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Summer's End" fest Thursday:

barbecue, beer, and boogie
In an effort to promote community spirit, and

to welcome incoming and returning students to
campus, UAAass student government groups are
jointly sponsoring a day long 'Summer's End'
festival and concert, September 5, in the athletic
fields west of Alumni Stadium.

Featuring music from noon to midnight, and a
full-meal barbeque prepared by University
Food Services in conjunction with Campus
Center Food Services, 'Summer's End' will
"bring people together and let them see that
evan a campus of 30,000 can have a strong
community spirit," according to Rick Savini,
SGA President. Information and recruit-
ment booths will be set up by various
Recognized Student Organizations, academic
departments, service organizations, ad-
ministrative offices, and other community
groups.

A joint committee, with members from the
Student Senate, Graduate Student Senate,
Commuter Assembly and Board of Governors'

Program Counnl, has been meeting since July
to iron out plans and details for the back-to-
school celebration.

Although the festival was initiated and im-
plemented by students, "we have been very
pleased with the enthusiasm and cooperation
certain segments of the administration gave
us," said Dave Winchester, chairman of the
joint committee.
Contributors are: Student Senate, $5,000;

Graduate Student Senate, $1,500; Commuter
Assembly, $1,000; Board of Governors'
Program Council, $4,000.

Those with dining commons meal tickets will

be served a free barbeque meal; those without
meal tickets can pay $2.00. Admission to the
festival itself is, of course, free.

Deadly Nightshade will perform from noon to

2 p.m., followed by Martha Velez from 2:30 to

4:30 p.m.
From 6 p.m. to 7: 15 p.m., James Cotton Blues

Band will take center stage, followed by

Liverpool (a Beatles imitation), from 7:45 to

8:15 and 8:30 to 9:15, with a fifteen minute
costume change betweentheir acts. Climaxing
the festival will be Richie Havens, starting at
9:45 p.m.

Until several weeks before the concert,
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young had reportedly
agreed to appear free of charge here because,
according to an informed source, they had not
scheduled any benefit performances on their
current tour, as was their custom. However,
explained the source, an engagement in Atlanta,
Georgia on September 5 prevented their ap-
pearance here.

Also considered for 'big name' entertainment
were Chicago ($25,000), and The Band ($50,000),
but necessary funds wre unavailable. Richie
Havens was obtained for $4,500.

Refreshments will be sold throughout the day.
Rest rooms and first aid stations will be
available, and bus service to the stadium will be
increased.
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23,000 start

semester;

new programs
established

Moving in.
Photo by Stavo Rugglo*

Over 23,000 students will arrive at

the U Mass-Amherst campus this

week to begin the 1974-75

academic year. Registration is

September 3 and 5 and classes

begin September 6.

Of the total, some 5,200 will be
graduate students. 18,070 will be
undergraduates and 650 will enroll

in the two-year Stockbridge
School. In the undergraduate total

will be a class of 3,600 freshman
and some 2,000 transfers from
other institutions.

In the rapidly-growing UMass
Division of Continuing Education,

over 100 evening courses will be
offered this fall, graduate, un-

dergraduate and non-credit
Continuing Ed expects its total

enrollment to top 2000 and, for the
first time is launching a financial aid

program. It will also begin its first

extension program in Worcester
and will introduce a new series of

non- credit craft courses.

NEWPROGRAMS
The year begins with a sprinkling

of new programs and some
changes in academic departments

Among them:

-establishment of a Western
European Studies Program leading

to a certificate in Western Studies;

-establishment of a two-year

pilot program in Women's Studies;

-establishment of a Five-College

Black Studies major at UMass,
implementation to depend on
approval by the presidents of the

other four institutions;

-granting of department status

to the computer and information

science program and the polymer
science and engineering program;

-establishment of an evening
graduate program for working
engineers by the Department of

Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering.

NEW APPOINTMENTS
Among new appointments: John

D. Paimer as head of the Zoology
Department; S.W. Fletcher as head
of the Department of Food and
Nutrition; John H. Bracey as

chairman of the W.E.B. DuBois
Department of Afro-American
Studies; Ira Trail, director of the

nursing program in the School of

Health Sciences; and Ching Mao
Cheng, director of the Asian

Studies Program.

Other new appointments include

Frederick Steinway as director of

the Fine Arts Center, Byron Green

as master of the Southwest
Residential College, and Gerald

Grady as director of Community
Affairs.
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Welcome, students!
As we come together as a University community to

begin a new academic year, I welcome all of you to Amherst

with the hope that you share my anticipation of the

exacting and exciting year before us. A special welcome

is extended to those joining us for the first time-

freshmen, transfer and graduate students. Your varied

backgrounds and experiences, if shared with us, can help

in shaping meaningful policies and directions for the

University in the months and years ahead. I hope that

you will take enthusiastic advantage of the many oppor-

tunities for personal and intellectual growth that await

you.

Major national events and crises always have an

effect on the University. We have just undergone a

most unsettling time in our nation's history. Fortu-

nately, we have witnessed the strength and viability of

our constitutional form of government, and are beginning

to feel a renewed sense of opportunity. But this is not

enough.

For too long now, this nation 1

s institutions,

governmental, educational, industrial and social have

gone through difficult times which have resulted in a

growing general sense of insecurity and an erosion of
confidence in leadership at all levels.

As we begin to prepare for our nation's Bicentennial,
it is time to realize that we have many things to be
proud of, that there remain many positive changes that
need our maximum effort. We must rededicate ourselves
to those moral values that must be an integral part of
the development of our public policy.

This is not a time for cynicism, self-pity or
apathy. We must begin once again to work together to
improve ourselves and our nation. A good starting
place for the renaissance of new and informed leader-
ship is within our academic institutions, and it is my
hope that the University of Massachusetts will continue
in that direction this coming year. This fall I will
be in concert with the University community attempting
to define clearly the mission and goals of this Uni-
versity. As we set these goals, it is my hope that we
will at the same time respond to those who have ques-
tioned the need for higher education in this nation and
reestablish the relevance of intellectual pursuits.

I look forward to working together with you in the
months ahead on developing this positive plan for the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst. An enthusiastic
commitment from all segments of the University community
will be required.

Randolph W. Bromery
Chancellor
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Back to the sticks ¥

BY KAREN LYNCH
Some folks think the country is

an exciting as unflavored yogurt.

But what do they know?
Actually, "getting back to the

land" is considered chic nowadays.
f'ir example for $100,000 or so

an buy one of those drafty,

dilapidated old farmhouses that are

m such hot demand. (The rusty milk

ran is extra)

If that doesn't fit into your

budget Pufton Village will do It's

• if iffv ind dilapidated enough
Then what, vr>i say3 Why then

tart i nttle gardei -ow
>urh things is avocados ir

madillos, beets, carrots, granola,

kumquats, mangolds, marijuana,

oranges, pears, pickles, point

settias, spinach, turnips, tzimmes

and zucchini Or you can watch the

kens mate.

If none of this appeals, I suggest

you buy a one way ticket to that

little University out on Columbia
Point

Seriously though (and remember
this is an institution of higher

•earning) Western Massachusetts
has i lot to recommend it. The pace
is considerably slower out here.

That doesn't apply to UMasszzzzz
in so much but on those days

when you cannot take PEOPLE
anymore, stick out your thumb and
head West. If you don't make it all

the way to the Berkshires, that's

okay Still, there's nothing quite like

the Berkshires m the Fall.

The area is saturated with

history Right down 116 is Historic

Old Deerfield (I think that's the

name of the town, Historic Old

Deerfield), which has to be one of

the most romantic towns around.

And it was rjght here that Lord

Jeffrey Amherst secured his first

victory over the Indians by
presenting them with smallpox

<nfested blankets. Nice guy

pass on to you so that you can The General Court in 1647

row them out at your next black- prohibited the use of tobacco to

i affair and impress everybody. anyone under 21 unless he had a

doctor's prescription. Put that in

Amherst, College was founded by pjpe and am(^e \ t kid.

Noah Webster In 1821 while he was
here working on his dictionary.

And whjle you're doing that, I'm

going to sit here in this quaint

Almost sounds like an afterthough
roc |<er can peaches with my left

doesn't it? hand, embroider a sampler with my
In 1850. Mount Holyoke was

right anq watch the chickens mate,
known as Mount Holyoke Female

S(j to tRQ^rVjf you who've been
Seminary. No snide remarks, here before, Welcome back. To
please, those of you who are newcomers.

Also, tuition room and board at welcome to the sticks. Ay-huh.
said Seminary was $1.50 a week,

and you had to wash your own Photo bv St.v. Ruggt.a
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LIVING
A special pull-out section with articles

as diverse as life itself. Learn the secrets

of hang gliding, and what to look for

BEFORE purchasing stereo equipment.

pages 45 - 64

2ty* JRajuarlpsfirtta Daily (EnlUgian
The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the

Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip

code 01002. Telephones: 545 2550 (news); 545-0344 (sports); 545-0731

(business).

Second class postage is paid in Amner t and additional mailing in
Ware, Mass. 01012. THE DAILY collegian publishes Monday
through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation,

exam periods or holidays. Accepted for mailing under the authority of

an act of March 8, 1879, as amended by an act of June 11, If43. Sub-

scription rates are $6.00 per semester or $10.00 per year.

WHEELS
Volkswagens and bicycles are featured

in this section, plus a true-to-life saga of

Handy Dandy Andy's Acne Operation.

pages 65 - 72

DINING &
NIGHT LIFE

A useful guide to area restaurants and
theatres comprises this section, which
includes a round-up review of summer
record releases.

pages 73 - 92
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SUMMER 1974 NEWS ROUNDUP
by Mike Kneeland

"A synopsis of campus and area events which took place while you were away .

//

Guru speaks
It was the highlight of the

summer ... a spectacle this

University has never seen and will

probably not see again.

Some 12,000 devotees of Guru
Maharaj Ji, the 16-year old perfect

master, invaded the campus from

lands all over this hemisphere to

celebrate Guru Puja 74.

It took place over the July 4th

weekend and many UMies had left

for the long weekend. In retrospect,

many students and officials said

that was a good thing, for the

Guru's people literally took over the

campus.

At the Southwest athletic field an

The Apostles, a Guru rock group

from Georgia, psyched the crowd

with lyrics noticeably altered to fit

the occasion: "Six days on the road

and I've got to see Maharaj Ji

again."

Finally, some 90- minutes late,

Guru Maharaj Ji walked up the

back ramp into the dome and sat

down in the majestic chair which

was lined with flowers.

His 24-year old wife Marilyn was
by his side and began the satsang,

amidst loud applause, comparing

The Guru to a perfect flute using

the four tools of light, music,

nectar, and the word to distinguish

itself from flutes "clogged with

dirt."

Before kneeling to kiss her

W)

Guru Maharaj Ji delivered satsang here, which is

not to say that he sat and sang, but he certainly
whistled his way to the bank after sitting and talking
about zero.

impressive 35-ft. high dome was
built from which the Guru gave his

satsang, or sermon, to the crowd.

By the campus pond a mini

dome was built where some of the

Guru's Mahatmas, or disclpfes,

gave their satsang. In the Campus
Center, rooms became workshops
for the devotees. In front of

Metawampe's eyes, hundreds of

tables were constructed selling

everything from "holy bread" to

Guru books and Guru music.

Dormitories in Southwest,
Northeast, and Central housed the

devotees while cars and trucks

bearing license plates from every

state in the union ignored parking

regulations, parking pretty much
where they pleased

And then there was the Curu
himself.

He was supposed to give his

opening satsang Friday night but he

cancelled saying he was too tired

from his recent trip to Denmark. His

devotees, however, assumed the

cancellation was due to the day's

unrelenting rains which, in Biblical

fashion, turned much of the

campus into a big mud puddle.

By Saturday night anticipation

was high all awaiting the first

appearance of Guru Maharaj Ji who
was staying in a $74 a day

executive suite in the Northampton

Hilton.

husband's feet, she told the crowd,
"We are all his premies; we are all

his lovers."

In a 30-minute speech that relied

heavily on American slang, Guru
told the crowd this event was
"undescribable."

Speculating his declared mission

to bring peace to the world was just

"three steps away," he noted, "j

never used to know there were
automatic windows and automatic
doors, and here I am in America."
He later gave a lecture on the

importance of zeroes. He said

neooje are sometimes more
concerned with the numbers one
and two, but he told the crowd that

"the number one starts with one
and ends with one ... and the

number two starts with two and
ends with two."

Unlike those numbers, he said,

there is someting special about a

zero. "You can take a one, put two
zeroes behind it and you've got 100

You can take a two and put two
zeroes behind it and you've got
200."

The crowd laughed with the

Guru when he quipped, "I say give

me zero money and you say O.K.,

it's already given."

He went on to discuss peace and
love in the world. "This is why we
all have come here, to try to qx

perience that love ... Thwfs why tne

perfect master has come into thfs

world, to put us back in a place

where we belong."

He closed his satsang by
returning the festivities to the

Apostles receiving loud cheers and

chants from the audience.

He also spoke Sunday night on

the same themes. Devotees said he

always says the same thing which,

unless you have his knowledge

(thus being a premie), the non-

devotee may fail to realize.

At an ungodly Sunday morning

hour, devotees lined up at the mini-

dome by the pond to kiss the

Guru's feet.

In the end, students were

arrested by the UMass police for

shouting obscenities at the Guru

and disturbing the peace. Some
UMies gathered near the back of

the crowd Saturday night, mocking

the Guru while he spoke but there

were no other disturbances.

Guru Puja 74 left as quickly as it

came. By Monday morning there

were few signs that the campus
had been such a busy place for so

many people.

And Southwest began preparing

for the arrival of the New England

Patriots, only five days later.

Making dorms

more liveable

In a move to make dormitory life

more attractive to students, the

administration this summer
established a Director of Residence

Life position and appointed their

very own Henry Kissinger to fill the

spot.

Kenneth Dean, a highly

respected administrator and
presently the acting director of food
services, will fill the slot on a

temporary basis for one year.

He says he wants to make
dormitory life desirable so that

students, if given a choice, would
prefer to live on campus rather than

off campus. This is good, he said,

because "the real reason for living

in dormitories is the educational

experience one gets out of it."

Dean, who lived one night in

Southwest last Spring, says two
immediate areas of concern to

students he intends to investigate

are increased dormitory security

and cleanliness.

The dormitory system was
formerly divided into two distinct

areas, business operations and
residential programming. Former
Vice Chancellor Thomas Campion
overlooked the business aspects

while vice Chancellor Robert Gage
was responsible for residential

programming.

"This made communication a

little difficult," Dean said from his

second floor office in Hills North.

Under the new system. Dean will

report only to Vice Chancellor

Gage
Dean said this will help students

since they will have a more ef

fective channel to direct their input

to Vice Chancellor Gage.

Dean will still be responsible for

the dining commons as well as the
dormitory system. He says it's good
they're now under one organization

since the two are closely related.

The Director said there are two
points students and administrators

should consider when evaluating

nim one year from now: the degree
of satisfied students, and the

financial status of the organization.

He noted there will be no net
increase in dormitory living costs
this vear and that apartment
complexes have already begun
raising their rents.

Dean will be assisted by Roger

Cruff, Margie Lenn, and Robert

Cambell.

They agree each person will have

some special expertise to offer. All

say they are highly motivated to

better the dormitory system. Other

universities, including Conn, and

N.H., have adopted the Residence

Life Director position. Dean said the

system has been working well at

both schools.

In a recent staff memo. Vice

Chancellor Gage said he was
"persuaded personally that this can

be the beginning of a process in

which problems of the past will be

used only to outline opportunities

for the future."

More jobs

available

There was some good news from

Whitmore this summer to refresh

some students. Administration

officials said they expect more
work-study jobs to be available to

students this semester.

Gerry Scanlon, head of the newly

established Student Employment
Task Team (SETT), also announced
there should be a decrease in "red-

tape" encountered by both
students seeking, jobs and em-
ployers seeking students.

Students who have previously

participated in work-study will be
pre-placed in jobs, Scanlon said.

After returning to school they need
only consult the bulletin board in

the Financial Aid Office to get their

job assignment.

The student workers will then
report directly to their job super-

visor. "This should save a lot of

time," Scanlon ^peculated.

He noted, however, that students
not satisfied with their job
assignment may make an ap-

pointment with one of the
placement counselors to discuss
the situation.

Those who have never par-

ticipated in the work-study will still

be required to fill out the necessary
forms in the Financial Aid Office

and to be interviewed by one of the

administrators.

Scanlon said his office will try, as
it has before, to match student
interests and experiences with the
jobs available.

The SETT will not only handle
work-study jobs, which is a form of
financial aid and is thus based on
need, but also jobs available

through research grants and off

campus employers.

If a professor, for example, is

granted a sum of money and
decides he wants a paid assistant,

then that professor will call SETT
which will then select a few persons
for the job. In the end, Scanlon
said, the professor still hires the
applicant of his own choice.

The SETT director emphasized
that "grant money" is not based on
need as is work-study money.

"In that respect," Scanlon noted,
"we're like any other employment
agency ... not actually selecting a
student."

Under the work-study program,
the department or firm hiring the
student only pays 20 per cent of the
salary while 80 per cent of the wage
is paid by the Financial Aid Office
with Federally allocated money.

That, Scanlon said Tuesday, is

one reason why there should be
more |obs available through work
study.

Scanlon is also working out a
method to standardize student
wages In the past, he noted, two
students doing the same job might
have been earning different wages

because the money was coming
from separate funds. o r accounts.

Now, such students will be
receiving the same salary no matter
what account their wages are being
drawn from.

During the semester, job
openings available through SETT
will be printed in the Daily

Collegian.

Scanlon warned students not to

decide for themselves if they are

entitled to on-campus work.

"The best way for students to

get employment on campus," he
said, "is not to prejudge their own
cases ... Come over to the Financial

Aid Otfice and make out the ap-

plications and let us process them."

Toma speaks

Those who were expecting a

rather simple looking cop were
surprised. Dave Toma, the Newark
policeman with 9,000 arrests and a

98 per cent conviction record, was
not that.

He looked Hollywood and
sounded like the sincere cop the

television series (based on his

experiences) leads the viewer to

believe.

At an informal Bluewall gathering

before his speech, Toma held most
listeners under his story-telling

control. His experiences with the

mob, drug dealers, prostitutes, and
gamblers, sounded like a fairy tale

good-guy-godfather ... but it was all

true.

Toma was one stabbed by an

assaulter who said, as Dave lay in

his blood, "I'm going to kill you!"

He thrust forward with his knife and

still, Toma could not bring himself

to fire the gun.

"I felt the damage was already

done," he said. Thinking he was
dead for sure (which he almost

was), Toma recalls, 'What good

would it have done if I blew his

head off?"

The Newark detective is best

known for the disguises he uses to

infiltrate gangs. "If you don't look

directly at people," he said, "you

can fool almost anyone." Toma has

become so proficient at this trade,

he has even fooled his best friends.

In the trunk of his car he carries a

suitcase of disguises. He is thus

*ble to chanae into whatever

Biggest

event

of the

summer:

Nixon

Resigns

(Editorials,

pages 6 & 23)

disguise fits the occasion. "When
I'm in a Catholic area I'm not going

to dress up as a priest. I'd be too

obvious."

Instead, Toma likes to play the

role of drunks, addicts and pimps.

A highly sensitive, compassionate

person, he notes, "It's a great

feeling sitting in the gutter with kids

... not trying to find out where they

got the drugs. I've reversed the role

... I've looked from the gutter up at

policeman."

Toma jokingly relates how many
people stop and say, "Hey, you

can't fool me, I saw you dressed up

as a lady selling pretzels the other

day." Toma usually says yes, but to

keep the information quiet. In fact,

Toma disguised himself as no such

person.

Threats are commonplace to

Toma. His car has been blown up

upon ignition, and some of his

detective friends wait a safe

distance until Toma starts up his

car.

Another person telephoned

many threats to Toma before one

of his frequent public appearances.

So he turned the tables around. "I

know who you are," he said. "I had

your mother last night and you're

afraid I'm going to be related to

you."

For all the fanfare and publicity,

Toma remains a humble person

who can see through the "bullshit."

Citing problems he has had with

publishers and network executives

over what he writes and how he is

portrayed, he says, "I could be a

millionaire today, but I'm not going

to do what they want me to do."

Toma is against marijuana but

does not believe stiff sentences are

the answer. He says he has seen

many people "freak out" on

marijuana because its potency may

vary or be treated with another

drug.

Patriots picket
To many area fans hoping to

watch their favorite Patriots player

drill during summer camp here, it

was disappointing.

The reason, of course, was the

players' strike which only saw two

stars, lineman John Hannah and

defensive end Ray Hamilton, report

to Amherst.

Sportswriters, instead of flocking

here to write their feature stories on

the likes of Jim Plunkett or Mack
Herron, found themselves writing

mechanical fill-ins on what rooky

looked good in practice or who was
not getting cut that would be

getting cut if it weren't for the

strike.

The one bright note was the play

of wide receiver Steve Schubert,

the 5'10" former UMass star. As
summer camp broke, he was still

with the team and head coach and

general manager Chuck Fairbanks

had high praises for the pigskin-

plucker.

While at UMass, Schubert

caught 51 passes for 989 yards and

11 touchdowns. Playing for the

championship New England

Colonials last season, he earned all-

star honors.

The only questions did not relate

to his sticky hands and good speed:

is he big enough and can he avoid

injuries?

With a team rostering Randy

Vataha and Mack Herron, only the

latter remained an issue.

At first many fans anxiously

watched the rookies; but the in-

terest faded. One area sportswriter

even noted that the Patriots were

having a tough time with the

women at such hot-spots as the

Steak Out and Checkers.

The few established players here

were not cracking helmets on the

practice field but were, for a few

early days, carrying signs by the

locker room. Those players in-

cluded Randy Vataha, Rick Cash

and Jon Morris.

The University had told them

they could not picket on campus ...

but they did anyway. Negotiations

between police and protesting

players took place in quiet you're-

my-idol-but I'm-also-a-cop fashion

and a settlement was reached. That

didn't really matter because Jon

Morris said he had already made his

point.

Those players returned to

"training camp east" while Chuck

Fairbanks, facing the roughest NFL
schedule and an opening game
against Miami, remained optimistic

at "training camp west."

Tobacco
workers

happy?

The Patriots

At first glance it looked like a

typical union vs. management
dispute - but when students

learned that young teenagers were

the heart of the issue, they became
concerned.

Those youngsters were migrant

workers picking tobacco at $1 .65 an

hour for Consolidated Cigar Corp.

About 300 of them were living in

various fraternity houses.

Members of the Association de

Trabajadores Agricoles (ATA)
union wanted to talk to the

youngsters but Donald Prill, a

director of 79 Florida youths living

in Sigma Phi Epsilon, said no dice.

"The kids here," he said, "are

perfectly happy and don't need

anybody coming here to make
trouble."

When the Mass. Department of

Public Health (DPH) got wind of

the situation, they voiced strong

complaints to Consolidated Cigar.

Willard R. Pope, a DPH lawyer, said

the cigar corp. must let the children

have visitors and if they didn't, the

state would go to superior court to

correct the violation of law.

When it was reported that

uniformed guards were on duty

outside the fraternities, preventing

workers from leaving or visitors

from entering, Student Govern-

ment Association president Richard

Savini decided it was time to act.

He got in touch with Amherst

town officials and asked them to

check onto the situation.

Meanwhile, Whitmore officials

were saying they could do nothing

because the fraternity houses were

not UMass property.

Savini thought that attitude was

hogwash, and he said it.

"I don't like that stand," the 25-

year old student leader said. "It

shouldn't matter whether you're an

administrator or student. It's a

disgrace to have that going on."

The press was eventually allowed

to enter the fraternities and talk to

the young workers. They seemed

happy - there was no apparent

mistreatment.

With the students assured the

teenagers were o.k., the issue once

again returned to a union vs.

management dispute.

UMass grad will

oppose Conte
Politics struck a little closer early

July when a 1969 UMass graduate,

presently a library assistant here,

announced his candidacy for the

First Congressional District.

Kenneth R. Mosakowski, 27-

years old, will face Thomas

Manning, an assistant district

attorney for Berkshire County, in

the Sept. Democratic primaries for

the seat presently held by

Republican Silvio Conte.

Mosakowski says Conte can be

beaten, especially this year when

public sentiment seems to be riding

against many Washington in-

cumbents. He also believes an

increase in the number of young

voters in the district will work in his

favor.

"Conte hasn't been opposed

since 1962. Since them UMass has

doubled in size; there are more

younger people than before."

Dave Toma is not the honest cop — that's Serpico

— but, in all honesty, Toma is a cop and is noted for,

among other things, his 98 per cent conviction record.

The candidate says these young

people "cant't relate to Conte very

well" because "he's of the old

school."

Mosakowski's main complaint

with Conte's Washington per-

formance is that "he plays both

ends of the issues against the

middle."

He says Conte has supported

Nixon 43 per cent of the time and

has opposed him 49 per cent of the

time on various issues. "That's

pretty strong support for a Mass.

person, even though he's

Republican," said Mosakowski.

If elected, Mosakowski said he

would like to serve on the Ap-

propriation's Committee. "That's

where the power is," he said. He

says he'd have a "good chance" of

getting on that committee because

"I'm a Democrat."

The Congressional hopeful says

the allocation of money is the basic

problem hurting the country. He

says he'd like to re-allocate the

money for something useful to the

country on a long-term basis.

"I'd cut some of the

wastefulness out of the military

budget," he said. He says,

however, that it would be absurd to

abolish the military.

Mosakowski says he is qualified

to fill the Congressional position

because he "understands

government." He has been a

consistent, unpaid Washington
lobbier against the Vietnam War
and the draft.

The UMass graduate said he

would like to close many tax

loopholes. "They favor people with

a lot of capital ... There's at least

200 millionaires who pay no taxes

(legally) at all."

Mosakowski is also concerned

with Vietnam veterans. He claims

the Nixon administration aban-

doned the vets in many areas.

"Yet the Nixon administration,"

he said, "continues to throw away

a billion tax dollars to support

Thieu's fascist dictatorship in

Saigon, instead of using the money

for veterans' job training at home."

Mosakowski was an early

supporter of George McGovern's

bid for the presidency. He was

elected as one of six first

congressional district delegates to

the 1972 Democratic National

Convention.

Students set

to unionize

Perhaps the most active group in

the Student Government
Association (SGA) this summer

was the Student Organizing

Project.

Operating with their SGA-
approved budget of $44,000, the

project hired a prestigious New
York City law firm at $6,000 to do

legal research on student rights.

The purpose of the project, in

act, is to make students a more

powerful campus voice.

Thomas Spriggs, a project

chairperson, said the project is

essential.

"The top student government

leaders are concerned with keeping

the system functioning and they

have no time for long range plans,"

he sa d.

Spriggs said the project's

purpose is to reorganize the

government structure and to get a

more substantial feed-back from

students; and in so doing, to obtain

maximum student power.

That student power, he said,

does not necessarily mean the

students will for a union, "like the

AFL-CIO." He sees, however,

students getting more power to

govern their academic structure

and UMass as a whole.

The 13 membered committee will

be trying to get much feed-back

from students this semester, and to

proceed with their plans.

Spriggs said he sees no major

problems and does not believe the

students will have to go to court to

define their rights.

He said he does not want to see

the SATF fee abolished.
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A reporter's view:

The breaking of the President
by Mark Vogler

It came to many Americans as a

great shock last month when

Richard Milhouse Nixon one

who never quits - resigned from

office as President.

But was it really a surprise?

Should the news have stunned the

masses as it did?

The American electorate is either

grossly misinformed or short on

memory. And President Nixon, the

fox of chief executives, knew this.

While most of us thought it

would never come to pass,

President Nixon's resignation was

really a logical course in a series of

not- so logical political events.

Resignation was the only fitting

way to end it. The stage was set

last summer during the Senate

Watergate hearings after the

astounding disclosure that the

President kept tape recordings of

presidential conversations in his

office. All the evidence was there to

bring him down. It was just a matter

of time.

While he waged a stubborn

battle to retain possession of the

controversial and self- incriminating

tapes, the cancer that John Dean

talked of spread through his ad-

ministration.

Then a persistent special

prosecutor from Harvard University

Archibald Cox, applied for the first

blow - he would not give up the

fight for those tapes.

In a now apparent illogical move

by Nixon in what we refer to as the

Saturday evening massacre, the

President fired Cox - triggering

the resignation of Atty Gen. Eliot

Richardson and a storm of outrage

on Capitol Hill and across the

country.

The Monday following the ill-

fated decision, a host of im-

peachment resolutions were in-

troduced in Congress. Nixon's

demise was on the way as

thousands of telegrams flooded the

offices of congressmen for the

removal of the President.

He eventually released some of

the tapes one with the infamous

18- minute gap which further raised

some questions as to his credibility.

Operation Candor switched back to

Operation Coverup.

Nixon unwisely withdrew himself

from public view and the inquiries

of the press. Periodically ending his

hold- out, he decided to fight the

never-ending battle. Yes, the press

had Richard Nixon to kick around

again. And every time he threw

punches, they kicked harder.

All the while the President's

ability to govt.n seriously eroded.

All the while, the American
Congress stood by stagnantly -
nevertheless observing.

The rains cam eharder when
Congress and the special

Watergate prosecutor requested

more tapes. The President flatly

refused, asserting "executive

priviledge" (cover-up).

Nixon rehearsed his resignation

speech by repeating his vow to

"continue the job that I was elected

to do without walking away."

Reporters are allowed one
assumption. Let's assume that Mr.

Cont. on p. 23

A Traveller's Tale
by E. Patrick McQuaid

"The chronicle of a weary wayfarer's wanderings

into the empire of Trickius Dickus, circa 974 B. C.
ff

The unusual events related in this

chronicle occurred over the space

of two years between 973 and 974

BC; an era before the emergence of

Rome as a thriving empire,

dominating Europe.

It came to pass that all of the

Union Empire was divided into

three parts. This being the dictates

of the emperor, Trickius Dickus, in

974. The first of these entities being

the capitol, Districtus Colombius;

the second being the Union of City-

States; and the third being the ill-

fated wastelands of Massachusetts,

where castaways and political

prisoners resided.

The noteworthy events leading

to this decree occured one year

prior to the severence of the Union

Empire. All of this confusion were

the results of the notorious

Aquaduct Affair; a scandal that

brought shame to the emperor's

head.

During the aforementioned

fateful summer, a traveling jour-

nalist did make his way to the

regions of Massachusetts from the

far North. He was stopped by

centurions dressed in white with

Persian hats at the border.

"I'm sorry, sir, but

Massachusetts is closed today,"

stated the guard

"Closed?" retorted the weary
wayfarer.

"Yes, sir. This order comes direct

from the Office of Higher Ideals."

"By whose authority?"

"Per order of the beloved em-

peror, Trickius Dickus. The notice

just came in today, August 8, 974

BC." He glanced at his Spiro watch

for surety.

Now this traveling journalist was

a true zealot at heart, like most of

his colleagues, and was determined

not to return to the North. He

produced his press pass in an-

ticipation of quick results. He was,

without any hesitation, arrested.

Hn was thrown into a cell with

MVWVl other journalists, poets.

priests, and politicians. One
happened to be the emperor's

former speech writer who was
imprisoned for knowing too much.

"Tell me," began the traveler,

"what did the emperor usually ask

of you when ordering up a

speech!*"

"Ha," he began, "the emperor
usually required three things in his

speeches. If they are honest,

sincere, and to the point he wants
nothing to do nor will he hear about
them."

"So what are the usual stan-

dards?"

"Well, the emperor wishes to

adhere to the rules of his chief

policy makers: his daughter,

Rasputin, and George Patton ie-

runs. Under this careful watch his

speeches for the next twenty-three

years have been drawn up."

"Twenty three years. You mean
to tell me that he has..,"

"That's correct. They're already

written. I have ten war progress

reports, six denials of political

corruption or immorality, eight

reports of anti-Empire activities,

four speeches on the evils of eating

meat or using gas, three chats on
the evil of tax returns, nine denials

of involvement, and..."

"Involvement in what, sir?"

"It doesn't matter. You see, one
simply fills in the blanks in these

speeches. No matter what hap-
pens, he can within minutes appear
before the public, fill

: n the blanks,

and with a good prop man get out
of anything."

"How do, or did you set up the
pattern for them?"

'Well, they all follow the same
style and character. First he either

appeals to Mom, apple pie, or the
flag. Second he swears he was
either in his castle to the west or

negotiating with the Romans.
Third, he like the new emperor,
asks you to pray for him."

"Doesn't he pray for himself?"

"Too risky. Bad relations with the

gods right now. He must first

establish diplomatic, friendship with

the heavens."

"Will he plan a tour, or send

gifts?"

"Yes, yes. This indicated by the

emperor's breaking relations with

h/=M
"

"Do you think that he would go

that far?"

"Well, foreign relations weren't

my specialty. But I doubt if that's

possible. The other day, before my

arrest, I heard him talking with his

family. He was crying over some

deal that he had made with the

devil"

"So, what finally happened?"

"Well, the vice emperor stepped

down and a new one was ap

pointed. You know the old ex

pression, son, in this great land of

our's, anyone, anyone can become

vice emperor. Well, he did. And

now he's emperor, by popular

demand. Trickius Dickus, I am told

has exiled himself to island of Elba.

Who knows what he will do next?

Everything you've always

know about thewant

&/IBEI

The University Library System
consists of the new 28- story

Library, several branch libraries and
various reading rooms. The main
Library houses most of the holdings

in the social sciences and
humanities. Principal branch
libraries are:

Morrill Biological Sciences
Library: Located on the 2nd floor of

Morrill Science Center; contains

biological and geological material.

Physical Sciences Library: On the

2nd floor of the Graduate Research

Center; includes materials in

engineering, chemistry,
mathematics, water resources,

computer science, food
technology, wood technology and
related fields.

Five College Libraries: The 5

Valley schools jointly operate the

Hampshire Inter-library Center
(HILC), a collection of important,

but infrequently used research

materials located in the basement

of the Physical Sciences Library.

HILC materials circulate only to

faculty and graduate students, but

may be consulted by all members of

the University community.

UMass students and faculty have

direct borrowing privileges at the

main libraries of Amherst, Hamp-
shire, Mt. Holyoke and Smith.

Catalogs

The Library system's main card

catalog (main floor) is divided into

two sections:

Author and Title Catalog: ...

contains cards for names of per-

sons and agencies considered to be

authors of publications. Most
works also have title cards in this

catalog; periodicals are listed here

by title and also in the Pioneer

Valley Union List of Journal and
Serial Ho/dings.

Subject Catalog: ... contains

cards indicating the subject areas of

materials. To find the exact subject

headings used, consult the Library

of Congress List of Subject
Headings, located on tables near

Lib
Department

Archives

Audiovisual Department
Audiovisual Reserve

Central Serials Record
Circulation office

College Catalogs

Governmental Documents
Information

Interlibrary Loan
Library Office

Library Tours

Lost and Found
Map Room
Microforms Room
Music Library

Morrill Library

Newspapers
Periodicals Current

Photocopying Center

Physical Sciences Library

Public Services

Reference Desk
Reserve

Special Collections

Telephone books

the card catalog.

Pioneer Valley Union List of

Journal and Serial Holdings:

Periodicals in the UMass system

and in other major collections in the

Valley are listed alphabetically here

by title, with locations, call numbers

and volumes held. The librarians at

the Reference Desk will gladly

provide assistance in using these

catalogs and in locating other

items, such as government
publications which are not fully

listed.

Borrowing

How to Borrow a Book: Identify

the publication from the entry in the

card catalog. Note the call number
from the upper left-hand corner of

the card and go directly to the

stacks or to the special location

indicated. Present the book with

your ID card at the Circulation desk

on the 1st floor. Books may also be

charged out at the 2nd floor Cir-

culation office, where renewals are

made and requests for books not

on the shelves.

Loan Period: Books circulate for

2-4 weeks. They may be renewed in

person or by phone at the

University library from which they

were borrowed, unless they have

been requested by another
borrower. Periodicals circulate for a

limited period only to faculty

members and graduate students.

Recalls: Books are subject to

recall after two weeks if requested

by another reader, and at any time

if needed for Reserve.

Reserve Books: Reserve
materials circulate for time periods

varying from 2 hours to 3 days.

They must be returned to the

Reserve Desk on the 2nd floor.

Book Returns: Books may be

returned to the library from which

they were borrowed or to the main

library. There are book deposit

boxes near the main extrance and

on the west side of the building: do
not use these to return reserve

books.

Services

and
Resources

Archives: Located on the 25th

floor, contains a collection of

material relating to he University of

Massachusetts and several groups

of personal and historical

manuscripts.

Audiovisual Department:
Audiovisual materials and services

are in Godell Building. The main
Library houses an audiovisual
reserve room on the 5th floor, for

course- related materials, and the

necessary viewing and listening

equipment.

Government Documents: The
Documents collection on the 21st

floor houses official publications of

the United States, United Nations

and Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts. Most of these materials are

not listed in the main card catalog,

but are accessible through special

indexes.

Interlibrary Loan: For faculty and

graduate students engaged in

research, the Interlibrary Loan

service obtains materials not

available in the UMass Library

system. Undergraduates may also

use it for materials in the Valley

area.

Maps: A collection of ap-

proximately 80.000 sheet maps,

geological and topographic,

demographic and historical, is in

Room 269 of the Morrill Science

Center.

Microforms: Microtext copies of

newspapers, government archives,

and many other types of research

materials ... are in the microforms

room on the main floor, along with

reading equipment.

Music Library: The Music Library,

a non-circulating collection of

thematic indexes, scores and
recordings, is housed on the 1st

floor of the Old Chapel.

cont. on p. 16

rary Directory
Location

25th floor

Goodefl, Room 514

5th floor

Main floor

2nd floor

Main floor

21st floor

Main floor

Main floor

1st floor

Main floor

1st floor

Rm. 269, Morrill

Main floor

Old Chapel

Morrill Science Center

Main floor

5th floor

Main floor

Graduate Research

^Center

Main floor

Main floor

2nd floor

25th floor

Main floor

Telephone
5-2780

5-2458

5-3968

5-2622

5-2765

5-0150

5-0553

5-0284

5-0150

5-0284

5-2733

5-3966

5-2870

5-2674

5-3860

5-1370

5-0466

5-0150

5-2358

50274
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Campus Center/

Student Union
Barbershop (CO, M- F, 8 a.m.-5

p.m.; Sat, 8 a.m.-12 noon

Blue Wall Bar (CO, M F, 11:30

a.m.-1 a.m.; Sat-Sun, 4 p.m.-1 a.m.

Blue Wall Lunch (CO, MF, 11:30

a.m. -2 p.m.

Bus Tickets (CC Hotel Lobby

Accommodations Desk) 24 hours;

Phone 5 2006

Campus Store, (CO, M-F, 9

a.m. -5 p.m., Sat as necessary

Cashier, (SU), M-F, 8:45 a.m.-

4:15 p.m.; Check cashing at News
and Sweet Shop after hours

Concrete Coffee Pot Coffee

Shop (CC). SurvThur, 7 a.m.-12

mid; Fri-Sat, 7 a.m.-1 a.m.

Craft Shop (SU), M-F, 10 a.m.-8

p.m.; Sat, 10 a.m. -6 p.m.

Games Room (SU), M-F, 8:30

a.m.-IO p.m.; Sat-Sun, 10 a.m.-IO

p.m.

Hatch Bar, (SU), Wed-Sat. 8

p.m.-1 a.m.

Hatch Cafeteria (SU), M-F, 7

a.m.-7 p.m.; Sat-Sun, 11 a.m. -7

p.m.

Hotel Accommodations (CC), 24

hours; Phone 549-8000

Lecture Note Service (SU), M-F,

8 a.m.-6 p.m., Room 201

Legal Counsel (SU), hours to be
announced. Phone 5-0341

Lost and Found (CC), Campus
Assistance Center, 2nd level

concourse, 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

News and Sweet Shop (SU), M-

Wed, 7 a.m.-IO p.m.; Thur-Sun, 7

a.m. -12 mid.

Parking Garage (CC), 24 hours

Post Office (SU), M F, 8:45 a.m-

4 p.m.

Recognized Student
Organizations (SU), M-F, 8:30

a.m. -5 p.m.; Room 418; Phone 5-

2352
Room-to Move Drop-in Center

(SU)

Student Activities (SU), M-F,

8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.; Room 416; Phone
5-2351

Ticketron Outlet (CO, Hotel

Lobby, MF, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat, 9

a.m.-1 p.m.; Phone 5-0500

Travel Agency (CC), Hotel

Lobby, M-F, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat, 9

a.m.-1 p.m.; Phone 5-0500

Top of the Campus Bar and

Restaurant (CO, 11th Floor, Lunch:

MF, 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m.; Dinner, M-
Sat, 5 p.m.-9 p.m.. Sun, 4 p.m.-8

p.m.

Top of the Campus Lounge,

(CO, 10th Floor. M-F, 11:30 a.m.-l

a.m.; Sat-Sun, 4 p.m.-1 a.m.

What to expect
(Food Ecology is

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN
II

What will you find at the Dining

Commons this year?

1. Unlimited portions on all menu
items except main courses. Each

meal will have a designated

"seconds" available main course

item.

2. Lunch sandwich bars. Located

in different places in different

commons.. .Search them out if you

like a soup 'n sandwich lunch.

3 Salad bars every

evening.. .with a variety of salad

fixin's for you to choose.

4. Special events like Harvest

Festival, Halloween, ice cream

sundaes, and steak are just some of

the attractions the food service will

have. Watch closely for these.

Some of the changes made for

this semester include: orange juice

served from jet spray dispen?i.-s

and salad dressings served by

pumps. Lots of advantages

herc.no more french dressing in

the catsup, neater service, and the

dressings are easier to get.

FOOD ECOLOGY is something

we'll be hearing a lot about this

year. Basically, it's something that

comes down to using our resources

wisely., by not wasting food. Plate

or tray waste costs can really

mount up, with milk at 8 cents a

glass, ice cream over 5 cents a slice

and margarine at 1.5 cents for every

two patties. Salads, vegetables,

desserts, fruits all have a cost at-

tached. Food prices are rising so

dramatically that we can't afford

the luxury of throwing food away.

The Commons prepare the food

that you take. If you take less, we'll

do our part by preparing only what

you eat and "investing" the savings

in food.

The Dining Commons offers a

selective menu at all meals. The

menu for the week is posted in each

commons. The menu of the day is

available by dialing 545-2626, 9:00

a.m. to 2:00 p.m. for lunch and 2:00

D.m. to 7:00 p.m. for dinner.

SERVING TIMES FOR MEALS
are:

WORCESTER 6r HAMPSHIRE
Breakfast 7:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

Lunch 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Dinner 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

FRANKLIN & BERKSHIRE
Lunch 10:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Dinner 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

BASIC FOODS, the vegetarian or

near vegetarian alternative to the

regular menu, is available at

Worcester and Hampshire Com-
mons: Lunch - 11:00 to 2:00 p.m.

and Dinner - 4:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

•

IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT A MEAL
TICKET, HOW CAN YOU GET TO
EAT AT THE COMMONS? Besides

buying a ticket, two ways: by
paying cash for your meal or by
buying strip tickets. Cash prices

are: Breakfast - $.15, Lunch - $2.00

OLD WEIRD HAROLD'S
New and Used Clothing

has moved to

65 UNIVERSITY DR.

(Next to Doll's Pino)

Back To School Special

New Male, UFO, and Seafarer

PANTS ft JEANS all for only

Why Pay More?

^M*W*#^^

1 FREE USED FLANNEL SHIRT
with every purchase of $5.00 or more.

^JW(

^^A#%#*0%A0N *^*^^l^0 10t0t0t0*0*

USED JEANS only

PLUS: Used Leather Jackets

Used Suede Jackets

Used Fur Jackets and Coats

New and Used Denim Jackets and Skirts

Used Western Shirts

Used Blue Work Shirts

OWH'S >' *' -If ***" *'* "t*"4 h ki *ff*e*$4 bf fh$ carrtnt hew h >rictt!!

at the Dining Commons this year...

one thing you'll be hearing a lot about)

and Dinner - $2.60. If you want to

save a little money, buy strip

tickets. These strips of 5 meals are

available at the Meal Ticket Office

at Worcester Commons and can be
used in any Commons. Pricer are: 5

breakfasts $4.95, 5 lunches - $7.75

and 5 dinners - $11.25.

Students with meal tickets in the

5 college area, who have academic
reasons for being on a campus
other than their own during a meal

period should check with the

secretary at Worcester Commons
Office for information on how to

get an exchange meal.

COMMUNICATIONS WITH
FOOD SERVICES: If you're in a

Dining Commons and you see

something that's wrong. ..cold

food, lumpy potatoes, no cat-

sup.. .ask for the Manager or

supervisor. These people can
usually solve the problem im-

mediately. Your D.C. Manager is

also available during the meal to

handly any problems, suggestions

or comments you may want to
discuss.

If you have general comments or

suggestions, write a comment card.

These cards go to the Director's
Office where they are read and
acted upon. You will be notified of
this action if you write in your
phone number.

If you lose your meal ticket, you
may get a replacement at the Meal
Ticket Office at Worcester Com-
mons, Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. A replacement fee of $5.00 is

charged. Until you replace your
book, you must sign for each meal
eaten. You will be billed for those
meals to whicn you were not en-
titled.

In the main office, there are
several people who are available to
assist you. If you have a problem
with your meal ticket, Mr. Flynn is

the person to see. If you are on a
diet and need some help finding
low calorie foods on the menu, Mrs.
Crossmon, a Registered Dietitian,

can be of service. If you are

planning a picnic or dinner, Mr.

Ellis, Manager of Catering, will

smooth out the details. All of these

people are located in Worcester
Commons Main Office, tel. 545-

2472.

If you have an idea for a policy or

program or a suggestion about an
existing one, contact the Student
Food Services Board. They may be
reached through the Student
Senate Offices.

WORKING FOR FOOD SER-
VICES: If you have a meal ticket

and are looking for work at the

commons, check with the manager
of the Commons, Snack Bar or

Store you want to work at. This

person will let you know what
positions are available and what the

procedure is to get cleared for

work. There are some positions

available in catering and in the

offices. Come in to the Worcester
Main Office for information about
these.

SOME D.C. RULES AND
REGULATIONS:

1

.

Only one main course item at a

time. Go back for seconds. *

2. Bus your own trays. When you
don't, you have to pay the cost of

having someone do it for you.

3. Use your own meal ticket and
don't lend it out to friends. Meal
ticket prices are based on the

number of meals eaten, not the

total number available on the plan.

If all meaii were eaten, cost of the

plans would have to go up.

4. Don't take food or utensils

from the commons. Like waste, this

increases the cost of the board
plan.

5. Ask for what you want. ..and

eat what you take.

FOR NON-COMMONS EATING:
Food Services operates snack bars

in three locations. Worcester
Commons, serving full breakfasts

and hot lunches 6 days a week.
Hours: 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.,

closed Sunday. Whitmore Snack

Bar, open 8-5 Monday thru Friday,

and Hampden Snack Bar. By
popular demand, it's back
downstairs. You'll find the at-

mosphere much improved. The
menu is expanded. Now have pizza,

freshed baked for you. Full break-

fasts and complete sandwich
selections are also available. Hours:

8:00 am. to 1:00 a.m., 7 days a

week.

Munchys stores in three

locations are good places to pick up
thoso lilue items you need. Wor-
cester store, under the stairs of the

side entrance to the commons,
open 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Franklin

store, dorm side of the building,

open 11.00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., and

Hampden store, in the upstairs

lobby, open 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

All stores are open 7 days a week.

For fun, the Southwest Games

Area, in Hampden Commons, will

be open the same hours as the

Snack Bar. Try it for a quick game

of whatever.

John Delldria presents

$ fiofai 4ol ike, iw? ek VPU
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The Chopping Block

26 main Street • Amherat • 253-9293
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For the Best in Audio Equipment
Obviously It's Lafayette.

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE

REG.

$6995

$ 12 g95

TAPE DECK OR
RECORDERS
Sony Portable TC66

Sony Portable TC110A

Sony Portable TC55

Sony Portable TC45

Pioneer Cassette Decks CT3131 $ 17995

Teac 160 Dolby Deck

$ 159

$ 129

NOW
$
56

88

$
-J
2488

$11^88

M4500

$
259

95

Marantz 2220
AM FM receiver

20 watts RMS per channel

Marantz 2230
AM-FM receiver

30 watts RMS per channel

Marantz 2245
AM-FM receiver

45 watts RMS per channel

$299.95

S399.95

$499.95

$2399
Pionaer QX646

AM-FM 4 channel receiver

'31 9*5
Sherwood 790CA

AM-FM receiver

|r 65 watts RMS per channel

Fisher 180 AM
FM receiver

$ 39991

$499.95

$479.95

$299.95

Marantz 2270 $599.95 499 Superscope A225
Stereo amplifier

r __ _ t\n 10 watts per channel

537500
$499.95

AM-FM receiver

70 watts RMS per channel

Pioneer SX828
AM-FM receiver

40 watts RMS per channel

TURNTABLES

NOW
$29995

$49700

$24r
$3995

$5905

BSR 260 w

BSR 610 w

BSR 810 w

Duel 1218 w

Dual 1229 w

Garrand Zero 100 w

Garrand Zero 92 w

Garrand Model 82 w

Garrand Model 70 w

th Base, Dust Cover, & Cartridge

th Base, Dust Cover, & Cartridge

th Base, Dust Cover, & Cartridge

th Base, Dust Cover, & Cartridge

th Base, Dust Cover, & Cartridge

th Base, Dust Cover, & Cartridge

th Base, Dust Cover, & Cartridge

th Base, Dust Cover, & Cartridge

th Base, Dust Cover & Cartridge

REG. NOW

$54.95 S44.88

$99.95 $74.88

$229 95 $169.95

$234.95 $159.95

$335.95 $249.95

$279.95 $199.95

$239.95 $174.95

$180.00 $129.95

$139.95 $99.95

TAPES
LAFAYETTE C 60 Cassettes

for $400
2 ° *1" MEM0REX C 90 C.M.H., 2 '" '4"

CALCULATORS
National Semiconductor e Didget

National Semiconductor 8 Didget

~ata Pen Texas Instrument SR10
^itfACltt^,

bowmar MX25

B0WMAR MX55

BOWMAR MX80

BOWMAR MX90

>^x BOWMAR MX100

* SPEAKERS

REG.

$29.95

$39.95

$89.95

$49.95

$59.95

$84.95

$89.95

$179.95

NOW
$
19

88

$2088

$
74

$
34

$
4{J95

$ 77°°
$A400

Mir
REG.

F

B

B

B

Sher XP7 3 way spker. with 10 inch-woofer *17995

e Venturi formula 2

e Venturi formula 4

c Venturi formula 6

$24994

>8995

JBL 88

Dyanaco

B0SE 501

ESS Neils

ESS AMT3 Rock Monitor with 210 inch woofers

NOW
$
9Q50

'11250

$
14g95

$24095
$
1
QgSO

$gg95

$|3g9S

$315
$435

HEADPHONE?
REG. MOW

5

K0SS Pro 4A$. $60.00 3ff
'9A95

K0SS727B $34.95 £H

SHARPE Pro 4Bs. $60 00 '34

AUTO
REG.

$49.95
$

2ff

$99.95 *6&

5

S

SEIDEN SOUND LAFAYETTE

Vox 8 Track Player

Panasonic RS 246 Car Cassette

Panasonic FM and 8 Track Player $139 .95 99
15 Pleasant St., Amherst

171 Ci^TOriMIPQ Telephone 549-1105
CULl/lnUllll/O J4 Yearg of Sound Service
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SGA needs

people, ideas

The Student Government
Association has been working this

summer to identify problem areas

and their possible solutions. We
decided our first and foremost

problem was our relation to our

student constituentcy.

It is imperative that our lines of

communication are opened. We are

hoping to receive more coverage

from our campus media groups so

that everyone can be more aware of

what the Student Government

Association is doing and where it is

going

We are also trying to open

ourselves up so that we, S.G.A., are

more aware of what student's

needs are and where they feel we
should be directing our resources.

In order to accomplish this we need

help. We need people. We need

ideas. It is imperative that students

begin to realize what can be done

on this campus and what resources

are available to us.

* The S.G.A. realizes that it has a

reputation to overcome, but the

only way we can accomplish this is

through more student input, more

concern from students about

students and a better un-

derstanding about what our

Student Government has to work

with.

For a publicity campaign, to

inform students of what S.G.A.

does, you will be seeing ad-

vertisements under the heading of

"Yes We Aie Responsible". So far

we have two phases. The first is to

inform students that we are

responsible. The second will point

out specific services that the S.G.A.

is responsible for funding. These

advertisements will be all over the

campus, on the buses, in the

residence halls and other buildings.

To start off the year, the Senate

along with the Area Governments,

Graduate Senate, Board of

Governors and Summer
Programming have come together

to sponsor the "Summer's E.td

Concert". It will be held September

5 at the far end of the football field.

PSO groups, academic depart-

ments and others interested will

have displays or information

booths. There will be food and

drink available. Meal tickets will be

honored and for those who don't

have them, the food will be at

minimum cost. And of course there

will be a concert. We hope that all

will attend and enjoy.

In the process of redevelopment

and restructuring is the Legal

Services Office. A Legal Services

Governing Board has been
established totally made up of

students. This Board will oversee

the office and establish all policies

that will govern the office. It will

also act as a grievance committee

for any student who is not satisfied

with the office.

This Board is a result of a merger

between the Undergraduate and

Graduate Senates. It will therefore

service both the undergraduate and

graduate student populations. It

has been restructured so that there

will now be three lawyers and two

paralegals available to give free

legal advice. The office is totally

funded by both the senates and is

located on the nineth floor of the

Campus Center. It will be open for

full time operation the second week

after school opens. The search for

lawyers has been going on all

summer. The Committee so far has

selected a Director, William Dorsch.

The other two positions will be

finalized by September.

A Residential Life Governing

Board has been established. A
constitution is being worked out

that will in effect by very similar to

the Board of Governors con-

stitution. The RLGB will have

complete policy authority including

veto power over policy set by the

Director of Residential Life

although ultimate veto still rests

with the Chancellor. Hopefully as a

result of this Board we will all see

some positive changes made in

dormitory living.

The President of S.G.A., Rick

Savini, along with the Chairperson

of the Board of Governors, Michael

Curran, are preparing a

questionnaire concerning minimum
wage for students. This will be

ready for referendum within 2

weeks after school opens.

S.G.A. now has an Affirmative

Action Officer, Sylvia Franklin, who
will be working out of the Student

Attorney General's office which is

in the same location as last year,

422 Student Union. The Student

Attorney General is Cindi Iris.

It is important that everyone

realize that at this point the

economic crunch is being felt by

the Student Government as well.

Our financial situation is very tight.

It is possible that we have over

extended ourselves already and first

semester has not even begun. It is

very difficult to extend and retain

services to the degree desired by

all.

The Student Organizing Project

is typing their resources together.

They will be approaching as many
students as possible explaining the

goals of the project.

This is a brief summary of some
of the major areas we have been

working on. Please stop in the

office for questions or to exchange

ideas. The Student Senate office is

located in Room 420 of the Student

Union and each Area Government

has an office in their respective

areas.

Volunteers wanted

at Belchertown
Up until about 10 years ago,

Belchertown State School, a

facility built to house the mentally

retarded, maintained an isolated

existence. The mood of society was

one of segregation; as a result,

people with special needs were

ignored.

Since then the doors have been

opened and student catalyst groups

have found their way inside of the

walls. One particular group, the

Boltwood- Belchertown Project, has

made exceptional advances in

providing structured programming

for volunteers in the five college

community.
This fall, the Boltwood-

Belchertown Project has twelve

new programs being initiated. They
will include areas that have never

received volunteer programming
before. In a sense, students will act

as para- professionals, keeping alive

the programming that takes place

during the day. All kinds of

volunteers are needed to work with

all kinds of residents.

If you are a student who would

like to become involved in our

"social revolution", contact the

Boltwood office as the State

School (323-6311 ext. 296).

Recruitment will begin the week of

September 9, so watch area papers

for more information.
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SOME STRAIGHT TALK ABOUT JEANS
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THE RIGHT SIZE
Jeans come in your choice of waist size (a

compact 28" to a big roomy 42") and
length (30" to 36"). Smart |ean buyers

know that all |eans will shrink after

washing, even pre-shrunk Sanforized

denim |eons You can expect |eans that

aren't Sanforized to shrink about 1" in the

woist and 2" in the length Sanforized

denim can be expected to shrink 2% to

3°o And if the seams pucker after

washing, ironing will straighten them out,

adding length

MDING
Denim can be faded by years of

wear, or more quickly, by bleachtng.

Don't throw your jeans and some
bleach into an automatic washer
though. Instead, fill a bathtub with

about 8" of water, mix in about a

quart of bleach. Add |eans, turn

often, check for color after 30

minutes, remove and wash in soapy
water. Sandpapering the knees,

seat and seam edges also gives a

well worn look

For the first several washings,

launder your new jeans

separately or you'll end up
with blue under-shirfs. A
fabric softener and machine
drying will make them softer.

Strong iron on patches should

be applied to any worn areas.

After the knees finally pop
out, you can cut them off,

make a duffle bag or keep
them for patches for your new
leans.

TO WIN A FREE

SIOO!
DRAWING SEPT 12

D OFF
EVERYTHING

...except blue jeans

GOOD THRU SEPT. 14

^CLOIHING FOR /HEN & WOMEN ' |

HOCTSG

^#7/ Joy! Off &$3 r
sfifrrtfrHTs"'?**! fipeew...vrur vrVr! TaX^-W^ !
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One of the ugliest clouds over America
"Once a bright hope shared by all

mankind, myself included, the rash

proliferation of atomic power
plants has become one of the ugli-

est clouds overhanging America."
David Lilienthal

first Chairman of the U.S.

Atomic Energy Commission

by Bob Strachota

Atomic, or nuclear, power is not

just another issue. It is one of the

most critical problems facing the

world today.

And the question cannot be put

off. Nuclear power must be

stopped in the next five years or it

will be too late; by that time the

nuclear power industry will be too

large and it will be supplying too

much of our electrictiy feasible. It

will then take an inevitable disaster

to force us finally to abandon

nuclear power.

The nuclear question has arisen

here in the Connecticut Valley

because Northeast Utilities plans to

construct the world's two largest

nuclear power plants in the nearby

town of Montague, just 15 miles

north (and directly upwind) from

Amherst. But don't think this is just

a local problem; the nuclear in-

dustry foresees 1000 nuclear power

plants in the U.S. within the next 25

years, 200 of those plants to be

operating in New England alone.

Please read carefully the

following information and decide

for yourself whether you can

remain on the sidelines or whether

you will join us in our fight to stop

this nuclear madness and redirect

this country's energy policies

toward the many safe, non-poluting

alternatives.

Low-Level Radiation

Low-level radiation leaves the

plant as part of normal operations.

No radiation is safe. The Atomic
Energy Commission says that 170
millirads per person per year is a

"safe" dose, but an AEC-financed
study by physicists John Gofman
and Arthur Tamplin estimated that

exposure to 170 milirads would
cause 32,000 extra cancer and

leukemia deaths per year and lead

to at least 100,000 genetically-

caused deaths each year. A single

damaged cell can develop into a

cancer although it may not be

obvious until 5 to 20 years after the

radiation hit.

Two cancer-producing by-

products of nuclear fission are

Strontium 90 and Plutonium 239.

Strontium 90 gets absorbed into

the food chain: cows eat it with

their grass and it gets concentrated

in the milk our children drink.

Children ano pregnant women are

especially susceptible to radiation.

Plutonium 239 is the most deadly

poison on earth. Manmade, it is

highly radioactive and causes lung

cancer. With a half-line of 24,000

of thousands of years. In February,

1974, the National Resources
Defense Council said that limits on

plutonium is a major by-product of

the fission process; thousands of

pounds of it are created each year,

deadly wastes that must be

shipped, buried, and guarded for

centuries to come.
Accidents

There is no "fool-proof" plant

Every one is experimental. If only 10

percent of the radiation contained

is a plant were to escape, people up

to 100 miles away would be killed

by acute radiation exposure.

Agriculture and water supplies

would be ruined for 150,000 square

miles — an area the size of

California. Thousands of people

would die, many immediately,

many later on from cancer,

leukemia, and birth defects.

There have already been many
minor accidents, a few very bad
ones, and many that go unreported.

In the last 25 years, 227,400 gallons

of boiling, radioactive wastes have

leaked out of storage tanks on the

AEC's Hanford Reservation in

Washington State. Of the 17 piants

built before 1970, five have been

shut down as unsafe or impractical.

Another, the Fermi plant near

Detroit, nearly had a core meltdown
(nuclear reaction out of control)

and the city of Detroit was
threatened with evacuation. The
plant was closed indefinitely.

Temperature insiJe a fission

reactor may reach 2,300 degrees F.

If there is an accident and the

temperature rises too high, the

reactor could collapse, releasing

dangerous radiation. The ECCS —
Emergency Core Cooling System
— is supposed to flood the reactor

with water within 5 to 10 seconds

to control and prevent a meltdown.

But all tests of the ECCS under

simulated accident conditions failed

completely. Yet the AEC continues

to issue construction permits for

nuclear plants,- complete with

ECCS.
We have only to think of the

tortured history of the plant in

Vernon, Vermont: mysterious

"explosions", accidental radiation

emissions, cut-backs and shut-

downs. Must we wait for a major

tragedy before we learn?

Dr. Hannes Alfen, a Noble

Laureat in Physics, summed up the

situation in the May, 72 issue of the

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientist*:

"Fission is safe only if a number
of critical devices work as they

should, if a number of people in key
positions follows all their irv

stuctions, if there is no sabotage,

no hijacking of the transports, if no
reactor fuel processing plant or

reprocessing plant or repository

anywhere in the world is situated in

."-.region of riots or guerilla activity,

and no revolution or war — even a

'conventional' one — takes place in

these regions. The enormous
quantities of extremely dangerous
materials must not get into the

hands of ignorant people or

desperados. No acts of God can be
permitted."

Alternatives

Large-scale, job-producing, low-

cost, pollution-free alternative

energy sources are not a pipe

dream. Ex-President Nixon's Solar

Energy Panel said we could have
solar- heated houses in 5 years,

solar building cooling in 6 to 10

years, and solar electricity in 10 to

15 years. (It takes at least 8 years

for a nuclear power plant to be

completed.) There are many other

sound possibilities: fuel-cell

generation, magnet-hydro dyn-

maics, hydro-electric generators,

ocean thermal differences, wind

power, geothermal power, coal

gasification, methane.

One member of the Solar Energy

Panel, U. Mass. civil engineering

professor William Heronemus,
testified at an AEC licensing

hearing in January, '73, that wind-

power could provide as much
electricity for Long Island in 1977 as

a proposed nuclear power plant —
at the same cost or less, and with

much greater reliability.

If the above alternatives had had

Hit nuclear budget of the past 20*

years, they would be a reality now.
There IS Something You Can Do
There is only one way to stop the

proposed Montague nuclear powe.

plants: public pressure. A primary

vehicle for such pressure is the

upcoming public referendum. Due
to the signature- gathering efforts of

a recently-formed group called the

Alternative Energy Coalition

(AEC!), on Election Day this

November voters in Franklin and
Hampshire Counties will have a

chance to vote on the proposed
plants.

While the Utilities can and will

spend enormous amounts of

money (supplied by us when we
pay our electric bills) on fancy

advertising, we must rely on
people- power to get the truth about

nuclear power plants to the voters

and thus win the referendum. This

is where you can help — by

manning information centers,

taking literature door-to-door
where you live, showing films and
speaking to campus and com-
munity groups, and registering

voters.

Remember, you don't have to be

a nuclear expert to make an in-

telligent decision about nuclear

power and to help others do the

same. Though it's important to

understand the basic technical

facts, the primary issues are moral

and political.

If you're willing to help, or if you
simply want more information,

please call Seth Rockwell or Susan
Bissell at 549-4518 in Amherst, or

Bob or Randy at the Alternative

Energy Coalition office, 863-2553, in

Turners Falls. Our AEC needs you!
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Students. . . „,,=,,

Have the Boston Globe delivered to your dormitory at

the special half price rate to students at this college.

Everything

you wanted

to know

about the

50*
25*

A week for the Morning

A week for the Sunday

Please fill out this form and return it to me as soon as possible

PI Morning

I

-
!
Sunday

Name
Campus Address

Betsy Silver, 34 S. Whitney St., Amherst Larry Berger, 322 Chadbourne

Tel. 256-8862 Tel. 546-4755

Students Interested in Working, Please Contact The Above

« The Arica Training is a method which enriches

and systematically develops the full potential of

a human being. Its heritage is global Arica

synthesizes Eastern Mystical and Western

Psychological traditions to present a body of

theory and method precisely designed to deal

with the realities and stresses of our

technological society

40 Day Intensive Trainings begin Sept. 9 and
Nov. 4.

40 Day Extended begins Sept. 21.

For complete Fall schedule and UMass
course credit info., contact: ARICA, No. 1 Cook
Place, Amherst, 256 0634

a good place to start

an introduction to the methods, with music,
dancing and friends

Free every Wednesday night 8:00 p.m.

an evening with

**f 7M Angles Smoke

Book Shop
Amherst's only COMPLETE
Smoke & Book Shop!!!

Large Selection of Quality Tobacco, Cigars, Pipes & Smoking Accessories

ALSO

Domestic & Foreign Magazines, Paperbacks, Candy, Posters, etc.

something for everyone

Open 7 days a week 6:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.

in the center of town 253-7896

UMASS
LIBRARY

cont. from p. 7

Newspapers: Current issues of

many foreign and domestic
newspapers are shelved on the far

side of the main floor.

Periodica/ Room: A reading room
for current issues of all periodicals

will open early in the fall semester,

1974, on the 5th floor.

Photocopying: Coin- operated

copying machines are located on
the main, 1st, 2nd and 21st floors.

The Copy Center on the main floor

provides a copy service and change
for the machines.

Reference: The main floor

houses the non-circulating

Reference collection. Reference
librarians are available to give help

in using this material and the card

catalogs, as well as to provide other

kinds of assistance in making use of

the library system.

Special Collections: Non-
circulating rare and fragile

materials, unusual editions, and
individual manuscripts are kept in

this area on the 25th floor.

General

Information

Campus Phones: (on each floor),

in the elevator lobby, 1st floor east

lobby, and Main floor.

Computer Terminals: available

for use on the 7th floor.

Food and Drink: not permitted in

any part of the library.

Handicapped: elevator key
available at the exit control desk.

Those unable to pass through the

Main entrance turnstiles may use

the West lobby entrance. Room 766

has been equipped with special

apparatus for the use of partially

sighted persons (key available at

the 1st floor Circulation desk).

Lost and Found: located in the

Library Office on the 1st floor on
weekdays and at the exit control

desk evenings and weekends.
Public Telephones: 1st floor, East

lobby.

Restrooms: on Main, 2, 4, 5, 7,

10, 13. 16, 19, 22, 25 and 26

Study Rooms: are assigned for a

semester at a time by academic
departments. Some may be ob-

tained on a day-to-day basis; check
at the Reserve Desk, 2nd floor.

Typewriters \Coinoperated):
available in studies on the 7th and
10th floors. Obtain a key from the

v.cierve vjesk, 2nd floot.

Library Tours:

Tours of the main University

Library will be given on September
9th through 13th at 9:05, 10:10, and
11:15 a.m.; 1:25,2:30, and 3:30 p.m.
During the remainder of the term,
general tours will be given each
Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 p.m.
Tours leave from the entrance
lobby.

Special arrangements can be
made for subject oriented tours.

Ask at the Reference Desk for
further information, or call Paula
Mark, 545-0150.

Students set

to unionize
BYJEFFHOWARD AND

DOUG PHELPS
Last Fall, during the faculty union

organizing drive, this question

occurred to many students: "Why
don't we have a union?" Starting in

early September, they began
looking into the idea.

As a result, one of the

newcomers to campus last Spring

was the Student Organizing

Project. Its goal was to lay the

groundwork over the summer for a

unionizing effort among students

starting this Fall.

And indeed, according to the

Project coordinator, Nesta King,

"The summer has been very busy

for the students and staff involved

in the Organizing Project. A great

deal of work had to be done to

prepare for a student union, but it

was worth it. It will pay off for

students."

"The basic idea behind the

student union concept is simple.

Each student, by paying his or her

fee bill, has tacitly signed a contract

with the university for certain

services.

But there are big problems with

the contract. It is not ever really

negotiated. There is no real

"meeting of the minds." It is a

contract of adhesion— take it or

leave it.

As a result, the obligations for

students are many, but the benefits

few. Moreover, there are no

guaranteed avenues of recourse for

students when the contract's

benefits (meager as they are) are

not properly provided by the

university. There are no "grievance

procedures" formalized in the

contract. We can yell and scream

but, in the end, we have no real

choice as to what happens.

The primary function of a student

union would be to represent

students in collectively bargaining a

new contract with the ad-

ministration and faculty, and in

seeing to it that students' fights are

protected.

Starting with the existing implied

student-university contract, which

all students agree to and must put

up with, the union would attempt

to get a better deal. The first step

will be to inform students and enroll

them as members in the union. The

real task will be gaining recognition

from the university and getting

them to negotiate. Students will be

asking for the same prerogative

which the faculty has— to

collectively negotiate their contract

under given conditions.

In this regard, a student union

would resemble any other union

which exists to bargain collectively

on behalf of its members, such as a

trade union or a tenants' union.

According to Ms. King, the issues

which the union could address are

numerous.

"The obvious things— tuition,

fees, and such 'conditions of

learning' as the quality of dorm
life-do not exhaust the legitimate

questions which students may
want to raise in negotiations with

the university," she said. "Every

aspect of the educational and social

impact of university policies are a

concern, since students are, after

all, those who the institution is

designed to serve."

The Student Senate, which has

committed considerable financial

support to making the student

union a reality, is a prime backer of

the Organizing Project. SGA
President Rick Savini was en-

thusiastic in describing it as "the

number one priority for us."

Committe chairperson Tom
Spriggs, who coordinated the

student response to faculty

unionization last year, called the

Student Organizing Project "the

most significant initiative ever taken

by the student government"

Questions regarding just what

could be negotiated in the student

contract elicit various responses

from the students working on the

Project. Everyone seems to have

their particular hopes- from tuition

freeze, to no more mandatory meal

tickets, to a public study of the

environmental impact of university

research being finances with

student tuition money. This fact

seems to emphasize that the

Student Organizing Project and a

student union are vehicles through

which students could pursue many
different goals and interests.

The S.O.P. hopes to build the

union's membership primarily by

educating people to the issues

involved and the potential of the

union. Another goal is developing

new student services and economic
cooperatives. Project staff member
John Fisher is working initally on

setting up a student credit union.

"Business skills need not be the

monopoly of those in business who
are intent on ripping off students,

"

he said. "Students can develop

their own economic systems.

Rather than putting our money in

Amherst banks, for example, which

loan back a very small percentage

of our money to us relative to the

deposits that we provide, we can

pool our money in our own Credit

Union, which would loan money
only to members!"

Fisher also noted that the Project

will hjlp set up various student

cooperatives which would provide

alternatives to "downtown" prices

and "downtown" control.

The Student Organizing Project

is intended to serve other special

needs besides economic ones, even

while the union is being organized.

For example, organizer Alwin Sch-

midt has special responsibility for

helping students employed by the

university, who he described as

"super-exploited students in most

cases, working at wages below

those that would be paid fulltime

staff, and without a union to

provide some protection."

Ms. King emphasized also that

the problems faced by women and

Third World students are a special

concern.

Whatever the immediate returns

of the student cooperatives and

these special projects, the main

goal for the long run remains to

create a student union. In-

terestingly, the idea of student

unionizations has been around for

some time, according to various

students working on the Project

who have researched the question

this summer. But two recent

developments have paved the way

for it to become a reality.

The first is the granting of

majority rights, including the right

to contract, to 18-21 year olds.

Obviously, without this power,

most students would not be able to

take part in a union or in collective

bargaining.

The second factor is the recent

rise of faculty unionization.

Faculties are increasingly accepting

the idea that each group in the

modern multiversity has its own

interests, an had better organize to

protect those interests. The myth

that the administrati-an does, or

even could, represent every

constituency has been shattered.

For UMass students organizing

is, indeed, the challenge. Ms. King

stressed the importance of unity,

particularly in the beginning.

"A student union will concern

itself both with high humanistic

ideals and meeting students' basic

needs," she said.

"But to do either one, we must

also concern ourselves with power.

A union must be coming from a

position of strength to be ef-

fective." she continued, "and that

will require unity. Unity and the

union are the same thing."

Jeff Howard and Doug Phelps

are S.O.P. staff members.

Attention

Students

You may
qualify for
food stamps.

*

Do you live off-campus? Earn low wages? Work part-

time? Have high medical or household expenses? Say

"yes" to any of these and you may qualify for Food
Stamps. Food Stamps that will increase your food buying

power, give you better food. Food Stamps you buy that

are worth more in food than what you pay for them.

STOP & SHOP WANTS TO BE
YOUR FOOD STAMP STORE!

If you aren't yet receiving Food Stamps, but think you

may qualify for them, apply at the nearest Mass. Public

Welfare Office. Bring proof of residency (rent receipts)

with you. To help you, we have the addresses and phone

numbers of all Food Stamp Certification Desks at our

customer service areas. We have also prepared a

brochure about the program and a check list that tells

the proper information to take with you and make
qualifying simpler.

Now that you're back to school, all the folks at Stop &
Shop wish you a happy and rewarding academic year.

We hope you make many lasting friendships while you're

here.

We're looking forward to giving you your Stop &
Shopsworth. And we'll begin right now ... by giving

you this coupon good for a FREESTOP&SHOP YOGURT.

FREE!
AFRICO
yoeiur

WITH THIS COUPON AND A $5 PURCHASE

Stop & Shop Yogurt
8 o: cup. assorted flavors

Coupon good Tues , Sept 3 Sat Sept 14. 1974

Limit one cup per customer<~^. Limit one cup per customer ^ *^

Hadley-Amherst-Route 9, Hadley-Amherst Line.

Northampton-Rt. 4, Kingsgate Plaza Shopping Ctr.

;
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(Editor's note: UMass students pay

an optional $2. fee per semester for

Mass PIRG. The following article,

prepared by Mass PIRG staff

members, explains some ofthe

ways in which that money is used.)

PIRG Begins Jts Third Year

According to a poll taken in

September, 1973 by a "prestigious,

innovative, reference group," a

clear majority of UMass students

were for the first time able to

identify correctly the organization,

heretofore known as WMPIRG, as

the local Nader-style group. This

year, however, students will have to

expand their vocabulary once
again, since WMPIRG is no more.

As of last January, WMPIRG
merged with its eastern

Massachusetts cousin to become
the state-wide Massachusetts
Public Interest Research Group,

(Mass PIRG) with offices in

Amherst and Boston.

While the name of the

organization has changed, the

goals have not. Mass PIRG con-

tinues to be the principal

Massachusetts non-profit cor-

poration, initiated, directed and
funded by students concerned with

protecting the public interest. Mass
PIRG is one of more than twenty

PIRGs nation-wide, all inspired by

consumer advocate Ralph Nader.

What's a PIRG
In the late sixties, many ob-

servers, such as Nader, perceived

that students wanted to act on their

social concerns, but needed an

organization to facilitate their

action. ThePIRG is that

organization. Public Interest

Research Groups provide the

morey which is needed to fund a

fu!t-time professional staff (which

includes lawyers, an en-

vironmentalist, a journalist and

other social science researchers),

who a'e responsible for working

with students in the areas of

consumer protection and en-

vironmental preservation.

Students, often while earning

academic credit, gain practical

experience in public interest

research by taking legal action,

filing and supporting legislation,

and providing expert testimony at

public hearings. In short, by par-

ticipating in the PIRGs, students

can inform the public of

irresponsible business practices,

and unresponsive government
agencies, therby effecting real and
lasting social change.

Mass PIRG Past Projects

During the first year of the

PIRGs existence in Amherst
(August 72-73) more than 150

students, working with the PIRG
staff, conducted research into areas

as diverse as prescription drug price

posting, unsafe toys, bank interest

rates, and discrimination against

women in housing and credit. PIRG
also participated in legal action

which blocked an environmentally

unjustified $550 million interstate-

standard highway in western New
England, and was instrumental in

the establishment of a federal

district court in western Mass.

PIRG staffers and students wrote,

published and distributed the in-

formative booklet. How to Sue in

Small Claims Court. Mass PIRG
plans to continue offering services

designed to ensure that citizens

know how to make use of these

courts in the future.

MassPIRG's inquiry into the issue

of nuclear power, initiated during

its first yea^, has blossomed into an

on-going multi-faceted analysis of

what our state's energy needs are.

and how they should be met. For

example, a bill was filed this year to

require legislative approval for the

construction of new nuclear plants

in the state. A preliminary report on

the subject was published in

January, 1974. Because complex

and controversial problems of

health and safety must be resolved

before any new plants are built,

MassPIRG will continue to oppose

the further proliferation of these

plants at this time, and will continue

to urge citizens to educate

themselves on this issue.

Summer Activities

Another facet of the PIRG is its

internship program. Students can

qualify for internships during the

school year for academic credit, or

during the summer on a paid or

volunteer basis. This summer,

several PIRG interns worked on

projects reflecting their particular

concerns.

Joan Cavanaugh, a student at

Hampshire College, began her

attempt to bring back the retur-

nable bottle. She contends that the

throwaway system of selling

beverages not only depletes

valuable resources and wastes

energy while polluting the en-

vironment, but also costs more.

The consumer not only pays for a

beverage and its container, but also

for the container's disposal. Ms.

Cavanaugh is preparing a report on

the economic and environmental

benefits of implementing a bill that

would require mandatory deposits

on all beverage containers and ban

the sale of bi- metal cans which are

difficult to recycle. Since this type

of legislation has in the past fallen

prey to intensive industry lobbying,

citizen and student support will be

solicited throughout the coming
academic year when the issue will

be reconsidered again by the

legislators.

In February, Anne Robinson

began work on the Doctor's

Directory Project. Anne, a UMass
senior, worked this summer
collecting data and preparing the

Directory for publication this fall.

The Directory will list information

that is currently all too often

Students protecting

the public interest

unavailable to the public, including:

office hours; fee schedules;

qualifications; hospital affiliations;

etc. Other sections being resear-

ched include a glossary of medical

terms, a bill of patients' rights and a

commentary on selected consumer
health issues. The Directory should

enable consumers to make a more
informed choice when selecting a

doctor, and also understand more
about their present doctor.

Doug Stanley, an Astronomy
major at UMass, spent much of the

summer studying the complex
struggle between rapidly expanding

urban development and the need to

preserve and protect the en-

vironment in Massachusetts. Every

day the stat must decide whether a

certain project should be allowed,

and what controls should be ap-

plied to its development. The state

legislature, recognizing the im-

portance of citizen involvement in

these crucial determinations, has

passed various laws designed to

encourage citizen input. Doug is

concerned with the im-

plementation of these laws and is

conducting a series of small

research projects designed to

uncover any shortcoming in their

effectiveness.

In the face of mounting pressure

for relazation of standards,

MassPIRG interns fought hard this

summer to maintain the integrity of

the Massachusetts air pollution

program. In July, Louise Doucette,

an Environmental Science major at

UMass, testified in opposition to a

request by Amherst College for

permission to burn coal in the

school's power plant. She criticized

the College for not supplying

supporting information required by

the EPA, and criticized the state

Department of Public Health for not

demanding that information. Ms.

Doucette also questioned the

wisdom of allowing any un-

necessary coal burning at this time,

citing a recent EPA study which
details the health hazards of

suspended sulfates, a so-far

unregulated form of air pollution. In

the light of EPA's findings, she

concluded, "sources should be
emitting the minumum possible

TUTOR POSITIONS

Paid Tutors Needed

Graduate and undergraduate students at the
junior and senior levels are needed to tutor UMass
students this fall. Students with majors in the
following academic areas are encouraged to apply:

Math and Statistics Geology Sociology
Business Human Development Psychology
Chemistry Engineering Anthropology
Zoology French History
Botany Spanish Nursing
Astronomy Latin Public Health

English

Pay Rate: $3.00 per hour

Hours: 10 - 15 per week

Applications are available in Rm. 214, New Africa
House. Interested students may also contact Carol
Maranda or Tim Knowles at 545-0031.

Photo by Steve Ruggles

Ralph Nader, the inspiration behind Public

Interest Research Groups.
amount of sulfur oxides into the air

i.nd be burning the minimum
possible amount of coal." Amherst
College withdrew its request at the

hearing.

A Northeast Utilities request to

burn coal also came under fire from
Stephen Rider, another air pollution

researcher and Chairperson of

MassPIRG State Board of Direc-

tors. At a public hearing packed
with concerned citizens, Rider

charged that "the variance request

is nothing more than a cosmetic

attempt to pacify the company's
outraged customers, which simply

is not justified by an analysis of the

economic, environmental and
health implications of the
proposal." NU's request is

presently being reviewed by the

DPH.
Finally, in July, MassPIRG was

joined by the Stewardesses for

Women's Rights and the Aviation

Consumer Action Project, two
groups concerned about the
continued transportation of

radioactive cargo on the nation's

commercial airways, in its effort to

remediate the problem in

Massachusetts. Together, the three

organizations charged that com-

mercial airlines routinely carry a

variety of dangerous substances

only a few feet below the sea's of

unsuspecting passengers, and
demanded that transportation of

these materials be banned, or

passengers be advised of (heir

"travelling companions." Students

and stewardesses leafletting at

Logan Airport on July 30 brought

this issue to the attention of citizens

and airlines alike.

Projects For This Year

Plans are underway to continue

the efforts of the summer interns,

in the areas of health, land reform,

air and water pollution, and
legislation to regulate beverage

containers. MassPIRG will also

continue to investigate the issue of

nuclear power. New areas for in-

vestigation include; auto repair

fraud; alternative energy sources;

the rights of patients to have access

to their medical records; and, what
reforms are needed to ensure that

Massachusetts citizens will be able

to purchase electricity and other

Cont. on p. 20

The Fall Political Scene
by Mark Vogler

"This year's gubernatorial race should be a dandy.
//

Inflation and Watergate woes
have opened up the floods of

political suspicions in Western

Massachusetts.

Nixon is gone.

But the tempo has troubled

administration set is still here for

the fall's electiors

An air of skepticism seems to be

brewing in the First Congressional

District as primary time is nearing.

No doubt it's the sign of the time -

not much different from the rest of

the country, though.

For the first time in 12 years, U.S.

Rep. Silvio O. Conte of Pittsfield

will have to recognize opposition

from the Democratic party in

November.
Political columnists in Boston

have even gone so far as to

speculate that Conte was filled with

apprehension as he sorted through

the nomination papers of his op-

position in what appeared to be an

unusual trip to the Secretary of

State's office.

Conte explained that it's been his

usual custom to examine his op-

ponents' papers to find out which

areas of his district are dissatisfied

with his performance, a gesture of

any politician "worth his salt."

Perhaps.

But not so in the eyes of one of

his opponents.

Kenneth Mosakowski, a former

McGovern campaign organizer and

UMiss graduate, suggests that

Conte may be compiling his own
political enemies list, comparable to

the one drawn up by Nixon's

Committee to Re-elect the

President (CREEP) in 1972.

Calling Conte "vulnerable and

deserving of opposition," the 27-

year old UMass library assistant

says the chances of a Democrat
beating the incumbent "are very

good this year.".

"Basically, Conte hasn't served

the best interests of the district. An
examination of his record will show
that he's played both ends for years

and years ... it will show he has

contradicted himself many times in

problem areas," said Mosakowski.

"Every incumbent should be

challenged. Mr. Conte hasn't had a

serious threat since 1962. And
when you allow a congressman to

go on that long, he becomes
complacent and doesn't worry

about his district," he said.

Besides coordinating McGovern
activities in the district during the

last Presidential campaign,
Mosakowski was manager for Rep.

James G. Collins' (d-Amherst)

election drive in 1972.

If Mosakowski is to face Conte in

November he must first de*eat his

Democratic opponent in Sept. 10

primary.

Thomas R. Manning of Pittsfield,

former Hampden County assistant

district attorney, is the man he will

face.

Manning, who entered the race

at the last minute (securing the

necessary 2,000 signatures before

dead-line to get his name on the

ballot), said he believes Conte is

vulnerable "because he has failed

to communicate with the working
man."

He said he supports a "low-cost

alternative" to burning oil and coal

for energy and took issue with

Conte's vote against the Dickey-

Lincoln hydroelectric project in

northern Maine.

Conte seems to have a solid base

in Pittsfield - his home town - and
all across the district he seems to be

popular. Considering the political

backgrounds of both Mosakowski
and Manning, it's highly unlikely

that Conte will receive a serious

challenge this time around.

But there are local politicians

around who would like to run for

Congress someday - state

legislators like Sen. John W. Olver

(D-Amherst) and Rep. Collins - and

would like to see nothing better

than the Democratic challenger put

up a decent fight, to make things

easier later.

Both Democratic candidates are

hoping that voters, otherwise

pledged to Conte, will feel disin-

terested in this year's race and will

not show up at the polls - while

constituents fed up with political

trends will make a point to vote for

a change of pace.

This year's gubernatorial race

should be a dandy.

Watergate again seems to be the

dominate theme. The candidates

are stressing more accountability to
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Governor Francis Sargent. They're after his job.

the people and openness in

government.

The incumbent, Francis W.
Sargent, should not expect much
support from this end of the state -

particularly after his visit to the

University last spring.

An effort by students here to

"free'' a 29-year-old mentally

retarded man from Norfolk prison

succeeded in June.

After months of intense pressure

on the Governor's office, Russell

Daniels was transfered back to

Belchertown State School. His

transfer came 52 days after Sargent

told the group that a seldom used

legal statute existed which would

enable the State Department of

Mental Health to assume

responsibility of the resident from

the Department of Corrections.

Daniels was convicted of murder

last year while living on his own
after having sp3nt 13 years at the

Belchertown institution.

He was serving a life sentence at

Norfolk Prison. The sole basis of his

conviction was a signed confession

which Gov. Sargent conceded had

been "illegally attained."

The group under the guidance of

UMass Professor Benjamin Ricci

brought the circumstances
surrounding Daniels' incarceration

to light - much to the em-

barassment of the Sargent ad-

ministration.

Ricci has made it a point to spark

clamor across the state for reform

in human services - particularly in

the area of mental retardation. And
this year it has become an im-

pctant campaign issue.

In separate visits to the

Belchertown State School this

spring, Democratic challengers

Michael Dukakis and Atty. Gen.

Robert H. Quinn denounced the

delivery of human services under

the present administration and

promised to do better if elected.

It was Ricci who two years ago

made Belchertown an issue of the

two Second Hampshire County

House seats after sparking a suit

against the state for inhumane

conditions existing in the institution

for the Mentally retarded.

The institution late last year won
$3-million for additional staffing anc

major building upgrading after a 14-

month legal battle.

The Walter E. Fernald State

School of Waltham has a suit now
(pending against the Com-
monwealth for insufficient services)

rendered the residents of that

institution - after encouragement
from Ricci.

Dukakis, the Lt. Governor
candidate on the Kevin White ticket

which lost to Sargent four years

ago, seems to e a favorite among
students and should draw support

from the liberal Democrats.
However, Atty. Gen. Quinn

should provide Dukakis very strong

competition as the chief state law

enforcer who has never lost a

Democratic primary.

It's conceivable that Quinn could

prove a more appealing choice to

disenchanted Republicans. He
simply comes across more as one

of their kind.

While Sargent is likely to receive

a tough go regardless who the

Democratic challenger is, support

from Republicans has very much
withered away. He'll be opposed in

the Republican primary by his

former state commerce com-
missioner Carroll P. Sheehan.

Although Sargent has written his

one-time associate off the list as a

serous threat, Sheehan seems to be

proving him wrong.

Cont. on p. 20
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College Drug Store R.

Arica

On the Common
Amherst, Mast.

COSMETICS
Revlon . . . hAax Factor . . . Coty . . .

Almay . . . Azzia . . . Yardley . . . Love . .

FRAGRANCES
Guerlain . . . Chanel . . . Rochas

Yves Saint Laurent . . . Caron . .

Lanvin . . . Faberge . . . Revlon .

Dana . . .

. AAatchabelli

MEN
British Sterling . . . Brut . . . English Leather. . ,

471 1 . . . Bay Rum . . . Pub

Main St., Amherst 253-2523*

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS from

THOMPSON'S Men's Clothing

13 North Pleasant St.

Featuring:

Dress Shirts By Arrow from $7.00

Levis from $10.00
Sport Jackets from $40.00
Sweaters from $10.00

Full Line of Leather and Wool Outerwear.

Amherst

Full Line of Sizes.
Master Charge
Bank Americard

Accepted

FOR THE UMASS CAMPUS
REPORTS • POSTERS • PROGRRmS • TICKETS

"Every Printing Requirement

for the University Campus"
e

HAMILTON I. NEWELL, Inc.

65 University Drive

Amherst C*J Massachusetts JJ

Not a religion,

not a therapy
The Arica Institute, described as

"the closest thing to a university for

altered states of consciousness"
(Psychology Today, July 1973) is

abody of theory and technique
presented in the form of practical,

experiential trainings. ,

The school's goal is to stimulate

and nourish a new consciousness
of ourselves, our cultures and our
planet. It recognizes that the

solutions to our problems are

already inside us and offers specific

tools to accelerate our natural

interior growth process.

All of us live in a body. In Arica

the first order of business is to

strengthen, free and awaken the

body. Many methods including

sound, vocalization, movement,
dance and relaxation are used to

make the body into a light,

responsive energized and ex-

pressive vehicle.

All of us live with ourselves and
other people. Arica gives a new
theory of ego types and life

development that guides each
person in understanding his own
self restricting patterns. Work is

done to clear up one's personal

past, turning old pain into new
wisdom. Finally, new and powerful
methods are learned and practiced

for making deep, honest, energizing

and loving contact with others.

All of us live in a complex,
demanding, dynamic world. Arica
offers a way of understanding how
things happen, seeing the
processes by which a situation

moves from low to high and high to
low, rather than focusing dialec-

tically on the situation being either

high or low. Besides having un-
dereducated bodies and hearts,

most of us have overeducated
minds which chatter incessantly

with ideas, plans, worries and
fantasies. Methods are used to
regain the energy lost in this activity

so the mind may serve rather than
rule us.

The training is done in a sup-

portive group atmosphere and the
"plus" is the energy generated by
the group working together. In-

dividual growth, Arica claims, is

dramatically speeded up in this

fashion.

Arica is not a religion nor is it

therapy. It is a nonprofit
organization with 25 centers called

Teaching Houses across three

continents whose sole purpose is to

teach experiential methods of

human development.

Under certain specific

arrangments, Arica training is

available for UMass course credit.

Contact Arica-Amherst for details.

The Fall

Political Scene
Cont. from p. 19

Charging that the Governor is

responsible for the high unem-
ployment rate in Massachusetts

(and is driving business from the
state, Dukakis and Quinn have also

loined the rap on Sargent's
economic policies.)

The liberal Republican may have
further alienated himself when he
chose to run against the state's

Democratic legislature.

At the close of the 1974 session,

Sargent said he allowed the

General Court to adjourn only

because he felt nothing further

could be accomplished by keeping
it ir session.

While Sheehan is cutting his own
throat by concentrating on the

state's economy under Sargent --

(the fact that business and industry

eroded more while Sheehan was
there) - the Republican party is

behind him more than Sargent
would anticipate.

One Sargent staffer

acknowledged to the Collegian that

"things are going to be rough this

fall. Staying here (in office) isn't

going to be that easy."

Anyway, all incumbents are in for

a dog fight this fall. Sargent just

happens to have the misfortune of

being Republican and not having a

strong party backing.

The two-party system may cease

to exist in Massachusetts. To the

liberals, an uglier thought exists

that we may be a police state if

Quinn gets in."

While Sargent has his problems
the Democratic party may ex-

perience a serious fracture.

Although Quinn and Dukakis have
managed to maintain party unity by
not attacking one another (yet), the

two have markedly different

policies and views. - almost to the

point of collision.

Mark Vog/er is a former Collegian
political reporter.

Students protecting

the public interest

Cont. from p. 18

forms of power at prices they can

afford.

UMass Local Board
The Local Board is of particular

concern to the UMass community.
Local board members attempt to

keep students and other interested

citizens advised as to the status of

PIRG projects. In addition, it serves

as a resource center for students

and faculty interested in par-

ticipating in MassPIRG projects,

and ensures open lines of com-
munication between the PIRG and
local student, faculty and ad-

ministration representatives.

The local MassPIRG chapter at

the University will be in full swing
this fall semester with new plans.

new projects and new people.
Students who can spend only an
afternoon, as well as students who
are willing to commit an entire

semester, are needed to research
and help solve many environmental
and consumer issues. Fresh ideas

and suggestions are always
welcomed.

If you are interested in joining the
local chapter, working on a PIRG
project, or just receiving more
information, please drop by the
PIRG office on campus in Room
411 B of the Student Union or call

545 0712. And don't forget to pick
up your copy of the Fall 1974
MassPIRG Reports.which will be
available on campus soon.

WMUA to increase emphasis
Third World programming

Having completed its third
consecutive Summer of broad-
casting, WMUA (91.1 FM) looks

toward an even bigger Fall. With
am increased emphasis on Third
World programming, WMUA will

be offering programs never before
heard on its airwaves.

Ujamma Drum, a production of

the Black Mass Communications

Project, will move into the Fall with
several musical programs suc-
cessful over the summer. Latin

Contrast and the Sunday Gospel
program will complement the other
contemporary Black Jazz and Soul
Programs. Presently in the works
are plans for WMUA's first Black
News Service.

Also new on MUA's air waves
will be the weekly syndicated

National Lampoon Radio Hour.
Although only one- half hour in

reality, its probably 30 of the
funniest and most pointless
minutes of time you could possible
spend.

The Shadow stealthily makes it's

way to the airwaves this fall,

featuring the adventures of Lamont
Cranston as The Shadow. This
original network radio series

WMUA newscaster Dave Gee at the mike.
Photo by Stava Rugolaa

contains 30 minutes of mystery and
adventure every week.
Gay Break, WE the People, and

Focus had up the fall Public Affairs

schedule. High Tides, a daily

astrological forecast comes your

way every morning. Host Jeff

Jawer will be primarily dealing with

the moon, as well as the planetary

influences of the coming day.

Also in the works for the fall is

MUA's first cooking show. From
Soup to Nuts. Currently in the

planning stages, the show focuses

on better ways to prepare food as

told by several cooks in the Valley.

Farmers and co-op people will be

featured on the program as well.

Able bodies are always a

necessity to make WMUA operate

at its fullest capacity. Areas where
openings are available include news
reporting, announcing, and in-

vestigative reporting. Individual

work is urged for many of the

specialized Public Affairs Programs.
Take advantage of your student-

run radio station. Even if you don't

care to actively take part, at least

stop by and look around. It is

located at 42 Marston hall. Ask for

any of the following people. They
comprise the management board
for the Fall, and will be glad to show
you around.

Jack Harper. Station Manager;
Scott Bacherman, Program

Director; Gary McAuliffe, Chief

Engineer; Tom Kolodjieciek, News
Director; Elish Broderick, Public

Affairs Director; Nancy Amons,
Music Director; John Gallagher,

business Manager; Russ Small,

Sports Director; Barry Williams,

Black Affairs Director: Bill

Wheildon, Assistant Chief

Engineer.

OUTREACH: still many
administrative problems

BYHOWARD L LEVIN
The OUTREACH Program offers

many types of internship programs
in many different cities. This

program, to my knowledge is one
of the best of its type in the

country, offers assistance and
support for students wishing to

establish an intership in virtually

any field. Still, OUTREACH has
many problems, most of which are

traceable not to the nature of the

program itself, but to those who
administer it.

For the prospective intern, I have
a few words of caution regarding

your dealings with OUTREACH.
The guidance and information

program that OUTREACH operates
is somewhat anemic, although
some marginal improvements have
been made recently. The ad-

ministrators of OUTREACH (not

the program itself) have developed
a cocky, unchallengeable, and
often misleading stance. The in-

formation and advice they offer

about where to go and what to

expect is often incomplete and
sometimes inaccurate. They are

master of the art of excuse and of

passing the buck.

Many of the problems that the
program has are due to the lack of

professionalism on the part of the

admisistrators of the program. They
abuse the often virtuous ad-
ministrative tool of informality to an
extent that causes severe problems
with effectiveness. Internships 500
miles away are set up most often on
a verbal (unwritten) basis with a

minumum of understanding on
either side as to the needs and

expectations of the intern or the

agency accepting the intern. In-

ternships, critically important to

individual students, are often left

hanging on verbal threads which
OUTREACH administrators pass

for firm commitments. There is

rarely any direct communication
between the agency and the intern

prior to the arrival date.

In at least one case this spring

the agency involved was not even
expecting any intern. In several

other cases, the agencies did not

know when to expect the interns

and, when they arrived, had no idea

what the purpose of the program

was, what to expect from the in-

tern, or what the intern expected of

them. The all too frequent result

was dissappointed interns and bad

impressions left by OUTREACH.
The administrators are par-

ticularly adept at making false

promises and showering interns

with lip service. A frequently

suggested solution to one problem

has been the development of a

standard information form that

would inform agencies uniformly

what the intern expects of them

and what they may expect of the

e intern. The implementation and

use of this sort of pseudo-contract

would eliminate the problem of

major misunderstandings which

frequently occur when the intern

arrives. The mutual dissatisfaction

has ruined several internships and

eliminated some promising

agencies from the future intern

market.

A major problem that

OUTREACH has is a lack of follow

through. The program will get you

to Washington and place you, but

then the administrators will

practically forget about you. Their

professions of following up on
placements and problems are

largely empty talk. Several poorly

placed interns this spring were
fortunate in locating other spots.

Others were not, and consequently

wasted weeks knocking on doors.

Despite continued requests for

assistance, OUTREACH was
unresponsive. In other words, if

difficulties are not easily solved on
one's own, the OUTREACH ad-

ministrators will provide a copious

quantity of words, but little or no
concrete assistance.

In both their dealings with in-

ternship problems and with the

landlord from whom the university

leases the house on 16th street,

they have demonstrated their

consistent desire to shirk

responsibly. When the (andtord

defaulted on several important

provisions of the lease,

OUTREACH replied with a

modicum of promises of action, all

unfulfilled. The OUTREACH people

prefer to fabricate specious excuses

that even the legitimate problems

of unsuitable placements are based

on overblown expectations or other

irremediable difficulties.

Another problem, related to this

lack of follow through, is that the

administration of the program is so

spineless that, at least during this

last spring semester, several of the

participants were, with the consent

of the administrators of the

program, allowed to deviate so far

from the prescribed educational

emphasis of the program as to

endanger it for future students

seeking academic credit for a

semester in OUTREACH. If the

program is to be administered so
loosely, it risks losing much of the

hard-earned respect it has
developed among the faculty and
the administration.

The OUTREACH Program is

based on an excellent educational

concept. It has only recently

developed a large degree of

legitimacy within the various
academic departments. An
essential course that the program
must take is that students should

have easier access to university

credit for their legitimate learning

experiences in the field. It is

necessary for the university

departmemts to more fully

recognize the value of internships

as educational experiences, in and
of themselves. For those who seek

graded credit so as not to prejudice

their records with pass-fail credits

when they apply to graduate

schools, a more enlightened policy

of granting graded university credit

ought to be developed. At present,

in order to receive a semester's full

graded credit, one must take on an

oppressive academic load while

interning.

If this is to be ahcieved, and the

OUTREACH Program is to continue

to grow as a viable educational tool

m many areas including, but not

limited to. political internships it

must be administered more ef-

fectively, I hope that, with support

from Whitmore, the recently

formed student advisory board to

OUTREACH will become an ef-

fective force for positive reform.

Free

checking

accounts

with $100

minimum

balance

National

Bank!

That's right — Hampshire
National Bank has done away
with service charges en per-
sonal checking accounts — |ust
so long as you maintain a tIM
minimum balance in «*ovr ac-
count.

The average cost of service
charges is S is to S» a year. This
is the cost that you'll save by
maintaining a Hot minimum
balance Whore else can SIM
earn you that kind of money?

And ifs easier to balance your
checkbook, tool There's m
service charge to remember to
deduct. Just add your deposits
and subtract your chocks —
that's the ->nly bookkeeping
necessary I

If your balance should drop
below SIM in ony month, you
pay a II charge for that month.

This minimum balance
chocking account Is offered to
individuals only —
business accounts.

l-a
Hampshire
National Bank

Four Convenient Banking
Locations

AMHERST
2S East Pleasant St. 54? 15M

BELCHERTOWN
Main * Maple Sts. 323-7331

SOUTH HAOLEY
S Collage St. 534 4$»i

SOUTH HAOLEY FALLS
3S Bridge St. S3* 4»J0

GRANBY
34 West State St. 4*7-3771

WILLIAMSBURG
6 Main Street 268 3616
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Nixon's resignation: in our haste to forget the whole bloody mess, will we leave behind

Unfinished Business?
By Karen Lynch

First there was the summer of

that third rate burglary, an out-

standing example of how not to

commit a break-in.

Then there was the summer of

the Watergate hearings. John Dean
set all the ladies' hearts a-

throbbing, and we were all assured

that the American folk hero was
alive and well and living in North

Carolina.

Now we have had a summer of

impeachment proceedings, cut
short by the resignation of

President Nixon. The moral of the

story is: "Don't Mess With The
Constitution."

The season has provided some
fine material for a book (there will

be many, I'm sure) on the Rise and
Fall and Rise of the American
Political Svstem. subtitled Ripley's

Believe It or Not.
In the heat of our greatest

constitutional crisis, the Congress
demonstrated that it can be
decisive, the Courts ihat they are

truly impartial. Representatives,
who only a short time before had
seemed unyielding, crossed par-

tisan lines to vote on the issue of
impeachment according to their

conscience. And finally Nixon's
team, men of arrogance and
ruthlessness, whose greatest crime
was serving their President all tcj
well, were toppled one by one from
their oinnacle of power, like so
many Humptey DumDties.
Below the surface of Watergate

something black and foul had been
festering in this country, and now it

has been exorcised.

There are still areas where we
must tread softly, of course. There

is the danger fiat a reactionary

Congress may btcome too strong,

as hard as that is to comprehend.
But the greatest danger, I

thought as I watched the
proceedings on the telly last month,
was not that the country could not

heal itself, because it will, with

almost no effort at all. Rather the

danger is, that in our haste to forget

the whole bloody mess, and un-

derstandably so, we will leave

behind unfinishec business.

Americans have always favored

the underdog. (Think ... which did

you like better, the coyote or that

obnoxious roadrunner? Be honest.)

After the resignation speech people

began saying but with less con-

viction than before, that yes, Nixon

should be tried for the obstruction

of justice, among other things. As

the man said, how can you raise a

defense in the face of an ad-

mission?

Mr. Nixon deserves our sym-
pathy, but wouldn't we be doing

the nation the greatest disservice of

all if we were to forget the appalling

events of the last administration, in

the name of charity?

I remember also thinking at the

time that if Mr. Nixon is granted

immunity from criminal

prosecution, and certainly his

appearence in the courts should be
the subsequent link in this chain of

events, then all that has gone
before-the Washington Post's
gamble, the resignations of Cox
and Richardson, the Watergate

hearings and the House Judiciary

Committee, the lives that have been
changed so drastically from

Ellsberg to Haldeman to Frank

Wills- these will be reduced to

events of little consequence and
will be recorded in the history

books in an orderly fashion.

I cannot believe that the purpose
of this summer's proceedings was
to spite Mr. Nixon, to slap him on
the wrist and send him home to

San Clemente.

Nor can I believe that it is

demeaning and humiliating to stand
in assumed innocence in a high

court of these United States. Do we
have such ifttle faith in our court

system to doubt any verdict, guilty

or innocent, on any matter?

It is vengeance we should fear,

but never justice.

Karen Lynch is editor-in-chief of

the Collegian.

The breaking of the President
Cont. from p. 6

Nixon had long before last week

contemplated resignation.

So he made a compromise —
releasing voluminous transcripts of

his key conversations. The contents

proved appalling and invited

Congress and the special

prosecutor to take their case to the

courts.

There were diversions, though.

The Energy and Middle East crises

made the public want to forget

Watergate. But the President in his

unwillingness to be open and reveal

the truth of the national scandal

continued to bring himself down.
He was beyond help. The

country was fully aware of the

impeachment process — many
rejecting it as something "too long

and tragic a process for the nation

to undergo." But Nixon kept

muttering the words — just as his

fallen comrade Spiro Agnew — "I

will not resign."

The House Judiciary Committee
convincingly voted articles of

impeachment while the Supreme
Court unanimously ruled that tape

subpoenaes must be honored.

The President acknowledged
impeachment as a "foregone
conclusion," but vowed he'd be

aquitted in a Senate trial.

Public opinion was unfavorable

toward the President. Most favored

impeachment. But most doubted
he would resign.

The tide turned for worse when
on Aug. 5 he decided to release

taped discussions — apparently

under pressure from his attorney

James St. Clair - which
documented his involvement in the

Watergate cover-up.

The result - a firestorm in

Congress with the increasing

demands for President Nixon's

resignation.

A day later, he acknowledged

that he had considered quitting but

decided that he would ride out the

constitutional process to the very

end, for better or for worse.

But would it be logical for

Richard Nixon to become tangled

up in Watergate to the point of

impeachment? Would he allow

himself to join his associates in

disgrace, or would he achieve a

compromise with more dignity?

Meeting with Senate Republican

Leader Hugh Scott, Sen. Barry

Goldwater of Arizona and House

Republican Leader John J. Rhodes

at his own request, President Nixon

saw he could no longer postpone

resignation. No longer could he

stonewall the proceedings.

The proof is in the pudding.

Richard Nixon never dreamed that

the public would become aware of

his tapes. Once they did, he had

two options: 1) ride out the storm,

or; 2) resign.

Destroying the tapes would be
outright suicide. In the end, though,

the tapes destroyed him. No, Nixon

would never have allowed himself

to be impeached and convicted —
not after his overwhelming re-

election • victory in 1972.

Resignation most certainly was on
his mind from the time of the tapes

disclosure to the time of the last

bombshell.
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A guided tour through

WHITMORE
SEPTEMBER 3 4, 1974 THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

with Judy Wolinsky-Soloway

If you aren't familiar with it yet, it

is only a matter of time before you

become acquainted with the

Whitmore Administration Building.

Usually students are reluctant to

approach it unless they have a

problem. But fear not! Whitmore
can and does help students with

administrative questions and
problems. Whitmore is also the

home of the Chancellor, Vice-

Chancellors and other ad-

ministrative officers. The following

is a list of some of the offices in

Whitmore you may come in contact

with in your days here at UMass.

Admissions - 255:

As you have already been ad-

mitted, you might use this office

only to pick up a general un-

dergraduate bulletin or a Boston

Interchange Form.

Bursar's - 225:

This is the place to pay all

University charges, with the ex-

ception of laboratory fees which are

to be paid in the Campus Center.A

check cashing service for students

is available. Office hours are 8:30

3:30 weekdays only.

Commuter Student Affairs - 229:

This office handles problems

commuting students have. It also

has a Babysitters - Housekeepers

notebook, car pool listings, and has

general information available about

the University.

Dean of Students - 227:

This office considers itself "a

cutter of red tape and-or referral

service". If you have a general

problem, this might be a good place

to stop. The office also has notary

publics available.

Financial Aid Office - 243:

Sources of financial aid handled
through this office are loans,

grants, scholarships, and the work-
study program. If you are in need of

financial aid, this is the office to
visit They also have a notebook of

area jobs that are phoned in by the
community.

Textbook Annex

Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Monday
Tuesday

Fall Hours
September 3

September 4

September 5

September 6

September 7

September 9

September 10

Wednesday, September 11 - Friday, September 27

Friday, September 27 - semester's end

8:30-4:30

8:30-4:30

8:30-4:30

8:30-9:00

8:30-4:30

8:30-9:00

8:30-9:00

8:30-4:30

10:00-2:00

Foreign Students - 239:

There are some 600 foreign

students from 69 countries enrolled

on campus. One of this office's

main responsibilities is an advisory

capacity for foreign students. The

office handles problems dealing

with immigration, visa, and gives

general advice. In cases they

cannot handle, the office has

referral service.

Greek Affairs 236:

The office serves as liaison

between the School and students

who live in the Greek residential

area (fraternities and soroities).

Specific areas of concern are

chapter advisory work, the

establishment of new programs for

the benefit of the whole area, ie.,

colloquia, and general counseling

of residents who have any sort of

problem. If you are interested in

joining a Greek organization and
have any questions, this would be
the office to visit.

Handicapped Student Affairs -

227
A relatively new office, the Office

of Handicapped Student Affairs

handles problems a student with

any form of physical disability

might have.

Housing - 235:

The 3 components of this office

are on-campus, married student
housing (University owned), and
off campus. The experimental Off-

Campus Housing Office, presently
located in room 229, will be moving
back to 235 mid September.The
on-campus segment handles the
process of getting into and out of a
dormitory living situation. An
important point to remember; if you
change your local address, be sure
you notify the Housing Office of
this change. This is for general
information purposes.

International Programs - 239:
There are approximately 25

overseas programs run from this

office If you have been thinking

Photo by Stow* RutiKi

about studying abroad, stop in.

Students can also apply for an

International Student I.D. Card

here.

Records 211:

All grades are issued from this

office and with a valid I.D. you can

check you record card. You can

also pick up a group insurance

form, a prior approval form, and

find out about your core
requirements. If you want a

reference form from a company
you worked for inserted in your

grade file, have them address it to

the Records Office.

Registrar's 221:

The Registrar's Office performs a

record keeping function for various

information about each student.

Make sure you notify this office of

any changes in your billing address.

The office also has various forms

you may need sometime in your

career here. If for insurance or other

reasons you need a letter saying

that you are a currently enrolled

student of the University or are a

student in good standing, this is the

office to obtain it from.

Scheduling - 168:

If you need to find out where a

class has been scheduled or if you
have more than two firta! e^ams on
one day, the Scheduling office

would be the place to have these

problems taken care of. The
Scheduling office could rearrange

that third final exam.

Transcript Office - 209:

With a valid I.D. you can obtain

copies of your transcript here; the

first two copies are free, all sub-

sequent ones are $1.00 each. You
can drop off your transcript request

in the morning and get one day
service by returning to the office

the same day at 4:00 p.m. for pick-

up.

Veterans Affairs - 239:
As its name implies, this is the

office that handles all sorts of

services for veterans.
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BYHOWARD L LEVIN

Washington is a strange place.

Among other things, it is the

home of U Mass South, located at

1515 16th Street N.W..

Washington, D.C. (Keep that in

mind if you ever find yourself

nearby looking for a place to sack

out).

Washington, home of the in-

famous malady of "Bureaucratic

Bloat," (the cause, of John Mit

chell's three-and-a-half chins and

Richard Nixon's swelled jowls), is

also the destination of one of the

UMass OUTREACH Program's

largest contingents of student

interns. Since last January, each

Washington OUTREACH group

has lived in the bleak looking gray

structure at the corner of 16th and

Church Streets. This fall's group of

Washington UMies should be

moving down there this week.

Viewing the opportunity to spend

a semester working on Capitol Hill

as both a valuable educational

experience and a chance to get

away from Amherst, I traveled

down to UMass South last

February for four months of

working in a Congressional office. !

can say now, and with some
authority, that the experience was

extremely valuable both as a

practical experience and as an

educational one.

My tenure in Washington, which

lasted seven months, fulfilled all of

my major expectations. As a

political science major, the chance

to work inside of Congress (rather

than just study it from without)

provided an opportunity that simply

cannot be duplicated on campus in

a classroom. Working on Capitol

Hill one finds himself sitting in the

midst of that mass of legislative and

political activity that others can

only read about in the printed

treacle of newspaper interpretation.

Each morning it is possible to check

the pages of the Washington Post

for the little box that proclaims

most of the legislative activity and

committee hearings to be held that

day. Through the use of the

privilege of staff I.D.'s and by

simply knowing the wfNNI whv

and what of that which is going on,

the intern on Capitol Hill can view

and come to understand a large

portion of the processes of the

legislative branch of the govern-

ment. One has the opportunity as

an intern to follow the legislative

course from the function and

nature of the various committees to

the final debate and vote on a

conference report on the floor of

the House and the Senate.

In particular, as a spring intern

and then a temporary staff member

through the summer months in the

office of Congressman Robert F.

Drinan (D. Mass.), I had special

access to the impeachment

proceedings in the Judiciary

Committee, of which Drinan is a

member. Other interns had similar

opportunities concerning the

activities of the committees with

which their members of Congress

were involved.

It is also only through the close

association with Congressional

staff members and Congressmen

themselves that one can come to

understand to any real extent the

nature of the role which personality

and individual character plays in the

whole process. Some of the most

powerful and influential members

of Congress are not nearly the most

senior, active, intelligent of

energetic; they have earned their

various positions of eminence by

virtue of their own political cunning

and exercise of personality. Lyndon

Johnson, for one, was famous for

his ability with and use of this

combination. Some of the most

powerful people on Capitol Hill are

not even elected; they are merely

the obscure aids, assistants and

researchers of various

Congressmen and Senators. It is

not impossible for some

congressional interns to acheive or

to fall into the position of being able

to significantly influence the course

of their Member's activity in certain

areas of legislative concern. I can

attest to tne tact tnat several in-

terns from both UMass and other

schools have been able to exercise

influence over significant legislative

issues.

Most interns do not find

themselves in such positions of

influence simply to the role that is

delegated to them in the offices in

which they work. Depending on the

office, interns are most often

occupied with legislative and gen-

eral research, letter writing, special

projects of a wide variety, and

running errands (a good way to

learn your way around Capitol Hill).

If you are interested in an in-

ternship, it is best to check with

someone who has worked in that

office, as they are all very different

in character, or sometimes the

Cont. on p. 28
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Is college worth it,

or is your diploma

a ticket to nowhere?
Too late, the majority of college

graduates are discovering that it no

longer pays for them to go to

college. Most of them "aren't likely

to get into graduate schools or find

jobs," says investigative reporter

Roger Rapoport, who reports that

24 percent of all American fresh-

men want to be doctors, lawyers or

teachers because, "against all

evidence," they believe these

professions are "secure."

The cold facts of life after college

are frightening. According to his

study, 41,000 applicants are

competing for 14,400 medical

openings; 86,000 applicants are

competing for 38,500 law-school

openings (one top-rated law school

had 3,800 applications for 290

places), "and equivalent propor-

tions of applicants to many other

graduate program places."

Presently, college graduates are

glutting the job market. The

American Bar Association reports

that there were only "16,000 jobs

for the 29,000 lawyers admitted to

the bar last year." Teachers are

even worse off. "Last year,"

reports Esquire Magazine, "there

were 117,000 positions available to

the 231,000 certified elementary

and secondary-school teachers

looking for work." One ad-

vertisement for an assistant English

professor's job at Missouri

Southern University drew 253

applications from candidates at 101

different schools. Apparently the

worst is yet to come.

Government studies predict that

for approximately 9.8 million

college graduates entering the labor

force during the 70's "only 6.6

million jobs requiring more than

high school educations will be

available to them." And according

to The National Education

Association, by 1980 only one out

of every five Ph.D.s graduating

annually can expect to find

university jobs.

Because of the scarcity of jobs in

their chosen fields, many qualified

college graduates are forced to take

any available jobs. For example, a

number of Ph.D.s recently

graduated from Berkeley are now
"driving cabs, working in ski shops
and even scrubbing floors," says

Esquire. It seems that for most
college graduates, a diploma is a

ticket to nowhere.

Apparently, the worst is yet to

come. Administration studies

predict that for approximately 9.8

million college graduates entering

the labor force during the 70's,

"only 6.6 million jobs requiring

more than high school educations

will be available to them."

It's not always the fittest who
survive in times like these. Pre-med
students at one Michigan college

admitted they were willing to "lie,

cheat, steal, sabotage or do
anything else it takes to get into

medical school." A chemistry
grader and tutor told Esquire how,

after exams were handed back, an

average of 50 studentss would flock

to his door "clamoring for a few

extra points." "Many made crude

attempts to change wrong answers

and would try to bluff their way to

better grades." That's what's
happening to tomorrow's would-be

doctors.

Fewer students are buying the

college - as - the - road - to -

success illusion: there are not

680,000 vacancies on American

campuses, notes Esquire, Fewer

students means fewer teachers.

Many colleges have fired both

tenured and non-tenured faculty.

Apparently, teaching is no longer

the secure profession it once was.

Is college worth it? According to

Esquire, "nearly one third of college

graduates don't earn more on the

average than high school

graduates." Harvard educator Fritz

Machlup and Princeton economist

Christopher Jencks both agree with

Esquire that college graduates earn

more "because they were brighter

or better off to begin with," and

most of them "would earn just as

much if they didn't go."

Two debate programs

offered for undergrads

The UMass Debate Union is

looking for people interested in

developing research, anaylsis and
delivery skills who also enjoy the

challenge of intercollegiate

competition and- or the thrill of live

audiences.

We offer two programs for the

undergraduate. The first is the

INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATE
PROGRAM. Students who par-

ticipate in intercollegiate debate
receive training in argumentation
theory and debate skills to enable

them to represent UMASS at

debate tournaments held on college

campuses throughout the United

Philosophy course

evaluations ready
Last semester, a group of un-

dergraduates conducted a course
evaluation in the Philosophy
department. Hopefully, the results

will be of use to students choosing
Philosophy courses.

The questionnaire consisted of a

set of objective questions and a

supplementary essay question. The
results of the objective questions
have been tabulated, and are now
available at the Honors Office

(Mach E23), CAS1AC (Mach E20),

and at the Philosophy department
(7th floor Thompson). Essay
evaluations are kept in an open file

in the Philosophy department.

States. Individual instruction is

given to all debaters, regardless of

previous experience, by a staff of

well qualified debate coaches. This

year's topic is: "Resolved: that the

powers of the Presidency should be

significantly curtailed."

Our second program is the

PUBLIC DEBATE PROGRAM.
Participants in this Debate Union

activity appear before high school

and service club audiences

throughout Massachusetts to

present programs on controversial

topics. This coming year we hope

to expand the Public Debate

Program to appear before prison

groups, social agencies, and on

radio and television. Possible topics

include: women in society, vic-

timless crimes, energy problems,

prison reform, obscenity, por-

nography, the development of

nuclear plants.

This program is tailor-made for

pre- law students, education majors,

political science majors and any

man or woman interested in

combining learning experiences

with the fun of travel, friendship

and competition.

We are located in South college.

Come in Door A, go through the

first door on your right, and come

to offices 133 and 124 on Thursday,

Sept. 5 and Friday, Sept. 6 from

2:00 to 5:00. Our phone number is

545-2066. Drop in for a chat and

more information.

Women's Studies

Program underway
Last Spring, the University

approved the proposal for a

Women's Studies Program.
Presently undergraduates may
approach Women's Studies in

either of two ways:

(DA student may earn a Cer-

tificate in Women's Studies which
would be equivalent to a minor
concentration. This is in addition to

the student's regular major.

Under this option a student will

be required to complete a basic

interdisciplinary course (to be
offered for the first time in Spring,

1975), an advanced integrative

seminar in Women's Studies as

well as 18 additional credits in

Women's Studies related work
through courses in various

departments at UMass and in the

five colleges, independent study,

field work projects, Project Self

workshops, Northeast, Orchard Hill

and Southwest area courses.

(2) A student may major in

Women's Studies through BDIC.
This is a two year pilot project. A

full major in Women's Studies will

be proposed to begin in Fall, 1976

Women's Studies will have an
information table in Boyden during
registration. A list of Fall semester
courses as well as a new 15- page
detailed course description guide
are available in the Women's
Studies office. Students interested

in finding out more about any
aspect of the program- the Cer
tificate, the BDIC major, or in-

dividual courses or projects should
stop by the Women's Studies
Office in Goodell Building (in the
lobby outside Even/woman Center)
or call 545-1922.

Media course to

examine sexism
All university women are invited

to take part in the Women's Media

Project and course in the South-

west Women's Center.

The course is designed with the

understanding that the content of

media shapes the way we think

about ourselves and the world. This

course is designed to provide

concrete remedies to sexist and

racist stereotyping, and give

women a sense of their own power

to effect change.

The class will be responsible for a

weekly production on WMUA.
Production will be divided among
small groups and the class will

provide material, direction, criticism

and support. In addition it will

discuss women's roles in other

media-film and video, tv. and

journalism, both traditional and

alternative. Women in the course

will be encouraged to get their

F.C.C. liscences and keep a journal

of their progress.

Because this is an ongoing media

project on campus, women will be

expected to take part in projects

contributing to the development of

progressive radio (such as

broadcasting news of people in-

volved in fights against racism,

sexism, and inequality compiling

lists of positive women's music,

producing a Women's Show or

"We the People" talk shows,

helping to develop educational

workshops at WMUA, and many
more.

For further information contact

the Southwest Women's Center

545-0626 or S.W. Academic
Affairs- the course is worth 3

credits and meets twice a week.

Women who can't take part in the

course but who are interested in

involvement in projects at WMUA,
leave your name and number at

WMUA 545-2876. Women from the

class will also be part of WMUA so

the various project are of course

open to the participation of all

students, men and women.

Carry it on!
All advocates and agents of

social change! An unprecedented

learning experience may await you,

as organizers of "CARRY IT ON!"
Working Conference on Social

Change invite all interested persons

to participate in a day of discussion

and idea exchange, Saturday,

September 14, on the UMASS
campus.
With the intent to help shake off

from activism- inclined shoulders

the twin weights of inertia and

pessimism, and the further wish to

take a first step toward promoting

local leftist solidarity, the coming

conference will offer the following

workshops: What is Radical

Political Economy?- Health Care:

The Present Illness- University

Complicity: The Dance for

Research Dollars- Corporate Power

in America- Teaching and Political

Conscousness- Racism and

Political Repression: Report from

North Caroline- The New Labor

Movement Why Students Should

Unionize- Community Organization

in Western Massachusetts:

Problems and Prospects.

Though the structure of the

workshops is expected to vary from

the presentation of reports to in-

formal conversations to panel

discussions, each session will be

convened by Valley area activists

knowledgable in the particular area

and responsible for posing

questions and stimulating

discussion.

As it is taking shape, "CARRY IT

ON!" promises to advance the

common advantage of all-

students, workers, professors—

who care to become involved.

Inquiries concerning the con-

ference should be addressed to:

"CARRY IT ON!", Working
Conference on Social Change,

Room 416. Thompson Hall UMass.

or call 545 0450

Applying to grad school?
Seniors in the College of Arts and

Sciences who would like in-

formation concerning graduate

school application should attend

one of the three meetings

scheduled by CASIAC this month.

Since most graduate schools

require application one year prior to

admission, seniors should begin

planning for this process right

away.

The pre-graduate orientation

meetings are scheduled to take

place on the first three Thursdays in

September:

September 6 at V:3»> p.m. Room
113 Campu« Center

September 12 at 3:00 p.m. Room
113 Campus Center

September 19 at 10:00 a.m.

Room 113 Campus Center

The meetings will stress the

following topics: Why Graduate

Study?; The Experience of

Graduate School; Selecting a

School; Financing Graduate
Education; The Mechanics of

Application Time will be allotted

for questions.

Even students who do not plan to

attend graduate school the Sep-

tember after their June graduation

fpom the University nevertheless

will fimf the meeting uoefui fr,

planning a timetable fo- application.

Make your jeans unique
If there still exists an American

high school where jeans are not de
ngueur, then there's certainly no
American college where jeans are

not the byword, password and only

word in campus fachion.

So you've got a pair of jeans, of

course. Now what 7 Make them
your own. The trouble with jeans is

they tend to look alike. So dress

yours up and make them
autobiographical If you're from
New York but going to school in

Arizona, maybe a city skyline done
in patchwork around your cuffs will

tell people something about you.

But it you're from Arizona and
going to Yale, put a cactus on a hip

pocket to tell people you're
somebody special.

Techniques for brightening jeans

are limited only by imagination, but

the more popular are painting,

applique, embroidery, stenciling,

cutting out peek-a-boo spots,

sewing on commercial trims- or a

combination of all these.

Painting is the easiest. Acrylic

paints, the tube kind, are best.

Although you use water to thin

them, when dry they're impervious

to water. Sometimes you'll need

two coats of paint. Painted jeans

can be washed by machine but

avoid harsh detergents or very hot

water

Stenciling is just one step

removed from painting. The trick to

it is to hold the stencil down firmly

and dab the paint on rather than

"paint" it on. Be sure the paint isn't

runny or it will slip under the stencil

and smear.

Applique is a fancy French word
for a very simple process. It's

sewing patterns of cloth on the

leans at random. Use colorfast,

preshrunk fabrics. (Old clothes that

you know don't fade or shrink are

best. However, don't use worn
fabrics or they'll wear out before

your jeans do.) The easiest way to

make appliques is to cut out a

cardboard pattern. Lay the pattern

on the wrong side of your fabric

and cut aroung it leaving a one-

quarter inch seam allowance. Then
press the seam allowance over the

cardboard, slashing edges on
curves where necessary so the

seam allowance lies flat.

Embroidery is a skill that borders

on an art (and in the Middle Ages it

was an art). To embroider on jeans

use all six strands of cotton em-
broidery floss You don't really

need the hoop unless you're really

fussy about getting the stitches

even. The easiest way to learn

embroidery is to have someone
show you the stitches, but any

dime store has embroidery books
which illustrate the basic stitches

Or else invent stitches.

Nailheads make colorful designs.

Instructions for applying them
come with the package Don't soak

colored nailheads in enzyme
detergents. Hovever, gold or silver

ones can take any washing punish-

ment. Rhinestones and sequins are

other possibilities. Ask the people in

a trimming store how to apply

them. Reprinted from Nutshell
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OUTREACH intern "experience"

files in their office.

As for living in Washington, it

certainly bears no resemblance to

living in the peaceful Pioneer

Valley. The Washington
metropolitan area is one of the

most expensive places to live in the

country. Some say it is, in many
respects, more expensive to live in

Washington than in either Boston

or New York. Living conditions in

much of the city are deplorable, but

the U Mass house is in a reasonably

decent area - just don't walk too

far to the east or north, particularly

at night. Many of the inner city food

markets, monopolized by the

Safeway supermarket chain, are

deplorably dirty, understocked,

overpriced and feature poor quality

food. It is especially distressing to

note how little the federal city has

done for most of its black citizens,

which make up 71 percent of the

population. Many of the scars of

the riots of the late sixties still await

the appropriate salves and much of

the apparent healing that has

occured is merely due to the en-

croachment of modern office

buildings and hotels onto spoiled

residential areas.

Still, much of Washington is a

very special and beautiful place.

The character of Georgetown, its

architecture and streets, is unique.

Unfortunately most of the com-

mercial area is a honky-tonk and

overpriced evening attraction.

Upper Northwest Washinton cloaks

some of the most beautiful

residential areas and parks that can

be found anywhere. The museums

of the city, led by the many

buildings of the Smithsonian In-

stitution, are sufficient to keep any

museum lover busy for many
months worth of weekends.

The national monuments and the

sense of the important role which

Washington plays in world affairs

cannot help but affect even the

most insensitive visitor. It is an

experience in itself just to be a part

of, living in, and knowing this city

which pulses and contorts to the

rhythmic vicissitudes of the nation.

The mood and mind of the city is

deeply political. It seems that all

everyone ever talks about is

domestic politics and world affairs,

so much does the city infuse the

minds of its inhabitants with the

subject matter for which the city

was created and has come to be

known for. Washington has vir-

tually no industry except for

government, its politics and its

bureaucracy.

Looking back on my Washington

experience, I cannot recommend
too highly the advantages of

spending a semester on Capitol Hill.

If you are interested in government,

social or political agencies, the

OUTREACH Washington in-

ternship offers a tremendous
opportunity to learn and apply

knowledge to a practical situation.

It is also a great chance to get away
from the campus atmosphere for a

constructive and pragmatic pur-

pose. It can be a tremendous

learning experience, far exceeding

the virtues of a semester's

academic studies in government. If

you are interested in what is going

on and want to further your un-

derstanding of how to effect

change, a semester in Washington

coupled with a placement in a good

office, could be one of the most

valuable experiences of your

college career.

Millel
invites you to a week

of activities and a

fireat year.

Friday, Sept 6, 700 p.m.: Welcoming the Shabbaf —
Campus Center 105

Saturday, Sept 7, 10:00 a.m.: Shabbat Services — SU 302

Saturday, Sept. 7, 10:30 p.m.: Speaker, snacks, and
Selichot (Midnight vigil) — Cape Cod Lounqe

Sunday, Sept. 8, 11 :00 am : FROSH BRUNCH — Colonial
Lounge (FREE)

Monday, Sept. 9, through Friday, Sept. 13: OPEN HOUSE
at Hillel (SU 302) Free coffee, good company. Register
for Reit Midrash coursps and Friday night mpal

Wednesday, Sept. 11, ATID Bookmobile — Front of

Student Union — 11 a.m. 4:30 p.m. Good books and
records cheap! !

!

Wednesday, Sept. 11, 7:30 10:00 — Israeli dancing. For
beginners 7:30 8:15, for the "fleet of feet" 8:15 10.00.

Friday, Sept. 13, 7:00 p.m.: Shabbat Services and first

communal meal in C.C. 105. Sign up during the week at

Hillel.

Saturday, Sept. 14, >0 00 am. — Services in Student Union
302

Sunday, Sept. 15, 11:09 Am
FREE — CMQftitf Lounge

OPENING BRUNCH

HILLEL The Jewish Community

at I Mass.

5-2526

UMass' answer to the Gallup Poll

Project PULSE seeks your views
Did you know that "81 percent of

the people favor impeachment"?

Sound familiar? Well, that figure

represents the number of UMass
students favoriqg impeachment as

far back as MARCHW Once again,

UMass is in the fore of national

opinion.

Or did you know that veterans on

campus don't want to be treated

like 18-year-olds by their

professors, but would rather keep

their service background unknown
in social situations?

And although nearly half of a

sample of UMass students ex-

pressed general satisfaction with

Governor Sargent's administration,

only 17 percent said they supported

his re-election.

Why do students move off

campus? What do students want

and need during "January Break"?

What are student's reactions to co-

ed living nov*. that it is well-

established "tradition" on campus?

All of these facts, figures and issues

are part of the normal work of

SAREO, Student Affairs Research

and Evaluatior Office, a service

department wittin Student Affairs.

SAREO provides research and

evaluation services to agencies

primarily within Student Affairs.

During this past year's operation, in

addition to the Impeachment
Survey, Veterans' Survey, and

Political Awareness Survey,

HM.Ii.ilnr'liltlMlllMMIiHMilHrllMHliliMia^/^^^^^^

SAREO collected data on The
Elections of 1974, Student
Development Center, Special
Programs, BDIC, The Lettuce and
Grape Boycott issue, and many
other topics.

The primary research tool used is

Project PULSE, U Mass's answer to

the Gallup and Harris Polls. Each
week a random sample of UMass
students are telephoned by PULSE
interviewers who ask a series of

questions on the issue of concern.

If you pick up your phone some
Tuesday evening and hear 'Project

PULSE calling," you'll know that

SAREO is seeking your opinions or

attitudes.

TOWN
183 No. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-9884

WELCOME BACK!
To Tomorrow's Styles

Shaping and Styling to Your Taste

Total RK and Amino Pon Retail

Stop In for The Thrill of Your Life

(Utilize Our Free Parking In Rear)

8 - 5:30 6 Days A Weekmmmmimmmmi\mW$
SCIENTIFIC
HAIR CARE
CENTER

Health Center addition opens
After several delays, the new

Health Center addition is now in

operation. The old building was
designed to handle only 10,000
students and has been tremen-
dously overcrowded during the last

few years.

The new entrance and
automated health records area is

larger and more efficient and
should eliminate confusion when
seeking care. The enlarged out-

patient area is divided into three

smaller clinics, which will provide

students a more personal en-

vironment.

Expanded physical therapy,

laboratory and x-ray facilities are

located in the new additon, as is the

new dental clinic. The Dental

Health Division has been

established to provide emergency

dental care and dental health

education services as part of your

health fee. The staff will provide

routine preventive care, such as

examinations and cleaning, and

routine restorative services on a

modified fee-for-service basis.

New services to be instituted

through the year in the Health

Center are fluoroscopy, as well as

ophthalmology, obstetrical and

gynecological and psychiatric

consultation. The opening of the

new addition has provided more

space within the existing building

for the Division of Health Education

Environmental Health and Safety,

and a Women's Health Counselor.

Work is now underway to

convert sections of the old building

into a new improved pharmacy

area, emergency and acute care

clinic, and employee health clinic.

Completion of this work is expected

in early fall. Special adaptations to

make the building accessible to the

handicapped will also be completed

at that time.

The Health Center is negotiating

with the University for more patient

parking area. Until then, to insure

adequate parking in the Health

Center area, students are asked to

cooperate with the extablished

regulations. The loop road to the

health Center should be open at all

times for access by emecgency and

service vehicles. Metered parking is

available for patient parking.

Health Services summary
View of part of the new laboratory

facilities in the Health Center. In addition, expanded

physical therapy/ x-ray and out-patient facilities are

now available to students.

The University Health Services

has been organized to help

students with health problems and

promote maximum effectiveness of

their college experience. All

students pay the health fee, and are

encouraged to use the Health

Services as they would use their

family physician and other health

resources.

All health records are confidential

and will not be released without

your authorization. A brief sum-

mary of programs provided by the

Health Services follows.

Medical Care

1 549-2671, Health Center]

Students may seek unlimited

consultation from the physicians,

nurse practitioners, and nurses in

the outpatient unit of the Hearth

Services. Students may consult on

a walk-in basis or by phoning for an

appointment (549-2600).
Emergency treatment is available 24

hours a day. A minor problem, such

as a mild cold or infection, can

often be treated effectively by a

nurse and save you waiting time, or

you can visit the cold self-treatment

center at the Health Center

Pharmacy. Specialty services are

also provided, including wart,

allergy, eye care and contraception

clinics, immunizations, and
nutrition, and problem pregnancy

counseling. The x-ray, laboratory,

pharmacy, and physical therapy

departments provide services to

students upon recommendation by

Field Hockey

for women
Interested in exciting competition

and enjoyable times? If you are,

come try out for one of the beet

hockey teams in the area-UMass's.

Try outs will be conducted during

the normal daily practice time of

4:00 to 6:15 p.m. at the fields next

to the North Phys. Ed. Building. If

you are interested, come to the first

session on Sept. 9 prepared to play,

or contact Mrs. Carol Albert

(coach) in Rm. 106, 545-2557,

located in North P.E.

Like to sing?

Like to sing? Like choral music?

Like to make a lot of new friends

and have good times? Well, the

University Chorale may be your

kind of groupl To find out more

about it, wander up to Cottage C

(on the hill behind Worcester D.C.)

during the day on Sept. 3, 4, or 5

and see Dr. duBois for an audition.

Health Service staff. The Health

Center is also a hospital providing

bed care for students with more

serious illnesses who require closer

supervision.

Dental Health

\549-2671. Health Center]

The dental health staff will

provide routine preventive care,

such as examinations and cleaning,

and routine restorative services on

a modified fee-for-service basis.

Because staff and facilities are

limited, you may be referred to

either a local dentist or your family

dentist for restorative care.

Mental Health

\545-2337, Machmer]
Life at the University can

sometimes become a perplexing

experience, and it may be helpful to

talk out your feelings, sort our

confusion, and develop new
perspectives with a member of the

Mental Health staff. Social workers,

clinical psychologists, and
psychiatrists are available for short

term, one-to-one consultations,

and they also provide group

therapy and couples consultation

when appropriate. Staff members
are also involved in consultation

with student groups and other

campus personnel. If you would like

to talk with someone in Mental

Health call for an appointment. The

Division is in Machmer, Room 303.

Emergency after-hours con-

sultation is always available.

Health Education

\549-2671, Health Center]

The Health Education staff

promotes programs and activities

dealing with a variety of issues,

such as first aid, alcohol use, and

nutrition. A large supply of printed

materials is available. The staff also

coordinates the Peer Sex Education

and Health Aides Programs, and

fosters consumer involvement

within the Health Services, works

with the Student Advisory Board,

and promotes consumer
evaluations.

Environmental Health

and Safety

1 545-2682. Health Center]

The staff works to provide a safe,

healthful University environment,

being responsible for such things as

kitchenette and dining commons
inspections, radioactive material

control, injury prevention, and fire

extinguisher servicing.
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WE DISCOUNT OVER 3000 ITEMS EVERY DAY

Student

Judiciary
By CINDY IRIS

UMass is one of the few
universities in the country with a

student judicial system. It is run for

the students, by the students.

This Fall marks its fourth year in

existence. Each year it gains more
strength and credibility and,
therefore, heavier work loads. We
intend to make this its best year yet.

Hopefully a good number of you
will become involved. However,
some of you may get involved

involuntarily. Either way, it's im-

portant that you know about it.

The judicial system structurally

consists of- the attorney general,

advocates, and judges. My job as

attorney general is to advise and
assist any undergraduate in this

judicial process, to train student

advocates and judges, to guarantee

student rights under the Student
Government Association Con-
stitution, and to prosecute, on
behalf of the SGA, any person or

RSO group for violations of the

SGA Constitution and General

Laws.

Advocates are the "lawyers",

preparing and presenting student

cases in and out of court.

Judges interpret the SGA
Constitution and hear the cases

being brought to court.

Last year the court heard such

cases as shoplifting, dorm thefts,

test cases on the Southwest En-

dangering Behavior Policy Act, and
a major case on the misuse of

purchase orders, misappropriation

of funds, and the validity of certain

hiring practices by a former
member of one of the RSO
organizations.

The work often takes a good deal

of time, effort, ability, and
diplomacy. At times, it's even

exciting and rewarding. Any un-

dergraduate can become an ad-

vocate or judge. The people in-

volved get training and they know
their stuff. Because of that the

judiciary has gained a status and
strength. We need good, fair

people. Already the issues and

cases are more numerous, stronger,

and deeper than last year especially

because people have seen the good
job the judiciary did last year.

Spending your

Health Fee
Remember your Health Fee? It is

the students who make the

decisions on health fees are spent.

The problem is, often times these

decisions are made in a vacuum,

without any broad student in-

volvement.

Students neither have to be

elected or appointed to join this

decision- making group. They just

have to have paid the mandatory

health fee.

The stated goals of this student

group, the Health Advisory Board

(HAB), are that health programs

remain sensitive to the students

and responsive to student needs.

As long as various student groups

remain unrepresented and unheard,

however, these goals are merely

empty words.

Besides reviewing the infirmary's

budget (and the subsequent fees

levied on student), the Board will be

evaluating health programs, in-

terviewing doctors, dentists, and

generally playing the role of

consumer advocate to the Health

Services administration.

During the first weeks of school,

students are overwhelmed by

information about various campus

groups. Not to burden anyone

further by detailing the significance

of the Board here, simply stated the

Board is involved in many positive

programs, often to the educational

benefit of students. It is hoped that

interested students will contact the

Board at 549-2671, extension 181,

or watch for notices of meetings in

the Collegian. ,.,,,.,.,,..
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ROSH HASHANAH: The Jewish New Year
BY RABBI SAUL PERLMUTTER
For Jews the academic new year

and the calendar new year coincide.

The Jewish new year's day, Rosh

Hashanah in Hebrew, is a day of

quiet celebration and introspection

and prayer. Although according to

legend several events such as the

birth of Isaac were supposed to

have taken place on Rosh
Hashanah, it is the only Jewish

holiday (along with Yom Kippur)

that is not associated with any

historical event in the life of the

Jewish people as a whole.

The period from Rosh Hashanah

through Yom Kippur (the Ten Days

of Repentence) is the period in the

Jewish year dedicated to and

centered exclusively around the

individual. It is a time to examine

oneself and one's relationships with

others. It is a time, especially ap-

propriate for students at the start of

a new year, to question where we
are going and for what purpose.

New Rabbi at Hillel

And it is a time to seek forgiveness

and to do teshuvah -the act of

turning away from one way of

acting and being in order to turn

towards another.

To see our faults and to improve

ourselves is never easy. It takes

preparation. Elul, the month
preceding Rosh Hashanah,
foreshadows the high holidays with

the blowing of the shofar at the

traditional morning prayers. As
Rosh Hashanah approaches,

another preparatory exercise is

added: the saying of selichot,

literally forgiveness prayers, either

late at night or else very early in the

morning. We will prepare ourselves

by Dov Yoffe

For the past month there has

been a new person working as an

advisor to Hillel, the Jewish student

community at UMass. Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter comes to us via Ver-

mont, Brandeis, Israel, and
Philadelphia. He replaces Rabbi

Aryeh Meir who has returned to

Israel, and lives in Northampton
with his wife Shoshana and his dog
Tikva.

Why did he decide to work in

Hillel? "I wanted to work in an

informal setting, on involved in

K'lal Yisrael — the community of

Israel, as opposed to any sub-

denominational group," he said. "I

aslo like the excitement and

challenge of life on campus. Hillel is

the only framework that provides

for all that— plus it offers a lot of

room for freedom and creativity."

He sees his role as one of a

facilitator and advisor, rather than

as a "director".

"Hillel is for students to create a

place where they feel comfortable,

where they can share ideas and
feelings, and express their

Jewishness," he said. My role is to

help them as much as possible

without dictating any particular

orientation that they must follow."

He has already made a mark on
campus. Starting in the spring

semester there will be a kosher food

line (All interested should contact

him in the near future.) He has also

enlarged the scope of the Beit

Midrash (Kouse of Study) to in-

clude one credit courses on the

Jewish Woman, Israel Govern-
ment, Chassidic Mysticism, Basic

Hebrew, and others.

One of his latest projects is to try

to spruce up the Hillel office in

Student Union Room 302. (Any
artistically talented students who
would like to design a large mural

should contact him.) But most
important, he hopes to foster an
attitude in Hillel where both

Rabbi Saul Perimimer

traditional and non-traditional

students will feel at home. Judging

from his considerable involvement

in traditional as well as creative

forms of worship, in Zionist and

communal affairs, it seems like he

may just be able to pull it off.

He hopes that students will stop

in at Hillel, SU302, to introduce

themselves, and talk over a cup of

coffee. But if you don't see nim

there, you might bump into him
riding on his bike or hiking on one
of the area's mountains, two of his

favorite pastimes. (His secret"*

ambition is to be the first rabbi to

finish the Boston Marathon.)

Intellectually he finds himself

guided by Kaplan's sociology and
Heschel's poetry. He has a great

interest in Israel, where he has lived

for over a year, and in developing

Jewish ceremonies which sym-

thesize traditional practices with

the contemporary scene. He would
also like to encourage involvement

of Jewish students in social issues,

as he believes that Judaism has a

lot to say and do in the world today.

Ticketed unjustly?

Did you ever receive a parking

ticket that you felt you didn't

deserve? If so, the University has a

unique appeal process available to

you The Parking Appeals Board,
an"" independent campus com-
mittee, is empowered to review the

circumstances concerning the
issuance of a parking citation, and,

if justified, may nullify the penalty.

The Appeals Board consists of

two undergraduates, one graduate
student, one faculty member, one
classified and one professional

(non-academic) employee. Meeting

throughout the year, they review

and decide the validity of parking

appeals submitted to them.

If you are the recepient of a

questionable parking ticket, you

should go to Dickinson Hall and fill

out an appeal form within seven (7)

days of the date of violation. Fill out

one form for each ticket you are

appealing, and attach the ticket to

the form. Leave the completed

form with the offtcer on dutv at the

desk. If you desire, a ten minute

personal appearance before the

Board may be scheduled, but this is

not a necessity.

If an appeal is granted, the

charges against you are dismissed.

If an appeal is denied, the citation is

forwarded to District Court in

Northampton. A notice of denial is

sent, at which time you may pay
ttie 'ffhe involved, or await a

summons to court, where you may
plead your case before a judge.

All parking violations listed in

Article IX, Section 2, of the

University MOTOR VEHICLE
RULES AND REGULATIONS may
be appealed. However, the Board
urges everyone to consider the

situation involved in the issuance of

a parking citation, and appeal only

those in which mitigating cir-

cumstances may justify a review.

This would ease the case load on
the Board, and speed the appeal

process for fellow campus
members.

for both new years by having a

selichot vigil at 12:00 midnight on

the night of September 7, in the

Cape Cod Lounge of the Student

Union. It will be preceded by a

speaker (to be announced) and a

snack at 10:30 p.m.

Jews mark the new year (5735

this year) by communal prayer. Our

Rosh Hashanah services will take

place on Monday evening, Sept. 16,

Tuesday morning and evening

Sept. 17, and Wednesday evening,

Sept. 25 (Kol Nidrei), and Thursday

morning and evening (5:30 p.m.),

Sept. 26. All high holiday services

will take place in the Campus
Center Auditorium-evenings at

7:00 p.m. and mornings at 10:00
a.m. unless otherwise noted. A
break the fast-dinner will be held
immediately following services on
Sept 26 in the Colonial Lounge of
the Student Union. People who
would like to attend the dinner
should sign up in the Hillel office by
Sept. 23

All students and faculty are

welcome to attend these services

and are encouraged to share in

planning and leading them. Anyone
who would like to help should

contact the Hillel office SU 302 as

soon as possible.

The Jewish Community:

exploding some myths
BY RABBI SAUL
PERLMUTTER

Hillel is one of the last vestiges of

a Jewish community that once

was. Except instead of disap-

pearing, Hillel is growing con-

siderably all over the country.

Perhaps it's more accurate to say

that Hillel' s approach may be in the

vanguard of what the Jewish

community could and should be

like in America.

All too often the Jewish com-

munity in America is fragmentized.

There are organizations that take

care of the troubled, organizations

that pray, organizations that foster

the cause of the oppressed Jews in

Russia, Syria, and elsewhere. The
part is often mistaken for the

whole. For many Jews, in-

volvement in one facet of com-
munity life (i.e. in one organization),

becomes a substitute for partaking

in the totality of Jewish concerns.

You pray in one place, collect

money in a second, and work for

social justice in a third.

That's not the way the Jewish

community used to be and that's

not the way Hillel is today. People

first associated with the kehilla, the

community as a • whole; they

realized that Judaism represents a

totality of concerns. Jewish life was

and is more than taking care of the

needy only, more than prayers only,

more than a desire to share events

and emotions only. It is all these

things together.

This is the same approach that

Hillel takes to Jewish life on
campus. It invites Jewish students

to be involved with Soviet Jewry,
with Community Action Projects,

with prayers, and with parties, and
to be able to do so within the

context of the community as a

whole. Interested in something
Hillel does not offer? Fine. Hillel

does not represent a mold that

everyone must fit into. Students are

invited to share their projects and

concerns with others through Hillel.

Nothing will be changed except

that the totality of Jewish life on
campus, our entire Kehilla, will be

enriched.

All too often the Jewish com-
munity, like other communities in

America, is religiously specialized.

People go around with labels-

reform, orthodox, atheist- labels

that represent increasingly less

substantive differences but which
paradoxically succeed in creating

gaps between people. Hillel is

perhaps unique in that it follows no
religious "party line". Students are

welcome whatever their religious

background may have been. The
assumption is that we, as Jewish

students, can try to find meaning
and spirituality without regard to

predetermined labels and sets of

beliefs.

The American Jewish com-

munity today is often , of necessity,

big on organization— committees,

subcommittees, third vice

presidents and testimonial dinners.

Hillel on the other hand is short on

bureaucracy— as an organization it

is highly unorganizational, informal,

and ad hoc. If you'd like to help

plan, program, or publicize— just

come and work. If not, you don't

have to. There's one thing we can't

avoid- money. Without student

support, we simply would not have

enough money to function.

Therefore we encourage payment

of a $5 registration fee.

The American Jewish com-
munity is in a state of flux. Whether
it will continue as it is in its present

state of fragmentation or whether it

will take on an old- new form of

diversity within unity, sharing and
wholeness, will depend on what
happens in this generation. Hillel

offers the second option for those

who would like to join in the quest.

Aikido: a martial art
Aikido is a way to an awareness

of Ki. Being the center of Aikido, It

is important to understand Ki. It has

many shades of meaning, ranging

from power to spirit; but in Aikido it

is generally accepted as the source

of all things. Ki is the pr*wer behind

you and I, and all combinations •

things in the world. Thus, it is aL

the reigning force or center of a.,

our movements. As such, the

techniques in Aikido, aid in the

development of Ki. A simple

demonstration of Ki and its power
can be sensed by letting a baby
grab hold of your finger. There is no
strength as we know of, since the

child's muscles are hardly

developed; yet there is a power in

the grasp because the child puts all

of its being into the act of holding

on. In a similar manner, in Aikido,

we try to become aware of our Ki

and how to utilize its power.

Today, we are faced with a

dualism between body and spirit.

With Aikido and through its

movements, we unify ourselves

through the exercises and
techniques developed by Prof.

Moechi Uyesheba. This unified

combination creates a power in

movement unsurpassed by mere
flex of muscle. As a martial art,

Aikido is quite functionally practical

for everyone regardless of body size

or strength, since Ki is common to

all, who become aware of its

presence In fact, those of greater

strength must learn to control it,

because the tenseness of muscle
inhibits the flow of Ki through the
body

If anyone is interested in this

non- competitive martial art, which
goes beyone self defense into self-

development, Aikido might be of

interest to you. At U Mass, there

exists an Aikido Club with several

permanent members and an ac-

In the middle

complished teacher- master. There
will be a demonstration as well as

some Aikido movies shown on
Sunday, Sept. 22 at about 2:30

p.m. (it will be posted in the paper

just prior th that date with an exact

time).

Lesbian feminists
by DIANE BELLA VANCE

Being a lesbian feminist is living

on the fringe of both the Women's
Movement and the Gay Movement.
Lesbian feminist represent the
synthesis of women's and gay
oppression.

What many gays and many
women, both on the right and on
the left, do not understand is that

gay oppression and feminist op-
pression have identical roots - a
sexist society. Gays cannot be free

until women are free. People
cannot be free until all people are
free.

Can we remind ourselves that
there are still thousands of gays
who have never heard of Stonewall
(the 1969 gay riot in New York Crty
where many were killed), who are
jobless, are ostracized by family and
church, and arrested on the streets
for holding their lover's hand?
Alternative institutions (gay
churches, feminist communes,
centers, classes) are necessary m a

society which gives us so little

support.

This is why the Gay Women's
Caucus exist. It will provide the

women of the community with

counseling, legal referral, a library

of books on the Women and Gay
Movements. Most of all, it hopes to

provide support to those sisters

who are just coming out. We also

hope to have a Gay Women's line, a

speakers bureau which will be
available to the entire community,
and a newsletter.

The Caucus has just obtained a

new office which is located on the

second floor of the Student Union,

Room 413 (next to the Student

Homophile League Office), and

should be open by the second week
of classes. The first meeting is on

Thursday, September 5 in the

Campus Center, Room 903 at 7:30

p.m. This meeting is open to all

interested women.

Diane Bellavance is treasurer of

Gay Women's Caucus.
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UMass Arts Council announces 1974 8- 1975 concert season

The Intimate P.D.Q. Bach.

Empire Brass Quintet.

Jose Limon Dance Company.

THIRD WORLD
CULTURAL

SERIES
For the third consecutive year,

the Umass Arts Council will present

a Third World Cultural Series as

part of its 1974-75 Program. Mr.

Alan Light, Manager of the

University's Arts Council, an-

nounces that the Council has

engaged eight attractions for the

coming Season, representing

diverse cultures from throughout

the Third World.

The Emperor Dele Ojo and His

Africana Internationals will launch

the Series on Monday evening,

September 23, at the Student

Union Ballroom. Dele Ojo and

Africana Internationals will perform

native cultural dances and the Band
will paly a variety of music, in-

cluding indigenious african music

for dancing.

The Collective Black Artists,

featuring an 18-piece Big Band,

which is the musical performing

facet of the Collective Black Artists

and which is composed of some of

the best Black musicians on the

American scene today, will appear

in concert on Saturday evening,

October 5, in Bowker Auditorium.

Among the well-known members
of Collective Black Artists are Frank

Foster, Roland Alexander, Jimmy
Heath, Eddie Preston, Richard

Williams, Charlie Persip, and
Reggie Workman.
On Friday evening, November 1,

the celebrated Chiang Ching and
Company will present An Evening

of Chinese Dance. Chiang Ching, a

graduate of the Peking Dance
Academy, has received critical

acclaim for her concerts around the

United States and Asia. The
Program, which will be presented in

Bowker Auditorium, will include

traditional and contemporary
Chinese Dance Forms.

The fourth Third World Cultural

Series offering will feature one of

Latin America's favorite bands, the
Willie Colon Latin Band in a Dance-
Concert on Sunday evening,
November 24, in the Student Union
Ballroom. Noted for its unique style

of the "Latin beat", this famous big

band will be visiting the Amherst
campus for the first time.

The remaining four attractions on
the Third World Cultural Series will

be presented in the second
semester. On Friday evening,
February 7, 1975, The Wastsa
Theatre Company, under the
direction of Sati Jamal, will be seen
in Clay Goss' ORNETTE. This event
will take place in Bowker
Auditorium and will mark the
second appearance of the Wastsa
Theatre Company at the University.

ALI AKBAR KHAN, Master Sar-

odist, will be onstage in Bowker
Auditorium on March 17, 1975.

Khan recognized the world over as
India's master musician and vir-

tuoso of the sarod, has contributed
greatly to the popularization of
Indian classical music and con-
tinues to thrill concert audiences
whenever he plays. The Arts
Council is especially pleased to
bring this great artist to the
University for the second time in 3
seasons, since Ali Akbar Khan's
concert tours take him literally

around the globe, playing in the
capitals of Europe, Asia, and in
North and South America.
M'Boom, the noted percussion

group, will appear in concert in
Bowker Auditorium on Monday
evening, April 7, 1975, also as part
of the Third World Cultural Series.
Founded in the summer of 1970 In

New York City by six gifted per-

cussionist composer-arranger,

M'Boom's purpose is to explore in

depth the limitless dimension of

percussion music and present these

findings to the public for its en-

joyment and enlightenment.
Among the greats with M'BOOM
are Omar Clay, Warren Smith, Max
Roach, Freddie Waits, Joe
Chambers and Roy Brooks.

The final event on the Third

World Cultural Series will take

place on Sunday evening April 20,

1975, in Bowker Auditorium when
the Khogen National Comic
Theater of Japan will appear in a

program of centuries-old Japanese
theater, fully-staged, and
elaborately costumed.

Tickets for the Third World
Cultural Series are now on sale and
may be obtained by contacting the

UMass Arts Council Office at 125

Herter Hall (Tel. 545-0202) and are

priced at $12.00 for UMass
Students, and $24.00 for the

general public for the eight-event

Series.

CHAMBER
MUSIC

SERIES
The Chamber Music Series being

presented by the UMass Arts

Council for the 1974-75 Season will

feature some of the world's most
outstanding musicians.

Inaugurating this popular Series

on Tuesday evening, October 1, will

be the Guarneri String Quarter,

which has received international

acclaim for its absolute mastery of

the ensemble form. Comprising the

Quarter are Arnold Steinhardt and
John Dalley, violins; Michael Tree,

viola, and David Soyer, cello. Each

of these gentlemen had achieved

renown as a soloist before their

debut as the Guarneri String

Quartet in New York City in 1965.

The most popular and praised

Quartet of this era, their sold-out

tours have taken them to cities and

colleges throughout the United

States and Canada, to the major

Music Festivals in Europe, Australia

and New Zealand. The Guarneri

Strina Quartet records exclusively

for RCA Red Seal and their best-

selling albums have won them
many international awards.

For their concert at the Amherst
campus on October 1, the Quartet

will play works by Mozart, Berg and

Beethoven.

Maurice Andre, trumpet virtuoso,

and the Wuerttemberg Chamber
Orchestra under the direction of

J org Faerber will be presented as

the second attraction on the

Chamber Music Series on Monday
evening, November 11. They will

offer a program of works by

Hindemith, Vivaldi, Tartini, Stamitz,

Bartok and Albinoni.

Acknowledged as Europe'a

classical music sensation, Maurice

Andre attracts "standing room

only" crowds in Europe's major

concert halls and at international

festivals wherever he appears.

Throughout the world he is hailed

as "the king of concert trum-

peters."

The Wuerttemberg Chamber
Orchestra, now on its first North

American tour, broadcasts regularly

over BBC and is one of Europe's

most sought after performance

groups.

The Empire Brass Quintet will

lead off the Series in the second

semester on Monday evening,

February 10, 1975. Described by

Gunther Schuller as "A brilliant

Quintet of young musicians,

representing the highest standards

of American brass playing," th e

group is composed of Rolf Smedvig
and Charles A. Lewis, Jr., trumpet;

Raymond Cutler, Trombone;
Samuel Pilafian, Tuba; David
Ohanian, Horn. Mr. Ohanian and
Mr. Smedvig are principal players in

the Boston Symphony and the

Boston Pops Orchestras. Con-
cerning as an ensemble since

1972, the Empire Brass Quintet has

won the praise of Michael Tilson

Thomas who says of them "...a

group of young super- virtuosi ...

whose musical perspective is

reflected in the drive, excitement

and togetherness of everything

they do."

Anthony Newman, one of the

world's most exciting and brilliant

performers on the concert stage

today will bring the Series to a close

with a harpsichord-organ revital on
Friday evening, March 7, 1974. In

addition to his extensive concert

appearances, Newman teaches at

the Juilliard School of Music. He
also records for Columbia Recrods.

Mr. Newman invariably receives

exstatic reviews after each of his

concerts and to quote just two, the

New York Times has called him "a

keyboard technician of staggering

facility ... on the scale of Horowitz.

Paul Hume, reviewing a per-

formance of Mr. Newman's in the

Washington Post avowed, "he
makes the music live as it rarely

does."

All Chamber Music Series events

will be held in Bowker Auditorium,

Stockbridge Hall, at 8 p.m.

"eason tickets for the Chamber
Series are now on sale and

.nay be obtained by contacting the

Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter

Hall, University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, 01002. (Tel. 413 545-

0202), and are priced at $6.00 for

UMass students; $12.00 for the

general public.

DANCE

SERIES
The opening event in the Mass.

Arts Council Dance Series for 1974-

75 will feature the Jose Limon
Dance Company in two evening

performances, Friday, October 18,

and. Saturday, October 19. A dif-

ferent program will be offered each
evening. Following their triumphant

performance in Moscow last year,

Ella Bochamikova, leading ballet

critic of the Soviet Union, said of

the Company "...Jose Limon
Dance Company provides an
evening feast of theatrical

pleasure."

The second offering on this

Series will bring the Boston Ballet

to the Amherst campus for two
performances; one on Friday
evening, November 15 and the

other a matinee performance on
Saturday, November 16 at 3 p.m.

The Boston Ballet has just

completed its tenth year as a

performing group and has been
featured on many occasions with

Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops
Orchestra, National Education, all

Television and the Chicago Lyric

Opera. The Company has received

glowing reviews form critics across

the country following each of its

performances. Clive Barnes, writing

in the New York Times following

their performance at the Music Hall

last Season said, "...The Boston
Ballet has establised itself as one of

the leading companies on the East

Coast."

The Dancers of Senegal will be

presented in a single evening

performance on Friday, December
6. This is the National Dance
Company of Senegal and they

perform their native dances in

wildly extravagant and colorful

authentic costumes. This Company
promises to be one of the most
exciting troupes to tour this country

this Season. This event will take

place in Amherst Regional High
School Auditorium.

The next two Companies on the

Dance Series will be presented

during the second semester. The
Hartford Ballet Company will be
seen in two evening performances,

Friday, February 21 and Saturday,

February 21 and 22, 1945, followed

by the 5x2 Dance Company on
Tuesday evening, March 4, 1975.

The Hartford Ballet Company,
Connecticut's only resident

professional dance company, has
received national and international

press coverage during its tours

which has taken the Company
throughout Massachusetts, Maine,

New Hampshire, Vermont, New
Jersey and, of course, Connecticut.

At the end of the 1973 Season, the

Hartford Ballet Company was
selected as a participant under the

Dance Touring Program of the

National Endowment for the Arts,

which now enables this young and
sparkling Company to extend its

travels to include two major tours

out of the Country as well as visits

to the South and Mid-West in this

Country during this coming
Season.

The 5x2 Dance Company is the

final event scheduled for the Dance
Series and will take place on
Tuesday evening, March 4, 1975. A
modern Dance Repertory Company
composed of Jane Kosminsky and
Bruce Becker, 5x2 offers a program
that is frankly dramatic and
eminently theatrical and

demonstrates that just two dancers
can be a "multitude."

All Dance Series events will be

held in Bowker Auditorium, Stock-

bridge Hall, with the exception of

the Dancers of Senegal, and all

UMass Arts Council events
commence at 8 p.m.

Season Tickets for the UMass
Arts Council Dance Series are now
on sale and may be obtained by

contacting the UMass Arts Council

Box Office, 125 Herter Hall, UMass.
Amherst, 01002, (Tel. 545-0202)

and are priced at $7.50 for UMass-
Amherst students, $15.00 for the

General Public.

CELEBRITY

SERIES
The UMass Arts Council has

announced its Celebrity Series for

the 1974-75 Season which will bring

to the Amherst campus artists of

world renown.

Launching the five-event Series

on Monday evening, October 21,

will be the Japan Philharmonic

under the baton of Maestro

Kazuyoshi Akiyama. Curry Hicks

Cage will be the setting for this very

special evening of music, and for

their first visit to this area, this

internationally acclaimed Orchestra

will be heard in works by Berlioz,

Prokofiev, Debussy and Franck.

Appearing with the Orchestra as a

piano soloist, Minoru Nojima will

also be paying her first visit to

Western Massachusetts.

The second offering in the

Celebrity Series will feature the

Goldovsky Grand Opera Theatre in

a fully staged production of Verdi's

La Triviata (in English). The Council

has scheduled the opera for

Sunday evening, November 17, in

Bowker Auditorium. This Company
includes orchestra, chorus and

Cont. on p. 44

Kyogen Theatre of Japan

Owi Masquerade. (Emperor Dele Ojo and his Africana International).
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SatisfactionGuaranteed • Replacement or Money Refunded

Be sure to do all your
Back-Jo-College shopping
at Woolco, where quality

is high and prices are low.

BACK-TO-COLLEGE

100 ct.

Bayer

Aspirin

2..r
$
1

reg. 89c /
100 Ct.

One-

A-Day

VITAMINS
with Iron

$947

reg. 3.49•••••• • • . •••••

«

100 ct.

One-A-Day

VITAMINS

$
1

reg. 2.99 /

SUPER

Now 650 watts tor faster drying.
5 styling attachments.
2 setting positions.

14
reg. 19.88 /

TUMI 40'i

super or regular

99
/
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Woolco has a complete
selection of beauty aids tor

you to choose from.
mountron mrms mnii

337 Russell St., lent* 9, Meatier

SHOP W0OI CO OAHJ 10 am t« 930 pm Eictet Fr. 10 am to IB pm.

.

•.

el

SatisfactionGuw ai iteed • Replacemen t or Money Refunded

CHECK LIST

[CT! LV

—

I

^^PL

ZOOM

GROOM
POWER DRYER

• High airflow and 700 watts

for fast, thorough drying.

• Delivers more than 30 cubic

feet of air p*tr minute.

• Two-way power control -

"Dry" for fast ioom-drying.

"Style" for gentle grooming.

• 3 styling attachments, body

wave brush accessory.

$IT
reg. 22.1

8

Johnson C Johnson's

Baby Shampoo

ft

Baby Powder

90
16 OZ.

reg. 2.49

reg. 179

24 oz.

Regular

size

IRISH

SPRING

5 oz.

5
$

far

reg. 2 for 63c

1 •

Colgate

Toothpaste

Z for 88for

reg. 69c /

16 oz.

Herbal

Essence

Shampoo

99'
reg. 1.67 /

4 oz & 5 oz.

HOUR

AFTER

HOUR

Daodorant

3

6.4 •< size

5 pack

wilkiison

BLADES

3* $
1

rag, 79c IS

IITUIS

DRY

CONTROL

2 tar

•1
reg. 1.39 •

CL0SE-0P

TOOTHPASTE

2
$

far

reg. 03c

1
•

20 oz. size

CEPAC0L

MovTiwisa

i» '

reg. Mf •
-

10 oi. size

SECRET

•EOtMUIT

88*
reg. 1.99—

21% OFF ALL

MAYBELLIHE

COSMETICS
I i ii % i

•mi** a n »'' m

<a

MONICA SmONE
COSMETICS

2**1
Lipstick, eyelash**, nail

Pol***, foundation, etc.

mmm

•
m m 'I mi l —••

X .,; ^>«*— '*•**"

Seltzer
i

«'t>«nK >

ALKA-

SELTZER
34 tablets

66
reg. 1.02

16 oz

reg. 1.29

flickerummt w »f>, t^,v

FLICKER
contains S Wades

88
reg. 1.29 •

4*4 01

OLD
SPiCE

after Stare

Latfae

99
rao. 1.1

ft

re* \.T$

•M Setae

•eeeeraat

rag. P9c

— * ." ' ;
.".
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HOW DOES A RELATE TO

Find the NEW bus tour in the schedule below

that corresponds with each illustration above.

Peter Pan has prepared a special program

of ten attractive tours for the Fall semester.

They depart right from the University of

Massachusetts, for a variety of destinations

chosen to interest the campus community.

Here's the schedule:

...Aa.Ar«..ANDTHE

Saturday, Sept. 28 — UMASS. MINUTEMEN FOOTBALL AT DARTMOUTH
Sunday, Sept. 29 — 1-DAY CRUISE TO PROVINCETOWN
Sunday, Oct. 6 — GRAND PRIX RACING AT WATKINS GLEN, N.Y.

Saturday, Oct. 19 — 1DAY NEW HAMPSHIRE FOLIAGE-PHOTO AND BUSCH BREWERY
TOUR
Sunday-Monday, Oct. 27-28 — 2-DAY WEEKEND IN FASCINATING MONTREAL (Veterans'

Day Weekend)
Saturday, Nov. 2 — 1-DAY BROTHERHOOD WINERY & HOWE CAVERNS TOUR
Saturday, Nov. 9 — UMASS. MINUTEMEN FOOTBALL AT HOLY CROSS
Sunday, Nov. 10 — 1-DAY HIKING AND SIGHTSEEING IN VERMONT'S GREEN MOUN-
TAINS
Saturday, Nov. 16 — 1-DAY NEW YORK CITY SHOW-SHOPPING EXCURSION
Saturday, Dec. 7 — VERDI'S "LA FORZA DEL DESTINO" PRESENTED BY THE CON-

NECTICUT OPERA ASSOCIATION

Reservations will be needed on all these popular trips, so sign up early! Departures also

from Amherst Center, Northampton (Smith College) and South Hadley (Mt. Holyoke

College) by reservation.

Get your copy today of our brochure giving details about times, prices and itineraries on

these TOURS FROM THE COLLEGES from:

Peter Pan Bus Lines
Bus Ticket Window
Campus Center Hotel

UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS
Telephone 545-2006

Place and Time
Away, 1

Away, 1

Away, 1

Home, 1

Home, 1

Away, 1

Home, 1

Away, 1

Away, 1

Home, 1

Home, 1

30
00
30
00
00
30
00
30
30
00
00

VARSITY FOOTBALL
Date and Opponent
Sept. 14— Villanova
Sept. 21 — Maine
Sept. 28— Dartmouth
Oct. 5— Vermont
Oct. 12— Boston University
Oct. 19— Rhode Island
Oct. 26— Connecticut
Nov. 2— Colgate
Nov. 9— Holy Cross
Nov. 16— New Hampshire
Nov. 28— Boston College

Coach: Dick AAacPherson
VARSITY SOCCER

Sept. 24— Boston College
Sept. 28— Maine
Oct. 2— Keene State
Oct.5— W.P.I.
Oct. 12— Boston University
Oct. 15— Westfield State
Oct. 18— Rhode Island
Oct. 24— Tufts
Oct. 26— Connecticut
Nov. 1 — Vermont
Nov. 6— Springfield
Nov. 9— New Hampshire

Coach: Al Rufe
JUNIOR VARSITY FOOTBALL

Oct. 4— Dartmouth
Oct. 25— Rhode Island
Nov. 3— Boston College
Nov. 8— Connecticut
Nov. 15— New Hampshire

Coach: Bill Maxwell
VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY

Sept. 28— Boston Col lege Home, 1 : 00
Oct. 1 — Harvard- Providence at Boston, 3: 30
Oct. 5— Northeastern-St. John's Home, 11:00
Oct. 12 — Connecticut-Manhattan-Syracuse

William and Mary at N.Y., 12:00
Oct. 15— Rhode Island Away, 4: 00
Oct. 19— New Hampshire Away, 1:00
Oct. 26— Yan-Con Burlington at Vermont, 10:30
Nov. 4— New Englands Boston, 12:00

Coach: Ken O'Brien
JUNIOR VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY

Sept. 28— Boston Col lege Home, 1 : 00
Oct. 1 — Harvard- Providence at Boston, 3:00

Away, 7:30
Away, 2:00
Home, 3:00
Home, 11:00
Home, 11:00
Away, 7:00
Away, 3:00
Away, 3:00
Home 11:00
Away, 3:00
Home, 3:30
Home, 1 : 30

Home, 1 : 30
Away, 2:00
Away, 1:30
Home, 2:00
Away, 1 : 30

Oct. 5— Northeastern-St. John's
Coach: Ken O'Brien

JUNIOR VARSITY SOCCER
Sept. 20— Holyoke C.C.
Oct. 1 — Keene State
Oct.5— W.P.I.
Oct. 10— Stockbridge
Oct. 19— Amherst
Oct. 22— Stockbridge
Oct. 26— Connecticut
Nov. 1 — Springfield
Nov. 7— Westfield State

Coach: DaveOuellette

Home, 11:00

Home, 3:30
Home, 3:00
Home, 11:00
Away, 4:00
Away, 10:30
Home, 4:00
Home, 11:00
Home, 3:30
Away, 2:00
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i Coach Dick MacPherson begins

his fourth season at the helm of the

Minutemen gridiron fortunes and is

looking optimistically to what could

be a banner year. Co-captains Ed
McAleney and Dennis Kiernan head

a cast of twenty-seven returning

letter-winners and as Spring Drills

got underway, a veteran defensive

unit appeared to be the forte of the

squad. Replacing quarterback Peii

Pennington, who rewrote the sh-

cool's passing records during the

past three seasons, could be a

problem although seniors Fred

Kelliher and Mark Tripucka have

both moved the team well while

lettering during the past two
seasons. A more aggressive interior

offensive line performance is a

must in order to improve last fall's

anemic running game and
sophomores from the 3-1 frosh unit

of a year ago could be the answer.

The schedule lists five rugged

independent clashes in addition to

six Yankee Conference contests

and bringing the Bean Pot back to

Amherst is the number one priority

of the team.

Some coaches would be happy

with a 6-5 record at the end of a

football season, but MacPherson
makes no bones about his

disappointment with the

Minutemen's gridiron per-

formances of last fall and promises

some noticeable improvement this

season.

'There were a lot of factors that

contributed to the demise of the

perinnial Yankee Conference
Champions a year ago, but, "This is

another year," according to

MacPherson, "And we intend to

bring the Bean Pot back to Amherst
where it belongs."
-

l Twenty seven (of forty two)

letterwinners return to form the

nucleus of this fall's contingent

with experience being equally

divided between the offensive and
defensive platoons. Quarterback

Peil Pennington and flanker Tim
Berra accounted for more than half

(124) of the team's 231 points

scored a year ago and two thirds

(1900 of 2900) of the yards gained

on offense and will be extremely

difficult to replace.

On the offensive platoon the

strength appears to be at tight end
where Gary Mika, Billy Wolfe and
Walter Parker all have excelled. Lee

Harriman, a junior, is the only

MacPherson looks to banner year
letterman at wide receiver but could
be an outstanding one as the year
develops. There are five lettermen
at interior line positions — guards
Ned Deane, Don Sokolnicki, John
Santoro and Jim Shea, along with
center Bruce Pinto, "But since we
averaged only 68 yards rushing a

game a year ago as these per-

formers lettered, I'm sure all interior

line positions are wide open at this

time," MacPherson has confided.

The quarterback position is

turning into a real dogfight with
seniors Fred Kelliher and Mark
Tripucka (back after sitting out last

year with an injury), both ex-

perienced and talented signal
callers. The running back will be
much improved if Bob Wolfe and
Jerry Mondalto stay healthy
although the latter missed spring

drills to play baseball. Some help

will be needed at fullback to back
up Jim Torrance since Paul St.

Onge will probably be switched
back to the defensive line.

An experienced defense appears
to be the real strength of the 1974
UMass football squad, however,
with a trio of outstanding seasoned
performers, end Ed McAleney,
linebacker Dennis Kiernan, and
cornerback Bob Parrott being,

"Worth their weight in gold,"

according to MacPherson. Tom
Bradshaw and Bill Cooke will join

McAleney and St. Onge to form an

outstanding forward wall and Dave
Butterfield, Bill Toner and Doug
Adgurson are linebacking let-

termen. Parrott and Earl Brown
appear to have the inside track at

cornerback position and Bob
Levine, Steve Wood and Joe Kulis

have all defensive secondary game
experience.

. Andy Dutkanicz, who handled

most of the kicking game so ef-

fectively a year ago, has graduated

and sophomore Gregg Sprout

appears capable of taking over the

placement chores with a minimum
of difficulty but a search is on for a

consistent punter. There is a

possibility that several members of

last fall's 3-1 freshman team could

break into the starting lineup on
opening day and this group in-

cludes center Dave Williamson,

guard Russ Cooke, defensive

lineman Dennis Fenton, linebacker

John Toner, and cornerback Rich

Harris.

"This will be the fourth class we

have recruited," MacPherson has

stated, "And the fruits of our ef-

forts should oe evident this fall."

The schedule is certainly just as

difficult as that of a year ago and
with most Yankee Conference
teams returning substantial groups

of experienced personnel the race

for the Bean Pot could be an un-

predictable affair. MacPherson has

indicated he will use freshmen for

the first time if the situation

warrants, especially at the skill

positions. In a nutshell, it looks as

though the Minutemen could be a

very fine football team this fall but

needed depth must come from the

underclassmen and injuries must be

minimal as the season unfolds.

"The prime objective of our

football team this year is to be as

good as we can be," MacPherson
told his squad when they finished

Spring Drills, "And if we make
every effort to exploit our given

talents with discipline, personal

sacrifices and plenty of hard work,

the season will be plenty of fun with

an outstanding record the end
result."

Approximately twenty five

lettermen will form the nucleus of

MacPherson's fourth Minuteman
squad with the defensive unit being
a bit more experienced as six

starters return. No radical changes
are anticipated in the "Wide Out"
offensive look that has produced an
average of better than twenty-five

points a game for the past two
seasons and defensively the 4-3-4

alignment should predominate.

FENTON'S
Athletic Supplies

Wholesale & Retail

SOCCER
TRACK
SWIMMING
HANDBALL
SQUASH
BADMINTON
VOLLEYBALL
LACROSSE

$*»¥*$ *• Amkiftt

Mf$$ with fh$ fl*$tt

In Mtkktti SWhs
$*4 Eqtlfmnt.

TENNIS
SPORTSWEAR
TABLE TENNIS
JOGGING
$0 TBALL
RU^BY

Distributors of Rawling's AAacGregor Spalding, Wilson,

Cooper - Weeks, CCM, White Stag - Speedo, Ocean- Pool,

also Adidas, Onitsuka - Tiger, Converse and Pro-Keds.

Tennis Restringing & Skate Sharpening

Replacement Supplies

for U. Mass. and Amherst College

377 Main St., Amherst

253-3973

a 21-Day ^

Test-Rest!
Neptune's Satisfaction Guar-

anteed policy is our promise

to you of purchase price

refund if not completely

satisfied It reflects our con-

fidence in our product based

upon customer satisfaction.

Who else will give you

a guarantee 7

TOY A TEST-REST!
Visit our Bedroom Shop and see

the distinctive styles available

neptune .

waterfoeds

Future Furnishings

Neptune Waterbeds

Complete line of accessories

heaters, bedspreads, pillows, sheets, etc.

bean bag chairs, tables and lamps, hammocks

wicker furniture

Jesse Graham tables

tubular frame chairs, loungers and couches

ah gallery

FUTURE FURNISHINGS

103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

• « < « «
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STUDENT SENATE TRANSIT SERVICE
SCHEDULE OF TIMES AND STOPS

OH
Orchard Hill Route

EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1974

ORCHARD HILL LOOP- COUNTERCLOCKWISE ORCHARD HILL LOOP CLOCKWISE

NORTH P.E SYLVAN

ri* »» T S l STOCKMlOCf R0

t«hinc sr
m J

CMCsrnuT sr.

SPONSORED BY -

URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS ADMINISTRATION

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS STUDENT SENATES

SEQUENCE OF STOPS

1. Grad Research Center

2. Hasbrouck

3. Fine Arts Center

4. Fearing Street

5. Triangle Street

6. Chestnut Street

7. Butterfield

8. Chadbourne

9. Dickinson

10. Village Park

11. Fraternity Park

12. Tillson Farm

13. Sylvan

14. NOPE*
15. Grad Research Center

16. Hasbrouck

17. Fine Arts Center

Time from stop no. 1

(Grad Research Center)

minutes

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

".From 7 1 35-9: 1 6 am starts Campus Shuttle (CS) clockwise

From 9: 38 am-2 i 57 pm remains OH counterclockwise continually

HOW TO USE THIS SCHEDULE
From SEQUENCE OF STOPS and list of TIMES AT
MAIN STOPS

-

1. Find travel time to your stop from closest Main Stop

2. Add this time to actual times at Main Stop for the

times bus will arrive at your stop

3. Same procedure can be used to compute arrival times

TIMES AT MAIN STOPS
GRC Fine Arts Butterfield Sylvan Hasbrouck

am 7:24 7:26 731 7:38 7:42
7:35 7:37 7:42 7:49 7:53
7:46 7:48 753 800 8:04
7:56 7:58 8:03 8:10 8:14
8:08 810 8:15 8:22 8:26
8:19 821 8:26 833 8:37
8:29 8:31 8:36 8:43 8:47
8 40 8:42 8:47 8:54 8:58
8:51 8:53 8:58 9:05 9:09
9:00 9:03 9:08 915 9:19
931 933 938 9 45 9 48
947 949 9:54 1001 10:04
10:03 10:05 10:10 10:17 10:21
10:20 10:22 1027 10:34 10:37
10:36 10:38 10:43 10:50 10:53
10:52 10:54 10:59 11:06 11:09
11:08 11:10 11:15 11:22 11:26
11:25 11:27 11:32 11 39 11:42
11:41 11:43 11:48 11:55 11:58
11:57 11:59 12:04 1211 1214

pml2:13 12:15 12:20 12:27 12:31
1:02 1:04 1:09 1:16 1:19
1:18 1:20 1 25 1:35 138
1:51 1:53 158 2:05 2 08
2:07 2:09 2:14 2:21 2:24
2:23 2:25 2:30 2:37 241
2 40 2:42 2:47 254 2:57

SEQUENCE OE STOPS

1. Stockbridge Road

2. Morrill

3. Arnold

4. NOPE
5. Sylvan

6. Tillson Farm

7. Fraternity Park

8. Village Park

9. Dickinson

10. Chadbourne

11. Butterfield

12. Triangle Street

13. Fearing Street*

14. Stockbridge Road

15. Morrill Road

16. Arnold

TIMES AT MAIN STOPS

Time from stop no 1

(Stockbridge Rd.)

minutes

1

2

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

14

15

16

17

18

Stockbridge Arnold Frat Park Chestnut St Morrill

am

pm

1108
1124
11:40
1157
12:13
1229
1245
1:02
1:18
1:50
2 07
2:23
2:39
3:11

3:21

3:32
343
3:53
4:05
4:16
4:26
4:37
4:48
4:58
5:10
5:31

602
6:32
7:02
7:32
8 02
8:32
9 02
932
10:02
10:32
11:02

11:10
11 26
11:42
1159
1215
1231
12:47
1:04

1:20
1:52

2:09
225
2:41

313
323
3:34
345
3:55
4:07
4:18
428
4:39
4.50
5:00
5:12

533
6:04
6:34
7:04
7:34
8:04
834
9:04
9:34
10:04
10:34
11:04

HIS
11:31
11:47
12 04
1220
12:36
1252
1:09
1:25
1:57
2:14
2:30
2 46
318
328
339
350
400
4:12
4
4
4-

4:

5:

5:

5

:23

:33

44
:55

05
:17

.38

6:09
6:39
7:09
7:39
809
839
909
939
10:09
10:39
11:09

11:21
1137
11:53
1210
1226
1242
1258
115
1:31

2:03
2 20
2:36
252
325
3:35
3 46
3:57
4:07
4:19
4:30
4:40
4:51
5 02
5:12
5:24
5 45
615
645
7:15
7:45
8:15
845
9:15
9:45
10:15
1045
11:15

11:25
11:41

11:58
12:14
12:30
12 46
1:03

19
35
08
24
40

2 56
328
3:38
3 49
4:00

10
22
33
43
:54

5:05
515
5:27
5:48
619
649
7:19
7:49
8:19
8:49
919
949
10:19
10:49
11:19

SCHEDULE DISTRIBUTION POINTS:
Campus Center Information Desk

Student Union Lobby Counter

BUS INFORMATION:
Student Senate Transit Service (41 3) 545-0056

* -

' 47*

I*"**

rS

NORTH AMHERST STADIUM NORTHBOUND NORTH AMHERST - STADIUM SOUTHBOUNI

STUDENT SENATE TRANSIT SERVICE

SCHEDULE OF TIMES AND STOPS

NA
North Amherst - Stadium

Routes
EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1974

• STQCMftlf

ti" i*r

SPONSORED BY-

URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS ADMINISTRATION

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS STUOENT SENATES

SEQUENCE OF STOPS

i. Lofir
2. Lot "22"

3. Sunset Ave.

4. School of Business

5. Stockbridge Road

6. Morrill

7. Arnold

8. School of Education

9. Crestview

10. Puff ton Village*

Time from stop no. 1

(Lot "in
OminutM

1

2
3

5

6
7

9
10

12

* Changes to North Amherst Stadium Southbound

HOW TO USE THIS SCHEDULE
From SEQUENCE OF STOPS and list of TIMES AT
MAIN STOPS -

1. Find travel time to your nop from closest Main Stop

2. Add this time to actual times at Main Stop for the

times bus will arrive at your stop

3. Same procedure can be used to compute arrival times

TIMES AT MAIN STOPS
Suxitct Art. Stockfrndg

fiM
7. SI
• 04
• 17
iiM
1=4}
|<M
\m
f.12
» IS
»:4»
10:01
10:14
10:27
10:40Km
11 :M
1119Hi
11:45
IMI
1211
12 24
1217
12 50
ItOl

t*fK Z

•tM \*vm \m "1 1" hi
No. PWaMM Si *ii Mm. Ave.

M limn ItVjJ un4tt Lot "li-

en SouihSo* •- t LIST OP
MAIN »|"wm-» ' lo~»- 1 OOem

7 41
7:54
• 07
• 20
itli

• S9
• 12
•>Mm
t Jl
10 04
10:17
10 JO
;0:41
io Jo
11:05
lilt
11:}}
11 4*
12 01
12 14
1227
12 40
12)}
IM
1:1*
1 II
1:4)
1)7
211
2 24
2 16
2 45
I 02
I 16
} 29
} 42
)))
4 08
4 21
4)4
447
J 00
J I)
) 26
) )9
6 05
• 17
4 57
7)7
• 17
• )7
9)7
10 17
IQilf

Arnold

7.4)
7 )6
Ii09
• 22
• ))
• :4I

m
9.27
940
9))
10:00
10:19
10 12
104)
10 »•
till
It 24
11)7
11 JO
12>0)
12 16
12:29
12:42
12:))
|:0>
1:21
1 14
147
159
21)
2:2*
2:»
2 Jl

104
liti
I Jl
)44
):)7
4 10
4.2)
4 16
449
J 02
J 15
5 21
I 41
607
• 19
6 59
7:)9
• 19
• )9
9)9
1019
10.59

fufhss
HI
• 01
• 14
• 27
• 40
• 5)
• 06
9il9
9-) 2

9 4)
Ml

10.11
10:24
10 17
1050
U 0)
It 16
11.29
11:42
115*
12:00
12:21
12 M
12:47

I 00
1:1)
1 26
1 15
112
2 04

Mf
2)1
2:4)
2 J4
105
)2)
«16
1 *9
4-02
4:15
4 2»
4 41
4 $4
)07
J 20
) ))
5 46
612
62)
7:0)
7 4)
• 2)
• 01
9:4)
10.21
II OI

SEQUENCE OF STOPS

1. Puffton Village

2. North Village

3. Old Town Road

4. Grad Research Center*

5. Hasbrouck

6. Fine Arts Center

7. School of Business

8. Hampshire House

9. Lot "22"

10. Lot"1V#

•From 7: J5 tm-2:42 pm «t»rts '".unpw Shuttle it Lot "11"
** From 2:44- 5:33 pm (tarts C»mpui Shuttle at GRC

From 5:51 • 10:39 pm starts South Amherst at GRC

TIMES AT MAIN STOPS

Time from stop no. 1

( Puffton Village)

Ominutas

2
3
S
6
7

9
10

11

12

STUDENT SENATE TRANSi F SERVICE
SCHEDULE OF TIMES AND STOPS NORTHBOUND

SN&BR
Sunderland & Belchertown

Rood Routes
EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1974

CRC frrttAcu HMWrfMIPufftoa

. 7:J1
MJ
I 01

• 14
• 17
1:40
«.)}
9 06

hn
»4)
»)•
10:11
10:24
10 J 7

10 w
11:01
IliM
11 29
1141
II:))
IK*
II 21

IIM
11:47

1 00
Ml
1:M
M9
|:)2
2:04
2:11
2 11
2<44
2 17
I to

Ml
) )•
)4t
402
4>l)
4 21
4 41
4:>4
J 07

) 20
1 II
)4«
• 2)
7:01
7:4)
• :2)
• 01
»4)
10<2)

SCHEDl'LF DISTRIBUTION POINTS:
C. mpus Center Information Desk
Siuocnt Union Lobby Counter

BUS INFORMATION!
Student Senate Transit Service (41 3) 545-0056

7:40 7:42 7.41 7:47
'51 7 55 7:M • oo
104 •.oa •ill Ml
• 14 • 21 • 24 • 14
• )2 • 14 • 17 • 14

• 4» Mf •<M • 51

•:)• 00 90) 9 0)
11 4 11 7:11 9 II

»-24 • 24 9=29 911
»:)7 9.W 9.42 44
9 SO »)2 9>» •i)7
10:0) 100) 10 04 1010
10 14 io io 10.21 10 1J
10 24 10 11 10.M 10 14
10:42 10:44 1047 10.49
10:)) 10)7 II 00 ii-oa

it.oa 11:10 11.1) ii. i)
11:21 1121 11.24 it za
1) 14 11-14 11.19 IMI
11 47 11:49 11)1 I|if4
12:00 1202 1205 1207
12 1) 121) IM* 1220
111* ma 1211 12 11
12 J9 12:41 11.44 1244
12 J2 12 54 I2.)7 IIM
1:0) L07 1.10 MS
MS 1 20 1.2) 1.21

1 II 111 l>M 1 »
1:44 1 44 1:49 Ml
l<)7 1 54 Ml MM
2 09 2:11 2:14 2 14
2 21 2 2) 2:2» 2 K>
2:)) 2 17 2:40 2.42
2 44 Ml 2 54 4»C
102 104 MfIM Mf )>20
12« 1 10 >•))
Ml 141 • 44
» 54 1 54 Mf
4:07 409 4.11
4:20 42: 4:2)
4 11 4 15 Ml
4:44 4 4« 4.)l
4:» 5 01 tm
)>1I 1:14 Mf
J 25 Mf 5 JO MC
)>• 5 40 14)
Ml ):)) 'o So%itn Anwm
* 29 * 11 ^Tim» T ' h 1 '

7:00 Ml w

».4» 7)1
• 24 •11
• 09 fill
Mf 9:)1
10 14 10:11

• • •• ft;x
•..--*

,* • •
4>»

*<* !
«•

S+i SX
• m •

*+
..<•
'

. • • **

# - 0+
• •

..af ,0*
v* ^

0* v^m

• V
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•

tfj

A*

m

t
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. • •'

4 ^$f* '. r %*

1 . . •/

I
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SPONSOREOBY

URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS ADMINISTRATION

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTSSTUDENTSENATES

Time from stop no. 1

(Rolling G> een)
SEQUENCE OF STOPS 7:35AM to 600 PM to

6 00 PM 11:00 PM
1. Rolling Green minutes

2. Echo Hill 1 1

3. Colonial Village 3 3

4. North East Street 5 5

5. North Whitney Street 7 7

6. Amherst Center 10 9

7. Post Office 11 10

8. Fearing Street 13 12

9. Stockbridge Road 14 13

10. Morrill 15 14

11. Arnold 16 15

12. School of Ed. 18 17

13. Crestview 19 18

14. North Amherst 21 20

15. Townhouse Apts. 23 22

16. Plumtree Road 26 24

17. Cliffside Apts. 30 28

18. Sunderland Center 32 30

FREQUENCY OF SERVICE ,NTERVAL
TIME OF DAY LEAVES

ROLLING GREEN
EVERY

7:35 AM to 9:35 AM 10 minutes

9:35 AM to 3:35 PM 20 minutes

3:35 PM to 5:35 PM 10 minutes

6:00 PM to 9:30 PM 30 minutes

Last run leaves RG 10:30 PM

HOW TO LSI- THIS SCHEDULE
• From SEQUENCE OF STOPS find how many

minutes to your stop from Stop No. 1 (e.g.,

NORTHBOUND. Post Office would be 1 1 mins.)

Add th«s number to the start time for Stop No

1, on FREQUENCE OF SERVICE section, 7:35

AM (Post Office would be 7.46 AM).

Therefore during periods of 10 mm. intervals,

NORTHBOUND buses would stop at the Post

Office 746, 7 56, 806, etc.. until 935 when 20

min. interval starts, then buses would stop at 9:46.

10 06. 1026... etc.

SOUTHBOUND
Time from stop no. 1

(Sunderland Center}

SEQUENCE OF STOPS 730 AM to 5:30 PM to

&30PM 1 1 00 PM

1. Sunderland Center minutes

2. King Phillip 2 2

3. Pioneer Apts. 4 4

4. Lantern Court 6 6

5. Squire Village 7 7

6. Plumtree Road 10 9

7. Townhouse Apts. 13 11

8. North Amherst 15 12

9. North Village 17 14

10. Old Town Road 18 15

11. Grad Research Center 20 16

12. Hasbrouck 21 17

13. Fine Arts Center 22 18

14. Fearing Street 24 20

15. Cowfes Lane 25 21

16. Town Hall 27 23

17. University Park 29 25

18. North East Street 31 26

19. Colonial Village 33 28

20. Rolling Green 35 30

FREQUENCY OF SERVICE INTERVAL
TIME OF DAY LEAVES

SUNOERLANDCTR
EVERY

7:30 AM to 9:40 AM 10 minutes

9:40 AM to 3:20 PM 20 minutes

320 PM to 5:30 PM 10 minutes

6:00 PM to 930 PM 30 minutes

Last run leaves Sunderland Center 1030 PM

SCHEDULE DISTRIBUTION POINTS

Campus Center Information Oesk

Student Union Lobby Counter

Hi S INFORMATION

Student Senate Transit

(413) 545 0056

*>
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AUDIO
DelPadre

999 Worthington St., Springfield

781-3100

Mon., Thur., Fri., 9 a.m.-9 p.m.

Tues., Wed., 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Sat, 9 a.m.-5;30 p.m.

1191 Boston Rd.

783-1236

Mon.-Fri., 10 a.m.-9 p.m.

Sat, 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Radio Shack

318 College St., Amherst
Mon.-Thurs., 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Fri. till 8 p.m.

Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

For The Record
159 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
256-6134

Mon.-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 f.rc\.

Fri. till 9 p.m.

New Record Shop
197 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-5394

Mon.-Sat., 10:00 a.m. -6 p.m.

WMUA
91. 1 FM Stereo

Marston Hall, UMass
545-2876

Lafayette Radio

15 E. Pleasant St., Amherst
549-1105

Mon.-Sat, 9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Fri till 9 p.m.

Television Center
55 No. Pleasant St.

(above Quicksilver)

253-5100

Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m. -6 p.m.

Discount Records
257 Triangle St., Amherst
549-4433

Mon.-Wed. & Sat, 10 a.m. -6 p.m.

Thurs.-Fri., 10 a.m. -9 p.m.

AUTOMOTIVE
Cahillane Motors, Inc.

375 South St., Northampton
584-3792

Mon.-Wed. h Fri., 8 a.m. -4:30 p.m.

Thur., 8 a.m. -9 p.m.

Paige's Chevrolet

40 Dickinson St., Amherst
253-3444

Mon. Fri., 8 a.m. -5 p.m.
Sat, 8 a.m. -12 noon

Mon-Cen Motors

57 King St.. Northampton
586-0411

Daily till 9 p.m., Fri. tMt 6 p.m.

Sat- tHI 4:30 p.m.

Northampton V.W.
246 King St., Northampton
584-8620

Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.-9 p.m.

Sat, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Cat's Sunoco
40 Belchertown Rd.

American & Foreign specialists

24 hr. towing ALA AAA
253-9394

Tom's Texaco

35 Belchertown Rd., Rte. 9, Amherst
256-6039

D & M Sunoco

457 Russell St., Hadley

256-6860

Mon.-Sat, 7:30 a.m.-11 p.m.

Sun., 10 a.m.-10 p.m.

College St Exxon
439 Russet St. (Rte. 9), Hadley
253-3902

381 CoHei^St. fRte. 9?. Amherst
256 8787

Rens Mobil
161 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-9059

7 a.m. -11 p.m., 7 days

United Transmission

236 Pleasant St., Northampton
584-6790

Mon.-Fri., 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Bart Auto Paint & Body Specialists

Rte. 9, Belchertown

256-8712

A/lied Motor Parts

distributor of Bosch parts

319 Main St., Amherst
256-8341

Mike's Speed Equipment

206 Russell St., Hadley

586-3950

Mon.-Sat, 9 a.m. -9 p.m.

except Tues., 12 p.m.-9 p.m.

Western Auto
32 Main St., Northampton
584-3620

Mon.-Sat, 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Thurs. till 9 p.m.

Bak Tire Co.

55 Damon Rd., Northampton
584-4769

APARTMENTS
Brittany Manor, Amherst
256-8534

Mt. Sugar/oaf

Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-3856

Brandywine at Amherst
50 Meadow St., Amherst
549-0600

office 10 a.m. -8 p.m., 7 days

ART SUPPLIES
Amherst Art Supply
256-0325

16 Main St., Amherst

BANKS
Hampshire National Bank
549 1500

Mon.-Thurs., 9 a.m. -3 p.m.

Fri., 9 a.m.-6 p.m.. Sat, 9 a.m.-noon

Belchertown - Main & Maple Sts.

323 7331

Mon.-Thurs., 9 a.m. -3 p.m.

Sat, 9 a.m.-noon

So. Hadley - 5 College St.

534-4591

Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

Thurs., 6-8 p.m., Sat, 9 a.m.-noon

So. Hadley Falls - 35 Bridge St.

Mon., Tues., Weds., Fri., 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

Thurs., 9 a.m.-4 p.m. — 6-8 p.m.

Sat, 9 a.m.-noon

BARBERS
Campus Center Barber Shop
Across from the Coffee Shop
549-1789

Mon.-Fri., 8 a.m. -5 p.m., Sat, 8-noon

College Town Barbers

183 No. Pleasant St., Amherst

253 9884

Mon -Sat., 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

BEAUTY SALONS

pping Block

M Mam St., Amherst
^53-9293

Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.-7:30 p.m.

Sat, 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

The CeJtmr-Regency Stylists

\9B No Pleeeent St., Amherst
I 2539233

BUSINESS
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BEAUTY SUPPLIES
Archer Kent

191 No. Pleasant St., Amherst

285 High St., Holyoke

114 Main St., Northampton

BICYCLES

Amherst Cycle Shop
253-9460

Northampton Bicycle

Pleasant St., Northampton

586-3810

Affiliates Raleigh Shops

Peleton, Inc.

1 E. Pleasant

549-6904

Mon.-Sat, 10:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.

Fri. till 9 p.m.

Western Auto
32 Main St., Northampton

584 3620

Mon.-Sat, 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Thurs. till 9 p.m.

BUSES
Peter Pan Bus Lines

UMass Ticket Window
C.C. Hotel

545-2006

Western Mass. Bus Lines
584-6481

CAMERAS
Lang's Photo

460 West St., So. Amherst

Mon.-Thurs., 9 a.m. -6 p.m.

Fri., 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

CANDY
Union News ft Sweet Shop
Student Union Lobby
8 a.m. -10 p.m.

CINEMAS
Amherst Cinema
Amity St., Amherst
253-5426

Calvin Cinema
King St., Northampton
584-2310

Mt. farms 4 Theatre

Rte. 9, Hadley

584 9154

Showcase Cinema
864 Riverdale Rd.

Rte. 5, Springfield

733-5131

CLEANERS
Brafts Royal Cleaners

103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
256 8288

CLOTHES

Ann August
104 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
256-6154

108 Main St., Northampton
S84 3543

228 Main St., Greenfield

773 5889

Daily 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Nights

Northampton - Thurs. tHI 9 p.m.
Amherst and Greenfield, Fri. till 9 p.m.

Daniels

16-18 Main St., Northampton

584 8661

Mon.-Sat, 9 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

Thurs. till 9 p.m.

Empsal/'s Sport Shop

84 Green St., Northampton

584-3924

Mon.-Sat, 9:30 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

Thurs. nights till 9 p.m.

Faces of Earth

next to Amherst Post Office

253-9955

House of Walsh

32 Main St., Amherst

253 3361

9 a.m.-5:30 p.m., Mon.-Sat

Laura Girard Shop
86 Green St., Northampton

584-4003

Old Weird Harold's

University Dr., Amherst

253-5291

Thompson 's

13 No. Pleasant St.

253-2070

Mon.-Sat, 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Fri. till 8 p.m.

The Lodge
Rte. 9, Hadley

584-9690

Wearhouse
N. Pleasant St.

253-9706

CONCIOUSNESS
TECHNOLOGY

Arica

In The Alley Behind Aubuchon

DEPARTMENT
STORES

Minuteman Mercantile

Campus Center

545-2619

Woo/co
Mountain Farms Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley
Mon -Sat, 10 a.m.-10 p.m.

Zayres

Rte. 9, Hadley

Mon.-Sat, 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

ENTERTAINMENT
The Rusty Nail

Rte. 47, Sunderland
665-4937

FOODS
Whole Wheat Trading Co.
181 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-5169

Mon., 12:30 a.m. -6 p.m.
Tues.-Sat., 9:30 a.m.-6 p.m.

Yellow Sun Natural Foods
35 N. Pleasant St.

256-8401

Mon.-Sat, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Fri. nites till 8:15 p.m.

Stop & Shop
Rte. 9, Hadley

FURNITURE
Danco Furniture

Scandinavian Furniture

269 Locust St., Florence, Rte. 9

586-3620

Mon.-Wed., 9 a.m.-S p.m.

Thurs. & Fri. tHt 9 p.m.

Sun., 1 p.m. -5 p.m.

DIRECTORY
Faces of Earth

next to Amherst Post Office

253-9955

Mon.-Sat, 9:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.

Fri. till 9 p.m.

Future Furnishings

103 N. Pleasant St.

No. 4, Amherst
253-7922

Mon.-Sat, 10 a.m. -6 p.m.

Fri. till 9 p.m.

Paul's Oldtime Furniture

In The Alley Behind Aubuchon
Mon.-Fri., 10:30 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

Sat, 11 a.m. -5 p.m.

253-3511

GIFTS
The Mercantile

9 E. Pleasant St.

(in the Carriage Shops)
Mon.-Sat, 9:30 a.m. -5:30 p.m.
549-1396

HARDWARE
Elder Lumber Co.

150 College St., Amherst
253-3414

Mon.-Thurs., 8 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

Fri., 8 a.m. -9 p.m.

Sat., 8 a.m. -5 p.m.

Kentfield Hardware
63 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-7161

Mon.-Sat, 8 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

Fri. till 9 p.m.

IMPORTS
Danco
22 Green St., Northampton
584-6311

Mon.-Sat, 9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Gifts, Clothing £r Housewares

KUNG FU

Kung Fu Academy
124 Amity St., Amherst
253-5602

LEATHER
Leather Shed
199 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-9604

Mon.-Sat., 9 a.m. -6 p.m.

custom leather work since 1965

Walter Dyer-Heartfelt

103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-5135

Mon.-Sat, 10 a.m. -6 p.m.

Fri. till 9 p.m.

LIQUORS
King St. Liquors

338 King St., Northampton

584-1800

Mon.-Wed.. 9 a.m.-10 p.m.

Thurs.-Sat, 9 a.m.-11 p.m.

Russell's Liquors, Inc.

18 Main St., Amherst

253 5411

Mon.-Thurs., 9 a.m.-10 p.m.

Fri. & Sat, 9 a.m.-11 p.m.

PAINTS
Shumways
320 College St., Amherst

Daily 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Fri., 8 a.m.-9 p.m.

256-6753

Wright's Paint & Wallpaper
9 Pray St., Amherst
549-6237

Mon.-Sat, 8:30 a.m. -5 p.m.

PHARMACIES
College Drug Store
4 Main St., Amherst
2532523

PLANTS
Earthwares

103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
256 8810

Open Mon.-Sat, 9 a.m. -5 p.m.

PRINTS
Faces of Earth

next to the Amherst Post Office

253-9955

Mon.-Sat, 9:30 a.m. -6:30 p.m.

Fri. till 9 p.m.

PRINTING
Hamilton Newell, Inc.

65 University Drive, Amherst
253-3434

Mon.-Fri., 8 a.m. -5 p.m.
Sat, 9 a.m. -12 p.m.

REFRIGERATORS
Creative Conveniences
256-8433 or 256-6605

RESTAURANTS
Amherst Chinese

62 Main St., Amherst
253-7835

Beardsley's

11 Button St., Northampton

586 2699

Tues. -Sun., 11 a.m. -midnight

Bell's Pizza

65 University Dr., Amherst
256 801 1 or 253-9051

Sun. -Thurs., 10 a.m.-1 a.m.

Fri.-Sat, 10 a.m. -2 a.m.

Bonanza
Rte. 9, Hadley

586-4544

Campus Center Food Service

Top of the Campus
11th floor, Campus Center

549-6000

Coffee Shop
2nd floor, Campus Center

5450016

Hatch
Student Union
545-2597

Bluewall

Concourse, Campus Center

5450016

Captain's Table

Damon Rd., Northampton
584 6080

Domino 's

363 Main St.

256 8587

4 p.m. till wee hours, 7 days

Eric's Giant Subs
314 College Ave., Amherst
253-9521

Full House
327 King St., Rte. 9, Northampton

Men. -Sat., 9 a.m.-1 a.m.

Sun . 11:30 a.m.-1 a.m.

Gables Olde Taverne

North Rtes. 5 & 10, South Deerfield

665-4643

Gaslite II

168 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
253 2291

Sun. & Mon., 6:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.

Tues.-Sat. - Open 24 hrs.

Goten Steak House of Japan
Rte. 116, Sunderland
665-3628

Reservations required for Saturdays

The Grist Mill

Corner of West St. & Mill Lane
Rte. 116, Amherst
253-2843

"An eating place of rare excellence"

Hardees
Russell St., Rte. 9, Hadley
256-8006

Sun. -Thurs., 10:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

Fri. & Sat., 10:30 a.m. -12 midnight

Hungry U
Subs & Pizzas

103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
256-6350

55 University Dr., Amherst
256-0611 or 253 9080
Sun. -Thurs., 11 a.m.-l a.m.

Fri. & Sat, 11 a.m. -2 a.m.

Free Delivery

Kalihi Kai

Rte. 9, Amherst
256-8336

Open 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.

The Lighthouse

Rte. 116, Sunderland

5496662
Tues. Sun., 11 a.m. -9 p.m.

James H. McManus Eating Place

Campus Plaza, Hadley
253-9820

24 hours, 7 days a week

McDonalds of Hadley
Rte. 9, Hadley

584 9878

Pizzarama

355 College St., Amherst (Rte. 9)

253 3808

Sun. -Thurs., 11 a.m. -11 p.m.

Fri. & Sat., 11 a.m.-1 a.m.

Quonset Restaurant

Rte. 9, Hadley

253-9214

The Rusty Scupper
Rte. 9, 529 Belchertown Rd., Amherst
256 8551

Open 4 p.m. daily

St. Regis Restaurant

28 Pleasant St., Northampton
584 1543

Steak Out
Rte. 9 and University Dr., Amherst
256-8557

Wine Chariot

Rte. 9

586 2510

Luncheons: 11:30 a.m. -2:30 p.m., Tues.-Fri.

Cocktails & Dinner: 5 p.m. -11 p.m., Tues.-Fri.

Sundays & Holidays: 1 p.m. -9 p.m.

ROOM FURNISHINGS
Faces of Earth

next to Amherst Post Office

253-9955

Mon.-Sat, 9:30 a.m. -6:30 p.m.

Fri. till 9 p.m.

RUGS
Faces of Earth

next to Amherst Post Office
253 9955

Mon.-Sat, 9:30 a.m. -6.30 p.m.
Fri. till 9 p.m.

SHOES
Bolles Shoes
8 Main St., Amherst
253 5598

Hadley Village Barn Complex
584-2279

Mon.-Sat, 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Fri. till 9 p.m.

Kalso Earth Shoes
264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-8911

Mathews Shoes
39 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

256 6374
Mon.-Sat., 9 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

Fri. nights till 8 p.m.

Paul's Shoe Repair

In the 103 Bldg.

N. Pleasant St., Amherst

Mon.-Sat., 8:30 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

Shoe-Bin
187 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-6649

Daily 9:30 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

Fri. nite till 9 p.m.

Walter Dyer-Heartfelt

103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

253-5135

Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m. -6 p.m.

Fri. till 9 p.m.

SKIS
Peleton, Inc.

1 E. Pleasant St.

549-6904

Mon.-Sat, 10:30 a.m. -6:30 p.m.

Fri. till 9 p.m.

SPORTING GOODS
Eastern Mountain Sports

Rte. 9, Amherst-Hadley line

253-9504

Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m. -9 p.m.

Sat., 9 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

Specialists in quality, lightweight back-
packing, mountaineering, and ski touring
equipment - rentals available.

Fenton's Athletic Supplies

377 Main St., Amherst
253 3973

Western Auto
32 Main St., Northampton
584 3620

Mon.-Sat., 9 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

Thurs. till 9 p.m.

STATIONERY
A.J. Hastings

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-2840

Daily 5 a.m. -9 p.m.

Sun., 5 a.m.-1 p.m.

THEATRES
Academy of Music
Main St., Northampton
584-8435

Stage West
Springfield

736-7092

TOBACCO
Augies Smoke and Book Shop

N. Pleasant St., Amherst

253 7876

6:30 a.m.-IO p.m., 7 days

TYPEWRITERS
The Typewriter Shop
21 State St., Northampton

586-0680

Mon.-Fri., 8 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

YARNS
Earthwares

103 N. Pleasant St, Amherst
256 8810

Open Mon. Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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//THE PRISONER //

SHUUIfl
by £ Patrick McQuaid

The blue and white Facel Vega

came to a screeching hault outside

of a large, gray-pillared building

known as the State University

Office of Admissions. The student

stepped from the vehicle and

headed for the great brass doors

which opened inwardly.

His heels clicked loudly and the

resounding echoes followed him

down the hallway to the office of

the administrators. The doors burst

open with a thunderous clap and

the man at the desk remained calm

as always.

"I am withdrawing; dropping out

of the University!"

Before the seated gentleman

could get a word in, the student

exited in a furious rage. He returned

to the auto and drove to his

Cambridge apartment.

While packing his bags, for he

intended to take a long- needed

vacation, a green fume suddenly

filled his small bedroom. His vision

became hazy and blurred as he

sank down upon the mattress.

Everything went black...

Slowly his eyes opened and

focused on a cubicle shaped room

composed entirely of cement

blocks. He was lying on a rather

uncomfortable bed beside a desk

with a bookcase atop it. A bulletin

board and a closed wooden cabinet

with an attached half-length mirror

were the only other furniture

present in the room.

He rose slowly and walked to the

draped windows, pulling the

curtains aside. Of course he did not

\THE PRISONER is a television

series about a man who resigns

from the secret sen/ice and is

abducted to "the village" where

everything is perfect provided you

surrender your freedom. It is aired

77 Boston on Friday nights and in

Amherst on channel 18.\

anticipate seeing his familiar

surroundings, but was certainly not

prepared for what suddenly ap-

peared before him.

The sun streamed into the room

blinding him for a second. He

caught his grip on the window ceil

and looked out at an immense city

of concrete. Huge towers of

cement were stretched out for a

quarter of a mile; smaller buildings,

but of the same design, were also

visible. Occasional trees marred his

view of smaller but likewise con-

structed edifices. A small, multi-

colored bridge separated the

conctete city from one of grass and

brick.

Looking into the other sector he

could see two collosal towers the

likes of which he had never seen.

He banged his fist on the window

and ran from the room. He found

an elevator, but as it didn't work, he

hurried down a long set of steps.

Outside he hailed down an

orange and white bus reading

UMieland on the side. We stepped

in.

"Lovely day," said the driver.

The student said nothing but sat

down on the empty bus. Without

warning the vehicle stopped in

front of a large white building,

shaped like something from a

childhood fantasy; an adult

nightmare.

"I don't wish to get off here," he

said.

"Sorry, but this is as far as I go,

sir," replied the driver politely.

In rage the student jumped from

the bus.

"Be seeing you!" exclaimed the

driver as he left the stop.

"I don't think so," thought the

student and he walked off.

As he slowly approached the

white building, the doors opened

and a short man dressed in a blue

jacket with CC imprinted upon his

lapel stepped forward.

Arts Council 1974-75

Japan Philharmonic
La Traviata — Goldovsky Opera Company
Israel Chamber Orchestra
Intimate P.D.Q. Bach
Izthak Perlman and Springfield Symphony

1974 75 CONCERT SEASON
Celebrity Series

October 21

November 17

February 19

March 20

April 23

Cage
Bowker Auditorium
Bowker Auditorium
Bowker Auditorium
Bowker Auditorium

Chamber Music Series

Bowker Auditorium
Bowker Auditorium

Guarneri String Quartet Tuesday, October 1

Maurice Andre-Wuerttemberg Chamber Monday, November 11

Orchestra
Empire Brass Quintet Monday, February 10 Bowker Auditorium

Anthony Newman Friday, March 7 . Bowker Auditorium

Jose Limon Dance Company

Boston Ballet

Dancers of Senegal

Hartford Ballet

5x2 Dance Company

Dance Series

Friday-Saturday, October 18

and October 19

Fri.-Sat., November 15 and 16

Friday, December 6

Fri.-Sat., February 21 and 22

Tuesday, March 4

Bowker Auditorium

Bowker Auditorium
Amherst High Aud.
Bowker Auditorium
Bowker Auditorium

Third

Emperor Dele Ojo and the

Africana Nationals

Collective Black Artists Ensemble
Chaing Ching Dance Company
Willie Colon Latin Band
Wastsa Theatre Company
AM Akbar Khan
M'Boom Repercussion

Noh Khogen Theatre of Japan

World Series

Monday, Sepgember 23

Saturday, October 5

Friday, November 1

Sunday, November 24

Friday, February 7

Monday, March 17

Monday, April 7

Sunday, April 20

S.U. Ballroom
Bowker Auditorium
Bowker Auditorium

CC. Auditorium
Bowker Auditorium
Bowker Auditorium
Bowker Auditorium
Bowker Auditorium

"I'm from ARCON, sir. This way
please."

The student said nothing but

followed his guide. They entered a

set of elevators and were rushed up
some unknown amount of floors.

The machine came to a hault and

the student was escorted off.

Before him was a sign reading

TOC. He headed for the door. It

opened and a large, denim- dressed

brute confronted him.

"You gotta card?"

"A card?"

"No card, no deal."

"I'm not here to make a deal."

"Let him in," came a voice from

one of the back rooms.

The man opened the doors and

allowed the student to enter. Inside

he saw a black man of medium
height sitting on a small oval chair.

"Come in, come in."

"Where am I?" demanded the

student.

"Th« campus..."

"Who are you?"

You are number 6008893, I am
'The Chancellor'."

"I am not a number.. .I'm a free

man!" he exclaimed with defiance.

"Who's in charge here. Who's
responsible?"

"In charge... responsible? That's

something we'd all like to know."

"What do you want?"

"Your mind..."

"Well. ..you won't get it!"

"They all say that at first, but

soon you'll be quite happy here.

You will submit and everything will

work out fine. Everything will be

perfect; all you must do is surrender

your mind to us..."

"I want to move off campus!"

"Move off campus?.. Ha Ha ha ha

ha ha!"

The student stormed out of the

small chamber and pushed the

doorman aside. The Chancellor's

voice filled the halls as he exited:

"Be seeing you! Catch you later!"

Celebrity Series
Cont. from p. 35

many talented young American

soloists and is under the personal

artistic direction of Boris

Goldovsky. This Seaso.i will mark

the fifteenth cross-country tour for

the Goldovsky Grand Opera
Theater, the most successful

traveling opera company in the

United States.

During the second semester, the

Israel Chamber Orchestra will make
a "first time" appearance at the

University as the third attraction on
the Celebrity Series. Wednesday
evening, February 19, 1975, is the

date to hear this outstanding Or-

chestra, which is under the

direction of its founder, Gary

Bertini.

Also during the second semester,

the Intimate P.D.Q. Bach, with
Professor Peter Schickele and the

Semi- Pro Musica Antiqua will be
offered as the fourth presentation

on the Series on Thursday evening,

March 20, 1975. For its appearance
at the University this group, which
has no peer on the American
Musical scene, will continue in the

tradition of hilarious concert hall

humor which has made "An
Evening with PDQ Bach" the
enormous success it has been with
major symphony orchestras for the

past seven seasons. Each per-

formance has elicited rave reviews,

among them the New York Times"

... PDQ Bach is a master not to be

missed."

The final event on the Celebrity

Series will be the appearance of the

noted violinist, Itzhak Perlman,

together with the Springfield

Symphony Orchestra and con-

ductor, Robert Cutter, in an April

23, 1975 concert. Mr. Perlman,

described in a recent review by the

Chicago Tribune as "one of the

most commanding talents of our

time", will perform Mendelssohn's

Concerto in E Minor for Violin and

Orchestra and the Springfield

Symphony will offer Smetana's

Richard III and Prokofiev's Sym-
phony No.5.

All concerts, with the exception

of the Japan Philharmonic, will take

place in Bowker Auditorium and all

Arts Council events commence at 8

p.m.

Season tickets for the Celebrity

Series are now on sale and may be

obtained by contacting the

University of Massachusetts Arts

Council Office, 125 Herter Hall,

University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, 01002 (Tel. 413 546-0202).

Tickets for this five-event Series are

priced at $7.50 for U Mass-Amherst
students; $15.00 for the General

Public.

Help us help you.
Use Zip Code.

YourPostal Service

Hang Gliding p so

Roommates p 56

Food Co-ops p- 60
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Getting Ready To Buy Equipment

The intense and growing need for music

on the part of our generation has inevitably

caused "stereos" to become big business,

and in the best American tradition the

consumer is now dazzled, razzled. and

hassled with propaganda. Buying a music

system is a major investment, so it calls for

some thought and careful shopping. Long

before getting down to the nitty gritty of

what to buy and where to buy it, you should

ask yourself these basic questions:

How serious are you about music? How
much will you listen?

. What source will you listen to most:

records, tapes or FM?
. How much can you afford to spend, and

how long do you expect to keep the

equipment?

. If you already have some preconceived

ideas about what you want, how valid are

your choices in terms of the above?

It's necessary to spend a minimum of $250

to $300 to acquire a decent, complete music

system (AM-FM stereo receiver, two
speakers and a changer with magnetic

cartridge). The $179.95 super-duper

complete specials seen in most mass-

merchandising outlets are usually lacking in

performance or serviceability to some major

degree. If music component systems are

properly chosen, there is a solid relationship

between "dollars spent" and "quality of

sound received." There is also a similar

relationship between "dollars spent" and

"how loud the music system will play

without audible distortion and breakup." In

other words, you can HEAR the difference,

meaning from a good store or a good mail

order house, you get what you pay for.

However, somewhere around a price tag

of $1 ,300 to $1 ,500 these relationships fall off

sharply. After that point, you can spend

hundreds more and receive very little ad-

ditional in terms of overall performance,

especially at normal listening volumes.

Start your shopping in the yellow pages.

Get a good idea of the dealers in your area,

and be prepared to travel, if needed. Start

with the larger dealers, who carry all the

major brands, such as Pioneer, Marantz,

Sony, Harman-Kardon, Dual, Garrard, TEAC,

JBL, Altec, KLH, AR, Advent, etc. In this

way you can do the most comparing. After

that, find a salesman you can relate to: one

who will patiently answer all your questions;

who is interested in you. Ask nim what kind

of equipment he owns and what kind of

music he likes. Listen carefully, and you can

soon tell if he kr iws what he's talking about.

A knowledgeable and friendly salesman will

be your best ally, especially if you take the

time to know him a little. These salesmen are

usually young, usually found in true stereo

component shops, and are rarely in mass-

merchandising outlets. Let the salesman

know you're serous about buying, but also

let him know you are aware of the other

stores in the area.

Choosing Equipment:

Mechanical and electronic devices such as

turntables, tape decks, receivers, amps and

tuners can be measured very accurately and

therefor, are relatively easy to compare. The

glossary with this article has some basic

terms you'll need to know, and your

befriended salesman can explain the con-

fusing games some manufacturers may play

in listing specifications and features of their

products. Speakers, on the other hand, are a

differen animal. While the receiver and

changer (or tape deck) are essential parts,

the speakers really make it happen, and,

really, they can only be judged subjectively.

There are several publications which can

be of help to beginning audio buffs. They

include Pioneer's Understanding Hi-Fi,lrving

Green's book, The Practical Handbook of

Stereo fir Quad, and the Warehouse Sound

Co. catalog. Stereo Review's annual Stereo

ectory Buying Guide (available at

newsstands) is good for a simple listing of

current equipment.

The Equipment Itself:

There is more truly good equipment on the

market today than ever before. It is im-

possible to generalize about which brand is

better; You really have to compare
manufacturers model for model. However,

we can make general recommendations

regarding the very best manufaturers. For

amps, tuners and receivers in the popular

price ranges Pioneer, Marantz, Sony or

Sherwood are excellent choices.

The amount of power (measured in watts)

you need in your amp or receiver largely

depends on the efficiency (see basic terms

list) of the speakers you wish to buy, the

number of speakers you want to hook up
(now or in the future) and how loud you

want to listen. This is an important facet in

choosing your system and is one of the main

points to cover, aqain, with your befriended

salesman As for the reel- to- reel and cassette

decks: TEAC, Sony-Su perse ope, Tandberg

and Revox make outstanding machines.

Garrard and Dual are our favorites in the

record changer business BSR also makes
some good units. Pioneer, Sony and Thorens

make excellent turntables, although the

Thorens is more expensive. There is an

abundance of good speakers, and they in-

clude Bose, Altec, JBL, Advert, AR, Dynaco,

Electro Voice, EPI, KLH, Marantz, Pioneer,

ESS and Infinity to name some of the most

popular. There are of course other com-
panies which produce fine components. The
above merely represent the most popular

nationally distributed brands which we feel

are both superior and easily serviced.

One part of the system that is often

overlooked, but is just as important as the

others, is the phono cartridge. The cartridge

picks the sound up off the record and sends

it out as a tiny electrical signal to your pre-

amplifier. The amplifier can reproduce no
better signal than it receives and neither can

the speakers. Preferably, you should have an

elliptical cartridge. You can't go wrong with

medium- priced Shure, Pickering or Stanton,

especially if it complements the sound of the

speakers.

A final "component" could be stereo

headphones. Headphones, properly called

"Stereophones," are the most economical

way to hear your favorite music, soft or loud;

and they can give good fidelity. You can

purchase a top notch pair for around $40. It's

an especially good investment if your

roommate doesn't get off on your tunes as

loud or as often as you do. As for the best

units-try Sennheiser HD 414 (about $35),

Koss727B(about$28)orSuperex ST PRO-B

V (about $50). You can purchase

sterophones for much less (or more) than

these but the difference between a pair of

$20 and $35 sterophones is generally very

noticeable, so you might do better to save,

and wait.

Stereo Versus Four-Channel

Four-channel sound is now practical and

can greatly broaden the potential for musical

enjoyment. Discrete four-channel means that

there are four separate and "discrete"

signals which originate from four separate

recordings, and each is played back

simultaneously through four different

speakers. Instead of mixing 12 or 16 track

recordings down to two tracks (stereo), they

are mixed down to four separate tracks. The

less the recording is mixed down, the more it

sounds like the original recording studio

session. Discrete four-channel sounds

fantastic, but the major area of new
development has been in several different

types of "synthesized-four- channel sound."

Manufacturers have developed new four-

channel electronic equipment which is

capable of reproducing "four-channel-

sound" with the use of normal stereo

records, or even better, the new quad

records. The diverse methods of elec-

tronically achieving four-channel-sound

accounts for the confusing terminology (if

you have been reading the advertising). At

this point in time, manufacturers have not

yet agreed however, and you may well want

to buy your music system with plans of

eventually building to four-channel at a later

date. Stereo, however, will remain the most

popular form for some time to come; also

remember that a good stereo music system

costs considerably less than the equivalent

four-channel system.

Bargains and Otherwise

You'll quickly find that the "pricing" of

stereo equipment is confusing and in-

consistent. To start with, different types of

stereo equipment are inconsistent in terms of

markup. For instance, stereo cartridges,

headphones, accessories and recording tape

generally have a tremendously high markup
included in the manufacturers' suggested

retail price. So therefore, merchants typically

discount sterephones at least 20 percent,

recording tape and accessories 20 to 30

percent and stereo cartridges 30 to 50

percent. In contrast, tape decks of all types

are marked up very little, so are discounted

very slightly if at all. Receivers, amps and
tuners are reasonably marked up so they are

only mildly discounted. Record playing

equipment is healthy in markup; you should

expect at least to receive a good free car-

tridge when you purchase any changer or

turntable. Most stereo outlets are geared to

sell complete music systems, and you can
genuinely get the best deal if you buy a
complete system at one time.

The above markup rules apply to most
name-brand stereo equipment. However, to

add to the confusion, there are two other

categories of stereo equipment pricing:

1. Fair Traded equipment: This means that

the company has applied to the government
for permission to "fair-trade" its products. A
dealer must then sign a "franchise" in which
he agrees to maintain the company's preset

fair-traded price on every component.
However this does not mean that the prices

are rip-offs. On the contrary, most fair-traded

equipment is of the highest quality and is

well worth the price. Components by such
companies as Pioneer, Revox and TEAC are
prime examples. Nonetheless, when fair-

traded equipment is packaged in a music
system together with no-fair-traded
equipment the law has virtually no effect,

since the dealer can then adjust the overall

price to suit his own profit margins.
2. Private label or house-brand equipment:

Products which are not nationally advertised
nor available to all dealers usually reflect the
this equipment is generally "as much as the
traffic will bear." Trying to compare the
claimed "specifications" and "list prices" of
house brand merchandise with name brand
equipment is at best difficult.

This applies particularly in the case of
speakers. Many stereo shops now have
"house-brand" or "private- label" speakers
found only at their particular store. These
speakers often come from small garage- type

operations of furniture manufacturers, and
nearly always fall short in terms of sound
quality ~.id professional engineering. Since

there is no competetive pricing on these

speakers, the "list price" or "regular price"

reflects a profit margin that is two or three

times higher than that of an equivalently

priced name- brand speaker. This enables the

retailer to quote "super- discounts," but the

consumer may end up paying $100 for a

"$200" speaker which is actually worth only

$50. We suggest sticking to professional

name brand equipment. When shopping by

price, it's not very meaningful to compare a

$50 savings on a name- brand speaker to a

$50 "reduction" on the "list price" of a

house- brand speaker.

Some dealers make a living selling

discontinued closeout merchandise, but here

again watch your step. Some products are

discontinued because they're inherently

unreliable or were poorly designed. These

turkeys inevitability cause misery, regardless

of "the price." However, some products are

discontinued solely for cosmetic reasons or

merely because it's "time" for a model

change. If you're familiar with the various

component lines and models, it is possible to

get truly fine components at substantial

savings. These legitimate values are found at

most stores; but be suspicious of any outlet

which features an abundance of "bargains'

because there are only a very limited amount

of good closeouts available at any given

time. The worst rape of the consumer (and it

happens all the time) comes when a dealer

throws two even three turkey closeouts

together regardless of compatibility and calls

it a music system.

Cont. on p. 59

S-T-R

Your Food Dollar
31 things you should

know about Food Stamps
The new Food Stamp Program went into effect

across the country on July 1. More people are eligible
for food stamps now tblK? ever before because
eligibility standards are^fiigh'er and are based on net
income. The benefits^©' JelloAle households are
higher, too, and thatii»an/m(jire food buyinq power.
Food stamps ST g*^^H^^urT8W dollar.

Take a few M'^oij^^^]m^P^^iormay\on
below. Many of the ^dlatio^>HSwWjfedarified,
particularly those relating to students, Koep in touch

with the community Agencies listed below for current

changes^ fJBr £ J^JL * *\ ^

"What to look for when buying stereo equipment"

1. What; are foqd stamps
Foojtjiftrtfpa are coupons dflMt

can be used just like money to buy
food. Food stamps can help you

jy more fool because the .stamps

Worth wore than you pay for

"them:

2. What can you buy with fo4d

etajnps?

food stai ips can be used to buy

$f\p%ood, but cannot be used for

lie beverages, tobacco or pet

They can also be used to buy
or plants to grow food.

Who can get food stamps?

Food stamps are given to
,"'households' '. There are two kinds

of households that ca'n get food

stamps. *ff ^
A. A" Public . Ass/stance

Household' is one in which every

person in the household receives

AFDC fAid to Dependent Children)

or General Belief. Public Assistance

Households ere, automatically

eligible for food stamsp
B. A "Non PubHc Assistance

Household" is either one in which
some household members receive

welfare and others do not or one in

which no one receives welfare.

These households can get food

stamps if their income is not too

high.

4. Are students eligible for food

stamps?
YES. The law does allow

students to get food stamps even if

claamed as a "tax dependent" by a

household which itself is not

eligible for food stamps.

5. What is a "household"?

The federal law says that a

"household" is a group of people

related or unrelated that:

A. shares common cooking

facilities;

B. usually buys food together;

and
C. lives together as an economic

unit

6. What is an "economic unit"?

The federal law says that an

"economic unit' is a group of

people that shares common living

expenses from the income and

resources of all members, and

whose basic needs are provided for

without regard to willingness or

ability to contribute. Often,

however, everybody in the house

does not contribute to all basic

expenses, so it is sometimes im-

portant to a group of people in the

house to be a separate

"household" for food stamp

Cover art

by

Kris Jackson

purposes. w*
wl.apan there Be moire than
twogehokt in the same house ?

P^ES. If there are people In your

house who take care of their own
personal expenses or who buy and
cook their own food, they can be a

separate housenpfd. Both
households could get food stamps
even though they split the rent and
utilities. This would be expecially

important if the income and ex-

penses -ere not shared and // the

meprne of some people in the

house would make everybody

ineligible for food stamps. The
Food Stamp Office, will assume you

Ke one household unless you show
them that there is more than one

household
8. Can a person living alone get

food stamps?
YES A person living alone is a

one person household.

9. Do you have to be

citizen to get food stamps?
NO.
10. Do you have to live in a state

for a certain amount of time before

you can apply for food stamps?

MO. You can apply right away.

11. How much income and
resources can you have and still be
eligible for food stamps?
You ere eligible for food stamps if

voor resou rces and monthly income
after deductions arm et or below the

following levels:

Household Site

EHgtbHity Levels

Aid: scholarships, grants (including

loans for which payment is deferred

until education is complete),
fellowships and veterans

educational benefits. Such income
will be pro -rated over the period

which it is intended to cover.

15. What deductions can you
take from income?
You can subtract these

deductions from your income:

A. Ten per cent (10 per cent) of

the pay from working or a work
training program. This deduction

cannot be higher than $30 a month.

B. Payroll deductions for local,

state, and federal taxes, and union

dues.

C. All medical bills (as long as

they are more than $10 per month),

including University Health Ser-

vices fee and insurance.

D. Education expenses; books

^jare not included.

/P>£. Payments for child care in

order to allow a household member
to worV

F Court-ordered child support

or alirnony you pay.

G Unusual expenses caused by

a disaster such as fire, theft, flood,

etc" ^ ^Nf *S.
H. Payments far ipm (or mor-

tgage payment) and all utilities that

are more than your allowable

"shelter deduction". ^^flfcV-
16 How mdny food stamps vviN

you get ? ^ .#' v vl*B
Air households of the seme size

get the same amount of Stamps.

The amount of food stamp* you

receive is called the coupon
allotment. "^K: V^4r^

17. How much will you pay for

your stamps?
The amount you pay depends on

your income after all the deduc

tions. The higher your income, the

more you pay. For example, a one-

person household receives a

monthly coupon allotment of $46

and pays between $0 and $36; a

four-person household receives a

monthly coupon allotment of $150

and pay between $0 and $126

18. How often can you buy food
stamps? W//

1.

2.

3.

4.

etc.

12 What are resources<^^^
Resources considered for food

stamp purposes include: money on
hand or in a savings or checking

account, stocks and bonds, money
from insurance settlements,

inheritances, prizes and awards,

and money you get all at once

(lump-sum payments) from income

tax returns. Social Security or other

sources (not monthly checks). This

includes resources of all people in

your household.

13. How much can you have in

resources?

Non-public assistance
households can be eligible for food

stamps if they have resources of

less than $1,500. It does not matter

how many people are in the

household Remember: Public

assistance households are

automatically eligible.

14. What is income?
All wages, salary, and tips are

counted as income. Also included

as income are any contributions

from parents, cash gifts or awards,

and the following forms of Financial

The federal law says you must be

allowed to buy stamps at least

twice each month. This wiM enable

you to budget your income and not

have to come up with your month's

food money on any single day.

19. Do you have to buy the full

amount? y
ArO. You can choose to buy

three-quarters, one- quarter, or one-
halt of your full monthly coupon
allotment in any month. If you
choose to, do this, you would pay
all, three-quarters, one-quarter or

one-half of the purchase ee well.

This m called a "Variable Pur-

chasew*^ .; fcKf ^^
20 Tht* Work Registration

Requirement '

fir<A -*.

In order to get food stamps,

some members of Non-public
assistance households may have to

register for work, and may have to

report to a state or federal em-
ployment service if requested.

Students who are enrolled at least

half time (as defined by the

University) do not neve to register

for work.

21 . How long will you remain on
the food stamp program?

Federal law says that once you
apply for food stamps you will

remain eligible for a certain number
ol months (called the "certification

period"), The certification period

varies from one month to one year,

but most households will be cer-

tified for three (3) months. You
should try to be certified for as long

a period of time as possible.

22. Where do you apply?

For assistance with the Food
Stamp Application contact any of

these community agencies:

Amherst Community Resource

Center

Jones Library, 2nd floor

43 Amity Street

Amherst
Wednesday 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

253253!

Financial Aid Office

Room 243, Whitmore
UMass.
Daily 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

5450801

Hispanic Center

21 Market Street

Northampton
Daily 9a.m. -5p.m.

586 1597

Neighborhood Center

23 Pleasant Street

Northampton
Daily 9 a.m. -5 p.m.

584 6863

Your Food Stamp Application

must be certified at:

Food Stamp Office

355 Bridge Street

Northampton

I
Daily 8:45 a.m. -5 p.m.

23. What do /bring when I apply ?

You will be asked to show proof

of income over the most recent 5

week*. You may be asked to show
documentation of expenses and

resources Efforts are now un-

derway to clarify what is

necessary" documentation.

24. Where can you buy food

stamps 7 -

At present, the only area bank

which sells food stamps is:

Hampshire National Bank
26 East Pleasant Street (and all

branches)

Amherst
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.-3p.m.

549 1500

The First National Bank of

Amherst has been authorized by

the US Department of Agriculture

to sell food stamps, but is not

currently doing so The Student
Organizing Project is in the process
<>f being authorized to sell food

mps and hopes to make thie

rvice available to the University

community this fall. Ij-
26. Where can you shop with

food stamps? wfftmf
At present, most area stores,

supermarkets and food co-ops are

accepting food stamps. Notify the

ihove agencies of any food store

that does not accept food stamps.

26. What happens after you
apply?

Federal law Says that the Food
Sta/np Office must decide on your

anpfceation within 30 days of the

day the Food Stamp Office

received your application. H ft takes

longer, the Food Stamp Office it

violating Federal law and you
should ask for a "fair hearing."

Contact a community agency Tor

assistance when applying for a fair

hearing.

If you are found to be eligible,

you will either be given or matted an

identification card.»Each month you

will receive an "Autborutation-to-

Purchase Card" (ATP Card). The

ATP Card will show how meny
stamps you are entitled to end how
much you should pay.

27. What is a fair hearing?

A fair hearing is the way to

appeal any action taken by the

by

Anne Robinson

and

Jane Holappa

Food Stamp Office that is harmful

to you. You always have the right

to a fair hearing whenever you
disagree with any Food Stamp
Office action The fair hearing

allows you to tell your story, and to

show why the action taken by the

Food Stamp Office was wrong and
why it sould be changed.

28. How do you ask for a fair

hearing?

You should always ask for a fair

hearing in writing. Either the head
of the household, or someone he or

she appoints can ask for the fair

hearing. If you have trouble doing

this, the Food Stamp Office must
help you.

Send your fair hearing request to

the Food Stamp Office. It only has

to be a statement saying you want
a fair hearing. (For example, "My
income was figured incorrectly" or

"I was wrongly denied food

stamps ".) The Food Stamp Office

will arrange the hearing, but the

time, date and place must be
convenient for you.

29 You have the right to be told

about any action the Food Stamp
Office plans to take against you.

Federal law says that the Food
Stamp Office must notify you 15

days before it plans to take any
harmful action against you. (Such
as not giving you food stamps or

charging you more). They must
<7*ve you reasons for the action, and
must inform you of your right to a

fair hearing.

30. You have the right to

continue receiving food stamps
after you appeal

You can appeal (ask for a fair

hearing) usually up to 30 days after

you've been notified of a plenned
action against you. But in most
cases, if you appeal within 15 days

of the notice you have a right to

continue receiving, the same
benefits until the fair hearing

process decides whether or not the

planned action against you is right

or wrong^**^ m
31 You have important right

under the fak heating process. You
have the right. J^k. r, &^^
A To adequately prepare for the

fair hearing. This means the right

for you or your representative to

took at all documents and records

which might be used at the

hearing. This also means giving you
ppough timi to review them
thoroughly.

B. To have someone with you to

represent you at the fair hearing (a

lawyer, friend or anyone you
choose).

C. To bring witnesses to support

your arguments

D. To ask questions of any

witnesses used by the Food Stamp
Office, or of anyone else.

E To present arguments or

evidence to support you and to

reply to the Food Stamp Office's

arguments.

F To a final decision on your fair

hearing within 60 days from the
date you requested the hearing.
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PAUL'S Old Time Furniture
Emporium

Dedicated to the proposition that

Of the People

FURNITURE By the People

And For The People

Shall Not Perish from the Earth

presents

WHOLESOME
FURNITURE

I Honest Prices

BUREAUS from 15
Beds, Desks, Easy Chairs, Lamps,

Sofas, Mirrors, Mathoms, Pictures,

Costumes Sewing Machines and much more.

Located Behind Aubuchon's

in Downtown Amherst

253-3511

*
*

A little bit I about life in

FRATERNITIES I & SORORITIES

£*+•••••• ^•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••i

The first fraternity at UMass was

established over 105 years ago. Six

members of what was then

Massachusetts Agricultural College

first graduating class founded the

first fraternal organization on

campus in a ceremony at South

College-then a new dormitory-

study hall.

The year was 1869. The first

fraternity was then known as

Q.T.V. Today Q.T.V., along with 23

other fraternal organizations,

compose the UMass Greek System.

The 15 fraternities and 9 sororities

on this campus offer a lifestyle

which continue to attract large

numbers of undergraduates, for it

has truly proven to be an alternative

lifestyle that has been able to adapt

and evolve through 105 years of

changing attitudes and beliefs.

Thousands of previous students

at Massachusetts Agricultural

College, Massachusetts State

College and the University of

Massachusetts have experienced

and benefited from membership in

a sorority or fraternity.

HOUSING
The 15 fraternities and 9

sororities on campus providing

living and dining facilities for their

members, Live- in capacity ranges

from 15 to 60 people with dining

facilities able to accommodate all

members. Although there is no

Greek Row as such, many of the

chapter houses are located along or

near North Pleasant Street.

Other chapter houses are

situated near Southwest
Residential Complex, across from

the Central and Northeast

Residential areas and off East

Pleasant Street. Three houses are

located in Fraternity-Sorority Park

which is located near Orchard Hill

and off East Pleasant Street.

Like the rest of the campus, the

architecture of the fraternity and

sorority house depicts deep
contrasts in style. Some houses

have been converted into Greek

Residence units from what use to

be private homes. Others were built

from start and represent ar-

chitectural styling of their

respective eras. You can find the

resemblance to a private home, the

more traditional fraternity structure

or houses that were constructed in

contemporary design.

The rooms in the fraternity and

sorority houses are generally larger

than those found in the University

Residence Halls, both old and new.

Although most of the rooms were
constructed for double occupancy,

there are some chapters which
have single rooms available.

Each chapter generally has a

living roon, kitchen, dining room,

television room and restroom
facilities. Many of them have social

facilities, study rooms or libraries,

recreational rooms and a variety of

other facilities contingent on house
needs and space. Every house has
its own private parking facilities for

its members.

Food, an item of major concern
to many students, can be generally

idib«j youii \o exceiient in the
Fraternities and Sororities. A 21-

meal plan, along with kitchen or
snack privileges, is offered by
almost every chapter. Each house
has its own private cook. Students
who live in the residence halls but
who decide to become fraternity or
sorority members may transfer their

dining commons meal tickets to a
fraternity or sorority once they
decide to pledge.

The good food, small group living

atmosphere comradie, good times
and adverse times, autonomy and a
great degree of control offer the
University student a place he or she
can really call a home.

BECOMING A MEMBER
During the first few weeks of

September, fraternities and
sororities will begin their mem-
bership recruitment period. Known
more familiarly as "Rush" all newly
entering students and up-

perclassmen will have the op-

portunity to visit the fraternities and
sororities. These visits will provide

you with the opportunity of

meeting the people in the chapter.

It also provides you with a chance

to ask any specific questions that

you might have regarding finances,

pledge programs, membership
responsibilities, social activities and

academic offerings.

Rush for each chapter lasts for

approximately a 1-or 2-week period

in September, with several rush

events being held on the evenings

of each week. Rush events are

informal. Ordinarily many chapters

will host rush parties on the same
evenings. This allows you as a

prospective member the op-

portunity to visit several chapters.

An orientation meeting for all

people interested in fraternity-

sorority membership will be held

Sunday, September 8 at 7:30 p.m.

in Room 101 in the basement of the

Campus Center. People interested

in Rush should attend this informal

session. Announcements about

rush dates and times will be given

out at this time. Rushing events will

also be publicized in the DAILY
COLLEGIAN and on WMUA, the

campus radio station.

At the end of the Rush Period

you will be extended a bid. This bid

is your invitation by a Fraternity or

Sorority to become a pledge, or a

member on a trial bases. This trial

period enables you to get to know

the other members of the chapter

and especially those people who
have chosen to become members

along with you.

Pledging is a time for you to learn

about the chapter and its programs

and to adjust to the Greek lifestyle.

The average pledge period lasts

between 8 to 12 weeks. At the end

of this time you are initiated into a

chapter with full voting rights and

responsibilities.

ES TIMA TED EXPENSES
The student interested in

fraternity or sorority living may

expect to spend an average of $100

to $150 dollars more per semester

than the cost of living in a

University residence hall. The first

year of membership is generally

more expensive than successive

years due to pledge and initiation

fees.

The added cost of Greek

membership tends to average out

when you consider the addition of 6

more meals per week and added

kitchen privileges which are not

available under the 10- and 15-meal

plan presently offered by the

University. The large number of

social activities sponsored by the

individual chapters also is added

into the cost.

ACADEMICS
The Greek Residential Area has

developed an academic program

centered around one-credit

coiloquia. These coiloquia arc

offered on week nights and are held

in the various fraternity and sorority

chapters. Previous coiloquia have

been sponsored in Sign Language,

Food Preparation, Table Tennis,

Dynamics of Racism, World Food

Outlook, Women and Their Bodies

and Computers and their

Language.

The Academic Affairs Committee

of the Greek Council, the Greek

Area Government, this year will be

sponsoring a Peer-Sex Education

Program for the area along with a

number of new coiloquia.

Throughout the year the Greek

Residential Area also lends financial

support on a cooperative basis for

special programming. This year the

Greek Area was a co- sponsor of the

Cell Block Theater Program.

Another one of the cultural

features of the UMass fraternity-

sorority system is the sponsorship
of special programs on an individual

chapter basis throughout the year.

This type of programming may
include speakers or panel
discussions on topics which are of

interest to the particular chapter.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
The individual chapters along

with support from the Greek

Council Activities Committee
provide the members of the Greek

Area with an active and com-
prehensive Social Program.
Fraternities sponsor a number of

weekend band parties, exchanges
with sororities and residence halls

as well as open houses which are

usually open to all University

students.

Every chapter annually sponsors

their special theme parties such as

"Greaser Nights", "Farmers
Frolic", "Oldies Night", "St.

Patrick's Day Celebration" and

others along with the annual house

formals. Special events are usually

sponsored during Homecoming
weekend and Winter Carnival for

the benefit of both Undergraduate

and Alumni. Parents and relatives

are also included in the

programming with such events as

"Dad's Days", Mother's Day ac-

tivities and a number of open

houses which are held periodically

throughout the year.

The Activities Committee of the

Greek Council is responsible for

setting up a calendar of social

events which are open to all

members during the year. Spon-

sorship of Homecoming Events, an

all Greek Christmas party and

Winter Carnival Snow Sculpture

Competition are just a few of the

activities that are planned by the

committee.

The major project, however, is

Greek Week. Greek Week has

become an annual event in the

Greek Area and is usually held in

the spring. This past year each

fraternity and sorority was
responsible for individual spon-

sorship of an event.

Oldies' Night, Schlitzarama, a

dance marathon for Muscular

Dystrophy, the Greek Olympics,

and all Greek Athletic Competition,

a Block Party and a marathon run

from the state capital to Whitmore

were a few of the 20 different

activities which composed Greek

Week 1974.

These social activities offer the

undergraduate a great opportunity

to meet new people and to expand

campus contacts.

GREEKS ARE ACTIVE
For years, Greeks have been a

major contributing force to active

participation in campus
organizations and activities.

ARCON -the University Guide

Service was founded and is

financially supported by the Greek

Area. This organization over the

yeavs has provided a valuable

service to the University by giving

tours on a daily- basis to prospective

students, parents and a number of

campus visitors.

Greeks can also be found on the

staff or all major University media

such as INDEX (the University

Yearbook), the DAILY

COLLEGIAN, SPECTRUM (the

campus literary magazine) and

WMUA (the campus radio station).

Volunteer Programs have also

received many Greeks into their

membership along with the

University Student Government

and its subcommittees as well as

the Residential Area Governments.

Many Greeks are varsity athletes

both men and women who

represent the University in

basketball, football, gymnastics,

swimming, lacrosse, field hockey,

track, ice hockey, soccer, softball,

tennis, baseball, rugby and golf.

Traditionally the members of the

Greek Area have proven their in-

terest in the University by active

participation in University affairs

beyond graduation. It is this interest

in the campus which makes the

Greek Area the most active

residential area at the University.

GREEKS ARE PHILANTHROPIC
Over the past few years the

UMass Greek System has raised

thousands of dollars for various

charities and philanthropic en-

deavors. The Greek Area is the only

residential area on campus which

participates in fund-raising ac-

tivities to this extent.

The Muscular Dystrophy Dance

Marathon and the annual running

marathon for the March of Dimes

from the state capital to Haigis Mall

have been very successful with

over $10,000 being raised for those

charities in the past two years.

The Sigma Alpha Mu "Bounce

for Beats" and "Water Dunking"

have also provided funds for the

Heart Fund.

The Spring Cancer Crusade and

Christmas and Halloween parties

for underprivileged children have

also found a permanent place in

fraternity-sorority programming.

Many of the individual chapters

take part in other philanthropies

such as financial support for

hospitals, orphanages, childrens'

homes and schools located in other

countries.

INTRAMURALS
Group participation and the spirit

of the fraternity or sorority are quite

visible in the extensive participation

of the Greeks in virtually all campus

intramural sports. Every chapter

encourages not only individual but

team participation. Over the years

the Greek Area has won many

campus championships in various

sports; however, the most

noticeable aspect of Greek par-

ticipation is the fact that even those

who are not playing for the chapter

lend their active support as fans.

This show of unity is an element of

competition relatively unique to the

fraternities and sororities.

NA TIONAL AFFtLIA TION
Nineteen of the 24 fraternities

and sororities on the UMass
campus are local affiliates of

national organizations. National

fraternities and sororities sup-

plement many of the programs that

are offered by the individual

chapters.

Many nationals offer scholar

ships and loans which are made
available to any member of a local

affiliate. This financial assistance

along with leadership workshops

and institutes, chapter consultant

services, resources for officer

training and other special programs

designed for solving individual

problems are all a part of the

national organization service

orientation.

One very unique feature about

belonging to a national fraternity or

sorority is the fact that if you

happen to move to other parts of

the country you can stay at the

member chapters on other cam-

puses.

Any student wishing to obtain

additional information about Rush

or the Greek System is invited to

come to the Greek Affairs Office in

Room 236 Whitmore Hall across

from the University Housing Office

or by calling 545-2711 and are

invited to attend the Greek Rush

Orientation on Sunday, September

8, at 7:30 in Campus Center Room
101

From the j

University
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Amity

HASTINGS

Main

c
l/l

-.

&>

o

Parking

Parking

HASTINGS . .

.

on the map for

college and

university supplies

• Banners and Pennants

• Ballpoint Pens

• Univ. of Mass. stationery

_ • Spiral Notebooks

• Desk Pads and Blotters

• School Year Calendars

Route 9

Amherst
College

Conveniently located in

the center of Amherst

• Pencil Sharpeners

• Sporting Goods

• Bulletin Boards

• Typing Paper

• Lamps

• Toys and Games

A. J. HASTINGS, INC.

45 Pleasant St.

OPEN WEEKDAYS— 5 A.M. TO 9 P.M.

Newsdealer and Stationer

Amherst

SUNDAYS— 5 A.M. TO 1 P.M.
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NEED PAINT??
TRY

WRIGHT'S Pain,/alipaper

Hours
Mon.-Sat.

8:30-5

MooreS
All Types & Colors of Paint

for all types of jobs —

( Even have all the deep tone mixed colors)

* All the paint & supplies you
need plus equipment for the job.

9 PRAY ST., AMHERST 549-6237

Always at the lowest price — without sacrificing quality

— can't be done?

Shop and compare — you'll see!

5* MAIN ST.

in the center of Amherst
across from the Town Hall

aon ca
Amherst's First Optician

II

253-7002

by

Hank

Herschel

"If the Gods Had Meant That We
Remain Earthbound, They Would
Have Given Us Roots ..."

By this time just about everyone

has seen someone 'sky surfing' or

hang gliding' as it is more com-
monly called: the usual initial ex-

pletive from the onlooker being

something to tne effect, "Oh Wow,
Gosh, Golly, I'd really like to try

that," or most often "Jees dat

looks like lotsa fun."

This article, then, will serve as a

brief introduction to the fast

growing and beautiful sport of hang

gliding. Better than 90 per cent of

the hang gliders seen today are of

the "Rogallo Wing" type, (this is

the type that you have probably

already seen in the Schaefer Beer

commercial, Sports Illustrated, on
TV, or any other of hundreds of

places). The Rogallo hang glider is a

balance of simplicity, incredible

durability, low cost, and most

important, very forgiving flight

characteristics. It is ironic to note

that the original "Rogallo Wing"

was developed by Dr. Francis

Rogallo of NASA as a possible

steerable re-entry device for a

multi-ton spacecraft after its

penetration of the earth's at-

mosphere. The "Rogallo Wing", it

was believed, would be of far

greater benefit to the safe return of

the spacecraft than the three

reliable, but essentially non-

steerable, parachutes commonly
employed. While forty million

dollars were spent on the project,

NASA never did use it on any major

programs.

But that is not the end of our

story for after the NASA study was

published some knowledgeable
freaks in California with engineering

backgrounds made a few miniature

versions of the 'revolutionary' airfoil

with hippies as a payload rather

than a gargantuan spacecraft. And
lo, the ancient sport of hang gliding

was reborn. It has been nearly ten

years since those first crudely

constructed craft appeared on the

beaches and dunes of California

and while the hippies may have cut

their hair and gone in to peddling

life insurance, the Rogallo hang

glider will be with us as long as old

Beatle records. Hang gliding, it

should be mentioned, is non-

polluting and can be done year

round on snow, sand, grass, or

rocky ledges. It's also cheap, for

once you have invested an initial six

hundred dollars for the ship, she is

yours foiever and should last until

long after you hang gliding days are

over.

It has been the dream of nearly

every kid at one time or another to

fly like a bird or like Superman and,

at last, nearly everyone who can

walk and chew gum at the same

time can realize his childhood

fantasy all thanks to a few free

flying freak* vmvny fiftedHAffA

scientist, and forty million bucks.

Under Hungry-U

PAUL SHOE REPAIR

103 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002

VIBRAM SOLE

ATTACHED

SOLE & HEELS

REPAIRED

Flying a Rogallo

Hang Glider ...

Hang gliding is to snow skiing as
shooting the curl at Waikki Ki is to
skateboarding.

It is difficult, even for an ex-

perienced hang glider pilot, to
describe the thrill of elemental flight

but, let me tell you, it's a real rush.

You might say it's kind of a natural

high. It is, in all sincereity, a most
incredible feeling to come floating

down the side of a rugged
mountain with but the thunder of

your heart and rush of wind in your
ear and being so elated that tears

come to your eyes. At first, though,
while still learning to fly, elation is

usually precluded by plain fear; but
this is only temporary, for as one
develops his airborn skill and

ventures higher and higher, a

confidence builds in one's craft and
one's abilities. It is not long before

the aforementioned ecstasy
displaces earlier trepidation.

Learning to fly a Rogallo should

be done slowly and carefully. The
first step for the neophyte is to

become completely familiar with

how and why his ship works as it

does. The platform (looking at the

kite from above) of a Rogallo

resembles the Greek letter delta

with the apex of the kite being split

longitudinally by a keel member.

The pilot is suspended from the

center of gravity by a harness and

affects control of the craft by

simply shifting his weight relative to

a fixed control bar directly in front

of him. Thus if flying straight and

level and a descent to the left is

desired, one has to merely shift his

weight forward and to the left and
the desired descending turn is

effected. This, you will remember,

is exactly how Superman used to

fly. Moreover, most harnesses

allow the pilot to fly either in the

sitting or prone position (again, a la

Superman).

Unlike in Air Force flight school,

one does not learn to first master

straight and level flight, for hang
gliding is by definition a solo sport.

So before you work on your

straight and level technique,

learning to take off is a prerequisite.

First, find a suitable unobstructed

12 degree or better slope (the dunes

on the Cape are grest for this),

unpack your kite, don harness and

helmet — (when learning to fly a

helmet is de rigeur) — and you're

ready. Also don't be alarmed if

you're a bit nervous at this moment
in time. Like skiing, it surely helps

both confidence and technique to

have an experienced instructor to

bolster both confidence and

technique at your side (this is how
Jonathan Livingston Seagull finally

learned to fly like a sonofabitch). A
slight headwind also helps, but is

not a prerequisite; a tailwind makes
your take off run a lot longer and
sometimes results in your running

to the very bottom of the hill like

some angry outsized moth. But
hang glider pilots can always take a

joke; remember that always when
you fly.

With the shop's control bar

resting on your shoulders, lean

slightly forward with the nose
slightly raised. Nose angle on the

initial take off run is critical - too
high and you can't run fast enough
to get airborn — too low and you
nose her in before take off. It just

takes practice. Now you are ready

for your take off run, and it is

exactly that. You have to run as fast

as you possibly can with the thirty-

nine pound kite upon your
shoulders keeping the nose up at

the same time. Much to your
amazement, you will find that after

a few steps, the kite is supporting

its own weight and is doggedly
pulling you skyward. Don't stop

running now! Run, run, run, you
crazy fool! If at this point you feel

you are running as fast as you can,

and you should be close to that

maximum, gently push forward on
the control bar and Shazam! you
will find your feet leaving the

ground. At this point the neophyte
has a tendency to often become
somewhat discontenent seeing the

earth dropping away, but just keep

your head together and remember
that this is what we are trying to do
in the first place. Once airborn, pull

back on the control bar a bit to

lower the nose slightly, and build up
a little airspeed. You should be
trucking down the slope at the

amazing speed of 18-24 knots;

that's about as fast as a seagull can

fly after swallowing a mackeral

whole.

If the kite is trimmed up correctly,

you should actually be able to let go
of the control bar and fly 'hands-

off until it's time for landing. Your

first landing will probably be less

than graceful, but if you are aware

of what to expect and what to do, it

should not be too difficult. As you

approach the bottom of the hill,

gently push the control bar forward

so that you don't run out of hill and

crash and burn into the sand. What
is desirable at this point, then, is to

skim the ground at an altitude of

two to five feet, and as the air

speed bleeds off, keep the altitude

constant until the wing stops flying.

Hank Hirschei is a graduate of UMass and Amherst College where he
majored in Classical Latin. He was graduated in June of 1970.

After being inducted into the USAF and entering flight school, Mr.

Hirschei nearly met his untimely demise due to an imprudent solo final

approach in a rather expensive government jet trainer. He resigned his

commission in 1971, and is now the president of Bo Wing Aircraft,

manufacturers of fine quality Rogallo hang gliders.

When his schedule permits, he teaches hang gliding to those in-

terested. Further inquiry as to lessons or purchase of a Rogallo may be
addressed to Bo Wing Aircraft, Box 454, Amherst, Mass. 01002.

—
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FURNISHED APARTMENTS
1-2 and 2 1 2 rooms

$190.00 - $200.00 & $210.00 per month

including utilities

9 mos. lease Sept. l, 1974 — June 1, 1975

AIR COND. — POOL— PARKING
Adjacent to Shopping and Theatres

Amherst Motel
NORTHAMPTON RD., Rt. 9 opp. Zayre's

256-8122

If done properly you will land

standing up as gently as a leaf

falling to earth. At this time it is

common to yell, scream, chortle,

or, as in my case, at the culmination

of my first momentous flight, give

the old "Hell, girls, that was
nothing. I do this all the time."

At the end of each flight it is well

to sit and reflect on what one did

right and mqre important what one
did wrong from beginning to end.

After a few dozen such reflections,

flight control becomes more and
more instinctive and presently one
is ready to soar with the eagles. Let

me add at this point that only the

major techniques of learning to

hang glide have been touched upon
and there are a great many other

facets of the learning process

which must be demonstrated on an

actual aircraft.

SLOW FLIGHT

I have soared with the falcon —
dived and climbed with the gull

And flown the crystal sky with but the thunder
of my heart and rush of wind in my ear.

From that lofty precipice with a peaceful smile
and bubbling laughter

I have watched the earth slip beneath
my gentle craft

And for those brief moments the heavens and I

were as one.

— Hank Parker Hirschei

AT ELDER LUMBER WE
HELP YOU DO IT YOURSELF
YOUR LOCAL CASH & CARRY LUMBER YARD

®

SPINDLE-FLEX

Just twist the pieces

together to make
attractive, durable fur

mture Create bookcases
tables stands room
dividers No glueing

SOLID CORK BULLETIN BOARDS
V x 12" x 36'

$142
I EA

i" x 18" x 36

$000
«9ea

CORK BLOCKS
4" x 9" x

8"

4 x 9" x 12
"•

1" x 24 x 36

I THIS IS AN IDEA ! I Pre-finished Door

Utility Pine . . » 27*

Bricks

Second*. $ O
20" 4 wider

99

EACH

UN FT

Bed Sanded lOY^EAH

Cement Blocks

8" x 8" x 16 44* 4" x 8' x 16 31 C

6' x 8" x 16 40* 4" x 8 x 16" 46*
Solid

Table Legs ™ h * ,bp,n '8 1
SET Of 4

SCRUBBABLE, NON-DRIP

FLAT INTERIOR LATEX

6?? REG
GAL 899

Sat N Huewakesoa'ntinqa snap '

Thick Creamy rich torrnula spreads

on smoothly D' es w 30 m,n u te&

without lap marks No dripping No
messy thtnners Quick dean up wit*

soapy water White and -8 colors

Custom colors higher

SEE OUR NEW. "HOUSE &

^TSHIt
:iM ISTERM lW

GARDEN' COLORS

i GAL.

PAINT
TRAY
WITH 4

GALS. PAINT
$3 50 volt*

otl#> net -:'i/0*<3

WH/lf. THfV
LAST

LATEX

INTERIOR

FLAT

l\T£RlO" LATEX 'c
bedroom* hill living roOTl

ttc One coat cover* most
surfaces Clean tool* «n

water

A99
^Fgal

Gives Kitchen And Bathroom Wells

Long Lasting Beauty'

f late* S#"»i Gum •* ai*e rt*
CKJWOfk M (Ke«V IOO» P'OduCM

»! *»«,*»«•*

•ft I - ; -.•**** ar*d dirt

i'pi to ruajtx* Sat S Myi
i/tro"*! Cote>« m,,

744GAL.

WG ««8

150 College St., Amherst 253-3411

Doily til 5:30, Fri. til 9, Sot. til 5
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Need a typewriter?
The 4 a.m. hassle.. .typing your

term paper with the only thing you

can find.. .a fossil, or more explicitly,

your roommate's mother's

typewriter. Every five letters this

little dynamite of a machine forgets

its profession and skips two spaces.

A typewriter is practically a

college necessity-and should be

selected carefully. It does not have

to be an older model to have

mechanical problems.

The following is a list of features

to check for in any typewriter:

A comfortable keyboard to type

on Type a half a page, not just a

line.

Character alignment. Type the

following letters and check to be

sure the lines are distinctly parallel

hnes: HF, HF, ID, ID, MN, MN.
Character legibility. Are the

letters c, m, o, e, g and r easy on the

eye?

Frequently missing characters.

Check for such characters as the

number 1, the exclamation point,

the plus sign, and the equal sign. If

you're a math major these are

necessities, not luxuries.

Touch control. Check the range

of adjustment; can the typewriter

be set for your personal touch?

A smooth carriage return

(electrics only).

A removable platen for easy

cleaning or a hinged paper meter

that can be lifted away from the

platen to permit cleaning.

A transparent paper meter for

quick realignment of letters.

A copy control mechanism to

adjust the type force when making

carbon copies.

Automatic ribbon reverse.

Carrying case.

Adequate carriage size (about 10

inches).

Fully adjustable tab stops and a

half spacing key.

Reprinted from Nutshell

If you enjoy the outdoors

KENTFIELD

HARDWARE
"If you need it —

we've probably got it"

Serving the students since they came nearly 150 years

ago.

In recent years, mountaineering,

cross-country skiing, canoeing,

techincal rock climbing, camping,

and outdoor activites of every sort

have undergone a surge in

popularity. In our impressive
outdoor arenas such as the White
Mountains and Mount Katahdin,

thousands throng where foimerly

dozens picked their way. Vendors
of down parkas and lightweight

packframes have sprung up on
every corner. New techniques in

climbing and "ultimate'' specialized

equipment are developed and
become obsolete as quickly as
Pentagon weaponry. Through it all,

conservationists, once a small

cadre, have viewed with dismay the

over exploitation of our outdoor
resources.

As a result of these changing

circumstances, the UMass Outing

Club has suffered growing pains.

While becoming the largest and

most active club on campus, it has

recognized the need to temper

enthusiasm for the outdoors with a

feeling of restraint, a reverence for

the delicacy of the wilderness.

The 1974 - 75 school year

promises to see the Outing Club

approaching this double function.

In its effort to bring people together

out of doors it offers trips an a full

range of activities: hiking, kayaking,

cave esploring, mountaineering,

traying, rock climbing, cross

country skiing, canoeing, partying,

snowshoeing. Most trips are

oriented for the inexperienced, and

everyone is welcome to go on a trip

regardless of membership status.

All upcoming trips are posted on

the Outing Club bulletin board and

are generally mentioned in

Collegian "Notices". Interested

persons sign up on a first come first

served basis. The OC bulletin board

is located to the left of the main

entrance to the Student Union

ballroom.

In order to make it possible for

the ill equipped to safely take part

in outdoor activities, the Outing

Club rents out tents, sleeping bags,

climbing gear, skis, canoes, and

other equipment at reasonable

rates.

In its responsibility to the en-

vironment, the community, and its

members, the Outing Club this year

is offering programs in con-

servation, safety, and trail main-

tenance, and will have workshops

in equipment use and maintenance,

instruction in various techniques,

and some program of leadership

training. The club meets every

Monday night in the Campus
Center for slides, films, discussions,

and other programs. Meetings are

open to everyone and are free of

charge.

To find out more details about

the Outing Club, drop in at the club

office in room 428B of the Student

Union. It is your chance to meet a

full spectrum of interesting per-

sonalities and to share with them
some new experiences

Sporting Goods
Bicycles & Accessories

Camping & Hiking Equipment
Electrical & Hardware Supplies

Housewares (pots & pans, kitchen supplies)

Paints & Accessories

Fiant PotS/ Fertilizers

Garment Hangers
Alarm Clocks
Desk Lamps
Radios
Electrical Supplies

7kif$ Mi $*ftkb§

AAon.-Sat., 8-5: 30

63 S. Pleasant St.

Across From The Village Green

Fridays till 9 p.m.

253-7161

the whole year
Reserve Yours Now

Call 256-8433

or 256-6605

WE DELIVER TO YOUR DORM

Delivery Days

Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sept. 5

Sept. 6th

Sept. 7th

— OR —
Stop at our U-HAUL truck nearest your

dorm on these days

rent a refrigerator

.

The perfect solution for late night snacks, study breaks, and even a whole meal . . . save

money ... no more vending machines to gobble up your funds . . . save time . . . it's right in

your own room . . . rent one for the whole year for only pennies per day . . . even less . . . when

cost is split with your roommate . . . approved by the university for in room use . . . compact . . .

lightweight . . handsome walnut exterior has a beautiful furniture appearance . . . doubles as a

table . . . quick freezing . . can freeze up a new tray of large size ice cubes in only 45 minutes . . .

holds over 36 cans of canned drinks ... if unit fails call representative for immediate replacement

free pick up and delivery included in rental fee . . . limited supply - call now to reserve your

unit today!

Tues. Sept. 3 Wed., Sept. 4

Prince 10a.m. Thoreau 10a.m.
J. A. 11 a.m. Coolidge 11 a.m.
Wash. 12p.m Kennedy 12p.m.
Melville 2p.m. Crampton 2 p.m.

Kennedy 3p.m. J.Q.A. 3p.m.
Coolidge 4p.m. Cance Up 4p.m.
Crampton 7p.m. Pierpont 7 p.m.

J Q.A. 8p.m. Moore 8p.m.
Cance Up 9 p.m. Emerson 9 p.m.

Brett 10a.m. N.E. Mall 10a.m.
Baker 11 a.m. Sylvan
Van Meter 12p.m. Mall 11 a.m.
Orchard Lewis 2p.m.

Hill Mall 2p.m. Brett 3 pm.
N.E. Mall 4p.m. Gorman 4 p.m.
Sylvan Orchard
Mall 7p.m. Hill Mall 7p.m.

Lewis 9 p.m. Greenough 9p.m.

COST:
$50.00

$10.00

per academic year

plus

refundable security

deposit and sales tax

Swans
cameras

•
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"They always seem to be
4»«a*p*<

»•»

staring at each other"

by Jim Paulin

The most photographed objects

on campus are the swans in the

campus pond.

They are photographed so often

that they have become a cliche

shot, like pictures of sailboats, the

New York skyline and the rocky

coast of Maine.

When the New England Camera

Club was on campus last Spring for

a conference, the swans were

under a constant state of siege.

Their lenses focused on them from

all sides of the pond.When they

were close to shore, somebody in

front of them would be clicking

away with a wide angle lens, while

on the other side of the pond

several zoom lenses would be filling

up viewfinders with those white

creatures.

All this attention has made them

quite vain by now. Even the ugly

one must feel pretty good since

he's included in all the pictures.

The goldfish must be somewhat

jealous, since they probably
consider themselves pretty at-

tractive. The only way they could

make it on to even/man's film

would be to jump on the swans'
backs.

I am constantly being asked if I

have any nice pictures of the

swans. I'm sure someone could

make a few bucks selling pictures

of the swans in the Campus Center.

They've really got some bad
habits. They pluck at their feathers

with the same zeal a clearasil kid

goes after his zits.

They'll be gliding around out

there for a month or two longer

now. Grab a camera and get on
over to their press conference.

Photo by

Steve Ruggles
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Through the use of photography as his

medium, and by focusing attention on

some of the architectural forms, spaces

and details of the Fine Arts Center, an

artist has dramatically revealed some of

the dynamic spirit of this newest addition

to our campus.
The photographs help us see how ex-

citing, refined and elegant with subtle and
visually compelling patterns, materials

and design this new structure really is.

This photo essay is, in a way, an in-

vitation for all of us to enjoy the ex-

citement and drama for ourselves, by

personally moving around and through this

structure.

It is only then you fully experience the

exciting variety of spaces, patterns and
forms.
Perhaps then you will also sense that

this is not just another new building, but

rather a sculptural environment, In

harmony both with its place and time.

The Fine Arts Center was designed by

two distinguished American architects,

Kevin Roche and John Dinkaloo.

X N

Photos and layout by Herbert Paston,

Associate Professor of Art and Design
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Make
your fall

semester
easy!

Rent a fantastic two-bedroom

apartment at Mount Sugarioaf.

. ON FREE UMASS BUS LINE!
• NO LEASE REQUIRED!
Be cool in the pool Or in your air con-

ditioned apartment. And enjoy the

kind ofextras that definitely make

Mt. Sugarioafan "undormitory."

Wall to wall carpeting, modern kitch-

ens, frost -free refrigerators, self-clean-

ing ovens, dishwashers/ disposals,

laundry facilities, and a masterTV
antenna. Plus a 24-hour resident man-

ager and on-site maintenance crew to

help with any problems.

Rent: $220 (including utilities)

Give usa call at (413)665-3856.

Directions: On Route 47.

MOUNT
SUGARLOAF

ROOMMATES

Braff's Royl Cleaners

103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

(Next To Hungry U)

Featuring:

Coin-op Drycleaning

Repairs and Alterations

Shirt Laundry

Suede and Leather Cleaning

Dyeing

Pillow Renovating

Drapery Specialists

Odor Removal Service

Fur and Wardrobe Storage

Deluxe and Gown Service

Men's Formal Rentals

Sewing Notions

On Sale

Friendly Smiles

and Service

You've all heard it said that "the

only good roommate is a dead

one." And except for the stench,

you all know it to be true. A good

roommate, as the veteran dorm

hawker has learned the hard way, is

more valuable than an ounce of

Columbian, more valuable than a

meal-ticket exemption, more
valuable than a fart in a crowded

room.

A roommate can make or break a

semester. A roommate can cause

you to hate your room, despise

your courses, piss off your friends.

On the other hand, a roommate can

brighten up your day, make the

University seem insignificant, offer

you some good smoke,

come and share a room and after a

month depart bitterly, cursing the

sight of each other. And you've

also noted, no doubt, how two

relative strangers can hit it off and

remain fast friends forever. Barring

none, though, to not have a

roommate is preferable to even the

most ideal roommate, unless of

course your roommate also hap-

pens to be your mate.

I've compiled a list of possible

roommate types. This is especially

relevant to you unsuspecting fresh-

men who may be trapped with

some lurking monster in a cell

deemed unfit except for the most

hardened felons. Remember that

most UMies pay eighty bucks a

month for HALF A ROOM, and it's

what's in the other half that counts.

As Abe Lincoln said, (with no

doube UMies in mind): "A house

divided cannot stand." Well, what

about a ten by ten cinderblock

cubicle?

JOENEAT
By my humble estimation the

most despicable of any possible

roommate. He's the kind who buys

drapes and matching bedspreads

for both of you. He's the kind that is

constantly vacuuming the floor —
two, three times a day. Every time

you see him, you expect to hear a

big VROOM! VROOM! VROOSHI
He's the kind who has the nerve to

get pissed off when you use the

floor as an ash tray. What else is it

good for?

Joe Neat's most irritating

maneuver is to smooth over your

bed cover after you've gotten up
off of it, and he constantly refuses

to let your friends sit on his bed, for

fear of they're wrinkling the sur-

face. When Joe Neat finally does

manage to learn, after many hard

months of bad feelings, to overlook

many of your living habits, he still

persists in sweeping your dirt and

general mess, into neat little piles.

And smell! Joe Neat's sense of

olfaction is more acute than the

South American anteater's. The
first words, in fact, that you ever

heard him utter were; UGH!
Housitosis!" and "It smells like

burning rope in here! What could it

by Zamir Nestelbaum

be?" Joe Neat is the kind of person

who is revolted by the smell of the

room after a session with your

girlfriend. What price friendship!

JACK JOCKSTRAP
This is a common roommate, but

one that can set you into a terminal

case of headbanging within a very

short time. Jack Jockstrap prides

himself as being the world's

foremost athlete. He lives, breathes

and thinks athletics, right from his

bowl of Wheaties in the morning to

his "Jockstrap Shortcake" for

afternoon snacks.

Jack Jockstrap majors in sports.

His classes include Basketball 101,

Football 110, Golf 220, and Hor-

sepiaying 385. And what's

especially irritating is that he's

always cutting his classes to go
play basketball, or football or golf.

What's more, Jack Jockstrap is

always practicing dribbling and his

move to the hoop, at nice hours like

three in the morning, yelling things

like: "Three seconds left, Havlicek

fakes, pumps, shoots, and HITS!!!"

As if this isn't enough, Jack

Jockstrap persists in such activities

as tackling you in the room and
screaming things like "Downed At

The One!" or "Thrown For A
Loss!!", even when your parents

are in the room, visiting for a day.

Jack Jockstrap's habits are

terrible. He does a half hour of

calisthentics every morning with

Jack Lalane, and once, on one of

his famous squat thrusts, knocks
over your stereo. Moreover, Jack
Jockstrap owns 40 pair of gym
trunks, 19 pair of sneakers and
cleats, fifty towels and 365
jockstraps,(one for each day of the

year), which he keeps strewn about
the room — for effect.

And living habits? For two
months straight, Jack Jockstrap

plays cards every night till 4 in the

morning, and then announces to

the world that he's "in training"

and starts going to bed at nine

o'clock. Holy Carl Yastremski, JJ is

certainly destined for a stint in a

Polish Paraplegic Circus.

JOSHERINA TOUGHCOOKIE
This is the serf styled Women's

Liberation. She tells you that right

off when she breaks your arm in

your opening handshake. She hates
men and when one has the tenacity

to walk past the "Men Keep Outl"
sign on the door, she pulverizes him
with her laser beam which she has
set up, aimed right at the vital

organs. In fact, she has mounted
over her bed a Samurai sword with
twenty-two notches in it, one for

every male she has castrated. And
she has the proof.

Josherina Toughcookie is the
kind of roommate who will rip

down your poster of Chairman*
Mao, screaming "SEXIST PIG!" all

the while. The only male picture she
allows in the room is that of Frank
Perdue holding a chicken, other

than of course her Burt Reynolds

dart board.

list is very limited. The only books

she has are Don't Touch Me, You
White Honky Motherfucker which

she wrote herself, and The Male

Eunich by Frenchy Greer. Among
the artifacts that she has collected

are an actual autographed model of

Robin Morgan's vibrator, and a

Certificate of Valor from Ms.

Magazine.

Josherina is quite famous around

U Mass dating back to her efforts to

make Bill Baird number twenty-

three on her Samurai sword. Her

frigidity is so famous that it is

widely known how she can make
ice cream without the use of a

refrigerator or freezer. She's a true

derelict from the Green Bay Packer

Dressing room. It's cold in Green

Bay.

SAMMY STUD
Sammy Stud is the roommate

who considers himself the greatest

gift to women since the birth

control pill. And Sammy is a pill. He
> still keeps what they used to call the

"little black book" filled with phone

numbers of his little friends, be they

Marcia, Jemima or Joe's Pizza. It's

funny how often he's eating pizza.

One of Sammy's most annoying

behaviors is what he does to get

ready to go to the Bluewall and try

to put the moves on some chick. He
spends three hours in the bathroom

shaving, picking at his sideburns

and drowning his face in cologne,

so that with a wind at his back,

people in Belchertown belch.

He's constantly admiring himself

in the mirror, taking little poses and

singing his Duane Eddy classics.

And when he finally does escort his

beautiful body down to the Wall,

his opening lines are straight from

Laurel and Hardy: "Pardon me, but

have you seen my Congressional

Medal of Honor? I seem to have

misplaced it", or "Haven't I seen

you somewhere before? Was it

Walpole in 72?" Clever. So clever

in fact that all Sammy Stud brings

back is some dog he picked up —
of the canine variety.

But Sammy still throws you out

of the room that night so as to save

face. In fact he keeps you out the

entire weekend. (It appears that he

enjoys bestiality.) And how he

brags afterwards. He rolls his eyes

backwards and delivers his pock-

ridden leers and tongue- rolling

inuendos. Sammy Stud appears to

be an apt candidate for the

syphletic ward. Public toilets in-

deed!

DOYLE DEALER
Doyle is a common roommate

experience for many. Upon first

meeting this frolicsome type, he

grasps your hand sluggishly and

manages to utter out: "Heyyy
Mannnnn What's Happninnn!!!"

\ and proceeds to light up a joint.
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Since Doyle is a horticulturist at

heart, he begins without delay to

turning what once appeared to be a

cement cubicle known as a dorm
room, into an arborium complete

with special infrared lamps,

photosynthetic shields and at-

mospheric humidifiers. The only

botanical species is of course that

of cannabis. No weeding is

necessary. Sometimes it gets so

bad that you imagine you're in an

Amazonian jungle. Doyle loves

herboral influence. He spends his

entire waking hours in its pursuit:

smoking, eating, snorting and
drinking the magic stuff.

Doyle is always stoned. The last

time he was straight was the day he

got accepted into U Mass. That

taught him. No matter what time of

day - 9 o'clock in the morning or

at night, Doyle is still bug-eyed. But

Doyle is not stupid. Underneath

that dull exterior is a sharp

businessman. Doyle handles
thousand dollar turnovers each

week in his favorite stuff. People

come from miles around, and call

day and night for Doyle's wares.

People with similar glassy- eyed

appearances, people with nervous

paranoia, and people with silver

badges come and browse. Doyle

doesn't care — he'll sell to anybody
— part of his affirmative action

policy. Though Doyle Dealer would
be a natural botanist or a born

businessman, he prefers to wallow

in his Woodstockian splendor.

Nirvana exists, here at U Mass.

SIGFRIED STUDY
Sigfried Study displays very

pronounced un-U Mass tendencies.

He has a lifetime 3.98 cume —(he
flunked sex education once in

Junior High)- and is a pre-med with

an obsession for the grindstone.

Outside of his few clothes and his

stacks of books, his only worldly

possession is his grindstone -

mounted on the wall. Each night

before he goes to bed, he rubs his

nose against it several times.

Sigfried Study is always blitzing for

an exam — weeks before it's

scheduled. Outside of attending

every lecture — something unheard

of in the annals of modern times) —
he tape records all of them and

listens to each of them half a dozen

times. His books are so underlined

and scribbled over, that you need

another Rosetta Stone to decode
the hieroglyphics.

Even when you throw a party in

the room and fifteen people

squeeze in and are having a good

time, there's Sigfried, wedged into

a corner with his tattered copy of

Morrison and Boyd, his eyes

beating ferociously - the whole

weight of his universe hanging on

every syllable. He's a legend at the

University Library. The custodians

there |ust gave up and gave him his

own personal key to the building.
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He's burned out four chairs in there

from his constant pressure.

He can spout off at any given

moment the volume of the known
universe in cubic angstroms. Even
while sleeping, he lies on a book to

try to absorb even more. And this

saves time in the morning — he

merely has to open his eyes and
begin studying. The epitome of

illiteracy.

ELMER G. CONSERVATIVE
Elmer G. is a prime candidate for

the straight jacket. Elmer displays a

disgustingly clean-cut demeanor.
Right from his Brooks Brothers

cuffs to his Railroad Salvage shirts.

Elmer still dons his "Goldwater in

'64" button alongside his faded

"Nixon's the One" button. His

prehistoric hairline, trimmed neatly

above the ears, suffers the Wet
Look. Elmer's head is so wet, that

he's always dripping with grease.

Elmer put up a flagpole in the room
with an enormous American flag

and a Sears £r Roebuck fan blowing

right next to it to make it billow.

And he stays up every night to

watch High Flight on television.

The first thing he does in the

morning is scream out "TEN HUT!"
and sing reveille.

Richard Nixon is Elmer's favorite

person. When he found out you

enjoyed the Dick's resignation, he

went into a rage, and tapped your

phone. But when he realized that it

was his phone too, he bought you a

ticket to new Jersey instead. Love it

or leave it, he said. Great guy, that

Elmer Elmer is so conservative,

that if somebody yelled fire in a

crowded theatre, Elmer would

consider the alternatives. Elmer

furthermore is always goading you

into arguments — for their own
sake. He loves talking about Jane

Fonda and Jerry Rubin, and when
you casually mention Ronald
Ziegler or Spiro Agnew, he goes

into a rage and does his Kate

Smith imitation.

His second favorite country is

Taiwan, and hardly a day goes by

without an arduous discourse on

the red menace or the yellow peril

or even the blue meanies. Since

individual freedom is his credo, you

sometimes must wonder if one

doesn't have the individual and

God-given right to perform

"roomiecide". Elmer G. Con-

servative would be a great match-

up with Bozo the Clown in an ear-

tugging session.

FLORA FLIRT
Flora Flirt is the most hateful of

hypothetical roommates. This is the

type of female that is known in the

vernacular as a "tease". She has an

obsession for casually attracting

and dang ing men With her, a

week isn't a week without five or

six dates and five or six different

guys. And she keeps a scoreboard

After each "performance", she

*ith

delivers her "rate-the-stud"
monologue to you while you're

trying to get to sleep.

Flora is fairly attractive with an

affinity to looking saucy but

suggestibly demure. She has in her

repertoire a giggle which she

machine guns indiscriminantly, in

the presence of any males.

"Heeeee; Teee Heee!" announces
her escorted approach down the

hall. You once tried to take a giggle-

per-minute count but failed

meserabley. No stenographer in

existence could have accomplished

the feat.

Flora flirt leaves her telephone

number (the same one as yours)

with any one who'll take it, be they

friends, acquaintances, busdrivers,

derelicts or junkies. And so your

phone is always ringing with some
clown on the other end who read a

"For A Good Time Call 378 5948"

message he found scribbled on a

men's room stall. And Flora leaves

detailed instructions as to what to

reply to whom, when they do call.

For Bill she's here; for Tom, she

died; for Rex, she'll call back; for

Mohammed; she converted to

Shintoism, etc. Of course once a

week things get so bad she

changes the phone number, cuts

anb dyes her hair, puts on a padded

bra and presents to the world a new
Flora, equally as presumptuous and

pubically irritating. A Martha
Mitchell look-alike? Ain't that a

frightening thought.

LARRY LUSH
Larry Lush is a one of a kind

roommate that thousands of UMies
suffer with. Larry likes to drink,

quaffe, imbibe, guzzle, and even

gargle. You first noticed that when
he started having beer for breakfast

every morning. And pretty soon it's

lunch and dinner too. Larry's big

line is "let's go to the Wall and get

bent!" after which he proceeds to

meander over to his car, and gun it

to the bar.

Larry majors in booze. He studies

it, he ponders its affectations, he

writes odes to its visions, he spends
hours of research trying to

ascertain man's tolerance to it and
the degree with which one can

function in society while per-

manently in an inebriated condition.

Larry in fact plans to spend the rest

of his life engaged in this worth-

while research, hoping eventually

to master it and even get his

Doctorate in the stuff. Then he'll be

able to teach it to other young ana
willing students.

With this humanitarian goal in

mind, you don't mind so much
when he staggers in at four o'clock

every morning singing "Sweet
Adelaide " or when he traipses in

around five o'clock every afternoon

belting out Everybody Loves

Somebody Sometime". You don't

mind your refrigerator packed to

the brim with beer and wine, your

desk riddled with whiskey bottles in

various stages of emptiness. You
don't mind occasionally finding

kegs of beer under your pillow or

that faint scent of human vomit

that lingers from the last "ordeal".

In fact you've become adept at

handling the psychic
manifestations of the D.T.'s. Larry

is making a major sacrifice to

mankind. In fact he's promised to

donate his liver to science, when
he's finished that one last drink. As
Joe Schlitz says, "you only go
around once."

JOE COLLEGE
Joe College is by far the ugliest,

most hideous and profane of all

possible roommates. He is

disgustingly ugly, beyond all words,

descriptions and ambiguities. He is

that roommate who can be
described only as someone who is

in the last stages of a syphletic

attack. Apart from raping your pet

cat, and making a fire with your

albums while sending smoke
signals with your sheets, he isn't a

bad guy to room with. After all, he

keeps the bugs away from you —
by eating them (part of his high

protein diet). He also keeps people

away - which is great if you value

privacy.

And Joe does pride himself as

being "the complete UMie". He
never goes to classes and, just as

consistently, never misses a

basketball game. In fact he is such a

basketball freak, that he built a

hoop on his headboard, and he

stuffs you through it every night,

pretending he's Julius Erving in the

NIT Yes, Joe College is that

roommate that would round out

any college experience, for what
could be a better education than to

follow the foibles and quixotic

activities of a genuine psychotic

"college freak". He's the only

roommate that I recommend, for he

is the only roommate I've seen that

could ever make sense out of a

fundamentally irrational place.

And thus, a iesson to the novelty

seekers out there in readerdom that

anxiously await to see "what my
roommate is going to be like". Your

roommate will be WORSE than you

expect. Hope for the worst and
when it eventually comes to pass,

you can be grateful. If it doesn't

come to pass, and you do get a

decent roommate, and if it should

perchance happen the

aforementioned types draw each

other in the great and good housing

lottery that Whitmore masterminds,

then vou can send out for hot

coffee and grab two of every animal

you can find. It's gonna rain for a

while ,1

Zamir Nesre/baum is a Collegian
weekly editorial columnist who, as

his past roommates can tell you, is

a horror to live with.

SALES

SERVICE

RENTALS

Typewriters,

Adding Machines,

Electronic Calcultors,

Dictating Machines,

Ribbons,

Carbon Paper,

and Related Supplies.

Sharp Calculators

from pocket size

to programmable.

THE

TYPEWRITER

SHOP
586-0680

21 State St.

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

(Across From Academy Of
Music)

Bring a copy of this ad
with you and receive a

10% discount

on all merchandise
(except Calculators)
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amherst

And . . . There's

More At Amherst

Radio Shack . .

.

Compatible

Companions

For Sound .

Audio Patch Cords

Stylii, Needles and Cartridges

T.V. and Radio Tubes . . .

Free Tube Testing

Audi Tape . . . Reel-To-Reel,

8 Track, Cassette

Electronic Parts and

Accessories

Component and Compact

Systems

Cassette Recorders

Home and Portable Phonos

Portable and Table Radios

Two-way Citizens Band

Transceivers

Car 8-Track . . .

tte and Radios

(Installations by appointment)

$90 PRICE SLASH!
REALISTIC 82-WATT
STEREO RECEIVER

NEVER BEFORE
NEVER AGAIN
HI-FI BARGAIN!

Regular

249.95

Start the school year with a lesson in value -one of

our most popular receivers at an incredible low price'

Its got real expensive features and performance

-

wideband AM. strong FM. a high filter to eliminate hiss

and scratches, bass and treble controls, and tape

outputs For simple precise AM and FM tuning there s

a signal strength meter A center channel meter lets

you tune FM for lowest distortion Exclusive Perfect

Loudness' provides natural sounding bass even at

low volume Plus an illuminated dial pointer that

doubles as a stereo light blackout dial and luxurious case

There s only one place you can find it Radio Shack 31-2046

OUTSTANDING FEATURES INCLUDE:

Dial Pointer Tumi
Rad In Starao

Main & Ramota
Spaakar Salactor

Front Panal

Haadphona Jack

Glida Path™
Volume Control*

Dual Tuning
Matars

CHARGE IT €5
At Rafl-o Sh»c >

I SAVE EVEN MORE ON A COMPLETE REALISTIC STEREO SYSTEM

318 College St., Rte. 9, Amherst

256-8368

Radio
/hack
Ot«km

HOURS:
10-5:30 — Monday through Thursday
10-8:00 — Friday
9-5:00 — Saturday

Free store front parking on the UMass bus route

"We service what we sell."

In Yout Neighborhood

2| A TANOy CORPORATION COM**N y PRICES MAY VARY AT IN&V'DUAL STOfH 3 THC NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND

amherst
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Still smalt andnew, this Sprtngpe^
*

has many obstacles to overcome, but its potential,

especially in an area such as Amherst, is great,

"

Stereo

Co-op

by

Mark

Citron

"People aak me what my motives

art all the time. You can't blame the

public tor boing distrustful."

Jim Freedman is the soft-spoken

manager of Springfield's Stereo

Co-op, but he'd rather take a low

profile on his involvement in the co-

op's operation.

"The operation could be run by
five members, make a lot of money,

go into the larger markets and be
capital intensive, but we want to be
an alternative. To use any money
we create to seed other worth white

community projects, but let's not

talk about me," Freedman says,

and then lapses into a rambling

monolog on the co-op and its

"struggle for existence."

"These are mainly working class,

moderate income Americans in

Springfield, " Freedman explains.

"People who've never been in-

volved in group processes, and

don't know what co-ops are. When
these people ccme in, the first thing

we have to deal with is a credibility

problem. It's a slow process."

The slow process began in Oc-

tober, '73, when the co-op first

registered to do business. Originally

centered in Springfield, the co-op

expanded and now intends to be in

Amherst this Fall.

The co-op today does about

$6,000 worth of business a month.

It soils stereo equipment and record

albums near cost A 16.96 Hat

record, album, for example, that

sells for about $6.00 at most
discount stores, goes for $4.10 at

the co-op (26 cents over the

album's cost). Stereo equipment
sells for a flat 8 percent over cost.

The co-op's credibility problem
rests as much on its physical

operation as on the attitudes of its

patrons. The co-op has no
traditional store-front operation,

with racks of albums and stocks of

stereo equipment for prospective

buyers to view. Instead, co-op
members call in orders or pick out
equipment from catalogs.

All equipment comes with
manufacturer's gaurantee, and
payment is not required until

delivery, which for stereo equip-

ment sometimes takes as long as 3-

4 days, while record albums can
often be picked up the following

day.

The co-op has often come under
attack, especailly since February of

this year when it moved to its

present location in the "X" section

of Springfield.

"The other (stereo) companies in

the Springfield area have
characterized us as bandits and
pirates," Freedman says. "I don't

want to say any names or list the

companies, but we've threatened

many times."

The threats to the co-op have

taken various forms, but, typically,

several giants of the stereo-

manufacturing industry have used

intimidating legal actions to halt the

co-op's activities.

"The other stereo shops in

Springfield pressured the stereo

companies," Freedman explained.

"You see, we found a way to get

away from 'fair trade' legislation.

The typical mark-up on a fair trade

item is 40 percent. The Nadar group

has called fair trade the biggest

rape of the American people going;

but it wasn't until just recently that

the Mass legislature changed to

allow groups such as the Stereo

Co op to exist."

Fair trade laws allow

manufacturers to set minimum
retail price. Recently, the 'non

signers clause' that forced

adherence to the manufacturer's

set price was ruled un-

constitutional.

The co-op has also suffered by

attempts to disrupt its sources of

supply and isolate it by cutting the

co-op off from the media. The
supply problem has been over-

come, but the problem with the

media has yet to be resolved.

"We found that a paper would be

doing a story on area co-ope, aad

then not include ue," Freedman

says. "It's a conflict of interest for

the papers to publicize the co-op

because they get a lot of ada from

the stereo companies."

No one at the co-op was wilting

to say if the stereo companies were
pressuring the media, but it was
pointed out that "past experience
shows the stereo companies
capable of some very evil thinge."

Like most co-ops, the Stereo Co-
op has organized its membership
into committees and expects
members to share in some of the
work. The three committees
records, steros, and public relations

each have 5-7 active members.
John Gurvitch of the record

committee explained. "All
procedures are controlled by the

committees, and they have all the
main responsibilities."

While the co-op is still small and
new, its potential, especially in an

area such as Amherst, appears

great. But, Freedman is quick to

add, "We can't go too fast, too

soon. In a co-op operation, you

don't have the capital. We just

want to create alternatives, not

close down the other stores,"

he said.

MUSIC BOXES
Cont. from p. 46

To sum it all up: Don't become too

preoccupied with getting the lowest possible

price. Remember you're looking for good

sound from good compatible equipment that

won't screw up. You also want some
assurance of long-term satisfaction from the

people you bury from. A "bargain" may not

be the best way to get a real bargain.

Warranties:

Most major-brand components are

warrantied against defects as follows:

Receiver, amps and tuners are generally

warrantied for parts and labor for three full

years. Turntables and tape decks are

generally only warrantied for three to 12

months, and usually labor is on|y covered for

three months. Speakers are generally

warrantied for five years. If you are buying a

"demonstrator" or closeout models, ask if

the warranty still applies. Keep all boxes and

receipts, and make sure you fill out and send

in the warranty cards. The largest and most

popular brands, such as Sony, Pioneer,

Marantz, Garrard, etc., not only are among
the most trouble free, but also are the easiest

to get serviced as they have the largest

national network of warranty stations. The
warranty is valid at any "authorized dealer"

in the country. However, not every

"authorized dealer" is also an "authorized

warranty station," so if your unit breaks

during warranty, you (or the dealer) must

send it to an authorized warranty station.

Stereo component shops vary greatly in their

"service policies." Most only have general

guidelines in regards to customer service.

Get a clear understanding of the warranties

and services included with your stereo

components before you buy them. When
problems do arise, a dealer will generally do

as little or as much as you demand; the

squeaky wheel usually gets more grease.

TERMS YOU SHOULD KNOW
Audio frequencies: Often referred to as

"audio spectrum," relates to "sound-

frequency" within the range of human

hearing. The full audio range is "20 to 20,000

Hz." "Hz" stands for "Hertz" and it is

synonymous with "cycles per second."

Frequency response: Normally referred to

as a measure of a machine's (or speaker's)

ability to reproduce sound from the lowest to

highest frequency.

Distortion: The difference between the

original signal and the signal (music) you

hear. The less the better, since as above 1

percent distortion is noticeable and un-

pleasant.

Phono cartridge: The device which
changes the mechanical signal on the record

into an electrical signal for the amp. All hi-fi

cartridges of quality are magnetic.

Sty/us: The part of the phono cartridge

which engages the record groove, commonly
known as the needle.

Efficiency: The ability of a speaker to

convert electrical energy into acoustical

energy (sound). Usually applied to speakers.

It is a relationship between electrical input

versus acoustic output. An efficient speaker

will go "louder" with less power (wattage)

input than an inefficient speaker.

Woofer: A speaker designed to reproduce

the lower part of the sound spectrum (ap-

proximately 20 to 400 Hz) i.e. "bass." These

speakers are usually eight to 15 inches in

diameter.

The midrange speaker: A speaker

designed to reproduce the middle part of the

sound spectrum, approximately 700 to 5,000

Hz. Typically three to five inches in diameter.

Tweeter: A speaker designed to reproduce

the higher parts of the sound spectrum

(5,000 to 20,000 Hz), the "treble." Typically

one to 2 inches in diameter.

Crossover: The electrical network which

divides the audio signal into the different

ranges for each specific speaker.

Two-way, three-way, four-way speakers;

Refers to number of sections the audio

spectrum is divided into. A "three-way

system" is not necessarily better than a

"two-way system." The number or size of

speakers in today's loudspeaker systems in

no way determines their quality: each

speaker must be judged strictly on its per-

formance as a complete unit.

Control amplifier: A component which
combines a pre-amplifier and power-
amplifier in one integrated unit.

Tuner: A component which typically

receives both AM and or FM broadcasts.

Receiver: A component which combines a

preamplifier, power- amplifier and tuner into

one integrated unit.

Turntable: A mechanical device which

plays onh one record at a time, and is usually

"manual" in operation, although it may have

an automatic stop and repeat function.

Changer: A mechanical device which plays

one or more records at a time, with

automatic stop and start. It allows you to

"stack" the records on a long spindle.

Power or "watts": The power of an

amplifier is measured in "watts," and this

relates to an amplifier's ability to "amplify" a

low level (quiet) input to a higher power

(loud) output. There are several different

methods in which power is determined. The

most conservative (and accurate) is called

the "RMS rating." Always ask for "the RMS
power rating" with all channels driven

simultaneously into 8 ohms, at a low

distortion level; typically 1 to .5 percent or

less. An amplifier that puts out "lots of

power" will do you no good unless it can put

out that power at a low distortion level into a

load equivalent to your speaker (8 ohms is

typical). For example, you'd be better off

with an amplifier which puts out 25 watts per

channel, with both channels driven into 8 oh-

ms with say, 2.5 percent distortion. Other

ratings, such as "IHF power," "IPP power,"

"peak power" or "music power" are virtually

meaningless and very misleading. If an

amplifier (or receiver) manufacturer does not

list in his specifications the RMS power at a

conservative distortion level, it's probably

because the component's true performance

leaves something to be desired.

How to take care

ofsound
equipment

Remember to replace your record stylus—

a diamond one should be changed about

every one thousand hours of playing time to

prevent record damage.

Keep records clean, either with mild soap

and water, a commercially available brush

that can be attached to your tone arm or with

a special chemically treated cloth.

Tear the cellophane completely off new

record jackets. The cellophane shrinks and

can cause record warpage over time.

Don't rewind tapes after play. Leaving

them in the tight rewind position can cause

"imprinting" of one program on another.

Where to buy it

There are many places to buy good sound

equipment, but depending on where you

buy, you can spend more or less on the same

pampment and get a little or a lot of service

too.

Department stores require you to pay top

dollar and personnel is not as well-trained in

sound as they are at audio dealers, so

guidance is limited. Also, television, radio

and stereo consoles compete with stereo

components for sales personnel's time

knowledge and the available floor space.

Audio dealer sometimes referred to as an
audio salon, is a place that concentrated on

audio equipment and offers you the most in

terms of service, warranty and guidance.
There is usually a listening room to test the

quality of the sound and a large selection of

merchandise. Prices here are average, with

frequent specials on prepackaged systems
(receiver, speakers and changer put together

for a special price), often very good buys.

Discount & mail order outlets are where
you can save money, sometimes up to 25
percent. But, you have to know what you're

buying. The store is apt to be too busy for

anyone to offer much advice. Do your
research first, know what components you
want. Mail order outlets work the same way,

you just do your "shopping" from a catalog

which includes detailed specifications on all

items. The "specs" can be extremely helpful,

so try to learn what they mean.

Dos & Don'ts

DON'T forget to allow for proper ven-
tilation if you're building enclosures for your
components. Overheating can cause
damage.
DO take along a new record album when

you're buying speakers. You can hear the
difference in sound quality without record
scratch.

DO be wary of "house brand" com-
ponents that a dealer adds to a stereo
package. Using a house brand can
sometimes be a way of disguising inferior

quality. Name brands are a safer bet.

Budgeting

money
Decide what percentage of your total

amount should be spent on each com-
ponent. Here's a guide to help:

Thirty to 35 percent should be spent on
speakers although some pros say you migh;
spend more.

Estimate 40 percent for a receiver; the

balance for a changer
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CO-OPS
by Alison Berry

Buying your groceries through a

local food co-operative is an
alternative to supermarket shop-

ping which may be worth con-

sidering. Every town in this area is

accessible to one or more of the 15

food co ops operating - there are 3

in Amherst alone.

Go ops offer two immediate
advantages: fresh produce and very

cheap prices. Produce is bought,

directly from local farmers in

season, or from wholesalers in

Boston or Springfield. It is delivered

on the same day it is bought, often

the same day it is picked. And the

food is cheap.

Ofi a typical day at the Amherst
Coop, lettuce was 15 cents a head;

tomatoes 12 cents a pound;
cucumbers 6 cents apiece. Two
pounds of cottage cheese was
$1.23.

At the coop in Florence, butter is

66 cents a pound and Vermont
rheddar $1.09 a pound. In

Shutesbury, two loaves of bread

costs 54 cents; the same bread in

the store was priced at 93 cents.

Every co-op has its own way of

working, but the general idea is that

when enough people get together,

they can order food in bulk from the

wholesaler, fresh, and without
having to pay extra costs in be-

tween. Groups do their own
trucking, and members of the co-op
pitch in to break the bulk order

down into individual grocery bags.

By and large, most groups have
only one grocery pick-up day per

week. This means that all the

members fill out an order list for a

whole week's food once a week.
On the day the food is bought,
everyone comes to the central co-

op and picks up what they have
ordered.

A few co ops (Yellow Sun, for

example) are set up as regular

stores which are open five days a

week. These stores carry a large

stock of dried fruits and nuts, grains

and flour, oils and spices, etc. They
are open to everyone, but offer

lower prices for co-op members.
Some of the weekly order type

co-ops also have store hours on the

day following grocery pick-up day.

These are open to nonmembers as

well as members. Again, the prices

for nonmembers are high than

member prices, but still sub-

stantially below supermarket prices.

Nearly every co-op handles
mainly fresh fruits and vegetables.

Dairy products, fish, eggs, bread,

grains and flour are also usually

sold. Two co-ops, Belchertown and
Greenfield, offer meats.

Belonging to a food co-operative

is quite different from going to the

grocery store. The best way to

introduce yourself to food co-ops is

to stop by for awhile and talk with

people there. You can see for

yourself what goes on and whether
it suits your needs. The atmosphere
in the Yellow Sun store is relaxed

and personal. If you want to check
out weekly ordering of fresh

produce, go on grocery pick-up

day. It may be hectic, but it's also

very friendly.

The work of keeping the co-ops
running is done by everyone,

cooperatively. If you join a co-op,

you or your household is expected
to contribute 2-3 hours a month
there. You may do anything from
sweeping the floor to cutting

cheese or taking out the garbage,

rgMiTH presents

cfhe Wine 'Arts (.Tjherlion of

Console Stereo
tyfusic Renters

SALES SERVICE

on ALL MIKES of T.V.'s and STEREOS

TELEVISION CENTER
Specializing in Zenith Color T.V.'s and Stereos Quality Products and Quality Service

Good Selection of Used T.V.'s — Low Prices

NEW & USED T.V. RENTALS

(Its Cheaper Than You Think)

55 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

Above Quicksilver

George J. Routnier, Proprietor
Member Of The Electronic Tech. Guild

One alternative

to supermarkets
and you can choose your work.
Most people find they enjoy doing
the work. There are lots of folks

around, and there is real

satisfaction in seeing produce arrive

in the truck and travel to individual

grocery bags. The co-ops on pick-

up day have the bustle and the
smells of an open vegetable market.

Every co-op has a membership
fee, usually the equivalent of an
average weekly order. This gives
the group the working capital to
buy wholesale before individual

members pay for their orders. Any
money saved by the co-op is

returned to the members, either by
lowering prices again, purchasing a

wider range of stock, or by
sponsoring useful projects.
Amherst co-op is putting out a

recipe book, for example. It also

sponsored freezing and canning
workshops during the summer.

The size of a food co-op, like

everything else about it, depends
on the people in it. Some co-ops
have a dozen households; others

run into the hundreds. The co-op in

Shutesbury began last year with

only a handful of people, and now
there are 72 households,

the co-ops in this area. Included is

information on how to join, what
foods are offered, and the location.

If food co-ops interest you, shop
around. By all means go and see for

yourself.

Amherst Food Co-op: Area -

Amherst, Leverett and nearby
communities. WEEKLY ORDERING
on Tues. for food pick-up Thurs.
OPEN STORE Fri. and Sat. To join,

come in and look around. Tues. is a
good day for joining. Fresh
produce, dairy, fish, grains, etc.

Location First Cong. Church
(tear), 165 Main St., Amherst.
ANOTHER DAY CO-OP: Area -

Florence, Northampton,
Easthampton, surrounding.
WEEKLY ORDERING, pick-up on
Thurs. Open store other days. To
loin, contact a work-group in your
area by calling 584 6903 or stopping
in. Fresh produce, dairy, grains,
flour, etc. Location 40 Maple St.,

Florence.

BELCHERTOWN CO-OP Area -

Belchertown and surrounding.
WEEKLY ORDERING, Tues. is

pick up day. Co-op is relocating. To
loin, stop in at Village Package
Store, Rt. 9, past Quabbin Village
Apts. New location posted there.

Meats, fish, cheeses; fresh
produce; dairy.

BUCKLAND FOOD BUYING
CLUB: Area Shelburne, Shel.
Falls, towns west of Greenfield.

WEEKLY ORDERING Tues. is

pick up day. To join, call Mary
Cevasco. 625 2815. Co-op located
in Shelburne Falls. Fresh produce,

bread, dairy, grains.

CHICOPEE CO-OP: New -
contact through Holyoke Co-op.
GOOD FOODS UNION: Area -

Greenfield, Deerfield. In the process
of reorqanizing but located last year
at Woolman Hill.

GREENFIELD BUYING CLUB:
Area Gfield, Turners Falls,

Deerfield area. WEEKLY ORDERS,
Tues. 4-6 p.m., Wed. 9-11 a.m. To
loin, visit the store on Tues. or
Wed. Located on Miles St., last

storefront on right out of Gfield

center. Meats, fish, produce, dairy,

rice.

HOLYOKE FOOD CO OP: Area -

Holyoke and nearby communities.
WEEKLY ORDERING, pick-up day
is Thurs. To join, visit co-op on
Thurs., all day. Location - 2nd
Baptist Church, Appleton &
Walnut, Holyoke.

MIXED NUTS: Area Hampshire
College, S Amherst. Fresh

"Grocery day at the Amherst Co-op"

produce, dairy, grains, etc. Located
at Hampshire College.

OUR DAILY BREAD: Area -

Orange and surrounding. WEEKLY
ORDERING, Tues. from 1 to 6:30 is

picL up day. Drop in any Tues. to

join. Fresh produce, grains, dairy,

canned goods, bread. Location - 7
W Main St., Orange Center.

PEOPLE'S MARKET: At UMass.
OPEN STORE Mon. - Fri., 9:30 to

5 30. Sat. aft. Location Student

Union, UMass, Amherst. Open
membership.

SHUTESBURY CO-OP: Area
Shutesbury. Will help nearby
communities start their own.
WEEKLY ORDERING by neigh-

borhood, Thurs. is pick-up day. To
loin, visit on Thurs. after 6 p.m.
Fresh produce, dairy, bread, et.

Location Old Center School,
Shutesbury center.

SQUASH CO-OP: Area -

Montague. Small group not open to

new members, but will help people
m Montague set up their own.
Contact through Amherst Co-op.
WESTFIELD CO-OP: New -

Contact through Holyoke Co-op.
YELLOW SUN: Amherst. Co-

operative store, open 10:30 - 6:00
daily, Fri. until 8; Sat. 9-5. Non-
members welcome. To join, visit

the store. Grains, flours, dried fruit;

dairy; oils; herbs and spices.

Location behind Equinox, off

Pleasant St., Amherst center.

Brandywine, the Apartment Plus Community
Now open for your inspection are BRANDYWINE's beautiful new
one and two bedroom model apartments.

Come over for a visit any day of the week. In a few minutes we'll
show you all the reasons in the world why BRANDYWINE is a
better place to live We invite you to compare features and com-
pare prices
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Here are somp conveniences which make
(JRANDYWINE so eminently "liveable":-

Snacious, well laid out units

All hcand name appliances including dishwasher and
disposal

An abundance of closet space

Individually controlled, central gas heat and cooking
included in rent

Extra security features including an intercom system

Large, partially enclosed private patios and
balconies

Luxurious wall-to-wall carpeting

Beautiful new swimming pool

Safe playground for children

Laundry facilities well located

Congenial, energetic resident manager responsible
for all apartment services and maintenance

Rental furniture available from Putnam Furniture
Leasing Company, Hartford. Connecticut

Central Air Conditioning

f iee Bus Service to UMass

One bedroom units from S210

Two bedroom units from $250

Brandywine at Amherst
50 Meadow St.

Amherst

549-0600
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Turnonto
hassle-free

living!
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• ON FREE UMASS BUS LINE
• NO LEASE REQUIRED
Check out an amazingly big two bedroom at Brittany

Manor. From swimming pools ( 2 ) and pro tennis courts 1 2

to softball, football& badminton lawns and recreational fa-

cilities, there's plenty to keep you going. And you'll never

be far from all the comforts ofhome with applianced kitch-

ens, wall to wall carpeting, masterTV antenna, heat and

air conditioning, and motorcycle racks. Plus a 24-hour resi-

dent manager and on-site maintenance crew.

2 bedrooms from $230

Give us a call at (413) 256-8534.

Directions: East Hadley Road opposite Grist Mill off Route 116.

BrittanyManor

TO

by

Larry

Carpman

Amherst and its surroundings

provide an interesting selection of

things to discover and enjoy.

That may sound like a travel

folder describing an exotic

vacation, but it happens to be trua

However, articles entitled, "Things

To Do Around Amherst", a

seemingly appropriate name here,

too, always pick out the most

obvious choices of activities and

events in the area. The selections

are usually the same in each article

and commonly known, thus

unhelpful.

por example, many people

already know about the beauty and

serenity to be had at Quabbin

Reservoir on Route 9 in Belcher-

town. The reservoir, open each day

until dusk, provides great

panoramic views from its winding

STEREO

uphill road and especially from its

lookout tower atop the site. The
location, on a sunny, cloudless day,

is a photographer's dream and, for

that matter, a non-photographer's

Shangri-La.

Driving along the road at

Quabbin you can see a lake-size

reservoir, broken up only by an
occassional island, that slips in and

out of several small dams and
inlets. Half way up the trail to the

tower is a small clearing set on a

cliff overlooking a hilly wooded
area. The scene is almost too

perfect to imagine.

Sure, Quabbin, it seems
everyone knows the Reservoir is a

place to go or "something to do
around Amherst". But, if you are

willing to do a little driving ...

Imagine now a deep, devestating

gorge with a 200 foot jungle- like

suspension bridge leading up to a

spectacular view of unblemished

countryside. Walking across the

slightly shakey wooden bridge, you

will be able to see jagged rock

formations that will require more
than a minute's time to appreciate.

Claredon Gorge will be worth the

two-and-a-half hour drive it takes to

get to the site. Naturally, a car is a

necessity for this worthwhile
sojourn. But, for those of you so

"BEAT IT ON DOWN THE LINE" TO THE NEW RECORD SHOP

• REASONABLE PRICES EVERYDAY
• ROCK, JAZZ, BLUES, CLASSICAL, ft CUT-OUTS

• SPECIALIZE IN SPECIAL ORDERS
(Can get almost any LP or tape in seven days)

the new RECORD SHOP RECORD SHOP
Monday - Saturday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 197 No. Pleasant St.

AMHERST

Picture from WORKINGMAN'S DEAD by Grateful Dead - "Beat It On Down The Line" from 1st Dead LP

253-5394

A travelogue for

bored adolescents

materially endowed the trip away
from Amherst for a while may do
you some good. Registration days,

with their overloaded courses,

cancelled sections, and long lines,

only serve to make places like

Claredon Gorge that much more
enjoyable.

Directions to the Gorge are easy
enough for a befuddled beginning-

of-the-semester brain to negotiate.

Take Route 91 North over the
Vermont border to Route 103 West.
Stay on 103 until you pass a junc-

tion for routes 140 and 155. In

about 10 miles you will see a sign

for the Long Trail. Enter the trail on
the left near a small cottage. Walk
two-tenths of a mile and descend
into the gorge. Enjoy.

Another well-known area spot is

Look Park in nearby Florence, just

down the road from that famous
Miss Florence Diner.

The caged animals and paddle

boats for rent can provide an af-

ternoon's worth of entertainment.

A collection of polychromatic
peacocks will undoubtedly be one
of the highlights of your visit to

Look Park. The park also offers

several picnic tables to enjoy

outdoor meals in the early Autumn
sun.

To get to Look Park take Route 9

all the way through the center of

Northampton past the Veterans
Administration Hospital into

Florence. Watch for signs.
A second, lesser known spot is

the Arcadia Wildlife Sanctuary ir.

Northampton. This park area, once
covered by glaciers (so they say),

serves as a close- by day trip. With
over 450 acres of woodlands,
meadows, and hiking trails, Arcadia
offers a good deal for Fall outdoor
activities. To get to the Sanctuary
take Route 10 South in Nor-

thampton two miles to a left onto
Loveland Street. Take another left

onto Clapp Street and the wildlife in

their natural habitat await you.

For the many bicyclists in the

community there is an excellent

trail along Route 47.

Route 47 is a narrow, twisting

road flowing through colorful

farmland and past acres of tobacco
fields. The path winds from Hadley
into Sunderland without a traffic

light or bus to bother you on your

peaceful jaunt into the countryside.

The only annoying thing that may
accompany you, at times, is the

natural and very organic odor of the

gifts that cows and horses have a

habit of giving to the soil. But, it

seems to be a very fair trade for

auto noise and exhaust.

A second far off spot of interest

(and consequently another lesser-

known area) is again across the

Vermont border. You can take in a

beautiful panoramic view that

reaches for over 100 miles and
covers across three states is New
York, Massachusetts and Vermont.
The view serves as an enjoyable

climax after a relazing trip along
Route 100 a rolling mountain road
that slips in and out of small to very
small Vermont towns which are

difficult to simply pass through
without stopping for some ex-

cellent Vermont Chedder or

authentic maple syrup, (if it comes
in tin cans you know it is real maple
syrup.) The steep road with its

numerous hair-pin turns requires a

cautious driver who is willing to

sacrifice much of what the
surroundings will offer the other

passengers.

Directions to Route 100 in

Vermont are rather clear cut. Take
Route 91 North to Route 9 West in

Vermont. Once on Route 9 watch
for signs for Route 100. At times
the road becomes so steep a four

cylinder car may have slight, but
not drastic, problems negotiating

the hills. So. try not to overload the
car.

Nearby Mount Toby in Leverett

offers the hiking enthusiast or the

bicyclist a day's enjoyment.

There is a well-outlined jeep trail

up to the top of the mountain you
can use or, for the more explorer

types, you can blaze your own path

to the summit. Once you arrive at

the peak a 70- foot fire tower invites

you to take in a wide-angle view of

the pioneer valley. If you have a

good camera do not forget it for

this hike.

Peddle, hitchhike, or drive down
Route 63 into Leverett. Just after

you pass the New England Centef

(look for a small white sign off the

highway) on your left watch for a

tiny path leading down into the

woods. You will soon come to

railroad tracks and then ascend the

mountain.

A nice place designed specifically

for the inevitable Indian Summer
days when both the temperature
and humidity stay too high for too

long is Lake Wyola in Shutesbury.

The lake offers quiet-water
canoeing, swimming, and pic-

nicing. There is, however, an ad-
mission fee so don't go with empty
pockets.

To get to Lake Wyola take Route
63 to Leverett until the junction of

Route 47 where you will see a green
sign on your right. The Lake is

about four miles off of Route 63.

While you are at Lake Wyola
another interesting spot, The
Leverett Craft Center, will be very

close by.

The center is the home of many
area artists and craftspeople. There
are always fine displays of pottery,

jewelry, and paintings. Most
everything is for sale but if you
cannot afford to by, browsers are

still welcome.
The Craft Center is on Montague

Road off of Route 63. Travel about

three miles down Montague Road
towards the center of Leverett.

(Caution: Since the center of

Leverett consists of a one-window
Post Office, a church and a small

Town Hall do not anticipate a

downtown shopping area or you
will quickly pass the Craft Center.)

The famous swimming spot for U
Mass people, Puffers Pond, is

probably the most familiar item on
lists of this type.

Puffer pond is close to campus,
shady, and has the potential to get

you wet. What more could you
want on a warm September day?
The pond's water quality fluc-

tuates, however. At times the pool

looks crystal clear, so clear in fact,

you won't believe your eyes the

next time you return to find the dirt

and debris too thick to handle.

For those of you not wishing to

hitchhike, drive, bicycle, or walk
very far the Amherst town common
will have to suffice. After doing a

little shopping in the downtown
district you can find yourself a large

elm on the common. The town
often has fairs, exhibitions, open
markets, concerts, and other timely

tidbits of entertainment on the

grassy area between Amherst
College and the parking lot.

For those of you who are totally

and too often bored, there is always
the new Fine Arts Center to keep

you busy.

You can easily lose yourself

(literally) in the completely new
maze of concrete that sits next to

Herter Hall. Or, if that does not

help, try watching the swans
negotiate the Campus Pond slime.

Hopefully, though, if this list has

been of any help or if you have

friends who know the exotic places

m the area you will not have to

resort to the Fine Arts excursion or

the Campus Pond visit.

Amherst and the wide
surroundings certainly have a lot to

offer.

LOW RECORD PRICES

ALL THE TIME
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For The Record
AT

FACES OF EARTH
159 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

We stock a wide variety

of current LP's, Imports, $1.99 Specials

and 45's.

WE BUY AND SELL

USED RECORDS
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It's JOHN COLTRANE month on impulse records. All ABC - DUNHILL,

and IMPULSE albums on sale this week!! We have a complete line

of rock, jazz and classical albums and tapes.
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We feature a popular and a classical label ON SALE, EVERY week!

Please stop in or call us and let us tell you what's ON SALE!!

HYDRA
Includes Glitter Oueen

I o ft»n /Good Time Mon / Mioam

Jesse Winchester/Learn to

Love If.

into each
display r

Most of the •

"(ten by Jesse,

ranging from love/pain bal-

lads to rock celebrations.

On Bearsvrlle Records
Mir hit price $6 98

' '

tally puts

ichly on
est album
ons are

Little Feat/Feats Don't Fail

Me Now. At the very edge of

reality, where survival en-

tails being as funny as you
are mean, there's a band
making some of space and
time's best rock music: Little

Feal. Led by an original who
never fails Lowell George.
On Warner Bros. Records 4 Tapes
Mfr. list price $6 98 (Tapes $7.97)

Alice Cooper's Greatest

Hits. All of Alice's biggies are

here— from "I'm Eighteen"

and "School's Out" to

"Elected," with assorted hard

goods along the way The

biggest and best from the

band that added a dramatic

dimension to rock music

presentation.

On Warner Bros. Records A Tape*

Mir. list price $6.98 (Tapes 17.97)

Hydra. Long admired as one

of the toughest-sounding,

hard-driving bands in the

South, Hydra now makes its

debut on vinyl — for the na-

tion's musical gain. Though
this is Hydra's first recording

venture, every cut is infused

with live-performance gusto

On Capricorn Records

Mir. list price $6.98

Richard Betts mmmm
Highway Call

We have blank tape, record and tape

and replacement needles

. . .we're The Music People

!

%
CAWCOUH RECORDS

P-

RICHARD BETTS

HIGHWAY CALL
Inrrude*:

Lon£ Tim*- GtwuVLct Nature Sing
H<\ruJ Pk lied/ Kissimrrwv Kid

Richard Betts/Highway Call.

A founding member of the All-

man Brothers Band (he wrote

and sang last year's "Ramblin'

Man" hit), lead guitarist Betts

steps forward for his first solo

album outing. All but one of

the cuts are originals by Betts

Solid guitar work

On Capricorn Records and Tapes

Mir. Hal price $6.98 (Tapes $7 97)

257

discountf
records

Store Hours: Mon. • Wed. 10 a.m. 6 p.m.

Thurs. • Fri. 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Sat. 10 a.m. • 6 p.m.

Triangle St. Next To Tech Hi Fi

Plenty Of Free Parking In The Rear

549-4433

Duane Allman
Anthology Vol. II

Duane Vllman
AnthoVoguVnl.n

S>

laLfati rUaesej Married Mae Dtapfe*

*e Meaea Dowa WUk Oe CiUed Spil>«n>

Duane Allman Anthology
Vol. II. Focusing on the work
of master guitarist Duane
Allman, this two-record set

features a selection of music
ranging from that of the

Hourglass to Aretha Franklin

to The Allman Brothers Band.

A fine companion to Vol. I.

On Capricorn Records and Tepea

Mfr. lisl price $9 98 (Tape* $10.97)
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World's Largest Producer

of Front Wheel Drive Cars

«#***!• -«

am&

A Great Car for Students and Faculty at

Mon-Cen Motors, Inc.
RENAULT SALES RENAULT SERVICE

57 King St., Northampton (Across From Hotel Northampton) 586-0411

em

MOBIL SERVICE
formerly Spencer's Mobil

Complete Auto Repair ft Service

Brakes, Tune-Ups, Tires, Batteries

V.W. ft Corvette Specialists

Reasonable rates for student budgets!!

24 Mr. AM Service

Open 7 a.m. -11 p.m., 7 days a week
Ice & Vending Machines

Located right in the center of Amherst next to the Post Office.

Call 253-9059

"Come on over to Valley Motor Sports . . .

they've got KIWASKI, MONARK and R0K0N Bikes;

Accessories, and a whole lot more"

VALLEY MOTOR SPORTS, INC
348 King St., Northampton

584-7303

Glad to

of
That'll be

$356.03,

please"
"Toolin into Frisco, out for a jive,

gotta make the border 'bout quarter

to five." Slam bammin' down Rowt

66 in my suped up 1955 Chevy with

a wooden front fender and a hole

where the floor was supposed to

be. Jiving to the tunes cracklin'

from my radio, whose cones were

so burnt out that the dashboard

was keepin time with all of Garcia's

licks. Or at least Donny Osmond -

can't stand the desert silence. The

fine whir of my half baked muffler,

draggin on the hot tar, sparks

trailing my ascent for half a 'mile

gets ogles from hot ass pigs mean
- eyeing my approach and "let em
go Joe, faster he gets out, the

better 'tis" my departure.

Pronged to the pitchfork of my
dry heaves mad dash across this

continent, got lulled into thinkin

that no where! no how! no way!

was anything gonna stone wall my
unstoppable approach. No
Prestone monster, no Jolly Green

Giant ho-hoing on the highway; no

steaming Easy Rider Southern

Town was gonna stop me. I was
the Hulk crashin' my way to the

coast, like Sherman marching

through Georgia burning

everything in his path, I was on my
way to battle with Dr. Doom and

save the day for Minnie Mouse (and

save the night for hot-licks Gidget).

"And all of the bloomin sudden",

as David Frost might say, involved

as I was in this ego Move, came
suddenly the wicked forebodancel

"KHEHAKooghxxioxoxiozzobboo
mmmPhphphoooooo!"
"Machine!!" I cried, "Don't fail

me now. The woods are silent, dark

and deep and I've miles to go
before I sleep."

Sputtered to the side, coughed
up another fifty feet and then died

in a sea of steam.

"Jeeeszusss!!! Out in the middle

of goddamm nowhere! 1 1 Keep cool,

keep cool. Yo' Mr. America Manl

You can fix anything!!"

Yanked and tugged and after a

spell, got the hood open and

peaked into hell. "SSHsheeeiitt!! It

all looks the same. Face it man! A
cool cat you is, but Jack Amstrong

you isn't!!"

Headin' through that country out

for a jog, hitchin to heaven, or the

nearest phone.

"Hah! I can pull a Ciark Kent if I

can find a phone booth. Nah! In this

wilderness they'd lock me up as a

transvestite for sure. Besides, I

clean forgot my glasses."

But where was the Hulk then, on

that fateful night, belting them out

with Thor, and laughing at my
plight.

"Twas the best of times, 'twas

the worst of times, 'twas the age of

reason, 'twas the HaM! I see a

phone booth!!!"

Local
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Doug Dale

Chevrolet

Paige's

Chevrolet, Inc.
COMPLETE

SALES

AND
SERVICE

from your authorized Chevrolet Dealer

Monday Friday, 8 5

40 Dickinson St.

Sat., 8-12

253-3444

be
service
Dime out dime in, last one I gotl

Nabbed it in Vegas b'fore I got
busted.

"Hellooo, Acne Motor Clinic.

You ball em, we haul em. You blow
em, we tow em I"

"YYess!! sir. YYoouu see I'm

stuck out there on 66, my car died. I

was going to deliver last rites, but it

isn't a Catholic. Could you come
out here and fix er up? Ole Nell's

gotta get me to the coast!"

"SHSHoorr!!! Easily Dunl Be out
there in a jiff soon as I get Flo the

Tow all cranked up. Easterners are

so darned jittery to keep movin'. Be
there in an hour.!"

Cold and wet, gotta work up a

sweat! Dan' I Boone never had it

this bad, I'm willin to bet. Hikin' in

back to the

Ole Flo came rollin' right into the

*pfine. "Waal, hello there kid! Car's

cyclist

fitness
Doug Dale, owner of Peloton

Bike Shop in Amherst, is a racing

cyclist competing with the best in

the nation. At 27, he has been
racing for fourteen years and has

competed up and down the East

Coast, in Louisiana, the Midwest
and California.

His most recent trip was to the

Tour of Ireland which fulfilled a life

long goal to represent the United

States in overseas competition. The
Tour of Ireland is a six-day stage

race beginning and ending in

Dublin. Each day a stage in the race

is ridden (usually around 90 miles),

times are taken and places are

given for individual stages and for

overall race standing.

Doug is Massachusetts State

Road Champion. He won the

championship this June against

fifty Massachusetts riders on a 112

mile ride in Concord.

Asked why he races, Doug
replied, "I love being in top fitness, I

love controlling and maneuvering
this responsive machine (a Cinelli),

and I love speed. But most of all I

love to win!"

Racing is the reason Doug
opened his bike business.

"I wanted to be with bikes and
promote all facets of biking. I'm not

out to make a lot of money, just a

decent living for me and my family,

but I wanted to do it in a way I can

enjoy. I'm dedicated to cycling and
would like to see everyone cycling

for whatever reasons — racing,

recreation, exercise. My wife rides

for exercise and transportation, and
I'm elated to say that my 6- year-old

son now rides for the sheer joy of

it!"

• Doug's racing plans are not

definite. He was hoping to make
the 1972 Olympic Team but a

collision with a car six days before

the trials ended those hopes with a

broken hand. Now Doug has no
long range goals. He plans to race

as often and as well as he can and

enjoy it as much as possible. Look

for him as he trains daily for his 40

to 60 miles. And when the snow
flies you will probably see him on

his cross-country skis — his winter

form of training - on the UMass
fields.

Cover art

by

Kris Jackson

in trouble? Jes let ole Handy Dandy
Andy take a look see into the

trouble and I'll guarantee he'll

rectify the sut'ation right quick!"

"Sho! Just look inside. Nell's

blown her fuse — she's got the

blues!"

"WWWOOOOO!!! I can't believe

my ears. For what do I behold. Kid!

your trouble is as plain as a peacock

in persuit. What you got there is a

busted Hickey Semi Lunar Hotch

Valve Gearcase Assembly)! Yessir,

it's as plain as the rain in Spain!"

"WWowwl! I knew there was.

somethin' wrong. How does that

thing work, I mean does it function

when it s'posed to!!"

"Simple! The Left Hickey Semi
Lunar Notch Valve Gearcase at-

tachment is hooked up to the

crankcase sparker, all of which
controls the movement of the

rotary thermostatic coronary
suspense mechanism which runs

your car. What probably happened
to you was that your car burnt

some gas, which got hot and ex-

ploded inside your piston, and
activated your grooved gear

rangoon valve no. 2, which ground
up the gears and fucks up the Left

Hickey Semi Lunar. Its a bad sign

when a car starts burnin' gas. You
might need a major overhaul!"

by Zamir Nestelbaum
"SHSHSHEEEIIITTTTTII Ole

Nell's gonna kick it. Waal, I gotta

get outta this hole. Shore! Hook'er
up and tow'er in an' do what ya ken
for poor ole Nell! Ya done taught

me a lot bout the insides of this

here vehicle. If I ever get stuck agin,

mebbe I kin remembah some of

that fancy grease monkey jive you
jes laid on me!"
"SHSHOO!! Kid! Glad t'be of

service. If ya need a place to stay,

why don't ya sack out at HANDY
DANDY ANDY'S SLEEPTIGHT
MOWTEL!! Onla fifteen dollers a

night, but fer you, since ya look like

ya need it, twenty!

"Thanks, pal! Sho 'predate it.

Tell me, d'ya know what this' II

come out to, I mean in dollers and

cents, American?"

"Wall, let me figger it up right

here. Lets see
"

PARTS
Left Hickey Semilunar Notch

Valve $41.00

Rotary Thermostatic Coronary
Attack $14.64

Grooved gear Rangoon plug $17.00

Back Seat Ashtray $14.83

Labor $175.00

Tow $35.00

Accessories $4.00

Tax $1953
Tank Gas $12.50

TOTAL $356.03

"But don't woory, keed, fer doin

business with Handy Dandy Andy,

ya get a free Beach Ball, to boot!"

The Price is Right
at

The Honda Shop

Famous For Service

CYCLES —
PARTS —

ACCESSORIES —
CAHILLAINE MOTORS, INC

375 South St., Rte. 10 Northampton 584-3797

. . . let a man who knows how

have a whack at the right

thing-a-majig.

Most quirks with automatic transmissions are simple ones. Why fuss, or put

up with poor performance, when its so easy and inexpensive to put it right.

This is how we've built our business on your confidence in us . . . with a

knack for keeping things simple.

UNITED TRANSMISSION EXCHANGE INC.

236 Pleasant St. 584-6790 Northampton, Mass.

FREE

TOWING
fire$tont

TOMS TEXACO SERVICE
General Repairs & Tune-Ups

Tom Hulmes - Prop.

35 Belchertown Rd. (Rte. 9)

Amherst

256-6039
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S<Mten*t THwiataut Sfi&ifo, Inc.

. SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY, LIGHTWEIGHT
' CAMPING AND MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT

'-K..h

7»«<f iwliw.s in Qmiht\ l.iL'htm'tuht Btukjmckinji. Mo

Ski-Tourinu and Kavukinp Equipment

On Rtc. 9 at the Amherst/Hadley Town Line (413) 253-9504

More fun
on less gas

Ride a Honda.
Perhaps you never thought of it before,

but a Honda may be the most practical

solution to the gas squeeze. Dependable

Honda engines just sip the gasoline and

?> for miles. Hondas are practical and fun!

ou can ride one to work during the week.

Beat the traffic. Save on parking and gas.

Then ride it on the weekend to open air and
open country. Only your Honda dealer offers

you the greatest selection of models in the

industry to choose from. There's sure to

be one just right for you. Come by soon.

The HONDA Shop
Cahiilane Motors Inc.

SALES Tel. 584-3797 SERVICE

375 South St. Rt, 10 Northampton

Eit. 1934

Taking
the bugs
out of

your bug

by

Neil

Fennessey

BART AUTO
Paint A Body Specialists

When you

A guide to

Volkswagen

maintenance
So you own a Volkswagen, know

with pride that you drive the Model

T of the 70' s, and contrary to

popular belief your V.W. is just as

easily maintained. The Volkswagen

was designed to be fixed, unlike the

long lines of Detroit plastic on the

market today.

It you've had your V.W. for a

while you've noted that the

damned thing has a strong ten-

dency to break down in the worst

situations As in the medical field,

the trend is moving towards

preventative medicine; such is

necessarily the way with finicky

German machinery. A V.W. is

happiest when you approach with

regementation and precision. As
you racing enthusiasts are aware,

the German Porsche Racing Team
didn't dominate Le Mans because

of favorable rule changes but

because of vast quantities of

schnopps available for hungry

injection systems and the music of

Wagner played in the pits.

The V.W is quite a marvel from a

technical point and this one reason

is why you must approach the car

m a special way. Its heart is a four

cylinder conglomeration of air-

cooled metal. This alone is a very

important factor in administering

more frequent attention than a

water colled car.

Since your driving days com-
menced, you've been taught that

awareness is your strongest asset in

avoiding unnecessary discontent.

Your awareness must also en
compass the chunk of iron and
alloy under the seat of your pants.

Little Lights

Know what the little lights mean
when they come on. They are the

bridge between the motor and your
conscience. If these telltales light

up and your conscience doesn't
bother you, your wallet will bear the
brunt of the low. In the older V.W.,
there are only two lights, one being
the red generator light and the
other being the green oil pressure
light. If the red light appears while
driving, don't be misled!! This
doesn't mean you can cruise on the
battery for a few more miles, it

could mean that you snapped the
fan belt, which could lead (will lead)
to a cooked motor. The green light

indicates oil pressure, and should it

come on, clutch in and promptly
shut off the car. Investigate the
situation. More often than not, the
damage has already happened.

If either of these lights flicker

while the car is idling, know that
trouble lies ahead and appraise it

reasonably. Unless you prepare

yourself, you might find yourself

the proud owner of a blown engine

and an expensive repair bill.

Possibly the bill could exceed the

value of the car. If you are satisfied

with shelling out nine bucks an

hour for labor, read no further; but

if you're interested in saving

yourself a bundle, read on. A typical

overhaul will cost in the range of

$350 $600, depending on the

severity of the damage and who's

doing the labor.

Learning The Hard Way
My own automotive education

began one winter night long ago at

a Volkswagen dealership. After

handing over a bundle of do- re-mi,

the service manager assured me my
car would never blow up, and told

me not to let anyone mess with the

new gizmo that now lived under the

carburator. Needless to say, the old

bus ran like a top, but my drive

lasted one mile down the highway

and two miles down the interstate

when a clatter arose not unlike a

bunch of loose bolts shaken in a

garbage can. As I waded through

the snow to telepnone the tow

truck, the decision was reached to

remedy my automotive apathy.

Consider disaster an educational

experience, but avoid learning the

hard way. Take care of it now and

learn.

Oil is the blood of the motor and,

if neglected, the motor will die.

Because your engine is air-colled, it

runs much hotter than a water-

cooled engine, to the tune of

around 125 degrees. Heat has a

marked effect c « the oil's

lubricating ability even if there's

enough. The motor is constructed

of different metals and con-

sequently they expand at different

rates. If things get too hot, the

metals will freeze together. This

always happens when you run out

of oil. Whenever gassing up, have

the pump jockey check the oil.

Check it regularly yourself. Keep a

record of its rate of consumption so

you can predict when it needs more
and help evaluate the motor's

disposition.

For the summertime use a 20-40

multiweight grade oil and a 10-30

weight in the winter. Do not overfill

the crankcase or else you'll blow

out the seal that holds the oil in. It

should be changed at the maximum
of every 3,000 miles. There's also oil

in the air cleaner that must be

drained and washed in a solvent

such as gasoline or kerosine.

little copper washers. Dry off the oil

screen and disk. Spray one of the

gaskets with Spray-a-Gasket and

place it over the studs the strainer

came off of. Promptly slip the oil

screen into place. Spray the other

gasket, slip it on the studs and slip

the plate on. Screw one nut on to

hold the plate into place. Now
replace all the remaining nuts with

the tiny copper washer between the

nut and the plate. Don't forget to

put one under the first nut. Next pry

the old washer from the plug and

replace it with the new one, and

screw it in. Don't over tighten or

you'll strip the threads and loose all

that new oil. Snug is the word. Now

make contact —

contact us.

Mfj

V,'4W: L
<h,

%t

• Foreign & domestic

collision work

• Windshields replaced

• State license

insurance estimates

Rte. 9, Belchertown

y 256-8712
2 ,

-j miles past Rusty Scupper
on the left

Remember that time doesn't mean
too much, it's the miles that count,

so mark down the milage when the

next maintenance is due and put it

where you can see it. Now pull out

the bag of tools that came with the

car and see if the needed tools are

present. One wrench is a com-

bination 10mm and 13mm. The

other tool is like a narrow bell that

tapers into a hollow shaft. There

should also be a rod that inserts

through the shaft for leverage. This

is the spark plug wrench and also

fits on the oil drain plug. If you

don't have these tools borrow them

or, better yet, buy them. Unlike a

poor stock investment, they get

more valuable the more you learn to

use them. They pay for themselves

in terms of saved labor cost.

How To Change Oil

When at the parts store buy an

oil change kit and a can of Spray-a-

Gasket. Cruise down to the auto

center of a department store and

buy quality oil. Take a disposable

milk jug and cut out one side and

screw the cap back on. Borrow a

pail and get some gas or kerosene.

Next slide under the car which is

parked on a level spot and find the

oil drain plug. It's a big nut

surrounded by a bunch of little

nuts. Wipe the area with a clean rag

and loosen the plug with the spark

plug tool. Slip the jug underneath

and finish unscrewing it by hand

until you strike oil. Let it all drain

out and then unscrew the little

10mm nuts that hold the round

plate into place. Above it is the oil

screen (a filter of sorts). Remove it

and clean it spotlessly in the pail of

solvent. Wipe the oil drips from

beneath the hole in the block and

slide out from beneath the car.

Look over the gasket kit. You'll

see two gaskets and a bunch of

pour two and a halt quarts ot oil

into the filler Check the dipstick

and continue to fill a bit at a time

until you reach the top line. Dump
the rest of the oil into the air cleaner

so that the red line is just covered.

Fixing Fan Belts

If you've got a broken fan belt,

it's |ust as easy to fix as draining the

oil and |ust as important. You're

going to need the spark plug

wrench, and a hefty screw driver

The top pulley is the one to mess
with. It splits in half and this is the

way to get the new belt on. This is

held on by a nut of spark plug

wrench size, so unscrew it by

bracing the screw driver between
the generator shaft and the notch in

the back of the pulley (as you look

at it). Pull the nut off and split the

halves, pop in the new belt and
tighten it. There are big washers

between the two halves for ad-

justment. Tighten and loosen until

the belt deflects about half an inch.

Make sure the nut is nice and tiqht

before checking deflection. If it's

too tight you'll ruin the generator

bearings; if too loose, the belt will

fray itself away.

If you got your hands dirty

playing with your Volkswagen
before, hold your head high and
know you're a better person for it. It

not, get with it and look ahead.

Know with pride that soon you'll

belong to the Ranks of Wrenches.
Perhaps you might even make a

few bucks helping others out, or do
an occasional overhaul in your

room between exams. Pick up a

copy of John MuiKs book "How to

Keep Your Volkswagen Alive for

the Complete Idiot". It's a great

book to learn from and well worth

the $5.50 it costs.

Happy Motoring!!

Neil Fenessey has a Volkswagen

bug.

Students! Get Quality Tires

at Gas Station Prices —
ma/or brands, too!

With a BAK TIRE CO. Student I.D.

featuring GOODYEAR & MOHAWK TIRES

front end specialists

BAK TIRE CO.
55 Damon Rd., Northampton 584-4769
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DO YOU KNOW
WHAT YOU'RE GETTING IN A 10 SPEED?

There's more to a bicycle than the name on the frame.

Let us take you on a guided tour of our

Bicycles and Cross Country Ski's.

BICYCLES & EQUIPMENT

Our sales and REPAIR personnel are

trained to provide service of the

highest quality.

CROSS COUNTRY SKIS

SCAN SPORT

CASANAVE

ROAAANA

ARAYA

CINELLI

FUJI

CAAAPAGNOLO

1 East Pleasant St.

At Fork of North & East Pleasant

o/i

RUSTAAD ROTTEFELLA

ALFA BONNA

KONGSBERG SKILOM

PHONE

549-6904

COLLEGE STREET EXXON
"Home of Friendly Service"

381 College Street (Rte. 9)

Amherst, Mass.

AMHERST'S WHEEL ALIGNMENT SPECIALISTS

Experts on Both American and Foreign Cars

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE

Atlas Tires Batteries Accessories
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Open for Repairs Mondays thru Saturdays

7:00 a.m. • 6:00 p.m.

256-8787

What to look for

in bike components
With the revival of cycling, the

whole concept of the bicycle

nowadays is: 10-speed, weighing

less than 30 pounds and bought to

fit an individual body. Thus buying

one can be complicated. For in-

stance, the brand name of a bicycle

is only the name of the frame.

Bicycle manufacturers actually

are assemblers of major com-
ponents. Although the frame is of

primary importance in the durability

of your bike, the components-the

derailleurs, control levers and
brakes- determine the precision of

the bike.

DERAILLEURS
A derailleur is a mechanism

which shifts the chain from one

sprocket to another to change
gears. The rear derailleur moves the

bicycle chain from one free-wheel

sprocket to another and the front

de.ailleur does much the same
thing for the chain- ring sprockets

attached to the crank.

Derailleurs are produced in Italy,

Japan and Spain.

Front derailleurs are made with

very similar, if smaller,

parallelogram mechanisns as those

in the rear. Parallelograms are the

smoothest and most reliable types;

however, many companies do
manufacture good but less precise

changers with oushrod devices.

CONTROL LEVERS
Control levers pull on the cable to

change the shape of the derailleur's

parallelogram. The relative sizes of

the lever and drum determine the

mechanical advantage of the entire

action. Small drums make fine

shifting adjustments easier and
require less pressure for gear

movement.
BRAKES

Brakes on a 10-speed bicycle

have an extremely simple function:

they apply pressure to the rims of

the front and rear wheels to slow

and finally stop the bike. The critical

consideration here is, does the

brake let go of the rim when it

should on a regular and thorough
basis.

There are basically two types of

brakes: side pull and center pull.

Center pull brakes have the ad-

vantage in that the whole cable

system is much more evenly

balance, thus making the return

action more regular. Most
manufacturers make their good
brakes with center pull design.

There has been a recent revival of~

popularity in the side pull brake.

Among the most popular, however,

are the center pulls which are made
from an alloy, such as Campagnolo,
Universal and Weinmann.

Reprinted from Nutshell

Bay State Wheelmen
The Bay State Wheelmen of

Western Massachusetts is a new
type of cycling club in the South
Hadley-Amherst Area. It is an
informative, safety- orientated club,

and is in the process of conducting
a bike shop survey, an accident

report, a listing of good Mass.
cycling tours and trying to get a

discount on some of the leading

bicycling publications.

The major theme of the club is to

promote the benefits of cycling.

The club is non profit, and changes
$2.00 per member to cover the

cost of printing and postage. If

anyone is interested, they can

obtain more information by sending

a self-addressed, stamped envelop

to :

The Bay State Wheelmen
of Western Mass.

P.O. Bx 309

South Hadley, Mass.

01075

Northampton V.W., Inc.

Northampton BMW Ltd.

Welcomes students, faculty , and

employees back to upcoming Fall

semester.
We would also like to take this opportunity to invite you to visit our showroom and

service facilities. We have a full line of Europe's finest engineered automobiles for
you to choose from. You can find quality cars ranging from 2499.00* for our "V.W.
Love Bug" to the 15,000 "BMWC's Sports CPE". We can also attend to your
automotive service needs ranging from a tune up to expert body work.

For your service convenience we run a
shuttle bus to and from Amherst every

Tuesday and Friday.

For more information call our Service Dept.

Northampton V.W., Inc.

Northampton BMW Ltd.
246 King St. Rte. (5) Northampton, Mass. 01060

Hours:
Service: 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Daily Thurs. to 9 p.m.

Parts: 8a.m. to4:30p.m. Daily Thurs. till 9 p.m., Sat. 9-1

Sales: 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Mon. thru Fri., Sat. 9-5

584-8620 534-0791 534-0660
Model Love Bug P.O.E. taxes, transportation, any dealer handling, extra.

CAL'S SUNOCO
24 Hour Towing

At Reasonable Rates

COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR
(American & Foreign)

Good Buys on Tires & Batteries too

all at

CAL'S SUNOCO
40 Belchertown Rd. (Rte. 9)

Sexl to KnI i In Kni

Call 253-9394
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CHARTER BUSES Oar SpeekHf
Safe - Convenient - Economical For Information Tel. 584-6481

Frequent daily bus service to and from Northampton, University of Mass., Amherst, Hadfey, Leeds,

Easthampton, Williamsburg, Haydenville, Florence, Ware, Belchertown, Spencer and Worcester.

WESTERN MASS. BUS LINES
LOCAL BUS SCHEDULE NORTHAMPTON -HADLEY AMHERST NORTH AMHERST via Bridge St., Rte. 9 and the Univ. of Mass.

c — Trip runs on Fridays only.
G — T rip runs on Fridays, Saturdays

and Sundays.
R — Trip runs every day except Sundays

and Holidays.

T — Trip runs on Thursdays only.
W — Trip runs on Sundays only.
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QUONSET RESTAURANT
$1" Daily Buffets $1"
(Except Saturday) 11:30 - 2:00

COCKTAIL LOUNGE Open Daily 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.

SATURDAY - Dance under the Crystal Ball - Featuring Dinner: Smorgasbord.

Function Rooms Available pte. 9 Hadlev

253-9214DRIVING RANGE OPEN DAILY
J

The Happiest of

Happy Hours
ml

. . . Mellow Atmosphere

. . . Quiet Conversation Over Drinks

. . . Leisurely Dinner.

An Enjoyable Rustic Experience

Dinners

Mon.-Thurs., 5:30-10:00

Fri., 5:30-11:00

Sat., 5:00-11:00

Sun., 4:00-10:00

# tf

• •e e • • • • • • • •

WScuttii:

Our Woodshed is available

for banquets, special oc-

casions.

Call E.J. Callahan

or Ken Hawkins
for further info.

256-8551

Rte. 9, 529 Belchertown Rd.

THE HUNGRY
FOR THE STUDENT BODY - Now at Two Locations

Call: 256-6350
256-0611

20 Varieties of Subs 253-9080

20 Different Kinds of Pizza's
"Fast and Courteous Delivery"

sellgood
stuff

^ r' »tk
-JiV

'..*

AJff.
• \

tlkh

Call 256.6350
THE HUNGRY S

EVERY UMIE'S GUIDE TO

EATING by Jane Levin —

IN THE AMHERST AREA
Surety you've heard the one

about the Jew visiting Paris who
thought his dinner companion was
introducing himself when he lifted

his glass of wine and smiled, "Bon
appetit!", and so returned the
greeting: "Goldberg!"

The Frenchman thought nothing
of it, apparently, for on three

successive nights, the pre-dinner
toast was the same, the French-

man's "Bon appetit" promptly

and cheerfully returned by the

Jew's "Goldberg".

On the fourth night, however, a
bystander noted the unusual ex-

change and, calling Mr. Goldberg
aside, politely informed him of his

ma/apropism.

Goldberg, somewhat abashed by
his naivity, quickly returned to his

table, lifted his glass and bellowed:

"Bon appetit!"

To which the Frenchman
triumphantly replied: "Goldberg!"
Amherst is no Paris, to be sure,

and ignorance of dining customs
and etiquette will certainly fare you
no better nor worse in your daily

search for the Basic Four here.

I Besides, if you stillput your elbows
on the table, that's yer mother's
fault].

What might be helpful, thought
we, would be a listing of area

restaurants worthy of your at-

tention, with a brief description of
each, including price range, quality

of food, special features [dancing,

alcohol, to name a few], and, you
guessed it, where to put your
elbows.

So whether you eat in the dining

commons five days a week and are

hunting for a weekend substitute to

those peanut butter crackers-and

-

cokes you thought would get you
by till Monday — or if you do your
own stopping and shopping and
simply want a break from scrubbing

the teflon - the following guide,

comprehensive but sketchy, should
prove helpful in locating and
evaluating area calorie merchants.

Remember, tastes differ from
one person to another, so we 're not
about to impose ours on you. If

you're in the area any length of
time, you'll probably wind up
eating -dining at neariy all the

following establishments at least

once during your stay here.

All we are trying to do is help you
distinguish between the places you
should wait and let your parents

take you to, the places you should

take your boyfriend-girlfriend to,

and the places you should take two
a/ka -seltzer.

Goldberg'

DONUTS

Let's start right at the bottom,

with the simple things. Now what
could be simpler than coffee and
donuts? There's two places that'll

satisfy your late night urge for the

honey dipped: Mister Donut, in the

Mt. Farms Mall; and Ounkin Donut,

on King St. in Northampton. Both
are open 24 hours a day. Bring back

a dozen.

BURGERS

IWV Pleasant

Amherst
33 I 'Diversity Dr.

Amherst

Anyone for a Huskee, Whopper,
or Big Mac? We've got all three,

within a mile of each other on
Route 9. Coming from campus, the

first one you'll spot is Hardee's,

whose shakes are as thick as soft

ice cream. Burger King is at the Mt.
Farms Mall entrance. Yes, it takes
two hands to handle a Whopper,
plus you'll find ketchup and
mayonnaise dripping down your
arms. McDonalds, between Har-

dee's and Burger King, is up to 14
billion served now, and has started

selling breakfast as well. Just to
give you an idea how big the

McDonald's family is, ol' Ronald
wanted to bring out cherry pies the
week of Washington's Birthday last

February but, you guessed it, there

weren't enough cherries in the
world to accommodate him. And
while we're on franchises, we might
as well throw in Kentucky Fried

Chicken, on Route 9 across from
the Zayre plaza.

Franchises: if you've eaten in

one, you've eaten in them all.

You're guaranteed cleanliness and
a cheap meal; nevertheless, they're

strictly for the non-daring and
unadventuresome.

SANDWICHES-

If you're low on dough, but aren't

up for having your hamburger
served to you wrapped in modified

toilet paper, there are a few sand-

wich spots in the area worth trying.

McManus Eating Place, between
Stop and Shop and Zayre, is one of

the very few establishments in the

area which stays open 24 hours a

day. Terrific for breakfast at 2 a.m.;

always the spot for non-stop hot

coffee. Ice cream is average, but

that's not why people go there at all

hours of the night. Waiting for a

booth at 3 a.m. can get on your

nerves; based on their late night

and early morning popularity, it's a

wonder more restaurants don't stay

open 24 hours a day.

Gaslite II, on N. Pleasant St., is

open 24 hours a day on most days,

but there are no booths here. Its

cousin, Gaslite I on Main St., does

have booths, but is open only

during the day. Both have better-

than-average sandwiches and ice

cream; somewhat similar to

Friendly's.

And we do have Friendly's, right

across from Zayre. Good ice cream
and sandwiches, especially the Big

Beef Cheeseburger Special. A
quieter breakfast atmosphere than,

say, McManus.

Howard Johnson's, aiso on
Route 9, may have 28 flavors of ice

cream, but it serves only one flavor

of food. The most exotic spice to be
found in their kitchen is black

pepper. The flavor of America,
indeed. If food could carry on a

conversation, this stuff would bore

you to tears. If you have an ulcer

and your doctor orders a bland diet,

this is the place to go. Better yet,

stick to the Dining Commons.
The Stables, a little further up the

road on your right, is a homey little

restaurant to go for any meal.

Portions aren't too generous, but at

least the atmosphere is not plastic.

The English Pub (or more
popularly, just The Pub) has a

satisfying luncheon menu. The Pub
Club or the Pub Burger are each a

treat in themselves, especially with

a few cold ones. With a full liquor

license and live music at night, the

Pub transforms into a hot spot for

the frat crowd. The olde English

pub atmosphere lends itself to an
enjoyable afternoon meal.

Another beer and burger spot is

The Village Inn Drake (or, more
popularly, just The Drake) on Amity
St. Quite unlike the Pub, however,
in that it has a classless rathskellar

(downstairs) and, at street level, a

more livable bar and restaurant

The menu is intended to sup-

plement the liquid offerings, and
not vice versa. Good selection of

international beers and bass ale.

Best bet is hamburger and potato

wedges.

The Maverick in Whately is an all-

night truck stop, fun if you're up for

the 20 minute drive. Just follow

Route 116 through Sunderland. It's

a nice change from McManus, and
you can shoot pinball and listen to

truck drivers' bawdy jokes besides.

One breakfast spot which is open
during a normal person's breakfast

time is Uncle Ed's Breakfast on
Route 9 in Hadley center. Thafs it,

breakfast. They're closed af-

ternoons and Sundays. The
clientele is mostly locals, the break-

fasts are suited for hungry farmers

and very inexpensive besides.

Worth trying at least once.

-PIZZA &
GRINDERS

V>

Amherst is prime territory for the

pizza and grinder business, two
items which figure prominently in

every student's snack or meal

schedule. First and foremost is

Bell's on University Drive past the

stadium. Bell's seems to outlast its

competition and its popularity

remains steadfast. Most in demand
are the tuna subs and meatball subs

delicious. The House Special

pizza is easily a meal for two, with

EVERYTHING on it.

Moving right next door to Bell's

this fall will be another Hungry U,

which is presently located on North
Pleasant St. Usually a high school

hangout, especially after Amherst
High basketball games, Hungry U
has a bit of catching up to do, but

their reported liquor license at their

new location may give them a

boost.

University Pizza on Sunset Ave.,

right near Southwest dorms, is at a

great location, but their computer
games and pinball machines are a

bigger attraction than the food.

Eric's Giant Subs are of the cold

variety, but giant and tasty

nevertheless. On Route 9 towards
Belchertown, Eric's is primarily

open for lunch. No pizzas here, but

there is chicken and seafood.

The Domino's Pizza delivery

truck is a familiar sight on campus,
servicing those too lazy or unable to

go out and get their own pizza.

Domino's advertises free hot

delivery in less than a half hour, but

to compensate, their prices are

relatively steep. Only if you're

unable to drive to Bell's.

Campus Pizza, on Route 9 near

Hadley center, has a wide selection

of pizza and grinders, but if you
bother to drive out there, order one
of the specials, like Moussaka or

lasagna.

Not particularly notable for some
reason, Pizzarama is on Route 9

near Cumberland Farms. We'd tell

you more, but frankly we don't

know anyone who's eaten there.

If you like Italian food one step

above pizzas and grinders, and
don't mind paying for a little at-

mosphere, you might want to

check out either Chequers (on

University Drive) or Aqua Vitae (on

Route 9 in Hadley). Both serve

alcohol Plus, there's the Wine
Chariot, also on Route 9 in Hadley,

Cont. on p. 81
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DEL PADRE has reserved this page

for the shrewd 'sound buyer" who

knows the difference between a_real

bargain and a rip-off!

POWERFUL 60 WATT AM/FM Stereo Receiver
(RMS)

SCOTT R36S AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER—60 total RMS watts, 20 Hz to 20 kHz

continuous power at 8 ohms both channels driven. Total harmonic distortion less

than 0.5 per cent at rated output. FM sensitivity (IHF) 1.9 uV.Dual tuning

meters.
2 KEAAPP 2BKb 2-way speaker systems totally

engineered tor the critical audiophile...backed with a

full 5-year Warranty.

BSR 310-AXE AUTOMATIC CHANGER complete

with base, dust cover and magnetic cartridge

diamond stylus.

SALE

PRICE
$

WARRANTY - 3 YEAR PARTS

2 YEAR LABOR

KEMPP SPEAKERS

339
Complete package

Rip-off list price $579.95

1

j. <i .

$
I
00
SALE

1

;

NOTHING HELD BACK

ALL KEMPP AIR SUSPENSION

SPEAKERS . .

.

Buy one at

|
regular price

from $59 to $399

Get the second

speaker for just $1.00 more!

plus

FREE PICKERING HEADSET

5-YEAR UNCONDITIONAL
GUARANTEE ON ALL
KEMPP SPEAKERS!

PICKERING HEADSETS
A Two-Way System With Individual Woofer
And Tweeter And L-C Crossover Network
In Each Earpiece.

• Frequency Response: MODEL
22-20,000 Hz. OAJ

• Hand Stitched Foam-Filled

Head Band And Ear Cushion?

• Coil Cord And Heavy
Duty Plug.

^^

MODEL
2397

y

V

Reg. $19.95

® PICKERING
"for those who can (hearl the difference

Tremendous Savings in all departments - television - radios

tape recorders - stereo components ft compacts - tuners

receivers - amplifiers - speakers - cameras ft equipment

BELL&HDWE!L
CASSETTE PLAYER/RECORDER

WITH AM/FM RADIO
Redi-Mic Microphone and Automafic
Record Level Control

Separate Volume and Tone Controls

Complete with Batteries, Blank Cas-
sette, Earphone, AC Power Cord

SALE t
Reg. $89.95

e Service

What

Sail!

999 Worthington St., Springfield

Monday, Thursday, Friday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5: 30 p.m.

DEL PADRE has reserved this page
for the discriminating music lover
interested only in the very best with
no compromise!

CR 1000 HIGH POWER, LOW DISTORTION FM STEREO RECEIVER
The performance specifications of Yamana's CR-1000 professional-class stereo receiver
are distinguished in two ways: they are superb and, they are conservatively rated and
guaranteed. By any standards, the CR-1000 is a combination of an outstanding FM tunerand an extremely low-distortion, high-power, versatile amplifier. The unit features the
world s first application of negative feedback to the tuner's multiplex switching circuit
resulting in very low harmonic distortion and intermodulation distortion. Plus Yamaha
Exclusive Auto-Touch Tuning". To select your desired FAA station, you simply touch the

Tuning knob and the built-in AFC (Automatic Frequency Control) circuit shuts itself off
for accurate tuning. Once you have "tuned in" the station, this AFC circuit activates as
soon as you release the knob, guaranteeing steady, drift-free reception

YP-700 Turntable

JBL Loudspeakers

From $135.00 To $3000.

PIZZARAMA
Specializing in pizzas, hot-oven grinders

& spaghetti.

Special discount on large orders

& free delivery.

From 5 p.m. - 12:00 p.m.

253-3808

Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.

355 College St., Amherst (Rte. 9)
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"Goten Steak House"
OF JAPAN

COMPLETE DINNERS

Hibachi Chicken $5.50

Sukiyaki Steak $6.25

Hitjschi Sirioin Steak $6.95

Filet Mignon $7.25

Hibachi Shrimp $6.30

LUNCHEON MENU

Fried Rice
Fried Noodles
Teriyaki Steak

Teriyaki Chicken

Tempura

$1.95

$1.95

$2.50

$2.25

$3.50

Rti. 116, Sunderland, Matt.

Enj»f Sftik, Chlektn, Shrimp pnpttti Stputu ttfb if tar ehth rlfif at par hilt.

Luncheon Special served 1 1 :30 a.m. 2 p.m.

Dining Room Hours: Mon.-Sat , 5:30-10:00

Sunday— 2 p.m. -9 p.m.

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED FOR SATURDAYS
includes: Appetizer, Hibachi Shrimp; Onion Soup a la Goten of Japan ; Goten Salad Bowl;
Vegetables with Mushrooms and Noodles, Cooked at the Table; Rice and Green Tea,
includes Soup and Salad.

Hibachi
Desert.

Just 7 miles from UMass— Goten will be on your left

665-3628

DOMINO'S PIZZA
363 Main Street Amherst, Mass.

FREE DELIVERY
OPENDAILY4:30TILL THE WEE HOURS

256-8587
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Deluxe 12"

Deluxe 16"

Deluxe piizas include pepperoni, mushrooms, sausage, green pepper, onion.

Additional items - Regular - 35c each Large - 50c each

$3.30

$5.05

Anchovies
Mushrooms Green peppers

Fresh sausage

FREE DELIVERY

Pepperoni
Ground beef

Name

Address

w^w%
3**

EATING
Cont. from p. 75

but what you want is the Wine
Cellar downstairs, where dinners

range from $2 to $4, a la carte. The
Wine Cellar has an interesting and
diverse menu, good bread, and
great cheese cake. Try them all.

Last and least is Papa Gino's, in

Mt. Farms Mall, which is to pizza

what Adbow Big Boy is to ham-
burger. The spaghetti special is a

rip-off; the only attraction is the

beer.

CHINESE

Sooner or later, especially if

you're from the Boston area, you'll

get that craving for Chinese food.

There aren't that many places to

buy egg roll in town, but the few
there are aren't bad.

Kalihi Kai is the biggest and
mostly Polynesian. Great exotic

mixed drinks, (Dr. Funk), but

they're sweet, so watch they don't

spoil you appetite. Unusual en-

tertainment most nights to suit the

atmosphere. It's on Route 9

towards Belchertown.

Amherst Chinese, on Main St.,

has mainly Mandarin and Szech-

wan dishes as duck (allow two days

to order), sweet and sour soup,

Chinese dumplings and Moo Shi

dishes with Chinese pancakes.

Informal, right down to the paper

plates. The cash register is an
abacus.

Kim Toy is a little hole in the wall,

next to Amherst Cinema on Amity
St., and doubles as an unusual

Chinese grocery. It's worth going to

just to see what's on the shelves.

Strictly a take-out service, the fare

is better than average and the price

is right. Try it when you feel like

having a meal in your apartment or

dorm room, but don't feel like

cooking.

STEAK

Steak and Brew in South Hadley

is a popular spot for UMies, who
like it for the brew (the food is so-

so). Ideal for a long dinner-date or

for just a bunch of the guys
spending a full evening wining and
dining. All you can drink of either

wine, beer, or sangria. Average
salad bar. Aim for the "specials"

nights (i.e., Thursday: The Feast,

with steak, chicken and shrimp, all

for less than $6). Take Route 116 to

Route 202.

Steak Oat isn't great, but it's one
of the best in the immediate area. A
good menu, the best of salad bars,

and reasonable luncheons are

among its offerings. Downstairs is

the Speakeasy Lounge which is

popular with UMies, and the en-

tertainment there has improved

considerably over the past year.

Henri's, on Route 116 towards

South Hadley, is reasonably priced

wine and steak restaurant, open for

dinner.

The Jolly Bull on Route 9 in

Hadley features singing waiters,

and is slightly overpriced. Wait till

your parents take you out.

For low quality steak, (meaning

glorified sirloin), there's Ponderosa

on King St., Northampton, and

Bonanza, which just opened a few

weeks ago on Route 9 near the

mall. If you're sick of hamburgers

and can't afford a slice of juicy

roast beef— SEAFOOD
Jack August heads the list here,

hands down. The original Jack

August, no less, with Jack himselt

occasionally on the premises. High

Cont. on p. 91

Capture The Flavor of Old Deerfield

& Colonial America at the

The Gables Olde Taverne

Wtinttitp Oafy

BROILED LIVE LOBSTER SPECIAL

Lobster, Toss Salad, Potato, Homemade
Rolls, Coffee

$4.95

Ptllp Spatial

FISHERMAMS PLATTER
Scallops Haddock

Shrimp Baked Stuffed Clam
Salad French Fries
Rolls - Butter Coffee

S3.95

Frtd*f OnIf

60URim CLAMBAKE
Home Made Clam Chowder

Little Neck Clams or Shrimp Cocktail

Steamed Clams Broiled Lobster

Salad - French Fries— Rolls - Butter

Dessert— Coffee

IMS

HAPPY HOUR Tuesday - Saturday 7 p.m. - 8 p.m.

• Fall Coarse Planets start at *B00

• Banaeots Featuring — Roast Turkey, Hot Baked Ham, Sliced Roast Beef,
Lobster Newburg, Swedish Meat Balls, Celery and Olives, Home
Baked Beans, Baked Ravioli and Cheese, Potato, Tossed Garden
Fresh Salad, Dessert, Coffee, Rolls, Butter.

• F$HcHl*m9*t Ta$$d$p - Sitirhp For DANCE and SING ALONG Good Times

THE GABLES OLDE TAVERNE &&"•& R&T^SS1- Rt" 5 and ,0 '" "* °~r

665-4643

Are you tired of campus food?

How about a good home cooked meal?

$t. Regis

Restaurant

MON. • SAT.

6 a.m. - 9 p.m.

SUN.

7 a.m. - 9 p.m.

The Place That Serves Breakfast From 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Daily Except Sunday (7 a.m. - 9 p.m.)

TAKE A FRIEND TO DINNER:
FRIED CHICKEN and SPAGHETTI
BREADED VEAL CUTLET and SPAGHETTI
GRILLED PORK CHOPS with choice of

2 vegetables/ bread and butter

FRIED CLAMS with Tartar Sauce
French Fries and Cole Slaw
GRILLED MINUTE STEAK with onion rings

choice of 2 vegetables, bread and butter

Left at the intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. S, Downtown Northampton

52.75

52.50

S2.75

S2.50

S3. 50

28 PLEASANT ST., NORTHAMPTON
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The music of the masses...

Stewing up an entire summer
may be troublesome for those with

'comprehensive' in their turbans,

but a little controversy breeds

... alienation and-or a nice re-think

culminating in some sort of new
(knew?) knowledge. But you can

take it, what the hang.

Top 40 stayed mostly in Deadville

all the months through, with oc-

casional glimpses of Clapton's "I

Shot The Sheriff", Dylan's "Most
Likely You Go Your Way {I'll Go
Mine)", Stevie Wonder with "Don't
You Worry 'Bout A Thing" and

"You Ain't Done Nothin", "Rock
The Boat" by The Hues Cor-

poration (good for a while) and (in

the weakest moments on the back

of the rubbish truck), "The Night

Chicago Died" by Paper Lace, all

shing like beacons in a swamp of

shit, though certainly none of these

will be long remembered.

Otherwise we were subjected to

a parade of absolute musical

jive zeroes in the form of

John Denver's "Annie's Song",

Abba's "Waterloo", Paul Anka's
Havin' My Baby", "Rock Yxjui.

Baby" by George McCrae, and the

n oronic "Takin' Care of Business."
(jy Bachman-Turner Overdrive.

Even the King current single maker,

Elton John, stubbed badly with

Don't Let The Sun Go Down On
Me", a pompous snooze.

All of these dogs have the classic

Top 40 ingredients: mindless lyrics

("Takin' care of business, Every

day, Takin' care of business, Every

way"), ripped-off riffs, regurgitated

formulas in vocals, playing, etc. All

are quickly digested - glossy,

emotioned money-makers that

required i\n in the creativity

department.

And the future looks sick.

Stagnation continues in the form of

Billy Preston's "Nothing From
Nothing", Dave Loggins' "Please

Come To Boston", Donnie Et Marie

Osmond ("I'm Leavin' It Up To
You"). Even a nowhere band like

Wet Willie ("Keep On Smilin'")

sounds good next to these dolts.

Say another prayer for WMUA,
friends.

ERIC CLAPTON

461 Ocean Boulevard
Eric Clapton

RSO SO 4801

Time 39 43

The only one of these five artists

showing any real change in his

music was Eric Clapton, but we
should expect nothing else, as it's

been four years since Lay/a, his last

album of new music.

What he's done is tone down,

and give us a record of middle-aged

rock that's tuneful, tasteful, more

than a bit good (if listened to

without hype and-or expectation's

blinders), but fails to excite in the

classic rock rave up sense. The

word most applicable in this case is

satisfy, the way a J.J. Cale, a Hank

Williams, a Robert Johnson, a

Muddy Waters satisfied. You gotta

have taste. And patience.

The songs are of two main sorts:

lolligaging smoothies and muted

rockers. You can't put 461 on and

pile up the sandbags around the

stereo (or quadeo) in protection

against being blown away by

another "Spoonful" or "Layla".

No, you can stay in the same room,

but if you have some neighbors you

don't appreciate too keenly, you'd

better put a quarantine sign on your

door. This stuff's infectious.

The easy rockers are quite fine,

but it's the slow flowers that are the

real comers. All the attributes

brought only with time and ex-

perience are starting to show in

Eric. Soft is just as good as loud.

It's just different. And a hundred

times as hard to play.

The best of the mutes are

"Motherless Children", "I Can't

Hold Out" (the pent-up power lying

underneath the song, as well as the

entire album, is demonstrated at

the end of the song, as the band
howls with delight at their supple,

subdued feeling: "All right!" they

yell, "All right!".

"Mainline Florida" is ok, and it's

always nice to see another Robert

Johnson song handed out to the

Masses. This one is "Steady Rollin'

Man", and Clapton gives it an
adequate reading (you think it's

easy? Go play Robert's version. Or
try it youself.)

The real keepers, though, are the

overtly sensitive tunes given a well-

defined background by the band
(who are mostly newcomers, with

Carl Radle, Yvonne Elliman and Al

Jackson the main vets) and ex-

cellent, suggestive performances

by Clapton. "Let It Grow" evokes a

beautiful visionof love; "Please Be
With Me", "Give Me Strength" and
"Get Ready" will have me coming
back for more.

More than ever before, Eric's

singing is fraught with meaning,

vision and depth going beyond his

former 'angel' qualities.

Peter Herbst, Music Editor of The
Boston Phoenix, writing in a front

page story about Clapton's recent

Boston Garden concert, closed

with a huff: "The performance as a

whole left the distinct impression

that the man who had once seared

us with his intensity had, in the

space of three years, become a

candle flickering in the wind."

What Mr. Herbst, in judging a

performance in a hockey rink

before 20,000 ravers, has done is to

cloud hype and his own ex-

pectations with the obvious,

overlooked incongruity of Eric as

bandleader — not as music maker.

We've killed too many of our own
with excessive carping based on

our own selfish needs and wants,

missed information, matted ends

and an inability to change. The
record companies will not do it for

us (change confuses the market) —
they'll package anything as

Product, thus clamping tremen-

dous restrictions on the Artist. It's

up to us to see clearly, to change

with the times. Art is change. Music

is the fastest moving art form.

Stagnation kills everything in

nature. Taken in his own terms, Eric

Clapton is, indeed, Here Now.
- Mike Kostek

SLY & THE
FAMILY STONE
Small Talk

Sly & The Family Stone

\Epic PE 32930\

Time: 37:07

I know it. Every 12 months or so

you've been going down to the

record store to buy something
that's well, admit it, goofy (goofie),

and what you did first (1972 style)

was THERE'S A RIOT GOIN' ON,
and 73 reeled FRESH onto you.

Que sera, sera, you ask for more in

1974 and get what? SMALL TALK.
Basic Sly shines two ways: either

flowing flushes that go down with

no quibble or effort ("Family Af-

fair", "if you want me to stay",

(You Caught Me) Smilin", "Hot
Fun IN The Summertime"). Pure
inspiration. The other Great Sly

goes absolutely bongo on it all, and
flashes his Family Stone as madly
fast as possible; notes tumble in

everywhere, lyrics scald their way
on out — no room for anything

else. A good example is in

WOODSTOCK where you just had
to jump with the band ("I Want To
Take You Higher", "Music Lover,

"Dance To The Music").

A few of each are on SMALL
TALK: "Time For Livin" and "Say
You Will" are nice and flow while

"Loose Booty" and "Livin" While
I'm Livin" crunch along. The others
aren't bad, they're just.., distant..

STEVIE WONDER

Fullingness' First Finale

Stevie Wonder
Tamla T6332S1
Time: 42:10

On one has made any finer music
over the past three of four years

than Stevie Wonder. The promises

of his full-fledged total music

abilities explored on Where I'm

Coming From (a steal in the cut out

bins) and Music Of My Mind (ditto)

grew beautifully into the

magnificence of Talking Book and

Innervisions.

These two albums are classics,

capable of captivating everyone

from Eric Clapton to Jeff Beck (a

bigger gap than you might think),

Paul Anka to Paul McCartney (less

of a gap than you might think).

Besides writing, playing, sin^^g,

arranging and producing viriuo..,

every note, Stevie's songwriting

grew into a potent blend of words,

music and production that make
him the favorite of Top 40 as well as

Rolling Stone. Paul Simon looks

very white in comparison.

So certainly a new album by

Stevie is one of the major events of

any year, and Fulfillingness' First

Finale is another worthy chapter,

though not quite as impressive as

its two giant predecessors.

The main 'fault' with the record is

its lack of the real high points that

Talking Book and Innervisions had.

No "Superstition", "You Are The
Sunshine Of My Life" or "I Believe

When I Fall In Love (It Will Be
Forever)". No "Living For The
City" or "Don't You Worry 'Bout A
Thing". The album flows as well, as

the others, and certainly never lets

us down; it just doesn't take us as

incredibly far.

It is well varied, well paced, un-

flaggingly interesting and flawlessly

performed. And more than a bit

down. Stevie starts side one with

"Smile Please", a simple reaf-

firmation of the power and beauty
of a smile ("A smiling face is an
earth- like star... Don't mess your
face up with bitter tears, 'Cause life

is gonna be what it is"). Next is

"Heaven Is 10 Zillion Light Years
Away" in which he answers the all-

time musical question 'Where is

your God?' with "And I say it's

taken him so long, 'Cause we've
got so far to come ...". A beautiful

evocation of spirit, be it God's or

Stevie's.

"Too Shy To Say" is a shy love

song, and "Boogie On Reggae
Woman" (Motown had a ton of
trouble with reggae', spelling it

'raggae' and raeggae' at various

points. Which reminds me to gripe

about the blind typists they must
have typing the lyrics — Stevie
deserves much better). "Creepin"',
ends the side, and self-doubt
begins to, uh, creep in as he
wonders if he creeps into his

'babaa's' dreams as she does in his,

"Or could it be I sleep alone in my
fantasy?".

Side two unwraps this bit-

tersweet underbody to everything
as Steve bids us farewell for his

upcoming journey to Africa:

"Yo Ain't Done Nothin'" - the
new single, and an angry, impatient
decrial of Nixon.

"It Ain't No Use" - Stevie says
goodbye to lover and even his
"Smile Please" philosophy is
overwhelmed as "There ain't no
reason to force a smile, When pain
is really in its place".

"They Won't Go When I Go" is a

beauty, and the key song on the

album. Steve notes that his "Lying

friends" and the "bleeding hearts"

won't go when he does. Super-

ficially, this refers to his trip to

Africa, but it applies broadly to all

areas of true commitment,
something he believes in as

strongly as anything else. "There

ain't no room for the hopeless

sinner, Who will take more than he

will give".

"Bird Of Beauty" is one more go-

round with the druggies: "There is

so much for you to feel, unfound in

white, red or yellow pills". He urges

a mind excursion of a different sort

— "ride the bird of beauty in the

sky". Amen.

Ah, but the side, and the record,

ends on another low note, with

"Please Don't Go", another lover's

plea. It is a tribute to his genius that

he can present this situation, both

one of life's most important yet

artistically limited of all, over and

over in compelling ways. When the

words fall off, the music is there to

make it go.

He's had a fine life so far, but it's

not all been fun, says

Fulfillingness's First Finale. And

there's so much more to live...

The fold out jacket (you know it's

a giant if .they get a fold-out cover)

is a turning series of plateaus, with

keyboard stairs connecting them.

On the first we see Little Stevie

Wonder, straight out of Detroit,

grinning broadly after, no doubt,

one more time of "Fingertips". The

walls are cracked, the brutal Motor

Town Review bus speeds on

(Motown used to promote its acts

in man-killing one- night packages,

say eight or so a show, going on in

reverse order of popularity. So it

was that people like The Spinners,

Four Tops, Gladys Knight Er The
Pips, Smokey Robinson Er The
Miracles and Marvin Gaye ground

from town to town for peanuts

(much less than $1000 a night). A
profile of Martin Luther King peers

off the side.

Next level shows little Stevie

grown up to more wrap-aroimd
sunglasses, his name in lights as a

headliner. John Kennedy leads a

brief, dissolving field of stars
Drums and piano glow with new
promise, as he learns to play them
and assume more of a role of

music- maker. The Motor Town bus
is fading into the background,
probably due to the fifteen gold
records depicted next to the pink
bow- tied Wonder.

On front, on the latest level,

gleaming wrap-arounds overseeing

a whole new vista: children,

probably Stevie's, frolic in this one,

and from nowhere, a beam of red

materializes into a Grammy award

(or four awards). But these
elements occupy a definite

secondary position to a shattered

car with a tree jammed into its front

seat. Stevie's near-fatal car crash

last summer sent him into the

hospital, and sent him into a major

rethinking of his life. The results

can be seen in the wake of the car,

as elephants roam the African

plains. Stevie Wonder, at the height

of his career, decided to go to

Africa to help blind children for two
years. Always more.

Above it all, silhouetted in the

horizon, Stevie's symbolic black

bull leads ever on.

Four levels, all empty, lead

onward and upward. It's a cer-

tainty that Stevie Wonder will fill

them with as much life, if not more,

than with which he's filled the first

three. A man whose innervisions

dwarf most of our sighted ones.

— Mike Kostek

JAMES
TAYLOR

Walking Man
James Taylor

Warners W 2794
Time: 33:34

The consequence and intrigue

developed by the release of a new
James Taylor have eroded to

almost none. James is certainly the

least of the musicians dealt with

here in this Summer Wrap. And yet

he definitely belongs here, as each
of his records are reverently and
resolutely inhaled by a most faithful

segment of the populus.

Up to Brothers & Sister, Sweet
Baby James, his second album,

ranked as Warner Brothers' biggest

seller. My guess as to the continued

interest in James, five albums after

his Apple James Taylor debut, is

along the lines of a classic baseball

maxim: "You just need one pitch to

get by. If you get one down where
you want it, you're all set." James
has perfect control of his one pitch,

his easy lilting style perfected in

"Fire & Rain". James Taylor and
Sweet Baby James certainly

defined enough of Taylor's groove

to satisfy most; it is the truly

mellow souls who have followed

him through years of repetition.

James really has had nothing new
to say all this time.

Walking Man enters James into

the Superstar Production area, with

cover photo by Richard Avedon,
the number one Pop photog
(snapper of The Beatles, Sly Stone
and everyone else with enough
dinero), ace horn sectioners like

Howard Johnson, Randy and
Michael Brecker. Ace wife Carly

Simon is of course along, and Paul

Er Linda McCartney are also on for

a bit. Big Stuff.

All of which seems a bit much,
resulting in another finely crafted,

well-tuned product reflecting

almost precisely the docile sen-

sitivity found in every J.T. album.

Well-defined is James Taylor's

current condition, pin pointed by
Mr. Taylor himself. As a walking
man, James is calm, aloof,

reasoned (for the most part),

conventional (there are only so
many ways to walk, and have they

all not been walked already?) and
(must he not be) pedantic. A bit

much of these sessions concerns
James, his dog, his guitar, his

garden, et al. Occasionally a most
pleasant lilt will accompany these

unimportant tidings, and James
sings very well throughout, but just

as occasionally, fogging horn and
souping strings inside Muzak Age
arrangements come in to tide away
whatever good feeling he's built up.

— Mike Kostek

SPARK

St

KIMONO MY HOUSE
\lsland /LPS 9272)

Time: 34:24

Spark's keyboardist and
songwriter, Ron Mael, is quite

possibly the most unlikely looking

candidate for rock star since Andy
"Thunderclap" Newman of a few
years back. But like Thunderclap
Newman, Sparks, up until now a

relatively obscure rock group, are a

real find in the usually drab world of

new musical talent. Ron and lead

singing brother Russell Mael form
the nucleus of the five man Sparks,

and are the only two original

members left from the group's last

recording, A Woofer in Tweeter's

Clothing released over a year ago
on Bearsville.

Ron Mael's writing is extremely

lyrical and sometimes quite off the

wall with frequent rhythm changes
and accentuated time bombs
making the music as interesting as

it is enjoyable. Russell's high tenor

voice is the band's most employed
instrument with the guitar,

keyboards, bass and drums ex-

panding and embellishing the vocal

themes.

Perhaps the most impressive

aspect of Sparks' music is the

lyrical sophistication which tran-

scends the time worn out themes of

loving and losing. The closest thing

to a love song here is the nar-

cissistic and witty "Falling in Love
with Myself Again." ("I bring home
the bacon and eat it myself. Here's

to my health. Hope that I'm felling

well.") "Here in Heaven" laments a

poor Romeo's plight over having

his Juliet alive and well and living

while he is in Heaven where "it's

hell knowing that your health will

keep you out of here".

Intriguing is really the word to

describe much of Sparks' material,

which, though reminiscent of the

great- though- unknown- highly-

literate-British- vocal- rock assem-

blage Gentle Giant, also has

which may help them gain at least

reasonable prominence.

Included here is their alluring left

field No. 1 in England "This Town
Ain't Big Enough For the Both of

Us", Sparks' first hit, as well as a

couple other amazing tunes with

great titles "Talent is an Asset" and
"Thank God It's Not Christmas".

Nothing redundant here, Kimono
My House captures the essence of

Spark's tasty though intense style

of play, with all ten songs sounding
better with each listening. Muff
Winwood, who got in on the

ground floor of an earlier British

wave (Remember Spencer Davis
and brother Stevie) is now
producing and has done a splendid

job with Sparks. Aaaaaaaah So, a

well versed top shelf item

- David Sokol

THE KINKS

PRESERVATION ACT 2 -
THE KINKS
\RCA CPL2-5040)

Time: 66:56

Ray Davies has always ap-

proached his writing with a sense of

political and social awareness quite

unique in the medium of rock

music. From his sarcastic portrayals

of the well respected man and the

dedicated follower of fashion
through his dead end streeters,

Arthurs, David Wattses, and
Muswell Hillbillies, Davies has
constantly been a champion and
compassionate spokesman for the
little man. Everybody's in Show Biz.

Everybody's a star.

Preservation Act 1, which was
the first Kinks album after Davies'

short retirement, was a political

horror story foreshadowing the
power struggle which was to ensue
in Act 2 between the money hungry
opportunist, Flash, and the
hypocritical moralist, Black. In Act
1, it was the little man, portrayed by
the lowly tramp who was the real

victim of the struggle, and it was
through the naive, yet ultimately

sensitive tramp that Davies makes
his most eloquent statements.

"Sweet Lady Genevieve" is a

Davies classic and stands with

"Waterloo Sunset" and "Days"
among his best writing.

Musically and thematically, Act 2
builds upon the ideas introduced in

the previous work. In many ways,
the ambitious nature of the
Preservation theme succeeds, if

only^because the music is not only

uniformly excellent but draws from
a variety of styles and inspirations.

Enough can't be said about Ray's
vocals and lyrics. Even his female
hot- licklike singers who play the

parts of Flash's floosies embellish
the musical totality.

Yet with all this going for it,

Preservation Act 2 fails to achieve
the ultimacy which should be at-

tributable to Davies' writing genius.
In the story, after Black's army
destroys, humiliates, and finally

reconstructs and cleanses the mind
of defeated Flash into a
melodramatic artificial character,

we look back upon the entire legacy
to see the cardboard, almost uni-

dimensional character caricatures

which Davies has created. It could
be argued that he has done this

intentionally in order to focus
greater attention on the main
theme (which like the recent

developments in our own govern-
ment takes on the implications of

eh

*'6
nf

%.$

Peter Townshend's "Meet the new
boss, same as the old boss.") and
the music itself. Yet Davies, who in

the past has painted such vivid

characterizations could have made
the Preservations real masterpieces
rather than fine records had his

characters not lacked the real

essences of the human fiber. Good
guys and bad guys, sure, but the
usually brilliant insights and
dimensions are conspicuously
absent.

Ray Davies has been working on
a stage production of Preservation

which will surely be first class and
will hopefully fill in some of the

blanks. Until then, and so as not to

give the wrong impression,
Preservation Act 2 is right up there

in the stratified league with the very

best of 1974, and ranks among
Davies' and the Kinks' finest hours.

- David Sokol

BAD COMPANY

BAD COMPANY
\Swan Song SS 8410]

Time 34 35

As recently as early 1973, a group
called Free existed, led by singer

Paul Rogers who many have called

the best male vocalist in rock

Free's music was typified by heav\
yet laid back rockers such as "All

Right Now" and "The Stealer" and
by strong ballads like "Don't Say
You Love Me" and "Be My
Friend", always marked by Rogers'

powerful up-front voice Free's

breik up, like that of Family went
unnoticed in the U.S. except for a

few staunch loyalists, though in

England, Free's demise, for reasons

of incompatibility was big news
Soon after their break up, a limited

edition collectors- item 2 record set,

77?e Free Story was released to

commemorate the group's
existence.

Around the time Free hung it up,

guitarist songwriter Mick Ralphs
became disillu*- oned with his band,

Mott the Hi jpte. Rogers and
Ralphs actua <y began writing
together before banding together

When they decided to congeal their

plans to play together, Simon Kirke,

also from Free, was the automatic
choice for drummer, and bassist

Boz Burrell who was taught his

Cont. on p. 89
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Every Pizza is different . . .

why not try the best!

BELL'S PIZZA
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and GRINDERS too!

BELL'S PIZZA

65 University Drive

Amherst, Mass.

FREE DELIVERY ON CAMPUS

Call 256-8011 or 253-9051

WE WANT TO TURN YOU ON TO STAGE/WEST
MASSACHUSETTS' ONLY RESIDENT PROFESSIONAL

THEATRE COMPANY
With a special $5 introductory offer

for the students in the 5 college area.

2 Professional Theatrical Experiences plus a Classic Motion Picture

for only $5.00: ON NOV. 1st* see "THAT CHAMPIONSHIP SEASON"

ON DEC. 6th' see The World Premiere of a Musical Romp based on

"A SERVANT OF TWO MASTERS"

PLUS

Your choice of one of

the following Monday

Movie Classics:

Duck Soup, Casablanca,

Horsefeathers, The

Wild One, Charlie Chan

Festival or What's New

Pussycat?

Make Checks Payable and Mail to
Stage West, 1511 Memorial Avenue

West Springfield, Mass. 01089

Name

Address.

City.
State. Zip.

Phone

School.

-Enclosed is check for $5. 00

Don't be like this unhappy student who couldn't get a

seat last year. Reserve your special introductory

tickets now!

!

Final Preview Night

lease send me information regarding the regular

of sis oo

bscnptlon series ^ fhe student discount rate

For further assistance call, 781 4470

Stage/West
announces
new season

The team that was a legend, the

1952 Pennsylvania State High
School basketball champions, hold

a reunion, and the Stage is set for

the exciting opening of State-

West's 1974-75 Theatre Season.
"That Championship Season" by

Jason Miller marks the beginning of

the eighth and most ambitious year

to date at Stage-West: Massachu-
setts' only Resident Professional

Theatre Company.
In addition to the award winning

drama, there will be two world

premieres, a musical and two
comedies, one wacky and way out,

the other warm and familiar, in the

season that will run from November
thru May.

Opening November 2nd, "That
Championship Season" shows us

four superb athletes and their

coach 22 years after that big game.
It's a dramatic look at what hap-

pens to men who shared a moment
of glory together as the years take

their toll.

The winner of the Pulitzer Prize,

the Tony Award and the 1973 New
York Drama Critics Award, "That
Championship Season," has had
critical acclaim wherever it's been
produced.

Stephen E. Hays, Managing
Director of State-West, feels very

fortunate at having been able to get

special rights to do the highly

acclaimed production.

A brand new musical based on
Carlo Goldoni's "The Servant of

Two Masters" opens December
7th. The famous Italian comedy has

been freely adapted into musical

form by State-West's Artistic

Director, John Ulmer, in

collaboration with Composer,
Thomas Babbit.

Babbit will be remembered for his

musical work in last season's

production of "The Drunkard" and
"Private Lives". He and Ulmer
promise to take the already
rollicking comedy of disguises and
mistaken identities and turn it into

an evening of the American Musical

at its finest.

Paul Foster, author of such New
York successes as "Tom Paine"

and "Elizabeth I" takes a bizarre

view of the assassination of Julius

Caesar in his play "Marcus Brutus"

written especially for Stage-West.
The January 11th opening marks
the most important world premiere

in the theatre's eight year history.

Can Brutus be stopped from
committing the murder? Are we in

ancient Rome or a New York
apartment in the 1970's? These and
other fantastic questions arise as

the audience is engulfed with the

key figures in one of history's first

brutal political assassinations.

Under negotiation to direct the

premiere is Tom O'Horgan, who
has directed such Broadway hits as

"Hair", "Lenny", "Jesus Christ,

Superstar" and one of Paul Foster's

previous works "Tom Paine".

February is Valentine's season
and with it a play for all of us who
have ever loved with the warm
family comedy "Promenade AH",
by David V. Robinson.

"Promenade AH" follows the

story of an American family from
the 1890's to the 1970's. With only

four actors in the cast, we watch
them from youth to old age to

death and then youth again in the

form of the next generation.

"Promenade AH" will run from
February 15th thru March 8th,

followed by the March 22nd
opening of a play still to be an-

nounced.

Rounding out the season will be
the April 19th production of "One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" by
Dale Wasserman.

Based on the famous novel by

Ken Kesey, "One Flew Over the

Cuckoo's Nest" is a tragi-comedy

pitting a man determined to give

the people their freedom against an

oppressive foe.

The twist is that the action of the

play takes place in a State Mental

Institution. The hero is a convict,

who has been pronounced
criminally insane. The foe, one
Nurse Ratched, who is determined

to control and destroy the hospital

inmates. What our hero does to

Nurse Ratched adds up to be one of

the craziest offbeat comedies seen

in years.

"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's

Nest" a different kind of comedy
that helps to make Stage-West's

eighth year of operation "A
Championship Season".

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

BREAKFAST 24 HRS.
JUICE

2 EGGS

HOME FRIES

COFFEE

99

Also — Sandwiches, Dinners, and

Creamy ^ich Country Style Ice Cream

— no artificial flavors.

Tues. - Sat. — 24 Hrs.

Sun. and Mon. till 11 p.m.

168 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst
253-2291

Take Out Service

Largest Subs in the Amherst Area !

!

Eric's Giant Subs
Turkey, Roast Beef, Hot Meatball,

Tuna, Ham, and more!

Try us & see . . •

if they aren't the tastiest subs

in the Amherst area.

also

SEAFOOD and FRIED CHICKEN
Rte. 9 253-9521 314 College St.

Monday thru Thursday

WEEKDAY SPECIALS
Served only from 5:00-10:00

Back To School

Specials

1. Barbecued Spars-Ribs

Pork Fried Rice
Pork Egg Fong Yong

$3.50

3. Egg Roll

Pork Fried

Egg Roll

Pork Fried Rice
Moo Goo Gai Pan

$3.50

Rice
Sweet and Sour Chicken

$3.50

2. B *- cued Chicken Wings
Pork Fried Rice
Pepper Steak

$3.r
"

5. Frted Shrimp

Pork Fried Rice
Shrimp and Lobster

$3.75

Entertainment—Tues.-Sun.— Floor Shows—Call for Reservations
Take Out Orders Luncheon Specials—Mon. Sat 11 30-3omHAPPY HOURS 4-7 Mon. Fri. in the Lounge

P

KALIHI KAI Rt.9, Amherst, 256 8336 11:30-1 :00 p.m.
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STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS
NOW ON SALE AT OUR BOX OFFICE
WE BRING YOU THE BEST IN ENTERTAINMENT AND A

WAY TO SAVE MONEY AT THE SAME TIME.

COMI ON OUT MS JOIN IN THE FUN!

FOR .*
*

• / ist • o * ° * * * * ° ° * 00 " 00>

*%*4

c

~^P##£ .' ^2B7 EVERYBODY * ^ENTERTAINMENT.
"TWI LITE HOUR" IS DAILY AND IS THE HALF-HOUR J IS the PERFECT GIFT
PERIOD JUST PRIOR TO THE LATE AFTERNOON OR

J Certifjcates are a |ways
EARLY EVENING FEATURE DURING THIS HALF HOUR #

'

any adult may attend for only $1.25 4 S available at our Boxoffice.
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SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES

$1.00

CARD GOOD AT BOTH THEATRES

...PICK UP YOUR STUDENT MEMBERSHIP CARD

NOW AT THE BOX OFFICE OF EITHER THEATRE.

THE INITIAL MEMBERSHIP FEE IS $1.00. AND

THEREAFTER UPON PRESENTATION OF THE CARD

ADMISSION IS ONLY $1.00. IT ENTITLES YOU TO

SEE THE FINEST IN SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT

AT BOTH THEATRES.

by Judith Wolinsky-Soloway

ACADEMY OF MUSIC - 274

Main St., downtown Northampton,

584 8435 One of the most in-

teresting historical sites in North-

ampton, the Academy of Music is

the sixth oldest theatre in the

United States. Formerly the scene

of live travelling shows *eaturing

such performers as the Barrymores

and Sarah Bernhardt, the Academy
now shows the best in foreign and
domestic films. Admission Wed. -

Sun. - $2.00, Mon. & Tues. - $1.00.

Complete with balcony, the

Academy brings back the flavor of

the good old days.

AMHERST CINEMA - 30
Amity, center of Amherst. 253-5426

The Amherst Cinema is known for

presenting foreign and college-

oriented films. Admission Wed. -

Sun. - $2.00, Mon. £t Tues. - $1.00.

"Student I.D. Card" is $1.00 which
entitles purchaser to all future

admissions for $1.00. On street

parking and lot next door. The
theatre's interior should be com-
pletely remodelled by the start of

school.

CALVIN THEATRE - 19 King,

Northampton, 584-2310 Showing
family- oriented films, this older

theatre, complete with balcony, is

in downtown Northampton.
Evening showtimes are generally

7:00 and 9:00, admission Wed. -

Sun. - $2.00, Mon. & Tues. - $1.00.

Street parking.

CAMPUS CINEMAS - Route 9,

Hadley (next to Zayre), 256-6411

The 3 theatres located under one
roof, each seating approximately

450 people, presents all kinds of

films, mostly current selections,

occasionally an old film. There is a

large parking lot, handicapped

access, air-conditioning, and
weekend matinees. Wed. - Sun. -

$2.00. Mon. & Tues. - $1.00

GARDEN THEATRE - Main
Street., Greenfield, 774-4881

Located in the heart of downtown
Greenfield, the Garden of current

selection. Opened in the early

1900s, the Garden's 1300 seat

theatre has a ceiling painted to

resemble a starry sky and scenic

paintings on the walls. There is

Main St. parking and a municipal

lot about a block away. Admission

Wed. - Sun. - $2.00, Mon. & Tues. -

$1.00.

GLOBE CINEMA - 25 Pleasant,

downtown Northampton, 586-0935

The Globe is one of those small out-

of-the way theatres you may have

been trying to find for ages, a movie

theatre that presents unusual films

and film combinations of all periods

and styles. Where else could you
see Micky Mouse films and
Warhol's "Trash" on the same bill?

Admission - Wed. - Sun. - $1.75,

Mon. & Tues. - $1.00. Fellini's

masterpiece "Satyricon" is

scheduled to open August 28.

Street parking and in a lot behind

building.

HADLEY DRIVE-IN, Route 9,

Hadley, 584-2685 Located a short

distance past the Mountain Farms
Mall on right. Show films of dif-

ferent ratings, however, leans to

more R-rated films than others.

Admission - $2.00., Mon £t Tues. -

"Date Nights" - One member of the

couple is admitted free.

MAJES TIC THEA TRE 82 %
Cottage, Easthampton, 527-2346

This is the area theatre that

presents the latest in skin flicks.

Sat. - Thurs. - Double features,

Fridays - one show at 9:00 only.

Locatec in center of Easthampton,

on-street parking.

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR
THEATRES - Russell, Hadley,

584-9153 Nestled among the stores

in the mall, the 4 individual theatres

with a total seating capacity o f

1,200 offers a varied current film

program. Admission - $2.0C

Student Discount Card - $1.5C.

entitles purchases to pay $1.50

from then on. During "Twilight

Hour" the one- half hour before the

first evening showing, admission is

$1.25. He dicapped access

weekend matinees, air con
ditioning. For the first two weeks of

Fall Semester, there will be a

Mountain Farms Mall express bus

travelling between UMass and the

Mall which is good news to

moviegoers without transportation

SHOWPLACE CINEMA - 25

Chapman, Greenfield, 773-8043 Thp
Showplace is the other of the two
movie theatre in downtown
Greenfield. The presentation are

the current films on the market.

Admission - $2.00. Parking spaces

in front of theatre, parking lot down
the street.
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COLLEGIATE SWEEPSTAKES

It could be the highlight

of the whole term
There are two brand new reasons to come to McDonald's in Hadley

Aside from our great food and low prices, of course First, we've totally

redecorated the store and added all kinds of new seating That means
you can bring the whole dorm down for a late night snack and still find

a seat

Now the best part We re also holding a big flashy sweepstakes with

plenty of prizes awarded every week from August 30 to September 22. If

you win, you could be the first one on your quad with a genuine McDon-
ald's backpack. Or a 3-book desk reference set A high intensity lamp for

high intensity exams Or any of dozens of great prizes. You might even
win our grand prize, an expensive new Polaroid SX-70 camera. Which is

a great prize really Until you compare it to a McDonald's backpack.

All you have to do is stop in each week you want to enter and fill out
an entry blank or two Or three or four, or as many as you want. We'll
award our really great prizes every week for three full weeks And then,
to make our grand prize really special, Ronald McDonald will show up at

3PM Sunday, September 22 to award the camera personally. He'll even
stick around 'til 5 to answer all your questions.

So don't miss your chance Enter now, and enter often Who knows,
you may end up winning something really neat

Sweepstakes rules:

• You may enter as often as you like, no purchase is necessary.
• Grand prize is valued at $150
• Weekly prizes are valued at $100 per week
• The odds of winning will be determined by the number of entries.

• Entry deadline is 3 p.m Sunday, September 22.

McDonald's
®

377 RUSSELL STREET
(ROUTE 9)

HADLEY, MASS.

SUMMER RECORD RELEASES
Cont. from p. 83

instrument by none less than

Robert Fripp for his work with King

Crimson around the Islands phase,

completed the Bad Company line

up. A new quasi-super-group was
formed, and like with most super

and quasi-super-groups, the

calculated and immence media

push was on.

As expected, Bad Company has

a sound reminiscent, more than

anything else of that of the old

Free, the primary result of both

Rogers' voice and the basically

simple 4-4 structures around which

the songs are constructed. Every

song on Bad Company is most

credible, with the Free formula of

rockers and ballads the rule here as

well. Mick Ralph's nifty lead off

number, "Can't Get Enough"
became a substantial British hit and

is representative of the solid hard

rock which Bad Company is

ultimately most comfortable with.

Another Ralph composition,

"Ready For Love" which Mott

recorded on Young Dudes is also

here in a buttered up state. Rogers

and Ralphs co-wrote the two real

ballads, "Don't Let Me Down" and

"Seagull", the latter especially well

done and featuring Paul Rogers

playing everything.

Bad Company was recorded last

November, only weeks after the

group's formation and is certainly

not only a foreshadowing but an

example of the clearly high quality

English rock which this band is so

capable of. It comes at a time when
there is a pronounced absence of

fresh and original hard rock. With

the record season's home stretch

fast approaching, Bad Company is

still best bet for rock record of the

year. Does your mama know?
- David Sokol

THE MOVE

THE BEST OF THE MOVE -
THE MOVE
\A&M SP 3625]

Time: 74:03

One of the real musical mysteries

of our time would have to be the

failure of England's Move to receive

their deserved dues on this side of

the Atlantic. Originally formed in

1966, The Move was initially made
up of musicians who had been
eeking out livings playing pubs,

clubs, and unoriginal material.

Founder Roy Wood rapidly

became the group's writing

dynamo, and with the aid of an
outrageous show which included

demolishing televisions on stage,

the Move rapidly became a major

British act. Even back then. Wood
had the capacity to write and
perform many different kinds of

material with a sophistication, wit,

insight, and sarcastic confrontation

of reality which was a rare gift

shared only by a handful of other

greats such as Ray Davies, Peter

Townshend, Lennon and Mc-
Cartney.

From their initial hit single,

"Night of Fear", a tune which
melded the classical theme of the

"1812 Overture" with rock music

and sardonic lyrics, it was apparent

to all who heard that here was a

group to be dealt with. The B-side

of that single was a frightening,

trippy song called "The Distur-

bance" which brought the schizoid

world of an unbalanced human
onto a 43 rpm record. "Night of

Fear" as well as it's follow up "I

Can Hear the Grass Grow" were

originally released in the United

States on Deram records but got

virtually no spin. The Move's

subsequent move to AfctM didn't

help much with "Flowers in the

Rain" getting only minimal airplay

despite continued top 5 action in

England.

Roy Wood's writing became
more commercial for the ensuing

singles releases and more ambitious

for the album tracks. Until The Best

of The Move, Shazam, a rock

hallmark was the group's only

album on A&M. "Fire Brigade",

"Blackberry Way", and "Bron-

tosaurus" all hit close to England's

top, but still no action stateside.

The group's only American tour

had to be aborted after only three

stops as a result of poor planning

and this was a major blow to the

Move's chances of U.S. ac-

ceptance.

It wasn't until two labels and
three records later that the Move
finally reached the American Hot

100 (with "Do Ya") and ironically it

was a) after the group had

disbanded, and b) written by Jeff

Lynne, a late addition to the

group's line up. "Do Ya" as well as

four other single sides and a

number of songs from the also

classic, cut-out-on-Capitol
Message From the Country, were
included on Split Ends, the first

post-mortum collection of Move
material to be issued in the U.S.

The 2-records-for-the-price-of-

one Best of the Move is the second

such collection, and features not

only all of the early singles but also

the group's renditions of Moby
Grape's "Hey Grandma" and a

wonderful version of James
Hanley's "Zing Went the Strings of

My Heart" sung tenderly as only

drummer Bev "Don't Mess Me Up"
Bevan can. One entire record is

devoted to the inclusion of the First

Move album, available up until now
only in the choicest of import bins.

The Move's break up has led to

the formation of the Electric Light

Orchestra, Roy Wood's Wizzard,

and the furthering of Wood's solo

career. Only Wood's brilliant

Boulders approaches the con-

sistently high musical caliber of

what was once the Move, making
The Best of the Move an even more
important and historic item. It's

about time someone got on the

Move.
— David Sokol

Eat to keep trim and healthy
If you are a college freshperson-

to-be, you are likely to put on the

pounds at school this fall.

The proximity of food, the smell,

sound, sight and taste of it and

sheer boggling bulk of it in splendid

cafeteria array— these are the cues

that will give you th urge of overeat

or eat the wrong foods.

Helping you to control that

ultimately fattening urge are the

friendly cues of hunger (so eat),

and unhunger (so stop eating).

Do choose cafeteria instead of

family-style meals so you can select

the less starchy foods; also, once

you've sat down, you 're likeely to

make the trip through the line for

seconds.

More tips for keeping trim and

healthy on campus:

Don't play the local vending

machines. If you're tempted, play

for lower calories and higher

nutrition.

Do eat breakfast; it helps keep

you from overeating at lunch and

dinner.

Do take a nutrition course if it's

offered.

Don't overdoes yourself with

vitamins; take the recommended
daily requirements.

Do try to exercise regularly or at

least make yourself walk more.

Get enough sleep; it's absolutely

necessary for mental and physical

health.

Remember to weigh yourself

before you leave for school; weigh
yourself again after you've been

there a month. If you've gained, do

something about it right away!

A FULL HOUSE OF ENTERTAINMENT

BE A WINNER

with

Live Music Wed. thru Set. 9 p.m. - 1 e.m.

•******+*-^**m*»^N»^W»^^^^^«^^»-»^.«W

Sunday - Tues. Watch all sports features scheduled in T.V. Guide

on our gigantic 4 x 6 ft. T.V. screen.
^VMM%<M%«»»^»V<^<%»M»>VV»l»^»%^V<»»>»V'^>,-

Also serving Lunch, Dinners, and Late Evening Sandwiches

Mon. - Sat. 9 a.m. to 1 a.m. Happy Hour 4 • 6 Mon. - Fri.

THE

FULL HOUSE

RESTAURANT

Sun. 11:30 a.m. to 1 a.m.

327 King Street, Rte. S

in the Hill and Dale Mall

Next to A & P
Northampton, Massachusetts

RUSSELL'S

LIQUORS,

INC.

Complete

Headquarters

DELIVERY

253-5441

Packy Supervisor

BILL RUSSELL

U. Mass. '68

- ^
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Fri.
y
Sept. 6

7:00

&
9:30 Disney Milestones:

Steamboat Willie''

"Skeleton Pance"

"Flowers and Trees,

and 3 others.

plus

"THE MONITERS!"

insane sci-fi/ starring Guy (Agarn) Stockwell, Ed Begley, Alan Arkin, Xavier

Cougat, and Everett Dirkson?!

MANAR AUD UNIV. OF MASS.
Hardee's

/
'r

**
4**/,,

"^t.

EATING PLACE

Milt 'f i

Stop in anytime

Open 24 hours a day
FINE FOOD AT FAMILY PRICES

Breakfast — Lunch — Dinner

Famous for Ice Cream since 1927

CAMPUS PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
RT. 9, AMHERST-HADLEY LINE

Photo by Steve Ruggles

The most wanted dinners on

everybody's list.

Big AIs
( hicago Style Sirloin 5.50

Th»> Dutchman's
Filet lMignon (;.!*:>

Lucky*! New York
Strip Sirloin 6.95

Jack the Kibber 5.95

Ma Barker's Skirt Steak S.75

John D's

Special Brochette

Lizzie Borden's

Chopped Sirloin

Little Caesar's

Stuffed Shrimp
Pretty Boy's

Alaskan King Crab Legs 6.50

Bonnie and Clyde

Combination 6.95

1.25

:$.75

6.25

FROM THE OLD COUNTRY

Spaghetti with

Meat Sauce {Jg
All You Can Kat

Manicotti with

Tomato Sauce :{.25

Linguini with

White Clam Sauce :t.50

Lasagna with Meat Sauce 3.95

Chicken Parmigiana 4.95

Spaghetti

with Meatballs

Spaghetti

With Sausage
Yea I Cutlet

I'armigiana

Eggplant

Parmigiana
Steak Pizzaiola

:i.50

:i.95

5.50

:i.95

5.25

and quite a Fall is lined up for you at

THE SPEAKEASY LOUNGE

The Touchables —
The Steakout's incomparable

salad and bread bar.

All dinners include salad and bread.Real Tears — Sept. 4, 5, 6, 7

Some Of My Best Friends — Sept. 11, 12, 13, 14 Help yourself to as much as you want.

That New Band in Town — Sept. 18th
Big Scream irv McGrew — Sept. 19, 20, 21

Seagull — Sept. 25
Sept. 26, 27, 28 — to be announced TFMC ffiJQCAlKffiUEJ
and coming in Oct. — Johnny Walker's Blues Band,

Chris Burke, New Orleans Jazz Band "From England", Rte. 9: University Drive

Firewater, Open Road, and more.
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EATING AROUND TOWN
Cont. from p. 81

quality, inTormai atmosphere, and
strictly seafood. Limited wine list,

featuring Paul Masson wines. On
Route 9 in Northampton center.

Rusty Scupper is fairly popular;

our biggest objection is that the

menu is printed on an oar, which
seems sort of gimmicky. But the

food and salad bar are adequate,

catering mostly to older students.

Superb bar on the second floor loft,

with quiet entertainment some
nights. On Route 9 towards
Belchertown.

The Captain's Table in North-

ampton is gaining in popularity

among Amherst folk, and the

lobster special ($3.95) comes highly

recommended. More formai than,

say, Jack August.

The Lighthouse features fresh

fish, everything from steamed

clams to lobster. Informal and
inexpensive, it's open for lunch and

dinner every day, on Route 116

towards Sunderland.

Sunderland.

The Wok, on Route 9 in Hadley,
is an Asian restaurant with an
attractive dining room with trails of
hanging plants. Chinese food (the

real thing!), and modest prices.

For Greek food, there's Zorba's
Tavern in Northampton.

Beardsley's in Northampton is

not exactly ethnic, but it has
outstanding pseudo-continental
dishes. Decorated with Aubrey
Beardsley and other art nouveau
fixtures, the specialties here are

Coquille St. Jacques and Boeuf
Bourguinon. Excellent honey ice

cream and English custard. Well-

seasoned meat and vegetables,

specializing in natural foods.

The Alamo is a Mexican
restaurant, notably a dive. Good
Mexican food, though (and
remember, it's HOT!). Dinners only,

Market St. in Northampton. Bring

your own bottle.

HOME
COOKING

ETHNIC
Goten is a hibachi style Japanese

restaurant, featuring steak and
chicken. The food is delicate and
attractive, and you certainly get

your money's worth here. You're

seated with six to eight others at a

table which doubles as a heating

element. The Japanese chef cooks
right in front of you, and his per-

formance, both visual and tactile, is

worth applause. Expect to spend
$15 per couple. On Route 116 in

When you finally come to realize

that your mother is one of the best

cooks in the world, and when you

start hunting for cuisine which even

slightly resembles hers, you might

want to try Miss Florence Diner, in

Florence (Route 9).

An area legend, it's been said

that you can't get your diploma

until you've been to Flo's. And
when you go, you'll want to go

again, that's how great it is. It's

informal (here's where you stick

your elbows on the table), low-

priced, entertaining (a trip in itself

to watch the waitresses and cooks

in action), and high quality —

Hey Students!!

Whatever your need for Liquor

• BEER (Kegt, Catet, 6-Packt)

•WINE («H Kindt)

•HARD STUFF

YOU NAME if —
WE'VE GOT IT

at

KING ST.

LIQUORS
Area's most competitive store — and you

know what that means! !

!

338 King Street

Next to Burger King

NORTHAMPTON
584-1800

(•specially the home made desserts.

Wf-ll worth the long drive, and
make sure you're good and hungry.
The menu is diverse as they come,
and every item on it is excellent.

The chef's special is perpetually a

bargain Sort of makes you wonder
why food of inferior quality is so
much more expensive elsewhere.

Directly in back of Flo's, and
sharing the same kitchen, is

Alexander's. The prices here are

about a dollar more, but you're
paying for the restaurant at-

mosphere (as opposed to the

diner), and the availability of liquor.

Not quite as good as Flo's, but

worth mentioning, is St. Regis Cafe
in Northampton (next to Sheehan's
cafe). The custom is to coat your
stomach at St. Regis (try the

Canadian meat pie), and then on to

Sheehan's for a few cold ones.

Make a Friday afternoon project out

of it.

The Bluebonnet Diner on King

St. in Northampton which has good
hot meals and sandwiches, but not

nearly the variety that Flo's offers.

Equinox, on North Pleasant St.,

is a cozy little health foods-natural

foods place. The menu changes
every day, and it's all different and
unusual.

The Lord Jeffrey is an Amherst
landmark. It's well decorated, but

we've never heard any comments
about the food. The heart of

Amherst College. We've received

positive reports on the new
Sundown Saloon bar there.

The Grist Mill, on Route 116

towards South Hadley, is Yankee
colonial food of excellent quality. A
great place to take your folks.

If you'd like to find out more
about these restaurants ... well,

you've got four years here to

discover them yourself.

Photo by Steve Ruggles

King Street Liquors
338 King Street

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

BEER
Schlitz i"

Cans Falstaff 2 Keg

Millers 12 oi. Cans Case Pabst '4 Keq

Contents

$12°o
Contents

Almaden Mt. Wine
12' 2 per cent Ale. by Vol.

Lambrusco

iKT *
"" $ 4 79 " hine :c'»» $ 449

_ ...
w | iW

Burgundy v -WW
Donel "

I Fifth
Sauterne

Rionite Chablis
Gal.

TEQUILA
100 per cent Mexican Import 80 Proof

Jose Cortez

100 per cent G.N.S. 80 Proof

Mr. Boston

Arandas

Matador
Fifth

Kappy's

Gordon's

Fifth
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ROUTE 9
HADLEY

FINE FOOD AND DRINK* 586-2510

BAKED LASAGNA

RAVIOLI

SPAGHETTI & MEATBALLS

STUFFED SHELLS

MANICOTTI

HALF BROILED CHICKEN

CHICKEN PARMIGIANA

CHICKEN CACCIATORE

EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA

STUFFED CHICKEN BREAST

BAKED SCROD Served with

VEAL & PEPPERS Spagnetti or Potato

SLICED STEAK with Mushroom Sauce

STRIP STEAK

BRACIOLA of BEEF

Beef Cutlets rolled with garlic & tomato

VEAL CUTLET PARMIGIANA

BAKED STUFFED SCALLOPS

BAKED STUFFED SHRIMP

STEAK PIZZAIOLA, MUSHROOMS, PEPPERS and TOMATOES

LAMB CHOPS

DELMONICO STEAK

FILET MIGNON

The above served with salad with house dressing.

Your student 1.0. - '1 OFF the above.

Served with

Spaghetti or Potato

Chow or Cuisine

The Best of Both

CLOSED MONDA Y — RESER VA TIONS SUGGESTED

LUNCHEON ALSO SERVED

8 great pages of budget-stretchers for smart students!
save '2

16"x 56" framed
door mirror

our reg. 4.99

Distortion-free; shatter
resistant. Hardwood frame
with pre-dritled holes
for easy mount.

sale starts Tues., Sept. 3rd
Extra spending money is getting tighter and tighter and
we at Zayre keep fighting for fabulous deals to make
the student's dollar stretch farther! Check these buys-
you'll give them Dean's List grades!

save 4.55

hi-intensity
desk lamp

Fantastik & sprayer bulletin board
32-oz , spray f\£\+ All cork board

; VQQ
on. wipe clean W*#V metal frame. *„„ r
with Fantas- „ y_^1. Easy to hang. " "*fl
tik.

our reg. 1.34 24"x 16" size. '«9 2.99

colorful mugs
Dishwasher —
safe; in red, A* $ |
green and TOT
yellow colors. our r>g. 33C

4-pc. dishdrain set
Drainer, drain- m^y
board mat, ' *

strainer and
soap dish.

1 our reg
2.59

a

q Sale in effect thru this weekend

2V2 qt. teakettle
Large spout _ _
for easy fill- |97
ing. Heats lour reg
quickly. Dec- 3.49
orator colors.

rtmont

Supplement To The
HAMPSHIRE GAZETTE
AMHERST RECORD
DAILY COLLEGIAN

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 10AM TO 10PM

HADLEY
Rt. 9 (at Amherst Town Line)



compare...then get it together now

your
choice

charge it

save '5

York digital clock radio

AM/FM with intergrated circuit; 3"

round, high-efficiency speaker; back-

.lighted clock: lighted radio dial:

built-in AFC. our reg. 24.99 19"
save $5
Realtone am/fm
clock radio
Features attractive styling, built-in

AFC. 3" dynamic front mounted
speakers and functional direct drum
tuning. Great savings, too.

our reg. 24.99

save *2

Capehart am/fm
portable radio
A full size portable with separate
volume and tone slide controls:
slide-rule tuning ; telescoping FM
antenna. Operates on battery or

electric, our reg. 21.99

save '7

Mayfair ac/dc cassette
tape recorder
Solid state. 5-push-button cassette/
cartridge recorder with volume and
tone controls, cassette eject with
spring load mechanism and remote
control microphone. Battery or electric

operation, our reg. 26.99 1Q"

VosOt

your
choice

Westclox
alarm clock
Compact, handy and super
efticient with extra bright lighted

dial and bold numerals! A must
for everyone!

our reg. 3.99 OOO

Cornwall
hot plate
Single burner hot plate with
wire heating element. 5' cord
set attached. Great for home,
dorm or office. Unique gift idea,

too! our reg. 3.99 099

^^^ save *3

Precor am/fm portable

99AC/ DC all-transistor ra-

dio with built in AFfC on
FM, built-in telescoping
antenna for FM and
built-in ferrite rod AM
antenna. Batteries and
earphone included. U.L.
listed.

14
charge it

our reg. 17.99

#AP-53

save M
Sunbeam 12-cup
percolator

Dominion
Features double element
range-type heating, element
on-off rocker switch; ad-
justable leveling leg. 1100
and 550 watt elements.

10.99

charge It

our rag. 19.99

999
our reg.

12-cup percolator brews con-
sistently good coffee every
time from 4 to 12 cups. Easy
to clean; twist-lock top;
pop-up basket. Keeps coffee
hot automatically. Stay-cool
handle A bese.

save now!
Hoover
Handivac

99
OJ

O

charge It

our reg. 21.95

Designed for quick pick-ups on
rugs, bare floors or above-floor
cleaning- Lightweight, powerful
and easy to store. Combination
rug/ floor nozzle; cerrylng strap.

save *3

Munsey 2-in-1 baker-broiler
Bakes, broils, toasts, grills!

Eesy to clean, handle and
store. Switches from baking to

broiling by turning over and
reversing the drawer.

1099
our reg. 13.99

save M
Munsey 3-qt.

com popper

399
our reg. 4.99

Family size with heat
resistsnt gless cover so
you can watch the com

Kp,
then turns over to

come a serving bowl.
Precision made and tested

for long life.

save *2
Proctor-Silex
2-slice toaster

8'
our reg. 10.99

Beeutiful end efficient;

styled to clean easily

and store compactly
S*lect-Rontc<& control

automatically adjusts
toasting time even de-
frosts Breed or reheats
toast without burning!

99

with this dynamite selection at Zayre!
tr>

Pequot® snow white
no iron sheets &j;ases
What a buy on these machine
washable, tumble dry, long wear-
ing sheets of American cotton-
polyester. Made by Springs Mills
with 130 thread count that make
'em ideal tor students. ..in price A
and easy care. our reg

72 x 104 or
twin fitted

our reg. 2.94

at least 708 sheets, 432
pkgs. cases per store -

limit 2 sheets, 2 pkg.
cases 81 x 104'' or

full fitted
our reg. 3 94

TeVift

A

(JasIwm
it

m
I

.

r%

!/S?

C&tfS&WLil*

m
pkg. of 2

matching
cases

*\

<£ /

— pkg.

our reg. 1.84 pkg.

*
save
11«-M

K
<*&

yd.

N?
r

iNs 4f^

dorm decorating fabrics

88*Novelty prints, solids, sheers in

cottons, polyesters, more to

add a bright new look to dorms

;

all weshable; 45" wide.

our reg. 99c- 1.44 yd

>

v

111

save 24* yd.

colorful decorator burlap
Jute turns your dorm into a
bright place.. .for curtains, for

walls, arts and crafts. Eleven
great colors; 36" wide.

X our reg.

V
save 1V yd.

easy to apply Kwik_Koyer®
The slickest self-adhesive vinyl
you buy by the yard to perk up
shelves, walls, more. Smart
patterns, colors. In Fabric Dept.

our reg.

save 31 c yd.

cotton prints & solids
Neat courtesy patterns plus
solids in the smartest shades
around for all your sewing
needs
wide.

Machine wash; 36
yd.

our reg. 99c yd.

bouncy pillow buys!

?

special purchase

Chatham blankets
in popular 72 x 90" size

Solids thermals, Fiberwovens®
in acrylics, polyesters. Great
buy for twin or full size beds,
slight imperfections will not
affect wear or looks, limit 2 3

V.

,

plumply filled

Kapok® bed pillows

21 x 27" cut size with Kapok •

filling for soft, comfortable
sleeping. Cotton print tick, cord
edge.
at least 480 per store - limit 2

save now!
Dacron® polyester
Red Label pillows

48
our reg. 2.99

Resilient DuPont Dacron ! poly-
ester fiberfill with colorful print

colton ticking, cord edge 21 R

27" cut size

at least 144 per store - limit 2

s
s

plastic zipper
pillow covers

Fit standard size pillows,
'zipper closure; wipe clean
with damp cloth.

J*ln end tun .i—

]49

s
r*
r«-

6

compare...you can't 10
do better than Zayre

artmGnt Store



compare. i ?
m

better than Zayre for stellar savings!
/I

>»•

s
k\\

o* '$&?

\o'o** » *** «^it*

»

save 1.30

giant size decorator
square floor cushions

save 6.11

8 1/2"x HV2" dorm size polyester rugs
Accent your room with a look of luxury and color. ..and save! This

terrific polyester rug takes plenty of hard wear and has non-skid

backing to prevent slipping and sliding. Take advantage of this great

rug buy now!

27x 27" square cush-
ions for the floor in

luxurious fabrics In-

cluding tweeds, solids,

textures, more. Plumped
with shredded urethane
foam filling for com-
fort; stunning colore. our reg. 4.99

charge it

our reg. 25.99

f**{

i-
7-

24"x 44" size
scatter rugs

2for
$5

C

THS y?.

lylon • polyester with
DMnon-skid becking ; solid

Greek key design, dia-
mond two-tone patterns,
striped shag with
brushed fringe.

/

£
/

» • •

V4" thick urethane foam to put
under rugs for superb walking ease.
Non-skid; moth proof and dust
proof; completely washable.

9'x 12' foam rug pads

99

save 4.11

8 1/2'x HV2' rugged polypropylene rugs
Handsome, long-wearing room size rug to smarten dorm
floors. Styled ofpolypropylene to take plenty of hard wear
and stay beautiful. Skid resistant backing prevents slip-
ping. Colors to turn every student on.

charge it

our reg. 19.99

save 1 .93

Bates "House of Windsor" throw
style no-iron ribbed bedspread

\\

p**^

1

our reg. 8.59

Twin*size cotton-rayon
machine wash, dry
Simple styling in

splashy colors of gold
red. green , orange

blue.

save now
36" length tier curtain
and valance sets
Add a bright note to your dorm
windows with these tier-valance

sets. Spirited prints, solids, nov-
elties in Kodel® polyester-Avril®
rayon, Dacron® polyester ninon,
Fiberglas® in wash fast colors.

set

our reg. 1.99 set

budget buy curtain rods
single curtain rods: for windows COC
28" to 48" wide; sturdy and ^V
durable.

7/16" round rubber end rods: for QQC
windows 28"x 48" wide; white or ~ ^
brass. .,-.«' <?'p"^i 9£vS£':

1
, /ILlUi

3*9

,\ ",\\

C°n n°corduroyhCotton cm ^.^
orln

Hded urethane
shreddeo ^eo,

buUOIL contour
tortabW

com
srn art

shaped m
colors.

our reg-

from a famous mill...

no-iron washable bedspreads
Slight irregulars won't affect the
wear and good looks of these
polyester • cotton throw style ,

spreads. Styled with rounded •—
corners, hemmed edges and soil

release finish in choice prints. if perfect 8.99 ea

save now!
giant 20" bolster pillow*
8" diameter with shredded
urethane foam filling for
ultra comfort! Great look*
ing prints or solids for

every student's taste.

our reg. 1.99

l*i.'"*fi

v4R*

uMtf'

fflPBfc

•3E3R

save now!
Cannon®
terry bath
ensembles

29

'<££r. ^st^;

i-£*

-SC32 J?*3**3
K\\

bath
our reg
1.69

Thick, thirsty cotton terry

towels and face cloths Ins
rainbow of colors to mix
and match for your bothroom

.

hand
our teg. 1.00

face doth
our reg.

A**^

quilted bed pillow covers

Tum a bed pillow into s decorator
lounger with one of these bed
Eillow covers. Elegant quilted
edspead fabrics in striking

colors with concealed zipper
closure. Buy now and save!

novelty leisure pillows

~19Shredded urethane foam filled

with bright print covers. Use
'em everywhere to add color
to your dorm.

ea.

The Discount Department Store



students... get wise to hand-pickedw n

10

"•""aw* 1??9W» wiO<*

4-shelf walnut
finish bookcase

full function

electronic calculator
Price Break! Great new low

price on this full 8-digit display

model. Featuring add, subtract,

divide and multiply in an
instant! Famous name quality

and dependability.

UNhnEX mo h.irKiy 80

J f I 3 H 9 3

charge it

n in

Adjustable metal shelves and
rugged standards for durabil-

ity. Assembles easily.

EIBtW^

'?3HSG 7

CJLJAKEIF1

.

save 6.11

adjustable
5-shelf hutch

save $10 '

A.P.F. Mark VI electronic

pocket calculator
Pocket size portable features extra large

8-digit fluorescent display. Operates on

batteries or with AC adaptor (both

included). Carry case. charge it

our reg. $59

our reg. 18.99

Rich wood grain finish on
sturdy steel. Shelves adjust.

60" high by 24" wide. Comes
ready for assembly.

save '8 ~.. ..

Underwood 378 typewriter by Ohvett]

charge it

our reg. 54.88

Full-featured manual has key set

tabs, basket shift, 2-color ribbon

and full-size 86-character keyboard

All the features of much higher

priced models S

save •5

Kodak Pocket 20
Instamatic® color outfit
No adjustment* I Just
aim and shoot! For
color prints and slfdas

and black-whits prints.

Camera, Kodecolor film,

and Hash cubs.
23

3
the country's top
stereo hits!

97
B-track tap**..."*

John Denver, Elvis Presley.
David Bowia, Steely Dan, Tha
Haywoods, Edgar Wlntar, moral

stereo Ip & 8-track

tape specials!

37
aach Ip

8-track tapes...»
Pick Pink Floyd. Anna Murray,
Scott Joplln, Hues Corporation,
Main Ingradiant. Guaaa Who,
and many mora!

3:

our rag.

recording tape
Zayra brand 90-minuta *| 79
quality atarao tapa. our ra

O60 cassette tape
Zayra brand SO-m Inula TFO< ^--^
quality racording tapa. # our rag. |1

Kodak Super 8
color movie film

216
stock up prica!^ ^ 2M

Kodak C-126-12
Instamatic® affe /•

color film 96
our rag. 1.18

12 vibrant color
prints par roll. Coma sava!

Kodak C135-20
color film

20 baautilul
color print*

for 35 mm
camaras. Qraat
savings prica.

116
our rag. 1.58

buys that are really hard to beat!
save 15.99

ZBYRG 12" <*•*»"•'>

100% solid state
portable television

$
All-channel UHF-VHF
portabla has slide
volume control, rock-
er on-off switch, up-
front sound and ear-
phone. Carry handle
for cportability. charge it

our reg. 84.99

\tk

save 24.99

4.9 cu.ft. compact
refrigerator

and freezer

charge it

our reg. 139.99

Full-width freezer with push-
button defrost. Adjustabie
cold control; full width
vegetable bin, deep door
storage; slide-out shelves.

turf*

underbed storage chest
Wood grain finish; close fitting lid; handles

35"x 18"x 6'*

extra roomy storage chest
Wood grain and floral finish; extra sturdy.

28"x 16 1 "x 12 1

rugged 4-drawer chest
Plastic drawer glide; metal frame: sturdy.

99

£^k^fe*stereo
8-track tape player

Features auto or manual
program changer, lighted

channel indicators. 14"

high speaker enclosures;
separate function con-
trols.

4999
charge it

save 10.99

compact refrigerator

with ice cube storage

stainless steel

flatware special

4 for

Choose teaspoons, soup-
spoons, torks and ser^*
rated knives. Heavy

m

weight.

save *1

folding indoor
aluminum dryer

our reg 5 99

9 dowels for drying
space No-rust, sturdy
aluminum Lightweight.

save now:
wood framed
reproductions

Space-saver portable

has ice cube tray, deep
door storage. UL ap-
proved. Rich copper-
tone with walnut grain

door.

79
charge it

our reg. 89.99

save 1.90
Mad Mod latex paint
'or your latest whim!

our reg. 2 49

Brighten the dorm with
authentic repros ol as-
sorted subjects.

Solar 19V2" high stereo

speaker system
Handsome walnut finish cabinets with

6Vi" woofer for full range. Complete
with jacks and lead wire.

compare...you can't

do better than Zayre

9«<.

our "»9 8.49

saSBS °ur '•9. 99c

"v.v
7

.'nd
o,
ir* a*

The Discount Department Store
C-77 page 6



Bicycle
playing cards

2 (or 99*
Quality made playing
cards. Pick up a pack
and a spare!
limit 2 packs.

save 99*

typing paper

2ter99*
our reg. 99c Men

200 ct. typing paper at
super savings,
limit 2.

save 48*

Sure 9-oz.
anti-perspirant

99*
our reg. 1.47

Aerosol in your choice
of regular or unscented

limit 2.

save 79*

Q-Tips 170s

2 for 99*
our reg. 89c ea.

Famous cotton swabs
for many home uses,

limit 4.

Bic stick pens

10 for 99*
our reg. 16c ea.

Get reedy for school
and home at this low
price, limit 10.

7T
Clairol herbal
12 oz. shampoo

99*
our reg. 1.60

Great natural shampoo
at greet savings,

limit 2.

save 60*

wirebound
notebook

99*
our reg. 1.49

200 ct. notebook et
just-in-time savings.

1.09

Clairol Herbal
creme rinse

2 for 99*
our reg. 1.04 ea.

Big savings on this
famous creme rinse.

8 oz. limit 2.

save S3*

Tampax 40's

99*
our rag. 1.52

Famous absorbent
Tampax in regular or
super, limit 2.

70*

Listerine

antiseptic

99*
om rag. 1.69

Big 32-oz. state. Greet
mouthwash, %
ings. limit 2.

inshsprmg

irishscrmg

irish spring

irish spring

irish spring

Irish Spring
5-oz. soap

5 for 99*
our rag. 27c ee.

At this low price buy
several.

limit 5.

6^ envelopes

3for99*
our rag. 49c as.

100 count. Great for
home or office,

limit 3.

laws*

J2&

Summer's Eve
twin pak

2 for 99*
our reg. 94c ee.

Liquid douche. 4Vi
oz. size.; each
container, limit 2.

10" 50-ct.

envelopes

3 for99*
our reg. 49c ea.

Greet for home or
office use. Stock up.

limit 3.

%M
Vaseline
bath beads

2 for 99*
our rag. 1.04 ee.

Vaseline Intensive Care
beads In 18-oz. size,

limit 2.

big 10-count
#2 pencils

4 pak. 99*
our rag. 41c pk.

#2 medium lead pen-
cils for home, school!
Hurry! limit 4.

Barbasol
shave cream

4 for 99*
our rag. 69c each

11-oz. size. Fomous-
for -comfort shaving
cream limit 4._____

Crest
toothpaste

2 fo, 99*
our reg. 72c ee.

Regular or mint flavor.
5-oz. tube.

limit 2.

save 95*

Band-Aid
brand strips

2 for 99*
our reg. 97c ea

Band aid bandages;
70 to a peck

limit 2.

J&J 16-oz.
baby oil

99*
our reg. 1.67

Great for babying skin
at any age.

limit 2.

our rag. 1.19

Disposable butane light-
er for hundreds of
lights, limit 2

save 85*

Flair pens

4 for 99*
our reg. 41c ea.

Point guard; assorted
colors for many uses,

limit 4.

babv
powVJer

save 88*

J&J baby
powder

99*
our reg. 1.67

Large 24-oz. size. Great
for all the family,

limit 2.

save 54*

composition
books

3 for 99*
our reg. 51c ea.

80 sheets per book.
Stock up and save,

limit 3.

o»a

compare...you can't
do better than Zayre H

The Discount Department Store
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every hour on the hour...
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2 - Mt. Farms Mall Back to School

entertainment/emporium

dance*drink»dine
# #

i

L
\

MSCCTHEOI Jl ooo

happyj^ur: **»£&
4=30-6:3CKRLL DRIflK/ Prices

route 9 -hadley-mass.
tel. (413) 584-9080

BoMM/dmm
PLAID SUITINGS

PLAID & CHECK
* COORDINATES

"KASHLANA"
* PLAIDS & SOLIDS

• BRUSHED PLAIDS

100% orlons and 100% acry-

lics. Machine washable 54"/
56" wide. Just right for suits,

dresse? and sportswear.

VALUES TO $4.29 YARD

1 2S9

EASY CARE
* COORDINATES

CHIVAS
• BRUSHED PLAIDS

• CASCADE PLAIDS

Woolen/polyester blends. Ma-
chine wash Easy Cares and
Cascades. 54"/56" wide. Easy
Cares are Scotch-guarded.

VALUES TO $4.49 YARD.

3#
POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
• FANCIES * PLAIDS * STRIPES

• COORDINATES # JACQUARDS

Colorful knit designs on 100% polyester and
polyester/silk blends. Machine wash, tumble dry.

bS"/60" wide

VALUES TO $5.98 YD. * SAVE TO $3.48 YD.

2*
$5

CLEARANCE
1

adS0-FR0
FABRICS
always first qualify fabrics

PLAID & STRIPE SUITINGS, DAN RIV-
ER SEERSUCKER and FANCY SINGLE
KNITS. Machine washable sports, dress

and party fabrics. Cotton, acrylic, poly-
ester blends. 44"/60" wide.

VALUES TO $3 98 YARD

>« • «• • >• »

»

•Wyd.

HOUSE OF VISION
1stANNUAL

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE
FOR THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER ONLY!

(NOT TO BE REPEATED)

Mr. Forms Moll Bock to School - 3

FRAMES
BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY

GOLD SOLDERING all these
CONTACT LENS POLISHING services
PLASTIC LENS TINTING are available

MOST LENSES GROUND while you wait

'For people who value their vision."

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL. HADLEY. MASS. 584-8324

shiNy

pLqce wheR£
CLEVCf- yoUNCzr

haiRcuilkrs k*/ow

jMst How youR ftAir

should IS&kI

His o*h£r cut
srarts Af $7.00

BEAUTY SALON
584-0111

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley"

assesscABD,GANS

, knit PANTS
Save or, <r.ese

W«-
' sUseve ca-

rt g9 --—

9.99
OrtQ. 15.00 & 16-00

Fall.
Famous m-»

s Mi L sizes,

dlgan;
assorted color* . „

OriO.
«-00.NO^

•

5to13.

-tot. "*• 9 " Jr '

Sportswear.

PEERLESS

?S2n2nWBIBBED TU

onlv-.

ree„, be«je. came
siies .

«e. <•*.— "'^
Sportswear.
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usrtn houjzons

\ $2 0FF any purchase

$10 or more

Bring your ad - thru Sept 30

Indian Clothing & Fabrics

Oriental Rugs
Handcrafted Furniture

Brass & Wood Gifts

Incense & Waterpipes

Get-Acquainted

Offer!
Eattem 3iauzattd

Mt. Farms Mall
10 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Rte. 9, Hadley

campus stripes
A. Multi-color striped cardigan.
Acrylic/polyester blend. S-M-L $18. Long
sleeve turtleneck sweater. All acrylic. S-M-L.
$12. Belted, cuffed trousers. 100% chino. Sizes
5-13. $16.

B. Earth-tone multi diagonal stripe blouse.
Belted, button-front, cuff-sleeves, Polyester/
acrylic/ silk blend. S-M-L. $18. Cuffless tweed
slacks with tab belt. Rayon blend. Sizes 5-13
$20.

Just two colorful combos from our ex-
tensive back-to-campus collection.

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL, Hadley, Mass.

Open Monday thru Saturday Nights til 9:30

We've arrived! Yes, the new
Bonanza at Mt. Farms Mall, Rte.

9, Hadley is now open. We're
proud to be part of Hampshire
County. Our restaurant is ideal
for a family community such as
this. At Bonanza, you'll find you
get a lot more than you pay for.

You'll love it.

Mt. Farms Mall Back to School - 5

Mlllli'lfllHll^Hlllli^te MOUITAM IAMS DM1
oim i-tuauT. MASS

'B)A

STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS
NOW ON SALE AT OUR BOX OFFICE
WE BRING YOU THE BEST IN ENTERTAINMENT AND A

WAY TO SAVE MONEY AT THE SAME TIME

u COME ON OUT ANV JOIN IN TNE TUN!

&Wt€!&&mwm ^entertainment.
•TWI LITE HOUR' IS DAILY AND IS THE HALF-HOUR • is the PERFECT GIFT I

PERIOO JUSr PRIOR TO THE LATE AFTERNOON OR • rit r „ , ,
EARLY EVENING FEATURE DURING THIS HALF HOUR *,

W wn,l,ciIM '• «*»Y*
^ANY ADULT MAY ATTEND FOR ONLY $1.25 4 I »«ilabl« it OUT Boxoffice

We're Lowering the

Cost of Loving

Puppy Center

10% off with valid student I.D.s

Good thru Sept. 30, 1974

339 Russell Street (Route 9)
Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, Massachusetts 01035
Phone (413) 586-1277
Temporary Dwelling of the

Fineet

AKC Puppies in Town.

Tropical Fish
Birds

I

All Pet Supplies
SNIP N' DIP

| Professional Dog Grooming

THE CHEESE BARN
AT MT. FARMS MALL

CHRISTMAS BOXES, BASKETS, CHEESE BOARDS
GOURMET FOODS, AND CHEESE BALIS.

KING CHRISTIAN (danbo)

JARLSBER6

PORT WINE

BOURSIN

CAMEMBERT (8 02.)

CHEESE
SALE

1
4v
vv
1
4V
1"ea.

29
ea.

Also:

COFFEE BEANS

HAAGEN-DASZ

TEAS

SPICES

96 FEET OF CHEESE ON DISPLAY

LIBERTY BAKERY
Special This Week

Assorted

DANISH PASTRY

6*65* Reg. 6 for 84 c

Your Choice of

Maple, Cinnamon, Butterfly, Lemon, Raspberry or Meltaway

J

mountain forms mrai C7^
Route 9, Hadley ^ "

READiscover The World
This Season.

AESOP'S FABLES retold by B.Sanders.

Illustrated with 30 plates in full color for

ages 5-10. Only $1.49
1

GREAT RESTAURANTS COOK-
BOOK. U.S.A. 266 easy-to-follow

recipes of top chefs across the country.

Only $1.00

Kermit Schafer's THE BEST OF
BLOOPERS. Hilarious collection of

the most famous on-the air accidents.

Only $1.49

WILD FLOWERS OF AMERICA ed
by H. W. Ricketi. 400 flowers in full color

from paintings by Dorothy Falcon Piatt.

Publisher's overstock.

Pub. at $15,00 Only $6.98

FRIDAY THE RABBI SLEPT LATE
by Harry Kemelman. The bestseller that in-

troduced super sleuth Rabbi David Small

to mystery lovers everywhere. Publisher's

overstock.

Pub. at $4.95 Only $1.49

. . . and many, many more
bargains in hardcover books.

©General Nutrition
Centers

Thousands nt paperbacks delayed
in 14 > ategi '»•«. Fiction

Westerns Science fiction Af an

lasy Mystery Gothic A
Roman, c Biography Hislocv A
Politic al Sc iem e Psyc hology

Sociology Philosophy A Religion

IHiM.iti.Mi Poetry Drama
film Art A Photography Music

language Travel Humor
Outlines Notes t (Hiking

Occult Children y Science A
Nature Sports Games A Pas

times Hobbies A C rails Main

lenarscr A Repairs Gardening

Health A Yoga Business I conom
us A law General Non-fiction

literary Criticism

SAVE MONEY ON VITAMINS
AND HEALTH FOODS

c^mounbfiin Forms mnn

paperback
booksmith

Dedicated to

the fine art

of browsing

._>y

$Z PRICE ANYWHERE' ^YW Z*.

(fit GNC , LIMI1 GNcfffi

59
IJumbo Prunes!
5$: LARGE 25 35 SIZE

"~ "

|3 1 LB BAGS

t
« REG. SM i

fi^jiTi itt*J4

'J* GNC
VALUABLE GNC COUPON

Seedless
HlrajSfl

GNcgd

i
n Raisins 2/88c

c ,||»? THOMPSON VARIETY / **%* tt [\

*Z 8 0Z BAGS REG. 59tf £>-

ife
' GNcfffi

X> I II II ,£*>''

I 1 ^
II Valuable GNC Coupon \ Valuable GNC Coupon

]
rf*,^"

^*'*'"
TE

el£!£~i£e!2* 'Dairy f\~ whole grain •-

8SK? S3"»* BREAD

J iwVALUABLE GNC COUPON

*^ • *•<•> ttwuca of flaw*. t i Ma t
I t >MiT ONI

j
UWiT ONE I•»" — — ••-»»- — aaahaaaa taaaaaaaaaa •

k

45' s

<H2^
VI

GOLDEN HARVEST
RECIPE BOOK
95g VALUi

1 1 mi r t

* - - * * J- J*--*---~ii it H afi

—• I
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VALUABLE COUPON

JhH ftpttftc.

WELCOMES YOU BACK!
to

The Newest and most modern
electronic game room in town. Bring

your friends, your date and your

family.

1 FREE Game" per person
with this coupon. Good

Sept. 3, 4, 5 A 8

* with tmw inceptions

Open 7 days a week at 1 1 a.m. Sun. at 1 p.m.

i

i

i

i

i

f«rtf
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL. HADLEY

FOR
FALL

SOCKS 4

SANDJUS

WE KNEW IT, AND NOW KENT STATE AGREES
"The most desirage weight reduction programs include e\ercise. Diet alone may achieve a
reduction in skinfold and girth measurements, but a combination of exercise and diet has
produced more desirable changes in body composition, according to a study at Kent State
University reported by William Z. Zuti and Laurence A. Goulding."

Reported in

Consumers'
Research Magazine,

August, 1974 -

The Consumers'
Observation

Post.

Gloria Stevens Figure Salons have always maintained that diet and exercise is the basic key
to weight loss and control. Our M.E.D. method, Motivation, Exercise and Diet, has workedfor
thousands of women, even when other methods have failed.

Try our special, 2 weeks for $10, and decide for yourself.

Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley

584-0105

Fffffia back to school partq.

/
\\

&*•

«mm»Nc» M THE mfl
™«"'

»&£&nX *DD*KS
' «nd

^W,N
Nyo^ ON «C««D

*** or a nlah*
te'm P°Pei

<*« UcmtD
-

-J*"" * ISO *»~.
{

JEANS AND SLACKS ARE IN

HAT LET YOU BE WHAT YOU ARE.

w met

OUR JEANS AND SLACKS ARE IN

STYLES THAT LET YOU BE WHAT YOU

fTIAKES JEANS
WITH EVERY BODY IN miND.

^^ -^\\ -sSil^TEM j}ri/cJiei
Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.

Pizza
forthe

Teacher!

Papa Gino has something a whole lot tastier than an apple to give

your teacher.

It's a "Pizza for the Teacher" gift certificate. It gives your teacher a

free slice ofPapa's delicious pizza (or 50^ offone of his large pizzas)!

And it even tells the teacher how to take your class to Papa Gino's for

Pizza School.

So come into any participating Papa Gino's and get a "Pizza for the

Teacher" gift certificate. It's free with any purchase until

September 15, 1974.

Papas got a nice surprise

for everyone who isn't a teacher, too:

SO* offa large pizza!

50c

This coupon is worth 50< toward the purchase of
one large (family size I pizza at participating Papa
Gino's Restaurants up to the date of expiration.
Limit: one coupon per large pizza purchase.
Cash value: 1/100 cent. Papa Gino's of America,
Inc., Needham, Mass. 02194.

^ w » it, -w - *^**\'CS$ Expires. September 15, 1974

Here's the nearest of

Papa Gino's Restaurants:

Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley /

Springdale Mall, Springfield
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DORM
HIGH WEDGE

GRANNY
CROSSBAND
SANDAL

g41
reg.

7.99

SALE Woolen
^^ m̂m m̂m

Satisfaction Guaranteed • Replacement or Money Refunded

SAVf

WO/WEA/'S

LEATHER SANDAL
99

Genuine
leather

uppers with

wedge heel.

EN'S & BOYS
NBA

BASKETBALL
SHOES
$799 CHARGE

IT!

WOOLCO
AUTOMOTIVE

CENTER

BICYCLE
RACK

BARDAHL OIL

ADDITIVES1« *1

"reduces friction ond wear

for a smoother, quieter,

more economical engine

performance".

WOOLCO

BRAKE SPECIAL

White vinyl covered rack

prevents scratching of

bikes. Carries I or 2 bikes.

COMPLETE OVERHAUL

A088 '•

•i^^^^^^^ THIS WEEK
^^mr Mr D,g* only

HERE $ WHAT WE DO ON All 4 WHEELS:
• IrutoM premium broke lining* • tebuild wheel cylinder*

• Resurface drum* • Replace broke hordwore

AND MORE:
• Bleed, f!u*h, refill *y«tem • ln»pec» mo*ter cylinder

* Repack front wheel bearings

GUARANTEED 30,000 MILES

ItakXMIMl Itmnqt ond pods no rhorge m cott of early w«or out Irutollotion (horgt txfro.

DISC BRAKE SERVICE

MEN'S JEANS
STRAIGHT LEG
& FLARES

SS^= 7

HEAVY-DUTY
DENIMS

GOOD FOR GUYS
& GIRLS!
BUY YOUR JEANS
NOW, WHILE
PRICES ARE
ESPECIALLY
LOW FOR
STUDENTS!

Mt. Farms Mall Back to School - 9

Waalcn
Satisfaction Guaranteed • Replacement or Money Refunded DORM SALE

DON'T RENT IT! BUY IT!

(AND SAVE)

5 cu. ft.

REFRIGERATOR
$11995

WALNUT -129.95

2.2 CU. FT.

REFRIGERATOR

$119

• Beautiful Walnut Grain finish on top

and door.

• Chrome handle

• 5 cu. ft. capacity

• 20" wide, 34" high, 23 1/2" deep
• Top freezer • Bottom Crisper • Interior light

• All steel cabinet

• Space saver shelf on door

• Magnetic door gasket

• 5 year guarantee on

compressor ^v

95
Shipping weight 78 lbs

gross

• freezer dept. • 2 large

ice cube trays • adjustable
thermostat.

U

'(fttttmmun,h.?ART$
M

TOP 10 ALBUMS
BACK HOME AGAIN - John Denver

CARIBOU -

Elton John rft^feTA
THE STING 3>0#y
DIAMOND DOGS - ^ reg. 5.12

David Bowie

*R*$

'Qk^

.A£f • JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH -

Rick Wakeman
• SUNDOWN - Gordon Lightfoot

• JOHN DENVER'S GREATEST HITS
• BUDDAH & THE CHOCOLATE BOX - Cat Stevens

AND LOTS MORE
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SaMdaptionGuaranteed • Replacement or Money Refunded

mountain forms mnn [7J^
337 lusstll St., loutt 9, Hadlty

BACK-TO- ( OLLEGE SAL
SERTA QUILT DELUXE
TWIN SIZE MATTRESS

AND BOX SPRING
97

ALSO AVAILABLE
FRAME - $11.95

for W reg. 4.97

FULL, FLAT or FITTED
MATCHING 42x36" Q27

pkg. of 2

DOOR
MIRROR

reg. 3.97

14" x 50" mirror

with hardwood
frame and dis-

tortion free mir-

ror is ideal to

hang on door.

6'x9'&
8V2' X 11V2'

Rugs

VALUES UP TO 36.66

ALL IMPERFECT
AVAILABLE IN GOLD
AVOCADO, BLUE, RED,
ORANGE.

BUCKET
Of

SPONGES

pail filled with 10 or more
sponges

20"x2B"
PILLOW
SPECIAL!

YOUR
CHOICE

• FOAM CORE
• POLY FI3ER
FILL
• FEATHER
FILLED

BEAN BAG
CHAIR

Satisfaction Gu»r«rrt»ed • Replacement or Mo

mouncnm Forms mnn
337 timed St., Route t, Modley

Tough supported vinyl with hundreds
of beads inside to support and comfort
you. Wiggle into one today ... you'll

love it. And your budgetll love
Woolcos low price. Black, white,
yellow, or green.

MUSHROOM
LAMP

Mod accent desk lamps in

assorted colors: purple,

yellow, green & black.

reg. 3.77 reg. 3.99

>**.

<^M

foam mattresses
of polyurethane foam

assorted sizes
and thicknesses

TWIGGY

FLOOR
LAMP

TWIN 39"x76"

2 7.97
3" 11.97
4" 15.97

Also Available
1"& 5' Thickness

FULL 64x76a

10.77
15.97
20.97

Also Available
1" A 5" Thickness

X
24"x76" 30"x76"

3" Thickness 7.47 3" Thickness 9.67

4" Thickness9.97 4" Thickness 1 2.37

light-odorless-comfortable - wear longer - economical-
non-allergenic.

•All Chrome
• 6" Dia.

• Adjusts

from 27"-54"

AUDITION
AM/FM DIGITAL

solid state radio with wake up
music feature.

HAPPY HOME
STEAM &
DRY IRON

PARSON'S
TABLES

Durable plastic parson's tables
in 16" x 16" x 16" size.
Assorted colors.

WESTCLOX
ALARM CLOCK

$

Sleep an extra 5 or 10
minutes after the alarm goes
off. Sweep second hand,
easy-read dial.

shredded foam
non-allergenic foam for pillows, dolls, etc.

Ideal for home and hobby work.

1 lb. bag

CUSHIONS
22"x22"x2" 2.27

22"x22"x4" 3.97

BATH TOWELS

• 22" x 44"

• Assorted Colors

• Slightly Irregular

BOX PILLOWS

HEAVY-DUTY
IRONING BOARD

12"x12"x2 1/2
"

14"x14"x2 1/2
"

round or
square

round or
square

Features finger lift height ad-
justment 2V2 " to 36", non-
maring leg tips, vent top.

reg. 5.17

Bucket
Bedrest
Cotton Cover

v

Non-Allergenic

66
reg. 4.44

BURLAP

• 100% jute • 36" wide
• 8 Colors to choose from

100% ACRYLIC
PRINT BLANKETS

$Q97
reg. 6.97

• size - 72" x 90"
• Fits twin or full bed

Yashica Tt ***«*°'

SLR 35MW camera

r t»o

'•->

YASHICA

r

/''A

AMF26"
10-SPEED

MEN'S
BIKE

X
0>* I ^^^

. „e RPtlex viewfinder. Thru-

Ultra-fast '^^ffead-out system. In-

tne-lens fP°e
surV setting speeds,

t in it p range w
Interchangeable

ton*-

am
racing handle bars;

caliper brakes; racing

seat; black side wall

tires.

LCO

10% off
ALL DARKROOM
ACCESSORIES

with this coupon
Expires Oct. 1, 1974

SAVE THIS COUPON

WE HA VE

DARKROOM
ACCESSORIES

• PAPERS
• CHEMICALS
• TIMERS
• DRYERS
• STORAGE

BOTTLES
• LIGHTS

UKbon
Steel

T-2000
TENNIS
RACKET

reg.

39.99

Astro bow frame air

resistance. Crown
and spiral wrap. A
great steel racket

bargain.

Converse
Sneakers

reg. 13.99

high tops and
low toos

Dorm Plants • Arelias

• Philodendrons
• wandering Jews
• Purple passion
• lots more

S*
.\t"*N<,

OffCl*l ftfir

}SPALDING

WILT CHAMBERLAIN

BASKETBALL

544

•*.

?*«**;;•:-•:

OFFICIAL

NFL FOOTBALL

reg. 24.99

r
WILSON

YELLOW A WHITE

TENNIS
BALLS

reg. 2.49

\
3 balls in a can

WIGWAM
GYM SOCKS

$1
I reg. 1.59

50% wool - 50% cotton

• • • • • •

GYM SHORTS
$217

reg. 2.79

0% cotton

UNPAINTED
FURNITURE

3-SHELF
BOOKCASE
$-1 -147

3-DRAWER

AND MORE!

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

B&WTV

• 12" screen
• UHF/VHF receiver
• earphones & jack
• 74 sq. inches
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SatisfactionGuaranteed • Replacement or Money Refunded

r
Utility Shelves

$488
4 Shelves

Silvertone 10" x 30" x 60"

SQ97
5 Shelves 9

Harvest Gold Shelves
36" x 12" x 60" high

sp«fe
Unisonic 890

POCKET
CALCULATOR

95

PEPSI
16 oz.

6 pack

}Wi iMi ^^k ^^P

fS]97

29

SMITH CORONA
ELECTRIC CORONET

TYPEWRITER
• Electric carriage return

• 12" Carriage

Percentage function,
constant factor, floating

decimal. Works on
batteries or house
current. With case &
batteries. 8-digit capacity.

15997

reg. 219.97

BULLETIN BOARD

1/3
OFF- 1M U *fv

Um/f4
reg. f.23

note

3-Subject
Notebooks

4 $
for

400 cr.

FILLER
PAPER

57*

18"x24" 24" x 36"

J7
reg. 3.99

097 497
reg. 6.97

FLAIR PENS

,o99c

reg. 49c

S/C PENS
7 asst. colors

58*
reg. 99c WW

GLASS
ASHTRAYS

for

%"x800

Ce//o

Tape

6 for99

LOCKE/?
Metal covered ^^#%-w
Wood frame QJ/
with large trunk JJ
lock & draw bolts ^# re9 t3 -47

!

WHITMAN
PLAYING
CARDS

for

reg. 3 lor $1

12 oz. Cameco
Farmer Style

SALAMI

1 LB. DANISH
SLICED, CANNED

BACON 2 Drawer

4 Drawer

beef & pork reg. 1.47

CLAMP-ON
LIGHT

REFLECTOR
97
4W

$097^ aw
UL Approved

r".

reg. 1.47

CRICKET
LIGHTER

Disposable
Butane Lighter

from Gillette

FILE CABINETS 1

Great buy for home or office.

Smart looking file in

decorator style, in black &
walnut and is lockable to

keep papers safe. The 2
drawer file is 29': H x 15" W x
18" D

4 DRAWER - 52" H x 15" W x 18" D

—
-MM
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DOM SME
Wanicn

12 OUNCE
WINDEX

with sprayer

W For I
reg. 47*

great for cleaning
everything

MASKING
TAPE

2 F„88«

20 CT.
HEAVY-DUTY

TRASH
BAGS

97*
reg. 1.64

CHARMIN
Toilet Tissue

2 pkg.
for

$1

10" TEFLON

FRY PAN
97*

• non-stick frying

• no-scour clean-up

4 rolls in each pkg.

reg. 59*

Limit 4 per customer

NORTHERN
PAPER
TOWELS

W For

reg. 48*ea.
' Limit 6 pw cuttomw

/

7-PIECE ALUMINUM
COOKWARE SET

genuine porcelain
on aluminum
no-stick interior 997

KITCHEN
GADGET
ASST.

4 $
For 1

reg. 88*

• beater & whipper
• measuring spoons
• cheese sheer • chopper/slicer
• steak knives • pastry blender

SINGLE & DOUBLE BURNER
HOT PLATES

$T77
SINGLE BURNER

$11 97
DOUBLE BURNER

watt, steel covered unit, white. 5'

cord.

JOE NAMAT

H

HAMILTON BEACH
CORN POPPER
$1077

reg. 11.88
he "butter-up" corn popper

butters as it pops. 4 qt. cover
doubles as a serving bowl.
'Separator eliminates unpopped
corn.

MUSTS foryour NEW APARTMENT

100 C7.^
PAPER
PLA TES

2 $
FOR

rag. 77- aa. "*""1
Limit

10 oz.
TUMBLERS
12 $-147
FOR |

rag. 97'

%" LABEL MAKER
TAPE
77*f f reg. 97-

PLASTIC
DECORATED

WASTE
BASKET

\L

so cr.

7 OZ. SIZE
STYROFOAM

CUPS
3 $

FOR
reg. 39*

97 reg. 1.37

• 14 qt.

• 11 "x14"
• Green, Gold, Chocolate

15 QUART
PLASTIC
BUCKET

99

32 oz.

FANTASTIC
SPRAY

CLEANER
WITH SPRAY GUN

reg. 1.17

ASSORTED
ALUMINUM
COOKWARE

97 *
reg. 1.27

•Twin Spout
• Tilt Bail, Handle
• 13"x11"

Your
Choice

$H27
1

Assortment consists of tea kettle, 2-

piece sauce pan, 4 quart covered
sauce pan, 7 cup percolator, look &
see cake pan, and many others.
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/ B^cK to School i^
4r^fcVERV^^GTHrv NEto

0A|£
Big Savings

for girls

FOR GIRLS

7 TO 14

long sleeve

rib knit

polos

291

Girls' great
looking long sleeve,

rib knit turtleneck

polos Made of

50% polyester, and
50% cotton fabrics.

In white, navy,
hunter, berry, and
gold Sizes 7 to 14,

save 1.98

boy's perm press

slacks

$5
reg 6 98

Famous maker flared slacks in plain

bottom and cuffed models All

permanent p,«*ss polyester blend

fabrics In solids and fancies Also,

100°o poiye*"»r knits Regulars and
shms Si/esB to 18

Boys' Perm Press Sport Shirts

Polyester cotton permanent press blend never
needs ironing Long sleeve styles in solid colors
and fancy patterns Sizes 8 to 18

Boys' Famous Knit Shirts
Long sleeve, famous maker knit shirts in collar,

crewneck and turtleneck styles Solid colors and
fancy patterns Sizes 8 to 18

save on boys'

100% acrylic

sweaters

sale! 5
reg

5 98

100°n acrylic sweaters in

crewneck. turtleneck and
cardigan styles In a variety of

Fall colors Sizes s. m, I

COLGATE
SHAVING CREAM

2/M reg. 63*

Irish Spring

Soap
3 oz. size

5/87*reg. 27*

BRECK
SHAMPOO

15 oz. size

1.29reg. 1.73

save on girts'

n shell

SAVE 4.10

reg. 15.98

Heavyweight nylon

outer shell. Polyester

filled quilt lining.

Four pockets, inside

zipper, button front,

plus a quilt lined

hood with simulated

fur trim. Navy, red,

and green. Sizes 7 to

14.

big savings

on girls' flame retardant

SAVE
1.32

reg. 5.38

Flannel flame
retardant long

gown and pajamas

in pretty floral

prints. Smocked
yoke and cuffs.

Sizes 8 to 14.

Crest
7 OZ. size

2/ Ia99ref.tr

SOFT & DRI
12 oz. size

99*reg. 1.96

NOXZEMA
6 oz. size

89*reg. 1.25

put to Sch°bl J**
4*$
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HOODED

SWEATSHIRTS

FOR FALL

0m
Women's Reg. 5.98

acrylic

sweaters

100% acrylic machine washable in colors of
plum, red, brown, and violet.

Long Sleeve

Shirts
Reg. 5.98

Man-tailored long sleeve
shirts, handsome with skirts

or slacks, in an excellent
choice of colors. Sizes 32 to

38.

DAD, BROTHER, SISTER...Make ours a team effort of
durable sportsters with rugged soles. They spring into

action with padded topline styling. Navy, gold, white.

DANSKIN

DANCEWEAR

IS HERE

LONG SLEEVED LEOTARDS IN SCOOP
fJ.
E$& A£D ADJUSTABLE V-NECK STYLES

IN COLORS OF BLACK & NAVY. TIGHTS
TO COORDINATE

Leotards '8.00-8.50

Tights '4.25

save on women's
acrylic

knee socks

88 reg.

1.29

,tyy
Solid colors to take you warm-

/^v 'y thru fall. Sizes 9 to 11.

SCARVES
Reg. S8 e

2/
$
1.00

Save on beautiful

satin quilted

Barb&onSs
a ANITA-AT-EASE

s15%Jreg. $25

bAVA-AT-EASE

$-f QI \Jreg. $30

c BETTI-AT-EASE

$20wreg. $33

d.GEM-AT-EASE

$9-1
reg. $35

Luxurious robes by Barbizon
with an elegant touch of Satin
Serene quilted in a variety of
leisure moods — long and
short style channel-quilted,
shell-quilted — the robes
you've been longing for. Come
and see our "special" collection
today in sizes S.M.L.
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MEN'S LONG SLEEVE

shirts

3.99
regular 5 00 and 5.98

# 100% Ban Lon Knit Shirts

100"' Ban Lon textunzed nylon shins,

long or short sleeve styles Buttoned
pJacket 'ront Soltd colors Sizes s, m, I,

xl

• 100% Cotton Flannel Shirts

100°r, cotton flannel, pre-shrunk flannel

shirts Two pockets, spread collar. Plaid

patterns Sizes s, m, I, xl.

• Permanent Press Dress Shirts

Polyester cotton permanent press blend
Is no ironing. Long sleeves. Big 4

inch collar. Pastel colors. Sizes 14 12 to

17

men's jeans
Denims or Corduroy

6.99
reg. 7.98 and 8,98

10 oz, blue cotton demm Four patch

pockets, flare bottoms Waist sizes 29 to

38

Cotton corduroy leans in flare and

straight leg models Navy, brown, wine,

beige Waist sizes 29 to 42.

Special Purchase
USUALLY $25

NOW MORE THAN '/> OFF

nylon

warm-up

jackets

6.99
Almost 1/3 off its regular

selling price. 100% nylon

shell with cotton Kasha
lining. Self collar, snap
front, slash pockets.

Drawstring waist. Navy,

burgundy, green. S, m, I, xl.

MEN'S 32"-35"

nylon ski parkas

12.98
THREE STYLES TO CHOOSE -

Terrific value just for this

Grand Opening. Shell is

100% Nylon Taffeta, and

the length is 32" - 35". Tow
coat styling with drop-in

hood, belt, two-way zip-

pers, zip pockets.

Burgundy, navy, brown. S,

m.l xl.

BUSH JACKETS
2.99

Men's bush jackets
Cotton & Polyester. Machine
washable in sizes S.M.L.

Reg. 8.98

MEN'S USUAL 7.98

famous jeans

5.59 2 for

$10

Long Sleeve SWEATSHIRTS
Men's Sweatshirts in

Sporty Colors, 50% Cotton, O QQ
50% Creslan Acrylic. Sizes

fc"^^
S,M,L,XL. reg. 3.98

From a very special maker - in

10 oz. navy blue denim, made
with flare bottoms and 4 patch
pockets. First quality, and sell

regularly for 7.98 Sizes 29 to 38

SNORKEL
PARKAS
12.90

Men's Snorkel Parkas
100% Nylon Shell in

Navy, Burgundy,
Green & Brown. Sizes

S,M,L,XI_.

reg. 19.98

MEN'S 10.98 and 12.98

sweaters

7.99
Save to more than 'A

Choice of crew neck pullovers of

100% Shetland wool knits or

cardigan style of Orion acrylic in

an attractive link knit Choice of

colors. S, m, I, xl.

U \

REGULAR $9, $10, $12, $13
Long Sleeve Dress and

Sport Shirts
5.59 each

Hosiery Reg. 50'
One-size stretch hosiery
in a good color selection. 39'

Van Heusen dress and sport shirts. Look for long sleeve dress
shirts in solids and fancies in a choice of collar styles including
button downs. Also, fancy and solid color sport shirts. Buy for
now, gift-giving occasions and especially for Christmas. Dress
shirts, sizes 14'/* to 17; sport shirts, s.m.l.xl.

1.50 Athletic Hose
1.50 irregulars. One size fits all.

Famous name. White and solid
colors. "7#\£

2prs 1 5079'
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the well schooled

look for sizes 4 to 6x and 7

POLOS for boys and girls
reg.

2.59

Happy young long sleeve polyester polos for boys and
.girls on the way back to school. Turtle or crew neck styles

in solids and stripes for boys; turtle and hi crew solids

with novelty trims to match any bottoms. Sizes 4 to 6X,
and 7.

• PERMANENT PRESS SLACKS
for boys

3.88 ™* *»"

Slacks for boys that play

harder, run longer, live

livelier. Double knits, in

fancies and plaids in regular

and slims. Sizes 4 to 7.

for girls

2.88 "* 398

For the clean, crisp look for

school and play, girls prefer

our permanent press acrylic

and doubleknit flare leg

slacks in plaids and fancies.

Sizes 4 to6X

WHISPY LITTLE DRESSES

large numbers this season with a following

to beat the band 1 Go anywhere, anytime
matte jerseys and acrylic knits in prints,

prints, and more prints. Pre-teen sizes 6 to

14.

SPIFFYFALL

reg. 17 98

tops and bottoms
reg 6 98
to 7 98

Back to the School Scene - the Cool Scene 1 Fall

fashion's in full swing with something a little bit dif-

ferent, a little bit nicer for the Teen Scene Tops and
Bottoms in assorted everything' Plaids, stripes, solids,

shorts, longs, cuffed, uncuffed • you name it We have
t Sizes 5 to 13 and S M, L

for sizes

4to6X

Jewel Neck Tops
Fashioned from polyester fabrics in

colorful screened prints; and styled with

jewel neck lines and long sleeves. Perfect

for fall - with skirts or slacks. Sizes 34 to

• Proportioned Polyester Slacks

If you're hard to fit, these are the slacks for

you. 100% polyester knits, pull-on elastic

top style, with a stitched crease. Available

in Petite

10 to 16: Medium 12 to 18; Tall 14 to 20.

• Sleeveless Vests 493 3.00
Choice of several' Scoop or V necks, plain

or fancy Acrylic knits. Mostly button front

styles. Camel, red, brown, white. S, m, I.

• Long Sleeve Shirts 598 4.88
Man tailored long sleeve shirts, handsome

with skirts or slacks, in an excellent choice

of prints. Sizes 32 to 38.

smart girls go to school in gay

dresses and slack sets
All dressed up and ready to go in our carefree collection of

btn k to school dresses and slack sets All machine
washable, need no ironing Dresses in rich fall prints and
solids, snap dash plaids Two-piece flare leg slacks sets in

several styles Sizes 2 to 4. 4 to 6X

.

5.88
reg. 6.98
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21x27 cut size

bed pillows

sale!

2.44

Lowest price ever on
these quality pillows by
famous Comfort. Filled

with white polyester
fibers, they're buoyant,
shape-retaining and
allergy-free. Corded
edges. Assorted prints

in pink or blue.

*rn 0/

s»v£ oVE«40
°
off

sale!

4.88
reg. 6.98

Stock up now on these
warm, 100% acrylic
blankets. So fluffy and
easy to care for, and
such a good bargain! In

assorted solid colors.
Slight imperfections.
Limit 2 to a customer.

wLadyAlmy«"

orlon
sayelle

sale! reg.

1.29

For the woman who wants to "do it

herself" ~ 4-oz., 4-ply pull skein Orion
sayelle in a choice of over thirty colors.

"LadyAlmy*"

100% acrylic

sale!

yarn

88e rBy.

1.099

Full 4-oz., 4-ply pull skeins of
soft, fluffy acrylic yarn. Knit
now for fall! Over thirty
colors.

LOOK IN, LOOK OUT -
THROUGH BEAUTIFULLY CURTAINED WINDOWS!

Big Savings on Country-Fresh

mix 'n match no-iron curtains
FLORAL PRINT

BATISTE CURTAINS

LENGTHS:

SOLID COLOR

BATISTE CURTAINS

LENGTHS:

2 17An I l reg. 2.98

fciOf reg. 3.29

3.57
3.47
3.97
4.27
4.57
4.97

reg. 3.59

reg. 4.98

reg. 5.59

reg. 5.98

reg. 6.59

reg. 6.98

reg. 3.98

• FORTREL POLYESTER IS A
PRODUCT OF CELANESE FIBRE

INDUSTRIES, INC.

ruffled

valance

swag

1.67

2.97
reg. 2.29

reg. 3.98

Wake up your windows to a new season with completely washable easy-to-care-for Fortrer Polyester

semi-sheer batiste curtains that need little or no ironing. Mix and match them any way you please — solid

colors with gay lively prints, or with other solids. All feature generous 5" bottom hems. Colorful prints in

raspberry, blue, and gold. Solid colors in white, gold, green, red, blue and melon.

WINDOW
SHADES

REG. 1.98

SHEETS
Ex. Long Twin

Reg. '4.97 a 77
SALE 6.11

PILLOW

CASE

SALE

Reg 2.97 2.67

Mt. Forms Moll Bock to School - IS^P* -
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THE POWER LINE! POWER CLEANS!

• Cyclonic section

• Inside tool storage
• Rug pile dial

• Retractable cord rewind
• Air pulse rug pile dial nozzle

with edge tool model v-379

iBWLX
2.3 h.p. canister

vacuum
cleaner

49.88
regularly 59.88

All steel housing combined with a
powerful 2.3 peak h.p. motor
makes for "cyclonic" action. Push
button selector, no-mar vinyl
bumper and wheels, extra-long
18' power cord, and 7-piece
accessory kit. In earth and
leathertone. ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE.

REdNA JL
ELECTRIKBROOMS
vacuum cleaner with
exclusive rug pile dial

nozzle

23.88
regularly 27.88

Modern styling and unique
features combine to help take the
drudgery out of cleaning.
Lightweight, only 6 3

4 lbs., just
hang the Electrikbroom on a hook
for convenient out of the way
storage. Does the work of a
vacuum cleaner, carpet sweeper,
dust mop, broom and upholstery
brush. Plus shag rug rake at-
tachment. No more dust bags to
buy, ever! Regina's exclusive dust
cup empties instantly. In blue only.

MODEL RB-4516

G.E.
Electric Clocks

Quiet - Accurate
Dependable

3.98
reg.

6.98

zs
classic

Harvard
school bags

99
reg. t.69

17"x22" size. Heavyweight
cotton canvas with
waterproof rubber lining.

Drawstring top.

calculator
Bowmar MX 55

Reg. 69.88

SALE

59 88

package of
eight

pencils

19
reg. 37*

c

Each package contains
eight yellow barrel pencils
with erasers.

I

save on
scribble
pads

39e
reg. 59*

Big 9"x12" size. Use with
ink, crayon, and pencil.
100 count size.
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SUPERMARKETS

MOUNTAIN
FARMS
MALL

Rt. 9 Hadley
OPEN MON. THRU SAT.

8 am to10 pm

*» «7

S. Mople II,

Ht VV

Flnast

MOUNTAIN
FARMS MALL

North Mopl. St

Rt. 116

South Anient
Amhrrttl

HERE'S HOW
WE'LL SERVE YOU.'

WELCOME
BACK

STUDENTS
FACULTY!
We are ready to serve your

needs after your summer of hard

work and vacation fun!

*!'!*">'

\fc?

^W*

•

With a Fussy
Dell

to Serve You

Delicacies from around the world
brought together in a gourmets
gathering to please your palates and
tantalize your tastebuds ... and served
to you personally by our own Mr. Deli.

With a Wine and
Beer Shoppe
Featuring a Fine Selection of Wine
And Beer Both Domestic and
Imported

With a Fussy
Bakery Dept.
To Serve You

A Real live bake shop
right in the store ... and
from our ovens will

come the finest quality,

finest tasting baked
goods you've ever
bought.

A v

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS-AMHERST
ACADEMIC CALENDAR 1974-1975

Adopted by Faculty Senate — May 11, 1972

1974

Registration Day 1, Undergrao
Re

'm ;

"" Deq M

Rt iy

Fir

La

Tuesde
Wednesday

: -

»y

1975

iepte

u«

ay

Monda
Monday cla« Thursde

3V
Mor
Monde

Monday c Frid

Saturday
Friday

aamq Da -day

xaminations b onday
Holid: AAonda Mr
La> final exa- Wednesday

ncement Saturday May

Associated Dates: Rosh Hashanah, Sept. 17-18; Yom Kippur, Sept. 26;

Easter, March 30.

From our Produce Dept.

Your Choice 3 1V pots

ave30
On One lb or More
Ground Moat

|
(Beef, Chuck, Round)

j

[?] From Our Fussy Meat i

Departmerrt I

I

I

H617

I

l.7
hnasr

WHhatSor Mora
PurchOM Limrt Onm
VMM thru Soot. 21

,FREE "ctr

m
H516

OneLoef
Mr. Doll

Rye Broad

i

i

finast

WRh purohOM of
One tb or Mor* Imp. Ham

From Mr. Doll Oapt
Umtt on* Coupon
VMM thru Sopt. 21

I
I
I

B
H515

One 8 02 cup

Befit Yogurt
Swiss Style
AN Flavors

With purchase of

OneMReguiar
I

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

I IJim^f valid thru Sapt 21 j



Third Annual

KUNG
Demonstration

Sponsored by Af(W£ f</ 4fl?P£Af1 of
Amherst & Greenfield

124 AMITY ST., AMHERST \
Mto F, 4 to 10 p.m.

Tel. 253 5602

278 MAIN ST., GREENFIELD
MtoTH, 7to9p.m.

Tel. 774 2077

PHILOSOPHY
DISCIPLINE
CULTURAL ARTS
SELF DEFENSE

CHINESE

SPECIAL CLASSES available (on

in five college area,

&2i I

Odiorne made SBA Dean
By FRED NOBLES

Staff Reporter
The UMass Board of Trustees yesterday unanimously ap-

proved the appointment of Dr. George S. Odiorne as Dean of the
School of Business Administration. Odiorne has been Dean of the
College of Business at the University of Utah for the past five
years.

He is responsible for a managerial system known as
"Management by Objectives" and has published 14 books and
numerous articles. The trustees also voted to approve Odiorne's
appointment as a tenured professor of management.
The University Operating Budget for fiscal 1975 was also

unanimously accepted by the Trustees. The budget of $154.4
million represents a $20-million increase over the previous
budget and reflects operating cost increases as well as expansion
of the Boston and Worcester campuses.
The Trustees also voted to extend for one year the program

offering tuition waivers to undergraduate residence hall coun-
selors.

UMass President Robert Wood announced that he wii! be
making a public statement today concerning the "urgent needs
and requirements of higher education around the country." He
expressed his belief that the coming state elections offer an

excellent opportunity to direct legislative concern to the question
of state funded higher education.

Chancellor RandolDh Bromery noted that the entering class of
3,778 represents "the first time we have almost equal amounts of

men and women registering as freshmen".
Near the close of the Board meeting, the Trustees heard Vin-

cent Terrell, a guest lecturer in theater arts at UMass Boston,
present a petition charging the University with racial
descrimination. Saying that there have been "roadblocks thrown
up against me and my students in our work at the Boston Harbor
Campus," Terrell asked the Trustees to review documents in his
possession concerning the state's affirmative action program.
Terrell said he has also filed complaints with HE W and the E qua I

Opportunity Commission as well as sending a petition to
Governor Francis W. Sargent.

In other action the Trustees approved a plan which would
radically change the design and use of the physical education
building proposed for the new Columbia Point campus. The
Trustees also approved a preliminary proposal for the establish-
ment of College IV at UMass Boston. The college wiii tentatively
be named the "College of Professional Studies," its first offering
will be a Program of Management. There are proposals to in-

clude an undergraduate major in architecture in the future.

Political Feud rages over Belchertown
By MARK VOGLER
Staff Correspondent

Two years ago UMass professor
Benjamin Ricci sparked a Federal
district court suit against the Com-
monwealth for inhumane conditions
existing at Belchertown State School.
The issue of how retarded citizens

are treated figured highly in the local

House race in the last election. But has
the state changed its tune since then?
In a two-part series the Collegian takes
a look at the Belchertown suit and how
it has developed into a campaign
consideration in this fall's guber-
natorial race.

"The humanization of Belchertown
Stat? School will become a reality

because the Belchertown Friends
resorted to the court of law - the
United States District Couut.
"The reforms are not the result of

Governor Sargent's sympathy. Secretary
Goldmark's goodness, or Attorney
General Quinn's advocacy...
Massachusetts government lost;

the citizens of Massachusetts won.
The retarded of Massachusetts benefit.

"

— UMass Professor Benjamin Ricci
11!

IF the retarded citizens of
Massachusetts could vote in this fall's

elections, neither Gov. Francis W.
Sargent nor Atty. Gen. Robert H. Quinn
would profit.

The state's top two officials — both
leading gubernatorial race figures —
have long pledged their continued
support to the mentally deprived.

However, the record of the
Belchertown State School suit reveals
that the political opponents have been
guilty of bi-partisan neglect of the
Commonwealth's retarded.

Although the Belchertown State
School Friends Association won iheir

historic court battle against the state
last November for inhumane conditions
existing at the institution, a major
renovation project may be seriously
delayed because two employes have
refused to vacate buildings which a U.S.
District Court consent decree ordered
emptied.

For not taking action on this recent
matter, the Governor and the Attorney
General have failed to honor fully the
$2.6-million court settlement.

Friends Association President Ben-
jamin Ricci warned of a political ex-
plosion after chief power engineer
Charles Carr and head farmer Joseph F.

McCrea obtained a temporary injunction
to block eviction notices last week.
As a result the two employes will

remain on the property and both sides in

the dispute have indicated that they will

appeal whatever decision is reached in

Hampshire County Superior Court —
thus delaying the eviction still further.

Dr. Ricci called Sargent and Quinn's
response to the matter "typical" of their

action since the suit — the first one in

the country filed by a mental institution
— was filed two years ago.
"Neither Gov. Sargent nor Atty. Gen.

Robert Quinn has advocated for the
retarded — they are not friends of the
retarded," Dr. Ricci said.

"Both persons and their staffs fought
us for almost two years in Federal Court,
but they suffered a humiliating defeat.

Although the Attorney General's office,

which represented the defendants, was
fully aware of the consent decree, Mr.
Quinn has not vigerously sought to evict

the two employes."
Noting that Quinn had contested

many of the allegations initially brought

against the Commonwealth in the

Belchertown suit, state Human Services

Secretary Peter Goldmark accused
Quinn of trying to play the issue to his

own political advantage while actually

stalling the court process.

Sources within the administration

have said Goldmark considered quitting

this summer because of intense turmoil

within the Department of Mental Health

and mounting pressure from Sargent's

political opponents.
However, the Governor reportedly

rejected the resignation on the grounds
that it could possibly damage his re-

election bid.

Meanwhile Democratic gubernatorial

candidate Michael Dukakis, who will

oppose Quinn in Tuesday's primary,

called the administration's behavior on
the Belchertown matter "shameful" and
urged the Governor and the Attorney

General to cooperate fully in resolving

the Fernald suit expeditiously to avoid

another Belchertown.
The consensus of the Special

Legislative Commission Investigating

Conditions at Belchertown State School

and Monson State Hospital is that

Sargent and Quinn have been "playing

political football" at the expense of the

retarded.

"Both are trying to take political

advantage out of what is a demeaning
failure of this administration," Sen. John
W. Olver, chairman of the commission
said.

"There's been a hell of a lot of foot

dragging from both sides. The Governor
is clearly at fault for remaining in-

sensitive to the entire matter. And there

has been no evidence that the Attorney

General has objected to the state's

questionable behavior."

Tomorrow: Are Reforms Regressing?

inside:
U.S. and East Germany establish

diplomatic relations for the first time, and
former Senator John Sherman Cooper is

nominated to be ambassador. (See page 4.)

John Ehrlichman subpoenas documents

relating to his conversations with former

President Nixon, for use in the upcoming
Watergate coverup trial. (See page 5.)

weather:

•

The clouds that have stolen the sunlight for

the past few days wili be diminishing today

(where they will go is anyone's guess).

Obviously, the sun will return, and the

temperatures will rise into the 70's, due to

the warmth that the sun provides. Tonight, it

will be fair, in the 50's, and dark.

Haven
Cancels

Richie Havens has canceled
his appearance at today's
Summer's End Fest due to
sickness.

Other events will proceed as
scheduled from noon to mid-
night at the Southwest Athletic
Field.

Getting things together at 12
noon will be the moving sounds
of the Charles Greene group,
followed by the dynamic Jerry
Moore and Martha Velez. The
evening will be filled with the
nostalgic sounds of the Beatles
performed by the group called
Liverpool.

Logan Pilot's Captor

Surrenders
BOSTON [AP\ - A young black n>an

demanding $100,000 for the poor surrendered
peacefully yesterday after holding an Eastern
Air Lines pilot hostage aboard a jetliner at

Logan International Airport, authorities said.

The FBI identified the man as Marshall
Collins III, 20, of Providence, R.I. He was
charged with air piracy.

Armed with a straight razor, a rusty nail and
a hatchet-like weapon, Collins held Capt. L. E.

Whitaker of New York City hostage aboard the

DC9 for over three hours, said FBI Special

Agent James O. Newpher.
Whitaker, locked in the cockpit alone with

Collins, suffered minor cuts from the weapons.

turn to page 8

George Odiorne

Rape

bill

signed
By FRITSGEURTSEN

MDC Staff

A bill concerned with
establishing a system for the
improved reporting and
prosecution of the crime of rape
and for improved counselling of
victims of rape was recently
signed into law by Governor
Francis W. Sargent and will go
into effect Oct. 22, according to
David L. Johnston, Director of
Public Safety at UMass.

House bill No. 6392 provides

that "there shall be within the

police department of every city

and town, or grouping of cities

and towns, a rape reporting and
prosecution unit which shall be
designed to improve the quality

of rape reporting, counselling

and prosecution."

Each unit shall make use "of
such counselors, attorneys, and
medical personnel as are
necessary to provide a broad
range of therapeutic services
for the victim of rape" and shall

establish "a special telephone
exchange for the reporting of
rape".

And thirdly "All reports of
rape and sexual assault or at-

tempts to commit such of-

fenses and all conversations be-
tween police officers and
victims of said offenses shall

not be public reports and shall

be maintained by the police
departments in a manner which
will insure their confidentiality."

Johnston reported that a rape

unit would be set up to service

Hampshire and Franklin
counties and expressed hope
that some of his officers would
be chosen to work with the unit.

"Another of the bill's

provisions," said Johnston, "is

that each of the units must
make special efforts to employ
women police officers. We're
one of the few forces in the area
who do so. We're also the only
local force which currently has
a rape hot-line."

Johnston added that Diana
White, Special Assistant to the
UMass Department of Public
Safety was asked by the Massa
chusetts Police Training
Counsel to be a member of the
advisory committee on the rape
units.

UMass Rape Hotline is 5-2121.
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Phonothon produces
The UMass community has

begun reaping the benefits of

last semester's regional and

Student Phonothon which
raised more than $190,000.

Over $50,000, or one quarter of

the expendable funds, was
allocated for scholarships. This

year, 70 freshmen were awarded
tuition scholarships in the new
Alumni Scholars project.

I he other $29,000 became part

of the general University
awards. $45,000 is being used for

Special Academic programs
including B.D.I.C, Honors,
Outreach, Everywomen's
Center and Faculty Growth
Grants for Teaching. Nearly

$21,000 has been allocated for

library acquisitions and $19,000

for fine arts acquisitions and

underwriting performances for

the Fine Arts Center inaugural.

Also allocated alumni dollars

was the marching band who
received $5000 to attend some
away games, Institute for Man

and His Environment ($4,000)

and athletics ($3,000) as
restricted gifts from individuals.

Brenda Rau, one of the
organizers, said she is "super"
pleased with the results of last

year's phonothon.
She said there will be a bigger

phonothon this year with more
student participation, hopefully.

In addition, the phonothon will

run longer than the one month it

ran last semester.

turn to page 3

Pulitzer winners to teach JS courses
Two Pulitzer Prize-winning

journalists will be teaching
courses this semester in the

Journalistic Studies Program
of the University, the head of

the UMass program said
yesterday.

In addition, Journalistic
Studies for the first time will be
offering courses in

photojournalism and Jour-
nalism and Public Education,
Prof. Howard M. Ziff said.

The prize-winning jour-
nalists are Roger B. Linscott,

chief editorial writer of the
Berkshire Eagle and Robert
Healy, executive editor of the

Boston Globe and the paper's
political columnist.

Linscott will be teaching a

seminar in editorial writing.

He won the Pulitzer Prize for

his 1972 editorials about the
presidential election in which
his paper endorsed Sen.
George McGovern.
Healy is coordinating a

lecture series which will in-

clude members of the Boston
Globe Washington bureau
talking about the resignation of

President Nixon and prospects
in the political future. Details
of the series will be announced
shortly.

Healy will also conduct a
seminar in political reporting.
The photojournalism course

will be taught by William
Curtis, a Boston Globe staff

photographer.
The course in journalism and

problems of public education
will be offered by Ms. Polly
deSherbinin, education writer
for the Amherst Record whose
articles have appeared in

national journals.

"Ms. deSherbinin's course
will be particularly useful for

those students planning
reporting careers, since
covering local school boards is

often a beginning assign-
ment," Ziff said.

FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS,
GRAO STUDENTS, FIVE COLLEGE STUDENTS
- reserve next Monday September 9 on your calendar for the semi-annual

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

RECRUITMENT MEETING
—be a reporter, artist, cartoonist, feature or sports

writer, photographer, ad salesman, circulation

representative, night staffer.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Univ. of Mass.

CAMPUS CENTER Rm. 904 to 909
8p.m.

take elevator by University Book Store to 9th floor

refreshments served

see you there,

The Collegian Board of Editors and Staff

Another new course in the

journalism program is being
offered this fall by Professor
Adam Yarmolinsky, Ralph
Waldo Emerson professor.

Professor Yar molinsky's
seminar will deal with jour-

nalism and the establishing of

major public policies.

Professor Yarmolinsky was
a White House aide and
Defense Department official

under the late President John

F. Kennedy.
Professor Ziff said

enrollment in the new courses

is limited by a few places are

still available for the Healy,

deSherbinin and Yarmolinsky
courses. Interested students

should contact Professor Ziff in

his office, E -12N Machmer
Hall. His office hours will be 1-4

today and 9-noon Friday.

By MIKE KNEE LAND
The Hatch Cafeteria

is taking on a new look
— all in the interest of

service planners say.
Phil Amico, director

of the Campus Center
Food Services, said the
serving line service will

"speed up".
Multi-colored par-

titions now block the
view of the serving line

to students eating at

tables. These partitions
will also change the flow
of customers to provide
faster service Amico
said.

The serving counter
has undergone some
electrical work so that

foods may be prepared

Hatch gets face lift
and kept warm, thus
eliminating time while

Attention
Freshmen

All freshman with work-
study awards should report

to Whitmore between 9:30

and 5:00 for their job
assignments.

&
graduates

Registration for graduate
students is today. The
Academic calendar, which
appeared in the Collegian's

Back to Campus issue, in-

dicated erroneously that

yesterday was graduate
registration day.

orders of french fries,

for instance, are being
prepared.
Amico said this is

within the concept of

making the Hatch a

"fast food service."
Aside from the ef-

ficiency angle, Amico
said the partitions will

also make the Hatch
more attractiveand will

"better merchandise
the room at night."
What about the food

itself? Amico says there
will be more variety.

Fried chicken, available
by piece and the bucket,
fish and chips, and deli-

sandwiches will be
available each day. In

addition, 99-cent meals

The New Hatch
Staff Photo/Bob Norcott

UMass professor to serve as HUD Jurror
Dr. Ervin H. Zube, director of the Institute

for Man and E nvironment at the University of

Massachusetts, has been invited by U.S.

Department of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment Secretary James T. Lynn, to serve as a

juror for the Sixth Biennial HUD Awards for

Design Excellence to be held Sept. 4-6 in

Washington, D.C.

The awards program invites entries from

architects, planners, engineers and other

design professionals, builders and developers,

and local governments and public agencies for

work undertaken under a financial assistance

program of HUD or its predecessor, the

Housing and Home Finance Agency.

The categories of entry for the 1974 awards

include Management Approaches, Project

Design and Urban Design Concepts. Cited for

past awards have been projects ranging from
small housing developments and play areas
through neighborhood facilities and college

housing to large scale urban renewal and
rehabilitation programs.
A 1972 award winner was the Village Park

housing project in Amherst, owned jointly by
the DCA Development Corporation and I n-

terfaith of Amherst.
Dr. Zube, a professor of landscape ar-

chitecture, will be joining a six-member jury to

judge entries on the basis of design quality,

with particular emphasis on the relation of

designs to the immediate and total en-

vironment, and to user and community
benefits.

UMass Police

Emergency

Plumber

5-3111

House of Vision

20% off

All Frames

this month only

584-8324

Looking for $ Seioneo Con Elietin?

MAE 102 (E)

Materials & Civilization

— Learn about recycling —
— Learn how ancient people produced metals and glass —
— Understand the coming shortage in the supply of metals

and plastics.

Add At The First Class

Schedule No. 439110— Tu.-Th., 11:15

Marston Hall — Room 132

Course is useful for all designers

No Science Background Needed

will be available at both
lunch and supper.

In the past, the
director said, food items
were not duplicated at

both entrances to the

counter. Now, he said,

items will be available
on each side.

Amico said the re-

m odeling and im-

provements have not
been expensive because
most of the work was
done by the staff. The
cost was paid by Food
Services.

Amico said there will
be at least the same
number of workers in

the Hatch, "if not
m ore."

Student Phonothon large success

cont. from p.2
Boston area in the

Campaigns will be held in the

Springfield and Amherst area in

the fall; Washington D.C. and
the Hartford area in the winter;

and in the

Spring.

The Student phonothon wil

be held during March and April.

The
follows:

money breakdown

"1--2

Total Amount Raised $77,500

Cost of Campaigns 20,500

Cost Per Dollar Raised 26.5c

Number of Civers 4,370

Number of 2nd Century 179

Club Members ($100 or morel

Average Gi ft $ 1". 73

Net for Programs 5",000

73-74

$190,500

35,300

18.5c

I, Change

146?

72*.

- 30',,

8,012 83 „

591 >30l

$ 23.78 341

155,200 *nt\

Pots and Plants

Custom Pottery:

For Plants and Dinnerware

Plants:

Wide Variety; Our Home-Grown Plants At Reduced

Prices.

In Our Green Houses we will:

Nurse Your Sick Plants

Babysit Your Plants

Propagate Your Cuttings

BASEMENT SHOP
274 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

253-9611

t»»t» i m ' w

Tbeoew
gourrpetfi?

casual
tableware

store

COMplETE

sdECTJONSOf
SCANdlNAviAN,

pRENch&
CrHNESE

COoltWARE

DISTINCTIVE
STONEWARE
GLASS &

TABLEWARE

ALL AT OUR

USUAL LOW PRICES

flmH€R-/7 CARRIRG€ /HOPS
233 n. pleasant st. amherst , mass. 549-4573 >

J
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U.S. and East Germany
establish diplomatic ties
WASHINGTON \UPI\ -

The United States and
Communist East Germany,
agreeing that the status of

West Berlin should not be
changed and that Americans
should be compensated for

Nazi oppression, established
dipt om atic relations
yesterday, after 29 years of

Cold War animosity.
President Ford nominated

former Kentucky Sen. John
Sherman Cooper, 73, to be
first U. S. Ambassador to

East Germany, never before
recognized diplomatically by
the United States.

The agreement was signed

in a low-key ceremony at the

State Department by Am-
bassador Herbert Suess of

E ast Germany and assistant

Secretary of State for

European Affairs Arthur
Hartman.
''In establishing

relations," a State Depart-
ment announcement said,

"the U. S. government
proceeds on the basis that

the location and the func-

tioning of an American
embassy in East Berlin,

where it will be convenient to

the government offices with

which it will deal, will not

affect the special legal status

Bush named head
of Peking office

WASHINGTON [UP/]
President Ford yesterday
appointed George H. W. Bush
to be chief of the U. S. Liaison
Office in Peking, and
recommended Mary Louise
Sm ith of I owa to succeed Bush
as co-chairman of the
Republican National Com-
mittee.

Bush will replace Am-
bassador David K. E. Bruce,
76, who was called out of

retirement by President Nixon
in 1973 to open the first U. S.

mission in Peking when the
United States ended its policy
of isolation against the
People's Republic of China and
established sub-diplomatic
relations for the first time in22
years.

in a series of major ap-
pointments, White House Press
Secretary J. F. terHorst also

closed the President was
m ing:

Former Sen. John Sher
in Cooper, R-Ky 73a former
bassador to New Delhi, to

the first U, S. am bassador to

^many. The United
lies Tuesday signed a

' with E ast German
nff, at the State Depart

>nt formally establishing
diplomatic relations with the
German Democratic Republic.

K enneth R ush, 64,

economic counsellor to both
President Nixon and to

President Ford, to replace
John N Irwin II, as U. S.

Ambassador to France.
William D. Rogers, 47, a

Washington attorney and
former State Department
official of the Kennedy ad-
ministration, to replace Jack
K ubisch as Assistant Secretary
of State for Inter-American
Affairs. Kubisch was earlier

named by Ford to be am
bassador to Greece.
TerHorst said he was "not

aware of any consideration"
currently being given by the
White House to naming Sen. J.

William Fulbright, outgoing
chairman of the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee,
to replace Walter H. An-
nenberg as ambassador in

London.

Haig might

head NATO
WASHINGTON [UP/] -

Administration sources said

yesterday that President Ford
plans to name White House
Chief of Staff Alexander M.

Haig Jr. to command all NATO
forces in Europe - an ap-

pointment opposed by at least

one of the 14 allies which must
approve it.

If selected by the President,

Haig would return to his oid

Army rank of four-star general

and replace Gen. Andrew
Goodpaster as the European
allied com mander.
But Dutch government
irces were quoted in

Brussels as saying that the

Netherlands foreign minister,

Max van der Stoel, has
syivings about Haig because
his long association with

President Nixon and is

sounding out other NATO
members on possible joint

efforts to block the nom ination

Administration officials said

Haig would be a "logical" man
for the NATO job in light of his

long involvement in foreign

affairs.

"I.H-s get over to Valle>

Motorsports and get vou some

new wheels. John and Jerry

ha\r Kawasaki's coming out

of their ears."

VALLEY MOTORSPORTS
INC.

:tlNKI\f> ST.

WORTH 1MPTON
.-.Hl-i.'Jim

. . [ . I ' iTT l~l

of the Berlin area."

Officials said that the next

step toward normalization of

relations would be the

pressing of United States

claims for financial com-
pensation for American
companies and citizens who
lost property to the Nazis
during World War II and to

nationalization by East
Germany after the war.
An official indicated the

negotiation of claims would
be difficult because the East
Germans took the position

during negotiations in July
and August that they,

themselves, were the vic-

tims of Nazi oppression and
could not assume respon-
sibility for others who suf-

fered.

He said reparations
negotiations are expected to

start possibly within a year.

The agreement meant
Berlin would continue to be
administered by a four-

power commission con-
sisting of the United States,

Britain, France and the
Soviet Union, an official

said.

Cooper, a Republican, was
U. S. ambassador to India in

1955-56 and was a member of

the U. S. delegatiop to the

United Nations in 1949-51. He
assisted in reorganizing the

German judicial system
after World War II as a

military legal officer.

CORNCREEK

A Whole (irain Bakery in So. Deerfield

NATURAL&ORGANIC BREADS
GRANOLA&SWEETS

Available at Natural Foods Stores In:

Amherst - (ireenfield - Northampton

We are also at the Amherst Common Market on Saturday

Mornings.
Wholesale and Retail
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HATCH SPECIALS

EVERY DAY
panoses
french To$bt

2i *

19*
ftiC.K_

^^fdmbied vrggs, too.

Jnd coffee.

Are you tired of campus food?

How abouf a good home cooked meal?

St. Regis

Restaurant

MON. - SAT.

6 a.m. - 9 p.m.

SUN.

7 a.m. - 9 p.m.

The Place That Serves Breakfast From 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Daily Except Sunday (7 a.m. - 9 p.m.)

TAKE A FRIEND TO DINNER:
FRIED CHICKEN and SPAGHETTI
BREADED VEAL CUTLET and SPAGHETTI
GRILLED PORK CHOPS with choice of

2 vegetables, bread and butter

FRIED CLAMS with Tartar Sauce
French Fries and Cole Slaw
GRILLED MINUTE STEAK with onion rings
choice of 2 vegetables, bread and butter

Left at the intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. 5, Downtown Northampton
28 PLEASANT ST., NORTHAMPTON

$2.75

$2.50

$2.75

$2.50

$3.50

•mm

Ehrlichman subpoenas
White House files
WASHINGTON [UP/] -

John D. Ehrlichman, who
already has subpoenaed for-
mer President Richard Nixon
to testify at the Watergate
cover-up trial, now has sub-
poenaed the Secret Service to
surrender hundreds of Nixon-
era documents still locked in

White House vaults, it was
disclosed yesterday.
The subpoena, issued Aug. 29

and made public late yester-
day, orders that the papers be
delivered in federal court at 10

Don't forget

we will polish your

contact lenses

while you wait.

CV1

584-8324

a.m. E DT on Sept. 16.

It is addressed to H. S.

Knight, director of the United
States Secret Service, "as
custodian of presidential
papers White House files."

Though court records in-

dicated the subpoena has not

yet been served, a spokesman
for the Secret Service said it

was received yesterday af-

ternoon.

E hrlichman, one of six men
to go on trial Sept. 8 in the

cover-up case, demanded that

K night come tocourt and bring
with him vast numbers of

papers from the period of June
17, 1972, through May 1, 1973

June 17 was the day five men
were arrested with bugging
gear at the Watergate offices

of the Democratic National
Committee and May 1 was the
day following a major
upheaval in the White House
staff in the wake of scandal -

including the resignations of

E hrlichman and H. R

.

Haldeman and the firing of

John W. Dean III.

For that period, Ehrlichman
asked for:
— All his personal papers

relating to the Watergate
burglary and the intelligence-
gathering operation at the
Nixon campaign that led to it,

AMHERST GULF

TUBILISS — RATON CO«D BODY
RAYON CORD BILTS LOAD RANG! •

RtVIRSIBLl SINGLE WHITE BLACK SIDfWALLS

Sale on Gulf Radial Mini
Gull R a o . a l MINI for VEGAS, CAPRIS and VW

$oc00
%0%0 plus tax

Also Recap Regular &

Snow Tires

Also handle B.F. Goodrich and Contenial Tires

Come Early While Supply last Tel. No. 256-841

7

Slti

lUOGKTiD
»rTAIL

T.AOf-IN
MiCI

w
AM7B-I3

$35
tl.tl

A*7» IS JOS

The Natural Foods Co-op

The Yellow Sun Natural Foods Store is owned and operated by
over 1000 people. They reap no profit and receive no pay. But they
do pay considerably less for the food they buy and work in the store

only a few hours per month. Come see us. 23 N. Pleasant St. (in the
alley), Amherst and maybe you too can own part of a natural foods
store. — Tel. 256-K401.

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

BREAKFAST 24 HRS.

JUICE

2 EGGS

HOME FRIES

COFFEE

99

Also — Sandwiches, Dinners, and

Creamy Rich Country Style Ice Cream

— no artificial flavors.

Tues. - Sat. — 24 Hrs.

Sun. and Mon. till 11 p.m.

168 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst

253-2291

Take Out Service

Say It With

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
Sell Those Summer Leftovers

Now That Fall's Arrived.

Well help you sell what you DON'T need so you can buy

what you DO need.

It's easy, cheap and reaches more than 18,000 people daily

Come in to the Collegian Office, any time between 8:30 a.m. to 3:45 in the

afternoon, on the second floor of the Student Union, room 404.

DEADLINES

3:45 p.m. - two days before the day your ad is to appear

3:45 p.m. Thursday if you'd like your ad to appear on Monday

RATES
Daily - $ . 30/line

Weekly - $ .25/line

Monthly - $ .20/line

MDC Classifieds — Let Us Work For You.
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Amherst Cycle
1 Cook PI.

253-9460

(Behind Aubuchor s)

headquarters for

Northampton Bicycle
8 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-3810

bicycle sales

and service.

We're a franchisee! Raleigh dealer so you can be sure that

we'll always provide you with the finest service from the

time you first buy your Haleigh cycle for as long as you
keep it. You won't find a better cycle than one of the many
Raleigh models and you won't find a better place to buy one.

editorialoopinionoeditorial

Abolish prisons!

. . .

.

BY JOSEPH S. PINSKY

Prisons and jails should be

abolished. They should not exist.

They should be razed to the

ground. The men and women now
behind bars should be allowed to

go free.

There should be no guards, no
. entrenched prison bureaucracy, no
wardens, no prison psychologists,

no shock- therapy administrators,

no behavior- modifiers, no isolation

units, no maximum, medium, or

minimum security prisons. There
should simply be no prisons at all.

The men and women now behind

their walls should be freed. There is

no greater hypocrisy or injustice,

save war, then the continued

existence of these prisons and jails.

Why are people in prison? People
are mostly in prison because they

are poor and usually because
they're black or Puerto Rican: non-

white.

FBI crime statistics for 1970
indicate that blacks accounted for

53.3 percent of all those arrested for

murder, rape, robbery, and assault,

and 32.8 percent of arrests for the

property crimes of burglary, lar-

ceny, and auto theft. In a state like

New York, 70 percent of the inmate
popuation is black. In Illinois blacks

are 52 percent, in California 45
percent , in Mississippi 75 percent.

Most so called crimes are
labelled "crimes aginst property."

This means that "somebody took
something that didn't belong to

him." People spend years behind
bars, like animals, for emptying
cash registers of liquor stores,

supermarkets, fur salons, jewelry

stores, etc.

This is a society where everybody
"owns" property. I might own a

toothbrush, a suit of clothes, a

toaster, a chair, t.v. or a car. Some
people maybe work long enough to

pay off a mortgage so that they

own a house, or maybe even a

business. A small number of men
own quite a bit more. In fact, they

own most of the country.

According to the latest study of

the president's Council of

Economic Advisors:

The poorest fifth own one fifth of

1 percent.

The next fifth own 2 percent.

The middle fifth own 6 percent.

The fifth above them own 15.5

percent.

The top fifth own 76 percent.

One family named Rockefeller

owns 25 percent of all the real

estate on Manhattan Island, among
other things.

And, of course, you can do what
you want with your property. If you
won a set of dishes, you can serve

food on them, or you can keep
them on display on your shelves, or

you can juggle with them, break

them, or give them away - anything

you want you can do with your
property because it's yours! And if

you own the country, like the rich

do, you can do anything you want
with it.

If you own a lawyer, or better a

law firm, no law or legal apparatus
is ever gonna send you to prison;

but a poor fellow will get arrested,

misjudged, and thrown away just

because he's poor.

A man in a Massachusetts prison

named Edward Parker, 20, was
sentenced to 18 months to six years

for robbing $300 vrom a truck stop.

By comparison, look at former big-

mouth and war criminal Spiro T.

Agnew. Spiro accepted over
$100,000 in bribes to alter the

course of our already thoroughly

corrupted government and he
received only three years of un-

supervised probation. And all the

Watergaters are getting the -lightest

sentences possible and, if they are

going to prison at all, it's in the

easiest joints.

Who owns the land in America?

It isn't you or me. We don't own
anythng compared to the men who
own these multinational cor-

porations. Take the oil companies,

for instance. Just in the U.S., you

find Standard Oil of Indiana owns
20.3 million acres of land! Texaco,

not only a "sky chief," owns 9.9

million acres. Mobil owns 7. million,

Gulf owns 7.5 million. Standard Oil

farms lead-free vegetables on part

of it's 300,000 California acres. Or

take these Timber Plantations that

are denuding our forests. In-

ternational Paper owns 7 million

acres of land. Weyerhauser owns
5.6 million, Georgia-Pacific owns
4.5 million, St. Regis owns 3.9

million.

If you look at the wealth in this

country, the idea of locking

someone up for "stealing" a

hundred dollars becomes a

ludicrous proposition. Mother

Jones, a labor organizer of coal

miners at the turn of the century,

once asked a man n prison how he

got there. He told her he stole a pair

of shoes. Mother told him if he had

stolen a railroad he would have

been a United States senator.

But, you say, what about the

man who hits you over the head

and takes your money? How can

we have "violent" people out in the

streets?

Some of the men and women in

prisons are dangerous and would
perhaps need to be guarded. But

most of them never hurt anyone.

They were just desperate for money

. . . if life in America

weren't such a rat

race, there would

be many fewer rats.

and they stole, just as America's
rich have always done and never
spent a day in jail. There's a double
standard here.

There's "respectable" violence,

which is often called law and order,

and then there is the "street"

violence, which the forces of
authority are supposedly there to
protect us from. Compared to this

"'espectable" violence, this other
violence is small,, and much of it

emanates from "respectable"
places.

In other words, withot the strong
arm of the U.S. government and it's

military and para- military police
forces, with the money men in the
wings, this would be a much dif-

ferent society and the violence that
now goes on between people
would be much less.

If life in America weren't such a
rat race, there would be many
fewer rats. But, make no mistake.
The Chief rats, the number one
public enemy rats, are the rats who
have the political and economic
power in this country and in the rest
of the world. The most serious
threat to the goodness of our
society is the violence of the forces
that ordered and carried out the
destruction on Vietnam. I mean the
violence of the American govern-
ment, both houses of Congress.

Some Thought About Prisons In
Massachusetts

started work on a new, "improved"

one at Bridgewater. The one
currently in use at Bridgewater,

based on the model of the Czar's

prison in Old Russia, has been too

embarrassing to the state as a result

of the film "Titicut Follies," which

was shot and snuck out of there

several years ago, and is presently

banned by the courts (not the
prison, the film).

The State is constructing this

new prison, which could last

another two hundred years. This is

being done in spite of common
sense that says that prisons should

be closed and the prisoners freed.

Even the 1971 U.S. Justice

Department Report on Corrections,

surprisingly enough, openly takes

the position that prisons are

complete failures and to build new
ones would be repeating century-

long mistakes.

Massachusetts is one of the

major centers where brain-altering

operations are performed after

more standard means of treating

so-called violent individuals do not

succeed.

Drugs are widely used in

Massachusetts to control prisoners

against their will. This is called Drug
Therapy. Profassors and doctors

make a lot of money and gain

status by inventing new forms of

punishment for prisoners and
describing their theories in fancy,

academic terms.

Programs of behavior
modification are put forward in

many circles as "progressive" steps

in prison administration. Behavior

modification is used to isolate

rebellious prisoners by labelling

them " special offenders" and
punishing them with arbitrary,

harsh periods of segregation,

physical beatings, psychological

manipulation, revoking of "good
time" and parole, and other punish-

ment.

The most daring reforms actually

put into practice in Massachusetts
in the past 70 years came in 1972,

when the legislature changed the

name of prisons to "correctional

facilities" and warden to

"superintendent.". However,
according to the 1972 prison law in

M *ssachusetts, each prisoner is

entitled to a program of

rehabilitation suited to his or her

needs. This includes but is not

limited to programs of education,

job training and employment. The
reality is that little of this reaches

the prisoners.

There are movements under way
among prisoners in almost all the

prisons to better conditions inside

the prisons and to demand the right

to due self respect and control over

their lives. In addition, there are

outside groups supporting these

struggles, including the National

Prisoners Rights Association, New
England Prisoners Association,
American Friends Service Com-
mittee, Red Prison Movement, and

UMass Students Against Prisons.

1 he men and women currently in

prison should be released now. It is

inhuman punishment to keep them
locked up in cages, like animals,

separated from human com-
panionship, their every move
controlled from above. They are

victims of a cruel, authoritarian

system. They are slaves, just like

Blacks were slaves before the Civil

War, and we must form a strong

abolition movement to help them
gain their freedom. The time has

come to end these prisons, once
and for all, and begin making a new
and just society.

(Steve p% Tripoli
J

Student's Union? Yes
"Let them eat cake"
Marie Antoinette

If you registered Tuesday or are registering
today chances are you received a blue and gray
pamphlet from a group called the Student
Organizing Project at registration. This is not
just another piece of junk paraphernalia to
throw away, it bears some scrutinizing on your
part. The topic is the organization of a student
union at UMass, but more specifically the main
theme is student power, or the right to control
your own life here at UMass.
The first step in this is maybe to change your

thinking a little. You are not here as a recipient
of the state's beneficence, you are a consumer.
The produce is your education. Your future is

at stake.

The history of students here has been one of
living with the decisions made for us in

academics, housing, and just about everything
else. Over the past few years certain
enlightened people (a minority) in the Student
Government Association have tried to gain
more control of student affairs. Their record of

success has ranged from mediocre to poor, but
some people have capitalized on their ex-
periences to bring more sophistication to the
process of bargaining in their own interests.

Hopefully these people will be able to make up
to some extent for the oldest enemy of student
power — lack of continuity. This is a problem
that has always plagued students, where those
who are just gaining expertise also happen to

be graduating and leaving their jobs to more
inexperienced people. A student union would
put us on a longer lasting, legally based footing
with the people who run the university.

Why do we need a union? There are a few
good reasons for this. First, the decisions made
tor us have not always been good ones. Manv

Steve Tripoli is a

people feel that academic and financial
mismanagement has been rampant in the
University administration in the last few
years. Second, we have had virtually no say in

decisions like the raising of rent and board
prices and fees in general.

There have been negotiations with certain
committees in the Student Government, over
these issues but the most these have ever done
is to shave a few dollars off a proposed raise.
Never has the original intent of any policy,
from rent increases to parking fee increases,
been reversed because of student pressure, to
my knowledge. There was simply no power
base behind the bureaucracy. Academic af-
fairs have suffered similar fates.

To top things off, a substantial tuition in-

crease may be on the way courtesy of the state
legislature very shortly. Outside of one student
member of the Board of Trustees there is no
student outlet of any upper level importance to
deal with such a situation. A union would give
us the same bargaining power of any union,
and the kind of continuity and legal and
political clout that will make students a force
that cannot be igpored when decisions that
affect us are to be made. The fact that we are
here should be some testimony to the fact that
we are not children anymore. Let's demand
adult treatment, with a little consumer
protection to boot.

You know, it may sound a little corny to think
of this whole issue as "one of the most im-
portant decisions that you will ever make
during your college career". But when you
think seriously of the function you hope
education will play in your life, those opening
words of that little blue and gray pamphlet
strike a note that is urgently close to reality.

Collegian Columnist.

I
Biff Parent

}

The summer of our content

Massachusetts has e.ght pr.sons Joseph S. Prnsky is a member of
thrpughoutthe ^ate, and they've UMass Students Against Prisons.

The politically long, hot summer of 1974 is

over. And so a belated farewell for nearly King
Richard. One can only regret that our ex-

president didn't wait a few weeks so that

college campuses would have had their chance
to "react". Southwest would been an in-

teresting place I'm sure.

The event itself was relatively undramatic
due mainly to its sheer inevitability. The
transition of power was smoother than what
follows most elections and the people watched
with the complacency that has become
characteristic of seventies America.
Historically though the rise and fall of R i chard
Nixon, the sudden change in public attitude and
what the future may or may not hold will make
this past summer one of the most dramatic

moments since the signing of

the Constitution itself. But for

interlude the American people

have chosen to quickly forget

Richard Nixon et al., much in

the same manner they chose to

erase Vietnam from their

memories a year ago.

It is sad then to observe the

country sink into its the new
soft comfortable Ford, (which

admittedly is riding quite

well.) But we must not forget

this man Richard Nixon, what
brought him to power and how much power he

had amassed. Truly, the fact that he became
president of the United States is an indication

of some decay of the principles upon which this

country was founded. Richard Nixon proved to

be the bench warmer he was in college. He was
a man determined tosucceed but not naturally

equipped with the ability to do so. He then had
to satisfy his obsession by any means possible.

In California he had a reputation for being one

of the dirtiest campaigners known. His original

victory for Congress when he ran against Helen

Gahagam Douglas is a classic example of the

spit and hair-pull Nixon fighting style. When he

became Vice President he prevented himself

from disgrace by the old trick of letting the

public see a man cry in public. Old Checkers

really tore their hearts out in Peoria. Again

and again in his campaigns, against Kennedy,

Brown and Humphrey there were always hints

of shady dealings but none seemed worse than

"...we must not forget

Richard Nixon, what

brought him to power

and how much power

he had ammassed.

"what the other guy was doing". But then the

crime was committed and the crook took the

highest office, No more need be written here

about that, for that is ground wtll covered.

But mention must be made of the respon-

sibility all America shares for the success of

Richard Nixon in allowing him and all the

political vultures like him to rise to power in

this country. And here too credit must be
bestowed upon the people who brought at-

tention to the irresponsibility of the Nixon
Administration. We must remember the

students of the late sixties who shouted the

same things on campus five years ago that

were said respectfully this summer in the halls

of the Rayburn Building. You really can't

discredit the people who took to Harvard
Square singing and dancing to
the tune of resignation. For
many of those same people
were gassed and beat by the
National Guard just four years
before.

The press too must be
commended. Despite the
tyrannical attempts of the
Administration to discredit the
media, in the end the press was
proven to be correct. Of course
it wasn't a "victory" of the
press over the president.

//

doubt that there was champagne and party
favors in the editorial office of the Washington
Post on the evening of August eighth.

It was a good summer for the country, and
for the constitution. It was a tremendous
summer for tht* Congress. It was good to see

someone like Pete Rodino, who reminds one of

the corner bartender in his appearance and his

speech, hold a very prominent position in

deciding the future of the country.
Now everything must continue. The country

will live on the lovable Gerry Ford, we've
surely survived worse presidents. In some
ways my faith in the system is stronger but

that may be diminished ifGerryand Rocky run
and win in '76. But that remains to be seen.

As for R ichard Nixon, I hope I never have to

read or type his name again. If I do it will only

be a reminder of the disgrace he brought upon
this country.

"Sock'it to me?" We can only hope so.

Letters
The Edituiial pages of the Collegian serve two

primary functions: one is to provide for readers a

variety of ideas, philosophies, political viewpoints
etc. by a staff comprised of undergraduates. (With
an occasional guest piece by a grade student,
faculty member, or anyone invited by the editors.
Hopefully there will be an editorial cartoon every
day too.)

The second function of the editorial pages is to
provide a forum for the University population to
express their likes, dislikes, agreements and
disagreements with any article in any part of the
Collegian or to make comments on any issue or

circumstance on the campus or in the area.

The "Letters to the E ditor" colum n by its nature
creates several problems of its own. One is the
volume of letters received at the Collegian which
has on occasion reached over one hundred a waek.
It has been and will continue to be the policy of the

Collegian to print every letter to the editor that

does not contain any libelous statement, extreme
profanity, or is repititous of another letter or let-

ters, (i.e. letters on streaking and other fads.)

Furthermore the volume of letters puts an extra
burden of work on the Executive Editor and his

staff as each letter must be proofread, the source
checked if necessary and a headline written. The
problem is that many letters do not comply with
the simple requests made in the "Letters Policy"
which is printed every day. The problems arising

from infractions on these sim pie requests will stop.

Letters that do not follow the guidelines set forth

in the "Letters Policy" will be returned or

discarded. That's it.

The Collegian needs commentators to write
editorial pieces on life, liberty, happiness and its

absence. Got a manuscript? Leave it at the Editorial
Office with your name, address and phone number.
We'll call you.

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and

include the author's address and phone number.

Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they

must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no

guarantee that all letters received will ba printed.

Bill Parent is the Assistant Executive Editor of the Collegian.
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Man holds pilot hostage

after landing at Logan
cont. from p. 1

The ordeal ended at about

1120 a.m. when Collins walked
off the plane after talking with a

black FBI agent by radio for

several hours. The FBI refused

to identify the agent.

"He was highly emotional,"

Newpher said of Collins. He
added that Collins sometimes
was incoherent.

"He complained about lack of

money, lack of a job, not being

able to buy gifts for his relatives

at Christmas time, not being
able to own a house."
Eastern spokesman John

Stiffler said the money was
placed on the runway so Collins

could "see its color." Collins

only comment, however, was
"Give the money to the poor
people of Roxbury," a

predominantly black section of

Boston.

State police later picked up
the money, but would not say
what was done with it.

The takeover of the plane, the
7 a.m. shuttle from New York's
La Guardia Airport, began about

7:45 a.m. when it landed and

pulled to the gate at Eastern's

terminal.

The busy airport stopped all

takeoffs and landings for about

an hour.

Venezuela to freeze

oil prices, up taxes
CARACAS \UPI\ - Venezuela

has apparently dropped plans to

increase its oil prices but will hit

U.S. and other foreign oil

companies with bigger income
taxes, government sources said

yesterday.

The South American oil giant,

which supplies a third of U.S. oil

imports, now charges oil

companies a flat 60 per cent
income tax.

This tax, in turn, is based on
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artifically high, government-set
oil export prices which now
average $14.43 a barrel.

Venezuela expects to earn in

the area of $10 billion in oil in-

come this year, a sum that is

triple last year's revenue thanks
to major increases in world oil

prices.

Earlier this year, Venezuelan
President Carlos Andres Perez

received special oil powers from
congress, including the right to

hike oil taxes to curtail high

international company profits.

Mideast urged

to help poor
WASHINGTON [UP/] -

Dr. John Hannah, deputy
secretary general of the
World Food Conference,
yesterday urged Mideast
petroleum producing nations
to aid the world's developing
countries by providing cheap
fertilizer to boost their food
production.

Addressing the
representatives of 400
governmental organizations
interested in the in-

ternational food problem,
Hannah said that basically

the poor countries would
have to bear the main
burden.
He said that while the

developing countries
leadership would have to

give more emphasis to

agricultural production, the

international community
could help them by in-

creasing their production of

cheap fertilizers.

The petroleum-producing
countries of the Middle E ast,

with their wasting flared

natural gas and their sub-
stantial accumulations of

capital funds have a

potential to make a major
contribution toward the
solution of the fertilizer

problem," Hannah said.

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

"For All Your Travel Needs"

Air Reservations

Cruises

Tours

Hotels

Car Rentals

Charter Flights

Student Tours

Low Cost Vacation Specials

Eurail Passes

TICKETRON

OFFICE

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
Campus Center 3rd Level
University ot Massachusetts 545-0500
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WRIGHTS

Paint and Wallpaper
9 Pray St.

AMHERST, MASS.

Benjamin As, *

Moorempaints
QmiHttl

laundry

service

Mutual Laundry Service

Same Day Service

Low Rates

Diaper Service Dry Cleaning

Located behind Gaslight II

253-3044
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living!
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ON FREE UMASS BUS LINE
NO LEASE REQUIRED

Check out an amazingly big two bedroom at Brittany
Manor. From swimming rxx>Ls

1 2 1 and pro tennis courts 1 2

1

to softbalJ, football & badminton lawns and recreational fa-

cilities, there's plenty to keep you going. And you'll never
be far from all the comforts ofhome with applianced kitch-
ens, wall to waU carpeting, masterTV antenna, heat and
air conditioning, and motorcycle racks. Plus a 24-hour resi-

dent manager and on-site maintenance crew.

Allenby

Tree Service

Pruning. Take Downs

Land Clearing

Limited Services

AMHERST

546-8725

Need a Science Core Elective?

Enrollment it still open in

ENGINEERING 100(E)

specifically designed for

Non-engineering majors

Energy, Pollution, Productivity,

Computers, Communications, Structures

MWF 11:15 Schedule No. 223967

2 bedrooms from $230

Give us a caH at (413) 256-8534.

Directions: Ea* Hadley Road opposite Grist Mill off Route 1 16.

BrittanyManor

Evel Knievel to jump Sunday
By JIM W/LLSE
Associated Press

TWIN FALLS, Idaho - The scientific brain
behind E vel Knievel's attempt to hurdle the Snake
River Canyon figures his client's chances of suc-
cess are "about the same as a test pilot trying out a
new aircraft for the first time."
Robert Truax, a veteran engineer in U. S. guided

missile programs, gave his estimate Wednesday,
just moments after a crane delicately deposited
Knievel's X2 Sky-Cycle on the 108-foot ramp from
which the stuntman will be catapulted Sunday.

"I'd say the chances are less than the space
agency gave the astronauts," Truax, 56, said at the
launch site at the edge of the 500-foot-deep canyon.
"Our statistics are two tests in the drink, so if you
take a pessimistic view, our chances are zero.

'But we feel they're considerbly better than
zero," Truax added.
At the foot of the dirt hill forming the base of the

launch ramp was the tangled wreckage of the X1
Sky-Cycle which plunged to the bottom of the
canyon last November. At the side of the hill was
the comparatively unbroken shell of the second
test vehicle that failed to make it across the 1,600-
foot gap a week and a half ago.
Truax, a developer of the Air Force secret

satellite and Navy Polaris missile programs,
appeared unconcerned by the aluminum skeletons
as he explained what should happen after the
thirty-four-year-old Knievel straps himself into the
toylike Sky-Cycle at about 4:30 p.m. E DT Sunday.
Fifty thousand people are expected to watch the
stunt here, with millions more in theaters for the
closed circuit telecast.
Knievel, who made his name by jumping

motorcycles over trucks and the like, is carrying a
$100,000 check made out to Truax. It's dated Sept. 9
- the day after the jump - and Truax said, "We get
him across or we get nothing. That's our deal."
Truax said the clock will begin ticking for

Knievel when he lowers himself into the cramped,
open cockpit of the rocketlike vehicle.
Once inside, K nievel will tur n on a master switch

controlling the electrical system, press a button to
start cameras inside the cockpit, pull back a lever
that will control the crucial parachutes and,
finally, start the engine.
"He doesn't have to do anything really com-

plex," said Truax with a smile.
As designed by Truax, the Sky-Cycle is quite

unlike the m otor cycles K nievel is used to. At 13 feet
long, about 1,300 pounds fully loaded, the vehicle is

really a steam-driven bullet with K nievel along as
the passenger. As the engine is activated, water
heated to 720 degrees will be fed into the vehicle
and cooled to 700 degrees, creating the steam that
will power it over the jagged rocks of t-he canyon.
By the time they reach the end of the ramp,

pointing 56 degrees in the air, Knievel and his Sky-
Cycle should be traveling about 200 miles per hour.
Peak speed will be about 400 m.p.h., Truax said.
With 5,000 to 6,000 pounds of thrust behind him,

K nievel can wait no longer than 21 seconds to push
forward the lever to activate the two-parachute
system on which his life will depend.
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Paperwork delays

special education
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BOSTON [AP] - A number of

school systems have failed to

meet the deadline for com-
pliance with the state's new
special education law.

Several school systems are

having trouble completing the

paperwork which was required

by Tuesday, according to an

official in the Department of

E ducation.

The 1972 law, which took

effect Sunday, requires plans

to be submitted to the
department by that date for

educationg retarded, han-
dicapped and emotionally
disturbed children.

Striking Timberline teachers in Plaistow, N.H., renewed the picket lines

yesterday that had been first established on February 26. A Federal Court judge

earlier ruled that town officials could not interfere with the pickets as long as they

were peaceful, but new teachers, hired to fill the vacancies caused by the strike,

were verbally harassed by the picketers. However, the picket lines were described

by one official as "beautiful, peaceful and probably unproductive." Last February,

102 teachers struck in an attempt to gain a master contract, but the number of

strikers has been reduced to 40, due to teachers leaving the district to seek em-

ployment elsewhere, or returning to work in Timberline.
_

nation and world
Shumway's

Wallpaper & Paint Store, Inc.

320 COLLEGE STREET

Bold and Bright Colors

Gen. Abrams dies
WASHINGTON [AP] Gen.

Creighton W. Abrams, Army
chief of staff and former

commander of U.S. forces in

Vietnam, died early yesterday

of complications from lung

cancer surgery.

Abrams, who would have

been 60 on Sept. 15, had

surgery nearly three months
ago and returned to duty in

July. But in August he returned

to Walter Reed Army Medical

Center and was being treated

for two blood clots.

Abrams became U.S.

commander in Vietnam in 1968

and was named Army chief of

staff in mid-1972.

Maddox defeated
ATLANTA \UPI\ - Lester

Maddox, who parlayed ax

handles and his segregationist

views into the governorship of

Georgia seven years ago,

tearfully admitted political

defeat yesterday to moderate
George Busbee in the

Democratic gubernatorial
primary.

"I don't think anyone will be

elected in Georgia as a racist

candidate anytime in the

future," said Busbee, 47-year-

old majority leader in the Staie

House of Representatives.

U.S. to cut food aid

\AP\ - Agriculture Secretary

Earl Butz and other American

food experts made it clear

yesterday that the days of

massive U.S. food programs

overseas are over and that

poor nations must do more to

feed themselves.

In off-the-cuff remarks the

secretary said the American
people "have made a com-
mitment not to let anyone
starve."

That commitment will be
upheld, he said, but there is no
way in the face of expanding
world populations and
domestic budgetary pressures
that the United States can run

an international welfare
program without end.

The Student Senate Twieit Service

Will be accepting applications for the Fall Semester

Training Program Sep*. 5 thru Sept. 13.

Acceptance into the program will be based upon the following

qualifications:

1. Must be an undergraduate or graduate student enrolled in

programs of the Univ. of Mass. or Stockbridge School of

Agriculture.

2. Must be 18 years of age or older.

3. Must have held a motor vehicle operator's license for at least

one year.

Applications will be available at the bus garage office and at

Sept. 5 Concert Info. Booth. Students with 3 or more semesters of

study left preferred.

r

\ear after year, semester

after semester, the

CollegeMaster*from

Fidelity Union Life has

been the most accepted,

most popular plan on
campuses all overAmerica.

Find out why.

Call the Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster*

Field Associate

in your area:

"Ronald J. Nathan Agency"

747 Main St., Amh«rst

Tel.: 2S4 835)

Special low college rates

for campus delivery of

Slje JfeUrJJark©hue*

(Itgoes toyourhead)
Contact

Campus News Agency
P.O. Box 788

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

or mail this coupon

CollegeMaster

Fall term
^a '^ subscr'P t 'on rates on campus are 1/3 below the newsstand price

Weekdays D Weekdays D Weekdays and Sundays
(Mon.-Fri.: $8.58) (Mon.-Sat.: $9.88) ($18.88)

Full Year
Weekdays Weekdays D Weekdays and Sundays !

(Mon.-Fri.:$17.68) (Mon.-Sat.: $22.28) ($41.18)
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School mlftrvs*

Hello

Mother
Nature
The Long Plain Nature

Center and the University
of Massachusetts School of

Education are cooperating
to provide a semester-long
course for people who want
to work with children in the

outdoors. Called a "Nature
Counselor's Workshop,"
this course will focus upon
methods of introducing
chi'dren to the wonder and
excitement of their natural

environment.

Through films, lectures,

and numerous field trips,

the students will develop
the understanding of

ecology and natural
history, which will start

them on their way to
becoming teacher-
naturalists. They will gain

S&\

ufer

practical teaching ex-

perience by assisting the

Long Plain Nature Center

in its elementary and
secondary school
programs.

The students will be
particularly encouraged to

develop educational
programs which will utilize

their special talents.

This workshop will be
taught by Dr. Gordon
Schimmel, Executive
Director of the Nature
Center, and Professor
Linda Lock wood of the

UMass Department of

Environmental Science.

College credit can be
granted through either the

School of Education or the

Department of Continuing
Education. The Nature
Counselor's Workshop is

listed under School of

Education LEX No. 5090.

Classes will be conducted
on Thursdays, from 1:30 to

4:30, beginning September
12th. I n addition to the class

commitment, students will

be expected to have one
morning per week
available for working with
the schools. Enrollment is

limited to 25.

For further information,
please contact Dr.
Schimmel at 545-3480, or

Professor Lockwood at 545-

2822.

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

9 549-2671

AMMEIST CHINESE FOOD
62 Main St., Amhmt

T.I 253-7135
EAf INMTAKI-OUT

H4CNSPGCIMS9VC

Finast
of Hadley

Maple &
Russell
Street

Mountain
Farms Mall

Choose from Our Wide
Selections of Stationary Needs!

Filler Paper
300

sheets

Bic Special ea 27c

BicCNC eaS^
Crayola Crayons .... 8W
Comp Book iooSUS . . . 63 39*

Comp Book "aWST. . . ea 49c

Comp Book ,'£$& . . . ea 69c

Vinyl Binders ea 99c

Shop Finast of Hadley for all

Your Housekeeping Supplies!

Can Opener
Ecko

Turn-Key
All

Metal

Percolator 7 &
A
9
u
SuP . . . . ea 2.77

Bucket
1

s& -1.66
Dish Pan ££2* ea 1 -66

Dust Pan pi.*,c ea 79
c

Wet Mop ..1.99

Sponge Mop ea 1-89

Corn Broom ea 1-89

One btl of 100 Finast

Aspirin
Tablets

With a Purchase $5 or More - Limit

One Coupon per Customer

___ Valid thru Sept. 7

tjjjl H-544 [f

One 8 oz ctn

Befit
Yogurt

With a Purchase $5 or More - Limit

One Coupon per Customer
_^_ Valid thru Sept. 7
fiftTI H-545 [f

Land O' Lakes

Butter

With a Purchase $5 or More - Limit

One Coupon per Customer
Valid thru Sept. 7

ff^^ H536 [f] [UM

Choose from Our Wide
Selection of Plants from Our Produce Dept

Live Plants
3 1/2 " pots

Your Choice of

Zebrina - Blue
Bells - Irisine,

Philodendrons SUPERMARKETS
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities. Prices Effective thru Sat., Sept 7
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The new kids
on the block
On Monday, August 19, and Wednesday, August 21, the

Resource Network (a collaborative organization comprised primarily

of volunteer representatives from the various components of

Student Affairs) sponsored an orientation program for new Heads of

Residences. This was the first such program planned cooperatively

by representatives of all five residential areas.

The two-day session was designed to compliment the more in-

tensive and ongoing training provided within each area. It was the

intent of the planning committee to provide for that orientation

which was needed by all new staff and could best be accomplished

at one time rather than repititiously in each area. The added ad-

vantage to this large group programming was the opportunity for

new staff to meet - before they became isolated in their own areas -

both fellow newcomers and some returning staff from across the

campus.

Monday's session focused on the introduction of key ad-

ministrators. Vice Chancellor Gage welcomed the new staff to what

he hoped would be the beginning of an exciting year in Student

Affairs; Ken Dean, the director of the newly established Office of

Residential Life, briefly introduced his staff (with whom the Areas

would be working closely) and emphasized the concept of com-

munication as an essential element in the workings of the new
organization. The remainder of the session was devoted to rotating

small group discussions with these staff members. Rather than the

traditional parading of, and speeches from, the usual long line of

administrators, the intent here was to establish a more informal

setting in which new staff, returning staff, and the administrators

directly involved in the areas, could interact more informally and

personally.

These discussions were followed by a presentation by Jack Walsh
of the Personnel Office on the benefits (insurance, health care)

attached to the Head of Residence position.

The afternoon ended with a Dutch Treat Happy Hour to which

many other administrators were invited.

Wednesday morning was devoted to a "Referral Fair". At this fair,

all of the various helping agencies (to whom the Heads of Residence

invariably refer students) were represented at tables placed around

one large room in the Campus Center.

The morning began as two returning, but relatively new Heads of

Residences, Sandy Anderson (Cashin) and Lucy Swainwick

(Grayson) shared their feelings of "What It Was Like To Be The New
Kid On The Block". They emphasized the fact that Heads of

Residences are not super-people. They don't need to know all things

for all people - but they do need to know who to turn to for help.

"And present today, were all of the people and organizations who,

indeed, are out there to help."

Music, coffee and donuts, and the continuous showing of films

(from SDC) provided for an informal, relaxed atmosphere while staff

- both new and returning - were able to see, at one time, all that is

available, and to meet the faces behind the offices.

Significantly, the information gathering was not limited to new
area staff. Those sitting behind the tables, too, used the opportunity

to meet people from other organizations and to find out what else

was happening on campus.
A buffet luncheon, sponsored by the Office of Residential Life, for

all those participating in the Fair, concluded the very successful

morning. This time was yet another opportunity for staff - from all

the components of Student Affairs to interact informally.

The final event - Wednesday afternoon - was a workshop in

Emergency Management. Stressing reliance on common sense and
the need to deal with the aftermath of the crises with all those af-

fected by it. Dot Burke, the Head cf Residence of Patterson, in-

toduced the theme, shared some 'real-life experiences' and in-

troduced the workshop guests: Evelyn Duston, Jane Zapka, and Dr.

McBride of the Infirmary, speaking on medical emergencies; Lee

Whitaker and Dave Craft of the Mental Health Department, speaking

on emotional emergencies; Dianna White, Mary Dumas, and
Raymond Marrero fo the Campus Police Department, speaking on
emergencies calling for Police support. (A film and discussion

student theft emphasized preventive action.) E. T. Mellor, offering

some guidelines for drug related emergencies, concluded the

workshop.

Don't you want
to go to school
E nrollm ents are ex-

pected to drop and ex-

penses to rise in the
Nation's schools and
colleges during the 1974-75

school year, according to

U.S. Commissioner of

Education Terrel H. Bell.

An estimated 58,610,000

students will answer the

school bell this fall, com-
pared with 59,009,000 ac-

tually enrolled last Sep-

tember — anticipated

decrease of seven-tenths of

one percent.

Or. Bell said that the

biggest decline, about
730,000 students, will be felt

by the elementary schools.

The Commissioner also

pointed out that the total

cost of education is ex-

pected to rise about $11

billion over the previous

year. Funds from local.

State and Federal sources

during 1973-74 totaled »97

billion, while in 1974-75 the

prediction is for $108 billion,

he said.

Education expenses will

represent nearly eight
percent of our gross
national product and will

directly involve almost 62

million Americans.
"Education," Dr. Bell

pointed out, "will be the

principal occupation of 29

percent of our population.

In fact," he added,
"education is considered to

be the country's largest

enterprise in terms of the

number of people involved

and the dollars spent."

A continued rise in high

school enrollment is

predicted. Assuming that

the same proportion of 18-

to 21-year-olds enroll in

institutions of higher
education in 1974 as in 1973

there will also be another

turn to page 14
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DAMES CLUB:
Newly formed club will hold a wine

tasting party on Sept. 11 at 8 pm at

Farley House (next to Alumni
Stadium). Dames Club is for student
wives and wives of students. Nancy
Craig 253-9584.

EVERYWOMEN'S CENTER:
New hours: AAon., Tues., Thurs.,

Fri. 10-4. Wed., 18.

G90 PE100:
Ice Hockey. Names of all students

who have pre-registered for G90 Ice

Hockey without permission of the
instructor will be deleted from the

roster for that class. Contact Coach
Kidd, Boyden 225.

PEOPLE'S MARKET:
is looking for paid workers

(volunteers, too!). Apply to Peoples'

Market, Student Union.

RUGBY:
Practice for newcomers and

veterans Friday at 4 on fields west of

Boyden. Everyone welcome.

SOCCER CANDIDATES:
There will be a meeting of all

*

Film Times
ACADKMY OF MUSIC

The Sting — 7:W» - 9: ||

MOUNTAIN FARMS Foi H

Cinema I

1 1. i In.- Hides Again — 2: (Ml - B:M - HIM)

Cinema 'Z

Our Time — 2:00 • (:M - K:00

Cinema |

Kutt'h Cassidy and Ihe Sundance Kid
— 2:00 - .V:t0 - X:0O

Cinema t

Mr. Majesty k — 2:00 - 5:41 - 1:15

soccer candidates (V and JV) on
Friday at 5 in 227 Boyden Building.

All candidates are urged to attend.

SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB:
Learn fo skydive this semester!

Classes taught at UMass at night and
we jump at Turner Falls' Airport

weekends and holidays. Watch this

NOTICE section for date and time of

our Sept. course.

BUS DRIVERS' MEETING:
The Student Senate Transit Service

will have a meeting for all old and
new drivers on Sept. 5 at 4 at the Bus
Garage. All drivers must attend.

Please try to have your schedule
straightened out by then.

WOMEN'S CREW BEGINS:
A meeting of all persons interested

in the Women's Rowing Team, no
experience required, "the taller and
tougher the better." Women under
110 lbs are also need for coxswain.

Meeting at 7 pm in Lounge on
N.O.P.E. on Sept. 5.

ZOOLOGY 101:

Labs will begin on Sept. 9

FOREIGN STUDENTS:
An E.S.L. section of Educational

Psychology is bein offered to foreign
students, Psych 301 Tu Th 11:15 —

Notices

12:05. Prof. Hemmer.
PSYCH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE:
There will be four classes of E.S.L.

offered through the Rhetoric Dept speakers
Rhet. 106 and 107 — all foreign Office,

students and non native English

inquire at the Rhetoric

THURSDAY, 5 SEPT: FREE!

COMEDY SHORTS
Chaplin, Keaton, Marx Bros., Betty Boop

7,8:30,10 S.U.B.

(in event of rain, moved to C. C. Concourse)

FRIDAY, 6 SEPTi

BOGART
"The Maltese Falcon"

"The Big Sleep"

plus

Betty Boop

7& 10:15

8: 15 & 11:30

CCA 75

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

WALT DISNEY PRODUCT.ONS

CQ/1 Q1CO MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL
%JO*+-Z? UJ ROUTE 9-MAOLEr MASS

fflftE$4Glti&

• VI THEtiATES
•OF SMITH COLLEGE

iOOEMY:
MUSIC

1 NORTHAMPTON
• • •

NOW — 7:Oo\ <i

*J*S ST*+Q

TECHNICOLOR

M IB HAYES BERRY POWERS MdNTIRE WYNN
.-. HELEN KtN

Today. 2:00 - 6:00 - 8:00
Twt-Lite Hour: 5:30 6:00 — $1.25

In 1955 there were
a few things a fashionable

girls school didn t teach

Cui 'f/ftf
PC.

Today: 2:00 6:00 - 8:00

Twi-Lite Hour: 5.30 6:0d — Si. 25

4dZ? I

...all it takes is

a little Confidence

^ \«'\t — BwKterU liillif l

rilMUMlIMll ED

BUTCH & THE KID ARE BACK!
Just for the fun of it)

PAUL NEWMAN
ROBERT REDFORD
KATHARINE ROSS.

BUTCH CASSIDY AND
THE SUNDANCE KID*

eg'

Today: 2:00 - 5:30 8:00
Twi Lite Hour: 5:00 5:30 — SI. 25

PC

Why are they saying it's

the one movie you
should see this year?
Ask anyone

ft seen it

CHARLES BROMSON
"MR.MAJESTYK"

Today. 2:00 5:45 — 8:15
Twi Lite Hour, 5:15 5:45 — SI. 25

MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8.30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

before the day your ad is to

appear.
The rates are:

Daily — S.30 per line

Weekly — $.25 per line

Monthly — $.20 per line

Adult Admission During Matinees — $1.50

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES

FOR SALE

l.chlanr trumpet. very good • tuxt it ion

Simi ( .ill .lerrx 2SMW».

AUTO FOR SALE

FOR SALE
M iimh ii k I'm;:,

engine & power
Kit!).

N cyl., automatic good
S Reasonable Kay I -:;<.?•

Snow tires — Two Miehelin X snow
i .nil.iK SZ; IK.i-CI. tost 17.) new. Mill sell

for 150. I sril one winter IX.0M mi. >. (all A

I

- .M.VI7I7.

Panasonic SC777 sterpo unit turntable.

\M-FM tuner and cassette recorder. Also

l*n Ctl of speakers North approx. l.iiMl.

must sell for |2.">«' M Bromhergpr -'<•!

i ii.iiiiiniii in S4S-MU,

M \\\ Kus. Kood condition 10 speed
< olumhia bike. $:.n ( all HT-UW.

I'M.s ( hew < Hi < .n i v. ill -rebuilt ti cyl.

.''.lieu, in. eng.. :i spd column shift. Hiihbcr
is excellent. Asking SI2IHI. but I Mill accept
negotiate \l Hrnmherger L'u:i ( hadhourne
£45-1717.

IS7H M(iB. good shape, new clutch, etc.

WWliai . Best offer. Pave.

71 (hex. No\a. excellent condition,
power st hr. AM-PM serxice record. IlKlli

or best offer. SMMB, .'» • 7 p.m.

FOR RENT

Minderland — Ml. Sugarloaf — On free

I Mass bus line. \o lease required Be cool

in Ihe pool or in vour fantastic air ion

ililniii.il .* lied i in wall-wall carpeting, self

cleaning oxens. dishwashers, disposals

laundrv lacilities Master T\ antenna. .'I

hr. resident manager, maintenance crew.

Kenting at SJ.'ii including utilities (all us

lla-Mi.>-:P> «•

\mherst— Hrillanx Manor — (In Iree

I Mass bus line No lease required
Vmaringh big J bedrooms with all the
comforts of home. Applianced kitchens,

wall lo wall carpeting, master TV antenna,
heat and air i mid motorcycle racks. |

pools. .' tennis courts, football, soflhall &
badminton lawns J I hr. resident mug &
in.iiiilin.il" i I h> ill ins from $.' !u (all III

EMMttM,

.' bedroom, carpeted, on l Mass bus

route. $.'«:> includes all utilities, elcilrii

heal dishwasher, air conditioning King
I'hilip \pts Sunderland MS -'am.

ROOMMATE WANTED

V — to share I bedrm apt in Xnihetsi

( Ir Kent $7"> per month I haxe .' cats' ( all

Vlisi.n tM-tSKI. Keep trxing

Koommale wanted lo share J bedroom
,(|>! Prefer female •see Chris t liffside

Mils Mil

Own Km Ibdrm -*wi I'ufflon 177 strxe
">

Im« st. in l.\ | inpm l.radnrf

HELP WANTED

ram up to J.'JMi in .' weeks nl part lime
work from Sept ii. U stage West in West
Springfield needs students to sell season
ticket*, (all I 7NI-II7H if interested

•iH'iiing for gr»d. a*st in early

childhood at (.rass Kools ( nop Pre-Srhool
If qualified & interested, call Hrad Stocker
3M-IPW7 or Maureen 2.VI-»3>I.

t.i ass It. w.l < .Mil. Pre s« hool has opening
for children .' i» - .» of student and staff. ( all

MMM or .'.i.l-fntl.

i all uia lor Sale — ( ollege Calculators

offers lowest prices am where Ml models
avail,i hie Texas Inst . Hew all Packard.
1 nicom. Ml machines new and guar, with

2 mth repla. ement warranty ...Before mhi
bu\ a calculator call me I i.iii heal am
price auxuherc look for IR) posters

ai oiiiid campus foi details I hen rail Huh
( row ell at .»!!!-

1

FOR RENT

i.ill.

t room inllai:.' in H. iti.tidslnn simp
and refrig liiinislii .1 IS mins from
I Mass lino pet month plus utilities

Phone his -'i.-M,

Kuiiiished \pts I ! _•' mis 'I inns

lease Sept I lime I Mr-cond p. ml

parking Near shopping anil (heaters

Heasonahle nuts Xmheist Motel. Ht '•

opp /.acre's

I am Immni . in K.ini/inu ski trips this

wmtei ski \ ei monl lice till season t all

m; II i IPJ22

N'cviiil campus rates are available for

HMr .SPltKlslI I Pi UHO> and fU I

magaiines ( all Mh-UJ",

lloises Hoarded — III minutes from
campus — Box stalls trails pasture, large
lield for hunt course (all »I.V,'7»M dax or
ISMMI evening

Campus t lubs and Organizations l»«

vou want to publish high qualttv
newsletter, pamphlet, magarine or
hiMiklet " 'let the Message i ompanv help
vim write lavout. design and prim it'!

Heasonahle lees t onlacl Jerrx al .*jl-»KKI

i"i information

ENTERTAINMENT

Boh the Ml is hark and the bands are tm
the run More music for less money . Dance
and trivia contests nonstop nostalgia VI*-

w(7'»

MISCELLANEOUS

PERSONALS

I i eH Mm Visium is looking for vou lo

s.iv Mi t oniaii I ambda « hi \fpha *

Now. i morses beginners intermediates
I xpenenced leather I all .I'liisl.*

Phot.. I'assparu i

repairs I ,in« s I'lu.i

.i serxkr A can
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School anyone?
from page 12

small increase in college

enrollment.

Enrollment in kin-

dergarten through grade 8 is

expected to decrease from
35.1 million last fall to 34.4

million in 1974. A decrease of

more than 600,000 is an-

ticipated in public schools,

while nonpublic school
enrollment will probable
decline by about 100,000

ic ln grades 9 through 12,

enrollment is expected to

rise from 15.4 million in

1973 to 15.6 million this fall.

Since little or no change is

anticipated in nonpublic
school enrollment, all of the

increase will occur in

public high schools.

tin the Nation's colleges

and universities, an in-

crease of about 100,000

degree-credit students,

from 8.5 million to 8.6

million, over last fall's

enrollment is expected.

Virtually all of the higher

education increase will

take place in public in-

stitutions, since enrollment

in privately controlled

colleges and universities is

Bit of
Blarney

Irish Studies will be
available to students in the

Five-Colleges for a two-year

period starting this September
under the fourth Five-College

Faculty Appointment recently

approved by the Five-College

Deputies.

Ms. Maria Tymoczko, a Ph.-

D. in Celtic Studies from
Harvard, will offer the Old

Irish language this fall through

the English Department of the

University of Massachusetts,

the host institution. Graduate
students should register for

English 811, meeting Tuesday
evening from 7:30 to 10. Un-
dergraduates may register for

the same course through
English 385, Independent
Study.

During the two years Dr.

Tymoczko will teach such
courses as Early Celtic

Literature in Translation at the

other four colleges and will

stimulate and coordinate Irish

Studies in the Five-College

area.

McCambridge
Next to Campus Pizza

( Rte. 9)

Had ley, 584-2277

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
BuylNGK -

SPARK PLUG
get 2nd for 25c

with this ad
Good until Sept. 13

CYCLE REPAIRS
All Makes & Models
Parts & Accessories

Dealer
*

"Motorcycle Pick-Up!

Closest Bike

Shop to

U. Mass

• *

expected to remain
relatively stable. The
figures for both years
exclude undergraduate
students enrolled in oc-

cupational or general
studies programs that are

not creditable toward a

bachelor's degree. There

were 1.1 million of these

nondegree-credit students

in the fall of 1973

Expenditures for
elementary and secondary
schools are expected to

total $68 billion ($62 billion

for public and $6 billion for

nonpublic schools) during

the next school year, while

expenditures for higher
education are estimated at

$40 billion ($27 billion for

public and $13 billion for

private institutions).

More than 3 million
persons will be engaged in

classroom instruction this

fall. This includes more
than 2.3 million persons
teaching at the elementary
and secondary school levels

(2.1 million in public and
200,000 in nonpublic
schools) and over 600,000

instructional staff mem-
bers in colleges and
universities (more than

400,000 in public and 200,000

in private institutions).

In addition to the persons

employed in classroom
teaching, there will be

about 300,000 superin
tendents, principals,
supervisors, and other

instructional staff mem-
bers this fall. Thus the total

number of persons directly

involved in the educational

process, including students,

teachers, and ad-

ministrative staff, will be

about 61.9 million.

Other highlights in the

current educational pic-

ture:

— The high school class of

1975 is expected to exceed
the 1974 figuce of 3.1 million

graduates, which will make
it the largest in history.

— Institutions of higher
education conferred about
1.3 million bachelor's and
higher degrees during the
school year 1973-74. The
projected figure for June
1975 is about the same.
Included in this total are
950,000 bachelor's, 50,000

first-professional, 270,000

master's, and 40,000 doc-
tor's degrees.

#C»/npe6 fC»f>•*s"*
~~

#

PI AM IS T
YOU i TANP HEef^rj-

TALKIN6V A BUILDING, fTTTT
EVERY0N6 15 6CHN6 TO
THINK VOlTKE CRAZY

X

U)MY?! AT LEAST IT LISTENS.'

I SURE CAN'T TALK TO THE
PRINCIPAL OK THE PTA OR
THE BCARP OF EDUCATION !

MIXED SINGLES

liiOUlV VOL)/
1

Hue^6 Mi
r MAve
'PitBCtP

6AZZ?

V\V IT TO Mi

V£(cV QoOf\G

\

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS

J Entreaties
6 Halts

11 Pact
12 Author
14 Lease
15 Take

unlawfully
17 Chinese mile

18 Frequently
(poet

)

19 Strip of

leather

20 Sum up
21 Faroe Is-

lands whirl-

wind
22 Eskimo
23 Plumlike

fruit

24 Take for

granted
26 Pretends
27 Doctrines
28 Flesh
29 Mountains of

South
America

31 Tillers of the

soil

34 Vegetable
35 Weird
36 Latin con-

junction

37 Paddle
38 Instruct

39 Man's name
40 Guide's low

note
41 Fruit (pi.)

42 One op-
posed

43 Plagues
45 Slanted
47 Lift

48 Spirited

horse

DOWN
1 Favor
2 Period of

fasting

3 Dine

4 Near
5 Prescribed
ways

6 Perspiration
7 Snare
8 Lubricate
9 Liquid
measure
(abbr.)

Rarely
Body of

soldiers .

Is borne
Exact
Poverty-
stricken
areas
Winged
Item of pro-
perty
Mortification

Downy duck
European
finch

10
11

13
16
19

20
22

23
25
26

28

29
30
31
32

Member of

religious

order (pi

)

Around
Tidier

Fright

Remained at

ease

33 Sedate
35 Wipe out
38 Golf mounds
39 Poker stake
41 Greek letter

42 Beverage
44 Cooled lava

46 Pronoun

DUtr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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AT LEAST. LJHEN I TALK TO
THE SCHOOL 6UIL0IN6, IT LISTENS
TO WHAT I HAVE TO SAY!
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PERHAPS AT TIMES
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CANPIP..L655 THAN
FRANK... I MAY HAVE

EQUIVOCATED
OV6RSTATEROR

4 S'

'MTHHEIP OR MISEVAIUATEP
ON OCCASION OBFUSCATEX?

'

/UlSPELIWeATEP, OR EVEN—? HYPERBOLIZE?

- BUT NEVER HAVE
i tiep/

Tfrzn

Yankee third baseman Craig Nettles leaps in vain for

foul pop in second inning against the Brewers at Shea
Stadium. The Yankees won 3-0. (see story p. 16)

Search continues for

assistant net coach
By GLENN POSTER

After capturing three consecutive Yankee Conference Championship
crowns, the 1974 edition of the UMass tennis team ended its season after

only eight matches as the players went on strike to press their demands for

an assistant coach. Now, the story behind the scenes.
Steve Kosakowski, "an institution here at UMass," according to

assistant athletic director Robert MacConnell, has been coaching tennis
and hockey at UMass for the past twenty-five years. Steve Kosakowski is

also blind. So, considering the fortunes of his teams in the past few years,
he's done a superb job in the selection of players and the assignments of
seedings for a man with a handicap.

The players, on the other hand, felt that an assistant was an absolute
must. According to the final edition of last spring's COLLEGIAN,. .."That
assistant would report to Coach Kosakowski what was happening on the
courts and would then make all the decisions as to who would play in the
matches and what seeds they would be playing at..."

The result of the players' demands to the athletic department was to
notify Coach Kosakowski about the number one priority to the team. The
coach agreed on the hiring of an assistant if he i Kosakowski) could pick
the candidate. The athletic department agreed to this.

A decision as to the eventual assistant, has not been reached yet.

Unfortunately, things have come to a temporary halt as Coach Kosakowski
has been hospitalized.

Tek Toothbrushes

23*

Reg .69

White Rain Shampoo

88*
Reg $1.25

Colgate Toothpaste

Reg .93

Scope

15* y
Reg .21 jS

Right Guard

Reg .85

Ballpoint Pens

15
c

Xv Reg. 19

y< Save >w

S^ on >V

yS Specials ^v

(3) Locations

North Worcester 10 a.m. -6 p.m.

Southwest-Hampden 8 a.m. -8 p.m.

Central-Franklin 11 a.m. 7 p.m.

Soccer outlook optimistic
By BILL DOYLE

A combination of returning

veterans, the addition of a few
transfer students, and improved

organization makes the outlook of

this fall's UMass soccer team bright

indeed.

On the whole, the team is better

prepared mentally and physically

for the coming season than last

year. Coach Al Rufe's first year as

varsity coach. Rufe took over the

team half way through last summer
and didn't have much of a chance
to recruit or organize.

"This past year I've been able

attend soccer banquets and visit

high schools and I think we have
some fine soccer players coming to

UMass because of it," said Coach
Rufe.

Besides better organization and
recruitment other factors point to a

better season than last year.

"The team lost only four starters

out of eleven so we'll have a

veteran squad. Plus, they all

Sports Notices
Fall Baseball Tryouts — All

interested candidates who
want to try out for the up-
coming season, please see
Coach Bergquist in his office,

room 217 Boyden. Tryouts will

be held from Monday, Sep-
tember 9th to Thursday,
September 12th from 3— 5 p.m.
on the Varsity field. Please
bring your own equipment.

Fall Lacrosse — A meeting
will be held for all fall lacrosse
candidates in Room 249,

Boyden Gymnasium, Friday,
September 6th at 4:30 p.m.

reported in better shape than a year

ago."

The team has been practicing

since Aug. 26 and six scrimmages
have been scheduled before the

season opener at Boston College

on Sept. 24.

Among the teams that UMass
will scrimmage are Clark, Amherst,
Eastern Connecticut State, and
Harvard. Coach Rufe expressed

pleasure in being able to scrimmage
Harvard, a team which UMass will

face next season. The Minutemen
travel to the Keene St. tournament
to play two scrimmages.

UMass will play twelve games
t' s fall, two more than last year.

Keene State and Westfield State

are the new opponents.

Among the veterans that Coach
Rufe looks forward to leading the

team are Tom Coburn, who needs
only seven goals to break the career

scoring record at UMass, Kalekini

Banda, Bill Belcher, Tony King and
Co-Captains Carl Vercollone and
Jim Vollinger.

Transfer students Mohamed
Othman and Mike Parsons have
impressed Coach Rufe in the early
going and seem to be sure starters.

The squad has been cut from 65
members to 35 and will eventually
be lowered to 26.

As far as the Yankee Conference
goes, UConn, last year's champion,
is tabbed as the team to beat by
Coach Rufe. "UConn only lost five

men from their entire team so
they'll be tough."

All in all, the UMass soccer team
looks like it will play better soccer
this year. "The season's record may
not be better than last year's (6-3-1

)

but the brand of soccer will be
better."

BAKER-WINN
\ our Friendly Jewelers

Fine Gifts and Jewelry

at Moderate Prices

BAKER-WINN
Jewelers

31 South Pleasant St., Amherst

I easfltta
Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

LAMBRUSCO $
D0NELLI

24 oz. bottle

Four Seasons

U 80 Proof

$499
3 Qt.

$789
I '2 Gal.

MATEUS

ROSE
25 oz. bottle

OLD GERMAN

BEER

SCHLITZ

BEER
12 oz. cans case

3

80 Proof

Four Seasons

VODKA

$ *99 $
-89

f '2 Gal
Qt.

Kronsiegel

Taffelwein

White German

Table Wine
23 oz. bottle

TANGO
Tequila

Sunrise

Wine Paradise Of The Valley.
Sept. 5 - 7 wm
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Yankees Tie Red Sox For First
Dorms filled 5% over capacity — again

Red Sox
Shut Out

6-0
BALTIMORE [UPI\ - Earl

Williams crashed a pair of home
runs to back the three-hit pit-

ching of Jim Halmer Wednesday
night as Baltimore surged to its

seventh straight victory with a
6-0 rout of the Boston Red Sox
and move to within two games
of first place in the American
League East.

Palmer extended the
Baltimore pitching staff's string
of scoreless innings against
Boston to 28 as the Orioles
swept the three-game series
from the Red Sox, who have
now lost six straight and
dropped into a first place tie in

the East with the New York
Yankees.
The Orioles sent eight men to

the plate during a four-run third

inning against loser Roger
Moret that was triggered by
Paul Blair's run-scoring triple.

Andy Etchebarren's double
opened the third inning. Blair's

triple to center field scored
Etchebarren and Bobby Grich
singled home Blair. After
Tommy Davis doubled Grich to

third base, Williams' grounder
allowed Grich to score and Don
Baylor's sacrifice fly scored
Davis with the fourth run.

Williams, who has slammed
five of his 13 homers this year
against Red Sox pitching, added
solo blasts in the fifth and
seventh innings off reliever

Reggie Cleveland.
Palmer, 6-10, won his second

straight game and posted his

first shutout, striking out six

batters and walking one.

Boston catcher Tim Blackwell falls to the ground after colliding with Baltimore
second baseman Bobby Grich. Blackwell dropped the ball on the play and Grich
scored. Orioles won 6-0.

Yankees
tie Sox,
Win 3-0
NEW YORK [AP\ - Doc

Medich hurled a five-hitter and
retired 15 straight at one point
and the streaking New York
Yankees won for the 16th time
in 20 games Monday, beating
the Milwaukee Brewers 3-0.

Lou Piniella doubled home the
first of two runs in the opening
inning as the Yankees beat
nemesis Kevin Kobel, 6-12, for

the first time in four decisions
this season. Piniella also made a

circus catch in the third inning
that prevented the Brewers
from scoring.

After managing just three
runs off Kobel in their three
defeats, the Yankees jumped on
the 20-year-old left hander in the
first inning when Elliott Maddox
and Piniella doubled and
Thurman Munson singled
Piniella home.
They added a run in the fifth

on a walk to Gene Michael, Roy
White's single and a sacrifice fly

by Maddox, which Johnny
Briggs caught at the left field

fence.

Virdon calm as Yankees at pinacle
By IRA MILLER

. UP/'S'ports Writer
NEW YORK [UP/] - For the

second September in^a row, Bill

Virdon isn't worrying about job
security, and this time he might
be right.

Virdon wasn't worried last

year, either, and then to his

surprise he was fired from his

first major league managing job,
in Pittsburgh.

That was exactly one year ago
this week.
He came home from playing

handball and learned he was out
as manager of the Pirates, who
at the time were contending for

the Eastern Division Title in the
National League.
He still feels Pittsburgh would

have won in 1973 if he had not
been fired.

Now, Virdon has the New
York Yankees in contention —
in fact, they're in a first place tie

in the AL East — and while he
still doesn't have a contract for

1975, he says, "I'm not con-
cerned about it."

"We haven't had any serious

talks.

"When I'm talking about that,

I'd rather have that be the only

thing I had to think about," said

Virdon, and from the glint in his

eye it's obvious he thinks he
could be bargaining from a

position of strength should the

Yankees somehow win the

division title.

just a couple of weeks ago.
The Yankees, in last place as

late as mid-July and seven
games behind as recently as 13
days ago, blanked the
Milwaukee Brewers 3-0 Wed-
nesday for their 16th victory in

the last 20 games to tie Boston
for first place in the East.

Virdon who, as everyone
knows was a second choice for

year
was
lost

the Yankees job this

because Dick Williams
ruled unavailable, never
faith with his club even though
it floundered much of the
season.

"I never really thought we
were out of the race," he says.
"I just felt when we had our bad
streaks we'd come out of them.

Yankee's Bill Virdon

That is no longer the
outrageous prospect it seemed

Don Wilson lifted with no-hitter
HOUSTON \UPI) - Preston

Gomez did it again.

For the second time in five

seasons Wednesday night,
Gomez, the manager of the
Houston Astros, removed a

pitcher working on a no-hitter
but trailing by a run when he
replaced Don Wilson with a

pinch hitter in the eighth inning
against the Cincinnati Reds.
And also for the second time,

the relief pitcher lost the no-
hitter - and Gomez' team lost

the game.
Mike Cosgrove relieved

Wilson — one of less than two
dozen men in baseball history to

have pitched two no-hitters

previously - in the ninth inning

and the first batter he faced,
Tony Perez, grounded a single

up the middle for the only
Cincinnati hit.

The Reds, both their runs
seeing on a fifth inning
throwing error by Houston
shortstop Roger Metzger, won
the game, 2-1.

A crowd of 15,840 in the

Astrodome, watching their
team going nowhere once again
this season, booed lustily when
Tommy Helms was announced
as an eighth-inning pinch hitter

for Wilson. Helms was retired

on an infield grounder.
They booed again in the ninth

when Perez, after fouling off
several pitches, got the only hit,

off Cosgrove.
Wilson, 10-11 this season, had

walked five batters, struck out
three and hit one through his
eight innings.

Cesar Geronimo drew a walk
to start the Reds fifth and, after
a one-out walk to George Foster
and a sacrifice by winning
pitcher Jack Billingham,
Metzger took Pete Rose's soft
grounder and threw it high over
first base to allow both runners
to score.

Wilson was scheduled to be
the leadoff hitter in the last of
the eighth. But Gomez wasted
no time sending Helms out of

the dugout, and Helms then
grounded harmlessly to short

stop. Houston later got two
singles in the inning but did not
score.

The San Diego fans booed
Gomez for his strategy, which
he defended on the grounds
that "I'm here to win games
'San Diego finished the year 63-

99)," but his boss, club president
Buzzy Bavasi, later disagreed
publicly on the strategy. Bavasi
eventually fired Gomez at San
Diego after 11 games of the 1972
season.

Sports Notices
Soccer - There will be a

meeting of all soccer can-
didates at 5:00 p.m., Friday,

September 6th, in Room 227
Boyden. All candidates,
varsity and junior varsity are
urged to attend.

Golf — All those wishing
to try out for the team, meet
in room 227 Boyden, Friday,

September 6th at 6:30 p.m.

Steve Saracero

All-important information
For all you readers whose summer jobs were as head pickman

in the Siberian Salt Mines, or for those who just plain refused to
read your hometown sports pages because Steve Saraceno didn't
write for them, it's time toget re-aquainted with the sports scene.
So, I digress...

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP DE PT. - The Minutemen
gridders set out to better last year's mediocre (6-5) record,
starting Sept. 14 at Villanova. But already two starters from last
year's MacPherson-Men are out with injuries-defensive back
Steve Wood, and guard Jack Santoro...

EAST DIVISION DEPT. - The Sox seven-game lead has been
disentegrated by (of all people) the New York Yankees. That's
one oddity and here's another: Every game this reporter has
seen this year at Fenway has been lost by the Sox. ..Can't un-
derstand it. I cheer them on as well as anyone else. "Bring back
Merlin Nippert, you toads!".

WEST DIVISION DEPT. - Don't plan anything for this

weekend. ..the Dodgers meet the Reds in a series that is of in-

terest toanyone whocalls himself a baseball fan...

BIG NE WSDE PT. - Alumni Stadium is, er, still there... Who
says I'm hard up for sports news? Just wait 'til you read the
bombshell in the next paragraph...

BIGGE R NEWS DE PT. - Dick MacPherson resigned his post
here at UMass yesterday to take the job of head coach for the
Miami Dolphins, Don Shula has decided to come here... Just
kidding, folks-All I wanted to do was enliven your breakfast a
bit. ..What's that? The guy next to you just choked to death and
the paper he was reading was folded to this column? Purely
coincidental...

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP DEPT. (Cont.)-The UMass
hoop squad will not have Al Skinner this year, but maybe guard
Alex Eldridge, recently of New York City and high school Ail-
American fame, will help fill the gap. The season starts in less
than two months...
PATRIOTISM DE PT. -The New E ngland Patriots were here a

little while ago, but you didn't get to see them, because they left

before you got here. Chances were that you might never have
gotten to see them, but the strike flopped and now they'll be on TV
all fall. You can't be lucky all the time.
RAH, RAH, RAH DEPT. -The college football season starts

this Saturday, as two perrenial giants, Northeastern and Maine,
battle before thousands and thousands of people.
DAY OF HONOR DEPT.-Next Sunday has been declared

Poster Day at Fenway Park. As far as this scribe can determine,
that means the first 25,000 people entering the park will receive a.
wall-size color photo of my colleague, Glenn Poster.

ByAV/SYUNI
Staff Reporter

It happens every year.

"We always open up with more than
capacity m the dq|ms," Bruce Cochran,
director of housing, told the Collegian. He
said, however, that for the past three years,
no triples have lasted after the first two
weeks.

Cochran explained that each dorm has
been overloaded for the first week on the
average of 5 per cent past its capacity.

"Every year a certain percentage of students
do not come back," he said.

Today Cochran said the Housing Office

will know which students with reserved

rooms are not returning. These rooms will be

released for those students presently in

triples. "Usually it takes two or three days to

get everyone out of triples."

Cochran said that any student for whom
they can't find space in the dorm in which
he-she is tripled, will be found space in

another dorm in the same area.

Cochran said that overloading the dorms
for the first two weeks is the best way to

keep the rents down. "The most efficient use
of the dorms is to make them as full as

possible."

On computer programs Cochran says they

project the percentage of how many
students will not be returning since there is

no definite way to find this out.

turn to page 2
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"I wonder why the ground is turning like that. It must be something they put in the chicken/' ponders the
woman on the left, whilst the woman on the right is deep in thought trying to figure out if this is her 13th or Nth
glass.

Belchertown

Are reforms stymied?
By MARK VOGLER
Staff Correspondent

Yesterday. The Collegian
looked at the two-year legal
history of the Belchertown State
School for the Retarded and
concluded that reform has been
marred by partisan fueding.
Today reporter Mark Vogler
looks at the refors that have
taken place.

Major reforms in the treatment of
Massachusetts' retarded citizens were
motivated out of court action. But now those
reforms seem to be slipping because the
Sargent administration has failed to
recognize some of its greatest resources of
change.

One accomplishment of the Belchertown
suit was to make the state realize that "the
bricks and mortar" philosophy has been long
outmoded in Massachusetts. The trouble is

it's still in use.

A concerned parents group took the state
to court two years ago for overcrowded and
inhumane conditions existing at the
Belchertown State School.

The Department of Mental Health
responded by advocating a switch from
huge, inpersonal institutions to smaller,

easier to- manage community based centers.

But even though DMH professes a
commitment to deinstitutionalization,
figures tend to indicate that officials are still

hooked on pumping millions of dollars into

the maintenance of antiquated human
warehouses with no definitive plans ready to

accomodate the mass exodus into the
community.

According to Dr. William Bronston, a
pediatrician and former staff physician at the
notorious Willowbrook State School in New
York, increased appropriations and an influx

of new staff may cause no discernable

improvements in the lives of institutionalized

residents.

At the 1974 American Association on
Mental Deficiency annual meeting in Toronto
he stated he was unable to detect any
substantive improvement in the care,
training, and physical environment of the
residents after a reduction in population of
nearly 2,000, an enormous increase in staff,

and a current operating budget of $50
million.

Yet, the community approach has been
rejected adamantly by the Fernald League for

Retarded Children which is sueing the state
for insufficient services afforded the
residents of Waltham's Fernald State
School.

The group is also charging the state with
"dumping" residents into innovative
programs which are either inadequate or do
not exist.

The Fernald League feels that despite the
shortcomings and abuses of the institutional
setup, the state would totally abandon the
residents for better or for worse in a com-
munity setting.

In one of its publications the League says
the state is "no longer wholly responsible for
those shifted out of the institutions. Like the
funding, the responsibility is handled by a
community group or board.

"And as many former residents and their
families have learned, once out of a state
institution, you're out, and there's no getting
back."

Also in question is the occassional delay in

receiving funds from scattered sources
which tends to force competent staff to seek
out jobs where they are paid on time.

Staff members of the Special Legislative

Commission Investigating Conditions at

Belchertown State School and Monson
State Hospital maintain that de-

institutionalization "is the only way to go."

A spokesman for the commission said that

many parents of state school residents have

not yet accepted the concept because the

state has failed to make it work

The average annual cost for a resident in a

community setting is $5500 compared to the

$8 10.000 it costs for institutional services,

the spokesman said.

However the Department of Mental Health
has refused to contract with several in-

dependent community services throughout
the state which the commission views as
highly successful

According to Rep. James G. Collins (D-

Amherstl, a member of the commission, until

DMH organizes an acceptable de-
institutionalization system while adequately
maintaining the institutions, more suits can
be expected in the future from other state

schools.

Collins maintains that the conditions cited

at Belchertown and Fernald are not unique
compared to other institutions and warns
that individual concentration on the
problems as they exist distorts responsibility

the responsibility of DMH.
"To get a full picture you have to examine

each of the institutions — but most im-

portantly take a good look at what the
Department of Mental Health is doing," he
said.

turn to page 7

By CINDY ROGERS
Staff Reporter

Paper, plastic and petroleum shortages
have resulted in price increases at University-

run eating places located in the Campus
Center and Student Union, the manager of

the restaurants says.

"Some items went up, some did not," said

Phil Amico, Director of Campus Center Food
Services. Amico runs the Blue Wall cafeteria,

the Coffee Shop and the Hatch cafeteria in

the Student Union.

All food price changes were decided by
Amico who evaluated prices according to
current market selling prices. These changes
were then submitted to the Student Union
Board of Governors for approval before
being instituted.

Amico said that most of the high volume
food which students purchase such as
hamburger did not go up in price. In fact, the
jumboburger and jumbo cheeseburger are
now 10 cents less.

The items that did increase in price were
soda, ice cream, pastry, breads and lettuce
accordingly with the rising costs of flour,
sugar, lettuce, and coffe, Amico said.

For example, Amico said, most of the ice
cream products increased 5 cents with the
exception of the small cone which is still 20
cents. Rolls and bagels also increased 5
cents. Coffee which was 17 cents for the 8-

oz. cup now costs 15 cents for the smaller 6-

oz. cup.

Some items were raised a couple of
pennies over base increases in order to round
off prices. Amico said this would speed up
lines in order to provide faster service.

"The Campus Center," Amico said, "is not

immune to price increases. The profits help

to subsidize Campus Center operating prices

which would otherwise result in an increase

in student fees."

It does not help to pay for the remodeling
now taking place in the Hatch, he added.

In order to counteract the higher price

increase, Amico said that more 99 cent
specials would be offered.

Employees food tickets are still $1.75 and
will not go up in value concurrently with the

price increases.

Amico, however, pointed out that since

most of the entree items did not go up in

price and with more specials, "the em-

ployees can still get a full meal at $1 .75."

Though Amico also expects meat ir.

creases this year, he said, "The Campus
Center Food Services is trying to hold the

line on what students eat most."

inside:
The FBI says serious crime rose 6

per cent in rural areas and suburbs
last year ( See page 4.)

The head of the Environmental
Protection Agency met with
President Ford yesterday and is

convinced of Ford's "open door
policy." (See page 5.)

weather:
The weather today will be either

partly sunny, or partly cloudy,

depending upon your outlook. The
temperature will be either in the

60s or the 70s, depending upon
the time of the day. Saturday, it will

be either raining or clear, depending
upon whether you are above or

below the clouds
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Lovejoy hearing Monday
By DA VID GREENSLIT

Staff Reporter

Even since he snapped the guy wires and
toppled a weather tower taking
measurements for a proposed nuclear power
plant fifteen miles north of Amherst, Sam
Lovejoy has said his act was political.

He said he would use his Sept. 17 trial as a

forum to discuss the environmental and
safety merits of nuclear power.

Now, nine months after the physical act,

the Amherst College graduate will have his

day in court.

Next Monday a hearing will be held in

Greenfield Superior Court to decide what will

be admissable in the trial later this month.
The hearing is crucial to Lovejoy's case. If

the court refuses to hear political arguments

for the act he termed civil disobedience,

Lovejoy will have failed.

Lovejoy is charged with the wilfull and
malicious destruction of personal property.

Local attorneys, including Franklin County
District Attorney John Finn, say the case will

be tried on narrow grounds.

Finn told the Collegian last week that

malicious destruction of personal property is

a "dry charge" and that he doubts the trial

will become a broad forum on the dangers of

nuclear power.

"The statutes do not provide an easy out

for one claiming a higher cause or goal," he
added.

Former UMass Attorney for students

Richard M. Howland, who now has a private

practice in Amherst, also said the case will

probably be tried on a narrow basis. Even if

Lovejoy could prove he had a political right

to destroy the tower, Howland said, evidence
concerning nuclear danger might be ruled

inadmissible.

First Assistant to the District Attorney
John Murphy, who is handling the Lovejoy
case, said the judge will make the decision on
the scope of the trial. He declined further

comment.

//

his defense.

He has requested that Northeast Utilities,

builder of the proposed plants, be sub-

poenaed for any information showing danger

of nuclear power plants.

Lovejoy has also requested that the court

force Northeast Utilities to produce their

public relations budget, "including media

expenses, salaries, ...and winning and dining

budget" relating to the proposed plant in

Montague.

...a nuclear accident

could mean biological finality

for Montague....
/f

If the trial is conducted on a narrow basis,

Lovejoy thinks he can win on appeal.

Lovejoy, who lives on a farm in Montague,
is handling his own case. He has spent the

past several months doing his legal

homework there and in Boston. He plarc to

have sympathetic nuclear experts testify in

Another Lovejoy motion asked the court

to view the site where the tower is located to

better understand the nature of the case.

The trial is only one of a number of efforts

by local anti-nuclear activists to block further

nuclear power plant construction, according

to Lovejoy. He said that the Nuclear Ob-

jectors Party will run* a candidate for
selectman in Montague this November.
On that same November ballot will be a

referendum concerning nuclear energy. Anti-
nuclear forces will hold a conferences at
UMass Sept. 18-19 as well as booths at many
of this fall's county fairs.

It was on George Washinnton's birthday
that the incident with the meteorological
tower occured. Within hours after the top
360 feet of the 500 foot tower crashed to the
Montague Plains, Lovejoy turned himself in

to the Montague police and accepted full

responsibility for the deed.

He said it was an act of civil disobedience,
stemming from his profound belief that a
nuclear accident could mean "biological
finality" for Montague and the surrounding
area.

Northeast Utilities built the tower to
comply with an Atomic Energy Commission
regulation that requires power companies to
test weather conditions at possible nuclear
plant sites for one year.

William Semanie, a spokesman for
Northeast Utilities and its affiliate Western
Mass Electric, told the Collegian that

$72,000 damage was done to the tower.
Lovejoy's indictment, however, put the
damage at $44,500.

Lovejoy faces possible imprisonment for

not more than five years, a fine not to exceed
$1,000, or some combination of prison and
fine.

Dorms overfilled—again
cont. from p. 1

"This is an inevitable problem
since when dealing with a

university of this size there is a need
for flexibility in whether students
return or not," he said.

Cochran explained that each year

they try to improve the system to

try to get people settled quicker.

The use of ten telephones for the
first week with operators constantly

in contact with the Heads of

Residence was instituted 1 V2 years

ago.

This year the use of walkie-talkies

between Office of Residential Life

personnel, maintenance people and
Cochran has been instituted. These
walkie talkies allow the people to

keep informed since telephone lines

are typically tied-up at this time of

year, Cochran explained.

Over the walkie-talkies problems
of residence are discussed such as
where people have been moved,
where there are spaces available,

where furniture, such as beds, are

needed, and maintenance
problems.

"The walkie talkies are a way of

constant communication to resolve

problems quickly," Cochran said.

"Each year things get better.

There is always a certain amount of
confusion," Cochran said. He said

the office would like to receive

feedback from students who have
gone through this short triple

experience once the whole thing is

over and all has settled down.

Cochran explained that the last

time there were triples for an entire

semester was in fall 1970. At that
time the first twelve co-ed dorms
came into being (Greenough had
been co ed the semester before).

Only two of the new co-ed dorms
had been female before going co-

ed, ten had been male. Cochran
said that since the dorms all went
co ed by floor, a shortage of male
spaces was created. Ten all male
dorms became only half male while
only two female dorms, became half

male.

There now were less women in

the all male dorms but more men in

the all male dorms than usual. So,
Cochran said that 750 men were
put in 250 triples for the semester.

He said that the fall 1970
semester was the time at which the
fear of triples started. Since that

time dorms have been allowed
alternate room co-ed
arrangements. This and the fact

that the housing office can change
the ratio of males to females in co-
ed dorms across campus, has
eliminated the triples.
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SGA loans available

to buy text books
Students short on cash may get a $250 credit to buy books from the

Student Government Association.

Administrators stress the loan is a credit loan, not an outright cash loan.
This, they say, prevents students from buying anything other than books.

Students do not have to prove need to get the credit loan. The full $250
does not have to be used. Repayment is due in one month. After such time
an interest is added to the credit loan

Forms are available in the Student Senate office on the second floor of
the Student Union Bldg.

Ford opposed to laws
regulating abortions
WASHINGTON \AP\

President Ford still favors passage

of a constitutional amendment to

permit states to enact legislation on

abortion, a White House
spokesman said yesterday

Presidential spokesman Jerald F.

terHorst said the President is not in

favor of federal laws governing

abortion

Mrs. Ford was asked at a White

House news conference on

Wednesday whether she was close

to the views of Sen James L.

Buckley, Con R NY., who opposes
legalized abortion, or Vice
President-designate Nelson A.
Rockefeller, who favored legalized

abortion when he was governor of
New York.

"Definitely Rockefeller," Mrs.
Ford replied.

TerHorst said Mrs. Ford's reply

"was not a very definitive answer."
And he said that the views of the
President and his wife "are not that
far apart."
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'This is Food Services at its best"

Beer, bands and chicken highlight barbeque
By MIKE KNEELAND

MDC Staff

If the Stock Market reacts to

hangovers like it does to in-

ternational politics, there'll be a big

crash this morning.

Anticipating the beginning of

classes, most of the UMass student
body turned out yesterday for the

Summer's End-fest and the beer

was flowing like all entering fresh-

man expected it would: fast and
fierce.

In between gulps, the students

were treated to one heck of a time,

thanks to the various students

government bodies which spon-
sored the 12-hour event.

The food was good; One student

leader said, "This is Food Services

at its best." Indeed Food Services

Director Ken Dean personally
directed the chow lines via a walkie-

talkie system.

With a hearty meal roaming the

gastro-intestinal tract, the lines by
the beer dispensers grew bigger-

reminiscent of Friday night Blue
Walls.

Staff Photo/Dennis Conlon
Making tne best of a bad situation : in spite of the frustration of dealing with lines

stretching from the parking office to Whitmore, some people managed to take
things in stride.

Late decals slow traffic
By JUDY BOUCHER

Staff Reporter

A late delivery of lot stickers, late renewals and a

reluctance to use the mail has added up to long

waiting lines for parking assignments and a huge
backlog of work for the people at the parking office in

Hampshire House.

The parking stickers were due to be delivered on
July 26 according to Robert Kittle, director of trans-

portation and parking, but ended up not reaching the
university until August 23.

He added that many students and employees did

not renew their lot assignments last April despite

much publicity about this option which included a $2

reduction in the registration fee.

Add to that the fact that many students, staff and
faculty did not take advantage of the optional mail

renewal system and you have problems.

To ease the increased workload on nis staff, Kittle

has been using "bus drivers and other part time

people who had time, as well as girls working at night
sorting mail."

Predicting that there would be no major changes in

the system next year, Kittle said cars would be
registered in advance, that the renewal process will be
simplified, and the decal order will be made much
earlier.

One change that he did foresee was the "phasing
out of all parking lots by next summer", as part of a

master plan to "make the campus green."

Even though two-thirds of the cars in the parking

system have been taken care of and more are being
taken care of every day. Kittle predicted that the

Parking Office would not be fully caught up on their

backlog of work until Sept. 16.

To those who still have to register their cars or get

their appropriate decals, Kittle recommends that they

bring in all vehicle information and identification. He
added that mailing in the parking fee with a stamped

self-addressed envelope would be highly desirable.

FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS,
: GRAD STUDENTS, FIVE COLLEGE STUDENTS
- reserve next Monday September 9 on your calendar for the semi-annual
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RECRUITMENT MEETING
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By the time Liverpool took the

stage, the crowd was buzzing. As
one band member said, "We've got

some catchin' up to do!"

The four membered band is a

Beatle imitation. They dressed in

long, military-like jackets similar to

those the Beatles wore on the Sgt.

Pepper's album.

Reaction to the band was varied.

Many students thought the band
was good musically, but that the
accents were a bit too put-on.

The Toronto-based band played
considerable cuts off the Magical
Mystery Tour album, only oc-

casionally varying the Beatle's

arrangement. When they did it was
good and the crowd responded
with loud approval.

In front of center stage the
ground was soggy. Overturned
dinner plates provided a good seat
for many students. The field, in

tact, was incredibly littered with
plates and beer cups while the trash

cans were hopelessly overflowing
with the same.

For the student government and
the various RSO groups which
were manning recruitment tables,
the day was a flop. According to
Student Government Association
President Richard Savini, the tables
were supposed to be set up where
the students entered the field.

They were not. Rather, the tables

were at the far side of the field

obscured from the view of most
students.

By press time, students were
scurrying back to their rooms for a
sweater or jacket as sunset ushered
in brisk air.

Still to perform yet was the
James Cotton Blues Band. But it

really didn't seem to matter.

Everyone seemed pleased just to
be back at school.

It's time for car

inspections again
Registrar David J. Lucey reminds

drivers that the Fall Inspection
period begins September one and
ends October 15. "Now is the time
to have repairs made so that when
you present your motor vehicle for

inspection it wil pass the first time."
4400 official inspection stations

located throughout the state are
ready to inspect motor vehicles and
trailers under the supervision of the
Registry of Motor Vehicles.

Before you take your car in,

check the registration number with
your registration plates to see if

they match. If they do not match,
go to a Registry office to have a

correction made. Also, check the

vehicle identification number on
your registration certificate with the

vehicle indentification number
which is on the vehicle to see if they

match. If they do not match, go to

your insurance company or agent
for corrections.

The registration certificate must
be presented before an inspection
will be made and all information

must be correct.

The fee for a motor vehicle in-

spection is still $1.00. (A $2.00 fee

for inspection of motor vehicles will

become effective January 1, 1975.)

The fee for inspection of a trailer

alone is still 50 cents.

Vehicles passing inspection will

have an official red sticker printed
in black placed on the windshield
by an adjuster after it passes in-

spection. Motor vehicles failing to
pass inspection will be marked with
a round rejection sticker.

Add-drop
cards delayed

Due to a programming error at

the Whitmore computer center, the

distribution of add drop cards has
been delayed a day.

According to Bard White,
Systems Director at the center, the

delay was caused by the incorrect

insertion of two programs into the

computer. The misinsertion fouled

up all the programs run after it.

The schedule cards will be
available anytime today between 8
a.m. and 4 p.m. at Curry Hicks
Cage.
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Ford faces pessimistic

forecasts on economy

Serious crime

increases 6%

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAIuY COLLEGIAN

WASHINGTON \AP\ - Serious crimes rose

6 per cent in the United States last year with

the biggest increases in suburbs and rural

areas, the FBI reported yesterday.

The annual Uniform Crime Reports

reflected increases in the number of offenses

reported to police in all seven crime

categories last year. The highest increase

was 10 per cent for rape, the lowest 2 per

cent for robbery.

Increases were reported for all sections of

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A select panel of

economists yesterday handed President Ford
a pessimistic economic forecast-rising,

unemployment and only a modest slowdown
in inflation through the end of 1975.

Meanwhile, Senate Democrats voted

unanimously to stay in session until the end
of the year, if necessary, to deal with anti-

inflation legislation. The move was aimed
squarely at Ford, who has indicated he will

announce no major new economic policy

shifts until January.

The gloomy economic forecast came as

Ford opened a month-long series of con-

ferences leading up to his "inflation summit"
meeting Sept. 27-28 in Washington.
Americans "are sick and tired of having

politics played with their pocketbooks," Ford

told 28 economists and various
congressment and cabinet officials seated

around a massive table in the White House
East Room.

Then, puffing his pipe, the President

leaned back and listened for an hour as his

guests analyzed the nation's economic
dilemma.

"I am concerned about government policy

pushing us into a recession," said David

Grove, of the IBM Corp. He said the Federal

Reserve Board should start easing the supply

of credit, a move that could help drive down
interest rates.

Harvard economist Otto Eckstein said a

"middling recession" is inevitable, and the

cost of living might still be rising at an 8 per

cent rate by the end of next year. This would
be an improvement from the current 12 per

cent inflation rate but still unusually high.

Beryl Sprinkel, of Harris Trust & Savings

Co., Chicago, saw unemployment climbing

from the current 5.3 per cent level to above
5.8 per cent by December.

Ford told the panelists, abipartisan Who's
Who of the economic profession, that there

is "no quick fix for what ails our economy."
But before leaving to attend to other

matters, he asked the group to develop "a
consistent and considered package of the

most promisting answers that you can
find...which will restore economic stability

and sustain economic growth in these United

States."

A variety of such answers, some politically

dangerous, were tossed out during brief

statements by each panelist. Among the

ideas:

— Put an end to government policies, such

as airline, truck and steamship regulation,

that support artificially high price levels and
inefficient practices. Richard Moore,
Stanford University.

— "Go after monopolies and restraint of

trade very vigorously." Robert Nathan,

Washington consultant.

— Adopt a disciplined anti-inflation policy

and then stick with it, rather than changing

course every few months. George P. Shultz,

Bechtel Corp. and former treasure secretary.

A surprising number felt that monetary
policy, as opposed to government budget
programs, was carrying too much of the

government's anti-inflation fight and that the

Federal Reserve should allow the money
supply to expand at a faster rate.

But among those who spoke in the o.-rly

hours, only Nathan favored wage-price

controls, a policy Ford has sworn not to

adopt.

FBI Director Clarence Kelley
holds a copy of the report on the
increase in serious crime.

Speculation renewed
about Chou's health

WASHINGTON [UPI] - Chinese Premier

Chou En-lai's condition has worsened, Sen.

Hubert H. Humphrey, D Minn., said early

Friday in a telephone interview from Peking.

"We were told by the vice premier that

Chou En-lai's condition was worse,"
Humphrey told Bill Greenwood of the Mutual

Broadcasting network in Washington.

"I assume the sudden departure of two
Communist party Central Committee
members from our banquet was related to

Chou's illness."

Humphrey quoted Vice Premier Nieh

Jung chen as saying Chou's condition was
worse than when Sen. Henry Jackson, D
Wash, saw him two months ago.

Chou, 75, a prime architect of the U.S.-

China detente, has been hospitalized since

June with heart trouble.

"The apparent candor with which the vice

premier spoke indicates he is quite ill,"

Humphrey said.

Asked if he had received further word
since the banquet, Humphrey said: "None
whatsoever, except that we knew he had
been ill."

Sen. J. William Fulbnght, D Ark., leader of

the U.S. Congressional delegation on a 10-

day tour of China, confirmed that Chinese

Communist officials left the banquet
Thursday night, leading to speculation that

Chou had gotten worse.

"These two young ladies, who were I

believe members of the Central Committee,

had said they had other commitments
requiring them to leave the dinner," Fulbright

said.

"But I have no way to speculate about Mr.

Choi's condition although we were told he

was too ill to meet with us," Fulbright said in

a telephone interview with UPI in New York.

Another member of the U.S. delegation,

Rep. Barbara Jordan, D Tex., telephoned

radio station KPRC in Houston and said the

Chinese gave no explanation for their abrupt

departure from the dinner.

the country and for cities, suburbs and rural

areas alike.

In all categories, the urban dweller was
more likely to be a crime victim than the

suburbanite or rural resident. However, the

largest cities, those with more than one
million residents, recorded an over-all

decrease of one-half of one per cent.

Suburban areas reported an average increase

of 9 per cent and rural areas 10 per cent.

The FBI figures, comparing the volume
and rate of crime in 1973 with the figures for

the previous year, are based on reports from
nearly all state and local police agencies.

The figures are not considered a totally

accurate measure of crime. Most critics

suggest that total crime is much greater than

the offenses reported to police.

The 1973 increase was a return to an
upward trend broken only once in 18 years,

when the 1972 figures reflected a 4 per cent

decrease. The only 1974 figures available

show a 15 per cent over-all increase for

January through March.

For the past five years, serious crime is up
30 per cent and since 1960 the increase is 120

per cent.

As is customary, the FBI report offers no
explanation for the trends in the 282 pages of

statistics and charts.

According to the report, Americans in

1973 reported 8.6 million cases of murder,
assault, rape, robbery, burglary, larceny, and
auto theft - the seven categories for which
statistics are collected. In 1972, there were
8.1 million reported crimes.

Adjusted for population growth, the

statistics show a national crime rate increase

of about 5 per cent The 1973 crime rate

indicates that about four out of every 100
citizens was a victim of serious crime.

Broken down by category, the report

shows that the murder rate rose 4 per cent
last year and 35 per cent over the past five

years.

In big cities, 21 of every 100,000 residents

were slain.

The number of rapes increases 10 per cent,

the highest of any crime category, but the

total comprised less than 1 per cent of all

serious crimes, the report said.

Like murder, assault occurred most often

within families, and the national rate in-

creased 6 per cent last year and 40 per cent in

the past five years.

The four categories of violent crime

murder, assault, rape and robbery
collectively rose 5 per cent but totaled only

869,470 while all three categories of property

crimes added up to 7.8 million.

Ford considering

amnesty decision

WASHINGTON [AP\

President Ford is still

considering recom-
mendations on the

question of amnesty for

Vietnam draft dodgers and

deserters and is not ex-

pected to make any an-

nouncements before
Tuesday, White House
spokesmen said today.

They said, however, that

no firm time had been set

for the President to make
known his views.
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State lottery officials to meet

Saxbe today on legal questions
WASHINGTON [UPI] - A UPI

survey showed yesterday that most
of the 13 states involved will defend
the legality of their lottery

operations at today's conference
on the issue with Attorney General
William B. Saxbe.

"There's no way he could close

us down," said David Ellis of the

Massachusetts state lottery

commission in a typical comment.
"He could make it more difficult for

us but we're a legal state lottery."

"Illinois is in full compliance with

the federal laws," said Gov. Daniel

Walker. "The Illinois lottery will

proceed."

Officials in New York, Pennsyl-

vania, New Jersey, Rhode Island

and Maryland expressed similar

confidence in the legal standing of

their lotteries.

Asked whether Maryland would
fight through the courts if Saxbe
carried out his threat to get in-

junctions prohibiting the lotteries,

Maryland lottery director Stanley S.

Fine said, "absolutely."

Justice Department lawyers

contend the lotteries violate

century-old federal laws which
make it a crime to mail or broadcast

lottery information, move lottery

equipment through interstate

commerce or use the facilities of

federally chartered banks.

Saxbe has invited the governors
and lottery officials of the 13 states

that run the games to confer with
him on the issue today.

He appeared ready to advise

them that congressional action is

required to exempt state lotteries

from the federal lottery laws and,

failing that, he will seek civil court

injunctions against their lotteries.

The states involved are Con-

necticut, Delaware, Illinois, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania,

Ohio and 'mode Island.

Rep. Paul Findley, R-lll., said in a

statement yesterday that one of the

states, Connecticut, has been
iss'ied a first class postal permit for

its lottery operation in violation of

federal law, and asked that it be
revoked.

Seven oil companies
indicted in New York
NEW YORK (UPI) Seven major

oil companies yesterday were
indicted on charges of plotting to

restrict competition to force in-

dependent gasoline stations out of

business.

The firms-Mobil, Exxon, Texaco,

Amoco, Gulf, Shell and Sunoco-

pleaded innocent in Manhattan

Supreme Court.

Indictments handed up by a

special state grand jury charge that

the firms "engaged in an

arrangement whereby competition

in the sale of gasoline to the public

was restrained."

In marketing areas with few
independent stations, the com-
panies "refrained from competing
among themselves in terms of

price," the indictments charged;

where independents were
numerous, the companies allegedly

used discriminatory rebates to

enable their own stations to cut

prices.

EPA head pleased
after meeting Ford

VSASHINGTON \AP\ - The
head of the Environmental
Protection Agency says his first

meeting with President Ford was
tremendously promising and that

Ford is opening the doors of the

Oval Office to agency heads.

Cuba vote
by 0AS seen
WASHINGTON [UPI] -

Western Hemisphere foreign
ministers will be called to meet in

Ecuador Nov. 11 to vote on lifting

diplomatic and economic sanctions
imposed on Cuba 10 years ago, it

was learned yesterday.

The request is included in a note
which is expected to be presented
today to the Organization of
American States by the govern-
ments of Costa Rica, Colombia and
Venezuela. A copy of the note was
made available to UPI.

The drive to lift OAS sanctions is

believed to have a good chance of

success, according to diplomatic
observers. It is understood to have
at least tacit approval of President

Ford.

The note will be delivered this

morning to Panamanian OAS
Ambassador Nander Pitty

Velasquez, current chairman of the
OAS council.

It requests a council session

Sept. 19, at which the foreign

ministers of the three sponsoring
countries will be present.

Administrator Russel E. Train,

who talked with Ford for 45
minutes on Wednesday, said in an
interview. "The main thing was that

he said he expected me to see him
personally whenever I had a major
issue to discuss."

Train said his environment
agency's main need was
"assurance that the administrator

of EPA will have access to the
President and will have input on the
decision-making process."

Train had never met privately

with former President Nixon to

discuss environmental issues, but
when he asked for a meeting with
Ford, he said, he got it.

Train said Ford showed "a
sincere desire to work directly with

agency heads and not be shielded

by his staff or by option papers."

He called the new president's

attitude a great step forward.

Describing other points
discussed in their meeting, Train

said he did not seek substantive

decisions immediately but he
advised Ford of the need for early

decisions in at least two areas.

He said Ford must soon review

the administration's stand on
proposed amendments to the Clean
Air Act. Train favors amendments
to give EPA more flexibility in the

manner and timing of compliance
with the national clean air stan-

dards.

School Year
Calendars

Date Books
Supplies for Students

A. J. HASTINGS, INC.
Newsdealer & Stationer

45 SOUTH PLEASANT ST.

UNIVERSITY STORE HOURS
CAMPUS CENTER STORE

Friday

Saturday

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Remainder

Remainder

Friday

Saturday

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
Remainder

Sept. 6

Sept. 7

Sept. 9

Sept. 10

Sept. 11

Sept. 12

Sept. 13

Sept. 14

of semester— weekdays

of semester— Saturdays

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Sept. 6

Sept. 7

Sept. 9

Sept. 10

Sept. 11

Sept. 12

Sept. 13

Sept. 14

of semester — weekdays

9:00-5:00

10:00-4:00

9:00-9:00

9:00-5:00

9:00-5:00

9:00-5:00

9:00-5:00

11:00-3:00

9:00-5:00

11:00-3:00

9:00-9:00

9:00-4:00

9:00-9:00

9:00-9:00

9:00-7:00

9:00-5:00

9:00-5:00

10:00-2:00

8:30-4:30

Friday

Saturday

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

BOOK and PRINT FAIR

(Music Room-Campus Center)

Sept. 6 10:00-10:00

Sept. 7 10:00-4:00

Sept. 9 10:00-10:00

Sept. 10 10:00-10:00

Sept. 11 10:00-10:00

Sept. 12 10:00-10:00

Sept. 13 10:00-10:00

Sept. 14 11:00-3:00
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This UMass student appears quite surprised that she

is able to find a place to sit, and enjoy the chicken

served at the barbeque. Quite a change from
registration and the parking office.

in new england 1

Hub needs busing aid
Boston School Superintendent

William F. Leary confirmed reports

he is having difficulty finding

persons to serve as bus monitors
for the city's school desegregation

program. Leary revealed only 105 of

315 positions have been filled. He
said he was having difficulty finding

monitors "in certain parts of the

city", but declined to name the

areas.

School department officials are

planning equal safety measures at

all of the 80 schools covered by the

court-ordered desegregation
program. No special measures will

be taken at particular schools

Police, however, have selected

potential areas of trouble which will

be watched closely

Some parents have called for a

two-week boycott of classes. Leary

expects some absenteeism and has

arranged for tutors to help students

catch up when they return.

Land must be bought

BOSTON \UPI\ - In an opinion

that could have far-reaching ef-

fects, a Superior Court judge has

ruled that the state must proceed
with a $4.2 million land purchase for

a new state college campus.
In the decision, announced

yesterday. Judge John F. Moriarity

said the state must stand by a 1971

purchase and sales agreement for a

180 acre site in Dover, and cannot
impound money appropriated by
the legislature.

U.S. sets tighter controls

on foreign fishing fleets
WASHINGTON [AP] - the

United States imposed yesterday

tighter controls on foreign fishing

over the U. S. continental shelf.

The action, to be effective in 90

days, was reported to the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee by

John Norton Moore, chairman of

the National Security Council in-

teragency task force on the law of

the sea.

The new enforcement
procedures will provide for "more

liberal boarding practices" to in-

spect ships fishing with trawling or

bottom gear likely to catch lobsters

and other bottom species of the

continental shelf either inad-

vertantly or intentionally, Moore

said.

Nations with fishing fleets

operating over the U. S. continental

shelf will be required to enter into

bilateral agreements with the

United States for modification of

gear or other measures for the

nation and world

Health costs soar
WASHINGTON [AP\ - Hospital

and doctor costs have increased 50

per cent faster than the economy as

a whole since May and if un-

checked could cost Americans an

additional $13 billion over the next

two years, Caspar W. Weinberger,

secretary of health, education and

welfare, said yesterday.

"This we must and will

moderate " he said.

Engag..ig in a little economic

jawboning of his own, Weinberger

told the American Association of

Medical Clinics that health care

price increases "are a prominent

fuel in the acceleration of the

nation's inflation."

Since federal wage-price controls

expired April 30, physician fees

have risen at an annual rate of 19.1

per cent and hospital charges at an

annual rate of 17.7 per cent, he

said.

Turks occupy zone
NICOSIA Cyprus \AP\

Turkish Cypriot forces have vir-

tually occupied another pocket of

northwest Cyprus, extending the

so-called Attila line another 12 miles

across the island, Turkish Cypriot

leader Rauf Denktash said

yesterday.

Occupation of the zone gave

Turkish forces full command over

Morphou Bay where the island's

copper production is exported by

the American-owned Cyprus Mines

Corp.

Denktash, who is also vice

president of Cyprus,, also an-

il. Y.S.E.
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nounced he would resume
meetings today with President

Glafces Clerides, the Greek Cypriot

leader, to discuss the crippling

problems of about 234,000 refugees

on the island.

protection of continental shelf

resources.

"Because of their potentially

severe impact on foreign nations

fishing over our continental shelf,

these far reaching new measures
will go into effect only after a 90-

day grace period to enable affected

nations to adjust their fishing

methods or to conclude
agreements further protecting our
living resources," Moore said.

He said affected nations were
being notified yesterday.

Also, Moore said, the United

States is studying means for in-

creased Coast Guard enforcement
efforts to protect "our coastal and
anadromous species in particularly

vulnerable areas."

The action is being taken, he

said, under the 1958 treaty on

continental shelf resources, to

which both Russia and Japan are

parties.

earthwear.
— Men Sizes — Coffee Brown or

Leather. Also in Demi-Boot ($27.00).

Camel Glove

ft0U£& Shoes
8 MAIN ST. AMHERST

UB
Well . • cover them up!
with prints and posters from

the University Store.

Thousands of posters and prints are

on display and available for sale in the

music room of the Campus Center.

SPECIAL HOURS:

Sept. 6

7

9

10

II

12

13

14

10 a.m. 10 p.m.

10 a.m. 4 p.m.
10

10

10

10

10

11

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

10

10

10

10

10

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

a.m. 3 p.m.

Hurry ... the print you want may be gone tomorrow.

University Store
CAMPUS CENTER
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Are reforms regressing?
cont. from p. 1

''It's unfortunate that only the
legislative commision has taken the
initiative and embarassed the
department into reform measures."
"The focus of attention should

not be on the Belchertowns and the

Fernalds, for they are only the tip of
the iceberg. The real problem lies in

dealing with a huge bureacracy
which is seldom held ac-
countable.."

The scope of the commission will

be expanded next year so that it

can assume authority to investigate

all the state schools and institutions

for the retarded.

An adversary relation has existed

between the commission and DMH
in the past, often times causing
more political debates than action.

However, the commission has
managed to prod the department
into statewide reform since its

inception in 1970 after deplorable

conditions were first cited by the
local press at Belchertown State
School.

One of the greatest resources
being wasted today is the input of
college and high school students,

says Dr. Benjamin Ricci, UMass
professor and president of the

Belchertown State School Friends

Association.

Dr. Ricci and a group of UMass
students managed to safeguard the

rights of a former state school
resident who was sentenced to life

imprisonment after being convicted

of murder.

An effort to "free" 29-year-old

Russell Daniels succeeded in June
after months of intense pressure on
the Governor's office last spring.

Gov. Sargent conceded failure

on his administration's part and
acknowledged that the resident's

rights were "unfairly denied" on
the basis of an illegally attained

confession.

Gov. Sargent negotiated a

transfer of the patient from prison

back to Belchertown, exercising a

seldom used legal statute that

would enable DMH to assume
responsibility from the Department

of Corrections.

Dr. Ricci later called Atty Gen.

Quinn "irresponsible" for ignoring a

request from the Governor to in-

vestigate the conduct of the

Springfield police who arrested

Daniels."

Daniels' release from prison

pending his fall appeal was the

result of a semester project by

students in Dr. Ricci's class.

"We should utilize the in-

tellectual potential especially

abundant at the University of

Massachusetts. The legislature

should make it rewarding for

faculty and students to become
involved in a cooperative venture

aimed at surmounting many of the

problems of the delivery of human
services," he said.

"What is needed is a

recognition/reward system which
can easily be instituted.

Legitimizing service— raising it to

the level of teaching and research-
is the key to faculty involvement,

especially the involvement of junior

faculty.

"The waiver jf tuition, coupled
with grants for room and board,

could serve to legitimate, inex-

pensive inducement for student

participation."

When the student senate last

spring motioned to cut back in

priority the funding of social action

groups, Dr. Ricci appeared at the

hearing to advise against the move.
However, members of Gov.
Sargent's staff said they saw no
way to restore possible budget cuts

by the student senate "with the

crunch we're in."

LEAVING ?
Turn Lights

OFF
CONSERVE OU-J RESOURCES

A New Drcal For Your
l.ighlswil.i >i.

Turnonto
hassle-free
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• ON FREE UMASS BUS LINE
• NO LEASE REQUIRED
Check out an amazingly big two bedroom at Brittany

Manor. From swimming pools 1 2 and pro tennis courts 1

2

to softbaU, f(K)tball & badminton lawns and recreational fa-

cilities, there's plenty to keep you going. And you'll never

be far from all the comforts ofhome with apphanced kitch-

ens, wall to wall carpeting, masterTV antenna, heat and
air conditioning, and motorcycle racks. Plus a 24-hour resi-

dent manager and on-site maintenance crew.

2 bedrooms from $230

Give us a call at (4 1 3 ) 256-8534.

Directions: East I ladle > Road opposite Grist Mill off Route 1 16.

BrittanyManor

Liquor
Supermarket

in the Big Y Shopping Plaza

NORTH KINS ST., NORTHAMPTON

Old Bohemian

BEER
24 - 12 oz. NR's

CANADIAN MIST
80 proof - Half Gallon

SCHLITZ BEER
24 - 12 oz. Cans

NORTH MOUNTAIN

WINES
Full Gallon

PEPSI-COLA
24 • 12 oz. Cans

—-
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Zamir Nestelbaum

Summer lies
The Big Lie. It was the Summer of the Big Lie.

Locally, the young Swami of the pubetic Itchy-

Gooney set, Guru Maharaj Ji, bestrode the rumps of

his twelve thousand mindless nomads into Amherst,

turning wnat seemed to be a greasy, fecal surrealistic

Coliege Campus, as Robert Blossom of the Amherst

Record so tactfully ejaculated, into Barnum & Bailey's

most bizarre sideshow. Indeed it seemed as the ghost

of P.T. Barnum was everywhere to be seen and heard

on that cosmic weekend. Throngs of neatly coiffured

Madison Avenue attache types could be seen

humping the vaunted godlet everywhere he chose to

rest his kiss-weary feet. Ole P.T. would have chuckled

at the ingenuity of it all. For two straight nights (Guru

was supposed to appear on three nights, but was too

tired on the first, proving that even gods have to eat

their Wheaties), the great pumpkin jerked off before

the thousands, coming several hours late. For them it

was worthwhile, greeting his fou:th grade soliliquoys

with ecstatic manifestations of shouts and chants.

Between performances and roughing it at the Nor-

thampton Hilton, the Guru could be seen handing out

"darshun." This consisted of his being paraded about

perched astride a jeep accepting long lines of

followers who kissed his twitching feet and deposited

gifts in the ever present U-Haul. And he took them all

whether they gave checks, gold fillings or Sears &

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist

Dean Tucker

A day at a jeanery
Used to be that looking cool or whatever was a

matter of clothing oneself in whatever was available

cheaply and was inherently comfortable rather than

comfortable because someone on Madison Avenue
told you so a thousand times or so.

A few years ago a friend of mine who had run away
from home mailed me a pair of blue jeans from San
Francisco. They were Navy surplus and had been
purchased for the wallet shattering sum of $1.87. He
also sent me a chambray shirt which was 75 cents.

Before these new additions to my wardrobe I was
usually seen in cuffed slacks and a madras or button

down collar "sport" shirt with penny loafers.

But somehow the blue jeans thing caught on and
turned into an epidemic as youth rebelled counter

cultured or otherwise broke ties with the establish-

ment as it was refered to cynically.

The whole appearance of youth was cluck clucked

as a shame and an outrage and an indication of our

moral turpitude. (This was of course going on while

Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon et. al. lied their

way through two consecutive Presidency's at a cost

of human life and national shame more far reaching

than all the dungarees could ever produce; but they

are finally gone.)

The barrage of indignation by elders was quickly

silenced as bombs and strikes and marches took

precedence to dress as things to complain about...

and damn, what a flim flam on the attitudes of middle

America when Woodstock came off without a fist

thrown.

We are beyond all that now. The youth of America
has proven to several commercial institutions that

they are a singular group, not to be confused with

quasi adults or late adolescents.

We have been convincing to the point where it is

now an expensive and confusing thing to be a

student. To wit: buying dungarees. A recent journey

to a local denim emporium proved to be too much:
Me: I want a pair of dungarees, size thirty-six, thirty

one.

The Dungaree Ms: Sure, do you want shrink to fit,

or already shrunk, button or zipper fly, bootleg,

straight leg. belt bottom, with rivets or without, wide

belt or skinny?

Me: How about something in blue.

The 0. Ms: Sure do you want prewashed faded, or

unwashed dark blue, brushed cotton or a blend of

man mades.

Me: I don't care, just blue like cowboys wear.

The 0. Ms: Sure, that must mean you want a

boottog, what are you going to use them for?

Me: So I don't catch a cold I guess.

The D Ms OK try these on

I did just that, emerging from the dressing room to

inspect the pants in a mirror. My gaze was interupted

by -
The D. Ms: Let me see those are Brand X they will

shrink an inch in the waist and two in the leg, if you try

brand Y the shrinkage will be more advantageous.

Me: OK
The D.Ms: I don't have those in a bootleg, how

about a bell bottom?
Me: Sure.

The D. Ms: Do you want pre shrunk or unshrunk,

cotton or a blend of man-mades.
Me: Blue

The D. Ms: Here, try these on.

I did just that, emerging from the dressing room to

inspect the pants in a mirror. My gaze was interupted

by -
The D. Ms. That's good.

Ms: I'll take them, how much are they?

The D. Ms: Twelve dollars.

Me: Gulp sure, now can I have a jacket to match.
The D. Ms: Sure, do you want one lined or unlined,

engineer or western style, pearl or imitation brass

buttons, pre washed shrunken cotton or a com-
bination of brushed man mades.

Me: Blue, like cowboys wear.

The D. Ms: Sure, what size do you wear?

Me: Forty-four regular.

The D Ms: OK take this it's a sixty-six long, you
have to allow some for shrinkage.

Me: Whatever, how much is it.

The D. Ms: Sixteen-fifty.

'Me: Gulp, OK

So off I walked with my new wardrobe feeling as if I

had just invested in a new mink for my mother. I paid
the lady. She gave me a piece of sandpaper and a
packet of bleach. (How nice I thought wondering
what to do with my reward for spending money
there.)

Me: What are the sandpaper and bleach for?

The D. Ms: To soak your pants and jacket and then
sand the knees and elbows, you want to look cool
don't you... no one wears new dungarees.

Me: Oh, yeah sure. By the way do you know how
much twelve dollars divided by $1.87 is?

The D. Ms: No. but would you like to buy a pocket
computer, we have them in red and blue with green or
yellow letters that have an adjustable decimal point
and add subtract, divide multiply or find square roots.

If you buy a blue one that has red letters we can give
you a deluxe imitation leather carrying case with your
initials embossed in gold leaf

Me: Jesus

i I I • I I I I I I II

Roebuck toasters. Those who wire here suffered the
Great Con like so many twitching flounders, refusing
to believe that it was real. It was as though Groucho
and Chico were back, discussing a contract and
Groucho would mention something about a Sanity
Clause. "Dats Silly!" groaned Chico. "Everybody
knows dere's no such ding as Santy Clause."

Nationally, ihe Great Lie lay strewn about, gouged
into the bedrock of the Snake River Canyon. Ole Evel

Knixon tried to hoist the anchor on the populace at

large, including those fifty million clones who paid

their money in 1972 to see if he could rocket to

stardom over Cadillacs and canyons. But Ole Evel

missed, and was instead kissed by a Mack Truck.

Thanks to the excellent coverage in the Press and the

Constitutional awareness of all but the 25 per cent

lunatic fringe of the American people. For months it

seemed that Ole Evel might be able to safely crashland

and reap the rewards of his folly. But that was
quashed by the Rodinomobile and the powerful fists

of Harris Et Gallup which sent him nose diving ear-

thward.

Goebells would have been at once proud and
dissapointed. Student Nixon flunked out, but Student

Maharaj Ji seems to be doing rather well.

Alas Poor Yorick, I knew iim well.

You are needed

to make these pages
The editorial pages of the Collegian are distinct in that

they enjoy the largest readership of all sections of the

paper. This is highly unusual for editorial pages, they

usually finish in the also-rans as far as popularity is con-

cerned taking a back seat to sports, Dear Abby,
Horoscopes and comics among other heavyweight
writings.

Perhaps because the Collegian is a college paper, the

editorial pages get more attention than in community
papers, or perhaps it is because the pages are what they

should be, entertaining, provocative, attractive, open and
accurate.

We would like to think so, and considerable effort has
been made in the past to ensure this to be the case. Things
change. ..more rapidly here than in communities. People
come and go. Last June they left like horses from the

starting gate, quickly and in a group.
If the editorial pages are to continue to try to represent

the many viewpoints of this multi-class campus
replacements for those departed must be found. The
Collegianneeds people from all walks of life to work as
Columnists, Commentators, Cartoonists, Copyreaders,
Layout Artists, and Illustrators.

If you don't want to work on the Ed pages perhaps
News, Sports, Photography, Business, Advertising,
Graphics Distribution, or the Arts interests you.
Whatever, if you have any interest in the printed media,

you can expand it here.

A meeting for all people interested in joining the
Collegianstaff will be held Monday night in rooms 904-909
of the Campus Center at 8:00. Refreshments.

Or if you don't want to come, remember the next time
you bitch about what "they" did in the Collegian you
could have been there to meet the "theys" or influence
them.

Luis Medma

gives a third world opinion

on the summer

and the future on Monday

Dean Tucker is the Collegian s Executive Editor

'

Letters

M

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
totluda the/ author's addreat and phone number.
Also, all (attars must be typed, double-spaced, at
slaty spaces par line, and no mora than two

* Organizations may submit letters, but they
v

*lfe' delude a name, ami phone number for

Waaaam

purposes.

Ira *#?* subject to admVig. lor tithe*
f!l£iii*, •ccording to the judgement of
a. Oua to space limitations, there is no

suaramaa) that all letters received will be printed.

Man in the street

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Text by E Patrick McQuaid
Photography by Chris Bourne

Need/ess to say, Richard Nixon's resignation Iron, the U.S.
presidency was the summer's frontpage story. The aftermath of this
historic event is that two men, one an obscure unknown, the other
an industrial rajah, now hold the highest seats in the nation. The
American people had no choice in their selection; now they speak
out.

THE QUESTION: How do you
feel about President Ford's

selection of Nelson Rockefeller

aa Vice President; and how
important ia that office, today?

George Spencer, 21, Stockbridge
major, freshman from Clinton,

Mass., Gorman-Central: Rockefeller
has so much money, so many
political campaigns that he's been
through, and they talk about
looking through Nixon's tax returns
and all, well, I think if they just

begin to investigate Rockefeller I

don't think we'll have a vice
president by 1976. He seems
honest, and I think he could do the
job if he ever gets there.

Dean Jones, 19, freshman from
Westminster, Mass., Cashin-Silvan:

People usually vote for the
president and not for the vice

president. In this past situation

neither man was chosen by the
American people. I feel that the
office of vice president is necessary
only in the event of an accident
with the president; otherwise
there's not much to it. If Rockefeller

is confirmed by the senate and all,

we're going to have two men in

there that the people haven't

chosen.

Sue Peterson, 23, Fisheries
major, grad student from Ontario,

N.Y., Colonial Village: I think

they've got the wrong guy if they
want to reduce government
spending. Personally I think he's

done a pretty decent job in New
York. I like the way he handled the
education situation. Not too many
people like him because of Attica,

though. I don't know what kind of

power they'll give him, or any vice

president in the future. I guess he's

got a good record in foreign affairs.

Al Flanagan, 21, Psychology
major, transfer student from
Earlham College, hometown
Milburn, N.J., Puffton Village:

Personally, Rockefeller wouldn't be
my choice for vp. He really turned

me off and a lot of others with what
he did at Attica. He is so much a

part of big business and military

industry that he won't really

represent the people. I am much
more a proponant of the British

method. There would have been no
Watergate

Barry Alessandrini, 21, Abor-
culture Park management major,
senior from Worcester, Mass.,
Gorman-Central: I am so fed up
with the government and the way
it's been running that I don't like it

any more and I don't care! Neither

office has any meaning any more.
Whatever happens doesn't seem to

make much of a difference today.

Sun ii

Craig Stuart, 28, staff member
from Belchertown, Mass.: Ford

needed him to get industry in and

he's got a lot of money. Perhaps he

can be good for the country as far

as money goes. It will take a long

time to clear up all investigations,

but I think he'll be in office by

January. He's a balance to Ford.

Are you

Black?

Oriental?

Spanish Speaking?

a woman?

(or any combination of these?)

Do you know

that the Collegian

editorial pages need

you, your experiences

and viewpoint to help

eliminate discrimination

here and in the world.

Then
>

we'll see you Monday

night at 8:00 in

room 904-909 of

the Campus Center

Let's do\.itU/QOL — together,
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In preparation for a reconvening of the first

Continental Congress, a huge tent has been
erected behind Independence Hall in

Philadelphia. President Ford will address
members of Congress and governors from the 13

original states today.

Plants can liven

up dormitories
C*%* tko m/-\tKallc intn tho nnt

By THALASSA CRUSO

There are many ways of making

something of a room, but one of the

cheapest and fastest methods to point up

personal identity is to have living plants

around. A thriving foliage plant that is ob-

viously a long-term investment strikes a very

positive note against the rather lost feeling

that comes over most of us when faced with

monolithic brick or concrete. A healthy plant

is an automatic assertion of optimism. And a

plant that improves through your care will

make you feel like a bit of a miracle worker -

as you might well be, considering the

problems plants face in most dormitory

rooms.

But on the other hand, while healthy

plants give off all the right waves, dying

plants are twice as bad as no plants at all. So
it is necessary to choose plants carefully for

your initial adventure. Not everything can
take the hazards of dormitory life. Start off

very inexpensively so there will be no great

trauma if you fail.

If you keep your windows closed on bitter

nights, try inexpensive little tropical plants

that can take heat and don't need much

light. Most 5 & 10's carry those small

philodendrons with thin, trailing heart

shaped leaves. Three of these, together with:

a plastic pot six inches across at the top plus

saucer to fit, a bag of bird gravel, a bag of

Set the rootballs into the pot in a triangular

arrangement, and pour extra soil into the

crevices. This should be pushed in hard with

your thumbs. Left loose, the little rootballs

will wobble around and die. Pin the trailing

foliage down against the surface of the soil.

(Wind the trails onto the top of the pot like a

braid if they're too long.) The hairpins should

press hard against the stems forcing them
into the topsoil. Pinning in makes the pot

look lusher, and new roots and fresh shoots

will spring where the stems come into close

contact with soil, leading eventually to a

bushy, evergreen crown.

Fill up the saucer with bird gravel and
stand the pot on that. This allows space for

surplus water to collect when you overwater
- which you will. It is important never to allow

water to rise over the top of the grave. More
plants are killed by having the bottom of the

pots perpetually standing in water than by

any other thing. Safe on this drywell, a

philodendron in a plastic pot needs water

only when the top soil looks dry. It can stand

owner absence for well over a week. And the

drywell will evaporate humidity into the

room.

If you are fresh air fiend, get hold of a

clean commissary-size mayonnaise jar; or if

you are in the chips, buy a small fish tank.

Layer the bottom with gravel and earth and

be as neat as you can. Soil splashed on the

glass will ruin the effect. Knock out a

potting soil and some old fashioned hairpins philodendron as before but this time shake all

(same store, different counter!) will do for a

start. Pour an inch of gravel over the bottom

of the pot. Over that pour a couple of inches

of packaged soil and pound that down with

your fist - plants need to stand on something

firm.

Next, knock the philodendrons out of their

pots by turning them over and rapping the

edge of the pot against something hard.

(Make sure that your other hand is ready to

catch the rootball as it comes loose.) If this

seems too difficult, break the pot and pull the

the soil off the roots. Spread the roots out on

the surface soil and then very carefully press

another inch of earth on them, enough to

hold the plant steady. Shake drops of water

from a hand brush into the container and

onto the soil, but don't actually pour water

inside - remember there is no drainage.

Finally, spread a plastic food wrap tightly

across the open top.

Put the planted container where it gets

good light but not bright sun. A hot sun will

heat up the interior and kill the plant. If the

fragments and the base off the rootball. Try
g |ass m jsts Up, take off the wrap for a few

to keep as much soil around the roots as hours to allow surplus moisture to evaporate,

possible. Reprinted from Nutshell

Food prices continue

climb; up 14 percent

Women's rights proponents

Food prices continued their relentless

climb during August, rising to a level 14 per
cent higher than a year earlier, an Associated
Press marketbasket survey shows.
The AP checked the prices of 15 food and

nonfood items in 13 cities on March 1, 1973,

and has rechecked at the beginning of each
succeeding month.
The latest check, at the start of the Labor

Day weekend, showed that during August
the marketbasket went up in every city

surveyed except Dallas, Tex., where it

dropped by a penny. The average increase
was 4tt per cent. During July, the AP
marketbasket rose in all 13 cities

Many increases reflected higher prices

paid to farmers and there were indications of

further boosts because of the recent Mid-

west drought that severely damaged the

corn crop that feeds the nation's dairy cows,

poultry and beef cattle.

The Agriculture Department reported last

Friday that the price index for raw farm
products rose 3 per cent from July 15 to Aug.
15. The increase followed a 6 per cent boost
during the previous month.

The increases come after a period during

which farmers complained they were losing

money on their products.

Mrs. Smith to be first woman head of GOP
By United Press International

Mary Louise Smith, the first woman ever

nominated to head the Republican Party,

brings to the job what her friends describe as

an amazing ability to organize and a

knowledge of politics gained from grassroots

participation.

A tall, slender woman with silver grey hair,

Mrs. Smith at 60 has been a vocal proponent

of women's rights and equal participation for

women, minorities and young people in the

Republican Party. Prior to being named co-

chairman of the party in February of this

year, Mrs. Smith had served as vice chairman

of the Rule 29 Committee, the national GOP
group dedicated to party reform and equal

opportunity.

The National Committee was expected to

meet Sept. 16 to endorse Ford's nomination

of Mrs. Smith.

She will replace George Bush of Texas as

the No. 1 official of the Republican Party,

and although her political peers in Iowa have

no doubt that she will be able to handle the

job. President Ford's decision to nominate

Mrs. Smith as party chairman came as a

complete surprise.

"I was shocked," said Joe Gaylor,

executive director of the Iowa Republican

Party. "I didn't know Mr. Bush would be

leaving. The first thing I heard about it was
on the news while I was driving to work this

morning."

Mrs. Smith lived in Eagle Grove, Iowa, for

18 years before moving to Des Moines where

she and her husband. Dr. Elmer Smith, make
their home. While in Eagle Grove, Mrs. Smith

was vice chairman of the Wright County
Republican Committee.

Her husband, who is director of the

Medical Services Bureau of the Iowa

Department of Social Services, has main-

tained the family home in Des Moines while

Mrs. Smith has been forced to spend most of

her time in Washington since becoming

Bush's "co pilot" on Feb. 26.

A 1935 graduate of the University of Iowa

with a degree in social work administration,

Mrs. Smith has been involved in the Iowa

Commission for the Blind and the Governor's

Commission on the Aging. She was both the

membership and the finance chairman for

the Iowa Federation of Republican Women.

Perhaps the greatest attributes she ofters

to the Republicans as the party begins an age

of rebuilding are her expertise as a public

Mary Louise Smith

speaker and her knack as a super political

organizer

Mrs. Smith, who was named to the

Republican National Committee from Iowa in

1964, was active in the 1966 committee on
party reform, and she was a member of the

arrangements and platform committees of

both the 1968 and 1972 Republican National

Conventions. She was a member of the

National Committee's executive committee
from 1969 to 1973.

During a recent visit to Des Moines before

the resignation of President Nixon, Mrs.

Smith told a Republican gathering that the

GOP must actively counter Democratic

charges or face significant losses in the

November elections.

Although Watergate and its related

scandals have hurt the party, she called the

situation "something we are just going to

have to face up to."

Mrs. Smith said the party must now reach

out to all factions of society, particularly

those groups who have heretofore

been outside the political process.
"I think the Republicans can win in

November if we rededicate ourselves to the

basic Republican principles. We can win if

we focus on individual candidates and
issues," she said

( ( 4
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Including 'constapation'

Get anything you want at randy's restaurant
RAND Y'S RESTAURANT
By EPA TRICK McQUA/D

...well, i gut a little story ta teil ya,

it's not to long of a story and it

concerns you. me, me, and a man
named Whitmore; now mind ya he

didn't do anything wrong, they just

named a building after him and

never before in the history of

education has a name been more
despised, hated, taken in vain; why
eventually the building took on a

personality of its own and has had

more threats and insults thrown at

it than can be counted, but back to

the story...well, it was raining when
i pulled up on into the parking lot

outside of Whitmore and i had to

run and dodge the drops one by

one till i got to the building, but

once inside i was greeted by its

warm friendship...so i wandered up
to the first official looking office

and asked the smiling official

behind the desk, "who's in charge

'round here, who knows what's

going on," to which he only

laughed and he said, he said

"kid.. .kid don't ya know that this is

only the administration building,

why nothin' happens 'round here,

kid, whatcha gutta do, now, is head

on down ta the Curry Hicks gym ta

fill out 'bout twenty a thirty forms

all ta be signed, sealed, resigned

and sent back here for me ta pass

on ta somebaudy else ta sign till

they get back ta you and ya start

over again," so i headed down ta

this gym he told me about and they

Course to study

Soviet farming
Soviet Agriculture is a new

course that may interest you. The
course is offered in the Department

of Food and Resource Economics,

UM -A, and will be taught by

Professor Elmar Jarvesoo.

Agriculture has played a crucial

role in Soviet industrialization and
in its economic development
model. Organization of Soviet

agriculture differs more from its

Western counterpart than any

other sector of the Soviet

economy. Great experimentation is

still going on.

The course covers the potentials,

problems and perspectives of

Soviet agriculture, and historically

from the last days of Tsarist rule to

the recent U.S. grand wheat sale.

Treatment of the subject matter is

broader than discussing Soviet

farm policy or technology. Con-

sequently, the course should be of

interest to non-majors.

The first class meets on friday, 6

Sept., at 4 p.m. in Draper Hall, Rm.

201 to arrange the fall semester

class schedule. If interested, but

cannot come to the first class, call

545 2496 for information. Of

course, enrollment is open to the

Five College students.

said i'd have ta wait till one a'clock

cause they wouldn't be open till

then and would i mind waitin'

outside in the cold and rain i said i

would and they closea the door but

i didn't mind too much cause there

was twenty thousand more of us

just a waitin out there in the cold

and rain until the doors finally

opened and we all poured in faster

than our feet could carry us and i

got in a line that i could neither see

the beginning nor the end of but

finally i got up front, just a second
away from being number one, just

two away, just one away, well now
it was my turn, after waitin' only

two hours, thirty three minutes,

four seconds, but who was
countin', and the man at the

window, the man, he said, he said,

"kid.. .kid you're in the wrong line

kid, the wrong line, now whatcha
gutta do, idd, is get in that line over

there, and the man behind the

window pointed to anutha long,

long, endless line off ta my right

and he said, he said, "weed, now,
kid, ya gutta get in that line an' just

wait till ya see that there fella, and
he'll take care of all your needs," so
i got up from that line and joined

the other line, me and all the other

twenty thousand students and all,

and we waited and waited and
waited until the otha man told us ta

move on elsewhere and so we did;

well i finally got a hold of some
papers that had my name on 'em
and they all needed signin' like the

man at Whitmore told me they

would so i took 'em back ta the first

line an' waited 'bout anutha three

ta four years till i got 'em signed

and brought 'em ta the next place

on the map where the lady, the

pretty young lady in the blue and
white cotton dress, with the mean
disposition said, she said ta me

"listen, listen, kid, kid whatcha
gutta do now is get special per-

mission from chancellor Randy ta

take these here courses that you've

signed up for, ya understand, don't

ya kid, ya understand" so i took 'em
to the office, the designated office

of one randolph bromery ta have
'em signed likd i was told to but

wouldn't ya know he was on
vacation either that or he didn't

exist, this randolph bromery, and i

was told by everyone from miles

around to see ole randy, cause, as

ya might know, you can get

anything you want at randy's

restaurant, includin' education, an
not ta mention randy, so i was sent

by his office, as it was called, back
ta the curry-hicks gym and they

sent me down ta the boyden gym
because my cards were on file there

so i went there like they told me and
they talked and talked an' i didn't

know a thing they were sayin' ta me
but i listened anyway 'cause i knew
right well that if i didn't i'd never get

outta there but i did, ya i finally did,

cause i found out that i wasn't

s'posed ta reg'star till thursday,

which was two days away, so me
an 'bout twenty thousand other

students, students from all around,

gathered rutside the curry-hicks

gym an' tne boyden gym an' we
complained and complained till our
ears turned blue, cause as ya might
know, by then it was a snowin'

quite heavy, and someone said ta

me, he said, "ya know, you can get

anything you want at randy's

restaurant, includin' frustration,

constapation," an', well he was
continuing, but i didn't wanta hear

it right then an' there so i left him
an' the boyden gym, and the curry-

hicks gym, called the cage, though i

can name a few other places that

deserve such terminology, and the

Peoples Market

looking

for paid workers

(volunteers too!)

Apply to
—

Peoples Market,

Student Union.

Whitmore administration building that said, it said, "kid," "kid," it

and went back ta my car ta head on *.. rri « nana 1Q
out, but i found a ticket, a ticket WXXU IO page IO

TOMBOY

ftDLLU Shoes
8 Main St. Amherst

s:

PJP

DOUBLE sizes>
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Randy's restaurant

cont. from p. 12
said, it did, "kid ya betta report first

thing in the morning ta the north-

ampton district court or else pay
the consequences of criminal

justice," so in general hysteria, i

tore up that ticket i did an' headed
on outta there, but i soon realized

that it was too late an that i'd be

there, at umass, as it was called for

a long, long, long, long,

long

The •i-s^
c

CHEESE *-r$a BARN
at Mountain Farms Mall

96 Feet of Cheese on Display

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS on

Jarlsberg, King Christian, Port Nine,

Camembert, Boursin thru Sept. 14

v* I

One of the humble servants that kept UMass students
well supplied with barbequed chicken displays her
preference in the liquid-refreshment area on her
earring.

TOP OF THE CAMPUS
RESTAURANT

NOW OPEN
LUNCH - Monday thru Friday 11:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.

DINNER - Monday thru Thursday 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Friday & Saturday 5:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Sunday 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Featuring: PRIME RIB SPECIAL

SELECTED STUDENT DISCOUNTS

TOP OF THE CAMPUS SALAD BAR

ENTERTAINMENT - THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY

For Reservations Call 549-6000 Ext. 449

tfyo
t

tf&*te%

Lots of
Co\ors ••

NEXT +*TnE PoST Office -in AflWfRST

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
PIZZA - HOT GRINDERS - SPAGHETTI

FREE DELIVERY ON CAMPUS

You haven't had pizza till you've had Bell's
Call 256-8011 or 253-9051

'" '
"

'

' ' » * '' »— » ..,,,, «, ,, », , , «»r

$ CASH $
for your

USED BOOKS
Recycle your old textbooks and get some extra cash for — whatever!

We'll give you 50% of the new price for any book currently being used this semester! Our wholesaler

will pay up to 30% for all other texts.

Now! at two convenient locations

THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX

:

Mon., Tues. and Wed., Sept. 9-11

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

SOUTHWEST HAMPDEN COMMONS
Mon., Tues. and Wed., Sept. 9 - 11 10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Thurs., Sept. 12 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Bring them in now! While their value is highest.
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Ask Harry Bloomfield

CASIAC helps frustrated desperate freshmen
Harry Bloomfeld was indignant.

Not only had he been dropped from
Chem III and Touch Football, but

the computer refused to believe

that he had paid his board and
refused to issue him a meal ticket.

Starved and angry, like so many
young men and women before him,

he set out to do bodily harm to

those that strove to maim him.

Concrete. Cold, hard and
crushing. Busy little eyes and soft

waxen smiles, incongruously at-

tached to sharp brisk voices,

• .suing poor Harry Bloomfeld out of

the office and into the cold and wet

wild. Harry didn't even know how
to use the phones. Who had ever

heard of dialing a nine before all the

rest. Harry lost much of his fire,

dampened as it was by so much
frustration and fatigue

It was almost an accident, the

way Harry found his way to safety.

He was bouncing around in Mach-

mer Hall, trying to find the mvthical

professor to some hackneyed
Anthro course somebody told him

was a gut, when he passed by a

door with a jumble of funny letters

on it. CASIAC. Probably another

organization dedicated to the

perpetuation of bureaucratic self

State gas supplies

upped by conservation
BOSTON \AP\ - Energy planneis

are optimistic that there will be no

return of long gasoline lines in

Massachusetts.

Adequate supplies of gasoline

and continued conservation by

drivers should continue to keep the

tuel crisis at arm's length, ac-

cording to Robert W. Mitchell, chief

of the regional Federal Energy

Administration.

"We have a delightful situation

where conservation is working and

supplies exceed demand,'' Mitchell

aid Wednesday. "I foresee that

gasoline will be in reasonable

supply provided that there con-

tinues to be conservation."

He stressed that conservation is

the key element.

"It's a very, very delicate balance

between supply and demand," he

said.

Conservation efforts have
dropped since the peak of the

energy crisis, but appear to have
levelled off with sales at about 8 per

cent below the level projected

under normal conditions according

to Secretary of Consumer Affairs

John R. Verani.

Verani released figures Wed-
nesday showing that gasoline sales

by the gallon from January through

J« ie were 6.2 per cent below the

..me period last year.

He said sales for the first half of

the year were 10.5 per cent below

•he le^el projected by his office

given normal growth and demand.

Tight supplies and careful

conservation were at their peak in

January, when sales were 14.3 per

cent below Verani's projected

estirrate.

Th. • percentage has been
dropping steadily since then, and
Verani said the July usage figures,

due this week, will help determine
whether his projection of an 8 per

cent level for the rest of the year is

correct.

Meanwhile, the American
Automobile Association (AAA)
reported that the availability of

gasoline at service stations
throughout the state is gradually

increasing, and that the outlook for

this fall is good.

Richard W. Hoover of the AAA
said more and more gasoline

stations appear to be staying open

Sundays and evenings.

manipulation, or the harder you rub
it, the worse it bleeds.

"Can I help you?" beamed the

smiling young woman at the poor
hesitant student, standing pogo-
legged at the door with his sleeve

up his nose.

"WWhWhoo mmmeee??"
Stuttered Harry, taken aback,
startled that anybody would pay
attention to him."

"Come in and sit down. My name
is Lynne. What's your problem
you look so flustered."

"HHHHII. MMmmyy name is

Harry. I'm being destroyed, by
THEM. I don't know where to turn

to. I haven't eaten in days. I've been
dropped from my courses. I don't

even know what I'm majoring in

and why. I don't know where to

turn to. I haven't eaten in days. I've

been dropped from my courses. I

don't even know what I'm majoring

in and why. I don't even know what
a major is. I don't know where I am
or who I am. All I can hear is Rod
Serling's voice rasping in my
breath."

"Calm down Harry.! Take it easy
- you're ar ng friends now. Here -

take one of these - our Majors

Booklets in which you'll find all of

the majors in the College of Arts &
Sciences, and also majors at other

schools in the University. A major is

a jumble of courses you take here

that relate to each other and after

four years of it, make you a better

person, so they say.

"We have information about

other programs too. There's BDIC,

where you can construct your own
major, if none of the traditional

ones seem to suit. There's

University Without Walls where

you can pick up credits for life

experience. In your case, you could

probably get some credits for

Frustration 101. If you don't want
to stay on campus, you can get

University credits for related

fieldwork. There's University Year

for Action, and if you're desperate,

OUTREACH.

"We also have lots of in-

formation on certificate programs
like Latin Studies and Women's
Studies. There are in addition

majors in Interdisciplinary Studies

like Social Thought and Political

Economy. If and when you ever get

your head together and wish more
of the same, we even have Pre Law
and Pre Graduate School advisors,

not to mention John Adams our

gallant School of Ed entrepeneur.

"For now, just take some courses

that look appealing and maybe
fulfill some core requirements to

boot. And by all means take it easy.

We also do a bunch of bureaucratic

stuff overloads, pass-fails,

language waivers, change of

majors, withdrawals, add-drops,

and the rest.

"Chances are that if it has to do
with paper, we've got it. Remember
Harry, that you've got a month to

add drop courses easily, so if

something doesn't suit you, you

can easily remedy it. Why don't you

talk for now talk to one of our crack

faculty advisors, like Professor

Lamb, who'll try and give some
direction, other than down."

"Thank you. Its a relief to talk to

somebody, anybody."

"If you have any trouble, come
back and our CASIAC
troubleshooters will straighten it

out. Remember we're in here in E-

20 Machmer Hall."

"Harry walked outside and
breathed a sigh of relief and went to

lunch.

The Original

Bare Traps
of California

7h* Mr"
natural leather

latigo leather

wooden bottom

More Bare Traps at

fU)U£& Shoes
8 Main St. Amherst

Welcome Back

Students

See <mr exciting new fall line of clothes.

Summer items drastically reduced.

Emporium India
in the Carriage Shops, (Amherst, Mass.)

Registration open in Music dept.
Registration is currently being

held for enrollment in the

Preparatory Division of the UMass
Music Department.

The division offers private

lessons in voice and all instruments,

plus class lessons in piano,

recorder, theory and music history.

Instruction is by teaching faculty

and teaching assistants with the

UMass Music Department; lessons

can be scheduled days, evenings or

weekends. Enrollment is open to

anyone of 7th grade age of older

desiring to pursue serious study of
music.

Fall semester registration will be
conducted through Sept. 6, with
private and class instruction

Interested instrumental and vocal

music students may obtain an
informjtive brochure and
registration forms from the Arts

Extension Service at (413) 545-

Help us help you.

Use Zip Code. i

beginning the week of Sept. 9. ?013, UMass, Amherst.

Film Times
ACADKMY OK MISIC
The Sting 7:00 — 9: IS

HOt NTAIN FARMS KOI K
Cinema I

lit i hie Hides Attain 1 :00 — :i:00 — > mi

— 7:00 — »:00

Cinema II

Our Time 1 :00 — :i:00 — 5:00 — 7:00 —
•1:00

Cinema III

Itult'h Cassidy and the Sundance Kid
2:oo — 1:30 — 7:00 — 9:30

Cinema IV

Mr. Majeslvk 2:00 — I::t0 — 7:00 —
•i::io

Amherst Cycle
1 Cook PI.

253-9460
( Behind Aubuchon's)

headquarters for

Northampton Bicycle

i ACADEMY
i LVMUStT.

atthe<;atf:s
of smith college:

NOW SHOWING
On Screen at

7:00 and 9:15

NORTHAMPTON MASS 584-8435

8 Pleasant St.

Northampton
r
. 86- 38 10

ill jmuL

bicycle sales
and service.

We're a franchised Raleigh dealer so you can be sure that

we'll always provide you with the finest service from the

time you first buy your Raleigh cycle for as long as you
keep it. You won't find a better cycle than one of the many
Raleigh models and you won't find a better place to buy one

NOW — at the 6th Oldest Theatre in the U.S.

WINNER 7ACADEMY AWARDS
«*«BEST PICTURE • BIST DIRECTOR

all it takes is a little Confidence

PAUL /ROBERT
EWMAN/REDFORD
ROBERT SHAW

A GEORGE ROY HILL FILM

"THE STING"

• ••••••••

f<
\o

iVxV
tv£

/7bsmic
\\oncepts

Boutique

Clip out

ad for

10%
Discount

Sept.

°c.
s<*.

ce.<•*
Of.

'«.

6ft 7
Mt. Farms Mall

Hadley, Mass. 01035
Adult Admission During Matinees - $1.50

MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8:30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.

' The deadline is 3:45, two days
before the day your ad is to

appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $.30 per line

Weekly — $.25 per line

Monthly — S.20 per line

MDC CLASSIFIEDS ENTERTAINMENT

Snow I ires — Two Michrlin X srow
radials SZ: I6S-I3. Cost 175 new. will sell

for l'.o Csed one w inter < 2.000 mi. > . (all Al

— .'.45-1717.

Panasonic SC777 stereo unit turntable,

WIMI tuner and cassette recorder. Also

two sets of speakers. Worth appro*. $ ><»>

must sell for 1250! Al Bromberger M
Chadbourne 545-4717.

M W\ Hus. Rood condition. Ml speed

Columbia bike. $:." (all 527-2209

I.eblam trumpet, very good condition.

SIM. (all Jerry, 253-9869

lax Sale • Saturday .ti».. t. »*. In Ecno

Hill off I'elham ltd . mulll-lamily. lur-

niturr curtains, bikes, etc.

AUTO FOR SALE

1968 Chevy CIO Carryall w-rebuilt 6 cyl.

250 cu. in. eng.. 3 spd column shift. Rubber
is excellent. Asking $1200. but I will accept

negotiate. Al Bromberger 203 Chadbourne
54.V47I7.

1970 MGB. good shape, new clutch, etc.

665-2435. Best offer. Dave.

71 Chev. Nova, excellent condition,

power st br. AM-KM service record. HMO
or best offer. 256-6182, 5 • 7 p.m.

Mustang. 1965. H cyl.. automatic, good

engine & power. I Reasonable. Ray 1-369-

1649.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Triumph Tiger 650 < ( mint cond. call

after 6 p.m. 586-1851.

FOR RENT

2 room cottage in Bernardston — stove

and refrig. furnished — 25 mins from
I Mass 1100 per month plus utilities.

Phone 648-9296.

ROOM WANTED

Need riKim in rural house within 6 miles
of Class. 516-1077. Keep trying.

PERSONALS

Christians - Come to family time tonite.

Studenl In ion - 7:lMl Colonial lounge

Karate: Black or brown belt to work out
and rank white eager to learn 546-6726
Michelle.

Fred — Jim Nasium is looking for you to

say Mi' Contact Lambda Chi Alpha"

I HI l.anrer 101 speakers. 14" Woofer.
horn loaded tweeter, marble top. I3O0
each. \R:ia's 1125 each. Dick 217-5870.

Crown 1)1 ;,o power amplifier 100 watts -

RMS per channel New (all A.M. 584-0519

I .met 1-5 acres in Wendell. 11,000 per
acre (all Brian 665-l.':t7.

AUTO FOR SALE

•67 Red VW. (all 586-4026 after I. 1375.

63 Che* runs SllHI tel I -268-3660.

FOR RENT

Amherst— Brlttanv Manor — On free

(Mass bus line. No lease required.

\mazingly big 2 bedrooms with all the

comforts of home. Appliauced kitchens,

wall to wall carpeting, master TV antenna,

heat and air cond.. motorcycle racks. 2

pools, 2 tennis courts, football, softball &
badminton lawns. 24 hr. resident mng &
maintenance. 2 bedrms from 1230. Call 1 1

1

256-8531.

2 bedroom, carpeted, on I Mass bus

route. 1205 includes all utilities, electric

heat, dishwasher, ah- conditioning. King

Philip Apts.. Sunderland. 665-2562.

Furnished Apts. I. I. 2"j rms. 9 mos.

lease — Sept. I June I. Alr-cnnd pool,

parking. Near shopping and theaters.

Reasonable rents. Amherst Motel. HI. 9.

opp. Zayre's.

WANTED

Wanted Person to share rewarding

conirnunal living situation with 4 adults & I

child Own loom in attractive house.

Maple St. area. We don't want a boarder or

a sexist Must be willing to share

housework. cooking & expenses
treasonable) & In work al openness. Call

TI'I I7IJI SI'llll

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted to share 2 bedroom

apt. Prefer female. See Chris < liffside

\pts. Mil

OwnRm.3bdrm.,26flPuffton. 177. Steve

'•-1320 or slop b> 6 - in p m Orad prf.

SERVICES

HELP WANTED

ham up to 1280 in 2 weeks of part lime

work from Sept. 16-27. Stage West in West

Springfield needs students to sell season

tickets, (all 1-781-1170 if interested

Special campus rates are available for

TIME. SPORTS III ... PLAYBOY and OCT
magazines, (all 5I6-44J.5

Morses Boarded — 10 minutes from
campus — Box stalls, trails, pasture, large

field for hunt course. Call 545-2781 day or

123-4056 evening.

Campus (luhs and Organizations: Do
\ou want to publish high quality

newsletter, pamphlet, magazine or

booklet™"? let the Message (ompanv help

vou write, layout, design and print it"

Reasonable fees. Contact Jerry at 253-'

for information.

Ml I I \urlro repair 2 dav service, work
mi.i 1. 1 nl red \| Tech Mi Fi ( all 544-26I0.

( oinpilfnl pianist with interest In

theatre for dinner theatre work, (all 519-

.•(•15

1966 Pnnliac Tempest 3 speed 20 MPG
excellent condition. I.ynne 545-287* days,

253 3796 nights

i'i7.'t hev Vega, silver w. black interior,

w.w. tires. I speed trans., radio, ew.
condition. It.550 or best offer 519 cm

Sunderland — Mt. Sugarloaf — On free

I Mass bus line. No lease required. Be cool

in the pool or in >our fantastic air con-

ditioned 2 bedrm. wall-wall carpeting, self

cleaning ovens, dishwashers, disposals,

laundrv facilities. Master T\ antenna. .'I

hr resident manager, maintenance crew.

Renting at 1220 including utilities, (all us

111-665 3856

Campus and local representatives

needed for nationwide emplovmenl

search Hevihle hours, wonderful op-

portunity Inr full infn write Sumner

Xdverlising < << I'll Box Ml. Peoria. II

i, I i,n I

Woman's wrlstwatch between HOPE
and (.!<( I Sept Beward 515-2548.

l.rass Root Coop Pre-School has opening

for children 2 9 - 5 of student and staff, (all

519-3969 or 253-9391

I miking for home for 6 mo male dog:

hnusehroken. mnsllv shepard. call 6-04U3

Bob the DJ is back and the bands are on
the run. More music for less money . Dance
and trivia contests, nonstop nostalgia. 536-

6075.

c ai c ui a rows

Calculator Sale — College Calculators
offers lowest prices anywhere. All models
available. Texas Inst.. Hewall Packard.
1 nicom. All machines new and guar, with
2 rnth replacement warranty. ..Before you
buy a calculator, call me. I can beat any
price anywhere. ..lawk for my posters
around campus for details. Then call Bob
Crowed at 549-1316.

MISCELLANEOUS

Instruction - Piano lessons RAB
I iiiiiiir \

. popular exp. performer - also
bass .51,-KIWI (all 6:30

Instruction - For nonsrience majors:
NrkMMt) iphtsics H6i. World Beyond
our Senses iioo); contemporary
Problems I lift; Science For Science
Fiction Readers (190); Concepts Of
Phtsics 1 121 1: Physics For Kiem Ed
Majors . urn Mr Polution (1MB) - I ( H
mini course. See course listings or Inquire
in llashrouck I to or call 545-2107

Instruction Martial Art* Self con-

fidence discipline defense three nighu
weeklv Join YMCA Judo Jujilsu Karate
581 7086.

Job \vailable - Women's studies
program has FIIR-WK position available

for an undergrad. Past involvement with

women's movement or studies required.

Deadline to apply Sept. 16. For more Info

call ".15-1922 or drop by 506 Coodell.

Yoga courses beginners, intermediates,
Fxperienced teacher, (all 519-4NM2

Photo Passports. Fast service It camera
repairs. I ang s Photo 2S3-3I4S.

».».».«..•.•.•.•.•a».».OA»Ji-».t.,»» •••••• wnmiitm*** rarN«t«*«,t.«.* iHtlMIMIItHIMillliMHttl a 9 I » 1 • a < • \*.lk.*X«%*%« Hut
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Campus]

Carousel!

NO-CONFIDENCE is the vote of

the majority of the faculty of

USoFIa in their annual evaluation of

university administrators.

More than 50 per cent of the

respondents said that the

University President and his vice-

president for academic affairs do

not deserve faculty confidence. The

vote confirms a 1973 reaction.

Primary reason for the low rating,

says The Oracle, is a lack of con-

sultation with faculty and students.

For two years, President Mackey

has refused to comment on the

faculty evaluation. VP/AA Riggs

says he doesn't understand the no-

confidence vote.

SABBATICALS GO BEGGING at

UMinn, according to a recent

Minnesota Daily dispatch. Only

about one in four faculty eligible

each year take advantage of the

hiatus, says a UM Senator.

Logistical difficulties in trans-

planting families, some depart-

mental delays of promotions and

salary increases for those on leave,

and the half-salary paid during

sabbaticals are the principal

deterrents.

CAMPUS CRIME PAYS, if

Amherst College is any example.

During the last 18 months, the

Amherst Student reports, about

$60,000 worth of college property

has been stolen.

Most popular victims are the

libraries, which have reported

losses of $20-30,000. Food
equipment and utensils have been

"borrowed" to the tune of $10,000.

And the Athletic Department

reports that $1,000 worth of

equipment is its standard annual

loss

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK appears

in the Framingham (MA) State

College Gatepost, which labels its

announcements column as the

"Bullboard."

Panel to study

Amherst water
A panel discussion on "The

Water Supply for Amherst, Hadley,

and the UMass Campus" will be
held today (Friday) at 3:00 in the

Main Lecture Hall at Patterson Hall

at Hampshire College.

The panel for the debate, which
is open to the public, will be

comprised of Nancy Eddy, Amherst
Selectwoman; Representative

James Collins (D — Amherst); Dr.

Edward Belt, Professor of Geology

at Amherst College; Dr. Lynn Miller,

Professor of Biology at Hampshire;

and Dr. Ward Motts, Professor of

Geology at UMass. Moderator for

the program will be Dr. Louis

Wilcox, Professor of Biology at

Hampshire.

Time permitting, the panelists

will also field questions from the

audience.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics

S2 75 per page

Send for your up-to-date.

176 page, mail order catalog

of 5500 topics. Enclose

S1 00 to cover postage (12

days delivery time).

519GLENROCKAVE.
SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024

Our materials are sold for

research purposes only

Continuing Ed offers funds
The Division of Continuing

Education is offering a wide variety

of financial assistance options to its

students.

For the first time, Continuing

Education students will be eligible

for UMass financial aid in the form

of loans and grants to cover direct

educational expenses (books and

fees). To qualify for consideration a

student must be registered for a

minimum of six credits and be

enrolled in an approved degree or

certification program such as Legal

Assistant Program, Bachelor of

General Studies or Bachelor of

Arts.

Registration for fall semester

must be completed before an

application for financial assistance

can be submitted. The deadline for

application is Sept. 9. For further

information and an application

contact the Division of Continuing

Education, 205 Hills North, UMass
(545-0905) or the UMass Financial

Aid Office, Whitmore Ad-
ministration Building.

All credit courses offered

through the Division of Continuing

Education are approved by the

Veteran's Administration for

educational benefits. Students

can obtain the appropriate forms

from the Veterans Affairs Office in

Whitmore after they have com-
pleted registration.

In-service law enforcement
officers are eligible for aid under the

provisions of the Law Enforcement
Education Program (LEEP). For

further information on financial

assistance and courses contact the

Division of Continuing Education,

205 Hills North.

Health plan to be explained
The University Health Services

will sponsor an information and
question and answer session about
the new Supplementary Health

Plan for students and also the

insurance option for students'

dependents. The meeting, offered

in cooperation with the Office of

Commuter Affairs, will be held

Monday, at 12 noon in Campus
Center room 917.

The new supplementary in-

surance plan offers students a

hospital, surgical and medical
program to supplement the on-

campus care provided by the

Health Services. Among other

benefits the policy includes full

coverage of costs for services in an
affiliated hospital (Cooley

Dickinson) and by an affiliated

surgical group; and improved
maternity benefits.

Another Vie*
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Bilingual tutorial offered
Any student who has completed Tutoring Spanish-Speaking mornings for orientation,

Spanish 140 or its equivalent is Students (3 credits). It is not discussion of general progress, or

eligible to sign up for Spanish 301: necessary to be a Spanish major, to hear sneakers. Students enrolled

almost half the students who have in the course will be asked to do

EmerCjenCy Care enrolled in this course in the past some background reading for a

were majors in other departments. short written report, as well as to

rr i
Students will be bused to Holyoke keep an experiential journal, which

COUrSe OTTered on Mondays and Wednesdays to will be on the basis for their final

tutor Puerto-Rican children in paper.
A one credit course in bilingual classrooms on the There will be an initial meeting of

Emergency Care - First Aid is being elementary and junior high-school Spanish 301 on Monday, Sept. 9, at
offered by the University Health levels. There may also be op- 930 A.M. in th. Third Floor Lounge
Service in cooperation with the portunities to tutor Puerto-Rican in Herter Hali. For further in-

Division of Public Health. Call mothers in their homes and inmates formation, please call Professor
Evelyn Duston, 549-2671, for at the Hampshire County House of Nina Scott at 5-0613.
questions. Correction in Northampton.
PH 391 Emergency Care - Health The bus to Holyoke will leave the

BKEKOi

Services Seminar campus at 8:30 A.M., returning
Section I (634532) 7-9:30M 122 about 11:45 Students planning to

Draper enroll in this course should thus
Section II (634558) 1-2 T, Th B1 keep M-W-F mornings completely

Fernald
free ( n0 problems about making

Section III (634574) 2:30-3:30 T, )uncn or a 12:20 class.) There will be
^h 106 French occasional meetings on Friday

Shumway's

Wallpaper & Paint Store, Inc.

320 COLLEGE STREET

Bold and Bright Colors ]t1 3? KORST

DIE) YOU EVER GET WAT FEELING, THAT tOUFORGOT SOMETHING... BUTW JUST CANT REMEMBER UHAT?

Anew
Gommandment

IgiMeyou

thatyou bue
one another

aslhawe
buedyou.

Jesus of Nazareth
Come meet your brothers and sisters at

FAMIL Y TIME:
Colonial Lounge, S.U. at 7:00 Tonight.

1
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DVP MEETING:
There will be a DVP meeting Wed.

Sept. 11 at 600 p.m. in 904-908 CC.
FAMILY TIME:

Interested in a community of

concerned Christians sharing a vital

relationship with Jesus? Come to

Family Time tonight at 7 in the

Colonial Lounge, S.U.

HILLEL:
Friday Services 7 10 p.m. CC. 105,

Saturday morning services 10 a.m.

S.U. 302, Selichat (midnight prayer
vigil) Sat. 9-7 at .0:30 p.m. Speaker
and snacks, Cape Cod Lounge.
INNKEEPERS:

Organizational meeting Tuesday
Sept. 10 at 7:00 p.m. Present and past
off icers contact HRTA Office for info.

THE POINT:
Correction on the posters! The

Point will be shown tonight, not
Saturday.

POLO CLUB STARTS:
All old members and new in-

terested people in the Waterpolo Club
should come to first meeting-
practice, Monday night 8:15 at
Boyden Gym. PE class at 7:00.

STAR TREK LIVES:
First meeting of the year Weds.

Sept. 11 7:00 p.m., 905 909 CC. Old

and new members invited.

SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMERS:
Naiad workshops and tryputs will

beheld Sept. 10, 11, 12 at 5:00 p.m. in

the North P.E. pool. All interested

men and women welcome. Contact
Pat. 5 2324 for info.

WOMEN'S SWIM TEAM:
All women interested in com-

petitive swimming or diving.
Practice 3:305:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
North P.E. Pool. Contact Pat 5-2324

for info.

WMUA:
All people, both men and women

are welcome to involve themselves in

WMUA Sports department. If you

have any interest, a meeting will be

held Mon. Sept. 9 at 7:00 at WMUA,
Marston Hall.

LOST:
A Dufonte Swiss Watch without

band. Brass lacquered with a second

hand Call 546 7886.

3
N

Tom Bray spent part of his day shortening the height of this former tree con-
siderably. Does anyone need any firewood?

Health services to provide

information on contraceptives
Information, counseling and

prescriptions for contraceptives are

available to students through the

University Health Services as part

of a comprehensive student health

program Staff members provide
non judgmental consultation to
help you to make your own
decision in a safe, informed, and
responsible manner.

Women utilizing the con-
traception services for the first time
must attend an educational session.

Men are most welcome at this

informal program and no ap-

62 Main St., Amh»r»f
T.I 253-7835

lAfMMTMO-tVT
UNCH SPECIALS 99c A ui

pointment is needed. These hour-

long sessions are held in Room 302
of the Health Services on Monday
at 3:00 p.m., Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.,

Wednesday at 7:00 p.m., and
Thursday at 3:00 p m. starting

Monday, September 16. Two early

sessions will be offered Monday,
September 9 and Thursday,
September 12 at 3:00 p.m.

Contraception Clinic ap-

pointments are scheduled on
Monday through Thursday
evenings Appointments for re-fill

prescriptions, routine pap tests, and
check-ups are available with a

nurse practitioner. Call 549-2600

between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.,

Monday through Friday, for clinic

appointments. If you have any
questions, call the Health Education

Office at 549-2671.

Counselors are available for

consultation during the evening

clinics. The counselors are willing

to listen and talk with you about
your feelings related to the practice

of contraception, the selection of a

contraception method, pressure

from peers, parents or others, or

issues concerning your own
sexuality or sexual activity. Couples
may also seek consultation with the

counselors.

You may see them during clinic

sessions without an appointment
Stop and tell the receptionist you
would like to see the Contraceptive

Clinic Counselor.

— OPEN HOUSE —
Phi Mu Delta

featuring

The Smiling Washington Band

Happy Hour 2^8 p.m.

Band Party 8 — ? a.m.

Sot., Sept. 7

Fraternity/Sorority Park

UEATiODS

FREE CONCERT
TIME: Sun., Sept. 8, 1-4:30 p.m.
PLACE: Hampshire College, Soccer Field

MUSIC BY : Radio King & His Courts of Rhythm

Please don't drive, special free buses will be running
from UMass to Hampshire

Event sponsored by Five College Student Coordinating
Board.

This weekend at

Friday HAPPY HOUR 3 - 6
with Doc Sullivan

D. J. 9 - 1

Saturday MASS PIKE 9-1

Sunday GOODTIME HOUR 4-8
MASS PIKE 9 - 1

ALLIED MOTOR

PARTS
Doctor up your ear with

:*>

• Complete Domestic

& V.W. Parte

• 15* - 20* Off

on ALL PARTS!!!

319 Main St., Amherst 256-8341

y

1 Jl /&***&•**. AS *«>*
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IB"7 NORTH PLEASANT ST.
AMHERST, MASS.
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Pats' Achilles heel still defense
By GIL PETERS
UP/ Sports Writer

BOSTON [UPI\ - The memories of O. J. Simpson leading a parade of
NFL runners through the New England Patriot defense last season keeps
Chuck Fairbanks from fantasizing.

The second-year coach has cause for optimism offensively because Jim
Plunkett is a year smarter and the kids in the backfield ana on tne line are a
year older.

Yet little has changed on defense, which was last in 1973 among the 26
NFL teams against the run. There may be a couple of new linebackers and
quicker men at the corners but the defense will be the same that basically

allowed Simpson a league record 250 yards in a 1973 game.
"I would say that our offense has a chance to be improved this season,"

said Fairbanks. "But we are not, in my opinion, a good defensive team. Our
defense gave up 146 points fewer last year than the year before but there
are still many miles to go before this becomes as strong a defensive *eam
as I hope it can be."

Even if the Patriots, who were 5-9 last season, can't stop the run any
better in 1974, they should be able to run better themselves.

Second year fullback Sam Cunningham, who was injured last pre-

season and intermittently during the season, is in excellent condition and
running as he did as a college star at Southern California.

Wilson respects decision
clubhouse he said he had nothing
but admiration for Gomez.

"I respect Preston Gomez as a
manager and respect him more
than ever," Wilson said. "He wants
to win, and I want to win as much
as he does. When people start
putting personal goals ahead of the
team, you'll never have a winner. I

understand how Preston feels."

Wilson added that Gomez is

consistent.

"I know the fans were unhappy
with me," Gomez said. "They
wanted to see a no- hitter, but I

don't get paid to please people. I

get paid to win baseball games, and
I would make the same decision
1,000 more times."

HOUSTON [AP] - Don Wilson

missed his chance for a third no-

hitter but says he has more respect

than ever for Manager Preston

Gomez of the Houston Astros.

Gomez repeated a bit of personal

history Wednesday night by pulling

Wilson for a pinch hitter to open

the bottom of the eighth inning

when Wilson was just three outs

short of a no-hitter although the

Astros were behind 2-0 against the

Cincinnati Reds.

Tony Perez killed the no-hit

threat by singling in the ninth off

Mike Cosgrove, Wilson's reliever.

Wilson went into seclusion after

being pulled but when he finally

entered the nearly deserted

SPORTS STAFF! — Editor Dave Eibel is looking

for a new assistant. If you think you're qualified, see

Dave this afternoon in the Collegian office.

Intramural Notices
All residence hall, independent, fraternity and sorority units should elect

or appoint Sports Managers (Athletic Chairpersons last year) as soon as

possible. The Sports Managers should stop by the IM office, 215 Boyden,
and register. The Sports Manager is the communications link between the

IM Program and the students.

Following are the entry due dates and starting dates for the fall sports:

Tentative

Entries Due Men's & Women's Activities Starting Date

Sigma Delta Psl (men on iy) 10/74

9/11/74 Touch Football 9/18/74

9/13/74 Badminton Singles 9/ 2 3/74

9/13/74 Track 9/23-25/74

9/19/74 Cross Country 10/2/74

9/19/74 Handball Singles 10/7/74

9/19/74 Paddleball Singles

CO-Rec Activities

10/7/74

9/11/74 Tennis 9/18/74

9/11/74 Football 9/18/74

9/12/74 Badminton 9/23/74

There will be meetings for all IM Sports Officials and Supervisors at 7:00,

215 Boyden Building, on Wednesday, 9-11-74, and Thursday, 9-12-74.

Attendance at these metings is mandatory.

SPORTS
5-0344

Bob McCall, picked up on
waivers in 1973, also has run well,

while veterans Josh Ashton and
John Tarver are healthy and
opening holes as blocking backs for

their younger counterparts.

Plunkett, the 1970 Heisman
Trophy winner while at Stanford,
will call many of his own plays this

season, a reward from Fairbanks
which shoulr1

give the fourth-year
pro a menial boost. Plunkett
completed 51.3 per cent of his

passes in 1973, his best accuracy
average, while throwing 13 touch-
downs and 17 interceptions.

Another
Watergate

CINCINNATI [UP/\ - The
Cincinnati City Council
unanimously adopted Thursday
a resolution complaining that

the Cincinnati Reds "was
robbed" by the decision of an
umpire this week.

The resolution, drawn up by

Councilman Charles P. Taft, 76,

condemned the call of Jerry

Dale in Monday night's Reds-

Astros game at Houston.

Dale jlled Joe Morgan out

at home plate on a close play in

the seventh inning and the

Reds went on to lose the game
4-3. Taft claimed a televised

"instant replay'' showed
Morgan was safe.

Taft, who described himself

as an "enthusiastic" Reds fan,

said the resolution would be
forwarded to baseball com-
missioner Bowie Kuhn,
National League President
Chub Fenney and to the.

supervisor of umpires in the
league.

Sports Notices
Soccer — There will be a

meeting of all soccer candidates at

5:00 p.m., Friday, September 6th, in

Room 227 Boyden. All candidates,

varsity and junior varsity are urged

to attend.

Golf - All those wishing to try

out for the team, meet in Room 227

Boyden, Friday, September 6th at

6:30 p.m.

Fall Baseball Tryouts - All in-

terested candidates who want to

try out for the upcoming season,

please see Coach Bergquist in his

office. Room 217 Boyden. Tryouts

will be held from Monday, Sep-

tember 9th to Thursday, September

12th from 3-5 p.m. on the Varsity

field. Please bring your own
equipment.

Fall Lacrosse - A meeting will

be held for all fall lacrosse can-

didates in Room 249, Boyden

Gymnasium, Friday, September 6th

at 4:30 p.m.

UMass

Women's Swim Team

We're looking for a few good
women ... who like com
petitive swimming or diving.

FIRST TEAMMEETING
Monday, September?, 1974

3 30 to 5 OOp m
North P.E. Building Pool

Regular Practice Time;
3:30 to 5:00 p.m., Monday
Friday — North P.E. Pool

Come ar»d Join the

UMass Swimmm' Women
For More Information,
Contact:

Coach Pat Griffin

109 North P.E. Building

545 2324

Looking for on alternate to four

traditional course load?

Interested in the area of

Juvenile Delinquency?

The M.A.R.Y. program offers 12 credits for a

semester's commitment to a youth from the Dept. of

Youth Services.

Coll $2361

or come to

381 Hills South

for more info.

Wide receivers Reggie Rucker (AFC leader with 53 catches last year),

Darryl Stingley and Randy Vataha return. And 5-foot-5 Mack Herron will

field punts and kickoffs again in addition to subbing in the backfield.

Center Jon Morris, who missed 12 games with a knee injury, returns to
secure the offensive line. Veteran linemen Len St. Jean and Tom Neville,

also hurt during the 73 season, will be back while second-year men John
Hannah, the No. 1 draft last season, and Leon Gray will have a year's
experience behind them.

Defensively, tackle Julius Adams is the one standout. Art Moore, picked
up on waivers from San Francisco last season, is a good prospect at the
other tackle.

Fairbanks holds hope for rookie linebackers Steve Nelson and Sam
Hunt. Nelson, a second-round choice from North Dakota, has impressed
Fairbanks with his desire to hit while Hunt, a 15th round pick from Alcorn
A&M, has impressed enough to earn a possible starting job.

New faces Jim Massey and Willie Osley will provide a little more size at

cornerback to help on running plays while rookies Prentice MacRay and
John Sanders add speed at safety. Cornerbacks George Hoey and Ron
Bolton will be back and Jack Mildren, Fairbanks's wishbone quarterback at

Oklahoma, will be at safety with veteran Sandy Durko.

Harriers expect

finest year ever
The University of Massachusetts

cross country team opens practice

this week with expectations for

their finest team ever. The
defending New England and
Yankee Conference champions
return four of their top five men,
and seven of their top nine from
1973.

Leading the Minutemen will be
Co-Captains Randy Thomas (Fitch-

burg) and Bill Gillin (Holliston).

Thomas will be defending his

Yankee Conference crown after

being an NCAA finalist last spring

in the three mile. Gillin just missed
All American honors last spring as

he finished fifth in the NCAA
steeplechase.

Backing up Thomas and Gillin

will be two underclassmen that

finished in the top fifteen at the

New Englands in 1973. Junior Tom
Maquire (Foxboro) and Soph John
McGrail (Stoughton). Battling for

the remaining spots on the team
will be returning lettermen Tom
Wilson (Merion, Pa.), IC4A
steeplechase runnerup. Junior Phil

Broughton (Brookfield), soph Chris

Farmer (Newburyport), and soph
John Scheer (Burlington, Vt.).

Junior college transfer Frank Noto
(Maywood, N.J.) of Allegheny
Community College could also

challenge for a top spot.

Head Coach Ken O'Brien's
harriers open at home with Boston
College on Sept. 28, before meeting
two teams that defeated them in

1973, Harvard at Boston Oct. 1, and
Northeastern at home Oct. 5. The
Minutemen then face two of the

country's finest squads, 1973 IC4A
champ Manhattan and Southern
Conference champ William and
Mary at Van Cortland Park in New
York, October 12, with Syracuse
and Connecticut also competing in

the fiveway meet.

Phys Ed Requirement
The General Physical Education two-credit requirement for

graduation has been eliminated by action of the Board of Trustees
effective September 1974, and retroactive for all undergraduates
presently enrolled in the University.
The General Physical Education Program will now be offered on a

voluntary basis. Students who wish to drop PE 100 "G" courses
because of the elimination of the requirement are asked to have
Course Change Forms signed in Rooms 224 and 226 in the BoydenGym beg.nn.ng Friday, September 6. 1974. The official drop
procedure must be followed to remove names from rosters and
thereby avoid receiving a grade of "F". Prompt action ,n this regard
by students will facilitate the administrative change over from the
required to the voluntary program.

General Physical Education (PE 100) classes G00-G95 w.ll begin on
Wednesday, September 18. 1974.

\ [LOPEN 9:30-6=50- FfliPAYS t,h 9 J]

[fNEXr TO THE PQSf OFFICE ^ IN AMHER
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Gridders look for big defense
Opener vs Villanova

only one week away
By DAVE ElBEL

MDC Sports Writer

The era of Pennington to Berra, Schubert and Metallo is gone forever

from the turf at Alumni Stadium. A week from tomorrow when Dick

MacPherson's Minutemen invade Philadelphia to battle the Wildcats of

Villanova, the dice will be loaded with new names and new question

marks.

UMass football fans will soon become acquainted with names like

Harris, Parker, Sprout, Toner et at., and a Fred Kelliher, who this season at

least, will be given the opportunity to serve as a "four-quarter" quar-

terback, not only a last minute messiah.

But they'll also see whether a team with an inexperienced defensive

secondary, presently subpar quarterbacking, and a superb group of

defensive linemen and linebackers can improve on last year's disappointing

but sometimes highly exciting 6-5 ledger.

"If we played Villanova tomorrow," said Coach MacPherson after a hard

scrimmage Wednesday, "I'd have to say I'm not satisfied right now with

the team as a whole."

"In comparison with last year and my other years here I'd have to say

that this was the best camp we've ever had, "continued the UMass coach.

"I've had the pleasure of coaching a great group of young men who're
hard workers, and eager to learn. But we've had some practices in which I

thought we'd reached our peak only to come back the next day to find that

we'd lost it. What we need is some consistency and more intensity."

Looking at the defense first, all indications point to the UMass linemen

and linebackers being almost impregnable against the run. Spearheaded
by co-captains Ed McAleney at defensive end and Dennis Kiernan at

linebacker, this unit gives Coach MacPherson no complaints.
"I can't ask the linemen and linebackers for much more than they've

already given me, they're ready right now."

But the defensive backs could be an important factor in the UMass
fortunes this year. Ron Harris, a phenom with last year's junior varsity, has
been a standout so far in workouts according to MacPherson and along
with senior Earl Brown will backbone a "young" secondary, which might
have the occasional problem of inexperience. The learning and experience

will come with game situations.

"The fact that we have a standout defensive line will certainly help the

secondary by putting more pressure on the quarterback," said the UMass
football coach, and if we do have problems back there they're nothing that

coaching and game experience won't solve."

The phrase "mental learning" was also used by MacPherson to describe

the problems of the offense, in particular the quarterbacking and receiving

corps. UMass has changed its running attack to a quarterback option

Staff Photo/Chris Bourne
UMass coaches watch Mark Tripucka stay in the pocket during yesterday's

workout. Tripucka will try to unseat Fred Kelliher as No. 1 quarterback.

attack, which in layman's terms,

has the quarterback running
himself, lateralling off to one of his

running backs, or throwing the ball

as the situation warrants.

The problem which has occurred
so far in scrimmages is that the

quarterbacks have not yet per-

fected their timing to the point

where they know when to carry the
ball or give it to the backs. Neither

the present number one helmsman
Fred Kelliher nor number two man
Mark Tripucka have shown much
consistency in their play action

calls.

Inside Sports

Harriers look for best season ever

Cincinnati city council gets in the act

Patriots season depends on defense

Wilson accepts Gomez "no hit" decision

Red Sox 2d
BOSTON \UPI\ - German

Thomas, who had 51 minor league

home runs this season, hit a two-

run homer in the ninth inning

Thursday night to give the
Milwaukee Brewers a 4 3 victory

over Boston that knocked the

fading Red Sox out of a first place

tie in the American League East.

The loss, Boston's seventh
straight, allowed the idle New York
Yankees to take a half game lead

over the Red Sox, who dropped out

of first place for the first time since

July 14. Baltimore, which also did

not play Thursday, is third, two
games behind the Yankees.

Thomas, playing his first game
after being recalled from
Sacramento of the Pacific Coast
League, hit his ninth inning homer
off reliever Diego Segui after a walk

to Darrell Porter.

It was the third homer of the

game for the Brewers, who got solo

home runs from Mike Hegan and
Pedro Garcia in the seventh off

Boston starter Dick Drago.

Cecil Cooper's double, which
scored Bernie Carbo and Tim
McCarver in the sixth, accounted
for the first two Boston runs, the

first scored by the Red Sox in 35
innings Cooper left the game on
the play after spraining his right

ankle going to third on the throw
home

The basic problem is reading the defenses according to Coach Mac-
Pherson. "Our running game's inconsistency so far is not the fault of the
line but the quarterbacks and also the receivers. The quarterbacks aren't
reading the defenses properly and they're not sure when to keep the ball or
give it to their backs. The receivers aren't catching the ball or doing much
of a job blocking downfield. But since it's a problem that's mental not
physical, we (the coaches) can handle it."

Among the players that have impressed MacPherson who played for the
JV's last year is Rich Jessamy a 5'8" sophomore running back from
Yonkers, New York. Jessamy is one player whose ability, desire, anc
willingness to learn have given MacPherson nothing but smiles. He should
help to give the Minutemen a far more explosive attack on the ground than
the running anemia of a year ago.

The Yankee Conference according to MacPherson should be a hotly

contested race with Connecticut, the defending champion, and Rhode
Island the teams which will probably give UMass the stiffest competition.

Ben Caswell

The sport of death

"You only go around once in life," so you've got to try and jump all the
Mack trucks that you can.

Not a usual reply to that widely accepted fact? Maybe so, but definitely
the reply of thirty four year old motorcycle magician Evel Knievel.

Actually at this point in time though, Knievel's ideal might be changed to
read, "so you've got to try and jump a canyon at least once. Because that
is exactly what he has wanted to do for the past few years now and that is

exactly what he will try and do this Sunday at 4:30 at the Snake River in
Twin Falls, Idaho.

The money that Knievel would make on the successful completion of
this feat has risen into the millions because of closed circuit television
royalties, and private sponsors.

The money though, is not the thing that is the basis for Evel's wanting to
flirt with death in an attempt that he has a little less than a 50-50 chance of
making. At this point he is a multi-millionaire with financial security for him
and his family well beyond this canyon conquering. His desire to jump the
canyon is related to a more basic desire to try something simply because it

is there to be tried, and his belief that you do in fact "only qo around once
in life."

But look at what he stands to lose? His life. What other professional
performer does that on such simple terms. Knievel's competition is death
and his desire to achieve what no man other than himself has ever
dreamed of exceeds his fear of it.

When local authorities refused to allow Knievel to jump the canyon a
few years back he did the logical thing, he went out and purchased the
canyon. Now he can do whatevei he wants with it and his attempt to jump
it will be seen by hundreds of thousands live at the Snake River and by
many millions more on closed circuit television all over this country and
Canada. The "motorcycle" that he will be driving is actually more of a jet
airplane. It will reach a top speed of about 400 miles per hour as he soars
over the 500 foot drop to the jagged rock canyon floor below.

The most uncertain part of the whole affair is his landing, barring his
crashing into the other canyon wall. Because if he doesn't go far enough to
parachute down to earth with relative ease, the landing on the other side
will be something to behold (as will the whoie jump) if he makes it

sucessfully. During the flight over the canyon Knievel will black out
momentarily because of the force with which the jet power will hit him. He
should regain consciousness before he reaches the other side and have a
few seconds to prepare himself for the landing of his life, that will complete
the jump of his life.

Since death rates as the favorite, that makes Evel the underdog and
thereby the peoples' choice to sucessfully complete the jump. Whether or
not he will live is another question? Regardless of the outcome the man
stands as a man unique, playing with death for the sheer sport of it.

terHorst Quits In Pardon Protest
WASHINGTON \UPt) - White House

press secretary J.F. terHorst, President
Ford's first appointment, resigned last night
as "a matter of conscience" in disagreement
with Ford's decision to grant a full pardon to
former President Nixon.

TerHorst, 52, a longtime friend of Ford,
was on leave from his job as Washington
bureau chief of the Detroit News and was
expected to take the job permanentlv.

He handied the fast-breaking news of the
Sunday pardon announcement. His
resignation, effective immediately, came
hours after Ford's surprising announcement.

Ford apparently was told of the resignation
before he left to play 18 holes of golf at the
Burning Tree Country Club. TerHorst was
gone when Ford returned to the White
House six and a half hours later.

John W. Hushen, deputy press secretary,

Kneival safe; see page 20

I THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

took over terHorst's job on an acting basis.

Hushen was formerly press aide to Sen.
Robert Griffin, R-Mich., and also served as
Justice Department press chief.

TerHorst assistant Tom DeCair said the
press secretary, who had said he would carry
out Ford's pledge to conduct "an open
administration," had a run-in with White
House aides last week when they failed to
inform him that Ford was planning a shake-
up of the Republican leadership.

turn to page 13
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Ford pardons Nixon
WASHINGTON \AP\ - President Ford

granted Richard M. Nixon "a free, full and
absolute pardon" yesterday for any criminal

conduct during his presidency, and Nixon
responded with a statement of remorse at

"my mistakes over Watergate."
Ford made a surprise appearance before

newsmen and photographers in his Oval
Office to announce the pardon, saying, "I

feel that Richard Nixon and his loved ones
have suffered enough."
The former President responded from his

home in San Clemente, Calif., with a

statement in which he admitted no criminal

wrongdoing but said ihat "one thing I can
see clearly now is that I was wrong in not
acting' more decisively and more forthrightly

in dealing with Watergate."

Within two hours of Ford's an-

nouncement, presidential aides made public

the terms of an agreement reached Saturday

under which the federal government will be
given custody of Nixon's public papers and
controversial tape recordings.

However, the agreement specified that all

the tapes will be destroyed within five to 10
years - sooner should Nixon die within five

years.

Philip Buchen, White House counsel, told

reporters that Ford granted Nixon a
sweeping pardon without any strings at

tached. However, he acknowledged that
Ford might have taken a different course, or
delayed a decision, had he not been informed
in advance of the gist of Nixon's planned
statement of response and the agreement
covering the documents of the Nixon
presidency.

In announcing the pardon. Ford said any
move to try the former President might have
taken months or years during which "ugly
passions would again be aroused, our people

would again be polarized in their opinions,

and the credibility of our free institutions of

government would again be challenged at

home and abroad."
He said:

"My conscience tells me clearly and
certainly that I cannot prolong the bad
dreams that continue to reopen a chapter
that is closed. My conscience tells me that

only I, as President, have the constitutional

power to firmly shut and seal this book."
Buchen said Ford on Aug. 30 initiated a

series of discussions wifhin government and
informal contacts with Nixon aimed at

deciding whether to grant a pardon
As part of that process, Buchen said he

contacted Watergate special prosecutor
Leon Jaworski to get his opinion, at Ford's

behest, on how much time might be required

to bring about any trial of the former

turn to page 5

Fifty Percent Of Student Body
Are Eligible For Food Stamps

n'OimtyJ

Eyeing the

population

explosion
ByDUANEDOLE

Sprc/al Correspondent

The world's first in-

tergovernmental conference on
population problems was held
in Bucharest, Romania from
Aug. 19 to 30.

Delegates from 135 nations
presented their demographic
situations and national
population policies, debated the
relation between population
and development, environment,
and the family and hammered
out a compromise World
Population Plan of Action.
Duane Dale, a doctoral

student in Future Studies at the
UMass School of Education,
attended the conference. He
has prepared a seven-part series
which will cover such topics as

turn to page 2

By JOHN BUTLER
Staff Reporter

Thanks to the Mass. Department
of Welfare, about 50 per cent of the

students here may be eligible to

receive food stamps. Those in-

terested in applying for the stamps
should stop in the Dukes Room
(ground level, Student Union Bldg.)

between 9:30 to 3:00 p.m. today or

during the next three weeks.

John Fisher, Economic
Development Coordinator for the

Student Organizing Project, says he

will not be surprised if 10,000

students apply for the stamps.

In order to register a student

must be enrolled at least half-time

(as defined by the institution Or

program in which they are enrolled)

in any school or program
recognized by any Federal, state, or

local agency.

The student's net income (gross

income minus deductions) controls

the amount of money in food

stamps he is allowed to buy. In-

come is considered to be cash gifts

or awards for support, main-

tenance, or the expenses of

education, scholarships,
educational grants (including loans

or which repayment is postponed
until the completion of the ap-

plicant's education), fellowships

and veteran's educational benefits.

Such income will be spread over

the period which it is intended to

cover. Income exclusions pertains

to income received as com-
pensation for services as an em-
ployee, or income from self-

employment by a child residing in

the household (definition of a

household is an individual or group

of individuals, related or unrelated
who share common cooking
facilities, usually buy food together
and live together as an "economic
unit") who is under 18 years of age
and who is attending at least half-

time.

Also considered as an income
exclusion are all loans, except those
on which repayment is deferred
until completion of the applicant's

education. Income deductions
include tuition and mandatory fees

for education, including such
expenses which are covered by
scholarships, educational grants,

loans, fellowships, and educational

benefits.

Members of a household who are

employed by the school who
receive income on other than an
hourly or piece-work basis from
employment under a contract
which is renewable on an annual or

longer basis.

These people are considered to

be receiving compensation for an
entire year even though pre-

determined non-work periods are

involved or actual compensation
payments are scheduled for

payment during work periods only.

The contract renewal process may
involve signing a new contract each
year; be automatically renewable;

or, as in cases of school tenure

rehire rights may be implied and
thus preclude the use of a written

contract altogether.

If the student is found to qualify
he will receive a card allowing him
to buy food stamps. This card is

brought to a center (the Student
Credit Union is to be one) and he
will be given the amount of stamps
he is allowed. The amount of food
stamps allotted is based on
household size, maximum income
and monthly income range.

For instance, a household of four
has a maximum income (adjusted
net income allowable per month) of

$500 and has a monthly income
range of from $150 to $169.99 must
pay $41 in order to get $150 buying
value in stamps.

With food stamps one may not
buy paper, pet food, alcoholic

beverages and some foreign foods.

For further information contact
Fisher on the 2nd floor of the
Student Union.
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There was so much beer at the Hampshire concert yesterday that it would make
your head swim!

side: ^
blue I

•

I Beneath yesterday's blue

skies, Pe/ham celebrated a I

colorful history. See page I

11 for photo essay
\

Ken Mosakowski is

running in tomorrow's
democratic primary election

for the First Congressional

District.

weather:
The weather is lookin'

good from here. Highs 75 to
80, sunny as well as hazy.
Live.
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Reactions vary to pardon

Ken Dean

Ken Dean heads

residence life

By LAWRENCE KORNFELD
Staff Reporter

Sweeping changes have been made in the administration of UMass
residential life.

An Office of Residential Life was set up to oversee and improve
residential areas, food services, and maintenance.

The office is headed by Ken Dean, acting Director of Residential Life.

Also part of the office are Arthur Warren, Director of Food Services, and
Marjorie Lenn, head of the Human Services department.
Lenn describes the office's purpose as to "bring together, under one

roof, all services rendered to the residential community."

Dean says his function is to "coordinate all decisions made in the
residential services systems."
The office is part of a plan proposed by a special task force set up last

December.

Dan Fitzpatrick, Associate Dean of Students, headed the committee
which consisted of 12 people; two were students.
The proposal was accepted by Vice Chancellor Robert Gage on July 1.

Dean says the proposal "was not significantly modified."
Also included in the proposal is a Student Policy Board composed of 21

Student Senators.

How much actual power this group will have is still being negotiated by
the Student Government Association and Whitmore.
Dean emphasized his office will "work together, with the Policy Board,

in making all policy decisions.

"

The board will have representatives from all dorms, the food services,
and married student housing.

The Human Services department will coordinate training and
programming of students and staff. It will also oversee Personnel and
Affirmative Action Monitoring.

Dean sees the mair -*als of his office as to "maintain a high standard of
Hving and see that the services are what students want and need."
Dean said he personally hasn't made any significant policy decisions so

far

Lenn, Warren, and Dean are all acting directors. In January searchcommittees, with equal representation of students and administrators w,Hbe set up to find replacements for them
"siraiors, will

Some of the projects they are working on now are:

-a campaign to cut down on food waste in the dining commons
-training security guards to improve security in the dorms
-a new key control system for same purpose
--the planned renovation of Hammlin House
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Student Un.on on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip
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ByBILLDENSMORE
MDC Staff

Students and others interviewed on campus
yesterday all had an opinion on President Ford's

decision to grant full pardon to Richard Nixon. Most
criticized it although many approved.

In 10 to 15 interviews, a majority already knew of

Ford's late morning announcement by the 3 p.m.

interview time. Three reactions emerged frequently:

— that a full pardon for Nixon is inconsistent with

Ford's stand for only limited amnesty for Vietnam War
resisters.

— that it might have been better for Ford to wait

criminal prosecutions against Nixon before granting

pardon.

— that Nixon deserves the same treatment for his

crimes as ordinary violators of law; or, alternately, that

Nixon was President and deserves special treatment.

Others said the pardon defeated the purpose of the

Watergate inquiry by nullifying prosecution of the

chief offender, and showed the world and the nation

that the President is above the law.

"I think it's all right," said Pat Baughman, 29, of

Newton, up for the day visiting her sister. "I just don't

think it's necessary to punish him - he's been
punished already."

"I think Ford has acted a little hastily," said Bill

Comfort, 27, a grad student in English living in Prince

House. "Bringing together clemency and justice is a

hard thing."

Louise Sapp, 19, was suprised at Ford's decision as
she walked beside the Campus Pond. "I think it's

awful.. ..All his other men got sentences.. .it really

blows my mind. Nixon was wrong and he's getting off

scot-free and the others are going to jail," said the

Grayson House sophomore from Leominster.

"It defeats the purposa of dragging the Watergate
stuff out," said Brian Barch, 18, a resident of Kennedy
upper from Ludlow. "I don't think it's good for the
country," said the sophomore music major.

Jeff Pechet, 22, of Brighton, sunning for the day by
the pond approved of Ford's decision. "It's a good
gesture," the UMass graduate said, "as long as
Nixon's in a position where he no longer is powerful,
he might as well be pardoned."

"I don't think Nixon is any different from anyone
else - including veterans," said Lionel Godin, 36, up
from Hartford to visit a UMass friend. "I'm sure Ford
was thinking of that when he made the amnesty move
so he wouldn't get that back in his face," Godin said.

Ellie Carroll, 18, a freshman in political science, said
she anticipated Ford's pardon for Nixon when the
new Chief Executive broached his amnesty plan for
veterans.

"When he brought up amnesty, I knew it was
coming," she said. "Nixon is so crafty, I can't see him
leaving without making sure everything's taken care
of," said the Ware native.

Robbin Rumelt, 18, sat in front of the Metwampe
statue near the Student Union building. The nursing
major who lives in Coolidge upper wasn't impressed
with Ford's decision.

"I think Ford is wrong. If Nixon was a regular
citizen. ..if he were tried and proven guilty.. .he would
go to prison."

One Hampshire College student on his way to

yesterday's Five College concert believed Ford had
violated his own earlier statement.

"Before his trial a pardon? Ford has said himself he
has no power to grant pardon to a criminal before he
is convicted," said the unidentified student.

DVP Sponsers

Carl Bernstein
Carl Bernstein, the Washington Post journalist who helped

crack the Watergate story and won a Pulitzer prize for his

efforts, will speak in the Campus Center Auditorium at 8

p.m. tomorrow night. He is the first speaker of the

Distinguished Visitors Program (DVP).

With reporting partner Bob Woodward, Bernstein is the

author of the nation's best seller "All the President's Men."
The book tells how the reporters broke the Watergate

story through disgruntled workers, secretaries, hard leg-

work and a secret high-level source they called Deep Throat.

Bernstein and Woodward continually printed front-page

stories of various Watergate related scandals while

Presidential Press Secretar Ron Zeigler accused the team of

shoddy, irresponsible journalism.

Zeigler was finally forced to publicly apologize to

Woodward and Bernstein after rendering previous

Watergate statements "inoperative."

Besides the Pulitzer Prize for Public Service, Bernstein and
Woodward won many other journalism awards including the

Drew Pearson Award and the George Polk Memorial Award.
The reporters are presently working on the Chappaquidick

incidents surrounding Senator Edward Kennedy.

The DVP lecture is free of charge. There will be a coffee

hour immediately after the lecture for those interested in

personally talking to Bernstein. Carl Bernstein

The population explosion

cont. from p.1

breakthroughs in birth control
technology and the Vatican's
position.

Installment one follows:

Before the final gavel sounded on
Aug. 30, the representatives of 135
countries gathered in Bucharest
attempted to resolve a basic
dilemma for human rights.

With the world's population at

3.7 billion and growing by over 2
percent each year, there will be a
doubling of population every 35
years unless the rate decreases.
When the population doubles, so
also does the need for services of all

types - schools, housing,
hospitals, transportation - and
also the need for jobs.

In the U.S., the growth rate is

approximately 0.7 percent each
year. More important, ihc two-child
family is becoming the norm.
Because theie are so many young
women entering child bearing age,
it will take as many as 70 years to

reach zero population growth, but

this will happen if the present

trends continue.

It is the less developed countries
which have the highest rate of
population growth - often around
2Vi percent according to UN
statistics. These people are not any
more prolific than Americans were
in the days of large families.

However, the developing countries
now have the advantages of im-
proved health care and longer
lifespans without the other social

factors which tend to reduce the
birthrate.

Demographers - experts in the
field of population studies — speak
of the "demographic transition"

from high birth rates and high death
rates, to low birth and death rates.

In many parts of the world today,
half of the transition has taken
place - death rates have fallen -
but the birth rates are still high,

resulting in rapid growth.

The U.S.'s concern with

population comes partly from its

attempts 10 help developing
countries with agriculture and
industry.

When the population of a
country grows rapidly, the best
efforts to improve the standard of
living are simply absorbed by the
increasing numbers. Mexico, for

example, was able to increase its

food production by 80 percent in

ten years through the use of hybrid
seeds, fertilizers, and other
technological advances. In the
same ten years, the population of
Mexico increased 80 percent;
nutritional standards were not
improved.

Caspar Weinberger, U.S.
Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, addressing the Population
Conference called population "a
subject that is at the same time the
most personal and the most
public." The Conference attempted
to create a World Population Plan
of Action. The official draft
guarantees to countries the
sovereign right to establish
population policies appropriate to
their individual situations, and calls

on couples to decide freely but
responsibly the number of children
ey will have.

Tomorrow: breakthroughs in

birth control technology

Dining Commons Fight Waste
ByJUDYFRIEDLAND

Staff Reporter
Food ecology, a new campaign to combat the 12-14

per cent food price increase is being instituted today
at the four UMass Dining Commons, according to
Marie Capadonna, Director of University Food
Services.

Approximately twenty- five 40- gallon barrels of
garbage are thrown out per day at Worcester Dining
Commons, according to Capadonna. She says a
majority of the refuse is food items such as beverages,
bread, and desserts, which students took, but did not
eat. She specified that the money spent on food that
is wasted could be used to serve special menu items
or reduced board rates.

Food Services reports that the price of sugar has
risen 87 per cent, bread has increased 24 per cent,

tuna by 18 per cent, and fat used for frying by 6 per

cent. Meat and poultry prices are also higher, and fruit

and vegetable prices are soon expected to be about

double those of last fall.

Food Services have tried to defray price increases
by instituting new procedures for using fats, and
serving orange juice and Salad dressings from new
dispensers. According to Capadonna, however, the

major responsibility for food ecology is with the
students. The campaign aims at making the student

more aware of high food prices and encourages him-
her to take an active part in reducing waste.

Capadonna suggested the students take one
portion at a time, and eat all that he-she takes.

"Many students' eyes are bigger than their

stomachs," said Capadonna. "We don't want to

portion such items as bread or desserts, however; nor

do we want to police the Dining Commons."

Posters and table tents will publicize Food Services'
attempt to cut down on waste. Students will be in-

formed from time to time of the program's progress,
which will be determined by surveys which are soon
to be conducted. DC employees are also wearing
buttons on which are printed, "If you want less, tell

me."

"A student who does not like gravy on his-her meat
should tell the employee who is serving, rather than
not eat the food," said Capadonna.

Michigan State University successfully conducted
the first food Ecology program, in conjunction with
the Coca-Cola Company. The company will also

provide the posters and buttons for the UMass
campaign, according to Capadonna. The program has
also been successful at Yale University, University of

Illinois, Oklahoma State, and Ohio State, among other

schools.
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PLAISTOW, N.H. — TIMBERLAND PARENTS SUPPORT WORKING
TEACHERS — Divina Szymtz, of Plaistow, leads a group of 40 parents in a march
of support for teachers who have returned to work at the strike torn Timberlane
school district. Striking teachers decided not to picket until a Federal Court decides

on their request for an injunction.

88 die in Greek plane crash
By PAUL ANASTASSIADES

Associated Press Writer

ATHENS, Greece \AP] - A TWA Boeing 707
jetliner crashed into the story Ionian Sea off Greece
on Sunday, and Greek aviation officials said all 88
persons aboard were believed killed.

Below The Salt

Organizational Set-To
(old timers note)

All those who know what we're
talking about can find us Monday
night in the Collegian cubicle. We
will discuss the paper, its

ramifications and what life's worth
livin' for. Be seeing you right after

the recruitment meeting, Monday
eve.

Below The Salt

Come-On
"The Story of Mankind"

by (your name here).

The Beatles Return!

reviewed by (your

name here).

Bromery again villified

by (your name here).

Great, no? Yes, you can do all

this and more in the funniest of fine

real world crimestoppers, Below

The Salt, the weekly, weekly,

usually found Thursdays in Your

Collegian. Go ahead, skin it back.

Mike Kostek, David Sokol, Fred

Weiss & Tyla Michelove are waiting

to put you to work for the people.

We do music, art, life, theatre, life,

film, life, creative writing, death,

weekend doings and all the normal

bizarreness we live in and with.

-*

Airline officials said 17 Americans, including an
infant were aboard the plane.

The Greek Civil Aviation Authority reported its

rescue pilots saw "remnants of the wreckage and

bodies floating on the surface" about 60 miles west of

Kefallinia Island and 235 miles west of Athens.

"Only when our ships can get nearer will we be able

to finally confirm whether anyone has survived, but

their chances are minute," a spokesman for the

authority said.

The plane went down on the Athens- to-Rome leg

of Flight 841, originating in Tel Aviv and continuing to

New York and Los Angeles, after an engine ap-

parently failed.

The Greek Merchant Marine said the pilot of a

Alitalia plane reported seeing a 707 "plunging steeply

into the sea with one engine on fire" at 11:42 a.m.
local time - 5:42 a.m. EDT - 40 minutes after the

TWA jet left Athens.

Trans World Airlines officials in Israel said the

Americans were among 49 passengers boarding in Tel

Aviv for Rome and the United States. Others aboard

included 13 Japanese, four Italians, two Iranians, two
Israelis, two Ceylonese, an Australian and a Canadian.

The nationalities of 30 passengers who joined the

flight in Athens and the nine crew members were not

immediately known.

TWA headquarters in New York ruled out
sabotage, despite a claim by a telephone caller in

Beirut that a Palestinian organization called the
Nationalist Youth for the Liberation of Palestine had
sabotaged the plane. In Beirut, the Palestinian news
agency WAFA reported that a spokesman for the
Palestine Liberation Organization, which speaks for

the guerrilla organizations, said the call was a hoax
and emphatically denied that Arab groups were in-

volved in the disaster.

Candidate Expects Win
By MIKE KNEELAND

MDC Staff

Kenneth R. Mosakowski, the 27-year old UMass grad and library

assistant here, says he expects to beat his opponent in tomorrow's

democratic primary election for the First Congressional District.

"I've campaigned in 25 of the 88 towns and cities in the district — many
several times over," he said Saturday morning.

His opponent is Thomas Manning, an assistant district attorney in

Berkshire County. Mosakowski says Manning has confined his campaign

to the Berkshires. "I can't see how he can win," Mosakowski said.

Silvio Conte currently holds the First Congressional seat If he is suc-

cessful in tomorrow's election, Mosakowski said he will need about

$25,000 to unseat the well-known Republican.

Conte has not been opposed since 1962 and Mosakowski feels his

position with the voters may be eroding.

The issues Mosakowski has been hitting hard are inflation and unem-
ployment.

"I favor selected price control on selected items such as food, fuel and
clothing," the candidate said.

On unemployment, Mosakowski favors a "massive" program of

providing public service jobs to the unemployed.

He feels that if excess money, such as can be found in the military's

budget, is redirected towards the proper channels, unemployment will go
down as will inflation.

Mosakowski raised slightly more than $1,000 to conduct his primary

campaign. He says he is a "strong supporter of complete funding of

federal elections" such as the Senate, Congress, and Presidential elec-

tions.

About 50 people on an "off and on" basis have been campaigning for

Mosakowski.

The candidate himself claims to be "more exhausted than nervous" over

tomorrow's election, saying he's been campaigning very hard.
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White rebels fighting

Portugal seeks order in Mozambique capital
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Portugal ordered its forces yesterday to

"restore peace and tranquility" in the

Mozambique capital of Lourence Marques,
where armed white rebels have taken over

key points in a bid to stop the imminent
transfer of power to a black guerrilla-

dominated regime.

A communique from Premier Vasco des

Santos Goncalves said the armed forces

have avoided using their arms thus far

because the rebels were "using women and
children as hostages."

It said negotiations were continuing with

the rp*>eis, who broadcast repeated pledges

to keep Mozambique out of the hands of the

African guerrilla movement, Frelimo.

Portugal's chief of staff Gen. Francisco da
Costa Gomes, said Portuguese troops in

Mozambique were ordered to restore law
and order so "that the agreements reached
in Lusaka can be carried out in full."

On Saturday, Portugal and Frelimo signed

a pact in Lusaka, Zambia handing over

Mozambique to a guerrilla-dominated
government almost at once, calling for a

cease-fire to end 10 years of colonial war,

and stipulating Portugal will formally
recognize the territory's independence on
June 25, 1975 after nearly five centuries of

Portuguese rule.

The counter-coup against the Lusaka

agreement was still holding firm in Lourence
Marques less than 24 hours after crowds
took over the Radio Club of Mozambique,
the official broadcasting service.

Celebrating crowds of whites with a

sprinkling of blacks gathered in the square

outside the city hall to watch motorcades of

wildly cheering, flag-waving youths roar past

m cars and hear continuous loudspeaker
broadcasts from the nearby balcony of the

Radio Club.

The Radio Club, calling itself "Radio Free

Mozambique" and interspersing murtial and

pop music with cries of "Long Live Free

Mozambique," broadcast numerous appeals

to troops and civilians in other Mozambique
cities to join the new "Popular Democratic

Movement of Mozambique."
The counter-coup, by a virtually leaderless

crowd which swelled at times to several

hundred, came after 24 hours of almost

bloodless rioting in which Frelimo

organizations in the city were smashed up,

including the offices of the newspapers

Noticias and A Tribuna, those of the weekly

magazine Tempo, the headquarters of the

Students Union and offices of the Radio

Club itself.

nation and world

TWA plane crashes;

bombing suspected

UPI newsmap spots the path of Hurricane Carmen, which hit the coast of
Louisiana with winds of over 100 miles per hour. The winds are expected to subside
as the storm passes over land.

ap, upi news summary

China ties strong

WASHINGTON \UPI\

President Ford apparently has

succeeded in maintaining U.S.

Chinese relations on course despite

the upheaval of President Nixon's

resignation and the seemingly

insoluble Taiwan problem.

The assessment, which emerges
from a series of interviews with

administration ooficials and non-

governmental trade promoters,
stands in sharp contrast to private

expressions of disappointment by
Chinese Communist diplomats in

the United States that relations

have not improved faster.

France buys jets

PARIS \UPI\ The French Air

Force announced yesterday will

buy 40 of its own nation's Mirage

Fl M53 jet fighters in what defense

sources said was a move to beat

the United States out of the "sale

of the century" - a $3.5 billion

contract for warplanes.

Sikkim annexed
CALCUTTA, India \UPI\ - The

king of Sikkim pleaded with India's
leaders to reconsider before ab-
sorbing his tiny Himalayan
kingdom, and asked permission to

ly to New Delhi to personally

appeal his case.

The king, Chogyal Palden
Thondup Namgyal, sent cables to

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi and

President Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed
asking them not to proceed with

virtual annexation of Sikkim, which
has been denounced within India

and abroad.

ATHENS \UPI\ - A Trans World
Airlines jetliner trying for an
emergency landing on the Greek

island of Corfu with an engine in

flames crashed into the Ionian Sea
yesterday.

In Beirut, an underground group
calling itself the Arab Nationalist

Youth Organization for the

Liberation of Palestine claimed

responsibility for the crash. The
group said one of its agents set off

a bomb aboard the jet.

The plane. Flight 841 from Tel

Aviv to New York, carried 88

persons-79 passengers and a crew
of nine. It had stopped in Athens
and was scheduled to make
another intermediate stop in Rome.
More than 10 hours after the

crash both the airline and Greek

authorities were unable to deter-

mine if there were any survivors.

They said no bodies had been
recovered.

A TWA spokesman said 34 of the

passengers, including two infants,

were en route to New York. He said

the passengers also included a tour

group of 13 Japanese who had
changed planes in Tel Aviv en route

to Rome.
TWA in Israel said the

passengers included 17 Americans.

Greek Air Force planes dropped
flares in the crash area near the

small islands of Paxos south of

Corfu as rescue vessels converged
on the scene.

Emmanuel Kelaloyannis, deputy

minister of transportation in charge

of civil dispatched to the area. A
TWA spokesman said the U.S.

aircraft carrier Independence and

destroyer Biddle and the Greek

merchant ship Hellas were among
the rescue flotilla.

"We have air force planes

overflying the area and keeping it

illuminated with flares but we have

no exact reports of survivors or

bodies," Kefaloyannis said.

Kefaioyannis said the jet took off

from Athens at 11:12 a.m. local

time (5:12 a.m. EDT) and the pilot

gave his last radio report as he left

the Greek mainland and began
flying over the Ionian Sea.

Wilson seeks
new elections
LONDON \AP\ - Prime Minister

Harold Wilson asked Queen
Elizabeth II yesterday to dissolve

Parliament to make way for

national elections next month,
political informants said.

Wilson hopes to bolster his

minority government with a

resounding Labor party victory.

His talks with the queen, at

Balmoral Castle in Scotland, were
in line with traditional visits by
British prime ministers to talk over

state affairs that have come up
during the monarch's vacation.

Wilson has scheduled a cabinet

meeting in London on Tuesday, the

day after his return from Balmoral,

and political sources said he will

inform his ministers then of the

date of the election and announce it

to the country later in the week.
Government ministers have said

they believe Wilson has chosen
either Oct. 3 or Oct. 10.
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Feels Nixon suffered enough

Ford grants "full and absolute" pardon
cont. from p. 1

President.

Buchen told reporters he was
authorized to quote Jaworski as
saying that the widespread
publicity given Nixon's resignation

and impeachment hearings before
the House Judiciary Committee
would "require a delay before the

selection of a jury is begun of a

period from nine months to a year

and perhaps longer."

A spokesman for Jaworski said

the special prosecutor's office

played no direct role in the decision

to pardon Nixon but said, "ob-
viously we accept it."

Speaking slowing in a dramatic

appearance at his desk in the White
House Oval Office, Ford said, "It is

common knowledge that serious

allegations and accusations hang
like a sword over our former

President's head and threaten his

health as he tries to reshape his

life."

The reference to Nixon's health

was not in Ford's prepared text for

the occasion and Buchen, when
asked if the President had some
private knowledge about Nixon's

physical and mental condition,

replied, "I think it's generally

known this man has suffered a

great deal."

The pardon prohibits any criminal

prosecution of Nixon "for all of-

fenses against the United States"

during his term of office.

However, Nixon still would be
subject to any civil court
proceedings and is still subject to
being subpoenaed as a witness - as
has already happened - at the trials

of Watergate defendants.

One effect of the pardon, legal

sources said, is that the former

president will not be able to claim

his 5th Amendment rights against

self-incrimination if he appears as a

witness at the Watergate cover-up
trial scheduled for Sept. 30. The

pardon effectively immunizes Nixon
for anything except perjury.

By terms of an agreement
between Nixon and the General

Services Administration, the former
President is depositing all tapes and
most records of his presidency to

Power to pardon
in Constitution

WASHINGTON [UP/] -
Article II of the Constitution

defines the powers, and

duties of the presidency,

and gives the chief

executive power to grant

"pardons for offenses

against the United States."

Article Two, Section Two,
Paragraph One states:

"The President shall be
Commander-in-Chief of the

Army and Navy of the

United States, and of the

militia of the several States,

when called into the actual

service of the United
States; he may require the

opinion, in writing, of the

principal officer in each of

the executive departments,

upon any subject relating to

the duties, of their

respective offices, and he

shall have power to grant

reprieves and pardons for

offenses against the United

States, except in cases of

impeachment."

President Gerald Ford reads statement that he has granted Richard M. Nixon a

"full, free and absolute" pardon for all offenses that the former President com-
mitted or may have committed while in office.

Cox feels Nixon's pardon
shows inequality of laws

the national archives for storage in

a federal facility at Laguna Miguel,

Calif., near his oceanside home.
To safeguard the records, which

could be sought as evidence in

criminal or civil proceedings, the

agreement specifies that papers

and tapes will be guarded by special

locks which can only be opened by

using two different keys, one of

them to be in Nixon's possession

and the second to be used by the

archives staff.

In response to a question,

Buchen said this meant Nixon

could not get at the records and
destroy any of them.

Another provise said Nixon's

controversial tapes will be formally

donated to the American people on
Sept. 1, 1979.

After that date and for a five-year

period, the administrator of GSA
would be required to destroy any

tapes which Nixon directed him to

destroy.

Moreover, the agreement said all

tapes "shall be destroyed at the

time of my death or on Sept. 1,

1984, whichever event shall first

occur."

Under the terms of the accord,

Nixon said in a letter to GSA
Administrator Arthur F. Sampson,
"I reserve to myself such literary

use of the information on the

tapes."
However, Buchen said Ford's

pardon would not absolve Nixon

from contempt of court findings

should he ever fail to honor a valid

subpoena.

'm$m
BOSTON \ UPI] - Former special

Watergate prosecutor Archibald

Cox said yesterday he "regreted"

President Ford had pardoned his

predecessor because it reinforced

the impression that all men were
not equal under the law.

Cox said that he was unhappy
that former President Nixon had
been pardoned of any crimes

committed during his term of office

before a grand jury determined

whether the former chief executive

had actually broken the law.

"I feel the advance pardon,

following the Agnew settlement

will seem too many to carry the

lession that the law does not apply

equally to those who achieve the

highest office," he said.

Cox added, however, that once
the case had been processed in a

normal manner, he would not have
been opposed to some form of

amnesty for the man who fired him

when Cox refused to stop his at-

tempts to obtain White House
tapes.

Cox said that unless the decision

had been necessitated by Nixon's

health, the advance pardon
"defeated" the principle of

government by the people.

"The guilt or innocence of a high

public official charged with a crime,

especially a president," he said,

"should be determined once and

for all by the established system of

justice."

Cox said the announcement
would "invite endless uncertainty

and division," saying circumventing

D.C. votes for major

WASHINGTON \AP\ - For the

first time in 104 years residents of

the nation's capital will vote for

their own major Tuesday in the

District of Columbia primary.

the legal process "risks the integrity

of government."

"It is through the legal

proceedings and the criminal courts

that a self governing people

declares and validates the moral

and legal standards applicable to

their chosen officials," he said.
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Ford's pardon statement

n
...it is the right thing to do

//

WASHINGTON \UPI] - Edited

text of President Food's statement

announcing he has pardoned
Richard Nixon:

Ladies and gentlemen, I have
come to a decision which I felt I

should tell you and ali of my fellow

American citizens, as soon as I was
certain in my own mind and in my

own conscience that it is the right

thing to do.

There are no historic or legal

precedents to which I can turn in

this matter, none that precisely fit

the circumstances of a private

citizen who has resigned the
Presidency of the United States.

But it is common knowledge that

Ford's proclamation

pardoning Nixon
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Edited

text of President Ford's
proclamation granting pardon to

former President Richard M. Nixon:

"Richard Nixon became the

thirty-seventh President of the

United States on January 20, 1969,

and was re-elected in 1972 for a

second term by the electors of
forty- nine of the fifty states. His
term in office continued until his
resignation on August 9, 1974.

"Pursuant to resolutions of the

House of Representatives, its

Committee on the Judiciary
conducted an inquiry and in-

vestigation on the impeachment of

the President extending over more
than eight months. The hearings

of the Committee and its

deliberations, which received wide
national, publicity over television,

radio, and in printed media, resulted

in votes adverse to Richard Nixon
on recommended Articles of Im-

peachment.

"As a result of certain acts or

omissions occurring before his

resignation from the Office of

President, Richard Nixon has
become liable to possible in-

dictment and trial for offenses

against the United States.

"It is believed that a trial of

Richard Nixon, if it became
necessary, could not fairly begin

until a year or more has elapsed. In

the meantime, the tranquility to

which this nation has been restored

by the events of recent weeks could

be irreparably lost by the prospects

of bringing to trial a former
President of the United States. The
prospects of such trial will cause
prolonged and divisive debate over

the propriety of exposing to further

punishment and degradation a man
who has already paid the un-

precedented penalty of

relinquishing the highest elective

office in the United States.

"NOW. THEREFORE, I, Gerald

R. Ford, President of the United

States, pursuant to the pardon
power conferred upon me by
Article II, Section 2, of the Con-
stitution, have granted and by these

presents do grant a full, free, and
absolute pardon unto Richard

Nixon for all offenses against the

United States which he, Richard

Nixon, has committed or may have
committed or taken part in during

the period from January 20, 1969

through August 9, 1974.

serious allegations and accusations

hang like a sword over our former

President's head, threatening his

health as he tries to reshape his life,

a great part of which was spent in

the service of this country and by

the mandate of its people.

After years of bitter controversy

and divisive national debate, I have
been advised, and I am compelled

to conclude that many months and
perhaps more years will have to

pass before Richard Nixon could

obtain a fair trial by jury in any
jurisdiction of the United Stated

under governing decisions of the

Supreme Court.

I deeply believe in equal justice

for all Americans, whatever their

station or former station. The law,

whether human or devine, is no
respecter of persons, but the law is

a respecter of reality.

The facts, as I see them, are that

a former President of the United

States, instead of enjoying equal

treatment with any other citizen

accused of violating the law, would
be cruelly and excessively penalized

either in preserving the presump-
tion of his innocence or in obtaining

a speedy determination of guilt in

order to repay a legal debt to

society.

During this long period of delay

and potential litigation, ugly

passions would again be aroused.

And our people would again be
polarized in their opinions. And the

credibility of our free institutions of

government would again be
challenged at home and abroad.

In the end, the courts might well

hold that Richard Nixon had been
denied due process and the verdict

of history would even more be

inconclusive with respect to those

charges arising out of the period of

his presidency, of which I am

presently aware.

As President, my primary
concern must always be the

greatest good of all the people of

the United States whose servant I

am. As a man, my first con-

sideration is to be true to my own
convictions and my own con-

science.

My conscience tells me clearly

and certainly that I cannot prolong

the bad dreams that continue to

reopen a chapter that is closed. My
conscience tells me that only I, as
President, have the constitutional

power to firmly shut and seal this

book. My conscience tells me it is

my duty, not merely to proclaim
domestic tranquility, but to use
every means that I have to insure it.

I do believe that the buck stops
here, that I cannot rely upon public
opinion polls to tell me what is

right.

Nixon's statement
after his pardon
SAN CLEMENTE, CALIF. \UPI\ -

The following is the text of Richard

Nixon's statement concerning
President Ford's pardon for all

offenses related to the Watergate

scandal the former President

committed or may have committed

while in office:

"I have been informed that

President Ford has granted me a

full and absolute pardon for any

charges which may be brought

against me for actions taken during

the time I was the President of the

United States. In accepting this

pardon, I hope that his com-
passionate act will contribute to

lifting the burden of Watergate

from our country.

"Here in California, my per-

spective on Watergate is quite

different than it was while I was
embattled in the midst of the

controversy while I was still subject

to the unrelenting daily demand of

the presidency itself.

"Looking back on what is still in

my mind a complex and confusing

maze of events, decisions,

pressures, and personalities, one
thing I can see clearly now is that I

was wrong in not acting more
decisively and more forthrightly in

dealing with Watergate, particularly

when it reached the stage of judicial

proceedings and grew from a

political scandal into a national

tragedy.

"No words can describe the

depths of my regret and pain at the

anguish my mistakes over

Watergate have caused the nation

and the presidency a nation I so

deeply loved and an institution I so

greatly respect.

"I know that many fair minded
Deople believe that my motivation

and actions , the Watergate affair

were intentionally self-serving and
illegal. I now understand how my
own mistakes and misjudgments
have contributed to that belief and
seemed to support it. This burden is

the heaviest one of ali to bear.

"That the way I tried to deal with

Watergate was the wrong way is a

burden I shall bear for every day of

the life that is left to me."
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Would you please pardon us Gerry!

John Neister

New England senators

disagree on pardon
Sen. Brooke
BOSTON \AP\ - President Ford's

decision to grant a pardon to

Richard M. Nixon was "a serious

mistake," Sen. Edward Brooke, R-

Mass., said yesterday.

Brooke issued the following

statement:

"President Ford's blanket pardon
without Mr. Nixon's full con-

fession of his involvment in

Watergate - is, in my judgement, a
serious mistake."

Brooke was the first Republican
senator to publicly call for Nixon's

resignation as President.

Sen. Cotton
CONCORD, N.H. \UPI\ Sen.

Norris Cotton said yesterday he is in

complete agreement with Presidnet

Ford's granting of a pardon to

former President Nixon.

"I thoroughly approve of the

President's action in granting full

pardon to former President Nixon,"

Cotton said. "Unquestionably,
President Nixon's concealment of

his knowledge of Watergate was
unjustifiable, but no worse and no

different than some actions on the

part of several of his predecessors

whose names still shine in un-

diminished splendor."

Cotton said Nixon had already

been punished severely by the

humiliation of his resignation.

Sen. Aiken
WASHINGTON \UPI\ '- Sen.

George D. Aiken, R-Vt., praised

President Ford's decision to pardon
former President Nixon yesterday.

"He had tremendous courage to

take this action at this time in order

for the counnry and the Congress
to get down to the business that

confronts us," Aiken, the Senate's

senior Republican, aid.

"I think he wanted to put an end
to the frenzy of those who were
demanding punishment for the

president," Aiken said.

"He did tne right thing. It's going
to make it much easier for him to

deal with the amnesty situation,"

Aiken said.

Aiken said "the judicial process

should proceed" for former Nixon
aides still awaiting trial on
Watergate cover-up charges.
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Congress reacts to pardon
with party line split

By United Press International

Initial Congressional reaction to

President Ford's pardon of Richard

M. Nixon split sharply along party

lines yesterday. Most Republicans
praised Ford, for taking a

courageous step, while Democrats
criticized the pardon as
"premature" and "an outrage."

Virtually all agreed it was a

controversial act.

Vice President-designate Nelson
Rockefeller called the pardon "an
act of conscience, compassion and
courage, undoubtedly, con-
troversial in the short run, but

promising in the long run in that it

will speed the healing of our
nation."

The pardon drew citicism from
one Republican, Sen. Edward W.
Brooke of Massachusetts, who
said: "President Ford's blanket

pardon without Mr. Nixon's full

confession of his involvement in,

Watergate is, in my judgment, a

serious mistake."

And one of Ford's close
congressional assiciates, who
asked not to be identified said:

"Ford knows full well that by doing
this he's blown up his honeymoon
with Congress."

Representatives of both parties

said granting a pardon to Nixon
raised serious questions of fairness

in light of the many others who
have been charged for Watergate
offenses conducted in the former

president's name, some of whom
have gone to prison.

One of the harshest early
comments came from Rep. John
Moss, D Calif., who told UPI: "This
is an outrageous act, rewarding
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Nixon for his crimes and proving
that our country maintains a double
standard of justice."

Sen. William R. Brock, R-Tenn.,
said Ford had taken "a tough road"
in granting the pardon.
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Campus Comments
Text by E. Patrick McQuaid
Photography by Jim Poulin

Sunday morning, September 8, 11:45, a bulletin flashes over the

screen and radios of America: President Gerald Ford has granted full

pardon to Richard Nixon. These interviews that follow were con-

ducted two days prior to this historic decision.

THE QUESTION ON
9/6/74: What do you
think should be done
with ex-president
Richard Nixon?

Jerry Roddy, 19, fresh-

man from West Roxbury,

Mass., Silvan-MacNamara;

People have almost
forgotten anyway, but he
should be given justice like

any other citizen. They
should bring him to court

and if they find him guilty of

anything they should put

him in jail. I think it would
be good for the country; it

wouldn't be too much of a

hassle.

Mark Hughes, 20, Pre-

Med major, senior from
Watertown, Mass., Ken-

nedy-Southwest; Nothing.

Nothing at all should be
done to or with Nixon. His

humility is punishment
enough for his actions. Let

him be, let him just fade

away into obscurity.

Brenda O'Shea, 18,

freshman from Milton,

Mass., CASIAC major,

Vanmeter-Central; What
good would it do if he was
brought to trial. It's in the

past; he did what he did and
it's over with. It's bad
enough what I know about
what happened in

Washington and I don't

want to know anything

else. Let the poor guy fade

into the past.

•

Gholam Sami, 26, grad
student from Iran, Land-

scape Architecture major.

Prince Southwest; It seems
to me that if he did not

resign he wculd have been
impeached and brought to

the courts. Now he has

resigned, what is the dif-

ference? A crime is still a

crime. I think it is good that

the American people have
such power in their control.

Al Faro, 20, junior from
Andover, Mass.,
Psychology major, John
Adams-Southwest; I'm

pretty torn right now. My
opinion is always changing

from minute to minute.

He's just a common
criminal; most people want
him locked up. I guess he

should be locked away. He
may be more powerful but

he's no better than you or

me.

Dr. David Van Blerkom,
UMass professor of Astro-

Physics from Montigue,
Mass.; It seems manifestly

unfair that the people who
are under him should go to

jail and that he should

escape. I think that with all

the country has been
through they don't want to

get involved in any mess
again. I believe that

President Ford will step in

to prevent his getting

prosecuted. He said he
would, but still it is rather

unfair.

Amnesty — now
By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA

Humankind, as individuals and as

collectives have need tor the

opening of new frontiers as well as

the constant renovation between
old and new values, ideas, con-

cepts, etc., that help to maintain

the constant progress. Many times

it is difficult to carry on these in-

novations because institutionalized

barriers and unreadiness to try

something new.

President Ford has brought an
important issue to the attention of

the people, amnesty to those that

left the country because their

convictions about the Viet Nam
War. Ford's proposed solution to

heal the wounds of the war, and in

a great extent, the wounds of

Watergate, is a very innovative but

controversial solution. The issue of

amnesty, and the way that the parts

involved in it come out, obviously

will set a precedent in American
History, and possibly could help to

present a better image of the U.S.

in those counnries which didn't see

the value of the war of Viet Nam, or

Watergate.

Amnesty could be the solution to

one of the old an unresolved

problems that perhaps have had

more participants.

Because the solution to amnesty
needs to be one acceptable to all

the parties involved, and is not an

easy solution since all the parties

involved need to make concessions

to others.

President Ford as quoted by
Times Magazine said that: "I have
made a decision which I think is

right and proper: No (un-

conditional) amnesty, no revenge...

But war resisters need to make
concessions, too. As John Keny,

former of the Viet Nam Veterans
Against the War, said "The pur-

pose of amnesty is to forget the war
and heal the wounds, and it may be
that the way to do that is to

demand a sacrifice on both sides".

Concessions because the war
resistors have the right to come
home, because the acceptation of

amnesty implies in many aspects

that they were right. But the

resisters also, need to accept that

the Establishment is right in many
aspects, too. If amnesty is granted

to war resisters they will work at

least a year in government services

jobs to restore their citizenship.

This decade has opened new
frontiers. We saw Armstrong and
the other astronauts walking on the

moon, the United Nations today

has dozens of independent African

countries, India has atomic energy,

relations with China have been
restored, Israel, India and
Argentina, have had women
running their countries, and we can
keep adding all the traditional

'impossibles' that today are reality.

Amnesty could show that this

society have enough flexibility to

accept that in the war issue the

Establishment as well as the war
resisters were both right and
wrong. The return home of

thousands of Americans could help

in restoring in the people con-

fidence of government.

The issues 1974
By CARL P. LEUBSDORF

Associated Press

WASHINGTON [AP] - The
search for a solution to the nation's

economic woes is becoming a

battle for political advantage,
spurred by the 1974 election

campaign.

Other issues too, such as the

question of when Nelson A.

Rockefeller will be confirmed as

vice president, are inevitably going

to be caught up in politics as the

Nov. 5 balloting for 435 House
seats, 34 Senate spots and 34

governorships approaches.

Strategists in both the
Republican-held White House and
the Democratic-controlled
Congress are acutely aware that

economic issues have become the

most potent politically in the month
since Richard M. Nixon resigned

the presidency.

For example, Senate Democrats
acted quickly last week after a

White House official indicated

major action on the economy might
be delayed until January because
Congress was planning to adjourn

in mid-October.

In a resolution passed Thursday,

Democrats pledged cooperation

with Ford and indicated they stood

ready to stay in session all year, if

necessary, to deal with the

economy.
"We want to debunk the idea

that Congress is getting ready to go
home and stay home because of

the election," Asst. Democratic

Leader Robert C. Byrd of West
Virginia said.

White House officials expressed

delight with the promise of

cooperation on the economy and
repeated Ford's hope that a lame-

duck session, after the election,

would be unnecessary.

House Republican Leader John

J. Rhodes of Arizona, however,

took aim at the political aspects of

the Democratic statement, saying

he sees "no realistic need for a lame

duck session of Congress this

year."

Senate and House Democratic
leaders will have to decide this

week whether they want to adjourn
in October and risk Republican
accusations they failed to act on
economic problems.

Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield indicated Saturday for

the first time, however, that a
decision has been made to return.

Again he put the responsibility on
the administration to come up with

economic solutions promptly.

Noting Ford's vow to lick in-

flation by July 4, 1976, Mansfield

said the situation must be faced up
to "not next year, not on July 4,

1976, but this month, this year."

He indicated Democratic
senators don't think it is wise to go
home for nearly three months, even

though congressmen generally

don't like lame-duck sessions.

The annual appropriations bills,

for a change, seem likely to be

passed by mid-October. And
Democratic leaders don't think they

can act this year on health in-

surance and tax reform, two issues

that could form the cornerstone of

their program in 1975 when they

expect to have an even stronger

majority in both houses.

That leaves campaign reform,

strip mining and trade reform,

where action could be concluded
by mid-October, and the more
complex problem of the Rockefeller

nomination.

Publicly, both House and Senate
leaders have talked of action by the

mid-October adjournment target.

Privately, many say they would be
just as happy if the former New
York governor can't campaign as
vice president this fall.

USA, nation on trial

m

By E. PA TRICK McQUAID

The purpose of history, so we are
told is to study the past, relate it to
the present, and improve our future
prospects. Well, apparently we will

never learn.

These are historic times that we
live in. Cavett quotes Dickens and
calls them the best, the worst, the
highest, and the lowest; and you
can't help but be swept away into

the lost, mad confusion of what is

termed by modern historians as the
Watergate era. The author feels

that Watergate error would be a
more appropriate title.

The very word democracy,
supposedly the foundation of our
republic, takes its roots from the
Greek term demokratia meaning
"of the common people".
Somewhere in time, meaning and
application have lost their relativity.

The Greeks have left us with an
endless supply of terminology
which we can apply to our present
state of affairs. For instance, let us
reflect back on the downfall of the
Greco-Roman emperor, Trickius

Dickus. His employ of the policy of

"claritus perfectus" is a prime
example. Like Oedipus he was blind

to the true issues at hand and lead

himself and his people deeper and
darker into nescience.

This is known as pseudos-pistis,

a false proof of faith. This lead to

pistis-offtus and needless to say
pistus proof didn't please the

people. According to Empedoules
the punishment for crime back then

was banishment for "one great

year", which is 30,000 seasons.

This sentence seems hardly the

contemporary method of dealing

with such crimes.

What is the prime object of

justice? Is punishment a method of

deterrance to other criminals, or a

gratifying relief to immediate
victims and "moral men"? Once a

crime has been commited, of any
calibre, an incessant itch of
frustration seizes the victims until

"justice" has been done. This
avengenousness is called by the
Greeks, Catharsis, a purgation and
purification, of mind and soul.

The victim of crime employs
Catharsis when he imagines the
criminal suffering before him. He

may forget the crime and con-
centrate entirely on the punishment
with deterrance as a mere after
thought. When the nation's sense
of security is jeapordized every law
abiding citizen, and every not so
law abiding citizen feels menaced.

Richard Nixon has been granted
pardon by the president but his
crimes will not go unpunished. He
needn't be reminded, he hasn't
forgotten them. This entire
business has placed a nation on
trial; every person must now look
more closely at himself before
condemming another.

Perhaps our entire system of

morals needs looking at. Who is to

say that what had been done in

Washington is wrong? A
revaluation of our rights and
wrongs is necessary.

What man is safe who challenges

the principles of our modern
democracies? Unfortunetly, the

individual who stands up against

the sins and crimes of the State

must act in privacy if he is to work
at all. And if we are a true "com-
mon people" democracy, then that

connotates that a man has the right

to be wrong.

Joyce Q^ Kosofsky

I am not responsible
When I was eight years old, I thought that by the

time I was thirteen, I'd have it all together. At that
time, that was the age to be.

When I made it to thirteen, realizing that I had it

even less together than I did at eight, I figured that
eighteen was the age to be.

Needless to say, at eighteen, I still didn't have it

together, wishing I was twenty- one.
Well, today is my twenty-first birthday. And if I can

get my shit together by the time I'm thirty-five I'll

consider myself lucky.

I'm twenty-one years old today. Yeah and far out
and all that. I guess that this is an important landmark
in the development of my character. I guess that this
is an age where I am supposed to assume some sort
of adult-like behavior and/ or mannerisms.

In other words, I had a long talk with my mother
and she wants me to settle down and become
responsible.

Yeah, right. Become responsible. Have some
responsibility. Act like an adult. Stop daytripping and
get serious.

But, become responsible for what? Act like an adult

for who? Become serious so that I can become a

housewife in West Newton with grey hair, a dog,
three kids and stretch marks? Think that one over

again, Mom.
I am not responsible.

As the Diggers of San Francisco gave their name to
the community, I give my responsibility to the world.
Take it, it's yours, with no strings attached.

I am not responsible for my sarcasm and cynicism
in the classroom. When a professor tells me that I

have an eight page paper due at the end of the week, I

find it totally limiting. What if I become creative in six
pages? Or fourteen? For what? An A?
An A and a quarter will put me on the subway.

I am not responsible for wanting to make wallpaper
out of the next male who tells me that I have a cute
ass and have nothing else to offer to the world.

I am not responsible for anything that is expected of
me. I do not believe in the future, so that anything that
I am supposed to do implies the future, which does
not exist.

I am not responsible for what was not taught to me
in the classroom, that I had to learn in the streets. I will

no longer allow school to get in the way of my
education.

To those who feel that I am totally irresponsible, all I

can say is mea culpa.

And the funniest part of it all is that I am not even
responsible for being here.

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist

Fred

Equal justice

So now it is official. Nixon won't 'go to jail. Equal
justice under the law? The phrase leaves me with a
gripping gap of cynical disgust. Watergate has gone
on too long, yet you don't end the incident by freeing

the protagonist.

Perhaps Nixon could "earn his way back" by doing
some public service for the country. Here are a few
things that he could do.

Work for the telephone company and specialize in

removing the various "national security" wire taps

-;,.

Perhaps it is not a coincidence

that Ford picked the day of Evel

Kneival's canyon jump to announce
his decision. For in the atmosphere
of a Roman Circus, even the most
absurd realities sometimes go
unquestioned. A society yearning

for an escape from a murky reality,

that will pay twenty-five dollars a

head to see a guy risk his life, might

just be willing to want to "forgive

and forget" with Nixon. But

somehow the whole things rings a

farce.

Nixon was the chief demagogue
of the sixties and early seventies.

He would stir emotions, play us off

against each other, and talk about

his love for "America". Yet while

with some people talk is cheap,

with Nixon it was a fire sale. For

while he talked about patriotism, all

the time he was stabbing our

constitutional freedoms in the back

with the flag, and throwing apple

pie in our face.

At least President Ford could

have put the same conditions on
Nixon's pardon, as he did for his

previously announced Vietnam
amnesty proposal. Nixon should

have to "earn his way back".

Seriously, Nixon should be forced to say something
to the effect of "I'm guilty, I'm sorry, and I'm not a

victim of any liberal media conspiracy" President

Ford shouldn't let Dick Nixon on the loose again. It

just isn't fair.

Perhaps Nixon

could "earn

that are planted like mine
in the national psyche.

fields

his way back"

by doing some

public service

for the country

Work as an intern in a South
Vietnamese hospital, where many
young children who don't even
know what a Communism means,
much less be one of them, are
trying to live without their legs are
arms.

Make him wo rk in the inner city,

where the air is bad and the pace is

fast. See the fatigue of the people

who have to struggle just to live in a

society where prices rise faster than

wages, and pensions stay virtually

the same.

Let him become a "pen pal" of

one of the people who have been in

some jail for over a year now
without a trial, simply because they

can't afford to post bail.

O r maybe, just maybe we could
get him a job as a water carrier for

George Allen's Washington
Redskins.

Nixon never really quit, he ab-
dicated. Never admitted that he
was wrong, just down. There are
still about fifty million people in this

country who feel that he is in-

nocent. President Ford's decision

to pardon Nixon yesterday did nothing to discourage

that kind of thinking.

In front of the Supreme Court building in

Washington, it still reads "Equal Justice Under Law".
However, today the concept is still a bit less solid.

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist
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Learning by Mistakes
It is a funny feeling to start the daily editorial with an

apology, but alas we must. Last Friday there appeared an
advertisement for minority recruitment for the Collegian
staff. Next to the ad was a column titled "Man in the
Street." The column was supposed to have been titled

"Campus Comments", the fact being of course that we
are interested in the opinions of all people on the campus,
not just men.

Which brings us to point number two. Tonight at 8:00
p.m. in rooms 904-909 there will be a recruitment meeting
for all people, grad or undergrad interested in taking part in

any of the several areas the Collegian needs help in to
continue daily publication. It's not that we are desperate,
lust that we've come to the conclusion that this is a great
place to learn skills that cannot be learned anywhere else
on the campus.

Besides the areas in which there are openings already,

the Board of Editors is open and anxious to hear any new
ideas for features, news or whatever. With over twenty
three thousand undergrads and five-thousand grads at

UMass there must be an uncountable number of ideas and
projects we are not beyond attempting.

i

So jocks and freaks and in betweens if you want to be
part of a learning experience that does not require any
more work than you wish to give come see us.

It will make things better for everyone

How do you feel about the

pardoning of Richard Nixon?

Letters to the Editor is awaiting opinion

I
Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Doily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no mora than two
pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they

must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.
All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there it no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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ALL STUDENTS

REPORTERS

The Collegian • Poor Richard's is prepared
to beg, borrow, and steal fellow students to

work with us.

It seems some people think they have to

have had at least four years experience to

work here. Not so. We welcome pros and
rookies and anyone in between.

We need:

news writers

< today the Collegian, tomorrow the Times'
editorial writers

feature writers

fiction writers

sports writers

photographers
graphics artists

copy editors

( how's your grammar?

)

layout staff

(someone has to put the thing together)

and critics

<Tell us what you like and don't like, but do it

gently. We'll probably put \ou to work)

If you're interested, come over to the office
anytime, second floor of the Student Union
building. It won't hurt. Reallv.

— The editors

NO EXPERIENCE NECCESSARY
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The town hall of Pelham was built by Scotch
Presbyterians and retains the original beams and
panelled sounding boards.

cayowr!
5P8RTS

Campus Center

Pb&lbjTdpl)

904 - 909

Recruitment Meeting

TONIGHT /8 P.M.

Hebert Goodell of Pelham made apple cider at the
town hall complex on a 100 year old cider press. For the
best tasting cider he recommends using "all kinds of
apples."

Concerned
about your next
haircut?

You know your hair needs shaping . .

.

but you're hesitant. It just might get
chopped. Not at Regis . . . our talented
haircutters understand long hair . . .

tapered cuts. The hand blower gently
persuades your hair into a smooth
natural look. No teasing! No hair-

spray! No fuss!

Shampoo, blower cut from $ 7.00

Autumn Body Perm $14.50

ReGIS beputy
salon

Open every evening 9 a.m.-? p.m. 584-0111

Pelham celebrates a past
By Judy Boucher

By JUDY BOUCHER
Staff Reporter

Pelham, a few miles west
of Amherst on rt. 202, is the
site of the oldest town hall

in continuous use and the

home of Revolutionary War
Captain Daniel Shay, leader
of an organized insurrection

in 1786.

Saturday and Sunday
Pelham celebrated its

annual Historical Days
Festivities. Sponsorers
were the Pelham Historical

Society, "a group of well

over 200, many from out of

state" said Richard
Shurbert, treasurer of the
society.

Featured attractions
included a tag sale, book
sale, basket weaving

A bargain hunter at
Pelham's tag sale on
Sunday meticulously
exams a lantern for
sale.

demonstration, per-
formances by the Five-

College Folk Dancers and a

harmonium recital by
Gordon Dean. Also there

was freshly pressed cider,

home-baked food and hand
polished apples.

Money raised from the

event will go towards
preservation and
restoration of the Town Hall

complex which is

recognized as both a

Massachusetts and
National historic landmark.
The Town Hall complex

consist of the town hall

built in 1743, a church built

in 1839 presently housing
the town's historical ar-

tifacts, a cemetary where
Pelham's first settlers are

buried and the Common
where Shay trained his men
for the unsuccessful at-

tempt at capturing the

Springfield arsenal.

.Shay's Rebellion was
essentially a farmers protest

against excessive taxation

and debt prosecutions
when times were hard and
currency worthless. Shay's
rebellion indicated the
inherent weakness of the

national government under
the Articles of Con-
federation and historians

attribute it to be "the
principal fact that

precipitated the calling of

the Continental Congress

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

The Daily Collegian is being delivered to

buildings on campus as a service to the faculty and
staff.

The Collegian will be delivered to your depart-
ment every day between 8-10 a.m. for less than 7c per
ropy.

If you are interested in this service, please fill out
the form below and return it to the Collegian office by
campus mail, or leave it with your departmental
secretary.

S5 Sem. $9 Year

Name:

Room No.

Building:

I would like to subscribe for

Year
Semester(s) One

Bill me later Check or cashenc.

that led to forming our

Constitution."

The Pelham Historical

Society museum is open
Saturdays and Sundays
from 1:30 to 5:30 p.m. June
through October. Ap-
pointments can be made in

advance at other times by
writing to the society.

Story & Photos

by

Judy Boucher

Trying.
something
new
You're always trying

something new. This year

you began ballet lessons.

And today, you finally

mastered that new
position. You feei

wonderful.

Trying Tampaxtampons

N0BUTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

NO 000R

for the first time can be
a wonderful new
experience, too. They're

worn internally so you
can always be your most
active. No one will know
you have your period,

even in a leotard, a bikini,

or a tennis skirt. They're

easy to use, too. The
silken-smooth

container-applicator

makes insertion safe,

easy and comfortable.

And the exclusive Junior

absorbency-size is just

right for a beginner.

Try Tampax tampons
and every day of the

month can be a good day
to try something new.

The Internal protection more women trust

^% '^&&
usee •» mine*! or weata

MAOl ONLY IT TAMPAX IMCO»»OI»«T£0, *>ALMC-, MAM.
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Hillel sponsers

fall courses

a.

o
c
a.

(0

Students at UMass aren't the only ones that have to wait in line.

ESP Freaks - your time has come
A series of four non-credit

courses in the field of psychic

phenomena will be offered this fall

by the Division of Continuing

Education.

The courses are designed to

answer the growing demand for

information in this field and to

enable the student to explore his

own psychic faculties while sharing

with others in experiencing per-

sonal development.

"Explorations into ESP" will be

offered Wednesday and Friday

evenings Sept. 11 through Oct. 11

on campus, taught by Claudette

Kiely of Granby, a lecturer, teacher,

writer and psychic. The cc-jrse will

conclude with a lecture and

workshop on spiritual healing and

an assessment of astral projection.

The second in the series is

"Harmony In Healing," a 10-week

meditation course based on the

writings of Edward Cayce. The

course will explore little understood

forms of healing and the power that

SCOTCH
MOUNTING

Squares and Tape

Makes wail mounting jobs quick
and • asy Mounts prints,
posi'.'rs, decorative pieces, knife

racV', spice cabinets, etc.

Available at:

University Store

Campus Center

the average person may have in

creating a healing and the power

that the average person may have

in creating a healing condition. It

will be taught by Floyd McAuslan,

who has 25 years of experience in

healing, including work with the

nationally known Arthur Ford. The

course will meet Tuesday evenings,

Sept. 19 through Nov. 19 at the

UMass-Amherst campus.

Third in the series is a 10-week

course on "The World of Herbs,"

covering lore, legend and history,

art forms and symbolism, healing

herbs, aromatic herbs, culinary

herbs and many other topics. The

course will be given Tuesday

evenings, Sept. 17 through Nov. 19

at the UMass-Amherst campus and

will include lectures, demon-
strations, student participation and

home study. The instructor is

Priscilla McAuslan, who has had

Fall course

corrections
Food Science and Nutrition 140

MAN AND NUTRITION
Office: 210 Chenowath
Office Hours: To Be Arranged.

Organization: Lecture, discussion,

visual-aids.

Aim: To study the fundamentals of

human nutrition and its role in

contemporary life.

Readings: Textbook: Bogert,

Briggs, Calloway, Nutrition and

Physical Fitness (9th edition).

Requirements: 4 1-hour exams.

Pre requisites: None.

Added Notes: Not required for

Food Science and Nutrition Majors.

SCHEDULE OF COURSES
FSBN 241, METH OF NUTR
RESRCH, 2CR, LEC 1 - 298695,

TUTH 10.10 FLIN 201 BERT LAB 1

298792, M, 1.25-5:30, CHEN 327

BERT
FS&N 140, MAN & NUTRITION,
3CR 1 297877, MWF, 10:10 MACH
E 35, BERT 2-297893, MWF,
11:15 PHBAUD, BERT

many years of practical experience

with herbs, has maintained her own
herb garden and been an exhibitor

and lecturer on the subject.

Further information on the whole

series is available from the Program

Development Office, Hills House
North, UMass Amherst 01002;

telephone 545-3440.

The course will be given Monday
evenings, Sept. 30 through Nov. 18.

Amherst Cycle
1 Cook PI.

253 9460
I Behind Auburhon's)

headquarters for

Northampton Bicycle
8 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-3810

bicycle sales

and service.

We're a franchisee! Raleigh dealer so you can be sure that

we'll always provide you with the finest service from the

lime you first buy your Raleigh cycle for as long as you

keep it. You won't find a better cycle than one of the many
Raleigh models and you won't find a better place to buy one.

The following is a schedule of

Beit Midrash, the Free University

courses in Jewish studies spon-

sored by Hillel for Fall semester

1974.

One Credit Courses: listing and

first meeting

Talmud, Tractate Baba Metzia,

Judaic Studies 385a, schedule

$420501. Monday, September 23,

8 9 p.m., Herter 114. Rabbi Israel

Deren, local Chassidic rabbi.

Bible With Commentaries,
Judaic Studies 385b, No. 420674.

Monday, Sept. 23, 7-8 p.m., Herter

206, Rabbi Deren.

The Jewish Woman, Judaic

Studies 385c, No. 420844. Thur-

sday, September 19, 8-9 p.m.

Herter 108. Shoshana Zonderman,

MSW student in Social Work.

Chassidic Mysticism, Judaic

Studies 385d, No. 421010. Tuesday,

September 24, 6:30-7:30 p.m.

Herter 201. Rabbi David Edelman,

Chassidic rabbi from Springfield.

Basics of Judaism, Judaic

Studies 385e, No. 421183. Thur-

sday, September 19, 7-8 p.m.

Herter 110 Saul Perlmutter, Hiltel

rabbi.

Yiddish Folk/ore, Judaic Studies

385f, No. 421214. Tuesday, Sep-

tember 24, 7:30-8:30 p.m. Herter

113. Dov Yoffe, senior at UMass.

Israel Government and Society,

Judaic Studies 385g, No. 421248,

Wednesday, September 11, 6:30-

7:30 p.m. Dr. Donna Robinson

Devine, faculty member at Smith

College in Political Science. Herter

113.

Basic Hebrew Conversation,

Judaic Studies 385h, No. 421272.

Tuesday, September 24, 7:30-8:30

p.m. Herter 114.

Non Credit Learning Experiences

Chug Ivri-Hebrew Circle, informal

conversation in Hebrew. Tuesday,

September 10, 4-5 p.m. Student

Union 302.

Israeli Folk Dancing, beginners at

7:30-8:15 p.m. Advanced at 8:15

p.m. Wednesday, September 11,

Cape Cod Lounge, SU
Skills of Jewish Worship, toward

both leading and participation in

prayer. Wednesday, September 11,

4 5 p.m. SU 302

Shumway's

Wallpaper & Paint Store, Inc.

320 COLLEGE STREET

Bold and Bright Colors

Are you upset about

Vanishing Open Spaces
-- Dirty Water

Depletion of Natural Resources
The Threat of Nuclear Pollution

Endangered Species

then come to the first meeting of

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
(formerly CEQ)

Wednesday, Sept. 11, 1974 7 p.m

Room 105, Campus Center
New Members Are Welcome

7THERMAL
> HOODED.

1
i _

red
grey
navy

elk. green

201 n pleasant st amherst
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terHorst Protests Ford's Decision On Nixon
cont. from p. 1

TerHorst complained and said he

had misled the press and did not

"want it to happen again," ac-

cording to DeCair.

TerHorst was not taking any

telephone calls at his home last

night and it was impossible to get

through the White House swit-

chboard because of the barrage of

telephone calls relating to the

pardon.

A Newsweek magazine
statement yesterday said terHorst

told the magazine the pardon "was

a matter of conscience with him.

Ford, which I respect. It was also a

matter of conscience with me."
The magazine statement said it

also learned that Ford and terHorst

discussed the resignation and
terHorst said he felt the President

would accept it. Even if Ford did

not accept it, terHorst said, he

would not stay, according to the

statement.

The press secretary seemed to

have been enjoying his job and was
making plans to make White House
officials much more accessible to

reporters.

TerHorst began covering Ford as

a reporter for the Grand Rapids

Press when Ford first ran for

Continuing Ed Receives Grant
A $1000 grant has been awardea Education at the University of

to the Division of Continuing Massachusetts-Amherst through

Chapter 766
The School of Education at the

University of Massachusetts in

Amherst, in cooperation with the

UMass Division of Continuing

Education, is sponsoring a con-

ference for teachers and ad-

ministrators on "Implications for

Chapter 766."

The five-day conference will be

held on Saturday and Sunday,

Sept. 28-29, and Saturday, Sunday,

and Monday, Oct. 12-14, from 9 to

4:30 each day at the UMass-
Amherst campus. Participants will

be granted two UMass graduate

credits through the Division of

Continuing Education.

Chapter 766, a state law being

implemented this fall, states that

the traditional classroom must

begin meeting the educational

needs of exceptional children.

"Implications for Chapter 766"

provides an overview of present

concepts, expertise, and successful

techniques concerning exceptional

children in the regular classroom.

The first weekend is structured

as a conference with individual and
group presentations. The second
weekend consists of small groups
of workshops geared toward in-

tensive skill development in specific

competency areas as defined by the
regulations pertaining to Chapter
766.

Presentations will be offered by
experts in this field, including

Professor Robert Jackson, director

of special education at UMass; Dr.

Robert Audett of the

Massachusetts Department of

Education's Division of Special

Education; Dr. Fritz Redl of North
Adams State College, author of

"When We Deal with Children,"

and others.

The conference fee is $160 and
includes registration, tuition,

materials, and daily luncheon. Meal
and lodging options are available.

Further information is available

from Conference Services, 920
Campus Center, telephone 545-

2591.

the Clairol Loving Care Scholarship

Program, part of a $50,000
nationwide fund designed to en-

courage women over 35 to con-

tinue undergraduate degree
programs previously interrupted by
other responsibilities.

Recipients will be chosen by the

Division of Continuing Education
on the basis of need and merit.

Women must be 35 or older and
enrolled in either a full or part-time

degree program through the
Division. Applicant's general
financial position will be taken into

consideration, to include her need
for part-time work, child care

expenses, transportation expenses,

and other responsibilities. There are

no restrictions on marital status,

and recipients do not have to use
Clairol products.

Applications are due by Sept. 20,

and may be obtained from the

Division of Continuing Education,

545-0905, 205 Hills North, UMass,
Amherst.

Continuing Education was
selected on the basis of significant

undergraduate programs
specifically designed for women
who face special counseling,

scheduling, and financial problems.

Congress in 1948. His biography of

the President, Gerald R. Ford and

the Future of the Presidency, is

being carried in installments in

newspapers throughout the

country.

Ford introduced terHorst to the

White House press corps a few

hours after being sworn in as

President Aug. 9 and pledged that

he would have "an open ad-

ministration."

TerHorst, who characterized

himself as a political independent,

has known the President closely for

25 years and his appointment was
widely welcomed by fellow

members of the White House press

corps who respected his energy,

intellect and solid professional

experience.

"I agreed to come aboard to

restructure the press operation,"

terHorst said at the time.

TerHorst quickly displayed a

different style from that of Ronald

L. Ziegler, who became Richard M.

Nixon's press secretary cfter an

advertising and public relations

career and without any experience

in journalism.

For example, terHorst surprised

reporters the first time he told them
"I just talked to President Ford and
he says..." Ziegler rarely conveyed
direct quotes from Nixon.

And his candor won quick praise.

"I think he shows a good
professional touch" because
"when he doesn't know, he says he

does not have it and he will try to

get it," said one reporter recently,

adding that Ziegler "treated in-

formation as if it was something to

be packaged, labeled and mer-

chandised."
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In a rush?

Grab a Quickie Lunch!

Soup & Sandwich
Self Service

ll.SOa.m to2:00p.m
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Back to school doesn't mean back to the books for

everyone.

Spice your schedule

with project ten

Television Tonight
5 00 RAYMOND BURR SHOW |J|

THE REAL McCOYS "The New
Housekeeper." (18)

THE BIG VALLEY "Palms of Glorv" 122)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) 157)

5 30 GREEN ACRES "Culture." (18)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Duke Slater, Night Club
Comis," (271

HOGANS HEROES "The Antique."
(30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

6 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS 181 (22) (301

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH "Golden Boy
Had Nine Black Sheep." 118)

SESAME STREET (24)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Is This My
Daughter " (27)

BONANZA "The Horsebreaker." (40)

ZOOM' 1571

b 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (81

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

MOVIE China Doll " (27)

DAY AT NIGHT 157)

6 55 XEWSBEAT NEWS 140)

7 00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE 13)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Where You
Been f asabinder?" (18)

NBWS WEATHER SPORTS (22)

ZOOM' ( 24 r

TO TELL THE TRUTH (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

WOMAN IS (57)

7 30 NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

POLICE SURGEON 8)

THE WILBURN BROTHERS (181

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES (22) (301

ANTIQUES American Ceramics" (241

POLKA With Frank Knight 1401

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57)

8.00 AFTER DINNER SHOWCASE "World
Of War Special " 13)

THE ROOKIES "An Ugly Way To Die."

(8) (401

SHARING OUR FAITH (18)

BORN FREE "The Seeds Of Africa" (22)

(30)

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK "The Chrome-
Plated Nightmare." (24) (57)

8 30 SAFARI TO ADVENTURE "The Coral
Reed " (27)

900 MAUDE (3)

NCAA FOOTBALL GAME (8) (40)

THE OTHER SIX DAYS (18)

MOVIE "Joe Kidd." (22) (30)

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK "The Death
Goddess " (24) (571

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

.9 JO RHODA (3)

PHIL SU VERS AS SERGEANT BILKO
(271

WOO MEDICAL CENTER Adults Only."
(3)

PAROL L (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

CHAVEZ AN INTERVIEW (571

10-30 CONNECTICU1 REPORT 118)

MEET WORCESTER (27)

DOWN THE ROAD (571

/ Yl WITNESS NEWS (3)

VS WEATHER. SPORTS (18) (27)

(221 (30)

'T/ONED ABC EVENING NEWS (57)

n 00 MOVIE Fathom." (31

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (221 (30)

12 00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (81

(401

12 30 THE AVENGERS Bird Who Knew
Much " (8)

DRAGNET "The Prophet." (40)
' 00 TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22)

(301

NEWS (40)

1 30 NEWS. WEATHER (31 (8)

2 00 NEWS 1221 (30)

With courses ranging in subject

matter from the pursuit of "the

world spirit" to practical experience

in political campaigning, the

campus experimental college,

Project Ten, is beginning the fall

semester with over 20 special 3-

credit courses open to every

student at the University.

"This is the week when students

are looking for new courses," says

Charles Adams, the faculty director

of Project Ten. "We think they

should check out some of ours."

Among the special seminars are

courses in "Black Rhetoric,"

readings from black authors taught

for both black and white students;

in "American Politics," with the

stress on Watergate and the role of

social class in government; in "The
Role of the Sexes in the Con-

temporary European Novel; and in

"Drugs and Society."

"One of our courses would be of

special interest to theatre majors,"

Adams indicates. "It's concerned

with so-called 'popular drama,' with

the entertainments for mass
audiences, like the melodrama and
the musical."

Another course is of special use

to people interested in politics and
elections. Taught by the candidate

for the Democratic nomination for

Congress, Kenneth Mosakowski,
the seminar in "Political Cam-
paigns" is described as a "working,

practical seminar in the nuts and
bolts of political mechanisms which
obstruct achievement of true

democratic representation in

American government." Every

participant is expected to become

involved in a political campaign in

the November elections.

The economist Robert Cole is

leading a seminar on 'The

Economics of Africa and the

West," particularly relevant in the

light of the current sub Saharan

famine.

The political scientist Jane Flax

begins her seminar in "Theory and

Philosophy" with the basic

question: "How does it feel to think

philosophically?" — explored

through the use of role-playing, and

puzzle-solving, and through
readings in Marx, Marcuse, Laing,

and Carlos Castenada.

Any students interested in

enrolling in Project courses should

either register at the Project office

in Pierpont (Southwest), or phone

the academic office at 5-0871.

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

9 549-2671

J

/

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

fall registration aug.20-sept. 13

For Music Preparatory Division

If you are junior high school age or older, and are interested in studying

a musical instrument or voice, the Department of Music Preparatory Div-

ision at UMass should be your next step. Study with University Artist

teaching faculty or their assistants. Convenient times may be arranged.

For more information and a brochure contact:

Music Preparatory Division

Continuing Education

Hills House North

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

[413] 545-2013

diuiSUMl Of CJOntUUling education University of Massachusetts
CMRP 82974-S149BJ

Tonight

at

GJhr flub

Movies

(l-HKKI'OPCOKN)

Show Time 9:45
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OPEN 9:30-6:50 PRI.-rt, 9

Long Dresses in
many ^fjlcs '

y FAis one's

1007. cotton with ^
ribbon
trim.

NEXT TO THE POST
OFFICE IN AMHERST

Wilderness

bill considered

WASHINGTON UP/ Rep.

Robert H. Steele, R Conn., has

urged passage of legislation to

preserve wilderness areas in the

eastern United States

Steele said development and

preservation of such areas is

essential "before it becomes
something we merely remember
and tell our children about."

Steele has joined other
congressmen in sponsoring the
Eastern Wilderness Areas bill that

would establish 19 wilderness areas
in 15 states and encompass a total

of 251,788 acres.

The construction of roads and

the use of motor vehicles would be

barred from the preserves that

would be available to the public for

such uses as hiking, camping,

fishing, hunting and sightseeing.

The bill also would create 40 new
temporary wilderness study areas in

national forests until congress

could designate the areas

wilderness preserves.

Stuff it.

Rent
your own refrigerator . • . just pennies a day.

» Inexpensive $40.00 Per Academic Year •
$22.50 Per Semester •

• Free delivery & pick-up at door of dorm

• Deposit refunded at pick-up time

• Compact

• plus tax and $10 deposit

""CONTACT:
253-5531

mini | kool
KDB Enterprises

Ford's administration irratates conservation
By DONALD LAMBRO

United Press International

WASHINGTON - Conservative

Republicans are beginning to

grumble about Gerald Ford's first

month in the White House.

"They're concerned, they're

upset," one Senate conservative

said of his congressional GOP
colleagues.

"There are a lot of little irritants:

Ford's appointments, his advisers,

changes in positions or issues here

and there. It's what these things are

telegraphing to conservatives that

is causing us dismay."

While GOP conservatives were
reluctant to place their criticisms of

Ford's first four weeks on the

record, several were willing to say

what they thought without being

identified.

A major complaint was Ford's

nomination of Nelson Rockefeller

for vice president. Rockefeller, they

say, was never part of GOP
"Mainstream" philosophy, was
rejected by his party three times for

President and did not reflect the so-

called "1972 mandate" won by
President Nixon.

Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz.,

bluntly stated it would be "dif-

ficult" for many conservative
Republicans to accept Rockefeller

as the party's vice presidential

nominee in 1976. Rep. John M.
Ashbrook, R-Ohio, expressed the

feeling of many House con-

DON'T GET STUNG
The last in a series of free

beekeeping clinics sponsored by

the Department of Entomology at

UMass will be Saturday, Sept. 21,

at 1 p.m.

The session, originally scheduled

for Sept. 14, will be at the

University Apiary, Topics will in-

clude honey removal, requeening

and preparations for winter.

rVDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8:30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.

The deadline is 3:45, two days
before the day your ad is to

appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $.30 per line

Weekly — $.25 per line

Monthly — S.20 per line

FOR SALE

Snow u.es — Two Michelin X snow
radial* SZ: 165-13. Cost 175 new. will sell

for IS*. Used one winter ( 2.006 mi. > . Call Al
— 545-1717.

Panasonic SC777 stereo unit turntable.
AM KM tuner and cassette recorder. Also
two sets of speakers. Worth approx $500.
must sell for $256! Al Bromberger 2*3
Oiadbourne 545-4717.

C4 VW Bus. good condition 16 speed
Columbia bike. ISO. Call 527-226*.

Leblanc trumpet, very good condition.
$160 Call Jerry. 253-9666.

I HI. Lancer lot speakers. 14" Woofer,
horn loaded tweeter, marble top. 1300
each. AK.'la's 1125 each. Dick 247-5870.

( nwn 1)150 power amplirier 100 watts -

ItMS per channel. New. Call A.M. 564-0546

Land 14 acres in Wendell. Si.000 per
acre, (all Krian 665-4237.

Twin bed. ex. cond. Call Roxanne 549-

1312,

Kor Sale. 1 cu. It. Oelmonico frig. Used I

year., exc shape. Call l*J WtS. $H0.

Snow tires. I'air Firestone radials
(.UThXIV on UM wheels. New last fall.

Will bargain (all Tom 515-2158 or 545-2454

or 256-0291. Leave phone number.

Mj cu. ft. refrigerator in good condition -

perfect (or dorm room 150 or best offer,

(all 5l!M.:titi.

twin box -.in i«n and mattress. t:i0.

Contact apt It. Ilramhwine 516-1601.

KM) T( IK0 cassette deck; \dvenl 101

l»olhx ( all ll'i !*n;, I'M*

Mi speed Paris Spoil ( hn. hit (ires —
chcrrv tBBd laroP n Wi.'i-IHim.

Meii-n I i|iii|>ineni ( nmplele AK line.

I low. low pliers i or info tal' 465 .1211.1

lashiea Nmm movie >\ mini sp\
i unci ;is. used |,(i r, i g It,irk Inline stereo

i.*.i Iiiiihi sc ii h practice pad, lis tsu-

7JII

servatives when he said he was
"very disappointed" with Ford's

selection of Rockefeller.

Conservatives are also uneasy
over advisers Ford has gathered
around him, including former Gov.
William Scranton of Pennsylvania
who opposed Goldwater in 1964,
Ford's chief job recruiter; former
Defense Secretary Melvin Laird,

considered Ford's closest adviser

outside the government; and
former Sen. Charles Goodell, R-
N.Y., a prime target of Nixon and
Spiro T. Agnew as a "radic-lib."

Another complaint is Ford's

appointment of Mary Louise Smith
of Iowa, a moderate, as new GOP
national chairman.

"He hasn't thrown us a bone in

any of his appointments," one
House member said, "with the

exception of retaining Dean
Burch," the long-time Goldwater
ally who do Ford's liaison with the

regulatory agencies and the
national committee.

"It just seems to be a lot of little

signals he keeps sending us," said

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

another disgruntled conservative.

He cif?d Ford's shift in favor of

the Equal Rights Amendment and
the boycott of Rhodesian chrome,

his amnesty for draft evaders and

his call for a major health insurance

program while urging cuts in

federal spending.

Conservatives are also galled that

Ford has consulted the House
Black Caucus, labor leaders and
liberal politicians while almost

ignoring his old conservative House
allies.

"They feel they've been totally

shut out," said a key strategist of

the conservative House Republican

Steering Committee. "He's gone
out of his way to talk to everyone

but the conservatives."

Conservative reactions reach

beyond Congress.

"The President is reacting to
liberal pressures, said Oklahoma
GOP Chairman Clarence Warner.
"He may have forgotten that he is

where he is today because of his

conservative record."

California Gov. Ronald Reagan
seemed to be aiming his remarks at

Ford when he told a recent

Maryland fund-raising affair that

most "Americans voted con-
servative not liberal" in 1972.

Indeed, a principle argument of

many conservatives is that Ford

inherited Nixon's 1972 election

mandate, supposedly a mandate for

conservatism, and must now reflect

that in his policies.

One knowledgeable Senate
conservative concludes that

conservatives "will come down on
Ford hard and fast" if they are not

included in future policy-making.

"They've been burned by
Nixon," this conservative said,

"They are not going to be as easy
on Ford as they were on Nixon."
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WAIT DISNEY
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PRODUCTIONS

W8*^
In 1955 there were

a lew things a lashionabie
guis school didnj leach

HAYES BERRY POWERS He* TIRE WYNNJ

Twi lit* Hour S M » 00 - SI 15
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BUTCH & THE KID ARE BACKI
Just for the fund* I

PAUL NEWMAN
ROetUT REOFOftt)
KATNAMNE ROSS.

BUTCH CASSIDY AMP
THE SUNDANCE KID

PxU

Today 1 M S JO ID
Twi Lilt Hour J 00 S JO

Today ! 00 i 00 I 00

Twi Lilt Hour IH i»t — n is

Why arc they saying It's

tneone movie you
should %€€ thh year?|
Ask anyone

jlx_

CHARLES BRONSON
MR MAJESTTK"

Today 2 oo Ms — | is

Twi LiI» Hour I IS s 45 - SI JS

* Adult Admission During Matinees - $1.50

MDC CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

Cur Stuff — n;is cans, approved. "< gal.
used S-'>: 2 reconditioned Chev. 28" . ads
till: flSllXlS tires. 2 studded snows. I

radial, used. I new polyglas Call Bob 253-

IMI.

AUTO FOR SALE

67 Red \\". (a!» »«•-!«?* -«er 5. 1.175.

'CI (hev. runs $100 lei 1-266-36*6.

I'M*. Ponliar Tempest :t speed 26 MPG
excellent condition. I.ynne 545-267* days,

25:1-3796 nights.

1972 Chev Vega, silver w. black interior,

w.w tires, I speed trans., radio, exc
condition. MJM or best offer 546-4510

Mustang. 1*65. 8 cyl.. automatic, good
engine * power. I Reasonable. Ray I^S-
trVO

1968 Chevy CI6 Carryall w rebuilt 6 cyl.

256 cu. in. eng.. 3 spd column shift. Rubber
is excellent. Asking $1200, bat I will accept
negotiate. Al Bromberger 203 Oiadbourne
545-4717.

1976 MGB. good shape, new clutch, etc.

665-2435. Best offer. Dave.

71 Chev. Nova, excellent condition,
power st br. AM-FM service record. $1640
or best offer. 254MH82. 5 - 7 p.m.

I 'ITU .'ill! I Misun for sale. Rest offer. Call
Wl-IWil

Kial Rfi Rarer 1670. F.xcellent

mechanical condition. 9J mpg. $750. 253-

7211.

I'lvmnuth Satellite. i.x. automatic, ps.

small M, excellent condition, low mileage.
$IH.-i or best offer. Boh 25:1-72(1.

Kial M50 ( oupe. MB, little rusty hut 10

mill! Super running. $150. 25:1-7241.

I'l> Kuis.n.i. I dr . small x, automatic.
Hi i» nil.ilili' transportation $2.<o. 2.VI-71MI

FOR RENT

Amherst—Brittany Manor — On free
UMass bus line. No lease required
Amazingly big 2 bedrooms with all the
comforts of home. Applianced k'tchens,
wall to wall carpeting, master TV antenna,
heat and air cond.. motorcycle racks. 2

pools, a tennis courts, football. Softball &
badminton lawns. 24 hr. resident mng ft

maintenance. 2 bedrms from $230. Call 413-

256-8534.

2 bedroom, carpeted, on v »iass bv
route. $205 ir-'udes all utilities, electric
heat, dishwasher, air conditioning. King
Philip Apis.. Sunderland. 665-2562.

KM«-n»shed Apts I, 2. 2i, rms. 9 mos.
lease — Sept. I - June I. Air-cond.. pool,

parking. Near shopping and theaters
Reasonable rents. Amherst Motel. Rt. 9.

opp Zavre's

Sunderland — Mt. Sugarloaf — On free
I Mass bus line. No lease required Be cool
in the pool or in vour fantastic air con-
ditioned 2 bedrm. wall-wall carpeting, self

cleaning ovens, dishwashers, disposals,
laundry facilities. Master TV antenna. 24

hr. resident manager, maintenance crew.
Renting at $220 including utilities. Call us
413-665-3856.

2 room cottage in Bernardston — stove
and refrig. furnished — 25 mins from
I'Mass. $160 per month plus utilities.

Phone 648-9296.

ROOM WANTED

\ced room in rural house within 6 miles
I t Mass. 'ilH-1077. Keep Irsing.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Own Hm. i lidrm 'Mi I'tillion $77. Slese
l l Jii or slop b> i. in ji in 1. 1. nl pi I

HELP WANTED

Karn up (o $280 in 2 weeks of part time
work from Sept. 16-27. Stage West in West
Springfield needs studer's to sell season
tickets Call 1-781-4476 if interested.

t ompetent pianist with interest in

theatre for dinner theatre work. Call 549-

2lil5.

t'ampus and local representatives
needed for nationwide employment
search. Klexible hours, wonderful op-
portunity. Kor full info write Sumner
\d\ertising to. P.O. Rox 643. Peoria, II.

«IML
Babysitter needed Tues. 4 Thura.

mornings (9:15 - 11:66) in 3 yr. old boy's
home. Near campus. 256-K395.

Looking lor home for K mo. male dog:
househroken. mostly. <hepard. call 6-6623.

Part time sec'v

i nret'd.

Apply room 426. SI

RIDE WANTED

Hide needed dally from llolvoke to
I Mass (or 9:66 class, (all evenings. 532-

5133. Will pay

.

PERSONALS

Karate: Hlark or brown belt to work out

and rank white eager to learn 546-6726

Michelle.

Fred — Jim Nasium is looking for you to

say Hi! Contact Lambda Chi Alpha?

Peiigol lici. S*i, for parts. Columbo
special' Will HeliAer (all Hob 03-7241.

lil (oriair convert. Kvcrllenl body A
top. Needs motor Will deliver, 115:1-7211

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Iriiimiili I imi i, mi fsj n,i tl | , lln^ ratj

a lie i i, p m jiti, ih", i.

\ .iiiiili.i ; ,ii |i*6 l mi

II.Hlei Ii.iihKhh Sprint, ' "nil

; iiiwitiiles Mpeclatly adapted Red Wing"
limit h.iK. Like in « i need money for
school I usi linn i.ikis ii linn -j|i|

WANTED

Wanted Prison to share rewarding
communal li\ inn situation with I adults & I

ihild Own 1 mini in attractive house.

Maple si am We don't want a boarder or

,1 si \ist Musi be willing to share
hiHi*i»iiik. t unking A expenses
1 reason. 1 hie \ In wink al openness. Call

T '.'I I 71.1 M'LI l»

SERVICES

Special campus rates are available for

TIMK, SPORTS ILL . PLAYBOY and OCT
magazines, (all 546-4425.

Horses Hoarded — to minutes from
campus — Box stalls, trails, pasture, large
field for hunt course. Call 545-27MI day or
:i2:i-l05fi evening.

( ampus Clubs and Organitations: I in

you want to publish high quality

newsletter, pamphlet, magaiine or
booklet '.".'? Let the Message Company help
iiiu write, layout, design and print HI!

Reasonable fees. Contact .Icrn at 25:1 ixfi'i

for Information.

Ill I I - \11dio rep.ur j r|,n service, work
nuii.inteed \l 1 .1 h III I 1 t all 5l<»-2Hlil

Affec. older cat. spay., fern. Lge. supply
food & litter provided. 549-3829.

ENTERTAINMENT

Bob the DJ is back and the bands are on
the run. More music for less money . Dance
and trivia contests, nonstop nostalgia 536-
6675.

CALCULATORS

Calculator Sale — College Calculators
offers lowest prices anywhere. All models
available. Texas last.. Hewall Packard.
I'nJcom. All machines new and guar, with
2 mtb replacement warranty... Before yon
buy a calculator, call me. I can beat any
price anywhere I -oofc far my posters
around campus for detail, Then call Bob
Crowell at 549-1316.

MISCELLANEOUS

Instruction - Piano lessons K*B
(ountrv popular exp. performer - also
bass. 256-xim call 6:36

Instruction • Kor nonscience majors:
Kelativitt iphysics 116): World Beyond
Our Senses iiiih Contemporary
Problems fltjl; Science For Science
Fiction Headers 110 • Concepts Of
Phxsics 1 mi; Physics For Elem. Ed
Majors 1 1:1111 ; \ir Polution H90B) - I CR
mini course See course listings or inquire
in llashrouck 1 10 or call $45-2467.

Instruction Martial Arts Self con-
fidence discipline defense three nights

weekly loin YMt \ Judo Jujitsu Karate
MU-76M

loh Available - Women's studies
program has I lilt WK position available
for an undergrad. Past in\olvement with
women's mn\emenl or studies required
Headline to apply Sept IK Kor more info

call M'. I*S in drop by 506 (ioodell.

\ oga courses beginners, intermediates.
Kxperienced teacher Call $19 MH

Itoh is Imi k In Inn mhii sit k or decrepit

hi taty m.ike model, year I nio.id \our

heaiLit In lot l.isl $MI!$ 2S:t fill

1 ill KIP Mil II XSSI KS" Hoh is hark
la liv it Miihl No joh Inn MBOll, ferefgij or
dollicstit No lnii mtihtdil J.,,; ;ZU.

P»o|ili (Ml We.il Plan |f Min enlin

1 link in.' 01 1 .isinii.iih ,x goad inexpensive
eating A would like in mm eating group (m
dinners hn .tied in Northeast |im m nr'ra

I .ill 1. 'Mi I Mini

Woman's wrist watch between xxmpl
and littl I

s.|.|,i (:, .„ ,.,1 ,,. ,,!„

I imt Hlite XVI lom suitcase Kew^id
I Hill ,1'lt.Wt

Photo Passports. Kast sect ice & camera
repairs Lang's Photo 153-31*1.

Music I estons in all instruments and
ton i will he nlfi-reil this fall through the
Preparatory IMvtuiea al the 1 Mas* ivm
'I Mnsli II |fj| -liniMntt
mill tint** 1,1 teaehinil latult\ or

deadline Kent
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AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC.
Come and see how you can talk to

the world-Free! Ham-radio is alive
and well at UMass. Meeting next
Weds, nite 7:00 in 803 C.C.

CHRISTIANS
IVCF invites you to come and join

us tonight in the C.C. at 7:30. See
daily schedule for room.
CONCERT DANCE GROUP
Concert Dance Group will meet

beginning Weds., Sept. 11 at 7 p.m.
North Physical Education Building,

upstairs studio.

DANCE GROUP
Beginning dan:e group will meet

starting Monday, Sept. 9 at 7 p.m.,
North Physical Education Building,

upstairs studio.

HEALTH INSURANCE
An information session on the new

Supplementary Insurance Plan for

students and their dependents will be

held by the University Health Ser-

vices on Sept. 9 at 12 noon in C.C. 917.

HEYMAKERS
Demonstration Dance, Tuesday at

6:30 p.m. in Quad, everyone invited.

Please attend...

HILLEL COUNCIL MEETING
Open meeting. Come and bring

your ideas and suggestions, Tuesday
at 5:00 p.m. in S.U. 302.

INNKEEPERS
Organizational meeting Tuesday at

7:00 p.m. Present and past executive

officers contact HRTA office for info.

Gun Control

Debate
The League of Women Voters

will hold its Fall Opening Meeting

Thursday, September 19, at 7:30

p.m. in the Amherst Junior High

School Cafeteria.

The program which is open to

the publi is "Hand Gun Control

Reform. Presenting opposing
views will e Gary Hayes and Steve

Thornton Mr. Hayes, who is for

further i trol, works for Boston

Police C missioner DiGrazia. Mr.

Thorntc
member
League.

n Amherst resident, is a

.he Gun Owners Action

UMass Police

Emergency

Number

5-3111

flannel
shirts

extra

FROM THE AREAS LARGEST

JEA1M0 6TQRE
CLOMNG FOR /MEN & WOMEN'

Notices

NAIADS
Former NAIADS, meeting today at

W.O.P.E pool 5:00 6.30 (land and
water)

OUTING CLUB
Come to the first meeting of the

year Monday night at 6:30 p.m. in

C.C. 101. Newcomers welcome.
POLO CLUB STARTS

All old members and new in-

terested people in the waterpolo club

should come to first meeting-
practice, Tonight at 8:15 in Boyden
Gym, PE class at 7:00.

PROGRAM COUNCIL
Opening meeting. All interested old

and new programmers are requested
to come to the opening meeting of the

year. We'll see you in C.C. 162 175 at

7:15.

SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY
The UMass Science Fiction Society

has moved to C.C. 921. As soon as we

get organized hours will be posted on
the door.

SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMERS
NAiad workshops and tryouts will

be held Sept. 10, 11, 12 at 5:00 p.m. in

the North PE. pool. All interested

men and women welcome. Contact
Pat 5 2324.

VETERANS
BX meets Monday at 8 p.m. in

Commuter Lounge, lower level
Student Union.

WOMEN'S SWIM TEAM
All women interested in com

petitive swimming or diving.
Practice 3:305:00 p.m. today
Monday Friday North P. E. Pool.
Contact Pat 5 2324 for info.

LOST

10 month old black and tan skinny
German Shepard (Sulkie) at Concert
at Stadium Call Diane 546-4555.

Crossword Puzzler

ACROSS

1 Youngster
4 Remunerated*
8 Meadow
11 Before
12 Singing voice
13 Preposition
15 Unoccupied
17 Scold
19 Pronoun
20 Anger
21 Small child

22 Spanish plural

article

23 Walk in water
25 Preposition
26 Sagacious
27 Cyprinoid fish

28 Obese
29 Possessed
30 Symbol for

tellurium

31 Member of cat
family

33 Sun god
35 Mild expletive
36 Goddess of

healing

37 Container
38 Presentation
40 Skill

41 Domesticate
42 River island

43 Bitter vetch
44 Deface
45 Negative

prefix

46 Devoured
47 Restricted
50 Clothed
52 Journey
54 Female sheep
55 Mournful
56 Lampreys
57 Mans

nickname

DOWN

1 Unit of

Bulgarian cur-
rency

2 Macaw
3 Determine

4 Sheet of glass
5 In music, high
6 Pronoun
7 Giver of gift

8 Piece of cut
timber

9 Printer's

measure
10 One of Three

Musketeers
14 Bacteriologist's

wire
16 Exist
18 Near
21 Wavers
22 Cover
23 Intellect

24 Fruit drink

25 Cooling device
26 Armed conflict

28 Novelty
29 Pronoun
31 Animal's loot
32 Strike-

33 Male sheep

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By Stella Wilder

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 7) - Business

arrangements can be made well ahead of

time. Keep to your own method of

operation at this time; another's can wait

its turn. (Sept. 8 Sept 22) - Stick to a

schedule that has proven feasible in the

past. To try new ways and means at this

time could mean to introduce a definite

sour note.

LIBRA: (Sept. 23-Oct. 7) - Keep ap-

pointments even though you may have to

put yourself out considerably to do so.

There is no point turning another against

vou. (Oct. 8-Oct. 22) - Concentrate on
those activities which require you to use

your mental capacities to the utmost.

Don't be persuaded into taking the easy

way out.

SCORPIO: (Oct. 23-Nov. 7) - If your
are wise, you will meet whatever events
occur when they occur. To put off vour
responsibilities is to forfeit success. (Nov.
8-Nov. 21) - Although problems on the

home front may not have financial gain as

an incentive to their solution, they must
nut be neglected. Tackle them at once!
SAGITTARIUS: (Nov. 22-Dec. 7) -

This is not the "take it easy" week you
may have expected. Do what you can to

adjust to situations and circumstances that

arise. (Dec. 8 Dec. 21) - Make no
mistakes as to what issues are involved in

your success this week. There is very little

margin for error built into present events.

CAPRICORN: (Dec. 22-Jan. 5) -
Conserve your energies. Make an effort to

remain calm, to swim easily and laxity with

the prevailing current. Fight against

nothing. (Jan. 6-Jan. 19) — Although you
have imagination and creativity, you would
do well to keep both under absolute

control this week. Remain calm.
AQUARIUS: (Jan. 20-Feb. 3) -

Problems of employment may make it

difficult for you to meet another's demand
this week. Do what you can and then don't
worry! (Feb. 4-Feb. 18) — You would do
well to hold your enthusiasms in check all

through the week. Approach your work
affirmatively, but don't go overboard with

eagerness*.

PISCES (Feb. 19- March 5) - If you
would undertake a conciliatory course of

action, make sure that those with whom
relations are strained and are ready and
willing. (March 6-March 20) - You could

make an error of identification early in the

week that would cause you regrets for

many weeks to come.

ARIES: (March 21 -April 4) - The future

success or failure of this week's activities

depends upon your willingness to adapt to

present circumstances. Bend with the

wind. (April 5-April 19) - Personal

contacts will not be as helpful this week as

vou had hoped. Trust, instead, to vour

ability to help yourself proaress.
TAURUS: (April 20-May 5) - You

should be able to get a clear picture of your

immediate future this week. Take care not

to underestimate your ability to adapt to

ills. (May 6 May 20) - A business

association may cause you considerable

trouble this week. Don't be alarmed if you
are unable to change things to suit

yourself.

GEMINI: (May 21 -June 6) - Make
decisions wisely, but don't expect
everything you decide on to turn out your

way. Develop old plans into new methods
of operation. (June 7-June 20) — Make all

plans in accordance with what you know
from past experience you are capable of

ar.rnmnliRhina.'
CANCER: (June 21 -July 7) - A new

professional project could prove more than
vou expected where hours and labor are
concerned. Find relief through the at
tainment of new knowledge. (July 8-July
22) - Depend upon your own knowledge
and your own ability to act. If you depend
upon others, you may be in for genuine
disappointment.
LEO: (July 23-Aug. 7) - Keep financial

issues from boiling over at this time. You
would do well to ask for professional help
early in the week.

34 Mature
35 Obtained
37 Unproductive
38 Levantine

ketch
39 Mounds
40 Rugged moun-

tain crest
41 Sailor (colloq.)

43 Latin conjunc-
tion

44 Charts
46 Sum up
47 Nothing
48 Be in debt
49 Marry
51 Cooled lava

53 Note of scale

#C©>/np<v& lc*f>*rs^
~

H3RIGHT- VVE TAKE f\f\ (TM
all PA GOWA J V 9R

FRO* YOU/ '

Hi ATININO
SCENE- MAIL - TRVW
Dfifvn /ytfc CRAZf/

Dtstr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inr
II

I CAN HARPLY U)AlT FOR
AW TEACHER To 6££ IT...

HAVE Y0V \N0, 1 HAVENT HAP
LOOKED -AT TlME t t5vTuJHAT
IT HtWRSELf, DIFFERENCE DOES
-SIR? J IT MAKE 7 I'M SURE

HEPiPAGOOPJOfr

G>'

I HOn SHE APPfcKlATES
THE LITTLE IMPROVEMENTS
I PUT IN...

*~/i

THE WIZARD OP ID by Brut parkar and Johnny hart

H. C

( look at that; AO BILLIOM
T&NS OF S*tOW, . AND >OU
STILL SAY, "NO TWO
^N0WFLA*E€> ARE ALIKE* f

by Johnny hart

>rt*J vVANKA
c^eox'EAACxrrP .. H6CKOP A

theory...

»
^Jlft

ar •- v , „

.
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DelMonte
Cream Corn

Cans Ml

Stop & Shop
Instant Coffee

President's

Blend
10oz. Jar I49

Hawaiian
Punch

46 oz.
Can

Assorted
Flavors 39

Ajax
Detergent
84 oz. s,g49
box JJJJ>

Get your Stop & Shopsworth!

StopttShop
Grapefruit
SECTIONS

16 oz.

Can 29
SaranWrap

100 fit. roll

Jumbo
Size Roll 69

'!*"»• c"c*d 'p' s* t not «*« >*bi * case io'» o' la ot**» r«t*il deeper* <>' who<*w • >»

V
Starts Monday. Sept. 9 - Saturday, Sept. 1

4

Tang Inst. Orange Drink "j. ,

1 $
1
29

Geisha Solid White Tuna ^S *V S

Ajax Cleaner - All Purpose &3 99c

Bathroom Tissue wmhwt-***** 59°

Luncheon Napkins VoS&X" 39c

Glad Food Storage Bags "AT" 89°

Glad Lawn Cleanup Bags *$g" $
1
59

Shake 'N Bake-Chicken Ig- 97c

Snow Crop
12 oz Orange Juice

100% Orange iuice

Irom Florida 49
8? 99cJeno's Cheese Pizza >«

»

Birds Eye Tasti-Fries 3 X£8P
Taste O'Sea Flounder Fillets VV,' 99°

Taste O'Sea Haddock Dinner*",' 59°

89c

95c

3 9 oz
Ptgt

1] OI
Pkg

•Mt« QJjc

Green Beans J5ESSU
Sara Lee Brownies
Sara Lee Cakes
C^ocoiite and German Chocolate OranQt. Banana and Devils Food

Hendrie's Ice Milk Bar v™ ^ oms89c

Specials from our dairy case!

OrangeJuice
49Sun Glory - Vi Gallon Carton

Just pour and serve.

Cottage Cheese
Cheese Food Spread
Merico English Muffins

Sliced Swiss Cheese
Cheese Food Slices

S.ail.st 12 oi AQc
light 'n Linly Cup H!T

del 5 2 IB.

D.i.qm PkQ

Dormant

99c

3 10 oz. $4
Cunt a. I

59c

Conta.

n or
Pkq

Stop 4 Shoo ph
" 79°

indv Wrapped American - White or Yellow

From our own bakery!

White Bread
Stop & Shop Sliced

Yah Yah Buttercrest 2 sa«floavet ,^HL

Regular or Split

English Muffins
Stop & Shop

11V4 oz. Package of 6 3 s

l
Sidney L. Goldstein, President

Stop & Shop Supermarkets

One of The Stop & Shop Companies

"Everything
you have a right

to expect
we'll do our best
to give you"

promise

No matter what the
name is. . . it's still

Great Beef!
Stop & Shop has a free booklet to help you
understand the new Uniform Meat Labeling

Program. Now that the meat
industry has adopted standard
names you'll need it.

Come in for your copy.
Now, the more than 1,000 retail meat cut names have
been reduced to about- 300 standard names. Our book-
let will help you recognize your tavorite cuts under their

new names. Although the names may be different, you
still get the same great beef, naturally tender and flavor-

ful .. . with the same helpful "Cooking with Color" labels

that tell you the best way to cook each cut.

Blade Steak
iM^ Beef Chuck

Formerly-Chuck

Steak-1st Cuts
(Bone-In)

Under Blade Steak Oft
Beef Chuck - Formerly California Chuck Steak (Bone-In) *^^^

Top Blade Steak *>"<*>»
$

J
S

J69

lb.

c

79
lb

Boneless

Beef Chuck - Formerly Boneless Blade Steak

Cubed Steak q^"^^ ^^^
Beef Chuck - Formerly Cubed Chuck Steak

BeefChuck forStew *129

lb

Formerly Stewing Beef 1 lb

Lean Center Cut

Pork Loin Chops
Formerly Center Cut Pork Chops

Lean delicious chops cut from tender young government
inspected pork and trimmed of extra fat and bone. 129

Merit Brand - One Lb. Package

A great way to start the day off

Stop & Shop Sliced Bologna^ $
1
w

2 lb. Picnic Pac Franks s»i»« *1"

Imp. Danish Ham « 98* k ,' 99°

Stop & Shop Bologna %•;?. T 89c

Stop & Shop Liverwurst £5 ST 79=

Knockwurst or Franks"^*" %; $
1
19

Individual Bologna
Individual Salami

I -
'?oi $-119
Rom I

Mc-f.io" i} oi $<29
no I15cm

Sliced in our Service Deli
* .a *t * 4) stores Mi » tcvci de*

Nepco Cold Cuts
Old fashioned quality

Get your Stop & Shopsworth 1

Vi

lb.

Old Fashioned Deli Franks °? $
1
39

S*oo A Shoo

Carando Pepperoni £' $1"

Carando Cooked Salami fSS. S 79°

Provolone Cheese or,,c.», %• »1 59

Fresh Flounder
Fillets J**
Taste O'Sea Fillets

c
T?,:,',£r l£ *1 19

Turbot Fillets Frozen p 89°

Announcing...
something new from

our Kitchen!

lb.

t*109lb.Country Style Ribs
Pork Loin - Formerly Country Style Pork Bibs

Boneless Sirloin Cutlets T*9

Pork Loin - Formerly Boneless Pork Cutlets - Loin

Blade Chops •—•.»*
Pork Loin - Formerly Blade Cut Pork Chops

TOP JLOm I«OctSl Flavorful and tender

Pork Loin - Formerly Boneless Pork Rib Roast

99f

1?
CALIFORNIA

Healthy savings from our Garden of Eatin'!

rtlett Pears 8 7Q<
\ Rubber Plants e»p°» *2" ^^ ™ **

'-

J California Sunkist Oranges 10 98

1 Pound Packages

Let our chefs help you with these
"meal-in-a-minute" entrees!

Macaroni&Cheese
Deltnonico mc

Potatoes '»-*fl 9VM

Macaroni&Beet
Quick and delicious ... 1 lb.

serves two for pennies p*g 8*
A«*'iaO!t "> siom featuring * Mrtnc. a«i<

Imported Danish

Glazed Ham

Cooked Chicken 7USS5SV 6 75c

Roast Beef
Turkey Breast

Great for buffets

and sandwiches'

Qui.ty- Vi $489
Protected" lb. •

Wnite Oem %4 79
Routed — v> lb I

"How to satisfy the

eating Machines."
See "Consumerisms."
Learn how to make nutrition

fun tor your kids. We tell you
where to send for a free
booklet "Food Is More Than
Just Something to Eat".

Read the good news about
potatoes too, and try our
classy potato recipe. Pick

up your "Consumerisms"
at any Stop & Shop.

1lb SlicedBacon

STOP & SHOP iirHADLEY AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst Line. 8:00 a.m.10.00 p.m., Mon.-Sat.
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NFL

Exhibition

Round Up
By NEIL HERSHBERG
UP/ SPORTS WRITER

If the Minnesota Vikings and the

Miami Dolphins, the two par-

ticipants in Super Bowl VIII last

season, have any weaknesses, they

weren't in evidence Saturday night

as both clubs wound up preseason

play with convincing victories.

The defending world champion
Dolphins rode 'he 40-year-old arm

of Earl Morrall to a 30-7 victory over

the Chicago Bears. The Dolphins

waited until there were nine

minutes left in the second quarter

before they made a first down and

then scored 10 quick points in the

final 1:34 of the half.

Bob Griese hit Paul Warfield on a

40 yard TD pass and Garo
Yepremian added a 48-yard field

goal.

Morrall entered the game in the

second half and promptly launched

the Dolphins on successive touch-

down drives of 73 and 68 yards,

ending them with scoring passes of

21 yards to Howard Twilley and 19

yards to Martin Briscoe.

Morrall was 7-for-7 for 102 yards

passing before he was lifted for

third string quarterback Don
Strock.

Bob Berry passed for three

touchdowns and Oscar Reed ran

for three more to spur the Vikings

to a 42 romp over the San Diego
Chargers.

Berry, subbing for injured Fran

Tarkenton, hit on 13 of 15 passes

for 198 yards before leaving the

game midway in the third quarter.

Chuck Foreman, last year's NFC
offensive Rookie of the year,

rushed for 109 yards in 11 carries in

the first half as the Vikings ripped

College Football Roundup

Holloway evens Tennessee with UCLA

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1974

By UNITED PRESS
INTERNATIONAL

Tennessee Coach Bill Battle

decided to settle for a 17-17 tie with

UCLA on national television

Saturday when he saw quarterback

Condredge Holloway come up
limping after a spectacular 12-yard

touchdown run.

Holloway, who missed more than

half the game with a shoulder

injury, came back in the fourth

quarter and directed an 80-yard

drive climaxed by his scoring burst

with 3:11 left.

The stylish quarterback hurdled

several Bruin defenders to get into

the end zone and came up limping.

"I thought about going for two
on the extra point but Holloway got

up limping after the touchdown
run and that changed my mind,"

said Battle. Instead, Ricky

Townsend booted the extra point

to give the 15th-ranked Vols the tie

with the 12th-ranked Bruins.

Holloway, an all-Southeast

conference selection last year, was
hurl in the first quarter after

Tennessee built a 10-0 lead and

without him the Vol offense

became a shambles of missed

assignments and inept ball han-

dling.

"With Holloway in the game
more, they would have given us

more trouble," conceded UCLA
Coach Dick Vermeil.

Holloway and UCLA's John
Sciarra staged a shootout that went

to the last 14 seconds when UCLA
placekicker Brett White missed a

40-yard field goal attempt.

Sciarra had the best of it

statistically, passing for 212 yards

and one touchdown and running

for 154 more yards for a total 366 in

total offense, while Holloway got

148 yards through the air and one
touchdown.

In other games among ranked

teams, No. 16 North Carolina State

pounded Wake Forest 33-15 and
No. 13 Arizona State shocked No.

10 Houston 30-9. No. 18 Tulane's

game with Mississippi was post-

poned because of hurricane

warnings.

Wolfpack quarterback Dave
Buckey passed for two touch-

downs and ran for another as

defending champion N. C. State

chopped down Wake Forest in an

Atlantic Coast conference game.

N. C. State, owner of a 9-3 record

as well as a Liberty Bowl victory in

1973, was plagued by 74 yards in

first half penalties which kept the

Wolfpack lead to 3-0 at halftime.

Wake Forest managed only one win

the Chargers' defense for 289 yards

and five touchdowns before in-

termission.

The Dolphins, who have won 26

out of 28 games the past two
seasons, romped to their second
consecutive Super Bowl victory

with a 24-7 triumph over the

Vikings in Houston last January.

Miami and Minnesota finished with

identical 12-2 records in the 1973

campaign and are rated the

favorites to win their divisional

championships again this season.

Regular season competition begins

next week.

In other Saturday games it was
New Orleans 24 Houston 16;

Detroit 21 Cleveland 7; and Oakland

31 New York Jets 6.

Wide receivers Doug Winslow

"Let's get over to Valley

Motorsports and get you some
new wheels. John and Jerrv

have Kawasaki's coming out

of their ears."

VALLET MOTORSPORTS
INC.

MIRING ST.

NORTHAMPTON
5K4-730:t

NAIAD TRV00TS

Are you interested in syn-

chronized swimming?
Are you creative?

Do you like music?
Well, then, it's a workshop.

TIME: September 10, 11, 12

(Tuesday, Wednesday, Thurs-

day), 5:00 6:30 p.m.

PLACE: W.O.P.E. (NO.P.E.)
Pool.

Any interested man or

woman of any synchronized

swimming level-beginner
through advanced — is

welcome. Come see about
NAIADs Aquatic Art Club and
learn with us.

OUTING CLUB
HIKING

X COUNTRY SKIING

MOUNTAINEERING

KAYAKING

CONSERVATION

ROCK CLIMBING

CAVING

SN0WSH0EING

CANOEING

TRAYING

L

Newcomers are welcome to our first meeting

of the year,

6:30 p.m. Monday, Sept. 9 in CC 101.

and Joel Parker ran for a touch-

down apiece on end around plays

to spark the Saints to a come-from-

behind 24 16 victory over Houston.

Altie Taylor and Charlie Sanders

scored touchdowns in a 3:16 span

early in the third quarter to lead

Detroit over the Browns.

Rookie quarterback Larry

Lawrence passed 44 yards for one
touchdown and ran 19 to set up
another as Oakland defeated the

Jets.

Sport Notices
Women's Varsity Tennis--

Members of the Women's Varsity

tennis team and interested can-

didates should report to Boyden

tennis courts on Tuesday, Sep-

tember 10 at 4 p.m. For information

call Coach Sally Ogilvie, 545-2557.

Fall Baseball Tryouts -All in-

terested candidates who want to

try out for the upcoming season,

please see Coach Bergquist in his

office. Room 217 Boyden. Tryouts

will be held from Monday, Sep-

tember 9th to Thursday, September

12th from 3-5 p.m. on the Varsity

field. Please bring your own
equipment.

Rugby Club-All those interested

m playing rugby, practices take

place Tuesday, Wednesday and

Thursday at 4:30, on the Boyden
fields behind the tennis courts.

Fveryone welcome; no previous

experience necessary. There will be

a meeting on Wednesday night at

7:30, in room 903 Campus Center

for all new and old members.
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looking for an alternative to four

traditional course load?

Interested in the area of

Juvenile Delinauencf?

The M.A.R.Y. program offers 12 credits for a

semester's commitment to a youth from the Dept. of

Youth Services.

Call S2B61

or come to

381 Hills South

for more info.

REGISTER HOW
hi

ORCHARD HILL COURSES
* Open to ALL University Students *

Come to 103 Field House, Orchard Hill

Monday - Friday, 9-5.

COURSES INCLUDE

Vocations and Education
Society and Arts

Creative Writing
African-American Music

Women and Society

Survival on Earth
Ethnic Studios

Legal Studios

and many, many more

Public Health

Urban Affairs

Racial Consciousness

OUTREACH Practice

Course descriptions and scheduling information available at

Registration Desk, 103 Field House
or phone 545-2882
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sports scoreboard

AMERICAN LEAGUE STANDINGS

New York
Boston
Baltimore
Cleveland
Milwaukee
Detroit

Oakland
Texas
Kansas City

Chicago
Minnesota
California

W. L PCT. G.B
74 65 .532 -
74 65 .532 -
73 66 .525 1

68 70 .493 5 1

/,

67 74 .475 8
65 75 .464 9Vi

W. L. PCT. G.B.
80 61 .567 -

75 67
70 69
70 71

69 71

528 5V4
.504 9
496 10
493 10'/,

55 86 .390 25

SATURDAY'S RESULTS

Detroit 8 New York 3, 1st

New York 1 Detroit 0, 2nd
Baltimore 3 Cleveland 2
Texas 8 Oakland 2
Boston 4 Milwaukee 3, 10 innings
California 3 Chicago 1, night
Kansas City 1 Minnesota 0, night

SUNDAY'S RESULTS

Cleveland 7 Baltimore 4
Boston 8 Milwaukee 6
Detroit 11 New York 3
Minnesota 8 Kansas City 4
Texas 5 Oakland 1

Chicago 1 California

joardj

NATIONAL LEAGUE STANDINGS

EAST

Pittsburgh

St Louis
Philadelphia

New York
Montreal
Chicago

W. L. PCT. G.B
76 63 .547 -

74 66
69 71

64 73
61 76

.529

493
2V>

7V>

.467 11

.445 14

56 81 .409 19

WEST

Los Angeles
Cincinnati

Atlanta

Houston
San Francisco
San Diego

W.
87

84
78
71

64

51

L.

52

56

63
68
76

90

PCT.
.626

.600

.553

.511

.457

.362

G.B.

3 V,

10

16
23'/-

37

SATURDAY'S RESULTS

Chicago 3 Philadelphia
San Diego 8 Houston 4

Cincinnati 7 Los Angeles 5
St Louis 2 New York 1

San Francisco 6 Atlanta
Pittsburgh 6 Montreal 5, 12

SUNDAY'S RESULTS

Pittsburgh 8 Montreal 2
New York 5 St. Louis 3
Philadelphia 11 Chicago 10

Los Angeles 7 Cincinnati 4
Atlanta 5 San Francisco 3
Houston 3 San Diego 2

Skycycle is a bust
cont. from back page
The "Skycycle" was 13 feet long,

about 450 pounds and powered by
steam. The take-off ramp reached

108 feet into the air and was tilted

56 degreeu. There was a three-foot

pogo pole in the nose for softening

his landing.

Several Hollywood stars —
including John Wayne, Steve
McQueen Elvis Presley and Dustin

Hoffman — were on hand as were
President Ford's sons, John, 22,

and Steve, 19. And there was
Bobby Riggs, tennis hustler, who
beat Knievel out of a $25,000 bet by
riding a motorcycle here from Las

Vegas in less than 72 hours.

Knievel, a onetime hubcap thief

and bank robber who now prides

himself on being a "big spender"
and lover, dreamed up the idea of a

super-jump eight years ago. At first

he planned to rocket over the

Grand Canyon, but he switched to

the Snake River after trouble with

the Interior Department.

The night before his crack at the

Snake River was spent at his home
in Butte. Mont., 200 miles away.

Despite the futile attempt, the

blastoff earned Knievel at least $6
million from total receipts estimated
at $26 million by the promoter of

the event and the closed-circuit

television.

The rocket was only in the air a

couple of seconds before two
parachutes popped out, the first

being a drag chute. Knievel and the

craft - which looked like a kiddies'

carnival rocket - floated gently to

the river bank 600 feet below the
rim of the canyon.

Knievel climbed from the rocket

and waved to the anxious crowd to

signal his well-being. The crowd
cheered wildly.

A boat and three helicopters

rushed to the touchdown spot.

Knievel climbed into the red

motorboat - again waving to the

crowds on both sides of the jagged-

The parachute which saved
Knievel's life opened just two
seconds after the launch at 3:35

p.m. MDT. Just before liftoff,

Knievel exuded confidence and
said: "I'll be back."

There had been two previous test

flights. Both attempts failed.

However, Truax said the tests were
designed only to check certain

facets of the flight and it was
known the two craft would not

make it all the way across the

canyon. Their wreckage was placed

near the launch site for everyone to

see.

Knievel's rocket landed just as it

was supposed to — with its nose
down. The pogo stick shock ab-

sorber made the craft bounce a

couple of times on a rocky out-

cropping, then settled down on its

side with Knievel's head up.

Knievel once philosophized
about the jump:

"I believe that 50 percent of the

people don't want Evel Knievel to

tame the canyon. I believe that 45
percent don't want to see me die

either — but they want to be there

in case I do."

When Knievel returned to the

canyon rim, spectators stretched to

touch his white leather jump suit

with blue and white stars

crisscrossing his chest.
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Ken Berry beats Juan Marietta I's pickoff move back to first base in first inning
action at Fenway yesterday. Juan didn't last long, but Dick Pole rescued the for-
tunes of the Sox.

Dick Pole rises to occasion

Red Sox top Milwaukee again
BOSTON [UP/} - The Boston

Red Sox are back in the swing of

things both figuratively and literally.

The Red Sox, whose bats were
dormant during a recently-

concluded eight-game losing

streak, came from behind for the

second day in a row Sunday to

defeat the Milwaukee Brewers, 8-6,

and move back into a first place tie

in the American League East with

the New York Yankees.

And, for the second day in a row,

a darkhorse hero emerged.
Saturday it was Mario Guerrero,

who drove in the winning run with a

bloop single. This time ii was 23-

year-old relief pitcher Dick Pole.

Pole came in for Juan Marichal

with one out in the first and the

bases loaded and two runs in. He
gave up a single to Tim Johnson to

make it 4-0 but didn't allow a run or

an extra base hit until the eighth. By
that time the Red Sox were leading

8-4.

"I was nervous," said Pole.

"They told me afterwards that my
hands were shaking when I

grabbed the ball from Marichal. I'm

always nervous but this time I

settled down."
Pole, who has been riding the

Boston-Pawtucket shuttle all

season, picked up his first win of

the year. The Red Sox now face the

Yankees for a two-game series at

Fenway Park where they have not
lost to New York since 1972.

"We all have to play baseball,"

said veteran Rico Petrocelli. "We
have to do the same thing we've
been doing all along. We lost eight

straight games but we really didn't

play that badly. We kept on fighting

and we still have to do that. Look,
we're not the 1927 Yankees but
neither are they."

The Red Sox snapped a 4-4 tie in

the sixth on a double by Doug

Griffin which scored Petrocelli. who
had walked and moved to second

on a sacrifice. Guerrero then

knocked in Griffin with a single to

left to make the score 6-4.

However, it was a two-run homer

by Dwight Evans in the seventh

that proved decisive. Evans' homer
was the first for Boston since Sept.

1 when Carl Yastrzemski hit one in

Minnesota. The Red Sox have only

had four home runs since the

middle of August.

The Red Sox started their

comeback in the fourth when
designated hitter Cecil Cooper hit a

sacrifice fly to score Juan
Beniquez. In the next inning, Tim
McCarver looped a single to right

and went to second on another

single by Griffin. A sacrifice by
Guerrero moved the runners over,

and after a walk to Tommy Harper
loaded the bases, Beniquez hit a

sacrifice fly to make it 4-2 and
Bernie Carbo followed with a

double to tie the score.

Attention Sports Fans

DON'T FORGET!!! For all those aspiring, young sportswriters

there is a Collegian recruitment meeting on Thursday, September 12

at 8 p.m. in rooms 904-909 in the Campus Center. Come and join the

sports staff. We are especially looking for women sportswriters and
feature writers. So, don't delay, sports fans. Come on down and get

into the action.

This tantalizing cut of steak bears
our brand proudly This dinner

includes a crisp salad with dressing

of your choice, a hot baked potato
and a tasty slice of Bonanza toast

$
1
89

Open Every Day
n a.m. to fp.m.
Located in the

MOUNTAIN FARMS
MALL
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Evel's Skycycle Is A Bust
...but earns him $6 million paycheck

Whatever Goes Up...

By DUSTON HARVEY
TWIN FALLS, Idaho \UPI) - Space-age stuntman

Evel Knievel parachuted in his mini-rocket into the

Snake River Canyon without serious injury Sunday in

a futile — but lucrative — attempt to soar across the

quarter-mile gorge.

Knievel, at least $6 million richer for his seconds-

long flight, explained later that he himself triggered

the chutes which lowered the ricket safely to the

bottom of the 600-foot deep canyon because the

rocket had begin rolling over.

But the producer of the closed-circuit TV of the

super-ballyhooed event said the chutes had been
activated accidentally when Knievel's hand was jolted

loose from the parachute trigger.

Whichever way it happened, Knievel emerged from

the dented "Skycycle X2" waving to the throngs that

lined the rims of the treacherous, lava-walled canyon.

He then was whisked by helicopter back to the launch

site.

The blastoff came at 3:35 p.m. PMT 5:3B p.m. EDT.
The red, white and blue rocket rose from the launch

pad for 8.7 seconds. Then the drag parachute popped
from the tail, pulling out the main chut3. The rocket

floated 600 feet to the rugged canyon floor alongside

the swirling waters of the river.

"The shot almost knocked me out," Knievel said

afterwards.

The 34-year-old cyclist, whose flight made him the

highest price daredevil in history, had trouble getting

off his seat belt.

"Thank God I didn't go into the river or I never

would have made it," he said.

As the "Skycycle" bounced to a stop Knievel's

head was straight up.

Harold Conrad, chief publicist for the promoter,

Top Rank, Inc., said the daredevil "suffered slight

cuts."

The chutes were controlled by a "deadman stick"

which was capable of triggering the chute with the

release of pressure. Knievel said he activated the

chutes.

He said the designer "told me many times that, if I

could ever see any opposite wall of the canyon in-

stead of sky that would mean it was rolling and I

should pull the chute and, thank God he taught me
that. He saved my life."

He added that the rocket was- rolling.

But John Branker, executive producer of the

closed-circuit television operation, said, "The strain of

the G's force of gravity under direct acceleration

loosed his grip on the bar."

Branker also said he was with Knievel's blonde
wife, Linda, and their three children at launch time.

"She thought he was dead," he said. "We all thought
he was dead." He said there was minor bleeding from
the stuntman's nose and eyes.

Knievel made his pre-launch arrival at the launch
site in a helicopter. He alighted with his wife and
children and walked hand-in-hand with his wife to the

star spangled "Skycycle X2," with their sons and
daughter following.

Steam was spewing from the tail of the mini-rocket

as crewmen scurried about making the final

preparations for the blast-off.

Some 30,000 spectators were massed on the south
side of the 4,000-foot wide gorge in the desoiate area,

having paid $25 a ticket to watch the flight.

At 3:17 p.m. Knievel was placed in a chair dangling

from a crane so he could be lifted into the cramped
seat.

"I've never been afraid in my life of dying under any
circumstances," he said in a pre-jump interview.

"Rather than be the victim of a senseless tragedy, I'd

rather be busted into the wind like a meteorite."

He gave a thumbs-up sign as the chair gently lofted

him into "Skycycle X2."

"I'm living a dream they said never could be
dreamed," he told a television interviewer.

The cyclist's cousin, the Rev. Gary Sullivan of

Carroll College in Helena, Mont., gave the benediction
as the wind stirred up the barren land's dust.

"We all pray that he'll have a successful landing,

whether that may be on earth or in heaven," Sullivan

said.

The 34-year-old Knievel, who assumed the first

name "Evel" because it rhymed with his last name,
began his career in stunt jumping at the age of nine

when he rode*a bicycle over an obstacle.

Now 25 years later - he claims some 300
motorcycle jumps and only 1 1 crashes. His defiance of

nature earned him 50 bone fractures over the years.

The rocket was the creation of Robert C. Truax, a

former president of the American Rocket Society and
an engineer who worked on the Polaris missile. A safe

landing guaranteed him $100,000 to be collected

Monday.

turn to page 19

Must Come Down

Evel Knievel's skycycle begins its very short-lived
trip through space.

Dave Eibel

It was a big sleaze
To put it mildly Evel Knievel's jump over the Snake River Canyon in

Idaho was a joke. For the thousands who paid twenty-five dollars to see

this glorified folk-hero "risk his life" it was a ripoff.

Let's compare the fans along the canyon rim, to the fans at Indianapolis

on Memorial Day for the 500. In the first place they are there to see human
beings race each other at inhuman speeds. But most importantly they are

there to see men look death in the face and not even bat an eyelash.

Racing drivers are extensions of each and every one of us. They express

the daring, courage, and brashness which we'd all like to have, or say we
have, but which, deep down we know we don't have. So we use
surrogates to feel what we are not, and what few of us can be.

The fans at Snak? River Canyon were massed to see Evel Knievel flirt

with death. Would he make it to the other side and crash or would he fall

into the abyss and disappear forever, or would he land unscathed on the

other side? Most of the onlookers wanted Knievel to make it over the

canyon and live to jump other canyons, other Mack tracks or whatever a

daredevil jumps. But deep down the evil part of their minds probably
hoped that something terrible would happen to Knievel. Obviously such a

feeling would be a horrible one, but just think for a moment and realize that

fires, riots, and executions are among the most popular forms of en-

tertainment in the world. But no matter whether people wanted Knievel to
live or die, I'm sure that they wanted to see him honestly risk his life, in a

true test of courage.

But the whole buildup was a hoax. Forget the canyon and its swirling

waters at the bottom of the abyss. Forget the dangers of a crash landing.

Just remember the parachute. No matter how horrible it sounds, for six

million dollars, there shouldn't have been one. That would've been a risk.

I've got to admit to a certain cynicism about the whole affair. I do not
believe for a moment that Evel would have ever conceived of making such
a jump unless he knew that survival was a certainty. It was this injection of
fear and the illusion of danger that enabled him to make over six million

dollars from people who should have known better. What we all thought
was an incredible risk was nothing of the kind.

According to reports, Knievel accidently pulled the parachute release,

even before he reached the highest point of the climb. But he would have
done it sooner or later, more likely sooner. No matter what Knievel said
before, you've got to believe that he himself knew that the odds were all on
his side.

It is noteworthy that Knievel lost a $25,000 bet with the most famous
hustler of our time, Bobby Riggs. But that title must now go to Knievel
who from only scant moments in his life became the Six Million Dollar
Man, except that this new one is human.
The whole thing was one great put on, like the stories behind so many

"so-called" folk heroes are. I didn't want the man to die but I wanted him
to do more than take off and parachute to safety as peacefully as a
graceful swan paddles its way around a pond. I guess I was as naive as the
20,000 at the site or all the multitudes paying six dollars a seat for the
closed-circuit view of one of the great frauds of our time; but I thought he
really was going to risk his life.

Whether you like it or not he pulled a fast one on all of us H* didn't flirt

with death; for him discretion, as the saying goes, was the better part of
valor. And Kneivel forgot the valor part and took home at least six million

dollars worth of discretion. To use the vernacular, it was ail a big sleaze.

One million turnout expected in primary today
SEE PAGE 2
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Physical Education

requirement dropped
By Judy Fried/and

Staff Reporter
UMass students must no longer fulfill a

Physical Education requirement to graduate,
UMass officials said yesterday.
The elimination of the requirement came

at the August meeting of the Board of
Trustees and marked the culmination of five
years of study by the PE Department.
The proposal had previously been passed

by the PE Department, in which it received
only one veto, the Academic Matters
Committee, Faculty Senate, and the
Provost's Office.

The department hopes that the reduced
pressure will enable them to offer more
interesting courses with smaller enrollments,
according to David Bischoff, Dean of the
School of Physical Education and Associate
Provost in charge of Professional School*.
"We're one of the most responsive PE

Departments in the country, sensitive to the
changing needs and interests of the
students," said Bischoff, citing the broad
range of courses offered by the department,
such as martial arts, gliding and gymnastics!
"With the requirement, however, we were

forced of offer courses.

Now, that there is no pressure, we will be
offering a better range of options, such as
series courses at higher levels, "like Yoga,"
he said. '_

turn to page 7

2 arrested

for bike theft
Two UMass students were arraigned

Saturday in Hampshire District Court in

Northampton on charges of larceny over
$100 and receiving stolen property, ac-

cording to Detective Sergeant Philip

Cavanaugh of the UMass police department.
Thomas A. Novembrine and Thomas C.

Hill, both 19 and living in Mackimmie dor-

mitory in Southwest, had their cases con-

tinued until Oct. 3.

Police arrested the pair early Saturday
morning following a tip that stolen bicycles

could be found in their room Five ten-speed

bicycles, valued at $800, were discovered on
the premises.

David Johnston, Director of Public Safety
for UMass, said that the police were able to

quickly locate the owners of three of the five

bikes because they had been rigistered with

the campus police

"This incident shows how effective our

bike registration program is," said Johnston.

"I definitely urge all students who have not

yet done so to come down to the campus
police station in Dickinson Hall and register

their bicycles."

Sergeant Cavanaugh reported that most
of the bicycles had been taken from bike

racks outside of dorms in Southwest.

Mike Kneeland, the Daily

Collegian's News Editor,

will teach a class on
newswriting tonight at 6:00.

Those interested should

meet in the Collegian office

on the second floor of the

Student Union Building.

Task force

views UMass
in the 70's

By Martin J. Waters
Staff Reporter

Members of a task force now beginning
study of the academic future of UMass-
Amherst are widely split about the nature of
the job before them. There is a consensus
that the growth era on campus is over and
the availability of funds will largely shape the
school in the immediate future.

The Academic Program Review Task
Force is the result of a proposal from Robert
L. Gluckstern, Vice-chancellor for Academic
Affairs. Organizational work began this
spring, with David C. Bischoff, a special
assistant in the chancellor's office, chairman
of the 19-member committee.

Student leaders protested the lack of
student representation during the summer.
The recent addition of delegates from the
undergraduate and graduate student senates
jrings student membership on the task force
to five and the total to 21.

Bischoff says "hard decisions" must be
made about allocation of available resources

within the campus community.
Prof. Stevenson W. Fletcher, acting

chairman of the Department of Hotel,

Restaurant and Travel Administration, sees
the job of the task force as that of deter

mining the general philosophical basis for

turn to page 10

Staff Photo by Dick Leonard

Waiting for the Wizard of ID(s)
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Court denies

Lovejoy motion
By DAVID GREENSLIT

Staff Reporter

GREENFIELD — Sam Love/oy's chances
of using his trial as a political forum on the

dangers of nuclear power appeared to

diminish yesterday when the trial judge
denied two pre-trial motions apparently

crucial to his case.

Lovejoy later told the Collegian, however
that yesterday's hearing in Greenfield

Superior Court "hasn't changed the scope o*

(his) trial at all."

He is charged with willful and malicious

destruction of personal property in con-

nection with the toppling of Northeast

Utilities' meteorological tower at the

company's proposed nuclear power plant

site on the Montague Plains, 15 miles nortr^

of Amherst.

Northeast Utilities built the tower as a firs!

step in their proposed $1.3 billion nuclear

power plant, which is scheduled to bt

completed in Montague in the early 1980s
Superior Court Associate Justice Kent

Smith denied a Lovejoy motion to subpoena
Northeast Utilities for information showing
the dangers of nuclear power plants. He aisc

denied part of a motion for exculpatory

evidence which requested the state attorney

general to submit evidence on nuclear power
in general and on the Montague nuclear

power plant in particular.

turn to page 10

inside:
White parents protesting against

busing in Boston prevent Sen.

Kennedy from speaking, and throw
ob/ects at him. See page 5.

Due to President Ford's decision

regarding Richard Nixon's pardon,

Cad Bernstein must remain in

Washington, cancelling tonight's

lecture. See page 12.

weather:
Partly cloudy, hot and hazy, a

good enuff day to take it easy.

Tuesday night cooler, cloudy, and
good enuff night to make it rowdy.

Staff Photo by Fran Glawin
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Democrats in hot primary election today
By MARK VOGLER
Staff Correspondent

Vogler is a graduate of UMass
Amherst and a contributing
writer to the Collegian. He now
lives in Amherst.

Whether party differences flare or are

resolved among Massachusetts Republicans

and Democrats may hinge on the outcorrie of

today's gubernatorial primaries.

UP until last week the race to the

Governor's mansion was billed as a lop-sided

three- foe fight against the incumbent Francis

W. Sargent.

While Sargent's former state commerce
commissioner Carroll P. Sheehan con-

centrated on maligning the Governor from

the state's conservative GOP wing,

Democratic challenger Michael S. Dukakis

and Atty Gen. Robert H. Quinn stayed away
from a party dispute and capitolized on

Massachusetts' economic woes and "the

man in charge."

But the truce ended last Wednesday in the

majority party ranks as Quinn attacked

Dukakis for his "wishy-washyness" on the

racial imbalance issue.

The lack of Democratic harmony which

has figured highly in the election of four

Republican Governors in the last five

campaigns because of primary disputes

could not be a factor in November -if the

loser choses not to bow out gracefully.

Tempers flared when Quinn's staff

distributed leaflets suggesting that Dukakis

had changed his position on forced busing-

from support for it while in the legislature to

opposition since becoming a gubernatorial

candidate.

Quinn also hit his primary opponent as a

pro-abortionist and non-advocate of the

elderly, in several newspaper advertisements.

Dukakis, who vigorously-but un-

successful sought a televised debate with

the Attorney General throughout the

campaign, called Quinn's tactics

"irresponsible and inflamatory."

"This is precisely the kind of hack politics

that we've seen so much of in this state over

the last 40 years," Dukakis reacted, adding,

"It's going to stop next January."

Many political observers feel the late

Quinn- Dukakis tiff was triggered two weeks
ago after Dukakis released a statement

critical of the way the state was using

Federal Law enforcement funds which Quinn

oversees.

Although both sides have pledged support

to the victor of the Democratic primary for

party unity's sake, some close sources have
observed that Quinn or Dukakis might not

accept a defeat in that light.

Marked differences

Dukakis and Quinn, while having sharp

political differences in policy areas, are not

the type of politicians who would join hands

after a grueling primary contest.

The 39-year-old Dukakis voted against

Quinn when the Legislature elected him to

succeed Elliot Richardson as attorney

general early in 1969.

Three years earlier the former Brookline

representative unsuccessfully sought the

party's attorney general nomination at the

state convention and threatened to run

against Quinn in 1970.

However, Dukakis instead decided to run

as Lt. Governor on the Kevin White ticket

Staff Photo/Joa Martins

Quinn proposes the formation of an

economic action council with himself as

chairman which would pull together the

various segments of labor and industry to

develop more jobs by attracting new

companies to Massachusetts.

He says he would favor "a startup tax

moratorium" or any other incentive that

would be effective in getting more business

for the state.

Dukakis wants to implement a budget

reform program which through what he calls

greater productivity increase in state

government and a no-hire, no-fire employee

policy for the state.

He advocates a five per cent cutback in

state spending by shaving $150-million off

the fiscal 1975 budget of $3-billion.

Sheehan's candidacy
The ugly economic state of Massachusetts

was undoubtly the basis of Sheehan's

motivation to run against Sargent in the

...the lack of Democratic harmony

could now be the factor in November

if the loser chooses not to bow out gracefully.

Michael S. Dukakis

which was defeated by Sargent that year.

Even though Dukakis would have been

elected if the posts were not tied together

Mayor White refuses to endorse his former

running mate while maintaining neutrality.

Quinn had not prior to last week cam-

paigned in public against his primary op-

ponent, but in private he told one reporter "If

you were running for public office, would
you rather live in Boston or Brookline?

Would you rather be a graduate of Swar-

thmore (Dukakis' alma mater) or Boston

College? Would you rather be a speaker or a

member of the House? Attorney General or

the moderator of a TV show?"
Both are well primed for their party's

nomination.

Dukakis was noted as a liberal reformer in

the legislature, claiming to be the chief ar-

chitect of the no-fault insurance legislation

which was passed in 1970 after a four-year

battle.

Other favorable measures he took were to

help reorganize the state police, crack down
on favoritism in promotions, revamp the

Youth Services board, back the bill that

created Mass Housing Finance Agency and
advocate environmental protection.

Quinn cites an impressive political career

which brought him to the top party echelon

as majority whip and speaker of the house
before assuming his present office.

His accomplishments include the

reorganization of the state's Department of

Education, the new UMass campus for

Boston, single- member legislative districts

and the decriminalization of alcoholism.

Quinn and Dukakis are in agreement that

the economy across the Commonwealth has

taken a nosedive-number one in unem-
ployment throughout the nation -because of

the current administration. But the two have

different plans on how to get the state back

on its feet.

Republican primary-but it lacks substance.

He contends "a hostile economic
climate," - thanks to the Sargent ad-

ministration-has hindered employment in

Massachusetts and virtually driven com-

merce from the state.

Sargent's lack of concern to the business

community seriously handcuffed him from

carrying out his duties and later forced him to

resign, the Republican contender says.

Sheehan's candidacy seems to hold few

answers for the business state of affairs in

Massachusetts and resembles more the anti-

Sargent ramblings of sorts.

He points the finger at the Sargent ad-

ministration for the economic stagger the

state took from 1969-71.

According to the Division of Employment
Security, the average state unemployment
rate rose from 3.9 to 7.0 per cent during that

time.

Obviously Sheehan has some interesting

data of sorts to back his assault on Sargent

Between 1969 and 1970 the state lost 35,000

manufacturing jobs.

Between 1970 and 1971, 48,000

manufacturing jobs were lost.

But Sheehan's resignation was followed

by a rapid turnabout. Between 1971 and

1972, only 600 jobs were lost. During the

following year the state enjoyed a gain of

19,100 jobs in manufacturing.

With the given data in mind, Sheehan
really has no business attacking Sargent on

the economy. Sargent maintains that his

one-time subordinate is merely holding a

grudge over the Governor for failing to

receive a cabinet appointment.

Sargent's economy
Sargent should really have no fear.

Registered Republicans represent less than

1 million turnout seen

in Dukakis-Quinn race
BOSTON \AP\ - More than a million

people are expected to vote in the primary

election today spurred by a close battle in the

Democratic gubernatorial race and unusual

Republican contests for top state jobs.

James D. Leary, director of the state

Election Division, predicted a "strong 35 per

cent turnout" if weather throughout most of

the state remains fair.

With 18- year-olds voting for the first time,

registrations are close to three million, Leary

said.

On the Democratic side, liberal Michael S.

Dukekis is in a neck-and-neck race for the

gubernatorial nomination with Atty. Gen

Robert H. Quinn.

A Boston Globe telephone poll published

yesterday showed Dukakis clinging to a 39 to

32 per cent lead over Quinn, with 29 per cent

undecided.

For the first time in recent history, an
incumbent Republican governor, Francis W.
Sargent, is being challenged in the primary.

The Globe poll showed conservative
Carroll P. Sheehan trailing by more than two-
to-one. But this primary could be affected

particularly by the size of the turnout, and,
Leary said, "the Republican race is losing

steam."

The GOP campaign for attorney general is

still tight. Three candidates are making a
close fight of it - Josiah A. Spaulding of
Manchester, William I. Cowin of Newton,
and Charles C. Cabot Jr. of Dover.

Spaulding, who lost a 1970 campaign to

Sen. Edward Kennedy, is perhaps the best

known, but the race is considered close.

Among the Democrats former Lt. Gov.

Francis X. Bellotti is seen holding a slight

lead over former crime fighter Edward F.

Harrington.

The Republicans a.e fielding only one
candidate for lieutenant governor. Lt. Gov.
Donald R. Dwight is unchallenged in his
primary.

Other Democratic candidates for
lieutenant governor are Boston City
Councillor Christopher A. lanella; Eva B.
Hester, an aide on the legislature's House
Ways and Means Committee; Randolph
Selectman Thomas Sullivan and Hampden
County Register of Deeds John Pierce
Lynch.

one- fifth the registered voters in the state -

and Sarge shrugged their support last time.

He says Sheehan is typical of partisan

Republicans who put the interests of their

party before the interests of the people and

the Commonwealth.
Never-the-le*ss, it is the first time since

1950 that a Republican gubernatorial can-

didate has been opposed in a party primary.

Regardless, incumbent governors usually get

their party's endorsement for the asking and

without opposition.

Sargent is undoubtly hoping that Dukakis

will defeat Quinn for the Democratic

nomination so the conservatives will have no

place to go except with the governor.

Otherwise both parties could be in disarray

after today's votes are finally tallied.

Sargent's stand on the economy:

"Inflation I can't do anything about; but

there are some things we can do something

about. We can and did propose 13 major tax

incentives to industry to grow and to expand

here. We can and did propose a very major

program for MHFA housing that will provide

jobs for 35,000 people, that will promote over

$300 million of private investment

"I still believe that we will not have to raise

taxes. But, when every single day you pick

up the paper and find that the price of

automobiles is going up, the price of food is

going up, the price of everything is going up,

there's no way of knowing where this is

going to end."

Despite the economic issue, Sargent as

Governor for the past six years, has his

record to fall back on.

He has kept a distant from the policies of

former President Richard Nixon and has

argued the Commonwealth's case in

Washington as well as any Governor could.

His appointments--while many times

controversial to GOP leaders -have been fair

and not based on partisan considerations.

The Governor has been a national pace

setter in the areas of privacy, the protection

of offshore fisheries and matters in the

environmental field.

However, while making daring moves in

the area of Human Services, his ad-

ministration has come under attack for major

shortcomings within the Department of

Corrections, Youth Services and Mental

Health.

Experts will be surprised if Sheehan gets

as much as 30 per cent of the vote in his

match-up with Sargent.

Staff Photo

Atty. Gen. Robert H. Quinn

Where
to vote:

Registered Amherst voters may
cast ballots from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
today at the following polling places
by precinct. To find olit your
precinct, call the Amherst Town
Clerk's office:

-Meadow St., at Amherst Auction
Galleries for precincts 1 and 7.

-The Kellogg Ave. Odd Fellows
Hall for precincts 2, 3 and 4.

-The new Fort River School on
South East Street for precinct 5.

-South Amherst's Munson
Memorial Library for precinct 6.

If you are a registered in-

dependent, you may vote in either

the Democratic or Republican
primary.

Off. Hawkins Off. Grader Off. Bozek Off. Tucker Off. Grabiec

6 UMass police

honored for bravery
Acts of valor, bravery, and

lifesaving were noted Saturday,

Aug. 31, when Chancellor Ran-

dolph W. Bromery of the University

of Massachusetts-Amherst
presented medals to six UMass
public safety officers.

Accepting the awards at

ceremonies at the V.F. W. hall in

Amherst were Patrolmen: Richard

S. Grader, Michael R. Grabiec,

Michael Bozek, Daniel C. Hagan,
Robert E. Hawkins, and James S.

Tucker.

Grader and Grabiec were
honored for their "valor" in a May 8

incident involving a campus visitor

who had been barred from the

campus and who returned with a

revolver with which he threatened

to kill the officers.

In letters of appreciation to the

two men, UMass Director of Public

Safety David L. Johnston said,

"This act took place in full view of

scores of innocent bystanders. You
and your fellow officer then
disarmed the man without resorting

to the use of deadly force and at

great risk to your own lives."

Bozek and a UMass student

*v;man, Gary A. Childs of Orleans,

Mass., are credited with saving the

life of a student. Childs will also

receive an award for his action.

In his letter to Bozek, Johnston

said, "Your good judgement and

quick thinking on May 15, 1974 by

rendering immediate and proper

mouth-to-mouth resuscitation to a

person who had ceased breathing,

undoubtedly saved a life."

In another May 15 incident, three

UMass officers faced campus
visitors who were armed and

dangerous.

In his letter to Hawkins, Hagan,

and Tucker, Johnston said, "Your
courageous response. . . to a

desperate situation involving two
armed men who were threatening

several citizens, required great

bravery and restraint. Thanks to

New editor

to be elected

Thursday
The Daily Collegian will

hold elections Thursday at 8

p.m. in room 904 of the

Campus Center to elect an

editor-in-chief.

Karen Lynch, who was
elected by the Collegian

staff last Jan. for a one year

term, withdrew from the

University Friday for

personal reasons.

The new editor-in-chief

will serve the remainder of

Lynch's term.

your efforts the gunmen were
arrested without the use of deadly
force by the police, which could
have harmed innocent bvstanders."

Two faces of UMass

Old method...

...New look
While attending the World Population Conference in

Bucharest this summer, UMass doctoral student Duane Dale

filed the following report on an interesting subject - colored

condoms:
By DUANEDALE

Special Correspondent

New breakthroughs in birth control technology may be some time off,

according to experts who recently gathered in Bucharest for the World

Population Conference, but an old method has taken on a new look.

The old method is the condom and the new look is color. The Japanese

prefer pastels, Swedes are buying pale green and black, while Kenyans like

blue and white, according to a recent study. Colored condoms are a new

arrival on the U. S. market.

In Thailand, as in the U. S., there had been a stigma attached to the

actual purchase of condoms. To make the method more popular. Thai

family planner Mechai Viravaidya has sponsored condom- inflating con-

tests.

As with balloon-blowing contests, prizes are awarded for the largest. To

make condoms more available, Mechai has stocked them aboard the small

boats which sell fruits and vegetables along the riverbanks.

The last decade has seen four major improvements in the technology of

fertility control: the pill, lUDs, the suction procedure for abortion, and out-

patient procedures for female sterilization. Experts agree that better

methods are still needed, but the next round of advances may not come so

quickly. Injections, implants, a male pill, and reversible vasectomies are

under investigation.

Tomorrow: The Vatican's Position

Parking rules

take effect

on Sept. 30
Strict enforcement of the parking

decal regulations will begin at 7:00
a.m. on September 30.

This is two weeks later than the

previously anticipated date of

September 16. The parking decals

were delivered by the vendor to the

Parking Office four weeks late, and

therefore distribution of decals to

the people registered in the parking

system has been delayed. Rather

than jeopardize the users of the

system because of circumstances

beyond their control, strict en-

forcement will be delayed until the

30th of September.

Safety and hazardous violations

will continue to be strictly enforced

at all times and will include ticketing

and towing.

Until the 30th, either 1973-74 or

1974-75 decals will be honored.

Guards will direct persons with no
decals to the peripheral lots,

meters, or Campus Center Garage.

People who have received the

notice of parking assignment in the

mail are urged to complete the

transaction and get their decals by

mail as described in the notice.
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Nixon will testify at trial

Nixon's pardon sparks protests
WASHINGTON [UPI\

President Ford's surprise un-

conditional pardon for Richard M.

Nixon provoked widespread
protests yesterday and threatened

to shatter Ford's month-long
courtship with Congress, but stood

unchallenged by Watergate special

prosecutor Leon Jaworski.

Ford's action, which legal

sources said virtually guarantees

the former president will have to

testify at the Watergate cover-up

trial, resulted in the resignation of

White House press secretary J. F.

terHorst and a hostile greeting from

demonstrators when Ford arrived in

Pittsburgh for a speech.

There was dismay on Wall

Street, already battered by inflation

and economic uncertainties. "In

two words, it is a disaster," said

economist Eliot Janeway. "Ford

and Knievel went down at the same
time."

Tifford Gaines, vice president of

Manufacturers Hanover Bank, said

the pardon has "shortened the

honeymoon" between Ford and the

financial community.
The White House reported that

telephone callers opposed the

President's decision by a 3-to-1

margin. At the Capitol, some liberal

members of the House Judiciary

Committee spoke of reopening

impeachment proceedings against

Nixon - the only recourse open to

Congress.

U.S. astronauts and Russian cosmonauts got together yesterday at the Houston
space center to begin training for the scheduled U.S. space link up in mid-1975. The
American astronauts (from the left) are: Tom Stafford, Vance Brand and Donald
"Deke" Slayton.

Jaworski's no. 2 assistant

resigns to protest pardon
WASHINGTON \UP1\ - Philip

A. Lacovara, a Republican and the

No. 3 man at the Watergate special

prosecutor's office, quit yesterday

as a result of President Ford's

decision to grant Richard Nixon full

pardon for all Watergate crimes.

Lacovara, refusing to detail his

reasons for fear of compromising
the upcoming Sept. 30 cover-up

trial, nonetheless said Ford's action

alone had triggered his decision to

quit.

"I like to think of myself as a

serious person and I do not do
things lightly," he said in an in-

terview. "I gave it a good deal of

thought. We all have to do what we
think is right."

Lacovara's resignation as

counsel to the special prosecutor

Leon Jaworski was the second
high-level casualty of Ford's

decision Sunday to pardon the

former President. Presidential press

secretary J. F. terHorst quit im-

mediately, saying it was a matter of

conscience.

Lacovara's resignation was
submitted to Jaworski in mid-

afternoon after a long talk and
becomes effective Sept 29. He said

it was "absolutely not related in any
way" to any policy clash with

Jaworski.

The foreman of the Watergate
grand jury, meanwhile, said some
members of the panel feel

"betraved" by Ford's action and

may consider making evidence

against Nixon public anyway.

The foreman, Vladimir Pregelj,

said he "would prefer the initiative

to come" from Jaworski but might

have to take it upon himself to call

the grand jury into session to

consider possible options regarding

Nixon.

Lacovera, who was deputy
soliciter general in the Justice

Department before joining the

special prosecutor's office last year,

said he planned to return to private

law practice but had no firm plans

at this time.

He declined to say whether any

other members of Jaworski's staff

were on the brink of resigning as a

result of the Nixon pardon.

"Everyone has to speak for

himself as to what their feelings are

and what the significance is," he

said.

Pregelj said a few members of

the grand jury had called him and

that their reactions ranged from

"deep dismay to high outrage."

Impeachment inquiry

might be reopened
WASHINGTON [ UP/]

Angered by the pardon of former
President Richard M. Nixon, a few
House Judiciary Committee
members yesterday considered the
idea of reviving their impeachment
investigation of Nixon - either by
calling him as a witness or renewing
the subpoenas which he refused to

honor.

The idea of reopening the inquiry
and calling Nixon as a witness was
proposed by Rep. Jerome Wakjie,
D-Calif., who said the pardon
leaves the nation with "no forum
except the Congress of the United

States in which the entire record of

Nixon can now be exposed.

Rep. Peter W. Rodino Jr., D-

N.J., chairman of the 38-member
panel which voted to impeach
Nixon before he resigned from
office last month, said he had no
intention of reopening the inquiry.

But Rodino, like most of the other

committee ^members interviewed,

deplored the pardon granted
Sunday by President Ford.

Waldie indicated he "might very

well" take his proposal to the full

House if Rodino continued to

oppose it.

But Rep. Peter W. Rodino Jr., D-

N.J., the Judiciary chairman, let it

be known he opposed the idea.

Senate Democratic Leader Mike

Mansfield urged Jaworski to

prosecute Nixon anyway, but

Jaworski's aides said privately they

doubted he would contest Ford's

decision by seeking to indict Nixon.

Ford announced Sunday he was
pardoning Nixon for all crimes he

"has committed or may have

committed" as President to spare

him further suffering and to close

the books on Watergate, even

before his predecessor's case

reached the courts.

Nixon, who resigned Aug. 9 in

the face of certain impeachment for

his role in the Watergate cover-up,

promptly accepted Ford's grant of

immunity from possible trial and

conviction with a statement of

regret at his handling of the

Watergate scandal.

The pardon applies only to

federal offenses during Nixon's

five-year, seven-month presidency,

but leaves him open for state or

local prosecution, civil suits and
subpoenas.

His chief Watergate lawyer,

Herbert J. Miller Jr. of Washington,

was reported to have conceded

that Nixon, now denied the Fifth

Amendment protection against
self-incrimination, will have to

appear at the cover-up trial of six of

his former White House aides and
campaign associates starting here

Sept. 30.

Ford was roundly booed by
spectators yesterday when he
appeared in Pittsburgh to address

an urban transportation con-
ference. Demonstrators chanted

"Justice Died" and "Prosecute
Nixon," and waved placards
reading "Ford and Nixon are

Collaborators" and "We Demand
Amnesty for All War Resisters."

Reaction in Congress generally

split along partisan lines, and
nationwide editorial comment was
mixed, but some of Ford's
Republican legislative allies joined

Democrats in criticizing the Nixon
pardon.

Sen. Sam J. Ervin, D-N.C,
chairman of the old Senate
Watergate committee, said the

pardon "aids and abets the efforts

of those who sought to hide the

truth in respect to Mr. Nixon's

personal involvement in the

Watergate affair from the American
people, and thus continues the

cover-up operations."

Ford postpones
amnesty decision
WASH1GTON [UP/]

President Ford will not announce
his amnesty plan for war resisters

as scheduled today because he has

been too preoccupied with the

Nixon pardon to decide on amnesty
options, a White House spokesman
announced yesterday.

But deputy press secretary Jack
Hushen said that whatever Ford

decides and whenever announces
it, the Vietnam draft evaders and
deserters will not get the un-

conditional pardon that former
president Richard M. Nixon got.

Asked whether Ford considered

the Nixon pardon "more urgent"

than the question of amnesty which
covers some 50,000 individual,

Hushen said, "that seems a con-

clusion you can draw."

Hushen announced Ford's
decision to postpone the amnesty
announcement indefinitely as he
returned to Washington aboard Air

Force 1 from Pittsburgh, where
Ford was booed and heckled by a

street crowd protesting the Nixon
pardon.

Hushen said Ford "has not

finished his consideration of what
he plans to do about amnesty"
because of the press of other

business over the past week and
especially the past three days -

meaning the pardon decision

announced Sunday.

"It's a very complex subject,

more complex than he thought

initially, and he wants to be per-

sonally involved in the entire

matter, so that there will be no

announcement on amnesty
tomorrow.

"I can't give you a date when the

plan will be announced, but there

will be one."
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Portugal moves
to quiet rebels

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

LOURENCO MARQUES [UP/] -

Portugal move yesterday to put
down a rebellion by Portuguese
settlers who had threatened to
seize control and declare
Mozambique independent under a

white regime.

The Lisbon government of
President Antonio de Spinola,
describing the situation in

Mozambique as "extremely delicate

and tense," pledged firm action
against the self-styled white
Mozambique Popular Movement.

war unless the white breakaway
movement was quelled.

White unrest at Portugal's
determination to break up its Africa

empire yesterday spread to mineral-

rich Angola, the largest of Lisbon's

colonies.

The Portuguese news agency,
ANI, reported that groups of

demonstrators "appear to have
occupied" the radio station in Nova
Lisboa, Angola's second largest

city, and were broadcasting

o
£

c

Inationation and world

Troops from northern
Mozambique were sent to reinforce

units in Lourenco Marques, ac-

cording to Portuguese armed force
chief of staff Gen. Francisco da
Costa Gomes.

The Lisbon government said its

action to quell the uprising, details

of which were not disclosed, would
be firm. But attempts would be
made to avoid bloodshed.

Lisbon's promise of firm action

came after two troubleshooters
from Portugal spent a day talking

with the dissidents.

The leader of Mozambique's
black guerrillas, Samora Machel,
was reported to have warned earlier

of a resumption of the 10-year bush

messages of support for

Mozambique's whites. Many shops

and factories were closed in

Angola.

Noisy demonstations were held

in Lourenco Marques and violence

flared in the northern port of Beira.

Troops firing their weapons into the

air waded into a crowd of white
demonstrators. Some hand
grenades exploded, wounding at

least five persons, authorities said.

In Lisbon, Prime Minister Vasco
Goncalves met senior members of

the armed forces movement, which
engineered the April 25 army coup
to discuss the situation in

Mozambique, which has a

population of 200,000 whites and
eight million blacks.

Some irate nothers shout at Sen. Edward Kennedy as he attended a rally of white
parents at Boston to protest a federal desegregation order for the city's schools.

Kennedy booed off stage

at Boston anti-busing rally
BOSTON [AP] - Sen. Edward

M. Kennedy, D-Mass., was booed
off a stage and splattered with a

ripe tomato yesterday when he
tried to address an angry crowd of

anti-busing demonstrators.

A crowd estimated by police at

8,000 to 10,000 persons shouted
insults, chanted "Impeach Ken-
nedy" and sang "God Bless

America" when Kennedy stepped
to the microphone.

As Kennedy and his aides

climbed down from the platform

and strode briskly around the edge
of the crowd, frenzied women
leaped in front of him and shook
their fists. At least one struck him

Plane crash investigators seek

to check out terrorist claim
ATHENS [UP/] - U. S. experts

will check into the claim that a pro-

alestinian guerrilla on a suicide

mission blew up a Trans World
Airlines Boeing 707 jetliner which
crashed with 86 persons aboard
into the Ionian Sea Sunday, the

team leader said yesterday.

Greek Transport Ministe- Em-
manuel Kefaloyannie said rescue

workers did not expect to find any
survivors of the Tel Aviv to New
York flight that plunged into stormy

waters with one of its four engines

on fire. At least three crewmen and
17 passengers were from the

United States.

Edward Dreifus, head of the

National Transportation Safety
Board team that flew in from

Washington to take over the in-

vestigation, said his experts would
look into the claim by the un-

derground Arab Nationalist Youth
Organization for the Liberation of

Palestine in Beirut that one of its

Carmen fades

over Texas
BATON ROUGE, La. [United

Press Internationa/] - Hurricane

Carmen, whose 155-mile-an-hour

winds killed two persons and
destroyed much of Louisiana's lush

sugar cane crop, yesterday decayed

into a breezy rainstorm over

Southeast Texas.

A spokesman for the American

Sugar Cane League (ASCL) said

crop losses were not as heavy as

first anticipated.

"Actually, I would say you may
have more than 75 per cent of the

sugar cane down in the fields," said

ASCL economist Charlie Hodson.

"While you may have practically all

the cane down, this does not mean
it is all lost."

members detonated explosives
aboard the plane in a suicide

mission.

An official of the Palestinian

Liberation Organization, the major
Arab guerrilla group, denied
Monday that any commando group
it sanctions was responsible for the
crash.

Dreifus said no possible cause of
the crash would be overlooked.

The pilot of the plane, which was
to make stops in Athens and Rome,
radioed before the crash he was
trying to make an emergency
landing on the Greek island of
Corfu with one engine on fire, an
Athens flight controller said.

The Palestinian group said in

anonymous caHs to Beirut news-
papers that a Chilean member
carried explosives on his body and

detonated them to kill passengers
believed to be "Israeli suicide

squads who were commissioned to

assassinate Palestinian guerrilla

leaders."

Greek authorities said a Chilean,

identified as Jose Santos, 17,

boarded the plane in Athens.
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on the shoulder.

One of two tomatoes hit people
near Kennedy and splattered onto
the senator as he walked quickly

into the John F. Kennedy Federal

Building.

Once inside, the demonstrators
pounded their fists on the building's

windows and smashed a 10-foot-

long pane of plate glass. The
building was streaked with eggs
thrown by the crowd.

Kennedy, who says he favors

peaceful integration, had been
identified by speakers at the rally as

a proponent of busing.

The gathering had been called to

protest a court-ordered busing
program scheduled to begin when
Boston schools open on Thursday.

After leaving the crowd, Ken-
nedy said he was disappointed that

he had not been able to speek. But
he said he had been subjected to

worse abuse during antiwar
demonstrations.

"People feel very strongly about
this," he said. "They're entitled to

their views."

He said he could not speak at the

rally, because the plug to his

microphone had been pulled.

On their way to the federal

building, 'he marchers, most of

them women and virtually all white,

stepped in front of the office of U.

S. District Court Judge W. Arthur

Garrity and shouted, "Garrity must
go."

Garrity ordered the integration
plan, which calls for the busing of
18,200 Boston school children,

8,500 white and 9,700 black.
Many white parents have vowed

to keep their children out of school
for at least two weeks in protest
Some said they hoped this would
make officials rescind the busing
program.

White calls

for order
BOSTON [AP] - Mayor Kevin

H. White appealed to parents
yesterday to keep Boston from
being "polarized by race or
paralyzed by fear" when schools
open on Thursday.

White said in a speech carried on
four Boston television stations that

anyone who tries to interfere with
the opening of school will be
prosecuted.

"To those who would violate the
order and the peace of our city, and
to those who would exploit the
tensions of next week and the
weeks to come, jeopardizing the
young and innocent, I promiee swift

and sure punishment" White said.

"We will pursue and prosecute
any individual, white or black, male
or female, young or old, who tries

to interfere with any child's right to

go to school."

•
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Told not to talk

Men who studied 18>2 minute gap dismissed
WASHINGTON [AP] - The six

experts who did the detective work
on 18% minutes of erased White
House Watergate tape have been
dismissed with thanks and an
admonition not to talk - for a while.

The team's six-months effort

discovered the how of the erasure

but not the who. The why can only

be guessed at.

U.S. District Judge John J.

Sirica, advising the panelists of

their release, said they were under

no further restrictions of silence.

Boobytrapped pens
found in Belfast

Sirica will preside over that trial,

expected to begin Sept. 30.

The gap was in the first tapes

subpoenaed from the recorded

conversations of then President

Richard M. Nixon with his aides.

The experts issued a final report

on June 4, saying the erasure was
done by hand and included at least

five and perhaps as many as nine

separate erasures.

It was, one of the experts ex-

plained, as if someone had erased a

portion, played it back to make sure

the wipe-out was complete, and

then went on to the next segment.

"This report draws no inferences

about such questions as whether

the erasure and buzz were made
accidently or intentionally, or when,

or by what person or persons," the

report said.

But it said it was clear they were

made on the recorder used by

Nixon's personal secretary, Rose

Mary Woods. Testimony at days of

hearings produced evidence that

Miss Woods was one of five people

handling the tape. One of the other
four was Nixon himself.

Miss Woods said she was
transcribing the Haldeman con-
versation when her telephone rang?
She said she took off her ear-

phones, reached for the stop
button with her right hand but hit

the record-erase button instead. In

the 4-5 minutes she was on the
telephone, Miss Woods said, she
must have kept her foot on the start

pedal. She had no explanation for

the other 13 minutes of erasure.

BELFAST [UPI] - The British

Army warned Northern Ireland

residents yesterday to be on the

alert for boobytrapped ballpoint

pens packed with lethal explosive

charges.

An army patrol making a routine

search of ahousing development in

Londonderry Sunday found one of

the pens on the grounds and a

military spokesman said more could
be around.

Part of the mechanism had been
removed from the pen and replaced

with a detonator rigged to go off

when the button on top of the pen
was pushed, the spokesman said.

"If the detonator had gone off it

could have blown off several

fingers," he said. "If explosives had
been packed with the detonator,

the blast could have blown your
arm off."

There was no indication who had

built the boobytrapped pen. But the

spokesmen said the process in-

volved the same technical know-
how used by members of the illegal

Irish Republican Army to make
letter- bombs.

Authorities blame the IRA for

much of the violence that has taken
the lives of 1 ,068 persons during the

five years of sectarian violence

involving majority Protestants,
minority Roman Catholics, and
security forces.

The spokesman said munitions
experts late Sunday disarmed a

150- pound bomb packed with 50
pounds of shrapnel left in a milk

churn alongside a road outside

Newtonhamilton, 40 miles south-

west of Belfast.

Electrical wires ran from the
bomb to a battery several hundred
yards away in a wooded area, the
spokesman said.

We offer you
the key to unprecedented

calculating power.

[news summary]
Nursing home burns
ST. JOSEPH, Mo. [UPI] - A flash

fire in an unlicensed nursing home
yesterday killed six elderly women
and an 11 -year-old boy, prompting
officials to study the possibility of

law violations by the owners.

The Shildknecht Nursing Home,
a red flagstone and frame one-story

structure bordering a fashionable

area of north St. Joseph, was
burned to the ground in a ball of

flames that at times reached 75 feet

in the air.

The L shaped 15-year-old

structure at the end of a tree lined

lane, had been the center of some
controversy in the last two years.

Fire chief Cloyd Campbell said the

building was actually a boarding

home.

He said there was no fire warning

system in the building.

"If it's a nursing home, we can

go in and it has to meet our fire

code. But when they go under a

boarding home classification, it's

one of the ratty things we've got in

the state of Missouri, this boarding

home thing."

China warns India
HONG KONG \UPI] - China has

warned India against moves to

absorb the tiny Himalyan border

state of Sikkim, specialists in

Chinese affairs said yesterday.

The analysists said the threat was
implicit in an article in the Chinese
Communist party newspaper.
People's Daily, which said

resistance to India in Sikkim will

have "sympathy and support" of

Sikkim's neighbors.

It is believed the Indian govern-

ment's desire for a buffer to China

was behind the move of the Indian

parliament last week to adopt a

constitutional amendment
changing Sikkim from the status of

a Indian protectorate to an
"associate state" with represen

tation in parliament.

"In the world no one can enslave

a nation without punishment," the

People's Daily said in an article

transmitted by the New China

News Agency.

Maine, N.H. conflict

CONCORD, N.H. \AP\ The New
Hampshire Fishermen's

Association is prepared to go
before the U.S. Supreme Court to

plead its case against a proposed
settlement of a marine border

dispute between New Hampshire
and Maine, a spokesman said

yesterday.

Stephen Katz, a lawyer
representing the association, said

the fishermen have new evidence
to invalidate the proposed set-

tlement of the dispute over 2,400

acres of lobstering waters off

Portsmouth Harbor.

The executive councils in the two
states gave their approval in June
to the agreement that would
equally divide the disputed waters
between the two states.

A map drawn in 1854 by United
States and United Kingdom sur-

veyers was among the new
evidence presented, which Katz
said showed that New Hampshire
was entitled to a larger share of the

disputed waters.

We invite you to experience it Come see
for yourself how Hewlett-Packard s exclusive
ENTER t key lets you speak with total

consistency to their pocket-sized scientific
calculators

It lets you load your data into a
4-Register Stack, so you always
enter and process them the same
way. no matter what your problem
It means you rarely have to re-enter
data and you can see all inter-

mediate data anytime
Its one reason Hewlett-

Packard s HP-45 is the most
powerful pre-programmed pocket-
sized calculator ever built and
their HP-35 is the runner-up
Here are three of many others

1 The HP-45 is pre-pro-
grammed to handle 44
arithmetic, trigonometric

and logarithmic functions and data manipulations
beyond (. ). The HP-35 handles 22

2 The HP-45 stores constants in nine
Addressable Memory Registers and has a Last

X Register for error correction
The HP-35 has one Addressable
Memory Register

3 Both display 10 digits in

fixed-decimal or scientific nota-
tion and automatically position
the decimal point throughout a
200-decade range

If you re looking for un-
precedented calculating power
for your money, by all means see
and test these instruments The
HP-45 is priced at just $325; the

HP-35-$225 Both are on
display at our place Come
on in And bring a stubborn
problem.
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Shelf-life

goal of

food tech
One of the primary concerns of

food technology is to provide the

longest practical shelf life. That is

the period between manufacture of

a food product and its retail pur-

chase during which the product is

safe, and its nutritional value, taste,

texture, and appearance are

satisfactory, according to a report

just released by the Institute of

Food Technologists.

Food products are susceptible to

spoilage, loss of nutrients, insect

infestation, changes in color, flavor

or odor, and even package
corrosion and leakage, so storage

studies are part of each product
• .velopment program. Dr. F. M.

Clydesdale of UMass and IFT

Regional Communicator for Massa-

chusetts, said that the report

discussed the considerations in-

volved in determining the methods

to be used in processing,

packaging, storing and distributing

various types of food products, to

produce the longest practical shelf

life.

Food products are divided into

two main categories, shelf-stable

and perishable (including semi-

perishable), the IFT communicator,

said, and the conditions affecting

shelf life vary from one type of

product to another. For example,

the main causes of deterioration in

perishable foods are bacteria,

molds, yeast and enzymatic break-

down, and the most important

factor in maintaining quality during

the time such food is in the

distribution and supply system is a

consistent low temperature.

The reason temperature is so

important, according to the

Scientific Status Summary, one of

a series released by the tFT Expert

Panel on Food Safety and

Nutrition, is the fact that the rate of

chemical reactions, including those

which degrade foods, increase with

increasing temperature. While the

reaction rates of simple chemical

reactions double as the tem-

perature rises 10 degrees C (18

degreesF), reactions in food

products can quadruple with a

similar rise in storage temperature,

or even increase by seven times

under certain conditions. This is

because the reactions involve

biochemicals and enzymes, the IFT

communicator explained.

Physical

education

dropped
cont. from p. 1

Bischott emphasized that no one will be held to a
PE requirement. Although there might be an initial

drop-off of enrollment in PE courses, Bischoff
"strongly suspects" that the overall drop will be
slight, because most students take PE courses not to
fulfill a requirement, but rather to learn new skills and
to keep physically fit.

Bischoff said students now have a better chance of
getting into courses that were often oversubscribed
when the requirement was in effect.

The two semester, two credit PE requirement at

UMass was instituted during the late '60's when the
four semester, no credit policy was abandoned.
Bischoff explained that the priority of physical
education in the education process is cosely related

to a nation's self image and is constantly open to
revision.

The Original

Bare Traps
of California

Ike Whiz
1
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wooden bottom
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8 MAIN ST., AMHERST
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When you deposit $100. or more, in a
savings account at Amherst Savings Bank,
you can get unheard of savings on one of

these quality Texas Instruments portable

calculators. Truly bargain prices for a
hand-full of convenience with 101 handy
household, business or school uses
Battery or AC powered Carrying case and
AC rechargeable adapter included (except

Model 2510. not rechargeable) All prices

plus tax

The supply is iimned. so add to your

present personal savings, or open a new
account for $ 1 00, or more, and take

advantage of this terrific deal today At

Amherst Savings Bank offices in Hadley
(Rte 9). South Hadley (Newton Street

Shopping Center) & Amherst

Texas Instruments Calcukilors
atAmherstSavings
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We won't get fooled again

Jerry

\

By BOB FOSTER
Summertime; its description varies from

Nat King Cole's lazy, hazy, crazy days to

summers of '42 and long, hot summers and
even endless summers. Yet summer always

carries a special meaning for me. Summer
means birthday time and another birthday

means becoming a year older, supposedly a

year wiser. The summer of 1974 brough a

unique and sadistically pleasureful gift to my
political soul. For on my birthday, Richard

Nixon announced his resignation.

A better gift, I could not have received. I'm

the type of retentive individual that gleefully

saved the front page of the New York Times

when Spiro Agnew took a similar step under

similar pressure. Now, I have another page to

add to my collection of fallen demagogues.
At no other time in history has anyone been

able to collect fallen leaders as kids collect

bubble gum baseball cardsl 'Tis a sad

commentary upon the integrity of political

power when we are forced to catch a

President in a spider's web of mangled lies

and tortured half-truths. The question one
asks becomes "Is it the power that twists the

mdrY or the man that twists the power?" In

the content of the summer past, one is

forced to answer yes to only the latter of the

two questions.

Sumjner has been neatly pronounced
dead in rites of celebration near Alumni
Stadium. And to most, all the Effigies of

Richard of San Clemente have been burned
and buried with a mood of passion similar to

Summer's End. Comfort has settled upon the

nation in the form of a blinding political fog.

Yet,* it is that same feeling of ambiguous
calm that settled upon a German nation only
35

' years ago amid acute recession and
political paranoia.

Gerald Ford is not another Hitler. Instead,

he seems to be the perfect personality for

moderation, for the continuation of the

status quo. Yet America has a dangerous

habit of labeling politicians as messiahs

before digging below the superficial

politicing. In 1972, Richard Nixon was the

messiah of 60 per cent of the nation. Perhaps

the "Silent Majority" was voting against

George McGovern and his ideals; perhaps

not. Analysis of that election varies from

observer to observer. One must be wary of

an appointed President who suddenly has

decided to run in 1976 for an office that has

already been presented to him upon a platter

of gold with the blessings of the legislative

and judicial branches. The appointment

process is always dangerous. Mandate and

accountability do not exist in the vocabulary

of the appointed individual. Accountability to

oneself is the only protection granted to us

by such a leader.

Thus, we've entered a new era of ap-

pointive politics. We're told that the

economic Horatio Alger story is no longer

realistic in our tooth and nail business

system Indeed, such a statement is true. Yet

a new form of the same story has taken over,

the political Horatio Alger. The rags of
political riches President without so much as
a heated election to conted with has become
an accepted act. Desperation breeds
troubled decisions nd desperation bred this

President. Though trial by fire is outdated as
a political method, it has its merits when
compared to a "rise through the ranks"
appointee.

When Alexander Haig is offered as an
appointee for the NATO command, question
the nomination. When amnesty is offered
but only under conditional circumstances,
ask yourself why not total amnesty. When
Nelson Rockefeller becomes Vice President,

study him carefully. Examine his financial

support. Don't be lulled to sleep by a
Presidential opiate of domestic tranquilty and
"peach-keen" news releases. Continue to
"keep 'em honest!"

Bob Foster is a Collegian commentator.

Letters to the editor

Aid for the handicapped
v.

To the Editor

As an alumna of the graduate school of the
University of Mass., I was most pleased to learn of the
establishment of an office of handicapped student
affairs, staffed by Ms. Peggy Stevens. However, I am
disturbed by something I discovered recently
regarding the availability of the campus to han-
dicapped students.

I had followed, with an interested eye, the im-
provements in the campus buildings where adaptation
to the handicapped is concerned. I know it is a time
consuming operation to convert existing facilities but
recently the conversion seems to have slowed for no
apparent reason.

I was interested, also, in the fine efforts of the
university to do something extra for handicapped
students in need of transportation on the campus by
building a special vehicle for that purpose. Several
people donated a great deal of time and effort to the
"cart project" and the resulting prototype was
something each one could be proud of. A search for

funds and backing was conducted so that more could

Trust in Ford

To the Editor

/ would like to at this time publicly express my
admiration and respect for our president, Gerald Ford.
Since his inaugural speech to his recent decision to
pardon former President Nixon he has impressed me
as a president who has the courage and the ability to
get this country back to the principles on which it was
founded.

This coutnry was founded on a deep trust in God. In
the Declaration of Independence who was Jefferson
referring to that gave us our rights to life, liberty, and
he pursuit of happiness? It was the great Creator,
God. It is my belief that what has brought this coutnry
to national shame is not the alleged crimes Mr. Nixon
may have committed; it is the loss of trust in God.
What is printed on at our money? In God We Trust. In
our pledge of allegiance we say that we are one
nation, under God, indivisable. America has become a
nation very divisable simply because it does not trust
in Him.

The forgiveness that President Ford has given to

Nixon is very much in line with what God would have
us do for each other. The personal ordeal Nixon has
gone through for the past year is punishment enough
for the crime he may have committed. God would
have us forgive one anotherjust as he has forgiven us.

Therefore I am proud of President Ford for the

courage it took to make such a decision. God bless

our President.

Kenneth Fonda

be produced after the "bugs" were worked out of the

original. Suddenly it seems the project has been
scrapped.

That the University could allow this to happen is

inconceivable to me. At the very time when the state

is preparing more and more handicapped students for

college, the University seems to have slammed the

door in their faces by saying, "You can come here but
if you can't get around on foot, better think again

about coming". The forward position toward aiding

the handicapped taken in the recent past by the

promise of more of these especially designed carts

has been abandoned apparently. As an alumna of this

university, I would like an explanation for this action.

Surely the reason cannot be that such carts are not
needed on the campus. Nor can it be that no han-
dicapped students are applying for entrance to the
University. I believe funding is not the reason either as
I know last year's class gift was specifically

designated to help in adapting the campus for the
handicapped. There is, in my mind, no logical reason
for abandonment of this cart project except a desire to
exclude from the university population anyone who
might require this individua/izab/e type of tran-

sportation to get around the campus.

This kind of subtle discrimination cannot really be
tolerated in a public university in 1974. It is about time
the "cart project" be reconsidered so that the
University of Massadhusetts can continue its forward
position in aiding handicapped students to obtain a
college degree.

Lynne A. Penicnak '64

Cotton credit

To the Editor
/ am writing to you to express my surprise and

bewilderment at the almost total lack of coverage
given to the James Cotton Band in your article on last

Thursday's stadium concert. My surprise stems from
the fact that first, the whole article was devoted to a
band whose skill is far below the caliber of the Cotton
band and secondly that the article ended before there
was any description of the Cotton band's set. I think it

fair to mention that the style andsound of the Beatles,
which Liverpool so cleverly copied, has fa deepest
roots in American Black music, especially the type of
music the Cotton bandplays, that is, the blues. I think
it is also reasonable to question whether the Beatles
\much less Liverpool] would ever be around if it

weren't for bends like the Cotton band, which in-

cidentally have been around for years before the
Beatles were ever known. Why no mention of the
James Cotton band then? I didn't notice that
Liverpool had the crowd up on its feet and dancing
like the Cotton band did. Please, Collegian, credit
where credit is due. This type of reportage can only
lend credence to the accusations of racist overtones
to what otherwise is a fine daily newspaper.

Dana Welts

Eibel off base

To the Editor.

Dave Eibel's "report" on Evel Kneive/'s canyon jump is, at best, a study

in ignorance and use/ess for any purpose beyond training puppies. He
seems horrified that Evel should have better than a fifty per cent chance of

success. What a crime! God forbid he should disappoint us all by surviving/

He even had a parachute-what a cheat! So what if Jules Bergman would
not even guess at the chances for a safejump. Never mind the fact that the

rocket was designed to hit speeds in excess of 750 MPH in only five

seconds. Ignore the fact that Evel could never have gotten out of the craft

in time to use his reserve canopy. So what if the only "landing gear" the

craft had was a parachute and a pogo stick which would topple the craft

over, killing Kneivel. Ignore his wife and children, Evel should have
splattered himself on the canyon wall to give us all a "spectacle.

"

Better yet, ignore Eibel, who is a hoax as a sportswriter. Go back to

pulling the legs off ants, Dave, lam sure you are more skilled at that.

Keith Langer

Ford unpardonable

To the Editor

The nightmare that began in 1968 and unfortunately-or should I say
successfully was made to appear dormant in August 1974 has reached out
and touched us with the cold and thought rotting process of nixonian last
laughs as it always will ifsome measure is not taken to awaken us from the
haze these monsters wish to lead us.

Anyone who accepts the pardon of Richard Nixon is asking for continualmurder of true constitutional law, leaving only the dangerously ridiculous
™»>Pul*t,ve devices such as the one Ford used to, [I shudder at the
thought of typing this,] pardon Nixon. This should be the case to wake us
to the realization that many times-meTrcalTrefer to some rule in the
constitution and because it exists in this document, they can reasonablyassume most people will apply this logic: "Well if it's in the constitution..."

Clearly this is insane. The constitution is no sacred combination of some
divine text. On the contrary, it is the work of fallible men and should be
given constant scannino literally. Some of the "founders", those whose
mclmations were not aristocratic as many were, would step forward with
the 'pinkoes" and condemn many of the clearly criminal attachments
which have sprung into the law like leads in a swiss cheese boat over the
past two hundred years of our history. Of course it does not take a dead
patriot to see the deception and find the real origin for these laws
loopholes and other carefully worded sanitized shit

It appears that now that the King Rat has, at least for the time being and
hopefully not forever, been let off many people are going to raise their
voires in a chorus of: "It is injustice we must free the Rat's subordinates
from their \plushly) Iwell padded] cells. " Many may tend to agree and inmy opinion that is INJUSTICE. These were men spewing their personal
brand of democracy over the real one which has had a long history of
trying to keep its head above the political maelstroms of the Watergate's
ancestors. Yes, these men were subordinate's by titles but they clearly
danced the dance ofpigs with the rancid pearl himself, Richard Mudhouse
Nixon. We must not expect bitter vengeance but only the allowance for
law to take its unfettered course so that the American people are not
inadvertently pulling the strings of the real puppet masters they had been
tricked into believing were public servants.

Bruce Madden

Lazar
}

Facing the harsh realities
"Rufus," I said as I poked at my 99 cent Hatch special,

"you're not looking well. What's the matter? Didn't

you get any of the courses you signed up for?"

"It's not that," Rufus replied. "I did get one of the

discussion sections I pre- registered for, which is

better than I did last semester. Of course, they

switched the class time, so now it meets Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday at 8 a.m., but you can't ex-

pect everything..."

"Well, that's not bad," I conceded. "Now you only

have to hunt for four courses; that couldn't take more
than a few weeks..."

"It's not my courses I'm worried about," said

Rufus. "Everyone knows that should be the last thing

on anyone's mind. I mean, could you imagine what
this place would be like if all we had to worry about

was academics? Christ, they'd have to change the

name to UMass Junior College..."

"I know what you mean," I said.

"It's those other things that really get me down,"
said Rufus.

"Like?"

"Like parking..."

"Say no more," I said, raising both hands in

protest. "You're talking to a man who paid over $470

in tickets and towing. In one semester, no less."

"It's not so much that I object to paying $5 to park

in East Kalamazoo; it's waiting in line to get that

damned sticker. Me and Benjie were out there for 72

hours straight, a stunt I haven't pulled since the

Beatles played Shea Stadium. We took turns slapping

each other's faces to stay awake. You should have

seen the mob..."

"Yeah," I reminisced, "those Beatles sure were
something..."

"No, no, no. Not the mob at Shea Stadium. The
mob to get parking stickers. Over 3000 people waiting

to be told that the computer broke down and to come
back in two weeks."

"You're kidding," I exclaimed.

"That's what I said," said Rufus.

"So what did you do?" I asked.

"So what could I do? I drove over to the Bluewall to

drink and forget."

"But if you drove over," I reminded him, "you must

have had to park your car somewhere..."

"Well, I spotted a campus cop xeroxing parking

tickets, and I asked him where I could find a safe place

to park."

Jerry Lazar is a

"And what did he say?"

"He didn't say a thing. He just showed me a map of

Greenfield, Mass. So after I hitched back from
Greenfield, I went to the Bluewall."

"That's always a good place to hide from the harsh
realities of UMass," I said.

"If, that is, you get in."

"You mean they wouldn't let you in?"

Rufus shook his head. "No TOC card, no drinky.

That's what the jock at the door said. So I went to the

other place on campus where people go with the one
goal in mind of puking their guts up..."

"The dining commons," I said with a knowing
smile.

"The dining commons," he repeated. "You should
see the posters they have now. Food Ecology. It's the

coming thing."

"Food Ecology?" I asked.

"Well, you know what a nut I am for fads," said

Rufus. "So I did what any right-thinking, upstanding
young UMie would do... I recycled my meal."

"You barfed your guts up?"
"I barfed my guts up."

"Jeeez, Rufus," I said, "your mind and body sure

are taking a whipping this week. So early in the

semester yet. Tell me, what happened after dinner?"

"Well, I had to wash my clothes, of course, so as
not to offend the fools on my corrider. You know how
those jocks feel about puke-stained clothes..."

"Don't tell me the washing machines were broken
again?"

"How did you know?" Rufus asked surprisedly.

"Just a feeling," I said. "So what did you do?"
"I called my mother to see if she could wash my

clothes this weekend. I figure I could just hang them
out the window till then."

"A weekend at home should do you good, Rufus."
"I'm not going home," said Rufus.

"How come?"
"My mother. When I called her, she said I should do

my own laundry. She told me it's about time I grew up
and started taking care of things on my own. She said

she thought it would be better if I was a little more
responsible and...."

"And started facing the harsh realities?"

Rufus sighed. "And started facing the harsh

realities..."

Collegian columnist.

MARKING, ANYONE&

Full, free and absolute

A slap in the face
By ANTHONY BARNES

"Ford has a better idea". Remember that one? When
the ad men at Ford Motor Co. created that slogan they

certainly weren't thinking about Gerald Ford. This is one
Ford who's actions of late have this writer wondering
about the possibilities of a lemon in the White House.

"A free full and absolute pardon for any criminal

conduct during the period from January 20, 1969 until

August 8, 1974." That's what Ford has given Nixon, a full

and absolute pardon. But what Ford has given us, the

American people is a "full and absolute" slap in the face.

He has slapped the right-wingers who believed (or still

believe) that this is the land of liberty and justice for all. He
has slapped the left-wingers who were out in the streets

during the Nixon years tasting liberty and justice via the

"law and order stick" or in some cases, via the barrel of a

policeman's or National Guardsmen's gun. he has slapped

Daniel Ellsberg and his psychiatrist directly in the face with

his decision, he has slapped Muskie, he has slapped the

Democratic Party, he has slapped the men in the Nixon
Administration who are in jail, but most depressing of all

he has slapped all the many thousands of people who are

in jail for victimless crimes cleanly and fully across the

face. These people didn't have "dirty tricks" squads, it

wasn't in their "game plan" to bug offices of people who
were against them, they didn't compile "enemies list" and
they didn't pay "hush money" to keep themselves out of

jail.

All the talk of our "great democracy" in action that was
spoken when Nixon was forced to resign last August must
now come to a halt with Ford's decision.

One thing that puzzles this writer is the lack of student

reaction to the decision. Is it that the majority of students

agree with Ford's decision, or is it that apathy has finally

taken us over.

One of Ford's possible terms for amnesty for draft

evaders, is re-stating their allegiance to America. In this

writer's opinion that is modern day hypocrisy in action. To
declare your allegiance to this country would be
acknowledging your belief in the processes and actions

undertaken by those who run this country, and actions of

Ford are contradictory to the pledge of allegiance who's
last few words are, "liberty and justice for all."

Yes friends, Ford has a better idea; a full pardon for

Nixon is a slap in the face for us all.

If in the future anyone tells you that this is the land of

equal justice for all, where justice grinds fine and where
justice is blind, slap him/ her in the face and tell him/ her

that that was one of Ford's better ideas.

Anthony Barnes is a Collegian Commentator
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"I dig rock 'n roll music- 1 love to get the chance to play..."

Lovejoy motion turned down
cont. from p. 1

Exculpatory evidence is state

evidenct that tends to prove the

defendant's innocence.

These denials indicate that Judge
Smith intends to conduct the trial

on a narrow, strictly legal basis, and

that political arguments concerning

nuclear power plants will therefore

be ruled inadmissible.

At one point, he asked
rhetorically, "Does any person have

the right to break the law to per-

petuate a higher purpose? Does the

end justify the means?"

Lovejoy answered, "Yes... if

one's willing to accept the con-

sequences of his act."

The StuJent Senate Transit Service

Will be accepting applications for the Fall Semester
Training Program Sept. 5 thru Sept. 13.

Acceptance into the program will be based upon the following

qualifications:

1. Must be an undergraduate or graduate student enrolled in

programs of the Univ. of Mass. or Stock bridge School of

Agriculture.

2. Must be 18 years of age or older.

3. Must have held a motor vehicle operator's license for at least

one year.

Applications will be available at the bus garage office and at

Sept. 5 Concert Info. Booth. Students with 3 or more semesters of

study left preferred.

Much ot yesterdays hearing

centered upon the words "willful"

and "malicious" in the wording of

the offense charged. If the state

fails to prove either willfulness or

maliciousness on Lovejoy's part,

the case will be dismissed.

Last February Lovejoy accepted

responsibility for downing the top

360 feet of the 500 foot

meteorological tower. Since that

time he has planned to use his trial

to discuss the dangers of nuclear

power plants. He still plans to have

sympathetic nuclear experts testify

in his defense.

Judge Smith granted another

Lovejoy motion which requested
that the court view the site of the

tower and the proposed nuclear

power plant.

Atkins
opposes

Collins
William C. Atkins, one candidate

in today's primary, faces a special

problem. He needs at least 150

votes to get on the November ballot

because he failed to file before

Sept. 10.

Atkins, a Republican candidate

for state representative against

Democratic incumbent James
Collins of Amherst kicked off his

candidacy two weeks ago by saying

Boston politicians are unresponsive

to the western part of the state.

In his campaign statement, the

Republican former Amherst-

Pelham Regional School Com-

mitteeperson said he has lived in

the Amherst area for 57 years.

"Common sense must return to

Beacon Hill," Atkins said. "The

legislature must carefully evaluate

the progress and problems of the

University of Massachusetts at

Boston."

The GOP hopeful said since

Hampshire County represents onlv

1 percent of registered

Massachusetts voters, "our

representatives must work longer

and harder to obtain significant

achievements.
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William C. Atkins

Tonight

John Morgan
featuring

Rico Flashback

SPECIAL DRINK

Harvey Wallbanger

wwmm i

Amherst Cycle
1 Cook PI.

253-9460

( Behind Aubuchon's)

adquarters for

Northampton Bicycle
8 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-3810

Infirmary

On An

Emergency)

9 549-2671

bicycle sales

and service.

We're a franchised Raleigh dealer so you can be sure that

we'll always provide you with the finest service from the

time you first buy your Raleigh cycle for as long as you

keep it. You wont find a better cycle than one of the many
Ra'eigh models and you won't find a better place to buy one.

The

Undergraduate

Student Senate

will convene Wednesday, Sept. 11

at 7:00 p.m. in Rm. 113 Campus Center.

All Spring Semester (74) Senators should be present.

Check your senate mailboxes today!

Make
yourfall

semester
easy!

Rent a fantastic two-bedroom
apartment at Mount Sugarloaf.

• ON FREE UMASS BUS LINE!
• NO LEASE REQUIRED!
Be cool in the pool. Or in your aircon-
ditioned apartment. And enjoy the
kind ofextras that definitely make
Mt. Sugarloafan "undormitory."
Wall to wall carpeting, modern kitch-

ens, frost-free refrigerators, self-clean-

ing ovens, dishwashers/disposals,

laundry facilities, and a masterTV
antenna. Plus a 24-hour resident man-
ager and on-site maintenance crew to
help with any problems.

Rent: $220 (including utilities)

Give us a call at (413 ) 665-3856.

Directions: On Route 47.

MOUNT
SUGARLOAF

Notices

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC:
Meeting for all interested people

who want to talk to the world.

Come see how 'ham radio' can

interest you. 7:00 p.m. Wed. nite in

803 C.C.

ATID:
Atid bookmobile featuring Jewish

books and records, will be in front of

SUB. tomorrow 10 a.m. and 4:30

p.m.
ASTRONOMY CLUB:

First meeting of the semester to be

held tonight in Hasbrouk 22 at 7:30.

New members are welcome and
encouraged to attend.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORG:
All are welcome to come and share

at the Christian Science Organization

meeting at 6:30 tonite! Bring a

friend. 911 C.C.

CHUG IVRI:

Hebrew Circle, informal con-

versation in Hebrew this afternoon at

4:00 in 302 of S.U.B.

COLLEGIATE FLYING:
The Collegiate Flying Club will

hold its first meeting of the year in

911 C.C. on Weds, at 7:30 p.m. All

members of the club, interested

pilots, and would be pilots are invited

to attend.

COMMUNICATIONS
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING:

Introductory discussion to promote

better communications throughout

the University, all people interested

in working with Student Government
are invited to attend. 6:00 p.m.,

Thursday, Student Senate Office.

ECONOMICS 192:

Economics 192-Seminar Political

Economy is OPEN. It was closed by

mistake. It meets MWF 1:25 in 104

Field (OH) Prof. James Crotty.

ECONOMICS 391 A:

Seminar-African Economic
Development is being held on MWF
at 11 : 15 in Machmer with Prof. Bruce

Morris.

HEYMAKERS:
Demo tonight in Quad, 6:30. See

"^ere.

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE:
The International Folk Dancers

apologize to those who came for

beginner instruction last Sunday.
There will be people teaching next

Sunday night in the Cape Cod
Lounge.

MORNING MINYAN:
Anyone interested in signing up,

contact Alan Prousky 65375 or the
Hillel Office.

PROGRAM COUNCIL ART COM-
MITTEE:
Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m. in

the Student Union Gallery. Im-
portant.

ROISTER DOISTER:
Proposals now being accepted for

student theatre productions. Meeting
Thursday C.C. 911 915, 7 p.m. New
members welcome! Questions? Call

5 2149.

SCI Fl MEETING:
General Business meeting

tomorrow, 9 11 in C.C. 921 at 7 p.m.
All members please try to attend. All

interested in joining the UMass
Science Fiction Society are welcome
also.

SQUARE DANCE:
If you enjoy dancing, come on

down! Everyone is invited. Join in

the fun, in the Quad at 6:30 tonight.

STUDENT ACCESS VIDEO:
Organizational meeting for people

interested in video on campus. Sept.

11, C.C. 801, 8.00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA:
The first rehearsal of the

University Symphony Orchestra- will

be Tuesday in Old Chapel Aud. at 7 : 30

p.m. Rehearsals will be every
Tuesday and Thursday evenings. All

string players are welcome.
VOLUNTEER TUTORS NEEDED:
Needed desperately to assist inner

city school children from the ages of

7—17. The areas of difficulty are

mostly reading and math. Call Hilda
at NES, 741 State St. Spfld. 733 2238.

LIFE AND TIMES OF JUDGE ROY
BEAN:
PAUL NEWMAN stars as the

legendary "hangin Judge" in this

film, shown Wednesday Sept. 11 in

the SUB. at 7,9, and 11.

LOST:
Maroon and purple down sleeping

bag, Fri., Lot 34. Reward, 546 9938

Tim.

The Franklin — Hampshire
Learning Exchange wil hold a

meeting Thursday night at 7:00 at the

Amherst Community Resource

Center in Jones Library on Amity St.

in Amherst. The purpose of the

meeting is to get volunteers for the

Fall registration drive.

UMass Police

Emergency

Number

5-3111

rent a refrigerator,

for the whole year

Allenby

Tree Service

Pruning. Take Downs

Land Clearing

Limited Services

AMHERST

546-8725

Call Now
and reserve one

256-8433

Cost:

50.00 Rent
10.00 Security

Deposit

1.50 Plus Tax

S61.50

If you use it only one
semester, we'll refund the
difference.

LOOK FOR U HAUL
TRUCK AND RENT ONE
RIGHT THERE, (see
schedule).

DELIVERY SCHEDULE Sept. 10, 11, 12

Time (PM) Dorm
Thoreau Kennedy
Melville-James
E m mer son Cool idge
Moore- Pierpont
Lance Upper-Washington

00

30

00

30

00

30

00

30

45

00
00
15

30

45

JQA
JA
Patterson
MacKimmie
Prince-Crampton
Kennedy
Coolidge
JQA
Washington

Place Time (PM) Dom Place
Parking Lot 4: 00 Brown-Cashim Eastman Lane
Driveway 4: 30 McNamma Circle Drive
Emmerson 5 00 Thatcher Front Door

Bereline D.C. 5 15 Lewis Front Door
i Parking Lot 5 30 Johnson Front Door
Upper Front Door 5 45 Quad Circle

Front Door 6 45 Brett-Bunks Front Door
Sunset Door 7 00 Wheeler Front Door
Sunset Door 7 IS Baker Street Door
Parking Lot 7 30 Van Meter Hunter Door

Mall 1 00 Orihaul Dorms Mall
Mall 9 00 Greenough Front Door
Mall ? 15 Chadbourne Front Door
Mall 9 30 Gorman Front Door

$ CASH $
for your

USED BOOKS
Recycle youi old textbooks and pet some extra cash for — whatever!

We'll give you 50% of the new price for any book currently being used this semester! Our wholesaler

will pay up to 30% for all other texts.

Now! at two convenient locations

THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX:
Mon., Tues. and Wed., Sept. 9-11

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

SOUTHWEST — HAMPDEN COMMONS
Mon., Tues. and Wed., Sept. 9-11 10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Thurs., Sept. 12 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Bring them in now! While their value is highest.
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WHAT IS LIFE/STYLE?

Your guess is as good as anyone's

Astrology, biking, nutrition, features, cutting

classes, hating your roommate, surviving—
who knows?

Do you like your lifestyle?

Write about it—share it with others.

Do you hate your lifestyle?

Write about it—warn the others.

CONTACT:
SHERM BOYSON

at 545-2550

larum, soon:

THE BRODADS.

Beating the freshman blahs
By Ann McNamara,

Staff Writer

The first few weeks of school are upon us,

as most upper classmen can tell by the lines

of freshmen at the infirmary. It happens

every year when tearful parents drop off the

"too scared to be tearful" freshman at his or

her dorm. After almost a year of preparation,

the freshman is ready for his first encounter

with college, usually all of his work is

forgotten along with his old high school

jacket. For you see, not even that old jacket

is going to protect him from the throes of

freshmanitis.

Freshmanitis usually runs its course in two

or three weeks, but severe cases last up to a

Mrs. Ford sure her kids tried pot
United Press International

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. - First Lady Betty

Ford says she is certain her four children

have experimented with marijuana and

suggested she might favor softening some

harsh marijuana laws on the books of some

states.

Speaking to reporters after a tour of St.

Vincent's Hospital here last Saturday, the

President's wife was asked her views on

marijuana.

"I know there is such a thing," she said.

"Fortunately I haven't had to have any. As

far as I know we've never had it in our

house."

Asked whether her children might have

tried pot, Mrs. Ford replied, "Oh I'm sure.

Children try everything, don't they? But they

definitely don't like it. and it isn't used."

Mrs. Ford, who is in Birmingham for a

weekend of activities honoring her as one ot

America's "ledendary" women, refused

comment on the question of legalization of

marijuana. When asked whether she would

favor softening of the pot laws, however,

Mrs. Ford said, "I think that is a possibility."

One reporter, noting that Alabama has

been a stronghold of opposition to the Equal

Rights Amendment for Women, asked what
she would tell the state's citizens in pushing
for passage of the ERA.

She replied: "I believe that every woman
has a place in this world and I believe that

whether you are a housewife, a mother, or

whether you want to go into a

business.. ..this is your choice, and every

woman should have her choice. In that

choice I think they should be considered

equal, and that's what it's all about."

Mrs. Ford, who toured St. Vincent's

Hospital Saturday morninu and put on a

sterile gown to visit babies in the nursery,

also spoke again on the issue of abortion.

White House spokesmen earlier this week

had said Mrs. Ford favored therapeutic

abortion in cases of rape or incest, or for the

physical or mental well being of the mother.

She told reporters in Birmingham,
however, that she believes the issue has

been dealt with sufficiently by the Supreme
Court, which, in effect, legalized abortion on
demand during the first 24 weeks of

pregnancy.

"The Supreme Court made a ruling, and
the Supreme Court is the law of our land,

and as long as that is the law of our land I will

abide by it," Mrs. Ford said.

full month. The symptoms are easily

recognizable: The victim will usually steer

clear of all social contact. He or she finds it

difficult to eat, as food sort of sticks in their

throat. The severe cases may find them-

selves a bit queasy or nauseous.

There is only one sure cure for this malady

and the treatment should begin immediately.

First, as the old song goes, "Don't stay

sitting alone in your room". The freshman

must go out and meet people. — Take a walk

down his hall and say hi to his neighbor, he

or she might be a freshman. Visit friends

from home - they're not only good company,

they can probably introduce you to friends

they have made.

Go to parties or the Blue Wall and the

Hatch. You are sure to meet people there. Sit

in the Campus Center and just peoDlewatch.

UMies are a fascinating species to watch. If

all else fails take a walk to the infirmary -

you're sure to find a freshman around there

somewhere.

Remember, UMies may seem strange at

first, but they can be friendly. All started in

the same position, and each one tries to

make it a little easier for the next freshman

who enters. UMass is more than a bunch of

names, numbers, and courses. It's people

meeting people, the development of lifelong

friendships, and the development of

everyone as an individual. It all starts as a

freshman.

But not if you sit in your room and
vegetate. Get up, get out, and give yourself a

chance to grow.

BERNSTEIN
CANCELS
The Washington Post has

assigned Carl Bernstein to report on

President Jerry Ford's Sunday
"bombshell." The Pulitzer Prize

winner was forced, therefore, tc

cancel his appearance here tonight.

Si Hersh, who also holds a

Pulitzer Prize, will speak in his

place. Hersh works in the

Washington bureau of the New
York Times.

Hersh is probably best known for

uncovering the My Lai massacre

story, for which he won the

Pulitzer.

Hersh is a highly respected in-

vestigative journalist. Newsweek
Magazine calls him a "scoop ar-

tist," while the Washington Post

says he is "awesome."

Hersh has also covered the

Watergate Story and Paris Peace

Talks.

The lecture will take place at 8

p.m. tonight in the Campus Center

Auditorium. Following the lecture,

Hersh will conduct what the

Distinguished Visitors Program is

calling a "midnight seminar" on

Chile.

WMUA
STATION MEETING
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12th

8 p.m. 105 C.C.

All old members and any new people

interested in radio should attend.
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ATTENTION
COLLEGIAN STAFFERS

A one hour general staff meeting is scheduled for Thursday

at 8 p.m. in Campus Center room 904- 909.

Among items to be considered:

-election of new editor-in-chief
. Nominations accepted in writing through Wednesday night. Give to Bill

Densmore.
— introduction of Charlie Berube, business advisor; two part-time news advisors— Chuck Kidd and Chris

Kertesz.

"™ Pl
,

ai
j

at
i?
n

.

0ff ***.' reP°rtil|g system an<* tentative assignments- by Mike Kneeland.— The Life-Style section and what you can do for it— by Sherm Boyson— Probable night staff reorganization— by Bill Densmore— Suggestions for time of staff party. We'll all have to contribute money and food if we're going to have it.

Also, Two Proposed Constitutional Changes

— Shall the editorial board election be held in December of each year? Vote yes or no. Simple majority
carries.

— Shall Collegian constitutional amendments and editorial board elections be accomplished by either of
two methods — secret balloting over a period of several days after due notification of question; or,
vote tally of staff members assembled as a body at a particular time. Vote yes or not. Presently we
must have a meeting to make changes or have elections.

If your name does not appear below and you wish to

vote in the election and on the constitution changes,

see Bill Densmore soon.

EDITORS — Bill Densmore, Goeff Kurinsky, Dean Tucker, Mike Kneeland
Dave Eible, Steve Ruggles, Mike Kostek, Sherwood Thompson

ASSOCIATE EDITORS — Sherm Boyson, Frits Geurtsen, Walt Powers,
Dennis Conlon, Tyla Michelove, Bill Parent

BUSINESS STAFF — Janice Lazzaro, Helinka Rechnitz, Jane Levin, Betsy
Harkins. Tom Miller, Sue Torrey, Elizabeth Killoran.

EDITORIAL STAFF — Joyce Kosofsky, Zamir Nestelbaum, Kris Jackson,
Don McGilvary, Steve Romano, Ray Tie, Luis Medina, Denny Matteau, Bob
Foster. Marilyn Fine, Mark Kelleher, E. Patrick McQuaid, Daryl Olivere.

NEWS STAFF — Larry Carpman, Cindy Rogers, Kathy Sheehan, Larry
Kornfeld. David Greenslit, Don Wilhelm, Bonnie Asselin, Mary Muirhead
Donna Diodati, Judy Freidland, Mark Citron, Bill Gonet, Mackie Hall Jane
Marino, Marjorie Morse, Dorothy Muller, Fred Nobles, Bill O'Brian, Michael
Ugolini, Marsha Venuti, Chris Walter, Avis Yuni.

SPORTS STAFF — Steve DeCostoa, Schott Hayes, Mike Elliot, Bob Higgins,
Steve Saraceno, John Boch, Rich Sevieri, Bill Doyle, Glenn Poster, Candy
Gross, Ben Caswell, Tom Crowley, Dave Varg, Russ Smith, Linda Mackler,
Katie King, Doug Surette.

PHOTO STAFF — David Less, Judy Boucher, Dan Smith, Joe Martins,

Roberta Martone, Fran Glavin, Ray Fredricks, Larry Hershkowitz, Chris

Bourne, Bob Gameche Anne Hamburger, Ken Bernard.

SALT STAFF — Fred Weiss, David Sokol, Jeff Clayton, Ed Smith, David
Miller, Mark Cuddy, David Santos, John Cahill, Ken Blanchard, John Dean,
Gina Starodoj, Jeff Howard. David Letters, Art Levine, Eileen McKnight,
Stuart s«>jo her. Andy MacKenzie, Charles Dolan, Ed Cohen.

LAYOUT STAFF — Chris Dillard, Fred Gosiewski, Jan Alexander, Kathy
Sumberg, Laurel (hit™. Sue Adley, Marilyn Chin, BJ Roch,
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Future of campus
task force meets
cont. from p. 1

assigning available staff and
funding. "If you have no more
growth, where do the resources

come from?" he asks.

There is a sentiment within the

committee that the '70s is a decade
of general scarcity. Bischoff says

administrators and teachers in

Amherst must accept the mood of

the times and of the state

legislature.

The task force has met three

times. Preparation of a statement of

general goals for the campus is the

first half of the group's charge.

There are doubts that a mem-
bership of such diversity can agree

on such a statement. Sharp
conflicts about the extent to which
the task force should then apply the

statement of goals to evaluation of

individual academic programs and
departments are clear.

Botany Prof. Otto L. Stein says:

"Without c full-time staff the study

is very limited. I'm not sure it's

going to accomplish anything. With
such a diversity of interests I don't

foresee any great decisions."

Stein, too, talks about allocation

of available resources. "The
growth years are over, now we've
got a closed system-so they call

task forces and committees
together," he says.

Stein says: "It's the ad-

ministration that needs to tighten

its belt, not the faculty. The ad-

ministration has done nothing in

terms of resource allocation."

Barbara T. Stack, a doctoral

student in the Department of

Linguistics and an original student

member of the task force, says:

"There's a prevailing sentiment of

suspicion about the com-
mittee. ..whether we're just a front

for further administration decision-

making."

She lists the recommendation of

optimal department sizes and the

ratio of undergraduate to graduate

students as the most important

items before the task force. Stack

"fears issues of importance to

women won't be represented."

There are two other women on the

task force.

Fletcher represents the rules

committee of the faculty senate. He
downplays the fear that the task

force will be used by top UMass
officials in Amherst and Boston to

legitimize unilateral decisions.

"I am on the committee to see

that decisions are put in the proper

context of governance respon-

sibility,'' Fletcher says, referring to

McCambridge
Next to Campus Pizza

( Rte. 9)

Hadley, 584-2277

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
Buy 1 NGK

SPARK PLUG
get 2nd for 25c

with this ad
Good until Sept. 13

CYCLE REPAIRS
All Makes & Models
Parts & Accessories

H#DADCA
Dealer
A

"Motorcycle Pick Up Service"

Closest Bike

Shop to

U Mass

guidelines guaranteeing open
review procedures before major

changes are made in academic
programs.

Bischoff underlines the im-

portance of the first phase
philosophical work of the task

force: "The decision-making
regarding specific programs will be
based on the statement of goals.

Just because a program is good
doesn't mean it should stay, just

because it is bad doesn't mean it

should go."

Fletcher rejects the spectre of

drastic shake-ups within the
academic community of UMass-
Amherst. He predicts "perhaps
elimination of one or two programs,
but not wholesale shifting."

At the same time, Fletcher

believes there are two basic

conflicts the task force membership
will face: the interests of

professional vs. liberal arts

programs and the importance of

academic quantity vs. quality. He
concurs with Bischoff's rejection of

judgements of "good" and "bad"

as the basis for decisions.

The president of the un-

dergraduate student government
association, Richard Savini, says

"these ideas are going to be forced

because of the economic con-

siderations." Savini expects major

academic changes within several

years.

He says undergraduates are

concerned over the rhetoric course

requirement and the foreign

language requirement. He points

out that the requirement of two
semesters of a physical education

course has now been eliminated.
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WR U6WNIM0 FAST DELIVERY 0NAnY OF OUR
VICIOUS PIZZAS OR SUBS CALL THE H0N6RY-U

103 N. Pleasant

256-0473

256-0474

256-0475

55 Univ. Drive

256-8914

Coupon Good from Sept. 10th thru 16th, 1974

25 c
off Small Pizza 75 c

off Lg. Pizza

J

Chamber music set for next Sunday
A program of chamber music will

be presented as the first in the

Faculty Recital Series offered by

the University of Massachusetts

Department of Music at 8 p.m.

Sunday, Sept. 15, in Bowker
Auditorium.

Oboist Charles Lehrer of the
University faculty will be the
featured performer. Assisting Dr.

Lehrer from the music department
will be flautist Joanne Tanner,
bassoonists Linda Smith and Janet
Lyford, and on keyboard in-

FWRAMOUNT PICTURtS CORPORATION
andFILMWXYS INC pmn

JACK LEMMON
«iA MARTIN HANSOHOFT Praducton

"SAVE THE TIGER"
co starting JACK GILFORD

Jack Lemrrton in his m
most important dramatic
role sinceThe Days of

Wine and Roses"

>W .
.<

*>;o* <v»:•:

' %*~~

C.C. AUDITORIUM
Wednesday Night 7 and 9:30

Admission $1.00

struments Paula Pardee.

The program includes Francis

Poulenc's Trio for Oboe, Bassoon
and Piano, Sonata I of J.S. Bach
and Sonata IV by Johann Zelenka.

Also Hindemith's Sonata for Oboe
and Piano and the Dowland
"Lachrimai," which are in-

strumental settings based upon his

well known songs "Flow Sweet
Teares" and "Can She Excuse My
Wrongs."
The recital is open to the public

without charge.

0P£M AUOHIOMS
for

Amherst Community
Theatre Production

of

Tlit Mm Who Cam*

ft Dinner"

Amherst Regional
High School Auditorium
Sept. 11 Sept. 13, 7-9 p.m.

Film Times
\( \DFMY IIF Ml sir
Hi) 1 Sting 7 mi -- 1:13
MOl'VI \l\ FAHMS KOI H
< illcilla 1

Hci hie Hides \gain 1:00 — 3:00 — 5:00
— 7:00 — '• imi

< llll- II 1.1 ||

Our Firm- |;M — :l:m» — 5 :00 — 7:00 —
•1 : INI

Cinema III

Bulrh | ussid> and (he Sundance Kid
-'•hi - 1 :ui — 7 •M — 9:30
< iiiiin.i IV
Mi Majrslvk 2:m — 1:30 _ ; ini _

'i ',ii

COSTUME
\ SPECIAL , v

GREASER DAYS'

Sept. 11 & 12

J
Come dressed as

a Greaser and
get in lor SI. 25

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

-*-zr

t\\

Adult Admission During Matinees - $1.50

Don't Get All Choked Up

We're Showing

Deep Throat

again!!

TONIGHT
original, uncut version

7. 8:30, 10, 11:15 p.m. SUB

MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8:30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $.30 per line

Weekly — $.25 per line

Monthly — $.20 per line

MDC CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

Snow tires — Two Mirhelin X snov
radials SZ: 165-13. Cost $75 new. will sell

for 150. Ised one winter (2.000 mi.). Call Al

— 545-4717.

Panasonic SC777 stereo unit turntable,

AM-FM tuner and cassette recorder. Also

two sets of speakers. Worth approx. $500.

must sell for $250! Al Bromberger 20

I

Chadbourne 545-4717.

t.i \\\ Bus. good condition. 10 speed

Columbia bike. 150. Call 527-2209.

('rem IH.'»o power amplifier 100 watts -

IIMS per dm—*f. New. Call A.M. 584-0549

Land 1-5 acres in Wendell. 11.000 per
acnv Cull Brian 665-1237.

Twin bed. e\. cond. (all Boxanne 549-

1312.

Ior Sale. 5 cu. ft. Delmonico frig. I'sed I

year., exc. shape. Call 549-0345. $80.

I • cu. ft. refrigerator in good condition -

perfect for dorm room. 150 or best offer,

(all 5MMi:tlo.

Sonv TC-160 cassette deck: Advent 101

Dolby, (all 549-3865. I'MS

10 speed Paris Sport. Clincher tires —
cherry cond. Carolyn. 665-4308.

steieo 1equipment — Complete AR line.

I Low. low prices. For info call 665-3203.

Yashica Kmm movie A mini-spy
cameras, used. 150 ea. 8 track home stereo

125. Drum seat A practice pad. f 15. 253-

7211.

GtrVa 5 Spd. $.in or best offer. 546-7466.

68 Peugeot: and Panasonic cassette tape
deck for auto. Kach goes to best offer. 546-

9870.

(itane 10 speed (irand Sport Deluxe. I»j

years old. $110. Call 540-6745.

Volkswagen Camper Tent used 5 times.

Half price. $75. (all 549-0513.

Pioneer SA-7100 Amp., one yr. old. List
$L'.".n

. sell for IMI, Call Fran, 519-0810.

Leblanc trumpet, very good condition.

$160. Call Jerry. 253-9869.

Car Moll — gas cans, approved. 5 gal.

msiiI $.*>: 2 reconditioned Chev. 283 heads
140; 1178X15 I ires. 2 stadaVd snows I

radial, used. I new polvglas Call Re* 2*3-

7211.

lag Sale — Sat.. Sept. 11 — 10 a.m. -5

p.m. St. Brigid's Parish Ctr., No. Prospect
St. entrance. Wide selection for beginner
households, (hairs, lamps, tableware.

FOR SALE

Sanyo refrigerator. 2.5 cubic ft., brand
new condition. $50. Call eves. 665-2475.

Steve.

Save Money! Buy a Delmonico refrig..

1.9 cu. ft., exc. cond., only used for 1 sem.
$50. 549-652:1. Perfect for your dorm room.

AUTO FOR SALE

ii7 Bed VW. Call 586-4026 after 5. $375.

'6.1 Chev. runs Slim tel. 1-268-3660.

1966 Feudal Tempest I speed 20 MPG
excellent condition. I.ynne 545-2X76 days.

253 3796 nights.

1966 Ford Fairlane XL — ps. con-

vertible, good gas mileage on trips. i.\

highway carl. $100. (all 549-05i:i.

Ford Van 1970. 6 cylinder, recent brake

and valve jobs. $1200. II'J Mil exes.

1972 Chev Vega, silver w. black interior,

w.w. lires, I speed trans., radio, exc.

condition, $1. 550 or best offer 549-4510.

Mustang. 1965. 8 tyl . automatic, good

engine & power. $ Beasonable. Bay 1-369-

1619.

I96K Chevy CIO Carryall w-rebuilt 6 cyl.

250cu. in. eng.. :: spd column shift. Bubber
is excellent. Asking $1200, but I will accept

negotiate. Al Bromberger 20:t ( hadbourne
545-4717.

1970 M(.B. good shape, new clutch, etc.

665-24115. Best offer. Dave.

71 Chev. Nova, excellent condition,

power st br, AM-FM service record. $1640

or best offer. 256-6182, 3 - 7 p.m.

1970 510 Datsun (m sale. Best offer Call

WW tUt.

Fiat 850 Bacer 1970. Fxcellenl
mechanical condition. :t5 mpg. $750. 253-

7211.

Plymouth Satellite. 6H, automatic, ps,

small M. excellent condition, low mileage.
$195 or best offer. Bob 253-7211.

Fiat 850 Coupe. 1969. Little rusty but 40

mpg. Super running. $450. 253-7211

Ply. Fury .65, 4 dr.. small H, automatic.

Dependable transportation. $250. 253-7241.

Peugot 103, 58. for parts. Columbo
special: Will deliver, (ail Bob 25:1-7241.

61 Corvair convert. Fxcellenl body A
top. Needs motor. Will deliver. 253-7241.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Triumph Tiger 650 (( . mint cond. call
after 6 p . m. 586-1 851.

Yamaha 350, 1968. First $395. 253-7241.

FOR RENT

Amherst—Brittany Manor — On free

I Mass bus line. No lease required

Amazingly big 2 bedrooms with all the

comforts of home. Applianced kitrhens.

wall to wall carpeting, master TV antenna,

heat and air cond., motorcycle racks, 2

pools. 2 tennis courts, football, softball &
badminton lawns. 24 hr. resident mng &
maintenance. 2 bedrms from $230. (all 413-

256-8534.

Furnished Apts. I, 2. 1' 2 rms. 9 mos.

lease — Sept. I - June I. Air-cond., pool,

parking. Near shopping and theaters.

Beasonable rents. Amherst Motel. Bt. 9.

opp. Zayre's.

Su ierland — Mt. Sugarloaf — On free

l.Mass bus line. No lease required. Be cool

in Ibe pool or in your fantastic air con-

ditioned 2 bed rm. wall-wall carpeting, self

cleaning ovens, dishwashers, disposals,

laundry facilities. Master TV antenna. 24

hr. resident manager, maintenance crew.

Benting at $220 including utilities. Call us

113-665-3856.

2 room cottage in Berna.dston — stove

and refrig. furnished — 25 mins from

I Mass. $100 per month plus utilities.

Phone 648-92%.

ROOMMATE WANTED

I - 2 per share. Bondsv ille House Wl 3rd.

15 mi.. $60+ ea. Malurp. clean. 283-340*.

Female wanted to share a room in

Brandywine. $65mo. (all Bicki al 549-6320

after 6:30 p.m.

HELP WANTED

People interested in learning basic

newspaper page design and layout are

needed to help the COLLEGIAN editorial

staff. No credit or $ but a chance to learn

from professionals free. Contact Dean
Tucker 5-2550.

Woman's wristwatch between WOPE
J i«l < »BC 3 Sept.: Beward 545-2548

Lost: Blue \M Tour, suitcase. Beward.
Janet. 519-6989.

RIDE WANTED

Bide needed daily from llolyoke to

I Mass lor 9:im class (all evenings 532-

5133. Will pav.

1973 Yamaha TX 500. I8IMI miles New
condition. $1500 includes $230 Windjammer
fearing, luggage rack! Leave name,
number 515-2151 or 515-2158

WANTED

United Person to share rewarding

comiiiunitl liv ing situation w ith 4 adults & I

child. Own room in attractive house.

Maple St. area. We don't want a boarder or

i sexist Must be Milling to share

housework. cooking A expenses
(reasonable) & In work at openness. Call

739-1761 SPFI.lt

Bob is back to buv your sick or decrepit

car. Any make, model, year. 1 nload your
headache for fast $$$$$$. 253-7241.

5 cubic fl. refrigerator Jerr. 515-2304.

HELP WANTED

Farn up to $280 in 2 weeks of part time
work from Sept. 16 - 27. Stage West in West
Springfield needs students to sell season
tickets. Call 1-781-4470 if interested.

Competent pianist with interest in

(he.Hi i- lor dinner theatre work. Call 549-

2615.

Ilabv sitter needed Tues. A Thurs.
mornings tt:II - II mil In 3 yr. old boy's

home. Near campus 256-8395.

Part lime secy. Apply roam 428. SI'.

sh.i Ih.iiul toil d

5.5 cu. fl. refrig., ex. cond.. yr. old.

Counter top $85. Cathy 5-0320.

1973 Honda ( 1.150, 7500 mi. Fxcellenl
condition, runs fine. Never dumped. ( all

515-2129 — 9-4 wkday,

llarlev -Davidson 350 Sprinl. 1973, Onlv
3.000 miles Specially adapted "Bed Wing"
Iront locks. Like new. I need money for
school. First $700 lakes it. Tom 549-1567.

Job offered. Mediaaar wanted to run
sluririit senate aatomolive workshop.
\pplv SS office, 420 Student 1 nion

Wanted — Fxperienced waitresses.

\pply in person. NorthfieM Inn.

Need fiddler for Bluegrass Band. If

interested, call Tom 549-3717

PERSONALS

Karat*: Black or brown belt to work out
iind rank white eager to learn 546-6726
Michelle

Fred — Jim Nasium is looking for you to
sav Mi! i mii.li i Lambda Chi Alpha?

INSTRUCTION

Banjo Lessons $3.50 per lesson ( all Tom
549-3717 or leave message.

SERVICES

Creative Movement for children, the

whys and Iiows of working with children,

and Movement for personal growth a

movement group for men and women.
Private classes taught by Phyllis

Krakauer. Credit available. Please call I-

.'169-4410 for more information.

Leslie's Yarn A Canvas Shop. Amherst
Carriage Shop, 549-4591. Aery Ik knitling.

worsted 99c. 4 oi. Beynolds Lopi 12. IS It*

gr.

Mechanics Specials — 67 BMW. radials.

4 dr. auto, AM Ji FM. needs engine rebuilt

$400. 53 Pontiac. 4 dr.. needs valve job.

$100. (all 323-4821.

Special campus rates are available for

TIME, SPOBTS ILL.. PLAYBOY and OCT
magazines. Call 546-442$.

Horses Boarded — 10 minutes from
campus— Box stalls, trails, pasture, large
field for hunt course. Call 545-2781 day or

323-4056 evening.

i .hi. mi* Clubs and Organizations: Do
you w mi to publish high quality
newsletter, pamphlet, magazine or
booklet??? Let the Message Company help
you write, layout, design and print it!!

BeatanaMe fees, (aaaex t Jerry at 253-9N69

III I I \oilo. repair 2 dav service, work .

guaranteed \l Tech Hi Fi. (all 549-2610

( Ml BF.PMB II \SS| .KS? Bob is back
In fix it right. No joh ton small, foreign or
domestic No big overhead 253-7211

Looking (or home for 6 mo. male dog:

househroken ; mostly shepard, call 6-6623 .

\ffee. older cat. spa v.. fern. Lge. supply
IimmI & liUer provided. 549-3820.

ENTERTAINMENT

Female Vocalist seeks musicians or
band losing blues or soft rock, i B. Bait. <
Slick.) (all Jodv 549-6784.

Bob the DJ is back and the bands are on

the run. More music for less money Dance

and trivia contests, nonstop nostalgia. 536-

6075.

CALCULATORS

Calculator Sale — College Calculators
offers lowest prices anywhere. Ml models
available. Texas Inst.. Hewall Packard,
1 nicont. All machines new and guar with

2 mth replacement warranty. ..Before vou
buv a calculator, call me. I can beat any
price anyw here... Look for my posters
around campus for details. Then call Bob
( rowell at 549-1316.

MISCELLANEOUS

Instruction • Piano lessons BAB
(nuntrv. popular exp. performer - also
hass 256-8160 call 6:30

Instruction - For nonscience majors:
Belativitv (physics IMI; World Beyond
(>ur Senses H0*»; 1 ontemporary
Problems MI9>: Science For Science
Fiction Beaders <I9»>. Concepts Of
Phvsics llftl; Physics For Hem Ed
Majors 113*1; \ir Polution <I9*B> - I CR
mini course See course listings or inquire
in Hasbrouck 1 10 or call 545-2407.

Yoga courses beginners, intermediates.
Fxperienced teacher. Call 549-0842.

Photo Passports. Fast service & camera
repairs. Lang's Photo. 253-3148.

Music I essons in all instruments and
voire will be offered this fall through the
I'm i'.ii .hoi \ Division of the I Mass Dept.
of Music If vou are interested in studying
with university artist teaching faculty or
their assistants, call 545-MI3. Lesson times
mav he arranged for raur convenience.
Begistralion deadline SezM 13.

interested in

model
Model Makatg FarJftlW
lodrl makm*. tt»er* W4MM>p<>i(iinitv (a

work oh a avelt a****) «} the t Mass
campus during this Waft*! semester
Credit to be arranged Contact Prof
Moshcr in Wilder Hall 54.V4I47.

"Poker (lub" — established poker i luh

needs new members Meets wklv (all
Dave 549-6784.
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notes,

quotes

Course
Listings
Additional history courses have

been announced for the Fall

semester: History 200-500 Ancient

History to 500 B.C., History 385,

Special Problems, and History 750

Research Seminar in History. Some
changes in meeting times and

meeting places are: Hist. 115, TTh
11:15-12:30 Hert. 206, and Hist

750c, Th 4:00-6:30 p.m., Hert. 546.

To sign up for any of these courses,

go to the History Dept. Herter Hall.

The Student Center for

Educational Research (S.C.E.R.), in

cooperation with Orchard Hill,

Project 10 and Southwest
Residential Colleges, is sponsoring

a 3 credit course -- The Student

Interest Research Seminar.

Using techniques from the Social

Sciences, Investigative Journalism

and Public Interest Research, the

course will focus on various aspects

of the University of Massachusetts-

uncovering information which can
be used for published documents,
in student organizing or for reform

proposals.

Specific topics will be agreed

upon by the class and the in-

structor, but the studies will include

a continuation of last semester's

counseling study and a look into

the university residence hall

policies.

Those interested should contact

the instructor, Larry Magid, prior to

Wednesday, September 10th. Call

545-0341 or drop by Room 432

Student Union and day between
1:00 and 3:00. The course will meet
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1:00

to 2:15 (place to be announced;
beginning Thursday, September
12th.

The Southwest Women's Center
is offering five 3 credit courses in

the fall semester as part of the

Women's Studies curriculum. A
number of these courses still have
room for interested students.

The courses listed are: Women,
American Politics and Capitalist

Society, Economic History of

Women (1840-WWII), Women in

the World of Work, Women in

Action: Practicum in Southwest
Women's Center, and Women in

Africa.

For more information or

registration, contact the Southwest
Women's Center, Mackimmie
House.

Driver Training
The Student Senate Transit

Service is looking for candidetes for

the Fall training program. These
people will be trained to drive buses
and prepared for taking the

Registry of Motor Vehicles Class II

license road test. The training will

be done in hourly segments bet-

ween 9:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M. on
weekends. Interested parties

should also meet the following

qualifications:

1. UMass student

2. 18 years of age or older

3. a licensed driver with at least

one year's driving experience

4. physically capable of driving

class II size vehicles

The average student requires

about 15-20 hours of training before

he-she becomes proficient with a

bus. If you have 15 hours to spare

and can afford the $5 registration

fees, why not learn to drive a bus?

Those who get their licenses will be

considered for employment with

the University bus service im-

mediately. For information call Jeff

McCormick or Bob Brulotte, 5-0056

or 5-2086.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By Stella Wilder

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 7) - Business
arrangements can be made well ahead of

time. Keep to your own method of

operation at this time; another's can wait

its turn. (Sept. 8 Sept. 22) - Stick to a

schedule that has proven feasible in the

past To try new ways and means at this

time could mean to introduce a definite

sour note
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 7) - Keep ap-

pointments even though you may have to

put yourself out considerably to do so

There is no point turning another against

you. (Oct 8-Oct. 221 — Concentrate on
those activities which require you to use

your mental capacities to the utmost.

Don't be persuaded into taking the easy

way out.

SCORPIO: (Oct. 23 Nov 7) - If your
are wise, you will meet whatever events
occur when they occur. To put off your

responsibilities is to forfeit success. (Nov.

8 Nov. 21) Although problems on the

home front may not have financial gain as

an incentive to their solution, they must
not be neglected Tackle them at once!
SAGITTARIUS: (Nov. 22 Dec. 71 -

This is not the "take it easy" week you
may have expected. Do what you can to

adiust to situations and circumstances that

arise. (Dec. 8 Dec. 21) - Make no
mistakes as to what issues are involved in

your success this week. There is very little

margin lor error built into present events.

CAPRICORN: (Dec. 22-Jan. 5) -
Conserve your energies. Make an effort to

remain calm, to swim easily and laxity with
the prevailing current. Fight against

nothing. (Jan. 6-Jan. 19) — Although you
have imagination and creativity, you would
do well to keep both under absolute
control this week. Remain calm.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 3) -

Problems of employment may make it

difficult for you to meet another's demand
this week. Do what you can and then don't
worry' (Feb 4-Feb. 18) — You would do
well to hold your enthusiasms in check all

through the week. Approach vour worn

affirmatively, but don't go overboard with

eagerness.
PISC£S (Feb. 19- March 5) - If vou

would undertake a conciliatory course of

action, make sure that those with whom
relations are strained and are ready and

willing. (March 6 March 20) - You could

make an error of identification early in the

week that would cause you regrets for

many weeks to come.

ARIES (March 21 April 4) - The future

success or failure of this week's activities

depends upon your willingness to adapt to

present circumstances. Bend with the
'wind (April 5 April 19) - Personal
contacts will not be as helpful this week as

you had hoped. Trust, instead, to your
ability to help yourself progress.

TAURUS (April 20-May 5) - You
should be able to get a clear picture of your

immediate future this week. Take care not

to underestimate your ability to adapt to

ills. (May 6-May 20) - A business

association may cause you considerable

trouble this week. Don't be alarmed if you
are unable tc change things to suit

yourself. .

GEMINI (May 21 June 6) - Make
decisions wisely, but don't expect
everything vou decide on to turn out vour

way Develop old plans into new methods
of operation. (June 7 June 20) - Make all

plans in accordance with what vou know
from past experience you are capable of

acromnlishinn
CANCER: (June 21 -July 7) - A new

professional project could prove more than

you expected where hours and labor are

concerned. Find relief through the at-

tainment of new knowledge. (July 8-July

22) Depend upon your own knowledge
and your own ability to act. If you depend
upon others, you may be in for genuine
disappointment.

LEO: (July 23-Aug. 7) - Keep financial

issues from boiling over at this time. You
would do well to ask for professional help

early in the week.

m

Crossword Puzzler

ACftOSS

1 Ciassil,

6 Declare
U Folds
12 Closer
14 Butts against
15 Test
17 A state (abbr
18 Demon
19 Cnairs
20 Soak
21 Negative
22 Walks
23 Peel
24 Initials ol 26lh

President
25 Scottish caps
26 Hockey goals
27 Prohibits

28 Boundary
29 Barracudas
31 Doom
32 Broadcasting

system (abbr

)

34 Not one
35 Evergreen

trees
36 French article

37 Skill

38 Stops
39 Sorrow
40 Pronoun
41 Dress material
42 Di iturbance
43 Vast throng
45 Circuits
47 Highways
48 Wants

DOWN

1 Charm
2 Inclined road-
way

3 Three-toed
sloths-- —

4 Delirium tra-
" mans.ftbfatj
5 Holds m high

reQar«
6 S.hgiSjtesss

7 Afternooflipar-

Jies

8 Hindu cymbals
9 Teutonic deity

10 Venerate
1

1

Publish
13 Evaluates
16 Knocks
19 Heavenly bo-

dies
20 Rant
22 Commonwealth
23 Star facets
26 Quotes
27 Twisted
28 Lamp
29 Gastropod

mollusk
30 Baggage car-

rier

31 Occupy

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

boh rannn: hhg
ElREHALTOBONTO
cowparao rjaa or.

D3H cany ode
as arjrjiorTLiB ran

aa'E rjon rang
HiawE nraa oom@
ODD GGH i EQG
DH QOB CDDraRBD
ranns aana Qnra

12

32 Inundations
33 Encounters
35 Aches
38 Cowl
39 Entwist

41 By way ol

42 Regret
44 Proceed
46 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc
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The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

in person

Carl
The Investigative

who broke the \A

rnstein

THE \na#a>e story for

.ON POST.

In A Lecture:

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart

Your money: ok youk life

'Watergate and Its Implications

for the Ford Administration!"

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM 8 p.m

Watergate is not over

it still concerns you!!

iio
*>/,

e \o!C*
\*

* 7 - '»
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Trevino bests player in W-Series playoff
By BOB GREEN

AKRON, Ohio \AP\ - Lee

Trevino finally conquered the

course he said he couldn't play and

won a two day sudden-death

playoff for the $50,000 first prize in

the World Series of Golf.

He beat South African Gary

Player with a routine par on the

seventh extra hole — and the

second of the day — Monday on

the long, troublesome, 7,180-yard

Firestone Country Club course.

It's a layoit that Trevino had

avoided as much as possible in the

past, saying it was too long for him.

"My game has turned around,"

Trevino said Monday. 'I'm hitting

the long irons better now than I

ever have in my life.
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MONDAY'S RESULTS

Texas at California, 2

Kansas Citv at Oakland, Twilight

Chicago at Minnesota. Night

Baltimore at Milwaukee, Night

Detroit at Cleveland. Night

New York at Boston, Night

TUESDAY'S GAMES
(ALL TIMES EDT)

Detroit (Lolich 16-17) at Cleveland
(Peterson 8-11), 7:30 p.m.

New York (Dobson 15-14) at Boston ITiant

20 111. 730 p.m
Chicago (Wood 20-17) at Minnesota

(Alburv 6 8), 8:30 p.m
Baltimore (McNally 14 10) at Milwaukee

(Champion 10-3). 8:30 p.m
Kansas City (Bnles 4-5) at California

(Lange 3 8). 11 pm
(Only games scheduled)

NATIONAL LEAGUE STANDINGS
(NIGHT GAMES NOT INCLUDED)

EAST
W L

l-',,isburgh 76 64

St Louis 74 66
Philadelphia 69 71

New York 64 73

Montreal 61 76

Chicago 57 81

WEST
W L

Los Angeles 87 52
Cincinnati 84 56

Atlanta 78 63
Houston 71 68

San Francisco 64 76
San Diego 51 90
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MONDAY'S RESULTS

Chicago 9 Pittsburgh 4

Montreal at New York. Night
San Diego at Cincinnati. Night
Philadelphia at St Louis, Night

Los Angeles at Atlanta, Night

San Francisco at Houston, Night
TUESDAYS GAMES
(ALL TIMES EDT)

Pittsburgh (Kison 7-7) at Chicago
(Reuschel 13 10), 230 p.m

Los Angeles (Sutton 14-9) at Atlanta

(Morton 14 9), 6 05 p.m
Montreal (McNally 6 13) at New York

(Mi.Graw 6-7 or Webb 0). 8:00 -t.rT.

San Diego (Mcintosh 0-11 at Cincinnati (T

Cirroll 4 2), 8:00 p.m.

Philadelphia (Ruthven 8-11) at St Louis

(Foster 7 91. 8:30 pm
San Francisco (Caldwell 13 3) at Houston

i Roberts 9 11) 8 30 p m

Cvellar named AL

Star of the week
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Mike Cuellar,

winner of two 1-0 games for the

Baltimore Orioles last week, was
selected Monday as the American

League's "Star of the Week."

The 37-year-old lefthander

allowed Boston only two hits in the

second game of a Labor Day

doubleheader and then limited

Cleveland to five hits in the second

game of a doubleheader last Friday,

raisinq his season record to 18-10.

Cuellar's back to- back shutouts

helped Baltimore tie an American

teague record of five consecutive

shutouts

"I can take a two-iron, threenron

or four- iron out of the bag and not

have to try to figure out a way to hit

it high and fade it. I have con-

fidence. I get tha club in my hand

and I know I can do what I want to

do.

"I've never been able to do that

before.

"I now feel like I can play any
course."

It was Trevino's first victory in

four starts - he had finished last

two times - in this elite event that

brings together only the winners of

the world's major titles.

PGA champion Trevino and

Player, the British Open and

Masters winner, finished the

regulation 36 holes Sunday with

scores of 139, one- under- par.

Canadian Open champion Bobby
Nichols, the host pro at Firestone,

had a 143 total and U. S. Open king

Hale Irwin had 148.

Player, who once led by six

strokes in reaulation Dlav, and
Trevino, went back to the 14th hole

for the playoff that produced five

holes of high drama - but no

winner - before darkness settled in

and the playoff was extended to

Monday.

They began on the 14th hole, a

Cross Country team
seeks new members

By MDC Staff

The women's cross-country club seeks new members from any class,

grads or under-grads, for this fall season. The R.S.O. club is affiliated with

the local A.A.U. club the Sugarloaf Mt. A.C. and will compete in open

meets in New England.

The first major meet of the season will take place here in Amherst on

Sept. 28th. It will be an open competition against other clubs in

Massachusetts. About fifty runners are expected in this yearly Sugarloaf

Open cross-country meet which will include a high school girls race and a

men's six mile as well as the three mile open women's event.

The season will consist of several open meets building toward the New
England Championship November 9th here in Amherst again and the

Regional championships November 17th on Long Island. The Nationals

this year will be held in Kettering Ohio November 30th and will see a team

of at least 5 women from UMass.

Four returning veterans will provide the nucleus for this year's team.

Charlotte Lettis won the New England's and Regionals last year and

finished 16th in the Nation, Marianne Wilcox placed 3rd in the New
England indoor half mile, and Marion Kulick held the New England 440

hurdle mark, Junior Karen Fiske is the other returning veteran.

This weekend the four ran in the annual Granby 4-mile women's
roadrace Lettis won the race with a course record time while Wilcox ran-

tenth and Kulick 11th. Fiske finished the race with her best time over four

miles.

A meeting of the whole team will plan training and introduce new
members Wednesday evening at 7:30 in Room 177 of the campus center.

Any curious and willing women of any class including graduates and

faculty are invited.

Any men, graduate students or faculty, may join the Sugarloaf male
section to compete in cross country races in New England this fall.

UMass Football luncheons
kick-off tomorrow
Coach Dick MacPherson will kickoff the weekly University of

Massachusetts football luncheons on Wednesday, September 11

(This Wed.) at 12:05 p.m., in the Newman Center at the University of

Massachusetts with an in- depth- report on Villanova— the

Minutemen's gridiron opponent this weekend at Villanova, Pa. The

weekly luncheons (which will be held from Sept. 11 thru Nov. 27.)

are open to the general public and special parking has been arranged

for those attending. Door prizes, movie highlights of every game,

and the appearance of team players feature the popular luncheons

and Bob Foote, President of the UMass Gridiron Club, will emcee

the luncheons this year....

"What's New at I?

Open Daily til 8 p.m.
Serving Breakfast All Day Sunday

Daily 99a Specials -
Featuring from time to time, American Chop Suey, Soup
and Sandwich, Sloppy Joes and others.

Include coupon, with copy reading

FREE

Small Drink

Good Sept. 10 Sept. 15 with this coupon
with Purchase of Meal

THE GASLITE I

410 yard par four. Player drove the

fairway and Trevino got his drive in

the rough. His second was on the

green, but some 40 feet away.

Player put his approach only 10-12

feet from the flag.

"I thought I was dead," Trevino

said. "I didn't think I had a chance. I

knew Gary had a pretty easy putt. I

was just trying to get down in two.

"If I said I was trying to make the

putt I'd be lying. I really thought I

left it three, four feet short but it

kept going and kept going and kept

going and fell in the left side of the

hole."

It was a birdie. But Player made
his and they still were tied.

On the 230- yard, par-three 15th,

Trevino hit a one-iron 3 feet behind
the flag and Player put his in a

bunker on the left. Gary came out

about 15 feet short and Trevino got
down in two. Player missed his putt

and it was over.

Player

second.

collected $15,000 for

It's runners vs.

cyclists at Holyoke
By MDC Staff

Not since John Henry died with a hammer in his hand has there been

such a classic confrontation between man and machine. This time instead

of a steam drill against a hammer the struggle will be feet against bicycles.

The Runners of the Sugarloaf Mt. A.C. will meet the cyclists of the

Valley Cycle Club'today on the road up to Skinner Park on Mt. Holyoke on

the west end of the Holyoke range at 6:00.

In an earlier race up Mt. Sugarloaf the bicycles defeated the runners

soundlv. That first race ran as a time trial with one runner and one cyclist

starting together at one minute intervals. Runners soon found themselves
running alone which made for a rather ardous grind. This time the runners

and bicyclists will start in two masses with a certain time interval between
them. This should produce a much more thrilling race.

The runners claimed the Sugarloaf Mt. wasn't steep enough and no hill

in the area with pavement is steep enough. The cyclists won't race on dirt

and rocks.

Any cyclists or runners are invited to roll or run along.

OPENINGS
FOR YIPS

That's right — no longer will you be a lost soul within the

thousands of students here at I'Mass. You too can become special,

important, needed, a person or value. Arm v HOT! is looking lor

special people; individuals interested in learning more about the

mainstay of national defense — the IS Army.

And we have a lot to offer too — accredited Military Science
courses: challenging extracurricular activities: a highly qualified
group of Army officers and NCOs sincerely interested in YOUR
abilities and goals; financial assistance; an interesting, rewarding
alternative in jobs after graduation; and the chance to serve over
two hundred million Americans — as a commissioned officer in the
active Army. Reserves, or National (iuard.

Drop by and visit us in the Department of Military Science

(Bldg. No. 7!l or call 545-2321). You'll be welcome, there won't be

any runaround, we'll have some answers for you — and we're
always good for a cup of coffee!

**•••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••$
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Connors, King smash Aussies at Forest Hills
By WILL GRIMSLEY

FOREST HILLS, N. Y. \AP\ - "I was so high, I felt like I was on cloud

nine -
I didn't know when I might come down," said Jimmy Connors.

"I had to get bahoova in gear -
I was afraid until the last point I might

blow it," said Billie Jean King.

So, the mop-haired court-killer from Belleville, III., and the gritty old lady

from Hilton Head, S. C, returned American tennis supremacy to home
base Monday with singles victories in the U. S. Open Tennis Cham-
pionships.

The 22 year old Connors - bold as a bandit and as assassin with a steel

racquet in his hand - swept past the great Ken Rnsewall of Australia in 68

minutes of devastating shot-making, 6-1, 6-0, 6-1.

Then, the 30- year-old Ms. King, down a set at one stage and trailing 3-0

in the final set, gritted her teeth and hammered out a 3-6, 6-3, 7-5 triumph

over the unpredictable Evonne Goolagong of Australia.

Miss Goolagong, daughter of an aboriginal sheepherder, had upset top-

seeded Chris Evert in a stirring semifinal and had been favored by most
observers to take the measure of Mrs. King, who in recent months has

become more deeply involved in publishing and women's lib interests.

However, the graceful lady from Down Under, lapsed into too many
losses of concentration and allowed the highly competitive American to

fight her way out of trouble. Billie Jean previously won in 1967, 1971 and

1972.

The new champions, each of whom received $$22,500 cash arizes nlus

new automobiles and other loot, succeed a pair of Australians - Margaret

Smith Court, now retired while expecting a second child, and John
Newcombe, who had been beaten by Rosewall in the semi-finals.

The American titles have been Australian property for much of the last

two decades. Australians have won the men's title 13 times since 1956.

Mrs. Court had won five of the last eight women's championships.

Connors dazed a gallery of a sellout crowd of more than 15,000 with his

whirlwind assault against one of the game's classic stroke-makers and all-

time great players.

He never lost a service and permitted the pint-sized Australian, whom he

previously had beaten in straight sets at Wimbledon, only two widely

separated games - the fifth game of the opening set and the fourth game
of the third set, both on the Australian's service.

Rosewall himself became so discouraged near the end that his head

dropped, his shoulders sagged and he just shook his head in disbelief as

Connors drilled shot after shot into the corners and cross court

placements.

"Never since I started the international tour 22 years ago has anyone

beaten me so badly," Rosewall said. "He kept the pressure on me all day.

He hit the ball early and on the rise and never gave me a chance to get into

the match."

Summary
FOREST HILLS, N. Y. [UP/] - Results of Monday's matches on the

final day of the U. S. Open Tennis Championships:

Men's Singles Final

Jimmy Connors, Belleville, III. (1), def. Ken Rosewall, Australia (5), 6-1,

0-6, 6-1.

Women's Singles Final

Jillie Jean King, Long Beach, Calif. (2), def. Evonne Goolagong,

Australia (5), 3-6, 6-3, 7-5.

Men's Doubles Final

Bob Lutz, San Clemente, Calif., and Stan Smith, Sea Pines, S. C. (2),

def. Patrice Cornejo and Jaime Fillol, Chile (8), 6-3, 6-3.

Women's Doubles Final

Billie Jean King and Rosemary Casals, San Francisco (2), def. Francoise

Durr, France, and Betty Stove, The Netherlands (3), 7-6, 6-7, 6-4.

Mixed Doubles Final

Pam Teeguarden, Los Angeles, and Geoff Masters, Australia, def. Chris

Evert, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., and Jimmy Connors, 6-1, 7-6.

Men's 35 Final

Gene Scott, New York (2) def. Neale Fraser, Australia (1), 6-4, 6-3.

Mann nears point record
DETROIT \UPI\ - Errol Mann

only needs 79 more points to

become the leading scorer in the

history of the Detroit Lions.

He hopes the National Football

League team gets a whole lot of

touchdowns this season. Because

he knows he won't get these 79

points three at a time.

"They definitely changed it," the

Lions' placekicker said emphatically

but with a hearty laugh.

"I think maybe a little bit of a

change was in order," Mann said of

the NFL rule that puts missed field

goals come out to the line of

scrimmage instead of to the

defending team's 20 yard line. "But

I think maybe they changed it more
than they should have.

"I believe they overreacted a little

bit to start with," said Mann, who
only scored 53 points with his foot

last season after averaging more

than 100 for the four previous

seasons.

Long field goals? "They're

gone," Mann said flatly.

"You're also going to see poorer

field goal percentages," he said, "I

think the average field goal this year

will be about 35 yards - and you're

not going to see any 70 per cent

kickers any more."

Though the use of field goal

kickers is going to go down, Mann
is not so sure the salaries for three-

poir.t play men will decline.

"That depends on the World

Football League," he said, "and

how bad they go after kickers."

Billie Jean King makes a return against Evonne Goolagong in the finals of the

U.S. Open tennis tourney at Forest Hills yesterday. She won, 3-6, 6-3, 7-5, to take the

women's singles title.

Connors— "Get me Layer
//

Jimmy Connors

[Converse Turf-Star

FENTON'S
Tel. 253-3973

FOREST HILLS, N. Y. [UP/] - "Get me Laver."

That's what Jimmy Connors, deprived of a grand slam by being banned

from the French tournament, said Monday to his manager. Bill Riordan,

and Riordan contacted Rod Laver, challenging the two-time grand slam

winner to meet Jimmy in a winner take-all match sometime this fall in

Madison Square Garden.

"Laver's manager said Rod was interested," Riordan said. "I expect to

hear from Rod shortly. As to the purse, perhaps $50,000, maybe even

$100,000."

Laver has riled Jimmy by what the 22-year-old Australian, Wimbledon

and Forest Hills winner regards as disparaging comments.

UMass
Intramural
Shoes for

Football
and Soccer

$-v50

F9172

7
Main St., Amherst

(Nexf to Domino's)

WMUA
NEWS MEETING
Friday, September 13th

7 p.m. 174 C.C.

All old newspeople and any new people

interested in news gathering, editing, and

reporting should attend.
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Yanks grab top, drop Sox, 6-3
BOSTON [UPI] - Chris

Chambliss and Elliott Maddox
drove in two runs apiece Monday
night and the New York Yankees,
taking advantage of two errors,

defeated the Boston Red Sox 6-3

before a standing room only crowd
of 34, 981 to regain sole possession
of first place in the American
League Fast.

Chambliss hit a solo homer off

loser Roger Moret in the third and
singled in a fourth inning run while
Maddox singled home the first run

and brought in another with a

sacrifice fly in the fifth.

However, it was the Red Sox'

shaky play in the field that led to

their downfall. In the first inning

Roy White reached safely on the

first of two errors by shortstop

Mario Guerrero, stole second and
continued to third as catcher Bob

Montgomery's throw went into

centerfield. White then scored

when Maddox singled.

Chambliss' sixth homer gave the

Yankees a 2-0 lead in the second,

but Boston's Dwight Evans
homered in the third to cut the

margin to one run.

New York got a run back in the
fourth with the aid of a dropped
throw at the plate by Montgomery.
Graig Nettles doubled and
Chambliss followed with a single to

riaht. Evans made a oerfect throw

SPORTS

to home which appeared to have
Nettles beaten, but in the collision

at the plate Montgomery dropped
the ball and Nettles was safe.

The Yankees then picked up two
more runs in the fifth and another in

the sixth to build a 6-1 advantage.

George Medich carried that lead
into the eighth inning but the Red
Sox struck for two runs and Sparky
Lyle was forced to come in and get
the final four outs. Medich gave up
a pair of singles to start the eighth
then got bailed out of trouble when
Evans hit into a double play.

However, Carl Yastrzemski
followed with a homer and Lyle
relieved to preserve Medich's 18th
win.

NEW YORK AB R H Bl
Totals 37 6 13 6

BOSTON AB R H Bl

Totals 35 3 10 2

E Guerrero 2, Montgomery. DP
New York 2, Boston 1 LOB New York

6, Boston 6.

2B Nettles HR-Cham bliss (6),

Evans (9), Yastrzemski (15). SB
White. SF Maddox
Medich W 18 11

IP H R ER BB SO
Medich W 18 11 7 2-

3 9 3 3 1 3

lyle 1 1-3 1 2

Moret L 7-9 4 1-3 7 5 4 1 2

Cleveland 32 3 6 1 2
WP Cleveland

The Yankees Graig Nettles helps to break "The Jinx" as he slides home safely
past Bob Montgomery. The New Yorkers broke their Fenway losing streak, 6-3.

Courageous hopes to prolong 123-year streak
By JACK WOUSTON

NEWPORT, R. I. [UPI] - The
United States placed its longest

winning . *'eak in sports on the line

today, sending the 12- meter yacht

Courageous against the Australian

challenger Southern Cross over a

24.3-mile course on Rhode Island

Sound in a best-of-seven series for

The America's Cup.
This is the 22nd challenge for a

battered, bottomless goblet which
the United States won from
England 123 years ago and has
defended tenaciously ever since.

And it probably is the most
determined one that ever has been
made in cup history. Alan Bond, 36-

year-old Australian millionaire, has
spent a reported $9 million in his

effort to win the Cup and take it

back to the country down under.
With the crack of dawn, an

estimated fleet of 2,500 craft

ranging from small motorboats to
large commercial ships began
pouring out into Rhode Island

Sound to take up viewing spots
along the race course. Twenty-six
Coast Guard vessels cruised the
area to keep them off the course.
The start of the first race was

scheduled for 12:10 p.m. EDT. The
weather experts saw a 20 per cent
chance of showers, which would be
no bother, and Southwest winds of
10 to 12 knots.

The yachting experts among the
thousands of persons jammed into

this seaport city for the series gave
the edge to Courageous. But the
Australians wouldn't buy it. They
were confident, cool and un-
concerned Monday as they put
Southern Cross through a series of
drills in Narragansett Bay.

Southern Cross Skipper Jim
Hardy, a vintner from Sydney who
has won numerous honors in in-

ternational and Olympic sailing

events, felt he had the edge in Cup
experience over Courageous
Skipper Ted Hood. Hardy sailed

Gretel II in the last series in 1970
when she lost out to defender
Intrepid, 4-1.

Hood has crewed previously on
12-meter yachts seeking to become
the defender but never has been in

America's Cup competition. But he
is a seasoned veteran of the sailing

wars and he took over the helm of
Courageous in the selection trials

with the new aluminum-hulled 12
meter tied 4-4 with Intrepid. In the
tie breaking race he skippered
Courageous to a 1- minute, 47-

second victory over Intrepid.

In this race, said Bob Mc-
Cullough, the Courageous
manager, "we reached 85 per cent
of our potential. We'll be 99 per
cent when the Cup races start."

The McCullough statement
raised a Question - is Courageous

still only 99 per cent of potential.

Will that be gbod enough to stave

off a determined effort by the

Aussie challenger.

Whatever the outcome, this

contest is going to be a no- holds-

barred slugfest. Hopefully there'll

be no low punches, at least not
lower than those already swung by
the men from down under, such as

a Watergate- type intrusion in the

dark c night boarding the
defender arrogant accusations of

"racing rules control" leveled
against the Americans and other

unsportsmanlike "dirty tricks."

Observers say that if this match is

not cleanly sailed, completely

devoid of groundless challenger-

filed protests and appeals such as

clouded the 1970 series, there may
be no further Cup competition for

years to come.

Whatever happens, it is pretty
certain these races will be close — a
matter of seconds or minutes at the
finish. Closest race among the 12
meters was in 1962 when
Weatherley defeated Gretel I by 26
seconds. The biggest margin was
piled up in 1964 when Constellation
blasted Sovereign by 20 minutes
and 26 seconds. That's like the New
York Yankees defeating the Boston
Red Sox 50-0.

The Australian challenger for the America's Cup,
"Southern Cross", practices yesterday for the start of
the best-of-seven series. "Cross" is skippered by Jim
Hardy.

The inside
story
JIMMY CONNORS

DIDN'T HAVE HIS fiance
Chris Evert to compete with
in the finals of the U.S.
Open at Forest hills, but
nevertheless, his victory in

the men's singles, along
with Billie Jean King's in

the women's singles, gave
the Americans a dramatic
sweep of the tournament.
Story - page 19.

LEE TREVINO didn't
have his Doctor Pepper
bottle to help him in the
World Series of Golf, but he
didn't need it as he beat
Gary Player on the seventh
extra hole Story - page 18.

J^LlT^T^ tunes up in a final Preparations

will skiDDpTtho !^6
:

1
"'5 Sea -90ing tit,e

-
Ted Hoodwm skipper the 12-meter yacht.

Ford considering pardoning other defendants
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Memos suggest

UMass hiring policy abused?
BYDOROTHY L MULLER

AND
MARK VOGLER
Staff Reporters

What appears on the surface to

be an inhouse departmental
controversy may develop into

abuses of affimative action policy

and heavy court litigation for the

UMass administration.

The summer appointment of

Gideon Ariel to the Physical
Education's Department of Exercise
Science has raised questions as to
whether statndard University hiring

procedures were properly followed.
A suit filed by a UMass graduate

student is now pending in Boston
Federal District Court which
charges that an affirmative action
search was intentionally aborted in

order to place Ariel on the faculty

(see page three).

Robert Gluckstern

Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery maintains that an af-

firmative action search "was
properly waived in this instance

because it is for a one year contract

and that the cost of conducting an
affirmative action search under the

circumstances would be
unreasonable."

However, a close look at the
funding of Ariel's appointment
reveals that it was not the intention

of department head Harry K.

Campney to hire the new professor

for a year -but rather to beef up the

present faculty.

The position was funded in part

by a three-year grant and the

liquidation of the department's only

two graduate assistantships.

Robert L. Gluckstern, vice
chancellor for Academic Affairs

and Provost, approved the ap-

pointment of Ariel with the
stipulation that state funds
designated for graduate students
would not be used to supplement
his salary beyond the 1974-75

academic year.

"The use -uf state funded
academic positions for our own
doctorates is strongly

discouraged,'' Gluckstern said in a

June 7 memorandum to Campney.
"The present circumstances do

Gideon Ariel
Staff Photo Mark Biletch

not seem sufficiently unique to

permit a significant modification of

this practice in the present case.

However, the Department is

strongly interested in using Dr.

Ariel's abilities to generate outside

grant support for the department."

Dr. Campney defended his

petition for the affirmative action

waiver on the grounds that "there

was never a position open in the

first place."

He added that there was no need
to conduct the affirmative action

search which necessitates the

publication of faculty vacancies in

trade journals, and requires that

minority colleges be specifically

approached in regard to the

opening.

While no faculty position was left

unf illed--given Campney's
argument -nevertheless two

turn to page 3

Sargent, Dukakis win in governor's race

Sheehan, Quinn concede defeat Mosakowski loses
BOSTON \UPI\ Republican

Gov. Francis W. Sargent won
renomination in Tuesday's
Massachusetts primary and will

face liberal Michael S. Dukakis,
father of the state's no-fault auto
insurance law, in the November
election.

Sargent's conservative op-
ponent, Carroll P. Sheehan, and
Dukakis' opponent, Atty. Gen.
Robert H. Quinn, both conceded
shortly before 11 p.m.

Sargent told his supporters, "The
votes are still coming in, but we
have won it — not just the

Backers of the military

government that took power in

a coup in Chile one year ago
today allowed tens of

thousands of demonstrators to

celebrate the anniversary.
Criticism of the junta remains
vehement, with Amnesty In-

ternational charging that the

junta has executed thousands
of civilians since taking power.
"Torture is still being prac

ticed," concludes the London-
based group that is designed to

protect the rights of political

prisoners.

For coverage of the an
niversary of the coup, turn to

pages 9 and 14.

nomination, but the fight, the big

fight. We've won that, the big fight

to be Republican who can stand tal^

and not bow down to party, who
keeps his independence, does his

job as governor and still be proud of

his party."

At about the same time, Dukakis
was saying, "I can't think of any
better place to celebrate this great

victory than in the Athens of

America."

Carroll P. Sheehan, the liberal

governor's conservative challenger,

conceded defeat shortly before 11

p.m. Atty. Gen. Robert H. Quinn,
who decided to vacate his office in

favor of a run for governor, also

conceded defeat with less than 20
per cent of tne vote counted.
With 47 of the state's 2142

precincts reporting, or 19 per cent,

Sargent had 18,997 votes com-
pared to 10,160 for Sheehan
Dukakis had 59,468 votes with

42,582 for Quinn.

The unofficial returns came from
19 per cent of the precincts.

"The votes are still coming in,

but we have won it," Sargent told

his supporters.

"I wish him Sargent well in

November," Sheehan said.

Dukakis thanked his supporters

for, "Your votes and your trust in

me to lead this state over the next

four years
"

Former Lt Gov Francis X.

Bellotti of Quincy iumped into a

potentially commanding lead for

the Democratic nomination for

attorney general in Tuesday's
Massachusetts primary.

With 115 of the 2,142 precincts

reporting, Bellotti had 8,187 votes

to 4,539 for former Rep. George L.

Sacco of Medford.

In the Republican primary for the

same office, former Republican

State Chairman Jc i «ah A.

Spaulding of Manchester ed with

3,367 votes to 2,486 for C irles C.

Cabot Jr. of Dover, and 1
776 for

former Administration Se retary

William I. Cowin of Newton
Thomas P. O'Neill III, son \A the

U.S. House majority leader, ed in

the five man Democratic contest

for lieutenant governor.

turn to page 13

in Congress bid

Inside:
It looks like Joe Early, a

former basketball captam at

Holy Cross College and
oresently a state represen

tative, will be taking the place

of retiring U. S. Congressman

Harold Donahue in the Third

District. See primary details on

page 6 and 13.

Thomas R. Manning of Pittsfield

won the democratic nomination for

Congress in the First Congressional
District over Kenneth R.

Mosakowki of Amherst, the UMass
library employee.

Manning will face U.S. Rep.

Silvio 0. Conte, also of Pittsfield

With 82.1 percent of the

precincts reporting at 11:45 p.m..

Manning had 15,419, while

Mosakowski had 10,086

In the 5th district, Paul E.

Tsongas of Lowell held a small early

lead over William C. Madden of

Lexington in scattered early

returns. The winner will face GOP
Rep. Paul W. Cronin of Andover.

In the hotly contested 3rd

Worcester district, where Democrat
U.S. Rep. Harold D. Donohue is

retiring, the six-man Democratic
field shaped up three ways as

expected.

Joseph D. Early took a slight lead
over former city councillor Paul V.
Mullaney and school com-
mitteeman Gerard D'Amico. All

three men are from Worcester.

Trailing them were Democrats
John B. Anderson, Ora J. Gatti and
Anthony P. Hmura.

On the GOP side, state Rep.

David J. Lionett of Worcester beat

Thornton D. Wheeler of Worcester.

In Beverly, liberal congressman
Michael J. Harrington won
renomination in the Democratic

primary for the 6th Congressional

district. With no Republican op-

position he is assured re-election.

Harrington has been a vocal

opponent of private power com-

panies and currently is campaigning

for the creation of a state power

authority.

turn to page 15

Weather:
This morning when you

wake up, it will be foggy. This

will metamorphize into hazy
sunshine by the afternoon, and
in the afternoon, there is a
chance of a thunderstorm,

with temperatures in the high
70'k A real tropical dav.
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DVP speaker

Hersh calls Nixon pardon a "shrewd move //

By Larry Carpman

Seymour Hersh, reporter for the

Washington bureau of the New
York Times, called President Ford's

pardoning of former president

Nixon a "shrewd move" that he did

now for political reasons."

"He was going to do it even
tually", Hersh said. "I don't think it

will be a factor in the elections this

year and that is what he wanted."
Hersh, credited for uncovering

the unauthorized bombing of North
Vietnam and the Mv Lai Massacre,

spoke before 200 students in the

Campus Center Auditorium last

night as a substitute for

Washington Post reporter Carl

Bernstein who was forced to cancel

his scheduled lecture.

"It seems very clear that

presidents get isolated when
they're in office," said Hersh. "Ford
definitely misread public opinion."

//

"degradation of principal."

"I'm troubled about writing

things about Grand Juries," Hersh
told his audience. He cited in-

stances where Woodward and
Bernstein, the two Washington
Post reporters working on the

Watergate stories, used secret

testimony for their articles.

issues as the possible reasons for

the conflict of interest.

In recalling the impeachment
proceedings that led to former
President Nixon's resignation,

Hersh asked the audience to

"Remember how many people

thought Representative Drinan was
nuts when he first offered his

My version of Watergate is to be

skeptical of everyone in power"

Si Hersh, Washington reporter for The New York
Times addresses audience of 200 here last night.

Hersh turned to Watergate
describing it as a very competitive
story for newspapers and a time
when standards and principals

began to crumble.

"It is a terrific power we reporters

have," Hersh said.

"In one story with 500 words we
can practically destroy anybody,"
he said.

Hersh gave the publication of

secret Grand Jury testimony as an
example of what he called the

Vatican stresses information,

development to curb population
While attending the World

Population Conference in

Bucharest this summer,
UMass doctoral student
Duaru Dale, filed this

report concerning the
Vatican. This is the third in

a nine part series:

The Vatican was represented at

the United Nations Population

Conference, which ended two
weeks of sessions (August 30!.

Bishop Edouard Gagnon, head of

the Holy See delegation expressed
concern over the problems of

population growth but stated that

the Roman Catholic Church has no
intention of altering its position on
birth control or abortion

The Vatican is represented at

UN functions because of its status

as an independent state. With less

thin 1000 residents, it is the

smallest m the U.N system.

Bishop Gagnon referred in his

pr*»ss conference to the message
Pope Paul delivered last March to

Conference President Antonio
C.mllo Flor*»«; h* it the Pope
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recognized that population merits

worldwide attention because
problems of hunger, health,

education, housing, and em-
ployment become more difficult to

resolve when population grows
more rapidly than available

resources. However, the Pope
stated that no pressure would sway
the Church toward doctrinal

compromises or short sighted

solutions.

The Vatican delegation places

stress on programs of information

and research, plus measures to

promote economic development, in

order to bring population problems

under control. Support was
withheld from those parts of the

Conference's World Population
Plan of Action which refer to birth

control and abortion. According to

Father Henri de Riedmatten. also a

member of the delegation, the

plan s support of universal access

to family planning would lead to the

indiscriminate use of con-

traceptives.

The delegation was questioned

by the press regarding their failure

to represent the growing body of

dissent from the Church's position

on contraceptives as stated in the

proclamation, Humanae Vitae.

Bishop Gagnon replied that

Humanae Vitae was intended to

situate the discussion of

population in the larger context of

social and human development,

while maintaining the Church's

teachings on birth control, con
traception, and abortion.''

The Center of Concern, a Jesuit

group in Washington, DC, cir

culated a summary of "dissenting

views" on birth control and family

planning National bishops con-

ferences m Canada. Mexico, South
Africa, and Indonesia have made
official statements which place the

question m the context of

responsible family life and
parenthood.

The Mexican statement reads:
"Our intervention is in obedience to

our pastoral duty in an emergency
situation. The demographic ex-

plosion is both real and heart

rending for the majority of Mexican

families. It is the result, in very

many cases, of irresponsible fer-

tility, aggravated by an unjust

sociol-economic situation.

"Bearing in mind -the guidance

that Humanae Vitae provides,

spouses should analyze it, as well

as data of their concrete situation,

to find God's will. The decision they

take regarding the means (of

limiting family size), following with

sincerity the dictates of their

conscience, must leave them with

peace of mind, since they have no

reason to feel they are drifting apart

from divine friendship."

The Center of Concern has been

active in population issues for

several years; their recent work
included a statement of recom-

mendations to the United States

delegation to the U.N. population

Conference.

The Vatican, for its part, placed

considerable emphasis on the*'

stress placed on planet earth by

lifestyle, as much as by numbers.

According to one delegate, "Our
problems are created more by the

selfishness of the rich than by the

fertility of the poor
"

"My version of Watergate, "said

Hersh," is to skeptical of everyone
in power,"

Hersh, at times itching his eye
and brushing his blonde hair back,
quickly switched to a different

subject.

"I still want to know what
happened in the oil crisis," he said.

He then cited the oil crisis, the

war in Vietnam, and the whole area

of multi-national corporations as

press failures.

"We (the press) really blew it,"

he said.

Hersh, in answer to a question

from the audience, described
Nelson Rockefeller, President
Ford's choice for his Vice-
President, as having a possible

"conflict of interest" because of his

close relationship with oil com-
panies. He noted the existence of

many pieces of legislation already in

Congress dealing with oil related

impeachment bill a long time ago."

"Watergate is a fun story,"
Hersh said as he loosened his gold
tie and looked at the audience for a
reaction.
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UMass joins

with STCC
The University of Massa r *»usetts

is coming to Springfield. To "iake it

easier for students living i. utside

the Amherst area to take advantage
of the resources of the University,

the Extension Program of the

Division of Continuing Education
has, m cooperation with the

Evening Division of Springfield

Technical Community College,
established a program of day.

evening, and weekend courses.

Shumway's

Wallpaper & Paint Store inc

320COLLEGE STREET

Bold and Bright Colors
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Faculty appointment doubtful

Affirmitive action practices questioned
graduate student positions were
usurped to create a faculty position.

It is more customary for
professorships to be broken down
into several graduate positions.

Campney contends that it is

possible to tailor the job to the man.
This method of hiring would waive
the affirmative action search "in the
best interests of the university," he
said.

"Such a method involves the
creation of job specifications to

match the abilities of a particular

individual when the activities of

that person present the possibility

of a major strengthening of a given

department."

Dr. Michael Arbib, professor of

Computer and Information
Science, requested the ap-
pointment after he received a three-

year National Institute of Health

grant starting with $7,600 for the

1974-75 year.

"Dr. Ariel is likely to be of great

significance in increasing the
impact of my studies on ex-

perimentalists," he said.

The impetus of Ariel's ap-

pointment appears to come from
his ability to secure research funds

from outside sources. However,
when questioned in this regard, Dr.

Arbib doubted this and stated that

he had no knowledge to date that

Ariel had attracted funds to the

department.

Yet, Campney's primary reason
for urging the appointment was
that "he (Ariel) has an excellent*

potential for obtaining funds from
various businesses on a contract

research basis, as well as federal

and foundation grants. We are in

dire need of funding in this

department."

The upshot of this administrative

appointment and funding is that

Ariel's remuneration will be a

$15,200 assistant professorship.

This results from the withdrawal of

two teaching associateships of

$3,800 each plus $7,600 from Dr.

Arbib's award.

In a memorandum to Assistant

Provost Jean Leppaluoto, Dr.

Campney justified the appointment

of Ariel without an affirmative

action search since "no attempt will

be made to reappoint Ariel for the

1975-76 academic year without

such a search."

Dr. Benjamin Ricci, one of two
department professors who has

opposed the appointment, said

Chancellor Bromery "and the

others are ignorant of what is going

on in this department."

"It is well to note that Professor

Arbib's NIH award is for three

Register your bike

in front of library
Due to the tremendous numbers

of students coming to the campus
police station to register their

bicycles, the Department of Public

Safety has announced a new
location and specific hours for

bicycle registration, according to

Diana White, Special Assistant to

the department.

"The response to our request

that students come down and
register their bikes has been in-

credible," White said. "So much so

that we've been forced to relocate

the registration site."

Students who wish to register

their bicycles should bring them to

the West entrance of the UMass

Library on Monday, Tuesday,
Friday or Saturday between 3:30

and 7:30 p.m. A security guard

there will engrave the students

social security number onto the

bike and will take down any per-

tinent information concerning it.

The advisability of students

registering their bicycles was
recently shown quite clearly when
campus police were able to find

very quickly the owners of stolen

bicycles that had been recovered.

The fact that the owners had

previously registered their bikes

with the police allowed for swift

and unquestionable proof of

ownership, White said.

ATTENTION
COLLEGIAN STAFFERS

A one hour general staif meeting is scheduled for Thursday

at 8 p.m. in Campus Center room 904- 909.

Among items to be considered:

-mmmI ol nam ndltor in ch»» Nomination, accaptad in wrltino, through VVadnaaday m«.ht Giva 10 Bill

- introducer, ol Charllt Borub*. bu>iiw» advisor . two nrllimt new. »d..»on - Chuck KhM and Chri.

Kortott
- til* Utr-styl* taction and what you con do lor It — by Skarm Boyaoei.

- Probablt niflht ,lalt roorgonuotion - by Bill Oammore ^ |f

Su«9.slK»i tor timo ol .t.M party We'll oil hove to contributo monoy ond food il we oo.no.

- Fall Election covere««
- Possible Gradual* Student Membership in Collegian - Mike Kneeland

Also, Throe Proposed Constitutional Change*
- Shall the editorial board election be held in December ol each year? Vote yet or no Simple majority

carritt.
- Shall Collegian constitution* I amendments and editorial board elections be accomplished by either ol

two methods — secret balloting over a period ol several days alter duo notltication ol question; or.

vote tally ol stall members assembled as a body at a pedicular time Vote yes or not Presently w*
must have a meeting to make changes or have elections.

- Amendment allowing the publishing board to choose a successor to the Editor in Chiel should he or she

resign

If your name does not appear below and you wish to

vote in the election and on the constitution changes,

see Bill Densmore soon.

rlrlTllHs - inn Demmar*. «.ertl Karlneky. Dene Tocker. Mlkf Kaeelana.

Iiatr Kiel*. Wevr Ku««l*« Mia* Keatek. Sktm aed Theme***
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years. Given this mix, it is highly

unlikely that another 'more
qualified candidate' will be

discovered for the 75-76 school
year. Thus, granting the waiver is

tantamount to a three-year ap-

UNiVCrj'jn y or MASkACMUSTT I i
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»-«ou Robert L. Gluck'.tern D*it June 7, 197*

to Harry Cairpney , Departrrant of Exercise Science

soujtcT Appplntr >nt of Gldoon Ariel as Assistant Professor

In response to a challen;* from Professor Ricci regarding the

appointment of Gideon Ariel, a rseting was held on Thursday, Hay 30 at

which Professor Ricci, School Cean David Bischoff, School Personnel Com-

mittee Chalrrran Walter Kroll , Professor Arbib fron Com.uter and Infgrna-

tion Sciences and Academic Affirrative Actlcn Officer Jean Leppaluoto
and yourself were present. On Wednesday, June 5, Cr. Ariel ret with one

of my staff Terriers to discuss the challenges raised ajainst his appoint-

ment

rollowlng both discussions, 1 have reviewed the entire file

carefully and have reached the following conclusions and decisions.

1. Host of the questions raised about the appropriateness

of the proposed appointment had been surfaced prior to

the consideration of the appointment at the Department
and School level. These were the proper levels for

the consideration of Information regarding departmental
iirpact, teaching ability, and professional conduct. 1

am persuaded that due consideration was given to these
questions.

Z. The use of state funded academic positions for our ovm

doctorates is strongly discouraged. The present cir-

cumstances do not seen sufficiently unique to permit a

significant rodlfication of this practice in the present

case. Hcr.vever, the Department is strongly interested
1n using Dr. Ariel's abilities to generate outside grant

support for the department. I will aoprove a one-year
appo1ntw>nt as Assistant Professor with the clear under-

standing that state funds cannot be used to support an

academic appointment for Gideon Ariel beyond the 1974-75

academic year.

3. If other arrangements are contemplated for the 1975-76

year and beyond they will have to satisfy all other

university requirements , including appropriate affirma-

tive action considerations.

Ivrtd'J'/&**tzxc

RLG/s1a

cc: D. Bischoff, U. Kroll, G.

Robert L. Glucltstem
Vice Chancellor for Academic

Affairs and Provost

Ariel, J. Leppaluoto, N. Arbib

Memorandum reflecting Gluckstern's view on Ariel
appointment.

pointment."

A Whitmore source said, "If this

type of thing continues to happen
at this University, it's quite obvious

that graduate students are getting

screwed, blued and tattoed."

In a Campney memorandum of

March 18, two new courses in the

Exercise Science Department were
listed: EX. Sci. 390/700 The Logic

of Human Movement, and Ex. Sci.

390/700 Computer Applications to

Human Performance.

These two positions were ten-

tatively assigned to Ariel prior to his

May 3 reaffirmation of position.

Dr. Arbib in discussing these two
courses stated "The Logic of

Human Movement was specifically

designed to take advantage of his

special abilities." Yet, he evaded
the question twice as to whether

these courses might be pertinent to

his own research.

University affirmative action

policy also requires that the can-

didate selected for a faculty

position must be at least as well

qualified as other candidates for the

job.

And although no search was
undertaken officially by the

department. Dr. Ricci presented to

Campney in an April 26
memorandum (one week prior to

Dr. Ariel's faculty reaffirmation) his

challenge to the appointment and a

presentation of the names of

alternate candidates.

Dr. Ricci maintains that a can-

didate, whose qualifications he

describes for comparative purposes

only, is Elizabeth Ebacher who is

the graduate student charging the

UMass administration with

violating affirmative action.

Grad student files suit in

response to abuses
An "unannounced" faculty

position created and filled last

spring in the Physical Education's

Department of Exercise Science

has triggered a suit against the

University administration by a

woman who claims she was equally

qualified for the job.

Dr. Elizabeth Ebacher, 27, of

Amherst, Monday, initiated action

in Boston's Federal District Court

on the grounds that five UMass
officials ignored affirmative action

policy in the appointment.

The suit apparently resulted from

a dispute in the Exercise Science

department over the techniques

used during the appointment of

Gideon Ariel.

Department heads waived the

affirmative action policy with no

opposition from Whitmore after

stipulating that it would be
"economically unfeasible" to

follow normal guidelines for a one-

year position.

However, Ariel's position borders

more on a three-year appointment

since half of his salary is provided

by $7,600 for the academic year '74-

'75 of a three-year National institute

of Health grant.

The other half the position's

funding came from the liquidation

of the department's two graduate

teaching assistantships. Ebacher,

through her Attorney Harry Miles,

requested that Ariel's position be

frozen until the case is heard on its

merits.

The seven-page brief also stated

that:

— the University not have the

position without adequate
publication of vacancy and ap-

propriate affirmative action search.

— affirmative action waiver was
inappropriate in this case.

— defendants failed to initiate

proper affirmative action search.

— defendants should be ordered

to do so.

— awarding of damages of

$15,000 to Ebacher.

— awarding of reasonable at-

torney's fees and costs of action to

Ebacher.
— awarding of any further relief

which seems just.

Dr Ebacher charges that in

March a faculty appointment was
being considered by Harry Camp-
ney, head of the department.

However, in violation of the

university's affirmative action

policy — which requires publication

of the vacant faculty position in

various trade magazines and
coincident with publication of the

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

same position in University journals

— she states that no an-

nouncement of the appointment in

any written or verbal form was
extended.

According to Ebacher, Dr.

Campney delayed the formalities of

her degree completion until his

preselected candidate had been
appointed and the affirmative

action search waived. She further

maintains that Dr. Campney was
specifically antagonistic to the

prospect of a woman filling the

position.
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Simon urges energy

resource development
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Treasury Secretary William E. Simon yesterday

urged a renewed effort to develop the nation's energy resources so that
Americans will never again face a crisis such as the Arab oil embargo.
As one step, Simon suggested decontrol of energy prices, especially

natural gas.

"It's easy to get action in the midst of a crisis; it's not so easy when the
crisis is behind you," Simon told the semi-annual meeting of the National
Petroleum Council. "We must not allow the American people to forget.

We must develop a realistic, believable program" on energy.

The 134-member council gathered at the Interior Department to present
a number of reports on studies on emergency preparedness, manpower
and material needs for oil exploration and production, energy con-
servation, petroleum storage capacity and ocean oil resources.
The council is an advisory organization created by the government to

make recommendations to the Interior Department on matters relating to
the oil industry.

A council report on emergency preparedness warned that the United
States "will likely be more dependent on foreign oil in the future." The
council said that if there is greater dependency on imports a future em-
bargo would have more severe and lasting effects on the U. S. economy if

there's inadequate preparation.

The emergency preparedness committee made several recom-
mendations designed to increase self-sufficiency in energy. The committee
said the government should encourage the petroleum industry, adopt
import policies that do not hinder expansion of domestic refining capacity,
adopt environmental policies that are in balance with energy needs and
deregulate natural gas prices.
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Kren police tear gas demonstrators near the Japanese embassy in

yesterday during demonstration by 4,500 protesting Japan's reaction to

tempted assasination of Korean President Park Chung-Hee.

Seoul

the at-

Press was barred from Federal push to raise utility rates
WASHINGTON [AP] - Nearly

100 state public utility com-
missioners will meet in Washington

today to hear federal officials argue

for higher rates for electrical

utilities. The outcome of the

Ford pledges

Israel's survival
WASHINGTON [UP/] - President

Ford, welcoming Prime Minister

Yitzhak Rabin on his first official

visit to Washington, said yesterday

the United States stands with Israel

and is committed to Israel's survival

and security."

Ford made the statement on a

red-carpeted, bunting-draped
platform on the south lawn as he

welcome his first head of state

since becoming president.

Ford said that "over the last few
months there has been movement"
toward an achievement of a lasting

peace in the Middle East and ex-

pressed the hope that there would
be more progress in the future.

"The first steps have been taken

and others will follow," he said.

Rabin gave a strong indication

that his talks with Ford, which
began immediately after the
ceremony, would be heavily

focused on Israel's request for more
military assistance. At present there

is a program for supplying Israel

with arms and jet war planes.

Rabin aid "that only a strong

Israel which has the capacity to

deter aggression and to defend
itself" can ensure peace in the

Middle East.

At the same time, he said that

Israel prepared "to seek peace"
with its Arab neighbors and ex-

pressed the view that "much
depends on what the other
governments are prepared to do."

Israel, he added, ready to

engage in patient negoitations to

solve outstanding issues with the

Arab nations.

Rabin said that over his next few

days in Washington he hopes to

discuss Israel's needs and added
that he was confident that he could

return to Jerusalem assured of U.S.

intentions to support Israel.

Meanwhile, Israel announced
yesterday what military sources

described as the biggest tank,

artillery and support unit

maneuvers on the occupied Golan

Heights of Syria since the Middle

East war of October, 1973.

Both Arabs and Israelis spoke of

the danger of renewed fighting.

A high-ranking Israeli army
officer warned this week of a new
war unless a peace agreement is

worked out withhin a few months.

President Anwar Sadat, speaking
at Port Said on the first leg of a tour

of the Suez Canal, said yesterday

Egypt would go back to war if Israel

failed to withdraw from occupied
Arab terrtories.

Usually jovial, Ford appeared
solemn at the Washington
reception. He also appeared slightly

nevous on the occasion of the

ceremonial welcome, marked by
pomp and military fanfare.

"The United States has been
proud of its association with
Israel," he told Rabin, who was
standing by his side.

"We shall continue to stand with
Israel," he added. "We are com-
mitted to Israel's survival and
security."

Recalling that Rabin had served
as Israel's ambassador to
Washington, Ford said, "You are
returning as the leader of a great
country."

meeting and others scheduled in

the near future, may be higher

electric bills to the consumer.
There was not a general an-

nouncement of the meeting until

after several consumer groups
alleged it was being held in secrecy.

The Treasury Department, which
is the chief sponsor of the session,

originally planned to bar the press

and public from the session, but

yesterday said the press would be
admitted.

A spokesman also said consumer
representatives— who earlier were
denied participation — would be
given a chance to make their views
known.

Federal officials invited to par-

ticipate include Treasury Secretary

William E. Simon, Chairman Arthur
Burns of the Federal Reserve
Board, executive director L. William

Seidman of the Summit Con-
ference on Inflation, director John
Sawhill of the Federal Energy
Administration and chairman John
N. Nassikas of the Federal Power
Commission.

A Treasury announcement said

the meeting was called to discuss

"the financial problems facing the

electrical utility industry."

A Treasury source said it is

understood that the state com-
missioners will be encouraged to

"expedite the pass-through" of

higher utility operating costs into

rates charged for electricity.

Garry DeLoss, an attorney for

consumer advocate Ralph Nader,

said that if state public utility

commissions begin to allow
automatic pass-through of higher

utility operating costs, it will do
away with their rate regulating

responsibilities.

DeLoss also contended in

remarks to a newsman that an

automatic pass-through of higher

costs would reduce the incentives

of electric utilities to avoid waste
and seek economies in their

operations.

Simon has said that electric

utilities are faced with inadequate

investment capital to meet future

energy needs because their profits

are not high enough.

UMass Police

Emergency

Number

5-3111

WMUA Station

and Recruitment Meeting

All Students, come and see what news, sports,

public affairs and music are all about.

Find out what radio is all about.
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South Viet candidate

asks 'reconciliation'
SAIGON \UPI\ - Retired Gen. Duong Van

"Gig" Minn, a former South Vietnamese
presidential candidate, called yesterday for a

nationwide movement of reconciliation to

restore peace in South Vietnam.

On the battlefield, the Saigon command
reported 98 Communists and 52 government
soldiers killed in fighting in the 24-hour
period ending at 6 a.m. Tuesday. During that

period 282 government soldiers were

Portugal frees Guinea— Bissau
By PETER UEBERSAX

United Press International

LISBON — President Antonio de Spinola
formally declared the state of Guinea-Bissau
independent yesterday and said the
government would go ahead with granting
power to the black independence movement
in Mozambique despite race riots there.

"A government of transition will shortly be
set up in Mozambique and the program of

action for Angola has already been an-

nounced by the junta," Spinola said in a

speech after proclaiming Guinea-Bissau

independent and formally beginning the

process of dismantling Portugal's 350-year-
old African colonial empire.

In an apparent gesture to assure
protection to white settlers in Angola and
Mozambique, Portugal's two remaining
colonies, Spinola said he will "not consent
that, in the name of liberty and democracy,
the Portuguese people will again be enslaved
or that, in the name of the same principles,

millions of human beings be abandoned to

similar risks."

He said he would oppose any movement
that tried to gain power in violation fo the

democratic rules set down by his armed
forces movement.

Spinola, leader of the Portuguese military

rebellion April 25, signed a red leather-bound
independence proclamation for the former
colony of 600,000 persons on Africa's west
coast in a somber ceremony without
speeches or smiles.

In Guinea-Bissau leaders of the new
government said they would celebrate in-

dependence on Sept. 24 in the jungle capital

of Medina de Boe. A year ago on that date
the Guinea freedom movement declared
independence on their own.
A Guinea-Bissau government delegation

led by Vice President Pedro Pires attended
the signing ceremony in Lisbon.

Blacks rule in Mozambique as

rioting, looting continues

wounded as 121 Communist shellings and
ground attacks were reported around the

country.

Minh's call came amid reports that

President Nguyen Van Thieu had sent

Ambassador Dui Diem to Jakarta to seek

Indonesia's help in arranging talks with North
Vietnam to implement the cease-fire in the

Paris agreement of January, 1973.

Indonesia is one of the four members of

the International Commission for Control and
Supervision of the Vietnamese cease-fire.

The others are Hungary, Poland and Iran.

In a statement issued to newsmen, Minh
said:

"The present situation calls for a

nationwide reconciliation and concord. It is

necessary that such a movement take place

now in order to restore peace."

The general, nicknamed "Big Minh"
because of his height and husky stature, said

he supports such a movement which now is

being set up by the militant. An Quang

Buddhist church and headed by opposition

Sen. Vu Van Mau.
Minh opposed Thieu in the presidential

election in 1971 but withdrew from the race

after charging Thieu had rigged the election

apparatus.

He was one of the leaders in the military

coup that toppled the late President Ngo
Dinh Diem in 1963. Minh was chief of state

after the coup for three months before being

overthrown by another general.

By FERNANDO FERNANDES
United Press Internationa/

LOURENCO MARQUES, Mozambique - A whrt«

settler revolt aimed at blocking black majority rule In

this Portuguese territory collapsed yesterday, but

blacks and whites rioted in the capital, burning and

looting stores and killing one another in the streets.

Witnesses estimated dozens of persons were killed

or wounded in the rioting. Among the reported

fatalities were the parents and infant child of a white

family. At nightfall, shooting could be heard in sectors

of the capital.

South African radio reports said more than 2,000
black guerrillas of the Frelimo independence
movement, which was promised immediate ad-

ministrative power over Mozambique by Portuguese
authorities, were massed only 37 miles from Lourenco
Marques, but the report could not be confirmed
immediately.

Frelimo sources said hundreds of black guerrillas

were stationed 20 miles from the northern city of

Beira. This correspondent saw one dead African who
had been dragged from his car, shot, and then set on
fire by a mob of whites.

Scores of whites and Indian shopowners aban-

doned their homes with only a few belongings stuffed

into their cars.

Russian prisoner

freed in Paris

VIENNA \UPI\ - A Soviet woman
convicted of planning to hijack an

airplane to the West arrived from

Moscow yesterday after serving

four years in a Russian prison. She

said world public opinion played a

big role in obtaining her freedom.

Western diplomats speculated

Mrs. Silva Zalmanson was freed as

a goodwill gesture designed to

influence U.S. Congressional critics

blocking favorable trading terms

with the Soviets until they ease

their emigration policies.

Militant white supremacists, who four days ago
seized key installations in Lourenco Marques in a bid

to push through a declaration of unilateral in-

dependence, abandoned their headquarters Tuesday
at a captured radio station.

"The movement has been temporarily disbanded,"

a white spokesman said.

Portuguese troops also ousted white rebels, who
were backed by commando groups of former soldiers,

from the civilian airport.

Military ambulances, their sirens wailing, dashed in

and out of the black shantytown district of Canico,

where blacks looted and burned shops and stoned

cars.

Portuguese and Indian shopkeepers fled their

homes and shops. Cars were piled high with the few
belongings they could quickly grab. Wives and

children wept as they were driven to the still peaceful

white areas near the center of the city.

A pall of smoke hung over the btack suburb of

Xipamanine where rioters set fire to a bus, police said.

At one point several thousand Africans gathered

and searched cars for Portuguese flags and arms.

"If you're going down there and you have any

weapons, you probably won't come back," a police

officer said.

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

1975 Spring Semesters Abroad

LIVE AND LEARN
FLORENCE — Italian, Fine Arts, History, Political

Science.

LONDON — English, Political Science, Drama, Art,

Communications.
MADRID — Spanish Language and Literature, An-

thropology.

STRASBOURG — French Language and Literature,
Religion, History.

AMSTERDAM — History, Fine Arts, Dutch Culture,
Sociology.

PUEBLA, MEXICO — Latin American Studies, Spanish
Language and Literature.

APPLICATIONS DUE OCTOBER 1st

Write:

Division of International Programs
335 Comstock Ave.

(Tel. 315-423-3471)
SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13210

On this day, one year since

the Fascist Junta took power
in Chile We pledge our

solidarity with the workers

and youth of Chile in their

struggle against fascism and
imperialism.

Free Luis Corvalon and all

Chilean political prisoners!

Los Chilenos Venceran!

AMHERST YOUNG
WORKERS

LIBERATION LEAGUE

[I OPEN 9 30-6-30- FRIDAYS t,n 9 J]

ffTJETrTorarpQsr office - in amherst/1

You Can Help Change

the University

For Credit

Demystify your education. Study virtually any aspect

of the University with an eye towards what makes it

tick and what makes it change. By providing yourself

and fellow students with valuable data, we have the

ammunition to take control of our lives and in-

stitution.

Up To Three Credits

Available This Semester

for further information

Student Center for

Educational Research
432 Student I'nion

call 545-0341 for appointment
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Clark, Askew, Mandel, Samuels win in U.S.
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

In Boston a busing command post has been set up to

from the recent federal desegregation order.

UPI Telephoto

deal with problems arising

Primaries around New England
O'Neill Jr. wins

BOSTON \UPI\ - First term State

Rep. Thomas P. O'Neill III, son of

the U.S. House majority leader,

grabbed an early lead in a field of

six candidates seeking the

Democratic nomination for

lieutenant governor.

With 5.3 per cent of the vote in,

mostly from Western
Massachusetts, the 30-year-old
Cambridge lawmaker held a 2-1

lead over his closest competitor,

Boston City Councillor Christopher

A. lanella.

It was O'Neill's first try for

statewide office, coming only two
years after he entered the
legislature.

With 60 or 2 per cent of the 299
precincts reporting, Thomson had
4,553 votes to Nixon's 2,550 and
appeared headed for renomination
by state Republicans.

Mallery eyes

Aiken seat
MONTPELIER. Vt. [AP\ - Ver-

mont's current top-vote getter,

U.S. Rep. Richard Mallary, rolled up

61 per cent of the vote last night in

the three-way Republican race for

the Senate nomination to succeed

George D. Aiken.

With 26 per cent of the polling

places reporting, Mallary ac-

cumulated 3,774 votes to 2,104 for

Hinesburg attorney Charles Ross

and 260 for retired Rutland banker

T. Serse Ambrosini.

necticut Democratic congressional
primaries Tuesday.

Moffett, who founded the
Connecticut Citizen Action Group
in 1971 for consumer advocate
Ralph Nader, swept the rural

communities in Connecticut's
northwestern corner and outpolled

Pac 5-3 in industrialized Bristol.

United Press International

Insurgents Rep. Hugh Carey and

former Attorney General Ramsey

Clark bucked party leaders last

night to win Democratic

nominations for governor and

senator in New York and Florida's

Gov. Reubin Askew, a leader in

new South politics, swept the field

in his bid for a second term.

Two entrenched congressmen

won Republican primaries to

succeed veteran New England

senators and Maryland Gov. Marvin

Mandel, who left his wife to marry a

divorcee, ran into unexpectedly

strong opposition in his bid for re-

election.

Carey, a seven-term veteran of

the House from Brooklyn, defeated

Howard "Howie the Horse"
Samuels, former off-track betting

commissioner who had the backing

of state party leaders.

Clark, attorney general under

President Lyndon B. Johnson, and

an outspoken foe of the Vietnam

War, defeated party regular Lee

Alexander, the mayor of Syracuse.

Askew, frequently mentioned as

a possible contender for a spot on
the Democrats' national ticket in

1976, crushed three other can-

didates in Florida's gubernatorial

primary.

In Washington, D.C., incumbent

appointed Mayor Walter
Washington grabbed an early lead

Tuesday in the District of

Columbia's first city primary in 104

years, but a computer failure

threatened to delay the final count

until early Wedneday.
Despite the lack of solid returns,

Washington said he believed he
was "looking good. What's wrong
with 54 per cent?" he said. "How
sweet it is. How sweet it is. We're
going to victory."

At the same time Washington
was talking to hundreds of cheering

campaign workers, his opponent,
Clifford Alexander, a former head

of the Equal Opportunities Com-
mission, told supporters: "I think

we're going to win this one."

Elections officials said a failure of

their primary computer might delay

counting of the ballots by two or

three hours although about 11 p.m.

they said the primary computer
system appeared to be coming
back into operation.
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KARATE
Thompson wins N.H. Moffett in Conn.
MANCHESTER, N.H. \AP\ -

Controversial New Hampshire Gov.
Meldrim Thomson maintained a

nearly 2 to 1 lead over his moderate
challenger, Senate President David
L. Nixon, in Tuesday's statewide
primary.

Crane wins
treasurer

HARTFORD \AP\ - Consumer
activist Toby Moffett defeated New
Britain Mayor Stanley Pac in the
6th District and state Rep. William
Ratchford upset endorsed can-

didate Frank Santaguida in Con-
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again
Democratic State Treasurer

Robert Q. Crane held a lead of less

than 2,000 votes over challenger

Mark Furcolo, son of former Gov.
Foster Furcolo.

With 335 of the state's 2,142

precincts reporting, Guzzi led

Davoren 39,726 to 30,995.

Based on the same number of

precincts in the treasurer's race.

Crane led Furcolo 36,251 to 34,603.

GOP state Sen. John M. Quinlan

was unopposed for his party's

secretary of state nomination. And
Democratic Auditor Thaddeus
Buczko has a free ride, with no

Republican running.

Erna Ballantine, a former

chairman of the Massachusetts

Commission Against
Discrimination, was seeking to get

the GOP nomination for treasurer

although she was not on the ballot.

She needed 10,000 write-in votes,

and conceded it was an uphill

battle.
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THE PARDONS..
Ford considers

more pardons

UPI Telephoto

Dpty. Press Sec. John
Mushen announcing to

newsmen at the White
House yesterday that

Ford is "studying"
pardons for more
Watergate defendants.

Fair trial

impossible

Nixon claimed
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Richard

Nixon's attorney recently sent a

memo to Special Prosecutor Leon
Jaworski arguing that the former
president should not be indicted in

the Watergate cover-up because he
could never receive a fair trial, it

was disclosed Tuesday.

A copy of the memo, also

received by President Ford's at-

torneys more than a week ago, was
released by the White HOuse along

with another memorandum in

which Jaworski's office listed 10

alleged general offenses that were
being explored in the investigation

of Nixon.

WASHINGTON [UPI] - President

Ford is studying possible pardons
for all the Watergate defendants,

unshaken by the public backlash

against the Nixon pardon and
convinced he acted rightly, White
House spokesman John W.
Hushen said yesterday.

Early congressional reaction was
negative, with both Republicans

and Democrats opposing the

prospect of more quick Watergate
pardons.

Watergate defense lawyers
yesterday seized on the pardon

offered President Richard Nixon as

ammunition to battle for clearing

their clients of all criminal cover-up

charges for which they are to go on
trial Sept. 30.

Attorneys for the six cover-up

defendants, all former Nixon aides,

are holding a strategy session just a

few blocks from the White House
at the same time presidential

spokesmen said President Ford has

"under study" whether he should

pardon all Watergate figures

just as he has pardoned Nixon.

Unaware ot this development,

defense counsel reportedly agreed

to file motions with U.S. District

Judge John J. Sirica contending

that the cover-up indictments

should be dismissed due to the

Nixon pardon— or at the very least,

the trial should be delayed because

of the massive publicity about it.

"This came as complete but

pleasant surprise," said John J.

«/Vilson, attorney for defendant H.

R. Haldeman, when told of the

atest White House announcement
that others may also be pardoned.

"I hope it will come to pass."

At the White House, where a

spokesman disclosed Ford is

studying the matter, presidential

counsel Philip Buchen also denied

reports Ford had secretly agreed to

pardon Richard M. Nixon before

Nixon resigned.

"I can assure you the President

did not make a deal with Nixon for a

UPI Telephoto

The White House announced yesterday mailgrams
and telegrams are running 6 to 1 against the Nixon

pardon. Shown here are some of 16,00G pieces of mail

received.

pardon," Buchen told newsmen. "I

know him that well."

Anticipating questions on the

issue of follow-up pardons for

those jailed and those major figures

still facing trial for Watergate of-

fenses, Ford authorized deputy

press spokesman John W. Hushen

to tell newsmen: "The entire matter

is under study."

Hushen declined to say what had

prompted the study, when it was
begun or who was conducting it,

but he cautioned reporters against

drawing conclusions as to how it

would turn out.

"Don't try to predict the results

of the study," Hushen said.

On Capital Hill, Sen. Sam Ervin,

D-N.C., said, "I can't imagine that

he would make such a mockery of

equal justice under the law by

pardoning men who undertook to

steal from the American people the

right to a free election..."

Sen. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., said,

"I thought it was a mistake about

the Nixon pardon and I feel similarly

about the others." And another

Republican, Sen. Robert Stafford

of Vermont, said, "I hope that after

serious consideration the President

will decide not to do it."

Sens. Alan Cranston, D-Calif.,

and Warren Magnuson, D-Wash.,

also said Watergate problems
would be premature at this time.

At the suggestion of Special

Prosecutor Leon Jaworski,
meanwhile, the White House
released a prosecution memo
showing that criminal in-

vestigations possibly involving

Nixon in 10 areas other than the

Watergate cover-up were under
way at the time he was pardoned of

any and all crimes.

Those areas ranged from Nixon's

taxes to wiretaps to possible

conversion of campaign money for

his "personal benefit."

Attorneys for Haldeman and the

other five cover-up defenants —
John N. Mitchell, John D. Ehrlich-

man, Robert C. Mardian, Gordon C.

Strachan and Kenneth W.
Parkinson— refused to say publicly

what happened at their strategy

meeting.

But sources close to the case
said they agreed they should seek

dismissal of all charges on grounds
that punishing those who worked
for Nixon while he goes free

amounts to "discriminatory
prosecution" forbidden by law.

All six stand accused of con-
spiracy in the plot to hush up the

bugging scandal. Several are also

charged with obstruction of justice

and lying to federal investigators.

Meanwhile, the pardoning of

Watergate figures beyond former

President Richard M. Nixon could

plunge President Ford into deeper

trouble with Congress. House
Speaker Carl Albert said yesterday.

"I think it would be viewed as an

abuse of presidential power," said

Albert after a White House
spokesman announced that Ford

was studying the possibility of

granting other pardons

"Where would he stop," said

Albert in an interview, "would it

mean that all politicians in trouble

would be pardoned."

Albert said Ford's pardoning of

Nixon already threatened to cause
him trouble with the Democratic-

controlled Congress.

Criticism mounts
CONGRESS:

UPI Telephoto

Atty. Gen. William
Saxbe told newsmen in

Cleveland yesterday
that the pardon of

former President Nixon
came as a surprise to

him.

PUBLIC:

negative
WASHINGTON \UPI\ -

The public response has
been overwhelmingly
opposed to President
Ford's decision to grant
Richard Nixon an un-
conditional pardon from
any Waterqate-related
crimes.

Deputy press secretary

John Hushen said that as

of 11 a.m. yesterday the

White House has received

more than 16,000 telegrams

and "mailgrams" and that

they were running about 6

to 1 against the pardon.

Hushen said there was
no available statistics yet

on the volumn of mail on
the subject. He noted,

however, that the White
House mail handlers said

that during other periods of

controversial presidential

decisions such as the

"Saturday Night
Massacre," the conviction

of Lt. William Calley for the

My Lai massacre, the in-

vasion of Cambodia and
the Amchitka atomic
explosion, the telegrams

arrived in much greater

volume.

no more
WASHINGTON [UPI]

Republicans and Democrats in

Congress spoke out quickly

yesterday against the prospect of

presidential pardons for Watergate
defendants.

Democrats denounced the idea

as "a mockery of equal justice"

AND "the cover-up of cover-ups".

Republicans dissented in softer

terms. But none at first spoke in

favor of the idea.

White House spokesmen an-

nounced at a noon news briefing

that Ford, in a follow-up to his

controversial Nixon pardon, had
taken "under study" the question

of pardons for Watergate defen-

dants.

"I can't imagine that he would
make such a mockery of equal

justice under the law by pardoning

men who undertook to steal from

the American people the right of a

free election," said Sen. sam Ervin,

D-N.C. , head of the Senate
committee that investigated

Watergate in televised hearings a

year ago.

"If its a trial balloon, its a bad
one," said Sen. Robert Byrd, D-

W.Va. "Where do we stop.. .It

merely compounds one cover-up of

cover-ups."

Sen. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., said,

"I thought it was a mistake about

the Nixon pardon and I feel similarly

about the others."

Sen. Robert Stafford, R-Vt., said

he hoped Ford "will decide not to

do it" and Sen. Robert Taft, R-

Ohio, said that while Ford probably

had to consider the possibility, "I

wbbJd not go along."

Like Byrd, Sen. Lowell P.

Weicker, R.-Conn., focused on the

issue of where, in principle, such
extensions of pardon might lead.

"My definition of equal justice is

not restricted to those involved in

Watergate and Vietnam draft

dodgers," Weicker said. "There's

no end."

Sen. Daniel K. Inouye, D-Hawaii,

reacted similarly: "Are they going

to empty out the prisons now?"
Senate Democratic leader Mike

Mansfield of Montana declined

comment after the White House
announcement. But before the

news came out, Mansfield had told

reporters he thought impending

Watergate prosecutions should "go
ahead" despite the Nixon pardon

and its implications.

Nixon told White House

he wouldn't plead guilty

By RICHARD LERNER
United Press Internationa/

WASHINGTON - Former President Richard M. Nixon obtained a full

pardon - tacitly admitting wrongdoing - after his attorney informed the

White House that he would never plead guilty to any Watergate crime, a

spokesman for President Ford said yesterday.

The spokesman. White House Counsel Philip Buchen, explained many
of the previously undisclosed details of the pardon at a news conference in

an apparent effort to counter strong public reaction against it. He said that

Ford never demanded a confession from Nixon and denied that the pardon
resulted from a pre-arranged deal between Ford and Nixon.

Buchen said Ford decided to act when he realized that Nixon was going

"to walk the plank" - meaning that he was going to be indicted in the

Watergate cover-up - and after Nixon's attorney, Herbert J. Miller Jr.,

informed the White House that the former president "would never enter a

plea of guilty." __ M
Asked whether Nixon had intended to go through the entire judicial

process, including a trial. Buchen replied: "I believe so."

He said he advised Ford that "a pardon could be characterized as im-

plying guilt on the part of a person who had been granted the pardon," but

insisted that the question of Nixon's guilt was not a factor in Ford's

decision to pardon his predecessor.

Asked if Nixon's acceptance of a pardon implied a tacit admission of

guilt, Buchen replied: "You can so read it."

Buchen said that by accepting it, Nixon indicated he felt the "necessity

of a pardon." A pardon is unnecessary "unless there is a strong possibility

of guilt," he said.

But Buchen rejected speculation that the pardon resulted from a deal

that was sealed before Nixon resigned last Aug. 9 after releasing

documents revealing his complicity in the cover-up. "I can assure you the

President did not make a deal with Nixon for a pardon," he said. "I know
him that well."
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With the recent pardon of ex-president Richard Nixon many
Americans feel that President Ford will be forced into making a

decision on the amnesty issue very soon.

THE QUESTION: How do you feel about amnesty and what
do you think the President will do about it?

Peter Phillips, 24, from

Woods Hole, Mass., visitor to

the campus: Well, first of all

with Nixon being un-

conditionally pardoned it brings

out a double standard of justice

in the country and the draft

resisters should have the same
chance that he (Nixon) had.

Francis Powers, Arts and

Sciences major, 22, junior from

Humrock, Mass.: I think it's a

definite possibility now that

Nixon has been given pardon so

easy. I think that he (Ford) took

the issue of amnesty on
because he planned to an-

nounce Nixon's pardon and

wanted a little public support.

Ann Aldrich, Zoology major,

19, Holliston, Mass.,

sophomore from Melville- South
West: Well, the ex-president

was pardoned and I think that

the people in Canada who have

left the country because of the

war years ago should be

granted amnesty. I feel that

Ford is for amnesty but he must
be more in favor of it if he

wants the public back on his

side after the Nixon affair. I

don't think that he will speak

out in favor of amnesty for a

while after that.

Stuart Cudlitz, BDIC major,

21, Amherst residence, junior:

Well, I think that whafs going
to i.?ppen is that along with any
other relevant community issue

that concerns the individual will

lose its importance on a

national scale, what with the
economic situation as it is now.
Amnesty isn't going to be a big

issue with Ford for a while.

David Williams, 18, CASIAC,
freshman, Macnamara, from

Marblehead, Mass.: I favor

unconditional amnesty but

personally I don't think that it

will ever come about. Ford will

make some kind of

arrangement concerning a

conditional amnesty. I think

he'll have to make f.is decision,

real soon but I'm not sure as to

exactly what that will be.

Frank DeRose, Economics,

20, junior, Macnamara, from
Norwood, Mass.: If Ford says
no to unconditional amnesty
the people are going to lose all

faith in him. He should give full

amnesty to everybody. I think

that if the press is behind the

people they should make a big

influence in favor of it.

Turkey— "the sick man //

By KYRIAKOS KAROUTSOS
European statesmen have accurately referred to the

nation of Turkey as "The Sick Man" of Europe. Let us

not think for a single minute that such a label has not

been justly applied to the above-mentioned nation.

Believe me, the Turks have done their best to obtain

and keep such a colorful and distinct description.

Their latest act of course was their invasion of

Cyprus.

Le us objectively analyze the reasons behind such

an invasion and see whether the Sick Man acted justly

or not. The military junta which ruled Greece since

1966 infiltrated the Greek-Cypriote National Guard

with Greek officers who soon became an em-

barassment to the independent Cypriote government

of Archbishop Makarios. As the power of these of-

ficers grew, so did Makarios' anxiety. His already

strained relationship with Athens grew more tense

and he finally informed the junta that the Greek of-

ficers must leave Cyprus. The result of such a move
was a military coup, directed from Athens, and the

overthrow of the democratically elected Makarios. A
Greek nationalist with a dubious reputation and an
avowed supporter of Cyprus' union with Greece, by

the name of Sampson was chosen, from Athens of

course, to head the new government. The Turkish

minority on the island, approximately 18 percent of

the total population, became anxious and asked for

help from the Sick Man who in turn saw his op-

portunity to meddle in an independent state's affairs

and who promptly sent a large military force to

Cyprus.

The arrival of such a force on Cyprus and the
possibility of a war between the nation of Greece and
the Sick Man, forced the resignation of the junta in

Greece and along with it the end of Sampson's
ephemeral success.

So far it is evident that the Sick Man's intervention

in Cyprus is justified. But such an intervention took

the proportions of a full-scale invasion, and

justification for such an act is non-existant. The new
governments of Greece, headed by Premier

Karamanlis, and Cyprus, headed by Acting President

Clerides, have made their peaceful intentions known
to the Sick Man. Both governments, Greek and
Cypriote, have recognized the need for peaceful

negotiations and have done their best to conduct

such negotiations. Unfortunately, the Sick Man has

drunk too much of the wine of success and has

preferred to ignore and humiliate the new govern-

ments of Greece and Cyprus. It is unequivocally clear

that the Geneva peace talks were nothing more than a

farce; a farce which came as a result of the Sick Man's
refusal to view Greece and Cyprus as equal to himself.

According to Turkish opinion, Greece was a defeated

nation and Geneva was nothing more than a place

where the Sick Man would make outrageous

demands, and Greece and Cyprus would accept them.

Greece finally ended the farce by walking out. Since

then, Turkish military attacks have resulted to Turkish

control of 40 percent of the island, 200,000 Greek-

Cypriote refugees, economic chaos, massacres from

both sides, and the unfortunate death of U.S. Am-
bassador to Cyprus Roger P. Davies.

The Sick Man's Premier, Ecevit, has been hailed in

the American press as a "political intellectual" and as

a "moderate left winger" (N.Y. Times, August 23,

1974). He is neither. A political intellectual would have

the common sense and farsightedness to realize that

Turkey will not benefit from her invasion of Cyprus,

and will not reap the desired fruit of her adverturism.

Although Greece will not declare war, the Greek-

Cypriotes are a potent and effective force as guerilla

fighters. Just ask the British. The Sick Man is creating

his own Viet Nam; A Viet Nam which will be the result

of the so-called "intellectualism" of Ecevit.

Ecevit is also called a "moderate left-winger". Isn't

such a label rather far-fetched? The Sick Man's ex-

perience in popular government is virtually

nonexistant. The sultans and the military have ruled

the Sick Man for hundreds of years. When such a

political oppression exists, the cultivation of politics is

impossible. Therefore, a left-winger in Turkey can be
nothing more than a right-wing liberal in America.
How can a left-winger be elected as a Premier in a

country so conservative and backward as Turkey?

Ecevit's decision to invade Cyprus can be un-

derstood a little better if we analyze his political

position, his greed and warlikeness, and Turkey's wish
to redeem herself for her military impotency which
was so "brilliantly" displayed during the First and
Second World Wars. The last two reasons need no
further elaboration. But the first does. Ecevit's

People's Party has been in a very unstable position,

since its upset victory, due to the economic chaos
which Ecevit has created-but then, the Turks have
never had economic stability. Ecevit's future was very
dark, and he, being dubiously perceptive, decided to

divert the peoples' attention from domestic to in-

ternational affairs. Such a move has been, so far, very

effective. So far. The Sick Man will suffer very much
because of his greed and hard-headedness.

Since the Truman Doctrine, the Sick Man has been
dressing himself up with luxurious items which were
not available to him until the 1950's. Cars, railroads,

tanks,and missiles replaced the rags which had made
up the Sick Man's wardrobe. Which goes to show
you: you can dress them up but you just can't take
them anywhere.
How can we civilize those barbarians? Ecevit will

appreciate your suggestions.

Kyriakos Karoutsos is a guest commentator

Waiting waiting waiting waiting
By ROBERT SHEMELIGIAN

Waiting lines are two common
irritants on this campus. I've almost
lost my cool a few times while

slowly shuffling along those en-

dless processions. Yes, waiting is

such a hassle and last week I again

found the truth of this statement.

Last Wednesday my tennis
partner and I visited the Sylvan

Courts and wound up sitting on the

grass impatiently waiting. We were
the third in line and after over an
hour's wait we finally got a chance
to play a set. Three of the eight

courts were occupied by the same
groups from the time we arrived to

the time we departed (2 hours).

The weather last weekend was
beautiful and, as I suspected, we
couldn't get near a tennis court on
campus (we tried them all).

Any UMie who has ever swung a
tennis racket knows about the
tremendous shortage of tennis
courts on campus. We have some
thirty courts servicing our 23,000

students. Tennis has been enjoying
a boom in popularity recently and a

mere 30 courts is just not enough.

Unfortunately, I don't see the

University solving this problem in

the near future.

Waiting in lines can be very

aggravating but most lines in the

University will take you to such

things as applications waiting to be

filled out, some guy who enjoys

giving people the run-around, or a

dining commons meal. Obviously,

the wait is less painful .because

most people are in no great hurry to

reach his/her destination; however,

people waiting for a tennis court are

usually anxious to play and there is

always the lingering chance that a

court won't open for hours.

There is one simple answer to the
problem: tennis players should limit

their playing time to one hour if

there are people waiting for a court.

So far, this has not been done.
Some players volley for hours
despite throngs of people waiting

behind the fence, other players

bring 3 or 4 friends along with a

case of Gatorade, and play tennis

for the day. Of course, there are

many considerate people limit their

play in order to give everyone a

chance, and it's too bad their good

manners don't rub off on everyone.

Tennis court squatters in all their

arrogance and infantilism should be

stopped. This could be done by the

establishment of court attendants,

or by the posting of signs stating

one-hour limits. These measures;

however, should not be needed for

the simple reason that people

should not have to be told about

tennis etiquette. An hour's play for

everyone is the only fair way to

operate the courts and the students

should be able to handle that.

Violators of this rule are abusing a

privilege and should be told to

leave.

We have a chance to eliminate at

least one of our waiting lines

(something the University never
seems to be able to do); let's take it.

-c
Bill Parent

}

Busing— a racial question
Wanted: a person [preferably large, husky
male] to drive Boston school bus mornings
and afternoons. Route covers from South
Boston to the Roxbury section of the city.

Person must have patience with children and
a thorough know/edge of the arts of self

defense in order to deal with rude, screaming
immature adults who have childish, violent

tendencies.

This past Monday an estimated 4,000 to 10,000
people (depending on whose estimation you prefer)

gathered in front of the Kennedy Building in Boston to

voice their protest on the busing of their children.

That was their right. However, the people were armed
with tomatoes and eggs and by the time they reached
the plaza they were an ugly, barbaric mob. When
Senator Edward Kennedy arrived to explain his

position on the issue they confronted him with such
slogans as "Why don't you put your one-legged son a

bus to Roxbury?" and "You should be shot like your
brothers were". They then unplugged his microphone
so that he couldn't speak and forced him to take cover

in the Kennedy Building from the barrage of fruit and
eggs. Women were said to have punched and kicked

him as he was led away from the platform. One can
only guess on what would have happened if someone
had actually brought a gun. The whole scene was
really quite disgusting.

Busing is a sensitive issue in Boston. Politically, it

has been a Mexican hat over which major officials

have been dancing for the past ten years. But with the

decision of Judge Arthur Garrity to bus

schoolchildren most of the politicians are taken off the

hook. Busing was made into a law and every good
political official must comply with the law. But elected

officials who make the decisions and the speeches

aren't directly involved with busing. Their children go
to private schools in private cars and buses.

Yes, busing is an issue that belongs to the people

and to the children of the city. It belongs to the white

Irish and Italians who object to having their children

bussed to inferior schools. It belongs too, to the

poorer blacks who have been subject for years to

second rate educations which result in second rate

jobs, second rate housing....

And as a result, contrary to the opinions of Mrs.

Hicks and Mr. Kerrigan, busing is a dirty racial

problem which has removed the thin veil of Boston
"liberalism" to expose the true color of the city-

white. It can't be denied. There is definately now a

growing tension between whites and blacks of the

city. Parents are, by such actions as last Mondays
fiasco, instilling deep fears into the minds of children.

"Be careful of those niggers son, they carry big knives

and will try to rape your sister." What other con-

clusion could a child come to when his or her mother
and father physically assaults a person to prevent

what has become law.

Meanwhile there has been a real rape going on in

the ghetto schools. The rape of young talented people
who, because they are of a certain color or national

origin are labeled as not worthy of the same ad-

vantages as whites. This color line was officially

drawn, in my estimation, on Monday when a

predominately white mob was moved to violence to

keep their childrenout of black schools and black

children out of their white neighborhoods.

If only those same parents who assaulted Ted
Kennedy would turn out at their childrens new
schools and demonstrate a fraction of the energy they

exhibited Monday toward positive educational im-

provements, then maybe busing really is a solution.

And if white kids start coming back from school with

a few new words, maybe some eyes will be opened
and maybe people will begin to see where the

problems really lie.

Bill Parent is Assistant Executive Editor of the Collegian.

Letters to the editor

Boltwood needs you
To the Editor:

Lately we've been hearing alot about revolutions, and there's certainly a

wide variety from which to choose. You can get off on anything from

American patriotism to the youth counterculture. You can make changes

that last for 200 years, or you can carry a placard for a week and boycott

meat.

Well, there's a social revolution that's been gathering steam for the past
5 years, and it too is making change. Students, volunteering their time and
energy, have insured that Be/chertown State School, a residential facility

for the mentally retarded, will no longer be an isolated community.
Volunteers from the five college area, developing and implementing a wide
range of programs for Belchertown ave not only served the School's

residents, but are educating area res,^ents as well.

The volunteers are members of the Boltwood-Belchertown Project, a

student-run organization currently in the process of recruiting new
members. Any student can be a volunteer, regardless of his/ her major or

abilities. Informational meetings will be held from September 16- 19th on
the five college campuses.

Don 'tjoin Boltwood because you want to pad your college record. Don 't

join because you want to feel selfrighteous about "helping those less

fortunate". Don't join Boltwood because you expect a personalized "thank

you" written across the sky. Think about joining Boltwood because it's a
revolution that has a/ready made change and simply wants to change
more.

L E. Ladil

Thanks
To the Editor:

/ would like to express the ap-

preciation of the End of the

Summer Concert Committee to the

Physical Plant for the great job they
did in getting the End of the

Summer Concert off the ground.

Too many times the efforts of the

Physical Plant go unnoticed
because they quietly sit in the

background and let others take

credit for the work they have done.

This effort on their part does not
only happen when a special event

comes along but is constantly being

called upon in the daiN operation of

the University system

It is in order that we all express

our sincere gratitude ind many
thanks to the Physical Piant for a
successful Concert and a iob well

done.

Edward Kelly

A government of murderers...

Robert Shemeligan is a Collegian Commentator

To the Editor:

The secret ballot makes a secret government and a

secret government is a secret band of robbers and

murderers. Thus, the Railroad Strike of 1877,

Homestead, the Pullman Strike, Wounded Knee,

1890, The East St. Louis Race Riot, the Crushing of

the Kronstadt Rebellion, Bonus March, the Sharpsvill

Massacre, My Lai, Attica, Harlan County, on and on.

governments have always protected their own in

terests in contradiction to the interests or liberties of

the masses. Do not expect the ruling class to

prosecute themselves for crimes against the people.

If Nixon were of the lower strata in our class

oriented society, he would be in the dungeons
provided by ruling class Fascists like Rockefeller. It is

important to understand how the Rockefeller family

institutionalized the prison system in this country.

The fact of the matter is that when the

organizations we create are structured with hierar-

chical power avenues, we're building for a class

society, whether present or future. Richard Nixon is a
living symbolic manifestation of hierarchical power
avenues. The only good government is a dead one
Towards a Syndicalist Revolution. . .

Emma Berkman
SRaF

Amnesty for one

amnesty for all

There was some reservation on our part to advocate full

amnesty for imprisoned or expatriated war resisters, but
not any longer. If the worst and most criminal politician in

our two-hundred year history, Richard Nixon, can be
catagorically excused from any judicial action then cer-

tainly a person who slipped quietly away to foreign soil

instead of killing in the name of justice should be given the

same treatment.

The month old promise of President Ford to heal the

wounds of Watergate is now defunct. The wounds were
not healed by his pardon of Nixon. ..they were simply

bandaged. Private enterprise, the press, will continue to

work at healing the wounds. There is only one cure:

complete and absolute truth about the matter. It may take

years, but the truth will indeed surface.

In the meantime there sits tens of thousands of draft

resisters in Canada, Sweden, and American jails. ..far less

harmless to our system than a corrupt former ex-president
whose influence still is part of the attitudes of some fifty

million Americans who believe he never was guilty of any
wrongdoing.
Many of these young men are brothers of college age

people now; people who have witnessed the tenets of

democracy turned into a shambles and the attitudes of

founding fathers into a sick joke. There will be no healing

of the wounds of young Americans unless the draft

resisters are released and welcomed with the same ab-

sence of condition that Richard Nixon was granted.

We will believe in Gerry Ford's healing promises when
the resisters are freed, for now we think he is just another
in a series of politicians that mouth equal justice under the

law nostrums, while practicing blatantly discriminatory

policies.

The opinions expressed in this space are those of the

majority of the editors.

Steve Tripoli

talks about WMUA

Friday. Read it here.

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they

must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

J
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Silk wall hangings

to be displayed

Physical Plant workers yesterday felled one of the ancient elm trees that line the

sidewalk beside the Student Union. Also getting the axe was another useless and
diseased University institution (see photograph, page 15).

Pardon granted to Nixon

should be given to all
By GILBERT J. SALK

Gilbert J. Salk is a

former Collegian
editor, who
graduated a few
years ago. He used

to write the column
CULTURNATIVES.
This column marks
the return of

CULTURNATIVES
on a weekly basis.

There is no way that I can write

about anything other than THE
PARDON.

prolonged wait for trial, and he

exhibited concern for Nixon's

family. (They're naive and stupid,

but we don't punish people for that,

usually.)

That is good justification for

granting pardon-on the condition

that everyone in the same cir-

cumstances receives the same
treatment.

We should grant the same mercy

and concern to poor white, black,

and brown brothers and sisters who
are left, in jail (which is more owrse

than prison, by the way), for

months and even years-simply

waiting for trial!

[culculturnatives

My immediate reaction was that

Nixon should not have been par-

doned-that his behavior was totally

reprehensible and indefensible. I

felt that Ford had made a major

error and, as all the pundits are

saying, that "the honeymoon is

over.'' Be that as it may, I think

there are some other con-

siderations, and I'd rather devote

some space to them than repeat

what you've all heard and read

many times over, I'm sure.

There is a lesson in Ford's move
which I'm positive almost nobody
will learn. In one sense, he did the

right thing. He tempered justice

with mercy, he responded to the

fact that Nixon would be under

incredible emotional stress during a

When we think about letting

Nixon off the hook (please pay
attention, those of you who
support the pardon), we should
think about the Tombs in New
York, which is full of men who have
been arrested for crimes far less

serious than those Nixon is accused
of, and who, like Nixon, have not

been proved guilty of anything. We
should think of men and women
who, although "presumed innocent

until proved guilty," have been
forced to spend several months in

cages, with no privacy, with terrible

food, with roaches and rats, while

they await trial-often to be found
innocent or to have charges
dropped. And we should think of

Richard Nixon suffering as he

awaited justice-suffering in a San
Clemente estate, surrounded by his

family, waited upon by a staff we
paid for, playing golf or walking on
the beach to forget his problems.

I'm not saying Nixon isn't suf-

fering- I'm sure he is. But his

suffering deserves only as much of

our attention and compassion as

we give to the rest of our brothers

and sisters.

THE PARDON was granted

because of the burden on Nixon's

family. Can't we also show the

same concern for the families of

other accused criminals? Don't they

also suffer because they are

worried about the fate of someone
they love? Aren't they deprived by

the incarceration of a member of

their family? The only difference

between the two cases is that

Nixon gets more attention in the

press than a "common" accused

criminal. He also gets several

hundred thousand dollars and an

armed guard to protect him. Most
families, especially if they are poor

or members of a minority group,

losse an important part of the in-

come they need for survival, and
the only armed guard they see is

the one separating them from the

incarcerated member of the family.

Undoubtedly, Nixon's family is

suffering, and we should show
compassion for them. But we must
demonstrate the same compassion
for the families of all who are under

the same strain.

Mister Ford expressed concern

for the fact that it would be months
before Nixon could receive a fair

trial, and that would be a denial of

turn to page 11

An exhibition of silk batik wall

hangings by Carol Eastes will be

presented at the Leverett Craft-

smen and Artists in Leverett,

Massachusetts, September 15-26.

The show, 'Mandalas and Sun-

signs', will open with a reception

from 2 to 5 on Sunday, September

15. A brief lecture-demonstration

will be given during the afternoon.

Batik is a complex wax resist

dyeing process. The design is dyed

into the fabric by carefully con-

trolled applications of beeswax

alternating with successive

overdyes. The use of pure silk

permits a particularly wide variety

of textures and vibrant colors.

Ms. Eastes joined LCA as the

resident batikist only a month ago.

This is her first one person show in

the area. She began to batik seven

years ago as an art major at Rock-

ford College in Illinois. While in

India on a Fulbright Fellowship she

studied local textile arts and

executied a series of batiks based

on Indian mythological themes. Her

mandalas are variations on the

Bookstore
here today

The ATID Bookmobile will be
visiting the UMass campus today.

The Bookmobile is a traveling

bookstore of Judaica, with several

thousand paperback and hardback
books on Jewish philosophy,
festivals, prayer and history, as well

as fiction, poetry, and children's

books. There is also a selection of

Hebrew records and posters for

sale.

The Bookmobile will be parked at

the main entrance of the Student
Union from 10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Many books can be purchased at a

20 per cent student discount.

At 4:30 p.m. in SU 302 Danny
Horwitz, the driver-manager of the

Bookmobile will tell of his ex-

periences with the Bookmobile at

campuses all over the U.S.

The Bookmobile is brought to

you by: The United Synagog of

America, ATID (its collegiate af-

filiate), and UMass Hillel.

ancient Eastern meditation symbol
which centers the viewer's
awareness through contemplation

of a circle.

Ms. Eastes will offer a course in

silk batik at LCA on Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday
evenings, October 8 through
November 14. The course will

explore basic techniques, then

focus on batik as a means of self-

expression. It will be flexible

enough to accomodate ex-

perienced batikists as well as

beginners.

Go to jai

for credit
The Model Education Program

still has openings for one male and
one female student inmate. The
program consists of students
spending 90 days within the

confines of the Berkshire County
House of Correction. STudent
inmates receive 15 education
credits and any other credits they

may negotiate through other
departments. The duration of the

Program for the fall semester will be
September 16 through December
16.

For further information con-

cerning housing clearances and
refunds, credit negotiation, or the

program contact Bill O'Leary 546-

7402 or c#o Larry Dye, 466 Hills

South, School of Education, 545-

0636.

Wouldyou
hire you?
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In Solidarity with the

Chilean People

Arab Student
Organization

»

Welcome Back

Students

See our exciting new fall line of clothes.

Summer items drastically reduced.

Emporium India
in the Carriage Shops, (Amherst, Mass.)

THE PARDON is a "moral blot" on the nation
cont. from p. 10
the right to a speedy trial. He's
right. Nobody should be forced to

wait months with the burden of an
upcoming trial hanging over their

heads.

But, again, let's examine the case

of the average citizen. Take
something simple like a speeding

ticket. You all probably know
someone who's been through that

ordeal. You are ordered to appear in

court on a certain day. You take the

day off from work. Unless you're

salaried, you lose 20 per cent of

your week's pay. You sit in court

for hours waiting for your case to

come up. When it finally does, you

find out that the arresting officer

isn't there. Of course, the judge

grants the prosecution a delay. So
you have to take another day off, at

the loss of another 20 per cent of a

week's pay. And for some reason

there's another delay and another,

and another.

Now go a step further. Let's say

you were arrested as a suspect in

the robbery of a package store. You
go to jail. You have no money for

bail which the judge decided to set

at, say, $2,000. So you wait. Your
trial date is set for two weeks later.

You miss work, maybe get fired.

Your family has to learn to get

along without you, and without
your income, and without the food
your income provides. Maybe they

have to go on Welfare. Your trial

date comes, and your court-

appointed lawyer is unable to

appear (he has a paying case.) So

the judge grants a continuance, and

you wait another month. A
prosecution witness fails to show,

and there's another delay. Back to

jail you go.

Yes, Richard Nixon should
maybe be pardoned because he

can't get a speedy trial.

I can easily stomach the kind of

reform to the system of "justice"

we practice (but in 200 years have
failed to perfect) in this country, but
I find myself sickened by this

example of obscene favoritism.

When pardon becomes the

common result of the inability of

any citizen to receive a speedy fair

trial, I will stand and applaud, but

until then, THE PARDON, although

constitutionally legal, is a new
moral blot on a nation which sorely

needs to clean itself up. I don't

know if Ford can reverse his par-

don, but he should, unless he is

willing to extend it to all who are

unfairly treated.

Peace.

Enast
SUPERMARKETS

NEWS
FINAST!

More Meat Values!

Fresh Turkeys
10 to 14 lbs dUttlG
US Grade A Q^|
Fresh Fowl
Whole A, iOC

5 to 6 lbs "HaTib

Fresh Brisket
129

lb

Skirt Steak

THERE ARE NEW NAMES ON OUR MEAT PACKAGES!
™^f ?a .

q y same great values but now ,he guesswork and cc.nfus.on in buy.ng meats is

?aJTn ff
na

,

m
?
S

'

Up t0 n0W
'

have been con, "S,ng from one store to another Now. Finast has

r1 ( iIh J!
,an

r
S,ep

,°^f
rd s,mP|,,y in9 meat shopping by adopt.ng names recommended by theBeef Industry Council. This will help you compare quality and value from store to store make

true price comparisons for yourself Its our way of taking the guesswork and confusion out of buy-ing meats It s another reason: It Pays to Shop the Finast Way

I FOOD
1 STAMP
£UST0MERI

Flat Half

Boneless

Beef
Plate

Boneless

159lb

Formerly Called
Quarter Loin
Pork Chops

Liver n Bacon Sale!

Sliced Select

Beef Liver 79?
Finast Sliced *4»
Bacon l1?

Mr Dell Favorites!

Boiled Ham
Imported

Freshly Sliced
To Order 15?

Pork Loin
Assorted Chops

99?
89°
99
139

lb

59?
65*

American CheeseM . . «, 1.29
Chicken Roll mSSIm . . . . r 85*
Liverwurst VE" „, 89*
Dandy Loaf can* „ 95*

Available m Sices with Service Dei Oepu

^Center Cul ^ , q
Pork Chops 1 *

Pork Loin Blade
Rib Half

Pork Loin
Sirloin Half

TOP Loin Boneless

Pork Roast
Pork Shoulders
Arm Picnic

Smoked Pork Shoulder Formerly Ca(led

PiCniC WhOle Smoked Shoulder

5th thru 7th Rib

Rib Steaks boo. »,

Formerly Called Blade Steak -

Top Blade Steak %*::££" 1
Formerly Called Top Chuck Sleak

Formerly Called
Pork Roast Rib Half

Formerly Called
Pork Roast Loin Half

Formerly Called Pork
Roast Boneless Loin

Formerly Called
Fresh Pork Shoulder

Top Blade Steak Bee.
Chuck

59
lb

59
lb

39
lb

lb

59
lb

Formerly Called London Broil

Shoulder Steak 6^?. . ..
Boneless Chuck -

Stew Beef 1
Formerly Called Beet Brisket Thick Cut a jq

. . . I lb

49
lb

Fresh Brisket &S£,

Fresh Chicken Parts

Leg Quarters
Fresh Chicken MmPC

With Back ^T^y
Breast Quarters
Fresh Chicken C^JC

With Wing ^mW^mW

Sausage e-o»**$z\t 1*" 79*

Swifts Franks ZZS .... • 89*
Bologna •AS.^SL £ 69*

Link Sausage p.«. «> 1.39
Veal Steaks p^T.'^ . £ 1.09

International Seafood!

Turbot Fillet

A00
Snow White ^J ^J lb

Halibut Steaks » 1.49
Bay Scallops SSS £n.49
Sole Fillet ,

Tr^& , 1.35
Medium Shrimp „ 1.39
Fish Cakes t«. s. '^* 89 £

Fish Sticks ^os.. *g 99*

Frozen Food Values!

w Shoestring

Potatoes
Slim Jim

40 oz £m.t%G

Broccoli
s^' '^29*

Cauliflower r.™ 3 ££1.00
WatfleS Downytia«e 2 p*8« 89*
Roman Lasagne £"59*
Orange Juice Fin« 4 ^,88*
Sweet Corn «.£££,<*. . . . 2 X 89*

Beef
Chicken
TurkeyPot Pies

Smuckers s
J£ir «,« 63« Sparetime Frozen

Kraft Oil

Bake Shop Specials!

Coffee Cake

For Salad
or Cooking

Shrimp Marvelous
B<oc>ert 69*

btl

Spaghetti
Cranapple Drink l^1

. . . . 1,?' 79*

Finast
Thin or
Regular , (b

pkg

Fresh Dairy Values!

Firm n' Fruity
Hoods
Yogurt ^P cups

** 1
5 oz
cups

FrnaM

naa*

ted.

Cottage Cheese
Margarine

Rr^T ..

Orange Juice ^v

Amer. Cheese S

Our Best Wishes

We Take This
Opportunity
To Wish Our
Many Jewish
Friends A
Happy and
Peaceful
New Year

^99*
^46*
h*» CCl

aaiion DO
9 oj AOc
peg 0«J

Campbell's 4ftDoo FnoH M^! y A«"»inn Cream of
10 4 ozKBUOgr-OOODoo 4 c„ 1.00 Mushroom Soup can B^^

Beefaroni
Spaghetti ct^^ 35*

Chef
Boy-ar-dee

15 oz

IT^I \

PrunePlums

&m s29 lb

Potatoes
Eastern Shore

Washed ^Jbag4J\J

Pears caMwma , ,

.

Jumbo Celery
Fresh Carrots.

3 » 1.00

. . Di/nrh e£V

2 lib MQ«

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

Betty Crocker I

Hamburg Helper 1

1MJ m-sop vend rf»u Sept M

Save 12 [I Save 10
e%,i* TB*>sCOuCOn
O" Om 40 Of pfcQ

Bisquick
Mix

eV«t»> TfVj Ct*JpOn
on On* s to tag

Pillsbury

Best Flour

C^^j M HSI0
vai.d m.u s»pi , 4 |

17^^*1 [MJMSU
vai.a i". u Seo) '«

Save 25 II Save 15
Wi»H Tfw Coupon
ClOne* »o» Cl"

I

I

Orano II I

Drain Opener I

Mritn T»»» Coupon
on one $ to bag

Gravy Train
Dog Food

Ifflffll Bhso iGfifil (M)msm i

L?_T?_ i^Jl'l^" ' " ' *"'* v »"d """ Sect '4 •

Prices Elfectiv* thru Sit Sept 14 1974
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May cause blackouts

Utilities plan to limit growth
NEW YORK \AP\ - A growing

number of utilities recently have cut

back or postponed plans to expand

their power-making capabilities, a

move that some analysts say could

spell blackouts or even an
economic slowdown in 3 to 5 years.

Based on estimates by the Edison

Electric Institute in New York, a

non-profit trade association, as well

as studies by other utility observers,

40 or more major utilities this year

have put off or eliminated more
than $10 billion in planned capital

spending deemed essential to

meeting the nation's electrical

needs in the next 5 years.

Many of these projects are

nuclear power plants, which the

industry is hoping will eventually

cut its fuel costs but cost a lot to

build.

During the first week in August
alone, at least seven utilities -

Detroit Edison Co., Philadelphia

Electric Co., Potomac Electric

Power Co., New York State Electric

& Gas Co., Tampa Electric Co.,

Dayton Power Er Light Co. and

Columbus & Southern Ohio Electric

Co. - announced they had either

deferred or canceled a total of $1.54

billion in capital spending slated for

the next three to five years.

Virginia Electric Er Power Co.,

which deferred $281 million in

capital plans in late July, said it was
conceivable the utility could go out

of business if its financial base isn't

more secure.

In addition, fuel costs for the

utility industry have tripled on

average this year, and oil and

natural gas is in short supply in

some areas.

James McCabe, utility analyst for

the Wall Street firm of Lehman
Brothers says, "The real underlying

reason for these spending cutbacks

is not lower growth but an inability

to finance these projects."

Industry earnings declined 15 per

cent in the first quarter of 1974,

went up 35 per cent in that period.

Even worse, the utility industry's

credit rating has sunk in the eyes of

prospective investors ever since

Consolidated Edison Co. of New
York, Inc. omitted its common
stock dividend last April. Since

then, the industry's health has been

questioned on both the stock and
bond markets, which for years has

been the primary sources of its

capital.

In some cases, even a rate hike

hasn't prevented financially

strapped utilities from deferring

capital spending plans.

the environmentronment I

McCabe estimates, and an ad-

ditional 1 per cent in the second

quarter even with the help of about

$1 billion in rate increases during

the first half. The average
residential electric rate, he says,

New England may avoid oil

shortages if winter is severe

U. S. will clean

old nuclear site

up

Many, like Tampa Electric Co.,

say they have postponed their plans

because, ironically, their customers

are heeding the call to conserve

electricity, thus cutting down the

utility's sales and available funds.

WASHINGTON [UPI\ - The
Defense Nuclear Agency an-

nounced Saturday it is seeking

ways to clean up Eniwetok Atoll in

the Pacific, a nuclear test site from

1948 to 1958, so that its native

inhabitants can return.

"The proposed project, the

agency said, "is designed to

achieve two goals: To remove and

dispose of material that could be

hazardous to human habitation and

to provide that rehabilitation

necessary to permit return of the

Eniwetok people to the atoll."

Eniwetok is one of the 2,141

Micronesian islands scattered over

3 million square miles of the Pacific.

It and Bikini atoll were the scenes of

93 atomic and hydrogen bomb
exvlosions.

Thousands of Eniwetok and

Bikini natives were evacuated to

other islands before what Bikini

King Juda then described as "the

big boom."
The agency said the Atomic

Energy Commission had conducted

extensive surveys and analyses of

existing radiological and physical

conditions on Eniwetok and "has

recommended specific radiological

cleanup criteria that will permit the

safe resettlement of the atoll."

EAST PROVIDENCE, R.I. [AP\

— New England could avoid a

serious winter oil supply shortage

unless this weather is unusually

severe, a Federal Energy Ad-

ministration official said Monday.

"Every indication is if it's a

normal winter supply will stretch

out and everyone will get through

it. The real problem will come if it is

a rough winter," Joseph Pecoraro,

regional energy resource

Catalytic converters

may cause pollution
RALEIGH. N.C. \AP\ - Studies

have confirmed that the catalytic

converters on many 1975
automobiles will cause an air

pollution problem of their own, an

Environmental Protection Agency
official said Monday.
The converters will be standard

equipment on about 70 per cent of

the 1975 cars in order to meet
federal air pollution standards.

John Moran, director of the

EPA's $3.5-million study of auto

emission problems, said the study

confirmed that the converters will

produce emissions of sulfuric acid.

Moran and his colleagues first

warned of the sulfuric acid problem

in November. Since then, they have

been testing prototype vehicles

with the new converters.

They have found the converter-

equipped cars give off .05 grams of

sulfuric acid per mile in a fine mist

from the exhaust systems, while

cars without converters give off no
sulfuric acid, Moran said in an
interview.

He said the sulfuric acid

emissions could develop into a

health hazard in two years. The
problem will affect people with

existing respiratory ailments who
breathe in areas which have many
vehicles.

He noted the EPA does not

require the converters. It has,

however, forced auto manufac-

turers to build cars that meet air

quality standards passed by
Congress in 1970.

The converters change carbon

monoxide and other hydrocarbons

to water and harmless gases. But

they apparently also cause sulfur

and water in gasoline to combine
with oxygen to produce sulfuric

acid.

Why not study

institutions?
A 3-credit practicum on

institutionalization is open.

Contact Brenda 549-0532.

Office: 428B SU 545-3131.

development director, said here.

He spoke at a meeting of fuel oil

dealers from Rhode Island and

southeastern Massachusetts.

He said Congress is expected to

extend the mandatory allocation

program for at least four months to

ensure winter supplies. The
program is scheduled to expire in

December.
Executive Director Charles

Burkhardt of the New England Fuel

Institute said a recent decision by

oil-producing countries to cut

production could again create

problems for the region.

Effects of pollution

on ocean life probed
VANCOUVER \UPI\ - The first

of six enormous test tubes holding

more than 2,000 tons of water

Saturday was placed in Saanich

Inlet off Vancouver Island as part of

a study of the long term effects of

pollutants on ocean life.

A spokesman for the University

of British Columbia (UBC) said

installation of the first tube, made
of clear plastic, began early Friday

with the flotation of its 30-foot

diameter mouth. The shaft will

extend 90 feet below the surface.

The five-year, $10 million project

is an international, venture in-

volving United States, British and

Canadian scientists.

The UBC spokesman said the

tubes provide a "quarantined, yet

completely natural environment."

They will be treated with zinc

hydrocarbons and copper, ex-

pected to alter the food web inside

the containers.
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living!
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Student

Senate

Communications

Wants You!

Are you interested in working with others in sup-

plying students with proper public relations, in a

capacity as acting student ombodsman or possibly

writing a column in the Collegian on Senate

Operations.

If so join us on Thursday, September 12 at 6:00 p.m.

in the Student Senate Office or phone Ed Colby at 545-

0341.

• ON FREE UMASS BUS LINE
• NO LEASE REQUIRED

*

Check out an amazingly big two bedroom at Brittany

Manor. From swimming pools 1 2 ) and pro tennis courts ( 2

)

to softball, football & badminton lawns and recreational fa-

cilities, there's plenty to keep you going. And you'll never

be far from all the comforts ofhome with applianced kitch-

ens, wall to wall carpeting, masterTV antenna, heat and
air conditioning, and motorcycle racks. Plus a 24-hour resi-

dent manager and on-site maintenance crew.

2 bedrooms from $230

Give us a call at (413) 256-8534.

Directions: East Hadley Road opposite (irist Mill off Route 1 16.

BrittanyManor

' Staff Photo/Bob Ci amac he

Oh ! What a dream. I thought Whitmore was floating down a river out to sea to be

seen again. Too bad I had to wake up.

Democratic gubernatorial

race viewed as close

Sargent, a liberal who has held

the governor's office for six years,

and Sheehan, a conservative,

waged the most aggressive intra-

party campaigns.

Dukakis and Quinn
acknowledged past Democratic
bloodbaths which irreparably

damaged their party's candidate for

governor in the final election and
maintained an uneasy truce for

most of the primary campaign.

This was the first time in recent

history that an incumbent
Republican governor was
challenged in the primary.

All three challengers spent much
of their time attacking the Sargent

administration's policies, while the

governor invested much of his

energy in driving a wedge between
himself and the conservative wing

of the GOP.
This was the first year that pre-

pnmary nominating conventions

were not required by state law.

The Republicans held an informal

convention anyway. And although

Sargent won the endorsement, he

was embarassed by Sheehan's

showing 30 per cent of the delegate

vote.

Sargent then embarked on a

strategy of identifying his

challenger with partisan con-

servative politics and attacking the

conservative wing of the GOP.
Sargent's concern was that a low

voter turnout could result in an

upset. His strategy was to attract

interest in the slow-starting

campaign and appeal to in-

dependent voters who could cast

ballots in either the Republican or

the Democratic primary.

Dukakis, 41, served eight years in

the Massachusetts House before

losing a bid for lieutenant governor

in 1970.

Quinn, 46, is a former speaker of

the House who was appointed

attorney general by the legislature

in 1969 to fill a vacancy. He won
election in 1970.

Sargent, 59, was elected

lieutenant governor in 1966 and

became acting governor when
John A. Volpe vacated the office to

join the Nixon administration in

1969. Sargent won the job in the

1970 election, defeating the

Democratic ticket headed by
Boston Mayor Kevin H. White

which included Dukakis in the

second spot.

\ rmiru n omhai minim
FASHIONABLE EYEWEAR

CONTACT LENSES/SUPPLIES
HEARING AID AUDIOLOGISTS

Primaries attract

national notice
By The Associated Press

Voters in 13 states and the

District of Columbia chose can-

didates yesterday for 16 gover-

norships, eight Senate seats and a

variety of congressional, state and
local offices.

In most states, incumbent
governors and senators were either

unopposed or had only token
opposition.

Chief attention was focused on
the Democratic battle for governor
of New York, in which Rep. Hugh
L. Carey of Brooklyn sought to

overcome organization support for

former off-track betting chief

Howard J. Samuels.
The Carey-Samuels winner will

run in November against
Republican Gov. Malcolm Wilson,

unopposed for nomination to the

post he took over last December
when Nelson A. Rockefeller
resigned.

States holding balloting on the

last primary election day before the

Nov. 5 elections were Arizona,

Colorado, Connecticut, Florida,

Maryland, Massachusetts, Min-
nesota, New Hampshire, New York,

Rhode Island, Utah, Vermont and
Wisconsin.

In eight states, incumbent
governors ran in primaries with only

Republicans John Vanderhoff of

Colorado and Meldrim Thomson of

New Hampshire facing serious

challenges.

Vanderhoff was opposed by
William Daniels, a millionaire

Denver businessman while the

conservative Thomson was
matched against state Senate
President David Nixon in a con-
servative-moderate battle.

Other governors seeking new
terms were Republican Francis W.
Sargent of Massachusetts and
Democrats Marvin Mandel of
Maryland, Reubin Askew of Florida,

Patrick J. Lucey of Wisconsin,
Wendell Anderson of Minnesota
and Thomas P. Salmon of Ver-
mont.

In Arizona, five Republicans and
four Democrats sought the seat of

retiring Republican Gov. Jack
Williams.

Of the incumbent senators
seeking new terms, only
Republican Charles McC. Mathias
Jr. of Maryland had primary op-
position, from J. Ross Pierpont, a

conservative Baltimore physician

and perennial candidate.

NEW CLASS
CAMPUS CENTER

7:00 p.m.

(Every Tuesday starting Sept. 17)

You don't have to be alone anymore, jilk

$6.00 First Meeting Then $2. 50 Weekly

New Members Accepted At All Times

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 786-6611

WEIGHT WATCHERS
8®

WEIGHT WATCHERS AND OP ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OE WEIGHT WATCHERS
INTERNATIONAL INC GREA'NEO N> «W£ iGhT WATCHERS INTERNATIONAL 1*73

ROISTER PO/STfRS

NEWMEMBERS
WELCOME!

Proposals now being ac-

cepted for student theatre

productions for this year.

MEETING: Thurs., Sept. 12,

CC 911 915, 7 p.m.

Questions? CAMS 2149

WMUA
STATION MEETING

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12th

8 p.m. 105 C.C.

All old members and any neie people

interested in radio should attend.

* * * • * » » *,* » •,*.

*
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CHILE
One Year After The Coup

By MIGUEL RIVERA
News Opinion

The Chilean Junta must fall. Of all the modern
fascist structures in the world, the Chilean Junta is the

most fearful. Nobody really knows how many human
beings have tien killed, mutilated, psychologically

destroyed, imprisoned or persecuted. When the

religious leaders of the country protest, it means
things must be out of proportion.

For a year, the Chilean people have undergone the

misfortune of fascism. Since the first day of the coup,
the most aware ccuntri;" in the world have been
protesting the assault. It ~ieant not only a violation of

the Chileans' right tc a freely jlected government, but
also a violation of Latinq American political sensibility.

In its first meeting ot the year, AHORA, the Latin

students organization on campus, approved a motion
expressing sympathy for the cause of the fallen in

Chile under the dictatorship of La Junta Militar. The
IN MEMORIAM solidarity expression came up as a

product of the Latin students preoccupation with the

life and happiness of the Chilean people, especially

workers and students.

Another motion was also presented and approved
unanimously condemning the recent police brutality

exerted against Third World companeros in Newark,
N.J. With such motions, AHORA ties itself closely

with the community issues that, directly or indirectly,

affect the life of UMass Latin students.

This page

contributed

by friends

and residents

of the

Liberation

Corridor

That is how we write the first

page of this history. My people

and America will write the rest.

Salvador Allende

* fHTrf

a t o
&*

Asi se escribe la primer* pagina
de esta historia. Mi pueblo y
America escribiran el resto.

Salvador Allende

Salvador Allende showed more dignity, more
honor, more courage and more heroism than all the

fascist military men put together. His action of in-

comparable grandeur sank Pinochet and his a ac-

complices in ignominy for good.

That is a revolutionary!

That is a man!
That is how a true combatant dies!

That is how a defender of his people dies!

That is how a fighter for socialism dies!

-FIDEL CASTRO
28 SEPT. 1973

FIDEL
CASTRO

28 SEPT.

1973

Salvador Allende demostro mas dignidad, mas
honor, mas valor y mas heroismo que todos los

militares fascistas juntos. Su gesto de grandeza in-

comparable, hundio para siempre en la ignominia a

Pinochet y su complices.

Asi se es revolucionario!

Asi se es hombre!

Asi muere un combatiente verdadero!

Asi muere un defenso de su pueblo!

Asi muere un luchador por el socialismo!

-FIDEL CASTRO
28 SEPT. 1973

By GERR/E CASEY
News Analysis

The days of September 4-11 have been

designated as the week of international

solidarity with the people of Chile.

The fascist military coup in Chile last

September 1 1 was the ultimate weapon used

by reactionary forces within Chile to destroy

the program of the "Unidad Popular"

government of Salvador Allende. This

campaign began as soon as Allende was
elected on September 4, 1970.

Although the U.S. government denied any

complicity in the internal affairs of Chile, it

has recently been released through the New
York Times that over eight million dollars

was allocated through the CIA to disrupt the

Popular Unity government from its inception;

bribery of Chilean Senators to refuse to

confirm Allendes election.

When this failed, new attempts were made
by those who feared the power and program
of the Popular Unity government, including

economic sabotage, the hoarding of goods,

indue hortages, black-marketing, owner-

initiated strikes and lock-outs. There were
assasinations of Socialists, Communists, and
moderates, as well as members of the

military committed to protecting the con-

stitution.

The Chilean right-wing tried to regain

political power, but were defeated again in

the election of March 1973 when the Unidad
Popular received more support than it had

received in 1970.

Frustrated by the defeat of all their ac-

tivities, the reactionaries decided to change
the rules of the game and resort to military

terror. However, the first attempted coup of

June 1973 was crushed. The assassination

attempt on President Allende failed as well.

Finally on September eleventh the united

forces of the Chilean military took political

power by force in an attempt to wipe out all

the gains made by the Popular Unity

government in Chile.

President Salvador Allende was murdered
while defending the Moneda Palace in

Santiago from Bazooka, tank, and air attack.

Then the mass murdering of staunch U.P.

supporters took place throughout the

working-class districts of all the cities.

Thousands were rounded up, put in prisons

and the National Stadium in Santiago to be
murdered, tortured or put in concentration
camps. The trade unions and the press were
abolished. The universities were taken over
by the generals, and massive book burnings
and destruction of art followed.

Allende's Last Message to Chile
Alocution del presidente

Salvador Allende transmititda

por Radio Magallanes el 11 de
septiembre de 1973:

Trabajodores de mi patrial:

Quiero agradecerles la lealtad que
siempre tuvieron, la confianza que
depositaron en un hombre que solo

fue interprete de grandes anhelos

de justicia, que empeno su palabra

en que respetaria la const itucion y
la ley, y asi lo hizo. Es este

momento definitivo, el ultimo en
que yo pueda dirigirme a ustedes.

Pero que aprovechen la laccion. El

capital foraneo, el imperialismo,

unido a la reaccion, creo el clima

para que las Fuerzas Armadas
rompieran su tradicion: la

senalo Schneider y que reafirmara

el comandante Araya, victima del

mismo sector social que hoy estara

en sus casas esperando con mano
ajena conquistar el poder para
sequir defendiendo sus granjerias y
sus privilegios. Me dirijo, sobre
todo, a la modesta mujer de nuestra
tierra: a la campesina que creyo en
nosotros; a la obrera que trabajo

mas, a la madre que supo de su
preocupacion por los ninos. Me
dirijo a los profesionales de la

patria, a los profesionales patriotas,

a los que hace dias estan
trabajando contra la sedicion
auspiciada por los coiegios
profesionales, coiegios de clase

parg defender tambien las ventaias

de una sociedad capitalista.

Me dirijo a la juventud, a aquellos
que cantaron y entregaron su
alegria y su espiritu de lucha; me
dirijo al hombre di Chile, al obrero,
al campesino, al intelectual, a
aquellos que seran perseguidos,
porque en nuestro paid el fascismo
ya estuvo hace muchas horas
presente en los atentados
terroristas, volando los puentes,
cortando las vias ferreas,

destruyendo los oleoductos y los

gasoductos, frente al silencio de los

que tenian la obligacion de
proceder. . . (Interruption I ... la

historia los juzgara.

Salvador Allende

POEM:

By
Pablo

Neruda

They Receive
\

Instructions

Against Chile

But we have to see behind all them, there is

something

behind the traitors and the gnawing rats,

an empire which sets the table,

and serves up the nourishment and the bullets.

They want to repeat in you their great success in

Greece.

Greek playboys at the banquet, and bullets

for the people in the mountains: we'll have to hang,
kill, lose men, sink the murderous knife

held to us from New York, we'll have to use fire

to break the spirit of the man who was emerging
in all countries as if born
from the earth that had been splashed with blood
We have to arm Chiang and the vicious Videla,
give them money for prisons, wings
so they can bomb their own populations, give them
a handout, a few dollars, and they do the rest,

they lie, bribe, dance on the dead bodies
and their first ladies wear the most expensive minks.
The suffering of the people does not matter: copper
executives need this sacrifice: facts are facts:
the generals retire from the army and serve
as vice-presidents of the Chuquicamata Copper Firm,
and in the nitrate works the "Chilean" general
decides with his trailingsword how much the natives
may mention when they ask for a raise in wages.
In this way they decide from above, from the roll of
dollars,

in this way the dwarf traitor receives his instructions,
and the generals act as the police force,
and the trunk of the country rots.

Lilith plays benefit
Lilith is playing a benefit dance-

concert tonight for the Employment

Work Group of the Valley Women's
Union. The work group has been

primarily active in supporting area

waitresses' organizing struggles,

though they are also concerned

with the unionizing efforts of

Hampshire College clerical workers.

Tonight's proceeds will benefit

several groups: the work group's

June conference on waitressing

and organizing; the waitresses'

union at Joe's Cafe which was on

strike for 7 weeks last spring and is

still involved in litigation; the

Boston Women's Law Collective

for advice on labor law; and the

Independent Restaurant Workers'

Union for their assistance and
advice.

The dance, sponsored by the

Southwest Women's Center, is

tonight, 8-11 p.m. in Hampden
Dining Commons. A donation of

$1 .50 will be requested at the door.

Anyone wishing further information

on the Valley Women's Union can
call 585-2011.

Amherst Cycle
1 Cook PI.

253-9460

( Behind Aubuchon's)

headquarters for

Northampton Bicycle
8 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-3810

o

a
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Yes, the University Library also fell prey to the Physical Plant wood shredder.
What edifice will next get in the way of the "choppers"? Herter Hall, bar your
doors !

!

Many state congressioal

contests were unopposed

bicycle sales

and service.

We're a franchised Raleigh dealer so you can be sure that

we'll always provide you with the finest service from the

time you first buy your Raleigh cycle for as long as you

keep it. You won't find a better cycle than one of the many
Raleigh models and you won't find a better place to buy one.

cont. from p. 1

Eight incumbents were unop-

posed for renomination. In addition

to Conte and Cronin, they were
U.S. Reps. Edward P. Boland, a

Springfield Democrat in the 2nd
District; Robert F. Drinan, a

Newton Democrat in the 4th
; ct; Torbert H. Macdenald,

i Democrat in the 7th

Jistrict; Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.,

Cambridge Democrat and House
majority leader in the 8th District;

John Joseph Moakley, Boston

Democrat in the 9th District;

Margaret M. Heckler, Wellesley

Republican in the 10th District; and
Gerry E. Studds, Cohasset
Democrat in the 12th District.

Unopposed challengers in the

Congressional primaries were
Democrat Barry F. Monahan of Fall

River, a criminal justice planner, in

the 10th; former Republican RVEP.
Laurence Curtis of Brookline in the

4th; and Republican J. Alan

MacKay of Hingham, a lawyer and
former national director of Young
Americans for Freedom, in the 12th

District.

In the 3rd District, there was no
clear favorite.

Anderson is a Holy Cross College

teacher; D'Amico is a Worcester
school committeeman; Early is a

state representative and vice

chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee; Miss Gatti is a

Worcester public school official;

Mullaney is a 'former mayor of

Worcester; Hmura is a sign painter;

and Miss O'Neil is an Auburn
selectman.

On the GOP side, Lionett is a

state representative and Wheeler a

painting contractor.

In the 1st District, Conte's op-

position included Manning, a

lawyer; and Mosakowski, a library

assistant at the University of

Massachusetts.

Harrington's opponent Kowalski

is a Boston State College teacher

who lost to the incumbent two
years ago in the 6th District.

Burke's opponent, Tierney, is a

Boston city counciler who sought
the Democratic nomination in the

11th District.

In the 5th District, seeking to

oppose Cronin, was Tsongas, a

county commissioner and former

Lowell city councilor; and Madden,
an attorney and former state

senator.

The state's present
Congressional delegation includes

nine Democrats, including
Donohue, who is retiring, and three

Republicans.
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Limited Services
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WMUA
STATION MEETING

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12th

8 p.m. 105 C.C.

All old members and any new people

interested in radio should attend.
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Success to kill

medical clinic

Figuring out where your next meal is coming from can sometimes De a real

hassle if you haven't got a meal ticket. This craving canine has turned to begging

for a b.l.t.; but the young lady refused his advances and enjoyed every bit of her

sandwich.

AURORA, III. \UPI\ - Aurora's

free medical clinic for the poor may
be forced out of business because

its too successful.

The clinic is the brainchild of Dr.

Eugene R. Balthazar who wanted to

do something for this town 40 miles

west of Chicago where he has lived

and prospered for so many years.

But Dr. Balthazar, 72, did not

expect the tremendous need for

free medical care in the community.

His funds are running out and he

may have to take his gift back and

close the clinic.

For almost three years Balthazar

has run and financed the clinic,

accepting free, medical supplies

and services, adamantly refusing

any contributions from the public.

He pays the salary of the clinic's

nurse and receptionist.

"We turned it (the contributions)

all down. We sent it all back,"

Balthazar said. "I wanted it that

way. I owe the community a lot.

They've been generous to me."
The elderly physician said his

motives were not entirely altruistic:

"I enjoy it. Also you know maybe I

would like to dispose of my money
where I want it. You don't take it

with you."

Balthazar said he expected to see

about 25 to 35 patients a day. Up to

175 persons have used the clinic in

one day.

"The cost of medical care has

skyrocketed like anything else," he

said. "We are in a time of inflation.

This is for poor people. They
cannot afford medical care. They
have to cut corners wherever they

can."

Balthazar could appeal to the
public, but he refuses to do so,

believing an appeal would con-
tradict what started out as a gift to
the community.
He also refuses to seek govern-

ment funds.

Know the benefits

that VA provides
EDITOR'S NOTE:

Veterans and their families

are asking thousands of

questions concerning the

benefits their Government
provides for them through

Natural Foods

Co-op
"LOWEST PRICES"

35 N. Pleasant St., (in the Alley)

The Yellow Sun Natural Foods
co-op formed in 1971 from a need
to provide natural foods to the
people of Amherst and vicinity

at the lowest prices possible.

The Yellow Sun Co-operative
is owned by almost 1,000 of your
neighbors and makes no profit

except that the member-owners
pay lower prices in the store for

their food

Every product in the store has
two prices, for example, 61-73 lb.

Members pay only the lower
price. What keeps costs down is

that members work 1 hour per
person per month.

So if you'd like to become a
member come talk to us at 23 N.
Pleasant St. (in the Alley)
behind the Equinox Natural
Foods Cafe. We'll take the time
to show you around.

Remember — co-ops are
owned and operated by the
customers.

the Veterans Ad-
ministration. Below are
some representative
queries. Additional in-

formation may be obtained
at any VA office.

Q - What is VA's attitude

toward charges that the Vietnam
veteran is not getting a fair shake?

A — Vietnam era veterans make
up 24.2 per cent of the U.S. veteran

population, and 30.3 per cent of

VA's $13 billion plus annual budget
is spent in their behalf. While small

bands of veterans claim wholesale

alienation for the young veteran

population, nearly five million of

these veterans are now at work in

the civilian labor force and millions

more are in training. In fact, 2.6

million Vietnam veterans have
trained at college level under the Gl

Bill - topping the 12 year record of

the World War II program.

Q — How many veterans and
servicemen have received
education benefits under the three

Gl Bills?

A - Nearly 15 million have
trained, beginning with the
enactment of the World War II

original Gl Bill. The cost of all three

Gl Bills through April 1974 was
$29.6 billion.

Q - What state pays the highest

bonus to its Vietnam era veterans?

A — According to information

available to the Veterans Ad-
ministration, North Dakota's,
$1,600 is the highest maximum
bonus paid in 16 states and Guam.

FIRST MEETING OF

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
(formerly CEQ)

Wednesday, Sept. 11 7 p.m.

Room 105 Campus Center

AGENDA
• film "Flooding Waters"
• report on recycling project
• nuclear energy conference
'discussion of plans for
upcoming year

NEWMEMBERSARE INVITED

rent a refrigerator,

for the whole year.

Call Now
and reserve one

256-8433

Cost:

50.00 Rent
10.00 Security

Deposit

1.50 Plus Tax

S61.50

If you use it only one
semester, we'll refund the
difference.

LOOK FOR U HAUL
TRUCK AND RENT ONE
RIGHT THERE, (see
schedule).

DELIVERY SCHEDULE Sept. 10, 11, 12

Time
4:00

4:30
5:00

5:30

6:00
6:30
7:00

7:30

7:45

8:00

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

( PM) Dorm
Thoreau-Kennedy
Melville-James
Emmerson Coolidqe
Moore-Pierpont
Lance Upper-Washington
JOA
JA
Patterson
MacKimmie
Prince-Crampton
Kennedy
Coolidge
JOA
Washington

Place
Parking Lot
Driveway
Emmerson

Bereline D.C.
Parking Lot

Upper Front Door
Front Door
Sunset Door
Sunset Door
Parking Lot

Mall
Mall
Mall
Mall

Time(PM) Dom
4:00 Brown Cashim
4:30 McNamma
5:00 Thatcher
5:15 Lewis
5:30 Johnson
5:45 Quad
645 Brett Bunks
7:00 Wheeler
7:15 Baker
7:30 Van Meter
8:00 Orihaul Dorms
9.00 Greenough
9 15 Chadbourne
9.30 Gorman

Place
Eastman Lane

Circle Drive
Front Door
Front Door
Front Door

Circle
Front Door
Front Door
Street Door
Hunter Door

Mall
Front Door
Front Door
Front Door
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Sponsored by five-college groups

Symposium on nuclear plants announced
A coalition of independent "Five-

College" groups announced plans

for a multi- media program of

speakers, workshops and films, to

be held in Amherst September 18th

through 19th. The symposium is

designed to provide concerned
citizens with additional information

relative to nuclear power plants,

such as the one proposed to be
built in Montague.

Plans for the program presently

include: an address by John W.
Gofman, co-author of Poisoned
Power: The Case Against Nuclear

Power Plants, and former Associate

Director of the Lawrence Radiation

Laboratory. Dr. Gofman will discuss

the proper relationship between
morality and technology in the

context of deciding whether to

build additional nuclear power
plants.

Howard Zinn, Professor of

Political Science at Boston
University, and well-known anti-

war critic will discuss nuclear power
plants as they relate to individual

responsibility, environmental

preservation and the future.

Dr. Gofman will speak on
Wednesday, September 18 and

Professor Zinn will speak on

Thursday, September 19, 1974,

each at 8:00 p.m. in the Mahar
Auditorium here.

In addition to th« nrincioa'

lectures, a day-long series of

workshops will take place in Room
163 Campus Center at UMass-
Amherst on Thursday, September
19. Sessions will be held on the

technical, economic and social

implications of nuclear power
plants. Late in the afternoon,

various citizen groups concerned
about nuclear power plants, in-

cluding the Alternative Energy
Coalition (AEC), the Massachusetts
Public Interest Research Group
(Mass PIRG), the Montague
Nuclear Concerns Group (MNCG),
the New England Coalition on
Nuclear Pollution, and the Nuclear

Information Commune of Mon-
tague (NIC'M) will lead workshops
directed toward explaining different

options open to citizens who wish

SCHOOL YEAR

CALENDARS

DATE BOOKS

Supplies for Students

A. J. Hastings, Inc.

Newsdealer & Stationer

45 South Pleasant St.
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to take action in opposition to the

further construction of nuclear

plants.

Henry Doyle, President of the

UMass Coalition for Environmental

Quality, noted: "It is unfortunate

that the questions surrounding

•nuclear power plants often exceed

the available answers. The in-

dividuals participating in our forum
should do much to redress this

balance, and so provide concerned
citizens with useful information."

The entire program is sponsored
by the following groups:

Coalition for Environmental

Quality (UMass)
Institute for Man and His En-

vironment (UMass)
Five College Science and Society

Coordinating Committee
Mass PIRG (UMass-Amherst)
Student Government, UMass-

Amherst

CRANES
Fashions for Men

GRAND

OPBNIHG
Friday, September 13th
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DENIM BELLS
ARE HERE
We got em-LEVI S
Denim Bells. Tough
pre-shrunk denim-
lean LEVI'S fit-bell

bottoms just the way
you like 'em. Stock
up on a pair or two
today.
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UP/ news analysis

Pardon bars further prosecution of Nixon
WASHINGTON [UP/] - By the

stroke of one President's pen,

possible criminal prosecution
against another has been barred

forever and the scope of any case
against Richard M. Nixon may
never be known.

But tucked away in file drawers
and rolled on reels of tape is a host

of evidence-damning or ex-

culpatory, depending on how it is

interpreted-that details the myriad
crimes known as Watergate and
how Nixon figured in it.

As long as six months ago, the

Watergate grand" jury concluded
19-0 that the evidence justified

naming Nixon as a conspirator in

the plot to hush up the bugging
scandal. The Jurers did not indict

him because" the Constitution
apparently forecloses prosecuting a

President while in office.

Instead, they named him an

unindicted co-conspirator.

With President Ford's decision

Sunday to pardon Nixon for all

crimes "he has committed or may
have commijted or taken part in"

during his presidency, Special

Prosecutor Leon Jaworski no
longer has the option of seeking

Nixon's 'indictment as a private

citizen

Legal sources said he may have

the option of issuing a report

summarizing the evidence against

the former President,-, though that

was unclear and there was no
indication Jaworski would take

such a tack.

The evidence that led me grand

jury to conclude that Nixon was
involved in the conspiracy is still

secret, locked away by law that

demands the work of grand juries

and prosecutors be hidden from
public view unless used in court to

prosecute those accused of

criminal wrong-doing.

Since then, Jaworski has

amassed even more material-

primarily White House tapes

wrested from Nixon by Supreme
Court order-and Nixon's own Aug.

5 admission that he had withheld

for more than two years evidence

indicating his complicity in the

cover-up.

Despite the secrecy surrounding

Jaworski's investigation, the House
Judiciary Committee dug up
enough "clear and convincing"

evidence of its own to conclude

Nixon should be removed from

office.

It concluded Nixon had
"deliberately contrived to deceive

the courts, the Department of

Justice and the American people"

and had condoned cover-up acts by

his, aides that included "perjury,

destruction of evidence, and ob-

struction of justice."

The committee also concluded

that Nixon "repeatedly used his

power as President to* violate the

Constitution and laws' of the land"

by misuse of such agencies as the

Internal Revenue Service to harass

his political enemies.

It did not deal with a host of

other issues-all under investigation

by Jaworski-such as the Ellsberg

break- in, ITT, possible tax fraud,

improper campaign funding,

UMass Senate to

discuss relations
The Communications Committee

of the Student Senate will be
holding an introductory discussion

to promote better relations

throughout the University on
Thursday at 6 p.m. in the Student

Senate Office. All people interested

in working with the Student
Government are invited to attend.

For information, phone or leave a

message for Ed Colby at the

Student Senate office.

bribery and misuse of political

funds.

From what is on the public

record, it appears a Watergate case

against Nixon might have included

these elements:
— As early as June 20, 1972, just

three days after the Watergate
bugging arrests, Nixon held a long

discussion with chief aide H.R.

Haldeman. The resulting tape is

marred by an 18% minute gap
although Nixon has said the tape

was under his "sole personal

control."

-On June 23, 1972, Nixon or-

dered Haldeman to have the CIA
block the FBI's Watergate probe.

— In July, 1972, and again in

January, 1973, Nixon discussed the

possibility of executive clemency

for the Watergate burglars with

aide Charles W. Colson; in April,

1973, he directed that assurances of

clemency be extended to three key

White House and campaign aides.

— In March, 1973, Nixon named
his deputy campaign director, Jeb
Stuart Magruder, to a high

government job after Magruder had

perjured himself at the Watergate

trial and before the grand jury at a

time Magruder was beginning to

waver on the cover-up.

-On March 21, 1973, Nixon

endorsed payment of additional

"hush money" to Watergate
burglar E. Howard Hunt Jr. saying

that "should buy time."

Pass the word ...
-— i—

—

The Greeks are back!

Fraternities and Sororities are on the move.

Find out why — attend the

Open Orientation Meeting

for all University Students interested in finding

out about Fraternity or Sorority Membership.

Thursday, Sept. 12

Rm. 113 Campus Center 7:30 p.m.

After the coup, Chile attempts to survive
cont. from p. 14

With junta leader Augosto
Pinochet declaring "we need to

wipe the Marxists off the map of

this continent", the promise of the

generals was to restore economic
stability to Chile.

They began by accepting $363
million worth of foreign credit from
the U.S. and the international loan

companies it controls. The U.S.

government recognized the junta

days after the takeover. Five

hundred companies nationalized by
the Popular Unity government have
been returned to their former
owners. There were special

guarantees of compensation for the

Kennocott, Annaconda and Cerro

copper mines.

Due to price increases of over

900 per cent since 1973, the real

income of Chilean workers has
plummeted 45 per cent. Over
500,000 workers (20 per cent of the

Chilean workforce) are unem-
ployed. This leaves two million

people (one fifth of the population)

with no means of support. All price

controls have been lifted the result

being 1,200 to 1,300 per cent in-

creases in the price of oil, sugar,

and kerosene.

The widow of martyred President

Allende, Mrs. Hortensia Busse de
Allende addressed the U.N. on
February 25, 1974 stating, "There is

voluminous documentary evidence

which shows clearly that in my
country today life is not valued.

Summary executions, real or

staged executions (for the purpose
of terrifying the victim), executions

of prisoners allegedly 'attempting

to escape', slow death through lack

of medical attention, victims tor-

tured to death, are the order of the

day under the generals. Genocide is

being practiced. "Over 50,000

people have been murdered.
Yet the resistance to the fascist

coup is growing within Chile. The
united forces have begun to publish

newspapers, "Unidad Anti-

Fascista" (Anti-Fascist Unity) and
"Liberacion" (Liberation). Work
stoppages, street mobilizations and
mass leafleting continue.

The eleventh day of each month
(commemerating the date of the

coup) is observed as "a day of

hostility towards the fascist

regime". Each month on the

eleventh a majority of Chileans

boycott shops, banks, and public

services. Eyewitnesses in the port

city of Valparaiso said that on
August 11th 1974 their city

resembled a desert.

A stronger wave of terror on the

part of the junta has developed to

put down the resistance. According
to Orlando Mills, an anti-fascist

leader and political refugee from
Chile, the new terror campaign of

the last six weeks indicates the

insecurity of the junta. In this time

period over 21,000 people have
been arrested and imprisoned-six

thousand last week. General Er-

nesto Baez, chief of the Fascists

security police, has announced that

the arrests will continue.

An awareness of the courageous

activity of the people of Chile in

their fight against fascism compels
worldwide response. We in the

U.S. have a special responsibility to

act, to learn the full extent of U.S.

involvement in Chile, and to half

U.S. support of the Chilean junta.

The National Chile Solidarity

Conference, held in Chicago on
March 30-31, 1974 outlines a basic

program of support for the Chilean

people:

1. FREE ALL CHILEAN POLITICAL
PRISONERS
As of January 1974, 18,000

people remained in the juntas

prisons. Many are held without

charges. They include some of the

top leaders of the U.P. government,
trade unionists, teachers, students,

and soldiers who were loyal to the

constitutional government. Their

lives are in danger. The Chicago

Commission of inquiry confirms,

"the use of torture continues".

2. ENDS U.S. ECONOMIC AND
MILITARY AID TO THE JUNTA
While the Allende government

was economically sabotaged by the

cut-off of credits and aid from the

U.S., the U.S. has given over $363

million to Chile since the coup. $11

million dollars is earmarked for the

military, $10 million for equipment,

and $1 million for officer training.

The repayment of Chilean national

debt has been rescheduled and
generously worked out for the

junta.

Con Ed sponsors day care
Continuing Education for

Women at the University of

Massachusetts is sponsoring a

community day care service center

this year on Saturdays.

The center will be open to

children from ages 2.9 to 8 years

every Saturday from 8:30 to 4:30

p.m. Sessions will begin Sept. 5 at

the University Day School at

Bowditch Lodge near the stadium.

The day care service will be run on
a drop-in basis, allowing parents

maximum flexibilitv.

This is the second year that a

Saturday day care service is being

made available to area residents.

The increasing popularity of

Saturday classes, and the fact that

many area jobs entail working on

Saturdays, make Saturday day care

an important service for many
parents.

Anyone interested in further

information and registration may
call 659-3053, 549-3328, 665-4223 or

on Saturdays call the University

Day School 545-2466.

OPENINGS
FOR VIPS

That's right — no longer will you be a lost soul within the

thousands of students here at I'Mass. You too can become special,

important, needed, a person of value. Army ROTC is looking for

special people; individuals interested in learning more about the

mainstay of national defense — the US Army.

And we have a lot to offer too — accredited Military Science
courses; challenging extracurricular activities: a highly qualified
group of Army officers and NCOs sincerely interested in YOUR
abilities and goals; financial assistance: an interesting, rewarding
alternative in jobs after graduation; and the chance to serve over
two hundred million Americans — as a commissioned officer in the

active Army. Reserves, or National Guard.

Drop hy and visit us in the Department of Military Scieme
«Bldg. No. 70 or call S4M3II » You'll be welcome, there won't be

any runarounri. we'll have some answers for you — and we're

always good for a cup of coffee!

3. OPEN U.S. BORDERS TO ALL
CHILEAN REFUGEES WHO SEEK
POLITICAL ASYLUM
The U.S. State Department has

refused to grant visas to Chilean

refugees who request them. It has
been also demanded that Chileans
already within the U.S. return to the

U.S. embassy in Chile to apply for

visas, endangering their lives.

4. WITHDRAW U.S.
RECOGNITION OF THE JUNTA,
AND INVESTIGATE U.s!
GOVERNMENT AND COR-
PORATE COMPLICITY IN THE
COUP

Since the release of information
by Seymore Hirsch of the N.Y.
Times about funds appropriated by

the CIA for use in Chile, to

sabotage the U.P. government, it

becomes clear that the U.S. was no
"innocent bystander" to the coup
in Chile. Anaconda Copper and ITT
corporations played a specific role

in preparing the takeover so as to

regain their economic control of

Chilean natural resources and
industry.

CRANES
Fashions for Men

Grand Opening Sept. 13tb

»wg

HA66AR
slacks

Looking good
makes you feel good.

£n?.

Stay comfortably ahead of the game.
Men's Comfort-Plus®slacks by Haggar*
Richly expressed in new fall shades that blend
naturally to accent a rich hopsack weave The
handsome collection of solid colors will tastefully
complement any new fall sport coat or blazer
Belt loops, gentlemen's flare and
comfortable lines complete a meticulous style
that leads the way in fashion.
Machine washable and dryable in a textunzed
woven fabric of 100% Encron^poryester Only $12.00

CRANES
Fashions for Men

Mt. Farms Mall
Mon. — Sat. — 10-9:30

584-9375
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With Ford's tacit support

OAS to try to end Cuba embargo
WASHINGTON [UPI\ - The

Organization of American States,

with the tacit support of the Ford

administration, will begin a

diplomatic process this week which
could lead to the lifting of 10-year

old economic sanctions against

Cuba within the next six months.
The Fidel Castro government is

not interested in rejoining the OAS
nor is that matter at issue. What is

at issue is the potential lifting of the

sanctions and Cuba's re-integration

into the Western Hemisphere
community.
The first step will be to decide

whether the OAS-imposed
diplomatic and economic sanctions
should be lifted. The OAS council,

acting on a proposal by Costa Rica,

Colombia and Venezuela, meets
here this week to discuss it.

The prime mover behind this

collective approach toward nor-

malization with Cuba — costa

Rica's foreign minister, Gonzalo
Facio — will be in Washington

March protests

Nixon's pardon
SALT LAKE CITY [UP/] -

Carrying lit candles to signify

mourning, a group of about 60

persons marched to the Utah state

capital Monday night to protest

President Ford's pardon of former

President Nixon.

"We are here to mourn the death

of justice in the United States,"

said a member of the group.

"The pardon shows we are not a

nation of laws. We are a nation of

powerful men oppressing those

who have no power," said Ethel

Hale.

Wednesday to address an OAS
council meeting scheduled ten-

tatively for Thursday.

Facio, whose active lobbying

against the sanctions over the past

few weeks seems to be gaining

support, will stop in Mexico City to

meet with Mexican Foreign
Secretary Emilio O. Rabasa.
The Mexican official conferred

here last week with President Ford
and Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger, and returned to Mexico
early Saturday after asking the

administration to support the
movement toward lifting sanctions

and agree to Cuba's presence at the

third "new dialogue" foreign

ministers conference in Buenos
Aires next March.

Rabasa was merely promised by
the White House and State
Department that Washington
would "study very carefully'" the

whole range of issues. But the tone
and wording used by Ford in

reaffirming an often stated Cuban
policy — as well as a flurry of

reports, rumors and speculations

which flooded Washington last

week — indicated that the U.S.

attitude toward Castro may be
softening.

The Ford administration may, in

fact, be ready to open the door to

Cuba, closed when Washington
and Havana broke diplomatic
relations Jan. 31, 1961.

On Sunday, White House
spokesman J. F. terHorst an-

nounced that Ford would meet with

Mexican President Luis Echeverria

on the U.S. -Mexican border
sometime this fall, and probably

would discuss the Cuban issue at

that time.

It will take the support of at least

16 of the OAS' 23 member states to

lift the 1964 sanctions. Twelve of

those votes seemed assured as of

today and the possible support of

the United States could carry with

it more than enough votes to end
the 10-year embargo, one of the

major irritants in Western
Hemisphere diplomacy.

Seven certain votes in favor of

lifting the sanctions are by the

governments that have relations

with Cuba — Mexico, Argentina,

Peru, Panama, Barbados, Jamaica
and Trinidad-Tobago. Three more
are Costa Rica, Colombia and
Venezuela, who are spearheading

the anti-sanctions movement. The
probable support of Honduras and
Ecuador can be added to these 10.

The OAS council, in deciding

how to go about tackling this

thorny problem, might either go the

long way by appointing a study cut

by agreeing to a reported proposa 1

of Costa Rica, Colombia and

Venezuela that a foreign ministers'

meeting be called by November.

The November date seems to

confirm the current impression

among Latin American diplomats

here that the Ford administration

prefers to await the result of the

November elections here before

committing itself to any change on
Cuba.

PHOTO

COURSES

3 Credits Possible

8 week course

Don't monkey around.

Try our photo courses.

Lang's

Photo Studio

460 West St. (Rt. 116), So. Amherst

For more info, call Sept. 13th • 253-3148

$ CASH $
for your

USED BOOKS
Recycle your old textbooks and get some extra cash for — whatever!

We'll give you 507c of the new price for any book currently being used this semester! Our wholesaler

will pay up to 30% for all other texts.

Now! at two convenient locations

THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX:
Mon., Tues. and Wed., Sept. 9 - 11

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

SOUTHWEST HAMPDEN COMMONS
Mon., Tues. and Wed., Sept. 9 - 11 10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Thurs., Sept. 12 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Bring them in now! While their value is highest.
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Arraigned in court

Maine charges 94 with drug violationss
/ILLE, Maine [UP/] — Knox Pennhsrnt ManmrL \a/=.ih« .< __ ____....... .. .r^ .. . .._...WATERVILLE, Maine [UP/] -

Some of the 94 persons charged
with drug violations in six counties
were arraigned at different courts in

the state yesterday. Other
arraignments are yet to be
scheduled.

Capt. Charles Bruton, director of

the state police's Division of

Special Investigations here, said the
124 arrest warrants were the result

of "extensive undercover in-

vestigations conducted by full-time

municipal, state and county police

officers on special assignment to

the DSI.

"This was the result of extensive

investigations which have been
going on for several months," he
said.

Bruton said the police did not
conduct any raids and said there

were no drugs seized.

"These were just plain arrests,"

he said. Some of those charged
were indicted by grand juries while

others were named in complaints,

he said.

The warrants were issued

Knox, Penobscot, Hancock, Waldo,
Washington and Piscataquis
counties.

Capt. Bruton said most of the
arrests were connected with bad
drug sales.

'It was a coordinated effort to
identify the drug pushers," he said.
The arrests, he said, were the

first "to occur in the state as a
result of efforts coordinated and

field units located in Portland,

Lewiston, Bangor and Houlton."

The new statewide drug en-

forcement division became
operational last April, and is funded

controlled through the division's by the state and federal Law En
forcement Assistance Agency.

4 LEAF WINDOW

Grand Opening

with

Clean Living

in

:
THE GREATEST CALCULATOR

STORY EVER TOLD.
The New Calcumatic 870.

• automatic square roots
• automatic squares • auto-
matic reciprocals • algebraic
logic • addressable memory
• constants • full floating
decimal • register exchange
• sign change, clear/clear
entry, live percentage keys
• large, easy-to-read 8 digit

gas display • real shirt-pocket
size: 5-1/8" x 3-1/8" x 1"; just
8 ounces! •spaciously-designed
keyboard —for error-free oper-
ation • over 35 continuous
hours of performance on same
batteries (back-to-back all

nighters!) • fully guaranteed
• special instructions
• much more!

Our Incredibly
low price..

The Chafitz Equipment Company
of Rockville, Maryland—one of the
world's leading specialists in electron-
ic calculators— proudly introduces an
incredibly-versatile pocket scientific...

at a price lower than you 'd expect to

pay for a machine without these vital

scientific features. Making the Cal-
cumatic the perfect tool for all en-
gineers, scientists, statisticians, and
businessmen. ..while also being the
first truly affordable unit that students
won't outgrow!

In both
high school
and college,

the Calcu-
matic is an
immense aid
in master-
ing such
courses as
algebra,
geometry,
trigonom-
etry, calcu-
lus, econom-
ics, statistics,

pre-med,
physics,

rm.

Friends.

When reviewing the 870's impres-
sive list of features, you may find our
price a little hard to believe. So we'd
like to go on record as stating that this
definitely is no rip-off. Because the
Calcumatic 870 is a quality-engineered
product, utilizing advanced Rockwell
circuitry, and guaranteed for a full

year: parts and labor.

Order atNo Risk.
If ordering something by mail isn't

your usual style, we offer this addi-
tional assurance of your complete
satisfaction: Ifyou re not satisfied
with your new Calcumatic —simply
return the unit within ten days, and
we 'II sendyou a prompt refund of the
purchase price.

Our unique warehousing system
enables us to ship most orders on the
same day they're received. So order
one —or more —today. ( Great gift idea!

)

Complete with carry case, 4 AA
batteries, guarantee, instructions.
OptionalAC adapter is $4.50.

Mail or Phone!

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE. ZIP

Please rush Calcumatic 870(s)
at $59.95 each. Also send AC
adapters at $4.50 each. Enclosed is

including $1.50 per machine
to cover shipping. Or bill my Bank-
Americard or Master Charge Account
Number— ___
Interbank No Expires.

chemistry, and many others. And
without the 870 (or other scientific),

students are sure to be at a decided
disadvantage to their classmates who
do have one.
Thorough product knowledge is

one of the cornerstones of our success.
So when you buy your calculator

from us, we make sure you know how
to use it. And since we obviously
can't meet our many mail order
patrons, we've had our professional
Calculator Counselors™ compile a

comprehensive instruction booklet,
tailored to the questions and types of
problems we experience
daily from our retail cus
tomers. Included are a
full range of applica-

tions: monthly payment
on a loan, present and
future value, standard
deviation, variance,

metric conversions, rais-

ing to integer powers,
add-ons. discounts, and
many others.

(>Bfte EquipmentCompany 656 Rockville Pfce Rtx*vi»M^ytand 20852 (301)340<J200

Md. residents remit 4% sales tax. 057

Contact us forQuantity Pricing!

"This first result is only the initial state.

demonstration of what can and will

be accomplished through mutual
police cooperation at all levels," he
said.

Maine has had an increase in

drug trafficking, he said, but
probably no more than any other

IT MirS TO SHOP
THE FINAST WAY
Roasting
Chickens
Fresh
Large
5 to

6 lbs

Freshly Ground Daily f^Lf^kf*
Ground Chuck SjSj

ILettuce

23
//Romain

Fresh
Crisp hd

A A
* <s

Fabric Softener
Rain
Barrel

48 oz
btl J29

State
Brand

Solid

Pack

Butter

69*1 lb

pkg

Boursin Cheese
Imported

From Our
Mr Deli

Dept
5 oz
pkg 59°
J if

Peanut Butter

59cWith
This 18 oz

Coupon jar

and a Purchase of $5 or More
Limit one Coupon per Customer
Valid thru Sept 14. 1974 H-559

[so

E

From Our Beer and Wine Shoppe!

Schaefer Beer
Six
Pack 6 12 oz

cans •f49
Ruinite Lambrusco I 79

Mountain
FarmsMall
Hadley

finast

ft

SUPERMARKETS
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities Prices Effective thru Sept 14 1974
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ROUTE 9
HADLEY

FINE FOOD AND DRINK* 586-2510

BAKED LASAGNA

RAVIOLI

SPAGHETTI &

MEATBALLS

STUFFED SHELLS

MANICOTTI

HALF BROILED CHICKEN

CHICKEN PARMIGIANA

CHICKEN CACCIATORE

EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA

STUFFED CHICKEN BREAST

BAKED SCROD

VEAL & PEPPERS

SLICED STEAK

with Mushroom Sauce

STRIP STEAK

$400
1

4
Dinners

Served with

Spaghetti or Potato

BRACIOLA of BEEF
Beef Cutlets rolled with garlic & tomato

VEAL CUTLET PARMIGIANA

BAKED STUFFED SCALLOPS

BAKED STUFFED SHRIMP

STEAK PIZZAIOLA, MUSHROOMS, PEPPERS and TOMATOES

LAMB CHOPS

DELMONICO STEAK

FILET MIGNON

$C00
~>

5
Dinners

The above served with salad with house dressing.

STUDENT DISCOUNT: 10% off above prices through September 30th, 1974 with student I.D.

>4cf

I - ~ *• i

1 V
*5i%<m

Chow or Cuisine

Take your pick but leave your shovel home!

CLOSED MONDA Y - RESER VA TIONS SUGGESTED

Luncheon Served 11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

WN^¥^^^^*0«^M<^««W

Served with

Spaghetti or Potato

0̂*0*0*0*0*0*0 #WMM«0N0%0W«0WWW +0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0 0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0
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Scientists

discover

element106
ByALROSSITERJR.

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. [UP/] -
Two American scientists say they
have discovered a new man-made
element of the tungsten family, and
they question similar Russian
claims made earlier.

It was reported to the American
Chemical Society convening here,

that the new element, No. 106 in

the periodic table, was identified by
a team of scientists led by Drs.

Glenn Seaborg and Albert Ghiorso
of the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, Berkeley, Calif. It was
the first element discovered since

the same lab found Hahnium in

1970.

Ghiorso said Soviet scientists

from the Joint Committee for

Nuclear Research at Dubna
reported last month they had found
the element first. But he said they
were unable to provide proof while
the American experiments
positively identified the new
element.

"There is some question whether
they have. They may or may not be
riqht. Ghiorso said.

"We think there's a possibility

they're right. We as a matter of fact

hope they're right because this

means there is a new way of

making heavier elements. But the

probability in my mind is perhaps
small. We'll find out in a matter of

months."
Seaborg, a former chairman of

the Atomic Energy Commission,
said the new element was
manufactured with the heavy ion

accelerator known as the
Superhilac by bombarding
Californium-249 with Oxygen- 18
ions.

Uranium, No. 92 in the periodic

table, is the last natural element.

Fourteen other elements have been
made in the laboratory and Seaborg
said the Berkeley lab now will begin
efforts to produce No. 107.

The importance of the new
discovery, he said, is to add more
basic knowledge of the nuclear

structure of elements.

"As you add one piece to that

jigsaw puzzle, you contribute to the

whole," he said.

Black center

concert Friday
On Friday, September 13th at

8:00 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium,

the Black Cultural Center will

present its first concert of the 1974-

75 semester featuring Gil Scott-

Heron and Midnight.

A novelist, poet, student in the

John Hopkins writing seminars,

songwriter and musician, Scott-

Heron's best known album to date

is "Pieces of a Man", which in-

cludes his famous single "The
Revolution Will Not Be Televised".

Advance tickets on sale at the

New Africa House Room 115.

Donation is $1.50.

For further information call 545-

0794 or 545-2426.

Tonight

fl%* Pub
Schaefer
Might

with

GARY JAMES
:ir> tents Sehaefers

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By Stella Wilder

VIRGO (Aug zj Sept 7) Business
arrangements can be made well ahead of
time. Keep to your own method of
operation at this time; another's can wait
its turn (Sept 8 Sept 22) Stick to a
schedule that has proven feasible in the
past To try new ways and means at this
time could mean to introduce a definite
sour note
LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 7) - Keep ap-

pointments even though you may have to
put yourself out considerably to do so.
There is no point turning another against
vou. (Oct 8-Oct. 221 Concentrate on
those activities which require you to use
vour mental capacities to the utmost.
Don't be persuaded into taking the easy
way out.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 7) - If your
are wise, vou will meet whatever events
occur when they occur. To put off your
responsibilities is to forfeit success. (Nov.
8 Nov. 21) Although problems on the
home front may not have financial gain as
an incentive to their solution, they must
not be neglected. Tackle them at once!
SAGITTARIUS: (Nov. 22-Dec. 7) -

This is not the "take it easy" week you
may have expected. Do what you can to
adjust to situations and circumstances that
arise. (Dec. 8-Dec. 21) - Make no
mistakes as to what issues are involved in

vour success this week. There is very little

margin for error built into present events.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 5) -

Conserve vour energies Make an effort to
remain calm, to swim easily and laxity with
the prevailing current. Fight against
nothing (Jan. 6-Jan. 19) - Although you
have imagination and creativity, you would
do well to keep both under absolute
control this week. Remain calm.
AQUARIUS: (Jan, 20-Feb. 3) -

Problems of employment may make it

difficult for vou to meet another's demand
this week. Do what you can and then don't
worry! (Feb. 4-Feb. 18) - You would do
well to hold your enthusiasms in check all

week Approach your wcik
but don't go overboard with

through »he

*if f irm.itivi'lv

i-agerness

PISCES (Feb 19 March 5) If you
would undertake a conciliatory course of

action, make sure that those with whom
relations are strained and are ready and
willing. (March 6 March 20) You could
make an error of identification early in the

week that would cause you regrets for

many weeks to come.
ARIES (March 21 April 4) - The future

success or failure of this week's activities

depends upon your willingness to adapt to
present circumstances. Bend with the
wind (April 5 April 19) Personal
contacts will not be as helpful this week as
vou had hoped Trust, instead, to vour
ability to help yourself progress.

TAURUS (April 20-Mav 5) -.You
should be able to get a clear picture of vour
immediate future this week. Take care not
to underestimate your ability to adapt to

ills (Mav 6-Mav 20) A business
association may cause you considerable
trouble this week. Don't be alarmed if you
are unable to change things to suit

yourself.

GEMINI (May 21 June 6) - Make
decisions wisely, but don't expect
everything you decide on to turn out vour
way Develop old plans into new methods
of operation. (June 7-June 20) - Make all

plans in accordance with what you know
from past experience vou are capable of

ar.cn mnlich inn
CANCER (June 21-July 7) - A new

professional project could prove more than
vou expected where hours and labor are

concerned. Find relief through the at-

tainment of new knowledge. (July 8-July

?2) Depend upon your own knowledge
and vour own ability to act. If you depend
upon others, vou may be in for genuine
disappointment.
LEO (July 23 Aug 7) - Keep financial

issues from boiling over at this time. You
would do well to ask for professional help
r;arly in the week.

Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

huqhb rcaoriQ

ACROSS

t Proverb
4 Civil injury

8 Grate
12 Possessive

pronoun
'3 Again
14 Lamb s pen

name
15 Swiss canton
16 Novices
18 Evaluates
20 Arrow poison
21 Exclamation
22 Suffix tike

23 Cleanse
27 Baker s pro-

duct
29 Music as writ-

ten

30 Article of fur-

niture
31 Indefinite arti-

cle

32 Race ol let-

tuce
33 Crony (col-

loq I

34 ChaiQean city

35 Bum with hot
water

37 Policeman
(slang)

38 Native metal
39 Domesticate
40 Deity
41 Conjunction
42 Oriental nurse
44 Molar's
47 Cruel
Si Tibetan

gazelle
52 Great Lake
53 Region
54 Worthless

leaving
55 Feral

56 Scorch
57 Born

DOWN

1 Acid
2 Subtle emana-

tion

3 Contort
4 naps
5 Number
6 Girl s name
r Heavy cord
8 Restoration
9 Beverage
10 Title of respect
1

1

Dance ste^
17 Compass pomt
19 Babylonian dei-

ty

22 Possessive
pronoun

24 Hebrew month
25 Calumny .

26 At this place
27 Time gone by
28 Peruvian Indian

29 Turf

30 Hit lightly

32 Enlightened
33 Seed container
36 Part of to be

orara ubodr oa
qd anna bqhbe

CJQEE HDCSB

mBtsrj QorasE Ht3BOB tnOUOH DEB
1 V ' IUeMr i o\r\
leKSTi O NHRlOlu N olSi
BDI3H .Twiara

37 Stick together
38 A state

40 Festive occa-
sions

41 Faroe islands
whirlwind

43 Mountain
(abbr

)

44 Former Russian
ruler

45 Ripped
46 Detest
47 Cut
48 Silkworm
49 Be ill

50 Ocean

Dtatr. by United Fea

K+tDYUS #(©.£> e/*5
HHf

d^Tt. t *tor<

PEANUTS
I HOPE HQU UJlll HOTICS,
MA'AM, THAT IT HA* SEEN
TVpeu)RnreN vaw dt^nifonH...

Now is the time for all

good men to come to the

aid of the country.
,

AAUGHH.'.'

c.

&£
% Tmm »-*'i" * r<*

a
by Johnny h&rt

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brut parkar and Johnny bar*
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BAHA'I TALK:
Informal talk on the Baha'i Faith,

Thomas Keedy will speak on "God's

latest messages to the kings." Wed.

815 p.m., 64 Van Meter Dr. For info

call 549 1664.

CASIAC COUNSELORS:
Meeting for all student &4a# ton igh

*

at 7:30 in CASIAC E 20, Machmer
Hall. Those planning to work must
attend or contact Dan before Friday.

COMMUTERS:
Commuter Assembly meeting

tonite at 4:30 in the Commuter
Lounge. All are welcome.

DVP MEETING:
There will be a DVP meeting

tonight at 6 in 904 908 C.C.

EDUCATION 385:

1 credit practicum on In-

stitutionalization is open. Contact
Brenda 549 0532, Office 428 B 545 3131.

Bergmann will

study recorder
Dr. Walter Bergmann of London,

world-renowned recorder teacher

and editor, will conduct a recorder

workshop in Amherst on Saturday,

September 14 from 9:00 to 4:30.

The workshop, sponsored by the

Amherst Recorder Society, will

take place in Franklin Patterson Hall

at Hampshire College. A small

registration fee will be charged.

Music of various periods will be

played by workshop participants,

who are asked to bring recorders oo
other musical instruments, and
music stands. All those interested

are welcome to attend.

/ v\Afa
SfrolldownrVlcmory^

Lane at the

FREE FILM:
Tonight at 7 in C.C. 105. A showing

of "The Flooding River" will start off

the first meeting of Environmental
Action, followed by discussion of

current issues.

HILLEL:
Israeli dancing starts tonight.

Instruction for beginners from 7:30
8:15 with more advanced dancing
and instruction to follow.
Everybody's welcome to join in the
Cape Cod Lounge of the S.U.B.

HISTORY 184:

Lizzie Borden is still open. Register
in the 6th floor lounge, Herter Hall.

HILLEL:
Feel like spending a relaxed

evening? Come to C.C. 105 Friday a*

7:00 to welcome Shabbat in prayer
and then a delicious chicken dinner.

Sign up in 302 S.U.

LAMBDA DELTA PHI:
There's a taffy pull tonight at

Lambda Delta Phi. We're at 389 N.

Pleasant St., 7:30 p.m. Hope to see
you there.

LEGAL SERVICES:
Applications for legal services

board are available in the S.G.A.
President's office in the S.U.B. Due
date for all applications is Monday
Sept. 16.

LILITH BENEFIT:
Lilith is playing a benefit dance in

support of the Employment Work
Group and Valley waitresses'
unionizing struggles, 8 11 p.m.,
Hampden Dining Commons.

MASS PIRG:
Board meeting tonight in 102 C.C.

}ftt
> C0STUMLI
\ SPECIAL 1

<«

GREASER DAYS^

Sept. 11 & 12
Come dressed

a Greaser a

net in lor i\

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

Next time you see
someone polluting,

point it out.
1 1 «- hi tt*r hi Lh *a that mrIK

|i '» a mtr whrrv tilth fw*"t brWith*

i .
, \mmm what pnHntum «

. ryisftntfjfs

SpUm

Wnt*- aW-tW-r M*k<* Ifflf) l''«ml I

ftirf wh*>fgr* di« *<*n r-trurijf it
1

Nepft itorf pollution, rooplo con ttop it

% Kwp \nrrira Beautiful

Paul
Newman

in

The Life and Times

ofJudge Roy Bean

Vied., Sept. 1

1

7. 9f 11

Student Union
Ballroom

$ .75

Notices

at 7:00.
welcome!

All interested parties

MOVIE — ATTICA:
Attica will be shown in the Pierpont

Main Lounge at 1 : 30 today. It is a lVa
hr. long documentary about the
Attica Prison rebellions in 1971. The
Attica trials are coming up, find out
what really nappened!

OPEN HOUSE:
The sisters of Sigma Kappa invite

all interested women to our first

Rush Party on Wed. at 7 p.m. Come
see our house, we're looking forward
to meeting you!

PARACHUTE CLASS TAUGHT:
On Sept. 12 at 7:00 p.m. in C.C. 165

orientation will be held to get in-

formation on the club activities and
to sign up for class. This class will be
taught here Sept. 18 and 19 and
jumping with us is cheap! Film to be
shown Sept. 12.

PRE SOCIAL WORK:
Advising for students interested in

Film Times
ACAHKMY ok Ml SIC
The Sling 7:00 — 9:15

MIRNTAIN CULMS Hlllt
Cinema I

Hoi hie Hides Attain I :00 — :t:00 — 5:00
— 7^«l — 9: on

llMM II

Our Time 1:00 — :i:00 — 5:00— 7:00 —
9: on

< iuciiia III

Mulch ( assidy and ihe Sundance Kid
-•:OU — l::!0 — 7 .INI — !I:.'I0

4 incnia l\

Mr Wajcslyk 2:00 — |;M — 7:00 —
'i:;ii

vi thk<;ates
OF SMITH COLLEGE

iODQVlY
(1 1\M

Lfclv .

i NORTHAMPTON

-NOW- 7: 15 and 9:00

COLUMBIA PICTURES
AND RASTAH PICTURES PRESENT

i arbra
Streisand

in

Sake*'
PBP/ BARCLAY feature

social work as a profession is

available through the CASIAC office,

E 22, Machmer Thursday afternoons,
1:30 3:00.

PROGRAM COUNCIL CONCERT
COMMITTEE:

First meeting Thursday 7:30 • 10:30
p.m. in 905-909 C.C. Please attend.
New members welcome.

ROW, ROW, ROW:
All persons interested in Women's

Crew are asked to report to room 9 in

the basement of N.O.P.E. weekdays
7:30 9:00 a.m. The taller and
tougher you are, the better. Cox-
swains under 110 lbs. are needed.

STAR TREK LIVES:
Interested in Star Trek? Want to

meet other with the same interest?
Come to our meeting tonight, 905-909

C.C. at 7. Everyone welcome.

STRATEGIC GAMES CLUB:
Will hold a meeting in 162-175 of

C.C. tonight from 6 p.m. to closing.
Everyone welcome.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARY:
Anyone interested in working for

the Student Judiciary come to a
meeting tomorrow night at 8 in C.C.

162. All old and new persons

welcome.

UYA:
ACTION still has a limited number

of positions open for September
placement.. If interested, contact
U.Y.A. Office 545 1381.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY:
Student Chapter social meeting

Thurs. Sept. 12, in Farley Lodge, 6 -

12. New members welcome, mem-
berships will be accepted at meeting.
Farley Lodge is across from S.W.

LOST:
Pair of round, gold, wire rim

glasses outside Library 9-9. Reward.
Please contact Karen at 549-1069.

LOST:
Black baseball jacket on field

across from Horseshoe. Please
return to lost and found in C.C. or call

6 8882.

—*«*... i i y ti iiMtytMWiniiM w ii ii iiii^ •^

U4WtU<INIHt\l/t.HJ
'"\ "OUT| S mvfMOAif RO WlSiyfiD G#TCH»T*X*m AUMWS AMUvAAlf MCuflS ON lUftffN (

SaFFNffilGMTCD MMHVtt MHRIfL r]] M]i CKLUSlVC HECLMHC AOCKtNC CHAM U3UNGI$

iiA MASTERPIECE!
NOTHING SHORT OF A MASTERPIECE'
STUNNING SLEEPER HIT OF THE YEAR!
IT HAS TEN TIMES THE ENERGY OF
MOST CONTEMPORARY FILMS'

FUNNY, FANTASTIC ANO OFTEN
MOVING! FRANTIC PACE'

- Vinetut Ctnby N*w «X» T'TltS

A LIVELY THOROUGHLY ENGROSSING
MOTION PICTURE WELL WORTH
SEEING' Avon Srr*nol*i fur* v '"-.(*

A SIMPLY STUNNING PORTRAIT BY
RICHARD DREYFUSS WHO DID SO WELL
IN AMERICAN GRAFFITI'

A FINE FULL-TEXTURED
FILM' RANGES FROM
HILARITY TO
POIGNANCE TO
PATHOS'

-«K» Samvt tec-m . 9

U.<l Mai. 2:00 pfs
Mon.-Fri. Eve. 7::i0 - 9:45

Sat. -Sun. 2: 00-4: .10-7: 20-9: 10

M LILLIANROTh G _._JT

Wed. Mai. 2:00

Em T:3t.9:23

Wfrrwnii m I I II IJ IIIIIIIMIIMM""

w WINNER OF 6 ACADEMYAWARDS !

A Mim. . v. \ >.•-•*_,

DAVID LEAN S FILM *UM I O
o» bob ' i k 1

. •.«, .-. jC

DOCTOR
/ni\\<.o

liNMMmir wmocoiotQ -Wed. Mat. 21

L Kve». 8:00

IXIUIHMII >****M I ><,«-

A PROVOCATIVE.

SHREWDLY MADE
SHOCKER!"

Wed. Mat. 2

R Eves 7::l0. 9:SI^,

CHARLES
BRONSON

THE MOST POPULAR
MOTION PICTURE OF

AUT1MEISBACK!

*i
The GofUather *&

Mon.-Fri.

2. 7:3». I»

See it

in it's

entirety

not yet

edited

for T

Y

Wed. Mat. 2

Eves 8:30

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR 584 9153 g
M' S'A*. I A o M S M A l ,

I • A f • MASS

S V

This rneiii i% a brilliant
rniii|iuti krsr irnfist

GEORGE SEGAL &
THE "^

JDfla HflChETT 3

U\.

\i

w;

Today: 6:: 8: 15

Twi-Lite Hour: 5:30-6:00, $1.25

WhrmuMf
youm-62?

- « ^P
Pt3i b.ick thtn Supnrfmo

'

ri

H

The most fascinating

murder mystery in years

«* BURT
< LANCASTER

o ma™""
Today: 5:45 • 8:15

Twi-Lite Hour: 5:15 - 5:45, $1.25

Today: 6:00 - 8:00
Twi-Lite Hour: 5:30 - 6:00, $1.25

WW! RIM BUTH

PARALLAX
VIEW

Today: 6:00 - 8:30
Twi-Lite Hour: 5:30 - 6:00, $1.25
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Col. Volpe promoted
Air Force Col. John M. Volpe has Amherst. He replaces Col. Paul

been named commander of the Fisher, former head of the UMass
Department f Air Science and Air ROTC detachment, who has
professor of aerospace studies at retired,
the University of Massachusetts in

WOODY ALLEN
in

IWKAMOUW HCTUHf S t (WW «ATION
and i U MWAYS INC pre

J^O<L£M]vlON
« A MARTIN HAN!*JHnfT rtcidixix«<

"SAVE THEnCER"
co startingJACK GILFORD

Jack Lemmon in his

most important dramatic
role since "The Days of

Wine and Roses"

v>w
... .v %-;

. \« -V
>:.'

C.C. AUDITORIUM
Wednesday Night 7 and 9:30

Admission $1.00

BANANAS
Fri. f Sept. 13,

7, 9, 11, 1

75<

S.U.B.

MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8:30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

before the day your ad is to

appear.
The rates are:

Daily — S.30 per line

Weekly - $.25 per line

Monthly — $.20 per line

FOR SALE

Snow tires — Two Michelin X snow
radials SZ: l«5-i:i. Cos! $75 new, will sell

for $50. 1'sed one winter 1 2,000 mi), (all \l

— 5-15-4717.

Panasonic St'777 stereo unit turntable.
AM-KM tuner and cassette recorder. Also
two sets of speakers. Worth appro* $:»oo,

must sell for $250! Al Rrombe Kt>r L'ltl

(hadbourne 545-1717.

64 YYV Bus. Rood condition. 10 speed
( r.lumbia bike. $50. (all 527-220H.

(row n 1)150 power amplifier 100 watts -

KMN per channel. New. (all A.M. 5H4-0549

Land 1-5 acres in Wendell. $1,000 per
.kit I iill Itrimi MM337.

Twin bed. ex. cond. (all Hovanne 519-

1312.

KorSale. in, ft. Ilelmonico frig. I'sed I

\<Mi exc. shape (all WWII, $H0.

I .. i u. fl refrigerator in good condition -

licrfccl for dorm room. $50 or best offer.

( all :>i<m>:mo.

Sons T< 100 cassette deck; Advent 101

Dolbv I all .~il<KM05. I'MS

10 speed I'aris Sport. ( lincher tires —
cheirx cond (arolxn. MM9M.

Stereo Ko,uipmenl — Complete AR line.

I Low. low prices. Kor info cal' HMM.
Yashica Xmm movie & mini-spy

cameras, used. $50 ea. k track home stereo
$25 Drum seal \ practice pad $15. 25:i-

• 211.

(iirl's I Spd. $50 or best offer. 54h-;4w;

'•* I'eugeoi
. and Panasonic cassette tape

deck for auto. Kach goes to best offer. 510-

»»70.

(•itane 10 speed (;rand Sport IMu«e. I>«

vears old. $110 (all 54K-07I5

Volkswagen ( amper Tent used I times.

Half price. $75. (all IM13.

Pioneer SA-7KMI \mp.. one vr. old. List
$25... sell for $ii.ip (all Kran. 549-OKlo

Leblanc trumpet, very good condition.
$180. (all Jerry. 233-9809

Car Mull — gas cans, approved, 5 gal.

used $5, 2 reconditioned ( hev 2H:i heads
$10: II7NXI5 tires. 2 studded snows. I

radial, used. I new pnlyglas. Call Rob 2S.1-

7211.

Tag Sale — Sal., Sept. 14 — in am -5

p.m. St. Rrigid's Parish ( tr.. No Prospect
St. entrance. Wide selection for beginner
households Chairs lamps, tableware.

Sanxo refrigerator. 2.5 cubic ft., brand
new condition. $50. (all eves 005-2175

Sieve.

Sahsul lino Rec. $r>0. dual 1211 TNT hi

$7i pr crl MA spks. $40. ( omplete s% s $125

(all Rick 250-HM2I or HMO.

Panasonic AM-KM stereo cassette

>%siem. today factor* warranty, excellent

condition ( all \lali "»IO-">702. \«.kin« $150 .

woitli $2«i

Port Idshwiishii dec. broiler SH

I (litoi splicer 2.")fi-tr.'7i

w.iii-ii.r.t - t|tieen sim MttM and

frame f.ood condition. $w '"' < <H ,19

KWt.

KMS North I ulc rulhs.u <>i i uiks.uk. A
pack with .i built in frame and tttlal licit

Hnmri new lists for $55. wiurs for $!"> < all

-'">! 7I5H.

Super H movie CMMTS, N ashicH Klectro

N Idg aiitoexposmi' (;nlcs lapdissolve.

t s.rl oner Ml 1 1 05 I Vl:i '».IX

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

Kelng.. older model, excellent cond. $:i5.

See at III Meadow St., Amherst. Kves.

TKAC AKMMIS stereo tape deck. HI HIT.

Kor Sale — rugs, suitcase, skis. desk,
lamp, instamatic. 72" sheets. Ron. 25fi-

H952.

Al TO KOR SALK

72 Charger. Rad. tires. AM-KM. AC, PS.
PB. exc. cond.. 50.000. 0-4505, $2500.

1900 Olds., exc. run cond. Rick 250-HX2I

72 Kiat. 124 Sport ( oope. Rest offer (all
549-1:199.

1950 Plymouth Station Wagon. Stick - 0;

I It I hardtop, low mi., ex. mechanical
cond.. Rambler $50. Lambretta Scooter
$75: Rultaco Alpina. 323-7337.

1970 Kiat 121 Spid. 6 new Michelin. Kxc
condition. $1975 or b.o. After 5. 519-0917

«M Volvo Ml: Red. (dr.. 4 wh. discs, reel,

seats. $1:100. (all Jerrv 2.'»:t-922l

I97:t Toyota Celica St. Kull in-

strumentation. Radial tires. 20.000 miles
Kxc. cond. Asking $:t,000 or best offer, (all
527-5015 evenings.

AUTO FOR SALE

1.7 Red \W ( ill 5Kli-l02li after 5. $375.

'(.:: i he\ runs $100 lei. l-2«N-:t0ft0.

MM I'onti.ii lempest 3 speed 2ti \IP(,

excellent cuudition. I.vnne 5I5-2H7K days.

.'.'.:.i7!M. nights.

I'M.i, lord I .iiil.inr XL — ps. con-

vertible, good gas mileage on trips. <A

highway can. $100. (all 5I9-05CI.

I- old \ .in 1970. ti cvlinder. recent brake
and \al\e jobs. $1200. rVHttt eves.

Mustang. 1905. M cvl.. automatic, good
engine & power. $ Reasonable. Ray l-:t09-

1649

I'm.s Chevy (III Carryall w rebuilt « cyl.

250 cu. in. eng., :t spd column shift. Rubber
is excellent. Asking $I2<ni. but I will accept
negotiate. Al Rromberger 20:t Chadbourne
545-4717.

fi7ii MOB. good shape, new clutch, etc.

005-24115. Best offer. Dave.

71 Chev. Nova, excellent condition,

power si br. AM-KM service record. $iS4t»

or best offer 250-01X2. 5 - 7 p.m.

Kiat *50 Racer 1970. Kxcellent
mechanical condition. :t5 mpg $750. 25 I

7211

Plymouth Satellite. OH. automatic, ps.

small N. excellent condition, low mileage.

1MB or best offer. Bob 25:1-7241.

Kiat K50 Coupe. »••».'• Little rusty but 10

mpg. Sutler running. $150. 25:1-7241.

Ply Kur>.05. I dr.. small K. automatic.

Ih-pendahle lran«n<irtation. $250. 25:1-7241.

Pi-ugot MS, Ml. for parts. ( olumbo
spetiaC Will deliver, (all Bob 25:1-7241.

01 < mi i.nr convert. Kxcellent body &
lop Needs motor. Will deliver. 25:1-7241.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

liiiiuipn niti'i 05n t ( mini cond call

.llll-l I. |l III 5N«i IH.'.I

\ ,1111. ill. I 131. I'M* I irsl $!9'. *."»•« 7 J 1

1

I'lT*. > ii m.iti.i l\ Mm I.himi milrs Ni-w

i oiiriition. $t 'iimi includes l.'.'.o \\ iiuti.iniii 1

1

tearing, luggage rack! leave MM
iiiiimImi 113-21*1 in 113 II3H

Mf3 llonil.i tl l.o. 75IMI mi Ixiillcnl

londition runs fine Ne\ei iliimiieil I ,itl

.1 . .'129 - 9-1 wkda\

Halle* li.iiidson KM Sprint, !97t tinlv

; mm miles S|.eiiiill» .uliipled "Red Wing"
1 1 out tut Its I ike new I need iiionev for
s ( IiimiI I irsl « .nil lakes it loin ".19 1307.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

I90H Yamaha 250 Knduro. Huns \er\
well. Helmet and llillclimb sprmkets
included. $275. (all 549-1054.

1972 Honda 450 ( B lug rack. ss\ bar. top
shape. Many xlras. (all 5494343.

FOR RENT

Amherst—Brittanx Manor — On free
I Mass bus line. No lease required
\ma7ingly big 2 bedrooms with all the
comforts of home. Applianced kitchens,
wall to wall carpeting, master TY antenna,
heat and air cond.. motorcycle racks. .'

pools. 2 tennis courts, football, softball &
badminton lawns. 21 hr. resident mug St

maintenance. 2 bedrms from $2:10. (all 113-

2SR4U34.

Kurnished Apts. I. 2, 2 1
.. rms. !l nms

lease — Sept I June I. \ir-cond.. dimiI.

parking. Near shopping ; 'id theaters.

Reasonable rents. Amherst Motel. Rt. 9,

opp. /ay re's

Sunderland — Mt. Sugarloaf — (In free
I Mass bus line No lease required. Be cool
in the pool or in your fantastic air con
ditioned 2 bedrm. wall-wall carpeting, self

cleaning ovens, dishwashers, disposals
laundry facilities. Master TY antenna 21

hr. resident manager, maintenance crew
Renting at $220 including utilities, (all us
tn-O05-:w5o.

2 room cottage in Bernardslon — stove

and refrig. furnished — 25 mins from
I Mass Slim per month plus utilities

Phone KIK-9290.

line room across from I'Mass. $100: 12

mos. lease, kitchen facilities, shared bath,

quiet setting. Inquire Jim Collins. 07

Ituttei held Terrace. 549-OHHS.

2 bedroom, carpeted, on (Mass bus

route. $205 includes all utilities, electric

heat, dishwasher, air conditioning. Call

005-2502 King Philip Apts.. Sunderland.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Woman with furnished one bedroom apt.

needs roommate. Must be mature and
responsible, (all 549-4501.

Rm mate for Puffin. Ibr $M2. Richard
". I'i .:

'. . i

.

Help — K student looking to rent room or

shre apt. in Amherst area, (all Karen 540-

96JM.

I - 2 per share. Bondsville House W I :trd.

15 mi $00+ ea Mature clean. 1-1MH

Kemale wanted to share a room in

Brand* wine $i.Vmo (all Ricki at 549-0:120

after 0::io p.m.

WANTED

Wanted Person to share rewarding
i oiiiiniiual living situation with I adults A I

child own i mini in attractive house
Maple SI area We don't want a boarder or
a sexist Must lie willing to share
housework conking & expenses
'reasonable i A In work al openness Call
;;•• i7ot spKLH

Boli is hark In bin mui sick or decrepit

i ai \n\ make, model, vear. t iilo.nl \niir

headache loi last $$$$$$ 251-7211.

cubic fl relrigeraloi leu 2.HH

HELP WANTED

t iMtineleiil iMaiiist with interest in

theatre |m ilmnei Ihralie work Call 549-

Ml «

loli ollei it Mil h.him wanted In run

slmleiit -ei, ale .illlnmotl t e workshnp
\pplv Sd nlliie l-'» Mllilenl I moll

Wanleil I - xperii-nced MhrrHfl
V|iph in person \«i|Ii|m-IiI Inn

Need lidillei lot Blucgrass Hand If

interested call loin .i'i :?I7

HELP WANTED

People interested in learning basic
newspaper page design and layout are
needed to help the f III I M.I \\ editorial
staff. No credit or $ but a chance to learn
Iron professionals free Contact I Jean
Tucker S-233S.

Responsible girl to do approx. hrs. per
week of cleaning al $2.25 per hour, (all 519-

0509 near bus line.

Wanted people to deliver the NY. Times
on < am pus. (all 540-7510.

Phi Mu Delta Kralernity needs :t house
bovs to work 2 meals a day cleaning kit-

chen. Pay is meals, (all BS4M34 or 515-

210:1. Ask for Brian after 5 p.m.

RIDE WANTED

Hide needed il.nl \

I Mass loi 9 IMI class.

, I : ; Will pa*

from Holvoke to

4 all evenings. 5:12-

PERSONALS

Jesus Christ Superstar Kri.. 9-i:i. ( ( \ 7.

9. II.

Honevdog. Thank you for the best vear. I

love win

I'iim ilia (lark, where are you'.'' Call

ludi MMMJ4

Karate Itlai k or brown belt to work out
ami i.ink white eager to learn 540-0720
Michelle

t nil — Jim Nasium is looking for you to

sav Hi! Contact Lambda Chi Mnha '

INSTRUCTION

t.uitar lessons full hour. $4.00. K.d Yadas
5K4-0279.

Banjo Lessons $:t.50 per lesson (all Tom
'. 19-1717 or leave message.

SERVICES

( reative novemenl for children, the
wh>s and aows of working with children,
and Movement for personal growth, a
movement group for men and women
Private classes taught by Phyllis
Krakauer. Credit avcilable Please call I-

a.'i inn for more information

l-eslie's Yam & Canvas shop, \mherst
Carriage Shop 519-1591 \crvlic knitting

worsted »9c. I or Kevnold's I »pi $2 15 IM
gr

Mechanics SpeciaK — 07 BMW. radials.

I <ii auto. \M & KM. needs engine rebuilt
tliNi -.:! Pontiac I dr.. needs valve job.

$tw t all sr::-txi*t

special campus rales are available f*r

TIMK. SPOBTS III. PLAYBOY and Ol T
magazines (all 540-4425

Horses Boarded — 10 minutes from
campus — Box stalls, trails, pasture, large
field lor hunt course « all 34.V27BI da* or
121-4050 evening

Campus ( luhs and Organizations P.
miii want In publish high quaht*
newslettei pamphlet, magafine ur
Ntoklel" "'

I et Ihe Message 4 oinp.un help
ww write, latum djtaljJM .*n<\ |>i ml n"
Iteasonable fees I onlael Jen* al .'". :<IH09

foe information.

HI ' I >'"" I"" il.iv scMiie wwh
Uli.r.inleeil \l Inl, Hill 1 1| MNfM

< Mi III I' Mil IIASM I m B»h is hark
to lix it liuhl No |nh imi small fiiretmi or
( !.,iii,sIm \„ hix in i i he. ill J",; T.'ll

POSBI0OH

AMENTURB

Thursday, $e>t 12

7:00 9:00 11:00

CCA.

( Campus Center Aud )

Woman's wnsiwalrh between WDPK
and I.HI ; s,.„, ||eWard :ll:,.a tH.

Lost. Itlue \M |„UI suitcase Reward
Janet. 5I9-OSN9

I ookinii lor hnme for I mo male dog:
lioiiselirokeii uiostlv shepard. call 0-002:1.

\fle< older, al spa* fern Lge.s,
iihhI & hllei provided. 549-:iM20

ENTERTAINMENT

remalc \iKalist seeks musicians or
hand losing blues or suit rmk 15 Hail l.

slick i i all lnd\ :.I9-i;7ki

Bob the hi is back and Ihe hands are on
Ihe run. More music for less money . Dance
and trivia contests, nonstop nostalgia. SJS-
075

CALCULATORS

Calculator Sale — College Calculators
offers lowest prices an* where All models
available. Texas Inst.. Hew „ II Packard.
I nicom All machines new and guar with
I mlh replacement warranty ...Before you
buv a calculator, call me I can beat any
price anywhere. Look for my posters
around campus for details Then call Bob
( rowell al 549-1:110.

STUDENT DISCOUNT

to percent off already low prices al the
Wine 4 hanot Rt. 9. Hadley We offer the
best in Italian cuisine wines, and service.
22 great meals under $5 See our full pg. ad
in this issue.

MISCELLANEOUS

liisitiiiiioii Piano lessons HAH
I iNin4r* popular exp performer - also
bass J.i, si mi i all .. ...

Instruction - Kor nonscience majors:
Relalivilv <ph*sics ito< World Beyond
nut Senses UNI; 4 ontemporarv
I'luhlenis ii'ii Science Kor Science
In lion Readers n» Concepts Of
Phvsus i2ii. Phvsks Kor Elem. Ed
Majors n:wi: Mr Pnlution U9«B> - I (R
mini i mu se vr course listings or inquire
in Hashrouck no or call ">4'> -2407

Yoga courses beginners, intermediates
experienced teacher (all 549-W442

Photo Passports Kast service A camera
repairs, ling's Photo. 25! lit*

Music I essons in all instruments and
voter will he offered this fall through the

I'lifiaratoi * Division of the I Mass Dep4
i.l Mush II *ou are interested in studving

with imiveisii* ,n list teaching facult* or

their assistants * ill .".l» -201 i Imm times

ma* Hi* arraniteil fur vour convenience
Hittisiiiln.il ileailline s<-n| i :

Model \|.ikmii l»r anyone interested in

model makinv: there is an uptKirtutiit* to

»..ik "ii a stale im*del ol the I \|,iss

. iiuihiv iliinns this school semester
I redil In he .manned i iini.it i I

Mrnhei in Wilder Hall >ivmi7

r,.sri i lull - established poker club
need* new nirinhi i s Meets wKI* I all

Ha..

t
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Foreman is NFL Veterans fall

on his way victim to the axe
SAN FRANCISCO[UPI]

World Heavyweight Champion
George Foreman, enroute to Zaire

for his title defense against

Muhammed Ali Sept. 24, left for

Africa Tuesday by way of Chicago

and Paris.

Foreman, along with a 35-

member entourage including

trainers, handlers and sparring

partners, wore a light blue outfit

with an open collar shirt and a

matching short billed cap as he

boarded an American Airlines

Flight.

The Foreman group planned a

one-hour stopover in Chicago

before departing for Paris on an Air

France flight. From Paris, Foreman
will go to Zaire Wednesday night.

The title defense will be the third

for Foreman since winning the

crown from Joe Frazier. He
knocked out Joe Roman in one
round in Tokyo and Ken Norton in

two tounds in Caracas, Venezuela.

...so is Ali
PARIS [UPI] - Muhammad Ali

hit Paris Tuesday, advised Fren-

chmen not to miss "The Greatest

Event in the History of the World,"

then took off for Africa and the

event - his Sept. 25 World Title

Fight against Heavyweight Champ
George Foreman.

"Go to the cinema early," Ali told

reporters at an Orly Airport news
conference. "It might be like my
second fight against Sonny Liston

(in 1965).

"I might get angry and finish the

fight in one round."

After a couple of hours of pic-

ture-taking, at thu airport, Ali and
his parf^jok off aboard a regular

Air I .»C1° ' * shasa, Zaire,

site or > ... - ^en calling the

"Rumble in the jungle."

The plane left from Orly instead

of Charles de Gaulle Airport, as

regularly scheduled, as a con-

venience for Ali.

Ali said he would resume training

Thursday in Kinshasa. "Mostly

running, but they have built a

gymnasium for me, also," he said.

"I'm in the best shape of my life."

Ali looked tired after his all-night

flight from Boston and recited no

poems. But he did boast that since

the bout "is the greatest event in

the history of the world, I have

trained very seriously for four

months."
The ex-champion, dressed in a

black shirt and black slacks, said, "I

have three big fighters (sparring

partners) with me - Roy Williams,

Larry Holmes and Eddy Jones.

"Everyone is bigger than

Foreman," Ali said in a slow, simple

English so French reporters could

understand. "I will beat three men
every day, then it will be easy to

beat Foreman."

...and Pats

make three
FOXBORO, Mass \AP\ The

New England Patriots of the

National Football League traded

future draft choices for defensive

line help Tuesday, picking up end

Tony McGee from the Chicago

Bears.

For McGee, a 6 foot-4, 25-pound

veteran of three seasons, the

Patriots said they gave up two
undisclosed draft picks.

McGee, who came to Chicago

from Bishop College in Dallas,

Texas, started for the Bears all

three seasons either at defensive

end or tackle.

The Patriots continued to

prepare Tuesday for their NFL
regular season opener against the

Super Bowl champion Miami

Dolphins Sunday afternoon at

Schaefer Stadium.

Several familiar names fell by the

National Football League wayside

in favor of rookies and free agents

Tuesday as teams chopped their

rosters in preparation for Sunday's*

opening games.
At the same time, the NFL an-

nounced that teams would be

allowed to carry 47 active players

this season, signaling the end, for at

least a year, of taxi squads.

Among the casualties in

Tuesday's cuts to 47 players were
veteran center Ken Bowman of the

Green Bay Packers, the team's

player representative and a vocal

leader during the NFL Players

Association strike.

Bowman was placed on the

injured reserve list because of a

back injury, which means he will sit

out the entire season. He was
unavailable for comment, but
earlier he had insisted he was
healthy and ready to play football.

Also placed on the Packers'

injured reserve list was punter Ron
Widby, a seven-year pro.

Bowman's job goes to second-year

man Larry McCarren, with rookie

Randy Walker inheriting Widby's
assignment.

The Packers also traded quar-

terback Jim Del Gaize to the New
York Giants and acquired another

passer, Dean Carlson, from Kansas
City.

Carlson was one of two quar-

terbacks cut by Kansas City. The

other was 10-year pro Pete

Beathard, who immediately signed

with the Portland Storm of the

World Football League. Beathard

was displaced with the Chiefs by

rookie David Jaynes.

The New York Jets dropped 11

players, including veteran punter

Julian Fagan who was beaten out

of his job by rookie Greg Gantt. The
Jets also cut two other veterans,

defensive tackle Joe Jackson and
linebacker Rob Spicer, and placed

veteran wide receiver Margene
Adkins on the injured reserve list.

Eleven rookies survived the last cut,

three more than the number that

made the team last year.

Veterans comprised almost the

entire New York Giants roster

trimming, with quarterback Randy
Johnson and running backs Rocky
Thompson and Charlie Evans, the

club's player representative,

heading the list of players dropped.

Johnson, who has signed with

the World Football League's Hawaii

club for next season, lost his job to

Del Gaize and rookie Carl Sum-
merell as part of a wholesale

housecleaning by new Coach Bill

Arnsparger. Twenty-four players on
the club's roster for its final 1973

game are gone, and the Giants have

18 rookies on the squad.

Miami's Super Bowl champions
placed veteran wide receivers Ron
Sellers and Bo Rather on waivers,

with rookies Nat Moore and Melvin

Courageous swamps
Southern Cross
NEWPORT, R.I. [UPI] - The U.S. Yacht Courageous scored a

resounding victory Tuesday over Australia's Southern Cross in the first

race of the Best-of-Seven Series for the America's Cup, International

Yachting's most important trophy.

The American boat got away from the starting line two seconds ahead
of the Australian Challenger and from there on kept piling up its ad-
vantage, coasting over the finish line of the 24.3-mile cup course in Rhode
island Sound four minutes and 54 seconds ahead.

Courageous, skippered by the wily Ted Hood, the Marblehead, Mass.,
sailmaker and boat designer, ran a perfect race, as far as tactics and sail

handling were concerned, and never was in trouble as the two 12- meters
launched the 23rd challenge for the cup, which the United States won
from England 123 years ago and never has lost.

At the first mark, after four miles. Hood had Courageous ahead by 34
seconds. He extended this to one minute, 22 seconds at the second mark,
to 1 :33 at the third mark, bulged it to 3:01 at the fourth mark, and to 4:05 as
he rounded the fifth mark for the final leg on the cup course some seven
miles off this seaport city.

The first race of the cup series, scheduled to start at 12:10 p.m. EDT,
was delayed for two hours because of hazy weather and fickle winds
which varied from two or three knots to eight and finally steadied at about
seven when the committee boat raised the starting flag.

As it turned out, this was the kind of weather in which Courageous
performs best - light winds. The story may be different Wednesday when
they head out for the second race of the series with winds of up to 20 knots
in the offing. The experts give Southern Cross the edge in the heavier
going.

Woodstock or Cape Kennedy? Actually it is the site of

Evel Knievel's multi-million flop last Sunday.

Baker claiming their spots on the

Dolphin roster. Seven other rookies

also made the team.

Coach Don Shula said that the

players' association strike that f^^ZZ^l

forced veterans such as Sellers and
Rather to report late, had little to do
with Tuesday's decision.

Major league

statistics
I Based on C150 at bats)

NATIONAL
G AB R N PCT.

Garr, ATL 136 576 79 204 354
Garvey, La 135 563 85 185 329
Zisk. Pitt 129 472 70 152 322
Oliver, Pitt 126 529 83 168 .318

Smith, St. L 123 437 67 138 .316

Brock. St. L 133 547 89 171 .313

Stargell. Pitt 119 438 79 137 .313

Buckner, La 123 491 70 153 .312

Gross, Nou 135 505 69 157 .311

Montane*. Phil 122 438 44 136 .311

AMERICAN LEAGUE
G AB R N Pet.

Carew, Minn 135 532 74 193 363

Hargrove, Tex 116 370 52 124 335

Orta, Chi 122 455 69 147 323

McRae, KC 128 463 61 143 .309

Yastrzemski,

Bos 132 457 83 141 309
Randle. Tex 136 470 63 144 306
Maddox, NY 116 382 60 117 306
Allen, Chi 128 462 84 139 .301

Burroughs, Tex 137 506 77 151 298
Campanens,
Oak 119 466 73 139 298
Robinson. Bait 131 463 37 138 .298

Piniella, NY 121 449 63 134 298

ifegkun\

SPORTS

Home Runs
National League: Schmidt, Phil 34;

Wvnn, LA 30; Bench, Cin 28; Perez, Cin 24;

Cedeno, Hou and Stargell, Pitt 23.

American League: Allen. Chi 32;

Jackson, Oak 28; Burroughs, Tex 25;

Tenace, Oak 24; Darwin, Minn 23.

Runs Batted In

National League: Bench, Cin 108; Sch-
midt, Phil 106; Wynn, LA 101; Garvev, LA
99; Zisk.' Pitt 93.

American League: Burroughs. Tex 112;
Bando, Oak 97; Rudi, Oak 89; Allen, Chi
and Jackson, Oak 88

BATTING PRACTICE — Lou Piniella (with bat) prepares to belt Bobby Murcer
(l) into nqht field bleachers prior to Sox Yankees showdown. Meanwhile, Graig
Nettles (9) contemplates the closeness of the Green Monster in left.

Stolen Bases
National League: Brock, St. L

Morgan, Cin 58; Lopes. LA 56.

103;

American League: North, Oak 49;
Lowenstein. Clev, Patek, KC and Carew,
Minn 31.

Pitching
(Based on most victories)

National League: Billingham, Cin 18 9;
Messersmith, LA 16-6; McGlothen St L
16 9; P, Niekro, Atl 16 12; Reuss, Pitt 16-9;
Gullett, Cin 15-10; Lonborg, Phil 15-11.

American League: Hunter, Oak 23-10;

Jenkins, Tex 22-11; Tiant, Bos 20-11;

Wood, Chi 20-17, Busbv. KC 19-14.

In solidarity with the]

[workers of Chile on this the

[first memorial of the]

[Junta.

Juan Oe La Cruz

Boycott Committee
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Tragedy, injury

in football worl

A sign of things to come? Ken Rosewall loses his

racquet chasing a John Newcombe shot in a match that
Rosewall won. Against Jimmy Connors, Ken would
have fared better without his racquet as he lost in

straight sets.

Kassulke hangs in

In the Al East

1

.

New York 76-65

2. Boston 74-67

3. Baltimore 74-67

Sixto Lezcano

tops Birdos
MILWAUKEE [UPI] - Sixto

Lezcano, playing in his first major

league game, singled in John
Briggs with the winning run with

one out in the bottom of the 10th

inning Tuesday night to give the

Milwaukee Brewers a 6-5 win over

the Baltimore Orioles and a split of

their two game series.

The loss, only the Orioles' second
in their 13 games, dropped them
into a second place tie with Boston,

two games behind the American
League East leading New York

Yankees.

The score was tied 5-5 when
Briggs led off the 10th with a walk

off Grant Jackson. Pinch-hitter Bob
Coluccio sacrificed Briggs to

second and Lezcano singled to

center to score Briggs with the

winning run.

Brewer relief ace Tom Murphy,
now 8-7, picked up the win after

pitching the final three innings.

Jackson, who relieved starter Dave
McNally in the eighth, took his

fourth loss against one win.

Enos Cabell's home run with one
out in the third scored the first

Baltimore run. Paul Blair sparked a

four-run outburst in the fourth

when he led off with his 15th

homer.

Simmons
NL star

of week
SAN FRANCISCO [UPI] -

Catcher Ted Simmons, who hit

455 last week at the St. Louis
Cardinals began making a drive

in the National League East,

Tuesday was named ML Player

of the week.
With Simmons leading the

way, the Cardinals won five of

six games as they continued
their pursuit of the division-

leading Pittsburgh Pirates.

During the week, Simmons
went 10 for 22 with five runs
batted in. Five of his hits were
doubles.

NEW YORK [UPI] - "Wheels"
is a word football players have for

legs. For one player, that word has
become all too real. After a

motorcycle accident last summer
left him with a broken back and his

lower body °paralyzed, Karl

Kassulie's legs have been real

wheels.

One of pro football's most free

spirits just one year ago is now
confined to a wheel chair, probably
for the rest of his life.

Last summer, the day before the

Minnesota Vikings' training camp
opened, Karl Kassulke, their strong-

safety and inspirational leader,

ended his athletic career by doing
one of the things that typifies his

way of life. The man who played
football, as a local broadcaster

quipped, by "throwing abandon to

the winds," was doing just that off

the field as well. He was out
cruising his motorcycle on Min-
nesota's open roads when
someone stopped short in front of

him, and the resulting crash cut
short his football career.

But not his life. Karl Kassulke
keeps moving, sustained by the

same zest for life, the same concern
for others that gave him a

reputation as a team player and
leader for the Vikings.

It is not only tragic but ironic that

Kassulke finds himself trapped in a

wheel chair. Throuahout his ten

years in the NFL he has been a

tireless worker for various charities

dealing with physical handicaps.

"He probably did more for

charities like the March of Dimes
and hospital visits than any other
player," says teammate Milt Sunde.
Now, more than a year later, as

his former teammates and still

closest friends, the Minnesota
Vikings, begin their second season
without him, Kassulke's attitude is

uncompromisingly realistic.

"It's a hassle, to say I'm content
would be pushing it," he said in a

statement released through
workers for the March of Dimes.
Kassulke is serving as State Co-
Chairman for the Mod Drive in

Minnesota.

At 33, he has a lot of life left to

live. And the one-time all-pro is not

about to take a back seat to

anyone, not even if the seat comes
equipped with wheels.

One man is working it out by
continuing, essentially, to live as he
has. He sustains his body by a joint

interest with several former
teammates in a swinging singles

bar in Minneapolis, and sustains his

spirit through his constant
volunteer efforts in behalf of such
causes as the March of Dimes.

"You can throw in the towel and
vegetate or you can decide what
you can and can't do," he says.

Leaks could

play against

Boston Coll

.*

oX
a

| Crewmembers of the victorious "Courageous" express their feelings as they
wave to the "Southern Cross" after having just beat them in the first of a best of
seven series in the America Cup races. The 5 minutes they won by is comparable to
a 15-0 baseball score. See story P. 26.

in a rush?

Grab a Quickie Lunch!

Soup & Sandwich
Solf Scrvici*

M:$! a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Mon -Fri

TOP OF THE CAMPUS
I5ih.ni ||02

AUSTIN, Tex. [UPI] - Roosevelt
Leaks, who since a knee injury last

spring has been listed as a probable
non-player for the Texas Longhorns
this season, could play after all if he
passes a physical examination
Wednesday.

Longhorn coach Darrell Royal
said Tuesday that even if Leaks
should pass the physical on his

knee, he would not start or play

against Boston College in the
opening game of the season
Saturday.

"We will start (freshman) Earl

Campbell," said Royal. "There is no
question of that. If Roosevelt is

given the go-ahead, we still don't

know how he will react to contact."

"Fortunately, we haven't needed
to worry about getting Leaks ready
with Campbell in the lineup."

Leaks, who finished third last

year in the Heisman trophy
balloting and who set a single-

season rushing record in the south-

west conference as a junior, suf-

fered a badly damaged right knee
last spring during workouts.

It was announced at that time
Leaks would be out for the 1974
season, but during the summer
Royal said Leaks was ahead of his

rehabilitation schedule.

Royal said Leaks would take part

in a scrimmage before he would be
allowed to play in a game.

Death inquiry

BOULDER, Colo. [UPI] -
Researchers at the University of
Colorado Tuesday said football

player Polie Poitier, who collapsed
at practice Aug. 23 and died the
next day, may have been killed by
kidney or liver failure and not by
sickle-cell anemia as originally

thought.

Four members of the Colorado
University Medical Center's Sickle-

Cell Unit, a Boulder Pathologist and
the team physician concluded that

Poitier's death may have been, but
was not necessarily, a result of the
disease.

"The autopsy findings suggest
that a combination of factors may
have been involved, including
kidney failure and impaired liver

function resulting in severe
acidosis," the report said. "The
presence of marked sickling in the
kidney may have contributed to the
kidney failure."

The Student Senate Transit Service

Will be accepting applications for the Fall Semester
Training Program Sept. 5 thru Sept. 13.

Acceptance into the program will be based upon the following

qualifications:

1. Must be an undergraduate or graduate student enrolled in

programs of the Univ. of Mass. or Stockbridge School of

Agriculture.

2. Must be 18 years of age or older.

3. Must have held a motor vehicle operator's license for at least
one year.

Applications will be available at the bus garage office and at

Sept. 5 Concert Info. Booth. Students with 3 or more semesters of

study left preferred.
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Yanks sweep, win 2-1 in 12th
R " ... "x_.o i o ;„„;„„o Mum Murrav. who wa:

BOSTON [UP/] - Alex Johnson,

making his first appearance as a

Yankee since being acquired on
waivers from Texas, rifled a 12th

inning home run Tuesday night to

give the first place New York

Yankees a bitterly contested 2-1

win over the Boston Red Sox.

Pat Dobson, who was tagged for

an unearned run in the first, gave
up just four hits in 11 innings in

earning his 16th win against 14

defeats. Sparky Lyle mopped up for

the Yanks in the 12th and earned

his 14th save.

Johnson jumped on a 1-1 pitch

from reliever Diego Segui, now 6-3,

to lead off the 12th . The ball ca rr ied

400 feet to the back of the Boston

Bullpen in right center field.

Second baseman Sandy Alomar
had saved the game" an inning

earlier when he made a diving stop

of a Cecil Cooper grounder with

runners on first and second and

two outs. Alomar scrambled to his

knees and flipped to first baseman
Bill Sudakis, who made a spec-

tacular stretch for the putout.

The Red Sox scored an unearned

run in the first inning when Juan

Beniquez reached on a fielder's

choice, stole second, continued to

third on catcher Thurman Mun-

son's errant throw and scored on

Dwight Evans' slow grounder to

second.

Starter Luis Tiant, recipient of his

first run in four games, held the

Yankees off for 8 1 -3 innings before

Lou Piniella walked and Chris

Chambliss doubled him home.

A controversy erupted on the

play after home plate umpire Don

Denkinger ruled that a fan had

touched Chambliss' shot to the

right field wall. Pinch-runner Larry

Murray, who was running for

Piniella, was allowed to score on
the play when Denkinger ruled that

Murray, who was running on the

pitch, would have scored even
without the fan interference.

Segui came on to pitch the 10th

inning.

New York 000 000 001 001-2
Boston 100 000 000 000 - 1

E-Numson. Lob-New York 10, Boston
7.

2B White, Chambliss, Evans. HR
AJohnson (51. SB Beniquez 2,

Yastrzemski, White.

IP H R ER BB SO
Dobson W 16-

14 11 4 1 4 2

Lyle 10 2
Tiant 9 6 113 5
Segui L6 8 3 2 1 1 1 1

Save Lvle 114).

T 3:15. A 33, 174

Brock: 104 and 105
ST. LOUIS \UPI\ - Lou Brock of

the St. Louis Cardinals tied the

modern day single season stolen

base record of 104 and set a new
National League career record of

739 in the first inning Tuesday night

when he stole second off Dick

Ruthven of the Philadelphia Phillies.

Brock's theft, in the Cardinals

142nd game, tied the record set by

Maury Wills of the Los Angeles

Dodgers and broke the career mark
of 738 set by Max Carey.

The crowd of about 25,000 gave

Brock a standing ovation and

ushers fanned out across the field

to prevent fans from coming out of

the stands.

Brock was awarded the second

base bay as a memento of his

achievement

The 35-year-old outfielder led off

the Cards' first inning with a single

to left and took off when the count

was 0-1 to batter Ron Hunt. The
throw from catcher Bob Boone
went into centerfield and Brock

took third, scoring later on a double

by Reggie Smith.

Brock's first steal of the night

gave him 739 for his career and
broke Max Carey's National League
record. Wills set his record for the

Los Angeles Dodgers in 1964.

Brock's second theft was almost

identical to the first. He reached

base by cracking a single to left

then stole on an 0-1 count to Ron
Hunt. The throw from catcher Bob
Boone on the first steal was bad

and went into centerfield, but the

second throw was more accurate,

with Brock's straight-in slide

beating the ball to the base.

After Brock broke the record the

crowd of more than 30,000 erupted

in a staccato cheer of "Lou, Lou,

Lou," and the entire Cardinal team
poured out of the dugout and the

bullpen to mob the new base-

stealing king at second.

The game was stopped while the

Cardinals presented Brock with the

base he had just stolen, then

brought him to a microphone to say

a few words to the fans.

Newly-inducted hall of famer

James "Cool Papa" Bell of St.

Louis, a speed demon in the old

negro leagues, congratulated Brock

on his accomplishment.

Then Lou stepped to the

microphone and first brought out

Ted Sizemore, whom Brock called

his "Partner in Crime". Sizemore
has batted behind Brock most of

the season but was out of the

lineup Tuesday night with a

TWO SQUATS — Yankee's Elliot Maddowx sinks into a crouch as he eludes a
high-inside Luis Tiant fastball/ and Tim McCarver starts to come out of his squat as
he grabs the pitch.

strained ankle.

Brock also brought out Cardinal

trainer Gene Gieselmann and his

outfield partners Reggie Smith and
Bake McBride.

Brock then thanked all the fans

for their support especially those in

the leftfield bleachers whom he said

had been behind him all the way.
To conclude the 11-minute

ceremony and ovation, Brock said,

"Now let's get back there and try

and score some runs to catch up
with these Philadelphia Phillies who
are beating our brains out."

The Phillies led at the time 6-2.

Dave Eibel

Who says crime doesn't pay?

a

a.

Cardinal base-swiping whiz 35-year-old Lou Brock pilfers second base here

against the Phillies and in doing so breaks Maury Wills' season record and also

Max Carey's all-time National League record. The umpires stopped the game and
awarded Lou with the base he stole.

IMPORTANT
INTRAMURAL NEWS

All touch football rosters,

men's, women's, and co rec are

due in the IM office TODAY by
5:00 p.m.

Notices
RUGBYERS-There will be a Rugby
meeting tonite in the Campus
Center at 7:30. All members please

attend. Bring your dues. For

anyone interested in playing Rugby,

practices are at 4:30, Tues., Weds.,

and Thurs., on the Boyden Rugby

fields. No experience necessary
WRESTLERS-There will be a
meeting for all wrestling can-

didates, Thursday, September 12 at

Hockey and Detente
It was two years ago that the most significant athletic event in the

history of sport took place. Over a space of three weeks the two best

hockey teams in the world met in what became known as the Battle of the

Century: the Canada-Russia hockey series.

On a blisteringly hot September night in Montreal with 18,000 screaming
Canadians in the stands, Phil Esposito and Alexander Yakushev faced off

in the first game of what many thought would be a walkaway for Team
Canada. "We'll skate 'em off the ice," and "nous allons I'ecraser," ("we're

going to wipe them out",) were frequent expressions from both English

and French Canadiens.

But how mistaken they all were. The Russians exhibiting the con-

ditioning and strength of supermen made the Canadian professionals look

like the all-stars of the Mexico City Midget League. You had to wonder
what on earth was happening when the Russian cyclone, 150 lb. Valery

Kharlamov sent Don Awrey reeling with bodychecks. Then the heretics

were stunned by the blasphemy of "the best goalie in hockey", Ken
Dryden of Montreal being beaten by screaming slapshots from the sticks

of Russian players who supposedly couldn't shoot hard from more than
ten feet out. And to rub salt into an already infected wound, the Russian
goaltender, a twenty year-old instructor in physical culture from
Novosbirsk, Vladimir Tretiak, brushed away drives from the Cournoyers
and the Perraults, as easily as if he was knocking away butterflies on the

steppes.

The Russians left Canada with a record of two wins, a loss and a tie, and
only the most patriotic or ignorant fans-and it is estimated that 16 out of

Canada's twenty million people were glued to their televisions during the
series-gave Canada a chance to win the series. When Canada lost the first

game in Moscow by 4-3 after blowing leads of 3-0, and 4-1, the patriotic

and ignorant were reduced to a handful.

But the Russians, their KGB and wee hour waking-up of Canada's
players couldn't stop the inspirational performance of Phil Esposito and
"sudden death" Paul Henderson from leading Canada to an incredible
come from - behind fictory in the series.

Now, two years later, a new Team Canada has been formed. Whereas
the first Team Canada was composed solely of National Hockey League
Team Canada '74 is made up exclusively by players from the World Hockey
Association-Gary Davidson's Reject League.

If the Russians came within minutes of overcoming Team Canada in

1972, one wonders how the WHA players will have even a wisp of a
chance against a Russian team, which if anything, is improved since the
days of Team Canada.
With a starting lineup made up of 5 defensemen, of which only one, J.C.

Tremblay had any business being in the NHL to begin with-and he was a
borderline case-it would be a safe bet that come September 27 at the
Quebec City Coliseum the goal lamps will be suffering from a case of acute
hypertension coupled with a dash of comatose exhaustion.

Sure, the WHA'ers have Frank Mahovlich, Bobby Hull and Gordie
Howe, but those three former superstars are now little more than skating
antiques.

It's doubtful that winning or losing this series will make any difference in

terms of which philosophy of hockey is superior, for the key effects of the
series will be felt right here in North America. If by some slight chance the
WHA edition of Team Canada makes a better account of themselves than
the NHL'ers of 1972, fans and sportswriters will let out a resounding cry for
a merger or some sort of arrangement between the two pro leagues.
Thus you can say that the future of the WHA will depend on a series of

4:00 p.m. in the wrestling room at games with a country ten thousand miles away. So, Henry Kissinger and
Boyden gym. Gary Davidson do have something in common -they'll both live or die by

detente.

Student budget freeze

on L.S.O. thawed

Rick Savini

By SUEADLEY
Staff Reporter

Rick Savini, president of the

Undergraduate Student Senate,

says there is no longer a partial

freeze on the Graduate and Un-

dergraduate Senate budgets.

Two weeks ago, Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs Dr. Robert Gage
and Dr. Verre Chappel, Dean of the

Graduate School, froze the sections

of the Undergraduate and Graduate
Senate budgets, respectively, in

relation to the newly-formed Legal

Services Office (LSO). The freeze

came about, according to Gage,

because "the students were not

being open enough about what the

LSO was going to do."
After the decision to "fire"

Student Attorney Richard Howland
last semester, the Undergraduate

Senate in cooperation with the

Graduate Senate sought a new,

more efficient way of providing

legal services for UMass students.

Jim Lindsey, president of the

Graduate Senate said "the search

process began in April for new
attorneys."

"In June," he said, "we had
preliminary discussions with the

Undergraduate Senate and decided

to merge to form the LSO - a joint

membership."
Savini said the original idea for

the LSO was built "around the

premise of having three lawyers,

four to five para-legal assistants,

and office help made up mainly of

students, perhaps on work-study.

Negotiations for the plan finally led

to a contract around the first or

turn to page 6
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In Phys. Ed hiring

Gluckstern, Bromery
overlooked code

By DORTHY L. MULLER
and

Mark Vogler

Staff Reporters

Unethical conduct and violations of

personnel practices were charges "con-

sidered" but overlooked by UMass ad-

ministrators in a faculty appointment to the

Physical Education's Department of Exercise

Science.

Amid controversy that Dr. Gideon Ariel

was hired through the flexing of the

University's affirmative action policy and the

liquidation of two graduate assistantships.

the Collegian has obtained information

which seems to raise other questions:

— Did Dr. Ariel illegally endorse a com-

mercial product — contrary to* University

policy?

— Did he misrepresent himself and the

University with fraudulant credentials in the

publication of commercial brochures?

— Did he go against the ethics of scholarly

practice by dual publication?

— Should his appointment be upheld if any
of these allegations brought by two
professors opposing the administration's

decision are true?

While a court suit initiated by a graduate

student is pending in Boston's Federal

District Court over alleged discrimination and
abuses of affirmative action policy, Dr. Ariel

stands accused by professors Benjamin Ricci

and Stanley Plagenhoef of committing

"gross, unethical acts which should have

prohibited his appointment."

Both Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery

and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Robert L. Gluckstern considered the op-

position's arguments — but quickly ap-

proved the appointment.

It's now apparent that no consideration

was given to the charge of illegally endorsing

a commercial product which violates the

personnel practices of UMass staff and
faculty

In a May 17 memorandum to Dr. Ricci,

University attorney Sidney Myers said that it

turn to page 3

On—campus
bank? maybe

By DONALD WILHELM
Staff Reporter

A great deal of controversy

surrounds the proposal of an on-

campus bank which would serve

both students and University em-
ployees, according to Mike Curran,

chairperson of the Campus Center-

Student Union Governing Board.

Dr. Robert Gage, Vice Chancellor of

Student Affairs, stated that the idea for a

bank came from the Board of Governors,

which is appointed by the student govern-

ment. However, there is evidence that in

April of 1973, the Associate Treasurer of the

University, in Whitmore, suggested the idea

of an on-campus bank, and mentioned that

many area banks were very interested in

locating on-campus, well before the Board
started to deal with the proposal.

A highly-placed member of The Board said

"I'm surprised that Dr. Gage would say

something like that. He has been present at

many of the meetings - concerning the bank
proposal, and he ought to know that we
didn't originate the idea."

The particular bank that is selected to

locate on ampus, most likely in the Campus
Center-Student Union Complex, would be
chosen by a bidding procedure.

Mike Curran, Chairperson of the Board,

said "The bank would be chosen by com-
petitive bidding. The bank with the highest

bid would get the contract."

However, Dr. Gage said "The bank would
be chosen by a combination of which bank
had the highest bid and which would also

offer the most services to patrons."

"The bank would be of great service to the

students", Curran said. "It would save the

students and University quite a bit of money
as well."

Construction costs of the Campus Center

are currently paid for by the Campus Center

fee that appears on student's semester bills.

A bank would save the Campus Center as

much as $50,000 a year in rent, and the

elimination of the present money- losing

check facilities could save the University

another $50,000 a year, and all of this would
help lower the Campus Center fee," Curran

said.

"Although the bank would be of service to

students" Curran said, "most of its

patronage would be from staff and faculty,

and the Campus Center would do most of its

financial transactions through it. Likewise,

the University would channel some of its

business through the bank."

Curran mentioned that the bank would not
be able to offer substantial amounts of loans
to students and student groups, as this

activity lowers the profitability of the bank
and hence lowers the amount of money the
bank is able to pay as a rental fee. However,

turn to page 6

UPI Tolophoto

Some 69 passengers were killed in the crash of a DC 9 jet on its landing approach to a Charlotte, N.C. airport.

Here firemen spray tail section. Story, other photo, page 5.

inside:
Many UMass students are

eligible for cheaper food but don 't

know it — are you? See page 2.

The Student Senate took a stand
last night on Ford's pardon. See
page 3.

weather:
Massachusetts and Rhode Is/and

— Partly cloudy with patchy fog

Thursday night, low in 60s. After

morning cloudiness, hazy sunshine

Thursday and Friday. High in 80s,

lower along the shore. Chance o
showers in Berkshire Thursday

night and Friday.
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Food stamps: do you qualify?
The first week of the drive to sign up

UMass students for the food stamp program
has been a "qualified success," according to

organizer John Fisher.

While more than 700 applications were
handed out during the first two days of the

program, there have also been a number of

delays and much confusion as to who can
qualify for the stamps.

The primary bottleneck was the state

Welfare Department, said Fisher. When the

original arrangements were made to do food
stamp intake on campus, welfare officials

expected to send in a team of five food
stamp qualifiers.

Five of their staff, however, were let go
during the interval between the time of the

arrangements and the first day of the UMass
program. While these cutbacks are not

expected to be permanent, they mean that

only one state official has been able to be on
campus this week, Fisher said.

He expects this will delay actual

processing of the applications by about a

month.

A second roadblock, he said, has been the

lack of application forms. Originally, the

Welfare Department printed only 5000
applications for the entire western portion of

the state. Since it is estimated that ap-

proximately 10,000 UMass students alone are

eligible for food stamps, this probably

represented something of an un-
derestimation, Fisher said.

To offset the shortage, the groups working
to bring food stamps on campus (Commuter
Assembly, the Commuter Affairs office, the

Student Organizing Project, and the Student
Senate)-have been printing applications for

student use. There has been trouble with the

printing press and applications have run out
at times. Nevertheless, says Fisher, more
applications are being printed and will be
available shortly.

To qualify for food stamps, students need
to meet the following criteria: They must be
making /ess than a specified amount of
money each month. After deducting rent,

tuition, and certain other expenses, a single

student making less than $194 per month
qualifies if he or she satisfies the
requirements below. Similar rates apply to
students living in a collective situation
sharing purchasing and cooking facilities. For
example, four students living in a collective

situation can make up to $500 per month.
They must have /ess than $1500 equity. If a

student has a bank account in excess of
$1500, a second car worth more than this

amount, or certain other properties, he or she
should check to see if this will block
qualification.

They can't have a credit card in someone
else's name. Students who have a credit card
that belongs to someone else are
automatically disqualified. Students with one

UMass dames
get together

By Judy Boucher
Staff Reporter

Contrary to public opinion the UMass Dames Club is not the hottest
sexist organization on campus created by and for women. The club is a
RSO social organization for married women. It opened its first meeting
Wednesday night with a wine tasting party.

The Dames Club attempts to introduce married women to each other by
sponsoring monthly get togethers, card clubs, coffee hours and pot luck
dinners. Gail Clerke, senior Chemical Engineering major, said, "I don't
know very many other married women and married women have other
interest than single women do."

Also, auctions will be held to raise money to buy craft kits to donate to
nursing homes. "We want to do something worthwhile for the community
and not just for ourselves" said Liz Bykowski, Secretary of the club.
Although there was much publicity on the iniation meeting only about

20 women attended. The general consensus was that the name was
anachronistic and discouraged women from joining the club. President of
the club, Isabel Coraror said "Interest died down due to the name and
changing the name is a definate possibility."

However, "Most clubs defined as male or female are falling apart" she
said.

The UMass Dames Club organized in 1954 is a local affliate of the
National University Dames Club. Member of the club have diversified
interest while a new member, Heike Wenig, is from Germany.

U.N. official warns of nuclear

commitment and consequences

should get rid of it, Fisher says.

They must have cooking facilities. This can
be something as simple as a hot plate in a
dorm.

Food stamps are not presently applicable

to the UMass meal plans.

They must be able to document income
and expenses. Documentation can be many
things: a receipted rent check, a pay stub, a

letter from an employer or parent stating

income for the last five weeks, etc. Fisher

says it's important to remember that the
Welfare Department is only interested in the

last five weeks. Students who earned large

incomes at the end of the summer, but who
are now earning substantially less, might do
well, he advises, to wait for a few weeks until

the time that the application will represent

their present income.

Students who think they qualify should
stop by Campus Center, room 911 for an
application.

Dames Club members Merry Codwgan
and Liz Bykowski prepare for wine and
cheese tasting party.

Staff Photo bv Ed Cohan

Benjamin Rodriguez (standing)

Ahora holds meeting
By MANUEL MEDINA

Staff Reporter
Ahora held the first meeting of the last semester

Monday night in the Campus Center. More than 50
students and professors were discussing different
issues concerning education and other affairs of
the Spanish Speaking community on campus.

Benjamin Rodriguez, director of the newly
formed Bicultural Collegiate Program, spoke about
the services that this program offers to students.

Membership in Ahora for the new freshman
students, including undergraduate as well as
graduate students was also discussed.

The need for a Third World lawyer on campus
was another item of discussion.

By DUANE DALE
Special Correspondent
UMass Doctoral

Studant Duane Dale
attandad the World
Population Conference
in Bucharest this
summer and filed this
report concerning
nuclear energy. This is

the fourth in a nine part
series:

A United Nations official has

warned that "we're sliding into a

commitment to nuclear energy, the

consequences of which we haven't

begun to fully evaluate."

Maurice Strong, formerly
chairman of a nuclear energy

company, is now director of the

U.N. Environment Program. In 1972

he served as secretarv-aeneral of

the U.N. Environment Conference

in Stockholm. His remarks followed

an Aug. 21 speech before the

World Population Conference.

"I'm not anti-nuclear energy,"

Strong said. "I'm just appalled at

the degree of public complacency

with the fantastically changed
situation resulting from our
escalating commitment to nuclear
energy."

Mr. Strong referred to the large

number of nuclear plants in

operation, under construction, and
on the drawing boards. He in-

dicated general approval of the
safety standards which have been
set for these plants, but doubted
whether these standards could
reasonably be enforced in every
case.

Safety problems near a nuclear
plant include the storage of spent
fuel and the release of radioactive

materials into the atmosphere.
Many scientists are concerned that
a failure of the cooling system and
the emergency back-up system
could cause a "core meltdown"
and release large amounts of
radioactive fallout, killing people as
far as 50 miles away. This is

unlikely, but the emergency cooling
system is difficult to test.

Strong asked: "Is the com-
mitment to nuclear energy going to

be the most disastrous thing that

we have done? This is a very real

possibility. I'm not answering the

question, but I think the question

needs to be answered."
Officials of the International

Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna
are more optimistic about the

safety of nuclear plants. They
admit, however, that rural sites are

preferred because fewer people
would be endangered if an accident

occurred.
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Gluckstern, Bromery apparently bypassed hiring code
cont. from p. 1

was his opinion that Ariel had endorsed a
particular commercial product.

Ariel, who does consultance work for
Universal Resilate of Hampstead, L.I., had a
29-page publication entitled "Understanding
the Scientific Bases behind our Universal
Centurion," distributed at the American
College of Sports Medicine Meeting in

Knoxville, Tennessee last May.

It was Myers view that the booklet and
several brochures were endorsing Universal

products.

Ariel and William Farrell, president of
Universal Resilate's Eastern office denied
grounds for endorsement. Farrell warned
that he would take legal action against
anyone suggesting so.

Other questions raised by the brochure
advertisements were the authenticity of
some of Ariel's credentials.

In a brochure prepared for a March 26
conference in Atlantic City, N.Y. he was
listed as a Ph.D. in Computer Science at
UMass and the World's leading authority on
computer bio-mechanics — both apparently
erroneous - according to Graduate
Research records.

Another identified Ariel as heading
nationai grants for the Institute of Health and
the Veterans Administration in the areas of
Bio-Mechanics of Human Movements and
the development of new prosthetic hips.

Washington and New York officials for
both agencies said they could not verify
Ariel's research or affiliation. A source from
the graduate research center said he was not
presently involved with the grants.

Ariel was also acknowledged for lecturing
at the International Congress of Motion
Biology in Budapest, Hungary - something
he was unable to attend after having been
"kicked out" of that country a year ago for
unknown reasons.

He said yesterday that some of the in- Farrell maintained that "all these articles
formation given in the brochures was were done at the same time and in a hurry."
inaccurate, but declined to elaborate. "It's not Gideon's fault, I was merely
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Copy of May 17 memorandum from UMass Atty.
Sidney B. Meyers to Prof. Benjamin Ricci expressing
Meyers view that the endorsement was proper.

pressed for time, so I suppose I'll have to

accept the responsibility in this instance."

If in fact Ariel endorsed a Universal
product — as Myers conceeds - another
legal question arises as to whether he is also
vulnerable for false credentials appearing in

the brochures.

Myers was unavailable to comment on
that angle last night.

Atty. Beryl Cohen of Boston said that
regardless of whether Ariel actually had
endorsed a Universal product, "it would
seem that at minimum he and Universal
attempted to circumvent the policy of the
University.

"It appears to me to be purposely
deceptive of the University's practices."

Ricci, Ariels doctoral advisor for Exercise
Science, has cited two instances of dual
publication of Ariel's scientific articles.

Ariel submitted the identical article for
publication to the Journal of Applied
Physiology and Science and Medicine of
Sport. The editor of the Journal of Applied
Physiology which is a Yale University
publication brought this to the attention of
Dr. Ricci. Ariel stated at the time that he was
unaware of the situation.

However, Ricci notes that several of his

faculty members informed him of the
existance of another dual publication. This
time identical articles appeared in Mechanics
and Sport and Research Quarterly

When questioned directly concerning
Ariel's misrepresentation of credentials and
endorsements, Dr. Arbib stated: "We hope
that Gideon has learned from his youthful
mistakes."

Dr. Arbib, who was present at some of the
faculty meetings when Ariel's appointment
was discussed said that despite the charges
of misrepresentation and defiance of
University policy, "there was not enough
evidence presented to us sufficient to block
the appointment."

Student senates asks Ford to reconsider pardon
By MIKE KNEELAND

MDC Staff

The Student Senate met for the

first time this semester last night

and unanimously passed a

Gerald Ford to reconsider his

pardon of former President Richard

Nixon.

The resolution read:

"Due to President Ford's

resolution calling for President decision to pardon former President

ATTENTION
COLLEGIAN STAFFERS

A one hour general staff meeting is scheduled for Thursday

at 8 p.m. in Campus Center room 904- 909.
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Richard Nixon, and since we view
this pardon as a disgrace to a
system of equal justice, we ask that

President Ford reconsider his

decision. If this decision is not
forthcoming, we ask our state

representatives in the U. S.
Congress and Senate to move to

continue impeachment
proceedings against former
President Nixon."

In other business, the resignation

of former Student Treasurer Paul

Hamel was announced. Jack
Margossian has been filling in for

Hamel, who accepted a position in

the Alumni Office this summer. He
announced his candidacy for the

Tryouts in

Roisters

production
The Roister Doisters, the UMass

student drama society, (and, in-

cidentally the oldest student drama
society in the country) will produce
"The Martyrdom of Peter Ohey" by
Slawomir Mrozek in October.

Mrozek, the leading dramatist of
modern Poland has been called "an
undisputed master of the
grotesque, a sharp parodist of
politics."

Open tryouts for this play will be
held in the Campus Center rooms
171 - 173 on Monday and Tuesday
nights, Sept. 16 and 17. Also on
Wednesday night, Sept. 18 in

rooms 174 - 76.

All are welcome to come and
tryout. No theatrical experience is

necessary.

position. An election for the

position will be held Sept. 25.

Although a quorum was present,

some senators voiced concern after

the meeting that a number of

former senators are not returning.

This, they said, could be

potentially damaging to the Senate

and Student Government
Association which have undertaken

many new projects.

They said it's imperative more
students take an interest in the

government and the issues.

They said there will be quite a
few positions available in the Oct. 2
and 3 elections.

The senate will meet at 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday in room 101 of the
Campus Center for their next
meeting.
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Strachan seeks dismissal

Haldeman feels pardon hurts fair trials
WASHINGTON [Ufil] - H. R.

Haldeman charged yesterday that

the "extraordinary event" of
Richard Nixon's pardon has oniy
added to massive publicity in the
Watergate cover-up and further

threatens prospects for a fair trial.

The first of the six cover-up

defendants to react formally to

President Ford's pardon of Nixon,

Haldeman filed notions in federal

court challenging jury selection

procedures and the intention of

U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica

to sequester jurors throughout the

long trial to guard against the in-

fluence of publicity.

Sirica meanwhile turned down
another plea by Haldeman to delay

the trial, scheduled to begin Sept.

30, and rejected a plea from another

Gas-masked South Korean police push back anti-Japanese demonstrators
fhrough cloud of tear gas during a protest gathering outside the Japanese Embassy
yesterday. The demonstrators were protesting Japan's refusal to accept respon-
sibility for the incident involving the would-be assassination of Korean President
Park Chung Hee. Japanese Foreign Minister Toshio Kinura later issued a
statement in which he said that he does not consider South Korea the sole,
legitimate government on the Korean peninsula.

CIA faces symposium today

on its foreign activities
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - With a

firestorm of its own raging about
alleged interference in Chile, the

CIA today faces a two-day
broadside on all its covert activities

abroad.

Hosted by Sens. Edward Brooke,

R-Mass., and Philip Hart, D-Mich.,

the Center for National Security

Studies has gathered a brigade of

former CIA, Defense and State

Department officials and lawyers,

authors, researchers and journalists

for "A conference on the Central

Intelligence Agency and covert

actions."

CIA Director William E. Colby has
agreed to enter the arena tomorrow
to give his "View from Langley,"

the sprawling CIA headquarters

nestled in the countryside near

Langley, Va.

The conference was arranged
before press reports disclosed that

Colby testified at a top secret

Rocky can

keep funds
WASHINGTON \UPI\ The

Senate Rules Committee has

decided that multi-millionaire vice

presidential nominee Nelson A.

Rockefeller should not be required

to put his vast fortune in a blind

trust or sell some of his holdings.

The committee voted instead to

request that Rockefeller make a

complete disclosure of his net

worth when his confirmation

hearings begin Sept. 23.

Chairman Howard Cannon, D-

Nev., said the disclosure instead of

a requirement for a blind trust or

divesture would allow the public

and the press to act as "watchdogs

against a possible conflict of in-

terest".

In New York City, Rockefeller's

press secretary, Hugh Morrow, said

"there is no question he will

comply" with the committee's

request to disclose his wealth.

,

hearing congressional hearing that

the Nixon adminsitration approved

$8 million for covert activities in

Chile between 1970 and 1973 to

"destabilize" the Marxist govern-

ment of President Salvador

Allende. Allende was overthrown

by a military junta Sept. 11, 1973,

and he either committed suicide or

was killed during the attack on the

presidential palace.

The State Department claims it

had not intervened in the internal

affairs of Chile after Allende's

election in 1970 and specifically that

it had nothing to do with the coup.

Colby reported last April to a

closed session of the House Armed
Services subcommittee of In-

telligence on CIA activities in Chile.

The subcommittee has an
"oversight" function on CIA and
other intelligence establishments.

Rep. Michael J. Harrington, D-

Mass., a member of the sub-

committee and a longtime CIA
critic, wrote other congressmen
about Colby's testimony, the
substance of which leaked to the
press.

The conference opening
tomorrow is taking up covert CIA
operations all along the line from
legal, constitutional, ethical and
practical aspects.

Among the panelists are Victor

Marchetti, a former staff officer of

CIA, and John Marks, former
member of the State Department's
Bureau of Intelligence and
Research, who co-authored a book
on the CIA which the agency
succeeded in partially censoring.

Como en Cuba y V ietnam.

Lm ( hilenos Venceran !

"

( As in Cuba and Vietnam.

Chile shall be free)

Hasta la Victoria Finale.

Western Mass. Regional

Veceremos Brigade

I ht l .S. Gov't, appropriated millions
of dollars to overthrow ih«-

democratically elected Popular I'nity

Government of Salvador Allende in Chile
last September II.

The same f.S. Gov't, refuses to

allocate funds and resources for

urgently needed Social Service

Programs for our people. We must act in

solidarity with the Chilean people

against a common enemy.

Cut off all military aid to the Chilea

Military Junta! I .S. Hands off Chile!

I . Mass Committee
on Poverty

defendant, Gordan Strachan, that

charges against him be dropped
because of tainted evidence.

"The tidal wave of prejudicial

pretrial publicity that has been
cascading down on these
veniremen prospective jurors for

the past couple of years, and
especially during the past two
months, has been such that it

seems doubtful that any jurors

ultimately selected to hear this case
could be further affected by the

extrajudicial publicity that will flow

out of this trial." Haldeman's
lawyers said.

"While the debate regarding the

propriety of the grant of pardon to

President Nixon likely will continue
for the indefinite future, the
veniremen have already been af-

fected by this news and
sequestration will not erase this

extraordinary event from their

minds."

Haldeman asked —as
codefendant John N. Mitchell had
even before the Nixon pardon8 that

the jurors not be locked up during

the trial, due to start Sept. 30.

He also complained about the

preliminary screening procedures
Sirica has used to select the jury

pool from which the cover-up jury

will be chosen

2 Ford considering

individual pardons
WASHINGTON \UPI)

President Ford yesterday issued

new explanations of the Watergate
pardon policy that provoked bitter

protest Tuesday, saying he will only

consider individual clemency pleas

and not blanket pardons for all the
defendants.

A presidential aide, who declined

to be identified for publication, said

"panic" had set in at the White
House when Ford's pardon of

Richard M. Nixon caused a public

outcry and the follow-up promise to

study further Watergate pardons
"may have been a trial balloon,"

too hastily floated.

Ford relayed the clarifications

through White House aides and
Republican congressional leaders in

an anoarent attempt to cool the

controversy stirred by the Nixon

pardon and redoubled by Tuesday's

announcement that possible

pardons for all Watergate defen-

dents were "under study."

"There is no study going on,"

said Senate Republican Leader

Hugh Scott, who read Ford's brief

restatement of pardon policy after

he and other Republican
congressmen had conferred with

the President for nearly two hours.

But John W. Hushen, the deputy
White House press spokesman,
later qualified Scott's remark on the

"study" issue. He said Ford is not

studying specific Watergate
pardons and has so far received no
requests for any, but he has
directed his staff to conduct several

legal studies of his pardoning
powers.

Parties! Parties! Parties!

For University women only!

Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority

Frat/Sorority Park 253-9066

GOLF

$1.50

with Student I.O.

18 Holes Only
Weekdays before 3 p.m.

Mill Valley Golf Links

Route 181 Off 202
at Belchertown Center

WMUA Station

and Recruitment Meeting

All Students, come and see what news, sports,

public affairs and music are all about.

Find out what radio is ail about*.

Thurs., Sept. 9 at 8:00 p.m. Rm . 105 C.C
— * ...-..—

—

- ***• * ** —*-
i lUjf

UPI Tolephoto

Two of 13 survivors in yesterday's DC 9 crash outside Charlotte/ N.C. wait for

medical aid. 69 persons were killed in the fiery late-morning crash.

Police arrest more than 120 on
illegal pep pill violations
WASHINGTON [UP/] - United

States, Mexican and Canadian
police dealt a killer blow to the

illegal pep pill market in this country

yesterday with the arrest of more
than 120 persons, including several

"drug millionaires."

"There is no doubt about it. We

Mexican national arrested by Royal
Canadian Mounted Police.

Chandler said he expected the
total arrests to reach 140 this week.
"We got a couple of people in

Mexico who are described as drug
millionaires-they are drug rich," he
said. "They have also gotten rich

have broken the back of the illegal from traffic in other drugs."
amphetamine operation in this

country," said Doug Chandler of

the U.S. Drug Enforcement Ad-
ministration.

Most of the 124 persons arrested

were held in the United States, with

25 picked up in Mexico and one

"The operation has gone
smoothly and there have been no
injuries reported so far in the
arrests."

Amphetamines have been widely
used by truck drivers, students
trying to stay awake, dieters and

Mozambique slammed
by black-white riots

By United Press International

Portugal flew troop rein-

forcements to the Mozambique
capital of Lourenco Marques
yesterday to put down violent race

rioting touched off by abortive

white attempts to prevent Lisbon

from handing administrative power
to a black government.

The newspaper Star in

Johannesburg, South Africa,

quoted a senior official as saying at

least 200 persons had been killed or

wounded in the widespread racial

violence. Lourenco Marques radio

said nearly 100 people had been

killed.

Hundreds of frightened white

settlers fled into South Africa,

where army units set up refugee

tents near the border.

South African radio quoted

refugees as saying the East African

colony was near anarchy. A Lisbon

government communique said

troops were having difficulty in

stopping spreading violence.

Witnesses at the South African-

Mozambique border said many of

the hundreds of Portugese settlers

who crossed the frontier aban-

doned their cars and walked to

escape from roaming black gangs

and roadblocks.

Portugese living in Johannesburg

organized food and transportation

convoys to the border to help

friends and relatives.

Just before most com-
munications to Lourenco Marques
were cut Tuesday night, a police

officer told newsmen the riots in

the black shantytowns were roaring

out of control.

"This is another Vietnam," he

said. "We don't know how to stop

them."

The violence was touched off

Saturday when Lisbon signed an

agreement in Lusaka, Zambia.

WANTED — LEADERS

"Lead— to guide or conduct in a certain course, or to a
certain place or end, by making the way known ; to show the
way, esp. by going with or going in advance of."

Army ROTC concentrates on, thrives on, DEPENDS
ON leadership. And your leadership may make the dif-

ference. And when it comes to strength of character,

initiative, courage, intelligence, self discipline, the willing-

ness to set the example — if these are YOUR strong points

or ideals, a commission as an officer in the United States

Army may offer you the best opportunity you'll ever have to

use them.

Read our course descriptions, and then call or drop by

the Department of Military Science (Bldg. No. 79 or call 545-

2321). You'll be welcome, there won't be any runaround,

we'll have some answers for you — and we're always good

for a cup of coffee!

youngsters trying to get "high."
But Congress has put strict limits

on their sale.

The roundup followed an eight-

month investigation the neigh-

boring countries and Europe into

the smuggling of more than three

million "minibennies"-small
Benzedrine tablets-into the United

States annually from Mexico since

1971.

The DEA said raw materials for

the pills came from some of the

biggest chemical companies" in

Europe and the traffic was worth
about $1.6 billion a year in street

sales in the United States.
Arrests were made in New York,

Los Angeles, Milwaukee, Min-
neapolis, San Diego, San Fran-
cisco, Phoenix, Tucson, Dallas,

Pittsburgh and Charleston, W.Va.
The Mexican suspects were

picked up in Mexico City, Tijuana
and Guadalajara.

Mexican police raided a half

dozen pill "factories" yesterday
after breaking up operations in four
others earlier in the week.

In recent days, agents in Los
Angeles, San Diego, Minneapolis

and Dallas seized at least 500,000

"mini-bennies," said Stuart
Stromfeld of the DEA.
"The raw materials used to

manufacture these pills are being

imported illegally from Europe,"

from some of the "biggest chemical

companies," said Stromfeld. But he

refused to name the countries or

the firms.

Plane crash kills

69 in Charlotte
See photo on

pagel

CHARLOTTE, N.C. \UPI\ - An
Eastern Air Lines DC-9 jet ap
proaching Charlotte airport through

patches of fog yesterday clipped

the treetops, plowed into a ravine

and exploded, killing 69 of the 82
persons aboard.

The 13 survivors included the

copilot, James Miller Daniels Jr.,

36, of Atlanta, and stewardess Judy
Collette Watson, also of Atlanta.

The flight was Eastern's 212,

bound from Charleston, S.C. to

Chicago's O'Hare Field, with an
intermediate stop at Charlotte.

Filled to near-capacity with 78
passengers and a crew of four, the

plane was making a routine radar

approach when it suddenly
disappeared from the flight con-

troller's radar screen at 7:33 a.m.

EDT.
"Weather was not a problem,"

Federal Aviation Administration

FAA spokesman Jack Barker said

in Atlanta.

"Nothing in any conversations

with the local controller prior to the

mishap... indicated to the mishap...

indicated any trouble," Barker said.

Barker pointed out that several

flights had landed just ahead of the

Eastern plane on the same runway-
Runway 36, which runs north and
south.

Robert Burnham, one of the
survivors of the crash, recalled from
his hospital bed:

"We were coming in and the
pilot seemed to pick up power. It

was real foggy. I felt one wing tip

down, then we hit some trees and I

felt heat."

"I must have been thrown out of

the plane. I got up, looked around
and started running toward the
woods."

Mrs. John McDowell, owner of

the 300-acre farm where the jet

crashed, said she was reading the

morning newspaper when she
heard an "awful boom."

"I thought at first it was someone
dynamiting," she said. "We could

not see because of the fog. We
didn't know what or where it was
until this man pulled up and called

the police."

Shumway's

Wallpaper & Paint Store, Inc.

320 COLLEGE STREET

Bold and Bright Colors

Come to

WEIGHTOWATCHERS

NEW CLASS
CAMPUS CENTER

7:00 p.m.

(Every Tuesday starting Sept. 17)

You don't have to be alone anymore, jjlk
$6.00 First Meeting Then SX 10 Weekly

.\eu Members Accepted At All Times

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 786-6611

WEIGHT WATCHERS
*.

WEiGhT WATCHERS ANC Wa«E «EGiST|BE0 T «»rf M»a«s Qf *( oh' «*'Cm£*s
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Endangered species

have friend at bank
There is a direct relationship and

interdependence between all forms
of life. Throughout the world, the

number of rare animals and plants

which are being lost forever

continues at an ever increasing

rate.

The Animal Bank is a critical

complement to ordinary con-
servation efforts. It was formed in

September, 1972 and began
collecting tissue samples from

endangered species of animals for

long term storage in liquid nitrogen

in December, 1972. Storage
facilities have been provided to the

U. S. Animal Bank without charge

by the G. W. Hooper Foundation,

University of California Medical

Center in San Francisco, by the

Department of Genetics at the

University of Washington, Seattle

and by the Department of Genetics

at the University of California

College of Medicine at La Jolla. All

samples are available to the public

without charge as a valuable

resource for all humanity.

The response to the California

Divisional Meetings held in June at

Stanford University was out-

standing. It was agreed that the

participation of college groups in

organizing the systematic trans-

portation of samples from nearby

zoos and aquariums would result in

an essential reduction in the costs

of obtaining these samples. Much
useful discussion resulted from
these meetings and it was agreed

that a sponsoring college group
should be found to oversee a

meeting in southern California in

the spring.

The basic purpose for saving

samples is to preserve the DNA
which describes the species from

which a sample is taken. Many
species of animals which would
otherwise become extinct shall

survive by saving such samples.

Complete healthy animals such as

frogs have been generated from
such sources since 1968 and it

appears that the techniques can be
applied to any higher form of life.

For mammals, a host mother
animal would be required to bear

the young animal. The basic

process involved is one called

enucleation, in which a nucleus

from a rare animal is placed into a

donor cell from which the original

nucleus has been removed. Such a

donor cell is an oocyte or ova and
contributes no genetic information

to the cell which develops into an
embryo. It appears that relatively

few types of oocytes would suffice

as donor cells for a broad spectrum
of species. These "universal donor
oocytes", as they might be called,

could be routinely obtained from
common species. It would appear
reasonable that oocytes from some
4 or 5 species of birds for example
might provide an adequate
spectrum of oocytes for the

subsequent generation of any type

of bird from stored tissue samples.

Those who wish to directly

support the collection of samples
from specific endangered animals

should request detailed information

from the Animal Bank as to those

species from which the collection

of samples is presently practical. (In

March, 1974, for example, diverse

samples were obtained from unique
and endangered animals on the

Galapagos Islands). For more in-

formation please write the U. S.

Animal Bank, P. 0. Box 15426, San
Francisco, Ca 94115.

Negotiations settle

Senate budget dispute
cont. from p. 1

second week in August. It was
eventually presented to Dr. Gage."
The contract gave the lawyers to

be hired the power to provide

general legal counseling and
litigation for the students. Ac-
cording to Savini, the latter is what
upset Gage.

"He (Gage) wanted a contract
with no litigation," Savini said, "so
he froze the LSO portions of our
budgets. Before doing it, however,
he contacted Verre Chappel about
freezing the LSO portion of the
Graduate Senate budget also. One
couldn't be done without the other
because we merged with the
Graduate students on the matter.
Gage has no control over the
Graduate budget. He needed
someone connected with the
Graduate School to back him up
before the freeze could go into

effect."

The freeze was lifted a week ago.

Campus bank

considered
cont. from p. 1

to pay as a rental fee. However
both Curra.) and Dr. Gage felt that a
student-run credit union, which
would be able to offer more loans
to students and student groups,
would be able to work well with the
bank.

The branch bank has to be
approved by both the Federal

Government and the UMass Board
of Trustees, neither of which have
acted on the proposal yet. The
proposal and the determination of

the chosen bidder have to be
approved, by the Board of

Governors, Dr. Gage's office, and
the University Treasurer.

according to Savini, "because
Gage wanted a statement from us
stating exactly what the powers of

the LSO would be before we could

develop the office. He didn't feel

that our original statement was
clear enough. Lindsey said that his

major complaint is that "the ad-

ministration raised questions too
late about the process of

developing the LSO."
The Senates were finally given a

contract with a lawyer and one
para-legal assistant. The lawyer
hired by the Undergraduate Senate
is William Dorsch, The Graduate
Senate is financing the para-legal

assistant, Lisa Erdberg.

Gage said that the freeze "had to

do with no other element of the
budget but the LSO. "The
students," he said, "wanted an
extension of what Dick Howland
was doing, and that's how the LSO
came about. I'm fully in support of

it. The question of main concern
was the extent of the staff and
office prerogatives."

"I don't feel the students were
being open enough about what the
LSO was going to do, and until an
understanding came through in the

negotiations, we froze the LSO
budgets. It was a temporary thing

to continue our negotiations in

good faith. We became locked into

an unfortunate adversarial posture

which I feel is quite non-
productive," Gage said.

Lisa Erdberg, the hired para-legal

assistant who is expected to be
admitted into the Massachusetts
Bar in December, had no direct

comment on the freeze situation.

"I can't really say anything about
it now. It was very confusing. One
thing it did was hold up the opening
of our office. It was supposed to be
available to students as soon as
they returned to the campus. As a
result, we're backed up - mostly
with students who are having
landlord problems," she said.

Dorsh was not available for

comment.
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White boycotts planned

Staff Photo by Joi

Darkroom trickery and photographic double exposure turn the typically full

lounge in the Student Union into a swimming maze of bodies, desks and chairs.

Clark and Hart victorious

in first elective attempts
Ramsey Clark and Gary Hart, two

nationally known apostles of new
left politics, scored victories in their

first campaigns for public office but

entrenched veterans triumphed in

most of the 13 states which held

primaries Tuesday.

Clark, a transplanted Texan and

former attorney general under

President Lyndon B. Johnson,

bucked the party organization to

win the Democratic nomination for

the Senate in New York.

And Hart, a master of grassroots

organizing who led Sen. George S.

McGovern to the 1972 Democratic
presidential nomination, slipped by
two challengers to win the

Democratic senatorial nomination

in Colorado.

Rep. Hugh Carey, a 14-year

House veteran from Brooklyn who,
like Clark, was snubbed by party

regulars, won New York's
Democratic gubernatorial
nomination.

There were few upsets, although

two incumbent congressmen, Rep.

Glenn Davis, R-Wis., and Rep.

Robert Tiernan, DR. I., were

ousted. They were the seventh and

eighth members of Congress to

lose primaries this year.

Davis, a member of the House
since 1948, tried to capitalize on his

close friendship with President

Ford, a move that appeared to have

backfired after Ford granted former

President Richard M. Nixon a

pardon. Davis was beaten by State

Sen. Robert Kasten.

Rep. Larry Hogan, seeking the

GOP gubernatorial nomination in

Maryland, was defeated by national

committeewoman Louise Gore and

may have been hurt by becoming

the first Republican on the House

Judiciary Committee to call for

President Nixon's impeachment.

Based on the primary results,

these are the lineups for the Nov. 5
general election:

New York - Clark will face highly

popular Sen. Jacob K. Javits and
Carey will meet Gov. Malcolm
Wilson who took over early this

year when Nelson A. Rockefeller

resigned.

Colorado - Hart is matched

against incumbent Sen. Peter H.

Dominick, who was unopposed.

Gov. John D. Vanderhood, an easy

primary winner, will be challenged

by Richard Lamm, who edged

State Rep. Tom Farley to win the

Democratic nomination.

Maryland - Gov. Marvin Mandel,

a Democrat, survived a highly

publicized divorce and remarriage
to win me gubernatorial
nomination. He will meet Mrs.
Gore. Liberal Republican Sen.

Charles McC. Mathias won easy
renomination and will face
firebrand Barbara Mikulski, a
member of the Baltimore City

Council.

New Hampshire - Republican
Gov. Meldrim Thomson won
renomination, and will meet lawyer
Richard Leonard. Rep. Louis C.

Wyman won the GOP nomination
by a 5-1 edge to succeed retiring

Sen. Norris Cotton. The winner of
the Democratic primary was former
State Insurance Commissioner
John Durkin.

Library announces

fall semester hours
SCHEDULE OF LIBRARY HOURS'FALL SEMESTER 1974

MAIN LIBRARY
Monday - Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

MORRILL LIBRARY
Monday - Thursday

Friday & Saturday

Sunday

MUSIC LIBRARY
Monday - Friday

This semester, the hour long

program will immediately follow

the 10 p.m. news, every first

and third Wednesday of every

month.

"Gaybreak" which contains

news, music, interviews, poetry

and occasionally theatrical

productions from the gay
community is broadcast over

WMUA Radio, 91.1 F.M.

Saturday

Sunday

PHYSICAL SCIENCES LIBRARY
Monday - Friday

Saturday

Sunday

PHYSICS LIBRARY
Monday - Thursday

Friday

Saturday & Sunday

Holiday Hours will be announced later.

8:00 a.m. - 12:00 midnight

8:00 a.m.- 8:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m.

10:00 a.m. - 12:00 midnight

8:30 a.m.- 11:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m. -11.-00 p.m.

8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. and
7:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. and
7:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m. -12:00 midnight
8:30 a.m. -10:00 p.m.

12:00 noon - 12:00 midnight

8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. and

6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.

CLOSED

Court-ordered busing begins in Boston today
Compiled From Wires

BOSTON - Court-ordered
busing to integrate the oldest public
school system in America begins
today in Boston. City and school
officials have urged cooperation,
white parents plan a large-scale

boycott and police have canceled
all court appearances to put officers

on the street.

About 18,200 of the city's 94,000
public school pupils will be bused
for the first time as part of an in-

tegration plan ordered in June by
U.S. District Court Judge W.
Arthur Garrity. He said the School
Committee had "intentionally
segreaated schools at all levels"

and, in effect, ran a dual school

system for its 36,000 non-white

pupils.

Busing opposition has flourished

in the city's close-knit, white neigh-

borhoods, South Boston, Hyde
Park and Dorchester. Boycott

leaders predict 40 per cent of the

school system's pupils will stay out

today. School officials will not

predict the size of the anticipated

boycott.

"I'm going along with the

people," said Mary Binda, a South
Boston mother who said Wed-
nesday she would keep her three

school boys home. "What is a

mother supposed to do? Am I

Liberal candidates

win big in primary
BOSTON \AP] - The liberals

had a field day in the

Massachusetts primary elections

while voters expressed a very

definite anti-incumbency sen-

timent.

The electorate, in addition, may
have some difficulty distinguishing

between the Republican guber-

natorial nominee, incumbent
Francis W. Sargent, and the

Democratic nominee, former state

Rep. Michael S. Dukakis.

Both carry the liberal label and
both seem to stand shoulder to

shoulder on most issues.

Paul H. Guzzi, the state

representative who unseated State

Secretary John F. X. Davoren, is a

product of the reform movement
which also produced Charles Mark
Furcolo's primary challenge to

Democratic state Treasurer Robert

Q. Crane.

Furcolo lost. But the son of

former Gov. Foster Furcolo ran a

close race.

The time was ripe for the Guzzi-

Furcolo challenge to entrenched

incumbents in these traditionally

low-visibility offices.

Environmental

backlash hits Vt.
MONTPELIER, Vt. [UP/) - Signs

of an environmental backlash in

Vermont, the first state in the

country to adopt statewide controls

on land development, were readily

apparent in the results of Tuesday's

primary election.

The two leading legislative

sponsors of land use control lost

their bids for renomination, and a

candidate who has promised to fire

the state's most prominent en-

vironmentalist easily won the

Republican gubernatorial
nomination.

House Speaker Walter L.

Kennedy, an opponent of strong

statewide land use controls,

defeated two opponents for the

Republican nomination. He im-

mediately called on Gov. Thomas P.

Salmon, who won renomination

over token opposition, to fire the

state's environmental conservation

secretary, Martin L. Johnson.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page

Send for your up-to date,

176 page, mail order catalog

of 5500 topics. Enclose

$1.00 to cover postage (1-2

days delivery time).

519GLENROCK AVE.

SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024

Our materials are sold for

research purposes only

The media and other state of-

ficials had begun paying closer

attention to the operations run by
Davoren and Crane during recent

years, and both officials frequently

came under fire.

The margin of Dukakis' victory

over Atty. Gen. Robert H. Quinn in

the Democratic gubernatorial
contest was unexpected, although
Dukakis held the edge in the pre-

primary polls.

Quinn has been regarded as an
establishment Democrat, while
Dukakis has been known as a
maverick.

Sargent, who lashed out against

partisan Republican politics in his

primary campaign against
challenger Carroll P. Sheehan,
handily defeated this year's torch

bearer for the conservative wing of

the state GOP.
The upshot of the gubernatorial

primary is that voters will be casting

ballots for the same type of political

ideology in November, no matter
which man they choose.

Both men are oppose- to capital

punishment and both support gun
control.

And both, incidentally, say they

can avoid new state taxes next

vear.

supposed to tell my kids they can't

go across the street to school?"
Black community leaders said

they expect many black youngsters
to ride buses to predominantly
white schools today, but others

would stay home.
"The talk is bad," said Edward

King, manager of the city's Little

City Hall in South Boston when
asked of the possibility of violence.

As a result there are expected to

be many empty seats on the 240
buses the city has chartered to take

8,510 white and 9,725 non-white

students to 60 different schools.

Continuations have been
arranged for all court proceedings

at which police officers were
scheduled to appear today and
Friday, an unprecedented action in

Boston. In addition, police officials

said men will be brought in on
overtime to assist school in-

tegration activities.

Despite its Cradle of Liberty

nickname and liberal reputation,

anti-busing feeling runs strong in

Boston's Irish, Italian and other

ethnic neighborhoods. Sen. Ed-

ward M. Kennedy, long a local here,

was booed and splattered with a

tomato when he attempted to

explain his pro-busing stand at a

demonstration Monday.
School Supt. William Leary said

yesterday that everything possible

had been done in the time allowed

to prepare for integration.

"I know there will be problems,

ask the public for patience," said

Leary. "I request that parents in this

community cooperate to allow

students to walk into the schools."

Old Weird Harold's
New and Used Clothing

65 UNIVERSITY DR.
(Next to Bell's Pizza)

Back to School Special Continues

I

1 FREE USED FUNNEL SHIRT

with every purchase of $5.00 or more
(one per customer)
good to Sept. 21st
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PLUS

Slightly Irregular Arrow Shirts

only $4.00

Open 10:00— 9:00 daily

Monday thru Saturday

N.Y.S.E.

Mhn Prafilt

424

DOW JMES MEIACE
31 Mistrials

DOWN

3.45

StpM 1.1174

Pass the word .

.

The Greeks are back!

Fraternities and Sororities are on the move.

Find out why — attend the *.

Open Orientation Meeting

for all University Students interested in finding

out about Fraternity or Sorority Membership.

Thursday, Sept. 12

Rm. 113 Campus Center 7:30 p.m.

Welcome Back Students

See our exciting new

fall line of clothes.

'

i Summer items drastically reduced.

i

k ,

***

Lrt^Hfe 5

Emporium India

in the Carriage Shops, (Amherst, Mass.)
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Lovejoy's battle Cynicism not the right word
Mourn for Sam Lovejoy, Here is a man who committed an act of civil

disobedience in order to bring to light the threat of the Montague Nuclear
Power Plant and his platform to present his case has been destroyed.
Recently his motions for presentation of evidence regarding the safety of
nuclear power were thrown out.

Now Sam will probably be punished for his act. He will hopefully not be
quieted. The man has a case against nuclear power and it is a strong one.
He should now bring it to the people.

If anyone were to study the question he would find that the claims of the
state and Northest Utilities are a sham. There is no safety in the use of
Nuclear power.

For many years now Dr. Ernest Sternglass at the University of Pittsburgh
has been studying the effects of nuclear plants. He has concluded that
they kill people. The Atomic Energy Commission has said that Dr. Ster-

nglass is distorting his figures and overreacting without reasonable
foundation with his findings.

Yet, Dr. Sternglass was grilled about his results at Berkley and the
defense he offers makes sense to layman and scientist alike.

Drs. John Goffman and Arthur Tamplin were once employed by the
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). They said for many years that they
found no evidence to support the idea that any radiation from a nuclear
plant might kill people. But when they studied Dr. Sternglass' reports and
made some studies themselves they reversed their findings.

The National Cancer Institute has supported the findings of these
studies. Even the AEC has admitted that it is possible that any small
amount of radiation can cause damage to humans.
The studies point out a correlation between nuclear energy and infant

mortality, cancer, respiratory diseases and other harms. Dr. Sternglass has
found that the respiratory disease created by nuclear energy is even worse
than that created by conventional forms of energy.

Yes, Sam Lovejoy has a point to make. If he is silenced by the events of

his court trial someone else had better pick up his fight. It's about time that
the public interest was served. The state and Northeast Utilities aren't
going to do it. Sam Lovejoy is trying but he certainly could use a hand.

Don't say it doesn't concern you. It does. What happens at Montague
can be more ice on the snowball against nuclear power. Ralph Nader sees
a day when massive public outcry can bring about safe energy alternatives.

But if Montague succeeds than the fight can only take that much longer.

The fight is yours. It belongs to you, Montague, the Pioneer Valley,

Massachusetts and the Nation.

Paul Goslin is a Collegian Commentator

By JOHN WARREN
My generation, such as it is, has as its sole notable,

albeit notorious characteristic that of cynicism. The
current issue of Esquire magazine, in a section

devoted to "college kids" prefers the term "sensible
"

to that of cynical. "No more grasping for the infinite-

right kids?" It asks in mocking fashion. As far as us
kids go, though, it doesn 't really matter which word is

used [we're not much for words, anyway]; it amounts
to the same mind-deadening thing.

In 1788 the English poet William Blake wrote "the
desires and perceptions of man untaught by anything
but organis of sense, must be limited by organs of

sense." Btake wrote these lines in the context of an
argument asserting the primary importance in a man's
life of what he called the "Poetic or Prophetic
Character," that is, the wise man within that enables a
human being to be creative, transcendent of the

merely sensible and "natural." The wisdom that Blake
knew led to the vision of "the Infinite in all things," as

opposed to the purely sensible man who "sees
himself only." But Blake was what one at one time,

before we so prostituted the term, might be called a

wise man; and wisdom, real wisdom as opposed to

the plastic platitudes of the marketplace (i.e. the

Guru's knowledge, Grateful Dead lyrics, and acid-

prophet's sproutings) is the most alien and taboo of

topics for your average college student, since it can't
be eaten, driven, listened to on one's stereo, or
bought and consumed in any other way.

No, young people today are supposed to be
"sensible" - translated to mean exclusively concerned
with such absolutes as grades, getting into Med
School, marriage and such. And yet, paradoxically,

one is regularly treated to such spectacles as the
swollen ranks of Guru worshippers. And then there's

the reverent tones in which all that is supposed to be
"natural" is spoken. Can these apparently conflicting

images of "my generation" be reconciled?

Yes, unfortunately. What those who feel that the

purpose of human life is solely to be a well-adapted

animal, and those wno pledge allegiance to the latest

god-on-earth's salvation insurance plan and those

who live but to get all the material goodies that Med
School insures have in common is shared narrow-

mindedness, a closed view on what man is and what

human life means. Such reductionist attitudes toward

the meaning of human life are cynical indeed. We're

so sadly self-satisfied that we consciously recognize

no need for transcendence. Real, self-created

spirituality, concern with the questions basic to a life

that recognizes the mutual involvement of all men, is

as repressed in our collective mind as sex was to some
of those before us.

Simple prescriptions - "back to nature" (as op-
posed to creativity), "back to religion" (as opposed to
spirituality), "back to academics" (as opposed to
genuine scholarship) reveal in those who embrace
them a lack of sincere searching, of real concern with
human suffering, a lack of honesty, in fact. The
contradictions with which we live are appalling,
obscene. We young Americans often speak and judge
as if we were innocence personified. We buy our
records and swell the profits of intricately corrupt
record companies (as a recent C.B.S. Special
revealed) - and blithely assume that Nixon had the
market cornered on guilt. We aren't searchers, as
some were before us. We're consumers, not creators.

My generation might think itself "ffee", as indeed it

is in many superficial ways. But freedom in another
perhaps deeper sense is innocence-and innocence is

something that every individual has to create for
himself. It requires that special gift of wisdom. But my
sensible generation is obvious to such considerations.
Rather than "grasping for the infinite" we are out-
selves grasped by our own narrow vision.

John F. Warren is a Collegian Commentator

Letters to the editor
,.- * idjsin

Fighting Ford's decision
To the Editor

It is not a question of decency. It is not a question
ofhowmuch or how little the man has suffered. It is a
question of whether or not this system ofJustice can
rightly shut its eyes this time and continue to expect
respect and compliance from the rest of us. The
burning issue throughout the nightmare of Watergate
has been whether or not any individual, even the
President, is above the law. Has this suddenly been
forgotten? Has it now become unimportant? Ap-
parently so. President Ford has pardoned Richard
Nixon. Why? The answers have been given but the
question remains.

Ford has told us he does not believe Nixon could
now or in the foreseeable future, get a fair trial. That
may be the case, but it is not the point. The Con-
stitution gives the President the power to pardon a
convicted felon, but in this case the charges have yet
to be specified. To stop the legal machinery now and
claim it will not work is not only irresponsible, it is
dangerous. What gives any public servant the right or
the power to invalidate judicial process?

The President also says he believes that by par-
doning Nixon he is "closing the book" on the
Watergate problem and ending its divisive effects on

,
the country. What he doesn't say is that he is a/so
sitting on the truth about what Nixon did and who
helped him. I know he must testify and cannot take

the Fifth, but there are questions that will never be
asked if he is not on trial, and answers that will forever
elude us. Ford also said he hopes to insure domestic
tranquility by this move - in essence, he feels he has
done what is best for our people, our country. But
what can be better for our country than justice?

The decision to pardon Nixon must be strongly
challenged - not because it is unpopular, or un-
timely, nor because it is unwise - because it is unjust.
If Richard Nixon is not prosecuted, if the legal process
is not carried out, then there is no justice, there is only
privilege. If all men and women are not equal in the
eyes of the law, then this system of justice that we
hold up to the rest of the world and proclaim as the
fairest, is but a cruel lie.

Before being confirmed as the Vice-President, Ford
said the American people would not stand for a
whitewash. He was damn right. We will not accept
the pardon because it is just that. The only thing we
will accept is the only thing we ask for -justice. I urge
all those who share my anger at this betrayal to
pressure their elected representatives and senators to
challenge Ford's decision in any way they can. There
may be very little we can do to alter what has hap-
pened, but there is something we all can do to make a
difference - we can fight, we can refuse to be silent,
and we can hope that maybe this time, someone will
hear us.

Maureen Drouln

The weighted scales ofjustice
To the Editor

Kenneth Fonda's letter to the editor in the Sept. 10

Collegian was the most amazing letter I've ever read.

He is really sick. God may have us forgive one another
an grant Nixon afull pardon, but what about those
men who went to Canada to avoid the draft?

Shouldn 't we, as God I am sure has, forgive them and
grant them full pardons? Or is it that they weren't

important enough, so they cannot be forgiven.

These men made a very big decision about their

lives when they went to Canada. Chances were that

they would never be able to return. Fonda cannot tell

me that these men have not suffered. Perhaps their

anguish and mental suffering is far greater than

Nixon 's ever was. They left their homes and many left

families with the prospect of never returning to the
U.S.; without being a social outcast and spending
time in jail.

What gives Nixon the right to be completely par-
doned and not these men. Nixon screwed the people
of the U.S.; these men did not believe in the war in
Vietnam. So they avoided it and wrecked their lives.

However, most of these men were just ordinary
people and many want to persecute them. I say if

Nixon is absolved of everything, then these men have
a far greater right to be absolved of their so called
crime.

John Fitzgerald

Back from the real world
To the Editor.

Joyce Kosofsky must be going through the same identity crisis I've been
going through for most ofmy life too. It really is funny. The only reason I
came to UMieland was becausemy guidance counselor in high school told
me it would be a good idea to apply here. It was the only school to which I
was accepted. So, I majored in English [no teaching or journalism - just
English] because it was fun. I started to feel irresponsible and lost. "This
isn 't real", I thought; but I was having a lot of fun on my parents' money.
About a month into the first semester ofmy junior year I stopped going to
classes, and didn't feel responsible enough to withdraw until a few davs
before Christmas. What I did with those last two months is still a mystery
to me.

Then I decided that it was time to go out into the "real world" so I lived
with my parents and got a job in a restaurant for $1.60 an hour. I bought anew stereo. Life was good, but I didn't feel I had enough freedom to
pursue my college days' extra-curricular activities.
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so ' moved >"to my very own $60-a-month furnishedroom in the badpart of town.

It was there that I suddenly became responsible. By now I had worked
my way up to $1. 10 an hour. I found that there are men and women in
Pittsburgh who truly believe that women have nothing more to offer the
world than slave labor. I began to wish I had a "cute ass". My money ran
out, and I got sores on my mouth from a vitamin deficiency because I
couldn't afford to eat anything but the free hot dogs my employer gave
me. Finally I got up the $35 for the short 1 7-hour bus ride home.
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even ,eam in the *•* so I have comeback to UMieland with the intention of fighting [Yes fighting because I'm

in compemon with about 20,000 other studenfs for thessml ^ursllandeventually with 10,000 other qualified graduates in my chosen Zd for thesame jobs] for my degree and for whatever know/edge IcVn get , amresponsible for the cynicism I feel after OSCAR arbitrarily drops me fromthree courses that I need and paid for.

In her essay Ms. Kosofsky asks what she should be responsible for Fnrmy part, I strive to be responsible formy future and U7mysJf

Luclnda H. Bell

Dean Tucker

The year that ex-president Nixon ripped off the
election from George McGovern, 1972, there were
some 8,000 detainees in federal prisons for non-
violent or victimless crimes, ranging from violations of
the drug laws to crimes more ganster-oriented such as
"Escape, Flight or Harboring" a fugitive. No doubt a
similar number of people are still held in jails for crimes
commited against society in a non-violent but
nonetheless offensive nature.

It is unnecessary at this time to disclose that a
disproportionate number of prisoners are poor, and
black; there is no question any more than American
minority groups have suffered the short end of the
stick in terms of justice.,.even when such a thought as
"equal justice under the law for all" prevailed.

Reviving the thought that all men are equal under
the law at this point requires some very radical
thinking. First of all the eight thousand prisoners
being held for victimless non-violent crimes must be
given a full and absolute pardon for their
wrongdoings. They have suffered enough and will

continue to suffer after their pardon.

Richard Nixon will sit the remainder of his days in a

house paid for with funds of dubious origin

surrounded by a staff paid for with taxpayers money,
plus get a pension of $60,000 per year...which is

probably more money than many of the embezzlers,

forgers or counterfeiters got to spend of their efforts.

Not only has Nixon disgraced the United States in

the eyes of the world, he has struck deeply at the
modicum of patriotism left in Americans after the last

twenty years of collapse from within.

Secondly unlike the commoners who are im-

prisoned for violating the law, Richard Nixon will

never have to feel the door slam in his face as he
searches employment. He will be too busy writing his

memoirs to sell and add still further insult to the

Watergate injury by capitalizing on his crimes in an
autobiography.

Richard Nixon is a lucky man. If Gerald Ford had the
slightest sense of justice in him there would be no
double standard for Nixon and the draft evaders who
have been offered a crumb, conditional amnesty,
while Nixon continues to dine in regal splendor from a
table he robbed.

Perhaps a condition for Nixon's pardon would have
been for he and his marionette wife and insipid
children to live in a working class neighborhood of
poor blacks and whites. Maybe it would cross his

mind what a terrible state of psyche and morale the
country is in as we slouch on towards depression. One
day in line for food stamps, or a welfare line would
perhaps teach Richard Nixon that America is made up
of human beings not precincts, counties, states, and
regions Perhaps he would have to understand that
we are all in this together, and that the packaging and
marketing of a personality is not the real sense of
America, just his sick distorted and destructive
perception.

Where can we go from here to bring justice to those
who have committed a crime but not had the elitist

connection to be let off like the brat child of a in-

fluential man is in kindergarten? Every person who is

presently in jail for a non-violent crime should be
released today.. .not twenty dollars and a suit of

clothes, but with a job waiting for them wherever the
go. They should further be given a place to live, and
assistance in organizing their personal lives after

incarceration, including educational and medical
benefits similar to those given veterans.

They should also be given full voting and citizenship

rights free of harassment.. .the victims of intolerable

environments that turn to crime should not be
punished any more nor rewarded any less upon
release than politicians such as Richard Nixon who in

their saddening and maddening way create those
environments.

Dean Tucker is the Collegian's Executive Editor.
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The bouncing Booker
Though it is not the usual policy of this paper to

applaud the accomplishment ot students as they
pass through the University, once and while there is
an exception. It is inspiring to watch a person rise
through all the offices and channels of student
government and finally leave it all in pursuit of
greater achievement. That is why we are passing our
congratulations to David Booker, that well-trimmed
son of the bureaucracy, who none could help but
notice when dealing with the Student Senate over
the past few years.

David began his career in student service as a
senator. He then quickly rose to be Chairperson of
the Government Affairs Committee and the Com-
muter Assembly Executive Committee. Last year
Dave was Student Senate Speaker and, one might
add, he masterfully fit the role. His latest work has
beendoneasamemberof the Campus Center Board
of Governors, a post he is leaving due to a conflict of
interest with his new job.

Fortunately David will still be around the campus
as he embarks on his new paying job. We will even
be able to observe him often as he works. Dave
Booker will soon be beginning his career as a
bouncer in the Blue Wall.

The opinions expressed in this space are those of the
majority of the editors.

They all look alike
By CHILLY WILLIAMS

On August 22, 1974, the First National Bank on Triangle Street was
robbed by three men. The Amherst and UMass Police Departments were
notified by a silent alarm that a robbery was in progress and in turn caught
one of the burglars. The other two got away.
The description the police got from the bank teller was male, black, tall

with an afro. Now I ask you, what kind of description is that? Evidently the
police thought it was enough to go by, because for the next few hours the
Amherst and UMass Police stopped and questioned every brother in 20-20
vision range. Unfortunately I happened to be one of the many brothers the
idiots stopped, and brought down to the bank for the teller to identify. This
is not the first time an incident like this has happened to me. I am tired of
being stopped and questioned every time a brother commits a crime.
Maybe brothers do look alike to some white people (the bank teller knew
the difference), but I know for a fact that I don't look like Harry, Pete, or
Johnny.

A lot of people may not believe what I'm saying but when it happens to
you don't be alarmed or surprised. After all this country is only two
hundred years old. Hitler was only in power thirty years ago, the civil rights

movement and riots of the sixties are only a few years old... the plumbers
are now doing their time, and Richard "Mighty Mite" Nixon is pardoned.
1984 is approaching slowly, don't be alarmed or surprised... be ready to
deal with the man.

Chilly Williams is a guest commentator

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcome*

alt letters to the editor. They mutt be signed end
include the author's address end phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, doubte-spaead, «t

sixty spaces per Hoe, and no more then two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they
must Include a name and phone number for
reference purpoaes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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Notices

AIKIDO:
Meetings Weds and Fri 6:30 8:30

pm, Sun 1:30 3:30 pm, Boyden Gym,
Wrest, Rm.
COIN CLUB:
Meeting 901 C.C. today 9 12 74,

7:30 10:00 pm New members are
welcome. We must discuss important
business.

FIRST GENERAL MEETING:
Welcome back premeds. The

society will be holding its first

genera! meeting today in C.C 168 at 7

sharp. Dues for new members will be
collected. Please attend.

GAY DANCE:
The Student Homophile League

and Gay Womens' Caucus are

Children's book artists

in Leverett
Leverett Craftsmen and Artists,

Inc. will be the scene of an

exhibition, reception and
autographing party a week from

Saturday when it plays host to a

panel of five professional

illustrators in the field of children's

literature.

Illustrators Robert McClung, Eric

Carle, Aldren Watson, Bette J.

Davis and Julia Noonan will speak

out about their experiences as

artists and writers in the children's

book industry, in a discussion to be

moderated by Hatfield children's

writer Jane Yolen.

The panel presentation is being

offered by LCA in conjunction with

the Society of Children's Book
Writers and with the aid of the

Massachusetts Council on the Arts

and Humanities.

Beginning at noon that Saturday,

books illustrated by the five artists

will be on sale at the LCA
salesroom. At 7:30 p.m., when the

panel discussion will begin, LCA's
gallery will feature a special

exhibition of illustrator originals.

Two visual demonstrations of the

process by which a children's book
is put together will invite in-

vestigation into the limits and
possibilities of the medium, as well

as give testimony to the levels of

skill involved in an unusual and
imaginative profession.

The "Children's Book Illustrators

Speak Out" is the first event of the

LCA Lecture-Workshop Series, a

series of 6-8 lectures and
workshops to be presented by LCA
during the next ten months under a

$3,500 matching grant from the

Massachusetts Council on the Arts

and Humanities.

sponsoring a Gay Dance Friday at 9

pm in Farley Lodge. Please bring

refreshments and records.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS:
Meeting Thursday, today, at 7:30

pm in C.C. 811815. Subjects are:

staffing new office, organizing

speakers bureau, gay info line, gay

women's library and activities for

year. All interested women are in

vited.

LEGAL STUDIES MAJORS:
There will be a meeting for all legal

studies majors on Monday at 7 pm in

105 C.C. Please attend.

LUTHERAN STUDENTS:
The first meeting of UMass

Lutheran Students will be held in the

C.C. 803 today at 8 pm. Non
Lutherans are welcome. Fellowship

and planning for the coming year are

on the agenda.
NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:

will have its first trip to the hospital

on Thurs. 9 26. We now have an
office so feel free to drop in, 426 C,

SUB
OUTING CLUB:
Tonight the Outing Club will

conduct a workshop, which will be

geared to the beginner, on

Introductory Hiking Practices. It will

begin at 7:30 pm in the Colonial

Lounge of the S.U.B.

PRE VETS:
Join in the Pre Vet Club Tuesday,

17th, 163 164 C.C at 7:00 pm.
PROGRAM COUNCIL:

Social committee. Open meeting

tonite, 7:00 in 905 C.C. All interested

please attend.

SBA:
Attention SBA Juniors and Seniors.

The election for the Dean's un

dergraduate Advisory Council is

forthcoming. There are vacant
positions to be filled by Juniors and

one position to be filled by Senior

Management major. Inquire at your

dept. offices.

UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA:
If you missed Tues. night's

rehearsal, there's also one tonight in

Old Chapel Auditorium at 7:30. There

are vacancies for all string players.

VETERANS COALITION:
You are cordially invited to 434

S.U. at 7.00 pm Thursday for a get
together. We will be discussing our
tenants, prison and V.A. hospital
programs. Non vets welcome
LOST:
Black and white female cat. She

has long hair and green eyes. Lost
around North Amherst Please call
549 1479.

FOUND:
Money, you name location and

amount. Call Ron 546 8182

I
AMHERST CNINESI FOOD

I 62 Main St., Amhtat
{ T.I. 253-7835
ft IAF IN 01 TAKE-OUT

L.UNCH SPECIALS 99c A u

Now you can afford

a silent

business partner.

Amherst Cycle
1 Cook PI.

253-9460

( Behind Aubuchon's)

headquarters for

Northampton Bicycle
8 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-3810

bicycle sales

and service.

We're a franchised Raleigh dealer so you can be sure that

we'll always provide you with the finest service from the

time you first buy your Raleigh cycle for as long as you

keep it. You won t find a better cycle than one of the many
Raleigh models and you won't find a better place to buy one.

IIr hoy llovk'lt l».uk.ii<l IIP 70.

The s275 pocket
business calculator
that's versatile
enough to last your

p entire financial
i lifetime.

Meet \ our \ww silcui

ImisI ness partner at

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

We also carry the HP-80 Hewlett-Packard s

sophisticated financial pocket calculator at $395

$ CASH $
for your

USED BOOKS
Recycle your old textbooks and get some extra cash for — whatever!

We'll give you 50% of the new price for any hook currently being used this semester! Our wholesaler

will pay up to 30% for all other texts.

Now! at two convenient locations

THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX:
Mon., Tues. and Wed., Sept. 9 - 11

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

SOUTHWEST HAMPDEN COMMONS
Mon., Tues. and Wed., Sept. 9-11 10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Thurs., Sept. 12 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Bring them in now! While their value is highest.

notes & quotes
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Buttons on loan
Collected Buttons on loan from

Mrs Paul Judson, Sr., will be

displayed at the Jones Library of

Amherst during the month of

September. Mrs. Judson began her

collection with the contents of her

grandmother's button box and later

joined the Button Club of Albany,

New York.

This display contains ivory, glass,

china and lustered buttons

produced over several centuries in

many parts of the world.

The Jones Library's Department

of Special Collections is seeking a

1973 "Goldbug" for the library's

permanent file. Please contact the

Curator of Special Collections to

make such a donation.

On Saturday, at 6:00 P.M., The
Bookworm's Turn, a radio program

produced by the Jones Library in

cooperation with Radio Station

WFCR, will present Ms. Bonnie

Isman and Dr. Richard Mueller, in

the first of a two-part program,

discussing Cable Television.

Rock on Saturday

A free rock concert will be given
Saturday from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30
p.m. on the Amherst Commons.
The Magic Music Band will per-

form.

Roots and racism

Changing Racial Institutions, a

course to give a clear historical and
scientific analysis about the root

cause of racism in the United

States as a manifestation of class

contradictions and the realities

thereof, will be offered Tuesday 7-

10 p.m. at the Center for Racial

Understanding, Moore House,
Southwest Residential area.

Stud Jud tonight

The Student Judiciary will hold

its first general meeting tonight at

8:00 in room 162.

Students are need to work as

advocates, judges, arbitrators, and
on many other legal-related tasks.

Work must be done this year on
such issues as the revision of the

Southwest Endangerin Behavior

Act and the WMUA constitution

issue.

Chomo Uri?

"Chomo Uri", a collection of

women's creative expressions, is

accepting submissions on an on-

pramta
going basis with a November 1st

deadline for the second issue. (The
first issue is available at area
bookstores and women's centers).

Commentaries on the world
through a woman's perspective are
welcomed in the areas of graphics,
photographs, poetry, fiction, book
and film reviews, and essays.

For further information, call 545-

0883, or write Chomo Uri, Goodell
Hall, U.Mass.

Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at (he Mt. Farms Mall

MEET THE

AT THE HCJNQffY-LT

103 N. Pleasant St.

55 Univ. Drive

Fast & Courteous

Delivery

103 N. Pleasant St.

256-0473

256-0474

250-0475

55 Univ. Drive

256-9914

PIZZAS TOO!!

MILLER'S

BEER

BARRO'S

Portugese Rose

12 oz. Cans
24 oz. Bottle

OQ 1.79
YAGO

SANGRIA
TUBORG
BEER

23.5 oz. Bottle
12oz. NR

1.49 •o9 S,

four s.. s.n . sp.c/„i | Sanvito Italia

GIN
80 proof

WINES

8.19
4.19

Valpolica

Bardolino

Soave

50 oz.

Bottle

'? gal.

2.49

DEMYSTIFY THE UNIVERSITY

For Credit

Students are needed this semester to research various
aspects of the university including housing policies,

counseling, departments, university complicity with U.S.
foreign policy, the legal basis for a Student Union, etc.

Three Credits available this semester through:

Student Center for Educational Research

432 STUDENT UNION
for appointment call 5450341

PIELS
BEER

120Z.NR

3.99

Four Seasons Special

VODKA
80 proof

Case

8.19
4.19

'2 gal.

qt.

Wine Paradise Of The Valley
• —-—»•--"- -
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Poet, musisian Gil Scott—Heron here Friday
By VALERIE WILMER
Black News Service

Black poet, musician and
recording artist Gil Scott Heron will

Paid job

available

with children
North Village Children's Center

(N.V.C.C), J-16 North Village,

Amherst, has a part-time afternoon
paid position available to a UMass
graduate assistant.

Student-volunteers are also
being recruited as part-time help for

either mornings or afternoons,

several days a week. Credit can be
arranged for their work.

N.V.C.C. has two sessions: a

morning session from 8:30 to 12:30,

for children between the ages of

three and five, and an afternoon
session, from 2:00 to 4:30, for

children ages 2-3%. The fees are

$130 per semester for the a.m.

session, and $100 per semester for

the p.m. session.

Both sessions meet Monday
through Friday and follow the

UMass semester schedule. The
Center has openings for eight

children in the p.m. session.

Children of UMass students are

given top priority. Children of

UMass non- professional staff,

professional staff and faculty are

next given priority in that order.

Started in January, 1973,
N.V.C.C. began its fourth semester
on Monday, September 9. It was
originally a parent cooperative

working under the umbrella of the

University Day School.

When the budget of the Day
School was cut back in early 1974,

it was doubtful whether the Center
could continue.

In August, N.V.C.C. ceased
being a cooperative and became
funded through the office of Non-
Resident Student Affairs at the

University.

The Center offers a wide variety

of learning experiences, ranging
from art and music to field trips and
yoga. Mainly, it's a place where
children make friends, learn
from and about other children and
their environment, under the
guidance of a full-time professional

director teacher and qualified
assistants.

For more information, call Janice
Rewak at 545 2720.

perform in Bowker Auditorium here

this Friday night.

Born in Chicago and raised in

Tennessee, the poet, who records

on the Flying Dutchmen record

label, has lived in New Yok since he
was 13.

He has published a novel. The
Vulture, and has released several

LP albums, including "Pieces of

Man," and "Small Talk at 125th

and Lenox."

He and his conga combo have
been critically acclaimed by artists

like Richie Havens, Jose Feliciano,

Jimm Reed and the late Otis

Redding.

"Whatever he does is in un-

convention," said Jimmy Reed. "I

appreciate that. I appreciate things

that are unique unto themselves
because it takes heart to get out
and express yourself."

It was Heron's "The Revolution
Will Not be Televised" track on one
of his albums received heavy airplay

on underground rock FM stations

around the country, including WLIP
in New York.

"You will not be able to stay

home, brother," the monologue
cries, "You will not be able to plug

in, turn on and cop out, You will not

be able to lose yourself on scag and
skip out for beer during com-
mercials."

His poems have been printed by

Time magazine. Among those

printed was "Whitey on the Moon"
which contrasts line by line the

irony of life in the ghetto with the

ludicrous.

The performance at Bowker
Auditorium this Friday is sponsored

by New Africa House in the Central

Area, the Black Cultural Center.

6^M»TCMCBXBRITU SERIES

Make
your fall

semester
easy!

Rent a fantastic two-bedroom
apartment at Mount Sugarloaf.

• ON FREE UMASS BUS LINE!
• NO LEASE REQUIRED!
Be cool in the pool. Or in your air con-

ditioned apartment. And enjoy the

kind ofextras that definitely make
Mt. Sugarloafan "undormitory."
Wall to wall carpeting, modern kitch-

ens, frost-free refrigerators, self-clean-

ing ovens, dishwashers/ disposals,

laundry facilities, and a cable TV
antenna. Plus a 24-hour resident man-
ager and on-site maintenance crew to

help with any problems.

Rent: $220 (including utilities)

Give us a call at (413 )665-3856.

Directions: On Route 47.

MOUNT
SUGARLOAF

/^CRANES
Fashions for Men

GRAND OPBHIHG

Friday, September 13th

IKSWO'
NUVO
FLARE
JEANS

f

GRAND
OPENING .'

-r~

INDOOR
PLANTS &
SUPPLIES
CERAMICS
WEAVING
SUPPLIES

Books
°n

. Ms/

IS!

BEADS -YARNS

distributors/

Cum A
LeClerc

Tapestry Looms ..•26'- *20

Rya Yarn ... 15% off

Acryhc Knitting Yarn (402) ... 89'

Special on selected beads

Assorted small plants 39'

Pruning Shears *2rS& - M 59

Rubber Trees »3.99

6" Unglazed Hanging Planters ... *3.49

103 N. PLEASANT/AMHERST 256 8810

Levis

mesief charge

Longtime LEVI'S

favorites. Nuvo Flares

are ideal for any

action. LEVI'S great

fit and styling in

popular, comfortable

hopsack. Available in

great new colors, and

they're Sta-Prest*

so they never need

ironing, always

look neat.

si coo

LEVI'S

CHAMBRAY
SHIRT

00

CRANES
Fashions for Men

Mt. Farms Mall

VmST R SMS
Mon. — Sat. 10-9:30

$ OUTSTANDING PEHFCW&NCES
584 9375
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Pan-African Congress

subject of talk tonight

IS

Charlie Freddy
specialties on the

shows off one of his Northern Maine
Student Union steps yesterday.

By Black News Service

Dr. Walter Rodney, former
Associate Professor of History at

the University of Dar-es-Salaam,

Tanzania, will speak tonight on
"Pan-Africanism and the Sixth

Pan-African Congress."

Dr. Rodney was a participant in

this historic conference, which was
held this summer in Dar-es-Salaam

to bring together Black people from

all over the world to discuss and
implement Pan-African unity. This

was the first meeting since 1945

when the Fifth Pan-African
Congress was convened by Kwame
Nkrumah and George Padmore,
with Dr. W.E.B.DuBois serving as

honorary chairman.

The talk will be held at Fayer-

weather Hall, Room 204, Amherst
College, at 7:30 p.m. It is sponsored

by the Black Studies Department of

Amherst College in cooperation

with the Five College Black Studies

Executive Committee. There will be

New chairperson

for Asian Studies
The Asian Studies Program

announces the appointment of

Professor Ching-mao Cheng,
Associate Professor of Chinese, as

its new Chairman. He will succeed
the retiring chairman, Professor

William E. Naff, Associate
Professor of Japanese.

Cheng received his Ph.D. from
Princeton University and taught

Chinese language and literature at

the University of California at

Berkeley before coming to UMass
one year ago. He has done ex-

tensive research in both Chinese

and Japanese and is recognized as

one of the leading scholars in the

field of Sino-Japanese literary

relations. This fall Cheng will teach

third year Chinese, and in the spring

he will continue with third year

Chinese and begin a new course on
"Masterpieces of Classical Chinese

Poetry."

Under the chairmanship of Naff,

the Asian Studies Program has

grown to seven faculty members
(four in Chinese and three in

Japanese) and has developed a

substantial range of courses leading

to B.A. degrees in Chinese
(Mandarin), and three years of

Japanese, and two years of

classical Chinese as well as a variety

Community Chest

seeks $60,000
Fifteen organizations and social

service agencies meeting the varied

needs of Amherst residents of all

ages will benefit from the 1974

Amherst Community Chest
Campaign.
The month- long campaign will

open on October 1, with a $60,000

goal. Selection of the organizations

and agencies followed a series of

meetings among representatives of

the groups and members of the

Community Chest Budget Com-
mittee.

Relative to previous local Chest
campaigns, a greater variety of

organizations and agencies will

benefit from the 1974 campaign.
Mrs. Helen Field of 20 Hills Road,
president of the Amherst Com-
munity Association, indicated that

the budget committee held a series

of meetings with representatives of

22 organizations and agencies.

Fifteen groups were selected;

further budget committee meetings

determined the degree to which the

campaign could meet their financial

needs.

The theme for the campaign will

be a quotation from a poem by
Emily Dickinson, "Hope is the thing

mtf) feethers that perches in the

of courses on Chinese and
Japanese linguistics. In addition,

there is a growing list of English

language lecture courses on the

literatures (in translation) and
cultures of China and Japan. The
lecture courses are open to all

students since knowledge of an

oriental language is not necessary.

This fall a new lecture class will

be offered, Chinese 290A (238),

"Chinese Folk Religion." It will be a

survey of the eclectic beliefs,

practices, and institutions that are

intertwined with folklore, customs,

work, play, family, community, as

well as religious and ethical

thought. Prerequisite is junior

standing, or a semester of Chinese

history.

UMass

BLACK CULTURAL
CENTER

Presents

Gil

Scott-Heron

Bowker Auditorium

Friday 13, 1974

8 p.m.

1.50 Donation
Tickets on sale

New Africa House

BAKER-WINN
Jewelers

Large Selection of

Pierced Earrings

Fine Quality

31 South Pleasant St.

Moderate Prices

Amherst

/fosmic
\\oncepts

Boutique

fine

clothing

fine

accessories

Mt. Farms Mall
Hadley, Mass. 01035

an informal reception with refresh-

ments after the talk. The five

college community is invited to

attend.

Rodney was born in Guyana
where he completed his pre-

university schooling in 1960. In 1963
he was graduated with honors in

History from the University of the

West Indies, Jamaica, and then

went on to the School of Oriental

and African Studies at the

University of London, where he

earned his Ph.D. in 1966. His

doctoral dissertation: A HISTORY
OF THE UPPER GUINEA COAST:
1540-1800, was later published by

Oxford University Press and has

been acclaimed as the definitive

work on that region of West Africa.

CRANES
Fashions for Men

Friday. SthfrfAw ttfh

1

i

J

'Dele Ojo' to do his thing here this month
The Emperor Dele Ojo and His

Africana Internationals will launch

the 1974-75 University of

Massachusetts Arts Council Series

a week from Monday, at 8 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom. The
event will also be the first in a series

of Third World Cultural offerings

the Council is sponsoring this

season.

A truly authentic African group,

inaugurated in Ibadan, the capital

city of the western state of Nigeria,

the Emperor and the Internationals

will be presented in an evening of

cabaret and dance in their first New
England appearance.

Well known in England, where
they have completed two
resoundingly successful tours,

Emperor Dele Ojo and His Africana

Internationals also played an active

role in entertaining the troops

during the Nigerian Civil War. In

constant demand in the West
African countries, they have ap-

peared in concert in Dahomey,
Loma, the Republic of Togo and
French West Africa.

They wure among the featured

artists performing at the cultural

festival in Dakar in 1969. The
Emperor and his group first arrived

in the United States in August of

1972, performing for a select

audience at the State Department
in Washington. Since that time,

they have played to acclaiming

audiences in Virginia, North
Carolina, Tennessee, Chicago,
Dayton, Ohio and New York City.

For their visit to the Amherst
campus the Emperor Dele Ojo and
His Africana Internationals will

perform native cultural dances and
will play a lively variety of music for

dancing, including indigenious
African selections. Tickets for the
Cabaret- Dance may be obtained
from the UMass Arts Council Box
Office, 125 Herter Hall, Amherst,
01002 and are priced at $2 for

UMass students, $4 for the general
public.

*******************************

EMPEROR DELE OJO

Creature
from the Black Lagoon

plus

Cartoon Shorts

75 c

CCA Sat. 7 - 9 & 11

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

HISTORY 186:

LIZZIE BORDEN
is still open

Register in the

6th Floor Lounge

Herter Hall

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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*******************************

MOC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8:30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $.30 per line

Weekly — $.25 per line
Monthly — $.20 per line

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

We have recovered from last week's
deluxe. We have bureaus from $13.50.

sofas, desks, beds, chairs, lamps, old
radios and everything you've wanted but
were afraid to ask for. Paul's Old Time
Furniture behind Aubochon's in the allev.
25:1-3511.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

71 Honda 3«0(i ITlMi mi. Disc brake. Mint
cond. Sissy bar. $1125. Bryan 5-2151.

AUTO FOR
rl Charger. Had. tires. AM-FM. AC. PS,

PH. exc. cond., 56.000. ti-4565. $2500.

FOR SALE
Crown DIM power ampmier 100 watts -

RMS per channel. New. Call A.M. 584-0549

I960 Olds., exc. run cond. Kick 256-8)121.
$100. ^

72 Fiat. 124 Sport Coope. Best offer. Call
549-1399.

Land 1-5 acres in Wendell. $1,000 per
acre. Call Brian 665-4237.

Twin bed. ex. cond. Call Koxanne 549-

i:ti2.

For Sale. 5cu. ft. Delmonico frig. I'sed I

year., exc. shape. Call MMM $80.

Sony TC-160 cassette deck; Advent 101

Imlhv Call III—. PMS

1950 Plymouth Station Wagon. Stick - 6;
TR4 hardtop, low mi., ex. mechanical
cond.. Rambler $5«. Lambretta Scooter
$75: Bultaco Alpina. 323-7:127.

1970 Fiat 124 Spid. I new Michelin. Kxc.
condition. $1975 or b.o. After 5. 549-0947.

Stereo equipment — Complete AR line.

I Low. low prices. For info call 665-3203

Yashica xmm movie & mini-spy
cameras, used. $50 ea. H track home stereo

$25. Uriini seal & practice pad. $15. 253-

7211.

68 Peugeot; and Panasonic cassette tape
deck for auto. Fach goes to best offer. 546-

9970.

«.ilanr 10 speed (.rand Sport Deluxe. M 2

years old. $110. Call 516-6745.

Pioneer SA-7100 Amp., one yr. old. List

$2.50.. sell for »iwi Call i'ran. 549-O8I0.

I rblam trumpet, very good condition.

$160. Call Jerry. 253-9869.

Car Stuff — gas cans, approved, 5 gal.

used $5; 2 reconditioned Chev. 2K3 heads
$10; H7NXI5 lires. 2 studded snows. I

radial, used. I new polyglas. Call Rob 253-

7211.

Tag Sale — Sat.. Sept. 14 — 10 a.m.-T

p.m. St. Brigid s Pariah Clr . No. Prospect

St. entrance. Wide selection for beginner

households. Chairs, lamps, tableware.

Sahsul XMM Rec $350. dual 1214 TNT bl

$75 pr. crt S0A spies. $40. Complete sys $425.

Call Rick 256-8821 or 253-932*.

Panasonic AM-FM stereo cassette
system. 30 day factory warranty, excellent
condition. Call Alan 516-1702 Asking $i 50

worth $2*0.

Ref rig . older model, excellent cond. $35.

See at III Meadow si Amherst. Eves.

TFAC A4P90S stereo tape deck. 665-3027

For Sale — rugs, suitcase, skis. desk,
lamp, instamatic. 72" sheets. Ron. 254S-

n.

68 Volvo 144; Red. 4 dr.. 4 wh. discs, reel,
seats, $1300. Call Jerry 253-9221.

1973 Toyota Celica St. Full in-
strumentation Radial tires. 20.000 miles.
Kxc. cond. Asking $3,000 or best offer. Call
527-5015 evenings.

•|.; Bed v W (all 586-1026 after 5. $375.

'«:i Chev. runs Sum tel. 1-268-3660.

1966 Ponliac Tempest :t speed 20 MP(J
excellent condition. I.ynne 545-2X76 days.
253-3796 nights.

Ford Van 1970. 6 cylinder, recenl brake
and valve jobs $1200 25:1-3940 c\es.

Mustang. 1965. X ryl.. automatic, good
engine & power. $ Reasonable. Ra> 1-369-

1649.

Fiat x:>o k.i. ii 1970. Excellent
mechanical condition. 35 mpg. $750. 253-

7211.

Ply mouth Satellite. 6H. automatic, ps.

small x. excellent condition, low mileage.
$195 or best offer. Rob 253-7241.

Fiat 850 Coupe. 1969. Little rusty but M
mpg. Suiter running. $450. 253-7211

Ply Fun .65. I dr.. small x. automatic.
Dependable transportation. $250. 253-7241.

I'cugot io:t. 5X. for parts < olumbo
mm . i.i I- Will deliver. Call Hob 253-7241.

61 Cnrvuir convert. Excellent body ft

lop. Needs motor. Will deliver. 253-7241.

I9SK Camaro. 3 spd. 4 Krl. 327. 549-6373.

FOR RENT
Room in Dynamite House for rent. K

bdrm. house (99 K. Pleasant St.) Needs I

roommate M or F to complete house. '

mile from school & town. $57 per mo. Sam
519-3677.

Amherst—Brittany Manor — On free
I Mass bus line. No lease required.
Amazingly big 2 bedrooms with all the
comforts of home. Applianced kitchens,
wall to wall carpeting, master TV antenna,
heat and air cond.. motorcycle racks, 2

pools. 2 tennis courts, football, softball &
badminton lawns. 24 hr. resident mng &
maintenance. 2 bedrms from $230. (all 413-

256-X534.

Furnished Apts. I. 2. Vt rms. 9 mos.
lease — Sept. I - June I. Air-cond.. pool,

parking. Near shopping a td theaters.
Beasonable rents. Amherst Motel. Rt. 9.

opp. Zayre's.

Sunderland — Mt. Sugarloaf — On free
I'Mass bus line. No lease required. Be cool
in the pool or in your fantastic air con-
ditioned 2 bedrm. wall-wall carpeting, self

cleaning ovens, dishwashers, disposals,

laundry facilities. Master TV antenna. 24

hr. resident manager, maintenance crew.
Renting at $220 including utilities. Call us
113-665-3X56.

EMS North Fule ruthsac or rucksack. A
park with a built in frame and waist belt.

Brand new. lists for $55. yours for 145. Call

253-7458.

Super X movie camera. Yashica Electro
x Idg. autoexposure fades lapdissolve.

Csed once. All $165 — 1-593-9618.

Bureaus Eler. stove. (Gingerbread
clocks, buffet, oak bench, collectibles, etc.
Call Mike 1-773-8027. 6-9 p.m. All day Sat.

Moving! Stereo goes. Dual 1229 W.
AIM "XI.M $200. DYNACO SCA84K} $125.
Kl.ll H speakers $150. Pair all in excellent
shape Hand made speakers w Norelco
components. I tweeters. I Midrange. I

woofer in \RLST configuration. Will sac.
for cosl of speakers. $300. Pair must be
heard! TFCHNICS RS276CS Cassette deck
$225 Sam Mt 1677

Shaklee Products biodegradable.
Cleaners. Natural fond supplements. ( all

Susan 256-6203.

'67 Ford Econoiine Van. (Good cond., exc.
interior It tires. Contact Tucker 6-1 tm.

71 Fiat. 850 Spider. M.0M mi. Mkhrlins
plus 2 studded snow tires, radio, exc.
cond.. hut needs new muffin $1250 or
best. 584-IP4W. hide

67 BMW. radials. 4 dr.. auto, AM-FM.
needs engine rebuild. $400 53 Pontiac. 4

dr.. needs valve job. $100. Call 323-4821.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1968 Yamaha 250 Enduro. Runs very

well. Helmet and Hillclimb sprockets
included. $275. Call 519 1051

1972 Honda 450 CB lug rack, asy bar. top
shape. Many xtras. Call 549-0345.

Triumph Tiger 650 ((. mint cond. call
after 6 p.m 58K-I85L

Yamaha 350. 1968. First $395. 253-7241.

One room across from I Mass. $100; 12

mos. lease, kitchen facilities, shared bath,
quiet setting. Inquire Jim Collins. 67

Butterfield Terrace, 549-6886.

2 bedroom, carpeted, on I Mass bus
route. $205 includes all utilities, electric
heat, dishwasher, air conditioning. Call
665-2562 King Philip Apts.. Sunderland.

WANTED TO RENT
Couple would like I bedroom apt. or the

like or to share house with couple near
Amherst. Call Geoff. 546-4426.

ROOM WANTED
22 yr. old undergrad. quiet — into

studies. Wants room in house 5-15 miles
from campus. Willing to share housework,
cooking & rxpenses. Call Frank .".49-0050

eves.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman with furnished one bedroom apt.

needs roommate. Must be mature and
responsible. Call 549-4591.

Rm mate for Puffin. 3br. $82. Richard
549-3551

Help— F student looking to rent room or
shrr apt. in Amherst area. Call Karen 546-
ojjai

I - 2 per sharr. Bondsville House Wl 3rd.

15 mi.. $60+ ea. Mature. 'clean. 283-3408.

Female wanted to share a room in

Brandywine. $65-mo. Call Hicki at 549-6320

after 6:30 p.m.

HELP WANTED
( oiiipeleiit pianist with interest in

theatre lor dinner theatre work. Call 549-

2615.

Job offered. Mechanic wanted to run
student senate automotive workshop.
Apply SS office. 12(1 Student Cnion.

Wanted — Fxperienced waitresses.
Apply in person. Northfield Inn.

Need fiddler for Bluegrass Band. If

interested, call Tom 549-3717.

People interested in learning basic

newspaper page design and layout are
needed to help the COLLEGIAN editorial

staff. No credit or $ but a chance to learn

from professionals free. Contact Dean
Tucker 5-2550.

Part-time help wanted. Call 247-5421.

Volunteers to teach pottery, auto
mechanics, phtography. 2 or 3 hrs. wk. at

an urban alternative high school in

Holyoke. Student teaching credit avlble. I-

5:16-2160.

Need Spanish Tutor for advnee SP. 3 hrs.

wk. Will pay. Call 256-8821 evenings.

Kathy.

Responsible girl to do approx. 6 hrs. per
week of cleaning at $2.25 per hour. Call 549-

6569 near bus line.

Wanted people to deliver the NY. Times
on Campus. Call 546-7546.

Phi Mu Delta Fraternity needs 3 house
boys to work 2 meals a day cleaning kit-

chen. Pay is meals. Call 253-9034 or 545-

2163. Ask for Brian after 5 p.m.

SERVICES
Campus Clubs and Organizations: Do

miu want to publish high quality
newsletter, pamphlet, magazine or
booklet'."1 ? Let the Message Company help
you write. la>out, design and print it!!

Reasonable fees. Contact ,lerr> at 253-9869

for information.

Ill Fl

-

Audio repair 1 day service, work
guaranteed. \t Tech Hi \"\. (all 549-2610.

CAM REPAIR HASSLES? Bob ii back
to fix it right. No job too small, foreign or
iliimeslic. No big overhead. 253-7241.

LOST
Woman's wrist watch between WOPE

and (.Rt :i Sept Reward 545-2548.

Lost: Blue AM lour, suitcase. Reward
Janet 519-6989.

I usi ladies Bulova watch. Sentimental
value. Reward Linda 546-5:147.

FREE
Kittens Sire: Siamese Dam: AM Blue. 3

blue F. 2 black M. 7 wks. Free. 549-6190.

Anne.

Looking for home for H mo. male dog;

hoiischroken : mostly shepard. call 6-6623.

1973 Yamaha TX 500. ixon miles. New
condition tr.no includes $230 W indjammer
fearing, luggagr rack! Ia?ave name,
iiiiiiiIhi 515-2131 or 515-2158

1973 Honda (1.150, 7500 ml. Excellent
• ..minion runs fine Never dumped. Call
-.15-2129 — 9-4 wkday.

Mai lev Davidson 350 Sprint. 1973. Only
I
mm miles Specially adapted "Red Wing"

limit lurks Like new I need money for
sihiHil First $700 lakes it. Tom 519-1567.

WANTED
Wanted: Person to share rewarding

communal living situation with I adults & I

child. Own innm in attractive house.
Maple St area We don't want a boarder or
a sexist Must be willing to share
housework. cooking A. expenses
(reasonable' A lo work at openness. Call
739-1761 SPFI.D

Boh is back to buy your sick or decrepit

i ,ii \nv make, model, year. I'nload your
headache (or fast $$$$$$ 251-7241

1 cubic fl. refrigerator Jen. Ill IHI

Desk. Cheap but decent. Judy 665-3821

after 5. Keep trying.

Wanted, qualified student lo take FB
proficiency exam $$$$ Call Peter evenings
527-0550.

Soprano, alto or tenor saxophone. Boh.

516-5807.

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed daily from Holyoke to

t Mass for 9:oo class, (all evenings. 512-

5133. Will pav.

PERSONALS
To everyone who helped me to celebrate

my 20th. it was the best ever. Lots of Love,
Candy.

A dorm is a nice place to visit, a sorority

is a nice place to live. If interested in

boarding, call 549-6076.

Pure Entertainment — Creature From
the Black Lagoon. Bugs Bunny . Pink
Panther. Road Runner. CCA. Sat.. 7. 9 It

II. 75c.

F Roommate for Coop Hadley Use.. 5 mi.

fr. I'Mass. 3 firepl.. own room. Rent Sl to

inc. ht. Non-smokers. S84-3784 eves.

Jesus Christ Superstar Fri.. f-13. CCA 7.

S. II.

Honey dog. Thank you for the best year. I

love you.

Happy 21st. Barb! Love Ellie.

Karate: Black or brown belt lo work out

and rank white eager to learn 546-6726

Michelle

INSTRUCTION
Silkscreen Instr. Fully equipped studio

— ctr. of town. Possibility for cr. (all Tom
256-6203

Piano lessons, classical. Call Bavcka
Voconietiky at 323-4382 eves.

Banjo I essons $3.54 per lesson. Call Tom
549-3717 or leave message.

Guitar lessons full hour. $4.00. Ed Vadas
5X4-6279.

SERVICES
Leslie's Yarn A Canvas Shop \mherst

Carriage Shop, 549-4591. \crvlic knitting,

worsted 99r. t or. Reynold's Lopi $2 15 100

gr.

Mechanics Specials — «7 BMW. radials.

I dr. auto. AM & FM. needs engine rebuilt

$100. 53 Pontiac. I dr.. needs valve job

$100. (all 323-4X21

Horses boarded 10 min. from campus —
box stalls, trails, pastures. Ig field for

hunt course, (all 545-27X1 day or BMfM
evenings.

Afire, older cat. spay., fern. Lge. supply
food & litter provided. 549-3824).

ENTERTAINMENT
Creature From the Black lagoon plus

cartoon shorts. Sat. 7.9 & II. CCA. 75c.

Female Vocalist seeks musicians or

hand lo sing blues or soft rock. < B. Rait. (i.

Slick...) (all Jody 549-67X4.

CALCULATORS
Calculator Sale — College Calculators

offers lowest prices anywhere. All models
available. Texas Inst.. Hewall Packard.
1 nicom. All machines new and guar, with
2 mth replacement warranty. ..Before you
buy a calculator, call me. I can beat any
price any where. ..Look for my posters
around campus for details. Then call Bob
( row ell at 549-1316.

STUDENT DISCOUNT

It percent off already low prices at the
Wine Chariot Rt. 9. Hadley. We offer the
best in Italian cuisine wines, and service.
22 great meals under $5. See our full pg. ad
in this issue.

MISCELLANEOUS
10 Speed Schwin. $70. 584-IPM. Jude

Fujica 791 Li x 5S mm lens. 135 tele,

case, filters, all $125 or best offer. 584-IPW.

Jude.

Instruction • Piano lessons RliB
( ounlry . popular exp. performer - also

bass. 256-8160 call 6:30

Instruction - For nonscience majors
Relalivitv i physics 1161; World Beyond
Our Senses urn Contemporary
Problems ni9i : Science For Science
Fiction Readers (IM>; Concepts Of
Phvsics 1 121 1 : Physics For Elem Ed
Majors 1 1 .mi i. \ir Polution <l9tB> - I CR
mini course. See course listings or inquire
in Hashiouck I lo or call .545-2407.

Yoga courses beginners, intermediates.
Experienced teacher. Call 549-0842.

Photo Passports. Fast service A camera
repairs, ling's Photo. 253-3148.

Music Lessons in alt instruments and
voice will be offered this fall through the

Preparatory Division of the I'Mass Dept.

of Music If vim are interested in studying

with university artist teaching faculty or

their assistants, call 545-2013. 1 esson times

mav he arranged for your convenience

Registration deadline Sept. 13.

Model Making. For anyone interested in

model making, there is an opportunity to
work on a scale model of the I'Mass
campus during this school semester.
Credit to be arranged. Contact Prof
Mosher in Wilder Hall 545-0147.

"Poker Club" — established poker club
needs new members. Meets wklv (all
Dave 549-C784.
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Continuing Ed

gets $1,000

for women
A $1000 grant has been awarded

to the Division of Continuing

Education at the University of

Massachusetts Amherst through

the Clairol Loving Care Scholarship

Program, part of a $50,000

nationwide fund designed to en-

courage women over 35 to con-

tinue undergraduate degree

programs previously interrupted by

other responsibilities.

Recipients will be chosen by the

Division of Continuing Education

on the basis of need and merit.

Women must be 35 or older and

enrolled in either a full or part-time

degree program through the

Division. Applicant's general

financial position will be taken into

consideration.

Applications are due by Sept. 20,
and may be obtained from the
Division of Continuing Education,
545-0905, 205 Hills North, UMass,
Amherst.

Continuing Education was
selected on the basis of significant

undergraduate programs
specifically designed for women
who face special counseling,

scheduling, and financial problems.

MBBT THE

AT Tfl£MJN0ffY-ir

103 N. Pleasant St.

55 Univ. Drive

Fast & Courteous

Delivery

103 N. Pleasant St.

256-0473

256-0474

256-0475

55 Univ. Drive

260-0014

PIZZAS

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By Stella Wilder

VIHGO (Aug 23 Sept 71 Business
arrangements can be made well ahead of

time. Keep to your own method of

operation at this time; another's can wait

its turn (Sept 8 Sept 22) Stick to a

schedule that has proven feasible in the

past To try new ways and means at this

time could mean to introduce a definite

sour note.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 7) Keep ap
pointments even though vou may have to

put yourself out considerably to do so.

There is no point turning another against

vou (Oct 8 Oct 22) Concentrate on
those activities which require you to use

your mental capacities to the utmost
Don't be persuaded into taking the easy

way out.

SCORPIO <0ct. 23 Nov. 7) - If your
are wise, vou will meet whatever events

occur when they occur. To put off your

responsibilities is to forfeit success. (Nov.

8 Nov 21) Although problems on the

home front may not have financial gain as

an incentive to their solution, they must
not be neglected Tackle them at oncel

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 7) -

This is not the "take it easy" week you
may have expected. Do what you can to

adjust to situations and circumstances that

arise. (Dec 8 Dec. 21) - Make no
mistakes as to what issues are involved in

your success this week. There is very little

margin for error built into present events.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 5) -
Conserve your energies. Make an effort to

remain calm, to swim easily and laxity with
the prevailing current. Fight against

nothing. (Jan. 6-Jan. 19) — Although you
have imagination and creativity, you would
do well to keep both under absolute

control this week. Remain calm.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 3) -
Problems of employment may make it

difficult for vou to meet another's demand
this week Do what you can and then don't
worry' (Feb. 4-Feb. 181 - You would do
well to hold your enthusiasms in check all

through the week. Approach your work

.iffirmatively, but don't go overboard with

eagerness
PISCES (Feb 19 March 5) If vou

would undertake a conciliatory course of

.iction, make sure that those with whom
relations are strained and are ready and

willing (March 6 March 20) You could

make an orror of identification early in the

w*ek that would cause vou regrets for

nrMny weeks to come.

ARIES (March 21 April 4) The future

success or failure of this week's activities

depends upon your willingness to adapt to

present circumstances Bend with the

wind (April 5 April 19) Personal

( ontacts will not be as helpful this week as

you had hoped. Trust, instead, to your

ability to help yourself progress.

TAURUS (April 20-May 5) - You
should be able to get a clear picture of your
immediate future this week. Take care not

to underestimate vour ability to adapt to

ills (May 6 May 20) - 'A business

association may cause you considerable

trouble this week Don't be alarmed if you
are unable to change things to suit

yourself

GEMINI (May 21 June 6) Make
decisions wisely, but don't expect
everything vou decide on to turn out your

way Develop old plans into new methods
of operation (June 7-June 20) - Make all

plans in accordance with what you know
from past experience you are capable of

CANCER. (June 21 July 7) - A new
professional project could prove more than
you expected where hours and labor are

concerned. Find relief through the at-

tainment of new knowledge. (July 8 July

22) Depend upon your own knowledge
and your own ability to act. If you depend
upon others, you may be in for genuine
disappointment.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 7) - Keep financial

issues from boiling over at this time. You
would do well to ask for professional help

early in the week.

Crossword Puzzler

ACROSS

1 Unit of
Siam«$ecur-

4 Roadside
ftotel

9 t|as»
12 Deface
13 Turkish

decree
14 Macaw
15 Oally
17 Merited
19 Entreaties
2i Cdibie seed •

22 Century plant'
24 Period of time
26 Walk
29 la borne
31 Network
33 Organ of hear-

ing
34 District At-

torney labor )

35 Afternoon par-
ty

37 Algonquian In-

dian
39 Symbol for

tellurium
40 Tierra del

Fuogarvlndian
42 Period Of time
44 Challenges
46 Float
48 AMay
SO Lafrs

51. D i#tent

53 Pieces^ bafc-

,ed>eiay
55 Warming

devir-e -

58 Cerwnaay
6> SiHwonfc

substance
3 Three-legged

stand
4 Distance

• measure
3 Mountain
nymph

6 Symbol (or

. telfuuum
7 Dutch town
8 Jump
.9 Woolly
10 Native metal
1

1

Small lump
16 Group of ships
(8 Things, in law
20 Carpenter s

tool

22 Enthusiasm
23 Climbing plant
25 Affirmative

27 Dined
28 Newspapers,

collectively

30 Ocean

Answer ip Yesterday a Pwale

Lioosa nmnr?
ran nraa coke

L"s araa ana rcs

anraa aas sra
DTDDQ ilEi^OLT]

ESnUlflHEHH SHE
rvjiin nran§£ raaa
anna MRarc mria

K
32 Evil

36 Time gone by
38 Military student
41 Event
43 Newt
45 Condensation
47 Make lace
49 Initial

52 Tear

54 Falsehoods
55 Cut
56 Period of time
57 Fish eggs
59 Swiss river

60 Measure of
weight (pi.

abbr.)

63 Preposition

62 Lofjp
64 Oufen

. inea
•Jfa-

65 Armed conflict

66 Depression*
67 Bitter vetch

DOWN;

1 Danish land
divisions

2 Thick, black

o-mfus
h>i#

\f '%•»•<

WISE.YER RIGHT,

17^^™

[UrV

£lF ? tJ
fj5^5 THREE (PWr

CHARGE IS gjDC /^lUJQAJ

BOCfCS^l/C-COUtD ISIIP
lj0U ATUEMVfiW

g riPA

CAlLITEViNi
ftRkom

Ld

11**]

450 aoiMfe 5««TEH » t»
1*1. itfTttrfC. WrlfrT CD You
THIUf. OF it ?

•Mo. JaC. dt*jt <foJ

/SM f ft &**TEH
WOrJT tfr*f WB
MWsxwe Vkw

Tfe.^YESltxWr

rtfOvwDtSt "v©jMEU\

Wi- HIM

ftTorH- . in* of- -mis isflbvatFU

<Jtn tbtn iajr-w—
Z^s

PI \M I S

UJHATMNP0T
A TYPIST
AK6V0U*

<foV DlWfr TYPE (sTHAT

I WROTE AT ALLS WUVE
RUINED ME! I GOT A
FAILIN6 6RAPE/.'/

THATU1AS
SUPPOSED
VterW
TOMPWW

THI WIZAatO OF ID

['Aft n PttftMLVAN

\1

»-l-OoK AT TWPiR
HAN&&....CAH yt?u
TfeLU- Ttf&M ArUffT f

V

AM z # V^^/.

We invited a few friends for dinner
and theyhelped clean up the Genesee River.

With the aid of a few thousand pounds of microorga-

nisms, we're helping to solve the water pollution problem in

Rochester. Maybe the solution can help others.

What we did was to combine two processes in a way
that gives us one of the most efficient water-purifying sys-

tems private industry has ever developed.

One process is called "activated sludge," developed

by man to accelerate nature's microorganism adsorption.

What this means is that for the majority of wastes man can

produce, there is an organism waiting somewhere that will

happily assimilate it. And thrive on it.

The breakthrough came when Kodak scientists found

a way to combine the activated sludge process with a trickling

filter process and optimized the combination.

We tested our system in a pilot plant for five years.

Kodak

( At Kodak, we were working on environmental improvement
long before it made headlines. ) And the pilot project worked
so well, we built a ten-million-dollar plant that can purify

36-million gallons of water a day.

Governor Rockefeller called this "the biggest volun-

tary project undertaken by private industry in support of

New York State's pure-water program."
Why did we do it? Partly because we're in business to

make a profit—and clean water is vital to our business. But in

furthering our own needs, we have helped further society's.

And our business depends on society.

We hope our efforts to cope with water pollution will

inspire others to do the same. And, we'd be happy to share

our water-purifying information with them. We all need clean

water. So we all have to work together.

• II

More than a business.

• * »»••»•«» I • • »••••>!• %%%'%*>> I I I I • » I i t t i < • • I < i
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Lee raps Johnson,

'double standard'
MANCHESTER, N.H. [API - Boston Red Sox pitcher Bill Lee has

accused manager Darrell Johnson of "dumb managing" and said Johnson

treats his pitchers unfairly.

He said Johnson "doesn't like me" and that he expects to be traded

after this season.

Lee's remarks before the Manchester Exchange Club were quoted in the

Manchester Union Leader Wednesday.
He called Johnson's treatment of Luis Tiant a "double standard." and

said Tiant did not have to run with the other pitchers. He said Johnson

"told me something about Tiant being around for a long time and knowing

what to do."

Johnson had no comment on the remarks. A Red Sox spokesman said

they were "typical" of a pitcher's comments during a slump.

"If you look at Tiant's record, you will see that Johnson has handled him

properly," the spokesman said.

Lee had several specific criticisms of Johnson's work as manager. He
said Rick Wise's arm problems were caused when Johnson had him pitch

nine innings in a "blizzard."

Johnson "gave up" on Tommy Harper early in the season, and used

poor judgement in not having Juan Beniquez bunt with runners at first and

second and no outs in a recent Minnesota Twins game, Lee said.

The Union Leader quoted Lee as saying "But don't get me wrong.

Johnson's a winning coach, but I think it may take time."

Lee said he thought the Red Sox could finish first, but that Cleveland is

"the team we'll have to beat."

"We're still battling, but we just can't win every day," Lee said.

Women stickers set
By MARY L BROWN

The UMass field hockey team, coached by Ms. Carol Albert, will begin
its new season Saturday, Sept. 28 when they will host twelve area colleges
at the North P.E. building. The girls will play ten regular season games
including matches against some of the best competition in New England.

Last year the squad lost only one game and this season, they hope to do

even better. Miss Albert is pleased with the tryouts stating, "The team

looks good and strong." Although the final team remains to be chosen,

thirteen representatives from the UMass squad attended a field hockey

weekend in Maine recently where against some of the strongest teams in

the northeast they finished 4-2. The final squad of thirty girls will be

selected by the end of next week.
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Heavy fog postponed the second race in America's Cup series yesterday.
Crewmembers are working aboard the deck of American 12-meter yacht
"Courageous/' which defeated Australian challenger/ "Southern Cross," 9-10 in

the first of the best of seven series. < ____

WMUA
The UMass Minutemen open

their 1974-75 season against the

Wildcats of Villanova. For all

the excitement of live NCAA
football, listen to Russ Small

and Larry Conroy on the voice

of the Minutemen, WMUA 91.1

F.M. Game time from Willanova

Stadium is 1:30.

Notices
SWIMMING

The mens varsity swim team
invites all those interested in

competitive swimming or diving to

come to Boyden Pool Monday -

Friday or call Boyden, 549-4402 or

Joe 546-5021. The men's varsity

swim team is looking for two
female managers. Are You In-

terested? If so come to Boyden
Pool Monday - Friday at 4:30 or call

Joe 546-5021.

TENNIS
Tennis meeting on Monday 9-16

at 5:30 for all people interested in

trying out for the varsity team. The
meeting will be held in room 251

Boyden.

Wr in- in solidarity with the people of

( hilc in their fight against the racist
.1 until and their struggle for freedom aid
justic ••

The struggle continues!

Dickinson Dorm
1 iln-i.it urn t in mini

National Hang

Glider meeting

this weekend
All hang-glider pilots are

welcome to attend the fly-in and

competition at the National fly-in

and hang-glider competition to be

held this Saturday and Sunday,

September 14 and 15, at Magic

Mountain Ski Area, Londonderry,

Vermont. The two-day event is

being sponsored jointly by the New
England Hang Gliding Association

and the Windward Kite and Glider

Club of New England.

Competition events will include

spot landing, duration, and "over

the-line" (speed). Trophies and

ribbons will be awarded. The
mountain is a great one to fly just

for the fun. Flights will be made
from the top (1600 ft.), and the

midstation, and a slope will be set

aside for beginners. The mountain

faces NNW.

To reach Magic Mountain, take

Route 91 to 103, then turn left onto

Route 11. Magic Mountain is in

Londonderry, Vermont.

There are numerous hotels at the

foot of the mountain, and camping

will be permitted at the site.

Saturday's schedule will consist

of registration and flying from 8:00-

10:00, and competition events and

fun flying from 10:00 until dusk.

Sunday's schedule will consist of

competition flying from 8:00-12:00

and demonstration flying from

12:00 dusk. Further information

about the competition can be

obtained from Tom Milkie (617-772-

3561) or Walt Niemi (617-345-7337).

Notice
WRESTLERS -There will be a

meeting for all wrestling can-

didates, Thursday, September 12 at

4:00 p.m. in the wrestling room at

Boyden gym.

A hang glider pilot glides through the air after

launching from the top fo a ski slope in Rhode Island. It

takes a skilled pilot to maneuver a glider through the

turbulent winds close to the trees.

Student

Senate

Communications

Wants You!

Are'you interested in working with others in sup-

plying students with proper public relations, in a

capacity as acting student ombodsman or possibly

writing a column in the Collegian on Senate
Operations.

If so join us on Thursday, September 12 at 6:00 p.m.
in the Student Senate Office or phone Ed Colby at 545-

0341.

i

WMUA
STATION MEETING
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12th

8 p.m. 105 C.C.

All old members and any new people

interested in radio should attend.

I

:!

Muhammad AH poses for photographers prior to his
departure for Zaire, where he will fight George
Foreman. AM says he is "going back home" to whip
Foreman who is rumored out of shape.

Foreman
rumored
overweight

LONDON \UPI] - A British

sportswriter said Wednesday
that World Heavyweight
Champion George Foreman,

who defends his title against

Muhammad Ali in just two

weeks in Zaire, is so overweight

that even his aides are em-

barrassed.

Barry Newcombe of the

London Evening Standard,

reporting from Foreman's
stopover news conference in

Paris, said the champion
"shuffled and wriggled and

weaved and dived — but could

not hide the fleshy fact that two
weeks before his mighty
showdown with Muhammad
Ali, he is alarmingly over-

weight."

"Embarrassed George, his

huge stomach straining against

the blue denim of his em-

broidered boiler-suit, brought

equally embarrassed stares to

the eyes of some of his camp
followers," Newcombe said.

Newcombe quoted a

Foreman aide as saying, "that

bread basket is too big. It

wasn't so bad when he stood

up because he's a big guy, but

when he sat down it was ap-

palling. His dog looks in better

shape."

Ben Caswell

Lighting Lou

Ex-Cards

investigated

by Kuhn
ST. LOUIS [UP/] - A

representative of baseball com-
missioner Bowie Kuhn Wednesday
investigated court records showing

that a former boxing promoter, who
pleaded guilty to income tax

evasion, lent more than $155,000 to

three former St. Louis Cardinals

players and the team's announcer.

Henry Fitzgibbon of Kuhn's

office arrived Tuesday, one day

after Eddie Yawitz, who managed
boxer Virgil Akins when he won the

welterweight championship in

1958, pleaded guilty to the charge.

Records show Yawitz loaned the

money to Dal Maxvill, Joe Hoerner

and Larry Jaster and announcer

Jack Buck. The records is U. S.

District Court also showed Yawitz

invested $30,000 in a firm known as

Jack Buck Enterprises, Inc., and

bought stock in the names of Buck

and Jaster.

Buck and the former Cardinals

have declined to comment on the

matter. Hoerner, who pitches for

the Kansas City Royals, is the only

one of three still active in the major

leagues.

Yawitz pleaded guilty to the

charge of income tax evasion that

came on evidence developed by the

organized crime strike force. He will

be sentenced Sept. 20 by U. S.

District Judge John K. Reagan and

faces a maximum penalty of 13

years in prison and fines of $25,000.

He now operates a drug store.

SMU prays

for stricken

Frosh player
DALLAS WPI\ - Swaine

Staten, a Southern Methodist

University Freshman football

player, was unconscious and
listed in critical condition
Wednesday with
Meningocioccal Meningitis and
doctors immediately took
precautions to prevent the rest

of the team from infection.

Team physician Cash Bird-

well said he did not believe

anyone had contracted the

disease from Staten.

"Dwaine is an extremely fine

young man," said SMU head
coach Dave Smith, whose
squad opens the season
Saturday night against North
Texas State. "It's a difficult

time for us all now.

Schubert

survives

Pats' cut
FOXBORO, Mass. \UPI\ - The

New England Patriots Wednesday
waived 15 players, including

defensive veterans Ron Acks, Rick

Cash and George Noey, and placed

10 players on the injured reserve list

in bringing the roster to the 47-

player limit.

Other veterans released included

linebackers Edgar Chandler and Bill

Peterson, running back Wayne
Patrick, defensive end Nate Dorsey,

former NFL punting champ David

Lewis, Guard Willie Banks and
recently purchased tight end Craig

Cotton.

First-year players waived were
running back Skip Lyman,
defensive tackle Phil Engle,

defensive end Ron Fernandes, tight

end Ed McCartney and linebacker

Larry Cameron.

Lou Brock steals for a living. In 1967 he stole the World Series from the
Boston Red Sox. In 1968 he tried to steal the World Series from the Detroit
Tigers but failed and the Tigers ended up stealing the series from the
Cardinals, winning the last three games after being down 3-1. In both
series Brock stole seven bases, breaking the previous series record. Two
nights ago he stole the thing that he had been trying to steal for quite
awhile, that being the all-time season record which was held by former Los
Angeles Dodger Maury Wills.

When Lou stole his 104 and 105th bases of the season against the
Phillies the other night he also moved into the fourth all time position for
stolen bases, one up on old-time Pittsburgh Pirate Max Carey. He now is

the all time leader of the National League in the base-swiping department.
At the ripe old age of 35 Brock appears to be in his prime. At a time

when most other major league players are contemplating retirement or
becoming designated pinch hitters, he is batting a a brisk .314 pace and is

21 games ahead of Wills' stealing schedule of 1 962.

Brock sees stealing as an art and as a discipline. He studies his opposing
pitchers before every game to check their motion. He tooks for
distinguishing movements that might give away where the pitcher is going
with the ball. What most teams have found is that the best way to stop Lou
from stealing is not letting him get on in the first place. Because once he
reaches first base Brock gives everyone fits. This season when he has
reached base even in Cardinal away games, the fans immediately start
chanting a mixture of, "Lou, Lou, Lou," and "go, go, go," which in itself is

distracting enough to the opposing team. Lou by this time is usually
teasing the pitcher with a five step lead that he has almost no trouble of
recovering from if the hurler should fall prey to his wishes and try to pick
him off. Four times this year Brock has stolen on the first pitch he has ever
seen a certain pitcher throw in a game.. Also four times has he stolen on
consecutive pitches. When Brock gets the jump it is safe to say that he will

get the base. He has made 5 out of every 6 attempts successfully this
season. At his age he would really be killing his legs if it were not for short,
quick, straight on slide that he uses. He goes into the base and is up from
the slide in a matter of a split second.

Ted Sizemore, whom Brock calls his partner in crime, is the man who
bats behind Lou. Sizemore is often ducking away from pitches that go
astray because of Lou's antics on the base paths. Lou has told Ted before
that he wishes Sizemore would not swing for some of the pitches that he
does just because Lou is going on that pitch. Together they have pulled off

more heists than Bonnie and Clyde.

Brock says that he will keep on running until he is not happy with his

performance any more. When one reporter once asked Lou earlier in the
season for a general feeling on the game today, Lou answered that, "I hate
first base." When someone else asked the logical, "why?", Lou answered,
"that is obvious sir, because you can't steal it."

JESUS CHRIST,

SUPERSTAR

Friday, Sept. 13,

CCA. 7, 9. 11 p.
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UPI Photo

Lou Brock admires sign signifying his new stolen

base record. Brock stole his 105th base of the season in

St. Louis 9 10. See Ben Caswell's column on inside.

In the AL East

1. New York 76-66*
2. Baltimore 75-67*
3. Boston 74-68*

Birds win 3-2, in 17
BALTIMORE \UPI] — Boog Powell singled across Paul Blair with the

winning run with one out in the bottom of the 17th inning off reliever Cecil

Upshaw to propel the Baltimore Orioles to within one game of the

American League East lead in a 3-2 marathon victory in the first game of a

Wednesday twi- night doubleheader.

Powell, who was batting for designated hitter Curt Motton, lined a hit to

left center field after Upshaw, 1-6, had issued one out walks to Blair and

Bob Grich. Grant Jackson, 2-4, gained the triumph in relief of Bob

Reynolds with 2 1-3 innings of shutout ball.

Orioles' starter Ross Grimsley pitched 14 innings before giving way to

Reynolds. Yankees' starting pitcher Rudy May worked 9 1-3 innings with

Sparky Lyle coming on for 6 2-3 superb innings of two-hit relief prior to

Upshaw's appearance to open the 17th.

It was the longest game of the season for both clubs and it was the

fourth straight extra-inning contest for Baltimore and third for New York.

New York grabbed a 2-0 lead in the second inning. Alex Johnson

smacked a lead off double to right field, advanced to third on Thurman

Munson's ground ball to the pitcher and scored on Graig Nettles' sacrifice

fry. Consecutive singles by Chris Chambliss, hitting safely in his ninth

straight game, Sandy Alomar and Jim Mason scored the second run.

Etchebarren, a .197 hitter, clouted a one-out solo homer in the fifth

inning to tie the game 2-2. The homer was Etchebarren's first of the seasei i

and 11th RBI in 52 games.

The Orioles loaded the bases on May in the seventh inning with no outs

on a Cabell single, a walk to Etchebarren and a bunt single by Mark

Belanger. Blair, the next batter, grounded to third baseman Nettles, who

collided with Cabell, running from third to home, and a double play was

ruled when Cabell was called for interference. Baltimore manager Earl

Weaver was ejected by first base umpire Ron Luciano for arguing with

place umpire Art Franz.

The Orioles threatened in the 10th when they loaded the bases with one

out but Lyle got Earl Williams to pop up and Don Baylor to fly out and end

the inning.

The game, which started at 5:30 p.m., lasted four hours and 12 minutes.

The Orioles waived their normal midnight curfew for the second game so

the teams can play until the 1 a.m. American League curfew.

Inside Sports
Ben Caswell on Lou Brock

Foreman overweight

Pats don't cut Schubert

Ex-cards investigated

Field hockey preview

Perry tops Sox, 3-1
CLEVELAND [UP/] - Gaylord

Perry tossed a five- hitter in picking

up his 19th victory of the season

and 10th straight career victory

over Boston Wednesday night to

pace the Cleveland Indians to their

fourth straight victory in a 3-1

decision over the slumping Red
Sox.

Perry, who had a 3-9 mark after

winning 15 straight games, struck

out four, walked four and lost his

shutout in the fourth when Carl

Yastrzemski walked and scored on

Rico Petrocelli's double.

Ed Crosby, subbing at third for

Buddy Bell, singled, took second on
Frank Duffy's sacrifice and snapped
a 1-1 tie by scoring on George
Hendrick's two-out double in the

fifth. Crosby also doubled home
Tom McCraw from second with an

insurance run in the sixth.

The Indians grabbed a 1-0 lead in

the first against Dick Drago. John
Lowenstein led off with a single,

stole second and scored on Charlie

Spikes' two-out, broken bat single

to left.

Perry, who is now 12-1 against

Boston, suffered his only loss to the

Red Sox on August 9, 1972 when
he dropped a 5-2 decision to Sonny
Siebert.

The Red Sox, who led the

Grid Club

Eastern Division by seven games on

August 23, have now lost three

straight, 11 of their last 13 and 14 of

their last 18 games.

Luncheon

held
By Rich Sevieri

"If we lose this year, we'll lose

them my way," said head football

coach, Dick Mac Pherson, at the

innaugral Gridiron Club luncheon at

Newman Center yesterday.

"The questioning of the coaches

caused us to be 6-5 last year,"

continued MacPherson.'This year

the team has listened, and done
what we have asked of them"

Sharing the head table with

MacPherson were co-captains Ed

Mc Aleny and Dennis Kiernan,

along with assistant coach, Bob
Harris. Harris just returned from

scouting Villanova's opener last

week at Richmond.

"Villanova controlled the whole

game, then fell apart in the final

minutes and lost with 20 seconds

left," said Harris. "They're a big

team with average speed, with a

young and inexperienced offense."

Harris also related the trials and

tribulations of scouting UMass
opponents, the glamour of flying

Allegheny and Mohawk props

around the circuit, and the exotic

weekends in Kingston and Orono.

Co-captains Kiernan and Mc
Aleny reluctantly modeled the new
travelling sweaters and shirts that

the players paid for themselves.

Both are looking forward to a

successful season.

"For three weeks we've been
pointing toward Saturday and
Villanova," said Kiernan. "When
we meet here next week we'll have
alot of good things to talk about."

"We're looking forward to

having fun on Saturday and the

coach says the way to have fun is

to win," said Mc Aleny. This

Saturday I think we'll be sending a

nice postcard back from Philly."

The Gridiron Club was initiated

last Spring, and will replace the

now defunct Varsity M, Luncheons
will be held each Wednesday at

Newman Center. Game films with

analysis by the coaches, and the

pretty faces of cheerleaders and
twirlers will be featured.

A moment of silence was ob-

served for the late Monsignor
Powers, the founder of Newman
Center, and an avid fan and sup-

porter of Umass football, who
passed away in August.

Perry-lous 20
BOSTON AB % H Bl

Harper If 4 2

Beniquez cf 4 1

Evans rf 2
Yastrzemski 1b 3 1

Cooper dh 4
Petrocelli3b 4 1 1

McCarver c 3
Griffin 2b 3
Carboph 1

Burleson ss 3 1

Drago p
Cleveland
Totals 31 1 5 1

CLEVELAND AB * H Bl

Lowenstein If 4 1 1

Torres If

Gamble dh 3
Hendrick cf 4 1 1

Spikes rf 3 1 1

Ellis c 3
McCraw 1b 4 1 2
Brohamer2b 4
Crosby 3b 3 1 2 1

Duffy ss 2
G Perry p
Totals 30 3 7 3

Boston 000 100 000- 1

Cleveland 100 011 O0X - 3
E-Cleveland. DP- Cleveland |. LOB Boston 7, Cleveland 7.

2B Benique/. Petrocelli, Hendrick, Crosby. SB-Lowenstein, Spikes. S-Duffy.
IP H R ER BB SO

Drago L 6-9 7 7 3 3 2 1

Cleveland 1 1

G. Perry W 19-10

9 5 1 1 4 4
T 2:20. A 11, 414.

Where are they now?

Steve Schubert has survived the final cut of the New England Patriots!

After graduating from these hallowed halls in 1973, Schubert signed as a

free agent with the San Diego Chargers. He was subsequently cut. Then
he hooked up with the New England Colonials of the Atlantic Coast
League, became all-pro in that circuit, helping lead a semi-pro term to the

league's championship.

What about other former UMass athletes? Where are they now?
Continuing with football players, there are still the two veterans of NFL

wars, Milt Morin and Greg Landry. Morin, for those of you who don't

know, is the fine tight end of the Cleveland Browns and Landry quar-

terbacks the Detroit Lions. Incidentally, Landry is still hurting from an
injury sustained latt year so Bill Munson will open at QB for the Lions on
Sunday.

Other good news has been made from the UMass gridiron. Tim Berra

has survived the final cut with the Baltimore Colts (where he will be joined

by Amherst College's fine receiver Freddie Scott). And Bill deFlavio is

currently performing for the New York Stars of the WFL Unfortunately, I

agree with a little kid who was introduced to WFL founder Gary Davidson.

Upon shaking hands with the man who has ruined professional sports, the

kid said, "I watch all your games on TV Mr. Davidson, too bad they're not

as good as the pros."

Piel Pennington has had nothing but tough luck. He signed with the

Detroit Wheels and then was traded to the Chicago Fire for two nobodies.

While scrimmaging with the Fire he suffered a disabling injury and was cut

from the squad. So Pennington found his way to the Denver Broncos, who
had has NFL draft rights. Now he's out for the season. But, for you trivia

fans, though I'm not quite sure, it just could be that Pennington is the first

player to jump from the WFL to the NFL
Now the sad news. John Hulecki, former Minuteman tight end, quit

after a few days of training camp with the Patriots. Paul Metallo went to

camp with the Kansas City Chiefs last year, was cut and also ended up in

the Atlantic Coast League. He played with a team called the Western
Massachusetts Pioneers whose home was in Holyoke. And the other day,

Paul Metallo was cut by the Green Bay Packers.

From the baseball team, Bob Hansen of East Boston is currently em-
ployed by the Milwaukee Brewers, pinch hitting about once a week. Of
more recent fame Ed McMahon, who was named to the Sporting News
All-America team in '73, is having trouble. He was drafted by the Min-
nesota Twins and assigned to Tacoma. That was last year. This season he
slipped two notches to Lynchburg, Virginia.

Pitcher Mike Flanagan was leading Florida State League hurlers in

strikeouts at mid-season when the Baltimore Orioles decided to promote
him to their team in Asheville, North Carolina. (He had been with Miami.)
Steve Newell is Montreal property as a member of the Quebec City Car-
nivals in the Eastern League. Last, but not' least Ron Beaurivage was
drafted this past June by the Oakland A's who shipped him to the
Lewiston (Oreg.) Broncs.

From the hockey team, goalie Chick Rheault will go to training camp
with the New Yrok Islanders next week. With one of that team's goalies,

Gerry Desjardins, jumping to the WHA - Rheault could move up the
organization ladder pretty fast.

You know what Julius Erving has done. He IS the American Basketball
Association, a member of a championship team, led league in scoring,
MVP). Al Skinner will also join the New York Nets at their rookie camp
starting Sept 17. According to Coach Jack Leaman, Skinner "never even
got in touch with the Celtics."

Other recent hardcourt alumni have gone in interesting directions. Peter
Trow will be teaching and playing in Holland. Tom McGlaughlin will be
competing in the World International Basketball League in Geneva,
Switzerland. Tom Austin is considering joining his ex-teammate there. And
finally, Charlie Peters is with the famous accounting firm of Price and
Waterhouse. They're the people who count up the votes for both the
Academy and Emmy awards.

So, the class of 1975 has its work cut out for them.
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HOW TO MAKE A HORNY BULL:

1. Get a JAR. Mason, Peanut Butter, Mayonnaise, Jelly.

Or a beer mug, paper cup or drinking glass.

2. Pour in MONTEZUMA'TEQUILAThe brave, bold Tequila.

3. Add CONCENTRATED ORANGE BREAKFAST DRINK.
Some COLD WATER. And if you've got them, ICE CUBES-
be careful not to let the Tequila bruise the ice cubes.

80 Proof. Tequila. Barton Distillers Import Co. New York, New York. «1974

nntezuma

" V- « • * i I 7
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Montezuma's

mucho sensational-

and that's no bull.
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Tequila Manhattan

• 2 ports GOLD
Montezuma Tequila

•
I Port svy

vermouth
• Squeeze of lime

Serve on rocks m
old fashioned glass

i

ry and orange
slice

COATL

Tequila-Pineapple

Liqueur
• 6 01 Montezuma
Tequilo

^esh '»pe

pineapple
•

I Tablespoon sugar

Cur pineapple mro
small chunks sugar

and place m mason
jar filled half with

Tequila cap jar

shake and place in

refrigerator for 24
hours drain off

,

liquid and serve

m liqueur glasses

Tequila Stinger
' o^Monrez
Tequila
'

. o^_Green
Creme de Men
Shake
ice srrom and j

jmo

Tequila Buttermilk

• I ' . oz^Montezuma
Tequila

•
1 Dottle lemon lime

soft drink

Cracked ice

Put m bleeder

garnish with lemon
or lime wedge

EHECATL

Dloody Maria
j; Montezuma •

Tequila

3 ozjomato juice
'

: ozjemon juice

Salt, pepper
Dash Worcester-

shire

• Dash hor sauce
Shake with cracked
ice srram mro 6 o^
gloss

CIPACTLI

Margarita A La
Monte^yma

• 2 oz_Montezuma
Tequila

• '

; o; Triple sec
• Juice ' 2 lime
• Pmch of salt

Stc in shaker with

ice rub rim of

cocktail glass wirh

hme peel ond spm
3lt strain shaker

mro glass

XOCHITL

Tequila Fiz£_

• 2 oz^Montezuma
Tequila

• Juice '

. lime
• '

:
v Teaspoon sugar

• 2 Dashes orange
bitters

Stir m tall glass over
>ce fill with club
soda garnish with
lime shell

Golden Knife
• 2 o^GOLD
Montezuma Tequila

• 1

'
-• ozjlemon

juice
• 2 Teaspoons sugar
• 2 Dashes birters

• 1 Small egg
• Iced club sodo and
salt

Dlend wirh ice

Strain into 14 o?
gloss with ice FiU

with soda Sprinkle

salt

Tequila Earthquake
^Monte^umo

Tequila

'--. oz_ Strawberries

I Teaspoon
aienodine
'

: Teaspoon
orange bitters

Slice lime
I Fresh srrawberry

Blend strawberries

and grenadine m
blender Add orher

ingredients ond ice

Serve on roclss

Garnish with lime
and srrawberry

Tequila Pina

: oz^Monrezuma
Tequila

• 3 o^ Pineapple
juice

• 1 oz^Lime juice

• Sugar to taste

Shake serve on
rocks in Collins

gloss

COZCACUAUHTIL

/

I

1MPOH.TMI)

Montezuma

MIQUIZTLI

Tequila Ghost
1 2 Ports Montezuma

.
ito

- i Port Pernod
1 '.• Part fresh lemon
iuice

Shake well vwfh

cracked ice swam
mtocockrari otass

Horny Dull

oz_Montezuma
Tequila

' 6 o^Oranqe
pQur Too

ice in unusual
glassware mason
jar beer mLq bud
vase fill .•

orange iuice

Tequila Boilermoke
• 1 oz^Montezuma
Tequila

• Schooner light beer
Drop sh r Qja
Tequila mro beer

Tequila Straight

o^GOL
Montezuma Tequila

Salt

NMedqe of hme
Sai' bock of rhumb
nold hme wirh

s and I St

finger lick soft

drink Tequila bite

e motion

ITZCUINTLI

Tequilo Pup
• '

. o^GOLD
Montezuma '

"• ospoon h •

• Juice of 1 ti
-

• Das* of biters

Mix in shake' with

«ce serve in cochfad
glass

OZOMATL

Tequila Sunrise

• l oz^Montezuma
Tequila

\- Lime juice

• 3 o^ Orange juice

• ' r o^ grenadine
Serve in tail glass

lot lime
^ish

Aztec Punch
• 1 Gal Montezumo
Tequila

• Juice 1 2 lemons
» 4 { 16 oceans
rapefruif juice

q fs strong tea

'easpoon
cinnamon

• I'2 o^_ Bitters

Ler stand 2 nrs

before blending
1 24 .

' J. • 1
'"

.'II m ,

'111/ri<x.)uiiiA
pnouur.r tit mkico

\

Tequila Tropical

1
*

. 0^_Monre/umo
Tequila

; grenadine
• 3ozJOranqejuice
1

1 Teaspoon lemon
jmce
Pour in highball

glass over cocked
ice Garnish with

orange slice and

Mexico Martini
• 2 oz^Montezuma
Tequilo

•
1 o^Dry vermouth

• 2 Drops vanilla

rroef

Stir with ice strain

into chilled cocktail

glass

Tequilo Corombo
o^Montezuma

Tequila

• 3 oz. Grapefruit

juice

• 1 Tablespoon
sugar

• Club soda
Shake with crocked
ice add dub sodo
Serve m highball

glass

*

\ J



Mitchell ask dismissal of charges
WASHINGTON [UPI\ - U.S.

District Judge John J. Sirica

yesterday denied demands by three
major Watergate conspiracy
defendants for a dismissal of
charges on grounds that Richard
Nixon's tacit admission of guilt by
accepting a pardon had made a fair

trial for them impossible.

Sirica also rejected their request
that the cover-up trial be postponed
indefinitely because the mass of
publicity over the Nixon pardon.
But he did order a one-day delay,

until Oct. 1, to permit calling a fresh

batch of nearly 1,000 prospective

jurors.

The rulings were issued after a

closed 90-minute meeting with
lawyers for the six defendants in

the cover-up case.

The motions by former Attorney
General John M. Mitchell and one-
time top Nixon aides H.R.
Haldeman and John Ehrlichman for

dismissal of their indictments or a
lengthy delay of their trial had been
filed only hours before.

But Sirica did grant a Haldeman
motion to dismiss the 400
prospective jurors who have
already survived a preliminary

screening process, and to call a

fresh pool from which 12 jurors and
six alternates will be selected.

The court in early July had sent

questionnaires to more than 700
District of Columbia residents
asking if they would be able to

serve on a sequestered jury for a

highly publicized criminal case
expected to last three to four

months.

Haldeman contended that this

tipped off prospective jurors that

they might be serving on the

Watergate cover-up jury and thus
might have been influenced by

Nixon's subsequent resignation and
pardon.

In a draft of his formal order

which will be filed this morning,

Suica said the grounds for

Haldeman's request for a new jury

pool were "insubstantial," but that

he would grant the plea, "out of an
abundance of caution."

He said the new jury pool would
be composed of about 175 persons
already notified to report for routine

jury duty Oct. 1, plus about 800
others.

He said Special Prosecutor Leon
Jaworski, who had representatives

at the meeting, had no objection.

He also said he would decide at the

opening of the trial whether the jury

would be sequestered.

Mitchell was the first to file for

dismissal of all charges yesterday.

Motions from Haldeman and
Ehrlichman followed within a few
hours. The three pinned their

motions to the pardon for Nixon

and claimed they should not be

prosecuted while Nixon goes free.

"The inequity is particularly

offensive to the American concept

turn to page 4

THE CHARGE...

Court suits in Ariel case
By DOROTHY L MULLER

and
MARK VOGLER

Two UMass professors are involved in a
court suit by a third Prof. Benjamin Ricci,

over the controversial hiring of Gideon Ariel
as a Prof, of Exercise Science.

Ricci and Dr. Stanley Plagenhoef - the
department's only opposition to the hiring of
Dr. Gideon Ariel - now have separate law
suits pending against the controversial
professor.

Their case was strengthened earlier this

week when a woman graduate student filed

suit in Boston Federal District Court on the

THE DENIAL

grounds that the University affirmative
action policy was intentionally aborted to
place Ariel on the faculty.

Ricci, who challenged the appointment of
Ariel in an April 24 memorandum, shortly
after was the recipient of two anonymous
letters accusing him of being "anti-Semitic."
After claiming to identify the author as Ariel,

he filed a $50,000 libel suit in Hampshire
County Superior Court. Ricci's arguments
have gone unchallenged.

In fact, in a May 24 memorandum to Vice
Chancellor of Academic Affairs Robert L.

Gluckstern claimed Ariel's authorship was
admitted to Dean David Bischoff.

Before an after the affirmative action
waiver was requested by Department head
Harry Campney, Ricci asked Chancellor
Bromery to initiate investigations into the
matter: on May 2 and May 24.

"It goes without saying that anonymous
charges of this sort are wholly inconsistent
with ethical and intellectual values of this

University," the Chancellor wrote Director of
Public Safety David L. Johnston in a May 24
memorandum.
He continued, "I do not, of course, know

any of the circumstances concerning these
two anonymous communications. It does
seem to me appropriate, however, that a

suitable investigation should be made of the
sources and circumstances surrounding
these accusatory anonymous documents."

Johnston failed to comply with the
Bromery request in behalf of Ricci. The
UMass professor conducted his own inquiry

and then took court action.

Despite his attempts to bring the issue
before those supporting the appointment of
Ariel, the matter was not taken seriously by
members of the administration. Ricci
maintains the letter incident may have an
adverse impact on his reputation.

turn to page 2

...Bromery replies

AN INVESTIGATION

...Hearings wanted
By KATHY SHEEHAN

MDC Staff

Whitmore officials have denied any wrong
doing in the hiring of Dr. Gideon Ariel to the

Physical Education's Department of Exercise

Science.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery said in a

Collegian interview yesterday, "I dispute

anybody inferring I have compromised af-

firmative action procedures."

Bromery also said he is convinced there

was no violation of guideline procedures in

the appointment of Dr. Ariel. "I resent

anybody inferring that there is."

Bromery refused to comment in detail on
the incident since court litigation has been

brought by a UMass graduate student

charging an affirmative action search was

Ariel says

Series one

stymied. Instead, he said the controversy
seems to be a personal conflict between two
department members.

"It is unfortunate that this personal

conflict has erupted," he said. "There are

things that may be improper, but not illegal."

he said referring to charges made by
Professor Benjamin Ricci against Dr. Ariel.

Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs

Robert L. Gluckstern also refused to com-
ment on the charges brought by graduate
student Elizabeth Ebacher that affirmative

action policy was violated. "This is a case
between two individuals," Gluckstern said.

Gluckstern said the code was not

overlooked in the appointment of Dr. Ariel.

turn to page 2

Richard Savini said yesterday that
University officials "should clear the air right

now" regarding the lingering controversy in

the Physical Education's Department of
Exercise Science.

"It's time for Chancellor Bromery and
other UMass administrators to open a full

investigation into this matter, once and for

all," Savini said.

"A lot of serious allegations are flying

which should be answered... the whole thing

was completely missed by the University,

and I just don't understand why they did it."

Savini said public hearings should be held

to determine whether University affirmative

action policy was abused in the appointment
of Dr. Gideon Ariel.

The SGA president also urged Exercise

Science Department heads to review

charges that Ariel and other faculty members
were guilty of misconduct and gross

violations of staff personnel practices.

"I intend to ask Chancellor Bromery to

initiate a thorough inquiry into this mess,

with a full public report resulting from such

hearings," Savini stated.

"Up 'til now it's rather obvious that the

University has tried to hush things up under

somewhat covert activities. This is a campus
issue which should be solved by campus
administrators in a community setting-and

not by the trustees unless necessary."

As SCA present, Savini is currently a

member of the UMass Board of Trustees.

turn to page 2

sided
By BILL DENSMORE

MDC Staff

The central figure in a University

hiring dispute brought to light by a

Collegian investigate series called

the newspaper last night to say he

has been personally hurt by the

series.

Dr. Gideon Ariel, now a professor

of Exercise Science in the dept. of

physical education, added that the

series, running since Wednesday,
"doesn't scratch the surface of

allegedly poor hiring practices."

"Something very, very bad is

going on," said Ariel. "The reason I

could not make a statement is

turn to page 10

inside:

.
. Boston schools opened today for the

order. Absenteeism averaged 35 percent
when buses were attacked. See page 7.

first time under a desegregation
i and some students were injured

Charges against Dennis Banks,
Russell Means and four other

Wounded Knee defendants were
dismissed in a Lincoln, Nebraska
federal court late yesterday.

Charges against four minor
Wounded Knee defendants were
dismissed in a Lincoln, Nebraska
federal court late yesterday,
although AIM leaders Dennis Banks
and Russel Means are still on trial in

St. Paul. Story, page 2. Earlier story,

page 6.

weather:
One of the last hazy, lazy days of

summer has been scheduled for

today a/though it might be a good
idea to carry a raincoat for thun-

dershowers in the afternoon. Humid.
High in BO'S.
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Court suits pending
cont. from p.1

"Inherent in this anti-Semitism charge is

the potential defamation of my character

with concurrent damage to my credibility

and public image," he said.

"As a person holding positions of trust and
leadership — University professor, member
of Special Legislative Commission, President

of the Belchertown State School Friends

Association — I consider the charge to be
serious. My future effectiveness as a teacher-

advisor-counsellor could be undermined."
The first typed note, reading "Your anti-

Semitic comments will not stop this

distribution," appeared on the cover page of

a research paper by Ricci. The typist, said by
Ricci and his attorney Beryl Cohen to be
Ariel, indicates that copies were sent to Gov.
Francis W. Sargent, UMass President Robert
Wood, "faculty" and "all students."

Ariel is Jewish and an Israeli native.

President Wood, although informed of the
"smear campaign" alleged by Ricci, said he
was powerless to intervene.

"I must point out that according to

University Governance, the authority for

faculty appointments without tenure is

explicitly delegated to the Chancellor of each
campus, and it is not subject to review or

concurrence by the President," Wood said.

"Therefore, for the President to deny a

faculty appointment without tenure would
be a serious breach of University policy."

Cohen blamed the Ricci suit and the one
filed by Plagenhoef as "the fault of a

University Administration that didn't act in

time."

"The administration doesn't have the

courage to take forthright action, it seems. It

turned from University politics into very

serious charges," he sajd.

"And the only place it's going to be
resolved now is in the courts. I'm confident

that both my clients will prevail."

Plagenhoef, also represented by Cohen, is

involved in a counter suit with Ariel.

Two and a half year ago he and Dr. Ariel

formed Computer Biochemical Analysis Co.
(CBA), an independent computer research

companyy. Plagenhoef has charged ARiel
with breach of contract.

Accusation disputed
cont. from p. 1

"We followed existing policies in this case,"

he said.

He added there were reasons" for the

waiver of the affirmative action search, but

refused to disclose details because of the

litigation.

UMass Attorney Sidney Myers said from

his Whitmore office that Dr. Ariel may have

endorsed a Universal exercise machine. He
said University policy allows any faculty

member the freedom to endorse any

product.

However, according to information ob-

tained by the Collegian, staff members "shall

not publish either commendatory or

derogatory statement regarding any specific

commercial product." This regulation is

contained in University staff practices

established by the Board of Trustees.

Myers refused to comment on tne legality

of misrepresentation. Dr. Ricci has accused

Dr. Ariel of placing false credentials in

brochures that have been distributed.

Savini: clear the air
cont. from p. 1

Previously, Savini had said he was
disappointed with Trustee Frederick S.

Troy's decision not to have the Ariel issue

considered by the committee on Faculty and

Educational Policy because of "retirement

plans." Troy was the chairman of that

committee.

In regard to a libel suit pending by

Professor Benjamin Ricci in which Ariel

allegedly called his colleague anti-semitic,

Savini declared it was inappropriate for the

matter to be "left hanging by the depart-

ment."

"Here we have a serious case of two men
destroying each other, somebody is bound to

be hurt in the end, and yet the administration

continually refuses to deal with it."

Wounded Knee 4 acquitted
LINCOLN, Neb. \UPI\ - The four

defendants in the "second Wounded Knee
trial" held here were acquitted yesterday in

U.S. District Court.

Charges against Roger Iron Cloud, Beau
Little, Wallace Little Jr., and Dale Red Boy
were dismissed for lack of evidence.

The four had been accused of impeding a

federal officer, using a firearm during

commission of a felony and assaulting a

federal officer during the 1973 American
Indian Movement occupation of Wounded
Knee.

An indication the case would be dismissed
came Wednesday afternoon when Judge
Warren K. Orbom commented on the lack of
evidence tying the defendants to the
charges.
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"As Director of Research I was supposed

to have control," says Plagenhoef. But while

conducting experiments at Dartmouth, "He

(Ariel) had switched down here without my
knowing it and started doing consultant

work for Universal Resilite", unknown to

Plagenhoef.
*

That was in August. Plagenhoef did not

find out about the consulting work until

September or October during which time he

continued pressing Ariel to finish the work,

their company had already contracted for.

But it was not until Plagenhoef saw Dr.

Ariel's falsified credentials in a 29-page

booklet endorsing Universal's exercise

machine in Centurion, that he resigned.

The essence of the Universal article

written -by Dr. Ariel is a technique for bone-

on-bone prothesis developed by Graham
Wood, another UMass graduate student and
printed prior to Wood's thesis publication in

New Zealand.

According to Plagenhoef, that portion of

Wood's article printed in the Universal

publication "is not even a beginning of what
they need to do."

Plagenhoef says he was faced with the
alternatives of forgetting the situation or

asking for a settlement. After having
committed two and a half years of working
nights, and weekends he asked to be
reimbursed for this time according to the

contract conditions specified to future

salaries.

A former UMass graduate student who did

some research for CBA was only partially

reimbursed, according to Plagenhoef, this

tudent received only $1,500. There is still an
outstanding balance of $2,000 still to be paid.

He added that when Ariel was to attend a

conference in Hungary $770 dollars was
budgeted toward his getting there. "He
didn't get* anything out of it" said

Plagenhoef, but the $700 was never retur-

ned. Ariel was asked to leave Hungary by
government officials.

Plaegenhoef's comments on the Ariel

appointment: "It is simply not the way the
position should be filled. It was railroaded

in."
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?.f.?!.
1
..?.r..... ....date tyy 24, )974

TO .??.y.?. 5*. .*?.?.h.
n
.*.*?.?. •. p.i .r.?.

c^° r. . ?. ?T. .P.vM ?. i *: .^.* f^ *x
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On May 2, 1974, Professor Benjamin Ricci sent me a memorandum (with
copies to Messrs. Gluckstern, Campney, and Bischoff) requesting an
Investigation of an anonymous communication charging him with having made
"anti-Semitic comments." I am attaching a copy of that anonymous document
as appendix "A."

Today, May 24, 1974, Professor Ricci came to this office and had a
meeting with several Timbers of my staff. He expressed great concern about
a second anonymous communication that charged again that he is anti-Semitic.
I am attaching a copy of that anonymous document as appendix "8."

It goes without saying that anonymous charges of this sort are wholly
-Inconsistent with the ethical and intellectual values of this University.

I do not, of course, know any of the circumstances concerning these
two anonymous communications. It does seem to me appropriate, however, that
a suitable investigation should be made of the sources and circumstances
surrounding these accusatory anonymous documents.

Would you please undertake such an investigation and report the
results to me?

Sincerely,

/?UJ1&#m^
Randolph W. Bromery
Chancellor

Bromery memo requesting investigation into "smear campaign.

Hay 20,

Professor Ricci — the great pretender

We have spread the vordTOout you — to the administrators

at Whitemore, to the governors office, and to the UMass sutdents.

Tou are higoted, you are a Jew hater behind that soiling face.

At last you are unmasked. Next fall you will have few students

who will associate with you. Youre anti-6emitic.

One of two "notes" recieved by Ricci
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13 has traditionally been a favorite among witches and
women of the pre Christianity era.

Faculty Senate asks
equal work, equal pay

By BILL GONET
Staff Reporter

The first session of the Faculty Senate
yesterday reviewed UMass President Robert
Woods rejection of the Senate's Faculty
Increment Policy.

Opening remarks made by Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery and Vice-Chancellor
Robert U. Gluckstern presaged that future

Senate sessions will be preoccupied with the

following issues: maintaining Senate
autonomy in setting academic standards in

regards to President Robert Wood's ad-

ministration and proving to the state

legislature that the work loads of the UMass
at Amherst faculty comply with the

legislature's stipulation that state university

faculty members spend a minimum of nine

clock hours in the classroom weekly.

The question of senate autonomy has
emerged as a major issue as a result of

Wood's rejection of the Senate's Faculty

Increment Policy.

Formulated by the Senate's Personnel

Policy Committee as a code to be used by
President Wood's administration in deter-

mining salary raises for the UMass at

Amherst faculty, the Increment Policy was
rejected on grounds that since the legislature

had prohibited salary raises for the 1975

academic year, there was no need to review

this question.

In addition, Wood pointed out that

guidelines for salary raises must be uniform

for all three UMass campuses and therefore

formulation of these guidelines must be
undertaken by a campus-wide body coor-

dinated by his office.

In his summary of Wood's rejection of the

Salary Increment policy. President Matlack

labelled Wood's attitude as "cavalierian".

Moreover, Personnel Policy Committee at

large- member Prof. Hugus feels that the

Salary Increment Policy was rejected

because it differed too much from the

guidelines set for the faculty of the UMass at

Boston campus.

Elaborating, Senator Hugus said that the

main concern of the Senate at Amherst is to

guarantee that the rights of the Amherst
faculty are met; it's up to Wood to find a

mechanism for arriving at a campus-wide set

of quidjlines

Moreover Prof. George Sulznen, chairman

of the Senate's Rules Committee, remarked
that members of his committee viewed the
state legislature's classroom hour standard
as a precedent dangerous to the autonomy
of the faculty vis a vis academic affairs. To
the end of showing the state legislature that
the work loads of the Amherst faculty
already comply with the nine hour minimum,
the Rules Committee chairman reported that
his committee had already set up a special
sub-committee to collect data about faculty
work leads.

Along with the rules committee chairman.
President Matlack, Secretary Fletcher, and
Vice-Chancellor Gluckstern respectively
stressed the importance of this sub-
committee's job in defining and classifying all

faculty activities so that the legislature can
see that certain nonclassroom activities like

participation in colloquials and graduate
advisory functions should be treated as
classroom assignments.
Although state legislature had prohibited

faculty salary raises for the 1975 fiscal year.
Professor John Maki, chairman of the
Senate Personnel Committee moved that the
Senate accept his committee's statement on
Equity in Faculty Compensation so that
when the question arises and next year the
Senate will be able to present a clearly
defined position to President Wood's Office.
The thrust of the statement which was

accepted unamended at the end of the
session is simply equal pay for equal work.
To insure this principle is respected in

future salary adjustment considerations the
Equity Statement recommended that each
department respectively review the salary
and performance records of their respective
members to determine who qualifies for a
raise and how much of a raise.

After the meeting Senator Hugus said the
formulation for this statement arose from
Senate dissatisfaction with the way the issue
of faculty raises was resolved last year by
President Wood's Boston office.

This opening Senate session also wit-
nessed the election of these following new
officers: David Booth, secretary; Eric
Einhorn, Rules Committee at large member;
Roland Chilton, Rules Committee at large
member; and Professor Hugus, Rules
Committee chairman.

Witches, warlocks
and a baker's dozen

By SHARON HUGHES
Has everything gone wrong today? Still

can't get a course or place to live? Blame it

on the day Friday the 13th.
Long regarded as bad luck, the super-

stition arose from the combination of the evil

symbols of Friday - the day Christ was
crucified and 13 - the number of persons at
the Last Supper in the Christian belief.

Yet in other traditions, most notably
Judaism, and in the magical religion of
witchcraft 13 is regarded as a good omen.
And Mohammedans and pagan religions
honor Friday as a very lucky day.
The Friday the 13th superstition has

persisted with the tenacity that only a myth
can. Psychologists even have a word for the
most serious holders of the superstition -
triskedekaphobia, the morbid fear of the
number 13.

Hotel keepers in England rarely keep a
it 12 or ship over to 14. Similarily, houses
is thought by some scholars to be a reflection

numbered 13 are often hard to sell, according
to the Encyclopedia of Superstitions by
Christina Hole.

"13 freaks" also maintain it is bad luck to
start a new entreprise, especially marriage or
a journey on that day of the month states the
Dictionary of Symbols by Cirlot. Sailors have
frequently refused to leave port on a new
journey on the 13th of any month, the
dictionary says.

Most scholars of superstition literature

trace the origin of the ill omen that if 13
people sit together at a dinner table one will

die within a year to the biblical Last Supper.
In the Dictionary of Mythology, Folklore and
Symbols, editor Gertrude Jones, traces the
origin to Norse mythology in which Loki (god
of discord) intruded upon as a banquet as the
13th guest and Balder (god of peace and
good) was slain.

On the other hand, to be born on the 13th
is not considered unlucky and in some
districts of England that birth date is a good
luck charm for anything one begins on the
13th.

Ancient Jewish mysticism equates 13 with
unity in a 14th century collection of doctrines
dealing with the mystic symbolism of
numbers and letters called the Kabbalah,
authoritative sources state. The number is

traditionally associated with mercy as in the
Thirteen Attributes and corresponds to the
Hebrew letter mem (which produced un-
derstanding).

The favorable connotation 13 in witchcraft
is though by some scholars to be a reflection

of a power struggle between the Church and
the wicca (wise women) for control of the
spiritual world. According to this in-

terpretation 13 is actually a good luck symbol
for women, or at least within a society run by
women.

13 is said to be the number par excellence
for witches. During the time period when
anthropologists believe matriarchy (society
rules by women) existed, all women were

revered for possessing the greatest magic of
all, the power to give birth, said Christina
Hole. In this "woman's world" a goddess for
fertility reigned the earth and stone carvings
depict women as much larger figures than
men to give her importance.
With the assension of Christianity, a clash

for control developed. UMass English
professor Rayna D. Green says, "The theory
is in a lot of dispute but there is no doubt the
wicca cult was female., and did not want to
give up a system that granted her power."

Giving 13 a good connotation was an
"obvious sociological symbol of trying to
reverse Christian culture", says UMass
English professor Karen L. Baldwin.
As witchcraft went underground to avoid

repression, The ABC of Witchcraft says, 13
gained significance as the number of persons
composing a coven, or cult group.

Prior to the present calendar year of 12
months, a solar year was composed of 13
lunar months, each celebrated by the wit-
ches at the full moon Esbats (monthly
meeting).

All sources give significance to the
historical fact that the number 13 has
assumed magical properties in the cult group
composed of 13 persons and a leader, such
as Romulus who founded Rome and his 12
shepards, King Arthur of the Round Table
and 12 knights, Christ and his disciples, and
Odysseus and his companions.
From its association with witchcraft, the

number came to be called the devil's dozen
or twelve witches presided by Satan, ac-
cording to author Hole.

Friday as a bad luck symbol derives its

strength from the belief that Christ was
crucified and the dead will in turn rise for last
judgement on that day, according to
superstition literature.

Yet Friday is glorified in other religious
traditions such as Mohammedism in which
Friday is observed as a day for worship. In
pagan religions, it is a day frequently
dedicated to love or to the mother goddess.
To Romans, Friday was the day of honor to
Venus, hence very lucky.

Superstitions have a lot more behind them
than face value would suggest Professors
Green and Baldwin said.

"Whole areas of people's lives are filled

with anxiety that is symbolized in beliefs.
Some beliefs may lie in historical truths and
some "truths" may actually be coincidence,
yet the belief serves to reduce anxiety,"
Green said.

Professor Baldwin said that a bad omen
can serve as a warning to society and enable
them psychologically to feel they can control
bad luck.

She said, "Superstition is developed to
somehow allow someone to control that
which is actually uncontrollable, the vagaries
of nature. It is an attempt to manipulate in a
conscious way events that are beyond
control."
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David Eisenhower says he refused

Ford reportedly sought Nixon's confession
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - David

Eisenhower said yesterday that

emissaries from President Ford
sought "some kind of confe«"„c.i"

before deciding to pardon tormer
President Richard M. Nixon, but
were refused.

"He wasn't willing to concede
anything," Nixon's son-in-law said

in a telephone interview.

Eisenhower was asked whether
Nixon accepted the White House
view that guilt was implicit in his

acceptance of a pardon, and
he replied that the former president

"views himself as an innocent man
and continues to say so privately."

Ford's spokesmen have said they
had no conditions on the pardon,
and that Nixon's acceptance
statement was welcome but had
not been part of any agreement.

David, who is married to Nixon's
younger daughter, Julie, had a
different view.

"!s a matter of fact, the Ford
people wanted a statement. The
Ford people wanted some kind of

confession from him," he said.

"But he wasn't willing to concede
anything on the legal issues."

Eisenhower said he thought
Nixon had accepted the pardon
"because I think he's tired and he
wants to try to forget about it."

During the weekend before Nixon
resigned, when the family had a

crisis gathering at Camp David,

Eisenhower said:

"A lot of people suggested that

Nixon thinks in terms of a pardon.
But by that time he was damned if

he was to go out of office on those
terms."

Eisenhower said there also was
some discussion before Nixon
resigned about tho possibility of
pardoning himself and his

associates involved in Watergate,
but Nixon had rejected the idea.

"That would have been in-,

credible," he said.

The White House said yesterday
that Ford has no intention of
pardoning any of the coverup
defendants before they are tried.

Nevertheless, the Senate went
ahead and adopted on a 55-24 vote

a resolution urging Ford not to

grant any more pardons until the
judicial process is completed, and
Rep. Peter W. Rodino Jr., of the
House Judiciary Committee in-

dicated the House probably would
take similar action.

Deputy press secretary John W.
Hushen told reporters Ford had
denied as "absolutely not true"
reports that he had promised a
pardon before Nixon resigned.

Hushen was asked whether Ford
agreed with Senate Republican
Leader Hugh Scott that the
Watergate defendants should not
be pardoned prior to a trial.

"I believe he does," Hushen
replied. "The President feels that
way."

Hushen told reporters Wed-
nesday that Ford "never, ever
planned to give mass amnesty" and
that when he said "the entire

matter was under study" he meant
Ford's pardoning power, not
universal pardons.

Hushen conceded, however, that

the study of the President's par-

doning power referred only to

Watergate defendants.

Hushen said that he had asked

the President about the reports that

Ford had made a "deal" with Nixon

for a pardon after he resigned. He

quoted Ford as saying it was

"absolutely not true - there was no

communication regarding a pardon

for Mr. Nixon."

The Senate resolution, which has
no force of law, specifically does
not deal with Nixon's pardon, and
Assistant Senate Democratic
Leader Robert C. Byrd emphasized
it does not put the Senate on
record for or against pardons once
the judicial process is completed.

Nixon reported

ill and depressed
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Former

President Richard Nixon is ill,

depressed, unable to relax, and not

elated by the pardon granted him
by President Ford, son-in-law David

Eisenhower told a national

television audience yesterday.

Eisenhower said Nixon has
suffered a flare-up of the phlebitis

which was a health problem in the

final weeks of his presidency.

Phlebitis is a vein inflamation, and
Eisenhower said a resulting blood
clot had moved above the knee and
swelled the leg to twice its normal
size.

Asked about reports that the
former President is "deeply
depressed," Eisenhower replied
that Nixon "has his up*> and
downs." He added that "some
people describe him as sharper than
ever in certf in meetings and then,
at times.. .yes, he's depressed."
An informed medical source,

meanwhile, reported that Nixon's
family has urged him to enter the
Eisenhower Memorial Hospital in

Palm Springs, Calif., for treatment
of the phlebitis, but so far he has
refused.

He said Nixon currently is not
taking medication and refuses to
wear the prescribed elastic bandage
on his leg. He added that the leg is

swollen four inches below the knee.

Dr. Walter Tkach, Nixon's at
tending physician in the White
House, plans to fly to California to
see him today, but will return after a
few hours, the source said.

"Right at this moment he is not
feeling well," Eisenhower said in an
appearance on NBC-TV's Todav
program. "He has his leg elevated

because of the phlebitis... The clot

has moved above the knee and his

one leg is swollen about twice its

normal size. His health is not good.

"He's fighting that. He can't play

golf, he can't relax, he can't unwind
and so I would say his spirits are not

great right now. There's no
question about that."

Eisenhower, a law student at

George Washington University,

said he had talked to Nixon

Wednesday and then decided to

accept NBC's invitation for an
interview because "someone
should be reacting to the pardon on
behalf of the family." He said his

father-in-law was "in one sense
relieved that the Vietnam amnesty
issue had not beed tied directly to

his pardon," and explained:

"Had the amnesty issue been
tied directly to his pardon he would
have had no choice but to stand
trial and he would have done so and
refused the pardon."

Japanese Prime Minister Kakuei Tanaka, wearing Mexican sombrero, shakes
hands with a Mexican girl upon his arrival in Mexico yesterday on a mission to
improve relations between his country and Latin America.

3 main Watergate defendants
ask Sirica to dismiss charges

Nixon submits letter

to resign from bar

cont. from p. 1

of equal justice in this case where,
for no legally cognizable reason,

one co-conspirator, Richard Nixon,
is permitted to go free while other

co-conspirators, who were
subordinates to Mr. Nixon, and
were acting in his interest, on his

behalf, and in concert with him are

required to stand trial for those
actions," Mitchell's brief said.

Echoed Haldeman, o^ce Nixon's
chief of staff: "In the mind of the
average citizen the pardon
presupposes either the fact or the
possibility of guilt on the part of Mr.
Nixon, and his acceptance remarks.

while not expressly admitting guilt,

have clearly implied involvement,

and as clearly leave the impression

that his subordinates...did criminal

things which he either tolerated or

overlooked."

The -legal briefs were filed in

federal court just before U.S.

District Judge John J. Sirica met
privately with all defense lawyers in

the cover-up case.

The brief filed on behalf of

Ehrlichman followed the same
theme as the others-asking that the

indictments be dismissed or that

the trial be delayed indefinitely.

His lawyers charged that the

news media had deliberately
poisoned prospective jurors against

him to ensure Ehrlichman's con
viction in the Ellsberg break-in case
earlier this summer, and is now
trying to do the same thing in the

Watergate coverup.

Mitchell, Haldeman and Ehrlich-

man all pointed out that Nixon had
been named an unindicted co-

conspirator in the cover-up.
Haldeman and Ehrlichman also

noted that White House counsel
Philip W. Buchen this week told

reporters Nixon's acceptance of

pardon could be read as an ad-

mission of guilt.

SACRAMENTO, Calif. \UPI\ -
Former President Richard M.
Nixon's formal letter of resignation

as a member of the California Bar
Association was received
yesterday, association officials

reported.

The letter arrived at the
association's headquarters in San
Francisco as the ruling Board of
Governors of the bar prepared to
consider what action it would take
on the resignation.

Newly elected association
president Brent Abel of San
Francisco and John Malone,
executive secretary of the bar,

confirmed receipt of the letter Dut
did not disclose its contents.
The Board of Governors in-

dicated it had three options
available in dealing with Nixon's

resignation: delaying any action

until next month, rejecting it or

accepting it.

The former President's personal

attorney, Dean S. Butler, surprised

the annual convention of the

California Bar Association Monday
with the disclosure that Nixon no
longer intended to practice law in

California or New York and would
resign as a member of the bar in

those states.

Association officials said earlier

that a resignation from practice was
the equivalent of disbarment. The
state Supreme Court has the final

say over acceptance or rejection of

Nixon's resignation.
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MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICANTS

American Medical Col-

lege Admissions Profile,

Inc., offers a com-
puterized analysis to assist

you in more effectively as-

sessing your qualifications

and more accurately di-

recting your medical

school applications. Your schools you select.

MC'AT scores, grade point Contact your
average, college attended,
state of icsidence. age and
other criteria are used in a

comparative analysis with

the previously accepted
class at the medical

pre-

medical advisor for further

write

A MCA P. Inc.. Box
X747, Boston. Mas-
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Ellsberg, as witness, calls
CIA "invisible government'

'

WASHINGTON IUPII The researchers and y£L- _ _WASHINGTON \UPI\
existence of an "invisible govern
ment" with sovereign power to
conduct world-wide clandestine
operations was described yesterday
by Daniel Ellsberg, who made

researchers and journalists con-
verned with the intelligence field
are participating.

Ellsberg argued that the top-
secret committee should be
brought under congressional

iSST Pa"
'

a
'

WaV aS ,he 9roup which maintains *
i unomciai conference nn mwort hq„,«,,~*<< • . ... .

an unofficial conference on covert
CIA operations, sponsored by
several members of Congress in a
Senate office building.

He said a hush-hush "Forty
Committee" reports to the
President on top-secret do tew .

3Ct th8t °ther nations ™V
intelligence ma t f "S3 S SERfi"™ P?"'tical acti- is

degree of "oversight" over the CIA.
But one panelist, author David

Wise, said it and all clandestine
intelligence operations should be
abolished:

"The fact that other nations may

Daniel Ellsberg, who leaked the Pentagon Papers

Kg^nLVg'ety
9 aCC°Untabi,it

* "•' *• Centra,

Haile Selassie deposed by coup
after 58-year Ethiopian reign
ADDIS ABABA \iipi\ _ u„:._ „ . . O

intelligence matters, and the
President in turn makes decisions
without reference to Congress.
"The true meaning of the Forty

Committee is that there is , indeed,
a covert operation exercising
sovereign and domestic powers "

he said. "It is, in fact, an invisible
government."

Government spokesmen have
previously acknowledged existence
of the Forty Committee, which is
chaired by Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger and includes CIA
Director William E. Colby and
others.

Several other panelists at the
two-day symposium cited it in their
opening remarks. Former in

not sufficient justification for the
United States to do so; for if we
adopt the methods of our ad-
versaries we will become in

distinguishable from them. In time,
covert operations will change the
character of the institutions they
seek to perserve."

Victor Marchetti, a former staff
officer of CIA and author of the
controversial "CIA and the Cult of
Intelligence" which the secret
agency insisted on partially cen-
soring, said the intelligence
community comprises intelligence
agencies in the Defense Depart-
ment, the Army, Navy and Air
Force, the National Security
Council, the FBI, and Atomic
Energy and Treasury offices who
between them spend an estimated
$6 billion a year and employ some
200,000 people.^^ 1MO „,. tw,\juu people.

Cyprus claims Turk
invaders executed 179NICOSIA \UPI\ - Tho r.,„,.. •

' X^
government said yesterday it has
documented evidence that the
Turkish invasion force executed a
total of 179 Greek Cypriots - in-
cluding women, children and
elderly persons.

The statement, which did not
give details of the evidence, said

M^ '™ and a fcond offensive in

ADDIS ABABA \UPI\ Haile
Selassie was deposed by a military
coup yesterday from the throne of
Ethiopia after 58 years.
The new military regime asked

the emperor's only son to become a
figurehead king on the throne that
traces its heritage back 3,000 years
to the legendary King Solomon and
Queen of Sheba.
Strongman Lt. Gen. Aman

Michael Andom was named to
head the new military regime that
siezed power from the diminutive
82-year-old "Conquering Lion of
the Tribe of Judah."

"I accept the present change in
Ethiopia and acknowledge that
such changes are also taking place
elsewhere in the world," an army
spokesman quoted the emperor as
saying. Selassie than was taken to a
military base and on to a palace at
Debre Zeit, about 19 miles from the
capital, for his "personal safety."
Andom, defense minister and

military chief of staff under

Selassie, who defied the might of
Mussolini's armies in 1936 ac-
cepted the takeover, a 'pool
dispatch from American
correspondents in Addis Ababa
described the emperor as "still
defiant."

In his place, the armed forces
committee invited Selassie's son,
Crown Prince Asfa Woosen, 57, to
take the throne as a figurehead
constitutional monarch. Woosen
was implicated in a palace revolt
which Selassie easily quelled in

„n:
U"" CI »n- yive ueiaiis ot the evidpnrp caintelNgence agents, former defense the killings took placehZ,tand state department officials, plus time of "the tJ*KS ol

Cyprus July 20 and Aug. 21.
An earlier government statement

a week ago said 130 Greek Cypriots
had been executed by Turkish
forces during the same period The

1960. Tu^s have said Greek Cypriot
The emperor left his palace _

at
J°

nal Gua rdsmen committed
seated in the back of a blu*
Volkswagen. Officers firs, whisked S2*Thim to the hearin..artQro ,>* *u- *„ ngnting

The government

August when the Geneva peace
talks collapsed.

Government sources said today's
meeting between President Glafkos
Clendes and Vice President Rauf
Denktash to decide the date and
place for releasing sick and
wounded prisoners and detainees
under 18 years of age could run into
difficulties.

They said Denktash, leader of the
Turkish Cypriots, has reportedly
warned that no releases would take
place and there would be no more

R
U
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n
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;
an talks unless s°™

8000 Turkish Cypriot refugees at
British sovereign base ofmass executions at several villaoes FrL sovereign base of

and towns during the'recen *Efi2 transfe"ed <° Turkey.

Selassie, became the chairman of u , ?
the council of ministers, or prime
minister, and chairman of the
Armed Forces Committee to run
the country until a new constitution
is drawn up and elections held,
according to a government
statement.

Although the military said

Laos to free
U.S. prisoner
VIENTIANE, Laos \UPI] - The

Laotian coalition government
vesterday ironed out final details of
an exchange of war prisoners next
Thursday that is expected to in-

2ES.th
J

last known AmericanPOW in Indochina.

is Emmet Kay, 47, of
a civilian pilot who was

orced down in Communist Pathet
Lao territory May 7, 1973.
Other prisoners to be exchanged

include about 660 Thai soldiers
recruited and trained by the United
States to fight in Laos, and about
180 North Vietnamese held by the
rightists.

him to the headquarters of the 4th
Army Division in Addis Ababa then
to Debre Zeit. Other members of
the royal family were confined to
the palace.

In Washington, the State
Department announced that the
question of diplomatic recognition
of the new Ethiopian government
did not arise.

Spokesman John King said, "As
we enjoyed good relations with the
government of the emperor, we
look forward to continuing these
good relations with the new
government."
The throne-that traces its

heritage directly back to the biblical
King Solomon and the Queen of
Sheba 3,000 years ago-was almost
all Selassie had left in Ethiopia.
Seven months of unrest and
rebellion had chipped away his
once-absolute power, his wealth
his palaces, his friends and sup-'
porters.

recent

has already
barred departure of all Greek
Cypriot males over the age of 12
without an exit permit and
government sources said the

Denktash also wants about
40,000 other Turkish Cypriots livingm the Greek-Cypriot-controlled
southern part of the island to be
allowed to move to the Turkish-
controlled north.

Clerides, leader of the Greekcabinet might impose a similar ban Cyp2^LZS °f the Greek
on females.

i-VPnot community opposes such
The Turkish invasion force now TelZTTZ °'

t*
po^ ia^

controls 40 per cent of the island SltL^ h6 'P TurkeV
captured in fighting after the July the !s,and

^ Partit,'°n of
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GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE

will convene Monday, Sept. 16

at 6:30 p.m. in Rm. 113 Campus Center.

Both old and new senators should be present
Graduate Senate Office: 919 Campus Center

545-0970
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Absenteeism averages 35%

After 8 months

Wounded Knee trial sent to jury
WASHINGTON \AP\ - The

government reported yesterday

that wholesale prices rose 3.9. per

cent in August, the second biggest

monthly jump in 28 years and an

indication that inflation may be

worsening.

Last month's increase pushed

wholesale prices 17.8 per cent

higher than a year ago and further

dimmed the Ford administration's

prospects for any significant easing

of inflation this year.

Administration economists in-

dicated they are again revising their

forecasts.

White House economics

counselor Kenneth Rush said

recent predictions that inflation

might decline to about 8 per cent -

from the current 11 per cent for

consumer prices-probably will not

be realized.

In January, administration

economists originally forecast a

rate of about 7 per cent by the end

of the year.

Surging agriculture prices,

resulting in part from the summer
drought in the Midwest, and a

continuing rapid rise in the price of

industrial goods contributed about

equally to the over-all increase in

wholesale prices last month, the

Labor Department said.

For inflation-weary consumers,

the news means still higher prices

this year, because increases at

wholesale usually are quickly

passed into retail prices, especially

for food.

Wholesale prices have risen at an

adjusted annual rate of 37.3 per

cent over the past three months.

The August increase of 3.9 per

cent, adjusted to account for

seasonal influences, works out to a

staggering annual rate of 46.8 per

cent, if projected over the year. It

followed July's increase of 3.7 per

cent and was exceeded only by a

6.2 per cent increase in August

1973 after the lifting of the

government's 60-day price freeze.

Wholesale prices

up3.9%inAugust
ST. PAUL, Minn. \UPI\ - The 8-

month-old trial of American Indian

Movement leaders Dennis Banks

and Russell Means, charged with

felonies in last year's 71 -day armed
occupation of Wounded Knee,

went to the jury yesterday.

U. S. District Court Judge Fred

Nichol gave the jury 90 minutes of

instructions, and the defense at-

torneys, who discussed the case

with actor Marlon Brando during

the morning, said they were

satisfied with the judge's in-

structions.

Means also said he was satisfied.

He said there was "no racism" in

the judge's last words to the jury. "I

was astonished at the fair-handed

instructions," he said.

Three of four alternate jurors said

they would have voted for acquittal

if they had been called on to take

part in the deliberations. All three

were women. One, Mrs. Elaine

Grono, said, "The prosecution

didn't prove the charges beyond a

shadow of a doubt - there just

wasn't enough there."

Nichol told the jury not to

consider any treaty violations either

by the Indians or by the U. S.

Government as a defense against

alleged crimes by Banks and
Means.
"The legal effects of the treaties

involved are not for your con-

sideration," the judge said.

"Motive, no matter how noble,

does not justify criminal acts."

Defense attorneys had con-

tended treaty provisions gave
Indians control over the Pine Ridge

Indian Reservation in South
Dakota, where Wounded Knee is

located, and said U. S. marshals

had no right to try to enforce laws

on the reservation.

AIM leaders took over Wounded
Knee by armed force on Feb. 27,

1973, and held off encircling federal

forces for 71 days.

The government charged Banks

with larceny, assault on two FBI

agents and a U. S. marshal, and

conspiracy. It charged Means with

larceny, assault on two FBI agents

and a marshal, and conspiracy.

AIM leaders said the purpose of

the occupation was to seek

changes to redress the wrongs
brought upon Indian people by the

U. S. government.

During the takeover, two AIM
members or sympathizers were
killed and seven wounded. Two
federal agents were wounded, one

of them paralyzed below the waist.

Nixon money
hit in Congress
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - An

$850,000 request to finance former
President Richard M. Nixon's
transition to private life ran into

bitter opposition yesterday in a

House appropriations sub-
committee.

Democratic members said the

amounts sought from Congress
were excessive and one member.
Rep. George E Shipley, D III., said,

"I don't think the country will stand
for it."

ALLIED MOTOR
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Prices of farm products,
processed foods and feeds in-

creased .6 per cent last month,
following an advance of 6.4 per

cent in July and declines in each of

the preceding four months.

Industrial commodities, which Energy prices continued to climb,

are considered the most significant with coal up 4 per cent for the

reflection of underlying inflationary month and refined petroleum

trends, jumped 2.5 per cent and products up 1.9 per cent. Metal,

were 27.5 per cent higher than a chemical and machinery prices also

year ago. soared

Chenault sentenced to die

for murder of Mrs. King
Compiled From Wires

ATLANTA, Ga. - Marcuf
Wayne Chenault was sentenced

yesterday to die in the electric chair

for the murder of Mrs. Martin

Luther King Sr., and a church

deacon during services at historic

Ebenezer Baptist church last June.

Judge Luther Alverson set Nov. 8

as the execution date for the 23-

year old black college student from
Dayton, Ohio.

As the prosecuter read the death

sentence to the court, Chenault

N.Y.S.E.
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blew kisses at him. His mother,

Mrs. Marcus Chenault, who sat on

the front row in the crowded,

hushed courtroom, burst into tears.

Standing before Fulton Superior

Court Judge Luther Alverson,

Chenault smiled as he was sen-

tenced to die Nov. 8 in the electric

chair at the State Prison at Reid-

sville. However, there is an

automatic appeal for condemned

prisoners and there have been no

executions in Georgia in about

seven years.

Again as District Attorney Lewis

Slaton called for his execution,

Chenault turned his thumbs down
and shook his head.

Slaton said "this society cannot

afford this defendant. Send him to

prison for what happened, and he'll

find a weapon. Ladies and gen-

tlemen, he has tasted blooo and

he'll kill again."

Chenault was given the death

sentence for Mrs. King's death,

another for Deacon Edward Boykin

and 10 years in prison for wounding

a member of the church
congregation.

The jury found Chenault guilty

after little more than an hour of

deliberations. It decided on the

death sentence in a later afternoon

session.

Chenault's attorney said the

sentences would be appealed. After

the judge pronounced sentence,

Chenault addressed the court.

"My name is Servant Jacob. I

was ordered here by my God, my
father and my master," Chenault

said, grinning.

Earlier, when the jury convicted

him, Chenault clapped his hands

and three kisses as the verdict was
read.

Four witnesses testified that

Chenault deliberately shot Mrs.

King as she played "The Lord's

Prayer" at the organ June 30.

Boykin, 69, also was killed and a

woman in the congregation was
wounded.
The verdict came a day before

Mrs. King would have been 71.

Uneasy peace fills Mozambique
as white settlers flee country
LOURENCO MARQUES,

Mozambique \UPI\ — Portuguese

troops and black freedom fighters

enforced an uneasy peace in this

Portuguese East African territory

yesterday following an outburst of

racial violence that sent thousands

of white settlers fleeing to South
Africa.

At least 2,000 white settlers fled

their farms, businesses and homes
with what possessions they could

carry in cars and by train to neigh-

boring South Africa. Many
salvaged only the clothes they wore
in fleeing mobs of blacks whose
anger at the white uprising to stall

independence for the colony under

black rule finally boiled over into a

two day bloody rampage. Some
white dissidents were ordered to

get out of Mozambique in 48 hours.

Casualties in the clashes

throughout Mozambique were
listed as 100 killed and 250

wounded, according to the Lisbon

government.

On-the-spot reports said at least

60 blacks and whites died in the

capital of Lourenco Marques alone

and more bodies were arriving at

hospitals.

The racial violence led to

postponement in turning over

power to the black guerrilla group,

Frelimo. The independence pact

signed last weekend had provided

for transition immediately, but

political sources said this step

probably would not come until

order was fully restored in the next

few days.

Portuguese Prime Minister Vasco
Goncalves' office described the

situation as "clearly improved"

after reinforcements were rushed to

the capital from the former jungled

northern battlefields to counter

"numberous acts of violence."

Truckloads of Portuguese troops

and Frelimo guerrillas patrolled the

deserted city center.
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UMASS GRADS,
UNDERGRADS!!

How would you like to become publisher of a daily
newspaper with a circulation of 18,000 daily and an annual
budget of over $200,000?

THE COLLEGIAN seeks two undergraduate and one
graduate student-at-large from the University of
Massachusetts to serve on the Constitutionally provided for

"Publishing Board."

Similar to a Board of Directors, the "pub board" in-

cludes top editors of the paper, faculty representatives and
the three students. It is the top decision and policy-making
board at the paper, presided over by the Kditor-in-chief.

NO EXPERIENCE is necessary. We seek those who
are interested in. but not involved in journalism to provide a
fresh outlook on Collegian operations.

INTERESTED? Leave your name anytime with
Collegian acting Editor-in-chief Jerry Lazar. You will be
interviewed. Contact Jerry at the Collegian office, second
floor of the Student Cnion. or by phone at 515-2550.
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• Constant, chain and mixed
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• Rechargeable or AC

all at only

$79.95

A great value

available at
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UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

9a.m. 5pm M F

11 a.m. 3p.m. Sat

545 2619

Boycotts and violence mar Boston busing
Compiled from wires

BOSTON — At least 13 persons

were injured in sporadic distur-

bances and classroom boycotts

coused 35 per cent absenteeism

yesterday as Boston's 200 public

schools opened under a court

integration order involving the

busing of 18,000 students.

Mayor Kevin White, in a late

afternoon news conference, said

the opening day went smoothly

"except in a limited area," and

promised to clear the streets of

demonstrators Friday in hopes of

preventing more injuries and easing

tensions.

"I promised the safety of all the

children of this city," the mayor
said. "We kept that promise in 99

per cent of the cases, but I

promised 100 per cent, not 99 per

cent and that promise I intend to

keep."

The injured included nine black

students, one women serving as a

bus monitor, one policeman and
two new photographers. None was
injured seriously.

Six persons were arrested

throughout the day during in-

cidents in the white South Boston

section of the city.

Absenteeism was highest at

South Boston and Roxbury high

schools as a result of a boycott

called by white parents to protest

the forced busing of 18,235

students, about 20 per cent of the

total enrollment.

The city hall information center

said 65 per cent of the students

attended classes throughout the

system. But at South Boston and

Roxbury high schools, only 5 per

cent of the 2,074 white students

assigned there went to classes.

Attendance among blacks at those

schools ran about 35 per cent of the

1,283 assigned.

Mayor Kevin H. White banned
gatherings of more than three

persons in front of schools and

vowed to clear the streets of South

Boston, where all the disruptions

occurred.

Buses running into South Boston

will have police escorts, White said.

"The trouble making element,

however small, will not be allowed

to continue disruption at any hour,

at any time or at any place," White
said. "The streets are aoina to be

clear in South Boston. No one will

be allowed to disrupt students,

buses or traffic."

At the main branch at South
Boston High School, a crowd
hurled eggs and cans at two buses

that pulled away loaded with 56

black pupils.

o
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Civil rights

to be upheld
BOSTON \UPI) - The U.S.

Justice Department has

assigned an official to Boston

to "cut red tape" in any civil

rights complaints which may
result integration of the city's

public school system.

Federal District Judge W.
Arthur Garrity Jr., who ordered

the schools desegregated,

announced the assignment o

William L. Gardner, deputy

chief of the Justice Depart

ment's Civil Rights Division. He

will work with Richard E. Bach-

man, chief of the criminal

division in the U.S. attorney's

office.

Garrity said Gardner will

"expedite the process of

handling complaints having to

do with violations of civil

rights." He said the Justice

Department wants all com
plaints processed quickly.

Police keep crowds of whites back as school bus carrying black students arrives

at Boston's South Boston High School yesterday.

Monitor says 18 month service

would be required for amnesty

The crowd of about 400
teenagers and adults shouted
insults at police, some of them on

horseback, when they pushed

demonstrators away from the front

of the school. In the past, the

school had been 99 per cent white.

The two photographers were
injured at that time.

i Later in the day, when police

dispersed a crowd of 500 outside

the school, officer Joseph
Sirignano incurred a chest injury

when hit by a thrown bottle.

The four black youths were
injured when the buses in which

they were riding from South
Boston and Gavin School were
stoned by groups of whites. Two
youths coming from the high

school were treated for cuts and
then rel3ased by Columbia Point

Medical Center. Two 11 -year-old

girls returning from Gavin school

were treated at Boston City

Hospital. Deputy Mayor Robert

Kiley said they did not appear

serious.

While violence was sparodic,

there was plenty of verbal abuse

thrown at black students arriving by

bus at South Boston High. At one
point. Police Commissioner Robert

J. diGrazia personally escorted

black students into the school as

the crowd of whites jeered.

Under the busing plan, 45,000 of

the city's 94,000 students have

been assigned to new schools.

Some 18,235 of these - 8,510

white and 9,725 non-white — were

scheduled to be bused.

School opened yesterday for

about 82,000 of the students. Some
12,000 kindergarten students will

not go to school until next week.

BOSTON [AP] - President

Ford's amnesty plan for Vietnam

war draft evaders and deserters

would require an average of 18

months of alternate service for

those willing to come home, the

Christian Science Monitor reported

in today's editions.

The newspaper reported that

according to a Justice Department

source, the President's plan will

tailor alternate work terms to in-

dividual cases.

Services will be similar to that

served by conscientious objectors

during the war — in hospitals,

Conservations Corps and VISTA.

The 18-month average is based

on the time most draftees were

spending in the service at the end

of the war.

In some cases, the newspaper's

source said, the alternate service

could be as little as six months if

there is a family hardship.

War deserters would be handled

differently. In addition to the

alternate service, they would still

fall under military jurisdiction if they

return home.

They would get an undesirable

discharge, would have to reaffirm

an oath of allegiance to the United

States and would forfeit all future

military benefits. They would not,

however, face further prosecution.

Their harsher treatment, the

newspaper reported, is based on

the military's argument that

desertion is a worse offense than

draft evasion.

The President's plan, however, is

somewhat more lenient than first

envisioned. An original proposal

was for two to three years of

alternate service.

This was shortened to a man-

datory 18 months, the newspaper

reported and was then made more

flexible last weekend to permit a

schedule of six to 24 months of

alternate service.

The newspaper reported that

sources predicted between 25 and

50 per cent of the estimated 50,000

war draft dodgers and deserters in

Canada and Europe would come
home under the plan. This is ex-

pected to tax the ability of

placement agencies to find jobs for

all the men.
At the height of the war, the

newspaper reported, only about

2,000 conscientious objectors were
placed in similar jobs.

The Monitor reported that a

White House press aide would not

comment on the amnesty details.

But the newspaper's Justice

Department source said the plan

will be unveiled by the end of the

month with soem guidelines that

have not yet been set.

The President's amnesty plan

was first expected last week, then

Tuesday.
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Eve/ Knievel; the six million dollar man. What is the significance of
such an existence. The adventurer, the hero, the fool, or the en-
tertainer?

THE QUESTION: Do you feel that Knievel's performance of

Sunday the 7th was a "rip off" and what is next?

Lori DeCesare, 20, English

major, junior from Easton,

Mass. John Quincy Adams-
South West; Well I think it was
a stupid idea. I'm glad he didn't

.die or anything like that. I really

wasn't interested and I didn't

pay much attention to it. I

think that people like that have

something wrong with them.

He'll think of something else,

I'm sure.

Patty Saraca, 18,

Psychology major, freshman

from Norwood, Mass.

Coolidge-South West; I think

it's fine if he wants to do it and

ail but it's a great waste of

money. Six million dollars for

that one thing? I think it's all

right to live like that and do

those things but why waste

the money; buying tickets and

all. People pay to be there and

be a part of it all.

Joe Curran, 21 Phys-Ed

major, junior from Norwood,
Mass. Kappa Sigma. It was a

waste of time. It was a big

publicity stunt and the build up
was pretty ridiculous. It was all

built up way too much when
they launched him only to have
the rocket crash into the walls

like that. He leads an in-

teresting life but I see him as

useless.

Charlene Schagnon, 21,

Wildlife Biology major, senior

from Chicopee, Mass. Pier-

pont-South West; I think he's

necessary because he was
doing what he really believed

in and that's important. Most

people don't dare do what they

believe in. He looks pretty bad

in the eyes of the public and it

will be a while before he does

anything else. It'll be pretty

hard to live with in his mind for

some time.

'
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Letters to the editor
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Meditation is coming to UMass
To the Editor:

Every morning over 500 UMass students wake up
and close their eyes. Twenty minutes later, they open
them again, this time feeling livelier, more alert,

energetic. They weren't sleeping. They weren't

dreaming. They were practicing Transcendental

Meditation — TM.
Recent scientific research on TM has added an

exciting new dimension to the understanding process.

What has been found is that average brain wave
patterns during wakefulness are characterized by
incoherence - wave patterns mixed in both frequency

and amplitude. In other words, there seems to be a

literal, physiological explanation for the term

"scatterbrain." However, recent studies show that

during TM, brain waves from all parts of the head
come into greater synchrony. This more integrated

style of functioning of the brain tends to last outside

of meditation as well. Coupled with the finding that

those who practice Transcendental Meditation show
a marked improvement in their grade-point averages,

scientists may be well on the way to discovering more
about the physiology of learning ability.

TM is a simple, natural mental technique whereby
the mind settles down to experience quieter levels of
the thinking process, and the body correspondingly

receives deep rest. The practical implication of this?

With this deep rest, stresses are rooted out of the

nervous system, allowing one to think and act in a

more creative way.

Personal instruction in TM is conducted by the

Students International Meditation Society. The

branch of the organization responsible for more

advanced intellectual understanding is Maharishi

International Academy [MIA]. In Amherst, a course

entitled The Science of Creative Intelligence [SCI] will

be offered at UMass by MIA this fall, with its in-

troductory meeting on September 16 at 7:30 p.m. in

Tobin 204. While TM allows one to enjoy greater

creativity in one's life spontaneously, SCI gives

systematic understanding of what creative in-

telligence is, its origin, nature and growth. In fact,

Maharishi International University has been

established, which teaches all other disciplines in the

light of this fundamental understanding of intelligence

itself, and on September 1, the former campus of

Parsons College in Fairfield, Iowa was purchased to

accommodate the hundreds of students attending

MIU.
There will be a free introductory lecture about SCI

and TM on Tuesday, September 17 in Machmer W26
at 7:30 p.m. For further information, call 545- 1540 or

549-6708. SIMS has an office in Student Union room
304, and at 35 Butterfield Terrace.

Willy Koppel

Christopher Yonge, 19,

Classics major, sophomore
from Cambridge, Mass.

Pierpont-South West; Knievel

isn't entirely necessary to our

society. I was under the im-

pression that he was going to

do it in a motorcycle; maybe

I'm out of touch with things. I

read that some of his friends

have referred to him as a big

crook and a con man. If he is,

he'll think of something else.

Jim Moore, 24, Councilling

major, sophomore from New
York, NY, University Park; I

think that the whole thing was
a big joke. A rip off. We should

be concentrating on more
important things. He'll try it

again. It's just like the

Mohammad and Frazer fight.

People were disappointed and
they will use the first fight for a

backing of the second one.

Savini deplores Nixon pardon

To the Editor:

Once again the American System of Justice has

been shown to be the puppet of the rich and

powerful. Personally, I am disgusted with the

position which President Ford has taken in giving "a

free, full and absolute pardon " to ex -president Nixon.

The sheer force of this action has been a giant step

backwards from the actions which brought about

Richard Nixon's resignation. I can not understand

how a pardon can be given to this man without having

reached a point where every U.S. citizen clearly can

see, that Richard M. Nixon was in fact, guilty.

Certainly, there is a great deal of public opinion

pressure on the ex -president which is not common in

other criminal proceedings but, in taking the office of

President of the United States it would seem that

Nixon would have understood that a possibility of

impeachment and a strenous public trial would exist.

In short if the man agreed to take the responsibility of

the presidency he also indirectly agreed to take on the

burden of public pressure if he was impeached.

To pardon, the remaining persons involved in the

Watergate affair, seems to add salt to the wounds of

American sensitivity. President Ford is only instilling

the idea that Nixonian techniques in public office are

the only workable techniques. The President is only

inviting further deterioration of our system of justice

an -equal rights and possibly the time may have come
for that deterioration to be necessary. I for one
though, am not comfortable with dealing in a system

of continuous deceit.

Rick Savini, SGA President

It's 1 10 on the 17th Open letter to Ford Fonda replies

By DEAN TUCKER
Everybody complains about the weather but no one does anything

about it. Remember that one? It's no longer true in this age of

controlled climate living. Off the street and into a cool building with

the humidity under control by some new plug in wizzy dizzy that

drinks from the air.

Apparently the UMass Library doesn't have such a device in its

inventory, because the temperature and humidity of many stack

floors is reminiscient of a sauna bath. The trouble is that the library

staff does not allow students to take off their clothes and study in a

Turkish towel. In the meantime the tall impressive monument to

poor planning is impossible to work in, rendering it useless to anyone

other than a photographer or pervert into architectural phallic

symbols.

What can be done? Maybe nothing because the Physical Plant

Staff in the building is about as organiwed as the structure they are

in charge of. I asked u worker if he could turn down the thermostat

or turn u"-» the air conditioner. He replied that he was only authorized

to dump trash and sweep floors.

The big question is: who will remove the bodies expired from heat

prostration if the Beauracracy of Brooms doesn't get hot, or cold on

an intolerable contribution the sometimes intolerable environment

UMass has.

To the Editors:

This is to record my protest, my disgust and my
distress at your incredible pardon of Nixon, who by
all objective criteria must rank as one of the arch-

criminals of the twentieth century.

Your precipitant action is, in my opinion, a travesty

ofjustice which proves to me, to the entire world, and

to unborn generations, that

1. In USA., Crime Does Pay!

2 In U.S.A., the head man gets off scab free

while the underlings who did his evil bidding writh in

jail.

It is a sad day for the United States of America

when its first non -elected President casts his moral,

ethical, and political lot with the perfidy, the men-

dacity, the malfeasance, the duplicity, the

demogoguery {"suffered enough" indeed/] of the

most criminally evil Presidency this country has ever

known.
God Save America!

Joseph D. Burroughs
Professor of Human Development

University of Massachusetts

To The Editor:

/ would like to thank Mr. Fitzgerald for bringing to

my attention the issue of amnesty to draft evaders

and resistors. In my last fetter I applauded President

Ford for the mercy he showed toward Nixon. In this

letter I would like to again show my admiration for the

president in his granting amnesty to draft evaders. As
president he has the power to grant amnesty. He also

has the power not to grant amnesty. The conditions

of the amnesty make difference in its justice. The fact

is that Ford is showing mercy to these men by
granting them amnesty at all.

Some peopie itttn mat men should not be giving

amnesty because it is unfair to the men who did go
and get killed ->r put in prisoner of war camps. I don 't

agree with that opinion. Many of these men left

prematurely. I am sure that some of them could have
gotten physical deferments or COs if they had really

tried. With options like these I feel that Ford is within

his rights as president to give them the amnesty that

he has.

Kenneth Fonda

Corruption at UMass? What do you think? Write letters to the Editor today

Tripoli

Doing what's right—wrong
"...no, no, no you don't understand how radio

works.

"

-Catherwood
WMUA, the student run campus radio station, is in

what appears to be the final stages of a controversy
that has been going on actively since mid-May and in

a different way for a lot longer. It is a problem that has
implications for the entire campus, and campus media
in particular. It is the problem of input of women and
minority groups in the station. WMUA is an in-

teresting case study in how to deal with and abuse the
spirit of the term Affirmative Action.

The people involved in the affair are almost as
diverse as the scope of student activities itself. With
the organizations they represent, here is a rundown of

those involved:

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION [SGA)
- represented by Student Senator and former
Women's Committee member Martha Creegan.
THE BLACK NEWS SERVICE [BNS] AND CORP -

represented by Collegian Black Affairs Editor and
Corp member Sherwood Thompson.
THE BLACK MASS COMMUNICATIONS

PROJECT \BMCP]
THE WOMEN'S MEDIA PROJECT [WMP] -

represented bv Robin Rich

WMUA - represented by Station Manager Jack
Harper and Program Director Scott Bacherman.

I spoke to all the above this week. From their ac-

counts and various other sources, such as meeting
minutes, the following account of what happened
over the last few months has emerged.

According to Robin Rich of WMP women in-

terested in MUA, especially those from WMP, had
been requesting time to meet with the Management
of WMUA for most of the Spring semester to discuss

what they felt were the special problems involved in

the entrance of women in large numbers to the

WMUA station body. Rich claims that the meetings
were constantly postponed, but that the women "let

it go" at the time.

Toward the end of the semester, according to Rich,

grievances developed. The women felt at this time

that they had been ignored too long and submitted a

detailed list of grievances to the Student Senate at the

May 23 meeting of the Senate Executive Committee.
By then, all the students were gone, a situation which
raised a few questions about the validity of decisions

to be made in the controversy. The Senate's summer
actions, for one thing, are not valid until ratified by the

full Senate at one of its first Fall meetings. The same
applies to WMUA and its staff, but that will be
discussed later.

There is some disagreement by MUA Program
Director Scott Bacherman with Rich's story as to why
meetings were not held in the spring to discuss the

problem. While Rich claims that the station was
dodging the women (the reason they brought the

matter to the Student Government), Bacherman gave

the rationale for the delay as a case of the station

receiving the women's request at a particularly busy

time. The station was deeply involved in negotiations

with Third World media groups to establish the

position of director of Third World affairs, according

to Bacherman, and he claims that this was keeping

everyone at MUA too busy to sit down with the

women. Only top personnel at WMUA know if this

story is true. I can't see why they would be lying. It is

easy to see on the other hand hov 'he women may
have felt neglected, as at that point h. 1 feelings were
already developing on both sides and communication

was not flowing between the parties involved.

By this time all the groups mentioned earlier were

involved in the controversy at the same time, and it

turned into kind of an alphabet soup war, with

WMUA on one side and the WMP, BMCP, BNS,
CORP, and the SGA on the other. The Third World

Groups had submitted to the SGA a copy of a letter

they had sent to the station accusing them of non-

compliance with Affirmative Action guidelines.

The SGA involvement in the affair comes in for a

little examination here. When the four chief com-

plainants against WMUA decided to go to the Senate

their goal was to have the Senate freeze the station's

budget, a power it holds over any recognized Senate

Organization (RSO) that it budgets. The actual

freezing was postponed many times (it never did

happen) with the understanding that MUA would

hold regular meetings with the four. These meetings

were held, and from them came a document which

was to be an agreement between all disagreeing

groups. Martha Creegan, in her report to the Senate

nn her summer activities, states that at one time the

document was accepted by all, but somehow it was

not officially used.

From an MUA perspective the document has very

little to recommend it, since it puts them in a position

somewhat skin to the Germans at Versaille. Since the

management feels that they were willing to work out

the input problems with the four groups, the

umam, yyN ' ,f,s ,hr,r Complicity in neglect of

Hon could I
avp pleased them or

related to me.

A dispute arose over some changes in MUA's
constitution affecting personnel, the station people
claiming that nothing could be done until their full

staff was back in the Fall and the SGA finally

alleviating the problem by the legal but somewhat
dubious means of suspending MUA's constitution

and setting up a new provisional government that

incorporated the disputed personnel changes. The
provisional government, which first met on July 18,

will remain in control until the end of this month. It

consists of the old MUA management board, with the

change being that previously non-voting members
can vote now. The MUA station body decided the

future of these changes last night, but it was done too
late for the Collegian's press time.

No straight thinking person can deny that there

isn't enough input by any of the protesting groups,
and that not only here, but in society as a whole, such
input is not only deserved but crucially and morally

right. But something is rotten here and it appears that

in this particular case the right thing was done for the

wrong reasons, and that is as bad as The wrong thing

being done. Consider:

That no one knows what one of the groups, Corp,

really is and who it represents. Martha Creegan thinks

it is "kind of a clearinghouse for all the Third World
groups on campus." When I asked Sherwood
Thompson, a member of Corp. how many people
were part of it he declined to give a direct answer,

saying only that it is "composed of concerned
community." Yet the Senate was willing to legitimize

them without asking questions and demand that

WMUA treat them on an equal footing with other

groups.

The SGA was willing to override the station's

constitution, which everyone admits was in a mess,
and in need of change in order to gain an end that the

four protesting groups desired. While this is within

their jurisdiction, it seems a bit of a heavy handed
thing to do, especially to media and especially in view

of the fact that they did not really know who they

were dealing with in at least one of the groups.

There is also the consideration that the SGA, as

embodied by its representative, did not go the extra

mile to get both sides of the story, but chose to

believe the protesters who came to them initially. I see
no reason not to believe that MUA was sincere in its

intention to follow through with affirmative action.

Both representatives of the station that I spoke with

seemed to have no trouble with the concept. The only

problem was constitutional, and the hassle of

everyone outside of the station pushing through the

measures they thought appropriate by governmental
fiat.

Another aspect of the problem is the political nature

of some of the changes incorporated in the grievance

statements. One issue which was included in the

WMP statement was that the station should "en-

courage the use of alternative news services." From
my experience, these types of news services are little

more than biased versions of regular news. This type

of thing should be decided on by the full station since

it is a decision that is political in nature.

Another requested change in the WMP statement

was that MUA play music that "presents women and
Third World people in a positive way." This ignores

the freedom of the artist involved and of the people

who play the music. Both of the aforementioned

grievances reflect a willingness to subvert other

people's rights on the road to what the authors

consider a higher consciousness. It is in its own way
as dangerous as fascism, although the intent was, I'm

sure, not that at all.

Other provisions of the grievances of all the

protesting parties display a general lack of awareness

of the functions of the station in the community and
the wants and needs of the listening audience. One of

the statements, that of the three Black media groups,

contains a good dosage of the rhetoric of accusation

and mau-mauing that is both devisive and (in view of

what I perceive to be the real intentions of the heads

of WMUA) worthless.

My contention is that those who are powerless and
oppressed stand to lose the most in the long run by

using questionable methods to get things done. While

I'd say that most of what went onseemed to be done
without malice, it still bears looking at by all involved.

We'll never be able to deal with the Richard Nixons of

the world if we can be condemned for using the same
tactics that we decried in him.

For these reasons I would urge the Student Senate

to reverse the actions of the summer Executive

Committee at its next regular meeting and allow

WMUA to work out its problem of minority and

women's input on its own. The impetus is certainly

there, and I believe that the will is there and that the

consciousness required has been there since at least

mid May, if not before. There's still time to do the

right 'thing the right way and for the right reasons.

Now it's up to the right people.

itmyf Tnguh is a Coi/eytan columnist

Dasterdly Dick lives

By ERIC FLEET
There will be no Nixon trial. This stark fact became

evident to political strategists Sunday afternoon. It is

obvious that something must be done. If Watergate, kept

alive for over two years, is allowed to die now the longest,

and most sordid inquisition in American history could be
all for nought. Indeed, liberalism could be right back to

Nov. 7, 1972. With nothing to detract from inflationary

policies Congress would face the wrath of the American
electorate. Democratic allocations, now free from Nixon
would face a spotless and conservative Gerry Ford. As we
can see in recent papers the defenders of the social

welfare state are once again in gear for action.

Chairman Sam has called the pardoning "a continuation

of the cover-up." Others have called it "the cover-up of

cover-ups." Incredible as it may seem Ford's amnesty for

Nixon has been labled more serious than the heinous
crimes which Nixon himself allegedly committed. Why this

growing wrath over an issue which was thought to be
dead? Perhaps if the American people get the answer to

this question they will finally know what "Watergate" is all

about.

In the wake of the 1972 presidential mandate liberalism

was faced with total anihilation. With Vietnam soon to be
dead and conservatism on the rampage the left faced a
purge within the Democratic party itself. The prospects for

the first Republican Congress in twenty years loomed over
the 1974 elections like a dark shadow. The public was
becoming angry with inflation and an issue, any issue, had
to be grabbed. Nixon presented his opposition with that

issue and proceeded to set himself up in a political spider's

web. Most Democrats wrote Watergate off as the
McGovernites post-Vietnam toy until it became evident
that Nixon's political mistakes could insure re-election in

1974. Salvation had come from the hands of the devil

himself.

Unfortunately, Nixon would not hold on for the Senate
trial which would have taken place (timing, my friend)

during the fall of this year. As if that is not enough, Ford

started his administration with many popular actions, such
as: conditional amnesty for traitors; mass transit welfare;

meetings with the EPA and, of course, Nelson Rockefeller.

The month of August was a living nightmare for the social

welfare state as the possibilities of a Republican Congress
again came to life. But now that is all over. Congress has

declared an end to the honeymoon just in the nick of time.

The hatred and mass disregard once directed toward
Nixon will now be transferred to Ford as election 1974
approaches.

Whether or not the American people will wake up in

time is sheer speculation. There is a good chance they will

believe the assertion that the spirit of Dick Nison the
Dastardly lives anew in the person of Gerry Ford the Gum
Chewing. One can only hope that the electorate will see
this coup for what it is and vote accordingly.

Eric Fleet is a Collegian Commentator
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Ariel declares he's

been personally hurt
cont. from p. 1

because my lawyer told me not to

talk," he added.

Ariel said he feels the two ar-

ticles, and one appearing in today's

edition, are one-sided. "The ac-

cusations are really damaging," he

said. "I would like to clear my
name."

Ariel said if there was evidence

that any personal financial gain

came his way or if he has wrongly

endorsed commercial products, "I

will come out with a statement right

on the spot that I should be fired."

Ariel has become the focJs of a

dispute between three professors in

the dept. of physical education. His

case has also lead to charges that

the U Mass-Amherst administration

allowed him to be hired improperly

to full professor from part-time

teaching position.

"I would challenge any professor

to come up with a better set of

credentials than mine," Ariel said,

adding that allegations he has

unethically reprinted original

research in two publications

concurrently are false.

In particular, Ariel said it was
strange that "my advisor who
signed the papers for my diploma

could turn up so badly against me."

Dr. Benjamin Ricci was Ariel's

advisor in his PhD. program

towards a degree in exercise

science. Ricci is a professor of

Exercise Science and a major in-

stigator of court suits to improve

conditions at the belchertown State

School for the Mentally Retarded.

CCEBS volunteers help in

University year for action

By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA
MDC Staff

Students from the Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black

Students, (CCEBS), participated in community work as volunteers of the

University Year for Action, this past summer.
Carl Shelton and Ivan Hazard worked as recreation coordinators for the

Hampshire Community Action in Northampton. Students carried on
different recreational activities to residents of a housing program. Ac-
cording to Ivan Hazard some of the activities were sports, quiet games,
arts and crafts and special projects.

UYA, CCEBS and Univ. of Mass. sponsored the Summer Program.

Women's union ras raises $200.00
The Valley Women's Union sponsored a benefit concert Wednesday

night and raised about $200.

Lilith, a popular women's band, played at the event which was held at

Hampden Dining Commons. Between 150 and 200 students attended.

Ellen Wade, a member of the Employment Work Group of the Valley

Women's Union, said the money would go to such goals as the unionizing

of local waitresses.

The Valley Women's Union, originally the Valley Women's Center, is

concerned with issues related to Feminist Socialism.

They are located at 200 Main St. in Northampton.

Meeting on bikeways planned
The Circulation Committee of the Amherst Planning Board will hold its

second meeting about bikeways in Amherst on Tuesday, September 24,

1974. The meeting will be held in the Town Room of the Town Hall at 7:30

p.m.

All citizens interested in bicycling and concerned about the need for a

safe, convenient bikeway system in Amherst are encouraged to attend the

meeting and share their ideas with the Committee.

At this time, the Circulation Committee is interested in getting citizen

input on such items as safety; accessibility of biking routes for recreation

and commuting; desirable routes and connections in the town; trouble

spots such as dangerous intersections and curves, unsafe paving, curbs,

poor warning signs; and the need for bicycle parking facilities. Wendy
Lindguist, the Bikeway Planner, will review her work to date and present

initial proposals for Amherst's Bikeway System.

From

Bare Traps
of California

Melissa

—latigo leather

—wooden soles

More Bare Traps at:

tUitiJti Shoes
8 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Hadley Village Barn Shops Rte. 9, Hadley

San Andreas to let go in '82

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Two
astronomers predict in a book

published yesterday that a rare

alignment of the planets in 1982 will

touch off a chain of events that will

trigger a great earthquake along

California's San Andreas fault

system.

"In particular, the Los Angeles

region will, we believe, be subjected

to the most massive earthquake

experienced by a major center of

population during this centry," say

Drs. John R. Gribbin and Stephen

H. Plagemann.

Thev say the San Andreas fault

system, which runs from north of

San Francisco down to the Gulf of

California, is under great strain just

waiting for something to kick off

major earth movements.
That nudge, they argue in "The

Jupiter Effect" Walker and Co.,

$7.95, is likely to occur when all

nine planets will be lined up on the

same side of the sun for the first

time in 179 years. At the same time

in 1982, the sun is expected to be

undergoing its maximum sunspot

activity over an 11 -year period.

Gribbin and Plagemann say the

Project Pulse

has openings
Project Pulse, the student at-

titude and opinion survey project

on campus, still has a few openings

left for work-study students to

work as telephone interviewers on

Wednesday evenings. Because of

the nature of Pulse's operation,

Pulse can use only those students

who, for some reason, cannot

obtain enough hours or are not

working their limit in hours on their

present work-study assignment.

Interested students should stop

by the Pulse Office, 245F Whit-

more, or call 5-1543.

combination of tidal forces of the

planets on the sun and the normal

activity increase will generate great

outbursts of solar radiation which in

turn will have a "pronounced ef-

fect" on Earth's weather patterns.

These changes in atmospheric

circulation, they say, will disrupt

Earth's rotation enough to "agitate

regions of geologic instability into

life.

"There will be many ear-

thquakes, large and small, around

susceptible regions of the globe.

And one region where one of the

greatest fault systems lies today

under a great strain, long overdue

for a giant leap forward and just

awaiting the necessary kick, is

California."

The book is expected to draw
considerable scientific attention. A
solar astronomer at the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration's Environmental
Research Laboratories at Boulder,

Colo., said the past performance of

earlier attempts to forecast sunspot

activity on the basis of planetary

lineups does not add any credibility

to the new prediction.

Shumway's

Wallpaper & Paint Store, Inc.

320 COLLEGE STREET

Bold and Bright Colors

Labels for Less
Sportswear

[AJonten and Juniors

25% to 50% 'off Mf. piice

hours 10-6

Fri.til9

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

The s^f/^'
CHEESE *8fe3 BARN—L"_..

at Mountain Farms Mall
96 Feet of Cheese on Display

Back to School Specials

Jarlsberg 1.49 King Christian 1.49

Port Wine in Cheddar 1.49

Boursin with Herbs 1.19

Camembert 1.29

Turnonto
hassle-free

living!

72 n n

• ON FREE UMASS BUS LINE
• NO LEASE REQUIRED *

Check out an amazingly big two bedroom at Brittany

Manor. From swimming pools (2) and pro tennis courts (2
|

to softball, football & badminton lawns and recreational fa-

cilities, there's plenty to keep you going. And you'll never

be far from all the comforts ofhome with applianced kitch-

ens, wall to wall carpeting, cable TV antenna, heat and
air conditioning, and motorcycle racks. Plus a 24-hour resi-

dent manager and on-site maintenance crew.

2 bedrooms from $230

Give us a call at (413) 256-8534.

Directions: East Hadley Road opposite Grist Mill off Route 1 16.

BrittanyManor

Rhodes, Marshall scholarships competitions opened for 'F6
Rhodes and Marshall scholarship com-

petitions for 1975-76 has officially opened,
according to Barbara B. Burn, Director of the
Office of International Programs.
A Rhodes scholarship provides for two

years of study at Oxford University, England,
with a possible third year if the scholar's
record and plan of study warrant it.

To be eligible a candidate must be male,
unmarried and a U.S. citizen with at least five

years' domicile; be between 18 and 24 years
old at the time of application; have at least

junior standing at the time of application; and

recieve official endorsement of the
university.

Selection is based not only upon the
applicant's academic ability and
achievements, but upon his moral character
and physical vigor. "Quality of both
character and intellect is the most important
requirement for a Rhodes scholarship," the
official program announcement states.
The Marshall scholarship program is

designed to enable qualified men and women
to study for a degree at any university in the
United Kingdom. Awards are made for two

years, but may be extended for a third.

To be eligible a candidate must be a U.S.
citizen, under 26 years of age on October 1,

1975, and a graduate of an accredited college
or university.

Marshall scholarship selection committees
look for distinction of intellect and character
as evidenced both by scholastic attainment
and other activities and achievement.

Rhodes and Marshall Scholarship ap-
plication forms are available at the In-

ternational Programs Office. Students in-

terested in learning more about the

Grant awarded to legal services

scholarships should talk with Ms. Judy
Epstein, International Programs Office, 239
Whitmore. Completed applications must be
received at the International Programs Office
by October 11. The applicants are then in-

terviewed by a campus committee. Ap-
plications endorsed by this committee are
transmitted to the state and regional Rhodes
and Marshall Selection Committee for their
review.

As only 30 Marshall Scholarships and 32
Rhodes Scholarships are awarded each year
throughout the entire U.S., competition for
them is extremely keen. Students should
only consider applying if they have a very
high cumulative grade average.

Western Massachusetts Legal
Services, Inc. has announced
receipt of a grant from the
Massachusett Dept. of Mental
Health to establish a pilot project to

provide legal services to the
mentally retarded residents of the
four western Massachusetts
counties.

The Mental Retardation
Representation Project, with a staff

of two attorneys and two
paraprofessionals, is located at 67
Pomeroy Terrace, Northampton.
MERREP will counsel and-or

represent any resident of
Belchertown State School or its

community placement facilities.

There are no limitations on the
types of cases that we can handle.

MERREP will also provide
paralegal training for Dept. of

Mental Health staff and community
placement staff in areas involving

the legal rights and problems of

people labeled mentally retarded.

We hope to have a workshop in late

September dealing with the legal

rights and legal problems of people
labeled mentally retarded. The

workshop will be open to the
public.

MERREP will act as a resource
for the private bar. We will provide

information to private attorneys

representing clients labeled
mentally retarded.

Also, MERREP will begin an

educational program for the
residents of Belchertown State
School and the community
placement facilities. A program will

be run to provide a legal education
to the residents. The program will

focus on their legal rights as well as
responsibilities.

Amherst Cycle
1 Cook PI.

253-9460
( Behind Aubuchon's)

headquarters for

Northampton Bicycle
8 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-3810

bicycle sales
and service.

We're a franchisee! Raleigh dealer so you can be sure that

we'll always provide you wjth the finest service from the

time you first buy your Raleigh cycle for as long as you
keep it. You won't find a better cycle than one of the many
Raleigh models and you won't find a better place to buy one.

'House of Vision

20% off

All Frames

this month only

mrmsmiffi*^

FRIDAY

SAT.

SUN.
584-8324

This weekend at

(She |tob
Happy Hour 3 - 6

with Doc Sullivan

D.J. 9 - 1

Sweet Basil 9-1

Goodtime Hour 4-8
Sweet Basil 9-1

CRANES
Fashiftns for Men

GRAND

OPENING

Friday, Somber 13tk

tf» «1

1'S.

tf

GRAND
OPENING/

\

ta-t*
• • • :

PLANTS &
SUPPLIES
CERAMICS
WEAVING
SUPPLIES

Books

v

New Lunar Orbit

Project yourself
into this great looking |acket
that insulates against cold
as no other jacket has ever done before
The waterproof nylon shell is lunar lined
for maximum warmth with minimum weight $35.00

THE GREATEST NAME IN SPORTSWEAR

SPECIALS!

BEADS*YARNS

distributors/

Cum &
LeCterc 3C&

Tapestry Looms l26 - *20

Rya Yarn ... I 5% off

Acrylic Knitting Yarn (402) .89'

Special on selected beods

Assorted small plants ... 39'

Pruning Shears &§0>- M 59

Rubber Trees *3 99
6" Unglazed Hanging Planters *3 49

CRANES
Fashions for Men

Mt. Farms Mall
Mon. — Sat. — 10-9:30

584-9375

103 N. PLEASANT/AMHERST 25^8810
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"A school of higher education"

Astrology in Amherst
ByLARRIESHEA

There has been an upswing of
interest over the* last year in

Astrology. There are several
resources in the Amherst area that
can help you to satisfy this interest.

Basically, Astrology is a system
of understanding life. We are all

interested in answering the basic
questions of Who am I?... How did I

get here?... Where am I going:
Astrology attempts to answer these
and many other questions.

Let's take a look at some recent
history before discussing Astrology
resources. Nearly two years ago
two students, Zachariah and Larrie
Shea go the idea, independently, to
create a BDIC Major in Astrology as
an alternative. The reality came
about due largely to the efforts of
Prof. Ed Phinney of the Classics
Department, who courageously
agreed to sponsor them. Sub-
sequently two more students came
in to the program, Jeff Jawer and
Don Cerow.

As an outgrowth of the program
the Amherst Astrology Co-
operative was born. The Co-op's
goals of establishing an Astrology
Library, Beginner Classes, and a
base of co-operation for
Astrologers in the area has been
met. There are nearly fifty books on

reserve at the Jones Library in

Amherst, that are available for

anyone to use. This Fall a beginner

course will be taught free of charge

and open to the public. The Co-op
will begin regular weekly meetings

at the end of this month.

This Fall, astrological activity in

the area has reached an un-

precedented peak. Larry Ely, an

eminent area Astrologer, will be

one-credit colloquim course and it

will meet on Thursday evenings
beginning Oct. 3rd.

These are your resources for

Astrology in the area. If I have
missed any others I apologize...and
hope that you will let me know
about them. Anyone interested in

starting an Astrology Club can call

me at 549-0005. Thank You... May
the long time Sun shine upon you.

EDUCATION?
By NAOMI MILAMED

Staff Reporter

"What do you want to be when you grow up?"
How many times have we heard this priceless

question? On the surface it is quite flexible - we have
choices of becoming nurses, firemen, or beach bums.
No one has commanded us to continue learning, and
actually joining the foreign legion is still a possibility.

Yet, we really know that translated these "loaded"
inquiry are a chant of "Go to college, go to college, go
to college.."

So here I am at sunny (sometimes) UMass, a victim

of high school "college" courses and dreams of

grandeur. Along with my radio, stuffed animals, and
other necessities, I dutifully lugged from horn dic-

tionaries, reference books, notebooks, and other
marks of diligence. Why? To study with, of coursel
Yeah, you guessed it - I'm a freshman (i.e. a member
of that almost extinct race who expects college to be
a few notches above high school). When examining
the past two weeks at UMass, though, I find the only
book I have opened is a campus guide. I have already
logged several nights at the Blue Wall, invaded
countless parties, and helped drain foaming kegs.

Maybe I'm just naive, but why am I here, anyway?
Perhaps my confusion stems from following the

saying "Don't believe everything you hear." My
fidelity, however, was not due to any respect for
proverbs, but because I received such diverse
predictions and advice. My supervisor at work this
summer insisted I would become an alcoholic before
semester break, and concerned adults reminded me
that college is a place for study. Tug o'war, anyone?

I have heard UMass called both a "school of higher
education" and a "camp for aging children." Both
descriptions, however, seem to overlap, for "college"
has come to mean a place to live, study, shout, and
play. Above all, UMass is a unique experience, for in

this hallowed institution we have live- in sex coun-
selors, parties on "school" (?) nights, dining common
food (the last time I checked), and, of course, dor-
mitory living en masse. Many types of students have
flocked to UMass. I have heard the resident yodeler
and champion shouters, yet have also seen colloquia
course listings. Where else can such a combination of
merrymaking and learning exist?

If an atmosphere of all work and no play creates an
insipid student body, then surely UMies are among
the most inventive people. The balance between time
spent in scholastic endeavors and hell-raising is up to
us.

Where's the party tonight?

TI T— ~—
' —i r^ » ~*ttt-

teaching a Beginner Course
through UMass Continuing Ed.

beginning Monday November 4th.

Jeff Jawer is doing an Astro-

Prediction show over WMUA
weekday mornings at 8:30. He and
Larrie Shea will be teaching a

Beginner Class for the Astrology

Co-op beginning Sept. 25th at 8:00

p.m. on Wednesday.

Jeff, Nancy Blair, and Barry
Lynes initiated an Astrological
Service last August 17th, called

Ometrics. Some of their specialties

include Personal Counseling and a
written five-month projection. They
can be contacted at P.O. Box 341
Amherst or 549-6743.

The UM Tut Sut Bookery, the
area's only Astrology-Occult
specialty bookshop, is changing its

name and location. It will be located
in between the Hungry-U Earth-

wares off of North Pleasant
Street, and will be called The Sirius

Bookery.

Leslie Mitchell and Don Cewow,
experienced Astrologers, will be
teaching a course on "The Sym-
bolism of Astrology" on Thursday
evenings at the Amherst-Pelham
Regional Junior High School
through the Adult Education
program and Project Ten. This is a

JUHE..197V-..p/iyjMyF«R bobo foDDy

Those crazy unshaved legs:

they don't feel any less femine
By JAN ALEXANDER mai,^.u *u- . .

Staff Reporter
th,nk that shavin9 makes them n

By JAN ALEXANDER
Staff Reporter

Well the times they are a-changin', and as the times
change, well, so do habits and customs and opinions
about what makes a woman and what makes a man.
So a lot of women these days are no longer shaving

their legs for one reason or another and they are not
feeling any less feminine. In fact most say that they
feel more feminine and even sensual.

"Have you ever swung on a swing with unshaved
legs?" asked one 19 year old woman. "It feels good,
it's a different sensation."

A 21 -year-old married woman said that there were
"sensual perversions" involved in not shaving and
went so far as to say that unshaved legs helps her to
"become one with the animal world."
There are a lot of reasons why this trend is growing.

One 19 year old said simply that she didn't shave her
legs because "no one sees them".

Another 19 year old from Reading said, "I couldn't
understand why I was doing it. It was a waste of
time."

A 20 year old woman interviewed in Franklin Dining
Commons said that her parents made her feel guilty
about shaving. "They felt that it was a bad thing to
do, and that it wasn't necessary", she stated.
"The only reason women shave is because society

makes them think that shaving makes them more of a
woman," she continued. "Society shouldn't push you
to do it."

One Field House resident felt that the trend was
directly related to the change in sex roles. "When the
whole ideology changed concerning men and women,
not shaving was a natural outgrowth of that For
some it was a sudden cultural shock," she said,
"While others glided into it after realizing these social
changes."

In contrast to this view, Katherine Garnard of the
Even/woman's Center said, "I would not think this is a
woman's issue." Ms. Gamard continued saying that
she personally doesn't shave because "I see no
reason to do it".

The question remains concerning whether the ones
that break away from tradition are chastised by those
that don't.

"At first I was afraid to be looked down upon," said
one non-conformist, "But most people tell me they
hardly notice it. I do get mad at people looking down
at me though," she concluded.
One woman epitomized a dying attitude when she

recalled that the young girls attending a camp where
she worked this summer told her that if she shaved
her legs, they could get her a boyfriend.
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(As if we had not been
there enough already)

f
Most of us have finished

buying bopks for this

semester, and managed to

survive the insanity that oc-
vupies that it big warehouse.
The photogmphs here were
taken duringyhe mad rush of
the past week. m

By DAN SMITH

...endless lines.. .and endless stacks...

...I know it's gotta be in here SOMEPLACE...

.spending your life's savings for a semester's worth of books...
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U.S. Army bureaucracy

breaks up marriage '

BONN [UPI] - Although Joanne and Fred Reinfeld are happily married
and intend to keep sharing a connubial bed, they have sued each other for
divorce in order to get around U.S. Army bureaucracy.

"I love Fred very much and he loves me very much and we will stay
together," Mrs. Reinfeld said after their decision to file for divorce to save
her husband's job.

"I don't want to sound maudlin or anything, but I am crazy about
Joanne — please understand that," Fred said.

"A priest told us we would scill be married in the eyes of God and the
Catholic Church," Mrs. Reinfeld said. She is Roman Catholic, he is Jewish
and both are Americans.

The 31 -year- old, long-haired Mrs. Reinfeld said the Army withdrew her
husband's permit to sell insurance because of her job at the U.S. Army's
elementary school at Rhein-Main air base.

"The Army told Fred that it had become aware her was my dependent
and withdrew his solicitation permit," Mrs. Reinfeld said.

Reinfeld, a civilian insurance salesman, sold policies to American military

personnel stationed in Germany until the Army withdrew his license three

weeks ago, citing regulations which prevent dependents from acting as

agents for an insurance or brokerage firm.

"I am shaken by the whole situation, but we have no choice but to go
through with the divorce to satisfy the A rmy," Mrs. Reinfeld said.

"I come from a very religious family, and divorce, well-l hope my father

doesn't find out about it," she said.

In a letter to Reinfeld, the Army justified its withdrawal of the permit to

prevent Army dependents from gaining unfair advantage in their business
as a result of access to Army facilities.

"Your dependent privileges to enter installations permit you access to

areas and facilities in which solicitation is prohibited," the letter said.

Prof. Ira D. Trail joins

U. Mass. School of Health
The nursing division of the

University of Massachusetts-
Amherst School of Health Sciences
begins the year with a new director,

Prof. Ira D. Trail, who comes to

UMass with 27 years as a nurse,

educator, and consultant.

She has also studied several

nursing topics, including public

health, community mental health,

mental health education, social and
community psychiatry, and nursing

education.

For the past four years, Dr. Trail

has been chairman of the nursing
department at California State
College in Bakersfield. Her career
began in 1947 as a staff nurse at

Bellevue Hospital in New York and
since then she has had several

positions as nurse, nurse instructor,

and nurse administrator.

She had been a nursing con-
sultant to the Los Angeles County
Health Department and to Veterans
Administration Hospitals in

California. From 1968 to 1970 she
was associate director of nursing in

charge of continuing education and
staff development at the Cedars-
Sinai Medical Center in Los
Angeles, and from 1969-70
director of education at

Neuropsychiatry Institute of

University of California, Los

Angeles.

Her publications include a 1966

book entitled "Establishing

Relationships in Psychiatric Nur-

sing," and such journal articles as:

"Registered Nurse Students in

Baccalaureate Programs," "In-

Service Education for Psychiatric

Nursing Supervisors," "The
Emotional Aspects of Cardiac
Disease," and "Goal for Nursing:

Education for Practice."

Grain yields down

was
the

the

WASHINGTON \AP\ - The
nation's drought-shriveled corn
crop, a key to much of the con-

sumer food supply in 1975, has

improved slightly as the result of

recent rains but still will be 11 per

cent below last year's record

harvest, the Agriculture Depart-

ment said Wednesday.

Based on indications Sept. 1, the

1974 crop is estimated at

4,994,730,000 bushels, up 29 million

from the forecast a month ago, the

department's Crop Reporting

Board said.

The soybean crop was estimated

at 1,315,792,000 bushels, up slightly

from the August forecast. But the

weather comes before corn and

soybeans are fully mature their

yields could be cut further.

"Cool temperatures and much-
needed rainfall during August
relieved the stress to grow crops

throughout the eastern half of the

nation," the department said.

"However, crop conditions were

slow in recovering from hot, dry

weather in July and conditions in

many areas are still only fair."

The report said the 1974 corn
harvest is expected to average 78.3

bushels per acre, compared with
77.8 forecast in August and 91.4
last year.

Soybean yields were put at 25.1

bushels per acre, the same as in-

report said the harvest will be 16 per djcated in August. An average of

cent less than last year's.

Senes on presidency sponsored
The first of a series of public

seminars on the Presidency
sponsored by The Boston Globe
and UMass Journalistic Studies will

be this Monday night at UMass.
The seminar series, to be held

over the coming semester, will

include public discussions by
member's of The Globe's
Washington bureau. The seminar

locations will be rotated among
UMass and the four colleges.

Monday's location will be
Thompson Hall room 106 at 8 p.m.

It will include Globe executive

editor Robert Healy.

The series is a cooperative effort

of the Five Colleges (Amherst,

Smith, Mount Holyoke and
Hampshire Colleges, and UMass)
and lectures will be given at each
school.

Robert Healy is considered
"practically a daily commuter
between Boston and Washington"
as he covers political scenes in both

locations. He began his award-

winning career with the "Globe" in

1942 and has covered terms of

Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy,

Johnson, and Nixon. During the

Eisenhower Administration, Healy

received the Boston Press Club's

Amasa Howe Award for his

coverage of the Sherman Adams-

Bernard Goldfine scandal. In 1965

he won the Sigma Delta Chi Award,
and also a Pulitzer Prize for his

teamwork investigation into Francis

X. Morrissey's qualifications for a

Federal judgeship. Healy was
named "Globe" political editor in

1963, assistant executive editor in

1965, and executive editor in 1969.

Martin Nolan has been "Globe"
Washington bureau chief and a

syndicated columnist since 1971,

and his column appears three times

a week in the "Globe" and other

newspapers throughout the
country. NBC's John Chancellor

has said that Nolan is "one of the

best political reporters in

Washington, as savvy and careful

as they come." Nolan, who has

covered regional and national

politics in New England for 13

years, began as a national political

reporter in 1965, covering Congress
and White House politics and the

inner workings of bureaucracy. He
has also written for "The New
Republic," "New York Magazine,"
"The Atlantic," "The Reporter,"

"The New York Times Review,"
"Village Voice," and "Sports."

"The Presidential Crisis: View
from the Press" lectures will

continue Sept. 30 at Mount
Holyoke College with Thomas

Oliphant, assistant metropolitan

editor for the "Globe" morning

paper. Other lectures will be: Oct.

21, David Nyhan, at Hampshire
College; Nov. 11, Sal Micciche, at

Smith; Nov. 25, Darius Jhabvala, at

Amherst; and Dec. 9, Robert Healy

and Martin Nolan, at UMass.

As ingredients for livestock feed,

corn and soybeans are the major
building blocks for meat, poultry

and dairy products. Both crops

were delayed by too much rain at

planting time last spring and have
suffered drought effects this

summer.

The delayed planting last spring

means potential trouble now from
killing frosts. Some damage to corn

in the upper Midwest was reported

last week and if more freezing

27.8 bushels was harvested from
the 1973 crop.

The U.S. government said earlier

in the day the 1974 grain harvest in

the Soviet Union is estimated at 210
million metric tons, second only to
last year's record crop and more
than a goal set by Moscow.

Roger S. Euler, a specialist on
Soviet agriculture in the depart-

ment's Economic Research Ser-

vice, told a reporter the Russian

harvest appears to be progressing

about normal, despite delays in

some regions.

Looking for courses?
i

Shortie on senility offered
A short course on the Psychology of Senility for those who work with

the aged will be presented by the University of Massachusetts Division of
Continuing Education in five locations throughout the Commonwealth this
year.

"The course is being offered five times in Tuesday and Wednesday
sessions on the following schedule: Oct 8 and 9 in Pittsfield; Dec. 3 and 4
in Boston; Feb. 18 and 19 in Worcester; April 15 and 16 in Holyoke and
May 27 and 28 in Fall River.

Clinton F. Jenne and Dawna K. Jenne are the instructors. The former,
now on the staff of the Regional Nutrition Program for the Elderly, is a
visiting lecturer at UMass and a nursing home consultant. The latter is a
marriage counselor for the Roman Catholic Diocese of Springfield, a
private counselor for the aged and a nursing home consultant.

Full oetails are available from the Division of Continuing Education 315
Hills North.

So are new computer courses

REGISTER NOW
for

ORCHARD HILL COURSES
* Open to ALL University Students *

Come to 103 Field House, Orchard Hill

Monday - Friday, 9 - 5.

COURSES INCLUDE

Vocations and Education
Society and Arts

Creative Writing

African-American Music

Women and Society
Survival on Earth
Ethnic Studies

Legal Studies

and many, many more ...

Public Health
Urban Affairs

Racial Consciousness
OUTREACH Practica

Course descriptions and scheduling information available at
Registration Desk, 103 Field House

or phone 545-2882

This fall, a computer course will

be offered to both graduate and
undergraduate students, num-
bered BA 700B and Acctg. 390B

respectively. This course will in-

clude: advanced COBOL using the

new CDC KRONOS system,

various newer routines available

with COBOL, and data base design

techniques.

For those of you who are in-

terested in information systems

work, it is recommended that you

take this course. Remember, if you

are a graduate student, sign up for

BA 700B Independent Study;

undergraduates sign up for Ac-

counting 390B Adv. COBOL &
Data Base Design.

The course will meet Tuesdays

and Thursdays rom 1:00-2:15 in

SBA 4A.

WMUA Station

arid Recruitment Meeting
All Students, come and see what news, sports,

public affairs and music arc all about.

Find out what radio is ail about.

Thurs., Sept. 9 at 8:00 p.m. Rm. 105 C.C,
~+-—m *m .a . **« * **-H ,_ „ ^Mjimwiai

Analysts relate primary "purge" to Watergate
BOSTON - Political analyists

were still assessing the results of

Tuesday's Massachusetts primary

and at least one high state official

said the outcome of some key races

had "a lot to do with Watergate."

There were others who seemed
to agree that independent voters

could tilt the outcome in the

governor's race between in-

cumbent Republican Francis W.
Sargent and Democrat Michael S.

Dukakis.

Dukakis won an impressive

primary victory Tuesday over

Attorney General Robert H. Quinn,

who had been slightly favored.

Sargent soundly beat conservative

businessman Carroll Sheehan.

State Treasurer Robert O. Crane,

who won a narrow victory over

challenger Mark Furcolo, said he

thought the primary election

returns amounted to a "purge"

conducted against incumbent
office holders.

"It really was unbelievable

watching the returns last night,"

Crane said Wednesday morning. "I

have never seen anything like it that

I can recall. I think it had a lot to do
with Watergate."

The purge reference was to the

defeat of Secretary of State Francis

F. X. Davoren and Quinn's 100,000

vote loss to Dukakis.

Sargent, who has held office for

5 1

/? years, predicted a tough fight

Dukakis' running mate will be

Thomas P. O'Neill III, son of the

U.S. House majority leader. O'Neil

was an easy victor in a five-way

contest for lieutenant governor.

Incumbent Lt. Gov. Donald R.

Dwight, unopposed for

renommation, again will be paired

with Sargent, his long-time friend.

Dukakis, son of Greek im-

migrants, whipped Quinn by a

convincing 14 per cent margin.

Both Dukakis and Sargent will try

to lure independent voters who

comprise almost half the

Massachusetts electorate. There

are 500,000 Republicans and about

one million Democrats.

Even during the primary cam-
paign, Sargent appealed for

support outside the GOP.
Rep. Paul H. Guzzi handily upset

Davoren. Guzzi, former Harvard

football star and self- proclaimed

reformer, took the lead from the

former House speaker early in the

evening and never surrendered it.

Guzzi will be opposed in the

November election by Sen. John
M. Quinlan who was unopposed in

the primary.

Crane, in ihe toughest fight of his

political career, survived the reform

challenge of Mark Furculo, son of a

former governor and treasurer.

Crane polled strong in his Suffolk

County home area.

Crane, and Auditor Thaddeus
Buczko who was unopposed in the

primary, have no Republican op-

ponents on the November ballot

and are virtually assured of winning

fourth terms.

The contest for attorney general

will pit two veteran campaigners

against each other-Democratic
former Lt. Gov. Francis X. Bellotti

and former Republican State

Committee Chairman Josiah A.

Spaulding, who .unsuccessfully

tried to unseat Sen. Edward M.

Kennedy four years ago.

SWii I
laundry
service

Mutual Laundry Service

Same Day Service

Low Rates

Diaper Service Dry Cleaning

Located behind Gaslight II

253-3044

UMass

BLACK CULTURAL
CENTER

Presents

Gil

Scott-Heron

Bowker Auditorium

Friday 13, 1974

8 p.m.

1.50 Donation
Tickets on sale

New Africa House

Rib-eye
Dinner

This tantalizing cut of steak bears

our brand proudly. This dinner

includes a crisp salad with dressing

of your choice, a hot baked potato

and a tasty slice of Bonanza toast

*1 89
Open Every Day
11 a.m. to 9 p m
Located in the

MOUNTAIN FARMS
MALL
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Population series H 5

Women maybe beneficiaries of population research
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By DUANE DALE
Special Correspondent

U Mass Doctoral
Student Duane Dale
attended the World
Population Conference
in Bucharest this

summer and filed this

report on the status of

women. This is the fifth

in a nine-part series.

A concern for overpopulation

may force world leaders to consider

the status of women, according to

the highest- ranking woman on the

United Nations staff.

Mrs. Helvi Sipilaof Finland, U.N.

Assistant Secretary-General for

Social and Humanitarian Affairs,

told' a press conference here that

"States, which are usually

governed by men, have not seen
the necessity in giving priority to a

question which is just a human
rights question— equality of men
and women."

But, she pointed out, leaders are

increasingly aware that if wom«.n
are to have fewer children, they will

need to have other opportunities

available to them.

Mrs. Sipila was in Bucharest for

the U. N. Population Conference;
next year she will direct the In-

ternational Women's Year Con-
ference in Bogota, Colombia.
The United States is one country

that has already recognized the

connection between the population

problem and women's liberation.

The U.S. Population Commission
concluded in 1972 that to minimize
such problems as resource shor-

tages and deterioration of the cities,

and to improve the quality of life, a

stable population is desirable.

This could be achieved by the

year 2050 if the two-child family

continues to be the norm. But the

commission saw the continued

development of work opportunities

for women as essential to this goal,

and recommended passage of the

Equal Rights Amendment.
John D. Rockefeller 3rd, who

was chairman of the U.S.
Population Commission, is also in

Bucharest for the World Population

Conference. In a speech here, he
stated that improvement in the role

of women is not only essential to

the resolution of population
problems, but is also a key factor in

the success of modern develop-

ment programs.

In poor countries, economic
development is not a matter of

providing the "good life" but rather

of trying to meet the population's

needs for a bare subsistence.

Capital to provide tools and fac-

tories is scarce; people are central

to successful development.

When women face
discrimination in education and
employment, according to

Rockefeller, "the situation is not

only unjust, it is also inefficient. It

means that full advantage is not

taken of all the country's human
resources."

The relation between population

and development has been a

central theme at the World

Population Conference.
"Development is the best pill,"

according to one slogan. African

and South American spokesmen
point to the U.S. experience: a high

birth rate during the days of ex-

pansion and economic develop-

ment was followed by a spon-

taneous transition to a low birth

rate once a good life was secure.

It came as a surprise to many that

Rockefeller-who has given millions

to family planning programs— now
seems to share the development
view. He called for a sweeping
reappraisal of all that has been done
in family planning, and stated the

conviction that rapid population

growth "is only one among many
problems facing most countries,

that it is a multiplier and intensifier

of otjier problems rather than the

cause of them."
The family planning approach

assumes that people throughout

the world want smaller families, and
that the problem is merely to

provide the information and the

means.

The development approach
recognizes that for people living in

poverty, children can provide
security in old age, cheap labor, and
personal fulfillment. A higher
standard of living, old age benefits,

better health care, and higher levels

of education are all factors which
could help to create a preference

for small families.

Some countries want to increase

their population. Brazil is one of

these, but Brazil's official statement

to the conference stressed the

importance of providing birth

control information and means
because couples have a "basic

human right" to control the number
and spacing of their children.

Better health care is important to

countries which want to increase
their population. If infant mortality

can be reduced, then more people
will live into their productive years

and contribute to the work force.

But curiously, lower infant

mortality is also a goal for countries

like Bangladesh, which are

desperate to reduce their growth
rate. A lower death rate is obviously

desirable in itself, but if there are

fewer deaths to counterbalance
births, then it would seem that the

population would grow more
rapidly.

However, if a couple is planning

their family so as to have several

children to take care of them in old

age, or a son alive when the father

dies (as some cultures dictate),

then it may be important for them
to have a large family, population

specialists point out.

If the couple could be guaranteed
that all of their children would
outlive them, they might be inclined

to have a smaller family. Better

health care would, of course, make
it more likely that all of their

children would live.

The World Population Plan of

Action is the set of resolutions and
policy recommendations which is

emerging from the World
Population Conference. It will

include sections on the importance
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of equality for women, improved
health care, and better educational

opportunities, as well as the right to

the information and contraceptive

materials which will allow couples

to plan the number and spacing of

their children.

Population and family planning

are the concern of women as much
as-and undoubtedly more than-
men. Ironically, but not surprisingly,

women are a small minority of the

1100 delegates from 135 nations.

Fortunately, their influence has

gone beyond their numbers.
Women heads-of-delegation from
Sweden, Finland, and Sri Lanka

(Ceylon) presented eloquent
statements before the main con-
ference session.

At the Tribune-the Conference
session for representatives of
nongovernmental organization and
other persons—women were
particularly active. Margaret Mead,
the anthropologist, and Germain
Greer and Betty Friedan, American
women's liberation writers, were
among the contributors to a

women's amendment which has
corrected some of the oversight of

the World Population Plan of

Action. The amendment was
accepted by the governmental
representatives without dissent or

debate.

Dr. Mead, familiar here for her

pithy pronouncements and her five-

foot walking stick, praised the

women for "keeping their eye on
the ball." Whereas the male
delegates have spent a lot of time

arguing whether population
programs or development
programs are needed, the women
have been willing to start from the

assumption that both are essential.

The basic facts which the men
lose track of, according to Dr.

Mead, are that the world is short of

food, that 30 million people may die

in the next couple of years because

of famine and that we have to do all

we can.
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ALL UNIV WOMEN:
Come meet the sisters of Sigma

Kappa, Sunday after at 4. Refresh
ments are to be served — bring your
friends. Hope to see you then at 19

Allen St. 5 2297 for more info...

COURSE:
3 credit practicum. Introductory to

community advocacy and in-

stitutionalization is open. Call
Brenda 549 0532. Office 545 3131.

COURSE LISTING:
Poetry Therapy and Com-

munication (300 mods) offered
Thurs. 9:00 12:00, 219 Berkshire
House. Interested, contact Judy
Putzel 545 0333 or 586 3784. Course to

begin late Sept. Early Oct.

GRADUATE SCHOOL:
Seniors interested in graduate

school in Arts and Sciences should
attend the meeting on Sept. 19 at

10:00 a.m. in 113 C.C. for info about-

applying.

GRADUATE RECORD EXAMS:
Seniors who plan to register for the

Graduate Record Examinations on
Oct. 26 should pick up forms from Pat
Rector E 22, Machmer and mail the
forms with fee by 9 20 to Grad Record
Examinations, Ed. Testing Service,
Box 955-Princeton, N.J. 08540.

HOCKEY CHEERLEADERS
TRYOUTS:
Any University woman interested

in frying out for Hockey
Cheerleading, report to 101 North
Phys. Ed. Bldg, NOPE. Wed. 9 18

at 7 p.m. Any questions, contact
Karen 545 2297.

JOE. VOLUNTEERS:
General recruitment meeting for

volunteers to work with delinquent
youth. Credit offered. 9 18, C.C. 176;

Wed. 9-19, C.C. 804 9.

KUNDALINI YOGA:
Classes to be held in the C.C. every

Tues, Thurs, from 5-6, check room
listings in C.C.

MOTORCYCLE CLUB:
To be more consistent with our

Welcome to UMass

Gay
Dance

Farley

Friday

9:00 p.m. 50c

BYOB

activities we are changing our names
to the UMass Trail Rides, check the
notices under Trail Riders form now
on.

NEWMAN COMMUNITY:
Everyone is invited to come to the

Newman Center front lounge at 8
p.m. Sunday Sept. 15 for a general
meeting. Come and get involved, it's

your community!
OPEN HOUSE:
The sisters and pledges of Kappa

Alpha Theta invite all interested
University women to an open house
rush party on Tuesday at 7p.m. We're
across from W.O.P.E. at 778 N.
Pleasant St. Come make some new
friends.

SECRETARIES:
Secretaries from Amherst and

Hampshire Colleges will be on
campus tomorrow to share their
experiences with other secretaries at
a workshop, "When Secretaries
Organize", scheduled for 2 p.m. in
the C.C. All UMass secretaries, and
all women on campus are welcome to
attend.

PEOPLES MARKET:
We open on Monday. Come see us

in the Student union.

PURE ENTERTAINMENT:
See Creature from the Black

Lagoon, Bugs Bunny, Road Runner
and the Pink Panther on Sat. CCA.
7, 9, and 11

RECREATION SOCIETY:
Rec. Society will hold its second

meeting Monday in 802 C.C. at 7:30
p.m. Also the newsletters are ready
and available at Curry Hicks.

SINGDOWN:
Come and visit the sisters of Sigma

Delta Tauon Sunday at 7p.m. We live

at 409 N Pleasant St. Call 5 0527 for

rides.

LOST:
Green back pack in the University

Store on Weds, afternoon. Please

keep the books and pack but return

the paper, they are irreplaceable.

Leave at info desk for Anne.
FOUND: .

Sept 12: set of 3 keys near Physical
Plant. Call Adele 323 4564 and
identify them.

FOR THE HANSWIMMING
DICAPPED:
Every Tuesday at NOPE. Pool

from 4 5 Call 5 2324 or 5 0922. Ask for
Esther

TRAIL RIDERS:
The UMass Trail Riders are

developing a system of local trails. If

interested in riding and developing a
local trail system call 253-9891.

UNITARIAN SOCIETY:
In Amherst. At 11a.m. the Rev.

Timothy Behrendt guest speaker
from the Utica Unitarian Society,

will deliver the fall opening sermon.
Everyone welcome.

LOST:
A long sleeved indigo blue pullover

sweater lost between Hasbrouck and
Clark Hall on Weds morning. Needed
for winter months ah^ad! Call 549

3795 after 5.

Tilt New Record Shop

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253 5394

CRANES
Fashions for Men

GRAND OPENING

Friday, September 13th

FREE
CONCERT

The Comuter Assembly presents

ROADHOGG

Friday the 13th 1 - 5 p.

Student Union Ballroom

TAKE A CHANCE

m

SMeHjf Personal
WANTED — A Comfortable Place to Live
WANTED — Home Cooking
WANTED — A Good Academic Atmosphere
WANTED — Active Social Life

WANTED — "Friendship"

WANTED — Self Governance

If you want any or all of these things come meet and talk

with members from the

UMass Sororities

Monday Sept. 16
7 - 9:00 p.m.

Open to All

University Women
Watch for info on Fraternities

in Monday's Collegian
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Radical economy, politics open to public tomorrow
By BILL DENSMORE

MDC Staff
Radical economics, student

unionization, racism and feminist
socialism are amont seminar topics
at the first campus-wide meeting of
the University of Massachusetts
Radical Caucus tomorrow in the
Campus Center.

The Caucus is a group of about
twenty graduate students and
faculty in political science ^nd

economics concerned with "radical

activism" according to seminar

coordinator and caucus member
and grad student Patricia A. Rector

of Northampton.

"This is a series of workshops
designed to bring radical activism

to the University," Ms. Rector said

yesterday. "Anyone in the

University is welcome to come."
She said small rooms in the lower

level of the Campus Center will be

the only limit on participation in the

ten seminars all day tomorrow.
Rector said the three-year-old

caucus includes UMass professors

in philosophy as well as radical

economics.

Former Harvard economics
Profs. Samuel S. Bowles and
Herbert Gintis will share leadership

of a 4 p.m. seminar tomorrow
called, "What is Radical Political

Economy."

campus carousel

By TONY GRANITE
Special Correspondent

CAMPUS CAROUSEL is a

column of commentary on
the campuses, culled from
student newspapers
published around the
country.

tttt
CONTROL OF STUDENT FUNDS
at Arizona State is being challenged
in a court action brought by ASUA
against the Board of Regents.
A page one story in the Arizona

Daily Wildcat describes the
litigation as centering on
withholding $40,000 from ASUA,
earned, at the student-owned
ASUA Bookstore. A fourth of the
funds was to have been used for a
birth control clinic,

tttt
HIGHER OCCUPANCY level of

Indiana U. dorms is attributable to

the fact that room and board rates

have not been raised, according to

a report in the Indiana Daily

Student. Three per cent more
students will be living in dorms, this

Fall, bringing the occupancy level

to 96 per cent of capacity.

Director of Residence there says
"We do have things that attract

students to. dorms, such as special-

interest" houses and three square
meals a day."

tttt
"GIVE PROFS GUNS" is the
headline of the week over a tongue-
in-cheek letter to the editor ap-
pearing in The Oracle of U. of Fla.

Reacting to a proposal that campus
cops be permitted to carry
shotguns and off duty weapons
"for their own protection," a
faculty member proposed arming
his colleagues.

"Any time you give someone an
F\ you make an enemy," wrote the

assistant professor of Humanities.
"Professors must walk a fine line

between maintaining discipline and
keeping acceptable rapport. I

certainly do not advocate shooting
students for no reason at all," he
added

"Finally, I believe this right

should also be granted ad-
ministrators. And since they are
further up on the bureaucraticM t ffl• *

vr
•
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hierarchy and there are more
people taking pot shots at them,
perhaps they should be given sub-

machine guns. Students, maybe,
we could issue hand-guns. After all,

they have their rights, too."

Film Times
\( \DI MY UK Ml sir
For Pete's Sake 7:15 It 9:00
DEERFIELO DRIVFIN
Bee Girls & Swinging Cheerleaders 7::t0
MOUNTAIN FARMS KOI K
Cinema I - Terminal Man 5:00-7:15-9:30
Cinema II - American Graffiti 4:45 7:00-
9:30

(inema III - Midnight Man 4:45-7 :00-9:30
Cinema IV - Parallax Mew 5:00-7:15-
9:30
SHOW! ASK CINEMA
Daddy Kravitz 7:110 & 9:45
Animal Crackers 7 : :t0 & 9:25
Dr. Zhivago K:00
Thais Kntertainment 2:00-7:30-10:00
Death Wish 7::l(> & 9::i0

Godfather 8:30

Since last year, the UMass-
Amherst economics dept. has

gained several new faculty who
share a radical perspective of

economics. Their presence make
UMass-Amherst one of the few
enclaves of radical economic theory

in the nation.

A seminar schedule follows.

Campus Center room numbers will

be listed at the bottom of the

escalator from the Concourse level,

Rector said.

— 10 a.m. - University Complicity:

a third world perspective by Victor

Gomez, UMass grad student.

— 11 a.m.

Repression

Racism and Political

— 12 noon - Teaching and
Political Consciousness by Prof.

John Bretlinger, dept. of

philosophy.

— 11 a.m. - Citizen Action in the

Environment by Louise Doucette,

MassPIRG-Amherst.
-1 p.m. - Why Students Should

Unionize by the student organizing

project of the undergraduate
senate.

— 1 p.m. - Graduate student

organizing

—2 p.m. - The New Labor

Movement by the Vally Women's
Union.
— 3 p.m. - Feminist Socialism

—4 p.m. - What is Radical

Political Economy?

Help us help you.
Use Zip Code.

YourPostal Service
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"A MASTERPIECE!
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SBA offers seminars this month
Marketing planning, transactional analysis for

management, and pricing in inflation will be discussed
at three separate seminars this month at the
University of Massachusetts-Amherst School of

Business Administration.

"Marketing Planning" will be Sept. 16-18;

"Transactional Analysis for Management" will be
Sept. 23-25; and "Pricing in an Inflation Economy"
will be Sept. 30 through Oct 2. (All are Monday
through Wednesday.)
The three-member faculty for "Marketing Plan-

ning:" Robert S. Weinberg, author of "An Analytical

Approach to Advertising Expenditure Strategy;"
Martin L. Bell, professor of marketing in the
Washington University, St. Louis, Graduate School of

Business; and Victor P. Buell, associate professor of

marketing at the University of Massachusetts.
"Transactional Analysis for Management" will

include these topics for discussion: "The concept of

winning or losing... or why people really enjoy losing

and beating themselves," "Life styles and life

positions and what they mean to effective

management," and "How to handle the problem
employee.. .ulterior transaction."

On the faculty will be: David L Ward, director of
the Business Laboratory Program at Chicago State
University; Larry Kokkelenberg, a psychotherapist and
director of the Place for Human Understanding; and
Lynn G. Whitehurst of Chicago State University
department of business and administration, and
former project director of the Problem Solving In-

stitute for General Electric.

"Pricing in an Inflation Economy" will have a
faculty of four: Kent B. Monroe, UMass associate
professor of marketing and a nationally known
authority on pricing; Joseph P. Guiltinan, UMass
associate professor of marketing who has done
research projects for IBM, General Electric, and local

businesses; William B. Whiston, director of the
UMass Center for Business and Economic Risearch;
and Albert J. Delia Bitta, assistant professor of
marketing management at the University of Rhode
Island and author of several papers on pricing.

Further information on these conferences may be
obtained from Dr. Bertil Liander at the UMass School
of Business, or from Continuing Education, 920
Campus Center.

Television Tonight
7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW (24)
WAL TER CRONKITE (3) 157)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob 8:30 THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN
Barker, host <8) "Nuclear Alert." (8) (40)
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "All about CHICO AND THE MAN "The Man

Eavesdropping." (18) Meets Chico." (22) (30)
NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (22) WALL STREET WEEK (24) (57)
AVIATION WEATHER (24) CHALLENGING SEA (27)
TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore. 9.00 MOVIE. "MASH "

(3)
host (30) BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE (18)
ABC EVENING NEWS (40) THE ROCKFORD FILES "The Kirkoft
ERICA (57) Case." (22) (30)

7:15 THEONIE (57) PAROLE (24)
7:30 WILD, WILD WORLD OF ANIMALS THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)
<3) MASTERPIECE THEATRE "The Un-
LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall, host Pleasantness at the Bellona Club (57)

<8) (22) 9:30 THE TEXAS WHEELERS 18) (40)
PORTER WAGONER SHOW (181 PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT BILKO
BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS "Kids In Trailer." (27)

<24) 10.00 THE NIGHT STALKER "Zbmbie."
THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter THE DAWSON McAL LISTER SHOW

Marshall, host (301 (18)

NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR POLICE WOMAN "The End Game "

"Protessor Pigamalhon Plays Golf." (40) (22) (30)
MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING MASTERPIECE THEATRE "the Un-

EDITION (57) pleasantness at the Bellona Club " (24)
8:00 PLANET OF THE APES "Escape NEWS (27)
From Tomorrow." THE SINNERS (57)
KODIAK "Red Snow, White Death." (8) 10:30 NEW DIRECTIONS (18)

<40) IN SESSION (27)
SHARING OUR FAITH (18) 11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)
SANFORD AND SON "The Surprise NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (8) (18)

Party " (22) (30) (22) (271 (30) (401

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8:30 a.m. and 3:4$ p.m. Monday
• Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $30 per line
Weekly — S.25 per line
Monthly — S.20 per line

FOR SALE

(torn* IMM power ampnner IM witti -

It MS fw. channel. New. Call A.M. 504-0549

I and l-.'i acres in Vvendell II. (MM per
acre, t all Brian 665-4237.

I'm in

III:'

bed. ex. cond (all Roxanne 549-

ForSakr. 5cu. ft. Delmonico frig. I'sed I

tear.. exc. shape, (all 549-4T345. SNA.

Sony It iwi cassette deck: Advent ioi

Dnlbt (all 519-38*5. I'MS

sirno Equipment — < omplelc \K line

lain, low prices I «.r info call 665-32*3

Yashica Kmm movie It mini-spy
cameras, used. S3* ea. H track home stereo

S2S lirum sral * practice pad. IIS. 2S:l

tttt.

68 Peugeot : and Panasonic cassette tape
deck far auto. Kach goes to best offer. 546-

9970.

I.itane 10 speed (.rand Sport deluxe. |*a
tears old. Ill*, (all MM IS.

I

125*

SA-7IM Amp., one yr. old. List

«ell for IIHI. (all » ran. .('mixiii

l.eblanc trumpet, very good condition,

lite (all Jerry. 253*

Car Stuff — Kas cans, approved. '. gal.
used I". 2 reconditioned Chev. 2K3 heads
IM: 1178X15 tires. | studded snows. I

radial, used. I new polyglas. (all Hob 253-

1211.

Tag Sale — Sat.. Sept. M — I* am".
p.m. St. Hrigid's Parish Clr . No. Prospect
St. entrance. Wide selection for beginner
households, (hairs, lamps, tableware.

Panasonic AM-FM stereo cassette
system. M day factory warranty, excellent
condition. Call Alan MMNt. Asking list.,

worth IZM

TEAC A4Mg6 stereo tape deck. MS-3PZ7.

r'or Sele — rugs, suitcase, skis. desk,
lamp, inslamatir 72" sheets. Ron. 2SS-

HS5Z;

KIMS \orth rule rutksac or rucksack. A
pack with a built in frame and waist bell.

Brand new. lists for ISS. yours for 145. Call

25.t7t>K.

Super a movie camera, Yashica Rleclre
K Idg. autoexposure fades Undissolve.

I'sed once. All IIS5 — l-SKMMiltl.

Bureaus Klec. stove, dingerbrrad
clocks, buffet, oak bench, collectibles, etc.
(all Mike l-77:i-«027. «-» p.m. All dav Sat.

Moving! Stereo goes. Dual IZ2» VV.
AUCXI.M I2m>. DYNACO S( ANMJ 1125.
Kill r. speakers 1150. Pair all in excellent
shape Hand made speakers w-Norelro
components, t tweeters. 4 Midrange. I

woofer in AKI.ST configuration. Will sac.
for cost of speakers. I:hmi Hair must be
heard! TKCIIMCS RS27KI S Cassette deck
1225 Sam 54»-:Mi77

Shaklee Products biodegradable.
Cleaners. Natural food supplements (all
Susan atMM,

For Sale — One heavy pine couch v.ith

matching chair, lamp, refinished oak
chair and matching table, new TV. silver

plate, cheap nak bureau. Canon (>-:i

Kangefinder camera. :i2:i-i:i:in — MtVISttV

For Sale — H» speed Raleigh (iran Sport
2Vi" frame, never used. 1190. ( all SIMM
after ItW p.m.

Sepl. 14 & 15, 9 K, furniture ref.. slove,

oak i.ilile with li (hairs lamps, desks,
bikes, rugs, linens, antique displat cast-

arquarium, silverware A much more.91 N.

Prospect St , \mherst.

Tag Sale — KtHiks, records, clothes,

household items Sal. Ml I. IfJJhtTtst, IH
Sunderland Rd . N. \mheist

FOR SALE

v»e have recovered from last weeks
deluge. We have bureaus from It3.au.

sofas, desks, beds, chairs, lamps, old

radios and everything you've wanted but

were afraid to ask for. Paul's Old Time
Kurniture behind Auborhon's in the alley.

-\Vt-X5M

Rooks for Sale. For Pol. Sci. loo
( American Politics > and Hist. 340 ( Islamic
CIO. Contact Bill 5-2304. 208 Dwight.

Panasonic stereo AM-FM with turntable
— Brandywine — new. Call 6-5303.

Suzuki classical narrow neck guitar.
Like new. 160. R. Clark 5-0055.

Couch converts to full bed. 120; Recliner
It*; Smith Corona Deluxe Corsair portable
typewriter. S25; old bicycle 15. Very
reasonable. Call 253-9840.

AUTO FOR
.'2 Charger. Had. tires. AM-FM. AC. PS.

PR. exc. cond.. 5C.0M. s-«sC5. S2S00.

72 Fiat. 124 Sport Coope. Best offer Call
S49-I3M.

ItSt Plymouth Station Wagon. Stick - €:
TR4 hardtop, low mi., ex. mechanical
cond.. Rambler sun Lambretta Scooter
175; Bulla co Alpina. 323-7327.

It7t Fiat 124 Spid S new Mkbelin. Fxc.
condition. IIS7S or b.o. After 5. S49-PM7.

m Volvo 114: Red. 4 dr.. 4 wh. discs, reel,
seats. SI3W. Call Jerry 2S3-t22l.

1*73 Toyota Celica St. Full in-

strumentation. Radial tires. 2e.aaa miles.
Fxc. cond. Asking S3.SM or best offer. Call
527-5*15 evenings.

I'M.t, I'om.at Irmpest :i speed 2* MPG
excellent condition I v nne 545-2X76 davs.
25:i-:I7*m; nights.

Ford Van 1970. 6 cylinder, recent brake
and lain jobs II2WI 253:19441 exes.

Mustang IPCS. 8 cyL. automatic good
engine A power. S Reasonable. Ray 1-369-

4649.

Fiat 85* Racer 1970. Fxcellent
mechanical condition. :15 mpg. S75*. 253-

7211.

- - . - - _ . . — ... — ^ r

Plymouth Satellite. 68. automatic, ps.

small 8. excellent condition, low mileage.
1195 or best offer. Hob 253-7241.

Fiat 85* < .Kip. I9K9. Little rusty but 4*

mpg. Super running 145*. 253-7241.

Ply. Fury .65. I dr.. small 8. automatic
I »»-im- nilab'e transportation. S2S*. 2S3-724I.

Peugirt IKI. 58. for parte. Coiumbo
special! Will deliver, (all Bob 2S3-724I.

61 Cory air convert. Fxcellent body *
top. Needs motor. Will deliver. 253-7241.

1968 ( amirs. 3 spd. 4 Brl. 327. 549-C373.

'67 Ford Kconolme Van. Good cond.. exc.

interior 4V tires. Contact Tucker 6-1169.

71 Fiat. KS* Spider. 3*.aaa mi. Michehns
plus 2 studded snow tires, radio, exc.
cond.. but needs new muffler I12.50 or

best. SH4-IMC. Jude.

67 BMW. radials. 4 dr . auto. AM-FM.
needs engine rebuild S44W. 53 Pontine. 4

dr.. needs valve job. II** (all 323-4821

1968 Rambler Amer.
1737.

6 cyl. 1300. 546-

1963. 4 dr.. Plymouth auto. Iimi or best

offer. Call 2564353.

1964 VW (JD, running cond. 253-291 1 after

1967 Toyota Corona, good condition. 25
mpg. |450. 625-2636.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1968 Yamaha 2S* Fnduro Runs very

well. Helmet and Hillclimb sprockets
included 1275. Call 549-1054.

1972 Honda 45* CB lug rack, ssy bar. top
shape Many xtras. Call 54941345.

Iiiuinph Tiger US CC mini cond call
.iller ». p m 586 IH5I

> J iiiaha I5«l. 1968 Flrsl |:nw. ZS3-724I .

V.m.ih.i ZSM < Streel Hike. I '1711 heeds
minor rrfauTI He-P, offer :iNi,-.';«<i after I
11 in

71 Honda imm. :;im mi l»isc brake Mint
cond Sisst hat III 25 Hrsan 5-2151.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
I97:i Yamaha TX 5tai. 1800 miles New

condition. 115*0 includes 1230 V\ indjammer
fearing, luggage rack! Leave name.
niimlii-i 515-2151 or 515-2458.

1973 Honda (1.450. 7500 mi. Fxcellent
condition, runs fine, \r\er dumped, (all
5 15-2 1 29 — 9-4 wkday.

Hai-lcy -Davidson .150 Sprinl. 1973. Only
inno miles Specially adapted "Red Wing"
limit locks. Like new. I need money for

school. First 17181 lakes it. Tom 549-1567

R RENT
Room in Dynamite House for rent. 6

bdrm. house <99 F. Pleasant St.) Needs I

roommate M or F to complete house. '
1

mile from school & town 157 per mo. Sam
549-3677.

Amherst—Brittany Manor — On free
I Mass bus line. No lease required.
Amaiingly big 2 bedrooms with all the
comforts of home. Applianced kitchens,
wall to wall carpeting, master TV antenna,
heat and air cond.. motorcycle racks. 2
pools. 2 tennis courts, football, softbnll ft

badminton lawns. 24 hr. resident mng 4»

maintenance. 2 bedrms from |23*. Call 413-
256-8534.

Furnished Apis I. 2. 2i* run. 9 mos.
•c»se — Sept. I - June I. Air-cond.. pool,
parking. Near shopping a id theaters.
Reasonable rents. Amherst Motel. Rt. 9.

opp. Zayre's

Sunderland — Ml. Sugarloaf — On free
1 Mass bus line. No lease required. Be cool
in the pool or in your fantastic air con-
ditioned 2 bedrm. wall-wall carpeting, self

cleaning ovens, dishwashers, disposals,
laundry facilities. Master TV antenna. 24

hr. resident manager, maintenance crew.
RenUng at S22* includinii utilities. Call us
413-665-3856

line room across from I Mass. lion 12
mos. lease, kitchen facilities, shared bath,
quiet selling Inquire Jim Collins. 67
Hutterfieid Terrace. M9-6KH6.

2 bedroom, carpeted, on I Mass bus
route. 1205 includes all utilities electric
heat, dishwasher, air conditioning. Call
665-2562 Kins Philip Ante.. Sunderland

WANTED TO RENT
Couple would like I bedroom apt. or the

like or to share house with couple near
Amherst. Call Geoff. 546-4426

Garage wanted for car-port and film

workshop until mid-Dec. Leave info with

Sue 549-6551.

ROOM WANTED
22 vr old undergrad. quiet — into

studies Wants room in house 5- 1 5 miles

from campus. Willing to share housework,

conking a expenses. Call Frank 549-0*50

eves.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Rm mate for Puffin. 3br. SH2. Richard

549-3551.

I - 2 per share Bondsville House Wi 3rd.
15 mi.. $m+ ea. Mature, clean. 2H3-3408.

Female wanted to share a room in

Brandywine. 165 mo. (all Hicki a| 549-632*
after 6:30 p.m.

Roommate wanted for large three
bedroom house in Amherst, complete
kitchen, washer and dryer plus your own
private bedroom in this quiet residential

area. Call 253-3428 and keep trying.

Male wanted to share 2 bedrm. apt.

1102.50 per mo. Mature. Clean. 665-4770.

Apt. to share, looking for 2 rmts for

Twnhse Apt. on bus route. 253-9764. 6 p.m.

Female roommate wanted for sunny
furnished farm house in Conway — 20 mm
from Amherst. Washer-dryer. Own room.
Call Judith starting Sal. evening. 9-14. 369-

WANTED
Hob is hack to bin tour sick or decrepit

1 ar \nt make model, tear I nload tour
IhmiI.m he (in last IIIHI r.l 7211

5 cubic II relrigeialoi leu ,|. Jan

l»esk < heap hul decent Judt fNEMfttl
afler 1 Keep Irting

Wanted qualified student to take FK
proficiency etani till t all Peter etemnus
"»2T «.'..'»«

Soprano alio or tenor MftOntJtO*)* Hob,
lh >mi;

WANTED
\\ .unci! Person to share rewarding

'•minimal lit inx situation with I adults 6 I

child Own 100m in attractive house.
Maple St. area. \\ c don't want a boarder or
a sexist. Must he willing to share
housework. cooking a expenses
< reasonable 1 \ to work at openness. Call
719 1 71. 1 sl'l ID

Palm reader wanted for Coffeehouse on
September 27. Call Wendy or Lit. 6-8235.

Classical guitar for under 175. R. Clark
5-0055.

Work Wanted for ambitious student M -

21. Avail. - M - S eves. Tel. 546-5348. Ask for

John.

HELP WANTED
Rela Kappa Phi is looking for a

houseboy. Call 545-0210. ask for Steward.

Job offered. Mechanic wanted to run
student senate automotive workshop.
Apply SS ofHce. 42* Student I nion

Wanted — Fxperienced waitresses
Apply in person. Northfield Inn.

Need fiddler for Rluegrass Hand. If

interested, call Tom 549-3717.

People interested in learning basic
newspaper page design and layout are
needed to help the COLLFGIAN editorial

staff. No credit or S but a chance to learn
from professionals free. Contact Dean
Tucker 5-2SSO.

Part-time help wanted. Call 247-5421.

Volunteers to leach pottery, auto
mechanics, phlography. 2 or 3 hrs. wk. at
an urban alternative high school in

Holyoke. Student teaching credit avlbie. I-

536-216*

Need Spanish Tutor for advnee SP. 3 hrs
wk. Will pay. Call 2S6-KXZI evenings.
Kaihy!

Responsible girl to do appro* 6 hrs. per
week of cleaning at 12.25 per hour. Call 549-

6569 near bus line.

Wanted people to deliver the NY. Times
on Campus. Call 546-7546.

Phi Mu Delta Fraternity needs 3 house
boys to work 2 meals a day cleaning kit-

chen. Pay is meals. Call 253-9034 or $45-

2163. Ask for Brian after 5 p.m.

PERSONALS

Like to share expenses on a horse?
Have yearling colt — needs work and
training. No experience necessary. 10

minutes from campus, nice en-
tironment. Fvenings 253-5834.

Coolidge 21 phantom fornicators present
back to school special. Bargains at a price
even you can afford. lAsk about the

counselor position

.

North Village Children's (enter —
Openings in P.M. session. 2:00- 4:30. M r

ages 2-3'*. 1 1 iio per semester. Contact
Janice Rewak at 545-2720 or Deborah Hurt
at 549-6686.

A dorm is a nice place to visit, a sorority

is a nice place to live. If interested in

boarding, call 549-0076.

Pure entertainment — Creature From
the Black I a soon Rugs Bunny. Pink
Panther. Rand Runner. CCA. Sat.. 7. 9 *
II. 75c.

F Roommate for Coop lladlet Hse . S mi.
ft (Mass .1 firepl own room Rent III*
iac. ht Non-smokers. SaC-3784 eves.

Jesus Christ Superstar Fri.. 9-13. CCA 7.

9. II.

Hone t doe Thank yen fur ibe best year. I

love you.

Happy 2ist. Barb! Love FlUc.

Karate: Black or brown bell to work out
and rank while eager to learn 546472*
Michelle

INSTRUCTION
Silkscreen Inslr. Fully equipped studio

— ctr of town Possibility for cr. ( all Tom
256-6201

Piano lessons, classical (all Bavrka
Yocontettkt at 323-4302 eves.

Kanjo I essonx l.l 50 per lesson (all Tom
'»im 1717 or leave message

l.uiUr lessons full hour |4 Oft Fd Yadas

SERVICES
Campus Clubs and Organi/ •'>ns Do

tou want to publish hiah nualitt
newsletter, pamphlet, magarine or
booklet?*'1 Let the Mes&age Company help
yuu write, layout, design and print it'!

Reasonable fees Contact Jerry at 253-9869

for information.

Ill H \tiilm repair 2 day service, work
liiiaiantecd. M Tech Hi Fi (all 549-2610

I Ml HKPMH HASSI.FS" Bob is back
to fix it right. No >ob loo small, foreign or

domestic No big overhead. 25.1-7241

Handwritting analyzed, pers. Sketches
done 13. Doug 701 Web. or 6-7207 nite.

Leslie's Yarn It Canvas Shop. Amherst
Carriage Shop. 549-4591 Acrylic knitting,
worsted 99c. 4 oz. Reynold's Lopi 12 IS 100

gr

Mechanics Specials — 67 RMW radials.

I dr. auto. AM It FM. needs engine rebuilt

1(00. 53 Ponliac. 4 dr.. needs talve job
tlttO. (all 323-4821

Horses boarded I .nin. from campus —
box stalls trails, pastures. Ig. field for
hunt course. Call 545-2781 day or 32.1-4*56

evenings.

Woman's wrist watch between WOPE
and GHC :i Sept Reward 545 254

8

laist Blue AM lour, suitcase Reward.
Janet. 5I9-69M9

Lost: Ladies Ruleva watch Sentimental
value. Reward. Linda 546-5347.

FREF
Kittens Sire: Siamese Dam: AM Blue. I

blue F. i black M. 7 wks. Free 549-619*
Anne.

I.miking for home for 6 m*. male dog.
househroben : mostly shepnrd. call t-0023

Affec. eider cat. spay . fern. I «e tuppty
food It truer pmvided 549-3020.

ENTERTAINMENT
< reature From the Black lagoon plus

cartoon shorts Sat 7 9 4V II.CCA. 7Sc.

Female Yncalisf seeks musicians or
band to sing blues or soft rack. <B. Rait. (..

Slick 1 (all Jody 549-6784

CALCULATORS
Calculator Sale — College Calculators

offers lowest prices anywhere. All models
available. Texas Inst.. Hewall Packard.
1 mcom All machines new and guar with
2 mth replacement warranty...Before you
buy a calculator, call me. I can beat any
price anywhere. ..Look for my posters
around campus for details. Then call Bob
( rowell at S49-I2IC.

STUDENT DISCOUNT

l* percent off already lew prices at the
Wine Chariot. Rt 9. Hadley. We offer Use
best in Italian cuisine wines, and service.
22 great meals under IS See our full pg ad
ia this issue.

MISCELLANEOUS
l* Speed Schwtn. 17* 584 ion* Jude.

Fojic* 7*1 FIB SS mm lens. 135 tele,

case, filters, all SI2S or best offer. 504-1*00.

Jude.

instruction - Piano lessens RAB
f nuntrv . popular rxp. performer - alse
bass 256-816* call 6:30

Instruction - For nenscienee major*:
RelatlvMy 'physics Mil; World Beyond
Our Senses UNI: ( entemporary
Problems <t I9i Science For Science
Fiction Readers (ISO): Concept* Of
Phvsics • 121 1: Physics For Elem Ed
Majors (13*1: Air Pnlution ilftOfjl - I CR
mini course See course listings or Inquire
in llashioui k II* or call 545-2407.

Yoga courses beginners, intermediates
Fxperienced teacher Call 540-0042.

Photo Passports Fast service 4 camera
repairs, ling's Photo. 253-3148.

Poker Club needs players. Daye 549-

6784.

Spectrum — All artists and
photographers who want material
returned, come and gel il or let us know
where to send it 5-3*33

Model Making For anyone interesteo in

model making there is an opportunity to

work mi a scale model of the I Mass
campus during this school semester
1 redil to he arranged t ontacl Prof
Mosher in Wilder Hall 541-0147
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notes,

quotes

Montague nuclear
plant under study
One of the area's hottest en-

vironmental issues - the proposed
nuclear power plant in Montague
— will be the subject of a study
program this year at the University
of Massachusetts.

The program will be an in-depth
seminar on the Montague issue for

12 undergraduates from the South-
west Residential College, under the
direction of Walter Silva of South-
west's Office of Interdisciplinary

Studies.

The group will study with faculty
from several areas - Tom Zajicek
of chemistry, Robert Coler and
Robert Walker from environmental
science, Donald Doehring and
Donald Wise of geology, Allan
Hoffman of physics and others.
They will spend the first semester

gathering information on all aspects
of the issue, from community
representatives, utility officials and
others. The second semester will

see the material summarized and
published in an extensive report,

copies of which will be made
available to those in Montague and
others concerned with the power
plant question.

Series offered on
Western Europe
This year there will be a Western

European Studies Colloquium
series bringing listringuished
guests to the cam;
discussions. A
topics on conter

Europe will tr

colloquia will inc'

questions and
Students, faculty.

interested person
the colloquia.

Monday, S«;, mber 16th,
Campus Center, '

i. 105 at 3:30
p.m. Professor H. ch Winkler, of
the History sem - r at Freiburg
University in W' Germany will

talk about "The S ufest of Bonn's
Stability versus Weimar's In-

stability."

Wednesday, September 25th,
Campus Center, Rm. 105 at 3:30
p.m. Dr. Kristian Hvidt,
Parliamentary Librarian of Denmark
and authority on Scandinavian
migration to the U S will speak on
"The Image of America in Den-
mark, 1874 and "974."

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By Stella Wilder

s for talks and
le variety of

jrary Western
covered. All

da a period of

discussion.
aff, and other

re welcome at

Coalition to study
N.E. energy needs
A coalition of environmental

groups including the Amherst-
based Massachusetts Public In-

terest Research Group (MassPIRG)
have formed a group to study New
England's energy needs, MassPIRG
said this week.
The group will "evaluate New

England's future electricity needs,
and strategies for ensuring that
those needs are met," according to
MassPIRG spokesman Jonathan
Souweine.

The first part of the study will be
prepared by independent experts
working at the Dartmouth College
Environmental Studies program.
Funding for the research will come
in part from the nationally-based
Environmental Fund, Souweine
said.

The group is to be called the New
England Citizens Energy Study and
Souweine is slated to head it.

In a statement, Souweine said
the group hopes to gather facts to
support or refute utility claims that

power consumption will continue
to increase, thus justifying rate

increases for plant expansion?

VIMGO (Aug 2Jbept 7. Bus.ness
arrangemerm can be made well ahead of
time. Ktep io youf own method of
operat.on at th.s time; another's ran wart
-is turn (Sept 8 Sept 22) St.ck to a
schedule that has proven feas.bfe ,n the
nasi To try new ways and means at this
time could mean to introduce a definite
sour note
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 7> Keep ap-

po.ntments even though you may have to
nut voursetf out considerably to do so
There is no point turning another aga.nst
vou (Oct 8 Oct 22) Concentrate on
those activities which require you to use
your mental capacities to the utmostDon t be persuaded mto taking the easvway out
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 7) -

|f vour
are wise, you will meet whatever events
occur when they occur. To put off your
responsibilities is to forfeit success (Nov
8 Nov 21) Although problems on thehome front may not have financial gain as
an .ncentive to their solution, they must
not be neglected Tackle them at once"
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 7) -

This is not the 'take it easy" week youmay have expected Do what you can to
adiust to situations and circumstances that
arise (Dec. 8 Dec. 21, - Make no
mistakes as to what issues are involved in
your success this week There it very Utile
margin for error built into present events
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 5) -

Conserve your energies. Make an effort to
remain calm, to swim easily and laxity with
the preva.hng current. Fight against
nothing (Jan. 6 Jan. 19) - Although you
have imagination and creativity, you would
do well to keep both -under Absolute
control this week. Remain calm
AQUARIUS: <J*n. 20 Feb. 3> -

Problems of employment may make it

difficult for you to meet another'* demand
this week Do what vou can and then don'tWO

,

r

.

rV
' ££ 4 Feb ,8) ~ You "°WW do

^_[o_hol<1 vt>"' enthusiasms in check all

through the week Approach your work
.iffirm.itivelv. but don't go overboard with
• agfrness
PISCES (Feb 19 March 5) - If you

would undertake a' conciliatory course of
iruon make sure that those with whom
i«lations are strained and are ready and
willing (March 6 March 20) - You could
make an i-rror of identification early in the
week that would cause you regrets for
m.iny weeks to come.
ARIES (March 21 April 4) The future

success fir failure of this week's activities
ilepends upon your willingness to adapt to
present circumstances Bend with the
wind (April 5 April 19) Personal
contacts will not be as helpful this week as
you had hoped Trust, instead, to your
ability lo help yourself progress
TAURUS (April 20 May 51 - You

should be able to get a clear picture of your
immediate future this week Take care not
lo underestimate your ability to adapt to
•lis (May 6 May 20) - *A business
association may cause you considerable
trouble this week Don't be alarmed if you
are unable to change things to suit
yourself

GEMINI (May 21 June 6) - Make
decisions wisely, but don't expect
everything you decide on to turn out your
Way Develop old plans into new methods
of operation (June 7 June 201 - Make all
plans in accordance with what you know
from past experience you are capable of

CANCER (June 21-July 7) - a new
professional project could prove more than
vou expected where hours and labor are
concerned Find relief through the at
tainment of new knowledge. (July 8- July
221 Depend upon your own knowledge
and your own ability to act If you depend
i.pon others, vou may be in for genuine
disappointment.
LEO Uuly23-Aug. 7) - Keep financial

issues from boiling over at this time. You
would do well to ask for professional help
early m the week.
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CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

ACROSS
1. Computes 34. Scottish alder
5. Spring tree
8. Wolframite 35 Heroes

11. Russian veto 37^ Church bench
12. Ott 39 Fajr
13. Wing 44 Astonish
14. Close 47. Layer
15. Argumentative 48. Arrowroot
17. Egotism

19. Ideal golf

20. Period

24. Blunder

27. Each

29. Slide

30. Secular

32. Unbranched

antler

IT"

ITT

<4

49. Trouble

50. Lab burner

51. Endeavor

52. Tunisian ruler

53. Genuine

DOWN

1. Mrs. Roosevelt

2. Textile worker

1?

26

3. Expensive

4. Razor

sharpener

b. Smudged
6. Honey buzzard

7. Color blue

16

8

39

M8

I5T

Par lime 23 min

32

21 22 23

io

34

47

So

AP Ntwsfeatures 9-13

8. Anchor tackle

9. Actress

MacGraw

10. Varnish

ingredient

16. Old World

lizard

18. Lacuna

21. Palm leaf

22. Mongrel

23. Female salmon

24. Samuel's

teacher

25. Radiation unit

26. Kind of coffee

28. Apace

31. Short for an

Egyptian queen

33. Acquire

36. Nestling

pigeon

38. H
:

40. Unicorn fish

41. Nibble

42. Russian river

43. Epochal

44. Bright

45. Title

46. Perth's river
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SYSTEM $299

SYSTEM $ 199
LIST $300

The heart of any fine component stereo is the
amplifier, and the new NIKK0 TRM-210 provides 24
clean watts of continuous power, with inputs for tuner
and tape additions at a later date, and comes in a fine
walnut cabinet. Performance and quality are
guaranteed by a 3 yeor warranty.

To protect your investment in records, the Glenburn
2110 turntable features a Shure M75C magnetic
cartridge, with cueing and antiskate controls. And
since no system sounds better than the speakers it

ploys through, we haven't skimped here. The Centura
5's feature an eight inch woofer for full deep lows, and
a three inch tweeter for clear highs...

If you want FM in addition to records, and are
looking in the $200 price range then look no further
than the CONCORD CR-100 FM stereo receiver to go
with the GLENBURN 2110 and CENTURA Vs. Featuring
FET's, I.C., and ceramic filter for superb FM reception,
the Concord provides 12 watts continuous power and
comes with a 2 year parts and labor warranty

SAVE $101
LIST $420
0or System $299 has plenty of all three -at great
savings! The NIKK0 2020 FM Stereo Receiver delivers

20 watts of continuous power, with sensitive FM
reception plus AM. It features switching for two pairs

of speakers, loudness compensation, and tape
monitor; has the latest in I.C. and FET solid state
technology, and comes with a three year warranty.
The Ohm E is a full size, full range, two way acoustic

suspension loud-speaker, with 8" woofer and 3"
tweeter in a walnut veneer cabinet. This speaker will

provide performance that belies its price for years to

come, guaranteed by a five year warranty. And to

keep your records sounding great, the Glenburn 2110
turntable romes with a Shure M-75C magnetic car- *jT^ <^=>
fridge, and is complete with base and tinted dust

cover. It will provide quiet, dependable performance
guaranteed for a full year. INDIVIDUALLY, THIS
SYSTEM LISTS FOR $420, SO YOU SAVE $121 AT ITS

SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE OF $299.

„ PERFORMANCE,
FEATURES - ON A BUDOET!
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Harriers strive for goals;

out to better 1973 season

FRIOAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1974 THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

By SCOTTHAYES
MDC Sports Staff

"Climb high. Climb for your goal - the sky, your aim
- the star." This inscription on Hopkins Memorial
Steps at Williams College in Williamstown, Mass.
could become the motto for the 1974 UMass Cross
Country team.

Bettering last season's outstanding performances
may call for celestial goals. Coach Ken O'Brien's
runners not only captured the Yankee Conference
crown a record fourth straight time, but also won the
New England Championships. The Minutemen
compiled an 8-3 dual meet record a year ago, but
more importantly, enjoyed spectacular showings in

the championship meets, including a third place finish
in the IC4A's.

The harriers treked to Spokane, Washington and in

doing so became the first UMass squad to reach the
NCAA Cross Country meet. The team managed to
place fifteenth among the nations top cross country
teams.

This year the team will be paced by super-runners
Randy Thomas and Bill Gillin, who will assume co-
captain duties once again. Consistent junior Tom
Maguire and standout sophomore John McGrail
should be tough to beat having gained valuable ex-
perience last season.
Allegheny Community College transfer Frank Noto

of Maywood, New Jersey, will probably challenge
veteran Tom Wilson for the squad's fifth spot. Noto, a
9:15 two.miler at Pittsburgh's Allegheny C.C., is

accustomed to exceptional coaching and should feel

t

Rico Petrocelli steams into home in the fifth inning of
\

last night's game, beating throw to Indian's catcher
L

John Ellis. The Red Sox edged Cleveland, 3-2. (See
story, page 24;

NFL opens 55th season
\UPI) - With a bunch of new rules and loads of new faces, the strike-

scarred national football league opens its 55th season Sunday.
Despite all the newness, a couple of things don't figure to change,

among them a couple of George Allen streaks which include the
Washington Redskin coach's record of never having lost an opening game
and his mark of never having lost a game to the New York Giants.

The oddsmakers figure both Allen streaks will continue as the Redskins
have been made one touchdown favorites for the game at New Haven,
Conn.

The Redskins finished with a 10-4 mark in 1973 and made the playoffs
for the third year in a row under Allen's guidance. They lost to Minnesota
in the opening round of postseason competition.
The 1974 Washington Club will be practically the same as last year with

only two positions to be filled, Fullback and Right Guard where
replacements have to be found for Charley Harraway and Walt Sweeney,
respectively.

Miami, in quest of a third straight super bowl title, opens up against New
England and the Dolphins have been made two touchdown favorites to get
off on the right foot.

Other favorites include: Philadelphia 1 over St. Louis, Dallas 2 over
Atlanta, New Orleans 4 oyer San Francisco, Houston 4 over San Diego,
Minnesota 6 over Green Bay, Cincinnati 6 over Cleveland, Detroit 7 over
Chicago, Los Angeles 7 over Denver, Kansas City 7 over the New York
Jets and Pittsburgh 20 over Baltimore. Oakland is a five point pick over
Buffalo for their opener Monday night.

Less than a foot decides game;
Cards top Mets in 25 innings

right at home in Coach O'Brien's rewarding program
of hard work. Noto was coached by Sam Bair at

Allegheny, one of the great milers in track history.

Talented Chris Farmer, junior Phil Broughton and
second-year runners John Scheer and Jim Hunt will

battle for the remaining positions on the team.
Thomas and company will be backed by a solid fleet

of freshmen harriers who may be used to give their

teammates an occasional rest and can be expected to

put some pressure on the varsity runners.
The thinclads open with a home meet against

Boston College on September 28 then will face
several top teams in the East over a two week span.
On October 1, the Minutemen will be looking for

revenge against Harvard in a Franklin Park tri-meet
that has the improved Providence Friars scheduled as
the third team. The Crimson stopped Coach O'Brien's
charges 27-30 a year ago and haven't lost in twenty
years to a UMass team. Northeastern and St. John's
provide the opposition in an October 5 tri-meet at the
apple orchard. Sophomore Mike Buckley led the
Huskies to a 25-30 decision last season, but hppefully
the friendly surroundings of the hilly UMass course
will aid the harriers this Fall.

One week later, the harriers will get a chance to
sharpen up for the championship meets with a five-

way meet at New York's coiorful Van Cortlandt Park.
Defending IC4A champion Manhattan will host
Syracuse, the University of Connecticut squad, and
Eastern powerhouse William and Mary as well as
UMass. William and Mary placed sixth in the NCAA
meet last November

SPORTS

NEW YORK \UPI\ - A matter Of

inches turned into a matter of hours

for the St. Louis Cardinals and the

New York Mets Wednesday night

and Thursday morning.
"Reitzie's bomb went out by

about that much," said St. Louis'

Claude Osteen, holding his hands
less than a foot apart. "That much"
spelled the difference between a 3-

1 Mets victory in nine innings and 4-

3 cardinal triumph in 25 innings, the

longest night game in the history of

major league baseball and scored
longest in History.

Ken Reitz' sixth home, a two-run,

two- out ninth inning shot off Jerry

Koosman, opened the floodgates

for the seven hour, four minute

Marathon that was not decided
until Bake McBride scored all the

way from first on two Met errors as

they tried to pick him off in the 25th

inning. The game ended at 3:13

A.M. EDT.
Rookie pitcher Hank Webb tried

to pick McBride off after he singled

in the 25th. The ball rolled into foul

territory in right field and McBride

steamed around the bases. He
appeared to be dead at the plate

but catcher Ron Hodges dropped

the throw from first baseman John
Milner.

don't think he would have Most players, both clubs, game-
gotten me anyway," McBride said. 50 (St. Louis 26, New York 24).

"He was in front of the plate and I The game was one inning short
In between those runs, 15 innings f the all-time mark, a 26 inning 1-1

tie between Brooklyn and Boston

r

of continuous blanks graced the
Shea Stadium scoreboard. For the
record, here are some items that

will be preserved in Baseball's

history volumes:

Major league records set.

Longest night game, time-7

hours, 4 minutes.

Longest night game, innings-25.

Most Batsmen, game- 103, New
York.

Most batsmen, game-202 (New
York 103, St. Louis 99).

Most at bats, game 89, New
York.

Most at bats, both dubs, game-
175 (New York 89, St. Louis 86).

Most left on base, both clubs,

game -45 (New York 25, St. Louis
20).

Most plate appearances, game-
12, Filix Millan, John Milner.

Major league records tied

Most at bats, game-11, Dave
Schneck.

Most intentional bases on ball,

both clubs, game -7 (New York 4,

St. Louis 3).

National league records set.

Most players, game-26, St. Louis.

on May 1, 1920. The only longer

game by time was a 7 hour, 23
minute, 23 inning extravaganza
between the Mets and San
Francisco on May 31, 1964.

And there were these events, not
to be set down in record books,
perhaps, but certainly to be
remembered by those by viewing

the historic game:
Joe Torre making two out-

standing plays at first base, saving
the game in both the 14th and 23rd
innings.

Met manager Yogi Berra being
ejected by umpire Ed Sudol in the
20th inning for repeatedly kicking

dirt on home plate while protesting
an obstruction call on catcher Duffy
Dyer.

o
JC
a
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Benny Ayala of the
Mets is out on this play
in the second inning of

the longest night game
ever Wednesday night,

in which the Cards
topped the Mets, 4-3 in

25 innings.

The Only Kosher-Style
DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT

In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802

Serving
Food and Liquoi

from 11 a.m.

r* » * * • » * ^»»

House of Vision

Don't forget

we will polish your

contact lenses

while you wait.

t -r.T/7
1
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584-8324

Let's get over to Valley
Motorsports and get you some
new wheels. John and Jerry
have Kawasaki's coming out

of their ears."

VALLEY MOTORSPORTS
IRC.

MS KING ST.

NORTHAMPTON
.iKI-7:i0:i

Northampton

V.W., Inc.

$2395

$1595

'71 MERCURY Capri t1f)95
4 SDd. stand.

**«*"

$1695

$795

$1995

$1495

$2595

$1395

$425

$1595

Northampton V.W.,lnc.

'72 CHEVY Impala

V8, auto

'72 TOYOTA Corolla

auto

spd. stand.

'71 PINTO
4 cyl. auto

'71 TOYOTA Corolla

4 spd. stand.

'71 FORD Squire Wgn
V8 auto

'71 RENAULT R16
auto

'70 AUDI 100 LS
4 spd. stand.

'69 PfcUGOT 404

Wagon stand.

'68 OLDS Cutlass
V ft auto

'68 CHEVY Pick-up
^4 ton, 6 cyl., stand

246 King St. Rte. 5

Northampton, Mass. 01060
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Courageous wins
By JACK WOLISTON

NEWPORT, R.I. [UP/] - The
U.S. Defender Courageous out-

sailed the Australian challenger

Southern Cross in a protested race
Thursday to take a 2-0 lead in the
best-of seven series for the
America's Cup, the significant

trophy in international yachting.

Courageous crossed the finish

line 1 minute 11 seconds ahead of
the Australian boat in one of the
closest races in the 123-year history

of the cup competition. The
narrowest margin was in the fourth
race of the 1962 series when the
U.S. yacht Weatherly defeated
Gretel I by 26 seconds.

It was a lot closer than the first

race of this series Tuesday when
the Courageous dropped the
Australian yacht by 4 minutes 54
seconds. Unlike Tuesday, when
winds varied between 5 and 7
knots, the air was heavier today, 10

Neutral jury
NEWPORT, R.I. [UP/] - In this

series for the America's cup, an
"International Jury" of not less
than three people who are not
nationals of either contestant's
country, acts on protests, ac-
cording to a new rule set up prior to
his competition by the New York
Yacht Club.

The international group was set
up after a controversy arose in the
l

1970 series when protests were
decided solely by the New York
Yacht Club, which sponsors the
cup series. In that series, the
challenging Australia Boat Bretel II

made protest and the NYYC denied
it, amid much heated argument.
The new rule setting up the

international jury says that its

decisions will be final.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics

S2.75 per page
Send for your up to-date,

176 page, mail order catalog

of 5500 topics. Enclose

S1.00 to cover postage (12
days delivery time).

519GLENROCK AVE.

SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES. CA. 90024

Our materials are sotd for

research purposes only

to 12 knots, and this going was the
kind in which Southern Cross was
supposed to have the edge.

Both are good boats but the U.S.
sailing tactics were superiors.

The protests in Thursday's race

came as the two 12 meters were
maneuvering to get a favorable

position for start. Courageous
hoisted her protest flag first and a

few seconds later a flag went up in

Southern Cross' starboard shrouds.

The dispute involved
maneuvering tactics, each boat
charging that the other had failed to

yeild on right of way. There ap-

peared to be little merit to either

protest.

Notices
SWIMMING - The men's

varsity swimming team invites

all those interested in com-
petitive swimming or diving to

come to Boyden pool Monday
through Friday at 4:30. The
team is also looking for two
female managers. Are you
interested? If so, come to

Boyden pool Monday through

Friday at 4:30 or call Joe, 546-

5021.

TENNIS — Tennis meeting

on Monday 9-16 at 5:30 for all

people interested in trying out

for the varsity team. The

meeting will be held in room

251 Boyden.

Men and women
swimmers set
The UMass Water Polo Club

splashes off to its third season with

a 3:30 scrimmage versus Amherst
College this afternoon in the

friendly waters of Boyden pool. The
squad, still high from last year's

climactic season's end at Brown, is

anxious to get into this year's

beefed up schedule. This year's

squad is led by player-coach Bill

McCafferty, Captains Jon Nordby
and* Bill Bridgman, along with

Henry MacLean, Duncan Lomas,
Tom Rhodes, Kevin Mcginn, Ron
Boucher, Ben Crooker, Ed Fouhey,
Marc Gordon, Carl Zulick, and Dave
Boucher.

The Women's team faces an
equally tough road ahead but coach
McCafferty feels they are equal to

the challenge. The women's team
includes stars Jane Weizel, Kathy
McDonald, Judy Day, Betsy East,

Kathy Zaffino, Debby McCafferty,

Jane Louderhilch, Sharon Smith,

Susan Howard, Judy Cox, Janet
McGrath, Maryann Elias, Debby
Hoxsie. The Water Polo Club
welcomes anybody who likes to

have a good time regardless of

ability. Practices are informal and
co-ed. In addition, the club
welcomes to their games all fans

and fellow water poloers, past,

present, and future. The club

practices most afternoons in the

Boyden pool and the next home
game is Saturday, September 21.

F. Robby an Indian
ANAHEIM \UPI\ - Frank Robinson, baseball's fourth- leading home run

hitter and the only man to win the MVP award in both leagues, was sent
from the California Angels to the Cleveland Indians Thursday for the
$20,000 waiver price.

Cleveland will be the fifth major league team Robinson has played for in

his storied 19-year career.

The 39-year-old Robinson was completing the second year of a two-year
contract estimated at $172,000 annually for the Angels. The team had tried

to deal him to the Baltimore Orioles in midseason, but Robinson vetoed the
deal.

A club spokesman said the Cleveland deal was made "with the
possibility that there will be a future deal with the Indians in the winter."

Robinson, whose home run total of 572 trails only Henry Aaron, Babe
Ruth and Willie Mays, batted .251 with 20 home runs and 63 RBI's this

season. He was used mainly as a designated hitter for the Angels, the last-

place team in the American League West.
Robinson was the subject of trade talk most of the season. Recently

Angel Manager Dick Williams said, "you have to realize there aren't many
teams who want to pay the kind of salary Frank is receiving."

Robinson came to the Angels in a seven-player deal with the crosstown
Los Angeles Dodgers before the 1973 season. He hit .266 with 30 home
runs and 97 RBI's as the Angels' designated hitter last year. His hitting fell

off this season, and he frequently received mixed receptions from crowds
at Anaheim Stadium.

Robinson, who began his career with the Cincinnati Reds in 1956 when
he was named the National League's Rookie of the Year, won the N. L.

MVP award with the Reds in 1961 , when he hit .323 with 37 home runs and
124 RBIs.

Ellis' hand fractured
PHILADELPHIA [UP/} - A line drive off the bat of Willie Montanez put

a dent in the Pittsburgh Pirates' pennant hopes.
The Philadelphia Phillies' first baseman hit a stinging shot back through

the box in the sixth inning of the Phils' 8-5 victory Wednesday night that
broke a metacarpal bone in the right hand of Dock Ellis, the Pirates' hottest
pitcher.

A Pirates' spokesman said Ellis, who is 12-9 and had won nine of his last

10 statts while compiling a 1.89 earned run average over that stretch,

would be out of action at least through the end of the regular season.
The righthander remained in Methodist Hospital Thursday to have a cast

placed on the hand and was expected to return to Pittsburgh by the
weekend.

"Ellis will be out a minimum of three weeks," the spokesman said after

x-rays were taken. "It's possible he could be back in time for the World
Series."

The American 12-meter yacht "Courageous" (top)
defeated Australia's "Southern Cross" (bottom) in the
second race of the America's Cup series. The
Americans won by the narrow margin of 71 seconds.

IF YOUR EDUCATION BECOMES DEFECTIVE,

RETURN FOR FULL REFUND

Ridiculous

No university makes that guarantee. But your in-

terests can be protected through information and
organi7ation.

Students are needed to study various university
programs and policies. .

Up to Three Credits Available this Semester

Student Center for Educational Research

432 Student Union
5450341
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Villanova first UM test
By STEVEDECOSTA

The Minutemen begin a brand new season
tomorrow afternoon in Villanova, Pennsylvania. In a
1:30 kickoff, UMass faces the Wildcats of Villanova
(WMUA, 91.1 FM) and a brand new series of football

challenges.

First and foremost in the minds of UMass fans is the
return of the beanpot, symbolic of Yankee Con-
ference supremacy, to the halls of Boyden after a one
year absence.

Another primary goal of coach Dick MacPherson
and his charges is the re-establishment of a running
game, something that was so sorely lacking last

season.

MacPherson is also faced with the restructuring of

his defensive backfield, an area that looked secure for

a long time to come only two years ago.

There are also some personal challenges to be
faced. Fred Kelliher, starting at quarterback, must
show he can run the team from the outset, instead of

as a last minute magician.

Gary Mika will be making the switch from tight end
to wide receiver, where his speed and hands should
be able to do the team more good.
Walt Parker will be back at the tight end spot, after

missing all of last season with a broken leg.

And perhaps the biggest challenge of all will be
faced by Dave Croasdale, a freshman from Phil-lips

Academy, who will be starting as a defensive back.

It was less than a year ago that MacPherson said he
was against using freshman on the varsity, but how
quickly the situation has changed. There will be
several frosh making the trip, but Croasdale is the one
who will be thrust immediately into the pressure

cooker, starting in what is perhaps the Minutemen's
most vulnerable area.

"The defense should be strong enough up front to

take some of the pressure off the backs," insists

MacPherson. He's counting on players like co-

captains Ed McAleney and Dennis Kiernan and
returning vets Tom Bradshaw and Paul St. Onge
rescued from obscurity in the offensive backfield, to

hurry the passer, and make the going easier for the

inexperienced secondary.

Another problem spot for the Minutemen could be
the offensive line, but MacPherson does not seem
concerned. "The offensive linemen that started

against Villanova last year are still on the squad," the
coach argued, "but none of them are starting this

year. That means we have made some im-

provements."

A strong and steady line would make it much easier

to establish a running attack, an important facet of the
game that was all but lacking from the Minuteman
itinerary last season. Two new sophomore running
backs, Rich Jessamy, who saw limited action last

season, and Keith Lang, up from last year's freshman
squad, could also provide the necessary punch.
Jessamy and Lang have been impressive enough in

preseason drills to relegate holdovers like Jerry
Mondalto and Jim Torrance to reserve roles.

The prolific passing combination of Peil Pennington
and Tim Berra has moved on and replacements need
be found. Kelliher will get the first shot at the
ballhandling job and if he can maneuver the team as
he did in several impressive relief roles last fall the
quarterback question will be solved. Kelliher only
completed 20 passes last year, but seven of his tosses
resulted in touchdowns, including several
gamewinners.

If Kelliher cannot handle the job, Mark Tripucka will

step into the breach. Tripucka also has experience as
Pennington's back-up, that coming two years ago. He
sat out all of last season with a knee injury.

The receiving corps should be bolstered by the
return of Parker, who will provide more beef on the
line as well as a pair of sure hands. Mika and Lee
Harriman will man the outside spots, backed by Mark
Finnerty.

A newcomer, John Romboli, also a running back,
will handle the punting, and Greg Sprout, up from last

year's frosh, and Croasdale will split the place-kicking
chores.

If the Wildcats have a distinct advantage over the
Minutemen it will be that they already have game
experience under their belts. Villanova lost its opener
to Richmond Saturday, 14-13* on a touchdown with
only 20 seconds to play.

But Villanova is far from the same team that came
to Alumni Stadium last season (a game, by the way,
won by the Minutemen 21-20 with some last-minute
heroics.) For starters, the Wildcats have a new coach,
Jim Weaver, a former assistant of Joe Paterno at
Penn State.

Weaver has instituted a new running attack, the
veer option. "We're relying on the running game more
than Villanova has in the past," Weaver said in a
telephone interview. But the Wildcats have not
forgotten how to throw the ball. In fact, sophomore
qua4terback Brian Sikorski put the ball in the air 35
times against Richmond.

But the fact that Sikorski only completed 15 of his

tosses and had two others intercepted made Villanova
fans mourn the loss of last year's leader Bill Hatty.
Hatty left school last winter for personal reasons after
he had qained status as the nation's fifth best
collegiate passer. "Hatty should be back next year,"
said Weaver, but that won't help the Wildcats
tomorrow.

The Wildcats do have one viable All-East candidate
in defensive tackle John Zimba. The 6'4, 250 pound
Zimba is the kind of guy offensives would rather not
have in their way.
Even though Villanova does have the advantage of

previous game experience, MacPherson sees the
situation as advantagous to the Minutemen as well.

"It gave us a chance to see them under a new coach,
a new system," Mac said.

It will be a team filled with question marks that
takes the field at 1:30 tomorrow. But when the game
is finally over maybe we'll be able to tell if the
Minutemen are on the right track.
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The work which began last spring will begin to pay
off tomorrow as the Minutemen begin their season
against the Wildcats of Villanova.

Sox end loss skein,

defeat Indians 3-2
CLEVELAND \UPI\ -Dick

McAuliffe doubled home the first

run and hit a sacrifice fly to score
Carl Yastrzemski with the winning
run in the eighth inning Thursday
night when the Boston Red Sox
snapped a three-game losing streak

with a 3-2 victory over the
Cleveland Indians.

Bill Lee, who has given up only
eight earned runs in his last 46 2-3

innings, went all the way for Boston
in picking up his 16th victory

against 12 losses. The lefthander

struck out one, walked one and
allowed 10 hits.

Yastrzemski led off the eighth
with a double down the rightfield

line and took third on Deron
Johnson's sacrifice. Bernie Carbo

and Rico Petrocelli walked to fill the
bases and Tom Buskey took over
for starter Jim Perry. McAuliffe hit

a 1-0 pitch to left field scoring
Yastrzemski to give the Red Sox
their fifth victory in their last 19
games.

After spotting the Indians a 1-0

lead in the first on John Ellis' run-

scoring single, the Red Sox
bounced back with two runs in the
fifth. Petrocelli singled and scored
on McAuliffe's double. McAuliffe
took third on Rick Burleson's
sacrifice and scored as Tommy
Harper lined a single to left.

Charlie Spikes smacked his 21st
homer of the season over the
rightfield fence for the final

Cleveland run in the sixth.

Yanks blank Orioles
BALTIMORE [UK] - Graig Nettles, Chris Chambliss and Lou Piniella

drove in the runs Thursday night when the New York Yankees stopped the
Baltimore Orioles, 3-0, behind the combined four- hitter of Mike Wallace
and Dick Tidrow.

The Yankees chased starter Jim Palmer with a three- run eighth, aided by
a throwing error from newest Oriole Bob Oliver, the first baseman pur-
chased from the California Angels.
Roy White led off the Yankee eighth with a single and, with one out,

Bobby Murcer chopped a bouncer that Oliver knocked down and flipped to
Palmer, who was unable to handle the throw, allowing white to dash to
third.

Nettles singled to right field scoring white and chasing murcer to third
base. Chambliss singled to center to score Murcer and Piniella doubled
down the right field line for the final run.

Wallace, 6-0, lasted 7 2-3 innings in his first American League start.
Tidrow got him out of hot water by retiring Tommy Davis with two orioles
aboard and two out in the eighth.

Inside sports
Harriers aim for title year

Courageous wins second
Robinson traded to Indians

Ellis breaks hand

Water-polo season to start

Lindsey calls for

blic confessio
Jim Lindsey, president of the Graduate Senate

Friday called for an investigation into possible abuses
of Amrmat.ve Action policies in regard to the con-
troversial hiring of Dr. Gideon Ariel to the Physical
Education s Department of Exercise Science

In doing so Lindsey joined SGA President Rick
Savini, who made such a call Thursday.

"This is a time for public confession," Lindsey said
This whole affair is bad for UMass. I think the Ad-

ministration was very lax. This whole mess could have
and should have been handled internally a long time
ago. The responsibility rests ultimately with (Chan-
cellor) Bromery."

Lindsey felt one of the major factors which resulted
m this is that UMass does not have a consistent
Affirmative Action hiring policy, which causes a great
deal of confusion and uncertainty.

"I would like to see this situation cleared up," he
said, "so that similar incidents will not take place in
the future. Nobody gains anything and the University
stands to lose a great deal in grants and so forth
which are directly tied to Affirmative Action policies.''

"I really don't think this situation is going to
snowball into anything bigger," Lindsey concluded "I
think it will gradually disappear from the public eye £ |and that it will be up to the courts and the Ad- « ****
ministration to handle it from there." Jim Lindsey

Lovejoy trial begins

Hang Glide Invitationals
Magic Mountain, Sept. 15, 1974

Staff Photo/Dave Less

Lazar elected chief

Staff Photo/Dave Last

Jerry Lazar, newly
elected Collegian
Editor-in-chief.

The Collegian staff last

week elected Jerry Lazar, a
senior majoring in Jour-
nalistic Studies-English, to
serve as Editor-in-Chief
effective today.

Lazar, a former Collegian
Executive Editor and
columnist, replaces Karen
Lynch, who withdrew from
the University for personal
reasons.

Increased staff com-
munication, improved
production capabilities, and
increased Third World and
minority participation were
among the objectives Lazar

cited at a staff election

Thursday night.

Lazar will serve until

regular Collegian editorial

board elections in

December.

Power out
on campus
A large portion of UMass ex-

perienced a 50-minute electric
power failure just minutes before
noon Friday.

According to George Norton,
Director of the Physical Plant,

power from feeders to the west side
of the campus was cut off for

approximately 50 minutes. Norton
blamed the power failure on
Western Mass. Electric Podick
substation in N. Amherst. (Officials
from Western Mass. Electric could
not be reached for comment on
Friday.)

The Bulk of the campus did have
power, though, according to
Norton. He said the library, campus
center, infirmary, the graduate
research towers, and most dor-
mitories received power during the
black-out.

The only major incident caused
by the power failure was a

collection of steam in Whitmore
Administration Building. Norton
said a disruption of ventilation

caused the building to fill up with
steam.

ByDAVEGREENSLIT
Staff Reporter

GREENFIELD Samuel H
Lovejoy, 28, of Montague, begins
his long awaited trial tomorrow in
Franklin County Superior Court.
He is charged with willful and

malicious destruction of personal
property in the Feb. 22 toppling of
Northeast Utilities' meteorological
tower at the company's proposed
$1.5 billion nuclear power plant site
on the Montague Plains.

Northeast Utilities built the towei
to comply with an Atomic Energy
Commission regulation that
requires power companies to test
weather conditions for one year at
prospective nuclear power plant
sites.

At 2:50 a.m. that February morn-
ing the instruments on the tower
stopped recording data. Within
hours, Lovejoy, an Amherst College
graduate who had been living on a
farm in Montague for the past five
years, turned himself in to the
police and accepted full respon-
sibility for downing the 500-foot
structure.

He said his toppling the tower
was an act of civil disobedience,
stemming from the certainty that
the meteorological tower was
symbolic of what was soon to
follow - a nuclear power plant.

"There was no other way of
stopping the thing," Lovejoy said
later to the Collegian. "The folks
(anti- nuclear sympathizers) needed
energy," he added.

In a four page statement released
at the time of his arrest, he outlined
what he saw to be the dangers of
nuclear power. He said the
presence of a nuclear power plant
in Montague would mean
"biological finality" for Montague
and the surrounding area.

Lovejoy has planned to use his
Sept. 17 trial for a political forum on
the dangers of nuclear power ever
since the incident occurred. He
plans to have sympathetic nuclear
experts from around the country
testify in his defense. Several legal
sources, however, have said that
malicious destruction of personal
property is a cut and dry charge,
and that political arguments
concerning nuclear power will not
be allowed.

Rulings on several of Lovejoy's
pre-trial motions seem to bear this

out. Requests for subpoenas to
Northeast Utilities and the state
attorney general for information on
the dangers of nuclear power were
denied in preliminary hearings last

week by Superior Court Justice
Kent Smith.

Lovejoy later said these rulings
would not limit the scope of his
trial. The denials eliminate only the
most far reaching aspects of his
case, he emphasized, areas he had
hoped to get into but had not
counted on.

"The case is still wide open," he
added.

The whole case could hinge on
the word "malice" used in the
offense charged. It's the state's
burden to prove malice on
Lovejoy's part, and it's here that
Lovejoy says the scope of the trial

broadens. "Here we enter a giant
grey area of legal interpretation,"
he said.

To establish that his act was not
malicious, he plans to show the
"inevitable" danger posed by
nuclear power plants. Thus, in light
of such danger, he says his act was
beneficial to the populace.

Lovejoy told the court again last

Friday that he has no intention of
being represented by a lawyer
during the trial. When questioned
why, he said that he disapproved of
how most lawyers planned to

handle the case. He added that he
might, however, have a Boston
attorney, Harvey Silverglate, cross-

examine him when he takes the
stand in his own defense.

In a move obviously intended to

protect Lovejoy's rights, Judge
Smith said he would imterrupt the

trial for as much as an hour at any
time should Lovejoy feel he needs
to consult with an attorney. Smith
then reminded Lovejoy that once
the trial begins he (Lovejoy) must
continue to defend himself.

inside:
The campus was rocked by

two concerts this past week.
Read about them on page 2.

The Rents and Fees Board is

getting into what all those fees
we keep paying are all about.
Check it out on page 3.

weather:

O sunny day! Yes yes it's\
true! Today we will be besieged

\by another golden burst of
\

sunshine. Highs in the low 70s
y'all. Live.
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Rowdy Hatch crowd greets Edwards
By MARLA RICHMOND
Below the Salt Staff

Thursday night 2500 people waited in line

for up to thee hours to hear Jonathan Ed-

wards and Rush in the first of the Hatch
Celebrity Series Concerts. According to Carl

Clay, Auxiliary Services Manager, this was
the largest crowd ever to attend a Hatch
concert.

The doors were opened for the 9:00

concert at 8:45, due to late set up. A double
rarity was experienced when the crowd got
in: the concert started at exactly 9:00 and a

name performer bothered to show.

Rush had a difficult job that they carried

off well: they had to play for 2500 angry

people who were tired of standing in line and
anxious to see Jonathan Edwards. The
masses finally calmed down for their third

song and the set went well.

Jonathan Edwards stroke on the stage at

10:00 amid a good deal of welcome noise. He
opened with "You Are My Sunshine"
leading into his AM hit, "Sunshine". The
crowd went wild over a belated line,

"Nixon's got cards he ain't showin' ".

After a few sing-along standards from his

older albums, he introduced Lynnie, "my
lady". Togeoher they sang a set from his and

their forthcoming albums (his to be released

next month, theirs to be recorded next

week). I heard a lot of disapproval of Lynnie's

singing lead in many of the duets, but then a

lot of people would complain that Steve

Stills and Neil Young appeared at a

Crosby/Nash concert.

Lynnie has a very pleasing alto voice that

lends itself well to the Country/Western
songs they were doing. Most notable was a

song from his new album called Nova Scotia.

Lynnie sang lead in this song of that mythical

home in the country (remember "Mud Slide

Slim", "Home in the Heart of the Country"

etc.?). They closed with "Shanty", "a song
near and dear to our kitchen table."

While Rush played their second set, I

found Jon, Lynnie and friends feasting on

beer, fresh fruit and hash. It somehow
reminded me of some Roman feast. Jon said

that he really liked Amherst and vicinity and

enjoys playing UMass. "Tonight is a really

good audience, but they get too noisy during

some of the quiet numbers." It was their first

concert in quite a while and Jon was un-

comfortable singing by himself, "Playing a

concert is a lot different from milking a cow."

Jon went over to talk to some friends and
Lynnie told me about their cow and
chickens. Life in Nova Scotia suits them well.

"If there's anything that you write, make it

'Get out of line and shine'. That's our

philosophy. Dig yourself!"

Back at the concert, the second set

followed the format of the first. Jon opened
alone with "Athens County" (the crowd
loved the harmonica). "Sometimes",
"Honky Tonk Stardust Cowboy", more C/W
with Lynnie. "Lucky Day", the title cut from
his new album is another l-dig-the-country

song. For an encore they did "Sunshine"
and "Freedom". Jon prefaced "Freedom"
with a philosophical statement about living

life and not working for the man. All of the

middle class college kids cheered this and
wished that we could grow up to be singing

stars who didn't have to take spit jobs for the

summer.

People left feeling good and that's what a

concert is all about.
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Ken Mosakowski (I) talking to a voter: a losing

cause.

Mosakowski: press

at fault for loss
By DENNYMATTEAU

Staff Reporter

"I was accused of running a "nothing" campaign, but the press was
incompetent. Most of the papers in the Valley do not cover politics in a

way for the voters to make an informed choice."

This statment was made by Ken Mosakowski in a Collegian interview in

the Hatch. Mosakowski just lost the September 10th Democratic First

Congressional District primary election to Thomas R. Manning of Pittsfield,

Mass. Manning will now go on to face Republican incumbent Silvio O.
Conte, also of Pittsfield. Manning will have Mosakowski's backing as a

Democrat against Conte

In a retrospective look at his campaign, Mosakowski said that he feels

the major factor in his loss was the failure of the press to cover the entire

primary election, thus aggravating a natural disadvantage he faced as a

newcomer to the political scene. "The media does help shape public

opinion", he said, "and the political chicanery in Washington is obvious to

everyone, but the efforts of the people trying to change that aren't,

because the people trying to change it don't have money, and thus depend
on a free press."

I've seen so little about my opponents it's ridiculous", Mosakowski said,

indicating that he does not feel the press, meaning all the papers and Radio

Stations in the Valley "with the exception of one good interview in the

Holyoke Transcript," covered any of the candidates well. In fact, the

Collegian ran an article on the gubernatorial primary race in its primary day
issue, but not a word on the First Congressional District race.

Mosakowski's fac is a familiar one to use rs of the UMass library, for he
often does duty there as a book security guard. His voice is familiar to

WMUA's audience, for he has been hosting Focus, a public issues

discussion program, for several years.

His stands on the issues: The Economy: "More public service jobs

should be .nade available to the welfare recipients because it's the

government's duty to stimulate the economy. There should be selective

price controls on essential commodities, and I support a national health

insurance bill of the Kennedy-Griffiths type. That was defeated and the

Kennedy-Mills compromise is useless. It wouid make you pay the first

$150, so the poor still pay."

Minority peoples: "I feci its a good idea," he said," to actively recruit

people for government appointments who otherwise aren't

represented. Conte voted against funding for that kind of program, and
he also voted against bilingual education which I would have supported."

Gil Scott-Herron concert

puts "energy in the aisles
//

By DAVID MILLER
Below The Salt Staff

Gil Scott - Heron and Mid-

night

Bowker Auditorium

September 13, 1974

This concert really should

have been held in the Ballroom,

'cause it's hard to stand up and
cheer and dance when you're

hemmed in by rows of seats,

and that's what Gil Scott-Heron

and his band, Midnight, had us

doing by the end o' his concert

Friday night. The evening's

magnificent finish is all the

more remarkable when
compared to its very slow
beginning.

Although the concert was to

begin at 8:00, the huge crowd
which jammed the Bowker
lobby was not let in until several

minutes past then. Following

this was a delay of about 30
min., while the band completed
setting and warming up. When
the music finally did get un-

derway, the band was plagued
by inadequate sound (at-

tributed to a volume control

burnout) which particularly

affected Scott Heron and his

fellow vocalist.

Eventually, however, all

problems were solved and the

group moved ahead into

another two hours of words
and music. The audience
members, with a couple of

exceptions, remained patient

during the delay; in any case,

Scott-Heron's relief at having

the tech taken care of was
considerable and noticeable —
he broke out into broad smiles

for the first time that evening.

Midnight is a fine band,

capable of communicating
much through their music —
joy, love, power, freedom —
and the audience understood.

Their music was supplemented

by audience flashbulbs and

percussion, which included at

least two police whistles.

Among the songs performed by

Scott-Heron and the band were

"Red, Green and Black", "Must
Be Something We Can Do",

"Offering" and "Ain't No Such
Thing As A Superman".
"Western Sunrise", inspired by

a line from the Koran, featured

a lighter-than-air sax solo over a

percussion carpet: "Peace Be
With You", included some
especially lovely keyboard work
and vocal-sax unisons; and

"Gorilla" (one of the most
striking compositions) gave
Scott-Heron a turn at the

keyboard, accompanying a

flute duet. ,

Throughout, the audience

was more than sympathetic;

but what really got the

audience up was the closing

song, "Bottle". Bowker
Auditorium rarely sees that kind

of energy in its aisles.

Gil Scott-Heron and Mid-

night ("the first minute of a

new day") came to UMass in

the middle of an electrical storm

and showed us the meaning of

"Free Will is Free Mind is Free

Spirit is Free You-Me'-Us".

They can come back anytime.
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Human Rights a big concern
at Population Conference

By DUANEDALE
Special Correspondent

UMass Doctoral Student Duane Dale
Attended the World Population Con-
ference in Bucharest this summer and
filed this report on Human Rights. This is
the sixth in a nine-part series.

Before the final gavel sounded on August 30 the
representations of 135 countries gathered in
Bucharest to resolve a basic dilemma for human
rights. The delegates committed, for the most part to
preserving each couple's right to determine the
number and spacing of children. At the same time
none would want to deny a child the right to the
essentials of life-food, water, shelter, health care
education, a decent job.

Yet couples may want more children than the world
can support. There is only so much farm land in the
world. The best is already under cultivation; urban
growth devours more each year. Without expensive
desalting, even water is limited; the U.S. is overtaxing
its supply in some regions already. In a crowded
world, a new sense of responsibility must accompany
the freedom to plan families.

The problem is not only one of numbers. The world
can support more people at a minimal subsistence
level than at the U.S. standard of living. Resources are
limited: the fish which Americans buy as canned pet
food is not available to protein-starved people in Latin
America, where the fish were caught. The fuel which
powers American recreational vehicles is not available
for basic transportation in West Africa.
The world's population today is 3.7 billion. At the

present rate, it will double every 35 years. We have a
small and crowded world today; every country's
population and development program should take this
into account. The United States can begin with a
national policy aimed at population stabilization.
The Declaration of Independence begins with a

statement of rights: life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. The desire to extend these rights to all the
world is not just idealistic; it may be essential to the
survival of our little planet.

Yet the American Dream-in the material sense-may
turn out not to be accessible to all. We may come to
ask ourselves whether there is more value in assuring
the survival of other people than in the next increase
in our own standard of living.

Tomorrow - U.S. Population Policy

Passing around the knowledge
By MARYPOWERS

Staff Reporter
"People are our resource", says Cynthia Parent, co-

coordinator of the Franklin- Hampshire Learning
Exchange.

The exchange, expanded this year to include
Hampshire County, is operating out of the Amherst
Community Resource Center at Jones Library on
Amity Street. It was started with the idea that people
can learn a lot from each other.
You can register with them by filling out a card

stating the things you would most like to learn and

what you would enjoy teaching someone else. In-
terests can range from auto repair to Zen and
anything in between. The exchange then matches you
with a person who has similar interests.

Mark Schern, also a co-coordinator, suggested the
exchange can be particularly useful for college
students to supplement their reading for a course or a
paper with a resource person.
Forms can be obtained at the main desk of the

University Library. The registration fee is $1.00.
Volunteers are also needed to help run the ex-

change.

Staff Photo/Dave Lass

...continued from page 1. Terry Sweeney, N.E. Bush-
wackers.

Skills center helps pressured students cope
Five Students nilt nf ouan/ ***« na£w-4e> nn,l^,„;„».l. *. i .._ _ r* . .... ... .Five students out of every ten

coming to the University of
Massachusetts will probably have
to limp and stagger under the
cultural and educational standards
imposed upon them by the
academic system. Perhaps four out
of those five might stand a severe
risk of succumbing to that weight,
either by failing degrees, by
dropping out or at the very least

emerging from their university

experiences with frustration and
disappointment as the major by-
products of their academic
qualifications.

Less than one percent so far have
had the initiative and stamina to
seek for help. The majority of those
who need it are either unaware of

that need, unware of its cause, or
unaware that there exists a relief

from that need. And the help so
urgently required and increasingly

needed takes the form of skills in

communication which for one
reason or another have not been
accessible to the student before
reaching university level.

These are the skills now being

taught at the Communication Skills

Center situated in Goodell 609.

Communication skills, as the name
implies, are a series of academic
techniques which, though taken for

granted, are vital to university

survival, and which regardless of

intelligence, are not the property of

all alike. These skills include

listening and reading, notetaking,

paper and dissertation writing,

spelling, logic, and a host of allied

accomplishments which, because

they are directly related to a par

tico.ar cultural and educational

formula, often present crushing

problems of method and content to

those whose educational and socio-

cultural backgrounds are different

from the unrepresentational norm.

The Communication Skills

Center was established in the fall of

1973 in response to these individual

needs, and during the past year has
been perfecting its methods,
clarifying its objectives and
widening the scope of its appeal.
The growing number of students
who have been made aware of its

existence and made use of its

services has substantially aided its

firm establishment in the Rhetoric
Program.

There is ample opportunity in the
Center to determine the vague,
half-sensed needs which a student
might bring with him, through the
broad range and applicability of
diagnostic tests which are available

through research. By adapting its

methods to suit the individual

needs and serve the specific

problems of students who come to

it with skill deficiencies, the CSC
offers a supplementary program to

the regular courses being taught at

the University.

Now in the fall semester of 1974

the Center is publicly ready to

open its doors to those students
who have not yet heard of its

existance, who are finding difficulty

in writing their term papers, in

finding their way about the Library,

in absorbing meaningfully the
substance of lectures, video-tapes,

and text-books. These are the

forgotten and often ignored skills

so essential to academic survival

which are offered through the CSC
as a University service.

A number of accredited mini-

courses are available at the CSC
and students are free to arrange, in

consultation with the Center staff,

mini-courses directed towards their

specific needs. They are free also to

take courses and receive in-

dividualized help for no credit, but
in either case the CSC procedure
states that a contract is necessarv.
This contract sets goals and

establishes objectives, defines the

term of study and imposes a time

limit on both the staff and the

student. Consequently when the

student leaves the CSC he takes

with him a valid statement which
certifies his achievements in

specific skill areas and which will

stand him in good stead for the rest

of his University career.

Both the students and the staff at

the Center come from an im-

pressively diverse background,
both educationally and depart-

mentally, as well as culturally and
linguistically. In fact the Center is

one of the few truly integrated

examples of diversity on the

campus.
The Director of the Center,

Professor Deshields, has
established a tacit philosophy

around which much of the work of

both staff and students revolves,

regardless of departmental and
cultural distinctions. This is simply,

that by maximizing the potential of

everyone at the Center and em-
phasizing the unique capacities of

each individual within it, a high
quality of achievement and a broad
scope of service will be reached
than would have been possible

through the efforts or knowledge cf

a single individual, whether staff or
student.

It is through this diversity and
adaptability that the Com-
munication Skills Center seeks to

reach and serve the students at

UMass who so urgently need the

survival skills necessary for

university life.
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Hostages number 1 1, not 9
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1974

France demands guerillas release hostaqesHAGUE Holland [UP/] - for two days at the French em- weaoons must be surrenrWH h„t ^—^ . .
WTHE HAGUE, Hot/and \UPI)

France demanded yesterday that
Holland force three pep-pill
munching guerrillas to give up the
French ambassador along with 10
other hostages before it lets the
terrorists go.

The 11 hostages have been held

for two days at the French em
bassy, which is officially French
territory.

France said the guerrillas must
give up all their hostages and
weapons before leaving the em-
bassy. Dutch government sources
said. The Dutch agreed the

weapons must be surrendered but
had suggested the guerrillas keep
the French ambassador until they
arrive at their destination, the
sources said.

Though a jet with a volunteer
crew was standing by, the
guerriallas had yet to specify where

they wanted to go.

Police said the Japanese kept

awake with their own supply of pep
pills.

"One person who knows has told

us they are munching the pills like

candy," a policeman said.

Sunday crowds gathered outside

the police cordon around the

embassy. Relatives fo the hostages
wept openly but ducked news

i photographers' cameras.
Dutch officials told newsmen the

|

guerrillas were in fact holding 11

hostages, and not 9 as previously

announced.

"We know with certainty there
are 11 hostages," a government
spokesman said. "And we know
with equal certainty they are in

good health." The 11 hostages
included French Ambassador
Jacques Senard, 54.

In Tokyo, a Japanese Foreign
Ministry spokesman said Dutch and
French authorities had turned down
a million dollar ransom demand
made by the guerrillas during the

Water trucks sprays in the direction of fleeing men, women and children nMoscow as Sov.et police break up an unauthorized outdoor exhfbit of abstract artThe paintings were burned and bystanders arrested.
aosiract art.

Nixon continues depressed;
still refuses hospitalization
SAN CLEMENTE, Call/. \UPI\

Former President Richard Nixon,
reported to be fighting illness and
depression, remained isolated in his

oceanside villa yesterday after

refusing to be hospitalized.

There was no word from his

home here but Dr. Walter Tkach
said in Washington, D.C., Saturday
after returning from a visit to the
Nixon home that the former

president was suffering from a
serious phlebitis condition in his left

leg.

Nixon reportedly told him he
would not go to the hospital
because, "I'll never come out
alive."

Tkach was Nixon's personal
physician during his years in the
White House.
Tkach said Nixon's general

One killed in Paris as
drugstore bombed
PARIS \UPI] - A well dressed

man about 30 years old hurled a
package of explosives yesterday
into a crowded drugstore in the
bustling Left Bank Latin quarter,
police said.

French radio said one person was
killed and at least 27 wounded
The bomb thrower escaped into

Sunday crowds thronging the
Boulevard St. Germain.
The drugstore is owned by a

French Jew. The attack occurred
six weeks after bombs exploded at
the offices of newspapers which
have criticized Arabs and outside a
building where Jewish workers
collected funds for Israel.

The Puulicis drugstore is

combined with a cinema. It stands

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics
S2. 75 per page

Send for your up to d d iy,

176 page, mail orrk-r catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
ST 00 to cover postage (12
days delivery time).

519GLENROCK AVE.

SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materia,'"; .ire sold for

research purposes only

on the Boulevard St. Germain next
to the Brasserie Lipp, traditional
meeting place for French and
foreign politicians and writers, and
across the street from Deux Magots
cafe, a favorite stop for tourists.

"It was horrible," said Diane de
Beauvau, 19, who was in the
drugstore buying a toy dog. "I
remember a man, he was totally
smashed by the bomb. If he was
not dead then, he mustbe by now."
The injured included a small boy.

condition had worsened despite his

pardon from President Ford and
described him as a "ravaged man
who has lost the will to fight."

Nixon's left leg was described by
Tkach and Dr. John Lundgren, a

Long Beach physician, as severly

swollen and painful as a result of a

second blood clot. Tkach said,

however, the former president was
in good mental condition and had
been working in his office.

Nixon continued to receive
medication at his home and was to
be given weekly medical
examinations by Lundgren.
Tkach did not say what type of

medication was to be prescribed,

but noted it would not be an an
ticoagulant which is used to thin

the blood.

Area hospitals confirmed
yesterday no special arrangements
had been made to accommodate
the former president.

Among the hospitals checked
were the Scripts Memorial Hospital
in San Diego and the Camp
Pendleton Marine Base Hospital in

nearby San Clemente.

THE

PEOPLE'S

MARKET

is

open!

night.

The French government had
bowed to their demands for release
of a comrade from a Paris prison.
The Dutch government had
provided a jet liner and volunteer
crew to fly them to freedom, but
the gunmen apparently balked at a
demand that they throw down their
weapons and name their
destination before takeoff.

About 200 troops of a Dutch anti-

terrorist commando force and
police sharpshooters ringed the
modern concrete and glass em-
bassy building where the three
guerrillas seized their hostages
Friday afternoon.

In compliance with the initial

demand of the terrorists. French
police removed Yutaka Furuya, 25,
a terrorist suspect arrested two
months ago, rom Sante prison in

Paris on Friday and flew him to
Holland. But the French refused to
turn Furuya over to the terrorists
until negotiations were completed.
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The Only Kosher-Style
DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT

In the Pioneer Valley

i

243 Pleasant St

Northampton
586-0802

Serving
Food and Liquor
from 11 a.m.

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

1975 Spring Semesters Abroad

LIVE AND LEARN
FLORENCE — Italian, Fine Arts, History, Political

Science.

LONDON - English, Political Science, Drama, Art,
Communications.

MADRID - Spanish Language and Literature, An-
thropology.

STE"G r F""ch Language and Literature,
Religion, History.
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M ~ HiSt°ry
' *" AftS

' °Utch Culture '

PUEBLA, MEXICO - Latin American Studies, SpanishLanguage and Literature.
K«"»sn

APPLICATIONS DUE OCTOBER 1st

Write:

Division of International Programs
335 Comstock Ave. cvoAriicc mv «*««

(Tel. 315-423-3471)
SYRACUSE

'
N. Y. 13210
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RECRUITMENT MEETING
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Mideast arms race increases

Compiled From Wires
Israeli warplanes fire-bombed

and strafed Arab terrorist targets in

southern Lebanon twice yesterday,
and the Beirut command said they
killed the mayor of one town and
wounded two other civilians.

bomb southern Leba
The Tel Aviv command gave no

casualty figures, or a specific

reason for the attacks, but said

each of the raids lasted 10 minutes
and all planes returned safely.

The raids, conducted about five

hours apart, came amid reports that

Hijacked Viet plane

crashes, killing 71
>a
P
iH
AN

a 52?F'
South Vietnam n'ght under floodlights at the crash

iAP\ - A hijacker set off two hand site, next to a minefield,
grenades aboard an Air Vietnam
jetliner yesterday, sending it

Rescue workers had recovered
crashing to the ground in flames

tne remains of 57 passengers and
and killing all 71 persons aboard

seven crewmen -

officials said.

They said the pilot refused the
kidnaper's demand to fly to North
Vietnam.

Officials said it was the first
hijack incident in aviation history to
result in massive deaths.

On Feb. 20, a young man set off
grenades inside an Air Vietnam
plane killing three passengers after
the crew tricked him and landed at
Hue instead of flying to Hanoi.
The search for bodies from the

latest explosion continued last

The flight's manifest included the
man identified as the hijacker, Le
Due Tan, who boarded at Da Nang;
58 Vietnamese passengers and
eight Vietnamese crewmen; two
South Koreans, a Filipino and a
Frenchman.

Little was known about the
hijacker, who, according to one
report, wore a South Vietnamese
paratroopers uniform.

both the Israelis and the Arabs were
engaged in major arms deals to
replace weapons lost in last Oc-
tober's Yom Kippur war.

A Beirut newspaper reported
that Saudi Arabia is using its hoard
of oil dollars to buy $700 million

worth of weapons for Egypt.
London's Sunday Telegraph said

Britain has concluded a secret deal
to sell about 400 Centurion heavy
tanks to Israel.

The raids were the first such
assaults in five weeks, and came as
Israel prepared to celebrate the
Jewish new year, or Rosh
Hashanah, which starts at sundown
today.

Israel in the past has warned it

would take whatever steps are
necessary to maintain its security.

The first raid, involving at least 10
Phantom jet fighters, was at 3:35
p.m., and the second came at 8:15
p.m., just as villagers were about to
leave their air raid trenches, wit-

nesses said.

Lebanese officials said the jets hit

six villages, and that Mayor Fuad
Abu Saleh of Hasbaya, was killed.

Two other civilians were wounded,
several houses were destroyed and

the Israeli border. They fall within
the area of Arkoub, known as
Fatahland because so many
guerrillas of Al Fatah, the strongest
Palestinian organization, live there.

The last Israeli air raid against
Arab terrorist concentrations was
Aug. 7 when planes also blasted

targets in southern Lebanon.

In another development Israeli

Premier Yitzhak Rabin returned to

Tel Aviv from six days of talks in

Washington, expressing
satisfaction with the "practical
conclusions" reached with the
United States for the strengthening
of Israel's armed forces.

Rabin told newsmen that in his

discussions with President Ford
and other U.S. officials he had
achieved satisfactory results for

"the immediate and long range
strengthening of Israel."

A government official said Tan several farms were set afire, they
set off two grenades when the pilot added.
of the Boeing 727 refused to obey The villages are about 80 miles
his order to fly to Hanoi. south of Beirut and six miles east of

world news summary
France blasts No. 8
CANBERRA, Australia \UPI] -

France yesterday exploded its

eighth nuclear device in three
months of atmospheric tests in the
South Pacific, the Australian and
New Zealand governments
reported.

Australia labeled the blast at the
French test site at Mururoa Atoll,

720 miles southeast of Tahiti, as "in

direct conflict with world opinion
and in breach of international law."

Sen.DonWillesee, the Australian

foreign affairs minister, said his

government will lodge a diplomatic

protest expressing "strong con-
cern" at the test, the 43rd France
has carried out in the Pacific over
strenuous objection of nations

rimming the Pacific in recent years.

France, in keeping with past

policy, would not confirm or deny
the latest test in the series that

began June 17.

Selassie to live
ADDIS ABABA \UPI\ - Ethiopia's

military government yesterday

turned down demands for the court

martial and excution of ousted

Emperor Haile Selassie as

premature and against the nation's

interests.

A junta spokesman urged the

public to look upon the 82-year old

monarch as part of Ethiopia's dead
past.

"It is not in Ethiopian tradition to

beat a dead horse," he said.

An underground Communist
student group continued efforts to

organize a street demonstration
today to press the army to hand
power over to a provisional civilian

government.

Diplomats said this protest could
mark the first crack in the solid

support enjoyed by the estimated
80 men on the ruling armed forces

committee since Selassie's
removal.

Diplomats said the junta is in-

tensively discussing what form the
government should take.

Guns given to Vesco
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Sen.

Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash., said

yesterday Senate investigators
believe sophisticated automatic
weapons have been smuggled to

Robert Vesco, the fugitive financier

now living in Costa Rica, by Vesco
associates based in Los Angeles.
Jackson said the Senate per-

manent subcommittee on in-

vestigations will examine the
evidence tomorrow.

Jackson said law enforcement

authorities tracked down an air-

plane believe used to transport the

weapons, but gave no indication of

the purposeof the gun smuggling.

ATTENTION
UMASS GRADS,
UNDERGRADS!!

How would you like to become publisher of a daily
newspaper with a circulation of 18,000 daily and an annual
budget of over $200,000?

THE COLLEGIAN seeks two undergraduate and one
graduate student-at-large from the University of
Massachusetts to serve on the Constitutionally provided for
"Publishing Board."

Similar to a Board of Directors, the "pub board" in-

cludes top editors of the paper, faculty representatives and
the three students. It is the top decision and policy-making
board at the paper, presided over by the Editor-in-chief.

NO EXPERIENCE is necessary. We seek those who
are interested in, but not involved in journalism to provide a
fresh outlook on Collegian operations.

INTERESTED? Leave your name anytime with
the Collegian Editor-in-chief Jerry Lazar. You will be
interviewed. Contact Jerry at the Collegian office, second
floor of the Student Union, or by phone at 545-2550.

::x.:x.>:.:.^^}gW^gS5J.;

Tonight on WMUA's
"Off the Hook"

A closeup look at the students who run

YOUR Campus Center.

MIKE CURRAN — Chairman, Campus Center, Board of Governors
HOWIE LEVIN - Vice Chairman of the Board

By the way, if you're interested in joining the Board come see HOWIE inRm. 817 C.C. or call 545-0194.

But don 't forget tonight at 6: 15 on WMUA, 91.1 FM

ATTENTION ALL:

Writers, Poets, Artists,

Photographers, and

Tibetian Sand Monkees

There will be an organizational meeting of

SPECTRUM Fine Arts Magazine Thursday, Sep-

tember 19, Rm. 811 C.C. All who would like to work

with us on this year's issue are welcome to attend.

F0R LIu^TNIMtf IAST T-tLIVLRr flNAMr Of 0V%
DELICIOUS PIZZAS OR bUBS CALL THE HUN6RY-U

TllZA PATROL

55 Univ. Drift

256-8914

103 N. Pleasant

256-0473

256-0474

256-0475

Coupon Good from Sept. 16th thru 21st, 1974

25 c
off Small Pizza 75 c

off Lg. Pizza
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Boston Blacks advised not
to keep children home

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1974

BOSTON \UPI\ - The. head of

the Boston branch of the NAACP,
reversing a previous position
yesterday urged black parents to

send their children to school in

racially-tense South Boston.

Thomas I. Atkins, at a new
conference, said he now is more
confident police can protect black

children being bused into South
Boston when classes resume today.

At least 23 persons were arrested

in a series of incidents last week,
most of them near the South
Boston High School, when whites

stoned buses carrying black pupils.

Several black youngsters, a

policeman and a bus monitor

received minor injuries.

A number of other incidents of

whites stoning busloads of blacks
were reported in other parts of the
city and one incident of blacks
throwing rocks at a bus carrying

whites also was reported.

City officials met during the
weekend to map a strategy to

safeguard students riding buses.
Mayor Kevin H. White and Police

Commissioner Robert diGrazia
announced that large numbers of

policemen will be assigned to
South Boston for as long as needed
to keep order.

Atkins, who last Thursday urged
black parents not to send their

children in South Boston, said
yesterday "On the basis of
statements which have been
recently made by police and city

officials, and on the basis of what
now appears to be planning more
adequate to the task of enforcing
the court-ordered desegregation, I

am now calling upon parents in all

parts of the city, black and white, to

send their children to school on
Monday morning."

"This includes the parents who
have been boycotting the schools.

since it must now be apparent that

many of the youngsters who were
not in school were around the

schools and might have been in-

volved in the acts of violence which
were committed," he added.

A distorted reflection or a reflected distortion? Only
a UMass student knows for sure.

Vermont Bar Association urges
legalized sale of marijuana
BRETTON WOODS, N.H. (AP) -

The Vermont Bar Association has
recommended changing state law
to allow marijuana to be sold legally

at state liquor stores to persons
aged 18 and older.

The resolution on legalized sale

of marijuana was one of four

marijuana-related resolutions
recommended to the full con-
vention by the association's Junior
Section. Two of the resolutions
were accepted.

John Downs, president of the

association, said the other measure
called for the Vermont Department
of Liquor Control to supervise the

distribution of marijuana through
state liquor stores.

The association also suggested

that the sale of marijuana be

subject to regulations regarding

purity, potency and price, Downs
said.

Downs said he thought the

resolution endorsing the legalized

sale of marijuana was a more
sweeping action than many of the

delegates were prepared to take.

But he said the lawyers appeared

convinced that legalizing

possession of marijuana, while

making it impossible to buy it

legally "certainly poses problems all

of it's own."
The convention rejected a

resolution from the Junior Section,

made up of young lawyers, that law

enforcement officials and judges be
urged to "adopt an immediate
policy of defacto decrim-
inalization of marijuana,
including casual, non-profit
transfers, and the growth of limited

quantities for personal use."
Downs said the majority, in

voting against this resolution, took
the position that the association
should not tell judges they should
not enforce the law. He said there
was also the feeling there are fewer
prosecutions of persons for the
casual use of marijuana.

Another defeated resolution had
recommended clearing the criminal

records of those already convicted.

Labels for Less
moriAwear

[AJonien ana AunUntori

25% to 50% off /va. priinee

hours 10-6

Fri. til 9

Carriage Shops

233N. Pleasant St., Amherst
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Judge to resolve issue

Sick juror delays Wounded Knee trial

The Army — at UMass?

Right— and here are a few of the things we're offering:

Accredited Military Science courses.

4, 3. and 2-year scholarships on a competitive basis that include full

tuition, books, fees, $100 a month, and many other benefits.

Army ROTC Flight Program — free civilian flight training while in

college if you qualify.

Extracurricular activities — orienteering, rappelling, woodcrafts,
winter survival, weapon and tactical training, boat trips; in

general, anything challenging VOL' want to do.

Credit for prior military service or JROTC participation.

Opportunity to attend graduate school or compete for Army ROTC
2-year fellowships.

Read our course descriptions, and then call or drop by the
Department of Military Science (Bldg. No. 79 or call 545-2321).
You'll be welcome, there won't be any runaround, we'll have some
answers for you— and we're always good for a cup of coffee!

ST. PAUL, Minn. \UPI\ - A
decision was expected today on
what the illness of a juror will mean
in the Wounded Knee trial of
American Indain Movement leaders
Dennis Banks and Russell Means.
Juror Theresa Cherrier, 53, was

hospitalized for apparent high
blood pressure Friday, one day after

the jury of nine women and three

men began diliberations on charges

against Banks and Means in the 71-

day armed occupation of the South
Dakota reservation hamlet of
Wounded Knee last year.

U. S. District Court Judge Fred
Nichol ordered the other 11 jurors

sequestered in a St. Paul hotel for

the weekend, pending his decision.

The judge could order a mistrial,

order the remaining 11 jurors to

proceed with deliberations and

return a verdict or, if Mrs. Cherrier

is able, have her rejoin the other

jurors and proceed with
deliberations.

Prosecuting attorney R. D. Hurd
said he wants a mistrial declared
should Mrs. Cherrier be unable to

resume jury duties.

Defense attorney William
Kunstler said he preferred that the
jury resume deliberations with or

without Mrs, Cherrier.

Hurd is apparently not sure he

has a conviction at the present

time. He said Mrs. Cherrier was
believed to be a supporter of the

government's position.

Thus far, the eight-month trial

has cost an estimated $300,000 to

$400,000. Hurd said he believes a

new trial in Bismarck, N. D. or

Sioux City, Iowa, would result in 'a

conviction.

While the jury remained in

isolation, defense attorneys
prepared another of their motions

to acquit Banks, 41, a Chippewa
from Leech Lake, Minn., and
Means, 34, an Oglala Sioux from
Porcupine, S. D., of five counts

apiece stemming from the

Wounded Knee occupation.

TUESDAY:
NATIONAL LAMPOON RADIO HOUR - beginning

at 9 p.m. Take a trip into the absurd world as
seen by the National Lampoon.

WEDNESDAY:
GAY BREAK — new time — right after the 10 p.m.

News. There will be a special back to school
program dealing with concerns of the Gay
Community along with news, interviews, and
music.

8:30 A.M. - HIGHTIDES - your daily astrological
forecast comes your way Monday through
Friday at this time.

STEREO 91.1 FM
FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE

RADIO

Do you like wrestling

or Beethoven?
It doesn't matter?

BVd like the opportunity to meet and show you why we

feel fraternity life has been an enjoyable and rewarding

part of our college experience. All University men are

invited to come and talk with us, the members of the

U.MASS. FRATERNITIES
Tuesday, Sept. 17 Rm. 904 Campus Center

7 - 9:00 p.m.

Finast Will No Longer Increase Prices
of Food Once Placed on Our Shelves:

On Wednesday. July 24. 1974. all Finast SupermarKets began
a new pricing policy on Grocery, Meat and Produce items.

1 When Finast is forced to make a price increase, cans and
packages already price marked on the shelves will be sold at the
old lower price
When items are restocked on the shelves, the new. higher

priced items will be placed behind the lower priced items
2 Weekly specials or "sale items" are priced lower than regu-

lar prices. Any remaining after the sale event, will be repriced up-
ward

3. As regular prices go down, Finast will immediately reduce
the price on shelf stock, and the lower price will always be
honored at the register When a can or a package shows more
than one price, the customer pays the lowest price for that can or
package.

4 Baby food and items controlled by state laws are exempt
from this new policy

5. Until current stocks are sold there will be some items of our
many thousands with more than one price marking on the can or
apekage Please bear with us during this transition.

YOU SAVE MONEY WITH
FINAST BRANDS!

Finast
SUPERMARKETS

Fresh Dairy Values!

AMHWCAI AMERICAN

p€UJ«jy9| HUM]

Frozen Dinners
Inst Coffee

11 oz
pkg

Finast Meat Loaf,
Chicken. Turkey

49°
49o
38*

Finast Soda4 QQ0
Peanut Butter „«« V 73« ^^f wis ^J^^

4*415' ? oz
cans |S

Frozen Food Values!

Vegetables tt,

Prune Juice
White TunaTCT a 63«

Apple Juice *-
Instant Rice^ 5T M"

With Peppers 16 oz
or Fordhooks pkg

quart
btl

quart

btl

49
Kraft

American

Deluxe
Slices

Cheese
1202
pkg 79*

f*g 1.19Crispy Scallops FinM

Crispy Shrimp ^„ 1% 99*

Richs Coffee Rich »£- 55^

Town Square Cakes . .

.

Cln

3J 89*

Ice Milk uXTTL, jj 99*

Cottage Cheese f.™ £ 59*

Pizza Cheese 5.^0,0 4

P
« 55*

87*

Strawberries
Pacer 2 c°.n°s 79°

Cheddar C
*~%£Z£*"

Margarine
It Pays to

-i |b
Shop the Finast Way pkg

ion

Finast

Corn Oil

55 c

Green Beans
Garbage Bags**-, 9 63*

Finast Flour
Cream Style Corn M 4 23 1.00

Finast

French
Style

5 lb

bag 69°
Orange Juice 4.QC
i- ^s ^^ m. m IM Richmond II _^^»
Tuna for Cats f«. 6 '^1.00 (Dairy Dept) M ^kW

Iceberg Lettuce
V<n' m% California a^r^B Jfc

35"
California

The Fresh Crisp
for Your Favorite
Salad or Sandwich

heads 1
Florida Grapefruit F. rs t o^e sea SOn7 **

s

Blue Green Broccoli
African Violets

bunch

4 Inch Pots each

1

49 c

1 69

Mr Dell Favorites!

BoiledHam
Imported

Freshly Sliced

To Order 16?
Swiss Cheese '"*°"«> » 1.49

Lean Pastrami b 1.39

Turkey Roll
A'^' T 89*

Liverwurst
M;r „ 1-19

Avertable In Storm with Service D»li

Fresh Finast Bakery!

White Bread
Finast

Regular or

Thin Sliced 3.»$iloaves m

Wine and Beer Shoppe

Miller High
Life Beer

45Six
Pack 11 «" jj

Sparkling Burgundy

Chateau
Susanne

24 oz
btl 1

99

Beef Chuck
7-Bone Steak
or Roast Bone

In

W« Reserve the Bight to Limit Ouammes

Formerly
Center Cut
Chuck

Steak or
Roast

Beef Chuck Underblade - Bone In

RoastorSteak
Formerly London Broil Bootes* snouid*-

ShoulderSteak

International Seafood!

40^^ Qa|J Delicious

** Snapper98 *

Fully Cooked Crabs t 69*

Large Shrimp b 2.39
Smoked Cod ,„ 1.29

Formerly
California

Steak or

Roast

Boneless
Beef Chuck

Formerly Ponoioia Our* BUo> Slut

Top Blade Steak b».cn«»

Kymwly M SIM. 5 10 P R.l-J C»D Oil Bone In formerly Ouener l.»nPor« Chop*

Beef RibSteak^J^;^1^,. ,,1.59 Pork Loin
"""

i*>
I

eg
J
R(, RtVH! - IV 4 R»tX

B1.59 Beef Rib Roast KSVXS">*l End "'OS 4 CO
in lb 1 .09

Cnopet End «*6 8 10 I

Formerly Top Chuck Sleek Bone in

Top Blade Steak"^r. . .1.29

Fresh, Tender, Tasty Chicken Parts

.1.09
for rHUi.ng or Sated

Fresh Fowl • 49*

Leg Quarters B .

.

49*
Breast Quarters 35a . 53'

Legs
T££ * 79*

Weaver Batter Dipped

Chicken LegstC ^'2.19
Chicken Breasts . .

.

Party Pack

Jloi <

• n«q

o 10
i p.q «.. 19

1.99

Breasts r; • 99«

Drumsticks » 89*

Breasts SSS 1 1.49

Fresh Brisket
29 -' 419

( Formerly ffl

lb Thick Cut) *

Flat

Cut
(Formefly
Thin Cut)1

Fresh Eggs

59Finast Grade
Large

i i^^j

dozen

W.t* IM Coupon
,—I t"0 Purcneee or SS or More

LaM One Coupon per C »)io"»
wSW vend thru Sept Ji

I

*
I

I

I

d
Save 8 I Save 30

Wrt* Tr»t Coupon
an One 13 of peg

Duncan HinM
Brownre Mix

(ffl^J

r'

VeM iwu See* ?1

M-S30
i

Wnn True Coupon
on One II can

Max Pax
Coffaa range

IHT^I
vehrt InruSapt

H.S31
?1

9

Save 10H Save 10
Wr*n Thie Coupon
on One to ai peg

Buc Wheat
Cereal

W*>\ Tree Coupon
on One pkg SO

Hefty Scrap
Bag Ret lilt

reim Ihri, R*nl Ji

a ||jQ^j
VXirt inr..

M-&33||ffl^J MVM ET.It l ^f »-»33

Save 10 H Save 15
WW '

on One »5 oe can

Windex
Aeroeol Spray

WK* True Coupon
on One 30 Ot

Dow Bathroom
Cl—mr

|i*SJ||ii!«i>»t5Mi.'' |«"•£ v** ir»u Set* 21

[fjiXm •- * wjll/^Ef "MS gi

"P"ces fTffK~eThfuT«TVapr?i
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Campus Comments

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

opinion#editorial»opinion
Text by E Patrick rVfcQuaid

The question of national defense has always made a heavy burden
on the shoulders of the nation's decision makers. With the ever-
present affairs of Watergate, amnesty, and foreign situations, how
will President Ford stand?

THE QUESTION: What do you think should be done with
the money spent on national defense and what do you think
Ford will du?

Gary Grover, 19, freshman
from South West, hometown,
Newton, Mass, Zoology major;

I feel that over t^e pc 1 few
years, too much has ~lready

been spent on "defpnse".

Let's keep the money inside

the country to begin v/ith; put
more towards poverty and
cutting inflation.

June Kenney, 20, junior

from South West, hometown,
West Roxbury, Mass., arts &
science major; I don't know
that much about the Pentagon
or the national defense or

anything like that. But I would
like to see more concentration

here at home, and not over-

seas' spending. Sure defense
is necessary, but from who?
Who are the enemy?

Bill Kusler, 21, senior from
Pufton Village, hometown, Fall

River, Mass, History major; I

can't really judge, right now.
Looking back, the national

defense has been both ad-

vantageous and to our
disadvantage. It has prevented
and caused a lot of un-
necessary conflict. I think that

Ford will handle more, "closer

to home" issues first.

Susan Fay, 21, junior from
Central, hometown, Boston,
Mass., CASIAC major: The
way things have been going
lately, I have no iaea what Ford
will do. Whatever people think,

he does the opposite. I don't
want any more money spent
on war or defense. Enough is

enough.

Anthony Doyle, 18, fresh-

man from Orchard Hill,

hometown, Peabody,
Mass;, CASIAC major; I'm

certainly not for war but a

good defense showing seems
to be a method of preventing

any trouble. Perhaps less

money could be spent and
more could be done with what
we are spending now.

Darlene Romanowski, 23,

grad student from Belcher-

town; I don't think you can go
at all on what Ford says he's

going to do. He keeps making
these outlandish decisions. I

can't begin to imagine how
he'll mess up the defense
budget. I personally prefer a

lower expense and more
concentration on inflation with
the economy as it is now.

Letters to the editor

Fonda still faulty
To The Editor:

It seems to me that Kenneth Fonda has missed my entire point. In his

last letter he stated that President Ford "is showing mercy to these men
I draft evaders] by granting them amnestv at all. " I am not concerned with
how merciful Ford can be. If he can unconditionally pardon Nixon, but not
these draft evaders; then where is the so called justice Fonda is talking

about. Is itjust to pardon Nixon when he is guilty of a crime far worst than
draft evasion; and then put some kind of stipulation on amnesty to the
draft evaders? I think not!

Besides this Fonda made the statement that the draft evaders "could
have gotten physical deferments or COs if they had really tried. " This just
proves how stupid he really is. Doesn 't he think that many of them tried to

obtain these and were refused. Then because they had no other choice
they left the country. I am not trying to say that I feel that these men
should be granted an unconditional pardon. My point is that if Ford can
give Nixon the pardon he has, then it can only be true justice if he does
likewise with the draft evaders.

John Fitzgerald

He said it

To the Editor:

Upon hearing the news of
President Ford's pardon of Richard
Nixon, I'm reminded of what Ford
said when asked at his Senate Vice-

Presidential confirmation hearing

about the possibility of his granting

executive clemency to Nixon if he
was to be removed from office and
Ford ascended to the presidency.

Ford's reply to the Congressional
investigators was: "I don 't think the

public would stand for it".

You said it, Gerry!

Glen Manseau

Need a Rhetoric?
By PHIL MACKENZIE

After a 35 minute wait in line:

Student: "I'd like to get into Rhetoric 100C."
Rhetoric Official: "I'm sorry, this is the wrong table. The table you want

is the next one over. The line for it starts Dack tnere.

S: "Oh."
After a 30 minute wait in line:

S: "I'd like to get into Rhetoric 100C."
R: "I'm sorry, you can't do that now. We just got filled up and we have

to send these latest adds and drops to the computer and then wait for the
revised rosters to get here before we can process you."

S: "Oh. When will the new rosters be in?"

R: "Tomorrow?"

S: "When tomorrow 7
"

R: "We don't know."
S: "Oh."
The next day at the same table:

S: "I'd like to get into Rhetoric 100C."
R: "I'm sorry but that section is full."

S: "Oh. Well couldn' you just stick my name in on the bottom of that
list? No one will notice me. I'm real quiet."

R: "I'm sorry, we can't do that. It's against the rules."

S: "Oh. Well could I get in if I said I was a senior and I won't graduate
this year unless I get it."

R: "Gee, I just can't put you in even then, The section is full."

S: "Oh. Could I get in if I went to the professo' and he said he wouldn't
mind me sitting in on the class."

R: "I'm sorry but the professor are not allowed to sign students into their

classes. It's against the rules."

S: "Oh. Could I get in if another student dropped the course?"
R: "Now that way you could get in."

S "Good. Put my name down to fill in for the next student who drops."
R: "I'm sorry but we can't do that. You have to be "here first when the

student drops. It's first come first serve for any openings."

S: "Oh. Well my time is pretty full. I don't think I'll have time to get down
here again after today. Couldn't you put my name on a little slip of paper
and sneak me in when the next student drops from that class?"

R: "I'm sorry but I can't. It's against the rules."

S: "Oh. Well can I look at the list of students in that section."

R: "Sure. Here."

S: "Hmmmmm. Well what if one of these students died unexpectedly? If

I was the first one to get here then could I get into 100C."

R: "Yes. You most certainly could get in then."

Two hours later Joey Jr. had his rhetoric class.

Phil MacKenzie is a Collegian Commentator.

Tripoli mistaken on WMUA problems
To the Editor:

WMUA's summer hassles were certainly very
complex and I think not a little credit is due Steve
Tripoli for attempting to sort out the issues in his
article] Doing What's Right - Wrong. " Collegian 9- 12-

74\. I was working on public affairs programming
through the summer and heard much from all sides.
Here are some observations I'd like to add.

The basic issue that I saw at work was the question
of who will be responsible for the func-
tioning/ control of the station? Previously it had been
in the hands of various directors of the station who
had vote power on the management board. Now all

the groups producing programming for the station
were asking for vote power, immediate accountability
and greatly increased communications between all

parties.

The idea was, and everyone agreed, that the station
should represent more peonle by utilizing the broader
base, purposely designed to include minorities. The
speed of response to change needs became an issue

Consciousness raising, \that is, in terms of sen-
sitivity to other's needs], particularly when asked for
in a bureaucratic institution like WMUA, is new and
precedent setting. One group's sensitivity does not
necessarily rub off on others, and sometimes one
party's feelings toward the need for change outstrips
their ability to be patient with the others who are
going through the changes.

Of not a little consequence was ]what looked from
the outside like] a long running feud between Scott,
the program director, and Robin of the woman's
media project. Because of their conflict and the
inability to resolve it within the station, Robin set into
motion public complaints without realizing at that
time to what extent the student governing association
would involve themselves.

The suspension of the constitution was a surprise
to all. It was viewed as a severe encroachment on
personal powers by the station managers, and as a
means to expedite the changes requested by the
minority groups.

From what I saw of the student government's
handling of the negotiations concerning the
grievances and constitution creation, the work of
Martha Creegan is to be highly commended. She was
thorough in her research, impartial, mature and level-
headed at the many meetings and often highly
emotionally charged encounters.

Added to the working out of these issues of station

control is the problem of content. WMUA started as a
low output 10 watt station. The present 1000 watts
throws a signal all over the valley and letters to the
station have been received from as far as Albany and
Hartford.

Potentially the station can, and sometimes does,
commit itself to programming that goes far beyond
the realm of local university affairs and good music
formal. Shows of major impact and import to the
greater surrounding community and experimental
programs can be done as there is on hand a wealth of
talent and perhaps the best equipped studio in

Western Massachusetts.

The extent to which WMUA addresses itself to the
greater community needs depends on collective
vision.

i have not put this accounting in terms of WMUA
on one side and all the other groups \BNS, BMCP,
WMP] on the other side because they all are actually

on the same side. Everyone is vitally concerned about
bringing the best programming possible to WMUA.
And that is an effort that takes considerable

cooperation between many people.

Demian
WMUA

Zamir Nestelbaum

The Pardon Man
"Pardon me sir! I didn't see you standing there. Are

you alright?"

"Oh! Pardon me. Yes, I'm fine. A little bruise on my
noggen, but well, it'll pass. Are you often in the habit

of bowling over people on the street. Thats an un-

pardonable offense, you know, especially if you get

caught."

Actually, now that you mention it, I am in the habit

of pardoning people that I mow down. In fact I can
pardon everybody and everything."

Hows that?"

"My name is Throttlebottom C. Lincoln and I was
appointed by the President to hand out pardons.

You've heard of the Pancake Man, and the Boss Man
and the Boogie Man, I'm the Pardon Man. My func-

tion is to walk out there where the people are —
speeding down the turnpikes and languishing in the

Porno-houses, and pardon every crime, sin, tran-

sgression and Bozo No No that I feel merits that

action. But you know that not just anything will get

pardoned. I must meet the specifications and

guidelines that were handed down to me, for a

pardon."

"Like what?"
"Well for instance, shoplifting and armed robbery

are unpardonable, but cheating on your income tax

and embezzlement are. Parking violations and assault

with a hot tomale are unpardonable, but fraud and
bribery are. Cheating on Welfare and evading the

draft are unpardonable but dropping napalm on
civilians and lying to a grand jury are. You see how
simple it is. One rule of thumb to remember is this: If

the collar is white — pardon him, if it is blue — book
him. That is of course unless that blue collar belongs

to a policeman in which case you slip him a five, and if

that doesn't work, you threaten an I.R.S. Tax Audit or

you sic Frank Rizzo on him."

It sounds so simple. Tell me though, won't the

people mind - you know, at this imbalance in the

Scales of Justice?"

"Not at all. First off, what we've done is tampered
with the Scales putting a big fat weight on our side, so

that no matter what we do, the Scales come out in

our favor. There is only one small flaw in the

operation. Every time I pardon someone, I hear
refrains of the Mickey Mouse Mouseketeers Song in
the wind. Gives me the shivers. And second, if

someone complains, we just talk about the Red Sox
and how they're blowing it this year, and that takes
his mind off of this.

"What have you pardoned recently?"
"Oh, I've been kind of busy, especially around this

place. Here is a short list of what I've done lately:

— I've pardoned the Library for looking like its

waiting for the great Linda Lovelace in the sky, to

come.

--I've pardoned Robert "Cub Reporter" Blossom
of the Amherst Record for being so stupid.

— I've pardoned Ken Mosakowski for voting for all

Democrats, as any good hack might. (Frank Bellotti)

— I've pardoned the New England Patriots for being
so impotent.

— I've pardoned the Guru Maharaj Ji for his oral

masturbations in front of his adoring multitide, who,
of course, lapped it up.

-I've pardoned the Parking Office for giving

Chancellor Bromery a space in V-lot, next to the
Stadium.

— I've pardoned Amherst Towing for pulling the
poor Chancellor's car to the Common Market and
selling it as a head of spinach.

— I've pardoned Linda Lovelace for displaying such
bad taste — orally.

— I've pardoned Moe Howard for not showing up
and his fans for giving up the fight.

— I've pardoned MacDonald's for their grease and
the Colonel for his fingers.

— I've pardoned Josherina Toughcookie for hating

men, Pope Paul for hating Bill Baird, and SAVE A
TREE FOUNDATION for hating Euwell Gibbons.
— I've pardoned Joe College for hanging and

dangling and his daily round of rapings, molestings
and pillages.

—And I've pardoned you."

"Thank you Mr....uh..."

"Thats Lincoln. I'm a Lincoln, you know. ..part of

the Ford Corporation."

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist

—4 Jerry Lazar
}

Ragtime Rufus
The only thing I have to be thankful for, thought

Rufus, is that I'm not a Russian midget.

Having counted his blessing, Rufus opened his

diary to record what he decided would be his last day
on earth.

"The only thing I was good for was wormbait," he
later explained to a New Hampshire psychiatrist. "I

was pushed to the limits of my sanity."

"I've never seen anything like it before," the noted
Dsychiatrist wrote in Psychology Yesterday. "The
patient, a UMass student who attempted suicide by
programming a computer to erase what he called his

'student identification number' from its memory bank,
seemed to be a victim of a phenomenon particularly

observed during the closing years of World War II—
shell shock."

Three months after the incident, Rufus was back in

his dorm room reading that copy of Psychology
Yesterday, considerably amused that his previous
condition should be worthy of a cover story.

"When asked to identify the cause of his extreme
depression," the article continued, "the patient

merely pointed out my office window."
Rufus remembered sitting in the Jaffrey office,

remembered pointing to a distant blur of red brick

which interrupted the lush New Hampshire greenery

and blue sky.

"The patient identified the distant object as the

'University Library', an edifice known regionally as the
site of King Kong's Last Stand," the psychiatrist had
written. "As it turned out, it was not the Library itself,

but rather the entire University, which contributed to

the patient's alaise. The Library was, shall we say,

merely a symbol, an association stimulus."

Rufus remembered he had an 8:00 a.m. class the

next morning and tucked the issue of Psychology
Yesterday under his bed and turned out the lights. As
he drifted to sleep, he thought about the events
leading to the article.

Me recalled walking up to OSCAR the computer
and, with his Fortran 101 handbook as his guide,

attempting to erase himself (5129005) from its

memory banks, thus ending his career as a UMie. No
more hernias from carrying Chem III textbooks, he
thought. No more dining commons diarrhea for me.

But he was apprehended on the scene by an ever
vigilant off duty campus cop, who later explained
what he was doing theie: "Well, uh, lemme see.. I wuz
out ticketin' cars, ya see, an' this kid comes up to me
an' sez, "Leave my fuckin' car alone, ya hear? What
are ya, nuts?" An' so I came to OSCAR to find the,

uh, the kid's answer. OSCAR, man. OSCAR knows
everything...."

Rufus' trial and conviction were duly reported in the
campus rag, the Daily Collegian, by staff cartoonist
Kris Jackson.
The series of cartoons depicting his adventures was

the last thing Rufus thought of before he fell asleep
and started to dream.

This was Rufus' dream: An astronomer discovered
life on the moon and the U.S. seni a rocket with two
astronauts to study it. Upon arriving on the moon, the
astronauts discovered that the Moonman was
remarkably 'human', and even spoke fluent English. A
new era for humanity was proclaimed by President
Ford, who declared that all sinners be forgiven, all

transgressers pardoned, and "all lions be allowed to
lay lambs, to quote Shakespeare..." Truly, said Ford,
this is a new beginning for mankind. The astronauts
brought the creature back to Earth, and as millions
watched worldwide on their televisions, the Moon-
man stepped before the cameras to deliver a speech:
"Let me make one thing perfectly clear," he began, in

a strangely familiar voice. Reporters quickly turned to
each other in horror and, in their living rooms across
the nation, husbands and wives turned to each other
with puzzled looks on their faces. Then Rufus walked
up to the Moonman and ripped the mask off it's face
and, lo and behold, revealed....

Rufus woke up, his heart beating madly, reached
under his bed for the Psychology Yesterday
magazine, instead pulled out his diary, flipped to his
last entry.

Reaching for a pen on his night table, he knocked
over a glass of water, waking up his roommate.
"Whatcha doin'?" asked his roommate.
"Nothin"' answered Rufus, "Go back to sleep."
This is what Rufus wrote in his diary: "Be thankful

you're not a Russian midget..."

...m BECAUSE OF PUNK DRAFTDODGERS LIKE VOV, THE
VIETNAM WAR WAS RU/MEDf

Questions, questions
Last week, The Collegian revealed in a series of three stories that the

UMass administration did not conduct a full search for minority candidates
before hiring Gideon Ariel as a one-year professor of Exercise and Com-
puter Sciences.

The series raised questions about Ariel's scholarly publications, and
suggested that he may have been inappropriately referred to as the holder
of a PhD. before he received one.

Ariel now holds a PhD. from UMass in Exercise Science after finishing

graduate studies last spring. He is an acknowledged expert and world
speaker in motion biology. He is specifically interested in using computers
to analyze human motions and the forces that produce them - from
throwing a discus to the movements of a muscular distrophy victim.

In one story last Thursday, it was reported that Ariel was "kicked out" of

Hungary while he was scheduled to speak at a world conference on motion
biology last spring. That report was inaccurate. AT the time, Ariel, a native

of Israel, was the holder of a Israeli passport. Such credentials and their

bearers are unwelcome in Hungary.
More significant than the series' specific questions, more pertinent to

the entire campus have been raised

--what are the goals of the federall> -mandated "affirmative action"
program, which requires that qualified black and minority candidates for

University jobs be actively sought?
-when may the program be short-circuited in the interest of filling an

opening quickly or to get the best qualified rather than a merely qualified

candidate?

-what are current UMass-Amherst guidelines about the gratis per-

formance of work for private firms by faculty, as has been alleged in Ariel's

case?

--when may a UMass doctoral recipient get a UMass academic ap-
pointment, a procedure that was considered and approved by Provost
Robert L. Gluckstern in the hiring of Ariel?

Our intent now is not to question the obvious legitimacy and uniqueness
of Ariel's technological achievements in applied biomechanical analysis to

medicine and athletics.

We simply wish to use the circumstances of Ariel's hiring, and the court
suits which have followed, as a focus for questioning University policy. We
will do that to the limit imposed by a mostly volunteer staff.

The opinions expressed in this space are those of the
majority of the editors.

All Columnists, Cartoonists,

Commentators, Layout people

and anyone wanting to work

on the ed pages: meet tonight,

8 p.m. Collegian office

f
Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
ail letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they
must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.
All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

Jerry Lazar is the Collegian's Editor in Chief
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ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Meeting tonight for all members

and prospective members. 7 p.m. in

the chapter room, basement of

Memorial Hall.

ANTHRO STUDENTS
There will be a meeting of all an

ihropology undergraduates, on Sept.

19 at 7 p.m., C.C. 162 75.

ATTENTION
The Toy lending library is

currently undergoing relocation
problems. Announcement will be
made later in the month as to the new
location and schedule. Address
inquiries to the Day Care Center.

COMMUNION
Late evening ecumenical

celebration of Bread and Wine. 11

11:15 p.m. in 316 Hampshire House.
All are welcome. Sponsored by
United Christian Foundation. 9 18.

COMM DISORDERS MAJORS
Organizational meeting to

establish an on campus club.

Tuesday, 7:00 Goodell 504. Please
attend if you're interested.

HELP
Anyone who has Lague Et

Language textbooks or workbooks
for sale. Please leave your name and
phone No. at 545 2314. (French Dept.)

HUNTERS
Interested in starting a sportsmans

club or just want to hunt, call Dennis
549 0013. Leave message.
HOCKEY CHEERLEADERS
Tryouts for all University women,

rm 101 North Phys Ed. Bldg., NOPE
Weds, at 7 p.m. Questions, contact
Karen 545 2297.

INTERVARSITY
Christians, come and fellowship

with us tonight at 7:30 in 811 C.C.

JOE. VOLUNTEERS
General recruitment meeting for

volunteers to work with delinquent

Schedule for

Rosh
Hashanah
High Holy Days
Rosh Hashana is the festival

celebrating the Jewish New Year.

According to tradition, this year is

the 5735th since the creation of the

world. Rosh Hashana is marked by

prayer with introspection, with

asking for forgiveness. The custom
of eating apples dipped in honey
signifies hope for a sweet New
Year. Services are sponsored by
Hillel, and will be held for the High
Holidays in the Campus Center
Auditorium. The schedule is as

follows:

ROSH HASHANAH: Monday,
September 16, 7:00 p.m.; Tuesday,
September 17, 10:00 a.m., 7:00
p.m.; Wednesday, September 18
7:00 p.m.

YOM KIPPUR: Wednesday,
September 25, Kol Nidre service,

700 p.m.; Thursday, September 26,

10:00 a.m., closing service 5:30 p.m.

After UMass:
What now?
The Cornell University Graduate

School will be in the Student
Development Center in Berkshire

House on Wednesday, September
18 to discuss its programs with

interested students. A list of their

MS and Ph.D. programs is available

in Room 106. Make an appointment

to scj the representative.

On Monday, Sept. 23 the

University of Virginia Graduate

School of Business will visit the

campus. A representative will be

available to discuss their MBA
program.

On Wednesday, Sept. 25 the

Hofstra Law School, Hempstead,

New York will conduct group and

individual interviews with interested

students about their law school.

Please make an appointment in

Room 102 Berkshire House to talk

with the representative.

Notices

youth. Credit offered. Tues, C.C. 176;

Weds. C.C 804 9.

JUDO CLUB
The club will meet every Tues. and

Thurs. at 7 p.m. in Boyden Wrestling

rm P.E. credit is available.

Beginners welcome.
KUNDALINI YOGA
Classes to be held in C. C. every

Tues. and Thurs. from 5 6. Check
room listings in C.C.

MORTARBOARD MEMBERS
Welcome back. Important meeting

onite at 9 in 176 C.C. to discuss

section meeting and other exciting

opics Everyones attendance is

necessary.

OPEN HOUSE
The sisters and pledges of Kappa

Alpha Theta invite all interested

University women to an open house

rush party on Tuesday at 7. 778 N.

Pleasant St. across from WOPE.
Come make new friends

OPEN AUDITIONS
Tryouts for "The Martyrdom of

Peter Ohey" will be held tonight and
tomorrow night at 7 in C.C. 171 173.

No experience necessary, all are

wolcome esp. acrobats and
magicians!

OPENINGS
The school still has a few spaces for

children 2. 9 5 of students and staff.

Call 549 3469or 253 9341 or stop by the

First Baptist Church 8:30 12:30 daily.

OUTING CLUB
An introductory slide show will be

shown tonight at 6:30 in C.C. 101. Also

upcoming trips will be announced.
PEOPLES MARKET

Is open today! Come and see us in

'he S'udent Union.

PRE VET CLUB
Come to C.C. 163 164 Tues., 7 p.m.

for first meeting of club.

RECREATION SOCIETY
will hold its second meeting tonight

in 802 C.C at 7:30. Also the newsletter

are ready and available a* Curry
Hicks.

SPECTRUM
Those who haven't been able to get

a copy of Spectrum yet, can pick one
up between 12 1 and 3 4: 15 every day
in 201 SUB
STUDENT JUDICIARY
Mandatory meeting for all ad

vocates and judges. Cases and issues

'o be discussed 917 C.C. at 8 p.m.
SUMMER'S END MARSHALS
You can't get paid until you turn in

your T shirts at the RSO Office.

UCF COMMUNITY EVENING
First qathering at 7 p.m. in 209

Hampshire House on Tuesday.

Members, friends, and inquirers

invited. Refreshments offered.

VOLLEYBALL CLUB
Volleyball for anyone interested.

NO P.E gym, Tues. and Thurs.

nites6.30 800. For more info call 546

9499

LOST
pair of dark rimmed eyeglasses

most likely in purple and red case.

Call Regina 546 7313. Leave message
and no. with roommate.

Sunglasses in red case. Needed
badly for eye problem. Contact Amy
6 9243.

FOUND
Pr. of prescription sunglasses. 253

3494.

Fold framed glasses in red case:

near Baker Dorm. Call 6-4770.
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Roister

Doisters

hold tryouts
Roister Doisters will have open

tryouts for their production of "The
Martyrdom of Peter Ohey" tonight
and Tuesday night at 7:00 p.m. in

CC 174-176.

On Wednesday, tryouts will be
held in CC 174-176 at 7:00 p.m.

Financial aid services

requests survey return
Financial Aid Services requests

that all students who have Student
Resource Surveys return them to

the Financial Aid office (243
Whitmore) prior to the 22nd of this

month. These surveys are needed
in order to justify future allocations

for financial aid funding. Your

cooperation would be greatly
appreciated.

Help us help you.
Use Zip Code.

\fourPostal Service

Help us help you.
Use Zip Code.

Your Postal Service

CRANES
Fashions for Men

NOW
OPEN

m.4

ENTERTAHMIVIENTAlVipORIUfVl

dance»drink»dine

Proudly Presents
Starting Monday Sept. 16th

Homemade

MOROCCAN
CUISINE

For Lunch and Dinner

(Featuring Shish Kabob, Cous-Cous, Keftaf

& Brittany Crepes

l\

^

BONMZAQHAM

Next timeyou see
someone polluting,

point it out.
It's litter in the streets. Its air that smells. It's a river where fish

can't breathe.

You know what pollution is.

But not everyone does.

So the next time you see pollution, don't close your eyes to it.

Write a letter. Make a call. Point it out to someone who can do
something about it.

People start pollution. People can stop it.

PKCCTHECMJ
XigMlH

Specialhappy hour ;

4:30-6:3Q/RLL DRIDK/ Prices

mountain 17*1 route 9-hadley-mass.
fWmS Tnfii ^A*r tel. (413) 584-9080

New Lunar Orbit

Project yourself into this

great looking jacket that

insulates against cold as

no other jacket has ever

done before. The

waterproof nylon shell is

lunar lined for maximum
warmth with minimum
weight. $ q j~ 00

ir$|g§G9Bt.
THE GREATEST NAME IN SPORTSWEAR

CRANES
Fashions for Men

Hadley, Mass.

Mon. — Sat. — 10 9:30

584-9375

tHelp!

Juvenile

Opportunities

Extension Program

needs volunteers
to work with troubled youth.

NOW THE BONANZA STEAK LUNCH

$1.19
HOT OFF THE WIRE. HOT OF THE GRILL BONANZA NOW HAS GREAT LUNCH
SPECIAL. STOP. DELICIOUS LUNCHEON STEAK, OR GROUND STEAK, CRISP

TOSSED SAWD WITH CHOICE OF DRESSINGS AND TEXAS TOAST THE PRICE

$1.19 STOP. YOU PROBABLY SPEND THAT MUCH BRINGING LUNCH FROM
HOME. STOP. ALSO FREE REFILLS ON ALL BEVERAGES EXCEPT MILK YOU

JUST CANT BEAT BONANZA.

BONANZA

WATCH BONANZA FOR FURTHER
BONANZAGRAMS!

GENERAL
RECRUITMENT

MEETING

Tuesday & Wednesday,

Sept. 17 & 18

BONANZAQRAM
Tuesday Night SPECIAL !

on Tues. nite — C.C. Rm. 176

on Wed. nite — C.C. Rms. 805-809

7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

This tantalizing cut of steak bears our brand
proudly. This dinner includes a crisp salad with
dressing of your choice, a hot baked potato and a
tasty slice of Bonanza toast.

rm. 8IJW $1.49

Mountain Farms Mall
Rt. 9 Hadlev

586-4544
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UYS offers

diverse

opportunities
Channel 57, WGBY, in

Springfield is a public service

television station which gives
access to citizen groups more so
than any other station in the
Western Massachusetts area. This
is of special relevance to minority

groups who historically have been
"benignly" neglected by television

stations. Having access to
production time at Channel 57,

WGBY, minority and special in-

terest groups help educate and
inform citizens not aware of these
groups' programs and purpose.

Larry Scott, a minority student,

provided techinical service as
production assistant to the minority

and special interest groups. Larry

was technically involved in 138
hours of programming by minority

and special interest groups at

Channel 57.

During his semester of service at

Channel 57, Larry was also a full-

time student at the University of

Massachusetts Amherst. He
earned twelve university credits in

his major field because he was
participating in the experiential

education program, University Year
for ACTION. Larry was one of 81

students in agencies from: Wor-
cester to North Adams, from
Springfield to Pittsfield, in housing,
education, health services, legal

aid, community planning and
environmental education,
developing programs which im-

proved services to the community.
University Year for ACTION

(UYA), an experiential education
program has begun its sixth

program year working to alleviate

problems of low-income com-
munities.

If you want to experience a

meaningful role through education
as Larry has, there are a few part-

time or full-time positions available

for this semester such as:

Psychology Assistants and Sen-
sorimotor Assistant at Belchertown
State School; Program
Development Assistant at Berkshire

Unlimited; Community Organizer
and Outreach Worker at the Family
Planning Council of Western Mass.;
Volunteer Coordinator at Nor-

thampton State Hospital
Rehabilitation Facilitator at the

Occupational & Vocational
Development Center for the
Handicapped in Haydenville, Mass.;
Legal Pre-professional at Central

Mass. Legal Services; Alternative

Education Teachers at Friendly

House; and Community Worker at

the South End Community Center.

If interested call 545-1381 and ask
for Bruce Shefshick.

Appearing

f
TONITE

Montague

Plains

Tomorrow:

Some of My
Best Friends

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47. Sunderland

665-4937
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
Bv Stella Wilder

VIRGO: (Aug 23 Sept, 7) - In-

telligent decisions make the difference
between success and failure this

week. Don't hesitiate to seek for

needed knowledge in books. (Sept 8
Sept. 22) - A crisis situation may be
different to live with for a few days
this week, but in the end it will prove
to have been the way toward real

gains.

LIBRA: (Sept. 23-Oct. 7) - Keep
your emotions under strict control,

especially as you go about the
business of dealing with the public.
You may be sorely tempted toward
anger. (Oct. 8-Oct. 22): Though you
may seem to see your progress
slowed down early in the week, you
need not be discouraged. Forward
motion does prevail.

SCORPIO: (Oct. 23-Nov. 7) -
Early in the week would be an ex-
cellent time to relax. You can't begin
to make real progress until you near
week's end. Don't try ton hard. (Nov.
8 Nov. 21) - Take care that you don't
appear to others to be interfering in

their business. You would do best
keeping to things you know very well.

SAGITTARIUS. (Nov. 22-Dec. 7) -
Don't allow feelings to decide issues
pertaining strictly to business. Head
must rule heart this week if all is to go
well (Dec 8 Dec 21) - Be guided by
just enough prudence and caution to
keep you out of serious trouble. You
can best insure gains by working in

harmony with colleagues.
CAPRICORN: (Dec. 22-Jan. 5) -

Unless you are careful to separate
what you actually know from what
you have merely heard via the
grapevine, you could be in for trouble.
(Jan. 6-Jan. 19) - Disallow in-

formation gleaned through another's
informal spy system. You can depend
upon knowledge gained for yourself
through experience.

AQUARIUS: (Jan. 20 Feb. 3) -
See to your own health early in the
weak. If you fail to cooperate with
those who are experts in the field, you
may regret it. (Feb. 4-Feb. 18) -
Protect yourself against those who
would try to upset you emotionally.
Now is the time for calm, cool, clear
thinking - and a friend who offers aid
P/SCES: (Feb. 19-March 5) - This

is a week with much to offer-but you
will not be able to take advantage of it

unless you are also able to recognize
where truth lies. (March 6-March 20)
— Though another may receive the
praise vou felt due you alone, you can
accept defeat graciously. In so doing
you will gain a new friend.

ARIES: (March 21 -April 4) -
Personal matters may intrude upon
business affairs this week - but that
may be all to the good. Apply what
you learn from one to the other. (April
5-April 19) - Though there is con
fusion in the air early in the week, you
can keep from making serious errors.
Simply pay attention to the job at
hand.
TAURUS: (April 20-May 5) -

There are certain decisions which you
must make completely on your own
this week. Fail to do so and you will

forfeit real success. (May 6 May 20)
— There is nothing that can cause
permanent damage to your career this
week - but you may have a few
moments of real fear that the reverse
is the case.

GEMINI. (May 21 -June 6) -
Weaknesses displayed carelessly
could cause you unexpected harm
late in the week. Make every effort to
appear strong of character. (June 7-

June 20) - Personal relationships are
very important to your progress this
week. Take care that you don't fall

victim to the kind of gossip that spoils
lives.

CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

ACROSS

l.Weep

4. Vanity

7. Accomplish-

ment

11. Overseas

address

12. Bongo

13 Arabian

prince

14. Russian

village

15. Gums
16. Matron

17. Antibiotic

20. Teachers'

association

21. Precise

24 Sweetsop

27. Asian holiday

29. Large vat

30. Quill for

winding silk

31. Rolled tea

32. Arrears

33. Heath

35 King Arthur's

lance

37. Duke of

Wellington's

horse

42. Innuendo

44. Legume

45. — , amas, amat

46. Puzzling

47. Blunder
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48 -Pluto

49. Observes

50. Compass point

51 Porker's home

DOWN

i. Coarse hominy

Lt

English

painter

Innate

Elicit

Slingshot

victim

Unwritten

The cat

Originate

Help

Endeavor

Incumbents

Permit

Young Boy

Scout

High explosive

Hole in one

High hill

Gourmet

Workers

Size of writing

paper

Nucleic acid

Cotton pants

Chicago airport

Fencing sword

Gallivants

Radiate

Inquisitive

That girl

Ballad
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Outreach placements available
There is an internship available to

any student who would be willing

to work at the Children's Center in

Springfield, Mass. The respon-

,\TTHK(;ATES
OF SMITH COLLEGE

Hi

QrMUSfC

:

4 NORTHAMPTON *

NOW— ends Tuesday
and Mon. & Tues. is

DOLLAR NIGHT!!
7:15&»:00

Streisand
COLUMBIA PICTUPES

AND RASTAH PICTURES PRESENT

#«f©r Petev
Sake*8

PBP BARCLAY FEATURF

starts Wednesday
Jan-Michael Vincent
"BUSTKR & BILLIE'

I

sibilities would involve court work,
foster home and group home
placement, counseling of youths
and foster parents.

A placement is also open at the
Aggasiz Community School in

Cambridge. For information on this

and the Children's Center contact
the Outreach Office located in

Goodell or call 545-2021.

Film Times
VI \DI MV OK Ml sir
For Petes Sake 7:15 & 9:00

MOUNTAIN farms mm
(inema I Terminal Man 5:00-7: 13-9- to

J

inema II - American Graffiti 4:15-7:00-

< inema III Midnight Man 4: 15 7:009 :|«
(inema IV Parallax View S:44-7IS-
9:39

(SHOWCASE ( INFMA
Daddy Kraviti 7:30 & » : 45
Animal Crackers 7 to & 9:23
Dr. Zhivago 8:00
Thais Entertainment 2:oo-7::nini on
Death Wish T:M K 9:30
(•odfather 8:30

13

XX

'A MASTERPIECE!
NOTHING SHOUT Of A MAST£«PHCf

'

STUNNING' SUSeeHMITOf TMf YfAH
IT HAS TEN TIMES THE ENERGY Of
MOST CONTEMPORARY FILMS'

FUNNY FANTASTIC AND OFTEN
MOVING' FRANTIC PACE'

iHS£ ™OROOGHIY ENGROSSING
MOTION PICTURE WELL WORTH
SEEING' «.

A SIMPLY STUNNING PORTRAIT BY
RICHARD ORE YFUSS WHO OIO SO WELL
IN AMERICAN GRAFFITI'

A FINE FULL TEXTURED
FILM' RANGES FROM
HIIARITY TO
POIGNANCE TO
PATHOS'

M VIHI N

Med Mat .' imi

Mini Tri K\r 7 Hi 'I |J

MM Hi 7 i\\H inVsal Sa„ I

^»M >

YWd M.i I .' Oti

hrs ; ,m 'i .v.

|
WINNtR OF 6 ACAOEMV AWAPJDS-

DAVID LEAN S FILM f1ji% f f*>

1MM-IOK
/IlilM.O

Wed Mat .

Kves x imi J

-Adult Admission During Matinees - $1.50

MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8.30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3.45, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:

Daily — s 30 per line
Weekly — $.25 per line
Monthly — $.20 per line

FOR SALE
Crown IH50 power ampuiier i«o watta -

ItMS per channel Nf» (all A.M. 584-0549

l'ioneer SA-7IWI Amp., one vr old. List
I'M., sell lor SI60 (all .ran. SflMMM.

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
AUTO FOR SALE

.2 Charger Had. tires. AM-FM. AC. PS.
PB. exc. cond., 56.000. 6-4565. S2500.

72 Fiat. 124 Sport Coope Rest offer. Call
Mt-iata.

I »50 Plymouth Sutton Wagon. Stick - 6:

TR4 hardtop, low mi., ex. mechanical
cond.. Rambler S5o l.ambretta Scooter
17".. Rultaco Alpina. 323-7327.

FOR RENT
Amherst—Brittany Manor -- On free

I Mass bus line. No lease required
Amazingly big 2 bedrooms with all the
comforts of home. Applianced kitchens,
wall to wall carpeting, master TV antenna
heal and air cond., motorcycle racks. 2
pools. 1 tennis courts, football. Softball A
badminton lawns. 24 hr. resident mng 4
maintenance. 2 bedrms from S230 Call 413-
256-8534.

f"k PROVOCATIVE.

SHREWDLY MADE
SHOCKER!"

Wed Mai i

R hves 7 HI SIuH

CHARLES
BRONSON
OULMALt VlftMU

iwishV

HELP WANTED

THE MOSTPOPULAR

A1LT1WEISBACK!

TheGoaUier m

ftcal lecnnoiogist. Fun HmeTiTex-
panding laboratory

. AM P registered only.
Mtractiye wages. Please contact: Annie
l.ewallen. Chief l.ab Technologist. Wing
Memorial Hospital. Palmer I4B-MKI ext
XI.

SERVICES
rjfiipus^nuT^andtTrganTT^i'.iis Do

you want to publish high iiuahl\
newsletter, pamphlet, maganne or
booklet?*? let the Mes&age Company help
you write, layout, design and print it"
Reasonable fees. Contact Jerry at .•'•:i-«nui<t

for information

1970 Fiat 1X4 Spid 5 new Michelin. Kxc.
condition. |I»7S or b.o. After S. VUMK47.

Ford Van l»7«. I cylinder, recent brake
and yal«e jobs |iaW. 2S3-3M4J eyes.

Mustang IMS. N cyl.. automatic, good
engine A power. I Reasonable. Rav I-:I4>»-

Furnished Apts I. 2. 2' t rms. 9 mos
lease — Sept. I - June I. Air-cond.. pool,
parking. Near shopping a id theaters.
Reasonable rents. Amherst Motel. Rt. ».
opp /ay re's

Mothers helper wanted to aid full-time
grad student for light housekeeping,
laundry <nn ironing) and occasional
cooking M-F. I | p.m 122.541 per wk.
Schedule negotiable, (all Judith 25«-<v!2l
after i. p.m.

I eblanc trumpet, very good condition
SIM (all Jerry. 2Ki-<nu>9

'6? Ford Kconoline Van. Good cond.. exc.
interior ft tires. Contact Tucker ft-iicn.

TEAC A44M6 stereo tape deck. SSS-a«27.

Super H movie camera. Yashica Flectro
N Idg. autoexposure fades lapdissolve.
I'sed once. All tics — i-swi-stiix

71 Fiat. MS* Spider. JO.twe mi. Michelins
Plus 2 studded snow tires, radio, exc.
cond.. but needs new muffler SI2SO or
best. %xt inofi Jude

Sunderland — Ml. Sugarloaf — On free
I Mass bus line. No lease required. Be cool
in the pool or in your fantastic air con-
ditioned 2 bedrm. wall-wall carpeting, self
cleaning ovens, dishwashers, disposals,
laundry facilities. Master TV antenna. 24
hr resident manager, maintenance crew.
Renting at S226 including utilities Call us
ti:t-C65-:ui.ifi.

Job offered Mechanic wanted to run
student senate automotive workshop
Apply SS office. 42« Student I mon

Wanted — Fxperienced waitresses
\pply in person Norlhfietd Inn

Bureaus Klec. stove. Gingerbread
clocks, buffet, oak bench, collectibles, etc
(all Mike i-77:i-»Hi27. *-» p m All day Sat

Moving! Stereo goes. Dual I '2* w
AIM XI.M S2IW. DYNACO SCAltttQ $1 ",
Kl II r, speakers SlSti Pair all in excellent
shape Hand made speakers w Norelco
components. 4 tweeter,. 4 Midrange I

Hoofer in ARI_ST configuration Will sac
for cost of speakers. Mini p,jr mus , ft,
heard: TFCIINICS RS27SI S Cassette deck
S22.V Sam IM Wl

For Sale — One heavy pine couch with
matching chair, lamp, refinished oak
chair and matching table, new TV, silver
plate, tibial oak bureau. Canon (.-!

Rangefinder camera. :t2.l-4:i:ix — 545-1:119.

For Sale — 10 speed Raleigh Gran Sport

D»iM frame, never used. SI90. Call .M.-nr.s

after 4:00 p.m.

He nave recovered from last week's
deluge. We have bureaus from $i i ji

sofas, desks, beds, chairs, lamps, old
radios and everything you'ye wanted hut
were afraid to ask for. Paul s old Time
Furniture behind Aubochnns in the alley.
25.i-:ttit.

Su/uki classical narrow neck guitar.
Like new. S»;o R. (lark 5-0055.

Books for Sale. For Pol. Sci. 100

< American Politics ) and Mist . i" ( Islamic
( II ). Contact Rill 5-2:104. 20N Dwight.

10 speed Vista Fsq . excellent condition.

Call 25:1-7158 evening.

Raleigh 5 spd. Worn
S95 Bskts. mown.

Model. ' mos. old.

Fender Twin Reverb Amp. S250: WAII
S25; H.IH us itri i \ pickup with preamp
|:I0: into I piphone guitar. |:i25; Bass t:t(i;

Microphone and stand, (all «r.5-:i2«9

between f) & X p.m.

Sanyo Refrig.. dorm site, used one year.
I.V,. (all 5I9-I024 evenings.

Full si/e bed. good cond. Must sell. Call

Laura. 'Mi-HOfix.

I String Banjo. Call Alesia 549-4MI.

ARlX speakers, absolutely immaculate,
SK5 or h ii — Lafayette I.A524 Amp and
Lafayette Pre Amp has built-in m> i

channel applications S45 or b-o. Also

Dynacn quadaplnr SI. These units new
cond. HMRT. Ask for Paul.

Twin reverb 2 12" SKO's cover, ex.

cond Shni without spkrs. 1200. 285-75Nfi.

I96X Rambler Amer.. 6 cyl. l:ioo. 5IK-
47:17.

I'x.
: 4 dr.. Plymouth auto. Slot) or best

offer. Call 256-6353.

1967 Toyota Corona, good condition. 25
mpg. St.n 625-2636.

lit Corvair covert. F.xcellent body & top.

Needs motor. Will deliver. 253-724I.

Fial K50 Racer. 1970. Fxcellent
mechanical condition. :I5 mpg. 1750. 25:i-

7211.

Ply. Fury. 65. 4 dr.. small X. automatic,
dependable transportation. S250. 253-7241.

Jeep < .15, Xl.OOO mi. S2.I00. Tel. 1-527-

1X53 after 6 p.m. Ask for Don.

VW 1966 - 67 engine. S375.0O or best offer.
Tel. 217-9433 after 5:00.

72 Datsun Pkup. AM.FM. Top. Snows.
Kxc. cond. Serv. ree'd. 256-8973.

I'eugoi 103. 58. for parts. Columbo
special: Will deliver. Call Bob 253-7241.

1972 LTD station wagon, fully equip.,

power wind., seats, AC, AM-FM, good
condition., excellent interior. Call Dennis
519-1193.

mn bevy Impala. P.S.. Auto.. Air, Good
cond. Snow tires. Slim, (all 256-6131.

1971 Datsun. 510. Streetracer. All BRK-
interpart MODS. Must sell 253-7140.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1973 Yamaha TX mmi. ixmi miles New

condition. St 54NI includes S2:MI Windjammer
fearing, luggage rack! Leave name.
IINIHImI '.I'.-'l.'.l or M"> .'l.-.X

llff-campus room in offbeat household,
right off Rt. •!. not far off from Mall. Call
25:i-:i26.'i often.

WANTED TO RENT
(•arage wanted for car-port and film

workshop until mid-Dec. leave info with
Sue 549-6551.

ROOM WANTED
22 yr old undergrad quiet — into

studies. Hants room in house 5-15 miles
from campus. Willing to share housework,
cooking a expenses. Call Frank .vis-on*)

eves

ROOMMATE WANTED
F Room mate for Coop Ifadiey fise.. S mi.

fr. t Mass 1 firepl own room. Rent fll*
b»c. ht Non-smokers. S4K-37X4 eves.

Need fiddler for Rluegrass Band. If
interested, call Tom 549-3717.

People interested in learning basic
newspaper page design and layout are
needed to help the COLLFGIAN editorial
staff. No credit or S but a chance to learn
from professionals free. Contact Dean
Tucker 5-2550.

Part-time help wanted (all 247-5421

Need Spanish Tutor for advnee SP. 3 hrs.
»k. Will pay (all 256-8821 evenings
Kathy

Responsible girl to do approx. 6 hrs. per
week of cleaning at S2.2S per hour, (all 549-
6569 near bus line.

I quiet male, own room. I56A Brit.
Manor after I p.m.

Phi Mu Delta Fraternity needs 3 house
boys to work 2 meals a day cleaning kit-
chen Pay is meals. Call 253-M34 or 54S-
2163 Ask for Brian after 5 p.m.

PFRSONALS
Coolidge 21 phantom fornicators present

back to school special. Bargains at a price
even you can afford. (Ask about the
counselor position).

Ill Fl \udio repair .'day service, work
nuarameed \t Tech Hi Fi. (all 549-26 10

l.eslie's Yarn & Canvas Shop. Amherst
Carriage Shop. 549-4591 Acrylic knitting,
worsted 99c. 4 oi. Reynolds l.opi S2 IS 100
Kr.

Handwritting analyzed pers. Sketches
done S3. Doug 701 Web. or 6-7207 nite.

Mechanics Specials — 67 BMW. radials.
I dr auto. AM a FM. needs engine rebuilt
Stud II Ponliac. 4 dr . needs valve job
Si 00 (all 123-4821

Horses boarded 10 min from campus —
box stalls, trails, pastures. Ig. field for
hunt course (all 54S-278I day or 32.1-4056
evenings

CAM RFP MR II ASSLKS? Bob is back to
fix it right. No job loo small. Foreign or
domestic. No big overhead. 253-7241.

Free order of fries with every
grinder: Downunder Snack Bar in
Grrenough Central Area. Offer good thru
Sept. 20

woman s wrisluaicn Between WOPF
and I.HC 3 Sept Reward 545-2548

'ne long-sleeved Indigo blue pullover
sweater lost between llasbrook and Clark
Hall on Weds, morning. Desperately
needed for the winter months ahead'
Please call 549-3795 after 5

Rm mate for Puffin ibr u: Richard
549-3551.

i .' per share. Bonds wile House Hi 3rd.
15 mi.. tm+ ea. Mature, clean. MM,
Female wanted to share a room in

Brandy wine Sk-Vmo. (all Rkki at 549-4L12D

after h m p.m.

North Milage Children's (enter —
Openings in P.M. session. 2:00 - 4:30. M-F.
ages 2 - :|ij. |ioo per semester. Contact
Janice Rewak at 545 2720 or Deborah Run
at 549-6686

l-osl: Ladies Ruksva watch Sentimental
value Reward Lhsda 544-5347.

FREF
k.urnsMrr 84amew Dam \M ftlue

Nue F. l black M 7 whs Free 54Mih»
Vnne

Roommate wanted for large three
bedroom house in Amherst, complete
kitchen, washer and dryer plus your own
private bedroom in this quiet residential
area, (all 253-3428 and keep Irving.

Like to share expenses on a horse?
Have yearling coll — needs work and
training. No experience necessary. 10
minutes from campus, nice en-
vironment Fvenings 253-5834.

A dorm is a nice place to visit, a sororily
is a nice place to live If interested in
boarding, call S4»-C4r7«.

land A IHJter provided S4»-3Ur

ENTERTAINMENT
Michael Calne a l^urence

sleuth — FrL. Sept. 24 - 7. »:I5.
Mahar

I in in

Male wanted to share 2 bedrm. apt.
SI02.5O per mo. Mature, (lean. 665-4770

Jesus Christ Superstar FrL. SM3. CCA 7.

1973 Honda I 1.150. 7500 mi Fxcellent
condition, runs fine. Never dumped Call
515-2129 — 9-4 wkdav

triumph Tiger 650 CC mint cond call
.tfler « p.m 586IK5I

Yamaha MOT Street Rike, 1970. needs
minor repairs. Rest offer. 586-2299 after 5
p.m.

Apt. to share. Looking for I rmts for
Twnhse Apt. on bus route. 253-9764. fi p.m.

Female roommate wanted for sunny
furnished farm house in Conway — 20 min.
from Amherst. Washer -dryer. Own room.
Call Judith starting S„,. evening. 9-14 369
1024.

WANTED
BOR IS hack - to buy your sick or

decrepit car. \ny make, model, year.
I nlnad your headache for fast SSSSSS. 253-
7211.

Janice From Kappa Happy Birthday

To the Gill in our lives. Happy Related
B Dav from Spring s Weds Nite Botos

Happy 21st Drhi-Doo. Now you're
cooking with gas Love, The House of
Horrors.

F looking lor other F who is living in a
double in Sylvan N.F. or Central and
would like to share Willing to pay Call
Debbie 6-41 1 1 — 6-5948.

Female Vocalist seeks musicians or
band to sing blues or soft rock, i B Rait. G
Slick ..) (all Jodv 549-6784

CALCULATORS
' ilrul.lor Sale ( ^L^t^T^T

offers lowest prices anywhere All models
available, Texas Inst . Hewall Packard
I nicom All machines new and guar with
I mth replacement warranty... Before you
buy a calculator, call me. I can beat anv
price anywhere Look fur my posters
around campus for details Then call Bob
Crowell at 549-llic

Friend Thanks for keys llene

Yamaha 350. 1968. First S395. 253-7241.

Trail Riders. The I'Mass Trail Riders
are developing a local trail system
Interested call 253-9891

70 Honda 750, excellent cond. 13,000 orlg.
miles Never abused, always garaged
Really sound SI095. 519 3677. Ask for Paul

Itahvsitter needed for Renjamin. age 3.
who could meet him in Amherst at 12:30 a
<ome with him to N hmptn, staving with
him in my home or yours. 3 or 4 afternoons
per week. I pay extra for transportation
sm-usit.

Girls - Male stud service now
available. Lg. et sm we have them all!
Low cost. Call 6-!

Wanted, qualified student to lake FR
proficiency exam SSSS (all Peter evenings
"i27-«5.»0

I

Gas cans, approved. 5 gal., used, I'.. 2
reconditioned Chev 283 heads S40; 1178X15
tires. 2 studded snows. I radial, used, I

new Polyglas. (all Hob 253 7241.

1973 Yamaha 250MX. ridden 25 hrs
Perfect S895 or HO 546-8394.

71 Honda turn. i7Mmi Disc brake. Mint
cond Sissy bar Si 125. Bryan 5-2ISI.

Soprano, alio or tenor saxnphonr Boh.
•
I6-58U7. _^
Work Wanted for ambitious student M

21. Avail. - M Seves. Tel. 546-5348. Ask for
John

Palm reader wanted for Coffeehouse on
September 27. (all Wendy or Ui. tNI235.

INSTRUCTION
liisiruiliofi ror nonsclenre ma]

Relativity ipkysies M«) World Beyond
"•* *•""•» "•»': Contemporary
Pr..Mems Ulli; Science For Science
Mclion Readers use. Concepts Of
I'hvslrs 1 1*!)-. Hkyslrt For Hem Ed
Majors 14341; \lr Rotation iltdBi . | CR
mini ..Kirse See course listings or Inquire
mjlasbtouch llQjy call 545 2447

„™f lMMWI* ""' ,MN,r ** " v««"
MM4g71,

Piano lessons, classical, tall Ravcka
\ oconiHrky at J23-IM2 eves.

DENT DISCOUNT

14 percent off alrendy low prices at the
Wine Chariot. Rt. ». Hadley We offer the
best in Italian cuisine wines and service
22 great meals under SS See our full pg ad
ia this issue

V»'«s<" F I I ANEOUS
\ikido demonstration for all those |

lerested Sunday Sept. 22. | p m Rovden
H resiling Room

Pkou Passports Fast service a camera
repairs, lasg't Photo 2S3 3144

Spectrum - All artists and
Photographers who want material
returned, come and get it or let us know
where to send it $.2933.
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Pats deal Miami 34-24 stunner
ByDAVEO'HARA

Associated Press Sports Writer

FOXBORO, Mass. \AP\
Quarterback Jim Plunkett of the

New England Patriots has had
many memorable days in his

football career - Ail-American at

Stanford, Heisman Trophy winner

and No. 1 choice in the National

Football League. He adde- another

one Sunday in leading the Patriots

to a 34-24 victory over the mighty
Miami Dolphins, the Super Bowl
Champions, beaten only twice in

regular season play in the last two
years.

"This is just a super game,"
Plunkett said. "It's certainly one of

the most satisfying games of my
life. It was a big thrill when we beat

Miami when I was a rookie, but this

means more coming at the start of

the season.

"Our line did a super job. I didn't

get too much pressure. A big key
was the balance our rushing game
gave me. That kept them out of a 3-

5 defense on our third down plays."

The Patriots converted 10 of 16

third down situations, enabling the

oft- maligned defense to get solid

Allen says

he's through
CHICAGO [UP/] - Dick

Allen "came to win," as they

say, and when it became
painfully clear the Chicago
White Sox of 1974 weren't

going to win, Dick Allen walked
out.

Allen, 32, in the tag end of

one of the better of his 1 1 major

league seasons, announced his

decision to quit baseball

Saturday night to his stunned
teammates just before they

played and lost, 5-0, to the

California Angels.

Third baseman Bill Melton
may have summed it up when
he said, "He came over here to

win, and we didn't do it. Allen

came here to do a job and all he
wanted to do was help manager
(Chuck) Tanner for a couple of

years. He probably felt he
helped him as much as he
could."

Allen was hitting. 301, leading

the American League in home
runs with 32 and was one of the

RBI leaders with 88. But the

White Sox were in fourth place

in the American League West,
11 games behind Oakland,

when Allen made his decision.

Tonight

Sbf Pub

Movies

FRKK POPCORN

Showtime 9:45

University-

Stationery

HALLMARK CARDS

A. J* Hastings

15 S. Pleasant .St.

breathers on the side line.

Miami Dolphin coach Don Shula
said he was "very disappointed

with our defense." he added. "We
saw how much they've improved
on the films, even with a lot of

young guys. On defense, they're

not going to make the big mistakes

they did last year."

The Patriots shocked the
Dolphins on the passing of Plunkett

and the running of Herron. then
held on for the major upset.

The Patriots, who struggled
through the 1973 season with a 5-9

record while Miami was posting a

12-2 mark, charged to a 24-10

halftime lead and then built a 31-10

advantage before the Dolphins
rallied behind ouarterback Bob
Griese.

Griese passed 13 yards to Marlin

Briscee for a touchdown late in the
third quarter and then set up a

scoring smash by Larry Csonka
with 4'/2 minutes remaining.

The Dolphins get another shot,

but the stubborn New England
defense held four down at the
Miami 17 with 1:33 to go. Then
John Smith booted a 26-yard field

goal at 14:07, providing second-
year coach Chuck Fairbanks his

biggest pre victory.

Plunkett led the Patriots on a 75-

yard scoring match with the
opening kickoff. Herron capped the
drive by breaking several tackles

and racing 14 yards for the touch-
down.

The Dolphins came back to tie

the score on a one-yard plunge by
Csonka in the first play of the
second period. But the Patriots

bounced right back.

Patriot's speedster Mack Heron receives double treatment from Dolphins'
Randy Crowder (L) and Charlie Babb (top) in season opener yesterday.
Plunkett completed three key

passes for first downs and then
fired a strike to Reggie Rucker in

the corner of the end zone, putting

New England in front to stay.

The Dolphins' Charlie Leigh

fumbled at the ensuing kickoff and
after three plays Smith booted a 21-

yard field goal.

A pass interception by linebacker

Sam Hunt gave the Patriots

possession at the Miami 8 and, after

Cunningham picked up three yards,

Plunkett dived for a touchdown.
Gare Yepremian kicked a 33-yard

field goal for Miami just before the

half.

Plunkett and Cunningham put on
an offensive show for New
England's fourth touchdown in the
third period. Cunningham banged
13 yards for what proved to be the

deciding tally.

sports scoreboard

New England Football Scores
Texas 42, Boston College 19; Villanova

17, Massachusetts 13; Northeastern 29,

Central Connecticut 27; Temple 38, Rhode
Island 7; Vermont 28, Norwich 26; Nichols

6, Plymouth St. 6, Curry 10, Maine
Maritime 8; Boston St 19, Framingham St.

7; Bridgewater St. 10, New Haven 6; West
Chester 34, Bridgeport 9; Cortland St 31,

Springfield 0; Southern Connecticut 16,

Coast Guard 0; Boston U 7, Maine 6

East
Army 14, Lafayette 7; Clarion St. 31,

Kings Point 13; Cortland St. 31, Springfield

0; Georgetown 20, Emory & Henry 0;

Ithaca 49, St Lawrence 14; Keene 24, St.

Peter's 6; Kent St. 20, Syracuse 14; Lehigh
40, Hofstra 0.

Also Navy 35, Virginia 28; Penn St. 24,

Stanford 20; Richmond 29, West Virginia

25; Salem 16, West Liberty 10; Shepherd
28, W Va. Wesleyan 0; Shippensburg 28,

Bloomsburg 3; Slippery Rock 47, E

joardj

Stroudsburg 20; Temple 38, Rhode Island

7; Thiel 27, Case Western Reserve 6;

Towson St. 15, Mansfield 12; Virginia St.

10, Morgan St. 9; Waynesburg 36,

Frostburg 13; West Chester St. 34,

Bridgeport 0; W. Va. Tech 20, W. Va. State

12.

South
Alabama 21, Maryland 16; Auburn 16,

Louisville 3; Clark 34, Miles 15; Delta State
19, Southeast Missouri 3; East Carolina 24,
Bowling Green 6; Florida 21, California 17;
Georgia 48, Oregon St. 35; Georgia Tech
35, South Carolina 20, Guilford 15,

Hampden Sydney 7; Kentucky 38, Virginia
Tech 7; Louisiana St. 42, Colorado 14;

Mississippi 10, Missouri 0; North Carolina
42, Ohio U. 7; North Carolina A&T 28,
Elizabeth City 16; North Carolina St 35,
Duke 21; Pittsburgh 9, Florida St. 6;
Vanderbilt 28, Ut Chattanooga 6; VMI 7,

Furman 0.

Sunday's Games
Cincinnati 33, Cleveland 7

New England 34, Miami 24
Washington 13, New York Giants
10

Pittsburgh 30, Baltimore
Chicago 17, Detroit 9
Minnesota 32, Green Bay 17

Houston 21, San Diego 14
San Francisco 17, New Orleans 13
St Louis 7, Philadelphia 3
Dallas 24, Atlanta

Los Angeles 17, Denver 10
Kansas City 24. New York Jets 16

POTS AND

PUNTS SHOP
POTS, PLANTS AND—
POTTERY SERVICES:

Poffery Lessons
Custom Potfery

PLANT SERVICES:

We babysit your plants
propogate your cuttings
nurse your sick plants

Basemen' Shop 253 961

1

274 N Pleasant St., Amherst

Won, Sat. 9:305.00
Sunday 10 30 2. 00

The

Graduate Student Senate

will convene Monday, Sept. 16

at 6:30 p.m. in Rm. 113 Campus Center

Both old and new senators should be present.

Graduate Senate Office: 919 Campus Center 545-0970

Red Sox fall back in AL East
Thomas' g-slam

keys Brewers 9-5
MILWAUKEE [AP] — German Thomas hit a grand slam home run in the

first inning and Tim Johnson tripled home two runs in a four-run third,

powering the Milwaukee Brewers to a 9-5 victory over the Boston Red Sox
Sunday.

*

The loss dropped the third-place Red Sox 3% games behind the New
York Yankees in the American League East race. The Yankees beat the

Detroit Tigers 10-2 earlier in the dav.

Loser Luis Tiant, 20-12, who had only one earned run to work with his

last 38 innings, received ample support in the first three innings Sunday,
but lasted less than three innings himself.

Boston's ace right-hander, making a fifth straight unsucessful try for his

21st victory, allowed all nine runs, all earned, on five hits and five walks.

After Tiant gave up Thomas' grand slam homer, the Red Sox rallied for

three runs in the second inning. Bob Montgomery capped the rally with a

two-run homer, his third of the baseball season.

The Brewers took a 5-3 lead in their half of the second on George Scott's
RBI bouncer, but the Red Sox came back to tie the score in the third as
Carl Yastzremski keyed the rally with a run-scoring double.

Tiant then walked the first two batters in the third, but Johnson tripled

into the right field corner. Pedro Garcia knocked out Tiant with a run-

scoring single and Ken Berry later singled home the fourth run of the in-

ning.

Concerned players check Rico Petrocelli after being hit by a Jim Slaton fastball

in the second inning.

Yanks muscle Tigers 10-2
DETROIT AP - Bobby Murcer's

two-run double high-lighted a four-

run second inning outburst that
helped unbeaten Larry Gura post
his fourth victory of the year
Sunday as the first-place New York
Yankees routed the Detroit Tigers
10-2.

The Yankees scored two runs in

the first inning when Elliott Maddox
walked, stole second, took third on
an infield out and rode home on
Lou Piniella's double. Thurman
Munson followed with an RBI
single.

Eight New York batters came to

the plate in the second.The first run

scored on Roy White's infield

grounder with the bases loaded,

two more came home on Murcer's

double and Piniella made it 6-0 with

a sacrifice fly.

Jim Mason's single brought

home Graig Nettles with the Yank's

seventh run in third, and they

added three more in the eighth on a

two-run single by Murcer and a run-

scoring single by Piniella.

Gura, brought up from the

minors in August, pitched shutout

ball for five innings and was
coasting with a 7-0 lead before the

Tigers broke through in the sixtth

on a triple by Bill Freehan and a

double by Reggie Sanders.

When singles by Ed Brinkman,
Ron LeFlere and Al Kaline in the

seventh produced Detroit's second
run, Sparky Lyle came on to protect

the victory. Kaline's hit raised his

career total to 2,992.

— WE NEED YOU —

Perry wins twentieth

shuts out Orioles, 1-0
BALTIMORE [UPI] — John Lowenstein walked with the bases loaded in

the ninth inning to force in the only run and the Cleveland Indians snapped
a four-game losing streak to make Gaylord Perry a 20-game winner Sunday
with a 1-0 victory over the Baltimore Orioles.

Ross Grimsley walked Lowenstein on four straight pitches after the

Indians filled the bases on a single by Buddy Bell, a throwing error by
Bobby Grich, and a walk to Oscar Gamble.

Perry, 20-10, became a 20-game winner for the fourth time in his career,

yielding five hits, striking out four and walking three.

Perry warded off Oriole threats in the fifth and seventh innings when
Baltimore put two runners aboard with no outs only to have Perry retire the
side in order in each frame.

Grimsley, 17-13, gave up nine hits in BH innings before Bob Reynolds
finished up in the ninth.

Monday's pitchers
American League

Kansas City (Leonard 0-1) at Minnesota
(Blyleven 14-16), 8:30 p.m. (only game
scheduled)

National League
Atlanta (Reed 10-9) at San Francisco

(D'Aquisto 11-12), 3:15 p.m.; New York
(Koosman 13-9 and Sterling 0-0) at

Montreal (Torrez 12-8 and Carrithers 4-1),

Twi-night, 6 p.m.
Houston (Wilson 10-12) at Los Angeles

(Messersmith 17-6), 10:30 p.m.

Cincinnati (Kirby 9-8) at San Diego
(Spillner 7-10), 10:30 p.m. (only games
scheduled)

SPORTS

The Boltwood Belchertown project needs conscientious, big-
hearted people to volunteer their services and time in helping
retarded people lead a more productive and rewarding life.

All those interested should attend any one of the following in-
formational meetings:

Sept. 16-7:30 Worcester Dining Commons-Blue Room
Sept. 17 - 7:30 Orchard Hills Grayson Rec. Room

4; 00 Campus Center-Room 305
Sept. 18-7:30 JOA-5th Floor Lounge
Sept. 19-7:30 Campus Center-Room 113

Do Yourself & Someone Else A Favor!

ALLIED MOTOR

PARTS
Doctor up pur ear with

• Complete Domestic

& V.W. Parts

• 15* - 20% Off

on All PARTS!!!
.-*»

319 Main St., Amherst 256-8341

"Lets get over to Valley

Motorsports and get you some
new wheels. John and Jerr\

have Kawasaki's coming out

of theii ear--

VALLEY MOTORSPORTS
INC.

:\\s KIM. S!

NORTHAMPTON
&M-73&1

Poli Sci, Legal Studies,

Women's Studies Majors

An excellent opportunity to work for legislation in

areas of interest to you.

H

e Join USCC

p

University State Communications Council

Officers and

General Membership Needed

(Come to SU 413A

after 2:30 Monday)

Student Union Balcony
* L

TheAirForceROTC
CollegeProgram has 3
things to offer that other

college programs don't

.

1

.

Scholarships.

2.
s100 monthly allowance.

3. Flying lessons leading

to jet training.

Enroll in Air Force ROTC.
Contact Air Force ROTC
At Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass.

H I'll VI I rOtJETHKH IN UK KORCI Roll
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Kelliher, Croasdale hurt as

Villanova spoils UMass debut
By STEVE DeCOSTA

The Minutemen did show
potential. But, unfortunately,

potential does not win footabll

games.

So, while Villanova was taking

advantage of its every opportunity,

UMass failed to capitalize when it

had the chance and came out on
the short end of a 17-13 score in its

opener Saturday.

The first series of downs set the

disappointing tone for the rest of

the afternoon.

The Minutemen took the opening
kickoff and marched with ease to

the Wildcat two yard line, where
the drive mysteriously stalled. Keith

Lange, who bruised his way to 97

yards rushing on the day, picked up
one on an off-tackle slant. A
quarterback sneak resulted in no
gain. Then signal-caller Fred

Kelliher rolled to his left, ignored an

open alley to the goal line, and
overthrew Gary Mika in the end-

zone.

On fourth and goal from the one,

coach Dick MacPherson elected to

go for three points, and sent in

Dave Croasdale for a field goal

attempt. But the freshman missed

wide left, and a brilliant scoring

opportunity went by the boards.

The most discouraging note for

the Minutemen was the loss of

Kelliher to injury in the first quarter.

Up to the time he was hurt, the

senior quarterback had led two
successful drives, combining a

rejuvenated running attack with

three completions in five passing

attempts. But, as fate would have

it, with 4:50 left in the quarter,

Kelliker bottlegged to his right,

carried for seven yards, and went
down in a help beneath a bevy of

Villanova tacklers. He rose slowly,

his right arm dangling loosely at his

side. The injury was diagnosed as a

shoulder separation, but how long

Kelliher will be on the sidelines

remains unknown.
Already crippled by the loss of

their signal-caller, UMass was still

not exempt from the injury jinx. On
the second half kickoff, Croasdale

returned the ball eleven yards, only

to suffer some form of knee injury

on the take down. The freshman

defensive back had been impressive

in the first half, batting away
numerous passes. His replacement,

another freshman, Todd Holt, was
not as successful.

The two biggest question marks
for the Minutemen prior to game
time were the offensive line and
defensive backfield. By game's end,

both had distinguished themselves.

The offensive line, though on
occasions weak on pass protection.

.

.

Freshman defensive back Dave Croasdale launches himself at a Brian Sikorski aerial intended for
Villanova flanker Chuck Dreisbach and deflects it away preventing an almost certain touchdown in
Saturday's game at Philadelphia. The impressive freshman hurt his knee returning a kickoff and sat out the
remainder of the game. Dreisbach later scored on a 3rd quarter pass.

opened gaping holes in the
Villanova line as sophomore
running backs Lang and Rich

Jessamy ripped off several long

jaunts.

Unfortunately for the defensive

backs, both Villanova touchdowns
came via the air. Otherwise, the

inexperienced ballhawks handled
themselves admirably. Wildcat
quarterback Brian Sikorski could

complete only 10 of 26 passes, even
though he was sacked only once
and pressure from the defensive

line was nearly nonexistant.

According to MacPherson, the

defensive line and linebackers were
supposed to take some of the

pressure off the secondary. After

the contest, however, the coach
was somewhat less than pleased. "I

think they could have done it

better," MacPherson admitted.
"That area was disappointing to me
more than anything else."

Beyond that general category,

there were several specific

defensive lapses that indirectly led

to Villanova scores.

Midway through the second
quarter, a John Romboli punt
backed the Wildcats to their own 19

yard line. Two plays later, on a third

and eight, Sikorski missed flanker

Chuck Dreisbach cutting across the

middle, but UMass was caught for

pass interference, and Villanova

had a first down. Sikorski then
came to life, passing the Wildcats

to the UMass four, where the drive

stalled and Dennis Griggs hit a 21

yard field goal.

Villanova also owed a bit of

thanks to the UMass defenders for

their final score, a touchdown near
the end of the third quarter.

On a second and ten at the

UMass 16, Sikorski looked for Leo
McGeehan but the ball landed right

in the hands of defender John
Penny. In his haste to pick up the

interception, Penny dropped the

ball, and the Wildcats had another
life. On the next play, Sikorski hit

Dreisbach, who barely managed to

remain inbounds for the score.

. * . * ST, I .. . > * -AA '*•*-•

Staff Photo Dave Less

Breakthrough! Rich Jessamy bursts into the open
field during Saturday's game. Rich gained 76 yards in
the game and along with Keith Lang gave UMass a
solid one-two running punch.

Ken Diminick set up the second
Villanova score, the one that gave
the Wildcats the lead for good. He
hauled in a Romboli punt and
rambled 33 yards to the UMass 33.

From there it took Sikorski only five

plays to find John Mastronardo,
who had six of the ten Wildcat
receptions, in the right hand corner
of the end zone.

Meanwhile, the Minuteman
offense was sluggish, and could
manage only two sustained drives.

Reserve quarterback Mark
Tripucka led a 69 yard march at the
opening of the second half that was
highlighted by runs of 16 and 36
yards by Lang. Gary Mika, who

secondary showed they can do the
job. The running attack has
definitely improved over last year,
as the Minutemen picked up 223
yards on the ground. (Remember,
last year the Minutemen could
manage only 749 yards rushing in

all eleven games.) Before he was
hurt, Kelliker showed he knew what
the new UMass offense was all

about as he moved the team well
on two occasions.

So, the UMass football fan has
reason to be optimistic. But, op-
timism must be rewarded. The
Minutemen could just do that next
week at Maine.

All they have to do is figure out

Keith Lang carries through a gaping hole in the right side of the Villanova line in
first quarter action in Saturday's 17-13 Wildcat win. The sophomore fullback gained
97 yards in 15 attempts and broke one run for 36 yards which led to the first
Minuteman score early in the third quarter.
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Sports notice
Men's and women's intramural

track & field entries will be ac-
cepted up to 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday.

showed plenty of speed and good how to tighten up a few of those
hands in his debut at wide receiver,

|0Ose ends
got credit for the score on a thirteen
yard pass play.

Tripucka also masterminded an
80 yard drive midway through the
fourth quarter, with the big play
being a 40 yard toss to Mika.
Tripucka then carried himself for
the six points, but misfired on the
attempted two-point conversion.

But interceptions hurt the
Minutemen, as Tripucka flipped the
ball into enemy hands three times,
including one to Steve Ramsey that
set up the first Villanova TD.

But there were positive aspects
as well. As mentioned, the of-
fensive line and defensive

Sports

Hotline

5-0344
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Ford cites
'

Nixon Wate
From Wire Services

WASHINGTON - President Ford told a
national television audience last night there
was "very persuasive evidence" that former
President Richard M. Nixon was guilty of an
impeachable offense in the Watergate
coverup.

He said there was a "very real possibility"
Nixon would have been indicted on ob-
struction of justice and possibly 10 other
criminal charges if Ford had not pardoned
him.

Ford said he pardoned Nixon to spare the
nation further termoil and division over
Watergate, and "there was no un-
derstanding, no deal between me and the
former President... none whatsoever."
.".'.must say that the decision has created

more antagonism than I anticipated," Ford
acknowledged at his second White House
news conference. But he said it was right for
the nation, for the sake of national healing
and unity.

"...As I look over the long haul with a trial

or several trials of a former president,
criminal trials, the possibility of a former
president being in the dock so to speak, and
the divisions that would have existed... I'm
still convinced that despite the public
reaction so far that the decision I made was
the right one."

Again and again at the nationally
broadcast and televised news conference,
the questioning turned to the pardon, and
Ford defended it.

"... I had no secret reason," he said at the
outset. Nor, said Ford, did he have inside
information on Nixon's health - although he
was not oblivious to reports that the former
president was ailing.

And later, Ford said there were no private
deals:

"There was no understanding, no deal
between me and the former president nor
between my staff and the staff of the former
president, none whatsoever."

Instead, Ford said, there was his concern

Ford bares

conditional

amnesty plan
WASHINGTON \AP\ President Ford

officially offered judicial forgiveness
yesterday to thousands of Vietnam-era draft
evaders and deserters if they reaffirm their
alleigance to the United States and work for
up to 24 months in public service jobs.

In disclosing his conditional amnesty plan,
Ford declared it is time to bind up the
wounds of the past "so that we may all get
going on the pressing problems of the
present."

The amnesty program was affective

immediately when Ford signed a presidential

proclamation and two executive orders
during a brief, nationally broadcast ap-
pearance in the White House Cabinet Room.

Under the program, draft evaders and
military deserters who have not been con-
victed or punished can turn themselves in

before next Jan. 31, reaffirm their allegiance
and agree to spend up to 24 months in

approved public service jobs such as hospital

orderly.

The President set no minimum period of
alternate service, but said the 24-month
requirement can be reduced for mitigating
circumstances.

For men already convicted or punished for

desertion or draft evasion, Ford established a
nine member clemency board to review their

cases "as equitably and as impartially as is

humanly possible."

turn to page 4

evidence" of
gate role

that Nixon would be indicted for obstructing
justice and possibly 10 other counts, that the
proceedings would drag out for well over a
year, and that they would worsen the
national wounds of Watergate.

"It seemed to me that as long as this

divisiveness continued, this turmoil existed,
caused by the charges and countercharges,
the responsible people in the government
could not give their total attention to the
problems that we had to solve," Ford said.

turn to page 7

Staff Photo by Bob Gamich)
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New Black Affairs Editor 1
Sherwood Thompson, a

senior majoring in Public
Health, was appointed Black
Affairs Editor of the Collegian
yesterday.

Thompson, Associate
Director of the Black News
Service, replaces Rudolph
Jones who graduated.

Responding to the ap
pointment, Thompson stated
that the post symbolizes to
Black Students that effort

combined with struggle yield

advancements.
He said he plans to imput

trustworthy, "objective" ac
counts of daily occurrences as
it affects Pan African peoples.
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Journalism

majors

revamped
By CINDY ROGERS

Staff Reporter
Restrictions on major programs in the

dept. of English's journalistic studies US)
program have sparked a dispute between
members of the program.

Professor Dario Politella of the Journalistic
Studies Program is asking the dept. to
"reconsider its action of May 15, when it

voted to establish English as the sole track to
a Journalistic Studies major.

Politella is asking the department to set-up
an ad-hoc committee to hold hearings and to
propose to the department a viable academic
program in Journalistic Studies. He says the
committee should include students, jour-
nalism faculty, English faculty and faculty-at-
large.

Before this change was initiated, there
were two other alternatives to achieve a
concentration in journalism: full major
requirements of any other department, plus
15 hours of JS courses; or 15 hours of
courses in any dept. of the University with 15
hours of JS courses.

Howard Ziff, director of the JS program,
presented the change at the May 15 English
dept. meeting and the proposed change was
vetoed by a 17 to 13 hand vote. Ziff is quoted
in the minutes of that meeting as saying he
considered a journalist to be a man of letters
and that literature, therefore, was a jour-
nalist's most important discipline.

Politella, who was not at the meeting
objects to the change for two major reasons'
He said it was a "elitist concept of
education," and that "journalists should be
skilled in various disciplines." He said it was
easy to teach someone to write in a short
period of time. He also said he objects to the
way the change was done procedurally.

He siad "only twenty-five percent of the
department was on hand to effect this action
so vitally important to several hundred
students" and that 17-13 vote "was too close
to reflect concensus."

The actual minutes of the May 15 meeting
and the number of English dept. faculty were
not recorded. According to the departmental
constitution- "a quorum of 30 percent of the
professional staff shall be necessary for the
conduct of business." Whether the vote was
legal cannot be determined therefore.

Politella also argues that "three of the five
full-time JS faculty had no knowledge that
such an action had been planned." He said
the action "was taken without any student
imput, in violation of long-standing
department policy that encourages student
participation in decisions that affect their
academic interests."

Ziff siad the change was "a way station to
build a full major in journalism." He siad the
change was "discussed with others and
received encouragement form Whitmore,
whose policy is against double majors and
minors in the University."

He said the change was instituted for two
reasons, administrative and intellectual. "The
Journalistic Studies Program is within the
English dept. can make adjustments of
curriculum within the English dept." If a
student had a major outside the dept.,Ziff
said, "he didn't have control of the
curriculum."

turn to page 7

inside:
I Judge dismisses charges against
I Wounded Knee defendants Russell

I
Means and Dennis Banks, and
criticizes the government for im-
proper tactics. See photo on page 4
and story on page 5.

Violence hits South Boston as the
busing plan continues, but
desegregation plans in Springfield
and Waterbury, Ct., proceed
peacefully. See stories on page 6.

weather:
Kinda windy, mostly sunny,
becoming colder, that ain't funny I



Freshmen 'evicted'

from campus hotel
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ByMIKEKNEELAND
MDC Staff

Philip Lindsay is a freshman.

He'd probably like to write a letter

to someone saying he's enjoying

dormitory life and the new friends

he's made there.

Instead, he's more likely to write

a letter home saying what a lovely

view he has from his room on the

ninth floor of the Campus Center

Building.

That's where Phil has been living

with some 30 other students while

administrators have been looking

for rooms for them in overcrowded
dormitories.

Now, the freshman says, he and
his hotel mates have been issued an
"eviction notice" by the Housing
Office. The students must now
report to areas they have no desire

to live in-and Phil doesn't like that.

"I don't want to leave the hotel

until we get assigned to areas we
want to live in," he said after being
designated a spokesman for the

notel mates.

The Collegian could not reach a

Housing Office spokesman last

night for comment. Lindsay
charges that office could care less

about the students' living problems
and has, in response to their

protests, said "too bad."
Lindsay said some students were

sent to John Adams dormitory in

Southwest Friday and when they
got there, there were no rooms
available.

Lindsay himself would like to live,

as he indicated on the necessary
forms some time ago, in the Or-

chard Hill area. But now, he
charges, he must go "where I'm

told to go."

Still able to crack an occasional
smile over the situation, Lindsay
says his hotel mates are "tired of

being temporary students."

If all this isn't enough, Lindsay
has had a few other problems:
getting into oversubscribed
courses.

Harvard
professor
speaks

By LANA FISCHER
Staff Reporter

The Profile of Nonverbal Sen-
sitivity test was the topic of Robert
Rosenthal's speech at Herter Hall

yesterday. Rosenthal was the guest
speaker at a non-credit Collequium
sponsored by the Psychology
Department.

Rosenthal, a professor of social

psychology at Harvard, discussed a

new, eleven-channel test which
measures sensitivity to nonverbal
messages, body language and tone
of voice, via audio-visual aids.

Some interesting results of the

test, he said, ha*'e been that

women score higher than men, in

general, due to more involvement
with children where interpretation

of body language is necessary.

However, people who score well

have fewer friends but warmer
relationships. Those who scored
highest know "too much for their

own good" said Rosenthal to a

group of 200.

Recycling aids added
By PAUL LOGUE
Staff Reporter

Citizens for Quality Environment
(C.E.Q) have bought a used Road
Master International 20yd. truck to
aid in their recycling program.
The truck, purchased from funds

authorized by the Student Senate,
will make runs in approximately 65
buildings on campus where the
barrels are located. On a good day,
as much as 10 tons of paper can be
saved from becoming trash, says
Henry Doyle, who is. in charge of
the group.

He said that last year alone the
group saved a football field 12 feet

deep from becoming wasteland.
With the price of land going up
constantly, this is a tremendous
savings.

Doyle added that one ton of

paper collected saves 17 trees from
being used as pulp. This means as
many as 17,000 trees could be
saved this year by people on
campus.
With the purchase of 32 new

containers, at the cost of $5,000,

people should be able to pitch in

the recyclables wherever they live

or frequent.

The money made from selling the

paper is directed back to the

students through the Student
Senate.

Acceptable items are : computer
cards and printouts, newspapers,

cardboard cartons, magazines,
paper bags, towels, napkins, and
tissues, letters, memos, envelopes,

xerox, maps, and cardboard (if not

plastic coated).

Commuters check
needs Thursday

By KATHLEEN R. ALLEN
Staff Reporter

The Commuter Assembly Executive Council is encouraging commuters
to attend Thursday's noon meeting on a possible regional conference on
commuting students. The meeting will be held in the Commuter Lounge.

The main purpose of such a conference would be to establish
mechanisms for determining the needs of commuter students with respect
to the University, and the types of programs that can be developed to fit

those needs, Larry Gendron, a member of the Council said.

Gendron said, "At the next meeting I'm going to submit a proposal that
the Commuter Assembly Executive Council and Commuter Student Af-
fairs in Whitmore investigate the possibility of hosting a regional con-
ference on commuting students with participation of student and Student
Affairs staff."

Gendron said people who would be interested in sitting on committees
- housing, transportation, communications, ways and means, and
academic affairs — are needed.

The assembly uses $25,000 for the operation of evening and outreach (to
Belchertown Center, South Deerfield, and South Amherst) bus service.
All college evening bus service is provided by contributions from the
assembly, Student Center, and Graduate Center.

A hired, fulltime secretary, Tom Coffey, is available everyday from 9 a.m.
5 p.m. in the Commuter Lounge. He is to act as a resource person for
ommuters. Coffey can direct commuters toward some solution to
>roblems.

Formulation of policies in respect to one credit colloquia courses is

among plans by the assembly.
•

Redesign of the Commuter Lounge is only one of the activities tne
Commuter Assembly is striving to complete, members say. Murals are on
the walls, new furniture will be here about Oct. 1, according to Gendron.

Negotiations, for new carpeting, are presently taking place with the
Negotiating Campus Center Board of Governors. If the carpeting is ap-
proved it will >>e paid for equally by the council and the board. Hopefully,
Gendron said, the carpet will be installed by January.

The council established the summer program for off-campus housing
Gendron said the council paid for and ran the summer program hoping the
University would continue the program, but they failed to do so.

Redesign of the lounge into a study area, conference area, and "living
room" area is a beginning, Gendron said. Commuters are needed to carry
out and initiate other changes, he added.

UMies get "The Little Idea"
By JERRY ROGERS

Staff Reporter
Carefully patterned and graceful

movements, utilizing intense
muscle control, were characteristic

of the various forms of Kung Fu
everciseand self-defense presented
Sunday evening at the Campus
Center Auditorium.

The demonstration, sponsored
by Master Chan's Kung Fu
Academy of Amherst and
Greenfield, involved about 30
students from the academy and
two guests from other academies.

Opening the program was "an
exhausting exercise" known as the
South China Lion Dance, which
made use of the type of gaily

colored costumes seen in Chinese
New Year parades. Five forms of
Shao-Lin Kung Fu were then
shown and explained by Mr. David
Blanchard, speaker at the series.

The first has an exercise form
designed to familarize the beginner
with various movements.

The second form shown is used
for both exercise and self-defense

and is patterned after the
movements of a fighting lion. The
tiger set the pattern for the third

form and it, too, can be used for

both exercise and self-defense.

The fourth and fifth forms, not
taught at the Amherst academy,
were presented by guest per-

formers S.-Fuling-Chan and Si-Fu
Joseph Wong and are called the
eagle's claw and northern forms,
respectively.

Blanchard explained that
Students at the academy choose
one of the first three forms to learn,

and decide whether to move on to
either Tai-Chi or Wing-Chun.
According to Blanchard, Tai-Chi
uses less physical force and
develops the "Chi or the power
within" and is therefore taken up
mostly by women. He added that

Wing-Chun is the primary form
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taught at the Amherst academy
and begins with learning "The Little

Idea". Three parts compose the

Lettle Idea: the first helps you to get

to know the parts of your body so

well that you can defend yourself in

total darkness; Sticky Hands is the

second part and this develops your

sensitivity; the last part is actual

sparring. Both Tai-Chi and Wing-
Chun were demonstrated by the

stud as were Shao-Lin forms of

weapon fighting, which ended the

program.

Prior to the program mere was a

short history of Kung Fu explained

by Mr. David. The art originated

with Buddhist Monks who,
thousands of years before Christ,

developed the Shao-Lin forms.

Later, Tai-Chi was developed from
watching certain animals.

Shao-Lin, or the "hard" form,

and Tai-Chi, or the "soft" form,

combine to form Wing-Chun.
The Ming dynasty, in the mid-

eighteenth century, destroyed all

the monasteries, forcing the monks
to flee to the mountains of the
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north and south. This dispersion is and it is the Master who develops
where the individual Master-pupil "

a personal standard of excellence"
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Impeachment discussed by Globe editors ±*&z

By FRED GOSIEWSKI
Staff Reporter

The process of impeachment
was described as a combination of
the political and legal factors that

are separate but parallel, in a

speech here last night by two
members of the Boston Globe.

Declaring that, "The im-

peachment process was one of the

finest hours of the American
Constitution," Robert Healy, the

Pulitzer Prize winning executive
editor of the Boston Globe, noted
that the major cause of the process
was the desire to dismantle the
powers of the Presidency.

Noting that other Presidents
before Richard Nixon had abused
their powers, especially of the
agencies that have become what he
called "governments within
governments," Healy remarked
that Nixon had developed this use

Are fees valid?
ByJIMPAULIN
Staff Reporter

The Rents and Fees Board, a
committee of the Student Senate,
will be functioning in a new role this
year as an investigatory agency,
according to John Marcineac,
Committee Chairperson.

The Committee will be
scrutinizing the expenditure of fees

charged students for various
services such as health, Campus
Center, Athletics, Fine Arts, I.D.'s,

and Labs.

"I've had many questions trom
students regarding the validity of

lab fees and we will be looking into

them," said Marcineac

Tne validity of I.D. card fees will

be investigated. "We've been
charging a dollar fee and we really

haven't been seeing any benefit out
of this each year," he went on to

say. "When the Campus Center
fees were raised, part of the money

was to go to the Blue wall

renovations, and we'd like to look

into why it hasn't been done and
what the renovations will be."

An investigative role is a
departure *rom the original function
of the committee which was
established in 1970. "In the past,

we have been mainly an advisory
group, trying to give the student
viewpoint to the administrators
when they went to levy fees,

'

Marcineac said.

The advisory role has t/een taken
over by student run groups such
as the Campus Center Board of
Governors, the Fine Arts Council,
the Athletics Committee, and the
Health Advisory Board These
groups concentrate on one fee
area, since the Rents and Fees
Board had difficulty working with
so many fee area. The Committee is

open to all students.

of power through the use of

"systems managers." without
political experience.

Healy also remarked that the
Foundaing Fathers had desired a.

political impeachment of the
executive rather than a judicial one,
so that the electorate could express
their opinion on the impeachment
at the next election, while if judges
had removed the executive, they
would not be responsible to the
electorate.

The legal aspects of im-
peachment, Sal Micciche, of the

Washington bureau of the Globe,
observed that "We now know we
can subpoena the President of the
United States." This resulted from
the Supreme Court decision that

. ruled unanimously that former
President Nixon had to yield 64
subpoenaed tapes in August.

Micciche concluded by noting

legislature, in its investigative
capacity, was responsible for the

"removal, not punishment" of the
President while the courts had to

define the legal limits on the in-

vestigative powers.

Miccicho concluded by noting

that the two aspects of im-

peachment merged in a "con-
stitutional crunch" on Mr. Nixon in

the week that he resigned. In this

week, after the disclosure of the

June 23, 1972, tape that showed
that Nixon ordered the restricting of

federal agencies, it was clear that

the political mistakes of the
President were also legal problems.

Population policy seen as a must
By DUANEDALE

Special Correspondent

UMass Doctoral Student
Duane Dale attended the
World Population Con
ference in Bucharest this

summer and filed this

report on the U. S.

population policy. This is

the seventh in an eight part
series.

NEWS ANALYSIS-
BUCHAREST The United

States has a population policy,

according to Caspar Weinberger
U. S. Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare. "It's an
implicit policy but an effective

one," Weinberger told a press
briefing here. The Secretary is

serving as head of the U. S.

delegation to the U. N. World
Population Conference.

According to Weinberger, the U.

S. population policy is the
aggregate of family planning
programs, court decisions favoring

the distribution of contraceptives,

and laws regarding the status of

women. The supposed proof is the

recent drop in the U. S. growth
rate, now at 0.7 per cent compared
with a world average of slightly

over 2 per cent.

Weinberger's "policy" is a

figment of his imagination,
designed to serve the needs of the
at this highly political conference.

The U. S., for some good reasons
(and perhaps some bad ones) is

urging nations throughout the

world to develop explicit population
policies, but we don't have one of

our own. To label our family

planning programs and court
decisions as a "policy" may avoid

embarrassment here, but it doesn't

meet our needs at home.
The need for an explicit

population policy was spelled out in

Population and the American
Future, the 1972 report of the U. S.

Population Commission. If the two
child family continues to be the

norm, the U. S. population will

stabilize before 2050 at slightly over

300 million. If three-child families

again become popular, tne

population of the U. S. could hit
one billion by the year 2100. The
current figure is about 210 million.
The concern over large numbers

is really a concern about the quality
of life. More people mean more
urbanization, and we are already
unable to plan rationally for our
fast-growing cities. More people
mean more mouths to feed, in a
time when much of the world is

malnourished.
Last winter's energy crisis was

perhaps a quirk in the law of supply

and demand, brought about by
various political and economic
factors. But there is good evidence

that the long-term energy crunch
— dirty coal, scarce petroleum, and
unproven nuclear fusion - is real.

Population didn't create the

problem, but large numbers would
make it worse.

Even if the energy is available to

drive our cars, run our factories,

and heat our homes, it gives off

pollution — again, more of it with

more people.

Water may turn out to be the

car or take more airplane trips. A
few sectors of business would be
hurt, but they are diversifying

already: no longer does Gerber's
say that babies are their only
business.

The Gross National Product
would be smaller with a stable

population than with one which
continues to grow; less workers
would be contributing their efforts

to the country's total output.

However, the Commission was
firmly convinced that each person
would live better financially under a

stable situation. Reason: smaller

families are equally comfortable in a

smaller car or a smaller house, there
is more disposable income for "the
better things of life."

Mr. Nixon disapproved ot

abortion on request and birth

control services for minors. Other

suggestions included a federal

Population Education Act to fund

education on population problems;

sex education for all; easier

adoption; approval of the Equal

next century. President Ford would
do the country a service by
proclaiming this as a desirable goal.

It is appropriate for the United
States to encourage other coun-
tries to examine their own
population situation, particularly as
it relates to the prospects for

development and improvement of
the quality of life in each country.
Assistance in carrying out family
planning programs, when
requested, is also appropriate.

However, there is justice in the
argument made by many countries
that population control is most
important in the U. S. Because of

our high standard of living, our use
of energy and mineral resources,

we place perhaps fifty times the
burden on the environment that an

Indian does. It is not merely a
matter of numbers, but how those
people gain their livelihood from
our fragile planet.

The United States is food-rich:
the breadbasket of the world.
Overall, however, there is not
enough to go around, and this

year's weather problems have
made things worse. But Americans,
by feeding grain to cattle, consume
eight times the grain protein as an
Indian who eats the grain directly.

Anthropologist Margaret Mead
suggests that if we'd each eat one
less hamburger per week, we might
De able to keep everyone alive long
enough to come up with some
lasting solutions.

The population Commission made

numerous recommendations toward
the end of a stabilized population....

but the report itself received no
presidential endorsement...
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limiting factor in the United States.

Every ecosystem, after all, has its

maximum "carrying capacity,"
determined by the amount of food,

water, or space available.

Some scientists think that 500
million people would overtax the

supply of water in the United

States. In some regions, the water

table is dropping dangerously fast;

other regions are looking outside

their river basins for sources of

water.

Some businessmen are con
cerned about the idea of population

stabilization in general. A growing

market is good for profits, though

industrial growth is increasing due

to a higher standard of living that
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Rights Amendment; ready and
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basic human right, and stressed

that decisions about birth control,
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ilization should be voluntary.
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Weinberger's speech here, which
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Amnesty to be conditional
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Congress accepts, resisters reject decision
shinhtdm mipi\ 1 *____... *WASHINGTON \UPI.

President Ford's conditional re-

entry plan for Vietnam war resisters
met with generally favorable
congressional response yesterday,
but spokesmen for the resisters
rejected it as meaningless.

"It is no help whatsoever," said
Dee Knight of the National Council
for Universal and Unconditional
Amnesty.

Knight, who formerly worked
with the exile community in

Canada, said the proposal "really is

no change from what war resisters
have had available to them for a
long time."

Rep. F. Edward Hebert, D-La.,
chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee and an op-
ponent of amnesty agreed with
Knight. Ford's offer, he said, "is
nothing more or less than existing
law merely clothed in a cloak of
amnesty."

The American Civil Liberties
Union said the program was one of
"forced loyalty oaths, two years of

compulsory labor, no assurance of

an end to criminal prosecution,
punitive discharges and ad-
ministration by the Selective
Service System, whose hostility to
conscientious war resistance is

notorious."

Ford, the group said, "has ex-
tended the war for another 24
months - this time against our own
men."

The American Legion, mean-
while, attacked the grant of am-
nesty as too lenient and said those

who wish to return should be dealt

with in military or civilian courts.

"The American Legion is

unalterably opposed to President
Ford's ... program for the return of

Vietnam-era draft evaders ... and
deserters," said national adjutant
William Hauck.

"The proclamation violates the
principles for which millions served
their country honorably, thousands
died in combat, thousands more
were wounded, many are
hosqitalized, while others remain
missing in action."

In a special proclamation and two
executive orders implementing the
proclamation, Ford offered to allow
draft resisters and military deserters
the opportunity to return to

America if they accept up to 24
months of public service and
reaffirm their allegiance to the

United States.

"I intend to give the President my
full support," Senate Democratic
Leader Mike Mansfield said, adding
that the action was "an opening of

the door to something that has to

be faced up to sometime."
House Republican leader John

Rhodes said the Ford action was "a
practical and fair solution to a grave
national problem that simply has to
be met."

In Toronto, however, resisters

associated with Amex Canada
called on the exile community to
boycott the Ford offer and termed it

a "gross miscarriage of justice for
former President Nixon to get a
pardon plus a pension - for his
very real crimes while war resisters
are still punished."

Exiles in Sweden agreed, and
termed the Ford plan "absurd" and
"a punishment, not an amnesty."
Spokesmen for groups involved

in the amnesty movement all

scored the Ford action for not
including the nearly one half million
Vietnam veterans who received less
than honorable discharges and
expressed the belief that few
members of the exile or un-
derground community of resisters
and deserters would take ad-
vantage of the offer.

Ford announces
amnesty decision

American Indian Movement leaders Russell Means (L) and Dennis Banks raise
their arms in a victory gesture after a federal judge dismisses all charges ajainst
them. *

Gen Haig appointed commander
of NATO military in EuropeWASHINGTON \UPI\ - —i- ' WKWWASHINGTON \UPI\
President Ford yesterday an-
nounced the appointment of Gen.
Alexander M. Haig Jr. as supreme
commander of NATO and com-
mander of American forces in

Europe.

Haig, 49, who succeeds Gen.
Andrew J. Goodpaster, will assume
the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization post Dec. 15 and take
over command of U.S. troops Nov.
1 He is expected to give up his job
as White House chief of staff on
Friday.

"I'm honored," Haig told
reporters of his new post in the
military.

Ford's selection of Haig was
approved unanimously by NATO's
defense planning committee in
Brussels yesterday although the
Dutch government had previously
indicated it would oppose him
because of his close association
with Richard M. Nixon during the
letter's final beleaguered year as
president.

Haig, who retired from military
service in August, 1973, on a full

pension, will be restored to active
duty by Ford. Goodpaster, 59, who
became th^ supreme NATO
commander in July, 1969, will

retire.

In a statement, the 14 NATO
governments on the planning
committee "expressed their lasting

gratitude for Gen. Goodpaster's
distinguished service," the White
House statement said. "On behalf
of the American people. President
Ford joins in extending his ap
preciation to Gen. Goodpaster for a

job well done."
There was no immediate word on

whether Ford intends to appoint a
successor as chief of staff. A
transition team recommended that
this function be shared by six top
advisers, rather than one man.

Ford now has three top advisers
handling his White House policy
planning.

Draft boards to aid
in search for jobs
WASHINGTON \UPI\ The

government will assist in job
searches for Vietnam draft evaders
and deserters who want to take
part President Ford's conditional
amnesty program, the head of the
elective Service said yesterday

^
Byron Pepitone, Selective

Service director, said the public
service jobs would be along the
same lines of those currently
performed by conscientious ob-
jectors.

Pepitone said that the govern
ment would help the men to find
work but they were also free to look
for jobs on their own that would fit

into the categories of "national
health, welfare, safety and in-

terest."

Pepitone said that about half of
the applicants would probably wind
up serving in hospitals or homes for
the aged or children.

He said he expected no problem
in finding work for the men since
many of the conscientious ob-
jectors are completing their service
and would be vacating such
positions.

Religious organizations, charities
and forestry and conservation
groups were expected to hire the
applicants. The employer would
pay the salary of the individuals and
they would be paid "at the lower
end of the wage scale." Pepitone
said.

cont. from p. 1

Men now in prison will have their

cases reviewed first, and officials

said their confinement would be
suspended as soon as possible.

Ford designated an early critic of
the Vietnam War, former
Republican Sen. Charles E. Goodell
of New York, to be chairman of the
clemency board.

No congressional action is

required for the program, which
was enacted under the presidential
powers of the Constitution.

Ford used those same provisions
eight days ago to grant an un-
conditional pardon to former
President Richard M. Nixon.

Ford described the main purpose
of the program as "the recon
ciliation of all our people and the
restoration of the essential unity of
Americans within which honest
differences of opinion do not
descend* to angry discord and
mutual problems are not polarized
by excessive passion."
"My sincere hope," he added, "is

that this is a constructive step
toward a calmer and cooler ap-
preciation of our individual rights
and responsibilities and our
common purpose as a nation,
whose future is always more im-
portant than its past."

The program could cover as
many as 50,000 young men.

Officials said that about 15,500
draft evaders are potentially eligible
for clemency. Of these, about 8,700
already have been convicted and
another 4,350 are under indictment.
Of those under indictment, 4,060
are listed as fugitives and an
estimated 3,000 of them are in

Canada.

Prison sentences now are being
served by 130 persons convicted of
draft evasion.

According to officials, some
500,000 incidents of desertion
falling within the scope of the
clemency program were recorded
during the Vietnam war.
They said 660 deserters now are

serving prison sentences or are
awaiting trial and about 12,500
deserters are still at large with
about 1,500 in Canada.
To be eligible for clemency,

deserters would have to have
committed offenses between Aug.
4, 1964 - the date of the Senate's
Tonkin Gulf Resolution - and March
28, 1973 - the day the last U.S.
combat soldier left Vietnam.
Clemency will not be considered

for deserters or evaders who face
other, unrelated charges, officials
said.
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MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICANTS

American Medical Col-
lege Admissions Profile,

Inc., offers a com-
puterized analysis to assist

you in more effectively as-

sessing your qualifications

and more accurately di-

recting your medical

school applications. Your schools you select.
MCAT scores, grade point
average, college attended,
state of residence, age and
other criteria are used in a

comparative analysis with
the previously accepted
class at the medical

Contact your prc-
medical advisor for further

information or write
A.MCA. P., Inc.. Box
8747, Boston. Mas-
sachusetts 02114.
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Juror suffers stroke

Wourided Knee charges dismissedST. PAUL, Minn \UPI\ a
federal judge yesterday dismissed
all charges against American Indian
Movement leaders Dennis Banks
and Russell Means in the 8-month-
old Wounded Knee trial following
the serious illness of a woman juror.
The judge's decision was based

on the government's refusal to let

the 11 other jurors decide the case.

Banks and Means were charged
with five felonies each in last year's
71-day armed occupation of
Wounded Knee on South Dakota's
Pine Ridge Indian Reservation.
At the end of the trial Friday, the

jury deliberated for one day before
the juror, Mrs. Therese Cherrier, 53,
became ill. Doctors said yesterday
she had suffered a stroke and could

not continue as a juror.

U. S. District Court Judge Fred
Nichol late yesterday dismissed the
charges against Banks and Means
on the grounds of misconduct by
the government in the long, tur-

bulent trial and during the takeover
at Wounded Knee.
He said his decision was based at

least in part on the Justice

Officials claim progress as
guerrillas release two
THE HAGUE, Holland [UP/]

Dutch and French officials claimed
fresh progress yesterday in

negotiations with three Japanese
Red Army guerrillas holding nine
hostages in the besieged French
embassy.
A few hours after the gunmen

freed two women hostages and
threatened to kill the nine,
remaining male captives, French
Foreign Minister Jean
Sauvagnargues said negotiations
had taken "a very positive turn."
He did not elaborate.

Dutch Interior Minister de Gaay
Fortman inspected 200 policemen,

including sharpshooters,
surrounded the modern concrete
and glass French embassy. He told
newsmen, "The negotiations are
developing."

Police said they felt the guerrillas
would probably wait until today
before fleeing in order to avoid
attempting the 25-mile drive to the
airport at night.

Police said the guerrillas were
eating pep pills to stay awake in
the third day of the siege.

Dutch Premier Joop den Uyl said
the two young women were
released by the guerrillas after an
Air France Boeing 707 jetliner

demanded by the guerrillas arrived
from Paris at Amsterdam's Schipol
airport, 25 miles away from the
embassy.
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world news summary
IRA kills judges
BELFAST, Northern Ire/and \AP\

— Irish Republican Army assassins
yesterday executed two judges
who the IRA said were "part of the

British war machine" and had put

their comrades behind bars.

Judge Roger "Rory" Conaghan
and Magistrate Martin McBirney
were gunned down in their Belfast

homes at breakfast time in ap-

parently coordinated attacks, police

said.

Within hours, the Belfast brigade
of the IRA's Provisional wing
claimed its men executed the two
"collaborators," both prominent
legal figures known for taking a
hard line in jailing terrorists.

Conaghan, 54, was a Roman
Cathloc and McBirney, 56, was a
Protestant.

"Both men were warned time
and again that they were part of the
British war machine and as such
were liable to suffer the con-
sequences," said a guerrilla

command statement.

Ecevit calls vote
ANKARA \UPI\ Turkish

Premier Bulent Ecevit, at the peak
of popularity following his invasion

of Cyprus, said yesterday he in-

tends to resign to break an alliance

with rightwingers and seek a

stronger mandate in new elections.

The premier told a news con-
ference he informed President Fahri

Koruturk of his intentions. The
chief of state agreed with him, he
said.

Ecevit said he would consult with
the executive and parliamentary
group of his Republican People's
Party (RPP) today before actually
tendering his resignation. He said
he would prefer the election to be
held in December.

Ecevit said collaboration with the
conservative, Moslem-oriented
National Salvation Party of Vice
Premier Necmettin Erbakan had
become impossible because of
disagreements over Cyprus.

The Only Kosher-Style
DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT

In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 }m Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

BREAKFAST 24 HRS
JUICE

2EG8S

NOME FRIES

COFFEE

99

Also — Sandwiches, Dinners, and

Creamy Rich Country Style Ice Cream

— no artificial flavors.

Tues. - Sat. — 24 Hrs.

Sun. and Mon. till 11 p.m.

168 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst
253-2291

Take Out Service

Department's refusal to let the 11

healthy jurors remaining decide the
case and because of military in-

volvement during the occupation of

the South Dakota Indian hamlet.
Nichol said R. D. Hurd, assistant

U. S. attorney from South Dakota
and chief prosecutor in the case,
deceived the court regarding a key
prosecution witness - Louis Moves
Camp, 22 - when Hurd said he
knew of no more serious charge
against Moves Camp than public
intoxication.

The defense claimed Moves
Camp also had been charged with
rape but that the FBI had per-
suaded local authoritiel not to

prosecute him on that charge.
The judge said H urd was guilty of

"errors of judgment" and
negligence, which he said would
not have happened if the govern-
ment had been "half as thorough"
in investigating the case as the
defense attorneys.

"I was ashamed the government
was not represented better," Nichol
said.

Moves Camp had given the
government's most damaging
testimony against Banks and
Means, each charged with one
count of larceny, three counts of
assault and one count of con-
spiracy.
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presents

IAFRICANA INTCRNATIONAL/
A^Fantastic Cultural
Show & Dance
Band

SEPT 23,1974
8pm
student union

tickets: $4.oOgeneral $2.oOunxiss students *»•«—.
Tickets on sale t25 Herter Had. UMass (413) 545-0202

Make
your fall

semester
easy!

Rent a fantastic two-bedroom
apartment at Mount Sugarloaf.

• ON FREE UMASS BUS LINE!
• NO LEASE REQUIRED!
Be cool in the pool. Or in your air con-
ditioned apartment. Apd enjoy the
kind ofextras that definitely make
Mt. Sugarloafan "undormitory."
Wall to wall carpeting, modern kitch-
ens, frost -free refrigerators, self-clean-
ing ovens, dishwashers/disposals,
laundry facilities, and a cable TV
antenna. Plus a 24-hour resident man-
ager and on-site maintenance crew to
help with any problems.

Rent: $220 ( inc hiding utilities)

Give us a call at (413 ) 665-3856.

Directions: On Route 47.

MOUNT
SUGARLOAF
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Boston whites intensify anti-busing stance
BOSTON \UPI\ Five-hundred

white youths and parents mounted
an anti-busing march on racially

troubled South Boston High
School yesterday, but were driven
back repeatedly by police on
motorcycles, horses and afoot.

At least 22 persons were arrested
as police dispersed crowds of
jeering whites on the third day of a
court-ordered plan to integrate
Boston's public schools, but a
federal court judge said he would
not order federal marshals to im-

plement the integration plan.

Trouble over the school busing
program remained confined to the
predominantly blue collar, Irish

Catholic area of South Boston.
Two policemen suffered ap-

parent heart attacks, one falling

Some of the 5800 pupils transferred to new schools in the Springfielc
desegregation plan, which occurred without incident on the first day, arrive at
Daniel Brunton Elementary School.

Springfield, Waterbury report

peaceful desegregation

from his horse, while putting down
the demonstrations. Both were on
the danger list at City Hospital. A
third policeman suffered minor
cuts.

The school day ended on a

relatively peaceful note as the 87
black children at South Boston high
got on four buses with military

precision under the personal
supervision of Police Commissioner
Robert diGrazia. They were
escorted home to Roxbury and the
Columbia Point housing project by
motorcycle police and a police •

helicopter.

All bars and liquor stores were
ordered closed in South Boston
yesterday and at one time police
used nightsticks to drive back the
cursing, jeering crowds which
regrouped as quickly as they were
dispersed.

Hundreds of police, spaced 25
feet apart, lined the roads and
rooftops along the bus routes. The
streets of "Southie," as South
Boston, with a population of about
38,000, is known locally, were
swept clear of any crowds before
children left school.

The buses left South Boston high
via a different route than taken
Thursday and Friday, when they

were pelted by stones and bottles.

Instead the buses were divered
some 300 yards from the seething
Old Colony housing project, the
scene of much of the earlier

trouble.

There were an estimated 500
whites, at the project again
yesterday, but they dispersed when
they realized the buses would not
be passing near them. A few whites
vented their anger by hurling stones
and bottles at police near the
project.

More blacks and whites attended
classes at South Boston High
School as the school boycott
appeared to be losing some steam.

U.S. District Judge W. Arthur
Garrity yesterday ruled out for the
time being taking any action to help
the city implement court ordered
busing.

Garrity refused to deploy federal
marshals as had been urged last

week by NAACP officials.

"The court, barring some un-
foreseeable development, would
not take action unless there was a
specific request from the parties,"

Garrity said. "There was progress
today-and avoidance of some of
the incidents of last week."

^
SPRINGFIELD \AP\ - schools now are roughly 70 per

Classrooms were reported full cent white and 30 per cent black. A
yesterday as Springfield elementary few schools with large numbers of
Schools hpnan an intnn.atl.. o .._ o: ^__i x

plans

schools began an integration
program requiring the busing of
both white and black children,
while in Waterbury, Ct., a
desegregation plan has quietly been
implemented.

^
Busing had been fought by

Springfield officials for nine years,
but opposition dwindled as the
deadline arrived for implementing
the court-ordered plan.

"Everything is going fine," said
C. K. Hannigan, spokesman for the
Springfield school system's central
office. "Our figures for the newly
integrated schools show at-
tendance at nearly 90 per cent, or
just about normal."

In order to spread out the heavy
black enrollments of five
elementary schools, more than
6.000 students from 30 schools
were rearranged, with about half of
them riding buses to their new
schools.

As a result, most of the grade

Puerto Ricans were exempted from
busing in order to continue their

special bilingual programs.
Students appeared to be taking

the integration program in stride.

Whites and blacks in many neigh-
borhoods mixed freely as they
waited for buses. Teachers said
classes were orderly.

At most bus stops, parents as
well as crossing guards stood
watch to make sure children
boarded the right vehicles. Extra
police were deployed to patrol bus
routes and direct traffic.

At one schooi that formerly was
predominantly white, 10 families
attempted to enroll their children
who had been reassigned to an
inner city school. School officials

told them they could not admit their

children, and the parents left

without incident.

Elsewhere no signs of resistance
were reported.

In Waterbury. Ct., officials say

ATTENTION
UMASS GRADS,
UNDERGRADS!!

How would yop like to become publisher of a dailynewspaper with a circulation of 18.000 daily and an annulsbudget of over $200,000?
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cludes top editors of the paper, faculty representatives and
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the only problem has been bus
schedules.

The city has encountered no
racial problems in carrying out the
plan required by the Justice
Department, according to Deputy
School Supt. Theodore Martland.

Five years ago Waterbury
became the first city in the nor-
theast to be named in a U.S.
Justice Department suit charging it

tolerated segregation. When
children went back to school last

week under the first phase of the
integration plan, bus schedules
were the only problems.
Many of the elementary aged

children were not used to riding a
bus, so it took longer to board.
Some schools changed opening
times, adding to the confusion,
Martland said.

The plan includes building three
middle schools, one of which opens
this fall. When the third is com-
pleted in 1978 all the city's middle
school pupils will be bused. The
Justice Department will monitor
^he plan until it's completed.

LEND
A
HAND

N.E.S. still needs people to tutor Springfield
schoolchildren one or more times a week in both our
afternoon and evening programs. If you like working
with kids please call 545-0575 or drop in the N.E.S
Office in 426A, Student Union. Transportation is
provided to and from Springfield and ACADEMIC
CREDIT IS AVAILABLE.

There will be a

RECRUITMENT MEETING

on Wed., Sept. 18

i

in Rm. 165 C.C.
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Do you like wrestling

or Beethoven?
It doesn't matter?

We'd like the opportunity to meet and show you why we

feel fraternity life has been an enjoyable and rewarding

part of our college experience. All University men are

invited to come and talk with us, the members of the

U.MASS. FRATERNITIES
Tuesday, Sept. 17 Rm. 904 Campus Center

7 9i00 p.m. * i

A§JafultY d^pute change of major program
p** ......... ...

Ziff said "it was impossible to
supervise and administer" when
the student's second major was
outside English.

He explained the change would
only affect 10 students. Students
who already were in a double major
would not be affected by this

change.

Ziff's second reason stemmed
from his belief that the JS program

"tired to develop the student
journalist as a writer, explainer,

rhetorician."

Ziff disagrees with Politella's idea
of an ad-hoc committee and "can't
imagine what the committee would
do."

Prof. Joseph Frank head of the
English dept. told The Collegian the
change was a "pregmatic
arrangement." Ziff, he said, was
overwhelmed with students and he

said the JS program "did not have
adequate manpower for advising."

He also said the change "was
hopefully a temporary situation as
that department grows." He also

said that students "could take

journalism through BDIC."

Bachelors Degree with Individual

Concentration (BDIC) is an in-

dividualized major program
available on campus.
Asked if there was a quorum

present in the May 15 vote, Frank
said he thought so, although he
didn't remember.
The Collegian then spoke to two

of the Journalistic Studies
professors, Lawrence Pinkham and
Ralph Whitehead. Pinkham was at

the May 15 meeting; Whitehead
was not. Both supported the JS
change.

Pinkham believed it to be a

"interim arrangement" after which

the JS program "will try to work
out a fully articulate major in JS
that will differ in some degree from
English major requirements and
include courses in a lot of vitually

substantive areas such as en-

conomics, political Science, history,

and sociology.
He also explained that "the JS-

English major no way prohibits
students in combining what
amounts to be a double-major."

Nixon pardoned to spare "turmoil" Ford says
cont. from p. 1

Ford, who as vice president said
he did not believe Nixon had
committed an impeachab lo offense,

acknowledged that the unanimous
finding of the House Judiciary
Committee "is very persuasive
evidence" that he had.

"Was the acceptance of the
pardon by the president an ad-
mission of guilt?" Ford said.

"The acceptance of a pardon, I

think, can be construed by many, if

not all, as an admission of guilt."

Ford's news conference came at

Ford

sidelights
From Wire Services

In a far reaching but tense
news conference last night,

President touched on these
major points in addition to the
Nixon pardon:

CHILE - Admitted that the
United States intervened in

Chile to frustrate economic
reforms of democratically
elected Marxist Salvador
Allende.

But Ford declared: "Our
government had no in-

volvement whatsoever in the
Allende coup." He said
assistance to opposition
newspapers was in the interests

of the U.S.

DEPRESS/ON - Said the
United States will not have
an economic depression. "The
overall economy is strong,"
Ford said, while acknowledging
that unemployment is high and
inflation continues.

NIXON TAPES - Said tape
recordings and documents of

the Nixon years are still at the
White House, and will be
available for use as evidence in

Watergate trials. Ford said the
tapes belong to Nixon, but will

be available for trials.

INCOME TAX - Said he
would issue an executive order
severely restricting government
access to personal income tax

returns, a move made in the
wake of administration
snooping in tax returns during
the Nixon era.

the end of a day in which he an-
nounced his conditional amnesty
program for Vietnam draft evaders
and deserters, then played 18 holes
of golf in a congressional tour-

nament. He said he was nine over
par.

In response to a question about
conditional amnesty on one hand
and the full and complete pardon
granted Nixon on the other, Ford
said:

"In one case you have a
President who was forced to resign
because of circumstances involving
his administration, and he has been
shamed and disgraced by that
resignation. In the case of draft

dodgers and military deserters, we
are trying to heal the wounds by the
action that I took..."

While he differentiated between
the circumstances of pardon and
amnesty, he said both sought the
same goal: the healing of national

divisions and wounds.
Ford told the nationally

broadcast and televised news
conference that he had no secret

reasons for pardoning Nixon.

"...I decided that we could not
afford in America an extended
period of continued turmoil..." Ford
said.

He said that is why he reversed
the stand announced at his first

White House news conference on
Aug. 28 that it would be untimely to

make any pardon commitment
before any judicial proceedings had
been undertaken in Nixon's case.

Ford said, following that news
conference, he asked his counsel to

research what pardoning powers he
had and determined what in-

formation was in the hands of the

prosecutors.

It became clear, Ford said, "that
the President might be charged
with obstruction of justice" and 10
other counts. He said he was told it

might be a year or more before
Nixon could be brought to trial.

"I then began to evaluate in my
own mind" his action pardoning
Nixon, Ford said.

"The main concern that I had at

the time I made the decision was to

heal the wounds throughout the
United States," he said.

"At the same time, the United
States had major problems both at

home and abroad that needed the
maximum personal attention of the
President and the country. It

seemed to me that as lonq as the
divisiveness and turmoil existed,"
he said, the wounds would not
-heal.

"I was more anxious to heal the
nation," Ford said. "That was the
top consideration."

While also concerned for Nixon's
health, Ford said the major reason
was "to heal the wounds."
Asked why he decided abruptly

on a Sunday morning on the
pardon. Ford replied, "I didn't

decide abruptly." He said he "most
carefully analyzed the situation in

the country" and determined that

America could not afford "a
continued period of turmoil."

Asked about his statement at his

confirmation hearings that the
country wouldn't stand for a
President failing to support
prosecution of a former President if

was asked a hypothetical

Mansfield:
rehash
WASHINGTON [UP/]

Democratic leaders said President

Ford added nothing during his

news conference last night to

explain the pardon of former
President Nixon.

Senate Democratic leader Mike
Mansfield said concern must now
be focused on making certain that

Nixon's tapes and papers remain
the property of the government and
are never returned to Nixon.

"It's too late," Mansfield said of

the pardon. "It's irrevocable. The
decision has been made. All I want
now is the tapes."

Assistant Senate Democratic
leader Robert Byrd said Ford shed
no new light on his reasons for

pardoning Nixon.

"He tried to explain it on the

basis of curing the divisiveness of

the country, but when he granted

the pardon, the divisiveness had
subsided," Byrd said.

Very few congressional leaders

were available to react to the Ford

news conference, possibly because
of the Jewish high holy days, which
began at sundown yesterday. Even
non-Jewish congressmen, taking

advantage of the informal
agreement to hold no votes
Tuesday, likely went home to

campaign for re-election.

GO DOWN UNDER
when you're up, down, or just plain hungry

french fries with any grinder

Centrally located (Greenough in Central Area)

Weekdays 7 p.m. — Midnite/weekends Noon - Midnite

Breakfast Sunday 10 a.m. - noon.

question."

Now that I'm in the White House
and don't have to answer
hypothetical questions but have to

deal with reality, it was my
judgment.. .that it was in the best

interests of the United States that I

take the action I did.

"I must say the decision has
created more antagonism than I

anticipated," Ford said. "But as I

look over the long.. .the possibility

of a former President being in the

dock so to speak. ..it seems to me if

I had the choice between that

possibility and the possibility of

taking direct action. ..I'm still

convinced that despite the public

reaction, the decision I made was
the right one.

"There was no understanding,
no deal between me and the former
President, no deal between my staff
and the staff of the former
President," Ford said.

Got room for an extra credit?

Try Air Science 111

An introduction to the Air Force today meets Thursdays — 4
sections try out a course that could lead to a space age job
after college.

For more information call 5-2437 or stop by Rm. 205,
Dickinson Hall.

TONIGHT

The Four Leaf Window

OPEN ROAD

Wednesday - Magic Music Man

No Cover 9:00 - 1:00 a.

HAPPY HOUR DAILY 4 7

Rte. 202 New Salem (at Truman's Flea Market)

17THERMAL
> HOODED

red
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The circus continues
By BOB FOSTER

The American circus continued onward this past week in spite of the
fact that its prime attraction, Richard the First (and hopefully the Last), had
been disposed of once and for all. Though one may not agree with the
method of disposal, one must agree that Nixon gossip is slowly filtering to
the less prestigious pages of newspapers. Until death takes this man from
his self-imposed exile, he shall become less and less important.

Washington, attempting valiantly not to be upstaged by £dn Clemente
and blood clots, brought in a quartet of foreign diplomats in hopes on
convincing them to "Buy American". Fighter jets were the topic con-
versation between James Schlesinger and representatives from Norway,
Belgium, the Netherlands, and Denmark. Sales festivities that were written
off on our national expense account included the Naval Band, a cannon
greeting from across the Potomac, transportation to and from Edwards Air
Force Base in California, the Presidential box in the Kennedy Center's
Opera House, and finally the finest of American cuisine at a closing
banquet. America once more is prostituting itself to sell machines of war.

The niceties of salesmanship have cloaked the realities of hard-core
conniving that pervaded the circus day so appropriately dated Friday the
Thirteenth. The only competitor to American aviation genius is France, at
least in the Western world. Thus, the defense ministers are torn between
the French cry to "Buy European" and American threats of serious
political repercussions if indeed the ministers do buy European. The "hard-
sell" has always been part of the American Way. The government just
reiterates this point on the international scene.

One must seriously wonder how the French expect to compete with the
vastness of the American economy. According to the New York Times the
United Stated offers not only flying models (the F-16 and F-17), but several
service bases on continental Europe. The French did not even have a flying
model to demonstrate. The French could only rely on their emotional
appeal to "Buy European" and promises of future repair support.

The circus-like nature of the whole affair is culminated in the fact thatthough representatives from Northrup Corporation and General Dynamics
{
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M7^ the F' 16 ™P«*valy) were present, it was™e

tZTIIT D^aT!VJ DefenSe that was doin9 the ha* core selling

n^or^nn
9 T*LU S Govemm«nt b«»™ the ringmaster exclusively

performing under the center ring spotlight with the Northrup Corporationand General Dynamics drawing secondary applause in the adjoining rings.

Never let anyone kid you about the military-industrial complex. The hand
in hand nature of this sale of American planes is just a single example of
the formerly covert and now blatantly overt cooperation of government
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and business in the game of selling death. America remains a country
Ure

f° ,
the N,xon pardon to

profiting from the wars of others in spite of all the rhetoric denying it.

Vietnam may be over, but there are many other methods of making a buck
when business and government cooperate to peddle death. The military-
industrial complex continues to thrive on death)

Letters to the editor

Dear Mr. Ford Tripoli view limited
Tn Th» Frfitnr- *To The Editor:

On Sept. 10 I wrote the letter

which follows to President Ford. I

share it with you because it may still

speak to the sincere but inadequate
theology of Ken Fonda; in both of
his letters to the COLLEGIAN he
reflected a sentimentalized
Christian compassion.
The imperative of unconditional

amnesty for war resisters, draft

avoiders, and even deserters has
been made by several of your
correspondents. It may be worth
underlining.

Here is the text of the letter:

Dear Mr. Ford:

Love without Justice and Power
is sentimentality.

Love without Justice and Power is

sentimentality.

Power without Love and Justice is

tyranny.

Justice without Love and Power
becomes petty vindictiveness.

The God of the Bible is a God of
Love, Power and Justice.

By exercising your Power to pardon
Mr. Nixon, you showed something
of that divine Love whith we call

Mercy.

Two out of three makes for good
baseball batting averages.
A two -legged stool topples over.
By exercising Love and Power
without Justice, you have un-
wittingly but drastically undermined
the moral leadership which ap-
peared to have returned to the
White House.
Should you now add an absolute
pardon for the other Watergate
defendants, you would compound
the error, drastically

Bob Foster is a Collegian Commentator

amnesty for war
resisters and draft evaders leaves us
standing empty-handed in a
wilderness of cynicism.
We do not believe you intended o
reinforce the tragic cynicism of a
generation of students. But you
have. In sorrow,

F. Peter Sabey,

Campus Minister

JUjC^TeamMiniatry)

To the Editor

Action without thought is blind; thought without action is empty.

—Nkrumah
Steve Tripoli's article "Doing What's Right-Wrong" has portrayed a

negative and limited view of what he terms "the problem of women and
minority groups" at WMUA, the campus radio station.

First of all the "problem" was WMUA's management and NOT Third
Worldpeople and women. WMUA had consistently violated the law. It had
not followed any policy that even closely resembled Affirmative Action in
its recruitment of Third World people and women. In fact, participation by
Third World people and women had not been actively sought or en-
couraged. A recent example of this was shown when WMUA hired a non-
student for the position of Summer Public Affairs Director without con-
sulting or attempting to recruit from the Women's or Third World Media
groups on campus.

Representatives of the Women's Media Pro/act asked to meet with
WMUA's management several times during the Spring semester to
discuss grievances which included:

1. Limited programming time [one hour per week]
2. Repeatedpre-emption of the Women's Show without notice
3. Lack of training sessions so that women could learn the technical

ski/Is.

However, they were put off by management with the excuse that they
were too busy - they hada radio station to operate.

It was only when the Women's Media Project, Black News Service,
Black Mass Communications Project and Corps aff got together as a group
and approached the Student Executive Committee that WMUS sent two
representatives to attend the meeting.

The excuse that WMUA was too busy to meet with representatives of
the Women's Media Project because it was "deeply involved in
negotiations with Third World media groups" was also given ss an excuse
to the representatives of the Women's Media Project but was interpreted
as an attempt to divide and play the groups off against each other [which,
by the way, failed].

If WMUA was so deeply involved in these negotiations then why did the
Third World media groups find it necessary [as did the Women's Media
Project] to go to the Student Executive Committee and ask for a freeze on
WMUA's budget?

The reason is because it was the ONLY WAY to effect any positive
change within WMUA. ft should be noted that it was also a legitimate
course of action in regards to legality.

If WMUA 's management had taken the time to successfully negotiate
with the groups then approaching the Senate would have been un-
necessary. But this did not happen. There were no real channels to go
through with grievances at WMUA.

Tripoli's appeal to the Student Senate calling for a reversal of the actions
of the Summer Executive Committee to "allow WMUA to work out its
problem of minority and women's input on its own" should be seriously
questioned.

There HAVE been positive changes beneficial to WMUA's growth and
the community as well which resulted from the meetings held during this
summer. These include:

1. The setting up of a strong Affirmative Action recruitment program.
2. The development and funding of non -racist, non -sexist news

programming that reports on people involved in ending racism, sexism
and inequality.

3. The paid and voting position of a Third World Affairs Director on the
management board to represent Third World Media groups in station
discussions and decisions.

4. The voting position of a woman representative to repress women in
station discussions and decisions.

5. Better communications within WMUA.
6. Clarification of pre-emption procedures.
7. Technical training sessions.
I don't believe Tripoli was aware of the positive aspects of the changes

that have taken place and will continue to take place. He suggests that the
controversy is in its final stages.

But it is just beginning.

Beverly Horn*

Northampton Volunteers
To the Editor.

Are you interested in meeting people with a different interpretation of
life? Well, there is a student organization offering you an opportunity to
work with people with untamed minds.
Northampton Volunteers help people who live at Northampton State

Hospital. Society chooses to label these people as mentally HI but what
society has not been able to do [although they have tried hard] is to deny
that patients are PEOPLE. But let's not remove ourselves from society
because afterall we are society. Enter Northampton Volunteers. The
Volunteers help these people forget the tedious boredom of a routine life
which they are forced to live. How do we accomplish this? We work with
these people in whetever capacity we are best in. That might be offering
friendship by being an easy ear, playing cards or basketball, doing arts and
crafts, playing music - just showing them a capacity to care, something
some of them heve never known. It is a real challenge to reach these
people. Believe me yourpersonelity and communication skills will really get
a work out.

"

If you are interested in becoming a volunteer, come to our orientation
night Sept. 25 at 7:30 in the Cempus Center rms. 765-69, downstairs. There
will also be an information booth set up the week of Sept. 23. Our weekly
trips happen every Thursdey night from 6:30 till 9:30. Transportation is
provided. So make your move for humen liberation.

P. S You won 't be able to measure your pey beceuse it comes in e rare
and elusive form called happiness. Happiness that you get when you know
you have touched another.

D.Danielt

Weiss

Butter, not guns
The United States has always been faced with

critical choices. From that first day in Massachusetts
when the colonists decided to risk their lives and fight
the British, we have been faced with challenges and
decisions concerning our future!
We have moved through periods of insulation and

isolation. Through two decades of heavy intervention,
we now stand at a fork in the road; which way we go
will effect the future of our nation in a manner
previously unprecedented.

First off, I'm glad that we became an interventionist
nation during the Second World War. Those who
were part of the "America First", committee, and
wanted us to stay out of the war were naive at best,
just plain foolish at worst. When there are real
dangers to individuals, and their right to live in
freedom and dignity, then a nation such as ours must
take some steps towards alleviating the problem.

During the forties war seemed like the only alter-
native. There can be no real challenge to the fact that
the Nazi's were the greatest threat to the world during
the 20th century. In fact all such evils would be moot
by now, because so many of us would probably be
dead.

Establishing that our involvement during World
War Two was just; using that involvement to justify all

other international activity during the past thirty years
is ridiculous.

What were we fighting for in World War Two?
Hopefully to stop totalitarian oppression, mass
murder, and preserve some sense of freedom in the
world. Yet in the past ten years we have supported
more dictatorships, bombed more civilians, and been
despised by more democratic nations than any other
nation with the possible exception of the Soviet
Union. The point is that we shouldn't be competing
with the Russians for the spot of "most hated
nation." We are supposed to be a defender of
freedom and liberty. Our leaders must learn that
freedom does not necessarily mean support, but the
right to decide and act on that decision whether it be

in support of the United States or not.
In the name of freedom, what were we doing in

Chile during the coup that murdered Allende. What is
the CIA doing throughout the world? We can no
longer try to bully the world into our corner. We must
now lead from example.
We could start by forming aid programs where

what we send overseas gets to the people, and not to
the black market. We can try and send more food
than guns; more books than bombs.
We could start by stopping aid to dictatorships that

torture their own people. This might include cutting
off aid to half of South America, as well as South
Vietnam.

We can start by doing some of the things that
should be done in this country. Putting more money
into domestic programs should be a priority and not a
secondary issue. Within the shadows of dozens of
Coca-Cola signs, people are starving. Our unem-
ployment lines are almost as large as the bread lines of
the thirties. Inflation makes every middle class person
in this country a master at balancing their own
budget.

To a certain extent, the United States must stay
strong. I have no illusions concerning Soviet in-
nocence or nobility. However our country must
oppose the Soviets through strength and not
weakness. In this case strength is depending on our
democratic system and good will. While we have
done many terrible things during the past decade, I

still believe in that good will, and feel that America can
take a lead in helping the world survive. If we continue
to drift towards a totalitarian path, where our leaders
feel more at home toasting dictators than legitimate
leaders we will continue to drift into a national state
where everyone is our enemy.. .unless we own them.
We will no longer be a nation, but rather a cor-
poration. What we can't own, we'll have to fight. No
nation can survive such a draining commitment
throughout the world.

No great nation should even try.

ed mcquaid

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Collumnist.

Existential Editor
Somewhere, someplace, I came across an ad

claiming that you didn't need much talent to write for

the Daily Collegian. I let the idea mull over in my mind
for a while and then one night I mustered all the talent

I could and entered the office. The continuous,
deafening pound of AP and UPI machines im-

mediately confronted me with second thoughts.

However, I amassed my courage and headed for the
first typist.

"Pardon me," I began. "Shhh, shhh," he retorted

with a raised finger. I followed his eyes off into

oblivion. "I'm looking; I'm looking for a word..." I had
a handy word or two to give him but thought it

inappropriate of myself so I moved along to a small

desk cluttered with papers and photographs.
Two reporters suddenly rushed in and excused

themselves as they pushed me aside. One carried a

camera with film emissing out from the sides; the

other had a cassette recorder hanging from his

shoulder. Through the steady din of confused con-

versation, I was able to barely make out what was
being said.

"Well don't blame me for everything; I mean it

wasn't all my fault!" exclaimed the nervous
photographer. "Look," retorted the reported, "we've
got two hours to get this damn thing on the press.

Let's stick to the plan: shall we?"
They immediately set to tearing pages out of a 1968

Index yearbook. The photographer cut portraits out

from the manuscript while the other set to typing out

a few paragraphs occasionally looking up and saying

something like: "I think the president is, how about
unreliable? Nah, ummm, perhaps, independable. Yes,

that sounds like what someone might say."

"Names, names," said the photoman. "Grab that

phone book and thumb through it. Make sure you get

a good variety and don't hesitate if the name sounds
too corny. Use it." —
The aged photographs were pasted along side of

the paragraphs when the writer had finished. "Well,

there we have it. Another issue of Campus Com-
ments, and they're off on the road again!" With that

the two gathered all their paraphanalia and made a

hasty exit from the room. Outside in the corridor a

blue flash was followed by: "Sir, oh sir. Excuse

me "

The screech of turning wheels loomed from the

parking lot outside of the Student Union. I focused

my attention to the windows and moved to in-

vestigate.

"Down!" came a voice and the entire staff vanished

from my sight. I was suddenly tackled by the issue

editor and a spray of machine gun fire rattled across
the bulletin boards at the other side wall. Someone
from Sports leaped across his desk to the window and
displayed a .38 calibre pistol.

As the vehicle sped away he fired hitting the rear
left tire. Tha car careened over and burst into flames
against the concrete garage.

"What's happening?" I queried. "Oh," said the
editor, "our relations with the administration aren't all

that good." Another blue flash and "good filler photo.
Page three maybe?"

After things had quieted down and people were
back at their desks, two reporters entered with a tall,

well dressed gentleman. He appeared to be a
politician of some sort.

"What's your opinion on Co-ed living, sir?"

questioned one of the staffers.

"No comment," replied the politician as he
examined his fingernails. "Write this down," said the
repoter to his assistant; "Ah, 'Thinks it's disgraceful!
Should be abolished'."

"How about the parking situation here, whatta ya
say?"

"No comment."
"The reporter, while writing,: "Thinks there should

be strickter law enforcement. Harder punishment.
More fines and towing."

"Ahhmmm, the Administration, how do you feel

about the Administration?"

"I believe," began the politician clearing his throat,

"that we should clean up the cancerous corruption
that is currently plaguing our administration. A
complete check on everyone is in order. Everyone..."

"Ahh, write this, 'No comment'".
My attention was next drawn to a small cubicle

shaped office bearing the title Below the Salt. Inside a
dialouge was commencing between the three or four
staff members.
"We gutta letta here for the 'Boating Editor'. Jeez,

whadda we gonna do. Hey, Don..." A blonde artist

looked up from his papers. "Ya?" "Wanna be
Boating Editor?" "Shhhhuure."
The copy editor turned to me and asked, "Canni

help ya?" I explained my situation and they all looked
back and forth to each other laughing as if I wasn't
there. I felt like I didn't even exist.

"We're havin' elections here tonight. We're pickin'

a new editor- 'n- chief. Whatta ya think 'bout that?"
"What do / think? Well, I personally don't carel"

Was my reply.

Don't care! Ya don't carel Thafi greatl We'll
make you, ahh, ahh, 'Existential EditorT'

{Ji(siic&

" aim

Clemency: ripoff
By DEAN TUCKER

And now clemency if you can spend another two years
for the government. y

It's not quite enough to have lived through an era where
the price of humanity was cheapened by zealots such as
Richard Nixon and Lyndon Johnson who in the cause of
justice sent some fifty thousand Americans to fight an
indecent, undeclared war in Southeast Asia, while they at
home brought internal strife, shame and disorganization to
the country.

It's not quite enough that one of the zealots is living the
life of luxury that all Americans are ostensibly entitled to in

California, off free to pursue the writing of his memoirs
and make more money while the rest of the country is

watching their lifestyle go out the window with impossible
inflation.

It's not quite enough that we have a President of no
notable record in the areas of civil rights, or domestic
reform when we need one more since the depression of
the 1930's.

It's not quite enough. ..that now Gerald Ford has in his
perversion of justice decided to allow draft resistors to
return to the country provided they serve a period of in-

dentured servitude to the government of up to two years.

The elitist theory of taking care of one's own, in this

case the upper level muck-mucks who have all but
delivered a knock-out punch to the republic, is alive and
well and most throughly deplorable.

Ford's much awaited announcement yesterday comes
as no great shock, but is met with dismay by many who
saw the best minds of their youth gunned down or living in

self-imposed exile.

The Monday announcement has now cleared the way
for a new system of justice.

If you decide that you do not want to become a part of
an army involved in wholesale murders with bombs,
destruction of cultures and foreign geography with
massive occupations.. .or in pursuing the forever invisible
and dubiously potent witch COMMUNISM. ..then for the
price of two years service you can come back to the
country for all intensive purposes a guilty man. ..to help
heal wounds.

But if you corrupt the highest officials in the Executive
Branch of the government, put the democratic system in
this republic in the eyes of governments who are at-
tempting to emulate our style of government, so that they
see how sordid and rotten it can be when in the hands of
maniac politicians then you get a full free and absolute
pardon (someone to attend to your phlebitis) and a place
to live forever.

But like the two Presidents previous to Ford one
element of political and governmental life will not be
yours. ..admiration by the people, who incidentally are the
government.

Ed McQuaid is a Collegian Columnist
***««»i««t«.. , .„* ***** . 9ea" .

Tucker ,s the Collegian
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UMass, the Environment, and You
[***************************^^ ********************:

The term "environment" has become
almost a household word in recent years,
being linked as it were, with phenomena as
local as a town's sewerage disposal to world-
wide problems of starvation, energy supplies
and rising expectation of a better life for all

peoples. These problems are not new, for no
organism lives in the absence of an en-
vironment, but it is the pervasiveness and
threatening aspects of environmental insults
that focuses our attention and forces the
issues into the open area of discussion.
When we lack the solutions to pressing
environmental problems, and have no ready
means of grappling with them, we create
commissions to examine the circumstances,
formulate laws, form regulatory agencies, try

to alter our life styles, and finally, and almost
as a last resort, we attempt to educate our
young to do better than we ourselves have
done in the past.

Environmental educ rtion is not new,
although its introduction into formal
education is a relatively ecent act. Every
facet of exposure which increases our
awareness of the world aroung us, from the
earliest contacts of the home and the neiqh

boring streets to the highest reaches of

intellectual thought, is a part of en-

vironmental education. Each one of us is

capable of living a thousand different lives,

but the limitations of time, space, op-
portunity and individual capabilities force us
to lead but one, so we inevitably become
more and more selective as we attempt to

exist wisely and richly in the environment in

which we find ourselves. This is particularly

true in the world of the university where your
tenure is brief, your choices manifold and
your goals of ten vaguely defined. For the

student of the humanities the choice may
concentrate on the environment of words
with their nuances of meaning and jux-

taposition, or an environment of space,
shape and color to depict inner and outer

interpretations of reality, for the engineer it

will be an environment of matter and forces

as new man-made worlds are created; and
for the scientist it is the environment of the

natural world, including himself, and ex-

tending from the inner mysteries of the atom
to that of the human mind.

Today, environmental education would
seem to have a more restricted meaning than

The impact of UMass on Amherst

that defined above. But this is not so; it has
merely become formalized in an educational
sense. It is still concerned with man's relation

with his environment. The formalization,

however, has its usefulness for it provides for

community understanding, and enables us to
violate and deal with the pertinent and
pressing issues that threaten us.

The litany of crises is long and will,

predictably, grow longer; overpopulation,

pollution, cultural and national differences,

depletion of resources, insufficient and
poorly distributed food supplies and housing,

destruction of natural landscapes, iniquities

of opportunities for the full expression of

individual potentialities, and endangered or

extinct species of plants and animals are but

some of the more dramatic and pressing

instances of environmental concern. Some
have a wider impact than others, but all have

their local impact as well.

This is as evident here in Amherst as it is in

so many places throughout this country and
the world. Amherst was once a quiet New
England town, its streets uncluttered and
shaded with arching elms, its air and waters

clean. It is now a strained town, beset with

noise, people, overloaded sewers, buildings

and excessive costs of maintenance. And its

elms and sugar maples are disappearing.

Some would sum up these changes by
calling them progress; others find the term
singularly inappropriate.

Every environmental crisis is, therefore, a

human crisis. And human crises can never be
overcome, alleviated or prevented only by
the responsible and accountable actions of

every citizen, individually and collectively.

There are no obvious, cut and dried

answers to environmental crises; the

diversity of our people, diverse in hopes,

goals and ways of life, preclude simple

solutions. Environmental literacy need not, of

course, be gained only through the medium
of courses and programs, but UMass,
through its several schools and departments,

and through the Institute for Man and En-

vironment, offers a variety of opportunities

for the general enlightenment of the

university community and the training of

environmental specialists. This section of the

Daily Collegian is devoted to the details of

how each of you can become involved.

Over the last decade the phenomenal growth of the
University of Massachusetts has and still is "im-
pacting" the Amherst area. Evidence of this can be
seen everywhere you look, especially in the fall when
the new onslaught of students rumbles back to "UMie
land".

Just imagine that hugh traffic jam that occurs the
first nights of each fall semester on Route 9 at the
Amherst-Hadley town line, the sea of humanity at
registration, and the anguish in trying to find an
apartment in July and August because most available
units will be spoken for by September. The secondary
effects of these growth impacts are often gleeful
merchants who have just struggled through a "slow
summer", irate local citizens who "just got adjusted"
to the slow quiet summer, and faculty who are trying
to prepare for an overloaded semester and students
rushing around trying to straighten out course
schedules, without getting a ticket from the University
police who are trying to enforce a new parking plan
that nobody likes. These and many more phenomena
are the inevitable results of unplanned, sprawling, all-

engulfing growth.

Growth does not have to have negative effects on
us and our environment. Reasonable growth can be
accommodated and impacts to the environment
minimized if things we take so much for granted such
as transportation, sewage treatment, adequate water
supply, and adequate housing are considered "early in

the game",

In order to help avoid adverse impacts from projects

such as a University, the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts adopted in 1973 the "Massachusetts
Environmental Policy Act" (Chapter 30, Sections 61

and 62).

In other words, primary effect is professors and
students coming to a University, and the secondary
effect is construction of needed housing and com-
munity facilities for all these people.

Such concepts as "environmental impact" and
"secondary growth" are currently undergoing much
discussion and examination at the Center for En-

vironmental Policy Studies which is within Institute

for Man and Environment. At the Center, students are
learning about environmental assessment, faculty are
reviewing environmental impact reports, jnd studies
are being done which may have an effect on
statewide environmental policy and management.
The atmosphere is relaxed, but the activity is intense
with concern and meaningfulness. So if you are a

student interested in things like environmental impact
reports, coastal zone management, air and water
quality planning or just think you might be concerned
with environmental policy issues - give us a visit at

Blaisdell House.
Rick Smardon

Associate Planner
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs at IME

n

Man and environment course listings
The problems faced by man in

relation to his environment are

varied, often complex, and greatly

in need of attention and solution.

The Institute for Man and His

Environment, concerned with
environmental education on the

University's Amherst campus, was
created because no existing

department or school provided the

multidisciplinary approach needed
to view these problems in their

totality. The range of these
problems and relationships in-

dicates why this approach is

needed: from urban blight and
renewal to the preservation of wild

areas; from the inner city ghetto to

the open tundra and sea; from
microbes to man; from studies in

the hard sciences, agriculture and
engineering to those relating to

sociology and the fine arts; from
the problems of populatk n, food,

energy and resources to the quality

of life in diverse environments; from
environmental law, economics and
managements to the needs, desires

and goals of man as a social, ethical

and political human being.

The Institute for Man and His

Environment (IME) does not offer

any degree programs or courses. It

does, however, provide a number
of services for students who have
an interest in different aspects of

the environment. The services are

listed below. For further in-

formation, please contact Dennis
Trager, Craig Zimring, or Professor

Carl Swanson at the Institute for

Man and His Environment, Blaisdell

House (545-0648).

1. We maintain a list of en-

vironmentally oriented courses,

many of which require no
prerequisites.

# * *

2. We aid undergraduates in

establishing environmental majors,

both within departments and
through interdisciplinary programs
such as BDIC.

3. We maintain a list of faculty

interests and faculty research in

various environmental areas.

4. We offer career counseling in

environmental fields.

5. We have contacts with many
working professionals who are

willing to give interested students
advice about their fields and a view
of day-to-day procedures.

6. We have contacts with en-

vironmental programs outside of
the University such as University

Year for Action.

7. We offer modest grants [up to

$ 100} for support of undergraduate

research in environmental fields.

Programs Where Environmental
Studies May Be Followed:

Bachelor's Degree with In-

dividual Concentration; En-
vironmental Science; Global
Survival; University Without Walls.

Current Courses in Environmental
Areas:

The following partial and changing lilt of
courses dealing with man and his en-
vironment indicates the offerings of
schools and departments in areas of
human environmental affairs. For other
related courses adding breadth and-or
depth ro particular areas of environmental
concern, students should consult their
advisers and the latest catalog The symbol
IF) indicates a Fall 1974 course offering
A Courses Open to Non Majors

Without Prereouisites

Agricultural and Food Economics 110
World Food b Natural Resources; An-
thropologv 104 Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology (F); Botany 121 Plants and
Environment (F); Botany 271 Natural
History of Man (F>; Education 386 (F) -
Foundations of Education for Spaceship
Earth Lex * 2150 600 mods; The In-

dividual and the Environment Lex #2160
300 mods; Parameters of Environmental
Problems Lex » 5075 300 mods; Workshop

in Teaching skills for Naturalist Aides Lex
#5090 300 600 mods; Engineering 100
Introduction to Engineering b Technology;
Engineering 103 Introduction to
Engineering, Entomology 290 Evolution;
Environmental Design 140 Visual
Awareness of the Physical Environment
(F); Environmental Oesign 385B Statutory
Planning Law (F); Food Science and
Technology 101 The Struggle for Food (Fl;
Geography 155 Introduction to Haman
Geography (F); Geography 298
Megalopolis and Its Management (F|;

Geology 105 Geology and Man (Fl;
Mechanical 6 Aerospace Engineering 101
Energy and Man; Mechanical b Aerospace
Engineering 102 Materials and Civilization
IF); Mechanical 6 Aerospace Engineering
200 Technology and Society (F); Physics
1 17 Nuclear Energy, its Physics Er its Social
Challenge; Physics 190B Air Pollution (Fl;
Physics 190C The Energy Crisis (F); Public
Health 260 Environment and Public Hearth;
Sociology 266 Human Ecology; Zoology
176 Ecology of Man; Zoology 200 Natural
History.

B. Courses By Departments or School
lor Those Majoring in Some Aspect of
Environmental Affairs

College of Food 6t Natural Resources
Agricultural and Food Economics 110

World Food b Natural Resources (F);
Agricultural and Food Economics 226
Environmental Economics II; Agricultural
and Food Economics 282/ 582 Water
Quality Economics I (F); Agricultural and
Food Economics 373/ 673 Resource and
Conservation Economics II; Agricultural
and Food Economics 376/ 676 Marine
Resource Development Economics II;

Agricultural and Food Economics 665
Economics of Rural Development II (to be
offered initially Spring 19751; Agricultural
and Food Economics 721 Natural Resource
Development Economics II; Entomology
291 and Animal Ecology.

Invironmental Science 201 Introduction
to Environmental Biology (F); 285
Microbiology of the Soil (F); 303 Air
Pollution Biology.

Forestry and Wildlife 100 Conservation
of Natural Resources
Management 236 Forest Resources

Policy; 239 Forest Resources of North
America 302 Ecological Principles of
Resource Planning; 261-2 Techniques of
Wildlife Management; 263 Management of
Wetland Wildlife; 264 Management of
Upland Wildlife; 270 Ecology of Fishes.
Environmental Design 140 Visual

Awareness of the Physical Environment
(Fl. 243-4 History b Theory (designed
human environments); 274 Crty Planning;
328 Applied Design (environmental design

I was, at first, going to call t!... -*lcle something like "Environmental
Education" (though I see someone else has chosen that title already). In

the article, I intended to show how the words "Environment" and
"Education" might be defined and perceived in many ways and, therefore,
be highly manipulative so that they become, for most purposes, weak and,
in some cases, deceiving.

Instead, I've chosen the words "Reality" and "Recognition" for they
represent, by themselves, more accurately what I mean by "Environment"
and "Education", respectively.

Bv ising the word "Reality" rather than "Environment", we are more
dire / confronted with the facts of our place in space: We are on a planet
we il Earth. "We" are human beings, biological mechanisms capable of
inc dible extremes. We have sufficiently abused the Earth so that this
planet's eco-reality has moved from what many of us think of when they
think of Heaven to what, in many locales, now resembles (rather ac-
curately), what many of us think of when they think of Hell (and it's
spreading!).

This is, of course, somewhat of a paradox for if we can conceive of both
Heaven and Hell and, for most of us, Heaven represents what we, as in-
dividuals, strive for (or at least dream about), why are we headed the other
way? Is it due to some basic inability to attain that ideal? Not really. For
example, the garbage cans of America are said to contain enough food to
feed all of China three days a week (that's a lot of people!). Couple that
with our eating 72 per cent above the maximum food requirement and we
see a lot of food wasted that could be shared with others. Therefore, with
better distribution (for which we already have a sufficiently developed
technology to support) we (the priviliged nations) could feed the world's
people now. And clothe them. If we shared. If we wanted to.
So our reality is one of ability. We are able now. Why don't we act?

Recognition! We fail to recognize this reality because we've never seen it

before. Oh, we've all seen it in our personal dreams and visions of a better
world, but not in real life. It seems a crime that when we should be
rejoicing that we, humanity, have made it and can now have an
egalitarian world, we instead are figuring ways to hoard food or buy gold or
head for the hills to escape the coming depression, revolution, disaster,
apocalypse or (insert your personal prediction of horror)
We are constantly involved with the past, for lessons, or the future for

predictions, but are hardly ever in the now, for life. The past and future
were fine when all was "progress" and we had to deal with scarcity as a
fact of hfe. Well progress was a nice trip in that it brought us to our

current post-scarcity" footing. But, if we don't act to adopt "change"
and readability" as replacements for "progress" we will "digress" and
for quite a wh.le, back into that "dog eat dog" ("man eat dog?") reality of
scarcity, ,t s already started, (notice food prices lately? Shortages?)

So, m reality there's no need to "educate" the masses about theenvironment". No, what we really need to do is open eyes oTS andtheirs, and see. Realize we've made it (for we have), and please above *don t get .nvolved - you are involved. Spread the word, pass it on!

Dennis Trager

at IME
problems) <F|; 347-8 Theory

-
Tell-"

I
vironmental design problems) (F); 368
Open Space Planning & Design; 377 Urban
Problems (F); 384 Dynamics of Human
Habitations.

College of Arts and Sciences
Anthropology - A variety of courses

dealing with human culture and
development, with different areas and
peoples. Area Studies programs can be
constructed by combining these courses
with comparable ones in Language Art
History, Geography, History and
Sociology.

Botany 219 Ecological Plant Physiology
(Fl; 221 Plant Ecology (F); 222 Autecology

Geology 105 Geology b Man (F); 106
The Face of the Earth (F); 120 En-
vironmental Geology.
Geography 135 Fundamental Concepts

and Patterns. 155 6 Human Geography (F>-
205 Historical Geography of the U. S 260
Economic Geography; 298 Megalop
Psychology 391 Environmental

Psychology
Sociology 251 Urban Sociology (F) 261

Population Problems IF); 266 Community
o Human Ecology.

Zoology 176 Ecology of Man; 337
Ecology (F).

School of Business Administration
General Business 242 Public Service

Operations; 245 Metropolitan Trans-
portation (F); 264 Law of Urban
Development; 270 Real Estate and Urban
Development (F); 272 Seminar in Urban b
Regional Studies (F).

School of Engineering

Chemical Engineering 360 Air Pollution
Control Processes.

Civil Engineering 270 Basic En-
vironmental Engineering IF); 271 In-
troduction to Environmental Pollution
Control (F); 362 Water Resources
Engineering; 365 Water Institutions &
Policies; 371 Industrial Waste Treatment b
Control; 372 Environmental Engineering
Analysis IF); 374 Radiological Health
Engineering, 375 Surface Water Quality
Control; 376 Solid Wastes (Fl.

Mechanical & Aerospace 266
Aouacultural Engineering System.

Engineering 276 Environmental Com-
bustion; 277 Introduction to Propulsion
Power Plants IF); 385 Special Problems:
Solar Energy Conversion.
Department of Public Health
Public Health 260 Environment & Public

Health; 331 Introduction to Occupational
Health. 332 Introduction to Air Pollution;
337 Introduction to Radiation Protection
361 Environmental Health Practices 362
Principles of Ai, Pollution; 361-2 Principles
of Environmental Health.

In addition to co sponsoring the Global
Survival Program with the School of
Education, the IME has co-sponsored the
following courses:

Cit^en Participation in Public Decisions
Environment, Design b Behavior; Regional
Planning Law; Megalopolis and its
Management; Practical Problems in
Planning; The Natural History of Man; The
Scientist and Humanist Modes of Ex-
pression; Community and Human Ecology
Environmental Psychology.

Come to the Eastern States Exposition!

CO

by
Steve Ruggles

Until Sept. 22nd
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Dr. Green selected new Head of Southwest
By FRANCES BROCK

Staff Reporter

Dr. Richard Green, the new
Southwest Residential College
Master-Director, wants to re-

organize SW so as to achieve a

"supportive, rather than com-
petitive" situation amoung the

many Centers, Houses, and staff

committees.

Before coming to UMass, Dr.

Green was the Assistant to the

President and Director of the

Human Opportunities Office at the

State University of New York
College at Buffalo. He has his

degree in chemistry, and has taught

chemistry at various universities

around the country. He has also

served in other administrative
capacities during the last four

years.

As well as being with SW, Dr.

Green is affiliated with the

Chemistry Department.

Dr. Green is impressed with what
SW has to offer. He likes the at-

titude the students and staff have
towards SW and the ambition of

"building castles in the sky." But he
feels it is now time to "build firm

foundations for those castles."

"There is a need to assess what
we are doing," Green says. "I am
going to ask a lot of hard questions,

but the answers should be easy."

An Educational Functional In-

ventory is going to be set up to

assess and examine the existing

programs and projects in SW.
Green feels if SW is serving itself, it

is serving the University, but the

area must determine whether the

programs are servicing the students
of the area first.

Dr. Green also plans to set up a

task force for Quality of Life. Q.O.L.
is concerned with living, safety, is

concerned with the living, safety,

and general environmental con-
ditions of the area. He feels that if

the Q.O.L. is improved, the image
of SW, in the eyes of the rest of

UMass, will improve.

Some ideas towards im-

provement include sculptures for

the quad, better organized facilities

and resources and centralization of
the SW staff.

Dr. Green hopes to set up two
phone lines for students and staff.

One would be used for hearing

complaints, suggestions and
questions. The other would be a
recording of the day's schedule of

events in the area. He also hopes to

centralize a copy center. Eventually,

he would like to see a SW library

and health center.

BDNM2AQHAM

NOW THE BONANZA STEAK LUNCH

$1.19

Presents: mother season
oV the.

HOT OFF THE WIRE. HOT OFF THE GRILL BONANZA NOW HAS GREAT LUNCH
SPECIAL STOP. DELICIOUS LUNCHEON STEAK, OR GROUND STEAK, CRISP

TOSSED SALAD WITH CHOICE OF DRESSINGS AND TEXAS TOAST THE PRICE

$1.19. STOP. YOU PROBABLY SPEND THAT MUCH BRINGING LUNCH FROM
HOME. STOP. ALSO FREE REFILLS ON ALL BEVERAGES EXdEPT MILK YOU
JUST CANT BEAT BONANZA.

BONANZA

WATCH BONANZA FOR FURTHER
BONANZAGRAMS!

BDNANZAQRAM
Tuesday Night SPECIAL !

Don't 7J&SS iff
» • « » •

This tantalizing cut of steak bears our brand
proudly. This dinner includes a crisp salad with
dressing of your choice, a hot baked potato and a
tasty slice of Bonanza toast.

n% 8 1 .««> $1.49

Mountain Farms Mall
Rt. 9 Hadley

586-4544
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Mosakowski for Manning
Kenneth Mosakowski of Amherst today announced that he will support

Pittsfield attorney Thomas Manning in his campaign for the United States
Congress this November.
Manning defeated Mosakowski for the Democratic Congressional

nomination in last week's primary election.

In pledging his support, Mosakowski observed that "Democrats in the
First Congressional District will have to make a strong show of unity if they
are going to send the incumbent Republican of 16 years into much-
deserved retirement."

"I sincerely hope," said Mosakowski, "that Tom Manning will mount an
energetic, issue-oriented campaign which will provide the voters of the
District with a clear alternative to the do-nothing policies of the Republican
incumbent on November 5th."

By DEAN W. SCHOTT
Associated Press Writer

MONTPEUER, Vt. IAP) - A
young clerk dreams of large glass

jars filled with marijuana setting

beside brightly-colored bottles of

bourbon and brandy on the shelves

of state liquor stores in Vermont.
"I can see it in apothecary jars

with brand names like Acapulco
Gold, Panama Red and Vermont
Green," said Thomas Belville, a 24-

year-old employee of the Mont-
pelier state store. "And we would
have scales on the counter to weigh
it and have plastic bags to put it in."

Belville's dream was prompted
by the Vermont Bar Association,
which over the weekend approved
decriminalization of marijuana and
sale of the drug in the state's 30

a pipe dream?
liquor stores. However, the clerk

realizes his dream is only that.

"The chance of it coming true is

actually nil," he said. A survey of
state officials and citizens supports
his assessment.

Seminar
offered
Student Interest Research

Seminar is a three credit course
which is being offered by the

Student Center for Educational

Research in conjunction with the

residence colleges. The course will

study various University programs
and policies with students' reports

used for possible publication or
Collegian articles.

It will meet today and every
Tuesday and Thursday, at 1:00.

Students should call 545-0341 for

further information or drop by room
432 of the Student Union.

13

COMING SOON!
Billiard Tournament in the Games Room

of the Student Union. 3 Cushion Billiard

and Pocket Billiard. Register now at the

Games Room S.U.B.

Tournament begins Sept. 30th.

Registration ends Sept. 27th.

00

In

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

549-2671

earthwear.
— Men Sizes — Coffee Brown or Camel Glove
Leather. Also in Demi-Boot ($27.00).

&0UE& Shoes
8 MAIN ST. AMHERST

ROUTE 9
HADLEY THA /THE

BEST
OF

BOTH.

FINE FOOD AND DRINK 586 2510
BAKED LASAGNA

RAVIOLI

SPAGHETTI &

MEATBALLS

$O00

A La Carte

less 10 per cent for
students

STUFFED SHELLS

MANIC0TTI

HALF BROILED CHICKEN

CHICKEN PARMIGIANA

CHICKEN CACCIAT0RE

EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA

STUFFED CHICKEN BREAST

BAKED SCR0D

VEAL & PEPPERS

SLICED STEAK

with Mushroom Sauce

STRIP STEAK

$J00

less 10 per cent for

students

Served with

Spaghetti or Potato

BRACI0LA of BEEF
Beef Cutlets rolled with garlic & tomato

VEAL CUTLET PARMIGIANA

BAKED STUFFED SCALLOPS

BAKED STUFFED SHRIMP

STEAK PIZZAI0LA, MUSHROOMS, PEPPERS and TOMATOES

LAMB CHOPS

DELM0NIC0 STEAK

FILET MIGN0N

$C00

less 10 per cent for
students

Served with

Spaghetti or Potato

The above served with salad with house dressing.

IN THE WINE CELLAR
STUDENT DISCOUNT: 10% off above prices through September 30th, 1974 with student I.D.

fc&tf^25P\

Chow or Cuisine

r#&* \„tlf ,,„>, i„,i 1,,,,,. ,,„„• ,/„„,./ /„„„,

CLOS8D MOM)A Y - RtStRYA llOSS SUGGESTED
liuuh,»n >,,,,<! IliOn.ni, J IH> ,,,,,,.

I • • • * »" ******** # * * *>*** §##•»**•»«## r * * # * *
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The "Midnight Special" returns
— WE NEED YOU —

The boltwood Bflchertown project needs conscientious, big-

hearted people to volunteer their services and time in helping
ietarded people lead a more productive and rewarding life.

All those interested should attend any one of the following in-

formational meetings:

Worcester Dining Commons-Blue Room
Orchard Hills Grayson Rec. Room

Campus Center- Room 305

JOA 5th Floor Lounge
Campus Center-Room 113

Do Yourself & Someone Else A Favor!

Sept i6 7 30

Sept 17 7 30

4 00

Sept 18 7 30

Sept 19 7 30

Sean Dunphy, Mayor of Northampton cuts the Amtrak ribbon.

By JUDY BOUCHER
STAFF REPORTER

The energy crisis and the need

for alternative transportation in the

Pioneer Valley have prompted
Amtrak, the federally subsidized

passenger railroad system, to make
stops in Northampton beginning

this week.

Yesterday three passengers
boarded the first passenger train

that stopped in the city in ten years.

"The endorsement and support

from the presidents of the five

colleges, civic and business leaders

demonstrated to Amtrak. that there

was a market for railway passenger

service" said Sean M. Dunphy,

Mayor of Northampton who has

lobbied for the service.

Dunphy said he "anticipates the

train usage to grow particularly

during the daytime. Also, he hopes

to expand passenger rail service in

the daytime through Budd' car

service between Northampton and
New Haven.

Amtrak will make two stops daily

at the makeshift station on Pleasant

Street. At present, there is no
station building or ticket office, but

there is a tent for waiting

passengers. Tickets can be pur-

chased on board or at Pioneer

Valley Travel Inc. .. ......
One train will stop at 1:20 a.m.

New York and Washington DC.

heading north to Montreal and the East-West service will not be

other at 2:20 a.m. heading south to
avai,ab,e -

ATTENTION ALL:

Writers, Poets, Artists,

Photographers, and

Tibetian Sand Monkees

There will be an organizational meeting of

SPECTRUM Fine Arts Magazine Thursday, Sep-

tember 19, Rm. 811 C.C. All who would like to work

with us on this year's issue are welcome to attend.

OPEN RUSH

Tau Epsilon Phi

418 N. Pleasant St.

Tuesday, Sept. 17

8:30 — ? Free Beer

Q[) ...CAM RON THIS ^UilDino/^

See Howie Levin in 817 Campus Center or Call 545-0194.

(52)
Celebrity series presents

INCONCERT
Thursday, Sep.19

(notes, I

quotes I

Are you
listening?
A solo flute recital will be offered

by Joanne Dickinson Tanner of the

15

Film Times

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
For Pete's Sake - 7:15 4 9:00

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR
Cinema I

Terminal Man - 6:00 & 8: IS

Cinema II

American (iraffiti - 6:00 & 8:30

Cinema III

Midnight Man - 5:45 & 8:15

Cinema IV

Parallax View 6:00 & 8:110

Massachusetts Department of

Music at 8 p.m., Thursday, at

Bowker Auditorium.

Assisting Ms. Tanner on piano
and marimba will be Peter H.
Tanner, also from the University
faculty. In addition to their duties at
the University, both perform as
principal players with the
Springfield Symphony Orchestra.
Ms. Tanner also served as in-

structor and performer with the
New England Music festival this
past summer in Amherst.

Featured will be the recently

published, "Diversions for Flute

and Marimba" composed by Peter
Tanner. Another work of particular

interest is Beethoven's "Sonate fur

Flote und Klavier." This noted work
has long been controversial
because there is no proof that it

was actually composed by
Beethoven. It was attributed to him
only because it was found in his

apartment. The controversy
remains unresolved. Also on the

program will be works by C.P.E.

Bach, Alfredo Casella and Carl

Nielsen.

The concert is open to the public
without charge.

The Bookworm's Turn, a radio
program produced by the Jones
Library in cooperation with Radio
Station WFCR, will present Ms.
Bonnie Isman and Dr. Richard
Mueller, in the second of a two-part
program, discussing Cable
Television, on Tuesday, September
17 and Saturday, September 21.

Are you
looking?
A retrospective exhibition of

works by Robert Thompson will be
shown at the Herter Hall Gallery of
the University of Massachusetts
through Oct. 4.

Thompson died in Rome in 1966
at age 29. His paintings are in

important private and public
collections in New York City and
elsewhere in the U.S., and have
been included in eight group
exhibitions and featured in nine
one-man shows.
The Herter Hall Gallery is open to

the public without charge Monday
through Friday from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.

Sorry, wrong number!
An estimated four hundred

thousand Federal taxpayers
residing in New England and upper
New York State who filed joint

returns are being asked by the
Internal Revenue Service for
verification of spouse's social
security number John E. Foristall,

District Director of IRS in

Massachusetts, said today.
The spouse, husband or wife,

whose social security number does

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR
rThK mail is a briMrint

| M It I -I SI KM It ISt

THE <4 * ^
IJOAN HflCKETT

Today: $:0O 7:15 »:30
Twi Lite Hour 4:30 5 00, $1.25

not agree with IRS records is being
asked to fill out a special form and
return it to the Andover Service
Center, Andover, Mass. A special
envelope is being provided.

Taxpayers unable to locate their

official social security card and who
are uncertain of their number, or
who never secured one, are advised
to leave the space for the SSN
blank, but fill in other identifying
details.

584 91 53?n
",

'
* •• .'*",»Vi;y

•v aWvareuiara

pd

^ ' ' r» ':n-y bjid

brirk trit n Superfine "

Today: 4:4S 7:00 30

Twi Lite Hour: 4:15 . 4:45. $1.25

JL
The most fascinating

murder mystery in years

m> . BURT
' - LANCASTER

Today: 4:45 7:00 t:M
Twi-Llte Hour: 4:1$ 4:4$, $1.2$

HAWttt BUTTY

fARALLAX
VIEW

x

Today: $.00 7:1$ •:»
Twi Lite Hour: 4:30 S 00. $1.2$

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8:30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
• Friday.
The deadline is 3:4S, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $.30 per line

Weekly — S.2S per line

Monthly — 1.20 per line

FOR SALE
Crown IM5a power ampiiiter tea watta

RMS prr • hannel New. (all A.M.

I'loneer SA-7IM \mu our \r oM. List

Hft, -ell for SIM. (all i'raa. .is-nxm

I eblanc trumpet very Hood condition

SIM. tall Jerry. 2S3-98M.

FOR SALE

Electro-Voice Interface A spkrs. list $ !">"

or. our price $325. PR Sound & Music Co-
op. 247-5870. II a.m. to 9 p.m.

Dynaco A25 spkrs. list $89. Our price $56.

Sound & Music Co-op. Call 247-5870 bet-

ween II a.m. & 9 p.m.

Sony 1100 turntble w-carY List $99. our
price $79. Sound 4 Music Co-op. Call 247-

5870. II a.m. • 9 p.m.

Records of all kinds at reasonable
prkes. Can usually get an LP in print

within a week— The New Record Shop. 197

No. Pleasant St.. Amherst. 253-5.194.

Sherwood S7I00A receiver. List $239. our
price $165. Sound & Music Co-op. Call Dick
at 247-5870. II a.m. - 9 p.m.

AUTO FOR SALE
.2 Charger. Rad. Urea. AM-FM. AC. PS.

PB. exc. com!.. tUm. 6-4565. Mt
TEAC A«aseS stereo tope deck. **S-3t27

Super 8 movie camera. Vaahica Electro
8 Mg. aulorxpoturr fades lapditsoive

Used oeice All $165 — I-S93-MI8

72 Fiat. 124 Sport C
54*I3M

Ret' offer. Call

Bureaus Elec. stove Gingerbread
clocks

.
buffet Mk bench. collectibles etc.

Call Mike l-773-M*7. S-t p.m. Ail day Sat

Moving! Stereo goes. I>ual I22t W.
AIM XLM $2W. DYNACO SCA80Q ||2S
Kill s speakers $IM. Pair all in excellent
shape. Hand made speakers w-Narelco
components. 4 tweeters. 4 Midrange I

woofer in AHI.ST config nation. Will sac
far cant of speakers. $3M. Pair mnst be
heard! TECHNICS RS27SI S Cassette deck
$225. Sam 54*3«77

Far Sale— is speed Raleigh Gran Sport
O'i" frame, never used. $1M. Call SSS-4MS8

after 4:M p.m.

Books far Sale. Far Pol. Sci. IN
( American Politics ) and Hist. 340 ( Islamic
(Id Contact Bill 5-23*1. ZM Dwigbt.

* 1* speed Vista Esq . excellent condition

Call 253-7458 evening.

ISM Plymouth Station Wagon. Stick S;
TR4 hardtop low mi., ex. mechanical
cand.. Rambler $S» Lambretta Scooter
$75; Bnhaca Atoka 323-7327.

71 Fiat. CM Spider. MM* mi. Mkhcltos
plus 2 ttodg in

1 anew tires, radio esc.
cand.. bad sweats new muffler tizst) or
best. 584-taat. Jnde.

Ittt Rambler Amer.. S cyl. $3M. 54*
4737.

Raleigh S spd. Worn.
$95 RsktS. 549-M78.

Model. 3 mos. old.

Full size bed. good cond. Must sell. Call
I aura 25C-8M8.

I String Banjo. Call Alexia S49-6M1

AR4X sneakers, absolutely Immaculate.
$85 or h-o — Lafayette I.A524 Amp and
Lafayette Pre Amp has built-in sqi
channel applications $45 or b-o. Also
Dynaco quadaptor $4. These units new
cond. 549-3677. Ask for Paul.

Twin reverb 2 12" SRtTs cover, ex.

cond. $3M. without spkrs. $2M. 2S3-7SM.

Gas cans, approved, 5 gal. used. $5; 2

reconditioned Chev 283 heads $40: H78XI5
tires. 2 studded snows. I radial, used. I

new Polyglas. Call Bob 2S3-724I

2 Volkswagen snow tirrs. Sell for $15.
S46-579I or M3 Brown.

Sierra Design 200 sleeping bag for sale.
$65. Skiis. boots. 5M-3M4.

King-size waterbed with frame. $50 or
best offer. Call 2S3-7MI.

II20 bed for sale. Frame, mattress, liner
— $50. (all 527-5670. Will deliver.

Olympia ten speed bicycle. Good cond.
$45. 546-48! 2.

BMW 69 2M2 decent. Mi mm AM-FM 6-

5626.

Sound A Musk Co-op stereo equipment.
8 percent over cost. Call Vlck 247-5870. II

a.m. to 9 p.m.

Cassettes — $2.M each, less for 10 or
more. All new tapes. Call 549-4450.

ISC3. 4 dr.. Plymouth auto. SlM or best
offer. Call 254X353

64 Cor vair covert. Excellent body * tap.
Needs motor. Will deliver. 233 724 I.

Fiat 8S« Racer. H70 Excellent
mechanical condition. 35 mpg. $754). 253-

724 1.

Ply. Fury. 65. 4 dr.. amall 8. automatic,
dependable transportation. $250 ZS3-724I.

Jeep CIS, 33.0M mi. $2.IM. Tel. I-527

4853 after 6 p.m. Ask for Don.

VW I9M •n engine. $375.M or best offer.
Tel. 247 9433 after S:M.

72 DaUun Pkup. AM.FM. Top. Snows.
Exc. cond. Serv. ree'd. 256-8973.

Peugot mi. $8. for parts. Columbo
special! Will deliver. CaU Bob 2S3-724I.

I972 LTD station wagon, fully equip.,
power wind., seats. AC, AM-FM. good
condition., excellent Interior. Call Dennis
549-4493.

•M Chevy Impala. P.S.. Auto.. Afar, Good
cond. Snow tires. $4M. Call 2S4-6I3I.

I97I Datsun. 5I0. Streelracer All BRE-
interpart MODS. Muat aell 253-7144).

64 Und Rover IM. needs muffler. $I2M
or b.o. After • p.m. 323-7107.

1967 Olds Vista Cruiser. 54.M0 miles. No
rust. $895. Call John after 6 p.m. 549-12**.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1971 Yamaha TX SM. inm miles. New

condition. $ISM includes tztn H indjammer
fearing, luggage rack! Leave name,
iiiimhii ••l.'ii'ir.l or ItaVMsl

triumph Tiger 65* CC mint cond rail

after 6 p.m. 5M6-IK5I.

Yamaha 250CC Street Bike. 1970. needs
minor repairs. Best offer. 586-2299 after 5

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
in norma 75W. excellent cond. 13,000 orlg.

miles. Never abused, always garaged.
Really sound. $1095. 549-3677. Ask for Paul.

1973 Yamaha 250MX. ridden 25 hrs.
.Perfect. $895 or B.O. 546-8384.

FOR RENT
Amherst—Brittany Manor — On free

I'Mass bus line. No lease required.
Amazingly big 2 bedrooms with all the
comforts of home. Applianced kitchens,
wall to wall carpeting, master TV antenda.
!•«( >ad air cond.. motorcycle racks. 2
pools. 2 tennis courts, football, softball 4
badminton lawns. 24 hr. resident mng &
maintenance. 2 bedrms from $23*. Call 413-

256-8534.

Furnished Ants. I, 2. 2", rms. t mos.
case — Sept. I - June l. Air-canst, pool,
parking. Near shopping aid theaters
Reasonable rents Amherst Motel. Rt. t.

opp. Zayre's.

Sunderland — Ml. Sugariaaf — Oa free
I'Mass bus line. No lease required. Be coat
in the pool or in your fantastic air con-
ditioned 2 bedrm. wall-wall carpeting, self

cleaning ovens, dishwashers, disposals
laundry facilities. Master TV antenna. 24

hr. resident manager, maintenance crew.
Renting at $228 including utilities Call us
413-665-3856

Off-campus room in offbeat household,
right off Rt. 9. not far off from Mall. CaU
253-3265 often.

Furnished room in private house with '»

bath. 10 minutes from campus. $M a

month. Call 256-8*48 after 3 p.m.

WANTED TO RENT
Garage wanted for car-port and film

workshop until mid-Dec. Leave info with
Sue 549-6551

WANTED
Soprano, alto or tenor saxophone Bob.

j 46-5807.

A room in house or apartment near
I'Mass campus. If reasonable call 546-
4077.

INSTRUCTION
Guitar lessons full hour $4.00 Ed Vadas

. 584-6279

Piano lessons, classical. Call Bavcka
Yoconktzkv at 323-4382 eves.

Wanted qualified student to take FR
proficiency exam. $$$$ (all Peter evenings

.."•27
"

HELP WANTED
Medical Technologist. Full time in ex-

panding laboratory. ASCP registered only.
Attractive wages. Please contact Annie
Lewallen Chief Lab Technologist. Wing
Memorial Hospital. Palmer 1-283-7651. ext.
81.

SERVICES
' impus Clubs and Organii •••••ns: Ho

Miu want to publish high quality
newsletter, pamphlet, maganne or
booklet??? I.et the Message Companv help
>wi write, layout design and print it!'

Reasonable fees. ,( ontact Jerrv at 3.V«-«ut69

for information.

Ill ll \ui1k. repair I dav service work
gmaraMiid). %t tuth Hi Fi (all 54*2«i*

Mother's helper wanted to aid full-time

grad student for Ugh! housekeeping,
laundry (no ironing) and occasional
cooking. M-F. 3 - 6 p.m. $22.5* per wk.
Schedule negotiable. Call Judith 25*4421
after 6 p.m.

Leslie's Yarn A Canvas Shop. Amherst
(•rriage Shop. 549-4591 Aery Ik knitting.
worsted 99c. 4 oz. Reynold's Lopi $2 is im
gr.

Handwriuing analysed, pers. Sketches
done $3. Doug 701 Web. or *72*7 nite

Job offered. Mechanic wanted to run
student senate automotive workshop
Apply SS office 42U Student I nxm

Wanted Experienced waitresses
Nerthfkid law.

Mechanics Specials — 67 RMM. radials.
4 dr. auto. AM A FM. needs engine rebuilt
$4M 53 Pontine. 4 dr . needs valve job
SIM (all 323-4821.

Need fsidler far Rluegrass Band. If

interested. caB Tom $4*3717.

People interested in learning bask
newspaper page design and layout are
needed to help the COLLEGIAN editorial

staff No credit ar $ bast a rhauee la team
from professionals free. « ontact Dean
Tucker 5-2SM.

Part-time net* wanted CaU 247-S42I.

Need Spanish Tutar far advnee SP. 3 hrs
wfc. "nil pay. Call 256-8821 evenings
Kathy.

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 rms. in old house. IS min. wlk to
campus. For mature hip M-F's or couple.
$55 4 $80 CaU 253-5275

Responsible girl to do _,

week of ckaaiag at $2 2S per
6 hrs. per
Call $4*

Horses boarded 10 min from campus —
box stalls trails pastures Ig. rktd (or
hunt course, (nil 545-2781 day or oj-tasa
evenings.

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob is back to
fix It right No job too smaU. Foreign ar
domestic No big overhead. 253-7241

Free order of fries with every
grinder! Dawnunder Snack Bar la

(ireenaugh Central Area. Offer goad thru
Sept. 2*

LOST
Woman's wrist watch bttSM fU WOPE

and t.ltt 1 KefM Kewsrd 545-2548

Blk. female grad. to share 2 bdr apt.
Ill* per mo. (all 545-6733. Aak for Vkky.

I quiet male, own room. ISCA Brit.
Manor after 5 p.m.

Rm mate for Puffin. 3far. $12. Richard
54*3551

Phi Ma Delta Fraternity needs 3 house
boys to work 2 meals a day cleaning kit

cben. Pay is meals Call 253-9*34 m 545-
2163. Ask far Brian after 5 p.m

RIDE WANTED
Ride to 4 from Spftd.. Mon Wed.. Fri.

Reach Spfld. by 9 30 a.m. — done by i ui

eve. 253-9465.

Last: Indies Butova watch Sentimental
'

value. Reward. Unda S4S-S347.

FREE
Free — Black, mostly Lab.. 6 months

Call 25S-8M7.

PERSONALS

I - 2 per share. Roods v ilk House Wl 3rd.
IS ml.. Ma 4 ea. Mature clean 2K3-344M.

Femak wanted to share a room to
Brandywtoe. $6S-mo (all Kirki at 54*6320
after 63U p.m

like to share expenses on a horse?
Have yearling colt — needs work and
training. No experience necessary, in

minutes from campus, nice en-
vironment. Evenings 253-5834

Adarm is a nice place to visit, a ssxrarfty

fa) a nice place to live if hrtercstcd in

boarding call M*4f76.

Mak wanted to share 2 bedrm. apt.
$162.50 per mo. Mature. Clean. 665-4770.

I
s ll.

Carlat Fri . *I3. CCA 7.

Apt. to share. Looking for 2 rmts for
Twnhse Apt. on bus route. 253-9764. 6 p.m.

Female roommate wanted for sunny
furnished farm house in Conway — 28 min.
from Amherst. Washer-dryer. Own room,
(all Judith starting Sat. evening. *I4 36*
4024.

WANTED
BOB 18 BACK - to buy your sick or

decrepit car. Any make, model, year
I nload your headache for fast $$$$$$. 2S3-

Janke From Kappa. Happy Birthdav

North Milage diMdrens Center -
Openings in P.M. session. Z:M - 4:30. M-F.
ages 2 - 34. $IM per semester. Contact
Janke Rewak at 545-2720 or Deborah Burt
at 549-MM

Friend Thanks for keys llene

Hop Brook Commune. Rural Farm Gay
People Box 723. Amherst. Ma

74 Honda XL250KL 8M mi., one month,
new, perf., factory warr.. mech. owned.
$985. Extra parts available. 256-8685.

Yamaha 350, IM8. First $395. 253-7241,

Trail Riders. The LMass Trail Riders
are developing a local trail system.
Interested rail 253-9R9I.

Babysitter needed for Benjamin, age 3.
who could meet him in Amherst at 12:3* 4
come with him to N'bmptn. staying with
him in my home or yours, 3 or 4 afternoons
prr week I pay extra for transportation
'•H6-05I9.

Grass Knots Co-Op I'm- School has
openings for children 2.9 - 5 of students 4
staff. Call 253-9391 or 54*3M9 or stop by
First Baptist Church 9 - 12

INSTRUCTION

Inslructton For nansckiice majors:*
Kelalivitv 'physks 116): World Bevond
Our Senses Irtffl; ( antemporary
Problems HIS); vience For Scknce
Fiction Readers (IMI; Concepts Of
Phvsks 1 121 1; Phvsks For Elem Ed
Majors i m. Ak Pidutton <IMB> - I ( H
mini course See course listings or Inquire
in Hashr«nK'fc no or call »4.» 2407.

Affec. alder cat. spay . fern. La*, supply
food 4 truer pruvidrd. 54*jg20

ENTERTAINMENT
Michael Caine 4 Laurence Oclvkr m

skuth — Fri.. Sept- 2* - 7. 9:15, 11:34 In

Mabar.

Femak Vocalist seeks muskiaas or
band to sing blues or soft rock <B. KaM. (.

Slick l (all Jodv 54*4784

CALCULATORS
( atrulalor Sale ^^Mief^^lruTsTo^

oHers lowest prkes anywhere. All models
available. Texas last.. Hewoll Packard
I'okasn. All machines new and guar with
2 mth replacement warranty ..Before you
buy a calculator, call me. I can beat an?
Price anywum...Laa*t far my posters
around campsja far details Then call Bub
< rowell at 54*1316.

MISCELLANEOUS

Alkido demonstration for all those In-

terested Sunday. Sept. 22, I p.m. Borden
Wrestling Room.

Photo Passports. Fast service 4 camera
repairs, lang s Photo 253 3148

Spectrum — All artists and
photographers who want material
returned, rome and get it or let as know
where to send it. 5-2023.

To (iive \way — Free Puppy! For in-

formation call 253-2MI.

10 Percent off akeady low prkes at the
Wine Chariot, Rt 9. Iladlev We offer the
best in Italian cuisine, wines and servke
.'2 great meals under $5 See our half pg. ad
in this issue.
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Bikerack

blues
By STEVEN ROSE
Staff Repooter

Many bicycles can be potential
fire hazards when left blocking
stairways, halls and lounges in

dormitories according to Diana
White, special assistant at the Dept.
of Public Safety.

The problem is that bikeracks,
which are the official storage place
for bicycles, are also the most
popular area for thieves. Therefore,
most students store their bikes
somewhere in their dorm, either in

stairways, halls, lounges, or in their

rooms. According to fire laws,
however, nothhg car, be blocking
possible exits, including bikes.

In order for tht Dept. of Public
Safety to act or. this five hazard,
there must be a complaint received
by a head of residence; and Diana
White told the Collegian that no
such complaints have been
received. It seems most heads of
residence realize students need to
keep their bikes indoors to keep
them from being ripped off.

One solution to the problem is to
set aside an area in the dorm, say in

the basement. Some dorms already
have done this with great success.
Others, such as in Southwest
where there is no room, have to put
up with the high theft rate at the
bikeracks.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1974 ..-

By Stella Wilder

VIRGO: (Aug. 23-Sept. 7) - In-

telligent decisions make the difference
between success and failure this
week. Don't hesitiate to seek for
needed knowledge in books. (Sept. 8
Sept. 22) - A crisis situation may be
different to live with for a few days
this week, but in the end it will prove
to have been the way toward real

gains.

LIBRA: (Sept. 23-Oct. 7) - Keep
your emotions under strict control,
especially as you go about the
business of dealing with the public.
You may be sorely tempted toward
anger. (Oct. 3 Oct. 22): Though you
may seem to see your progress
slowed down early in the week, you
need not be discouraged. Forward
motion does prevail.

SCORPIO: (Oct. 23-Nov." 7) -
Early in the week would be an ex-
cellent time to relax. You can't begin
to make real progress until you near
week's end. Don't try too hard. (Nov.
8-Nov. 21) - Take care that you don't
appear to others to be interfering in

their business. You would do best
keeping to things you know very well.

SAGITTARIUS: mov.22Dec. 7) -
Don't allow feelings to decide issues
pertaining strictly to business. Head
must rule heart this week if all is to go
well. (Dec. 8 Dec. 21 ) - Be guided by
just enough prudence and caution to
keep you out of serious trouble. You
can best insure gains by working in

harmony with colleagues.
CAPRICORN: (Dec. 22-Jan. 5) -

Unless you are careful to separate
what you actually know from what
you have merely heard via the
grapevine, you could be in for trouble.
(Jan. 6-Jan. 19) - Disallow in-

formation gleaned through another's
informal spy system. You can depend
upon knowledge gained for yourself
through experience.

AQUARIUS: (Jan. 20 Feb. 3) -
See to your own health early in the
week. If you fail to cooperate with
those who are experts in the field, you
may regret it. (Feb. 4-Feb. 18) -
Protect yourself against those who
would try to upset you emotionally.
Now is the time for calm, cool, clear
thinking - and a friend who offers aid.

PISCES: (Feb. 19-March 5) - This
is a week with much to offer-but you
will not be able to take advantage of it

unless you are also able to recognize
where truth lies. (March 6-March 20)
— Though another may receive the
praise you felt due you alone, you can
accept defeat graciously. In so doing
vou will gain a new friend.

ARIES: (March 21 -April 4) -
Personal matters may intrude upon
business affairs this week - but that
may be all to the good. Apply what
you learn from one to the other. (April
5-April 19) - Though there is con-
fusion in the air early in the week, you
can keep from making serious errors.
Simply pay attention to the job at
hand.
TAURUS: (April 20-May 5) -

There are certain decisions which you
must make completely on your own
this week. Fail to do so and you will

forfeit real success. (May 6-May 20)
— There is nothing that can cause
permanent damage to your career this
week — but you may have a few
moments of real fear that the reverse
is the case.

GEMINI: (May 21-June 6) -
Weaknesses displayed carelessly
could cause you unexpected harm
late in the week. Make every effort to
appear strong of character. (June 7-

June 20) — Personal relationships are
very important to your progress this
week. Take care that you don't fall

victim to the kind of gossip that spoils
lives.

CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

hhb she aaaahe H3Q Bans

ACROSS

1. Desert

alkali

4. Velvet ant

8. Intimidate

11. Chalice

12. Potpourri

29. Jaguar

31. Assessment

32. Pile

34. Punitive

36. Palm lily

37. Nonkosher

39. Trick

40. There

u LA
lie I L
N[E Al

13. Author Burrows 41. Zero

14. Madness

16. Trifles

18. Ponder

20. Also

21. While

23. Matted hair

25. Press

28. At bat

Has ana hp^h

anas aan sna
hhhh nag sun

43. Survey

45. 0. Henry

48. Leading

51. World War II

area

52. Hen

54. Through

55. Deity

56. English river

57. City on the

Ouse

DOWN
1. British flyers

2. Ratite bird

3. Injure

if yoJ(e looking

for +he best
submarine
sandwich
m-fewn

AP Newsfeatu.es

SOLUTION OF YESTERDAY'S PUZZLE
4. Adore

5. Indian madder

6. Meet

7. Haven

8. Gambol

9. Kimono sash

10. Miami Indian

15. Eject

. 17. Promissory

note

19. Anxious

21. Relative

22. Mast

24. Class

26. Nurse shark

27. Theater

sign

30. Imps

33. Tarkington boy

35. Laban's

daughter

38. Capable

42. Sinister

,44. Firn

45. Marker

46. Siouan

47. Spawn of fish

49. Trouble

50. Time

53. Ourselves
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tf®CC3?t$g

at ihe Hungry- (J
I

^^^ Cranberry
Sauce
29c

b2
Ocean Spray
16oz.Can

6?'
\ A

Viva 2 Ply
Towels
140 Count

J 2 Ply Roll

VermontMaid
* Syrup

24 oz. Bottle
Sweet goodness for

your pancakes. 79
PennDutch

Noodles
Fine, Medium

Broad
16 oz. Bag 49

*^K StopeShop

i£&S Saftines

i£ Package •JP.^P

y StiStarts Monday, Sept. 1 6 - Saturday, Sept. 21

To our
Jewish Friends
HAPPY NEW YEAR

Sincere good wishes to

you and your loved ones

What do you do
now that they've gone

back to school?
Read Consumerisms"

and see.
For Moms with free time, we
suggest several places that

offer interesting activities.

And we tell you where to
send for a career guidance booklet. This
week's consumerism carries some impor-
tant articles on nutrition, too. Pick up your
copy at Stop & Shop.

Quick and easy meals
from our Kitchen!

PotatoSalad
Macaroni Salad or

Cole Slaw

1 lb Package 45*
Macaroni and

59'Cheese
Or Delmonico Potatoes

Macaroni & Beef w; 89c

«es featuring a serv«ce del*

RicePudding
^^^--g* Greek Style ^_ ^_^

|jja*a»^^ ($1.38 Value) ^J^J,,,
Cooked Meat Loaf

Chinese Style Pork Roll

Z7&

Self Service Delicatessen

HotDogs
<^_ ARMOUR STAR ^^ ^^m£W^^ LB W _

£^j^ A quick and easy meal I F.^ Lw

Armour Beef Franks «B

, 98c

Armour Star Bacon »«ew« & »1 39

Oscar Mayer Sliced Bacon US
s
1
59

Oscar Mayer Smokie Links 'A? *1 19

Oscar Mayer Beef Franks i.'J if*
Oscar Mayer Weiners '£ *1 19

Avat'ab'e m stores feaiur ng a sc v.ce o>ti

Genoa Salami
Carando Brand Artificial Casing

Ol'Mini-pnced" for

lunches or snacks 59'
Carando Mortadella S 69c

Provolone Cheese A,„t -•,<•>•<;«« SI 89
'it>

Shrimp O'Rama Sale

White Shrimp
Medium - Frozen

Old fashioned quality
Got your Stop & ShoDSvvorth' 99

Shrimp Cocktail T, «1°"

Peeled & Deveined Shrimp I, ,'
s2"

Large Baking Shrimp -.";?.„ $
2??

Salad Size Shrimp • - -^ £ 99c

$1,29Whole Breaded Shrimp *TZ

Get your Stop & Shopsworth! 1

PeanutButter
_^ Stop ttShop

59cCreamy or Chunky
18 oz. Jar

I Iour prices on over
Stop&Shop Brand items
are frozen for 30 days . .

.

thru Saturday.
October 5. 1974.
The dollar...Your food dollar...Rising prices are choking

all the value out of it. So...we've frozen the prices on over
300 of our Stop & Shop Brand items for 30 days starting
Monday, Sept. 9, 1974! Cost will surely go up in the next
30 days. Prices on these items will not. That's for sure.
So harried consumer, benefit now by shopping Stop &

Shop while prices are stable on over 300 of our own qual-
ity items (Thru Sat, Oct. 5, 1974). When you come right
down to it that's what Stop & Shopsworth is all about.

"Quality-Protected" Beef Naturally Aged

Blade Steak

Be sure to
redeem this week's 7 great
Stop & Shopsaver coupons
when you come in.

Stop-Shop

Beef Chuck

Formerly
Chuck Steak -

1st Cuts

\f\ n\ Stop & Shop wants
to be your

Food Stamp Store.

Fresh American Grown Lamb Sale!

Lamb Shoulde
Blade Chops s139
Here's young, tender lamb wi;h the delicate flavor that
makes a family dinner memorable

lb.

s169

89
LambRib Chops "t
Oven broiled or charcoal grilled, your family will love them

Lamb Loin Chops m
Serve with Stop & Shop mint ielly _ , _

Lamb Combination M
Thrifty buy— serve hearty lamb stew for one meal and
luscious lamb chops for another $^LaV^%^L%

Lamb LegWhole &* m!T

ic/jl

Minute Rice

Sun Glory Grape Jelly

Sunshine Hydrox Cookies
Montini Tomatoes
Marachino Cherries

Laundry Detergent

Lysol Spray Disinfectant

Sweet Mixed Pickles

M 09

59c

V 79<

$159
? -. I

V $
1
19

69

All-week freezer specials

Orange Juice
49

• 49

-. —
f

> Biras Eye 12 o* Can

i 12 J 1009
° °,an9e Ju.ce

xLJZ^ from Fionda

Roman Cheese Pizza

Macaroni & Cheese .7 89-

Birds Eye Tiny Taters V' 37c

Stop & Shop Spinach '"..l' 2 &£ 29<

Krunchee Fish Portions '-*-;. ;..' 69"

Stouffers Cup Cakes 89
. -.. > '

Hendrie s Ice Cream vy. v &£. $1°»

Ice Cream Sandwiches ,99 :

Hendne's Ice Cream Bars 47

o'.r99<

From our Dairy Case

lib. Butter
Sufi Giory

i ID Pkg - Solid

Mmipnced 69
Stop & Shop Sour Cream 4?.»»1

Cottage Cheese Cud 49"

Roast lamb . uumm, good, mini-priced too

Maid Rite - Chopped, BreadedMaid Rite -Chopped. Breaded PVttf^C
Veal Steaks 7*T
Sidney L Goldstein President

Stop & Shop Supermarkets

One of The Stop & Shop Companies
"Everything you
have a right to

_ expect well do our
£ ktti best to give you"

the ^|

Cheese Slices ,•*,'.: i.",' 55c

Stay N Shape Yogurt 3 12. 89c

From our Bakery

EnglishMuffins
STOP & SHOP - 11 or Pkg o» 6
Cheddar Cheese Cinnamon Raism.
Bacon or Blueberry Flavored

Countrystyle Donuts „^;
,^l| 53c

39
P •"* ft CtrVit^O**

I.I

promise

i Red
fj Delicious

Apples
3 o9cFRESH

U.S. No. 1

2V4"Min.

Grapefruit
FLORIDA J£ fiOC

White Seed'ess %9 09
Upright Yews «^h «3«

17
hi

4+ *

STOP & SHOP iifHADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley Amherst Line. 8:00 a.m.10.00 p.m., Mon.-Sat.
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The hazardous 3
~/f

careers

of UMass
quarterbacks

THEY CALL IT THE GLAMOUR POSITION, and most of the
time they do their work with ten teammates in front of them, but
nevertheless their job is often dangerous. The quarterback is the
key player on the team, and the key target of opposing tackles;

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1974 THE MASSACHUSET.S DAILY COLLEGIAN

—JNw%,4«J^B^- Staff Photos by Dan Smith
Saturday Fred Kelliher (15, top right) became the third UMass
quarterback in three years to suffer serious injury. His
replacement, Mark Tripucka (left, below) missed the entire 1973
season because of injury.

Kelliher to undergo surgery, sidelined six weeks
By MDC Staff

Minuteman quarterback Fred
Kelliher will be sidelined for at least

six weeks as the result of a shoulder
separation sustained in Saturday's
loss to Villanova.

The senior signal-caller will

undergo surgery some time this

week to repair the ligaments in his

right shoulder.

According to coach Dick
MacPherson, a doctor recom-
mended the operation. If surgery
was not performed, Kelliher would
have little chance of playing again
this year.

"It's better that he operate," said

a disappointed Kelliher. "If he
didn't, I guess there would be
soreness. This way, they'll protect

the ligaments and give them a

chance to heal."

The doctors say Kelliher should
be able to begin throwing in about
four weeks and will be ready for

contact in about six.

MacPherson also reported that

Dave Croasdale, who suffered a
slight knee strain in returning the

second half kickoff, should be

ready to play by this Wednesday,
shich would mean he would not

miss any game action.

"The one we're really worried

about now is (Ed) McAleney,"
said MacPherson. The senior

defensive end and co-captain

suffered some form of knee injury
in the second quarter, but managed
to play the rest of the game.
MacPherson said tests are still

being conducted, and it is not
known if McAleney will be sidelined
for Saturday's game with Maine.

Stanford qb named player of week
SAN FRANCISCO \UPI\ -

Stanford's latest quarterback
sensation, sophomore Mike
Cordova, Monday was named the

Pacific-8 Conference's offensive

player of the week.

Cordova, following in the

footsteps of Jim Plunkett. Don
Bunce and Mike Boryla, completed

Correction
The three football photographs

from yesterday's Collegian were all

taken by Daniel Smith, and not

David Less as credited.

Appearing

TONITE

Some of My

Best

Friends

omorrow :

Real Tears

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47. Sunderland

665-4937

23 of 51 passes Saturday against
nationally-ranked Penn State for

301 yards and two touchdowns.
Cordova's yardage and pass

attempts broke Beaver Stadium
records and his completions tied

another stadium mark as Penn
State came from behind to win, 24-

20.

Other Pac-8 players nominated
for weekly award included

California's Chuck Muncie, center

Ray Pinney of Washington, fullback

Andrew Jones of Washington
State and Oregon State quar-

terback Alvin White.

t

Television Tonight
5 00 THE RAYMOND BURR SHOW
13)

THE REAL MCCOYS "Pepino's
Inheritance." (22)
THE BIG VALLEY "Death Mer

chant." (22)

MIS TERROGERS NEIGH-
BORHOOD (24) (57)

530 GREEN ACRES "The Rains
Came " (18)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)
(57)

GOMER PYLE "Luv Finds Corner
Pvle." (271

HOGAN'S HEROES "Klink's
Masterpiece." (30)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (40)
600 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)
NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (8)

(22) (30)

SECRET AGENT "A Very
Dangerous Game." (18)
SESAME STREET (24)
PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Mind ifWe Join Your Wedding " (27)
BONANZA "The Ta» Stranger"

(40)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)
NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)
MOVIE "The Iroquois TraH." (27)
DAY AT NIGHT (57)

6 55 NEWSBEA T NEWS (40)
700 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob

Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Racy
Tracy Rattigan " (18)
BIG NEWS 90 Pari l|. (22)
OPEN VIDEO (24)
TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry

Moore, host (30)
ABC EVENING NEWS (40)
ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS (57)

?30 SALE OF THE CENTURY (3)
LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall

hosi (8i (22»

MUSIC PLACE (18)

ER'CA Chains " (24)

MASQUERADE PARTY (30)
ROOM ?22 (401

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57)

BOO GOOD TIMES It's J.J.'s 18th
birthday and he is expecting aiot of
»»pens»ve gifts for his surprise party.

but he's in tor an even bigger surprise-
and so are his parents. (3)

HAPPY DAYS "Richie's Car."
Richie buys a souped up car from
Fronzie which turns out to be even
hotter th?n they inagined it's stolen.
(8) 140)

SHARING OUR FAITH (18)

MOVIE "Terror On The 40th Floor."
(22) (30)

AMERICA "The New Found Land."
(24) (57)

8:30 MASH Hawkeye and Trapper
John plan to leave for Tokyo, but get
sidetracked by a frightening invitation
to visit the Red Chinese in the combat
/one. (3)

MOVIE "The Sex Symbol." (8) (40)
VIDEO DRAMA (24)
JOURNEY TO ADVENTURE

"People Of the Caribbean." (27)
FRESH BREEZE DOWN EAST

Part I. (57)

9 00 HAWAII FIVEO "Hawaiian
Nightmare." James Olson guest stars
as a geothermal dynamics genius
who, plagued by personal financial
problems and pressured by a loan
shark, plots an extortion scheme that
would trigger a manmade volcanic
eruption, wiping out the entire city of
Hilo, if his demands are not met. (3)
SCIENCE AND ART OF FOOT

BALL (18)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)
THE SINNERS (57)

9:30 AMERICAN SKI SCENE (18)
PERFORMANCE \24)
PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT

BILKO "The Hoodlum," (27)
10 00 BARNABY JONES (3)
MARCUS WELBY, M. D. "The

Faith Of Childish Things." Carrie
Lydon, a diabetic expectant mother
risks her life to reach Los Angeles
because she believes that only Dr.
Welby should deliver her baby (8)
(40)

WASHINGTON DEBATES FOR
THE WS (18!

POLICE STORY "Requiem For CZ.
Smith " Starring James Farentino as
an undercover officer of the vice
squad whose request for a transfer
leads him on a trail of female slayinos
(22) (30)

Help!

Juvenile

Opportunities

Extension Program

needs volunteers
to work with troubled youth.

GENERAL
RECRUITMENT

MEETING

Tuesday & Wednesday,

Sept. 17 & 18

on Tues. nite — C.C. Rm. 176
on Wed. nite — C.C. Rms. 805-809

7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Commentary
i»

4 -

The rating game

FRUSTRATION — Dolphin Lloyd Mumphrod shows
his appreciation for Mack Herron's first quarter touch-
down run by dumping him over his shoulder. Patriot's
won on Sunday, 34-24.

In the early 60's, the United
States' most popular sport was
cosily recognized as baseball. With
the coming of the 70's though,
professional football emerged as the
leader. Now nearly midway through
the decade, the American sportsfan
has focused his attention on another
level of football-college.

By RON ARENA
MDC Sports Staff

Baseball scoreboard
American League

East

W L PCT. GB
New York 80 67 .544
Baltimore 78 70 .527 2%
Boston 76 70 .521 3tt
Cleveland 72 74 493 7%
Milwaukee 71 77 480 BY?
Detroit 67 80 456 13

West
Oakland 84 64 .568
Tuxas 79 69 .534 5
Minnesota 75 73 .507 9
Chicago 72 76 .483 12
Kan City 71 76 483 12 V,

California 60 89 .403 24 Vi

Monday's Games
Kansas City at Minnesota, N
Only game schedi led

Tue sday's Games
Detroit at Boston, N
Baltimore at New York, N
Oakland at Kansas City, N
Cleveland M Milwaukee, N
Minnesota al Chicago, N
California at Texas . N

W L PCT.
St. Louis
Pittsburgh

Philadelphia

Montreal
New York
Chicago

National League
East

GB W L

79 68
77 69
73
68
66
60

74
77

79

86

Los Angeles
Cincinnati

Atlanta

Houston
San Fran

West
92 54
90 57

81 68
74 73
68 81

Monday's Games
San Francisco 4, Atlanta 2
New York at Montreal. 2, twinight
Houston at Los Angeles, N
Cincinnati at San Diego, N
Only games scheduled

Tuesday's Games
Chicago at Philadelphia, N
St. Louis at Pittsburgh, N
New York it Montreal, N
Houston at Los Angeles, N
Cincinnati at San Diego, N
Atlanta at San Francisco, N

PCT.

.537

.527

.497

469
.455

.411

.630
bl2 2Vi

544 12 Vi

503 I8V2

456 25 '/,

GB

1 Vi

6

10

12

18 M

College football has developed into one ot
the most provocative sports, conceivably
surpassing professional football in both style
and performance. Many college teams
employ the wishbone offense, undoubtedly
an exciting technique. Yet the use of this for-

mation in the pro ranks remains nearly non-
existent. Defensively, the man-to-man
strategy, matching one man's talent against
another's, inhabits many college teams'
playbooks, while the zone defense
dominates the pro scene.

Another factor advantageous to college
football can be found in the personnel.
Unlike some pros, college players perform
with the maximum hustle, recklessness,
motivation, and self-esteem. Granted, many
professionals play with equal abandon. Yet
the fact that football is a job to the
professional results in a totally different
environment. Professional football revealed
its businesslike attitude with the recent
strike. College football players sweat not for
the dollar, but for the devotion.

But college football retains one major law;
its system for recognizing a so-called
national champion. The current rating
system resembles a popularity contest. A
team gaining the most national coverage
ranks higher than another team of equal or
superior talent, but suffering from its non-
football reputation. Is a team that wins by a
score of 58-7 necessarily make them a better
team than another serving a 14-0 decision?
Yet the eye notices the 58 while gazing at the
scoreboard in their Sunday paper. So it is the
team that scores the awesome number of
points, probably relying on their first team
throughout the contest, that receives the
applaud. In short, the UPI and the API rating
systems show much discrimination.

Pro football has the Super Bowl; baseball,
the World Series; hockey, the Stanley Cup
Plavoffs; and college basketball, the NCAA

Tourney. Realistically, college football could

improvise a system basically the same as in

college basketball. Deserving teams, based
solely on their present status, qualify for a
post-season tournament. A loss causes
elimination until the remaining two teams
meet to decide the undisputed champion.
Surely, college officials cannot argue that
this will lengthen the season beyond
practical reasoning. Last year, prior to their

New Year's Eve Sugar Bowl meeting,
Alabama and Notre Dame actually had four
weeks without a game. A month would be
adequate time to conduct a post-season
tournament.

Last year, Oklahoma, Notre Dame, Penn
State, Alabama, Michigan and Ohio State all

boasted undefeated records immediately
prior to the bowl games. Of these teams,
only Notre Dame and Alabama met head-on
in any post-season play. After that game, it

would have been quite possible for five of the
above teams to have remained undefeated.
Unjustifiably, only one of these teams could
be voted the national champion, with much
discord from the other four. Their arguments
will seem legitimate as an undefeated team
cannot reasonably be denied the title.

Unfortunately this season could be a
repeat. Will Penn State argue that it is better
than Nebraska, while the Cornhuskers
defend their honor by claiming to take
precedence over UCLA? And what about
Texas, USC, Oklahoma, Michigan...? These
teams spend endless time and energy to
build a solid football team. With the season
stretching from early workouts in August to
crucial games in January, players deserve
some reward. That reward has become their
goal; being the best. With the present
method we'll never know who really merits
the recognition of being number one.

Soccer squad splits series at Keene State
By BEN CASWELL

Last weekend the UMass soccer
Minutemen traveled to Keene, New
Hampshire for the 4th annual
Keene State soccer Tournament.
The tournament involved UMass,

Amherst, Ulster State of New York,
and Keene State. On Saturday the
Minutemen went against Keene
State and ended up on the losing

end of a 3-1 score. Tom Coburn,
the team's high scorer of last

season got the only tally for UMass
in a game that was sloppily played.

Coach Al Rufe commented that,

"we did not play as well as we
would have liked. Our defense was

weak but that was related to the
fact that our offense was not
pressing."

Sunday's game against Amherst
was a different tale. Although the

Minutemen started out slowly

again, they began to execute well in

the second half. The final score was
UMass 4, Amherst 2, as the men
from this side of town came up with
three goals in the second half to

rally for the win. Junior forward Bill

Belcher led the team with 2 goals,

and Tom Coburn and Tony King
each added another. Coach Rufe
was pleased with Sunday's second
half and in particular the play of

Billy Spyker whom the coach
moved from a half-back position up
the front line. "Spyker's pursuit,

along with that of the rest of the
forwards was something that we
missed in Saturday's game and
something that really added to our
performance in the game on
Sunday" Rufe noted.

Depth could be the key to the
UMass soccer game this season as
it is something that is present and
plentiful. Much more qualified

personnel on offense is a factor that
Coach Rufe feels will be quite
important. Experience at almost all

positions, with returning lettermen

at nearly every spot will also be a

great contributing factor to what all

hope will be a UMass soccer

success story this season.

QUICK SHOTS - Keene State

won both their games in the

tournament. In addition to beating

the Minutemen 3-1 they also shut

out Ulster 1-0. In Amherst's other

game they finished in a -1 deadlock
with the team from New York.

Keene State, UConn, and
defending New England cham-
pions, Springfield College will be
the games to note particularly in

this season's schedule. The

Minutemen open their regular
season play against Boston College
at Chesnut Hill, under the lights a
week from Tuesday on September
24.

Before them, the team will play
two scrimmage games. One will be
here, on the lower fields at Boyden
versus the Lord Jeffs of Amherst
College this Wednesday (that's

tomorrow folks) at 4:00 p.m. The
other contest will be played in

Cambridge against Harvard
University this Saturday with the
possible starting time being 2:00
p.m.

Ohio State still number one
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Woody

Hayes was unimpressed with his

Buckeyes' fourth-quarter per-

formance in their 34-19 victory over

Minnesota Saturday, but Ohio
State retained its top ranking in the

United Press International board of

coaches major college football

ratings.

In fact, although Minnesota
stayed closer to the Buckeyes than

anticipated, Ohio State solidified

it's hold on the no. 1 spot.

The Buckeyes received 24 of the

35 first-place ballots as opposed to

only 13 no. 1 votes in the preseason

voting. Ohio State was named no
lower than third on any of the

ballots in accumulating 345 points.

Notre Dame edged past Alabama
for the no. 2 spot, receiving 11 first-

place ballots for 304 points.

The Crimson Tide, which
squeezed by Maryland 21-16
Saturday, accumulated 268 points.

Nebraska advanced from sixth to

Fourth position by annihilating

Oregon State, 61-7, while michigan,
which received the other first-place

vote, remained fifth in the ratings.

Louisiana State, which opened
auspiciously under the direction of
it's first black quarterback, Carl Otis
Trimble, jumped from ninth to sixth

on the strength of it's 42-14

pounding of Colorado.

Penn. State and Texas retained

their respective seventh and eighth

positions, while Arkansas bolted

into the ninth position with a 22-7

upset of Southern California after

the Razorbacks had been unranked
in the preseason ratings. USC was
ranked fourth in the preseason poll.

SOONER OR LATER
YOU'LL COME TO

B£M)3rMed

Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.

The Army — at UMass?

Right— and here are a few of the things we're offering:

Accredited Military Science courses.

4. ,1. and 2-year scholarships on a competitive basis that include full
tuition, books, fees. $ a month, and many other benefits.

Arm> Rt)T( Flight Program - free civilian flight training while in
college if you qualify.

Kxtracurricular activities — orienteering, rappelling. woodcrafts
winter survival, weapon and tactical training, boat trips- in
general, anything challenging YOl want to do.

< redit for prior military service or JROTC participation.

Opportunity to attend graduate school or compete for \rmv ROW
2-year fellowships.

Read our course descriptions, and then call or drop bv the
Department of Military Science <Bldg. No. 7!» or call MS-2321)
You'll he »ilc—it , there won't be anx runaround. well have some
answers for you — and were always good for a cup of toffee!
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N'SELE, ZAIRE [AP\ A post-

ponement of at least one week in

the scheduled Sept. 25 world
heavyweight championship fight

between George Foreman and
Muhammed Ali was ordered
Monday after Foreman suffered a

cut over his right eye in a sparring

session.

Ali-Foreman fight postponed
Ford defended CIA action

In New York, Video Techniques,
promoters of what is to be the
richest fight ever, announced a

postponement of between one
week and 30 days because of the

horizontal, one-inch gash Foreman
suffered between his right eye and
eyebrow in a Monday afternoon

training session aaainst Bill Mc-

MUHAMMEDALI
curious reaction

Murray.

Davis Berman, a spokesman for
Video Techniques, said in New
York.

"The final date will be an-
nounced as soon as all the parties
involved have agreed to the new
date. We are awaiting further
advice from the government of
Zaire, which is on the scene
evaluating the seriousness of the
cut and the medical situation."

There was no way to tell im-
mediately what effect the post-
ponement would have on the
elaborate and detailed plans which
have already been made for the
closed-circuit showing of the fight.

There were conflicting versions
of the injury's seriousness. The
Zaire government, which has made
heavy investments in the fight as a
showcase of the importance and
competence of the country and
opposed the postponement, tended
to minimize the gravity of the injury.

But Dr. Peter Hacker, Foreman's
personal physician, gave the view
that apparently caused the post-
ponement. He told a newsman
within an hour after the injury, "It's
the kind of thing that would be
opened by a moderate blow in a
week's time." The fight was only
eight days away as Hacker spoke.
Foreman went into seclusion at

his villa soon after he suffered the

injury. His eye was bandaged, but

Hacker would not say if he had
taken stitches in it,.

Ali reacted to the news curiously.

He first issued a statement that he

was very sad about Foreman's

injury and would not train any more
until a decision was made. He then

appeared in the gym for a light

workout, made a gesture like he
was crushing a cigarette butt with
his foot and said, "That s George
Foreman." The promoters of the

fight expected to gross $30 million

from it. Ali and Foreman are to

receive $5 million each for the fight.

The cut came on Foreman's
hardest day of training so far.

Southern Cross sinks again,
in smooth seas
NEWPORT, R.I. \AP\ - Courageous, taking ad-

vantage of a bit of bluffing at the starting line,

whipped Australian challenger Southern Cross again
Mondav in the America's Cud vachtina series.

The Aussies, their $6 million effort to dislodge the
123-year-old Cup from the New York Yacht Club on
the brink of disaster, now trail the American defender
3-0 in the best- of-seven series.

The fourth-and perhaps final-outing will be sailed
off Newport Tuesday, weather permitting.

The final margin in Monday's race-the third attempt
to get it in-was a devastating 5 minutes, 27 seconds. It

was the worst showing by the Australians in the
competition.

Courageous, owned by a 116-member syndicate
and selected to make the 22nd defense of the world's
oldest sporting trophy, won the first race by 4
minutes, 54 seconds and the next one by 1 minute, 11

seconds.

The third race was run in fairly light wind, a con-
dition favoring the American yacht on the 24.3-mile
course outside Newport in Rhode Island Sound.

Similar wind conditions had prevailed in last

Tuesday's first race and again on Thursday.
Then, with a forecast of more light winds for the

third race, Australian syndicate head Alan Bond used
a layoff day Sunday to install a new rudder calculated
to help develop more speed and maneuverability in

light breezes.

It did him little good. His 30-ton yacht was beaten
again before the race was half over.

One English journalist commented, "I think they the
Australians should consider keeping the rudder and
building a whole new bloody boat over it."

Southern Cross, made of aluminum like

Courageous, had been counted to be the strongest
challenger since the U.S. first won the Cup in 1851.
She may well be the best Bond boat to appear in

the series, but longtime sailing experts say she ac-
tually has been beaten in all areas of sailing and,
remarkably, in tactics and seamanship.
Ted Hood, one of America's great sail makers,

commanded Courageous in each of her outings, with
Jim Hardy in charge of Southern Cross.
At one key point in each of the three races, Hood

and his crew outwitted Hardy, contributing to the
Aussie defeats.

In Monday's race, as an example, Courageous
grabbed a 16-second lead over her rival at the start-

thanks to a dazzling bit of tactics by Dennis Connor,
who always is at her helm at the start.

Sailing into the win to the fourth rrv» , Courageous
continued to gain on the yellow Ausl j yacht as she
has done on every windward leg completed in the
series.

She rounded the mark 2 minutes, 52 seconds ahead
of Southern Cross and "popped," her red-topped
spinnaker for the second time in the race as she
headed downwind toward the fifth and next-to-last
mark.

The American yacht reached the fifth marker with
an ever- increasing three minute, 32 second lead and
needed only to cruise home on the sixth and final leg

for her third straight victory.

UPI Talephoto

ORIOLE SECOND BASEMAN Bobby Grich ducks
for his life on a throw from Yankees shortstop Jim
Mason last week. The battle for the Eastern Division
title resumes today after a one-day layoff.

Steve DeCosta

They were burned

"Courageous" holds the upwind
position over Southern Cross as they
cross the line for the second time at the
start of yesterday's America's Cup races.

r The inside story
THAT OLD NEMESIS hit the UMass

football team for the third time in three
years last weekend - quarterback injuries
Story, photos, page 18.

A COLLEGE SUPERBOWL? - Ron
Arena thinks it's the only way to determine
a legitimate collegiate champion see page

If you nappened to read both the Boston Globe's and Collegian's wrap-
up of Saturday's UMass-Villanova football game, you may have come
away slightly confused. There were two points about which the Globe
writer and myself differed. One of these is debateable, the other, though
minor, I question for the sake of accuracy.

After the first UMass drive stalled, freshman Dave Croasdale was called
on to try a 20-yard field goal. The Globe writer present said the attempt
came from directly in front of the goal posts. That, my friends, is wrong. In
fact, the previous play was an incomplete pass. After such a play, the ball
is set at the hash mark, which means that Croasdale had the worst angle
possible for his attempt.

The debateable point I wish to address is the play of the UMass

rZ°« .7 k w
6

,,

G '°be Writer MV8 the def«>nsive backs were burned
constantly by V.llanova quaterback Brian Sikorski. I beg to differ Sikorski
completed, only 10 of 26 attempts, and the inexperienced secondary
operated under a handicap all day. The vaunted UMass defensive line and
linebackers nailed Sikorski only once, and the rest of the afternoon hecould have pitched a tent and cooked supper before he was tackled.

The Globe writer based his opinion on the fact that both Wildcat touch-
downs came through the air and their only other score, a field goal, was set
up by a pass play. But even that stance is debateable.

The play that set up the three-pointer was picture perfect John
Mastronardo split the gap between defenders and Sikorski hit him with a
pass that Joe Namath would have been proud of. The first Villanova
touchdown came when John Van Buren, who was covering Chuck
Dnesbach, simply lost his footing and fell down. Even then, Dreisbach had
to make a circus catch and barely managed to avoid going out-of-bounds.
There were times when the secondary looked bad, but they were few and
far between.

In good conscience, I could hardly say, as my colleague for the Globe
did, that they were burned.

In their fist game performance was any indication, Keith Lang and Rich
Jessamy could be the most exciting pair of runners ever to team up in aUMass backfield.

Both are only sophomores, yet each showed the power and poise of
three- year veterans. Lang accounted for 97 yards rushing while Jessamy
picked up 76 of his own, even though neither played in the second quarter.

With Lang bruising to the inside, and Jessamy fleet afoot on the sweep,
the UMass running attack at times resembled a coach's inside- outside
dreams.

And with these two around for another two years, the Minutemen'i
worries about their running game should be quickly dispelled.

Senate votes to study CIA role in ChileWASH/NG TON \UPI\ The
Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee voted unanimously
yesterday to investigate CIA
operations in Chile, which President
Ford defended Monday as a
traditional and necessary type of

covert activity.

The investigation will also help

the committee decide whether it

should recommend perjury charges
against former CIA Director
Richard Helms, among others, and
whether it should investigate
charges that Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger deceived the

committee about Chile policy.

In a related development, Sen. J.

William Fulbright, outgoing
chairman of the Foreign Relations
Committee, recommended creation
of a congressional committee to
oversee CIA operations. Senate
Democratic leader Mike Mansfield
said he would support such a
proposal.

The dprision to investigate

followed Ford's news conference
disclosure that the United States
intervened in Chilean politics
between 1970 and 1973 to help
preserve opposition parties and
press, although he denied any U.S.
role in the violent overthrow
of Salvador Allende's Marxist
fjovernmf> «-,t
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"It is a recognised fact," Ford
said, "that historically and presently

such actions are taken in the best
interest of the countries involved."

The Senate committee convened
to discuss a staff report recom-
mending perjury proceedings
against Helms and other U.S.
officials for allegedly lying in

testimony about Chile

decided instead upon
investigation of issues

Ford's disclosures.

Sen. Frank Church, D-ldaho, said

the inquiry would cover three areas:

-Examination of CIA in-

terventions in Chile.

-A judgment on whether, as
alleged by a subcommittee staff

report, Helms and other officials

lied when they testified at 1973
Senate hearings that the United

policy. It

a general

raised by

turn to page 11

Foreign programs
office called 'lazy'

Nursing director Ira Trail: lack of direction has
taken its toll.

New nursing director

outlines improvements
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter

The new director of the UMass
nursing program says she is going
to make some changes.

Ira Trail says there will be an
increase of 280 students in the

program. More importantly,
perhaps, students will be notified

during the freshman year of their

acceptance or rejection into the

program.

Before, students had to wait until

their junior year to apply to the

program and those rejected had
difficulty getting jnto another
school's nursing program.

Furthermore, many rejected

students had cumulative averages

above 30 and were never given

promised personal interviews by
the admissions board.

The students were outraged and
Student Senate Speaker Cindy

McGrath called for a full in-

vestigation into the matter.

Trail feels, however, that an
interview is "not a good way" to

determine a student's acceptance

into the program. She says she

would like to put more emphasis on
the cumulative average.

She says lack of direction has

taken its toll on the nursing

program here. "The nursing

program hasn't had a permanent
director for the past six years. How
can it expect to hold together?"

McGrath calls the program here

"one of the worst nursing schools

although it has one of the best

names."

Trail said she feels the un-

dergraduates are being "pulled in

different directions."

"The Admissions Office tells

them one thing, while the graduate
office tells them another. There
should be some sort of con-
sistency," she continued.

The situation could be improved
if the students were given more of

an opportunity to talk to majors in

the field of nursing, said Trail.

"They really have little access to

the department."

In a further attempt to assist the
nursing program. Trail has ap-

pointed Dr. Gallagher from Illinois,

as chairman of the undergraduate
program. Gallagher's purpose will

be to direct the faculty so they may
more readily assist the un-
dergraduate nurses.

Other faculty to help with the

program will be arriving in October,

added Trail.

"I feel the faculty has a split

feeling about the program. There
are a lot of questions being asked.

But that's good, because it means
we are getting some reaction and
going somewhere."

Trail hopes to postpone the

academic evaluation and
credidation of the program until

1978. "It would be useless to

evaluate the program just yet."

"It's going to tak3 some time, but

in a couple of years we'll be up
there with everyone else.", she
optimistically concluded.

By LA WRENCE KORNFELD
Staff Reporter

Complaints from several students
of incompetence and laziness have
caused the Student Senate to
begin an inquiry into the In-

ternational Programs Office.

The complaints are mostly about
the performance of Barbara Burn,
director of International Programs.
Most of the charges concern her
handling of the "Bologna Program"
this summer.

Three students who went on the
program told the Collegian they
were mislead by Burn as to how
much money they would need
during their stay in Florence and
that general conditions there were
deploreable. They are Jim
Delmonico, John Wright, and Andy
Rizzo.

Wright and Rizzo claim they were
only given 200 lire to spend for

Breakfast, which is only enough to

buy a single roll. They also claim

they only had one meal five days a

week and none the other two. They
said Burn lead them to believe they
would have two meals every day.

Burn claims she was not
responsible for the food, and that

Professor Hatfield, director of the
program in Florence, was supposed
to take care of it.

The students say the lack of food
was not Hatfield's fault. Neither the
students or Burn had any com-
plaints about Hatfield's per-
formance as director.

The Student Senate Executive
Committee moved early this week
that the Academic Affairs, Student
Matters, and Financial Affairs
committees jointly set up an inquiry

1 Japanese guerrillas

| re/ease their hostages and
? depart for Damascus, with

| a fellow guerrilla and
$300,000. See page 4.

The dean of UMass-
Worcester accuses Gov.
Sargent of holding back on
the funding of the medical
school on the Worcester
campus. See page 6.

board to investigate the In-

ternational Programs Office. That
Inquiry Board is still being formed.
The three students said the walls

of their rooms in Florence were
"paper thin" and the water was
shut off at 3:00 every day.

They said Burn gave them
litegature which led them to believe

they would be living in what Wright
called "a really nice place". Burn
claims; "I only told them what I

know about the place."

Burn left for London without
warning one week before the
program was to leave for Florence.

The students say the staff left

behind was unprepared to handle it

themselves, but Burn denies this.

Another charge against Burn is

that she received a complete list of

the books needed fo: the program
in January, but when contacted in

April still hadn't ordered them
causing great inconvience to the

students.

Rizzo said of Burns; "She
basically doesn't do anything."

Jim Delmonico said; "She didn't

prepare me at all for Italy." He
added; "She basically doesn't give

a damn."

Student Senator Peter Birbaum
said Burn has "lost all support of
tne students." Her office has been
put at the bottom of the priorities
list by the Stud. Sen. and receives
only $2,441 a year from them.

inside:

Saxbe ok's furloughs

for jailed evaders
^

WASHINGTON \UPI) - Attorney General William B. Saxbe, following up
President Ford's offer of conditional amnesty, yesterday ordered im-
mediate 30- day furloughs for all persons now in federal prisons for evadina
the draft.

a

A spokesman called it "an act of mercy" which will give the men an
opportunity to follow procedures prescribed by the President for allowing
Vietnam-era draft evaders and deserters to return to society.
The spokesman said about 95 individuals are believed to be stiil serving

time for draft evasion, while another 46 prisoners are free on appeal bonds
or various legal writs.

Saxbe's order does not effect an estimated 700 deserters confined in
armed services stockades, since they are within exclusive jurisdiction of
the military.

The President announced Monday the details of his plan for letting
deserters and draft evaders clear their records by declaring allegiance to
the United States and serving up to two years in public service jobs.
The Prison Department spokesman said the furioughs would not be

granted in the case of any prisoners who have been convicted on charges
in addition to draft evasion or have other charges pending.
A total of 3.120 were sent to prison from 1966 through 1973, but many

have already served sentences of one to five years or have receivea
paroles, the spokesman said.

The violaters of Selective Service laws have been, confined mostly in
minimum security prisons, some even in so-called halfway houses and
none has gone to maximum security prisons at Atlanta or Leavenworth
Kan., the spokesman said.

The President's amnesty proposal triggered a flood of telephone
inquiries to the Justice Department about the specific means of surren-
dering to U.S. attorneys to accept the amnesty proposal, a department
spokesman said.

As of 5 p.m. EDT yesterday, the department reported it had received 42
calls from draft evaders, 21 from deserters and 50 other types ot inquiries.

weather:
A beautiful September

(fay is in store for you
today, so wake up and
enjoy it. It will be sunny,
cool, with temperatures in

the 60's. Tonight it will be
cooler, with temperatures
in the 40's.

First man seeks amnesty
The first person to surrender under President's Ford's amnesty

program was a 22-year old man who had failed to register for the
draft in 1970

The unidentified man was told to return next Monday when he
will be requested to sign an agreement to serve a maximum of 24
months alternative service

Meanwhile, draft deserters are planning to hold an international
conference to support their claim for unconditional amnesty
without the requirement of alternative service. For more details'
see page 4.
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Renowned jazz pianist performs on Orchard Hill

Keith Jarrett featured opener

at Artists and Society Series

Seek fair share of municipal burden

"Heated" words fired

by Jarrett and crowd
ByJOCKCAHILL
Below the Salt Staff
"I merely want to

amplify the meaning of
(my music) in words. The
meaning for me is the
truth involved in this one
artist creating spon-
taneously something
which is governed by the
atmosphere, the
audience, the place
(both the room and the
geographical location),

the instrument: all these
being channelled con-
sciously through the
artist so that everyone's
efforts are equally
rewarded, although the
success or failure

belongs completely to
the artist himself. The
artist is responsible for

every second." — Keith
Jarrett

Highly regarded jazz pianist Keith

Jarrett held a "lecture-

demonstration" Monday night as

the first event in the Orchard Hill

Artists and Society Series. Jarrett,

sitting on the piano bench of the

Webster dorm lounge's baby
grand, told the attentive crowd of

over 100 persons that he was going

to talk seriously of the aesthetics

and philosophy of "music on
earth," if they were willing to try to

understand his words. "I'm not

concerned with the music so
much," Jarrett said. "It's taken
care of itself and of me - for

some time now."

Keith Jarrett is a diverse, well

travelled, dedicated musician. A
member of Miles Davis' Fillmore

concert band and of Charles

Lloyd's original quartet, Keith has

recorded on his own for Atlantic

and is currently with both Impulse

and ECM records, leading a quartet

occasionally, but mostly playing

solo piano in an intensely spon-

taneous and totally personal style.

His deep involvement with music
has shown him the deepness of the

processes of life and creation.

"You can never defeat your own
purpose. You can defeat the

purpose you thought you had."

Acknowledging the difficulty of

using words to convey his

message, Jarrett led those

assembled down a complex,
twisting verbal road, coining

ambiguous concepts such as

Keith
aesthetic...

Jarrett

gravity, flight and balance in order

to reveal the truth he has found
behind some of life's taken for-

granted mysteries. The artist must
be an outside observer of the music
he is inside of creating, stated

Jarrett at one point. He also

questioned why those college

audiences he plays to clearly seem
to understand his music less than
other audiences.

Keith, an artist decidedly more
than an entertainer, ignored the few
comments that the discussion was
"bullshit" as well as the more
prevalent requests to play, in order

to answer questions about his

ideas. "Music theory and
philosophy are worth the same
amount: not much," he decreed,

but when his fingers at last touched
the keyboard, his command of

music theory, pianistic technique
and instantaneous improvisation

was revealed in all its emotion
stirring grace.

From his broodingly dark
beginning, Jarrett swung, slid, and
leaped from idea to lightening idea,

Bounding funky, reserved, lush,

bouncing, percussive, spacey,
balladic and bluesy, yet always
organically together. The music
lasted only about 25 minutes, but

Jarrett and the audience were so
prepared for it that the piece was
profoundly moving. "Electricity is in

me and flows out through my
music. What's in the wall is only

two thirds electricity. That's why I

don't use electric instruments."

Keith Jarrett is deep, musically,

intellectually and philosophically, all

three of which are inextricably

joined in him. His attempts to

express his feelings can be strange

and confusing while his music is

complex and engrossing.

Credit for organizing

projects available

WALL
POSTERS

at

A. J. Hastings

45 S. Pleasant St.

ByJUNE VALUERE
Staff Reporter

The Student Organizing Project,

located in the Student Union

Building in 428A, is encouraging

students to present their projects

affecting the academic, social,

economic, and political needs of

students.

Currently there are two courses

offered this semester which are

working closely with the Student

Organizing Project. (OH 385 A) is to

be given at Orchard Hill Tues. 7-

9:30. The purpose of this course is

to teach students how to organize

and act as an efficient vehicle of

social change in the universitv

political structure.

The second course is offered by
the Student Center for Educational

Research (SCER). Students
research, vompile, and diseminate

information which is of interest to

them. This Center is working
closely with the Project to help

fullfill the neeeds of the student

community.
If students are interested in

working on" their own individual or

group projects, the Student
Organizing Project can help them
obtain academic credit.

The projects presently being
worked on are Financial Aide Task

Force, alternatives in academic
requirements, student control in

dormitories, student union and
higher education. Some groups are

trying to organize a credit union
and economic cooperatives.

— WE NEED YOU —
The Bo Itwood wdfhertown project needs conscientious, big-

hearted people to volunteer their services and time in helping
retarded people lead 3 more productive and rewarding life.

All those interested should attend any one of the following in-
formational meetings:

Sept. 16

Sept. 17

7:30

7:30

4:00

Sept. 18-7:30

Sept. 1? 7:30

Worcester Dining Commons-Blue Room
Orchard Hills Grayson Rec. Room

Campus Center-Room 305

JOA 5th Floor Lounge
Campus Center-Room 113

urself & Someone Else A Favor!

News Staff Meeting
tonight 7 p.m.

Meet in Collegian Office.

QJbr AaaaarbuflrttB fiaily (EolUatan

The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the

Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip

code 01002. Telephones: 545-2550 (news); 545-0344 (sports); 545-0731

(business).

Second class postage is paid in Amherst and additional mailing in

Ware, Mass 01082 THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes Monday

through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation,

exam periods or holidays. Accepted for mailing under the authority of

an act of March 8, 1879, as amended by an act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rates are S9 00 per semester or $15.00 per year.

McCambridge
Next to Campus Pizza

(Rte.9)
Hadley, 584-2277

This Week's Special

Good Supply

BELL HELMETS
authorized

EH©

and OSSA DEALER

By MICHAEL PEPPE
Staff Correspondent

"Heated might be an apt word to

describe the words which flew

between renown jazz pianist Keith

Jarrett and thw sweaty Umies that

deluqed Webster Lounge on
Orchard Hill Monday night.

Brought here by a Hill "Artist and
Society" course, Mr. Jarrett

...Keith Jarrett, sad.

philosophized and antagonized for

over an hour and a half, alternately

educating and mistreating his

audience before blowing their

collective socks off with some of

the most exciting music this side of

Paul's Mall.

Those of us who expected- a

mini course of how to be a great

jazz pianist must surely have been

disappointed by Mr. Jarrett's rap,

which was primarily personal anc

philosophical. It centered on his

own fervent belief that everything

in the universe, including of course

his own music, can be divided into

three primary components: (to use

his own examples) Gravity, which
holds things down, Flight, which
pulls things up, and the Controlling

Factor, which unites the two op-

posites. (Thesis - Antithesis -

Synthesis for you Aristotelians)

Although the presence of the third

factor is debatable, the system, is

certainly a neat one, simple and
easy to use, and one which seems
to play a large part in determining

Mr. Jarrett's psychological outlook.

For instance, he refuses to play

electrical instruments because he
feels they have only two of the

necessary three components.

Most of the discussion which
quickly replaced""" the rap was
confused and inconsiderate, to say

the least. Like most artists, Mr.

Jarrett is a sensitive and intensely

demanding man who will go to

great lengths to avoid being

misunderstood or misinterpreted,

frequently interupting, bluntly

rebuking and usually enraging his

listeners. He is obviously a very

spiritual man, even to the point of

dogmatism, and was extremely

defensive towards any real or

imagined affront to his belief.

Words, however, which are at

any rate hardly Mr. Jarrett's forte

(This was his second lecture-

discussion.), were immediately
forgotten when he sat down to

play. He treated us to some 40
minutes of unbroken musical
sound, in about a half a dozen
movements ranging from frenzied

to ethereal, all sufficing to make our
applause seem meager .and in-

sufficient. Incidentally, if you
missed him, you can catch him at

the Jazz Workshop this Tuesday
through Sunday. It's Worth the

four bucks.

Labels for Less

4rortSwear
(or

Woinen ana Aun lot

25% to 50%loff roy. p*
hours 10-6

Fri. til 9

rice

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

Selectmen ask UMass to finance fire station
By JUDY BOUCHER

Staff Reporter
Amherst Board of Selectmen last

Monday asked the University to pay
$10,000 yearly for the cost of the
proposed North Amherst fire

station and one-third of the
maintenance cost.

"An agreement was made in

which the University provides the
land and fire equipment. There is no
precedent for paying for a
buftding." Also "Paying for fire

services may open a Pandora's Box
leading to the state paying for many
other municipal services." said Mr.
Gerald Grady, Community relations

coordinator.

Due to a 17 percent inflated

construction cost and a $215,000
reduction of payment in lieu to
taxes for state owned land the
Board of Selectmen withheld
endorsement of building the fire

station. Support of the fire station

will be contingent upon "a strong
committment" from the University
to work toward proportionately

distributed fiscal responsibility for

the new facility.

The final decision regarding the
new fire station will be resolved by
a special Town Meeting Thursday
where Town Manager Allen Torrey
will ask the town to appropriate

additional funds to cover con-

struction cost of the building. The
Finance Committee voted to

recommend against appropriation

of additional funds,
i

In 1972 the Town Meeting ap-

proved $400,000 for the cost of a

new station, but $235,000 more is

needed for basic construction cost.

Representative James Collins (D-

Amherst) said "it would be penny
wise anc/" dollar foolish to put off
building the new fires station."

Estimated construction cost in 1975
will be 25 percent higher than the
original cost.

The new fire station is a number
one priority and time doesn't allow
for re evaluation or redesigning"
said Torrey.

The University has donated 3.85

acres of land off East Pleasant

Street for the building site and has
requested $150,000 for the cost of a

snorkel .truck with an elevating

platform capable of rising 100 feet.

"Two additional men are needed
to man the snorkel truck, therefore

the total amount of the gift will be
absorbed in operation cost" said

Selectman Leo Bouchard. With the

Lead paint poisoning

object of testing
By ROBERTA F. SULLIVAN

Staff Reporter

Northampton children will be
tested for lead paint poisoning this

fall through a program coordinated

by the Hampshire Community
Action Commission, Outreach, The
International Programs Office, and

the School of Education.

The program is a follow-up on a

similar effort conducted this

summer in Northampton neigh-

borhoods, in which two out of 70

youngsters tested were treated for

dangerous levels of lead in their

blood.

Richard Sokol, of Outreach,

explained that this year's testing

will be done by a group of fourteen

UMass students, seven of whom
will be foreign exchange students.

Aside from the obvious community
service aspects of the work, it will

provide an opportunity for the

foreign and American students to

work together closely in an at-

mosphere outside the confines of

the university.

Professor Alfred Karlson of the

School of Education will provide a

supplementary seminar series for

the participants so they can

evaluate their various impressions

of the Northampton campaign,

Sokol said.

The American students have

already been recruited for the

screening program, and a foreign

group is being formed with the help

of the International Programs
Office. As part of the foreign

recruitment drive, there will be a

slide presentation on Tuesday,

September 24, in Prince House.

Once the full group has been
selected there will be a one week
orientation period, following which
the team will fan out into Nor-

thampton from October 7 through

December 15.

Pat Keenan, a University Year for

Action volunteer working with the

Hampshire Community Action
Commission, stressed the need for

quick detection of lead poisoning,

since treatment can halt the spread

of the disease, but does not repair

existing damage.
The volunteers will go door to

door advising parents of the lead

poisoning danger and administering

simple pin prick blood tests to

children one to six years old,

Keenan said. The tests will be
analysed in Boston and parents will

be notified of results.

Landlords of the homes where
lead poisoned children live will also

be advised of the situation, and
requi.ed by law to correct the

violation within seven days or face

a $500 fine.

ISSUE EDITORS

Vi hour meeting Thursday, 7 p.m.

in S.U. 402

(Charlie Berube's office beside Collegian)

Staffers who have already worked night staff

please attend also.

Agenda

:

— division of night staff: photo coordinator, copy

coordinator, page editors, graphics and layout chief.

— discussion of issue editor's duties
— suggestions for improvement
— introduction of Chris Kertesz, advisor

acquisition of a snorkel truck the
fire department's 22 year-old ariel

ladder will not have to be replaced.

Also, there are 24 student
volunteer firemen. In the past the
Commonwealth has appropriated
approximately $40,000 for fire

equipment and in 1968 sought to

establish the University's own fire

force. At the time the town
disapproved of this plan.

Compounded to the funding

problem is the plan for the con-

struction of a North-East By pass

that will cut the North Pleasant

Street connection uniting Amherst
center with North Amherst center.

Without a new fire station North

Amherst will be one and one half

miles from the Triangle Street

station.

The proposed fire station will be
the chief center of the department's
operations housing four trucks, an
ambulance, a communication
center and a dormitory for eight
student volunteer firemen.

The area you see fenced off in front of the Student Union this morning, contrary to
rumor, is not a nuclear testing ground. The Physical Plant is regarding the area to
make life a little smoother for all Umies.

Sheriff to nab possible jurors

for start of Lovejoy trial
ByDAVEGREENSLIT

Staff Reporter

Sheriff Chester A. Martin will

literally take to the Franklin County
streets this morning to round up 15
more prospective jurors for Sam
Lovejoy's Superior Court trial.

Lovejoy is charged with willful

and malicious destruction of
personal property in the Feb. 22
toppling of Northeast Utilities'

meteorological tower at the
company's proposed $1.52 billion

nuclear power plant site on the
Montague Plains.

After questioning 38 members of

the venir (qroup of possible jurors),

the court failed to seat the 14 jurors

necessary to start trial. Superior
Court Associate Justice Kent Smith
then signed an order requiring

Martin to produce 15 more
potential jurors by 10 a.m. this

morning.

Martin said that he and his

deputies will actually be taking

persons off the streets and into the

courthouse to be questioned and
possibly seated on the Lovejoy jury.

Only twelve jurors will actually

render a verdict in the case, but 14

are needed to sit through tme trial

should any become ill and unable to

continue. Twelve jurors were
seated yesterday.

Yesterday's session ended as it

had begun late. The trial was sc-

heduled to begin at 9:00 a.m., but

at that time most courthouse
employees were just gearing up for

the day's work. The lights in the

third floor Superior Court room
were still turned off and the floor

was quiet. Only the stenographer

was in the courtroom, tending to

her machines. Alone in the law

library across the hall, Sam
Lovejoy, who is defending himself,

huddled over a pile of law books.

When things got under way at

9:20, Judge Smith decided on 23
questions that would be asked to

each prospective juror. One by one
they were led from the deliberation

room to the courtroom where they

swore to answer each question

honestly. The judge asked the

question, then either excused the
juror or ruled that the juror was
indifferent. If neither Lovejoy nor
Prosecutor John Murphy
challenged the indifferent juror, he'

was sworn in and seated.

The process wore on until 4:00

p.m. when the jury pool became
exhausted. It was then that Judge
Smitm signed the order for more
potential jurors.

Most of the jurors excused said

under questioning that they had
already made up their minds about
the case. Many also had financial or
family ties to Norhteas Utilities.

The day did have its light

moments. Judge Smith asked one
retired cafeteria worker what she

had heard about the case before
becoming a juror. She answered
that she just heard that some tower
was knocked down by a man
named "Lovelace." Ripples of
laughter spread through the
courtroom.

Another prospective juror, an
elderly man who was completely
.bald, was asked if it bothered him
that people wear their hair long.

"No," he answered, "but I sure
don't."

Still concerned about Lovejoy

defending himself. Judge Smith
appointed Attorney Thomas Lesser

to sit through the trial should

Lovejoy need to consult him about
procedural matters.
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Prisoner released, $300,000 paid

Guerrillas release hostages, fly to Damascus
THE HAGUE, Holland \UPI] -

Three Japanese guerrillas ended a

five day takeover of the French

embassy yesterday, traded their

remaining six hostages including

French Ambassador Jacques
Senard for a fellow guerrilla and a

$300,000 ransom, and took off bv

jet for Damascus.
All of the hostages were reported

in good condition.

The Air France Boeing 707 jet

carrying the four guerrillas and a

volunteer three- man crew roared

off from Schiphol international

airport at 10:29 p.m. (5:29 D.m.

EDT). Hundreds of Dutch soldiers

and police, including sharp-

shooters, looking on helplessly with

guns at the ready.

At the controls of the jet were a

volunteer all- male crew from a

Dutch charter company. Two were
Dutchmen and the third was a

Briton. They, in effect, constituted

a fresh set of hostages.

The guerrillas did not disclose the

plane's destination until they were

airborne. Then the control tower

was informed that they were
headed for Damascus, the Syrian

capital, a four-hour flight.

The takeoff of the big four-

engine jet ended a 102-hour first act

of a drama that was by no means
ended.

The first act began Friday when
three gunmen, identifying them-

selves as members of the Japanese
Red Army guerrillas, burst into the

five floor French embassy and
seized 11 hostages, including Count
Jacques Senard, 54, the am-
bassador.

The Japanese Red Army hjs

claimed responsibility for the

shooting spree at Israel's Lod

airport two years ago in which 25

people were killed.

Police were summoned to the

embassy, a five-floor modern

building of glass and steel A
policeman and a policewoman were
wounded in a brief gun battle. Then
negotiations began.

The guerrillas demanded and got
the release of one of their

comrades, Yutaka Furuya, 25, from
Sante prison in Paris. But he was
not released until the last moment
just before takeoff when the last of

the embassy hostages were freed.

The guerrillas also got the

promise of jet transport. They were
reported to have demanded a

million dollars. Officials said they

got $300,000.

On Monday they released their

only two women hostages in-

change for food, cigarettes and
medicine. That left nine male
hostages.

Dutch Television broadcast the

entire episode live but could not get
a camera in position to show the

arrival at the airport or the hostage
exchange. Newsmen were kept in

the terminal two miles liway.

Armored cars are posted at the entrance to Amsterdam's Airport as
Japanese guerrillas release their hostages and fly to Damascus last night.

War resisters plan conference

to push for complete amnesty

the

THE

CHEESE ___BARN
Back to School Specials End this Saturday
King Christian $1.49 Boursin w/Herbs $1.19

Port Wine in Cheddar $1.49 Jarlsberg $i.4y

Next Week's Specials:

King Christian $1.49 Jarlsberg $1.49

TORONTO \UPI\ - U.S. war
resisters yesterday planned an
international conference to lay

down strategy for a continued fight

for unconditional amnesty and a

boycott of President Ford's
"earned re- entry" proposal.

Amex-Canada, the largest of the
draft evader groups in Canada, said

the conference would be held this

weekend on the campus of the
University of Toronto. It said in a
statement that representatives of
U.S. exile groups from Sweden,
England and France also would
attend.

The conference had been

planned for some time, but the call

for a boycott came in quick

response to Ford's announcement
Monday of a conditional amnesty
for Vietnam draft dodgers and
deserters.

Amex members met Monday
night, following Ford's news
conference, deciding to hold the

conference and broadcast the

boycott.

An Amex spokesman, Charles

Stimac, a 25- year- old draft evader

from Detroit, said that at the

meeting "we decided that coun-

sellors in Toronto cannot tell people

to go back under the conditions

that Ford has announced."
He said "the Ford plan, as

presented in the media, is basic

suicide. We have reached a very

strong unity on the question of the

boycott."

Many of the war resisters have
said the amnesty proposed by the

President was severe in comparison
to the full pardon granted former
President Nixon.

There are about 28,000 men
affected by the amnesty, most of

whom are in Canada and Sweden.

SOONER OR LATER
YOU'LL COME TO

BEM)3rMeS.

\*Z}
Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.

Congress conferees agree

on campaign reform bill

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Senate-
House negotiators yesterday
reached tentative agreement on key
provisions of a sweeping political

campaign reform bill including a

spending limit of $40 million by the

Democratic and Republican
candidates for president.

They agreed on taxpayer
financing of presidential con-
ventions, primaries and elections

but ruled out public funds for

Senate and House candidates.

The negotiators also settled on
campaign contributions by in-

dividuals, organizations and
candidates and on campaign
spending ceilings.

The tentative agreement would
provide the Republican and
Democratic candidates for
president with $20 million each for

the general election and they could
spend no fnore than that. Each
party would also get $2 million for

its national convention.
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OPEN RUSH
BETA KAPPA PHI

BKQ

invites all University men
*

to come down and meet

rherhood Wednesday, Thursday

8:00 - 9:00

388 N. Pleasant St.

HARPER & ROW
PAPERBACK

SALE

59$

#%

590

590

THOUSANDS OF HARPER & ROW

PAPERBACKS PRICED FOR QUICK

SALE AT 59 CENTS EACH

AT

THE UNIVERSITY STORE

CAMPUS CENTER

Heaviest workload ever

U.N. General Assembly opens 13-week session
NITED NATIONS \iipi\ _ ti,» ~:_..»„ «_. _:. __ .... . . ~ ...... .. .. . .

^
UNITED NATIONS [UP/] The

General Assembly opened its 29th
annual session yesterday with Arab
economic power bidding to
become the decisive factor in its

political decisions.

Following its traditional opening

minute for silent prayer or
meditation, the Assembly elected

Algerian Foreign Minister Abdelaziz
Bouteflika as president to succeed
Ambassador Leopoldo Benites of

Ecuador.

Then it embarked on a 13-week

Iraqi, Iranian troops
clash, killing four
BE/RUT \UPI\ Four Iraq

border policemen were killed and
four wounded in clashes tnogered
by Iranian troops along their

troubled frontier over the weekend,
the official Iraqi News Agency said
yesterday. Iran said its forces
suffered no casualties in the
fighting it blamed on the Iraqis.

Representatives of the two
countries met recently in Istanbul,

Turkey, in an effort to resolve long-
time differences, notably over
navigation rights in the Shatt-el-

Arab River which leads into the
Persian Gulf. But no settlement was

announced.
Both the Iraqi News Agency and

the Iranian agency PARS said the
clashes took place late Sunday and
early Monday morning. But both
gave differing versions of the in-

cident, the latest in a series of

border clashes.

INA said the Iranians had laid

down a 20- minute mortar barrage
at four border posts, and ground
forces moved up later behind the
barrage. But it said Iraqi retaliatory

fire forced the Iranians back to their

own territory.

course of debate, consultation,

confrontation and negotiation
through an agenda of 112 items,

the heaviest worksheet ever to face-

an Assembly at its start.

First political business of the new
Assembly was admission of

Bangladesh, the world's eighth

largest country; Grenada, the
Caribbean island that became the

second smallest U.N. member, and
Guinea Bissau - formerly Por-

tuguese Guinea. This brought U.N.

membership to 138 countries.

Following several rounds of
congratulatory speeches to the new
members, to Bouteflika and to

Benites, the Assembly adjourned
until noon Wednesday when
President Ford will address it.

Ford was scheduled to arrive

here at 11 a.m. EDT today, ac-

companied by Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger and U.S.
Ambassador John Scali. He will be
met b'y Secretary General Kurt
Waldheim who will escort the
President to his 38th floor offices

for almost an hour's private talk.

After a brief meeting in

Bouteflika's 38th floor office, the

assembly president will escort Ford

to the assembly hall. His speech,

the first of his administration on
foreign policy matters, was ex-

pected to last 25 minutes.

Following the speech, Ford will

greet delegation chiefs at a brief

reception and Waldheim will host a

luncheon in his honor.
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Nixon may not show
LOS ANGELES \AP\ - Former

President Richard M. Nixcn is ill

enough that he should not be
required to testify about security

measures taken during his ap-

pearance at a rally in Charlotte,

N.C., in 1971, his lawyers contend
in a motion seeking to quash the

subpoena.

The motion, filed here Monday
and released yesterday, also asked

that the subpoena be quashed
because Nixon's actions at that

time enjoyed presidential privilege

and because the documents and
tape recordings requested also are

privileged.

Nixon has been ordered to testify

by entering a deposition in Santa

Ana, Calif, on Sept. 24 in a civil suit

filed by 21 persons in Charlotte.

They contend White House aides

and local officials illegally prevented

them from attending a rally in honor
of the Rev. Billy Graham. Nixon

spoke at the event.

Nixon funds cut
WASHINGTON \UPI) - A

House appropriations sub-

committee yesterday slashed

$452,000 from a $850,000 funding

request to pay for former President

Nixon's return to private life.

WKWrWftW:s««

The subcommittee voted 7-6 to

make the massive reduction after

defeating proposals to give Nixon
only a flat $200,000.

President Ford had requested the

special supplemental appropriation

to provide $450,000 for Nixon's

transitional expenses - to sort his

presidential papers and answer over

350,000 letters - and $400,000 to

provide an office, a staff and an
annual $60,000 pension.

Subcommittee Chairman Tom
Steed, D-Okla., said the 13-member
panel voted to provide Nixon with a

total of $398,000, most of which -

$245,000 - will pay for transitional

expenses. The balance, $153,000,

will be provided under the Former

Presidents Act to set up an office

and full time staff and provide

Nixon his pension.

Frelino undecided
LOURENCO MARQUES,

Mozambique \UPI] — The new
black-dominated government of

Mozambique will put off decisions

on policy toward neighboring
South Africa, the prime Minister-

designate of this former Portuguese
colony said yesterday.

Joaquim Chissano, third-ranking

member of the guerrilla Frelimo

(Mozambique Liberation Front)

movement, told a news conference:

"We do not wish to provoke

anyone. We won't provide the

reasons to start a new war."

But he said the whole question of

policy toward South Africa and
Rhodesia, as well as Malawi,

Tanzania and Zambia will have to

be studied by an independent

Mozambique government, due to

take office next June after the

interim Frelimo-led government
which Chissano will head.

NEW CLASS
CAMPUS CENTER

7:00 p.m.

(Every Tuesday starting Sept. 17)

You don't have t6 be alone anymore, jfa.

$600 First Meeting Then $2. 50 Weekly

New Members Accepted At All Times

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 786-6611

WEIGHT WATCHERS'®
WEIGHT WATCHERS AND® ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS Of WEIGHT WATCHERS
INTERNATIONAL INC GREAT NECK N V «WElGHT WATCHERS INTERNATIONAL 1IT1

ATTENTION
UMASS GRADS,
UNDERGRADS!!

How would you like to become publisher of a daily
newspaper with a circulation of 18,000 daily and an annual
budget of over $200,000?

THE COLLEGIAN seeks two undergraduate and one
graduate student-at-large from the University of
.Massachusetts to serve on the Constitutionally provided for
"Publishing Board."

Similar to a Board of Directors, the "pub board" in-

cludes top editors of the paper, faculty representatives and
the three students. It is the top decision and policy-making
board at the paper, presided over by the Editor-in-chief.

NO EXPERIENCE is necessary. We seek those who
are interested in, but not involved in journalism to provide a
fresh outlook on Collegian operations.

INTERESTED? Leave your name anytime with
the Collegian Editor-in-chief Jerry Lazar. You will be
interviewed. Contact Jerry at the Collegian office, second
floor of the Student Cnion, or by phone at 545-2550.
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NUCLEAR
POWER

SYMPOSIUM
SEPT. 18 & 19

A PUBLIC DISCUSSION OF

THE NUCLEAR PROBLEM
with

John Gofman • Wed. 8 p.m.

&

Howard Zinn • Thurs. 8 p.m.

MAHAR AUD.

Movies and Workshops C.C. 163

all day Thurs.
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Dean of UMass medical school

hits Sargent for nonsupport
WORCESTER \AP\ - The dean of

the University of Massachusetts

Medical School has charged that

Gov. Francis W. Sargent is trying

"to scuttle" the school and its

adjoining hospital.

Dr. Lamar Soutter said that

Sargent has refused to submit the

budget for the $53 million hospital,

now being built, to the legislature.

Soutter said equipping the hospital

eventually will cost $17 million.

Thomas Reardon, press secretary

to Sargent, said the governor is

"totally committed" to developing

a first rate hospital in Worcester
and that Soutter's charge "is

untrue and unfair to the governor."

Soutter, in an interview this week
with the Worcester Gazette, said

the hospital is scheduled to open an

Senate raps

plan to pay
states for oil
WASHINGTON \AP] - A

proposal to allow coastal states to

share in federal offshore oil revenue
has been assailed in the Senate as

"unconscionable bribery" of states

opposed to offshore drilling.

But backers maintain that the

measure, due for debate this week,
would only help compensate states

for expenses they incur from oil

drilling in federal waters off their

coasts.

The courts have consistently

ruled against the states in their

attempts to obtain a share of oil

revenue derived from federal

waters. The Senate measure marks
the first time an attempt has been
made to compensate the states

through congressional mandate.
Most states are not now entitled

to revenue from oil produced
beyond a three-mile limit. Coastal

states maintain they are entitled to

some revenue from oil produced
beyond the limit because they must
provide government services to oil

companies and employees.

Because of this, Louisiana
commissioned a study of its costs

traceable to offshore drilling

beyond the three-mile limit and
came up with a $40 million figure

for 1972 alone.

"This is a burden that Louisiana

would not have were it not for

drilling beyond the limit," says Sen.

J. Bennett Johnston, D-La.,

sponsor of the revenue proposal.

"The costs represent our ex-

penditures for roads, sanitation

facilities, schools . . . that would not

be required but for the drilling."

The legislation would establish a

$200 million fund from which the

federal government would make
grants to states affected by the
drilling. The bill initially would
benefit Mississippi, Louisiana,
Texas and California.

Others would be affeeteed rf the
federal government proceeds with
plans to develop leases in the

Atlantic, which currently has no
offshore drilling. The drilling,

however, has been vigorously

opposed by many of the Atlantic

states.

out patient department in March
and an in patient department in

July, but the openings will be
postponed unless it gets money.
"The secretary of education and

the comissioner of administration

and finance are holding up our list

for equipment," Soutter said, and is

part "of a perfectly consistent plan

by the governor to scuttle the

school and hospital.

"Take a look at the record. The
governor tried to cut back the size

of the class (this year's entering

class at the medical school) from 64
to 16 students."

"The governor cut way back on
our school budget," Soutter said.

"He never submitted the hospital

budget. No capital outlay for

equipment was approved.

"Most recently, the governor has

put a freeze on new jobs. I have no
doubts that the governor is trying

to scuttle the school."

Asked why he thought Sargent
would do that, Soutter, a former
dean of the Boston University

Medical School, said he thought

pressure was being put on Sargent

by Boston's three medical schools -

Harvard, Tufts and Boston
University.

"The last thing those medical

schools and hospitals want is our

hospital built," Soutter said. "It will

compete very well with them."

Reardon said, "The facts con-

tradict the dean's statements.

We're attempting to put together a

first rate teaching hospital. . . that

will serve the needs of the com-
munity, and in building the hospital

we are looking at cost ef-

fectiveness. We want to develop an

institution within the means of the

state's taxpayers.

"We have asked them to supply
us with information, with
documentation of need for
equipment and how it would be
used," Hilliard said.

"As far as I know, they still

haven't supplied us with such
information."

OFF-CAMPUS

HOUSING OFFICE

CAR POOL SYSTEM

OUTREACH BUS SERVICE

ELECTRONIC VISUAL AID FOR

HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

These are some of the things the Commuter
Assembly Executive Council have originated or
funded. It is an 11 member board of undergraduate
commuters and we now have eight openings for this

coming election, October 2nd and 3rd. You may pick

up nomination papers in the Commuter Assembly
Office, M-F, 9-5. Papers are due Sept. 25.

ish company we'd like to explain

automatic turntable in plain Engl
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How the 810QX reproduces

recorded music accurately.

The BSR 810QX has a sophisticated

synchronous motor, spinning a heavy
7-lb platter for

accurate speed
(regardless of

voltage supply or

record load) and all -but -nonexistent

wow and flutter Anti -skating force

may be adjusted for

/ ^| optimum pressure with

either conical or

elliptical styli, so stylus

sits perfectly centered
m groove for precise stereo

separation

without audible

distortion or

uneven groove

wear A strobe

disc is integrated into the platter

design and a variable "speed control is

*$ 4
provided should you want to vary

from, and later return to, the normal

speeds The tone arm will track as

low as 25 grams to make use of
finest light-weight, high -compliance

cartridges for maximum fidelity and
dynamic range

How the 810QX
protects records and

cartridge stylus assembly.

Tone arm descent is

viscous-damped in

automatic operation

and also when using

the manual cue and
pause control, for gentle contact

with record surface Platter rubber
mat protects records

during play and cushions

discs during automatic

drop Automatic spindle*

uses umbrella -type suspension^

without outboard balance arm

Stub spindle rotates with record to

prevent distortion of center hole

Stylus setdown adjustment prevents

stylus damage if dropped outside o»

entry groove range Tracking pressure

adjustable down to

25 grams for

newest lightweight

« ^M cartridges for

minimum record

wear Stylus brush whisks dust off

stylus between
plays Lock

automatically secures

tone arm to prevent

damage to stylus

from accidental

movement Stylus

wear meter records accumulated
stylus use in hours Knowing when

lgf*_ """"""TBI to re^dce a

m HWhlHHI W worn stylus

protects your records

Howthe810QX
provides convenient opet

in any desired mode.
After touching a single feather-

weight button, the 810QX can

either play a stack of

records, shutting off

after the last one,

play a single record

and shut off, or play

a single record, and

repeat it indefinitely until you stop it.

O Manual operation

uses a single button

to start the motor,

and the cue control to lower the

stylus

How the 810 QX operates

cjuietly, emitting no sound
that can intrude on the music.
The 810QX uses a unique sequential

cam drive mechanism It is a rigid

<4*jqp~

precision assembly that replaces the

plumber s nightmare of rotating

eccentric plates and interlocking gears

that other changers use Unlike other
changers, there are no light metal

stampings that can go. out of aligment

and make a lot of noise, from being
carried, bumped, or just from use

Fa literature write to

BSR (USA) Ltd,

Blauvelt, NY 10913.

Mcdonald

KAPPA SIGMA

OPEN RUSH
Thursday, September 19th 8:00 p.m.

Monday, September 23rd 8:00 p.m.

70 Butterfield Terrace
If you want to be the best then chop all the rest.

South Boston High peaceful

Attendance climbs, violence drops in Boston
Attendance at racially troubled

South Boston High School inched
upward yesterday and there were
only a few minor incidents of

violence marring the fourth day of
classes under a busing plan to

integrate Boston's public schools.
Official citywide attendance

Youngster wearing riot helmet offers some of his

popcorn to a policeman as they sit on stairs near South
Boston High School.

"Underdog" Sargent

calls for debates
BOSTON \AP\ - Gov. Francis W.

Sargent described himself

yesterday as the "underdog" in the

gubernatorial campaign and
challenged the Democratic can-

didate, Michael S. Dukakis to a

series of six weekly debates across

the state.

"Any person who has been in

office six years as governor, taken

controversial positions, and is a

Republican in a Democratic state

doesn't have to look at the polls to

know he's the underdog," Sargent

said at a news conference.

"I recognized from the very

beginning that the bosses were
going to be with Dukakis," Sargent

said. "I recognized that today we
are the underdogs."

The governor declined to name
the alleged "bosses" but described

them as Democratic leaders and

labor leaders.

The debates, Sargent said,

"should provide the opportunity for

the candidates to state their

programs and positions and to be
questioned by reporters."

POTS AND
PLANTS SHOP

POTS, PLANTS AND—
POTTERY SERVICES:

Pottery Lessons
Custom Pottery

PLANT SERVICES:

We babysit your plants
propogate your cuttings
nurse your sick plants

Basement Shop 253 9611

274 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

Mon. Sat. 9:305:00

Sunday 10:30-2:00
mmmm—m—m—m—mmmmimmm

\ \ / / ./
/

/
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LJOrKShOP
(N THE HATCH-nof

figures for Tuesday were 72.6 per

cent-up2.6 per cent over Monday's
attendance. That also compared
with 66 percent the first day of

classes.

There was one arrest yesterday.

Police said Arthur Ward, 17, of

Dorchester was arrested on a

disorderly person charge in South
Boston at the time school ended for

.

the day.

Although more blacks and whites

attended classes, thousands of

children still stayed away from

school.

The only trouble took place as

children were returning home at the

end of school.

A black youth, Clifford Anderson
Mattapan, suffered minor injuries

when a private passenger car in

which he was riding was hit by

rocks at L and East 4th St. in South
Boston.

The incident occurred just after

classes ended for the day and he

was being taken home by car. He
was treated at City Hospital.

Five or six white youths stoned a

bus as it was being boarded by 22

blacks at Hyde Park High School.

No injuries were reported and there

were no arrests.

A crowd of several hundred

jeering, cursing whites were
stationed at Old Colony Housing

Project, the scene of several bus
stonings, at the end of classes.

But the buses were diverted away
from the project. The crowd broke
up quickly once the buses were out
of sight.

Hundreds of policemen were

stationed in South Boston, where
buses of blacks were stoned by
whites last week, and a daytime
ban of liquor sales stayed in effect
But at midday no mishaps or arrests

were reported.

OPENINGS
FOR VIPS

That's right — no longer will you be a lost soul within the
thousands of students here at UMass. You too can become special,
important, needed, a person of value. Army ROTC is looking for
special people; individuals interested in learning more about the
mainstay of national defense — the US Army.

And we have a lot to offer too — accredited Military Science
courses; challenging extracurricular activities; a highly qualified
group of Army officers and NCOs sincerely interested in YOUR
abilities and goals; financial assistance; an interesting, rewarding
alternative in jobs after graduation; and the chance to serve over
two hundred million Americans — as a commissioned officer in the
active Army, Reserves, or National Guard.

Drop by and visit us in the Department of Military Science
(Bldg. No. 79 or call 545-2321). You'll be welcome, there won't be
any runaround, we'll have some answers for you — and we're
always good for a cup of coffee!

mum
ramima

FALL 1974

Peter Pan has prepared a special program often attractive tours

for the tall semester. They depart right from:

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS SMITH COLLEGE (Northampton)

AMHERST CENTER MT. HOLYOKE COLLEGE (So Hadley)

And they go to a variety ot destinations chosen to interest the

campus community. Reservations will be needed on all these
oopular trips, so sign up early while there's space!

Saturday, Sept. 28 U. MASS. MINUTEMEN FOOTBALL AT DARTMOUTH
Sunday, Sept. 29 1-DAY CRUISE TO PROVINCITOWN
Sunday, Oct. 6 GRAND PRIX RACING AT WATKINS GLEN, N.Y.

Saturday, Oct 19 NEW HAMPSHIRE FOUAGE/PHOTO It BUSCH BREWERY TOUR

Sunday Monday, Oct. 27 28 2-DAY WEEKEND IN FASCINATING MONTREAL
(Velerans Day Weekend)

Saturday, Nov. 2 1-DAY BROTHERHOOD WINERY ft HOWE CAVERNS TOUR
Saturday, Nov. 9 U. MASS. MINUTEMEN FOOTBALL AT HOLY CROSS

Sunday, Nov. 10 1-DAY HIKING ft SIGHTSEEING IN VERMONT'S GREEN MOUNTAINS

Saturday, Nov 161-DAY NEW YORK CITY SHOW/SHOPPING EXCURSION

Saturday, Dec. 7 VERDI'S "LA FORZA DEL DESTINO"

(Presented By Connecticut Opera Assn. In Hartford)

Get your copy today ot our special brochure giving details

about times, prices and itineraries on these TOURS FROM THE

COLLEGES trom:

UNIVIftSITY OP MASSACHUSETTS
Campus Center Hotel Lobby
Tel. 545 2006

NORTHAMPTON
Bus Terminal, Old South St

Tel 586 l 030

AMHRST CfNrfB
Bus Terminal
Tel 2560431

SOUTH HAOLIY
Cannon's Pharmacy
Tel. 533-7115

j^rj ^utfjiD \rm^
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-f/Reid Fishman
}

Taking another look back
So you don't like politics. What else is new? And

things just aren't like they used to be.

And when Jack Kennedy walked through a crowd,
things justseemed a little better - just because it was
Jack. There were parties and picnics and dreams, and
everyone was into it. There were Bundy and Galbraith
and Brother Bob, and the rest of the merry clan from
King Arthur's court. And nobody was really afraid to
be too free. And then they shot Jack in the head, and
there was Lyndon.
So America went all the way with L.B.J. — through

the jungles and the rice patties and the walls - all the
way. And there were brave men who fought. And
there were braver men who fought. The nation turned
its head from the whisper of freedom, and looked to
the thunder of "democracy".

It was only when a fickle land grew tired of losing

that the change began, and Clean Gene was there to
show us the way. There were riots and revolts and
flag burnings, and even the vanishing hope for change
within. There were Brother Bob and Sirhan and Daley
and Humphrey and then of course, there was Nixon.

Buster Brown and his bosom buddies coming to
clean up the land. And the nation was slowly cleared
from dissent and disorder in the crucial summer of the
invasions. And all the peasants watched — step by
step, phase by phase, trick by trick. And the last great
electoral binge seemed to be at hand. And amidst a

cast of thousands, the "New Politics" made a brief

appearance to the world, but nobody really believes in

Santa Claus. They'd much rather have the Grinch.

And the world experienced a cruel tide - a tide of

thieves and crooks and spies and saboteurs and
perhaps even murderers. And the government went
down and down and Dean and HakJeman and
Ehrilichman and Kleindeinst and Magruder and Liddy

and Mitchell and McCord and Gray and Hunt and
Agnew and all the rest of Fagen's children. Until the

only one left was Fagen himself.

And Mr. Clean came along to run the country as it

should be run - zigzagging his way from touchdown
to touchdown until he stopped at the fifty yard line

and threw a block for his old boss. And he says "I'll let

you come back if you want to work for me!" And the

world is still crying - crying for Jack and for Brother
Bob. Crying for Roosevelt and for Lincoln — crying

for Jefferson and for Washington.
We view ourselves as a nation of leaders, yet we've

no one to lead us. We see our duty as being the
policemen of the world, while our own policemen can
barely control their own power. We picture ourselves

as the saviors from hunger and disease, even as dead
bodies clutter up our own back yard. And we learn of
our being the most prosperous nation in the world as
we streak towards a depression.

Where are we, America? Take another look.

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist

Christine Dillard

Keeping off sidewalks
All existing paved walkways should be torn up and

replanted with grass. Within two months there would
be new footpaths showing the most heavily traveled
and direct routes between all

buildings. These newly discovered
pathways, as well as those that
have existed for years, would then
be repaved. This would end those
unaesthetic dirt short cuts so
prevalent on campus. This seems to
be a radical undertaking, but I think
that most of you rational readers
can see that this is a revolutionary
but sound approach to an age old
problem.

revolt. One in particular is beginning his fourth and
final year in a Southwest tower. When he finds grass,
he has a tendency to overdose himself, walking

barefoot in a state of ecstacy which
he stores for those many hours
spent in brick and concrete block.

For him, direct paths would be
worthless. He'd still wander
joyously across the grass.

All over campus

With the exception of a handful

of truly well placed walkways,
nobody uses them anyway. Most
were placed tor reasons of artistic

symmetry by architects that don't

have 15 minutes between classes,

that are upwards to a couple of

miles apart. All over campus
multitudes of students race across
the grass cutting corners and
dodging bodies to make that next
oversubscribed lecture.

It is a crisp autumn afternoon as I

swiftly move through the bowels of
the Student Union Building. From
the heated tunnel, I leap the stairs

three at a time and sp t .nt to the
rather spars grass between the
pond and the library. If I were to use
the walk that winds near the water,

I could lose at least 45 seconds.
Without hesitation, I jog across the
grass.

multitudes

of students race

across the grass

cutting corners

and dodging bodies

to make that next

oversubscribed

There is a way to take care of

even the worst of grass fiends, but I

find it unacceptable. It is the
Southwest approach. Leaving only
a few yards of grass to reminds
those that walk by that it existed, all

the other wast spaces could be
paved over. This solves the
problems I have previously men-
tioned adequately. We wouldn't
even have to worry about wading
through mud puddles as the snow
begins to thaw.

The next new building on
campus could utilize these very
basic concepts. First, the architect

would find out which paths receive
the greatest usage. Next, the
construction would be done with
care to avoid altering existing path-
ways. Then, the areas around the
building would be planted. Lastly,

the new sidewalks would be ready
to pave after two months.

This common occurance must
happen at least once a day in the

life of an average UMie. Think of all

those little trampled blades of

grass. Some of them never recover

and become new short cuts, new
cut corners. Imagine the interaction

between a couple of blades, a

friend fantasized.

"Duck! Here comes a 250 pounder! Phew that was
close!"

"This one's wearing cleats - brace yourself!"

"It wasn't so bad really. I was one of the lucky ones.
The one that got me was wearing sneakers."

For some, this system would be useless. I've met
students who shunned all paved pathways as a minor

This proposal would have major
impact on architecture and design

lecture. as we know it. When employed,
this concept would help to generate
feelings of warmth and community
because of the input of literally all

that walk the streets. Presently, I'm
studying other possible applications

of participatory architecture. One
that seems full of promise, is the

building of dormitories by residents. The materials are
delivered to the students who then build to their own
specifications. This would eliminate the problem of on
campus residents being unhappy with their living

conditions. If anybody reading this can think of any
other useful solutions to this problem, please leave

your idea addressed to me at the Collegian office.

Thank you.

Forget it Bill; he'll only be pardoned!

Christine Dillard is a Collegian Columnist

The dilemma in Boston
By ANTHONYBARNES

"What's he here for?" The question was asked concerning the presence
of a priest in the large crowd of children, teenagers, and full grown adults.

"He's here to give last rites to the niggers," was the hastily replied answer
offered by a woman of about thirty-five. All over the buildings were the
signs of bitterness and hate, "nigors suck," "No niggers." The streets,

lined with police on horseback and armed with riot equipment renewed old
memories of streets in Black ghettos during the rebellions of past years.
But in this instance the people police were assigned to "protect" are Black.
Whether the job was adequately done is food for your own opinions.
The energy, apprehension and hatred had reached it's peak as the first

school buses, less than half full, rolled down the street toward the school.
And then, the racial slurs, the cat-calls and slogans began to fly, along with
the rocks and bottles that injured nine of the Black students on that first

eventful day of school intergration.

It must be understood that these incidents did not take place in

Alabama, Georgia or Mississippi, the better known areas of racism in this
country. These incidents happened in "libral, conscientious" Boston. More
specifically, South Boston.

"Southie," as it is called, is home for many of Boston's working class
Irish people. The sense of a unified community is quite strong there in

comparison to other areas of the city. A lot of the people are of low income
and are poorly educated. Southie is the part of town where racism runs as
rampant as the crowds that fill the streets each morning before the school
buses come. Southie is also the part of town where Blacks just donl go.
Much was made of the woman who was burned to death in Roxbury just

one year ago. At the same time, numerous incidents occuring in South
Boston are generally disregarded. Such was the case of the 17 year old
Black youth who was shot and killed by a sniper in a notorious South
Boston housing projector the Black couple who were dragged from their
car as they waited for a traffic light a few years back, they were beaten and
the male occupant died as a result of the beating. But the people in South
Boston maintain that racism is not the reason that they are against busing.
I guess they also feel that racism is not the reason that they shout and
write "nigger" all over the place and throw rocks and bottles at school
buses carrying Black students. Or for throating the lives of Black teachers
who, by terrible misfortune were assigned to teach in South Boston. They
say that the reason that they are against bussing is because it is forced
bussing, which would be a legitimate reason if their actions did not prove
otherwise. But it must be understood that many Black parents are against
forced bussing too. Yet the violence that permeates Southie has yet to
appear in "crime- infested" Roxbury and other Black communities in
Boston where a few whites have appeared for classes.

All that this writer can offer is prayers for their safety for the coureagous
Black children who brave the hostile crowds of "anti-bussing" supporters
each day as they travel to Southie's schools to seek an education which is

the long run will produce them as functional illiterates. Despite the promise
that violence would not be tolerated, arrests have been startlingly few for
such a violence-filled week in South Boston.
The continued calm in the Black community in the face of this violence

is a mixed blessing, because surely any violent reaction in the Black
community will ultimately benefit the racists who started this whole thing.
But is is our children who are being threatened. Monday it took one fourth
of the entire Boston Police Dept. to restrain the people of South Boston. It

is a miracle that one of our children hasn't been killed. Let us hope that the
latter statement is not one of prophecy.
The situation in South Boston is just a bitter extension of the way this

government pits the poor against each other. We are living in a country
(hat has been described as moving into two separate societies. As a
lifetime participant of Bostons Public Schools this writer feels that bussing
is not the answer for Boston's schools on the question of quality education
for all students. The quality of education depends on the quality of
teachers, schools and equipment All the bussing in the world will not help
the children if the administrators of the schools that they are bussed to just
don't care. That is the case with the majority of the schools in the Boston
School System. The Boston School Committee is completely to blame.
The problem as this writer sees it is quality education for all, not the

intergration of schools. The bussing of students from one rotten school to
another one, at the risk of the students own personal safety does little to
solve this problem.

Anthony Barnes is a Collegian Commentator.

opinion#editorial#opinion*editorial#opinion

Asian in America
By MAGARET CORNELL

Did you ever have a nickname or a pet name that you didn't like, but
people kept calling you that name? "Anyway, what does it matter? "A rose
by any other name would smell as sweet." You know that in your head but
not in your guts. You still don't like the name Ronnie, because you're not a
little boy anymore, and just as soon drop the "ie". Or take me. I hate my
father's nickname for me. "Monkey". Isn't that silly? I'm not the little girl

who wailed and shook the sides of her crib. Anyway that's personal, and
not very earth-shaking. Or there's another - not nickname exactly -
perhaps pet name: Oriental.

Not an individual issue, more like a group issue tucked away in the back
of my head that pops out now and then. How in the world can Oriental be
an issue? It's not the word exactly but..There is a poem I came across by a
woman named Beverly Lee:

to be oriental

is to be ding and dong cling and clang
tinkle trinkle.

identity is singing windchimes -

blasting firecrackers

the old bum sleeping at the door
of the sun sing theatre

chopsticks and clean laundry

the ping yuen housing project

rice and tea

and more
identity is me.
oriental is a color, a culture, a language, a tradition

oriental is often a role - high. low. middle.

i am me.
oriental is snicker, snicker

sigh

ooh ahh
ling ling dong
huh?

oriental is our history

and history is just our present — without a past

i am not our history

i am my present with a past.

When is oriental?

Do you feel it? Suzy Wong, the golden- hearted prostitute or Charlie (not

Charles) Chan who walked like a penguin and was about as emotional as a

wooden doll. The nurses's aide I worked with this summer who thought all

of Southeast Asia and China and Japan had one language and one culture.

Or more sophisticated. The high school French teacher who said, "Oriental

do not value the individual human life."

Or conversations with other students. I hate to tell'you that Asians don't

have slanted eyes. Eyes that are shaped differently
, yes, but no slanted

eyes. Nor do the Kamikaze pilots in World War II. A lot of students bring

that up as a fundamental difference between East and West: attitudes

toward death. But the kamikaze pilots were not volunteers and had to be
conditioned for months - especially to accept their "glorious deaths".

And wasn't there a Nathan Hale and a Patrick Henry in America? Just like

any other people.

You need not stumble over "Asian" (which I prefer) if you are used to

"Oriental". Some of us refer to ourselves as Orientals. But there is a

conditioned attitude sometimes subtle, sometimes not. The exotic and
mysterious just go with Oriental. I know there is more. What about you?

The time for reconciliation is now.

Margaret Cornell is a Collegian Commentator
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Letters to the editor]

Collegian deserves whammy

To the Editor

Now I've really had it! For quite some time I have
been putting up with little articles in the Collegian that
have been outright lies about what happens to be a
very serious religion for some of us. The religion?
Witchcraft. The lies? Just about everything printed!

People apparently love to cling on to the traditional

beliefs that Witches fly around on broomsticks, cast

spells on people, and prance around in the nude. The

article in last Thursday's paper by Sr.aron Hughes
proves just that. I would like to clear up a few of the

false statements I found in the article. Of course I

realize that these mistakes are not all Ms. Hughes'
fault, most of the fcu/t lies in the fact that she used
The ABC of Witchcraft as one of her sources.

First I would like to say that there never has been

and never will be any power struggle between the

Cl.urch and the Wicca. Also, the Wicca is not a totally

female religion. Anyone who is even vaguely familiar

with the Laws should know that our High Priests are

quite important to the coven. We aren't trying to

control anything but our own personal lives, and we'd
like to do that in peace, but unfortunately the media
can't leave us alone.

Another faulty statement was that 13 gained
significance as the number of coveners as Witchcraft
went underground. Covens have always been limiting

their numbers to 13 since the Craft was begun. Many
covens allow 14 members — six couples, a High
Priest, and a High Priestess.

Now I come to the portion of the article that

prompted me to write this letter. How dare you
mention Witchcraft along with the devil! We do not
believe in any such deity. He was invented by the

Christians. Don't blame us for a concept that was
developed by the Christians! I think I had better end
this letter at this point before I begin to get carried

away. This letter probably won't do a bit of good,
anyway. If you're running true to form you probably
won't even print it, not verbatum anyway! By the

wav the term "warlock" is not used in the Craft.

Blessed Be!

Prosper the Wicca

Leigh Cadwell

Friends at Everywoman's Center
To The Editor:

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended
and the Massachusetts state law cover employment
discrimination on the basis of race, religion, national

origin, and sex. The law specifically states that people
must receive equal pay for substantially the same
work regardless of sex. One might assume that in an
"enlightened" community such as this that unfair

employment and hiring practices in this regard would
no longer exist. More and more women, however, are
rapidly learning what the situation really is.

The existence of discrimination is something that all

women must face. Sometimes its so subtle that one
can hardly define it much less find a weapon to

combat it. At other times its as glaring as a deliberate

slap in the face. Hurt, anger, and frustration are

unfortunately the familiar results. What is needed is

affirmative action by women who are struggling to

make a way for themselves. Intelligence and ability

should not be wasted nor taken advantage of.

Discrimination in employment is something that
women must fight on all fronts. They have the right to
file a charge with the Massachusetts Commission
against Discrimination for any unfair employment
practices. While doing so they are guaranteed
protection against harrassment.

Change can only occur if women work together to
become aware of their problems and what action can
be taken to solve them. Further information and
someone to rap to is always available at
Everywoman's Center.

Andrea J. Kemp
Departmental Assistant

Campus Center

Boltwood Veterans

To the Editor

This year, as in the past, the Boltwood-Belchertown

Pro/ect will be offering a variety of programs through

which volunteers may work with residents of

Belchertown State school. Each of these programs
was developed by a student working in conjunction

with the residents, professionals and direct care staff

of a specific residential area at Belchertown. Through
consultation, the developmental needs of the

residents were assessed, and a variety of possible

activities were designed. As the needs with each area

are dependent upon the age and capabilities of the

people who live there, the activities vary considerably

from program to program. Undoubtedly, a program
exists which would satisfy the interests of most
student volunteers.

Boltwood programs will be run Monday through
Thursday evenings from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Tran-
sportation will be provided. Volunteers will have the
opportunity to select the program that most interests
them, and will be asked in return to consistently at-
tend one night per week for at least the duration of
the semester.

Any member of the five-college community in-

terested in working with the people who live at

Belchertown State School has something to offer the

Boltwood Project, regardless of his/ her academic
major or background. If you would like to learn more
about our project, please plan to attend one of our

information meetings during the week of September
16 19th. The times and places of these meetings are

posted around campus. If you want to serve in a way
that really counts, join Boltwood. "No one can do it

for you, and no one can do it but you.

"

Larry Ladd

To the Editor

/ wish to address my remarks to all the veterans in

the UMass student body. As you may or may not
know, the bill for the extension and raise of Veteran 's

benefits is dead.at least for the time being.

On August 19, 1974 a bill came out of the Joint

Committee on Veteran 's Affairs a/lowing a 23 percent
increase in the monthly amount of educational

allowances, a nine month extension of eligibility from
36 to 45 months, an out-right $1,000 educational loan,

and an appropriation for tuition assistance. Because
ofsome descrepencies in the Committee's approval, a

"point of order" on the bill was raised by Rep. H.R.

Gross of Iowa, and was unopposed by other members
of the House. This maneuver forced the bill into

amendment, which, in effect has placed it back to the

stage where it was six months ago. New legislation

must now be proposed.

Representative who supposedly supported veterans
have mysteriously allowed the bill to go back for
amendment, amounting to a SELL OUT of veteran's
interests' Vets are urged to contact their
Congressmen to find out the whole story, and [im-
portantly in this election year] to find out how they,
our elected representatives, voted on this issue.

Positive action to reenact the initial proposal may
still be taken. The 2500 student veterans receiving
benefits in the Five College area can, and should put
pressure on Senators Kennedy and Brooke to vote
against the ammended bill in the Senate, and push for
passage of the first land legitimate] bill which came
out of Joint Committee on August 19th.

Tom Duffy
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LIFE/STYLE
UMass: it's really

not that big at all

By BETH LESLIE EDELBERG
Staff Writer

I'm in the midst of a rude

awakening. I thought th« college

experience was basically universal.

I went to a small S ate College in

New Hampshire to do my un-

dergraduate work. The. 1 are 2,200

students enrolled on a campus that

can be thoroughly covered In a ten

minute walk. What did this small

intimate college mean to me? It

meant knowing the Presic'ont, the

Deans, professors and janitors. It

meant recognizing transfer

students because they had un-

familiar faces.

Unfortunately a small college

tends to establish cliques.

Fraternities sitting in front of the

Student Union Coffee Shop playing

whist, freaks monopolizing the

back, while theatre people sat on
the right side. It wasn't easy to

move around. You were pretty

much established to a certain

group.

Academically a small college

offers a small but good variety of

courses and some innovative
programs as well, ie. independent
study, course contract course

major, studies abroad, reciprocal

studies with neighboring colleges.

Classes were generally small,

professors led fairly informal
classes. A personalized feeling was
present and felt within/ without.

This type of informality gave me an
extra amount of confidence,
enabling me to participate to my
fullest ability.

Granted it was neat being known
by everyone and being close with

lots of people, but who's to spy one
cannot maintain a closeness here at

UMass.
I'm finding enough to keep busy

here that I can barely find time to

breathe. Academically UMass is

keeping me on my toes. I've been
spending a lot of time reading and
taking advantage of that towering

monster of a library. I still can't

quite believe the peace and quiet

one observes there.

As in all educational institutions

professors seem to think that their

course is the only one that you are

taking, ergo the assignments start

piling up. I guess that is a universal

college trait.

Despite that, I do feel privileged

to be taking courses from such
prominently noted professors, and
plan to absorb their lecture to the

fullest. I'm absolutely amazed that

many of the professors here are one
and the same that one reads about
in texts conducting experiments

and such. I always wondered where
all those people w».e? There

certainly is i wider path here for

one to step concerning alternative

educational programs. There's

BDIC, studies abroad, continuing

ed., Outreach, independent study,

Womens Studies, University

Without Walls, Honors Program

and still others.

The resources here that provide

counseling services are many. This

is extremely gratifying to know, as

well as healthy for a University this

big.

Everywomens Center offers

counseling services as well as a

place to just rap or get information

about other programs or to take

courses affiliated with Womens
Studies. Everywomens Center,

Room to Move, Counseling Center,

the Mental Health Clinic, are

services that provide excellent

counseling. This is all a bit over-

whelming for me as the college I

attended had no counseling ser-

vices per se, except for perhaps the

infirmary or the campus minister.

Now that University of

Massachusetts is slowly getting

smaller, I'm finding it easier to meet
people and do things. Professors

are friendly and seem accessible.

I've got the freedom to move.

"Now I lay me down to sleep....
//

SUSAN LUNTER
Staff Writer

Reliable Noah Webster defines sleep as "A natural,

regularly recurring rest for the body, during which
there is little or no conscious thought."

I have inhabited my dorm for a week now, and
wonder if the word even exists. I didn't come here
with the notion that I'd be abiding in an elderly

nursing home, but sleep seems to be a foreign word
around here.

Last week I encountered the usual freshmen
hassles of waiting in registration and parking permit
lines; plus the important fact of just finding myself.
After hitting the week-end parties I envisioned
Sunday as a day of rest-which it was once meant to
be. Did I get to sleep? No, The night' Blue Wall
patrons came stomping back, blarir. Aerosmith
records to 3:00 a.m. and bouncing their jmes off the
walls just to hear the echoes.

Not that I was sheltered from earth shattering

noises; having three high school brothers practicing

football plays in the house for Saturday's big game
has immunized me somewhat But football jocks retire

early, while in training, so I did get some sleeD.

Maybe I was misled in my high school biology class.

Back then i i teachers lectured that sleep was one
biological necessity of life. The only time I've ob-

served people sleeping here is 8:00 a.m. Monday
morning in their Rhetoric class, and that's only a few

catnaps or yawnfuls.

How do they survive? Once in a sixth grade history

class I learned the seven Natural Wonders of the

world. Maybe people who don't sleep should be

classified as the eighth. If anyone can sneak me the

secret of how they do it; maybe these black circles

under my eyes will disappear, and I can throw out the

remainder of my sleeping pills!!

UDffiUv
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Prosecutor will request appeal
of dismissal in AIM trial

September sunlit Smith saplings stand sanc-
timoniously shading Smith sidewalks. (Snapshot by
Smith)

Senate committee

votes to probe CIA
cont. from p. 1

States had not meddled in Chilean
politics during the Allende era.

'•ligation of how secret

hum testimony by CIA Director

William Colby came to be leaked to

the press. Fulbright said comittee
members were "very upset" about
the leaks, which made public the
gist of Colby's testimony that the
CIA had intervened in Chilean

affairs between 1970 and 1973 and
had spent between $8 and $11

million doing it.

Fulbright said the question of

recalling Kissinger to check the

accuracy of the testimony he gave
on Chile policy during his 1973
confirmation hearings would be
decided after the staff study had
been comoleted. He estimated this

Ford defends
Kissinger
WASHINGTON \UPI)

President Ford yesterday denied
reports that Henry A. Kissinger is

about to lose his job as chief
national security adviser, and
personally assured Kissinger the
reports are untrue.

^
Both the White House and the

State Department denied a Los
Angeles Times report that Ford
would reorganize the National
Security Council ar.d relieve
Kissinger of his position as special
assistant to the president for

national security affairs.

Kissinger first served the Nixon
administration in that influential

White House post and he kept the
title when he became Secretary of
State last year, giving him "two
hats" and a potent position within
the NSC.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,

mail order catalog. Enclose $1 00
to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

1 1941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material it sold for

research assistance only.

would take "a week to 10 days."

Kissinger has been called to

account for testimony before the
Foreign Relations Committee once
before, earlier this summer. The
committee then cleared him of

allegations he had lied about his

role in Watergate- era wiretapping
and he withdrew his threat to

resian

ST. PAUL, MINN. \UPI\ -

Prosecutor R. D. Hurd said
yesterday he will ask the govern-
ment to appeal a federal judge's
dismissal of all five felony charges
against Dennis Banks and Russell
Means, who led last year's 71 -day
armed occupation of Wounded
Knee, S.D.

Hurd said the Department of
Justice in Washington will make
the final decision about whether to
appeal and he said that decision is

not expected for at least 30 days.
U.S. District Court Judge Fred

Nichol late Monday dismissed the
five felony charges against each of
the two American Indian
Movement leaders on grounds of
government misconduct in the trial

and occupation of Wounded Knee
on South Dakota's Pine Ridge
Indian Reservation.

The judge said he was
"ashamed" of the performance of
the prosecution and FBI in the 8-

month trial.

Banks, 41, a Chippewa from
Leech Lake, Minn., and Means, 34,
an Oglala Sioux from Porcupine,
S.D., were jubilant about the
dismissal.

But Hurd said he felt the
"novernment was right and the
judge was wrong."

Dick Wilson, Oglala Sioux tribal

president on the Pine Ridge
Reservation and foe of AIM, was
angry. Wilson called the dismissal a
"total breakdown of the judicial

system."

Nichol said he was on tne verge
of dismissing the charges several
times during the long trial. The
thing that put the judge "over the
brink" was the serious illness of a
juror after one day of deliberation

last Friday and the government's
refusal to let the jury proceed with

11 members.
Nichol said he dismissed the

charges because the government
refused to proceed with 11 jurors
and for three other reasons:

-Failure of the prosecution to

show the defense an FBI report on

a key witness in the trial. He said
the report contradicted almost
everything the witness said.
-The Louis Moves Camp case.

Moves Camp, key government
witness, gave damaging testimony

against Banks and Means but the
judge felt his testimony was false.

-Use of military force during the
occupation of Wounded Knee.
Nichol said it was illegal to use the
military in a civil case.

Sigma Kappa
19 Allen St.

256-6887

8:00 p.m.

RUSH PARTIES

^ at -
Followed By

Sigma Phi Epsilon

9 Chestnut St.

5-0070

7:30p.m.

RUSH EXCHANGE
At

** Sig Ep %
9:00

'£

T0NITE!

Come meet the Brothers, Sisters and Rushees

FIVE COLLEGE JANUARY FLIGHT

Boston London, January 3, returning Paris- Boston,
January 23, round-trip $240. TWA Boeing 707.

Deadline for full payment November 1. Early sign-up
urged. Contact INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, 239
Whitmore, tel. 545-2710, for application. The only
authorized 5 college flight.

TheAirForceKOTC
CollegeProgram has 3
things to offer that other
college programs don't.

1

.

Scholarships.

2.
$100 monthly allowance.

3. Flying lessons leading

to jet training.

Enroll in AirForceROTC.
Contact Air Force ROTC
At Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass.

PIT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC

CUTOUT

rent a refrigerator.
DELIVERY SCHEDULE

Thursday, Sept. 19th

(Look fur U-Haul Truck)

CUTOUT

TIME DORM rtACI
4:00 Washington JQA Mall
4:30 Cool idge Kennedy Between
5.00 Pnnce-Crampton Parking Lot
5:30 MacKimmie Sunset Door
5:45 Patterson Sunset Door
6:00 John Adams Upper Front Door
6:30 JQA Upper Back Door
7:00 Cance Upper-Wash. Parking Lot
7:30 Moore Pierpont Berkshire Receiving
8:00 Emmerson-Coolidge Emmerson P.L.
8:30 Melville-James Driveway
9:00 Thoreau- Kennedy Parking Lot
9:30 JQA Wash Mall

Look for U Haul Truck

call now
Reserve your rrfngeralor.

(50% more space than smaller units)

Yes, we do rent Inr single semesters'

256-8433

only

$50 Oil pn Jiradpmir y t..tr

or

$30 00 pei s rtflt srm^stcr

The Economic Answer to weekend meals.

4:00

4:20
5 00

5:30

5 45

6:00
6:30
7:30

7:45

8:00

8:15
8:30

8:45
9:00

Gorman
Brett Brooks-Wheeler
Van Meter
Chadbourne
Greenough
Baker
Orchard Dorms
McNamara
Brown
Cashin
Lewis
Dwight
Mary Lyon Crabtree
Quad

CUT-OUT

Front Door
Front Door

Middle Door
Front Door
Front Door

Back North Door
Inner Mall

1st Floor Receiving
Eastman Lane
Eastman Lane

Front Door
Back Door
Between

Mall

CUT-OUT
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Nixon gone, Castro accepted

U.S., Cuba move closer to diplomatic ties
By PHIL NEWSOM

DPI Foreign News Analyst

Just as the soft drink

sandwich stands have returned to

Havana, so it seems the time also is

drawing closer when the United
States and Cuba will restore the
diplomatic and economic relations

broken off nearly 14 years ago.

When it occurs it will be the

result of changes on both sidos.

One is the departure from office

of former President Nixon.

Another is a-growing conviction
that Fidel Castro no longer presses
the campaign to export his

revolution to other American
states.

Another is mounting pressure

from others among the 23 active

members of the Organization of

American States (OAS) to lift the

diplomatic and economic sanctions

which the hemisphere body im-

posed on Cuba in July, 1964, some
three and a half years after the
United States took its own
unilateral action.

And finally there are the indirect

suggestions that Castro would like

to return to the OAS. One such

report comes via Mexico and
another from a Panamanian TV
journalist who was told by Castro

he would welcome improved
relations with the United states.

Despite denials from Secretary of

State Henry A. Kissinger that no
policy changes toward Cuba were
being anticipated, indications to the

contrary began surfacing last

spring.

It was then the United States

issued licenses permitting U.S.-

owned subsidiaries operating in

Argentina to export to Cuba.
Somewhat later, in response to

pressure from within the OAS,

Kissinger also indicated the United

States would go along with the

majority if it were decied to invite

Cuba to a "hemisphere dialogue" in

Buenos Aires next March.

The Nixon resignation was
regarded as further clearing the

way, removing as it did an object of

particular hatred by Castro and
Nixon's own determination to

retain a hardline stance against

Cuba.

In the U.S. Congress there

remains a hard-core resistance to

any U.S.-Cuban detente.

Similar resistance exists among
some members of the OAS, in-

cluding Brazil, Bolivia and Ecuador,

and some other.

And so Kissinger may have felt

his hand being forced early in

September when Colombia, Costa

Rica and Venezuela introduced a

resolution calling for an end of OAS
sanctions against Castro's Cuba.

The three cited "profound
changes" in the international

situation and called upon the OAS
ruling council to call a meeting of

OAS foreign ministers in Quito,

Ecuador, on Nov. 11 to deal with

the Cuban issue.

Even before any such meeting

can be held, 13 members of the

OAS have declared their wish to

abandon sanctions. Two others

have indicated they will go with the

majority.

Castro himself has indicated no
repentance and no change in his

plans for the ultimate destiny of his

country. Cuba, he says, is entering

the socialist phase of its revolution.

But communism remains its goal.

KKSKAKdU'U'KKS
Scud %1 for our mail order catalogue.

< nmplt'to I durational Hesparrh Service

imluitiiiK term paper research, thesis

n'M-.uch. Hi.iMMi Kesearch Papers on
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The New Record Shop

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394

Stuff it.

Rent
your own refrigerator • . • just pennies a day.

• Inexpensive $40.00 Per Academic Year *
$22.50 Per Semester •

• Free delivery & pick-up at door of dorm

• Deposit refunded at pick-up time

• Compact

• plus tax and $10 deposit

"CONTACT:
253-5531

ini | kool

KDB Enterprises
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BOLTWOOD + BELCHERTOWN
PROJECT
Volunteers needed to work at the

Belchertown State School. If you
would like to help yourself and a
resident of the State School, come to

our information meeting, Thursday
night, c.c. 113, 7:30

CENTER FOR URBAN
EDUCATION
CUETEP is holding an advisory

meeting for its CUETEP students in

Marks Meadow Auditorium at the
School of Education, Sept. 18, Wed. at

7:00 p.m. It is most Important that all

CUETEP students attend.

FREE FILM
Seven Broads For Seven Brothers,

Wed. 18th, 7:30 in Bartlett. Musical
comedy film classic.

PRELAW
Meeting on Wed. Sept. 18 at 7:30

p.m., cc 163. All interested students
are welcome.
SCIENCE FICTION CLUB
The Science Fiction Club and

Library have moved to rm. 921 cc.

Hours are posted on the door. New
members are always welcome.
TOY LENDING LIBRARY
The Toy Lending Library is

currently undergoing relocation
problems: An announcement will be
made later in the month as to the new
location and schedule. Please ad-
dress any inquiries to Univ. Day Care
Center.

WOMEN'S CREW
All women interested in rowing -

come to rm. 9 WOP E, weekdays from
7:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. No experience
required, the taller and stronger you
are the better.

LOST
Brown address book, has title of

Efficiency Memo Book. Turn in at
Info Center in Student Center!
FOUND
Blank check: First National Bank,

Amherst and receipt from Hamp-
shire Savings with name Anne M.
Will turn in at cc lost and found dept.
ALPHA CHI OMEGA:

All University women invited to

Pub night, Wednesday, at 7:30 at

Alpha Chi. Call 5-2152 for rides or
info.

BRIDGE LESSONS:
Beginning Bridge Players

nvited for Bridge lessons from
6:45 p.m. at 415 S.U. tonight.

BRIDGE PLAY:
The University Bridge Club

have its weekly meeting tonight at 7

n 802 804 C.C. All bridge players
invited.

CAMPUS GIRL SCOUTS:
Meeting Thursday night in 903 C.C.

at 7. All interested people are urged
to attend.

COMMUTERS:
The Commuter Assembly Exec.

Council will meet this Thursday al

noon in the commuter lounge. All are
welcome.
DVP MEETING:
There will be a DVP meeting

tonight at 5:45 in 905 909 C.C.

FRATERNAL DUMP ASSN:
Dumpers, pickers, lovers and

friends of the dump. Wed. at 7 p.m.,
there will be a meeting of the F.D.A.
in the main lounge of Brown House.
All members should attend, new
members welcome.
FRENCH MAJORS:
Organizational meeting to be held

Wed. 7 p.m., Herter Hall, 3rd floor

lounge. Election of officers will be
held. Refreshments served. Please
attend!

GO GREEK:
Kappa Kappa Gamma invites all

University women to our first Rush
Party where we'll show you what it's

ike to be a Kappa. Come and meet us
Weds, at 7-8; or 8 9 at 32 Nutting Ave.
GRAD RECORD EXAMS:

Seniors who plan to register for the
Graduate Record Exams Oct. 26

should pick up forms from Pat
Rector, E 22 Machmer, mail com-
pleted forms with fee by 9-20 to

Educational Testing Service, Box
955, Princeton, N.J. 08540.

GRAD SCHOOL:
Seniors interested in Arts and

Sciences should attend the meeting 9-

19 at 10 a.m. in 113 C.C. for info about
'PPlying.

AM RADIO CLASS:
Amateur Radio Club offering free

ourse for those interested In

coming radio hams. Wed. nites, 8

m., at Amateur Radio Station, 109,

ngineering Lab.
ILLEL COUNCIL MEETING:
Open meeting Thursday the 19 at 5
m. All interested people may st-

are
6 to

will
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tend in S.U. 302.

ISRAELI DANCING:
No Israeli dancing tonite. There

will be Israeli Dancing in FaVley
Lodge Sat. night. All interested in-

vited.

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES:
Orientation on opportunities in

Latin American Studies at UMass.
All interested students invited.
Refreshments. Monday, 7 p.m.
Memorial Hall.

MARKETING HAPPY HOUR:
Informal socializing with students

and faculty .associated with the
Marketing Department, Weds 4:30-7
at the Steak Out on Rt.. 9. All are
welcome for happy hour prices and a
good time!

MASS PIRG:
Local board meeting Wed. 7 p.m.,

102 C.C. All welcome!
NAIADS:
Meeting today, 4:30 in the Gym at

WOPE or NOPE.
NES TUTORING:
NES will hold a recruitment

meeting for anv students interested
in tutoring inner-city children in

Spfld., tonight at 7, 165 C.C.
Academic Credit is available.
OPEN SMOKER:
The brothers and pledges of Sigma

Phi Epsilon invite all University men
to an open smoker tonite at 7:30.

Come and find out why "Sig Ep is

why you'll go Greek". 545-0070 for
rides or info, 9 Chestnut St.

PARACHUTE CLASS TONITE:
People who signed up 9-12 come to

907 C.G. before 7 p.m. A note book will

be han'dyi PeoDle signed up for class

turn to page 14

Got room for an extra credit?

Try Air Science 111

An introduction to the Air Force today meets Thursdays — 4
sections try out a course that could lead to a space age job
after college.

For more information call 5-2437 or stop by Rm. 205,
Dickinson Hall.

GO DOWN UNDER
when you're up, down, or just plain hungry

french fries FREE
thru

Sept. 20

with any grinder

Centrally located (Greenough in Central Area)

Weekdays 7 p.m. — Midnite/weekends Noon - Midnite

Breakfast Sunday 10 a.m. - noon.

YOUR MONEY'S WELL SPENT AT A\cke\ k£*t»»£?S£^^» — . ^ms^$sssssssssssssssssss^^ M^»w:mw^ ^^^^
AMHERST

191 No. Pleasant St.

FILM DEVELOPED

40% OFF
We reserve the right to limit quantities.

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SEPT. 22, 1974

Mfr. $12.95

Mfr. $1.29 Mfr. $2.25

SCH0LL

EXERCISE

SANDALS.

Gillette

Foamy

Prell Shampoo

7 oz. tube

$109

Red
Blue

Bone
White

All Sizes

j^jj , , ^>«ty

11 oz.

v^*^v\n;
MRna^\\3lMmX\\l^X^

^<<
v^SS^K

Mfr. $1.31

Mfr. $1.45

LISTERINE

(Mouthwash

USTERIHE

ARJVD. .

BtniAOIBM

Mfr. $1.85

ARRID

AntiPerspirant

Regular

Of Mini

t*C '

30c COUPON
intlda package Good on

ne«i purchaaa

CREST
TOOTHPASTE

7oz.

14 oz.
9 oz.

all types

$1.39 Tame Creme Rinse boz.

$1.29 3 Subject Notebook

59'

78*

c i*

wGuim

.*—**

BWOSAKf ;

» •-«
UGMM

Mfr. $1.49

CRICKET

LIGHTER

$1.19 lot Stapler
*—9-

69*

69* Legal Size Tablet "ft? 37' Mir. ?7c

59' Bic Pen Special i pen. 27' EXCEDRIN

49' Flair Pens ?*ck

red 2 <or 43"

Mfr. $1.45

C0RICIDIN
ICold and Hay Feverj

Tablets

39' Plastic Rain Coat With Hood 19*

29 '
Irish Spring Soap 15*

36 Tablets

25 Tablets

WE DISCOUNT OVER 3000 ITEMS EVAERV DAV
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cont. from p. 13
25 and 26 Sept., rhe class is in C.C.

162 175 and be there by 7.

P 10 CAMPAIGNS SEMINAR:
First Seminar meeting at 8:30 p.m.

Thursday, not 7 p.m. as publicized

earlier. Classroom I, Pierpont Hall.

For info 253 7768.

RICHARD WRIGHT SERIES:
Ted Ward, playwright and Mike

Cook, writer, will discuss the life and
limes of the foremost Black writer,

Richard Wright. Herter, 231, 8 p.m.
Public is invited.

RUSH PARTY:
The sisters of Sigma Kappa invited

UMass women to our house tonight at

8. Then we'll be having a party with

Sigma Phi Epsilon Frat. Come meet
the SK's and the Sig Eps!

SAILING CLUB:
There will.be a meeting next Tues.,

the 24th. concerning upcoming races
and a 5 College Regatta. New
members welcome, 162 C.C. 8 p.m.
SPECTRUM:
There will be an organizational

meeting of Spectrum Fine Arts

Magazine, Sept. 19, 7:30 p.m., C.C.

811. All who would like to work with

us on this year's issue are welcome to

attend.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY
BOARD:
The first meeting of the year will be

on Thursday at 4:30 in C.C. 904 908.

This year, again, the Bcnrd will be
taking up Campus Healtl issues as
they relate to the Infirmary...
Students needn't be elected or ap-

pointed to the Board, the Board is

open to all students.

THREE ONE ACT PLAYS:
At East Meadow School, Granby,

Ma. Friday, Sept. 20 and Sat. Sept. 21

at 8 p.m. For ticket info call (1) 467

3516 or 549 3688 after 5 p.m.

WE ARE RESPONSIBLE:
Student Senate election,

nomination now open. Applications
available at Student Senate Office.

Nominations close Sept. 25 Elections
are October 2 and 3.

FOUND:
Set of keys on the corner of Fearing

St. and No. Pleasant. Call MaryBeth
68279.

FOUND:
Different sets of 3 keys each within

last week. Call Adele 434 4564 and
identify.

Last known P.O.W.I

to be freed today
VIENTIANE \UPI\ - Emmett Kay.

a civilian pilot who is the last known
living American prisoner of war in

Indochina, is scheduled to be
released today after about 16

in pro Communist Pathet Lao
captivity. His wife said she was so
excited she had "butterflies" in her

stomach.

"I've got butterflies," said Flora

Kay. "Boy, I'll tell you, I've never
been so excited."

Kay, 47, was captured by the
Pathet Lao on May 7, 1973, when
his commercial plane was forced to
land in Communist territory

because of bad weather. He is

scheduled to be flown *o Thailand
and then to the Philippines im-
mediately after his release at
Vientiane airport.

LOST:
Big brown purse. Please return the

identification cards and passport
(Ecuador) to the foreign students
office, Whitmore or to Computer
Science Dept.

LOST:
56 year old female brownish

beagle mutt. Near Congregational
Church Coop in Amherst. She an-

swers to food and name, Grendal.
Contact John MacLean at 367 2403 or
Henry at 256 0517. Thanks.

Film Times

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Buster ft Billie 7:16 6- 9:16

AMHERST CINEMA
Par a Urn, Via* 7:00 » 9:16

CALVIN THEATRE
Uptown Saturday Night 7:00 ft 9 00

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Bustar ft Billla 7:00 ft 9:00

lova Happy It Night In Casablanca - 8 00
Harold ft Mauda 7:00 & 8 45

MT. FARMS 4
Cinema I: My Name Is Nobody - 6:46 & 8:16
Cinema II Zandys Bride 6 00 ft 8:16
Cinema III Thraa Musketeers - 6 00 ft 8:30
Cinema IV: Uptown Saturday Night 6:00

a 8:30

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Duddy Kravitr 7:30 ft 9:46
That's Entertainment 2:00. 7:30 ft 9:46
Death Wish 7:30 ft 9:30
Animal Crackers 7:30 ft 9:26
Doctor Zhivago 8.00
Alfredo Alfredo 7 30 ft 9:30

Think ofthe perfectcrime. .

.

Sistarring

Michael Caine &
Laurence Olivier

PG *& TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

'Then go one step further.

Fri., Sept. 20

at 7, 9, 11:30

in Mahar Aud.

IVi-*-il iwv Ihv'kinv Avk.iril Winning IV> kw.lv*.\> IV>

KLUTE
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19

CCA ADM. $ .75

7 9:15 11:30

TONIGHT

Otoffttb
Timmv Greely

and
John

from Fathers on
Cape Cod

Special Drink
Sombreros

TODAY:
GAYBREAK — right after the 10 p.m. News Gaybreak

presents a program dealing with back-to school
problems. Along with music, interviews, and poetry.

TOMORROW:
8-9 p.m. — FILMMAKING NOTES — host Gary

Perlemutter continues with his Hollywood series
featuring interviews with known filmmakers.

9 p.m. — THE SHADOW — mysterious adventures from
yesteryear return to the airwaves for your en-
joyment.

9:30 p.m. — WOMEN'S SHOW — interesting music,
news, and talk for everyone.

HIGHTIDES — astrology every weekday morning after
the 8:30 News.

STEREO 91.1 FM
FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE

RADIO

TONIGHT

at

THE FOUR LEAF WINDOW

MAGIC MUSIC BAND

Thurs. — Fri.

Good Friend Coyote

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $1.00

CALVlN]&e
KIS(,M NORTHAMPJOS 584 23)0

SIDNEY POITIEK Itll I t OSIiY
HARRY BELAFONTE

No Cover Wed. and Thurs. 9:00 - 1:00 a.m.

HAPPY HOUR DAILY 4 • 7

Rte. 202, New Salem (at Truman's Flea Marttt)

UPTOWN
OAfUGOAV NICWI
They get funny when you

mess with their money

pg FUVWIIMN
'UPTOWN"- 700 * »:00, Sat. 4 Son. Mat. 2:00

KTONDAr & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $1 00

\KW1M IIMHVMyU X J r^jT^i
». **- *** neatrammmm 0rj /

>•••*•••••>••• II \ I- A

smfimj-hs llrTKIr

BUST• >* i« hl* m s» MA

TMMT
Mats 2 p.m\ ««*

Eves, wish
<:.MI-9:I5 HWM

I
1« II MHW. Ill

1 M«n ihi <hvii it awn"*/ » h« in KIUKT0""» TUB WW
• InkIn it i mhr II

SIM .ill |«rl. niw.o
ii haailMM il

\>- ii|Mml

ooiagsA high mehoot stu
«•« your tree showcase cinema f

discount card now! save SO-

f

J

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

|

jniversity of massachusettes
arts councilT presents —

-

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR
SERGIO LEONE

vt\a*.

^RA, QIR't MOUNTAIN URMS MAu
"Z_f _ . "O' 't ' m«[), 1> MASS

vt> ^LV$*

Today: S 45 4:15

Twi-Llt* Mr — 1111 — f.j : jo only

ITERNATIONALr
|A Fantastic Cuttural m »^|how& Dance

atudant union

ticket* M.oogenerol $2POomossstudentoM
|
Tickets on sale 125 Herter Hall UMass (413) S45-O202

"IT CAN BE SAID, SIMPLY
AND WITH THANKS, THAT

IT IS AN ABSOLUTELY
*T TERRIFIC MOVIE:

THETHvQEE
MUSKETEERS

i i i i>

' >' "I I V I I • II

ii' ittr.ix ii imw
Today: 6 oc 8 ;o

TwiLitc Mr - $1.15 - J 5 10 only

1*14

More like a war Chan a marriage.

Today « 00-1:15

TwILilt Mr. - III) — j.$jo only

Sll INI \ I1M 1 II K
HILL COSHV UPTOWN

6AYLURDAW

»

Thev qet funny

when /Oi

.

then money

Today: * 00: 30

Tw, Lilt Mr. — II.M — ».$:»• only

MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
1:30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear
The rates art:

Daily — $.30 per line
Weekly — $.25 per line
Monthly — $.20 per line

FOR SALE
Cassettes — $2.00 each. $2.00 each pre-

recorded. All new tapes. Call 549-4450.

I riiwn IIIM power uinpunrr IM watt! -

ItMs per channel. \ew. Call A.M. s*4-0S4t

Pioneer SATIIW Amp., one \r old. I.isi

1250.. sell for $l«o. (all iran. I$t1U.

I.eblanr (rum pet very good condition
SIM. Call Jerry. Z.S.1-MC9.

Bureaus Klec stove, (iingerhread
clocks, buffet, oak bench, collectibles, etc.

Call Mike l-773-M.Z?. C-9 p.m. All day Sat.

Moving! Stereo goes. Dual 122* V\

MMAI.M $2IW. DYNACO St AlUJQ $125.

Kill 6 speakers $150. Pair all in excellent

shape. Hand made speakers w-Norelco
components. 4 tweeters. I Midrange. I

woofer in AKI>T configuration. Will sac.
for cost of speakers. $.100. Pair must be
heard! TKCIIMCS KS27M 'S Cassette deck
$225. Sam 54»-:«i77

For Sale — 10 speed Raleigh Grar Sport
23V frame, never used. $190. Call 586-4458

after 4:00 p.m.

Books for Sale. For Pol. Sci. 100

(American Politics) and Hist. 340 (Islamic
(Hi ( iintact Bill 5-2304. 208 Dwight.

' 10 speed Vista Esq.. excellent condition

Call 253-7458 evening.

Kaleigh 5 spd. Worn. Model. 3 mos. old.

$95 Bskts. 549-6678.

Full size bed. good cond. Must sell. Call
Laura. 256-8068.

5 String Banjo. Call Alesii 549-4981.

AR4X speakers, absolutely immaculate,
$85 or b-o — Larayette I.A 5 24 Amp and
Lafayette Pre Amp has built in SQ-4
channel applications $45 or b-o. Also
Dynaco quadaplor $4. These units new
cond. 549-3677. Ask for Paul.

(•as cans, approved, 5 gal., used. $5; 2

reconditioned Chev 283 heads $40; 1178X15
tires, 2 studded snows. I radial, used. I

new Polyglas. Call Bob 253-7241.

2 Volkswagen snow tires. Sell for $15.
546-5791 or 603 Brown.

Sierra Design 200 sleeping bag for sale.
$65. Skiis. boots. 586-3664.

King-size waterbed with frame. $50 or
best offer. Call 253-7001.

1120 bed for sale. Frame, mattress, liner
- $50. Call 527-5670. Will deliver.

Sherwood S7I00A receiver. List $239, our
price $165. Sound A Music Co-op. Call Dick
at Ml MM i| a.m. - 9 p.m.

BMW '69 2002 decent. 60.000 AM-FM 6-

HM

IK AL 1229 turntable XLM cart. New
M'.ii now $200. Class "A" equip.
(•AKKAltD SL95W. new M9IED cart. New
$210. now $125. 549-3677.

—i
H—

Portable dishwasher and TA'. 549-6869.

Flectro-Voice Interface A spkrs. list $450
or. our price $325. PK Sound A Music Co-
op. 2l7-.i870. il a.m. to 9 p m.

Dynaco A25 spkrs. list $89. Our price $56.

Sound A Music Co-op. Call 247-5870 bet-

ween II a.m. A 9 p.m.

For Sale — Shure mike unlpe 585, perfect

read MSj| ( nnga Drum $65: Sound City

guitar Amp. 6 wts. $150. Call 584-6648.

Band Sale — Showman .IBL 15. I960 v.
Leslie spkr. 1952 Bass Man. 549-0624.

Living i ooni set includes sleeper couch,

platform rocker and club chair, good

condition. $K.V Also oak kitchen table. $20.

".MMHi:i2 afler 6.

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

Men's III spd. touring bike, well main-
tained, suntour drl. Call Nina 256-8911.

1X5. (Ml.

II AltK III spd., p.s., w-19V frame. 6 mo.
old. Kxcell. bike for riders 5'4" & under.
Asking $110. Call 665-4308.

KVH 3 Receiver, 130 Rms. $150. 549-6373.

For lale — 1971 Honda 350 CL. excellent
cond. $500. 546-7872.

Sony 1100 turnthle w-cart. List $99. our
price $79. Sound & Music Co-op. Call 247-

5870. II a.m. - 9 p.m.

I AUTO FOR SALE
Sound & Music Co-op stereo equipment.

8 percent over cost. Call Vick 247-5870. II
a.m. to 9 p.m.

67 Barracuda, runs good. 33.000 mi. on
engine, 4 good tires. $400. Call 253-7567

.

71 Fiat. 850 Spider 30.M0 mi. Mkhelms
Plus 2 studded snow tires, radio, exc.
cond.. but needs new muffler $1250 or
best. 584-1006 Jude

1.
1
Chevy Panel, runs good, body rusted.

everything works. $225. Call 253-7567.0—i-

64 Land Rover 109. needs muffler. $1200
or b.o. After 6 p.m. 323-7107.

1967 Olds Vista Cruiser. 54.000 miles. No
rust. $895. Call John after 6 p.m. 549-1200.

64 Corvair covert. Excellent body it top.

Needs motor. Will deliver. 253-7241.

Fiat 850 Racer. 1970. Excellent
mechanical condition, 35 mpg. $754. 253-

7241.

Ply. Fury, 65. 4 dr.. small 8, automatic,
dependable transportation. $250. 253-7241.

Jeep CJS. 33,000 mi. $2.IM. Tel. 1-527-

4853 after 6 p.m. Ask for Don.

VW 1966 - 67 engine. $375.00 or best offer.

Tel. 247-9433 after 5:00.

64 VW. runs good. 2 new tires, body in
good shape. 55.000 mi. $375. Call 253-7567.

1968 Rambler Amer.. 6 cyl. $300. 546-
4737.

63 VW. huge sunroof, brand new tires,
battery, interior,' steering damper.
alignment, tune up. etc. A real cutie! $450

_or best offer. 546-8440. Please keep trying.

Peugot 403. 58, for parts. < olumbo
special! Mill deliver. Call Bob 253-7241.

1972 LTD station wagon, fully equip.,
power wind., seats. AC. AM-FM. good
condition., excellent interior. Call Dennis
549-44<i:i

Looking for driving pleasure! 1967
Ponliac Calalina. p.s.. p.b.. excellent
condition, low mileage. Call after 6 p.m.
665-3685.

61 VW. good running condition. 253-2914
afler 5.

1971 Datsun. 510. Slreetracer. All BRE-
inlerpart MODS. Must sell 2S3-7I40.

IW8 Buick Skylark, fjf 350, p.s.. p.b. AC.
Iti-sl offer, (all mornings 1-732-1322. Keep
trying.

4b-
IM4 (hew Malibu 327. V8. good shape

Needs minor work. Call 665-36W. $225.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1973 Vamaha TX MO, I8O0 miles New

condition $15410 includes $2 m H indjammer
fearing, luggage rack! I.eate name,
number l$MISI or Wt-HM.

triumph Tiger 650 ( ( mint cond call
afler 6 p.m. 586-inSt.

Vamaha MOC Street Bike. 1970. needs
minor repairs. Best offer. 586-2299 after 5
p.m.

71 Honda XL250KL 800 mi., one month,
new, perf., factory warr.. mech. owned.
$985. I \tia parts available. 25K-868.V

Yamaha 350. 1968. First $395. 253-7241.

I KIND \ ;n Trail Bike, sells for $550. Will
sacrifice $.125. >.m miles, excellent con-
dition 253-3118,

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
70 Honda 750. excellent cond. 13.000 orig.

miles. Never abused, always garaged.
Really sound. $1095. 549-3677. Ask for Paul.

1973 Vamaha 250MX, ridden 25 hrs
Perfect. $895 or B.O. 546-8394.

1970 BSA Victor Special. 441. CC Brand,
new tire, just tuned. Needs chain work!
maybe paint. Must sell, best offer over
$350. j(li7-9982. John Stonedor — XYL'B.

71 Kawasaki 350 A7. excellent mech.
cond. 6.I8NI mi. Best off. looking to trade
for van. (all eves. 1-863-2614. Tom.

FOR RENT
I hdrm. in 3 person house. Amh. Center.,

fern, grad pref. $90 per mo. 253-9775. 4 - 7
p.m.

furnished Apts. I. 2. 2'* rms 9 mos.
k*a*e — Sept. I - June I. Air-cond.. pool,
parking. Near shopping a id theaters.
Reasonable rents Amherst Motel. Rt. 9.
opp Zayre's.

Sunderland — ML Sggarloaf — On free
I Mass bus line. No lease required. Be cool
in the pool or in your fantastic air con-
ditioned 2 bedrm. wall-wall carpeting, self
cleaning ovens, dishwashers, disposals,
laundry facilities. Master TV antenna. 24
hr. resident manager, maintenance crew.
Renting at $220 including utilities. Call us
1 1.1-665-3856.

Off-campus room in offbeat household,
right off Rt. 9. not far off from Mall. Call
253-3265 often.

Furnished room in private house with ttj

bath. 10 minutes from campus. $80 a
month. Call 256-8948 after 3 p.m.

WANTED TO RENT
Garage wanted for car-port and film

workshop until mid-Dec. Leave info with
Sue 549-6551.

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 rms. in old house. 15 min. wlk to
campus. For mature hip M-F's or couple.
$55 & $80. Call 253-5275.

Blk. female grad. to share 2 bdr. apt.
$110 per mo. Call 545-0733. Ask for Vicky.

F. to share one bdr. apt. 665-4375. Leslie

I - 2 per share. Bonds* Hie House Wl 3rd.
15 mi.. Sea-f ea. Mature, clean ZX:i-34ag

Female wanted to share a room in
Brand* wine $65-mo. Call Ricki at 549-6329
after 6:3* p.m.

I quiet male, own room. IMA Brit.
Manor after 5 p.m.

Male wanted to share 2 bedrm. apt.
$102.50 per mo. Mature. Clean. 665-1770.

WANTED
BOB IS BACK - to buy your sick or

decrepit car. Any make, model, vear
Inload your headache for fast $$$$$$. 253-

Babysitter needed for Benjamin, age 3.
who could meet him in Amherst at 12:30 4
«'«me with him to N'hmptn. slaying with
him m my home or yours. 3 or 4 afternoons
per week. I pay extra for transportation
586-0519.

Sell your siler coins, paying 250 percent
on face value. Chase 6-8792.

\ room in house or apartment near
I Mass campus. If reasonable call 546-
1077.

Wanted, qualified student to take FR
proficiency exam $$$$ (all Peter evenings
•27-0550.

Soprano, alio or tenor saxophone. Boh
• 16-V807.

HELP WANTED

Desk Clerk- \uditor. part-time, week
nites and weekends Apply in person.
Howard Johnson's Motor Ixidge. Rt. t.

Ilnrites

HELP WANTED

Medical Technologist. Full time in ex-
panding laboratory. ASCP registered only.
Attractive wages. Please contact: Annie
I cwallen. Chief Lab Technologist. Wing
Memorial Hospital. Palmer 1-283-7651. ext.
81.

Mothers helper wanted to aid full-time

grad student for light housekeeping,
laundry (no ironing) and occasional
cooking. M-F. 3 - 6 p.m. $22.50 per wk.
Schedule negotiable. Call Judith 256-6421

after 6 p.m.

Wanted — Experienced waitresses.
Apply in person. Northfield Inn.

Need fiddler for Rluegrass Band. If
interested, call Tom 549-3717.

People interested in learning basic
newspaper page design and layout are
needed to help the COLLEGIAN editorial
stall No credit or $ but a chance to learn
from professionals free. Contact Dean
Tucker 5-2550.

Part-time help wanted. Call 247-5421.

Need Spanish Tutor for advnce SP. I hrs
wk. Will pay Call 256-8821
Kathy.

evenings

Responsible girl to do appeox. 6 hrs. per
week of cleaning at $2.25 per hour. Call 549-
6569 near bus line.

Phi Mu Delta Fraternity needs 3 bouse
boys to work 2 meals a day cleaning kit-
chen. Pay is meals. Call 253-9034 or 545-
2163. Ask for Brian after 5 p.m.

PERSONALS

M transfer seeks experienced F to assist

his discovery of I'M. Dan. 546-8919.

House Plant Sale, many varieties. Sat..

Sept. 21. 9:00 - 4:00. 9 Applewood La.. So.

\mhersl. 253:1564.

Like to sTiare expenses on a horse?
Have yearling colt — needs work and
training. No experience necessary. 10

minutes from campus, nice en-
vironment. Evenings 253-5834.

A dorm is a nice place to visit, a sorority
is a nice place ta live. If intermed in

boarding, call 549-6*76.

North VUlage Children's Center —
Openings in P.M. session, 2:M • 4:34. M-F.
ages 2 - 3i,, $100 per semester. Contact
Janice Rewak at 545-2720 or Deborah Burt
at 549-4686.

Hop Brook Commune. Rural Farm. Gay
People. Box 723, Amherst. Ma.

Jill Kehoe — Vou don't know how I lov
you. I can't call on Wednesday, but iry
brother and I will see you EVERY wete>
end. I'm sure I left some sort of impression
— see you this Friday — Love till the
turkeys come home. Love and Calliais —
\BBDCL ANNABI.

Dearest Vogi. Happy Anniversary and
Thank you for making this the best year of
my life. All my love always. Boo-Boo

RIDE WANTED
Ride to & from Spfld.. Mon . Wrd Fri

Reach Spfld. by 9:30 am — done by 3:30

eve. 253-9465.

Hide wnated from Amherst to Holyoke
or Springfield, week nights. 12:45 a.m. WUI
pay $.» weekly, (all Jim. 536-2751 or write
126 Pearl St., Ilolvoke.

To Boston -MT\ Thurs.
(all Brad 5-5738 Write
Krown.

afternoon —
407F Sylvan-

Car Pool for T - Th. 8 a.m. class from 191
A Rt V V\ Spfld 739-1953.

INSTRUCTION
Instruction For nonsctence majors:

Relativity (physics 1161; World Beyond
Our Srnsfs (IMi; ( ontemporary
Problems i||9i

; Science Far Science
tit linn Readers <im> : Concepts Of
Phvsics .i_<|i

; Physks For Hem Ed
Majors <i w. ur Polutlon umB> - I CR
mini course See course listings or Inquire
in ll.ishiouik

1 10 or call 545-2497*

Piano lessons, classical (all Bavcka
Xocontetiky •« 323-4382 eves

SERVICES

Campus Clubs and Organizations. Do
you want to publish high ajMlat)
newsletter. pamphlet, magazine or
booklet??? Let the Message Company help
you write, layout, design and print it!!

Reasonable fees.Contact Jerry at 253-9869

for information.

III I I \iuliii repair 2 day service, work
uuaiaiilifd \| Tech Hi Fi (all 549-2619

Handwritting analyzed, pers. Sketches
done $3. Doug 701 Web. or 6-7207 nite.

Mechanics Specials — 67 BMW. radials.

4 dr. auto. AM & FM. needs engine rebuilt
$100. .VI Pontiac. 4 dr . needs valve job
JUKI (all 323-4821.

Horses boarded 10 min. from campus —
box stalls, trails, pastures. Ig. held for
hunt course, (all 545-2781 day or .12.1-4056

evenings.

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob is back to
fix it right. No job too small. Foreign or
domestk. No big ov 1 .head. 253-7241.

Free order of fries with every
grinder! Downunder Snack Bar in

Greenough Central Area. Offer good thru
Sept. 20.

Responsible married woman, degree in

education, available for daytime baby
sitting 549-2652. $2.50 an hour.

Photo courses. 3 credits available. 8 wk.
course, (all 283-3148. Lang's Photo Studio.

Leslie s 1 a. 1. a Canvas Shop. Amherst
Carriage Shop. 549-4591 Acrylk knitting,
worsted 99c. 4 oz. Reynold's Lopi $2. IS IM
HX.

LOST

Woman's wrislwateb between WOPE
and GRI 3 Sept Reward 545-2548

Lost: Ladies Kulova watch. Sentimental
value. Reward. Uada 546-5347.

A 35mm Camera. Mon. in SBA. 129 at
1

1
110 Please return to Prof. Hartzler. SBA

Ml

FREE

Free - Black, mostly Lab.. 6 months
Call 256-M67.

Affec. alder cat. spay . 'em l.ge 1apply
food 4 litter provided

ENTERTAINMENT

Femak vocalist seeks musicians or
band to sing Maes or soft rock. 1 B Kait G
Slkk. .» (all Jady 549-6784.

Michael Caiae a Laurence Ocfvkr in
Skuth - Fri., Sept. 29 - 7. 9:1$. II 30 in
Mahar

JUS <

s"!
l
!r"

> win Presents NRBQ

CALCULATORS

Cakulatar Sak - College Calculators
offers lowest prices anywhere. All models
available Texas last.. Hewall Lsrkard
I nkom. All machines new and guar with
I mth replacement warranty... Before yoa
buy a calculator call me I can beat anv
prke anywhere Laak far my pasters
around rampas far details Then call Bob
( row ell at 54JMSIC.

t llll D (ARE

15

The Child Care Exchange — with 165

families An alternative to sitters and
nurseries Infants syrs Play groups also.

Parents working cooperatively to provide
free lime for each other Call Joan 586-

BM.

MISCELLANEOUS

\ikido demonstration for all those in

lerrsird Sundav Sept, 22, I p.m. Boyden
Wrestling Room

Photo Passports Fast service a camera
repairs laag's Photo 253-3148
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Students,
unionists

to meet
A group of students, trade

unionists and academics will
assemble for a special one day
conference on Saturday, Sep-
tember 28.

The conference on youth and
labor in American society is being
sponsored by the League for In-

dustrial Democracy, and Frontlash,

an organization working with the
labor movement to increase
political participation among
minorities, youth and working class

citizens.

William DuChessi, Secretary-
Treasurer of the 200,000 member
Textile Workers Union, will deliver

the keynote address on "Labor and
the Liberal Tradition" at 10 a.m.

A special afternoon session will

examine the problem of economic
development in the Third World.
Presentations on this subject will be
made by Professor Ed Feit of
UMass and Walter Stein of the
Trade Union Council for Labor
Israel.

Leaders from Massachusetts
labor organizations, including
Herman Greenberg, President of
the Springfield AFL-CIO will
participate in the conference.

The day long program will also

include films on Cesar Chavez's
United Farmworkers Union, as well

as apartheid in South Africa.

Registration opens at 9:00 a.m. in

Room 101 at the UMass Campus
Center. Tickets cost $2.00, and
include lunch, cocktails and dinner.
For more information call 586-4185.

Project

PULSE
offers aid

If you are a work-study student
and if you are unable to work to the

maximum number of hours per

week awarded to you, you may pick

up an additional 3-6 hours per week
working for Project PULSE, the

student attitude and opinion survey

project on campus. The job con-
sists in conducting telephone in-

terviews on Wednesday evenings.

Any student interested should
stop in the Work-Study Office, 203
Whitmore, or the PULSE Office,

245 F Whitmore, or call 5-1543.

Appearing

TOMTE

Some of My

Best

Friends

Tomorrow

:

Real Tears

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
8/ Stella Wilder

Thursday. September 19

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -
Add to your store of
knowledge rather than to

your store of acquaintances.
You will need fewer, not
more, people around in the
near future.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -
Make a real effort to
reconstruct the past for your-

self. There is no more helpful

hint for success than that

which memory can provide.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
— You should be able to ad-
vance to a position of genuine
authority at this time. Take
whatever accolades come
your way with a high degree
of modesty.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22

Dec. 21) -You will not
necessarily do a loved one a
favor by accepting his
responsibility for him. Force
another to bear his share of a
burden.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19) —An excellent day for

those activities which in the
past have best displayed your
talents. Don't allow yourself
the luxury of losing.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
18) -The outlook for
Aquarius is extremely prom-
ising today. You might do
well, though, to reconsider
your present strategy for

gain.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)

— Check out the actual source
of any aid offered today. You
may be accepting gifts you
would rather refuse — or

vice versa.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

— Whether activities are
social or business in nature,

this is the day for them.
Redirect your energies along
lines more conducive to self-

satisfaction.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

-Friendly cooperation is the

key to today's success
1

. Per-
sonal relationships may need
shoring up, especially where
youngsters are concerned
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)

— Combine business with
pleasure to double whatever
pleasure you generally gain
through each. Keep in mind
any debts to be paid.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)

—This may well be the day
you experience a

breakthrough in personal
relationships with the
elderly. Make an effort to un-
derstand new demands.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -Be

on your guard against one
who would rather see you fail

than succeed. Another's
jealousy may make real
progress impossible today.
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CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

aaa naaa raan
I

J
Health Services needs

ACROSS

1. Seraglio

6. Dieter's

lunch

11. Teeming

12. Poplar

13. Ruling system

15. Inert gas

16. Pewter coin

17. Globe

19 Malaria

20. And: Lat.

21. 100-eyed

monster

23. Individual

24. Ya|e

25. Tonto's horse

27. Forest

29 Lew Wallace

hero

30. Greek T

31. Serious

33 Behold

35. Lie at

anchor

37. Blossom

38. Small violin

39. Similar

41. Obstinate

43. Motor haven

44. Dipper

a arans naaa
u
N

jji oEemnMP E N ATil
AX
T 1

fHHa bhhb an

DOWN

1. American

author

AP Newtfeatures

33ra oaaa saa
SOLUTION OF YESTERDAY'S PUZZLE

45. Fourjh estate 2. Wide awake

46 Sea duck 3. Latvian port

4. Midianite king

5. Recollections

6. Roofing tool

7. Name for

Athena

8. Lassitude

9. Sum
10. Recipient

14. Work unit

18. Coach

21. Malt brew

22. Calendar

24. Intelligent

26. Personal

pronoun

27. Sartorial

expert

28. Cry

30. March

32. Hobo

33. Cotton thread

34. Different

36. Augments

38. Pirate

40. Obsolete

tranportation

42. Medieval ballad

Ko-tli^US ffo.f3e/»S
Hrit

••? 'T«»-I$ef^

IBBKS^DID V00
EVER fWflOWEV

FORfiROffcfcCLitf

IFVOODiDj
TWEKJVOO'UE.

T) TAKE HALP0CiJ@ TflKE rNB
WA TCH OOok: covtfi,

Rou. Ir t)P TlOH IJ umrou
lT,AMOWR*PirARouUD
THE ROAoH

rOTHER HALP OF
rHErYlATXUeoO*:

AWO Poke a hol£
in ir.

35 STIC K PART

® THROUGH PKKT

(J).
THIS DEVICE

SUCKS ALL THE Al*
THRU THE. ROACH, WOT
ftRooMftir^immj,

YOU A
COOU.*
SrV)kE.

EPSIERTO PMSjTOO.1

dizzy and paul — By Jim Carson

•am propo'
T POWOtR MARKS^
/ ON YOUR FACE, CHIEF /
- BEF.N SHOT AT /

I CLOSE RANGE?'/

7 '
F THE LITTie WOMAN'P "Y"1

(SPOTTEP IT BEFORE YOU PIP//

student evaluators
University students will begin interviewing

applicants for professional staff positions at

the Health Services this week according to

members of the Student Health Advisory

Board.

"We hope to get enough students in-

terested in signing up for the Interview

Panels at this weeks Student Health Ad-

visory Board meeting to make these panels

broadly represent all UMass students," Mark
Citron, Advisory Board Co-chairperson told

the Collegian.

Student interview panels try to estimate a
physician's or other professional's ability and
interest in working with students. According
to University Health services literature,

students submit written evaluations after an
hour-long interview with the applicants, and
"these evaluations are then considered along
with those of the other staff....students have
as much say... as the staff of the Health
Sprx/irPQ "

Veterans urged to seek
educational benefits

The Veterans Affairs Office urges all

veterans who have not already done so, to

come into the office immediately (room 239

Whitmore) to enroll for their educational

benefits through the Veterans Ad-
ministration. The VA requires all vets to

sign up again at the start of the Fall '74

semester.

Vets who have already pre-registered

with the office may nave a check at the

VAQ, and they can pick them up any time.

Students who have received their checks
at their home should be sure to return the

yellow information card enclosed with their

payment to the office to avoid any ad-

ministrative foul-ups.

The VAO is a full-time veteran's service

center with direct contact with the regional

office in Boston through two new vet

representatives. The office has all pertinent

information regarding veteran affairs.

Finast Will No Longer Increase Prices
of Food Once Placed on Our Shelves:

On Wednesday. July 24. 1974. all Finast Supermarkets began
a new pricing policy on Grocery. Meat and Produce items

1 When Finast is forced to make a price increase, cans and
packages already price marked on the shelves will be sold at the
old lower price
When items are restocked on the shelves, the new higher

priced items will be placed behind the lower priced items
2 Weekly specials or sale items are priced lower than regu-

lar prices Any remaining after the sale event, will be repriced up-
ward K

3 As regular prices go down. Finast will immediately reduce
the price on shelf stock, and the lower price will always be
honored at the register When a can or a package shows more
than one price, the customer pays the lowest price for that can or
package

4 Baby food and items controlled by state laws are exempt
from this new policy

5 Until current stocks are sold there will be some items of our
many thousands with more than one price marking on the can or
apckage Please bear with us during this transition

YOU SAVE MONEY WITH
_FINAST BRANDS!

FrozenDinners

finast
SUPERMARKETS

Fresh Dairy Values!

AWtWCAf AMERICAN AMERICAN

Inst Coffee f ,ee
F
;'

11 oz
pkg

Finast Meat Loa*
Chicken, Turkey

49*
49c

38*
Finast Soda4 QQc
Peanut Butter .,„,* V 73« ^^f btis -^ ^^P

4 $415 V? oz M
cans £|

Frozen Food Values!

PfULPtt!

Tan*"" '•
PtUUXtl

MM*!**-

Vegetables„» Kraft

American Cheese

Prune Juice
White Tuna'MT ^ 63*

Apple Juice
Instant Rice^* »« 93*

quart

btl

quart
btl

With Peppers
or Fordhooks

Crispy Scallops

Crispy Shrimp

16 oz
Pkg 49 Deluxe 12 oz

Slices pkg 79*
Fmasi

Finast

,

French Rolls HZ Butter
In Store*

Bake
Shop*

Jelly Rolls

Green Beans
Garbage Bags*,™, «*• 63*

Finast Flour

Finast

French
Style

Cream Style Corn '")..»' 1.00

5 lb

bag

Orange Juice
Tuna for Cats<-.sl 6 ^ 1.00

half

gal

Richmond
(Dairy Dept)

69°
49*

p«g 1.19

iS 99«

In Store Bake Shop

Ice Milk ufiTtSL, £ 99*
Cottage Cheesem "VT 59*

one
dozen59c

•.89*

Solid

Pack
1 lb

pkg69

heads

Iceberg Lettuce

3 s

Florida Grapefruit
Blue Green Broccoli
African Violets

Indian River
The Fresh Crisp
for Your Favorite
Salad or Sandwich

White mm
First O the Season m

bunch

4 Inch Pots

1
» '1

1 69
J

Mr Dell Favorites!

BoiledHam
Imported

Freshly Sliced
To Order

Swiss Cheese WM
Lean Pastrami
Turkey Roll

Liverwurst";?'

All While
Meat .

1«?
b l."»*»

• 1.39

... * 89*

1.19
Available In Stores with Service Deli

Fresh Finast Bakery!

White Bread
s1

Finast

Regular or

Thin Sliced 3 1 lb

loaves

Wine and Beer Shoppe

Miller High
Life Beer

•445

Beef Chuck
7-Bone Steak
or Roast
Formerly

Center Cut
Chuck

Steak or
Roast

Six
Pack6 1202

cans

Sparkling Burgundy

499Chateau
Susanne

24 oz
btl

International Seafood!

Pfifi Delicious
*!*£?« Filletnw Fillet _P\ .#*%

Snapper 57

O

lb

Fully Cooked Crabs .69*
Large Shrimp . 2.39
Smoked Cod . 1.29

Fresh Eggs
59°Finast

Large
Grade
A

6eef Chuck Underblade

RoastorSteak
Formerly London Broil Boneless snider

ShoulderSteak
,1.59

dozen

With ih.« Coupe(SIB |—I
•"O pu rCha»e Ol$5t' Wore

|4]£yJ LEj L 'm ' 1 0n» Coupon per Ccitomer
M5«« Val-d thru Sept 21

Save 8 I Save 30

Boneless
.Beef Chuck

Form*., Boo*,,, Chuck Glad. Steak Formerty m Ro,„ . „, 4 „(6,

Top Blade Steak bS^ . . ,,1.59 Beef Rib RoastWSW . .,1.69
Formwiy R, SlMk $ to ? R.bs C«p On Bone In Formerly Ouart*r Loin Pork Chop,

Beef Rib Steak^Z1«bl££* ,„1.59 Pork Loin
A
5SpT .1.09

Formerly Top Chuck Slvak Bona In fg, po,,,,^ „ 9mae

Top Blade Steak B&?r. . . ,B1.29 Fresh Fowl 49*
Fresh, Tender, Tasty Chicken Parts

Leg Quarters SS . 49* Breasts V .99*
Breast Quarters 8% „ 53« Drumsticks „ 89*
Legs T

,S£ „ 79« Breasts inr . _. . ._. . . .„ 1.49

Roas?mg CtliCkeilS

With Tru, Coupon
O" On* 23 w pkg

Duncan Hlnm
Brownie Mix

I

With Th« Coupon
on One 12 a can

Max Pax
Coffee Rings

Fresh
Tasty 59

Fresh Brisket
129 c.

n
4(Formerly B

•b Thick Cut) B

Flat

Cutc
(Formerly

• Thin Cut)

19
lb

vewj ihfU Sept 21 |

M-S30

fi

fT^I^ vahd thru Sept 21
H-S31 jQj

Save 10H Save 10

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

iHIT 3

With Th» Coupon
on One 10 at pkg

Buc Whaat

With Thm Coupon
on One pkg SO

I

I

Vahd thru Sept 21 la

Hsfty
Bag Refills

M i!7?[}^
vahd thru Seat 21

HS33 V*

Save 10 h Save 15
With Thij Coupon
on One 1$ at can

Windax
Aaroaoi Spray

I

"nth Th* Coupon
on One 20 at

Dow Bathroom
Clamor

I thru!IfSLamm vahd thnj Sept 21

Pric«* Effective thru Set Scot 21

BJalt—faff *
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Scott Hayes

Fighting the Numbers
Being a native of the illustrious city of Meriden, Connecticut, I have been

faced with the decision of whether to support New York or Boston teams
most of my life.

You see, Meriden is located so that both New York and Boston are
accessible by car, and the city has its share of "Hub" fans and "City"
followers. For some reason I chose to become a New York fan as a youth
and have been following the Yankees, Giants, Knicks and Rangers loyally
ever since.

This has presented a slight problem because many of my close friends,
colleagues in sports writing, and even my brother and girlfriend are Red
Sox, Bruins, Patriots and Celtic rooters. My views seemed to consistently
differ from those around me. It was bad enough fighting to uphold the
"faith" in my hometown, but I didn't have enough, so I decided to attend
the University of Massachusetts.

I knew l was in trouble when my freshman roommate hung his
autographed picture of Carl Yastrzemski on the wall of our room. He and I

battled it out through the end of the 1973 baseball season, the entire
football, hockey and basketball schedules. I dreaded a New York loss,
because I was sure to hear about it the following day.
Across the campus, remarks such as "The Giants Belong in New Haven

for good", and "When was the last time the Yankees beat Boston in
Fenway Park?" made me wonder if I should admit my "unusual"
preference for New York teams.
Can you imagine standing up for the Rangers in a crowded room of wild

Bruins fans during a New York-Boston confrontation? Or how about
backing up the Knicks against the opinions of about a hundred die-hard
Celtic fans at the Bluewall? I hesitate to announce my choice of teams in
situations like these, not because I won't argue for my favorites, but when
personal health is involved, I prefer to keep quiet

Don't get the wrong idea, I think the Bruins have one of the best teams
in hockey, and the Celts and Red Sox are exceptional teams as well. It's

just that was brought up in the midst of the New York-Boston rivalry and
happened to away toward the New York side (sometimes unfortunately I

think).

Some argue that the New York press plays up the hometown teams,
apparently making them appear much better than they really are. It's

inevitable in a large city with several newspapers, and anyone who tells
you the same doesn't happen in Boston is kidding himself. The readers
love it when their team is winning, and naturally, the local sports writers
pour it on.

One thing for sure is the New York-Boston rivalry will continue, with
fans heatedly "discussing" which are the better teams between the Celts,
Pats, Bruins, Red Sox and Knicks, Giants, Rangers and Yankees. And, no
matter how outnumbered, this sports writer will go on fighting the
numbers, just a lonely New York fan in a sea of Boston followers.

Men's crew

optimistic

By DAVE ElBEL
MDC Sports Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Varsity Men's Crew enters a new
era this season with a new coach
and an optimistic outlook for

another outstanding season from
the number one college division

rowing team in the country.

Bill Mahoney, who rowed for

three years at Harvard and cap-
tained the Varsity Heavyweight
Crew in 1973, replaces the departed
Mike Vespoli wno resigned at the
end of last season over the

treatment his team received from
the Athletic Department.
Mahoney was a member of the

U.S. championship crews in the
Pan American Games and
European Championships of 1971,

competed in the 1972 Olympic
Trials, as well as the 1973 National
Team.
The team is currently involved

with drills, physical co-
conditioning, and some racing but
does not begin racing officially until

the Head of the Charles Regatta to
be held in Boston on October 27th.

The squad consists of over 30
varsity squad members including

stroke Steve Toomer, Bill Fitz-

patrick, Peter Berg and others from
the 1974 Dad Vail Championship
Eight. According to Mahoney,
"these men will be pushed by an
excellent group of juniors and
sophomores all of whom have
proven to be of top caliber." The
October 27th race will give the
UMass oarsmen some experience
racing in boats smaller than the
eight-man shells used in formal
intercollegiate races.

Five Texas athletes suspended
AUSTIN, Tex. [UP/] - Five

University of Texas athletes were
dismissed from the Longhorn
Football and track teams because
coaches were suspicious they were
involved with marijuana, the
student newspaper the Daily Texan
reported today.

Track coach Clebur.ie Price

dismissed lettermen Bishop
Dolegiewicz and Siggi Busha
Monday for "disciplinary reasons."

Football coach Darrell Royal
dismissed sophomore safety Joe

Bob Bizzell, who started for the
Longhorns in 1973, and reserve
linemen Don and Ken Thurman last

Thursday for the same reason.
The Texan said Royal told Bizzell

early last week that coaches were
suspicious he had been using
marijuana.

"He said it was proven that
smoking dope slows down your
reactions, and he could tell I was
doing it because he said I wasn't
reacting right and I hadn't gained
any we'ight," Bizzell told the Texan.

The newspaper said "numerous
sources" reported that track
coaches — on orders from Price —
searched each of the athletes

rooms for marijuana before
dismissing Dolgegiewicz and
Busha. But Price denied the charge.

"We have not searched anyone's
room, I can assure you of that"
Price said.

Royal said the dismissals were
"personal" and denied any
knowledge of Price's alleged
tactics

DO YOU LIVE IN:

John Adams
John Quincy Adams
Baker
Brett

Brooks
Brown
Butterfield

Cance
Cashin
Chadbourne
Coolidge

Crabtree
Crampton

Dickinson
Dwight
Emerson
Field

Gorman
Grayson
Greenough
Hamlin
James
Johnson
John F. Kennedy
Knowlton
Leach
Lewis

Mackimmie
MacNamara
Mary Lyon
Melville

Moore
Thatcher
Thoreau
Van Meter N, S
George Washington
Webster
Wheeler

IN A FRATERNITY

OR SORORITY

OFF CAMPUS?

. Then you are

eligible for one of the vacant positions of senator!

Check Room 420, Student Union for details,

and nomination papers!

FACILITY

Boyden Gymnasium

UNlvtKMJt W MASSACHUSETTS

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY SCHEDULE

FALL SEMESTER 1974

EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 16 TO DECEMBER 11. 1974

DAYS AND TIMES AVAILABLE

Monday - Friday
3:30 - 5:30 P.M.

Saturday & Sunday
12:30 - 4:30 P.M.-

TYPE OF UTILIZATION

University Studenta,
Faculty and Staff
Only .

University Students,
Faculty and Staff.

Boyden Handball -Squash Courts

(Closed on Hon., Wed. and Frl.
between lOclO and 11:15 A.M.
Due to a Class.)
Individuals must supply their
own equipment .)

Monday - Friday
8:00 A.M. - 12:00 |»xm

12:00 - 1:00 P.M.

1:00 - 5:15 P.M.

5:15 - 6:15 P.M.

6:15 • 8:15 P.M.

8:15 - 8.45 P.M.

8:45 - 10:45 P.M.

Saturday & Sunday
9:00 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.

Students Faculty &
Staff

Faculty ( rtaff Cn , ~

Students, Faculty
& Staff

Faculty & Staff Only

Students, Faculty
& Staff

Cleaning

Students, Faculty
& Staff

Students, Faculty
6. Staff

RESERVATIONS ARE REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES ON WEEKDAYS AND MUST BE MADE ONE DAY IN
ADVANCE. Example: Make reservations for Thursday on Wednesday, for Monday on
Friday. Reservations must be made in person at the Intramural Office , located
In Room 215 Boyden, starting at 8:30 A.M. No telephone reservations will be
accepted I Court reservations are not necessary on Saturday & Sunday, as a pro-
cedure has been adopted whereby one or more courts will become available every
15 minutes. Time schedules and rules are posted at each court and are also
available at the Intramural Office and Equipment Cage in the men's locker room.

Boyden Auxiliary Gymnasium Tuesday & Thursday
7:00 - 9:00 P.M.

• • # rooj

Students, Faculty &
Staff may use tram-
poline and gymnastic
equipment

The Only Kosher-Style
DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT

In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 rftgf

Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.
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Guarperi Strii>g Quartet
tuesday, October 1

bowker auditorium 8 pm.

TIalleciive
Slock
artists
Ensemble

Saturday, October 5
bowker auditorium 8p.i

TICKETS «$4 general $2 umass students
ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, U MASS (413)545-0202

Courageous captures
America's Cup, 4-0

it

NEWPORT, R.I. \UPI) - U.S.
defender Courageous, whose
owners had second thoughts about
building her, smoothly whipped
Southern Cross by 7:19 Tuesday for

a fourth straight win, ending
Australia's best financed, best

organized challenge for the elusive

America's cup.

It was the widest margin of

victory in the 1974 series.

Courageous won by 4:54 in the first

race, 1:17 in the second and 5:27 in

the twice-delayed third race.

The final race in the best-of-

seven series was no contest after

the start in winds under 10 knots.

Courageous got a 20 second ad-

vantage across the line and out-

sailed the Cross on every leg of the

24.5-mile course.

It took eight days for courageous
to eliminate the 22nd cup
Challenger in a series featuring the

first aluminum-hulled boats to

compete in the cup races.

Southern Cross, floated by
Australian land developer Alan
Bond in a $9 million effort that

began four years ago, ironically was
defeated by a boat whose backers
almost scuttled plans to build her

last winter.

The Courageous syndicate had
second thoughts about their $1.5

million project because of the

economy and energy crisis, but

later ordered construction of the

yacht.

The Southern Cross effort was
the fourth unsuccessful Australian

bid to win the Bottomless Trophy

that no nation has been able to

wrest from the New York Yacht

Club since the Schooner American
beat a fleet of rivals around the Isle

of Wight in 1851.

With starting Helmsman Dennis

Notice
CREW

Meet coaches and varsity squad
members at big Freshman crew
organizational meeting, Wed-
nesday September 18, at 8:00 p.m.
in room 911-915 of the Campus
Center.

Conner outmanuvering the Aussies

before the gun, courageous was
across the starting line 20 seconds
ahead of yellow- hulled Southern
Cross and the lead grew and grew
after he passed the wheel to Sipper

Ted Hood.
Courageous led by 1:19 at the

first Windward Mark, or 4.5 miles

into the race. Courageous picked

up another 30 seconds on the two
reaching offwind legs, returning to

the bottom of the course with a

1:49 lead midway to the finish.

At that point, Hood, The Mar-
blehead, Mass., Sailmaker, played it

conservative, avoiding any chance
of a tacking duel with Australian

skipper Jim Hardy, but the lead

continued to grow. At the end of

the second windward leg, the

Aussie 12 trailed by 4:02.

On the fifth or downwind leg,

courageous gained another 28
seconds and headed for the finish

with an eye the iced champagne in

her hold.
Southern Cross had a pre-race

reputation for going well in 16-18
knot winds but the unpredictable
weather off Newport was not the
usual September fare. Winds were
light to moderate throughout the
week, providing the air in which
courageous has excelled all

summer in her trials against the
two-time defender intrepid.

hsU
o
.c
a
i
I

~ IT was bottoms' up for the erewmembers of the "Courageous" yesterday after
they beat out the Australian challenger "Southern Cross" to win the America's
Cup.

UMass ruggers open Saturday vs Norwich
This Saturday mark; the ca»nn ; -..; .>-,%__ A_ » , „ _ . „ *.This Saturday rnark^ the season

opener for the UMass Rugby Club.
Hosting the local ruggers will be tne
Norwich Rugby Club.

The Norwich side is traditionally

a strong one, which relies on a very
heavy physical style of play. The
UMass Ruggers, on the other hand

rely in it's ability to control the ball

in a quick running attack. The
contrasting game techniques
should provide for an interesting

match between two solid teams.
Looking ahead, the schedule for

this season includes games against

some of the top Rugby Clubs in

New England. Holy Cross, MIT, and
Beacon Hill Rugby Club, among
others, have agreed to meet
UMass, in a season in which the
local club is seeking to gain more
recognition in New England rugby
circles.

Bell's Pizza House
University Drive

PIZZA - GRINDERS

SPAGHETTI

ENJOY THE

DISTINCTIVE

DIFFERENCE

AT BELL'S.
FREE DELIVERY TO DORMS

WESTERN WEAR

denim ,chambry,
western flannel
*lg)M<&*> <**£M@y*cN©*^ ^MQjp,

corduroys
,
jeans

straight or flair leg

western jackets by
fi Maverick

iVgMQy, s^HQpa J^uKg^j «M£)M<2>T

FROM THE AREA'S LARGEST

Shirts

Pants

Coats

JEA l\l8 6T0RF

PVBARs
HOUss

201 n. pleasant st. amherst
10 to 5-30 thurs. & fri. till 9

wr '.r- nr.v.nr.rTTrri « «* «•» «*«*««« <%*««««>«< » « i < himiimimi
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Bengals bite Sox, 5-3;

loss 17th in last 24
BOSTON Al Kaline, in the final stages

of a brilliant career, ignited a two-run sixth-

inning rally with his 2,993rd major league hit,

and the Detroit Tigers went on to beat
Boston 5-3 Tuesday night, handing the Red
Sox' pennant hopes another serious jolt.

With the Tigers trailing 3-2, the 39-year-old

Kaline, who intends to retire after reaching
the 3,000- hit milestone, led off the sixth with
a ground single to left field and moved to

second on a hit by Bill Freehan.

Reggie Sanders sacrificed and both Kaline

and Freehan scored on Leon Roberts' sharp
ground single into left field.

The Tigers pushed across an insurance run
in the ninth on singles by Marv Lane, Aurelio

Rodriguez and Ron LeFlore.

The Red Sox jumped to a 2-0 lead off

winner Joe Coleman, 13-12, in the first inning

on a single by Tommy Harper, a fielder's

choice grounder and Bernie Carbo's 12th

homer of the baseball season.

However, the Tigers came back in the

second to tie the score on Bill Freehan's 16th

homer, a double to deep right center by
Sanders and a pop single by Aurelio

Rodriguez.

Boston took a 3-2 lead in the fourth on a
single by Dick McAuliffe and a two-out pop
double into the left-field corner by Bob
Montgomery.

Kaline flied out twice and grounded out in

his other three trips to the plate. He has 14
games left to become the 12th player in

baseball history to collect 3,000 hits.

Coleman allowed only five hits, but walked
four and gave way to relief ace John Hiller

after seven innings. Hiller, who has won 17
games, went on to record his 12th save.
The Red Sox, losing for the 17th time in

the last 23 games had two runners on base in

only one inning other than the first and
fourth. With one out in the second, Coleman
walked two batters in a row, but then easily
retired the next two to end the threat.

Detroit gave Hiller an added cushion in the
ninth with another run on singles by Marvin
Lane, Rodriguez and Ron Le Flore.

Southpaw Bill Lee, 16-13, went the
distance for the Red Sox giving up 11 hits.

He struck out four and walked one.

O's, Palmer shutout Yanks
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Paul Blair

hit a three- run homer to back the
seven-hit pitching of Jim Palmer
and carry the Baltimore Orioles to a
4-0 victory over the New York

Yankees Tuesday night, cutting
their lead over the second-place
Orioles in the American League
East to 1 Vi games.

Palmer, the Al Cy young award
winner a year ago, who missed two
months of this season with an
elbow injury, did not allow a runner
past first base until two out in the
ninth in one of his most effective

performances this year as he raised

his record to 7-12.

The victory, Baltimore's 16th ip

21 games since August 29, was
played under protest by the
Yankees from the sixth inning on,

when Baltimore's Boog Powell
dropped a Yankee bunt and turned
it into a double play. The game was
scoreless at the time and Jim
Mason led off the Yankees' sixth*

with a single. Sandy Alomar
popped up a bunt attempt which
Powell, the first baseman, caught

and then dropped. First base
umpire Dave Phillips at first ruled

that Powell intentionally dropped
the ball, but then seemed to change
the call. Alomar stopped running to

first, but Mason suddenly darted for

second and was tagged out.

In hiring dispute

STAY CLOSE — Doug Griffin dirties his hands
scrambling back to first in last night's tilt vs. the Tigers.
Reggie Sanders is the first sacker. Sox lost again (of
course), 5-3.

Inside Sports

^Courageous sweeps series

>Hayes against the multitude

>Texas athletes suspended

Men's crew optimistic

Rugby report

Ben Caswell

Murder in the First Degree
"It will be difficult to attract more top gymnasts," said men's gymnastics

coach Tom Dunn. Difficult is an understatement. Impossible is more the
exact case.

I'll bet you all thought that this was a dead issue. Who still remembers
about all the ruckus that went on Jast year related to the Gymnastics team
and the hiring of a coach after this season? Let me refresh all of those
whose memories were too burnt out by the summer.

During the middle of last spring's semester a decision came down
through the ranks of the Athletic Department hierarchy stating that a
position for a full-time men's gymnastics coach would not be available
after this semester. When the decision came through it was met with"-»«—» "iv> uvv,wium bailie II

Beer-tOWn UallOOn ° t™ous
, 1

desc°rd bV team members and by many members of the student

unuiAtH,**, ,.,.r. ......
bodv

'
Many of vou that are reading this right now were probably

iZZ? L S
-
W
"i

'e"rese"«ed <" *. 12.000 petition signatures-.ha, were gather'ed'by

somenmes been accused of he^n
"?"*!" °' * ""'^ ""med 9VmnaS,icS su**°n «»™i„ee The petition

uavid Bicshoff, Chancellor Randolph Bromery, and President of the
Un.vers.ty system Robert Wood. A presentation was also made at a
meeting of the Athletic Council and the council voted unanimously to have
the decision be reviewed.

full of hot air. Milwaukee Brewers
announcer Bob Uecker will be
surrounded by it Saturday.
The Brewers said Uecker will

broadcast the game against Detroit
from a hot air baloon hovering over
the stadium.

"I hope to baloon to new
heights," Uecker said.

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED " American defender,
"Courageous", is all alone as it crosses the fifth buoy
yesterday. She went on to win race and series. See
story, page 19.

...and 37 cents?
SAN ANTONIO, TEX. \UPI] - A

woman who said she was injured
when a drunk fell on her at a San
Antonio Spurs Basketball Game
last April 3, has sued the American
Basketball Association Club, its

promoters and the city for
$116,056.37

The suit said and inebriated man
toppled from his seat onto Mrs.
Madrid during a playoff contest
between the Spurs and Indiana
Pacers.

That was all during last semester. Here we are now back after all our
happy summers to the stark reality of the situation. The men's gymnastics
team is being killed. A team that reached national prominence last year and
the year before is now a team that Athletic Director Frank Mclnerny says
will be, "leveled off to a New England level in line with the level of all our
other varsity sports." What sports fan at this university wants to see that
happen? Wouldn't we all like to see a team of ours, no matter what sport,
compete on the national level? The reason for the murder, and that is what
I deem it, a murder, is that there is a lack of funds for a position of a full-
time men's gymnastics coach. I can see the logic. Let's cut out a regular
season sport before we cut off season sports. Let's have some sports have
an excess of funds or a major amount of the money before other sports
can have any. As the saying goes, "this isn't any way to run an airline," or
is it any way to run a major university Athletic Department.

"The only thing that would save the program now will be a good
coach", is what Tom Dunn told me last week. "The Athletic Department
wants a good program within the financial situation," is something else
that he related to me. That is like saying that the Athletic Department
would like a good program without trying. Because if they do not do more
than they have said that they will, then I believe that they are not trying.
And guess what? It is only the beginning. All "minor" sports can consider
themselves next in line for the major cuts. Soccer is already feeling the pull
as they are pushing for a position for a coach for their own squad. The
crew is another story in itself. They are considered a club level team. A fine
club they are as they won the national championship of crew last year in

taking the Dad Vail championship.

What can be done? I am not the person with the answers. Maybe Frank
Mclnerny has them. He is the university's Athletic Director and a man very
involved in the decision. He did not have any answers to much of anything
when I spoke with him earlier this week.

All you gym fans and gym supporters must remember Gene Whelan,
UMass' best gymnast for the past few years and a potential World Games
and 1976 Olympics candidate? Well he is gone now. The situation at hand
warranted his transferring to Penn State during the summer. How does
everyone feel about a charge of first degree murder?

Ariel: 'I am being persecuted
By DOROTHY L. MULLER

Staff Reporter
Dr. Gideon Ariel, whose Faculty ap-

pointment is being contested, calls the
publication of the challenges to his position
"a plot."

"I think your paper is being used", he said.
"And you don't have to be too smart to see
the plot that's going on here. I am being
persecuted."

A personal friend of Ariel's, William Farrell,

president of Universal Rosilite in New York,
calls it "a plot by some jealous professors."

In a letter Farrell wrote to the Collegian he
concluded: "Perhaps those crying out about
wrongdoings were perhaps pawns for one or
two people who choose to attack rather than
praise Dr. Ariel for his great success in this
field. Perhaps his credentials have grown too

rapidly and too impressivly for some!"
In a letter to Dr. Gluckstern of June 5

which Dr. Ariel submitted to the
Col/eg/an staff, Ariel rebuts Dr. Ricci's
challenges to his appointment. "These
people have tried "he said" and are con-
tinuing in attempts to destroy my
achievements from both the University point
of view and from outside the University. I can
only ask "Why?" My conclusion is : per-
secution for achieving."

Dr. Ariel also accuses Dr. Ricci of con-
spiring to withold the completion of his
doctorate unless Ariel included Dr.
Plagenhoof in CBA., a company in which
Ariel has a 50 per cent interest.

"Dr. Ricci told me that if I did not
relinquish ownership to Dr. S. Plagenhoof
that he (Dr. Ricci) would not allow me to

have the oral examination for my PhD
degree and therefore would not graduate.
Since I refused, my oral exam was cancelled
until his instructions were followed "

Ariel
said.

Dr. Ricci calls Ariel's accusations "the
boldest most vicious lie that I have ever
heard in my life."

Ariel also accuses Ricci of anti-semitic
remarks. He bases this on a remark that he
claims Ricci made in a conference room in

Boyden. "He told me, 'you damn Jews are all

alike.' Dr. Ricci hit my Achilles tendon and
immediately put a copy of his publications in
his mailbox with 'is that a double
publication? Your anti-semitic remarks will

not stop this publication' written across the
tops." Dr. Ariel denies writing the second
anti-semitic note to Ricci.
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According to Ricci, "I was never involved
•n any discussions about CBA with
Plagenhoef or Ariel since it was none of my
business. These are lies of a very serious
nature."

In an interview with the Collegian, Ariel
contends he never endorsed Universal
Centurian. "I wrote an article as a consultant
for them. But they changed the wording to
Universal. Ariel says he called both the New
York and Fresno, California offices. He states
he also wrote to Cliff Coker, President of
Universal and a personal friend but he is not
sure if he has a copy of the letter.

Although Ariel designed the principle for
the Universal Centurian he never patented it.

And although the company made three
million dollars profits from the machine he
"never made a penny. Money didn't play a
role here."

Ford
outlines

foreign
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Chancellor Bromery:
UMass goals must be defined

policy

By DONNA FUSCO
Staff Reporter

Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery, yesterday urged the
entire campus community to join
together in defining future goals of
UMass.

"It is clear that we are at the end
of our growth era and we must set
about defining our institutional

goals in the context of the present
and future societal needs and
expectations," stated Bromery in

his opening address to members of
the four campus governance units.

The Distinguished Teacher And
Teaching Associates Awards were
also made at this joint session of
the Faculty Senate, Student Senate
And Professional Association
(PAUMA).
Bromery criticized the State

Legislatures preamble to this year's
budget, which forces teachers to
adhere to a minimum number of
contact hours per week.

"It is extremely difficult to
determine their precise motivation
in passing such a law... the
message sent by the legislature is

gainfully clear. They don't hear us,

understand us, or believe us," he
said.

The State Legislature also passed
a law prohibiting the payment of
merit raises to the faculty of all

public higher educational in-

stitutions in the Commonwealth.
Reacting to this law Bromery

said, "In my opinion these pieces of
legislation clearly discriminate and
punish a particular segment of the
public higher education com-
munity.

defining the campus' goals for the
future."

"I personally don't like the idea of

the Legislature coming down on
us," Savini said after hearing

Bromery's speech.

William C. Venman, a UMass
administrator and heaf of PAUMA
said Bromery has to "involve the

governance units" in setting
priorities and carry the campus
message to the state.

"I interpret what the Legislature

See editorial, page 9

Calling for calm, rational and
concerned leadership, Bromery
urged that "we use our heads, not
lose them in this emergency."
He also called for an examination

of our undergraduate and graduate
curricula, saying that "we need to
modify and update our present
curriculum and encourage ex-
ploration of new approaches."

Richard Savini, head of the
undergraduate senate, called for
"rational thinking in the Drocess of

did as being a very substantial

indication that we better put our
house in order or we'll have it put in

order for us," Venman said.

At the awards ceremony, three

professors and three teaching

assistants were given letters of

commendation and $1,000 checks
from the AMOCO Foundation.

Robert Gluckstern, Vice
Chancellor of Academic Affairs

presented the teaching awards to

R. Mason Bunker, education;

Staff Photo by Jo* Stoddard

The campus post office has been moved. See page 2.

Pamela Edwards, English; and
David Klingener, zoology.

The teaching associate awards
were presented to William Clark,

plant soil sciences; Gary Evans,
psychology and Jagadish Pai, food
science and nutrition.

R. Mason Bunker, who received
his doctorate at the University of

Illinois, has been at UMass since

1970. Founder and Co-Director of

the Integrated Day Program, he is

also director of master of education
and teacher preparation.

Anglo-Irish Drama is Pamela
Edwards' field of specialization.

Although she taught part time in

the UMass English Dept. for seven
years she only became eligible for

this award in 1972 when she began
teaching full time. She received her

B. A. from UMass in 1961 and her

M. A. from Smith College in 1963.

Coming to UMass in 1964, David
Klingener has worked closely "with

garter snakes, rodents, bats and
students." He has a PhD from
University of Michigan and is an
editor of the "Journal of Mam-
malogy". He is also a research

assistant for the Mammalogy
Department of the American
Museum of Natural History.

As a teaching assistant William

Clark has been described as
"enthusiastic, creative and devoted
to spending a great deal of time
outside of classes working with
students." Having just completed
his M. A. at UMass, he is now
teaching at Essex Agricultural High
School in Hathorne.

UMass's first environmental
psychologist, Gary Evans also

received the award. He has worked
at the UMass Institute for Man and
Environment, and last year taught

at the Career Opportunities
Program in Brooklyn, N. Y. When
he completes his PhD this semester
he will teach at the University of

California at Irvine.

Born and educated in Bombay,
Jagadish Pai, is the third recipient

of the Distinguished Teaching
Associate award. At UMass since

1971, he has been doing research in

lipid chemistry for his doctorate. He
received the supreme compliment
when his students said "he listens

intently to his students".

The meeting was followed by a

reception in the Campus Center
Auditorium.

Compiled from Wires
UNITED NATIONS - President

Ford pledged yesterday that the
United States will do its best to help
fill the word's needs for food, and
challenged the Arab countries to

cooperate on answering the
demands for oil.

It was Ford's first major foreign

policy address of his 5 Vi -week-old
presidency, and he inserted into his

prepared speech a paragraph in-

tended to assure the nation, the
world and Kissinger that his hole
will remain unchanged in the new
administration.

In the added sentences, written

out in long-hand by Ford minutes
before his speech, the President

declared that Kissinger "has my full

support and the unquestioned
backing of the American people"
both as secretary of state and as
head of the White House national

security system.

In the address to warmly ap-
plauding delegates to the 29th
session of the U. N. General
Assembly, Ford said the twin crises

of food and energy now
"demonstrate the extent of our
interdependence.

'

'

"The United States recognizes
the special responsibility we bear as
the world's largest producer of food
... The United States will not only
maintain the amount it spends for

food shipments to nations in need,
but it will increase this amount," he
said.

"Now is the time for the oil

producers to define their con-
ception of a global policy on energy
to meet the growing need - and to

do this without imposing unac-
ceptable burdens on the in-

ternational monetary and trade

system."

inside:
There has been ,* change in

the application procedure for

the food stamp program which
many Umies qualify for. Story,

page 2.

Jury selection in the trial of
nuclear weather tower topp/er
Samuel Lovejoy was completed
in Greenfield yesterday. Details,

page 2.

weather:
Today is gonna be about like

yesterday which if you
remember was Wednesday. In

case you stayed inside on
Wednesday the weather that
day was in the 60's with a good
deal of sun and a few clouds.
No rain.
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Black artist's works
showing in Herter

By GINA STARODOJ
Below The Salt Staff

A retrospective of the works of

the black artist Bob Thompson is

currently on view at the Herter Hall

gallery. His work is an example of

how artists have influenced each
other through the ages. What
Thompson actually does is to

improvise on works of earlier ar-

tists. This technique has been used
throughout the history of art.

Rembrandt, Michaelangelo, and
Picasso have used Greek Sculp-

tures in their works. The Greeks in

turn have followed Egyptian for-

mu o.

Thompson draws his color in-

spiration from Gaugan and Matisse.

His work is more concerned with

shape and contour than realism. His

figures are a prime example of this.

He draws inspiration from Goya in

creating the mysterious birdlike

creatures that are seen in several of

his paintings. His drawings show
the same concern with contour,

rather than visual accuracy. He
employs the technique of com-
bining dissimilar events such as the

expulsion from the garden and the

nativity.

Bob Thompson was born in

Louisville, Ky. He studied at the

Boston Museum School, received

the Walter Gutman Foundation
Grant, and the John Hay Whitney
Fellowship. He has had numerous
one-man and group exhibitions of

his work.

"I am trying to show whats
happening,

what's going on. ..in my
own private way"

His sources are many but the

finished product is intimately Bob
Thompson.
Thompson's use of sources is a

time honored tradition in western
art. He has endowded these in-

spirations with his intuitive ones
and the product is intimately Bob
Thompson.

"I want to paint, paint! Paint!

I am what is jokingly called an
aesthetic junkie"

His death at age twenty-nine was
a great loss to those that knew him
and his art.

Greek services now
extend to non-Greeks

GREEK AFFAIRS
By TONY BATTIS TA

Staff Reporter

The Greek Affairs Office on
campus, though primarily geared to

assist members of fraternities and
sororities, has extended their

services to cover "non-greeks" as
well, according to Edward Bowe,
who is in charge of the office.

"There are many people who are

dissatisfied with dorm life," Bowe
said, "and we're able to place them
in fraternities or sororities as
boarders."

He added that the office also was
available to those who wished to

join a fraternity or sorority but were
unsure how to go about it, and to

those who were undecided as to

which house to join.

Greek Affairs provides advisory

services to chapters on matters
ranging from rushing and pledging

to more complex financial

problems. Recently the office

sponsored a program which
allowed students to discuss
fraternity and sorority living with
representatives from each of the

various houses.

Last April, the office sponsored a

"high school visitation weekend".
Students who were planning to

attend UMass. and expressed an
interest in the greek area were
invited to spend a weekend living in

a fraternity or sorority. Many
students who attended this

program are now living in some of

the houses.

According to Bowe, "Greek
Affairs works from the smallest

budget of all residential areas". He
went on to say that while most
residential areas are provided with a

professional staff, he must get

along with only the help of two
graduate assistants.

Statistics show an increase of

twenty per cent in fraternity

sorority membership over the past

year here. The National average has
been seventeen per cent according
to Bowe.

Affiliation with the greek area is

nothing new with Bowe. As an
undergraduate at UMass., he
belonged to Beta Kappa Phi

fraternity and was vice-president

and rush chairman of the Inter-

Fraternity Council. At the
University of Nebraska where he
received his masters degree, he was
an advisor to me Inter-Fraternity

Council as well as a house parent in

a fraternity.

Future plans to Greek Affairs

include increasing membership
within the greek area and making
the greeks a well-known entity on
campus. The office also hopes to

improve academic offerings to the
greek area. One hope of Bowe is to

see the office become more
humanistic and service-oriented

rather than administrative. In

addition, he would like to see
faculty members become more
involved with the greek area.

— WE NEED YOU —
The Boltwood *Hchertown project needs conscientious, big-

hearted people to volunteer their services and time in helping

?„,5?
pe°p,e ,ead a more Pr<*uctive and rewarding life.

All those interested should attend any one of the following in-
formational meetings:

Sept. 1*. 7:30

Sept. 17-7:30

4:00

Sept. 18-7:30

Sept. It -7:30

Worcester Dining Commons-Blue Room
Orchard Hills Grayson Rec Room

Campus Center-Room 305

JOA 5th Floor Lounge
Campus Center-Room 113

Do Yourself & Someone Else A Favor!

9Mp fluflaripstfrtta BaUg QlolUgtan
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Staff Photo by Doug Hunt

Room To Move has done just that; they've moved
their room. They are now in room 401 of the Student
Imion. Here staffers Larry Ruhf, E.T. Mellor, and
Linda Rosen make plans for the coming year.
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Staff Photo by Rob Smerling

"I can't believe I ate
the whole thing."

Food stamps
screening

operation

continues
The Food Stamps screening

operation has begun its second
week of determining the 8,000

students who may be eligible for

the benefits.

John Fischer, head of the

program here emphasized that food
stamps are a person's legal right.

The money for the stamps is

provided by the U.S. Department of

Agriculture through taxes.

Also assisting in the operation of

the program are the office of

Commuter Affairs, the Student
Organizing Project, and the
Commuter Assembly. Fischer
added that the Student Senate has
also been a great help, providing

money for applications and running

them off on their press.

Fischer stressed that people are

only being screened by the program
and that the foodstamps will arrive

after approval from the Welfare
Office.

"If anyone has a little extra

time," Fischer said, "we would
appreciate any and all help."

Nuke series

kicks off
JOHN GOFMAN SPEECH
By STEVE TETREAUL T

A two day nuclar power sym-
posium was kicked off last night

with a lecture at Mahar Auditorium
by Dr. John Gofman, former
Associate Director of the Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory and co-author
of the book Poisoned Power: The
Case Against Nuclear Power
PLants.

In his speech Dr. Goffman stated
that, "Public discussion of nuclear
power has been cavalier, ignorant,

and apathetic, but its not their fault.

A mass governmental and industrial

conspiracy exists which withholds
useful information and gives out
false information."

Dr. Goffman presented several

cases of the Atomic Energy
Commission's lack of insight and
forsight in dealing with nuclear
power waste and potential radiation

dangers.

The symposium continues today
with films and workshops in the
Campus Center and a lecture

tonight by Dr. Howard Zinn, BU
professor and anti-war critic.

Jury complete on Lovejoy
By DAVID GREENSLIT

Staff Reporter
GREENFIELD - The pace of nuclear objector Sam Lovejoy's trial picked

up yesterday as the jury was finally impanelled then bussed to view the
Montague Plains, site of Northeast Utilities' proposed nuclear power plant.
The final two jurors were chosen from a new 15 person jury pool

summoned off the streets of Franklin County this morning by Sheriff
Chester Martin and his deputies.

Yesterday's new group of prospective jurors, summoned after
Tuesday's venir was exhausted, bore little resemblance to the original
group, in which there was only one black and one young person. Again
yesterday there was only one black, but there were several young persons.
As he had done the day before. Associate Justice Kent B. Smith

questioned each juror individually and at length to ensure impartiality.
Sandford W. Hager Jr., of Colrain, and James H. O'Neal of Greenfield

were selected as the final two jurors to hear the Lovejoy case. O'Neal is

the only black serving on the jury.

Shortly after the nine women and five men of the jury were swo.n in,
they boarded a huge, yellow, exhaust-belching commercial bus for the trip
to the Montague Plains.

There, the jurors, press, and the public attending the trial viewed the
scene of Lovejoy's alleged crime. He is charged with willful and malicious
destruction of personal property in the Feb. 22 toppling of Northeast
Utilities' meteorological tower, first step in the company's proposed $1.52
billion nuclear power plant.

On the site, NU's replacement tower dwarfed everything for miles
around. Part of the original tower was still lying in the scrub vegetation to
the north.

Asst. D.A. John Murphy called the jurors' attention to the 500 foot
structure's two strobe lights, weather recording equipment, and three sets
of cables serving as guy wires for support. The tower toppled after the
turnbuckles were loosened on one of the sets of cables.

Need
Student

Workerl
Looking for approx. 25 people to work during

football and basketball season.

(Apply at Hampden Commons Cash Operator Office between 10 a.m.-4

Southwest Area

Bud Harrelson says

:

"Stop
birth defects

short,"
Give to the

March of Dimes
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Small claims advisory aids in rip-offs

By HUGH OWEN
Staff Reporter

Students or others who have complaints
about businesses can take their cases to
small claims court with the aid of free
counselling offered by the Western Massa
chusetts Public Interest Group's (WMPIRG)
Small Calims Court Citizen Advisory Service
(SCCCAS).

The SCCCAS, according to coordinator
Rosey Roback, will give advice on how
preparing, strengthening, and presenting a
case in small claims court.

The counselling is limited Roback added,
only to advice in preparing the case for court.
There is no carry-over of counselling into
:ourt.

Roback, along with Alan Lasher, last

year's coordinator, revised and simplified a

booklet explaining the procedures involved in

the preparation and presentation of a case in

small claims court.

"We simplified the booklet," Roback said,

"so that it would be easier for people to

present a strong case in court. The booklet is

designed for low income people who cannot
afford a lawyer.

"Ihese people," Roback continued, "are
the ones who are getting screwed by the
corporations who can afford lawyers."

^
Along with offering counselling the

SCCCAS is also involved in docket research
investigating the effectiveness of small
claims courts and the persons working in

them.

This research, once collected, will be used
to propose reforms WMPIRG believes

necessary in the small claims court system.
These reforms will be included in a bill

WMPIRG plans to introduce to the Massa-
chusetts legislature Dec. 15.

The SCCCAS presently has four coun-
sellors, and Roback is trying to solicit four to

six more students through the legal studies

program and Outreach.

Counsellors do not necessarily have to
come from tho^e programs, Roback said.

"We will interview anyone who wishes to
be a counsellor," Roback said, "primarily in

the interest of finding someone who we feel

is willing to devote a lot of time to coun
selling as well as research."

Credit is available to students working on
research.

Though Ms. Roback views last year's
counselling as very successful, there are no
records confirming this.

"One of the changes we have made this
year," said Ms. Roback, "is to keep files on
every case we handle. This way we can see
how effective we are, and also have
references for new cases."

Another of the changes the SCCCAS has
made this year is to move from a publicity-
orientated organization to one which is more
concerned with docket research.

The WMPIRG office is located on the
second floor of the Student Union.

Grad Senate convenes
By HILLARY MARTICK

Staff Reporter
The Graduate Student Senate

(GSS) opened the doors of its first

meeting, held Monday night in the
Campus Center, to all old and new
senators as well as other interested
graduate students.

However, the fact that many
graduate departments have not yet
selected their GSS representatives
accounted for the unusually sparse
turnout.

Motions passed by the Senate
included the approval of all actions
taken by the Executive Council over
the summer as well as passage of

the amended 1975 Fiscal Year
budget.

But the Senate delayed en-

dorsement of the Legal Services

Office (LSO) funds because of the

accidental exclusion of the con-

stitution from the agenda.

The combined summer efforts of

the executive committees of the

Undergraduate and Graduate
Senates resulted in agreement on a

new constitution which details the

procedures for the joint use of the

LSO by both undergraduate and
graduate students. This con-
stitution has not yet been brought

before the full body of either

Senate for approval.

The Senate also informed
members that over the summer the
Board of Trustees approved the
inclusion of a graduate student
delegate as a non-voting member
of that Board. This position will give
the delegate an opportunity to
represent the general 5600 graduate
student constituency as well as
express their more specific needs
and concerns to the Board.

Graduate Senate President Jim
Lindsey expressed positive hopes
of "trying to open the whole
(Graduate Senate) process up this

year by encouraging more graduate

Board shifts campus P.O.
By DONNA A. DIODA Tl

Staff Reporter
Moving the campus post office

to the main floor of the Student
Union is the result of a Student
Union Board of Governors' action
to make room for a Campus Center
laundry, according to Retail Ser-
vices Manager Bernard F. Wilkes
Jr.

"The (former) post office is the
ideal spot for a laundry. It has
enough electrical power and
adequate ventilation for dryers," he
said.

The laundry from the Campus
Center (uniforms, hotel linen, etc.)

is currently done off campus,
Wilkes said.

SOONER OR LATER
YOU'LL COME TO

BEM)3ritcfie&

KS
I

Rt. 9 Hodley, Mass

Poli Sci, Legal Studies,

Women's Studies Majors

An excellent opportunity to work for legislation in

areas of interest to you.

H

t Join USCC
* University State Communications Council

P

I Officers and

General Membership Needed

Come to SU 413A

Student Union Balcony

Chairperson Michael Curran of

the 25-member Board of Governors
confirmed Wilkes' reason for the

move.
The new post office location (in

the former bus ticket office) was
chosen because of its inexpensive

renovation (it already had service

windows) and its "accessibility to

students," Wilkes said.

When asked about traffic

congestion in the corridor between

the check cashing counter and the

post office, Wilkes said that the

post office loaction is temporary,

and that rope stanchions are to be

installed to keep a clear walkway.

Smaller than its predecessor, the

new post office creates what senior

clerk Mary-Jane Lannon calls an

"impossible situation." She cites

inadequate package storing room
and the lack of a telephone.

Another postal worker (who
wished not to be identified) said

that there is only one exit from the

room, thus creating a fire hazard.

The post office is accessible only

through the Sweet Shop.
According to Wilkes, the next

location of the post office is un-

certain at this point. He said that

the move should occur by next

semester and may be "tied in" with

a proposed bank on campus.
He added that the automatic post

office in the Campus Center has

been a mechanical failure and will

be closed by January.

Calling it a "disservice to

students," Wilkes said he's

recieved many complaints about it.

The area it now occupies will

become the main corridor between
the Student Union and the Campus
Center by the end of the semester,

he said.

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

9 549-2671

students to become involved.
"

Declared Lindsey, "The ones who
are already involved will have to

work. But there are supposed to be
5600 graduate students on this

campus, and I'm looking for them!"
University of Massachusetts

& *&

President Robert Wood will address

the next GSS meeting to be held

Monday, September 30, 1974, 6:30

PM. Check the Collegian for more
details or contact the GSS office at

5-0970 or 5-2896. C.C., Room 919.

>*m

TODAY:
8 p.m. -FILMMAKING NOTES— The "Hollywood

Series" continues with more interviews from
leading filmmakers.

9 p.m. — THE SHADOW — forces of evil, beware!
The Shadow sees all!

9:30 p.m. — WOMEN'S SHOW — music, news and
interviews of an interesting nature.

SATURDAY:
12:50p.m. George Geer scouts the Black Bears of

the U. of Maine followed by Minuteman Football
live from Orono, Maine. Russ Small and Larry
Convoy have all the action for you.

Every weekday morning — HIGHTIOES — right
after the 8:30 news.

U1MUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM /INFORMATIVE
RADIO
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Investigation of airline ordered
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Ford rejects Pan Am's request for subsidy
WASHINGTON [UP/

1

President Ford yesterday refused

Pan American World Airways' plea
for a multi-million-dollar subsidy

and the Civil Aeronautics Board,
backing Ford, ordered an in-

vestigation of Pan Am's financial

and managerial practices.

Ford said the subsidy would be

unfair to taxpayers.

The CAB said Pan American has
not established that it has an
"immediate and critical need for

subsidy," and also rejected its

request for public funds.

The board also turned down, on
the grounds of insufficient

technical information, a request by

Trans World Airlines for a subsidy

of up to $80 million a year to

compensate for the soaring prices

of jet fuel.

Pan Am, the nation's largest

overseas air line, had asked for an
emergency $10 million-a-month
subsidy to head off an imminent
financial crisis trigered by the oil

Wilson orders new elections

in attempt to obtain mandate
LONDON [UP/] - Prime Minister

Harold Wilson yesterday ordered a

new parliamentary general election

Oct. 10 to seek a new five-year

mandate to deal with what he
called Britain's gravest crisis since

World War II.

"The economic crisis is the

gravest since the war," Wilson said

in a television and radio broadcast

address to the nation. "We have to

meet this in a mood of deter

mination, not of pessimism or

writing Britain down."
It will be the second time Britain

has voted this year — "something
few people would want to see,"

Wilson said.

But he said it was made

political

the last

"inevitable" by the

deadlock resulting from

general election Feb. 28.

The deadlock has tied Wilson's

hands for the past six months. He
said a new five-year mandate is

essential to give his government
powers to fight the crisis.

"The fight must be led by a

government determined to conquer
inflation and utterly firm in its

resolve to solve these problems,"

he said.

Conservative party leader Ed-

ward Heath said "I welcome this

announcement unreservedly. It will

enable the British people to elect a

government with the authority and
a majority that will enable it to

Guerrillas surrender
to Palestinians
DAMASCUS \UPI\ Four

Japanese gunmen who wandered
the skies of the Middle East for 18

hours after ending their five-day

siege of the French embassy in

Holland landed yesterday in this

Syrian capital and emerged from
their borrowed Air France jet to be
greeted by Palestinian guerrillas.

Shortly after the gunmen
disembarked, the Japanese Red
Army issued a statement calling

their five-day seizure of the French
embassy in the Hague that ended
Tuesday a blow to imperialism.

Pirn Sierks, the Dutch captain of

the airliner's volunteer three-man
crew, said the four Japanese turned

over their two remaining pistols and
their $300,000 in ransom money to
him before they disembarked.
"The Japanese were polite to

us," Sierks said.

The gunmen had given up their

submachine guns and grenades in

the Hague but had kept two pistols.

Dutch officials said this was so they
could "commit suicide if

necessary."

Dutch Foreign Minister Max van
Der Stoel told a news conference,
"The terrorists were so mellowed
by today that Captain Sierks talked

them into surrendering their pistols

and the ransom money to facilitate

permission to land in Damascus.

The Only Kosher-Style
DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT

In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802

Serving

Food and Liquor
from 11 a.m.

Caressa Special
THURS. — FRI. — SAT.

$C00
9 off

All "Caressas" in our stores

For Example:
"Salem"

$18.95

— Tan or Navy
Kidskin

— Crepe Sole

&0U£& Shoes
8 MAIN ST. AMHERST

Hadley Village Barn Shops, Rte. 9, Hadley

govern with the support of the
people."

Liberal party leader Jeremy
Thorpe said he hoped the campaign
would be fought "on issues rather

then personalities."

Ending weeks of speculation,

Wilson said in an announcement
from his No. 10 Downing St. office

that Queen Elizabeth has
"graciously signified" she will

comply with his request to dissolve

the present parliament. She will do
so by proclamation tomorrow.
The announcement said the

nation will vote Oct. 10 - little

more than seven months after the
last election Feb. 28. It said the new
parliament will meet Oct. 2? to be
sworn in and to elect a speaker and
that the Queen will open it officially

Oct. 29.

price increases.

The CAB said it was not con-

vinced that Pan American had

taken "all the belt-tightening

measures" necessary to ease its

financial crisis.

"The circumstances surrounding

Pan Am's difficulties would seem to

create an obligation to scrutinize all

aspects of the airline's world

services," the CAB said, ordering

an investigation of Pan Am's

financial, operational and
managerial practices. No date for a

hearing was set.

The White House briefly an-

nounced Ford's refusal and
Transportation Secretary Claude S.

Brinegar later said at a news

briefing: "After a full review of the

situation, President Ford has

THE

concluded that it is not now fair to

the nation's taxpayers to ask them
to support our U.S. international

flag air lines with direct cash
subsidy payments."

While Ford recognized Pan Am's
serious financial difficulties,

Brinegar said, the administration

did not think "simply putting some
money on the table" would solve

the problem.

Brinegar suggested several steps

aimed at keeping Pan Am flying its

international routes, including:

— A campaign to persuade
Americans to make overseas flights

on U.S. airlines.

— Fare hikes which would "more
closely reflect" rising airline costs.

— Discussions of possible air

route mergers with other airlines.

CHEESE
f*ti BARN

Back to School Specials End this Saturday
King Christian $1.49 Boursin w/Herbs $1.19

Port Wine in Cheddar $1.49 Jarlsberg $1.49

Next Week's Specials:

King Christian $1.49 Jarlsberg $1.49

FALL 1974

Peter Pan has prepared a special program often attractive tours
for the fall semester They depart right from:

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS SMITH COLLEGE (Northampton)
AMHERST CENTER MT. HOLYOKE COLLEGE (So Hadley)

And they go to a variety of destinations chosen to interest the
campus community Reservations will be needed on all these
popular trips, so sign up early while there's space!

Saturday, Sept. 28 U. MASS. MINUTEMEN FOOTBALL AT DARTMOUTH
Sunday, Sept. 29 1-DAY CRUISE TO PROVINCETOWN
Sunday, Oct. 6 GRAND PRIX RACING AT WATKINS GLEN, N.Y.

Saturday, Oct. 19 NEW HAMPSHIRE FOLIAGE/PHOTO Ik BUSCH BREWERY TOUR
Sunday-Monday, Oct. 27 28 2-DAY WEEKEND IN FASCINATING MONTREAL

(Veterans Day Weekend)
Saturday, Nov. 2 1-DAY BROTHERHOOD WINERY * HOWE CAVERNS TOUR
Saturday, Nov 9 U. MASS. MINUTEMEN FOOTBALL AT HOLY CROSS
Sunday, Nov 10 1-DAY HIKING & SIGHTSEEING IN VERMONT'S GREEN MOUNTAINS
Saturday, Nov 161-DAY NEW YORK CITY SHOW/SHOPPING EXCURSION
Saturday, Dec. 7 VERDI'S "LA FORZA DEL DESTINO"

(Presented By Connecticut Opera Assn. In Hartford)

Get your copy today of our special brochure giving detai
about times, prices and itineraries on these TOURS FROM THE
COLLEGES from:

UNIVIRSITY Of MASSACHUStTTS
Campus Center Hotel Lobby
T el. 545 2006

NORTHAMPTON
Bus Terminal,
Tel 586 1030

Old South St.

AMHKST CMTIR
Bus Terminal
Tel 256 0431

SOUTH HADLIY
Cannon's Pharmacy
Tel 533 7115
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Jailed draft evaders freed;
war resisters abroad defiant

fight;

WASHINGTON \UPI\ The
Bureau of Prisons announced
yesterday it has freed all imprisoned
draft evaders eligible for amnesty
except one man who refuses to
leave without a full pardon.
Meanwhile, the Pentagon

reported that military officials had
received only 86 phone calls and
one letter from deserters interested
in amnesty by yesterday morning.
Thousands of war resisters living

abroad continued to ignore
President Ford's conditonal am-
nesty offer.

Although the freed civilian
prisoners had technically only a 30-

day furlough to apply for amnesty,
one government source said "I

doubt that any will ever go back to
prison again."

Moving quickly to honor Ford's
request that imprisoned draft

Black-white
:s occur

in Boston
BOSTON [UP/] - The first

physical clashes between black and
white students-two minor fist fights

and a "hair pulling incident"-

yesterday marred the fifth day of

court ordered school integration in

Boston.

Police also reported several

young people wearing white sheets

with the intiials "KKK" on them
near the Gavin school.

But there were no other reports

of violence, and 10 buses carried

mostly black students to their

homes from South Boston High

School and the Hart Dean annex to

their neighborhood homes without

incident. Police lined the school

corridors as the youths went home
for the day. The buses were
guarded by motorcycle police, with

a helicopter hovering ovhead.

Police said four white youngsters

received minor injuries in one of the

two fist fights when blacks and
whites tangled at the Washington
Irving Junior High School in

Roslindale. They were taken home
by their parents and did not require

hospital treatment.

Forty black children walded out

of Washington Irving after the

incident, which was broken up
before police arrived.

A "small fight" was reported

near Woodrow Wilson Junior High

School in Dorchester. No arrests or

injuries were reported.

Officials also reported what they

described as a "hair-pulling" in-

cident between a white girl and two
black male teen-agers on the

second floor of Hyde Park High

School.

Court rules

fireman's
exam invalid
BOSTON [AP] - The U.S. Court

of Appeals yesterday unamimously
upheld a lower court ruling that the

Massachusetts civil service fire

fighter's exam is invalid, and that

blacks and Spanish surnamed
Americans must be given
preference when fire fighters are

hired.

Federal District Court Judge
Frnnk H. Freedman made the

original ruling, which applied to all

Massachusetts communities
subject to civil service which have a

minority population of at least one
per cent.

The minority preference remains

in force at each local fire depart-

ment until it attains a percentage of

minority fire fighters approximately

equal to that in the community, the

court ruled.

Judge Levin H. Campbell,
speaking for the appeals court, said

the preference eliminates "the

lingering effects of previous

practices that bear more heavily

than warranted on minorities."

evaders be given priority treatment,

the bureau said it had furloughed 83
of the 96 persons still in jail on such
charges by the end of business
Tuesday. It ruled another 12

ineligible because they had been
sentenced on other charges in

addition to draft evasion.

That left Steven L. Bexich of

Chicago, who refuses <o leave the

federal reformatory at El Reno,
Okla., under the conditional am-
nesty terms Ford offered Monday.
Bezich is 13 months into a three-

year draft evasion sentence.

"I think his feelings coincide with
some of the boys up in Canada,"
said El Reno reformatory official

Mark Thompson. "They want a full

pardon. That's the only thing he
says he'll accept."

Ford offered the estimated
28,000 Vietnam draft evaders and
military deserters freedom from
prosecution in return for up to two
years of public service work and a
pledge of allegiance to the United
States.

WE ARE RESPONSIBLE

UMass. Undergraduate Student Senate

Are You?

SENATE ELECTIONS: Oct. 2, 3

Nomination Papers

Available, 420 S.U.
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Hampden Snack Bar
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Wright lecture series inaugurated
THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 19, 1974

A lecture series dedicated to one
of the foremost Black novelists will

be inaugurated tonight at 8:00 p.m.

in Herter Hall Rm. 321. Ted Ward
noted playwright and novelist Mike
Cook will deliver a presentation

entitled "Notes on a Native Son".
Richard Wright was born in Nat-

chez, Mississippi and is remem-
bered for his best sellers, "Blackboy
", "Native Son", and "The Out-
sider". Wright spent considerable

time in Paris and became close

friends with Jean Paul Satre. He
also traveled to Africa and attended
the Afro-Asian Conference. He was
a recipient of the Spingarn Medal
and Orson Wells staged a

Broadway production of "Native

Son".
Ted Ward is the author of "Our

Lan", which played on Broadway
and enjoyed a very receptive ap-

pearance here at the University of

Mass. He is attempting to have his

biography ready by the Spring of

1975. Mike Cook was one of the

original members of the OBAC
(Organization of Black American
Culture) writers workshop under
the direction of Gwendolyn Brooks.

He has been published widely in members of the community are speakers on The Life of Richard Margaret Walker, Slyvia Wynters,
many Black Anthologies. _A_l^ encouraged to attend. Additional Wright will be Prof. C.L.R. James, and James Baldwin.

lyfe'' Mutual Laundry Service
^^y service

1 Same Day Service

Low Rates
Diaper Service Dry Cleaning

Located behind Gaslight II

253-3044

OPEN HOUSE

Kappa Sigma
Sat., Sept. 21

70 Butterfield Terrace
8— ?

Music By: The Smiling Washington Band

WM WR/ brown r
We always have every size of

every color. If we don't have your

size in stock, we can get it within

24 hours from our "Warehouse."

NRBQ
tonight

}!-*-•
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The campus center food services

department Hatch Celebrity Series

began its second year of concerts

with a very successful Jonathan
Edwards show last Thursday

evening and the hopes are that this

year the series can be expanded to

include more than one night

allowing more of the student body
to enjoy the series.

Tonight NRBQ will be headlined.

Coming up will be the FABULOUS
RHINESTONES, September 26 and
MUDDY WATERS, October 3.

&--

h

Lin waist sizes 28-38

and lengths 30-36

M**2i FR0M THE AREA'S LARGEST

JEA l\l6 6T0RE

jLa

BELL-BOTTOM

LEVIS JEANS

HOtrse
•«•

201 n. pleasant st. amherst
10to530/thurs.&fri. till 9
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P-10 political seminar
A number of UMass students will

be at the front of the political

battlelines this Fall, hustling votes

for their favorite candidates in the

November 5th election-and earning

3 academic credits for their ex-

perience.

They are enrolled in the Political

Campaigns Seminar now being

offered for its third semester by
Project Ten, the university's ex-

perimental college located in

Southwest.

Seminar instructor Kenneth
Mosakowski notes that "the
political choices are very diverse

this semester because of the wide
variety of candidates running in the

general election." Mosakowski,
himself a veteran of a dozen
campaigns, expects that students

signing up this semester will want
to work not only in statewide races

like the Sargent-Kukakis fight for

governor or the Quinlan-Guzzi

battle for secretary of state, but

also in local campaigns for offices

like state senator or state

representative. Already, he says,

students supporting the re-election

of State Senator John Olver (D-

Amherst) and others favoring
Olver's opponent Gerald McCarthy
(Ind.-Leyden) have indicated an
interest in joining the Seminar.
The first Seminar session, today

at 8:30 p.m. in Classroom I of
P'erpont Hall, will feature
recruitment of workers for

candidates. The
will have their turn

joining the
Mosakowski,

Democratic
Republicans

next week.

There are no prerequisites for

Seminar, cautions
"except a strong

stomach and a firm commitment by
each individual to work through
practical politics to change what is

wrong with out Government. We
won't change anything significantly

until we elect decent public officials

to represent us."

"And," he adds, "this is a nuts-
and-bolts type of course which
guarantees a heavy dose of un-
pleasant political reality. Utopians
and starry-eyed visionaries
probably shouldn't sign up."
Those who would like to try

some "unpleasant political reality"

should contact the Project Ten
academic office at 545-0871 im-
mediately.

Kentfield Hardware,
Inc.

63 SOUTH PLEASANT ST.

Suppliers of:

— STUDENT NEEDS
— HARDWARE
— SPORTING GOODS
— PAINT
— ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Hours: Monday-Thursday & Saturday— 8-5:30

Fridays— 8 a.m. -9 p.m.

Serving four Muds for over 100 Years

NUCLEAR
POWER

SYMPOSIUM
SEPT. 18 & 19

A PUBLIC DISCUSSION OF

THE NUCLEAR PROBLEM
with

John Gofman • Wed. 8 p.m.

&

Howard Zinn • Thurs. 8 p.m.

MAKAR AUD.

Movies and Workshops C.C. 163

^^H all day Thurs.

drinks . .

.

eats . . . music

hurray!!
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HWM&
Rf. 202 .. . New Salem at "Truman's Flea Market"!

Only 12 Miles from Whitmore!

THUR. - FBI,

"Mad Angel"
*Hf—

NIPPY HOUR 4 - 7 EVERYDAY!
Entertainment Tues. - Sun Call (617) - Just Over Line - 544-6028
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A TRILOGY OF UMASS MADNESS
The distance disease Non-Mass mixup

By BARBARA HOFFMAN
No doubt you've recognized the

symptoms. That painfully measured
tread, the formidably developed
calves, and the glint in the eyes that
appears when any moving vehicle is

sighted, then dulls when it moves
on. The dining commons is filled

with those similarly afflicted,

vacantly toying with mildewed
string beans and the long cold
morsels of cube steak, not yet
ready to surrender their trays and
set upon the rugged trek
homeward.

These are the Hill People, the
victims of Collis Achyrectus. Their
common denominator: pain, in-

creasing with the clination of slope
and the frequency of climb.

Orchard Hill is not the only
breedinn nmtmii fr\r tV\n ri':rr,.\c-C«-> v^vjm ii^ yiuuiiu iwi 11 10 vJibtJdbt!.

The Upper Central region, in

conjunction with the OH factor,

boosts the number of mangled into

the several thousands. Most suffer

from "shin splints:" hairline

fractures that run from the knee to

the ankle. These are characterized

by a tingly feeling in the bone
(some complain of "relentless

termites eating away at the
marrow") and may lead to

prolonged bouts of procrastination

whenever foot use is required.

Surprisingly, many Hill people
resist treatment. Recommended
moves to the Southwest or Nor-
theast regions are either rejected or

ignored by the suffe;ers who, lured

by a false sense of greatness at the

pinnacle, remain to climb. Of these,

many extol the "rush" that ac-

companies biking or running down
the mountain, oblivious momen-
tarily to the fact that there is

always an Up.

Until recently, hordes of chronic

cases sought relief in the rainbow-
colored OH buses, taking them at

every opportunity. This form of

relief was cheap, fairly easy to

obtain, somewhat habit-forming,

and ultimately satisfying as a
substitute for Up. As a result of the

recent and official crackdown,
however, many sufferers have been
experiencing severe withdrawal
pains as the OH becomes in-

creasingly harder to find. Addicts
have been discovered in various
bus shelters, dazed and often in-

coherent, many gesturing mutely at
their watches and only occasionally
breaking their comatose silence
with the abrupt query, "Clockwise?
Counter-clockwise??" Several had
to be treated for cases ranging from
cardiac arrest to asthma,
presumably incurred while running
after their disappearing supply.

By DIANE UNGER

"Mastic Shirley!" With that cry a
fork crashes to its plate in the
dining commons. A young girl

approaches the table excitedly
jumping up and down, and crowds
of eating students stare at her,

wondering if this truly is Shirley
with the breast cancer. "I heard you
were a Mastic Shirley! I'm a
Hewlett!!" The Long Island boy
jumps up from his chair and
without a word to his stunned
Bostonian girlfriend embraces this

animated stranger. Who are they??
They are nameless (OSCAR likes

it that way) but there are more of

them than you think. They are the

two New Yorkers who requested
on every vestige of paper UMass
sent them to be roommates in

Central. They are the same two
who were split apart faster than an
amoeba could have said "My toes
itch." One was sent as unwillingly

as Fay Wray to the summit of a

Southwest tower, while the other
was sentenced to a semester in

Mary Lyon.

Or the Maryland girl who told her

high school counselor she had been
accepted into "Amherst". (She had

By DAVID FREID
This guide to the Course Description

Guide is being produced at the beginning of
the semester so it will be of some use the
very next time you are confused.

Traditionally, if someone wants a good
introductory course in business, he flips open
the Course Description Guide to "G" for

Business. For Business is General Business in

your CDG. (Upperclassmen may wish to

enroll in Specific Business - that's their

business.) For a start, look at General
Business and Finance 230 with its ex-

planation: "To provide the student with an
understanding of the nature of the personal,

property, and liability risks faced by in-

dividuals, the role of the insurance
mechanism as a device for dealing with these
risks." That's a possibility, but one should
compare it with a related course to avoid

any mistake in course selection. General

Business and Finance 233: To provide an

considered "Amherst" the pet
name of "University of
Massachusetts.") The counselors,

not having heard from UMass in ten
years, and figuring it now to be a
deceased university, without
question congratulated that girl on
being the first female to gain en-
trance within that Ivy League's
Loins.

Why is UMass such an in-

nocuous, almost forgotten in-

stitution outside of its borders?
Could the green notices clipped on
the applications of long ago have
anything to do with it? The notices
that shrugged their corners at out-

of-staters, telling them not to
bother, they probably wouldn't get
accepted? But here they are, a

humble quantity of noxious ones
clinging together like so many
strands of D.C. spaghetti, over-

cooked from the struggle to regain

their courses, their roommates, and
now drowning in the thick sauce of
bureaucracy. Maybe it's their

accents...

This doesn't deny that state

residents have troubles, too.
OSCAR's conscience never seems
to weigh heavily when tormenting
his own state. But if being an
upperclassman is one stronghold
for getting what you want, being a
major in that course is another
shield of armour, and the ultimate
possession of the title

"Massachusetts Resident" has
never hurt. The out-of-stater is

greeted by more "don't blame
me's" than are found on the
bumpers of Mass. cars. They are
haunted by admittedly neurotic
feelings that OSCAR s computer
banks are looking at their requests
and are responding, "Strange,
9246838, you don't look
Massachusettish."
They are an elitist faction - a

group that would rather die of

wounds from a forty mile an hour
Volvo in reverse than from the
toxins of a Buffalo factory. What
should it matter if they glean but six

credits from a pre-registration of

seventeen? So what if the sole

means of communication between
best friends are flag signals bet-

ween JQA and Van Meter's belfry?

Or that living here nine months of
the year does not make them
worthy of the title "resident" and
the accompanying tuition cut?
Anyway, how can this year at

UMass be bad? There's a new guy
in B-l from Hollis, Queens.

A guide to the Course Description Guide
indepth examination of the nature of the
property and liability risks faced by in-

dividuals, the insurance coverages available
for dealing with these risks. Obviously, 233 is

the more interesting and challenging
course, though it is taught on a different level

and may be harder to handle. Perhaps this is

not to your taste, however.
259-69: "The purpose of the course is to

introduce students to the uses and
limitations and shortcomings of various
short-term and long-term forecasting
techniques." Aaaaah!!! That's it! Just what
you were after in the first place - the short-
comings of various FORECASTING
techniques. It wasn't under "F" AFTER all.

This example shows how CDG works.
THIS article is written to cover the areas ;n
which it does not.

First of all, this year there are some ad-
ditions to be made to the Course Description
Guide. You will notice that the program

number of certain courses has an "H" after
it. This indicates that the course is an Honors
course. This year, each department will offer
courses with a "G" after it - indicating that it

is a "Gut" course. The "Gut" Department
wilp share Machmer Hall with the Honors
Department, the "Gut" office occupying the
basement somewhere. DO stop in and in-
vestigate some of the Guide to Gut Courses
they're easy to read. Don't miss "University
Year For Inaction."

Finally, we now publish an answer to the
call for honesty in Course Description
focusing on some interesting French, Math,
and Rhetoric courses:

TRADITIONAL CVIII - Grammar stressed
heavily so the student can correctly express
himself, especially in writing. AUDIO-
LINGUAL METHOD - ALM 109, 064, 983 -

Learning by listening and speaking the
language as well as reading and writing.
Heavy emphasis on learning to talk in
French. SLAVEDRIVING L - Emphasis on

passing language requirements as quickly as
possible. Learning the language is optional.
COLLOQUIAL IV - Learn to upeak everyday
French just like they do in France. Emphasis
on learning to swear... and insult.

Also, while flipping through course
descriptions to answer problems in selecting
a Rhetoric, Math majors will want to check
out the course in RHETORICAL MATH For
people who hate Math, there is a course
developed to satisfy Core E. Emphasis on
making signs for the room deriding
mathematical formulae and related
postulates and theorems. Taught by a
professor who hates math, the only
requirement is a special dislike kor geometry.
Give a copy of this handy guide to your
friend today, and we'll mail you your
Women's Lib slogans and quotes later. Get
yours soon, you know how soon the
University runs out of these.

DavidFreidisa Collegian Commentator

Joyce Kosofsky

Busing at UMass
[UPS\ - Attendance at intellectually troubled

UMie High School Extension inched upward today
and there were only a few incidents of violence
marring the sixth day of classes under a busing plan to
inter-educate the five college area.

The busing plan, instituted during the summer, was
created to achieve uniform educational standards
between UMie, Hamper, Snot, Armhurts, and Mt.
Holyjoke Colleges. The-busing plan was created when
it was learned that the average UMie suffered in-

tellectually because of overcrowded classrooms, class
that were to be arranged but never were, drugs, and
free Hatch coffee.

In an attempt to alleviate this situation, officials at
UMie, in cooperation with the Department of
Sanitation drew up the plan despite the cries from the
other four colleges claiming "Why degenerate the
Valley?" To which B.J. retorted, "A preppy works
from sun to sun, but a UMie's life is full of fun."

Official Valleywide attendance figures for yesterday
were 72.6 per cent, the highest attendance rate since
the busing began and the highest attendance rate that
UMie has ever seen. Only one small incident of
violence occurred at the Snot College bus stop when
a UMie tripped over the Snotty's apron strings and
accidently hit her in the head with her "Heck no, I

dare not go" placard.

Things went smoothly at Armhurts College, where

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist.

Nat Clark

Rebuilding the university
The challenge to this university in the next few

years is just as great as at anytime before. Whether
we consider it simply as a swinging back of the
pendulum or as a returning to reality, UMass must
change because its students are changing. For too
long, i.e. the last five years, we, as a university, have
been accepting mediocrity in the
classroom for what education is

and what it can be. The students
now entering the University have a

different idea as to what the
function of this university is to be
for them.

We must understand that these
people realize that the college

degree as it has been for the last

few years is pretty much worthless.

With a college degree and fifteen

cents the holder can buy a package
of lifesavers. This situation has
come about with a general lowering
of academic standards. Today the
average "cum" at UMass is near
cum laude, which formerly was
considered a great honor. This has
come with the non-sense of "grade
yourself courses", as if for all that

we require of our professors and for

all we pay them they are not more
capable of evaluating their

students. Added to this factor is the
total absurdity of student-teacher
evaluations holding significant
weight in personal decisions, as if

popularity has somehow taken the
place of the traditional demands for

high quality in teaching, research,

and service to the University.

So the student of the future will make new
damands of our University. They want something
substantial for their time, effort, and money. They
want courses which will teach them to think, courses
which will allow them the privilege of being highly
competent in our society. They want grades which
will divide good students who think, work, and care
from those who came to UMass to find themselves, to

go through identity crises, and to live well because

someone else is paying the bills. We deal here with
people who are at a very crucial age in their

development, but never let a student's personal,
emotional and sexual development become the
substance of his or her education. The University
exists to train minds to function keenly.

We must begin

to recognize those

who achieve

excellence in

education.

We must recognize

the students of this

campus who excel

in their work

while they are here

and also after

they have left.

In large part the changes have to

come in our attitudes towards
education and its participants as

well as in raising the standards in

the classroom. We must begin to

recognize those who achieve
excellence in education. We must
recognize the students of this

campus who excel in their work
while they are here and also after

they have left. They are still our

students and what they do and how
they do it vitally effects us.

We must also recognize those
professors and administrators who
hold excellence in education as

their dream. People like Dean
Alfange, Oswald Tippo, Ernest

Hofer, J. Paul Mather, John
Lederle, Dean Field, and many
others should be recognized for

they make or have made this

University great, each in their own
way. The awards for distinguished

teaching received by our professors

should be published widely, not left

unmentioned by the Collegian. If

someone receives a national award,
as Dr. Sidney Siggia did from the

American Chemical Society for his

distinguished work, this should be major news. On
This campus there are many great professors, ad-
ministrators and students. We must recognize them in

a real way. This university has a very good reputation
and I guess that what bothers me is that the average
student does not know why.

"The times they are a'changin' ".

four ex-preppies decided that it might be fun to hang
around with those "unfortunate middle-class
children."

Curiousity, above all, made six Mt. Holyjoke women
to board the bus. In their words, they wanted to find
out "if the Bluewall really does exist."

And at Hamper College, where several Division III

3/4 students thought that they would be able to relate

telephathically to the 28 story library at UMie, gleefully
arrived trying to figure out what it all meant. They
were last seen boarding the elevator to the top floor,

but rumor has it that it was the only one that func-
tioned properly and the students from Hamper didn't
know how to cope.

Thousands of security guards were stationed at

UMie's Campus Center when it was learned that a
daytime ban of liquor sales would go into effect until

the violence subsided. The violence, which occurred
only when the ban went into effect, started when a
UMie threw a Dining Commons pancake at a guard
saying, "I can't go to Comparitive Neuro-
Phenomonology sober."

The only other trouble at UMie occurred when a
student was arrested for stoning a bus. The incident,
however, turned out to be that the student was
getting stoned on the bus. The student tried to explain
to the arresting officer that, "Isn't that what higher
education is all about?"

Nat Clark is a Collegian Columnist

Tomorrow - Kathy Kozell

questions people on their opinion

about race and sex quotas

in hiring practice

Amnesty or animosity

Setting campus goals
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery's opening statement

for the 1974 academic year made yesterday to campus
government units carried a vital message to all UMass-
Amherst.

Bromery said, in effect, that unless the campus starts
demonstrating to the Commonwealth the services it

provides, the state legislature will — and not gracefully.

Bromery said the state legislature sent a message to the
campus last spring when it cut all merit raises from this
year's operating budget and asked the UMass Trustees to
force every professor to spend at least nine hours a week
"in contact" with students.

'The message being sent is painfully clear," Bromery
said. Legislators "don't hear us, understand us, or believe
us."

Bromery said the legislature, and the state taxpayers,
are beginning to demand accountability for the way their
money is spent in higher education. And with good
reason, we might add.

But the problem, in Bromery's view, has been the
historic inability of higher education to find any adequate
means of conveying the service it provides to the public.

Some large station institutions, like the academically
respected University of Wisconsin, provide "extension
services" like agricultural research and advice to farmers.

UMass has extensive "continuing education" com-
mitments - courses open to the public — as well as
several off-campus education programs like Outreach and
University Year for Action.

But such programs are restricted in their impact and
reach a narrow group of taxpayers. What about mass
appeal programs, like a well-funded University television
station that covers the entire state?

'The external forces are becoming more and more
concerned about the type of professional training offered
and the quality of educational service," Bromery said.

Without specifying the programs needed to get UMass'
message to the state, Bromery laid out the first step in the
process - clear concensus from the whole campus about
just what we're doing here. He called for "conceptual
clarity" and asked the graduate and undergraduate
senates as well as employee groups to help him achieve
that goal.

We urge the Chancellor to proceed forward as swiftly as
possible. The role of a university in society is not written in
black and white anywhere, and won't be. But it should be
spoken as articulately as possible.

The opinions in this space represent those of the
majority of the board of editors.
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Dorms 99.6% full, late room requests refused
By MARTIN J. WATERS

Staff Reporter

Dormitories here are full. The
housing office reports occupancy
at 99.6 per cent and is refusing late

requests for student room
assignments.

J.Bruce Cochran, a staff

assistant, says that the present

occupancy percentage is the
highest since fall 1970. Statistics

show average occupancy during
the last two years at 93.5 pe. cent.

Overcrowding is reportedly
confined to about 12 double ropms.
each housing three students.
Twenty-four students temporarily

staying in the Campus Center Hotel

are being settled in available spaces-

scattered across the campus.
Elimination of the triples is also*

expected.

Cochran says the housing office

worked for maximum dormitory

occupancy this semester to help

keep costs down. There was no
increase in room rental charges this

year, he said, despite the adverse
economic situation.

Room occupancy rates have
declined during the spring semester
in past years, according to
Cochran. A total of 170 spaces will

be needed in January for students

now living in Hamlin house in the

Northeast area. Hamlin will be
refurbished during the coming
spring, Cochran added.

OFF-CAMPUS

HOUSING OFFICE

CAR POOL SYSTEM

OUTREACH BUS SERVICE

ELECTRONIC VISUAL AID FOR

HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

These are some of the things the Commuter
Assembly Executive Council have originated or
funded. It is an n member board of undergraduate
commuters and we now have eight openings for this
coming election, October 2nd and 3rd. You may pick
up nomination papers in the Commuter Assembly
Office, M-F, 9-5. Papers are due Sept. 25.

TheAirForceROTC
CollegeProgram has 3
things to offer that other
college programs doift.

1. Scholarships.

2.
$100 monthly allowance.

3. Flying lessons leading

to jet training.

Enroll in Air ForceROTC.
Contact Air Force ROTC
At Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass.

Tel. 5-2437

PIT IT AIX KXJKTHKR IN AIR FORI K ROTC

Besasfi noo
sas&asaftaigs—MMMMat &fc£2nut
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MX90"Prafessk>naF
BowmarBrain,

Eight function, feature packed electronic calculator
with dual memory, square root, automatic reciprocal,
automatic percent, and powerful Omni-Constant.
Algebraic number entry sequence and extra large 10-
digit display for greater accuracy. Worldwide 115-
230V adapter-charger.

Features:
• Dual memory, ( memory plus, memory minus,
memory accumulate I

• Extra large LED 10-digit display
• Full floating decimal

I • Automatic fl , .«« , I

• Omni-Constant (The automatic constant with a brain >

• Rechargeable and AC operation
[• 1 15/230 V switchable worldwide adapter/charger
Algebraic operation with + exchange

available at the

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

The: Bowmar Brains
We're Always Thinking

-J

DOMINO'S

PIZZA
Combines the finest quality

ingredients with their special

sauce to give you the best
tasting pizza you've ever tried

Give us a call and we'll deliver it

free you'll be glad you did

FAST . HOT . FREE DELIVERY

Call

256-8587

Domino's People
are the Pizza People, Period.

FREE
Domino's Frizbee

with any Size Works or

Deluxe Pizza

SYSTEM $399 GLGNBUniM

:

:

:
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Amherst

Offer Good While Supply Lasts.

*50*
This system has it all! Power, clarity, wide range,

linear response, extra features-and at a price too low
to pass up! The highlight of the system is the EPI 90,
which received a first place rating in speakers in the
under $150.00 category by the leading consumer
testing laboratory. To power the EPI's, the Nikko 4030
supplies 44 watts R.M.S., features switching for two
pairs of speakers, tape monitor, FM muting and comes
with a three year warranty. The Glenburn 2155 WB
turntable protects your records and adds no obtrusive
noise of its own, with a four pole synchronous motor,
viscous damped cueing and Shure M75 EC elliptical
magnetic cartridge. Complete with tinted dust cover
and wooden base.

COME LISTEN
TO LINEAR SOUND

AND SAVE 20%
NIKKO

SYSTEM $499

74M

LIST 5750
This system is the "Best Buy" of this fall, with

performance and features rarely seen at this price

level. Listing for $349.95 by itself, the NIKKO 7070 is

a "Best Buy" in its own right. It delivers 80 watts
RMS. total power, and has switching for two sets of

speakers, two tape monitors with tape to tape

dubbing, low and high filters, FM muting, two pphono
inputs and much more, and has a three year warranty.
The OHM D loudspeaker is a two way acoustic

suspension unit with 10" woofer and 3" tweeter, and
has a five year warranty. And your records will sound
better than ever played by a SHURE M91 -ED cartridge,

which comes in the GARRARD 74M automatic turn-

table -with the fomous GARRARD "Synchro-Lab"
motor for quiet operation and dependable performance

guaranteed for a full year. THE INDIVIDUAL LIST PRICE

OF THESE COMPONENTS ADDS UP TO $751, SO YOU
SAVE OVER 33 Vi AT OUR PACKAGE PRICE OF S499.

YOUR EARS A FAVOR

SAVE $25

1

Free delivery to 5 colleges

[tech hifi
]

^—Quality components at the Right Price—
*

^*/

^_
N'hamplon
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Notices

AIKIDO DEMONSTRATION:
Sun, 1:00 by Unno Sense), 2nd

degree black belt and two visiting

blackbelts.

ANGEL FLIGHT STARTS:
it's pledge Program Mon. 9-29.

Come to an open meeting, that day at

7:30 p.m., 301 Mary Lyon.
AVON IS CALLING
SOT invites all UMass women to a

rush party at 409 N. Pleasant St. at

7:00p.m. Thurs. 9-19. Call if you need
a ride 545-0527.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
Buses will begin running this Sat. to *

Belchertown" State School for a
program of volunteering. All are
welcome for a hour and orientation.

Buses run each Sat. from Whitmore
at 12:45 and return by 4:00.

BETA KAPPA PHI
Open rush tonight 8 9, Beta Kappa

Phi, 388 N. Pleasant St. All UMass
men welcome.
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Applications for the C.C. Board of

Governors are available in 430 S.U.

Applications are due Monday the
23rd.

BOXING CLUB:
Meeting Mon. 7 p.m., 19th floor

Washington. New members
welcome.
CHI OMEGA NUTTSY NITE:
Like nuts?? try us! Come and meet

the sisters and pledges of Chi Omega
Thurs. nite at 7:30. Rides provided at

7 : 15 at WOPE, Newman Centerc Van
Meter, Dickinson and Thoreau. Bring
a friend!

CROSS COUNTRY:
Practices for Women's Cross

Coutnry are held at 4:00 in front of

Curry Hicks Cage. New members are
invited.

ENGLISH EDUCATION:
If you are interested in teaching

English on the secondary level (High
school or junior high) you must
contact the English Education Office,

Bartlett 474, 545-0533.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL:
Applications for the 74 75 school

year are available in 430 S.U. Ap-
plications are due Monday 9-23.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS:
Organizational meeting, Thursday,

805 C.C. at 7:30 p.m. All women are
welcome.
KAPPA ALPHA THETA:

invites all UMass women to our
Coffee House on Thursday at 7:00, 778
N. Pleasant St. Call for rides 5-2735.

LUTHERAN STUDENTS
UMass Lutheran students will hold

their weekly discussion meeting
tonight in Classroom 1 or 2 at the
Newman Center. Non-Lutherans are
also invited to join this evening's
fellowship.

MOTORCYCLISTS:
The UMass Trail Riders are now

developing a local trail system and
rider referral service. Anyone from
pure novice to grizzled woods rat is

welcome to participate. Interested
call 253-9891 anytime.
MUSIC THEATRE MEETING:
General information meeting

tonight in C.C 803 at 7. Anyone in-

terested in musical or technical
theatre is encouraged to attend.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
All old members interested in

manning the C.C. fable next week,
call Debbie 6 9497. Thanks.
NURSING
Student Nursing Organization

meeting today 1 p.m., 413 Morrill IV:
Overview of organization,
nomination for elections.

PRE MED PLANNING:
The pre medical society planning

committee will hold an important
meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in 902
C.C. Members who signed up for the
committee and new members should
attend.

PROGRAM COUNCIL MUSIC
COMM:
Meeting tonite in Program Council

Office at 7:30. All interested please
attend.

RE LIVE THE 50'S:

The sisters and pledges of lota

Gamma Upsilon invite all UMass
women to a 50's party. Tonite 7-8 at

406 N. PLeasant St. For rides call 5

0082.

SABBATH SERVICES:
Friday night services in C.C. 105 at

7 p.m. All day Sabbath Celebration in

Farley Lodge starting at 10:00 a.m.
on Saturday.
SBA STUDENTS:

First organizational mtg. of the
Ungraduate Business Club: Thurs
7:30, 917 C.C. New members
welcome. Bring your suggestions and
talents.

SOUTHWEST:
Elections for Southwest Assembly

Representatives will be held Tues
night. Nomination papers available
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By Stella Wilder

Friday, September 20

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22) -
Take up today where you left

' ff last evening in a matter
concerning the strengthening
of a personal relationship.

Otherwise, precious time is

lost.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -
Gain advantages during the

early morning hours. You
would do well to let bygones
be bygones where your
neighbors are concerned.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov 21)

— Business affairs can be
conveniently halted this
morning. See that you bring
your best efforts to afternoon
community activities.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) —A worry-free day
for the Sagittarius who has
had the foresight to plan
ahead. Evening entertain-
ment may offer an oppor-
tunity for unexpected gain.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19) —A favorable day for

group gatherings. A
brainstorming session could
bring you the answers you
need to move ahead quickly.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb
18) —Cultural activities are
favored today. Attend those
gatherings which can in some
way add to your understand-
ing of present undertakings.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)

—Children can provide you
with a few answers — if you
are wise enough to hear them
in the midst of a few cries of

protest. Listen with care.

ARIES (March 21 April 19)

— If you are cautious in the

morning, you can pave your
own way to success in the

afternoon. Offer the young
advice, not an ultimatum.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

—Allow affairs to conclude in

their own time and in their

own way. If you push things,

you may bring about a pre-

mature disclosure of infor-

mation.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20)

— Base your actions on intui-

tive knowledge of another's

emotional reactions to stress.

Allow children room to

develop gifts.

CANCER (June 21 .July 22)

— Successful conclusions are
the result of effort, good plan-

ning, and determination.
Rest on your laurels — but

only after vou've received
then

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
Taper off during afternoon
hours. You can make ready
for the weekend relatively

early; allow another some ad-
vantage by way of new infor-

mation.

CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

MO

ACROSS
1. Reproductive

cell

6. Conspiracy

11. Divided

12. Brotherly

love

13. Phillipic

14. Jacksonville

bowl

15. Greedy

16. Boy's nickname

18. Artificial

language

19. Steep

20. Auricle

21. Card game
22. Rendezvous

rr

24. Hard wood

26. Short flight

28. Fathered

32. Size of paper

35. Telepathic

faculty

37. Midiamte king

38. Hatchet

39. And so forth

40. Candid

41. Youngster

43. Rectangular

45. Soft tawed

. leather

46. Ill-tempered

47. Nidi

48. Ice masses

V,

mnaQa
ALIVE
asanas aracjHc:
ODD KUU 03(50

Qsoaa ana
nam EiHraaa ns
BIlHn HHH HUG

SOLUTION OF YESTERDAY'S PUZZLE

DOWN

'.Shudder

2. Equality

3. Toward the

mouth

4. Communistic

Kant?«V$ |(W>e/>5

5. Swelling

6. Canary's home

7. --- Khan

8. Method of

dyeing

9. Footless

animal*

10. Dormouse

11. Commence
17. Gold in Spain

20. Ike's battle

command
21. Enjoy a winter

sport

23. Skittish

25. Cleopatra's

nemesis

27. Favorite

29. Composure

30. Happenings

31. Smirched

32. Biblical cony

33. Banish

34. Bills of fare

36. Deride

39. Generations

40. Hodgepodge

42. Mel of baseball

44. Bengal quince

dizzy and paul — By Jim Carson

turn to page 14
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/ \

notes,

quotes

Interns needed
If you are interested in getting

credits for experiential learning
instead of classroom learning,

Outreach still has agencies which
are in need of full time interns this

semester.

Springfield Community Services
needs an intern to work with
mentally retarded children.

The Youth Resource Bureau,
also in Springfield, has an opening
for a counselor to deal with youth

turn to page 14
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MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8 30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $.30 per line
Weekly — $.2S per line
Monthly — $.20 per line

FOR SALE
Cassettes — 12.00 each. 12.00 each pre-

recorded. All new tapes. Call 549-4450.

I in«n IM5II power ampuller IM wattt -

KMs per channel. New. Call A.M. 5K4-0S4S

Pioneer S\-7l»m \mp.. one \r old. List
$250.. sell for SIMI. (all iran. SIMM*.

I rblanc trumpet, very gocd condition
1160. Call Jerry. 253-9X69.

For Sale — 10 speed Kaleigh (iran Sport
23' i" frame, never used. $190. Call MftllM
arter 1: 00 p.m.

Books for Sale. For Pol. Sci. 100

(American Politics) and Hist. 340 (Islamic
Cll'). Contact Bill 5-2304. 20X Dwight.

" 10 speed Vista Fsq.. excellent condition.

Call 253-7I5X evening.

Kaleigh I spd. Worn Model. 3 mos. old.

|N Kskts. MMfA
Alt IX speakers, absolutely immaculate.

$K5 or li " — Lafayette I.A524 Amp and
Lafayette Pre Amp has built-in SQ-4
channel applications $45 or b-o. Also

Dynaco quadaptor Si These units new
< onil 519-3677. Ask for Paul.

(.as cans, approved. 5 gal., used. 15; 2

reconditioned Chev 2X3 heads 140: H7NXI5
tires. 2 studded snows. I radial, used. I

new Polyglas. Call Bob 253-7241.

Sierra Design 200 sleeping bag for sale.

Si.. Skiis. boots. 5X6:1664.

King-size walerbed with frame. $50 or

best offer, (all 253-7001.

1120 bed for sale. Frame, mattress, liner

— $50. Call 527-5(170. Will deliver.

Sherwood S7I0OA receiver. List $230. our

price Ju;:> Sound & Music Co-op. Call Dick
at 217-5X70. || am. -I p.m.

Flectro-Yoice Interface Aspkrs. list $450

or. our price $325. PR Sound & Music Co-
op. 217-5X70. II a.m. to ' p.m.

Dynaco A 25 spkrs. list $X9. Dur price $56.

Sound & Music Co-op. (all 247-5870 bet-

ween II a.m. ft o p.m.

DIM. 12211 turntable XI.M cart. New
$350. now $200. Class "A" equip.
(.AKK AKD SI.95W. new M'llFD cart. New
$210. now IIS, 510:1*177

Living loom set includes sleeper couch,
platform rocker and club chair, good
condition $X5. Vlsooak kitchen table. $20.

519-6632 after li.

Keystone hi lit Xmm movie camera has
electric zoom lens. Built in light meter,
automatic exposure control, electric
motor drive. $25. Call Ml Mil loday.

II. •Ilu i, .ii. i , Slju I Band Shortwave
radio, (oxers SJf KC to 30 MC. $25. Fx
cond. (all 367-95X5 today.

Roman's burgundy leather coat, lull

length. Zip in lining, size 12. Fxc. cond. $75

or best offer. Call 516-7027.

I soil bass guitar. Will look at anything,

(all Peter. Km. 205. 545-230K.

(iuitar Amp. Pender band-master, pre
rhs, custom built, oversized bottom. Call

5I9-632X, Keep Ining

Honda CBI60. just tuned, perfect run.

cond. New paint. $325. (all 64X0502.

Panasonic AM-FM stereo cassette
system. 30 day factory warranty, excellent

condition. Must sell. A $2N0 system, asking

$110. Call Alan 546-4702 after 5 p.m.

Records of all kinds at reasonable
prices. Can usually get any LP in print

within a week — The New Record Shop. 197

No. Pleasant St.. Amherst. VMM
Portable dishwasher and TV. 519-6X69

Nereis looking

at you kid/ ....Wjth

my new 4

Soflens
contacts from.
Amherst optical"

195 N PLEASANT ST/256 -6403

a <<hii»i in on IMS M ltVI< I

FASHIONABLE EYEWEAR
CONTACT LENSES/SUPPLIES
HEARING AID AUDIOLOGISTS

MDC CLASSIFIE
FOR SALE

Mens to spd. louring bike, well main-
tained, suntour drl. (all Nina 256X011.
$K5.O0.

RARF I0spd..p.s.. w-lOV frame. 6 mo.
old. Fxcell. bike for riders 5'4" ft under.
Asking $110. Call 665-430X.

FVR 3 Receiver, 130 Rms. $150. 549-6373.

For I ale — 1071 Honda 350 CL. excellent
cond. $5INI. 516-7X72.

Sony I UN) turntble w-cart. List $90. our
price $79. Sound & Music Co-op, Call 247-
5X70. 1 1 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Sound & Music Co-op stereo equipment.
x percent over cost. Call Vick 247-5X70. 1

1

a.m. to p.m.

For Sale — Shure mike unipe 5X5. perfect
cond $15; Conga Drum $65; Sound City
guitar Amp, 00 wis. $150. (all 5X4-6648

AUTO FOR SALE
67 Barracuda, runs good. 33.000 mi. on

engine. I good tires. Sum Call 253-7567.

BMW ti9 2002 decent. 60.000 AM-FM 6-

5626.

61 (hew Panel, runs good, body rusted,
cvcrv thing works. $225. Call 253-7567.0

61 Land Never MP, needs muffler. $1200
or b.o. After I p.m. 323-7107.

1967 olds Vista Cruiser. 51.000 miles. No
rust. $X95. (all John after 6 p.m. 549-1200.

61 ( orvair covert. Fxcellent body & top.

Needs motor. Will deliver. 253-7241.

Fiat X50 Racer. 1970. Fxcellent
mechanical condition. 35 mpg. $750. 253-

7241.

Ply. Fury. 65. 4 dr., small X. automatic,
dependable transportation. $250. 253-7241.

Jeep (.15. 33.000 mi. $2,100. Tel. 1-527-

1X53 after 6 p.m. Ask for Don.

VW 1966 - 67 engine. $375.00 or best offer.

Tel. 217-9133 after 5:00.

61 VW. runs good. 2 new tires, body in
good shape 55.000 mi. $375. Call 253-7567

I96X Rambler Amer., 6 cyl. $300. 546-

1737.

63 VW. huge sunroof, brand new tires,

battery, interior, steering damper,
alignment, tune up. etc. A real cutie! $150

or best offer. 516-XttO. Please keen Irving

Peugnt (03. 5X. for parts. Columbo
special: Will deliver (all Boh 253-7241.

1972 LTD station wagon, fully equip.,

power wind., seals. AC, AM-FM. good

condition., excellent interior, (all Dennis

519-1193.

Looking lor driving pleasure! 1967

Pouliar ( atalina. p.s.. pb , excellent
condition, low mileage. Call after 6 p.m.
MS-SONS.

61 VW, good running condition. 253-2914
after 5.

1971 Dalsun. 510. Streetracer. All BRE-
interpart MODS Must sell 253-7140.

fail chevy Malihu 327. VX, good shape.
Needs minor work. Call 665-361 1 $225.

K(75 Triumph TRli. $2200 or ho. 6-xxftti.

6X Chev. panel truck w-7o eng. $7oo. I-

267-3:1X1 eves.

1972 Subaru (.1. Coupe. 515-0510 days.
323-1521 eve. Joanne.

65 Dodge van. Good eng.. no rot. Must
sell $35(1. (all OTV Frat. Ask for Don
MCD.

70 Porsche 911. many extras. Must he

seen. In mint condition. Must sell. 6-5379.

67 Ford Fconoline Van. (iood cond.. exc
interior. Ures. Contact Tucker 6-7169

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1973 Yamaha TX ".on ixun miles New

condition $i5»o includes $230 Windjammer
fearing, luggage rack' Leave name,
iiiiinliei 515-2151 or 5I5-2I5M.

I Humph Tiger CC. mint < ond call

after_6 bjii 5X6 1X5

1

Yamaha 250CC Street Bike. 1970. needs
minor repairs. Best offer. 5BS-2299 after I

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1970 BSA Victor Special 44lcc. Brand

new lyre, jusl tuned. Needs chain work,
mark* paint. Must sell, best offer over
$350. 367-99X2. John Stone — DOR-XYCB.

1973 Yamaha 250MX. ridden 25 hrs.
Perfect. $895 or B.O. 546-K394.

74 Honda XI.250KL sun mi., one month,
new. perf.. factory warr.. mech. owned,
$9X5. Fxtra parts available. 256-X6X5.

Yamaha 350. I96X. First $395. 253-7241.

HONDA 70 Trail Kike, sells for $550. Will
sacrifice $325. 230 miles, excellent con-
dition. 253-31 IX.

71 Kawasaki 350 A7. excellent mech.
cond. MM mi. Kest off. Looking to trade
lor van (all exes I-K63-26I4. Tom.

Bultaco Matador MK3 250CC trail bike,
ex. cond. $500 or b.o. Call 367-95X5 now.

1971 Street Bike 350cc Bridgestone (.tr.
Low miles, fast, good cond. Asking $150.
Please call 26X-322X and leave name and
phone no.

FOR RENT
I lidrm. in 3 person house. Amh. (enter.,

few, grad pref. $90 per mo. 253-9775. I - 7

p.m.

furnished Apis. I. 2. 2«, rms 9 mos
lease — Sept I - June I. Air-cond . pool,
parking. Near shopping a id theaters.
Reasonable rents. Amherst Motel. Rl. 9.

opp /a v re's

Sunderland — Ml. Sugarloaf — On free
I Mass bus line No lease required Be cool
in the pool or in your fantastic air con-
ditioned 2 bedrm wall-wall carpeting, self
cleaning ovens, dishwashers, disposals,
laundry facilities. Master TV antenna. 24
hr resident manager, maintenance crew.
Renting at $220 including utilities (all us
1 13-665-3X56

off-campus room in offbeat household,
right off Rt. o. not far off from Mall. Call
253:1265 often.

furnished mm.m in private house with '^

hath, in minutes from campus. $XO a
month. Call 256-X94X after 3 p.m.

WANTED TO RENT
t.arage wanted for car-port and film

workshop until mid-Dec. Leave info with
Sue .14-1.. .i

ROOMMATE WANTED
2 rms. in old house. 15 min wlk to

campus. For mature hip M-F's or couple
$55 & $XO. (all 153-5275.

Blk. female grail to share 2 bdr. apt.
$110 per mo. Call 545-0733. \sk for Vicky.

P. lo share one bdr. apt. 665-4375. Leslie

I - 2 per share. Bondsville House w i .Ire".

15 m, smi* ea. Mature, clean. 2M.l-.i4M.

Female wanted lo share a room in
Brandy wine. $65 mo (all Ricki at 549-6320
after 6:J« p.m.

Male wanted to share I bedrm. apt.
$102.50 per mo. Mature. Clean. 665-1770.

Fern, lo share 2 bdrm. apt. near Cam-
pus. 1x7.50 + util. (all Kathy 5I9-053X.

To share 2 bdrm — See Chris. Cliffside
Ipts. Il-il. Rl. 116. Sunderland.

WANTED
BOB IS B\(K — to buy vour sick or

decrepit car. Any make, model, year.
I n io.nl \nur headache fat fast $$$$$$ 25.1-

7211.

Bain siller needed for Benjamin, age 3.
who could meet him in Amherst at 12:30 ft
come with him to Vhmptn. staving wilh
him in m> home or yours. I or 4 afternoons
per week I pay extra for transportation.
5X6-0519.

Sell \iMir siler coins, paying 250 percent
on lace value. Chase 6-X792.

\ room in house or apartment near
I Mass campus If reasonable call 546-
1077.

Wanted: Responsible grad student to
share secluded house in Conway with 2

others. Own room, washer, dryer. 4 acres,
much scenery. Would consider a couple. I

:I69-I07X.

13

PIZZA-RAMA
355 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst

specializing in

PIZZAS, HOT OVEN GRINMRS
ami SPAGHETTI

STORE HOURS: Sun. -Thurs., 11 a.m.-Midnight
Fri., Sat., li a.m.-l a.m.

Call 253-3808

FREE DELIVERY

between 5 p.m. -Midnight, every night

Best Food in Town - and the Lowes. Prices

WANTED

Flute Teacher wanted. Willing to pay. I

have no background, but I do have a flute,

(all Judy at 546-5175.

Young woman for housekeeping 2 af-

ternoons a week near Amherst Ctr. Own
transportation, (all 256-6151 after 5 p.m.

F. student wants to share apart, in S.

Deerfield. max. $X0. Interests: India, art.

folk dance, hiking, (all Claudia 665-4267.

HELP WANTED

Medical TechnologisC Full time in ex-
panding laboratory. ASCP registered only.
Attractive wages. Please contact: Annie
Lewallen. Chief Lab Technologist. Wing
Memorial Hospital. Palmer 1-2X3-7651. ext
XI.

Mothers helper wanted to aid full-time

grad student for light housekeeping,
laundry mo ironing I and occasional
cooking M-F. 3 - 6 p.m. $22.50 per wk.
Schedule negotiable. Call Judith 256-6421
after 6 p.m.

Wanted — Fxperienced waitresses
\ppl\ in person Northfield Inn

Need fiddler for Rluegrass Band. If
interested, call Tom 549-3717.

People interested in learning basic
newspaper page design and layout are
needed to help the COLI.FtilAN editorial
staff No credit or I but a chance to learn
from professionals free Contact Dean
Tucker 5-2550.

Desk Clerk- \uditor. parl-ttme. week
nites anil weekends. \ppl> in person
Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge Rt 9
llailliv

Phi Mu Delta Fraternity needs 3 house
boys to work 2 meals a day cleaning kit-

chen Pay is meals (all 253-9034 or 545

2163. A«k for Brian after 5 p.m.

PERSONALS

M transler seeks experienced F to assist

his iliscoverv of CM Dan. 5t6-X9l9.

Rouse Plan! Sale, many varieties. Sat..

Sept 21. 9:00 I INI 9 \pplewood La.. So.

\infii-rst flHTWl.

North Village Children's (enter —
Openings in P.M. session. J: (mi i ;io. M-F.
ages 2 V • $100 per semester. Contact
Janice Rewak at 5(5-2720 or Deborah Burt
at 519-66X6.

Hop Brook ( .immune Rural farm, dav
People Bo\ 723. \mhers(. Ma

To our favorite beer drinker and pot

smoker. Happy Birthday Andy & Dave.

I .n.lv hul Dumb! Happy Birthday'

Kappa Alpha Theta invites all university
women to our Coffee House on Thurs..
Sept. i 'i ..i 7:00. 77X N. Pleasant St.( all for

rides. 5-2735.

l-ary — Happy \nniversar>. You mean
more (o me (han words can ever sax . l,ove

(•ail.

RIDE WANTED
Ride to \ from Spfld.. Mon . Wed.. Fri

Beach Spfld hv 9 Ml | m — done b\
eve BJMpM

Hide united from \mhersl lo Holyoke
•>r spiinitfield. week nights. 12:45 a.m. Hill
pav $;, weekly I all Jim. 5:162751 or wrHe
126 Pearl St.. Holyoke

To Boston - MT > Thurs afternoon -
I all Brad '. 573X Write I07F Sv Ivan-
Brown

( ar Pool for T Th. X am class from 191
A 1(1 V W Spfld 739-195:1.

INSTRUCTION

Instruction For nontcitnee mijori
Relativity 'phvsics Iff); World Bevond
Our Senses Hum t nntemponrv
Profilems (||9l : Science For Science
riilmn Readers (INI; ( nnrept* Of
Phvsics 1 121 1. I'hvsics For Hem Fd
Majors i| Mi. \|r poiution UMBl • I ( R
mini course. Se» < nurse I is lings or Inquire
in li.ishu.urk li* or call MVMW.

WANTFD Small dorm
refrigerator. Call Lynn 546-7471.

siie
(iuitar lessons. Fxperienced teacher.

Fre* style or note reading. Call »4t-«32X
Keep trying.

SERVICES

Mechanics Specials — 67 BMW . radials.

I dr. auto. AM & KM. needs engine rebuilt

$100. 53 Pontiac. I dr.. needs valve job

$100. (all 323-4X21

Leslies Yarn ft Canvas Shop. Amhersl
Carriage Shop. 549-4591. Acrylic knitting,
worsted 99c. I oi. Reynold's l.opi $2 II 10(1

gr

CAR RFPAIR IIASSLFS" Bob is back to

fix it right No job too small. Foreign or
domestic. No big overhead. ZS3-724I

Free order of fries with every

grinder! Downunder Snack Bar in

(•reenough Central Area. Offer good thru
Sept. 20.

Responsible married woman, degree in

education, available for daytime baby
sitting 519-2652 12.50 an hour.

Photo courses. :t credits available, x wk.
course ( all 2X3-:illx. Lang's Photo Studio.

Handwritting analyzed, pers. Sketches
done $::. Doug 701 Web. or 6-7207 nite.

( jmpus Clubs and Organi/ •'•"is Do
vou want to publish high <iualitv

newsletter, pamphlet, magazine or
booklet "•? Let the Message Company help

vuu write, layout, design and print if'

Reasonable fees..Contact Jerrv at r.3-9X69

for information

III I I \n.lio repair 2 dav service, work
miaianteed \t Tech Hi l/l (all 549-2610

LOST

Woman's wrisiuatch between WOPF
and (.R( I SeP | Upward 545-2S4X

\ Ham Camera. Mon in SBA, 120 at

1 1 mi Please return lo Prof. Hartzler. SBA
'.IM.

FREE
Free — Black, mostly I.ab.. 6 months,

(all 29MM7.

Tortoise shell kitten if i. 7 weeks old. 549-

6776 Roberta.

Affec. older cat. spay., fern. 1 gr supply
food ft IfUer provided 549-1829

ENTERTAINMENT

Hatch ( elehrity series presents NRRq
.ind \ns \nd fights Thursdav night. 9 to
I ( ome \i minil

'

Michael Caine ft Laurence Oi iv ier in

Sleuth — fri.. Sept 20 - 7, 9:15. li 30 in

Mahar

Female Vocalist seeks musicians or
band to sing Mues or soft rock. iB. Rail. (•

Slick i (all Jody 549-67X4

CALCULATORS

Calculator Sale — College Calculators
offers lowest prices anywhere. All models
available. Texas Inst.. Hewall Packard.
1 nicom All machines new and guar with

2 mlh replacement warranty .Before you
buy a calculator, call me. I can beat any
price any where ...Look for my posters
around campus for details Then call Bob
(rowell at S49-I1IS

CHILD CARE

Ihe ( hild (are Fxchange — with 165

l.imilies \n alternative to sitters and
nurseries Infants - X yrs. Play groups also.

Parents working cooperatively to provide
free time for each other. Call Joan 5X6-

J.'i

MISCELLANEOUS

The I ndergraduate Business Club is

looking for SB V students interested in

advertising, writing and-or reporting for

newsletter, activities planning. First
organizational meeting Thurs. 7 in. Km
917. Campus (enter All interested in club
membership should attend.

Spectrum — At 7:30 p.m There will be
an organizational meeting. Km. sit (A
Thursday night Ml are welcome lo work
with us on this year's magazine.

\ikido demonstration for all those in-

terested Sunday. Sept. 22. 1 p.m. Boyden
Wrestling Room.

PnoU Passports Fast service ft camera
repairs Utt|i Photo. 2sj-3I4«
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Notices

cont. from p. 12
in SWA Office in JQA LObby. Papers
due Friday 9 20.

STUDENT CREDIT UNION:
There will be a meeting of all in-

terested in joining the new UMass
Student Credit Union, Friday at 2:30

p.m. in 904 908 C.C. Everybody is

encouraged to attend. Have control

over your money.
TAU BETA PI:

Important business meeting
Tuesday, 4:30 p.m. EBE, rm. 106.

Attendance mandatory. Please make
the appropriate time allocations in

your schedules.

UNION FOR RADICAL POLITICAL
ECONOMICS:
Meeting to plan activities for

notes,

quotes

cont. from p. 13
who have been referred by schools,

courts, and the police. The intern

would do individual counselling and
take the youth on group activities.

Maple House, which is a halfway

house for people from Nor-

thampton State Hospital, is also

looking for an intern.

For more information, call or

come to the Outreach office in 409

Goodell, 5-2021.

Israeli dancing
Because of the Jewish New

Year, Israeli dancing will take place

this Saturday night at a party at

Farley Lodge, which is a hop and a

skip due west of Southwest dorms.

There may even be a little square

dancing thrown in for variety. The

festivities will start at 8:00 p.m., and
will include a late evening campfire

around which people can

recuperate after dancing. The next

regularly scheduled Israeli dancing

session will be on Wednesday,

October 2 at 7:30 p.m. for beginners

and at 8:15 p.m. for advanced, in

the Cape Cod Lounge.

Valley chapter of Union for Radical

Political Economics to be held in

West Lecture Hall, Franklin Pat-

terson Hall, Hampshire College at

7:30 p.m. Thursday.
UNIVERSITY JUDICIARY:

All judges must either report to the

Atty General's Office, 422 S.U. by
Monday or attend a meeting on
Monday 9 23 in 803 C.C. at 8 p.m.

Failure to do either will result in your
replacement.
LOST:
Army backpack containing

statistics and personality texts plus

notes from all class and prescription

Vitamin C. Please return to Univ.

Bookstore info desk. No questions

asked. Thanks.

New F-stamp rule
IMPORTANTNO TICE FOR FOOD
STAMPAPPLICANTS

The Welfare Department, acting

in its infinite wisdom, has changed

its formula for student applications.

Effective at once, applicants for

food stamps must submit copies

(not originals) of all documentation

with the initial application.

Documentation includes pay
stubs, notification of loans or

scholarships, xeroxes of VA
checks, copies of your bank book,

letters from parents stating what
monies have been given to

students, reciepted fee bills, etc.

Those people who have already

applied for stamps should bring

photocopies of this information to

their interviews.

I SPORTS
I 5-0344

More Service This Fall

Peter Pan Takes You
Fast And Frequently

RIGHT FROM

The University Campus

TO BOSTON
Natick — Worcester— Springfield

ALSO TO NEW YORK
Hartford— Albany — All Points

with New Service Direct to

Hyannis and Cape Cod

New hourly service departs 7 a.m. thru 5 p.m., plus extra evening
service. Natick and Boston non-stop trips every weekend.

For Tickets And Information Contact

PETER PAN BUS LINES

Campus Center Hotel

Univ. of Mass.
Tel. e 15-2006

(W n© answer ttl. 54»*0©0)

CHARTER BUSES AVAILABLE TOALL
DESTINATIONS

£aJS0U0
Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

MILLER'S

BEER

BARRO'S
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Portugese Rose

12 oz. Cans
24 oz. Bottle

5.89 1.79
YAGO

SANGRIA
TUBORG
BEER

23.5 oz. Bottle
12 oz. NR

1.49 Case

Four Seasons Special $a nvitO Italia

GIN
80 proof

WINES

8.19
4.19

Valpolica

Bardolino

Soave

50 oz.

Bottle

? gal.

qt.
2.49

PIELS
BEER

120Z. NR

Four Seasons Special

VODKA
80 proof

W • w TF.«

8.19
4.19

1
? gal.

qt.

Wine Paradise Of The Valley
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Boyden Bowling Alleys
(Effective September 30, 1974)

Monday - Friday
4:30 - 10:30 P.M.

Students, Faculty fc

Staff, EXCEPT WHEN
REQUIRED FOR LEAGUES

At $.50 per line; Bowling shoe* will be provided free upon presentation of student
or Paculty/Staf f I.D. Cards.

Boyden Weight Room Hon., Jed., Frl.

8:00 A.M. • 9:00 A.M.
10:10 A.M. • 11:10 A.M.
12:20 - 1:20 P.M.
3:40 - 10:30 P.M.

Tuesday & Thursday
8:00 A.M. - 9:15 A.M.
2:35 P.M. - 10:30 P.M.

Saturday & Sunday
9:00 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.

Students, Faculty, (,

Staff, EXCEFT WHEN
REQUIRED FOR CLASSES

Students, Faculty U

Staff, EXCEPT WHEN
REQUIRED FOR CLASSES

Students, Faculty &
Staff

This facility can only be utilized on a "buddy-system". That la, any two persons
ay obtain a key to the facility from the locker room attendant using a student
or faculty/staff I.D. card.

Boyden Pool Mon. , Wed., Frl.
12:20 - 1:25 P.M.

Tuesday & Thursday
12:15 - 1:00 P.M.

Sunday
1:00 - 4:00 P.M.

Faculty, Staff Only

Faculty, Staff Only

Students, Faculty &
Staff

Women are advised to use some form of non-slipping footwear to and from the locker

room.

Curry Hicks Pool Monday - Friday Students, Faculty 4

4:30 • 5:30 P.M. Staf*

(Supply own towels & suits) Hon.. Wed., Frl. Students, Faculty &
12:20 - 1:20 P.M. Staff

Monday & Tuesday Students , Faculty &
7:00 - 9:00 P.M. Staff

Curry Hicks Track Monday - Friday Students, Faculty &
8:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M. Staff. EXCEPT WHEN

REQUIRED FOR CUSSES

.schedule to be continued tomorrow

Luncheon leaves optimistic

taste in Minutemen mouths

j

By DAVE EIBEL

The secod in a series of weekly
UMass Minuteman football lun-

cheons was held yesterday in the

Newman Center with about forty

people in attendance. Athletic

Council chairman George
Richardson was the master of

ceremonies. %

Gary Mika, the starting Umass
split end, and defensive lineman Bill

Cooke represented the players.

Mika, who caught seven passes for

90 yards and one touchdown in last

weekend's 17-13 loss to Villanova,

refused to feel down after the loss.

"None of us have lost confidence
in our ball club. As far as I'm

concerned we have the best-

balanced offense since I've been
here."

Cooke admitted that the pass
rush against Villanova was not up
to expectations but promised that

come this Saturday "it'll be better."

Offensive line coach Bill Maxwell
who attended last Friday night's

game at Boston University between
Maine and BU said that both teams
have good offenses. Maine ac-

cording to Maxwell is a "little

smaller and slower than Villanova,

but they're a very well-schooled

team."

Both Maxwell and Coach Dick

MacPherson showed definite

optimism looking forward to this

Saturday's tilt at Orono. According
to Maxwell, the Minutemen should

win," if everything goes according

to Hoyle."

Mika, when asked whether the

team felt down after losing Fred

Kelliher for at least six weeks did

not seem pessimistic.

"If anything, we all feel better

now than before. We feel that Mark
Tripucka can do the job for us and

furthermore, the fact that we
played such a good game against

Villanova has made us more
confident than ever. All of us are

thinking ten and one now."
Coach MacPherson closed the

luncheon with the optimistic

prediction no matter how good
Maine was defensively, he
"wouldn't surprised to see Gary
Mika catch a touchdown pass
against Maine on the second play

of the game."

Got room for an extra credit?

Try Air Science HI

An introduction to the Air Force today meets Thursdays — 4

sections try out a course that could lead to a space age job

after college.

For more information call 5-2437 or stop by Rm. 205,

Dickinson Hall.

WMUA
The Minutemen hope to get on

the winning track as they travel to

Orono, Maine.

Air time with Russ Small and

Larry Convoy is 1:00 p.m.

George Geer's scouting report

begins at 12:50.

Listen to the Voice of the

Minutemen, WMUA 91.1 F.M.

SPORTS

Notices
FALL BASEBALL GAMES:

9-21 Sat. Doubleheader vs.

Eastern Conn, at 1:00 p.m.
9-22 Sun. (2) Doubleheaders, (2)

"A" Team vs. Springfield (varsity

field),<2) "B" Team vs. Springfield

(J.V. field), Both doubleheaders
start at 1:00 p.m.

INTRAMURALS
. All intramural track and field

contestants are to report to the
varsity track at 3:30 Monday. 2. All

intramural cross country paddleball

and handball singles entries must
be turned in by 5p.m. Friday.

niversity of massachusettes
arts council

AFRICANA WTERNATIONALr
A Fantastic Cultural
Show & Dance
Band

SEPT 23,1974
8pm
•tudswrt union

tickets $49° general $2P°umass students 111

Tickets on sale 125 Herter Hail, UMass (413) 545-0202

Pizza
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New York

Style

OVEN

HOT

GRINDERS

Hampden Snack Bar

Southwest Area
7 Days a Week

PIZZA SHOP HOURS: 11 a.m.-l a.m.

Check it out— we serve a good pizza

Tonight

Greek !\i^ht

with

Dor Sullivan

Dancing

:{.")( Budweisers

Self Defense
Demonstrations

JIU-JITSU, SELF-DEFENSE, KARATE
By the Karate Shop of West Springfield

September 19, 20, 21

Thura. & Fit 7 PfTI & 8 PfTI

Sat. i pm & 3 pm
Come and tee the youngest black

belt in Karate on Saturday.
Center of Mall, near Water Wheel

mountain rr^l
roans mmi "^^ DAILY

10 9:30
ROUTE 9 HADLEY

l i I IM |M t IMI4 M M Ml

'* ...
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Lynn, McAuliffe, Cleveland

lead Sox, 8-5 over Tigers

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1974

BOSTON IUPI) - Fred Lynn,

who spent the season with

Boston's Pawtucket Farm Club,

clubbed four hits including a two-
run fourth inning double Wed-
nesday night to power the Red Sox

Bucs edge game closer
PITTSBURGH [UP/] - Al Oliver

cracked a pair of doubles and drove
in two runs Wednesday night when
the Pittsburgh Pirates defeated the

St. Louis Cardinals 4-1 behind the

six-hit pitching of Jim Rooker and
moved to within pne and a half

games of the first place Cardinals in

the National League East.

It was Rooker's 13th win against

11 losses and snapped a six-game

Cardinal winning streak and a six-

game Pirate losing streak.

St. Louis took a 1-0 lead in the
first inning when Ted Sizemore
singled, moved to second on a walk
and scored on Joe Torre's two-out
single.

Cardinal shortshop Mike Tyson
committed two errors in the fourth,

paving the way for two Pittsburgh

runs.

Rich Jessamy:
Happy, confident

By CHRIST SMALUS
Up until last Saturday, very few people around here probably knew

anything about Rich Jessamy and Keith Lang. By Saturday afternoon,
however, quite a few more were finding out. Despite the less to Villanova,
UMass did display a promising ground game, to the surprise of the fans
and the delight of the coaching staff.

Rich is a native of Yonkers, New York, stands 5' 8%" tall, tips in at 168
and wears #41. He had been approached by some Big Ten and Big Eight
schools, but chose to come here for two reasons.

First, he wanted to get in a lot of playing time and thought that he had a
good opportunity for that here. He also thought that the larger schools
would be more inclined to have him warm the bench.

Secondly, he preferred not to leave the East Coast.
So, when UMass contacted him, he put two and two together and soon

afterwards found himself in the Connecticut Valley.
When asked if he had any regrets, he replied, "No, I'm happy, believe

me. You know, it's not every day that you pick the right school. Some guys
pick the wrong school and, like, blow it. But I think I made the right
choice."

He played on the junior varsity team last year (his freshman year) and
when asked what differences there were between JV and Varsity ball, he
said he felt constant pressure on the JV team. It made him lose his con-
fidence and feel uncomfortable.

"This year, playing on the Varsity, everything goes so smooth. I feel
confident and don't get so tensed up."

I asked about strengths and weaknesses on the Minuteman team, He
said that the offense was quite sound, but still needed some work on minor
items of execution and follow through. He was quick to point out that the
defense was very effective against the rush (Villanova gained only 105
yards on the ground all afternoon) but because the secondary lacked
experience, they were bound to have problems in the early going.

When asked how well he and Keith Lang work together, Jessamy
replied, "Yang, we call him Yang. Well, Keith and I work together. We
played together on the freshman team and we were both brought up last

year at the same time.

^ .'

to an 8-5 win over the Detroit

Tigers.

Lynn was helped by Dick
McAuliffe, who hit a two-run
homer and Rick Burleson, who had
three hits, scored a run and
knocked in one. Al Kaline had three

hits, including a two-run homer in

the ninth, and now needs four hits

in 13 games to reach the 3,000
mark.

Detroit got an unearned run off

starter Juan Marichal in the first

when Ron Leflore reached second
on McAuliffe's throwing error and
scored on a single by Ben Oglivie.

Boston got it back on a single to

Yastrzemski, a walk, and Lynn's
first hit.

After Detroit scored again in the
second, Boston took the lead in the
bottom of the inning on singles by
Doug Griffin, Burleson, Tommy
Harper and Cecil Cooper.
The teams traded runs in the

third and Boston's Reggie
Cleveland took over for the faltering

Marichal and got out of the inning

and pitched shutout ball the rest of
the way.

But Boston broke it open in the
fourth when Jim Rice singled,

Dwight Evans walked and Lynn
laced a double off the leftfield wal'

McAuliffe hit his homer in the
sixth with Lynn on base.

Cleveland won his 11th game
while Lerrin Lagrow lost his 17th
game against eight wins.

Ali says stats

support him
KINSHASA, Zaire [UP/] -

Muhammad Ali sat on the huge
sofa gazing out at the flow of the
mighty Zaire River, resigned to the

postponement of his title clash with
George Foreman, relaxing from the
grind of heavy training.

Muhammad was holding court
for the Corporals Guard who had
made it to Zaire from the huge
press corps that had set out.

He had spent the night, he said,

doing a statistical record of his and
Foreman's ring record,

"You know, " he began.
"George, he has 37 knockouts, but
only five times did the man he
whup get counted out. Me, I have
23 knockouts listed, but 13, yes 13
of my guys took the full

count." The eyebrows shot up.

"Therefore I hit harde., right?

Sonny Liston, count 10. Archie

SPORTS

Rich Jessamy/ who gained 76 yards last week
against Villanova, will hope to better that total

Saturday against the Black Bears of Maine.

Moore, count 10. Henry Cooper,
count 10. Brian London, count 10."

A British writer interrupted.

"Brian took 100, I remember." Ali's

smile was wide and you could see
him filing that wisecrack away for

future use.

"And another thing," Ali

resumed. "Did you know that

Foreman has fought only 124
rounds, while I've fought 366?
Some say I can't go 15. Huh. I've

gone 15 five times. George has
never gone more than 10 and then
only three times."

"It's just so plain I'm better than
George, bigger than George, hit

harder than George. Bet your salary

on me, gentlemen."

Catcher Bill Freehan of the Detroit Tigers waits for
sliding Fred Lynn of the Red Sox. Lynn was tagged out
trying to score on a bunt by Doug Griffin. The Red Sox
won anyway 8-5.

Steve Saraceno

Veer-y interesting

"Good morning, pupils, Today we have a most interesting discussion
topic for our Collegiate Gridiron 100 course. We are going to explore the
significance of the most exciting offensive system to hit the college
football scene since the Wishbone formation- the Veer.

"The Veer is-uh, could the students in the back please hold off with the
nutcracker drills until after class? Thank you. As I was saying, the Veer is

the in-thing at campuses nowadays. Houston started the trend a couple
years ago, and this year it is extremely popular. Even our Minutemen
sometimes use it.

"Just what is the Veer? Why are so many big- time colleges switching to
it and dumping the Wishbone? Do the pro's use this style? Do many in-

juries and deaths result from its use? Does the Veer pose a threat to our
Democracy? The answers to these questions completely elude me.

"That's why I've called in a great lecturer-Dr. Fritz Blitz, professor of
Pigskin Appreciation at Mayhem U. Professor..."

"Danke. I vill now answer all your questions. Yes-der fellow running vind
sprints down der aisle. ..vhat do you want to know?"

"Professor, what do you think of the Veer?"
"Veil, der beer here ist not goot. Der beer back in der Motherland, of

course, vas much, much better. Myself und der guys in der Reich used to
go out und get--"

"No! No! I said Veer. V-E-E-R!"
"Oh, of course. Ja, der Veer ist ein goot formation. It confuses der

defense. Und it ist very, very versatile-der quaterback can on any given
play hand-off to one halfback, keep it himself, or pitch-out to der other
back. It also sets up der passing attack veil. In short, it drives der other
team nutty. More questions?"

"Doctor, just which teams use the Veer?"
"Oh, der are so many! Besides Houston, which has had it for some time,

der ist LSU und der ist UCLA, vich just switched to it dis season. ..in New
England der are many teams with it too.. .UMass has a version of der Veer,
und so does Princeton.. .another Ivy Leaguer, Penn, has ein offense almost
identical to Houston's twin-veer style.

"You must have ein gut head coach to teach der Veer. It takes discipline.
Back during der War, der Reich had ein touch-football team with ein coach
who could really instill discipline. I remember, one game our tackle missed
a block, und Mein Fuehrer took out his pistol und.."

"Professor, what is the difference between the Veer and the Wishbone?
"Der primary difference ist dat you vill find der Veer on der football field

vile you vill find der vishbone on the turkey
"

"C'mon."
"Ho, ho! Jolly joke! Seriously, der Veer requires only two goot running

backs vile der Vishbone needs three. Thus, der Veer doesn't require as
much depth. Next question? Ja, der shaggy one uber der-"
"What do you think of New Purina Dog Chow?"
"Wunderbar! Tastes better dann die old Dog Chow! -Alright, one last

query...yes, der young lady in shoulder pads kicking extra points--"
"Sir, who first developed the Veer?"
"Dat ist ein goot question. Many experts say it was Houston, but they

are wrong! It ist strictly verboten for any of you to think that! It vas Mein
Fuehrer who invented der Veer, as coach of the Third Reich thirty years
ago!

"Ah, yes, I can veil remember myself as quarterback of that team, faking
Himmler, der right halfback, into der line und then turning der corner with
Goering, that big bully of a tight end, blocking ahead of me, und der left
setback, Rommel, trailing behind, ready to receive my pitch...

Inside: Kris Jackson's Sex & Violence

A Question of Amnesty

Only the ones who can't make it come back.
by Frederic C. Weiss

"I joined fhe army, because I

wanted fo gef away from
home, and because I thought
that it was the patriotic thing to
do. However while I was
stationed in Germany, I

became aware that people
really despised our presence,
and thought 'if they don't want
us here, damn, I don't want to
be here either'. So I just split."

After short stays in Paris
and Germany, Randy
Richards settled in Sweden
where United States deserters
and draft dodgers are accepted
and there has been a real at-
tempt to absorb them into both
the political and economic
system. Now Randy lives in

Uppsala, the oldest University
town in Sweden, just forty
miles north of Stockholm. Here
he has found a sense of peace
with his Swedish wife, Lyla
Remsin and her four children
from a previous marriage.

Last summer while traveling
through Sweden I stayed with
Randy, and we spoke a great
deal about American foreign
policy, and the question of
amnesty.

'There are a lot of guys here
who just couldn't stand the
war. They split, and have
found a home here. It is a
beautiful country, and I con-
sider this my home now.
However some guys just can't
hack it; they make no effort to
learn the language, and really
want to go home. Personally,
amnesty to me would be a nice
thing, but it isn't a necessity. I

mean, it would be nice to be
able to go back home to visit if

I wanted to. But it isn't crucial
or anything like that.

The Swedish lifestyle is an
enigma in itself. Behind the
facade ot a very nigh standard
of living, and the myth con-
cerning Swedish sexuality,
there are the tensions that are
inherent within their govern-
ment: a humanistic
bureaucracy, but a
bureaucracy just the same. In
addition to the civic com-
plexities are the simple factors
of physical realities. Sweden is

a land with great quanities of
sun during the summer, but a
bleak sense of darkness
throughout the entire winter,
the sun sets in Stockholm as
early as three o'clock, after
rising as late as nine.

Lyla Remsin, commenting
on the government said, "in
ways it is so efficient it is

boring. The same party wins at
the polls year after year, and
they take care of your every
need. A mother gets paid by
the government for every child
she has. Medical expenses are

Come home Amerika?

paid for, and the tensions of
survival are minimal."
However the government's
heavy involvement in the daily
life of the Swedes does take a
toll; according to Lyla many
Swedes feel that there is

nothing that they can do
because the government is

doing everything. Often they
lose their sense of initiative.

But for the deserter, Sweden
can be a haven. Granted
political asylum, a deserter is

given a pension to cover basic
living expenses and is given a
place to live, while learning to
speak Swedish and move into
the Swedish system. There is

no stigma attached to their act
of desertion. In Sweden there is

little open sympathy for the
U.S.'s involvement in Vietnam,
and it is most common to see
numbers of people walking
through Stockholm on a
Saturday night, wearing a
yellow star in support of
Vietnamese National
Liberation front.

Despite all the help from the
Swedish government, not all
Americans are making it.

Some just can't accept Swedish
as their new, "native"
language. They feel lonely, and
want to go "home". For these
people, no doubt President
Ford's amnesty proposal will
be a welcome sign. However
this in itself magnifies the
basic problem concerning
Ford's plan: Only those who
are not content, who couldn't
adjust are coming home. By
putting a conditional
stipulation (alternative ser
vice, a new pledge of loyalty)
on their return where there is

not a stigma to stay away, will

encourage only those who are
most desperate to return.

Many Americans dodged the
draft for reasons of both a
personal and practical nature.
Those with the courage,
energy, and ability to establish
a new life in Sweden (as well as
Canada) are assets to the
United States who should be
encouraged to come home, and
not simply tolerated should
they want to.

With his new family, in his

new land, Randy Richards has
found a sense of peace.

Walking through an old Viking
Battlefield in the mist of the
midnight sun, Randy's feelings
concerning the war, life in

Sweden, and his childhood in
the states came through in a
modified southern drawl from
his boyhood days in Florida.
Yet while his mind seemed to
drift back to life in the states,
and he assured me that it made
him feel good to talk about
those times, he seemed totally
at home within his new en-
vironment.

Walking up a man-made hill

that served as a grave for a
dead Viking King, Randy was
relaxed and cheerful. Telling
about his job in the factory,
how he met Lyla, what he liked
about Sweden, and things that
he just didn't really un-
derstand came through with a
calm and a smile that con-
tradicted the image of the
"harried deserter" running
without a country. The con-
versation stayed loose as we
trampled through the mud on
the way back to his house.
Quick grins, easy laughs,
flashbacks to our common
American childhoods. The only
difference was that I could go
home and he couldn't. Yet as
we got back to his house and he
answered the phone, speaking
quietly in Swedish, I realized
that the Southern drawl was
gone.

Randy Richards is now a
Swede. Richard Nixon is still

an American. In rejecting
amnesty unconditionally,
President Nixon once said
"Man must be responsible for
their actions, let these
deserters find a home in any
nation that welcomes them".
In his typical demagogery
Nixon tried to divide us. When
he spoke on amnesty his jaw
was set, his eyes were fierce.
Nixon was always best when
attacking an enemy who
couldn't respond.

I wasn't in Sweden that night
that Nixon quit. But I'm sure
that Randy Richards was
listening to the speech. With an
easy smile he responded to the
Nixon tragedy, even if his
southern drawl was gone.
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all shook up:

David Santos
Maria Richmond
Andrew MacKenzie
Jim Paulin
Eileen O'Connor
Kevin Mack

Susan E. Cabral
Samuel Stuart
Kris Jackson
Bill Howell
Anne Hamburger
David Miller

Kit Browne
John Bonsignore
Jett Polman
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Michael C. Kostek II
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David Sokol
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Tyla L. AAichelove
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Gina Starodoj
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Don McGilvray
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John Dean

Existential Editor

E. Patrick AAcOuaid
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Paul Kontrimas

"The truth was doomed to die.

It was being downtrodden,

was being drowned, burned,

ground to ashes. But look — it

has survived, it lives, it has

been printed, and nobody ever

will be able to wipe it out."

Below The Salt has been the
kind of magazine that would
print peculiar work. We
pledge to uphold this tradition,

but can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Your's
must be typed, double-spaced,

at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday; but you can write to

us anytime.

Below The Salt is a weekly
fine art real world magazine
of the UMass Daily Collegian,

student newspaper, Amherst,
Mass.

Power Settles Everything
x/*~i;ktpoT

JOHNNY

CAMUS WITH FORD ON NIXON PARDON
by John Bonsignore

Legal Studies Program
An informed source in the Paradiso section of Amsterdam

disclosed today that President Ford had been in communication
with Albert Camus, noted author and judge-penitent, at several
critical points during the Nixon pardon decision.

Ford had apparently considered leaking information to the
press prior to the decision to measure Congressional and popular
reactions to a pardon but was dissuaded from that by Camus who
said: "Somebody has to have the last work. Otherwise, every
reason can be met with another one, and there would never be an
end of It. Power settles everything." Ford was taken aback by this,

considerting himself a simple man who used to play football, now
makes toast, and is not a wielder of power. But Camus promptly
reminded Ford of the current state of human affairs:

We no longer say as in simple times: 'This is my opinion.'
What are your objections? We have become lucid. For the
dialogue, we have substituted the communique. 'This is the
truth', we say, 'You can discuss it as much as you want; we
aren't interested. But in a few years there'll be the police to
show you I'm right.'

At this Ford is reported to have recoiled in horror. "That sounds
like a dictatorship, and we don't have one of those. If pardon means
all this, I'll just forget about the whole thing."

"On the contrary", Camus continued, "you should positively
pardon Nixon: "If pimps and thieves were invariably sentenced,
all decent people would get to thinking they themselves are con
stantly innocent — that's what must be avoided at all costs
Otherwise, everything would be just a joke." Ford, while visibly
perplexed, thought that Camus might have a point; and after this
meeting, he drafted his pardon message.

Several days after the message, when public sentiment was
running 6-1 against the pardon. Ford went back to Camus, partly to
complain and partly to see what else Camus might say. Camus
apparently simply shrugged his shoulders observing with delphic
clarity: "You've no more friends — you're nothing but ac
complices; they are the whole human race."

Whatever the outcome of the Nixon pardon or its sequelae, it is

reported that Ford has resolved never to speak with Albert Camus
again.
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Remember, sez Johnny, "Weed it and reap!'
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Special Return Engagement

CALAMITY JANE
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. Nites 9 -

1

plus

From 7 - 9 — Draft Beer only 25 c

Abbot & Costello and Laure! & Hardy Movies

plus

Sept. 22 A Sunday Afternoon Blowout

combining

CALAMITY JANE and FIRE WATER
1:30 — ?

all at the NEW

COUTURE'S GARDENS
Take Rte. 91 South to Holyoke, Rte. 202 South toward Westfield — right at the 49er on Old County
Road to Couture's, </* mile on the left, we're just minutes away.
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Film What is a Parallax, Anyway?
By Eileen O'Connor-

The Parallax View

Starring Warren Beatty, co-
starring Hume Cronyn, William
Daniels and Paula Prentiss

In astronomy, the parallax ettect
is the appearance ot a stationery
object moving in its relative posi-

tion solely through the eyes of

the observer. The understanding of
this term is essential in order to
grasp the impact of the new
suspence thriller, The Parallax
View, produced by Alan J. Pakula.

This R rated movie is filled with
intrigue and hypothesizing on the
part of the audience. Basically, the
plot entails the assasination of a
political figure in a crowded
restaurant, to which Warren
Beatty, playing the role of a
journalist named Joe Freyday, is a
witness. After this explosive scene
there is a time lapse of three years,
but the transition is flowing and
does not unbalance the audience.
Joe Freyday is moved to in-

vestigation when a friend of his
reveals to him her paranoia that
someone is trying to kill her, and
soon after she dies a mysterious
death. We now have before us, the
star playing the role of journalist-

If yoke looking

tor the best
submarine
sandwich
mftfwn

iff-
-°~

^

a+ the Hungry-u

detective. Is it only chance that the
name Joe Freyday was chosen for
Beatty, the renowned TV detective
of Dragnet? I think not, but this is

rather a sampling of this movie's
intricasies.

The suspense element enters
with the fact that the audience
knows that someone is

"systematically knocking off
witnesses," and that the time for
solving the dilemmas of who and
why is limited. Suffice to say that
the movie is full of surprises and to
reveal them now would destroy one
of the movie's stronger points.

The production costs for the film
must have been quite high. The
staging is great, the back up cast of
characters even better, and the
sound puts on the frosting. Michael
Small did a fine job of scoring The
Parallax View simply because he
knew how to intensify and control
the audience's emotions, subtly.

Like a Shakespearean play, the
divisions of acts were stylized by a
high contrast of noise to serenity,
of roaring crowds to an in-

terpersonal few. Pakula enjoyed
toying with the contrasts of color

as well. It will be evident that in

one scene the brilliancy is over
whelming, in another it is dark and
objects become abstract, and in

still others a haze seems to create
an aura of nebulousness to the
mystery.

Symbolism is something that can
be found in nearly every movie, if

the viewer probes deep enough.
The blatant occurances are the
following: Freyday discusses with
a friend his thoughts of a potential
conspirancy, as they are riding on
a children's train in an amusement
park. The detectives only vehicle
for solving the enigma is his mind,
which carries him round and round
in incessant circles. The other
device is the meaning of parallax
itself; there are two ways of
looking at something, it just ap-
pears different from the individual
standpoint.

Pakula's talent of manipulating
the audience, toying with their
emotions, makes for a close
relationship between the
characters and the viewers. He
does, however, tend to abuse his

privilege by making the movie
seem somewhat contrived. Often
one could not follow the sequence
of events and their meaning
because it became in-

Beatty & Pr-sntiss discuss what a parallax is.

comprehensible. The motives
behind some of the basic elements
of the movie are left unearthed, in
the hope the audience will be
content with their superficial
meaning.
The movie's worth, however,

heavily outweighs its flaws. Much
more could be said, such as the
effective juxtaposition of
psychological implications, yet
this reviewer feels that you should
see it for yourself and from your
own frame of reference, take it for
what it is worth.
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The fact that the main character
was a reporter, and not a private
eye, can be attributed to the work
of Woodward and Bernstein, who,
incidentally, have sold the film
rights of their book All the Kings
Men, to filmland golden boy,
Robert Redford. Because of the
Press' role in the Watergate, the
time is right in the entertainment
field for the reporter to become the
new American hero, a role that has
been shared by soldiers, cowboys
and cops.

Jim Paulin

Hi! I'm

high-powered

director

Robert Altman,

and I'm here on
location filming

my latest

high-powered

movie,

"The Long
Goodbye"

This film is

full of fun -
murder, maiming,

drunkenness,

infidelity, topless

yoga freaks,

four-letter words
— everything!

Like my first big

success, M*A*S*H.
it's got the same
key ingredient!

Li Here's our star,

Elliott Gould!

Elliott plays

Philip Marlowe,

a hard bitten,

cynical

private eye trying

to solve an
incredible mystery!

hi
•

This is

Nina van Pallandt,

who portrays a

femme fatale

involved in a

deceptive plot of

shadowy intrigue!

u And here's

Jim Bouton
m the role of

Terry Lennoi,

a smalltime mug 1

You'll enjoy seeing

Jim strike out on
new career!

Finally, we've got

Sterling Hayden
as a deranged

novelist,

"Laugh-ln's"

Henry Gibson

as a quack
psychiatrist and
Mark Rydell as a

sadistic mobster
who disfigures

helpless women!

75'

SUNDAY
7 ft 9:45
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Nilsson Pussywhipped?

The Catz N' Jammer Kidz
by Michael C. P. Kostek-

Pussy Cats
Nilsson

RCA CPLI-0570 time 38:30

In which we begin to see real

glimpses of what music will be
made by artists completely
successful in commercial
terms, and with (top drawer)
more upstairs mat a case of

coke.

Harry Nilsson has emerged
from his early days as a
lighter, sweeter Randy
Newman (Harry/ Nilsson Sings
Newman) into a Soli«J Act
through the Midnight Cowboy
Soundtrack and Nilsson Sch-
milsson (with it- three
singles). This gave him enough
leeway to go and indulge
himself in projects like the
extended satire of Son Of Sch-
milsson, the extended sch-
maltz of A Little Touch Of Sch-
milsson In The Night and the
spoiled horror soundtrack Son
Of Dracula.

All these albums were mere
dabblings. Harry never em-
braced any of these forms the
authoritative way he knocks
about in pop music, and all

suffer from a listless, unreal
quality that drops all of them
into the Novelty section for all

but the most rabid Nilsson
maniacs.

So after a three year ab
scence from 'honest' Pop,
Harry returns to what he really

does do best. And in Big Star

Company: Ringo, Keith Moon,
Jesse Ed Davis, Jim Keltner,

(his first outside production

job since David Peel and The
Lower East Side) and did

much arranging.
On this new disc, Lennon is

responsible for the big broad

4
Bobby Keys, and most im-
portantly and influentially,
John "Get out of the country in

a week" Lennon, who produced

jobs done on Jimmy Cliff's

once merely beautiful "Many
Rivers To Cross" and Dylan's
"Subterranian Homesick sor excellent vocal turns.

Blues". John has enough of a

bold edge to take "Many
Rivers", a quite currently

popular gospel-ish song that is

being recorded more and more

sensitively by all sorts of

Normal singers, and make it a

full-force Lennon bombast
with his logjam machine
guitars, earth-defining drums,

bullock cellos and charging

primal scream vocals. John's

changed the tune into an an-

them of force. Rather than

soulful ly mourning the

"lonliness that won't leave me
alone", John attacks it, and the

singer's reocurring failure to

overcome it increases the

song's power.

Dylan's standard isn't as
striking in its new form, as its

lyrics have always stung. It's

quite exciting, though, to hear
Harry tear into it, and wring
the last line of each verse-

"The pump don't work 'cause

the (cresending) vandals took

the Han DELS!"

The rest of side one is Harry,

good, tepid, and overboard.

Side B features a fine "save
The Last Dance For Me" done
like vou know he could with

"Mucho Mundo Mt. Elga" is

an interesting combo of a
Lennon song and an old tune.
Very seductive. "Black Sails"
carries excellent strings and
smatterings of fine lyrics:

"I'll bury my heart on
some island And take
you there to find it I

want you I need you I

love you No other man
will ever read your
legs"

but Harry sinks his punny
sea chanty as he goes in for the
cheap score:

"But you're so veiny
You're so very veiny
you probably think this

map belongs to you"

Rocking the album are two
smashers, "Loop De Loop"
and "Rock Around The Clock",
featuring three drummers and
sax players and an amassed
chorus.
And where do these jaded

ones take us? Some shades of

this music indeed are put-ons,
but the core of the matters is

rock solid. When Harry can
bring himself down to the
limited level of Pop, he's
enough to really make things
work. And the overall influence
of Lennon makes Pussy Cats
Nilsson's best record since
the early days.

LIVE IT UP
THE ISLEY BROS.

(T-Neck)

The Isleys are one rhythm and
blues group that, along with Martha
Reeves, Stevie Wonder and the
Parliaments Funkadelics, literally

>?ok a powder from muscial ac-
tivities, due to a loss of recording
contract, PR or whatever else that
would keep one out of the public eye,
and then re appeared with new
styles, images and best of all, new
music that could only come from the
seasoned professionalism and know-
how that all these people have.
The Isleys new release offers all

the sweet 'n high harmonies, searing
gui'ar licks and electronic funk that a
sizzling synthesizer and bottomless
bass guitar can churn out. Credit
Stevie Wonder's synthesizer
programers, Margouleff and Cecil
for exceptional work on this album.

thirds

Also credit the Isleys, ensemble,
for penning some really nasty
screamers as well as their usual
delicate, touching love ballards."
"Live It Up," their follow-up to

"Who's That Lady?," is great dance
material (Damn it, even a
parapheligic would have to get up
and dance) and Todd Rundgren's
"Hello It's Me" and the Isley-penned
"Need a Taste of Love" are both fine,

fine ballads.

My particular album, and I un-
derstand, many other promo copies,
have duplicate pressingsof the A side
on the B side as well. I'm upset
because this is definitely a B 1

album. Unfortunately, the other half

forthcoming, I can only give it an
INC

—Paul Kontrimas

dropped on face
HERGEST RIDGE — MIKE OLD-
FIELD (Virgin Records)
On the first listening this album, I

thought it was great, even better than
Tubular Bells. The second time
around brought different results. Of
• he forty minutes of music (er,

muzak), only fifteen minutes will

give you any reason to pay attention
to the album (I'm being generous
here). The rest of this Ip is endless
repetition of ideas that go nowhere.
In fact, a lot of Hergest Ridge sounds
like sludge. Only the excellent
musicianship of Oldfield and the few
assorted people here save the album.
PS. When was the last time you
listened to Tubular Bells all the way
thru? What about Side One? (C-)

vid Santos

if you're older than I am, maybe
early) '60's singing "Did She Mention
My Name" and "Early Mornin'
Rain" while someone's boyfriend
played the guitar, this album is

nostalgia at its best. For people who
think of "Sundown" when they hear

the name Gordon Lightfoot, this

album is a chance to see what the
man can really do. His gentle sub
tleties bring you from hating him for

being such a conceited ass to loving
him for being so gently caring. It's

beautiful. Don't miss it.

—Maria Richmond
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THE VERY BEST OF GORDON
LIGHTFOOT (UA LA243-G)
For anyone who sat around

someone's living room in the late (or

» it wb murder, where $

the body? If it was (or a

woman, v*tnch woman?
If it $ only a same,

why the blood?

starring
Michael Caine & Laurence Olivier

Fri., Sept. 20 at 7, 9: 15, 1 1 : 30 in AAahar Aud.
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by David Sokol and Mike Kostek

Grace Is Hot As Easy As It Seems
mil A\«:i._ *M At-A.

Peace On You
Roger AAcGuinn
Columbia KC 32956

Total playing time: 35:04

Close Up The Honky Tonks
The Flying Burrito Bros.

A&M SP 3631

Total playing time: 70:05

During the sixties, the Byrds
were one ot a small handtul ot

bands who made a signiticant

chunk ot musical history with
their tolk-rock innovations,
experimentations, and
spontaneity. Jim-to-become-
Roger McGuinn was, ot course
a good percentage ot the
Byrds, and it wasn't until his

writing, arranging, and
Rickenbackering lost that
spontaneity that the Byrds
became the stultitied and
stagnant group which recorded
Byrdmaniax and Farther
Along.

McGuinn's first solo album
was released after the tinal

incarnation ot the Byrds broke
up, and showed signs of the
greatness which was the early
Byrds, but lacked the con-
sistency. The great ex-
pectations which accompanied
the reformation of the original
Byrds in 1973 proved un-
founded, with the ego-laden
five man conglomeration
turning out to be a calculated
sales item more than anything
else.

In direct opposition to the
"reformed" (or was that
deformed) Byrds, Roger

•nn isn't a sure fire

eller, but with the release of
his second album, Peace On
You, the real Byrds and music
fans have good reason to

rejoice and flock back. Roger
sounds better than he has in

years, with his voice and 12-

string coming through with the
same intensity and har-
monious depth as in the
good old sixties. From the
opening "God ain't gonna love
you any" of the title song
written by Charlie Rich
(Charlie did a surprisingly
good job with it on Behind
Closed Doors, but McGuinn's
treatment is perfect, recalling
his breathtaking
arrangements of Dylan
material), it's apparent that
wherever it went, Roger
AAcGuinn has got it back.

As on Roger McGuinn, and
as far back as Untitled, most of
the McGuinn songs here were
written with partner Jacques
Levy, "Same Old Sound" the
one song written solely by
McGuinn is a sure treat and
definitely a Byrds song right
up through the final la la's
which are straight out of
"Goin' Back".
Ten songs, ten distinct

recollections of great days
gone by. Though none of them
are up to the Byrds' best, the
record has a consistency
unheard since Notorious Byrd
Brothers.
Part of the credit must go to

the back-up musicians: Russ
Kunkel, drums; Lee Sklar,
bass: Paul Harris, keyboards;
Donnie Dacus, 6-string rhythm
and lead guitar, as well as
several well-tempered 'star'

appearances by people like Flo
and Eddie and Al Kooper.
Wei I -tempered describes the
entire band, as they lay in and
lay down the old Byrds feel, but
without copying to any great
degree.

It is McGuinn, though, that
carries this off, due to his

excellent singing, arranging
and writing.

Especially pleasing are
"Peace On You" in its grandly
dirty way, "(Please Not) One
More Time", "Together" and
the album's finest, "The
Lady". "The Lady" is a
wonder of a song that combines
a beautiful melody with ex-
cellent lyrics, the last line of
which sums up the entire
situation: "But grace is not as
easy as it seems". It was a
matter of time, and McGuinn's
back in grace again, even if it

is wrapped up in that 'same old
sound'.

folk-rock recording of Bob
Dylan's "Mr. Tambourine
Man". Seven years later, the
Eagles hit almost as big with
Jackson Browne's "Take It

Easy", a tune which will

probobly be remembered as
the first big country-rock hit.

Between these two musical
landmarks was a group who
never had a hit, never recorded
for Geffen's Asylum, and never
garnered much more than a
cult following, though their

music boasted the fun-
damental elements of both

Country-rock has become a
popular thing of late with the
Eagles, Jackson Browne, and
Souther, Hillman and Furay all

making the big time and
winning the hearts of not-so-

hard rock aficionados
everywhere. Back in 1965, the
Byrds broke new musical
ground with their stunning

folk-rock and country-rock.
Spawned by ex- Byrds Gram
Parsons and Chris Hillman and
later, in turn, to have its

members form the nuclei of
Eagles and the SHF Band, The
Flying Burrito Bros, was a
group ahead of its time, with a
tremendous potential which
reached fruition only to have

virtually no one realize it.

Fortunately, they left us with
several fine recordings (the
best of which are their first,

The Gilded Palace of Sin and
third, The Flying Burrito
Bros.) which capture the
essence of the band. Since their
break up, A&M has released
some live Burrito material on
The Last of the Red Hot
Burritos, as well as some early
tapes (circa late 1960's) which
comprise about half of the
recently issued Close Up the
Honky-Tonks.
The bottom of the Burritos'

tape stash reveals little new or
substantial, but there is enough
here for fans to get mooney-
eyed at least one more time.

Close Up The Honky-
Tonks is the best of the
country rockers, and "Sing Me
Back Home" is the finest of the
slow ones, with the late, great
Gram Parsons singing us all

back home. In fact, any fan of
Gram's will have to get a hold
of this set as side three is all

his, and he does fine things to
'To Love Somebody" and
"Break My Mind". Gram, "the
honkey Georgia Peach" was
the best singer of sad songs we
had.
The other side of these

rarefies is paler in com-
parison, but does have its

moments: "Did You See" is

one of those great square-
shouldered rockers the
Brothers integrated so well
with the Country touch that
carpetbaggers like Eagles and
the Souther, Hillman Furay
Band will search forever in

vain for: "Here Tonight" is

pretty as a cactus flower.
There's been plenty

imatators, but none have come
anywhere close to the Byrds
and Burritos in any sense of
style, grace of fullness. And the
reason isn't too hard to track.
It's really just a matter of soul.

thangs dropped on haid

HIGH ENERGY - FREDDY HUBBARD
Columbia KC 33048
PlayingTime: 39:46

Take some late 40's early 50's big band
arrangements, mix it with Tarn I a Motown 60's

'soul', lay the whole thing on top of some new-
fangled electronic funk and you'll get a fair

approximation of what Mr. Hubbard is con-
tending with on this, his first album for

Columbia. Surprisingly, the total effect isn't at

all bad; Hubbard manages to carry if off with
style and, although he never seems to feel

completely comfortable with his back-ground,
he shows great adaptability, even to the point
of using something as non-traditional as an
echoplex with a fair amount of taste. His back-
up band (George Cables, electric piano; Kent
Brinkley, bass; Ralph Penland, drums; Junior
Cook, tenor sax and flute) is also quite com-
petent, with special credit to Junior Cook, who
does some fine solos.

As a one-shot deal, and with the exception of

a somewhat hokey arrangement of Stevie

Wonder's "Too High" (They do fair justice to

Stevie's "Black Maybe"; the rest of the tunes
are band originals) this album is bright and
brassy and nice to have around, but I hope that

Mr. Hubbard gets to do something more basic
with just his quintet. In the long run, outsized
arrangements like these would be stifling to his

abilities.

" An 'Eat your hearts, out B,S&T'B+
Your Sacred Cowboy

THE RANDALL — SHEPARD ALL STARS
(Black Lion)

This record swings like hell, folks. The band
has the New Orleans communal feeling in the

unison playing of the themes yet somehow it's

mixed with a late thirties swing band feel. How
the band can sound this genuine when they're

all English is startling.

Tenorist Danny Moss' style and tone are
semi -hard bop, out of Dexter Gordon and Sonny
Rollins with some beautiful Lester Young
quotes on his feature Sometimes I'm Happy.
Co leader Dave Shepherd clarinet swings up a

storm a la Goodman on a near forgotten 1928

>une, "Nagasaki." Shepherd and pianist Brian

Lemon cook well here and on 'Hindustan."

"The Bittersweet Loverman" is played nicely

and "Embraceable You" is acceptable.
Trumpet and trombone join clarinet and tenor

for a jumping final cut of W. C. Handy's "Beale
St. Blues." One thing learned by listening to

jazz is the effectiveness and importance of

swing to a performance. The Randall Sheperd
All Stars may be a derivative band playing

raditional jazz, but the element of swing is so

deeply felt that it validates everything.
— JackCahill

FEATS DON'T FAIL ME NOW-LITTLE FEAT
(Warners BS 2784) time 34:18

|i will happen. It's coming. A great band that
plays obscure music is going to be recognized
by more than the handful of multiple reben
rJibles who script these cryptic record reviews.
From Fusion to Rqlling Stone, the boys behind
'he typewriters have been going ga ga and goo
goo over this six man combo from California
during this and their last three albums. Why?

I'll tell you why: Little Teat is easily the
funkiest white band in the world, and their funk
flows out of New Orleans (not Sly Stone) by
way of Chuck Ben y and Dylan WHICH IS ALL
UPdated to 1974 sophisticated California lyrics,

words and attitudes.

Big Winners: "Rock And Roll Doctor", in

which things get so intense that you can hear
Lowell George (the main-sp rin3 of the band)
huffing between verses. He's not tired, just in a
breathless rapture. He's got The Feeling.

"Wait Till The Shit Hits The Fan" mixes a

Mahavishnu jet pattern with their fonk, and we
can hardly keep our hands still. A medley of

"Cold Cold Cold" and "Tripe Face Boogie ,

both from their great Sailin' Shoes album,
takes up fen precious minutes, but it's worth
he wait to hear the band (and they are most
certainly a band) zizz through them and
'boogie their scruples away'.
Everything else is consistent hot stuf* th«»t

doesn't have as many great turns as the

aforementioned Big Winners.
Well< Hw*V played here this summer with Bo

Diddley and hi»»w Bo off the stage. Haul Ass
iacket and all. Feats Don't Fail Me Now is

excellent on every level and a top lOnner this

year for shore. You're missing out without this

hot biscuit.

A 'they shore didn't' A.

—Mike 'Woo-goo' Kostek II

TRIOS-SOLOS
GLEN MOORE
ECM 102S

RALPH TOWNER WITH

ECM records is rapidly establishing itself as
'he Deutche Grammophon of the new music, in

both the quality of music and the quality of its

recording techniques. Of course, one can only
ake the comparison so far: Deutche Gram
mophon is in the business of taking music that

>s established and accepted, and making better
recordings of it, generally, than anyone else.

ECM, on the other hand (coincidentally also a
German label), is in the business of discovering
and making excellent recordings of music that
to one has ever heard before; musicians and
composers, some established on other labels,
some unknown, wno want to do things not quite
>n the mainstream of modern music, come to

ECM. Keith Jarrett, for instance, recently
eleased a three record set on ECM comprised

of two compositions, both for solo piano. Try to

push that to I sell um records.
Here we have an album by two members of

'he qroup Oregon (concerning which faithful

•eaders might remember my ravings from last

semester) representing a much more direct,
gut level approach to expression than the
complex but usually melodious works of that
group. There are melodies here, but most of
them are torn from their respective in-

struments in huge, r?w churks as the mind
jumps ahead of the fingers. The instruments
are: (Ralph Towner) Twelve-string guitar and
piano; (Glen Moore) acoustic bass. Paul Mc
Candless and Collin Walcott, also of Oregon, do
a couple of guest shots (on oboe and tabla,
respxtively) but the bulk of the album is just
Towner and-or Moore.

In terms of arrangement this album is ex
tremely basic: Six solos for guitar, one bass
solo, and three '."Trios"; two with one or the
other guest artist and one with Towner over-
dubbing piano onto a guitar-bass duet, making
it a 'trio' through studio schizophrenia.
Throughout the album Towner is crazed with
power over his instrument and freedom to use
it, making thick clusters of cnords and then
savaging them into ragged, string busting runs
or suddenly dissolving to shimmering har
monies. Bassist Moore is also agile, if a trifle
spacey , I can never quite figure out where he's
toming from. An accurate description of this
style is found in the title of his six and a-half-
minute (whew!) solo, 'A Belt of Asteroids'.
Sometimes I think the album is a little too

condensed, that is, there are one or two too
many solos, but over-all it's kept from
becoming really confined by the addition,
occasionally, of another instrument, and the
music itself is deep and unrestrained.

A'Heavily-callused'A.
Your Sacred Cowboy

SLOW FLUX — STFPPENWOLF ^Mums-
Columbia PZ 33093) time: 45:33 A solid

return that harks, yes harks back to their
early rippin' days and ways when they exuded
a crass class combined with heads up rock 'n

roll. They're still the band that powered more
than one biker's wet dream. Great cover.

A 'children of night' B.

—Mike Kostek
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Babe: The Myth and The Man
by Frederic C. Weiss

Babe
The Legend Comes
by Robert Creamer
Simon and Schuster
$9.95 442 P

To Life

Robert W. Creamer's new book,

Babe The Legend Comes To Life

takes Bouton's style one step

turther. Babe Ruth, the legendary
"sultan of the swat", the man
"who built Yankee stadium " has

been built so much bigger than life

over the past thirty years (he died
in 1948), that it takes a book as
good as Creamer's to bring his

image back to reality!

Creamer tells about Babe's early
years in Baltimore, where he was
an undisciplined strong boy put

Out of the genre of jock shop peD
talk, 'lets go Bobo', era of sports

books, seldom if ever did the public
get any real picture about what our
sports idols were like as people.
There would be loads of details on
the early days, the poverty riddled

youth, the hard times, and you can
fill in the cliches. Athletes said

"Ma'm" and "Sir" and blushed
when a good looking woman
walked by.

Jim Bouten's Ball Four was one
of the first books to explode the
myth of innocence in athletics.
Speaking on the sleazy side of the
baseball diamond, Bouton com-
mented extensively on the
lifestyles and personalities of
many of the baseball players that
he competed against in the majors.
His comments provoked outrages
from the defenders of the
"American Dream", who
protested against Bouton's candor.
Their main argument was not that
Bouton didn't tell the truth, but
that Bouton shouldn't have told the
truth. Bouton's book also showed
that candor sells: People are
curious, and not all of them want to
believe that their athletes are
perfect.

Gehrig and Ruth...feuding stars

Zen Experience
by Kevin Mack

The Empty Mirror:
Experiences in a Zen Buddhist
Monastary
by Janwillem van de Wetering
Houghton Mifflin Company
145 Pages
$5.95

In recent years, Zen Buddhism
has become increasingly appealing
to Westerners. Zen is the
philosophy which is not really a
philosophy; the religion which is

not really a religion. At first glance
it seems a sort of nihilism, bidding
its adherents to tear up the man
tras and seek truth on their own.
Zen says that the world is an
illusion and this is often in

terpreted as meaning the same as
a fake.

Janwillem van de Wetering,
spent a year of his life studying Zen
in a monastery in Kvoto, Japan.
the Empty Mirror is a record of

his months spent meditating and
wrestling with his koan, (the Zen
riddle given to him by the master).
The author never claims to know
anything about Zen, in fact, he
never solved his first koan. This
engaging book is simply a record of

the day to day experiences of a

western man in a Zen Monastery.
The first thing van de Wetering

learns at the monastery is that
meditation, at least in the Bud
dhist, cross legged, lotus position,

hurts. The author feels that there is

nothing particularly mystical
about meditating; it is simply
sitting still and concentrating on
something — or even nothing. Zen
Buddhists do it in the lotus position
simply because it is "the best
position for meditating."
The other monks, mostly young

Japanese sent to the monastery by
their parents are vaguely amused
by the gangly Dutchman. The
monks are from varied
backgrounds, although most are
middle-class Japanese, in training
to become Zen Priests. The Head
Monk was once a spoiled upper
class adolescent, who was
originally sent to the monastery as
a punitive measure. The Zen
Master is a busy old man who
enjoys watching baseball games
and going to movies. A Jesuit
priest in Kyoto vists the monastery
and the author thinks that he is a
fool with his Christian God and
celibate life. Later, Mr. van de
Wetering discovers that the priest
is considered a very holy man by
the monks and even meditates two
or three hours a day.

After over a year of futile at
tempts at solving his koan, the
author's fanaticism for Zen wears
off. He had come to Japan to seek
the "Truth", but instead he
learned self discipline. "A sword
that has been well forged never
loses its color," the Master tells

him when he leaves." You don't

know it, or you think ,-ou don't
know it but you have been forved in

this Monastery. The forging of
swords isn't limited to
monasteries. The whole planet is a
forge. By leaving here nothing is

broken. Your training continues.
The world is a school where the
sleeping are woken up. You are
now a little awake, so awake that
you can never fall asleep again."
Or as Jansan sees it, he has
learned that it is important "to do
everything well "

VILLAGE
INN

into an orphanange even though his

parents were still alive. Without
his ability to hit a round ball a mile,
and throw that same ball through a
catcher's mitt, Ruth would have
drifted away into the streets and
onto the corners of Baltimore.

Ruth's ability to play baseball
saved him from this fate, and
made him the best known name on
the American scene for over
twenty years. Creamer shows us
that Ruth was a product of the
American dream. He helped build
the game which was to become the
"national pastime."

The author also gives us a
compassionate view of Babe Ruth,
the victim f the star system: Self-

indulgent, undisciplined, and
spoiled, Babe liked his good life. He
enjoyed the woman, the wine, and
all the food he could chew down.
But most of all Ruth liked baseball.

When the easy life mixed with time
to transform his once powerful
frame into a flabby bulk, Ruth's
decline as a ballplayer was torn by
his pride as a man. For anyone
else, hitting eighteen home runs a
year would be quite fine, but when
Babe Ruth began to be just

"another good ballplayer", it

wasn't enough. People boded, and
Babe Ruth went into deep
depressions.

This is because Babe Ruth was
not just another "good
ballplayer". For a country without
royalty, Bab« Ruth became sort of
national property. Praise was
heaped on him, and his ego grew to
continually greater proportions.
When his talents left him, the ego

and eventually cancer worked
together to eat him up and destroy
him, both from without and within.

Creamer has researched Ruth's

life extensive'y. The book is

chronological without being
boring; Creamer's style is in-

formal without being sloppy.
Peppering well-known incidents
(like Babe Ruth's 60 home run
year) with revealing facts (Babe
Ruth and Lou Gehrig were feuding
for years) the author takes you
back to the time of the twenties, a
growing nation, a new hero, and
complexities of the Ruth years.
While the book at times takes a

critical turn against Ruth, for the
most part it is quite sympathetic.
Creamer has given us a book of

revealing candor, without filling it

with a bunch of gossip. For anyone
who likes sports or Americana,
Babe is definitely worth reading.

This book is available at the
University Bookstore.

WOW!

Now Appearing at

TNURS - SAT.

Big Screamin McGrew

Now Open Mon. - Tues.

This Week Featuring

TRUX

HAPPY HOUR Mon. - Sat.

in the Speak Easy Lounge
77, , I I. . . I <

GO DOWN UNDER
when you're up, down, or just plain hungry

french fries with any grinder

Centrally located (Greenough in Central Area)

Weekdays 7 p.m. — Midnite/weekends Noon - Midnite

Breakfast Sunday 10 a.m. - noon.
I *.' . , .,,,., ., .

,
i
, , i t ii n»i—

TrU$ IS UHfH VOOR PftRELtfTS WERE. fVfRftiD '/_/.

VOO WLRE. R^ftDm&f THIS IS—

(€3
Celebrity Series

presents

by Samuel Stuart
The University of Massachusetts has recently

initiated a revolutionary concept in education which
will shortly render all other education systems ob
solete. In concurrence with the University's present
policy of assigning credit to all school sponsored
activities, a system of modular credits will be
designed to reflect the valuable learning experience
gained by extended standing in line.

Basically, the number of credits will correspond to

the number of actual in line hours However, ad
ditional credit may be arranged by contract, if the
student can show evidence that excessive effort was
expended in any one line. Several courses have
already been suggested:

Registration: K'a to 100 credits, based on a number
of variables and student's determination. May be
repeated for additional credit.

Course Changing: 1 to 15 credits, depending on time
and date student attended line, i.e., student may be
awarded full 15 credits if in attendance on Friday
morning Sept. 6. Additional credit if student actually
succeeded in registering for desired course.

Identification Card: l hour credit initially, may be
repeated in one month for additional credit. Note:
Students not possessing a valid Massachusetts
drivers license may receive extra credit for ex
cessive harassment.

Parking: Credit to decrease progressively until
course is phased out some time in December.
Commuters not yet enrolled in line may receive
additional credit for anxiety and emotional stress.
Any student obtaining a doctor's written statement

that he or she has flat feet will receive additional
credit according to the extent of the affliction.

As this is a tremendous step for education, the
administration welcomes your comments, revisions,
or suggested courses.

plus "Aces and Eights"

In Concert

Thursday, Sept. 19

Admission $1.00
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Where To Do Your Do
LOCAL MUSIC

Howlin' Wolf — Hide A Way, Sept. 19 21

Ooen Road — Bluewall, Sept. 19 21
Real Tears— Rusty Nail, Sept. 19, 20
Aces & Eights—The Hatch, Sept. 19 21
Some Of My Best Friends—Hotel Monet,

SeDt. 19 21

Mitch Chakour Rusty Nail, Sept. 21,22
Groundspeed— Rusty Nail, Sept. 23
Sweet Basil—T.O.C., Sept. 19 21

Luther Johnson — Rusty Nail, Sept. 25
Aces and Eights — Rusty Nail, Sept. 25
Doc Sullivan — The Pub, Sept. 19, 20 (3

6p.m.)

D.J. — The Pub, Sept. 20

Great Pretenders — The Pub, Sept. 21,22

Billy Carson — The Pub, Sept. 24

CONCERTS
UMASS
NRBQ — Hatch, Sept. 19

BOSTON
Keith Jarrett Quartet — Sept. 19 22, Jazz

Workshop
Tracey Nelson + & Mother Earth — Sept. 19-

22, Paul's Mall
David Amram — Sept. 19-22, Passim Cof-

feeshop
Funkadelic Parliament — Sept. 19 22, Sugar

Shack (10 p.m. & 1 a.m. nightly)

Martin Mull — Sept. 20, Cohen Aud, Tufts
($4.50

Gary Burton Quintet-Spectrum — Sept. 21,

Usdan Ballroom, Brandeis
Esther Phillips — Sept. 23 29, Paul's Mall
George Benson — Sept. 23 29, Jazz Workshop
Tavares— Sept. 23 29, Sugar Shack (10 p.m.

& 1 a.m. nightly)

Weather Report — Sept. 27, Symphony Hall
Joe Cocker Fleetwood Mac — Sept. 27, Or-

pheum
Tom Paxton & Janis Ian — Sept. 29, Sym

phony Hall

MOVIE RATINGS- Student Union by night.
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ALFREDO, ALFREDO (1973( + + +
A very funny Italian comedy starring Dustin

Hoffman as a henpecked-to-be husband.
Dubbed in English. At the Showcase Cinemas
in West Springfield.

ANIMAL CRACKERS (1930) + + +
Not my favorite Marx Brothers flick, but of

course there has never been a bad one.
Groucho is Captain Spaulding (horray!) and if

you're fortunate to catch a decent print, you
might be able to hear some of his best vibes
with the various stuffed shirts. Harpo is in

sane; running around in his underwear,
goosing the guests, and sitting in on an in-

credibly ludicrous poker game with Chico
Zeppo is in his only funny scene, but still takes
'he rap from Groucho, who is dictating a letter

to him. The only flaw in the film is the direc-

tion, as you feel you are watching a dress
rehearsal of the Broadway play it was based
on. At the Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield.

APPRENTICESHIP OF DUDDY KRAVITZ
(1974) + + + +
Richard Dreyfuss of American Graffiti

fame, stars in this extremely funny story of a
young Canadian Jew striving for success. A
few anti Semitic bits, but one has to be satirical

when dealing with religious customs which are
unfamiliar to a large segment of the audience.
Exciting direction by Ted Kotcheff makes this

an upcoming biggie. At the Showcase Cinema
BUSTER AND BILLIE (1974) + +
One of the more recent rip-offs of the

American Graffiti formula. Slightly different
in the respect that it deals with one couple
instead of twenty of them, but the story could
have been deposited into the 1960's just as
easily Whatever happened to good old
originality? At the Campus Cinemas and the
Academy of Music.
DEATH WISH (1974) + + +

People are raving about this new Charles
Bronson movie for some reason, and a viewing
should explain why. it deals with a wealthy
architect who takes the law into his own hands
and calmly shoots muggers off the streets after
his own wife and daughter are assaulted. The
question is: how do you stop the growing crime
rate in a big city, through the police, or through
personal protection? The film favors Bronson's
actions, and usually the audience follows suit.

The idea is cute, but the portrayals of the

muggers are too stereotyped and West Side

Storyish. Still, the acting shines and the New
York City photography provides a spellbinding

background for the shenanigans. Michael
Win.ier irects his firs? winner. At the

Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield

DOCTOR ZHIVAGO (19M) + + + +
Epic saga of a striving Russian medical man

torn between two women during the heart of

the Russian Revolution. David Lean's direction

is superb taking us from Moscow to the Eastern
Grasslands and smack through a blistering

Siberian snowstorm. Omar Sharif stars as
Zhivago, with Julie Christie, Alec Guiness, Rod
Steiger, Tom Courtenay and others smoothing
out the case. Excellent script, art direction,
and haunting music. See this on a side screen
for the fullest enjoyment. Winner of six
Academy Awards. At the Showcase Cinemas.
HAROLD AND MAUDE (1971) + + +
This film has mysteriously found a cult for

itself among varied audiences out West, after a
virtually ignored premiere three years ago.
The story concerns a rich little kid who finds
temporary happiness with an 80-year-old
woman, played by Ruth Gordon. The pair goes
on expeditions of fun and sick pranks, driving
their spectators up the wall. Director Hal Ash
by's point about discovering life comes through
a bit muddy, but the films still interesting
viewing. At the Campus Cinemas.
TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD (1942) +++ +
Dramatic rendition of Harper Lee's best

selling novel about growing up amidst racial
prejudice in the deep south. Gregory Peck won
an Academy Award for his role as Atticus
Finch, the lawyer father of the two children.
Haunting atmosphere, excellent script, and
memorable characters provide for a very
worthwhile viewing. Guaranteed to pierce your
soul. In the SUB. on 9 21 at 7 and 9: 15.

KLUTE (1971) + + + +
Jane Fonda stars in a realistic portrait of a

New York prostitute and the murder case she
'becomes involved in. Donald Sutherland plays
the detective who comforts her throughout. The
transition from Bree Daniels (Fonda) making
love indifferently to Bree Daniels making love
emotionally is explored in an important
psychological fashion. Alan J. Pakula's tight,
teeth gritting direction is fascinating. If you
saw it )n television last weekend, see it again
and see how much was lost in the editing room.
In the CCA. on 9 19 at 7,9: 15, and 11 30.

THE LONG GOODBYE + + +
Elliot Gould plays a gumshoe detective in

•his updated version of a Phillip Marlowe story.
Directed by Robert Altman, who has yet to get
the credit he deserves In the Ballroom on 9 19
at 7 and 9: 15

LOVE H*PPY (1949) + + +
The Marx Brothers in one of their last films.

it's a musical comedy interwoven with a plot
concerning jewel thieves. Not one of their best,
but Harpo's unusual antics are worth the price
of admission. Billed with A Night 'in
Casablanca at the Campus Cinemas in Hadley.
MY NAME IS NOBODY (1974) +
A poor attempt on cashing in on Blazing

Saddles' comedy western success. Henry
Fonda plays an aging gunfighter in this Italian
made saga, who gets competition from a young
sharpshooter. The satire is aimed at the recent
crop of Clint Eastwood "man with no name"
westerns and Sam Peckinpah blood baths, but
either the jokes are funnier in Italian or the
screenwriter fell asleep because the only in-

tense feeling I could derive from the show was
rock hard ass. At the Mountain Farms Four.
NIGHT IN CASABLANCA (1948) + + ++
Another rarely seen Marx Brothers film,
and I wish it was never seen at all. Of course,
it's a little fishy, but that's only after the first

reel. Anyway, before I go any further I'd lik to
say that this movie will have you on the edge of

your seat, if not completely under it. So get
behind the wheel of your best friend's car and
drive down to the Campus Cinemas in Hadley
— and that's the stupidest thing I've ever
heard.

OLIVER (1965) + + + +
One of the best musicals to come out within

the last decade. Story, patterned after Dickens'
Oliver Twist, tells of young orphan's ad
ventures as he matures in 19th Century Lon
don. Famous characters include Fagin, the
Artful Dodger, etc., and a band of young
hoodlums Oliver associates with. Great music,
fine acting all around, particularly from Oliver
Reed, Ron Moody (as Fagin), and Jack Wild
(as the Artful Dodger). This is entertainment
at its superb height, and the Program Council
has it for you on Sunday, 9 22 a^ 7 and 9: 45 in the
SUB,
SLEUTH :1972) + + + +
Joseph L. Mankiewicz' brilliant rendition of

the long running Broadway suspense piay
about two English gentlemen trying to outwit
each other in deadly game of fortune. Laurence
Olivier plays the aristocratic writer who owns
the house where the events take place, and
Michael Caine stars as the young lover of the
writer's wife. Intriguing script and very
sophisticated humor makes this a compelling-

~

thriller which I found more fun unpuzzling than'
The Sting. This one gives you a better chance,
in Mahar Auditorium on 9 20 at 7, 9:15, and
11:30

THREE MUSKETEERS (1974) + +
A disappointing counterfeit of the Alexandre

Dumas' novel famous for its creation of the
three gallant swordsmen who fight to protect
'he Queen's Diamonds. The star studded case
includes Michael York, Richard Chamberlain,
Oliver Reed, Charlton Heston, Faye Dunaway,
and Raquel Welch, but everybody is wasted in
their respective bit parts. Topping this off with
an uncalled for heist of every visual technique
used in Ken Russell's film The Devils and not a
not funny enough script, the film is forced to
buckle in its own swash At the Mountain
Farms Four.
UPTOWN SATURDAY NIGHT (1974) + ++
Sidney Poitier tries his hand at directing Bill

Cosby, Flip Wilson, Harry Belafonfe, and
himself in this comedy about two friends who
•ry to get back a winning lottery ticket stolen
from them in a gambling house. Funny scenes
abound, but the loose direction keeps this one
out of the superfunny category. At Mountain
t-arms Four.

CCEtpilfld by Jeff Pnlm-n

Eric Clapton-Love— Sept. 30, Boston Garden
Herbie Hancock-Minnie Riperton — Oct. 4,

Symphony Hall

Lou Reed Tnumvirat — Oct. 4, Orpheum
Rick Wakeman, Nat'l Philharmonic, David

Hemmings— Oct. 5, Music Hall (7 & 10)

Gordon Lightfoot — Oct. 6, Symphony Hall
Souther, Hillman & Furay — Oct. 11, Or

pheum (7 p.m.)
Jackson Browne — Oct. 16, Orpheum
Chicago — Oct. 19, Boston Garden
Stevie Wonder — Oct. 21, Boston Garden
Randy Newman-Ry Cooder — Oct. 27,

Symphony Hall

Student Union Gallery Workshop

by A. Hamburger

On the 26th of Sept. there will be an informal
gathering at the gallery in the Student Union
building, open to all interested individuals. The
purpose of the gathering is to provide an op-
portunity for students to meet one another, and
exchange ideas and information about working
with a gallery situation. It is hoped that from
this we can establish a common ground for
communication between ourselves, other
students and the community.
The gallery is a workshop, an experimental

environment an educational experience, an
exhibition area or whatever anyone decides to
do. No matter how it is used the purpose of the
gallery is to facilitate a learning experience. It

will allow one to see their own ideas syn
thesized, and to find out what other students
are doing. Come by on Thursday, and consider
the possibilities for yourself.

AREA ART EXHIBITS

Museum of Fine Arts — Springfield, 49
Chestnut St.

"Hans Hoffman: 52 Works on Paper", Sept.
3 29. A collection of work by the noted German-
American artist known for the development of
Abstract Expressionism in this country.
"Bauhause" — A selection of graphics —

among artists included are Joseph Alberts,
Lyonel Feininger, Vawsily Kandinsky, Paul
Klee, Sept. 3-29.

"Alice Trumbell Mason Memorial Collec-
tion." This artists' contribution to the
movement of abstract art in America has been
recognized by the formation of this memorial
collection. The works given are abstract in
style. Sept. 3 29.

"Lalique Glass"
"Very small paintings, objects, and works on

paper." A traveling exhibition of great
diversity from the private collection of Mr. and
Mrs. Ulfert Wilke. This collection was con
ceived as a response to contemporary
movements in art which strive to increase
scale to monumental and reduce form to its

simplest denominator. Sept. 3-29.

"Wes Disney's: Variation on a theme" an
unusual exhibition of Polaroid photographs of
the artists guitar.

All exhibits can be seen during the museums
regular hours: Tuesday Saturday, 1-5 p.m.;
Thursday evening, 7-9 p.m.; Sunday, 2 5 p.m.
Leverette Craftsmen and Artists, Inc.
Carol Estes, "Batik", Sept. 15 26.

Jones Library, Amherst
"Melting Pot II". Photographs by Michael

Cohen,

Five College Exhibits

Smith College Museum, Northampton
"The Seeyle Years", Sept. 2- Nov. 3. Works

collected between 1879 1910 at the time L. Clark
Seeyle was president of Smith College. This is

part of Smith College's Centennial celebration.
Hampshire College Gallery
Hampshire library. Fall Colloquy — Chris

Enos. photography, Margaret Taylor, prints
and etchings — "Dirt", Sept. 3-21.

Mt. Holyoke
John and Norah Warbeke Gallery, Susan

Magnum, recent paintings. For hours phone
538 2245.

Mead Gallery, Amherst College
Morrow Collection of Mexican Folk Art, Sept.

12 30. Hours MF, 9 a.m. -5 p.m., Sot., Sun., 12

p.m. -5 p.m.
Herter Hall Gallery, UMass.
Bob Thompson (black artist) died in Rome

in 1966 at the age of 29, Sept. 11 Oct. 4.

the
weekly
weekly

Jaworski subpoenas citizen Nixon
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Special

Prosecutor Leon Jaworski of-
ficially summoned private citizen
Richard M. Nixon yesterday to
testify as a government witness in
the Watergate cover-up trial
beginning Oct.1.

Jaworski's office said he issued a
subpoena Wednesday night for the
former President to appear in the
trial of six of his former White
House and re-election campaign
aides on charges of conspiracy and
obstructing justice.

Meanwhile, a Senate committee
postponed until today action on a
resolution by democratic Leader
Mike Mansfield to take public

custody of Nixon's tapes and
documents and prevent the
destruction of any Watergate
tapes. A vote on the resolution had
been scheduled yesterday but an
insufficient number of committee
members attended.

Nixon had previously been
subpoenaed as a defense witness
by his former No. 2 aide John

Ehrlichman. But the government's
cross examination, in that case,

would have been limited to subjects

introduced by the defense lawyer.

As a witness for both the defense

and the prosecution, Nixon can be
questioned on any phase of the

Watergate burglary and cover-up.

"He has been subpoenaed to

testify. We expect him to be a

witness, ' a spokesman for the

prosecutor told reporters.

He did not discuss the current

speculation that Nixon may invoke

medical reasons to avoid testifying.

Nixon is suffering from a

recurrence of phlebitis, a vein in-

flamation complicated by blood
clots i.i his left leg, and former
White House physician Walter
Tkach said after examining him last

week that he had recommended
hospitalization.

His daughter, Julie, flew to

California yesterday for a visit and
now reports that Nixon would enter

a hospital soon although he had
strongly resisted such a move

earlier.

Court sources speculated that if

he declined to testify because of ill

health. District Judge John D.
Sirica could send a court-appointed
physician to make an independent
judgment on whether the former
President could stand the rigors of
a court trial.

If Nixon were found to be fit but
failed to appear, he could be cited

for contempt.

Additionally, since President
Ford's absolute pardon means that

turn to page 4
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Lovejoy Trial

Justice rules physicist's testimony irrelevant
lAVFnRFFNSI IT nrocont A* :_ - « ,.~~by DAVE GREENSLIT
Staff Reporter

Greenfield - Associate Justice

Kent B. Smith yesterday refused to

allow the jury in the Sam Lovejoy
nuclear trial to hear the defense
testimony of Dr. John W. Goffman,
the noted physical chemist who
helped develop the atomic bonb.
Should the jury convice Lovejoy,

However, Smith said that he would
not sentence the 28 year old

Montague resident, but report the

case directly to the Supreme
Judicial Court for their deter-

mination.

Lovejoy is charged with willful

and malicious destruction of

personal property in the Feb.22
toppling of Northeast Utilities'

environmental tower at the
company's proposed $1.52 billion

nuclear power plant site on the

Montague Plains.

Smith's decision climaxed an

extraordinary court session, lasting

until 6:05 p.m., which interrupted

the prosecution's case to hear

defense witness Goffman's
testimony. Goffman had flown in

from California especially for

yesterday's session and has
commitments today in New Jersey.

As soon as Goffman took the

stand, Assistant DA. John Murphy
objected to his testimony on the

grounds that the dangers of nuclear

power were irrelevent to the

destruction of the meteorological

tower.

Smith then had the jury leave the

room so he could hear arguments
on the relevency of Goffman's
testimony. Before the issue was
resolved, however, he wllowed
Goffman to testify with the jury still

isolated in the deliberation room. In

this way Goffman's testimony will

be on the record should Lovejoy be

convicted and appeal.

Goffman testified that under

present Atomic Energy Com
mission (AEC) guidelines for
nuclear power plants, low level

radiation emmissions could cause
32,000 fatal cases of cancer and
leukemia annually. He said that the
same dose posed an even greater
threat than cancer and leukemia -

genetic injury.

Continuing to develop nuclear
energy, he said, would "desecrate
this earth for now or future
generations." Handling
"astronomical amounts of
radioactive substances requires
99.999 per cent heman perfection
to keep radioactive material from
being released into the en-
vironment," he said.

Nuclear fuel, such as plutonium,
remains radioactive for as long a
500,000 years, Goffman continued,
long enough to poison the next 500
generations.

He blamed the AEC for the
continuing development of nuclear
power. The AEC has made a
"mockery of the public hearing
process," he said because it sets
the rules under which the plant will

be built, then asks, '"does this plant
meet these rules?'"

Never, he stressed, does it ask if

the plant is needed at all.

"Recourse is so feeble as to be non-
existent," he said.

After Goffman finished, Lovejoy
argued that for the jury to truly

understand his state of mind on
Feb.22, Smith must rule the
testimony admissible to the jury. He
said nuclear danger posed an
immediate threat to him and the
community, and that he had no
recourse but to act in self-defense;
to topple the tower. Goffman's
testimony, Lovejoy stressed, would
convince the jury that his act was
not malicious but beneficial to the
community.

Smith then asked Lovejoy,

"Does sincere belief absolve a man
of crime?" He stressed that a trial

judge's role is to interpret existing

law, not make new law.

Establishing the right to commit an
unlawful act in pursuit of a higher

cause would be a new law, he said.

Leaning forward on the bench.
Smith asked rhetorically, "Where
does anybody get the idea that

these problems can be handled in

the criminal courts?" He then
ordered a short recess to take

Murphy's original objection under

advisement.

Fifteen minutes later. Smith
returned to the tense and silent

court room, where he sustained the
objection, preventing the jury from
hearing Goffman's testimony.

turn to page 2

Thursday night's Hatch crowd views NRBQ.

Youth arraigned for campus theft

and assault of UMass officers

Bromery expresses
regret over article
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery yesterday released a statement

through his spokesman "regretting" an article published Tuesday by
The Collegian.

The article, which appeared on page one, reported that several

students on a summer trip abroad were critical of the management
of the trip run by the University's office of International Programs.
The statement said Bromery "must express his concern and regret

with the recent article personally attacking Dr. Barbara Burn and the
Office of International Programs of which she is a director.

"All evidence indicates that Dr. Burn and the office have done an
outstanding job and will continue to provide programs and service to

foreign students, the high quality of which have been recognized
nationally," the statement concluded.

by FRITS GEURTSEN
MDC Staff

Two UMass police officers were
assaulted yesterday as they
arrested a Southwest youth
following a theft, according to

David Johnston, director of Public

Safety.

The youth. Glen J. Rosa, 20, of

New Bedford was arraigned
yesterday in Hampshire County
District Court and pleaded not

guilty to eight charges, two counts
of assault and battery of a

policeman, assault and battery of a

student, two counts of breaking

and entering in the nightime,

malicious damage of personal

property, larceny over a hundred
dollars, and being a disorderly

person. The case was continued to

Oct. 1 Rosa was released on
personal recognizance.

Johnston said that Officers

Richard Besse, David Grader and
Richard Huntoon responded to

complaints of theft at 12.35 AM and
apprehended the youth near the

Newman Center following a foot

chase and struggle which involved

several other persons. The com-
plaints came from Kappa Sigma
fraternity on 70 Butterfield Terrace.

Police reports state that the

youth was first sighted in the

fraternity house going through
wallets, and that he was chased by
members of the house, who caught
him and held him until police

arrived. The contents of several

wallets, including $130, were found
strewn along the way that Rosa fled

as well as on his person.

One of the students involved in

the chase was injured above his

right eye and received five stitches

at the Infirmary, the report said.

Johnston said that one of the
officers was kicked in the chest and
the other was punched in the face
when they tried to subdue Rosa.

Everything that was reported
stolen was recovered, said
Johnston, who praised the actions

of the members of the fraternity

"This incident will also be

referred to the Dean of Students for

additional discipline", Johnston
said.

inside:
The latest in nuclear

news, funding fire stations

and comic books. The
heroes remain, although
they've changed - see page
10, Life Style.

weather:

Friday expected to be

decreasingiy sunny with

highs in the 70's. There is a

20 per cent chance of

precipitation The only sure

thing is that there will be

weather all dav
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Howard Zinn featured in nuclear symposium

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1974
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

ByJAN ALEXANDFR
Staff Reporter

"You'll learn nothing from me
about nuclear energy," said Boston
University professor Howard Zinn
at last night's nuclear power
symposium in Mahar Auditorium.

"I don't know very much about
nuclear power plants," explained
the lanky, greying professor,
"except that as a concerned citizen,

I have read things about nuclear fall

out which troubled me."
"What Sam Lovejoy did aroused

latent feelings of animosity I had
about radiation fallout, and nuclear

bombs," said Zinn refering to

Lovejoy' s act of civil disobiedence
in toppling the Northeast Utilities

weather tower.

"I came out here and asked him
profound questions like, 'Did it

make a big noise?'. He answered
that it was like a 600 foot guitar

string breaking."

"I'm here to test out the elec-

tronic equipment at the university

of Massachusetts," Zinn quipped.
Zinn cited several examples of

radiation fallout. "In 1966 there

were 42 accidents in nuclear plants

around the world, and 37 were in

the United States. The United
States is first in everything."

"The Atomic Energy Comission
admitted that there was no' ap
prieciable level' of it in the at-

mosphere.

"We used to believe the Atomic
Energy Commission when they said

things like that, but they can't be
trusted if only because they loose

things," said Zinn. "They're
careless. Remember those two

Staff photo by Ed Minaon

Howard Zinn is shown speaking in Mahar.

hydrogen bombs they lost ott the

coast of Spain?"
Zinn quoted a May 1964 New

York Times headline as saying,

"U.S. error looses deadly
Plutonium in sky over Africa". He
read the article which explained

that the chemical was "floating

safely in the upper atmosphere.''

"Plutonium 238 when inhaled

can cause physiological damage,"
said Zinn, "I was worried about
what would happen to it. I guess
it's still safely floating around up
there somewhere."

"It takes reading the papers for

citizens to come to the conclusion

that dangerous things are being

done, and that we can't trust the

people doing them to protect our
children.

"Sam Lovejoy - he's great!" Zinn
exclaimed. "Somehow the public

nas to be aroused. It was acts like

this during the Vietnam war that

increased public awareness an had
some affect on government
oolicy."

Professor Zinn discussed his

feelings toward Dow Chemical
Company.

"I have a particular grievance

against Dow," he said. "As a

bombardier in the Air Force I had
the rare experience of dropping the

first napalm bombs on people.

'I did it without thinking of what
was happening. I was obiedient.

'It was only years later that I

thought back on that, and shud-
dered about what I had done," Zinn
recalled. "There will be a post-war
encroachment on our lives unless

we do something about it."

The professor said that the world
today is "topsy-turvy". To back up
his statement, he read an item from
a New York Times article which
was on page 23B.
The story concerned Colonial

Henderson who was implicated in

Funding of fire station discussed
By JUDYBOUCHER

Town Manager Allen Torry asked for "increased
indebtness for Amherst" last night before a special
town meeting.

Town members voted 133 in favor and 54 against
additional appropriation of $235,000 for the new fire

station on East Pleasant Street and Eastman Lane.
According to Fire Chief John Doherty construction
will be completed within ten months.

However, UMass' responsibility for paying for fire

protection was not resolved. University officials

responded to the Selectman's request for full

payment of an elevating platform truck by placing a
high priority of $150,000 as "special appropriation" in
next years budget.

There was no commitment for paying one-third
operational cost. The University will only support
"special legislation" as proposed by Rep. James

Collins whereby the state legislature will provide funds
for municipalities in which state tax exempt in-

stitutions are located and fire protection is required.

The legislation proposed by Collins would be
"breaking new ground" and be modeled after federal
'impact area' legislation. Collins said "no other state
institution has as much impact as the University does
in Amherst, and a special bill will allow for rein-

bursement for fire protection."

"Amherst can no longer afford to donate fire
service to the University" said Selectman Bouchard.
Complete responsibility for providing funds for fire
protection now lies with the state legislature.

Chairman Michael Sullivan said there was a
defmate possibility of billing the University for fire
services. As yet, there is no law to permit a fire service
charge.

Lovejoy tower trial continues
cont. from p. 1

prosecution's case presented
earlier, in which three Montague
pblice officers c* scribed how
Lovejoy turned himself in and
accepted full responsibility for

The late developments over-
shadowed the portion of the
His decision appears to limit the

amount of political testimony
concerning nuclear power that will

be allowed in the trial
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downing the weather tower. Two
employees of Northeast Utilities

also testified, mainly about the data
gathering and recording equipment
housed on or near the tower.
The 500-foot tower, which has

been rebuilt with strict safety

precautions, was built to comply
with an AEC regulation that

requires power companies to test

weather conditions at prospective
nuclear power plant sites for one
year.
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the My Lai atrocities. Henderson's

present job is with the Pennsylvania

Bicentenial, where he is organizing

an international meeting for the

purpose of drafting human rights.

"This is some justification that

the world is not quite right," Zinn

concluded.

"A phrase that came out after

Nixon's resignation that we should

have noticed was 'we now have

proof that we are a government of

laws and not of men.'

"If anyone over the age of seven

believes that we have a government
of laws," said Zinn, "then
something has gone wrong in his

upbringing.

"The laws in this country are on a

basis of a double standard. They
talk about malicious destructioon of

a tower, but what about malicious

destruction of a country?
"The law says kidnapping is

illegal, but not in relation to the
selective service. You break and
enter a house and get five years

"

Zinn went on, "you break and
enter a country and you will go
down in history.

"We have gone past the
magnificent demonstrations
against the Vietnam War. We must
now change the nature of the
society in which we live.

"Civil rights, women's liberation,

anti-war - all these small groups are
now coming out trying to change
things," Zinn said.

"That is the significance here.

People will support, increase and
spread the word, and good things

are bound to happen," he said.

Staff photo by Bob Stavana

Now's the time of year that summer memories, like
this cape cod sun, just fade away.
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wVhi« hi. AMHERST
Hadley V.llage Barn Shops, Rte. 9, Hadley

Machmer: a janitor's perspective
By LARRY CARPMAN

Staff Reporter
Remi Fagnant, now 61 years old,

was one of the few people who
could put his hands into oil 110
degrees hot while working on
defense- related projects at the
Gilbert Barker Co. That was in

Springfield during World War II.

For the past eight years Fagnant
has been a janitor in Machmer Hall.
There's no hot oil there, and he
greets everyone with a seemingly
continuous smile.

"I started as a janitor in Morrill
Science Building," Fagnant said.
"It was the night shift from 4:00 to
midnight. Back then in 1968 the pay
was $105 for 40 hours."

Fagnant now earns about $150
per week which he believes would
not be enough to live on were it not
for his second job as a waiter.
"My first job as a waiter was at

the Park Square Hotel in West-
field," Fagnant said. He has been
waiting on tables on either a full or
part time basis since he was 21
years old.

Fagnant, speaking with a slight
accent ("My parents were French
and my grandmother didn't speak
any English at all"), has a large,
thick, brown moustache showing
signs of graying at the corners of
his mouth.
"When I went down the Cape

three years ago on my vacation we
went to a restaurant and I noticed
all the waiters had moustaches,"
Fagnant said. "So I decided to
grow one."

I've always provided for my
family," Fagnant said. "My wife
never worked. She takes care of the
house."

"For what you have to pay to
park your car here I have to work
the two jobs," he said while his
moustache wiggled with each
chuckle.

Fagnant's day begins at 7:00a.m.
"First, I have 12 toilets to take care

of and keep up," he said. "It's good
because there's no pressure -you
do your work-and there's nobody
after you."

"I do the women's lavatories in
the early morning," he said.

Does he get embarassed when
he accidently discovers someone in

the women's bathrooms?
"I'm too old to get embarassed,"

he said. Fagnant quickly changed

and appeared a little angry. He
spoke in short sentences.
"Cleaning toilets isn't the most
pleasant job," he said. "A lot of
people don't flush them.
Sometimes the sinks are full of hair
too."

He slowed up a little. "You get
used to it though," he said. "I
didn't like it at first but you get used
to it."

/ 1 *
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That continuous smile is shown in action.

Fagnant explained why his job is

more difficult within the last several"
months.

"Ever since they started selling
popcorn in the Student Union," he
said, "things have gotten harder."

"There's always popcorn along
the stairways," Fagnant said.
"People are also very careless
about their cigarette butts."

Fagnant lives in a two-family
home in Holyoke. He makes his 30
to 35 minute drive to campus every
morning in his 1972 Oldsmobile
Cutless preferring to travel along
Route 116 through South Hadley.
"They drive a little crazy on

Route 91," he said.

Because of the odd floor
arrangement in Machmer Hall (one
side of the building has three floors
and the other has four) Fagnant
finds himself in a different role at
the beginning of every Fall
semester.

"When the freshmen come in I

have to direct traffic," he said
explaining how the building is

divided into East and West wings.
With the advent of winter

Fagnant's job becomes a bit more
demanding.

"Whenever it snows I always
make sure the stairs and entrances
are clear and safe until the grounds
crew comes by," he said.

What is Fagnant looking forward
to in the future?

"The future? I'm too old to think
about the future," he said, as he
gave one more of his wide smiles.

Goals explored by Health Council
By LANA FISCHER

Staff Reporter
Getting students involved, im-

proving health services, and
keeping them sensitive to students
were three of the goals cited by
Mark Citron, co-chairman of the
Health Advisory Council at their

meeting yesterday.

"It's always easier to arouse
student reaction to abuses and
inadequacies than it is to channel
their energies and creative ability to
improve and expand the system.
That is one of the goals of the
SHAB (Student Health Advisory
Board)", said Citron to a group of
25 including old and new members.

He said the board, as in the past,

will evaluate the progress of health

services; one example being the

Dental Clinic. He said they will also

review confidentiality policies of the

health services, devise an expanded
campus transportation system that

will cover the infirmary, review and
rewrite aspects of the supplemental
insurance policy. Most important
however, will be the reviewing of
the Health Services budget. Citron
said.

Barbara Estabrook, a graduate
intern in the School of Education,
announced that the board will soon
be interviewing candidates for a
Health Services position.

Kathy Grose, co-chairman of the
SHAB, requested applicants for
desk jobs at the infirmary working
as student representatives who
will provide information and act as
a go-between for patients and staff
at the infirmary.

"I had fun, I really liked doing it",

said Kathy about the job, which is a
paid position.

Another issue brought up by
Citron was the HMO (Health
Maintenance Organization*. He said

the University applied to HEW
(Health, Education, and Welfare)
for $120,000 to provide a prepaid
health plan called the HMO. This
plan would offer health services to
"student dependents-wives,
husbands, and children of students,
as well as faculty and staff of the
University".

"HMO is not here, it might be
here", clarified Diane Wilkinson, a

member of the board.

Discussed at the meeting was the
controversial issue of DES, an
artificial estrogen used during the
'40's and '50's to prevent
miscarriages, which has recently
been shown to be the cause of
cancer in the daughters of mothers
who used it as well as the mothers
themselves.

Misinformation about the drug in

the Collegian last spring caused the
DES subcommittee of the SHAB to

write a pamphlet giving correct
information about the drug, said
Anne Robinson, a representative of
the subcommittee. It will be
presented to the board for approval
soon.

Jane Zapka, the new liason for
the board from the health services
staff, announced the offering of a
1 -credit seminar entitled "Con-
sumer Participation in Health
Program Delivery" by the Public
Health Dept. which will cover
health services at the University
and the U.S. in general.

MDC announces
new phone no.
The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian will have a new main
number connecting to all de-
partments beginning Sept. 30,
it was announced today by
Business Manager Goeff
Kurinsky.

The new number will be 545-
3500.

Sports, news, advertising
and business inquiries should
be made to that number.
The number change is

necessary because of a modest
increase in telephone service to
the paper. The service was
navailable on the present lines,

' isky said.
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Acupuncture arrives in Amherst
by KATHY BECHERT

Staff Reporter
The ancient Chinese art of acupuncture is being

used in Amherst today to end addiction to drugs
alcohol, tobacco and food.

Dr. Stuart R. Rose, who graduated from Amherst
College in 1960 and received his M.D. from Columbia
Medical School, specializes in the use of acupuncture
to relieve pain of various disorders and eliminate with-
drawal symptoms for addiction patients.
The philosophy that sickness results from im-

balance of the chi, or life-force, in the body is rejected
by American physicians, but the techniques of pain
relief developed by thousands of years experience in
China are under serious study and research by
American medical scientists.

Dr. Rose emphasized no miracle cures are possible;
he treats only the pain while a regular physician treats
its underlying cause.

Dr. Rose said there is a serious abuse of alcohol in
the Amherst community and feels the new "ear-
stapling technique" can be helpful. A sterile stainless-
steel staple is inserted in each ear and manipulated by
the patient to reduce desire for the drug. The relatively
painless insertion ends physical addiction over the
period of several weeks to months.

The technique was discovered in Hong Kong by

acupuncturists who treated opium addicts for
unrelated diseases and found all physical withdrawal
symptoms were eliminated. Dr. Rose suggests the
treatment be accompanied by counseling to deal with
root causes of addiction.

No stringent state licensing standards now exist for
acupuncture, and it is not yet a recognized division of
the American Medical Association. Because of this
the public can be misled by practitioners without
proper training.

The National Acupuncture Research Society in
New York City, where Dr. Rose received his training,
runs workshops in the science for physicians, taught
by American doctors. Research is being done to find a
medical basis for its effectiveness, not now un-
derstood completely. However, psychological or
spiritual response of the patient plays a minor role, Dr.
Rose said; the physical benefits can occur regardless
of state of mind as they are based on long experience
and results of Chinese doctors.

Acupuncture can also be helpful in reducing pain of
arthritis, headaches, insomnia, tennis elbow, and
whenever a patient cannot use regular pain
medication, he said.

Anyone interested in this service can consult the
Amherst Acupuncture and Research Center at 94
Lessey Street in Amherst.
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Congress may not probe CIA

Ford, Kissinger defend CIA to Congressmen
WASHINGTON [UP/] - President

Ford and Secretary of State Henry

A. Kissinger apparently persuaded

congressional leaders yesterday not

to press for new controls on covert

CIA operations. And one senator's

attempt to question Kissinger about

the CIA Chilean operations was
squashed.

Ford's disclosure that the CIA
backed opposition parties and

newspapers after the election of the

leftist Allende government in 1970
brought a groundswell of

congressional demands to restrict

CIA activities.

Ford and Kissinger met
congressional leaders at the White
House for a private review of CIA
operations and the legislators

emerged with little enthusiasm for

deeper congressional involvement

in CIA affairs.

Ford described the 90-minute

meeting "as a full and frank

discussion concerning procedures"

relating to CIA clandestine ac-

tivities, acting press secretary John
W. Hushen said. He declined to

disclose any details.

Speaker Carl Albert said the

President and Kissinger "only
reiterated that: Awe did spend

State police and federal investigators examine the wreckage of a light plane that
crashed in Clarksburg, N.J., yesterday. Four persons were killed as the plane
attempted to land in heavy fog.

Draft evaders seeking amnesty
must relinquish several rights
WASHINGTON \UPI\ Draft

evaders seeking amnesty must
waive several of their constitutional
rights and give up the protection
from prosecution normally af-

forded, by the statute of limitations,

the Justice Department said
yesterday.

Those who fail to satisfy the
amnesty program's requirement
that they spend up to 24 months in

alternate public service will face
possible prosecution for their
original draft law violations, a
department official said.

The terms are much more harsh
than those applying to military
deserters, who are still subject to
martial law and can escape the
public service requirement without
fear of legal retaliation because of
an amnesty program loophole.

Appearing

Thurs. & Fri:

Real Tears

The Pentagon said each deserter
who asks for amnesty would
receive an undesirable discharge
from the service - removing him
from the reach of military law.

Deserters performing alternate

service could later swap the un-
desirable discharge for a more
favorable clemency discharge. But
deserters satisfied with the un-
desirable discharge could ignore
the public service requirement
without fear of prosecution, a
spokesman said.

The Justice Department said one
unidentified draft evader in

Georgia, who has already served
three months in prison, has been
accepted in the amnesty program in

exchange for 21 months of service.

The Pentagon said four deserters

already in custody when President
Ford announced his offer Monday
had been transferred to a
"clemency center" at Ft. Benjamin
Harrison, Ind.

But a Defense Department
spokesman said not a single
deserter had turned himself in since
Ford's announcement.
The Justice Department con-

ditions, which apply only to
returning draft evaders, are con-
tained in a form prepared for U.S.
attorneys.

Draft evaders who sign the form
waive the statute of limitations on
draft law violations and the con-
stitutional rights to an indictment, a
speedy trial and protection from
double jeopardy, the Justice
Department said.
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certain money on operations to

help newspapers; B-That this is a

common thing done by other

countries; and C-that we had no

part in the coup" that toppled

Allende.

Albert said Congress should have

"some oversight on matters such

as these" but he did not push any

plan of action.

Senate Democratic Leader Mike

Mansfield said his suggestion for a

joint congressional committee to

oversee the CIA had been
discussed but it was not received

"with much favor."

Sen. Frank Church, D-ldaho, said

in a television interview yesterday

Ford was advocating "the law of

the jungle" in defending the

Chjlean operation.

Shortly afterward, the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee met
to hear Kissinger on U.S.-U.S.S.R.

detente, and Church clashed with

committee chairman, William J.

Fulbright, D-Ark., by calling on
Kissinger to justify, the Chilean

operation.

Church, calling U.S. policy "one
of, unfettered intervention in Chile,

designed to destabilize a govern-

ment that had been freely elected,"
asked Kissinger "How can such a
policy be squared with our
traditional values of the right of
self-determination for other
people?"

Fulbright tried to block the
questioning on grounds the hearing
concerned only detente.

Church said, "I object to this. I

want to know how that kind of
intervention can be justified by any
moral or international law."

Kissinger replied, "The United
States has been conducting various
kinds of covert operations in the
postwar era. The difficulty is that by
the very definition of covert
operations it is not easy to discuss

them publicly."

Kissinger said Allende
"systematically set out to establish

a one-party system and elimimate
all opposition parties and news
media."

Fulbright, obviously vexed, told

Church he was applying the five-

minute rule for questioning but
promised a committee hearing on
Chile "in due time."

Jaworski calls Nixon
as government witness
cont. from p. 1

Nixon cannot be tried on criminal

charges for any acts committed
during his term in office, he no

longer has the legal right to refuse

testimony on the fifth amendment
grounds of self incrimination.

The Mansfield resolution not only

would negate the agreement
negotiated on the Presidential

materials, but would direct them to

be made public. It was only part of

a growing clamor in Congress.for a

full report on Nixon's actions in the

Watergate scandal.

It provided that all the White
House documents and tapes
compiled during the Nixon years
would become public property, and
all would be made public except
those protected by national
security.

Under the agreement between
Nixon and the White House, the
former President would get custody
of the material in three years, and
would be allowed to destroy them.
The agreement provided that the
tapes would be destroyed should
Nixon die sooner.

SOME STRAIGHT TALK ABOUT JEANS
FROM THE AREA'S LARGEST
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10-year-old sanctions may be lifted

OAS ministers discuss end of Cuba embargo
\SHINGTON \UPI\ _ . „.:.:__, .:___ : . .. *o , __..:_.. . _, ... *JWASHINGTON \UPI

,

Organization of American States
foreign ministers gathered
yesterday to consider erasing one
of the last traces of Cold War
diplomacy in the Western
Hemisphere by lifting the economic

and political sanctions imposed
against Cuba a decade ago.

Foreign Ministers Gonzalo Facio
of Costa Rica and Alberto J. Vignes
of Argentina - whose nations have
led the move toward removing the

Cuban embargo arranged to open

the OAS Council review of the

question Monday afternoon.

A third speaker on the program
for the first day of the review,

which could last through
tomorrow, was the foreign minister

of Uruguay, Juan Carlos Blanco,

Nazi Party driven from Boston;

bullet fired at police post
BOSTON \UP/\ - A bullet was

fired yesterday through a box on
which a policeman had been sitting

and it pierced the front door of

Jamaica Plain High School, one of

80 Boston schools being
desegregated under a federal court

order.

In other developments, seven
members of the American Nazi

party were run out of town and
there were several minor scuffles or

fist fights between black and white

children at a few of the schools.

The City Hall desegregation

information center said the rifle

shot was fired at a wooden box
being used as a chair by Detective
Thomas Smith.

Smith, who had left the post
briefly, discovered a hole in the box
when he returned, center
spokesman Dennis Sullivan said.

He also discovered a hole in the
inner and outer doors of the
building.

Fragments of a .30 caliber bullet

were recovered, Sullivan said. It

was not known if the shot was fired

from a passing car.

At the same time police escorted
out of state seven persons, in-

cluding one woman, claiming to be
members of the American Nazi
Party. The group, dressed in Nazi
uniforms, drove through Boston
early in the day in a large yellow
school bus bearing Virginia plates

and displaying signs saying "White
Power."

David Duke, director of the
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, flew to

Boston yesterday to announce his

group would make Boston the focal

point of its fight.

ap, upi news summary
Turkey aid killed
WASHINGTON \UPI\- The

Senate voted 64 to 27 yesterday to

cut off U.S. military aid to Turkey

on grounds it illegally used
American weapons in its invasion

of Cyprus.

Backers of the proposal said it

was almost certain to be killed by

Senate and House conferees, but

would serve as a warning to the

administration and U.S. aid

recipients.

Sen. Thomas F. Eagleton, D-Mo.,

author of the cutoff provision,

sharply criticized Secretary, of

State Henry A. Kissinger, who
opposed it.

"Even Secretary Kissinger is not

above the law," Eagleton said in an

emotional Senate speech.

Syria frees men
By THEASSOCIATED PRESS
Syria is expected to follow a

pattern in the Arab world and not

prosecute the three Japanese
gunmen who surrendered after

holding 11 persons hostage in the

French Embassy in The Hague,
Middle East observers said
yesterday.

More than 25 aircraft hijackers
from both the Palestinian guerrilla

movement and Japan's Red Army
surrendered to Arab Governments
in the past 20 months, but none is

known to have been punished.
A colleague freed from a French

jail also surrendered Wednesday in

Damascus after being flown there
from The Hague with the three Red
Army terrorists.
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"We Are Responsible"

Student Senate Elections

NOMINATIONS: OPEN NOW, CLOSE SEPT. 25, 1974

(Applications available at Student Senate Office, Student Union)

ELECTIONS: OCTOBER 2 & 3. 1974

(Held in each concerned area.)

ORIENTATION PERIOD: OCTOBER 5, 1974

(To be announced as to where)

NEW SENATE CONVENES: OCTOBER 9, 1974

(Campus Center Rm. No. 101)

whose government was one of six

believed to oppose lifting the

sanctions.

A majority of the OAS nations

were believed to favor restoring

normal relations with the Castro
regime. The sanctions, applied in

1964, have been a major source of

hemispheric controversy in recent

years.

The problem appeared one that

the Ford administration was eager

to solve. Although officially un-

committed on the proposed lifting

of the sanctions, Washington's
softening attitude toward Cuba was
taken to mean the United States

would either abstain or vote in favor

of lifting the sanctions.

Final action on the question -

probably resulting in the lifting of

sanctions - was expected in

November during a meeting of the

foreign ministers of the 23 OAS
member states, including the

United States, in Quito, Ecuador.
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Would allow access to government files

House panel tentatively passes privacy bill
WASINGTON \UPI\ - A House

committee tentatively approved a

bill yesterday which would allow a

person to find out what information

about him the federal government
has included in its computerized
files.

"This is very significant

legislation in the field of privacy,

which I think is long overdue," said

Rep. Bella Abzug, D N. Y., one of

the Government Operations
Committee members who pushed
the measure.

computer technology has enabled
the government to gather and store
personal information without the
person's knowledge possibly
endangering his chances of getting
employment, insurance or credit,

sponsors of the bill said.

To ensure against misuse of the
information and that what has been
gathered about the individual is

accurate, the bill would require the
government to allow the individual
to review the files kept on him,
obtain copies and amend the
records if necessarv.

L

Rep. Abzug said she would offer

an amendment to tighten the bill

when it reaches the House floor to

bring it closer in line with a

previously passed Senate version.

The House committee version

was approved by a 31-0 vote, but it

was discovered that a necessary

quorum was not present, so the

final vote was put off until next

week.

At one point in the deliberations

when a quorum was present, the

panel voted, 18 to 14, to eliminate

from the bill a section which would

allow the individual to receive

punitive damages from the

government in any civil suit brought

in connection with the measure.

Rep Paul N. McCloskey, R-Calif.,

said the deletion was necessary to

avoid a conflict with a Freedom of

Information bill passed by both
houses and nearing agreement in a
conference committee closing
loopholes in a law requiring the
government to divulge certain

information upon request.
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Hurricane Fifi, with winds up to 130 miles per hour, lashes the coast of Honduras,
as shown in this satellite photo. Cuba is in the center of the photo, and Florida is at
the top.

Hurricane hits Honduras coast;

high waters cause 200 deaths
TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras \UPI\

- Hurricane Fifi, the worst storm to

hit, northern Honduras this century,

washed away up to 200 lives

yesterday while zeroing in on the

Guatemala Belize coast with lethal

winds, tides and toreential rains.

Water was the big killer. Hon
duran authorities said more than

100 bodies had been counted
around the city of La Caiba alone,

and they estimated 100 others died

elsewhere along the coast. Most of

the deaths, they said, were due to

drowning

Damage from the storm already

was b>ng counted in the tens of

thousands of dollars.

Honduras forms the bottom of L-

shaped section of, the Central

American coastline, with
Guatemala and Belise (formerly

British Honduras) strung out along

the upright section.

Fifi, while keeping its center over
the water, buzz-sawed Northern
Honduras on its westward trek

through the Caribbean Sea on the

way to its landfall.

Forecasters said Fifi had
sustained high winds of 110 m.p.h.,

with gusts hitting 130 m.p.h. Storm
tides were running 10 12 feet above
normal and torrential rains have
been falling in some areas for days.
At 3 p.m. EDT, the storm was

centered near latitude 16.3 north,

longitude 88.2 west, or about 45
miles northeast of Puerto Barrios,

Guatemala and about 50 miles
south of Stann Creek, Belize.

"There has been a tendency for

the eye of the hurricane to drift a
little north of west during the last

few hours," the Weather Bureau
warned Thursday afternoon "If

this trend continues the center will

cross the southern coast of the

country of Belize during the next
few hours."
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The New Record Shop
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Amherst 253 5394
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All University Men invited to

BLOODY MARY
BRUNCH

at

Delta Chi
314 Lincoln Avenue

Saturday, Sept. 21
11 a.m. — ? p.m.

Eggs
Home Fries

Bloody Mary's

Toast

Coffee

Screwdriver

• ON FREE UMASS BUS LINE
• NO LEASE REQUIRED
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Check out an amazingly big two bedroom at Brittany
Manor. From swimming pools 2 and pro tennis courts 2
to soft ball, football & badminton lawns and recreational fa-

cilities, there's plenty to keep you going. And you'll never
be far from all the comfortsofhome with applianced kitch-
ens, wall to wall carpeting, cable TV antenna, heat and
air condit ioning, and motorcycle racks. Plus a 24-hour resi-

dent manager and on-site maintenance crew.

2 bedrooms from $230

(;ive ils a caH at (413)256-8534.

Directions: East Hadley Road opposite Grist Mill off Route 1 16.

BrittanyManor

Car pool lists ready
The computer-assisted car pool

system that many commuters
signed up for at registration is now
ready to roll. Initially it was
projected that the lists would be
ready a week after registration, but
problems with the infamous
Whitmore computer have held it up
until now. The lists are now
available in the following locations:

— Commuter Lounge- Student
Union Basement
— Commuter Student Affairs -

229 Whitmore
-Parking Office - 105 Hampshire

House
-CASIAC - E-22 Machmer Hall

— Business Administration Office
- 359 SBA
— Engineering Office - 201

Engineering East

— Food and Natural Resources -

110 Stockbridge Hall

— Campus Center - Concourse
Level, Campus Assistance Center
— Student Activities-R.S.O.

Office - 416 Student Union

Bicentennial

seeks ideas
The Campus Bicentennial

Committee, under the chair-
manship of John Lederle, has sent
a mailing to every faculty member
and representative of all campus
groups, requesting their ideas for

the way in which the campus might
celebrate the Bicentennial during
academic year 1975-76. The
Committee would like to express its

willingness to be of service to any
group on campus contemplating a

Bicentennial event.

Anyone wishing to obtain copies
of the guidelines should contact
Francis Koster, Room 102, Hills

House North, phone number 545-

3410.

-Graduate Registrar's Office -

243 Graduate Research Center
The information collected on

these lists are sorted by
geographical are with zip code and
the alphabetised street names first.

These lists include only those
persons who have expressed an
interest in participating in a car
pool. It is your responsibility to

initiate contact with those names
listed in your area.

If you were unable to sign up at

registration, have changed your
mind about joining a car pool, or

you want to change the information
listed beside your name, you may
sign up for the revised lists which
will come out in about a month.
The places to go to sign up are the
Commuter Assembly office in the
Student Union basement (545-

2145), or Commuter Student Af-
fairs in Whitmore room 229 (545
2300). These offices can also an-
swer any questions or take any
suggestions you have about the car
pool system.

House of Vision

! 20% off

All Frames

this month only

584-8324

TIRE SALE
AMHERST GULF

Radial AR-78-13

I

$onoo

VW AR 78-15
$
3Q00

SNOW TIRES
Radial VW 155-SR15

A 78-15

E 78-14

F 78-14

C 78-14

G 78-14

H 78-15

$30.00

$25.00

$26.00

$26.00

$25.00

$26.00

$27.00

Re Caps s1750
each

Reg. 775-14 *21 00

600-15 *2000

Anti Freeze $6.00 Gallon

i

48 N. Pleasant Tel 256-8417

Boltwood volunteers meet Sunday
Boltwood- Belchertown will have an orientation

this Sunday for all people wishing to work with the
residents of the Belchertown State School. Buses
will leave from Whitmore Administration Building
at noon to take people to the orientation at the
school, and return by 6 p.m.

Anyone interested in the program is invited to
this introduction to the state school and Boltwood.
During the orientation the Director of Belchertown
State School will talk about the school and
Boltwood's role there.

Student supervisors will explain their various
programs and volunteers will get to work with the
residents. There will also be a concert by a local

rock band.

Brenda Lashway, one of the UMass student
supervisors, explained that each supervisor plans a
program with a professional supervisor for the unit
in which they work. Each unit is a group of
residents of similar age or abilities.

She said that volunteers work with these
supervisors and are para- professionals - their work
is a continuation of what the professional em-
ployees do during the day, such as physical or
occupational therapy.

People will be available both at the orientation
and on the buses to answer any questions about
the program.

4*C
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PROUDLY PRESENTS
STARTING MONDAY
SEPTEMBER 16th

HOMEMADE
MOROCCAN
CUISINE

11:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

(Featuring Shish Kabob, Cous-Cous,
Kefta. & Brittany Crepes

PRICES FROM $1.50 - $3.25
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Special
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Wounded Knee: double standard of justice
Russell Means and Dennis Banks spent 8

months in trial for 1 1 felony charges because
of their leadership in the 71 day siege of

Wounded Knee, South Dakota. The protest

which began in February of 1973, was led by

Oglala Sioux people against government
misconduct, both federal and tribal. Monday,
Judge Nichol, a South Dakota federal judge,

dismissed the three remaining charges

against Means and Banks on the basis of

government misconduct, saying that he was
"ashamed the government was not

represented better."

Judge Nichol and the jury saw, during the

trial, some of the reasons the Wounded Knee
siege occurred - partly through evidence, but

primarily through the government's actions.

Oglala Sioux people siezed Wounded Knee,

a village on their reservation with the help of

American Indian Movement (AIM) members
for a number of reasons. The immediate

provocation was the dictatorship of tribal

president Dick Wilson, who refused to allow

a meeting of the elected tribal council (they

were going to vote on his impeachment) and
whose goon squad intimidates and harasses

traditional Indian people. The siege was also

a desperate attempt to call attention to the

tragic living conditions under which Indian

people are forced to live and to the 371

treaties which the U. S. has made and
broken, particularly the Treaty of 1868 with

the Sioux people.

Wounded Knee was caused by a corrupt

tribal government which diverted tribal funds

into personal gain, which employed only

Wilson's friends and family, which fired

those with differing political views from tribal

jobs, which illegally paid people to assault

and intimidate AIM members and other

political dissidents. And Wounded Knee was
caused by a 70 per cent unemployment rate,

a child mortality rate 2Vi times the national

average, a TB rate 10 times the national

average, the highest suicide and alcoholism

rates in the country, to name only a few

inconsistencies with which the natives of the

wealthiest land in the world live. And
Wounded Knee was caused by the struggle

of the Sioux to regain the sacred Black Hills,

stolen from them in 1876 by the U. S.

government.

When the Means-Banks trial began in

January, the defense submitted a 250 page

motion to dismiss because of governmental

misconduct. After a hearing on the motion

which outlines, in part, the dual system of

justice in all courts in South Dakota, the

military barrage promoted by FBI and U. S.

Marshalls against those inside Wounded
Knee, the government's mass arrests suf-

fered by supporters of Wounded Knee at the

hands of the FBI, and the government's

attempt to cover up the murder of AIM

leader Pedro Bissonette. At that time Judge

Nichol denied that the evidence of illegal

actions on the part of the government

necessitated dismissal, but as the trial wore

on he became aware of many such illigal

actions.

A glaring example was the discovery that,

contrary to what the Chief U. S. negotiator,

Kent Frizzed of the Justice Dept. (then under

none other than Richard Kleindienst), told

Mark Lane, a defense lawyer, the one phone

in Wounded Knee was tapped illegally by the

FBI. After a 6 week hearing on a motion to

dismiss. Judge Nichol allowed the trial to

continue, saying he had "come within a

gnat's eyelash" of dismissing the case.

The government, though it spent six

months putting on witnesses, failed to prove

the case and Judge Nichol dismissed all but 5

charges for lack of evidence. After defense

witnesses who testified about conditions on

the reservation, including harassment by

federal agents, and about the treaty history

of the Sioux, the government introduced the

witness designed to prove everything, Louis

Moves Camp, a supposed defector from

AIM. Moves Camp managed to blame Means
and Banks not only for what they were
charged with, but for conspiring during

Wounded Knee with communists from such

countries as the USSR, China, West Ger-

many, East Germany, Italy and

Czechoslovakia to get arms, supplies and

money.
When Attorney William Kunstler showed

the absurdity of this story, an argument

developed which resulted not only in

Kunstler and Lane being thrown in jail, but

AIM leader Clyde Bellecourt was hit by a U.

S. Marshall, and another leader Marshall, as

well as all the spectators, were maced by a

third Marshall. The defense then showed
specific instances where Moves Camp lied,

and motives for it: he faced 5 federal charges

at the time and that a woman had charged

him with rape while he was in the custody of

the FBI and then had been dissuaded from

pressing charges. Judge Nichol also found

that Assistant U. S. Attorney, R. D. Hurd had

lied to him regarding the charges against

Moves Camp, and said that the new in-

formation had "put him over the brink."

Certainly the claim of Indian people that

there exists a dual system of justice in

America has been proven: If Watergate was
a lesson that the government is fraught with

corruption and deceit, then Wounded Knee
can only be more conclusive proof: Gerald

Ford grants unconditional amnesty to a man
who committed grievous crimes against both

the American people and peoples of the

world and yet he allows prosecutions to

continue against people who have stood up
against that corruption and deceit.

Letters to the editor

Vets respond Ms. Burn burned
To The Editor

The Veterans' Coalition, charged with the representation of 2400
veterans at the University of Massachsetts, deplores the recent actions of

the President offering conditional amnesty to those individuals who chose
to resist military activity during the Viet Nam era. We judge that war to

have been not only immoral, but of questionable constitutional legality. All

those who declined participation on these grounds should be granted

amnesty without equivocation.

Though we applaud the President's efforts to "bind the nations

wounds ", we feel that unconditional amnesty would be a more effective

suture. In his September 16 proclamation. Ford stated that desertion and
failure to respond to the draft were "serious offenses". We therefore ask

the President, should the alleged committmet of such serious offenses be
the grounds for being denied unqualified pardon?
Was it a serious offense for the former President and other officers of

government to be involved in the obstruction of justice or the abuse of

power? Was it a serious offense for the government of the United States to

support a series of questionable non-Democratic regimes in South Viet

Nam at a cost of billions of dollars, and thousands of lives? Was the in-

volvement of the CIA in the subversion of the democratically elected

government of Chile, a serious offense?

Hindsight proves appropriate, those judgements of conscience enacted
by citizens who avoided participation in our military efforts in Viet Nam.
The Veterans' Coalition for community affairs does not feel that their acts

constitute a "serious offense" against neither the laws nor the people of

the U.S.

We therefore ask the President's review of this matter.

John OKeef e, etal

£r signatures

Veterans Coalition for

Communitv Affairs

To the Editor:

/ wish to respond to your September 18 article on
the International Programs Office. I first want to say

that the problems identified in the article are a rather

thin basis for the accusations in the article. Barbara

Burn and her staff are deeply involved in making it

possible for hundreds of UMass students to par-

ticipate in foreign educational experiences each year

under a great variety of programs. The job of bringing

these opportunities into existence and keeping them
alive is an exceedingly time consuming and delicate

challenge. It is necessary to work across cultural fines

with substantial distances between those making the

arrangements which creates the opportunity for many
slips in communication and implementation of plans.

The number of successful on -going programs and the

number of enthusiastic returned students attest to the

ability and dedication of Ms. Burn and her staff.

In all programs involving cross cultural

arrangements, there are sure to be minor irritations

and adjustments in well made arrangements. In

addition, arrangements which seem perfectly

satisfactory within the host culture may seem

deficient or unsatisfactory to the visitor who goes
expecting everything to be like home. I must agree
with one quotation in the article "She didn't prepare
me at all for Italy. " Clearly these three students were
unprepared but whether this was the responsibility of
Ms Burn, the faculty program director, or the

students themselves is open to question. One of the

responsibilities of FISC is to insure that these
programs run smoothly and one positive thing which
will come from this article is a new review of the

orientation for these programs [such a review was
completed three years ago).

This letter is meant to be a strong endorsement of
the work of the International Programs Office and
expresses the conviction that UMass is unusually
fortunate in having Ms. Burn as the Director of this

Office.

This is a personal reaction to your article but I plan
to ask F/SC if it wishes to make an official statement
at our first meeting on September 30.

John H. Foster, Chairman
Faculty Senate Council on

Foreign and International Studies

Atkins says thanks

STEKL THAT BOOK ??,
THINK FIRST... ^rr-^

••

To the Editor.

/ wish by this open letter to thank the many voters

of Amherst and South Hadley who took the initiative

to place my stickers on the September 10 primary
ballot. Such grass roots support is most gratifying in a

day when public opinion of government has never
been lower.

It is most important that we do not give up and
allow incumbents to be unopposed. The need for

open and honest discussion of issues has never been
so vital. Public trust in the honesty and integrity of

those elected to represent them is essential. My farm

experience also reminds me of the importance of

having faith to start over when set back by adverse

conditions.

Because of your support, I can now pledge to

continue in this effort.

Sincerely yours;

William C. Atkins
Candidate for State Representative

4th Hampshire District

Go ahead - complain publicly...

write a letter to the editor.

-{sieve
ffi| Tripoli

}

To smoke or not to smoke
"/ have never smoked in my life and look forward to a
time when the world will look back with amazement
and disgust to a practice so unnatural and offensive.
To employ idle hours men could knit as women do.

"

— George Bernard Shaw
Ah, yes dear friends, the issue of smoking has

reached new heights this year - and if you think all us
good minded liberals here at UMass had fun
preaching apocalypse when the Surgeon General first

opened his learned mouth, just think of what fun
we're having now with the "new awareness" issues
of public smoking and the effects of smoke on the
non-smoker.

Since the beginning of the semester alone this ever
vigilant reporter has had the opportunity to observe
many members of the campus community applying
their newfound consciousness like well spread fer-

tilizer all over campus. Here are a few examples of the
types of people you'll meet and the basic rap they'll

lay on you:

HERBIE HORRIFIED: This dude is more than likely

someone you're on relatively friendly terms with. The
first time you light anything except a joint near him
PCR (Post Consciousness Raising) a feeling of horror
will permeate the air. If the feeling of discomfort isn't

enough to make you stow your Lark pack he'll go into
something resembling the following: "Heyyy, man, I

don't wanna hassle you too much, but don't you
know that shifs killing me? By the way, you wanna
get high before Food Science?"
PRISCILLA PISSEDOFF: She's a person with a cause
— making you uncomfortable. At the first sign of
tobacco within a five mile radius of her presence you'll

hear a loud bellow that signifies the beginning of the
day's sermon. "Don't you have any consideration for

anybody? Don't you know that your childish oral

fetish is endangering the life of every living thing near
here? Just where do you get off stomping on
everyone's rights with such reckless abandon?" And
if you have the bad fortune of being a male, she'll add
that what you're doing is just another manifestation of
the "male syndrome."
NICK TEEN: A dyed in the wool 2 pack a day men
who realizes what he's doing to himself but can't
stop. If he runs into either Herbie or Priscilla he's likely

to go into a wild, paranoid orgy of screaming two
inches from the face of his tormentor, claiming that

his rights as a citizen are being violated if he can't give
cancer to everyone near him. Favorite phrase: "It's a
free country." Favorite facial expression: obstinate

(see picture of George Wallace blocking schoolhouse
door.)

In the interest of equal time, it's only fair to mention
here that some professors are guilty of equal amounts
of absurdity when it comes to the smoking issue. Yes,
professors can be as assinine as students (more, you
say? Student consciousness is on the rise.). From
what I can see, there are three basic types.
NERVOUS NED - Doesn't want people smoking in

class but is afraid to say this. Can be seen in late
August posting No Smoking signs in all his
classrooms. When school starts and an unsuspecting
student attempts to light up he sheepishly points to
the sign and says "Sorry, but they (the sign makers,
we assume) make the rules, I don't." If you watch
closely, you'll see him throwing out the "Please take
your tray to the busing station" sign on his table in the
Hatch so that he won't have to clean his table. Or is he
just anti-busing?

LOUISE LIBERAL - Spends three hours drawing an
artsy, flowery poster for class that says "Be kind to
the environment and your fellow people - please don't
smoke." Hasn't taken a bath in four months in order
to be "close to the earth" but doesn't seem to realize
that she is raising the classroom pollution index 10
points. Her apartment in Puffton looks "lived in." She
was forced to file an environmental impact statement
on it earlier this year. Eats lunch once a week in the
Hatch with Nervous Ned (they're secret lovers.)
TERRY TENURE- Encourages smoking in class. After
first five minutes of lecture the smoke is thick enough
so that he can sleep and not be noticed. Class doesn't
notice lack of lecture since they're all well into the
latest Lampoon or this column by then. Can be
distinguished about campus by his twelve year old
Cadillac convertible and picture in the Collegian
chairing Faculty Senate meetings.

It would be unfair to leave you here without a word
of advice on how to deal with these people. This, too,
can be divided into two categories:

IF YOU SMOKE - Avoid Herbie. Swear at Priscilla.

Sneak a cig between classes with Nick. Beat Ned.
Burn Louise. Sign up for Terry's course (Obfustication
390).

IF YOU DON'T SMOKE- Get high with Herbie. Swear
at Priscilla. Berate Nick. Lay a dirty look on Ned as he
leaves his table in the Hatch. Write graffiti on Louise's
poster. Sign up for Terry's course.
And remember - Zig-Zag alone is NOT enough.

Steve Tripoli is a Collegian columnist

Luis Medina

Conflict of cultures
Gideon B. Ariel is the sinner of the century. The

conflicts that he and his associates have come into
obscure some questions about what is wrong.
The group of professors involved seems to be

highly competitive and qualified for the jobs they are
performing, and Gideon seems to to be a person who
has met most of the requirements to suceed in a free
enterprise society, however something is still wrong.

Talking to Gideon I founded that he grew up in a
kibbutz in Israel. Nothing is wrong with that. However
when he talked about the socio-economic structure of

the kibbutz, the same points came
out, when he talks about his

research, the CBA company and
the machine that he invented or

that he was one of the most im-

portant persons involved in the

creation of it; the indifference of

making a big profit of it. The kibbutz

was different than the society in which Gideon is

living now; especially in socio-economic philosophies.

In the kibbutz all the properties were share among
the members and the pressures to gain more money
were not a characteristic of it. He calls that type of
socialistic socio-economic structure "pure socialism".

Around ten years ago, he got the opportunity to

come to study in he United States, which Dr. Ariel

calls "the greatest nation in the world", however the
respect that he shows to the American Nation, he
seems to be fighting a dualism of economic systems
within himself. He remarked at various times the

research that he had to carry out with different private

companies across the country, did not make a profit

for him.

He is aware too, of the fact that more than 13

countries had reprinted in different languages, some

of his scientific researdh publications. (52 in English).

H
Gideon Ariel is a man

of two cultures

The trouble with his collegues seems to be the
difference of philosophies of two different economical
systems. On one side the mental cybernetics of
Gideon is tied to the philosophies of the kibbutz, and
on the other side is the fact that he is living in a
society, in which money seems to be the bonds and
blood.

Does Dr. Ariel completely understand the free
enterprise system? Is he throwing away the op-
portunities of using his intelligence, in a free en-
terprise system, to become millionaire? He em-

phasized the fact that money is

not so important to him. Seems to
be that in many societies in the
world, despite the fact, that a
country could be labeled as one in

which the free enterprise is a
modus vivonde, there exists many
groups which socio-economic

structures are socialist. Therefore, when living in an
environment in which the accumulation of personal
profit is the bases of society, a conflict begins. Ob-
viously, the syncronization of ideas would be the
solution. Who can say that Gideon is wrong because
he has not achieved an understanding of the nature of
the free enterprise system? His innumerable works in

bio- mechanics and other scientific areas are witnesses
of his enormous input in that scientific field, that

obviously will bring a better future for humanity. (He
lectured in Hungary, even to the fact, that a country
doesn't maintain diplomatic relations with Israel, or

give passports to Israelie citizens).

And I wonder, if the man that has created a
machine using the cybernetics of human muscles,
cybernetize and syneronize his mental concepts of the
kibbutz, with his 10 years of experience in a free

enterprise country? In any case, I believe that Gideon
B. Ariel, is going toward a NOBEL PRIZE.

Remember those good old school days?

Prison reform
ByMARKSHEEHAN

In recent years there has been a great deal of exposure
given to prison riots and violence in the media. This ex-
posure led to a lot of talk about prison reform but next to
nothing has been done in this area. Guard cruelty, drugs,
illegal withdrawal of the rights of inmates, and poor
facilities are facts of prison life that are all too well known.
Also inaction on state and federal levels in light of these
facts is as well known.

Part of the problem of governmental inactivity is the
lack of any feasible plan or course of action that can come
to grips with the problems the existence of prisons in

America poses. This can be further understood when the
purpose of prisons in themselves is examined. What are
prisons for? Why is the rate of recividism so high? What
happens to men in prison and what will befall them when
they leave? Before these and similar questions are given
thorough, complete answers no meaningful prison reform
can be initiated.

Here lies the main point. Without a grasp of the purpose
and function of prisons and the judicial system they are a
part of no meaningful action can be undertaken. This
means that law enforcement agencies, the courts, and
penal institutions should be examined as a whole. Again
questions arise. Should prisons punish or reform? As they
exist now can they do only one at the exclusion of the
other? Topics along these lines need study if the basic
perspectives of government officials and prison authorities
are to be changed and legislation passed to bring reforms
about. Emotional rhetoric that exhorts us to tear down
prison walls and free inmates because the system is unjust
and inequitable or those that claim criminals are treated
softly by the courts and should be locked up forever avoid
the fundamental issue. Prisons exist now and will probably
remain as a fixture of our society in the future. What is

needed is an examination of the judicial system that tries

men and sends them to prison in the first place. The laws
enforced and the sentences given to those who violate
those laws have as much to do with prison reform as the
policies and conditions under which prisons are run. A
prison system oriented towards rehabilitation cannot be
effective if judgments and sentences are given unjustly.
Laws as well must run parallel to the social needs and
mores of a society if the interest of the community are to
be served.

It can be seen that concern about prison reform cannot
be restricted to prisons themselves. The judicial system
with its predicates, laws, courts, and finally prisons must
be subjected to scathing analysis before action in the way
of reform can be taken. Reform of the prisons, both state
and federal, will come about only through positive action
done as a result of that analysis.

Luis Medina is a collegian Columnist Mark Sheehan is a Collegian Columnist
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by Sherman Boyson

"In brightest day, in blackest night.

No evil shall escape my sight.

Let those who worship evil's might.

Beware mypower - Green Lan

tern's Light'"

Ring pressed to the invisible

power battery, masked face

pledging the ominous words, and
Green Lantern was charged up for

another twenty-four hours, to battle

crime and save the universe from

unknown menaces.

That's the kind of stuff you read

as a junior high jerk. Kneeling at the

bottom of the magazine rack, you

read every comic in sight, until the

owner came around the told you

"This isn't a library, kid". While he

watched your every move, you

picked the three best of the bunch,

gave the man his thirty-six cents,

and went home.

Comic books are something you

were supposed to leave behind with

Barbie and Ken, and G. I. Joe.

Anyone over thirteen had to

mumble something about a sick

brother at home while buying one.

But comic books are having a

revival with college students.
Students are buying them in the

university store, and aren't taking a

bag to hide them in.

Whether the defeat of McCarthy
and McGovern is driving them back

to fantasy worlds of their

childhood, or the comic is

becoming a form of class literSture

is unknown. What is known is the

Fantastic Four, Superman, and
Spiderman are big again. Augie's

Smokeshop in downtown Amherst
estimates they sell 1,000 comics a

week, the majority to students.

Comics have changed an awful

lot since the days your mother told

you they would ruin your mind. Old
heroes are being revived, and the

regulars are being revamped.
If you haven't read a comic in a

while, you might not recognize your
old favorite. Superman finally told

Lois Lane he loved her, and sent

Lana Lang into obscurity. He

doesn't worry about Kryptonite

anymore, since a freak accident

destroyed all there was.

Captain America got disgusted

with Washington and Watergate

and dumped the crime fighting

routine. He came back, of course,

but with a new name and costume,

and without his trusty shield.

The increase in college

readership has brought a new type

of hero to the comic fold. Before it

was the hero that was bizarre and

the setting that was normal. Now
the situation is reversed.

Kimandi, created by the immortal

Jack Kirby, is set in a world where

men are animals and animals are

men. It's a spinoff of Planet of the

Apes, except it is not just apes. It's

tigers, dolphins, and even
grasshoppers.

Conan the Barbarian, based on

the Robert Howard story, is a

"Faster
than a

Southwest
elevator,

More
powerful

than a
Bluewall
bouncer,
Able to

leap the
library in a

single

bound..."

House of Vision

Don't forget

we will polish your

contact lenses

while you wait.

ii nidi v7

584-8324

Staff Photo by Bob Steven*
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Friday Happy Hour 3 - 6
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Doe Sullivan

D.J. 9 - 1

SAT. The Great Pretenders 9 - 1

Goodtime Hour 4 - 8

never-tail good guy, making gory

path across a medieval world filled

with sorcery and monsters.

DC is currently finding success in

reviving old heroes popular in the

forties and fifties. Captain Marvel,

Superman's old rival from Fawcett
Publications, now flies again under
the same publisher as Superma,
is ironic that DC should publish

Captain Marvel since it was DC
who forced the big red cheese out
of print in a copyright war.

The old pulp magazine and radio

great once again knows what evil

lurks in the hearts of men. Set in

the forties, The Shadow is enjoying

a Ng popularity with the college

p ulation. As always, the Shadow
I er fails, even in sales.

The most unusual hero of all is

probably the Spectre, an om-
nipotent ghost who rids the earth of

the stench of evil. His victims are

the lowest of criminals, those with

no value for life. The Spectre plays

judge, jury, and executioner to such
scum. Showing no mercy, he turns

them to sand, slices them with
gigantic scissors, or any other

horrid death imaginable. Nothing
but death awaits those who battle

the Spectre.

One thing in comics is still the

same: DC and Marvel are still

battling it out for the number one
spot. DC has the edge in the sales

war because of a better foreign

market for their mags, but Marvel is

more popular with the students.

In the old days Marvel called DC
"Brand X", while Marvel was
known as "Brand I". They use their

real names now, but the com-
petition is still fierce. DC pulled off

the coup of the century when it

lured Joe Simon and Jack Kirby

away from Marvel.

Marvel hasn't been sitting by,

though. They enticed Len Wein,
the creator of the award winning
Swamp Thing, to join his wife at

Marvel.

The two competitors still try to

copy the other's ideas. In the sixties

Marvel's X-Men, with their
wheelchair confined Professor X,
had a strange resemblance to DCs
Doom Patrol, whose Chief was
similarly confined.

The present copy war is in the
swamp creature department.
Marvel's Man-Thing and DCs
Swamp Thing both rose out of the
swamp at the same time. DC claims
first thought, but no one denies
them top quality. The book won an
armload of Shazams, the Oscars of

comic books.

College students wanting to get
into the comic book market will find

it very discouraging. Bill Mantlo, a
production assistant at Marvel,

estimates they receive 50 un-
solicited manuscripts a day. "There
is no time to read them" he ex-

plains, "so only the really im-

pressive ones get noticed."

Graphics thanks to DC Comics.

Layout thanks to Jerry Lazar.
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on campus

Garage rates

stable
By MARIAN PROKOP
Special Correspondent

Despite rising prices for most
facilities on campus, the cost of

parking a car in the Campus Center

garage will remain the same as last

year.

According to Don Witkoski,

manager of the six level garage,

parking will continue to be 2b cents

for one hour, 50 cents for two
hours, and a maximum of $2 for a

24 hour period.

The only exception is the price

for a book of 30 tickets for parking

on the sixth level which has risen

from $15 to $18 a month for 12

hours of parking per day.

Witkoski adds that long term

rates will continue at $9.95 per

month.

Controversy will mark debates
By DAVID KOWAL

Special Corresponaent
The Public Debate Program, in

an effort to make itself community
oriented, will debate in prisons,

high schools, and service clubs

throughout the year. Controversial

issues such as energy, amnesty,
bussing, hiring quotas, and genetic

experimentation will be debated.
The first meet will be at East

Hampton H.S., on Oct. 9. At-

tending the event will be the two
teams of David O'Brien and Paul

Gosselin, and Jill Peltin and Norton

Brainard.

Other debates for October in-

clude Weymouth H.S., Groton

H.S., and Tewksbury H.S.

In order to make the program

community oriented, Prof. Ronald

J. Matlon, director of debate, is

Mini-forest planted

for more than looks

coordinating a series of debates
with the Berkshire House of

Corrections to allow the prisoners a

chance to debate with members of

the PDP.
Michael McCambridge, the new

director of the PDP, is partially

responsible for this idea. Mr.
McCambridge is a graduate of Ohio
University, and is presently a

graduate student in the Com-
munication Studies Dept. Mr.
McCambridge says, "I enjoy live

audience, reality oriented
situations." He has participated in

ferensic programs since high school

Environmental

Forum planned
The University's Department of

Landscape Architecture and
Regional Planning announced
today the initiation of a Lecture
Series for the 1974-1975 academic
year. _.

I he purpose of the series is to
create a forum for controversial

views on significant topics in en-

vironmental design and regional

planning.

The first lecture, to belofiowed
by a discussion and reception, will

be held Thursday evening, Sept. 26,
at 8:00 p.m. Jn_.Herter Hall 23l!

Succeeding lectures will be held
on alternate Thursdays also at 8:00

ByELIZABETH CORELL
Special Correspondent

"The 27 varieties of trees and
shrubs surrounding the University

Library were planted this summer
to provide aesthetics and form a
wind screen effect for passers-by,"

says William A. Lambert, campus
landscape architect.

"The new forest is also an
educational center for identification

of tree and rhododendron species."

While Edward Stone, the library

architect, had had dogwood trees

included in the blueprints for the

new library, Lambert told MDC he
decided to expand on the original

plans, this summer.

Lambert says he believes that

students are more relaxed when
surrounded by trees.

"Students
beauty."

won't destroy

Lab fee linked to budget cuts
By MARK BACKER

Special Correspondent
The necessity for charging a

$5.00 lab fee for creative writing

classes at UMass is viewed as a

direct effect of more budget cut-

backs, by Dr. Don Junkins, director

of the MFA program of the English

Dept.

"Charging a lab fee is a way of

creating an avenue of money in a

day of legislative cuts."

Pointing out that until two years

ago, the English Dept. could "easily

get material xeroxed for its creative

writing students," Junkins said this

money is not now available,

resulting in a minimum charge of

$4.00 per semester to continue the

-xing.

m stop-gap measure," he said.

"Virtually, the students are creating

their own texts for the class,

comparable to other writing books
which would cost the same."

After his return this Fall from a

year-long Sabbatical, Junkins said

he was "not surprised" to learn that

the lab fee had become standard

practice. Its rise from $4.00 to $5.00

per semester reflects that text

books have also risen in price over

the period of a year, he said.

"You can justify almost

Sabbath
Services

scheduled
This coming Saturday morning,

Hillel will hold Sabbath Services at

10:00 a.m. in Farley Lodge instead
of the regular SU302. Following

Services, an afternoon volleyball

game is scheduled. At 6:00 p.m.
there will be a light Se'udah
Sh'leesheet, the third Shabbat
meal,, followed by Havdalah. At
8:00 p.m. there will be Israeli folk

dancing and a campfire.

anything," Junkins said, referring

to the lab fees. He added that

students actually should not be
expected to contribute their own

class material, but that the practice

would undoubtedly continue until

more money is found for the
English Dept.

KUNG-FU DEMONSTRATION
at U of Mass. Campus Center Auditorium

SATURDAY. SEPT. 21 at 7:30 p.m.

Tickets $2.00

Saturday, October 5
bowker auditorium 8p.rr

TICKETS -5>4 general $2 u mass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, U MASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

FREE

AUTO COURSE
For undergrad commuters
A free, non-credit basic

auto mechanics course is

being offered by the
Commuter Assembly. The
course begins 25 Sept., and
runs through 30 Oct.
Meetings will be from 6-

7:30 p.m. on Mondays and
Wednesdays in the
Campus Center. Maximum
enrollment is 25,

registration through 23

Sept. in the Commuter
Assembly Office, Com-
muter Lounge.

'^^^ -» The discount Department Store

SAVE $15.99

ZA YRE 12 tf

(diagonal)

SAVE $24.99

100% solid state portable television

All-channel UHF-VHF portable
has slide volume control, rocker
on-off switch, up-front sound and
earphone. Carry handle for
portability.

$
69
charge it

our reg. $84.99

4.9 cu. ft. compact

refrigerator and

freezer

$
Full-width freezer with push-
button defrost. Adjustable cold
control; full width vegetable
bin, deep door storage; slide-out
shelves.

115
our reg. $139.99

chdrge it

zavRe
FREE DELIVERY TO UMASS CAMPUS CENTER

i

Open Monday thru Saturday 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

HADLEY Rt. 9 (at Amherst Town Line)
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Everywoman's Center offers series of workshops
Everywoman's Center is now

offering its seventh Project Self

series of over forty workshops. The
number of workshops available this

fall reflects the tremendous growth
in the numbers of people wanting

to facilitate workshops and
numbers of women interested in

taking them.

Started three years ago by a few
local women volunteering their

time, the Project Self workshop
program has emerged as a unique

learing opportunity for close to a

thousand area residents. It's im-

portant to remember that it all

started back in 1971 with Lois

Phillips and Joan Engel, two area

women, who arranged for a phone
and desk space through U. Mass.

Continuing Education to make a

survey of the educational needs of

women in the Valley.

They discovered that many
women don't need or want a

college degree, but do need in-

dividualized counseling and
educational programs to support

new directions and changes in their

lives. Some of the changes that

many women feel unprepared to

make alone are: going back to

work; raising a family alone; moving
to a new area; and growing older.

Lois and Joan, with Continuing

Education's encouragement,
organized eight experimental
workshops for women that first

year. In the Fall of 1972, the

University provided space and
some salary to continue this work.

That space was named
Everywoman's Center, and the

Center's first official program was a

greatly expanded Project Self

workshop series.

While the administrative details

and content have changed
somewhat over the last three years,

some basic principles continue to

shape and direct Project Self and
account for its effectiveness.
Primary among these is the im-

portance of women sharing aspects

of their lives with other women.
Workshop facilitators are

selected not only for their expertise

in a field but also for their un-

derstanding of what it means to be

a woman, and how that connects
with the workshop subject matter.

In a workshop in Aikido and

Women, for example, that might

mean recognizing and talking about

how and why most women lack

muscular development and are

afraid to hurt or be hurt.

Sharing with other women also

means drawing on each other's

experiences. The facilitator is not

the only "expert" in a workshop.
Participants in the Women in

Literature sessions compare their

lives to those of fictional characters

and discuss how true-to-life par

trayals are. What made one par-

ticipant say her workshop last

spring was "one of the highlights of

the year" for her was simply

meeting and sharing informally with

other women around a common
topic, validating the "expertise" of

each one while support for growth
and change was provided.

The workshops offered this fall

include Women in Local Politics,

Effective Public Speaking,

Photography, Dance, Painting,

Frame Loom Weaving, Women in

American History and many, many
more. Workshops will meet on the

University campus for sixteen hours

over an eight week period.

Registration is by mail or in

person from Sept. 23 to Oct. 15.

Workshops will begin the week of

Oct. 21. The Project Self brochure

is available at Everywoman's Center

located in Goodell Hall, or EWC wil

mail brochures if interested people

call 545-0883.

Everywoman's Center fall hours

are Monday through Friday 10 a.m.

to 4 p.m. and Wednesdays 1 p.m.

till 8 p.m.

TheAirFbrceROTC
CollegeProgram has 3
things to offer that other
college programs don't.

1

.

Scholarships.

2.
$100 monthly allowance.

3. Flying lessons leading

to jet training.

Enroll in AirForce ROTC.
Contact Air Force ROTC
At Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass.

Tel. 5-2437

PIT IT ALL TOGKTHKK IN AIR KOKt K ROTC

by
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Get your receiver, amplifier,
or preamp checked at nocharge
by the engineers from Marantz.

you will RECEivc a qRAph
ANd dETAilcd specs on how
yOUR COMPONENT is OpERATINq

ON MONDAY, SEPT. 23

10AM to 6 PM

o « a
Ul\

incorporated
radio^electronics

ASSOCIATED STORES
13 East Pleasant St. AMHERST (next to the Pub)
549-110S

By TONY GRANITE
KEEPING THE FAITH was ex-
pressed by an anonymous donor
who has given $100,000 to Bryn
Mawr College, to be invested and
managed by the students them-
selves.

TIMELY HEADLINE in the Indiana
Daily Student: "Hay Fever's Here:
Tis the Season To Be Sneezin'."

EVEN KIDS GET CLEVER. The
Shaker Heights (0.) High School
Shakerite newspaper carries this

headline: "Golfers Not Performing
Up To Par."

FAMIL Y TUITION PLAN is in effect

at Fairleigh Dickinson U., this year,

that helps to beat the cost of

educating multi-student families.

If two or more children of the
same family attend FDU, only the
first pays full tuition. All others go
at half price. If a husband and wife
are full-time undergrads, one of
them will get half the tuition

remitted. And any parent or

grandparent of a full-time un-
dergrad may take any undergrad
course on a space-available basis,

without paying any costs at all.

EXCESS OF UNEMPLOYED PHD's
is the reason a Florida legislator

campus carousel
j

If >oufe looking

€>r ihe best
submarine
sandwich
in town

s

u

at the Hungry-U

cites for a $31 million cut in ap-

propriations for the State University

System there, according to a page
one piece in the USoFIa Oracle.

"We're training people for jobs

that don't exist," says Ap-
propriations Chairman Marshall
Harris, "There's a feeling that

graduate education should be cut

back."

ADD RELIGION The Crusader of

the College of .the Holy Cross

carried this headline over a recent

feature: "But you wouldn't want to

live there: Renovations brighten up
chapel, making it a nicer place to

visit."

13

OPEN HOUSE

Kappa Sigma
Sat., Sept. 21

70 Butlerfieid Terrace
8— ?

Music By: The Smiling Washington Band

CRANES "FASHIONS

FOR MEN"

mountain
Forms mnn

K/ I I ? L»

HAND TAILORED SUITS
JOHNNY CARSON-EUROPE CRAFT-CRAIG ALAN
Choose from hundreds of wool worsteds, doubleknits, dacron and
wools in this season's latest styles. Stripes, solids, plaids, checks in

all new tones

from

DESIGNER SPORT COATS
A tremendous selection to choose from including blazers.

Doubleknits, dacron and wools in solids, bold plaids and checks.

from V7
FAMOUS BRAND SLACKS
From the finest domestic makers—Haggar ... Levi® and others—
doubleknits, blends. All models. Choose from thousands up to size 50.

from 1 *m

DRESS and SPORT SHIRTS
By Arrow, Van Heusen, McGregor, Career Club, Robert Bruce and

Forum in all the latest fashions.w

*7995

FREE DRAWING FOR 5 TIFFANY LAMPS
Auttv nln. rimodi 1 1 en (it .1 IMhnrd iii.iss i turn o* the century I lamp, complete w th
10' ot br,is«. ihfln and I? ot wi e Tin- i.nl'iiiui ut ( olor comes alive when liqhteci
trom the round v.hit> olobo

f

FREE ALTERATIONS FOR
THE LIFE OF THE GARMENT
FREE LAY-A-WAY PLAN
NO CARRYING CHARGE

Visit Our Cotrttmporory Shop

LEVIES

LANDLUBBER
LlVE-NS

AND MANY MORE

&:

CRANES "FASHIONS

FOR MEN'

Mountain Farms Mall
Route 9, Hadley

10 A.M. - 9:30 P.M. 584*9735

.' » * 'JJJJ *»*«» k «'•v/tv.v.v/,VtV.v«vv///. v*, ,\-w 4 ft « » i *

»

\ i
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notes & quotes ] Twenty UMies remain dormless

Dance Concert is set

for Sept. 26 opening
The UMass Concert Dance

Group and the University Dancers
under the direction of Marilyn V.

Patton, will present their annual fall

concert on September 26, 27, and
28 at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

Advanced reserve tickets are

available at the Fine Arts Council
Box Office in Herter Hall. The
performance will begin promptly at

8 p.m. and late comers will not be
seated until the first interval.

The concert will present a

program of new choreography by
students and faculty which will

include a diversity of dance styles.

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Buster b Billie - 7:15 - 9:15

AMHERST CINEMA
Parallax View 7:00 9:15

CALVIN THEATRE
Uptown Saturday Night 7:00
900

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Buster & Billie - 7.00 - 8:45
Love Happy & Night in

Casablanca 8:00

Harold & Maude 7:00 8:45
MT FARMS4

Cinema I: My Name is Nobody -

4 45 7 00 9 30
Cinema II: Zandy's Bride - 4:45 -

7 00 930
Cinema III: Three Musketeers -

5:00 7 15 9:30

Cinema IV: Uptown Saturday
Night 500 7:15 9:30

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Duddy Kravitz 7:30 9:45

That's Entertainment 7:30 9:45
Death Wish 7:30 9 30
Animal Crackers - 7:30 - 9:25
Doctor Zhivago 8:00

Alfredo Alfredo 7:30 9:30

Andrea Watkins will perform
both a solo, "Rain, Water, and
other Containers", and a group
comedy. Another dance,
"Hoedown for Uncle Dunk",
choreographed by Bruce Smith, is a

lively interpretation of the square
dance.

A trio by Jean Ida Hoffman will

deal with two concepts the

release from conventions and
tensions and the juxtaposition of

sound and movement to form a

balance where the two join to

create the absurd.

Janice Schlieger will perform a

solo, "Circles and Sounds."
Richard Jones will perform a

dramatic ballet, "Flash Back",
which is based on the book,

"Occurance at Owl Creek Bridge."

By JANEHOLZAPFEL
Special Correspondent

The 80 students residing at the

Campus Center Hotel for the past

two weeks aren't there because

they're independently wealthy.

The number is down to 20 now,
and there are numerous reasons for

students being put into the hotel,

according to Roger Cruff, Assistant

Director of the newly created

Residential Life Department.

These causes range from last

minute returning students, those

being forgotten by Housing
completely, to students holding out

for their preferred dorm and not

getting in anywhere.

Cruff stated that it costs around
$5 per night to maintain the

students in the Campus Center

Hotel, as compared to about $3 per

night to stay in the dorms-the
exact price depending on the

particular dorm.

The extra money needed to

maintain the students in the hotel

comes from the Residential Life

funds, which also covers the

upkeep of the Dining Commons

and dormitories. This means,
however, there are less funds for

these other areas.

Cruff also stated that wherever
possible, the students are given a
room in the living area of their

choice.

The staff of the Residential Life

Department aid students in the

physical move. Those who are

currently in the hotel are expected

to be in their dorm room by week's

end.

Help us help you.
Use Zip Code.

\bur Postal

If it was murder, where's

tfte body? If it was for a

woman, wfticfi woman?
If it's only a same,

why the blood?

i MT1 jPv H)x

irnng
Michael Caine & Laurence Olivier

Fri., Sept. 20 at 7, 9:15, 11:30 in Mahar Aud.

FRIDAY 20th
6:15 p.m. — SPORTS TALK — with Dave Kinsman and

Scott Hayes co-hosts. The subject will be UMass
Cross Country. Their guests will be Coach O'Brien
and Co Captain Randy Thomas and Bill Gillin.

Phones will be open.
SATURDAY 21st

12:50p.m. — GEORGE GEER SCOUTING REPORT —
a look at the Black Bears from the University of

Maine.
1:00 p.m. — MINUTEMAN FOOTBALL — live from

Orono, Maine, with Russ Small and Larry Convoy.
SUNDAY 22nd
6:00 p.m. — LIBERATION NEWS SHOW — WMUAs

Alternative News Show.
7:00 p.m. — JUBILATION JAZZ — seven hours Of

uninterrupted jazz.

UIMUA
STEREO 01.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

* AT '

H)V SMITH COLLEGE

:ODE3VTr'

OrMuac

/

NORTHAMPTON

*Z^i*r^

fitA MASTERPIECE!
NOTHING SHuBT Of A WAS ' r '/NNIN«.
SlECPf fl HIT Of THE »t4R
TEN TIMES THE ENERG»OF
MOST CONTEMPORAflJ FILMS

;.•

DilDOY KHAVITZ

:,*».«*

\m HI i. .'IN.. 14,
H U I I III VHSIH I ||

IIMI III MM M
mov ii mi

«»l Till

MM

MAM 5

Bin win i

THISMOVK

BUSTER
and
BILLIE

Mon. -Tim's. —
IMILLAR M1.II1

f^ ^£-j££^^'-

A PROVOCATIVE SHREWDLY MADE SHOCHftA

* A.
i
A

OIATm *vish <s a
rousc h fob evcavonl
MHO **•<• -. | |

*H*r r ah »Mf HO
N IT «s A

HBST KATt TMI.

c mamu s httonson

DIAIHUISH

t Ittttlri ii i ink rli
MM -ill |- rli rtikMM \
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*•• •» |i*ir« til

^

""""'
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INN.
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*\ WINNER OF 6 ACAOEMVOWARDS'

DAVID LEAN S FILM 9

DOCIOH
/Mi\\(.n

<?a II . , I

Ives
til 'I ML

. co#* ijc A nigr. school students
9*1 your free showcase cinema

dweount card now!

fit T r

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR Rftd Q1R^ MOUNTAIN (ARMS WAILvJO** JIJO HQi T| 1 ma, f» MASS

SERGIO LEONC
tntm\

*NoBod&
BZB7 tfiBBp
1523 &ET
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Today: 4:45-7:00-9:30

Twi Lite Mr. $1.25 — 4:15-4:45 only

515 5:45 only_
? "IT CAN Bf SAID, SIMPLY

AND WITH THANKS, THAT
IT IS AN ABSOLUTELY

TERRIFIC MOVIE"

. THE THREE
\ MUSKETEERS

Today: 5:00-7:15-9:30

Twi-Lite Hr: $1.25 — 4:30 5:00 only

...More like a war than a marriage.
PU

Today: 4:45-7:00-9:30

Twi-Lite Hr: $1.25 — 4:15-4:45 only

SIHNFV It M I II H
HII L < osirv

".<:

'p«i

UPIOWN _
OAWURCAW
NKiM
Thev qrt funny

O .vhf»n r i i

Kyfc •«> ...

Today: 5:00 7:15-9:30

Twi Lite Hr: $1.25 r- 4:30-5:00 only
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Billy

Carson
will he back

next

Tuesday

Irish Night

®Hp Pufa

MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8: 30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $.30 per line

Weekly — $.2$ per line
Monthly — $.20 per line

FOR SALE

Cassettes — $2.00 each. $2.00 each pre-
recorded. All new tapes, (all 5I9-4I50.

<nmn Dl VI power ampuiier IW waits

It MS per channel New. (all A.M. S84-0S4I

Pioneer SV-7100 Amp . one vr old l.isi

H«., srll l»r SlMi. ( all » ran. 519-oxio.

Leblanr trumpet, very good condition
I. mi (all Jerry. 2.VI-WM.9.

in speed V'sta Ksq., excellent condition,
(all 25.I-7I5K evening.

Kaleigh :• spd. Worn. Model, .1 mos. old
•K llskts. ilH-WiTK.

(ias cans, approved. I gal., used. 15; I
reconditioned (he\ .'h:i heads Ho ; H7IXI3
tires. • sludded snows. I radial, used I

new I'olyglas. (all Mob MS-TMI.

King si/c waterbed with frame. S.VI or
bcsi after, (all r»:i-7«Kii

1 1211 b«-d for sale. Frame, mallress. liner
- tat. (all JL'T-.iliili Will deliver.

Klcctro Voice Interface A spkrs. list $4.Ml

or. our price $ Lin l»H Sound & Musi« In
up -M7 "iHTII. II a III. In !l p.m.

IM \l |£a turntable XI.M cart. New
ll"iii. now I.'imi (lass "A" equip.
I.\l(lt \|{|l S|.!i:,\\, new M'llK.I) cart. New
I2HI. now |I2S. -||!i-:n;77

Woman s burgundy leather coal, full-
length Zip-in lining, size 12. K\< . cond. $7.i
or best offer, (all .VIfi-71127.

I M-d bass guitar. Will IimiK at anMhing.
Call I'eter. Km, MS. MS.23M.

i.uilar Amp. Fender band master, pre-
rbs. custom built, oversized bottom (all
iltna, Keep trying.

Monda ( 'KIWI, just tuned, perfect run
• mil New paint. $.I2.'i. (all HIH -<»:,ii2.

i'anasonii \\l KM stereo . assellc
*>S(««n. lllda\ faitory warranl\ ixnllenl
condition. Musi sell \ |3M system asking
It4i. (all Man :.Hi-l7ii2 atlei :, p m

\K \l stereo cassette-deck with Dolby
sWem less than "ill his playing lime
Sells new for J:il!> Phone _•:,.! -:,».7 1 and
make an offer.

Klna sewing machine: older model but
does all lanej stitches just reconditioned.
II.V 2.-i:i-.->ti».

\ acuum cleaner. Sunbeam canister
allachments |tS; I ( osco folding chairs.
$"». 1HHWWH.
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TIRED of

HIGH AUTO PART PRICES?

ALLIED MOTOR PARTS
319 Main St., Amherst

offers 15 - 20% OFF

on ALL PARTS

complete domestic and

VW parts

256-8341

AMHERSTCWa
AMITY ST. 253 5426

A BREATH-BATING
SUSPENSE STORY
A HARROWING HINT Of THE

SUNLIT TERROR OF OUR TIME 1

s, . . . w.,<, „,

Ivmwi NvkIhim
AN ALAN J PAKULA PftOOUCTION

WARREN KITTY
THE PARAWW VIEW

R g HUME CRQNYN WH.LIAW DANIELS
Evey PARALLAX VIEW -70049 00

MONDAY I TUESOAf BARGAIN NITES • All SEATS $1.00

CALVlNj&e
_A' >'<<'>l MJHIHAMPIOS S84 7310

SII>NfY IMHMIIt lilll COSBV
HARRY ItllAIOMl

ril»Wll6«N
Eves UPTOWN" - 700 g. » 00, U1 8. Sun Mat
MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • AIL SEATS $1 00

FOR SALE

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

liiuinoh Imcr i.,.i t ( mim cond ca„
after Ii » m .'iNli-IHTil.

AUTO FOR SALE

•17 liarracuda. runs >>imk1. XI.iioo mi. ">i

iiiKinc. I koimI lires. MM. (all IS3-7M7.

HMW li!l _'IML' decent. M.OM AM-FM li-

•liili.

Ml hew Panel, runs xood. bndv rusted.
i\ei>thin« works. »22r». (all r»:i-7567.o

Kl Land Kover Itw. needs muffler. SOiii
or h.o. After (i p.m. :iL»:i-TMi7.

l!Hi7 Olds Vista Cruiser. .VI.lNKi miles. No
rust. IHJI5, (all John after K p.m. $49>I2M.

».l ( or\air covert. Kxcellent body & top.
Needs motor. Will deliver. HS>7MI.

Fiat K.-.n Racer. 197(1. Kxcellent
mechanical condition. :I5 mpg. $750 253-
7241.

I'ly Fury. «... I dr.. small M. automatic,
dependable transportation. $250. 25:1-7241.

Jeep (.15. XI.OOO mi. $2,100. Tel. l-.>.'7-

MCI after Ii p.m. Ask for Don.

VW IMD • «7 eiiKine IS75.IMI or best offer.
Tel 247-!l4.i:i after :.:0O.

iil W\. rims Kood. 2 neu tires. bod> in
Hood shape Vi.imki mi. $:i7V (all 25;i-7.-,ii7

l!Hix Buick Skylark G83St. p.s., p.b.. a.c.
BeX offer. Call morninKs. l-7;t2-i:i22

1

IH.-.7 ( J-S i.ud and l«..l Willys uaumi
Hoth need eii«ines. ( ould adapt ( he\ . R.
$2lMi ea. $.HMl. for both. 2.'i!-70ll

ii!l I ord Van. | pass en«er. clubuaRon.
"i7.iHHI miles, good riinuiiiK cond.. needs
some body work \skin« BUS. ( all :. -23M &
ask for Sean in Km 211. F\ tires

HI72 Fiat I2K. (.reen. I door, fronl wheel
drive ( arefull> main(ained IISM. tSU-
H07S.

l'i;oHMU ii.ihi »t mim I.ihmI condition
Mich Y.X $2(MMl. (all HI7-72l-»i«5H e\enin»(s

I'eiiKot lot. :,H. for parts ( olumbn
special! Will deliver, (all Boh 25:1-7211

1072 I.TU station wagon, fully equip.,
power wind., seats. AC. AM-FM. Rood
condition excellent interior, (all Dennis
*.l!l ll<i:i.

i>K ( hev. panel (ruck w-70 enR. $7<ni |-

2«7-:i:!ki eve*

1072 Subaru (.1. ( oupe Jl.Vo.Mo daxs
:I2I-I.'>2I cm' Joanne.

li'i DodRe \an I.ihmI chr . no rot. Must
sell. $l.,o (all (,T\ Fral \sk lor Don
M( D

70 Porsche 914. many extras. Must he

seen In mini condition Must sell. I, ,V!7!i

«7 Ford Fcnnnline Van. (.ood cond im
interior tires Contact Tucker « 7l«9.

lookup lor driving pleasure! I9«7
I'iMiliac (alalina. ps. p.b, excellent
• ••minion, low ni.leaRe (all aMer •.,.„,
i.i.-. ma.

Men s io spd toiinnu bike, well main
tamed, sunlour drl. (all Nina 254MWII.
$HT,IH»

••I VW. rihmI runninR condition. 2S:i-29||
afler :.

For Sale - 1071 Honda :«0 ( |„ excellent
cimd $;,<ni. -,Hi 7N72

t or Sale - shore mike unipe BH, perfect
««>»d MS; (onRa l)rum $65: Sound (in
WUHar Vmp

. 1.0 wts $1 50 Call 5H4.WMR.
"

Vamaha 2»<K ( street Bike, 1070. needs
minor repairs. Best offer. 5H6-2299 after S
p.m.

• »•"! Vamaha TX 500. Inini i.iles New
condition $I54M includes $2:hi Windjammer
fearinR. lugftaRr rack' Leave name.
iiiiiiiIni ".I*. .M'.l or '.15 -2J5K

1071 Dalsun. ,10. streetracer All BKF-
inlerparl MODS Must sell 25H 7140

I'N.I ( he*v Malibu .127. \'R. Rood shape.
Needs minor work (all .«:, ifin $225,

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
I'itii Its. \ Victor Special nice. Brand

new Lie nisi tuned Needs chain work
iiiaNbc painl Vlusl sell, best offer over
$I5Q :Mi*!r!Wt2. John Stone - fMMt XVI B,

Kawasaki X.m, 1071. excellent con-
dilion Trail and road. Lots of accessories
(•oinR cheap (all 25.1-5121,

71 Kawasaki l.o V7 excellent meth
;;;;"*;7 "' "-<»" ''«.kinR,„M-ade
'"' '•'" ' '" nr. I W.j-2li||. Tom

10,1 street Bike r.Occ BridRestone (.tr
Low miles, fast. KikkI cond VskiiiR $|,o
Please call tM-328 and leaxe name and
phone no.

I07:i Vamaha 250MX. ridden 25 hrs
Perfect. $H»5 or B.D. 54li-H:i94.

71 Honda \l.25oKI will mi., one month,
new. perl.. lactor\ warr.. mech. owned.
$0X5. Fxtra parts available. 25li-NliK5.

Vamaha :I50. lOliH. First $:t05. 25:1-7241.

HtlND V 70 trail Bike, sells for $550. Will
sacrifice $:t25. 230 miles, excellent con-
ililioii. 233-31 tN.

FOR RENT
I bdrm. in :t person house, Amh (enter

lem. Rrad pref. $<mi per mo. 25:1-9775 4 . 7
p.m.

I urn, sheil Vpls I. 2. V t rms 9 mos
lease — Sept 1 June I Air-cond.. pool,
parking. Near shopping a id theaters
treasonable rents Amherst Motel. Rt. 9.
opp Zavre's

Sunderland — ML Sugarloaf — On free
t Mass bus line No lease required. Be cool
in the pool or in your fantastic air con-
ditioned I bedrm. wall-wall carpeting, self
cleaninR ovens, dishwashers, disposals,
laundry facilities. Master TV antenna. 24
hr resident manager maintenance crew
KentinR at $220 including utilities. Call us
II3-4M9-38M.

• hi < .mi pus room in offbeat household
riRht off Kt 0. not far off from Mall, (all
2."i:i-:!2Im often.

Furnished room in private house with '^

hath 10 minutes from campus. $mo a
month. Call 2S8 BtU after J p.m.

ROOM WANTED
VV anted r«M»ni in house or apartment

kitchen facilities responsible, quiet male
( all 5l»-0S2ii after 5 p.m.

ROOMMATE WANTED
- rms in old hous.. |] ruin wlk to

campus. For mature hip \t-Fs or couple
$:.. A $H0 (all 2S3-327S

I 2 per share Rondsville House W 1 ird
I. mi »mi. Pa Mature, clean 8»34m!

Female wanted to share a room in
Krandywine $4i5-mo (all Kicki at iTttTTB
after «:w p m

Fern. Rrad student lor I bdrm house
Nthpln. to share w-:( women $K5 + mil
Call ..S4-H7J2.

Fent. to share 2 bdrm. apt. near Cam-
pus $*7 .50 + mil. (all Kathv :,i<i-o5:w.

To share 2 bdrm — See Chris, ( liffside
Vpls. Ill I. Kt. Illi. Sunderland

WANTED
F student wants (0 share apart in s

Deerfield. max. $xo. Interests India, art.
folk dance. hikinR (all ( laudia Mi.VI2ii7

V riMim in hmise or apartment near
I Mass campus II reasonable call 5lfi-

1077

Wanted Bcsponsihh tu ad student to
share secluded house in ( onwav with I

others. Own room, washer, drver I acre*,
much scenii v Would consider a couple I

ItiW III7N.

B(»B IS BV( K - to buy >„ur sick or
decrepit cat Vny make, model, vear
I nload vour headache for fast $$$$$$ 251
7241.

Babv sitter needed for Benjamin. aRe .1.

who could meet him in Vmherst at I2:.10 &
• omc win, htm to Vhmptn staving with
him in mv home or vours. :i or I afternoons
per week I pay extra for transportation
->fW$ -IIA I I

sell mmii siler coins, paving 250 percent
on lace value Chase «-R792.

A room, for coed in exchanRe for
assistance in the home Hefs DJUIII afler
5 p.m.

Vnvone know where I can Ret coors" Will
pay. (all Terry :(2:i-«2l«i

Flute Teacher wanted Willing to pay. I

have no harkRiound. but I do have a flute
(all Judv at 5l«-5I75.

HELP WANTED

Wanted — Fxperienced waitresses
Vpplv in person Northfield Inn

Need fiddler for BlueRrass Band If

interested, call Tom 549-J7I7.

People interested in learning basic
newspaper page design and lavout are
needed to help the COI.LFCLVN editorial
staff No credit or $ but a chance to learn
from professionals free Contact Dean
Tucker 5-2550.

Medical Technologist Full time in ex-
panding lahoralorv VSCP registered only.
Vltractive wages. Please contact: Annie
Lewallen. Chief Lab Technologist. WinR
Memorial Hospital. Palmer I-283-7SS1, ext.
Kl.

Mothers helper wanted to aid lull-time

Rrad student for light housekeeping.
la iiinl r\ i no ironing) and occasional
conkinR. M-F. :i - i; p.m. $22.50 per wk.
Schedule negotiable. Call Judith 256-IVI2I

after i. p.m.

Cook part-time, week-ends
person. Chequers Restaurant.

Vpplv in

Dishwasher part-time, week-days.
Vpplv in person. Chequers Restaurant

Phi Mu Delta Fraternity needs J house
boys to work 2 meals a day .leaning kit-
chen. Pay is meals, tall 25:1-90:14 or 545-
-"»J Ask for Brian after 5 p.m.

PERSONALS

Mike! Have a wet birthday Love Fllen

Donnie. Thanks for the best vear. Hugs
and Kisses Love V.IB

Fileen Sweenev of Wesfwood Happv
Birthdav from all the Rood brownies! ! Sec
vou at the party. KO

Janet. Heureux un annee anninrsaire
Septembre v ingt deux, dix neul cent
soixante dix qutre!!!! Vmour. Jack

VII brothers of Vlpha Phi Omega, both
active and inactive are requested to attend
a reorgani/alional meeting Vlondav at <:M
p.m. in the ( hapter Room basement of
Memorial Hall, the meeting will be
followed bv a smoker.

Susan. Bonnie ( . Tom VV . Jack I.. Kennv
W \ Bon ( Tues eve. at T<H was one of
the happiest davs of mv life Thank vou mv
friends. Tom I..

Happv Birthdav. Nancv
Rick Vlase. Dwight

:i02 ( hasin

The Wav Biblical Research ( entre —
Fri

.
K p m 00!( ( Open meeting

To Kookaberra — ti (.ravson \|> love is

( engeance that s never free — behind blue
eves trv to understand, love si

VI transfer seeks experienced F to assist
his ills, over v of ( M Dan 5 IK KOI '•

House Plant sale manv varieties Sat
sept _>l. 'i mi | ini -i Vpplewood I a So
Vmherst 2.Vt-:iStM

North Village ( hildren's (enter —
Openings in P VI session J ihi | ;;o Vl-F
ages 2 I'... $ I'Mt per semester ( ontact
Janice Rewak at 5I5 -2720 or Deborah Burl
at .i'i i.i.si.

Hop Brook ( ommune. Rural Farm tit)
People l»o\ 72 ;. Vmherst Ma

l^r> — Happy Vnniversarv Vou mean
more to me than words can ever sav I ove
(.ail.

RIDE WANTED
Hide to & from Spfld . Mon Wed . Fri.

Reach Spfld. bv 9::io a.m. — done bv 1:10
eve 2S34MM

Hide wnaled Irom Vmherst to Holyoke
or Springlield week nights 12 l.a m Will
pav $5 weeklv Call Jim, 5:i«-275l or writem Pearl Si , Holvoke

I o Boston

( all Brad
Brown

MTV Thurs
->7:tx Write

afternoon —
I07F Sylvan-

Car Pool for T-Th, Ham, class from I9I

.V Rt 5, w Snlld 7!<i:i<r. i

SINSTRUCTION
Insuru lion - r or nonscience majors:

Relalivit iphvsics 1MB; World Beyond
Our Senses ilOtii; ( ontemporary
Problems I IBM; Science For Science
Fiction Headers (I9«l; ConcepU Of
Phvsics U2H: Physics For Flem Fd
Majors Mint Vir Pnlulion U90BI - I CR
mini course See course listings or inquire
in Hashiouck 110 or call 545-2407.

t-uitar lessons Fxperienced teacher
free stvle or note readinR. ( all 5l9-ii!2K

Keep trying.

SERVICES
Vutomotive repair specializinR in S V VB

and other foreign ears. ( all (.uy 25h-i.ini

Vour vehicle leaned thru & thru A
protected with v r choice of waxes. IIS to
$25. Russell 540 -. ,'.11 after five.

Vlechanics Specials — K BMW. radials.

I dr auto. AM & FM. needs engine rebuilt

$100 5:1 Pontiac. 4 dr . needs valve job
$l«W ( all SS-tttl.

Leslies Varn & Canvas Shop. Amherst
(arnaRe Shop. 549-4591 Xcrvlic knittinR.
worsted 99c. 4 oi. Revnold's Lopi $2 IS ion
Rr

(AH REPAIR HASSLES? Bob is back to

fix it right. No job too small. Foreign or
domestic No lug overhead. 255-7241.

Responsible married woman, degree in
education available for daytime baby
sitting 5l'i-2ii52 $2 50 an hour.

Photo courses. :t credits available K wk
course ( all 2K!-ii4K Langs Photo Studio

' unpus (tubs and Organi/ •••••ns Do
vou want (o publish huh <iualilv
newsletter, pamphlet, maganne or
rKmkler** Lei the Message Companv help
vihj write, lavout. design and print it'!
Keasonable fees ( ontact Jerrv at EB-MN
for information

HI f I Vuilio repair .'dav service, work
giiaiaoleedX! Teth Hi F" (all 549-26I0

LOST

IVoiiian-s wrislwalch between WOPE
and (.Hi i Sep, |{ rwart| 54V2S4K

V ;.".mm ( amera. Vlon in SBA. 120 at
II mi Please return In Pro! Hartzler. SB V
UN,

FREE
tree — Black, mostlv l,ab . H months

( all 2M MOT,

tortoise shell kitten lf», 7 weeks old 549-
ti77«. Itoherta

Affec. older cat. spay . fern. Lge aupplv
food A litter provided 549-3S2*

ENTERTAINMENT
Michael Caine &

Sleulh — Fri.. Sept.

Mahar

Laurence Ocivier in

20 - 7. 9:15. 11:30 in

rrmale V ocaifct seeks musicians or
band to sing blues or soft rock (B Rait (,
Mick

1 ( all Jodv ->«H-i,7N.|

CALCULATORS
calculator Sale - ( oBege ( alcul.iors

TZ2ZT2 PrK"" »n>*"'re All models

I mcom All machines nes» and g„. f wtth
. mm replacement warrantv B-' -• vou

ortce"^^ C'" mr
» «" '"« £price anv where Ia»«* for m, posters

CHILD CARE
the

< mm tare FxchanRe - wttn i«5
famthes \ n alternative to sitters and
'""M'l.es Infants Hyrs P|a> group, a | s„

ii. his working cimperatively to provide
free ,m„. for Mr|) ^^ r>|| jMn

MISCELLANEOUS

Vikido demonstration for all those in-
terested Sundav Sept 22. I p m Bovden
Wrestling Room

PhoU Pastports Fast service * camera
repairs Ijdi\ Photo BUM
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Belchertown
offers tour

for volunteers
This Saturday, buses will be

leaving from Haigis Mall, in front of
Whitmore, for Belchertown State
School.

Belchertown Volunteers are
people who spend Saturday af-

ternoons engaged in various ac-
tivities with the residents of the
School. In the past these activities

have included UMass football
games, seasonal parties, and a
spaghetti dinner, all held on the
UMass campus.
Afternoon activities on the State

School grounds have consisted of
ball games, sledding, and all types
of indoor activities; this year an arts

and crafts program, and organized
outdoor- indoor activities will be
implemented.

People willing to give a few hours
a week for the benefit of others are
urged to attend an orientation and
tour of Belchertown State School
this Saturday. Buses leave
Whitmore (Haigis Mall) at 12:45 and
return to campus by 4:00. Call Ann
or Jean, 253-2722 for information.

Spaces exist

in peripheral

parking lots
byG
Spec

Parking

peripheral

available, a<

Parking C

vehicles pa'

registered

number b\

The cos

the peripht

dollars. Ap;

the Parking

House, fro?

daily.

Phonebooks
dela /ed

ByJUDYSTUDLEY
Special Correspondent

The 25,000 Student Telephone
Directories, that were to have been
delivered in early September, will

be distributed on October 4, ac-
cording to the Student Affairs

Office. The printing was halted
earlier this month due to a shortage
of paper.

In past y jrs, tentative student
directories were ready for students
during the first week of September.
The final book would then arrive in

October, thus eliminating much of
the confusion which had marked
the early weeks of this semester.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

1RYCATALDO
1 Correspondent
paces in the three

arking lots are still

ording to a University

ice spokesman. All

d on campus must be
nd assigned a lot

ept. 30.

f parking permits for

i or "P" lots is five

ations are available at

Office, 103 Hampshire
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Glass fibers
may blow in

Whitmore air
By DAN LABONTE

Special Correspondent
Warning! Breathing in

Whitmore may be hazardous to
your health! The air con-
ditioning unit may still be
carrying glass fibers through
the system, according to Gary
Gagnon, a state construction
worker involved in repairing the
unit.

Gagnon said that pressure,
created by air moving at 1,200
cutf/ min, tore much of the
fiberglass insulation (protected
only by a water base sealer) off
the main duct, allowing it to be
carried through the system and
eventually clog the smaller
vents.

He estimates that the
University is paying over
$20,000, much of it in overtime
labor, to have the faulty in-

sulation resealed and covered
with wire mesh to prevent a

recurrence of the incident.

By Stella Wilder

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -
Begin late in the morning to

make this a weekend of rest

and relaxation. Don't insist

on catching up on chores left

undone.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22» -
Promote your own ideas this

morning; you can leave
others to tend for themselves
at this time. Reconsider your
opinion of another's work.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 2D
— Good fortune attends
whatever you engage in to-

day. You may be tempted to

despair over younger family
members' notions — but
think again!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-

Dec. 21) -The wise Sagit-

tarius will spend whatever
time he must to put his own
house in order. Only then may
he complain of the way
others live.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19) —So long as you can meet
your obligations with effi-

ciency, you should be able to

make headway today. You
may be elevated to a top spot
on the home front.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb.
18) —So long as you can lend
effective aid to another, you
need not fear being left out of

the proceedings. Important
issues begin now to evolve
quickly.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
— Material matters may re-

quire your attention early in

the day - but you should
save afternoon hours for a
matter of spiritual develop-
ment.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

—A recent invention may not
serve you as well as you had
hoped. Don't deny yourself
the pleasure of another's
company late in the day.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

-You should be able to make
quick progress with at-home
chores this morning. Use the
afternoon for joint family
projects.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20>

— Join with neighbors in a
community project. Now is

an excellent time to prove
your ability to lead to those
who may have had their
doubts.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
— Hold as well as you can to
routine chores today. New
projects may appear more
interesting than they will
prove to be in the long run.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
Clear away all obstacles to

progress in establishing a

personal relationship. You
should have considerable
leisure time at evening; use it

well

CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

ACROSS

1. Counting frame

7. Contributor

12. Civil

13. Adult insect

14. Pldcebo

15. Oracular

16. Exists

17. Persian fairy

18. Surface

21. Combat

22. Athena's bird

25. Stabilize

26. Spoils

27. By birth

rc

28. Decree

29. Gaelic

30. Astern

31. Dakota Indian

32. Work one's

trade

33. Countertenor

34. Highway

36. Before noon

37. Dividend

39. Ran away
43. Nautical

direction

44. Environment

45. Ceases

HQE3S HaaQH
HnaEEW uaaua
BaaaHH aaasia
rjaau awn aws
Gran aao gaaa

EHQuraa anaaa
SOLUTION OF YESTERDAY'S PUZZLE

46 British

novelist

DOWN
Disposed

Constrictor

3. White vestment

4. Eye lashes

5. Shcshoneans

6. Clique

7. Heterogeneous

8. Khayyam

9. Citizen

10. Japanese fan

11. Guided aerial

bomb
17. Fall guy

18. At a distance

19. Food staple

20. Outer

21. Universe

23. Warp yarn

24. Latona

26. Feasts

33. Soap plant

35. Evict

36. Landed

37. Cry of

contempt

38. Eggs

39. German city

140. Moslem saint

,41. Poet's evening
"42. Outstanding

fc+niftiS fCW*»fS ^Vrjr.it.o'*

dizzy ana paul — By Jim Carson

X rm'&

Fo-Jttr30^^{^UKlKll^J
Rdck in the English <jopt

.,».MJ ml ii P •
i'i/IKI?!""—'• 'li i

Ix^lL

'AH

Notices

AIKIDO:
Demonstration for all those in

terested Sunday, 1 p .m . jn Boyden
Wrestling room.
BICYCLE REPAIRS:
The Sylvan area will sponsor a

course in bicycle repairs. All in
terested students should sign up
outside the Sylvan Student Affairs
Office, basement of Cashin. First
meeting Monday at 6:30 on Brown
basement.
BICYCLE TOUR SATURDAY:

Bicycle Club introductory day tour
to Montague, Greenfield and points
north. Everyone welcome: 10, 5 and 3
speeds. Meet at noon in front of
S.U.B.

BIG MOUTH ON CAMPUS:
Watch for upcoming an-

nouncement! of this fantastic!
contest!

CROSS COUNTRY:
Weekly cross country races will

begin Sunday at 4:00 n the Orchards.
Men and women interested in par
ticipating should report in back of
WOPE.
DANCE FREE:
Celebrate the Autumnal Equinox

with us. Dress comfortably to move.
Stretch; dance; massage- you'll find
a new you. First happening this
semester, 8:30 C.C. 101. Come help us
make it the biggest and best.
Refreshments served.
FOREIGN STUDENTS:
Cross-cultural workshop weekend,

Sept. 27 and 28. All students in-
terested in an educational and fun
experience are welcome. For par
ticulars contact Foreign Student
Office 5450019.

FRATERNAL DUMP ASSOC:
will have a canoe trip Oct. 5 for all

interested members and members-
•o be. Call Director Tom Driscoll 6
5866 for info. Trip will include survey
and rating of dump desirability and
scenic quality along the dump net
work of the Conn. River from
Greenfield to Sunderland.
HEALTH AIDE SEMINAR:
For dorm counselors only! there

are a few openings in Health Aide
Seminar (Health Resources
Program) one credit, Thurs. 7 9 p.m.
Call Health Ed. Office for details 549-
2671.

HRTA MAJORS:
Join Innkeepers, Travel, talk, good

times. Come to our first meeting
Monday, 227 Chenoweth Lab.
Refreshments and entertainment.
Old and new members welcome.

KOSHER FOOD:
Meeting at 4:30 p.m. in C.C. 165 of

all people interested in setting up
kosher coop for buying or communal
eating....

MORTARBOARD:
Important meeting Sun. 8:00, C.C.

917. All members must attend to
discuss upcoming conference.
MOVIE:
"To Kill a Mockingbird" with

Gregory Peck, Saturday in S.U.B at
7:00 and 9:15.

POLITICAL SCIENCE:
Pi Sigma Alpha, Honor Society,

will hold its initial meeting of the
year on Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in 811
C.C. Any Junior or Senior Poli Sci
Major with a 2.8overall cum and a 3.0
cum in Poli Sci is eligible for
membership.
POLYGOTS SOCCER:
We meet on the field west of

Boyden Gym 10 a.m. Saturdays, 4:00
p.m. Sundays and Tuesdays. All
soccer enthusiasts welcome
Ouestions??Call Patrick 549 6990
STAR PARTY:
To be held tonight al the Orchard

Hill observatory from 7:30 p.m. to
midnight. See the universe through
an assortment of telescopes. Free
refreshments. In the event of bad
weather, party will be held tomorrow
night, same time.

UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF
AMHERST:
Service at li. Ms. Gretchen

Multhaup of the U.U. Service
Committee will speak on World
Hunger, Coffee Hour at 12
LOST
Meal ticket w l.D. on Monday

between Bartlett and Herter. If

found, please call Cathy 6-6177.

American Poetry Text in 205
Bartlett 9-18 74 after 5 p.m. Contact
Ken 549 0021 or in Eng. Dept
FOUND
Key chain, special coin attached.

Found in Soccer field in front of
Boyden. Call 5 2335 or at Main Office,
Boyden.

I accidentally picked up your
Philosophy book. Identify and it's

yours. Beth 546 6225.

2 different sets of 3 keys each

The Ne« Record Shop

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394

17

within last week or so Call Adele 323
4564 and identify.

LOST
Thursday, brown tweed sport

sjacket at 5 College stop opposite
Whitmore 9 a.m. Call Rob Chalfen
586 3617 Reward.

Sports

Hotline

5-0344

"I LEAVE WITH GREAT HUMILITY,

DEEP REGRET, AND HIGH HOPES FOR

THE FUTURE."

Thank you

Barbara, Keith, Lynn, Mark, Karen, Bruce,

Roger, Beth, David, Ron, Tom, Lisa, Sue,

Jeff, Roberta, Cal, Sherri, Neal, Donny, David,

Donald, and especially Gary.

Take good care -
I shall miss you all.

"Ken"

MT. TOM SKI SHOP'S GRAND RE-OPENING SPECIALS

SKIS

Head HRP's were $155 00
on sale at $77.90

Head HRP
UOfTip. GS originally S190 00

now $109.90

BOOTS
Nordica

"Olympics" (Norfit) ,g ,na,i y

S

i«

$139.90now

** ^K'S
( 72 and 73 models, in limited quantities and size*;

from $3«Sa«7U

to $79.90

Mti)M

"Mens Mercury" (Norfit)
originally S110 00

now £> (y .yu

"Ladies Mercury" ongmany snooo

iuw o ( y .yu

Heierling

HOt ShOt COmD.wereSuSOO

$89.90now

SKI PACKAGES
Rossignol GLS 450 Pack Reg $202- $134.95
K-2 Short Reg. $18^ 05 $129.95
voiki vs-100 Reg $146 96 $99.95

All ski packages include one day of FREE skiing at Mt. Tom
|

TRADE-WSALLOWED ON SKIS AND BOOTS.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR LAYAWAY PROGRAM
We Welcome BankAmencard& Master Charge Cards

Complete Ski Tune-up
on our

new 'wet grind ski-tuner

(including waxing)
Reg S15.00

'

Special (until Oct 15th)

$7.50

Come and see our Ski-tacular new collection of clothing
Head Sk. & Sportswear Demetre

Sainm Sportcaster
S,alom

Anba
Gerry

. and more.

have a large stocn of famous-make parkas and pants (some irregular) up to 50% OFF

Telephone 536-0712

MTTOM
SKI SHOP

Ride the
chairhff Autumn weekends 1 00 4 00 PM

Adults - S1 50 Children - 50c

OPEN DAILY,
Monday thru Friday Noon-9;00 PM

Saturday and Sunday Noon-5;00 PM

,it. , t

i iii.
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Commentary

Youth brightens Sox future
By MIKE BERGER
MDC Sports Staff

OK, Red Sox antagonists. You
can start complaining about the

lack of hitting and inconsistent

pitching and carp about bringing

back Orlando Cepeda and Luis

Aparicio. But I tell you that the Red
Sox are in the best possible con-

dition for years to come.
First of all, I admit that their lack

of hitting might cost them the

pennant this year. However, a

deeper reason for their losing the

pennant this year might be the

inconsistency of their younger
players.

Young players from their rookie

year to three years in the league

tend to get down on themselves

when they are in a slump and tense

up too much in pressure games. A
prime example of this was the

current Red Sox slump which saw
them lose 8 straight and first place

in the Eastern division of the

American League.

Yet one cannot blame the

manager for their losing streak. In

fact, my vote goes to Darrell

Johnson for manager of the year.

He has developed the younger
players both mentally and in

learning the basics of the game. He
sufficiently used his veteran ball

players to steady the team and has
wisely utilized the injury prone
pitching staff.

One example of the "Johnson
style" that has proved successful is

the utilization of the entire 25 man
squad. Johnson often alternates his

lineup every day keeping his men
fresh and not letting anyone go
stale on the bench

As a result of this strategy, the
Red Sox have the best young talent

in the American League and
possibly in the majors. For years the
Red Sox farm teams have produced
little. All that changed this year.

Bing faces suspension
YPSILANTI, MICH. [UPI\ - Detroit General Manager Ed Coil

threatened to suspend Dave Bing and trade Don Adams after they failed to
report with veteran teammates when the Pistons opened training camp
yesterday.

The remaining veterans checked in on schedule for the start of twice-
daily drills at Eastern Michigan University, where the National Basketball
Association team trains.

Bing, the Pistons' star guard and sixth leading scorer among active NBA
players, will be suspended without pay unless he reports at midnight, Coil
said, and fined $250 for every practice he misses.
The Pistons are checking to see if any other NBA team has an interest in

Adams, who Coil said, is seeking a salary hike. Adams, a forward, is

without a contract.

Bing, who with center Bob Lanier paced the Pistons to their first playoff
berth last season since 1968, is attempting to renegotiate some points on
the last two legs of the three- year contract he signed last season.
The Pistons, Coil said, have a policy of not reopening contracts. Bing

averaged 18.8 points per game last season while Adams contributed 10.3
points to the club total.

Their problems at shortstop have
ended. Rick Burleson might
become "Rookie of the Year" and
Mario Guerrero has proved that he

can handle the shortstop position.

Dwight Evans has all the tools to

become the complete ballplayer for

the team. Rick Miller, Cecil Cooper,

and Juan Beniquez have improved
tremendously and will consistently

help this team in the future. Tim
Blackwell, the replacement for the

injured Carlton Fisk and a virtual

unknown, has demonstrated his

ability to become a dependable and
valuable catcher.

Darrell Johnson's handling of

pitchers Luis Tiant, Rogelio Moret,

Bill Lee, and Dick Drago have made
thern into winning pitchers. But the

future of the team lies in the

continued development of pitchers

Dick Pole, Steve Barr, and Mark
Bomback.

A very serious problem earlier

this year was just getting 4 pitchers

into a weekly rotation. This was due
to the slow start of Tiant, Reggi

Cleveland, Bob Veale, and the year

long medical problems of Juan
Marichal and Rick Wise. With the

telephone numbers of Boston City

Hospital in one hand and Mass.
General in the other, it is possible to

see why Darrell Johnson might
have ulcers and migraine
headaches.

All in all the outlook for the next
two-three years appears optimistic.
So you Red Sox critics should wait
a year before demanding for Darrell
Johnson's resignation and trying to
trade half the team. A shake up like

this would be a tragic blow to Red
Sox pennant hopes for future
years.

Captain John Havlicek (17
champion Celtics to another
rookies Kevin Stacom, Dave

f
POTS AND

PUNTS SHOP
POTS, PLANTS AND—
POTTERY SERVICES.

Pottery Lessons
Custom Pottery

PLANT SERVICES:

We babysit your plants
propogate your cuttings
nurse your sick plants

Basement Shop 253 96)1

274 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
Mon. Sat. 930 5:00

Sunday 10:30-2:00

) stands at ship's wheel preparing to lead the world
title. Havlicek is pointing out possible hazards to
Sorenson, and Glenn McDonald.

OPEN HOUSE
at

SIG EP
corner of E. Pleasant & Chestnut St.

behind the Univ. Motor Lodge

music by

SUITE
Sat. nite Sept. 21st

3 Bottles of Schlitz for $1.00

North Physical Education Pool Mon. , Wed., Frl.
12:20 - 1:20 P.M.

Saturday
1:00 - 4:00 P.M.

Students, Faculty &
Staff

Students, Faculty &
Staff

North Physical Education
Gymnasium

(Beginning November 4, 1974)

Monday - Thursday
7:00 - 9:00 P.M.

Saturday
1:00 - 4:00 P.M.

Students, Faculty &

Staff, EXCEPT WHEN
REQUIRED FOR IM

ACTIVITIES

Students, Faculty &

Staff

North Physical Education
Weight Room

Monday U Wednesday
8:00 - 9:00 A.M.
10:10 - 12:20 P.M.
3:35 - 10:30 F.M.

Tuesday \ Thursday
8:00 A.M. - 1:00 F.M.
4:00 - 10:30 P.M.

Friday
3:35 - 6:00 P.M.

Saturday
1 :00 - 4:00 T.M.

Students, Faculty &
Staff

Students, Faculty &
Staff

Students, Faculty &
Staff

Students, Faculty &
Staff

This facility can only be utilized on the "buddy -system." That Is, any two
persons may obtain a key to the facility from the locker room attendant with i

student or faculty/sf!f f I.D. card.

North Physical Education
Archery Range

(Individuals must supply own
equipment)

Monday '« Wednesday
8:00 A.M. - 9:00 A.M.
8:35 1 .M. - 10:30 1 .M.

Tucsdny S Thurs>!iy

8:00 - 9:30 A.M.
2:30 - 10:30 i .M.

Friday
8:0n . 9:00 a.m.
3:15 - 6:00 , .M.

S iturdny
1:00 - 5:00 1 .M.

Students, Faculty &
Staff

Students, Ficulty &
Stiff

Students, Faculty *»

Staff

Students, Faculty &
Staff

ALL RECREATIONAL FACILITIES WILL BE CLOSED OCTOBER 12-14, 26-28, NOVEMBER 26-30,
AND DECEMBER 1..1974. THERE MAY BE CHANGES IN THE SCHEDULE; CONFIRM WITH THE
INTRAMURAL OFFICE.

EARI W. EDWARDS
ASSISTANT INTRAMURAL DIRECTOR

SMU gets athletes admitted
DALLAS [UPI] — Southern Methodist University has allowed athletes

who did not meet the school's admission requirements to be admitted

anyway under a special policy.

School officials said the athletes apparently met the high school grade

average required by the NCAA but did not meet higher SMU admission

standards required of other students.

Dr. Harold Jesky, former chairman of the SMU faculty athletic com-
mittee, said the special admissions have not been limited to athletes but
also have applied to minorities, artists or others "who have a special

talent."

Sixty-seven students have been admitted to SMU under the special

policy during the last four years, according to reports from the faculty

athletic committee.

Jesky said that the athletes, mostly football players, admitted under the

special policy did not meet SMU's required scores on the college entrance

exams or were academically in the lower half of their graduating class.

A faculty senate committee is studying the policy.

SMU is currently on probation in both bootball and basketball for

violating NCAA rules.

Labels for Less
morisujear

VUonten ami hi ntors

m5m to 30% 'off- tea. pri*nee

hours 10-6

Fri.til9

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

niversity of massachusettes
arts council

afrkSSSa NTERNATlONALf
A Fantastic Cultural
Show&Dance
Band
tickets: $4.°°general $ 2:P°umoss students«"—«.
Tickets on sate 125 Herter HaH. UMass (413)545-0202

MPT 23,1974
8pm
•tudent union
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NCAA powerhouses
heavily favored

By UNITED PRESS /' 'TERNA TIONAL
This is one of those rare weeks, usually occurring only early in the

season, when the nation's college powerhouses can concentrate more on
their image than striving to survive.

In other words, a lot of lopsided scores can be anticipated on Saturday
as the big powers seek to better their national ranking.

Top-ranked Ohio State, not overly impressive in a 34-19 victory over
Minnesota last Saturday, hopes to make it all up this week when it debuts
at home against Oregon State. The Buckeyes are favored by a whopping
35 points even though Pete Cusick, their star defensive tackle, suffered a
hyper- extension of his left knee during practice.

Notre Dame, No. 2 in the ratings, is on the road for the second con-
secutive week but still is favored by 31 points over Northwestern. Wildcat
Coach John Pont concentrated on pass blocking and kicking in Wed-
nesday's workout and he said, "We still have some hard work ahead of us.
Our major concern is still the multiple offense and defense used by Notre
Dame."

Third-ranked Alabama is off the board for its home opener against the
University of Southern Mississippi in a night game, No. 4 Nebraska is
picked by 17 points at Wisconsin and fifth-ranked Michigan is favored by
20 points at home against Colorado.
Alabama had to struggle before securing a 21-16 victory over Maryland

last week while Southern Mississippi allowed only 57 yards rushing in
upsetting Memphis State, 6-0. But the tide came out of the struggle at
College Park in good physical shape and is looking for a repeat per-
formance from sophomore Calvin Culliver, who gained 169 yards rushing
and scored two touchdowns, one on a 73-yard run.
"Southern has its typical club," said Alabama coach Bear Bryant. "They

are a real physical team with a lot of size and some backs that scare you.
And they have that quarterback (Jeff Bower) who did so well against us as
a freshman two years ago. We will have to play well - better than last
week — if we expect to win."

Bower, a 6-1, 180-pound junior, hit on 10 of 12 aerial attempts against
Memphis State for 137 yards and one touchdown.

Nebraska routed Oregon 61-7 last week and would seem ready to end
the Euphoric Atmosphere at Wisconsin, which got off to a grand start by
beating Purdue, 28-14. Michigan also looks like it has too much for
Colorado although quarterback Dennis Franklin was hospitalized earlier in
the week with a low white blood count and probably won't be ready to
play Saturday.
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Muhammed AM jokingly manhandles Dick Sadler,
George Foreman's trainer, who dropped by the Ali

training camp. Ali told Sadler, "If Foreman won't fight

!
me, then I'll fight you.''

The Only Kosher-Style

DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT
In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 )m Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

I

I

I

I

I

BAKER-WINN
Jewelers

Diamonds and Wedding Rings

I

»

I

I

Large selection at moderate prices.
|

l

I

I

31 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.

i

i

i

Pictured above are four new women's crew members practicing in a rowing
tank. All tall and strong women are urged to try out for the team in room 9 of WOPE
mornings between 7:30 and 9:00. The women's crew practices regularly on the
Connecticut River in the afternoon.

Commentary

Desegregation and sports
By RICH SEV/ERI

With rocks and lead pipes in

hand, they spilled onto the median
strip chanting their team's football

cheer, "Here we go Southie, Here
we go."

There were no footballs in the air,

or games being played on the
Columbia Road median on this day.
The footballs were replaced by
bricks and bottles, and the playing

replaced by naked hatred. Court
ordered school desegration had
come to South Boston.

So what has this got to do with
the carefree world of wins and
losses, statistics and strikes?

"Can sports save a city?" was
the question that Globe columnist

Bud Collins asked after the torching

of a woman and the stoning of a

man by black teenagers last Oc-

tober.

"I'm not saying that crash
program in sport and physical

education is the answer, but I think

it might be a start," wrote Collins.

Blacks and whites don't get along
in sport as we'd like to think. But
they get along playing games better

than anywhere else."

Jerry Butler, a 16 year old black,

left his Roxbury home by bus on
the first day of school, and was
greeted at South Boston with an
ugly scene reminiscent of Selma
and Jackson. With courage and
pride, he walked the 14 steps that
lead to the entrance of Southie
High.

Celtics begin

Title defense
BUZZARDS BAY, Mass. [AP] -

Injuries could be a key factor this

season to the fortunes of the

National Basketball Association
champion Boston Celtics, Coach
Tom Heinsohn said Thursday.

The Celtics opened their training

camp at the Massachusetts
Maritime Academy Thursday with
everyone on hand except Don
Chaney, whose contract has ex-

pired.

Another unsigned veteran, Paul
Westphal, was in camp. Chaney
and Westphal are beginning their

option year with the NBA champs.
"It's going to be a touch

season," said Heinsohn. "We don't

have the same experience to meet
it.

"We've lost Steve Kuberski and
'Hambone' Artie Williams. We've
got quality players to replace them,
but they are inexperienced.

"Don Nelson and John Havlicek

are a year older. Injuries are going
to be a key factor that will have a

big bearing on the season.

"An early injury would hurt us a

great deal," Heinsohn said. "We'd
have to put the kids in. Last year,

we waltzed into camp with ex-

perienced ball players. This year,

we've got to get some of the kids

ready.

Jerry really wanted to go to
Southie High. He felt he would get
a better education and would get a
chance to play for a traditionally

powerful football team.

"I like to play middle linebacker
and the Burke School didn't even
have a team last year," said Butler.

Without a police escort to and
from practices the chances of Jerry
Butler playing football for Southie
are very slim.

Sports are as deep in the Southie

tradition as ward politicians,

patronage and the St. Patricks Day
Parade. From John L. Sullivan to

Jack Cunniff - invinceable football

and hockey teams - the L Street

Brownies, and hundreds of ex-

cellent sailors from the South
Boston Yacht Club. No black has

ever had the chance to be a part of

that tradition.

The athletic facilities of the
Boston school system will not help

matters. White alias "Fight
Stadium," where all Boston high

school football teams play, has
been the scene of race riots be-

tween South Boston and
predominantly black Boston
English many times.

More blood has been spilt on the
snow outside of the old and
decrepit Boston Arena, than on its

ice surface. Longshoreman's
grappling hooks and broken beer
bottles are standard equipment
when leaving a South Boston -

Charlestown game. Police details

are always deficient.

Sports and games may be the
only way to penetrate through the
layers of fear, frustration and hate.
It's the job of the School Com-
mittee to see that both sides are
able to compete safely.

Southie's goal line defense to
prevent desegration has been
smashed.

Blacks as opponents never
gained respect in South Boston.
Maybe a teammate with the
courage of a Jerry Butler will.

Need
Student

Worker!
Looking for approx. 25 people to work during

football and basketball season.

(Apply at Hampden Commons Cash Operator Office between 10 a.m -4
p.m.)

Southwest Area

INTO tevis
L&i$* «^- **
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Injuries key vs Maine
By DAVE ElBEL

AND GLENN POSTER
Sports Staff

A week ago the UMass football

team consisted of a bundle of

question marks. A week later some
of those questions have been
answered but a crop of new ones
has been harvested.

Against the Wildcats of

Villanova, the Minutemen and their

fans discovered that yes, UMass
had developed a running attack and
that without Pennington and Berra,

it was possible to have a balanced
offense.

When the Minutemen take the

field against the Black Bears; of

Maine at Orono tomorrow af-

ternoon, (WMUA, 1:30), they'll

have the advantage of a game's
experience against Villanova; a

game they should have won. In the

words of tight end Gary Mika, "We
know after last week's loss that

we're a far better team than we
might have first imagined and that

knowledge should spur us on for

the rest of the season."

The main question marks looking

to tomorrow concern a few injuries

to some key spokes in the UMass
wheel of attack.

Fred Kelliher, who looked so
impressive for almost one quarter

against Villanova, only to injure his

shoulder, is definitely out for at

least six weeks. According to

Coach Dick MacPherson, an
operation in Fred's case was a

necessity for Kelliher's return later

in the year.

"We could have put Freddie's

arm in a sling for now, but that way
he would' ve been out for the rest of

the year. The doctors are looking

for Kelliher to start throwing in

about a month and hopefully get

back into action two weeks after

that."

Senior Mark Tripucka, who sat

out all of 1973. will replace Kelliher

with sophomore Peter Colton the

backup at least for the next six

games.

According to Coach Mac-
Pherson, Tripucka's insertion in to

the helm should not change the

UMass offense too radically. If

anything, Tripucka will use a bit

more play action in his repertoire.

Freshman Phenom Dave
Croasdale, who injured his thigh

returning the second- half kickoff

against Villanova, will definitely be
back in the defensive secondary for

the Minutemen.
Rich Jessamy, who gained 76

yards last weekend and impressed
with his speed especially running

around the corners is in the

doubtful category after sustaining

what MacPherson termed "a
kidney problem." If he can't play

against the Black Bears, it's

probable that Jerry Mondalto will

take his place beside sophomore
fullback Keith Lang, last Saturday's
leading UMass ground gainer.

Ed McAleney, one of the UMass
co-captains, will probably have his

defensive end spot taken by Dennis
Fenton, the New England
Heavyweight wrestling champion.
McAleny evidently injured his knee
against Villanova is the second

WMUA
The Minutemen hope

to get on the winning
track as they travel to

Orono, Maine to take on
the Black Bears of

UMaine.
Air time with Russ

Small, Larry Convoy,
and the George Geer
scouting report is 12:50.

Listen to the voice of the

Minutemen, WMUA,
91.1 on your FM dial.

quarter and played the rest of the

game. His loss will be keenly felt

since Ed is from Maine and would
have been performing in front of his

homestate fans.

"Ed was really looking forward to

playing Saturday. He's from
Portland and he wanted to put on a

good performance. It's also his

twenty-first birthday. He hasn't

missed a game yet. However, he
will make the trip," according to

MacPherson.
If you're betting on Maine

tomorrow, good luck. The Black

Bears have been shutout the last

four meetings with UMass and
since 1965 the last Maine win, the

Minutemen have held a 208-26

. scoring edge, or better yet
domination.

Maine has two games under their

belt so far in 1974. In their opener
against Northeastern, the Biack

Bears were shaded 14-7, and last

Friday Night at Nickerson Field they
dropped a 7-6 decision to Boston
University in a battle of defenses.

The Maine offense uses a wing-T
attack with a lot of quarterback
bootleg and rollout action. Rich
Pryor, a southpaw thrower is the

starter at quarterback, but Tom
Cosgrove, who sparked Maine in

the second half against BU, could
see a good deal of action.

The Black Bear defense is similar

to the defense of Villanova in that

both teams use an Oklahoma front

line with five linemen and three

deep back in the secondary. Their

defensive strength lies in their

linebacking crew of Scott
Shumann, Steve Jones and Fred
Royce.

Coach MacPherson anticipates

that Maine will try to establish a

running game employing the
quarterback option. If they can do
that they'll try to throw against a

UMass secondary that was nothing
short of stingy against Villanova,

allowing only ten completions in 27
attempts.

The biggest plus for the
Minutemen looking to tomorrow in

Orono is their running attack. "Last
week our running game surprised

everybody, especially after the 1973
season. Now we want to put the
passing and running together, "said

MacPherson after yesterday's final

practice session.

With Maine the first Yankee
Conference competition for the

Mintuemen, a win is a must if

dreams of the Beanpot this year will

become reality. And with a game
next weekend at Hanover against

the Big Green of Dartmouth, a win
tomorrow is a double must.

Gary Mika (81) is congratulated by teammates after
his touchdown catch against Villanova. Rich Jessamy
(left), Walt Parker (80), Lee Harriman (n) and Tom
Harris (72) join the celebration.

Inside Sports
•College Football preview

•Sevieri on integration

•Berger on Bosox

•Celtics open camp

Tigers topple Sox 3- 1,

as rookie wins first
BOSTON [UP/] - Rookie Vern Ruhle, making his first major league start,

pitched a two- hitter for seven innings Thursday night and sparked the
Detroit Tigers to a 3-1 victory over Boston that pushed the Red Sox further
into third place in the American League East.

Ruhle, in his third appearance since being purchased from Evansville,
got every batter out but Rookie Fred Lynn, who homered and singled.
John Hitler pitched one-hit ball the final two innings to preserve Ruhle's
first major league win.

Jim Nettles' two-run triple in the fourth inning decided the contest. A
walk to Bill Freehan and a Reggie Sanders' single preceded Nettles' liner to
the gap in right-center.

The Tigers' other run off loser Luis Tiant, 20-13, came in the first inning
on Al Kaline's 299th career hit, a single to center. Ron Leflore had walked
and stolen second in ront of the hit.

Lynn stroked a 1-0 fastball 400- feet into the center field seats for his
second homer of the season in the second inning. In seven games since
being brought up from Pawtucket, Lynn has batted .563 with nine hits in
16 at- bats.

UTEP first in poll 20
The University of Texas-El Paso was ranked as the nation'stop college

cross country team, Thursday, in the first national college cross country
poll, conducted by 1 1 track and field newswriters and officials across the
United States.

The ratings board screened out coaches in their respective regions, then
cast their ballots. Washington was ranked second and Western Kentucky
third, followed by Oregon, Manhattan, Eastern New Mexico, Illinois,

William and Mary, Indiana and Tennessee.
The UMass cross country squad will be up against two of those teams,

fifth ranked Manhattan and eighth ranked William and Mary during the
1974 schedule which begins next Saturday with a home meet against
Boston College.

The harriers will get a chance at national recognition when they travel to
New York's Van Cortlandt park on October 12 for a five-way meet.
Manhattan will hostUConn and Syracuse as well as William and Mary and
the Minutemen runners.
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Interpreter's studies
certificate proposed

R\/ NAMTV not iQucnw *
By NANCY GRUSHECK

Staff Reporter
A program that will offer

students a certificate in general

language interpretation (C. G.L.I.) in

addition to a B.A. or B.S. at UMass
has been proposed by Prof. Daniel
R.. Martin of the French Depart-
ment.

Only two private schools,
Georgetown University and the
Monterey Institute, offer in-

terpretation studies at the B.S. level

in the U.S. UMass would be the
first public institution to offer a
program in language interpretation

at the lower cost of a public
education.

A pilot course, French 360 -
Techniques of Consecutive and
Simultaneous Interpretation, will be
offered in the spring of 75. It is a

course in technique — not
language and is open to students
who have a proficiency in any
language. Students must also be
able to read French text books.
Requirements for the in-

terpreter's program would consist

of courses in technical aspects of

interpretation, courses in languages
and general courses dealing in

areas such as journalism, business
and law.

Science and engineering majors
are encouraged to apply because
interpreters are needed with
technical skills.

Costs to the university would be
small. Existing language labs would
be utilized and only two professors

would need to be hired according
to Dr. Martin.

Demand is high for Americans
interpreting from a foreign
language to American English in

Kennedy plans

to be revealed
BOSTON \AP\ Sen. Edward

M. Kennedy, D-Mass., will an-
nounce his future political plans
today, his office said Sunday.
A Kennedy spokesman said the

senator will hold a news conference
at 10:30 a.m. today in the Parker
House hotel.

When asked if the an-
nouncement concerned a possible
campaign for the presidency in

1976, the spokesman said, "You
can presume that is what he'll be
talking about."

many international organizations

such as NATO and the UN plus

many private industries because of

the scarcity of American in-

terpreters.

As a result, pay is very high for

trained interpreters. Students who
go on to earn MA's can earn

between $10 and$24,000 at the UN.
Interpreters can also earn as much

as $150 a day plus expenses
working for private industries.

At the Association of In-

turn to page 1
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inside:
We are blessed once

again with Sherm Boyson's
famous Lifestyle page. See
page 10.

"The Law & You", the

Collegian's weekly column
of legal advice for students

resumes today. See page
12.

weather:
Part of the sky will be

suriy, and part will be
cloudy. Your guess is as
good as mine as to which is

which. Everything's cool
with me ... highs in the 60's.
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SIGN OF FALL — The annual apple harvest in the Connecticut River is smaller
this season because of rain but many local growers have bushels to pick or buy. In

this photo a local picker is shown topping off a crate.

Honduras orders cremations
hurrican Fifi kills thousands
SAN PE/RO SULA. Honduras

\UPI\ Rescue officials yesterday
ordered mass incineration of bodies
to prevent epidemics in the
fostering devastation wrought by
Hurrican Fifi. Floodwaters brought
out hundreds of poisonous snakes.

The Honduran army information

service said more than 2,700 bodies
were, burned or buried at Choloma,
12 miles north of San Pedro Sula,

and another 1,000 at La Ceiba, a

banana port on the coast.

"Five thousand persons died,

10,000 homes were destroyed,

damaged to crops, public property

and private industry is estimated at

$250 million," an army spokesman
told UPI. "We have not even begun
to assess the value of damage to

private property."

UPI correspondent Jonathan
Roussel flew over Choloma, once a
city of 12,000 inhabitants 12 miles
from San Pedro Sula, and saw dark

clouds of smoke rising from bodies
being incinerated in huge funeral

pyres.

"I saw men in red and white Red
Cross vests crawling across the

mud, retrieving bodies from
protruding roofs or treetops," he
said. "Sometimes they found a

survivor."

Capt. Luis Discua, a spokesman
for the government's central in-

formation agency in Tegucigalpa,

said the decomposed bodies were
burned to prevent epidemics. "So
many bodies have been exposed to

the elements since Thursday that in

many cases they are being burned

on the spot instead of being

brought out for funerals," he said.

Officials said that receding

Lovejoy

trial

termed
'strange'

ByDAVEGREENSL/T
Staff Reporter

GREENFIELD - Shortly before
the first week of anti-nuclear ac-

tivist Sam Lovejoy's trial ended last

Friday, Associate Justice Kent B.

Smith leaned back in his brown
leather chair and said, "This is

probably one of the strangest trials

in the history of Franklin County."
For once, no one in the court

room disagreed.

The week ended with Lovejoy,
who is defending himself, arguing
that Political Scientist Howard
Zinn's testimony about civil

disobedience should be heard by
the jury. Smith, who the day before
had barred the jury from hearing
the expert nuclear testimony of

defense witness John W. Goffman,
gave Lovejoy until this morning to

submit a brief concerning the
relevance of Zinn's testimony to the

case.

The AEC has ordered
the shut-down of21 of 50
nuclear power plants
nationwide because of a
potentially faulty cooling
system leak. Story, page
6.

Lovejoy, 28, of Chestnut Hill in

Montague, is charged with willful

and malicious destruction of

personal property in the Feb. 22
toppling of Northeast Utilities'

meteorological tower, the first step
in NU's plans to build a $1 .52 billion

nuclear power plant on the
Montague Plains. He has accepted
full responsibility for downing the

500 foot structure.

After Asst. DA. John Murphy
had completed the prosecution's

case, Lovejoy again motioned for

an immediate verdict, on the

grounds that Murphy had failed to

prove the act to be either willful or

malicious and had failed to

establish that the property involved

was personal rather than real.

Murphy then said that Lovejoy's
four page statement, released when
he turned himself in to the Mon-
tague police, showed willfulness.

Certain words in the statement.
Murphy continued, such as
"outrageous symbol" and
"horrendous development" prove
malice on the defendant's part.

Lovejoy argued that for an act to be
willful, it has to be unlawful. In light

of the danger posed by nuclear

power, he said, the legality of the

act was unclear.

He also said his statement must
be taken in its entirety to be fully

understood. An act that benefits

the community at the expense of

property is not malicious, Lovejoy

stated.

Most of the argument, however,
centered on the property issue.

Basically, real property is that

which is permanent — the soil of

the earth, what is erected upon it,

or buried beneath it. Real property

turn to page 2

after

floodwaters had loosed hundreds
of poisonous snakes which added
to the health hazard.

Hurricane Fifi roared up the coast

of Honduras Wednesday and
Thursday but lost its force
sweeping through, Belize and
southern Mexico, and was
downgraded to a tropical storm by
Friday. The skies were clear in San
Pedro Sula Sunday and the flood

waters were receding.

The U.S. Southern Defense
Command in the Panama Canal

turn to page 4
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Professor Ty Unno demonstrates a defense against a multiple weapon attack at
the first meeting of the UMass Aikido Club in Boyden wrestling room yesterday
afternoon. Professor Unno, an instructor in the Dept. of Religion at Smith College,
has been practicing the Japanese form of self defense for 10 years. Students in-
terested may attend classes in Boyden — Mon. and Fri. 6.30-8:30 p.m. and Sundays
1:00-2:30 p.m.

Lovejoy trial

'Human interests come first'
cont. from p.1
cannot be moved without
damaging it or changing its nature.

Personal property is temporary and
can be moved without changing its

nature.

Murphy pointed out that the
prosecution had produced a NU
notice to the Federal Aviation
Authority that specifically stated

the environmental tower was in-

tended to stand for only 24 months.
Much of the data gathering
equipment he said, could be "in-

stalled, removed, and maintained."
"There is more than enough
evidence so that the case can go to

the jury in regards to personal
property," concluded Murphy.

Prosecution witnesses, Lovejoy
said, have stated that the tower
must be disassembled to be moved,
thus changing its nature. He also

pointed out that NU paid $4,000 to

anchor the tower to the ground.
Data gathering equipment, he said,

becomes part of the real property
when attached, "like windows and
doors on a house."

The property issue, Lovejoy
concluded, was a matter for the
court, not the jury, to decide.

Smith admitted that the property
matter "bothered him," and said

that all cases dealing with the issue
were over 150 years old. He denied
the motion for a direct, judicial

verdict, however, saying that the
property issue mixed "law and
fact" and therefore the jury should
hear the case.

Following Smith's denial for

direct verdict, Lovejoy made his

eloquent opening statement to the
jury. He began by accepting full

responsibility for toppling the
tower. His objective, he said, was to
"stop nuclear power plants here,
across the country, and throughout
the world."

Lovejoy said after "meditating
for literally months and months
before acting...l broke the
specificity of the law ..to save life."

"I'm worried about children," he
told the jury, "and you should be
worried about children."

"I was acting out of a motive so
pure that property damage means
nothing compared to human life,"

Lovejoy concluded.

He then introduced character
witness Josephine Murray, of
Wilbraham, Lovejoy's home town.
She testified that Lovejoy had a
reputation of being "honest, truth-
ful, and had a civil consciousness
on the highest level."

^As of Date of This Ad"

XEROXING

After the character witness,

Bruce Holmstead, director of food
services at Holyoke Hospital, drew
laughs in the court room when he
testified that he bought the
salvaged tower for $200 from NU -
and planned to build three wind
generators on it.

Howard Zinn, a professor of
political science at Boston
University and an acknowledged
expert on the history of civil

disobedience, never got to answer
Lovejoy's first question, as Murphy
objected and Smith again ordered
the jury to leave.

The jury may yet hear Zinn's
testimony, if Lovejoy's brief per-

suades Smith that the testimony is

relevant. Zinn, like Goffman before
him, was allowed to testify for the
record with the jury absent.

He said that "there is a long and
established tradition in the United
States of challenging the actions of

government and private cor-
porations.. .inside and outside the
law."

The University Health Services

will sponsor another information

and question-and-answer session

about the new Supplementary
Health Plan for students and also

the insurance option for students'

dependents. The meeting, offered

in cooperation with the Office of

Commuter Affairs, will be held

Tuesday, at noon in the Colonial

Lounge of the Student Union.

The new supplementary plan

provides services in addition to the

on-campus care provided to all

students by the University Health

Services. This on-campus program
is supported by the $46 per

semester health fee, which is

compulsory for all students, and
entitles you to a wide range of

services at the Health Center.

Included are: medical care, short

term mental health consultation,

lab and x-ray work, inpatient care

Sing out men!
ByAVISYUNI
Staff Reporters

University Chorus needs male
singers who are able to carry a tune
and really want to sing.

Wayne Abercrombie, visiting
Assistant Professor of Music who is

replacing Chorus Director Mr. Alan
Harlar, on sabbatical this year, told
the Collegian that the Chorus needs
both basses and tenors.

University Chorus rehearses
twice a week, Tuesdays 7-9 p.m.
and Wednesdays 4:40-6 p.m. in

Cottage C which is listed on maps
as the Old Infirmary Group, on the
hill behind Worchester Dining
Commons.
Abercrombi said that interested

men should come to Cottage C
either during rehearsal times or to
his office there (Harlar's office)

during the day, afternoons
preferably. People can also call him
at his office, 545-0532.

Abercrombi said that the group
consists mainly of nonmusic majors
and will give two concerts on
December 3, 1974 and May 14
1975.

While members get one credit,

Ambercrombi said, "It's not like

taking an extra class - it's a

refresher sort of thing. My hope is

that the rehearsals will sort of

rejuvenate their minds and bodies."

and emergency care when provided
at the University Health Center,
contraception services, health
education, and an environmental
health and safety program.

Prescription medications are
provided without additional charge,
with the exception of long term
medications and contraceptives.

Available dental services have been
expanded this year with the
opening of the dental clinic,

emergency dental care and root
canal work are covered by the
health fee, and routine restorative

work (cleanings, fillings, and the
like) will be done for an additional
fee as dentist time is available.

Other new services this year include
surgical and obstetrical-
gynecological consultants.

The Health Services has initiated

an entirely new supplementary
insurance system, carefully
designed to complement those
services available on campus. The
supplementary plan is available to

students for an additional $50 per
year. This provides for care not
available at the University Health
Center, such as hospitalization,

surgery, certain dental services,

maternity care and termination of
pregnancy, and out-of-area
emergency care.

Expanded coverage is offered
under this plan this year because of
affiliations established with Cooley
Dickinson Hospital in North-
ampton, and with local surgical and
obstetrical groups.

Students enrolled in the sup-
plemental plan may enroll their

dependents in an insurance plan for

an additional $45.25 per quarter.

This plan, also utilizing local af-

filiations, provides for
hospitalization, surgical care,
termination of pregnancy and full

maternity coverage, limited dental

services, and emergency care. The
Health Services is presently not
able to provide direct services to
students' dependents but plans to
do so are under discussion.

You must enroll in the sup-
plemental and dependents
programs by October 1. Enrollment
cards are available at the Insurance
Office in the Health Center,
Monday through Friday from 8 to 5.

To have your questions answered,
come to the information session
Tuesday at noon.
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The search is on for

Honors science head
ByAVISYUNI
Staff Reporter

cJl^aZLT^
DireCt°rofthe Hono's Program. Mary Sirridge. told the

£rW~ hp
Pr

°,
9ram

'

S IOOking for an Associate Director ,n theSciences and Pro-professional Schools.
Sirridge said the Honors program should be extended further into thescences and thus, a regular Associate Director educated in the sciences isneeded to improve advising in that area
An Assistant Professor of Pr osophy and Undergraduate PhHosophy

Adv.sor, S.mdge will be Acting Director of Honors this semester while thenew director George Armelagos, Associate Professor of Anthropology ison sabbatical. n^^yy. »

Armelagos was chosen by a Search Committee last spring to replac.
Cynthia Wolffe who resigned to continue her research and let in a new
Honors management, Sirridge said.

Armelagos was chosen with knowledge of his being on leave this
semester, and the Honors Council asked her to take over for this fall
Sirridge said, since she was the main person who had been working with
the program for a long period of time and could carry it over until Ar
melagos returned.

Now in her third year associating with the program. Sirridge has been an
Assistant and Associate Director.
As Acting Director, Sirridge said she is mainly responsible for carrying

out policies of the previous program, administrative duties, and helpinq to
carry out new changes.
She said that seeing new Honors students and counselling is her main

responsibility next to general administration.
Sirridge said that they are trying to use this semester for big im-

provements in the program such as: its relation with special programs
honors course evaluations, and helping departments implement depart-
mental Honors Programs.
She said that she would like to strengthen the appeal of the program for

those in the sciences and professional schools.
Sirridge's job also includes funds for Senior Honors Theses. These funds

are allotted as trust funds from the Provost's Office; and she said she tries
to allocate them equally, but the requests always exceed the amount of
money.

Sirridge said she first became involved with the Honors program
because she was dissatisfied with her own courses. She wanted to make
her courses Honors to get students who were genuinely interested.

Sirridge has a one course teaching reduction for the year due to the
Acting Director position; but she still has one undergraduate course, a
team seminar, and a large independent study group. "It's difficult to teach
nearly full time and be a full time administrator," she said.

*l think it's good for students and teachers to get to know the
University," Ms. Sirridge said; and she thinks the best way for her to do
this is through administration.

When Armelagos becomes Director in January, Sirridge will become an
Associate Director again. She said there is not much compensation for
working with the Honors Program and, "It's hard io find people who can
find the time."

"I think the program is generally worthwhile," she said.

SOP to canvass
tonight in dorms

The Emperor Dele-ojo performing The Broken Glass
Dance. Tickets are still available for the concert and
dance program to be presented by the Emperor Dele-
ojo and his Africana Internationals tonight in the
Student Union Ballroom, and are on sale at the Arts
Council Box Office, 125 Herter Mall. Tickets are priced
at $2.00 for UMass students with I.D.'s.

Dr. Smith receives funds
for Fiji botany research

j

Greek rush

running

rampant
By CARLENE MURPHY
Staff Correspondent

The 24 fraternities and sororities
of UMass that are claiming a
"successful" rush, this Fall, at-
tribute it to "new ideas" and a
"positive feeling" among Greeks.

^
Ed Bowe, the director of The

Greek Affairs office in Whitmore
says that the Greeks are no longer
hiding. They are willing to go out
and face the university. They feel
they have a great deal to offer and
they are determined to make that
fact known.
Bowe says that one new idea

about rush is to bring the Greeks to
the people. They are doing this by
establishing information centers in

the dining commons and by
sponsoring a program in the
Campus Center. The program
consisted of two evenings, one for
men and one for women. All the
Greek houses were represented and
it gave students the opportunity of
investigating all of the houses at the
same time.

The two weeks left of formal rush
and are expected by Bowe to be
"the most successful of recent
years."

The Student Organizing Project
(SOP), drastically stepping up its

fall schedule, decided over the
weekend to begin tonight and

tomorrow night visiting UMass
dorms for support (soe schedule
page 11)

turn to page 11

By KA THERINE BECHERT
Staff Reporter

' Dr. Albert Smith, of the Botany
department here, received last

week the third year funds of a four-

year National Science Foundation
Grant for unique research in the
Fijian region.

Dr. Smith's research on the
flowering plants of the Fijian region
adds to knowledge of the origin,

evolution and distribution of living

organisms and to the development
of the continental drift theory.

Working with him are his wife
and his graduate research assistant,

Steven Darwin.

The Fiji Islands are geologically

exciting. Dr. Smith said, because
they are isolated and give a clear,

simple model of their evolution.

They are also at the juncture of two
moving continental land masses,

Asia and Australia; and so they
provide rich material for their past
history and the origin and spread of

plant life from tropical regions to

the rest of the world.

The results of Dr. Smith's 40
years of research will be published
in several years as a complete Flora

of the region, classifying and
describing its 2500 species and
discussing controversial views.

The Flora will be of practical use
to Fiji botanists and to those
studying plant evolution and the
history of continental plates. There
are no other major specialists in the
Fiji area.

At Steak& Brew
We don tblow ourown horn

aboutourspecials
our patrons do that for us.

CORRECTION
An article in Thursday's

Collegian referred to the local

Public Interest Research Group
as WMPIRG. They are now
known as MassPIRG.

CORRECTION

An article on page 3 of

Friday's Collegian stated that

"DES, an artificial estrogen
used during the '40's and '50's

to p. event miscarriages" had
been shown to be the cause of

cancer in those women who
used the drug as well as their

daughters.

According to Diane
Wilkinson, a member of the

Council, this is not true. "All we
know at this point is that there
is a higher incidence of vaginal
and cervical cancer in the
daughters of the women who
used DES. Nothing has been
proved."

Those who wish more in-

formation are urged to contact
the Health Education Division
at the Infirmary at 549-2671.

W 'Steak for $3.95 . . . unbelievable.
And delicious:' —Phil Gibson
'Thick juicy Roast Prime Ribs
tor $4.25—I'm going to be a
Tuesday regular."—Nancy Sullivan
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* the
American
Express Card

WED BroiledShrimp 4.95
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THURS-'TAe Feast"
$

5.95
Something For Every Taste- rebuuriy $«.ts

Filet Mignon, V? Chicken, Broiled Shrimp, Share it-
Only $1.95 Extra!

f Plus, of course, all the salad you can make
There is a small Beverage charge of 50c
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Sen Cannon uncertain as hearings open
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1974
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Rockefeller may have conflict of interest
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The

chairman of the Senate Rules

Committee, which opens con-

firmation hearings today on Nelson

A. Rockefeller's vice presidential

nomination, said yesterday the

panel must consider a potential

conflict of interest raised by

Rockefeller's "immense" financial

holdings.

Sen. Howard Cannon, D-Nev.,

also said he sees no reason for

Rockefeller to place his assets in a

blind trust fund.

"I just don't think that the

establishment of a blind trust could

really insulate the person... from

knowing that he had those in-

terests," Cannon said.

Rockefeller released a statement

last week which said he was worth

$182.5 million.

Cannon said the conflict of in-

terest question generated by
Rockefeller's broad-based holdings

"is one of the most serious

problems that the committee has to

deal with because the conflict of

interest statutes do not apply to the

President or the vice president,

though they do apply to officers

and people working in the

executive branch and they also

apply to members of Congress."

Honduras acts to halt

spread of epidemic
cont. from p. 1

Zone flew shuttles of planes to the

coastal zone, with water
purification units, vaccines and
medicine. Refugees were plucked

from rooftops.

U.S. Ambassador Phillip V.

Sanchez, helping coordinate
American aid, warned that

epidemics could bring further

disaster.

"The immediate problem is the

health hazard from contaminated
water," he told UPI.

There was no electricity and
running water in San Pedro Sula,

Honduras' second city with a

population of 150,000. Long lines of

people with buckets, pots, pans,

and plastic containers lined up at

three hand-pumps in the town to

draw water.

"We do not have enough food.

medicine and ciotnmg and our

motor fuel supply is running out,"

the city mayor, Henry Hoist, told

UPI.

In New York, the director of the

Honduras Information Service,

Gwendolyn Bennaton, issued an

appeal for U.S. contributions of

food, medicine, blood, plasma,

water purification tablets, an-

tiobiotics, clothing, bandages,
tents, blankets, and plastic dishes

and containers.

"We need just about everything

for a catastrophe," she said.

The Honduras Emergency
Committee run by the Honduran
government has set up supply

centers in major U.S. cities to

gather donated goods.

"Three planes and five or six

ships are standing by to take the

goods to Honduras," she said.

Red Cross rushes aid
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The

American Red Cross announced
yesterday it is sending disaster

specialists to Honduras to help with

relief operations for the thousands
of persons made homeless by

hurricane Fifi in Honduras and
other Central American countries.

U.S. Red Cross officials an-

nounced that Americans wishing to

help with relief work may send fund
contributions to their local Red
Cross chapters, marked for Central

American hurricane relief. The
Hunduran Red Cross said funds are

needed for local purchases of

supplies and to support the
mammoth relief program with
which it is assisting the Honduran
Emergency Relief Committee.
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Cannon was interviewed on
CBS-TV's Face the Nation.

He said that because
Rockefeller's family has holdings in

four large oil firms, two airlines and
many other companies that are

regulated by the federal govern-
ment, "it does raise a most serious

question in our minds."

"But how do you actually handle

that?" Cannon asked "The Con-
stitution doesn't say that a can-

didate for President or vice

president must divest himself of all

holdings that might possibly

constitute a conflict of interest."

Graduate Student Senate

MEETING
Mon., Sept. 23, 1974 at 6:30 p.m.

in Campus Center 168

OPEN Meeting, all are invited to attend.

An
erotic
romp

through
the great
American

Dream*
"The best writing on sex since Henry Miller's Tropic*."—Tfte Critic

<Z> A Signet Paperback/$2.25 IMAL
Available at your txx>k atora or writ* to THE NEW AMERICAN UBRARY, IMC., P.O. Box $99, B«rg#r»!jald, ««w
Jersey orWL P*ea»e include lt*t price (check Dr money order) plus 25* a copy !a cover handling and malting costs.

HARPER & ROW
PAPERBACK

SALE

59$ 59G

59$

THOUSANDS OF HARPER & ROW

PAPERBACKS PRICED FOR QUICK

SALE AT 59 CENTS EACH

AT

THE UNIVERSITY STORE

CAMPUS CENTER

Nixon to enter hospital today
for treatment of phlebitis
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. \UPI\

Former President Richard Nixon
spent a quiet day yesterday on the
eve of hospitalization whose
duration may be tested by court
orders to appear at the Watergatf
coverup trial scheduled to begin
Oct. 1.

A 10-room section was sealed off

me sixth floor of Long Beach
Memorial Hospital, two for use by
Nixon and his family and the
remainder set aside for the Secret
Service and other use.

The length of Nixon's stay was
indefinite. One hospital official said

Saturday it would be at least three
days.

The former Chief Executive is to
undergo tests and received
treatment for phlebitis, painful
blood clots in his left leg which
have worsened since his
resignation Aug. 9 and subsequent
seclusion at his San Clemente
estate.

Dr. John Lungren, former chief
of staff at Memorial, was the doctor
in charge of the forme' President's
treatment.

Lungren was scheduled to hold a
news conference today morning

shortly after Nixon enters the
hospital. He will also issue daily

medical bulletins.

It was anticipated that Lungren
would give a prognosis of Nixon's
case and possibly some indication

of the length and type of treatment,

including the use of coagulants to

disperse the blood clots.

Nixon's affliction with the
phelbitis condition was first made
public during his overseas trips to
the Middle East and the Soviet
Union when he was seen to limp
noticeably.

U.S., world news summary
Jordan quits talks

By United Press International
Jordan announced yesterday it is

temporarily withdrawing from all

Middle East peace efforts to protest
Egypt's switch to support of the
Palestine Liberation Organization as
the only representative of the
Palestinian people.

Egypt, Syria and the PLO issued
• joint statement in Cairo on
Saturday describing the PLO as the
'sole and legitimate" represen-
tative of the Palestinians.

Jordan, which has a large
population of Palestinian Arabs and
claims to be their spokesman, also
announced it has turned down an
invitation to attend a policy
coordination conference with
Egypt, Syria and the PLO.

Viet fighting rages
By PAUL VOGLE

SAIGON \UPI\ South Viet-

namese government marines wiped
out half a North Vietnamese
battalion in a battle 400 miles north
of Saigon, spokesmen said
yesterday.

The spokesmen claimed 261
Communists killed in the two-hour
battle Saturday. Government losses

were put at 10 killed and 31

wounded.
The battle between the marines

:md the Communists was the
heaviest fighting in the nor-
thernmost sector of South Vietnam
since the Jan. 28, 1973 cease fire.

Until this weekend that sector had
been the only one in South Vietnam
where the truce seemed to be
working.

In the spring and summer of

1972, North Vietnamese troops
captured and then lost Quang Tri

city, 15 miles north of the Saturday
battlefield.

Mr. Brennan dies
OXNARD, CALIF. \UPI\ Movie

industry colleagues yesterday
mourned the death of Walter

Brennan, ranked as possibly the

finest character actor in American
films and a veteran whose career

spanned more than 50 years.

Brennan was the only actor to
win three Academy Awards. He
also was widely known for his role

of "Grampa" in TV's "The Real
McCoys," one of the most popular
TV shows of the late 1950's and
early 1960's.

Miss Susann dies
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Author

Jacqueline Susann, whose novel
"Valley of the Dolls" about high
flying sex and drugs among
Hollywood's rich and famous sold a
record breaking 17 million copies,
died Saturday night after a 12-year
struggle against cancer.
Miss Susann symbolized the

relaxation of American inhibitions
in the 1960's with her intimate
novels of sexual abandon.
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Will eliminate surplus

OPEC nations to restrict production

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1974
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

By United Press International
Oil exporting countries wi

voluntarily reduce production levels

of oil
create artificial shortages aimed at
pushing prices even higher,
Venezuelan Mines Minister Valentin

\o dry up excess supply but not to Hernandez said yesterday.

Hernandez returned to Venezuela
Saturday from the Vienna meeting
of ministers of the Organization of

the Petroleum Exporting Countries.

He told the Caracas newspaper "El

Nacional" that OPEC had not

reached a formal agreement on
production, cutbacks, but ihat

Venezuela, Kuwait, Libya and
Nigeria had agreed to voluntary

reductions in their output.

Venezuela and Kuwait, third and
fourth ranking world oil exporters,

have already ordered major cut

hacks in their output. Venezuela,
supplier of a third of U.S. oil im-

ports, has reduced its production
by more than 300,000 barrels a day
since the beginning of the year and
is now pumping around three
million barrels daily.

Hernandez said he expected that
other OPEC members would join in

the voluntary production program.
The 13 OPEC nations produced

about 31 million barrels a day in

'1973, approximately 56 percent of
total world oil output

The path of Hurricane Fifi is shown on this newsmap from UPI Fifi killed an
estimated 5000 persons, but lost much of its force as it swept into Belize and
southern Mexico.

AEC safety expert urges halt

of nuclear plant construction
CAMBRIDGE \UPI\ The

United States should consider "a
complete halt in nuclear power
plant construction" because of

unresolved safety questions, an

Atomic Energy Commission safety

expert said Saturday.

In a release issued by the Union
of Concerned Scientists, Carl J.

Hocevar said he was resigning his

Vermont N-plant
among 16 shut down
WASHINCTON \AP\ About

one third of the 52 nuclear power
reactors in the United States will

have to shut down to determine if

there are cracks in their cooling

systems, the Atomic Energy
Commission said Saturday.
An AEC spokesman said no

safety hazard is involved.

Among the affected plants
nationwide was the Vermont
Yankee power plant in Vernon,
Vermont. Yankee Atomic in Rowe,
Mass. was unaffected.

In another development, a
nuclear safety specialist working
with the AEC has resigned his job
because he says the public does not
know the truth about "potentially

dangerous" atomic power plants.

The agency issued its order after

detecting small cracks in auxiliary

piping units of three reactors that

use boiling water as a coolant.

Although there are 21 boiling

water reactors in operation, only 15

or 16 have similar units, the AEC
spokesman said.

He said operators of all 21

reactors have been notified, but
that those without the suspect
units will not be required to shut
down.
The spokesman said the reactors

effected by the order must be
nulled out of operation sometime
within the next 60 days for in-

spections to be made. He said the

nspections should take about a

,/veek, but that no significant

disruption of electric power is

nnticipated.

The spokesman said the 29
commercial power plants that used
pressurized water as a coolant are
not affected.

The suspect units are small,
auxiliary pipes that are attached to
the larger pipes that bring cooling
water into the reactor. The AEC
said there is no safety hazard
because even if cracks do develop,
the leaked radioactive water will be
collected in reservoirs in the bottom
of the power plants.

AEC post "in order to be free to tell

the American people the truth

about the potentially dangerous
conditions in the nation's nuclear

power plants." The group, based in

Cambridge, has joined consumer
advocate Ralph Nader in an
organized effort to oppose new
nuclear power plants and a review
of safety standards.

Hocevar, an author of one of the

AEC s basic nuclear power plant

safety analysis methods, said "in

spite of the soothing reassurances
that the AEC gives to an unin-

formed, misled public, unresolved
questions about nuclear power
plant safety are so grave that the

U.S. should consider a complete
halt in nuclear power construction

while we see if ther.e serious

questions can, some how, be
resolved."
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Taking a short break during a long job, this worker is

one of the crew putting finishing touches on the Fine
Arts Center. Although scheduled for completion by
now, back-logged equipment installations, alterations,
and interior construction will delay its use for

academics at least until next term.

Brooke,White disagree

on need for marshals Bemgan to speak

Pell, Javits

plan Cuba
visit soon
PROVIDENCE, R.I. \AP\ Sen.

Claiborne Pell, DR. I., says a trip he
and Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y.,
plan to Cuba to discuss U.S. -

Cuban relations is "imminent."

Pell said the trip will be unofficial,

but it was considered significant

since the Ford administration
reportedly is reviewing this

country's hard line against Cuban
Premier Fidel Castro.

Pell said he and Javits will travel

as members of the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee and will only

stay in Cuba a few days.

No senator or congressman has
visited the island since this country
broke relations in 1961. Pell visited

there in 1959 as a senator-elect.

Both senators have postponed
the trip twice thr year at the
request of Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger. Pell said Kissinger had
urged the delays because "he
believed it would be against the

national interest to go earlier."

Pell feels there will be no
postponement this time.

Pell said yesterday that "On the

human side it restoration of

relations between the U.S. and
Cuba would mean that families

could be reunited. On the economic
side it could mean reduction in the

price of sugar for American
housewives and another market for

American goods."

BOSTON \UPI\ - Boston Mayor
Kevin H. White said yesterday he is

"cautiously optimistic" distur

bances will decrease and at-

tendance will increase when the

city's racially troubled schools open
Monday for the second full week
under a federal desgregation order.

At the same time, Sen. Edward
W. Brooke, R Mass., in an interview

broadcast on WBZTV, said federal

marshals may have to be brought

into Boston to safeguard the 18,235

children being bused, if conditions

deteriorate.

The senator added, however,

that he thinks White and city of-

ficials "are in control of the

situation."

In a statement released by his

press secretary, Barry Brooks,

White said, "I am strongly opposed
to calling in federal marshals. The
Boston Police Department has

been doing an outstanding job and

there is no need for federal mar

shal."

White said the meetings last

Friday between blacks and whites

-t racially troubled Hyde Park High

School "went very well, and we are

hopeful that we can avoid a

reoccurance of last week's in

cident."

Five persons were injured at

Hyde Park School last Thursday in

racial fights and rock throwing

disturbances which started in the

lunchroom and spread to hallways

and the front of the building. The

school was closed Friday, but

selected students, parents and

teachers met to discuss ways of

easing tensions.

Following the meetings it was
announced Friday that school

would open today, but classes

would conclude at 12:45 p.m. in-

stead of 2 p.m., eliminating lunch

periods.

Except for a demonstration in

East Boston, the busing proaram
went smoothly on Friday, but

attendance dropped about 10

percent citywide. Absenteeism
remained highest in South Boston
where whites arc boycotting
classes and many black parents are

keeping their children home fearing

for their safety.

The boycott was expected to

continue at least through the

middle of this week and possibly

longer.

in Connecticut
HARTFORD, CONN. \UPI\

Philip Berrigan, anti war activist and
a leader of the radical Catholic left

since the mid 1960s, is scheduled
to speak in Connecticut Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday.

Berrigan is set to speak at Trinity

College at 4 p.m. Tuesday, at

Wesleyan University at 9 p.m.

Tuesday, at St. John's Church on
the Green in Waterbury at 8 p.m
Wednesday.

T
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INFLATION...
...the frivolous Congress

...goodby to

nickle candy
By ERIC FLEET

In an interview with the Boston Herald

Advertiser, Senator Edward M. Kennedy had
the audacity to say that Congress has
become impatient with inflation and that

Ford's honeymoon is over.

Kennedy, a fourteen year veteran of the

social welfare Congress, would like to blame
our one month President for the double digit

inflation. Excellent strategy if anyone outside

of Massachusetts will buy it.

But, unfortunately for liberals, most
Americans know that Congress, and only

Congress, has the power of the purse strings.

With the death of Watergate inflation will

indeed be the issue in the November elec-

tions, as well it should. Blame will be
established on the fifth of November and
until then Americans will witness the

machinations of the twenty year Congress as

it tries to escape its due. For that reason the

economic record must be set straight.

It is a well known economic fact that the
chief cause of inflation is deficit spending
(spending more than you earn). For twenty
years Congress has pursued a policy of

spending more than it can afford. This has
resulted in a steady erosion of the dollar on
the market. The result is that your dollar will

buy less. The taxpayer is lulled into the belief

that his taxes are the same when actually the
inflation is the hidden tax. This is taxation

without representation. Congress gets what
it wants without one new law.

The second cause of inflation is the

Keneysian embezzlement known as "fiat

money". The Federal Reserve has long

printed dollars at a faster rate than the

growth of production. The result is the

illusion of having more money. In reality you
have worthless paper.

The third cause of inflation is the

outrageous tax on production. The natural

resource industries are now so heavily taxed
to pay for the national debt they must raise

prices. This is another hidden consumer tax.

The interest alone on this national debt is 13

billion dollars. Is it any wonder the economy
is collapsing?

Senator Kennedy has supported social

welfare spending and now favors federally

financed National Health Insurance. He has
long favored fiat money and has now joined

Sen. Jackson in the proposed massacre of

the oil companies, which are now suffering

the burdens of high production costs and a

worthless dollar overseas.

The truth of the matter is that the
Democratic Congress has frivolously spent
the taxpayers' money. At the same time they
continue to pay out subsidies to wealthy
farming concerns under antiquated New
Deal programs. To pitch the last penny,
liberals have demanded a cut in the already
modest defense budget. Only .29 of every tax

dollar is spent on defense, another
unrecognized achievement of I dare not
mention who.

Hopefully the taxpayer, wisened by that
painful home budget, will take the time to
examine Congress' budget. Figures don't lie,

especially when they have $ in front of them.
This fall we should see the difference.

Eric Fleet is a UMass student

By CINDY ROGERS
When I was in grammar school, I couldn't

wait until the last bell rang so I could head up

with my friends to the center drug store. I

spent the last 10 minutes of each day

deciding what kind of candy bar I would get.

Would it be "a Hershey's Almond bar or a

Three Muskateers?"

I got 50 cents allowance a week and I

budgeted my sweet spending accordingly.

One day I would buy a nickel candy bar. The
next a candy bar and a pack of gum.

Sometimes if I had exceeded my budget I

would scrape together some pennies to buy
some Bazooka. Sometimes if I was feeling

rich, I would go halfsies on a vanma
milkshake which cost a quarter.

On bat, my girlfriends and I would ride our

bicycles to the penny candy store. Those two
for a penny specials seemed like real

bargains. Or we'd ride to Brighams for a

fifteen cent ice cream cone. The large ones

were 20 cents and a bit too much for my
pocketbook. Even when I did that, I had to

plan carefully from my weekly budget.

If anyone had mentioned the word, "in-

flation" to me, I wouldn't have cared what it

meant. It was part of a grown-up world and
all that concerned me was my nickel candy
or a piece of penny Bazooka gum. Such
was the sweet life of my childhood years.

The other day I went into a drug store to

get a package of lifesavers. I was already to

hand the guy at the counter a dime, since I

knew that lifesavers went up, and he told me
that it cost fifteen cents. I was shocked when
he told me that all lifesavers and gum would
be going up to 15 cents.

The grammar school child of today may
not only be able to define inflation; he ex-

periences it. In the last five years, candy bars

have gone from 5 cents to 7 cents, 10 cents,

12 cents and now they are 15 cents a bar.

Bazooka bubble gum is two cents a piece as

all penny candy. (It is no longer called

penny candy.) It has been rumored that it is

going up to three cents. I predict it will be up
to a nickel soon and instead they will have to

rename it, "nickel candy". Can you imagine

anyone spending a nickel on one piece of a

mint julep?

If an eight-year old wants to buy an
ice cream cone at Brigham, it will cost him

35 cents. It's one thing to count out your

pennies and nickles but today's child must

deal in dimes and quarters. Oh, well at least

he'll get change from a dollar. McDonalds
can't even make that claim anymore.

I've asked the Federal Consumer Com-
mission why there has been such a rapid

increase. They told me it was immense in-

crease in sugar prices. Not one could tell me
why sugarless bubble-gum and lifesavers

also increased in price.

Supposedly if inflation has been a con-

tinuous happening why were candy bars,

packs of gum and lifesavers a nickel all those

years when other commodities rose?

I'm not trying to make a political issue out
of the rise in candy prices, although it is part

of one, I thought it could be part of a parental

plot to prevent cavities, although I hear

flouride toothpaste sellers and dentists are

not supporting it.

It just seems unfair for children today to

have to spend so much on what has been an
intricate part of childhood for many years.

Cindy Rogers is a Collegian staff reporter.

Letters to the editor

Hofer defends Ms. Burn

To the Editor:
"/ wish to comment on the front page article,

September 18. in The Collegian, that concerned the
International Programs Office, with its slanderous
attack on Barbara Burn.

In the same mail I received a carbon of a letter
written by one of your regular staff writers of last
spring, Michael Henault, '74. Let me quote it:

Dear Mrs. Burn:

"Ijust wanted to drop you this "informal" message
concerning this past summer.

First of all, I wish to thank you and your office for all

the help in making this summer possible.
Secondly, I want to give my highest com-

mendations to UMass' Oxford Program. As I told Dr.
Hofer it was a "banquet of experiences. " Intellectually
and socially the program turned out to be the most
positive endeavor of my college education.

Keep up the fine work."
It seems ironic that Mike had to swing an expensive

loan to enable him [like many other deserving sum-
mer-program students] to enroll "in the most positive
endeavor of my college education, " but others had to
disenroll in the Bologna Program and the Oxford
Seminar. Why? Because the Student Senate in its

wisdom chose last spring to torpedo its appropriation
to the Office of International Programs. Scholarships
consequently had to be curtailed; our students who
needed several hundred dollars were given a token.
The cut in scholarship aid for UMass students means
of course that foreign experiences like Mike's will now
be impossible because of the added burden of in-

flation.

As a member of the advisory committee for The
Bologna Program, I remember well the sad meeting
when it was decided to drop the 1974 attempt But
Florence [minus an expensive rental] was thought a
good alternate location, and only by dint of per
""erance and hope and energy Mazy? you must be

Barbara Burn kept things afloat She is not

now, nor ever was, the Director of that Program, but
she moved heaven and earth to encourage the few
students who were able to apply and got the director,
and Italian resident, to pick up the pieces. It is
ludicrous to in any way criticize her for a last-minute
Herculean achievement when all other efforts had
failed. But over two million letters were recently
burned by the Italian government, and the Arno River
regularly dries up in the summer, meaning that water
is rationed. Politics and God might be blamed, not
Barbara Burn.

The chief complaint I have with Lawrence Korn-
feld's non-factual, graceless article that purports to
mirror "three students" [what about the hundreds
that sing gratitude?] is this: For a year I have chaired
the Faculty Senate Committee of Foreign Programs
and Exchanges. I know the kind of indefatiguable
energy Dr. Burn [let's use her title] pushes into her
work; I know the sort of regard in which she is held
abroad for her books on international education, and I

can say that without her working with our committee
its functions and its scope would have been impaired
and average. The foreign associations and the foreign
exchanges [let alone the programs] that now enliven
this University since her arrival bear testimony by their
mere existence to the inappropriateness of the word
"lazy" as applied either to her or to her competent
office. Let's hope Staff Reporter Kornfeld next time
will be less "lazy" about acquiring his facts, less
"lazy" about soliciting opinions from the 400 students
who annually go abroad on programs or exchanges,
roughly 3 per cent of our undergraduate population.
But perhaps Mr. Kornfeld can be forgiven, for he
interviewed Dr. Burn for his "facts" while The
Collegian was actually in the process of being
distributed, with his article on page 1.

Ernest H. Hofer
Associate Head

English Department

The Tunghai U blues

To the Editor:

Chancellor Bromery says, "All evidence indicates that Dr. Burn and the
[International Programs[ office have done an outstanding job... " I, on the
contrary, would like to make known further evidence which supports the
experience of those students in Bologna during the past school year.

I and another student were on an exchange program between UMass
and Tunghai University in Taiwan. This being the first year of the program,
and given the tremendous difference in environment, culture, and ways of
thinking that exists between Taiwan and America, one would expect that
there would be problems.

Well, it wasn 't so much that there were problems with the program, as it

was that there was in truth no program at all. There was complete
misunderstanding between the schools as to what the two of us were to

do. We were led to believe before leaving that we would have a structured
program, with courses geared to our level. In fact none of this existed.

From the moment we stepped off the plane, we were on our own. As it

turned out, we made a pretty good year of it. But one should not have to
pay $3,000 for a phantom program in order to do so [the original estimate
was $2,000], nor should UMass, on the other hand, pay out $2, 700 each to
the Taiwanese exchange students coming here so that the program can
exist.

$11,400 was squandered, from my point of view, not to speak of our
time and feelings. As regards Ms. Burn, I believe her intentions were good
and she did try to help us some. But I think she and certainly the other
people involved, had no idea of what they were getting involved with, did
an insufficient job in establishing a basis for the exchange, and have
continued the blunder by allowing the program to continue against the
advice of both of us, and of involved persons at Tunghai. Is it being
continued for the sake of the students?
Our experience may have been atypical. Also, I should have better

explored the program before agreeing to be a part of it, not simply
assuming it to be as it was described.

Nonetheless I think a constructive investigation should be made; one
which ultimately helps those involved.

Patrick Walker
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Rockefeller $peaks
"Raise your ngnt hand and swear the following

oath before the Select Senate Confirmation Com-
mittee."

"I Nelson A. Rockefeller do hereby swear to tell the
truth, the whole truth and noting but the truth, so
help me John D. Rockefeller."

"Tell us Mr. Rockefeller, just how much are you
worth?"

"Thats hard to say. Dollars and cents don't mean
much in these times of inflation - things change so
quickly..."

"It is known to us that three weeks ago you claimed
to be worth thirty million dollars. Then two weeks ago
you claimed to be worth 180 million. How can you
account fo the discrepancy?"

"Oh. Uh....l had a good week."
"Tell us exactly, Mr. Rockefeller. How much are

you worth."

"Well let me try to give you an idea of what my
holdings are. I own New York State, Delaware and the

Isle of Crete. I own the cattle industry in Argentina,

the Wine Industry in France and the Breweries in

Germany. I own the Condom Factories in Cambodia,
the Slave Trade in New Guinea and the Zit Industry in

Italy. And those are just about a quarter of my real

worth. The rest have to be kept secret for National

Security Reasons."
"Oh I see. Tell me Mr. Rockefeller, why did you quit

your job as Governor of New York, especially since

you own it?"

"Well I sorta got tired of it. You know, sixteen years

of hasslin with the tenants and the share croppers that

live on my land — a man gets tired. And after I got

done building that Maul in Albany for the folk, I

decided to leave the runnin of my Plantation to my
Overseer, Malcolm Wilson. You see I found Malcolm
years ago, in the Home For Happy Wanderers, and I

took him under my wing. I brought him along slow
giving him confidence — teaching him things like the

Alphabet and Mother Goose rhymes. I felt recently

that it was high time for Malcolm to take over."

"You mean to say that you left the biggest and
richest state in the country in the hands of a bumbling

idiot?"

"Well, it was rumored that he once went to
UMass."

"Oh.. .Tell us Mr. Rockefeller, why do you think that
President Ford chose you as his Vice Presidential

candidate?"

"Well, ole Chevy Ford had no choice. If it wasn't for

me he probably wouldn't be President today!"
"Hows that?"

"Well everybody knows that the reason Chevy Ford
is so popular with the press and the rest of the country
is that he makes his own breakfast every morning.
Without that, he would have never been picked."
"So "

"Well I own "Breakfast."

"What do you mean you own "Breakfast"! "Break-
fast" is an Institution of great American Significance
rivaling the Supreme Court and South Boston in

stature! How can you even imply that you own
"Breakfast"!"

"Because I do! I own "Breakfast"."

"OH Everything from Battle Creek to...????"

"Tony the Tiger."

"Oh Mr. Rockefeller, many people suspect
that you control literally the whole world with your
holdings, wealth, political and social influence. That
doesn't sit well with a lot of Americans who fear big

Government, International Cartels and In-

tercontinental Conspiracies. What can you say to allay

the fears of these people?"

"Well, first off, it is just not true. I only control half

the world. My brother David controls the other half.

And secondly how can people even begin to think

that. Don't forget that I voted for Barry Goldwater in

64. Why car't these people recognize my ac-

complishments. Remember Attica, and my beautiful

New York Drug Law aimed against those Communist
Druggies. Those are the things that a man can be
proud of."

"One final question. How do you forsee your
working relationship with President Ford?"

"Fine, fine, fine. I don't forsee any trouble."

"Hows that?"

"Chevy Ford isn't gonna tell a Billion Dollars what
to do."

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist

—\ Jerry Lazar
>

Most famous UMie
When Rufus picked up his copy of the Collegian in

the Dining Commons that morning, he was surprised

to see his picture on the front page, with the caption:

"Most Famous UMie". Little did he realize that the

picture was not of him; it was a picture of his twin

brofher.

Rufus' brother was also named Rufus. Rufus'

brother wasn't always named Rufus. When he was
born, his mother named him Rayfus. But the brothers

looked so much alike, and everyone kept calling

Rufus, Rayfus—-and Rayfus, Rufus— that, for the

sake of consistency, their parents changed Rayfus'

name to Rufus. That, of course, put an end to the

confusion. When a visiting aunt pulled one of the

babies out of its crib and asked its mother which one
she was holding, the mother didn't even have to be in

the room to answer; she knew it would be Rufus.

Rufus didn't even know he had a twin brother. In

fact, Rufus didn't even know he had a brother at all.

The same goes for Rufus. He was equally unaware
of Rufus' existence.

And the fact that both boys, who were orphaned at

the age of 5, and who grew up independently, at

different ends of the state, later became UMies —
that is a story in itself.. .For another time, of course.

The story we're concerned with now is the one
about Rufus picking up a Collegian in the Dining

Commons, seeing his face on the front page, and
wondering why he was the most famous UMie. The
caption said "See page three for story", but Rufus

turned to page three and those fools at the Collegian

did it again -the story was missing

When Rufus got to page seven, he found the story

he was looking for. "UMass student is an American

Triplet" read the headline. Accompanying the story

was another picture of Rufus, this one a portrait of the

right side of his face. Rufus frowned quizzically when
he saw the picture, trying to remember where he was
when it was taken and who took it. He looked more

closely at the picture and a saw a sizeable scar on the

subjects cheek, and reflexively felt his own cheek,

wondering where the scar in the picture came from.

This is a hoax, he concluded. That picture's not me.

The story began: "UMass student, Rufus Mc

Whirter, is the sole survivor of the famed American
Triplets..."

Rufus was amused that the picture looked so much
like him and that the subject of the story had the same
first name. Rufus was relieved to find that Rus Mc-
Whirter lived in Southwest, which served as positive

proof that the story was not about Rufus at all

Rufus kept reading the story to find out what an
American Triplet was.

The American Triplets, he discovered in paragraph
three, were Rufus, Rayfus, and Roofus McWhirter,
born July 11, 1954 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

When they were delivered, they were connected like

link sausages, at the waist. Roofus, according to the

Collegian story, died at birth, and was simultaneously

chopped, as the old joke goes, from his father's will

and his brothers' waists. Rayfus and Rufus remained
connected until age five when their parents died, at

which time they were successfully separated by
surgery. They were adopted by two different couples
and never saw each other again. Until, that is Rufus
picked up the Collegian that fateful morning.

In 18II, the article continued, Chang and Eng Bunker
were born in Maklong, Thailand (Siam), joined by a

cartilaginous band at the chest, and were widely

known as the Siamese Twins, a term which has since

applied to all conjoined twins.

Rufus, Rayfus, and Roofus McWhirter were the

first and only American Triplets.

Chang and Eng, incidentally, went on to marry, at

the age of 32, two sisters: the Misses Sarah and
Adelaide Yates. Fact: they fathered twenty-two

children between and maintained separate residences.

Chang and Eng died within three hours of each other

at the age of 62, still joined at the chest.

Rufus went through the breakfast line, brought his

tray to a table and finished reading the story about
Rufus McWhirter, all the while bemused by the fact

that McWhirter looked exactly like himself.

That night, before he went to bed, he pulled out his

diary and, on the same page that he wrote "Be glad

you're not a Russian midget ", he wrote this:

"Be glad you're not an American Triplet
"

A Shaky Issue

Sewer talk

Current debate amont Amherst town selectmen about
how to fund a new 74,000 fire station raises an important
question about the University's relationship to the town.
• The University of Massachusetts, like Harvard and a
score of other Boston-based academic institutions are tax-

exempt — they do not pay federal, state or local taxes of
any kind.

The philosophical reason for having taxes is to pay for

services government provides. Services like sewers, street

and water maintenance and police and fire protection.
While UMass and the Boston institutions enjoy the
benefits of municipal services, they do not assume their

costs by paying taxes.

The Cambridge-based universities have for years made
a voluntary tax-like contribution to that city in order to pay
at least a percentage of their fare share for municipal
services.

UMass-Amherst has done the same in-kind through
purchase of fire equipment for the Amherst department,
gifts of state land to the town, and help with police

protection by maintaining large campus police force.

But how far does voluntary cooperation go? That is

what the selectmen have been asking as the projected
cost for a needed fire station soar and town financial

resources shrink.

There is growing feeling on the Board of Selectmen that

the honeymoon with UMass is over — that the state

university should be required by law to pay for services

rendered it.

The Selectmen's position is a reasonable one. Certainly

there are many disadvantages to having the town of

13,500 play host to a university community of 25,000.

Among them is an incredible increase in traffic requiring a

costly town Dept. of Public Works road budget of

$118,559.

Moreover, the University, along with Amherst and
Hampshire Colleges own 1,661 acres of tax-exempt land

according to the Town Assessor's records — 838 of which
belongs to UMass. With 18,000 acres in all of Amherst the

three institutions are losing the town fully 8 per cent of its

tax-producing land yearly — a sizeable chunk, though not

as high as the percentage in Boston and Cambridge.
One thing is certain. Whatever arrangement UMass and

the town eventually work out to carry a fair share of the

tax burden — Boston and Cambridge will be watching.

Run Ted run

Senator Edward Kennedy will be holding a press

conference this morning at 10:30. He is expected to an-

nounce his future political plans, which of course may
include a bid for the presidency in 1976.

We hope that Senator Kennedy opts for a chance at the

White House. Politics needs him, so does the country.

Jerry Lazar is the Collegian 's Editor -in -Chief

The opinions expressed in this space are those of the

majority of the editors.
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I Dormitory cooking
By SUE KIERAS and SUE DUCHIN

Staff Writers

The weekend is the time when all you

dorm people have to scrounge up two days

of meals.

Now that you've had three weekends of

your own cooking, you should be getting

sick of peanut-butter and jelly, Spaghettio's

and Campbell's Soup.

If you still have money hft you could hit

the area restaurants. Fo. you poor people,

there are places on campus to go.

The Hatch, open 11 a.m. to 7 p.m., is the

only place on campus that offers student

specials which are a real bargain, that is if

your stomach can handle it. On Sunday they

invite you .j a $1.29 turkey special that in-

cludes roast turkey, dressing, whipped

potatoes, garden peas, roll and butter, and

jello. On Saturday, you en get a speghetti

special with roll and bu+ter.

Be sure to carry a.i extra quarter for some

alka seltzer on the wnv home.

But, if you have an hour free, we can offer

you a scrumptous recipe any simpleton can

do.

You need a hot plate, a mixing bowl, a

spatula, and a knife. This recipe was used by

Chuck, who cooked for 10 to 20 people on

the fourth floor of Cance every Sunday.

Food prices vary in the area. Your best bet

on ham is at the Finast deli, for $1.59 a

pound, in comparison to $3.00 a pound at

Louie's or Munchies. Most grocery stores let

you buy eggs by the half-dozen. Onions are

usually cheapest by the 5 pr .id bag. It's

worth the investment, since they can be used

in any meat, fruit, or egg dish. Cheese is

entirely up to you. Velveeta is the cheapest,

and mossarella is good, but kinda chewy.

CHUCK'S EGG OMELETTE

Cost: Approximately $2.50 for 4 persons

Ingredients:

8 eggs

Vi stick margarine or oil

1-1 yh onions, diced

Vj pound cheese

M pound ham
dash of salt, dash of pepper

optional: 1/ 3 cup milk, 1 diced pepper

Begin by beating all the eggs in a medium
sized bowl until the yellow and whites blend.

Add your spices. Dice the ham, pepper, and

cheese — and add into mixture. Turn heat on

medium and place enough margarine in the

pan to coat bottom. Add % of mixture into

pan. Let it fry, then flip it over with the

spatula and serve. Do this to the other 3

omelettes and enjoy.

An alternative to the same

Nobody warns the freshman
By DAVID MELLER

Staff Writer
You remember being a freshman, don't

you? Being a greshman means not really

being prepared for the cute thin things that
happen here at UMass.

Freshnman Orientation is supposedly
designed to get incoming freshmen
acquainted with life patterns on campus
during the academic year. It was, I un-

derstood, supposed to show me what things

are like here.

I can detect a difference between the good
roast beef served at Orientation and the

Spam sandwiches served during the year.

But everyone writes about the food: the

waiting in lines for forty five minutes to be
told that the originally scheduled meal has

been preempted by boiled gook, the quality

(or lack of it) of the food finally served, and
so on. I won't bring up the subject.

I remember something known as pre-

registration: filling out a form, darkening

certain boxes with a no. 2 pencil and
dropping the form into a box. I don't

remember searching for profs to sign forms

to get into classes. I certainly don't

remember professors saying, "I don't want
any freshmen in any of my classes. Good-
Bye!"

I don't remember registering for 10 credit

hours for the first semester. I really thought,

in my foolish youth, that I'd be allowed to

take mandatory courses. I thought I'd be
allowed to take courses towards my major. I

guess that the computer heard that the

country needs more steeple painters. That

can be the only explanation for my classes.

Another thing that I really wasn't ex-

pecting was to be enrolled in the School of

Education. I wasn't under the impression

that Political Science was in the School of

Ed. Maybe OSCAR got me mixed up with

another student who had a similar number.

After all, how is a computer supposed to be

able to tell the difference between two seven

digit numbers?
I'd been expecting to get at least eight

hours of sleep each night. I wasn't expecting

cretins to start setting off fire crackers at 1 :00

A.M.
If Summer Orientation really wants to

prepare incoming freshmen for campus

living, they ought to call all freshmen to

Amherst on the same day, and in the middle

of the first night, all of the staff should leave.

Then freshmen would learn what to expect.
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Horoscope for UMass
By LARRIE SHEA

Staff Writer

A birthday! On May 6th, 1947 at 10:50

A.M. EDST at the State House in Boston,

Governor Robert Bradford signed the

legislation creating The University of

Massachusetts at Amherst. The following is

an interpretation of the Personality of UMass
through a Horoscope. All of us who are in

anyway associated with the University help

to define that personality.

Horoscope comes from the Greek word

meaning astrologer: hora, hour*skopos,

WITH HIGHER EDUCATION AND THE
FOURTH HOUSE REPRESENTS
INHERITED QUALITIES. UMass certainly

inherited the educational qualities of Mass

Agricultural College and Mass State College

(former identities).

Now we come to the ascendant (ASC),

which for UMass is Leo the Lion. THE
ASCENDANT IS THE IMAGE OF THE
PERSONALITY. THIS IS HOW THE
WORLD SEES THE INDIVIDUAL. IT IS THE
IMAGE THAT ATTRACTS ALL INITIAL

CONTACTS. This gives us a flashy

observer. Horoscope, as generally employed aggressive personality which demands

by an astrologer, refers to a map of the constant and responsive attention at all

heavens (position of the sun, moon, and times. Leo must be the center of attention

planets) for a given date, hour and location, because Leo is the Ego. LEO IMPLIES IN

Any person or Entity that fits these

qualifications is eligible for a horoscope.

Essentially, there are three major com-

ponents in a horoscope. They are the sun,

the moon, and the ascendant (ASC), or sign

that is rising in the east at the given time. The

twelve houses of the horoscope provide the

background or frame of reference for the

sun, moon, and planets. The sun, moon, and

planets and the signs that they are found in

represent the potential that is lived out in the

field of life experience that the twelve houses

represent.

THE SYMBOL F( THE SUN IS THE
CONSCIOUS PUR JSE OF LIFE, THE
GOAL, AND THE SOURCE OF VITAL

ENERGY. UMass has the Sun in the tenth

house in the sign of Taurus, The Bull. This

means that UMass naturally assumes a

position of command, authority, and
executive control. Taurus is a fixed earth sign

that is naturally conservative, dependable,

and nourishing. Taurus needs some kind of

function to perform. Yet, because Gemini is

on the house of the UMass Sun, we must

look to a still higher authority and be willing

to sit at the feet of this authority until we can

prove ourself. This higher authority is the

State of Massachusetts whose Sun falls in

the seventh house of UMass, THE HOUSE
OF PARTNERSHIP. The State is our senior

partner, as well as our parent, since it begot

UMass.
THE MOON IN A HOROSCOPE

REPRESENTS THE WAY IN WHICH AN
INDIVIDUAL PUTS INTO DAILY ACTIVITY
THEIR BASIC PURPOSE OR GOAL.lhe
Moon Actualizes the Sun's potential. UMass
has the Moon in Sagittarius in the fourth

house, which means that we have a ten-

dency to be over-sensitive about our

background and heritage (the old Mass
Aggie days...). But UMass responds in an

optimistic, enthusiastic, and expansive way
to its problems. Sag is social and likes a good
time...UMass likes to party. Sometimes this

response, which is based on faith and uplift,

can get carried away on a moral and
ideological plane and leave the physical-

material plane unattended. For Sag the

whole pattern is more important^ than the

parts . SAGITTARIUS IS ASSOCIATED

DIVIDUAL INVENTIVENESS, RESOUR-
CEFULNESS, AND A STRONG WILL TO
CA^^Y THROUGH ON PLANS. YET.

THEncIS A TENDENCY TO FEEL LIKE ONE
IS BORN TO RULE AND TO EXERCISE
PREROGATIVE OF POSITION. And, as the

Sun, which is the ruler of Leo is in the tenth

house, UMass has a tendency to assume a

position of command, "and to hold onto it

dearly, as if it were Divine Right.

THE DESCENDANT, WHICH IS OP-

POSITE THE ASCENDANT, COLORS THE
OUTSIDE WORLD AS THE INDIVIDUAL
SEES IT. UMass has an Aquarian Asa This_

means that UMass has questional feelings

and judgements about the outside wona.

This quality can work well when there is a

strong authoritative support, but when
support is weak for these questionings the

outlook tends to become unrealistic and

fabricated, which can lead to a glorious all-

or-nothing flourish. Although this may
appear impressive, it can be empty.

It is important to note that the planet

Saturn is on our Ascendant. SATURN
SYMBOLIZES STRUCTURAL FORM. IT

GIVES FORM TO THE CONSCIOUS
MOTIVE OR GOAL, WHICH IS SYM-
BOLIZED BY THE SUN. This means that

UMass suffers from an inferiority complex,

which has to be overcome. Our sense of

personality and self-worth has been - slow to

develop, but a solid and reliable image is

bound to emerge. There is a tendency

toward reserve, which tends to put people

off because they think that we are being

unfriendly. But this is an innate shyness,

which accompanies an inferiority complex,

coupled with a need to move cautiously in

order to feel secure.

It is no secret that we have played second

fiddle to Amherst College and the other more
established schools in the area, both

academically and prestigiously. Since Saturn

is related to agriculture, perhaps the old

Cow-College spectre is still with us.

/ would like to extend my gratitude and
appreciation to Harold Cary, a UMass
Historian, who provided the accurate data

for this Astrological assessment. Reader's

reactions are encouraged and welcomed.

Thank you. Peace.

,;*ih our F.d •>***#
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Francis Fitzgerald:

'A look at Viet Nam'
Francis Fitzgerald's book Fire in

the Lake has been called by New
Yorker magazine, "brilliant, original

and compassionate,

authoress will be

tomorrow, Tuesday
speak on "Cultural

Look at Viet Nam."
The lecture is sponsored bv the

The famed
on campus
Sept. 24, to

Freedom— a

Distinguished Visitors Program and
will be in Thompson 102 at 8:00. A
coffee hour will follow in the

colonial Lounge.
Ms. Fitzgerald has made several

trips to Viet Nam as a news
correspondant and most recently

returned from Saigon where she
covered the Vietnamese elections.

Two students forming
anti-racist cadre
Two UMass students are trying

to start a local cadre of the National

Alliance Against Racist and Political

Repression the radical political

support group formed in Chicago in

1973 to support Angela Davis.

The primary thrust of the effort

will be an "organizational and

program meeting" tomorrow night

(Tuesday) in Campus Center room

904 at 7:30 p.m., according to Isabel

Johnston, 22, one of the students.

"What we'll do at the meeting is

define issues that will be dealt with

on the Amherst campus, the Asian

History major from Belchertown

said.

She said possible campus issues

might be police brutality and

discussion of Puerto Rican in-

dependence but "we pretty much

Interpreting
cont. fromjx 1

ternational Conference Interpreters

there are 220 members who in-

tH from the foreign language

,n~ English vs. 322 members
whose 2nd language is English. In

other organizations the proportion

of Americans is often much smaller.

Both Chancellor Bromery and the

French Department are in favor of

the proposal. Interpreter's studies

programs at universities have been
opposed in the past because they

were considered too practical and
not academic enough. The em-
phasis is changing however
because of the high costs of the

academic experience.

Students interested in learning

more about the program can

contact Dr. Martin — office: 427
Herter, phone 545-0777 or Mr. and
Mrs. D'han Bertier, Herter 739,

professional interpreters at the

common market.

Appearing

TOMTE:

Ground
Speed

Tomorrow

:

Luther Johnson

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

want those at the program meeting
to define the issues."

The Alliance has 20 to 30,000

members nationwide and was
founded in May 1S73 at a con-

vention in Chicago, Johnston said.

With another student, Paul Mishler,

she described the Alliance in a

press statement to The Collegian.

"The founding conference
signified the largest united efforts

of anti-racist forces since the early

days of the civil rights movement.

"Black, white, Chicano, Puerto

Rican, native American, Asian and

Arab representation indicated that

the Alliance would function as a

multi-racial organization," the

statement said.

Organizations at the founding

convention included the Puerto

Rican Socialist Party, the American

Indian Movement, the Communisty
Party, the United Auto Workers,

Almalgamated Meatcutters and
Union of Electrical workers, the

statement said.

In order to successfully combat
racist and political repression on a

national or international level, the

Alliance must have strong local

support for its programs.

"The high incidence of racist

repression at UMass necessitates a

unified effort on the part of

members of the UMass com-

munity," the statement concluded.

The union

cont. from p. 3

The Student-Senate funded
group is trying to organize the

18,000 UMass undergraduates in a

collective bargaining unit and needs

student support to succeed, ac-

cording to Nester King, 22, a

graduate of Florida State University

and staff member of the organizing

project.

"We're holding meetings in

dormitories to inform people in

small groups of the goals of the
organizing project," King said,

adding, "the people who come to
these meetings will form 'seed
groups' for an eventual petition

drive."

Dorm canvassing tonight will

pave the way for a general

referendum election to approve or

disapprove of the student union

sometime before the end of the

semester, she said.

There is some question whether
a union would be legal under
Massachusetts law. No other such
union in Massachusetts exists. But
King said student unions exist at

Rutgers in New Jersey and
Stockton State College in New
Jersey.

The University administration has
not yet taken a position on the
unionization activity, but it is ex-
pected that it will rely heavily on
past legal precedent.

The project will be conducting

informational meetings in the

following dormitories tonight:

The following will be at 7 p.m. in

the Main Lounge tonight:

Baker, Brett, Brown, Mary Lyon,

Lewis, Greenough, Coolidge (all

levels).

The following will be at 9 p.m. in

the Main Lounge tonight.

Gorman, Cance, Moore,
Chadbourne, Cashin Johnson,
Crampton, John Adams (all levels).

306 - 12 PT.HEAD CORRECTIONS
306 - 12 PT. HEAD CORRECTIONS

This is the strange,

wonderful shoe with the
heel lower than the toe.

This shoe is

different from any
shoe you've ever
worn. It's the

EARTH* negative
heel shoe The shoe
designed to work in

harmony with your
entire body.

The heel of the

Earth" shoe is actu-

ally lower than the

toe This allows you
to walk naturally.

Like when you walk
barefoot in sand or

soft earth and vour

- MMIMyMMMI.^.—.. ...... . . . /AUM

heel sinks down
lower than your
toes.

The entire sole

of the Earth shoe is

molded in a very

special way. This
allows you to walk
in a gentle rolling

motion. And to

walk easily and
comfortably on the

hard jamng cement
of our cities.

But remember,
just because a shoe
looks like ours

doesn't mean it

works like ours So

to be sure you're

getting the Earth
brand shoe, look on
the sole for our
Earth trademark
and U.S. Patent

#3305947,
Your lx>dy will

thank you.

Shoes, sandals,

sabots and boots tor

men and women
From $23.50 to

$42.50.

'KAHTHisu rcqisttrtd

trademark of Kul<-0

StfsU'mrt , lm
i 1974 K«/s0
Sifstrmt't, hu

1*4 North Piaatant St

Amhtrtt, m«»i 01001
Amherst Store Hours

Mon. Sat. to 5 30. Fri. 11to7

14 Story StrMt
Braftla ArcaOt

Cjmbfidf* Max

&0LLE& Shoe,
lArUinSf Amh*»rit

J

HA01EY

KARATE
INSTITUTE

WEAPONS OKINAWAN KARATE

both private and group instruction

138 Russell St.

Hadley 586-0342

Robert
Redford
-Jeremiah
Johnson"
A SYDNEY POLLACK FILM

The man who
became a legend.

The film destined

to be a classic!

ROBERT REDFORD
in A Sydney Pollack Film

• JEREMIAH JOHNSON"
A Joe Wizan-Sanford Production

Co-Starring WILL GEER
ALLYN ANN McLERIE • STEFAN GIERASCH • CHARLES TYNER • And

Introducing DELLE BOLTON Music by John Rubinstein and Tim Mclntire

Screenplay by John Mihus and Edward Anhalt • Produced by Joe Wizan

Directed by Sydney Pollack • Panavision* • Technicolor-

Calabrating Wamar Bros 50th AnniversaryQ* Wamar Communication! Company

STARTSWEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 25TH

1 WEEK ONLY
HADLEY Campus
HOLYOKE Victory

NORTHAMPTON Calvin
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Riding, renting and rip-offs
By RICHARD M. HOWLAND

Special Correspondent

How/and is a private

attorney in Amherst and a

former lawyer for students

at UMass-Amherst. His

column of legal advice for

students has run in The
Collegian weekly for two
years. It resumes today.

Correspondence and
legal questions of genera,

interest may be directed to

Atty. Howland at P. 0. Box
770, Amherst. 01002. Not
all letters will receive a

response.

As with any beginning, starting a

fall semester is an occasion when
by early action later legal problems

may be avoided.

AUTOMOBILES- Be sure they are

registered, insured, and if you are

an out-of-state undergraduate,
obtain a special student sticker

from the police department,
graduate students with cars

registered in states other than

Massachusetts are probably not

lawfully registered. Under Massa-

chusetts Motor Vehicle Law
(chapter 90) the usual "graduate

student" is not a "student" and

must therefore register any vehicle

in Massachusetts.

INSPECTION - All motor vehicles

(including motorcycles) must be

inspected and receive a red sticker

before October 15. The next day

Amherst will be crawling with

Registry officials and police busting

uninspected cars. Avoid the

problem ... get it inspected and if

necessary, corrected now, before

the deadline.

TENANTS — Tenant problems

occur in many different ways
throughout the year but a few
procedures now may avoid many
hassles later.

First read your lease carefully and
find out what it says. Even if you
have already signed it you can still

learn interesting stuff. Try to make
sure that if you pay utilities that the

proper authorities have been
notified. Make certain that you
know where and when to pay rent.

Second, go through your
leasehold and note every defect,

hole, bad point, broken windows,
or other problem on a list. Give a

copy to the landlord and ask that

your copy be signed (you sign too)

by the landlord or manager. Next

spring or summer when you leave,

this list is your primary defense

against unjustified damage claims.

Tnird, make certain you know the

name, address, and phone number
of who to call for complaints or

problems. The landlord has a legal

obligation to post this information

in a public place.

SHOPLIFTING - As far as I can
tell, a substantial number of

WHff iwrwr
vi ihk<;ates

i »K SMITH COLLEGE

iODQVlY
iCbMHC

Northampton
Jm^Jm.AJmL.

— N<H\ —7:15 &»:(M»

a beautiful and
heartbreaking
love story.

BUSTER
and
BILLIE

M on. -Tups. —
DOLLAR NH.H'I

JTTTT

shoplifters are identified by
storekeepers and appear in court

daily. They usually pay between 50
and 100 times the value of the

stolen article and face a criminal

record which can have a lousy

effect on the future. Most
shoplifters need to pay substantial

legal fees too. It's probably wiser to

decline ownership until you are in

fact the owner in due course. Avoid
spontaneous acquisitions, it can
take years to clear up.

ARRESTS — If you are arrested or

are informed of "your rights" as a

suspect, the best advice is shut up
and get in touch with your lawyer in

due course. Disregard any other

option. Shut up, call your lawyer
when you have the chance and,

shut up.

BAIL — Follow your lawyer's

advice on bail. Before you talk to

the lawyer, if you are considering
bail, try to find out what your
options are. Sometimes you may be
literally throwing your money and
defense away for no reason and

very little return. The situations

vary, so get advice before you pay

bail. The only real exception is

paying cash bail in full to bail

commissioner (usually Clerk of

Court) which is all refunded so long

as you appear as required.

Remember, the Clerk can legally

charge for setting bail, usually be-

tween $10 and $25.

The Only Kosher-Style

DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT
In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 )m Serving

Food and Liquor

from II a.m.

Tkf Ntw Record Shot

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394

AM
Sigma Alpha Mu

invites you to come down and meet us

and

talk about fraternal co-ed living.

GOOD FOOD
SPIRITED PEOPLE
GOOD TIMES

Monday 8 p.m. Sept. 23

or

Tuesday 8 p.m. Sept. 24
For Rides call 545-0845

253-9957

NITTYGRITTY DIRTBAND
Performing at Amherst College Alumni Gym — Sunday, September 29

^^ A. *'

liMI % ( •

*4&
fr--^T

•vjsr
List 6.98

ON SALE $4^*

List SSr
ON SALE

—tf^f,

W til The Circle Be Unbroken ia really
more than an album It's a 8 sided

documentary, a retrospective of American Country
Music As The Nashville Tennessean said 'The

'

album the Nitty Oritty Dirt Band recorded with Roy
Aruff. Jimmy Martin. Mother Mavbellc Carter EarlScrubs. Merle Travis, and Doc Watson may well beone of the most important recordings done in the 43
years of the Nashville music business "

List 11.98 ON SALE

discount*
records

T

List 9.98

ON SALE

the music people

257 Triangle Street, Amherst

Plenty of Free Parking
in the rear

STORE HOURS
M-W 10 a.m. -6 p.m.
T-F 10a.m. -9p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. -6 p.m.
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FREE State Inspection
With new tire purchase and this

coupon
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CONSTRUCTION: Is it an ever present feature of this campus? In any case, this

steam shovel has been parked in front of the Student Union for about a week now
and rumor has it that it is intended to make a place for the steam pipes lying

nearby.

Astrology club shines Tuesday night
The Astrology Club-Co-op of

UMass will begin its activities for

the Fall, Tuesday evening, the 24th

of Sept. at 8:00 p.m. in room 163C
dt the Campus Center.

This will be a general meeting,

A"ich is open to all students and
the general public. The format will

be an open forum experience

sharing and information exchange,

as well as structured lectures.

On Wednesday evening at 8:00

p.m. in room 811-815 at the

Campus Center, Astrology classes

for Beginners will start. Larrie Shea

and Jeff Jawer of WMUA's High

Tide show will be the instructors.

This class will be free of charge
and open to all students and the

general public. The fundamentals
of Astrology will be covered in the

course

Guinea & PAIGC Symposium tonight
Today a symposium on Guinea

Bissau and the P.A.I.G.C, the party

of the liberation movement, will be

held in Dickinson main lounge at

8:00. Sept. 24 is the com-
memoration of Luis Cabral's

proclamation of independence for

Guinea Bissau and the Cape Verde

Islands, one year prior to Portugals

withdrawal of colonial forces.

Speakers include Richard

Lobben who recently returned from

Guinea Bissau, several members of

P.A.I.G.C. -U.S. A. from the only

affiliate organization of the party

here in the States, and two Cape
Verdian community organizers

from the Amherst area.

In 1973 at the time of the

proclamation of independence
P.A.I.G.C. held two-thirds of the

territory of Guinea Bissau.

However, Portugal did not

relinquish its nominal control

despite the motions for United

Nations recognition until after the

military junta in Portugal.

Prior to the junta 60 percent of

the National Budget of Portugal

was allocated to defense of the

colonial territories, now motions are

being made for the self-

determination of all the Portuguese

African territories, and for the

! iternal development of the Por-

tuguese economy.
The symposium is the first event

in an educational series sponsored
by the Amherst Branch of the

Young Workers Liberation League.

Orchard Hill Residential College will

hold an informal reception
following the symposium.

Notices

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Alt brothers, reorganizations!

meeting 7:00 p.m. in the chapter

room. Memorial Hall, followed by a

smoker at 8:00 p.m. Refreshments
will be served.

ALPHA ZETA
Executive officers and committee

chairman's meeting Tuesday, rm
801 cc at 6:30 p.m. Attendance
mandatory.

BEGINNING DANCE GROUP
Sorry, we will not meet

Monday because of the concert,

you nex' week

this

See

turn to page 14

hetiri's
potpourri
of entertainment 9pm-lam

monday tuesday

till calkinsfft&za near east flight

Wednesday
thursday

frlday
Saturday

arlene sytnmsduol alley cats

dinner served daily 5 - lo j>m

Sunday noon - 10 pm
reservations recommend

rte 116 south amherst 253-2621

vr* »»w*e/r^.

Meeting

!

Do you know what really

goes on at a Weight
Watchers* meeting? If you
are at least 10 pounds
overweight, you're invited

to visit a meeting during
National Open Meeting
Months September 30th-eptmOctober 20th.

You'll also receive a FREE
Weight Watchers Program
7-DAY MENU PLANNER-
21 complete meals like

the ones enjoyed by our
members while we help
them lose weight.
It's all in a FREE booklet
describing, in detail, what
happens at a Weight
Watchers meeting.
There's no obligation to

join! Call us for the time
and place of the open
meetings scheduled in

this area.

S6.00 First Meeting Then $2. 50 Weekly

New Members Accepted At All Times

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 7866611

WEIGHTWATCHERS
*f lOMT WATCMEMS 1N0W»»! HCQlSTfNEO TRADEMARKS OF WEIQMT WATCHEfl

"We Are Responsible"

Student Senate Elections

NOMINATIONS: OPEN NOW, CLOSE SEPT. 25, 1974

(Applications available at Student Senate Office, Student Union)

ELECTIONS: OCTOBER 2 & 3, 1974

(Held in each concerned area.)

ORIENTATION PERIOD: OCTOBER 5, 1974

(To be announced as to where)

NEW SENATE CONVENES: OCTOBER 9, 1974

(Campus Center Rm. No. 101)

* t •
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Notices

cont. from p. 13
BLACK FILM SERIES
Pearl Bowser, lecturer on

historical Black films will present

Paul Robeson's command per
formance "Borderline". Discussion

will follow the film. Thompson 106,

8 00 p.m Admission free.

BOXING CLUB
Meeting lonite, 7:00 p.m. 19th floor

Washington. New members
welcome.
COED GREEK
Sigma Alpha Mu invites all univ.

men and women to an open rush
'onite, AAon. 9 23 at 8:00 p.m. 387 N.

Pleasant St.

DVP MEETING
There will be a DVP meeting today

at 5: 15 in rm. 165 cc.

FOREIGN STUDENTS
Cross-cultural workshops

weekend, 9 27 and 28. All students

interested in an educational and fun

experience are welcome. For par
iculars, contact the Foreign Student

Office at 545 0019.

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
Meeting Mon., 9 23 at 6:30 p.m. in

cc 168

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting tonite at 6:30 in rms. 804

808 cc. All sisters please attend.

Mee'ig for new members at 7:30.

HAIR STYLING DEMONSTRATION
A Sigma Kappa Sorority, 19 Allen

S . Come see the Chopping Block in

action at 7:15 p.m. Call 5 2297 or 256

6887 for info. Meet the sisters and
make new friends!

HEYMAKERS
Elections 'onite. All club members

please attend

HRTA MAJORS
Join Innkeepers, travel, talk, good

imes Come to our first meeting
M^n. 9 23, rm 227 Chenoweth
Labora'ory Refreshments and
fn'eriainmeni. Find out what it's all

about

INDEX RECRUITMENT
The Index needs writers,

photographers, artists and all in

eres'ed people »o work on the '75

yearbook rm 803 cc Oct. 2, 7 p.m.

INNKEEPERS
First meeting, Mon. 9 23, rm 227

Chenoweth Laboratory. Refresh
men's, en'ertainment. Old and new
members welcome.

INTER VARSITY
Christians, come fellowship with us

»n hrL'.rd'Rm 81 1 cc tonite at 7:30

KOSHER FOOD
Mtenng at 4 30 p.m., 9 23 in cc 165

t .in people interested in setting up

p for buying or com
munal Ml inq.

ARCH REG PLNG LECLAND
TURE
UMass History professor Jack

reeger will speak on "En
erpreneuriftl Architecture and the
Urbanization of tr,> US." tonite at
B:00 p m In Herter 231 A reception
will follow

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES GET
TOGETHER
Orientations on Opportunities in

1 BHn American Studies at UMass.
All interested students invited.
Refreshments. Tonite 9 23, 7:00 p.m.
a" Memorial Hall.

OUTING CLUB
The beauty of nature will be the

heme of tonite's conservation slide

show by John Green Also upcoming

Tonight

OtorPub

HtmrleM

Showtime t.45

trip announcements. Check bulletin

board for trips if you can't make the

meeting tonite in cc 113 at 6:30 p.m.

OKINOWAN KARATE
All those sincerely interested,

meetings on AAon. and Wed., 7-9 p.m.,

NOPE rm 24.

POETRY READING
At Memorial Hall Lounge from 8:00

to 10: 00 tonite, notable poets Frederic

Will, Jill Spisak and J.D. Reed will

read from their own work.

POLITICAL SCIENCE HONOR
|
SOCIETY

Pi Sigma Alpha will hold its initial

meeting of the year on Tues. 9-24 at

7:30 p.m. in 811 cc. Any junior or

senior political science major with a
2.8 overall cum and a 3.00 cum in pol.

science is eligable for membership.

SOCIOLOGY 233

Prof. Wright's Political-Sociology

courses now meets in Skinner

turn to page 16

APPEARING THIS WEEK

AT

mwimimmn
TRUX

SEAGULL

Mon. Tues.

Wed.

NEW BAND IN TOWN Thurs. - Sat.

HAPPY HOUR

Moa. - Sat. la tka Sptaktatf Lounge

The Canon f-i.

Images arewhat it's all abo
Photographic equipment can

be a trap. Sometimes, you can get
so involved with it that you lose

sight of your real purpose-
making photographs

The Canon F-1 can help you
forget about equipment and
concentrate on images It was
designed, and functions, as an
extension of your photographic
vision. It's responsive in a way that

you must experience to appreciate

And since it was conceived as a
system camera, every part works
together with effortless smooth-
ness, from the more than 40 Canon
FD and FL lenses to the over 200
accessories

The heart of the camera is it's

central spot metering system.
With it you can use anyone's
exposure system, no matter how
critical, since it only measures the

central 12% of the finder area-

regardless of the focal length used
So if you re spending too much

time lately worrying about your
equipment, it's time you stopped,
and took a good look at the Canon
F-1 system, and Canon's other
fine cameras— the automatic,

electronic EF, the full-feature FTb.
and the TLb. If you re interested
in images. Canon's your camera.

1

*y

A System of Precision
Canon

Canon USA. Inc 10 Nevada Dn/e. Lake Success New York 1 1040
Canon USA Inc 457 Fuliprton Avenue. Elmhurst Illinois 601 2f>

Canon USA Inc 1 23 East Paularmo Avenue Costa Mesa California 9?626
Canon USA. Inc

,
Bldg B-2 105O Ala Moana BivrJ Honolulu Hawaii 96614
Canon Optics & Bns<n« ,,-)-, t fr) Ontario
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RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.
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7:00

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Buster & Billie - 7:15 - 9:16
AMHERST CINEMA

Parallax View - 7:00 - 9:16
CALVIN THEATRE

Uptown Saturday Night
9:00

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Frankenstein - 7:00 - 8:45
Love Happy & Night
Casablanca - 8:00
Harold & Maude - 7:00 - 8:45

MT. FARMS4
inema I: My Name is Nobodv
45 8:15
inema II: Zandy's Bride - 6 00

8 15
Cinema III: Three Muskateera -

6 00 8 30
Cinema IV: Uptown Saturday
Night 6:00 8:30

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Duddy Kravitz - 7:30 - 9:45
That's Entertainment - 7:30 - 9:46
Death Wish 7:30 - 9:30
Animal Crackers - 7:30 - 9:25
Doctor Zhivago - 8:00
Alfredo Alfredo - 7:30 - 9:30

MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8:30 a.m. and 3 45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:

Daily — S.30 per line

Weekly — $.25 per line
Monthly — $.20 per line

FOR SALE
( Bssette* - 5 Mm earn. $2.00 each pre

recorded Ml n.w tapes, (all 349-44511.

I lown 19130 power amp.nier 1*0 wattt -

HMSpci channel New (all AM. SX4-0S4S

1'ioneer SV-7IMI Vmp one \r old list
J250 ,

sell for Simi (all .ran. iI'mwio

I cblanr trumpet very Kood condition
1 1 Ml (all Jerry 253 9*69

Kiim-si/c walerbed with frame. $50 or
best oiler (all 253-71811

II J» lnil for sale. Frame, mattress, liner
- MO, (all 527-M79. Will deliver.

Kleclro \ oicc Interface A spkrs. list $450
or. our price *r.n Pit Sound & Music Co-
op 217-5870 n a.m. to <l p.m.

Woman's burgundy leather coat, full

length. Zip-in lining, site 12. Exc. cond. $75
or best ofler (all 546-7027.

<.iiii.ii Amp. Fender band-master, pre-
chs. custom built, oversized bottom, (all
519-6328. Keep trying

Honda CHI60. just tuned, perfect run.
cond New paint. $.125. Call 648-9502.

AKAI stereo cassette-deck with I>olby
svstem Less than 50 hrs. playing time.
Sells new for $:il9. Phone IB MM and
make an offer.

Flna sewing machine: older model but

does all fancy stitches, just reconditiooed.
$45. 253-5119.

IMH Chevy Malibu :I27, V 8. Kood shape
Needs minor work, (all 665-3614. $225.

«7 Fairlane. small X. automatic, p.s.. |

dr. super running, i.ihk! hu> $2!CI. 25:1-7211.

I!i7n (.remlin. li cy I., std.. 2 dr. :,.->.immi mi.
Fxcel. cond. Fcon. trans. 323-1810.

Honda WHI Sdn . to mpg. \|| ,„.w t jr,.s

(.oinglo Furope — it list sell, (all Tuesday
«< - X p.m. 5lli-07«!l

•* Scout 4 wheel dr. (.ood mech. cond
\e\er plowed. $700 or best offer, (all
morn. 665-3611. Mike.

Ply. Fury. ii5. 4 dr.. small x. automatic
Dependable transportation. $250. 253-7211

Sunderland — Mt. Sugarloaf — On free
I Mass bus line No lease required. Be cool
in the pool or in your fantastic air con-
ditioned 1 bedrm. wall wall carpeting, self
cleaning ovens, dishwashers, disposals,
laundry facilities. Master TV antenna. 24
hr resident manager, maintenance crew.
KentinR at $220 including utilities (all us
4j3-<i65-3X56

Furnished room in private house with '_.

hath. Ill minutes from campus. $HO a

month (all 234 MM) after 1 p.m.

ROOMMATE WANTED
I or 2 people lo share 2 bdrm. apt. 156-F

Brittanv Manor after 7 p.m. or call 7X5-
1113.

Hide to & from Spfld . Mon.. Wed.. Fri.
Heach Spfld. by 9:311 a.m — done by 3:311

e\e. 233-MSS,

lo Ml. Holyokc. leave I Mass at 1:3*.
Will share gas. Please call 54li-52ll.

PERSONALS
M transfer seeks experienced F to assis

his discovery of CM Dan. 5lfi-M9|<»

III I- 1- \tidio repair .'day service, work
guaranteed \t IVth Hi F" (all 549-2610

Woman's wristuatch between W'OPE
and (.lt( i Sepl Keward 545-2548.

Hop Km.uk ( ommunc. Kural Farm. Cay
People Box 72::. \mherst. Ma

FREE
Free — Black, most I \ I.ab ti months

Call 256-K067.

(ail. \ belated one month anniversarv
wish. Love always. I..

Affec ofder cat. spay . fern. Lge. suppl>
food & litter provided 549-3829

Fiat. 850 Hacer. 1970. super shape, in
miles per gallon! A buy. $750. 25:1-7211.

91 VW. runs good. 2 new tires, body in
good shape 55.000 mi. $:i75. Call 25:1-7567.

1957 CIS i..wd and 1951 Willys wagon.
Both need engines. Could adapt Chev x.

$2iN» ea $:i(Ml. for both. 25:1-7941.

Fein. Pref.. (.rad. Inn. mo., utilities
inclu. (in bus line, own rm. Sheila 665-3221.

Female wanted to share a room in
Brandy wine $65 mo (all Kicki at 549-6:120
after h :t« p m.

Fern grad student for 4 bdrm. house
Nthptn. to share w-:i women. $65 -1 util.

(all 5X4X7:12.

Mpha I'hi (Imega. The National Service
Fraternity is seeking new members If you
have an interest in service, for example.
helping handicapped students, running
bliMKl drives, raisin* funds for charities
etc Please come to our smokir at N mi
p.m tonight in our (hapter Boom in thr
basement of Memorial Hall.

Mlkie I \r old. Ig. male dog free fo good
countrv home. Needs room to run ( all
Fllen or Durk 586-1592. 5x4-6917.

ENTERTAINMENT

1972 Fiat I2X. (ireen. 4 door, front wheel
drive. Carefully maintained. $I5INI. 256-
XII7X.

To share 2 bdrm — See Chris. ( liffside
Apts. II-11. Hi. n«. Sunderland.

\lpha Phi Omega s Freshman Register
is on its way There was a delay at the
binderv which held up delivers Watch for
notice ol deliverv date.

The Dynamic Sex Machine will do its

thine all over you Wednesdav thru
saturdav at the Bluewall. Thursdav thru
salurdav \ 011 can cook with little fire at
UW Hatch and catch the unique style of
Paul Wkiniev at the T(K .

197(1 BMW nam. 29 mpg. (.ood condition.
Mich Z.\ $2IHHI. Call HI7-724-665X evenings.

6N Chev. panel truck w-7ll eng. $700. I-

267-XWI4 eves.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
Yamaha :J50. I96K. First $:»95. 25:i-724l.

WANTED
BOB IS BACK - To buy your sick or

decrepit car. Any make, model, year
I iiloait your headache for fast !!!!!! 25:!-

7211.

Mattress for twin bed. 519-nniii

Wanted competent guitarist. For details
519-129:1.

1969 Honda I50CL. extras. 11.500 mi.
$525. (all 549-145.1.

1971 Street Bike :i50cc Bridgestone (Hr.
Low miles, fast, good cond. Asking $450.
Please call 268-3228 and leave name and
phone no.

1970 BSA Victor Special 44lcc. Brand
new tyre, just tuned. Needs chair, work,
maybe paint. Must sell, best offer over
$150 :Hi7 -9982. John Stone — DOR -XVl'B.

Kawasaki 350cc 1971. excellent 7oi7
dition Trail and road. Lots of accessories
Coing cheap. Call 253-5121.

Wanted Besponsible grad student to
share secluded house in Conway with 2
others. Own room, washer, dryer. 4 acres,
much scenery

. Would consider a couple I-

369-4078.

Sell vour siler 1 ns. paying 250 percent
on face value, (base ii-8792.

Anyone know where I can get coors? W ill

pay. Call Terry 323-6246.

\iii in mn former Scouts and Fx-
plorers Mpha Phi Omega will be holding
an open smoker tonight at X:im p m in
their (hapter Boom in the basement of
Memorial Hall Befreshmcnls will be
served

INSTRUCTION
Instruction - For nonscience majors:

Belativilv ipbvsics IMl; World Beyond
Our Senses dniii ( ontemporsrv
Problems lift); Science For Science
fiction Headers iitai. Conceals Of
Phvsics 1 121 1; Physics For Elem Ed
Majors nun: Air Pnlulion <i90f}> - I CR
mini rears*. See course listing* or inquire
in H.ishiouck IIP or call 545-24«7.

(.uilar lessons. Experienced teacher
Free style or note reading. Call $4*4321
Keep trying.

Hey Freshmen! Bemember summer
orientation and Mama Milton's Jug Band
and Wavne and all those other neat people
m»u saw ? Well, vou can see them all again
it ( entral Xrea's (OFFFFHOl SF on
Friday. Sept. 27 from x:tu til .' in Nan
Meter s Study lounge FBFF admission
FKFF refreshments. FBFF popcorn
'fresh from our real live movie house
popcorn machine'! I pperclassmen: come
see what vou missed!

The lahulous Hhinestones will dazzle
vou! t apture their brilliance this Thur-
sdav night. 9 to I. Part of the Hatch
( elehritv Series

Vacuum cleaner. Sunbeam canister
attachments $15: 4 Cosco folding chairs.
$.1. :. 19-0058

For Sale — Shure mike unipe 585. perfect
cond $45: tonga Drum $65; Sound City

guitar Amp. Mi wis $150. Call 584-6448.

Men's 3 spd. Baleigh bike. $40. 665-3566.

VW Bus. great shape. 1968. 13.000 mi.
Si. 200. 542-5735.

3 ft. spool table. Cheap. 665-2253.

71 Kawasaki 350 A7. excellent mech.
cond. MR mi. Best off. Looking to trade
for van, (all ev es. 1-863-2614. Tom.

65 Dodge van. Good eng., no rot. Must
sell. $350. Call QTV Frat. Ask for Don
MCD.

Flute Teacher wanted. Willing to pay I

have no background, but I do have a Rule
( all Judy at 546-5175.

HELP WANTED
Wanted — Experienced waitresses

Xpply in person. NorthfieM Inn

Photography Workshop in \mherst.
Learn creative camera and darkroom
technique from working professionals T &
Th. evenings. Call BeMections Lnlimited
5I9-4I2II.V

79 Porsche 914. many extras. Must be

seen. In mint condition. Must sell. 6-5379.

67 Ford Fconolinc Van. Cood cond., exc.
interior, tires. Contact Tucker 6-7169.

«6 VW Sla. Wgn. $200. Runs good. 2 snow
lires. After 5:00. (all Rill 5:i8-873».

Electro-Voice interface A spkrs. List
$«»o. our price $325. Sound & Music Co-op.
(all 217-5870. II a.m. - 9 p.m.

Home x track tape player. $25. 253-7241.

1973 Vamaha TX son. ixtm miles New
condition. $li«M includes $2341 W indjammer
fearing, luggage rack! leave name,
number *.r.-2l.".l or 515-2458

Need fiddler for Rluegrass Band. If
interested, call Tom 549-3717.

People interested in learning basic
newspaper page design and layout are
needed lo help the COLLEGIAN editorial
staff No credit or $ but a chance lo learn
from professionals free. Contact Dean
Tucker 5-2550

Cook part-time, week-ends,
person. Chequers Restaurant.

SERVICES
Xutomotive repair specializing in S\\B

and other foreign cars (all (.uv SMI It

female vocalist seeks musicians or
band to sing blues or soft rock. 1 R. Rait (.

Slick 1 (all Jody 549-6784.

CALCULATORS
Calculator Sale - College Calculators

offers lowest prices anywhere All models
available. Texas Inst.. Hewall Packard
1 nicom. All machines new and guar with
2 mlh replacement warranty Before you
buy a calculator, call me. I can beat any
price anywhere Loo* for my posters
• round campus for detail* Then call Bob
( rowell at S49-I2IC.

EXPERTISE REQUESTED
Bicycle repair. Will completely

degrease bearings, adj. brakes & gears
John - Jane S49»3Ma. Cheap & reliable

I \H BFP MR H VSSLFS? Bob is back lo
fix it right No job too small. Foreign or
domestic No big < ?rSea.l 2,..!-7j||

Apply

loto

AUTO FOR SALE

I «7 Barracuda, runs good. 33,000 mi on
•Hgine. 1 K(MM| ||rPS $400. Call 253-7567

HONDA 70 Trail Bike, sells for $550 Will
sacrifice $325. 230 miles, excellent con-
dition. 253-3148.

74 Honda XL250KL 800 mi., one month,
new, perf., factory warr.. mech. owned.
$985. Extra parts available. 256-8685.

Dishwasher part-lime, week-days.
Apply in person. Chequers Restaurant.

Phi Mi. Delta Fraternity needs 3 house
boys to work 2 meals a day cleaning kit-
chen Pay is meals. Call 253-9034 or S45-
2143 Ask for Brian after I p.m.

Dishwasher-Porter wanted for Wine
Chariot Rest, evenings only. Apply in
person. Rt. 9. Iladlev

Leslies Varn 4. Canvas Shop. Amherst
(arnage Shop. 549-4591 \cryllc knitting
worsteds*, lot. Reynolds I opi $2 15 100
gr.

Responsible married woman, degree in
education, available for davtlme baby
sitting :.l9-2ii.-.2. $2.50 an hour.

looking for (.rad students. TVs and
other knowledgeable persons to lead a
touple of informal seminars in marketing
in the hotel industry, sponsored by While
Mountains Begion xssmiation oil. 24 &
-'". Waterville Valley. Lodging expenses
paid Contact now Bill McCluskev \ leave
number. S4JS-SM4,

Photo courses. :t credits available. 8 wk.
course! all 283-3118. Langs Photo Studio

BMW 'M 2002 decent. «0.i

"i«..'i;

AM FM 6

••I < bevy Panel, runs good, body rusted,
everything works. $22S. Call 253-7567 o

1.1 Land Rover 109. needs muffler $12(4)

ho Mter « p.m. 323-7107.

Furnished Apis. I, 2. |*a rmt . a roog
lease - Sept I June l. Air-centl.. pool.
parking Near shopping aid theaters.
Reasonable rents. Amherst Motel. Rt. 9.
opp ft y re's

Need R&B drummer. Varied material,
hard, funky, soft. Practice at Countrv
House 253-7887 aft. 6.

Mechanics Specials — 67 BMW. radials
I dr auto. VM & FM. needs engine rebuilt
$400 5j Pontiar. 4 dr . needs valve job
IBM. Call 323-4821

CHILD CARE

The (hild (are Exchange - with no
lamilies Vn alternative lo sitters and
nurseries Infants -a v rs, P|a> grwjps „so
I arenls working cooperatively to provide
free lime for each other. C.ll Joan 58«-

MISCELLANEOUS

(ami

off campus room in offbeat household
right off Rt 9. not far off from Mall. Call
253-32S5 often.

Medical Technologist. Full time la ex-
panding laboratory. A8CP registered only.
Attractive wages. Please contact: Annie
I ewallen. Chief I ah Technologist. Wing
Memorial Hospital, Palmer 1 283-7651 ext

i

Clubs and Organir •••••ns: D«
*uu sill 10 publish high qualilv
newsletter, pamphlet, maganne or
hooklet— « Let the Message ( ompanv help
you write, layout, design and print R!!
Reasonable fees..Contact Jerrv at 253-!

for information

Photo Passports Fast service * camera
repairs ling's Photo. 253-3148

V9 lot decal: Will trade for lot 32. 34 or
sell for best offer. 549-1372.
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Notices

cont. from p. 14

Auditorium Tues. Thurs. 2:30 3:45.

RUSHING FINGERS
Would you like to learn how fo

finger spell? Come and learn and
meel ihe sisters of Sigma Delta Tau,
Mon. 9 23 at 7:00 p.m. We live at 409

N Pleasant. Call 545 0527 anytime for

rides.

SCIENCE FICTION CLUB
The UMass Science Fiction Society

and Library have moved to room 921

cc. If you are interested in science
fiction come on up and join the club.

Hours are posted on the door.

SQUARE DANCE
If you enjoy dancing, come on

down. Everyone is invited. In Cape
Cod Lounge, Student Union at 8 p.m.
onite. See you there.

SWIMMING FOR HANDICAPPED
Every Tues. from 5 to 6 p.m.;

NOPE pool. Please call Miss Wallace
if interested, 5 2324 or 5 0922.

SYLVAN AREA
The Sylvan area will sponsor a

course in bicycle repairs. All in-

erested students should sign up
outside the Sylvan Student Affairs

Office which is located in the

basement of Cashin. Initial mmeting
o be held on Mon. 9 23 at 7:30 p.m
Brown Basement.
TAU BETA PI

Important business meeting today
a) 4:30 p.m ; EBE rm 106.

TEACHING ENGLISH
If you are interested in teaching

English on 'he secondary level (High
school or Junior High), you must
connact 'he Enqlish Education Of-

fice, Bart led 474, elephone 545 0533.

STUDY OF PRAYEK
All people interosted in learning to

participate in and leading Jewish
religious service: ^oet today, 3:30 in

SU 302.

TOY LENDING
The Toy Lei

currently unde-
problems. A no
when he new d

has been dec>
inquiries o "he I

O n'er. Thank V
WORK STUDY

All s'uden's .

work study awm
nol ye' checked
Aid Office, pleas

IBRARY
ng Library is

ing re location

will be posted

on and schedule
J. Address all

ersity Day Care

ARDS
have received a

)r 74 75 and have
if. the Financial

do so by Oct. l.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARY
N'-cessary rrv a for all judges

rind advoca'es te at 8 p.m., rm
803 cc.

USCC MEETING
There will be a meeting for all

nembers and 'potentials' in SU 413A,
errace above ihe ooby. Everyone is

very, very writ •

VOLLEYBALL C UB
Anyone in'-

o NOPE qym n

ni'es, 6:30 8 An,
9499

REWARD!
F-r he retui

sleeved pullovr
S49 3795 after 5

m playing, come
ues. and Thurs

juestions call 546

f a blue long

12 days ago Call

ase!

Utilnrsi Wom$n!

Come e the

CHO
BL

PING
•CK

Hair* tyling

Demot tration

Sigma lappa

So rity

19 / en St.

Monday, Sept. 23

7:15 p.m.

BRINGAFRIEND!
Call 5-2297

or 256-6887

for info.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
Bv Stella Wider

Tuesday, September 24

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22 )
-

An energetic approach to the

day's labors should prove

helpful both to your image and
to the results of your efforts.

Keep in touch with old friends.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
— Your immediate success or

failure will very likely be
decided upon the basis of this

day's efforts. Do your best to

accommodate all events.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) — Those in authority
should be ready to listen to

you at this time. Get your
points across — accurately
and without any animosity.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19) — Unless you can win your
point without doing harm to

another, you would be better

off losing out all together.

Make friends of enemies.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
18) — Younger family mem-
bers may be in need of some
special consideration today,
especially where their plans for

the immediate future are
concerned.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
— The problems of children
may not be iarge— but they
are vital to the well-being of

the family as a whole. Help
keep the present situation

stable.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
— Your general level of
efficiency should be such that
results are better than usual.

Depend upon another to see
things your way.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

— Share the benefits of recent
efforts with those who were
good and generous enough to

help out when the going got
rough. Overlook no one.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— You may well find yourself
sharing the spotlight with an
old enemy today. Don't allow
yourself the luxury of demon-
strating your anger.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
— Be ready to accept your
share of any blame for the
present situation at work. You
can make amends later in the
week if amends are in order.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
Should you be in a position to

please the public with any
action or decision, take your
time. You can ill afford to

make a mistake in judgment.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
— Although others would be
pleased to see you with a
smiling face, there is no need
to put on a false face. Let your
feelings be known.

CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

21. Ornamental

ACROSS clock

22. Sorcery

24. Place

26. Soft food

28. Scrimps

32. Cistern

35. Half boot

37. New star

38. Mysterious

41. College

building

42. Channing

43. Hoodwink

45. Love

46. Lodger

ui-iuans HEUHa
ilM GO

I

1.

6.

10.

11.

13.

Slant

Repetition

Berry

Chris of tennis

Romeo and

Juliet

14. Jacksonville

bowl

15. "Exodus" hero

16. Sweetest sugar

known

18. Skating area

20. Zero

r

ay uohd
noon aaa san
ana axon aaaan sqqs aaa
una uhq anas
BON usm

STlf
ELOPED
| 1 L 1 E U
STERNE

47. Second

48. Kefauver

DOWN

1. Refuse

io

13

15

16

VL

32

38

42

4S

cA

&
33

q7

r

19 1
Z6

39

35

2D

27
2
2M

36

43

46

46

28"

4o
2
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2. Subsistence

3. United

4. Knitting stitch

5 German city

6. Star in "Leo"

7. Stadium

8. Dakota Indian

9. Notched

10. Frighten
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19. Athletic feat
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surname

25. Light brown
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29. Capacity
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34. St.-John's-
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0UKIN6 THIS PAST SEASON. iUHILE
SOU UJEI?E IN RI6HT fitiQ NINETY
EI6HT FLY 8ALLS &QUHCEP
OVER VOUR HEAP...
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Del Monte
CreamCorn

or

Whole
Kernel

17 oz.

cans

PennDutch
Mushrooms

Stems &
Pieces

4 oz.

cans

Campbell's Soup
Cream ofMushroom

"ushioo"

Fall's here . . . serve
the family soup and

sandwiches for lunch.

CutGreenBeans

cans l^^m^^K
tE8M StopA
*6rti»| Shop

"--..> •^ Fruit
Cocktail

17 oz.

can

Grapefruit
Juice 1A(

Stop & Shop ^ p^ W
46 oz. can

Get your Stop & Shopsworth!

races on over 300 Stop&Shop
Brand items are frozen for

,
30 days...thru Oct.5th

Starts Monday, Sept. 23 - Saturday, Sept. 28 "Quality-Protected" Beef Naturally Aged

Blade Steak
Beef Chuck

Bone- In

Formerly -Chuck
Steak -1st Cuts

Be sure to

redeem
this week's 7 l
Stop & Shop saver coupons
when you come in.

Banquet Pot Pies
Pkgs ^Chicken, Beef

or Turkey.

Orange Juice aJSRSSSSftm 5c.".95
c

Rich's Coffee Rich 25& ,
1

Stop & Shop Cheese Pizza VV,' 75c

Taste O'Sea Fish Dinner M', 49c

Taste O'Sea Fried Clams Hi 69c

Birds Eye Broccoli Spears 3 ft?
$
1

Corn on the Cob -4 Ear Pkg. ^.'SQ

%r Gal. Ice Cream
Merit Brand Asst. Flavors 4ft^^f

Half Gallon Carton ^F^F
Cert n" ly Citrus „ J'Z'ZZ u '1 M

From Stop & Shop's own bakery!

WhiteBread
Stop & Shop -Sliced ^B 24 oz

$^
Buttertop White M§ Loaves A

Date Nut Bread
Stop & Shop 4* 13oz *^

A breakfast treat. Mt Loaves A
Cranberry Nut Bread

Under Blade Steak
Formerly California Chuck Steak

7 Bone Steak
Formerly Chuck Steak - Blade Cut

Top Blade Steak
Formerly ChuckBlade - Steak Cut

Beef Chuck for Stew
Formerly Stewing Beef

Bone- In

Beef Chuck

Beef Chuck - Bone-In

Boneless
Beef Chuck

89

79

sf
$-169

1 lb.

5T
$-129

1 lb.

wale* Added

*^BL% Shank Portion ^m ^ ^^^^SmokedHam

Even though today's
rising prices are

choking the value out of
your food dollar, we've taken
action that can really help
you curb your rising food
bill. We froze prices on more
than 300 Stop & Shop Brand
items for 30 days - thru Oct.
5, 1974. Costs will surely
increase during this 30 — day
period, but we guarantee our
prices will not — not even a
penny! That's getting your
Stop & Shopsworth

!

Formerly Cooked Ham -

Shank Portion

Plan on several great meals
from this lean, flavorful ham.

Smoked Ham-Rump Portions 791
Formerly Cooked Ham - Face Portion

Smoked Ham-Center Slice a 12
Formerly Cooked Ham - Center Slice

Sitae • LMvtfBanana Tea Bread

Values from our dairy department!

OrangeJuice
100% Valencia ^fe 32o, *^

Stop* Shop- From Concentrate ^^fc ContS .1

Light n' Lively Yogurt MS VcZSP

Chicken Breast
>V U.S. Grade 'A' -Whole or Split

^gf^phicken Thighs

Chicken Wings
Chicken Legs

lb.

white
gem

White Gem
U S Grade 'A'

White Gem
US. Grade A'

White Gem U S. Grade 'A'

78
c

78^

Crescent Rolls »»•»•
Cinnamon Rolls si«o4sm»

Temptee Cream Cheese B
.^: 3

Kraft Swiss Cheese snc^-i« «, 79
American Cheese Slices 89

Borden — P'ocstwd Wh,<t or v«ho* '? ot Pt<i

3* ft 11

*n <1
CuOl I

> ^19
Brand

Fresh Cortland

tfVpples

Stop & Shop's having a sausage sale

!

ItalianSausage
Countryfine Pork Sausages
Park's Sausage Meat
Jimmy Dean Sausage Meat rm tt 89

Regular or Hot N' Sagey
1 Pound Roll

$i09
I lb

$-129

Sliced to order in

our Deli-Hut.

Roast Beef

89c

lU i.l

U.S. No. 1

2y«"Min.

President Plums
Butternut Squash
Cactus 2V2 " Pot each

39,
c
b

59 c

BONUS

qtr.

lb.

Buy a V« lb.

of Roast Beef and
receive 1 lb. ot

Cole Slaw for 29c

Quick and easy meals
from ourown Kitchen.

* | Fresh
Mi Pizza
) /S-^ .Stop **W o OI l

r "^^ Shop J^ Pkgs WL

Meat Lasagna-14 oz. Pkg. 79e

Cheese Lasagna-14oz. Pkg. 69*

DelMonte Peas
Stock the shelves at ^fc ^W^%!0

this low price. ^fc Ca
"
s f^W

Sliced Carrots
stop & shop M n . Age
Mini-priced MB cans ^K^^

Nestled Morsels
Semi-Sweet Chocolate ^t^^C
Bake a batch of cookies. Bag M^Sm

Star Kist Tuna
Solid White (in water) #V^^C
Great for sandwiches ^ ^U|v
and casseroles, too.

an ^^F^^F

SpaghettiOs
Franco-American m . 15 oz. *^i
The kid-s favorite. SB Can» ^L

Chef Mini Ravioli
Chef Boy-ai*dee

, 9#^C
Just heat and serve ... delicious. Can

, Wf^W

Beef-O-getti ^Qc

Chef Boy-ar-dee 15 oz Can %^^f^F

FHskies Cat Food
Cans ^^

kOO

Assorted Flavors

It's Colonial Week
at Stop & Shop

Handschumacher
Bologna 99"

Haddock Fillets $
f°9

Stop & Shop Fish &. Chips

Neptune Clams Casino or Matlaw's Stuffed Clams 'iff 89c

»*» ab # - Stc#* F**iu '-«g * S*'v.c# 09''

Smoked Pork Shoulder
Formerly Smoked Srioulder

Smoked Pork Shoulder Roll
formerly Daisy Nam

Tasty Ten" Franks <**«»•**•#.

Beef Franks »«>-<i »«»«#

Bologna or Liverwurst STJJftSS
Sliced Bacon - 1 lb. Package
Knockwurst - 1 lb. Package

8^
991

79f,

99°

17

STOP & SHOP in«HADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst Line. 8:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m., Mon.-Sat.

t i4**t**t*«**t4«a**a$«i* * * * i * * #*»#*»»
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Sox fall 7-2, Yanks boost lead
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1974 THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

BOSTON \AP\ Boog Powell

drove in three runs with three hits,

including a home run, to lead the

Baltimore Orioles to a 7-2 victory

over the fading Boston Red Sox
Sunday.

The victory left the second-place

Orioles one game behind the New
York Yankees in the American
League East, while the Red Sox fell

five behind. The Yankees defected

the Cleveland Indians 2-1.

Baltimore jumped on Boston
starter Reggie Cleveland, 11-14, for

three runs in the first inning before

Diego Segui put down the uprising

with the bases loaded.

Powell popped a broken-bat

single to shallow center to drive in a

run in the first, belted his 11th

homer of the year into the

Baltimore bullpen in right in the

third and singled across another run

in the fifth.

Staked to the early 3-0 lead,

Baltimore's Mike Cuellar breezed to

his 21st victory against 10 losses.

Cuellar, who hasn't lost a decision

since Aug. 24, hurled hitless ball for

3 2-3 innings and finished with a

eight-hitter.

Cleveland ran into trouble at the

outset, walking Rich Coggins on
four pitches. Paul Blair promptly
scored Coggins with a double to

left-center.

Cleveland retired the next two
batters, but Powell got a bloop
single, scoring Blair. After Don
Baylor walked, Brooks Robinson
lined a single to 'eft, Powell easily

beating Tommy Harper's weak
throw to the plate. Ellie Hendricks
was hit by a pitch and Segki
replaced Cleveland.

Baseball roundup
American League
Saturday's Results

Milwaukee 6. Detroit 2; Boston 6,

Baltimore 5, 10 innings; New York 14,

Cleveland 7; Minnesota 8, California 1,

Morning; Kansas Citv 4, Texas 1, 1st,

twilight; Kansas Citv 8, Texas 5, 2nd, night;

Oakland 3, Chicago 2, night.

Sunday's Results

Texas 4, Kansas Citv 3; Minnesota 6,

California 2: Chicago 3, Oakland 1; Detroit

6, Milwaukee 5; New York 2, Cleveland 1;

Baltimore 7, Boston 2.

Monday's Games
(All Times EOT)

Milwaukee (Colborn 9-12 and Kobel 6-

13) at Cleveland (Bosman 7-4 and Kern 0-

II. 2, 5:30 p.m.

(Only Game Scheduled!

National League
Saturday's Results

N<;w York 4, Pittsburgh 2; San Diego

Los Angeles 3; Chicago 19, St. Louis 4;

San Francisco 8, Cincinnati 6, 10 innings;

Houston 6, Atlanta 5, 10 innings, night;

Philadelphia at Montreal, postponed, rain.

Sunday's Results
New York 4, Pittsburgh 0; Philadelphia

3, Montreal 2, 1st; Montreal 8, Philadelphia

5, 2nd; Los Angeles 6. San Diego 5; St.

Louis 6, Chicago 5; Houston 3, Atlanta 2,

14 innings; San Francisco 6, Cincinnati 0.

Monday's Games
(All Times EOT)

Pittsburgh (Rooker 13-11) at St. Louis
(McGlothen 16-10), 8:30 p.m.

Atlanta (Morton 16-10) at Los Angeles
(Sutton 17-9), 10:30 p.m.

(Only Games Scheduled)

Booters beat Harvard
turn to page 18
UMass came blasting out at the

beginning of the second half and
continued to control the ball and
outshoot on the goal but not until

27 minutes into the second half did

the Minutemen tie it up on a goal by

Bob McChesney on a corner kick

assist by Mohammed Othman.
Then seven minutes later it was
Othman on another corner kick,

assisting Bob Snow to put UMass
in the lead 2-1 The final goal of the

jame came at fifty-one minutes
into the half as Co-Captain Jim
Vollinger found himself all alone in

front of the goal and slammed one
home to make it 3-1 and assure the

Minutemen a victory.

Steady performances can be

credited to backs Bill Macdonald,
Alan Long, Gary McKenna, Dan
Ouellette, and Mike Parsons.
For.vards Billy Belcher, Bob Snow,
Bob McChesney and Steve Sor-

rnanti kept the pressure on the

Crimson line.

The Minutemen open their

regular season play Tuesday night

under the lights and on the Astro-

Turf at Boston College's Alumni
Field as they meet the BC Eagles.

FREE

AUTO COURSE
For undergrad commuters
A free, non-credit basic

auto mechanics course is

being offered by the
Commuter Assembly. The
course begins 25 Sept., and
runs through 30 Oct.
Meetings will be from 6-

7:30 p.m. on Mondays and
Wednesdays in the
Campus Center. Maximum
enrollment is 25,

registration through 23
Sept. in the Commuter
Assembly Office, Com-
muter Lounge.

Avoiding
Future
Shock

W h\ think about life insurance and estate

planning; nim whilt- you're yotiftg?

Because the best wa> to a\oid financial

crisis in >our Uisurth \ears is to

effectively manage your mml productive
>ears. The older \ou get* the more it

costs to protect your family and business.

Your Fidelity I nion I .He estate planner
can shov* \ou how to prepare for a secure
future -now.

< all thf HnYlii\ l ninn I iclrl taarfate
in tour area;

*&
"

KONALD S. NATHAN AGENCY
717 Main Street

\mh«Tst 25fi-x:r»i

Powell's homer made it 4-0

j'-fore Boston scored on a walk and

singles bv Deron Johnson and Rick

Burleson in the fourth.

The Orioles added another run on
Bobby Grick's double to left-center

and Powell's single to left in the

fifth. Boston scored a run in its half

on singles by Harper, Juan
Beniquez and Dwight Evans.

With the scoreboard showing the

Yankees had finished a 2-1 victory

over Cleveland, the Orioles picked

up two insurance runs in the ninth.

Blair beat out a bunt, stole second
and scored on a Tommy Davis

single. Then a wild pitch and a

single by Baylor provided another

run.

NEW YORK \AP\ - Bobby
Murcer lashed a tie-breaking home
run in the sixth inning and Pat
Dobson and Sparky Lyle combined
to pitch a four-hitter, leading the
first-place New York Yankees to a
2-1 victory over the Cleveland
Indians Sunday.
With the score tied 1-1 and two

out in the sixth, Murcer cracked his

10th homer of the season, a blast

off Cleveland starter Bruce
Ellingsen, 1-1.

St Louis nips NY
ST. LOUIS \AP\ - Ted Simons drilled a two-out, run-scoring single in

the bottom of the ninth inning to give the St. Louis Cardinals a 6-5 victory

over the Chicago Cubs, increasing their lead in the National League East to

1 Vi games over Pittsburgh.

The Pirates dropped a 4-0 decision to the New York Mets. Lou Brock

singled with one out in the ninth and, one out later, Reggie Smith walked.

Then Simmons' lashed his game-winning hit off loser Dave LaRoche.

Simmons' 19th home run, Smith's double and two triples shot the Cards

ahead 4-1 before the Cubs wiped out the lead with the aid of shaky St.

Louis fielding.

Bob Gibson was breezing along in the sixth when Andre Thornton and

Pete LaCock singled. After pinch-hitter Billy Williams walked to load the

bases, Rick Monday singled home two runs and another scored on second

baseman Ted Sizemore's error.

Monday and Kessinger then worked a double steal and Monday scored

for a 5-4 Chicago lead on Bill Madlock's sacrifice fly.

The homer broke up a pitching

duel between Ellingsen and
Dobson, 17-15, who won his

seventh game in his last eight

decisions.

Dobson allowed only three

singles. The only run off the Yankee

starter was scored in the first inning

without benefit of a hit. John
Lowenstein walked to lead off the

game, moved to third on an error by

Dobson and scored on Frank

Robinson's grounder.

The Yankees tied the score in the

fourth when Elliott Maddox walked,

took second on Murcer's single,

went to third on a long foul pop by

Lou Piniella and scored on Thur-

man Munson's sacrifice fly.

Dobson gave up three hits over

the first eight innings, but John
Lowenstein singled to lead off the

ninth. He moved to second on a

sacrifice bunt and, after Robinson
walked, took third on a long fly ball.

Buy Lyle then relieved Dobson
and retired pinch-hitter Charlie

Spikes on a tapper to the mound to

record his 15th save of the season.

Shumway's

Wallpaper & Paint Store, Inc.

320 COLLEGE STREET

Bold and Bright Colors

mmim
FALL 1974

Peter Pan has prepared a special program often attractive tours

for the fall semester. They depart right from:

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS SMITH COLLEGE ^Northampton)
AMHERST CENTER MT. HOLYOKE COLLEGE (So Hadley)

And they go to a variety of destinations chosen to interest the
campus community. Reservations will be needed on all these
popular trips, so sign up early while there's space!

Saturday, Sept. 28 U. MASS. MINUTEMEN FOOTBALL AT DARTMOUTH
Sunday, Sept. 29 1-DAY CRUISE TO PROVINCETOWN
Sunday, Oct. 6 GRAND PRIX RACING AT WATKINS GLEN, N.Y.

Saturday, Oct. 19 NEW HAMPSHIRE FOLIAGE/PHOTO * BUSCH BREWERY TOUR

Sunday-Monday, Oct. 27-28 2-DAY WEEKEND IN FASCINATING MONTREAL
(Veterans Day Weekend)

Saturday, Nov. 2 1-DAY BROTHERHOOD WINERY ft HOWE CAVERNS TOUR
Saturday, Nov 9 U. MASS. MINUTEMEN FOOTBALL AT HOLY CROSS
Sunday, Nov. 10 1-DAY HIKING & SIGHTSEEING IN VERMONT'S GREEN MOUNTAINS
Saturday, Nov. 161-DAY NEW YORK CITY SHOW/SHOPPING EXCURSION
Saturday, Dec. 7 VERDI'S "LA FORZA DEL DESTINO"

(Presented By Connecticut Opera Assn. In Hartford)

Get your copy today of our special brochure giving details
about times, prices and itineraries on these TOURS FROM THE
COLLEGES from:

UNivnsrrv or Massachusetts
Campus Center Hotel Lobby
Tel 545 2006

NORTHAMPTON
Bus Terminal, Old South St.

Tel 586 1030

AMHRST C»nP
Bus Terminal
Tel. 256 0431

SOUTH HADLfY
Cannon's Pharmacy
Tel. 533 7U5

J

It

By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer

^
NEW HAVEN, Conn. \AP\ -

Sparked for the second straight
week by the weaving dashes of
little Mack Herron and the power
drives of Sam Cunningham, the
New England Patriots overcame an
improved New York Giants' of-

fensive display Sunday with a 28-20
National Football League victo. /.

After last week's 34-24 stunning
victory over Miami, the Patriots are
2-0. The Giants, whose defense
sparkled a week ago in a 13-10 loss

to Washington, are 0-2.

The game drew a paid crowd of

49,267, the second straight week of
less than a full house at the Yale
Bowl.

The Patriots set out on what
proved to be their winning drive

midway through the third period.

Herron returned a punt 20 yards to
New York's 34. Five plays later,

quarterback Jim Plunkett dropped
back, found no teammate free
down the middle, and lobbed the
ball to Cunningham, who was all

alone on the right side. He ran it

over to complete a 14-yard touch-
down play with 10:34 gone in the
period. John Smith's extra point
made the score 21-14.

The Giants punted after failing to
move on the next series and New
England started from its own 20. It

took the Patriots 1 1 plays to get to
the Giants' four-yard line and a first

down. Herron, the 5-foot-5 former

Patriots topple Giants, 28-20
Canadian Football League player in making the score 28-14.
his second year with the Patriots, But New York fought back. Leon
then ambled along the right side McQudy took the ensuing kickoff
and skipped into the end zone, 72 yards 10 the Patriots' 22. On the

THE BIG D — The New England Patriots greatly
improved defense stops the New York Football Giants
cold in a goal line stand in an NFL game yesterday
The play was probably the play of the game as the
Patriots won, 28-20.

o

fifth play from scrimmage, Norm
Snead hit Ron Johnson on the right
side, two yards short of the end
zone on the right side and the
running back went in to complete
the nine-yard play. The extra point
attempt failed when the snap from
center was fumbled.
Both quarterbacks had strong

games. Plunkett completed 11 of 17
passes for 152 yards and the three
TDs to Cunningham, Herron and
Randy Vataha. Snead connected
on 28 of 35 passes for 272 yards and
one TD.

Cunningham, who ran for 87
yards against Miami, picked up 76
against the Giants. Herron, who
gained 88 last week, added 74. For
the second straight week, New
York had trouble moving the ball on
the ground. Johnson was the big
gainer with 27 yards in 17 attempts.
The first half was a contrast, the
Patriots favoring the quick strike
while the Giants worked their way
downfield on two scoring drives
and one 76-yard march stopped
inside the Partiots' one-yard line.

The Patriots had the ball for only
8 minutes 31 seconds in the first

half. They ran only six plays from
scrimmage in the second quarter.
Snead began by picking apart the

middle of the New England

defense, completing two passes to
Bob Tucker and one to Jot
Dawkins that brought the Giants to
the Patriots' 21. Snead passed to
Johnson at the 15. Johnson shook
linebacker John Tanner and fought
his way to the end zone to cap a 72
yard drive with the 3:49 old.

The Patriots tied the score about
10 minutes later when Herron took
a pass from Plunkett on the left side
at the Giants' five and rolled in.

The Giants then embarked on a
15-play, 63-yard drive that ended
6:49 later with Dawkins crashing
over right tackle for a one-yard
touchdown.

But the Patriots struck back with
lightning quickness. Herron took
the kickoff at his own goal line and
rambled 62 yards. On the first play
from scrimmage, Plunkett spotted
ex-Stanford teammate Vataha
down the fight sideline. Vataha got
behind cornerback Pete Athas and
hauled in the 38-yard pass with an
end zone dive. Smith's conversion
tied the game at 14-14.

The Giants' final drive of the half
lasted about seven minutes. It

ended in futility with Johnson
gaining two yards on three cracks
at the Patriots' goal line and
Dawkins being stopped inches from
paydirt on fourth down.

College football roundup
By IRA MILLER
UP/ Sports Writer

The college football rankings will

have a strange look this week. Eight
of the nation's top 20 teams, in-

cluding such perennials as
Nebraska, Louisiana State and
Penn State, were defeated
Saturday, a day that produced as
many shockers as any Saturday in

recent seasons.

The results were all the more
stunning because this was sup-
posed to be a "blowout" weekend,
a time when the ranked teams were
expected to enhance their prestige
by running up big scores over
inferior opponents.

It didn't exactly turn out that
way.

Instead, the only thing that got
blown out was the top 20.

Losers besides Nebraska (No. 4),

LSU (6) and Penn State (7) were
Arkansas (9), UCLA (11), Maryland
(tie 14), Georgia (tie 18) and
Houston (tie 18).

Although the result in each case
was an upset, none of them were
any more unexpected than the one
at Iowa City. Iowa, 0-11 a year ago,
stunned UCLA 21-10 behind two
touchdown passes by Bob Fick.

"We have started to take that
long road back," said Iowa's happy
coach, Bob Commings, who was a
high school coach at this time last

season.

Another team on the way back is

Navy. The Middies scored their

biggest victory in years Saturday
when Penn State fumbled the ball

away five times and missed four
field goals, enabling Navy to escape
with a 7-6 victory - the first

Eastern team to defeat Penn State
since 1970.

The victory gave Navy a 2-0 start I

for the first time in a decade, but <

Coach George Welsh was honest
enough to concede his team had
some help.

"The big thing that kept us in the
game was their errors we might

not have held up without them,"
said Welsh, who was Joe Paterno's
top assistant at Penn State until he
took the Navy job last season.

Nebraska, a 61-7 winner in its
opening game, lost 21-20 to
Wisconsin when the Badgers
struck for a 77-yard touchdown
pass from Gregg Bohlig to Jeff
Mack with less than four minutes to
go. Bohlig completed 14 of 21
passes for 242 yards.
A one-yard scoring plunge by

Bucky Sams with 5:46 left gave
Texas A&M a 21-14 upset over LSU
at Baton Rouge.

Concerned
about your next
haircut?

You know your hair needs shaping
but you're hesitant. It just might get
chopped. Not at Regis ... our talented
haircutters understand long hair
tapered cuts. The hand blower gently
persuades your hair into a smooth
natural look. No teasing! No hair-
spray! No fuss!

Shampoo, blower cut from $7.00
Autumn Body Perm Sl^SO

niversity of massachusetf

s

arts council

NFL results
Sunday's Games

San Francisco 16, Atlanta 10;

Miami 24, Buffalo 16; San
Diego 20, Cincinnati 17;

Cleveland 20, Houston 7;

Minnesota 7, Detroit 6; New
England 28, New York Giants

20; St. Louis 17, Washington
10; Green Bay 20, Baltimore 13;

New York Jets 23, Chicago 21;

Pittsburgh 35, Denver 35, tie

overtime; Los Anaeles 24. New
Orleans 0; Oakland 27, Kansas

City 7.

Monday's Game
Dallas at Philadelphia, N

africana International/
[

A Fantastic Cultural
!
Show & Dance
Band
tickets $4.°° general $ 2P°umass studentsMnMM,amh«rit,
Tickets on sale 125 Herter Hall, UMass (413)545-0202

LANG'S
Photo Studio

460 West Street, So. Amherst
Hours. Mon.-Thurs. 9-6, Fri.,9-8

SEPT 23,1974
8pm
•todent union

Personal, Professional Service

for all Photography needs.

SPECIALS!!

CAMERA EQUIP.:

Canon FTB 1.8 lens $288.00 w/case

ANSCO ASA 64

FILM: Color Slide Film and Processing only $2.69 stop Monkeying Abound.-

Processing: 4 Jumbo Prints from your slides only 99'
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UMASS DOMINATES, 42-0
By DAVEEIBtL
Sports Staff

It wasn't flashy, it wasn't very exciting, it

wasn't the kind of football that would fill

football stadiums, but it was just what the

UMass Minutemen needed: a convincing,

no, make that a dominating 42 victory of

the Maine Black Bears in Orono, making it

five straight whitewashes in a row for UMass
over Maine.

As the UMass opener in the Yankee
Conference it was just fine. It proved to the

Minutemen that they're a force to be
reckoned with and proved to the rest of the

conference that UMass is for real.

It wasn't the typw * name that would elicit

oohs and aahs from college football af-

ficianados. UMass established their

superiority right from the first block and

though Maine tried gamely one could sense

that they weren't in the same class as the

Minutemen.
The Minutemen took the opening kickoff

and in six plays moved from their own 24 to

the Maine 42. Then on first down, Mark

Tripucka's attempted pass to Lee Harriman

tipped off the flanker's hands to Maine's

Rich McCormick who ran the interception

back eleven yards only to fumble the ball

back to UMass. Nine plays later Rich Jessamv

scored on a quick opener off right tackle

from the nine and the Minutemen were off

and running.

Off and running was really the story of

the afternoon UMass. The Minutemen ran

the ball 66 times from scrimmage for 307

yards in what has turned from the anemic

ground attack of 1973 into the awesome
ground attack of 1974. In their first two

games this year UMass has piled up 530

yards on the ground. Compare that with last

year's total of 749 yards and you can see how
awesome the running is.

Mark Tripucka started for the Minutemen

and showed, if one game is any indication,
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Rumbling John Romboli drives into the Maine end zone for the first of his two touchdowns in Saturdays 42-

UMass victory. Romboli, the UMass punter, was used as a running back and led all UMass rushers with 69
yards. Steve Falvey, the UMass guard (number 52) is about to jump for joy as Romboli dives in for "the big
six" clutching the leg of fallen UMass center Bruce Pinto who led the charge.

In preseason warmup

Booters blast Harvard, 3-1
By JOHN BOCK
Sports Staff

Harvard College may not qualify as a
participant in big time college athletics, but
nonetheless there is something impressive
about any athletic contest hosted on the
Crimson turf.

Last Saturday, however, it was the UMass
soccer team that was doing the impressing
as they put together a lot of hustle and ended
up with a 3-1 preseason scrimmage victory
over the twelfth ranked Crimson. It was a big
win for UMass in several ways. It is always

good to beat an Ivy League team on their
own ground. Then the three goals scored
were a result of what Coach Al Rufe called
"team play."

"We definitely played as team today in-

stead of so many individual efforts in

previous scrimmages. We controlled the
midfield and had our backs hustling to play
defense when the ball was turned over where
before they had lagged behind."

There were veterans missing like Tom
Coburn and Tony King, both scoring leaders
in 1973, but with the frequent substituting

that saw almost the whole team play there

was a remarkable continuity of performance.

The first twenty minutes of the game saw
UMass outshoot Harvard on the goal about
three to one. The skills displayed were all

coming from the Minutemen but it was
Harvard that got on the board first with a

goal right before the half. Almost im-

mediately thereafter Co-Captain Carl Ver-

collone was hurt in the goal on a Harvard

attempt and suffered a bruise to the top of

the thigh that sidelined him for the remainder

of the game.

turn to page 18

We got 'ya! A trio of UMass tacklers with defensive end
Bill Cooke backing them up collars Maine quarterback
•ack Cosgrove in second quarter action at Orono. The
shutout 42-0 of Maine, marked the fifth straight year in

which the Minutemen have shut out the Black Bears
thanks to a ferocious Minuteman defense.

SPORTS

that he can replace injured Fred Kelliker more
than adequately. Tripucka worked the veer

option with more authority than he did

against Villanova last week, and picked up 35
yards on six carries himself.

His play calling could not be faulted as he

kept the Black Bear defense mystified with

off tackle slants and quick openers by Rich

Jessamy and dives by fullback Keith Lang.

Mix that with a dab of passing and you've
got a 26-0 UMass halftime lead.

Ball control was the key word in the early
going for UMass. It took Maine almost half of
the second quarter to move the ball into
UMass territory. What's worse Maine had
the ball for four plays in the first quarter and
gained minus five yards.

In a 42-0 game, you might think that to say
there was a turning point would be
ridiculous, but there was one. With the score
12-0 after a Jim Torrance 1-yard plunge on
the second play of the second quarter, Maine
got the ball on the 31 and led by quarterback
John Cosgrove moved all the way to the

UMass 18. On first down Cosgrove went
around left end on a keeper and just as he
was about to be swarmed under by a bevy of

tacklers pitched out to running back Mark De
Gregorio. Unfortunately for Maine, UMass
defensive back John Van Burne came out of

nowhere, picked the ball out of the air and
scampered untouched 82 yards to paydirt.

After that the game was beyond doubt.

John Romboli scored the first of his two
touchdowns near the end of the second
quarter. Keith Lang scored on a straight dive

play from the one on a drive keyed by a John
Toner interception of a Cosgrove pass at the

Maine 48 and added to a Greg Sprout field

goal and Romboli's second td, the rout was
completed.

The second half from a fan's standpoint
had little to offer. The most exciting play

occured when Van Buren picked off a pass
thrown by Al Malnak, Cosgrove's
replacement only to have the play washed
out for a pass interference penalty.

Other than that third quarter play, the

second half was nothing to shout about.

Peter Colton replaced Tripucka and played

the entire second half, doing a very com
mendable job.

"We thought it was a good time to polish

up our running game so we stuck on the

ground," said UMass Coach Dick Mac
Pherson in explaining the absence of passing

from the UMass repertoire."

The only UMass passing play of any real

consequence was a 58-yard bomb to wide
receiver Mark Finnerty which led to Rom-
boli's first six-pointer. But as split end Gary
Mika said after the game, "our running

attack is awesome, but we haven't had to

use our passing game yet cause we haven't

had to." If UMass can have half the success
in the air as they've had on the ground, their

offense will be nothing short of unstoppable.

Mika was the only UMass injury of any

consequence. He sat out most of the last

three quarters after bruising his shoulder in a

pile of tacklers but it won't keep Mika out of

action for any length of time.

The most impressive thing about the

UMass victory was the fact that the

Minutemen displayed so much depth in their

lineup. Although Rich Jessamy and Keith

Lang were typically superb in their short

stints, (Jessamy had 61 yards and Lang 44),

Jerry Mondalto, Jim Torrance, and Bob
Zawada all did a great job of filling in. But the

newest UMass offensive phenom had to be
punter John Romboli who gained 69 yards

on eleven carries to lead UMass rushers and
scored two of the UMass touchdowns.

"I was really happy with Romboli," said

Coach MacPherson. "He has great balance
and bounce and he's the type of guy that can
be an inspiration to the rest of the team."
Romboli showed great poise on a second
quarter punt when he got the ball off after

dropping the snap and still kicked it 38 yards.

Looking to next week against Dartmouth,
the game looms as a mystery for everyone,
because Coach Jake CrouthameJ has
prevented any UMass scouts at Dartmouth
scrimmages. Come next Saturday at
Hanover though, the question of whether
Dartmouth has something or nothing to hide
will be ' answered.

The UMass defense also had its share of
great performances. While the first team was
in, Maine could do nothing,, and even with
the second team in the Black Bears had little
more luck.

Kennedy decides not to run
BOSTON \UPI\ Sen. Edward

M. Kennedy, burdened with family

problems and the shadow of a
tragic automobile accident, said

yesterday he had made a "firm,

final and unconditional" decision
against running for president or
vice presiaent in 1976.

In refusing to follow his

assassinated brothers into a

Presidential campaign, the 42 year
old Kennedy, last surviving son of a
star struck family, said "My primary
responsibilities are at home."

His son Ted Jr., who will be 13

Thursday, had his right leg am-
putated last November in an effort

to halt bone cancer, and his wife

Joan, who was with the senator at

the Parker House Hotel news
conference, has been hospitalized

three times recently with emotional

fatigue.

In addition to his immediate
family, Kennedy is the father figure

to the two children of the late

Prpsirfpnt .John F. Kennedy and the

11 children of the late Sen Robert

F Kennedy, who was gunned
down while running for President in

1968. Ted and Joan have three

children.

"From the campaigns of my
brothers before me, I know that

seeking the nation's highest office

demands a candidate's undivided

attention and his deepest personal

commitment," said Kennedy. "I

simply cannot do that to my wife

and children and the other
members of my family."

Kennedy who resisted efforts to

draft him onto the 1968 and 1972

turn to page 6
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Lovejoy trial:

Zinn evidence blocked
By DAVID GREENSLIT

GREENFIELD Superior Court

Judge Kent B. Smith ruled

yesterday that "motivation is not

acceptable as a legal defense" and

barred the jury in the Sam Lovejoy

trial from hearing the defense

testimony of Prof. Howard Zinn, a

political science professor at

Boston University.

Yesterday's session began an

hour late as Smith studied a legal

brief, prepared by Lovejoy over the

weekend, concerning the relevance

of Zinn's testimony.

Zinn, an expert on the history of

civil disobedience, had testified

with the jury absent on Friday that

there has been an "historical

tolerance of acts intended to help

the community." He said that the

jury should "go beyond technical

observance of the law" and listen

to the motives behind Loveioy's

act.

Lovejoy is charged with willful

and malicious destruction of

personal property in the Feb 22
downing of a 500 foot en
vironmental tower on the Mon-
tague Plains, site of Northeast

Utilities' proposed $1.52 billion
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)n this farm in Hadley, located on Rt. 47, there lives a lady who can turn almost a
Her husband, "Orange Sunshine" is on the far right.

nything into a pumpkin

nuclear power plant, he has ac-

cepted full responsibility for top-

pling the tower, which he called

symbolic of "one of the gravest

dangers to ever face this country or

the world."

Earlier last week, Smith also

prevented the jury from hearing

defense witness Dr. John W.
Gofman, a noted nuclear physicist

and expert on radiation's effect on
the human body Lovejoy had
hoped that Gofman's testimony

would lend credibility to his belief

that nuclear danger was indeed a

grave threat. Zinn's testimony was
intended to persuade the jury that

Lovejoy' act was rational in view of

the circumstances.

Lovejoy has said that in light of

the danger posed by nuclear power,

his act was not malicious, but

beneficial to the community.

Smith has already said that he

cannot "m all good conscience"

sentence Lovejoy if he is convicted,

but would then report the case to

the Supreme Judicial Court for

their determination

Yesterday's ruling on Zinn's

testimony and last week's ruling on
Gofman's are two points that may
be reviewed by the higher court. A
third is Smith's decision to have the

jury decide whether the property

destroyed was personal or real,

since all relevant cases on the

subject are more than 150 years old.

turn to page 12

UMass prof advances syph cure
By P.J. Prokop

Staff Reporter

Dr. Charles D. Cox, Professor of

Microbiology at UMass, has

discovered that the syphilis

inside:
Sherwood Thompson reports

on Guineau Bissau Symposium,
see pg 2.

Hanq Gliding in on the rise as
an exciting outdoor sport. See
photo essay on pg. 11

National news in a nutshell

See page 6 7.

weather:
Mostly sunny, highs and

lows.

Highs in low sixties,

That's how it goes..

organism, a spirochete called
Treponema pallidum, is aerobic

(requires oxygen for growth).

A spirochete is a pale, spiral

shaped microbe which resembles a

coil. With this new information, he

hopes that the syphilis causing

organism can be grown for the first

time, in the laboratory

Cox has been working on this

spirochete for approximately a year

and a half. His research is funded
by the Federal Government
because it is targetable toward a

societal problem.

If the organism can be grown,

there are hopes that ultimately a

syphilis vaccine can be developed,

according to Cox, This would be a

major breakthrough in the

prevention of syphilis, which, if left

untreated, can be fatal

Dr. Cox, whose work has been

recemly published in both The New
York Times and Time magazine, is

working closely with his

Technician, Miriam Barber and

assistants Neal Schiller. Paul Lysko,

Ellen Collins, and Anne McGivney.
They have contradicted traditional

scientific thinking by their findings.

According to Microbiology

textbooks, Treponema pallidum is

anaerobic, which means that the

spirochete would only grow in an

environment without oxygen

Treponema pallidum has been
classified as anaerobic since 1905.

turn to page 2

Library to adapt air

for Dubois papers
ByJUDY BOUCHER

Staff Reporter

University Library administrators

plan to install a separate air con-

ditioning ur.it in the room where the

papers of black author, W. E.

Dubois are housed.

The DnBois papers were pur

chased by the University last year

and are the most valuable collection

in the library.

The papers are in fragile con-

dition and temperature and
humidity must be closely regulated

to prevent further deterioration

according to Ms. Kathrine Emer
son, Director of Archives.

The Library's central air con

ditioning began malfunctioning

when the library first opened in the

summer of 1 973. At that time the

system failed to drain the humidity

and approximately 100,000 qallons

of water flooded the basement

damaging both machinery and
controls

"This is the root cause of a

variety of other problems" said Mr

Gordan Fretwell, associate director

for public services.

Damaged machinery and con-
trols will be replaced within two
weeks said Fretwell. The
replacement delay was attributed to

a long fact finding period to

determine who was at fault the

University or the contractors

However, "new buildings of the

size and complexity of the library go
through a breaking- in period from
one to two years, but the flood was
not expected and clearly a design or

manufacturing defect" said

Fretwell.
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DVP presents
Pulitzer prizewinner

Frances FitzGerald, winner of the 1973 National
Book Award in Contemporary Affairs for FIRE IN
THE LAKE: The Vietnamese and the Americans in

Vietnam.
Frances Fitzgerald, winner of

the 1973 National Book Award
in Contemporary Affairs for her
book, FIRE IN THE LAKE will

speak tonight as a guest of the
Distinguished Visitors Program.

Fitzgerald will speak in

Thompson 102 at 8:00 on
"Understanding Cultural
Freedom A Look at Viet

Nam."
The reknowned journalist has

made several trips to Viet Nam;
and the book is a dramatic
combination of first-hand

observations during crucial
months of the war and a deep
understanding of Vietnamese
culture.

The book relates her theory
that one culture cannot impose
their system of values on
another.

Fitzgerald is the recipient of
the Pulitzer Prize and the 1967
Overseas Press Club Award for
her brilliant interpretations of
foreign affairs.

A coffee hour in the Colonial
Lounge will follow her speech.

UCF offers creative

religious colloquiums
The United Christian Foundation

at UMass is offering its fifth

semester of Faith Explorations,

creative religious studies dealing
with the Bible, theology. Christian
life, psychology and religion, in-

terfaith concerns, political
theology, and contemporary
religious movements. These are

open to all students, faculty, staff

and townspeople.

Fall semester courses include:

"Jesus and the Gurus - Gnosticism,

Ancient and Modern", led by Peter

Schneider, pastor of Wesley
Methodist Church in Amherst;
"Death and Dying", led by Lang
Baldwin, associate rector of Grace
Episcopal Church in Amherst;
"Jesus and Modern Counseling",

led by Peter Sabey, UCF staff;

"Non-violence as a National
Defense", led by Frank Dorman
parttime UCF staff and CALC
(Clergy and Laity Concerned) staff;
and "Affirmations; The Waste Land
and Beyond", led by Arnold
Kenseth, pastor of South
Congregational Church in South
Amherst.

Registration deadline is Sep
tember 30, and courses begin the
week of October 1. The courses are
one- credit colloquia, accredited
through the Southwest Residential
College.

Contact the UCF office for
further details. UCF is located in

316-320 Hampshire House, and
phones are 545 2661 or 545 2789.

COMING SOON!

Billiard Tournament in the Games Room

of the Student Union. 3 Cushion Billiard

and Pocket Billiard. Register now at the

Games Room S.U.B.

Tournament begins Sept. 30th.

Registration ends Sept. 27th.
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Guinea Bissa symposium
an enlightening experience
By SHERWOOD THOMPSON

There were reason given to

support Portugal "timely" removal
from Guinea Bissau, among them
were the fact that the social

structure of Portugal was unstable,

and in a state of change. It was
stated that the economy was weak
and the cost of upkeeping the war
and political colonalization was very
high.

With the increase spirit of

struggle, the extention and
sophistication of warfare, the

freedom of Guinea Bissau became
a reality. Prof. Lobban stated that

the struggle waged was certainly a

"milestone in the Epic of History of

European Colonialization."

The symposium on Guinea Bissa
and the Cape Verde Islands was an
exchange of knowledge both

Cox sees
Syph cure
cont. from p. 1

when it was first discovered, Cox
said.

Cox, who is interested in the
problem of syphilis because of its

effect on public health, found it to

be a challenge that 69 years later,

after the initial discovery of the
spirochete, very little research had
been done on the organism. He
proceeded to spend three months
researching the world's literature

on syphilis.

Previously, Cox had spent over

20 years studying leptospira, which
are very closely related to
Treponema pallidum.

In his research, he found no solid

evidence was available to classify

Treponema pallidum as anaerobic,
so he went to work to find the
answer. This resulted in the
breakthrough that the spirochetes
do require oxygen for growth.

Cox feels that if the syphilis

bacterium can be grown, then it

can be found how it damages
arteries, and the brain. Hopefully a

vaccine will be developed, he said.

It is known that syphilis can be
cured with penicillin if treated in the
earliest stages, but there is still the

question of spirochetes which may
remain in the eye or spinal fluid in

cases that have been considered

cured. Cox hopes to find an answer
to these questions.

Looking to the future, if a vaccine

should be developed Dr. Cox
questions whether it would be
initially accepted by the public, due
to the nature of syphilis, but feels

that it would eventually become
widely used and accepted.

Sports
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current and historical. The program

opened with Prof. Richard Lobban

who recently returned from Guinea

Bissa. He informed the well at-

tended group that the conditions

present in South Africa is one of

increase political awareness among
the African masses.

The African Party for the In-

dependence of Guinea Bissau and
the Cape Verde Islands

(P.A.I.G.C), with the support of

international friends and comrades
led the struggle for independence
from Portugal. It's leadership and
the spirit of African people ad-

vanced the determination of the

fight to an unbeatable end.

The symposium continued with

many other speakers, among them
were Theresa Carr, Jackie Ramos,
P.A.I.G.C. Support Committee-
John Andrade, Faith Rivera, Bruce
Rose, Ellie Gonsalves and Jackie
Ramos.

The Young Workers Liberation

League (Y.W.L.L.) presented this

program as a first of many forums
that will be held at the university.

These programs are set up to
present viewpoints and analysis

which are useful in the struggle

against imperialism and racism, for

internationalism and socialism,"

stated the Y.W.L.L. materials. Their
intentions are that the people
participating in "the struggle
against imperialism and racism will

join with us in this work."

Collegian recruits
NEWS WRITING

The first in a series of

Collegian sponsored news
writing classes will be held

tonight at 6:00 at the Collegian

Office in the Student Union.

Larry Carpman, a veteran

news reporter for the Collegian,

will be instructing the classes.

All students interested in

writing for the Collegian are

urged to attend.

LAYOUT
UMass students interested in

learning newspaper layout and

production techniques and the

way tne are applied to The
Collegian are invited to the first

of 5 one-hour classes on the
subject tonight.

The Collegian is sponsoring
the classes every Tuesday night

at 7 p.m. for the next seven
weeks. They are to be taught by
Bill Ballou, a former Collegian

editor who is now sports editor

for the Amherst Record.

The first class is in Campus
Center room 174 tonight. To
obtain the location and times
for the other four meetings, you
must attend tonight.

Make a note -

|
register to vote
Voter registration sessions for

Amherst residents including UMass
students are being held all this

week, with an all day on-campus
date set for October 2.

The town clerk's office an-

nounced last week that the primary
chance for UMass students to

register and vote in the November
state elections for governor will be
Wednesday, October 2 from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Campus
Center Concourse. That is one
week from tomorrow.

Other registration dates
and locations follow:

Sept. 24 (today) Town
Clerk's office 7-9 p.m.

Sept. 27 Jones Memorial
Library 7-9 p.m.

Sept. 30 Fort River
School 7-9 p.m.

^
Oct. 2 UMass Campus

Center Concourse 10 a.m.-
5 p.m.

Oct. 3 Oddfellows Hall,

Kellogg Ave. 7-9 p.m.
Oct. 5 Town Clerk's

office 12 noon to 10 p.m.
Oct. 7 No. Amherst

Parish Hall 7-9 p.m.
Oct. 8 Town Clerk's

office 9 a.m.-IO p.m.
The October 8 date will be the

last chance to register before the
November 5 state elections,

Monday thru Thursday

WEEKDAY SPECIALS
Served only from 5 00 10 00

Pork FD«d Rice
fork Egg Fong Yong

Barbecued Chicken Wing.
Pork Fried Rice
Pepper Steak

>• em Ron
Pork Fried Rice
Sweet and Sour Chicken

1350

Egg Roll

Pork Fried Rice
Moo Goo Gai Pan

Fried Shrimp

Pork Fried Rice
Shrimp and Lobster
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Mass MeaJ Tax 5%

We do not accept personal checks

Not responsible tor lost articles

Candidates lacking

as Senate election

deadline approaches
By STEVEN ROSE
STAFF REPORTER

Only sixteen nomination papers have been
received for over a hundred seats in the
Student Senate, according to Cindy
McGrath, speaker of the senate.

The deadline for nominations is tomorrow
and if no more are brought in, McGrath said,

"There is a possibility the elections will be
postponed."

Rick Savini, President of the Student
Government said he didn't know whether the

lack of interest is due to the students not

caring or to the fact that the students don't

feel the student government can do anything

for them.

Approximately 50 students have taken

nomination papers, which have been
available for the last two weeks, but only 16

have returned them with the requiied 25

signatures, McGrath said. Ideally there

should be 200 people running, two for each
office, she added.

Any student is eligible for the office of

Student Senator. There is one office

representing every 250 people in dorms, one
for every 250 commuters, 3 for fraternities, 3

for sororities and 15 for third world
minorities.

Senators usually meet twice a week and
are able to work on whatever aspect of
student government that interests them,
ranging from keeping dorm cost down to

New MDC phone

The Daily Collegian will have a
new telephone number beginning
Sept. 30 in order to accomodate
changes in present service.

The new number will be 545-3500.

News, sports, business and ad-

vertising inquires should all be made
to that number.

changing University policy.

McGrath stressed that "Anyone who has a
slight interest should run." Nomination
papers are still available in room 420 of the
Student Union.

Unionization
talks tonight

Student unionization, and all its im-
plications will be the subject of discussions
held in UMass dorms tonight.

These discussions are being conducted by
representatives of the Student Organizing
Project, which is organizing a student union
here at UMass.
The discussions will include reasons for

organizing a student union, the SOP itself,

how student unions differ from student
governments, the scope of a student union
to bargain with the university, and ways to
be involved in the organizing effort.

"Several dorms are beginning to organize
themselves into units which will eventually
form the backbone of the campus-wide
student union," said John Pepi, student
organizer. "The discussions will provide
people with an opportunity to find out in a

small group how the student union will effect

them," he continued.

Signs will be posted in the following dorms
informing people of the exact location of the
discussion. Tonight's meetings:

7 P.M. 9 P.M.
Crabtree Dwight
Wheeler Knowlton
Patterson Melville

James Hamlin
Emerson Washington
John F. Kennedy (all levels)

(all levels)

Leach

McNamara
For further information call 545-0341, SOP

offices.

CC bank in doubt

Melon,

mold,

or mush?

Flagella on
cantaloupe?
That's what
UMass senior

Louis Wigdor
said yesterday
afternoon after

he bought an 80-

cent fruit plate

from the Hatch
and found mold
on the can-
taloupe.

Wigdor's
money was
refunded and
Campus Center
foods official

Phil Arnica
apologized.

In top picture,

entire plate is

shown against

backdrop of the

Campus Center
garage. The
photo below
shows the mold
(furry subst-
ance) on the
cantaloupe
pieces.
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Staff photos by Bill Densmore

The University may soon have an on-campus bank,

but the bank proposal appears to have run into some
rough sledding.

Many campus officials in a position to know about

the bank proposal have expressed concern over

possible increased security in the Campus Center,

possible decreased student voice in CC affairs,

possible increased CC fees for students, and a

possible overly close relationship between certain

University and First National Bank of Amherst of-

ficials.

A memorandum dated May 9, 1973, from Warren T.

Grinnan, former Manager of the Campus Center, to

John DeNyse, Director of Personnel and Financial

Services, dealt with implementing discussion on the

bank proposal

The memorandum mentions that the bank contract

would "call for a minimum of three to four teller

windows to handle the tremendous check-cashing

volume."

The memorandum also states, "Going back

probably fifteen months ago, I (Grinnan) met with Mr.

Richard Thompson, President of the First National

Bank of Amherst, and several of his associates

pursuant to how a bank might operate within the

Campus Center." (Discussion of providing facilities

that would allow for loan and other services) "It

certainly could be pursued further, since Dick and I do

see each other socially from time to time and have

frequently kept alive the discussion concerning the

establishment of a branch bank in the Campus
Center," the memo continues.

The University does much of its banking with First

National, and also maintains an arrangement whereby

people on the UMass payroll can have their paychecks

deposited directly to the First National Bank.

This service is not available to any other bank, and

represents a good portion of the First National Bank's

business.

In addition, Guy Ross, a UMass alumni and former

chairperson of the Services Committee of the

Executive Board of the Campus Center, which

preceded the Campus Center Board of Governors,

said "The presence of a facility that requires high

security, such as a bank, would give the University the

excuse to whittle down student control of the CC. For

example, a group the University disapproves of could

be forced out of the CC for security reasons.

"The University attempted to move the Treasurer's

Office into the CC, far away from the other offices

(mostly in Whitmore) it works with, probably for this

reason."

The bank would require the presence of security

apparatus in the CC, possibly including television

cameras and guards; and security measures would

have to be extended outside the bank to many other

areas of the CC as well, according to Ross.

At least some of this cost would be paid for by the

student body.

In addition, the space presently in prime con

sideration for the bank, the Colonial Lounge in the

Student Union, is largely enclosed by glass, and might

have to be rebuilt, possibly at student expense.

Getting a look at the written bank proposal itself is

difficult. The Board of Governors had a copy, but

personnel there said it was most likely stolen. The

secretary there said "This never would have hap-

pened if I had anytning to do with it."

The only other copy, besides the one Vice

Chancellor Gage has, is in the possession of a CC
Business Office official, who was unavailable.

Mike Curran, Chairperson of the CC Board of

Governors, said the bank would save the University

approximately $50,000 a year.
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Kennedy makes "firm" decision to bow out
cont. from p. 1

Democratic Presidential tickets said

he expected to run for re-election in

1976 rather than for the White
House. He insist.'. J he would not
accept a draft for the presidency.

Kennedy was front runner for the

1976 Presidential nomination
despite a fatal automobile accident

five years ago that tarnished his

image.

Kennedy's political aspirations

suffered a severe setback in July

1969 when a car he was driving

plunged off a narrow bridge on
Chappaquiddick Island, Martha's
Vineyard, taking the life of a young
woman passenger, Mary Jo
Kopechne.

Though he did not mention the

incident in his prepared statement,

Kennedy acknowledged in answer
to questions that Chappaquiddick
"would have been a factor" in a

Presidential campaign.
"The decision I made this

morning would have been made
irrespective of the tragedy," he
said.

Kennedy sought to shut the door
once and for all on his candidacy
for president in 1976.

"There is absolutely no cir-

cumstance or event that will alter

the decision. I will not accept the
nomination. I will not accept a

draft. I will oppose any effort to

place my name in nomination in any
state, or at a national convention,
and I will oppose any effort to

promote my candidacy in other
ways.

"I reached this decision after

discussion with my wife and the
other members of my family. I've

chosen to announce the decision

now in order to ease the ap-

prehensions within my family about
the possibility of my candidacy, as
well as to clarify the situation within

my party."

"For the past 12 years, I have
served the people of
Massachusetts, in the United
States Senate. In 1976, I expect to

be a candidate for re-election. I take
pride in my service to the people of

this commonwealth. In their ser

vice, much can be done to in

fluence the direction of the nation,

and it is in their service that I have
found the greatest satisfaction of

my public life," Kennedy said.

"I shall do all I can in the two

years ahead to insure the success

of my party and its nominees. I

appreciate the confidence of those

who have expressed their faith in

me, in those who have indicated

their support for me as a

presidential candidate," he added.

This did not mark the first time
Kennedy has cited personal and
family reasons for staying out of a

political battle. He did the same in

the 1972 Democratic presidental

race.

Kennedy decision

spurs Democrats
WASHINGTON \UPI\ Sens.

Henry M. Jackson and Lloyd

Bentsen, two probably contenders,

said yesterday that the race for the

Democratic presidential nomination

is "wide open" with the withdrawal

of Sen. Edward M. Kennedy.

And a third probable contender,

Sen. Walter F. Mondale, added that

Kennedy's decision not to run

"makes it easier for me to seek the

presidency."

formal announcement.
Asked whom he considered his

main competition, Jackson replied,

"I do not know. ..we are in a real

state of flux."

Bentsen, speaking in Chicago,
said Kennedy's decision "throws
the nomination wide open. "Now
it's anybody's race," he said,,

adding he would announce his own
plans by the end of this year.

Mondale, whose record is similar
Although he was considered the to Kennedy's on almost all issues,___ *_< M. . ._*_ ...!__ ... ... ... '.

A serious faced Kennedy announces that he will not
be a candidate for President in 1976 yesterday.

American war exiles reject

Ford's conditional amnesty plan
TORONTO \UPI\ American

war exiles yesterday rejected
President Ford's conditional am-
nesty plan as inadequate and
vowed to launch a U.S. campaign
for unconditional amnesty.
Spokesmen for the exiles said the

Ford plan covers only a minority of
exiles and overlooks hundreds of

thousands in the United States who
are either living underground or
handicapped by a less-than
honorable discharge from the
armed forces.

The exiles, who concluded a two-
day international conference
Sunday, were joined in the call for

the boycott by the New York based
National Council for Universal and
Unconditional Amnesty NCUUA.
NCUUA said the Ford plan,

which carries up to two years
alternate service for war resisters,

was a "series of treacherous traps

which will spring on those who give

themselves up, even if the first few
are treated lightly."

Henry Schwarzschild, a lawyer
for the American Civil Liberties

Union, said the plan was "fun-
damentally punitive and vindictive.

"It imposes intolerable con
ditions," he said. "The punishment
would in many cases be greater

than if a resister gave himself up to

a military court or to civilian

authorities and didn't take the Ford
amnesty."

He said the ACLU was con
sidering challenging the plan on
legal grounds, especially the
provisions calling for pledges of

allegiance and alternate service.

The creation of a new form of

"clemency" discharge by Ford was
legally shaky, said Schwarzschild.

"We question whether the
president can create a new kind of

discharge in the way he has," he
said.

Schwarzschild said he thought
some resisters would challenge the
legal validity of the Ford plan and
the ACLU was ready to defend
them.

A spokesman for NCUUA said

the Ford plan deprived resisters of

constitutional rights, among them
the right to due process and
protection from double jeopardy.

In addition, NCUUA said, the
Ford plan covers only about 10 per
cent of those in need of an am-

nesty.

"The Ford proclamation totally

excludes 90 per cent of those in

need of a real amnesty, most
veterans with less than honorable
discharges and civilian anti-war
protesters, and offers the possibility

of continued difficulties to the other
10 per cent," NCCUA said.

NCUUA and the exiles have
mapped plans for a campaign of
demonstrations and speaking tours
in the United States to publicize
their case against Ford's plan and
for unconditional amnesty.
They also plan a "week of

concern" Sept. 29 to Oct. 6 with
demonstrations in front of U.S.
consulates across Canada and in

Europe Oct. 5.

Democrats' top vote-getter, party

leaders calmly accepted Kennedy's
decision and many praised him for

the early announcement.
There was also general

agreement that Kennedy will

remain a major force in the party.

One prominent Democrat, Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie of Maine,
expressed disappointment. "As a
strong admirer of Sen. Kennedy's
ability and capacity for leadership, I

personally regret this decision," he
said.

Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, D
Minn., like Muskie a one-time
presidential aspirant himself, said

Kennedy's gesture was forthright

and he was "not trying to play
political games." Humphrey said he
was not interested in the 1976
presidential nomination either.

"I think he made the right

decision," Senate Democratic
Leader Mike Mansfield said. "It's

something I've been advocating for

some time."

Mansfield said Kennedy could
have won the nomination had he
sought it. He called Jackson the
front-runner "because he has done
the most in way of preparation."

"Mondale and Bentsen next with
the others in the wings," Mansfield
added.

Of Alabama's Gov. George C.

Wallace, Mansfield said, "He'll be a
factor which will have to be con-
sidered but there are new faces
appearing in the South..."

"It's wide open now," Jackson
told reporters, saying he would
"step up" his efforts to win the
nomination and the date of his

said he is "strongly inclined" to

seek the nomination and added he
believes he would have a "good
chance" to win the Kennedy
supporters.

Mondale said Kennedy's decision
helped clarify the picture for

potential presidential candidates.

Nixon enters

hospital

LONG BEACH, Calif. \UPI\ -
Former President Richard Nixon
was admitted to Long Beach
Memorial Hospital yesterday for

treatment of a painful ailment in his

left leg.

The President motored from his
San Clemente home a short

distance down the coast, arriving at

the hospital at 1 :35 p.m. PDT. It had
been expected that he would use a
helicopter and there was no ex-

planation for the change in plans.

He was taken immediately to a
sixth-floor section of the hospital to
undergo a series of tests and
treatment for painful blood clots

and inflamed veins in his left leg -

an ailment called thrombophlebitis.

Waiting newsmen were not
permitted to photograph or speak
to Nixon who was escorted by a
group of Secret Service men.

Nixon came in a four-car caravan
and got out of his vehicle, and
walked into the hospital, showing
no signs of illness.
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POLITICS
ATTENTION: STUDENTS INTERESTED IN

GETTING INVOLVED IN THIS FALL'S ELECTIONS!

There will be a meeting on Wednesday, September
25th, at 7.30 p.m., in the Campus Center, room 911, of
all students in the Five College Community who
would like to participate in the campaigns of
Democratic candidates for state and national office
this fall.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Candidates rom this area — State Senator John

Olver and State Representative James Collins — will
be there to talk with you about how you can help to
elect gubernatorial nominee Michael Dukakis and
other Democrats this fall.

LEARN POLITICS FIRST HAND!

PARTICIPATE

Campus Travel Center

CHARTER
FLIGHTS

Thanksgiving and Christmas

Amsterdam

Lisbon

London

Munich

Rome

Los Angeles

Miami

San Francisco

dfe -»t

Jerome M. Mileur

Campus Travel Center

Campus Center 3rd Level

545-0500

Warn of global depression

Ford and Kissinger attack Arab oil policy
By THEASSOCIATED PRESS
President Ford and Secretary ot

State Henry A Kissinger told the
Arab oil producing nations in

separate speeches yesterday that

the world cannot and will not stand
exorbitant or rigged oil prices. The
two U.S. officials warned of global

depression

Ford, speaking at the opening
session of the World Energy
Conference in Detroit, told an
audience that included Saudi
Arabia's oil minister:

"Sovereign nations cannot allow

their policies to be dictated, or their

fate decided, by artificial rigging

and distortion of world commodity
markets. No one can forsee the

extent of the damage nor the end of

the disasterous consequences if

nations refuse to share nature's

gifts for the benefit of all mankind."
The President urged global

energy cooperation under a

program he called "Project In-

terdependence." He said exorbitant

oil prices can "threaten the break-

down of world order and safety.

Treasury Secretary William E.

Simon, in another speech at the

conference, said the oil exporting

nations are jeopardizing their own
economies by keeping petroleum
prices at current high levels.

"The international investments
of all nations are in jeopardy and
the old fable of the goose that laid

the golden egg can be seen
developing in today's headlines and
international cable traffic," said

Simon, formerly the United States'

top energy official.

Ford's speech marked the
second time in a week that the
President had blunt words for the
Arab oil producers. He sounded a
similar note in his address to the
United Nations General Assembly
last Wednesday, when he warned
that manipulation of the energy
crisis could lead to counteraction,
using food as a political and
economic weapon.

Kissinger followed up Ford's
theme in his own Monday speech
to the General Assembly.
"The high cost of oil is not the

result of economic factors of an
annualshortage of capacity or of the
free play of supply and demand,"
Kissinger said. "Rather it is caused
by deliberate decisions to restrict

production and maintain an ar-

tificial price level."

The secretary of state said that a

world poised on the brink of general

depression cannot afford the
current petroleum prices, much less

continuing increases. He said the

poorer nations could be over-

whelmed.

"It cannot be in the interest of

any nation to magnify the despair

of the least developed who are

uniquely vulnerable to exorbitant

prices and who have no recourse

but to pay," Kissinger said.

Ford told the 3,500 delegates to

the energy conference that

"exorbitant prices can only distort

the world economy, run the risk of

worldwide depression and threaten

the breakdown of world order and
safety."

Sheikh Ahmed Zaki Yamani,
Saudi Arabia's oil minister, was in

the conference hall during Ford's
25-minute speech.

Rocky says wealth

won't be influence

«-•
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Floodwaters pour over the twisted tracks of the Tola Railroad Co. in northern
Honduras. Clean up operations came to a halt because of a shortage of gasoline.

U.S. and international agencies
launch massive Honduran relief
SAN PEDRO SULA, Honduras

[UP/] - The United States and
international agencies launched a

massive relief campagn for Hon-
duras yesterday to aid an estimated

100,000 refugees of hurrican Fifi

threatened with starvation and
disease.

Looting broke out in several of

the 182 rural northern Honduras
communities swamped by floods

and landslides, and local officials

made urgent appeals for food and
fuel.

A U.S. Embassy spokesman in

Tegucigalpa, the Honduras capital,

told UPI at noon yesterday that it

has been informed by Col. Eduardo
Andino, deputy director of the

National Emergency Committee,
that the latest the death toll was
believed between 7,000 and 8,000
with more than 100,000 homeless.

He announced the United States
is sending another military

helicopter to the four others already

conducting emergency recon-
naissance and rescue operations,

and an additional C130 Air Force

transport airplane will also be sent

to help the four U.S. giant tran-

sports already flying emergency
relief supplies and shuttling

refugees.

The embassy spokesman said the

United States was "pulling out all

stops" to try to help the storm

victims.

In Washington, the Organization

of American States met early

yesterday to approve $550,000 in

emergency funds for the Honduras
rescue effort.

The Inter-American Develop-
ment Bank said it would speed up
the approval of development loans

requested by Honduras before the

hurricane.

Rep. Herman Badillo, D-N.Y.,

urged that the U.S. government
furnish "all necessary financial and
material assistance to the govern-

ment and people of the Republic of

Honduras."

The American Red Cross said

rescue specialists delivered an initial

grant of $57,000 for disaster relief to

Honduras Monday afternoon.

George M. Elsey, President of the

American Red Cross, said 14 other

Red Cross societies throughout the

world are also sending relief

supplies and funds.

In New York, the relief

organization Care announced
Castle & Cooke, Inc., has donated
$100,000 for disaster relief.

The firm is the parent company
of Standard Fruit & Steamship
company which produces bananas
in Honduras and other Central

American countries.

E.M. Black of New York,
chairman of the board of United

Brands, whose Chiquita bananas
are widely distributed, said it at

least 70 to 80 per cent of the

banana harvest in Honduras was
devastated.

Black said Honduras is the

second-largest banana producer in

the world and the loss of the

greater part of the crop is bound to

cause some shortages.

He also said "the almost - Biblical

numbers" of people who were
killed or displaced by the storm

would affect the harvesting of the

fruit, and this too would lower the

amount of bananas exported.

WASHINGTON [UPI] - Nelson
A. Rockefeller told the Senate
Rules Committee yesterday that his

family's billion-dollar fortune
exercised no vast powers over the
nation's economy and that his

wealth would have no bearing on
his conduct as vice president.

Testifying as the committee
began hearings on his, vice
presidential nomination,
Rockefeller said he and his wife are
worth $218 million, but that he
would place all his securities in a
blind trust if Congress desired.

Denying as a myth a belief that
the Rockefeller fortune, indicated
to total about $1 billion, is a
significant influence on the U.S.
economy, Rockefeller said:

"I am not beholden to any in-

terest or any person. If I had spent a

lifetime abusing economic power I

wouldn't be sitting here today."

The 66-year-old former New York

governor also disclosed that his

presidential ambitions-thwarted
three times in his long political

career - were still alive.

"I am anxious to serve my
country... in any capacity I can," he
answered when asked by Sen.
Claiborne Pell, D-R.l., if he would
run for president in 1976 should a
vacancy occur before then.

"I would have to assume that

that would not preclude the

presidency," Rockefeller said.

Committee Chaiman Howard
Cannon, D-Nev., asked Rockefeller

why he had written lettes to such
former Nixon administration of-

ficials as John Ehrlichman, Nixon's
chief domestic adviser, and At-

torney General John N. Mitchell as
well as Clark MacGregor, chairman
of Nixon's re-election committee,
requesting help in getting a

government contract for the F14
fighter plane for the Grumman
Aircraft Corp., based in Ney York.
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House panel passes tax breaks

for recycling; rejects car tax

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1974

WASHINGTON \UPt] - The
House Ways and Means Com-
mittee voted yesterday to give new
tax breaks to the recycling industry,

but rejected a proposal to tax gas-

guzzling automobiles.

New recycling tax breaks would
be in the form of a 7 per cent tax

credit on the purchase price of

consumer-discarded items for

recycling. The credit, would apply
to glass, paper, cloth and metals
except for iron and steel.

The $50 million a year tax credit

would be phased out for any
product when the purchase price

rose to 200 per cent of its value in

the base period 1971-73. The base
would be adjusted upward each
year according to increases in the

Consumer Price Index.

This tax break is designed to

encourage recycling of consumer
products, and no credit would be
allowed for recycling of industrial

wastes.

The committee is nearing
completion of a huge tax revision

bill.

Excise levies on bigger
automobiles, proposed by Rep.

Charles A. Vanik, D-Ohio, were
aimed at promoting purchase of

smaller economy cars and forcing

manufacturers to build more fuel

economy into their product.

Strong committee opposition to

the amendment indicated that

almost no tax on auto economy or

horsepower stands a chance of

passing in the near future.

Vanik proposed at tax of $360

U.S./world

Defense bill passed
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - An

$82.5 billion Defense appropriation

won House approval yesterday

despite criticism it included un-

disclosed funds for secret Central

Intelligence Agency operations in

other nations.

The measure, approved on a 293-

59 roll call vote and sent to the

Senate, was $4.4 billion less than
the administration requested with

the major cuts coming fri weapons
procurement and research. It would
fund Pentagon operations for the

1975 fiscal year that started July 1.

Robert Giaimo, D-Conn., a

member of the House conference
group which worked out the

compromise bill with Senate
conferees, sought unsuccessfully

to defeat the measure because of

his objection to CIA secrecy.

"We're being asked to approve
funds in an amount we don't even
know for covert operations by the

CIA and perhaps other intelligence

agencies," said Giaimo.

CIA in Australia
CANBERRA \UPI) - Charges

that the U.S. Central Intelligence

Agency offered funds in an un-

successful effort to help defeat the

Australian Labor government in

elections last May were lodged
yesterday in advance copies of a

book by an Australian political

journalist.

Ray Aitcheson, a former employe
of the state-owned radio and

television network and author of

several books, made the charges in

"Looking at the Liberals," a study
of the opposition, Liberal party.

Aitcheson, now director of a

clothing industry promotion group,

said he was given information on
the CIA offer while he was in

Washington shortly before the

election May 18 at which the Labor
party was returned to power.

Japan trip opposed
TOKYO \UPI] Japan's

300,000-member Communist party

whose mass rioting forced can-
cellation of the late President
Eisenhower's plans to visit Japan
14 years ago declared yesterday it

will "resolutely oppose" the visit of
President Ford to Japan in

November.

The Communists called for

Japan's opposition groups to unite

against Ford's trip to Tokyo. It will

be the first an American president
has ever made while in office.

Ford and his wife, Betty, are
scheduled to visit Tokyo Nov. 18-22
on an invitation that was made
originally to former President
Nixon.

The Communists are the third

strongest party in the Japanese
parliament. Sohyo, Japan's largest

labor federation with 4.3 million

members, declared Friday it would
organize demonstrations against
the Ford trip.

GREAT AMERICAN
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beginning with the 1977 models on

any car that got less than 8 miles

per gallon in mixed city and high-

way driving under tests conducted

by the Environmental Protection

Agency.

The tax would have been

gradually reduced as the mileage

economy of the car rose, phasing

c -t entirely for cars that produced

20 miles per gallon or more.

Boston Edison
plant reopens
PLYMOUTH [AP] - Boston

Edison's Pilgrim nuclear power

plant is back in operation after

undergoing an inspection ordered

by the Atomic Energy Commission.

The plant was closed last

Tuesday "for routine inspection," a

spokesman said. "During the down
time, an independent outside

agency conducted a rigid in-

spection of welds in the recir-

culating system."

"As expected, there was no

evidence of any problems..." the

spokesman said.

The inspection was ordered for

all reactors, the spokesman said.

The plant reopened Sunday night.

BREAKFAST
that YOU can't

afford to refuse

(3) easy to find location

Hampden Snack Bar

(Southwest Area,

Hampden Commons)

Whitmore Snack Bar

Hours — 7:30 a.m.-l a.m.

Hours — 8 a.m. -5 p.m.

Worcester Snack Bar Hours — 7:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
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AM
Sigma Alpha Mu

invites you to come down and meet us

and

talk about fraternal co-ed living.

A second floor iron-frame window in

Draper Hall frames the UMass library

across the center of campus.

Steele charges

oil prices uneven
NEW HAVEN \AP\ Rep. Robert H. Steele, R

Conn., filed a lawsuit yesterday against the Federal

Energy Administration (FEA), seeking an end to

"unfair and inequitable" fuel policies which he said

boost the cost of electricity in the Northeast.

"From February to May 1974, Connecticut utilities

paid $10,667,020 more for oil than they would have

paid if they could have purchased it at the average

national price during that period," Steele told a news
conference.

He said the 1973 Emergency Petroleum Allocation

Act requires the FEA to distribute equally the cost and

supply of residual oil to all regions of the country. To
date, the suit said, "no such action has been taken

and the price... continues to be more expensive for

utilities in New England and Connecticut."

Steele said that in May, Connecticut's electric

producers paid $13.11 per barrel for residual fuel oil,

about $1.50 more than the U. S. average. The
"companies therefore paid approximately $2,262,000

more than if they had paid the U. S. average price,"

he said.

The suit states the average New England electric

consumer will pay an estimated $66.53 per person

more and suffer a 1.4 per cent cut in income because

of the higher oil price.

In Connecticut, utilities pass along the higher fuel

costs automatically through the fuel cost adjustment.

Steele is co-plaintiff with John Pisano of Hamden.
The defendants include FEA Administrator John
Sawhill, his deputy, John W. Weber, and FEA
regional chief, Robert Mitchell.

The suit asks the court to require the FEA to come
up with a plan to equalize price and supply of residual

oil across the country. It also asks the court to prevent

FEA from lifting price controls on domestic crude oil.

Boston whites' boycott spreads

while disruptions continue

GOOD FOOD
SPIRITED PEOPLE
GOOD TIMES

Monday 8 p.m. Sept. 23

or
Tuesday 8 p.m. Sept. 24
For Rides call 545-0845

253-9957

BOSTON \UPI] - A boycott of

classes by whites spread to

Charlestown High School and
disruptions were reported in the

North End yesterday on the eighth

day of classes under a court order

to integrate Boston's public schools

by busing.

Two injuries and nine arrests

were reported in the aftermath of a

Charlestown demonstration. Police

said two blacks were hurt when a

group of whites assaulted them
near the Registry of Motor Vehicles

at Washington and North Sts.

Three were arrested for disorderly

conduct, three for unlawful
assembly and two for assault and
battery.

The injured, identified as
Courtney Doughlan, 22, of

Shawmut Ave., Dorchester, and
John Jackson, 20, of Greenwood
St., Roxbury, were treated and
released at local hospitals.

Citywide attendance yesterday
was 72.3 percent, up 3 percent over
Friday, but well below Thursday's
rate of 76.4 percent.

Attendance at South Boston
High School, where a white
classroom boycott has been about
95 percent effective, increased
slightly over last Friday as 40 more
whites went to school. Black at-

tendance decreased by 22.

At Hyde Park High School,
closed Friday because of racial

fights and rock throwing incidents
the previous day, attendance
dropped sharply to 877, the lowest
figure since school opened Sept.
12. Some 1,294 students went to
school Thursday.
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Hotel Monat
Corner of Main (Rt. 116)

and Mosher Street

HOLYOKE

ENTERTAINMENT

Every Tuesday

ZOMKARAZ
• • •

Wednesday thru Sunday 25th - 29th

Babe Pino & Boston Blues Band

Happy Hour Nightly

7 - 9 p.m.

I
( IM Pits

**

8 Kntitlrs 1 Free Admission

|
Tuesday. Srpt. 24 & Oct. 1

J
ZONKARAZ

Where a Hi is not just an

Hello!

Got room for an extra credit?

Try Air Science 111

An introduction to the Air Force today meet* """^ursdays — 4

sections try out a course that could lead to «- .pace age job

after college.

For more information call 5-2437 or stop by Rm. 205,

Dickinson Hall.

it mors to shop
THE FINAST WAY

I FOOD
' STAMP
CUSTOMERS.1 *-£SS>

'.

***,!
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Ground Beef
Chuck

Freshly

Ground
Many Times

Daily

From Our Wine & Beer Shoppe

Miller High Life 545

Genesee Beer <*.«..«« 459

Schaeffer Beer 8 '<s 1 25

Old Milwaukee 6 1
50

Costa Do Sol Rose 239

White Wine
White Wine

Josepn Steubc"
California

Joseph Steube^
Cai io"va

24 oz 4 69
bti

halt

Qaiion

1

349

Paul Masson Wine v I 48

Burgundy >fii s, I 99

Almaden Wine "W ire99

Dads Root Beer
A Real
Tasty
Treat

halt

gallon69°
Swanee

Bath Tissue
Wi

Coupon4 39°
And A P
•'

I

f?^Tl

Mountain
Farms
Mall

Hadley

supermarkets]
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Course^12235: Overcrowding, harassment and moving

By ROBERT SCHEMELIGIAN

What a room situation this university has.

People that should have singles find

themselves in doubles, and triples are not

uncommon. The students that couldn't be

squeezed into overcrowded dorms became
transient tenants of the Campus Center

Hotel.

The semester is now over two weeks old

and out of some 90 students once staying in

the C.C. Hotel, only 15 remain. The others

have been relocated into living situations

ranging from the infamous Southwest

towers to desolate lounges in basements of

dorms.

Actually, one may find ex-residents of the

waffle-hotel living in converted ironing

rooms, study lounges, dormitory basements,

and janitors' apartments. Of course, there are

no rebates on room bills; in fact, people

moved unwillingly into Sylvan even get a $20

raise on their bill.

Some university officials believe the

housing-shortage problem has been
diminishing as there have been a lessening

number of student-tenants of the hotel in

recent years. What these officials are

neglecting is this fact: except for 1969, we
have never had more triples and we have

never had them this far into the semester.

The housing shortage disappears as UMies
start to drop out of school, and one wonders
if they drop out because of deplorable

housing conditions. I have already men-
tioned that there were more C.C. Hotel

occupants in previous years; two years ago, I

was one of 140 students living there because
of a computer screw-up. One of my three

roommates dropped out of the School of

Stockbridge before he could be located by
"housing". I still have a book of his on
peach-farming he left behind.

Some sympathy must be directed to the

offices that control housing situations on
campus because of the huge populous they

service. The offices are The Housing Office

in Whitmore and The Office of Residential

Life for Administrative Services in Hills

North. Roger Cruff, The director of the latter

office, believes that students wind up in the

C.C. Hotel because of three reasons;

computer screw-ups, seniors wanting their

old rooms back upon discovering how hard it

is to find suitable living areas off campus,
and the last reason being that they them-

selves "tried to beat the system by filling out

two room choosing cards for different

areas".

As said, some sympathy must be directed

towards the system, but their way of han-

dling things still leaves one puzzled. Why do

the offices in Hills North tell The Northeast

Area they must take 40 students when it is

already saturated with people? It is in the

"quad" where on may find ex-C.C. Hotel

tenants living in converted ironing rooms and

study lounges.

At a time when The Housing Office in

Whitmore is beset with so many problems,

why is its director on a two week's vacation?

This information was given to me by

University officials outside the department;

"housing" wouldn't discuss this matter or

any other with me.

Accusations against "housing" charges

them with evicting students from the hotel;

this is a false charge. Don Witkowsky, the

manager of the hotal is the only one with the

power to evict anyone and when asked

students". "Housing" may nut evict

students from the hotal but they do locate

them into undesirable living areas.

Students don't have to leave the hotel, but
a freshman who has been on campus less

than two weeks might be easily swayed by
certain pressures. A transfer student who is

now residing in a converted study lounge in

the basement of Johnson House and is a

former hotel tenant said: "we really didn't

know what was going on, everybody kept
saying we were going to be evicted soon."
There are about a dozen people that didn't

listen to eviction rumors and most are still

waiting for spaces in Orchard Hill.

Many people have to suffer because of the

housing shortage on campus. It's not fair

that students have to pay a room bill of over

$300 a semester and spend their first month
in a converted study lounge. The Campus
Center Hotel charges $5 a day for each
student staying there. This money comes
from dorm trust funds which in turn comes
from room bills payed by the students.

Expecting a raise on your room bill next

year?

Robert Schemeligian is a Collegian

Commentator.

Gunhaters meet Thurs.
To the Editor

The deathly menace of the handgun is growing at a terrifying pace in
this country. Today there are fifty million handguns in circulation, and
three million are new guns which are produced every year. This figure is

quadruple that of ten years ago. An increase in guns necessarily means a
growing death rate. Twenty-five thousand American citizen now die by
gunfire every year. Two hundred thousand others are wounded, suffering
para/ization, sterilization, dismemberment, blinding, and on and on. [FBI
statistics- 1972\

People vs. Handguns is a state-wide citizens group concerned with in-
forming citizens of the dangers handguns pose to everyone, and the needs
for strict controls on them. We advocate a total ban on the sale and
posession of handguns for everyone except the military and police. Our
ultimate aim is to have effective legislation passed that will support this
position.

7ms group is already well established in and around Boston. I am trying
to gather an effective organization in this area, so that we can mobilize
public opinion and effectively use it at the State House. There is much
work to be done. We must get in touch with many students and com
munity groups, and garner their support and enthusiasm. Speakers are
needed to inform these groups. People are needed to generate media
publicity. Anyone who would like to help People vs. Handguns get started
here, and can contribute in any capacity for any amount of time, please get
in touch with me, Steve Sacks, at:

13 1 Colonial Village Apt., Amherst

v >m a , / ,
256-8584

You d be helping yourselves as well as others.

Finally, there will be a debate on handgun control this Thursday night,
Sept. 26, at 8:00 p.m., at the Amherst Junior High Cafeteria. It is spon
sored by the Amherst League of Women Voters.

I urge you to attend, as it will certainly offer insight into the magnitude of
this growing problem. Thank you.

Stephen Seeks

Cindy McGrath misunderstands

To the Editor:

To say I was infuriated at the article "New Nursing
Director Outlines Improvements" would be an un-
derstatement. Being a senior nursing student at
UMass, I feel that the statement made by Cindy
McGrath, calling our school "One of the worst
nursing schools although it has one of the best
names" a gross misunderstanding. I would really

appreciate knowing how she came to this conclusion.
Granted, the students who would be or are Juniors in
the school of Nursing did get a bum deal. Coming
here as Freshmen they were under the impression that
they were in the school. However during their first

weeks at UMass, they were informed that they would
have to reapply to get into the School of Nursing and
that it wou/dn 't be easy. They were advised to look
into other Schools of Nursing for requirements etc.
Many students did take this advice and were accepted
into other schools. Those students, now Sophomores
and Freshmen, were informed that reapplication
would be necessary before they even decided to come
to UMass.
Ira Trail is quoted to have said that the un-

dergraduates are "being pulled in different direction.
Yes, we are being pulled in different directions but not
in the derogatory sense that t~hrs~aWcie conveyed TheNursing program at UMass shows how many fields
are open to us as nurses. This is quite different frommany Nursing Schools which put out graduates who
think that the only setting for nurses is in the hospital
I also question the quote from Ira Trail that "they"
\the student nurses] "really have little access to the
department. " I don't know who is to blame for thatone but again I feel it is an error. Even in grammar
school or high school I didn 't have the close contact Inow have with the Faculty at the School of Nursing

JZl' UrSing ***** is in a state of changeand there are some knots which have to be untied

»!h / w '5 r6a,,y ahead of ft
'

s fi™ ** * ™H be

ThJu /!??
°ther **** Sch°°'s »"'' catch UP-The health Care System in the U.S. is changing alsoand, fee, that the graduates from this new programwMbe more ready to meet the needs of those seeking

health care in the future as well as today.

Eleine Regan

The abundant life
To the Editor:

What is our purpose here at the University? What isour purpose in life? And do we believe in God and
trust in Him to show us our purpose and to lead us
into a meaningful life? Is the Bible fiction or is it the
divinely inspired word of God?

Sir Frederick Kenyon, one of the leading authorities
on the reliability of ancient manuscriots wrote "The
interval then between the dates of original com-
position and the earliest extant evidence becomes so
small as to be in fact negligible, and the last foun-
dation for any doubt that the Scriptures have come
down to us substantially as they were written has now
been removed. Both the authenticity and the general
integrity of the books of the New Testament may be
regarded as finally established.

"

Professor Thomas Arnold, for 14 years the head-
master of Rugby, author of a famous three-volume
"History of Rome" and appointed to the chair of
Modern History at Oxford was well acquainted with
the value of evidence in determining historical facts.
This great scholar said, "I have been for many years to
study the histories of other times, and to examine and
weigh the evidence of those who have written about
them, and I know of no one fact in the history of
mankind which is proved by better and fuller evidence
of every sort, to the understanding of a fair inquirer.

that the great sign which God hath given us that
Christ died and rose again from the dead.

"

Do we then just push all this aside and turn our
heads away or do we have an open heart to listen to
i*od and see what he says concerning our lives. He
loves us and has a wonderful plan for each of us no
matter who we are, what we look like, or what we
stand for. He says in Rev. 3:20 "Behold, I stand at the
door, and knock: if any man hears my voice, and
opens the door, I will come in to him". He is telling

hZrt*??'
US
J° persona"y «* Him [Christ] into our

nearts asking Him to control our lives totally. By doingmm we will begin to experience the abundant life
which Christ speaks of, the internalJoy and the peace
of his never ending love. Christ says in Jn. 10:10 "I
came that they might have life and might have it

abundantly." And Jesus doesn't lie, he fulfills every
promise He makes. And so Ipray that each one of you
"ill ask Christ into your lives and experience the
abundant and eternal life He promises. Christianity is a
personal relationship with Christ and not a religion.

"There are a lot of completely educated people in

the world and of course they will resent being asked
to learn anything new. " \R. Frost]

James Taseos

Fred Weiss

Health care a U.S. must
We are the only major Democratic nation in the

world withou* national health insurance. People can
work their entire life, and then wham one illness

and they're broke. At his confirmation hearings
yesterday, Nelson Rockefeller, Vice Presidential

designate, said that the nation couldn't afford an
extensive national health plan.

It is getting kind of discouraging to hear our leaders

talk of fiscal responsibility when the issue is domestic
needs, and turn around and cry "national security"
when throwing money away on illegal and immoral
foreign programs.

If you travel to Sweden and have a heart attack it

will cost you about all of two dollars for all the health

care you need, for as long as you need it. In Denmark
the health care system works basically the same way.
In Great Britain it is almost as good. A Canadian who
gets ill in France, gets a refund for all medical ex-

penses upon his or her return home.

Why can't the United States establish such a

-system? While there is single "tru*h"to explain iust

why no bill has been passed (and some Legislators,

including Senator Kennedy have been trying for years

now), one of the major reasons must deal with heavy

lobbies which oppose such "social welfare".

Social welfare doesn't mean the end of all free

enterprise. In Scandanavia the industrious hard

workers still make more money than those who don't

work. The Swedes and Danes seem to realize that

some rights are so important that they are above the

economic market. "All people have a natural right to

adequate health care". "All people, regardless of

economic situation have a right to an excellent

education". Sounds like something you might expect

Jefferson or Washington to have written. However
this is baisically the Scandanavian Social system, and

very much an antithesis of our own American system.

We need more Doctors in America today. Yet there

aren't nearly enough Medical schools for the amount
of qualified applicants. Why not? One of the reasons

is that lobbies like the American Medical Association

are not too anxious to bring too many new Doctors

into the world. The AMA has one of the most

powerful lobbies in Washington. People listen to

them. When they don't want someone serving on a

committee or serving in a position relevant to

medicine, often he or she is ousted. They pack a lot of

power in Washington, and it is reasonable to assume
that if they wanted things like National Health In-

surance or more Medical Schools; such programs

would succeed.

Within the past five years the U.S. has sent millions

of dollars overseas to help overthrow legitimate

governments. The United States has also sent ad-

ditional millions to military dictatorships that couldn't

stand for a week without us. Now that we know just

how much blood the CIA carries in its hands from the

Coup in Chili there is no longer any excust to tolerate

excesses.

As I write this Nelson Rockefeller's confirmation

hearings are being pumped in over the radio.

Rockefeller is a man of wealth. His grandfather took

advantage of the opportunities of young land to raise

a fortune. Now organizations like the CIA are playing

"mission impossible" in South America; trying to

establish solid governments to protect "our" in-

vestments. Many of those investments are

Rockefeller's. None of those investments are mine.

Somewhere along the line the government of the

United States took a wrong turn. It forgot that it was
supposed to be the government of all the people.

National Health Insurance is not the answer to all of

the problems that plague this nation. However if such

insurance was established it could be the first step in

getting back on the right road.

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist.

Patrick McQuaid

Calculus and kites
My thoughts, like the papers on my desk, were

scattered out in directions beyond my reach. Notions

of quadrilateral parallelograms, velocity in opposition

to decline, and Pythagorian theories pounded at my
brain. I was determined to master this abominable

Calculus or never move from my chair.

The clangorous din of calamity emanating from

neighboring rooms tried desperatly to ooze under the

cracks of my door and infiltrate my concentration. A
knock aroused me from my studies and I said to come
in; this being the first and foremost mistake of the

evening.

The door opened slowly at first and was suddenly

caught in the blizzard like storm of music, smoke, and

screaming and was hurled violently against the ad-

jacent cabinets. Papers flew up from my desk and

dispersed in every conceivable point on the compass.

My heart sunk into my stomach while watching three

hours worth of Calculus sail out the window and

across South West.

I focused my attention to the bearded mass of

protoplasm that had stumbled into the room. In some
vague way it resembled a human being and I ad

dressed him like one. I dropped my pen and slide ruler

thinking that a McGilvary cartoon had leaped from its

pages and embodied itself in my presence. On first

sight he appeared to have sexual organs protruding

from his proboscus and an enormous breast centered

in his forehead. Upon further investigation I

discovered that a shave was in order and a bad case of

acne had attacked his prefrontal skull surface.

He began by inquiring if I knew the whereabouts of

some "acid". I immediatly replied that he might try

the Goesman Laboratories as this was a dormitory

and not a chemical warehouse. Never before had I

seen a face so contorted as the expression that ap

peared on his physiognimy after I had spoken. He
proceeded to inform me of my relevant station in li e,

referring to me quite often as an annal sphincter that

was prone to an excess of sexual intercourse. He was
much more explicit in his terminiology, however, I

dare not quote him in the press.

I soon came to the discovery that study was vir

tually impossible at the present locale. I gathered up

what was left of my belongings and took leave of the

room. On the way to the stairs I was summoned by a

hoarse voice into a nearby doorway. I made another

mistake by responding.

The room was a veritable green house. I thought

that I had made a wrong turn and had somehow
ended up in a Morill Botany lab by mistake. Seated in

what for all purposes was the middle of the floor was

E. Patrick McQuaid

a human being possessing similar characteristics to

the aforementioned fellow. He asked me if I might be

interested in purchasing an order of "shit". I replied

that I was unaware there was a market open for such

substance.

To this he retorted that his was "good shit"; ap-

parently of extreme fine quality. I querried what he

had had for dinner and he began to screw up his face

like the other gentleman had so I dropped the line of

question and asked what made his shit better than

anyone else's.

He proceeded to explain to me that his shit was
imported from Columbia. This made little impression

on me as I had recently returned from South America

and was well aware of the sewerage problems one

encounters in such countries.

"Ya can't get betta grass but nowhere, maaannn-

n!" was his almost persuading reply. I was obviously

dealing with an unstable individual. The sudden

metamorphosis from fecal deposit to local greenery or

imported vegetation, for that matter, confused me.

"Dis the best stuff ya can get, man. I growd it

maself on Mars! All the way from Mars, Maaan!" I

was somehow inclined to believe him, what with the

"spaced cut", I think is the phrase, expression and

unworldly disposition he appeared to possess.

I abruptly ended our chat by saying no thank you, I

was quite capable of making my own shit and took

leave of the gentleman.

I finallly made it to the top of the library. That is to

say not without escaping another confrontation. In

the elevators, about the thirteenth floor, the only

other passenger suddenly produced an ID card that I

leaned over to examine. It was whipped from my sight

before I could reach for my spectacles.

"CIA" he stated as he pocketed the wallet.

"Ah.ah, oh, I see..." I replied.

"What do you know about the OIC kid?"

"Pardon," I replied.

"Listen, kid, what's the dope situation here?"
"Oh, you see I was just..."

"Whadda va know about the OCI kid?"

I proceeded to inform him that I had just en-

countered the probable two leading dopes on campus
and where they could be found. He had vanished even

before the elevator had stopped.

I was alone at the top of the library I thought of all

those people caught up in'their strange little worlds.

Twenty-four floors up; I guess I was the highest

person on campus that night

is a Collegian Columnist.

Look around
ByTYLA L. MICHELOVE

On this campus there is a pervading sense of the day today, the common
and ordinary. Reflections of the beauty of the area we live in and even the

campus itself are passed over without much thought. Granted we are not

here to sit and watch nature go by. We are here, however, to absorb

knowledge, and to ignore our surroundings is basically to ignore ourselves.

Knowledge in itself is not all, and to put knowledge for the sake of

knowledge before any thought of your own environment is to truly waste
your time. This is also true of the people who party for the sake of partying

and not for afirmation of the good in life or the sharing of time with friends.

Stop for minute or two and think of what you are missing and what you
destroy in your non-thought.

This is, in reality, asking a lot of yourself. It means doing things like

recognizing the fact that the Physical Plant has been working hard to make
the area around the library quite nice, then try absorbing more than the

wind, and finally, attempting to keep that area clean so that other people

can enjoy it as well. Of course the library is not the only place on campus to

appreciate if only people weren't in such a constant rush. The area

surrounding Barlett, the entire structure called Tobin Hall, the courtyard

behind Machmer, the list is practically endless if only we opened our eyes

while we walked between classes or over to the Bluewall.

There is a certain amount of contentment in not paying attention to

anything else but what is on your mind at the time. This, however, is the

major reason for our feelings of isolation, we aie so wrapped up in our

own thoughts that we have no time for others, for things of beauty, for the

world as a whole. Unless we wish to remain fragmented, satisfied with this

pseudo-security, then all we have to do is open our eyes to our surroun-

dings, to what we as humans have created and to what nature has created

for us.

People are probably saying to yourself something like "sure would be

nice if I had the time" or "that's ok on paper, but real life just isn't that

simple". Time is all that we have and every minute you forget that, you are

wasting it, you are wasting your money being here, you are wasting

someone else's space. Life is as simple or as complicated as we make it.

Yes, there are pressures. They can be dealt with. Enjoy what you have

now. Open your eyes, your mind is sure to follow. Reflections of beauty are

just beyond your shell of thoughtsl Although it has been said before, it

bears repeating, I wish you realization.

Tyla Michelove is a Collegian Commentator.

Brothers Et sisters
The life styles and daily accounts of Black people

must adapt a new posture. This new posture, can only

be upright and outstanding when we, the Pan African
community assume a full and active role in the

development of services necessary for our ad
vancement

Positions are now available for immediate work
assignments. Training and placement of news
reporters, news production layout personnel,
photographers and public relations specialists are
beginning immediately. Come by and call The Daily
Collegian, Sherwood Thompson Black Affairs Editor.

545 0731, ard become a part of what's happening now

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they

must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

V*.
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Campus store raises prices
By peter McDonnell
Special Correspondent

The retail prices of the "vast

majority" of items sold at the

Campus Store have risen over the

past year, in keeping with the in-

flationary trend of the nation's

economy.
Citing the fact that most of the

items sold in the store are of the

paper, plas t .o or wood variety,

William Simpson, the Assistant

Supply Department Manager of the

store, told the Collegian that

"prices have h-H to be raised jy the

manufacturers due to the shortage
of these three materials in the

country to
J3y."

He mentioned the 80 sheet

notebook which sold for 55 cents
last year, now costinq 69 <^nts. The
high prices for certain items at the

Campus Store."

Simpson summarized the
situation by saying th*.' "the best

weapon we, as consumers, have is

our resistance to such high prices
which will, in turn, force the prices
down."
familiar $4. .33 record album price,

though not extinct, has jumped in

many instances to $5.57.

A genuine UMass - marked
soapdish has almost doubled, rising

from 15 cents to 29 cents. Another
example is a University of
Massachusetts T - shirt which went
from $1.95 to the present $3.75.

Perhaps the only significant price

decrease comes in the field of

calculators. For example, a Texas
Instruments SR - 11 model has
dropped from $109.95 to $79.95.

Simpson said that "the American
consumer is in such a position that

any item which has remained at the
same price is considered a

bargain."

He also said he "sometimes feels

awkward having to charge such

Amnesty program

turnout poor
WASHINGTON \UPI\ The

armed forces have discharged the

first 20 deserters to participate in

President Ford's amnesty program,

the Pentagon announced Monday.

In the first week of the amnesty
program, only about 6 per cent of

the eligible deserters have
telephoned or written the services

to inquire about the program. The
poor turnout came as a Canadian-

based group of exiles is trying to

organize a boycott of the amnesty
offer.

The Pentagon said that during
the weekend 18 men from the Army
and two from the Air Force were
processed and discharged at Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, Ind., the
headquarters for the amnesty
program.
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FURTHER YOUR BUYING POWER

NOW THE BONANZA STEP." LUNCH

$1.19
HOT OFF THE WIRE. HOT OFF THE GRILL BONANZA NOW HAS GREAT LUNCH
SPECIAL STOP. DELICIOUS LUNCHEON STEAK, OR GROUND STEAK, CRISP

TOSSED SALAD WITH CHOICE OF DRESSINGS AND TEXAS TOAST. THE PRICE.

$1.19. STOP. YOU PROBABLY SPEND THAT MUCH BRINGING LUNCH FROM
HOME. STOP. ALSO £E REFILLS ON ALL BEVERAGES EX(!EPT MILK. YOU

JUST CANT BEAT B NAN7A

*

L

BONANZA

"Look dear, he's taking our picture!" This couple
was seen catching the rays in warmer days

®F.
F
R

T
Z V

8:00 p.mTR $
Sept. 24 fl

Tuesday Li)
Thompson 102 "

author of

Fire in the Lake
speaking on

UNDERSTANDING
FOREIGN CULTURE

A Look at Vietnam

WATCH BONANZA FOR FURTHER
BONANZAGRAMS!

BDNANZiLGHAM
Tuesday Night SPECIAL !

Giioinc

This tantalizing cut of steak bears our brand
proudly. This dinner includes a crisp salad with
dressing of your choice, a hot baked potato and a
tasty slice of Bonanza toast.

n-;i. SI.89 $1.49

By: David Less
Staff Reporter

Lee Keeler loves to hang around
for hours on end. What dif-

ferentiates Lee from the average
vagrant is the fact that Lee spends
his time drifting about at two
thousand feet. For four and a half

hours Lee suspended himself above
the flanks of Mt. Washington,
establishing a New England record
for flight duration in the wild,

beautiful, and rapidly growing sport
of hang-gliding.

A hang flider is a kite with a man
suspended in its cross-bracing.
Consisting of an aerodynamic
wedge sail of dacron, weighing less

than an ounce, and 6061 gauge
aircraft aluminum, the hang-glider
appears much too fragile to be
trusted in a running jump from the
edge of a 1600 foot cliff. Yet it was
precisely this task that 85 members
of the National Hang Gliding
Association undertook in today's
first national invitational meet at
Magic Mountain, Vermont.

Gliding centers around the pilot's

ability to keep his glider aloft, for as
long as possible, guiding it through
the swirling eddies of wind on the
mountain's side, and still being able

to manuever the craft to a

designated landing spot at the base
of the slope.

His award for accomplishing this

feat is a supreme sense of

exhiliration and freedom, and a free

glass of beer at the end of the day.

His entry fee is a dollar and a lot of

guts.

Competition is divided into three

categories: beginners, intermediate

and professional. With speeds
often exceeding thirty knots, the
final events have to be limited only
to the most qualified.

The events appear to be well

organized, with the safety of the
competitor held paramount. Wind
speed and direction are gauged at

three different points on the slope,

and an effective P. A. system is

utilized to make each pilot aware of

the prevailing wind conditions while

he is in flight, and to assist him
while he attempts to land. The only

flights that count are those in which
the pilot succeeds in landing on his

feet.

Tom Peghiny, flight director for
the New England Hang Glide
Association, was this weekend's
over-all winner. Tom who is from
Newton, won both the duration and
spot landing competition. Second
place in flight duration went to Dick
Boone of Sepuleda, California, and
third in line was Don McCabe of N.
Conway, New Hampshire. Later in

the day Don provided the spec-
tators with a spectacular display,
flying high above the gallery, low
over a shocked motorist, and
landing by the edge of a near-by
stream. Dick Boone also copped
second in the spot landing event.
Third went to Larry Lewelling of
Sugarloaf, Maine.

High-flyer Lee Keeler took home
the award for the longest flight of
the weekend. He was officially

clocked at two hours and ten
minutes, but an eye witness said
Lee took off at 4:00, and didn't get
down until after 7:00.

Gliding is a sport requiring ex-
treme skill and knowledge. Each
pilot has to know how to trim his
sails and handle each thermal that
rises beneath him. It is a skill that
has to be seen, to be fully ap-
preciated.

f

Mountain Farms Mall
Rt. 9 Hadley

586-4544 *>*.'
*«,

** ».«».*

JW*
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Zinn testimony refused D.C. judge agrees tO

rule on Nixon pardon
cont. from p. 1

The property issue surfaced

again yesterday in the defense

testimony of Robert Avery,
chairman of the board of assessors

in Montague. Avery said that NU's

baby in the back of the court room
began crying. Smith stopped and
said, "The baby's objecting before I

even speak," indicating he had
decided against Lovejoy.

Refering to U.S. vs. Moylen,
meteorological tower was assessed where Viet Nam war objectors had
and taxed in Montague as real

property. Lovejoy's indictment,
however, charges him with
destruction of personal property.

Basically, real property is land or

structures attached to the land that

connot be moved without
damaging them or changing their

nature. Personal property is

temporary and moveable.

On cross examination, Asst. D.A.
John Murphy questioned Avery at
length about Montague assessing
procedures, apparently to make
them look arbitrary to the jury. He
said that property assessed and
taxed as real in one town would be
considered personal in another.

Lovejoy, who is handling his own
defense, called three other wit-
nesses to the stand yesterday. His
questions and their answers dealt at

length with the following four
issues:

1- Lovejoy's truthfulness and his
sincerety;

2- his active opposition to nuclear
power prior to Feb. 22;

3- their belief that recourse to
stop nuclear power is impossible
and,

4- the fact that opposition to
nuclear power is rapidly growing in

the Pioneer Valley.

As Smith was about to rule on
the relevance of Zinn's testimony, a

destroyed draft files, Smith said

that "morality is not justification for

violating legal statutes."

One who commits an act of civil

disobedience, he said, "must
answer for his act."

^
WASHINGTON \UPI\ U. S. District Judge

Charles R. Richey yesterday indicated his willingness
to consider challenges of Richard Nixon's pardon and
the agreement granting him custody of all his
presidential tapes.

Noting that reports of Nixon's health cause "some
basis for concern," Richey also won assurances from
lawyers for Nixon and the Ford administration that
subpoenaed tapes would not be destroyed should the
former president die.

"They are not attached to a self-destruct device..."
said Justice Department attorney Irving Jaffee. "The

i

status quo would be preserved even if death should
occur."
At an hour-long hearing on two Watergate civil

cases, Richey said the pardon and the tapes
agreement raise "substantial" questions that could
have considerable impact on the cover-up trial of six
former Nixon aides due to start Oct. 1.

"The thought occurs to the court after thinking it

over during the weekend that it might be desirable to
have a trial court resolve the questions that are extant
on the validity of the agreement and the validity of the
pardon," he said.

SOONER OR LATER
YOU'LL COME TO

Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.

Staff Photo by Bob Gamache
Everyone was walking around today with sweaters

or coats on as the chill of winter began to set in.

Debate union
meets MIT

By DAVID KOWAL
Special Correspondent

"Resolved that: The powers of

the President should be
significantly curtailed."

Members of the UMass Debate
Union will be defending and at-

tacking the resolution in verbal tilts

throughout the year.

Their first tournament will in-

clude two teams at M.I.T., October
5, 6, and 7. Representing UMass
will be John Adams and John
Cross, and David O'Brien and
Howard Steinberg.

Other tournaments planned tor
October include Dartmouth,
Brandeis, Kentucky, U. S. Military

Academy, and North Carolina.
The 1974 squad of 30 members is

mostly inexperienced, "but things
look promising, as most members
will be back next year," Ronald J.

Matlon, director of debate, says:
"We have an extremely young
squad." There are no seniors and
few juniors on the team.
He invites students interested in

joining the debate team to contact
him at 126 South College.

WALL
POSTERS

at

A. J. Hastings

45 S. Pleasant St.

When you enroll in Air Force ROTC
you can get more than a chance at

a scholarship and a chance at
flying lessons... and

¥>u
getatax-free
monthly

allowance of$10(
Interested?

Air Force ROTCContact.

a, Dickinson Hall. U niv nf Ma«
5-2437

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC

"We Are Responsible"

Student Senate Elections

NOMINATIONS: OPEN NOW, CLOSE SEPT. 25, 1974

(Applications available at Student Senate Office, Student Union)

ELECTIONS: OCTOBER 2 & 3, 1974

(Held in each concerned area.)

ORIENTATION PERIOD: OCTOBER 5, 1974

(To be announced as to where)

NEW SENATE CONVENES: OCTOBER 9, 1974

(Campus Center Rm. No. 101)

Reunion contra racismo

se

de
in-

Estudiantes de UMass tratan de
formar un grupo local de la Alianza
Nacional Contra la Represion
Racista y Politica la organizacion

politica forrnada en Chicago en
1973 para apvar a Angela Davis.

El impulso primordial del esfuerzo
sera una "reunion organizacional

de programa", que se dara manana
(martes) en el Campus Center
cuarto no. 904 a las 7 y media de la

noche, segun Isabel Johnston, 22,
una de las estudiantes.

"En esta reunion vamos a definir

los problemas que analizaremos en
la ciudad-universitaria de
Amherst," dijo la estudiante de
Historia Asiatica.

Entre los problemas que
podran discutir estan la

brutalidad policiaca e la

dependencia portorriquena pero,
"queremos que los que acudan a la

reunion definan los temas de
dscusion."

La Alianza, forrnada durante una
convencion en Chicago en mayo de
1973, cuenta con mas de 20 mil

miembros en este pais, dijo la

Johnston. En conjunto con otro
estudiante, Paul Mishler, ella

describe la Alianza en un despacho
de prensa para "The Collegian".

"La conferencia fundadora
significo el mayor esfuerzo unido de
las fuerzas anti-racistas desde los

primeros dias del movimiento de
derechos civiles.

"La representacion de blancos,
negros, chicanos, portorriquenos,

nativos-americanos, asiaticos e
arabes, indico que la Alianza
funcionara como una organizacion
multi-racial," dijo el despacho.
Las organizaciones represen-

tadas en la primera convencion
incluyeron, el Partido Socialista

Portorriqueno, el Movimiento del

Indio Americano, el Partido
Communista, la Federacion de
Trabajadores de la Industrie
Automotriz, los Carniceros
Amalgamados y el Sindicato de los

Yom Kippur

services

Wednesday
Yom Kippur services at the

Campus Center Auditorium begin
with Kol Nidre on Wednesday at
7:00 p.m. Thursday services will
begin at 10:00 a.m., followed by a
3:00 p.m. discussion and an
evening service at 5:30.

Trabajadores Elestricos; segun el

despacho.

"Para combatir la represion
racista y politica al nivel nacional e
•nternacional, la Alianza debe tener
un fuerte apoyo local para sus
programas.

notes,

quotes

"La alta incidencia de represion
racista en UMass -demanda un
esfuerzo unificado de parte de los
miembros de la comunidad,"
concluvo el despacho de prensa.

U'gnd cinema
films tonite
The Amherst subcommittee for

Puerto Rican solidarity announces
the following activities to honor the

Puerto Rican people's struggle for

freedom and independence:

SEPT. 24, 1974, 8:00 PM; The
Honorable Representative to the
Puerto Rican Legislation. Carlos
Galliza: "the contemporary struggle
for puerto rican independence."
Campus Center, Room 113,
University of Massachusetts.

OCT. 8, 12:00 A.M.: Jose la Luz:

"WHY IS PUERTO RICO STILL A
COLONY?" Eliot House, Mount
Holyoke College

OCT. 18, 8:00 P.M.: LATIN
AMERICAN POETRY AND
MUSIC; a dramatic presentation.

JULIO TORRES AND SONIA
VIVAS. East Lecture Hall, Hamp-
shire College.

On OCT. 19, a symposium will

close out the series. Further in-

formation will come out in a few
days.

Puerto Rican
program
announced
Two films, CORRUPTION OF

THE DAMNED and EN
CYCLOPEDIA OF THE BLESSED*
will be presented as the first in the
1974-75 Series of GREAT
AMERICAN UNDERGROUND
CINEMA on Tuesday evening,
September 24, at 8 p.m. in Herter
Hall, Room 227.

13
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WANTED — LEADERS

Lead— to guide or conduct in a certain course, or to a
certain place or end, by making the way known ; to show theway, esp. by going with or going in advance of

'

//

Army ROTC concentrates on, thrives on, DEPENDS
ON leadership. And your leadership may make the dif-
ference. And when it comes to strength of character,
initiative, courage, intelligence, self discipline, the willing-
ness to set the example — if these are YOUR strong points
or ideals, a commission as an officer in the United States
Army may offer you the best opportunity you'll ever have to
use them.

Read our course descriptions, and then call or drop by
the Department of Military Science ( Bldg. No. 79 or call 545-
2321). You'll be welcome, there won't be any runaround,
we'll have some answers for you — and we're always good
for a cup of coffee!

TUESDAY Sept. 24th

8:15 p.m.

THE MOSE

ALLISON
TRIO

WINDHAM COLLEGE
Putney, Vt. — exit 4, I.S. 91

TICKETS: $2.00 in advance

$3.00 at the door

8:15 p.m. — Fine Arts Auditorium
. ». « «.

^r-

This Series is being sponsored by
the UMass Arts Council and is

being coordinated by Professor
Jerry Kearns of the Art Depart-
ment.

Tickets for this doubie-feature
film event will be on sale at the door
the evening of the showing and will
be priced at 50 cents, general
admission.

Tuesday Night is

MOVIE NIGHT
at the Bluewall

** hove

EVERY SIZE
COLOR

JEANS

FROM THE AREAS LARGEST

JEA l\l6 6T0RF

I

EVBARs
KOtfSg

201 n. pleasant st./amherst
10 to 530/ thurs. & fri. till 9

i
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Notices

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
All University women invited to a

wine and cheese party on Tues. 9 24
at 7:30 p.m. Call 545 2152 for rides
and information.

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC.
Meeting Wed. nite at 8:00 in 802 cc.

New members come and join

Remember talk to the world free.

Meetings every 2nd and 4th Wed. of
the month.

ARAB STUDENT ORGANIZATION
Welcome meeting for Arab

students and friends to initiate
semester activities.

ASTROLOGY CLUB: MEETING
AND CLASSES
On Tues., 24th, a general meeting

of Astrology Club at 8:00 p.m. rm. 163

cc. On Wed. a Beginner Class in

Astrology at 8:00 p.m. rm. 811 815 cc
free of charge. Public invited, old
Astro co op members please come.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting to be held tonite in

Hasbrouck 22 at 7:30. Don't forget
our movie this weekend.
BICYCLE CLUB MEETING
Everyone welcome to our first

meeting of ihesemester tonite at 7:30
in rm. 177 cc. There will be slides and
bring yours if you'd like to show
'hem.

CHESS PLAYERS
The UMass Chess Club will meet

tonite in the Campus Center. Join us
for informal play and discussion of

'he years activities.

CHI OMEGA CANDYLAND
All University women are invited

'o Chi Omega Candyland for an open
rush tonite at 7:30. Rides provided at

Thoreau, Dickinson, NOPE,
Newman and Van Meter at 7:15. See
you 'here!

CHUG IVRI

Hebrew conversation circle meets
'oday at 4 p.m. in cc 169. Informal

conversation in Hebrew. All in

'erested invited.

CLUB MEETING
The S'rategic Games Club will

meet this Wed nite in cc rooms 904

908 from 6 p.m. to closing. Will have
miniatures and board. Everyone
Welcome.

GURU MAHARAJ Jl

Why did 10,000 people come to the

Guru Puja Festival at UMass this

Summer? What is the meditation he
is revealing? Find out tonite, rm. 917

cc

HEALTH INSURANCE
An information session on the new

Supplementary Insurance Plan for

students and their dependents will be
held by the University Health Ser

vices on Tues., 9 24 at 1200 noon in

Colonial Lounge.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
For all University women who

would like to know more about us

please come to our rush party, Tues.

9 24 at either 7 or 8 p.m., 32 Nutting

Ave.

NAIADS
Dance Workshop tonite 7 8 p.m. at

NOPE Gym. Tomorrow barbecue
430 p.m.

OPEN RUSH
The brothers of Pi Lambda Phi are

having an open rush on Tues., 9 24.

All are invited. We're located on 14

Elm St. and call 256 6834 for info and
rides.

PARACHUTE CLASS WEDNESDAY
Class starts Wed. 24th at 7:00 cc

162 Bring fee as instruction will start

'he 25'h and jump 9 28 or by
arrangement. People who signed up
on 9 12 are on roster with new people
welcome.

PHOTO WORKSHOP
Beginning and advanced

photography workshops Tues.,
Wed., Thurs., nites, 68 p.m. All

welcome.

SAILING CLUB
There will be an organizational

meeting along with a movie on the
Sunfish world's regetta, tonite, rm.
162 cc at 8:00.

SCUBA CLUB
Anyone interested in reforming the

Scuba Club call 546 7139.

SAM.
Sigma Alpha Mu invites all Univ.

men and women to an open rush

'onite, Tues., 9 24 at 8:00, 387 N.

Pleasant St.

SKIN GAME
Tired of thesameold look? Come to

Help us help you.
Use Zip Code.

YourPostal Service

I MDC Classifieds

really work
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SDT for a new you! Meet us on Tues.,

9 24 at 7 p.m. Our house is at 409 N.

Pleasant St. Call us at 545 0527

anytime for rides or anything.
YOM KIPPUR SERVICES

All Yom Kippur services in CCA.
Kn| Nidre Wed., 9-25 at 7 p.m. Thurs.

service at 10 p.m. At 3 p.m. a

discussion on the Book of Jonah.
Evening service 5:30 p.m. followed

by breakfast in Colonial Lounge.
YOUNG SOCIALIST FORUM
Maceo Dixon, chairperson of the

Socialist Workers '74 Campaign
Committee will speak on "Police
Terror in the Black Community".
Tonite at 8 p.m. in rm. 165 cc Spon-
sored by Young Socialist Alliance.

LOST
Pair of granny glasses in small red

case Please call Cheryl 545 2009

LOST
Male reddish brown dog "Max"

has 'ag with name and phone no. and
female light brown Shepard,
"Brandy" with Grinnell Iowa tag.

Lost near Strong and N. East St.

Reward. Call 549 0624.

FOUND
A Lab Intro to Plants also scrim

shaw pendant, not together. Call Dale
nr Doltie at 6 8485.

FOUND
A set of two car keys. Make of car

GM. Found on Mass. Ave. near
Boyden on Fri. 9 20. In Lost and
Found at cc.

p&XAj cut tA* Holcru

Appearing

Tonite:

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN IS

turn to page 16

Qjjuitcalt B.d ounM

Umsi octroy- -6X71

Lather

Johnson

Tomorrow:

Aces &
Eight

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Buster ft Billie 7:15 - 9:15
AMHERST CINEMA

Parallax View - 7:00 - 9:15
CALVIN THEATRE

Uptown Saturday Night - 7:00
9:00

OPEN RUSH
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

TUESDAY

SEPT. 24

7:30 - ?

FREE BEER

545-2151

FOR RIDES

TONIGHT

118 SUNSET AVE.

Down the street from University Pizza.

fflhr Pub
an

Irish Night
with

Billy Carson

Speeial Drink: Tequila Sunrise

AMHERST(V*«
AMITY ST. 253 5426

"A BREATH-BATING
SUSPENSE STORY
A HARROWING HINT OF THE

SUNLIT TERROR OF OUR TIME 1

'"' *..*• t M i , • / ^

PvmewM *n,sn ftaaajaj
to ALAN J PAKULA WOOUCTION

WAIBia HATTY
THE PARALLAX VIEW

"*^ w^g- HUMECRONYN WILLIAM DANIELS |

J^es: "PARALLAX VIEW" -7:0O* :«
MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • AIL SEATS Jl 00

C.D/ Qlfs's Mr> H'H IUMS Milt

More like a war than a marriage.

Today t Ml IS

Itwi-L te Hr: SI. 25 — S: 30-6: 00 Ofih7
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MICMI
Thevqet fumy

TOiMimig
FALL 1974

Peter Pan has prepared a special program of ten attractive tours
for the fall semester They depart right from:

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS SMITH COLLEGE (Northampton)
AMHERST CENTER MT. HOLYOKE COLLEGE (So Hadley)

And they go to a variety of destinations chosen to interest the
campus community. Reservations will be needed on all these
popular trips, so sign up early while there's space!

Saturday, Sept 28 U. MASS. MINUTEMEN FOOTBALL AT DARTMOUTH
Sunday, Sept 29 1-DAY CRUISE TO PROVINCETOWN
Sunday, Oct 6 GRAND PRIX RACING AT WATKINS GLEN, N.Y.
Saturday, Oct 19 NEW HAMPSHIRE FOLIAGE/PHOTO & BUSCH BREWERY TOUR
Sunday Monday, Oct. 27 28 2-DAY WEEKEND IN FASCINATING MONTREAL

(Veterans Day Weekend)
Saturday, Nov 2 1-DAY BROTHERHOOD WINERY & HOWE CAVERNS TOUR
Saturday, Nov. 9 U. MASS. MINUTEMEN FOOTBALL AT HOLY CROSS
Sunday, Nov 10 1-DAY HIKING & SIGHTSEEING IN VERMONT'S GREEN MOUNTAINS
Saturday, Nov. 161-DAY NEW YORK CITY SHOW/SHOPPING EXCURSION
Saturday, Dec. 7 VERDI'S "LA FORZA DEL DESTINO"

(Presented By Connecticut Opera Assn . In Hartford)

Get your copy today of our special brochure giving details"
about times, prices and itineraries on these TOURS FROM THE
COLLEGES from

MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8:30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3.45, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are-.

Daily — S.30 per line
Weekly - S.2S per line
Monthly — $.20 per line

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
AUTO FOR SALE

I9S4 Chew Malihu 327. Vx. Rood shape.
Nerds minor work, (all 665-3614. 1225.

67 Fairlane. §mall x. automatic, p.s.. 1

dr. super running, t.ood buy 1293. 253-7241.

IS70 Gremtta, licvl.. std . 2 dr. 35.noo mi.
Fxcel. cond. Kron. trans. :S-':s ixtn.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
I97n MM victor Special 44lcc Brand

new tyre, just tuned. Needs chain work.
ma>he paint. Must sell, best offer over
13511 Miami. John Stone — DORXYl B.

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED
Wanted — I- xpenenred waitresses

Vpplv in person Northfiekl Inn

FOR SALE
l assettes — 12.00 each. 12.00 each pre-

recorded. All new tapes. Call IW ItaaV

( i»»n I »
I
Vtt power ampiuier IM waits -

ItMs per channel New (all A.M. 584-0549

1'ioneei SY-7IWO Amp., one vr (.Id I isi

1259.. sell for Iimi (all i ran. 549-oxm

l.eblanr trumpet very good condition
DC* (all Jerry 253-1

Honda WMi Sdn.. 40 mpg. All new tires,
(.oing to I in ope — must sell, (all 1 iicmI.iv

6 - X p.m. 536-0749.

66 Scout 1 wheel dr. t.ood mech cond.
Never plowed. $700 or bes( offer, (all
morn 665:1614. Mike.

Ply. Fury. 65. I dr.. small X. automatic
Dependable transportation. 1250. 253-7241.

r i.n s ,u Racer. 1970, super shape. 10

miles per gallon: A buy. $750. 253-7241.

64 VW. runs good. 2 new tires, body in
good shape 55.000 mi. 1375. (all 253-7567.

furnished Ypts |, 2. 2', rms I mos
lease — Sept I - June I. Vir-cond . pool,
parking. Near shopping a id theaters.
Reasonable rents. Amherst Motel. Rl. 9.
opp Zayrr's

Off-campus room in offbeat household,
right off Rt. 0. not far off from Mall. Call
253-3265 often.

ROOMMATE WANTED
I or I people to share 2 bdrm. apt 156-F

Knttany Manor after 7 p.m or call 7X5-

Need fiddler for Rluegrass Band If

interested, call Tom 549-3717.

People interested in learning basic
newspaper page design and lav out are
needed to help the ( OIXFI.IAN editorial
staff. No credit or 1 but a chance to learn
from professionals free Contact Dean
Tucker 5-2550.

RIDE WANTEJ3

To Mt. Ilolyoke. leave I Mass at 1:30.

Will share gas Please call 516-5211

SERVICE!

Vutomotive repair spet Mining in s. \ \K
and other foreign tars I all (.in .'".<.J.iin

N\ill ImIiisii m im hmiie. rl.ulv l>r

weekly Nortbamptaa W4-THB

( ,,M| -» 'lie \a I nd a rd to or near
Ikrrr tsmarah this wknri Willing to shr
dr\ A ii|i (all |»m,. SM-aMX

1120 bed for sale. Krame. mattress, liner
— ISO. Call 527-5670. Will deliver.

UNIVIRSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Campus Center Hotel Lobby
Tel 545 2006

NORTHAMOTON
Bus Terminal, Old South St
Tel 586 1030

AMHIRST CMTIR
Bus Terminal
Tel 256 0431

J*\ls)

SOUTH HADLIV
Cannon's Pharmacy
Tel. 533 7115

Woman's burgundy leather coat, full-

length. Zip-in lining, size 12. Kxc cond. 175
or best offer. Call 546-7027.

Guitar Amp. Fender band-master, pre-

cbs. custom built, oversized bottom. Call

549-4328. Keep trying.

Honda CBI60. just tuned, perfect run.

cond. New naint. 1325. Call 648-8502.

AKAI stereo cassette-deck with Dolby
system. Less than 50 hrs. playing time.
Sells new for 13I». Phone 253-5674 and
make an offer.

Elna sewing machine: older model but

does all fancy stitches, just reconditioned.
145. 253-5419.

Vacuum cleaner. .Sunbeam canister
attachments 115; 4 Cosco folding chairs.
15. 549-4M58.

For Sale — Shurr mike unipe 585. perfect
i mid 145; Conga Drum 165: Sound City

guitar Amp. 60 wis. 1150. Call 584-6648.

Home 8 track tape player. 125. 253-7241.

Photo enlarger b.o. 253-7241.

Ri-ssoii Trumpet. i..«.il condUion. 180.

Sony 6063 Mereo receiver. 60 watts per
channel. 1250. (all any hour .VI6-'i373.

Sorrel Roan Horse. I years, green, nice
1.1 - ! hands 2VI-7I2.V

Tire, (.midyear Rayon chord MBXRU B
lout uscil lion miles, lll.ou MB ma late

ill mglit

Heath \l( -19 WW receiver list 1273. 73

hrs id mi time invested. Vtk only 1200

Perl wking order Walnut rfct. S-9752.

I.g dresser A sofa-bed. (heap 2.V! 9H09

fender Twin. N65-32S9.

\K( I nglish Springer Spaniel, male
ini|i liier A white Rest offer or 173. I«7-
'tt:il

I sed ini tiiim i — living room, bedroom,
kitchen — ! •••minion (all: 256-8770.

lit ••il- of all kinds at reasonable
prices ( an usually gel BR) IP in print

within a week — i he Now Record Shop, 197

No I'leasaul St \mhirsl 2,1 ..-,391

I <>• s.,| r I wo li,oXl! studded snow
(Ires and rims. I all 256-87TH.

Dvnai o \25 spkrs. list 189. our price »•

Soiinil K Music to lip (all Dick at 247

. i»7U. II .i.m 7 p.m.

69 ford Van. 8 pass, enger cluhwagMi.
->7.ino miles, good running cond.. needs
some body work Asking 1995. Call ..•»•* &
ask for Sean in Rm. 214 Ra. tires

1957 ( J-S i^wd and 1954 Willys wagon.
Bo(h need engines. Could adapt Chev. 8
1200 ea. 1300. for both. 253-7941.

68 Chev. panel truck w-70 eng. 1700. I-

267-3384 e\es

67 Barracuda, runs good. X3.000 mi. on
engine. 4 good tires, lion Call 253-7567.

Kern. Pref.. (irad. II ID. mo., utilities
mclu. ttn bus line, own rm. Sheila 665-1224

PERSONALS

Female wanted to share a room in

Brandy wine. 165-mo (all Rirki at S49-63W
after 6:3* p.m.

M transfer seeks experienced F to assist
his discn\er\ of I M Dan. 546-8919.

I • in pus Clubs and urgani; ns Do
miu want to publish hiith uMlls'
newsletter pamphlet maganne or
booklet "•" Let the Message t nmpan\ help
>uu write, lawiui design and print if'

Reasonable fees ( onlart Jerr\ M tSMRH
for information

Responsible married woman, degree in

education, asailablr for daytime baby
silling '.I 'i _'(.:,_' 12. Vi an hour.

Plata courses, .! credits a\ailable * wk
course. ( all 843-314*. I ang's Photo Studio

Unmans wrislwalrh between M'OPF
and (.!<( I Sept Reward 545-2548

BMW 'OH 2002 decent. 60.000 AM-FM 6-

5626.

2 for :i bdrm. house. Nhamp.. close to I
( ol bus t>n plus. .-,xii-|;!56 Jon I - 6 p.m.

WANTED

Hop Brook Commune. Rural Farm, (iay
Pe«ple Bos 723. Amherst. Ma

FREE

Mens 1 spd. Raleigh bike 140. 665-3566.

VW Bus. great shape. 1968. 4:1.000 mi.
11.200. 542-5735.

3 ft. spool table. Cheap. 665-22S3.

66 VW Sta. Wgn. 1200. Runs good. 2 snow
tires. After 5:00. (all Bill 538-87M.

BOB IS BACK - To buy your sick or
decrepit car. Any make, model, year
I nload your headache for fail If!!!! 253-
7241.

What's up Pnllaco'' \ our birthday —
Wishing miii the happiest e»er — Mario.

Jim I i-nanle. Where are vou?!

Mac older cat. spa> . fern. 1 «e >uppl>
fond A truer prwvittvd 54»-3tta.

Mattress for twin bed 549-0011.

Wanted competent guitarist. For details
549-129).

Scnsiti\ r M freshman seeks experienced
<M liberated I to assist in his discoverv of
I Mass .-.11:,-, after II.

lill B - Happy Iw. month s anniy . Peter

64 Chevy Panel, runs good, body rusted'
everything works. 122$. Call 2S3-7S47.0-—

1

63 (he* II. 6 cyl. automatic. 2-door
sedan: not rusty. insprctable.
mil hani'-allv giNid. uses nil. ll.Vl 586-:t8l9.

Wanted: Responsible grad student to
share secluded house in Conway with 2

others. Own room, washer, dryer. I acres,
much scenery . Would consider a couple. I-

:t69-4078.

Sell \11ur siler coins, paying 250 percent
on (ace value Chase 6-8792.

Howard Johnsons Motor lodge
\1111ual White Sale featuring: hed-
>|ii rails. 1 .mu.in lowels sheets, pillow
i.isis A iimir Saieon irregular items
"s-ih n 2?i 930. :; at. Rtr 9. Hadlev

Silkie. I yr old. Ig. male dog free to good
country home. Needs room to run Call
Fllen or Durk 586-1592. 584-6917.

ENTERTAINMENT
The Dynamic Se\ Machine will do its

thing all over you Wednesday thru
Saturday at the Blue wall Thursday thru
Saturday. Vou can cook with little fire at
the Hatch and catch the unique sule of
Paul McKinley at the TOC.

1971 ( lirtrlle SS 151. I sp.1.. loaded,
leasniiahlr ". H.-I.I'HI Keep Irving.

63 \W SimiiHil faf. cond f:tOO 253-9609
eve

I'M* Hun k Skvlark. l.S35n, p s.. p.h.. ac.
Ri'sliiller ( all mornings 1-7:12-1322. Keep
Irving.

Anyone know where I can get coors" Will
pay. Call Terry 323-6246.

Model wanted In do figure studies. 16 hr.
t all .». ; •iii'i after ti p m

70 Porsche 914. many extras. Must be

seen. In mint condition. Must sell 6-5.179.

I'ei sons interested in driving 10 and
In (ug in I lah far winter Deep powder
skiing imexielled (heap Sue r.1-712".

Male artist s model Jim tfMRS, 6
11 111

INSTRUCTION

Instruc-Uan - Far nontciencr majors
KelativHv (phvsies ll«i; World Bevoad
Our Senses <IM>: 1 oniemp.rar)
Pnmlems nt9i. .Srlenre For Science
Ficlion Headers I9»i ( oacrpts Of
Phvslrs 1 I2i i; Pnyttc« Far Flem Ed
Mamrs H3«i. \|r Polution UtaBl . I CR
mini tam. See course listings or inquire
in Hashnwck 1 19 or call 545 2497

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
WW \amaha TX son. ixoo miles New"

condition II50N includes 1230 Windjammer
fearing, luggagr rack' Leave name,
iiiimhei 513 -2131 or 5 15.2458

Wanted Fyp-riemed rock organist
willing In work .... a nightlv hasis To
imimc call: Rich at 77:1-8547, Thais in
• .ii-riilield. ,11,.,, ,,„(,. || 1

HELP WANTED

(iuiur lessons. Fxperienced teacher
free style or note reading (all 549-6328
Keep trying.

HONDA 70 Trail Hike, sells for 1550. Will
sacrifice 1125 2.10 miles, excellent con-
(til ion 253-3118.

65 Dodge van. (iood eng.. no rot. Musi
sell. 1350 (all «TV Fral Ask for Don
mcd.

47 Ford 1 • •• >.i 1 nr Van. (iood cond.. esc.
interior, tires. Contact Tucker 6-7169.

Vamaha 150. I9«x I- irst 1395 253-7241.

Phi Mu Delta Fraternity needs 3 house
boys to work 2 meals a day cleaning kit
chen Pay is meals (all 2SJ-9W4 or 545-
2143. \sk for Brian after 5 p.m

Dishwasher Porter wanted for Wine
Chariot Resl. evenings only \pplv in
person Rt 9. Hadlev

Phntographv Workshop in \mhersl
Ivarn creative camera and darkroom
technique from working professionals T A
Th evenings t all Reflections I nlimited
549-0295.

Ilev freshmen' Remember summer
orientation and Mama Milton's Jug Rand
and Wayne and all those other neat people
vou saw" Well, vou can see them all again
at Central \rea s COFFKFHOl SF on
Friday. Sept. 27 from x:to til * in Vao
Meters Study lawnge FRFF admission.
FRFE refreshments. FRFF popcorn
•fresh from our real live movie house
popcorn machine!' I pperclassmrn ; come
see what vou missed!

The fabulous Rhinestones will darile
vou' Capture their brilliance this Thur-
sdav night. 9 to I. Part of the Hatch
Celebrity Series.

Piano plaver to accomp male A female
Mx.ilisls t .ill after I 25.1- '.71 ;

Female Vocalist seeks musicians or
band 10 sing Mues or soft rock. (B Rait (
Slick > (all Jody 549-67*4

I'xi'i Honda 150(1 , ex(ras II.S4M mi
1525 Call 5491453.

1971 Street Bike TSOcc BrMgeVtonr (Hr
Iflw miles, fast, good cond. Asking 1450
Please call 268-3228 and leave name and
phone no.

Kawasaki 350cc 1971. excellent con-
dition Trail and road. I ots of accessories,
lining cheap, (all 253-5121.

Need R&R drummer \aried material
hard, funkv soft. Practice at Countrv
House 253. 7X87 afl «

SERVICES

Mechanics Specials - *7 BMW radials
I dr aulo \M A FM needs ,„glnr rrbuj„
MJJJ .! Pontiar. 1 dr. needs valve ion
• M"J < all 323^821

71 Kawasaki 350 A7. excellent mech
<nnd MM mi Best off looking to trade
Ini van ( all eves. I-8CI-2MI. Tom.

Medical Technologist Full lime in ex-
panding laboratory ASCI- registered only.
Mtrarllve wages Please contact Annie
lewallen. Chief l.ab Technologist. Wing
Memorial Hospital. Palmer 1-283-7651. est

(onfc part-time, week-ends Apply in
person Chequers Restaurant

Dishwasher parl-tfmr. week-davs
\pplv in person (Jiequrrs Restaurant

HI f I \udio repair 2 das service .
guaianleed M Teen Hi Fi (all 549-24I9

Bicycle repair Mill completely
degrrase hearings, arij brakes A gears

Jane III MH (heap A reliable
John

EXPERTISE REQUESTED

looking for (irad students. T V's and
other knowledgeable persons to lead a
couple of informal seminars in marketing
in (he hotel industrv

. sponsored bv While
Mountains Region Xssmiation. nil ;i *
2V Waterville Valley lodging expenses
paid ( ontacl now Bill Met luskev 4 leave
number 549-4483

CHILD CARE
I he I hild (are Fxchange — witn M

families \n alternative to siUers and
nurseries Infants s lr, Plav groups also
I arents working cooperativelv to preside
free time for each other (all Joan 586-
2221

t !H REPAIR HAMM f s • Boh is ha, k to
fix it right No job too small Foreign or
domestic No big overhead 2.VS-724I

MISCELLANEOUS

I oik Mngeis wanted I all for auditions
KalHti Is. 11 .'a.Hiii. .ifter J 181

»!%»• «.«»*•• .»•»«*

I eslie s Yarn A Canvas Soup xmhirsi
t arriage Shop. 549-4591 Very Ik- knitting
worsted 99c. I 01 Rev nold s I opt 12 15 IM
gr.

Photo Passports Fast service A cameri
repairs Ijh|i Photo 253 3144

"<o lot decal; Will trade for lot 12 14 or
sell for best offer 549-1 >72
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Notices

cont. from p. 14
FOREIGN STUDENTS
Cross cultural workshop weekend,

Sept. 27th and 28th. All students in-

terested in an educational and fun
experience are welcome. For par
ticulars, contact the Foreign Student
Office at 545 0019.

HEYMAKERS
Elections tonite. All club members

please attend.

POETRY READING
Ai Memorial Hall Lounge from 8 to

10 tonite, notable poets Frederic Will,

Jill Spisak and J.D. Reed will read
from their own work.

SQUARE DANCE
If you enjoy dancing, come on

down. Everyone is invited. In Cape
Cod Lounge, Student Union at 8 p.m.
tonite. See you there!

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
PROGRAM
The Distinguished Visitors

Program is sponsoring a coffee hour

and informal talk with Francis

Fitzgerald at the Southwest Women's
Center in Mackimmie Dormitory at

2:30 p.m. Tuesday. All are invited.

Refreshments will be served. Ms.
Fitzgerald's talk is the first of the

SWWC's series entitled 'active

Women' Distinguished Visitors

Program Joanne Levenson, member
549-(M9fl

If yotie looking

for the best
submarine
sandwich

in town

>

atthe Hangry u

Fast and Courteous
Delivery from both slon-s

103 W. Pleasant
Tel. 25«-»47:t

Sf l niversitv Drive

Z56-XJM

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By Stella Wilder

Wednesday, Sept. 25

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -
Hitch your wagon to a star if

you must — but be sure that

you are capable of remaining
steadfast to your ideal. Keep
standards high.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
— Take care not to attempt
more than you can achieve

today. This is no time to fail in

the sight of others; your best

bet is a sure thing.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22

Dec. 21) — You should find it

a simple matter to make new
friends — if you will take the

trouble to attend a public

gathering. Let yourself see

and be seen.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19) — Business and/or pro-

fessional contact are such that

you can ill afford to ignore

them at this time. What you
fail to cultivate may well

disintegrate.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.

18) — Both family and career

matters require your utmost in

the way of attention this

morning. Take care not to

confuse issues during the

afternoon.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)

— There may be some
in-fighting on the employment
scene as a result of your recent

success. Don't expect every-

one to accept losses with

grace.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

— A new idea in combination
with a new ambition should
bring you to the attention of

those who can make or break

your chances for advance-

ment.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— Look to your past for hints

to your future — but don't

make the mistake of building

tomorrow entirely upon your
yesterdays. Consult others in

the field.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— A day filled with "green
lights." You should be able to

meet several goals and attain

several objectives during
afternoon and evening.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)

You can put recent plans

into action today if you are

wise enough to seek the advice
of one who knows precisely

what your objective is.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 221 -
This is no time for you to be
sitting idly by while others

make gains and reputations.

Do what you can to initiate a

new and better deal for

yourself.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
— Keep yourself in readiness

for that single opportunity
which can carry you to the top.

Take advantage of any chance
to be seen in action.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1974

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

l Drop o*

4b female lx-1

46 VY.rn!

; iiSittons

; ii .

MBaaa s
tiapsoaa i

(nama iian ma
ana anaaa

'8 Kflfi .-,

19 Tree
20 Not

<ntOa<rated

22 f flrih#<;i io

the rea*

24 Shon periods,

of time
26 Detects
27 Stat.oner s

quantity

?9 fc* p'ess an
opinion

30 That girl

33 Perform
ao.uatir.aliv

2 wort:*

37 Horror

38 Redhead &

nirfcname

39 Set down
40 Feels rti/ty

41 Slake
42 Evergreen

leaf 2 words
44 Golfers

group Abbr.

r>j Was a

lady
64 A' -

65 Gate patron
66 Spin
6? Poems

DOWN
t Animal
2 Mistake

3 Accused
person s
ele'ens*

4 7'cai wtth

satnleqe

h Md'sh
6 Manages
somewhat

7 Encamps
8 Shyly

amorous
glances

2 words
9 Insufficient

'0 Tropical

evergreen
trees

a*.
gammaa arjn

SOLUTION Of VESTIIDAY'S PUiZ.f

island ott

GftfBt qoci

C>v<l Arany
full ol tali

-

L'Or* s cry

Tool

Work shirker

Plant .n SG.I

:. ..l.nlMI

Ir-ill

Gaet-c

Ensri.trt-

Chan uan
Th.s Spanish
Make into

leather

it physically

capable ol

3 words

40 Memento
Irorn the past

42 Hang
43 Mothimj
45 One

e "pressing
i ontempr

47 Remove
l.nml hair

48 Sole ol a

plow.

SO Walk
St CalMorih
52 Units ol lorce

53 Pain

54 New York s

Stadium
55 Fertilizer

56 Rotate rapidly
60 Boy s

nickname

33 34

)9

26

ii

10 I

SO SI 52
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Kampus Kapers By Kris Jackson

'"CGLiEGmNirES/X
ujflMT TO Bt r

TOUr?MftU.|5T/

I (jJPMT TO BE. AW
iNVFSTIGrVnvL REPORr

AN1 DIG OUT RLL THE
scandals'

^ YEA H
i
THfl TW AM ' Itt GOMrjr

EXCEL LtWT.M SrAr?Tu/|rH

THl COLLEG/AM
)T5L\Sf

dizzy and paul — By Jim Carson

-THC IS iTU NEW BUiWi SrWr' M" IT W& NUS-ftfeS, RyiNb

WP/MS, IS m rW'SreVN,rWl-»ier,A»ff'«OeWWVJT'
1

6CTS

WD OF tfib BPWL KIU5 CWfcGMSS, S*«i»lES fsJSMMTuSt,

ArCi iS r**F Efltcnirf THe)M ^Mfc«fWtil<XW M»

f

.

±K.

I'l \M I N
ACC0RPIN6 TO MY Fl6Ur?E5, AS

OUR PlTCHER.fOU WAPAN EARNEP
RUN AVERA6E THIS YEAR Of &6MTY
RUNS PER 6AME

!

STATISTICS OOH't U£,
CHARLIE BROUJN

IT

WIZARD OP ID ad Johnny hau-t

WK4T^ THl«ji

OHfe W\T\\
TH^ THe?&&

C^L.U&T^r^ r

BC
by johnny hart

AkKID...

HOWT0U£>H VNAy>

>lbUR Ne06»HeOReVDOPj
°wz ^eMBo&pco was

SUPERMARKETS FIK ""f^J I WwKm
Finast will no longer increase prices of food once placed on our shelves

3 As regular prices go down. Finast w II im- 4 Baby food and items controlled by statemaruotc K^xion o no... „„m „. „Xi.^., „„ o fl
items are restocked on the shelves, the

MpLi anJfoS^Ll^ .arSL
9 P V Grocery ne^- hl9ner priced items will be placed behind mediately reduce the price on shelf stock and laws are exempt from this new policyMeat and Produce items

,ne lower priced items the lower price will always be honored at the

1 When Finast is forced to make a price in- 2 Weeklv SDecials or sale .term are nnreri
re9is,er When a can or a package shows more

cJLUl
?!!L

,

:
u^

crease, cans and packages already price'marked lithSrifiSr^^^S^SS TeZJTc^nr S2ET? ^ ^^ han one p ,cion the shelves will be sold at the old lower price the sale event will be repriced upward
pnce ,or ,hat can or Packa9e

5 Until current stocks are sold there will be
our many thousands with more
marking on the can or package

Please bear with us during this transition

Pork Loin
Assorted Chops

Formerly
Called

Quarter Loin
Pork Chops

Money Saver Bone InCenter Cut Pork Loin Chops
Sliced Bacon Pork Loin Blade '..:— ^J§

Roast Bone in Portion I #Finast Thick 1 lb

or Regular pkg 99c lb

Mr Deli Favorites
Formerly Pork Roast

Loin Portion

Baked Ham
Pork Loin Sirloin
Roast Bone in Portion 84 lb

Freshly

Sliced to

Order
Pork Loin Boneless 7th Rib
Formerly Pork Lom Boneless

Amer. Cheese » 1.29
Dandy Loafc*^ .b 95e

. b85eChicken Roire
While Meal ....

Available in Stores with Mr Deli Depts

Top Loin Roast
Pork Shoulder
PorkShoulder Roast

Arm Picnic Bone In

Formerly Fresh Pork Snouider

Boston - Blade • Bone In

Formerly Pork Butt

$427
H lb

59*
89*

Formerly LonOoo Bro»i

Shoulder Steak"S^i? ,b1.49
Formerly Stew Eiee'

Beef for Stew ****»
t1 .39

Formerly RtD S'eak 5th thry 7th Rtbs

Beef Rib Steak ££SS .1.59
Fo"neriy Ciub Rib Stean

Rib Eye Steak *£«* B 2.69
Formerly Top Ciucfc Steak Bone In

Top Blade Steak
B^n

.^«,1 .29
Formerly Baop S'ea* Eionetess

Top Blade Steak B
Ione

c
:5Tb1.49

Chicken Legs
Fresh ^^ ^%C

Tasty Chicken ^M^f lb

Breasts-" c 79c

Breasts!^:" D1.49

Chicken Wings D 49e

International Seafood

Flounder
Dressed ^^CjV

Dressed Whiting x 59°

Salmon Chunks:^. ,1.99

Clam Strips m« r1.49

Frozen Food Values!

Roman
Meat

Ravioli

Green
Giant

Whole Kernel

69
Potatoes Slim Jim

Frozen

Shoestring
40 Oz
pkg 69

Budget Stretchers from Finast!

Niblets Corn
Grated Tuna g££ \'J' 38*

V3KG IwllXcmcLer
i rosiiriy ;r. .i«n*ine oj

Miracle Whip
A^m pk 9 s I 12 I

Fresh Finast Bakery!

t
Big Sandwich

6 i Bread
o

White Tuna 65*

Salad
Dressing

Kraft - qt jar

4 120Z
cans m ^^ ^a^ M^.

9 • Rye Bread
Hearth or A Of\C

£\£%$ £ ,vs <>y
^Sf 2 f Junior Pies 5 2£1.00

Orange Juice fimm
6oi

88*

Baby Limas Mead«b.oc* *£ 55* Detergent Finast

Blue

I
3J5.«-«-

Fresh Dairy Values!

Richmond

Pizza Mix *&r 49 €

49 oz
pkg

^^arjM"Margarine
85 |Save 90

1 lb pkg
Qtrs

Kraft Natural 8 oz

Slices Pkg

9""* Boil n'Bag Meat 4.

H

^^k Turkey. Meat Loaf. Chicken Ala King, Salisbury Steak ^Hl pk9 s

*2i4 70;C2CB
%# cans ^J^J

With These Coupons

Swiss Cheese D09 FOOd
69 Skippy ""Sm^T*

Orange Juice FMM

Cottage Cheese b..,, V? 59c

S 65*
16 Of

For Your Health A Beauty!

Bayer Aspirin
Tablets

btl

50 59
JOftnJ&rs ;r 1.39

01

Baby Shampoo
Bromo Seltzer

4

;f 88*

Summers Eve r . ...
4V 44c

TOOthpaSte romPae* Soj tubes 69'

5-Day "TZT 5 59*
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

Flrtt O* the Fresh Produce from Finast'

Prune Plums
Fresh3 79

California

Valencia

Tops in

Vitamin C

Oranges

10 s1

Apples^"V'«..... 3^, 79*

Green Peppers . • 29*

Green Cabbage. .... r 10*

Southern Yams .... 2 M 39'

Save 30
'~ 5 CoUPC
i* 1 ie w

Coffat

H^|ttI-«"^<w?«ct

Save 101 Save 10
yVti- mis Coupon
O" 0"« '4 oi pug

Keebler
Pecan Sandies

y»MJ thru Sept it

Save 20<

w m i^n coupo"
O" f>» ?< o* ca»

Easy On
Speed Starch

fT^
1^ MM M

»V.|h

On 0»»
rkwCcwa*
no ia»* «i

Hantf-Wrap
Food Wrap

I?t!^i
vabd t*«y See" !B

NT

Save 20'
Witf tr*« (

Or On« p««;

Westinghouse
Light Bulbs

IT^^T H»SC TJ!

Pr.ces Elective t^u Sat S*Dt 2t i9?4
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Moses Malone: Promised land or lion's den?
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By BOB HIGGINS
MDC Staff

For weeks his name and pictures were all

over the sports pages of America. The sports

world awaited his word. After all, this was
not your ordinary 19 year old potential

millionaire.

No, Moses Malone was much more. He
was the greatest high school basketball

prospect since a kid named Alcindor

graduated from Power Memorial in New
York a few years back. Every college hoop

coach in the nation was willing to sell his

sole to get Moses to lead his team to the

Promised Land.

Maryland coach Lefty Driesell didn't have

to sell anything to get Malone to sign a letter

of intent. He simply gave Moses a new car, a

seven dollar an hour construction job, a one

million dollar insurance policy, and half the

state of Maryland. The Maryland athletic

ticket office was flooded with season ticket

requests, and the future looked rosey for

Commentary

Maryland, already a national power for the

past few years.

Then, to everyone's shock, in stepped the

ABA's Utah Stars. The Stars owned the

draft rights to Malone, but because of

financial woes had not been able to make a

serious offer. A new owner stepped in,

however, and he had more than enough
money to make Moses listen. The sports

world waited in earnest as Moses pondered.

When he finally made up his mind, Moses
became the first basketball player to make
the jump directly from high school to the

pros, not to mention becoming three million

dollars richer.

An immediate uproar arose from the world
of college athletics, some sectors of the
press, and folks all over the nation, par-

ticularly Maryland basketball fams. People
seemed shocked at the idea of a 19-year old

being corrupted by the world of professional

athletics.

However, the shame here lies with the
colleges, not the pros. Put very simply.

Moses belongs in college as much as "Deep
Throat" belongs on Saturday morning
television. He had proved conclusively in

high school that his passing was strictly

limited to the basketball court.

The colleges put academics aside, though,

and were prepared to offer him anything for

his basketball talents. Of course, this is just

one more example which will go a step

further in destroying the myth concerning

the purity of college athletics.

The pros, on the other hand, were totally

above board. They came right out and said,

"We'll give you a few million bucks to play

ball for us." Moses would have been a damn
fool to refuse.

If the jump from college to the pros is as

tough as they say, the jump from high school

must be extraordinary. It will take Moses a

long time to adjust, and he may never live up

to everyone's expectations. Hopefully,

however, his case will lead to a new era of

honesty and candor in college athletics.
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Rowathon" psyches team, raises funds for women's crew
By LAURIE GULL/ON
Women 's Crew Team

A "Rowathon" on the Con-

necticut River hopefully will

alleviate the budgetary problems of

the University of Massachusetts

Women's Crew Club which,
inadequately funded by the athletic

department, cannot afford to equip

its team.

The Women's Crew Club hopes,

through the "Rowathon"
scheduled on September 28th, to

raise funds beyond the allotted

budget to buy quality rowing
equipment including new oars and
a sectional racing shell. Two old

Pocock racing shell-eight years old

and fifteen years old, designed for

men, and presently used by the

women's club--must be replaced by

lighter smaller shells that, built

specifically for women, would allow

them to be more competitive.

If you wish to sponsor a club

member who will row the course

rain or shine this Saturday, please

contact any member of the crew

club.

Beginning the fall season with a

conditioning program that prepares
twenty-five new members for the

major racing season in the spring,

the club emphasizes the
development of good rowing
technique and also concentrates on
cardio vascular conditioning
through running, on the-river

training, and bicycle riding to daily

practices.

Baseball scoreboard

National League Standings
American League Stanclings (Night Games Not Included)
I Night Games Not Inclu ded)

EAST EAST
W L PCT. G.B W L PCT G.B

New York 84 70 545 — St Louis 82 .71 .536 —
Baltimore 83 71 539 1 Pittsburgh 80 72 .526 1%
Boston 78 74 513 5 Philadelphia 75 78 490 7

Cleveland 73 79 480 10 Montreal 72 80 .474 9Vi

Milwaukee 73 80 477 10'/* New York 69 83 454 12%
Detroit 71 82 464 12Vi Chicago 64 88 421 17%

WEST WEST
Oakland 86 68 558 — W. L. PCT. G.B.
Texas 81 72 .529 4V4 Los Angeles 96 57 .627 —
Minnesota 80 74 519 6 Cincinnati 92 62 597 4Vi

Chicago 75 78 490 10 Vj Atlanta 84 70 .545 12Vj
Kansas Citv 75 79 487 11 Houston 78 75 510 18
California 61 93 396 25 San Francisco 71 84 .458 26

Monday's Games San Diego 56 99 361 41

Milwaukee at Cleveland. 2. twin ght Monday's Garnet
(Only game scheduled) Pittsburgh at

Atlanta at Lc

St. Louis, night

is Angeles, night
(•inly games scheduled)

Sports
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The newer members will benefit
by the experience of eight veteran
rowers including Rose Sellew,
Nancy Dowd, Eileen Gallant, Meg
Riley, Cindy Flint, Barbara Andreas,
Joanne Andreas, and Debbie
Kirchmer, who is also a member of
the U.S. National Women's Rowing
Team. She recently competed with
the national team in the World
Rowing Championships for Women
held at Lucerne, Switzerland.

"Brushes" with Trinity College

and MIT on a two to three mile

course on the Connecticut River are

scheduled for the fall, and the

season peaks with the Head of the

Charles Regatta in Boston. Ac

sport notices
New PE 100 Karate and Self

Defense Courses
1. Combination Karate Self

Defense G59 1 credit

Section 1, MWF 12:20 - Boyden
122

2. Self Defense for Women G78
1 credit

Section 1, TuTh, 1:00-2:15,

NoPE, 202
3. Karate G58 - 1 credit

Section 1 - MWF, 1:25, NoPE, 24
Section 2 - TuTh, 1:00-2:15,

NoPE, 202
First class - Monday, September

30, and Tuesday, October 1.

Sign up in General P.E. Program
Office Boyden 224.

Notice

The Finals for the intramural

track meet will be held on Wed-
nesday, September 25 at 3:30 p.m.
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TODAY:

9 p.m. National Lampoon Radio Hour — another

jjj
"Hour" of contemporary comedy.

10 p.m Ujjama Drum — Charlie Mann hosts this
program of contemporary black music.

Anxious 'o know what is in store for you every day? /'

Tune into Hightides the daily astrological
program every weekday morning right after the 8:30
news

Fall for a new

Kawasaki this fall

at

VALLEY

M0T0RSP0RTS
346 King St., Northampton

584-7303

U1MUA
STUREO 91 1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

cording to Coach Bob Spousta,

"The future looks bright with many
promising novices. We're hopeful

of becoming a recognized vafsity

team with adequate support. At the

present time, the women's needs

cannot be adequately fulfilled due
to a lack of equipment and support.

There are presently fifty women
who have expressed an interest in

crew and only eighteen will be able

to race competitively."

Robert
Redford
.Jeremiah
Johnson"
A SYDNEY POLLACK FILM

The man who
became a legend.

The film destined

to be a classic!

ROBERT REDFORD
m A Sydney Pollack Film

JEREMIAH JOHNSON"
A Joe Wizan-Sanford Production
Co-Starring WILL GEER

ALLYN ANN McLERIE • STEFAN GIERASCH • CHARLES TYNER -And
Introducing DELLE BOLTON • Music by John Rubinstein and Tim Mclrjtire
Screenplay by John Mihus and Fdward Anhait • Produced by Joe Wizan

Directed by Sydney Pollack • Panavision* • Technicolor*

C»lebrat,ng Warnor Bros 50th Anniversary^J a Warner Communications Company

STARTS WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 25TH

1 WEEK ONLY
HADLEY
HOLYOKE
NORTHAMPTON

Campus
. Victory

. . Calvin

Late goals give

Soviets tie 5-5
VANCOUVER \UPIi - The soviet

Union scored two goals with only

four minutes remaining Monday
night to tie team Canada 74 5-5

despite a Bobby Hull three-goal

hat trick in the opening period.

The tie evened the eight game
series at 11-2 going into the
second half of the series, which will

be played in Moscow early next
month. In the 1972 series, Canada
trailed 1-2-1 leaving here but won
three of four games in the Soviet
Union to take the series with a 4-3-1

record.

Hull's three-goal hat trick in the
first period put Canada ahead 5 2
after the first 20 minutes of play.

Gordie Howe and Frank Mahovlich
scored the other team Canada
goals in the first period.

Valery Vasiljev put the Soviet
Union ahead 1-0 with his second
goal of the series, scoring on a low

drive from the point which went
under team Canada yoaltender

Gerry Cheevers at 3:44.

Gordie Howe, the 46 year old

veteran from the Houston Aeros,

tied it up less than a minute later

when he took a pass from Ralph
Backstrom in the Soviet zone and
fired it home over Russian
goaltender Viadislav Tretiak's left

shoulder.

Boris Mikhailov put the Soviets

back on top, 2-1, at 5:59 when he
took a pass out from the right of the

Canadian nets from Vladimir Petrov

and jammed it past Cheevers from
just outside the crease. Johnny
McKenzie was in the penalty box at

the time.

Hull, the 35-year old veteran left

winger from the Winnipeg Jets, got

his first goal of the game at 12:45

when he scored from the point with

a slapshot that cleanly beat Tretiak.
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HIGH FLYING RICH JESSAMY space walks for some of his 61 yards against the
University of Maine on Saturday. Jessamy scored one touchdown in UMass 42-0
Cakewalk.

Sox hope for miracle
BOSTON \AP\ - Manager Darrell Johnson of the Boston Red Sox, with

his team struggling to stay in contention in the American League East, has
no thoughts of throwing in the towel.

"I'm not going with the kids the rest of the way," Johnson said Monday
as the Red Sox prepared for their final road trip, "No, I'm going to play my
best club."

The Red Sox, five games behind division-leading New York and four
games back of second-place Baltimore, open a three-game stand at Shea
Stadium against the Yankees Tuesday night with a twi-night double-
header. Veteran Luis Tiant and Roger Moret are slated to pitch for Boston
against Larry Gura and Rudi May.
"Maybe we'll do some scoring in New York," Johnson said, "We had

better."

Boston, which lost to Baltimore 7-2 Sunday, has dropped 21 of its last 29
starts. On Aug. 23, the Red Sox held a seven-game lead in their division.

"We're going to have to perform a miracle now," Johnson said.
The Red Sox have 10 games remaining on the schedules.
Following the Yankee series, Boston has four games in Detroit and then

a three-game home stand at Fenway Park against the Cleveland Indians,
which will close out the regular season.

New Bruins "tougher" under Cherry
BOSTON \UPI] - New coach Don

Cherry says his Boston Bruins will

be the same as last season -but

different.

"We are going to win the Stanley

Cup this season, that's for sure,"

said Cherry, who resurrected
Rochester from the depths of the

American Hockey League to a first

place finish last spring. He takes

over a Bruins team that cruised into

the cup finals last season only to

lose to the hustling Philadelphia

Flyers.

"Everybody expects us to win
the cup and I expect it. I wouldn't
have accepted the job unless I felt

this way," said the 40-year-old

former defenseman. "It's a tough
spot to be in but I like it."

Cherry, who was given the

coaching job after Bep Guidolin's

contract was not renewed, said the

Bruins' personnel will be almost
entirely the same as last year but
the style of play will be rougher.

"I like a tough team and if there's

a specialty I have, it's bringing out
the toughness in players."

Cherry expects his team to play

more like the Big Bad Bruins of

several seasons ago, a style that

had been somewhat abandoned
over the past two years.

The new coach also hopes his

team will continue its' prolific

scoring while adding muscle. The
Bruins had the NHL's top four

scorers last season in Phil Esposito

(145 points), Bobby Orr (122), Ken
Hodge (105) and Wayne Cash-
man(89).

Espsosito, Hodge and Cashman,

the highest scoring line in league

history, will be back as will the

second line of Gregg Sheppard,

John Bucyk and Bobby Schmautz
and the third unit of Andre Savard,

Don Marcotte and Terry O'Rielly.

Orr anchors the defense that

includes Dallas Smith, Carol

Vadnais, sophomore Al Sims and

Darryl Edestrand.

Reserve wing Dave Forbes and
center Walt McKechnie, acquired in

the three-way deal that sent Derek
Sanderson to the New York
Rangers, also are expected to make
the team.

Gilles Gilbert has the no. 1

goaltending chores while Ross
Brooks, Den Broderick and im-

pressive Dave Reece -a standout
for the AHL Boston Braves last

season -will battle for the backup
job.

A number of young players

looked good in training camp -

former Harvard forward Dave
Hynes; University of New Hamp-
shire wing Gordie Clark; second

round draft choice Peter Sturgeon,

a burly left wing; and Braves'

defenseman Al Simmons.

"Fortunately for me, I don't see

any real openings on this team. I

haven't got a closed mind but I'm

afraid someone's going to have to

come up with a super training camp
to make the squad," said Cherry.

Since he will be working with a
veteran team, Cherry said his prime
job will be to put the Bruins "In the
right frame of mind. I only saw
them on television a few times last

year and I would say overall that I

don't know what their problem
was. But it seemed to me they
weren't in the right frame of mind."

Cherry wouldn't say it but the
implication was there: the Bruins
did not want to play for Guidolin by
season's end.

What he did say was that he will

work the Bruins hard while "Trvina
to keep them happy. If a person is

happy about his job, he'll do it

better whether he's working in a

factory or playing hockey."

Bobby Orr
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By BEN CASWELL
The UMass soccer Minutemen

open their regular season play in

Chesnut Hill tonite as they take on
the Boston College Eagles.

The team goes into the start of

the season with what coach Al

Rufe termed, "a veteran club, with
a lot of experience."

"We have the talent to do
something special this year. The
team is ready; it's up to them now,"
Rufe said yesterday at the teams
final preparation practice. "The first

game of the season is alwavs a big

one psychologically. We would like

to start out with a win which would
of course be a big plus," Rufe also

said.

This year's team is definetly one
that is loaded with talent and ex-

perience. The squad is stocked with
returning players at every position

and some newcomers have also

added to the team's quality.

Coach Rufe said that he will start

the same team tonite that he did

versus Harvard this past weekend
when the Minutemen beat the

Crimson 3-1. That would have Bill

Belcher, Bob McChesney, and
Mohammed Othman at the forward
positions; Jim Vollinger, Bill

McDonald, and Billy Spyker at the
halfbacks; Dan Ouellette, Gary
McKenna, Steve Parsons, and
Dean Lungu at the fullbacks; and
Marc Hanks starting in goal.

Senior goaltender and co-captain

Carl Vercollone will not dress for

this contest. He is still nursing a

shoulder injury that is now coupled
with a bruised thigh that he got
when he got when he saw some
limited action against Harvard. Last

year's leading scorer Tom Coburn is

also sidelined with a groin pull. He
will suit up for the game though
and will probably see some limited

action. Another starter from last

year forward Tony King has a calf

20 lettermen drive for YanCon title

Booters attack BC in opener

In final preparation before tonite's contest a half dozen Soccer men scramble for the ball at yesterday's
practice.

problem and he like Coburn will

dress for the game and will play

some limited action.

Coach Rufe stated that, "We are

better prepared now than we were
at this time last year. We are

looking for a good year and with

the guys working as a team I think

we can do it."

QUICK SHOTS -B.C. beat
Bentley College 2-0 last week. Last

year it was 3-1 B.C. at the half, but

Chaney suspended
money only hangup

By GIL PETERS
BOSTON \UP/\ - The dollar duel between the Boston Celtics and guard

Don Chaney is official.

General Manager Red Auerbach announced Monday that Chaney had
been suspended for failing to report to training camp, while the veteran
guard's attorney countered that his client is no longer under contract to
Boston.

"Mr. Chaney is not in violation of any contract; he has no contract," said
New York attorney Larry Fleisher, who represents the NBA players'
association. "His contract expired last season."
Chaney is in his option year of a thred-year contract that he siqned in

1971.

"Don is in violation of his contract by not reporting to training camp,"
said Auerbach in a prepared statement.- "We have no choice but to place
him on suspension."

Fleisher maintains Chaney can't be suspended because the con-
tingencies of the option "Do not require him to play for the Celtics this
season. At very worst, it doesn't allow him to play for another team this
year."

Fleisher, who said Chaney could not be reached for comment added
that the defensive specialist had been the subject "of substantial'interest
by the ABA." He would not elaborate.

The attorney said there was just "one stumbling block" between
Chaney and the Celtics. "Everything's agreed to but one thing -money."
Asked how far apart the two sides were, Fleisher said, "Far enough

apart for Mr. Chaney not to be in camp and for Mr. Auerbach to suspend
him.

"I think Red understands completely Don's position and from what took
place Monday, I now understand Red's position," said the attorney.

The inside story

BODIES COVERING THE ice could be a common
scene for Bruins fans this season if new coach Don
Cherry has his way. See page 19.

PLUS: Red Sox baseball, Women's Crew
"Rowathon", Team Canada, and commentary on
Moses Ma lone.

the Minutemen came on strong to

make the final a 5-3 UMass victory.

The field could be a factor tonight

as the game will be played on B.C.'s

Astroturf. The game will be a lot

faster, the ball will bounce
somewhat different from the
bounces on a grass field. Coach
Rufe said that he felt real good
about the goaltending position

even with Vercollone out. Two
sophomores, Marc Hanks and
Buddy Butler are expected to

adequately fill Vercollone's void.

UMass' next game is at Orono
versus Umaine on Saturday. Their
first home game is against Keene
State on Oct. 2.

Dave Eibel

Sport, school and $

Don Chaney

Let me say immediately that the purpose of this column is not to demean
or make fun of the University of Maine at Orono. This should be con-
sidered as a serious attempt to seriously describe the environment of a
learning institution and the importance of athletics in relation to the
university.

Orono is about as far away from the centers of urban life as one could be
without being a university of hermits or ascetics. It's about 320 miles
northeast of Amherst and much closer to the Canadian border than it is to
Portland, Maine's metropolis. In fact Orono is even further north than
Montreal.

It could be said that the student body of eleven thousand attends the
University of Maine at Orono because they want to get away from it all

(and believe me when you're up there you've succeeded.

)

The campus itself is unexciting to the point of putting one to sleep.
There are no gargantuan libraries, inhuman dormitories, or behemoth
dining commons on campus either. In other words, Maine is a bit different
from certain universities closer to home.

Athletically speaking, the teams coming out of Orono are pretenders of
the worst kind. Imagine a team of football or basketball players competing
against powers like Delaware in football or Massachusetts in basketball.
They may hope that they can win, but when you play for the University of
Maine, you've got to be thinking first and last of getting enjoyment out of
what you're doing.

You see Maine is in a curious situation. They're the only school in the
Yankee Conference that does not give out athletic scholarships. And even
though the Yan Con is not New England's answer to the Big Ten, a school
cannot hope to compete with any hope of success unless it grants some
scholarships.

On Wednesday of this week, the Maine Board of Trustees will meet to
act on a suggestion by Athletic Director Harold Westerman that the
University of Maine authorize the granting of forty scholarships over the
next four years to be given to both male and female athletes. It's only a
drop in the bucket but it's a start and a necessary one at that.

"Walter Abbot does not want to and can't go back to playing the Colbys
and the Bowdoin's," said UMass football coach Dick MacPherson after
Saturday's 42-0 debacle suffered by Maine. "He can't be expected to do
very much if he can't give out scholarships."

Maine is in a pretty bad position when it comes to athletics because
whatever decent athletes the state does put out will logically attend
universities which can offer them something more than isolation and an
impossible task of winning football and basketball games. Right now that's
all that Orono offers.

Interestingly enough the student newspaper the Maine Campus came
out with a lead editorial in their Friday edition stating their objections to the
idea of scholarships claiming that it wouldn't be right for a university to
give "Joe Smith, 6'11" basketball player an advantage over any other
student because he can put a ball through a hoop."

That's a great argument for proving that education should do without
athletics but it's a very shallow one. You can go back two thousand years
and read about the ancient Greek philosophers preaching the importance
of the education of the mind and the body to refute that argument. A full

education should include math, English, and physical education. And for
the sake of the university's reputation Maine has got to give its athletes a
chance at winning. That can only be accomplished through the granting of
scholarships, if only a few.

Lovejoy learned early about environment
By CHRIS DILLARD

Staff Reporter

Since the charge against Lovejoy
is for willful and malicious
destruction of property, the
background of the defendant has
become significant to his defense.

It is necessary to show his state

of mind prior to his confessed
toppling of the tower to determine
whether there was actually
malicious intent. Towards this end,

Lovejoy responded to questions
asked of him Thursday by his at-

torney, Thomas Lesser.

Samuel H. Lovejoy was born in

Springfield, in 1946. At the age of

six months, he moved to Japan,

Profile

where his father was stationed in

the s( rvice. Three years later, his

family moved to San Diego where
they stayed for six months. In the

next couple of years, the family also

lived in Columbus, Georgia and
Aiken, S.C.

In 1952, Lovejoy's father was
killed in an automobile accident. At
this time, a friend named Harold
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Porter offered his farm house to the
family where Lovejoy lived until

college. On this "typical New
England farm" Porter "taught me
to be a farmer," Lovejoy said. Later,

Porter was nearly killed by the
pesticides he sprayed in his or-

chards. Lovejoy cited this as an
introduction to the dangers of

putting poisons into the en-
vironment.

Because of his aptitude for

science, Lovejoy was one of 150
students chosen from across the
U.S. to attend the Institute for

Young Scientists, which was
sponsored by the National Science
Foundation. It was here that
Lovejoy first learned of the care

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1974
turn to page 2

Accepts responsibility for damage

Lovejoy defends self on stand
By DAVID GREENSLIT the dangers of nuclear power and disobedience, Superior Court

n .. fj
aff Reporter the public's inability to do anything Judge Kent B. Smith said yesterday

Greenfield - The scope of ami- about it. that Lovejoy's "impressions" of
nuclear activist Sam Lovejoy's Although he prevented the jury those issues were relevant to his
buperior Court trial broadened last week from hearing expert state of mind when he toppled
yesterday as Lovejoy took the stand defense testimony concerning Northeast Utilities' environmental
in his own defense and exDounded nuclear danger and civil tower on the Montague Plains
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Smith therefore allowed Lovejoy
broad latitude in his testimony
before the jury.

Lovejoy has accepted full

responsibility for the Feb. 22
toppling of the 500 foot tower, first

step in NU's plans to build a $1.52
billion nuclear power plant on the
Montague Plains. He is charged
with willful and malicious
destruction of personal property.

Atty. Thomas Lesser of Conway
did the questioning of Lovejoy, who
has been handling his own defense.
This avoided the awkward
procedure of Lovejoy asking
himself questions while on the
stand.

After sketching his background
and education, which had heavy
emphasis in physics, math, history,

and political science, the 28 year old

Montague farmer told the jury how
he became "unalterably convinced
that this (nuclear power) would be
a disaster."

He said that while he was in

Seattle in 1973, 115,000 gallons of
radioactive waste leaked from a

storage site in Hanford Wash. The
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
stated that '"there was nothing to

worry about,'' according to
Lovejoy," since the waste
wouldn't reach the Columbia River
for 800 years.'"

Nuclear wastes, however, can
remain radioactive for as long as
500,000 years, according to last

week's testimony by Dr. John.

Gofman, a physician and noted
nuclear physicist.

"In my mind, the Columbia River

would begin to die in 800 years,"

continued Lovejoy. He said he was
"outraged" at the "unbelievable

wav the AEC dealt with public

turn to page 2

inside:
The House voted to

suspend all aid to Turkey,
because of the Cyprus
invasion. Details on page 4.

Sargent and Conte
criticize the oil allocation

program, claiming that it

will discriminate against
New England. Details on
page 6.

If you are majoring in

pinball, you'll want to read
the UMass Life Style page.
Story and photos on page
11.

weather:
Winter is to come to an

end today, and it will be a
nice spring day, with
temperatures in the 60's.
During the night, there will

be a chance of rain and
temperatures will fall into
the 40's.
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Graphic* by Krla Jackaon
Samuel Lovejoy testifies under the gaze of Greenfield Superior Court Judge Kent

B. Smith in yesterday's trial.

Fine Arts center scheduled
for completion in fall of 75

By MARA KLEIN
Staff Reporter

This is the first part of
a two part series on the
Fine Arts Building.
Speculation among the student

body has been growing over when
the mammoth, concrete sculpture
known as the Fine Arts Center will

be opening. According to the
Center's director, Frederick
Steinway, classes should be held in

the building this semester, but the
complete facility won't be operative
until next fall.

The 16.3 million dollar building
was first conceived of eleven years
ago, when studies of it were made
by the state, which financed the
building. Since that time the needs
for such a facility changed and
expanded, however it is still the
most modern facility of its kind in

the area.

Four performing centers and
three department are house 4

in

the building, music, art and theatre.

The music department consists of
teaching studios, administrative
offices, chorus and instrumental
rehearsal halls, a library housing
records, tapes and carouls, as well
as the usual array of music books
one would expect to find in a music
library. A recital hall is also included
in the music section of the building.

The hall seats 239, and contains a
concert piano, organ, etc.

The art department, which is

housed on the third and fourth
levels of the building, consists of
classrooms and approximately 24
studios for painting, lithography,

drawing, design, and etching, plus
facilities for graduate students, and
staff. However since interests in

ceramics, sculpture, and foundry
were not as high as they are today,
there aren't any facilities for these
arts in the building.

The theatre department contains
a theatre with a seating capacity of
700, which will be both a lab and a

center for performance for the
department although Bowker
Auditorium will still be used too
There's also a scenery shop,
costume rooms and a studio or
experimental theatre that is two
stories high. The studio theatre is a
bare, cubed workspace which also
has a balcony, so it can be used as a
theatre in the round.

The pride and joy of the building
is its unique main concert hall,

which seats 2000, in the continental
style, whereby there are no center
aisles, so one enters from entrances
on either side of the corridors. The
concert hall is intended for use
primarily as a concert hall, but
lectures and meetings will also be
held there. It will not be used as a
theatre, and was never planned for

such use, since there are no
provisions for full theatrical lighting,

scenery, etc

Once this building opens UMass
culture should be on the rise.

Tomorrow - The Problems

Staff Photo Larry Harahhowit*

Frederick Steinway, Director of Fine Arts, looks
forward to more culture for UMass.
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Staff Photo by Dick Leonard
DVP speaker Frances Fitzgerald speaks to a

capacity crowd on the "national security
bureaucracy" in Thompson hall last night.

Lovejoy defends
self on stand
cont. from p. 1

welfare." It was then that he
decided to get actively involved in

the antinuclear movement, he said.

Since that time he said he read
extensively about nuclear power.
A book that greatly influenced

his thinking, he said, was Poisoned
Power, a book co authored by
Gofman. Poisoned Power con
vinced Lovejoy that under current
AEC guidelines, low level radiation

emitted would cause leukemia,
cancer, stillbirth, mutation, and
genetic injury.

As his fears about nuclear power
crystallized, Lovejoy said he then
investigated possible recourse by
private citizens to block the con
tinuing development of nuclear
power plants. The AEC, he said, is

supposed to be a "regulatory arm"
of government, but is really "a
withered element, developed in one
direction promotion

"

Lovejoy testified that nuclear
Emergency Core Cooling Systems
(ECCS), a system of reserve water
to cool the plant in an emergency,
had failed in six "small scale tests".

At the same time the Union of

Concerned Scientists in Cambridge
determined that the ECCS was
ineffective, Lovejoy said, the AEC
began requiring them in nuclear
power plants. He Uened this to
"Ford putting emerp^ncy brakes on
their cars, selling them to 200
million Americans, and hoping
they'll never have to use them."
He called the AEC license in

tervention process "a sham." and
said the average citizen has neither

the "time, money, or expertise"
necessary for general intervention.

Recourse to the utility companies
was also impossible, according to

Lovejoy, since Charles Bragg, NU's
vice president for public relations,

has already said that local op
position would not inhibit NU's
plans to build a nuclear power plant
in Montague.

After reading such historical

documents as the Magna Carta, the
Declaration of Independence, and
the Massachusetts Bill of Rights,

Lovejoy said he decided that

"existing authorities couldn't
handle the problem" and that his

rights to recourse had "been
usurped." It was then, he said, that
he focused on the 500 foot en-
vironmental tower as a symbol of
the coming nuclear power plant.

He then gave the following
account of the toppling:

On Feb. 21 he wroto a statement
accepting responsibility for the act
of civil disobedience he was about
to commit - early the next morning.

After other members of his

commune had gone to bed,
Lovejoy dressed for the 15 degree
weather, and, carrying a crowbar
and a wrench, walked to the tower
site on the Montague Plains. He
then surveyed the area, made sure
no one was around, and decided
the tower should fall to the north,
away from the nearest house.

Then, using the wrench and
crowbar, he loosened three turn-
buckles at the south anchor base,
snapping the guy wire cables. "The
unbelievable sound of the first guy
snapping I'll never forget. I thought
the whole town of Montague would
hear it," he said. The tower swayed
momentarily, then collapsed to the
sand and scrub vegetation on the
Montague Plains.

On the way to Turners Falls,

Lovejoy met a police cruiser and
turned himself in.
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Pulitzer-winning writer

hits 'security' mentality
By FRED NOBLES

Staff Reporter
Lasi night, Pulitzer Prize winning

correspondent Frances Fitzgerald

spoke o a capacity audience in

Thomf >n auditorium about the
"national security bureaucracy"
responsible for a "mentality that
carries over from Vietnam to

Watergate."

Ms. Fitzgerald, author of Fire in
the Lake, a book about American
intervention in Indo-China, was
critical of President Gerald Ford's
continuing support of the Saigon
government. Referring to former
presidents Johnson and Nixon, Ms.
Fitzgerald said, "Here we are after
having thrown out two presidents...
and the war in Vietnam continues."

Charging that President Ford is

designating more aid to Indo-China
than to the rest of the world
combined, Ms. Fitzgerald said that,

"If aid continues to Saigon, there is

a very real chance that there will be
another North Vietnamese of-

fensive." Ms. Fitzgerald feels that
President Ford "could balance the
national budget by stopping the
war in Vietnam." She went on to
say that by stopping the war.
President Ford would save the U.S.
$3 billion per year.

Ms. Fitzgerald described the
"national security bureaucracy",
which she feels perpetuates
Vietnam type policies, as "an
entirely different culture." She said

that, "In retrospect the Pentagon
Papers are something like the Dead
Sea Scrolls." Prior to the release of
the papers, Ms. Fitzgerald feels that

the American public didn't un-
derstand how the government
worked. The U.S. Vietnam policy

carries on from administration to
administration according to Ms.
Fitzgerald, because of "the dead
weight of beaurocracy."

"If we don't find some way to
check this beaurecracy," Ms.
Fitzgerald said, "something like

Vietnam or Watergate will happen
again."

In an interview prior to her
speech, Ms. Fitzgerald speculated
on the economic future of Vietnam.
"The hope of American planners,"
she said, "is that South Vietnam
can be used as a source of cheap
labor to put together Sony tran-

sisters or whatever."

By contrast, she feels that the

NLF and North Vietnam are more
concerned with feeding all the

people of Vietnam and finding work
for everyone. Pointing out that

South Vietnam is well suited to

agriculture while North Vietnam

has mining and industrial potential,

Ms. Fitzgerald said that, "The two
halves (of Vietnam) have always
been complimentary."

Ms. Fitzgerald's appearance was
sponsored by the Distinguished
Visitors Program.

Collegian advisor

to teach graphics

Wednesday, Sept. 24 at 7:30
in the Collegian office, Chuck
Kidd, advisor to the MDC, wiW
conduct the first in a series of
seminars on newspaper
graphics and photography.
Everyone is welcome to attend.

J

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES

Semester Year

Amherst and
adjoining towns *' 115

Elsewhere 19 515
On-campus delivery $5 $?
newsstand price: 10 cents,
UMass grad students, faculty,
staff, 5 cents

On-campus delivery
guaranteed by 10 a.m.
Mail delivery to Amherst area

same day of business day
publication in Massachusetts,
the following day Outside
Massachusetts, no delivery
quarantee.
Send rheck or money orde« to

Th<. Daily Collegian. Allow 2
/vrpks for delivery start
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Facilities and funds

hurt Program Council
By JUNEVALUERE

Staff Reporter

Poor facilities and limited funds
are two problems encountered by
the Program Council. According to

Mark Bennett, Program Council
Director, Curry Hicks Cage is too

large, the Student Union Ballroom
too small and funds too limited to

sponsor a large concert by a

famous band.

The Program Council is ap-

propriated $50,000 for the year by

the student Senate. They are

presently working on ways to

supplement the budget. Mark
Bennett and the food service of-

ficials are discussing the possibility

of jointly sponsoring a series of

concerts. The Program Council and
either the Blue Wall or the Hatch
would share the proceeds.

The Council has also devised a

financial sharing plan with the print

sales which is backed by the Art

Committee. They have considered
running the print sales through the

University Store which would mean
a 250 per cent increase in selling,

according to Bennett.

The four committees of the
Program Council have begun to

plan activities for the fall semester.
The Music Committee is having a
concert on October 19th in the
Student Union Ballroom. Though
plans are indefinite, they are
contemplating on booking either

"Little Feet" or "Peter Frampton."
The Committee has hired Joda

Tanaka to play the Shakuhachi, a

Japanese flute on Dec. 7. Only two
people in the country can play this

instrument, said Sally Gotchall,

chairwoman for the Music Com-
mittee.

Lovejoy had science

and farm background
cont. from p.1

that is required for the handling of
radiated matter.

Lovejoy attended Amherst
College for a short time, but was
discouraged that his Advanced
Placement scores were not allowed
to exempt him from basic courses.
He lost interest and was forced to
leave school. He then held a
number of jobs while attending
night school. Because of his good
marks, Amherst College took him
back. He was graduated in 1969

with a major in Political Science.
Later in the year he moved to the
farm where he now lives.

The 65 acre farm in Montague is

the home of Lovejoy and 7 others,
including two children. When asked
who had influenced him the most
to make his decision to topple the
tower, Lovejoy replied that it was
the four year old girl Sequoia that
stimulated him to act.

"If I don't stand up for their

health, safety and happiness, no
one will," he declared.

&
Amherst Entertainment Committee

NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND
with special guest Andy Robinson

8:00 p.m. Sept. 29, 1974
Amherst College Alumni Gymnasium

Tickets: Amherst College
Students $3.75

General Admission $4.75

Tickets will be available in advance at:

Faces of Earth, Amherst Mad Hatter, Holyoke
U-Mass Campus Center Uroboros Bookstore
Hampshire College For the Re({m, Amhw|

Terh Hi-Fi, Northampton

A Do-K-YcrnHf Produc lion

Majority of UMass students

want unconditional amnesty
By CHRIST SMALL'S

Staff Reporter

Results of a sample survey
conducted a week ago on the

UMass campus showed a marked
contrast to the results of national

polls on the question of amnesty.
Although the national polls

showed that the majority of its

participants favored conditional
amnesty, the UMass poll, con-
ducted by the Veterans Coalition

for Community Affairs, showed the

majority of the student body
contacted to be in favor of un-

conditional amnesty.

A total of 616 people participated

in the survey, which was conducted
on Sept. 17 and 18. Of this total, 93
were veterans and 523 were non-
veterans.

The survey also showed that the

replies given by veterans were very

nearly the same as those given by
non-vets.

Sixty-two percent of the veterans

contacted favored unconditional

amnesty, 32 per cent were for

conditional amnesty, and the

remainder favored no amnesty at

all.

With respect to non veterans, 59
per cent favored unconditional
amnesty, 37 per cent were for

conditional amnesty and 4 per cent
tor no amnesty.

Those who favored conditional

amnesty were split as to how it

would be conducted. However
more favored individual case review
over alternative service. Only six

people out of all queried were for

limited punitive action.

According to organizational
director Frank Harrison, the
Veterans's Coalition was drafting a

press release in support of un-

conditional amnesty, when the
desire for a concensus of student
body opinion was considered. As a
result, the Coalition developed a

questionnaire and its members
distributed copies among the
student body last Tuesday and
Wednesday.

Harrison said that he was not
surprised at the outcome of the

survey, and he felt reassured by the

strong veteran response for un-
conditional amnesty.
When asked about his personal

feeling* on the subject, Harrison
said thit unconditional amnesty
was th? only course to take,

because me present program is

inconsisient. He also stated that the

actions taken by deserters and draft

evaders were judgements of

conscience, and any form of

prosecution would be unjust.

Under the present system,
deserters would be handled more
leniently than draft evaders.

Deserters returning to this

country will automatically receive a

dishonorable discharge. However,
they have the option of performing
alternative service, and in exchange
for this will instead receive a

clemency discharge.

Draft evaders don't fare so well.

Upon returning to this country,

they will either have to perform
alternative service or be subject to

prosecution for violating Selective

Service laws.

Approval of Trustees needed
to expand legal services

By HILLARY MARTICK
Staff Reporter

Both graduate and un-
dergraduate student government
leaders are waiting for the UMass
Board of Trustees to approve the

Legal Services Governing Board.
The Graduate Student Senate

gave their approval to the Board at

their Monday night meeting. If the

Trustees approve this extension of

the current student legal services,

there will be three fulltime at-

torneys, paralegal assistants, and
secretarial help available to advise

and represent individual students in

civil cases.

Presently, the legal staff is

unauthorized to accept cases of a

criminal nature or those involving

possible financial benefit to a

specific individual.

The Undergraduate Student
Senate is funding three quarters of

the Legal Services Office (LSO)
funds, with the Graduate Student
Senate funding remaining one
quarter. Consequently, students
involved in actual court cases will

only have to pay court costs, not

attorney's fees as well.

Voting membership of the Legal

Services Governing Board will be
limited to five undergraduate
students, one of whom will be the

President of the USS, and three

graduate students, one of whom
will be the GSS President. Non-
voting members include the
Director of the Legal Services

Office and a faculty advisor "who is

a lawyer and appointed by the USS
and GSS Presidents."

Board appointments will be for a

one year period. The length of time

and exact contracts of the lawyers

will be determined by the Board.

The Legal Services Governing
Board will make all decisions and
policies regarding the staff and
services of the LSO.
No precedents have been

established as to what kinds of

specific civil cases the staff will be
handling due to the unavailability of

records from the previous Student
Attorney. "This is essentially a

whole new ball game", stated GSS
President Jim Lindsey.

Landlord-tenant problems,
domestic problems that might

result in divorce - these are the

areas of concern that are expected

to generate a considerable demand
for legal advice. "Until you know
what the demand is, you can't

really set the parameters,"
remarked GSS Treasurer Dave
Winchester. "We'll just have to

take the cases as they come."

At this time, both Senates have
approved the Constitution of the

Legal Services Governing Board.
The whole issue of a Legal Services

Office will probably come before
the Board of Trustees' November
meeting for final ratification.

The current Student Legal
Services staff consists of one full-

time attorney and two paralegal

assistants. The office, located in the

Campus Center, Rm. 922, ext. 5-

1995, is open 2-4 p.m. Monday,
Wednesday, and Thursday or by
appointment.

In other news, the GSS Election

Committee announced its

recognition and certification of ten

new senators for the 1974-1975

session. Only newly-elected and
certified senators will be allowed to

vote at the next GSS meeting, to be
held Mon., Sept. 30.

Barbara Stack, GSS Vice-
President, presented a proposal

from the Election Committee which
will exempt the School of

Education and the School of

Business Administration iSBA) for

the '74'75 academic year from
adhering to the established election

procedures.

In the case of the SBA, this

proposal divides the total SBA
graduate population into two
categories: masters' and doctoral

students. The larger of the two

constituencies will be alloted two
senators and the smaller will have
one.

In view of the unusual size and
academic divisions within the
School of Education, the Election

Committee's proposal offers a plan
which will allow for a more
equitable number and distribution

of graduate student senators.

The third meeting of the
Graduate Student Senate, to be
held Mon. Sept. 30, promises to be
an important one. An address by
University President Robert Wood
will highlight the agenda which will

also include discussion of the
Election Committee's proposal. All

interested undergraduates and
graduates are invited to attend the
meeting and have a dialogue with
President Wood on pertinent issues
that concern both student bodies.

WMUA grievances

must be filed now
Student Attorney General Cindi

Iris says spokespersons from
BMCP, CORP, BNS, and WMP
must contact her today if they wish
to prevent grievances "not already

worked out" for WMUA's court

hearing Thursday night.

Iris may be reached at 5-0716 or

in room 422 of the Student Union
Building.

Collegian corrections
A small article in Friday's Collegian incorrectly reported the date

of the first of a series of regional planning and environmental
design lectures.

The first lection, sponsored by the Dept. of Landscape Ar-
chitecture and Regional Planning, will be tomorrow (Thursday) at
8 p.m. in Herter 231.

Speaker will be Jack Tager, assoc. professor of History. He will
discuss "Entrepreneurial Architecture" and the urbanization of the
U.S.

A story on pg. 3 of The Collegian yesterday reported that the
possibility of having a commercial bank on campus remains a
matter of controversy. The reporter's byline was inadvertently
dropped.

The
.
.uthor of the story was staffer Donald Wilhelm.

The Only Kosher-Style

DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT
In the Pioneer Valley

24.1 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802

Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY: 616 TOTAL RESPONSES

VETERANS
93 RESPONSES

# Per Cent
5 6 No Amnesty

58 62 Unconditional Amnesty
30 32 Conditional Amnesty

NON-VETERANS
523 RESPONSES

# Per Cent
20 4

309 59
194 37

OF THOSE WHO FAVORED CONDITIONAL AMNESTY:

#
9

12

9

VETERANS
Per Cent
30

40

30

Alternative Service
Individual Case Review
Limited Punitive Action

Disqualified

NON-VETERANS
# Per Cent

73

89

6

26

38

46

3

13

New attorneys pledge
effective student aid

By CA THERINE KOZELL
Staff Reporter

The newly appointed attorneys
for UMass Students say that they
intend to provide effective legal

representation exclusively for the
student body.

The new Attorneys, William
Dorsch and Lisa Erdberg, say they
will not handle any cases on behalf
of the Administration. On the other
hand, they cannot presenntly carry
out any legal proceedings beyond
arraignment against the Ad-
ministration in any student-vs.-
University cases.

The University Bulletin, an ad-
ministrative weekly, quoted Vice-
Chancellor Robert Gage as saying
the University's position is that,
although the salaries of attorneys
for the students are paid for by the
students from student fees, the
fees are collected by the Trustees.

In effect, therefore, he said it

would be a conflict of interest for
the Trustees to approve paying an
attorney to represent a student in

litigation against the Com-
monwealth or the University.

"We're trying to run a really

good, efficient legal services office.

We want to do the kinds of things

the students need," stated Erdberg
when questioned about the general

policy of the new lawyers.

Among the issues still to be
resolved within the next few weeks
is whether the Administration has
authority over the Student Senate,
according to Dorsch.

Both Dorsch and Erdberg have
both graduated from Boston
College Law School with Erdberg
still to receive her official

notification and title this December.
Dorsch served as staff attorney for

3 V? years with Vermont Legal Aid.

Erdberg has also acquired ex-
perience by working as a legal

assistant in Roxbury.

Any problems should be directed
to the Legal Services Office located
at Rm. 922 of the Campus Center,
phone no. 545-1995. Appointments
should be made, although open
office hours are Monday, Wed-
nesday, and Thursday, 2 p.m. to
4 p.m.
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Overrules advice of Kissinger

House votes, 307-90, to suspend aid to Turkey
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WASHINGTON \AP\

Overriding the recommendations of

Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger and its own leaders, the

House voted yesterday to suspend

U.S. aid to Turkey until there is

progress for peace in Cyprus.

Kissinger and the leaders told the

House the action would endanger
U.S. efforts to negotiate with-

drawal of Turkish troops from

Cyprus.

But proponents of the Turkish

aid suspension said 80 to 90 per

cent of the weapons used in the

Turkish invasion of Cyprus killing

5,000 Cypriots came from the

United States and America has a

moral obligation to halt such aid.

"How far are we to go in un-

derwriting aggression in order to

maintain our influence in a

country." asked Rep. Paul S.

Sarbanes, D-Md.
The House approved 307 to 90 an

.amendment by Rep. Benjamin S.

Rosenthal, D-N.Y., suspending aid

to Turkey until President Ford can
certify that "substantial progress"
has been made toward a settlement

i

UPI Telephoto

This is a blowup of an FBI wanted poster that was distributed Monday by the
FBI, naming Patricia Hearst, along with William and Emily Harris as "very
dangerous" fugitives.

Arab leader suggests tradeoff

between oil and food prices
By United Press Internationsl

The Emir of Abu Dhabi, ruler of a

major oil-exporting country, said

yesterday Arab producers would be
willing to cut oil prices if western

nations reduce the prices of
foodstuffs and manufactured
products.

The statement, the most con
crete reaction so far to President

Ford's effort to talk oil prices down,

was made by Sheikh Zayed ben
Sultan, elected ruler of the United
Arab Emirates and the hereditary

emir of oil-rich Abu Dhabi.

Arab radio stations quoted Zayed
as telling a meeting of foreign

ambassadors in Abu lhabi, "We
would be prepared to reduce oil

prices if industrialized countries did

likewise and cut the prices of the
foodstuffs and goods they export

Early severe freeze

kills Midwest crops
By United Press International

A premature, crop-killing freeze,

striking in the aftermath of a

stunting summer drought,
damaged corn, soybean and
vegetable crops across a broad belt

of the Midwest this week and
threatened to boost prices of food

at the grocery counter.

The cold, hitting on the last day

of day of summer and first day of

autumn, nipped behind-schedule

crops from the Dakotas to Ohio.

Agricultural leaders, agronomists

and farmers said the result would
be a slash in farm income in the

nation's breadbasket.

Several experts said it was too

early to assess the extent of the

damage, and many were reluctant

to predict the freeze's impact on
food prices. But Dr W 0, Scott,

University of Illinois agronomist,

said: "I would suspect it would

drive up meat prices."

William J. Kuhfuss, president of

the American Farm Bureau
Federation, said it was too e.irly to

say what would happen to nv.it

prices "though it's for sure they

won't be any cheaper."

Crop expectations will be down

20 million bushels from what the

Agriculture Department last

predicted, he said.

to us."

"It would be unjust to discuss

ways of reducing oil prices while

the cost of other commodities
remained as they were."

He said oil prices were the only

prices that had remained stable for

the past 20 years.

"Now industrial countries at-

tempt to exploit the situation simply

because oil-producing nations have
asked for their rights." he said.

Sultan said a new phase in

relations between producers and
consumers should begin, and "this

phase should be based on justice

and equality."

Other oil producing countries

reacted with surprise, concern and
indignation to President Ford's

speech in Detroit on Monday.
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on military forces in Cyprus.

An amendment proposed by

Rep. H.R. Gross, R-lowa, to also

suspend aid to Grece until there is a

settlement was rejected earlier by a

48 to 11 standing vote.

Rosenthal said inclusion of

Greece would be "outrageous...

absurd" because he said the in-

vasion of Cyprus involved 220 U.S.

- supplied tanks, 145 artillery pieces

and other weapons including

Phantom jet fighters only from

Turkey.

"The only country that used U.S.

military equipment to invade

Cyprus was Turkey," Rosenthal

said.

Rosenthal said his amendment

would suspend only what is left of

Turkey's $13.7 million in military aid

and that economic aid would not be
affected.

Chairman Otto E. Passman of the

House foreign operations sub
committee said the House vote
would suspend what is left of all

s35 million aid for Turkey approved
by Congress last year.

The suspension was tacked on to

a stop-gap continuing resolution

which authorizes federal agencies

to continue spending at last year's

rate until Congress approves their

regular appropriation for the

current fiscal year which started

last July 1.

GCC Alumni
SPECIAL MEETING

Wednesday, October 2

Room 903 Campus Center

7:00 p.m.

Refreshments will be served
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Seek to prevent guerrilla attack

Israeli warplanes attack Arabs in Lebanon
I said its warplanes attacked Arab momn,: a ic fnr ;tc o finn «/ar rioaH anH „i~— :_*._._ , _:iuIsrael said its warplanes attacked Arab

guerrilla concentrations in Lebanon
yesterday on the nation's official com-
memoration of the first anniversary of the

Yom Kippur war and vowed never again to

be caught by a surprise Arab attack.

A military spokesman said the air strike

could be considered to be "pre-emptive" to
prevent a guerrilla attack on Yom Kippur
Thursday. A similar Israeli strike was laun-

ched two days before the Rosh Hashanah
holiday last week.

The nation marked the day with its forces

concluding three days of large-scale
maneuvers near the Syrian frontier, holding

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

memorials for its 2,600 war dead and

receiving campaign ribbons at army, air force

and naval bases throughout the country.

In Egypt, authorities closed Cairo In-

ternational Airport for 45 minutes Tuesday
while the air force practiced for a military

display scheduled for Oct. 6 to mark the first

anniversary of the latest war with Israel.

Officials said the airport would be closed
for similar periods Wednesday and Thursday
for the same purpose.

Israeli Defense Minister Shimon Peres

closed the armored, infantry, paratroop and
air force war games on the occupied Golan
Heights of Syria by telling the troops it would
be a mistake for Syria to resume hostilities.

"If they do this, we will not be surprised,

not even on the first day," he said. "If they
try this, the price they will pay will be heavier
than the one they paid in the Yom Kippur
war."

Israeli planes swept into "Fatahland" in

southern Lebanon for the first time in nine
days to attack guerrilla concentrations in

tents and rock enclaves near Mazrat Beit
Naful, 10 miles north of the frontier, the

military command said.

It said all planes returned safely to base
from the 15-minute raid. A military

spokesman said the planes did not hit the
village.

In Beirut, the Israeli defense ministry said

six Israeli warplanes staged a five-minute

attack on farming regions of southeast
Lebanon near the Israeli border.

The Lebanese statement reported no
casualties but said the raiders destroyed a
civilian truck and damaged plantations in the
area. It said the planes attacked from an
altitude of 9,000 feet.

[U.S./WORLD
Senate panel votes

for control of tapes
^
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The

Senate Government Operations
Committee unanimously approved
a bill yesterday which would
prevent former President Richard
M. Nixon from taking custody of
the Watergate tapes or destroying
them.

The bill would nullify the
agreement President Ford an-
nounced Sept. 8 in pardoning
Nixon. It gave the former president
control of the tapes and provided
for their total destruction by Sept.
1, 1984, or at the time of his death,
whichever occurs first.

Sen. Edmund G. Muskie, D-
Maine, noting Nixon's health
problems, said speedy action was
urgent "because of the un-
certainties of human life."

Under the bill, Nixon would have
access to the tapes for his memoirs.
But "complete possession and
control" would be retained by the
government. No tapes could be
destroyed without Congress'
consent.

The bill does not specify how or

whether the tapes might ultimately

be made public. It forbids access to

"unauthorized persons" or
disclosure that would jeopardize

national security or individuals'

rights to fair trials.

But the chief sponsor, Sen.
Gaylord Nelson, D-Wis., said it was
necessary to preserve the tapes so
that "at some point in the future"
the nation would learn how the
Watergate scandal came into
being.

Approval of the bill by the Senate
and House is expected and Sen.
Charles H. Percy, R-lll., said he
expected President Ford to
"recognize the necessity" for in-

validating the agreement with

Nixon and to sign the bill into law.

Traditionally, materials ac-
cumulated by a president during his

term have been considered his

possessions.

If a court determines Nixon
owned the tapes and the govern-

ment seized them in the public

interest, it could, under the bill's

terms, fix a "just compensation"
for Nixon to receive.

Nixon, however, might challenge

the law on other grounds - possibly

that his right of privacy was being

violated. In that case, the bill

provides for a trial by a three-judge

court and a speedy appeal to the

Supreme Court.

HORNY BULLS THINK
A BULL FIGHT IS A LIE

SWAPPING CONTEST.

The Montezuma Horny Boll:"

l oz. Montezuma Tequila.

5 oz. CONCENTRATED ORANGE
BREAKFAST DRINK. Over ice.

r i i
>

It's sensational, and that's no bull. 1 rAy/lj J 1 j/\

Montezuma

1974 SO Proof Tequila Barton Distillers Import I

Rumsfeld named
Chief of Staff
WASHINGTON [UPI]

President Ford yesterday named
NATO Ambassador Donald
Rumsfeld as his top White House
aide replacing Gen. Alexander Haig
- the last of the holdovers from
Richard M. Nixon's administration.

Rumsfeld, 42, will take over the
Cabinet-rank job as chief of staff

after Ford selects a successor for

the Brussels post. This is expected
"very soon," White House Press
Secretary Ron Nessen told
reporters.

Haig will take command of U.S.
forces in Europe Nov. 1 and
become supreme commander of

NATO forces Dec. 15. His con-
tinuation as Ford's .top adviser,

following his close association with
Nixon during the pre-resignation

period, had drawn stiff criticism

from many quarters.

UMatt Police

Emergency

Number

6-3111

TheAirForceROTC
College Program has 3
things to offer that other

college programs don't

.

1

.

Scholarships.

2.
$100 monthly allowance.

3. Flying lessons leading

to jet training.

Enroll in AirForceROTC.
Contact Air Force ROTC
A t Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass.

Tel. 5-2437

PIT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC

AND TEN FOLK ACTS

THIS OEEK FEATURING

THfcWEMDrU t\ANGEflS
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New England, without refinery, would be hurt

Sargent , Conte rap FEA oil allocation plan
WASHINGTON [AP\

Spokesmen for New England
yesterday denounced as narrow
and unfair a Federal Energy Ad-
ministration proposal designed to
equalize crude oil prices among the
nation's refiners.

New England, which has no oil

refinieries, would not benefit at all

from the hbA plan to spread limited

supplies of low cost domestic crude
oil among all refiners, said Rep.
Silvio O. Conte, R-Mass., co-
chairman of the New England
Congressional Caucus.

Massachusetts Gov. Francis W.
Sargent submitted a statement in

which he argued that the FEA
proposal actually would result in

slightly higher fuel prices for New
England.

"Once again, we get the short
end of the stick," Sargent said in

his statement during the first day of
public hearings on the proposal. He

asserted that New England con-
sumers already have been forced to
absorb a disproportionate share of
the rise in world oil prices.

Sargent's statement was read by
John Verani, Massachusetts
Secretary of Consumer Affairs.

Both Conte and Sargent urged
the FEA to adopt an alternate

proposal designed to equalize the
prices of oil products by using a
complicated "ticket system" to
distribute low cost domestic crude
to refiners and petroleum importers
alike.

In New England, where 90 per
cent of the residual oil used by
industry and utilities is imported at

world market prices, this could save
electric consumers as much as $200
million a year and lower petroleum
product prices by 15 per cent,
Conte argued.

Conte's remarks were greeted
with obvious skepticism by oil

industry representatives who
almost unanimously called for a
speedy end to all price and
allocation controls on oil. However,
Conte and Sargent were backed by
the testimony of Thomas J.

Galligan, Jr., president of Boston
Edison Co., and Richard Whiting of

the New England Fuel Institute.

Whiting called the FEA proposal
"clearly inadequate" while Galligan
said it "ignores entirely" the
problem affecting those regions of

the country that are heavily
dependent on foreign oil.

The plan backed by the New
England officials is also an FEA
proposal offered only as an
alternative to the principal
allocation cheme.

In a prepared opening statement,
FEA head John C. Sawhill said the
proposed allocation plan was
designed to eliminate the wide
range in prices refiners new pay for

Sirica schedules hearing
on Nixon tapes accuracy
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - U.S.

District Judge John J. Sirica,

apparently bowing to defense
demands, yesterday ordered a
hearing on the accuracy of tran-

scripts made from White House
tapes by the prosecution for use at

the Watergate coverup trial.

After a 2 1
/2 hour meeting with

lawyers, Sirica, scheduled a hearing
for Monday, just one day before the
trial begins. He said he would
decide at that hearing whether the
transcripts can be used at the trial

at all.

At least one of the six defendants
has objected strenuouuly to letting

the jury read transcripts as they
hear the tapes played in court,

contending it would place
"prejudicial emphasis" on the
taped conversations.

The hearing was expected to be
open and to be wrapped up in one
day - although there was a long
shot chance it could drag on for

days, thus forcing a further delay in

the trial that defendants have been
unable to win even on appeal to the
Supreme Court.

Six former aides to President

Richard M. Nixon face trial on
charge§ of conspiring to hush up
the bugging scandal. The trial is

expected to last at least three

months, although several lawyers
involved think it could run well into

next year.

"We'll be lucky to be out by St.

Patrick's Day," sighed one defense

attorney after the meeting with
Sirica.

Still unresolved is the question of
Nixon's health and the impact it

may have on the trial, for which he
has been subpoenaed to appear
both as a prosecution and defense
witness. He also has been named
an unindicted co-conspirator in the
plot.

Consumer protection

bill dies in Senate
WASHINGTON [UP/] - After

four futile attempts to crack a
filibuster, supporters of legislation

to create a consumer protection

agency gave up yesterday.

The primary sponsors of the bill

notified Senate Democratic Leader
Mike Mansfield they were unable
to round up the votes needed to

end the filibuster. Mansfield
oromptly shelved the legislation for

the remainder of the session.

The fourth attempt to end the

filibuster failed Friday by two votes
and Mansfield indicated to the bill's

sponsors he would schedule an
unprecedented fifth try if they
could get the needed votes.

But a three-day effort to change
the outcome failed.

Sen. Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn.,
said, Vwe all agree that the

establishment of a consumer
protection agency should be the
first order of business next year.

"I am confident that next year
will bring a new complexion to the

Senate and with it a new sense of

purpose toward protecting the
consumer."
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their supplies of crude oil.

The price differences are due to

the two-tier pricing system results

in widely fluctuating prices charged

for gasoline and other petroleum

products, depending on the

amount of high-priced foreign oil

used.

The proposal favored by FEA

would attempt to solve this

problem by allocating every refiner

an equal supply of the low cost

domestic crude.

That would be fine for areas
served by refineries, Conte and
Sargent argued, but would do
nothing for New England which is

forced to rely heavily on imported

oil because no refiners are located
in the region.

Got room for an extra credit?

Try Air Science 111

An introduction to the Air Force today meets Thursdays — 4

sections try out a course that could lead to a space age job

after college.

For more information call 5-2437 or stop by Rm. 205,

Dickinson Hall.

Mathews Shoes

Fighting erupts

at Hyde Park High
BOSTON \UPI\ Fourteen

arrests and three injuries were
reported yesterday as racial fights

at Hyde Park High School and
demonstration and classroom
boycotts in Charlestown and West
Roxbury disrupted the ninth day of

a court ordered Boston school

integration program.

Fighting broke out at racially

troubled Hyde Park High School at

midmorning and police were called

in to keep order. Two white

students were injured and two
arrests were made, officials said.

In the city's Charlestown section,

about 1,000 persons participated in

anti busing demonstrations
throughout the day and school

were virtually empty as students

boycotted classes to protest the

desegregation plan which calls for

busing of 18,235 students.

Only 442 of 2,777 students
assigned to Charlestown's high

school, junior high school and four

elementary schools showed up for

classes, the School Department
said, for an attendance rate of less

than 16 per cent.

Charlestown is not immediately,
affected by the busing order, but
was expected to be included in

additional desegregation programs
to be announced in January or next
September by U.S. District Court
Judge W. Arthur Garrity.

Jerry Andrews, an Indiana farmer, observes the damage done to his corn crop by

the early frost in the Midwest. The Department of Agriculture estimated that

farmers suffered a loss of $700 million in their corn crops alone.

upi news summary

Rocky defends Attica

WASHINGTON \AP\ - Nelson A.

Rockefeller yesterday defended his

role in the Attica prison revolt and

in lobbying top Republicans for a

Navy aircraft contract.

He also said former President

Richard M. Nixon's acceptance of a

pardon was the equivalent of an

admission of guilt.

The subjects shifted rapidly but

no major opposition developed to

Rockefeller's vice presidential

nomination in his second day of

testimony before the Senate Rules

and Administration Committee.

Privacy bill passed

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The

House Government Operations

Committee unanimously approved

yesterday a bill to give private

citizens protection against the

government's computer in-

formation banks.

By a 32-0 vote, the committee

sent to the floor a bill which would

allow a person under certain

conditions to find out what in-

formation about his personal affairs

is stored in the computers

The citizen would be able to get

copies of the information, correct it

where erroneous, and sue the

government if the information is

misused or abused.

Sponsors of the measure said it

would protect citizens against

damage to their job chances or

credit and insurance ratings.

Foundation troubled
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Trustees of

the Ford Foundation met here last

night and today to consider budget
cuts of as high as 50 per cent - and
possible dissolution of the foun-

dation itself - because of declining

investment revenues.

"It's true they've got his drastic

budget cuts on their agenda," said

Richard Magat, director of the

foundation's office of reports.

Dissolution "is another option

before them," he said. "But I

wouldn't attempt to guess what

they'll do. It's still a very early stage

in the decision-making process."

Connecticut CLU hits

dum dum bullets use
HARTFORD, Conn. \UPI\ - The

Connecticut Civil Liberties Union

(CCLU) says it will test the con-

stitutionality of the use by state

police of .357 Magnum pistols with

dum dum ammunition. The CCLU
charged they inflict "cruel and

unusual punishment."

CCLU Executive Director William

Olds said the civil rights

organization voted Monday night to

take the issue Court of Common
Pleas next month.

It would be the first such suit in

the nation against the growing

number of police agencies

reportedly switching to the high

velocity pistol with bullets banned

in international warfare, Olds said.

The dum dum bullet flattens on

impact with flesh, ripping and

tearing as it zigzags through the

body.

Gov. Thomas J. Meskill has

defended their use recently, saying

"Those who would rather use

lollipops on gunmen will have to go

elsewhere."

When you enroll in Air Force ROTC
you can get more than a chance at

a scholarship and a chance at

flying lessons . . . and

You
getatax-free
monthly

allowance of$100.
Interested?

contact Air Force ROTC

At Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass.

5-2437

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC

For better fit :

sized for waist
and length!

LEVI'S' for Gals

K-. Souse
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opinion«editorial#opinion#editorial«opinion

Whale slaughter: brutal, bloody and unnecessary
By JERR YMCCALLUM

Sonar has just picked up a whale. The
Japanese sonarman radios the Captain who
in turn notifies the Captain who in turn
notifies the search helicopter to be dispat-

ched. The location of the whale is given to
the pilot who sets off to track it down. Like

tugboats accompanying a liner, eleven small
whale catchers hug the mother factory ship
Omaka as she cuts through the choppy
North Pacific. These catchers are awaiting
news from the helicopter They soon receive
it. A large sperm whale has been sighted 5
miles north of the factory ship. A catcher is

dispatched to hunt the whale down. These
high speed boats reach the whale in no time.
A crewman runs up to the bow to man the
explosive tipped harpoon gun with telescopic
lens attached.

The whale, meanwhile has sensed danger
and begins to dive deeper. It soon tires of this

for she is no match for the high speed
catcher. The catcher closes in as the har-

pooner takes aim. He must hit her just behind
the eye to give her a quick humane death. He
shoots, hitting her about five yards behind
the spout. The delayed reaction explosive tip

fails to go off, as it does on occasion. Th
whale struggles hauling the catcher along
with her. After four and one-half hours of
towing a 90 foot catcher (engines full speed
astern) at five knots the whale dies in a pool
of its own blood. This is comparable to
tnrowing a spear into a horse and forcing the
horse to tow a UMass bus for several miles
until it collapsed and died. Whale hunting is a
cruel business. Yet this description of a
typical whale hunt happens somewhere
around the world every 12 minutes. Every 12
minutes a whale is killed. Several species
such as the blue whale and the sperm whale
are on the verge of extinction. During the
past 50 years roughly 2 million whales have
been killed.

Whaling today is not romantic as in the
days of Moby Dick. It amounts to no more

than a military operation with factory ships,

airplanes, helicopters, sonar, high speed
catchers, and explosive tipped harpoon
guns. The whale has little chance of escaping

its death once sighted.

Who hunts whales today? With the ex-

ception of the small fleets of Europe, natives

of the Argoes Islands in the Pacific, the

Azores, Eskimoes in Alaska who hunt pilot

whales for food; Japan and Russia are the

only nations which have large whaling fleets.

It is rumored that Russia, because of

economic problems with its fleet will cease
whaling in three years. Japan, however is

unrelentless and defends its whaling on the
basis of Japans need for food and traditional

dependence on whales for a source of

protein. If this is true, why are thousands of

pounds of whale meat exported to Great
Britain for use in dog and cat food. Con-
servation organizations such as the Friends
of the Earth and the Sierra Club researched
and found that every product made from

whale could easily be replaced by synthetic

goods.

Whaling is a small industry representing

only $150 million. Yet this small industry is

driving the largest mammals who inhabit this

planet to extinction. Conservation groups

organized a boycott of Japanese goods but

this is'nt working because Japanese

products are so proliferous and common in

America. Public Opinion is one of the an-

swers. This could sway Japan to cease if it

were intense enough. What can you do?

Take two minutes and write a letter to the

Prime Minister of Japan, Mr. Tanaka, c-o

Soviet Embassy, Washington D.C. and relate

to them of your concern for whales and also

the fact that you won't purchase their

products until whaling ceases. If we allow

such an important creature to become ex-

tinct, then what is the future of our own "so-

called" intelligent species?

Jerry McCallum
545-2304

Jerry McCallum is the Collegian 's Environmental Commentator

Letters to the editor

Correction on campus bank Inexperienced need not volunteer
To the Editor:

On behalf of the Campus Center Board of Governors, I would like to
clarify several points made in an article on the proposed on-campus bank
which appeared in the Tuesday, September 24 Collegian.

First of all, I would like to point out that the article is neither accurate nor
up-to-date. It refers to a memo about the bank written by a man when he
was no longer connected with the operations of the Campus Center. The
former student who was quoted has not been connected with the Campus
Center for several years.

The facts are as follows:

1. The proposal for a bank is now at an advanced stage. The
cause for delay is bureaucratic inertia in Whitmore and in the State
and Federal approval systems.

2. The problem of security has been considered and will not
necessitate major renovations or risk to students.

3. Any and all renovations will ultimately be the financial
responsibility of the bank which rents the facility.

Let me emphasize the major point behind the proposal for a full-service
bank. The bank would provide a broad range of services to students and
the University community while saving the student owned Campus Center
as much as $50,000 annually. The Campus Center Board of Governors the
student board that runs the Campus Center, has guided the development
of this proposal and will continue to see to it that the interests of the
student body prevail in its implementation.
A copy of the latest revised Bank Proposal will be available in the Board

of Governors' office.

Howard L. Levin
Vice Chairperson

Board of Governors

To the Editor:

There are those who say that no one cares enough,
no one is willing to give the time and effort that is

needed to work with people who need help, especially
if the work is non-paying. I'm talking about volunteer
work, the kind of work that places like Outreach are
supposed to recruit for. Well, I'm not one of those
who think volunteer work is a waste of time or an
inconvenience. I am deeply interested in doing
counseling, working with people who need someone
to talk to, to listen to. Yeah, volunteer work ... nice
work, IF you can get it.

You go down to the Outreach office and look in

their placement manuals, and talk to the kind and
helpful people there. You leave with several names
and places to contact about work. You feel like you're

finally yetting somewhere. Boy, were you wrong.
Every place you go, they hand you the same damn
line: "I'm sorry, but it's against our policy to use
volunteers with no prior experience in counseling. I'm

afraid we haven 't the facilities necessary to train you.

"

I will grant you, some places may be initiating new

programs. They may not know what they want. But I

do. And I don't want another deal like Westfie/d. I

went down with the desire to really try to help these
kids in whatever way I could. But all we did was play
cards, bring candy and break up the boredom and
monotony of their day. I don't want to do the same
thing at Northampton and Be/chertown. But don 't get
me wrong, I am not putting down these programs. I

think they do a lot to help. It's just not what I'm
looking for.

But it doesn 't really matter what you want or need.
All that matters is experience. You 've got to have it to
be hired. But my friends, you can 't get it if no one will
hire you. They don't seem to understand that. So,
next time you hear someone say that no one cares
enough to do volunteer work, set them straight.
Caring isn't enough, willingness isn't enough. You
gotta be experienced. Maybe if I have a nervous
breakdown, and go into therapy, maybe then I'll be
experienced enough to help someone else.

Maureen Drouin

Free food
To the Editor:

Taking the entire UMass campus into consideration, where do you think
the most beautiful area is? Where can you be by yourself and get into your
own thoughts? Well, if your answer is the parking garage don't finish
reading thL article. But, if you find that the UMass orchard behind Orchard
Hill is the place to be; whether it's because of the fantastic surroundings,
(he delicious fruit trees or both, then please read on.

The orchard contains a wealth of fruit such as plums, pears, berries,
apples andpeaches. This orchard is yours and let us tell you, it could be the
best thing we, as students have. Unfortunately it is on its way to hell. For
example; the limbs on the peach trees are partially broken off, the plum
and pear trees are producing fruit so small you need a magnifying glass
and so hard you need a sledgehammer' There are approximately one
hundred apple trees in the orchard and I wish you good luck in finding a
fungus free bug free apple.

The first major step to save our orchard would be to prune all the trees.
The simple act of pruning would help stop limbs from breaking off and
would help produce larger and healthier fruit. Money is always the first

item considered, but pruning should not cost very much. Remember, we
do have a forestry department on campus' What a research project for a
student, what a lesson for a group of students, what a way to bring our
orchard into a healthier state"

We feel that it is a crime to have that beautiful orchard right in our reach
and then to watch it slowly, painfully die when it is unnecessary.

You know, it won 't be long before entering freshmen ask the question,

"How did Orchard Hill get its name"?
Meryl Clarnow

Joan McGoverr

To the Editor:

Upon reading Fred Weiss' article,

Butter, not guns, / found many of
my own beliefs explicated. For
instance, I am one who shares the
belief that the United States should
stop sticking its nose into foreign
peoples business, especially if they
resent it. Time and time again the
U.S. has tried to "help" nations by
force or whatever, and it has failed
in many cases. In many instances
the only thanks we got were
ridicule and hateful resentment. So
I say the hell with them. Lets help
only those who ask for it. Lets make
the US a strong nation internally.
As Weiss declared, we must be
strong to cope with Russia. The
thought of becoming friends with
Russia is pure heresy, I believe,
especially with Nixon out of office.
Take a look at anyone who
previously tried to do it before.
Russia is a spider's web, and a very
sticky one at that.

Outside of China, the U.S. is the
only mam threat to Russia, and we

Heal thyself

must stay that way to ever hope for
world peace. So lets get our nation
back in the left lane, and pass away
our recent failures. As an Econ
senior and a first time writer to the
Collegian, / hope to see more

people coming out of their

collective shells to express their

opinion, as I have just done. The
time is nov/.

Norman Robinson

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more thin two
pages
Organizations may submit letters, but they

must include a name and phone number for
reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either
content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

fChristine Di/lard

}

Pleasing or poisoning?
"Oh, how lucky you are! You're not on the meal

ticket. You can eat what you want when you want it!"

I realize that there are numerous advantages to not
owning a meal ticket, but there are also times when I

seriously consider giving away my hot plate, Teflon

pan, and Ajax for dishes. One of these times is when
I'm balancing my groceries at the end of University

Drive and I don't get picked up hitching. As I knock
my slipping bread back into the bag with my nose, I

entertain myself with images of limitless orange juice,

egg salad plates, fried chicken and other culinary

delights that just sit there for the taking. But then my
dreamy dining commons dissipates into the reality of

lines, endless starch and that strange, almost

psychedelic ham. (Where do those colors come from,

anyway?)

Has everyone on campus had dinner guests?
I assume that most of us have. This can be a feat

requiring great manual dexterity and imagination.

First, I must get a pan large enough. Does anybody on
this floor have a large pan? No, so I'll improvise. I cook
half the sauce in one pan on one hot plate and the

other half in another. All is well in the beginning until

the heartbreaking smell of burning food comes to my
nostrils. The frying pan is fine, but the quart-size

sauce pan obviously is not. I take my only other pan
and put as much of the rescued remnants into it as

will fit. What a waste of good food, but there really

isn't anything I can do with the half cooked pintful of

sauce.

All is well for a while. My pan is clean once again

Chris Di/lard is a

and ready to be put back into service for the
spaghetti. With some jt ggling of pans on the available
burners, I miraculously 'inish cooking. It is with a sigh
of relief that I serve ny guests on my bed which
doubles as a dining re n set.

Eating is probably th.. easiest part of not having a
meal ticket. It is true that if I'm starved at midnight, I

can make myself tomato soup or whatever my little

heart desires. Chances are, it will be the simplest
sustenance possible, as I don't have the gadgets
necessary to prepare anything moderately complex.
Usually, I'll have a banana.
The worst part about living on campus has got to

be the bathrooms on weekends. Balancing the dishes
on my left arm, I survey the sinks. The first one is

partially full of macaroni which will probably lie there
until a janitor fishes it out Monday morning. The next
two are full of soaking dishes. I greet my next door
neighbor who is washing her face and begin to wash
down the toothpaste that spots the remaining sink.

After a generous scrubbing, I proceed to wash my
dishes.

If I wasn't a senior, I'd apply to Butterfield which
feeds people with food that is rumored to be edible.
Perhaps more floors could install kitchens in storage
rooms as one SW tower did, but I've been warned
that this will probably go down as the first and last

experiment of its kind. I have a two remaining
alternatives to tide me over the next time the sinks
really get to me - I'll either go home for the weekend,
or out to MacDonalds.

Col/eqian Columnist

{
Reid Fishman

}

Sleeping through the seventies
By REID FISHMAN

There's a peculiar culture at UMass these days. It

involves disillusionment and contentment, change
and lack of change, dreams and experience. It belongs
to those that came to college at the end of an era and
others that come in search of that era. It can be seen
on the faces at campuses across the nation and can
be heard through the echoing of those who cry, "It's

just not like it used to be.", and those who walk
around campus in disbelieving solitude.

Most of those enveloped in this

syndrome began their college

experience in a tumultuous age of

revolution and mistrust of despotic

authority. Now they find them
selves misplaced in a world that

was raised on "Marcus Welby" and
"the Mod Squad" - a world that's

already forgotten the lessons of

Chicago and Kent State and has

begun searching for "happy days" -

for the fifties, when everything was
taken care of for you and nobody
worried too much about the

problems of ecology and over-

population, or attempted to help

minority efforts around the world.

But there are others involved in

this culture, and for them, the

problem is much greater for it

concerns the tail of a comet those

who looked at UMass from
childhood as the land of parties - a

dream world where everybody let

loose from the oppressive bonds of

high school and peer pressure.

These are the most discontent

members of the culture and will

probably end up either leaving

UMass of converting to the new
culture.

The culture of the sixties is dead. The culture of the
seventies has arrived at UMass with much less ex-
citement than most of its predecessors would have
believed possible. The new culture is advanced by
those who were children during the sixties revolution
and heard their parents screaming about those "dirty

It almost seems

like a generation

gap of only

a few years,

but the gap

is there in

politics, music

and general day

to day activities.

radicals" who were "throwing bombs and burning
buildings". The members of this culture didn't have to

come to college to get their first taste of the best

drugs, and sex has been real to them for some time.

They don't understand it when old UMies revere in

the memory of Pierpont and the days of the trip.

On the other hand, The relics of the sixties culture

don't understand this need for uninvolvement and
they don't realize that the new
culture has attained its lessons from
those days. It has taken those
lessons, swallowed them, digested
them, and shut them out, only to

develop itself into is own culture - a

culture of intimacy and personal
caring.

It almost seems like a generation
gap of only a few years, but the gap
is there in politics, music, and
general day to day activities. Each
cullural generation must develop
itself from those before it, and the

new culture that has arisen seems
almost like a rejection of the

shortcomings of rebellion and
disregard for society. If that
rejection continues, then the
remnants of the sixties will soon be
forced to abandon their ways or

suffer the wrath of society, either

from those before them, who
scorned the mood of the sixties, or

from those after them who reject

that mood. In such event, the

sixties culture will all but disappear
from the world, its memory to be
recorded through the writings,

compositions and graphics of those
who were instrumental to that

culture.

"How many roads must a man walk down
before they call him a man? How many seas

must a white dove sail before she sleeps in the

sand? How many times must the cannonballs
fly before they're forever banned? The an-

swer, my friend, is blowin' in the wind. The
answer is blowin' in the wind."

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columniut.

It's a bird, it's a plane - no it's Charles

Camelopard on duty in California with the tale

of Ron Ziegler's job hunting. Read it tomorrow.

Cry from the convent
By BARBARA HOFFMAN

Unmarried, unrushed, and under twenty-one -
I was earmarked for

Dormitory Living. Orientation found me slackjawed at the five prospects,
all of which failed to tempt me. Though I had logged enough time in and
out of camp bunks to deny any claim to being fastidious, the cellular,

pastel-with-a-vengeance units I glimpsed were not the places I would
willingly spend eight months in and eighty dollars a month on.

Dutifully, I attended slideshows, asked informed-looking people pointed
question, and ventured (though somewhat timidly) into a Southwest high
rise lobby. For several days I toyed with the idea of living directly across
from the pond, high up in a Sylvan-seeming tower, but further exploration
proved my Dream Dorm to be none other then the library. Sylvan, my
future roommate declared, was off in the woods somewhere (she had
never been able to locate it during her orientation), no doubt the site of the
countless rapes and mutilations UMass chalked up annually. But wasn't
Southwest..? Yes, an Upperclassperson confided gratuitously, Southwest
did boast a high crime rate, but then, what could one expect while living in

the fifth densest area in the world. And Orchard Hill: once you hiked all the
way up there.. .As she filled in the lurid details I re-erased the numbers from
my Housing Preference card and blindly scrawled a huge ONE next to
Central. Two years later, I am still at a loss as to what logic prompted me to
do this.

Supposedly we are all creatures of habit, and habit is what I attribute my
prolonged stay in Van Meter to habit, and a streak of masochism. What
other forces could prompt me to remain in an all-girl dorm referred to as
"the Nunnery"? Why do I subject myself to the lusty male cries that echo
from Chadbourne each night, promising some great debauche for all two
hundred of us Nuns? Why does my having a "good day" hinge upon
whether or not I catch the Orchard Hill bus? And why do I volunteer to flip

one hundred forty four pancakes some Sunday mornings to feed the
multitude of fellow female slit-eyed sufferers?!

Even my mother doesn't understand me.
And as I read about the twenty-odd unfortunates who must stay in the

Campus hotel due to filled dormitories — those students who might right
now be flipping the dials on their color TV or trudging that short, carpeted
distance to their private bath — I cry inwardly.

"Punish me too, OSCAR!!"
Barbara Hoffman is a Collegian Commentator.

The bargain of a lifetime
By DIANE UNGER

"She is twenty three and still all alone. I don't know what we're going to

do." The words of an Indian mother about her unmarried daughter in a
sector of India with relatively few males. For them it's the only way of life.

Without marriage, it's death.

Is UMieland any different? Man certainly hasn't come up with any new
ways of creating life: Man-Woman is still the best buy around. But must
we come down to that same ignoble frenzy!? Are these four years com-
parable to the thirty seconds at the end of every game show when one
must frantically decide what one truly wants, and if not available, grab
whatevei is presented during the limited time?

"You have one more semester, Ms. Imupset. Would you rather have
what's behind Herter Hall what's inside the garage, or what's in Room 609
of the Campus Hotel?"

"Or would you rather keep what you've got (mealticket and all) and wait
until the Big Deal?" (Big deal...)

"The Hotel! The Hotel! I'll take the Hotel!!!" The M.C. turns momen-
tarily to a short sleeved man backstage, shrugging his shoulders at him.
"I'm sorry. Miss," he continues, "We seem to have made a mistake. Our
surprise in the Campus Hotel was given away last semester in the 'l-Like-

A DC Lady' campaign. If you want, you can still have either of the first

two deals or else you can now opt for what's beneath the pinball

machine."

"I'll take it!! I'll take it!!"

"Or would you rather trade it all away, books and bodies, for our Big
Deal?

"How big is it??"

"All I can tell you is that it's floating in the Campus Pond."
At this point of finality, and only at tnis point, does tne contestant-

student ever falter. The girl weakly stammered, "l-I'm not sure."

"Our time is up. I'll have to tell you that our Big Deal of the semester was
an Inflatable Man, courtesy of the Rowing Team of Dickher Er Dickher of
Beverly '

"I'l joint! I'll join!!"

"I'm sorry. Miss, but rules exclude females from the team. Although I'm
sure you could probably work out some sort of an exchange with the
boys-"

"For Christ's Sakes, who has the time for all the boys!? I'm in a hurry!

Just gift wrap the inflatable one and I'll take him home with me - he
should be good for at least a couple of years..."

Diane Unger is a Collegian Commentator.
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Efficiency has tradeoffs
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Technological growth may not be democratic
By FRANK OLBRIS

Special Correspondent

The ecological principle that

diversity results in efficiency and
stability seems to have an

analogous social effect in highly

complex societies. When a social-

technological issue is influenced by

only one interest, that interest is

"efficient" in benefitting itself, but

the social system may be harmed
because other effected segments of

society don't modify the "payoff"

to decrease the costs to them-
selves.

For example, when General

Motors bought up and destroyed

mass transit systems in the 30's,

40's, and 50's (see Environmental

Action magazine for March 16,

1974), General Motors benefitted

greatly by increasing the demands
for cars, but American society

started paying enormous and long

range costs, in increased fuel

consumption, air pollution, and
urban sprawl.

NEWS ANALYSIS
Recently, however, the degree of

technical sophistication required to

analyse public policy questions has

increased substantially. The Liquid

Metal Fast Breeder Reactor
(LMFBR) system of power
generation is being pushed by the

Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
and the nuclear equipment
manufacturers, who stand to make
a bundle if such programs are

adopted.

But who speaks for the public? If

the advocates of the LMFBR largely

control the technical workers in the

nuclear engineering fields -- where
else but the AEC and the equip-

ment manufacturers would
someone specialized in those fields

find employment--, how is any
independent analysis to be done?
When questions of the long term

effects of stable biological poisons

used by agriculture to control pests

were raised some years ago, the

existance of conservation groups
and of life scientists employed in

other areas provided sufficiently

diversified groups of alternate

interests and expertise to mount a

real challenge to chemical com-
panies' interpretation and pressures

concerning the uses of the

chemicals.

It wasn't easy and required

developing public concern and
knowledge, then through that,

political pressure to offset the

chemical companies' control over

many legislators and governmental
agencies. This it started to provide

a more critical review of previously

unquestioned assumptions.

The Supersonic Transport (SST)
fight was another illustration of the

beneficial aspects of a diversity of

well organized interests in our

social system. The aircraft

manufacturers and the Nixon
administration supressed adverse

economic analysis of the program
and dismissed potential en-

vironmental harm.

It was the environmental
organizations and the Federation of

American Scientists who drew on
technical and scientific expertise

not beholden to the proponents to

expose the bad aspects of the

program to the public and to

Congress there by sparing vast

social investments in a wasteful and
unneeded transportation system.

Currently, the Army Corp of

Engineers' pork barrel projects such
as dam building, stream chan-

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page

Send for your up to date. 160-page,

mail order catalog Enclose $1.00

to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE *2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

(213) 477-8474 or 477 5493

Our research material is sold for

research assistance only.

nelization, diking, etc. still retain

sufficient political payoffs to

continue, even though their pur-

pose of decreasing flood damage
costs is actually having the op-

posite effect. Losses have in-

creased substantially since the

1930's when the Corp became
heavily involved in flood preven-

tion. Citizen's groups are

becomming more informed of the

systomic biological and social harm
such beneficial-looking projects

have.

As the general public becomes
more informed and as more
scientific and economic analysis is

done by independent experts to

prove the harm such policies

produce, a more realistic and in-

tellegent public policy may emerge.

This is a long range problem and

will take time in order to dislodge

entrenched political and economic
interests - but it will eventually

happen if citizen groups can get the

facts exposed.

The lessons to be learned from
these and many more examples are

simple but require public in-

volvement.

There is a great danger in an

advanced technological society,

which allows those interests

(military, industrial, governmental)

able to fund advanced
technological research to use the

results of the knowledge for their

own benefit without accomidation

of the effects on other segments of

society or restraint in their use if

effects are sufficiently harmful.

Certain elements seem to be

necessary to prevent narrow in-

terests being served at the expense

of others or of the general public

interest.

Primarily, an active and informed

citizenry is necessary to counter

political pressures of special in-

terests in forming public policy.

Secondly, citizens need to support

independent, private organizations

to carry on the necessarily more
sophisticated analysis, to provide

continuity of pressure on public

policy questions, and in turn to

spread knowledge about such

issues to the general public.

As college students and
graduates, we are the best
equipped segments of the
population to become involved in

such technological public policy

decisions. Therefore, we should

develop lifetime habits that keep us

continually informed of public

policy developments and remain

active in organizations that deal

with such issues.

On campus, we can start the
habit of citizenship by joining

groups such as MassPIRG and
Environmental Action (formerly
CEQ) which become involved in

public policy questions which have
substantial technical aspect.

The
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For your appointment

# (1 mi. North of UMass.) 549-6255

Text by

Mark Parisi

You've been playing pinball for the past six

hours. You've fed ten dollars worth of

quarters into "King Kool" without winning
one game. Practice makes perfect, though,
and you're on the verge of winning your first

game. There's one ball to go, and you need a

scant 25 points. You shoot, miss all the

bumpers, and the ball goes sailing through
that little space that the flippers don't reach.

You walk away in disgust; after totally

destroying the machine.

Sound familiar? Despite episodes like this

one, the mind-occupying game of pinball is

probably the most popular non-alcholic

pastime of the male UMie. Anytime you go
into the Bluewall or Hampden Dining

Commons, there'll be lines of people waiting

for the chance to play El Toro, Red Max, or

Skyrocket. Those quarters and dimes put

into the machines add up to big money.
Arthur Strohl, of the Campus Center ad-

ministration, explains "The machines
originally come from the manufacturers such

as Gottlieb, Williams, Bally, and a few others.

They are sold to an independant vendor.

Ralph Lackey, from Boston, supplies the

Campus Center and Southwest with their

machines. He has an agreement with the

University so that he pays 76 percent of the

revenue from the machines to us, and he

keeps 24 percent.

"If anyone thinks the vendor is getting

ripped off, he is mistaken. We get from 43 to

45 thousand dollars per year on pinball,"

Strohl stated. This means that the vendor

makes approximately 12 thousand dollars per

year on UMass alone.

Strohl said that UMass' share of the

revenue is used to offset Campus Center
overall operating deficits and the C.C. fee

debts.

The incentive to play pinball is the replay.

It's simple. Score a certain number of points,

or knock down a number of targets, and you
get an extra game. Many people complain
when they see the replay score constantly

increasing. The reason for this, says Strohl, is

"the vendor must have some way of

maximizing his profit." The UMass machines
give the player a better break, though,

because they all offer free games, unlike in

New York State, where they only offer one
or two extra balls.

This year, a new experiment will be tried

with the machines. They will be rotated every
month, with the poor sellers being replaced

by different machines. Some machines have
also been moved to the Student Union near

the main entrance to the Hatch.

There has been a lot of controversy as to

what the best machines are. Bud Wilkes, the

Retail Services Manager for the Campus

Center Complex, says the three biggest

sellers on campus are, "King Kool," "Outer

Space," and "Lawman." "Some of the

machines are seasonal, like "Home Run,"
a -,d "Grand Slam", which are extremely

popular in the spring. We try to keep the

most popular machines in good condition,

despite almost constant use."

A new type of machine is the computer
machine, such as the Ping Pong and Air

Hockey. Last spring, the Campus Center

purchased an air hockey game for $1500.00.

Since then, people have been spending an
average of $200 per week on it.

The ping pong game, despite being a

quarter a game, is also extremely popular. If

anyone remembers, that game used to be
where the machines are in the Campus
Center, but the machine was stolen intact

one night, so the new one was put in the

Bluewall.

"If anyone is interested," said Wilkes,

"They can try to get pinball in their town.

Simply make a request to the Campus
Center, prove they have sufficient security

and the potential to support it, and machines
can be put in any dorm."

Pinball addiction can strike anyone. Steve

Gardner, of Grayson House, is a regular at

the Campus Center machines. Before

coming to UMass from his home in Vermont,
he had never even seen a pinball machine.

Until the beginning of last year he was not

even a regular player. But last year he caught

the sickness.

"Ever since the beginning of last year, I've

been playing every day. Now, on a good day,

I can play for a couple of hours on a quarter."

He says, though, success doesn't come
easily. It takes lots of time, dedication, and
money to become a good player."

The best way for a beginner to start is to

find a machine that gets stuck on the last

ball, so that the last ball keeps repeating.

That way you get a lot of free practice.

Use the tilt to your advantage. If the

penalty is only the loss of one ball, and you
have matches the last few number of your

score, tilt the machine so the score will stay

the same and you will get the replay.

Giving the machine a good bang
sometimes helps, too. Don't overdo it,

though. One night a guy got mad at the

machine, so he lifted it up by the end, and
flipped it over backwards.

The following is a general list of the ten

most easiest games to play. A smart

beginner should start on the easiest games,
and work their way up.

The list, easiest to hardest, is Red Max, El

Toro, Outer Space, King Kool, Skyrocket,

Flying Carpet, 2001, Grand Slam, Spanish

Eyes, and Spin a Card.
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Important in synthetic products

UMass may lead nation in polymer research
By BOB PAQUETTE

Staff Reporter
Any student who has had even a

small amount of chemistry can tell

you what a polymer is

It's a long molecular structure

which has led to the discovery of

plastics, rubber and synthetic
fibers, such as dacron and orlon.

What they may not know is that

Deerfield Tory
was Minuteman

Professor A. R. Riggs of McGill

University in Montreal, Canada,
and Amelia F. Miller of Deerfield,

authors and historians, have
recently uncovered a startling fact

about one of Deerfield's leading

"Tory" families.

Jonathan Ashley, Jr. (1739-1787)

son and namesake of Deerfield's

stern minister, the Reverend
Jonathan Ashley, and nephew of

Isreal Williams of Hatfield one of

the so-called "River Gods" of the

Connecticut Valley, was himself a

prominent lawyer and former
member of the General Court of

Colonial Massachusetts. Although
until now considered a firm

Loyalist, as were others of the

family, Riggs and Miller have
evidence to show that Jonathan
Ashley, Jr., marched from Deerfield

in the ranks of the Minutemen at

the Lexington alarm on April 20,

1775.

According to George Sheldon,
nineteenth century historian of

Deerfield, War Deparoment service

record! do not include the name of

Jonathan Ashley, Jr. Riggs and
Miller have found a Deerfield Town
Committee report listing those who
served 1775-1779. Ashley's name
appears first on the list of Deerfield

men who marched to Lexington.

UMass is probably the largest

school in the country in terms of

polymer research.

Just a couple of years ago, the

Polymer Science and Engineering

Dept. offices were located in the

annex outside of Draper Hall. Now
they are on the seventh floor of the

Graduate Research Tower.

The department receives the

majority of its funding in the form

of grants from the federal govern-

ment. The National Science
Foundation, for example, provides

a Material Research Laboratory

grant of $235,000. In addition to the

federal grants, the department also

receives support from sixteen
private industries, totaling over

$55,000. Altogether, the depart-

ment received $944,000 for

research this year.

The department consists of 12

faculty members, about 50
graduate students and 40 post-

doctoral researchers, who come to

study from all over the world. Each
student is involved with a particular

research topic that he or she

studies along with the assistance of

one of the faculty. Dr. Frank E.

Karas*, for example, assists

students on such topics as Tran-

sitions in Polypeptides or Transport

in Polyurethanes.

While most of the courses of-

fered in the department are offered

only on the graduate level, there are

some courses available to un-

dergraduate seniors (those listed in

the 500 series).

This past summer, six members
of the class of '75 worked for the

departmentc each receiving $1,000

scholarships for their services. The
department also helps in providing

excellent job opportunities when
students complete their graduate

level courses. Virtually all of the

students receive about six offers.
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HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Information: (203) 246-6807

TICKETRON

\ MUSIC FAIR

KVTERPRISKS. INC. K

^PRODUCTION /»
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Weed and snail diet shows
severity of food shortage

Editors Note

Staff Photo/Dan Smith

A study in white and black of one of the campus'
more common sights — a construction worker.

President Ford appealed
at the United Nations
last week on the world
food situation. The
situation in the Indian
village of Siuli Bari
illustrates the urgency of
his plea.

SIULI BARI VILLAGE, India \AP\
— Adary Mai hunched low to

prepare the main course for her

family's only meal oi the day.

It was a wad of weeds.
Beside her squatted one of her

six children rummaging through a

handful of snails hunted in the
fields to give the family protein.

"I am eating these things every
day," said Dukhu Mai, gesturing at

his wife's weeds. "What else can I

eat? I have no choice. Look at my
skin. Look at my bones."

His stomach puckered around
the navel and his voice was a weak
whine as he told how hunger has
taken over this village of 150
families about 170 miles northwest
of Calcutta.

Hunger, the centuries old enemy
of India, also has attacked
thousands of similar villages in

West Bengal, Gujarat, Orissa,
Bihar, Rajasthan and Maharashtra
states.

Despite official expectations that

hunger can be beaten, Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi is reported

to be sounding out the United
States, Russia and Western Europe
for emergency food aid to contain
the crisis.

President Ford told the United promises of work in the harvest.

Fraternities, Sororities regain

popularity on nation's campuses
By THEASSOCIATED PRESS
Boola boola is back on campus.
The fraternities and sororities

that were casualties of the political

and social activism of the 1960s are
springing back to life, revived by a

combination of nostalgia, changing
student attitudes, less rigid rules

and a desire to save money on
living expenses.

"It's no longer passe to be a

joiner," said a spokesman at the

University of Denver.

An Associated Press survey
showed the resurgence generally

was greatest in the West and
Midwest. Only a few Eastern
colleges reported little new interest

in Greek-letter organizations.

Students at several schools also

noted that the new fraternities and
sororities are not affiliated with
national organizations which, in the

past, set rigid rules for membership

acceptance.

Anne Hawley, assistant dean of
students at the University of

California at Berkeley, a center of

activism in the 1960's, said 250 girls

were pledged to sororities so far

this year and the rush hasn't really

begun yet. Last year, there were
222 pledges and in 1970 there were
only 99.

"We've brought back five

fraternities in the last two years and

one sorority is in the midst of

recolonizing now," Mrs. Hawley
said. "They're really on the up-

swing.

"The students in the late '60s

were very much alienated by social

injustices. The attitude was very

much 'do your own thing.'

Students of the '70's openly ex-

press a sense of belonging."

The Greek-letter organizations at

the University of Wisconsin in

Madison were almost wiped out in

the late '60s and early '70's.

"There's a very definite resurgence

of interest," said Lynne DAvis, the

chairman of the Collegiate

Panhellenic Association rush

committee. "It's still a far, far cry

from those years of long ago when
a girl felt her life was over if she

didn't make a sorority, but there

certainly is a renewed interest."

Inflation was one of the reasons
cited for some of the new appeal of

fraternities and sororities. "Living in

the house is cheaper than living in a

dorm," said Gary Taylor of Arizona

State University.

William Lucy, assistant dean of

student activities at the University

of Maineiat Orono, said every

fraternity house was close to

overflowing and added that one
reason was money: living costs in

the fraternity house are from $50 to

$150 cheaper per semester than in

the dormitories.

Some of the mazing and other

antics that gave fraternities and
sororities a bad name have
vanished.

THE CRUCIFIXION
GOD'S WILL OR

MAN'S FAILURE

i

Talk by
! Keith

MacMurdii

Sponsored

3 by:

Unification

Church

Thursday
Sept. 26

7:30 p.m.
Rm. 101

C.C.

From Revelation to

Sun Myung Moon

Nations last Wednesday that

Washington would cooperate with
a proposed worldwide system of
stockpiling food for emergencies,
and that the United States would
increase food aid to needy nations

to relieve hunger in the world.

But the news in Siuli Bari

remained the silent drama of

landless laborers picking the weeks
in front of their mud and thatch

hovels to fill the distended bellies of

their hungry children.

About 40 per cent of the two
million people in this district belong
to landless families like the Mais.

Their traditional lean period bet-

ween spring planting and fall

harvesting usually is filled out by
farmers willing to loan rice against

But this year rice prices have
doubled to more than 60 cents for

2.2 pounds in Bankura distriet, and
the farmers have sold their stocks
to traders for cash. There's nothing
left for the local hungry.

Government shops selling at

subsidized prices have cut their

ration to 10 Vi ounces a week a

person and are unable to supply
even that because of depleted
supplies.

Reports of starvation deaths
appear regularly in Calcutta
newspapers. The Communist party

leader in West Bengal State,

Promode Das Gupta, charged this

week that 500 persons have
perished from hunger over the last

several months.
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New York

Style

OVEN

HOT

GRINDERS

Hampden Snack Bar

Southwest Area
7 Days a Week

PIZZA SHOP HOURS: 11 a.m. -1 a.m.

Check it out— we serve a good pizza

Television Tonight
5 00 THE RAYMOND BURR SHOW
(3)

THE REAL MCCOYS (18)

THE BIG VALLEY "Heritage .'* (221

MISTERROGERS NEIGH-
BORHOOD (241 (57)

530 GREEN ACRES "Uncle Ollie."

(18)

VILLA ALL EGRE (24)

GOMER PYLE "Car For Sale " (27)

HOGANS HEROES "The
Dropouts (30)

NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (57)

6 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS <8>

(22) (30)

THE CHAMPIONS (18)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION (27)

BONANZA The Wooing of

Abigail Jones " 140)

ZOOM' (57)

* in ARC EVENING NEWS '8'

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (221 (30!

MOVIE Captain Blackjack (27)

VILLA ALLEGRE (57)

645 HUMAN GROWTH AND DE
VELOPMENT (24)

6 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

700 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3>

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (81

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW The
Unwelcomed House uuest i18l

THE BIG NEWS &> Part 'II (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry

Moora host (30;

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE FRENCH CHEF (87)

7 30 NAME THAT TUNE (3!

JEOPARDY (8)

DEL REEVES COUNTRY CAR
NIVAL (181

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall host (22

>

MAKING THINGS GROW (241

ANIMAL WORLD "The Cowardly
Killrr I3v>)

ROOM 222 (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING

The

MADE THE

(8)

the

' (18)

BOB

EDITION (57)

8 00 SONS AND DAUGHTERS
Runner " (3)

THATS MY MAMA "Cousin
Albert " (8) (40)

SHARING OUR FAITH (18)

LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
The One Hundred Mile Walk." (22)

(30)

THE MEN WHO
MOVIES (24) (57)

8 30 MOVIE "The California Kid
(40)

UNTAMED WORLD (27)

900 CANNON "Voice From
Grave " (3)

MOVIE Let's Do It Agam."
FORD PRESENTS THE

HOPE SPECIAL (22) (30)

SILENT FILM "The Blacksmith"
(24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

THE GLOUCESTERMAN (57)

9 30 NANA The victim (24)

PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO "The Centennial," (27)

CAUGHT IN THE ACT (571

10 00 THE MANHUNTER "The Baby-
Faced Killers (31

GET CHRISTIE LOVE' Emperor Of
Death Street " (8) (40)

PETROCELLI (221 (30)

NEWS (271

FESTIVALS FILMS (57)

10 30 MAYORS HAL. HOUR
VIDEO VISIONARIES (24)

THE ELDER AMERICAN <57l

AMERICAN BICENTENNIAL
11 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER SPORTS
i 1 8» (22i (271 (30) (40'

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
NEWS (57)

n JO MOVIE The Night Of
Following Day." (3)

WIDE WORLD SPECIAL (8)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW
i30i

NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder,
30)

' ?S NEWS. WEATHER 13) ,,

(18)

!57)

(8)

the

(40)

(22!

hott
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Notices

ASIAN AMERICANS:
Important meeting for all con

cerned Asian Americans. Awareness
is the key! Hills South, Room 217, 7

p.m. today.

AUTO MECHANICS COLLOQUIA:
First meeting of Commuter

Assembly Auto Mechanics Colloquia

will be at 6 p.m. in the Colonial

Lounge, S.U. All commuters who
registered for this course please
attend.

BAHA'I TALK:
Jim Haslip will give an informal

talk and discussion on the Baha'i
Faith, Wed. 8.15 p.m., 64 Van Meter
Dr. For info call 549 1666. All are
welcome.

BRIDGE PLAYERS:
UMass Bridge Club meeting

lonight C.C. 917 at 7 p.m. Come with
or without a partner. Lessons in C.C.
177 at 6 p.m.

COMMUNITY HEALTH MAJORS:
Organizational meeting for

majors. Will discuss problems af-

fecting the major, and in general

"getting acquainted" meeting. 3:30

p.m. in C.C. 165-9.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION:
Meeting tonite at 7 p.m. in C.C. 803.

There will be a showing of the film

"The Tragedy of the Commons" as

well as a discussion of projects for

the fall and upcoming elections.

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY:
The Orchard Hill Energy Flow

Study is looking for innovative in-

dividuals who are concerned with

studying the interactions of man-
energy environment. Meetings are
weekly at 7 p.m. in the Graysob
Lounge Credit is available.

party tonight from 7 8, 406 N.

Pleasant St. For rides 5 0082.

ITALIAN CLUB:
Meeting for all Italian majors had

those interested in Italian major in

Herter, 3rd floor lounge at 7:30 to be

followed by an organizational

meeting of the Club. All interested

welcome. Refreshments.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA:
The sisters and pledges of K.AT.

invite all interested UMass women to

a "Greaser Party", Weds, at 7 p.m.

We're at 778 N. Pleasant St. Call for

rides 5-2735.

LETTUCE BOYCOTT:
All people interested in the United

Farmworkers. There will be a

meeting Weds, nite at 7:00 in 901 C.C.

MARKETING CLUB:
Organizational meeting Weds, to

plan club's activities for the year.

Happy hour, parties, field trips,

speakers are all on the agenda. We're
open to all suggestions. Meeting at

4:30, 112 S.B.A. Stop by.

MASS PIRG:
Local board meeting tonight in 102

C.C. All are welcome.
NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:

All new people, there will be an
orientation meeting tonight at 7:30 in

165 C.C. downstairs in the Campus
Center. Please plan to attend.

OPEN RUSH:
If you enjoyed yourself at our open

house Sat. nite (or even if you didn't)

come to our open rush tonite at 7:30 to

find out more about our brotherhood
Call 545 0070 for rides.

OXEN CLUB:
For all past and new members,

first meeting on Monday, Sept. 30 at

Grinnell Arena at 4:30. Will assign
teams.

P 10 POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS:
Will meet 7:30 p.m. Thursday,

Pierpont Hall, Speakers for Dukakis,
Sargent, Olver, McCarthy to make
presentations for their candidates.

PONY DRIVING:
For all those An Sci and Stock

bridge students. Meet at the Pony
barn at 2:30 today.

S.O.C.A.

Interested in China? Things
Chinese? Join the Students of Chinese
Association, first meeting of the

year, tonight C.C. 174. All welcome.
Free fortune cookies.

SOPHS, JUNIORS, GRAD
STUDENTS:
To comply with the new UMass

library circulation system you are
required to obtain a new I.D. card.

You must surrender your old I.D.

card (blue) to the I.D. office, 109

Hampshire House. If you're old card

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL:
Meeting tonite at 5:15 in

Commuter Lounge, S.U. All

welcome.

the

are

FLYING CLUB:
UMass students invited to join

newly formed Amherst Flying Club.

Reduced rates for flight instruction

and air craft rentals at local airport.

Call Randy Davis 542 3051 or 104

Davis, Amherst College.

FRATERNAL DUMP ASSOC:
Will have a canoe trip Oct. 5 for all

interested members and members to

be. Director Tom Driscoll 6 5866 for

info. Survey and rating of dump
desirability and scenic quality along

the dump network of the Conn. River

from Greenfield to Sunderland.

HOCKEY CHEERLEADERS:
Practice for Hockey Cheerleaders

Weds. 7 p.m. in the Cage.

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON:
All UMass women are cordially

invited to join the sisters and pledges
of | .O.O. in a "Meet the USA" rush

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR 5P4. Q1R^ MOUNTAIN FARMS MAIOHJIJJ ROl'Tfcl MAOil» MAS'
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"CARNAL

KNOWLEDGE"
ONE WEEK ONLY'

Most cops play it

by the book

...Newman

wrote his

-}

TODAY * IS «:15

Twi Lite Hr si 21, J 45 Itil only

t* EL BROOKS

J

[Hi.

«•»• avooavlo tM •*• »»u ••?»»• Jail lin («r

TODAY: 4 15 830

Twi Lite Hr tl JS J 41 * IS only

*A , —"•fc, «• .'*»

EXCLUSIVE AREA
ENGAGEMENT!

PtPPARD
mewkams
LAW -

ROGER ROBINSON
IMi

TODAY: 6:00 830
Twi-litt Hr.: 11.25, 5 30 t 00 only

jSi "BRING ME THE
7#fa* HEAD Or
(H((M& ALFREDO

5^V GARCIA"

O
FILM

TODAY: 5:45 - 1:15

Twi-Lite Hr : ft 25, 5: 15 . $ :

is lost go to the Bursar's Office,

Whitmore, before appearing at

Hampshire. 9-4 Mon.-Fri.

VIDEO ON CAMPUS:
Important organizational meeting

in the Commonwealth room of the

S.U. All interested folks please be
there by 8 p.m. tonight.

LOST:
Red Organic Chemistry notebook

in S.B.A. Monday. Return to C.C. lost

and found. I have a test Thursday.

LOST:
Meal ticket and I.D. between

Thompson and Hasbrouck Call Jean
6 5479.

LOST:
Army fatigue jacket; sgt. stripes,

AMES inscribed with eyeglasses in

pocket near Smith College. Reward.
Caal 743 3703 collect or 549-1268. Ask
for Joe.

LOST:
Pr. of brown moccasins. I took

yours by mistake, you took mine.
Lost on Field I during Intramural
football Call Jake 6-5143.

LOST:
On B.R. a black curly 4 mos. male

pup., comb, shepard lah. shep, red

turn to page 15

VI THKCiATES
•OF SMITH COLLEGE

IO0EMY
i NORTHAMPTON

NOW— 7:15 & 9:00

would you buy
a used secret

from these men?

as f*P*Y*$
PC witr, ZOUZOU

•O TECHNCOtOR PRINTS B> Df IUXE

A Very Funny Film . .

.

hum nTfiT

Robert
Redford
-'Jeremiah
Johnson"
A SYDNEY POLLACK FILM

The man who
became a legend.

The film destined

to be a classic!

PG«>

ROBERT REDFORD
in A Sydney Pollack Film

"JEREMIAH JOHNSON"
A Joe Wizan-Santord Production
Co-Starring WILL GEERww viui'Miu Tf ILL ULLn

ALLYN ANN McLERIE • STEFAN GIERASCH • CHARLES TYNER • And
Introducing DELLE BOLTON • Music by John Rubinstein and Tim Mclntire
Screenplay by John Milius and Edward Anhall • Produced by Joe Wizan

Directed by Sydney Pollack • Panavision* • Technicolor*

Calsbratino Wsrnar Bros 50th Annivarssrv^^ a W.m.r Communications Company

STARTS WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 25TH

1 WEEK ONLY
HADLEY Campus
HOLYOKE victory
NORTHAMPTON Calvin

Notices

:ont. from p. 14
leather collar please call Lois 253-

*776.

.OST:
Gold framed sunglasses with

earpieces in tan Ray- Ban case.
teward Keith Langer, 211 Johnson,

(52308.

[FOUND:
Watch outside of Steak Out Friday.

Identify. Call Denny 665 38.

FOUND:
Barbara Weinberg; I found your

wallet in Thompson last week.
Contact Mark 546 7570.

FOUND:
Temp I.D. of Frank Tonrey. Come

to Collegian Office, See the
Secretary.

Film Times
academy Or Misic -

S-PY-S • 7:15-9:00

AMHERST I INKMA -

Clockwork Orange - 7:00-9:30

( AI.VIN -

Jeremiah Johnson -

< AMPCS CINEMAS -

lama nut Seed 7:00-9:15

Jeremiah Johnson - 7:09-9:00

Harold & Maude - 7:00-8:45

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NIIES • ALL SEATS J1.00

MT. FARMS 4 -

Cinema I - Carnal Knowledge • 6:15
M:I5

Cinema II -

Cinema III

M : :to

Cinema IV
<:•< i.i - 5:45-8:15

Newman s Law - 1. 00 h mi

• Mazing Saddles 6:15-

Hring Me the Head of A.

SHOW(ASK -

Mark Samson - 7:45-9:25

That's Knterlainment - 2:00-7::iO-9:45

Death Wish • 7:30-9:30

Pink Floyd -7:30-9:20

Animal Crackers - 7:30-9:25

Juggernaut - 7:30-9:30

MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
1:30 a.m. and 3:4S p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

before the day your ad is to

appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $.30 per line

Weekly — S.2S per line

Monthly — s 20 per line

FOR SALE

Honda (Kiwi, just tuned, perfect run.
cond. New paint. $325. Call 648-9502.

Cassettes — 12.00 each. $2.00 each pre-

recorded. All new tapes. Call 549-4450.

t i-fiwn IM."* power ampuiier 101 watts -

ItMS per channel. New. Call A.M. 5M-9549

1120 bed for sale. Frame, mattress, liner

— 150 . Call 527-5670. Will deliver.

Woman's burgundy leather coat, full-

length. Zip-in lining, site 12. Exc. cond. $75

or best offer. Call 546-7027.

Pioneer SV7W0 Amp., one vr. old. List

HaV sell for tl60. Call i ran. MfMMO.

Leblanc trumpet, very good condition.

$160 (all Jerry. 253-9K69.

Home 8 track tape player. $25. 25:1-7211.

Photo enlarger h.o. 25:1-7241.

Hcssou Tin iii pel. (.immI condition. $kii

516-86181.

Sorrel Itnan Horse, I years, green, nice.

15 - 3 hands. 25:1-7125.

Tire, (.nodvear Kavnn chord 6.85XS15 H
loud, used I MM miles $11. (Hi. 586-3263 late

al night.

Heath Alt III MM receiver List $275. 75

Ins. ol m\ lime invested. Ask only $2IKl.

Perl, wkinu onlei. Walnut chl. 6-9752.

I.g. dresser A sola lied (heap. 253-9009.

\M I imlish Springer Spaniel, male
pup. liter A. white Hcsl offer or $75. 167
-'"

;

I

t sed liiinilinc _ lix inK room hctlriMim.
kitchen unod condition (all: 256-8770.

Men's 1 sod. Kaleigh hike $40. 665-3566

!or Sale. Two 6.50X13 studded snow
tires and rims (all 256-8770.

.1 ft. spool table, (heap. 665-225:1.

Kyak — saltwater wooded flatbottom $90
or b.o. (all eve. or wknds. 586-22:1*.

Kramus acoustic 6 string $80: Guild
Starfire 4 electric 6 string $150. Both with
cases. 25:1-5665.

Kaleigh 10 spd. cotterless — cranks
butted — tubes clincher, tires 23 >

2 in
frame. Never used. $200. 546-7745.

Kor Sale: Gibson 12 string acoustic. 5
years old. good buy at $75. :i2:i-7li:t.

Kemington Port, typewriter w-case.
Good. Call after 7. 065-4202. $30.

Weekend admission to Watkins Glen
Grand Prix, Oct. 4. 5 6. Value $17. Sell for

$14. See Crank :i:i:i Puffton

Guitar — Aria Classical w-case. good
shape. $85. 549-6514.

Must sell guitar — amp — fuw. (all 586-

3560. 6 • 8 p.m. $200

I ten spd. Schwinn super sport. 516-4717.

Sony I inn turntable w cart List J'i'i. our
price $79. Sound & Music Co-Op. (all Dirk
at 247-5870. II a.m. - 9 p.m.

AUTO FOR SALE

M Cord \an. x pass, engcr. clubwagnn.
57.mm miles, good running cond.. nerds
some hodv work. Asking $995 (all 5 JtOM A
ask for Sean in Km. 211 Ex tires

VW litis great shape. 1968. i.i.immi mi.
$1.2181. 512-57:15.

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
AUTO FOR SALE

66 VW Sta. Wgn. $200. Runs good. 2 snow
tires. After 5:00. Call Kill 5:18-87.19.

67 Kairlane. small 8, automatic, p.s., 4

dr. super running. Good buy $29:i. 25:1-7241.

Honda 6(8) Sdn.. 40 mpg. All new tires.

Going to Kurope— must sell. ( all Tuesday
6 - 8 p.m. 5:16-0749.

66 Scout 4 wheel dr. Good mech. cond.
Never plowed. $700 or best offer. Call

in trn. 665-:i6it. Mike.

Ply. Kury, 65, 4 dr.. small 8. automatic.
Dependable transportation. $250. 25:1-7241.

Hat. 850 Kacer. 1970. super shape. 40

miles per gallon! A buy. $750. 25:1-7241.

BMW '69 2<8)2 decent. 60.000 AM-FM 6-

5626.

70 Porsche 914, many extras. Must be

seen. In mint condition. Must sell. 6-5:179.

••: Cliev H. ii cyl. automatic, 2-door
sedan: not rusty. inspertable.
uicehanicallv good, uses oil. $150. 586:1819.

1971 (licvcllc SS 151. I spd . loaded,
reasonable 516-6:190. Keep trying.

65 VW Sunroof. Gd. cond. $3181. 25:1-9609

e\e.

66 Valiant, good engine. $:<oo or best

offer. 8MB after six.

65 (orvair. Will sell for best $. Call

evenings or weekends 586-22:18.

1968 Volvo I22S in fine shape. HI III!

I97:t Porsche 91 IT. $92(81 roncnurs! Tel.

665-J2IL Serious inquiries only!

1964 Chevy Bel-Air, 6 cyl.. AM radio,

very dependable, clean! lliNi. (all 2:16

6297. 1 - 9. If no answer: (all 546-98:11

.

68 Chevy Impala. Sinn (all 581-7912.

IMI ( hew M.iIiIhi :t27. \ 8. good shape.

Needs minor work. Call 665-3614. $225.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

67 Kord Kconoline Van. Good cond., exc.
interior, tires. Contact Tucker 6-7169.

1971 Vamaha TX Mm. I simi miles New
condition. $I5U0 includes $230 W indjammer
rearing, luggage rack! Leave name,
number 515-2151 or 515-2458

Vamaha .150, 1968. First $395. 253-7211.

I'M,') Honda I50CL. extras. 11.5181 mi.
$525. (all 549-1453.

Kawasaki :i50cc 1971. excellent con-
dition. Trail and road. Lots of accessories.
Going cheap. Call 253-5121.

72 Kawasaki 500 5 speed, 9000 mi. Disc
brake, runs excellent. $800. 665-2550.

1973 Vamaha IM$X, street bike, good
rond. Best offer. Call 863-9485.

FOR RENT

65 Dodge van. Good eng., no rot. Must
sell. $:i5o Call (>TV Frat. Ask for Don
MCD.

Furnished Apis I. 2. 2'* rim. • mos.
lease — Sept. I - June I. \ir-cond . pool.
parking. Near shopping a id (heaters.
Reasonable rents. Amherst Motel. Hi a,

opp /.avre's

Off-campus room in offbeat household,
right off Ht 9. not far off from Mall. Call
253-3265 often.

I or - people to share 2 bdrm. apl. 156-K
Krittanv Manor after 7 p.m. or call 785-

1113.

Fern Pref.. Grad. $110. mo. utilities

inciu. On bus line, own rm. Sheila 665-3221.

FOR RENT

2 for 3 bdrm. house, Nhamp.. close to 5
I ol. bus. $50 plus. 586-1356. Jon. 5 - 6 p.m.

Female wanted to share a room in

Brandywine. $65 mo Call Kicki al 549-6:120

after 6:3d p.m.

So. Drfd. 2 rm. apt., close to bus rte.

Avail. Oct. I. JiJn -mn. Ask for Kon. 665-

4937.

ROOMMATE WANTED

F Kmmt. wntd. $105 inc. util.. own room
or $52.50 ea. share rm. I in Ids dshw, air c,
w to w cpt. I have some furn. and a nice

cat. Am very neat, like music, arts, leave
message for Klyse al Lord Jeff inn 253-

257».

M lo share room in 2 bdrm apt. on bus

route. $77 incl. util. Call 256-0294.

Male wanted to share house in

Kelchertown. Kent $46.25 mo. On CMass
bus line. Call 323-4443.

WANTED
KOK IS HACK — To bu.v your sick or

decrepit car. Any make, model, vear.
I nload your headache for fast !!!!!!. 253-

7241.

Mattress for twin bed. MMOti,

Wanted competent guitarist, for details
519-1293.

Wanted: Responsible grad student lo
share secluded house in Conway with 2
others. Own room, washer, dryer. 4 acres,
much scenerv Would consider a couple I-

:«i9-l078.

Anvone know where I can get coors? Will

pay. (all Terrv 323-6246.

VtoftX u .mini In <l<> figure studies. $6 hr.

( ill .'".: ilii'i alter 6 p.m.

Pei suns 'interested in driving to and
liviuu in I (ah Inr winter Deep powder
skiini: iiiicm elicit, cheap. Sue 253-7125.

N.ii'lcil I vpeiienced rock organist
vullinu In wink 1111 a nighllv basis. To
ini|iin call: Rich at 773-8517. Thai's in

(leenlield area code 113.

Five college folk dancers — We need
vou. (all Dawn 546-1575. Soon!

HELP WANTED

Phi Mu Delia Fraternity needs 3 house
boys to work 2 meals a day cleaning kit-

chen. Pay is meals. Call 253-9034 or 545-

.M6.1 Ask for Brian after 5 p.m.

Dishwasher-Porter wanted for Wine
Chariot Rest, evenings onlv. Apply in
person. Rt. 9. Iladley.

Need R&R drummer. Varied material,
hard, funkv. soft. Practice at Countrv
House 253-7887 aft. 6.

Medical Technologist. Full time in ex-
panding laboratory. ASCP registered only.
Attractive wages. Please contact: Annie
Lewallen. Chief Lab Technologist. Wing
Memorial Hospital. Palmer l-2R3-7«5l, exl.

8J^

Cook part-time, week-ends. Apply in
person. Chequers Restaurant.

Dishwasher part-time, week-days.
Apply in person. Chequers Restaurant.

I oik Singers wanted, (all for auditions.
Kaliln Kai 156 8:i:s6 after 5:00

Mternalive newspaper needs writers,
cartoonist and persons interested in
graphics. Call 253-7795.

I need 10-15 attractive articulate women
for occasional promotional work in the
Springfield area. Good monev . $5+ hr.
Work when vou want. Contact Louis K
1 .11111 ell 519-2647 for more info

HELP WANTED

AVON. Need money to help pay tuition.

You can earn $ as an Avon Rep. Call for

details. V Colby 256-6227.

Bus drivers needed. Class II license

required. Call 5-Colleges. 256-8316. Leave
name, phone no.

Need fiddler for Bluegrass Band. If

interested, call Tom 549-3717.

People interested in learning basic
newspaper page design and layout are
needed to help the COLLKGIAN editorial

staff. No credit or $ but a chance to learn
from professionals free. Contact Dean
Tucker 5-2550.

RIDE WANTED

To Mt. Holyoke. leave I Mass at 4:30.

Will share gas. Please call 546-5214.

Charlottesville. Va. I nd a id to or near
there towards this wknd. Willing to shr.
drv. A c\p (all Dave 516-9063.

PERSONALS

Go Rah. Go Koalas — Head
Cheerleader?

Look into Alpha Phi Omega : Friendship,
leadership, service. Call: APO Office — 5-

0268 or Don Wolfe — 6-6817

Happy Birthdav Sheila — I >%• Alan.

Denise and Donna. Figure it out vet?

Hop Brook Commune. Rural Farm. Gay
People. Box 723. Amherst. Ma.

Sensitive M liesbman seeks experienced
or libci .licit I to assist in his discovers of

I Mass 5-1155 alter II

How

.

id 1 •bnsons Motor 1 .odge
V.111111.1I UI11I • Sale 1 eaturintt : bed-
spreads . ( .union towels, sheets. pillow

cases A more Save on irregular items.
situ _•: 29. 9 :!n - :'::>ii. Hie 9. 1 adlev

INSTRUCTION

Instruction - Kor nonscience majors:
Relativity iphvsics IMI; World Beyond
Our Senses Htoi: ( ontemporary
Problems m»i; Science For Science
Fiction Readers (IM>; Concepts Of
Phvsics 1 121 1 : Physics For Elem. Ed
Maims m:i»i; \ir Pniutlon <I90B> • I CR
mini course. See course listings or Inquire
in Hasbrouck 110 or call 545-24t7.

Photograph.v Workshop in \mherst.
Learn creative camera and darkroom
technique from working professionals T &
lb evenings, (all Reflections I nlimited
519-0205.

SERVICE*

llarses boarded 10 min. from campus —
box stalls, trails, pastures, ig. field for

hunt course. Call 545-2781 day or 323-4056

evenings.

Mechanics Specials - 67 BMW. radials.

4 dr. ante. AM 4 FM. needs engine rebuilt

$!•». 5.1 Pontiar 4 dr.. needs valve job.

$IM. (all 323-4821.

Ill I I \iniio repair 2 day service, work
guaranteed M Tech Hi ft. (all .is .fin

Bic.vcle repair. Will completely
degrease bearings, adj. brakes & gears.

John - Jane. 549-3805. Cheap & reliable.

CAR REPAIR II \SSLF.S" Bob is back to

fix il right No job too small. Foreign or

domestic. No big overhead. 251 7211

I rslie s Varn A Canvas Shop. Amherst
Carriage Shop. 549-4591. Acrvlic knitting,
worsted 99c. fox. Rev nold's Lopi $2 15 100

«tr

Will babvsit in mv home, d.iilv 01

weeklv . Northampton 584-7169.

SERVICES

Automotive repair specializing in SAAB
and other foreign cars. Call Guy. 256-6110.

Campus Clubs and Organir:>*i<>ns: Do
vou want to publish high iiualilv

newsletter, pamphlet, magatine or

booklet??? Let the Mes&age Companv help

you write, layout, design and print it!!

Reasonable fees..Contact Jerrv at 253-9869

for information.

LOST

Woman's wristwatrh between WOPE
and GKC 3 Sept Reward 545 2548

Lost on Belchertown Rd. Blk. curly male
pup. comb. Sheep Lab Shep . 4 mos. old.

red leather collar. Pis. call Lois at 253-

2776.

Pair Granny glasses in small red case.

Please call Cheryl 545-2009.

FREE
Affec. older cat. spay., fern Lge. supply

(.«* A litter provided. S49-3S2*.

Silkie. I yr. old. Ig. male dog free to good
country home. Needs room to run. Call

Ellen or Durk 586-1592. 584-6917.

ENTERTAINMENT

The Dvnamic Sex Machine will do its

thing all over you Wednesdav thru

Saturday al the Bluewall. Thursdav thru

Saturdav. Vou can cook with little fire at

the Hatch and catch the unique style of

Paul Mckinlev at the TOC.

Ilev Freshmen! Remember summer
orientation and Mama Milton's Jug Band
and Wax ne and all 1 hose other neat people
vou saw? Well, vou can see them all again
at Central Area's ( 'OFFEEIIOCSE on
Kridav. Sepi. 27 from 8:30 ill .' in \an
Meter's Studv Lounge. FREE admission
FREE refreshments. FREE popcorn
1 fresh from our real liv e mov ie house
popcorn machine)! I pperrlassmen: iiimr
see what vou missed!

The lahulous Rhinestones will dazzle
vou! Capture their brilliance this Thur
sdav night. 9 lo I. Part of the Hatch
( elehrilv Series.

Female Vocalist seeks musicians or
band losing blues or soft rock. (R. Rait. (>.

Slick ...1 (all Jod> 549-67K4

EXPERTISE REQUESTED

looking for Grad students, T.A.'s and
other knowledgeable persons to lead a

couple of informal seminars in marketing
in the hotel industry, sponsored by White
Mountains Region .Association. Olt. 24 &
25, Waterville Valley. Lodging expenses
paid. Contact now Bill McCloskey & leave

number. 549-44S3.

CALCULATORS
Cataatetor Sale - ( oilegr Calculators

offers lowest prices anywhere All models
"•liable Texas taut.. Hewall Packard
I'nicoaa. All machine* new aad guar, wife
2 usta replacement warranty Before voa
buy a calculator, call aae. I caa beat aay
price invwbere l^mk far say punters
around campus far details Then call ftae
< rowHI at 549- 1 JIS

MISCELLANEOUS

Photo Passports. Fast service 4 camera
repairs Ung's Photo. 253-3144.

PAUL'S OI.DTIME FIRNITVRE
has beds, bureaus desks, chairs,
rockers, mods lamps, books, clothing.

Goodwill spiritual wisdom sofas, etc.

If vou come down this week we will tell

you the meaning of life. PAl Is
located behind Aubuchon's. Amhersl.
25.1-1511 "Mightv I ike Arose".
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Campus

ICarousel

STUDENT GOVERNMENT AS
CUPID? The Indiana U. Student

Assembly is considering spon-

sorship of a computerized date-

matching service, according to a

story in the Indiana Daily Student.

If the IUSA approves, it will

inherit a private service offered by

Interpersonal Research, headed by

a grad student. He offered his

brainchild "because many people

thought the operation is a fly-by-

night enterprise. IUSA would give

the program respectability," he

adds.

Because IUSA will sign a "no
financial risk" contract, it won't

lose any money on the service.

The business manager of the

dating service hopes to match 5,000

applicants, according to IUSA
prexy, whose name is Flock,

tttt
HEADY HEADLINE appears in

the Illinois Central College Har-

binger: "Recycling Center Open -

Running Half-Trashed."

tttt
DOG DAYS ARE OVER on the

Amherst campus, according to a

story in the Amherst Student. The
newspaper quotes Prexy Ward as

writing the faculty that "One of the

major triumphs of my few years as

President has been to remove the

roving packs of dogs we used to

have on campus and in Valentine

Hall by a strict 'no pets' policy for

undergraduates."

tttt
NO NUDES IS GOOD NUDES,

according to intelligence reported

by Rowe (MA) School moppets
writing for their newspaper, the

Summer School Shorts.

"Mr. Shumway, chief of the

Rowe Police has got a new police

cruiser. Mr. Shumway caught some
skinnydippers at the beach with his

new car."

Pretty fuzzy, eh?

Boston gas

prices drop
BOSTON [AP] - Retail gasoline

prices declined slightly from July to

August in the Boston area, the U.S.
Labor Department announced
yesterday.

Federal statistics show that
prices for regular gas fell 0.4 per
cent to an average of 55.2 cents per
gallon in August. Premium gas
showed a 0. 1 per cent price decline,

averaging 59.1 cents per gallon in

August.

Appearing

Tonite

Aces & Eights

Tomorrow:

Clean living

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47

Sunderland

665-4937

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
Bv St ella Wilder

Wednesday, Sept. 25

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221 -
Hitch your wagon to a star if

you must — but be sure that

you are capable of remaining
steadfast to your ideal. Keep
standards high.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

— Take care not to attempt
more than you can achieve

today. This is no time to fail in

the sight of others; your best

bet is a sure thing.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) — You should find it

a simple matter to make new
friends — if you will take the

trouble to attend a public

gathering. Let yourself see

and be seen.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-J an

19) — Business and/or pro-

fessional contact are such that

you can ill afford to ignore

them at this time. What you
fail to cultivate may well

disintegrate.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.

18) — Both family and career

matters require your utmost in

the way of attention this

morning. Take care not to

confuse issues during the

afternoon.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
— There may be some
in-fighting on the employment
scene as a result of your recent

success. Don't expect every -

one to accept losses with

grace.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

— A new idea in combination
with a new ambition should
bring you to the attention of

those who can make or break
your chances for advance-
ment.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

— Look to your past for hints

to your future — but don't
make the mistake of building

tomorrow entirely upon your
yesterdays. Consult others in

the field.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— A day filled with "green
lights." You should be able to

meet several goals and attain

several objectives during
afternoon and evening.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)

You can put recent plans

into action today if you are

wise enough to seek the advice
of one who knows precisely

what your objective is.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
This is no time for you to be
sitting idly by while others
make gains and reputations.

Do what you can to initiate a
new and better deal for

yourself.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
— Keep yourself in readiness
for that single opportunity
which can carry you to the top.

Take advantage of any chance
to be seen in action.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

' Capital of

a Samoa
5 Be ewdant
9 Summoned
14 Eye patt

15 Whe«H shall

16 Scftritt*

w** stmem
' ? Diplomat*
18 Rodent

2 words
20 Attdtty

21 And trifles!

Abbi
22 Wat a tenant

23 Chart anew
2S Swagger
27 intend

29 Regimen!
Abbr

30 Blush
34 "Good King

36 Infant

distress

38 Go out
39 Kind of

executioner

42 "The
Eau-is

"

43 ' Scat'"
Slang

44 100 square
meters

45 Musical
team

46 Hawaiian
garland

Kind of glove

Raymond
and Aa'On
Tie up
Political

paitv head
Wridt? Ptefn
USSR (ive*

Uneasiness

Pimm
Chjdes
sister

Overcharged
S'ang
Seaport of

Latvia

Greek
musical term

porridge

hot

Detail

Deadfall

DOWN
Constellation

Calm
Kind of pass
Of the stars

Free from
hazard
Fire escapes
Current path
2 words
Comedian

Brooks
Heavenly *

body
Or* of

Labrador

Ye*te ddv 5 Puzzle So vt 1
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1

y 1
• a|v !
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1 h ! 8 B !

11 Strained

12 Different

13 Conveyance
document

19 Medicinal

substance
24 Bargains
26 Happen again

28 Likewise not

30 Man s name
Abbr

31 Noted
actress

2 words
32 Completely

finished

33 dusted
34 Curbed
35 Baseball

family name

37 Failure

38 Restrict

40 Sever
41 Curlers cap
46 Beguile
48 Hooky player

49 Light brown
50 Grass like

plant

52 Gift bearer

53 Hibernation

54 Speech delect

55 Being Sp
56 Water Latin

57 Presses lor

payment
59 Canadians or

Yankees
62 Numerical

prefix

l?

2 GOOD
2 GREAT

SYSTEMS,

BUYS

r

dizzy and paul — By Jim Carson

c0 turn 1 2 >^4ao l\jcL
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*J»
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SAVE 20%
This system has it all! Power, clarity, wide range,

linear response, extra features-and at a price too low
to pass up! The highlight of the system is the EPI 90,
which received a first place rating in speakers in the
under $150.00 category by the leading consumer
testing laboratory. To power the EPI's, the Nikko 4030
supplies 44 watts R.M.S., features switching for two
pairs of speakers, tape monitor, FM muting and comes
with a three year warranty. The Glenburn 2155 WB
turntable protects your records and adds nc obtrusive

noise of its own, with a four pole synchronous motor,
viscous damped cueing and Shure M75 EC elliptical

magnetic cartridge. Complete with tinted dust cover

and wooden base.

COME LISTEN
TO LINEAR SOUND

AND SAVE 20%

i

o \

V.

iPKIPHIKH 10 HH0OI ISSUC
•»i aeviaTvau o»

&. CAPTAIN 9

COMfONENT

hifi

Entertaining

Guide to
Components.

SYSTEM $749
LIST $905
FOR THE DISCERNING

APARTMENT DWELLER
If you're an apartment dwelling audiophile on a

budget, then this is the system for you. The ELECTRO-
VOICE INTERFACE A loudspeaker is the first true

"bookshelf" system achieving 32 hz. bass response
without sacrificing efficiency of accuracy. Requiring

only 15 watts RMS, the INTERFACE A nonetheless

achieves high output levels with minimum distortion,

due to its unique vented "Sixth-Order Butterworth"
enclosure. Matching the EV's power requirements, the

PIONEER 535 delivers 35 watts continuous power, and
features FM muting, speaker switching and two tape
monitors. To match these fine components, we've
picked the new PIONEER PL- 10 semi-automatic tur-

ntable, with belt drive and synchronous motor for

smooth quiet operation. A STANTON 500E elliptical

magnetic cartridge is included to complete this top

quality system. AND WITH A LIST PRICE OF $905, YOU
<AVE $156!

S#*%

Free delivery to 5 colleges

1L i4
•>,-

i

(I I '* FASTBACK
,SI

FRISBEE.'
with any purchase

over $10,

while supply lasts

*

-£

it

Amherst
259 Triangle St.

549-2610

tech hifi
Quality Components at the Right Price <

N fhampton
186 Main St.

586-2552
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 1974 FOOTBALL STATISTICS
Won 1 Lost 1 Yankee Conference Won 1 Lost 9/22/74

SCORING
Romboll, fb

Jessamy, hb
Lang, fb

Sprout, W

Torrance, fb

Trlpucka, qb
VanBuren, cb
Mlka. wr

TD PAT(l ) PAT (2 ) FG PTS

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

4(6) 1(3)

0(2)

12

6

6

7

6

6

6

6

RUSHING
Lang, fb

Jessamy, hb
Mondalto, hb
Romboli, fb

Trlpucka, qb
Torrance, qb
Colton, qb

ATT GAIN LOSS NET AVE LG
27 141

26
14

11

20
10

6

137

71

69

85

24

29

30

6

141 5.2
137 5.3
71

36

18

5.1 16

69 6.2 16

55 2.7 15

24 2.4 6

23 3.8 11

UMass
Opponents

PASSING
Trlpucka, qb
Kelllher, qb
Colton, qb
Mondalto, hb

8 4(6) 0(2) 1(3) 55

2 2(2) 1(1) 17

ATT COMP INT YDS TD PCT
27 10 4 175 1 .370

5 3 25 .600

2 .000

1 .000

AVE/
COMP
17.5

8.3

UMass
Opponents

PASS RECEIVING
Mika, wr
Harrlman, flk

Finnerty. wr

122 576 47 529 4.4 36
70 259 74 185 2.6 17

NO YDS TD AVE LG
7 93 1 13.2 40
5 50 10.0 14

1 57 57.0 57
UMass 13 200 1 15.2 57

Opponents 18 221 2. 12.2 28

UMass 35 13 4

Opponents 47 18 3

PUNTING NO YDS AVE LG
Romboll. fb 11 423 38.4 56
UMass 11 423 38.4 56
Opponents 14 484 34.6 46

INTERCEPTIONS

200 1 .371

221 2 .383

15.3

12.3

KICKOFF RETURNS NO
VanBuren, cb 2

Jessamy, hb 2

Croasdale, cb 2

YDS TO AVE LG
38 19.0 23

36 18.0 18

31 15.5 20

J. Toner (l-ll), Levine (1-0), Telander

FUMBLE RECOVERIES
VanBuren 1 (80 yds. TD) ; Mika (1); Hicks
D. Butterfield (1)

1974 RESULTS Yankee Conference

PUNT RETURNS NO YDS AVE LG
Harris, s 4 12 3.0 5

Croasdale, cb 1 7 7.0 7

(1-0) TEAM SUMMARIES UM OPP
Total First Downs 39 28
by rushing 26 12

on (l);by passing 11 13

by penalty 2 3

Own Funbles/Lost 4/2 5/4
No. Penalties 13 9

Yds. Lost Penalties 120 75

UM 13 Villanova 17 (7,807) A

UM 42 *Maine (2,400) A

SCORE BY PERIODS
UMass

I

6

2 3 4

20 23 6

Tot.

55
Opponents 3 14 17

E
to

c
a
D

Defensive end Bill Cooke
a weekly YanCon all star
Amherst: The first weekend of

Yankee Conference football games
found New Hampshire's Mike
Keough, Rhode Island's Dan
Whitaker, Massachusetts' Bill

Cooke and Connecticut's Russell

Clarke being honored for out
standing performances in their

respective games.
Keough, a junior quarterback

from Hyde Park, Mass. completed 7
of 12 passes good for 147 yards and
two touchdowns in his first varsity

Saturday's match at Norwich
proved to be one of the least

friendly encounters the UMass Club
has participated in of late.

Not only was an early starting

time an inconvenience, but the
weather which was monsoonlike
did little to encourage the less than
fanatic rugger.

In fact the weather, the long
drive and the early kickoff all

contributed to make the Norwich
trip more of a chore than usual.

Nevertheless the local ruggers
did engage in the scheduled match
and were edged out by a 16-14

score.

Ball control and precision of
execution were the order of the
day, and Norwich certainly com-
manded in both these departments.
Though tough in play the UMass

club could not keep the necessary
controi of the football for long
periods of time.

The rain drenched ball was
impossible to pick up as it's slippery

structure condemned the ball to

Golf tourney
New Seabury Country Club

overlooking Nantucket Sound on
Cape Cod will be the site of the

New England Fall golf cham-
pionship on Thursday and Friday.

UMass is the defending champion
having won the event for the first

time last year as the host team at

Hickory Ridge.

start as he led the Wildcats to a 28-

triumph over Boston University.

Whitaker, senior fullback from
Warwick, R.I. gained 138 yards
rushing in 31 carries, caught 4
passes for 46 yards, and scored
three touchdowns to highlight the
Rhode Island offense in a wild 48-36
triumph over Northeastern.

Cooke, a 6'5 - 252 lb. defensive

end who now lives in Albany, N.Y.
was in on four quarterback sacks as

Norwich

well as five other tackles as
Massachusetts upended Maine 42-

0.

Clarke, sophomore fullback form
New Haven, made his starting
debut as a varsity player for
Connecticut a memorable one as he
carried for four touchdowns and
207 yards in 44 rushing attempts as
the Huskies downed upset-minded
Vermont by a 36-22 score in the
first league games for both squads.

squirt out of hands on nearly every
occasion.

Norwich opened the scoring
fairly early in the first period with a

storybook scissors play which
tallied up the first four points.

The water ladened ball hindered
all future conversion attempts on
the afternoon.

The significant happenings after

this stage of the match were the
injuries sustained by the UM
ruggers. With two members of the
scrum being sent off for repairs.

From there the rains and Nor-
wich controlled the play as the

home team rolled up three more
trys.

Late in the game while two men

short UMass fell victim to a full

stacked Norwich side who em-
ployed a style of play only used by
the most unpolished sort of beasts.

It's a shame that such a decent
match degenerated into a petty

schoolboy scrope at the end.

The B and C teams also dropped
their matches by 8-5 and 7-0 scores,

respectively.

The post match activities were
limited to non-existant, though the

opposing captain apologized
pointing out it was a formal
weekend for them.

So the UMass Club was left to

drink their beer alone.

Next week UNH, up there.

if- *~ M *4
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UMass quarterback Mark Tripucka, shown here
over center Bruce Pinto in last Saturday's 42-0 rout
over the Black Bears of Maine, has his work cut out for

himself this coming Saturday when the Minuteman
travel up to Dartmouth to do battle with the Big
Green from the Ivies. Tripucka used his running and
passing game to perfection vs Maine, but it won't be as
easy against Dartmouth. Dartmouth is considered to

be the biggest challenge thus far in the young season.

SOONER OR LATER
YOU'LL COME TO

BZM3ritche&

Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.
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POLITICS
ATTENTION: STUDENTS INTERESTED IN

GETTING INVOLVED IN THIS FALL'S ELECTIONS!

There will be a meeting on Wednesday, September
25th, at 7:30 p.m., in the Campus Center, room 911, of
all students in the Five College Community who
would like to participate in the campaigns of
Democratic candidates for state and national office
this fall.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Candidates rom this area — State Senator John

Olver and State Representative James Collins — will
be there to talk with you about how you can help to
elect gubernatorial nominee Michael Dukakis and
other Democrats this fall.

LEARN POLITICS FIRST HAND!

PARTICIPATE

Jerome M. Mileur
jfc

Tbt Hi* Record SHop

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253 5394

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING OF

Environmental Action

CC 803

7 p.m.

• movie "The Tragedy of the Commons

• drafting of plans for this year

nominations of officers

SERVICE
is The name of
The qAME ....

tt

— when it comes"

to drafting & fine art supplies

....and that's why
WERE # 1

OPEN MON.-FRI. 9:30-

SAT. 9:30-5
PHONE 2 56-8159

In the imhtril carriage thopt 233 n. pl.asant Si. imhorii
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BIG NEWS -- Pitt star running back Tony Dorset
prepares to turn page of notebook in this action-packed
photo. The star is on the verge of all-time Pitt rushing
record.

Number3,000
for Kaline
BALTIMORE \UPI\ - Al Kaline

of the Detroit Tigers became the
12th player in major league history

to collect 3,000 hits in a career
Tuesday night when he drove a
fourth inning double down the
rightfield line against the Baltimore
Orioles.

The game immediately was
stopped, the ball retrieved and
taken with the bat Kaline used to a
box adjacent to the Tigers' dugout.

There it was presented to

American League President Lee
MacPhail, who will take them to

Cooperstown, N.Y., to be added to
the Hall of Fame Collection of
baseball memorabilia. Bowie Kuhn,
the commissioner of baseball, was
not at the game.

Kaline's hit, the 139th of this, his

22nd and last season in the major
leagues, came on Dave McNally's
first pitch in the fourth inning with
Detroit leading 1-0.

Typically, the embarrassed Kaline

had to be coaxed from second base
by officials and a cheering crowd of

about 11,000 over to MacPhail's
box. There Kaline had a deep smile

of satisfaction on his face as he
talked briefly with Detroit General
Manager Jim Campbell.

Kaline had grounded out to short

on his first trip to the plate, but his

hit never was in doubt from the

moment he swung.
Although Kaline became the 12th

player in the Major Leagues to

reach the 3,000 hit plateau, he was
the first in the AL in 49 years, and
also the first to do it since the

establishment of the designated
hitter rule in the American League
last season.

All of the previous 1 1 had to play

defense, too, just like Kaline did for

the first 21 seasons of his career.

His accomplishment is as
distinguished by those who didn't

make it as it is by those 11 who
previously made 3,000 hits.

The last to do it, before Kaline,

was Roberto Clemente of the

Pittsburgh Pirates, who got his

3,000th and last hit in the

next-to-last game of the 1972
season. Clemente was killed in an
Airplane Crash Dec 31. 1972

The last to get 3.000 in the

American League was Eddie

Collins, who got his 3,000th hit on
June 5, 1925, and eventually

finished with 3,311.

Ty Cobb is the All-Time leader

with 4,191. Also over 3,000 were
Stan Musial, Tris Speaker, Hank
Aaron, Honus Wagner, Nap LaJoie,

Willie Mays, Paul Waner and Cap
Anson.

But players like Ted Williams,

Babe Ruth, Rogers Hornsby, Lou
Gehrig, George Sisler, Luke Ap-
pling and Frankie Frisch never
made it. All of them, however —
like the 1 1 previous members of the

3,000 hit club, except for Mays and
Aaron who aren't eligible yet - are
in the Hall of Fame.

Kaline has not played a single

inning in the field this season.
Some say this detracts from his

accomplishment, but Kaline says,

"I really don't care what people
say."

"Self centered people are the
only ones who worry about what
other people say about them," he
said. "I knew the only way I was
going to get it was if I was going to

be the DH."
"I think he would have gotten it

even without the rule," says Buddy
Blattner, former player and now a
broadcaster for the Kansas City

Royals. "He would have played first

base. He's a pretty good first

baseman."

We love you Maine
ByBILLEDELSTEIN

Sports Staff

Are the Black Bears for real?
Every year UMass plays UMaine

in "football", and every year the
former invariably comes out of the
contest with an inflated opinion of
itself. This reporter thinks that one
should not pose the question, "Is
UMass for real?", (taking into
account the sorry showing against
Villanova last week in a 13-17,
mistake ridden loss coupled with
this week's 42-0 blitz of Maine "Are
the Maine Black Bears for real?"

There are, of course, two schools
of thought toward the answer of
this question; the Negative School
and the Affirmative School.
The Negative School believes

that UMaine is not for real in the
strictest sense of the words. It

states that the Black Bears can be
likened to good Samaritans; when
any other team, large or small, is

either having a rough season or is in

the midst of a losing streak, Maine
can always be counted upon to turn
their butts toward the sky for a
good swift kick.

commentary

The Affirmative School states
that UMaine is, in fact for real and
every year it takes the field in full

possesion of its faculties, trying to
win the ballgame. I find this difficult

to believe. Our friends from up
North have been being kind to us
since 1909 when this series was
initiated. In 21 games, Maine has
only four victories and one tie

(obviously mistakes) to show for
their efforts. As a matter of fact,
they go out of their way to be kind;

in five years they haven't dentt-
the UMie defense for a singi-

touchdown and the year befon
these generosities they wer-
gracious enough to only score one
TD in a 49-7 good-samaritanism.
"A fluke", you say, "UMaine will

shortly right itself and then we'll be
in for long seasons without a
break."

This reporter can't buy the above
opinion. Possibly, if the Black Bears
were only courteous in football, this

explanation might be acceptable.
Let us not forget, however, another
sport in which our northern
comrades eased our grief. After a
season of heartbreaking losses in

basketball, (one point to both
Providence College and Boston
College) Maine once again "turned
the other cheek" and let the
Minutemen boot them to the tune
of 108-38... on Senior Day, yet.

For all this and more, UMaine, we
give you our heartfelt thanks.

UMass linksters

open fall season
with tie for 1st

By MDC STAFF
The UMass golf team opened

their fall season with an impressive
first place finish in the innaugural
Toski Invitational Inter Collegiate

championship last Thursday at

Hickory Ridge CC. in Amherst.
UMass and Bryant College were

tied for the top spot with 397
strokes apiece. The tie was decided
on each team's sixth highest score.

An 81 by Rick Olson of UMass
proved decisive since the sixth

highest score for Bryant was an 89.

John Lasek and Dave Grochmal
paced the UMass linksters with a

pair of 78's. Howard Terban and
John Moriarity chipped in with a

pair of 80s. Tom Toski Jr. shot 81

along with Olson.

Twelve colleges with 84 players

teed off in the tournament spon-
sored by the golfing Toski family.

Tom Toski is the pro at Hickory
Ridge.

The order of finish after UMass
and Bryant was Central Conn, 3rd,

398; UConn and Rhode Island tied

for fourth at 400; Salem State,

sixth, 401 Boston College, 7th, 402;
with Williams, Amherst, Springfield

and Vermont far back in the field

The individual tournament
medalist was Dave Fox of Williams

Castro likes ABC;
exchanges gifts
NEW YORK \UPI\ - If you turned on ABC Wide World of Sports last

Saturday, you may have been stunned to see Cuba's bearded Premier Fidel
Castro chatting with American Sportscaster Keith Jackson in Havana.

"I never thought it would happen," said Keith Jackson of ABC-Sports
who just returned from the World Amateur Boxing Championships in
Cuba. "You can't schedule him to appear for anything. He might pop up in
a garage or in a sugar field or anywhere."
Jackson said Castro was at Ringside and after the fights started to leave

when the head of the Cuban Television Network motioned the Premier
toward ABC cameras.
"He just started talking and our cameras went on," said Jackson, who

gave Castro an ABC-Sports banner and received a Cuban cigar in return.
"It was a Montecristo Special," Jackson said. "For my money it's the

best in the world."

Jackson said that during the brief interview that Castro, who used an
interpreter, seemed an "affable" man "but deadly intense."
"We realized that we weren't getting any place with our guides or

monitors, and we decided to present the Premier with the uniform and
some books on baseball. If he came over to us while we were in Cuba, we
would just start talking to him and have the cameras ready."

Jackson, who last visited Cuba in 1950, was pleased by what he saw of
the new Cuba.
"The people are better off now than when they were in 1950," he said.

"At that time only two per cent of the population controlled the country
and the other 98 per cent were left in poverty. The streets are now clean;
people are not drunk in the street, and kids are not trying to sell their
sisters."

However. Jackson said that there are still many problems in the
Communist country. "They don't have any faculties for getting fresh fruit
into Havana from Oriente Province. There is no such thing as a clothing
store in Havana. There is just a place where you get clean clothes, and as a
capitalist, if there was anything that I wanted to have in Cuba, it would be
the paint concession. Everything needs a paint job."
Jackson said the Cuban officials he met all talked warmly about re-

establishing diplomatic relations between Washington and Havana, and
from the information he received. Jackson said he expected President Ford
to do this after the November elections.

UNIVERSITY
DRIVE

with a 75.

*Bell's Pizza House-
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

FIVE COLLEGE JANUARY FLIGHT

Boston London, January 3, returning Paris-Boston,
January 23, round-trip $240. TWA Boeing 707.
Deadline for full payment November 1. Early sign-up
urged. Contact INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, 239
Whitmore, tel. 545-2710. for application. The only
authorized 5 college flight.

PIZZA

GRINDERS

SPAGHETTI
Short lunch hour?

Wh> „n( %n „„. „,„„., |unrh ho((r pI
.u| ,

,

****************

XEROX BULK RATE
Gnomon Copy Service, in Amherst, is of-

fering a bulk rate of two cents flat for Xerox
copies. To qualify, an order must meet the
following conditions: (a) 5 or more copies of each
original (b) unbound originals only (c) two-sided
copies* (d) $5.00 minimum (e) allow 24 hours.
Orders meeting these conditions will be Xeroxed for

two cents per copy. Collating and choice of regular,

three hole, legal, or colored paper are free. 25% rag
paper is % cent extra per sheet. Gnomon is open 7

days a week. Phone 253-3333.

F or copying onto one side only, add 4 cent per copy

*ec *bo«d<** j*k***k .
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Booters kick BC in opener
By BEN CASWELL

CHESTNUT HILL - Boston's chilly

weather led to some very cold play of the

UMass Soccer Minutemen in the first half,

but they really warmed up in the second half

(although the weather didn't) and went on to

shutout the Boston College Eagles last night,

4-0.

The first half was actually more than cold

for UMass, it was freezing. The only score of

the half came early when forward Bob
McChesney made a nice drop pass to Bill

Belcher who fired it past the Boston College

goaltender. UMass play in this half was fairly

sloppy as was the play of the Eagles. Coach
Al Rufe commented that, "we were losing

the ball in the first half on some strange

bounces." This was related to the fact that

the game was being played on Astroturf and
many of the UMass players took some time

to get used to it.

The Minutemen got some fine defensive
play from their fullbacks in the first half. Dan
Ouellette, Dean Lungu, and Gary McKenna
looked especially strong against the relatively

weak offense of the Eagles. Goaltender Marc
Hanks was not tested severely too many
times but he had a few good saves , of a
rare BC flurry of shots out in front near the
end of the half.

On offense in the first half UMass looked
very sloppy. Their passing was off and they
were not controlling the play. As Coach Rufe
said, "In the first half B.C. was playing a kick

and run type of game and we were trying to

play that type with them. That is not our
game and it showed."
When the second half began the UMass

passing game was at its best. Early in the half

two different UMass players nearly con-

nected for goals only to have their shots go
off the crossbar. Bob McChesney actually

did put the ball in the net but it was called

back on an offside infraction.

Tony King started off UMass' second half

scoring taking a long lead pass and putting a

nice corner shot up high that made the score

2-0. The next few minutes of play were wide
open with several UMass scoring chances
being called back on offside calls. Then out

of virtually nowhere Mohammed Othman
drove in a shot from about thirty yards out

that eluded the busy B.C. netminder. Oth-

man's shot was a fine cross corner kick that

went up high on the strings and really sewed
up the game for UMass.
The final Minuteman goal was definitely

the play of the game. Forward Bob Stanley

took a short pass from Othman and did some

around three B.C. deienders stopped at the

edge of the goal area, faked back and then

fired a waist high shot into the net to finish

the scoring

Later co-captain Jim Vollinger was robbed

on a hard shot that the B.C. goalie made his

best save of the night on. This goalie was
called for walking infraction on the play,

however, and Vollinger got a free kick from a

poor angle and the shot was easily stopped.

"The second half was the way we like to

play," said Coach Rufe and it was that kind

of play, that led the Minutemen to an
unimpressive but nonetheless very important
and convincing opening game win.

QUICK SHOTS - Next game is against

UMaine at Orono on Saturday. Maine was
second in the Yankee's YanCon last year and
beat UMass 1-0. First home game is a week

•stH

great ball-handling as he danced laterally from today against Keene State.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a***

J Inside Sports I

j • Kaline tops 3,000 hits J

t #Maine is a godsend J

J #Ruggers toppled j

J •Fidel Castro on ABC I

UPI Wirephoto

YANKS ELLIOTT MADDOX steals second in the first inning of the first game of
last nights twin-bill. Sox won both. Dude Griffin is second sacker.

Sox sweep Yanks, 4-0, 4-2;

fans erupt in repeated brawls
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Luis Tiant

and Roger Moret each pitched
complete games Tuesday night
when the Boston Red Sox swept a
doubleheader from New York, 4
and 4 2, to drop the Yankees into
second place in the American
League Eastern Division Race.
The two losses, before an unruly

paid crowd of 43,438, left the
Yankees one-half game behind the
Baltimore Orioles, who won their
ga.ne with the Detroit Tigers.

A dozen or so fights, including
three major ones, broke out during
the second game and the umpires
warned the crowd several times to f\ *\ r\\ r\ *•%. *%*« iAA.A tT A
stop throwing objects onto the UNOleS SOUeeZe 5"4 Will
field.

BALTIMORE \UPI\ Andy Etchebarren's squeeze bunt in the eighth
inning scored Brooks Robinson from third base with the winning run and
overshadowed Al Kaline's 3,000th career hit Tuesday night when the
Baltimore Orioles rallied for a 5-4 victory over the Detroit Tigers.

Trailing 4-3 against reliever John Hitler, Don Baylor doubled with one out
and scored on Robinson's double to right field for a 4-4 tie. Robinson
dashed to third base on Hiller's wild pitch and scored when Etchebarren
bunted safely down the first base line.

Kaline's two- bagger down the right field line leading off the fourth in-

ning made the Tigers' designated hitter the 12th man in baseball history to
obtain the 3,000 hit milestone.

Oriole reliever Bob Reynolds, 7-5, gained the victory after replacing
starter Dave McNally in the seventh inning when Tiger shortstop Eddie
Brinkman's two-run homer produced the 4-3 edge.

Brinkman walked and scored on Ron Leflore's two out double for a 1-0

lead in the third inning.

Tiger pitcher Vern Ruhle was the victim of Leflore's outfield error during
a two- run Oriole fifth inning. Mark Belanger and Rich Coggins singled with
two outs and scored when center fielder Leflore dropped Paul Blair's fly

ball

Two fans were dragged by

special police out of the stadium via

the playing field in scenes that were
reminiscent but never approached
the violence of the crowd problems

experienced last October during the

New York Mets-Cincinnati Reds
playoff series.

The Red Sox scored their first

two runs in the fifth inning of the
nightcap to take a 2 1 lead on
singles by Mario Guerrero and Juan
Beniquez, a walk, and an infield out

by Carl Yastrzemski. They added
the runs which turned out to be

their margin of victory against loser

Larry Gura in the seventh on a walk,

Jim Rice's double, an infield out

and a passed ball by Thurman
Munson. Bobby Murcer drove in

both Yankee runs in the second
game as Moret squared his

season's record at 9-9.

In the opener, Tiant yielded six

hits for his seventh shutout and
21st victory of the season with the

help of a two run triple by Yastr-

zemski in the third inning.

*••••••••••••*•••••••••••*********#
Seven days in sport

Sox expire, Pats on fire
Starting today and continuing for every Wednesday throughout the

semester, "Seven Days in Sport" will be a regular feature on these pages.
Steve Saraceno will provide a summary of the previous week in the world
of sports.

By STEVESARACENO
Sports Staff

Well, the Great Overlap is upon us. Tis the time when the average
sports fan is driven bughouse trying to keep up with the avalanche of
sports info. Ask Joe Fan to repeat last night's big story and he'll mumble
something about Dewey Evans catching a game-winning 31-yard TD pass
from Gilles Gilbert to lead the Celtics to their first preseason victory.

Things need clarification. ..thus, this column...

The big stories of the last week...The Sox settled comfortably into their
coffin, losing two-out-of -three to both Detroit and Baltimore.. .The
Patriots won over the Hackensack Orphans ( Giants) and in so doing gained
sole possession of first... The Minutemen gained over 300 yards rushing in

a 42 whomping of the Black (or is it Teddy) Bears of Maine.. .and it was
Upset City, USA, for many of college football's Top Twenty...

For details to these stories and other bombshells, read on...

BASEBALL- The Red Sox had a 2-4 week, to make it 20 losses in their
last 29 ballqames. However, thev did manaae to beat Baltimore Saturday
in a rain-plagued 6 hour and 48-minute classic that the Globe's Peter
Gammons tabbed "The Ultimate Bill Lee Game". After Moonman had
gone the route (ten innings), Lee beamed, "I had fun. I feel great. I loved
it". What a crater...

The Orioles moved to within one game of the Yanks as they swept 'em
in a three game series.. .The Cardinals clung to the top of the N.L East with
some grand larceny from Lou Brock. ..The Reds fell to four-and- a- ha If

behind the Dodgers as they went 2-5.. .and amazing Fergie Jenkins won
No. 24 for astonishing Texas, which with a minor miracle or two could give
Oakland a run for the title...

...and finally, Dick Allen called it quits. "He's still a child", said his
manager, Chuck Tanner.. But, boy, that kid could hit...

FOOTBALL -The Patriots had 28 passes completed against them by
Norm Snead (jeez!, but still topped the Giants, 28-20. The Pats are now the
only undefeated team in the AFC (I)...

...For the second straight week, the Monday night game contained a
dilly of a finish, as the Eagles nipped the Cowboys on a Tom Dempsey 46-
yard boot with 25 seconds left...

The Minutemen mangled Maine as John Ramboli, Rich Jessamy and
Keith Lang did nice things to their rushing averages and bad things to Main
tacklers. It was the MacPherson-Men's fifth straight blanking of the Black
Bears...

...In other college football.. .it was supposed to be a "blowout" weekend
for the Top Twenty, meaning that most ranked teams were to romp. In-
stead, the biggies got knocked off left and right. A few cases in point: LSU
(No. 6), Arkansas (9), Nebraska (4), Penn State (7, lost to Navy, no less),

and UCLA (11, which lost to Iowa, a team that didn't win any games last
year)...

CAMPUS MISCELLANEOUS-The Soccer team beat twelfth-ranked
Harvard in an exhibition.. .and The Collegian football squad opened
workouts with many talking national title...

PRO MISCELLANEOUS-The "Courageous" successful defending of
the America s Cup over the Australian defender Double Cross (something
like that) set off riots of joy in nearly every American city..The Russians
stalemated Team Canada-one, win, one loss, two ties...

The Bruins tied Philadelphia (remember them?) and were shutout by
Montreal (some fellow named Dryden is making a comeback for that
team)... and the Celtics opened training camp at Mass Maritime, thus
touching off a spat of rather inane photos of "Captain" John Havlicek at
the helm of a training ship pointing out icebergs to his "mates"

LOVEJOY
ACQUITTED
Wins verdict on technicality
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Trustees [~j

receive
budget

By JUDY FRIEDLAND
and SUSAN S TUEBING

Staff Reporters

The Board of Trustees will

receive an $80.8 million budget for

UMass-Amherst for the fiscal year
1976 at their meeting next Wed-
nesday.

This figure, which comes from
their Budgets Committee who met
Tuesday, eliminates the creation of
new faculty positions and increased
student admission for next year.

The basic thrust of the budget,
according to Warren Gulko, Budget
Director, is to meet the rising cost
of inflation and to increase the
University support staff.

This amount is $13.6 million more
than the operating budget for fiscal

75. Of this increase, $10 million is

required to keep up with the rising

cost of living.

Gulko emphasized that the
budget request is very realistic and
follows a "fairly conservative"
policy on inflation.

"We calculated the budget while
assuming that the current rate of
inflation will not continue," he said.

The budget request allocates

$700,000 to the creation of 78 new
support staff positions. Gulko
explained that there is a "critical

need" for support personnel, which
are clerical and technical workers,
due to the University's rapid growth
within the past 15 years.

turn to page 2

(Staff photo by Carol DeSousai

"Hey, Artie! I wonder where these stairs go down to."

Callahan considers Lovejoy retrial
By a Staff Reporter

Hampshire and Franklin County District
Attorney John M. Callahan is "thinking
about" retrying Samuel H. Lovejoy, 21 for his
toppling of a weather tower taking AEC
required date for nuclear power plant
proposed site in Montague.

Lovejoy was acquitted yesterday by a
Greenfield Judge in a directed verdict on a
charge of malicious destruction of personal

property in connection with the destruction
of the Northeast Utilities tower last spring.

Retrial "is something that will have to be
considered ", Callahan said, adding, "it's

something I'm looking into."

Callahan said Massachusetts law which
distinguish personal from real property are

"very antiquated" and he wants to file

legislation correcting them
Asst. District Attorney John A. Murphy,

who tried Lovejoy, said he "was extremely
disappointed" at the acquittal. "He's the

judge and he makes the rulings," Murphy
said of trial Judge Kent B. Smith.

The owner of the 500-foot weather tower
that was collecting AEC required data for a

proposed $13 billion reactor power plant in

Montague had no comment after the
acquittal.

turn to page 10

By DA VE GREENSLIT
Staff Reporter

GREENFIELD Sam Lovejoy's Superior
Court trial ended abruptly yesterday af-

ternoon when Judge Kent B. Smith ruled
that the state had failed to prove an essential
element of the indictment and ordered the
jury to return a direct verdict of not guilty.

Lovejoy was charged with willful and
malicious destruction of personal property in
the Feb. 22 toppling of a 500-foot
meterological tower on the Montague Plains,
site of Northeast Utilities' proposed $1.52
billion nuclear power plant.

reaction below;

news analysis,

seep. 10

Referring to personal property as "a big

hole in the indictment," Smith said that the
evidence presented had established the
tower as real estate. He became convinced,
he said, when a member of the Montague
board of assessors testified that the property
was assessed and taxed as realty.

Smith conceded that the statutes con-
cerning property were "archaic," but said
that the board of assessors is a "subdivision
of the Commonwealth" and, in light of their
decision, he could not "in good conscience"
send the case to the jury.

Before Smith made his ruling both
Lovejoy and Assistant DA. John Murphy
ironically joined forced to argue against the
directed verdict, a motion which Lovejoy had
filed earlier in the trial.

Murphy, of course, wanted to win the
case, and argued that tax purposes are not
conclusive as a matter of law."

Lovejoy, who wanted the jury to determine
whether his act was justified given the
danger of nuclear power, said that "Franklin

County would not be best served by (the

Court's) ruling on a technicality."

turn to page 2

inside:
The conviction of Lt. Calley

in the My Lai massacre was
overturned yesterday. See page
4.

Israeli warplanes bomb
southern Lebanon for the
second straight day. See photo
on page 4 and story on page 5.

weather:
Good morning boys and girls'

Vour friendly neighborhood
forecaster says you can nave
any kind of weather you want
today, as long as it's sunny,
mild, with southwest winds 10
to 20 miles per hour.
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Student rent board instituted
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ByJIMPAULIN
Staff Reporter

A board which will represent the student

body in matters concerning dormitory

services, rents and the food services is being
established according to Matt Burns, a

member of the Rents and Fees Committee of

the student senate.

Called the Residential Life Joint Policy

Board, it will be subordinate to the Rents and
Fees Committee and will meet with the

Office of Residential Life, the office in charge
of all matters relating to residential areas.

The proposed Board will consist of 21

members; two from each residential area

including the Greeks and The commuters
(which includes married student housing);

three from the undergraduate senate; two
from the graduate senate; one person
representing student dining commons
employees; and a person representing

students employed in the dormitories. The
parties involved (Student Senate, residential

area governments, Greeks, commuters) are

meeting now and are ironing out policies so
an agreeable constitution can be ratified.

The Food Services Governing board will

be incorporated into the board. "We're
going to take all those who know about tne

Food Services and shift them to the

Residential Life board where they will serve

on a food service committee" Burns said.

Burns says the constitution probably
would not be voted upon until the middle of

October. "It has to deal with so many diverse

groups that its hard to set up". He also went
on to say "it's not the kind of thing you can
make up and run off in one day".

After the constitution is ratified, the board

will still have to await the unanimous ap-

proval of all parties involved, according to

Burns. When and if the board is established,

it will have an enormous task in effectively

representing the domestic opinions of the

thousands of students affected by decisions

made by the Office of Residential Life.

The Board will work with Ken Dean,

director of the office of residential life.

"We're trying to establish one full line of
communication from the students and one
full line from the staff," he said.

20% of faculty consult with corporations
By SANDY CARLIN

Staff Reporter
Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs

Robert C. Gluckstern estimates that between
10 and 20 per cent of the faculty here are
involved in consulting with private cor-
porations. Gluckstern says faculty members
are able to contribute new ideas to the
University by consulting and doing research
with private corporations.

The UMass faculty consulting policy has
recently surfaced in the hiring controversey

Lovejoy trial

cont. from p. 1

of professor Gideon Ariel.

The consulting policy of UMass entitled,

"Policy On Compensation For Certain
Additional Services" says it is the respon-
sibility of every university to promote and
encourage the search for new truth and
knowledge for the benefit, of mankind. .."-

whereas the university is recognized for

scholarly and creative work of its faculty."
Even though such a policy exists, many

faculty members have recently expressed the
view that they would not participate in

consulting because they think it's unethical.

The University Policy does have certain

restrictions which say, "The first duty and
first loyalty of a member of the faculty is to
the university" who "is under obligation to
render to the University the most effective
service of which he is capable."
The policy also demands that faculty

members do not undertake such con-
sultations if they can't give their best efforts

to the University.

Another stipulation in the policy is that

faculty members report their participation in

consulting to their Department Head. Since
UMass holds classes six days a week, the

policy limits the time for consultation and
research by the faculty to the equivalent of

one day a week.

Along with consulting, the policy also
states that faculty members may endorse
commercial products providing that the
University's name is not used in the en-
dorsement.

"It would be absolute mockery of

the law," Smith told Lovejoy, "to

tell the jury to disregard this big

hole in the indictment." He
reminded the defendant that he

faced five years in prison and said,

"This is not the classrooms of

Amherst, Mr. Lovejoy, this is life

itself."

"I know that your honor," replied

Lovejoy, "that's why I'm here."

Before calling for the jury, Smith
said to Lovejoy, "If I release you,
you're not being released on a

technicality.. .You're being released
on the law."

The jury then returned and Smith
told them that it is "the Com
monwealth's burden to prove
beyond a reasonable doubt each
essential element of the in-

dictment" because "liberty and life

are so precious." He said that the
state had not proved the property
involved to be personal, adding that

it was not Murphy's fault.

He told the jury that had the case

gone to them, they would not have

debated the "pros and cons of

nuclear power" during
deliberations. Smith also said that

just as national security was not

justification for breaking the law in

the Ellsberg break-in, "the facts

(nuclear danger) do not establish

justification in this case."

"The law doesn't know how to
handle justification," he continued,
"neither do people in the free

world."

Finally, at 3:00 p.m. Smith said to

the jury, "I'm acting on my con-
science" in ordering the jury to

return a verdict of "not guilty by
direction of the court."

Before leaving the room, he said

to Lovejoy, "Before you do it again,
Mr. Lovejoy, think of the Con-
stitution that both you and I love."

Outside the court room after the
decision, Lovejoy said that he had
"a good case to present to the
jury," but he appeared satisfied

with Smith's ruling.

Samuel Lovejoy

A juror then came up to

congratulate him, and Lovejoy said

to him, "Sorry I put you all through
such a hassle."

"You handled it very well," said

the juror as he turned to leave, "just

don't do it again."

Wednesday brings new budget
cont. from p. 1

Since 1970, according to Gulko,
there has been a 27 percent in

crease in both student enrollment
and faculty positions, a 29 percent
increase in Physical Plant em-
ployees and a 57 percent increase in

the maintenance area while the
support staff has only grown by 10
percent

"Last year, there were only four
new secretarial positions created
for the entire University," said

Gulko.

Gulko hopes that the
reorganization of Whitmore and the
development of the Residential Life

board can hold down student fees
for next year.

"The Health Center Fee will

definitely not be raised," he added.
The budget increase also in

eludes $400,000 for library

acquisitions, 1.3 million for

maintenance and $1.5 million for

program adjustment, which he
describes as "shots of additional

funding to various activities," such
as University Without Walls, the
Arts Center and Student Services.

After the Board of Trustees votes
on the request, the governor will

review and modify it and submit it

to the State Legislature. The
finalized budget will appear in June.

Open house
The Program Council Art

Committee is holding an Open
House in the Student Union Art

Gallery tonight at 7:30. All

persons interested in the
committee and art in general
are invited to drop by.

Newswriting seminar
The Collegian's news advisor will

teach a one-hour informal seminar
tonight (9-26) in Student Union
room 402 next to the paper's of
fices. The class is open to all, in-

cluding grad students.

Christopher Kertesz, the advisor,
will talk about news writing: putting
together a conventional news story
as opposed to feature writing.
Kertesz is the Amherst and

Easthampton editor of the Daily

Hampshire Gazette, an afternoon
daily in Northampton.
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Need some credits?

SVS has the answer
E.B. BRODY
Staff Reporter

Still need a course to fulfill your requirements this semester?
Student Volunteer Services (SVS) is offering a number of courses and

work collectives through the various residential areas, a number of which
are still open.

SVS, a student initiated and supported program for "social action and
radical social change", has been offering "collectives, colloquia and
courses for credit and placements in over 125 community projects," since
its development and subsequent inauguration last July.
Through both credit and non-credit student volunteer experiences, SVS

hopes to benefit and provide enriching experiences for various local
communities, as well as the students involved.

In addition to information available in their booklet, the SVS personnel
said some of their plans for the future, including a film-lecture on Thursday
night at Orchard Hill: "Defenses of Profit as a Revolutionary Tool for Social
Change." The speaker will be Mr. John Hammar, President of Work Inc
in Holyoke. They hope to have further lectures in the future, as well as an
alternative careers conference, and Global Survival work.
The following courses are still open, until this Friday.
Orchard Hill, 385A: Citizenship and Social Change
Orchard Hill 385I: Compulsory Mis- Education in America
Orchard Hill 385K: Jury Project
Orchard Hill 385J: The Caribbean Region

orchard Hill 385H: Practicum in Individualized Programming Center

Northeast Area:
Eng. 385: Illiteracy Collective

Urban Affairs: Problems in Legal Services-Housing-Environmental
Concerns

Educ. 385: Advocates for Ex-Patients of Belchertown
If interested, SVS administrators may be contacted at 406 Goodell

Library (5-21 17) or at Room 101, Webster Library, in Orchard Hill.
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Sewage bans, electrical systems, and...

Security problem plagues Fine Arts Center
By MARA KLEIN
Staff Reporter

This is the second pert of a two
part series on the Fine Arts
Building.

As with any new building, be it a house,
skyscraper or, as in UMass's case, the Fine
Arts Center, there are bound to be problems
that need to be ironed out.

According to Frederick Steinway, the
director of the building, security is the
problem which concerns him the most.
Because it is physically impossible to button

up the building at night after the workmen
have left for the day, there are many people
wandering around the building late at night.

Although he realizes that the students
roaming through the building are just

curious, they could easily get hurt, since the

building isn't completed yet.

Also few lights are on in the building at

night, tools are sometimes left lying around,
etc., so there are many ways a curious UMie
can get hurt. To date no damage has been
done, other than empty beer bottles left lying

around the building, but there is always that

one person who'll get his kicks from being

destructive, so Mr. Steinway hopes that
students will wait until the building is open to
the student body before exploring.
The building can't open due to a sewage

ban imposed by the town of Amherst if lifted.

This ban went into affect a year and a half

ago, while the building was under con
struction, and a variance has been requested
by the University. According to Mr. Lit-

tlefield, Whitmore's spokesman on the
matter, the University should be granted a
variance within the month.

None of the auditoriums have lighting or

sound systems, and in all probability they
won't be installed until the spring. This delay,
as were many others is due to strikes which
took place while the building was under
construction.

Telephone cables are finally being installed
next week. This had been delayed due to the
strike that Westinghouse had recently. All of
these problems frequently set back con-
struction schedules for any large buildings.

By next October when the building opens
with its gala celebration, most of the
problems with the building should be
remedied.

Staff Photo/Chris Bourne

The UMass Concert Dance Group and the University
Dancers will present their annual fall concert tonight
tomorrow and Saturday at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium. Advanced reserve tickets are available at
the Fine Arts Council Box Office in Herter Hall.

Dele Ojo charms audience
By RON CHA/T
Staff Reporter

"I believe in making people happy," said Emperor
Dele-Ojo. "If the public gets the group, they like us.

Emperor Dele-Ojo and His Africana Internationals

put this theory to the test last Monday night as more
than 250 people crowded into the Student Union
Ballroom to view some traditional African music and
dance.

In a cabaret-style setting which encouraged per-

sons to dance, the emperor and his group got most of

the gathering onto the dance floor with a contagious
blend of JuJu, Highlife, Chachacha, and Afro-

indigenous (folk song) music.

The Emperor and the Internationals showed several

examples of native cultural dance. The most unusual
were a fire-eater who passed flames over his body and
into his mouth, and a man who danced barefoot on
bits of broken glass.

The 34-year-old Dele-Ojo said he is not an emperor
by any birthright. He said he was crowned "a hero by
my fans" after a war tour in 1966, and the title "has

nothing to do with politics."

Dele-Ojo and His Africana Internationals have been
together since the group formed in Nigeria in 1964,
and have toured all over the world.

Sponsored by the UMass Arts Council, this was
their first New England appearance, and -crowd
response tended to be favorable.

"I think they're fantastic/' said Kirby Gilmore, a
UMass graduate student who once lived in Africa. He
added, "The guitar work is very clean."

Ajku of Springfield College called them "exciting.
They're just downright 'badd'."

Others suggested the group was "really together"
and "filled with infectious happiness."
A few persons complained about the tables being

far from the stage, causing "too much psychological
distance," Many persons complained about a lack of
enough heating. Both problems were alleviated when
the individuals got up to dance, however.
Emperor Dele-Ojo said, on behalf of the group, that

they enjoyed their stay here, and would try to return
someday.

Alliance formed against racism
ByDONNAA.DIODATI

Staff Reporter

Uniting in an effort to remedy
Amherst area social problems,
some 20 people recently formed a

local chapter of the National

Alliance against Racist and Political

Repression.

At the Tuesday night meeting, it

State, Amherst pledge funds

for five-college bikepaths
By JUDY BOUCHER

Staff Reporter
Within a few years there will be bike paths along

most of the major roads and arteries leading to other
towns and the five colleges, according to Wendy
Lindquist at a circulation committee meeting of the
Amherst Planning Board this week.
The state has funded 2.1 million dollars for the five

college bikeway system and the Town Meeting this

year has appropriated $32,000 for correcting edges of

roads and building ramps. Also, Federal funds are

expected to help finance the system.

"The bikeway system will be built in phases and not
done all at once," said Lindquist.

The proposed plan entails widening roads for bike

lanes, raising sewage grates to the same height as the

roads, rectifying traffic problem areas or avoiding
them by establishing by passes and installing more
bike racks downtown.

There will be two basic types of bikeways: a
seperate lane for high volume, high speed roads and
lanes separated by a painted line. On low volume
roads bikes and cars will share the same roadway.
"Not all bikeways will be asphalt some will be gravel

chips or compact sand." Lindquist said.

The committee hopes to facilitate access to
recreation areas and plans to build a path leading to
Puffers Pond.

The increased number of cyclists and a long range
planning committee report that pinpointed tran

sportation as a problem resulted in the proposal of the
bikeway system.

According to Lindquist, the highest number of bike

accidents are on North Pleasant Street and the in-

tersection of East Pleasant Street, North Pleasant
Street and Triangle Street. Cyclists involved have
been either under 10-years of age or between 18 and
24.

was announced that political ac-

tivist Angela Davis will speak at

UMass Thursday, October 3. Davis

is a national chairperson of the

Alliance.

The Alliance, according to local

organizer Bobbie Ramsay, was
formed two years ago in Chicago to

protect and defend those who are

victims of racism and class bias.

The Alliance has been politically

supportive of the cases of Angela

Davis, the Wounded Knee
defendants, and the Raleigh, N.C.

rally held July 4, Ramsay said.

Locally, the problems of racism in

the media, harassment of politically

active students, and the quality of

UMass education, were cited by

organizer Isabel Johnston as

possible areas of Alliance con-

centration.

Louise Simmons of the Hartford

chapter told the group of the work
the Alliance is doing there. She said

that the Amherst group might

follow her chapter's lead by
publishing a newsletter, contacting

area clergy, and offering concrete

actions for concerned citizens to

take in solving social problems.

The local cnapter has formed

task forces to contact area

governments, student
organizations, faculty members,
and community groups.

The appearnace of Angela Davis
and an October 27 Madison Square
Garden rally for Puerto Rican in-

dependence were discussed as

possible ways to recruit more
Alliance members.

The next Alliance meeting will be
held Wednesday, October 2, at 5:00
p.m., at a place to be announced.
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Handgun control to be debated tonight
Handgun control will be the topic

of a debate to be presented tonight

at 8:00 p.m. by the Amherst League

of Women Voters, according to the

League Public Relations Director. It

will be held in the Amherst Junior

High School cafeteria.

Dain Perry, Deputy Director of

the Massachusetts Council on

Crime and Correction, will debate

Nathan Silverlieb, Director of the

Pistol Division of the State Rifle and

Pistol Association, and also an

officer in the Gun Owners Action

League. The Moderator will be Tom
Bornstein, an assistant to Chan-

cellor Bromery as well as a lawyer

and labor mediator.

There is growing concern about

the tremendous rise in the crime

rate, and heated arguments over

whether the increasing proliferation

of handguns is protective, or is

actually destroying us. Thus the

debate should prove most lively and

informative, organizers say.

Also urging attendance is

"People vs. Handguns," a Mass.

citizens group which advocates

strict handgun controls, and is

working for legislation to support

that position. Already established in

Boston, this group is now trying to

organize in Western Mass., and

desperately needs the help of

citizens interested in fighting the

handgun threat. More information

about "People vs. Handguns" will

be available at the debate.

Shepp, Roach discuss music
The Orchard Hill Residential

College, in coordination with

Professor Archie Shepp's
"Revolutionary Concepts in

African-American Music and
Professor Max Roach's Percussion

Workshop," will present a

discussion-demonstration on
Traditional West African Music

with Abraham Kobina Adzinyah

tonight at 7 p.m. in the gallery at

New Africa House.

Adzinyah is from Ghana and

studied at the Institute of African

Studies at the University of Ghana.
He holds the esteemed rank of

Master Drummer. For the past five

years, Adzinyah has been an in-

structor at Wesleyan University. He
has lectured and performed all over

the world, including the Soviet

Union. In 1968, he was one of the

featured performers at the Mexico
City Olympics.

There is no admission fee and all

interested students and faculty are

invited to attend
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Case compared to Watergate tapes
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1974

Judge overturns Calley My Lai conviction
COLUMBUS, Ga. \AP] - Citing

unrestrained and uncontrolled
pretrial news coverage, a federal

judge overturned the My Lai

murder conviction of William L.

Calley Jr. yesterday - and also

compared Calley's difficulties in

obtaining government evidence to

the Watergate tapes case.

The judge ordered that Calley be
set free, although his decision can
be appealed by the Army.

U. S. District Court Judge J.

Robert Elliott devoted 85 of the 132

pages in his opinion to demon-
strating how he felt Calley's

constitutional rights to a fair trial

had been ruined by incessant
portrayals of Calley as "a mass
murderer to a ghoul" by the
American press.

Elliott's opinion also contended
that when the U. S. Supreme Court
ordered former President Nixon to
produce certain Watergate tapes,
"that move decided the Calley
case."

He said the high court's ruling

broke the privileged barriers erected

under the separation of powers
doctrine.

During Calley's court-martial.

Rep. F. Edward Hebert, chairman of

a House subcommittee in-

vestigating My Lai, refused to

furnish Calley's lawyers with
transcripts by Army commanders
relating to the massacre and cover-

up. Hebert refused on the basis of

congressional independence from
the judiciary despite a request for

the testimony from the presiding

Religious Israeli soldiers take time out from patroling the area near the Wailing
Wall (in the background) yesterday on the onset of the Yom Kippur war. The ar-
med forces were on alert for possible guerrilla attacks. Meanwhile, Israeli planes
bombed Lebanon, and the Prime Minister of Lebanon resigned. See page 5.

Agnew and Ehrlichman requested

financial aid, says Rockefeller
WASHINGTON \UPI\ Vice

presidential nominee Nelson A.

Rockefeller disclosed yesterday
that both Spiro Agnew and former
White House aide John Ehrlichman
sought but were refused
financial help from him after they
were forced to leave the govern-
ment.

Rockefeller completed his

testimony in the Senate Rules
Committee hearings on his con-
firmation, answering questions on a

broad range of subjects with ob-
vious ease for close to three full

days on the stand.

The committee still must hear
from private and public witnesses

and review audit reports on
Rockefeller's tax returns by the
Internal Revenue Service, but
reportedly expects to vote on his

confirmation by the end of next
week or soon thereafter.

Rockefeller said that Agnew,
who resigned the vice presidency
last October after pleading "no
contest" to tax evasion, called him
seeking help "in connection with a
book."

"What he was really asking for
was someone to sponsor or finance
advance payments for a book,"
Rockefeller said. Asked if he did
provide Agnew with any
assistance, he replied, "I did not."

California court accepts

Nixon's bar resignation
SAN FRANCISCO \UPI\ The

California Supreme Court accepted
the resignation of former President
Richard M. Nixon yesterday from
the California State Bar.

The resignation was accepted
"without prejudice to further
proceedings in any disciplinary

matter pending against him before
the State Bar if he again seeks to

become a member thereof."

The brief order followed the

recommendation of the State Bar

The bar originally had resolved to

oppose acceptance of Nixon's
resignation, but later reversed itself

The former president sent a letter

of resignation dated Sept 1 1 to the

State Bar.

The bar's board of governors

adopted a resolution recom
mending that it be rejected because

Nixon had failed to acknowledge

that a disciplinary matter was
pending against him

The State Bar's usual practice is

to reject resignations that fail to

acknowledge disciplinary action

pending.

On Sept. 16 Nixon sent a second

letter to the State Bar in which he

acknowledged that an investigation
was in process. The following day
Brant Abel, president of the board
of governors, forwarded this letter

to the court. He said a majority of
the board had indicated over the
telephone that they favored ac-
ceptance of the second letter.

Agnew later signed a contract
with Playboy Press for a novel
which has not yet been published.

Rockefeller said he received two
letters from Ehrlichman, whose trial

on conspiracy and obstruction of
justice charges begins Oct. 1 in

Washington. Both letters requested
money for his legal defense fund,
Rockefeller said, and he failed to
answer either.

"From a human point of view I'm

embarrassed to say I did not answer
the letters," he added. "From a
human point of view, these things
are very sad."

Rockefeller said he never con-
tributed any money to the Com-
mittee to Re- Elect the President,

which became deeply involved in

the Watergate scandal.

He also replied "No" to the
question of whether funds "from
you or your family were used to
disrupt the 1972 Democratic
National Convention?"
Under questioning on other

subjects, Rockefeller refused to rule

out the possibility that he might
invoke executive privilege at times
if he became president, and op-
posed wage and price controls

.
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military judge, Col. Reid Kennedy.
"If we substitute the word

'legislative' for the word
'presidential' or 'executive' we see
that the Supreme Court in deciding
the Nixon case also decided the

Calley case," Elliott's opinion
stated.

Judge Elliott's other key con-
tentions were that Calley was
denied the right of confrontation
with witnesses when the military

judge refused to subpoena high-

ranking Army officials and that

Calley was convicted on charges
and specifications "improperly
drawn."

Calley, 31, was convicted 3 14

years ago for the murders of 22
Vietnamese civilians at My Lai. He

was sentenced to life imprisonment

but that sentence was reduced by
military review to 10 years.

The former Army lieutenant has
been confined to the disciplinary

barracks at Ft. Leavenworth, Kan.,
since Elliott took his appeal under
advisement June 25. Before he was
sent Ft. Leavenworth, Calley had
been confined to quarters at Ft.

Benning, Ga., since shortly after his

conviction until Feb. 11 of this year
when he was released on bail.

Calley has less than two months
to serve before he is eligible for

parole review. However, the Army
was expected to appeal Elliott's

ruling and could file a brief staying

the release order.

Nixon's phlebitis

spreads to lung
LONG BEACH, Calif. \UPI\ -

Former President Nixon's phlebitis

has spread from his left leg to a
dime-sized blood clot in his right

lung which will require extending
his hospital stay, his physician said

yesterday.

Dr. John Lungren said the
embolism in the lung was "a
potentially dangerous situation but
not critical at this time."

"He has a hell of a will to live,"

Lungren said.

In Washington, President Ford
was advised of Nixon's condition,
shortly after the announcement, a
White House spokesman said.

Presidential Press Secretary Ron
Nessen said Dr. William Lukash,
Ford's personal physician, had
talked by telephone with Lungren
and advised Ford.

Nixon is under court order to
appear as both a prosecution and
defense witness at the Watergate
coverup trial set to start Oct. 1. The
latest medical bulletin indicated he
would not be there at least for the
opening days.

Lungren revealed the com-
plications at a special news con-
ference at Long Beach Memorial
Hospital where Nixon was admitted
Monday for treatment of blood
clots which had formed below and
above the knee of his left leg.

The former chief executive
suffered no pain from the new clot,

Lungren said. He said it was a

"silent embolism" which had no
surface manifestation. Lungren said

it was "about the size of a dime"
and was discovered through use of

a lung scanner.

"Naturally this means the
hospital stay will be extended,"
Lungren said.

When Nixon entered the hospital

Monday, former Presidential aide
Ronald Ziegler said he would be
there about a week. Lungren said

Wednesday the former President
probably would remain at least until

the middle or end of next week.
Nixon has received two sub-

poenas ordering him to appear as a
witness at the Watergate coverup
trial of John Ehrlichman
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Arab leaders seek unity

during oil price debate

Sierra Club delegate

raps energy meeting
DETROIT [AP] - Major decisions

on power strategies are being taken
at the World Energy Conference
without any input from the public
which must live with the risks that

go with those decisions, a Sierra

Club delegate charged yesterday.

Mary Sinclair, representing the
conservationist group at the week-
long conference, said in an in-

terview, "The citizen-consumer
voice that has the most at risk in the

questions that are being considered
has no input whatsoever.

"I have tried to bring out the
issues, particularly in connection
with nuclear power, because there

is a tremendous drive in this

conference for broad proliferation

of nuclear power."
While the WEC invited other

major environmental groups, she
said, the $200 registration fee plus

transportation, hotel and meal bills

were "so high they were just priced

out of these sessions."

Thus, though the terms en-

vironment and ecology are used
frequently in papers and
discussions here "some of the

energy specialists reporting seem to

regard the environment as an
antagonist instead of a major

energy resource and ally in sup-

porting the biosphere," she said.

Lord Zuckerman, the conference

leader who gave the opening-day

address, concluded that "with the

prospects of severe short-falls in

energy supply before us, the aims
of environmentalists interested in

amenity and the conservation of

nature, need urgent reassessment."

"I would say Zuckerman is the

perfect spokesman for the industry

point of view," Mrs. Sinclair said.

"He left the impression that it's just

a rather emotional, irrational and
unknowledgable kind of public

reaction that we're dealing with on
the nuclear issues."

In act, she said, there are at least

seven Nobel Prize-winning
scientists who have expressed
strong concern about the whole
nuclear fission program especially

the piling up of highly toxic

plutonium 239 in waste from
nuclear plants that must be isolated

from the biosphere for 200,000
years.

N.Y.S.E.
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By United Press International

Arab foreign ministers in New
York for the current United Nations

General Assembly gathered
yesterday to discuss how to handle

President Ford's demand for lower

world oil prices. In Paris, France cut

oil imports by 10 per cent.

French President Valery Giscard

d'Estaing ordered the cutback. A
spokesman said he told a cabinet

meeting France "absolutely cannot
surpass" an outlay of $10.5 billion

for oil next year.

This will buy 10 per cent less oil

than France purchased in 1973,

though the oil cost far less that

year. Giscard said further cuts will

be ordered if necessary.

France's foreign trade deficit will

be about $6 billion this year and the

French franc is eroding at a rate of

17 per cent a year. Both difficulties

are largely due to the soaring cost

of oil.

The Arab meeting at the United

Nations was called officially to

discuss strategy for the General

Assembly debate on Palestine. But
Arab sources said U.S. pressure for

lower oil prices was the most
urgent issue.

Ford called Monday for a sharp

reduction in soaring world oil

prices. Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger echoed him in a speech
the same day to the General

Assembly. Ford repeated his

concern yesterday.

The Arab meeting was scheduled

for 5 p.m. EDT at the Arabs' U.N.

delegation headquarters. So far the

oil producing countries have
reacted to Ford's demand with

surprise, concern and indignation.

In Washington, Ford welcomed
Italian President Giovanni Leone to

the White House Wednesday and
in the course of his greeting, said

upi news summary

N-bombs vulnerable

WASHINGTON \UPI] - Sen.

John O. Pastore, DR. I., warned
yesterday that some nuclear
weapons sites in Europe are

vulnerable to terrorist attack and
said it might be necessary to take

the weapons out of the North

Atlantic Treaty Organization.

Pastore, vice chairman of the

Joint Atomic Energy Committee,

said that the nuclear weapons
should be removed unless NATO
allies take steps to see the sites are

secured.

Pastore said members of the

committee have remained silent

about the problem, partly "because

we did not want to give the hint to

any madman...."

Boston school empty

BOSTON [UPI] - The at-

mosphere remained tense
yesterday at racially troubled Hyde
Park High School and no classes

were taught, but a strong presence
of uniformed police inside and
outside the building prevented
violence from erupting.

Attendance at the school, closed

last Friday due to serious racial

fights and school bus stonings, was
853 out of 1,800 assigned at the

start of classes and that dropped
hours later when about 100 white

students left the building and went
home. Classrooms were empty
throughout the day and there was
no instruction.

Hondurans starving

TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras \UPI\

Rescue officials warned yesterday

that thousands of the estimated

300,000 to 350,000 people driven

from their homes by Hurricane Fifi

would start dying of starvation in 48

hours if help in large quantities was
not forthcoming quickly.

They said first reports of star-

vation deaths are beginning to

reach this capital.

Helicopters, planes, rescue
boats, cars and trucks swarmed
yesterday over flood-devastated

northern Honduras with food and

medicine for flood victims but

officials said it was not enough.

Lebanon P.M. quits

BEIRUT [UPI] - Lebanese
Premier Takieddin Solh yesterday

submitted the resignation of his 15-

month-old government in face of

mounting criticism of his failure to

combat inflation and safeguard

internal security.
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inflation and "access to fairly priced
resources threaten the stability of
every economy" throuughout the
world.

"The very nature of these
problems defies solutions by
unilateral measures," Ford said.

President Carlos Andres Perez of
Venezeula took a fullpage ad-
vertisement in the Wednesday New
York Times for an open letter to
Ford. Perez said the industrialized

countries pay "outrageously low
prices for our raw materials" and

then sell manufactured products at

"Even-higher prices."

Perez offered to work in an in-

ternational forum to establish a

balanced relationship in the prices

of raw materials and manufactured
goods.

But Manuel Egana, former
Venezuelan minister of develop-
ment, said oil prices have risen too
rapidly and should be gradually cut
back $4 from their present world
average of $11.65 a barrel.

Israeli planes hit

southern Lebanon
By United Press International

Israel ushered in its most solemn
religious holiday of the year
yesterday with a second con-
secutive day of air strikes against

suspected Arab guerrilla targets in

southern Lebanon.
The raids came hours before the

start at sunset of Yom Kippur, the

Jewish Day of Atonement, which
also marked the first lunar calendar

anniversary of the 18-day Middle
East war of 1973 when the holiday

fell on Oct. 6.

In a newspaper interview, Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin said he had
detailed bargaining maps ready for

the negotiating table whenever one
or more Arab states agree "that the

intention is to advance towards
peace." An interim settlement with

Syria, as well as Jordan and Egypt,

was still possible, he said.

An army spokesman in Tel Aviv
said all planes returned from their

midday attacks on the same
wooded hill country in southeast
Lebanon singled out in similar

strikes Tuesday near the village of

Mazrat Beit Naful, 10 miles north of

the border.

Israeli forces call that part of

Lebanon "Fatahland," because it

had frequently served as base for

Arab guerrilla attacks on Israel.

"We don't intend to wait until

they come across the border to kill

us," the spokesman said. "This is

the preventive policy we have been
carrying out all along."

Newsmen in Lebanon said three

spearate formations of six planes -

Skyhawks and Phantoms - machine
gunned wooded ravines and far-

mland for about 10 minutes each
but reported no casualties. In

Tuesday's attack, the Lebanese
defense ministry reported, one
civilian truck was destroyed and
farms and orchards damaged.
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HATE LAUNDRY - LET US DO IT

MUTUAL LAUNDRY SERVICE
Your laundry washed, folded and

packaged in one day.

Lowest Rates in Town
With this ad 20 per cent off regular wash
Located behind Gaslight 1 1 — 253-3044

* -

More Service This Fall

Peter Pan Takes You
Fast And Frequently

RIGHT FROM

The University Campus

TO BOSTON
Natick— Worcester— Springfield

ALSO TO NEW YORK
Hartford— Albany— All Points

with New Service Direct to

Hyannis and Cape Cod

New nouriy service departs 7 a.m. thru 5 p.m., plus extra evening
service. Natick and Boston non-stop trips every weekend.

For Tickets And Information Contact

PETER PAN BUS LINES

Campus Center Hotel

Univ. of Mass.
Tel. 545-2006

(If no answer tel 549-6000)

CHARTER BUSES AVAILABLE TOALL
DESTINATIONS
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Guarneri String Quartet opens

Chamber Music Series Tuesday
Tuesday evening, Oct, 1, the Guarneri String

Quartet will open the UMass Chamber Music Series

when they appear in an 8 p.m. concert in Bowker
Auditorium.

Although in age they are the youngest chamber
group, each one (violinists Arnold Steinhardt and
John Dalley; violist Michael Tree; and cellist Oavid
Soyer) is an enormously gifted virtuoso and each has
won international acclaim. To music connoisseurs the

Guarneri String Quartet is the "world's master of

chamber music" according to Time Magazine.

The quartet made its debut in 1965 and has since

performed throughout the United States, Canada and

Europe. Despite a relatively brief collaboration, the

quartet displays a unique technical virtuosity, beauty

of tone, musical understanding and taste. In

traditional quartets, the first violinist is the unofficial

leader; the Guarneri has no real chief.

The instruments used by the Guarneri Quartet are

priceless. Arnold Steinhardt plays a violin made by
Joseph Guarneri about 1728; John Dalley's in-

strument was made by Nicholas Lupot in 1819. The
viola of Michael Tree was made by Dominicus Busan
about 1785 and David Soyer's cello was made by
Andrea Guarneri in 1669.

Mr. Steinhardt has been a winner of both the

Leventritt and Queen Elizabeth of Belgium In-

ternational Competitions and made his solo debut at

the age of 14 with the Los Angeles Philharmonic.

Mr. Dalley made his concert debut at the age of 14

and toured widely throughout Europe. Prior to joining

the quartet, he served on the faculty of the Oberlin

Conservatory and was Artist-in-Residence at the

University of Illinois.

Mr. Tree, noted both as violist and violinist, made a

Carnegie Hall debut at the age of 20 and solo ap-

pearances with the Philadelphia, Baltimore and Los
Angeles Orchestras and at the Spoleto Festival.

Cellist David Soyer, following a solo debut at the

age of 17 with the Philadelphia Orchestra,

distinguished himself in chamber music with the Bach
Aria Group, the Guilet Quartet and the New String

Quartet.

For the concert at Amherst Oct. 1, the group will

play Quartet in C Major, Op. 59, No. 3, by Beethoven.
Tickets are now on sale at the UMass Arts Council

Box Office, 125 Herter Hall, and are priced at $3 and
$4 for the general public, and at half-price for UMass-
Amherst students.

Variety show plugs food prices

By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer

WASHINGTON \AP\ - The
Agriculture Department is drawing
mixed reviews on a plan to send a

scng-and-prayer tent show across
the land to convince Americans
that food prices aren't all that bad.

The proposal was submitted to

Agriculture Secretary Earl L. Butz
by an aide who urged the show be
put on the road quickly to counter
what he called "the distorted view"
consumers are getting.

Sen. George McGovern, DSD.,
said Wednesday he thought the
tent show idea "almost in-

comprehensible" and that more
effort should be spent on helping

farmers and reducing middleman
food profits.

"Instead of Dr. Butz's Traveling

Medicine Show' rolling through the
countryside peddling verbal
massage oil to the public, farmers
and ranchers would like some kind

of explanation as to why the

department sits on its hands while
they have to sell their calves for less

than half the cost of production,"
McGovern said.

A draft of the tent show plan,

obtained by The Associated Press,

showed its objectives included:

"Communicate to citizens in

major metro markets the facts

about today's food situation, why
food is a bigger bargain here than
anywhere in the world.

"To give citizens an op-
portunity to ask questions and

voice complaints, thus giving useful

feedback to USDA.
— "To instill in the public a

greater confidence in the depart-
ment, to strengthen the depart
ment's credibility."

Rep. Benjamin S. Rosenthal, D-
N.Y., said it was an "outrageous
idea" and that USDA had used the
line about Americans paying less

for food than people in other
countries for many years.

TODAY
8 p.m. — FILMMAKING NOTES — join hosts Gary

Perlmutter and Stanley Wiater in their amazing
Cinema Information Center. This week: the first

"Hollywood Series" interview — Ray Bradbury!
9 p.m. — THE SHADOW — Lamont Cranston continues

his crusade against infamous doers of evil deeds.
This week: A Doctor's Experiments With a Drug
Causes Death to Himself and Others.

10:15 p.m. — WOMEN'S SHOW — psychology of
commercials, pertaining especially to the way
women are depicted in them.

HIGHTIDES — hosted by your daily astrological
forecaster, Jeff Jawer, every weekday morning
after the 8:30 news.

UIMUA
STEREO 91 1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
MOO

$10 deposit
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Got room for an extra credit?

Try Air Science 111

An introduction to the Air Force today meets Thursdays — 4

sections try out a course that could lead to a space age job

after college.

For more information call 5-2437 or stop by Rm. 205,

Dickinson Hall.
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Galliza

speaks on
Puerto Rico

By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA
Staff Reporter

Carlos Galliza, a member of the
House of Representative's of the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
spoke here recently about the
commemoration of the 106 years of
the establishment of the first

republic of Puerto Rico.

Galliza was invited by the
Amherst' Support Sub-Committee
for Puertorican Solidarity. Around
175 persons were present at
Tuesday's speech.

Professors Eugenio Galvan and
Silvia Viera introduced Galliza, who
is an elected legislator of the Puerto
Rican people in their search for
freedom. He emphasize in the
socio-economical aspects, "We are
not struggling to have a national
flag and an anthem, without control
of the economy."
Due to the fact that a large

percentage of the audience was
English speaking the conference
was held in English. Several times
Galliza asked Viera the correct
pronounciation of certain words.

Galliza was invited by the
Amherst' Support Sub-Committee
for Puerto Rican Solidarity. Around
175 persons were present at

Tuesday's speech.
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SOONER OR LATER
YOU'LL COME TO

BEAU SritcheA.

VT%
Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.

The Army — at UMass?

Right— and here are a few of the things we're offering

:

Accredited Military Science courses.

4. 3, and 2-year scholarships on a competitive basis that include full

tuition, books, fees, $100 a month, and many other benefits.

Army ROTC Flight Program — free civilian flight training while in

i college if you qualify.

Extracurricular activities — orienteering, rappelling, woodcrafts,
winter survival, weapon and tactical training, boat trips; in

general, anything challenging YOU want to do.

Credit for prior military service or JROTC participation.

Opportunity to attend graduate school or compete for Army ROTC
2-year fellowships.

Read our course descriptions, and then call or drop by the
Department of Military Science (Bldg. No. 79 or call 545-2321).
You'll be welcome, there won't be any runaround. we'll have some
answers for you— and we're always good for a cup of coffee!

Announcing
A New Program For Fall 1974

Peter Pan has prepared a special program of ten attractive tours for the Fall Semester, to
a variety of destinations chosen to interest the campus community.

Departures are right from the University of Mass. Campus.

Here are the first five:

Saturday, Sept. 28- U. MASS. MINUTEMEN FOOTBALL AT DARTMOUTH
See U. Mass. take on the Big Green in Hanover, N.H. from your reserved seat.

Sunday, Sept. 2? — 1-DAY CRUISE TO PROVINCETOWN
By land to Boston to board the cruise boat. Enjoy deck chairs, cocktail lounges and more
on the cruise. Almost three hours in quaint Provincetown.

Sunday, Oct. 6— GRAND PRIX RACING AT WATKINS GLEN, N.Y.
Direct to the Finger Lakes region of New York State for the U.S. Grand
in advance of the race. Admission included.

Prix. Arrive well

- 1-DAY NEW HAMPSHIRE FOLIAGE-PHOTO AND BUSCHSaturday, Oct. 19

BREWERY TOUR
There will be many opportunities for photography and sketching among the Monadnock
range of Southern New Hampshire. The Brewery tour also features the Clydesdale
Hamlet.

Sunday-Monday, Oct. 27-28— 2-DAY WEEKEND IN FASCINATING MONTREAL
This special tour, over Veterans' Day Weekend, includes accommodations at the LaSalle
Hotel right in downtown Montreal. Plenty to do and see in this cosmopolitan city.

And there are five more special tours for November and December. Get your copy today
of our brochure giving details about times, prices and itineraries on these TOURS FROM
THE COLLEGES. Reservations will be needed on these popular tours, so sign up early.

CAMPUS CENTER HOTEL LOBBY
UNIV. OF MASS.
TEL. 545-2006

(If No Answer Tel. 549-6000)

Also tour departures from Amherst Center, Smith
College, and Mt. Holyoke College.

PAYS TO SHOP
IE FINAST WAY
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Social graffiti

By BOB FOSTER
A crucial popular art form has not kept pace with rapid social tran-

sformation. Graffiti has been consistently backward in its treatment of
social issues.

Initially, one must recognize scribbling on a blank wall with pen or
marker as a form of art. Oftentimes, critics consider this creative outlet to
be a form of malicious mischief, the product of poor toilet-training. They
label it destructive and rationalize it, crediting its existence to warped
minds and tortured hands. Little do these critics realize that this form of
creative pleasure dates back farther than any canvas or mural.

Graffiti-ists are easily able to document historic roots to the era of the
cave. Ancient man expressed himself not in words, but in pictures upon
the wall of his shelter. The pictures became so much a part of reality that
they were integrated into solemn rituals similar to the ritual of the modern
graffiti-ist. Oftentimes in my anthropological and psychological studies of
graffiti-ists, I have witnessed cruel ceremonies of self-inflicted pain as the
fervent artist attempts to scribble in the unreachable spot. The ultimate
high of the dedicated graffiti-ist is the perfect picture, the perfect phrase
placed in a location that no other individual can reach. Thus, do not be
surprised to see an ardent artist scaling the library's edifices in search of
the perfect nook for his genius.

Yes, graffiti is art. It is the art of the people. But today, the times change
too fast and people cannot seem to keep pace. As with all other traditional

phenomena, graffiti has also suffered a certain degree of Toffler's "future

shock." Thus, those nonparticipating observers such as myself are

plagued by ancient scribblings of another era. "Impeach that Dick, Im-

peach Tricky Dicky, and Impeachment Now" lack meaaing today. Little

has been written on the walls about the nature of Gerald Ford. Instead,

graffiti-ists still insist on and find pleasure in tickling the feet of a dead man.

Defenders of the art form point to its nistoncai value, its timely ex-

pressionism. Yet, they misunderstand the value of good graffiti. One can
recognize a master craftsman by the timeless nature of his sayings, his

drawings. True, certain impeachment phrases should be saved for

posterity. They were reflections of the times. But, graffiti must continue

undaunted. Graffiti-ists must berate society at an even greater pace today.

American society lacks a singular purpose, a unity of direction that is so

crucial for its continued existence. Without the graffiti-ist to drag society

screaming into reality, all hope is lost.

Thus, I issue the call for all graffiti-ist to drag society screaming into

reality, all hope is lost.

Thus, I issue the call for all graffiti-ists, masters and amateurs alike, to

update their graffiti. Do not torture the skeletons of the past, but give hell

to the demagogues of the present

Bob Foster is a Collegian commentator.

Ecological ignorance
By ERIC FLEET

The enemies of the economy, under the guise of environmentalists, have
succeeded in sabotaging the progress of nuclear power plants in America.
They have duped the public into a panic over the so called hazards of
nuclear power. Thanks to the sustained efforts of the news media the
people are in a panic over thermal pollution, radiation, and the "inevitable"
holocaust which would destroy mankind with the construction of atomic
reactors. These fears have been proven uncalled for time and again yet the
great American propoganda machine continues to stir them up. To what
purpose this war against the public welfare? In the light of the present
economic outlook there can be only one explanation. The collapse of the
economy, which would inevitably follow this ploy, is indeed the desired
end.

By 1985 the United States will be importing over $20 billion worth of oil.

With the inevitable trade deficit, the mysterious devil now destroying the
dollar abroad, we would be risking a total collapse of the economy. Today
the OPEC nations already have so many dollars they are buying thousands
of American businesses, which is hurting us badly. The dollar would have
to be devalued time and again to offset the impact on the economy. With
developing nations bidding up the pnce of oil the U.S. would soon be
unable to compete. The nation would be starving for fuel.

At the same time we cannot tap our coal reserves because of the effect
which strip-mining has on the landscape. Burning of coal would also b«i

unfeasable as it would not meet clean air standards. The most surprising
aspect of coal-fired plants destroys the pretensions of environmental
paranoia. Dr. Hans Albrecht Bethe, Nobel Prize winner in physics and
professor at Cornell University, stated in a Forbes interview, "a coal-fired
power plant releases more radioactivity into the air than a well-designed
nuclear plant." More surprising, "the radioactivity (of a nuclear plant) is

less than that which is in your body." What the ecologists forget is the
miniscule amount of radioactive material needed for power. The success
with which presently opperating plants have met bears out Dr. Bethe's
testimony.

The "environmentalists", for the most part misguided, are being led by a
highly educated core of elite activists. One can only wonder how they
ignore the facts. The truth of the matter is that this group, of one political

persuasion, desires to bring about the economic destruction herein
described. They are well aware of the consequences of their actions which
are, in fact, their motivation. What they could not achieve through social
legislation, dissent, and violence they are now achieving in the name of
ecology. Their depression harvest may not be far away.

Eric Fleet is a Collegian Commentator
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{ Letters to the editor

Farm workers fight continues

To the Editor

The farm workers of the United States are un-

dergoing severe struggles in order to gain recognition

of their rights. The main problem is that the workers
do not have the right to vote for the union that they

wish to have represent them. The farm growers think

that the workers are much too ignorant to have this

privilege, mainly because they cannot speak the

English Language. By assuming the right to select the

union for the workers, the growers are taking the

privilege of voting from them. As of April, 1973 the

farm workers are-against their will-represented by
the Teamsters Union; a union whose benefits are low
in quantity and quality as compared with those of the

United Farm Workers Union.

The farm workers have tried to solve their problem
among themselves, using walkouts and strikes as
major weapons. These methods were to no avail

because of the violent actions taken by the Team-
sters; actions in which two workers were killed. The
farm workers cannot afford to be unemployed and
the United Farm Workers Strike Fund is not large

enough to support all the strikers. Until a solution is

reached many of the workers are forced to join the
Teamsters Union.

The only alternative left to the workers was a
nationwide plea to the large chain stores and the
consumers; a plea to boycott! The objective is to
make the growers suffer considerable drops in profits,

thereby forcing them to let the workers elect the
union that they wish to have represent them. Boycott
committees sprang up across the nation. These
committees consist of socially conscious people who

persuade the large chain owners to sign commitments
to sell only United Farm Worker or locally grown
lettuce andgrapes or none at all. If the chain signs the
commitment it will be guaranteed full consumer
support and recommendations from the committee
members as a good place to shop; if not the com-
mittee will organize a non -violent picket in order to
inform the consumers of the social injustice the store
is committing, in this way trying to make the store
suffer an economic loss. If enough consumers get the
facts on the workers and boycott, chain stores across
the nation will be forced to sign commitments. Stores
that sign commitments will be checked from time to
time to make sure that they do not go back on their
word. If a store is found scabing [selling non-UFW
produce] it will be given a deadline by which time it

must take all the scab lettuce and grapes off its

shelves. If the store refuses to comply with the
demand it will be picketed upon at the end of the
deadline.

Here at the University of Massachusetts the Juan
de la Cruz Boycott Committee meets every Wed-
nesday at 7:30 in room 901 of the Campus Center. It is

a very active committee which, engages in many
services, for example giving facts about the farm
workers to the consumer, negotiates commitments
with chain owners, organizes picket lines and runs
store checks. These are just a few of the services it

performs. It is committees such as this one that put
New England in the number one slot of the lettuce
and grape boycott across the nation.

John Rivera

Amnesty is dead

To the Editor
Real amnesty is dead. It died when Gerald Ford's

conscience directed the conditions by which military

exiles and draft resisters were to achieve forgiveness.

It died when those exiles and resisters informed the

public that forgiveness was not what they wanted
anyway. Finally real amnesty died when the national

news media found new issues to deal with at the

expense of thousands whose only crime was their

unwillingness to kill. Why then should we try to revive

a dead issue?

We must primarily attempt to explain why con-
ditional amnesty was offered to people who said

beforehand they would not accept. It has been
suggested that Mr. Ford was trying to sooth op-
position to his pardon of President Nixon. Perhaps Mr.
Ford does not want to jeopardize his political future by
an offer of unconditional amnesty. Another possible

argument concludes the government may wish to

embark on other military adventures for reasons as
obscure as Vietnam and an unconditional amnesty
would encourage more draft resistance and deser-

tions in such an event.

But most important of all we have to justify 55,000

Ping-pong
To the Editor.

There is an outragious •mbalance on campus! One
can listen to ones favorite music piece in dynamic
stereo, enjoy a daily newspaper for free, ride all

around campus and Amherst for free; and then
suddenly is "forced" to pay for the use of a teeny ping
pong ball and low upkeep paddle and table.

This most basic recreational outlet is clearly

overlooked by the "priority makers" of this dynamic
college.

Toilet paper, matches, water and air, are free for the
most part because they are inexpensive. Dinner mints,
toothpicks, and most rest rooms are free because
relatively they are inexpensive and good.

Ping pong is inexpensive, and not only good but
virtuous, to a student who wishes cheap satisfying

recreation in such a game.
I don't know if the student body is raving over the

game, but let it be free and already its more desirable.

If someone could enlighten me on how to achieve free
ping pong, or even share my feelings, I would be
pleased in hearing from them.

Albert Euliano

American deaths. We are told by responsible people
that unconditionalamnesty would make a mockery of
those who fought and died in Vietnam. We are also

told that one American died for each draft dodger and
deserter.

It is about time that the People realize that those
55,000 deaths as well as thousands of Vietnamese,
Laotian, and Cambodian deaths were a mockery of
basic American principals, specifically Freedom Of
Choice and Democracy.
Are we really supposed to believe that those dead

had the freedom to choose life over death or that

Democracy exists in Vietnam?
Until we, as a nation, can admit we were wrong in

Vietnam, then we cannot expect an attitude con-
ducive to unconditional amnesty for all those injured

as a result of the Vietnam War. If we do not resolve
this issue once and for all, we may someday be faced
with the dilemma of supporting another immoral war
or being incarcerated for refusing to kill. We are all

casualties.

Joseph Cottu
Veterans' Coalition

for Community Affairs

Overseas opinion
To the Editor

What's in an old Ford?
F uneral

f

R epresentational

D emocracy
and the restoration of Direct Democracy, i.e. without
representatives, or delegates.

Neither leadership nor followership. Neither driver
nor driven. Neither guru nor disciple. Neither teacher
nor student.

Look within. Be intensely aware of that inner flow
of thoughts, feelings and actions. Realize that you are
simply the Observer-Experiencer-Perceiver of that
endless flood.

Then walk further on.

Awareness.

Sidney Simon
16 Ospringe Road

London NW 5

{
Steve Tripoli

}

Great threads - empty heads
"Some people know how to dress right
and some people know how to live
right." _

Dean Tucker

It was the war. And Nixon. But always the war. It

was an attitude that was more open and less

materialistic. It was doing everything in jeans because
owning too many clothes was bad for the en-

vironment and because clothes created bogus, ar-

tificial barriers anyway. It was UMass. It was only

three years ago.

I went to a party last weekend, and all the signs of

the change were there. You had to be here in different

times to see the change, but if you were one of that

minority the differences stood out like a lighthouse in

the fog. The people were all dressed up, the talk was
of either the self centered issue of who was taking

what course so that they could get into grad school or

it was useless inanity. The air of competition, the

upper hand, and other forms of dominance were
back. The beverage was warm Genessee beer. My
friend, who coined the quote at the top of this column
that night, was wearing jeans - and drinking cham-
pagne from a bottle.

There are some similarities, but they are only

superficial. Sure, they're still smoking pot in Amherst,
but the reason is for the pure, hedonistic abandon that

comes with letting your hair down after a long week in

pursuit of the new Holy Grail called future security.

Education is still the vehicle, but only to that one
narrow end and to hell with the rest of the world.

But the change goes even further beyond the

obvious, which for all its visual impact merely con-

stitutes symptoms of the disease. Simply stated, the

disease is a bad case of everyone being into them-
selves to the exclusion of almost everything else.

The not so obvious signs of the malady are just

below the surface for everyone to see, but again a

person would have to have seen different days to

notice it. Political consciousness, fading fast even
when today's seniors entered UMass, is dead, a victim

of the greed that turns people back to a concern that

is solely for their own affairs. After all, how can we
give a damn about starving people when there's an
antifreeze shortage? People's struggles for freedom
and dignity around the world have once again taken a

back seat to that job that will pay twelve thousand five

a year when we all get out of grad school with our
masters degree in business.

This larger lack of consciousness has given rise to

circumstances here that are indicative of the trend.

Students are once again conforming to the academic
system that has placed their futures in the hands of

people who are for the most part arrogant, in-

competent, and insensitive to what should be the real

role in education in the future of the world. They, too
subscribe to the get what you can while you can
philosophy that the haves of the world were so able to
flaunt when wealth and power were inextricably part
of our system.

What they don't realize, both student and teacher,
is that the preconditions on which our past arrogance
was based on crumbling. The real crunch is going to
arrive soon, and it's going to make waiting in a gas
line look like a day in the park. That twelve thousand
five job is going to turn to ashes, and the only logical
recourse for a person who has devoted his life to that
goal will be to rise up in anger and make war on those
people who have not only taken away his antifreeze
but are threatening his life. And it won't be a new
scenario, even though the results will be far more
tragic. And it will still be called imperialism.

It used to be that people of our generation would
laugh at what we considered our parent's irrational

fears for us when they'd ask "What's this younger
generation coming to?" After all, we were going to
really try to be the first people to recognize everyone's
dignity and try to live in harmony with the world
around us. But that's all out the window now, and the
race to apocalypse is breaking all speed records.
So I guess I really shouldn't have been surprised

when I heard a colleague of mine say "What's the
younger generation coming to?" the other day. It's a
statement which symbolized a kind of baseiess fear
that I laughed at in the past, but if it's true that the
generations are changing every three years instead of
every twenty, then that leaves people in the 20-26 year
old age group in a kind of limbo while their elders and
juniors hasten the day when we'll all live in misery or
maybe not live at all.

You know, it's kind of a shame. We really had a
good thing going.

Steve Tripoli is a Collegian columnist.

Charles i Camelopard \

Ziegler on the move
Ron Ziegler as we all know is in California attending

to the needs of former President Richard Nixon. No
one knows how long Ziegler will maintain the job
because Congress is debating the amount of money
Nixon is to be allowed for transformation from public
to private life.

Ziegler has been job hunting. He was most recently

seen in Disneyland where he has interviewed for a job.

Ziegler got his start at Disneyland and later transferred

his skills to the White House, a similar organization.

Ziegler's interview was related by
a reliable source to me the same
day it took place:

Interviewer: "Mr. Ziegler, I see
that you worked before. What did
you do?"

Ziegler: "I was a Public Relations
man for the amusement park."

Interviewer: "And I see also that

you left our happy family to work in

Washington, D.C."
Ziegler: "Yessir, that's right."

Interviewer: And I see also that

the company you worked for

folded."

Ziegler: Yessir, that's right."

Interviewer: "What did you do at

the White House?"
Ziegler: "I distributed news packages to reporters

every day."

Interviewer: "Thafs interesting, we don't have any
openings in that field here now, how are you at

g Bratworst subs, we have an opening in Germantowr
for a Bratwurst sub man."
Ziegler: "Not too good, but I make a mean Orange

Would you buy an
Orange Julius from this

man?

Julius."

Interviewer: Orange Julius, let me see, we just hired
a guy named Connaly to make Orange Julius; he used
to work with milk men, so we had to give him the
job."

Ziegler: "Yessir."

Interviewer: "I see that you put on a show each day
with your news packages, is that right."

Ziegler: "Yessir, I did that, I did it so well that once
my boss gave me a rousing slap on the back in

public."

Interviewer: "I see, maybe we
have something for you after all

Ziegler. What size pants do you
wear?"

Ziegler: "Thirty-six/thirty."

Interviewer: "And shirt?"
Ziegler: "Sixteen, thirty-three."
Interviewer: "Wait here Ziegler

while I make a phone call."

Ziegler. "Yessir."

The phone was dialed and a
connection made. The interviewer
asked for central costuming.
:
inally...

Interviewer: "This is tiltawhirl in

personnel, do you have a Goofy
costume in a thirty-six/thirty pant

and sixteen/thirty-three shirt? you do? Excellent."

Ziegler you're all set. You are going to be a guide for

children in Fantasyland. All you have to do is answer
questions of little kids ... tell them anything you want.
They'll believe you.

Ziegler: "Oh, good, just like when I worked in

Washington. They believed anything too."

_AVfc

TEDOi LEMMC THE RACE ?
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Commercial con
By DUDLEY C. PHILLIPS IV

Most people watch television which is corporately owned. All cor-

porately owned television is supported by sponsors who make their funds
by the sales of products, services, etc.; This is only one side of the situation.

The shows we watch on commercially-owned T.V. are, in a loaded way,
statistically popular. The people on these television 'majorities' are

compulsive or habitual watchers who have been indoctrinated by the
networks. I am sure they feel as though they are 'choosing' when they
select from the alternatives the networks offer them and intimidated by
their own statistics.

The criticism is not new. The same criticism has been leveled at net-

works for manipulating the publics' values for financial gain and sales

promotion, syndicated news reporting, and bias of editorial.

We watch what the people who pay for commercials want us to watch
and have calculated as being popular. These same t ^ople support their

position with statistics gained from addicted spectators. This in-

doctrination and seeming 'proof is further reinforced by advertising

psychology and marketing (market research) techniques.
We have become accustomed to having entertainment decisions made

for us. We are now being asked, very subtly, to give up even that decision,

and 'take in stride' whatever comes.
The Noxema Shave Cream commercial helped me understand. If you are

walking in the woods and have a desire to smell something fresh, an at-

tractive woman dressed in Sax's best will come out from behind a tree and
suggest Noxema (and that isn't all). She puts foam in her hand.
The scene is the guy in a shaven state, the same girl, and remembrance

of how Noxema brought them 'closer' together and made a 'smoother'
relationship.

It may be that what we need is senuous artificiality, but not with
Noxema manufacturers and marketers doing the arrangements.

I would rather let Crest become a family discussion or Pepsi (Pepsico) a
national song writer; than let Noxema, Salem Cigarettes, or Winchester
plan my outings, make my dates, or choose my entertainment.

It is important to understand the advertising- marketing motives. These
firms (people) must make money by showing sales increase for their

clients. One of the directions this can take is the directives that "Where the
market is not, a market must be made."
The commercial network solicits advertisers to use the television as an

advertising medium and supports its programs by the monies these ad-

vertisers pour in. If a show does not produce a greater market of spen-
ders,(the television watches), it must be removed.
The Noxemas, Fords, Toyotas, Banks, and politico campaigners will not

stand alone. There are many who participate in this advertising and control

game. The cigarette and cigar advertisers are clearly malicious.

If warm summer days, visions of green, and water sounds, spent with a
beautiful woman or man in a romantic setting, means cigarettes; my
sympathies are out to those who think so. They need friendship and
direction, not advertising con.

All the commercials I mentioned have increased sales. Principles or

humane directions are not rewarded in advertising or manufacturing;
marketing effect gets rewarded.

The first thing a non- controlled person can do is be defensively aware of

the 'advertising art' and remember the motive of this 'art' is pre-

determined: The keys to a psyche are the keys to your pocket.

The commercial television watcher is the desired marketing effect at this

time - "Gotcha, Public!"

Dudley C Phillips IV is Collegian Commentator.

olicy

Charles Camelopard is a Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
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content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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cont. from p.1
Eugene B, Sturgeon, a Northeast

Utilities spokesman at the Hartford-

based utility said there would be

"no comment." Other spokesmen
said the same.

But Charles Bragg, another

Northeast spokesman, told the

Greenfield Recorder the utility

would seek "no recourse through

civil action."

Reaction to the acquittal from

environmentalists and nuclear

power objectors focused on Judge
Smith's directed verdict.

Johnathan Souweine, director of

the Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group at Amherst said

the trial "failed to satisfy anyone's
needs."

"But I think the trial has served at

least one major purpose,"
Souweine said. "The amount of

useful information provided the

citizens of western Massachusetts
about the monumental dangers of

nuclear power was extensive."

Portia Weiskel, a resident of

Leverett, adjacent to Montague,
and a leader of the Montague
Nuclear Concerns Group said she
was "ambivalent."

She said she was happy Lovejoy

was acquitted but upset that

testimony by radiation expert Dr.

John Goffman and BU Prof.

Howard Zinn was excluded from
the jury by Judge Kent B. Smith.

Asst. DA John Finn said he was
glad Judge Smith chose to tell the

jury in his charge that Lovejoy's

motivations should have nothing to

do with the deliberations should

the indictment have been valid.

"I think that the question of real

vs. personal property was very

clear," Finn said. "I think at the

very minimum it was a matter for

the jury to decide."

Judge Smith prohibited the jury

from considering the distinction by
"directing" them to an innocent
verdict. Finn said he thought the
distinction between real and
personal property in Massachusetts
law "ought to be eliminated."

The verdict

Public won,
others lost

By BILL DENSMORE
MDC Staff

The acquittal yesterday of Sam Lovejoy for destruction of a weather
tower at the proposed Northeast Utilities nuclear power plant site was a
disappointing experience for Judge Smith, the 14 jurors, the State and
Lovejoy himself.

Because he was acquitted on a point of established law instead of the
motivations for his action, the 27-year-old farmer from Montague failed to
justify his action morally.

Lovejoy was acquitted on a point of law instead of the motivations. For

that reason, the 27-year-old farmer from Montague failed in his attempt to

convince the jury that his tower- toppling action was moral.

Moreover, had Lovejoy been convicted, he would have had the op-

portunity to appeal to the state superior court. He is now prevented from
appealing or having his case appealed by the state because of double

jeopardy - an individual may not be tried twice for the same offense.

For the state, and for assistant district attorney John Finn, the trial was
an embarrasment. To proceed with a full case and have Judge Smith direct

an innocent verdict certainly damages the DA's effectiveness.

But the distinction between real and personal property is a fine one in

Massachusetts law. Real property is considered to be permanently at-

tached to the land - like a house or flagpole, according to Amherst attorney
Richard M. Howland.

Personal property is considered that which is moveable - for instance the
furniture in a house.

Lovejoy was indicted for "malicious destruction of personal Droperty" -

the Northeast Utilities weather tower. But Judge Smith, in directing
yesterday an innocent verdict, ruled that the tower was in fact real
property a fixed object rooted to the ground.

Lovejoy wished the interpretation to be that of personal property - the
tower was like the antenna on a house, moveable. He argued so in court
But apparently Smith interpreted Massachusetts law as making the tower
real property - thus invalidating the criminal indictment issued against
Lovejoy.

The jurors, through the whole proceeding were nothing more than court
observers. They played no real part in the intellectual arguments advanced
by Judge Smith, the DA and Lovejoy for two reasons:

-Smith excluded them from hearing testimony by Lovejoy's star

"motivation" witnesses. Dr. John Goffman, a nuclear radiation critic and
BU prof. Howard Zinn, an authority on civil disobedience.

Moreover, Smith, in his charge to the jury, actually told the citizens they
would have had to disregard the motivations for Lovejoy's act had the
original indictment been accurate.

-When it came time to rule on Lovejoy's guilt or innocence, the jury was
ordered to provide an innocent entry by Smith - polled each individually in

open court - because the indictment was incorrect.

The hotest seat in the trial was not the juror's box, therefore, but the

judge's bench. Judge Smith was forced by his own interpretation of law to

exclude Lovejoy from trial by his peers - a position he certainly did not wish
upon himself.

Moreover, the indication clearly was left that Smith would not have
tolerated consideration of Lovejoy's anti-nuclear motives - both in his

exclusion of Zinn and Goffman and in his directions to the jury.

So the only winner in the proceeding was the public - who had a chance
to view a rare spectacle in western Massachusetts - a political trial.

Moreover it was a trial for what Lovejoy and the press interpreted to be

environmental motivations.

As MassPIRG director Jonathan Souweine observed, nothing else

would have provided so eloquent a forum of public policy and nuclear

power.
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Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

SCHLITZ
BEER

FAISA

Portugese

Rose
12 oz. cans

case fifth

Four Seasons Special

Blended
Whiskey

V2 gal. . 80 Proof

V% gal. Qt.

$4*79 $Ji49

BALLANTINE

India Pale
Ale
12 oz. N.R.

case

HARP

Irish

RICCARDI

Asti
Spumanti

24 oz. bottle

case

RIUNITE

LAMBRUSCO
FOUR SEASONS

GIN
24 oz. bottle

90 Proof

'?gai. Qt .

$4*49 $

Wine Paftadise Of The Valley

SUPERMARKETS B~IK HNAST VwMT
Finast will no longer increase prices of food once placed on our shelves

On Wednesday July 24 1974. aH Fmast Super- When Hems arp restocked on the shelves thP
markets began a new pricing policy on Grocery new higher priced items will be plaa- •

Meat and Produce items the lower priced items

1 When Finast is forced to make a price in-
ifpr When a C«

2. Weekly specials or sale items are priced th|_ _ncrease cans an* packages already price marked lower than regular prices Any remaining aftei
on the shelves will be sola at the old inwnr nnrp ih» <-r>in „,,„„. ,.,,n i— „„„i . ._...-_j

nore
ie lowest

5 Until

old lower pnce the sale event, will be repriced upward

'
. itate

jid there win be
ands witn more

package
transition

Pork Loin
Assorted Chops

Formerly
Called

Quarter Loin
Pork Chops

Money Saver Bone InCenter Cut Pork Loin Chops
Sliced Bacon Pork Loin Blade '

'. ;.",. -;- mWJk
Roast Bone in Portion m *FFinast Thick 1 lb

or Regular pkg 99c lb

Mr Deli Favorites Pork Loin Sirloin For7:z^ y*

Baked Ham Roast Bone in Portion 84 lb

Freshly

Sliced to

Order 16» Pork Lom Boneless 7th Rib
Formerly Pork Loin Boneless

Amer. Cheese b 1.29
Dandy Loafcm*. 95e

Chicken Roll
Weavers All

Write Meal 85e

Available -n Stores with Mr Dei' Dents

Top Loin Roast
Pork Shoulder
PorkShoulder Roast

Arm Picnic Bone In

Formerly Fresh Pork Shoulder

Boston - Blade - Bone In

Formerly Pork Butt

$427

59*
89*

Shoulder Steak 1.49

Beef for Stew 1.39

Beef Rib Steak 1.59

Rib Eye Steak 2.69

Top Blade Steak 1.29

Top Blade Steak r. 1.49

Chioken Legs
Fresh fiAC

Tasty Chicken fl^l
Breasts"" ,79 c

Breasts £*£ D1.49
Chicken Wings B 49 e

International Seafood

Flounder
Dressed ^^jgjC

Dressed Whiting
, 59e

Salmon Chunks^ 1.99
Clam Strips »~> ,1.49

Frozen Food Values!

Roman
s& Meat

Ravioli

69
in Store Bake Shop

Turnovers

4 78*

Budget Stretchers from Finast!

Niblets Corn
Grated Tuna <& 6^°! 38*

Cake Mix

Green
Giant

Whole Kernel
412oz (

cans QH

9 ^

Frn<:tinn M" Be" v c "xke'

I I V/Olll iy Cnoc Fudge Creamy Wh.ie

Betty
Crocker

63*

Assorted

Dre30 Pumperruchle loaf 55
Rye or

mperntcl

>re<. with Bake Shops

Finast

Blue

Fresh Dairy Values!

-%&Margarine
i

«** Richmond
1 lb pkg
Qtrs 46

Swiss Cheese
Kraft Natural 8 oz

Slices Pkg 69

Miracle Whip
White Tuna SX" f

.
65*

Detergent
Pizza Mix XT m 49c

Boil n'Bag Meat
Turkey. Meat Loaf, Chicken Ala King. Salisbury Steak

Dog Food
Skippy

Salad
Dressing

Kraft - qt jar

"New"
Skippy

m N Kjqei

bog 1.1

^ ^ pkgs I 1^ I

99°

85
4 S

1

^^P cans I 1^ I

\*.

j)

$'$
Hearth or

Swedish

49 oz
pkg

Finast

Frozen

Fresh Finast Bakery!

Big Sandwich
Bread

2210,00°
ivs ( )^ 7

Rye Bread

2 b89c

Junior Pies ..".„ 5 is 1.00

Save 90*
<c With These Coupons

Save 30

RichmondOrange Juice
Cottage Cheese^.,.

S 49*
16 <M 59*

For Your Health & Beauty!

Bayer Aspirin

59°Tablets
btl

50

Baby Shampoo n« . . ;, 1.39
Bromo Seltzer \r 88*

Summers Eve ... \ 44*

Toothpaste IS 69*

5-Day °TgT S 59«
Wp Reserve the Riqnt to Limit Qtiantidps

First O' the Fresh Produce from Finast!

Prune Plums
Fresh3 79

California

Valencia

Tops in

Vitamin C

Oranges

10 s1

Apples
Green Peppers .

Green Cabbage.
Southern Yams.

3 79*

29'

10*

2 39*

Save 10 II Save 10
*r '!!• I*'S CCHlOOn A '•• irns CouOW
On Of 1 * o* £»q O" On* '00 *t ro»

Keebler Handi-Wrap
Pecan Sandies I Food Wrap

IT^^l
VJN'd H»B Sep! 2t

MM' V fl?^l S#pt 28
48 M

Save 20' II Save 20
MM* m,s Couoc
Of One o«q 1

Easy-On Westinghouse
Speed Starch I Light Bulbs

17^^ •'
l

It u \
i*0 UVu Sep! ?i

MS* ,M|

•"••
- '• Sept 28 1974

mountain
mrmsmnii

Route 9,

Hadley

n

-«>
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Nurse-majors

hold workshop

this weekend
By DONNA FUSCO

Staff Reporter
Games, films, role playing and

human relations excercises, will

highlight the second in a series of
Cross-Cultural Communication
Workshops to be held this
weekend, Sept. 27-28 in Campus
Center 801.

Junior nursing majors and
foreign students will participate in

this weekend's workshop, spon-
sored by the Office of Foreign
Students.

Ann Gillespie, Director of the
workshops, says "The idea is to get
at cultural differences, not
similarities".

"The group is kept small, about
20 nursing majors and 20 foreign
students, to allow greater in-

terpersonal communication."

I he hope is that, through par-
ticipation in these workshops, the
nurses will be better able to deal
with culturally different situations
when they begin their practical
nursing experience," she adds.

Nursing majors, foreign students
and others may attend this
weekend's workshop by calling the
Foreign Student Office at 545-0019.

News letter debuts

this fall to keep

Greeks informed

By CARLENEMURPHY
Staff Reporter

A new student publishing
venture will make it's debut, this
Fall, when 1,500 copies of the bi-

monthly "Greek Newsletter"
distributed.

is

Editor Robert Palumbo, secretary
of the Greek Council and member
of Phi Sigma Kappa, says the
publication is designed "to keep the
Greek area informed."

Financed by the Greek Council,
the newsletter will contain reports
from the student senators, in-

dividual house reports, Greek
Council committee reports, news
from the Greek Affairs office at

Whitmore, and notices of up-
coming events.

The newsletter will be distributed

to the 24 fraternities and sororities

free of charge.

Public urged to

attend M-health

conference
Belchertown volunteers and

other interested people are urged to

attend a conference Friday, Sept.

27, to set up a proposal to be
presented to the State of

Massachusetts by the Mental
Retardation Representation
Project.

Funds will be cut from the Mental
Retardation Representation Project
(MRRP), at the end of November
unless a new proposal is formed.

The MRRP, funded by the

Massachusetts Dept. of Health and
directed by Attorney Ray Bilodeau,

delivers legal services to the

mentally retarded in western
Massachusetts.

The conterence will be held at St.

John's Episcopal Church in Nor-

thampton.

There will be a panel discussion

at 9 a.m. and workshops in the

afternoon to discuss what kinds of

legal problems the mentally
retarded face and the formulation

of a more workable system to meet
these problems.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
8 v Stella Wilder

Thursday, September 26
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -

New doors may well open to
you this morning. Do what-
ever is necessary to persuade
another to allow you your
chance for gain.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
— Make sure you're ready for

advancement before you go
after it. You could gain what
you can hardly cope with at

present. Take your time;
learn.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) — If you are in the
market for an influential
contact — and who isn't? —
this could well be your best
day in months. Put your best
foot forward.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19) — Employment matters
are especially favored today.
Meet one in authority before
you make any decision for or
against change.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb.
18) — Keep energy in reserve
during morning and afternoon
hours. You'll be needing it in

excess when events begin to
unravel themselves at even-
ing.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
— The Pisces with highly
developed creative instincts
stands the greatest chance for

gain today. Don't give all your
artistic secrets away.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
— You should be able to
achieve at least one of your
goals now— if you apply
yourself consistently enough
to be truly effective.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
—Thereis no reason why you
should be shy about putting
forth your own ideas. You,
have enough knowledge to put*
two and two together
correctly.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— A good day for new
beginnings. Don't be afraid to
set out on a new and different
course of action — if you have
the backing of others.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
— So long as you can keep at
least one finger in the pie that
symbolizes your own career,
you should be able to branch
out now with great success.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) - A

day for you to try to
demonstrate genuine leader-
ship. Take yourself and your
followers in hand and move
forward through progressive
action.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 2) -
You may have to forfeit some
adventure this morning to
achieve a long-standing goal
this afternoon. There are
decisions to be made in the
afternoon.

ACROSS
1 Overwhelm
ing ctavmg

& Stupor
9 Rascal

14 II royal nam,
15 Creative work
16 Fame
17 Roughness
19 Rios

Argentina
province

20 Stone
21 Garment

•dge
23 Clan Latin

24 Returned
27 Place m

layers

29 Diving birds

31 Semi
George's toe

36 Where I A it

37 Drugs
39 Business

establish

men!
40 Shield of

Zeus
42 Feminine

name
44 Killed

46 Musical

direction

47 Piece* of

roofing

49 Point

50 Etplenaiory
caption

62 Wealthy men
64 Fuel

56 Arguer
59 " corny**

Kansas in

August"
62 Badly Preftn

64 Blot out

65 War
Naval vessel

67 Frivolous

young woman
70 Mate void
71 Bonrio s

relative

72 Toot lo court

73 Heavily

fleshed

74 Redact
75 of the

Storm
Country
DOWN

1 Composer of
" Gypsy Love"

2 Act ot

treating

3 Repressing
4 Experimenter

5 Deceive
6 Open Poetic

7 Boiled

cornmeel
8 Useful duality

9 Rider

Haggard title

10 "Well done 1

"

Informal
11 Poker stake

12 Time of day
Poet

13 Ford'* tree

Abbr
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IB Shaped with

•net
22 Central

25 Black Poet
26 Warehouse
28 Hesitation

syllable*

30 Canary's
relative

32 Valuable

artwork

2 words
33 Mountain

Comb form
34 Salamander
36 Cubicle

36 Besebetler

Tommie •
3B Side dish

41 Has a night

on the town
2 words

43 Goddess of

youth
46 Unit

48 Not gey
51 River barrier

53 Merest
56 Flavor

57 Colorado
park

58 Oboe
clarient etc.

59 Islam leader

60 Lion feeture

61 "The King
and I"

character

63 Long's
partner

66 Insect

68 Numerical
prefia

69 Flutter

I IW lit In IIS

Kampus Kapers Jackson

THE DfVLV GOLLLGIAAJ,
> IT HftS ME 3DRTA STUMPED

- COOLD YOU PLEASE
GIVE ME THE TIME OP DAl/?.

Collins to address seminar

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGI AN

State Representative James
Collins (D-Amherst will be the
leadoff speaker at Project Ten's
Political Campaigns Seminar
tonight at 7:30. Collins will address
the Seminar in his capacity as
regional coordinator for the
Dukakis-O'Neil gubernatorial
campaign.

The Seminar, meeting for its

second session in Classroom I of
Pierpont Hall, will also host
speakers favoring the Sargent-
Dwight ticket in this year's race for

governor, as well as supporters of
State Senator John Olver (D-

Amherst) and Gerald McCarthy
(Ind.-Leyden), who is challenging
Olver

.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

The Seminar, which offers 3

academic credits for active par-

ticipation in a political campaign
this Fall, already has some 30
students enrolled. Seminar in-

structor Kenneth Mosakowski
urges interested students to sign up
no later than today. Further in-

formation about the Seminar may
be obtained by contacting the

Project Ten academic office at 545-

0871.
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Dance Lighting Workshop

SATURDAY, SEPT. 28

2 p.m.

Bowker Aud.

All are welcome!
sponsored by

Roister Doisters

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN ARE INVITED

TO PHI SIGMA KAPPA (510 N. Pleasant St.)

FOR AN OPEN LITTLE SISTER RUSH PARTY.

Come down and meet the

people of Phi Sigma Kappa.

9 p.m. Thursday

LATE TOR class'/

dizzy and paul — By Jim Carson

TtSTifKrDTO THIS caMMITTTre"
r>flrX<T ybcK fOisc+m TiDKTDiOe-

AS fsE<be\RDS SteOR MOMWATIOOJ

"^V rTSHlLV IS So RICH .THAT\

UJHATl^ffiCoOlDX fb9S-

IBLV UAUT AS v\ce F62>-

l£€WT THAT I DOxlT

I'lAM IS ALL R.6HT. WE'VE'
HEARD THE
REfW FROM OuR
STATISTICIAN

f-2*

Both our uittin6 anp
Ob* FlELpiNo AVEKA666
WERE P0LUN THIS ^EAK

B. C.

60 HDU ALL KNOlt) WHAT U£
HAVE TO DO NEXT SEASON

GET A NEW
STATISTICIAN III

c
HOW PCOR WAS ytxjR
Nei6*HB0RHO3D

UK ]

fa*

THE CCCXFPKMe.^ vyCi^E

**-
wizabd or ID by Brunt parketr euid Johnny hau-t

When you enroll in Air Force ROTC
you can get more than a chance at

a scholarship and a chance at

flying lessons . . . and

You
getatax-free
monthly

allowanceof$100.
Interested?

cornet Air Force ROTC

At Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass.

5-2437

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC

MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Colleajan Office between
8: 30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3.45, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $ 30 per line
Weekly — | 25 per line
Monthly — J.JO per line

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
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AIKIDO
Meetings Weds, and Fri. 630 8:30 p.m..

Sun. 1 2:30 p.m., Boyd Wrestling Rm.
ALPHA ZETA
Monthly meeting of all members

Monday at 6:30 p.m. in 165 C.C. At-

tendance mandatory,
BEL CHER TOWN VOL UNTEERS:
We need people who enjoy all kinds of

recreation and are willing to share this with
the residents. Buses leave Sat. at 12:45
p.m. in front of Whitmore. Back by 4 p.m
BOXING CLUB;
The UMass Boxing Club will meet

tonight at 8:30 on 19th floor of
Washington All officers, past members
and all interested new members please
attend. Neil 549 0524 for info.

CHI OMEGA:
Strawberry Festival. Open rush for all

UMass women at 7:30 p.m. tonight. Rides
provided at 7:15 at NOPE, Van Meter,
Thoreau, Dickinson, and the Newman
Center We're "berry" friendly See vou
there.

COIN CLUB:
Meeting tonight in 902 C.C, 7:30-10:00.

Election of officers will be discussed. New
members are more than welcome
BOARD OF GOVERNORS:

Board of Governors meeting Thursday
at 6:30 in C C. 917.

CROSS CULTURAL SMORGASBORD
Coming at Tn Sigma Sorority. Oct. 1,

Tuesday, 7 30. All UMass women welcome
for info, call 253 9066. We are located at
Frat Sorority Park on Orchard Hill Bus it

THE CRUCIFIXION:
Was it God's Will or Man's Failure will

be the topic from the controversial
message of Rev. Sun Myung Moon ex
plained tonight at 7:30 in 101 C.C. by Keith
MacMurdeie of the Unification Church.
DVP MEETING

There will be a DVP meeting today at

5:15 in 165 C.C.

FENCING ANYONE'
The Fencing Club will meet on Tuesday

10 1. 7 9 p.m. The club welcomes new
fencers. If you cannot come, but are in-

terested, call Joe 6-5634
FIRST OFFICIAL MEETING:

The Chinese Student Club, 6 p.m.. 9-29
C.C. Aud. Food and film. New members
welcome.

GAY WOMENS CAUCUS:
Our office, S.U. Mezzanine, is now open

M F afternoons and some nights. Weekly
meeting will be held today at 7:30 room
803. All women are welcome. We have a

limited library and offer non professional

counseling in the office or call 545-3438.

ITALIAN CLUB AND MAJORS MEETING:
Meeting of all Italian majors and those

interested in majoring in Italian in Herter.

3rd floor lounge at 7:30 p.m. tonight. All

interested are welcome. Refreshments.

JUDO:
Mr. Nori Kudo, 5th degree black belt and

national master's champion will

demonstrate the art of Judo Thursday at 7

p.m. in Boyden Wrestling Room. All are

welcome
GAY LINE:

Gay, Bi, uncertain. ...call Gayline for info

or counseling. M, Tues., Thurs., Fri., 7

p m.-11 p.m. 545-0154.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA:
The sisters of KKG invite all UMass

women to learn what Kappa is all about at

an open rush party, Thursday, 7:30 8 30

p.m.. 32 Nutting Ave.

LAMBDA DELTA PHI:

Need an excuse to procrastinate
studying? Come to 389 N. Pleasant St.

(t.ext to the Friendly Door; Thurs. at 7:30

p.m. and meet the sisters and pledges

while making candied apples.

LAND ARCH REG PLN LECTURE:
UMass History prof Jack Taeger will

speak on "Entrepreneurial Architecture

and the Urbanization of the U.S." tonight

at 8 p.m. in Herter 231 A reception will

follow.

LUTHERAN STUDENTS:
Eucharist and fellowship Thurs. 9 26,

8:00 p.m. Newman Center Classroom 1.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
Our first trip to the hospital will be tonite

at 6:30. Bus pick ups - in front of

Hasbrouck and Patterson House at 6:35.

All are welcome.
OPEN HOUSE

Program Council Art com. Open House,
S.U. Art Gallery, Thurs., 9-26 at 7:30 p.m.
Everyone welcome, bring a friend.

P.M.D. OPEN RUSH:
The brothers of Phi Mu Delta cordially

invite all University men to visit our house
and meet our brotherhood on Thurs. 9-26

at 8:30 p.m. There will be an open keg - or
two?
PROBLEMS'
We may be able to help. The Student

Senate has formed a Communications
Committee We can help or refer you to
others who can. Or if you would like to
donate time, come to SU 411 A
RADICAL CAUCUS
The Radical Caucus of the dept. of

Political Science will meet Fri., 9-27 at 2

p m ,
rm. 412 Thompson. All interested

undergrads, grads and faculty invited.
SKI PATROL

This year's first meeting of UMass
chapter of National Ski Patrol will be tonite
at 6:30 p.m. in 903 cc. Planning for First

Aid refresher must be discussed. At-
tendance is mandatory.
SIGMA KAPPA
The sisters of Sigma Kappa invite all

University women to our talent n'rte. It

should be a lot of laughs' See you tonite,

7:15, at 19 Allen St. Call 5 2297 or 256-6887
for more information.

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA:
All University women are invited to a

fraternity exchange on Thurs., 9-26. We
will be leaving from Tri Sigma at 7:30.

Location Frat Sorority Parq. For info call

253 9066

SMALL CLAIMS COURT PROJECT:
Anyone interested in Small Claims Court

Counseling or Research Projects, please
come to a meeting tonite at 7:00 rm. 102
cc If you cannot attend drop by PIRG
office at 41 1B SU
SOKO LOK MOI:

First meeting of Soko Lok Moi will deal
with ideas of Bos Mo Toi and new un-
derstanding of it through Shoibus Ros.
Please attend for the Boipus Tos
celebration.

SPECTRUM:
Writers artists We want to publish

vour work. Don't be afraid to submit. We
can only say no. Come see us - rm. 407 SU.
STAR TREK LIVES:

Meeting, Mon. 9-30 at 7:00, rm. 169 cc.
New members welcome. Any questions
call Barbara, 546-6672.

STUDENT JUDICIARY
will hold a hearing involving WMUA

tonite at 7:00 in 176 cc.

VOLUNTEER HELP NEEDED
Volunteers are desperately needed to

help initiate and run the Learning Ex-

change, a self directed learning service

where you can share, teach or learn

Amherst Community Resource Center
253 2591

FOUND:
One bra between Goessman Lab and

West Experiment Station Tues. afternoon.
practically anything you want. Please call It is at the Lost and Found office.

UMass grad gets commission
Mark A. Proctor of Weymouth graduated from the University of

Massachusetts-Amherst in September and was commissioned a second
lieutenant in the United States Air Force.

A graduate of Weymouth High School. Lt. Proctor entered the
University in the fall of 1970 and the Air Force Reserve Officer Training
Program in September 1972, after having attended a six week field training

encampment at Rickenbacker Air Force Base, Ohio.

While studying for a degree in civil engineering. Lt. Proctor also com-
pleted an introductory flight orientation and training program, and will now
enter Air Force undergraduate pilot training to earn the silver wings of a
fully qualified Air Force pilot.

It's not drugs.

It's not suicide.

And it's not cancer.

It's automobile crashes.

More American people

between the ages of 15 and 25 die

in automobile crashes than in any
other way.

At least half of those deaths
are alcohol related. And the drunk
drivers who cause most of them
are under 25. Sometimes, many
times, they kill themselves.

One of the most dangerous
things you can do is get drunk and
drive home.

You can change it. You
have to.

You march against the war.

You fight for clean air and clean

water. You eat natural foods. You
practice yoga. You are so much for

life. And you are so much against

killing.

It would he unthinkable for

you to wittingly kill another human
being.

So then, why is this

happening?

DRUNK DRIVER. HI FT Y*
BOX 1969
WASHINGTON. DC. 20013

I don't want to get killed and I don't

want to kill anyone Tell me how I can
help. *Youths Highwaj Safety Advisory
Committee.

My name is

Addres
Ciry_ State Zip

celebrity series

presents

The Fabulous

Rhinestones

In Concert

Thursday, Sept. 26

Admission $
V
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Mermen battle BC

Gordie Howe of Team Canada '74 sits with his family

Nat^ho'cke'v £m
°' * "-" Wi,h "* "*-*

Tired Team Canada
readies for Finns

By MDC STAFF
For the UMass Water Polo Club

the preseason comes to an end and
the real thing begins this weekend
Friday will see some tough com-
petition in town as Boston College
and UMass square off in the last of
a 5 game schedule of scrimmages.

Thus far, the UMass squad is 3-1
having lost only to defending New
England champs Southern Con-
necticut, 13-11. UMass wins in-
clude 2.convincing victories against
Amherst College, 16-7 and 20-5
and an unheard of 16-0. shutout ofUNH last weekend.

Although the game with B.C. is

only a scrimmage it serves as a
good indication of things to come.
UMass will face B.C. during the
regular season and view them as
one of the toughest hurdles on the
way to the New Englands. The
winner Friday has a decided
psychological advantage when the
two teams meet again.

For those of you who plan to take
in this Friday's bout, herewith is a
brief introduction:

Water Polo is a relatively new
sport in the United States. Like so
many other sports that have found

their way here from abroad, it first
became popular in California and
has gradually taken hold around the
country. The UMass club is now
entermg its third year in existence.

One member of the UMass
squad, Henry MacLean, has played
the game on the high school level in

California. Besides playing an
excellent all around game, Henry
has the tendency to throw the ball
what you'd call, fast. That is to say
that bis teammates would like to
imitate his shot.. .if only they could
see it. That is to say that when a
goalie has the misfortune of
stopping one of his shots it is not
that the goalie was quick enough to
get in front of it but, rather that he
was not quick enough to get out of
the way. But, in any case, when
Henry fires it, its usually the corners
of the net that take the brunt of the
attack.

HELSINKI \UPI\ - A tired Team
Canada 74 squad took the ice at
the Helsinki Ice Hall for a short light
practice Wednesday, four hours
after their arrival in this nordic
capital.

The World Hockey Association
WHA) All-Stars arrived by
chartered jet from Vancouver and
>et up a training camp, preparing
for the four-game continuation of
their series against the Russian
otars which resumes in Moscow
Oct. 1.

In the four games held earlier this
month in Canada, the Canadians
and Soviets tied 1-1-2.

The Canadians will train at the

WBZ loses Sox

TV rights to

Channel 38
BOSTON \AP\ - Station WBZ-

TV reported Wednesday that it has
lost the television rights to Boston-
based games of the Boston Red
Sox, effective at the end of the
1974 season.

General Manager Sy Yanoff said
that Red Sox General Manager
Dick O'Connell had awarded
telev.sion rights, starting next
season, to WSBK-TV Channel 38, aUHF station.

"Frankly, we were surprised by
the Red Sox decision," Yanoff said.
'For the past three years, we have
enjoyed a relationship that resulted

J m an increased number of games
and wider exposure and recognition
Of the Boston Red Sox.

"There are certainly no hard
feelings and we feel that we made
our best possible offer for the
continued rights."

The Red Sox were in New York
for a night game with the Yankees
and there was no immediate
comment.

WBZ-TV, the Boston Group W
outlet, also has been the originating
station for telecasting Boston
games on a New England network.
The television stations included
WTEV of New Bedford, WGAN of3
ortland, Maine, WABI, of Banqor

JJaine, WAGM in Presque Isle'
Uame WWLP in Springfield, andWNY of Burlington, Vt.

WSBK-TV owned by Storer
3roadcasting Co., also televises
lames of the Boston Bruins of the
ifltional Hockey League.

Ice Hall, site of the 1974 World
Championships, and then play the
Finnish National Squad on Friday.
Two days later they play Sweden in
Gothenburg for the final warmup
before Moscow.

Several team members said they
were tired after their flight, and the
squad arrived an hour late for its
first practice session.

The Canadians first game should
not be too difficult since the Finns
have lost some star players and
have a new coach from the team
that placed fourth in the World
Championships.
Two top players from last year's

team, Captain Veli-Pekka, Ketola
and defenseman Heikki Riihiranta
now play for the WHA's Winnipeg
Jets, and Coach Kalevi Numminen
quit because his job as Sales
Manager for an ice hockey stick
company took too much of his
time.

Making a comeback as coach is

Seppo Liitsola who managed the
team until 1972. He complained
three days ago he had not seen any
films of the Canadians and did not
know their style of play.

The line up of a water polo team
is similar to that of a hockey team
with the exception that there are
two centeVs instead of one and the
goal is wider. The playing area is

approximately the length of a
basketball court and the players are
not allowed to touch the sides or

Notices
UMASS INTERCOLLEGIATE

BOWLING TEAM - Bowling team
rolloff: Thursday, Oct. 3 at 5:30
p.m. in the Boyden lanes. It will

consist of 6 games. Call Dave at
546-7002 for info and sign-up.

INTRAMURALS - All in-

tramural paddleball and handball
entrants are asked to pick up their

schedules at the IM office im-
mediately.

bottom.

So if you can imagine swimming
up and down the "court" instead of
running, you can join the crowd of
people who wonder where anyone
gets the energy to crawl out of the
pool when the final whistle blows
Which leads us to the question of
how and why the UMass squad
plans to survive 2 such contests this
Saturday in Durham against UNH
and Hebron Academy. If you want
to know how, this writer has no
answer. If you want to know why
stick around while the visiting team
is leaving Friday. You'll be sure to
hear them say, "Take care. And
thanks for having us."

Face off time (if that's what you
call it) is 4:00 this Friday in the
Boyden pool and the action
promises to be furious. The good
guys will be wearing white and will
be out to prove that the old saying
is true.

WMUA
After a crushing 42-0 victory over

Maine the Minutemen travel to
Hanover, New Hampshire, to take
on the Ivy League power Dart-
mouth. Listen for the George Geer
scouting report at 1:20 p.m.
followed by Minuteman football
with Russ Small and Larry Convoy.
This Saturday. ..football from
Dartmouth beginning at 1:20 p.m.
on the voice of the Minutemen
WMUA 91.1 F.M.

KKSKAIU lU'VPKKS
^"1(1 %• (W „ur mai , wder ca ,a ,

< "niplele Kducalmnal Research Service
including term paper research, thesis
<-M-..r«h. ».«, Ke.,,ari.h pa
HIP

jollexiat Research S>slems. ItM E•«rr» W Suite ». ( ampden N |"M HMM2 (iTTT

Collegian

football
The eyes of the sports world will

be on Hanover, N.H. Saturday at
10:30 a.m. as the Collegian football
squad meets Dartmouth. For sign-
up info see Dave Eibel. A work-out
is scheduled for Thursday at 2:30
next to WOPE, after which the final

™ts will be announced and con-
fact negotiations will begin.

Kentfield Hardware,
Inc.

63 SOUTH PLEASANT ST.

Suppliers of.

— STUDENT NEEDS
— HARDWARE
— SPORTING GOODS— PAINT
— ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Hours: Monday-Thursday & Saturday— 8-5:30

Fridays— S a.m. -? p.m.

Serving fat Heeds hr over 100 fan
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Sox expire

(Staff photo by Bob Almeida)

Yesterday's intramural track action opened with such events as the two-mile,
100/ 440/ shot put/ and the mile/ which is pictured above.

Davis two-out, two-run

single keeps O's in first
BALTIMORE \UPI\ - Tommy

Davis' two-run single with two out
in the ninth inning rallied the

Baltimore Orioles to a 5-4 win over
the Detroit Tigers Wednesday night

and kept them in first place in the
American League East.

After the Orioles had rallied for

one run going into the inning

trailing 4-2, Davis lined a single into

centerfield, scoring Al bumbry with
the tying run and Paul Blair with the

winning run.

Wayne Garland, 5-5, gained the
win in relief of Ross Grimssley, who
was touched for four runs and eight

hits in five innings.

Rookie Dan Meyer's two run
triple sparked an early outburst that

gave the Orioles their 4-2 lead.

Meyer, a left-handed hitting out-

fielder, ripled after Bill F-reehan

walked and Leon Roberts singled in

the second inning. Aurelio

Rodriguez scored Meyer with a

sacrifice fly.

Baltimore scored single runs in

the second and sixth innings

against Lolich, 16-20, with Brooks
Robinson doubling home one score

and Bob Oliver singling home a run

in the sixth inning.

Lolich ran into trouble in the

ninth when Andy Etchebarren

singled with one out. Pinch-runner

Rich Coggins moved to second
when Curt Motton walked and Al

Bumbry pinch ran for Motton. Paul

Blair's single drove in coggins with

Bumbry stopping at second. Bobby
Grich's fly advanced the runners to

second and third before Davis'

game-winning hit.

Singles by Al Kaline, Freehan and
Reggie Sanders gave the Orioles a
4-1 lead in the top of the sixth

inning.

NEW YORK \UPI\ - Elliott

Maddox delivered a one-out single

that scored Sandy Alomar with the

only run of the game in the bottom
of the 10th inning Wednesday night

to give the New York Yankees a 1-0

victory over the Boston Red Sox
behind the seven- hit pitching of

George "Doc" Medich.
The victory enabled the Yankees

to remain only one-half game
behind division-leading Baltimore in

the American League East while the

loss virtually eliminated the Red
Sox from contention. Boston now
trails the Orioles by 4 V? games with

only seven to play.

Maddox, who had three of the

Yankees' seven hits off loser Bill

Lee, came through with his game-
winning hit after Alomar had led off

the inning with a walk, moved to

second on Fred Stanley's sacrifice

and advanced to third when Roy
White beat out an infield hit.

Medich, who struck out six,

boosted his record to 19-14 while

Lee dropped to 17-14.

Both teams blew numerous
scoring opportunities over the first

nine innings.

The Red Sox loaded the bases on
Medich with two outs in the first

but the Yankee reighthander got

Dick McAuliffe on a fly out to end
that threat.

In the sixth, Carl Yastrzemski led

off with a single and moved to

second on Darrell Evans' sacrifice

but Medich retired Fred Lynn on a

fly out and McAuliffe on an infield

grounder.

Then, in the ninth, with one out,

pinch-hitters Cecil Cooper and
Bernie Carbo reached base on a
walk and a single respectively But
Yankee third baseman Graig
Nettles made the defensive play of
the game with a diving stab of Juan
Beniquez's liner to third and he was
able to throw out Carbo at second
for the force, shutting off a sure
Red Sox run.

The Yankees blew an op-
portunity in the sixth when Maddox
doubled with one out but Lee got
Bobby Murcer on an infield
grounder and Lou Piniella on a fly

to center. And in the seventh,
Munson's leadoff single was erased
on a pair of force plays and Sandy
Alomar's fly out to right.

• MW 11"IIM
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(Staff photo by Ruas Marii, UMats
The ball eludes grasp of UMass flanker Lee

Harriman, as Maine defensive back Steve Vance gets
set to upend Harriman. He has five receptions so far,
averaging ten yards a catch. A better passing attack
will be needed against Dartmouth/ UMass' next foe, to
go with the fine running game shown so far. Dartmouth
looks to be a tough game, as it will be the Big Green's
season opener. Dartmouth is shooting for their sixth
straight league title.

Sports Money: It's our choice now
Money, money, money. That is what it seems everyone wants and needs

in this country today. Our society has evolved to a point where that is a
fact and a rule. Look at the names of the supposed two leading men in our
nation today, Ford and Rockefeller, two names that have been
synonymous with money and big business for years and years. That is

where our country is at now.
That is also where sports is at now, and quite unfortunately so.

Professionally, most athletes are in the highest pay brackets in the world.
And are they satisfied? Some are and some are not; many bargain for more
and more money year after year. Holdouts for higher wages and better
contracts are a common occurrence nowadays.

But is that what sports should be all about? It is not what I was taught
when I was growing up with sports as one of my major activities. I was
taught to participate for the fun and enjoyment of it all and the overall
experience that sports and competition would give me in dealing with
more serious life situations. Once money, and not just money, but "big"
money, becomes a part of the picture that seems to change things for me.
Different motives and different meanings come into sport then 'and I am
not really sure if they are healthy ones or not.

On the collegiate level money problems similar to those in professional
sports also exist. Of course everyone knows that college athletes do not
get paid but many do get helped along with the financing of their
education. Scholarships are what I am speaking about, and some people
question even their validity in the educational process. Usually scholar-
ships are "above board" as they say, and people who deserve them, get
them. But anyone who is familiar with Dave Megyssey's book. Out of Their
League, knows that everything is not always "above board." Megyssey, a
former St. Louis Cardinal football star, who played his college ball at
Syracuse talks about the little unnamed, unaccounted for gifts that alot of
athletes received almost from out of nowhere. Alumni were often the
bearers of these gifts and for this I see no place in amateur, collegiate
athletics. It only breeds bad feelings within teams and within departments
and can only do harm to programs in the long run.

But much more important than who gets what money in what sports at
colleges is the problem of funding for certain programs. (For those of you
that have found this column somewhat meaningless so far, hang in there
for this is the crux of the matter coming up.) The funding problem exists at
this university in full and almost unstoppable bloom. Money is very tight all

around. Everyone knows that. Athletes, coachs, and administration alike
are trying and must continue to try to find solutions to this problem that
could mean the end of many sports at this university quite soon.
We have here, right now, one of the most complete major college

athletic programs in the country. And it is imperative that we keep it that
way. If it is up to the administration to strive towards that goal then they
must be forced to. We as students must realize that it is our money as
members of this school and as taxpayers in this state that is being used.
We must see it used to the school's and to our own best interests, which
should be one and the same.
The ideal of college athletics should be quality and participation. We as

participants should be the determinants of what is to happen and where
monies should go. Do we want a limited amount of programs that strive
towards nation-wide excellence or do we want a greater number of
programs that stay within the realm of New England levels of competition?
Of course the ideal would be to have the "best of all possible worlds" and
have a great number of programs that can strive towards national
prominence. But if this is not possible within the reality of the finances
available then how should we deal with the problem?

It is up to us to decide. And we had better do it quick before it is decided
for us.

Foreman:"ready
N'SELE, ZAIRE \UP/\ -

Heavyweight champion George
Foreman pulled a "Butterfly"
bandage from his right eye and
announced "I'm ready to fight

today," 'thus ending speculation
about his Oct. 29 meeting with
Muhammed Ali in this Central
African Capital City.

The champion met with
newsmen after having the bandage
removed from his cut right eye,
injured in a sparring session with
Bill McMurray eight days before the
original Sept. 25 date. He became
angry when a writer asked him to
confirm the new date for the fight.

Gogolak hero
DARIEN, Conn. [UP/] - Pete

Gogolak, kicking specialist for the
New York Giants, may have been
responsible for police catching up
to three suspects in the robbery of
his neighbor's home in Darien.

The three men were stopped by a
state trooper 12 miles away on the
Connecticut Turnpike in Greenwich
yesterday and in an ensuing
gunbattle, two of the suspects were
killed and the other wounded.
Gogolak said he was out in his

garden when he noticed a white
Cadillac parked in a drive across the
way and out of view from the home
of Ronald Ball, an attorney who
died Monday.
Unknown to Gogolak, three

robbers were in the Ball home,
taking jewelry from about two
dozen mourners who had returned
from Ball's wake.

One of the men returning to the

car saw Gogolak, who questioned
his presence on the grounds.

The man replied, "You better get
out of here." A warning shot was
fired and the other two men came
running from the house, dropping
loot as they fled.

Gogolak retreated to his house
and phoned Darien police, who
rushed to the scene.

Pink Floyd's Bootlegs p.8

Remembering Kerouac
Kerouac by Ann Charters,

Straight Arrow Books, 419pp,

$7.95.

The Visions of the Great
Rememberer by Allen Gin
sberg, Mulch Press, 71pp. $2.50

paperback (available at

Cronopius bookshop).
Visions of Cody by Jack

Kerouac, McGraw-Hill, 398pp,

$8.95.

Reviewed by Dennis McNally

They called him St. Jack,and
you can number among his

heirs people from David Bowie
to Jerry Garcia and yes,

possibly you. Bowie and
Garcia at least admit their

paternity; most people are
unaware of it. But if you have
ever hitchhiked more than a

few miles, smoked a joint or

thought of yourself as a freak,

then Jack Kerouac has touched
your life. That poor tortured

bastard, lashed by the
thousand guilts of the Roman
Catholic church and a mother
who never stopped, a lover who
preferred whores and his fist, a

cultural revolutionary who
ended up worshiping William
F. Buckley and always dug ice

cream and the flag, also wrote
a book called On the Road, and
in so doing punched, as Jimmy
Breslin said, a hole in the wall

of 1957 American con-
sciousness that Ken Kesey,

Bob Dylan and all of us "long-

haired broken chromosomed
acquarian communard
anarcho-syndicalist" folk have
been trucking through ever

since.

They called it "The Beat

Generation." Size was not its

strong point; there were
maybe five major beat poets

and writers — Kerouac, Allen

Ginsberg, Gregory Corso,
William Burroughs (who says

he wasn't), and Gary Snyder.

The strange thing was that this

tiny crew, united only by

mixed disgust and fear of the

plasticized, militarized mon-
ster called 1957 America,
managed to utterly terrify

almost all of that monster's

cultural elite. The critic

gibbered about immorality,

news editors at Time
misrepresented facts to fit the

way things were 'supposed' to

be (just as with Vietnam), and
a lot of people ignored the elite,

read the books and the poetry,

Dennis McNally, 24, lives in

Amherst and is associated with
Harp Enterprises. He received
his undergraduate degree from
St. Lawrence University.

and found out that life had
more to it than two car garages
and corporate careers. One of

those folks was named Ken
Kesey; he did some acid and
took off in a bus piloted by Neal

Cassady, the hero of On the

Road, and that led to the 1967

brahmin and was originally a
neo Utopian experiment in

town planning, by Jack's time
it had little to do either with the
upper class or utopia. It was a
classic New England mill
town, a red-brick core of giant
textile mills surrounded by

small printing shop, Memere
set about raising a family that

included Gerard and Caroline

when Jack was born in 1922. If

Gerard had lived, Jack might
never have left Lowell. But

when Jack turned four, their

ro«m became the scene of a six

Summer of Love, presided
over by beat poets Snyder,
Ginsberg and Michael Mc-
Clure. And if many of us are
still learning from those ideas,

just remember they publicly
started in September of 1957

when the Viking Press brought
out a strange little "novel"
called On the Road.
For Kerouac, it started —

and ended — with Lowell,

Massachusetts. Though the
town was named after a Boston

wooden tripledeckers filled

with Irish, French, and Greek
workers. It has never been a
pretty place, and these days,
most young people who got out
of Lowell seem to want to keep
it that way. Yet, though no
child of Lowell ever travelled
further or harder, Jack never
did succeed in leaving this

place, and there lies the tale.

His parents had migrated to

Lowell from New Hampshire,
and with Pava Leo running a

month deathwatch, and the
already super sensitive little

baby of the family suffered

through a half-year of listening

to his brother's gurgling mixed
tears and pants for breath. By
the time of Gerard's death,

Jack's consciousness had been
flayed into an anguished mess,
the product of Gerard's
'canonization' by local nuns
and his mother's vicious
frustration at losing her first

born. It was unnecessary for

her to shout at him, as she did

//hen he was twelve, that "you
should have died, not Gerard."
He already felt it, and Gerard,
a mother he could not please,

the Church, and Lowell twisted

into a spiral worm that writhed
in his brain for the rest of his

life. But Lowell was also crazy
old junkmen who enthralled

him with stories and
mysterious hints of a world
different from white lamb
Gerard. It was a world that

included The Shadow from
cosmopolitan New York City,

and a beautiful teacher named
Helen Mansfield who had faith

in his love for words and didn't

laugh like his parents when he
said he wanted to be a writer.

And it even had soul friend

Sebastien Sampas, one person
at least in provincial Lowell
with whom to share the in-

timacies of full com-
munication.
So when Jack left high school

he chose to go to Columbia, to

The City, to an intellectual

world apart from Lowell. And
there he met Allen Ginsberg
and William Burroughs and
Neal Cassady, haunted the

richly , filthy streets of Times
Square, wrote a novel, began
and ended epic trips across
America with and without

Dean Moriarity', and learned

from those trips that Columbia
University notwithstanding,

"Novels" could not say what
he wanted them to say. But as

Allen Ginsberg said, Jack was
"The Great Rememberer,"
and he couldn't forgot that

worm. It gave him the sen-

sitivity and the wisdom to

write the way he did. And it

killed him.
A biography of such a person

requires vision and sensitivity.

Unfortunately, Ann Charters

displays little of either in

Kerouac, Her book is about a

man obsessed with Lowell, but

shows no sense of intimacy

with the town. It is about a

cultural revolutionary, yet

never considers at any depth

either the tradition he rejected,

the sources he found for the

beginnings of an alternative

tradition, or the directions the

new tradition took in his wake.
Moreover, at least two of the

book's characters report
errors of fact sufficiently

serious as to challenge the

book's entire credibility.

Finally (did she learn nothing

from him?), it is mediocre
writing.

To take these charges in

reverse order, Kerouac is

marked by a creakilv

academic writing style that is

all to frequently reduced to

continued on page Four.
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GYPSY
Jule Styne Stephen Sondheim
Directed by Arthur Laurents
Winter Garden, Broadway, New York, New York
September 23, 1974

reviewed by ALEXANDER

EVERYTHING'S COMING UP ANGELA
A musical worthy of a standing ovation has arrived

at the Winter Garden on Broadway. The musical is

the American favorite, by Jule Styne-Stephen Sond-

heim, "GYPSY". Now starring the incomparably
fabulous Angela Lansbury, whose interpretation and
performance of Madam Rose can best be described
as PERFECT — ANGELA IS PERFECT.
"Gypsy" comes to Broadway from nine months of

packed houses in London's West End. Opening night
at the Piccadilly Theatre found such luminaries in the
audience as Stephen Sondheim and June Havoc
(Gypsy Rose Lee's real life sister). Sondheim said "I

never saw "Gypsy" until I saw it with Angela." June
broke into tears at Angela's insight and resemblance
of her mother in the role of Rose.

"Gypsy" left London with three members of the
original cast: Angela Lansbury, Zan Charisse and
Bonnie Langford as Baby June. Since the first per-

formance last May in Toronto, Canada, "Gypsy" has
broken box office records all across America.
Opening last Monday, September 23, 1974 on
Broadway.
"Gypsy" is scheduled for a ten week limited

engagement at the Winter Garden, which is already
sold out. There is no doubt in my mind that the con-
tract will be renewed and renewed and will run for

years. It will undoubtedly walk off with the Tony's.
My only question is which Antoinette Perry Award
will be given to Angela for her flawless acting, one for

Best Actress in a Musical? or Best Actress in a
Dramatic role? or both?

All for one,
and once and for all
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kind of magazine that would
print peculiar work. We
pledge to uphold this tradition,

but can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Your's
must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday; but you can write to
us anytime.

Below The Salt is a weekly
fine art real world magazine
of the UMass Daily Collegian,
student newspaper, Amherst,
Mass.

COXJV
"The truth was doomed to die.
It was being downtrodden,
was being drowned, burned,
ground to ashes. But look — it

has survived, it lives, it has
been printed, and nobody ever
will be able to wipe it out."

Faster and faster smoking too much
by E. Patrick McQuaid

Existential Editor

A small bird, shrouded in gray
ash, its class indistinguishable,
struggles to move its tattered
wings in a desperate attempt to fly.

Far below is a stagnant pool of
brown, muddy water shaped
somewhat like a figure eight. In
the upper region of the lake three
objects can be seen slowly floating
towards each other. From such a
distance it is impossible to discern
whether they are boats, branches,
ur bathers; however, the rising din
of an engine would per suade one to
believe they might be motorboats.

The heel of a well polished,
black, military boot stomps across
the huge body of water. The mud
splatters up the brown pant leg,

blending in and hemorrhages*
down the shiney, smooth surfaced
footgear. The three are no more;
the lake becomes a puddle em-
bedded in a footprint on a bat
tlefield; they vanish in the chaos.
The roaring strain of the engines

increases as the earth covered
jeeps arrive carrying the wounded.
They struggle through the in-

cessant trenches of mud creating
more lakes, ponds, oceans, worlds.

dateline Pyongyang, North
Korea (UPI) ARMIES CLASH AT
HEARTBREAK RIDGE —
Bloodiest Scene of the Korean
Conflict to date

The lake was within a mile from
the house, so they walked, cutting
through their own back yard. When
they had arrived at the cool spring,
the old man filled the tin oil can to
the brim with water and set it on a
large flat stone near the falls.

His young son watched wide
eyed as he loaded and rechecked
the shotgun. The sun reflected
down off the metal firing piece and
formed a star at the end of the
barrel.

What remained of the can was
across the other side of the lake. It

had shattered in every conceivable
direction. The ground and the trees
nearby were soaked and pieces of
tin clung to them.

"That's what a man looks like,

son, when he gets hit."

The surf lapped up onto the shore
every few seconds, each time
pushing the body up a little further
in the sand. The area around him
was stained with red. He rose and
fell with each returning wave.
Gulls cried indifferently from
above.

"In times of painful tension and
vulnerability, choose war," said
the gray mustached philosophy
teacher to his class, "it hardens; it

produces muscles!"

The last of the company exits

from the smoldering remnants of
what was once a pulsating city.

Through the ascending steam and
smoke come to men dressed in

army wear with white arm bands
bearing red crosses. Loose back
packs, torn jackets, seemingly
endless paraphenalis bouncing
down from their belts, they carry
out a stretcher on which lies the
shredded remains of what could be
once identified as a human being.

The crowds cheer, hats fly; the
boys are home.

Still in his combat boots, the
young man was nearing the out-
skirts of his home town; six years
since last he had seen this place.
His heart beat taster and faster
with every step.

''WELCOME HOME
AMERICA! Rotary Club meets
Wednesdays at 9 pm Parish
Hall".

a small cafe in the Latin Quarter
young men and women sitting
around small tables dressed in

paint stained jeans drinking
smoking too much

V
Buns up and fallen arches

&y David ^ehler*

McDonald's is growing into an American
National Institution. In order to ease ten

sions with France a few years back, we sent
them one, which is now proudly displayed on
the Champs Elysees only three blocks away
from the cite of the now burned-out
American drug store we shipped there when
drug stores were in vogue.
Around the United States, parents are

able to keep their kids behaving by
promising to take them "out to eat" if they
keep out of trouble. High school males take
their "chicks" and "broads" to the fast food
"restaurants" and impress them by or
dering a Big Mac and a Filet o' Fish.

Now, I haven't really got anything against

this tremendous establishment, I just won't
eat there. I decided that a couple years
back, when I went in for a meal and heard
someone in the back room screaming,
"That's not a pickle, it's moving." Within

two minutes after that, I heard different
voices saying "Throw it in the vat with the
French Fries. Nobody will be able to tell the
difference once it's fried." When I got my
Quarter Pounder, (I still haven't figured out
how they got that cute name; it certainly
has no relationship with the hamburger or
anything they put in with it). I looked inside
it, and found no meat. I took it back. The
"waitress" said, "How do I know you didn't
take out the meat and swallow it in in a gulp
right away?" I looked at her and thought
about that. She gave me a new hamburger. I

looked inside this one, and after first

mistaking a pickle for it, (I think it was a
pickle, but it was red and chunky inside) I

found the meat . I took a bite of the sandwich
and found the catsup thin, but thicker than
water. I snuck to the back to see the 16-year

old who was slopping on the catsup. They
pay him 75c an hour, plus all of the "food"
he can eat, uh, stomach. Sure enough, there
was a Band Aid on his finger.

Now, I haven't got any objections to other
people eating there. I occasionally point out
that eating one heaping teaspoon of peanut
butter has more nutrition than a meal at
McDonald's, and probably better taste, but
if people enjoy watching others get change
back from their dollar, it's OK. with me.
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BACK-TO-SCHOOL

BREAKFAST 24 HRS
JUICE

2 EGGS

HOME FRIES

COFFEE

99

Also — Sandwiches, Dinners, and

Creamy Rich Country Style Ice Cream

— no artificial flavors.

Tues. - Sat. — 24 Hrs.

Sun. and Mon. till 11 p.m.

168 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst
253-2291

Take Out Service
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My Life as a Man (330 pages)
Holt, Rinehart and Winston

P. 330, $8.95

By Phillip Roth

BOOKS BOOKS
Below The Salt: a weekly weekly

A Smorgasbord of Psychosis
by Don Aucoin —

Phillip Roth, seemingly secure in his position ai the forefront of America's "pop"
novelists (topped in sales only by hacks such as the late Jackie Susann, Irving Wallace, et.
al.), has not been content to sit back and count his royalties. On the contrary, he has been
prolific to the point of coming out with six books since 1967, when When She Was Good was
published. Then came Portnoy's Complaint, the savagely lewd and hysterically funny
treatise on a Jewish mother-to-end-all Jewish mothers and her hopelessly screwed-up
progeny. This best seller also induced a spate of cocktail party jokes about "Phillip Roth,
the one-finger typist". (Presumably, he was masturbating with the other hand — Get If)

Now, several books later, here is Roth's latest offering, My Life as a Man, packed full
of wit, fury, indecision, hate, love, and more; much more. Indeed, one is sometimes over
whelmed by the sheer amount of things going on in the book. The protagonist, Peter Tar
nopol, is a prize-winning writer in his mid-thirties whose career, and life, have been on a
steady downhill course since he met his wife, Maureen. This women is the supreme Rothian
bitch, a sort of mythical monster who makes Peter's life miserable from the day she enters
it. She blackmails him into marrying her; they spend three fun-filled years together replete
with fights, tears, and attempted suicides; they are separated and until her death four years
later, she adamantly refuses to give him a divorce. Peter himself sums up his wife in the
preface to the second section of the book. "Inner lifetime, Mrs. Tarnopol wasa barmaid, an
abstract painter, a sculptress, a waitress, an acress (and what an actress!), a short-story
writer, a liar, and a psychopath." The battles between these two are more venomous than
anything Portnoy ever had with The Monkey, often ending in actual physical violence.

My Life is divided into two parts. The first consists of two short stories written by
Tarnopol concerning a fictitious character named Nathan Zuckerman. The second is

The essential element in Roth's work is suffering; humorously perhaps, but people
are suffering nonetheless. It is a very bourgoeis kind of pain, or, as Tarnopol's brother
Morris puts it, they are "capitalists in search of a conscience." Peter Tarnopol is in search
of something else too: his manhood. Or rather his own somewhat twisted conception of it. It

is this constant inner debate about what makes a "man" that causes him to a) marry
Maureen, whom he despises, b) continue seeing Dr. Spielvogel, a psychiatrist who is con-
vinced that his problems are all due to narcissism and a repressed hostility towards his
mother (Tarnopol's, not the doctor's), c) run from the only truly good person in his life, a
devoted mistress named Susan, and d) allow his ex-wife's memory to rule him even when
her death has at least "freed" him. When he finally leaves Susan, after three years of what
he considers happiness, she reaches up from her chair and holds him for an instant by his
penis. That eloquent little scene says a lot about Tarnopol's relationship with women,
though it is not Susan who has him "by the balls", bui Maureen, her fingers stretched
beyond the grave and fastened securely on hubby's crotch.

As always, Roth's dialogue is brilliant and revealing; one has the sense of a line being
spontaneous and at the same time carefully structured to shape the situation. He has quite a
bit of fun with cliches; making fun of them, capitalizing them a la Tom Wolfe, using them as
a springboard to go off on a whole new tangent. Roth touches many bases in this book. He
exalts Flaubert and several other literary geniuses; disparages the Freudians and the New
York divorce laws (having felt victimized by both, I'm sure); and discusses the roles and
attitudes of women in the fifties. The women are a shade too stereotyped, being either bitchy
or submissive. There doesn't seem to be a middle ground with Roth. My Life as a Man deals
with some familiar themes such as incest, Oedipal complexes, castration worries; a^i^=^=°r^^-^,-~^H =^~==,^ c^b= u^r^=- aspages into the second section, titled "My True Story", one begins to see the correlatives

between Tarnopol's short stories and his real life. Events and characters of his own ex-
perience take on a slightly different aspect in his stories, and, like Scott of Zelda, it turns out
he's always writing about his goddamned wife. The Tarnopols, however, lack the grace and
beauty of the Fitzgeralds.

— CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE

collection of symptoms instead of a human being", so do the other characters wrestle with
what they are, what they would like to be, and what others say they are. With all the world a
psychoanalytic stage, and all the men and women cast as subjects beneath the author's
expert eye, the world of Phillip Roth becomes a fascinating place to visit.

+This book is available at the University Bookstore.

More on Jack
"and then Jack did such-and-
such... and then Jack
wrote. .

." As my friend Eileen
said, "she's the master of the
seven word sentence."
As to the errors. Charters

tells us on several pages of
Jack's great love for Philip
Whalen, a San Francisco poet.
It was a love so great that Jack
asked Whalen to edit his "The
Book of Dreams" for City

Lights Press. While Jack
certainly loved Whalen,
Whalen has never edited Jack

tranced Jack, or — in any
depth — Charles "Bird"
Parker, or any part of the Afro-
American culture that in-

fluenced Jack so much.

reading of her consciousness
almost telepathic, and crests
with a whirling kaleidoscope of

psychedelic light flashes
through a cafeteria window,

Finally, Jack's heirs are ab- neon and tungsten and glass
sent, the hippies he so feared
but who had learned so much
from him. Perhaps that is

because Charters feels
Kerouac hadn't offered any
"real alternative." Yet is any
more alternative needed from
a picaqresque novelist than
saying NO! to the corporate
state, no to Moloch, no to
consumption, to a world

and car headlights and fender
reflections — all of which
reminds me of Hesse's Magic
Theater, but this is real, literal

description, truth.

My friend AAurphy says that
he wishes Jack had stayed with
the traditional novel form, had
more discipline, had edited
himself. So let's hear from
Allen Ginsberg, Jack's other
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Is there any realer alternative the consciousness of doing the
idea where Charters latched
onto the notion. He speculated
that it came from Jack him-
self. But as Charters herself
remarked, by the time she got
to know him, he was a highly
unreliable, usually sadly
drunken witness. Since she
never interviewed the easily
available Whalen, the mistake
stood. Carolyn Cassady, on the
other hand, tells us that the
book is in fact riddled with
errors, some of which she

than love?
So if you feel a need to

inquire into your own roots and
discover the real Kerouac,
read him; and if you've
already absorbed On the Road,
step up and try his master-
piece, Visions of Cody. It is

wholly appropriate that Neal
Cassady, 'Cody Pomeray,' is

the main subject of this
behemoth, for Neal was the
catalyst that flashed Jack into

thing, in the attention to the
happening, in the
sacramentalization of
everyday reality, the God
worship in the present con
versation, no matter what."
Allen is speaking in a book

entitled The Visions of the
Great Remberer, recently
published by the Amherst
based Mulch Press. Cody is a
difficult and complex book,
and we are fortunate that the

combed out in a reading of the finding his own voice. Cassady Mulch people and Allen have
manuscript, allowed by its

editor. Quite a few remain,
including a misquotation of

Mrs. Cassady that changes
acknowledged hear-say into

fact.

So we are left with the
general substance of the book,
and it is flimsy. Charters in-

deed states that Krouac was

is without a doubt one of the combined to bring us a page
great mythological heroes of by-page commentary, as well
modern America. Disturbed,
unhappy, at times suicidal, he
was also "the farthest-out guy
I've ever known," pulling
fragments of the American
culture together into raps and
translating them through a
body at the far edge of human

hung upon his Lowell child- physical limits into "an art
hood, but bursts through it in form that really hasn't been and he brings to bear on this

as letters of Neal's that show
him apart from Jack's own
vision. It also contains brilliant

pen and ink drawings by Basil
King, one of Mulch's founding
editors, small figures on music
graph paper that in some in

descriable way reflect Cody.
The main show is still Allen's

eight and a half pages, giving
the reader no real idea of its

power and meaning. Somehow
in this biography of a Roman
Catholic mystic, she leaves out
the fact that he had religious
visions as a child, and if she
made much effort to under-

stand the Church, it doesn't
show.
The great achievement of

Jack's life was his rejection of

the "Novel" and his decision to

write his own way and screw
the establishment. Yet there's
nothing here about the
establishment, about the all

pervading influence of the New

discovered yet." That was remarkable book his usual
Jerry Garcia talking; he knew generous perception, vision
Neal in his Kesey days, and and love, fortunately combined
when you hear him play today, with an intimate knowledge of
remember that the genius the actual events,
behind the guitar considers There is more to Cody than
himself a student of Cassady's. brilliant description, however,
So did Jack. Visions of Cody for it is also an analysis of, as

opens with Jack's greatest gift Allen notes, "the loss of
in full and beautiful display; it community in America." But
is a description of a diner, a Jack managed to put that
movie theater, and a subway sociological-historical rap into
tatlon. Yet it is not merely one brilliant fused image of
description but recreation,
detail after perfect detail
coagulating into a picture so
real that you go to bed and
dream about it and know; that

Criticism, which so effectively you've been there, been to a
entombed prose and poetry in

post war America. As a result,

the grand courage of his act is

obscured. Many of Jack's
teachers didn't make it into the

1940's diner that was not white
tile and aluminum but wood
and marble, the theater funky,
a B movie cistern of our

"the redbrick wall behind the
red neons," of the dirty hard-
ness, the blankness behind the
artificially cozy red glow of
modern neon lighting, of, as
Allen writes, "the eternal
presence, the suchness of the
American night's empty
facade .." That is what Cody
is about, the frenzied agony of
Jack and Neal in a decadentculture's image bank, the

book either. Neal and Allen are subway station haunted by the country, then building towards
here, but Herbert Huncke, who bums Jack loved and learned a madly obscene war. That is
introduced Jack and Allen to from, far from the gleaming what the "Imitation of the
the nightmare carnival world efficiency of BART commuter Tape," is about, a surreal
of 42nd Street both literally and trains. The passage builds to a exposition of American
with his stories, is not. Nor is description of a woman eating culture, symbolized by B-
Celine, or the films that en in a cafeteria, Jack's intuitive movies and the Civil War, a

piece stylistically kindred to

Burroughs (written years
before Burroughs made his

step), but enveloped by a
brooding compassion miles
away from Burrough's own
harsh vision. All of it, from the
brilliant re-creation of Neal's
story — the epic first meeting
of Neal and Tommy "Snark,
hunchback genius of the
poolroom," to "Joan
Rawshanks in the Fog," a
cosmic recreation of one hour's
observation of a Joan
Crawford movie in the making
one day in San Francisco, is

about the falseness of the
culture around him. And it all

builds for one of Jack's most
incredible passages, a chant
that presages Howl in its tears
for the corruption of the
American dream.
America, the word, the

sound is the sound of my
unhappiness, the pronun-
ciation of my beat and stupid
grief — my happiness has no
such name as America, it has a
more personal smaller more
tittering secret name...
America (TEENAGEDOPE
SEXCARRING !!) is also
the red neon and the things in

the cheap motel — it's where at
night the staggering drunks
begin to appear like cock-
roaches when the bars close —

More On Jack

It is where people, people,
people are weeping • and
chewing their lips in bars as
well as lone beds and
masturbating in a million ways
in every hiding hole you can
find in the dark. . . It is where
Cody Pomeray learned that
people aren't good, they want
to be bad — where he learned
that they want to cringe and
beat, and snarl is the name of
their lovemaking. . . America's
a lonely crockashit.

Yes, there are things 'wrong'
with Visions of Cody. It

sometimes lapses into
miasmic dullness. There are
comments that smack of anti-

semitism and racism or
sexism. The long tape in the
middle is often astonishly
monotonous. But its all real

and its all truth and it tells us
about our world. Read it with
Allen's commentary, and learn
something about America. Or
just read it to read writing that
often transcends the printed
page, for it is about the "un-
speakable visions of the in-

dividual," and you don't hardly
find that amongst the redbrick
these days.
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Kris Jackson
From "The Apotheosis of the

Lame" by Morton Washrag, Jr.

????????

bond of peace and companionship.

I was just there, taking part in the

celebration of a weekend. The two

other guys and the squaws from

across the hall started talking. It

was the magic of the weed that

made their tensions disperse and

their tongues run freely. I couldn't

understand all the words or grasp

the concepts of this society, but

they surely knew what they were

saying.

One girl stated surely as a fact,

"It is a slowly changing belief of

society from the religion of a god to

a religion of science and
humanity." I thought of the poor

Great Spirit who won't always be

around like he thinks.

After a few elaborations on this

point, Jeff said "If everyone was
good and nobody stole from
anybody, the American society

would crumble because it is based

on the big rip-off."

I then lit my peace pipe and

passed it around. I felt at peace

with these bright, young people,

and especially with myself. You

see, I had found the answer that I'd

been searching for and my journey

was over. A school is a place where

people get together and learn by

sharing ideas and experiences.

"Blink"/ I was home.

TONIGHT

Greek Night

Doc Sullivan

DANCING

35 c Budweisers

Amherst Entertainment Committee

NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND
with special guest Andy Robinson

8:00 p.m. Sept. 29, 1974

Amherst College Alumni Gymnasium

Tickets: Amherst College

Students $3.75

General Admission $4.75

Tickets will be available in advance at:

Faces of Earth, Amherst Mad Hatter, Holyoke

U-Mass Campus Center Uroboros Bookstore

Hampshire College For the Record, Amherst

Tech Hi-Fi, Northampton

A Do-H-VouneM Production
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Welcome Back, My Friend*.
To the Show That Never t-nas— Ladies & Gentlemen —
Emerson, Lake & Palmer
Emerson, Lake & Palmer
Manticore Records Limited
Time: 108:51

by David Santos
"Come Inside! The Show:

About to start. Guaranteed to
blow your head a part". Exactly
to the point my friends. The
new EL&P live album is hot
stuff and worth ever/ bit of the
$12.98 price tag.

Welcome Back, My Friends,
To The Show That Never Ends
is an exercise in moo 's, superb
musicianship and unrelenting
energy. The critics were right,
ELP were always better live
than in the studio. Tr.-»ir four
studio albums, while excellent
as far as execution, produc-
tion, etc., were too sterile. Put
any one of their previous Ip's
against this baby and I

guarantee Welcome will win
every time. Only Pictures At
An Exhibition comes close.
(Needless to say, that one was
live.)

Studio ELP always came oft
like some electrical monster.
Despite the obvious musical
brilliance, they lacked the
"human" quality. On
Welcome, you can feel the
electricity flowing between the
three band members. All of
them are inspired.

Side One includes
"Hoedown", "Jerusalem" and
"Tocatta". "Hoedown"
without a doubt, could only
function as an opener. It's fast
and rowdy, with Keith playing
w 'th wild abandon.
"Jerusalem" is superb, with
beautiful Lake vocals and
majestic Emerson organ. A
stunning number.
The next two numbers,

"Tocatta" and "Tarkus", keep

the energy flowing. Both
numbers exhibit amazing
changes in moods, especially
"Tocatta". The contrasts
between the violent and
peaceful sections is awesome.
Carl Palmer clinches it all with
his synthesized percussion
solo. His work with tympani'
show that Mr. Emerson isn't

the only talented one in this

trio. "Tarkus" features a short
Moog solo by Keith and a much
improved guitar passage by
Gre

"Little Rock Getaway". He is

truly a joy to watch, especially

when Gregg and Carl join in for

"Getaway". (During their

Providence gig, ELP did "The
Stripper" theme). Of notable
interest is the medley of

"Jeremy Bender" and "The
Sheriff". The combination of

the two works well and Keith
hams it up during the finish,

both to ELP's and the audience
delight.

If any song came to be vastly

ive treatment,

Impression" with a drum, er-

percussion solo. The solo is

short by most standards, but

nevertheless, it's very good.

He makes maximum use of all

of his incredible drum kit,

starting with standard drums
to tympani to bells to gongs!

Above all, Keith is at his best

the album as a whole. The
changes made on this are
important and deserve to be
appreciated.

r******************,
Eric Clapton was God once

and look where he is today.
If Bach, Beethoven, etc.

Allman: All Man/All Betts off

here, with the only possible were living today they might
well record, as advertised, on
Scott magnetic tape, but you
can bet your brain-candy they
wouldn't sound like this;
technical wizards they (EL&P,
or more specifically, E.) may
be — composers they ain't.

I guess what I'm trying to do
is differentiate between the
words 'musician' and
'technician'. I can remember
when one Alvin Lee was being
billed as "the world's fastest
guitarist". Now what kind of
recommendation is that for a
musician? For a typist,
maybe. Would you buy a
portrait by the world's fastest
painter? No, you'd hire him to
do your living room (by the
hour, natch). Point being \ha\
EL&P deserve credit for

g current EL&P sound, Welcome adapting classical music to a
contemporary medium
(Anybody know how many
shares of Moog, Inc., they have
between them?) but that's
about - so why buy recycled

exception being the piano set

Roaming between all thirteen

keyboards, he plays with

ceaseless energy. He's also

added some new backing
chords during Lake's guitar

break, which enhances the

guitar. The "2nd Impression"
piano piece is extended a little

bit so Keith can again stretch

out on his Steinway. At the end
of "Karn Evil 9", Keith speaks
thru the computer to answer
Lake's chilling lyrics. Oddly,
the "live" computer voice is

much better than the Brain
Salad Surgery one. Same goes
for the destruction of the

computer at the end of the

g number.
With the band members

5 working on solo projects and
2 serious talk of changing the

serves as a perfect summation
of a fabulous career. I may

I sound
S album, but

Take a Pebble" is up next
and serves as a point where
Lake and Emerson do their
solos. Gregg Lake does two
short acoustic numbers, of
which "Lucky Man" remains
the highlight. His simple songs
are in direct contrast with the
more complex ELP material
and does nicely as such. Keith
Emerson contributes his
"Piano Improvisations",
revolving around "Fugue" and

it's "Karn Evil 9". Devoid of
the vast multi-layered
keyboard passages of the
studio version, the number
reaches its full potential. Greg
Lake surprises us once again
with more of his excellenl, and
I must say — much improved
guitar playing. His vocal work
is great too, bringing the much
needed human feeling to the
song. Carl Palmer comes up
towards the end of the "1st

overboard about this

just happen to

: thi it's the THE Emerson,
» L j & Palmer album. I've

( s . them live in Providence
;

t: i summer, listened to all

I
their albums, even the

[ bootlegs, and came to the
conclusion that ELP is one of
the finest things to happen to
rock and Welcome proves it.

Nuff said. (A+ + + )

(E + L+P+).

A note to ELP newcomers:
Take it a side at a time. There

music? The creative spirit that
produced what these boys have
been leeching off of so
pleasantly Does Still Exist and
Create and is still doing what
hasn't been done before (that
being implied by the definition
of the word 'create'). And for
that very reason is still not
especially welcome; we
humans are only comfortable
with what we know. But it is

Crawmatz doune
NRBQ
Aces and Eights
September 19

The Hatch, UMass

Aces and Eights were in the Hatch last
Thursday night, and they were bad enough to
make me wish that I wasn't. Like any true BQ
fan, I sat out their set of butchering most of the
country folk tunes I like. Musically and har-
monically, they are only a shadow of a group,
with a totally unprofessional sound. It would be
a good idea, guys, to make a tape of yourselves,
listen to it, and start all over again.

-Tyla L. Michelove

NRBQ has changed a lot since UMass saw
'hem last. Steve Ferguson, guitarist, singer
and Southern rocker is gone off to form his own
group, and he took the drummer, Tom
"Timebomb" Staley with him. Mammoth -At
Anderson now shuffles back into sole lead
guitar, a spot he was in a year ago, while Tom
"Nervous Njrvous" Ardolino from Springfield,
and a former rabid fan, sits in on solid, if

unimaginative, drums.
The loss of Staley doesn't really hurt as he

had been getting quite stale the past few years,
but Ferguson had been giving the boys a wide-
open attack, with his straight-from-the-hip
rockabilly touch in stuff like "White Light-
nin". (Collector's Note: NRBQ cut a single a
while ago for famous Select O Hit Records. It

was Ferguson's "Rumors" and "Sourpuss"
and can be yourn by shipping $1.00 to Select O
Hit, 609 Chelsea Ave., Memphis, Tenn. 38107.)

Las* Thursday night the BQ's started slow,
but the fans knew that things would certainly

be jumping between 12 and 1 A.M. And of

course they were, with great versions of

Ellington's "Rockin' In Rhythm", their own
"Miss Moses" and "Ain't It All Right".
Keith Spring of Martin Mull sideman fame

was excellent on sax, and brother Donn Adams
was, as always, all alone when it came to 'bone.
Another Blessed eve with NRBQ.

Howlin' Wolf and His Chicago Blues Band
George Thorogood and The Destroyers
September 20

Hide-Away Lounge, Granby
The other must on last week's local music

shopping list was at the Hide Away, where
Howlin' Wolf and His Chicago Blues Band
played for four nights and tore it all up.

George Thorogood and The Destroyers were
the opening and interim band, and settled
about half way up. It certainly is George, a
street cross of Lou Reed and Todd Rundgren,
who provided all the excitement and talent in
this three man combo. Their rough edges
showed when they tried to blues-boogie a la
Hound Dog Taylor, thought they seem to be
coming along, and they seemed much more at
home levitating straight rock and roll like
Chuck Berry's "No Particular Place To Go"

MORE ORPHAN
(London)

THAN NOT —ORPHAN

Even thougn he picked his spots (two fourty
minute appearances), carried a band that
could barely keept the crowd from howling for
Wolf, during their solo tunes till he got on stage
and even though his legendary voice is little

more than a feathery growl now, Chester
Burnett a.k.a. Howlin' Wolf may just be, as he
was repeatedly introduced by his band, "the
world's greatest blues singer".
For $3.00 you could go and sit in, despite the

side show — star adulation aspects of rhe deal,
on a legend, as Wolf sang "Spoonful", "High
way 49", "Killing Floor", "The Little Red
Rooster" and "How Many More Years"
Ohose're just the biggest) in a way no one else
nas ever been able. He does look like your uncle
>r grandfather, sitting up on stage, but he can
still bring it.

If you were a blues fan, last weekend you
took a trip to the Hide Away. No two ways
about it.

Mike Kostek II

When I first played this album on my dear
friend Mamie's stereo, I suggested she ask a
repairman about the set. After having played it

on a system whose quality I can vouch for (my
own), I think I better apologize to Marnie. This
album is definitely heading, at high velocity,
for the bargain bins.

Orphan, Jonathan Edwards' back-up band
(he also plays with them on this effort), does
everything wrong that Edwards does right.
Attempting such diverse sounds as Country
and Western ("That's What You Said"), early
Beatles ("What Goes On"), and blues
("Sometimes I Wonder About You"), the band
shows that it can't really cover any of those
bases adequately. Boredom, pure boredom,
prevails. The only two I istenable songs, "Train
of Glory" and "Have Yourself a Good Time For
Me", have already been done by Edwards, and
would have been better off left alone. It sounds
like a John Denver — B.S.ftT. jam when all the
instruments play together (three guitars,
harmonica, drums, piano, two sax, two
trumpets, organ, mellotron, and insipid female
vocalists).

This album could do more damage to an
unwary listener than a headache with acid
indigestion. Treat it as such, (D).

— Steve Kirsch

SWEET LOU - LOU DONALDSON (Blue Note
BN-LA259-G

The saxaphone has the reputation tor
producing a pleasing sound. In the hands of Lou
Donaldson, this is more than true. Lou Dlavsmusic typical of old black jazz musicians^ but
his style is what sets him above the rest Lou
incorporates in a couple of his songs ("Hip
Trip, Love Eyes") some moog a la Herbie
Hancock. The only displeasing thing about thisalbum is the vocals. They do nothing but turnm easy listening song into one which is a chore
X>n't get me wrong, you won't hear any great
lazz riffs or any moments of saxaphone vir-
'uosity. to quote my roommate, "This is what
I'd like to hear in my dentist's office."

MikeTiberio

INTRODUCING EDDY AND THE FALCONS— ROY WOOD'S WIZZARD
United Artists UA-LA219G
Total playing time: 39:26

Roy Wood continues his dazzling career with
this, his second album with seven piece back-
up group. Wizzard. Wood's evolution has taken
him through hard, folk, and joke-rock with the
Move, through a noble but aborted "classical-
rock fusion" with Electric Light Orchestra,
through sheer eclecticism as a solo artist
(writing, producing, and playing everything on
his generally unheard classic, Boulders, and
now to an Anglorific fifties 'revival' with
Wizzard.

Wizzard's biggest (though rarely heard in the
U.S.A.) singles, "Ball Park Incident", "See My
Baby Jive", and "Angel Fingers" all had some
degree of that greasy '50s feel, but never has it

been as blatent as on Eddy and The Falcons
where Wood wrote, produced, and arranged
everything. What's possibly most amazing
here is that while virtually every tune sounds
like * could have been written fifteen years
ago, Roy Wood shines through, defying time.We re Gonna Rock 'N Roll Tonight" starts off
with that heavy "Brontesaurus" bass, while
Brand New '88' was unmistakably written by

the same person as "California Man".
There's a little Elvis, some Del Shannon, a

bit of Dion, but mostly it's Roy Wood, and only
Wood could pull if off and put it together this
wen. vocally, lyrically, and instrumental ly,
•
is an here with rockers like "You Got Me
Runnm' " and "Everyday I Wonder" and
marvelous tear- jerking ballads like "Come
Back Karen". Hilarious. The production is
nawiess with everything sounding perfect rignt
on down to the background "do do do do sha la
la la ding dong's".

Though intentionally not as
musically ambitious as
Boulders, Eddy and The
Falcons is a good shot better
•han last year's Wizzard's
Brew, and once again affirms
Roy Wood's uncanny (some
call it genius) musical sense.
Call it spoof, call it revival, it

doesn't really matter. And you
can dance to this updated
•eenage dream.

—David Sokol
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out there and it's yours for the
is too much energy to absorb price of a few growing-pains;
all six sides at once. It is also go flap your ears at something *
wise to listen to other versions new. Thank you, Good bless
of each individual number you, and god night,
before making a judgement of —Your Sacred Cowboy

\

Duane Allman — An Anthology
Vol. 2

Capricorn 2 CP 0139

Total playing time: 78:27

by David Sokol

In addition to his being at the
center of both the Hour Glass
and the Allman Brothers Band,
Duane Allman spent a good
portion of his professional
recording career as a session
guitarist, working first for

Rick Hall who owned and
operated the Fame Studios in

Muscle Shoals, Alabama. Hall

had been impressed by
Duane's early Hour Glass
tapes, and it was in this way
that Allman became a
respected and renowned
sideman.
Most of Anthology Vol. 2 was

recorded in Muscle Shoals and
before the formation of the
Allman Brothers Band. It

features Duane Allman behind
such Atlantic-Atco-Cotillion

group artists as Aretha
Franklin, Wilson Pickett, Lulu,
Boz Scaggs, Delaney and
Bonnie and King Curtis.
Although a good deal of the
material here has been
available for four or five years
(much of the original recor-
dings now in the budget bins),

and lacks a readily apparent
essence (i.e. Lulu's "Dirty Old
Man" wouldn't even have sold
to Lulu fans, and one time
sham, Sam Samudio's version
of John Lee Hooker's "Goin'
Upstairs" is shallow at best),
the background guitar of
Duane is sensitive, emotional,
and (and this work can't be
over-emphasized) tasteful.
Allman's call and response

th the late King Curtis on

sax, during "The Weight" is
beautiful and his immaculate,
if laid back playing on Herbie
Mann's "Push Push" saves the
song from a potentially painful
plight.

Anthology Vol. 2 features a
number of previously
unreleased tapes of Allman,
two of which feature his rarely
heard singing voice (Chuck
Berry's "No Money Down"
and his own, and Duane's
compositions were very
numbered, "Happily Ma

record takes the spotlight off of
the original and intended
center of attraction and places
it, often in the background,
onto Duane Allman. His
session back-up guitar
becomes the focal point of the
music. LVecause many of
Duane's classic performances
have been overlooked or
overshadowed in the past,
significantly because of his
sensitivity, Anthology Vol. 2,
like its predecessor, is a tribute

Man"). Side tour includes
unreleased takes of live ver-
sions of the Allman Brothers
doing "Dimples" and "Mid
night Rider".

Like the original Anthology
released two years ago, this

lot more than most people
realized. Although this isn't a
Duane Allman album per se, it

is he who makes every cut
valid and valuable, demon
strafing that he could make
even the most mundane cut by

the most lifeless artist a worth-
while listening experience. So
this is a collectors item, yes,
but important for guitar
aficionados everywhere.

When Duane Allman died on
October 29, 1971, the music
world knew that it had lost one
of its truly important people. It

Just didn't realize how im-
portant.

Highway Call

Richard Betts
(Capricon CP 0123)
Total playing time: 37:02

by Ross Nerenberg

If you're worth your salt as a
music fan, you're well aware
that it was Dickie Betts who
wrote and sang The Allman
Brothers' big hit, "Ramblin'
Man." And now, from the same
swampy studios located deep
in the heart of Allman Country
(Macon, Georgia), Mr. Betts
has emerged with his very first

solo album.
The opening cut, "Long Time

Gone" is just what the doctor
ordered to get the album off to
a good start. It builds in a
manner which is reminiscent
of "Ramblin' Man." and it

comes off well. From here on,
though, it's all downhill for
Betts. The remaining three
tracks on side one are all dull
and repetitive.

Side two is even worse. It is

composed of only two cuts,
both instrumentals, which,
taken together have about the
same general effect as
Sominex, The first, "Hand
Picked," drones on for over

fourteen minutes, leading
nowhere. The second,
"Kissimmee Kid," is equally
ineffective. Indeed, the only
saving grace on these two cuts
is the delightful piano work of
Betts' sidekick in The Brothers
Band, Chuck Leavell.
Taken as a whole, the main

shortcoming of Highway Call is

that it is too laid-back, never
really breaking loose. Betts
plays guitar in his usual crisp,
distinct style, but that alone is

not enough to make up for all of
the aforementioned failures.
The only thing that this album
might provide is good
background music to listen to
while you are cramming for
tomorrow's big Math exam.

At best, this is just a
mediocre album, in no way
measuring up to Dickie Betts'
truly outstanding work with
The Brothers. But it should
prove to be a financial success
for him, as I'm sure all you
Allman freaks will hurry out to
secure a copy for your very
own.

SPECIAL SERVICE

Methinks Ross comes down
too hard on Mr. Betts for this
relaxed disc. No, it is not
scintillating like the Allmans,
but it certainly doesn't try to
be. What Betts has played for
us is thirty-seven minutes of
calm, peaceful music that goes
to the roots of the Allmans, the
Dead, the Stones and all other
southern country-blues
flavored bands.

Not an instant perker, but a
good old record B.

—Mike Kostek

Frigat divine mushroom music
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GYPSY SYMPHONY
Wendy Waldman
Warners BS2792

If Wendy Waldman's latest album had to be
summed up in one word, the word would be
energy. Energy (and not the electric, power
packed, blast out, blow your eardrums. Deep
Purple energy) seems to permeate throughout
the entire album and Wendy seems to be the
source. She molds the music of up to twenty-
four artists into a free, flowing, together
symphony.

Wendy talks a lot about love on the album, so
maybe that is where her energy is coming
from But no matter where she gets it from, she
sure expends a lot in doing all the lead vocals,
playing acoustic guitar and piano, in addition
to all the writing and arranging. Aside from
Wendy, the musician that is most prominent on
the album is Barry Beckett on piano, electric
piano, and organ.

The album begins with "My Love Is All I

Know", a really mellow, almost spiritual, cry
for understanding. "You Got To Ride" is the
next song and the first real sign of the energy
'hat is to follow. The horn and string
arrangements are superb. Roger Hawkins'
drum beats have made "My Name Is Love" the
most popular, or at least the most heard, song
on the album.

"Studio Song", starting the second side, is an
excellent example of Wendy's ability to
arrange an entire ^rrhestra. "Baby Don't You
Go Now" is a throaty, down to earth song
featuring some above average guitar and some
good harmonica. She continues into an almost
country western vein (sounding a little like
Poco or New Riders) Northwoods Man.

"Come On Down" is the apex
of the album. Wendy has
worked the entire orchestra (Is

24 musicians still a band?) into

a cyclone of energy. The song
captivates you from the start

and moves you all the way
through. It also features Maria
Muldaur's backup vocals.
After the climax of "Come

On Down", Wendy does some
superior vocal work on "Mad
Mad Me" and "The Road
Song" to complete an ex-

cellently composed, beautifully

orchestrated album.
— Steven Latter

LEO KOTTKE, PETER LANG, JOHN FAHEY
(Takoma C-1040)

The biggest and the best, the ultimate album
from Takoma Records, the acoustic guitar
players paradise? Not really.

Last spring, when*i_eo Kottke was playing at

Amherst College, he mentioned some old rough
tapes he made in 1968. He also mentioned that

Takoma had old tapes of Lang and Fahey from
that period and was going to release them as an
album. Leo warned me the tapes were
"horrible".
" & ip

: 9* 4* a* ^

Wh iie he was being, as usual, overly harsh on
himself, all three gentlemen have been heard
in much much better form elsewhere. AND
DON'T THINK ALL THREE ARE PLAYING
TOGETHER. THEY'RE NOT.

A 'collector's only' C.

FOR THE LAST TIME — BOB WILLS ft HIS
TEXAS PLAYBOYS (UA-LA-216-J2) time
67:13

Instant history. Instant greatness. This is the
chance to hear the legendary Texas Playboys
on your stereo in full color, instead of those ear
trumpet recordings of the 30's and 40's. Yes,
this is where Dan Hicks, Asleep At The Wheel,
Commander Cody et al. learned Country Swing
and Sway. Bob Wills is the one who first mixed
Western, blues, and all aspects of the current
1930s jazz, especially Dixieland beat, into one of
the sweetest, most American musics ever.
This 'homecoming' was recorded last

December, with Wills in a wheelchair, almost
totally paralyzed from a heart attack. Most of
the original Playboys made it back, aided by a
few new bearers of the standard, such as Merle
Haggard, and this is a two record package

whose import and culminating impression can
only be called historic. All the hits are here,
from "San Antonio Rose" to "Silver Lake
Blues" done up with a new lightshine.
For the last time? Wills went into a coma

after the second day of the two-day reunion,
and remains unconscious ever since. A tip of
the white hat to one of America's great
originators and intrepid souls, Bob Wills.

An 'all the way' A+
— Mike 'Sir Real' Kostek

BLACK SMITH — JIMMY SMITH (Pride PO
6011)

it seems that sooner or later commercialism
tends to invade the realm of jazz, in a money-
motivated effort to "legitimize" this music for
the mindless masses. Witness the slide of the
late guitar great Wes Montgomery from the
highest quality jazz to mediocre commercial-
pop music. Ditto for Kenny Burrell and Howard
Roberts, two fine jazz guitarists whose latest
releases (disgraceful to their tradition) come
complete with saccharine-sweet arrangements
of pop tunes. Fortunately, it is possible for the
musician to rise above the materials he's
saddled with: a true artist can play garbage
'he way garbage should be played.

This seems to be the case with Black Smith,
'he latest contribution from Jimmy Smith,
every organist's organist.
Although renowned as a jazz organist, Smith

has tended to include a few pop things on
previous releases. The apex of commercial
music is contained on this recording, however,
with songs like "Groovin", "I'm Gonna Love
You Just A Little More Babe", "Something
You Got", "Pipeline" and others.
Luckily Smith's artistry shines through on a

few numbers. Believe it or not, "Pipeline"
(remember The Ventures?) epitomizes the
flow of ideas, the smooth transitions, the im-
peccable touch, the superb style of Jimmy
Smith. And on the next cut, "Wildflower",
Smith seduces our ears with warm, mellow
tones flawlessly coaxed from the keyboard.
Of course, the anonymous context Smith

works in leaves something to be desired, and
not all of the songs are that successful. Unless
you like an arrangement like "Groovin",
where vocalists belch out the words "groovin',
oh oh groovin" and also "grgr-gr groovin oh"
over the main body of the melody. Perhaps a
little too trite to make it, as are the other two
B.B King styled vocal numbers.
But Jimmy Smith lays down some funky

things, and this is not all that bad of a time to
get into him.

Ken Blanchard

HALL OF THE MOUNTAIN GRILL
— HAWK WIND (United Artists UA
LA 328-6)

You've heard that rock and roll is here to
stay? Well it's just not true. With the advent of
Hawkwind^ "schlock and droll" is on the
horizon.

The band seems to be making a fun-
damentally misguided attempt to sound spacy,
other worldly and or occultish, but succeeding
only in sounding hokey.
With instrumentation that includes syn-

'hesizers, mellotrons, a violin, sax, oboe and
flute in addition to the standard nucleus of
guitars, bass and drums, one would expect
Hawkwind to accomplish something wor-
thwhiie. Instead, the synthesizers and
mellotrons contribute only cliches to tne
already cliche-ridden music, and the guitars
seem to function solely to pound out distorted,
commonplace progessions or pointless, ho-hum
bass lines. Add to this insipid lyrics and weak
vocals, and the mix is complete. Hawkwind's
Hall of the Mountain Grill: a formula for
unadulterated garbage.

—Ken Blanchard

PERFECT ANGEL-MINNIE RIPERTON
(Epic KE 32561) time: 37:26

An excellent alburn^Perfect Angel is the best

back to-school present you could treat yourself
to. Minnie is more than a Stevie Wonder
protegee, she is an artist who has amazing
command of her natural talents. She has a five
octave range that she uses to fantastic, and yet
not extravagant effect. Soprano voices usually
irritate my ears, but when she hits those high
notes I come right up there vith her (that's

quality). Each song has a tone and a message
of its own, yet the album is a cohesive whole.
She weaves her voice in and out of Stevie's

arrangements with ease, adding to the music,
not simply singing to it.

Minnie Riperton and Richard Rudolph wrote
all but two of the songs and they stand up next
to the two that Stevie Wonder wrote. The songs
are complete musically, lyrically and
spiritually (you know she feels it and wants you
to feel it too).

If you like Stevie Wonder or Syreeta Wright,
the quiet, energy filled music with multi-
dimentional rhythms and arrangements, then
you will love this album. If you don't think you
like that kind of music, borrow someone's copy
"f this album; you just might change your
mind.

—Tyla L.Michelovt
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A saucerful of bootlegs
by David Santos

Pink Floyd, until their recent smash
success with Dark Side of The Moon, had
been primarily an underground group with a
large cult following like early Jethro Tull,

Soft Machine and more recently, Genesis.

Of all the underground groups though, Pink
Floyd perhaps enjoyed more of a reputation

of being really strange.

The following is a brief summary of four

of the nine exsisting Pink Floyd bootlegs.

They start as early as the post- Syd Barrett

days up to the Meddle studio album. I may
add that these bootlegs are just as important
and just as significant as any Floyd studio

album. Some are all concert recordings or
mixed with unreleased studio material that

never made it on any Floyd album.

***********
OMAYYAD

Omayyad is a collector's item. This is due
to the fact that five out of the six cuts have
never been released before. All material on
this disc is pre Atom Heart Mother. "In-

terstellar Overdrive" is the one that's been

released before, but it justifies its place

here because it is ten times better that the
studio version on Floyd's A Piper At The
Gates of Dawn Ip and Relics. The only other
live cut here is "The Embryo". You might
call "The Embryo" a forerunner to a later

Pink Floyd classic, "Echoes", due to the
fact of the sound effects section and all

around structure of the song.

CYMBALENE
Cymbalene is a double record set

recorded around the Atom Heart Mother
period. There are only four songs: "Atom
Heart Mother", "Fat Old Sun", "Cym-
balene", and "A Saucerful Of Secrets". On
the strength of two songs, this album would
easily qualify as the best collection of live

Pink Floyd material to date, including the

live stuff on Ummagumma. "Atom Heart
Mother" takes up one whole record, while

"A Saucerful Of Secrets" clocks in at

twenty-one minutes. Both are excellent
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other two cuts. Beautiful acoustic guitar

picking by Gilmour and Waters during

"Grantchester Meadows" and a short, but

excellent, version of "Atom Heart Mother".
Fillmore West would be great for any PF
fan or a person who doesn't want to spend
more money for Cymbalene. As can be

predicted the sound is excellent, having

been recorded right off the boob tube. (A)
i '

——^—
FLOYD'S OF LONDON

Floyd's of London was taped from a BBC
broadcast, so the sound quality is excellent.
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The rest of the Ip is made up of studio

tracks that never made it on an album, not

even on A Nice Pair. Again, like "The
Embryo", they are the beginnings of the

band's final plunge into the type of music
they're doing now adays. "Oenone" is pure
sound effects. "Fingal's Cave" is a short

rocker is the style of "One Of These Days"
from Meddle. "Crumbling Land" and "Rain
In The Country" are long extended journeys
into the sound effects side, though they
innocently start off as straight com-
positions. Omayyad has to be a definite
must for any serious Pink Floyd fan. (Good
Sound throughout) (A)

Out of the boo

examples of what live Pink Floyd is capable
of. The performances given here make all

other PF material seem tame. Gilmour and
Wright play stuff which almost defies ex-
planation. Bassist Roger Waters and
drummer Nick Mason are just as top notch
as the other two. Each band member is tops
in his respective field. In all, Cymbalene
proves Floyd has to be one of the best bands
performing today. (Good
Sound) (A)

+ + +

FILLMORE WEST
This bootleg is a recording of Pink Floyd's

public TV concert a few years back.
Material includes: "Atom Heart Mother",
"Careful With That Axe, Eugene" and
"Grantchester Meadows". "Careful With
That Axe, Eugene" is better than the other
live version on the official "live" album,
Ummagumma. Same can be said of the

trigger's catalogue
Two thirds of the material is from Meddle,
while the remaining cut is a repeater, "Fat
Old Sun". Side One Is taken up by a fantastic
live version of "Echoes", perhaps the
band's best composition to date. Once again,
Dave Gilmour's guitar work is astounding.
And if Gilmour isn't enough, Rick Wright
flattens you out when he takes over during
the "effects" portion. On the flip side, "Fat
Old Sun" and "One Of These Days" finish

off the Ip. "One Of These Days" is the icing

on the cake. Roger Waters delivers a hell-

driven bass solo about midway, with
Gilmour, Wright and Mason pushing him on
with sonic wonders of their own. Another
definite must for the serious PF freak. (A)

FORUM 73 — JETHRO TULL (T of Q
Records) — (Bootleg)
To be really honest with you, this album

sent shivers up my spine. It did what I hoped
it would do; that is, help me relive the
concert. Captured here are the opening

segments of the play: Starting with a
piercing heartbeat, it eventually builds up to

the resurrection of the ballerina amid
celestial voices and sounds from the Moog.
!f you went to the concert, you'll know how
effective this was with the film. With the

band entering at that point, playing the

rousing instrumental part of Act I, the

audience goes ecstatic.

The rest of "A Passion Play" Is just as

good as the opening. Anderson shows off his

musical prowness on his new found Interest,

soprano' sax. Of course, he still plays a good
flute! Guitarist Martin Barre is a welcome
relief from the chord basher style adopted
nowadays with his almost eccentric playing

style. John Evan, lan's cohort on keyboards,

adds a third layer of expert musicianship
with his wonderful magic at the Mellotron
and Moog.

Side Three starts off with "Excerpts
From Thick As A Brick", which is nothing
short of being as enthralling as Passion. It's

truly amazing how Anderson has arranged a
complex piece like Brick into sort of

"greatest hits medley". Ian does his spot on
flute midway through the song and what a
wonderous solo he turns in. Through the
combinations of echoing and excellent

musicianship, the man amazes one and all.

"Bomb In The Dressing Room" kicks off

side four on a strange note. "Bomb" is one
of the lost tracks from the aborted Thick As
A Brick-A Passion Play double album. You
can hear strains of Brick and "Hare-
Spectacles" from Pink Floydlsh In nature.
Ian plays a very gloomy flute riff which
makes him sound like he's in another world.
Evan seemingly brings him back, only to

lose him again. When all seems like their

going over the edge, Anderson and Company
launch into "Aqualung". Out of nowhere,
bassist Hammond-Hammond booms out the
opening riffs, sounding like thunderbolts.
Tull renders its usual demonic version,

closing out the album nicely.

Forum '73 is by far one of the best bootlegs
of all-time. Surprisingly, it is much better
than the studio version of Passion, itself a
great album. The audience contributes
much to the music, giving one the feeling of
total involvement you need to appreciate a
band like Tull. This album serves as an
excellent document of a concert not soon to
be forgotten from a band that is nothing
short of being superb. (A+).

STREET PARTY
BLACK OAK ARKANSAS
ATCOSD36 101

This is, believe it or not. Black Oak
Arkansas' sixth album and may well
be the one which marks a turning
point in their career. For while the
Black Oak albums of the past were
mainly of the loud, raunchy, make
as much noise as you can style.
Street Party is a definite indication
of the group's toning down and
getting into more gentle music. This
is a concept which is tantamount to
having Led Zeppelin suddenly
switch to recording church music. In
other words, it's an unexpected
change.
Fontunately for the Black Oak

Boys, this style change works well on
some of the cuts. Unfortunately,
though, on about an equal number of
cuts, the group fails miserably. For
while the slower, mellower music of
this album is quite listenable, it is in

no way memorable. There are no
catchy tunes which really stick out
from the others.
There are, however, a few good

points worthy of being mentioned in

the group's behalf. For one thing, the
instrumentalization of the group is

improving by leaps and bounds
"Dixie", that old Southern ballad, is

done with a modern, upbeat tempo,
and features some excellent Dickie
Betts style guitar work. Jim Dandy
Mangrum has improved his singing
to the point where he no longer
sounds like a half crocked bullfrog
croaking for a mudbath. He is most
effective doing the vocals on the
opening track, "Dancing In The
Streets", a familiar piece which
serves well to open the album. "Sure
Been Workin' Hard" features
Mangrum sharing the vocal honors
with Miss Ruby Starr (you'll
remember her for her back up
singing on "Jim Dandy").
"Everybody Wants To See Heaven,
Nobody Wants To Die" is a well
conceived foot-stomper high lighted
by some real fine banjo pickin'
throughout

All in all, Street Party is a fairly

decent effort by the Black Oakers.
Black Oak is, indeed, progressing.

Only time will tell if they are doing It

w,sely —Ross Nerenberg

er& ¥£S
OSIBIROCK — OSIBISA
Warner Bros. Records,

plaVing time: 36:54

Osibisa's latest effort is their best
since their second Ip, Woyaya. As
I've mentioned in last semester's
review of Happy Children, the group
had been decimated by numerous
personel changes and the problems
that go along with it. With the release
of this disc, it's really nice to see the
new lineup cook like the old one.

Osibirock is an almost perfect
album. There is more concentration
of their instrumental capabilities and
less on the vocal aspects of the band.
(This is further evidence of the
return to the Woyaya style.) Besides
the obvious fact that there is great
material on here, the "new" Osibisa
have added two more membecs»to the
grouc Paul Golly (Guitar) and kiki
Gyan (Keyboards). Both are ex
cedent and finally fill out the overall
sound of Osibisa, something which
was noteably absent in the two post —
Woyaya ips.

The best songs on Osibirock are
"Why", "African Jive," "We
Belong" and "Komfo (High Priest)".
The latter two compositions feature
some excellent flute work by Teddy
Osei. Bassist Jean Dikoto Man
dengue is still whipping out infectious
riffs. Percissionist's Sol Amarfio
(Drums) and Kofi Ayivor (Congas,
etc.) are made for each other, ac
centing their playing well. Mac
Tontoh (Trumpet) is playing much
better row on this album than on
Happy Children, where it was in

doubt.

Osibirock should give Osibisa the
recognition they deserve. They
impress me as the best Third World
band around today in rock. Not a
bunch of glitter fakes like Earth,
Wind and Fire. With an upcoming
live album due out in the near future,
I can see only a brighter future for
the band. (A)

—David Santos

MIRROR IMAGE — BLOOD,
SWEAT & TEARS
Columbia KC 32929

Total Playing Time: 37:2o

I am hopelessly biased, I know, but
I miss the old Blood, Sweat & Tears.
In the core of my adolescence their
second and third albums were really
rather important as part of the mood
of the times, and I kinda suspect
that's trueof a lot of you readers, too.

Right? And if every group breaks up
(and the Stones will, eventually, you
know), some of them manage to

rejuvenate themselves.
This is, I believe, the third album

by the "new" BS&T — new in that
only Bobby Colomby is left from the
original group. And it's nice music, a
pleasant album, well recorded, with
some care put into it. This should be
kept in mind while reading the
following negative comments.
Negative because, dammit, it's only
a pleasant album. BS&T gave up
artistic development ages ago and
they've been coasting on that Big
Horn Sound ever since. So in looking
for positive comments to make
(Which I tend to do), all one can come
up with are little teensy comments.
Namely — "Love Looks Good On
You" would make a nice AM single
because of its backing vocals,
"Thinking Of You" and "Are You
Satisfied" both feature somewhat
eccentric keyboard instrumentation;
and the title tune contains some quite

interesting bowed string bass work.
The rest is pleasant, as mentioned —
see what the scale of values is?

Lyrically, the songs on the album
celebrate the simple values, by and
large, that is, when they capture
your attention. Two samples from
"Look Up to the Sky" may suffice:

"Look down to the earth — The
mother of your birth", and the
refrain "There's a brighter day
comin' on the other side." (Com-
munist Propaganda?) One exception
to this is "Are You Satisfied", which
more or less inverts "It Was a Very
Good Year" by asking if it was
really.

The "Mirror Image" suite
probably deserves some mention as
it appears to be the focal point of the
album. The suite is apparently
BS&T's answer to Tubular Bells; it

consists of four mainly instrumental
movements of contrasting natures
which run into each other, although
you can see the bands on the record.

But more important than the banal
material contained here is the
overwhelming sense of innovations
which have become trademarks.
Thus "She's Coning Home" has a
Modern Jazz opening, "Thinking of
You" has a Pig Brass instrumental,
and most all of the songs have horn
squiggles (or "breaks" as they are

known in the industry) in between the
lines of lyrics. But none are
developed, none are organic to the
music — it's just that, well, that's the
way BS&T sounds, ya know? And
finally, this album has Strings.
Remember Strings? "Ya-deeEEE+
daaa..." On the sleeve it says
"Strings contracted by Earl Brown".
Contracted??

rock.Now that's assembly line
Pleasant, though.

Oxygen Max

Appearing

Thurs. — Sun.

The Only Kosher-Style

DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT
In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802

Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

Clean
Living

Rusty Nail

Kt<\- 17. Suii<lf>rlanrl

665-4937
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somewhere in a dusty
drawer sits a lonely
sheet of words - it
may be yours or some
person's you admire
if by chance it
comes to mind, send
it our way

second floor
student union

and give it a shot
at being a guest on
this page
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there are flecks of

thought in your iris

sparkling black an

evil against the soft

of your lashes

the green of your smile
pores breath blue vapor
as your mouth twists and frowns

legs detach

unnoticed as your
fingers search out flesh

to mold and pull

and distort

teeth grab at fatty tissue

grining in their pleasure

passion spirals in waves
of heat floating through
your mind
clouding all but the need
to touch and hold

and complete the

pain that is joy

the bodies mesh and coll

the sighs release themselves
like pressure valves of steam
lost in air only to return
skin melts and cools

flowing from body to body
ending where it began
you are stillyou

whole untouched
fragmented and burned all

at once

if is over and you are the same
aren't you?

Tyla L. Michelove

Conspicuous taste

Learning to distrust words

MOLOCH
by Terminus

You are back my young ones.
The words begin to swirl about
your ears, to crawl hunchbacked
across the pages. Soon a gas of
words, an avalanche of words, to
make you gag and sputter, unable
to speak or sing, the senses of your
springs and summers dulled.
You must learn to distrust

words, my young ones, the words
which pretend to be things. And
you must seek out the words which
reveal things by being not things
but themselves.
We live where there are so many

words but do we see the things
which are around us? We swirl in

great blots beneath huge piles of
brick and concrete — have they ho
effect upon us? No spirit of place?
Judge for yourselves. But first I

Must tell you of Moloch.
You must have seen him. He

lives right among us. He is the
tallest thing here were the
scholars swirl about, the tallest
thing in the valley. He is huge and
red and lives on an arid plain
where cruel winds whip men about
like chips of wood. Nothing grows
on this plain except for the small
island of stunted trees sunk deep In

the lap of Moloch before the pr«-tals

through which we enter his body.
We can look down into this garden
but few can enter it. Only those
whom the cruel winds blow into the
garden. Then these few, stunned,
look up through the trees and bend
their necks till they ache, trying to
see beyond the awful, hard, red
torso of Moloch, inhumanly
straight, which blots out the sky
and sun. They bend and bend till

they see high above those seven
staring, terrible eyes, deep set,

cavernous, attenuated. Eyes silent

and opaque.

Oh yes! The birds! Birds too are
sometimes seen in the garden.
Limping aimlessly about beneath
the shrubs and trees. Helpless till

one of Moloch's minions comes out
by special leave to take the cripplp

From the windows of Southwest
during the nightly interdorm obscenity contests
can be hear

"fuck yous"
and
"your mothers a whore"
out on the concrete
where the people walk
can be seen

puddles of puke from the night before
from the Washington to the tunnel
can be seen
hundreds of people walking
wearing no path into the cement.
up the elevator shafts
(after a ten minute wait)
and into the corridors
can be seen upon the walls

an arsenal of standard ammunition
vocalized furing the obscenity wars
everything that doesn't play in Peoria
is a smash hit in Southwest.

Jim Paulin

in to add to the sacrifices. The
birds, of course, strike the
unyielding flanks of Moloch
because of the strange and cruel
winds which blow about them.

"Who is he?" you ask, though
you pass by him each day or see
him looming above your dor-

mitories. What is Moloch to you?
You will not fall in the garden you
say. You are not a crippled
sparrow

But you enter within Moloch, all

of you. Your mothers and fathers
send you here as offerings to him.
Moloch calls for you to fulfill his

merciless sacrifices. But your
mothers and fathers do not see the
dangers because Moloch holds out
the light of knowledge for them and
you The light of knowledge to end
the dark years of puzzlement and
ignorance. Knowledge in turn for

the endless sacrifices; knowledge
in turn for the gagging on words.
For watching the hunchback words
writhe and copulate on the pages.
The price Moloch pays for the
youthful bodies which feed him is

knowledge, words.
He must feed us knowledge and

words to fatten us for the sacrifice.

So besides the youth which enter
through the front portals of his

belly he also takes in fodder.

Fodder to fatten the sacrifices.

Fodder that crawls with ant-like

words. Book fodder. "Where does
it all come from?" you ask. Oh, it's

hidden, all hidden. It comes un-

derground into his belly from the
west.

So Moloch feeds us knowledge
and words and we give him our
youth. And this keeps Moloch going
there on the plain. Keeps him hard
and hostile, remote and inac-
cessible. Red and strong on the
plain. Pushing the winds about and
the lost, crippled sparrows. OUr
new knowledge sustains Moloch
and builds other Molochs and his
spirit and his awe and his power
spread over the earth. Power to
move the earth, to fly above the

earth, to destroy the earth. He
gives us the power. But not the
wisdom to use it well. This is not
Moloch's concern. Knowledge
without wisdom is Moloch's gift.

Power without human purpose.
But no, you say, No! The wisdom

is there. We are told it is there.
There in the books that lie within
Moloch's belly. This is our wisdom.

But I say, No! Eat no more of the
book fodder. Do not look at the ant-
like hunchback words that crawl
across Moloch's parchment
colored entrails. Wait. Wait until

the sacrifices have ended and
wisdom begins to come from the
words.

Till then look beyond words to

things. Look at Moloch's inhuman,
red torso Look at the seven sunken
eyes, opaque and silent. Look at

the trees which shrivel and die
from the winds which swirl about
Moloch. Look deep within the
grates which lie about his flanks.
Deep within, you see they are
empty except for the faint
reflections in the stagnant water,
reflections which mock our
enquiring faces

All else is silent and unmoving
about Moloch. Except for the
winds, the drunken weavings of the.

crippled sparrows, the swirling
masses of you, my young ones. But
do not forget to look at the swirling
steam which pours out of the east
side of Moloch. This is very im-
portant Almost the key. It swirls
out and sweeps away, weaving the
wind as it goes. Can you un-
derstand it? No. But it is all the
wisdom of Moloch.

This is the spirit of place of
Moloch. If we are to fight it and
transform it, how we must struggle
with that knowledge deep in the
belly of Moloch! What a terrible
struggle for wisdom and love!

Haiku
Spines bent without pain
Bead by bead, their burden grows:
Soft grass, gentle rain.

Pizza, Beer & Poker Night

OPEN RUSH at

QTY Fraternity

All University Men invited

358 North Pleasant St.

on the corner of Fearing

Thurs. 26 at 8:00.
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the long cracing necksnake of humanity AMHERSTC*"**

THE HARDTIMES
COLLECTOR— Critique

This tale certainly begins
effectively enough, quickly
Dutting the grab on our at-

tentionias we enter the first

sentences of the story. The
descriptions of the characters,

as well as th3 physical
descriptions, are quite
skillfully done, with the "red-

facedi Irishwoman", managing
to portray not only a concrete

image of a person, but a

particular personage, A PER
SONALITY, DISTINGUISHES
HER SOMEWHAT FROM
THE OTHER CHARACTERS
DESCRIED. The long

"cracing necksnake of

humanity", an almost poetic

conjunction, is very effective

here, especially ic context with

the general theme of the work.

Here, there are definite

drawbacks. Weiar3 struck once
again, as with many short

works, with its brevity. We get

theifeeling that something
vore is to be said in the en-

cyclopedia about Maurice
Baur, and the author's strict

adherence to the dry, historical

account of the story in

chronological sequence is not,

qerhaps, complete. The
historical style itself is not

altogether consistent in itself,

consideringithe very colorful

and varied imagery in almost
every paragraph., and a

compromise between the two
stqles seems to result in actual

completion of neither. Settling

down to one lone of voice,

(whichiappears to change
about vid-way through,) that

oroughly expressed, whether it

is as journalistic or narrative
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More than a movie!
An explosive cinema concert!.
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Robert
Redford
-'Jeremiah
Johnson"
A SYDNEY POLLACK FILM

The man who
became a legend.

The film destined

to be a classic!

A COUPLE OF KUBRICKS!
Thursday 7, 9:30, 12

S.U.B. $1.00

Sunday 7& 9

S.U.B. 50*

DR. STRANGEL0VE
or how I stopped worrying and

learned to love the Bomb

plus short

"K-900 A Space Oddity"

ROBERT REDFORD
in A Sydney Pollack Film

"JEREMIAH JOHNSON"
A Joe Wizan-Sanford Production
Co-Starring WILL GEER

ALLYN ANN McLERIE • STEFAN GlERASCH CHARLES TYNER • And
Introducing DELLE BOLTON • Music by John Rubinstein and T.m Mclntire
Screenplay by John MHius and Edward Anhalt • Produced by Joe Wizan

Directed by Sydney Pollack • Panavision* • Technicolor*

Cel«bmi,ng Warner Bros 50lh AnmyrnryflTO a W«rn«r Commumcitlom Company

STARTSWEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 25TH

1 WEEK ONLY
HADLEY Campus
MOLYOm. , Victory

CalvinNORTHAMPTON
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film Death Wish
DEATH WISH
Starring Charles Bronson, Vincent
Gardenia, Hope Lange. Directed

by Michael Winner.
The city resident, and the

paranoia which can plague him,
both real and psychological, is the

topic of Michael Winner's film,

Death Wish. The paranoia here is a
result of the growing crime rate
uplifted by a wave of muggings,
robberies, and rapes. Paul Kersey
(Charles Bronson), a well
established architect, returns from
a vacation in Honolulu with his

wife (Hope Lange) to their spiffy

Riverside Drive apartment. A few
days later, terror strikes in broad
daylight. Mrs. Kersey and her
daughter are followed home from a
shopping spree by three young
derelicts and violently attacked. In

a scene visually reminiscent of
Kubrick's A Clockwork Orange
(but not as funny), Paul's wife
receives a fatal concussion and his

daughter is sexually assaulted, a
shock from which her brain will

never recover.

Paul is sent on a business trip out
to Arizona by his company to
hasten the recovery process, but
the thing he learns out there
provides him with the spark of
retribution. His business associate,
a native Tucson man, informs Paul
that the smartest way to "deal with
varmints" is to own and learn how
to brandish your own gun. In a
further attempt to stress this
practice, Paul's friend gives him a
gift wrapped revolver as a going
away present.

The first night he is back in New
York he is approached by a
mugger. The confrontation ends
when Paul throws a wild swing at
the assailant, who takes to his
heels pronto. From this incident
Paul climaxes his new realization
of what should be done, and the
following evening he sets out on
what is to be a long search and-
extermination campaign against
muggers.

The Three
Musketeers

Reviewed by Judith Wolinsky Soloway

After the first three killings, the
City Police Department undergoes
an investigation, headed by a flu

bothered but witty lieutenant
(Vincent Gardenia). Within the
next few weeks, the mugger
murders start to pile up, and soon
all the national mediums are
clogged with extensive coverage of
the mysterious "Vigilante", as
Kersey is coined.

The reality of this murder
rampage is that the citizens are
reacting in unanimous favor of the
Vigilante's actions. The crime rate
drops down considerably, and
revengeful New Yorkers follow
suit by arming themselves with
whatever is available and going
out into the streets searching for

hoodlums. The police and courts
are thereby unclear on the ap
propriate actions to take with the
assassin once he is caught.
The film appears to be so real

that it is like watching a
documentary, but there are a few
cinematic faults which prevent
Death Wish from becoming a
masterpiece. To begin with,
Winner's portraits of the muggers
suffer from stereotyping and too
much artiness. They are always

U viewed by jeit' paulin.
young males who are quick on their

feet, muttering original lines like

"Let's go man, yuh got the
money?" and "This is it, baby,
you're all through!" I was half

expecting to see them snapping
their fingers in unison.

Another fault is the plugging of

Charles Bronson into the lead role.

The plot and theme are solid

enough to support an unknown
actor, and in such a case where the
Vigilante is supposed to represent
the average citizen, Bronson just

does not jell. His feelings towards
not only the killings, but even to
what happens to his family, are
barely perceptible. Sure, a sturdy
man will more likely undertake
such plans, but I believe that the
casting of a common-looking
businessman whose passions
transform into malice as the film

goes on, would have boosted
Winner's idea even further and
might have made the film more
appealing to the audience. Many
people (at bast in this country)
still do not like Charles Bronson.

Aside from these faults, though,
the movie is very worthwhile to

watch. The cinematography is

frighteninq, carrying us up stairs

ana across sidewalks as if our
seats were on roller skates. Herbie
Hancock scores the jazz piano
music, and excluding a few scenes
which would have been more ef-

fective silent, it is well-
incorporated. The depiction of the
mass media coverage is extremely
graphic, showing us Time,
Newsweek, and billboards devoted
to the "rise of vigilantism", and at
one point the police lieutenant
appears on the cover of a People
magazine.
Death Wish, although being a

well made film, leaves one
problem hanging somewhere in my
brain. What happens when
everyone in a city takes the law
into their own hands? People begin
to shoot each other in haste, since
too many citizens are out looking
for trouble. As a result, a grating of
paranoia more rusty than the
original slides up between the
urban dwellers, and fear, instead
of being eliminated, is violently
reinstated. The point can be
argued for years, but a viewing of
Death Wish should turn you in one
of the directions.

Hold it; there's someone at my
door. Should I let him in?

The Three Musketeers
CAST

D'Artagnan — Michael York

Porthos — Frank Finlay

Athos — Richard Chamberlain

Aramis — Oliver Reed
Richelieu — Charlton Heston

Queen Anne — Geraldine Chaplin

Constance — Raquel Welch

Lady Dewinter — Faye Dunaway

All for one and one for all! Once
more that cry rings out in the new
movie version of The Three
Musketeers. But if you are an

ticipating a serious adaptation of

the Alexandre Dumas novel, you

won't find it here. British director

Richard Lester has saved his

comedic flair from his Beatle

movie days. However, Lester

manages to combine broad
comedy with the serious business

of telling the tale of the King of

France's gallant guardsmen.
The beautiful countryside, the

slums, and the palaces of 16th

century France are the settings for

the story of the young Gascon
D'Artagnan who aspires to be a

Musketeer. This chapter "The
Queen's Diamonds," is the account

of country-boy D'Artagnan who
falls in love with Athos, Porthos,

and Aramis, falls in love with the

Queen's maid Constance, and falls

into the palace intrigue, all in short

order. Before the movie ends,

D'Artagnan has fought many a

duel, accomplished a dangerous
mission, thwarted the sinister

Cardinal Richelieu, and proved
himself worthy of becoming a

Musketeer.

The film's pace is fast, the action
spirited, and the sword-fights
realistically staged. It's easy to tell

the good guys from the bad, the
good wear black, the bad wear red.

Because the plot itself was most
important, development of

character was secondary. Most
characterizations were one-
dimensional. This was in spite of
the well-known actors and ac
tresses in the major roles. Of
primary importance was that the
leading men be handsome and
dashing, the women sparkling and
beautiful. The most interesting

acting was done by the "charac-
ter" actors in the minor roles.

This version of The Three
Musketeers presented the time
period as accurately as posible. As
action was of great importance in

this movie, what better way to

maintain it then by showing the
sports v,f the day; jousting,
hawking, hunting, and duelling.

Seeing the movie the second
time, I was able to notice how
wonderfully Michel LeGrand's
musical score contributed to the
film. His stunning compositions
added immensely to various
scenes, particularly during the
swordfights and chases.

For those who couldn't get

enough of this light hearted romp
through French history, you are in

luck. Since the original movie ran
over four hours, it was cut in half,

the latter segment made into a
sequel entitled The Four
Musketeer or "Milady's
Revenge".

Media Massages
"Previews of Coming Attractions"
by Stuart Sojcher
So far, the year 1974 has been a

good year for motion pictures. The
main reason of course — money.
More people are going to the
movies and consequently profits

are up. Movies such as The Sting,

The Excorcist, American Grafitti

and Papillion were all big
moneymakers in the early part of

the year. And surprisingly this

summer was a good one for the
studios as they distributed some
good films and scored with
Chinatown, That's Entertainment,
Death Wish and Uptown Saturday
Night.

Now one might ask what is in

store for the fall and winter the
obvious Hollywood answer would
be — when you find a money
making formula stick with it. The
end of 1974 and the first five

months of 1975 should be titled the
year of the sequel'. In all, between
now and Easter, thirteen sequels
will be released. Along with that
heavy dosage of things past the
Hollywood moguls will be offering
two types of pictures with
'variations on a theme' — the
disaster movie and the hijacking
and or kidnapping movie. One will

not lack for exciting en-
tertainment.
Add to this the continued re-

release of past hits, more recently:
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid and Dr. Zhivago and soon to

come, Cabaret, along with old
movies such as Jeremiah Johnson
undergoing a new distribution
process; and one sees that this

could be an even bigger year for
Hollywood.

The film most people anxiously

await is the sequel to The God-
father, the biggest moneymaker of

all time. Once again Francis Ford
Coppola will be directing Al

Pacino, Robert Duvall, Diane
Keaton and others including
Robert De Niro who gave such a

fine performance in Mean Streets.

Another huge moneymaker a few

years ago, Airport, has a new
chapter appropriately entitled

Airport 1975 starring the om-
nipotent Charlton Heston and a

gallery of other stars. Heston will

be seen often over the next few
months; he will appear in Ear-

thquake, a disaster film con
cerning the destruction of Los
Angeles and also in The Four
Musketeers, the sequel the The
Three Musketeers as the devilish

Cardinal Richilieu.

Other biggies include Gene
Hackman recreating his Oscar
winning role in The French Con-

nection II set in Marseilles; The
Poseidon Adventure II; Roger
Moore in his second 007 role, The
Man With The Golden Gun; Bar
bara Streisand in Funny Lady"

(sound familiar); and The Trial of

Billy Jack, slated for the largest

satuartion booking of all time.

The disaster films include plenty

of big stars which obviously ex

plains Hollywood thinking. Put a

star(s) in a movie with a decent

story and a lot of money for

spectacular effects and how can

you lose? Warner Bros, and
Twentieth Century Fox obviously

feel that way as they have invested

around ten million dollars in

partnership with each other on The
Towering Inferno. The stars'
salaries alone are enough to

finance at least one film. Steve
McQueen and Paul Newman are
receiving a cool one million apiece
plus a percentage of the gross for

their efforts. Other stars include

Faye Dunaway, Richard Cham-
berlain, William Holden, Fred
Astaire, Robert Wagner and O.J.

Simpson.
Richard Lester's Juggernaut

starring Richard Harris and Omar
Sharif, will be opening very soon.

The film concerns a storm racked
luxury liner with three tons of

explosives placed aboard. Others
include George C. Scott starring in

The Hindenberg (the destruction of

the transatlantic Zeppelin) and
Swarm dealing with an insect

attack.

For those with a bit more than
entertainment on their minds,
Ingmar Bergman's Scenes From A
Marriage; Fellini's Armacord;
Antonioni's The Passenger
starring Jack Nicholson; Alain
Resnais's Stavinsky, Bunuel's
Phantom of Liberty and Malle's
Lacombe Lucien will all be
released soon.

On a lighter note Woody Allen

will be back shortly in a film

directed by Martin Ritt (Sounder).
Mel Brooks will continue his

zaniness in Young Frankenstein
along with Peter Boyle and
Madeline Kahn And for any kung
fu fans, Bruce Lee's final film The
Return of the Dragon has been
released and should be around

soon.

—end—

Uptown Saturday Night
UPTOWN SATURDAY NIGHT
starring Bill Cosby, Harry
Belafonte and Sidney Poitler.
Directed by Sidney Poitler
reviewed by Jim Paulin

In this star-stacked gangster-
comedy and partial Godfather
satire, a night on the town in the
swankest place around ends up
leading Bill Cosby and actor-
director Sidney Poitler stumbling
around the local underworld in

search of a stolen wallet, which
unbeknownst to the thiefs, contains
a winning lottery ticket.

The most outstanding gangster
of the many they encounter is

Gootchee Dan Buford (Harry
Belafonte) who, throughout the
picture, speaks as if mocking out
the Godfathers nasal monotone.
Dan suffers from congested
sinuses and, for treatment, snorts
from an inhaler every five
minutes.

Cosby and Poltier move through
the streets like an inept Mission

Impossible team and skirmishing

with the mob as if they were the

three stooges having pie fights with
dignitaries at a society ball.

Flip Wilson is perfectly typecast
as a righteous preacher, per-
sistently insisting that his
parishioners not bring brown bags
(booze) to the church picnic and
inveighing against the
maliciousness of gossip.

Ihere are tinges ot intergang

disputes over territory as in the

Godfather, but they're not flavored

with pints of blood and slow motion
reactions to the impact of a bullet.

The only violence in the movie is a

slow motion shootout in a bar, the

only real casualties being whiskey
bottles; and Geetchee Dan's car is

set on fire when he's not in it.

This movie is rich in good, solid

comedy. Poitier, with his bug eyed
reaction to threats or surprise and
Cosby's constantly flowing wit
maintain the fun throughout the

entire length of the show.
Uptown Saturday Night is now

appearing at the Mountain Farms
Mall Cinema.

—end

—

Now Appearing at

That Mew B$n4 in Town

Thurs. - Sat.

Next Week

Euplotion - Hon.

The Time Mug - Tue$.

Hoot Tide - mi

Happy Hour 4:30 - 7:00 Mon. - Sat.
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LOCAL MUSIC

Clean Living — Rusty Nail, Sept. 26-29.

Fabulous Rhinestones — Hatch, Sept. 26.

That New Band In Town — Steak Out, Sept.

26 28.

Little Fire — Hatch, Sept. 26-28.

Dynamic Sex Machine — Bluewall, Sept. 26

28.

Paul McKinley — Top of the Campus, Sept.

26 28.

Airbourne — Rusty Nail, Sept. 30.

Explosion (jam-night) — Steak Out, Sept. 30.

Time Being — Steak Out, Oct. 1.

Noon Tide — Steak Out, Oct. 2.

Little Fire— Four Leaf Window, Oct. 1 , 2.

Doc Sullivan — The Pub, Sept. 26 27 (3 6

p.m.)

"D.J." Sullivan — The Pub, Sept. 27.

Great Pretenders — The Pub, Sept. 28-29.

CONCERTS
MT. HOLYOKE
Terry Dee's Rock & Roll Circus — Sept. 28,

Chapin Aud.
AMHERST

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band — Sept. 29, Amherst
College Gym.
BOSTON
George Benson — Sept. 28 29, Jazz Workshop.
Esther Phillips — Sept. 23-29, Paul's Mall.

Tavares — Sept. 23 29, Sugar Shack (10 p.m.
and 1 a.m.).

Skyhook — Sept. 25 29, Zircon.
Joe Cocker Focus (no Mac) — Sept. 27,

Orpheum.

Weather Report — Sept. 27, Symphony Hall

Tom Paxton - Janis Ian — Sept. 29, Sym-
phony Hall.

Eric Clapton - Love — Sept. 30, Boston

Garden.
Johnny Taylor — Sept. 30-Oct. 6, Sugar Shack

(10 p.m. and 1 a.m.).

Herbie Hancock - Minnie Ripperton — Oct. 4,

Symphony Hall.

Leo Kottke - Janis Ian — Oct. 4, Cohen Aud.,

Tufts.

Lou Reed - Triumvirat — Oct. 4, Orpheum.
Rick Wakeman and Nat'l Philharmonic and

David Hemmings— Oct. 5, Music Hall (7 and
10).

Gordon Lightfoot — Oct. 6, Symphony Hall

(6:30 and 9:30).

Souther, Hillman & Furay - Danny Fogelburg
— Oct. 11, Orpheum.

Taj Mahal — Oct. 13, Sanders Theater.
Jefferson Starship — Oct. 13 and 14, Music

Hall.

Jackson Browne - Wendy Waldman — Oct.

18, Orpheum.
David Bromberg— Oct. 18, Sanders Theater.

Santana - Tower of Power — Oct. 20, Music
Hall (6:30).

Bonnie Raitt — Oct. 21, Orpheum.
Stevie Wonder — Oct. 21, Boston Garden.
Chicago — Oct. 22, Boston Garden.
Randy Newman • Ry Cooder — Oct. 27,

Symphony Hall.

Bruce Springsteen — Oct. 29, Music Hall.

George Harrison — Dec. 11, Boston Garden.

the speed to lead

Compiled by Jeff Polman and Paul Kontrimas

Dr. Strangelove Not one of Peter Sellers best,

but one of Stanley Kubrick's better efforts as
director. Short and sweetly, the movte con
cerns a man who has trouble with his right

hand — it keeps jumping up and doing the Nazi
seig heil. This man, who, incidentally is played
by Sellers, also has a fixation on conquering the
free world. Good sick humor marred only by its

datedness At the SUB, Sun. 7 and 9. 50 cents.

-f- 4- +
A CLockwork Orange. Typically well

produced Kubrick. A valiant effort at following

up the masterpiece, 2001, Good viewing
whether you look at photography, directing,

acting or production Once again, Kubrick
presents highly defined individual scenes, that,

as one unit, offer just enough ambiguity to

allow the viewer the opportunity to become a
part of the communication process. At the

SUB, Thurs. 9 26 7+9 p.m. 50 cents +- + + +
The Parallax View. A sign of things to come

— reporter heroes instead of the typical super
soldiers, super cops and super cowboys. The
plot entails reporter Joe Freyday (yes, Joe
Freyday), played by Warren Beatty, and his

envolvement in investigating the assasination
of a high U.S. political figure. Credit good
direction technique to Pakula, especially for

"is feeling of effective contrasts in sound and
color. At the Amherst Cinema, 74-9 p.m. 4- 4- +

HAROLD AND MAUDE (1971) 4-4-4

This film has mysteriously found a cult for

itself among varied audiences out West, after a
virtually ignored premiere three years ago.

The story concerns a rich little kid who findb

temporary happiness with an 80-year-old

woman, played by Ruth Gordon. The pair goes
on expeditions of fun and sick pranks, driving

'heir spectators up the wall. Director Hal Ash
by's point about discovering life comes through

a bit muddy, but the films still interesting

viewing. At the Campus Cinemas.
THE LONG GOODBYE + + +

Elliot Gould plays a gumshoe detective in

this updated version of a Phillip Marlowe story.

Directed by Robert Altman, who has yet to get
• he credit he deserves, in me Ballroom on 9 19

at 7 and 9:15.

LOVE HAPPY (1949) + + +
The Marx Brothers in one of their last films.

It's a musical comedy interwoven with a plot

concerning jewel thieves. Not one of their best,

but Harpo's unusual antics are worth the price

of admission. Billed with A Night in

Casablanca at the Campus Cinemas in Hadley.

MY NAME IS NOBODY (1974) +
A poor attempt on cashing in on Blazing

Saddles' comedy western success. Henry
Fonda plays an aging gunfighter in this italian

made saga, who gets competition from a young
sharpshooter. The satire is aimed at the recent

crop of Clint Eastwood "man with no name"
westerns and Sam Peckinpah blood baths, but

either the jokes are funnier in Italian or the

screenwriter fell asleep because the only in-

tense feeling I could derive from the show was
rock hard ass. At the Mountain Farms Four.

THREE MUSKETEERS (1974) + +
A disappointing counterfeit of the Alexandre

Dumas' novel famous for its creation of the

three gallant swordsmen who fight to protect

'he Queen's Diamonds. The star studded case
includes Michael York, Richard Chamberlain,
Oliver Reed, Charlton Heston, Faye Dunaway,
and Raquel Welch, but everybody is wasted in

•heir respective bit parts. Topping this off with

an uncalled for heist of every visual technique
used in Ken Russell's film The Devils and not

a not funny enough script, the film is forced to

buckle in its own swash. At the Mountain
Farms Four.

UPTOWN SATURDAY NIGHT (1974) + ++
Sidney Poifier tries his hand at directing Bill

Cosby, Flip Wilson, Harry Belafonte, and
himself in this comedy about two friends who
>ry to get back a winning lottery ticket stolen

from them in a gambling house. Funny scenes
abound, but the loose direction keeps this one
out of the superfunny category. At Mountain
Farms Four.

ALFREDO, ALFREDO (1973) + + +
A very funny Italian comedy starring Dustin

Hoffman as a henpecked to be husband.
Dubbed in English At the Showcase Cinemas
in West Springield

ANIMAL CRACKERS (1930) + + +
Not my favorite Marx Brothers flick, but of

course there has never been a bad one.

Groucho is Captain Spaulding (horray!) and if

you're fortunate to catch a der-nt print, you

might be able to hear some of his best vibes

with the various stuffed shirts. Harpo is in

sane, running around in his underwear,

goosing the guests, and sitting in on an in

credibly ludicrous poker game with Chico.

Zeppo is in his only funny scene, but still takes

•he rap from Groucho, who is dictating a letter

to him. The only flaw in the film is the direc

'ion, as you feel you are watching a dress

rehearsal of the Broadway play it was based

on. At the Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield.

(1974) + + + +
Richard Dreyfuss of American Graffiti fame,

stars in this extremely funny story of a young
Canadian Jew striving for success. A few anti

Semitic bits, but one has to be satirical when
dealing with religious customs which are un-

familiar to a large segment of the audience.

Exciting direction by Ted Kotcheff makes this

an upcoming biggie. At the Showcase Cinema.

BUSTER AND BILLIE (1974) + +
One of the more recent rip-offs of the

American Graffiti formula. Slightly different
in the respect that it deals with one couple
instead of twenty of them, but the story could
have been deposited into the 1960's just as
easily. Whatever happened to good old
originality? At the Academy of Music. 7:15 +
9:15.

DEATH WISH (1974) + + +
People are raving about this new Charles

Bronson movie for some reason, and a viewing

should explain why. It deals with a wealthy

architect who takes the law into his own hands

and calmly shoots muggers off the streets after

his own wife and daughter are assaulted. The
question is: how do you stop the growing crime
rate in a big city, through the police, or through

personal protection? The film favors Bronson's

actions, and usually the audience follows suit.

The idea is cute, but the portrayals of the

muggers are too stereotyped and West Side

Storyish. Still, the acting shines and the New
York City photography provides a spellbinding

background for the shenanigans. Michael

Winner directs his first winner. At the

Showcase Cinemas, West Springield.

DOCTOR ZHIVAGO (1966) + + + +
Epic saga of a striving Russian medical man

torn between two women during the heart of

the Russian Revolution. David Lean's direction

is superb taking us from Moscow to the
EAstern Grasslands and smack through a
blistering

Siberian snowstorm Omar Sharif stars as

Zhivago, with Julie Christie, Alec Guiness, Rod
Steiger, Tom Courtenay and others smoothing

out the case. Excellent script, art direction,

and haunting music See this on a side screen

for the fullest enjoyment. Winner of six

Academy Awards At the Showcase Cinemas.

AREA ART EXHIBITS

Museum of Fine Arts — Springfield, 49
Chestnut St.

"Hans Hoffman: 52 Works on Paper", Sept.
3 29. A collection of work by the noted German
American artist known for the development of
Abstract Expressionism in this country.
"Bauhause" — A selection of graphics —

among artists included are Joseph Alberts,
Lyonel Feininger, Vawsily Kandinsky, Paul
Klee, Sept. 3 29.

"Alice Trumbell Mason Memorial Codec
tion." This artists' contribution to the
movement of abstract art in America has been
recognized by the formation of this memorial
collection. The works given are abstract in

style. Sept. 3 29.

"Lalique Glass"
"Very small paintings, objects, and works on

paper." A traveling exhibition of great
diversity from the private collection of Mr. and
Mrs. Ulfert Wilke. This collection was con-
ceived as a response to contemporary
movements in art which strive to increase
scale to monumental and reduce form to its

simplest denominator. Sept. 3-29.

"Wes Disney's: Variation on a theme" an
unusual exhibition of Polaroid photographs of
the artists quitar.

All exhibits can be seen during the museums
regular hours: Tuesday-Saturday, 1-5 p.m.;
Thursday evening, 7-9 p.m.; Sunday, 2-5 p.m.
Leverette Craftsmen and Artists, Inc
Carol Estes, "Batik", Sept. 15-26.

Jones Library, Amherst
"Melting Pot II". Photographs by Michael

Cohen,

Five College Exhibits

Smith College Museum, Northampton
"The Seeyle Years", Sept. 2 Nov. 3. Works

collected between 1879-1910 at the time L. Clark
Seeyle was president of Smith College. This is

part of Smith College's Centennial celebration.

/vu. Holyoke
John and Norah Warbeke Gallery, Susan

Magnum, recent paintings. For hours phone
538 2245.

Mead Gallery, Amherst College
Morrow Collection of Mexican Folk Art, Sept,

12 30. Hours M F, 9 a.m. 5 p.m.. Sat., Sun., 12

p.m. 5 p.m.
Herter Hall Gallery, UMass.
Bob Thompson (black artist) died in Rome

in 1966 at the age of 29, Sept. 11 Oct. 4.
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Montague NUKE plant now slated for 1982

Rape report

increase due

to hot line
By ROBERTA MARTONE

A rape program that was established at
UMass two years ago, is beginning to show
profit, according to Diana White, special
assistant at the UMass department of public
safety.

The major improvement is the increased

number of reported rapes, due primarily to

the installation of a rape hot line, open 24
hours a day, seven days a week, said White.

"People can call anonymously, or they can
call and press charges," she said.

White stressed the importance of
reporting a rape or an attempted rape. The
information is kept confidential, and may
assist in locating the rapist. Any description

of the man, place, and time is also useful.

According to White, an investigation

usually discloses that the same person has

committed more than one rape. Also, most
rapes at UMass have been committed
primarily by students.

In addition, the rape program consists of

lectures given by White and others at various

dorms on campus. The program also in-

cludes, (on request) six-week courses in serf

defense, given at Boyden and WOPE. White
and several other officers conduct these

demonstrations.

This fall, a pamphlet on rape compiled by
the department of public safety here, with

the cooperation of the Hampshire County
District Attorney's office, is being

distributed. The pamphlet discusses the

reporting of a rape, evidence the police need

to convict a rapist, and what happens to the

rapist. These pamphlets will be available in

the dorms and the Public Safety Depart-

ment.

White said she feels a major breakthrough
in the rape situation is the mandatory
establishment of a rape program and a rape

line at all police departments. This law will be
enforced as of January 1975.

A mandatory training program will also be

established, said White. Officers will be

required to attend courses on what to do in

case of rape.

"Before, officers just had to know how to
fill out a rape form. Now, more substantial
training will be required," concluded White.

Watch that car!

Towing begins

Strict enforcement

of parking regulations

will go into effect

Monday at 7:00 a.m.

Unregistered vehicles

may park at meters or

the Campus Center

garage only.

Staff Photo by Jo* Martin*

Stephen Haggerty is UMass's moon man. Story, pg. 11.

Room-to-move cut back
By JAN ALEXANDER

Staff Reporter

Room- to-Move drop- in center has been
forced to cut back on its services to the

UMass community this year due to a cut in

funding.

Coordinator Ron LaFrance stressed that

the center will maintain its quality, but not its

quantity. "There will be fewer hours, and
fewer workshops," he said, "but they'll still

be good ones."

Room- to- Move, presently in its sixth year

of operation, has been funded by a $37,000

per year HEW grant for the past three years.

This grant has now run out, leaving the state

and several on-campus groups responsible

for making up the deficit.

$20,000 in work/ sfjdy funds from the

state was awarded to the center through

Health Services, but this money can only be

used to pay people in financial need, for

which only two staff members qualify.

"We've been able to resolve this problem
somewhat by reallocating the monies within

Health Services," said Barry Averill, director

of Health Services. "We're now down to

$9,000 in work/ study funds."

"Last year we had 17 paid people," said

LaFrance. During the summer we lost eight.

We can't attract and hold the number of

qualified help we need to fill these vacancies

because we don't have the funds to pay
them with."

LaFrance stated that the staffing problem
should be resolved in a few weeks. "It will

take time to train last year's volunteers along

with some new ones we've taken on," he

said, "in order to get us back up to the level

of quality services we were providing last

spring."

Being unable to staff three positions will

affect the center's work with blacks,

veterans and alcoholics. "This will force us to

reallocate our personnel situation," LaFrance
said. "We'll have to reorganize our struc-

ture."

In addition to cut- backs in staffing, Room-
to-Move will not be able to fund its speakers
program, or its education program which has
been in existence over the last five years.

"We have presented such speakers as

Ronald Lang and Yogi Bagaan, as well as
sponsoring a symposium on self-personal

growth," said LaFrance. "Now we will not be
able to do that."

The education program refers to the
training of residence hall staff for counseling
positions.

Room-to-Move is a highly respected
counseling facility on campus. "A student
senate survey conducted by Project Pulse
rated Room-to-Move as the second most
important service on campus," said
LaFrance.

"We were also rated as the most well

known campus drop-in center by a
Department of Public Health survey," he
added, "and 95 per cent of those surveyed
who used our services would recommend us
to someone else."

HEW has reviewed the Room-to-Move
programs and designated three as being
successful. These are the peer counseling
and residence hall training programs, and the
advisory committee. The committee acts as a
go-between for the professional community
and the student.

LaFrance noted that the lack of funds has
hurt the center's morale. "All that un-
certainty about what services we'll be
providing, and who will be hired has created
an energy drain," he said.

From Staffand Wire Reports

Citing financial troubles, Northeast Utilities

yesterday announced it has been set back
one year in development of twin nuclear

power plants in the Montague Plains, fifteen

miles north of Amherst.

The announcement means the plants will

be completed in 1982 and 1984 instead of

1981 and 1983 - the original timetable.

Construction was to start in the late

seventies if the Atomic Energy Commission
gives approval.

Northeast spokesman Charles Bragg said

the decision was "totally unrelated" to the

court case of Samuel H. Lovejoy, who was
found innocent Wednesday of toppling a

weather tower at the Montague site.

Northeast President Lelan F. Sillin, Jr. said

in a Springfield press statement that the

action "has been forced upon us by a serious

decline in our earnings and general financial

condition."

Sillin later told The Greenfield Recorder
the decision was made at a utility's board of

directors' meeting last Thursday evening.

However, he emphasized in the statement

that Northeast remains committed to nuclear

power as the cheapest long term energy

source. He said the company would continue

its efforts to obtain a license for the Mon-
tague project from the AEC.
The delay, apparently only included

construction, not application procedures.

turn to page 7

Counter-summit

offered tonight
In an effort to provide alternatives to the

analyses and policy proposals forthcoming
from President Ford's "Economic Summit"
('o be held this weekend), the Union for

Radical Political Economics (URPE) is

sponsoring "Counter-Summit: A Teach-in

on Inflation and the Economic Crisis" tonight

at 8:00 p.m. in Mahar Auditorium.

The main speakers will be Mike Best, Jim
Crotty and Rick Edwards of the Department
of Economics. In addition there will be a

panel of graduate students and faculty from
the departments of Economics and Political

Science who will answer questions during

the discussion periods which will follow each
presentation. Everyone is welcome, and
there is no charge for admission.

Repairs require

water turn off

On Saturday, all of the water in the

Student Union Building will be turned off be-

tween the hours of 8 a.m. and 2 p.m. so that

a necessary connection into the main water

supply can be made.

The building will remain open and all areas

operating with the exception of the Hatch

and all the toilets which will be closed during

those hours.

inside:
Find out the latest on life in prison

from the ex -Collegian editor who
voluntarily put himself there — see
page 10.

Also, discover the truth about that

man and the moon, Haggerty, on

page 11.

weather:
The latest odds on that great

parimutual board in the sky offers

even money with partly cloudy and

temperatures in the mid to upper

70's. Remember - even favorites

falter.
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Student union craft shop now open six days a week
By DEBBIE SCHAFER

Staff Reporter

Due to increased staff coverage

at the Crafts Shop in the Student

Union instruction and workshops in

craft techniques will be offered six

days a week, according to Penny

Worman, supervisor of the shop.

All instruction is free, she added,

and students pay only for the

materials they use.

The increased staff coverage

makes more supervised instruction

possible; workshops and

demonstrations are given in

ceramics, silver working, lapidary

stone cutting, and photo darkroom

techniques several times each

week. Times are posted inside the

crafts center for these workshops.

Leather working instruction is

available at all times, she said.

In addition to the ongoing in-

struction, special seminars in photo

silkscreen, making sheepskin

jackets, batik, and various other

subjects are being planned. Watch
the notices section of the Collegian

for further details, Worman said.

Supervisor Worman also hopes

that having more staff members in

the crafts shop will help stop

ripoffs, saying "Students "borrow"

many small tools to complete

projects at home and never return

the tools." As an example Worman

cited the fact that there were once
50 leather stamp tools available and
now there are six left.

She called the ripoffs "a
nuisance, because then students

must go without." No
replacements will be bought until

people stop stealing the tools.

The crafts shop is financed by

students, as part of the Campus
Center fee. In the four years of its

existence, the craft shop has never

needed a budget increase. Sur-

prisingly, material costs have not

risen. The price of leather is the

same as last year, and the price of

silver has gone down "like the

stock market". Material cost to the

student is as low as possible

because the crafts center is non-

profit, Worman said.

Worman estimated that at least

8,000 students use the craft

facilities each year. The peak use is

just before Christmas, when large

numbers of stuOents converge

upon the crafts shop to make
presents (almost always a leather

belt.) Students are encouraged to

start making their presents early in

the season while the center is still

relatively uncrowded.

UMass land covers seven towns
By DAN LABONTE
Staff Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
at Amherst is a misnomer. It ac-

tually encompasses a total fo 3,800

acres of land spread throughout
Hadley, Pelham, Sunderland, So.

Deerfield, Belchertown, Levert, and
East Wareham.

Places as familiar as Alumni
Stadium, Farley Ledge, the
atheletic fields, the lower parking

lots and even part of the Physical

Plant aren't even in Amherst.
They're in Hadley!

In the immediate vacinity UMass
maintains some 1,270 acres of land

which spans from North Village up

past the railroad tracks by Tillson

Farms all the way down beyond the

Stadium right into Hadley. ac-

cording to Joseph Wayne, a

spokesman for the Physical Plant.

The property contains over 200
different buildings, including three

apartment complexes (University

Apartment., Lincoln Apartments,
and North Village) owned by the

University.

In neighboring towns, according

to Wayne, UMass utilizes about
2,500 acres of satellite land tracs,

devoted primarily to agricultural

research. This includes 1,200 acres

(Cadwell Forest) in Pelham, 725
acres (Mt. Toby) in Sunderland,

some 364 in So. Deerfield, 220 in

Belchertown, and in Levert and
East Wareham 29 each.
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Another view of UMass library

Jazz jam planned by John Walker

Staff Photo by Ton! Brown

John Walker

BySHERWOOD THOMPSON
MDC Staff

The newly developed jazz jam

session which was created by John

Walker, trumpeter, and musical

director of John Walker's quartet,

will hold it's second session on

Wed., Oct. 2 at the Blue Wall, from

9 p.m to 1 a.m.

The purpose of the event, Walker

said is, "to provide an opportunity

for students in the UMass com-

munity to listen to and participate in

an art form which is an original

expression of music in our coun-

try."

When asked about the objectives

and intentions of each jazz session.

Walker said,"there are three areas

of immediate concern first, it is

important to provide the UMass
Community with a jazz jam session

so that students will have a chance

to improvise, with a professional

group before a receptive audience;

secondly, the programs will expose

the surrounding areas with an art

form, that is unique and native to

our land; and the third major object

is to propagate and educate the

surroundings areas in music of a

jazz tradition, from an applied

approach."

The first jazz jam session which
was held, sparked an involved

interest in the audience. There were
ten participants from the audience,
including drummers, a saxist, and a

bassist. Although ther were no
vocalists present who participated,

a very interesting and educational

instrumentalist opened the minds
of many as he expressed and ex-

plained his knowledge concerning
his musical instrument called the

"Bonbard."

For those present, the night

continued to develop progressively

as the same musician demonstrated

the techniques used in circular

breathing, and the concepts that

are applied

When asked about next week's

function, Walker said Professor

Archie Shepp, musician-lecturer,

will be a guest participant in the jazz

jam session. The emphasis will be

placed on Ballads and Blues of

Black Music.

In conclusion, Walker said "For a

person to learn to blow his ax, he

needs a place to perform regularly, I

am trying to provide such an en-

vironment.

Former counsel for Angela Davis to speak
Attorney Harold R. Washington,

counsel for Angela Davis during her

struggle in being released from
solitary confinement while in

carcerated in a New York City

prison, will be speaking Sunday at

Amherst College.

Washington, a graduate of
Howard University and Harvard
Law School, will be conducting a
ler.ure on the plight of Martin
Sostre, who has been serving a
timely, unjust imprisonment. At
tornoy Washington will analyze the
liidicial and historical contexts of

the Sostre case and how alleged

and false charges can become
convictable "crimes."

Washington currently holds the
position of executive director of

Roxbury Defenders Committee,
Inc., which acts as the primary
source of criminal representation
for indigents in Boston's black
"immunity A year ago, he was
instrumental in the publishing of

Thp Martin Sost-e Essay, "The
Npw Prisoner" by the North
Carolina Central Law Journal
Washington has maintained a

Hihgent involvement through the

course of Martin Sostre's long

imprisonment.

The community is strongly urged

to come hear Washington and learn

more about this black political

prisoner, Martin Sostre. The film-

lecture presentation will be

presented Sunday at 8:00 p.m..

Black Studies, Fairweather Hall,

Amherst College.

Labels for Less
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Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
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FIVE COLLEGES...
Busing, meals top coordination board agenda

By E PA TRICK MCQUAID
Staff Reporter

Inter-college busing was discussed at the
first of several proposed meetings of the Five

College Coordination Board yesterday af-

ternoon at the Amherst College campus
headquarters.

Other food for thought revolved around
clarifying the meal exchange program in-

stituted at the different colleges opened to all

recognised students.

The Coordination Board announced a

change in bus scheduling. A full account of

all changes is due for publication this

Monday and the Collegian will print a

detailed copy.

One noticable improvement will be a direct

Smith College-UMass Campus Center
service to be initiated Wednesday. The bus
will then proceed to Amherst College and will

arrive five minutes before the hour so as not
to conflict with class timing.

All pertinent information concerning the
transportation situation will be posted on the
bulletin boards located at each bus stop
Students are advised to keep alert of all

notices.

The problems of overloaded buses and
other complications also arose at the
meeting. Director North Burn said "If

students could somehow convince them-
selves to spread out and not take the buses

at the same time it would solve the major
problem."

Another issue was the business of
passengers carrying pets and-or bicycles on
board the buses.

"Pets can not be tolerated," continued
Burn, "They, and bicycles can't be ac-

commodated with the over-crowding
situation as it stands. Last semester a bus
driver was forced to stop because the vehicle
could not make it over a notch in the road.
The bus couldn't physically make it! It's

absurd when this happens."
Many students are unaware that they are

capable of obtaining meals at the different

campuses. Lunch may be taken at a dining

hall provided the student has positive

identification; however, students must first

file with the various food service offices

located at the different schools.

Dinner and breakfast can also be obtained
provided the student has a legitimate reason
for being on that campus.

Finally, the possibility of a Five College
periodical or newsletter was discussed.

Representatives from the Collegian, the
Amherst Student, and the Smith Sophian
attended and strongly favored better
relations between the five newspapers. A
separate journal confining itself strictly to
Five College material will be discussed at

further meetings.

5 college chief quit to directly meet ed problems
By CINDY ROGERS

Staff Reporter

North Burn says he will resign as
Five College Inc. Coordinator no
later than June 30, 1975. Burn was
appointed the first full-time

coordinator in 1967.

He said he is resigning "to seek a

position in which I have more direct

and explicit authority for dealing

with the problems of higher
education." He also said there will

be value in getting new blood into

North Burn

the Coordinator's position.

Five College, Inc, is a cooperative

arrangement among the five

colleges in the area, (UMass,

Amherst, Smith, Mount Holyoke

and Hampshire Colleges). It's one
of the oldest cooperatives in the

country. Burn said that he has no
ulterior motive in resigning. "It is a

facinating job and if I was doing

something else and someone of-

fered me the job, I would want to

take it."

Burn feels the operation will

benefit from a new approach. He
said it is for the "well-beina of

myself as well as the well-being of

the Corporation." Burn added, "I

have been in the job for almost

eight years and have an urge to try

something else."

According to Burn, the purpose
of Five College, Inc. "is to enable

each institution, with its limited

resources to provide the best

possible education for its students

and wider intellectual opportunities

for its faculty." This is ac-

complished through cooperative

purchasing and academic planning.

The Five College Astronomy
Department has developed out of

this academic planning.

Cooperative purchasing has

resulted in the private colleges

having terminals in the University's

research computer as well as joint

purchases of certain periodicals and

serials for the libraries.

The Five College Bus System,
WFCR and the Hampshire Inter-

Library System are supported by
joint funds from the five colleges.

Burn said Five College, Inc. has a

budget of one million dollars and
committees of each facet ap-

propriate funds within that facet.

Burn also said the cooperative

exist to increase educational

resources in the Valley without

undermining institutional identity."

Burn sees his job as one that

"tries to assist institutions in-

dividually and collectively to find

ways of taking advantage of each
other." He said, "Anybody who has

a bright idea can suggest it and I

get the appropriate people
together."

Burn sees himself as "a channel

of communication, "I persuade, not

direct." He spends his time meeting

with the presidents of the Five

Colleges and with various Five

College groups. He is directly

responsible for the budgets of the

Bus System and the Five College

Astronomy budgets.

After Burn resigns, he said, "I will

be looking into college presidencies
where my responsibility would not
be dependent on others to the
same extent." Burn sees that kind
of job as "a more direct way to

effect change in a single in-

stitution."

New Inter-college bus schedule arrives
ByDONNA FUSCO

Staff Reporter

Earlier arrivals at all colleges on Bus Route 2 is the

most significant change in the Five College Tran-

sportation Committee's revised bus schedule.

There will be 20,000 copies available today at the

Campus Center Information Desk and posted at all the

bus waiting stations, however, the schedule will not

go into effect until Wednesday, Oct. 2.

The new schedule illustrates all four routes on one
folded sheet. Separate sheets with single routes have

been available since the beginning of the semester.

In the revised schedule, the bus on Route 2 will

leave Smith College 20 minutes after the hour instead

of the previous 30, which means the buses will arrive

10 minutes earlier at all colleges.

Bob Soule, transportation chairman of the Five

College Student Coordinating Board (FCSCB), who
devised the schedule, reminds all riders not to use the

No. Pleasant St. waiting station across from Morrill

Science Center.

Globe editors to speak Monday
Thomas Oliphant and Robert

Healy, "Boston Globe" editors, will

speak Monday, Sept. 30, at Mount
Holyoke College, South Hadley, in

the second public lecture of the

series "The Presidential Crisis: View

from the Press."

The talk will begin at 8 p.m. in

Gamble Auditorium and will be

carried live by public radio station

WFCR (88.5 FM). Questions from

the audience will also be broadcast

following the talk.

Oliphant is an assistant

metropolitan editor of "The Boston

Globe's" morning paper, and Healy

is executive editor and political

editor.

In his six years with the "Globe."

Oliphant has been a White House
correspondent who concentrated

on the Nixon administration's

economic policy, and in 1972 was a

traveling reporter with presidential

candidate George McGovern.
In May 1970 he was assigned to

PIZZA-RAMA
355 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst

specializing i»

PIZZAS, HOT OVEN OR/MOCKS

and SPAGHETTI

STORE HOURS: Sun.-Thurs., 11 a.m. Midnight
Fri., Sat., 11 a.m.-l a.m.

Call 253-3808

fres mimi
between 5 p.m. -Midnight, every night

Bet* Food in Town - and the lo«ost Prieit
.-

cover the protest movement
following the Cambodian invasion,

and the following summer he

worked on the Pentagon Papers

story- Early in 1973 after ac-

companying a small group which

parachuted supplies to Indians

occupying Wounded Knee,
Oliphant was indicted by a Federal

grand jury on three Riot Act

charges. The first reporter so

treated for attempting to cover a

story, he won dismissal on all

charges.

Healy began covering

Presidential terms with Dwight

Eisenhower and continues today,

commuting almost daily between

Washington and Boston where he

also covers political scenes. His

award-winning career includes a

Pulitzer Prize for his teamwork

investigation into Francis X.

Morrissey's qualifications for a

Federal judgeship. He started with

the "Globe" in 1942, was named

political editor in 1963, assistant

executive editor in 1965, and

executive editor in 1969.

Six public lectures will be
presented in the Five College Area

this semester through the series

"The Presidential Crisis: View from

the Press." Others will be: Oct. 21

at Hampshire College, Nov. 11 at

Smith College, Nov. 25 at Amherst
College, and Dec. 9 at the

University of Massachusetts-
Amherst. Speakers will be from the

"Globe's" Washington Bureau.

"It is no longer a Five-Coilege 3us Station, because
the University informed us that they were going to

close off Stockbridge Rd." he said.

The stations now designated as Five College
Stations are at Southwest and SBA. The Campus
center Station across from the parking garage is also

used but only for daytime and evening runs.

Soule said the complain cards were influential in the
schedule revision. He stressed the importance of the
complaint card system which has already enabled the
FCSCB to successfully lobby for such improvements
as the half hour runs, additional weekend and evening
service and direct Smith-Holyoke and Smith-
Hampshire routes.

He urged the use of the cards saying it was the
most effective way to bring problems to the attention
of the board, which keeps in regular contact with the
Transportation Committee of the Five Colleges, Inc.

At UMass they are available at the Campus Center
Information Desk and should be mailed to Whitmore.
Soule emphasised that every complaint will be given
individual attention.

Soule added "we need students with class 2
licenses to drive new student - run busses." Interested
persons should call 256-8316.
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Kidnap threat received

Secret Service protected Kennedy children
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A

kidnap threat against "Kennedy
blood" prompted the Secret
Service to provide protection for six

of the late Robert F. Kennedy's
children in Boston last week, it was
reported yesterday.

A spokesman for the Treasury

Department, of which, the Secret

Service is a part, said the "tem-

porary, limited" guarding of the

children, along with their cousin,

Chris Lawford, was carried out

Sept. 14-20.

The spokesman said the Secret

Service took the action because of

a "potential kidnaping threat

against the six children of Robert F.

Kennedy" received through the FBI

in Boston.

Ethel Kennedy, widow of Robert,

has 11 children and the spokesman
said he did not know the names of

the ones who received protection.

a

Visiting Italian President Giovanni Leone stands at attention after placing a
wreath on the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. Leoni is in the United States on a state
visit.

Rocky criticized for actions

on abortions and Attica revolt
Compiled from Wires

WASHINGTON - Nelson A.
Rockefeller was criticized yesterday
by Senate witnesses who claimed
his wealth and his handling of such
issues as abortion and the Attica

i r

Texas Instruments
electronic calculator

with memory
TI-2550

— Live memory system —
calculates and stores
previous answers for later

use.

— Full floating decimal plus

2 place or 4 place decimal.
— Calculates percentages
instantly for taxes, discounts
and similar problems.
— Weighs less than 10

ounces.
— Convenient portable size

for use anywhere.
— Multiplies and divides by
a constant — automatically.
— Multiplies, divides, adds
and subtracts in seconds.
— Easy to operate — just

press the keys as you say the

problem.
— AC adapter charger in

eluded to recharge batteries

or operate unit from wall

outlet.

— Bright, 8 digit display
— Built in precision and
dependability backed up by
one year warranty.
— Solid state components
and integrated circuits for

long, trouble free use.

— Automatic negative sign,

calculation overflow and
memory-in-use indications.
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prison revolt make him unfit for the

vice presidency.

Members of the Senate Rules

and Administration Committee,
who reportedly are ready to

recommend Rockefeller's con-

firmation, asked polite questions

and gave no indication the criticism

would change their positions.

Angela Davis, a co-chairperson

of the National Alliance Against

Racial and Political Repression,

called Attica "one of the most
wanton massacres in the history of

the United States.'' She said

Rockefeller is responsible for the 43
deaths and 80 injuries that occurred

as a result of the uprising.

Representatives of anti-abortion

groups said Rockefeller's policies as

governor of New York have made
him a national symbol of what they

called "permissive abortion." They
said his confirmation by the House
and Senate would be a signal that

the United States government
officially condones abortion on
demand.

Another witness, Sen. Jesse
Helms, D-N.C, told the Senate he
does not believe that Rockefeller as
a public official can divorce himself

from his family dynasty.

"We are in fact asking ourselves

whether we want the highest

political offices in the land to be
identified with one of the highest

concentrations of private power in

the land," he said.

After hearing about a dozen
public witnesses yesterday Rules
Committee Chairman Howard W.
Cannon, D-Nev., recessed the
hearings. He said they would not be
reopened unless it was necessary to

question Rockefeller again after an
Internal Revenue Service report on
his finances is completed.
The IRS, meanwhile, informed

the Rules Committee that its report

on Rockefeller's taxes would not be
ready until the third week in Oc-
tober a development which ap-

peared likely to put off Senate
action on the confirmation until

after election day.

When you enroll in Air Force ROTC
you can get more than a chance at

a scholarship and a chance at

flying lessons . . . and

You
getatax-free
monthly

allowance of$100.
Interested?

contact Air Force ROTC

At Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass.

5-2437

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC

Six of them live in the Boston area,

and it was reported there that the

threat was directed at "Kennedy
blood."

The move was considered
unusual, since under law only the

children of former presidents

receive Secret Service protection.

The Treasury spokesman said the

department received word of the

threat on Sept. 13. But Dick

Drayne, spokesman for Sen. Ed-

ward M. Kennedy who as the only

surviving brother looks after the

affairs of the entire family, said the

senator's office was notified on
Sept. 12.

Edward Kennedy announced in

Boston Monday that he would not

seek or accept the 1976 Democratic

presidential nomination, citing

family concerns. His son, Ted Jr., is

undergoing treatment to prevent

the spread of cancer that

necessitated the amputation of a

leg.

The Treasury spokesman said: "I

don't know which of the children

was the target of the threat. So all

in the Boston area received
protection."

He said there also was brief

protection for Lawford, a student at

Tufts University and son of actor

Peter Lawford by
Patricia Kennedy.

his first wife,

"On Thursday, Sept. 12, this

office was notified by the FBI in

Boston that they had information
that there was a proposed con-
spiracy to kidnap one of the
children in the Kennedy family. The
identity of the specific members of
the family was not disclosed. The
FBI informed us that security

measures were being taken. Any
further questions should be referred

to the FBI in Boston."

Drayne declined to 'discuss the
incident further "because it only
leads to further threats to the
children."

John F. Kennedy Jr., son of the
assassinated president, still receives
Secret Service protection, as did
his sister Caroline until she turned
16.
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Palestine guerrilla groups
split on settlement issue

By United Press International

The extremist Popular Front tor

the Liberation ot Palestine, tirst of

the Arab skyjackers, split guerrilla

ranks yesterday by withdrawing
from the executive committee of

the Palestine Liberation
Organization.

Ahmed Yamani, spokesman for

the Marxist guerrilla group, told a

news conference the PLO had
deviated from revolutionary policy

and had become "subservient to

reactionary and capitalist regimes."

He said PLO leaders had made
secret contacts with the United

States and were conditioning the

Palestinian people to accept a

settlement "that will lead to the

expansion of U.S. influence in the

area and concede the existence of

Israel with future guarantees of its

security and stability."

The PELP, most radical of the

Arab guerrilla organizations, leaped

to notoriety with a series of

spectacular airliner hijackings

starting in 1968 when it forced an
Israeli El Al airliner to land in

Algeria. Israeli freed 16 Palestinian

prisoners in exchange for the plane

and its passengers.

Shah of Iran defends
right to set prices
By United Press International

The Shah of Iran said yesterday

in the strongest reply yet to

President Ford's attacks on
skyrocketing oil prices that no
country can dictate its oil policies.

The Shah, on a visit to Australia,

told the National Press Club in

Canberra that Iran was willing to

negotiate an international treaty

tying the price of oil to 20 to 30

other commodities, such as food

and other basic materials.

"If the prices of these com-
modities go down, our oil will go
down," he said.

"We are ready for serious talks

on that subject."

But, he said, "nobody can dictate

to us, nobody can wave a finger at

us, because we can wave back.

While it was "absolutely vital"

for Iran to stay friendly with the

United Statess because of their

"arsenal of nuclear arms, " he said,

Ford's remarks criticizing the

upward spiral of oil prices were
"not at all acceptable to Iran."

"We will be ready to provide our

energy resources against the

Westinghouses and General
Motors and General Electrics and all

the other generals they have," he
said.

The Venezuelan Mines Ministry

disclosed in Caracas Thursday
that because the prices of its crude

oil is below that of Middle East

producers, taxes on foreign oil firms

may be increased more than the 3.5

per cent hike decided on the 13-

nation Organization of Petroleum

Export Countries. The decision of

OPEC to boost royalties paid by the

oil companies comes into effect for

the last quarter of 1974.

The ministry said in a study that

Middle East producing nations had

been able to get as much as 50

cents a barrel more for their oil then

Venezuela because of participation

agreements worked out between
the oil companies and producer

nations.

The most famous hijack was in

1970 when PELP guerrillas blew up
an American airliner at Cairo airport

and three other Western airliners in

the Jordanian desert.

In recent months, under its ailing

leader George Habash, the PELP
has emerged as leader of the
guerrilla "rejection front" - op-

posing any Middle East settlement
that falls short of the return of all of

Palestine to the Palestinians.

After the PELP announcement
yesterday, the Palestine Liberation

Organization executive committee
met in Beirut under its chairman,
Yasser Arafat. It issued a statement
saying the PLO regretted the PELP
decision "at a time when the PLO is

fighting its biggest political and
military battle against the enemies
and realizing victories on both the

Arab and international levels.

In Cairo, where new Egyptian

Premier Abdel Aziz Higazi formed a

38- member cabinet, government
sources said Egypt will agree to a

six- month renewal of the mandate
of U.N. peace-keeping forces
stationed in Sinai but refuse to end
the state of war with Israel plending

a final solution of the Middle East

crisis.

Egypt will do so "not to please

Mr. Israeli Premier Ytzhak Rabin,

but because we are still set on a

peace course," one source said.

The sources said they expected
Syria also to consent to renewal of

the mandate of the U.N.
Disengagement Observer Force on
the Golan Heights which expires

Nov. 30.

Calley release stirs

criticism in Saigon
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SAIGON \UPI\ - Vietnamese
reaction to the U.S. court action

overturning the conviction of Lt.

William Calley in the massacre of

dozens of civilians at My Lai was
strongest yesterday in the area

itself, 300 miles north of Saigon.

One old woman, who was there

at the time and now lives in Saigon,

said: "That man killed our people.

He deserves to die, as my daughter

died."

But most Vietnamese language

newspapers did not even bother to

carry the story, government and
military spokesmen declined

comment, and the average citizen

thought the incident was a thing of

the past.

The My Lai incident took place

lateinl^S^on^fertil^plainlinkina
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Quang Ngai to the sea.

"Calley? No, I don't remember
the name," said a mechanic in

Saigon. When his memory was
jogged, he added.

"I thought they (all the
Americans involved) went to prison

for life."

Most critical were former
American servicemen in Vietnam.

One, a former Special Forces

sergeant, said: "A soldier, an officer

in the U.S. Army, executed or

wounded indiscriminately a number
of civilians. For that, he himself

should be executed. But with new
morality in the States, and the

pardoning of Nixon, and of those

who refused to fight in the Vietnam
war for their country, it is not

surprising that Calley got set free."

An American who served in the

173rd Airborne Division in The
Quang Ngai province, said:

"Calley is just one of those

people who got caught We did

similar things all the time. But if one

guy Nixon - got stroked, then

Calley should get it, too."

Duong Van Kim, a farmer who is

a relative of a former Vietnamese

general, said:

"Yes, I remember My Lai, but it's

so long ago and it has faded with

time so muc\. Well, it's something
that's finished, right?"

Nguyen Manh Hoa, a prison

official, said Vietnamese people

have too many other things to

worry about.

Dance Lighting Workshop

SATURDAY, SEPT. 28

2 p.m.

Bowker Aud.

All are welcome!
sponsored by

Roister Doisters
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NAACP director Wilkins

admonishes Boston busing
BOSTON (UPI) - NAACP

Executive Director Roy Wilkins said

yesterday "Boston ought to be
ashamed" at the way court-ordered

desegregation has proceeded
during the past two weeks.
"And they call this the cradle of

the abolitionist movement," he
said.

Education went on with only

minor disruptions during "the most

peaceful day" of the first two
weeks of a court ordered plan to

integrate Boston's public schools.

Wilkins, who arrived just before

classes ended for the day, toured

the predominantly black Columbia

Point housing project where he

held a news conference with

Boston NAACP Director Thomas I.

Atkins.

"The quality of enforcement by

Sawhill may force

oil refiners refund
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Federal

Energy Administrator John C.

Sawhill said yesterday he hopes to

make six major oil refiners refund

$40 million in excess charges which
consumers paid earlier this year

because of a loophole in FEA
regulations.

Sawhill told a House sub-

committee he also has rejected an

additional $292 million in claims

which refiners, taking advantage of

the loophole, planned to use to

justify possible future petroleum

product price increases.

The overcharges and claims

resulted from a provision written

into crude oil allocation rules early

this year which in effect let some
companies recover their costs

twice.

Chairman John D. Dingetl, D-

Mich., of the House subcommittee
on activities of regulatory agencies,

said he is pleased by Sawhill's

assurances.

Dingle said, however, that three

days of hearings failed to show who
was responsible for creating the

loophole. He announced plans to

request appearances by Henry

Petersen of the Justice Department

and Treasury Secretary William E.

Simon in hopes of setting

responsibility for it.

Dingle expressed concern that

Petersen's Criminal Division had

not probed vigorously enough into

allegations that Robert Bowen, a

Phillips Petroleum Corp. emoloyee

loaned to the FEA staff for a year,

had been involved in a conflict of

interests while working on the

regulation which contained the

loophole.

But Sawhill said the FBI has

given top priority to investigating

the allegations.

Boston police has not been

adequate," Atkins said. He
repeated earlier statements that

federal marshals might be needed if

Boston police cannot bring the

situation under control."

Wilkins said he would support a

call for U.S. marshals if Atkins

made one.

There was only one arrest during

the school day and that was for a

minor incident. No fights, injuries or

stone-throwing incidents were

reported.

Citywide attendance at Boston's

200 public schools remained vir-

tually unchanged, with school

officials reporting a 75.4 percent

attendance rate Thursday, com-
pared with Wednesday's 75.5

percent. The figures do not include

kindergarten students.

Uniformed and plainclothes

police patrolled the corridors at

Hyde Park. Officials said there was
no recurrence of the fighting that

disrupted classes last week and
resulted in the closing of the school

Friday.

"It was the most peaceful day of

the school year," said Police

Commissioner Robert diGrazia.

Hyde Park Headmaster John Best,

with whom diGrazia has frequently

disagreed, concurred.

Buses filled with black students

arrived and left without incident

Police lined the bus routes while

motorcycle police provided armed
escort.

"The kids will be the heroes in

this if it works," Lincoln said.

upi news summary

Summit opens today
WASHINGTON [UPf] - President

Ford, preparing for today's
economic summit conference, was
told by his economic advisers

yesterday that the battle against
inflation will take 18 months to

three years.

Press Secretary Ron Nessen
reported that prediction on the eve
of the long-heralded two-day
conference of top economic leaders
from business, labor and govern-
ment. He said Ford's advisers also

expressed the opinion that the
nation is no longer beset by fears of

depression.

Arabs told to unify

LONDON \UPI\ - The Kremlin
has told the Arab nations they must
cooperate with the Soviet Union to
force concessions from Israel.

The call was made in Com-
munist, the official journal of the
policy making central committee of

the Soviet Communist party.

"The results of this cooperation
have shown that when the Arab
states consistently come out
together with the Soviet Union in

the struggle for their rights the
Israeli aggressors have less scope
for maneuver, and have to make
concessions," it said.

The publication called fo r

"precise commitments" for the
withdrawal of Israeli forces from all

Arab lands occupied in 1967 and
said such clearcut commitments
must be laid down in any document
that may be adopted by the
projected Geneva Middle East

peace conference.

atomic security hit

WASHINGTON \UPI\

Responding to fears that U.S.

atomic weapons could be stolen by
terrorists or unfriendly powers, 'he

Pentagon said it is cons<denng a

vastly expanded security program
that may cost $90 million

Rep Clarence D. Long, D Md.,

earliei tl idded Ins name te

a growing list of public officials
citing deficiencies in the measures
used to protect thousands of
atomic warheads stored in this

country and abroad.

Colson asks pardon

WASHINGTON \UPI] - Former
White House Special Counsel
Charles W. Colson, now in prison
for a Watergate- related crime, has
asked President Ford for a pardon,

deputy presidential press secretary

John W. Hushen said yesterday.

Colson's request was sent to the

Justice Department, which will

study it and make a recom-

mendation to the White House.
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Amherst Entertainment Committee

NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND
with special guest Andy Robinson

8:00 p.m. Sept. 29, 1974

Amherst College Alumni Gymnasium
Tickets: Amherst College

Students $3.75

General Admission $4.75

Tickets will be available in advance at:

Faces of Earth, Amherst Mad Hatter, Holyoke
U-Mass Campus Center Uroboros Bookstore

Hampshire College For the Record, Amherst

Tech Hi-Fi, Northampton

A !)<> II -VoumcII Production

The Only Kosher-Style

DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT
In the Pioneer Valley

1
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802

Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

AUDIO SERVICENTER
274 N. Pleasant St.

AMHERST

STEREO COMPONENT REPAIRS

REASONABLE RATES

For a Limited Time Only

List $54.95
MODEL RM900E
CUSTOM MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGE

256-0524
NOW

Northeast delays Montague
NUKE completion to 1982
cont. from p. 1

An Atomic Energy Commission
spokesman contacted by phone by

The Collegian said it was "too early

to tell" if NU's announcement
would have an effect on the utility's

application.

"They indicated that they want
to review process to continue,"

said M. Claire Miles, an AEC public

information officer in Bethesda,

Md.

She said she could not comment
on whether NU's financial shape

would have any effect on the

application.

"One of the things submitted for

our review is their financial

qualifications, but we wouldn't be

making any judgement on it until

our review is completed," she said.

A spokesman for the New
England Coalition on Nuclear

Pollution, which has filed to in-

tervene in eventual public AEC
hearings on the Montague plants,

was not surprised at the utility's

announcement.
"We've known for a long time

that they were in serious financial

shape," said Diana P. Sidebotham

of Putney, Vt., president of the

Coalition.

She said "nothing is changed" as
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a result of the postponement, that

hearings should go on schedule
when an AEC review of NU's
construction application is com-
pleted.

Northeast, the supplier of 30 per

cent of New England's electricity,

originally hoped to begin building

the giant $1.5 billion twin boiling

water reactors late next year.

"Until rate levels and revenues

are sufficient to support our capital

improvements, we have no choice

but to take these actions," Sillin

said. "The consequences, un-

fortunately, will be a deterioration

in reliability and in the availability of

electrical service."

Northeast is the holding com-
pany of several operating utilities in

Connecticut and Massachusetts,

including Western Mass. Electric

Co. WMECO serves Amherst.

In August 1973, Northeast
reported 12-month earnings
totaling $67 million, or $1.48 a

share. This year, earnings slipped to

$35 million, or an average of $.76 a

share, according to Associated

Press.

The change reflects a general

decline in profits for utilities

nationwide.

Sillin said the quadrupling of

fossil fuel prices, construction costs

and big interest rates were com-
bining to make expenses outpace
the revenue generated by rate

increases. Additional rate hikes

pending in Connecticut appeared to

be inadequate, he said.

The company said it is

reexamining its timetable for

construction of Millstone Unit No. 3

at its Waterford, Conn, nuclear

facility. Transmission line and
substation construction may be cut

back as well.

Company spokesman Eugene
Sturgeon was not available to The
Collegian for comment. But he told

the AP there would be no cutbacks

in the power supply this winter.

Sarge NUKE
talk Saturday

in Springfield
Gov. Francis W. Sargent will

address the annual meeting of the

New England Coalition on Nuclear

Pollution Saturday afternoon in

Springfield, his press office said

yesterday.

A spokesman said the Governor

would discuss nuclear safety during

the public address at 3 p.m. at the

Springfield Natural History

Museum, 236 State St.

Diana P. Sidebotham, Coalition

president, said sargent's topic

would be what the state can do

about nuclear safety. Sargent set

up a blue-ribbon panel last spring at

a speech on the UMass campus to

monitor safety for the state.

He is expected to talk about the

work of the panel.
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Seeing is believing

By RICHARD WRIGHT
A few years ago, I heard a night club comedian challenge the audience

to recollect whether any of them had ever met someone from Wyoming.

He continued with the train of thought by questioning whether or not

anyone had ever seen a car with a Wyoming license plate. When no one

was forthcoming with a response it became a comic medium for him to

elaborate on his theory that Wyominy was simply a hoax perpetrated by

map makers. The humor was genuine because Wyoming has such a small

population in relation to the rest of the country, that the odds that anyone

in the audience would blurt out a response was remote, thus preserving

the comedic timing for the entertainers routine.

The same question he raised - whether we can offer personal

testimony to the actuality of an objects existence, or an incident's oc

curance - brings to mind other challenges for consideration. For example,

do you know for a fact that the C.I. A. exists? Do you know anyone who
works for the C.I. A.? Have you ever received a letter with their letterhead?

What about the University's Board of Governors? Can you identify any of

them by name?

It's amazing how much information we ingest daily that is of a heresay

nature (and of course in a judicial proceeding, heresay is the same as non-

existent), yet we give it the full force of indisputable fact. If the Collegian

accuses a University official of misconduct, we have to rely on the same
source for any rebuttal that might be forthcoming. If the Washington Post

accuses the Executive Branch of a cover-up, we must rely on the Post to

print the Administrations reply. This is not to say that I chose to impeach

either the Collegian or the Post's honesty or fairness, for I sincerely believe

that they, along with most reputable publications can document their

impartial presentation of relevent rebuttal stories and commentaries.

Rather, I point it out as an obvious problem that the reader must bear in

mind as he or she absorbs the heresay comments of new reporters and

journalists.

The same faith that most of us have that Wyoming is actually out there

near the Rocky Mountains (if in fact they exist either) is the same that lets

us believe what the papers tell us. Perhaps it is fair to say that the

responsibility lies with the reader to continually challenge his new source in

every way he can. Much is being said lately about the Eastern Establish-

ment Press with its left of center biases. Despite the apparent, and quite

readily admitted editorial biases, the press looked on as the conservatives

moved into the White House in 1972 with its strongest popular majority of

recent years. The press faced a situation where the majority of its readers

were not in league with the left of center viewpoint. This points to the

peculiar background that lead to the bitter crossing of swords between the

press and the President. Readers must be wary of the implicit short-

comings to be expected from a press that has seen its viewpoint stifled by

both the electorate and the elected. It is surprising that the tone rose to

one of a whining threat that America was doomed due to its own
ignorance. As is often the case in any disagreement, if you can not con-

vince your adversary of the errors of his position, then resorting to volume

and emotion becomes an almost involuntary response.

The press must endeavor to present the issues forthrightly, objectively,

and completely as possible; but only the readership through its own
collective response can insure that the press remains open, free, and
competent.

Richard Wright is a Collegian Commentator

Letters to the editor }

More support for Ms. Burns

To the Editor:

We wish to express our disapproval of your article

of Sept. 18 concerning the International Programs
Office and more particularly Mrs. Burn. First, we hold
it for deplorable that the University student paper,
responsible for upholding the standards of respect in

the academic community, should deem comments so
resembling a personal attack fit for print, outside the
limits of the editorial page. Secondly, we wish to

express the opinion that the remarks about the Office
or the people who work there are based on a total lack
of understanding of the role or of the kind of work
done there. Having participated in the challenge of the
yearlong exchange program at Freiburg University,

we have appreciated the active interest and aid for our
plans Mrs Burn 's oraanizational competence in the

matters of foreign higher education and her staff's
continual energy and readiness to be of help are
remarkable. Thirdly it seems to us that the complaints
about room and board mentioned in the article are
typical of many American students' unwillingness and
lack of imagination in accepting the differences
between Europe and the United States. Italy seems to
be the notorious example for those Americans who
would like to have their experiences spoonfed to them
and have yet to realize that there are other things to
feed upon in Florence beside breakfast. In a university
where bureaucratic measures and technicalities are a
daily frustration, the failure to recognize the
dedication of those people who really care about
making our education livable seems utterly misplaced.

Nathalia King et al

16 signatures

Bank bureaucracy

To the Editor:

/ was distressed to find the myth of the First

National Bank of Amherst's exclusive UMass payroll-

check banking arrangement perpetuated in last

Tuesday's article on an on -campus bank [Collegian,

Sept. 24, p.3\. My husband and I were given that

"impression" when he joined the faculty in 1969 by

both the University and the First National. The odor of

a monopoly, together with a won't-bother-to -try

attitude toward securing us the type of checkbook we
required, sent us elsewhere. We found that the

University could deposit a paycheck in the Hampshire

National Bank of South Hadley and that this bank was

willing to meet our checkbook needs. It is our un-

derstanding, and experience, that the University will

deposit paychecks in a bank other than the First

National, if specifically requested.

It was of interest to us also that the Hampshire
National was reported to be the only bank in the

Amherst area willing to handle food stamps when the

use of banks here for distribution first came up. It is

very possible that the UMass community might be
better served in that Campus Center by the

facilities and the attitudes of a bank like the Hamp-
shire rather than the First National.

Nathalie F. S. Woodbury

WHERE RIP-OFF AND CONVENIENCE Go HMb'U HAND
I

WMUA News Collective

To the Editor:

The Sunday News Collective consists of sisters and brothers actively

engaged in the various PEOPLE'S struggles for self-determination. We see

media as a viable means of communication in presenting points of struggle

and distributing information important in these struggles; locally,

regionally, nationally and internationally.

The Collective is an effort to put more creative and informative news

programming in WMUA. Any people with media skills or areas of com-

mitment are needed in this effort. We will be in the WMUA studio on

Sunday's 12-7 p.m.

The Collective will need the support of listeners in the form of working

energies and criticisms if it is to work

Stories or community announcements will be aired on

Sunday evening, 6 7p.m. if they reach WMUA by Friday, our deadline.

Write: Sunday News Collective, c-o WMUA.

for the Sunday News Collect

Billie Stewart

ive

Fleet foolish

To the Editor:

Re: Eric Fleet's 'Ecological Ignorance

"The environmentalists, for the most part misguided, are being led by a
highly educated core of elite activists, this qroup, of one political per
suasion, desires to bring about the economic destruction herein
described. What they could not achieve tnrough social legislation, dissent,
,i/if/ violence, they are not achieving m the name of ecology.

"

Does the Mary Tyler Moore generation have to cop the slogans of tht
0//ie b Harriet generation? Couldn't the Devil, that communist -turned
rnvirnnnwnta/ist, be exorcised with an original formula?/ suspect that Mr.
Fleet admires Mr. Lovejoy quite as much as do the rest of us.

Evan Yesley

JoyceM Kosofsky

Kissing Blarney good-bye
\LOU] - Edward Teddy-Bear" Blarney, Professor

of Pleasure Studies at UMie, announced his "firm,
final and unconditional" withdrawal from the
presidential campaign for the Society to Prevent
Inflationary Beer Prices.

Blarney thus ended hopes, doubts, predictions and
speculation that in 1976 he would follow the path of
his cirrhossed brothers, John and Robert, by seeking
the nomination.

"I reached this decision after discussion with my
wife and other members of my family," he said. "I
have chosen to announce the decision now in order to
ease the apprehensions within my family about the
possibility of my candidacy, as well to clarify the
situation within my department."

Blarney's wife. Stone, sat by his side. Although she
looked tanned and relaxed, Ms. Blarney is under
treatment for mental stress from her job as cashier at

the coffee shop in the Campus Center, hitched from
Northampton to hear the announcement. Their

twelve-year-old son Teddy- Bear had his larynx

removed this year for voicing his anti-comparaitive

neuro-phenomonolgy opinions, and is undergoing
treatment for learning how to communicate
telepathically amidst the cosmis vibrations from the

Fine Arts Center.

Blarney did not mention Chappalipstick in this three

minute opening statement, but the 1969 fatal accident

of Mary Jo Godeckme, where Blarney allegedly hit her

with a beer bottle after she called him a Male
Chauvinist Pig, had been a factor clouding Blarney's

leading position among other possible nominees and
derelicts in the Blue Wall.

"My family needs me as a father image," said

Blarney. "I don't want my daughter reading about the

insinuations over the Chappalipstick Incident, and
thinking that I am an MCP. Hell, I want her to grow up
and become a normal mother and housewife."

Blarney continued, "A presidential candidacy
would make me less sensitive to my son, who must
live on the 22nd floor of John Adams until the

Physical Plant can fix the elevator so he can get

down."
As a presidential candidate, Blarney would have

been continually hounded by the Chappalipstick

incident. In this sense, he would have been essentially

in the same boat as was Mr. Blecchson, when in the

last months of his Presidency, was accused of

squandering departmental funds for taking women
students out to the TOC, known infamously as the

Beerbridge Affairs.

This "mix of everything" drew Blarney to his

decision, although he claims that the threatening

phone calls concerning his future health if he does

run, have nothing to do with it.

"Plus the fact," Blarney concluded, "My mother

doesn't want me to."

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist

Luis Medina

Straight talk
The following is part of a conversation held some

place around campus. Perhaps someone knows if the

meeting was a hemispheric one.

Washington: Ladies and Gentleman we want to

proceed with the business of this meeting. Let me see,

right at this time we cannot answer any letter, but say

hi to Bolivar The most important issues to deal with

now are the ones of the unity of the Hemisphere on

behalf of the benefit of millions of citizens and the

creation of new ideas in how to deal effectively with

each country.

Munoz: I have a question? Should we allow mass

media here. Your Free Press is not controlled by the

administration, in order to preserve and include more

people in the tradition of freedom of the press.

Washington: Companero, out of order. Don't get

stuck in the action, especially when many people have

not been receiving their payments. In those ci-

rcumstances who should want to have press?

And now Mr. Franklin will be talking about the next

point in the agenda. That it is the request of first class

citizens by Francisco Ramirez.

Franklin: Well, as you know Francisco has been one

of those who wants the benefits of first class

citizenship. However he wasn't born here but, has

stayed around for many years. The reasons we don't

know, since he has not talked about it.

Pierre: Monsieur, will you as Mr. Francisco Ramirez,

tell us what the challenge in life was to make him take

that choice.

Francisco: Ladies and Gentleman. Mister Chairman,

I appreciate your generosity and your good faith. As
you know everybody makes mistakes; many times

however we are able to overcome them, and achieve

the original goals desired...

Franklin: Do you want a machine...

Francisco: No, I still think that the environment

could be more effective.

Franklin: Well, we are not going to insist on it.

Washington: Can we go ahead in the agenda

please.

Francisco: Yes, sir. As I was explaining before, I

don't think that a second handicap or double

citizenship could be the equivalent of a first class

citizenship. Only when people have equal respon-

sibilities and duties, but also benefits and rights, is

when we can exercise and understand what is this

country is supposed to represent for millions of

people.

Washington: We will be talking about that very

soon. And now I would like to entertain a motion or

questions, if any?

Munoz: Oh, yes la pregunta. As Franklin's brother

said. Seguro, man. FREEDOM FOR THE PRESS.

Luis Manuel Medina is a Collegian Columnist

BNS and BMCP
In Amherst, unmistakable, the voices heard in the Pan-Africanist community are those

of the Black News Service (BNS) and the Black Mass Communications Project (BMCP).

These two media organizations are student-run communications training and placement

projects, working collectively with various campus and community groups.

BNS's function concerns the training and placement of news reporters, layout per-

sonnel, and photographers.

BMCP's function, on the other hand, involves the training and placement of

newscasters, radio DJ's, programmers, engineers, and technicians.

Each group assigns work projects to all persons interested in assisting in suitable and

relevant communications programs. Such groups as the Collegian, WMUA and WFCR
radio stations have been previously serviced by BNS and BMCP.

Tite Black News service provides an additional service, which is preparing and

distributing articles, special coverages, documentaries, features, and news releases to

various campus organizations.

Both media qroups invite the Pan-Africanist Community to inquire about the functions

and services which are provided the the Campus Community. Information can

be received by calling the New Africa House Cultural Center at 545-0794.

Mon. - 2 p.m.-6 p.m.; Tues. - 10 p.m.-2 a.m.; Wed. - 10 p.m. -2 a.m.; Thurs. - 10

p.m. -2 a.m.; Fri. - 2 p.m.-6 p.m.; Sat. - 2 p.m.-6 p.m.; Sun. - 6 p.m.-10 p.m.

iOU REALLi IaIMT Id KH0U) UJHAT IT FEELS LIKE AWMMG AHS MOW?
LET ME PUT IT THIS UAi) WE ARE WW SITTM ON MY BED, AMD

I'M READING Ml BLANKET!

Equal justice?
By BEZALEL DARSHAN

Amid the many agruments for and against the pardoning of former

President Richard Nixon, one consideration stands out, and that is that the

former President would not be able to get a fair trial in this country. In the

words of President Ford, "...I am compelled to conclude that many months

and perhaps more years will have to pass before Richard Nixon could

obtain a fair trial by jury in any jurisdiction of the United States under

governing decisions of the Supreme Court."

Now, we were all aware that Mr. Nixon, or for that matter, any former

government official, could never hope to get a fair trial in Washington,

DC; but many of us thought that there were still places in this land —
perhaps the Florida Keys, or Puerto Rico — where justice could be done

for these people. Unfortunately, President Ford, who has thought long and

hard about the matter, reluctantly concluded that this is not the case, and

we have no choice but to defer to his judgement.

The real question that now arises is not whether or not Mr. Nixon should

have been pardoned, but rather: What is this country coming to when
powerful government officials cannot receive a fair trial in the courts?

What has become of our institutions? Our ideals? The dreams of the

Founding Fathers of equal justice under law for all Americans, regardless

of their background, religious affiliation, or income?

And it is not just former Presidents and White House aides who cannot

receive a fair trial in this country — let us not delude ourselves — the same
is true of directors of multi-national corporations, international financiers,

and the most highly placed men in the Pentagon. Robert Vesco could

never get a fair trial in America, and Mitchell and Stans knew that. By their

actions they meant not to obstruct justice, but to do the best they could in

a situation where justice was unobtainable.

The sad truth is, and the work of the so-called counter- revisionist

historians is making this increasingly clear, that the wealthy and the

powerful have never had a fair chance in American courts. There has long

been a double standard in the administration of American justice, with one

set of procedures used for radicals, political activists, and members of

minority groups on the one hand, and another set of procedures for the

ruling elite on the other hand.

For example, Americans can look with pride to the trial of the Rosen-

bergs, held at the height of the McCarthy era. These people, accused of

passing atomic secrets to the Russians, were executed only after the most

exhaustive and careful review of their case. Great lawyers such as Louis

Nizer have gone so far as to single out the Rosenberg trial as the classic

example of the American system of justice at work.

And there were many such trials of alleged subversives held during the

McCarthy era — very many. And these trials have continued down to our

own day, with such scrupulous concern for the rights of the accused, and

with such generosity of spirit, that many times the same people have been

brought back to trial again and again, just to ensure that nothing less than

complete justice prevailed. What a contrast these great trials form to the

shoddy and summary treatment that former Vice-President Spiro Agnew
only recently received at the hands of the courts! Or to the trial-by- press

and the unfavorable publicity that the I.T.T. and the milk producers were

subjected to.

Many people will say, "Well, all this may be true, but after all, I am not a

member of the government or a corporate vice-president — why should I

be concerned?" Yet history teaches us that where there is not justice for

government leaders and corporate vice-presidents, soon there will be no

justice for local officials and middle-level management; and so it will go

until finally we will arrive at a day when not even an avowed Communist

can expect to get a fair trial in this country. Who then will be left to say, "I

told you so"?
Bezalel Darshan is a Collegian Commentator
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Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and

include the author's address and phone number.

Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they

must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no

guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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Jail: Inside looking out
By PA TRICK COFFEY

I'm doing 90 days in the Berkshire County
House of Correction, and getting full

academic credit for it. 90 days is a common
sentence here, although some men are doing

two years and more, but the difference

between most of them and me is that I'm

innocent. I volunteered to come here. My
first night behind bars I wondered just why I

volunteered, but I'm here of my own free

will, and can walk out today if the joint starts

to close in on me.

The UMass School of Education offers

what is probably the most unpopular, un-

dersubscribed, course on campus. It is a 15

credit practicum that basically consists of a

90 day period of incarceration within a

county jail. The purpose of the course is to

examine first-hand the process of in-

carceration and the problems of correnc-

tions, and to serve as an educational catalyst

on the cellblock. Fringe benefits include free

room and board and lots of study time. Three

of us signed up for the course.

Patrick Coffey, fsmer Poor
Richard's Editor, is doing 90 days in

Berkshire County House of
Correction for a 15 credit practicum
offered by the School of Education.
This is the first of several columns
from inside the jail.

It is an unusual way to spend a semester
and each of us had our personal reasons.
Patty O'Neil wants to be a social worker and
she feels it will be a valuable experience in

her work. Rick Wallace brought his theology
books and plans to study and to meet the
inmates. Me, I'm here to write about it.

The building is old - 102 years old — and
it hasn't aged well. Formed in the shape of a
capital T it is built of red brick and steel,

four stories high. The crossbar of the T is

the administration section and houses the
guard room, infirmary, classrooms, kitchen,

offices, and the women's section. The outer
walls of the building are two feet in most
places, thicker in some others. The foun-
dation is of granite blocks, the gabled roof is

covered in slate shingles. The windows are

surprisingly large and some stretch 12' high.

The bars, spaced four inches apart, also

stretch 12' high.

The body of the building, the stem of the

T\ is the cellblock. A two foot thick shell, it

houses four tiers of cells. Stacked one atop

the other the tiers stretch from floor to

ceiling. A tier consists of two banks of a

dozen cells, back to back, 96 cells in all. Six

cells are taken up by the shower, barber

shop, storage and a telephone.

Of the 90 available cells, a varying number,

near 70, are occupied. Each cell is like the

one next to it, varying only in which

Appearing

Clean
Living

Rustv Nail

Inn

Kit*. 17. Sunderland

665-4937

magazine the pin ups came from. The cells

are single occupancy and have to be. They

measure 6' wide, 8' long, and 8'4" high. The
cells walls are 16" of red brick. The floor is

thick one foot squares of slate on a bed of

concrete. Doors are of top to bottom steel

bars nearly one inch thick. It is all for-

biddingly massive, discouragingly solid. Their

general condition is depressing. A century of

paint in peeling layers clings to the brick

walls, livened only by nameless stains and

crude felt tip graffitti.

The official furnishings of these cells are

harshly Spartan: a toilet, a sink, a bed, a

metal shelf, and a naked electric light bulb

comprise the list. Most of the toilets work.

Decrepit and dingy, this jail would be a

dungeon, a medieval carry-over, were it not

for its modern attitude. There exists here an

espririt. Perhaps some of it is the rapport of

shared suffering, but it seems to run deeper.

It seems to me the bond of a small com-
munity.

I walked into the cellblock wary and ap-

prehensive. We all know the stories; the

fights and rapes, brutal guards, bad food and
rats. The food is bad, but since I walked in

I've never seen a fist thrown in anger. The
men share their last cigarettes and there is a

buoyancy in their laughter. It shomehow
rises above this place and space.

Much of the credit for the spirit and
liveliness of this jail must go to the Model
Education program and to County Sherif,

John Courtney, who allowed it in over a year

ago, and who actively supports it.

The Model Education Program began, in

its conception, at UMass, and now in its

growing stages here brings together inmates,

guards and academics. It brings them
together for a mutually beneficial purpose —
to ease inmates back into society in a way
they can cope with. It involves in- residence

classes, work release, and for some, a

chance to attend classes at UMass and
nearby Berkshire Community College. Four
of my next door neighbors on the cellblock

Bobby, Don, Jim and Robin — attend

classes with you every Tuesday and Thur-

sday.

It is the Education program and the stake

inmates are given in their future, the com-
mon goal of getting the hell out of here and
staying out that keeps this particular joint on
an even keel. It is not all sweetness and light.

There are still bars and bricks, guards and a

guard dog. But the men are being en-

couraged to think beyond the walls. The
effort shows and it is a worthwhile begin-

ning.

I'll expect I'll have lot of time to wri'e. Time
is allowed here and most of us have more
than we want. I managed to smuggle' my
portable typewriter in and have it set up on a

cardboard Marlboro case. Until a few days
ago I was sitting on the toilet to type, but
found the bunk was a little easier on my
attitude. I will be writing regularly from cell

no. 69, tier three, Berkshire County House of

Correction.
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Monday thru Salurday - Except Holidays

1. Egg Roll (1)
Chicken Chow Mem
Fried Rice

$1.75

2. Egg Foo Vong
Shrimp Show Mem
Fried Rice

S1.M

3. Chicken Wing*
Pork Chow Mem
Fried Rice

11.

M

4. Gotdfingert (007)
Shrimp Chow Mein
Fried Rice

S2.06

Served only 11 30 am. -3 00 p

5. Barbecued Spare Ribt
Subgum Chow Mem
Fried Rice

S3.7S

6. Shrimp with Lobiler Sai c.
Spare-Ribs
Fried Rice

Ml
7. Mushroom and Beef

Egg Roll (1)

Fried Rice
$3.55

Martini

or

Manhattan
Special
35c

8 Chinese Slutted
(Oyster Sauce)
Egg Roll (1)

Fried Rice
$3.75

(S)

Broccoli and Beef
with Rice

$2.75

Beel, Pepper and Tomatoes
with Rice

$2.7$

Char Sue Ba Toy
with Rice

$2.75

StuUt^Juaj

Hot Roast Pork Sandwich
French Fries

Lettuce-Tomatoes
turn

Hoi Chicken Sandwich
French Fries

Letluce-Tomaloes
$1.75

Hot Roasl Beel Sandwich
French Fries
Lettuce-Tomatoes

S1.N

Mass. Meal Tax 5%
We do not accept personal checks

Not responsible lor lost articles

Luncheon Take-out 10r extra

BySUEDUCHIN
andSUEKEIRAS

Staff Writers

A large portion of students living

on campus, and virtually all of the
students living off campus, are not
on the meal plan.

To help students survive those
times of hunger, the RECIPE EX
CHANGE will bring simple, but
delicious recipes geared for the
student.

If you have any recipes that are
low in cost, and made for the person
with limited time and equipment,
send them to the Life Style Editor, c
o the Collegian.

The weekend's here again and you've got
to find a few cheap, easy meals that are
filling and satisfying. You've tried Chuck's
Egg Omelette, but you want something with
<i little more bulk. You would prefer a high
protein, low budget, easy to make meal for

Saturday night.

Here's a recipe for a Tuna Noodle
Casserole you'll enjoy. A simple easy
procedure which takes only 1 hour total in

preparation and baking time.

For this recipe you'll need noodles.

People's Market carries a 16 oz. Dutch Maid
egg noodle for only 53 cents. (They can be
used for macaroni £t cheese on Sunday
night.)

You'll need tuna. Best price is again the

People's Market with a 6 1
/2 oz. can of Geisha

tuna for 54 cents.

Also, you'll need a 10 3-4 can of
mushroom soup, which you can get af the

Market or at Munchies for 22 cents.

Equipment: casserole dish or comparable
size dish of Pyrex hot plate, bowl, and oven
(available in any dorm basement or in the

lounge floors of the towers).

Procedure: Boil noodles in water and let

cool for 2 to 3 minutes. Mix ingredients

( una, soup, 3 4 cup of milk Et noodles). Bake
for 45 minutes at 450 degrees.

You might like to crush a small bag of

potato chips and sprinkle on top before
baking. Or add slices of American cheese on
top before baking.

Take out of oven and let cool for about 10

minutes. This will feed 4 average people, or 3
famished persons.

6^6
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Hung Fu Academy
ofAmhrtti GfiitifliH

New Classes Start on Oct.
Sign Up How

1

124 Amity St., Amherst
M F, 4 10 p.m.

278 Main St.. Greenfield

MTh, 7 9p.m.
Tel. 774-2077

"

FRIDAY, SEPT. 27

I 15 p.m. - SPORTS TALK - Russ Small and a
panel of experts play sports trivia. Call up and
ry o slump and be stumped by the pros

SATURDAY, SEPT. 28
l :20 p.m. NCAA football coverage beginning with

he George Geer Scouting Report and followed
by Minuteman football with Russ Small and
Larry Convoy

SUNDAY, SEPT. 29
4:00 p.m. — LIBERATION NEWS SHOW —

WAAUA's Alternative News Show
700 p.m. - JUBILATION JAZZ - seven hours

devoted exclusively to jazz.

U1MUA
STEREO 9. 1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

Robert
Bedford
-'Jeremiah
Johnson"
A SYDNEY POLLACK FILM

The man who
became a legend.

The film destined

to be a classic!

i h

ROBERT REDFORD
in A Sydney Pollack Film

JEREMIAH JOHNSON"
A Joe Wizan-Sanford Production

Co-Starring WILL GEER
ALLYN ANN McLERIE • STEFAN GlERASCH • CHARLES TYNER • And

Introducing DELLE BOLTON • Music by John Rubinstein and Tim Mclntire

Screenplay by John Milius and Edward Anhalt • Produced by Joe Wizan

Directed by Sydney Pollack • Panavision* • Technicolor*

Celebrating Warner Bros 50th AnniversaryJ^J A Warner Communications Company

STARTS WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 25TH

1 WEEK ONLY
Campus

, Victory

Calvin

HADLEY
HOLYOKE

UMass moon man
By LISA SAMMET

Staff Reporter

He hasn't walked on the moon but he has become
intimately familiar with the minerals there. He isn't

even an astronaut, although he corresponds with

them.

UMass Prof. Stephen G. Haggerty is one of a

handful of geologists nationwide who has had the

chance to touch, smell, look at and maybe even taste

rocks taken from the moon during successful Apollo

missions.

The assistant professor of geology is UMass' moon
man.
He is one of 80 specialists in moon rock research

trying to discover the chemistry, origin, history,

structure and geological processes of the moon.
In fact the National Aeronauthics and Space

Administration (NASA) even asked him to name
some of the new mineral rocks brought back from the

moon.
"I had to write a letter to Michael Collins, one of the

astrounauts, to see if he approved of my names,"

Haggarty said.

Haggerty, has been doing moon-rock research with

NASA (the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration). He is one of 80 such specialists in the

world.

A geo- chemist, he is trying to discover the

chemistry of geological processes, the origin, history,

constitution and structure, including the operation of

physical forces affecting the development and ap-

pearance of rocks, and the substances taking part in

the process of rock formation. Through geo-chemical

research, clues about the origin of the earth, moon
and universe are discovered.

On earth they have synthetically reproduced the

minerals found on the moon, by using high tem-

peratures to form the minerals, and also to find at

what temperature they decompose. With this

knowledge of the conditions of heat and pressure that

produce and destroy the minerals, or aggregates of

minerals - Breccia, - theories of the formulation of the

moon's crust can be developed.

Of the rock samples brought back from the moon,

some are of volcanic origin, others generated from

meteoritic impact, or are composite rocks, welded

together, plus some soil samples. Mr. Haggerty's main

interest now is with orange glass soil.

Considered to be a very significant discovery, the

existence of orange glass soil is an indication of either

volcanic activity on the moon or from meteoritic

impact; either condition would heat up the minerals to

high temperatures. Similarly puzzling is the shape of

the soil, tiny, perfectly spherical beads of orange to
black color (depending on age),

The color is caused by titanium. The first time the

orange soil was observed was in Apollo 11, then with

the Apollo 17 mission. A large area, of soil estimated

at 10-15 kilometers around the landing site, was
found.

The orange soil raises questions: why such a large

area of orange soil? And, why are the beads so

perfectly spherical?

Ultimately Mr. Haggerty's research will help in

forming a workable theory of the moon's origin and
history. Until the Apollo missions, many people

believed the moon was born from the Pacific Ocean.
Geo-chemical evidence now discounts that theory.

Now, the moon is believed to have either been
captured by the earth or formed at about the same
time and was drawn into our gravitational field. Before

the space missions scientists could only speculate at

the age of the moon. They were surprised when they

found rock samples which were 4.2 billion years old.

The oldest geological history of the earth goes back to

3 billion years ago, whereas the moon's history has

lain dormant since 3.8 billion years ago.

This leaves the period from 3.8 to 3.0 billlion years

ago unrecorded in the earth's geological history, as it

is felt that the earth and the moon both originated

approximately 4.5 billion years ago.

With the first Apollo moon mission, scientists had
to begin to reformulate their ideas. The missions came
quickly, relative to the task of sorting, identifying,

compiling data, and learning about moon rocks. With
the first samples preconceived theories had to be
changed, they even found a new mineral.

The second set of rocks could be viewed in

comparison to the first, until with more samples a
clearer picture of the moon's make up could be
drawn. Now with their research, evidence adding to

evidence, they can begin to infer from their findings.

Haggerty is a member of the Lunar Sample Ad-
vising Team which gives direction toward planning for

turn to page 12

A Fall

jShoe-m

of Values

488
Valuesto*20
GrttfBuus/£W W*it t /frmfStWrTQ r

FAMOUS rVAA4£ n>6TW£Af*
Alt ihe lerfiit, *)re*Tc*t /00/rt /V»
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So Ite, Crept I*) /ex .' '

S*>»tt for every occat/crt /'

SUPER VALUES . SUPER SAV/NGS . SOME SLICHTLY IWIWULAR

Pioneer Valley Factory

Shoe Outlet

East Street

WARE, MASS.
413967 6006

i' MMPjF —a—

Pioneer Valley Factory

Shot Outlet

Hill & Dale Shopping Ctr.

327 King St. ( Rte. 5)

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
4135846939

ui m—mimmm~mmm—
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Notices

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS:
Meeting of the Student Senate

Academic Affairs Committee on Monday
at 7 p.m. in 403 S.U. All undergrads invited

to attend and discuss topics relevant to
their education.
ANTHRO CAUCUS:
Open to all undergrad Anthro majors.

Monday at 7 p.m. in Machmer W 15.

BOWLING TEAM ROLLOFF:
will be held on Thursday 10-3 at 5:30

p.m. in the Boyden Lanes. It will consist of

6 games. Call Dave 546-7002 for info and
sign up.

TEACH IN ON ,NFLATION:
The Union for Radical Political

Economics IURPE) is sponsoring "Counter
Summit; a Teach In on Inflation and the
Economic Crisis" on Friday at 8 p.m. in

Mahar Aud. Main speakers: Mike Best, Jim
Crotty, Rick Edwards of the Economic Dpt.
Everyone welcome, free admission.

Television Tonight
"The Goo"d Ole

Marriage Of

'The Gasoline

SPORTS (40)

(57)

5:30 GREEN ACRES
Days." (18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24)

GOMER PYLE "A
Convenience." (27)

HOGAN'S HEROES
War." (30)

NEWS, WEATHER,
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY

6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (8)

(22) (30)

THE PRISONER (18)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Uncle
Joe and the Master Plan." (27)

BONANZA "The Law Maker." (40)

ZOOM! (57)

6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

ZOOMI (24)

MOVIE "The Big Night". (27)

VILLA ALLEGRE (57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
Angry Man." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 Part II.

AVIATION WEATHER 124)

TO TELL THE TRUTH
Moore, host (30)

BONANZA "The Law Maker.'

ERICA (57)

7/5 THEONIE (57)

7:30 WILD. WILD WORLD
ANIMALS (3)

LETS MAKE A DEAL Monty Ha»,

host (8) (22)

PORTER WAGONER SHOW (18)

BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS (24)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (30)

NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
One For the Road." (40)

EVENING

"One

(22)

Garry

(40)

OF

MARTIN AGRONSKY:
EDITION (57)

8:00 PLANET OF THE APES "The
Trap." (3)

KODIAK "A Time To Die." (81 (40)

SHARING OUR FAITH (18)

SANFORD AND SON "01' Brown
Eyes Is Black." (22) (30)

WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
(24) (57)

830 THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR
MAN "Pilot Error." (8) (40)

CHICO AND THE MAN (22) (30)

WALL STREET WEEK (24) (57)

CHALLENGING SEA (27)

9:00 MOVIE "Bonnie And Clyde." (3)

BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE (18)

THE ROCKFORD FILES (22) (30
SILENT FILM "The Pirate's

Treasure." (24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

MASTERPIECE THEATER "The
Unpleasantness At the Bellona Club."
(57)

9:30 THE TEXAS WHEELERS "The
Accident." (8) (40)

NANA "Fall Of the Empire." (24)
PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT

'Rich Kid." (27)

THE NIGHT STALKER
' (8) (40)

DAWSON MCALLISTER
(18)

POLICE WOMAN (22) (30)

MA S TERPIECE THEA TRE "The
Unpleasantness at the Bellona Club."
(24)

NEWS (27)

THE SINNERS (57)

10:30 NEW DIRECTIONS (18)

IN SESSION (27)

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER, .SPORTS
(8) (181 (22) (27) (30) (40)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
NEWS (57)

11:15 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

11:30 WIDE WORLD IN CONCERT (8)

(40)

BILKO
10:00
"UFO.
THE

SHOW

W&tofr

Max's Mobile Unit V
a jazz classroom

under the direction of

i Max Roach
SuHeman Hakim M^^*^

Max. RoocK, one of +htmw<' trmovafwe
and trvflu«nrVi<xl drummers trt mcxkjm uxrx.

V\i«*ory will pr«S€irr-o rxtdnrt ofperWmbnoes
by 3tuBerYt3

r
frorv\ W»« VJRo«s course:

'"THEOftV Of AXQ£> £*CR«CAtv> < JAZX MUSIC"
... in+roducira young plovers +© H>e pv^bWc. WrtH
+fce aa«iance ar^ rpqr£oparton of flttflfMr
extend* ¥r*. corvaW- of -Vheory pe>Wl jln CtiM—
room and brirffiTThe >\ASlwCUaB iwto<*»lp**?x*4S.

CJq&© at ^p.w.-iO^p.wi.'IZwiAfi.'aW-

$ 2 00 ab«m>m nt cm*

otttN&R stRvto til. e-aofcn.

tuesday
October 1

58^0802 ta$
peucAtaseN

CRED/T UNION:
Meeting today at 2:30 p.m. in 901 C.C.

for those interested in setting up a student
credit union, a voluntary association to

provide high interest savings and low cost
loans to its members.
DANCE LIGHTING WORKSHOP:

Saturday at 2 p.m., Bowker Aud.
Everyone welcome.
FENCING CLUB:

is beginning its 74-75 season. All are

welcome for informal lessons and fencing.

Walk in anytime. Mon - Thur, 7-9 p.m.,
NOPE rm. 8. Bring sneakers and I.D.

FOOD STAMPS:
Today is the last day food stamps ap-

plications will be available in 911 C.C.
INDEX RECRUITMENT:

Oct. 2, C.C. 803 at 7 p.m. Learn how and
what goes into publishing a hard cover
book - great experience for writers, artists,

photographers or anyone in any class that

wants to learn.

KOSHER MEAT COOP:
Meeting for all people interested in

loming the Co op on Monday at 4:30 p.m.
in C.C 905 909.

MAMA MILTONS RETURNS:
See Mama Milton and other fine per-

formers tonight 8:30 in Van Meter Study
Lounge at Central Area's COFFEEHOUSE.
MOTORCYCLE TRAIL RIDERS:

Rides this weekend for all interested trail

riders. For info call 253-9891.
MOVIE:

See ."Failsafe'' tonight in the SUB. at 7,

9, or 11 p.m.
NEWMAN CLUB:

will have a Folk Mass on Saturday at

5:00 p.m. in the Newman Center. Everyone
is invited to come and participate. Also an
informal get together with refreshments
will be held afterwards. Come and enjoy.
PUBLIC DEBATE PROGRAM:

is looking for people willing to be ad-
vocates for their beliefs and ideas, wanting
to improve their speech and argumen-
tation skills (1 credit) and traveling to high
schools, colleges and civic groups. Come
to South College 126 for the details.

RUN IN THE WOODS:
Anyone interested in joining added

section of Adventures outdoors? Offered
Tu & Th 2:30 3:45, 1 credit. Limit 12, if

interested, call Kathy 253-9635.
SCIENCE FICTION MOVIE:

See Barbarella starring Jane Fonda,
Weds 10-2 in the S.U. Ballroom, 7, 9 and
11 p.m. Sci Fiction Society members are

admitted free

SABBATH SERVICES:
Friday night services in C.C 105 at 7

p.m. Saturday morning in Farley Lodge at

10 a.m., Kiddush following. Succot

Services Monday evening at 7 p.m. C.C.

rm. 105; Tues 10 a.m., Colonial Lounge.

SHL GENERAL MEETING:
7:30 Tues. eve 10-1. Check C.C. daily

schedule for room location.

STRATEGIC GAMES CLUB:
will hold a drop in center this Sunday

from 2 p.m. to closing in C.C 804-808. Will

feature boardgames and possible Tractics

or Star Trek. Everyone welcome.
SQUARE DANCE:

Next Tuesday night is your last chance

to join ine Fun. If you enjoy dancing, come
on down to the Cape Cod Lounge, S.U. at

8 p.m. and Bring a Friend...

SUCCAH BUILDING BRUNCH:
Come to the Hillel Brunch on Sunday

the 29th at 11 a.m. Colonial Lounge, S.U.

and stay to help build the SUCCAH.
UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF AMHERST:
The Rev. Myles Blanchard of Monson

guest speaker, will discuss "Some Things

Some Liberals Believe," at the 11 a.m.

service. Religious Education classes at 11.

Coffee hour at 12.

LOST:
Army backpack containing Statistics

turn to page 13

Haggerty studies moon stones
cont. from p. 11
geological-moon research. With the continued ad-

dition of information of moon geology, space
missions can be planned more specifically to test out

theories.

Haggerty has been given two grants of $75,000 for

a very important machine for his research. He will

receive in 2-3 weeks an Electronmicroprobe. This

machine will enable him to do chemical analysis by

non-destructive means of very tiny samples, as small
as 10 cubic microns, with a high amount of accuracy.
He is one of 20 American scientists who were

chosen to analyze soil gotten through unmanned
Russian moon flights, gathered by a core sampler, and
exchange through the Soviet Academy of Science
and the National Academy of science. This non-
destructive means is important considering the cost of
getting rocks from the moon; they are priceless.

J

DOMINO'S

PIZZA
363 Mais St., Amherst

Call 256-8587

Check Out

Domino's Pizza
i

Fast • Hot
Free Delivery

When vou're in the mood for a delicious pizza with

your favorite items on top . . . why wait any longer than you
have to! Just call Domino's and have your pizza delivered hot,

fast, and free. Enjoy your delicious pizza without the hassles

of fighting the traffic or waiting in lines.

Domino's People an Hie Pizza

People, Period.

Women's higher ed meeting set

cont. from p. 12
and Personality texts and Vitamin C taken
from U Store, C.C. Please return to U
Store info desk Kathey Jacques. No
questions asked

White glasscase with "Dr. Morton
Shaw' as optometrist Brown frame, silver

trim, need them immediately. Reward Lee
6 7393

Camera left in Zooiogy major's car Call
me at 546 7881, ask for Steve.

Man's gold wedding band in Amherst
Center 665 4244 Thanks

WE ARE RESPONSIBLE
Student Senate Nomination papers

available in Student Senate Office, S.U.
Nominations close 10-9, elections will be
held on 10 16 and 17.

The Council for Women m
Massachusetts Public Higher
Education will hold an open
meeting at Westfield State College
on 9 28-74 for all women affiliated

in any segment of public higher
education in the Commonwealth.
This means students, classified

staff, non- academic professionals,

faculty and minority women.
The Council was formed one year

ago in order to serve as a liaison

group among the 13 institutions

with its primary objectives being
dissemination of information on
relevant women's issues, to act as a
resource center for institutions

needing special assistance in

pinpointing problems, to coordinate
activities dealing with common
problems, to act as a pressure
group and to serve as a clearing
house for job availability.

The keynote speaker will be

SPECIAL
SALE

Friday, Sept. 27 thru Saturday, Oct. 5 only

This is a special sale with special prices on merchandise
in stock at our Amherst store only. These prices in effect
Sept. 27 thru Oct. 5.

RECORDING TtPE

7" REELS
Scotch Master Quality Tape

This is the very best Scotch tape available; for use when
quality reproduction is of the utmost importance.

Scotch 206 1200 ft. Reg. $7.50 now $4.95

Scotch 207 1800 ft. Reg. $9.35 now $5.95

Scotch Low-Noise Dyna-Range

A fine tape for taping discs for your tape library.

SCOtCh 212 1800 ft. Reg. $ 8.10 NOW $5.15

SCOtCh 213 2400 ft -Reg. $11.85 NOW $7.77

Scotch Low Noise Highlander
A fine economy tape, particularly good for foreign language
practice.

SCOtCh 228 1200 ft. Reg. $4.35 NOW $2.91
SCOtCh 229 1800 ft Reg $6.25 NOW $4.08

CASSETTES
Advent Chromium Dioxide Cassettes

For superior high frequency response and wider
dynamic range. Advent cassettes, the pioneer in

chromium dioxide cassettes, are still the best available
today.

C-90 Reg. $3.74 NOW $2.43

C-120 Reg S4.99 NOW $3.30

Scotch Low Noise Nigh Density Cassette

Reg. $2.50 $ I .65

C-60 Reg S3. 00 $2.04

C-90 Reg S4.50 $3.01

Scotch High Energy Cassettes

C-60 Reg. $3.75 NOW $2.91

C-90 Reg. $5.60 NOW $3.79

THER UNAMERTISED SPECIALS IN THE STORE

HEADPHONES
SENNHEISER
headphones are the most comfortable headphones
manufactured in the world. Acoustically designed for true

stereo reproduction, and engineered for long use at

maximum comfort. A truly top quality product from Tripod

SENNHEISER 44
Lightest headphone made

SENNHEISER 414
Best selling headphone in the world

Many other headphones SENNHEISER 424

unadvertised also on sale
Sennheiser

'

s best!

in the store. SHARPS MODEL 7

$
i 5-W $27.00

$ 36°°

$49°°w $75.00

$-100
Reg

Reg.

$46.00

TRIPOD

T)0Reg$19.95

AUDIO
98 N. Plea.dnt St.. Amherst Mass m 3<W

i

Margaret C. Dunkle, Project
Associate, Association of American
Colleges' Project on the Status and
Education of Women.

Registration, which includes
lunch, is $2.50, and may be paid at

the Science Building, Westfield
State, the morning of 9-28.

A complete agenda, registration
forms, and any further information
may be obtained from Terry Boyle,
Deans' Office, Arts and Sciences!
204 South College (5-2627) or Ula
Motekat, Accounting Department,
SBA Bldg (5-2844). An attempt is

being made to compile a list of
interested women on campus; if

you need a ride or can offer one
please contact the above offices.

Collins kicks

off campaign
State Rep. James Collins (D-

Amherst) will kick off his campaign
for reelection to the Massachusetts
House of Representatives this

Sunday, with a picnic, at the home
of Edmund and Diane
Scheinost,18V? Alvord St., South
Hadley, from 1 to 4 p.m.

The picnic will begin a door to
door campaign on behalf of the first

term representative from Amherst,
and all of Collins' constituents are
invited to attend. For further in-

formation or directions, please call

549 6886 or 532-0397.

KOUSB

TANGOS

FROM THE AREA'S LARGEST

JEAN6 STORE

HOUss
201 n pleasant st amherst^
10 to 530 thurs,& frttJ9j
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Car-fixirTup, enrollment ditto
By DAVID KOWAL
Staff Correspondent

As the cost of car repairs has
risen, so has the enrollment of
Ernest Johnson's Introduction to
Engines class.

Mr. Johnson credits the rise in

enrollment, which is up to 80

students, to "an increase in student

demands for practical courses."

The course which is in the Food
and Agricultural Engineering Dept.,

teaches the students the details

about use and minor repairs of

engines, and includes two one hour

lectures and a two hour lab every

week.

Flu vaccine is available
The University Health Services has been advised by the Department of

Public Health that a moderate outbreak of influenza is e> acted to occur in

Massachusetts during the coming winter. A limited supply of the bivalent

vaccine is available at the University Health Center for students who
require immunization.

The U.S. Public Health Service has not recommended immunization

against influenza for individuals under the age of 60 who are in good

general health. For students who have chronic heart disease, chronic lung

disease, chronic kidney disease, or diabetes, immunization against in-

fluenza can be obtained at the University Health Center.

We suggest that students with the above-mentioned conditions consult

with Mrs. Adair (599-3671) in the Immunization Clinic early in the fall.

Because the supply of vaccine is limited, the clinic will not be able to

provide influenza immunization for those students who are in good general

health.

Future meets
There will be a meeting of the

Amherst Chapter of the World
Future Society tonight at 8:00 p.m.

in Mitchell Lounge of Skinner Hall.

Discussions on dwindling
resources, changing social pat-

terns, technological impacts,

education for the future, and global

thinking will highlight the evening.

Everyone is welcome.

'ES * *

Of- SMITH COLLEGE'

IttMUSC
i NORTHAMPTON

• • •

would you buy
a used secret

from these men?

SVTHUtLAMD * O4U10
as t*P'~tst

PG *"
J*x

EXCLUSIVE SHOWING

Deerfield

Drive-In Theatre
Route 5 & 10

South Deerfield, Mass.
Tel. 665-8746

FRI.,SAT.,SUN.

Also

Devils Triangle
Showtime 7:30

MONDAY I TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • AIL SEATS $1.00

*******************************

DIRTY HARRY

SAT. NIGHT

CCA

9/28

7, 9, 11 p.m. *

75'

^^% ^^ *T* ^#^ ^<» ^T^ ^v* ^*^ ^^^

Food Stamps
last chance
Today is the last day that Food

Stamp applications will be available

in the Campus Center. If you still do
not have an application, stop by.

For those students who have
already completed their ap-

plications, the Commuter Affairs

office will contact you in the near

future to arrange for an interview.

After today, applications can be
picked up in the Commuter Affairs

Office or at the Student Orqanizina
Project. Completed applications

can be left at the Commuter Affairs

Office.

Please be sure to bring copies of

documentation with you when you
come to your interview.

# *****************************
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THE MARX BROS.

in

"COCOANUTS"

SAT

SEPT. 28
75*
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7, 9, 11
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Today
7:40-9:25
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exuberant,

extravagant:
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MOVIE LOVERS
ORGY

4 Hmt»tO ( i«vn.

KMnenvwc Lovtorn
iMTWNcntftr .,~~—

—Hoot ewmt law *• kMa."
-WrVf* TV SB

shcai gbol* BARS
VI WOKSMANCCS-CONWCT IXAIfB MOB )

::|

. .w
* rwncAim shmwtxr iaoe skockeri v

When Charles Bronson h*»g.ns lo shoot
the bad auys A s diffrcuH not 'o cheer
him on *i!h loud shouts of fhcoufage-
menl AciJ so Near Yofk has lis first

vig<<anii> and perhaps Is tirst real crime
deterrrni IT ALL WORKS'

RAAILV IN SCREEN HISTORY
HAS A MOVIE CAUSED SO MUCH
VIOLENT AND CONTROVERSIAL
REACTION fROM BOTH AUDIENCES
AND CRITICS' WE ARE REAOV FOR
ACTION WOMON PROVIDES IT
THRILLER' A COMPLEX ANO
STARTLINGLV ORIGINAL fILM THAT
WILL ANGER ANO PROVOKE'

icm-wie
«*«£ -..ling dt jus' lie ' itjh' m
n a g<<fre '' iruih fhji *

Ad i*rri#y ut aH * era* - •*. * <

t*»e ttfajcHicrty o* -laigcnu*
streets And >s m, !," ,

thai the v* n Nj .!..> s»- • r
.

I
>

A.-i ..

to *"./ atong h, s »df A WINNER'

CHAA1X5 bBEOTOON R
-DCJ^THWtSH- J

daw vpcke-w. RICHARD HARRIS OMAR SHARIF JUGGERNAUT"
.RICHARD LESTER.- - DAVID HEMMINGS ANTHONY HOPKINS SHIRLEY KNIGHT

More than a movie!
An explosive cinema concert!

f fiiia

ci^w^
kj. -LILLIAN ROTH^M,™ [f|

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR 5 PA Q1R^ WOuNUiN fAQMS MAIlOH JIJJ RQUTf 9 haOlE* MAS'.

Imrhmmi
«Oll*.?

"CARNAL

KNOWLEDGE"
ONE WEEK ONLY!

**r %tnK ux k VtukVefi

(ankrHrr^rti \rih^(>av1un*rt

l (jrid.kj«rVVllVt

Today: 5:00-7:00-9:30

Twi-Lite Hr: $1.25 — 4:30-5:00 Only

fAtX BROOKS
i

i

R

Today: 5: 15-7: 15-9: 15

Twi Lite Hr: $1.25 — 4:45-5:15 Only

Most cops play it

,-,
(

by the book

- ...Newman

wrote his

own!

^ *-"*to 5

EXCLUSIVE AREA
ENGAGEMENT!

PCPPARD
•WWHaAil'S
LAW -

ROGER ROBINSON
im;

Today: 5:00-7:15-9:30

Twi-Lite Hr: $1.25 — 4:30-5:00 Only

"BRING ME THE
„ HEAD OF
>& ALFREDO

GARCIAft

R SAM PECKINPAH
HLM

Today: 4:45-7:00-9:15
Twi-Lite Hr: $1.25 — 4:15-4:45 Only

Film Times
ACADKMY Of MUBtC -

S-H-Y-S - 7:I5-»:,MI

AMIIKKST CINEMA •

.
Clockwork Orangr - 7 (Ni hio

( AI.VIN -

.Irrptniah Johnson -

< AMI'l'S ( INKMAS -

Tamarind Sefd - ;:(NI-»:|S

li-it'iiiiah Johnson • 7:MM):80
Harold & Maud? - 7:00-H:45

MT. FAHMN 4 -

Cinema I - Carnal Knowledge - 7 00-
»:30

Cinema II - Newman's Law - 7:15-9:30
Cinema III - Blazing Saddles - 7- 15.

»:I5

Cinema IV - Bring Me the Head of A.
(iarcia • 7:00-9:15

SHOWCASE -

Black Samson - 7:45-9:25

That's Entertainment - 2:O0-7::iO-9:45

Death Wish - 7::ui-».:u)

Pink Kloyd -7:.'IO-9:20

Animal Crackers - 7::i0-9:25

Juggernaut - 7::ilM»::iO

15

.H$w\&m produciKKi of a

TloiMtPoiaiisrj film

^l&atpwn,"

Shown at 7 & 9:15

I MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8.30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3*: 45, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates art:

Daily — $.30 per line
Weekly — $.25 per line
Monthly — $.20 per line

FOR SALE

l.eblanr trumpet, very good condition.
II*. Call Jerry. 2S.1-MI69.

Home 8 track tape player. 125. 25:1-7241.

Photo enlarger b.o. 25:1-7241.

Bfsson Trumpet. Oood condition. $M>.
.-. II. K1.IHI

SorrH Kuan Horse. 4 years, green, nice.
15 - :t hands. 25:1-7425.

Tire. Oooriyear Kayon chord K.K5XSI5 B
load, used i iihi miles. $I4.IH». :,Hii-:i2(;:i late
at night.

I.g. dresser & sola-bed. (heap. 25:1-9809.

\K< English Springer Spaniel, male
pap, liver & white. Best offer or 175. 467-

'•Ul.

Men's :i spd. Raleigh bike. $40. HMMI,

Miranda Sensorex l.x lens, excellent.
$iiki i'."i::::iiii7

[ iUUr I i.nnan Pan Club Tag Sale.
HailliN I.euiiMi Parking lot . Sun.. Sept.
flMb, ill lo 5 Scholarship Eund.

Two fine sounding RS-SOLO I speakers.
$25 for the pair. Days 5-22:17 evenings 2S:»-

!Ni4K.

Csed guitars bought and sold. The
(•uitar Workshop. Amherst Carriage
Shops. 549-I72K.

Kyak — saltwater wooded flalbottom $90
or b.o. Call eve. or wknds. 5H6-22:W.

I ramus acoustic 6 String IKIl
. Guild

St a rf ire 4 electric 6 string $150. Both with
cases. 25:1-5665.

Raleigh 10 spd. cotterless — cranks
butted — tubes clincher, tires Z\' t in
frame. Never used. $200. 546-7745.

Eor Sale: Gibson 12 string acoustic. 5
years old. good buy at $75. 03440,

Remington Port, typewriter w-case.
Good. Call after 7. 665-4202. $:i0.

Weekend admission to Watkins Glen
Grand Prix. Oct. 4. 5 6. Yalue $17. Sell for
$14. See Erank XV.\ Puffton.

(•uitar — Aria Classical w-case. good
shape. $K5. 549-6514.

Must sell guitar — amp — fuzz. Call 5W>-

Ott, 6 - 8 p.m. $200.

I ten spd. Schwinn super sport. 546-4717.

10 speed man bike. $60: :l speed woman's
hike. $m Kitchen table $10. fan $10. Call

I'eter 2.W-27I3 after 5.

Sherwood S7I00A receiver, list $2:«!l. our
price $165. Sound A Music Co-Op. Call Dick
at 247-5870. II a.m. - <l p.m.

Records of all kinds al reasonable
prices. Can usually get any LP in prinl
within a week. The New Record Shop. I«I7

No. Pleasant St,. Amherst. 25:t-5J9l.

2 I I. null i.i III speeds. 21 in., lugged
(rami's, simplex, cenlerpull calipers,
locks, toolkit and car rack. 25:i-:iK8l.

• strinn banjo. Call Mesia :»l!l-li!»h|

Kustom LMMi P\ s>\ , excel, cond. Rm.
-*U8 ( all Jeff .".15-2308,

AUTO FOR SALE
iMi Scout I wheel dr. • .immI mech. conil

Never plowed. $T(»ii or hesl offer Call
morn MS-MI 4. Mike.

I'l>. Kwy, 85, I ill . small K alitumalii
Dependable iranspiiii.ition $250 15:1-7211

I'ial. H.'iii Macrr. 190, supit dutpf !<•

miles per u.illon' \ hu>. $7.".n 253 .'.'i 1

\ VV Bus, great shanc. PMiS. t :.ihn» mi.
*i Jim .1.' ...7:i.'i

MDC CLASSIFIEDS

AMHERSTt>^
AMITY ST., AMHERST

253-5426

AUTO FOR SALE
67 Eairlane. small 8. automatic, p.s.. 4

dr. super running. Good buy $293. 253-7241.

65 Corvair. Will sell Im best $. Call
evenings or weekends 586-22:18.

1968 Volvo I22S in fine shape. 665-4244.

1973 Porsche 91 IT. $9200 concours! Tel.
665-4244. Serious inquiries only!

1964 Chevy Bel-Air. 6 cyl.. AM radio,
very dependable, clean! $300. Call 236-

6297.5-9. If noanswer: Call 546-9831.

68 Chevy Impala. $400. Call 584-7912.

1971 Chevelle SS 151. I spd.. loaded,

reasonable. MB4SM. Keep trying.

65 VW Sunroof. Gd. cond. $300. 253-9609

e\e.

1968 Buick Skylark GS350. p.s.. p h a.c.

Best offer. Call mornings 1-732-1322. Keep
trying.

70 Opel GT. excellent. 584-0569. Gabor.

1973 l.e\ i (iremlin. 3 spd.. a-c. low mil.,

exc. $25(NI. not firm. 253-2910. 10 - 5:30.

Volvo I44S 1967. good condition w-snow
tires. $560 or best. 586-4469. 25 mpg.

1969 VW. must sell! No rsnble offer
refused. Call collect 802-464-9308.

Eor Sale: 1967 Chevelle Malibu. com-
pletely rebuilt, new tires. Call 665-2022.

1972 Peugeot 304. 30 mpg.. excellent
condition. Must sacrifice. $1950. Call eves.
253-7050 or 665-:i560.

63 (hew II. 6 cyl. automatic. 2 door
sedan: mil rusty. inspectable.
mechanically good. I ses nil $i:,o. 5X6-38I9.

GIYVV. ttiMHl running condition. $150. or
best olfer Musi go. 253-2911 after 5.

1972 I.I'D station wagon, fully equipped.
Ver\ good condition. Exc. Int. Call Dennis
5MMOS,

•19 I'ord I'airlane. 6 cyl., good mpg. 2 x-

Ira win. studded lires free. Must sell. $300.

W7-5528.

••; Musiauu Coiiv . \ g. cond.. small V8.

17 mpu $150. OaOMI after 6 p.m.

61 I "nl lalciMi. 2 new tires, all t good, 2

snow lires with wheels, li cyl. Good mpg.
(all li-T.'illi alter 7 p.m.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
Yamaha 350. 1968. Kirst $395. 253-7241.

ROOMMATE WANTED
I or 2 people to share 2 bdrm. apt. 156-E

Brittany Manor after 7 p.m. or call 785-

1413.

1 i in I 'nl Grad. $110. mo., utilities

inclu. On bus line, own rm. Sheila 665-3224.

It in. in I Mr. apt. in Swiss Village. $85.
•it tfttmw

E Rmmt. wntd. $105 inc. util.. own room
or $52.50 ea. share rm. Inclds. dshw, aire,
w to w cpt. I have some furn. and a nice
cat. Am very neat, like music, arts. Leave
message for Elyse at Lord Jeff Inn 253-

2576.

M to share room in 2 bdrm apt. on bus
route. $77 incl. util. Call 256-0294.

Male wanted to share house in

Belchertown. Rent $46.25 mo. On IMass
bus line. Call 323-4443.

I or 2 females to share 2 bdrm. apt. No.
(HI Squire Village after I or 665-2860.

Roommate for 2 bd. rm. apt. in Puffton
Village. Own room and bathroom. $110.
mo. Call 549-45:15. Apt. No. 340. Menashi
Cohen.

$75. mo., util. incl. Sund. On bus route.
:>(9-ii50i for info.

To share apt. available Oct. I. Own
room. $122. all included. Call 25tM>77l.

WANTED
Alternative newspaper needs writers,

cartoonist and persons interested in

graphics. Call 253-7795.

1972 Honda OtfL, 4200 miles, like new.
$650. 1970 Kord pick-up truck, new tires.
$795. Call evenings 586-3844.

72 Kawasaki 5(H) 5 speed. 9000 mi. Disc
brake, runs excellent. $800. 665-2550.

Male Vrlists Model. Jim. 253-3923. 6 - 7

p.m.

BOB IS BACK — To buy your sick or

decrepit car. Any make, model, year.

Cnload your headache for fast !!!!!!. 253-

7241.

Anyone know where I can get coors? Will

pay. Call Terry 323-6246.

Model wauled lo do figure studies. $6 hr.

Call OUO after 6 p.m.

Persons interested in driving lo and

lixiim in I tali for winter. Deep powder
skiiuu unexcelled, cheap. Sue 253-7425.

Waul oil: experienced link organist

willing lo work on a nightly basis. To
imiiirc call: Rich at 773-8517. That's in

(•rt'riilicld. area code 113.

Eive college folk dancers — We need
you. (all Dawn 546-4575. Soon!

I i.IK Singers wanted, (all for auditions.

K a lib i Ka i JStMCtM after 5:00.

HELP WANTED

Need fiddler for Bluegrass Band. If

interested, call Tom 549-3717.

Triumph Tiger 650CC. mint. cond. $77.1

or best offer, (all 586-1854 after 6.

750 Norton Semi Ch. B.O. over $800. 6-

9014.

l>r|M'ii(l.ilil" people lo canvas for and-or
ililivi-i ili. V V. linies on Campus. Call 6-

T. II. aller 7 p. Ill

1971 Kawasaki KZ 400. | mo. old. mint
cond. Ccriani suspension, sissy bar with
pad. Call Tom 665-4320. $950.

1973 Honda (1.175 K7. only 1.000 miles.
Electric start. Phone 546-5849.

65 BS A 05M ( . rebuilt cng Sound marh.
15311. .'"•: :::m> after 6 p.m.

iiii ( lassie 1 1 iumpli ISiiiiiii \ iiir semi
i hopped M-lmill engine, excellent con
ililiiin I all I .iii\ n| ".I'l.txil

FOR RENT
Escape the renting scene with this

remodeled six room in town Nor-
thampton* home. Property is nearh
maintenance free. Offered al a \er>
reasonable $20,000. (all llll Jones Heal
Istate. 519 3700.

House x looms in Mclehcrtnwu. x miles
liiim i.imptis J!.'-, o ||| (.,j| ;|;>;[.

7

ki i:

WANTED TO RENT
Plsoil ma iiii | ,„ seekinu a (ricmlh

liiiusihoUl lo join I'm a, need own room
( all _'.-... Irf.m irom 12. ill till .,30 Mon
Uni lii VII d.n Sal

I need 10-15 attractive articulatr women
for occasional promotional work in the
Springfield area Good money. $5+ hr.

Work when >ou. Contact Louise E.
Cantreii 549-2647 for more info.

Need R&R drummer. Varied material,
hard, funky, soft. Practice at Cnuntrv
House. 253-7887 afl. 6.

Medical Technologist. Full time in ex~
panding laboratory . VSCP registered only.
Vttractive wages. Please contact: Annie
l.ewallen. Chief Lab Technologist. Wing
Memorial Hospital. Palmer 1-283-7651. ext

- 81. _ _ _^

_

WON. Need money to help pay tuition.

Vou can earn $ as an \\on Rep. (all for

details V ( olh> OMO*.

Bus drivers needed. Class II license

required, (all .".Colleges 256-K3 Ili. Leave
name, phone no.

People interested in teaming basic"
newspaper page design and layout are
needed to help the COLLEGIAN editorial
staff No credit or $ but a chance lo learn
from professional* free Contact Dean
Tucker 5-j.wo

Vd teps wanted for new arls newspaper
published l»\ Pn|> Vrts & V ankee Mag
Onlv ill who want to make I prcferahh
with i ai should ,i|iiil' t ,i|| ,ii. i,;i,

I'litlri It'll let I Unix lor Western ^l,^ss

RIDE WANTED
Ride i ded to I lor ida over Christmas

vacation for two. Will help with driving
and expenses Please ( all E..V or Linda at
1. 1. M.::

L'Mass student seeks ride to Norfolk. Va.
area on Oct. 1. Will share some expenses,
(all 6-5789.

To Philly. Oct. II. Will share expenses
Diane. 546-5972.

PERSONALS

To Teddie — I'm a looka for you on your
2|i*sl birth—You haven't enough mileage
this year! Ixive Steve.

Tri Sigma is like Hallmark cards — We
care enough to do the very best.

M.G. — Why is communication so hard?
I wonder in perpetuity. And now?

Rosella. Happy Birthday! See. I didn't
lorget you after all. and your in my
thoughts even at I'Mass! See you soon,
vour favorite I'Mie, Me.

Ala Apple I .overs of Amer. Come make
them candied. Tonite at Lambda Delta
Phi. 389 V Pleasant St. at 7:30.

I' of M women are invited tonight to

meet the people of Phi Sigma Kappa <Sio..

N. Pleasant St.) at an open little sister

rush party at 9 p.m.

Hop Brook Commune. Rural f- arm Gay
People. Box 723. Amherst. Ma.

Howard Johnsons Motor Lodge
Viinual White Sale featuring: bed-
spreads. I .union towels, sheets, pillow

cases & more. Save on irregular items.

Nrpi.S- O !,:UI - :1:u ». Rle. 9. Iladlev

Happv Itirthdav. Lover. 5 times? Vour
Lain doll

Thinking (.reek
-
' Look into Alpha Phi

iimega. The Vltei native (.reeks Call 5-

H.'l.x or 6-6817.

.lodes. You're not getting older, you're
(•citing better! Happv lWh!Ca. Mi. Rhesus
Monkevs and the Routnevs wish you the

happiest of years.

Kris. Happv Mb. I ..v. Teddy. Pooh.
Hoppv and Dolph

Would the prickisi who stole rm plants
luesdav in N V at least have the decency lo

i cl in n mv imiIs
'

In in s No i girl: Happv inth birthday.
and mav I he with vou for manv more.
Love. W. iv tie

In mv la \ in ite Rhesus Monkey: Hope
this birthdav is as happv as mv last year
with vou - Happv 19th. Uive always Little

VI No Slraf.

INSTRUCTION

Photography Workshop in Amherst.
Learn creative camera and darkroom
technique from working professionals T &
Tb. evenings, (all Reflections I nlimited
519-0205.

Elute lessons — all levels, ages
Kxpericnced. master's degree.
Reasonable rates. Caroline Berrv . 549-

011,

SERVICES
Vutomotive repair specializing in I V VK

and other foreign cars. Call (iuv _\i6-6U0.

Hvuamic Mass.me relaxation. $3 $5
P i> Box 171 V Vmhcrsi ftiaH

l»av ( an P.iienls ( olip needs children
I Meets dailv Warm, loving en-

viloiiminl M'MHi28

i 'inpos t lubs and Organt/ n% Do
vou want to publish high iiualilv
newsletter, pamphlet, maganne or
booklet ??? Let the Message t ompanv help
you write, layout, design and print u'

Keasonablr fees ( ontact Jerrv al J. I 9869
tar tasformalioii

III f I VihImi upair .' dav service, work
g imraWH»H VI Te«h Hi Ei (all 549-2610

llois.s boarded 10 mm from campus
hux stalls trails pastures In held for
hunt (uurvr (all ,1, jrsi dav or :.". lira.

CV I'llllllis

SERVICES
Professional guitar repairs by guitar-

maker Michael Millard. Mon.. Wed.. Eri.

at The (.uitar Workshop. Amherst
Carriage Shops. 549-1728. Eree estimates.

Exp. organist looking lo start or join
hand. Ilav i Hammond B-3 with two leslies.

hull time s udent so nightly work could be
prob.. yet will be flex. Peter 253-7221 bet. 5
- 7.

Bicycle repair. Will completely
degrease bearings, adj. brakes & gears.

John - Jane. 549-3805. (heap & reliable.

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob is back to

fix it right. No job too small. Foreign or

domestic. No big overhead. 253-7241.

(rrage Shop. 54M59I Acrylic knitting,
worsted 99c. 4 oi. Reynold's Logi $2.| S 100

LOST

Will the person who "found" a spiraled
sterling silver bracelet in the Women's
room across lii. i E-lo in Machmer.
please return it' It has great personal
sentiment Thank you! Pam al 6-62X1.

I .list — Green raincoat w-fur lining. 38R.
Id ward (all Kogcr. 545-2*48.

Lost on Belchertown Rd. Blk. curly male
pup. comb. Sheep-Lab-Shep.. 4 mos. old.

red leather collar. Pis. call Lois at 253-

2776.

Pair Granny glasses in small red case.
Please call Cheryl 545-2009.

FREE
Vbandoned puppy desperately needs '

home and love. 5 mos..' housebroken
Mostly Lab. Cute. Tom. 256-6172.

Silkie. I yr. old. Ig male dog free to good
country home. Needs room to run. Call
Ellen or Durk 586-1592. 584-6917.

I'm ttiving awav an affectionate cat in

need of a home. I can no longer afford the
cat 'Morris i. If interested in the cat.

please call 5 1.-.-0527.

Dim is mans best friend friends are
hard to come liv . except at 128 Henry St.

Whv not stop hv and pick up a new friend.

I PEL' (all Linda al 256-6951 for first

pick

ENTERTAINMENT
The Dynamic Sex Machine will do its

thing all over you Wednesday thru
Saturday at the Bluewall. Thursday thru
Saturday. You can cook with little fire at
the Hatch and catch the unique style of
Paul McKinley al the TOC.

'

V train wreck in Cincinnati has over
slocked ihii warehouses Must clear space.
Beautiful 5 spd. hike al closeout price,
stock dwindling last Only I left. Eree
ml iii piano lesson wilh purchase of bike
W ithoul bike $ ! half hour. $5 - hr. Kor bike
tail Mario, lor piano lessons call Kalhv.
Mt-MKN I m wrecked train, call Kubv

.

Hey freshmen' Remember summer
orientation and Mama Milton's Jug Band
and Wayne and all those other neat people
vou saw? Well, you can see them all again
al Central Area's COKKKEHOISE on
Kridav Sept. 27 from N:30 til ! in Van
Meter's Study I ounge. FREE admission.
KBEK refreshments. KREK popcorn
i fresh from our real live movie house
popcorn machinei' I pperc lassnien come
see what vou mused!

EXPERTISE REQUESTED

I iHiknn: for Grad students. T.A.'s and
other knowledgeable persons lo lead a

couple of informal seminars in marketing
in the hotel industrv. sponsored hv White
Mountains Region Vssociation. Olt. .'I ,\

.'">, Walerville Vallev lodging expenses
paid Contact now Hill McCluskev & leave

MISCELLANEOUS

PAl I S OI DTIMK El RNITl RE
has beds, bureaus, desks, chairs,
rockers, mods lamps, books, clothing,
(.oodwill spiritual wisdom sofas rtv

If you come down this week we will tell

"hi the meaning of life P VI Is
located behind Vubuchon s. iPjQllll
1 .: oil "Mighlv I ike \ii.se

'

m
Vermont Hal investm partner wanted

Is] interest tjuahtv downtown Montpelier

icstaiiranl bar Marcia Rogers Wi l.'.l

7l,x; in Jell JaCOft* so- S3 HQ03.

I In isi i,io s. lent i Xt.iiiiioi suhsi riptions,

I |iei I mils I all , li, st! i
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Youth & labor

main subject

of conference
A group of students, trade

unionists and academics will

assemble here for a special one-day
conference Saturday, Sept. 28.

The conference on Youth and
Labor in American Society is being

sponsored by the League for In-

dustrial Democracy and Frontlash,

an organization working with the

labor movement to increase
political participation among
minorities, youth and working class

citizens.

William DuChessi, secretary-

treasurer of the Textile Workers
Union, will speak at 10 a.m.

A special afternoon session will

examine the problem of economic
development in the Third World.

Presentations on this subject will be

made by Professor Ed Feit of

UMass and Walter Stein of the

Trade Union Council for Labor

Israel.

Leaders from Massachusetts
labor organizations will participate

in the converence. The day-long

program will also include films on
Cesar Chavez's United Farm-
workers Union, as well as apartheid

in South Africa.

Registration opens at 9 a.m. in

Room 101 at the UMass Campus
Center. Tickets cost $2 and include

lunch, cocktails and dinner.

Chelsea

en

K?OM THE AREA'S LARGEST

JEAMG GTQRE

PVEARs

201 n pleasant sf. amherst

10 to 530 tntrsA fnti9

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
Bs Stella Wilder

LIBRA (Sept. 23 -Oct 22) -
Be of help to those less

fortunate than yourself — but
take care not to give the

impression that you are

building up reserves of debts
owed you.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
— If you are wise, you will at

least give the impression that

the ear you lend another is

sympathetic. Don't think only
of gains.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 21 ) — Those matters that
are of special concern to you
personally should be taken
care of first thing this
morning. Take a tip from a
stranger.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19) — Plan for a social

evening. Don't let it get

around, however, that you will

be entertaining — not unless

you wish a houseful of

gate-crashers.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.

18) — You should have little

trouble showing what you're

made of today. However, what
you're made of may not be the
best thing to meet the day
with!

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)

—If you're lazy today, another
will surely get ahead of you.
Make an effort to move
forward with projects that are

new to you.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

— Leadership is essential to

the maintenance of your
position on the home front.

Matters of employment may
appear more hazardous than
they really are.

TAURUS (April 20- May 20)
— It is the Taurus with
initiative who will best meet
the challenge of this day.

Don't be alarmed should the
opposition make things diffi-

cult in the afternoon.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— Don't allow another to

move ahead of you early in the
day. Keep your wits about you
as the competition multiplies
and the opposition grows.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)

— If you can demonstrate
mastery of your profession,

you can get the jump on the

competition. Gains are to be
made quickly in the afternoon
and evening.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
Avoid any hesitation when
asked to take an additional

responsibility. This is an
excellent day for demonstrat-
ing your adaptability.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
— You can secure excellent

results if you are careful not to

bite off more than you can
chew. Make every effort to

appear calm in the face of

confusion.
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Kampus Kapers
By Kris Jackson
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This system has it all! Power, clarity, wide range,
linear response, extra features-and at a price too low
to pass up! The highlight of the system is the EPI 90,
which received a first place rating in speakers in the
under $150.00 category by the leading consumer
testing laboratory. To power the EPI's, the Nikko 4030
supplies 44 watts R.M.S., features switching for two
pairs of speakers, tape monitor, EM muting and comes
with a three year warranty. The Glenburn 2155 WB
turntable protects your records and adds no obtrusive
noise of its own, with a four pole synchronous motor,
viscous damped cueing and Shure M75 EC elliptical

magnetic cartridge. Complete with tinted dust cover
and wooden base.

COME LISTEN
TO LINEAR SOUND

AND SAVE 20%

s$L
JL

yjj. &a~i*«>f»|

INJIKKO

PEANLTS

Joe Sportscar spent ten

thousand dollars on a new
twelve cylinder Eloquent

9- 2-

u
You think more of that

car than you do of me,"
complained his wife.

k

*AI 1 you ever do these
days," she said,"is
wax Eloquent!"

v

SYSTEM $499
LIST $750

lillll

by Johnny hart
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THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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This system is the "Best Buy" of this fall, with

performance and features rarely seen at this price

level. Listing for $349.95 by itself, the NIKKO 7070 is

a "Best Buy" in its own right. It delivers 80 watts

R.M.S. total power, and has switching for two sets of

speakers, two tape monitors with tape to tape

dubbing, low and high filters, FIM muting, two pphono
inputs and much more, and has a three year warranty.

The OHM D loudspeaker is a two way acoustic

suspension unit with 10" woofer and 3" tweeter, and
has a five year warranty. And your records will sound

better than ever played by a SHURE M9 1 -ED cartridge

,

which comes in the GARRARD 74M automatic turn-

table -with the famous GARRARD "Synchro-Lab"
motor for quiet operation and dependable performance

guaranteed for a full year. THE INDIVIDUAL LIST PRICE

OF THESE COMPONENTS ADDS UP TO $751, SO YOU
SAVE OVER 33 '2 AT OUR PACKAGE PRICE OF $499.

DO YOUR EARS A FAVOR

SAVE $251

Free delivery to 5 colleges

v
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Amherst(tech hifi 1

^—Quality components at the Right Price—*
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Big Y Shopping Center
Hamp Plaza !29fc-:

No. King Street
Northampton

ultra-modern

LIQUOR
SUPERMARKET

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

RED LION GIN
80 PROOF - HALF GALLON

7.49

SEAGRAM'S 7-CROWN WHISKEY
86 PROOF - HALF GALLON

9.99
GILBEY'S VODKA
80 PROOF - HALF GALLON

7.99
GENESEE BEER
24- 12 0Z.N.R. BOTTLES

3.99
COCA - COLA

HALF GALLON - N.R. BOTTLE

Stickers optimistic
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY" COLLEGIAN.

By LINDA MACKLER
If experience and ambition are the prerequisites for

success, UMass will be boasting two championship
field hockey teams in the fall of 1974. While the varsity

staff is coddling fourteen returning members, the
junior varsity team has drafted sixteen talented and
agressive freshman.

Coach Carol Albert's hopes are very high for a
winning season.

"We look good and I am very encouraged," she
said. "I am anticipating an exceptional year."

This optimism has been bred despite the nagging
injuries of two skillful players, Sheila Higgins and Lori
Nazar,- and because of the depth Coach Albert can
draw from. The weakest offense will be the front line

where two players from last year are absent. But the
center forward is very strong and the main strength
lies with an extremely capable defensive line.

Although the players are still fighting for positions in

the starting line-up, the teams are fairly well
established. Veterans Jean Kentfield, Joanne Lorrey,
Barb Martell, Trish McCarthy, Kathy O'Neil, Elaine
Senosk, Joanne Smith, Kate Stanns, and Karen
Zimmerman are set to play. Judy Kennedy and
possibly Debbie Picciuto from the junior varsity team
will temporarily replace the injured players. Because
the team is so equally balanced in seniority and ex-
perience, captains will be chosen on a rotating weekly
basis.

Tomorrow will firmly determine the. starting line-

ups, when UMass hosts a Sportsday featuring the

best University and College teams in New England.
This is an annually featured event which starts 'the

season's hockey campaign. Each team plays three 25-

minute games wcth the competition starting at 9:30
am and ending at 2:25 p.m.

A new coach and a new rule book are positively

affecting UMass hockey. Four experimental rules

have inspired offensive and defensive changes by
Coach Albert. She feels these experiments will make
the games more interesting. They are: 1. substituting

a push- in for a roll- in when a ball goes over the
sideline. 2. substituting a penalty stroke for a penalty
bully. 3. imposing offsides when there are fewer than
two, rather than three people between the team and
its goal line. 4. forcing defensive backs to the 50 yard
line rather than the 25-yard line on a corner.

"The game should be faster-paced," claimed thr

new coach. "The rules will allow for more scoring."

Coach Albert is a first year instructor and coach at

UMass, but comes from three years experience at

Enrico Fermi High School in Enfield, Connecticut,
where she taught and coached hockey, basketball,

and softball. She also did graduate work in exercise

science at UMass in the 1970-71 season. She believes

in hard work and is impressed by the team's
willingness to follow-up.

The first game at Keene State should be a fairly

easy victory for UMass and the excitement for the
home game audience begins at 3:30 on Friday, Oc-
tober 4th, at the field behind the Northeast Physical
Education Building.

Sugarloaf AC race tomorrow
By MDC Staff

Three open cross-country races

will begin Saturday at 2:30 behind

the Northeast Physical Education

Building sponsored by the

Sugarloaf Mt. AC. of Amherst. The
first will be a two-mile cross-

country race for girls under 14,

followed by a three-mile women's
race, then a six-mile open men's

race. Over 100 runners are ex-

pected.

These races are open to any

students or non-students in each

category. Post entries will be ac-

cepted.

Charlotte Lettis of Sugarloaf and

UMass won the event last year and

holds the women's course record of

18:03. This year she expects good

competition from any number of

entries. The Liberty A.C. is ex-

pected to bring a strong team from

Boston as is the Electric City A.C.

from Albany. The Falmouth Mass.

Track Club is also very strong and

observers give the team cham-

pionship an even chance between

the three.

The men's cross-country race is

even more uncertain because it is

the first race of the season for the

team which is competing in its first

cross-country season. The team is

composed of faculty, grad-students

and normal people, most of whom
have run cross-country in college.

The math department is

represented by two former Dart-

mouth runners, Ed Sandifer and
Mark Elmer, while the Geology
department has former UMass.
runner Dave Eiben and another
Dartmouth man, Steve Shirey.

John Brodhead is a botanist and
Lars Hallen of Norway is in

Linguistics. Charlie Moran and Bob
French speak good English while
Tom Derderian works in the Yellow
Sun Co-op in Amherst and Tony

Wilcox, UMass philosophy
graduate, is a milk man.
The team won the informal

Amherst 3-man 12-mile relay last

Saturday in their only team
competition of the year.

Notice
INTRAMURALS - All in-

tramural padd'eball and handball
entrants are asked to pick up their

schedules at the IM office im-
mediately.

Merman barrage

sinks Trinity, 4-1
ByDEB HOXSIE
Sports Staff

Pinpoint passing, aggressive

defense, and a barrage of goals

spelled victory for the UMass men's

water polo team on Wednesday
night. Their 24-20 win over Trinity

College boosts the team record to 4

wins and 1 loss.

In Trinity's cold four lane pool

Henry McLean led the scoring with

a resounding total of 11 goals.

Monday thru Thursday

WEEKDAY SPECIALS
Served only from 5:00- 10:00

Pork Frlad Rica
Pork Egg Fong Yong

Chlchan Wings
Pork Frlad Rica
Papoar Staak

4. Egg Ron
Pork Friad Rica
Moo Goo Gai Pan

3 fog Boll

Pork Frlad Rica
Sweaf and Sour Chlckan

a. rfiad Shrimp

Pork Friad Rica
Shrimp and Lobater

1371

Mass Meal Tax 5%

We do not accept personal checks

Not responsible tor lost articles

Duncan Lomas scored 5 despite

foul trouble which kept him out of

the pool for parts of the second
half. Kevin McGinn lasted a whole
quarter, before fouling out, and
fired in 4 goals. Two goals each
were scored by Ron Boucher and
Bill Bridgeman.

Tom Nordby did a fine job on
defense muscling Trinity attackers

away from Tom Rhodes who filled

in for absent goalie Mark Gordan.

Carl Zulick, Spencer Sullivan,

and player-coach Bill McCafferty
saw action especially in the last

quarter while UMass. was
protecting its lead and a couple of

players in foul trouble.

Trinity staged a comeback in the

second half outscoring Umass. 10

to 6; however, it wasn't enough to

negate the Minutemen's barrage in

the opening minutes of the game.

UMass men and women play

rival Boston College today at 4:00 in

Boyden Pool. The team looks its

best ever this fall, and judging from
the intense competition with B.C.

last year, today's game should be a

thriller.

WMUA
After a crushing 42-0 victory over

Maine, the Minutemen travel to

Hanover, New Hampshire, to take

on Ivy League Power, Dartmouth
College. Listen for the George Geer
scouting report at 1:20 p.m.
followed by Minuteman football

with Russ Samll and Larry Convoy.
This Saturday. ..Football from

Dartmouth beginning at 1:20 on
the voice of the Minutemen,
WMUA 91.1 F M

19

o

a.

Iowa coach Bob Cummings' team pulled off the upset of the week last Saturday,
beating UCLA, 21-10. A year ago Iowa was in the midst of a winless season, and
Cummings was a high school coach. (This weekend's big college games are
analyzed in story at right.)

Ranked number one in NE;
Thinclads face BC Eagles

By SCOTT HAYES
Sports Staff

Practice is the best of all instructors. The old maxim
probably holds true for all sports, but it can be said

that this saying is the essence of cross country. Cross

country running requires a rigorous training schedule

that will enable the individual to perform beyond the

stages of exhaustion.

Running anywhere from 75-100 miles a week is no
easy task, to be sure. Combine this with the fact that

running is lonely — there is no one to blame but

yourself — and you have college cross country.

The hard work hasn't stopped for the UMass Cross

Country team since last season. The team members
continued to run in the so-called "off season",

competing in indoor and outdoor track, then running

over the summer to prepare for the 1974 cross country

season.

The long road to national prominence begins

tomorrow with a home meet against Boston College.

Mostly a miler-dominated team, the Eagles are led by
track standout Keith Francis. Francis has run the mile

in 4:00 and is expected to be even tougher this

season, having an added year of experience. A super

half-miler for BC's track team, Francis will be
dangerous if he's still close after four and a half miles.

A strong finishing kick can be expected from BC's top

harrier. Steve Liquon, Marty's younger brother,

Walter Swanbon, Steve Lowell and Dave Ezerski

round out the top five for BC. Swanbon is principally a
miler, Lowell was a high school standout in the mile at
Brockton and Ezerski, a freshman, has plenty of
potential.

The Eagles are 1-1, having split a tri-meet with
Providence and Boston University. The Friars topped
BC 18-38, so Francis and teammates will have one
meet's experience.

The Minutemen runners hope to put to use the
home course advantage, looking to get a large group
of runners up front early in the race. Doing this would
put pressure on BC before the hilly orchard, which
should take its toll on the Eagles' mile-oriented squad.
The UMass squad, which was a unanimous choice

of the cross country coaches of New England as New
England's number one team in a pre-season poll, will
remain much the same. John Maguire and Devin
Croft will not be running, but sophomores Robb
Leary, Jim Hunt and Andy Levy and junior Phil
Broughton are capable of filling the holes.
The rest of the team consists primarily of veteran

runners, led by co-captains Randy Thomas and Bill

Gillin. Tom Maguire, Chris Farmer, Frank Noto and
Tom Wilson round out the varsity squad.
Coach Ken O'Brien remarked that everyone has

been running well in practices, and that Leary, Hunt,
Levy and Broughton have improved greatly over the
summer. Race time is 1 o'clock at the Women's Phys
Ed Building.

Collegian
The Collegian caravan of

football fearfuls leaves
Hasbrouck promptly at 8:00
tomorrow for Dartmouth. The
team is advised to be there by
7:45. Holdouts are advised to

play out their option-G.M.
Dave Eibel vows not to budge
from original offer.

College preview
\UPI\ Ohio State and Notre

Dame, rated no. 1 and no. 2 among
the nation's college football teams,
put their respective rankings on the
line Saturday.

The men who decide the point
margins have Woody Hayes' troops
a 39-point pick over Southern
Methodbt and Ara Parseghian's
forces 35 over Purdue. Failure to
win impressively will be frowned
upon.

While Ohio State should have
little to fear from SMU, Notre Dame
is always wary of Purdue. The
Boilermakers, particularly in the
1960s, made it almost a habit to
embarrass the Irish.

But Alex Agase's team was
dropped 28-14 in its opener against
Wisconsin and was tied by Miami
of Ohio last week, hardly a portent
for another Purdue miracle at
South Bend.

For those who like to hunt for
straws of hope, however, it might
be pointed out that the Boiler-

makers' tie with Miami ended the
Ohio school's winning streak at 13,

then the longest major college
string of victories. The Irish now
hold that distinction and their

winning streak also stands at 13.

Wisconsin's Badgers, the sur-
prise team of the Big Ten, has been
walking on air since its triumph over
Purdue and then last Week's
stunning victory over powerhouse
Nebraska. And the Badgers will be
playing in rarified air Saturday,
when they take on Colorado at
Boulder. Coach John Jardine has
been advised not to work his club in

that altitude on Friday, but to just

have his charges loosen up.

It's a heady wine the Badgers are
drinking. They lost to Purdue and
Nebraska a year ago in their first

two games, and dropped fhe third

to Colorado. They'd like to com-
plete the reversal of those three
defeats.

Pats onTV
FOXBORO, Mass. \UPI\ - The

New England Patriots announced
Wednesday that Sunday's game
with the Los Angeles Rams was a

sellout and would be televised

locally.

The federal anti-blackout law
requires local coverage if all tickets

are sold 72 hours before kickoff.

Scott Hayes

Gridiron goodies
After an experimental record of nine correct and four wrong choices a

week ago, I decided to publicize my prophetic findings and watch them fall
apart before everyone's eyes. So here they are, Hayes' gridiron goodies for
the upcoming weekend:
LOS ANGELES 27; NEW ENGLAND 14
John Hadl's passing and last year's best defensive team should be

enough to drop the Pats from the undefeated ranks, regardless of the
friendly Schaefer Stadium surroundings.
BUFFALO 28; NEW YORK JETS 24

It's going to be close, especially if Joe "Willie" can continue his pin-
point passing, but the. Buffalo running game is overdue. Look for "Juice"
Simpson to supply the "Electric Company" with enough power
ATLANTA 17; NEW ORLEANS 7
The Falcons should continue to frustrate Archie Manning, and the

Atlanta offense will be in high gear after a poor showing last week
PHILADELPHIA 20; BALTIMORE 13
Roman Gabriel should be able to pick apart the Colt secondary, and

Baltimore's offense won't be a factor, whether Marty Domres or Bert
Jones is at the helm.

DALLAS 35; NEW YORK GIANTS 10
The Giants will have to wait another week to pick up their first win of

1974. Dallas has enjoyed domination of the New Yorkers in recent years,
and this Sunday will be no different. Last year, Dallas outscored opponents
382-203; this week will help get the Cowboys on their way to surpassing
that 1973 statistic.

GREEN BAY 16; DETROIT 9
This one shapes up as a placekicking contest, so look for Chester Marcol

to outboat Errol Mann, as both defensive units limit opposing offensive
displays.

KANSAS CITY 17; HOUSTON 13
Even if Len Dawson and Ed Podolak aren't recovered from injuries

sustained in loss to Raiders, Chiefs' secondary should have a field day
against Oiler QB Lynn Dickey.

MINNESOTA 28; CHICAGO 10
The Bears are in for another long afternoon, as the stiff Viking defense,

which allowed just 162 total yards against Detroit, Fran Tarkenton and
Chuck Foreman keep Minnesota's record unblemished
ST. LOUIS 14; CLEVELAND 10
The Browns won't get any handouts in St. Louis, as Cards continue to

ride strong defense to victory.

OAKLAND 30; PITTSBURGH 28
Offense should rule supreme in this confrontation, but Ken Stabler theAFC s number one passer in 1973, should outdo Joe Gilliam and the rest of

the Steelers.

MIAMI 31; SAN DIEGO 14
Bob Griese Mercury Morris and the Dolphin defense will send ChargerQB Dan Fouts back to oblivion, after the San Diego signal-caller led his

team to upset of Cincinnati last Sunday
CINCINNATI 24; SAN FRANCISCO 14

This weekend at

®hr Pub
Friday Happy Hour 3 - 6

with

Doc Sullivan

DJ. 9 - 1

sat The Great Pretenders 9

SUN.
Good Time Hour 4 - 8

The Great Pretenders 9
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UMASS FACES BIG GREEN
By DAVE ElBEL
Sports Staff

In what looms as the biggest test yet for the UMass football product, the

Minutemen face the Big Green of Dartmouth at Hanover, New Hampshire
tomorrow, (WMUA, 1:20) in the game that will answer the question: how
good are the Minutemen?
A week ago at Orono, UMass rolled and ran over the helpless Maine

Black Bears, piling up over 300 rushing yards, but except for the first game
against Villanova the Minutemen have not really been forced to play at

their best. Tomorrow, however, the Minutemen will face a Dartmouth
team which has won the Ivy League championship five years in a row.

Unfortunately, Dartmouth is an unknown quantity since they've refused
to allow UMass scouts into their two preseason scrimmages against
Bowdoin and Williams. Any scouting reports have to be based on scanty
information.

However, it is known that the Indians have a winning coach in Jake
Crouthamel, and a collection of superb athletes, so one thing that's certain
is that Dartmouth will be well-prepared for UMass. They're also one up on
UMass in the scouting department since their coaching staff has observed
both UMass encounters this year.

Two of the best Dartmouth athletes are Tom Snickenberger, a 6'5"

quarterback with a penchant for running the option and Tom Fleming, a
6'2" defensive back who many touted as one of the best in the east last

year, but who will probably play in the offensive backfield tomorrow.

In capsule, the Dartmouth offense is explosive and big. With Fleming in

the game, the Big Green will have the capacity to score at anytime from
anywhere on the field. Couple that with an offensive line, from left to right,

of 67", 6'4", 6'2", 6'3", 6'4", and 6'2" and you can see that offensively

Dartmouth will pose problems for the UMass defense. Defensively,

Dartmouth relies on speed and experience utilizing a 4-4-3 alignment.

UMass, however, will make Dartmouth's opening day a difficult one —
that's for sure. The defense, using a variation of Miami's "53" defense,
gave fits all day to UMaine, and playing an Ivy power should make them as
hungry as they could ever be.

Booters meet Maine
in 1st YanCon match
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UMass quarterback Mark Tripucka is shown above behind his offensive linemen.
Tripucka and the rest of the Minutemen will travel to Hanover, N.H. tomorrow to
face the Big Green of Dartmouth in a 1:30 contest. A week ago, the Minutemen
pounded Maine 42-0, but things should be tighter in Hanover.

By BEN CASWELL
Sports Staff

The Minuteman soccer squad
travels to the University of Maine in

Orono tomorrow to take on the

Black Bears in their first Yankee
Conference game of the season.

Last year Maine beat UMass in a

fine defensive battle, 1-0, and went
on to finish second in the con-

ference for their best showing ever

in the league.

The Minutemen are coming off

of a decisive 4-0 shutout of Boston
College last Tuesday night. In that

game the team took a little time to

warm ud to the field, the weather,
and the situations presented to

them. Boston College did not have
much of an offense and the
Minutemen should have been able

to control the play. It was not until

the second half that they were able

to do so.

Tomorrow against Maine, UMass
will have to be "on the ball" quickly

and quite often. Taking time to

warm up, or as much time as they

needed against Boston College

could prove disastrous.

Coach Al Rufe was pleased with

the play of the team in the second
half and commented, "we were
playing our game in the second
half, using our wings a lot better

than the first half and that is what
made the difference." About Maine
Rufe said, "Last year they were
very tough and everybody on the

team knows that" "If we can win

this one," he went on, "we will be
in pretty good shape in the Yankee
Conference."

QUICK SHOTS--The Minutemen
played most of the game against
Boston College without the ser-
vices of high-scoring forwards Tom
Coburn and Tony King. Both have
minor injuries that are on their way
to healing and both ae expected to
see some action versus Maine
although not in starting roles.

Goaltender Carl Vercollonne is still

expected to be sitting out with a
shoulder and a thigh injury. Next
game is against Keene State here
Wednesday at 3:00 p.m.

Steve Saraceno

That dirty "Crout"
News Item: Dartmouth football coach Jake Crouthamel has prevented

any UMass scouts from attending his team's scrimmages. In addition, he
has refused Minuteman head coach Dick MacPherson access to any Big
Green game films.

MacPherson's reply when asked about the situation was: "I still don't
feel any remorse. Jake Crouthamel is doing a fine job up there, and he's
doing what he thinks is right for his team".

What gives? Has the main mentor of the University of Massachusetts
football team, Richtrd MacPherson, gone bozo? Is he a nutburger?
The Minutemen could be making an horrendous mistake going into

tomorrow's game against Dartmouth sight unseen. They may be going up
against the greatest fighting machine since Hitler's Third Reich. Or maybe
the team is entirely composed of by monkeys. Or Martians. UMass doesn't
know.

Or do they? I have come across tapes and documents that may prove
the M-Men are not going into the game cold turkey...

Here's a transcript of the tape I found in my dining commons mashed
potatos...

Good afternoon. Mr. Phelps. The man in this photo is Dartmouth coach
Jake Crouthamel. He is a man shaded in secrecy. His team is an unknown
quantity. The mysterious disappearance of several rival scouts is attributed
to him. No human has set eyes on his squad this year andlived to teU about
it.

This other photo ofgoalposts was taken at the Dartmouth practice field.

The scouts hanging from the crossbars are dead.
Your mission, Jim, and you'd better accept it, is to infiltrate the Hanover

training site and find out just how good the Big Green are. Should you or
any of your IMF scouting team be caught or hung from the goalposts, Dick
MacPherson will disavow any knowledge of the mission [but you can bet
he'll be mad as the dickens]. Please destroy this recording in the usual
manner. Lotsa luck, Jim...

And here's a document I came across as litter outside of Boyden Gym. It

is reprinted in its entirety...

TOP SECRET INFORMATION
CLASSIFIED KNOWLEDGE AND ALL THAT JAZZ

Scouting report for coach Richard MacPherson on Dartmouth football
- Wednesday, September 25, 1974.

ATTENTION: IF NOT CLEARED BY COACH, READ NOT FURTHERII
GENERAL INFO - Our scout-agents have learned that Jake

Crouthamel has amassed the greatest wealth of college football talent ever
assembled on a single team. It is clear that he has kept this fact a secret so
hrs team can beat UMass by at least 300 points and in one fell swoop move
up to No. 1 in the national rankings...

...Crouthamel has been secretly preparing his superstars for the
destruction of UMass while announcing to the press that an entirely dif-

ferent group of far-less talented people are going to be his starters...
...for instance, he announced Tom Snickenberger as the starting

quarterback. Like fun. He's really going to use a phenom by the name of
Bull Itt. He throws the ball so hard that one of his passes hit a receiver on
the numbers, killing him instantly. Our agents can verify that..

It's not just the starters that are incredible. The special teams are deadly.
Scouts observed that after the kickoff team ran a play against the reserves,
many of the subs didn't get up. They also reported a makeshift cemetary
beyond the end-zone.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFO - Scouts, who were all disguised as sideline
markers, except for one who was incognito as a bottle of Gatorade, were
detected on the second day of this week's practices. They were executed
upon discovery. Each took a football from Bull Itt through the heart, except
of course, the bottle of Gatorade, who was served as refreshments...
DEFENSIVE RECOMMENDATION - Keep the stretchers ready.
OFFENSIVE RECOMMENDATION - Punt on first down.
OVERALL RECOMMENDATION - Don't show up.

signed, Jim Phelps

,* a , .-r.«», Impossible Mission Force

JSi
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J'
0N: DOCUMENT IS TO BE EATEN AFTER READING - MUST

SLSiti; INT0 HANDS 0F NEWSPAPER REPORTERS. ESP.
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITORS ON LARGE COLLEGE PAPERS...

News item: Dartmouth is a slight favorite in an inter-conference game
Saturday vs. UMass....

Senate head claims CC fee is interest
By DEBBIE D. MASSIMO

Staff Reporter

Eighty-two percent of the fee
students pay on their semester bill

for the Campus Center pays in-

terest on construction costs of the
facility rather than services it

provides, a student senate com-
mittee head charged yesterday.

Fifty-three dollars and forty cents
of the $64 Campus Center fee
currently paid by UMass students is

allocated to pay the interest on the

according to John Marciniec,
Chairman of the Student Senate
Rents and Fees Committee.
Only $2.65 is available per

student to pay for renovations
which would make the building
more accessible to student special
interest groups and to the student
body at large. "Students bear the
brunt of the financial burden that
the Campus Center has proved to
be," said Marciniec.

The fee is broken down into four

main categories. $53.40 is im-
mediately payable to the Debt
Service which is handling the
financing of the building, $4.80 has
been budgeted toward a possible
operating deficit, $3.15 is the
necessary expense for transfers and
office and staff expenses for the CC
Board of Governors, and the
remaining $2.64 can be spent on
capital expenditures.

John Corker, Director of the
Campus Center explained to the
Collegian that when the building of

the Campus Center was proposed,
it was to serve primarily as a

conference center, with students
utilizing only the first two floors.

State funding was to share the
costs of the building and operation
of the Center with the students.
When it was discovered that this

type of split funding was illegal, the
total financial responsibility was
shuffled to the students. Student
groups began to utilize some part of

each floor in the building. The
University pays only for utilities.

When Corker took over the job as
Director last year, there was an
operating deficit of $466,379. In one
year, he and the Campus Center
Board of Governors, a body of
students which oversees all

operations and approves all ex-
penditures, succeeded in reducing
the deficit to an estimated
$224,500.

turn to page 13
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Weather

"Summer is a falling down,
winter's closing in." Cloudy,
windy, high 60s.
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QUALITY OR QUANTITY?
Cronin cites

declining
birth rate

By MIKE KNEELAND
Staff Reporter

The state's secretary of education said

Friday the time has now come for this

campus to think in terms of quality im-

provements rather than in quantity gains.

Joseph M. Cronin made his remarks at a

private interview before addressing an
Even/woman's Center Conference. (See text

page three.)

Citing a 35 per cent birth decline since

1965, the former associate dean of the

Harvard School of Education said there are

going to be fewer students in the future.

"We should now add more quality im-

provements rather than quantity im-

provements."

Other key points the secretary made are:

— the honeymoon some professors are

enjoying will soon come to an end
— the UMass medical school in Worcester

will be accepting more students next year

but won't be getting all the money it has

requested
— the administration and state legislature

are "very proud" of UMass though "that

doesn't always come through clearly"

— the state may be soon giving money to

private institutions

— inflation is a problem here.

Cronin said a report will be released soon
noting how much time state professors

spend either teaching, researching, or

working with community programs. He said

some educators are not spending much time

in either of those areas but added that does
not appear to be the case with UMass
professors.

"The UMass faculty has nothing to fear

from the report coming out," he said.

Cronin believes the recently enacted
legislation requiring faculty to spend
"contact" hours with students is not

unreasonable and is "not as assertive" as

some other states' legislation.

Directing his comments to the UMass
medical school in Worcester which
graduated its first class this year, Cronin said

he will not approve the administrators'

requests for what he termed "fancy
equipment."

Cronin said the state is going to have a

"first class' medical school but the main
concern of the school should be to turn out

doctors to work in ghettos, preventive

medicine, and other such areas.

He said the school doesn't have to get

involved with heart surgery, and luxury

cosmetic surgery. Cronin added the school

will be accepting about 100 students next

year.

turn to page 2

VICTORY! UMass Coach Dick MacPherson lifts

exuberant defensive back John Van Buren into the air

after the Minutemen shut out Dartmouth 14-0 Saturday
at Hanover, New Hampshire. Van Buren picked off two
Dartmouth passes, one at the end of the third quarter
and one at the end of the fourth to snuff out Big Green
drives and preserve the shutout. It was the first win for

UMass over the defending Ivy League champion in 22

tries dating back to 1902.

Anrig threatens truancy to

Boston school boycotters
BOSTON \API State Education Com-

missioner Gregory Anrig said yesterday
parents who have kept their children out of
Boston's public schools in protest of the
court-ordered integration plan "have made
their point" and should allow their children to
return to class.

In an interview broadcast yesterday on
WBZ-TV, Anrig said the Board of
education's order of last week to the Boston
school Committee to enforce truancy laws in

me face of a white student boycott is not
punitive.

"What we are trying to do is to say, all

right, the past is behind us, it is now time tor

the students to get into school, and time for

the school year to get under way," Anrig

said.

The television broadcast came shortly

before a demonstration in favor of a con-

tinuing boycott, held in the mostly white,

Irish south Boston section of the city, where
boycott activity has been centered.

About 200 people, mostly women and

children, attended the rally, according to

turn to page 7

Woods asks

enrollment

freeze in '76

UMass President Robert C. Wood says he
will ask for a freeze on student enrollment at

all three campuses because of resistance to
budget increases that expansion would
require. But campus Chancellor Randolph
W. Bromery said yesterday the freeze was
requested voluntarily by the Amherst ad-
ministration and does not reflect a major
change in policy. He said the freeze means
enrollment at Amherst will be held down by
only a few hundred students next year.

"We thought what we would do is freeze
and get some sort of idea of what are per-
sonnel needs are going to be," Bromery said.
He said expansion at this time might have
jeopardized the present 15 to 1 student-
faculty ratio.

Bromery also said inflation alone will add
to the budget and additional enrollment
would push the budget too high. "With
everything staying the same our budget is

going to be up 11 to 15 percent over last

year," he said.

The freeze means that UMass-Amherst
will remain at the present 23,000 enrollment
through 1976, then gradually increase to a
ceiling of 25,000.

The no-increase on the Amherst campus
was recommended to Wood by the ad-
ministration here, according to Vice-
Chancellor for Academic Affairs Robert L.

Gluckstern. Gluckstern and Faculty Senate
secretary Prof. David A. Booth yesterday
explained and seconded Wood's call.

The UMass President first made the

statement before the opening weekly
meeting of the UMass-Amherst faculty

senate on Thursday, Sept. 19. The Collegian

reporter who covers the Senate was ac-

cidentally not present and so the one-year

policy announcement was not initially

reported, by managing editor Bill Densmore.

Wood told the faculty he will ask the

trustees to approve a "maintenance" budget
request of $118 million, an increase of 16.6

percent over previously anticipated ex-

penditures in 1975.

He said the university cannot ask for a
larger budget to support its previous growth
rate because of a "broadening public

disenchantment" with higher education. He
said 90 percent of the 1976 budget will go
towards meeting inflation and fixed costs.

Wood's statements at the meeting were

published yesterday in The Boston Globe,

one and one half weeks after they were first

spoken. No other media reported his

statements.

turn to page 2
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Pass/fail: A help or hindrance?
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAftY COLLEGIAN

By LINDA BROWER
StaffReporter

ANALYSIS

About nine years ago, an
alternative grading system called
Pass-Fail spread across the U.S.
and eventually, hit UMass.
The original purpose of its in-

stallation here was than a student
"could be usefully venturesome in

an incompetent area." For
example, a Liberal Arts student
might be willing to attempt an
engineering course without fear of
it possibly affecting his cumulative
average.

The only stipulation was that a
student was allowed to opt only
one course each semester on a P-F
basis.

"We have a corrupted classic
grading system" and P-F has
become a "cumulative grade point
manipulation," says Registrar
Ralph D. Jones.

Pass- Fail has a long history
behind it, and its presence today is

different from that of old. As the
records of Dean of Students
William F. Field show, the P-F
option first appeared at a Faculty
Senate meeting on April 7, 1966.
The motion was: "That every
undergraduate student not in his
first semester in the university be
allowed to choose one course each
semester in which the grade is to
either be pass-fail... the choice of
course to be restricted by the
student's major department (or his

school if no department exists in his
division of the university.)"

Corollaries to the original
document were that students could
not save up P-F courses from
semester to semester, and the
option of P-F had to be decided on
the day of registration. The student
could change to a grading system
within 10 academic days but not
switch from grading to P-F.

Great concern was expressed in

the Spring semester of 1969 by the
Faculty Senate as to the students'
usage of P-F. Students finding

themselves doing were opting out
of P-F to grades and those doing
poorly were electing P-F. Dean
Dwight Allen of the School of
Education said, "We don't want to

encourage our students to play
these kinds of educational games."
Furthermore, mar./ faculty

members were beginning to believe

that those students taking P-F were
not being "usefully venturesome"
but in some way delinquent
students looking for an easy way
out.

They also felt those students
electing P-F in order to be "ven-
turesome" were looked down upon
by the professors as 'second class'

students.

The next change in P-F came
shortly afterwards: "That the PF
authorization cards be turned in

directly to the Registrar's Office:

that the Registrar's Office send out
the same course grading cards for

all students so that all instructors

would record an appropriate grade;
and that the Registrar be em-
powered to translate letter grades
to P-F for students who so elect."

Now, the professors would never
know who had elected their

courses P-F unless the student
chose to tell him.

Additional amendments include
an allowance period of 4 weeks into
the semester before a student must
inform the Registrar's Office of
intentions to take a course P-F and
some courses are only given on a P-
F grading system.

More urgent, though, is the
trouble in the system that is eroding
its effectuality; the system is

deviating from its original purpose.
The essential problem, it seems,

is just what Dean Allen warned
against: the games students are
employing to manipulate the

Wood puts on freeze
cont. from p. 1

Wood told the faculty senate the
enrollment freeze would affect all

but the UMass medical school at
Worcester, and two programs
representing about 400 students at
UMass- Boston. However, he said
the present student-faculty ratio
would be maintained.

Gluckstern described the
proposal for the fiscal 1976 budget
as essentially opting for quality
rather than quantity in the coming
year at UMass-Amherst. He said a
"modest amount" will be included
in the fiscal '76 budget to go before
the trustees Wednesday for
program expansion.

Faculty Senate secretary Booth,
who is also a professor of political

science, said there has not yet been
discussion of the no-growth budget
proposal in the Senate. He said
18,000 copies of the senate
minutes, including Wood's
remarks, would be distributed to
faculty members this week.

"It seems, as I recall the speech,
that he (Wood) referred to the
25,000 that we had agreed to on the
campus," Booth said, adding,
"basically that's compatible with

the campus goals of some years
ago.

Booth said he did not know why
Wood had decided to recommend
the enrollment freeze, saying, "its

wrong for me to ascribe motives to
the President."

Gluckstern said in a phone in-

terview yesterday that Wood's
remarks to the faculty were to
"explain the backround for the
University's budget request."

He said he did not think the
freeze represented long-range
policy beyond the fiscal year. "The
budget includes support for
students and faculty which are here
already - support which has been
eroded by inflation," Gluckstern
said.

Wood's budget, said Gluckstern,
"is an argument for improving the
quality which has been under
severe pressure during the growth
era of the campus and by inflation."

Student Government Assoc.
president Richard Savini could not
be reached yesterday afternoon to
comment on the proposed
enrollment freeze.
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The original philosophy of a P-F
course being "usefully ven-
turesome" has slipped by the
wayside. Some administrators say
students exercise the P-F option as
a means to protect their cumulative
average.

Essentially, the original purpose
of the P-F option has slipped the
students minds or the student
never knew the purpose to begin
with. For example, a student
decides not to elect P-F. At the
semester's end he finds he is

getting a 'D' in a course and would
prefer an ambiguous 'p' to a blaring
'D'. He then simply accuses the
Registrar's Office of having lost his
P-F authorization card and gets the

'P'.

The other case is that of a
student electing P-F. He finds an
unexpected stronghold in the
subject and would like the excelling
'A' instead of the bland 'P'. He
seeks the Registrar and pleads his
case of "I didn't know I'd do so
well.", and gets the grade.
One senior woman, Janice

DiPietro, expressed this feeling:
"It's not fair. Why should you have
to decide 4 weeks into the semester
whether you want the class P-F or
for a grade?

In some areas, students are being
hurt by the P-F system. Those
students who apply for graduate
schools try endlessly to recover the
grade they received in a sophomore
class they opted P-F. Also, transfer
students to other institutions find

that, in some cases, their '?' grades
are not awarded credit.

Problems begin in the Registrar's
Office at this level. They cannot
maintain a dual storage of the P-F
grades and the letter grades. In

addition, except for a rev ew of the
P-F system when it was 3 years old,
there has been no continuous
committee to follow its progress
and iron out its problems. Instead,
the Faculty Senate takes up the
problem when it arises.

For example, there is now a new
proposal within that body con-
cerning P-F. If a student has elected
the P-F option but gets a letter

grade that would raise his cum they
propose that the letter grade should
count and the P-F option he
originally elected should be
nullified.

Cronin cites falling

current birth rate
cont. from p. 1

The legislature, he said, is

committed to the University and
the future is "going to be great."
That, the democrat said, is not
always clearly shown.

Cronin noted that a referendum
will be on November's ballot to help
support some private institutions.
He emphasized, however, that this
is "short of a guarantee for the
survival of private colleges."
He said in order to get assistance

from the state, these private
schools must offer an area of study
not available at a nearby public

Appearing

TONITE:

Airborn

college.

The main problem now afflicting

the University, the secretary said, is

inflation. He said Chancellor
Randolph Bromery told him energy
costs here have tripled in the last 18
months.

Cronin has been the secretary of
education for 36 months. He boasts
the percentage of the state's
budget allocation for public
education has increased from 25
percent to 32 percent during
Governor Francis Sargent's ad-
ministration.
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URPE sees possible
severe U.S. recession

ByJAN ALEXANDER
Staff Reporter

"Inflation is not the problem," said
assistant economic professor Mike Best at
Friday night's economic teach-in sponsored
by The Union for Radical Political Economics
(URPE). "Inflation is the consequence of
other problems."

Best said these problems were "Massive
misallocation of resources, deteriorating
work-life conditions and the role of the
United States in world economy."
As counter-inflationary measures, Best

recommended a "decentralizing of power
and a socializing of production decisions."
The alternative to this he said would
probably be "a massive recession."
The teach-in was termed the first of many

and was held in response to President Ford's
weekend "Economic Summit". The speakers
were Jim Crotty, Mike Best and Rick Ed-
wards from the economics department, and
William Connolly, Associate Political Science
Professor.

"A domestic characteristic of the system,"
said Jim Crotty, "is that it incapable of
stable, balanced economic growth.
"The international development of cor-

porate empires has given us burdens to bear
and rising costs as well," he added.
"The market doesn't provide internal

balance. It can only be straightened out by a
recession." Crotty said a recession occurs
inevitably due to the stresses and strains of
the system and usually works itself out.

Crotty said that a recession was needed in

1970-71 but that the government stopped it.

"Unemployment was up from 3 M percent in

1969 to 6 percent in 1971 and this was bad
for the 1972 election," Crotty explained.
"Also business was screaming and the
corporations were losing the ability to pay
their bills."

"What the government did was to invent
the New Economic Policy which did three
things:

,
—Controlled wages and prices a little

— Gave tax reductions for corporations to
improve cash flow
— Devalued the dollar

The government though it could heat up
expansion without a recession," Crotty said.
"Now we have a choice," Crotty con-

cluded. "Either we have a severe recession or
the economy must have real planning. The
government will have to go down into the
market industry level and tell the cor-
porations what to do."

Rick Edwards stated that there are
"tendencies towards inflation caused by the
domination of the economy by huge firms.

"35-45 percent of all economic activity is

conducted by huge corporations. The largest
200 corporations own two-thirds of all

manufacturing assets in the United States."

Edwards said that the corporations often
raise prices, or hold prices constant, but
never reduce prices. "The effect of no down-
falling prices is inflation," he said.

Edwards said that since the turn of the
century, corporations have increased their
capital. "As this continues, the problems
growing out of this concentration will grow,"
he said.

Edwards stated that an anti-trust policy of
breaking up corporations would not be easy.
"Large corporations are American
capitalism, not an unfortunate aspect," he
said.

William Connolly stressed the need for a
"radical reduction of the foreign military and
the nationalization of energy industries."

After citing specific proposals to serve as a
"rallying cry", Connolly said, "We don't
expect dominate elites to accept policies
which challenge corporate degeneracy."
The teach-in ended with members of the

audience attempting to organize themselves
into a socialist action group.

Cronin text
Related Story, pg. 1

Two years ago a puDiicauon, "Who Rules Massa-
chusetts Women." revealed the extent to which men
hold almost all of the decision-making positions in
Massachusetts government.
One Legislator out ot25 is a woman, one judge out of

5, one Cabinet member of ten, one board member out
of eight, one school committee member out of 5. No
public college presidents, only one vice-president and a
dozen deans, the last of the woman superintendents
retired last year, and the number of female principals
has been dropping for a decade.

This will change. Forty women are running for the
Legislature this year. Governor Sargent has in the last
three years tripled the number of women serving on
major education boards and councils - thirty additional
women including the President of Garland Junior
College, the Vice-President of Tufts, as wen as a former
welfare recipient and an American Indian. Several
women board appointments to higher education boards
did not hold college degrees - a major shift; - four
were black, and some of the newer appointees are from
low income or working-class neighborhoods. Women
engineers, doctors, publishers and college professors
now serve on our boards. The tide begins to turn.
More must change, especially our curriculum, our

counseling practices, our hiring policies - this
University now has hired at least three husband-and-
wife teams. How do we do it? Briefly, here are some
tools:

1. The State has estsblished five women's op-
portunity centers so far - furnishing workshops,
courses, and special information to women of all ages.

2. Governor Sargent and his budget advisors have
agreed to the increased recruitment of part-time
students for work on degrees, a major break-through for
women.

3. The Congress has enacted Title IX of the Education
Amendments - we need your comments on proposed
regulations to be sent to HEW by October 15th.

4. Marge Schiller of the Senate President's Office and
I are urging the Mass. Advisory Council on Education to
conduct a study specifically on sex discrimination in

Massachusetts - we need your support and letters

The climate in this State is right - political leaders
have begun to grasp the issue - this is the time to
debate the priorities and move into action.

2 alarms

reported false
By DONNA FUSCO

Staff Reporter
The Amherst Fire Department was kept

busy last night responding to two false
alarms reported within four minutes of each
other.

At 6:58 they received a call reporting a
small fire in the basement of McNamara, and
at 7:02 they received a call from Hills North
reporting a fire on the second floor of Hills
South.

Both were false alarms.

Both a member of the Campus Police and
the Assistant Area Director of Sylvan called
the false alarms dangerous. "It takes a total
of about three trucks, several firemen, and
policemen who have to reset the alarm,
when an alarm is sounded," said Tom
Bernaski of the Campus Police.

Under Massachusetts General Laws
"Whoever without reasonable cause...
causes a fire alarm to be pulled... is guilty of a
misdemeanor."

A skyful of raindrops, a grillful of hamburgers and thou...
Stockbridge P'cnic, September 28, 1974, Look Park, Northampton.

Watch those

Don't forget to register
On Wednesday, October 2, between 10

a.m and 5 p.m. in the Campus Center
Concourse the Amherst Town Clerk's office

will have a table set up for the purpose or

registering UMass students to vote in the

November 5th election. On Thursday a

similar table will be set up in Hampshire
Dining Commons. The hours will be the

same, 10 to 5.

All that is needed to register is a UMass
I.D. and proof of age (drivers license, birth

certificate!.

Over the weekend. * rpni«;tration drive was

held by the student registration committee in

hopes of informing every student on campus
that they were eligible to register in Amherst.
Helping in the drive were about 25 students,
Professor Jerome Milleur of the Political

Science department, Amherst town
Democratic committee chairperson Dee
Sutton, and State representative Jim Collins.

Collins said "If this registration drive is a
success, then UMass students will ultimately
have a louder voice in state political decisions
that affect them, the university, and the rest

of the state."

By B. J. ROCHE
Staff Reporter

Parking. In high school it's okay, but at
UMass, the word takes on a whole new
meaning. Beginning today, it can mean
anything from a basic convenience to an
extreme frustration for car owners on or off
campus. Today is the day set for en-
forcement of parking regulations on campus.
Though the official rules and regulations

booklet has not yet been released,
regulations remain much the same as last

year.

According to last year's rules, one can be
ticketed and fined under three different
groupings, with fines being set at $10, $5,
and $2. The rules range from parking on a
sidewalk to overtime parking.

A car may be towed for a variety of
reasons. If it is parked in a bus stop, a loading
or service zone, blocking an entrance or exit
of a building, in an access way, or in any area
designated for a certain individual, such as a
Head of Residence, a car is eligible to be
towed. These areas are usually marked
(logically enough) "Tow Zone."

In addition to those areas, cars without
proper decals will be towed from parking
lots. This rule is not, however, in effect after

6 p.m. on Friday through 8:00 Monday
morning.

Three requirements must be met before a
car may be towed. The first is that the car
must be illegally parked. Secondly there
must be an officer supervising the operation.
Last year, the officer in charge was to have
been a sergeant or higher, but the ruling was
changed this year, allowing security guards
and lower ranked police officers to supervise
towing. The third rule is that the tow truck
must be specifically called to the scene.
Since Sept. 1, more than 165 cars have

been towed, and over 1500 tickets issued.
Captain Robert Joyce of the UMass police
force said that the reasons varied, but, "nine
out of ten times we get complaints from
people." Enforcement of the parking laws
comes out of the force's annual budget.

Capt. Joyce could give no estimate as to
how many police hours per week are spent in

enforcement of parking regulations. At
present there are 1 1 security guards working
a five day week, 37jpolice officers; and the
force is in the process oT hiring two more
officers.

A controversy arose last year when
security guards from certain areas were

taken out of the dorms and put on outside
duty. Joyce's response was that there was
not that much of a crime problem in those
areas, and that the police were still close by if

there had been a problem.
"We checked into the reported cases, and

it turned out that the reports were heresay.
The people coming to us really had no
problem." A survey was done of the high
crime areas, and more police were assigned
to those areas. Joyce's opinion was that the
action was not detrimental to the safety of
students.

Under the present system, police en-
forcement and protection is provided in three
ways: roving patrol cars, police on walking
beats, and roving security guards. This
results in a continuous flow of personnel at
night.

The parking system itself, is not infallible.

Persons who feel they have been unjustly
ticketed or towed may file an appeal. This
may be done at the Dept. of Public Safety, in

Dickinson Hall. All appeals must be sub-
mitted within seven days of the date of the
violation and the ticket must accompany the
appeal form.

If the tow fee reimbursement is sought, it

must be stated so on the form. A copy of the
receipt must be attached to the appeal form.
One form must be filled out for each ticket.

For further information, contact the office at
545-2121.

Visitors to the campus who do not wish to
park in the Campus Center garage are ad-
vised to go to the parking office at Hamp-
shire House for a temporary parking permit.
The number for that office is 545-0065.
How did such a system come into effect

here at UMass; what can be done about it?

The answer to these and other baffling

questions tomorrow!
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Correction
On page 14 of Friday's

Collegian, the telephone
number for information con-
cerning the flu vaccine in the
University Health Center Im-

munization Clinic was incorrect.

The correct number to call is

549 2671.
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Senators wait to meet Castro

Pell, Javits discuss relations with Castro
HAVANA (UPI> - Two leading

American senators were dining last

night in Havana with Cuban
Premier Fidel Castro to discuss
whether Cuban-American relations

can be improved 24 hours after

Castro made his most blistering

attack in months against the United
States.

Sens. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., and
Clairborne Pell, DR. I., watched on
television Saturday night as Castro
lambasted President Ford for his

defense of American intervention in

Latin America.
As Castro spoke, thousands of

Cubans in the vast square below
him shouted "Give it to them, Fidel!

Give it to them!"
Both Javits and Pell discounted

the words Sunday morning as
Castro's usual anti-American
speech but said it would not deflect

their purpose in coming here to

study whether relations between
the two countries, broken since

1961, can begin to be improved.
Aides said the Cuban leader had

invited them to dinner last night on
the last day of their three-day visit

here before they leave for home
Monday morning.

Javits said Castro's speech did

not surprise him, adding: "It was a

traditional anti-American speech he
makes on every important oc-

casion.

"I am entirely in disagreement
with him. We could argue for hours
but that would get us no place. The
fact is that he feels that way.

"I am here to see if something
can be done to improve relations,

and I stress the word 'if'".

Pell's comment was similar.

"He said that last year and the
year before and may say it next year
again," Pell said. "I don't see any

o
C
a

A crowd estimated between 6,000 and 8,000 people of Greek origin jammed
Parliament Hill in Ottawa to demonstrate against the Turkish and American in-
tervention in Cyprus,

Spinola may lose more power
as military supports leftist
LISBON (UPI) Portugal's

military junta pointedly reaffirmed
support for left-of-center Premier
Vasco Goncalves yesterday in a
confrontation that may have
stripped right-of-center President
Antonio de Spinola of his remaining
power.

The junta claimed total control of
Portugal following a weekend of
unrest. And in a statement issued
after a three-hour meeting of junta
representatives with Spinola, the
junta affirmed its "unity" with
Goncalves and his cabinet.

The statement did not even
mention Spinola's name. Political

sources said the statement ap-
peared to seal Spinola's defeat in a
power struggle with Goncalves, but
said this did not necessarily mean

Spinola would lose his post.

Sources close to the government
said the politically moderate
Spinola was fighting to retain his

grip on a country torn by dissent

and stirred by reports that

"reactionaries" had plotted to

assassinate some of its leaders.

A Communist leaflet hinted the

U.S. Central Intelligence Agency
was behind the alleged plot.

The junta announced the arrest

of 238 alleged rightists before dawn
Saturday, hours before Spinola
bowed to left-wing pressure and
banned a right-wing rally in support
of himself by a self-styled "silent

majority."

Spinola met at the Belem
presidential palace yesterday with
representatives of the Armed

Dominican police

watch on guerrillas
SANTO

Dominican
blockade
Venezuelan

DOMINGO (UPI)

police relaxed their

of the occupied
consulate yesterday

and allowed Archbishop Hugo
Eduardo Poianco Brito to deliver 12

sandwiches and a dozen soft drinks

to leftist guerillas and their six

hostages.

The archbishop said one of the

persons inside was reportedly
wounded, but he could not identify

him.

A government spokesman said

the pro-Castro commandos,
holding American diplomat Barbara
Hutchison, two Venezuelan
diplomats, and three others since

Friday, had delivered a third death
threat deadline to meet the ransom
demands, but he declined to reveal

the hour.

The guerrillas have demanded a

ransom payment of $1 million, the

release of 37 political prisoners, and
safe conducts for the prisoners and

the guerrillas to Cuba or Mexico,

according to Cuba or Mexico,

according to police and govern

ment sources. They l°t two

deadlines pass Saturday without
shooting the hostages.

The archbishop said guerrilla

chieftain Radames Mendez Vargas
had requested water and medicines
for an unidentified wounded person
in the building.

Lights and water to the police

surrounded consulate building
remained cut. The fact that the

police allowed the sandwiches and
drinks into the building reflected

their conviction that there were
only six guerrillas and not 23 as the

commandos claimed.

The Dominican government has
kept an icy silence on the guerrilla

demands.

Poianco Brito said the guerrillas
threw him a note for President
Joaquin Balaguer and told him it

was very important. He gave it to
the authorities.

He said he saw two of the
hostages from a distance, the 47-
year old Hutchison and the
Venezuelan Consul, but he could
not talk with them. He said both
appeared to be in good health.

Forces Movement (AFM), the
formal name for the officers' junta

that overthrew the right-wing
regime of Premier Marcelo Caetano
five months ago and installed

Spinola as provisional president.

An AFM statement before the
meeting with Spinola said, "We are
trying to extract the logical political

consequences created by the real

situation."

The AFM issued another
statement after the meeting. It did

not mention Spinola. It said the

meeting had "reaffirmed the unity

between the movement of the

Armed Forces and the provisional

government presided over by
Vasco Goncalves."

Premier Goncalves, who as an
army colonel masterminded the
April 25 coup, is considered left-

leaning. His provisional government
included Socialists, Communists
and the middle-of-the-road
Democratic Popular Party.

significance that he made the same
speech when we were here. We
came to see what would be done
and will carry out our intentions."

The two senators spent the
morning being shown around
Havana fishing port and then were

driven 25 miles into the country to

lunch with Castro's older brother,

Ramon, who dresses in the same
green guerilla fatigues and cap and
bears a striking resemblance to the
Cuban leader except for the white
beginning to creep into ms beard.

JUST RIGHT FOR FALL
Go anywhere—Do

anything, in this Fleece-lined
corduroy bomber jacket in red
navy, & brown. Denim skirt
and matching chambray shirt
complete the outfit.

all from Levi's Juniors.
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Gas to increase 70*?
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Fuel taxes to be subject of economic talks
[Compiled From Wires]

WASHINGTON - Proposals to
tax gasoline 10 cents a gallon and
to place a heavy tax on the ex-
cessive use of other fuels such as
natural gas and oil will be discussed
this week by President Ford's
economic advisors, a White House
source said yesterday.
A White House source said one

of the proposals would be the
addition of a special tax of 10 cents

per gallon on top of present
gasoline taxes.

The source stressed, however,
that this was only one of several
measures proposed to achieve the
twin goal of diverting consumers'
inflationary income from the
economy and of controling the use
of energy.

Economic advisers will begin
discussing concrete proposals to
deal with the economy today and
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meetings could continue ail week,
the source said.

The gasoline increase plan met
with immediate opposition from the
American Automobile Association,
which said that if Ford's advisers
"think the American public can be
made to believe that a substantial
price increase in so basic a con-
sumer product is anti-inflationary,
then it is an insult to our in-

telligence."

Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan., said in a
television interview Sunday that
such a tax probably would not be
approved by Congress.

Two Democrats, Sens. Walter
Mondale of Minnesota and Edmund
Muskie of Maine, said they would
vote against such a tax.

Sources told UPI that discussion
of another tax on energy, which
was first considered nearly a year
ago, is being revived. It would place
a heavy tax on the excess use of
energy.

The plan would work this way:
Consumers and industry would

be permitted to use the same
amount of energy — natural gas, oil

and electricity - that they used
during some set previous period,
such as December of 1972, at the

going rate. Any additional energy
use would be heavily taxed at a rate
yet to be decided.
Income derived from these taxes

would finance jobs for the
unemployed by the federal
government.

andbecome inflation-fighters
energy-savers."

A number of speakers at the
summit called for a new program of
energy conservation, to reduce the
nation's reliance on costly foreign
oil, and a higher tax would be aimed

the economy

At the summit conference, Ford
announced three steps he has
taken:

-Consolidation of the govern-
ment's domestic and foreign
economy efforts under an
Economic Policy Board, to be
headed by Simon.

-Establishment of a White House
labor-management committee to
advise him on major economic
policy.

-Appointment of Princeton
economist Albert Rees to head the
Council on Wage and Price
Stability recently authorized by
Congress.

Ford urged all Americans "to join

me in a great effort — and to

at reducing consumption.
There could be even higher

gasoline prices in the future, if the
government decides to release the
rest of the domestic oil industry
from price controls.

About 60 percent of the nation's
domestic production — referred to
as "old" oil — is held to a top price
of about $5.25 a barrel, while the
rest of production sells for near the
world market price of about $10 a
barrel.

Simon wants price controls
removed from all domestic oil, and
some Treasury sources who
question the move believe it could
result in an additional five cents per
gallon cost for both gasoline and
home heating oil.

Ford will send recommendations
to Congress within ten days
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

Democratic Congress is under
increasing pressure to work the rest

of the year on ways to fight what
speakers at the economy con-
ference called "stagflation" — a

combination of inflation and
economic slowdown.

President Ford told the con-
ference just before it adjourned
Saturday that he will have
economic recommendations before
Congress within 10 days.

Congressional leaders plan a
recess beginning Oct. 11 until after

the November election so members
can go home and campaign. They
are not likely to abandon the recess,

though they may start it later.

Ford gave no indication what his

legislative package will contain,

saying he wants to digest the

enormous amount of testimony and
discussion accumulated at the
summit conference and a series of
preliminary meetings.

It would appear likely, however,
that one proposal would be for tax
revision giving some relief to middle
and low income families and
perhaps picking up offsetting
revenues by tightening special
provisions that hold down the tax
bills of some wealthy individuals
and businesses, notably the
petroleum industry that has
prospered with the steep rise in

prices.

For practically all of its two-year
life the present Congress and
specifically the House Ways and
Means Committee has been
working fitfully on a tax bill.

The committee actually reported

out, early this year, a special
windfall profits tax that among
other things would have phased out
the oil industry's depletion
allowance.

The bill never was scheduled for
a vote, and the committee said its

provisions would be incorporated
into the broader tax measure on
which it resumed work.

That bill is now nearly complete
and it had been generally assumed
that, while the House might pass
some version of it in the closing
weeks of the session, it would have
no chance of Senate enactment
this year.

But a recommendation from
Ford, with the momentum of the
publicized economy conference
behind it, could make a difference.

Kuwait favors oil compromise;
Sadat defends economic stance
By United Press International

The Kuwaiti government
said yesterday it was in favor of a
compromise solution to the world
oil problem that would satisfy both
oil-producing and oil-consuming
states and establish links between
the prices of foodstuffs and
petroleum.

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
said Saturday night the Arab world
has no intention of using its oil

riches to destroy the international

economic system but only wants its

rights restored.

"A wide-scale campaign is

underway, provoked by Zionist

organizations in the world, trying to
picture the issue of Arab money as
the cause of all the political,

economic and social problems
faced by the world," Sadat said in a

televised speech, "Of course, this is

not true."

In an apparent reference to

recent warnings by President Ford
and Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger of disastrous con-
sequences if oil prices are not
lowered, Sadat said, "The Arabs do
not seek to destroy the foundations

of economic stability in the world as
the powers are claiming. The Arabs
only want their rights and they
realize their duty toward the world

Sadat has repeatedly insisted
there can be no peace between the
Israelis and the Arabs until the
difficult problem of the Palestinians
is resolved

Venezuela to increase tax

on foreign oil companies
CARACAS{UP\) - Venezuela will

raise taxes paid by U.S. and other
foreign oil companies this week by
at least 3.5 percent and probably
more, government sources said
yesterday, and that will increase

DEPARTMENT OF THEATER
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One credit in "Theater Practices" may be just the one you neeo.
i 'mi l) is a chance to get experience in Box Office. Publicity.
Promotion, (rewing; it's an opportunity to meet those "Theater
People" and it could serve as a "major-changer". If you're In-

terested please call Ben DiSalvo at 5-0394 — If no answer call 5-0385
and leave your name and number.
Last Hay to Add — Oct. 3.

prices to U.S. consumers.
The South American oil giant,

which ranks third among world oil

exporters and ships about 1.8

million barrels of oil to the United
States daily, now collects an ef-

fective 58 percent income tax from
oil companies.

Government sources told UPI
that the new tax hikes, which are

expected to be announced Oct. 1.

will be at least 3.5 percent because
that was the increase called for by
the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting countries at their recent
meeting in Vienna.

The tax increase will be reflected

in higher prices for oil consumers.
Oil companies have built-in clauses
in their supply contracts calling for

price hikes in the event of higher
taxes in producing countries.
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"You have to be willing to take risks
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Draft dodger to confront Ford's amnesty plan
N YORK tAP\ _ A w«.,n« «:...-_:- ~n „ ~ _-^_ ., ...NEW YORK (AP) - A young

draft dodger says he will confront
President Ford's clemency officials

today in Washington and refuse
alternative service in an effort to

win "total, unconditional and
universal amnesty" for all Vietnam-
era fjraft resisters and deserters.

Bill Meis, 29, of Decatur, III., who
returned to the United States last

week from Canada with help from
the Safe Return Amnesty Com-
mittee, based here, said yesterday
he was worried that the con-
frontation might result in his arrest.

But if you commit yourself to

New techniques to replace

radical breast surgery
WASHINGTON [UP/]

Dramatic new findings by a breast
cancer task force indicate the
traditional type of radical surgery
undergone by First Lady Betty Ford
offers no advantage over a less

mutilating technique, the head of
the National Cancer Institute said

yesterday.

Dr. Frank Rauscher said the task
force findings also contain evidence
of at least equal importance that
chemical therapy can "drastically"

reduce the recurrence of breast
cancer and that radiation therapy
after surgery, with its bad side
effects, is unnecessary.

Meanwhile, Mrs. Ford's con-
dition "continued stable and her
progress from the operation is

satisfactory," said White House
spokesman Bill Roberts, relaying
word from her doctors at Bethesda
Naval Medical Center late Sunday
afternoon.

The major "Report to the
Profession," resulting from studies
conducted by the task force at 37
hospitals around the nation since
1971, will be presented for the first

time Monday in a day-long National
Cancer Institute conference. The
conference has been scheduled for
many months.

Breast cancer is the leading
cancer killer of women. But surgical
treatment of tho disease has

changed little in the past 100 years,

and scant progress has been made
in preventing a recurrence of breast

cancer or improving chances of

survival.

Cancer Institute officials believe

the new discoveries could result in

an important reduction in surgical

disfigurement and increase the
chances for successful treatment of

the 90,000 American women each
year who develop breast cancer.

Cover-up trial

begins tomorrow
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

Watergate cover-up trial begins
tomorrow with the full role to be
played by former President Richard
M. Nixon still unknown.
Continued optimistic reports

about Nixon's recovery from a
phlebitis condition make it more
likely that he will eventually testify
as a witness in the trial.

Nixon's California doctors have
indicated he is likely to leave the
hospital within 10 days.
The former president has been

subpoenaed - for widely differing
reasons — as a witness by the
Watergate special prosecutor's
office and cover-up defendant
John D. Ehrlichman.

action," Meis said, "you have to be
willing to take risks."

Meis, under indictment charging
violation of the Selective Service
law, is one of about 4,000 draft

evaders the government considers
fugitives - 3,000 of whom are in

Canada. The government says
more than 12,000 Vietnam-era
deserters are currently at large.

President Ford has offered
clemency to draft dodgers and
deserters who return and work at

public service jobs "promoting
national health, safety or interest"
for up to 24 months.
The work would be considered

acknowledgement of the draft
evaders' allegiance to the United
States. Deserters are required to
reaffirm allegiance with an oath.

"I have never been disloyal,"

Meis said. "The President demands
that I perform involuntary ser-

vitude, even though the Con-
stitution clearly forbids such
treatment. I cannot accept these
proposals."

Meis and Mike Uhl, national
coordinator of Safe Return, refused
to say how or exactly where the
Washington confrontation would
take place but Uhl said Meis would
announce his intentions to refuse
alternative service to "officials

directly responsible for civilian and
military review and overseeing and
implementing Ford's earned re-

entry program."
Meis said, "I urge President Ford,

the Congress of the United States
and above all the American people
to support and declare a total,

unconditional and universal am- from within the armed forces
nesty. I urge that this be done not earned them less than honorable
only for myself but for my wife and discharges."

children, for my brothers in exile at From Washington, Meis said he
home and abroad, and for those would go to Springfield, III., and
men and women whose resistence surrender to a U.S. attorney.
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State official urges end
to Boston school boycott
cont. from p.1
police.

About 20,000 of the 92,000
Boston school children have stayed
away from class in recent days.
School officials say 5,000 pupil
absences would be a normal daily
figure.

Schools opened 2'/2 weeks ago
under a court-ordered
desegregation plan.

Anrig said most of Boston's
pupils "are going to school and

doing so in safety" despite out-
breaks of racial fighting in the past
two weeks at Hyde Park High
School and of stonings of school
buses around the city.

And he said, "There is not in any
way, in my judgment, the need for

Federal marshals" to guard the
children.

"In the situations in the South
and the other parts of the country,
federal marshals have been used
only in those cases where state and

is

refused to act.

not the case in

Ford may declare
Maine coast disaster

local officials

Clearly, that

Boston."

One girl cheerleader was cut
Saturday as a crowd of Chelsea
fans threw stones at a bus carrying
the East Boston High School
football team, coaches and
cheerleaders after Hast beat
Chelsea 16-8. The oning occurred
outside Chelsea stadium.
The injured girl suffered a knee

cut from flying glass but was not
hospitalized.

AUGUSTA, Maine \UPI)
President Ford is expected to
decide this week whether to declare
Maine's coast a disaster area
because of the creeping infestation
of red tide.

Timothy Wilson, the state'

a

director of civil emergency
preparedness, said his office and
the Federal Disaster Assistance
Agency sent a report to Ford last
week seeking consideration for
disaster relief.

Hundreds of clamdiggers and
processors have been out of work
because of the ban on shellfishing

along Maine's coast. The clam-
diggers are not eligible for
unemployment benefits because
they are self employed.
The bans have been increasingly

imposed along the coast since May
31.

State officials have repeatedly
emphasized the red tide, a toxic
marine organism affects only

clams, mussels and quahogs, the
crustaceans which get their food by
siphoning water through their

bodies. It does not affect lobsters,

crabs or finfish.

But when the entire Maine coast
was closed in 1972 because of the
tide, these non-affected industries
also felt the economic impact
because of people's fears.

nation and world
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What makes Hewlett-Packard calculators different?

Do you need a HP calculator?

Which model best fits your needs?

Inspection Time Is Here . .

.

and with winter right around the

corner you should pay us a visit ati

f/F*

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1

10 A.M. TO 4 P.M.

CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 165

FRANK'S ARCO
SERVICE

ARCO

Open
7AM 11PM

U-HAUL

COMPLETE TUNE UPS
MINOR REPAIRS

EMERGENCY SERVICE

AMHERST RD RT 1)6
SUNDERLAND MASS

TEL 253 0063

0«"v o*

If you are in the market for a calculator, come in and
see what Hewlett Packard offers

If you already own a Hewlett Packard calculator, come
m and l"arn more about your machine.

A sales engineer from Hewlett Packard will be prespnt

to answer your questions Bring in your mathematical
problems and discover which Hewlett Packard you need
to solve them ...

HP35 SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR
HP45 ADVANCED" SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR
HP 70 BUSINESS/FINANCIAL CALCULATOR
HP80 BUSINESS/FINANCIAL CALCULATOR
HP 65 PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR
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• CHECK OUR GAS PRICES

• ANTI FREEZE

• SNOW & REGULAR TIRES

Located Between Cliffside Apts. & UMass.

Minerals scarce
INDIANAPOLIS [AP] - The

United States is heading into a
minerals and materials crisis that
will make the fuel crisis look like a
Sunday school picnic, a Ford
administration official says.

John Kyi, Assistant Secretary of
the Interior, said, "We'll have a
crisis in materials within five years.
If you list the basic minerals we use
regularly, a number of them we
have to import 100 per cent. Not
only minerals, but also forest and
agricultural products."

Kyi said America's mining in-

dustry has not developed necessary
technology and added the nation
also needs to make some basic
decisions on conservation matters.

Thieu denounced
SAIGON [ UP/] - A thousand

demonstrators, including Budhist
and Catholic priests, legislators,

and newspaper editors, denounced
the government yesterday for

corruption and repression of the

press.

Police clashed briefly with the

marchers in front of Saigon's
central market, but there were no
reports of arrests or of serious

injuries.

One banner called on President

Nguyen Van Thieu to resign.

Reporters on the scene said the

brief struggle took place between
police and the demonstrators' own
self-styled "security force" in the
hour- long assembly.

A similar demonstration at the
port city of Nha Trang, 188 miles to
the northeast, was held without
incident, field reports said.

A government spokesman said
Saturday that demonstrations
would be permitted as long as they
"do not disturb the public order."

Cypriots demonstrate

NICOSIA, Cyprus [UPI] - Tens of
thousands of Greek Cypriots held a
rally yesterday in the southern
Cyprus port of Limassol to demand
the withdrawal of Turkish invasion
troops and the immediate return of
Archbishop Makarios.

Makarios was overthrown as the
island's president Jury 15 by ad-
vocates of uniting Cyprus with
Greece. Turkey invaded July 20 to
block any such union.

Between 60,000 and 70,000
Greek Cypriots attended the rally in

the port's main square. They
carried pictures of Makarios and
banners with slogans such as
"Makarios back to Cyprus," "We
want a demilitarized Cyprus" and
"Turkish troops must be with-
drawn."

Among the demonstrators were
many refugees currently living on
the nearby british base area of

episkopi.

comumer owarrne
program

UNIVERSITY STORE Campus Center

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

People who have had involvement with the International

Programs Office, either good or bad since September 1973,

are asked to come to the Student Senate Offices 420 or

422 Student Union or call 5-0341 or 5-0716 by

Friday, Oct. 4, 1S74

DST to be cut

WASHINGTON [UPI] - Congress
hopes this week to put the nation

back on standard time during the

"dark'' months of November
through February, bringing an early

end to controversial year-round
day-light savings time it ordered
during the energy crisis.

The Senate came within one
amendment last Thursday of ac-

cepting a House- passed standard
time bill. Senate leaders planned to

resume work on the measure
Tuesday in an effort to get it to the
White House before the end of

October.

The measure would return the

counnry to standard time from Oct.

27, 1974 to feb. 23, 1975, repealing

a section of last January's
"emergency" measure which
ordered year'around daylight time

lasting until April 27, 1975.

"^Fs~

Shumway's

Wallpaper A Paint Store, Inc.

330 COLLEGE STREET
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Confrontation: Arabs vs. the Fourth World
By MIKEFEDEROW

The Arabs are afloat on a sea of money —
and enjoying every bit of the ride. But the
strains they have been putting on the in-

ternational economy are just beginning to be
felt.

If you are supposed to get between $17
billion and $30 billion (estimates vary) every
three months, your debtor is going to have
one hell of a time trying to continually
finance that sort of money. These amounts
are larger than the GNP's of all but a handful
of countries. In the first year of high oil

prices, the European lending market has
been sucked dry. Although most of the bill

for September has been paid, many
countries are going to be really sweating in

December. And there is no relief in sight.

A second part of the problem is that the
Arabs don't know what to do with their

money. Their domestic economies, with a
few exceptions, weren't equipped to handle
the cash flow that's come in already -
threatening serious inflation. And they are
running out of foreign investment op-
portunities.

So in a couple of years, the Arabs will wind
up sitting on their money. And every quarter,
billions of dollars will be taken out of the
world economy.

Already the effects of this kind of wealth
transfer are hurting entire nations. The
poorest economies of Europe have been the

southern countries - Portugal, Spain, Italy,

and Greece. In all four recently there has
been massive political instability:

Portugal's upper classes have decided that

maintaining repression at home while trying

to fight colonial wars is too expensive a
luxury. At first, of course, they tried to hang
on to their colonies anyway. (Though it is

interesting that the one colony Portugal

hasn't freed yet — Angola — is also the one
that has potential oil fields.)

Spain won't be able to resolve her
problems until Franco dies, but already there
are several serious splits developing between
labor, the church, businessmen, the army,
and various separatist movements, of which
the Basques are only the best-known.

Italy is bankrupt. I he recent $2 billion

German loan gives Italy some time, but that's

all. Only a coalition between two longtime
enemies, the Christian Democratic Party
(Catholic) and the Communist Party, could

possibly give a government the support it

needs. And that is at this time unlikely.

Greece's economy isn't in much better
shape. Greece is trying to get back into the
Common Market (it was kicked out of
associate status after the 1967 coup), but
that may not come in time.

And so it goes. The "Fourth World," those
countries neither industrialized nor
possessing much natural resources, are so
broke that there is no point in talking about
it. Only Norway and West Germany in

Europe are really doing well.

At some level this is only poetic justice.

The nonindustrialized countries have for

decades been forced to meet constantly

rising prices for industrial goods, while the

prices of their raw materials have at best

been unstable. Over the long run raw
material prices haven't even stayed at the
same relative level vis-a-vis industrial prices,

but somehow the industrial countries didn't

find this so terrible at all. But oh! how the
shoe hurts when it's on the other foot!

Mike Federow is a Collegian Commentator

This situation cannot last forever The
Arabs aren't stupid - they've been buying
arms like crazy, it's difficult to believe that
they are doing it just for the sake of a few
hundred thousand Palestinians. After all, the
Arabs were content to let them rot in refugee
camps for twenty-five years.

And although there are at least two other
areas (northern Iraq and southern Arabia)
where wars may break out at any time, it is

from another direction that they expect war
to come.
The West has the most sophisticated

weaponry in the world, highly-regarded
armies, and physical proximity to the Middle
East. And it is not exactly the case that the
West has never intervened in other coun-
tries' affairs for its own benefit.

Probably intervention would take the form
of "restoring the peace" after a major war
has stirred up. Then it could be more easily

sold to the public.

While this is a bit much right now, wait
another year or two of rising prices, due to oil

needs; rising interest rates, due to the flow of

capital to the Middle East; and as a result

falling wages, collapsing banks, and toppling

governments.

{ Letters to
mmm
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Lovejoy a hero

To the Editor:

Mr. Lovejoy's noble self-sacrifice demands our utmost attention and
certainly deserves our spirited support. His act was desperate, but it was
borne out of a commitment to promote sanity in a world fascinated with
expedience and resigned to the a/mightiness of technological pursuits no
matter how perverted and grotesque. If Lovejoy was reckless, it was a
Hero's recklessness. It was an action necessary to waken humanity.
Lovejoy is symbolic of one man's conscience and sensitivity battling, in the
finest tradition of the heroic, [a tradition which is immortal], an unac-
countable, irresponsible, despotic Force, which pays heed not to the value
of life but to the value of profit. The question we face is whether that
immortal tradition of heroism will be killed off by the immediate threat of
radiation poisoning. It has been said that 'This is a country not of men, but
of laws.

' We must forever keep in mind, however, that men make the
laws.

As for those dull-witted enough to argue that if it's all right tor Lovejoy,
then it's all right for Erlichman to have behaved as he did if he too believed
it was moral, I can only say, by way of brief reply, that Ehrlichman was a
rather secretive criminal involved in an obstruction of justice. Lovejoy, it

will be remembered, turned himself in to plea for justice. And I ask you,
what name could be more fitting? To act as he did one must love and
respect human worth and know the joys of simply living. How can anyone
not admire Lovejoy. He has the dignity of a Don Quixote and the deter-
mination ofa Sam Lovejoy. No one can say Lovejoy's act was anything but
purely unselfish, except perhaps a marbleheaded psychologist who, in any
case, should stick with rats and leave the mission of being human beings to
human beings.

Now I realize fully that enthusiasm is in our daily as unwelcome as it isuncommon; unless, of course, that enthusiasm is selfish. Yes, were all
enthusiastic and fervid when it comes to personal vanity and self-
assurance. If only this energy could be channeled in a direction similar to
Lovejoy's. Who of us could live in such a world? For example, you can be
sure Joyce Kosofsky actually believes [enthusiastically] in the intelligence
and wit of her columns. But, while we may laugh at such a thought, we
can not condemn her. Each one of us, no doubt, is laboring under some
equally absurd delusion when it comes to OUR OWN worth. Because U
Masses suffer a general inferiority complex, and anonymity is felt by each
of us, we tend to 'compensate' by feeling superior to our surrounding.
Thus everyone else is viewed as the typical Umie, while we see ourselves
as a sort of T. S. Eliot in a perfect waste land. We are selfish in this way
because we are a product of the Capitalist Ethic [as much a product of it as
are Northeast Utilities, Ehrlichman, or Twinkles). We must forsake the
Capitalist V for the Communist 'we' never forgetting that Christ [not
Lenin, Mao or Trotsky) who preached love, was the first and purest
Communist. Well, this is perhaps better left for another letter.

Defending the environment
To the Editor:

Eric Fleets 's article 'Ecological Ignorance' should be
noted by those that oppose the proliferation of
nuclear energy as an example of the kind of misin-
terpretation to which we have made ourselves
susceptible.

I / use 'we ' to identify my sympathies not
to imply that I deserve any kind of respect for my
activity.

)

Opposition is for me a two-pronged argument: first,

the inability and unwillingness of American, cor-
porately vested technology to create a system-from
fuel production to disposal which is at all safe
Neutralizing the argument that a coal plant produces
more radiation than a nuclear one), and second, the
blindness of American corp. -vested etc. technology to
solutions to the world's energy problems which are
cleaner and safer, more permanent and stable yet
more flexible and in general which show more respect
for the community and the future. These kinds of
solutions are practical and within reach. Un-
fortunately because the imagination of American
tecchnological institutions has not matured from the
days of Edison and the Wright Brothers in anything
like the way its business expertise has, the money and
power is not available to implement these solutions.
\The momentum of atomic war research has put
blinders on a lot of people that falsely hoped for a

Bomb, although today more likely the agent is

bureaucratic momentum and self-preservation.)
The first argument by itself only stalls the issue

because it is not optimistic and is thus open to attacks
like Eric Fleet's which rightly point to the folly of our
present course. People are wary of simple scare
stories which without direction can seem only car-
ping. After all for a Montague resident who envisions
all that cash in the town till or an economist a
balanced balance ofpayments - and there are I'm sure
better arguments in favor of a successful nuclear
energy program - the hope can easily persist that if the
mythical safe fuel, power and disposal system existed
we 'd be on easy street for the next 50- 100 yrs.

The case against nuclear power will be infinitely
more constructive and convincing when the public
fully realizes not only the dangers of nuclear energy
but also that money and research have been diverted
from valid alternatives due to what is nothing less
than pigheadedness. This second argument must not
only be emphasized in proportion to the first but
articulated in specifics. By not doing so we are
ourselves subject to the charge of stifling imagination
which should correctly be levied at the energy in-
dustry and its running dog, the A.E.C.

Michael Hart

Fleet misleading

To the Editor:

Eric Fleet's editorial "Ecological Ignorance" which
appeared in the COLLEGIAN on 9-26-74, is inac-
curate, incomplete, and full of generalizations.

Mr. Fleet states that us "environmentalists" are
"for the most part misguided, being led by a highly
educated core of elite activists. " As ecologists, my
colleagues and I form our opinion about issues such
as nuclear power after we have studied all the PROS
AND CONS and are not lead by anyone!

Nevertheless, instead of crying about the apathy we are surrounded
with, I humbly submit that decency begins with you. Yes friends, I

wholeheartedly advocate the toppling of any and all towers of Corporate
Power [interpret this figuratively or literally, as you like). This is a Power*
which assimilates all but one or two Thoreau 's, Lovejoy is genuine, the rest
of us are but pompous dreamers whose encounter with reality is limited to
stand in fine waiting to be branded with a number.

Stevw.i Feldmen

Fleet also states that the presently operating plants
are successful. For example, the Vermont Yankee
atomic plant in Vernon, Vermont has been shut down
more than it has been operating.

The Emergency Core Cooling system has never
proved to be able to work. If this system is not ac-
tivated within one minute after loss of the normal
coo/ant the entire reactor core begins to melt down.
At this point there is no technology adequate to stop
the uncontrollable meltdown.

In handling nuclear power there is no room forhuman error, which in all probability can happen
anytime and could result in widescale death and
injury.

The media, which is called "the great American
propaganda machine" is not stirring people into panic
as Fleet indicates. It is just making people aware of the
problems and dangers of nuclear power despite
opposition from industry.

Furthermore, Mr. Fleet does not consider any
alternative sources of energy such as wind, solar,
current, hydrogen, geothermaf, and nuclear fusion to
avoid dependence on the OPEC countries for
petroleum.

Obviously Mr. Fleet has not looked at ah the facts of
nuclear fission power plants and is just taking up
space in the COLLEGIAN that could be put to better
use.

Gary R. Burniske

Zamir Nestelbaum

Curing the economy
'Will all the delegates please come to or-

der and be seated. The First Annual Presidential
Economic Summit will begin. You up there, in the
bleachers, stop throwing quarters! and you in the box
seats, stop passing that hat around!. ...Thank you.
As you know most of us are gathered here to battle

against America's Public Enemy 1 - no not Frank
Sinatra, but Inflation. I know some of you are here for

no other reason than to catch the Mets-Phillies game
which will start in about half an hour, but most of you
are interested as I am, in curbing your inflated

currency. Thats why we are here. As President, I

hope to take your suggestions and file them in the
prpoper receptacles. The first speaker will be R.

Forbush Smythe, Chairman of the World Bank.'

'Thank you Mr. President. We are facing a national

disaster. There are too many of us and we all want
the same things. Well some of you can't have them. I

have a modest proposal. Lets double the interest

rates. This will have the effect of tightening money
which will mean no housing, little investment, and
massive unemployment. We should institute wage
controls and then jack up prices. All of this will have
the effect of getting people fed up with America.

Then they'll all leave the country and the rest of us

who stay behind will have a great time!'

Thank you Mr. Smythe for that suggestion. I see

Mr. George Meanjeans raising his hand. Yes George?'

'Mr. President. Dat was an absoid zugestion. I

know how flick dis problem. If everbody joined de

AFL-CIO, den dis here inflation would be all ivah!'

'Hows dat George?'

Den ever'body would have t'pay UNION DUES!!
An if ever'body did dat, we would jes go on strike till

de Inflation would give in. Its so simple dat I'm

soiprised dem hotshot brains ovah at Harverd did't

dink of it foist!'

'Thank you George. We'll think about it. I'll now
recognize the rotund gentleman in the first row, Mr.

W. Slick Dude of the Petroleum Instutute.'

'Thank you Gerry, What we need is so simple and
easy that its simplicity is staring us in the face. What
should be done is simply raising the prices of oil and
gas. This will have the effect of increasing sub-
stantially the profits of our big oil companies. And
because practically everyone has bought shares lately

in all of our big oil conglomerates, more oil profits will

mean more dividends to millions of Americans. Thus
inflation will undoubtedly subside. Or I even if it

doesn't, who'll care because of the nature of our
economic system - the consumers are the
stockholders!'

'Thank you Bill, we'll take that one under serious
consideration. I'll now call on the Arab genteman
with the oil derrick on his lapel, Abdul ben Big Bucks.'

'Thank you sir. My solution is also simple. My
countrymen and I will simply rais%the prices of our
crude oil. This will bring to us more American dollars,

with which we'll invest in your country. We'll buy up
your country till we own everything and then your
inflation will be our inflation.'

'Thank you Abdul. I see the hand of Wilson B.

Profitt of General Motors flowing in the breeze. What
do you say Willie?'

'Gerry, we are facing a terrible dilemma today. How
do we get rid of inflation and get rich at the same
time. I propose to get rich and the Hell with in-

flation!.. Thats why we at G.M. are raisiong the prices

of all of our cars and trucks. You know, you Fords
aren't the only ones with a better ides!'

'Thank you Willie Okay, I recognize that young
lady in the back dressed up like the University Library.'

'Thank you Mr. President My name is Josherina

Tough-cookie and I represent the Society For the

Preservation of Oral Fixation And Bad Taste!'

'Wait! How did you get in here?'

'I snuck in through the back hole, I mean door!'

Zamir Nestlebaum is a Collegian Columnist

Jerry Lazar }

Look out below
Rufus was jealous. Here he was, in the UMass

infirmary, and not one reporter was on hand to

divulge his condition to the masses. 'What does
Richard Nixon got that I don't got?' he asked himself

outloud. To which his roommate replied: 'Phlebitis'.

'And what does Betty Ford got that I don't got'?' he
continued. To which his roommate just smiled.

Yes, poor Rufus was confined to bed in the in-

firmary after he had the misfortune of standing under

an Orchard Hill balcony as a fifty-gallon garbage can

full of water was dropped on his foot, crushing

nineteen crucial bones. The doctor said he'd be on
crutches for at least three months.

Rufus was philosophical about

the whole thing. After all, he

reasoned, if he had taken one step

to the left, the can would have

landed on his head, and he wasn't

sure he had nineteen critical bones

there worth braking. Rufus

assumed the whole thing was an

accident, the result of Saturday

night dorm rowdiness. He figured it

was just some inordinate jock trying

to douse him with water for laughs,

and the can was heavier than the

poor jock could handle.

Little did he hnow that it was a

carefully conceived plot to kill him.

As it turned out, the attempted assasination was a

result of a conversation between two young UMies
who both agreed that the Collegian's coverage ot

Rufus McWhirter, the famous American Triplet, was

uncalled for and, to quote them, a waste of space.'

To prevent any more wasted space, they reasoned,

they should knock off Rufus McWhirter himself.

Literally.

They followed Rufus, back to his dorm for several

days, so as to become familiar with his strolling

patterns. They discovered, in doing so, that on every

Saturday night, at exactly 1027 p.m., Rufus left his

room on the seventh floor of Dickinson, walked

across The Bowl, and headed for the seventh floor of

Webster because, as he later explained to the Campus

Police, 'the toilets are cleaner up there.'

Accounting for elevator time, the assassins
calculated that Rufus would be located under their

fifth floor balcony at precisely 11:03 p.m. They were
off by a mere fraction of a second.

When the assassins discovered that they merely
maimed their victim, they were pissed. When they
discovered they had the wrong person, they were
outraged.

Lo and behold, Rufus McWhirter, the American
Triplet, was safe and sound that night, roaring drunk
at a party in Southwest, still unaware of Rufus'
existence Rufus' accident and just everything.

Yes Rufus this story

is about you and

what you've been

doing since you

got here.

He picked up the Collegian the
following morning, read of the
assassination attempt, and saw the
picture of Rufus lying in his in-

firmary bed. Funny, he thought,
that kid looks like me. If it wasn't
for the cast on his foot, I'd swear it

was me.

McWhirter thought for sure that

the Collegian photo staff must have
mixed up their negatives again. In

any case, he thought, I'm glad I'm

not him. Where was I last night

anyway??

When Rufus read of his own accident in the
Collegian, it made him feel important On page seven
was an anonymous letter to the editor, apologizing to
Rufus for dropping the can on his foot explaining that
they had meant to drop it on Rufus McWhirter and
how could they help it if they looked alike and had the
same first name?

Underneath that letter was a short letter, signed by
a the president of the UMass Students Un-
sympathetic towards Campus Klutzes (USUCK), a
leftist RSO group which receives a quarter of a million
dollars annually from the Student Senate.

TAKING THE CONSUMER FOR A RIDE

Here's what that letter said:

wasn't your head.'

Arabs without oil:

A big sandbox
The Arab world's control of modern-day life is oil. With

that commodity in one hand, and a cash box in the other,
these opportunists traipse from country to country, en-
deavoring to pocket quadrillions of dollars, marcs, and yen
in return for a pint or two of the black stuff.

Thus, as his first vaguely retaliatory act, President Ford
has warned the oil-producers that artificial rigging of oil

prices could bring "disastrous consequences," and that
no country could gain from another's loss "except for the
very short term and at very great risk." So with wedding
gifts barely opened, the new President has entered the
ring to do battle with possessors of one of the greatest
trump cards in world history.

Upon hearing the Arabs' reaction to the warning, it

wasn't difficult to realize the formidibility of the foe. They
promptly replied that the president had declared
"economic war" on them; that they were "shocked" by
the statement; and that the oil producers would "fight
back." Such a reaction certainly does not indicate an
overwhelming intention on the part of the Arabs to move
toward an equitable agreement on the matter. To be sure,
the oil-producers remain quite stubborn in their demands
to the rest of the world.

It must be understood, however, that without this vital

bargaining point, the Arab nations have little more to offer
the world than a box of sand. Just like any other nation,
they want to grow and enrich themselves. We Americans,
for instance, instead of leaving the Indians with at least a
large portion of their land, opted to treat them like just so
much excrement in a cesspool. Likewise, the Arabs know
that a little too much kindness with their oil now, could
definitely mean winding up with very little power and
influence at a much later date.

With this thought in mind then, and also with the Israelis

breathing down their necks, it is going to be very difficult

for Mr. Ford, Henry Kissinger, or any of the world's
leaders, to influence the Arabs into reaching an agreement
which would help out the other nations of the world.

The opinions in this space represent those of a majority

of the Board of Editors.

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they

must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.
All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

Rufus, be glad it

Jerry Lazar is Editor-in-Chief of the Collegian
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you're getting better."

By JAN ALEXANDER
Staff Writer

"I have a horror of what happens to retired

people. They just go to seed."

The man who said this is a 73 year old

retired clergyman who isn't going to seed.

His name is Henry Bartlett and he is a full-

time UMass special student.

Hank, as he prefers to be called, says his

new life at UMass is an "exciting ex-

perience."

"I know nothing about some things, like

folklore, while I used to know elementary
psychology, and now have a tot of catching

up to do."

Hank is a tall, lean white-haired man who
walks quickly and dresses in a distinguished

manner. He has blue eyes and a smile that

flashes out suddenly like a revolving

lighthouse beam at night.

Hank was born in Poughkeepsie, New
York and studied engineering for two years

at Rutgers before transferring to Hartford

Theological Seminary.

"I reacted early in life to people's despair,"

he said of his decision to go into the ministry.

"I felt compelled to do something about it."

Another influence on his decision was Dr.

Clifford Case who was the minister in

Poughkeepsie. "He was a friend of my
father's and not at all the pompous, clerical

type. My father went back to church as a

result of their friendship."

Hank was ordained a minister of the

United Church of Christ. His first parish was
Kent, Connecticut, where he stayed for 13
years.

It was there that he met his wife who has
just recently graduated Magna Cum Laude
from UMass in 1973, at the age of 65. She
majored in Sociology and is now working
with the Greenfield Council on the Aged.

After three years in Stockbridge, Mass.,
Hank enlisted as a chaplain in the army.
"There were 18 men from my parish in the
service," he said. "One got killed. I couldn't

stay out any longer. I had to go where they
were."

Hank was abroad for two years. "I felt

privileged to be with such men. They were so
young and they had to do what they did.

"Although the only danger I was in was
the aerial bombardments, the war was real

for me. I had to conduct funerals for the men
who were killed, and I spent a lot of time with
the men who were im combat."
When he got out of the army, he worked

briefly in New York City and then enlisted

again in the Korean War. In 1368 he got out
of the army and took up civilian life in

Freeport, Louisiana.

For seven years he owned and operated
the Golden Rule Employment Service. "I

named it myself," he said with a touch of
pride in his voice.

In January of 1965, he started work as a
minister in Charlemont, Mass. "It turned out
to be what I wanted," Hank explained. "It

was mainly counseling and befriending
people. I feel that my mission in life is trying

to untangle the webs that people get caught
in.

"I sympathize with people who are not
pure and good, because I'm not either," he
said with a smile.

A change in Hank's life came when a
house in the restored colonial village of Old
Deerfield was left for the use of a retired

minister.

"I felt I should take the house, even
though it meant retiring from the ministry in

Charlemont," Hank said a little sadly. "It was
a delightful community, and I didn't want to
retire."

Intramurals: Something for all

By SUSAN LUNTER
Staff Writer

The UMass intramural program "has
grown in leaps and bounds" according to

Peter Graham, assistant director of the
program.

From its beginnings in the late 1800's, the
program has grown into the largest student-
run program on campus.
When I entered the main office located at

215 Boyden, I was given a warm reception.
The place bustled with people trying to get
programs organized and offering advice to
interested students.

I'm an avid track fan and Sue Chapmen,
Assistant Intramural Director answered my
early questions on the subject. She informed
me that the deadline for track applications
was being extended because not enough
women had replied.

About this time I was ushered into a small
office and seated in a chair. I talked with
Peter Graham. As I was interested mainly in

the track program, my questions were aimed

Lifeguards, and Computer Operators. 60-65

per cent of the funds collected in intramurals

goes back in the form of salaries to pay these

people.

Peter Graham feels the intramural program
has "grown in quality and quantity." There is

good facilities indoors, and alot more fields

for participation outdoors. He also foresees

the day when intramurals will be broken
down into two categories - one for the

"medalist," and one for the "novelist." This

can only come about through the students
own future interests.

Before 1968, participation in intramurals

was limited to males only. Intramurals in

effect, has been co-ed for only six years.

1971-72 saw the introduction of a formal

Summer Program and the specialization of a

womens' program.

The fact that intramurals is now co-ed, has
helped the sports alot. There are eight new
activities that didn't exist before, plus

football participation increased by 20 per

cent this year alone. About the only sport

mostly at this sport. I was curious as to why
discus wasn't being offered for women as an

event and was quickly informed that there

are few women on campus who know how
to throw a discus as compared to men.
Softball throwing is offered as an alternative

to the women with the strong arms.

Last year marked the first year a track

meet was held at this university. Ken
O'Brien, the varsity track coach, had his

team help the intramural students run the

show. Rules were set up limiting participants

to one field event and one track event. Also,

one can't join a relay team unless he has

organized his own team of four competent

people.

Intramurals also are very useful. Students

participating in events, do so voluntarily.

However, students are also employed as

Office Supervisors, Equipment SuDervisors,

Field/ Gym Supervisors, Sport Officials,

women can't participate in is wrestling - for

obvious reasons.

Intramurals depends on entrants if it is to

survive. Football and softball (two big team
sports), still draw more participants than

track which is more individualized.

Graham states this is due to the fact that

team sports contain "people to cover up for

others." He believes once there's "more
quality, there's less quantity." Certain

people, who would normally try for a sport,

become frightened when they learn someone
is outstanding at that sport and tend to shy
away.

However, existing rules prohibit members
of varsity of junior varsity teams from
competing in that intramural sport for a year.

Student professionals, or anyone who has

been awarded varsity letters in a sport at a

four year college, are immediately
disqualified from participation.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

He started taking continuing education
courses at night last year, and this year
became a full-time English student, financing
his education on the G.I. Bill.

"tveryone is so courteous and helpful.

They didn't make me stand in line to get my
I.D. card or arrange my courses.
"My impression of UMass is very

euphoric. If there are any faults, I'm not
aware of them.

"My classmates thought I was a professor
at first," Hank said explaining the UMie
reaction to his presence. "Then they were a
little suspicious. But now I feel accepted.

Hank is not working towards a degree, but
plans to study English with an emphas'is in

writing for two years. He has ambitions to be
a free-lance writer.

"I'm 73 now, so I don't have much time
left. I've got to pack it all in," he said,

flashing a quick smile.

RECIPE EXCHANGE

A large portion of students

living on campus, and virtually

all of the students living off

campus, are not on the meal
plan.

To help students survive

those times of hunger, the

RECIPE EXCHANGE will bring

simple, but delicious recipes

geared for the student.

If you have any recipes that

are low in cost, and made for

the person with limited time
and equipment, send them to

the Life/ Style Editor, c! o
the Collegian.

By SUE KIERAS
And SUE DUCHIN

Staff Writers

Sniff! Sniff! That familiar old cold is

back again. What can you do? Aspirin

commercials say doctors recommend
plenty of fluids, lots of rest and take

aspirin. However, your grandmother
would tell them where to go. She
knows the only cure for the common
cold brews in her steaming pots of

home-made chicken noodle soup.

This savory soup i.s not an appetizer,

but rather a sufficient main dish, that

can be served with rye bread on the

side.

Sally's Chicken Noodle Soup

Ingredients:

1 whole chicken

2 sticks celery

1 onion

2 carrots

parsley

salt and pepper
1-16 ox. box vermicelli noodles
bay leaves

Equipment:

2 large pots, sharp knife, cutting
board, and ladle.

Dissect chicken into 6 parts: 2
wings, 2 legs, and 2 breasts. Boil it for

1 hour in water enough to cover.
Meanwhile, boil the noodles in the

other pot. Dice the celery, parsley and
onion. Add this mixture with spices to
soup. Boil K hour more.

Tips: Keep leaves on celery for

added flavor. Debone the chicken after

the first night. Save money by buying
pieced chicken, (legs, wings, breast!

Approximate cost: $3:50 for 10 to 15

persons.

This remedy is guaranteed to cure
the a-a-a-choos or your money back.

Shawn Tippens sells jewelry. The jewel on her back is quite rare. It is called a

''Serene Tippens", and is the only one of its kind.

the exciting Coronamatic

Cartridge Ribbon System

from SMITH-CORONA

CARBON FILM cartridges for print-like typing

FABRIC RIBBON cartridges for everyday typing

CORRECTION TAPE for eraser-free corrections

COLOR CARTRIDGES for impact and individuality

3 SECOND

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

Amherst's Center for Typewriter Value

"Tout en

Francais"
Tout en Francais, the. all-French

radio program broadcast twice

weekly over WFCR-FM, begins its

third season on Tuesday evening
Oct. 1, Professor Beatrice Braude,
of the UMass French and Italiar

Department, its producer, has

announced.

The program has gathered c>

sizable and devoted audience in the

past two years.

It presents light and popula
French and French-Canadian music
and interviews and discussion or

many subjects. This year twe

programs per month, on the seconc
Tuesday and the third Thursday
will be regularly given over tc

Franco-American programming
Professor Donald Dugas of th»

UMass French and Italiar

Department, a specialist in bilingua

education and on Franco-Americai
affairs, will be in charge.

French National Radio an*
Television (ORTF) is continuing t<

cooperate with Tout en Francais

by supplying light music program
and short interviews. The Philip:

Company has also kindly con
tributed light music cassettes an<

records, and the Ades recordin*

company is continuing to suppl

Tout en Francais' with children'

records and drama and literatur

recordings. The program will als

broadcast French news take
directly from short-wave radic

several times a month.
This year Tout en Francais

reverts to its first format: o
Tuesdays it will present light an
popular music and on Thursdays,
bit of everything else.

The program is aired ever

Tuesday and Thursday at 6:30 p.n

over WFCR-FM (88.5 FM).

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics
S2. 75 per page

Send for your up to-date,

176 page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
S1 00 to cover postage (12
days delivery time)

519GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES. CA. 90024
Our materia!} art sold for

'ttearch purposes only
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WAC, grad recruiting
Babson College of Babson Park, Massachusetts will be in the Student

Development Center in Berkshire House on Monday, September 30 from

2:00-4:00 p.m. to discuss its MBA program with interested students.

On Wednesday, October 2 a representative from the Sloan School,

otherwise known as the M.I.T. Graduate School of Management, will be

available in Berkshire House to discuss their graduate programs.

A team representing the U.S. Army WAC Recruiting Program will visit

the Student Development Center on October 3 from 10:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Openings are available for WAC officers (direct commission) for assign-

ment in the Army Corps of Engineers, Ordnance Corps, Signal Corps, and

Finance Corps. The team will be prepared to make information avai able

on all army programs for males and females.

New York University School of Law will be on campus in Berkshire

House October 4 from 10:00 - 12:00 a.m. Dean William Wressler will

conduct two group interviews one at 10:00 a.m. and one at 11:00 to give

information about their Law School. Make an appointment in Berkshire

102 to attend one of these group sessions.

Black film festival begins
Today will be the inauguration date for the first of a three part series of

the black film festival.

Pearl Bowser film archivist and historian will present 'Borderline'

featuring Paul Robeson in the lead role. Bowser developed a black film

courst at Rutgers, and is presently the Director of Chamba Educational

Film Services which has been in existence for three years.

The program will take place at Thompson Hall Room 106. Admission is

free and the public is invited.

Black Alliance for grad. ed.
The National Black Alliance for Graduate Level Education, an

organization dedicated to increasing all minority enrollment in graduate

and professional schools, will hold its Fifth Annual Conference at the

Washington Hilton Hotel October 5 through 6.

For additional information, contact Corinthian Fields in Room 309

Sargent/Dwight

campaign club
Mr. Paul Stanford, an Inhouse

Field Advisor from the Sargent

Dwight Committee, will be here

today, to meet with students who
would be willing to help form a

Sargent-Dwight Club on the

campus.
Any student interested in helping

with the campaign effort will be

able to meet with Stanford from

9:00 a.m. to 12:00, at the Campus
Center, in room 801.

SOONER OR LATER
YOU'LL COME TO

1 BEAU SritcheA.

Rt. 9 Hadley, Moss

C.C. fee is mostly interest

Whitmore.

Asian studies certificate

The Asian Studies Committee of UMass administers an 'Asian Studies

Certificate' Program for interested graduate, undergraduate and special

students.

Unlike the B.A. program in Chinese and Japanese offered by the Asian

Studies Program of UMass, the Certificate program does not constitute a

major and is designed to supplement the student's principal academic

pursuit on the campus. Students who fulfil program requirements are

awarded the certificate in Asian Studies attesting to their achievement.

For more detailed information, contact the Asian Studies Office, 804

Thompsom, 545-0886.

Agricultural publications

now more widely available

celebrity series

presents ...

MUDDY
WATERS

In Concerl\

Thursday, Oct. 3, 9 - 1

Admission $100

cont. from p. 1

Between 1972-73 and 1973-74,

the interest rates on the financing

of the building jumped from 3.3

percent to 5.95 percent. According
to Corker, this resulted in the
unavoidable $12 dollar increase in

the student fee.

While Corker has budgeted a

$4.80 cost per student to cover this

year's operating deficit, he said that

he "will do everything in my power
to break even this year." If this

proves possible despite inflation,

the $110,500 he has tentatively

allocated to pay the deficit will be
transferred to the capital ex-

penditure fund which directly

provides for major renovations and
physical improvements.

Extensive remodeling is planned
for the Blue Wall to improve its

atmosphere and service efficiency.

Changes will include remodeling of

the bar, a larger dance floor,

portable stages, a raised lounge
area and a tunnelled entrance,

according to Corker.

In addition, the pinball area will

be partitioned off to cut down on
noise and the entire facility will be
carpeted. Corker says that "the

badly-needed face-lifting will give

the Blue Wall a more appealing

atmosphere."

Renovations of the Hatch serving

area have already resulted in an
increase in the number of people
served there. The line flow was
altered and two cash registers were
added. Corker feels that the in-

creased business will pay for the

cost of renovations.

Face-lifting is also scheduled for

lounge facilities in the Student
Union. The Commuter Lounge will

be carpeted and painted, and new
furniture will be provided, he ad-

ded.

UMass has signed an important

agreement with the National

Agricultural Library (NAD to make
state agricultural publications more

available to more people.

The agreement calls for the

cooperative microfilming of

publications from the beginning of

the agricultural experiment

stations, extension services, and

colleges of agriculture through

1969. The program in the New
England region, to be carried out

cooperatively by the land-grant

universities, the New England

Board of Higher Education, and

NAL, is expected to serve as a pilot

project for procedures in other

states and regions.

An important objective of the

project is to obtain an archival

quality film copy of all state

agricultural publications before the

paper copies deteriorate. Film

copies, available through purchase

as well as through library services,

will provide participating libraries

with the opportunity to reduce the

amount of physical space needed

to house these publications in

paper form.

Richard Talbot, director of the

UMass Library, and archivist

Katherine Emerson, the

Massachusetts liaison with the

other New England land-grant

libraries, stated that the UMass
Library plans to retain its paper

copies of the publications but will

benefit from easy access to

complete files of agricultural

publications.

Dr. John Naegele, associate dean

of tne College of Food and Natural

Resources, stated that the college

welcomes the microfilm project as

an opportunity to improve the

transfer of information.

The Great Bonanza "Rip Off"
On Tuesday nite you can rip Bonanza off

on the price of a Rib-Eye Dinner $ 1 #89 to $ 1 .49

30 of a Chopped Steak Dinner $ 1 .59 to 9> » »2t]
— plus a refill on your soda or coffee for nil!

BONANZA RESTAURANT

At Steak& Brew
We don'tblow ourown horn

aboutour specials
ourpatrons do that for us.

MON • Steak

"Steak for $3.95 . . . unbelievable.
And delicious'.' —Phil Gibson

'Thick juicy Roast Prime Ribs
for $4.25—I'm going to be a
Tuesday regular. "—Nancy Sullivan

(BONELESS SIRLOIN NY CUT)

Roast Prime
'Ribs of Beef

3.95
Rf CUURLT $4M

4.25
REGULARLY (6 55

WED •Br oiledShrimp 4.95
REGULARLY $5.95

THURS. "TheFeast"
$

5.95
Something For Every Taste- regularly $s.9S

Filet Mignon, '2 Chicken, Broiled Shrimp, Share it-
Only (1.95 Extra!

Plus , of course, all the salad you can make
There is a small beverage charge of 50c
for Beer Wine or Sangria with dinner

_ W Express Card \)^
SteakEBreiv
The Greatest Eating A Drinking Public House Ever!

SOUTH HADLET
489 Granby Road
(413) 516-3100

AVJMJb
T*t* AwAftO it pftlttHTLft
TO

1

James Rathschmidt, winner of the 1st Annual
Harponian Award, doing what he does best. The award
was presented to him, by his fellow employees at the
library, "for his disinterest, disservice, and total lack
of productivity".

Comstu reps nominated
By DA VE OSTRANDER

Staff Reporter
A meeting was held of all

Communication Studies un-
dergraduates Thursday afternoon
in Memorial Hall for the purpose of
nominating a prospective
representative to the departments
Personnel Committee.
From the 35 people present, out

of a possible 280 majors, three
persons were nominated: Jack
Harper, a senior, who is also station
manager of WMUA, Scott Halon,
and John Adams, who are both
sophomores.
Some of the important matters

stressed by the nominees were the

direction of the department, and
clarification and distribution of
relevant information.

Since this is the first time an
undergraduate has ever been
allowed to participate on the
Personnel Committee, which
makes many important decisions
concerning the ComStu depart-
ment, all undergraduate majors are
urged to vote for one of the three
nominees.

However, little time is left to vote.

In order to cast a ballot, voters must
go to the main office of the
department on the third floor in

Bartlett Hall. The final chance to

vote is today from 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.

SW resource center
offers counseling
One of the functions of the

Southwest Resource Center is to

offer counseling to both university

and community people. The center

is located in the old Hampden
Dining Commons in Southwest.

There are several experiences
counselors available to talk with for

academic, personal, feminist, and
gay counseling.

There is no fee charged for short

or long term counseling. People can

come in or call between 9-5 every

weekday for counseling ap-

pointments, immediate aid. or

further information. Our number is

S45 2681

.

Ill SI \IU II I'U'KKS
•M-iiil \: loi MM mail order lalalnKur

i nmplHr I- ilm ,i I ion ill Itrsearrh Ser\ice

1111 IimIiiiu term paiier research, thesis

ii-mmiiIi ui.immi Hisr.inh Papers on

Mr
( ollruiiii Itrsrmch swems. inm K.

I htj \\r.. Suite .•»."«. < ampden. VJ.
iisim MNMMS-m?.

Student senate
organizes events

The Student Senate
Communications Committee is

trying to organize a weekly

timetable of events to be

published in Monday's
Collegian. If your organization,

dorm or fraternity has any

upcoming meetings, talks,

special events, etc. please

submit it to our office S U.

411 A (on the balcony) by

Thursday to be published me
following Monday.

Rt. 9,

You Gotta Eat It

To Believe It'll

The Navy Is Coming!
SOPHOMORES! JUNIORS!

The Navy can give you the opportunity to earn two degrees and

learn two careers at once. Be guaranteed of a commission as a

Naval Aviator or Surface Line Officer after graduation.

Check out the Navy AVROC and ROC programs. See your Navy

Information Team on campus on Oct. 8, 9, 10, 1974 at Berkshire

House or call 518-472-4424 Today!

Be Someone Special

Go Navy
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Beware of sticky fingers

and those bouncing checks
flu amuAon ha ur\\Aii aaii-% i»«i.i«« -——t»i. - t- i »V^By RICHARD M. HOWLAND

Special Correspondent

Howland is a private

attorney in Amherst and
a former lawyer for

students at UMass
Amherst. His column of

legal advice for students
has run in The Daily

Collegian weekly for two
years. It will run
regularly on Mondays.
Atty. Howland's

column is public advice.

Students seeking,
formal, individualized

legal assistance should
contact the UMass Legal

Services office on the

ninth floor of the
Campus Center.

In the past few weeks the annual
wave of consumer related problems
of students has risen predictably.

The two most frequent criminal-

type problems that students en-

counter are shoplifting and bad
checks.

The first problem, shoplifting, is

most easily avoided by a few simple
precautions. Obviously if you do
not intend to steal the merchandise
it is a real drag to be hauled into

court for a misunderstanding. So,
assume that you don't want to steal

the item and that you don't want to

be accused of it. Then:
1. NEVER CONCEAL MER-

CHANDISE IN A POCKET, BAG
OR PURSE. You may be legally

charged and convicted for

shoplifting if you put unpurchased
merchandise out of sight anywhere
in a store even if you make no
attempt to leave with it or to go
through a checkout counter.

2. USE A SHOPPING CART OF
BASKET WHENEVER PROVIDED.
This avoids the problem of picking
up too much to carry and then

sticking something in your pocket
or bag for convenience.

3. Understand that shoplifting is

a serious criminal (larceny) offense

which really screws up the average
future.

The second common problem
starts with being short on funds or

a poor bookkeeper. It's one kind of

problem to be poor and without

money to pay debts. It is probably a
felony to go further and not pay

debts by the device of writing bad
checks.

postgraduate studies or on-the-job

training under any fellowship
program, grant, or other program
which provides such person with
any salary or compensation beyond
the actual tuition costs of such
schooling. In doubtful cases the
registrar may determine whether or
not this definition applies." (M.G.L.
Chapter 90, section 3).

The question arises of a person
from another state who is pursuing
a UMass graduate degree while
being employed by the out-of-state

GCC Alumni
SPECIAL MEETING

Wednesday, October 2

Room 903 Campus Center

7:00 p.m.

Refreshments will be served

the law & you

If you ever receive a notice that

you have two days in which to

redeem abadcheck, take immediate

action to correct the problem with

the holder of the check. The next

move that he will make is to charge

you with a serious crime and he has

all the proof he needs. The best

solution, if possible, is to pay the

holder the amount of the check in

cash and recover the check from

him. (You may have to pay his

bounce charge from his bank too.)

In any case, go and get the matter

straightened out in a hurry as best

you can and stop writing checks
until you clear things at the bank.

— Reply to Question — Last

week I noted the provision of

Massachusetts Motor Vehicle Law,

which defines "Student", every

person enrolled full time in a school,

college, or university, but not in-

cluding... any person enrolled in a

school, college or, university for the

purpose of pursuing advanced or

employer, who returns weekly to

his home state and who received no
"in-state" benefits. Because the

law seems to turn on whether the

"student" receives some program
assistance in excess of tuition (as

the vast majority of graduate

students do), it is my opinion that

the registrar would not require the

unassisted out-of-state resident to

register his car in Massachusetts.

Of course, any "student" with an

unclear situation may go to the

Registry of Motor Vehicles on
Center Street in Northampton for

help in complying with the law. (It is

observed that people in doubt
should take the bus and walk rather

than drive a doubtful case to the

Registry.)

If a person must register a car in

Massachusetts because of the

Motor Vehicle Law, it does not

follow that the person would
therefore be entitled to "in-state"

treatment for tuition purposes. The
laws and rules are not dependent
on one another.

When you enroll in Air Force ROTC
you can get more than a chance at

a scholarship and a chance at

flying lessons . . . and

You
getatax-free
monthly

allowanceof$100.
Interested?

rwcrt Air Force ROTC

At Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass.

5-2437

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC

Amherst College to display folk art
American Folk Art is the subject

of the first fall exhibition to be
presented at the Mead Art Building

at Amherst College from Tuesday,
Oct. 1 throught Oct. 30. This major

show will include over 100 items,

many on public display for the first

time.

This is the first time American
folk painting and sculpture have
been strongly presented at Mead
Art Building. In addition to several

notable works from the College

Collection, numerous private
lenders have allowed their works to

be shown as part of the exhibition.

Notable objects will include
tobacconist figures, whirligigs,

weather vanes, portraits by Ammi
Phillips, Erastus Salisbury Field,

landscape and maritime paintings,

ceramics and other pictorial and
sculptural works of art.

The Mead Art Gallery is open
Manday through Friday from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m., and on Saturdays and

Sundays from 12 noon to 5 p.m.
For further information please
contact Mr. Lewis Shepard,
Curator, telephone 542-2335.

Notices

ALPHA ZETA
General meeting of all members tonight

at 6:30 p.m room 165 C C Attendance
mandatory.
BLACK FILM SERIES

Pearl Bowser, Lecturer on historical

Black films will present Paul Robeson's
command performance "Borderline''
Discussion will follow the film Thompson
106
BOWLING TEAM ROOLOFF:

The bowling team rolloff will be held on
Thursday Oct. 3 at 5:30 p m in the Boyden
Lanes. It will consist of 6 games Call Dave
at 546 7002. for info and sign up.

TONIGHT

®br Pub
Vlovies

(Free Popcorn)

CHI OMEGA CARNIVAL
Come meet the clowns, sisters, and

turn to page 15
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University Store |
Campus Center | Guarperi Strit>£ Ouartet

Showtime 9.45

Appearing TONIGHT

at

EXPLOSION
featuring members of

Some of My Best Friends, Home Cookin',

and Real Tears

Appearing Tues. Nite

THE TIME BEING

tuesday, October 1

bovvker auditorium 8 p.m.

'Collective
Block
Hrt£s!s
Ensemble

Saturday, October 5
bowker auditorium 8 p.m

TICKETS '

$4 general $2 umass students
ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, U MASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

ftfe'NDAV, JEPTEMBER 30, 1974

/ =

Notices

cont. from p. 14
pledges of Chi Omega tonite at 7:30. Rides
provided at 7:15 at WOPE, Thoreau,
VanMeter, Dickson, & Newman. See you

turn to page 16
there!

Film Times
ACADEMY OK MUSIC -

S-P-Y-S - 7:15-9:00

AMHERST CINEMA -

Clockwork Orange - 7:00-9:30

CALVIN -

Jeremiah Johnson -

CAMPIS CINKMAS -

Tamarind Seed - 7:00-9- 15

Jeremiah Johnson - 7:00-9:00
Harold & Maude - 7:00-8:45

MT. FARMS 4 -

Cinema I - Carnal Knowledge - 7:00-
9:30

Cinema II - Newman's Law - 7: 15-9:30
Cinema III - Blazing Saddles - 715-

9:15

Cinema IV - Bring Me the Head of A.
Garcia • 7:00-9:15

SI IOW(ASK -

Black Samson - 7:45-9:25

That's Entertainment - 2:00-7:30-9:45
Death Wish - 7:30-9:30

Pink Kloyd -7:30-9:20

Animal Crackers - 7:30-9:25

Juggernaut - 7:30-9:30

MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8: 30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $.30 per line

Weekly — l 25 per line

Monthly — $.20 per line

FOR SALE
1 eblanc trumpet, very good condition

SIM. Call Jerry. Z53-!

Bcsson Trumpet. Good condition. |H0.

5 li, sum

Sorrel Itoiin Horse. I years, green, nice.

13 - :; hands. 253-7123.

\h( I iiuji-.li Springer Spaniel, male
pop, liver \ white. Best offer or $75. 467-

•113$.

Miranda Sensorcx 1.8 lens, excellent.
Siimi _•:.:•. :t«o;.

I iliiir I or in nil I .in Club Tag Sale.
Hadlcv legion Racking Lot.. Sun.. Sept.
-illi Ml lo 3. Scholarship Fund.

Two fine sounding RS-SOLO I speakers.
$25 for the pair. Days 5-2237 evenings 253-

!8i46.

Csed guitars bought and sold. The
Guitar Workshop. Amherst Carriage
Shops. 519-1728.

T ramus acoustic 6 string $K0: Guild
Starfire 4 electric 6 string $150. Both with
cases. 253-5665.

10 speed man hike, $60: 3 speed woman's
bike. $30. Kitchen table $10. fan $10. Call

Peler 253-2713 after 5.

1 Handria 10 speeds. 21 in., lugged
frames, simplex, cenlerpull calipers,

locks, toolkit and car rack. 253-3SH4.

.". string banjo. Call Alesia 549-6981.

Kuslom 200 PA sys.. excel, cond. Km.
208. Call Jeff 545-2308.

Sound & Music Co-Op. 217-5870. II a.m. -

p.m.

I Sale — Dinette set. couch. Very
reasnna ble . 665-395 1

.

HW console TV. $50: air conditioner.
i;.immi BTl I, $50. (all 5-1923 days.

Speakers: Scott IS's 3-way. impedance
control - $150. (all George 665-255(1.

Two complete season books CMass
football tickets — worth $10. now only
$7.50. (all M-W'-F morn. 8:30 to 12. 5-2689.

Pr. of Dynaro A25 speakers, excel, cond.
Jmhi for the pair. Call 546-5982.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAl'lV COLLEOlAN

Learjet 8-track AC-IK car. 30 tapes.
rase. $70. 253-3881. 15" G.E. TV, like new
$50 253-3881.

I K78XII general lires, used less than
:IWM! miles, mid. & hal. on Chevy rims.
Orig $35. now $20. Call 6-7781,

Two brand new snow tires; I'ni-Hoyal
white walls: sine K78XII. $35.00 for pair.
Call .-.19-2638 evenings.

Tenor Sax. $125. 586-2190 afl. 5.

Home. 8 track tape player. $25. 253-7241.

Ten spued touring bike. $63. 340-4012. .

AUTO FOR SALE
19,1 < hcv.-lle NN 151. I spd.. loaded,

reasonable ". Il.lil'm Keep Irving.

1*

x55Jfc

STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS NOW AVAILABLE!

$&w»wt £
RICHARO HARRIS OMAR SHARIF JUGGERNAUT

More than a movie!
An explosive cinema concert!

CtmolbrnttOmmi

1 f^lHV.

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
AUTO FOR SALE WANTED TO RENT

SERVICES

1968 Kuick Skylark GUM, p.s.. p.b.. a.c.
Best offer, (all mornings 1-732-1322. Keep
trying.

Sale. 1966 ( hev. van. Gd. cond. $600. 6-

m,
70 Porsche 914. mags. AM KM stereo,

pin-striping. Have all past receipts In
mint condition. $3. 1 00 or B.O. 6-5379.

Grad Kngl. Male wants to share in
Northampton nr. Smith. Days 549-6311.

ROOMMATE WANTED
I or I people to share 2 bdrm. apt. 156-F

Brittany Manor after 7 p.m. or call 785-
1113.

65 VW Karman Ghia conv. Best offer.
665-3553.

66 VW. $450. New rings, valves and
brakes — good tires. Call 772-0079 between
1 2: III and I :IMla.m. or 8 :IMI - 9.00 a.m.

Kern. Pref.. Grad. $110. mo., utilities
inclu. On bus line, own rm. Sheila 665-3224.

RIDE WANTED
Itide needed lo Florida over Christmas

vacation Iih two. Will help with driving
nil expenses. I'lease ( all FA. or Linda at

i,-i.i!,:

CMass student seeks ride to Norfolk. Va.
area on Oct. I. Will share some expenses
(all 6-5789.

To Philly. Oct. II. Will share expenses.
Diane. 546-5972.

Professional guitar repairs b\ guitar
maker Michael Millard. Mon.. Wed.. Kri.
at The Guilar Workshop. Amherst
Carriage Shops. 5191728. Free estimates

CAK KKPAIR HASSLKS? Bob is back to
fix it right. No job too small, foreign or
domestic. No big overhead. 2S3-724I.

Leslie's Yarn & Canvas Shop. Amherst
Carriage Shop. 549-4591. Acrylic knitting,
worsted 99c. 4 oz. Reynold's Logi $2.15. 100
gr.

Itm in I lidi :i|>( in Swiss Village. $85.
in< j:.i, n :::x

67 f airlane. small 8. automatic, p.s.. 4
dr. super running, good buy. $293. 253-7241.

Male wanted to share house in
Belchertown. Kent $46.25 mo. On I Mass
bus line, (all 323-4443.

PERSONALS

Charprune — May the road not taken
always be the wrong one. Also. MB Suz

Grad School Passport Photo. 549-6244.

LOST

Male model Peler. 546-5198. 6 - 7 p.m.

To the Zoo Major in whose car I left my
camera, call Steve 546-7881.

65 Ply. Not great looking but super
running & dependable. $250 or B.O. 253-

7211.

Koommate for 2 bd. rm. apt. in Puffton
Village Own room and bathroom. $110.
mo. (all 549-4535. Apl. No. :I40. Menashi
Cohen.

I.ar — After four years its still onlv the
beginning. All my love. SUA.

67 I anil Hover Many rebuilt parts. 4
new snows. Kuns well. $1300. Call days 584-

6731. eves. 586-2809.

1973 Levi Gremlin. 3 spd.. a-c. low mil..

e\c. $25181. not firm. 253-2910. 10 - 5:30.

Volvo 1 4 IS 1967. good condition w snow
tires. $560 or best. 586-4469. 25 mpg.

1969 VW. must sell! No rsnble offer
refused. Call collect 802-464-9308.

Kor Sale: 1967 Chevelle Malibu. com-
pletely rebuilt, new tires. Call 665-2022.

$75. mo., ulil. incl. Sund. On bus route
519-0501 for info.

Good looking Jew F grad wants lo meet
good look Jew 22 & over. Male only 546-
1185.

Will ihe person who -found" a spiraled
sterling silver bracelet in the Women's
km.iii across irom K-10 in Marhmer
Please ..lurn if It has great personal
senlim.nl. Thank xou! I'am al 6-6233

I or I people needed at Homey Apl. on
No. Whitney. $64-mo. with elec. Coop,
memb. Call 256-7780 soon.

Nice Jewish boy seeks help to lose
virginity I am desperate! Call Amazing
Handy 6-5867.

lost (.reeu rainc.iat w-fur lining. 38R.
Keward. ( all linger Tft Mill

FREE

People wanted for Ig. I bedroom house in
Belchertown. (all Tina 233-5629. Pets OK.

WANTED

Persons interested in driving lo and
living in l tali lor winter. Deep powder
skiing unexcelled, cheap. Sue 253-7425.

Rohhy — I loved you then and I love you
now llapp\ one year — Deby.

\bandoned puppy desperately needs
home and love. 5 mos.. housebroken.
Mostly Lab. Cute. Tom. 2.56-6172.

Hop Brook Commune. Kural Farm. Gav
People. Box 723. Amherst. Ma.

El (hew II. 6 cyl. automatic. 2 door
sedau: not rusty. insperlable.
mechanically good. I sesoil. $150. 586-:i8l9.

G|\W. good mulling condition. $150. or
besl oiler Musi go. 253-2911 after 5.

I
1 )..' LID siaiiou wagon, fully equipped.

\cry good condition. Kxc. Int. Call Dennis
5 19 1 193

U anted: experienced rock organist
willing lo work on a nightly basis. To
illume call: Kicll al 773-8517. Thai's in
(•reenfield. area code 113.

Male artists model. Jim. 253-3923, 6 - 7

p.m.

How: id Johnsons Motor Lodge
\uiiu.il White Sale featuring : bed
spreads . < aunoii towels, sheets. pillow

cases A more. Nave on irregular items
Sept . a 29. 9:30- 3:311. Hie 9. 1 adlex

i.'i lord I airlane 6 cyl.. good mpg. 2 x-

(r.i win studded fires free. Must sell. $3181.

967 -5528.

67 Mustang Com.. \ g. cond.. small V8.
it u.pg Si.'.ii 253-3366 after 6 p.m.

•I I oi d I .ilc. in. 2 new lires. all I good. 2

snow tires with wheels. 6 rjft. Good mpg.
i all i. ;. I', alter 7 p.m.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
Yamaha 350. 1968. First $395 253-7241.

72 Kawasaki 5181 5 speed, 'hmmi mi. Disc
brake, runs excellent. $848). 665-2550

Triumph Tiger 650CC. mint. cond. $775
or best offer. Call 586-1854 after 6.

750 Norton Semi ( h. B.O. over $800. 6-

9044.

1971 Kawasaki K/ loo 2 mo. old. mint
cond. < eriani suspension, sissv bar with
pad Call Tom 665 1320 $950.

1973 Honda CI.I75 K7. onlv l.ooo miles.
Klectric start. Phone 516-5819.

I.". Ils\ i.:.iM l . ehuill eug Sound mach
SVi.i •-">; i :ia. alter 6 p.m.

Ml I lassie liioiiiph Bonneville, semi
hopped i.liiiill engine, excellent con-

dllio.i t ill I ;inx al 5l9-:t83l.

«8 Chevx Impala. Sum < a || 5K4-7»|,».

1973 Honda 350G. electric start, front
disc brake, sissy bar. $695. 546-7117.

FOR RENT
House s, .Minis in Belchertown. 8 miles

1
1 .on i.iinptis $;.'-. monlh. Call 323-7893

I hedr.Him furnished or unfurnished apt
t idimial Village, (all 3 1923 davs.

Wanled I persons to share house in
Conwax — on river Wooded site, washer-
drvrr beautiful, (all :Mi9-8:i6l fnr Brook.

Musicians — Interested players for
participation in (New Music) ensemble
situation — cellists, saxophonists, trom-
bone, tuba, percussion, double bassist —
Inuuirr evenings 8 p.m. - 9 p.m. onlv. 584-
6077.

BOB IS BACK — to buy your sick or
decrepil car. Any make, model, yeai

.

I nload xour headache for fast $$$$$$. 253-
7211.

HELP WANTED
I need 10-15 attractive articulate women

for occasional promotional work in the
SpringHeld area, (kmm! money. $3+ hr.
Work when you. Contact Louise E.
( .ml r ell 549-2647 for more info.

Depenil.il.le people to canvas for and-or
delixer Ihe N. % limes on Campus. Call o-

•3tt alter < p.m.

UON. Need mon. \ to help pay tuition.
You can earn $ as an Axon Rep C.-jJJ for
details. N. Colby 256-6227.

People interested in learning basic

newspaper page design and layout are
needed to help the COLLKGIAN editorial

staff. No credit or $ but a chance to learn

from professionals free. Contact Dean
Tucker 3-2330

Kdilnrand Ass!, id of 22.000 circulation
c.Hirse description guide. I'lease call 51V
Mil and leaxe name, tel no. for interview.
Women and minorities urged lo apply.

MAKE $500. on each commission.
< ampus & local Heps, are needed for

nationwide rmploxee searrh. Write
Summer Adv. Co.. Box 643, Peoria. III.

61601.

Driver wanled. nights — Domino's
Pfttta, Musi he able to work at least one
weekend night, \pply after 4. Itomino's
Pi*/a. 256-8587.

Happy Itirlhdax. l.o\er. 5 times? Your
ll.ll.N ll.lll

lliiukiiig Greek'' Look into Alpha Phi
Mni.ga The Mtei native Greeks Call 5-

ii'i.s oi I.-68I7

I'm giving awax an affectionate cat in
need ol .. home. I ran no longer afford the
< al 'Morris, If interested in the rat.
please . all 31V4K2I.

I»..g is man's nest friend Friends are
I... id lo tome l>\. except at 128 Henrv St.
Uh\ not slop l.\ and pick up a new friend.
Mill' tail Linda al 256-6951 for first
pick

ENTERTAINMENT
lo all MM i luh Members — There will

he a Happx Hour at the Hatch on Thur-
sday. Itrt 3. 8 to 9. There will be a post-
game Happx Hour from 4 to 8 on Saturday
Oct. 5.

.lodes. Vou'ic not getting older, you're
gelling heller' Happx I9th!( a. AH. Khesus
Moukexs and Ihe Hotilnexs wish xou the
happiest id \ears.

Kris. Happx .'nth Love Teddy. Pooh.
Iloppx ..lid Dolpli

Bxan O'Neal stars in "Paper Moon
rri only. Oct. 4. 7- 9 -II. Mabar. No shows
on Sat.

Would Ihe pnckisi who stole mi plants
luesd.i \ in \ V at least haxe Ihe decenrx lo

. ellll II II. \ |Mlls
'

Hatch Celebrity Series presents Muddy
Waters for one big night of music. The
sounds will be funky . fast and anything but
muddx

.

In nix No I girl Happx I8(h hirlhdax.
.ind max I lie wilh xou for man\ more
I IM e W BX lie

Vou gel more music for your money and
pax iess money for your music with Bob
Ihe D.J. (all now for your date with
nonstop nostalgia. 536-4M75.

lo ins l.tMiute Khesus Monkey: Hope
this hirlhdax is ,.s happx as mx last xear
uillivnii ll.iptix I'lth luxe alwaxs Little

Al No Klraf,

INSTRUCTION
Flule lessons — all levels, ages,

experienced. master's degree.
Reasonable rales < ..inline Berrx . 549-

6511.

\ train wreck in Cincinnati has over-
si.h ked imu warehouses. Musi clear spare.
Ile.iulif.il :. spd hike al closeoul price.
M...k dwindling last Only I left. Free
mir« piano lesson with purchase of bike.
W ilh.uil Ink. $ 1 half hour. $5 - hr. For hike
...II Maiio lor piano lessons call Kathx
,si HM..X Far wrecked train, call Kubv.

SERVICES
Xiiinmoth i repair specializing in MAAH

and other foreign cars. Call t.uy. 256-6110

IMieland Music this week features Mad
\ngel al the Rluewall. starting Tuesday
Wednesday thru Saturday Silverado
Shines al the Hatch and Paleface Speak
With Forked Tongue at the TOC

i <iiipus (tubs and Organir ns Do
xou want to publish high uualitv
newsletter, pamphlet, magazine or
booklet'""' Let Ihe Message Company help
yuu write, layout, design and print it"
Reasonable fees. Contact Jerrx al 253-HN69

for information

HI II \«.i... repair 2 day service, work
giiarauleed M Tech Hi f%, (all .IS >m

\nxone interested in participating in
Ihe I Mass Jazz Jam sessions, please call
John K. Walker al 549-2664.

MISCELLANEOUS

Mjiiamii Massage relaxation, $3

PO Box (71. V Amherst, ninv.

NVON Turn spare hours into spare
dollars Nell quality \wm products. No
selling experience necessary. Call
I olhx Til ill}

M.

D.ix I aie Parents Co-Op needs children
I Meets dailx Warm, loving en

Minimum "ii'im;2s

Horses boarded 10 min. from campus —
box stalls, trails, pastures, Ig. Held for
hunt course, (all 515-2781 day or 323-1056
exenings.

PAILS O'.DTIME FIRNITIRE
has beds, bureaus, desks, chairs,
rockers, mods lamps, books, clothing.
Goodwill spiritual wisdom sofas, etc.
H vou come down this week we will tell
vou Ihe meaning of life I'Al I S
located behind Auburhou s, \mherst
-'53.3511 "Mighty Like Arose".

Vermont Bai investor partner wanted
II interest Oualitv downtown Montpelier
rrsiauranl-bar Marcia Rogers 802-451
7187 or Jeff Jacobs h»2-2:' t-6oo i

i In isiiau science Monitor subscriptions.
$s 25 per t mos (all 54IMMI6.

.1
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Notices

cont. from p. 15

COMM DIS MAJORS:
Club meeting tonight at seven in Goodell

504. Please attend.

FENCING. ANYONE?
The Fencing club will meet on Tues.

Oct. 1, 7-9 p.m. The club welcomes new
fencers. If you cannot come on Tuesdays
but are interested call Joe at 6-5634.

FENCING CLUB:
The (J Mass Fencing Club is beginning its

74-75 season. All are welcome for informal
lessons and fencing. Walk in anytime.
Mon.-Thura. 7-9 p.m. WOPE rm. 8 Equip,
available — bring sneakers & ID.

FRESHMAN LS&S MAJORS:
All freshmen LS&S majors are in-

couraged to contact Jean Swanson 256-
8476 or Becky Liddell 253-7502 for in-

formation about freshmen involvement in

the Recreation Society.
GSS:

Meeting tonight at 6:30 in Rms. 805-809
C.C. All sisters please attend.

INTER-VARSITY:
Christians, come and share your

fellowship with us and our Lord. To light at

7:30 in 811 C.C,
KOSHER MEA T CO-OP:

There will be a meeting for all people
interested in joining the Kosher Meat Co-
op today, Mon. 9-30, at 4:30 p.m. in rm.
90 Cdelete delete delete
KOSHER MEAT CO-OP:

There will be a meeting for all people
interested in joining the Kosher Meat Co-
op today, Mon. 9-30, at 4:30 p.m. in rm
905-909 CC.
MAIADS:

Practice today 4:30 - 6:15 Tuesday 7-8

and Weds. 4:30 - 6:15.

OUTING CLUB:
Mudman Week begins with a Caving

slide show tonight at our general meeting
in CC 101 at 6:30 p.m. On Weds. Oct. 7 a

Caving workshop will be held in CC 917. If

you don't like slime there wil be a back-
packing workshop Tues. in 162 at 6:30.

OXEN CLUB
An. Sci. & stockbridge
e interested in starting an
very important to come to

j held at Grinned Arena

ON SOCIETY:
ction Society and Library

921 CC. Come up and
ew members are always

SIGMA:
like Sherman Williams
the earth.

/fS.
ht Rm 169 CC at 7:00. All

M Barbara, 546 6672.

For those
students that

oxen team, it

the 1st meet
today at 4:30

RECREATION SOCIETY:
There will bo a general meeting Tuesday

Oct. 1st at 7:30 p.m. in Room 101 CC. If

you haven't tten your newsletter this

weekend, th> can be found in Becky's
office.

SCIENCE FIC

The Scienc
are now in P

check us out
welcome.
SIGMA SIG/b

Tri Sigma
Paint. ..we cov
STAR TREK

Meeting tor

welcome. ?'s

MEETING:
There will b i meeting Monday at 7:00

p.m. in SU 403 Ac Affairs room, of the Ac
Affairs Com and all interested students.
STUDENT JU ICIARY:

All advocates must attend the meeting
tonight in 903 CC at 8:00. Judges need not
attend.

SUCCOT SERVICES:
Tonight at 700 p.m. CC 105. Tomorrow

10 a.m. Colonial Lounge SU.
VOLUNTEER HELP NEEDED:
Volunteers are desperately needed to

help initiate and run the Learning Ex-
change, a self directed learning service
where you can share, teach or learn

practically anything you want. There are
opportunities to meet people, expand
interest and earn credit. Please call the
Amherst Cor* nunity Resource Center
253 2591

LOST:
Single strand of blue and brown beads

in CC, Fri. 127. Sentimental value,
Reward. Call teen, 6-5976.
SUNDOWN l ST:

1 yr white ale cat lost off Rt. 9 in

Belchertown (towards Quabbin). Has gray
spot on head and 2 different color eyes.
Any information will be greatly ap-
preciated. Pie, call 323-4581.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By Stella Wilder

Monday, September 30
LIBRA (Sept. 23 -Oct. 22) -

An extravagant expenditure
today could cause considerable
trouble tomorrow, especially

where personal relationships

are concerned.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
— The place to start cleaning

house is at home. Let another

advise a friend on his personal

affairs; you would do well to

keep out of it.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) — Good planning
results in good actions and,

ultimately, in benefits. Be sure
you are laying the groundwork
intelligently.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-J an.

19) — The wise Capricorn will

refuse to trust to Lady Luck.
Do what you can to help

things along the road to

success. Study the situation

carefully.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.

18) — Make every effort to

gain all the facts of whatever
"case" you are faced with
today. Don't expect to make a
decision both blindly and well.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
— Whatever opportunity that

presents itself this morning
can be accepted at face value.

Don't expect friends to do all

the groundwork for you
however.

ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
— Slight errors will not count
against you on the employ-
ment scene today. A major
mistake, however, could prove
disastrous. Seek out little-

known facts.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— The more diplomatic your
handling of others at this time,
the more you can count on
success in the near future.

Build an influential following.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20)
— If travel is in your
immediate future, make plans
with the greatest of care. This
is no time to take chances with
moving vehicles.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
— Unless you can count on at
least partial results, you would
do well not to put too much of
yourself into the present
project. Conserve your energy.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
Make sure you have all the
facts of the matter on hand
before you attempt to make
any decisions that would
institue a change in life-styles.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
— These are not especially

good times for the Virgo who
insists on change as the best
policy. If the status quo
appeals to you, today is an
excellent one.

dizzy and paul — By Jim Carson
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I Sfton ol han
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Bible

9 vole
Unofficial po»

14 Robert
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old

17 Cockmi*
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19 Toot
20 Being cooled

2 words
21 Nam*
23 Bezels

25 Neither

liquid noi gat
26 Fern .nine

name
28 Adminicle'*

last nies
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2 words
3? Tiaa le»m
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39 Highland
musician
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42 Engage in
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4& Corporation
VIP«
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hammer
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51 Patte
S4 f.iieoi
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58 Accostets
62 Garment
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Tony
64 B'Hiah
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66 Bird
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can be
68 Thame Mutic
69 Occurrence
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OOWM
1 Engendered
2 An, withe
group Vat

3 USSR pioneei

4 Drop
5 eras

saying
6 Type ol paper
7 Rims
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1
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66 OeiWei
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67 Showed a film
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Break a leg!
The University" Theatre an-

nounces try-outs for its production
of Eric Bentle/s "Larry Park's Day
In Court" tomorrow and Thursday
(10-2 & 10-3) in the Studio Theater
at South College.

To be directed by Gary Stewart,
the play stems from the House Un-
American Activities Committee
investigation into the entertainment
industry.

Readings begin at 7:30. Further

information may be obtained by
calling 545-2423.

UMass Police

Emergency

Number

5-31 1

1

c/>
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"...Raindrops keep falling on my flute,
But that doesn't mean my flute's gonna rust..."

stresses NUKE
IL.OPEiV 9:30-6-30 - FRIDAYS tin 9 J ]

Wfe HAVg SHELVES FUU. OF
POTTB RY

YOU PON'T LOVE ME
BECAUSE I TALK TOO
MUCH SO FROM NOW OM
I'M NOT 60IN6 10SM ANVTHIN6
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F0K BEER
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(fMEXr TO THE PQSf OFFICE,- IN AMHERST/

safety standards
SPRINGFIELD - Gov. Francis

W. Sargent Saturday told the
annual meeting of the New England
Coalition on Nuclear Pollution
(NECNP) that he will not allow
nuclear power plants in the state

'unless they meet rigorous en-
vironmental, economic, and stafety

standards.'

Sargent, on the November
campaign trail around
Massachusetts over the weekend,
said the cost of building nuclear
power plants has escalated to the
point where their cost is no longer
cheaper than convention power to
the consumer.

INDEX

'The cost of constructing nuclear
power plants is increasing faster

than that of any facility on the face
of this planet,' Sargent said, ad-

ding, 'the public has begun to

realize that nuclear power will not
result in lower utility bills.'

The Coalition is one of the public
interveners in eventaul AEC
hearings on the construction of
twin $1.52 billion nuclear plants in

Montague, fifteen miles north of
Amherst.

Sargent made the same
statements last spring at UMass
during another meetion of the
Coalition. At that time he set up a

panel to monitor safety of nuclear
power in Massachusetts. About 50
Coalition members and public were
on hand Saturday at the Springfield

Natural History Museum to hear
him.

Besides suggesting that the

state should get involved in

financing construction of power
plants, Sargent said the Mass.
Dept. of Public Utilities would begin
hearings in two weeks on the
electric rate structure.

He said the present structure

'encourages compsumption' and
'must be challenged.'

Today, as I speak, 42 per cent of

the nuclear capacity in this country

is scheduled to be shut down this

fall because of failures in the

cooling systems,' Sargent said.

The AEC last week asked 17 out
of 47 U.S. nuclear plants to shut
down because they may have
cooling system leaks.

'If our experience with nuclear
power has taught us anything, it is

that we ourselves must take the
lead,' he concluded. 'We cannot
rely upon the experts.'

RECRUITMENTS
i

THE WIZARD OF ID

EXTRA, EXTRA..
KING SAYS PRICES
WILL VKOP

by Brant psarker and Johnny hart

WW7'

4RTISTS
Photographers

803 CC
7 PM*WED-OCT2

*
*
*

Television Tonight
5 00 THE RAYMOND BURR SHOW
Walls Are Waiting." (3)

THE REAL McCOYS "Cupid Wore
A Tail." (18)

THE BIG VALLEY 122)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGH
BORHOOD (24) (57)

5 30 GREEN ACRES Eb Discovers
The Birds and the Bees " (181

VILLA ALLEGRE (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Gomer and the
Father Figure." 127)

HOGANS HEROES "Unfair Ex
change." (30)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

6 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

TWEL VE O'CLOCK HIGH "Sounds
of Distant Thunder. 118)

BIG NEWS 90 (221

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "All That
Buzzes Ain't Bees " (271

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)

BONANZA "Look Into The Stars
"

(40)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (301

MOVIE "Sea Of Lost Ships " (27)

ZOOM' (57)

6:45 HUMAN GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT (24)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW * A Word
A Day " (18)

BIG NEWS 90 122). TO TELL
THE TRUTH Garry Moore, host [30]

ABC EVENING NEWS (4.1

WOMAN IS "Frincin* Trevens"
(57)

7 30 NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

POLICE SURGEON (8)

THE WIL BURN BROTHERS (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host i22) 130)

ANTIQUES (24)

POLKA With Frank Knight and

Mike Sztaba From New Britian (401

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITIONS!)
8:00 AFTER DINNER SHOWCASE
"World At War - Alone Mav 1940-
Mav 1941." (31

THE ROOKIES Legacy ^f Death ."

Chris Owen s life is endangered when
he is partnered with a veteran
supercop seemingly bent on self

destruction. (8) (40)

SHARING OUR FAITH 118)

BORN FREE Death Of A Hunter
"

(221 (30)

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK "The
Unquiet Death Of Julius and Ethel
Rosenberg " (24) (57)

8:30 SAFARI TO ADVENTURE (27)
9:00 MAUDE (3)

NFL MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
GAME (8) (40) iHE OTHER SIX
DAYS (181

MOVIE Support Your Local
Sheriff " (22) (301

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (271
9 30 RHODA (3)

EVENING AT POPS (24)
PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT

BILKO "Investigation ." (27)
FRESH BREEZE DOWN EAST Part

11 (571

10:00 MEDICAL CENTER "Three-
Cornered Cage." (31

WORCES TER NEWS (271
DOWN THE ROAD (57)

10 30 CONNECTICUT REPORT (18)
THE GLOUCESTERMEN (24)

PORTUGUESE AROUND US
(27)^ 11 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (18!
(22) (271 (30)

ABC CAPTIONED EVENING
NEWS (57)

11:30 MOVIE "Rio Conchos." (31

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22)
1301

1145 NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS
140)

12 00 ACTION NEWS (8)

12 15 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 1974
HIGHLIGHTS (40)
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Golfers are New England Champs
By RICH SEVIERI

Sports Staff

The trophy case in Boyden's
lobby has a new addition this

morning. The Oakley Cup, em-
blematic of New England in-

tercollegiate golf supremacy, is the

property of the UMass golf team for

the 1974-75 season.

Forty-two teams comprised of

210 golfers teed off at New Seabury
Country Club on Thursday in

search of the New England golf

championship. When dusk settled

on nearby Nantucket Sound on
Friday, UMass had an unbelievable

22 stroke victory over the rest of the

field in the 36 hole event.

In the individual tournament.

Rick Olson became the first

Minuteman to win the New
England golf championship since

William Young in 1957.

The Minutemen jumped to a 16

stroke lead after the first 18 holes.

Olson had a tournament low par 72,

while John Lasek, Joe Artman, and
Tom Toski, all had 77's for a

combined team total of 303.

Nearest competitor was Central

Conn, at 319. For all practical

purposes the tournament was over.

"We were really surprised with

that first day lead," said Joe Art-

man. "With all of our talent, and a

16 stroke lead there was no way we
could get beat."

On Friday the Minutemen
coasted to the title with Olson
posting a 78; Lasek an 81; Artman
an 85; and a 73, low round of the

day, by Howard Terban.

Terban, whose home course is

New Seabury and coming off a

sensational summer of amateur golf

(he had 3 eagles in the opening

round of the Mass. Amateur) had a

disastrous opening round of 86.

Since only the four best of five

team member scores are used, his

was thrown out. He was disap-

pointed.

"Howard could have put his head
in the tank after that first round,"

said coach Fan Gaudette. "He
showed a lot of class coming back
with that 73."

Terban missed having a sen-

sational 69 in the 2nd round by
taking a 2 stroke penalty for playing

the wrong ball and four putting the

18th.

U Mass's 37 total for the second
day gave them a 620 total for the

tournament, and a 22 stroke victory

over second place Salem St. at 642.

Salem St. had a fine 300 total for

the second day, but a 39 stroke

deficit from the opening round was

UMass harriers Tom Wilson, John McGrail, Randy Thomas, Bill Gillin cross the
finish line together after the UMass cross country team had defeated Boston
College 15-50 in their first meet of the season. Their win is the equivalent of a
shutout and made it three over the weekend for UMass teams.

NFL results

Phildelphia 30 Baltimore 10;

New England 20 Los Angeles

14; Buffalo 16 NY Jets 12;

Minnesota 11 Chicago 7; St.

Louis 29 Cleveland 7; Green
Bay 21 Detroit 19; New Orleans

14 Atlanta 13; NY Giatns 14

Dallas 6; Kansas City 17

Houston 7; Cincinnati 21 San
Francisco 3; Miami 28 San
Diego 21; Oakland 17 Pitt-

sburgh 0.

Monday's Game — Denver at

Washington, night.

Dartmouth Massachusetts

Dart. Mass.

First Downs 23 10

Rushing: 25-174 45-130

Att. -Yards Gained

Yards Gained
Passing 216 65

Total Yards Gained 390 195
Passes: 28-16-4 7-4-2

Att.-Comp.-lntercept.

Return Yardage 29 18
Punts-Average 4-35.8 7-44.7

Fumbles- Lost 2-2

Penalties-

Yards Penalized 4-29 3-25

Notices

Swimming instruction will be
available for 5-college staff and
students who have physical
disabilities and-or medical referals

in the North Physical Education

pool on Wednesdays 9-10 a.m. The
1st session will be held on October

9. The program of instruction will

be based on the needs and interests

of each participant. Teaching will

be on a one-to-one basis. The
teachers assigned are experienced

swimming instructors presently

enrolled in the P.E. 290 Aquatic

Therapy class. The total program
will be supervised by a Univ. faculty

member. Persons interested in

instruction are asked to call Prof.

Esther Wallace, No. P.E. Bldg. 5

2324 before Oct. 9.

There will be an organizational

meeting of the UMass wrestling

team Tuesday October 1, 1974 at

4:30 p.m. in the Boyden Wrestling

Room.
Tne Varsity Soccer team is

looking for a manager. Applicants

can call coach A I Rufe at 545 2691.

Harriers win

Staples and Matty Mangan were
timed in 20:13 over the hilly 3.75
mile course. In their first taste of

college running, the freshmen
placed twelve runners, before the
Eagles' first man.
CROSS COUNTRY CORNER -

Keith Francis didn't compete
because of an injury, but it made
little difference. The harriers
collected all 22 first place votes in

the New England Preseason Cross
Country Poll while Providence was
voted second. Harvard was ranked
third, in a reversal of the final 1973
poll, setting the stage for Tuesday's
tri-meet, which will be featuring the
top three teams in New England.
Dartmouth and Northeastern round
out the top five.

Look for the names Neil, Carrol,

Meyer, Staples and Mangan in the
future, as the best of the freshmen
attempt to make the varsity squad.

Sox disintegrate

From Wire Services

The Boston Red Sox were
mathematically eliminated from
the American League Eastern

Division pennani race yesterday

by the Detroit Tigers, 7-4.

Veteran Al Kaline, who earlier in

the week obtained his 3000th
hit, highlighted the Detroit

victory with a run-scoring single

in the sixth inning.

In the only other close

divisional race the New York
Mets downed the Pittsburgh

Pirates, 7-2, while the St. Louis

Cardinals vaulted into a fir-

stplace tie by beating the Cubs,
73.

TEN FIN

BOWLING
BOYDEN GYM

4-10:30

Mon. thru Fri.

(except during
league play)

50c a string

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics

S2 75 per page
Send for your up to date,

176 pjqe, mail ord*?r catalog

of 5500 topics Enclose

S1 00 to cover postaqe (1 2

days deliver y time)

519GLENROCK AVE.

SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Ou< matprid <, ,ve sold fo»

research purposes fttlty

too much to overcome.

Central Conn, and Rhode Island

tied for third at 643. Boston College

was a distant fourth at 653.

"Hell of a win," said coach Fan
Gaudette. "It was a long time

We finally put the
that this team has

overdue,
potential

together."

"We're number one now," said

new team member Tom Toski, a

transfer from Florida St. "The
NCAA selection Committee for the

NCAA championships next Spring
will have to take notice now."

In the individual play Olson
grabbed a 3 stroke lead over Doug
Bettencourt of BC, who had a 75,

after the first round. Olson's second
round 78 gave him a 150 total, and a

4 shot victory over Peter Malley of
Lowell Tech for the New England
title.

Olson went four over par after

four holes in his opening round on
Thursday. The front nine at New
Seabury in Mashpee curves along
Nantucket Sound and coastal

breezes gave all the players fits.

Olson battled back, toured the rest

of the holes in four under for a par
72. A double bogey at 18 marred his

second round 78.

The UMass golfers head to

Hartford on Wednesday to defend
the ECAC Regional title they won
last Fall. The top five finishers at

Hartford will qualify for the ECAC
championships next month in New
Jersey.
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The Only Kosher-Style

DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT
In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 to»f

Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

Station Station

Constitution Convention

COME & VOTE

Third World People & Women Welcome

Tues., Oct. 1

8:00 p.m.

Commonwealth Rm.

S.U.

OPENINGS
FOR VIPS

That's right — no longer will you be a lost soul within the
thousands of students here at UMass. You too can become special,
important, needed, a person of value. Army ROTC is looking for
special people; individuals interested in learning more about the
mainstay of national defense — the US Army.

And we have a lot to offer too - accredited Military Science
courses; challenging extracurricular activities; a highly qualified
group of Army officers and NCOs sincerely interested in YOUR
abilities and goals; financial assistance; an interesting, rewarding
alternative in jobs after graduation; and the chance to serve over
two hundred million Americans - as a commissioned officer in the
active Army. Reserves, or National Guard.

Drop by and visit us in the Department of Military Science
(Bldg. No. 79 or call 545-2321). You'll be welcome, there wont be
any runaround. we'll have some answers for you — and we're
always good for a cup of coffee!

Pats ram Rams 20-14
it

a rmc
m
/
h
u

B
^
m Cunnm9ham ru"s into the waiting™s

S
f"* GeddeS 0f the Rams duri "9 yesterday's

20-14 Patroits win at Foxboro.

It's time to start believing
Los Angeles
New England
LA - Baker 1 run Ray kick
NE - Stingley 20 pass from Plunkett Smith kick
NE-FG Smith 39
NE-FG Smith 23
NE - Vataha 21 pass from Plunkett Smith kick
LA - Rentzel 36 pass from Hadl Ray kick
A - 61,279

7 7-14
7 6 7-20

First downs
Rushes — yards

Passing— yards

Return yards

Passes

Punts

Fumbles— lost

Penalties— vards

Rams
20

31-109

196

19

13-32-2

5-32

4-3

2-10

"FOOTBALL
HOTLINE"

Subscribe for 3-4 best college
and pro game selections each
week for $10.00.

INTRODUCTION SPECIAL
THIS WEEK FOR $5.00

Send check or money order
with your name, address, and
phone number to:

FOOTBALL HOTLINE
P.O. BOX 1057

BROCKTON, MASS. 02403

All subscribers guaranteed
calls on Sat. 912 a.m. if order
received by 10 p.m. on Friday.

Patriots

13

35-98

151

82
14-25-1

8-36

1-1

8-95

New England scores
By The Associated Press

Harvard, 24 Holy Cross 14;
Brown 45, Rhode Island 15;

Massachusetts 14, Dartmouth 0;
Delaware 34, New Hampshire 10;
Yale 20, Connecticut 7; Boston
University 29, Vermont 6; Bucknell
30, Maine 14; Temple 34, Boston
College 7; Northeastern 19,
Bridgeport 18; Middlebury 21,
Wesleyan 19; Williams 17, Trinity

14; Springfield 26, Amherst 16;
Tufts 28, Union 23; Bowdoin 17,
Worcester Polytechnic 15,'

American International 34, Norwich
10; Rensselaer Polytechnic 30,
Western Connecticut 0; Plymouth
State 14, Bridgewater State 7;
Clarion 30; Central Connecticut 20;
Colby 7, Coast Guard 6.

\W *T. 1™...

Siioo

with this AD;

EVSARs
H0ETS5

By DAVE O'HARA
Associated Press Sports Writer

FOXBORO, Mass. \AP\ - Jim Plunkett fired a pair
of touchdown passes, John Smith booted two field
goals and the New England defense turned in a
mighty effort Sunday, sparking the upstart Patriots to
a 20-14 victory over the Los Angeles Rams. The
Patr.ots spotted the heavily favored Rams an early
touchdown and then charged back for their third
consecutive National Football League triumph
The Rams, who had allowed only 10 points in

winning their first two games, drove to the New
England 25 with 1 :58 to play, but were stopped by the
Patriots' rejuvenated defense.
John Hadl of the Rams missed on two passes was

sacked for a six yard loss and then had an aerial in-
tercepted by defensive back Prentice McCray
The Rams got one more shot in the closinq

seconds, but Hadl was unable to hit on two lonq
bombs before the final gun.

Los Angeles struck for a touchdown the second
time it had the ball, going 54 yards in nine ground
plays. Tony Baker capped the surge with a one-yard
burst.

However, the Patriots came right back to tie the
score, going 68 yards in 11 plays on a series started
after the Rams touchdown. On the second play of the
second period, Plunkett passed to Darryl Stingley in
the end zone for 20 yards and six points.

Helped by a 38-yard punt return by Mark Herron
the Patriots moved in front to stay on a 39-yard field
goal by Smith early in the second half

Smith made it 13-7 with a 23-yard field goal late in
the third quarter and Plunkett featured a 75-yard
march for what proved to be the decisive touchdown
at the outset of the fourth quarter.

Plunkett, on third down and nine yards to go for a
first down, hit former Stanford teammate Randy

Vataha on a 21 -yard scoring pass play. Vataha made a
leaping catch at the 5 and raced untouched for the
score.

Hadl had a pass intercepted by Ron Bolton at theNew England 13 a few minutes later and the two
teams then exchanged fumbles. Hadl tried to rally theRams in the closing minutes. He fired a 36-yard
touchdown pass to Lance Rentzel at 10:46 and then
came his va.n efforts as the New England defense
proved too touch.

The Patriots forced four Los Angeles fumbles
recovering three, and intercepted Hadl twice

However, penalties hurt New England in key
situations. The Patriots were called for eight penalties
and 95 yards. Los Angeles drew only two penalties for
10 yards.

Plunkett completed 14 of 25 passes for 189 yards in
a brilliant display. He was sacked four times for a total
loss of 27 yards. The Rams have piled up 15 sacks in
three games.
The Patriots threw up a hard pass rush but

managed to get Hadl just twice. However, the big one
came at an opportune time, late in the game with the
score 20-14.

Hadl completed only 13 of 32 passes, but grossedAW yards. Neither team could move steadily on the
ground, except for the Ram's first touchdown march
The Patriots netted only 98 yards rushing, the Rams

Lawrence McCutcheon led Los Angeles with 51
yards in 14 carries, but was held in check after the first
period. Herron, a five-foot-five halfback took in-
dividual honors with 62 yards in 16 carries.

All 61,279 tickets were sold, but there were 1 567
"no-shows." The Patriot's first sellout of the year at
Schaefer Stadium enabled the game to be televised
throughout New England.

SPORTS

Giants axe
Cowboys in

upset, 14-6
DALLAS \AP\ - New York

struck for two touchdowns within a
64-second span in the second
quarter on the running of rookie
Doug Kotar and the passing of
Norm Snead Sunday to upend the
Dallas Cowboys 14-6 and give the
new Giants' Coach Bill Arnsparger
his first National Football League
victory.

The inspired Giants put a fierce
rush on Dallas quarterback Roger
Staubach, sacking him six times
and intercepting three passes.

^
After a scoreless first quarter,

Snead struck suddenly on a 50-yard
pass play to Bob Grim to put the
Giants in business at the Dallas
eight-yard line.

Kotar bolted across from two

Schnellenberger out
as Colts' mentor
PHILADELPHIA [UPI] - Howard Schnelienberger was dismissed as

head coach of the Baltimore Colts by owner Robert Irsay Sunday after the
team's 30-10 loss to the Philadelphia Eagles.

Irsay announced to the team in the locker room after the game that he is
turning over the coaching duties to General Manager Joe Thomas in an
effort to turn around the Colts' fortunes after three straight losses.

Schnellenberger, who was not told of the decision until after the team
had learned of it, said he intended to fulfill his contract, which is in the
second of three years.

"I was hired as Head Coach," said the man who came to the Colts after
a stint as assistant coach with the Miami Dolphins. "I expect to fulfill my
contract. It was my life ambition to become a head coach. I worked too
hard to get this far, and I don't expect to go out this easy."

Schnellenberger said he was surprised and shaken by the move. He said
he will meet Monday with Thomas to discuss the decision.
Thomas, a former Colts' assistant coach, has been general manager of

the club for two years.

His selection as head coach was not greeted with enthusiasm by the
Colts' field General, quarterback Marty Domres.

"There is no way that Joe Thomas can turn this team around," Domres
said.

Domres said Schnellenberger was a "good coach".
"We're in a rebuilding stage and the players have to get to know each

other before we can win," Domres said.

After Thomas became General Manager he traded away 23 players from
the Colts' 1970 Super Bowl Champiqnship team.

Irsay bought the Colts in July, 1972, from Carroll Rosenbloom, who
moved to the Los Angeles Rams. Irsay was an original partner in the
Montreal Expos baseball team.

In Schnellenberger's first year as Head Coach, the Colts won four games
and lost 10 in the National League's American Conference.

yards out after a holding penalty on at the Cowboys' 22
Dallas had put New York in scoring On third down, Snead found Joe
DOS,tlon Dawkins alone behind Cornell
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Purdue drops Irish in upset

M

By BILL MADDEN
UPI Sports Writer

Chalk up a couple for "The Dwarfs."
For a good many years, college football buffs have

scoffed at Notre Dame's scheduling of big ten
"dwarfs" such as Iowa and Northwestern (and more
recently even Purdue), while the Southwest Con-
ference has long been kidded as "Texas and the
Seven Dwarfs."

Well folks, a couple of those so-called "Dwarfs" did
some fast growing on Saturday and when the top 20
ratings come out this week, Notre Dame and Texas
will be quiie a bit lower than their accustomed
positions - each with an unexpected loss tacked on
to their records.

At South Bend, Ind., the second-rated Fighting
Irish saw their nation's longest (13) winning streak
come to an end at the hands of Purdue, 31-20, while
fifth- ranked Texas, expecting to cakewalk to a sixth
straight Southwest Conference title, got stung 26-3

by Texas Tech. ,t was the Longhorns first Conference
loss since 1971.

Elsewhere, sixth-ranked Arizona State, No 8Oklahoma State and 10th-rated Wisconsin also tasted
defeat for the first time. The Sun Devils fell 9-0 to
Missouri, the Cowboys were upset 31-14 by Baylor

Colorado
Bad96rS QrOPPed a 24 "21 decision ,0

But the rest of the nation's elite managed to escaoe
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A,abama struggled past Vanderbilt 23-10No. 4 Michigan torpedoed Navy 52-0 No 7 Texa*A&M outlasted Washington 2*15; No 9 Nebraska

r^outed^rthwestern 49-7; and Oklahoma buhetuth

"We played one too many bad first halves and it

cost us the ballgame," said Notre Dame Coach Ara
Parseghian of his team's shocking defeat. "I felt we
were still in the ballgame until they got 31 points."
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Big D dumps Dartmouth Why
By DAVE ElBEL

A year ago Dartmouth football

coach Jake Crouthamel almost
murdered his assistants after the

Big Green lost their opener to the

country cousins of the University of

New Hampshire. One year later

Crouthamel can only blame the

UMass Minutemen for Saturday's
14-0 UMass win over the defending
Ivy champions. .

Although Dartmouth rolled up 23
first downs to ten for the

Minutemen and outgained UMass
two-to-one (390 yards to 195) the
Big Green were thwarted time and
again by a pugnacious, inspired

defense which refused to be scored
upon for the second game in a row.

After two games in which the

offense did its job superbly, it was
significant that when the offense
sputtered, the defense proved
equal to the task. In fact it was the
defense which enabled the offense
to put two touchdowns on the

board by forcing key turnovers and
then kept the shutout safe by
coming up with the big play when it

had to.

Dartmouth took the opening
kickoff and marched from their own
36 to the UMass 23. On first and ten

Dartmouth fullback Frank Wilson
carried to the UMass 17, but on the

next two plays defensive tackle

Marty Trymbulak and corner back
John Van Buren made key tackles

to set up a fourth and five from the

UMass 18. Instead of going for a

field goal which if successful could
have changed the complexion of

the game, the Big Green tried a fake

and failed when holder John Souba
fell trying to run around the end for

the first down.
The Minutemen took over at their

28 and marched downfield for what

proved to be the winning touch-

down. A pass from Mark Tripucka

to Walt Parker and four carries by

fullback Keith Lang moved the ball

to the UMass 47. Then on third and
six Lang took a pitchout from

Tripucka and went twenty- three

yards to the Dartmouth thirty. On
second and eleven Tripucka hit

flanker Lee Harriman with a pin-

. point pass to the Dartmouth one
and then Lang bucked over for the

score.

A turnover forced by the

tenacious UMass defense set up

the second UMass touchdown later

in the first period. After a 54 yard

John Romboli pun had set Dart-

mouth deep in their territory,

Dennis Kiernan recovered a Wilson

fumble on the Dartmouth eleven on

the first play after the punt.

Tragedy almost struck on the

first UMass play when halfback

Rich Jessamy fumbled a Tripucka

pitchout but fortunately for the

Minutemen he recovered it himself

on the Dartmouth 26. Two running

plays and an infraction later, Walt
Parker peeled off a block and with

at least twenty-five yards between
him and any green uniforms,

grabbed a Tripucka pass to give

UMass a 14-0 kick.

The Big Green came out stor-

ming in the second half and picked

up 15 first downs to only three for

the Minutemen, who threw the ball

only once and didn't run a single

option play, as they stuck to a safe

but unexciting brand of offense.

After UMass was stymied
following the second half kickoff

Dartmouth moved from their own
13 to the UMass 4 but while the

crowd of 9,500 had visions of a

comeback the Minutemen had
ideas of their own. On what might

UMass fullback Jim Torrance stopped by a bevy of Dartmouth tacklers during

Saturday's 14-0 UMass whitewashing of the defending Ivy champions. The UMass
offense only managed 195 yards during the game including 54 in a second half which

saw the Minutemen stick to an ultra-conservative offensive attack.

have been the killing play for the

Big Green's chances, halfback

John Souba fumbled on a dive play

and resurrected lineman Paul St.

Onge plopped on the ball, and
thereby making his move from
fullback to defensive line pay on
one big play.

From then on the pattern of the

game was simple. Dartmouth kept

the Minutemen hemmed in and just

when they seemed ready to score

had drives snuffed out by clutch

UMass defensive plays. On their

last three drives of the game the

Ivies moved down to the UMass 14,

24, 44, and 18 and came away with

one big zero.

John Van Buren who has

established himself as UMass'
leading candidate for the "maker of

the big play" award snuffed out

two drives himself with in-

terceptions. John Toner picked off

one pass also, while another drive

was stopped when Paul St. Onge
dropped quarterback Tom

Snickenberger for a loss on a fourth

and three from the UMays .4.

To be honest, Dartmouth won
the battle of the scouts. The Big

Green moved the ball almost at will

behind the options of quarterback

Tom Snickenberger and some
timely passes to 6'5" end Walt
Kandabrow, but inside the twenty

the UMass defense was king.

That's something the Dartmouth
scouts and players weren't
prepared for, and that's what made
the difference.
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Dennis Kiernan (ngm foreground) recovers a Frank Wilson fumble on tne Dartmouth eleven yara line.

The Minutemen then scored to make it 14-0 four plays later on a Walt Parker td reception. The game was
played in a driving downpour during the entire second half and marked the first victory by UMass over
Dartmouth in a 22 game series dating back to 1902.

Minutemen booters shut out Maine 3-0 20
By BEN CASWELL

The Maine Soccer jinx is over,

and it was ended in fine fashion as
the Minutemen shut-out the
University of Maine Black Bears 3-0

Saturday.

After being shut- out the last two
times against Maine it is an un-

derstatement to say that the
Minutemen were ready for a

change. This game was the second
shut out win of the season for

UMass.
Forward Bob McChesney started

off the scoring about mid-way

through the first half. Halfback Jim
Vollinger took a shot that hit

someone out in front. McChesney
very opportunly moved in on the

rebound and popped the ball into

the net to the left of a bewildered

Maine goaltender.

Runners romp over BC 20
By SCOTT HAYES

Sports Staff

Pack running was the name of the game, Saturday
afternoon, as the UMass Cross Country team shutout

Boston College 15-50. John McGrail, Randy Thomas,
Bill Gillin and Tom Wilson finished in a four-way tie for

first, completing the five-mile course in 26:18. The
harriers captured the top eight spots in the season's

first taste of competition.

The weather was favorable, and although a bit

humid, a periodic drizzle kept things cool. The times

weren't great, but good enough to be 10-15 seconds
off the best times last year. It was a somewhat
"relaxed" effort by the harriers, who needed to get

the feel of race competition before this week's testing

schedule.

Thomas and Gillin were running together at the
three-mile mark, with Wilson and McGrai' right

behind. John Scheer was fifth, as the squad ran the
first half of the race fairly hard, then eased off.

Scheer captured fifth in 26:33, while Chris Farmer,
Phil Broughton and Frank Noto garnered the number
six through eight positions. E'i Becker was the first BC
runner to finish, taking ninin place. The Harriers
joined the football and soccer teams in blanking their

opponents (15-50 is a perfect score in cross country).
Robb Leary placed tenth with a time of 27:13 to

round out the top ten finishers.

The Minutemen runners travel to Franklin Park on
Tuesday in an attempt to break a 21 -year losing streak
against Harvard and remain atop the New England
Cross Country Poll by staving off a tough Providence
team.

The freshmen harriers also dominated BC, scoring a
15-50 shutout as five runners tied for individual

honors. Bob Neil, Frank Carroll, Rolf Meyer, Cliff

turn to page 18

About ten minutes later Tom
Coburn got what was the first of

two scores by him in the game.
Again some strange bounces were
involved in the play as a Maine
fullback tried to bring the ball back
to the goalie to start a play. The
netminder lost the ball momentarily
and Coburn quickly put it past him
to make the score 2-0 and that was
the score at halftime.

The only scoring in the second
halk came when Tom Coburn
scored on a penalty shot. He was
on his way in almost alone on the
net when he was dumped by a
Maine defender. A penalty shot
was called for and Coburn moved in

easily on the netminder and fired it

past him into the far corner. This
goal and Coburn's earlier score
both were unassisted.

The Minutemen virtually con-
trolled all of the game. Their ball-

handling and passing had them in

possession of the ball a good 60-70
per cent of the time. On defense
specifically, UMass looked strong
again. Fullback Dean Lungu played.

in the words of Coach Al Rufe, "An
excellent game." "The entire

defense did well," said Rufe, "we
played our game, as we did in the

second half versus Boston College,

and that was what did it for us."

Against Boston College last week
gaolie Marc Hanks was not tested

that many times, but against Maine
he really had to earn his whitewash.

Even though Maine did not have

the ball that much they still were
able to put in a few good testing

shots on Hanks. "A beautiful game
in goal" is what Coach Rufe called

the game that Marc played against

Maine.

QUICK SHOTS - Maine is now
1-1 in the YanCon and UMass is 1-

0. Carl Vercollone re-injured his

shoulder in practice on Friday and
could be out of action for quite

awhile. Next game is this Wed-
nesday at 3:00 p.m. right here at the

fields across from Boyden. It should

be a fine game versus highly-rated

Keene State. Make a note and be

there at 3:00 p.m. on Wednesday
for the first Soccer home game of

this season.

WASHINGTON \UPI) - Chairman James
O. Eastland of the Senate Internal Security
subcommittee said yesterday if the current
rate of marijuana use continues, Americans
may find themselves "saddled with a large
population of semizombies."

Eastland, in an introduction to a report of
subcommittee hearings on marijuana,
blamed the news media, in part for the in-

crease.

The Mississippi Democrat said he opposed
decriminlization of marijuana but favored
more harmony between states and the
federal government on penalties for its use.

Eastland said information supplied to his

panel suggest the validity of estimates that

35 million Americans have used marijuana at

some time, with more than 10 million regular

users.

"If the cannabis epidemic continues to

spread at the rate of the post-Berkeley period
since 1965, we may find ourselves saddled
with a large population of semi-zombies - of

young people acutely afflicted by the

amotivational syndrome," he said.

East land said it could bring a society
"largely taken over by a 'marijuana culture' -

a culture motivated by a desire to escape
from reality and by a consuming lust for self-

gratification, and lacking any higher moral

guidance."

"The spread of the epidemic has been
facilitated by the fact that most of our media
and most of the academicians who have
been articulate on the subject have been
disposed to look upon marijuana as a
relatively innocuous drug," Eastland said.

He said a "myth of harmlessness" has
been stimulated by writings that take a
benign attitude toward marijuana.

"A major role was also played by the
generous attention which the media
bestowed on militant drug enthusiasts like

Timothy Leary and Jerry Rubin," Eastland
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Today, open your eyes and look at the world as if you never saw it before. Then smile, it's really very
nice.

Ford to testify before Subcommittee
WASHINGTON \AP] President

Ford told a House subcommittee he
will personally appear to testify on
why he gave former President
Richard M. Nixon a pardon.

The President told Chairman
William L. Hungate, D-Mo.. of the
House Judiciary subcommittee in a
brief letter Monday that he would
personally respond to the 14

questions raised by two resolutions

before the subcommittee.

Ford said he would like to
arrange the personal testimony
within th next 10 days, Hungate
said.

Hungate said it would be the first

personal testimony by a sitting
president before Congress since
that of Abraham Lincoln.

The chairman said White House
research shows that only
Presidents Lincoln and Washington
testified before Congress while they
were in office and that Theodore
Roosevelt testified before Congress
after he left the White House.

The questions Ford agreed to
answer are on details of whether
White House Chief of Staff
Alexander M. Haig Jr. suggested
the pardon for Nixon, what

Library requires new I.D.'s

By JOHN KIMBALL
Staff Reporter

Thousands of students this week
in the upper classes are required to

turn in their old blue I.D. cards for

new white ones. The new UMass
library circulation system requires

the white ones.

The library's book checkout is

becoming entirely computerized to

eliminate paperwork.

Other benefits of this system will

be an automatic spillout of overdue
books, and data will be compiled at

the end of a time termination which
will scope the students use of the

library, library officials said.

To obtain a new ID. card,

surrender the old blue card to the

ID. office, 109 Hampshire House. If

you're old card is lost go to the

Bu^ar's Office in Whitmore before

appearing at Hampshire 109
Monday through Friday.

There will be no charge for the

transaction. The old cards will

become invalid later in the
semester.

agreements were made in con-
nection with the pardon and
whether Ford's granting of it was
based on any knowledge of Nixon's
mental or physical health.

Before the subcommittee are so-

called resolutions of inquiry in-

troduced by Reps. Bella S. Abzug,
D-N.Y., and John Conyers Jr., D-
Mich., which, if approved by the
House would demand the answers
within 10 days.

In a "Dear Bill" letter, delivered

to Hungate's office shortly before 8
p.m. EDT, the President said:

"This is to advise you that I

expect to appear personally to

respond to the questions raised in

House resolutions 1367 and 1370.

"It would be my desire to arrange
this hearing before your sub-
committee at a mutually convenient
time withint the next 10 days."

Rep. Abzug asked for details on
when and who first mentioned the

pardon to Ford, whether it was
Haig during the week Nixon
resigned as President and what
promises or conditions were set for

Nixon's pardon.

Her resolution also asks whether
Ford consulted with Atty. Gen.

William B. Saxbe, Special
Watergate Prosecutor Leon

Jaworski, Vice President-designate
Nelson A. Rockefeller or any other
attorneys or law professors before
deciding to grant the pardon, and if

so, what legal authority they cited.

Her resolution asks whether Ford
or his aides asked Nixon to give a
confession or statement of criminal

guilt and whether the statement
Nixon did make when he received
the pardon was cleared in advance
with Ford's White House.

Finally it asks, "did you receive
any report from a psychiatrist or
any other physician stating that

Richard Nixon was in any other
than good health. If so, then please
provide such reports."

Conyers' resolution asks what
representations, if any, were made
on behalf of Nixon and any in-

formation presented to Ford "with
respect to the mental or physical

health of Richard M. Nixon."

It also asks for any information in

Ford's possession at the time he
granted the pardon on whether
offenses had been alleged.

Earlier Monday, the head of

another House subcommittee
urged congressional action to

overturn Nixon's agreement for

destruction of his White House
tapes by 1984.

II

said. "The damage was further compounded
by the virtual blackout imposed by much of

our media -at least until recently- on adverse
scientific evidence about the effects of

marijuana."

^
Eastland said one of the purposes of the

Senate hearings was to correct the im-
balance. "We make no apology therfore, for
the one-sided nature of our lieacs - they were
deliberately planned this way."

turn to page 1
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BG head
hits aid
programs

By ROBERT F. SULLIVAN
Staff Reporter

Reports that some students with
genuine financial need have been
passed by because of sloppy work-
study award policies have brought
the Financial Aid Office under fire.

Mike Curran, Chairperson of the
Board of Governors, criticized what
he considers the inefficiency of
Financial Aid in dealing with
hardship cases. He charged that the
current policy benefits non-
students and students not receiving

financial aid, since employers, like

the Campus Center, must look
toward these people in the absence
of financial aid candidates.

"The amount of money going to

non-student payrolls is fantastic,"

Cur/an said. He recommended that

the Financial Aid Office develop a

more accurate and accessible
listing of needy students, so that
those who really need the work can
get it.

Financial Aid Director Richard
Dent contends that student hassles
with his office are minimal, and that
most applicants are satisfied. Each
year, 7500-8000 students apply for

work-study programs. "The
majority with high need are getting
jobs immediately," Dent said.

Problems arise, according to

Dent, when students file late for aid

or fail to include the necessary
Parents confidential Statement in

their application.

In a related move, the Student
Senate is expected to act soon on a
request for a referendum on
student wage scales. The
referendum would bring student
wages in line with those of other
university workers. "Statewide,
students are recognized as different

from other employees," Student
Government Association president

Richard Savini said.

Although exact wording of the
referendum has not been settled, it

will probably ask students to vote
for what they consider an equitable
wage, Savini said.

Curran supports the referendum,
but expressed pessimism about
students' overall interest in the
issue. "Students have to back each
other at least in their concern," he
said.
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weather:

"The temperature's goin'
down,
and the leaves that are green
turn to brown.

Slight chance of showers.
Can't guarantee no flowers'"
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Ford's defeat predicted
By DOROTHY L MULLER
SOUTH HADLEY - The

American people had great ex-

pectations for a guy who toasts his

own muffins but Ford made a deal

with Nixon for the pardon." Ac-
cording to Thomas Oliphant and
Robert Healy of the Boston Globe
Ford's chances for re-election are

slim. "If a lot of People think the

guy's a crook, he's done."
In a five college-sponsored

lecture last night Oliphant and
Healy predicted a "recementing of

the national liberal democrat
coalition and a damaging spinover
in local gubernatorial elections.

According to surveys conducted by
the Boston Globe, 28 percent of the
voting population will not vote
republican "irrespective of the
individual candidates."

Both Sargent and Dukakis's
campaigns may suffer. According
to Oliphant, "Even though Sargent
was the one who questioned
Connolly's appointment asking if he
could count. Now he has ten

counts against him."

Oliphant and Healy believe Ford
failed to underestimate the public

reaction to the Nixon pardon. The
avalanche of mail and phone calls

to the White House following the
pardon doesn't increase the
likelihood of further Watergate
pardons. Oliphant says the Ford
administration's position on further

pardons may be gauged by White
House reaction to Jack Colson's
request. "Colson was brusquely
told he could file his request for

pardon in the in-box of the justice

department "

The Watergate crisis has caused
a reshuffling in the democratic pre-

convention scramble. Oliphant and
Healy are confident that the pre-

convention political warmups will

see "a new cranking up of the

McGovern movement because of

the impeachment proceedings.
Union people - the Meany types
- will try to control the ad-
ministrative levels of power." Healy
believes that with Kennedy bowing
out, the party is left with no clear
front runner. "Kennedy may play a
bigger Senate role in terms of
leadership." Oliphant adds the
Kennedy's refusal to run is a result

of "personal problems including
Chappaquidic." It is hard to un-
derstand the tremendous pressure
on Kennedy after the accident.
Kennedy is also aware of his family
role to his brothers' children. I think
he realizes what the absence to a
father means to those kids. He is

also aware of his seniority on the
Senate Judiciary Committee. Most
people think only in terms of the
immediate election, but Kennedy
knows he is viable to 1988. He has a
longer view than most people give
him credit for."

Oliphant says the Kennedy
refusal to run leaves an open field

"unless you count Scoop
Jackson." I think that the Mon-
dales, Ruben Askew and people we
haven't heard of before will come
to the front."

However, Healy and Oliphant
doubt the Watergate crisis will have
a lasting effect on the U.S. Oliphant
comments. The impact of
Watergate was a rare exercise in

power by congress but unless there
is a definite change in power in

Congress it will have no lasting

impact. It was one instance in

which many had a great stake —
like Rodino and Sirica. The process
carried them along. But there will

be no great change because of the
Seniority system in Congress.
"...We must remember the good
served in making the true story
available. The American people
must be informed as to what went
wrong.
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Black enrollment still suffers
By SHERWOOD THOMPSON Spanish-surnamed Americans have

A disparity exists between the
number of Blacks enrolled in the
nation's colleges and universities

and the Black percentage of the
population. That the conclusion
reached by a Ford Foundation
study. Statistics used covered the
decade 1960-1970.

Benjamin F. Payton, the foun-
dation's officer in charge of
minority programs in higher
education, said the report "disputes
that popular belief" that Blacks and

closed the enrollment gap between
them and white students.

In short, the report is saying that

percentage-wise whites greatly

outnumber Blacks in the country's

institutions for higher learning.

According to the report,

"Minority Enrollment and
Representation in Institutions of

Higher Education," Blacks made up
6.5 per cent of all undergraduates
and 3.4 per cent of all graduate
students in 1970. The Black per-

centage in the general population

was 11.1 per cent.

The report said that in 1960, 5.3

per cent of the undergraduates and
2.9 per cent of the graduate
students were Blacks. From 1960-

1970, the number of Blacks enrolled
at higher educational institutions

almost tripled, rising from 145,436
to 429, 948, but there was also a
surge in white enrollment, from
2,734 to 6,388,244.

Estimates released by the Census
Bureau indicate that by October
1973, Blacks comprised 8.3 per cent
of the nation's 8,179,000 students
in degree-granting institutions of
higher education.

Language requirement

remains in effect

Prnloccni- A ft..i,i - «, ...
I Staff Photo - Bob Noreott!Professor A. Quinton of the Physics dept. proves a point.

by LARRY CONVOY
Staff Correspondent

Forty academic programs are

continuing the much-debated
Foreign Language requirement this

year. The requirement states that

a student enrolled in a liberal arts
program must pass a language
course at the 140 level.

Professor Dufau, chairman of the
French and Italians Departments
believes that if the pattern of the
recent decisions by the General
Faculty of the College of Arts and
Sciences continue. There will be a
language requirement for
sometime.

A language course not only
provides the student with the ability

to speak and write in the language,
but provides needed skills, culture
and history, according to Professor

Complaints spur "improved" library system
by MARTIN J. WATERS

Staff REporter
Magazine readers will soon have

what UMass library officials call an
"improved" system of filing
periodicals.

Construction work is nearing
completion on a center for un-

bound periodicals on the fifth floor

of the library. Opening is expected
in mid-October.

Gordon Fretweli, the associate
director for public services, says the
project is a response to many
complaints about lack of a current
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periodical reading room in the new
University Library.

Most complaints have been
objections to location of some
recent magazines on the main floor
and others throughout the building
with bound volumes of the
publication. Fretweli says.

Renovation of the fifth floor area
has an estimated cost of$6,500,

Fretweli says planning started in

April with opening scheduled for

Sept. 1, but that "orders got hung-
up at the end of the fiscal year."

Current periodicals have been
collected and temporarily shelved
on the 17th floor.

Fretweli admits the opening of
the fifth floor center will not end the
complaints about magazine
location at the library.

"I think some people will be
unhappy with the new system
because they'll have to go to widely
separated areas to find issues of an
individual magazine," he says.

Dufau.

She believes more emphasis
should be placed on foreign

languages in the high school where
there is more time for instruction.

"If a student enjoyed taking a
foreign language in high school, he
will continue. If he didn't enjoy it,

he will have at least fulfilled the
university's requirement."

New Collegian

number
The Daily Collegian yesterday

changed telephone numbers in
order to accomodate a modest
increase in phone service.
The new number should be

used for all inquiries to
Collegian departments, in-
cluding business, advertising,
sports, news and Below the
Salt magazine.
The new number is 545-3500.

Please note it.

Help us help you.
Use Zip Code.

\burPostal Service

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES

Semester Year

Amherst and
adioining towns *' S15"

Elsewhere S9 $15
On campus delivery $5 $9
newsstand price: 10 cents,
UMass grad students, faculty,
staff, 5 cents.

On ca m pus delivery
guaranteed by 10 a.m.
Mail delivery to Amherst area

same day of business day
publication, in Massachusetts,
the following day. Outside
Massachusetts, no delivery
guarantee.
Send check or money order to

The Daily Collegian. Allow 2
weeks for delivery start

Parking system—

a hassle or a help?
By B. J. ROCHE
Staff Reporter

This is the second in s three-
pert series on Perking st UMass.

^
It's Saturday noon; great party last night.

Gorgeous day, it's Indian Summer. You and
your roommate decide to hit Friendly's for
lunch. You go outside, ready to druise, and
there you see it. Or should we say, don't see
it. Your car is gone. And even though there is

a high incidence of crime in your area, you
know the car has not been stolen. At least

not illegally. It has been towed.
As they say, "What a drag." It will

probably cost you somewhere around $25 to
get it back; by now you are in a rage. But
wait a minute, do you really know who to
curse? Or even why?
The present parking system was

developed for reasons. 10,000 of them. That
is the minimum of cars registered at the
UMass campus. Back in the old days, they
had ways to deal with the situation. Fresh-

mtn were not allowed to bring cars to

school, and there was not an overabundance
.)f automobiles as there is now; things
usually worked themselves out.

But the Freshmen ruling was declared
descriminatory, and personal transportation

has become an integral part of many
people's existence; thus there is a need for

some type of regulation.

The system was developed by the
Transportation and Parking Council, in

conjunction with the Dept. of Public Safety,

and later approved by the Board of Trustees.

There are two basic costs incurred in

parking at UMass, the first being the cost of

registration. It costs $15 to register a car,

with additional fees for the lot preference.

These fees may range for $12 for an edge lot

to $50 for the most desired lot — the lot next
to Whitmore.

Previous decal owners are given first

choice in lots, with the remainder of
assignments on a first come, first serve basis.

Registration fees go toward the upkeep of
lots.

In addition to the registration fees is the
expense of a possible ticket or towing fee
during the year. The rate for a tow is $15 if

the car is claimed on the first day and $1 a
day for storage each additional day it is kept
there.

This is in addition to the ticket, which is

probably a $10 fine. Towing is conducted by
Amherst Towing in North Amherst.
Amherst Towing received the contract

under a competitive bid system; and this is its

third year of operation with the University.

From September 1 to June 30 of the last

school year, the company towed over 2500
cars from the campus.

Last year over $75,000 was collected in

parking fines, and $150,000 remains un-
collected. This money goes into a Parking
Scholarship Fund, which, in turn, aids
students with financial need. $50,000 was
given in scholarships for the '73-74 year,
which was the same amount collected the
previous year. (Administrative funding
comes out of the state budget.)
Over 34,000 tickets were issued last year,

thus providing a lot of revenue for Financial
Aid. In this way, the system can be viewed as
a mixed blessing.

But for many, the Scholarship Fund is no
compensation for the hassles, financially and
mentally, of the system.

Tomorrow we will look at possible
alternatives.

Evening Music'

New Africa House
presents exhibition

By Black News Service
The Steering Committee of The

New Africa House will present
"Expocuba" in The New Africa
House Art Gallery opening Oct. 1st
to October 12th.

"Expocuba" opened in New York
City on July 26, 1973. Over 1000
people attended the exhibition in

two days. It was a premiere of
political and educational im-
portance because "Expocuba"

overcame the information blockade
against Cuba.

"Expocuba" is built around a
series of 6 foot high box "towers"
which tell a story in easy-to-read
text and dramatic photographs.
The viewer, by walking around
each tower and from one tower to
the next, is able to follow a line of
narrative explanation.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Angela Davis and a supporter.
UPI Totophoto

Angela Davis to speak on Socialism
Angela Davis will speak on the

subject, "What is Socialism?" at
the UMass Campus Center
Auditorium on Thursday October
3rd at 8:00 p.m.

Davis, an internationally known
political activist and scholar, will

open a three day symposium on
socialism in America. Organized by
the local chapter of the New
American Movement, the sym-
posium will run on Thursday Oc-
tober 3rd, through Saturday Oc-

tober 5th at the Campus Center
with lectures, workshops and films.

Among other topics to be ex-

plored are the socialist tradition in

America, the role of socialists in the
labor movement, the question of

the role of women, racism and the

future of socialism in the U.S.

The Cuban film, "Lucia," and
some labor films from the nineteen

forties will be shown as well.

Concurrent with the symposium
will be an exhibit, "Expo Cuba-

Chile," at the New Africa House.
In explaining the purpose of the

symposium, a spokesman said,
"There has been a growing sen-
timent in the United States that
there are serious problems which
demand solution. The seriousness
of problems of racism, sezism, war,
poverty and inequality, urban crisis
and ecology are widely recognized.
But what has received far less
attention is the viability of socialism
as a solution and as a method for
confronting such issues."
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Coverup trial starts today
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Strachan granted separate trial by Sirica
WASHINGTON [UP/] - On the

eve of the Watergate coverup trial,

U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica

yesterday separated former White
House political aide Gordan C.

Strachan from the case and held a

cl ed hearing on the authenticity

of the White House tapes.

Sirica, however, refused to

dismiss the charges against

Strachan, who was former White
House chief of staff H. R.

Haldeman's liaison with President

Richard M. Nixon's re-election

committee. His trial will be held

later.

Strachan has fought all the way
to the Supreme Court for dismissal

on grounds he had received im-

munity from prosecution for his

testimony at the televised 1973

Senate Watergate hearings.

Special ' Prosecutor Leon
Jaworski, however, moved for

severance last week after the U.S.

Court of Appeals, though ruling

against Strachan, had said the issue

raised serious Question that would

have to be considered after the trial.

"It is the conclusion of the court

that the matter in dispute would be

most fairly resolved at a pretrial

ratner than post trial hearing,"

Sirica said in a two-page memo and

order.

"Since the time remaining before

trial cannot accomodate such a

hearing, defendant Strachan's case

must therefore be severed."

Sirica's hearing on the

authenticity of the tapes — for

which Jaworski has subpoenaed

Nixon's testimony-was held in

secrecy. Haldeman, one of five

remaining defendants, attended the

hearing but was not one of the

witnesses who were called.

The trial comes two years and

three months after a bugging team

broke into the Democratic National

Committee in the Watergate

complex. Members of that team

went on trial in January, 1973. Now

the five defendants are on trial for

trying to conceal the facts about
the break-in.

They include some of the Nixon
administration - former Attorney

General John N. Mitchell;

Haldeman; John D. Ehrlichman,

Nixon's top domestic affairs ad-

viser; former Assistant Attorney

General John C. Mardian; and
Kenneth W. Parkinson, attorney for

the re-election committee.
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In an aisle debate as to who speaks first, Saudi Arabian Ambassador Jamil
Baroody pushes the Cuban Ambassador Ricardo Alaroon Quesada aside as the
latter approaches the rostrum of the U.N. General Assembly yesterday. They
walked down the aisle together but Quesada sat at a desk alongside the rostrum
while Baroody got up to speak.

Panel questions aides to Mills

on suspected use of milk funds
WASHINGTON [AP] - A

Watergate grand jury has
questioned three current and
former aides to Rep. Wilbur D. Mills

about milk-fund money used in the

Arkansas Democrat's brief 1972

presidential campaign.

In recent weeks the Watergate
prosecutors have summoned Mills'

administrative assistant, Oscar
Eugene Goss, and two former

campaign officials, Charles Ward of

Conway, Ark., and Betty Clement
Bullock of Little Rock.

Goss said he appeared volun-

tarily, without a subpoena, and was
questioned about links between the

Mills campaign and Associated Milk

Producers Inc., the big dairy

cooperative that recently pleaded
guilty to donating $5,000 illegally to
Mills.

Goss said the questions con-

cerned the $5,000 cash gift, which
allegedly passed through his hands,

and the use of corporate money by
the co-op to pay salaries and ex-

penses of Mills campaign workers.

Use of corporate money in federal

election campaigns is prohibited by
law.

Mills, reached by telephone at his

suburban Virginia home, said he

has not been called to testify by
prosecutors. Earlier this year, Mills

declined two requests by the now-
disbanded Senate Watergate
committee to appear for

questioning..

Mills, asked for comment on the

summoning of Goss and the other

witnesses, said only: '"I don't know
anything about it I just know
they've been up there, that's all."

Mrs. Bullock, who received a

subpoena, confirmed in a telephone

interview that she had been
questioned for about two hours last

Tuesday. But she added: "I'd just

rather not comment on it."

According to Watergate com-
mittee testimony, Mrs. Bullock

worked as a secretary for the Mills

campaign for several months while

receiving salary and expenses from
the corporate funds of the milk

produers' co-op
Ward, who headed the early

"draft- Mills" efforts in 1971 and
early 1972, was not immediately

available for comment.
Concerning the $5,000 cash gift,

Goss said he had testified that he

has "no independent recollection"

of having handled the money.

LONG BEACH, Calif. [UPI] - Dr.

John Lungren said yesterday that

former President Nixon's condition

is dangerous enough that he should

not travel by airplane or other

means on a long trip for at least a

month and perhaps longer.

Lungren would not estimate

whether or when Mr. Nixon would

be able to appear at the Watergate

coverup trial starting today, but

said his condition was such he

would recommend against his even

giving a written deposition here

within the next two or three weeks.

In a news conference at Long

Beach Memorial Hospital, which

Nixon entered a week ago
yesterday, Lungren said he did not

want to discuss Nixon's ap-

pearance at the trial because it was
a political matter.

He added that he would be
"derelict in my duty" if he did not

recommend that Nixon avoid

periods of sitting, standing or riding

in a car, an airplane or a bus.

"If he wants to do it, I can't stop

him," Lungren, said. "Thafs his

decision, not mine."

Lungren said that Nixon might be
able to leave the hospital by this

weekend, but that he would have

an indefinite period of con-
valescence.

Further tests will be conducted
this week to determine the course

of future treatment, he said.

GCC Alumni
SPECIAL MEETING

Wednesday, October 2

Room 903 Campus Center

7:00 p.m.

Refreshments will be served

FED UP?
GO ALPHA CHI!

Tues., Oct. 1 - Regency Hairstylists - Free

Haircuts

Wed., Oct. 2 -

Thurs., Oct. 3

Taffy Pull - Atlantic City Style

- Return of the Greaser -

Elvis Lives

ALL PARTIES START AT 7:30

Call 545-2152 for rides & information.

We've got it all!

All University women welcome.

Lungren said there was no in-

dication at the present time that

there was any need for surgery, but

that therapy by anti-coagulants

woud continue.

A medical bulletin issued earlier

in the day said that Nixon was
showing "marked physical

exhaustion," and that he was able

to get. out of bed only for portions

of the day to sit in a reclining chair

with his left leg elevated. A
newsman asked Lungren what has

contributed to such exhaustion

"Twenty-seven years without a

vacation," Lungren said.
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Grievances of both sides aired

Senators feel Castro wants better relations
Compiled from Wires

HAVANA -After three hectic and
contradictory days in Cuba, two
American senators flew home
yesterday saying they believe Prime
Minister Fidel Castro wants to
n carnalize relations with the Ui ited

States, broken in 1961.

Sens. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y.,
and Claiborne Pell, D-R.l., returned
after a meeting with Castro.

Twenty-four hours after Castro's
harshest speech against the United
States in months, the senators

impressions back to the Senate
foreign relations committee and to

Kissinger if he wanted to hear
them.

They also said they aired
American grievances against Cuba
frankly in their talks with Castro and
other Cuban leaders. Aside from
Castro's bitter 50-minute attack on
the United States Saturday night,

the senators said they also heard
some equally frank grievances in

their private talks.

On the other side of the coin to

dined Sunday night with the Cuban
leader in a completely different

mood. Pell described their three

hours of talks as "frank, warm and
friendly."

Refusing to go into details, Javits

said for both of them:

"We believe that Premier Castro
is interested in working toward
better relations; one could say
normalizing relations. That is our
impression."

They said they were not carrying

any messages from Castro to

Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger but would report their

Castro's speech was the cordial

reception they received as the first

American members of congress to

visit Cuba since Pell was here as a

senator- elect in 1960.

Castro's government also

allowed 19 American newsmen -the

largest number in years - to come in

to cover the visit. Several were
remaining on a few more days.

The American concerns which

the two senators aired in their talks

with Cuban leaders included:

-The fact that Cuba is the closest

country to the United States which
conceivably could threaten its

Avoiding
Future
Shock

Wh> think about life insurance and estate

planning now while >ou're >oung?
Be iiise the best h«> to atoid financial

crisis in >our Icisurcl) >ears is to

effecti\el> manage >our most productive
>ears. The older \ou get, the more it

costs to protect \our famih and business.
Your Fidelity Inion Life estate planner
can show you how to prepare lor a secure
future- now.

Cull Iht- Hdclitt I nion I-"it-Id XwHiult-
in tour .in .

Amherst

RONALD J. NATHAN AGENCY
747 Main Street

256-8351

security; Cuba allowed Russian
missiles to be stationed here in

1962.

-The fact that Cuba is still holding
nine American political prisoners
and about 40 others on criminal
charges ranging from marijuana
possession to hijacking.

-The fact that huge American
investments were seized here
without compensation.

-The fact that the United States
has been concerned about Cuba's
attempts to export its revolution

elsewhere in the hemisphere.
What the senators heard were

Cuban complaints against the
economic embargo imposed on the
island by the United States and
then by the Organization of
American States. The OAS is

expected to vote in November to lift

the embargo.

Spinola resigns in Portugal as
leftist officers assert power
LISBON [UPI\ - Gen. Antonio de
Spinola resigned yesterday as
president and chairman of the
ruling military junta after losing a
power struggle with young, leftist

army officers who helped put him in

power with a military coup five
months ago.

The Communists claimed victory
and said Spinola's resignation
would 'create the conditions for the
progress of democracy.'
Three other junta generals were

dismissed, and radio reports said
one of them, conservative Carlos
Galvao de Melo, was arrested.

Gen. Francisco Costa Gomes,
chairman of the Armed Forces
Joint Chiefs of Staff and a man
without prominent political
leanings, was appointed Portugal's
new president.

Spinola announced he was no
longer able to carry out his duties
because the nation tottered on the
brink of chaos.

'In this generalized climate of

anarchy, in which everyone makes
his own laws, crisis and chaos are
inevitable,' he said.

In his first act in office, Costa
Gomes asked left-leaning Brig.

Gen. Vasco Dos Santos Goncalves
to stay on as prime minister.

Spinola and Goncalves, who
masterminded the April 25 coup,
led opposing rightist and leftist

factions in a military power struggle
that culminated over the weekend
with troop movements, the arrest
of 238 rightists, and allegations of
an aborted right-wing counter
coup.

Spinola, 64, and his conservative
supporters charged that left-wing

'totalitarians lurking in the dark'

tried to mislead the Portuguese
people, and he appealed to a 'silent

majority' to 'wake up and actively

defend itself.'

Left-wing groups led by the
Communist party, which emerged
as s strong power and a govern-
ment coalition partner after the
overthrow of the right-wing regime
of Premier Marcelo Caetano, saw
Spinola's appeals to the silent

majority as a hostile act. Many of
the younger officers agreed.

Indian defendant asks
trial on reservation
BUFFALO, N.Y. [UPI] - One of two
American Indians charged with the
murder of a corrections officer

Pizza Eating Contest

R3
Sat., Oct. 5 at 10:30 a.m.

Are you a big eater? Then sign up at

Papa Qino's
PIZZA - PASTA - s \ \ |m h m N

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL, HADLEY

Come cheer your friends on!

Prizes to the winners!

People who have had involvement with the International

Programs Office, either good or bad since September 1973,

are asked to come to the Student Attorney General Offices

or 422 Student Union or call 5-0716 by

Friday, Oct 4, 1974

during the 1971 Attica riot said
yeaterday he wanted to be tried on
an Indian reservation

'I can't get a fair trial here or
anywhere else,' said John Hill of
Buffalo. 'I'd like to have my trial on
an Indian reservation with 12 In-

dians as my jurors.'

Hill made his comments after he
and fellow American Indian
defendant, Charles Pernasalice, of

Syracuse, were again granted trial

delays in their defense against
charges connected with the death
of officer William Quinn.

State Supreme Court Justice
Carman Ball postponed the
proceedings until Nov. 18 after

receiving a firm commitment from
defense attorneys that they would
be able to proceed on that date.
Their trial had been postponed
once before.

Hill told the court he wanted to
be called by the Indian name
"Icajaweiah," meaning "SpHttina
The Sky."

*

'I ask that the court respect my
native American tradition by using
the name,' Hill said. Ball agreed to
recogni2e the Indian name, but
added that it must also be ac-
companied by Hill's given name, as
used on his indictment' 'I don't
know what to expect though from a
system which murdered 12 million

Indians.' Hill said. 'The system
forced me to steal so I'd have
enough to eat and wouldn't have to
sleep on the streets.'

Hill added the defendants in the
recently concluded Wounded Knee
trials would come to Buffalo to give
their support.

Ball granted the trial post-
ponement after Hill's lawyer, famed
defense attorney William Kunstler,
said he was involved in a New York
City murder case.

Kissinger to tour

Mideast again
NEW YORK [UP/] - Secretary of

State Henry A. Kissinger officially

announced yesterday he will visit

the Middle East Oct. 9-13 on a

peace- promoting mission, while
reporting some progress in seeking
a solution for the Cyprus conflict

U.S. officials said that Kissinger
does not currently plan to combine
his peace- making efforts in the
Middle East with those on Cyprus
by stopping in Nicosia during his

four-day trip to Cairo, Damascus,
Amman and Jerusalem. •*
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Ford pledges cooperation

in world inflation battle

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

nation and world

WASHINGTON [UPI]
President Ford said yesterdav
inflation has gone far beyond levels

that the world can tolerate, and
pledged the United States to help
solve the problem through
cooperation in trade, monetary
policy and other means.
Addressing the opening session

of a meeting of the World Bank and
the International Monetary Fund,
the President said:

"We want solutions which serve
broad interests rather than narrow
self-serving ones. We want more
cooperation, not more isolation.

We want trade, not protectionism.
We want price stability, not in-

flation. We want growth, not
stagnation. We want a better life

for ourselves and our children."

Ford turned his attention to
global problems just two days after

completion of the domestic summit

meeting aimed at seeking solutions

to the nation's own ills including

burgeoning inflation and unem-
ployment.

Summing up the world situation,

the President said in his prepared
speech:

"The problems that confront us
today are serious and complex — a

worldwide inflation at a rate far in

excess of what we can tolerate;

unparalleled disruption in the
supply of the world's major
commodities; and severe hin-

drances to the growth and the

progress of many nations, in-

cluding, in particular, some of the

poorest among us.

"We in America view these
problems soberly and without rose-

tinted glasses. But we believe that

the same spirit of international

cooperation which brought forth

the Bretton Woods agreements a

Foreign nations cope
with severe inflation
By The Associated Press

The Japanese stocked up, the

Belgians turned off, the Indians

tried smiling and British brokers

self-sacrificed yesterday to cope

with the rotten state of the

economy.
Japanese lined up at Tokyo

railroad stations and stocked their

cupboards in last-minute efforts to

beat stiff pricf hikes on transport

and rice.

Commuters spent more than an
hour in line to buy six-month

subway passes at $27, to beat the

rate of $37.25 that goes into effect

today.

Phone calls from customers

seeking deliveries flooded neigh-

borhood rice shops. Today, the

price of 22-pound bags of standard-

grade rice goes up to $7.10 from

$5.40.

The price increases probably will

trigger hikes in the cost of other

goods for the Japanese consumer,

whose costs have been rising at

about 25 per cent a year.

In Belgium, superhighway lights

were turned off to mark the start of

an austerity program aimed at

cutting down inflation.

"We probably are at the

beginning of our Calvarv,"

Economics Minister Andre Olette

said. "Everyone must keep a cool

head, the country must rediscover

the virtue of economy and unity

needed to face difficulty."

Saving from blacking out the 400
miles of floodlit superhighways was
estimated at $2.5 million a year. The
duration of the blackout was not
given.

The Belgian government did
announce monthly price controls
on heating oil, household ap-
pliances and plumbing equipment,
and threatened closing shops and
suing butchers who refused to cut
their prices.

Rich nations must
up aid to poor
WASHINGTON [UPI] - In-

ternational money managers and
lenders, seeking ways to halt

worldwide inflation without
generating world depression, were
warned yesterday that increased
aid to poor1

nations is not a "luxury"
to rich nations but a necessity.

Speaking at a meeting of
governors of the World Bank and
the International Monetary Fund
(IMF), World Bank President
Robert S. McNamara said that
while higher oil prices and inflation

mean only a "downward ad-
justment" in rich nations, in poor
nations they are life-threatening.

McNamara, former U.S. defense
secretary, proposed that the bank
lend $36 billion to poorer nations
over the next five years, more than
double the present rate.

Kiuig Fu Academy
of Amherst & Or*§nfold
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Sign Up Mow
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M Th,7 9p.m.
Tel. 774-2077

generation ago' can resolve the
difficulties we face today."

The Bretton Woods pact,
reached at a conference in New
Hampshire in 1944, included
creation of the World Bank and the
IMF in an attempt to stabilize world
monetary and other financial
policies.

Ford said Treasury Secretary
William E. Simon will, during the
current conference, "Speak in

greater detail on how we view these
problems and how we think they
can be solved."

"You will help to decide how it

can best be done," Ford said of the
aims he spelled out.

"The United States is prepared
to join with your governments and
play a constructive leadership role."

During the two-day economic
summit which ended Saturday, the
assembled experts agreed that both
inflation and unemployment are
getting farther and farther out of
hand — but reached no consensus
on what can be done about them.
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Food costs to rise
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Despite

a recent drop in the average price of

raw farm products, Agriculture

Secretary Earl L. Butz predicted

yesterday that supermarket
shoppers can expect to see food
prices rise another 8 to 10 per cent
by the end of next year.

The anticipated retail increase, a
result of a grain shortage born in

the spring rains that delayed
planting or washed out crops and in

the summer drought that did even
more damage, would come on top
of the 12 per cent food price hike

already registered this year.

But the retail prices showed no
apparent relationship to what the

farmer is getting. Bute's prediction

came shortly before the Agriculture
Department released figures
showing that lower prices for

livestock and key grains allowed the
average raw farm product price to
fall 2 per cent in the month ending
Sept. 15.

Allende aide killed

BUENOS AIRES (UPI) - Gen.
Carlos* Prats, a former minister in

the Marxist- led government of

deposed President Salvador
Allende in neighboring Chile, and
his wife, were killed yesterday in a
machine gun and bomb attack as
they returned to their apartment,
police said.

In a separate incident, shots fired

from a speeding car wounded three

Argentinan miltary men early in the
day, bringing to six the number
killed or wounded since a Marxist
guerrilla band launched an
assassination campaign against
army officers. A fourth soldier
escaped uninjured from a separate
sniper attack earlyyesterday.

Diplomat still held
SANTO DOMINGO, Dominican

Republic [AP] - A note in a bottle
and an eyewitness report indicated
kidnaped U.S. diplomat Barbara
Hutchison was holding up well
yesterday, but efforts to free her
and five others held by six leftist

guerrillas in the Venezuelan
Consulate proceeded slowly.

President Joaquin Balaguer said
he would meet soon with
Venezuelan Charge d'Affaires
Orangel Cubillan, but did not
elaborate.

f

Senate votes aid cut
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The

Senate yesterday voted 57-20 to
cut off military aid to Turkey but
killed an attempt to ban all U.S. aid
to the world's exporting countries.

The Senate approved an
amendment by Sen. Thomas F.

Eagleton, D-Mo., that would
prohibit aid to any country using
U.S. weapons in violation of laws
governing their use. The Senate
was reacting to Turkey's invasion

of Cyprus.
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'They have suffered enough, " he says

Kennedy hits conditional amnesty proqram
V [UPI] -Sen. Edward M. 10 cent per gallon tax on gasoline nf»ka v/; .„„„iA/» *- < .. .

^^BOSTON [UPI] -Sen. Edward M
Kennedy, D-Mass., describing
President Ford's earned amnesty
plan as only 'a courageous irst

step,' said yesterday 'no further

penalty should be exacted" from
those who refused Vietnam War
participation for reasons of con-
science.

'They have suffered enough -

whether by serving time in jail or by
being separated from their families,

friends and futures,' he told the

National Conference of Catholic

Charities.

At a brief, impromptu news
conference afterwards, Kennedy
also said he opposed an additional

10 cent per gallon tax on gasoline

which the President's economic
advisors are reported considering

as an anti-inflationary strategy.

Kennedy said his primary reason

for rejecting the gas tax proposal

was that 'it works to the disad-

vantage of working people' who by
and large need their cars to get to

work.

Kennedy drew on a series of

historical precedents dating from

President Washington's post

Revolutionary War policies through

the words of his slain brother,

President John F. Kennedy, to

support his position that 'for the

young man who refused to be part

Development council asks

lifting of Bradley status
WASHINGTON [AP] - The New

England Council for Economic
Development (NECED) has
petitioned the Civil Aeronautics
Board (CAB) to grant Bradley
International Airport co-terminal
status with New York and Boston
on Transatlantic routes.

Co-terminal status would give
airline companies he right to

originate and terminate nonstop
trans-Atlantic flights to and from

of the Vietnam War policy for deep
personal reasons of conscience, no
further penalty should be exacted.'

However, he did not propose a
more liberal alternative to Ford's
plan, which allows for amnesty
earned through alternative service
of up to two years. When asked to
expand upon his remarks, Kennedy
demurred, saying, 'It's all said; it's

all laid out.'

In his prepared remarks, Kennedy
said 'President Ford deserves our
support for having taken a

courageous first step in braking
with his predesessor and beginning
a program of amnesty.'

'But,' he continued, fitting his

remarks into the 'renewal and
reconciliation' theme of the con-

ference, 'that process must grow
both from an understanding of the
need for national reconciliation and

Bradley, a NECED spokesman said from a renewal of respect for the
yesterday

The Hartford-Springfield area
generates many passengers at
Boston and New york, and the co-
terminal status would reduce
ground excess congestion, ac-
cording to NECED's Air Tran-
sportation Committee.

In terms of passports issued per
capita, Connecticut ranked fourth
nationally, NECED said.

individual act of conscience.'

Later, quoting from the writings

of President Kennedy, the senator

said 'War will exist until the distant

day when the conscientious ob-

jector enjoys the same reputation

and prestige as the warrior does
today.

'I believe that it is part of our

national heritage and there is no

"We, Too, Are Responsible"

or

"A Once In A lifetime Opportunity To Participate

In The Decision Making Process At U Mass"

The Graduate Student Senate
Reminds all graduate students that we are in the process of making

appointments to Faculty Senate and University Committees.
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We are also soliciting topics for research. Any ideas and assistance

will be greatly appreciated. The Graduate Student Senate will consider paying

expenses to students doing research.

Call or visit Graduate Senate Office, 919CC, 50970 - TODAY

doubt that it is part of our religious

heritage to recognize a higher
morality, a standard that calls on us
to be true to ourselves and our
beliefs before all else,' said Ken-
nedy.

His appearance at the conference

came one week after a hastily

scheduled news conference, also in

Boston, at which Kennedy an-
nounced he had made a 'firm, final

and unconditional' decision against
running for president or vice

president in 1976

new england
J

Opponents, supporters

of busing protest
BOSTON [UPI] - Opponents and

supporters of busing staged
demonstrations yesterday and
attendance at two racially troubled
high schools increased subtantially

as Boston entered its third full week
of court ordered school integration

Wearing black or green arm-
bands and singing God Bless
America, busing opponents
gathered at historic Bunker Hill in

Charlestown and marched through
neighborhood streets for about an
hour and a half. The marchers had
a parade permit and no mishaps
were reported.

Frank Vangora, an organizer of
the demonstration, said the crowd
was smaller than expected. 'Some
people are afraid to speak out.

They're afraid of being labelled

something they are not,' he said.

'The only thing we're against is

forced busing from neighborhood
schools. Thafs it,' he added.

Black leaders staged an
Assembly of Justice' demon-
stration in front of the State House
to show their support for the
desegretation program ordered
June 21 by U.S. District Court
Judge W. Arthur Garrity.

Approximately 75 black com-
munity leaders and parents of
school age children, assembled
peacefully in front of the State
House at midday to ask that state
and city leaders work to provide
better protection for black school
children being bused into all white
areas.
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Campus Comments
r

When plans for a nuclear power plant in Montague were ap-
proved, there was a great outcry over the plant's safety. Last
February, Sam Lovejoy, area farmer and ecologist, toppled the
meteorological tower which had been erected by Northeast Utilities
to test local weather conditions. Upon completing his act of civil

disobedience, Lovejoy turned himself into the Montague police. Last
week Lovejoy was acquitted on a technicality. The prosecution had
called the tower "personal property, "but the judge ruled that it was
"real" property.

Sam
e

Love"oy?
n ~ What d° V°U think ab°Ut the act»uittal of

tu ./•

Reginald Wilson, Junior fron.

Springfield living at Brett and
majoring in Social Psychology; I

thought it was good because I

think atomic energy plants are
no good. It's another example
of seeking benefits and profits

without looking at the long
term effects."

Linda Labbee - Smith
College Junior from Granby,
Mass. majoring in psychology:
"I feel that he should be
punished because he actually
did destroy some property and
whether it is personal or real
property really doesn't make
any difference. He admitted to
committing a crime and he
should be punished."

I

Brian Metcalf - Senior from
Boston living in Cance and
majoring in English: "I'm glad

he got acquitted. I don't think

the issue was really confronted

about whether or not he had a

right to topple the tower or not,

so I'm wondering if the whole

trial was worth it at all. I don't

think the issue was really

brought to a head."

Janet Lehen, Senior from
Foxboro living at Brittany
Manor and majoring in

Education; I'm very happy he
got off. It's sort of discouraging
in that I think the plant might sill

go up, but at least he was able

to express his views and he
certainly did an excellent job
representing himself."

Cathy Restio, Sophomore
from Milford living in JFK; "It's

farout that he was acquitted. I

think that power plants around
this area would be dangerous
and especially after hearing

about the leaks that have been
happening in power plants."
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Ethnicism during war
By MARGARET CORNELL

It's really strange. Some people will sympathize
with anyone from an ethnic group or racial minority.
They are ready to sympathize with past evils, present
cultural conflicts or even with the weird schizophrenia
that being non-White in a White geared society
produces. But when you get down to politics, oops!
Sympathy is gone.

Asian-American history, that is, the history of

American of Asian descent is riddled with ethnic
politics. Exclusion laws were aimed at Asians, for
White laborers wished to be rid of the "unfair"
competition who were forced into such a low stan-
dard of living. In addition, articles were written and
demagogues blared that the West Coast would be
overrun by the highly sexed Yellow Horde. (Later the
reformed, good Asian, who knew his place, was
strangely sexless.)

But ail that and the American concentration camps
of World War II are dead and gone, right? Wrong. ..It

is still a living issue, at least for some of us who
remember the patterns of the past.

You see, it is so easy. Americans don't distinguish

Asian-Americans from Asians, or even among Asian
groups. In World War II, there were "I am Korean"

and "I am Chineco" hi <ttnn* so they wouldn't be
mistaken for Japanese. And international problems
turn into racial problems.

Even with the history of World War II, and the
442nd Battalion (Japanese-American) proving in
blood that the Japanese-American internment was
wrong, J. Edgar Hoover said on April 17, 1969 that
"...there are over 300,000 Chinese in the United
States.. .who could be susceptible to recruitment.. .in
Communist China." It sounded like the arguments
used to intern Japanese in World War II. "This is a
race war", said General DeWitt who ordered the
internment of Japanese. (Japanese-Americans in
Hawaii weren't interned. They were one-third of its
skilled labor force and couldn't be spared.)

We are held up to other minorities as an example.
Are we really accepted or just tolerated? When the
United States is at peace with Asia, Asian-Americans
are safe. What happens if another war...?

I picked up a book in the Campus Center Store
(there are more copies) written by a Japanese, Yukio
Mishima, The Sailor Who Fell From Grace With the
Sea. On the cover it said, "A novel of the homocidal
hysteria that lies latent in the Japanese character..." I

wonder; it's really strange.

Margaret Cornell in a Collegian Commentator.

Dumbells for liberation

By CINDY ROGERS
When I was a Freshman UMie, three years ago, I

was a 99 lb. weakling. I didn't begin my college career
that way, but with the fantastic food at the D.C., I lost

10 lbs., in the first eight weeks of the semester.
I was always a weak person, ever since I can

remember. I had this terrible handicap of not being
able to carry books or suitcases which continued into
college. My friends at UMass would make fun of me
for struggling with any object that weighed over ten
pounds.

The following summer, I decided it would be to my
advantage to gain a little weight because nobody
enjoys being called a "zipper". I gained a bit more
than I had planned, I figured that with a little excess
weight, I wouldn't be as weak.

I did achieve some success with carrying my books,
but I still had trouble with those damn suitcases. All
the extra weight added was flab here and there. The
most aggravating problem I had was in opening glass
doors. Those doors of the campus center are so heavy
that I swear they discriminate against weak people.
Many times while struggling with the doors, some guy
would think he was doing me a favor by helping me. I

could see him snicker as he thought to himself, "It will
be my pleasure to help this "weak female." I felt like
telling him "I happen to be a weak person, not a weak
female. Someday I'll show you and everyone else that
I'm as strong as anyone else."

I really was worried about my condition. There was
nothing like "weaklings anonymous" listed in the

phone book. Then I picked up an article about
weightlifting for women at a west coast college. I

checked the P.E. listings at UMass but they don't
offer such a course. A common myth is that
weightlifting will make "muscle men out of women".

I decided to can the whole idea until I started
working at a country club this summer. I went into the
Women's Health Club and there it was, a 15 lb.

weightlifting bar. I picked it up and almost dropped it,

but 15 lbs. couldn't be that heavy.
So I started on a weight lifting program, combined

with exercise. It was exasperating at first but after a
while it got easier. The sore muscles stopped hurting
after a while.

I learned something else. Weightlifting for women
is not just a way of building up strength. It improves
the posture, strengthens the shoulders and arms, can
slim the thighs, firms the chest depending on the
particular exercise. It is not a goal to see how much
weight you can press. I don't go around saying, "Hey,
today I pressed 20 lbs., tomorrow I'll get it up to fifty."

I've been weightlifting for eight weeks and NO, my
arms don't resemble those of Charles Atlas. I 'feel
physically stronger and my weight is more evenly
distributed. I can carry my suitcases with ease though
I still have some trouble with the Campus Center
doors. But I manage, and by myself!

I'm still classified as a weakling but I'm working at
iL A friend of mine lent me his weights which I fixed at
20 lbs. So if I continue I'll get those doors yet, and I

won't end up looking like a "muscle man".

{ Letters to the editor
")

Camelopard droppings
To the Editor:

It seems to me that the Collegian should be better
able to fill a space than with the paraphrased pile of
Charles Camelopard.

If Camelopard 's presence in California is due to the
University WO Walls, there is even more merit to
such a program. If not, I personally think it would have
been funnier to read an article by Ron Ziegler on his

own state of affairs [a topic that should be easier for
him than affairs of state]. The column strangely
echoed an article by Art Buchwa/d, who used the
same Disney/and setting, and Ziegler fantasy-land
idea. Incidentally, Buchwa/d was funny.

It seems to me that with the 36-30 size pants, ana
his fat profile, Camelopard takes up too much space.

Jim Meyers

More letters to the editor : page 10

Ford: act don't talk
In answer to demands by Secretary of State

Kissinger and President Ford, that the Arab Oil block
move to lower their oil prices, the Shah of Iran really

stuck it to the western powers. "How dare they shake
their finger at me? If they shake their finger at me, I

will shake right back at them!" The Shah predicted
that the Arabs would be a "world power" on the scale
of West Germany within two decades.

During these insolvent seventies, oil has become
the blood line of world economies throughout the
world. The Shah's prediction leaves me with an
already uneasy feeling. The Arabs are already in-

vesting their opulent profits in various unstable
companies in Europe, and making investments
available to the United States market as well.

There was more than just a bit of panic Kissinger's
warning that the Arabs irresponsible price rise could
jeopardize the political economy and the political

stability of every major Western power. Kissinger is

very good at long distance power politics, knowing
the art of diplomacy that lets one side back down
from a confrontation "with dignity"; and carves up a
settlement the way "Grandpa" used to carve up a
holiday Turkey.

However Kissinger's latest "get tough" warnings to

the Arab Shah gives a hint to the new harried state of

American statesmanship: We no longer hold all the
cards. If the Arabs pull another embargo on us, what
will we do? John Wayne is too old to put back in

uniform, given a platoon of soldiers and told to

"charge the Suez" (although I'm sure he'd be willing).

Kissinger and Ford's harsh words can be interpreted

as a cosmetic and not substantive "burst of
emotions".

Over the past thirty years the United States has
become so dependent on oil that we are in a position

that we have never been in since colonial days: We
need the good will of the Arab Shah's to insure that

our system runs at all.

Last summer Richard Nixon toured the Middle East
and just about gave away the State of California to
gain the "good will" of the Arab nations. We are
selling arms to Israel out of "principle", and arms to

the Arabs because it is "politically pragmatic."
Ford and Kissinger should learn a lesson from the

Japanese, who last year "re-evaluated" their entire

international program simply to stay in the "good
graces" of the Arabs, in regards to their Israeli policy,
the Japanese did a complete turn around, when the
Arabs said "Change or you can be sure there will be
no oil for you this year!"

The United States must move quickly so that we
don't become even more dependent on the Arabs for
our economic existence. The President must forget
his roots, and really stick it to his former constituents
in Detroit: G.M. and Ford must be told to go for ef-

ficiency and not the cosmetic hullabaloo that so
dominates the automobile industry.

Ford has got to stop the Oil men in Houston from
whispering sweet nothings in his ear; they are the
selfish ones that got us in this mess in the first place.
With their entire media machine in full gear ("Dig

we must" says the stern faced Oil rig man), the Oil
giants in this country have "convinced" the govern-
ment that the Alaska pipeline is a "real" step in
solving the energy crisis. At best, the pipeline is a
temporary measure, where the U.S. has agreed to
destroy some of its most beautiful natural resources
to provide more oil for several years: At its worst, the
pipeline is just another "quick profits" scheme from
the oil companies.

Clearly the future of this country is not in Oil (and I

don't give a damn what the Mobil or Esso ads are
saying!). The U.S. has to make the search for viable
alternative sources of energy a real priority im-
mediately. It is important to note that "viable" does
not have to mean "profitable"; if necessary, the
government should nationalize the business of energy
research, and once found, should take it out of the
hands of the selfish oil powers who to this very day
are trying to take over the various alternative energy
fields for their personal profits.

Solar energy, water power, and in some cases,
nuclear power (if it can be made safer) are all

possibilities. However it is now impossible to count on
the Arabs for our own economic and political stability.

Kissinger and Ford should realize that action is more
important than angry words.
The kind of action needed now should be directed

against Detroit, Dallas, and Houston ... as well as
Tehren.

Words are no longer sufficient.

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist.

{
Christine Dillard

}

Night worrying
The streets of Ware are empty of both cars and

people. The only motion I see is the clock on the bank
that alternately flashes 3:57 and 43 degrees. I flip on
the heat, but for the moment it is a chilling blast of
cold air. I feel remarkably awake, but then this is the
earliest I've left the printer's this semester.

Please, dear goddess of journalism! Let there be no
glaring headline errors! Let there be no missed
bylines. I know how frustrating it is to see your photo
or story in print minus its byline. Did I get all the turn
to page -, and all the continued from page - ? Such
a simple mistake can be very
frustrating to a reader, as I'm sure
everyone will agree. I can still see
the copy before me, but now the

letters jumbling together into

sentences that make no sense.

The highway is empty, and the

winding curves with their varied

dips and rises give me the sensation
of being on a roller coaster. My
tired eyes see the white line in the

center of the road as a cartoon that

is fed with regularity by a machine
that miraculously remains just

beyond the horizon.

SHIT - an animal! The screech of my brakes is

enough to send the creature scurrying to safety into
the woods.

The adrenalin pumps through me and I shake for

the next mile and a half. I turn to the radio which is my
only company for the 20 mile drive to campus. Static
wipes out my choice, so I play with the knob looking
for some solid rock and roll that acts like audio caf-

feine. Buffalo, Washington, D.C., New York City -
the stations come from far away. I settle on
Springfield, which is close enough to fade with less
frequency.

It wasn't a bad night, as nighis spent laying out the
Collegian go. There was little late breaking news, and

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiitiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu

UMass, late at night after
putting the Collegian to bed

iiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiii

once the stories arrived, the pages were done quickly.
As my eyes focus on the double yellow line before me,
my mind flashes on the printer's. I see the rows of
light boxes with the pages laid out. I copy, I hear the
computers and the typists. I see the page that was 9
inches short of copy, and I hope that the way I spaced
out those paragraphs looks good. Oh, well, it's too
late now.

This drive is one of the few times during the week
that I get off campus, and I relax to enjoy it. These
hours of Friday mornings have become mine with a

sense of ownership that stems from
not sharing it with anyone else. The
country around Quabbin provides a
beautiful and well needed contrast
to the concrete and brick of South
west. The trees lean over the road
displaying the fiery colors of
autumn. The sky is clear, broken by
sparkling stars and the moon which
I never seem to see on campus.
Occasionally, patches of fog swirl
across the road. This is a dreamy,
fairytale world far away from
headlines and deadlines, term
papers and reserved readings.

I drive on to campus, and park the car in its

designated Campus Center parking space. In two
weeks, I have seen absolutely no one as I've walked
back to Southwest. It is strange to see the campus so
dark and desolate. Within five hours, these walks will

be packed with people rushing to classes. I walk
swiftly, as the jacket I chose Thursday afternoon is

rather thin for 4:30 Friday morning. If I'm cold now,
lust think of December, I remind myself.

I walk through the non-existent doors of the tower
and greet the security guard. After exchanging good
nights, I slowly climb the stairs. Damn it! I forgot to do
the reading for my first class! Oh, well. With that, I lie

down for a couple of hours of much needed sleep.

n KNOW ITS MRIY 64JKW. BuT I REAM MOULD
I LIKEm CF TWSE N1FT1 PRESENTS; LIKE THE ONE

WUGM TO DICKIE NIXON I

NUKE trial wasted
The recent trial and subsequent acquittal of Sam

Lovejoy in Superior Court raises an important moral and
less important question. The first concerns the actual
reason for Mr. Lovejoy's acquittal. It had been the
antenna-toppler's intention to level the Northeast Utility
(NU) control tower, thereby inducing a day in court with
the company.

Since Northeast had been using the control tower as the
first step in the Atomic Energy Commission's (AEC) plans
to build a nuclear power plant, Lovejoy's day in court
could serve as a device to address the real problem, the
problem being the AEC's building of nuclear power plants,
without doing adequate safety research beforehand.

Just over a week ago, AEC safety expert Carl Hocevar
said that he was resigning his post "in order to be free to
tell the American people the truth about the potentially
dangerous conditions in the nation's nuclear power
plants." The safety expert went on to say that the U.S.
should consider stopping the construction of power
plants." The safety expert went on to say that the U.S.
should consider stopping the construction of power plants
until these serious questions could be answered.

Unfortunately the real problem was never addressed at
the trial, which brings us to the legal question. NU's
charge, as filed in court, was "malicious destruction of
personal property", an erroneous charge, since personal
property as defined by law, is that property which can be
easily moved. Apparently, since Lovejoy had to use a pair
of wire cutters to complete his task, his crime was
destruction of "real" property. Thus due to nothing more
than an irritating technicality, taxpayers' money is wasted,
and more importantly, the actual problem was never dealt
with.

The fact that the court system possesses inherently
serious deficiencies is the minor detail in the affair. What
should be retained in the observer's mind, is the gover-
ment's evident lack of regard for both the land and the
people. Not only could an accident in one of these power
plants do a good deal of damage economically, far more
serious consequences could result ecologically.

Hopefully more acts like that of Sam Lovejoy's won't be
needed to illustrate that point. One thing's for sure, it will
take someone of his calibre to bring the point home to the
people and the government.

The opinions in this space represent those of a majority of
the Board of Editors

Chris Dillard is a Colleqian Columnist

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they
must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes
All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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More letters to the editor

October 27 for Puerto Ricans
To the Editor:

Last Tuesday night in a lecture-dialogue, Puerto
Rico House of Representative, Carlos Galiza brought
to us the facts about the Puerto Rican situation:

7898a U.S. invasion during Hispano American
war with Spain, established a military regime
opposing the autonomy granted a year before
by the Spain government.
-1917 American citizenship was imposed even
though the members of the Puerto Rican
House voted two measures against it.

1952 the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico was
established, assuring federal control of

diplomatic and commerce relations, also im-
migration and transportation controls.

33 per cent of women sterilized and two
million Puerto Ricans [almost half the nation]
living in exile, all this encouraged by local and
federal government as a solution to the
problem of "over population", unemployment
and lack of education opportunities. This

compares to an 8 per cent of the population
who were foreigners in control of the best jobs
and the economy.
-85per cent of the economy controlled by U.S.
big companies whom don 't pay local or federal

taxes, and also receive aid from the local

government.

A $12,000 million debt over the Puerto Rican

people, 6,000 being public in the form of

government bonus, and the other 6,000 being

private debts of private business.

Right now maybe you 're asking yourself "What do I

have to do with this thing?", or better you may ask

yourself "What can I do about it?"

For the American people all I can say is that this is

further proof of what the institutions are doing with

the power that you have placed in their hands. You
can Write to your local, state and federal represen-

tatives, care^ to find out if they are really working for

freedom as they say they are. That's the only way
democracy can be achieved, checking these in-

stitutions.

As for Puerto Ricans there's a dual role, as Mr.

Galliza pointed out; we must appeal to the con-

scientious American who care for real freedom and

justice, and let them know that our struggle is going

on and that they have an important role to play in it.

Also we must also join the American people in their

own struggle in trying to make freedom and justice a

reality to all people.

For those reasons on October 27, we, the people

who care for ideals and their realization must b&at the

Madison Square Garden; for freedom, justice and

Puerto Rico's complete independence.

"OCTOBER 27" *«imm'

fm***-* G. Nunez
• B 24 No. Village Apts

Eric Fleet too hasty

To the Editor:

/ question how Eric Fleet had the audacity to

suggest, in his comments "Ecological Ignorance",

that the "desired end" of the environmentalists is the

"col/apse of the economy". Are concerned citizens

stepping out of line by questioning the consequences

of nuclear energy? The subject is such a technically

complicated matter, in terms of socie-economic and

environmental impact, that such action is

unquestionably justified.

Furthermore, it is difficult to place limits on the

ability of our present technological capacity to

produce economic substitutes for products that, for

reasons of obsolesence or availability, must be

replaced. For example, the feasibility of nuclear

energy is still quite probable as a substitute for oil or

coal. But had equal amounts of funds allocated to the

development of solar energy, perhaps it might be
more practicle as an economic energy solution. Of
course, its profitability is questionable because its

supply is infinite, relative to the Earths exploitable,

limited resources, such as radio-active materials.

My point is, Eric, relax. The environmentalists are

only questioning the consequences of uncertain

activity. Is the state of the American Dollar inversely

proportional to the quality and well being of our
environment?

William Nebesky

Rufus rots

To the Editor:

At one time I blamed the in-

competence of the Collegian on the

reporting staff. I now find that I've

been attacking the wrong group. In

general the editors of the Collegian,

not the reporting staff, are the

cause of the paper's incompetence.
Jerry Lazar and Co. critize Mr.

Nixon and his friends for being

obsessed with power, but, in ac-

tuality, they have the same ob-
session

In the Sept. 23 issue of the

Collegian one can read "The
Further Adventures of Rufus
McWhirter", written by Jerry Lazar,

the paper's editor-in -Chief. This

editorial is a quarter page insult to

whatever intelligence I might
possess. Mr. Lazar wrote this

editorial for himself [I'm sure no
one else can understand it], not for

the readers of his newspaper.
On might say that this editorial

was being used as a filler, but that

would be a lie. Last week I sub-
mitted an editorial which, in all

modesty, was better than Mr.

Lazar 's. It made a point, which is

more than I can say of Rufus
McWhirter. It was never printed.

I also submitted two articles last

week. I considered them at least as

important as Don McGilvray's

drawing of an erect penis. Only one

of the two articles was printed. It

was cut in the middle of a

paragraph

I'm sure that on this campus of

20,000 people there are other

people who have this same gripe.

Maybe together we can beat the

system
Oavid Kovval

Kiss off Kosofsky
To the Editor:
Maybe I'm just sentimental, but I failed to find any human interest or

humor in Ms. Kosofsky 's "Kissing Blarney Good-bye" [9-27-74]. I think

we'll all agree it takes a certain kind of person to throw his hat into the

presidential ring, though we may not agree whether it's courage or

ruthlessness.

No one has the right to attack the person when he -she wishes to criticize

another's policies - even those of a political figure. I doubt if the smile

would remain on Ms. Kosofsky 's face if her son might be dying of cancer

and someone referred to his condition as lightly as "to communicate

telepathical/y amidst the cosmis vibrations. " I found her reference to the

removal of his "larynx "in poor taste. I hope her mother never has to suffer

the tragedy of the killing of two of her sons nor fear the possibility ofa third

son being assassinated using Ms. Kosofsky 's style - two down, one to go.

James Onessimo

WMUA Station

Constitution Convention

COME & VOTE

Third World People & Women Welcome

Tues., Oct. 1

8:00 p.m.

Commonwealth Rm.

S.U.

I.P.O. is the problem
To the Editor:

/ would like to refer to an article which appeared in the Collegian Sep-

tember 18 concerning the Office of International Programs and its'

director, Barbara Burn. This summer I was on the UMass program in

Florence, Italy. I feel I can add some insight into the present controversy

about the office.

I have no personal vendetta against Ms. Burn or any member of her

staff. My sole purpose in writing is to help improve the effectiveness of the

IPO. UMass is no longer a small agricultural school. A university of this

size should offer a wide variety of programs, one is the opportunity to

study and travel abroad. Other smaller universities have a far more
developed overseas programs office.

The I. P.O. sponsors only summer programs and does not have an

established program for a year of study. Different departments such as the

School of Education do sponsor full-year programs, however these are

unrelated to the I. P.O.

I doubt whether the majority of UMass students even know the I. P.O.

exists. Most students who went to Florence learned of the program
through a professor or the Italian Department. I have never seen any type

of publicity concerning any I. P.O. sponsored programs. Last week's
Collegian had an advertisement for foreign study opportunities through

Syracuse Universitv

While Chencellor Bromery praises the I. P.O. and defends the com
petency of Ms. Burn, I question how much insight he has into the

situation. Obviously his associations with the office are on a different basis

than the average student's.

There is much to be gained from a foreign study experience. The
program should be expanded. I would not like to see the Student Senate
cut funding to the I. P.O. however, the office must be made more
responsive to student needs and desires.

Andrew Rizzo

For better fit:

sized for waist
and length!

LEVI'S' for Gals

c

aouss

"Service Contracts" need repairs
Expensive home appliances are

usually sold with warranties to

protect the consumer if something

goes wrong with the appliance. But

in many cases consumers bolster or

replace the basic guarantee with a

"service contract" These contracts

work like insurance policies — for a

fee, the customer is promised free

repair service if the appliance

breaks down.

The Attorney General's Con-

sumer Protection Division is ad-

vising consumers to note some
abusive practices that have arisen

regarding these appliance "service

contracts."

In one common deceptive
practice the consumer is enticed by
a discount on a product being sold

without a warranty. For instance, a
customer may save $60 by buying
an appliance without a warranty.

However, the salesman then
offers the buyer a one-year service

contract. For $5 a month, we will fix

the refrigerator fee if anything
goes wrong with it.

Note that the service contract is

just as expensive as the original

warranty so in fact the buyer saves

nothing.

The Consumer Protection
Division of the Arty. General's
office also advises that consumers
avoid salesmen who:
— Misrepresent their product

with phony sales claims or
misleading "model home" offers.

— Tell customers selected at

random that they are "specially

selected."

— Misinform customers by
stating they are the winners of

mythical contests or prizes.

— Induce persons unable to read
or write to sign a sales contract

LCA
to hold

fall show
Leverett Craftsmen and Artists,

Inc., of Leverett Center, announce
their seventh annual Fall Show,
opening October 4 and running
through October 29.

The Fall Show is LCA's once-a-
year invitational, which is aimed at

showing the best work of its

residents and the work of many of

the best craftsmen and artists in the
Pioneer Valley.

This year's show will have the

additional goal of attracting buyers
from the growing craft shop and
gallery market in the New England
area. To this end, exhibitors are

being encouraged to submit
portfolios as well as representative

samples of their work.

Close to 50 craftsmen and artists

will be exhibiting in the Fall Show.
The opening is at 8:00 p.m., Friday.

Shop hours are 1.5 weekdays, 12-5

Saturdays and Sundays.

LCA is a non-profit corporation,

with 12 resident craftsmen and
artists, who teach year-round
classes and sell through LCA's
salesroom. LCA holds monthly
shows of individual craftsmen and
artists in its galleries, and is located

in the Old Box Shop, next to Town
Hall in Leverett Center. For more
information call (413) 253-9062.

"Amherst Singles"
swing

Something new to most people
in this area is the four-year-old

"Amherst Singles," an open group
whose only objective is to draw
unmarried and unremarried people
together.

Gaining momentum over the last

few months, the membership is

rapidly growing to the point of

overcrowding at meetings held in

homes. Although the organization

is centered in Amherst (hence the

name), members come foom
throughout the Connecticut Valley.

Most members are twenty-five or

older and have have found few
social or commercial organizations

which fulfill their needs.

An open house-dance is held

about the first of each month at the

Farley Lodge on the UMass campus
for the sole purpose of meeting

people. No speeches or pressure,

just fun. Refreshments are provided

along with music and congenial

people. A door charge of one dollar

to defray expenses is asked.

The Amherst Singles' current

president is Phyllis Boothroyd,

UMass undergrad who, in her

thirties, is the mother of three,

divorced, and will receive her

Bachelor's degree in psychology

with honors next summer.

In order that people may maxe
contact with "Amherst Singles,"

area representatives may be called

for information. In the Greenfield

area call Beverly Haynes at 774-

4128. In Amherst, Northampton,
call Bob Lentilhon at 549-1902, and
in the Springfield area call Chuck
Klein at 732-7444.

Marijuana laws termed

"too permissive"
cont. from p.1

He said Oregon's law, which
treats possession of small amounts
of marijuana as a civil crime, was
"too permissive," and that he
favored one such as in New
Mexico, where a first offense of
possession of one ounce or less is

punishable by a fine of $50 to $100
and-or 15 days imprisonment.

He said a proposal that

suspended sentences be given

users, pushers, and smalltime

traffickers who cooperate with

authorities "merits serious con-

sideration."

The Great Bonanza "Rip Off"
On Tuesday nite you can rip Bonanza off

on the price of a Rib-Eye Dinner $ ] #39 to $ 1 .49

of a Chopped Steak Dinner *j> I . 5x to *r •^'\
— plus a refill on your soda or coffee for nil!

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

9 549-2671

Appearing

fonite:

Cricket

**«t». .»..-!

4 < * 4

BONANZA RESTAURANT

Rt.9, Hadley

You Gotta Eat It

To Believe I till

Rusty INail

Inn

Kir. 17. >iiM<!<-rltiml

M>.">- |<).{7
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The best ride and still only a dime.

Guarperi Strii>£ Quartet
tuesday , October 1

bowker auditorium 8 p.m.

'Collective
Slock
artists
Ensemble

Saturday, October 5
bowker auditorium 8 p.m

TICKETS -$4 general $2 u mass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, U MASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

Campaign funds law debated
BOSTON [AP] - A con-

frontation is brewing before the

November elections between
Common Cause of Massachusetts

and the Civil Liberties Union of

Massachusetts (CLUM) over the

issue of campaign finance

disclosure.

CLUM is preparing a call for a

modification of the state's

disclosure laws, calling them an
infringement of personal privacy.

Common Cause, which spon-

sored the current statute requiring

the listing of names and addresses

of campaign contiibutors, opposes

any weakening of the law.

CLUM Executive Director John

Roberts said Friday he sees a "real

concensus" within the organization

that the "privacy of the ballot" is

being violated by the law.

He said he expected a vote within

the organization next month to

favor one of three proposed

positions calling for a modification

of the statute.

"When campaign disclosure

interests are weighed against the

interests of personal privacy, the

privacy interests really prevail," he

said.

But a spokesman for Common
Cause said, "The public has a right

to know who is contributing money
to a candidate."

"The laws are not an in-

fringement of personal privacy at

all," Mary Ann Fenton, the
spokesman, said. "If a contributor

is not trying to contribute a great

deal of money to influence anyone,
then I don't think there's any meed
to be concerned."

Beer can collectors gather

for convention
DENVER [AP] - Nearly 1,000

persons who gathered this
weekend were more interested in

looking at beer cans than drinking
what they contained.

They filled a downtown hotel

with wall-to-wall beer cans for the

Fourth annual Convention of the

Beer Can Collectors of America, a

St. Louis-based organization which
boasts 3,500 members nationwide.

The object is to see how many
different beer can brands and
designs can be collected. Some

collectors specialize in full cans, but

most collect empties. Collections

vary in size from several hundred to

nearly 7,000.

Bill Mugrage of Lynnwood,
Wash., has 1,500 cans in his

collection.

"I get most of my cans from

dumps," Mugrage said, "You can

also find a lot of cans under

buildings, but rats and sheriffs are

problems."

Although Mugrage says a lot of

people raise their eyebrows when
they hear about his hobby, he says,

"I ask them what they collect and
when they say stamps, then I

laugh."

Some collectors specialize in

foreign cans, some in gallon cans
and others only collect cans they
have personally emptied. Trading
takes place through the mail

throughout the year, but the
Canvention is the best opportunity
for good trades.

Announcing
A New Program For Fall 1974

'Mil

Peter Pan has prepared a special program of ten attractive tours for the Fall Semester, to
a variety of destinations chosen to interest the campus community.

Departures are right from the University of Mass. Campus.

Here are the first five:

Saturday, Sept. 28- U. MASS. MINUTEMEN FOOTBALL AT DARTMOUTH
See U. Mass. take on the Big Green in Hanover, N.H. from your reserved seat.

Sunday, Sept. 29 — 1-DAY CRUISE TO PROVINCETOWN
By land to Boston to board the cruise boat. Enjoy deck chairs, cocktail lounges and more
on the cruise. Almost three hours in quaint Provincetown.

Sunday, Oct. 6- GRAND PRIX RACING AT WATKINS GLEN, N.Y.
Direct to the Finger Lakes region of New York State for the U.S. Grand Prix. Arrive wel
in advance of the race. Admission included.

BREwVrY^ToJr
~ 1DAY NEW HAMPSH,RE FOL.AGE-PHOTO AND BUSCH

There will be many opportunities for photography and sketching among the Monadnock

Hamtet
Hampshire. The Brewery tour also features' the Gydesdale

Sunday-Monday, Oct. 27-28-2-DAY WEEKEND IN FASCINATING MONTREAL
This special tour, over Veterans' Day Weekend, includes accommodations at the LaSalleHotel right ,n downtown Montreal. Plenty to do and see in this cosmopolitan city

And there are five more special tours for November and December. Get your copy today
of our brochure giving details about times, prices and itineraries on these TOURS FROMTHE COLLEGES. Reservations will be needed on these popular tours, so sign up early

prm* j*^j n&buj£}) 7ww£>
CAMPUS CENTER HOTEL LOBBY
UNIV. OF MASS.
TEL. 545 2006
(If No Answer Tel. 549-6000)

Also tour departures from Amherst Center, Smith
College, and Mt. Holyoke College.
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Notices

ASlHOLOGY ClUB
Tonite there will be a general meeting at

8:00, rm. 163c CC On Wed. at 8 p.m. in
rm. 811 CC a Beginner Class in Astrology.
Public invited.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meet tonite in Hasbrouck 22 at 7:30.

Mirror making and aatrophotography
begin tonite, so be ready to participate
ATHLETIC COUNCIL APPOINTMENTS

Applications for appointments to
Athletic Council available in rm's. 420 & 430
SU. Final date is Tuee. 10-8.

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING
Tonite in SU 426 at 7:30 p.m. Everyone

welcome for slide show, planning and
tripa. Mohawk Trail - possibly overnight
will be discussed.

CHESS PLAYERS
Chess Club will meet in the CC 7 p.m. -

closing tonite and Wed. nite. Come and
join us for informal play.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
Meeting Tonight at 6:16 in Rm.911, CC

All are invited to attend.
CHURGIRRI
Hebrew Conversation circle meets today

at 4:00 p.m. in CC 904-8.
COMMUTER ASSEMBL Y MEETING
The Commuter Assembly Executive

Council will meet this Wednesday at 5:15
in the Commuter Lounge. All are welcome
CROSS CULTURAL SMORGASBORD

Tonight at Tri Sigma Sorority — 7:30.
AH university women welcome. For info or
rides call 253-9066. We are located in Frat-

Sorority Park on Orchard Hill Bus Rt.
DVP MEETING

There will be a Distinguished Visitors
Program meeting tonight at 6:00 in room
803 CC
FASHION SHOWWEATHERVANE
The Sisters of Sigma Delta Tau are

proud to preaent a Fashion Show featuring
the Weathervane (Mt. Farms Mall) tonight
at 7:00 p.m. We live at 409 N. Pleasant St.
Call us at 5-0527 anytime for rides.
FREE DINNER
You could be invited to a free dinner

(courtesy of the Rockefeller Brothers) if

you are a senior interested in exploring,
without obligation, a free trial year in

theological semii.ary. If your future isn't
nailed down and this intrigues you, contact
UCF right away at 545-2661.
FRESHMEN CREW
Any freshmen interested in rowing for

U Mass Crew Team report to bus in front of
Boyden at 4:00 p.m. Mond.-Fri. no ex-
perience necessary.
GAY LINE

Monday-Friday, 8-11 p.m. phone 545-
0154.

GAY SPEAKERS BUREAU
We have our firat engagement next

week in Holyoke. Let's get together and
talk about it. New people welcome and
needed, especially women. Come to the
SHL office SU 413, Wed. 7:30, 10-2
IOTA GAMMA UPSILON

Join the sisters and pledges of IGU in a

"Sing Along" tonight 8-9 p.m. All
university women are invited. 406 N.
Pleasant St. For rides call 5-0082.
KUNDALINE YOGA CLASSES
Ongoing classes every Tuesday and

Thursday 5:00-6:00 at the Campus Center.
Check the room schedule bulletin for room
number.
LEGAL STUDIES MAJORS

There will be a potluck supper for all

legal studies majors and faculty tonight at
7 p.m. in the Farley Lodge. Please be
prompt.
NES TUTORS

Tutoring starts today for those tutoring
at DeBerry school, at 2:30 p.m. Bus will be
at Campus Center Circle.

PRE-VET CLUB
Dr. Russell E. Smith, pre-vet advisor, to

speak tonight at 8:30 in CC Rm 917III -
Important Business Meeting at 8:00 -
please attend. New members welcome.
SIGMA KAPPA

All university women are invited to an
evening of musical mania. Come meet the
sisters and see our home. Hope to see you
tonight at 7 p.m.l 19 Allen St. Call 5-2297
for info-

S/GMA SIGMA SIGMA
Tri-Sigma is like Coke its the real

thing.

SPECTRUM
Students who have not picked up their

copy of Spectrum Arts Magazine may do
so Mon. Weds., and Fri. afternoons. These

will be handed out on a first come - first

serve basis. While you're at it, bring us
vour art work, writing, or photography
SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB MEETING
Wed Oct. 2 CC 113 at 7:00. The meeting

is to get info on jumping, sign up for next
class (9 & 10 Oct.) and to see a film. All 5
College Area Students, faculty, and
employees welcome.
SQUARE DANCING

Tuesday, Oct. 8, is your last chance to
join in the fun of learning to Square Dance,
Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union, at 8
p.m. All who signed up through the Quad
- please attend; Bring a friend.
STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
There will be a meeting Wednesday in

Rms 805-809 of the Campus Center, 4:30-
6:30 p.m. All are welcome.
STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE

. General meeting, 7:30, tonight, Rm 904
Campus Center.
SUCCOT SERVICES

Succot Services today 10 a.m. Colonial
Lounge SU, tonight 7:00 p.m. CC 105
^TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION

Come find out more a*~out Tran-
scendental Meditation tonite at 7:30 p.m.
in Machmer W-26.
THE TWO OF US
Award winning film Th» Two of Us will

be shown in CCA Wed., Oct. 2 at 9:00 p.m.
No admission charge.
WILDLIFE SOCIETY

Meeting Tonight, Oct. 1, 7 p.m.
Holdsworth 305.
WOMEN!
The school of Ed. Women's Caucus

invited all university women (grade, un-
dergrade, workers, faculty) to a sherry
hour - Wed. Oct. 2 - in the 4th floor
lounge Hills South. Come- bring
someone' Information sharing session.

McDonald's presents
the Glass of 75.

Next rime you feel the urge for a
tall one at McDonald's, just ask and
we'll wrap your large soda in the
ultimate of status symbols. A genu-
ine 100% pure plastic cup. Suitably
inscribed with the U.Mass. Minute-
man on one side. And those hand-
some golden arches on the other
side. It's free for the asking with any
large soda.

Imagine all the exciting uses you
can find for this pint-sized beauty
Add a little dirt and go into organic
farming. Use it as a new home for
your outddled pop-top collection.
Or stuff it with all those important
little odds and ends you can never
find. And if your cup runneth over,
just start again with a new one. At
the price, you can afford a whole
collection.

So come down and spring for a
large drink. And get all that status,

gratis.

McDonalds
I

B7
#
Russell Street, Route 1

)

Hadley, Mass.

FOUND
A book in Herte. Auditorium Monday

Sept 23. Please call 253-9408 and identify.
LOST

Reward offered for my red and black
plaid lumber jacket which was left in the
Campus Center Monday, Sept. 23.
Contact Simon at 545-3131.
LOST

Lost my wallet Thursday night at Steak
Out. Keep the money but please return
identifications. Cal Jackee 548-6965.

Public access
act scored

by MassPIRG
by BILL DENSMORE

Staff Reporter
The Massachusetts Public In-

terest Research Group Friday
released a report which documents
non-compliance with the state
Freedom of Information Act at the
state and local level.

The Nader-style consumer and
environmental group, which also
has offices in Amherst, also advised
against weakening the act in

testimony before the Secretary of
Administration and Finance.

According to the MassPIRG
report, 23 of 59 requests for

documents the group consider
public record were denied by state
agencies. Among the worst of-

fenders, the group reported, were
the Nursing Board of Registration,
the Consumer Protection division
of the Attorney General's office and
the Department of Public Utilities.

In most cases, material requested
was consumer complaint letters,

the report said. Most requests were
made verbally.

The report was compiled by
students working for MassPIRG in

both the Boston and Amherst
offices travelling to state and local
offices. Mass PIRG is a student-
funded group. UMass is a member.
UMass students voluntarily pay for
the group on their semester bill.

Mass PIRG student interns

checked documents in a number of

western Massachusetts com-
munities, including Amherst,
Belchertown, Greenfield, Mon-
tague, North Adams, Northampton,
South Hadley, Springfield and
Williamstown.

Documents requested included

revenue sharing regulations,
balance sheets, police department
rules, building inspection records
and bids for public contracts.

Of 110 items requested,
seventeen were unavailable
because the documents supervisor
was out. In twenty cases, students
were told documents requested did

not exist.

The report did not (N-O-T) note
any difficulties receiving public

records in Amherst.

Give
the
world
a little

gut
today.

% %

+ RHOow.
The Good
Ntighbot
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& Smart farmers send

Staff Photo by Dick Leonard

Dumping on river
BY Ron Chait

Staff Writer

Members of the Fraternal Dump
Association (FDA) are headed for a

rendezvous with the Connecticut

River.

This was the consensus
following a recent organizational

meeting in Brown House, attended

j
ABSOLUTELY

I

NO DUMPING

IN THIS AREA.

by 15 die-hard dump entnusiasis.

"I think," suggested charter

member Alan W. Kennedy, "we
should have some kind of outing
event to bring people together."

It was agreed upon that a canoe
trip on October 5 should be
planned.

"The purpose behind the outing
will be twofold," began David J.

Driscoll, staff advisor from the

FDA's international office. The
excursion will be fun, he said, but it

shoud also be beneficial.

"We're going to survey and rate,

for desirability and scenic quality,"
Driscoll explained, "the riverbank
dumping system of the Connecticut
River, from Greenfield to Sun-
derland."

He added that their findings

would serve as a guide to future

travelers on the river.*

Following the discussion on the

canoe trip, other activites were
mentioned.

The majority of those present

voiced an interest in a tour of

"picturesque, alpine dumps" in

Rowe, Shelburne, Heath, and other

localities.

The only unfinished business at

the meeting concerned a dump

behind the Physical Plant which
had allegedly "disappeared"
without a trace. Members ex-

pressed dismay, but were unable to
come to a solution, and the
discussion had to be floored.

Though few were present, it was
announced that 46 students have
joined the FDA's UMass chapter
since it was organized last

semester. Stephen V. Masse,
secretary, said "new members are
entering in droves."

President Thomas P. Driscoll,

brother of the advisor, said "Never
ever litter the road; bring our dump
another load," as the meeting
concluded.

Scotch
PLASTIC TAPE

The University Store

Campus Center
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MOVIE NIGHT

at the Bluewall

wheat prices up
BISMARCK, N.D. [AP\ - The

"Great Wheat Holdout" continues.

Farmers are refusing to sell their

grain in hopes of pushing up prices

still further in a year with a record
harvest.

According to most estimates,

farmers now control 60 to 70 per

cent of the 1 .791 billion bushels of

wheat produced this year on U.S.

croplands.

From North Dakota, where the

harvest is about half completed, to

Texas, where it was concluded
months ago, farmers are showing
"an extreme amount of sales

discipline," according to elevator

operators, grain brokers and wheat
exporters.

"We accomplished what we
started out to do — we got $4
wheat," says Thomas E. Ostrander,

the president of the Kansas Wheat
Raisers Association.

Wheat withholding began with
the harvest last spring. Farmers in

Texas, Oklahoma and Kansas
stored most of their wheat instead

of selling it.

"I'm just gonna sell one out of

five bushels to keep the bank off

my back," said one farmer in the

midst of harvest. "They'll have to
pay my price to get the rest of it."

Higher wheat prices ultimately

would mean higher prices for flour,

bread and other consumer
products. Wheat contributes only a

small portion of the price of a loaf

of bread, however.

Some farmers are still stinging

from last year, when they sold at

$2.50 a bushel only to see the price

go over $6 by the end of the year.

Film Times
\( ADFMV OF MIMIC -

SI' V-S - 7:15-9:00

YMnFBST ( INKMA •

( 'lock work Orange - 7: 00-9: .10

CALVIN -

Jeremiah Johnson -

CVMPl'S CINKMAS -

Tamarind Seed - 7:00-9:15

Jeremiah Johnson - 7 : IMI-9 : IH»

Harold & Maude - 7:404:43

(in em a I - Carnal
Knowledge -o :I5 -8 .15

< me in .i II - Newman's Law -

i. :U0-8 :3

Cinema III- Blazing Saddles-
ii :l 5-8 ::itl

Cinema IV - Bring Me the
lie a d of A. Ga r c ia -5:45-8:15

SHOW(ASF -

Black Samson - 7:45-9:25'

That's Kntertainment • 2:00-7:304:45

Death Wish - 7:304:8
Pink Floyd -7 ::»«-»: 20

Animal Crackers - 7::tO-9:25

Juggernaut - 7::iO-9::tO

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS J1.00

CflJ Q1H MOUNTAII U»as MAIL30* 3I3J
M(JTE i-HAflUY MAISMOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

GENE SHALIT, NBC-TV:

TOP FLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT. A NEW
ACTION THRILLER-CHILLER THAT

REVERBERATES WITH REALISM."

RICHARD SCHICKEL, TIME MAGAZINE:

A RARE MOVIE JOURNEY, DEFT

THOUGHT-PROVOKING SUSPENSE
A BRILLIANT CLIMACTIC CONFRONTATIONl

THAT RINGS WITH THE TRUTH."

ESCAPE

1

PG^ NOW PLAYING IN NEW
\3 YORK TO SELL OUT CROWDS.

«w* *

THE
RUTHLESS.
THE
CORRUPT.
THE
INCESTUOUS.
Graham
Greene's

Europe—
1935.

*£4MU

-*i

•«*

Ift'

M
ft \|>3

PfTOP flNCH • HIU if I Mil
Ml I II Al I M ||

['ENGLAND MADE MEf

]

'G
ONE OF MICHAEL YORK

O BEST FILMS EVER!!

Starts TOMORROW!

Carnegie Project offers grants

Now
showing

lin CinemaMmmtt

,

Shown at

& 9:15

Women & Career Options the
program of the Carnegie Office
continues to operate this year in the
Goodell Building - 507. Members of
the Carnegie project are collecting
and analyzing data in order to
understand how campus en-
vironments are or can be made

.Jeremiah
Johnson"

MM I nj n
All •'NA.NNMc. I "II

Cnrnpus^' nt >>ui >

conducive to the development of

undergraduate women students.

Part of the Project involves an
internship program which will assist

women undergraduates to ap-
prentice during the spring semester
with experts in careers that are

EXCLUSIVE ARIA
ENGAGEMENT!

„ WEWHAJTS

R0U1I V

AMHIRST HADIIY UNI

Dollar Nights

Hpn. t Tues.

>ue to Film Distributor, no Dollar Night on Jeremiah Johnson

TTISAJOY!"
"~

-— ..- — ... -^._ Thaymatat

haroldZSSmm '?

— mramMsoN
TODAY: 6:00-8:30
Twi-Lite Hr.: $1.25 —

5:30-6:50 only

ME THE
HEAD OF
ALFREDO
GARCIA"

_ nut
TODAY7T:45-8:15
Twi-Lite Hr.: $1.25 —

5:1 5-5:45 only—
STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS NOW AVAILABLE!

MDC CLASSIFIEDS

presently considered non-
traditional for women.
There will be a general meeting

Tor prospective interns on October
2 and October 3 at 7:30 at the
Campus Center, Room 101.

The deadline for
application for the intern program is

October 28.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics

S2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-ddte,

176 page, mail order catalog

of 5500 topics Enclose

S1 00 to cover postage (12
days delivery time).

519GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materia!* are sold for

research (imposes only

MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
1:90 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3:4S, two days

before the day your ad is to

appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $.30 per line

Weekly — $.2S per line

Monthly — $.20 per line

FOR SALE

I .r blanc trumpet, very good condition.

Sifio (all Jerry, 2S.1-SK69.

I Flandria 10 speeds. 21 in., lugged

frames, simplex, centerpull calipers,

locks, toolkit and car rack. 25:t-:UM4.

Kustom 2<mi PA sys.. excel, cond. Km.
38. (all .left Mt-XMft.

Miranda Scnsorcx l.M lens, excellent.
Mimi 2.v:-::on7.

I.ililie I nimaii I .in Club Tag Sale,
llatCcv l.i-uion Parking l.ol.. Sun.. Sept.
."Ilh Hi In '. Scholarship Lund

Two fine sounding Itssol o | speakers.
$.'."> for the pair. Days $481 evenings 83-
MHS.

I'sed guitars bought and sold. The
(.uitar Workshop. Amherst Carriage
Shops. 519-1728.

Ill speed man hike. $00: :i speed woman's
hike. $.:u Kitchen table Sin. ran $10. (all
I'eter 233-2713 after .">.

Sound & Music Co-Op . 247-5870. II a.m.
'i p.m.

I Sale — Dinette set. couch. Very
reasonable. 08481.

BW console TV. IN; air conditioner.
O.ooo HTl . ON. (all $.108 days.

Speakers: Scott I.Vs :i-way. impedance
rniilriil - SI50. (all (;eorge 0848*.

Two complete season books CMass
football tickets — worth till, now only
•7.8, (all M-W-F morn. 8:30 to 12. 5-2089.

•*r. of Dxnaeo A 25 speakers, excel, cond.
Sloo. for the pair. Call $8008.

l-earjet 8-track AC-DC car. 8 tapes,
case. $70. QMR|, r." (;>;. TV. like new.
S50. 25:1-3881.

I l-'7KX 1 1 general tires, used less than
mm miles, mtd. & hal. on Chew rims.
Orig. 83. now I2tl. (all 0-7781.

I wo In and new snow tires: Cni-Koyal
while walls; size F.78XIL $:i5.00 for pair.
Call 38-88 e\enings.

Tenor Sax. $12.'.. 8 818 ail. 5,

Home. K track tape player. 123. 253-7241.

Zenith 8" BOW console TV. t'HF *
VIIK. Kx. Cond. $85. Motorola 23" color TV
w stand I Fll ft VIIF. Ex. cond. 1250. Call
after t p.m. 549-0522.

"Oerry" (.oose -down sleeping bag.
rated In -IS degrees. Csed nnlyvjdjghtly,
rcg Si Ml. asking $7n or so. Please call

l.nrric 580-2374.

Hi speed hike. 2:1". Peugeot. e». cond.
( osi in.-. Asking 195. Call 00140ft.

Mi spd ( orso bike. Best offer. $40408.

Ml speed hike Bidden * times. 27". $fi.">.

Id. iNI-UMi3.

AUTO FOR SALE

Sale I'Milithrv van. (;d. cond IWKI «-

•38,

70 Porsche HI I. mags. AM-KM stereo,

pin striping. Hate all past receipts. In

mini condition. |:i.ion at 0.(1, OOSfO.

(•.'i \H K. it in,in dhia conv. Best offer.

AUTO FOR SALE

m \ W, Ir.ii. New rings, valves and
brakes — good tires. Call 772-0079 between
I2::t0and l:00a.m.orH.00-H:00a.m.

07 r'airlane. small N, automatic, p.s., 4

dr. super running, good buy. I2H3. 253-7241.

ti.'> Ply. Not great looking but super
running & dependable. S250 or B.O. 253-

7211.

l»73 Levi dremlin. 3 spd.. a-c. low mil..

cm. tr>(Ni. not rirm. 0O408 «) - $:8

Volvo I US IH07. good condition w -snow

tires. S500 or best. 5M>-44fi». 25 mpg.

I or Sale: 1907 Chevelle Malibu, com-
pletely rebuilt, new tires. Call (i65-2022.

S3 (hew II. li cyl. automatic. 2 door
sedan: not rusty. inspectable.
uii(li;iiiiiiill\ good I son oil. SCO. 5H0-:WIH.

(•I\\\. uimmI running condition. SI50. or
Im-sI offer. Must go. 2.YI-2HH after 5.

I8T2 I .Tit station wagon, fully equipped.
Vers uimmI < (imlition. Kxc. Int. Call Dennis
3W-tl«.

i.'i I iixl I'airlane. li cvl.. giwid mpg. 2 x-

Ira win sluilded tires free. Must sell. S:t00.

•Mi7-:riL'H.

ii7 Musianu ( 'on i., \ .g. cond.. small VU.
17 mint. SI30. 83438 after fi p.m.

i.l I inil I'alcon. 2 new tires, all I good. 2

snow lires willi wheels. I> c\l. (.ood mpg.
I all li 7 .11. alter 7 p.m.

OK Chevy Impala. $4<m. (all :.k«-7!H2

'71 \'W Super Beetle, excellent
mechanicallv. Must sell. 800. Call $40-

7107.

1900 Merc. Ben/ 2:10. Mech. OK. Body
sound. 22 mpg. Must sell, (all 8*88.

Volvo 141. 'OH. looks and runs great. In

mi., 25 mpg. I V good SB radials. I wh.
discs, valve job. Ask SI200. Bux it: 08-
7I9K.

1972 Honda Coupe. Kronl wheel drite.
front disc brakes, rack & pinion steering.
:;."> 12 mpg. SHOO. 25S-K07K.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Vamaha 38, I90K. First 88, 25:1-7211.

72 Kawasaki 500 5 speed, 9000 mi. Disc
brake, runs excellent. SKOO. $8,801.

Iriumpli liger 05IK ( . mint. cond. S77.'.

or best offer, (all 5N0-IN5I after li.

750 Norton Semi ( li. B.O. over Swni (i-

8 1

1

1971 Kawasaki K/ ion 2 mo. old. mini
(ond. ( Vriani suspension, sissv bar with
pad. (all Tom HM8S3. *7'»-i

197:: Honda (1,175 K7. onl> l.nno miles
i:iectiic start. Phone $888,

I.". Bs\ i.Mg i nluiill MM NuaaO mach
s , ,n , : | ;i,i, .iiier li p.m.

i.i. I lassie liiumph ltoinn\ ille. semi
i lii.|i|ii<l nluiill riminr excellent con

ililion I all I an\ at 38481.

'7:tSix Da\s Beplica Ossa. SfilHt. B-5227

1971 Honda 80tt, electric start, front

ilis< brake, sissy bar. S095. >lii -7117

FOR RENT
Mouse s i minis in Melchei town. M miles

limn rampiis. $333 month (all 83.183.

I In-ill imiiii furnished or unfurnished apt.

( oloniil Village, (all 5-192:1 days.

Wanted 2 persons to share house in

( onwax — imi river. WiKKled site, washer-

•Iimi lieauliful (all :«H»-«:M»l for Brook.

Bihiiii in hmise \shfield. 22 mi. - !"> min
Mom \iuhersl to'i-mo Share utilities. Call

148481. II p.

m

WANTED TO RENT
(.nil hngl. Male wants to share in

Northampton nr. Smith. Days 549-6311.

ROOMMATE WANTED
I or 2 people to share 2 bdrm. apt. 150-K

Brittany Manor after 7 p.m. or call 7X5-

1411

I- em I'ref t.rad. Si III. mo., utilities

inclu. On bus line, own rm Sheila KK5-:I224.

Bui. in I ImIi ap(. in Swiss Milage. $M5.

inc. 884138.

Male wanted to share house in

Belchertown. Bent $40.25 mo. On I Mass
bus line. Call 384443,

Boom mate to share nice house in

Montague. Own rm. $00+ mo. Call Joyce
519-1507 days.

M roommate in 2 bdrm. apt. on bus
route. S77 util. incl. (all 250-0294.

Boommale for 2 bd. rm. apt. in Puffton
Village Own room and bathroom. SI 10.

mo. (all 519-15:15. Apt. \o. :(40. Meuashi
( ohen.

I or 2 people needed at Homey Apt. on
No. Whitniw. SOl-mo. with elec. Coop.
iiiemli. (all 08481 soon.

People wanted for Ig. I bedroom house in
Itelcherlown. (all Tina 83408. Pets OK.

WANTED
Musicians — Interested players for

participation in iNew Music) ensemble
situation — cellists, saxophonists, trom-
bone, tuba, percussion, double bassist —
Inuuire evenings M p.m. - 9 p.m. onlv 5K4-
0077.

BOB IS BACK — to buy your sick or
decrepit car. Any make, model, year,
(load >our headache for fast S8SSS 25.1-

7211.

Beginner to intermediate horsewoman

-

man tncnjox mx horse with me. Be willing

lo share food costs. Call Calhy 549-0090.

female vocalist seeks accompanist,
guitar aud-or piano for professional work -

folk and pop. Call Onx $84$8 at night

HELP WANTED

Nader-six le group needs office help. 20

hrs.-week. 250-01:11.

I need MM.", attractive articulate women
lor occasional promotional work in the
Springfield area, (.ood monex. S5+ In

Work when xou Contact Louise E.
< .iiiii.ii ,i!i.:'iii7 for more info.

Ili|.eiiil.ili|e |ieo|ile lit canvas Ini and
ili-livei the \ \ limes on (ampiis. Call
. i H. illei ; |i iii

-or

all o

WtlV. Need monex lo help pax tuition.

I'M can earn t as an \\nn Bep. (all for
details N. Colby 80487.

People interested in learning basic
newspaper page design and layout are
needed lo help the COI.I.M.I AN editorial
staff No credit or t but a chance to learn
from professionals free. Contact Dean
Tucker S-2S54).

Cditor and Xsst Kd. of 22,000 circulation

course description guide. Please call 515-

" . n and leaxe name, tel no. for interview

Women and minorities urged to apply.

tytlKK S50ii. on each commission.
I ampiis & local Beps. are needed for

nationwide emploxee search. Write
Summer \dx . Co.. Box 08, Peoria. III.

MOM,

Driver wanted, nights — Domino'*
I'ir/a. Must be able lo work at least one
weekend night Applx after I Domino's
Pi»/a 25*431*7.

WON runt spare hours int.. spare
dollars Sell oiialilv \v.in products No
selling experience necessarx Call M
( nlbv 8S487.

RIDE WANTED
Bide needed lo I iorida oxer Christmas

vaiatiou lor two Will help with driving
and expenses Please ( all K.\. or l.inda at
o-o to::.

I Mass student seeks ride to Norfolk. Va.
area on Oct. I. Will share some expenses,
(all 04)80

To Philly. Oct. II. Will share expenses.

Diane. 516-5972.

PERSONALS

Will the beautiful blond jazi fan who sat

across from me on SN Bus at 9:00 In
morn., please get in touch. I'd ktxe to know
>ou better. Call 80480 and ask for Mike.

Ken — May 27 be your lucky number —
With all my love. Janet.

I.MC — On your 21st. Lux. I realize now
that no matter what, we'll always be

together. Here's lo a happy life! Your Big
Oinzo.

Male model Peter. 18110$, - 7 p.m.

Howard Johnsons Motor Lodge
\iiiiiial While Sale lealuring: hed-
spre.nls t .union low els sheets, pillow
cases ,\ more Save on irrcKiilar items
s.|ii .". "i 'i ;n ; in K( r .). Haillrv

ll.i|i|iv Itirlliil.iv . lover. 5 limes'.' > our
lialiv doll

I Mints mil- t.reek' I iMik into Mph.i Phi
iiiiieua I lie Mlei n.iliv e (.reeks, (all 5-

ii "i.s oi i.-liKI7.

.lodes. \ou'ii' mil itellinu older, vou're

yellini! Iiellei ' llappv IStkH a Mi. Mhesus
Monkevs and the Itoiiluevs wish \ou the

lia|i|nesl ol v ears

Kris ll.i|i|i\ .•nlh love Teddx . I'raih

llo|i|iv anil llolpli

Uoulil Ihe puck's > who stole mv plants

luesil.iv in \ \ ,i| leasl have Ihe decencv In

i elm n mv pots '

lo mv \o | uirl llappv islh IhmIiiI.iv

nil mav I In with \ou lor ni.inv more
I ov e Wax lie

I i lavoiile Itliesiis Moiik.-v Hope
llus liirlhilav is as ha|ipv as mv last \ear
villi von llappv 19th love alwaxs Little

M No M,.,i

INSTRUCTION

Beginner flute lessons. t:i an hour, (all
". ItWSUB

SERVICES

Automotive repair specializing in S\ \K
and oih.i foreign cars, (all (>u> . 250-01 Mi.

( jmpus Clubs and Organi/ •"••ns Do
v on want to publish hiith iiualitx

newsletter, pamphlet, magartne or
booklet"'"' Let the Message (ompanx help

xuu write, laxoul. design and print it!!

BeasonaMe fees. Contact Jerrx at 25:t-'

for information

HI li XihIii. tepair 2 dax serxtee. work
LMiaiaiilccd M Tevh Hi Li (all 54S-2SI0

Omi.iiiik Massaue relaxation. t:l - t".

P.(». Box 471. V Xmhcrsi 01059

D. iv I .lie I'.nelils ( ollp nerds children
I \|eels il.ulv Warm, loving en-

v ll 1.111111 III ",|9-ia,2H.

Horses boarded 10 min from campus —
box stalls, trails, pastures. Ig field lor
hunt course, (all $404701 dax or 111 108
evenings

(.rail School Passport Photo 549-0211

Dalstin Tnxota and \olxo repaired at
n -i- on i hi.- prices Plenlx of experience
and equipment Phone Buss Baca 5K4M227.

SERVICES
Professional guitar repairs by guitar-

maker Michael Millard. Mon . Wed.. Fri.
at The (.uitai Workshop. Amherst
Carriage Shops. 5t9-l72«. Kree estimates.

CAB BK.PAIB IIASSLKS? Rob is back to

fix it right. No job loo small. Foreign or
domestic. No big overhead. 253-7241.

Leslie's Yarn 4 Canvas Shop. Amherst
Carriage Shop. S4S-45SL Acrylic knitting,

worsted 99c. I oz. Reynold's l.ogi S2.I5. 100

gr.

To the Zoo Major in whose car I left my
camera, call Steve 540-7KHI

Will Ihe person who "found" a spiraled
sterlinu silver li relet in the Women's
iiM.in across limit I--MI in Machmer.
please return if li has great personal
seiiMinenl Hi.ink von' Pain at $481.

I osi t.ieen raimoal w-fur lining. :inB.

Mew anl ( all Bogcr. 5I5-20IK.

Single strand blue & brown beads. Kri. 9
- 27. CC area? Sent, value. Sin reward.
Moreen $8408 or Mark fi05-rt27t.

Vr. old white male cat. off Bt. 9 in

Belchertown (towards l/uabliin Spot on
head. 2 different color eyes. Anx info

appreciated. 777 181

FREE

Miandoticd puppv desperatelx needs
home and love. :. nuts., housebroken.
Mosllx l.iib. ( ute. Tom 250-0172.

Had is man's lies) Irieud Friends are
haul In ioiiii liv. exeepl at I2K Henrx St.

Wliv no) slop hv and pick up a new Iriend.
IBM' < all I mil. i at 8S48I for first

Pick

ENTERTAINMENT

lo all TO( ( luh Members — There will

he a llappv Hour at the Hatch on Thur-
sdax. IM. :t. n to 9. There will be a post

name llappv Hour from I to K on Saturdax .

Ocl. 5.

Bvan O'Neal stars in "Paper Moon",
til onlx . Ocl. 1.7-9- II Mahar. No shows
on Sat.

Hatch ( elehrilx Series presents Muddx
Watrrs for one big night of music. The
sounds will be lunkv fast and anxthing but

muddx

You get more music for xour money and
pax less monex for xour music with Bob
the D.J. ( all now for xour date with

nonstop nostalgia '.10-01175

\ Mam vvieek in <in.imi.ili has ovrr-
-iim k. il ion w .11 .-houses Xlusi clear space.
I '.i initial .'. s|hI hike al i loseoul price
stink tin milium last Onlx I left. Free
iniro in.inn lesson with tmrchase of hike.

Without hike $ I hall liom t . In . For hike

all Mai 10 loi piano lessons call Kathx
.si titt.s | 01 vvi.i ketl train call Hubv

IMieland Music this week features Mad
\ngel al Ihe Bluewall. starting Tuesday.
Wednesday thru Saturdax Silverado
shines at the Hatch and Paleface Speak
With I- oiked Tongue al the TOC.

\nxone interested in participating in

the I Mass Jazz Jam sessions, please call
loim K Walker at 54H-2MM.

MISCELLANEOUS

PXILS hi Ml I Ml FIBNITIRF
has beds, bureaus, desks, chairs,

rockers, mods lamps, books, clothing,

(•ondwill spiritual wisdom sofas, elc.

If v mi i-ome tlow n this week we will tell

von ihe meaning of life. PALL'S
located behind Xubuchon's, \mhersl.
251-1511 "Mightx Like Arose"

I In isti.ui si Min e Monitor subscriptions

Sx per I mm. (all 54ft-ft4i«.

Information was leaked nut from a reliable

source concerning Ihe Personnel Seminar
I orp. II seems that the eorp. has approved
Ihe requested Personnel Dept budget
This is a plus for our entire communitx
t imgrals — Pent Dept.
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notes,

quotes

Commuter Assbiy.

begins

colloquia program
After considerable planning and

negotiations that began in late July

of this year, the Commuter
Assembly has made operational a

colloquia program.

Waht are colloquia? Colloquia
are one credit courses, taught

.usually by undergraduates, that

offer skills or knowledge that might
not otherwise be available through
regular University course offerings.

As with the colloquia programs
offered by the other area govern-

ments, the Commuter Assembly
hopes to make available to its

constituents these unique learning

experiences, as well as provide the

opportunity for interested com-
muters with knowledge and ex-

perience to share their talents with

the community through a program
sponsored by their own area

government.

The colloquia program can thus

be valuable not only as an alter-

native course offering, but as an
opportunity for those interested in

teaching to develop skills and
experience.

The Commuter Colloquia
Program can become an exciting

and valuable resource only if it

continues to develop, organizers

say. With the groundwork now
established, the assembly strongly

encourages anyone - un-
dergraduates whether commuters
or not, faculty, grad students, and
anyone with knowledge and skills

to share - to contact them about
teaching a colloquia.

They have available the
resources and assistance necessary
to turn an idea into a colloquia, but
they say they need students' in-

terest and help.

In order that the program get
under way by mid October,
preparations should begin as soon
as possible. For information or

proposal forms Joe Beals in the

Commuter Asse/hbly Office,

ground floor of the Student Union,

behind the Hatch. The phone
number is 545-2146.

WMUA oresents
Gaybreak
WMUA will be carrying a premier

broadcast of SEVEN
MEDITATIONS ON POLITICAL
SADOMASOCHISM on the

Gaybreak program, Wednesday,
following the 10 p.m. news.

The creation of the Living

Theater Collective, SEVEN
MEDITATIONS has been produced

especially for radio by Demian and
^members of the Sweet Com
Theater. Tune in to a very special,

informative Gaybreak Wednesday
on WMUA FM 91.1

UCF service

presented

weekly
Late evening Communion, a

simple ecumenical celebration

sponsored for a broad spectrum of

seekers and believers by the United

Christian Foundation, began on
September 18 with a small but

enthusiastic group. It was agreed

that it should be a regular weekly

event
The service is from 11:00 to 11:15

P.M. Wedesdays in room 316

Hampshire House (between
Whitmore and Southwest).

The service will be held each

Wednesday evening until further

notice.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
B v Stella Wilder

Tuesday. October 1

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -
A matter of business must be
decided on its own merits,
regardless of your own
preferences. Don t allow your-
self to be discouraged by
setbacks.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21,
— A balanced combination of

bead and heart applied to the
job at hand can make this a
banner day for you. Realize a

small ambition.

SAGITTARIUS I Nov 22
Dec. 21) — Protect yourself

against the emotional upset
that can occur when you fail to

distinguish between fact and
fancy and build up false hopes.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19) — See to matters of health

this morning. Otherwise you
may have to pay heavy
penalties later in the week.

Seek advice from an expert.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.

18) — The best way to take

advantage of what this day
has to offer is to plan things

well in advance. Don't over-

look possible if not probable
events.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
— Cooperate with others on a

project of importance to your
distant if not your immediate
future. You can turn the tables

on failure.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
— There may be unavoidable
confusion this morning as
young people attempt to gain
their own way. Listen to any
reasonable argument.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

— You may not feel con-
gratulatory toward a winning
competitor. but it will

ultimately serve you well if

you offer best wishes today.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
Don't allow an argument

with a competitor to intrude
upon your business or pro-
fessional affairs today. Sepa-
rate areas of your activities.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22
— Honors you have sought
but failed to gain may cause
you considerable embarras-
ment at this time. Your best
bet is to grin and bear it

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
Any display of weakness could
cause you to lose out on
advancement. Guard your
reputation jealously at this
time; put and keep your best
foot forward.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
— Setbacks today are caused
by quick, false moves. You
would do well to take your
time making up your mind as
to what course of action to
follow.

ACROSS
I Andys partner

5 Certain hills

10 Pituitary

hoimon,
14 ThgPenta

teuch Vet
15 Netherlands

Antilles

island

'6 Goiter 1 shout
' J Wood

product 2

words
19 Delect
20 T re»t mini
21 Judge oi Israel

22 Noted ski tree
23 Length unit

Vat
25 U S agency

abbr
26 U S president

30 Fool Slang
31 Noted English

school
34 School

textbook
36 Rieta user

38 Upon Comb
form

39 Balanced
in way

42 Bus abbr
43 Gave oft light

44 Bizarre

45 Chain tor

an animal
47 Radius: Abbr

49 Machine part

50 Important
union Abbr

51 lease again

53 Unnontiy
mark

55 School of

seals

56 Minor
character
failing

61 Carry

62 Kind ot

salesman
64 Thing

66 Spot
66 Sign of

sorrow
67 Revolutionary

activists

60 Metal roofing

69 Cricket field

parts

DOWN
1 Antarctic
icebreaker

2 Timeodav
3 Algerian city

4 Storage place
5 Tims
6 Period of time
7 Hopped up
auto 3 words

8 Aspen
9 Eastern

garment
tO Dance or tea
11 Kind of

necklace
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12 Golfer s

problem
13 Lisas an a>
18 Betel s

relative

24 Linger

26 Freight

28 Unspoken
27 Expiate

28 Had ups and
downs

29 Color
31 High explosive

incendiary

Abbr
32 Musical work
33 More rangy
35 Scatter

37 AulO control

40 fart of the

head
41 Embrace
46 Muslim

household
sections

48 Make clear

51 Way
62 Also
53 Move br.skiv

54 Sheep shelter

55 A tana*
57 Preposition

SS Meat
59 Toronto's

Maple --
Gardens

60 Goes wrong
63 Metal

dizzy and paul —
ITHE GRV l»V0>\EJV (\RE MKIA.'
IT UITH THE ORV HEW?'.

Kampus Kapers

we challenge you

WAVE HOU NOTICED THAT
% NOT 5U661N6 40U ANY/WOfc
6V TAUCIN6 TOO MUCH ?

IT

THl WIZARD OF ID

t

"

1•o-,

Wifr* ^_^
/I\

HAVE V0U
NOTICED?!.'

Brant parker and Johnny hart

IN P£V|t~V4/lN^ TH15 PUnSrET, ^|Rt5,
I RNP Y0ti HAve ALI-0CAT&P
&\\JL.\0H& f&K P£FEN5e AhiO
H0T Otfc CBHT F&f*. THE ffcT3f*

to taste and
compare!

Our standing challenge: taste and compare the good
old-time flavor of Pabst with any other beer. Once you

taste Blue Ribbon quality, you'll never go back to the

beer you were drinking. Take our challenge. We know
Blue Ribbon will come out the winner, every time.

Pabst Since 1844. The qualityhas always comethrough.
c Copyright, 1974 PABST BREWING COMPANY Milwaukee Wis. Peoria Heights. III. Newark. NJ. Los Angeles. Calil

.
Pabst. Georgia
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"Skinner has a very good chance

to make this team" - Net Coach Kevin Loughery

Dr. A and Dr. J in the ABA?
the prognosis looks good

AL SKINNER In action for I Mass.
STEVE SMITH

By GLENN POSTER
Sports Staff

For those of you who don't read the New York
Times because it is "over your head," you missed a
valuable piece of information in yesterday's sports
section, (actually I don't read the Times for the above-
stated reason) But, thanks to Sam Goldaper and an
anonymous source who wandered into the Collegian
office yesterday, Poster's "Where Are They Now
Series" continues with an updated report on the
progress of Al Skinner.

Goldaper refers to last year's Minuteman captain
as, "...a Julius Erving protege, and is seeking a job in

the Nets backcourt."

To set a few facts, the New York Nets are the class

p
of the American Basketball Association in addition to

o being the defending champs. T^eir principle owner,
° Roy Boe, holds the same position with the National

""""** Hockey League's New York Islanders. Both teams
5 play in the beautiful new Nassau County Coliseum.
«2 The arena is without question, the finest facility in the
ABA. And, of course the New York metropolitan area

to

>

can give an athlete a few other things to do in his

spare time in the way of making money. So Skinner
has a few incentives staring him in the face should he
make the team.

In an exhibition Friday night against one of the
better NBA teams, the Detroit Pistons, Skinner saw
sixteen minutes of playing time. While he was on the
court, Al scored ten points, shot fifty percent from the
floor, (4 out of 8) hit on two of three foul shots,

grabbed a rebound, had two assists and one personal.

Goldaper got comments from two men who make
the ultimate decisions in the Nets' scheme of things.

From general manager Dave DeBusschere: "
'I liked

him from the first time I saw him. People un-

derestimated him. They thought he couldn't play

guard.' " (The Nets have two fine forwards in fellow

alumnus Julius Erving and Memphis State product
Larry Kenon.) And from Coach Kevin Loughery:

"

'Skinner has a very good chance to make this team.
He showed me some quickness and good moves.'

"

Let's hope that Al can keep up the good work.

Need better facility, schedules

Sports do not make $ at UMass
By BILL DOYLE
Sports Staff

Collegian sports staffer Bill

Doyle recently investigated the
financial situation of UMass
athletics. This report is the first

of a two-part series.

Intercollegiate sports do not make money
at UMass nor will they in the forseeable

future, according to Financial Manager Al

Rufe.

"Very few colleges make money on their

sports programs," said Rufe, "Only colleges

like Notre Dame, Ohio State, UCLA and
Nebraska make money on them."
Money for sports at UMass is received

from the state, students, ticket sales and
alumni, said Rufe.

"The state pays for about fifty per cent of

the athletic program at UMass," Rufe ex-

plained. "The state pays for the coaches, the

tields and their upkeep, the athletic buildings

and even the offices." The chances of

receiving more aid from the state are not

rated as good by Rufe. "There are just too

many other social needs of the state, which
prevents them from increasing their aid to

the athletic program. Even if UMass was to

get more money from the state, it would not
go to the athletic department."

The students pay for about one third of the
expenses through the athletic fee of fifteen

dollars per semester, adds Rufe. The athletic

fee pays for all the equipment used by the
various teams. Another way to create more
revenue would be to increase the fee, but as
Rufe says, "It hasn't been raised since I've

been here. It hasn't been raised since around
1964 and I don't forsee it being raised in the
near future. The students probably wouldn't
want an increase anyway.'

Ticket sales is another main source of
revenue tor the athletic department. Un-
fortunately, only football and basketball sell

tickets, so these two sports must pay for all

the twenty-three teams on campus. Neither
the football nor the basketball team even
pays completely for itself, so state funds are
necessary.

The football team must sell a certain
amount of season tickets in order for the
entire athletic department to operate ef-

fectively. To get more money obviously more
season tickets must be sold.

The basketball team is limited by the small

size of Curry Hicks Cage, so it doesn't bring
in as much money as football. Basketball is

doing "a fine job" said*Rufe but the Cage is

obviously too small a facility for the UMass
campus.

Alumni donations make up a small per-
centage of the total funds received.

Four things are needed in order to make
money on sports at UMass, said Rufe. They
are: 1-a basketball and hockey facility, 2-

more scholarships, 3-better schedules, and 4-

more traveling.

A better facility, which houses both
basketball and hockey, is imperative, ac-
cording to Rufe, in order to make more
money. A new facility that seats between
eight and twelve thousand would help in

many ways. More tickets could be sold,

because there would be more seats and
people may come just to see the building.
Recruiting and scheduling would be helped
immensely.

The hockey team, a story in itself, needs a
new facility desparately. It now plays it's

games in Orr Rink at Amherst College, which
is even smaller than the Cage. Again,
recruiting and scheduling would be helped
greatly. Hockey could become a money sport
with a new facility, Rufe said.

More scholarships would help recruiting

and improve the brand of ball played at

UMass.
Better schedules would help attendance

figures, recruiting and create more revenue.
Rufe said that UMass cannot conceivably

attain these things needed to make money. A
new facility isn't a likelihood since it can't be
financed. The number of scholarships that
can be awarded is limited by the Yankee
Conference. Besides, there is little money for
them. To get better schedules, you need
bigger stadiums to sell more tickets to be
able to give the visitors the guaranteed
amount of money it takes to get them here.
The Civic Center in Springfield isn't the
answer either, Rufe said. A big enough profit

can't be made.
One thing must be understood, said Rufe,

and that is that the goal of the UMass
athletic department isn't to go big time. The
goal is to operate a greater number of
athletic programs on a New England
schedule rather than to operate a lesser
number of programs on a national level.

TOMORROW - Football at-

tendance and the successes of

the athletic program.

Hayes happy, Ohio St. is No. 1
NEW YORK \UPI) - While four

of the top 10 teams in the nation

were failing from the unbeaten
ranks, Ohio State solidified its hold

on the number 1 spot in the United
Press International Board of

Coaches' top 20 major college

ratings.

Notre Dame, Texas, Arizona State

and Wisconsin were toppled

Saturday, giving the top 10 a new
look.

Ohio State collected 27 of the 34

first place votes cast after defeating

Southern Methodist 28-9

Alabama edged Michigan by two

points for the second ranking, 293-

291 . as each moved up one spot in

the ratings.

Alabama defeated Vanderbilt 23 -

10 Saturday and Michigan crushed
Navy 52 -

Texas A 6- M advanced to
number 4 after running its record to
3 with a 28 - 15 victory over
Washington.

Nebraska, 2-1, climbed from
ninth to fifth with a 49 7 victory
over Northwestern and Notre Dame

dropped from second to sixth after

losing to Purdue, 31 - 20.

Texas Tech, which upset Texas
26 - 3 to run its record to 2 - - 1,

was seventh and Florida gained the

eighth spot with its third straight

win.

Auburn, a 21 - victor ovar

Tennessee, made its first ap-

pearance of the season in the

rankings in the ninth position.

TEN Pl«

BOWLING
BOYDEN GYM

4-10:30

Mon. thru Fri.

(except during

league play)

50c a string

OCTOBER /2-/3
*-*

T-MB_
J_'—" -~ — * ~ * ~ r i

URBAN RENEWAL AREA-CHIC0PEE FALLS
FEATURING M TOP POLISH BANDS.' IT

*%Mr««cc* my 'WZS-OAIL CLUB'

F0R U6N1NIN0 1AM" Efc'LNLTft WANT Of CAM
DELICIOUS rW6 tf? bUBS CALL 1HE HUN6RY-U

?IZZA PATROL

VASTMP COURTEOUS DELIVER*

tnm Both Uettiant

103 N. Pleasant 55 University Drive
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UMass running attack - It's no Joke

it

by WALT POWERS
Sports Staff

Last year the UMass running backs
• learned how it feels to be laughed at. The
lines around this football-frustrated campus
went something like: "Did ya hear how Dick
MacPherson was arrested for using his
running attack at a football game? The
charge was assault with a dead weapon."

This year the only laughter has come from
the UMass bench, and most of the joking has
been done by the UMass running backs. In
three games the UMass rushers have
traversed 660 yards of turf, exactly 89 yeards
less than they gained in the entire 1973
season.

Why the sudden turnaround? Only Dick
MacPherson's dauntless dashers know for
sure, but part of the reason is diversity. Mark
Tripucka (left) runs a quarterback keeper.
Jim Torrance (below right) bulls his way up
the middle, and little Rich Jessamy (below
left) shows his secret weapon-flight.
Laughing together on the bench, Jessamy
and Tripucka (center) can be sure of this -

the UMass running attack is no joke.

UMass photo

center

UMass water polo teams burst out of starting gate
By MARC GORDON

Special Correspondent
The UMass Water-Polo Club this

weekend showed why it is rapidly

becoming one of the most feared
powers in New England. On Friday
the sfc|uad defeated arch-rival B.C.
12-10, also a major power in N.E.,

and on Saturday went on to mop
up UNH and Hebron Academy in

impressive fashion 28-6 and 26-6,

respectively. In addition, the
women's team outswam and
outscored rival B.C. 6-2.

Last week I promised you a
thriller against B.C. and the large

crowd on hand in Boyden was
certainly not disappointed. The first

quarter saw the hometown
favorites go down by a score of 2-1.

Only UMass forward Henry
MacLean could slip one through

the excellent goaltending of B.C.'s

Mike Quigley.

But in the second quarter

Duncan "the Dune" Lomis, the

other UMass forward, went wild

pouring in a 4 goal assortment of

backhands and forehands. Henry
added another and the half time
score read UMass 6 and B.C. 5.

Building up steam in the third

quarter, the team increased it's lead

to 9-7 behind such goals as Ron
Bucher's bomb from 10 yards out
that was in the corner of the net

before the goalie knew what hit

him. Or Duncan Lomis's mad dash
down the sideline and in on goal

that left both teams in the dust

wondering if jet propulsion was
legal in this league. Both teams
found their second winds in the

fourth quarter and the fans were

TONIGHT

Shr Pub
The

Pine

treated to some outstanding two
way action. Kevin McGinn notched
the clinching goal for UMass with a

minute and a half left in the game to

make the score 12-9. Final score
UMass 12 and B.C. 10.

The UMass team, often plagued
with fouls, was especially pleased
with the game since everyone
played well and no one came close

to fouling out. Next time the teams
meet B.C. will be without the

services of 5 goal-scorer Tom
Groden who is a grad. student and
ineligible for tournament play.

The women's team came out
equally fired up and powered their

way by B.C. 6-2. High scorer for the
women was Jane Welzel who
notched three followed by Sharon
Smith, Kathy McDonald, and
Debbie McCafferty. Sharon, who is

new to the game, is an excellent

(swimmer and shows great
potential; improving each time she
plays. The poloettes displayed a
fine all around team effort led by

I the heads up passing and strong
swimming of players like Judy Day,
Debbie Hoxsie, and MaryAnn Elias

who did an impressive job filling in

I for injured goalie Jane Kennedy.
Saturday's games at UNH were

I dominated by UMass. One pleasing

Ihighlight of the UNH game was the
Iplay of newcomer Ed Fouhey who
Inot only notched his first goal in

[competition, but went on to round

out a hat trick showing some
veterans that he knew just what to
do with the ball when the op-
portunity came to him. Ed started
the second game and showed why,
netting another against the fine

swimmers of Hebron Academy.
Other scorers were Captain Bill

Bridgam, Ron Boucher, Spencer

Sullivan, Kevin McGinn, Henry
MacLean, player-coach Bill

MCafferty, Duncan Loomis, and
Marc Gordon.

The poloers go into training now
in preparation for a big do or die

weekend here and at B.C. two
weeks from now: October 11, 12,

and 13.

Funds surface from "Rowathon"
By LAURIE GULL/ON
Women's Crew Team

The "Rowathon" held by the
University of Massachusetts
Women's Crew Club on the
Connecticut River last Saturday
raised the necessary funds to
purchase new racing equipment
while it conditioned the club for its

fall racing season.

The Women's Crew Club wishes
to thank all persons who, by
sponsoring a club member, helped
support the team's effort to
alleviate their budgetary problems.
When the donations are collected
from all sponsors, the club will have
raised $2,000.

Rowing twenty-five miles in five

hours with half of the distance
rowed in the rain and three
dockings for food, the club
members raised the funds to
purchase ten Australian Croker oars
and to begin financing a new racing

shell.

While the five hour "practice"
improved the rowing technique of
the newer members, it

strengthened the overall per-
formance of the three shells by
stressing coordination and
precision required to keep each
boat balanced.

The experience gained through
the "Rowathon" helps prepare the
women's club for the "brush" on
the Connecticut River with Trinity

College and Smith College on
October 12th. The major event of
the fall season is the Head of the
Charles Regatta in Boston on
October 27th followed by a race
with MIT on November 2nd.

Brothers

The Only Kosher-Style
]

DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT '

In the Pioneer Valley

S/)t>cial Drink

The Pub Express 243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 \m Serving

Food and Liquor

from U a.m.

Sports staff

meeting
SPORTS STAFF -All sports

staffers are urged to attend a
staff meeting Wednesday night
at 6:30 in Charlie Berube's
office general assignments,
columns, and the winter sports
special will be discussed.

UMass Police

Emergency

Number

5-3111
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Runners chase first win in 22 years

Harriers face PC, Harvard
By SCOTTHAYtS
MDC Sports Staff

After a few early season meets,
Boston area cross-country coaches
are picking Providence College as
the team to beat in today's tri-meet

between the Friars, Harvard and the
UMass harriers. The competition
will be fierce for the Franklin Park
affair, but the Minutemen runners
have plenty of incentive, and of

course, incentive can be the dif-

ference between victory and
defeat.

First of all, Harvard has a 21 -year

winning streak over UMass teams,
and senior co-captains Randy
Thomas and Bill Gillin would like to

end the famine. A year ago, Rick

Rojas lowered his own course
record in leading the Crimson to a

narrow, 27-30 triumph over the

Minutemen.

Secondly, the runners were a

unanimous choice .' the New
England coaches in the preseason
poll. Providence was ranked second
and the harriers would like to keep
it that way. A much improved Friar

team, however, may cause
problems for Thomas, Gillin and
teammates, who topped
Providence 24-34 last year.

Another reason that exceptional

performances can be expected
today is a personal rivalry between
Thomas, Gillin, PC's Tom Smith
and Mike O'Shea. In the 1973 tri-

meet at Franklin Park, Smith placed

second, Gillin third, O'Shea fourth

and Thomas fifth. At the New
England championships, O'Shea
took first, Thomas third, Gillin fifth

and Smith tenth. In the IC4A's,

Thomas came back to finish ahead
of O'Shea, capturing fifteenth.

O'Shea placed eighteenth, while

Gillin finished twentieth and Smith

thirty-first.

Those four runners possess a

great deal of talent, and it may be

that the deciding factor will be

pride. One can't predict what the

order of finish will be this afternoon

only because a very even matchup
exists.

Providence will be featuring

sophomore O'Shea, team captain

Smith and a trio of freshmen
runners. O'Shea set a New England

course record in capturing in-

dividual honors at the New

Englands last season, and Smith,

the team's number one runner in

1973, is now the number five man
for the Friars. Providence has

plenty of backup strength in the

form of Irishmen John Tracy, Jerry

Redmon and the 1973

Massachusetts cross country

champion, Stetson Arnold. Tracy

placed third in the International

Junior Cross Country cham-
pionships and Redmon has some
experience in international com-

petition. Phil Campbell and Mike

Byrne round out the top seven for

Providence.

RANDY THOMAS
CAPTAIN

CO BILL GILLON
CAPTAIN

To put it mildly, Providence is a

better team than the one that

finished third in the New Englands
last season. In fact, the Friars, who
have had two meets in Franklin

Park already this season, may be
equal in strength to powerful
Manhattan.

Harvard is not quite as strong this

season. Jim Keefe has been run-

ning well for the Crimson, recording

a 24:17 over the Franklin Park
course. Aside from Bill Muller and
Keefe, Harvard will be counting
heavily on a trio of first year run-

ners. Chris Bickerton, the New
England Prep cross country
champion at Andover last year,

Gary Conroy, and Stein Rafto will

have to run well if Harvard hopes to

continue its supremacy over
UMass. Conroy placed third in the
Eastern Cross Country Cham-
pionships while Rafto was the
Hawaiian champion.

UMass failed to close the gap
between its fourth and fifth runners
last year, but hopefully John
Scheer, Devin Croft or Tom
Maguire can prevent the same from
happening today. Maguire and
Croft will be competing for the first

time this season, after sitting out
the BC meet.

Pennant races: Pirates, Cards, Orioles all win
AL

From the Wire Services

The Pennant races stayed cloudy
is St. Louis, Pittsburgh and
Baltimore all won.

Earl Williams and Bob Grich each
hit home runs and drove in three

runs apiece Monday night to help

the Baltimore Orioles strengthen

their tenuous hold on first place in

the American League East with a

12-6 decision over the Detroit

Tigers for their seventh straight

victory.

Baltimore built a 9 2 lead after

four innings then hung on through
the mist and chill to increase their

lead to a full game over the idle

New York Yankees. Jim Palmer, 7-

12, will try to clinch at least a tie for

first place Tuesday afternoon
against Joe Coleman, 14-12.

Williams' 14th home run of the

season highlighted a five-run

second inning and drove 16-game
winner Mickey Lolich out of the

game with his 21st defeat, the most
losses for a Detroit Pitcher in 54
years.

Grich, whose 19th home run was
in the sixth and made it 10-5,

capped a three run fourth inning

with a one-run double.

NL

DODGER CATCHER JOE Ferguson tags out Met Don Hahn after a tnrow from
outfielder Jimmy Wynn. The Mets are out; The Dodgers aren't (yet).

Ex-UMass star Whelan
makes World Games

by WALTPOWERS
Sports Staff

Former UMass gymnast Gene Whelan
overcame major breaks in the compulsory
exercises and went on to finish fourth in the
American World Game qualifying meet this
past weekend at Austin Texas.

Whelan and his twin brother Jay, who
finished sixth, both earned berths on the
American World-Games team which will

compete at Varna, Bulgaria, on October
20th27.

Whelan, who won the Eastern League all-

around championship and finished fourth in
the NCAA fast year, was beaten by two
Olympians, Steve Hug, and John Crosby.
Wayne Young of Brigham Young won the

meet with a score of 108.7, followed by Hug,
of Stanford, 107:7 and Crosby of Southern
Connecticut, with 106.45.

Whelan, now a student at Penn State, tied

with Jim Ivicek of Southern Illinois at 105.45,

and Jay Whelan of Southern Connecticut

was the final qualifier with 105.0.

Both Hug and Young had failed at earlier

trials because of injury, but had gained
special permission to compete in the finals.

Another Olympian, Penn State's Marshall
Avener, was not so lucky. An injury forced
him out of the finals.

The World Games are held every four

years between the Olympics, and are the

equivalent of the world championships.

Pinch-hitter Richie Zisk tripled

home the tie-breaking run in the

seventh inning Monday night,

giving the Pittsburgh Pirates a 2-1

victory over the Chicago Cubs
behind the three-hit pitching of

Bruce Kison.

The win was the Pirates' ninth in

their last 13 games and enabled

them to remain in a tie for first place

with St. Louis in the National

League East. Each team has two
games remaining in the regular

season.

MHMHHHIIHHi ;: HIH ;
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Cards, 5-1

Ted Simmons hit a three- run

homer in the first inning and rookie

Bob Forsch tossed a three- hitter

Monday night to lead St. Louis to a

5 1 triumph over the Montreal

Expos which enabled the Cardinals

o to remain tied with Pittsburgh for

a first place in the National League
• East.

_ The Cardinals jumped on starter

a Steve Rogers with one out in the

first when Ted Sizemore singled

and Reggie Smith walked. Sim-

mons then followed with his 20th

homer of the year and that was all

Forsch needed to win his seventh

game against four losses.

GENE WHELAN

The inside story

THOSE MAJIC MEDICINE
MEN of UMass roundball health,

Dr. A. and Dr. J., may wind up
playing for the best team in the

ABA this year. Read Glenn
Poster's report on Al Skinner on
Page 18.

ONLY A FEW COLLEGES
MAKE MONEY from athletics,

and UMass isn't one of them, ac-

cording to Bill Doyle, whose story
on the financial situation of UMass
athletics can be found on page 18.
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Mounted
police

patrol

arrives
By CRAIG ROCHE

Staff Reporter
The UMass Mounted Patrol has

made its appearance on campus.
Patrolman Steve Warren and horse,

Patrick, began patrolling the
campus last week after completing
a training period which included
riding instruction and 150 hours of
riding time under UMass riding

instructor, Beth Donahue.

Staff Sergeant Donald Zidik of

the Department of Public Safety
detailed the purpose of the patrols.

"You don't pat a cruiser, but you
can pat a horse," Zidik said in citing

the benefit in public relations the
patrols will have.

The patrols will cover the areas

on campus that are relatively in-

accessible to the cruisers, like the

residence and wooded areas. Zidik

pointed out the crime deterrent

factor in the patrolman's better

view from the back of the horse, as

well as the visibility of the

patrolman and the mount to the

students.

At this time, Patrolman Warren
and Patrick, a Morgan horse, are
the only patrol. Patrolman James
Turati and another horse, a
thoroughbred, will join them after

the horse completes a blood test.

Zidik, Donahue, and the two
patrolmen went to Rutgers, N.J.
Thursday, Sept. 19, to observe the
mounted patrols there on the
University campus and to discuss
the two schools' mounted
programs.

patrol

The proposal for the horse patrol

was submitted last year by Officer

Richard Guilmette, who has since
left the UMass police force.

^£****************************>.#
Steve Warren is UMass' own royal mounted policeman.

Staff Photo by Dennis Conlon

Fire destroys bedding

in Coolidge tower

u. _. _ Staff Photo by Stewa Rugglcs

J The Collegian now has only one telephone number C

£ connecting all departments. This move is necessary to J
* speed up calls to and from The Collegian. The new #
* number is 545-3500. #
********************************

By BILL DENSMORE
and CHRIS DILLARD

Staff Reporters

A single-alarm fire, apparently
caused by a faulty hot plate,

yesterday destroyed a mattress and
bedding in a tenth floor room of

Coolidge dormitory and forced
residents of adjacent floors to

vacate.

The fire broke out at about 5:30
p.m. in room 1015, a single. Ap-
proximately 300 spectators wat-
ched four Amherst Fire Dept.
engines and one ladder truck arrive.

Paula Bertolino, 22, the junior

iving in 1015, said her fire started

when her hot plate short-circuited

and her bedding caught fire. She
said she left the room and shut the
door. She then pulled a fire alarm
and left the dorm.
An unidentified UMass

policeman said the fire could have
been due to a wiring malfunction or
a faulty portable electric stove.

Fire Cheif John Doherty said he
"presumed" that the fire was

caused by an electrical malfunction,

but he said a report would not be
completed until today. He
described the fire as an "easy one
to put out."

He said nine UMass students
who volunteer on the Amherst Fire

Department manned two of the

engine companies responding to

the fire.

University regulations prohibit

the use of hot plate in dormitory

rooms.

weather:

It will be 'considerably'
cloudy today, with tem-
peratures in the 50's, and there

will be a chance of ram under
the clouds \to Louise's
roommate it will not be
raining above the clouds I.

Wood
seeks
gripes

By HILLARY MARTICK
Staff Reporter

University President Robert
Wood is waiting for a "coherent,
rational statement of concerns,
frustrations, and grievances" from
graduate students in the UMass
community.

Featured as the guest speaker at

Monday night's Graduate Student
Senate (GSS) meeting, President

Wood conversed with senators
about the immediate and long term
needs, concerns, and goals of

UMass graduate students.

"I hold to the simple proposition

that a university is distinguished

from other institutions of higher

learning by the single fact of its

commitment to graduate studies,"

he said.

Wood addressed the Senate on
the issues of the state of higher

education in general and graduate

education in particular. He
discussed such "bread and butter"

issues as grievance procedures and
also related his sense of need for

reform of graduate education.

He went on to characterize the

two major changes that he feels

have affected education today: 1)

the fact that the quantitative

projections in the 70's were greatly

inflated, and 2) the fact that

qualitative education has moved
towards a conservative anti-

intellectual level of development.

According to the University

President, these quantitative
changes, the actual growth of the

university, and the current
disenchantment with the notion of

producing great thinkers have
strongly affected graduate
education more than anything else.

Wood revealed that the three

most pressing demands received by
his office are for increased ad-

missions to the Medical School in

Worcester, a strong demand for a

Law Center at the Amherst
campus, and a "simply over-

whelming demand for a veterinary

medicine program."

"I am glad to see that graduate
students are finally beginning to

have a sense of identity; I think it's

one of the healthiest things I've

seen in a long time."

Wood referred to a proposal

about grievance procedures that

was submitted to him by graduate

students over the summer.
Although he explained that the

President's Council is still going

over the procedures, he did state

that he would accept this proposal

as an interim document. He invited

the designated representatives of

the GSS to meet with his Council

about this issue

"I do believe that this process of

your involvement in university

affairs is long overdue."

In response to a senator's

question. Wood explained the

situation regarding graduate
programs at UMass Boston (UMB).
"Boston has had a moratorium on
graduate programs for four years

while waiting for the Amherst
community to come to grips with
its graduate p r io f »t

: es."

Citing a .ear outstanding

commitment I any UMB faculty

members, esident said he
didn't think ma moratorium should
exist beyond this year,

He made ar that UMass
Boston will not duplicate any of the

Amherst graduate programs. The
quality of programs that will be
developed at UMB will be based on
a series of selected and in-

terdisciplinary fields that do not
represent already established
programs.

turn to page 10
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SGA head Savini advocates unionization
By CINDY ROGERS

Staff Reporter
Rick Savini, president of the

Student Government Association,

says he supports student
unionization but adds he "doesn't
know what it will look like in the
end."

Last Spring, the Student Senate
allocated $45,000 to the Student
Organizing Project (SPO). The
money is being used in part to

organize a student union on
campus.

Savini says the SGA cannot
"selectively 'go against' the
University administration because it

is under its strings".

But the union would be outside
of the system and would have
fewer hurdles to cross. The union
would have more autonomy but
there is no guarantee that it won't
become a power structure.
Hopefully, it will maintain neutrality

in politics."

Nesta King, an SOP organizer,

said she would like to see students
approach the union plan
idealistically. "Students that start

out with a pessimistic attitude don't
accomplish much," she warns. I

think most students will support it."

King believes most students will

support the unionization plan.

As to the possibility of such
unions as the teamsters getting

involved in the student's union,
Savini says the "legitimate pur-
pose" of the union would then be
lost.

He forsees possible problems in

the organization of a union and said

it's up to the students to look at

those problems. "The students
shouldn't make the decision of
organizing and accepting a union in

vacuum."
King, however said, "We can't

start out seeing that far down the
road. What I now say as a staff

organizer may differ from what the
union members will decide as to
what will happen with the union."
"The union," she said, "is based

on the premise that there exists a

contract between the students and
the administration whereby the

students agree to do certain things

and the University agrees to do
certain things. The students have

no bargaining power as to what
that contract will be. The union run

Outreach adds practical work
experience to 'book learning'

Students interested in

Outreach internships
should attend a meeting in

room 101 of the Campus
Center at 7:30 tonight.

Since its origin two years ago,
the Outreach program has been
"integrating practical experience
with Naming at the university", and
has increased enormously in

enrollment.

The Outreach program itself

began humbly in the Fall of 1972,
when an interested student and
director Bill Burke got together to
try and formulate some way of
correlating practical experience
with classroom learning.

Pat McDonough, one of 18 part-

time staff members, says letters

were sent to all political science
people telling them about the
program. "Since the beginning,
when we had 11 internships, the
rate of growth has been
phenomenal," he says.

During the following Spring
semester, enrollment swelled to 44,
and has increased ever since. This

UMass engineer feels

garbage can be energy

semester, there are about 175
internships, and next semester
there will be approximately 200.
Since its birth, the Outreach
program has granted 606 in-

ternships.

Outreach consists of two sub-
divisions; the Student Internship
Program (SIP), and the Student
Volunteer Service (SVS). The SIP
consists of working at an agency 40
hours a week, often going off

campus. For example, this semester
there are about 30 students in

Washington, D.C., and another 12
in the New York area. There are
also students in Chicago, and
California.

Once granted an internship, the
student recieves certain housing
waivers from the university, and
about $100.00 in fee reductions.

However, the student must pay for

any expenses incurred while
traveling, housing, etc.

To alleviate some of this ex-

pense, Outreach has recently
purchased two houses in which
students may lease apartments.
One of these houses is located in

Washington, while the other is in

New York. The cost of renting one Hole Oceanographic Institute.

to

ByLYNNEDOUNSKI
Staff Reporter

Can garbage be converted
energy?

UMass chemical engineer W.L.
Short thinks so and this will be the
subject of his Oct. 19 speech in
Windsor, Conn, at a half- day
symposium titled "The Energy
Dilemma, the Chemist's
Challenge."

Scientists have discovered that
garbage can be converted to
methane, an organic gas with the
molecular formula CH4.

Short says the process begins
when garbage is sorted into what is

called "feed stock." This, he says,
includes all paper-type materials.

After metal and glass are
separated, the garbage becomes a
stream of cellulose material which
is "digested" in a scientific
process in which there is no oxygen
present. The end result is that the
original garbarge converts to
methane.

Dr. Short says this process is

being used commercially by the
Taiwanese for digesti. .g farm waste
but it's not being used com-
mercially in this country.

What is currently done here on a
commercial scale is that waste is

being used as a fuel material in

water plants. They process and
treat it as a supplement along with
oil and coal. Another commercial
process is incineration. It obvious!*'

generates heat but nothing is

recovered from it, he quips.

A company called Dynatek is

planning to build a demonstration

plant which will probably handle

one to ten thousand tons of gar-

bage daily. One thousand tons is

somewhere near the daily amount
of garbage in the Greater

Springfield area.

However if all the garbage is

converted to methane, this could
supply roughly 7 percent of the
country's energy needs. It's a fair

hunk, but it won't solve the
problem that solid waste is posing;
about half of the material left, such
as sand and gravel can't be con-
verted to methane, Dr. Short said.
These things are "inert" which
means it is an extra land filler

material. There is also the problem
of citing an industry plant
somewhere to do this, he said.

of these apartments generally runs
about $325.00 monthly.

At the end of the internship, the
student must write a four page
evaluation of his experiences. Also,
the supervisor must write an
evaluation of the student. This is

how the student recieves academic
credit (up to 15 credits). The
Outreach office itself does not
grant credit. Rather, a faculty
member who has sponsored the
student throughout his-her in-

ternship may issue credits.

Less than 1 per cent of students

get paid during their internship.

McDonough explained this is so
because most agencies aren't
willing ro don't have the resources
available to pay students. She
stressed, however, that money
should not be a major factor in

determining whether or not a

student accepts an internship.

The other part of Outreach, SVS,
consists of working as a volunteer 5
to 20 hours a week usually in the
Amherst-Northampton are.

"We like to place these people in

non-racist, non-sexist, non-profit
agencies," McDonough explained.
"The volunteer work they do
should correlate with classes
they're taking during the
semester."

Among the major things Burke
would like to do in the future is to
"institutionalize" the program.
"We would like to see the in-

dividual university departments
take over the agencies. For
example, the Biology department
might take over responsibility of the
students working at the Woods

In

that way, we wold have more room
to grant new internships," he said.

by students will determine what
students want at the bargaining

table."

King says the union would be a

legal one. Kind said the student is a

worker. They participate in classes

learning the skills that will help

them later and they perform tasks

for credit and credentials.

Doug Phelps, another staff

organ.^er says it's "totally legal"

and anyone can negotiate a

contract." Without the union as a

bargaining agent, the University

can breech the contract. There is

no way to predict how the
University Administration will

accept the idea of a student union."
King said that membership in the

union would be a voluntary one.

The members would receive direct

benefits from the credit union and
cooperatives, such as liquor and
records, that the SOP is presently

planning to organize. "If the
majority of students designate the

union to be a barganing unit, the
benefits gained by the contract will

be applicable to all students."

King says there could be union
dues, but "hopefully the
cooperatives will pay for the
union."

She suggests the possibility of a
checkoff on the student's bill to
support the union, and the
possibility of fund raising events
such as concerts. But, she says,

there are no concrete plans now.
The credit union, controlled by its

members, will be a resource of
loans to students and to the
cooperatives, organizers say. King
does not see the credit union
running out of money because "it

can only lend a percentage of its

assets."
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B$ Ware
Arnold's Bakers, Northampton

Thrift Store will be closed
Effective Sat., Sept. 28th

NOTICE
Our New Store will be located

at

286 Park St., W. Spfld.

and will open
OCT. 1st

XEROX BULK RATE
Gnomon Copy Service, in Amherst, is of-

fering a bulk rate of two cents flat for Xerox
copies. To qualify, an order must meet the
following conditions: (a) 5 or more copies of each
original (b) unbound originals only (c) two-sided
copies* (d) $5.00 minimum (e) allow 24 hours.
Orders meeting these conditions will be Xeroxed for
two cents per copy. Collating and choice of regular,
three-hole, legal, or colored paper are free. 25% rag
paper is H cent extra per sheet. Gnomon is open 7
days a week. Phone 253-3333.

'For copying onto one side only, add % cent per copy.

BELL'S PIZZA
HOUSE
NO Cooks

NO Dishwashers

NO Waitresses

reasons why we

can offer such a
fine product at a reasonable price.

FREE DELIVERY ON CAMPUS
256-8011 University Drive

i
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Viable alternatives scarce
to present parking system

By B.J. ROCHE
Staff Reporter

Although the parking system has
come under fire from a variety of
interests, ranging from staff to the
Student Senate, viable alternatives

seem to be scarce.

Complaints from the student
body prompted the Student Senate
to look into the feasability of a
student run towing operation. This
would have provided students with
many advantages, while main-
taining some type of system.
Under the proposal, cars would

have been stored in the C.C.
Garage, rather than the 2 mile
distance to No. Amherst. Students
would have been able to pay by
check, and the fee would not have
been as high as Amherst Towing. In

addition, jobs would have been
provided to students in the line of
parking lot attendants and tow
truck drivers.

The use of state plates had been
cleared by the state, as the towing
/vould have been conducted on

' I ft. *V*\ k -

UMabS property. All would have
gone well, the Student Senate
could have taken over when
Amherst Towing's contract expired
in December, had it not been for

the lack of funds. Salaries, upkeep,
and insurance, in addition to the
initial investment in at least two
trucks all contributed to the
overwhelming costs of the system.

It was also determined that the
main towing problems would not
be alleviated. Rick Savini, then
Chairman of the Rents and Fees
committee explained, "Nobody
likes towing no matter who's doing
it. It would also be a matter of on
campus students, who may not
own cars, subsidizing off campus
students. The Student Senate
rationale for a service is that it

should pay for itself, but this does
not seem to be possible with a
towing system."

Another alternative to towing is

simply not to own a car. This may
be feasible action for an on campus
student, but for the off campus

student, it is not always so easy.
Bicycles, hitching, and walking
provide other means of tran-

sportation, as do buses, but the first

three can be cold in winter, and
buses serve a somewhat limited
range, both geographicaaly and
schedule-wise. UMass buses
service the immediate campus area,
but the route 9 "Burger Boulevard"
district is serviced by the Western
Mass Busline, which maintains a
protected line. This means that
UMass buses could not service the
line. It is, however, possible for a
bus to go from the UMass campus
to a predetermined destination,
without stops. This has been done
in the past with the "Little Mac"
which was provided by Mc-
Donald's.

The towing provides headaches,
the money provides scholarships.

For better or for worse, unless a
better system is designed, the
parking system appears to be here
to stay. Any ideas?

Photo by Debbie Schafer

L-R: Fr. Lavoie, Bernie Conaughtin and Kathy Eppinger laugh at one of Fr.
Quigley's quips.

New director of Newman Center

uncertain about future plans
By P.J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

The new director of the Newman
Center, the Roman Catholic
ministry on campus, is so new at

the job that he's still not sure about
plans for the future.

But Fr. Joseph F. O'Neil, former
editor of The Catholic Observer in

Springfield, still took time from his

new duties yesterday to tell The
Collegian what some of his plans

are.

"The first matter of priority is the
promotion of understanding and
spirit of cooperation and sharing of
responsibility among menbers of
the staff," Fr. O'Neil said.

He said this fall is the first time
the Newman Center, on North
Pleasant St., has had three full-time

Chaplains.

Fr. O'Neil was appointed last

Saturday by Bishop Christopher J.

Weldon, of the Springfield diocese.

O'Neil fills the post of Monsignor
David J. Power, long-time director

of the Center who died suddenly
July 31.

Fr. O'Neil stressed com-
munication with members of the
Newman Club and the lay em-
ployees at the Center, who he
described as "dedicated and
competent."

The Newman Club is a Christian
organization which examines the
religious, social and intellectual
needs of the UMass community,
according to Fr. J. Joseph Quigley,
another staff member at the Center.
Membership is open to non-

Catholics.

"The center exists to serve the
students," O'Neil said, "Any
programs that evolve in coming
months are going to be dictated by
what is in the best interests of the
students," he added.

The center's take their name
from John Henry Newman, a
nineteenth-century Englishman and
converted Catholic. He was
Chaplain at Oxford University in

England.

//

Staff Photo by Rob Smarting
Mary, Mary, quite contrary,
how does your garden grow?

Weight Watchers use

friendly persuasion"
month.

The only criteria for membership
is that you have ten pounds extra
weight to lose and you pay a six

dollar membership fee and sub-
sequent two dollars and fifty cents
weekly dues.

"We are re-educating our
members about their eating
habits," said Watson.
To facilitate this re-education

process, Weight Watchers offers a
three step program — the basic
plan, the levelling plan, and the
maintenance plan.

There are also Weight Watchers
programs in Northampton and at

the Howard Johnson's in Hadley.

Streaking

returns

to campus
By PAUL CONNELLY
Staff Correspondent

"Streaking" is alive and well and
living in John Adams.

Primed with Demon Rum and
invigorated by a water fight, a
dozen JA's issued the call, recently,

for all able-bodied Umies on the
floor to join the ranks of the streak.

Eight streakers staggered* to

attention, torches in hand, ready to
brave 50-degree temperatures and
an apathetic campus
Once outside the dorm, the UM-

eight dropped their drawers, lit their

torches, and sprinted through the
parking lot, around John Quincy
Adams to the pyramids in front of

Washington and back to John
Adams.
The 10:30 p.m. dash lasted 15

minutes. It was the first streak of

the season.

By HUGH OWEN
Staff Reporter

The brochure the Weight
Watchers organization is circulating

in celebration of its tenth an-
niversary calls it the "friendly

persuasion of a Weight Watchers
meeting."

One woman at the predominantly
female meeting said it is the
knowledge that you have to face a
scale before the meeting and then
detail before the members at the
weekly meeting how much weight
you did or didn't lose. Whatever it

is, most of the members at last

night's meeting said they have been
successful with the Weight
Watchers program.

The Weight Watchers program
here at UMass, a franchise of the
worldwide Weight Watchers, Inc.,

held an open house last night at 7
p.m. in Room 165 of the Campus
Center, in an attempt to inform
people what Weight Watchers,
Inc., is.

According to Jean Watson, head
of the UMass program, there are
"19 million overweight people in

the world who don't know what
does on in Weight Watchers."

This, she explained, is one of the
reasons for the open house Weight
Watchers is holding during Oc-
tober.

Anyone interested in losing
weight is invited to attend an open
meeting of Weight Watchers this

Graphics course

continues today
On Wednesday evening,

October 2, at 7:30 in the MDC
office, Chuck Kidd, advisor to

the Collegian, will hold the

second in a series of seminars
on newspaper graphics and
photography. Everyone is

invited to attend.

Collegian adviser offers

news writing seminar
Chris Kertesz, editorial adviser to the Collegian this fall, will

The Newman Center is 1 1 years noW a news writing seminar tomorrow night at 7 at the Collegian
old. It was built at a cost of $1.5
million in 1963 by the Springfield
Diocese.

The building, located at the south
end of campus near the School of
Business Administration, has a
cafeteria, game rooms, lounges,
study areas, a student office, a
library and a chapel. It is open
seven days a week from 7 a.m. to
11 p.m. to anyone, according to
O'Neil.

The concept of thu Newman
Center is a world-wide one. Such
centers exist nearby college
campuses all over the coutnry
although they are owned and

offices in the Student Union.

The seminar is billed as a repeat of last week's session on the
basic news story but can be adapted according to the needs and
desires of those who turn out.

Kertesz is bureau editor at the Daily Hampshire Gazette, a daily

in Northampton. Future seminars will deal with feature stories,

news features and other aspects of news and editorial writing.

Registration tables open
T;,c Student Registration Committee reminds all UMass

students that they may register to vote in the November 5th
election today in the concourse of the Campus Center from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m.

On Thursday a registration table will be set up from 10 to 5 in
operated by the Roman Catholic Hampshire Dining Commons in Southwest.
Church.
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Ford threatens veto

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Second clash in less than a week

Senate cuts all U.S. military aid to Turkey Israelis kill two terrorists in Lebanon
WASHINGTON [UPI\ - The

Senate yesterday ignored a

threatened presidential veto and

passed legislation to cut off ail U.S.

military aid to Turkey because of

that nation's use of American arms

in Cyprus.

Before the final vote, the Senate

voted 59 to 29 to defeat a motion by

Senate Republican Leader Hugh
Scott to send the funding

resolution back to committee with

instructions to delete the aid cutoff

amendment which was added on

the floor Monday.
Earlier in the day. President Ford

warned he would veto the entire

measure if the aid ban amend nent
sponsored by Sen. Thomas
Eagleton, D-Mo., were not
removed. Ford said the ban would
"destroy any hope" for U.S.
success in settling the Cyprus
dispute.

Shortly after Ford issued his veto
threat, the Senate also voted 47 to

41 to ban further U.S. military

assistance to Chile.

Arguing for his amendment,
Eagleton said that Turkey had used

U.S. arms in its base in Cyprus and
thereby had violated U.S. laws

governing their use.

The entire measure passed 72-16

and must now go into conference

with the House, whose version

contains a mild provision which
only suspends aid to Turkey until

Ford certifies that "substantial

progress" is being made toward a

solution to the Cyprus conflict be-

tween Turkev and Greece.

During a heated debate, Scott

read from a State Department legal

brief which said the Eagleton

amendment "could result in a

suspension of arms to Israel."

The provision bans arms aid to

"any country" which uses
American arms in violation of the

law restricting their use.

Drawing bv Freda Reiter of ABC TV
Five former associates of former President Richard Nixon went on trial

yesterday, as shown in this drawing of the courtroom during the first day's session.

Sirica predicts lengthy trials,

as selection of jurors begins
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

Watergate cover-up case went to

trial yesterday with the judge
predicting it will be months before

the jury renders its verdict upon
three men who once sat with
Richard M. Nixon at the govern-
ment's high command.

Every effort will be made to

conclude the trial before the holiday

season, but this cannot be
guaranteed," U.S. District Judge
John J. Sirica said as he began the

painstaking process of selecting a

jury from more than 600 panelists.

Before him were three men once
counted among the most powerful
in government, now joined as
defendants in a criminal conspiracy

case: John N. Mitchell, Richard
Nixon's law-and-order attorney
general; H.R. Haldeman, who ran

the executive branch as chief of

staff; and John D. Erhlichman.

who wielded presidential influence

over the nation's domestic

programs. Along with co-

defendents Robert C. Mardian and
Kenneth W. Parkinson, they are

accused of plotting to hide
responsibility for the Watergate
break-in through "deceit, craft,

trickery and dishonest means."

In addition, all but Mardian are

accused of obstructing justice and
Mitchell, Haldeman and Ehrlichman
face multiple charges of lying to
investigators about Watergate.

Pizza

By United Press International

Israel said its troops killed two
Arab terrorists yesterday in the
second clash in less than a week at

the mountainous eastern end of the
Lebanese frontier. The Tel Aviv
military command also disclosed
that a guerrilla infiltrator from
Jordan was tracked down and
killed Monday.

Reports from Beirut said a 17-

year-old Lebanese youth was
seriously wounded when Israeli

artillery shelled the border village of
Mazrat al Bustan. An Israeli military

sources said several shells were
fired into the village, about a mile

inside southern Lebanon, in a
routine preventive measure
designed to disperse guerrilla
concentrations and to turn
Lebanese villagers against the
guerrillas.

In Cairo, informed sources said
Palestinian leaders will actively
consider the formation of a
government-in-exile if they win a
"favorable" resolution from the
U.N. General Assembly.
The sources said this was the

understanding reached at the
meeting in Cairo last month of the
foreign ministers of Egypt and Syria
and representatives of the Palestine

Liberation Organization, parent
body of major guerrilla groups.

At the request of the Arab
countries, the Palestine question
has been included on the agenda of

the U.N. Assembly and is expected
to be debated next month.

Egyptian Foreign Minister Ismail

Fahmi, in a policy speech to the
assembly meeting in New York,

said Egypt is ready to resume
Middle East peace talks at Geneva
with two objectives: liberation of

Israeli-occupied Arab territory and
recognition of Palestinian rights.

Reporting on the clash Tuesday,
the Tel Aviv command said an
Israeli force "on routine activity in

the vicinity of the Lebanese frontier

came across two terrorists and in

the exchange of fire two were
killed." It said there were no Israeli

casualties.

A predawn patrol spotted the

TMf Massachusetts om.v

guerrillas, armed with Soviet-made
automatic rifles, in the Mount Dov
region of Lebanon, a military source
said. An Israeli officer and a
guerrilla were killed in a clash in the
same region Saturday.
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Nader forms new alliance
to fight economic crime

!§ enterprise-

WARREN, Vt (AP) - Consumer
advocate Ralph Nader and two
representatives of the National
District Attorneys Association
yesterday heralded a new alliance

between public action groups and
local prosecutors to fight economic
crime.

Nader called the alliance "a
uniquely pioneering effort to
develop a grassroots effort" to

combat crimes ranging from
monopolistic practices by large

corporations to political kickbacks.
He said the crimes involve billions

of dollars and effect the entire

economy.
"It will be a real red letter day if

we're successful in doing that,"

said Prosecutor Robert Leonard of
Flint, Mich.

Chittenden County State's Atty.
Patrick Leahy of Burlington, Vt.,

said, "We have areas of joint

concern and can be effective

working together."

Leonard and Leahy are co-
chairmen of the association's
economic crime committee which
is holding a three- day conference in

Warren.

The new alliance will match the
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legal expertise of local prosecutors
and the research capabilities of
public interest groups promoted by
Nader to tackle consumer
problems.

Nader said his public groups have
developed stacks of information on
economic abuses, but have not
found a place to take it. "The
information has to have a cutting

edge, and the cutting edge is the
district attorneys," he said.

Leahy, the Democratic candidate
for the U.S. Senate, said. "We
better do it because nobody else

is."

The three said local prosecutors
and public groups will decide the
economic crimes to fight in their
areas, The expertise developed in
one county then can be used by
prosecutors around the country.

Nader faulted the U.S. Justice
Department for not taking an active
role in prosecuting white collar
crime, which he said is part of the
"rotting and crumbling of our
society."

By joining with local prosecutors,
Nader said, "I'm not giving up on
the Justice Department. But you
have to build a fire under it."

Thieu criticizes U.S.

for reneging on aid
SAIGON, South Vietnam (AP) -

President Nguyen Van Thieu
charged last night that the United
States reneged because of "in-

ternal problems" on promises of

increased aid for South Vietnam.
In a gesticulating, two- hour

broadcast and televised speech,
Thieu also rejected charges of

corruption against him and his

family and made clear that he plans

to run next year for a third term.

But he offered to resign if he loses

the trust of the South Vietnamese
people and armed forces, indicating

that only he can determine if they
lose faith.

Thieu said the U.S. government
promised him 20 months ago when
he accepted the Paris agreement
that ended American involvement
in Vietnam that it would react

strongly if the other side violated
the cease-fire and North Viet-

namese troops infiltrated into the
south.

"But now there is no such
reaction because of their internal

problems," he said. "If the aid does
not stay at its old level, with the

prospect of a general offensive, the

situation will become very critical.

If military and economic aid is not
satisfied, I think the U.S. Congress,
attitude would only encourage the

Communists to invade South
Vietnam."

Thieu said some members of the

U.S.Congressand other Americans
want him to bring Communists into

the government but vowed that the

South Vietnamese "will fight to the
last drop of blood" rather than do
so.
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Auto official eyes tradeoff

between inflation and devices
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SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - A
leading automobile industry

executive called yesterday for a

five-year moratorium on new auto

safety and emission standards as an
inflation- fighting measure.

"Stopping inflation should be our

first priority," said Lee A. lacocca,

president of the Ford Motor Co., in

an address to the 15th annual

conference of United Press In-

ternational Editors and Publishers.

"We in the auto business could

best contribute to the battle against

inflation if we are given some relief

from other demands on us."

lacocca said standards now set

to go into effect with 1976, 1977
and 1978 models would add about
$750 per car or $8 million a year,

and would increase materials
requirements for industry by about
2 million tons a year.

A moratorium on new safety,

antipollution and damage impact
requirements "would help us get

inflation in check more quickly by
slowing price increases, reducing

3-year-old is unable

to touch human hand
HOUSTON [UPI] - For David, a

3-year-old who has never felt the

touch of a human hand, the world
is a sterile plastic bubble isolating

him from ordinary germs that could
take his life.

An inherited defect robbed
David's body of its ability to

produce immunity against the

billions of • germs in the en-

vironment. A common cold could
kill him.

He was placed in the isolator

within a half- minute after his birth

and has . remained there since,

learning to sit, stand, and coor-

dinate use of his hands while a

team of Baylor College of Medicine
scientists watched.

"He is a superbly healthy, happy
and headstrong little boy who is

doing very well," said Dr. Raphael
Wilson, professor of pediatrics and
the child's godfather.

David's adaptability is forcing

doctors to revise ideas about what
is necessary for normal personality

development. Doctors once
thought human touch and the
chance to cling to parents were
vital to personality development.
"Now we know that this is not

true," Dr. David A. Freedman, a

psychiatrist, said. "He demon-
strates - at least for now - that

perhaps body touch and odors and

other sensory experiences may not
be all that relevant after all."

David gets to visit his parents in a
special traveling container at times
and in the hospital he has three
connecting units, including a toy-
filled playroom. The hospital has
withheld the identity of the family
which lives in Houston.
Wilson said efforts are underway

to find a way to repair or to cure the
combined immune deficiency
disease. As for the future, Wilson
said David can keep growing and
learning under the present
protected system.

Australian P.M.
to meet Ford
CANBERRA, Australia [AP] -

Australian Prime Minister Gough
Whitlam, unwelcome at the White
House during the presidency of
Richard Nixon, meets President
Ford in Washington Friday. Many
Australians hope the get-together
will end two years of cool relations

between Australia and the United
States.

Whitlam set the tone for the
meeting in a speech Monday to the
United Nations General Assembly,
saying: "Australia is, of course,
allied by treaty with the United
States and we make no apologies
for it."

nation and world

Panel OK's Ford offer
WASHINGTON [UPI] - A

House judiciary subcommittee,
surprised by President Ford's offer

to appear before it, offered him
yesterday a choice of three days
next week to testify on why he
pardoned Richard M. Nixon.

Chairman William L. Hungate, D-
Mo., told reporters the questioning
of Ford would be confined to the

pardon, and the White House
indicated Ford intended to limit his

testimony to that issue.

Ford gives pay hike
WASHINGTON [UPI] -

President Ford yesterday reluc-

tantly ordered an immediate 5.52
per cent pay raise for 3.5 million

federal government workers and
military personnel.

Ford had sought to postpone the
increase until Jan. 1 on grounds it

would contribute to inflation, but
the Senate refused to give its

approval.

The 5.52 per cent pay hike had
been recommended by the Office

of Management and Budget and
the Civil Service Commission to

bring federal salaries into line with

those for workers in non-
government jobs.

Nixon improves
LONG BEACH, Calif. [UPI] -

The blood clot in former President

Nixon's right lung has grown
smaller and there is no evidence of

any new clots, his doctor said

yesterday.

The favorable bill of health from
Dr. John Lungren followed his
earlier statement that there was a
good chance for Nixon's release
from Long Beach Memorial
Hospital by the end of the week.
Lungren also had said that the

former President may be well
enough to give a written deposition
in the Watergate coverup trial,

which began in Washington
yesterday, in two or three weeks.

Cuba ties doubted
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Two

senators just returned from a visit

with Fidel Castro said yesterday
normal relations with Cuba are a
long way off but that both nations
could take some small steps in that
direction.

Sens. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y.,
and Claiborne Pell DR. I., returned
Monday from a weekend in

Havana, where they conferred for

three hours with the Communist
premier.

They said the time has come to
try to restore the diplomatic
relations that were severed in 1961,
but Javits told a news conference:
"Major steps are a long way off

... We have made it clear to them
this is a two-way street."

Javits said the remaining major
obstacles to restoration of relations

were compensation for seized
American properties, continued
export of revolution by Cuba
throughout the Western
Hemisphere, humanitarian treat-

ment of prisoners and unification of
broken families.

excessive demand, for materials

and energy, and releasing some of

the capital needed to expand
capacity and improve produc-

tivity," he said.

"We could put several thousand
of our engineers to work figuring

out ways to improve fuel economy
and reduce the materials content of

our vehicles. With a long-term

achievable oxides-of-nitrogen
standard, we could afford to

schedule production of our version

of the programmed combustion
engine that is cleaner than the

present internal combustion
engine, and at the same time

promises to deliver 25 per cent
more fuel economy."
25 per cent more fuel economy."

lacocca told the more than 400
Edicon delegates that a moratorium
would not downgrade safety and
environmental factors.

"They are very important, and
I'm not talking about a rollback," he
said. "Actually we have made
great progress in those areas and
would see further improvement
even if we did no more than
maintain current standards."

lacocca was one of three
speakers in a panel discussion on
"The Economic Outlook for 1975"
at the opening session of the three-

day conference.
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Bill to create 200 mile fishing zone pushed
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Legislation
to establish a 200 mile fishing
jurisdiction off U.S. shores has
been referred to the Senate Armed
Services Committee in an effort to
save the bill.

Sen. Warren G. Magnuson, D
Wash., chairman of the Senate
Commerce Committee and sponsor
of the legislation, decided on the
course of action after top Ford
administration officials indicated
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opposition to the bill.

President Ford indicated his

personal
. opposition to the

legislation in a four paragraph letter

to Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield, Senate Republican
Leader Hugh Scott, and House
GOP Leader John Rhodes.

Calling attention to his "strong
opposition" to the bill. Ford said

that, passage could destroy efforts

to work out an international

agreement to protect U.S. fishing

"stocks from depletion by foreign

fisherman.

"While I fully understand tne
problems in protection of living

resources off the United States
coast which have led to the con-
sideration of this legislation," Ford
said, "passage could seriously
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harm U.S. oceans and foreign

relations interests, including our
fishery interests, and could
paradoxically destroy the best

opportunity we have had to
definitively resolve our fisheries

problems; that is by a com-
prehensive new oceans law treaty

now being negotiated within the
Third United Nations Conference
on the Law of the Sea."
The legislation, which is ex-

pected to be the subject of hearings

by the Armed Services Committee,
must be reported out by Nov. 14 for

consideration on the Senate floor, a

spokesman for the Senate oceans
and atmosphere subcommittee
said.

James P. Walsh, staff counsel

with the subcommittee, said
Magnuson decided on the course
of action because early efforts to
win passage of the bill were "going
badly."

Walsh described the efforts

against the measure as "the
strongest effort yet to kill the bill"

and said a delay in its consideration

on the Senate floor would allow

more time to "muster support."

A United Nations Law of the Sea
Conference failed earlier this year to

resolve the problem of foreign

fishermen depleting stocks of fish

near U.S. shores, and supporters of

the Magnuson bill feel passage is

necessary to protect American
fishermen until some international

accord is reached.

new england
J

EPA plan to limit

student parking hit
BOSTON [AP] - The president

of Northeastern University said
yesterday that a federally imposed
cutback on college parking lots

could mean economic disaster for
some schools in the Boston area.
The Environmental Protection

Agency said Monday that it would
require schools to reduce their

parking 25 per cent by May, 1975 to
cut down air pollution.

"This new EPA proposal may
well result in a reduction in overall

enrollment," siad Asa Knowles,
president of Northeastern.

"During these times, when all

private colleges and universities are
finding it difficult to make ends
meet, it could therefore spell

economic hardship and perhaps
disaster for some private colleges
and universities in this area," ht
said.
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Northeastern, which has a high
percentage of students who
commute, provides 2,500 parking
spaces.

In its announcement, the EPA
said that business would be
exempted from the cutback rule if,

after a good faith effort, they are
unable to comply with it.

Paul Keough, an EPA
spokesman, said the agency hoped
any increase in air pollution caused
by easing restrictions on businesses
will be made up by extending the
rule to students.

Patriots players

visit Hub schools
BOSTON [AP] - Four stars of

the New England Patriots football

team - two blacks and two whites -

visited two of Boston's racially

troubled high schools yesterday to
preach non-violence.

Schools throughout the city were
reported quiet yesterday after
opening 14 days ago under a court-

ordered busing program.
Middle guard Ray Hamilton,

running back Sam Cunningham,
wide receiver Randy Vataha and
offensive guard John Hannah spent
the day touring Roslindale and
Hyde Park High Schools
talking to students.

Vataha said, "I think

message will be one of

violence. After all, our team is a
little community, and we have a

great feeling for one another. We're
showing with our team this year
that we all work together, play
together and succeed together."

and

our
non-
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To qualify, you must have completed one semester each of calculus and physics, or two semesters of
calculus and have a B-average or better.

Depending upon your performance, you will be interviewed during your senior year for the Navy's
Nuclear Program and for training as a Navy Nuclear Officer.

If you can qualify for the demanding yet rewarding nuclear field you can anticipate five years of em-
ployment as a regular Navy officer.

For full details on this new NROTC Nuclear Propulsion Candidate program, phone or see your local Navy
recruiter.
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Academic funding presents political problems

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1974

By VICTOR MANUEL GOMEZ

The availability and nature of the funding

sources for academic programs presents

many ethical, political and academic
problems. A state monopoly on funding

sources creates a direct dependence of the

nature, scope and content of the academic
programs on the political needs of that ruling

elite which allocates and controls the funds.

Throughout the 60' s Defense Department
contracts and grants caused the research

and academic programs of many U.S.

Universities to depend on the Pentagon and
State Department needs related to the Viet

Nam war. After the success of the Cuban
revolution in 1959, the Latin American
Studies Departments mushroomed at U.S.
Universities, most of these were financed by
State Department fuods and other closely

affiliated private organizations such as the

Council for Foreign Relations, and the in-

stitute for International Education. The
academic content, research areas and
priorities, characteristics of faculty.. ..etc.,

were determined not by the search for

academic excellence and objectivity, nor by
the desire to contribute to the better un-

derstanding of Latin America, but by the
specific political needs of the State
Department and the C.I.A.
The U.S. Universities' complicity and

dependence on these two latter agencies has
been very well documented - among others -

by I. L. Horowitz in his study of the famous
"Camelot" project in Latin America. During
the late 60s the students at Michigan State
University discovered that their University

was being used by the C.I. A., and the
Agency for International Development
(A.I.D.), for intelligence, counterinsurgency
and cover-up operations in Southeast Asia.

When Mr. Hannah, the President of that

University resigned he became the Director

of AID.
Many other examples of this relationship

of complicity and dependence abound. Right

on campus we have a very clear and blatant

example. The Center for International

Education, of the School of Education, is (emphasis added.) This is just a broad but

almost wholly financed by the State

Department through its Agency for In-

ternational Development. This Center; that

could be more adequately called the "Center
for the Americanization of Education in

developing countries"; has recently received
a $750,000 grant and in the past three years
has received other A.I.D. contracts. The total

of these grants and contracts amounts over
$1 million. However, the School of Education
only pays the salaries of three (3) faculty

members and provides funds for 3 or 4
teaching assistantships. In other words, it

would not be exaggerating to estimate that
over 80per cent of all the Resources of this

Center come from one single funding source:
the State Department!

Moreover, these grants and contracts are
not generous gifts. The purpose of the State
Department - through A.I.D. - is to expand
and improve the capabilities of U.S.
Universities to work in developing countries,
as partners of A.I.D. In this particular case,
the Center for International Education is

funded so that it can train the future A.I.D.

consultants and advisors in educational
development; but not for this country but for
the so-called 'developing' countries; to
provide in-service training for A.I.D. of-

ficers, to work with "key" nationals (and in

the process co-opt them and use them...),

and to carry on important research and
development of educational strategies,
techniques, and mainly a U.S. designed
educational philosophy.
As a matter of fact, the nature and ob-

jectives of A.I.D. can only be considered in

relation to its political role as a tool of this

Government's foreign policy. In his 1969
Message to the Congress on Foreign Aid, ex-
president Nixon clearly described the ob-
jectives and mandate of A.I.D.; "...but

progress has been greatest where govern-
ments have encouraged private enterprise,

released bureaucratic controls, stimulated
competition, and allowed maximum op-
portunity for individual initiative. A.I.D.'s

mandate will be directed to this end."

clear statement of the political aims of this

country's foreign aid policy. More
specifically, these objectives are the

following:

1 To expand the market opportunities

abroad for U.S. private investors through

A.I.D.'s Overseas Private Investment Cor-

poration.

2-To guaranty and insure their investment
through A.I.D.'s "Risk Investment Guaranty
Program".

3 To protect and improve the U.S. balance
of payment through tied loans that require

that at least 90 per cent of that money be
spent purchasing goods and services in the
U.S. (Foreign Aid thus provides windfall

profits for the big U.S. companies,
multinational corporations, and create ever-
increasing ties of economic, political, and
technological dependence).
4-To provide security for U.S. interests,

i.e.; private investments and military needs.
This objective is achieved through military

aid. military loans, reallocation of military

surplus, A.I.D.'s security assistance and
public safety programs. An analysis of
A.I.D.'s security assistance program over a
number of years shows clearly how this
"aid" is utilized to bolster and support
repressive regimes (Brazil, Viet Nam, Laos,
So. Korea...), to finance counter in-

surgence and intelligence - and also torture -

training for police forces, to finance Viet
Nam's jails, to conduct "pacification and
resettlement" programs in South East
Asia etc.

5-To influence fiscal, monetary and
educational policies of the "developing
countries"; through the World Bank, the
International Monetary Fund, A.I.D.'s
Educational Advisory Missions, and others;
so that the competitive advantage of the
U.S. in the international market place be
maintained, and the right type of manpower
educated and trained with the right type, i.e.;

U.S. designed and directed; educational
policies.

Many other specific objectives and

operations of A.I.D. could be described in

detail. But in this article the important issue

raised is; what is the dependence of the

Center for Educational Education on A.I.D.'s

funds ?, what is this Center's and by ex-

tension- the University's - complicity with

U.S. foreign policy?

From an academic perspective, what are

the implications on the nature, content and
scope of course offerings? What types of

students are accepted to the Center? What
are the ideological and political biases -

determined by A.I.D. - that will determine, in

turn, the characteristics of the new faculty

presently being hired? What areas of study

and research are being neglected due to the

characteristics of the funding source? Could
there be academic independence, objectivity,

freedom of expression and dissent when
over 80 per cent of the funds come from one
single source, and a very political one in-

deed.?

Is the anti- intellectual atmosphere, red-

baiting practices of the Center's Director,

repression of dissent.. .presently occurring at

the Center just the beginning of more far-

reaching attitudes and practices? Why are
there not faculty and students from different

disciplines and points of view involved in

policy-making, evaluation... etc. in a project

that by its very nature should be
multidisciplinary? What is exactly doing at

the Center an A.I.D. officer (now on leave of

absence from Laos), when A.I.D.'s
operations in Laos have primarily been;
cover-up for Army and C.I.A. operations,
police training, financing jails for political

prisoners, and other similar endeavors of the
so-called "Political support" program? Isn't

this a blatant example of University com-
plicity? I urge this University community; the
Chancellor, the Provosts, the University
Research Council, the Graduate Student
Senate, and individual students, to take a
closer look at the operations of the Center for

International Education. There are just too
many questions unanswered.. .too many
ethical and academic freedom issues at

stake!

Victor Manuel Gomez is a Doctoral student at the School of Education.

-

Letters to the editor

Run for S.G.A. Justice at Wounded Knee

To the Editor:

Where are you, Nick Apostola?Now there is a hard act to follow Our ex
Commander-m-Chief made student government a joke when he came
riding mto the last SGA Presidential elections on a bicycle and looking like
that guy m Mad magazine. What's his name again? Who cares though Imean, who really gives a rats ass! Isn't that what everyone says about
student government. Not everyone, iu?t almost everyone, after receiving
only seventeen nomination papers last Monday for over 110 senate seatsCold fear h,t all concerned SGA members because the apathy was somuch more widespread than ever before. Well, we are trying to put the
pieces together again by resetting the closing date for nomination papers
October 9, 1974 at 5.00p.m. They can be returned to 420 Student UnionThe elections will be held on October 16 and 17 in all the concerned
residential areas, the Colonial Lounge for Commuters, and the New AfricaHouse for the Third World constituency [further information available in
the Student Senate Officel

What's it like to be a senator? Well, it's getting to know yourself as
someone who has taken on the responsibility of representing 250 people.
At a school the size of UMass, all are just numbers and can be forgotten
unless there is someone out front to fight for students' rights. This is the
role of the student senator: half gladiator, half statesman, allperson! Now,
for all you who need a bribe to become involved: academic credit can be
arranged through the Senate Academic Affairs committee.

There are also fifteen Third World seats which need to be filled. We're
looking for minority input and participation. Registration for the Third
World district will take place in New Africa House. Nomination papers are
available in the Senate Office.

Let's not hear any more of this "I don 't want to get involved, " stuff. The
opportunity is now to become recognized as the force to deal with the
administration. Join us, won't you.

Yes, we are responsible 1

Ed Colby
Chairperson,

Communications Committee

»»»•<»**•*»* ..#•*# ••••••,«,,,,,« "» wm » » •
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To the Editor:

/ responded to your recent editorial with cries of
joyous, wholehearted affirmation. The fact that a
double standard of justice does exist in America is
clearly brought to light when one juxtaposes
Watergate with the Wounded Knee '73 trial. One finds
that a corrupt, power-hungry man, Richard Nixon,
can effortlessly secure a political white-washing while
an honorable man of strength and conviction, Russell
Means, must fight for eight months to clear himself of
the slanderous charges of the United States govern-
ment.

Your editorial brought out in detail the cold, hard
facts of life that daily confront the Oglala Sioux,
Russell Means' people, on the Pine Ridge Reser-
vation. I was shocked into awariness of these facts -

the poverty, alcoholism, poor nutrition, unem-
ployment, boredom and frustration - by living under
their burden this past summer on Pine Ridge. I

Kosofsky tasteless
To the Editor:

^
/ must protest the classless attack of Joyce Kosofsky on the Kennedy

Perhaps Ms. Kosofsky thinks herself to be witty by disouisinn h*r Z22S!?*
K
7I takeover

>
as

hostility in satire. I find no humor in the tragedy 7hat th\JKenneZfamZ hi
* '"* £"", "" bur*n °'

has been forced to endure.
Kennedy family the government's malicious

If she wishes to comment on Edward Kennedy's oolitic*! •*». *.

c'a,rns c,a'ms that once again

should do so openly. The aspects I find ZmJfS^SLT^ thl ZSZ! ,"* "* Sovernement's

allusions to the Senator's wife and son. Joan Kennedy has haTJhZn r
'

1 \ '° *"*" ™Y t0 UUn '

emotional problems. Ted Jr. has had an un^^^j£%Z£ *££? £ Indian people,

causing him to lose his leg while only twelve years old th
9
p

ne n0pe that someone ,n

Finally, there is no need, Ms. Kosofsky, to drag up Chappaouidick THmt rL. ° removed from *ne
iS muck-racking, the very kind of dirty politics you abhor 29?' S° JCCuratafY elucidated the

If the Collegian wishes to uphold its standards, it should not allow such Knee ^°Unding the Wounded
irresponsible garbage that Ms. Kosofsky passes off as commentary to bepublished T uc

Paul M. Cronin E ,alne p. Lariviera

travelled the same dry, dusty, desolate roads, ate thesame government commodity food, and lived in the
same poorly constructed BIA housing as the Sioux
Indian people. I grew to share the feelings of
frustration and powerlessness of the Indian family
with whom I lived.

Then 1973 Wounded Knee takeover by Russell
Means, Dennis Banks, and other AIM members was ademand for the Oglala Sioux peoples' rights as human
bemgs. Their inability to be recognized by the USgSP-y bV their own tribal government
forced the Sioux to utilize an extreme move, a real
chhncher, to gain attention. The Wounded Knee

£ aTrST action that a,,owed* Oglala Sioux

L!?\T?0m the Shack/es ar>d 9*9s with which
the United States government and Dick Wilson's
tribal government had confined them for many years,mr Pete Plenty Wounds, an AIM member, told me
this summer that he'd felt free, he'd fait like a man for

the first time during AIM's stand at
Wounded Knee in 1973.

Russell Means, a man who could
no longer bear to see his people
weakened, power/ass, abused,
sapped of life, the man who led the
Wounded Knee takeover, as
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Spying on the CIA
It would appear, at least from the media preoc-

cupation with the subject, that the United States has
finally discovered the Central Intelligence Agency.
Until now, the CIA has always managed to get off the
front page as fast as it got on, slinking back to Langley
to plot yet another misadventure in international
intrigue. But after Watergate nothing is sacred or
secret anymore, because it has become the national
pastime to find out everything there is to know about
the mysterious workings of our government. I would
add an unequivocal "and rightly so", if I were not so
troubled by the sometimes excessive zeal of the
media, and the questionable proprieties of certain
Congressmen and Senators.

It is reasonable to ask for accountability from the
CIA, but if we are to scrutinize then we must be
prepared to go the full route. It will not be enough to
wait for Guatemalas or Chiles, it must be a day to day
affair. If the media and the Congress are prepared to
do this, then more power (and time) to them. But
more important, if we as a citizenry are prepared to
join in the effort, then we must also accept respon-
sibility for future CIA activities, as well as the con-
sequence of inactivity. And kid yourself not, my fellow
liberal, there are consequences.

I happen to believe that there is a need for an in-

telligence gathering organization. The world is not, as
yet, a free and open society, and government must
deal in realities and not dreams. Intelligence gathering
necessitates secrecy, and it is impossible for the CIA
to become an open forum and at the same time
conduct its business, shady as it is, effectively.

But unfortunately, intelligence gathering is not the
only function of the CIA. Presidents in the past have
seen fit to request the Agency to act upon intelligence
it gathers, to alter situations reported on, short of
becoming identified as a U.S. sanctioned action.
Hence, covert operations, and dirty tricks. Intelligence
should rightly be used to aid in negotiation, but if

negotiation breaks down, the temptation to use
alternate means to accomplish the same end must be
great. It is in times such as these, that control and
restraint are needed. When the Chief Executive is

allowed virtual exclusive rights on foreign policy

Gerry Cata/do is a

development, then it follows that the dangers of
abuse become greater. It is there, at the top, that
control is needed.

I contend that for Congress to establish another
committee to watch the CIA, is unworkable and not
getting at the heart of the problem. It is assumed,
furthermore, under these new proposals for oversight]
that any Congressman is qualified to judge whether or
not the missions of the CIA are in the national interest
or not. Sen. Lowell Weicker has stated that a person's
election to Congress should be security clearance
enough to serve on such a proposed committee.
While this sounds nice and honorable, there are
procedures that exist to determine security
clearances, and to apply Weicker's theory would be
akin to eliminating not the need for security, but
security itself. Instead of worrying about committees,
the first step that should be taken is to strip Henry
Kissinger of his role as the power on the "40 Com-
mittee", and have the President conduct its meetings,
and hold him answerable to the top Congressional
leaders, and ultimately to the people. That would
bring the responsibility back where it belongs, and
make the President aware that he can no longer pass
the buck along to Kissinger, the CIA, or whoever is

taking the blame that week.
It is obvious that intelligence gathering and

assassination are two terribly distinct things, and to
endorse the latter would be insane. But I accept the
fact that there can be a need for covert activities of a
type, but naturally limits must be drawn and insisted
upon by the men at the top. I commend the recent
interest in the CIA, and especially the media's role in
getting to the truth about the Chile affair. But before
you jump on the anti-CIA bandwagon, please
remember that the disclosures were originally made
by CIA Director Colby himself, to a committee
overseeing the CIA. And while the hero of the day
would seem to be Cong. Harrington, he found out
what he did by simply reading Colby's testimony. And
further, if the Congressman's disclosures have served
the nation's interest, and I do not doubt his intentions,
the fact remains that his own interests have been
served equally well.

Collegian Columnist.

E. Patrick McQuaid

Gotta have a gimmick
"Are you trapped in a dull job?" came a voice over

the radio. I slowly lifted my head from the desk. "Little

pay; no interest?"; I sat up fully and faced the
speakers. "Well maybe you're stuck in the wrong
place! A new exciting career maybe what you're
looking for! Well, PPI can help you."

"PPI, Pick Pocket Institute of New England now
has openings for its Fal! semester. Get into the ex-

citing world of crime and high finance; meet in-

teresting people and travel to exotic places like New
York, Paris, London, Revere Beach, or Northampton
District Court! Be your own boss! Ya like ta work with
ya hands? Huh? Well listen: Get up; get your hands
out of your pockets; and into someone elses! For
more information..."

I took his first suggestion and got up. However, I

proceeded to change the station. "Bzzzz whirrr...-

shakes out white turns blue...yes, folks, da ya
remember dat tune? Dis is a Lawrence... have I gutta
deal fa you pal....rockity bop bop dip dip de do..."

What have I done to deserve this; what haven't I

done? Finally I centered on a channel in which some
group of questionable identity was chanting a bar-

barous, teutonic barb about applauding for seme
werewolf or other. I turned the radio off and left my
room for the lounge to think about my writing there.

On a sofa I found a rag of papyrus that claimed to

be a college newspaper. I thumbed through it and
scanned the headlines. On one of the back pages I

read this:

"Say, have you ever been at a party and quoted
James Joyce, Or maybe something original? And
someone says to you: 'Ya know; that's good. You
should be a writer.' Well it's true! You should be if you
have the talent.

"How do I know if I've got the talent? you may ask
yourself. Well, for a short time only we're running

Collegian Writing Talent Hunt Test; and it's free.

Absolutely free of charge (void where prohibited by
logic).

"Mr. Yazblonikov Zamiblinski, of Amherst writes

humerous romances in his spare time. J.B. Pencraft

composes idealistic situation commedies after supper,

every evening. You too can be a part of this exciting

field of journalism and writing. How? Take our test.

"Here's a for instance for ya: Can you complete this

sentence? 'The chicken crossed the road (a) to get to

E. Patrick McQuaid is

the other side or (b) fowl purposes.' If you can send
this in right away, our top, highly apaid analysts will

get right back to you within days. Here's all ya gutta
do..."

Someone entered the room and turned on the
television. It was seven o'clock and I supposed he was
planning to watch the news. A brief musical interlude

informed me that he wan't.

"It's time to play...WHAT'S MY GIMMICK!" A
hearty round of applause and the host enters. "OK,
panel, you know the rules. You have three seconds to

guess the contestant's gimmick. Will the first guest
sign in please!"

More music and a thin mustached gentleman boldly

stepped in front of the screen and scrawled his

signature across a black board. "Mr. Rudy Find," read
the host. Another round of applause and he joins the
host, Barney, at a desk. "Ok, we'll start with Goopy
Sales; Goopy?"

"Ah, do you sell lead golf balls?"

"Why, do you know a market for them?"
"Five down, three to go," said Barney.

"Ahh, I rjive Up jhjs one's a toughy."
"Panel," said the host, "Rudy makes his profits off

disasters. How about an example, Rudy?"
"Sure, sure! Hey, big train wreck in Idaho, tons of

luggage. Hurricane in Honduras, plenty of wrist

watches and rings. War in Cyprus; how about a new
dinette set?"

The fellow watching the program leaped up from
his seat beside me and turned the set off. "What an
insult to the public's intellect! What's wrong with
these people? Shakespeare in paperback! Van Gogh
prints, two dollars! Gimmicks, gimmicks! Frozen
breakfasts!"

So what are you going to do with yourself for the
rest of your life? What about an education? What
school is right for you? Well, UMass is proud of its fine

quality performance in the past and we'd like to

occasionally display this through some of our
graduates. Leo Freeseat, you graduated in 1972 as an
astrophysicist. You hold five PH.Ds, and two Masters;
you were editor of the paper and president of the
Southwest amateur Gynecology Society. How ya
doin', Leo?

"Ahh, ahh, da, ffff, fine, man. Just, ahhh, fine."

a Collegian columnist.

Register to vote
In response to a petition filed pursuant to a recently

enacted statute, several UMass campus groups have
required the registrar of voters for the Town of Amherst to

schedule another day at UMass campus when students
will be entitled to register on campus to vote in the coming
November election.

The petition is one of several steps which Mass PIRG
(UMass), Environmental Action, Student Organizing
Project, University and State Communications Council,
and Veterans Coalition for Community Affairs have taken
in their efforts to ensure that all eligible voters are
registered to vote in the November elections.

Because of their efforts, the Town Clerk has agreed to

staff a registration table in the [Southwest) Hampshire
Dining Commons on Thursday, October 3rd, from 10:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. This session is in addition to the one
scheduled for the Campus Center on Wednesday, October
2nd from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

These groups are urging students to register and to vote
in Amherst because of the problems associated with filing

absentee ballots, and-or travelling to one's parents homes
on election day to cast a ballot. Several of the groups
have cited the unusual opportunity which voting in

Amherst provides this year.

In addition to being able to vote on whether the state

should help finance private colleges, voters in this

senatorial district will be given the rare opportunity of

deciding by ballot whether or not the nation's energy
needs should be met by nuclear power. Two specific

referendum questions formulated by the Alternative

Energy Coalition, a group closely associated with Sam
Lovejoy and his efforts to oppose the construction of twin
nuclear power plants in Montague, Mass., will allow voters

to indicate whether they think a nuclear plant should be
built in Montague and whether two existing New England
plants should be closed.

Any resident of the Town of Amherst who is over
eighteen (18) years of age (or will be over 18 by November
5) is entitled to register to vote in Amherst. A UMass I.D.

and proof of age should suffice for proof of residence. For
further information, contact the Town Clerk (253-3885) or

Mass PIRG (256-6434).

The opinions in this space represent those of a majority

of the Board of Editors.

Tomorrow. ..read Fishman
on the new politics and what it implies.

***-»*pe*ip

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sycty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they
must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.
All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitation*, thare la no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

mmmam
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UMass President Wood waiting

for grad student grievances

Catalytic converters required on '75 cars
ii

cont. from p. 1

"But, Ma, it's only a beer!" Two-year-old
Christopher Smith (no, he's not a freshman) hasn't
much of a vocabulary yet, but he can surely tell you
what his favorite drink is.

EPA bans

production

of pesticides
WASHINGTON \AP\ - En-

vironmental Protection Ad-
ministrator Russell E. Train on
yesterday banned any further
production of the pesticides Aldrin

and Dieldrin for most farm uses,

citing them as probable cancer
hazards.

Shell Chemical Co., the sole

manufacture of Aldrin and Dieldrin

in the United States, announced it

would appeal to a federal court.

The EPA said the two pesticides

are used for farm and commercial
pest control, but not in products
used around the home.

All the same, EPA administrative

law judge Herbert J. Perlman
warned ten days ago that the entire

U.S. population is exposed to
Aldrin and Dieldrin in the air and as
residues on food.

An EPA spokesman said Train's

decision allowed Shell to continue
manufacturing limited amounts, for

use only in three specific ways.
-Deep ground-insertion for

termite control.

-Dipping of roots and tops of

non-food plants.

"I'm looking for a symbiotic and
not a redundant relationship," said

Wood. "Despite geographical
locations, we are one university.

Opportunities of locale can mean
that these specialties can be
mutually beneficial."

President Wood then referred to

Chancellor Randolph Bromery a

senator's question about the ac-

countability of teaching assistants

and graduate professors.

Declared the Chancellor, "We
have to answer for what the

university is going to look like

compared to the state colleges. We
have nothing to hide if we show the

university in its best light, that is, by
showing that everyone who is

receiving state funds is actually

serving the state."

Speaking to the same question,

Acting Dean of the Graduate
School, Verre Chapel responded:
"It seems as if there has never been
a systematic survey of workloads
on this campus. We are aware of

the vast differences that exist from
department to department."
"We have assigned these

questions to the Financial Aid and
Student Affairs Committees to find

out what actually happens and at

least encourage some sort of equity
regarding workloads and contact
hours," reported Chapel.

In other GSS business, senate
members passed a motion which
increases the number of senators
for each of the five clusters within
the School of Education. This
motion also entitles each cluster to

apply for their own portion of the
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revenue sharing funds that are

available to graduate departments

from the GSS.
A second motion, which was

amended and passed, increased the

number of senators representing

the Masters' and Doctoral divisions

with in the School of Business

Administration. As amended, this

motion also grants each division

autonomy to apply for separate

revenue sharing funds.

Exhaust devices add cost, cut pollution
DETROIT [UPI] - The catalytic

converter is one device Detroit's
automakers could have done
without.

The muffler-like device that
treats exhaust gases makes the
1975 models now rolling off

assembly lines probably the most
pollution-free automobiles ever
produced with internal combustion
engines.

Sometimes kicking, sometimes
screaming and sometimes getting
their way, Detroit's automakers
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have come up with the catalytic

converter as their answer to the
1970 government order to take the
car out of the pollution picture by
1975.

They not too affectionately refer

to the device as the "Muskie
Muffler" in reference to the U.S.
senator from Maine who was most
responsible for the 1970 Clean Air
Act.

Aside from the technical
developments and the legal battles,

the addition of the little chemical
furnace beneath the floorboards of

1975 cars basically means to the
American motorist:

— Higher prices since the
catalytic muffler is adding between
$100 and $150 to the price tags of
the 75's.

— Better mileage since engineers
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for the past five years have been
tuning engines to* produce fewer
pollutants can now tune for more
get-up-and-go and rjiileage.

General Motors is talking about a 14
per cent improvement over 74
models and Chrysler says it has a
general 15 per cent gain.

— Mandatory use of unleaded
gasoline since the lead additive that

controls knocking also "poisons"
the platinum and palladium
catalyst. There's a new, smaller gas
tank filler pipe on the '75's that will

prevent anything but unleaded
gasoline - at one or two cents more
a gallon - from being put Into the
car.

Less evident to the motorist will

be the exhaust coming out of the
tailpipe containing 90 per cent
fewer hydrocarbons than 1967
models, 83 per cent less carbon
monoxide and 48 per cent fewer
oxides of nitrogen. In California,

where smog is a greater problem,
the exhaust will be even cleaner.

GM, which was sharply critical of

the government's timetable set in

1970, has since embraced the
catalyst technology more than any
of its competitors. But that didn't

stop the world's largest auto
company from going into court to

fight the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) and gain further
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delays.

In Congress, in the courts and in

front of big and small groups, GM
spokesmen told their side of the
clean air controversy. They asked
for delays in implementing a
technology that no one really

understands fully.

"Catalysts have an aura of
alchemy about them, black magic,
even with chemists," says Dr.

Richard Klimisch, GM's first

resident expert in catalysis. "The
normal sequence of research and
development is almost always
turned around in catalytic
technology.

"Somebody finds a catalyst

maybe by a clumsy accident," he
says. "Then we spend 20 years
trying to find out why it works. I

hesitate to say this, and I'll probably
lose a lot of friends, but we don't
really understand many catalysts."

The basic principle of the
catalytic converter is that it speeds
up the chemical reaction that

converts unburned hydro-carbons
and carbon monoxide caused by
incomplete combustion in the
engine into harmless carbon
dioxide and water.

More important, it does this and
emerges unchanged - able to repeat
the process again. That's important
since the catalyst is a combination
of the relatively rare platinum and
palladium that is available from only
two places - the Soviet Union and
South Africa.

To supply its need GM signed a
deal with Impala Platinum Limited
of South Africa for 300,000 ounces
of platinum and 120,000 ounces of
palladium a year. A lot of rock - 10
to 15 tons - has to be mined to
produce just one ounce of platinum
and palladium.

The government says the
catalytic converters should last

50,000 miles without deteriorating.

However, if the leaded gasoline is

somehow put into the gas tank, the
catalysts will be "poisoned" since
•he lead coats the metal catalyst

and doesn't allow it to come into

contact with the harmful gases.
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Mt. Farms Mall Hadley, Ma.
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Also creates problems for Britain, Norway

North Sea oil to reduce dependency on Arabs
By PHIL NEWSOM

UPI Foreign News Analyst

Smaller than the vast oil reserves

of the Middle East, the new oil

fields in the North Sea nonetheless

are expected to go far toward
easing the Arab stranglehold on
world energy supplies.

Britain's oil fields, for example,

stretch in an almost unbroken line

from the coast off Scotland all the

way around to the coast of Wales.
The British fields are expected by

the late 1970's to supply 80 per cent

of Britains's oil needs as well as a

major portion of the requirements

of the rest of Western Europe.

Norway, with three oil fields

already known and vast areas still

to be explored, also is expected to

be an important contributor.

The North Sea oil boom, which
was touched off by discovery of

Norway's Ekofisk field by the

Phillips Petroleum Company in

1965, has created new defense

problems for NATO and for the two
countries most directly involved,

and technological, social and
political problems as well, especially

for Norway.

Unlike Britain, whose economic
difficulties dictate that she develop
her new found oil resources as

quickly as possible, the Norwegians
have put the brakes on develop-

ment of their new fields deliberately

out of fear that too sudden riches

would upset their economic
balance.

A political problem arose for

Norway out of a decision to pipe oil

and natural gas from the Ekofisk

field 200 miles off the Norwegian
coast to Britain and West Germany.
Trade unions objected they should
be brought directly to Norway
instead. The political wrangle
faded away when it was demon-
strated that a deep rift in the seabed
made it impossible to build a

pipeline from the oil field to the

Norwegian coast.

An economic and social problem

Senate and

Health Board

to meet today

The Student Senate will hold

their weekly meeting at 7:00

\onight in Room 101 Campus
Center.

The Student Health Advisory

Board will be meeting today at

4 30 in Room 805-809 Campus
Center.

Appearing

Tonite:

Horn*

Vf^^WrfFy

Tomorrow

:

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47 Sunderland

665- WM

facing Norway, a nation of only Another consideration arises in Under these same waters are what it might do to marine life but

about four million people, is the fear the far north around the city of believed to lie important oil also out of fear fishermen and

that the new oil industry will siphon Tromso. deposits. others involved in the industry

off labor and thus damage other Off this coast lie some of Nor- The fishing industry opposes oil might be attracted away to better

industries. way's richest fishing grounds. exploration in the area not only for jobs.

People who have had involvement with the International

Programs Office, either good or bad since September 1973,

are asked to come to the Student Attorney General Offices

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN:
Kappa Kappa Gamma invites you to an

open rush party on Weds, at 7:30. Hope to

see you there.

AUDITIONS:
For "Larry Park's Day In Court" by Eric

Bentley, directed by Gary Stewart, Studio
Theater, South College 109, Weds. &

For info call Gary 545

~a». ***— •

or 422 Student Union or call 5-0716 by

Friday, Oct. 4, 1974

YOUR MONEY'S WELL SPENT AT A>id«A Kent

^r^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^i

WANTED — LEADERS

Lead— to guide or conduct in a certain course, or to a
certain place or end, by making the way kno\ n ; to show the
way, esp. by going with or going in advance of.'

//

Army ROTC concentrates on, thrives on, DEPENDS
ON leadership. And your leadership may make the dif-

ference. And when it comes to strength of character,
initiative, courage, intelligence, self discipline, the willing-
ness to set the example — if these are YOUR strong points
or ideals, a commission as an officer in the United States
Army may offer you the best opportunity you'll ever have to
use them.

Read our course descriptions, and then call or drop by
the Department of Military Science ( Bldg. No. 79 or call 545-
2321). You'll be welcome, there won't be any runaround,
we'll have some answers for you — and we're always good
for a cup of coffee!

AMHERST
191 No. Pleasant

Street

Film Developed

40% OFF IS
Prices Effective thru October 6, 1974

DISCOUNT HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

Mfr. $1.78

Wella

Balsam

^ , wella Conditione

USTERINE
Awneerne

Mfr. $2.29

Johnson's
USTERINE

atesmssKr ;

:

•*t0**4

Mfr. $1.45

Listerine

Mouthwash

14 OZ.

'words ac

Regular

1
,
MUUU
Mum

Mfr. $1.98

ARRID

\ Anti-

Perspirant

Mfr. $2.29

DESENEX

AH Types

oxzema
SKIN CREAM

ndxzemaj j^q^
Mfr. $1.19

11 oz.
\

Mfr. $1.29

Gillette

FOAMY

Shave

Cream

-*u»«'**

11 OZ.

Mfr. 99c

Vaseline
IN'INSIU

Vaseline

Intensive

Care

Lotion

Mfr. $i.3i

CRANES
Fashions for Men

'Exclusively Ours

6 OZ.

Mfr. 69c

Cutex

Polish Remover

4 oz.

Regular
Lemon

Mfr. 97c

EXCEDRIN

36 Tablets

Rides

Meter,

See

Thurs, 7:30 p.m
2423.

BAHA'/ TALK
t

Jefl Mondschein will speak on In
ternational Politics, Weds, eve 8:15, 64 Van
IVeter Dr. For info 549 1666. All are
welcome.
BRIDGE LESSONS

Will be given tonight at 6 in 177 C C
BRIDGE PLAY:

All interested bridge players invited to
UMass Bridge Clubgame tonight at 7 in
804 808 C.C.

CHESS CLUB:
Meeting tonight 7 pm closing in the

C.C. If you have a set bring one.

CHI OMEGA SWISS TREAT
All Umass women are invited to our

Swiss Treat tonight at 7:30.

provided at 7:15 at NOPE, Van
Newman, Thoreau and Dickinson,
you there.

COMMUNION TONIGHT.
You are invited to break bread and snare

a cup of wine in a simple, late Wednesday
evening candlelight Communion from
11:00 to 11:15 p.m. in 316 Hampshire
House (between Whitmore and SW)
tonight.

COMMUNICATION DISORDERS CLUB:
Comm. Stu. Seniors..there will be a

meeting about Grad School, Applications,

procedures-Thursday, 7:30 p.m. in 504
Goodell.

COMMUNITY HEAL TH:
All CH majors are urged to attend our

2nd organizational meeting. Your at-

tendance is necessary. 3:30 in C.C. 173-71

COUNSELING TASK FORCE:
First meeting of the U.C.F. Counseling

Task Force will be Thurs from 2:30 to 3:30
p.m. in 316 Hampshire House. Open to
anyone interested.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION:
Election of officers tonite at 7, Council

Chamber, S. U. 423B. Anyone can run for

an office; anyone can vote.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACT/ON:
Orchard Hill Energy Flow Study group is

Join Our

Wine Cellar

ROUTE 9
HADLEY

l>in«' 4 Times in M Days. Knjoy a

Fifth Dinner FRKE

Tues. -Thurs..

5:00-10:00

Chariot
FINE FOOD AND DRINK- fM-Xf10

Fri.-Sat..

5:00-11:00

Sun..

: 00-9:00

Dinners $:i.4Nr-$5.(N)

Wine Cellar
Dinners $4.00-$6.0O

Main Dining Room

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

<< »t
In tr» big band tradition

•Collective
Block
artists
Ensemble
with tha

Voices Of

<£&& Jl/rica

Saturday, oc tober 5
bovvker auditorium 8 p.

I

TICKETS "$4*3 general $2*1.50 umass students
ON SALE 125HERTER HALL, UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

looking for innovative, ecologically
concerned persons to study the in

teractions between man energy
environment. Meetings are every Web at
7:00 p.m. in Grayson Lounge. Credit is

available.

FLYING CLUB
The Collegiate flying Club will hold its

second meeting of the year tonite (weds )

at 7:30 in 911 C.C. All pilots and others
interested in flying are invited to attend
INDEX RECRUITMENT

Writers, Artists, photographers have
vour work published in our 11,000 copies
of the "75 yearbook. Meeting tonight Rm
803CC 7 PM
ISRAELI DANCING

Israeli Dancing tonight, Cpe Cod
Lounge SU. 7:30 PM beginners 8:15 ad
vanced.

LOCAL BOARD MEETING WITH SAM
LOVEJOY
The local board meeting tonight at 7:00

in CC102. Sam Lovejoy and a free film will
be presented at 8:00 PM All welcome
PRE SOCIAL WORK ADVISING

For students interested in social work as
a pression is available through the CASIAC
office, E-22 Machmer on Thursday af-

ternoons, 1:30-3:00.

P W POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS SEMINAR
Meeting Thursday, October 3rd, at 6:30

p.m., one hour earlier than usual.
Democratic State Rep. James Collins will

debate his Republican opponent William
Atkins. Classroom I, Pierpont Hall
RN STUDENTS

First meeting of RN Student Group
today at 4:30 Mor IV Conf. Rm
SCIENCE FICTION MOVIE

Tonight Barbarella, 7, 9, and 11 PM in

the Student Union Ballroom, starring Jane
Fonda. This movie is sponsored by the
UMass Science Fiction Society
SCUBA CLUB

Meeting tonight to elect new officials
and make plans for dives. Anyone, new
members as well as old, interested in

diving come to Curry Hicks rm 14 7:00 PM.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
Meeting today 4:30 6:30 CC Rms 805

809. All are welcome
STUDENT VIDEO

Important meeting of 5 coordinators
Mike, Joe, Nancy. Rich, and Steve to work
out a constitution. TONITE 8:00 PM. Rm
901 CC. Overall gathering next Weds
THEO GIMBLE: WORKSHOP

Director of Hygeia Studio in England,
Theo Gimble will demonstrate the effects
of color, light, form and sound on
awareness and health through slides,
experiential sessions and lecture. Full
workshop, Oct. 4, and evening lecture. For
mformation:New England Center 549-0886
TOY LENDING LIBRARY
The Toy Lending Library is still having

relocation problems. As soon as these
problems have been resolved, a notice will

be placed in the Collegian concerning the
new address and schedule. Address all

inquiries to the Univ. Day Care Center.
UMASS INTER COLLEGIATE WOMEN

S

BOWLING TEAM
Bowling Team rolloff: Wednesday

October 9, 1974 at 6:00 PM in Boyden
Lanes. Consists of 4 games. Call Nancy at
546-8122 for info and sign up.
FOUND

57 black notebook in 102 Thompson on
9-27. Left with CC lost and found
LOST

In Campus Center - Sunglasses Gold
Frames Reward. Call 253-2975
FOUND:

Affectionate white cat in Belchertown
near Quabbin Village. Call 323-7795

Sexism to be
women's
society topic

By ELIZABETH CORELL
Staff Correspondent

"Sexism" is one of the topics to
be discussed Friday by a national
speaker at the meeting of the

Mortar Board society of the New
England region, according to
Sharon Smith, secretary of the
UMass chapter.

The senior women's honor
society will have representatives
from seven campuses meeting Oct.

5 in Herter Hall to discuss issues

and problems facing Mortar Board.
A main topic will be the issue of

opening the society to men.
Another topic of concern is the
criteria for selection used by the
different school.

The society hopes to find means
of increasing participation in the
community service project - the
major purpose of Mortar Board.
Ideas on fund raising methods for

the project and general ad-
ministrative expenses will be raised.

The campuses attending include
UNH, UMaine, BC, BU, UConn, St.

Lawrence, and UMass.
The topics will be assigned to

four of the seven schools, with one
member leading the seminar. At
least one representative from each
school will be present to ensure
that all of the societies benefit from
the information presented.

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

9 549-2671

TEN Pin

BOWLING
BOYDEN GYM

4 10:30

Mon. thru Fri.

(except during

league play)

50c a string

. -.\*.V.V.».*A't> » •.» .• • «'• «* « «Vn t * • vV« i
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Money needed for victims

of hurricane in Honduras
ByLUIS MANUEL MEDINA

Staff Correspondent

The Republic of Honduras in

Central America is in national

mourning after the Hurrican hit the

country last week.
More than five thousand persons

had been reported dead or missing.

And more than 50 thousand
hondurenos were left homeless.

According to Spanish Speaking
Broadcasting, dozens of

businesses, churches and social

services in the state of Connecticut

are collecting donations for the

victims in Honduras.

In Puerto Rico, it was reported

that hundreds of organizations are
collecting clothes, money and
medicines to send it to Honduras.
The National Guard of Puerto Rico
will fly to the International Airport

of San Pedro with the emergency
help.

The Giant of the Baseball,

Roberto Clemente perished in an
accident while trying to carry

emergency help, food, clothes,

medicines, etc. to the victims of

Managua, Nicaragua.

Se necesita

dinero para

las victimas
By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA

Staff Correspondent

TURALES, NEGOCIOS E

IGLESIAS EN Connecticutt estan

pidiendo donativos para las vic-

timas del Huracan Fifi en la

Republica de Honduras.

El Padre Laceras apelo "a la

noble generosidad del hispano,

para ayudar a nuestros hermano?
en la sangre, la raza, la cultura y el

idioma".

En Puerto Rico se informo

ademas que se estan haciendo

colectas y la Guardia Nacional

Hevara los cargamentos de
emergencia hasta el Aeropuerto
Internacional de San Pedro.

El huracan Fifi azoto al pais de

Honduras en pasadas semanas,

dejando cinco (5) mil muertos o
desaparecidos y a mas de cincuenta

(50) mil personas sin hogar.

Donaciones pueden ser enviadas

a. Centro de Veteranos Puer-

torriquenos, 315 Main Street,

Hartford, Connecticutt.
(Donaciones en dinero deben ser

hechas en Giros postalesi

Padre Laceras in a speech to the victims Donations should be
broadcasted across Conn, and sent to: Center for P.R. Vets, 315
Mass. requested the help of all Main St. Hartford, Ct.

citizens concern to make donations

\>i»IMIiHlimiH'Hlh««, fa—Mtt "J*!)' IKil/WI IHCilM, HOC *m

HARM.AMI Wed. Mat.-* •---*

\I\lrMUUI Kves.-i -*
I1MJK IMm\KI) ll|J\l\drll\MIJ.VND

RICHARD HARRIS OMAR SHARIF

*<ttau I .oldu\Ti Mi

Dailv

u 2- 7: 30-9. 451

THATC
L

39-9:35

^^tTTwia^ imfcrto
I tU4' ^l|»rt(niMi«.i
\ •!»».» I <«IBM1IM,| •

N t»» « poniM y
SHOAl GOOUP BAflS

(All XOKXMANCfS -CCXIAC1 IMIAIfe MGB )

"N/1

AMHERSTC^^
AMITY ST 253 5J26

John Ford Film Festival

Wednesdays 9 p.m.

10/2 Prisoner of Shark island

10/9 Iron Horse

10/16 Three Bad Men

11/6 Magambo

Wed. Nite— Prisoner of Shark Island — 9:00

MONOAt & TUESOAr BARGAIN NITES • All SEATS $100

CQA (Mtq H0UN1AII FARMS MALI
JOt-3IJJ MUT{ 1-MOifY >ASJMOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

GENE SHALIT, NBC-TV:

TOP FLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT. A NEW
ACTION THRILLER-CHILLER THAT

REVERBERATES WITH REALISM."

RICHARD SCHICKEL, TIME MAGAZINE:

A RARE MOVIE JOURNEY, DEFT

I

THOUGHT-PROVOKING SUSPENSE

A BRILLIANT CLIMACTIC CONFRONTATION!

THAT RINGS WITH THE TRUTH."

NOWHMtl
PG^ NOW PLAYING IN NEW

\3 YORK TO SELL OUT CROWDS.

THE
RUTHLESS.
THE
CORRUPT
THE
INCESTUOUS.
Graham
Greene's

Europe —
1935.

rvS

L>
:

i*~»-aiJ

iVJ

1%
&

w
PfTER flNCH • Hit IMAlI *DRK

III I H Al I NEIL.

fCNGLAND MADE Mrl
PG

ONE OF MICHAEL YORK

Q BEST FILMS EVER!!

Starts TOMORROW!

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR
-HITCHCOCK HIMSELF
IS FINALLY RIVALLED."

- (New Vorktt

584-91 R? MOUNTAIN FARMS MALLJOH JIJJ ROUTE 9-HADLEV MASS

TO
\mvtii:m:
HOW IN NEW YORK

Monday throuqh

PG Thursday — 5:45-1:15

Twi -Liter — S: 15-5:45

Many of has (How
officers considered hwrt

ttxe most dangerousman abve -an honest cotr

• MRAMOUNT ftfUAM
oimo of LAunfwrna

pre-.tr"! s

fit

tLPACINO
SERPIGO"

And now
the movie...

perhaps thftTt**i

rem.ir Libit- lilm

loenierjfr wncf
CailH U-Miii,

"IllvUfl H>>|lvWn.|

ttHNOH Si in '

Monday through Thursday
Twi-Liter — $:15-S:45

— 5:45 8:15

1*'
RUN

fie !»*•»

"JESUS ( I IRIS I SUPERSTAR

10 Monday through Thursday — 4.00-8:30
Twi-Liter — S M « oo

IS«I\M
MADE A4X"

PUUQ fINCH

II I 14 -U I M II

I

PC
Monday through Thursday — 6:00-8:30
Twi-Liter — 5 30 6 oo

WED. - 10/9 - "M ML i S"

Area art newspaper to be circulated this week
By MAR/AN PROKOP
Staff Correspondent

Complimentary copies of a new
arts and entertainment newspaper
for New England will be distributed

on campus this week.

According to J. Robert Gordon,

publisher of the newspaper and
executive director of Polyarts, a

non-profit arts organization

established in Cambridge. The
monthly newspaper, "Bosarts," will

be a new cultural guide to New
England and of special interest to

artists and craftsmen.

"Despite the name 'Bosarts',"

Gordon says, "we plan to include

articles and reviews of events
occurring all over New England."
The Polyarts corporation is

publishing "Bosarts" under the
auspices of Yankee magazine, a
New England publication which
also publishes The Farmer's
Almanac.

T)m Dircctort Company prcttnts

A P<»iamount Release

Fri., Oct. 4th at

7-9-11 in Mahar
I No Saturday Showings

AMHERST(V**
AMITY ST

Attelifhtfal
Is con-lately

253 5426

y. Duatln Hoffman
A ley!"

!"•

Do ycu.AlfredQ takethiswcman

tobeyourawful wedded wiie3

Paramount Pictures prmenn

Eves. — Alfredo Alfredo— 7 : 00 & 8 : 45

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITfS • Alt SEATS Jl 00

CALVlNlrAe
k INI , \ I SI Ik I H \ \W

Robert
Redfonl

•t

A man
of peace

driven
wild!

Johnson"
A SYDNEY POLLACK FILM [PCl

R06£RT REDfWD in A Sydney Po' *» fim jE"f VliAH jOmNSON

ves. — Jerem eh Johnson — 7.00 a. 9: oo, Sat. A Sun. Mat. -

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • All SEATS 1100

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
« 30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 345, two days

before the day your ad is to

appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $.30 per line

Weekly — S.2S per line

Monthly — $.20 per line

FOR SALE

t Flandria III speeds, 21 in., lugged
frames, simplex, centerpull calipers,
locks, toolkit and car rack. :*5:i-;ti;x4.

Kustom 21MI PA sys.. excel, cond. Km.
MX. t all Jeff Mft-ZaaiL

Miranda St-nsorex I.N lens, excellent.
Slim 233-MW1

Lsed guitars bouKht and sold. The
(iuitar Workshop. Amherst CarriaKe
Shops, .-,I«M72H.

I Sale — Dinette set. couch. Very
reasonable l»«.">-:i».

r
ii.

KW console T\
. $50; air conditioner

(I.immi KTl
. 150. (all S-islm days.

Speakers: Scott 15s :i-way. impedance
control $150. (all George 665-^55(1.

I*r. or IKnaco A25 speakers, excel, cond.
$HMI. for the pair, (all .n. vis.

I.earjel K-track \('-D( car. Ml tapes,
case. $70. :'5:i-:wni. |.v (J.K. T\', like new
$50. SU^MHI.

I K7KXH general tires, used less than
:mhhi miles, mid. & bal. on (hew rims
Orig. $;|5. now $2(1. (all fi-77KI.

Two brand new snow tires; I'ni-Roval
white ways: size K7NXI4. $:I5.00 for pair
(all IfHI evenings.

Temir Sax. $125. 5Hf>-2f!MI aft. 5.

Home. N track tape player. $25. 25:t-724l.

Zenith 23" B*W console TV. UHF &
VIIF. Ex. Cond. $85. Motorola 23" color TV
w stand. IFH & VHF. Ex. cond. $250. Call
after 4 p.m. 549-6522.

"Gerry*' (>oose-down sleeping bag.
rated to -15 degrees. Used only slightly,
reg. $110. asking $70 or so. Please call
l.orrie 5K6-2374.

10 speed bike. 23". Peugeot, ex. cond.
< ost $145. Asking $95. Call 665-3571.

Ml spd. (orso bike. Best offer. 549-0635.

10 speed bike. Ridden 5 times. 27". $65.
Tel. .si tin.

,

For Sale: "NUGENT" — Everything 25

percent off. Near Zayre on Rt 9.

Refrig for sale. $10. You pick up. $15. we
deliver. Call 247-5462.

Motorola TV. 23". RAW. table model.
tin. Call Mike 7H6-7375 after 5:00.

Ski Jackets Cheap Prices. Med. sites.

Salesman's samples. Steve. 6-5327.

Warmth.

Pair of Latin Perc. Conga Drums, Hard
shell case. $408. Call Mike 532-3656.

Roberts rtor recorder $80: Panasonic
Port Cas recorder. $15: L'nivox Elec.
piano. $300: l'nivox AMP $100; Yamaha
FGI54) w case $M:Port 2 cab Leslie for

Wurlier Piano. $400 or will trade
reasonably fo« tenor sax. Call Ron eves.
253-3497. Will bargain.

I Seal skin coat. $100 or B.O. — I wool l-w

Seal skin $50 or B.O. Both excell. Call
Maryann 546-9499.

Diamond ring set— 3 piece. Reasonable.
Call after 5. tt-4978.

Sound A Musk Co-op. 247-5870. II a.m. -9

p.m.

AUTO FOR SALE

Sale. I9W Chev. van. Gd. cond. $699 6-

6520.

79 Porsche 914. mags. AM-FM stereo.

pin striping Have all past receipts. In

mint condition. $3,199 or B.O. 6-5379

65 VW Karman (.his com Beet offer

AUTO FOR SALE

I!I72 LTD station wagon, fully equipped.
\vr\ good condition. Kxc. Int. Call Dennis
:>!•(- 1 !••::.

'•'• lord I .hi l.iiu (i cyl.. good mpg, 2 x-

Ira win. studded tires Tree. Must sell. $:i(NI.

967-iMK,

(it liH'dT'iilcoii. 2 new tires, all I good, 2

snow lilt's with wheels, i. cyl. (iood mpg.
( .ill i. 7'ilii after 7 Bum.

i.i. VW. $45(1. New rings, valves and
brakes — good tires, (all 772-0079 between
12:3(1 and I :IMI a.m. or 8:00 - 9:00a.m.

67 Fairlane. small 8. automatic, p.s., 4

dr. super running, good buy. $293. 253-7241.

65 Ply. Not great looking but super
running & dependable. $25(1 or R.O. 253-

7211.

68 Chevy Impala, $40(1. (all 584-7912.

"71 VW Super Keetle. excellent
mechanicallx. Must sell. $950. (all 546-

7467.

I9K6 Merc. Rem. 230. Mech. OK. Body
sound. 22 mpg. Must sell, (all 253-3326.

Volvo Ml. '68, looks and runs great. Lo
mi., 25 mpg. I V good SR radials. 4. wh.
discs, valve job. Ask 11209. Buy it! 665-

7198.

1972 Honda Coupe. Front wheel drive,

front disc brakes, rack & pinion steering.

35 - 42 mpg. $1400. 256-8078.

70 Fiat 850. new top. mtd. snows. 35 mpg,
nds. clutch. $850 or B.O. George 546-7059.

'74 Toyota Jeep. $4,500 firm. Evenings.
Mohawk Park. Rt. 2. Charlamont, Ma. See
Phil or Charron Lafond.

1970 Triumph MKIII. 30+mph. $900. Call
617-544-6861 after 6.

67 Land Rover. Many rebuilt parts, 4

new snows. Runs well. $1300. Call days 584-

6734. eves. 586-2809.

'64 Ply. Valiant has Fall insp. slicker —
No rust. Huns great. Call 546-8869.

"65 Chevy Van. rebuilt motor, good body.
$500. 51 Phillips St.. Amherst. See it.

1968 Buick Skylark GS, 4 spd.. std.

transm. all new tires. 47.900 mi. P.S.
Excellent cond. Best offer. 6-5636.

'66 VW — Gd. body. ex. mech. cond.
dutch, starter, brakes -new. 247-5880 after
I.

For Sale: 1967 Chevelle Malibu, com-
pletely rebuilt, new tires. Call 665-2022.

1973 l,evi Gremlin. 3 spd.. a-c. low mil..
e\c. $2500. not firm. 253-2910. 10 - 5:30.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

72 Kawasaki 500 5 speed, 9000 mi. Disc
brake, runs excellent. $800. 665-2550.

1974 Honda 360G for sale. Good con-
dition. Call after 5. 665-1978.

1973 ( '1.450 Honda. Never dumped. 7500

mi. Excellent condition. $900 or best offer.
Call 549-6715.

Triumph Tiger 659CC. mint. cond. $775

or best offer Call 586-1854 aRer 6.

1974 Kawasaki K.' 400. 2 mo. old. mint
cond. Ceriani suspension, sissy bar with

pad. Call Tom 665-4320. $799.

1973 Honda CLI75 K7. only 1.090 miles.
Electric start Phone 546-5849.

1973 Honda 350G. electric start, from
disc brake, sissy bar. $695 546-7117.

'73 Six Days Replica Ossa. $600. 6-5227.

FOR RENT
Room in house. AshfieM. 22 mi. - 35 ntin.

from Amherst. $65- mo Share utilities Call
1-628-3364, « . n p „, .

I or 2 people to share apt. In Belchertown
with male grad student. Wood, quiet, pets

OK. Avail. Immed. 323-4893.

Room In house. So. Amherst. $67.59 per
mo. Must like cats A 4 male rm. mates.
Dishwshr A wshr A drier, etc. Ron. 253

3497.

1 bedroom, carpets, appliances, lana-

dry. On bus route. $295 includes utilities.

No pets. King Philip Apis. 665-2562.

FOR RENT
Mouse — M rooms in Belchertown. 8 miles

Iiiiiii ramjNW. ffiU9 month. Call 323-7893.

I bedroom furnished or unfurnished apt.

Colonial Village. Call 5-1923 days.

So. Deerfield — 2 rm. apt. close to bus

rte., avail Oct. I, $120 per month. Ask for

Ron. 665-4937.

Wanted 2 persons to share house in

Conway — on river. Wooded site, washer

-

dryer-beautiful. Call 369-8361 for Brook.

WANTED TO RENT
Grad Engl. Male wants to share in

Northampton nr. Smith. Days 549-6311.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Mm. in I Mr. apt. in Swiss village $85.

mi ag.tttm.

Male wanted to share house in

Belchertown. Rent $46.25 mo. On I Mass
bus line, (all 323-4443.

Roommate to share nice house in
Montague. Own rm. $60+ mo. Call Jovce
549-1507 days.

M roommate in 2 bdrm. apt. on bus
route. $77 util. incl. Call 256-0294.

Roommate for 2 bd. rm. apt. in Pufflon
Village. Own room and bathroom. $110.
mo. Call 519-45X5, Apt. No. 340. Menashi
Cohen.

I or 2 people needed at llomty Apt. on
No. Whitney. $K4-mo. with elec. Coop,
memh. Call 256-7780 soon.

People wanted for Ig. 4 bedroom house in

Kelchertown. (all Tina 253-5629. Pets OK.

WANTED
Male artists model — Jim. 253-3923. 6 - 7

p.m.

Wanted — Waterbed in good condition.
Has to be cheap. Call Mark 546-6174 night.

Wanted — Someone to sleeze around
Europe over Intersession. Call Joe 546-

9621.

Musicians — Interested players for

participation in (New Music) ensemble
situation — cellists, saxophonists, trom-
bone, tuba, percussion, double bassist —
Inquire evenings 8 p.m. • 9 p.m. only. 584-

6077.

BOB IS BACK - to buy your sick or
decrepit car. Any make, model, year.
1 n load your headache roe fast $$$$$$. 253-

7241.

Kegmner to intermediate horsewoman-
man to enjoy my horse with me. Be willing
lo share food costs. Call Cathy 549-6696.

Female vocalist seeks accompanist,
guitar and-or piano for professional work -

folk and pop. Call On> 5:18-3573 at night.

HELP WANTED
Typist to work for Coarse Description

(.uide Must type accurate. 50 words per
min. Flexible Hrs. Call 5-0341 and leave
Tel. No.

F. student wanted for relief staff in

psychiatric halfway house. Salary, free
room. Credit may be arrg. 536-8588.

Nader-style group needs office help. 29
hrs.-week. 256-6434.

Dependable people to canvas for and-or
deliver the \

. V Times on Campus. Call 6-

7516 after 7 p.m.

AVON. Need money to help pay tuition.
You can earn $ as an Avon Rep. Call for
details. N. Colby 256-6227.

People interested in learning basic
newspaper page design and layawt are
needed to help the COLI .E(.lAN editorial
staff No credit or f but a chance lo learn
from professionals free. ( ontart Dean
Tucker 5-2SS9.

Editor and Assl. Ed. of 22.900 circulation
course description guide. Please call 545-
9341 and leave name, tel no. for Interview.
Women and minorities urged lo apply.

Driver wanted nights - Domino's
Piiia. Must be able to work at least one
weekend night Apply after 4. Domino's
Pi«a. 256-8587

AVON. Turn spare hours Into spare
dollars Sell quality Avon products No

• selling experience necessary. Call M
Colby 256-6227

Alternative newspaper needs writers,
cartoonists and persons interested in

graphics. Call 253-7795.

RIDE WANTED
To Boston. Oct. 6. Gordon Lightfoot. Call

Susan 546-7394 Wed. Appreciate it.

Hide needed Ui Florida over Christmas
vacation lor two Will help with driving

and expenses. Please (all F.A. or Linda at

i,-i,n,::

To Philly. Oct. II. Will share expenses.

Diane. 546-5972.

To Columbus. Ohio. 24-28 Oct. 545-0978.

PERSONALS

Will the beautiful blond jazz fan who sat

across from me on S\ Bus at 9:00 Fri.

morn., please get in touch. I'd love to know
vou better. Call 665-4303 and ask for Mike.

Ken — May 27 be your luckv. number —
With all my love. Janet.

I.MC — On your 21st. Luv . I realize now
that no matter what, we'll always be
together. Here's to a happy life! Your Big
Ginto.

Male model Peter. 546-5198. 6 • 7 p.m.

Would the rtefctil who stole mv plants

I uesdav in \ \ at least have the decencv to

return mv pots"

The guy I picked up hitching Friday
night, front of 21 Lincoln Apts.. call 617-544-

3362. David.

Van Meter So. It was a Merry Christmas
— Just wait for the New Year!

Are you interested in living off campus?
I oi-dl Sorority House has rooms available,

(all Missy or Bev: 545-2735 or 253-9215.

Denise & Donna. Bel you still haven't

figured it out. Think Hard. (Clue)

Men! — Women! Jobs on ships! No
experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect summer job or

career. Send $3.00 for information. Seafax.

Dept. 1-8. P.O.Box 2049. Port Angeles.
Washington 98362.

You've got to be a football hero. Go
Koalas. Go — Head Cheerleader?

Scott — welcome back! A get well

message from all of your friends on the 5th

floor of Dickinson.

NSTRUCTION
Sport parachute class tonite CO 13 at

7:00. Meeting tonite to gel info on club A
jumping & signup for class to be taught 9 -

10 (Hrt.

SERVICES
HORSESHOEING by experienced

farrier. Corrective work and forge work
done prompt. Call 247-5462.

Automotive repair specialising in Saab
and other foreign cars. Call Guy 256-6119.

( unpus Clubs and Organize* i'>ns: Do
sou waal to publish high quality
newsletter, pamphlet, magazine or
booklet??? Lei the Meswge Company help

you write, layout, design and print it!!

Reasonable fees.Contact Jerry al 25.1-9869

for information

HI f I \inlni repair 2 day service, wurk
guaranteed \t Tech III Fl- Call 549-2619

Dynamic Massage relaxation. $3 • $5.

P.O. Box 471. V Amherst. 91959.

Du\ (are Parents Co-Op needs children

2 - I. Meets daily. Warm, loving en

virouiiieiil. 519-11628.

Horses boarded 10 min. from campus —
box stalls, trails, pastures. Ig. field for

hunt course. Call 545-2781 day or 323-4956

evenings.

Grad School Passport Photo. 549-6244.

Will the person who "found" a spiraled
sterling silver bracelet in the Women's
room across from E-10 in Machmer.
please return it" II has great personal
sentiment. Thank you! Pam al 6-6233.

Professional guitar repairs b\ guitar-
maker Michael Millard. Mon.. Wed., Fri.
al The Guilar Workshop. Amherst
Carriage Shops. 549-1728. Free estimates.

CAR REPAIR HASS1.ES? Bob is back to
fit it right. No job im small. Foreign or
domestic. No big overhead. 253-7241.

SERVICES
To the Zoo Major in whose car I left my

camera, call Sieve 546-7881.

Single strand blue & brown beads. Fri. 9
- 27. ( ( area? Sent, value. $10. reward.
Itoreen 546-5976 or Mark 665-3274.

Yr. old white male cat. off Rt. 9 in
Belcheriiwn (towards Quabbin). Spot on
head, 2 different color eyes. Any info
appreciated. :i2:i-t58i

Leslie's Yarn A Canvas Shop. Amherst
Carriage Shop. 549-4591 Acrylic knitting,

worsted 99c. 4 oz. Reynold's l.ogi $2.15. 100

Hr.

Datsun Toyota and Volvo repaired at

reasonable prices. Plenty of experience
and equipment. Phone Russ Baca 586-1227.

LOST
Stolen Demeter Lab Retriever, white

spot back of right paw. 1-533-6567 Bruce.

$30 reward offered for my red and black
plaid lumber jacket which was left in the

Campus Center Sept. 23. Call 545-3131 and
ask for Simon.

FREE
Kittens — Free. 7 weeks old. 3 female

tigers. Box-trained. See Judy. 229 Whit-
more or call 549-2812 after 6:00.

Dog is man's best friend. Friends are
haul to come its . except at 128 Henry St.

Wliv not stop hv and pick up a new friend.

FREE! tall Linda at 256-6951 for first

pick

ENTERTAINMENT
To all TO( Club Members — There will

he a Happy Hour at the Hatch on Thur-
sday

.
Oct. .1. 8 to 9. There will be a post-

game llappv Hour from 4 to 8 on Saturdav
net >.

Kvan O'Neal stars in "Paper Moon".
Fri.only.Oct.4.7-9- II. Mahar. No shows
on Sat.

Hatch Celebrity Series presents Muddy
Waters for one big night of music. The
sounds will be funky . fast and anything but
muddy.

Vou gel more music for your money and
pay less money for your music with Bob
the D.J. Call now for >our date with
nonstop nostalgia 5:16-6075.

IMieland Music this week features Mad
Angel at the Bluewall. starting Tuesday.
Wednesday thru Saturday Silverado
Shines at the Hatch and Paleface Speak
With Forked Tongue at the TOC.

Anyone interested in participating in

the I Mass Jatz Jam sessions, please call

John K Walker at 549-2664.

CALCULATORS

Calculator Sale — College Calculators
offers lowest prices anywhere. All models
available) Texas Inst.. Hewall Packard.
Unicorn. All machines new and guar, with
2 month replacement warranty ... Before
you buy a calculator, call me. I can beat
any price anywhere ... Look for my posters
around campus for details. Then call Bob
Crowed al 549-1316.

MISCELLANEOUS

( In istian science Monitor subscriptions.

$8.25 per 4 mos. Call 546-8416.

Information was leaked out from a reliable

source concerning the Personnel Seminar
Corp. II seems that the corp. has approved
the requested Personnel Dept. budget.
This is a phis for our entire communitv

.

Congrats — Pers. Depi.

Theoi.imble. Director of Hygeia School.
England, will show effects of color, light.

sound form on health A awareness.
Workshop. Oct. 4. students lis. Eves.
Lecture $3. Call 549-0886

SILKSCREEN

1999 T-shirts, all seconds. $1: ( anvas
bag. seconds $3. Ala*, aay design in stock
printed on anything brought in the
Screening Room. 16 Main St.

SNOWTIRES TO TRADE

Snow Tires to trade. * 49-6 59-13,

studded on rims I need a pair far VW. Call

54*41372 eves. 545-9858 days.
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Art workshop

starts Oct. 15
A free workshop and discussion

on community arts and how to

utilize available resources will kick

off the second annual Community
Arts Leadership Workshops
Tuesday evening, Oct. 15, at the

UMass Campus Center.

The introductory session is

sponsored by the Arts Extension

Service of the Division of Con-
tinuing Education through the
support of the National Endowment
for the Arts and the Massachusetts
Council on the Arts and
Humanities.

Held on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings from 7 to 10, from Oct. 15

through Dec. 10, the workshops are

open to the general public. The fee

for the 14-workshop series is $25,

and credit options are available for

a small additional fee.

Persons interested in either the
first free workshop or the entire

series should contact the Arts

Extension Service, Draper Annex,
telephone (413) 545-2013.

French film deals

with anti-Semitism

"The Two Of Us" is a powerful

and touching movie dealing with

the theme of interpersonal relations

of people with different

backgrounds. It traces the in-

teraction of two very different

people a young Jewish boy and an
old anti Semitic man Although it is

set in France during World War II,

this award-winning French film

(with subtitles) could have been
filmed yesterday. It's free - in the

Campus Center Auditorium at 9:00

p.m. tonight. All are welcome.

Israeli dancing

resumes schedule
Israeli dancing will once again be

meeting on Wednesday night

(starting tonight) and continuing

every week throughtout the

semester. For beginners, there is

instruction starting at 7:30 p.m.

Advanced dancing begins at 8:15 ,

both in the Cape Cod Lounge.

,</
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A DVP presentation

Angela Y. Davis

will speak on

What is Socialism?

8:00 p.m.

C.C. Aud.

Thurs., Oct. 3

FRI., OCT. 4 -

SAT., OCT. 5

The

Socialism

Symposium

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
Bv Stella Wilder

Wednesday, October 2

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221 -
You will need to take
intelligent. action this morning
if you are to avoid a crisis

situation on the employment
scent. Study the circum-
stances.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21

1

— Annoying delays may cause
you to do less than your best

during morning hours. Let
wisdom prevail; make up for

lost time later in the day.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22
Dec. 21 1 - You should be able

to come closer to your
objectives than you had
anticipated today. Coopera-
tion with a partner is the key
to success.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan.

19) — Be guided by your
conscience today in matters
concerning another's success.

Don't allow jealousy to direct

either thoughts or actions.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.

18) — For best results today,

depend exclusively upon your
own knowledge and your own
physical abilities. Evening
hours offer diversion.

PISCES (FEb. 19-March
20) — Take care that you
don't allow a display of temper
to spoil a budding relationship

with one who could be of

service to you in the future.

aRIES (March 21-April 191
— Take things neither too
seriously nor too casually
today. Now is the time for
discovering where the happy
medium lies — and heading
for it!

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— Further your own career by
the judicious application of
charm. You can gain much for
a study of one who has known
success in the field.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— Decide business matters
early in the day. If you wait
too long you will find that they
have been decided for you—
and perhaps against your
preference.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
— What you take to be
another's interference may
have been nothing more than
well-meant interest. Take care
not to be overly "touchy."
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -

Don't allow yourself to become
upset by another's criticism of
your work. Consider the
source and you will have to
discount the judgment.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

— Though you may not be
progressing as rapidly as
heretofore, you can still make
gains before day's end.
Patience pays off in the
evening.

ACROSS
1 -••• processing
6 Mikn taboo
9 Kind of hit

14 Dismounted
15 Mountain

•>•<;«

IS Cold weather
garment

t7 Garment
18 sapient
19 Concede
20 Article

21 Show
23 were

japan.

u

porcelain

25 lend an e«

26 Spenieh shoot
2? Planet

29 Mischievous
on*

32 Slightly

letched

35 French name
for Saxony

36 Kind of gin
37 Melody
38 Fastener

39 Do tome
terming

40 Atlantic and
Pacific: Fr

41 Leonine
future

42 Urges
43 Highest

trump m loo
44 Golfer

Semen
45 Untrue

statement
46 Men in the

Bible

46 Picks out
52 Make

objections

56 Orinoco
tributary

57 Driver s lie .

often

58 Slight

indication

59 Put out of

focus
60 Singer
61 itei.an

community
62 If not
63 Hem in a

diary

64 Kind of miss
65 Weapons

Sleng

DOWN
1 Throwing
gem*

2 Word of

greeting

3 Region of
An.

4 Setistied the
inner man

6 "U "-An
opere

6 Fragrance
7 Jules Verne

captain

8 Erelong

9 Sudden
Outpourings

Solution to Yesterday's Puifle
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10 Sierra

mountains
11 Apar
12 TV routine

13 Feel

strongly

against
21 Rightfully

22 Shakeapeare
character

24 Furniture

pieces

27 SaultSte.
28 Figure skating

feet

30 Temper
31 Church

furniture

32 Undry
33 Field of study
34 Sky

35 Read
36 Big party

38 Plant parts

42 Big quantity

;

Informal

44 Launching
ptu structure

45 A. B or C. e.g.

47 Giver •

48 Aneor
Clare

49 Kind of lily

50 Kind of fund
51 Painful spots
52 Formal

custom
53 Biblical place

54 On thet

occesion

55 Hill

59 Plead

Kampus Kapers

-t™ DROPOUTS
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Varied styles by many composers

Black Ensemble to perform

17

The Collective Black Arts En-

semble will appear in concert
Saturday Oct. 5, in Bowker
Auditorium at 8 p.m. under the
sponsorship of the UMass Arts
Council, the second event in the
Third World Cultural Series.

The Ensemble is the performing
arm of the Collective Black Artists,

Inc., a not-for-profit, tax-exempt
comprehenseve communications

and performance orgainzation
which offers service to and sup-
ports the Black artist.

The Ensemble is staffed with 18
musicians of the highest calibre,

has been together for nearly five

years and has performed in

countless concerts and per-
formances in all forms of Black
music. The repertoire includes

contemporary, traditional, rhythm

and blues, calypso, gospel and
avant-garde. In playing these
various compositions, the En-
semble faithfully retains the style,

concept and feeling intended by
each composer.

Tickets are now on sale at UMass
Arts Council Box Office and are
priced at $4 and $3 for the general
public and half-price for UMass-
Amherst students

FIVE COLLEGE JANUARY FLIGHT

Boston London, January 3, returning Paris- Boston,
January 23, round-trip $240. TWA Boeing 707.
Deadline for full payment November 1. Early sign-up
urged. Contact INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, 239
Whitmore, tel. 545-2710, for application. The only
authorized 5 college flight.
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finast
SUPERMARKETS!V

See Our 12 Page Full Color
Circular Full of Harvest Values
Reap a bountiful Harvest of Flruwt Values during our great Fall Food Feetlval Sale! Stock up
now, at these extra low prices, on brands you trust, the fine quality of Finast and national
brands, and you'll agree:

"IT PAYS TO SHOP THE FINAST WAY!"

<£
taaJPt**ij

/?.
fcj*»V£?-

:<<
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.^w
**aWS00

:<?

Young Hen

Turkeys Fresh Chicken Parts '

Oft

' STAMP
£USTOMERSj MIDI

Finast

10 to 14 lbs

A naturally ]uicier turkey that contains
absolutely no additives

The POP-U P self-timer inside the breast
of every Finast Turkey lets your bird
cook perfectly in its own natural juices

C
Leg Quarters
With m .IPaA
Back ijjj^

Breast Quarters 2£. . ,49*

Quality Meats from the Best
Meat Men in the Business!

Beef Chuck Bone In or 7 Bone Pot Roast
Formerly Chuck Roast or Steak Center Cut7-Bone Steak

Under Blade Pot Roast
BoiledHam Beef Rib Roast

f.nasi

ess o> Bee'

Mr Deli Features!

Beet Chuck Bone In

Formerly California Roast

Sliced Bacon
Frankfurts
Pork Sausage S2
Bologna JF'nas'

i or Bee'.

.1.09

, 79c

* 1.19
pkq "*J

Small End Ribs 9-12 Bone In

Formerly Rib Roast 1st 4 Ribs

Imported
Sliced to Order

Chicken Roll
Al^"e

. . „ 1.39
Swiss Cheese .m<»nM . » 1.49
Roast Beef t 79*

Genoa Salami cwmm . .1.09irandos

Available m Stores w.i* Se'vce Oei Opp

Boneless Beet Chuck

Cube Steaks it>1.58

Formerly California Steak - Semi Boneless

Under Blade Steak ?t>ZT
k

.

.

. ,,1.08
Formerly Rib Steak 5th to 7th Rib

Rib Extra Trim Steak *£&"«& «,,,1.59

Formerly Chuck Roast Boneless

Chuck Pot Roast b£*L .1.18

Formerly Chuck Fillet Steak

Under Blade Steak "£££'.
. ..,,1.38

Formerly London Broil

Shoulder Steak &%Z ..1.48

Formerly Beet Short Ribs

Chuck Short Ribs so^'m ,„1.09

Formerly Stew Beet Chuck

Beef for Stew <>«««* .„1.29

International Seafood!

Flounder
19Frozen

Fillet 1 lb

Medium Shrimp^
Jumbo Smelts . .

.

lISP OTICKS Golden Fr*a

risn oaKes ioHje" pr.ed

Frozen Food Favorites!

Finast

Chunk LightTunaAQO
Kraft Koogle KS V 65' ^ISa * %'J

Z^bT^T

69°

Fresh Dairy Values

Juice wOCKlall °^ean 48 oz

Heinz Kosher Spears. . . V 59*
Spray btl

rfKg, «, ::::::::

\

li IBS i

Beef
Chicken
Turkey

Roman

Cheese Pizza

Finast

Cottage
Pot Pies Heinz Ketchup^gQC Cheese

10
Pak

5 *^
$
1 Paper TowelsO ORO^^

Raisins &ZL V* ' 59*^ y Mm r0,ls^^^J

$119

Small
or Large Curd

2 lb ctn 99*
Hawaiian Punch
Nutter Butter Cookies *•*.*& 63

99^ Pledge Johnsons

In Store Bake Shop

^Bs.

Hard Rolls

59cFrench one
Freshly Baked ctozen

Fresh Bakery Values

Fresh White

Bread

Chuckles Jellies 3 X 1.00
Coffee Cakes r^eo
»v*iee»} ir Siixm «n|^ e««e S»ds

,89*

Finast

1 lb

Ivs 1
English Muffins n« ... 3 T 1.00

Finast DonutsW .... 2
l,

<f 1.00

it mars to shop
THE FINAST WAY
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

^ First O the Fresh Produce From Finast

KfitnL^ U.S. #1 2V Mm. ^ .

Mcintosh Apples

_ >>§3 59°
Honeydew Melons %t eac, 79c

Bartlett Pears .... 3 , 1.00 Yellow Onions . ... 3 £ 49c

TomatoesW ;,; 59* Cucumbers E 5. . . . 2 29 4

RIGHT
GUARD

Right Guard

Deodorant
Bonus 9 oz
Can can

One-A-Day Vitamins 1.59
Toothpaste :

v
Z. tZ 89*

Mt. Farms Mall Hadley. Ma. P'-ie- F thru Satu'da* Oct 5 19 ?4
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Frank Robinson to become first

black major league manager
NEW YORK - Frank Robinson, the only man to

win the most valuable player award in both the

National and American Leagues, will become the first

Black manager in Major League baseball history

Thursday when he will be named player-manager of

the Cleveland Indians, it has been learned.

Robinson, who will suceed Ken Aspromonte as

manager, will also retain both his current role of

designated hitter and his $173,000 a year salary,

making him the highest paid manager in baseball

history.

The Indians obtained the 39-year-old Robinson on
waivers from the California Angels two and a half

weeks ago and the immediate speculation was that he
was purchased not only for his hitting ability but also

to replace Aspromonte as manager. The speculation
gained credence last week when Aspromonte was
fired.

Robinson will become the major league's first

player- manager since 1952 when Lou Boudreau
handled both jobs with the Boston Red Sox, getting

into four games as a player that year. It was Boudreau
in 1948 who led the Indians to a world championship
when he served as player-manager.
"So far as I know, it's not official," said Robinson,

who was with the Indians in Boston for Tuesday
night's game.

But when questioned further by newsmen,

Robinson did assess the Indians personnel in a general
way.

"There is some good young talent on this club," he
said. "It's a type team that can move because it's

young. The older a player gets, the more set in his
ways he becomes.
"The toughest thing about managing is not that I

am black. I hope they would hire me more for my
qualifications than for that. But after rubbing elbows
with these guys, it would be a funny feeling, realizing

you'll be the man and you can't do things like go out
drinking with them anymore."

Robinson's only previous managerial experience
came in the Puerto Rican winter league where he
managed the Santurce Club for five winters.
Robinson succeeded present Baltimore Orioles
manager Earl Weaver as manager of Santurce and it

was weaver who recommended Robinson for the
Santurce job.

"There's no question about his baseball knowledge,
and he has shown he can lead men," says Santurce
club owner and president Hiram Cuevas. "You need
the same prerequisites to manage in the major leagues
as you do to manage in our league."

"If you can manage in Puerto Rico, you can
manage anywhere," says Weaver. "I think Frank will

make a good major league manager. I've thought that
way for a long time."

Football season tickets

help athletic programs

i»

Frank Robinson will be baseball's highest paid
manager.

By BILL DOYLE
Sports Staff

In the second part of a
two-part series on the
financial situation of
UMass athletics, Bill

Doyle writes about the
importance of selling
season tickets to
football games as it

relates to the athletic
department as a whole.

Season tickets account for the
bulk of the revenue accumulated by
the football team, according to

Assistant Athletic Director Vic
Fusia. He pointed out that the more
football season tickets sold, the
better for the entire athletic

department. Part of his job is to

publicize UMass football and sell

tickets. In addition to the season
tickets, three dollars of the fifteen

dollar student athletic fee is put

towards paying for the football

stadium.

The number of season tickets

sold reached an all time high during
the days of Greg Landry, Fusia said.

Nineteen hundred and seven
season tickets were sold. The
number dropped when Landry
graduated to where only thirteen

hundred were sold two years ago.
The department suffered, as a
result because money was scarce.

Certain sports were dropped
because of the lack of funds. Junior
varsity swimming, jumior varsity

golf and junior varsity tennis were
among them. The number of games
each UMass team played had to be
limited and restricted to only New
England.

Fusia said that last year the
number of season tickets sold rose
to seventeen hundred and this year
that figure has been reached again,

with two thousand being the goal.

The athletic department sells

most of its season tickets to
Western Mass. residents, Fusia
pointed out. He added that season
tickets are sold around the Boston
area and as far as New York City.

Fusia doesn't think that being in

A Sports
Feature

a sparsely populated area like
Amherst hurts attendance. "We
have no competition from the
Boston pro sports nor any other
colleges to take away spectators.
We have the best stadium in the

area and the best athletic
program."

The athletic department is trying

a new way to sell season tickets this

year, Fusia explained. Letters are
sent to local industries, inviting

them to "bring clients to the
games" or to come with their

families.

Other ways of publicizing UMass
football are television commercials
with Greg Landry, plugging the
team and billboards exhibiting the
football schedule.

cusia said that he is optimistic
about UMass' athletic program.
"Our goal is to be number one, not
in the nation but in New England,
and I think that goal is within our
reach."

Parachute Club Meeting

TONITE
7:00 CC 113 Come see film

Rtfistration for next class tonite.

Class taught 9 - 10 Oct.

A *&

TODAY:
8 p.m. — PUBLIC AFFAIRS SPECIAL — "THE

BATTLE AGAINST NUCLEAR POWER" —
Alice Sunshine interviews radiation expert Dr.
John Gofman, Boston Univ. Professor Howard
Zinn, and members of the Alternative Energy
Coalition.

10:15 p.m. — GAYBREAK — a very special
premiere broadcast of "Seven Meditations on
Political Sado Masochism" produced for radio
by Demian and members of the Sweet Corn
Theatre. Tune in and enjoy; reflect.

11:00 p.m. — BMCP — timely soul, poetry, and
interviews with host Barry Williams.

8:30 a.m. — HIGHTIDES — every weekday. A
bright, astrological look at your future. Que
sera, sera!

U1MUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

Rl
FREE

McCambridge
Next to Campus Pizza

(Rte.9)
Hadley, 5842277

We've Got More
BELL HELMETS
and cold weather
RIDING SUITS

(starting at $35.00)

authorized

and OSSA DEALER

Leaving The Campus Center
12 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Every hour on the hour

Every Thursday, Friday, Saturday during month of October

Leaving the mall on the Vi hour

Russia edges Canada 3-2 in US >/? to lead series 2-

1

MOSCOW \UPI] - The Howe
I family, Gordie and Mark, each
scored a goal Tuesday night, but

team Canada couldn't stop an
aggressive Russian squad that

|

posted a 3-2 victory to take the lead

in their eight-game series.

Alexander Maltsev scored twice

for Russia as the Canadiens played

catchup hockey after the Soviets

scored the opening goal with 5:34

gone in the opening period.

Each team had one victory and
played two ties during the first four

games in Canada.

The Soviets had a faster, rougher
and more fluid game going from the

start. Team Canada only really

came to life in the third period when
it showed some of the hard driving

form that might still enable them to

win the series as they did two years

ago.

Gordie Howe tied the game at 1-1

just 15 seconds into the second
period with an assist from his son
Mark and Ralph Backstrom, but

Maltsev cracked the Canadiens'

defense again in the middle session

Set to defend ECAC regional title

to put Russian in front, 2-1.

Alexander Gusev gave Russia the
deciding goal when he batted in a
rebound off goalie Gerry Cheevers'
pads in the third period.

In the final 10 minutes, the
Canadians pulled out all stops and
started to outpace and outplay the

Russians. This paid off at 18:10 with
a goal by Mark Howe on an assist
from Paul Shmur.

In the final minute, team Canada
pulled Cheevers off the ice and
threw in another forward for an all

out assault, but could not get
through Russian defense.

Seven days in sport

Canada's Frank Mahovlich (27) tries to control loose
puck against Russia's Alexander Maltsev (10) in
yesterday's 3-2 Russian win at the Luzinicki Sport
Palace in Moscow.

a.

UMass golfers hit Hartford
By RICH SEVEIRI

Sports Staff

The UMass golfers, newly
crowned New England in-

tercollegiate champions, travel to
Hartford today to defend the ECAC
regional championship they
captured last Fall.

Wednesday will be a day of
practice for the Minutemen on the
exclusive Hartford County Club

Course. The 18-hole ECAC regional
championships will be held
Thursday.

The two top teams, and the ten
low individuals at Hartford will

qualify for the ECAC cham-
pionships later this month in

Jamesburg, New Jersey.
Last fall the UMass team posted

a low score of 313 on their own
home course, Hickory Ridge CC,

SALE

ANTI-FREEZE
$6.00 gal.

plus Tax

to win a ECAC regional qualifying

position for the first time. In the

ECAC championships which were
held at Pleasant Valley CC, in

Sutton, they finished a respectable

5th.

Sectional qualifying rounds will

be held throughout the East on
Thursday. Bucknell will serve as

host in Pennsylvania, Rutgers in

New Jersey, Cornell in New York.

Two teams from each district will

be chosen for the ECAC cham-
pionships.

Hartford Country Club is a tight,

demanding 6700 yard, par 71

layout. Straight driving and ac-

curate iron play will be a must.

Rick Olson is still a mile high after

his capturing of the New England
individual title this weekend. Olson
became the first Minuteman to

capture the title since William

Young in 1957.

"It was super to finally win a

tournament," said Olson. "I've

come in second quite often, but this

was my first major championship."

Olson said that it was his putting

that won the title. He took a triple-

bogey at three, and a bogey at four
in the opening round of the
tournament. He charged back with
birdies on five, nine, ten and
seventeen, for an even par 72. His
second round 78 was good enough
for a 4 stroke victory.

Coach Fan Gaudette had nothing

but praise for John Lasek's steady

play. Lasek finished tenth in the

New Englands with a 158 total.

"Lasek has been really con-
sistent," said Coach Gaudette. "In

only one round this year his game
was off".

GULF ANTI FREEZE b SUMMER COOLANT
SNOWTIRES

Radial VW 155-SR15 $30.00

4 Ply Nylon Snow

Pats, UMass turn tables
By STEVE SARACENO

Sports Staff

Why did sports editor Dave Eibel stuff staff soothsayer Scott Hayes into
the "recyclable trash" bin after Hayes announced in his column that the
Los Angeles Rams would romp? Why?
Why did coach Dick MacPherson joyfully carry his players around the

field last Saturday at Dartmouth? Why?
Why is your roommate dangling from the ceiling with that belt so tight

around his neck after wagering all his bread on this week's college football
favorites. Why?
Why? Why not? It was a week of upsets.

The big stories of the last week. ..The Patriots beat the undefeated
Rams. 20-14, and now their dynasty has reached the three-game
mark.. .The Minutemen upset the Big Green, 14-0, but had to take part in

The-Most- Boring - Second - Half- in - the - History - of - Man to do it... in

campus gridiron action, more big bananas fell, the biggest of which was
No. 2 Notre Dame - upset by Purdue, 31-20...

...And in baseball, the two eastern division pennant races (minus the
Red Sox) continued neck-and-neck, while both western division winners
finally were decided...

FOOTBALL -The Patriots finally gained respectability and, what's more,
they did it without Babe Parilli. The Pats' Big D took the ball away from
L.A. six times. The talk now is New England vs. St. Louis (also 3-0) in the
Super Bowl.

The Pats win may have been the biggest upset, but it wasn't the

strangest thing that happened in pro football... Detroit quarterback Bill

Munson centered the ball on one play against the Packers-and it clicked
for 27 yards..

UMass looked very good beating Dartmouth, but mercy, couldn't they
have livened up the second half? The only things left to do for this

Minuteman fan standing in the downpour were to watch despondent Big
Green rooters jump off the top of the stadium and listen to some nut
outside the stadium with an incredibly loud P.A. system advertising "half-

chicken at half-price"...! think it was Frank Perdue...

...in other college football, the curse of the Top Twenty con-
tinued... besides the Irish, Texas (No. 5), Arizona State (6), Oklahoma State
(8), and Wisconsin (10) were all upset.

...in New England football, BC was surprisingly whacked by Temple, 34-

7.. .Vermont (which invades Alumni Stadium this Saturday lost con-
vincingly to BU, 29-6.. .and in the 106th renewal of the Princeton-Rutgers
rivalry, the game ended up a tie because the Rutgers fans tore down the
goalposts before their team could kick the winning field goal.. .that's the
old school spirit...

BASEBALL-The Sox took two- out- of- three from the Yankees and
three straight from the Tigers, but then Detroit's Vernon "Slide" Ruhle
mathematically eliminated them as he won his 20th game this year (the
first 18 wins came in the minors)...

Baltimore continued to win in the ninth on squeezes and two-out
singles, going 5-0, but the Yankees held onto first in the East by virtue of a
4-2 week...

In the N.L. East, Pittsburgh made up one-and-a-half games on St. Louis
as they took two- out- of- three from the Cards in a crucial series. St. Louie
won the wacky third game by scoring four runs in the 1 1th to win, 13-12...

Oakland clinched in the A.L West, and the Dodgers gained at least a tie

for first in the N.L. West even though the Reds went 6-0...

...and Al Kaline went over 3,000 hits...

CAMPUS MISCELLANEOUS-The soccer team blanked both BC (4-0)

and Maine (3-0). The Harriers routed BC, 15-50, as Tom Wilson, John
McGrail, Randy Thomas, and Bill Gillin tied for first.

...and The Collegian football team fell to Dartmouth, 12-6. Several team
members are reported under surveillance by the FBI on game-fixing
suspicion...

A 78- 13

E78-14
F78-14
C78-14
G78-14
H78 15

plus Tax

$25.00
$26.00
$26.00
$2500
$26.00
$27.00

REGULAR TIRES
Radial AR-78-13 $30 00
VW AR-78-15 $30.00 .

£* plus Tax

775-14 $2100
600-15 $20.00

plus lax

•

'

• RECAPS $17.50 each
plus Tax

AMHERST GULF

ENVIRONMENTAL

ACTION

ELECTION
- - OF

OFFICERS

TONITE 7 p.m.

Council Chamber SU 423B

all interested persons are

invited to participate.
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Patspicked

over Colts
STATELINE, Nev. [UP/] - New

England, St. Louis and Minnesota,
all unbeaten in National Football
League play, are favored to extend
their records this weekend, ac-
cording to odds posted Tuesday by
Harrah's Tahoe racebook.
New England is a 14-point choice

over Baltimore, St. Louis two over
San Francisco and the Vikings one
over Dallas.

In other NFL games, Oakland is a
13- point choice over Cleveland,
Cincinnati five over Washington,
New York Giants four over Atlanta,

Chicago three over New Orleans,
Buffalo three over Green Bay,
Pittsburgh 15 over Houston,
Denver two over Kansas City, Los
Angeles 15 over Detroit,

Philadelphia five over San Diego
and Miami 14 over New York Jets.
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Harriers finally best Harvard

but come second to Providence
By SCOTTHAYES

Sports Staff
The weather was ideal for a cross

country meet, Tuesday afternoon,
at Boston's Franklin Park. But it

was more than just the weather
that resulted in a collection of some
of the fastest times in Franklin Park
history, as the Providence Friars
stopped the UMass harriers, 26-31.
The real reason was a gathering
that included a number of the most
talented cross-country runners in

New England, and the exceptional
times justify that. UMass did beat
harvard, 19 38, marking the first

victory over the Crimson since
1953.

Randy Thomas captured in-

dividual honors by running the sixth
fastest time on the Franklin Park
course, a 23:57. Thomas outran
Providence sensation Mike O'Shea,
who placed second with a time of
24:03.

John Tracey edged Bill Gillin and
John McGrail for the number three
spot, finishing just two seconds
ahead of the UMass runners, both
of whom were clocked in 24:09.
Tom Smith and Jerry Redmon
rounded out the top seven, as the
times were seven of the fastest on
Boston's popular course.

The race was all UMass-Harvard
after the first half mile. A group of
seven runners battled until close to
the three-mile mark, where O'Shea,
Redmon and Stetson Arnold made
their move to assure a Friar victory.
The meet actually wasn't as close

as the five point margin indicates.
Arnold, Providence's fifth man,
beat devin Croft by 41 seconds.

Croft, the fifth man for the
Minutemen, ran a "super race",
according to Coach Ken O'Brien!
Croft was competing for the first

time this season, after suffering
frrm a cold for two and a half
weeks.

This season is Croft's first year of
varsity competition, and the senior
harrier came through in a pressure
situation with a fine time of 25:18.
The key to victory for Providence

was its depth, which proved to be
the deciding factor as UMass again
failed to close the gap between its

fourth and fifth runners. A year
ago, the harriers lost to Harvard as
a result of inability to close the gap;
this year it cost them a victory
against a strong Providence squad,
which almost assuredly will move
into the number one spot in New
England when the coaches next
cross country poll is released.
The runners set a blistering pace

over the first two and a half miles of
the fast course, running the first

mile in 4:45 and completing two
miles in 9:25. Providence's Smith
came from way back in the race to

place sixth, and the Friar captain
was a big factor, providing
Providence with some experienced
running.

Harvard's Jim Keefe placed
eighth, while PC's Arnold finished
ahead of Tom Wilson, the
Minutemen's fourth runner, who
captured tenth.

Frank Noto and Chris Farmer
finished 18 and 20, respectively.
O'Brien also singled out Farmer's
time of 15:28, which would have
been that of a third man under
other circumstances. Farmer's
performance, however, went
practically unnoticed among
yesterday's assemblage of talented
runners. Tom Maguire finished 21,
with teammate Phil Broughton
right behind. Maguire also had been
battling a cold for two weeks, and
lost valuable training during that
time. Maguire and Croft were not
sharp, but no doubt Providence has
a very strong team, and the friars
outran UMass in a matchup that
will recur at the New England
championships.
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By BEN CASWELL
Sports Staff

"An early lead could be very
important," said Coach Al Rufe
about this afternoon's 3:00 contest
with Keene State, "that first score
will be crucial, if we can get it than
we could be on our way."
When the Minutemen take the

field today they will be putting a
two game undefeated, unscored

upon streak on the line.

Keene State will also enter the
game unbeaten. Their record to
date this year is 4-0. Last week they
beat another Yankee Conference
team, New Hampshire, in a close
defensive battle 1-0. Presently they
are rated sixth in the New England
standings. Ail-American forward
Mickey Rooney is, as Coach Rufe
put it, "all over the field," and will

UMass goaltender, Marc Hanks" shbW
practice wll put his unscored upon streak to its
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be the main concern of the UMass
defense throughout the game.
Keene State also boasts a fine
defense and excellent goal corps.
The last time that these two

teams met Keene State come out
on top 3-1. Coach Rufe said that,
"we are a much better team than
we were two weeks ago in that
exhibition game. Our defense is
now much better organized and the
team as a whole is playing much
tighter and as a unit."

Coach Rufe plans to go with the
similar team he started against
Maine on Saturday when the
Minutemen shutout the Black
Bears 3-0. Bill Belcher, Tom
Coburn, who scored two
unassisted goals in that game, and
Bob Snow will be the starters at
forward positions. The half-backs
will be Bill McDonald, j,m
Voll.nger, and Bill Spyker. Mike
Parsons, Dean Lungu, Gary
McKenna, and Dan Ouellette will be
the fullbacks. Marc Hanks will be
the starter in goal once again as he
puts his shutout streak up to the
toughest test of the season thus
tar.

QUICK SHOTS - The game will
be played at 3:00 today at the field
across fr0m Boyden. See you there
UMass is now rated 9th in New
England.

Get your shots
"Though it's really very early,
I've still heard some predict,

'

That not once more this season
Will the Minutemen be licked.
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By SPORTS STAFF
Only one divisional race is left to

be decided after last night's action
in the major leagues.

The Los Angeles Dodgers who
Played San D.ego last night on the

;t rna« „ hoH rho Natipna|

League title when the Cincinnati
Reds were crushed 7-1 by the
Atlanta Braves on a four-hitter by
Buzz Capra. In the National League
East the Pittsburgh Pirates clinched
at least a tie for the crown when
Brb Prhy*S"" *•* * *W r.. f ,jn p,nrh

Inside sports
•Frank Robinson next Indians' boss

•Doyle on finances and UMass athletics

•Saraceno's "Seven Days in Sport"

•Golfers prepare for ECAC Regionals

homer in the eighth to give the
Bucs a 6-5 win over the Chicago
Cubs. In Montreal, Mike Jorgensen
hit a two-runn homer in the eighth
off Bob Gibson to give the Expos a
3-2 win over the St. Louis Cardinals
leaving the Cards one game behind
the Pirates with each team having
one game to play.

In the American League East the
Baltimore Orioles beat Detroit 7-6
to clinch a playoff berth with the
Oakland A's. The win coupled with
Milwaukee's 3-2 extra-inning win
over the New York Yankees gave
the Orioles the division title.

In what was really a "nothing
game" the Boston Red Sox beat
the Cleveland Indians 7-4 at
Fenway Park behind Steve Barr
who went all the way in recording
his first major league win.
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"Twas an optimist's season
And all through UMass,
There were dreams of an Eagle
Knocked on its ass.
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New day care system initiated for UMass
By CHRIS WILLIAMS
and PATTI KELUHER

Staff Reporters
Amid some doubts and disagreements, a

new day care system is serving the University
community this year.

Instead of operating independently, the
University day care centers are governed and
funded by an umbrella committee with the
financial backing of the University. Hopefully
this will alleviate, if not eliminate, the funding
problems the individual day care centers
have had in the past.

However, two of the five day care centers
that were originally included in the plan have
dropped out, but are still negotiating with

the system. A more final decision is expected
on Friday.

Helen Hill and Randy Dahl of the Com-
muter Affairs Office, the two major planners
of the new system, told the Collegian that
the plan began un October, 1973, when a
subcommittee of the Faculty Senate
Committee on the Status of Women began a

study of how the day care centers could
improve their service to University women.

The day care centers suffered from un-
derenrollment, poorly paid staff, inadequate
space, and a general lack of money. The
subcommittee created a plan whereby a
central coordinator would receive funds
from the University and other sources, and
dole it out to the individual centers
depending on their need.
The new system has already achieved

several of its goals. The University has
promised the system $32,000, which should

cover the deficit incurred by the individual
day care centers after the fees are paid.
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Each of the day care centers has a full

professional staff.

At present, the central committee is per-

forming the coordinator's role. However,
official operating policy for the day care
centers is still being worked out.

For fiscal 76, Hill and Dahi hope to have a
single coordinator, with the committee
having an advisory role. They are also hoping
for increase enrollment in the North Village

center, and slight increases in equipment and
supplies for all the centers.

The three day care centers currently
participating are the University Day School in

Bowditch Lodge, the North Village center in

Apt. J16, North Village, and the Grass Roots
center in the basement of the 1st Baptist
church, Amherst.

The two centers stil! negotiating are the
Infant Center in New Africa House, and the
New World Center in Mackimmie House.

The afternoon session at North Village still

has room for students. Interested parents
should contact North Village.

Occupancy up, signs down

Violations found in local bars
The following article is the

result of a three-week in-

vestigation by a team of eight
Collegian reporters: Michele
Amrich, John Butler, John
Dunphy, Dave Kowal, Chris
McLean, Dave Ostrander, Linda
Wiener and Mike Kneeland.

Some area bars are apparently ignoring
their assigned occupancy number, allowing
more patrons inside than permitted by law.
A Collegian investigative team visiting

local bars on random nights found illegal

overcrowding in Mike's, the Pub, the Rusty
Nail, and the Steak Out lounge.

Trustees
approve

budget
By FRED NOBLES

Staff Reporter
A "freeze" on enrollments in

"traditional programs at Amherst
and Boston" will be the result of

the University maintenance budget
for fiscal 1976 approved yesterday

by the UMass Board of Trustees.

The 1976 budget of $18 million

represents a 16.5 per cent increase

over anticipated 1975 expenses.
Commenting on the budget

before the assembled Board,
UMass President Robert Wood
said, "I simply could not go higher

than $18 million and that represents

the best judgement of the
University administration at this

time." Saying that "the University

is peculiarly and especially

vulnerable to the ravages of in

flation."

Wood went on to suggest that it

is necessary to freeze enrollment in

order to maintain qualif' education

at UMass. Over 90 per cent of the

increase reflected in the 1976

budget will be used "to meet in-

turn to page 2

Bars visited which were not above their

occupancy levels were the Rusty Scupper,
Rachid's, Barsilotti's, the Drake and
Quicksilver.

The most flagrant of the violators was the
Rusty Naif, located on Rt. 47 in Sunderland.
At least 400 people were counted inside

the Rusty Nail on Friday, Sept. 20. In

violation of the law, no occupancy sign was
posted.

More importantly, Sunderland officials

could not say how many people are allowed
in the Rusty Nail.

Reached at his home Tuesday night,

Sunderland Building Inspector Edward
Smith said he did not know how many

patrons the Rusty Nail was allowed because
the records were in his office.

When his office was called by the
Collegian yesterday, a secretary said Smith
was not available and "wouldn't be in until

Friday."

The secretary said she could not say how
many people are allowed in the Rusty Nail

because "there was a fire recently and some
of our records have been destroyed."

Sunderland Police Chief Joseph Sedowski
said he has "gotten a few complaints about
that place (Rusty Nail)" and added "they
have quite a crowd there sometimes."
A spokesman for the Rusty Nail refused

Tuesday night to comment on the Collegian

charges warning, "you'd better do more
digging." Before hanging up the telephone

abruptly he said he had 'nothing further to

say."

The other three bars in violation of the law
were not as flagrant as the Rusty Nail.

The Collegian team counted a minimum of
250 people in the Pub on Friday, Sept. 20.
That bar is allowed to have 201 patrons.
Pub manager Jerry Jolly said he was not

overcrowded that night. He said the Amherst
Police checked the Pub twice that night,

once at 10:15 and once about midnight.
Jolly said the number of people are

carefully controlled by one counter at the
door and three counters on the floor.

Amherst Police Officer Dave Jankowskl
said shift commanders regularly check bars
for occupancy violations and underaged
drinkers. He estimates the police officers visit

the bars at least three times a week.
Last semester the Collegian reported the

Pub was excessively overcrowded at a Great
Pretender's "concert." Following that article,

it appeared the Pub more carefully observed
their legal occupancy level.

The Steak Out lounge was about 80 per
cent overcrowded on Friday, Sept. 13. There
were 189 patrons while the lounge is allowec
103 patrons. By 11 p.m. that night, however,
patrons were admitted only as others left

Manager Joe Almon said he hai
established a one dollar cover charge to
prevent overcrowding. He said the Steak Out
is regularly inspected, the last one occurring
about three weeks ago.

There was a power failure in the Steak Out
on the 13th and firemen visited the premise
One waitress remarked, "If the firemen had
come another night, they would have closed
the place down." She said the lounge is

especially overcrowded before vacations anci

after "UMass wins a footbail game."
In addition, the rear exit sign was unlit tha-

night and was almost totally hidden by a
partition. Almon admitted "that's
problem."

Famed jazz pianist Archie Snepp pounas the keys last night in the
Hatch Wednesday jazz workshop. The workshops continue every week
through the semester.

turn to page 3

Cal. Lt. Governor convicted of perjury
WASHINGTON \UPf] - Ed Reinecke,

described as a victim on his "own selfish

ambition," yesterday was given an 18-month
suspended sentence for perjury minutes after
he resigned as lieutenant governor of
California.

Reinecke, once a leading candidate to

succeed Ronald Reagan as California

governor, told U.S. District Judge Barrington
Parker "I still do not feel tat I am guilty" of

lying to the Senate Judiciary Committee.
Parker, who pronounced sentence, told

Reinecke that he was "a victim of your
ambition, your own selfish ambition."

Reinecke was released on bond pending
ar appeal. Parker also placed him on one
month unsupervised probation.

Reinecke, whose bid for the governorship
as wrecked by his perjury indictment, handed
in his resignation by messenger in

Sacramento, Calif., 15 minutes before his

sentencing began.

Reinecke was found guilty July 27 of lying

to the Senate committee about the date in

1971 when he first told the Attorney Genpral
John N. Mitchell about an ITT offer to back
the Republican National Convention in San
Diego in 1972.

turn to page 2

inside:
Inside today's Collegian:

Angela Davis is speaking here
tonight. See story on page two.

If you've thought about painting
your room, don't. Why not? See
page three.

weather:
NOTE - Your friendly neigh-

borhood forecaster was visiting the

men's room when this was being
written, so ail I can say is that today
will probably be pretty dull, with
variable cloudiness, northwest winds
up to 30 miles per hour and tem-
peratures in the low 50's.
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APO-GSS provide services
By DONNA FUSCO

Staff Reporter
Ride Board, Used Book Exchange, Fresh-

man Register, Reading For The Blind all have
two things in common-GSS and APO.
Known as the "Alternative Greeks",

Gamma Sigma Sigma and her brother
fraternity Alpha Phi Omega, are strictly

service organizations.

Although they carry the Greek letters,

neither is a social "fraternity". They have no
houses or rushes.

^
What GSS has is a motto, "Come Share,

Come Serve", which binds a growing

number of college women to pledge at least

15 hours of service a semester, according to
Ellen Crowell, president of UMass' Alpha
Theta chapter of this national organization.

"Our purpose is to serve the community

and the university," she said.

APO, the older of the two groups, pledges

"leadership, friendship and service", and

shares not only an office in Student Union

304, but also the responsibilities for many

Greek affairs j

service projects with GSS, according to one
APO member.

The two groups, together and separately,

have launched such projects as the Used
Book Exchange, Las Vegas Night, The
Freshman Register and an upcoming
Walkathon, to raise money for the blind

hemophiliacs, CARE and the Heart Fund.
Interested people can get in touch with

either group by calling 545 2068.

One GSS member said, "I had been here a
year before I knew it existed. I wanted to help
people and when I found GSS it was just

what I had been looking for."

Publicity program for high school students revived
By TONY BATTISTA

Staff Reporter

The Greek Area Government has
approved a proposal for the
creation of a University Publicist

Program to be operated by the
Greek Area.

The proposal was submitted by

the Future Plans Committee of the

Greek Council. Karl Greene was
named temporary chairperson with

the position still being open to any
interested Greek upperclas>sman.

The Greek Council will appoint a

permanent chairperson at a later

date.

Under this program, Greeks from

this campus will travel to high

schools across the state answering

any questions high school students

might have about UMass. It is a

revival of a similar program
previously sponsored by the debate

union.

The design of the new group will

be similar to Arcon, the Greek-

Angela Davis' intensity

is mirrored in her life
By PATTYMORIN

Spec/a/ Correspondent
Ms. Davis will speak tonight at

8:00 in the Campus Center
Auditorium on "What is

Socialism?"

In September, 1963, in the
Baptist Church of Birmingham,
Alabama, four little Black girls were
blasted by a bomb, at the hands of
white racists. Down the street was
a neighborhood nicknamed,
"Dynamite Hill" due to the con-
stant harrassment activities, in-

cluding bombings, conducted there
by White night-riders.

It was in this middle-class Black

neighborhood, that Angela Yvonne
Davis had been born to school
teacher parents, in 1944. Angela
knew the three little girls killed in

the bombing; she knew their

families.

In the mid-fifties, at age ten,

Angela attended her first civil rights

movement with her mother in

Birmingham. Inspired, she helped
form interracial study groups
among young people, which were
later disbanded by police.

At age fifteen, Angela won a

scholarship from the American
Friends Service Committee, to

attend Elizabeth Irwin High School,
a progressive private school in

Greenwich Village, N.Y. She was
placed in Brooklyn, and taken into

the home of a controversial
Episcopalian minister, Rev. William
Melish, winner of the 1965
Stockholm Peace Prize.

Melish was deeply involved with
the civil rights movement and was
also Chairman of the American-
Soviet Friendship Council in New
York.

Upon graduation in 1961, she

was offered scholarships to nursing

school and Brandeis University.

Profile

After graduating Magna Cum
Laude from Brandeis, Angela spent
two years studying philosophy in

Frankfurt, Germany. Her return to
the states in '67 was attributed by
friends to her inability to stay rn

Europe while her own country was
"degenerating." She earned her
MA. in philosophy in 1968 under
Marcuse at the University of
California at San Diego.

In 1969, Angela was hired by

UCLA as a Philosophy Professor.

At the finish of the academic year,

after open admission of her

Communism, Angela was

dismissed by the California Board
of Regents, despite an excellent
record as instructor, and against
recommendations of the faculty
and University Chancellor.

Shortly thereafter, a court order
reinstated Angela in the University
where her courses were once again
among the most popular on
campus.

During this time, Angela had
become completely entrenched in

the cause of the Soledad Brothers,
three Black prisoners accused of
killing a prison guard. She became
close to the Soledad Brother,
George Jackson, before having
ever seen him, through
correspondence.

Angela was suspected of
complicity in an abortive escape
and kidnap attempt in Martin
County, California on Aug. 7, 1970.

Shortly after, she was placed in

solitary confinement in a California

prison for many months. Angela's
cause became the focus of a world-
wide freedom campaign.

On June 4, 1972, Angela was
acquitted by an all white jury of all

charges against her. On being

released she vowed to free all

political prisoners.

Budget curbs enrollment

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1 00
to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE *2

LOS ANGELES. CALIF 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477 5493

Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

cont. from p. 1

The Trustees were met by about
50 protesters as they entered the
Chancellor's Champers at Boston
for their October meeting. Chanting
"Start talking stop stalling"
members of the UMass Boston
chapter of the Service Employees
International Union handed out
leaflets demanding that the
University administration act on
their request for wage increases
and the elimination of parking fees.
The union represents Secretaries
and maintenance and physical plant

The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the
Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip
code 01002. Telephone: 545-3500.

Second class postage is paid in Amherst and additional mailing in
Ware, Mass 01082. THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes Monday
through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation,
exam periods or holidays. Accepted for mailing under the authority of
an act of March 8, 1879; as amended by an act of June 11, 1943. Sub-
scription rates are $9.00 per semester or 515.00 per year.

flation and the fixed costs of the
University's operations."

workers at the Boston campus.
During their meeting, the

Trustees voted to approve the
establishment of two new master of
science degree programs at UMass
Amherst. Following approval by the
Board of Higher Education UMass
will be offering degrees in

Manufacturing Engineering and
Hotel, Restaurant and Trave Ad-
ministration.

According to Trustee Frederick
Troy, the M.S. degree in

Manufacturing Engineering will

"combine elements of mechanical
and industrial engineering" and will

be offered to ten students annually.
The Hotel, Restaurant and Travel

Administration program will accept
15 students into its masters
program, said Troy.

In other action the Board ap-
proved the appointment of Gladys
Keith Hardy as secretary of the
University and secretary of the
Board of Trustees. Hardy is the first

woman ever to hold the position.

From February 1972 to June 1973
she served as Undersecretary of
Educational Affairs.

operated University Guide Service.

A chairperson and twenty members
will make up the group. The

membership will come from Greek

upperclassmen, the selection of

new chairpersons and membership

being up to the group itself. A name
for the new group will be submitted

to the Greek Council at a later date.

Paul Sweeney, chairperson of

the Future Plans Committee,
stressed that the University

Publicist Program is still only a pilot

program.

"Funds have been appropriated

for the program", he said, "and I

hope to see some good, solid

support from the Greek Area".

He also indicated that the funds
for the program are coming out of

the Future Plans Committee.
"Members of the new

organization will be primarily

assigned to cover high schools in

the area of their own home towns
during the month of January,"
Sweeney added.

Sweeney hopes to put together

some audio-visual materials to be
used on the high school visitations.

He also hopes the group will be able

to use the admissions office in

establishing contacts with high

schools.

\.
TONIGHT

DVP
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a presentation

What Is Socialism?

with

Angela Y. Davis
at the

Student Union Ballroom

8:00 p.m. on Thurs., Oct. 3

FOLLOWED BY THE

NAM. SYMPOSIUM U.MASS.

Friday,

Oct. 4

10 a.m. Students & Socialism

Noon The Socialist

Tradition in America

2:30 Socialism & Labor

4:00 Women & Socialism

8 p.m. on Culture & Socialism

Saturday,

Oct. 5

noon Socialism as an approach

to American Problems

2:30 The Future of

Socialism in America

Repainting too expensive
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rooms
By FRAN BROCK
Staff Reporter

"There is a 'No Paint Policy'," said Ken
Dean, director of the Office of Residential
Life, "until something else can be done."

This means that students may not paint
their rooms.

According to Dean and Bob Campbell,
also of Residential Life, it costs the University
too much money to repaint rooms after the
inhabitants paint them.
Campbell said Brett and Wheeler dorms

were painted this summer. The estimated
cost, before the dorms were looked at,

according to Campbell, was between 1 1 and
12 thousand dollars.

Because many rooms had to be given two
or three coats, Campbell said that the final

cost was over 24 thousand dollars.

Jon Spiegel, head of residence for

Wheeler, said that he was extremely im-
pressed with the paint job that the Physical
Plant did on his dorm.

Spiegel agreed with the policy that

students should be liable for their rooms. But

he also felt the University had a responsibility

to provide suitable rooms for the students.

Spiegel added thht students should have a

say in the color of their rooms. Students did

have a say in Wheeler.

The feeling among many students is that

the rooms need painting and the fastest way

of getting them painted is to do the room
themselves.

Campbell and Dean said the trouble with
students painting their own rooms is the
damage that often occurs by not covering
everything or the color that is used is not
acceptable for future residents.

They said that the physical plant does not
have the money to go through and repaint

and repair so many rooms. The money
comes only from the students' rent fees and,
according to Dean, because the rent was not
raised last year, the money for such ex-
tensive jobs is not there.

"We want to make the dorm life more
desirable," said Dean, "but the money spent
on painting means less money for other
'environmental projects in the dorms'."
Some heads of residence are opposed to

the No Paint Policy. One head of residence
from SW, said that she did not care what the
students did to their rooms.

According to the policy, all paint jobs must
be done with the approval of the area

director and the Office of Residential Life.

Dean said that the decision to paint or not

was left up to the discretion of the area

director. But the painting must be done by
the Physical Plant or by the student with the

supervision of the head of residence,

counselor, or someone in the area staff.

The head of residence from SW said she

was not going to be a policeperson and keep
an eye on what is going on in the rooms. Nor,

she added, would she have her counselors

do it.

Many heads of residence seem to agree.

So do the students. One student, from
Central said, "They don't care, and I do, so
I'll paint it."

Another student from SW said that she
wished someone would paint her room. "I

pay enough for the room, and if they say
they'll paint it, I'll wait. But I wish they'd do it

soon."

Many students on campus have painted
their rooms despite the ruling and the $27.50
per coat penalty for painting a room.
"We're not so naive as to believe they're

not doing it," said Campbell. "And we're not
going to go around making checks."

He contended it was up to the area

directors and staff to enforce the rule.

"We have to honor the requests to paint

rooms," said Dean, but he added that

supervision was necessary so the physical

plant would not have to keep painting the

rooms that are not acceptable to the next

resident.

There are alternatives to the paint policy,

and Campbell and Dean said that they would
be meeting with area directors to discuss

changing the present policy.

Campbell said that Amherst had tried vinyl

KEN DEAN
"No paint policy."

wallpaper in its dorms and it proved suc-

cessful.

Dean said Florida State painted all the

rooms off-white and only had to repaint

every two years. But, he added, he did not

particularly like this alternative.

ASTROLOGY:
Know/edge guides individual potential

By KERRYMELLO
Staff Reporter

If you've been blaming that broken
romance or flunked exam on your
horoscope, then you'll have to find a new
scapegoat.

So believe astrologers Don Cerow and
Leslie Mitchell, who maintain en undividual's

horoscope suggests only possibilities of what
the future may hold.

Cerow, a UMass classics student, says he
and Mitchell will only be scratching the

surface of astrology in a one credit course to
be held in room C4 at Amherst-Pelham
Junior High, beginning tomorrow. One
course is sponsored by the Continuing-Ed
program.

In this class Cerow and Mitchell plan to
examine previously erected astrological

charts of people and nations, and see how
they have worked.
Cerow said, in dissecting the charts,

students will be able to better understand the
basic energies present in them. It is these

energies, he believes, that make up an in-

dividual.

When an individual knows what energies
compose his personality, he can better cope
with them. "He learns what's going on at the
grass roots level," Cerow said.

The word horoscope is derived from the
Greek word hora-hour, and scope, meaning
to view - to view the hour.

Cerow pointed out that just as we affect

the actions of others and vice- versa, the

planets affect our actions.

Laws vague, revocation unheard of
cont. from p.1

j

Mike's bar, a Greek favorite located in

North Amherst, was overcrowded on Thurs-

day night. Regular customers said that is

usually the case on Thursdays.

Inside there were at least 125 patrons while

they are only allowed 109 patrons.

Managers at Mike's said they had "no
comment" on the allegations.

Although it was not overcrowded, the

Drake did not have an occupancy sign

posted in its upstairs section where they are

allowed 152 patrons. Downstairs, however,

their occupancy sign of 175 was posted.

Brad Parker, a manager, said the upstair's

sign was recently removed and he plans to

put a new one up soon.

'The town of Amherst is definitely en-

forcing the building odes," Parker said.

Responsible for the building codes in

Amherst is Building Commissioner Chester

Penza.

He said the law is vague on how often

each establishment must be inspected. A
new law to go in effect Jan. 1 will say "a

place is certified annually and inspected

periodically."

Penza said his office, through the town,

has the right "to pull the occupancy permit"

of a bar but that it has never been done here.

"As soon as we receive a complaint, we
correct it and recheck it within a short period

of time."

He said he will be going out to the bars "in

the near future."

William Start, the Amherst Housing In-

spector, said "maybe he's (Penza) vague and

maybe I am too."

Penza said occupancy levels are deter-

mined by seating arrangements. If the tables

and chairs are not stationary, the occupancy
level is based on 12 square feet per person. If

the tables and chairs are stationary, the level

is based on 6 square feet per person.

Amherst Deputy Fire Chief Casmir Ziomek
said the fire department checks area bars at

Reinecke ruined
by own honesty
cont. from p. 1

The company later won a favorable set-

tlement of an antitrust suit.

In an emotional pre-sentencing plea, F.

Joseph Donohue, Reinecke's lawyer, told

the judge that Reinecke had been
"destroyed" by his own honesty in

cooperating with Watergate prosecutors

who sought and won his conviction on
perjury charges.

"And so was destroyed the budding career

of an able, honest, energetic public servant,"

Donohue said.

Absentee ballots

available today

in C.C. concourse
All a student has to do is fill out a very

short and simple postcard- type of form and
send it to his-her local town or city clerk's

office. The clerk will then send back to the

student an absentee ballot.

UMass studects interested in voting in the

November state election are strongly urged
to pick up absentee ballot applications in the

Campus Center Concourse today from 10

am. to 4 p.m.

least four times a year plus conducts spot

checks. "It's important," he said, "but I can't

be there seven days a week.
"Think of the owners' problem too. What

if you were there with three or four couples.

You'd be pretty mad if you couldn't get in.

"I'm not speaking for the owners, but

what if Notre Dame came to Alumni

Stadium, would you want to be turned

away?"

Monday: On campus bar violations

News seminar
held tonight

Chris Kertesz, editorial adviser to the

Collegian this fall, will hold a news writing

seminar tonight at 7 at the Collegian offices

in the Student Union.

The seminar is billed as a repeat of last

week's session on the basic news story but
can be adapted according to the needs and
desires of those who turn out.

Kertesz is bureau editor at the Daily

Hampshire Gazette, a daily in Northampton.
Future seminars will deal with feature stories,

news features and other aspects of news and
editorial writing.

D'ya wanna work
in an election?

Those students interested in working for

any democratic candidate are invited to a

meeting in room 164 of the Campus Center

at 7:30 tonight. At this time the formation of

a campus based task force will be discussed

"Everyone is bom with a stamp and an
individual's potentials (energies) are in this

stamp," he said, "but it's how a person uses
these potentials that counts." Cerow added
that this is where free will comes into play.

The sun-sign chart, read by most laymen
on newspaper comic pages, is, Cerow said,

just a small portion of astrology.

"What astrology does," he said, "is

separate the individual into basic energies
and then reassimilates them."

He believes the greatest facet of astrology

in self analysis, knowing what energies one is

made up of and thus being able to direct

them better.

"Actually," Cerow quipped, "what I'm
doing is teaching people how to be good
boyscouts. Be prepared' is my motto."

The astrologer indicated that if time

allowed, students would learn to erect their

own charts in addition to reading those of

others.

There is a registration fee of $7.00 for the
class, which may be paid at the first meeting.
The course also involves a lab fee of $1.00.

rf enough are interested, Cerow plans to
organize a course for university students.
This would involve the lab fee only.
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/WORLD
Double jeopardy claim may
cancel Ehrlichman's trial
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Rabin warns Egypt
By United Press International

Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin warned Egypt and Syria

yesterday "the only answer" to any
attack with their Soviet-make
ground-to-ground missiles against
Israeli population centers was
counter- strikes on Arab cities.

The Sinai, Golan Height and
Jordan River cease-fire lines were
quiet. But Beirut newspapers said

Israeli artillery shelled the outskirts

of Rachaya el Fakhar, Kfar Haman,
Halta, el Maria and Oheirjat in

Lebanon's southestern border
region of Al Arkoub for about 3%
hours during the night

Rabin's warning coincided with
diplomatic reports from the Middle
East that the Soviet Union has
promised new military supplies to
Syria about the $2 billion sent since
last year's October war and that
this will be supplemented by
economic aid and military advisers.

Secret plans banned
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The

Senate voted yesterday to ban
secret foreign operations by U.S.
intelligence agencies except in

cases where the President finds

such action to be vital to national

security.

The Senate added the ban, on a
voice vote, to the $2.5 billion

foreign aid authorization bill. The
prohibition would apply to such
agencies as the Central Intelligence

Agency. Oefense Intelligence
Agency and others.

Earlier, the Senate defeated, 68
to 17, an amendment by Sen.
James Abourezk. D-S. D., that
would have extended an un-
conditional ban on such activities.

Envoys not for sale

WASHINGTON (AP) - Former
White House aide Peter M.
Flanigan denied under oath
Wednesday that he offered am-
bassadorships in exchange for

contributions to former President

Richard M. Nixon's campaigns.

Flanigan's testimony to the
Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee, which is considering his

nomination to be ambassador to

Spain, conflicted with that given

House impeachment investigators

by Herbert Kalmbach, former
lawyer for Nixon.

Sen. J. W. Fulbright, chairman of

the Foreign Relations Commitee,

did not indicate any attempt co

resolve the differences.

Veterans aid upped
WASHINGTON (UPI) - House-

Senate conferees agreed yesterday
on a compromise bill to raise

veterans education benefits by 23
per cent and to create a loan
program to supplement the
benefits.

The measure, estimated to cost,
$780 million in the first year, would
be retroactive to Sept 1 to aid Gl
students already enrolled in
colleges.

Gas tax proposed
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Federal

energy chief John Sawhill disclosed
yesterday he had proposed to the

White House that gasoline con-
sumption be reduced by imposing a

tax that would later be refunded by
the Internal Revenue Service.

He said he suggested to

President Ford's advisers that the

"refundable fee" be set at 20 to 30
cents a gallon with the motorist

filing for a refund through his in-

come tax returns.

"The refund would have to

come through the withholding

system although other mechanisms
would have to be found to refund

to people who are not part of the

tax system; that is those who don't

pay income tax," said the head of

the Federal Energy Administration.

"In order to really be effective a

fee would have to be somewhere in

the 20 to 30 cents a gallon range."

WASHINGTON (UPI) - John D.

Ehrlichman claimed yesterday he
cannot be prosecuted on
Watergate cover-up charges,
saying the principle of double
jeopardy invalidates two of the five

charges against him in the two-day
old cover-up trial.

With jury selection proceeding
slowly in the courtroom, Ehrlich-

man's lawyers filed an "affirmative

defense of double jeopardy" with
trial judge John J. Sirica claiming
their client cannot be prosecuted
for the cover-up conspiracy
because of his earlier conviction in

the Ellsberg burglary case.

Sirica, meantime, warned
prospective jurors they could be
jailed for contempt of court if they
fail to declare their true feelings

about the case during the jury

selection process expected to last

several more days.

After eight hours of preliminary

screening yesterday Sirica excused
80 persons from jury duty on
personal hardship grounds and
ordered another 80 to return
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tomorrow for further individual

questioning. Today Sirica will

question another 64 prospects who
survived Tuesday's first round of

preliminary screening, making a

total of 144 held over for more

screening.

Ehrlichman, a former presidential

adviser and one of five defendants

in the cover-up trial, was convicted

in July of conspiracy and perjury in

the 1971 burglary of Daniel

Ellsberg's psychiatrists office by

White House "plumbers."

His lawyers did not say why that

conviction would bar prosecution

for the cover-up, but it appeared

they would argue that the Ellsberg

break- in and the Watergate cover-

up were all part of the same
conspiracy. The constitutional

principle of double jeopardy means
a person cannot be punished twice
for the same crime.

The lawyers said only that

Erhlichman is "constitutionally
immune from prosecution" for the

first two counts of the indictment

against him, which charge con-
spiracy and obstruction of justice in

the cover-up. He also faces three

charges of lying to federal in-

vestigators but the double-jeopardy

contention did not extend to those

charges.

Ehrlichman was sentenced to 20
months to five years imprisonment
on the Ellsberg conviction-
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Chess Club sponsors

USCF-rated tourney
Beginning Tuesday the UMass Chess Club will sponsor a round robin

tournament, each round to be played on consecutive Tuesday nights.

Registration for the tournament will begin Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. (check

campus center schedule for correct rooms.) Entry fee will be $2.

All participants must be a member of the United States Chess

Federation and a member of the Massachusetts Chess Assoc. Mem-
berships may be obtained at the start of the tournament. This tournament

will be U.S.C.F. rated.

Following up this event on Oct 12 - 13 in the Lincoln Campus Center is

the fifth annual UMass. open. This tournament will also be U.S.C.F. rated.

All are invited. The UMass chess club is venturing inside the walls of the

Northampton Jail. This will be a weekly program sponsored through the

UMass. Chess Club.

Alumni work with students
A unigue relationship between students and alumni exists in

Washington, D.C., where 37 UMass Outreach interns are sharing their

living and learning experiences with some 1,000 UMass alumni in the area.

It started last spring when a Washington, D.C. Phonothon enlisted the

aid of some ten Outreach students. Since then, a seminar series involving

both alumni and students has evolved, as well as mutual social activities.

School of Education offers

bilingual leadership course
NEW COURSE BEING OFFERED
IN THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
COMMENCING THURSDAY,
OCTOBER 3, 1974 from 7-9:30 P.M.

The course is designed to give

the student portable skills in the are

areas of leadership, counseling and
planning which he-she can carry

out of the university and into the
communrty. It will expose the

bilingual-bicultural student to the

mechanisms of group main-
tainance. Through the process of

group interaction, the student will

explore the areas of counseling, life

planning, values clarification,

enhancement of positive self-

concept, team building, leadership,

communication, planning and
decision making.

REGISTER FOR THE COURSE IN

THE FLEXIBLE CURRICULUM
OFFICE, HILLS SOUTH 151

Lex Number: 3676 Place: S.B.A.

202

WMUA will carry

Davis speech live
Angela Davis' speech will be

carried live today at 8:00 P.M. from
the campus center auditorium by

WMUA. Correspondent Charles

Pellett will be on the scene to cover

Ms. Davis' presentation beginning

at 7:55 P.M. If you can't make it to

the campus center auditorium to

see Angela in person, tune in

WMUA at 91.1 FM on your dial.
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The change is coming
By MIKEIZDEPSKI

Rejoice America, for the honeymoon is over! In fact the whole marriage
is doomed to die an untimely death on November 5th. Too bad for the
aging bride, she was such a lovable if incompetent creature. If only
Watergate hadn't shocked the Archie Bunkers of this great republic ihto
reality so brutally! But now even they have joined the ranks in fanning the
winds of change.

Too long has this country been run by the old pros, who so far have used
politics like a treadmill: making impressive huffs 'n puffs... and getting
nowhere, while at the same time trampling on the needs of the American
People.

Many would like to nail the blame for this kind of foot-dragging on the
Democrat controlled Congress. What these critics fail to recognize is that
in the past year alone over a dozen important bills, which could have
contributed substantually to the solving of some of the nation's most
nagging problems, were actually passed.

Unfortunately, a President, who tended to be personally offended by
any piece of legislation, which did not agree to the hilt with his own views,
consistently brought down the hatchet on each of these bills by vetoing
them.

Lo and behold, Congress can override a veto, but it takes a two-thirds
majority in both houses to do it. And the Republicans up to the very end
thought it more proper to hide behind the rapidly shrinking coattails of
their President, than to come out and push for passage of those bills.

If America is to survive the 200th birthday of its independence, it

desperately needs a Congress in which one of the two major parties holds
a two-thirds majority in both the House and Senate.

More likely than not some will scream down the idea of a veto-proof
Congress as undemorcratic, or possibly even as totalitarian.

Yet most governments in Western Europe are based on just that idea.

They call it the parliamentary system.

When British or German voters go to the polls, they determine, which
party or coalition of parties should run their country during the next term.
This party or coalition then assumes full power of proposing and passing
legislation, for there is no one to cast a veto, thus in most cases a simple
majority is sufficient for a bill to become law. And should that party or
coalition do a poor job or try to abuse its powers, guess who's going to be
on the way out come election time?

With a veto-proof majority, the time Congress spends dragging a bill

from its proposal to a final vote could be cut down from the average two
years to four to six months.

Come November, it is highly probable that the Democrats will control
the two-thirds majority in both Houses. The fail-out of Watergate and
more recently the Ford pardon, which seems to confirm that while ail

crooks are pardonable, some are more pardonable than others, have
undoubtedly worked against G.O.P. candidates.

The main reason why more and more people will be looking toward the
Democrats on election day, is the impressive line-up of youg faces and
new ideas. Not only men like former McGovern campaign manager Gary
Hart and one-time Attorney General Ramsey Clark, both running for the
U.S. Senate, will profit from the present antagonism of the electorate
against incumbents, but also women like Connecticut's gubernatorial
candidate Ella Grasso and Baltimore councilwoman Barbara Mikulski who
is vying for a Senate seat, will have their say, if everything runs according
to the developing trend tbwards "New Politics".

In Massachusetts, the smashing primary victory of Mike Dukakis over
his party establishment opponent Robert Quinn is further evidence of the
public's growing disenchantment with the jovially frolicking party regulars
and what they stand for.

But time is running short. The oil companies and other representatives
of big business long have been taking advantage of Congress's current
impotence by heating inflation with exorbitant price hikes, while at the
same time adding to their already outrageous profits with the help of tax
loop-holes.

Now is the time to act. We must realize that only a veto-proof Congress
can still save America from bankruptcy and that only the Democrats can
currently provide the kind of energetic and upright initiative it takes to run
such a Congress. If we do, it just might make all the difference.

Mike Izdepski is a Collegian Commentator.

Gun control debate
To the Editor

The headline "Gunhaters meet Thursday"placed over my letter of 9-24
about handgun control was terribly misleading. Lest anyone be upset by its
apparent pre/udice, I want to clear up any confusion.

The letter was in two parts. I first outlined the growing threat of han-
dguns in America, and introduced "People vs. Handguns;" a Mass.
citizen's group working for handgun controls which is starting to organize
in this area. Then, as an entirely separate postscript, I mentioned a debate
on handgun control that will take place tonight, Thursday, Sept. 26, at 8.-00

in the Amherst Junior High Cafeteria. I did not mean to suggest that the
debate will in any way be dominated by "gunhaters," as the headline
might imply. It will be a fair, bipartisan debate, presenting both sides of the
issue. Debating will be Dain Perry of the Mass. Council on Crime and
Correction, and Nathan Silvertieb, Director of the Pistol Division of the
State Rifle and Pistol Association. "People vs. Handguns" will in no way,
nor ever intvnded to, prejudice the fairness of this event. That headline was
placed by the Collegian entirely without my knowledge and consent. We
anjust encouraging people to attend the debate, listen to both sides, and
than make an educated decision on the issue.

Thank you.

Steven Sack*

—

Letters to the editor
hi

Fred Weiss wrong on Arab oil

To the Editor:

We were rather saddened to read Fred Weiss's

misinformed column of October first, titled "Ford: act

don't talk." The "Arab Shah" would be rather an-

noyed to be told that he predicted "that the Arabs

would be a world power on the scale of West Ger-

many within two decades. " Actually what Shah had
said was that Iran would be a world power within two

decades. Unknown to Fred Weiss is the fact that the

Iranians are of Indo-European descent. The Arabs

and the Iranians do not share language or cultural

traditions. Though both Moslems, they belong to

different sects which split almost immediately after

Mohammad's death. Thus it is erroneous to speak of
an "Arab Shah."

The petroleum price hikes were not a Arab in-

novation but an Iranian one. During the 1973 Arab oil

embargo, though the Iranian oil continued to flow to

the West and Israel, Shah took advantage and with

the backing of the Oil Producing and Exporting

Countries [OPEC], which by the way includes non-
Arab producers such as Iran [second largest ex-

porter], Venezuela [third largest exporter], Nigeria

[sixth largest exporter] and Indonesia, the base price

of oil for taxation was increased. Saudi Arabia, the

largest exporter of crude oil from the start was against

price hikes but was convinced to go along. Shah's
logic, in increasing the price of oil was two fold; the

natural resources of the developing countries, for too
long, had been ravaged by the industrialist West, and
it was about the time for the West, and it was about
the time for the West to recognize the importance of
this precious mineral and stop wasting it on gas
guzzlers like Cadillacs and Mark IVs. Shah envisions
a more efficient use of petroleum through
petrochemical industries. And certainly he has every
right to want the profits for betterment of livelihood of
Iranian masses. Iranians and the Arabs, sitting on
black gold, have simply been too poor for too long.

It may also help to note that the U.S. reliance on

Shah and his policies are that Washington has
relegated to Iran the power of watching over the

affairs of the Persian Gulf region, which supplies 80
percent of world's oil imports. Among the most
recent weaponry sold to Iran are F14's, which are the

most advance planes delivered to the U.S. Navy, and
no other army, outside the U.S. and Iran, will have
them for a while. And "poor" Arabs? When was the

last time the U.S. sold arms, in any meaningful

quantity, to them? Only Jordan and Saudi Arabia

[Pro-West and U.S. allies] have purchased weapons
from this country; the rest rely mainly on the Soviet

Union and on France and Great Britain to a lesser

extent.

To argue that Shah, by increasing the price of oil,

envisions the demise of the West is pure nonsense.

He is too dependent on the U.S. arms, and too

worried about his northern neighbour, the USSR, to

even think abot such possibilities. As he has noted
many times, he hopes that he West, particularly the

U.S. experiments with alternative sources of energy.

Shah certainly is. Although Iran is the fourth largest

producer of oil in the world. Shah recently purchased
five nuclear plants, from France, for production of

energy.

Moreover, as proponents of equality among all men
and nations, we don't understand why one should be
worried that the U.S. "no longer holds all the cards.

"

No nation ever did, but besides all nations are suppose
to share the cards. Master and slave roles, we are told

everyday, belong in the Dark Ages. A meaningful
understanding, in international relations, can come
about only if the major powere recognize the rights of
smaller nations. As Shah recently noted in Canberra,

Australia, "My country does not want to dominate
any other country. We don't need it . . . On the

contrary, we would like to see all these countries

completely free from outside domination."

Audrey and All Maaalehdan

Being ripped off Learning exchange
To the Editor
Whenever anyone discovers that I'm a University of

Idaho student on exchange at UMASS for one
semester, they ask. "Why did you come all the way
out here?" That's a good question - I'm beginning to
wonder myself. I expected administrative problems in
changing schools. [After all, the hours I spent on
Orchard Hill, that night, looking for my housing
assignment since I was never informed by mail,
weren 't all that bad - even though I discovered I was
supposed to be in Southwest.] The opportunity to
experience a totally different part of the country and
take classes not offered in Idaho made it all wor-
thwhile. Until ...

Sept. 5, My JO speed bicycle and that of a friend
from Idaho, were stolen. They were discovered by the
police in the room of two men from my own dorm.
We still do not have the bikes as they are being held as
evidence until the trial. It rather irritating since we
brought them all the way through Canada on the back
of the car and have never had the opportunity to ride
them.

Mid-September. The sub-master key to the top two
floors of my dorm was stolen, putting everyone in
mortal fear oflosing everything they owned. Sept. 28,
the university went to the expense of changing all the
locks.

Sept. 20. It was discovered that mail has been
stolen from dorm boxes. One man lost a personal
letter that had been seen in the box earlier that day.

And finally, Sept. 30. The battery was cut out from
our automobile-effectiveiy wiping out our other form
of transportation. They could have at least discon-
nected it. Now we have to buy new cables, too.

That's pretty discouraging record for one month Ilived twenty-one years in Idaho and that was one ofmy least worries. How do people spend their fiveshere mthout becoming hopelessly paranoid, mZtrusting anyone? What is it that breeds the desirTto
take other peoplle's belongings? For a place thatchatters about communication, working for equalitv
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Mary Wafer*

To the Editor
Is there something, a hobby or skill that you've

always wanted to learn but have never done so
because oflack ofmoney, motivation, or because you
couldn't find anyone to teach you?. Have you ever
wanted to share your interests and ski/Is with others
but found yourself limited? Do you like learning from
people in a non-academic environment away from
large lectures and textbooks? If you've answered yes
to any of these questions then the Learning exchange,
an alternative to structured education, is for you.

The Learning Exchange, located in the Amherst
Community Resource Center at the Jones Library
started about two years ago with the intent to help
individuals in the Amherst and surrounding com-
munities get together by sharing, learning and talking
about their interests which range from discussions on
books to tutoring to playing tennis.

People with similar or complimentary interests are
matched together by the Learning Exchange service.
All one needs to do is register with the exchange by
filling out an "interest card." There's also an op-
portunity to indicate what you know that other people
would like to know. Tue more specific you get with
your interest, the easier it is to find someone with
matching interests.

Currently the Learning Exchange has a catalogue
with over 400 registered interests ranging from ESP to

just about anything you can think of.

Besides personal satisfaction and the opportunity
to meet people, an added attraction of this service is

that your studies can be supplemented and enriched
by someone who knows or specializes in your par-

ticular interest.

People anxious to register with the Exchange can
do so by coming down to the Amherst Community

Tcf^o*
Cemer at th* Jones UbrBrY or °y co,,in9

153-2591. If youd enjoy helping the Exchange run,
volunteers are desperately needed to perform a
variety of functions. Academic credit is available. All
that you need is interest and just a little free time to
gain satisfaction by helping others help themselves to
a different kind of learning experience. Individuals
*ww»0 to volunteer may do so by eating or visiting
the exchange and 'elking to Mark Cheren. director of
the Exchange

Mark Cheren

Nat Clark ~}
Medicine needs "people"

"Those for whom a child's mind is a sealed book,
and who see no divinity in a child's smile, would read
such words in vain: While for anyone who has ever
loved one true child, no words are needed... Nothing
would be hoped for but a little child's whispered
thanks...". Lewis Carroll described thusly why he
wrote Alice's Adventures Underground, the basis for

his Wonderland book. It is the actual story which he,

Lewis Carroll, told to Alice Liddell on their frequent
boating trips in Oxford, England.

Carroll was a mathematician and the connection
between that man who taught math and the man who
wrote that beautiful story is a very curious one indeed.

And yet I find it parallel to my feelings about the
connection between theoretical sciences like

Biochemistry, Zoology, or Microbiology and my
desire to be a family doctor, a G.P.

I see a need for good, people-oriented doctors in

this country. A family doctor must be highly com-
petent in his medical studies but almost more im-

portant is that he have a good understanding of

people. This understanding can not come from

textbooks, it must come from living with people and
going through crises with them. It comes from

meeting and listening to people and working out with

them their problems. The subjects of child rearing,

sickness, and death are ultimately some of the most
important in a person's life. That person deserves a

doctor who is a "people" person not a book person.

If I could urge anything in regard to potential

doctors, I would urge them to work at an un-

derstanding of people, not at maintaining the highest

cum imaginable. From all indications Medical Schools

look very carefully at grades but I would pray that

grades would never the the substance of the ad-

mission decision.

I would urge all people who have a genuine interest

in medicine to pursue it. The question should be one
of ability and desire, not gradepoint average. So no
matter what your cum is, keep your interest in

medicine. We must also remember that the health

profession is a large one and being a physician is not

the only option. The Pre-Med committee has
responded to this by enlarging and including as

members people from departments in non-physician

areas of the health profession. They have seen and
answered a real need for counselling in all areas of the

health profession.

The Pre-Med situation on this campus is very

similar to that on many campuses. I am constantly
terrified to see to what lengths Medical Schools have
driven young adults. By sitting in a room and studying
constantly one stifles his or her development and in

noway allows feeling for people to develop. When
a person sinks to the level of cut-throat com-
petitiveness nothing is gained and much is lost.

We must begin to be human beings first and Pre-

Meds second. I say that being a Pre-Med myself. We
are destined to deal with people who are in trouble.

Their very future and happiness is threatened by
sickness and we must be able to deal with them
compassionately and with competance. That com-
passion is not book-learned. It must be learned by
being with people. We must work with the Pre-Med
Committee to see that we, as a University, send the

best candidates we can on to become our doctors.

The Medical needs of this country demand it, and we
must comply.

The Collegian...

if you read it,

pay for it.

Nat Clark is a Collegian Columnist.

The new politics
It's a disturbing fact of life that politics is con-

sidered the most corrupt of professions — that those

who regulate our every day activities and represent

our legislative interests are, for the most part, corrupt

old men with white hair and mistresses. It's perhaps
more disturbing that there are fools like myself that

plan on making politics their life's work.

But it's true that if you travel across this incredible

land of ours, you'll find on nearly every campus a few
staunch believers that all is not lost — that the New
Politics is still alive — the politics of George
McGovern, Adlai Stevenson and Henry Wallace —
the politics that teaches that government of, by and
for the people can be a reality, that freedom of the

press is a fundamental part of a free society, and that

politicians don't have to rely on illicit deals to win
elections.

The New Politics looks upon winning an election as

a matter of knowledge and skills. Ifs members look

upon themselves as the true patriots of modern

American government. It can be found at rallies and

caucuses, at supermarkets and bars, and yes, even in

smoke filled rooms.

But the atmosphere of the New Politics is as dif-

ferent as the smoke in those rooms. It's an at-

mosphere of expression and one that involves a deep

feeling of participation. It's a mood that the future of

America lies in the ability of the New Politics to keep

itself alive. It's a dream that politics can be an ac-

ceptable occupation and that "serving the people" is

more than just a worn out slogan.

The future of the New Politics depends on its ability

to perpetuate itself without submitting to the corrupt

pressures that surround it. It relies on the idealism that

is so often criticized in the pragmatic political game,

and it rests on the loyalty of its proponents to its

doctrines. The eventual outcome of its survival will

probably be a great step backwards in American

political history - back to the days of "certain

unalienable rights."

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist.

Civil disobedience: End of USA?

Taxation is the backbone of the American economy. It's

a system where everyone supposedly pays his fair share of

the cost of government services as determined by the

Federal government. It's a system where everyone must

comply if it is to be successful.

It's the same here at the University. When a service is

performed, everyone who receives benefit from that

service must pay his share. The college I ewspaper is no
exception.

With a circulation of 18,000, the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian has three sources of revenue:

1. Advertising receipts (roughly $178,000)

2. Undergraduate student activity fees (roughly $78,000)

3. Graduate Student Senate donations (an equitable

sum currently under proposal)

On an individual basis, the cost is $4.63 per student for an

entire academic year. Faculty members are offered

delivery on a yearly basis for $9.00. Of this total, roughly

$4.40 is for the cost of delivery services, the balance of the

$4.60 going directly into the Collegian's publication

budget. In essence, the rate assessed to faculty members
is the same as for students.

At present four hundred faculty and staff are paying

their share, but many others regularly pick up free copies

at the student union and elsewhere. This is unfair. Is it

right for students to foot the total bill for a service which
benefits others as well? Doesn't it make more sense for

this expense to be spread among all the readership, in-

cluding faculty and staff?

Some faculty members question why they should pay

for the Collegian. The answer is self-evident. They read it,

they should pay for it. Yes, they can go on furtively picking

up a paper in the Student Union, and we won't have their

picture on the front page of the next issue, but they should

begin to think about what they are doing. Every time they

do so, they're cheating all the paying students at the

University.

Now is the time for all to accept their financial

responsibility. As students, we cannot condone sub-

sidizing faculty and staff at the expense of ourselves.

The opinions in this space represent those of a majority

of the Board of Editors

By ERIC FLEET
The concept of civil disobedience has been ruining

the American way of life for the past ten years. To
some that is good news. To most of us, however, it is

tragic. For too long special interest groups and fanatic

individuals have taken the law into their own hands,

usually in spite of the will of the majority. Our judicial

system has failed to make any substantive decisions

on this question to date, as seen in the recent Lovejoy

trial. This failure to act could destroy the American

system at some future date.

The issue of civil disobedience hes created a serious

conflict in the national consciousness. The United

States Government must oppose disobedience to

maintain order in our society. Yet, because our nation

was bom out of civil disobedience, it is difficult to

explain to citizens why they cannot break the law

whan they don't like something. It is not enough to

say that circumstances alter cases. The U.S. was
founded on the unbending principal that, "whenever

any form of government becomes destructive ... it is

the right of the people to altar or to abolish it. and to

institute new government, laying its foundations on

such principals ... AS I U I HEM SHALL SEEM MOST
LIKELY TO EFFECT THEIR SAFETY AND HAP-
PINESS." This is what Americans believe. Who is to

say how far a person can go? Either it is left to the

individual or the Revolution was a farce. This is the

inherent conflict which must be settled.

I am not an advocate of civil disobedience now or at

any time, past or future. The theory of civil

disobedience is what leads to acts such as the

assassinations of President Kennedy, Martin Luther

King and others. If the government does not deter-

mine how much is enough (i.e. peaceful protest) then

these acts will forever remain a part of the American
scene. When the ends justify the means ANYTHING
goes.

The judiciary must put down the history books and
look away from the glorious days of the Revolution.

They must face up to the realities of our society, that

individuals are not capable of deciding what is ex-

treme, and stop the destruction of life and property in

America.

eric Fleet is a Collegian Commentator
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Notices

COMPUTER DATING EXCHANGE
At Sigma Sigma Sigma Thurs.

evening, 9:00. All Univ. women welcome.
We are located in Frat. -Sorority Park. 253-
STUvO.

CREDIT UNION COALITION
There will be a meeting, Fri. 10-4 in 901

CC at 2:30.

DO YOU THINK MEN IN UNIFORM ARE
SEXY?

Support Air Force ROTC - join Angel
Flight, a non-military social service
organization. Special pledge meetings -

Wed. Oct. 9 & 16, 8 p.m., Mary Lyon's
Lounge.
ENGLISH EDUCATION OFFICE
Do you plan to student teach in English,

Spring 19757 The deadline for applying is

Oct. 18. Please come to Bartlett 474 or call

545-0533 before the deadline.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS
Will not meet tonite in order to support

Angela Davis who is speaking tonite in the
CC Auditorium.
HAVING AN AFFAIR?

or a meeting, movie etc. Submit it to

our office. Communication rm. 411a SU by
Thura. P.M. and we'll include it in our
weekly timetable in the Collegian on
Monday.
MORTORBOARD

Important meeting tonite. Final

arrangements for Sat. conference to be
discussed. All members must attend. Rm.
902 CC, 7-8:00.

NEED A ROOM
We have doubles available for people

who are sick of dorm life. Interested? Call

545-0192 and ask for Dan Weir or leave a

message.
NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERU
The bus for the Hosp. will leave at 6:30

from Hasbrouck and stop at Paterson
House, SW. Members plan to attend.

OPEN GENERAL MEETING
All Vets and non-Vets are welcome to

come and listen or join our Benefits In-

crease, Tenants, Amnesty, Prison,
Hospital and Research Programs, Thurs.
10-3, rm. 171-173 CC, 7-11 P.M.
OUTING CLUB

People interested in working for the
Harvest Nipper, there will be a meeting
tonite at 7 p.m., Outing Club Office, rm.
428B SU.
POETRY
The Quarter Banana - Poetry on

WMUA, Mon. evening 7-7:15 James Tate
opens the show.
PROGRAM COUNCIL MUSIC COMM.

Music Comm. meeting tonite in office at

8 p.m. - Workshop scheduled for next
week.
RADICAL CAUCUS
The Radical Caucus of the Political

Science Dept. will hold its weekly meeting
this Fri. 10-4 at 2 p.m. in rm. 412 Thomp-
son Tower.
RETURN OF THE GREASER
Come greased to Alpha Chi'a version of

American Grafitti Thurs. nite, 10-3 at 7:30.

Call 545-2152 for rides or information.

SKI PATROL
UMass chapter of National Ski Patrol

will be having ameeting tonite at 6:30 in

903 CC. We'll be making arrangements for

mandatory first aid refresher.

SIGMA DELTA TAU
Take a study breakl Come on down and

meet the sisters of SDT for a quick snack
at 7 tonite, to break up your evening and
relax for a few minutes. We're at 409 N.

Pleasant St. lone minute from campus).
Call 545-0527 for a ride. See you there.

SIGMA KAPPA
The sisters of Sigma Kappa invite all

Univ. women to try their hand at trivia at

our rush party tonite. Come meet the
sisters at 7 p.m. at 19 Allen St. Call 5-2297
or 256-6887 for more information.

SOKO-LOK MOI
Trees, or Sec. please cone to the

Collegian Office and see the secretary.

You are not listed as an RSO group.
WEARERESPONSIBLE

Get involved in Student Government.
Nomination papers era now available for

Student Senate positions (nominations
clot* Oct 9) Pick up in the Student Senate
Office, 2nd floor SU.
ASIAN AMEriKANS

Meeting involving several important
announcements at 7 p.m., Thurs. 10-3 in

CC rm. 107

turn to page 9

Bud Harrebon says:

"Stop
birth defects

short."

Give to the

March of Dimes

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By Stella Wilder

Thursday, October .J

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -
You will have to be strong of

character today if you are to

successfully resist opposition

to your involvement in new
endeavors.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
— Make up your mind to the

fact that you will have to do
battle, at least verbally, today

if you are to have things your
own way. Seek aid.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22

Dec. 21) — An excellent day
for getting ahead socially —
but only if you are wise

enough to realize an opportune
moment when it appears.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19) — A change in business or
profession could bring you
nearer to your goal. Take care,

however, not to unsettle
family or friends.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.

18) — Financial affairs may
suffer from inattention. Be
sure you know precisely what
your goal is if an when you
turn funds over to another.

PISCES (Feb. 18-March 20

1

— A day for making friends of

enemies. Don't hesitate to

share information as to how to

get ahead under the present

circumstances.

AMIES (Marcn 21-April 19)

— Personal relationships are

important to your success at

this time. Take care not to

alienate one whom you can use
to your ultimate benefit.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

— Favored at this time are all

cultural activities. Artistic
interests can be indulged
without any penalty. Take
your time where children are

concerned.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— You should be able to outdo
the competition today — if

you are careful to meet it on
your own ground. Don't try to

stray far from home.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)

— Present interests may not
be those that can head you
toward definite financial gain.

Take another look at an
interest shelved some time
ago.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) - A
question of personal integrity

brings you face to face with a

moral dilemma. You know
what you must do under the
circumstances; do it.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
— So long as you are aware of

the fact that you begin the
competition somewhat "in the

hole," you should be able to

work your way out of

difficulties.

ACROSS
t Wait
pompously

6 Arrived

10 Short drive

Informal

14 Auto type

15 Enthusiastic

16 Unaccom
panted

17 Gel up
18 Kind of

physics

20 Creeping

A grass

21 Chinese coin

22 A Bell tor

23 Bird

25 An,mal of

muted lineage

27 Relevant

30 Plant disease

31 Splendid attire

32 Hold up
33 In what

manner?"
36 Poor part of

town
37 Tourists

concerns
38 Hole in the

ground
39 Play • with
40 Feminine

name
41 Prince of—
42 Run quickly
44 Natural

ability

45 Minutiae

47 Coiffeur s

creation

48 Raise the

spirits of

49 Heavenly
Pody

50 Certain tides

54 Stud or draw
2 words

57 love
58 U S Brit

or Can -
59 Matures
60 More certain

61 Means of

proof

62 Negative
contraction

63 All gone

DOWN
1 Strike breaker

2 Shredded
3 Makes
shambles of

4 To the river's

source

5 Letter

6 African

animal
7 English river

8 Wire measure
9 African city

10 Riverbed oo<e
1

1

Arctic sea
mammal: 2
words

12 Nutty
13 Liquid used

in perfumery
19 Confection
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21 Healthy
24 " port in

a storm"
25 distance units

26 Palm leaves
Var

27 Singer

Johnny—
28 Plinth Arch
29 Finances e

prospector
30 legion of

32 Repairs

footwear
34 Kind of roast

35 Direction

37 Fencing
weapon

38 Summoned
for duty
2 words

40 Appliance

41 The Civil

43 Inventor's

grant

44 Plumbing
fikture

45 Storage place
46 Marry without

fanfare

47 Rooster's

comb
49 Sign
61 Bay of Fundy

feature

52 Kind of gun
53 Spanish

painter

56 Word
expressing
surprise

56 A long lime

57 Quadruped

Kampus Kapers By Kris Jackson

dizzy and paul —

t^V^

^r\
By Jim Carson

HftEWW, S6EM S*t5»£* lotto

HRDBgTrvJ HfTSfiHV^FwrrHA

4?s.

X Gutr<6 vcx/R£ \
<\VOi.vnj|N
THE TRUE fUSLlT

' fHi? 34UTE

101*

PI \\l IS
YOU THKEW AAV PIANO
DOWN THE SELOER.','

THE WIZARD OP ID

NOT YOUR PIANO, SOJEETie. MY COMPETITION

:

PIP YOO KH0W THtS F"F.\C& OF
FePTinrtSK HAS. TRIPLED IN
TH& MST THREE rfe4^S?

by Brant parker and Johnny hart

f ^hHhhhhh)

B.C

WHO */*£ IT THKT-SWD:
"success & Tfe,>4 Pescettr

J2x±

by johnny hart

TONIC, in

Greek Night
with

Doc Sullivan

D 1\CL\G

:i5' Hudweisers

MOC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collefftan Office between
l:M a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
Friday.
The deadline is 3:4S, two days

before the day your ad is to

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

The rates art:

Daily — S.JO per line

Weekly — i 25 per line

Monthly — %.n per line

FOR SALE
l.earjet *-traefc AC-OC car. at tapes,

rase. 17*. 253-3anl. IS" G.E. TV. likr arw.
S3*. 253-3KHI.

I K7HXM ftracral Urn, «<*• Iru tkan
mif>v mt«J a bal. oa CWvy rims

Drift. 133. aaw S2a. < all 6-77*1.

Two bread arw stum tares ; I'ni-Rayal
white walls; nice K7HXM. S:t5.M far pair
(all Mf-acttt rvrfiinftv

Tevar Kai. 1125 SlkS-ZIM aft. S.

Mii.i.mI:i Srs*s*M-t>K I.K lenv fxrHlenl
m'hi 8HMtT.

iKCtJ guitars bought and said. Ih.

f.uttat Workshop. Amhrrst Carriage
Shops. :.«!»- 1 7 2X

BH (unsafe TV. Sat; air conditioner
« aaa BTt . tsa. (all s-iszt days.

Speaker*: Sratt IS's J-»ay. impedance
control - fisa. ( a || (ieorejc CS3-2SS*.

I* spd. ( orso bike. Best offer. r>(!.-mu:>

IN speed bike. Bidden I times. 27". *t.:>

Tel. »m t.i..

;

Kor Sale: "Nl'GENT" — Everything 25
percent off. Near Zayre on Rt. f.

Befrig. for sale. IIP. You pick up. $15. we
deliver, (all 247-54*2.

Motorola TV. CI". BAH. table model.
t:ut (all Mike 7HS-7375 after 5:M.

Ski Jacket* (heap Prices. Med. sixes.

Salesman's samples. Steve, t-5327.
Harmtk.

Pair of I a(M Perc ( onga Drums Hard
shell case. I44W Call Mike S32-3t»C.

Koberts rtar recorder Me Panasonic
Part (as recorder SIS; I aivox Elec.
piana. t.m. I aivox AMP SIM: Yamaha
K.I :»* w-case Us* Port 2 cab Leslie (or

Wmicer Piana. $44M or will trade
reaaaaaWy far tenar tax (all Ron eve*.
253-3117. WNI bargain

I Seal *am cant. tIMar B.O.— I wool l»
Seal skm tS* ar B.O. Both excell Call
Maryann .* »(»•

Diamond ring set - 1 piece Reasonable
(all after a.

a.m.
4 Ma*ic ( • op. 247-5>7t. II a.m. *

l» speed Aula, brand new. excel cond
(all 54<-3«5a.

I^arjet K-track AC-OC -Car 3f tapes,
case. 17*. 253-3WI.

Sacrifice! NXltt Winchester Tent,
(oieman stave and lantern Cheap. 2S«-

T V -Portable Hlk. and White. 3 weeks
«4d Ii:,. ( a || 253-5277.

Klectropho rer w AM KM ster. rad. H tr.

tape player. 2 speak. OR turntable. XXex
«<md

,
ll, >rs old. Pd. $2«ti. ask SIM. (all

Mill \sk for Jim or Howie in KB.

s«n> T( nut s|ere«i casset(e recorder —
Xea Sliw, urs. old only S»s. (all 54»:wii:>
altfi U p.m.

I \«. S\l P.: ( lothps k misc. artklts
<h.iir Bjajf. tluhs • left hand' .1 Past St ..

Meisea "at. (hit. :, sun Oct, «.

< iiHrm- ( jit ul.it,,r ^ introduces (he new
>li'lt or SO, \|| Tiin funclions. memory,
<'M> n«it. and now no more intermediate
< alt uliil inns Now you can use (he
parenthesis' llnh Slo'l «.". Mso in
Iroducing the SH-.Vi .ii SllJ !t", ( ome and
Ff the two machines. Watch for mi
IMtsters next week. ( all Huh ( 'row ell at .VM-

«•!«. tell me what von need!

MM si»c In.mi rubber maUress a spring.
*> flMW, P.M.

Par Sale— Deluxe queen site, heated
«*lerhed. Beautiful (ur lined frame. Only
• months old New S37.V (all and make an
offer. Mast be seen. 34*4339. Mike

cont. from p. 8
LOST

Gold wire rim glasses nest Library, 9-14.
Reward Call Karen Kennedy at 549 1069
LOST

Wallet lost either in front of or in Morril
Science Cebter. Reward. Call Gary
Geffken 549 0853
LOST
One small blue notebook and a large

vellow packet with photos in it. Lo«t Wed.
in Bluewall Very important that I find it.

Call Scott 549 3755
DOG FOUND

6 month old puppy, part Shepard, part
Collie. Call 546-6467. Glenn.

REP. COLLINS

Amherst State Rep. Collins

to debate Atkins in S-west
Democratic State Representative James Collins of Amherst and his

Republican challenger William Atkins, also of Amherst, will meet each
other for the first time in an open debate tonight beginning at 6:30 in
Pierpont Hall in the Southwest residential area of the UMass campus.
The debate is being sponsored by the Political Campaigns Seminar of

Project 10, the University's experimental college.
Rep. Collins is a first- term legislator serving on the House Education

Committee. He is also a member of the liberal Democratic Study Group
and was recently appointed to serve on a special legislative commission
investigating conditions at Belchertown State School.

Atkins has served several terms as a member of the Amherst-Pelham
Regional School Committee and is presently a member of the Amherst
Finance Committee.
Seminar instructor Kenneth Mosakowski invites the public to attend

tonight's debate and participate in the question-and-answer period which
will follow.

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
AUTO FOR SALE

Sale 1'M.i; (hev. van. (.d rond. S«M. 6-

tUa.

<) PurM-he »I4. mans AM KM stereo.
inn siripinn Have all past receipts. In
mint <ondi(ion. SU.IM mr B.O. 6-537*.

FOR RENT

«", VW Karmaa Gkia canv. Best niter.

SsMn.
I 'IT- 1.111 stiitUHi w.tnon (ally equipped

I'ejfj u.hmI < ..million Kai Int. (all Dennis
•MMMX

, «

*S* lord I hi I.in. si € yl.. Kaad mpit 2 «-

tra win. -tudili-il tires free. Must sell. S3M.
tui :,:,m.

<il lord I ..Ir.Mi :• new I ires, all 4 Kood. 2
snow tires with wheels. Ii cyl. (nsod mpK
i all Ii 7". M. .ill.-i 7 p.m.

\W. S4S*. Ne» rkacc. valves and
brakes — Kood (ires, (all 772-4*m between
l2:Mand I :Ma.m. or K:M-*:Mam.

Home. N track tape player. S2S. 2S3-724I

.

67 Kairlane. small N. automatic, p.s.. 4
dr. snper running

. Rood bay. S2*3. 2S3-724I.

63 Ply. Nat Rreat look ink but st^
runmnK aV dependable. S25* ar B.O. 2S3-
7241.

6* Chevy ImpaU. S4M. (all SK4-79I2.

71 VW Snper Beetle, excellent
mechanically. Mnsi sell S*5*. Call 346-

7467.

1966 Merc. Rem 23*. Mecb. OK. Body
sound. 22 mpR. Mnst sell, (all 253-3326.

Volvo 144. 'i.k. looks and runs greal. I <
mi.. 23 mpg. 4 V good SB radials. 4 «h
discs, valve job. Ask JILIMl Buy it: 665-

;i*m.

1*72 Honda (oupe. Kron( wheel drive,
front disc brakes, rack & pinion steerinR.
33 - 42 mpR. SI4INI. 236-M7K.

7«Kiat K5*). new top. mtd. snows. 35 mpR.
nds clutch. SH5M or B.O. George 546-7*5*.

'74 Toyota Jeep. S4.5M firm. Evenings.
Mohawk Park. Rt. 2. ( harlamont. Ma. See
Phil or (harron Ijtfond

1*7* Triumph MKIII. M+mpb. MM. CaU
6I7-544-6MI after 6.

'64 Ply. Valiant has Kail msp. sticker —
!Va rust Runs great, (all 3 16 MM.

'65 Chevy Van. rebuilt i

S5M. SI Phillip* St.. Amherst See it

I96N Buk-k Skylark GS. 4 and., std.

transm all new tires. 47.M* mi. PS.
KvrHlent cond. Best offer. 6-5636.

m. \ M CML body e*. mech
(Intcb. starter brakes new 247

'66 VW Sed.. excel, ran. Immac. 32
I n* perf. Bady »«. new. Ask SIM*. 256-

625K. Panl.

( amarn 'M, 2 door, hard tan), canary
v ellow w -black top Kronomical. 6 cyl. std.

shift, new tires, tape deck, like new. Never
.i bused Reasonable Call PaUi at 343-M24

after 6:M. 53K-75SS.

1971 Volvo WaRon. Michelins. 7K.M* mi.
\ ery garni randhian, 4 spd-. sUndard Call

243-MI*.

1*6* ford Cortina Wagon. 4

automaHc. kanis. \M KM radio. 45.M* mi.

25 - 2* mpg. Kxcellent cond. S75*. Call 5M-
::3SK.

i'«.s \ W Bag. runs well. S5M. 323-4264.

71 Halsun I2M. Bans greal. com-
fortable, super heater. i^tn< k reliable,

starts instantly. Kun to drive. '.<> II mpg.
*'i,n it. id :»m-k»i:li. i, - ; p aj

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1*71 Honda :t*:<H. lor sale. (hmmJ con-
dition, (all after 5. Kt».V4a7H.

Ti Kawasaki .VW I speed. ;nnmi mi liisi

brake, runs excellent. Sximi staaVttSe,

1973 CI. 1511 Honda Never dumped. 75M
mi. Kxcellent condition. S*mi or best offer,
(all .-.MMJ7I.V

1*73 Honda :>>*,. elec(ric sUrt, front

disc brake, sissy bar. IMS. 546-7117.

•
'. Nil liavs Heplica iiss.i

FOR RENT

6-3227

So. It., in. in — 2 rm. apt. close to bus
tie., avail Oct. I. ti.'tt per month \sk for

Koa. 665-4*37.

Warned 2 persons to share hawse in
Conway — an river. Wooded she. washer-
drver-hrauHfnl. (all 3«MCI6| for Braofc.

House K t .miiiis in K.lctici tow n X miles
Ii.mii camims S325 ni.Hith Call 323-7K93.

I Ik.Iumhii (arnished or unfurnished apt

( olonial Village. Call 5-1*23 days.

I ur :• people to share apt ia Belchertown
with male grad student. Wand, quiet, nets
OK. Avail. Immed 323-4M3.

Room in house. So. Amherst. S67.5* per
ma. Must like cats « 4 male rm. mate*.
Oishwshr A wshr * drier, etc. Ran. 2S3-
3497.

2 bedroom, carpets, appliances, laua
dry. Im bus route S2C5 hsctades utilities.

Na pets King Philip Apt* 665 2562

Hoom in house. AshfieM. 22 mi. - 35 min
from Amherst S65-mo. Share utilities Call
I-62K-3364. 6 - II p m

5 cubic ft. refrigerator. $35.

4 mam bouw m Belchertown. 8 miles
from Campus. 1175 per month. 323-7M3.

WANTED TO RENT

«. rad Kagt. Male wants to share in

Northampton nr Smith. Days 549-6311.

TO SUBLET

Apt.. I hd. room, all utilities inched. $165-
iii" Call Ms. Richardson 545-M3I.

ROOV. WANTED

K grad needs room or apt. 519-M92.

ROOMMATE WANTED
It in m I Mi a|M m Swiss Milage. $H3.

tn< _'">t. ii ; ;s

Roommate to share nice house in

Montague. Own rm. $M+ mo. Call Joyce
IsMM days.

M roommate in 2 bdrm. apt. on bus
route. $77 util. incl. (all 25642*4.

People w anted far Ig. 4 bedroom bouse in

Itelchertown. (all Tina 253-562*. Pets OK.

I- preferred. Quiet own bedroom.
tun ate entrance. Swiss Village. $IM. sec
dep. $K5-mo. 256-67*4.

Seeking female to share bouse in
Pelham. $125. (all Mary 256-MM.

Mature responsible person to share
N ton apt $K2 (all Mimi 54M-I5M.

WANTED
Wanted — W aterbed hi roo

Has to be cheap. ( aH Mark 5M4I74

Wanted
I

mi
Cai Joe 546-

Masicians — Interested players lor

participation in (New Music t ensemble
skualion — cellists, saxapbanists. trom-
bone, tuba, percussion, doable bassist —
Inquire evrahigs R p m - * p.m. onl« SM-

R4>R IS RACK - to buy your sick ar
decrepit car. Any make, model, year.
1 ntoad your headache for fast $$$$$$ 253-

7211.

female vocalist seeks accompanist.
gaHar and-or piano far professional work -

folk and pop. Call (my 53H-3573 at night.

Champion Juicer. Pay top $$. 323-4264.

Passenger, female, from Ktor - North.
\rea lo CM Wk hrs. M:.1* 5 (all 5*4-4*63
ur 515-232::.

HELP WANTED
Typist lo work for Course Description

i.tud. Must type accurate. 5« words per
min flexible Hrs (all 5-0341 and leave
Tel. No.

K student wanted for relief staff in
pswhialric halfway house Salary, free
room. Credit may be arrg. 536-K3KX

l>. piiid idle |i. nplr in «,nit as lor ..n.l ,ii

il.liwi the N ^ limes imi t *n*$m* I .ill I.

;".ii. alter 7 |i in

\\(»N Need money lo help pa\ tuition
Vou can earn S as an \von Rep (all lor
detail*. V Colby 256-6227.

People interested in Ira men* basTT
newspaper page design and lavont are
needed to help (he (TILI.KGIAN editorial
staff No credif or $ but a chance to learn
from professionals free Contact Dean
Tucker 5-255*

AMeruative newspaper needs writers.
cartoonists and persons interested in

Rraphics. (all 253-7795. ,

HELP WANTED
I <lii.it and Assi. Kd. of 22.M* circulation

course descniiii<m guide. Please call 545-

*3ll and leave name, lei na. for interview.
Women aad minorities urged to apply.

AVON Turn spare boars into spare
dollars. Sell quality Avon products No
selling experience necessary. Call M
Colby 256-6227.

( lean up man wanted . .Apply m person at
the Rusty Nail Inn. Between 5 and 6.

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Khnida over Christmas

vacation for (wo. Will help with driving
and expenses. Please ( all K A. or Linda a(

6-4M4B.

T*C
. Ohio. 24-2* Oct. 545-M7X

Ta Wash. D.C. area. Thurs. Oct. I*. 253-
5319.

PERSONALS
Will the beautiful blond jau fan who sat

across from me on SN Bas at 9:M Fri.
morn., please get in touch. I'd love to know
vou better CaU 665-43*3 and ask for Mike.

I.MC — (to your 21st. I uv i realize i

that no matter what, we'll always be
together. Here's to a happy life: Your Big
Ginxo.

Male model Peter. 54C-5IM. 6 - 7 p.m.

Would the wrick's i who stole my plants
Inesdav in \ \ at least have the decency to
i Hum ui.v pots?

Van Meter So. It was a Merry Christmas— Just wait for the New Year!

Are you interested m living off campus?
Ia>cal Sorority House has rooms available.
Call Missy or Bex : 545-2735 or 253-9215.

Men! - Women! Jobs on skips! No
experience required. Kxcellent pay
Worldwide (ravel. Perfect summer job or
c*reer. Send S3.M for information Seafax
l»ept l-K. P.O.Box 2*4*. Port Angeles'
Washington 9N362.

Scott — welcome back! A get ,

message from all of your friends on the 5th
floor of Dickinson.

(•oofey. I love you. XX.

Bread for sale. Dreakoru extra
Attn, lambda (hi Eat cake.

Koala. Congrats oa your 1st. Lane.
Teddy. Benjie lade Kddie
Vautv Kathv and Gamma's.

Karen Happy tUrthday. Sorry it is a da

v

late. l>ove Dave.

Hashing voung senior with radar range
wishmg to meet female with same for
microwave experience Call 6-2418. Radar
Ami

(toad Ijjofc Debi Doo Ta use whittle:
Insert m mouth btow hard. The House af
I Ism-tots wilt miss ymm.

Need a ticket far this weekend s ga
(all 5-23*5 aad live again rrasoaabiv

INSTRUCTION

N***rt parachute class tonite CCII3 at

L^.*****"* »*•»»• lo get info oa dab i.

M""i*i * ramup tor class to be taught * .

I* Oct.
^^

Hate lessons - a|| levels, ages
txaerienced . master's degree
Reasonable rates Caroline Berry
6311.

SERVICES

ry. 54*-

t mipus (tubs and Orgaai; na Do'
sou want to pablisb hi K h iiualitv

newsletter, pamphlet, maxansr or
bookletr?? I et the Message ( ompanv help
yon write, layout, design and print i("
Reasonable fees. ( ontoct Jerr* at 2"»:i *ns*

for information

HORSKSHOF.ING by experienced
farrier ( orrective work and forge work
rt«me prompt Call 2(7-5462.

lulomotive repair xpeeialictag in Saab
and othet foreign cars (all (,uy 256-611*.

Mvii....,,, M.ss.m,. relaxalmn. $3 - $5
P.o Box 171 N Amherst, |M*J

l».o i are PhirM* « .M»p needs children
I Meets d.iilv Hjrm Inv ing . ..

v IKMlllll III ,cim. >

leslws \arn 4 (anvas shop. Amherst
(arriage Shop. 54»-4S*l Very Ik knitting.
worsted **r. I or. Reynold's logi $2 15, ins.

gr.

Ha Isun Toyota and Volvo repaired al

reasonable prices. Plenty of experience
and equipment Phone Russ Baca 5*6- 1 227

SERVICES

Wilt the person wlm "found" a spiraled
stetlim: silvei In ,i. del in the Women's
i .Mini across iioin I I as in Marhmer.
tease nluin it" ll has great personal
Ni-til intent Mi.ink you' I'.ini al 6-62X1.

(.rad School Passport Photo. 549-4244.

III KlXadio repair 2 day service.
staaranteed \t Te«h Hi Ki Cai 54V-26I*.

Horses boarded, lu min from campus.
Box sialls trails pastures. Ig. field for
hunt course Call 545-27*1 day ar 323-4*56
evenings.

Professional guitar repairs by gmtar
maker Michael MMIard. Mon Wed.. Fri.
a4 The (iuilar Workshop. Amherst
(arriage Shops. 549-172*. Free estimates.

CAR RFPAIR H ASSI.KS* Boh is back to
fix it right No job loo small foreign or
domestic. No big overhead. 253-7241.

LOST
Ta the /*». Major ia whose car I left tav

camera, call Stoxr 546-7MI.

Single strand bine A brow n beads. Fri. *
- 27. CC area? Seat, value $1*. reward.
Ooreca 546-5*76 or Mark 665-3274.

Vr. old white male cal. off Ki * ,„
Betchertowa (towards (Juabbmi. Spot oa
head. 2 different color eyes. Aav info
appreciated. 323-45*1

Stoiea Deaseter Lab Retriever, white
spat back of right paw. t 533-6567 Brace.

$3* reward altered far my red aad black
plaid lumber jacket which was left ia the
Campos (enter. Sept. 23. Call 545-3131 aad
ask for Simon

FREE
Kittens — Free. 7 weeks old. 3 female

tigers. Box drained See Jady . 22* Whit
more or call 549-2812 after 6:M.

I»<m is mills besi Iriend I i tends are
bard to come bv. except a( 12* Menrv St
Whv not slop bv pad aiffj up a new friend.
I 111 K' fall I mil , at 256-6951 for Tirsl

akrt

ENTERTAINMENT
To aH T(M' Club Members — There win

be a Happy Hoar at the Hatch oa Thar

Maty. Oct. 3. * to 9. There will be a post-

game Happy Hoar from 4 to x on Satarday.

Oct. 5.

Kyaa O'Neal stars ia "Paper Moan".
Fri. only . Oct. 4. 7 - 9 - 1 1 . Mahar. No shows
or Sa4.

Hatch Celebrity Series presents MmMy
Waters far aae big sight af matte. The
sounds w dl he funky . fast and anything bat

Yoa get more music for y our maaey

pax less maaey far voor masse with Bab
the D.J (al aaw for your dale with

algia 536-M75

IMieiaad Music this week features Mad
Vagel at the BtoewaH. starting Tuesday
Wedaesday thru Satarday Silverado
Shines at the Hatch aad Paleface Sacak
w tth Forked TooRoe at the TOC.

CALCULATORS

Calcatator Sale - ( allege Calculators
offers lowest prices aav where All models
a v suable I Texas last.. Hew all Packard,
laatora. .AM machines aew aad guar, with
2 month reptoc i miat warranty ... Before
yoa hay a calculator rati axe. I caa beat
aay price any where ... look for my posters
around campus far details Then call Bob
t row el I al 549-1316

MISCELLANEOUS

I hi istian s mn r Monitor subscriptions
M2S per I mos. Call 546-A416.

Information was leaked out from a reliable
source roncerninR the Personnel Seminar
Corp It seems that the corp. has approved
the requested Personnel IVept. budget
This is a plus for our entire communtiv
t ungrals — Pees Dept

Theol.imMc. Director of Hygeia School.
KnRland. will show rffecU of color, light,
sound, form on health A awareness
Workshop. Oct I Students III Kven
lecture S.i I all

- DKAD IIKIDS - * Kxcbangr
tapes dead lore, pirlutes. scribble.
NttiiiM nils Rnv ts7. North \mherst at*5«

SILKSCREEN
limn T-shirts, all seconds. Si: (anvas

hag. seconds $3. Also, any design in stock
punted on anvthmR branghl ia the
Screening Room. 16 Main St.

SNOWTIRES TO TRADE
Snow Tires to trade. * 4*6 54)- 11,

studded a* rim*. I need a pair lor VW. ( all

54*4971 eves, -.cons* day*.

Mnajaamaasnamm
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Enter Hardee's
How-we-cook-'em-that-counts

Sweepstakes!

"It's how we'll cook'em
that counts."
Get in on hundreds of prizes — worth thousands of dollars — including free

tickets to the big Giants/Jets football game, November 10, Yale Bowl. (You can see

for yourself who cooks who.)

Grand Prize Winners — 24 in all — will win 2 tickets to the game, and all this

Giants' merchandise. 2 ponchos, 2 scarves, 2 wool caps, 1 stadium
blanket, 1 umbrella, 1 kid's football kit, and 25 Deluxe Huskee

Coupons ($ 1 2 1.85 value).

"} Each of 24 2nd Prize Winners get: 2 wool caps, 2 scarves, 1 umbrella,

1 director's chair, 1 football kit, 15 Deluxe Huskee coupons ($87.50 value).

Each of 24 3rd Prize Winners get: 2 wool caps, 1 umbrella, 1 football kit,

10 Deluxe Huskee coupons ($43. 10 value). Each of 24 4th Prize Winners
get. 2 wool caps, 1 umbrella, 5 Deluxe Huskee coupons ($23.45 value). Each of

600 5th Prize Winners get: 1 wool cap ($3.50 value).

How do you win? Stop in any

Hardee's in Conn, and Mass., and f i

out an entry blank Nothing else to do.

Sign up as often as you like. No pur-
chase necessary. (Or enter by sending

name, address and telephone number on 3 x 5
card to your nearby Conn, or Mass. Hardee's.) Winners — determined by random drawings
will be notified after Sweepstakes ends Oct. 31, 1974. Winning names will also be posted at

Hardee's. All prizes will be awarded. One prize per family. Odds of winning will be deter-

mined by number of entries received at each store. Void where prohibited. Liability for taxes

is the responsibility of winners. All federal, state and local laws and regulations apply.

Employees of Hardee's, its subsidiaries and advertising companies are not eligible.

"It's howwe cook'em
that counts."

One bite tells you Hardee's cooks up a better kind of burger.

Because at Hardee's we don't fry 'em, we charbroil 'em — for that

delicious charcoal taste!

When you come in to enter the Sweepstakes, it's a good time

to see for yourself. Use this special "How-we-cook-'em"

Coupon. For only 99£ you get a regular $1 38 value.

Va lb. Char-Broiled Deluxe Huskee

1 French Fries (regular size) S^s^^^TT^T^
1 Pepsi Cola (regular size) Z5S3^2^^^r

<^g5S£
How-we-cook-'em99<

Cut out this coupon and take it to any participating

Hardee's. Coupon plus 99tf entitles you to 14-lb. Char-
Broiled Deluxe Huskee, 1 Regular Size French Fries,

1 Regular Size Pepsi Cola. One coupon per customer.

Offer expires (pub— set date).
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GOOFING OFF -Orioles' Boog Powell has a little fun during regular season
f;na 'e

a
a
u
ga '"s

H
°etr° '* a

l,
he Pe

r
ers into novelty pen. Baltimore clinched East titleMonday, and meets Oakland Saturday in the American League pennant

Red Sox fall 8-6

in season finale
BOSTON \UPI\ Rusty Torres'

home run and Oscar Gamble's run-

scoring double in the ninth inning

lifted Gaylord Perry and the
Cleveland Indians to an 8-6 victory

over the Boston Red Sox Wed-
nesday in the season finale for both
teams.

Perry went the distance despite

allowing 10 hits to finish the season
with a 21-13 mark while Dick Pole

(1-1) took the loss.

Boston tied the score 6-6 with

three runs in the eighth but Torres

led off the ninth with his third home
run to put the Indians a'^ead for

good. Rookie Duane Kuiper

followed with a single and Gamble

homer
Frank

knocked in his second run of the
game with a double.

The Indians also got a

from future manager
Robinson, his 22nd of the season
and 574th of his major league
career.

Rick Burleson, who had tied the

score in the eighth with a run-

scoring double, smacked his fourth

homer of the season, a solo blast, in

the fourth for boston.

Leron Lee drove in two runs for

Cleveland with a seventh inning

double while Robinson, who will be
named the first black manager in

major league history Thursday,
drove in a run with a sacrifice fly.

PC depth downs Harriers;

JV's sweep first five spots
By SCOTT HAYES the team because one of the run-

Sport Staff ners will have to earn the position.

The strategy involved in cross- According to co- captain Randy
country running is simple. The idea Thomas, "Whoever wants it most
is to get five runners across the will get it." The rivalry should bring

finish line before the opposition times down and narrow the gaps

UMass Sailors win regatta

By MDC Staff
The second annual 5-College Regatta hosted by Smith College was held

last Sunday under variable wind conditions on the Ox Bow in Nor-
thampton.

Six races were set up each running for about 45 minutes. During the first

three races winds ran from 5-12 knots. There were a total of 6 boats in-

volved in each race.

Bill Kaull led UMass most of the way with 3 firsts with crews: Dave
Herman, John Gould, and Sandy Atlas. Other skippers were Jim McMath,
Victor Retynsky, Bill Sheedy, and Pete Kirh. Crews were Jean Retynsky,
Mike Cohen, Craig Nickerson, Rich Austin, and Patti Tiunan.

During the second race a Smith boat collided with a UM boat and a
protest was levied by UMass. As a result, UM won on a right of way ruling
and Smith's no. 6 boat was disqualified.

President of the club Phil Sudenfield attributed much of the success of
the day to Bill Kaull and to the large turnout of team members that

does. The UMass harriers had
trouble carrying out that basic

principle and, of course, were
beaten by Providence on Tuesday
afternoon.

A 41 -second gap between the
number four and five runners
proved to be the downfall of the
Minutemen runners, as the Friars

placed six runners between the
thud UMass finisher, John McGrail,
and Devin Croft, the number five

runner.

Randy Thomas and teammates
came through with some out-

standing individual performances,
but Providence showed why it

gained the respect of Boston area

coaches, rtding excellent backup
strength to victory.

Five runners will be battling for

the all-important number five spot
on the team. Devin Croft and Tom
Maguire are both coming off a two
week layoff due to colds, and other
hopefuls include Frank Noto, Chris
Farmer and Phil Broughton. The
competition may help strengthen

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics

S2.75 per page
Send for your up to date,

176 page, mail order catalog

of 5500 topics. Enclose

SI.00 to cover postage (12
days delivery time!.

519GLENROCK AVE.

SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our matpria:*; <ire sold lor

research purposes only

between team members.

Bill Gillin, the squad's other co-
captain, singled out the per-
formance of Providence's Stetson
Arnold as a big factor in the loss to
the Friars. Arnold was questionable
as the fifth man for PC, but the first

year runner came through, beating
Tom Wilson by thirteen seconds.

Both Gillin and Thomas agreed
that Providence was impressive,
and stated that the team was
disappointed at first, but then the
runners realized how well they ac-

tually performed. Gillin cited the
fact that the squad has been a
better team over the second half of
the schedule in recent years. Gillin

also mentioned Tom Wilson's gutsy
performance and commented, "We
were beat by a good team. There's
no disgrace ir losing to a team like

Providence." In fact, the loss may
provide the harriers with added
incentive in the New Englands,
because most likely, UMass will be
entering the championship meet as
underdogs. Faced with the same
situation a year ago, the
Minutemen runners captured the
coveted New England title. Gillin

feels that he and his teammates can
bounce back and beat Providence
in the New Englands if the team has
a good day.

Thomas noted that the
Providence meet showed that the

squad has plenty of hard work
ahead. "We definitely have the

potential, we just have to develop it

before the New Englands," added
the team's top harrier.

Ironically, the junior varsity team,

composed solely of freshmen,

captured the first five places in

dropping JV squads from

Providence and Harvard JV's 15-50.

Only thirteen seconds separated

the top five runners, and nine

runners dipped below the old

course record. The harriers upped
their record to 3-0 as UMass' Cliff

Staples broke the previous record competed. The originally FCSCB sponsored event had final tally of UM 37
by 37 seconds. Staples lowered the

standard for the course to 15:21.

Bob Neil, Frank Carroll, Rolf Myer
and Dino Lamacchia took the next

four places, as the first year runners

finished ahead of ex-varsity and
New England finisher of two years

ago, Chick Kasouf and Irish Junior

Steeplechase champion Phil

Campbell. Don Fisher and Tom
Wolff placed seventh and ninth for

the JV runners, and looking at the

results of Tuesday's meet, the

freshmen team probably would
have beat Harvard's varsity if they

ran against the Crimson.

Smith 45, and Mt. Holyoke 46.

i^ -Jf *X* ^^ *^» *^ »i» %^ ^t ^fe ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ "A* ^^ ~Jjf* ^^ ~A* ^1^ -Jf*

£ GOODWILL THRIFT SHOP *
* 7 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

^

HUNDREDS OF ITEMS FOR SALE *
j£ Jeans, Slacks, Sweaters, Jackets, Shirts, Dresses, Skirts, ^fr
7* Robes, Pant Tops *£.

* »«> *
i# Bookcases, Tables, Dressers, Nite Stands, Beds, Chairs iT
Q and At
J^ Electrical Appliances, Lamps, Dishes, Jewelry and Shoes fj
\/ See our custom furniture made by the handicapped at Good- 7v
VVwi||. i#

The Chill is in the Air and

Sweater Season
is with us.

We have a fine selection:

McGregor

THOMPSON'S

i

Pendleton

Indian Brand
(from $8.00)

<91liuflicil LET US DO IT

|g/ Laundry Srr\ ice

Your laundry washed, folded and

packaged in one day.

Lowest Rates in Town
With this ad 20 per cent off regular wash
Located behind Gaslight 1 1 — 253-3044
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Booters fail in home opener

as Keene St. controls game, 3-0

To a stranded mackerel watching yesterday's soccer
game from behind the net, this is how Keene State's
second goal past goalie Marc Hanks looked. Photo was
taken, of course, through a fish eye lens.

Pirates grab

NL East flag
PITTSBURGH \UPI\ The Pittsburgh Pirates won the National League

East title Wednesday night when they tied the game on a freak strike out
passed ball in the ninth inning and then beat the Chicago Cubs 5-4 in the
10th on a bases loaded infield single by Manny Sanguillen.

For the Pirates, who spotted Chicago a four run lead in the first and
didn t catch up until Cubs catcher Steve Swisher led an apparent game
ending strikeout get past him in the ninth for the passed ball that tied the
score, it was their fifth Eastern Division championship in six seasons
They won it by 1 M games over the St. Louis Cardinals, who led until aweek ago. St. Louis was rained out of its scheduled regular season finale

Wednesday night at Montreal.
Chicago reliever Ken Fra.ling struck out Richie Hebner to start the

bottom of the 10th but Al Oliver then lined an opposite field triple into the
leftfield corner.

Willie Stargell and Gene Clines, pinch hitting for Miguel Dilone thenwere intentionally walked and righthander Oscar Zomora was brought in to
face Sanguillen.

Sanguillen fouled the first pitch for a strike, then sent a slow grounder in
the d.rect.on of third base. Bill Madlock tried for a bare handed pickup but
couldn t come up with the ball. Oliver scored the winning run and many in
the crowd of 22,725. shivering and rowdy in 38 degree weather, stormed
onto the field.

The Pirates' victory assured Pittsburgh of playing host for the opening of
the NL Playoffs Saturday against Western Division Chamoion Los
Angeles.

Trailing 4-2 starting the bottom of the ninth, the first two Pittsburgh

Reuschel
^ Sangui,,en drew walk s from Cubs starter Rick

Following a sacrifice by Ed Kirkpatrick, D.lone, who ran for Zisk, scoredwhen Dave Parker hit a bouncer off Reuschel's hand and was thrown out
by second baseman Rob Sperring. Sanguillen took third on the play and
then came the strikeout passed ball incident that may someday take its
place alongside the passed bail by Mickey Ownes that killed the Brooklyn
Dodgers in the 1941 world series.

By BEN CASWELL
Sports Staff

The unscored upon streak ended early and the

undefeated streak finale soon followed as the UMass
Soccer Minutemen were soundly shut-out by the

Keene State Owls 3-0 yesterday.

In a game in which the outcome was not really ever
in question Keene State coach Ron Butcher com-
mented that, "we played our best game of the year
today. We were passing very well, we played an
aggressive defense and we stopped Tom Coburn.
That was our main objective of the day and I -think we
carried it out to its fullest."

Keene's razor sharp passing showed up quite early

in the game and they had a few shots at goalie Marc
Hanks that he was equal to. UMass fullback Danny
Ouellette broke up a couple of in close passes but it

seemed that it was only a matter of time before
Keene's pressure would break through the
Minutemen defense. And that was the case. Before
the game was three minutes old forward Jose Neves
of Keene State took a short pass from halfback Mark
McEvoy and fired it up high to Hank's right to make
the score 1-0. Hanks could not be faulted on this shot
that was perfectly placed and fired quite quickly.

Unfortunately this seemed like it would be a sign of
things to come and it was. For the remainder of the
first half Keene State virtually controlled the play
except for a few instances. UMass forwards com-
bined for a few nice pass plays but they could not
convert any of them. Keene State goalie Brad Steurer
was not severely tested too many times but there
were a few instances where he had to make some
fairly difficult saves to preserve his shutout. One of
these was a corner kick play near the end of the first

half that he went quickly to his right to scoop.
Overall in the first half the play was controlled by

the Owls. UMass was having alot of trouble moving

the ball past midfield and it seemed that wherever a
Minuteman was there were two Owls. UMass' wings
were passing the ball to Keene Staters more often
than to their teammates. The score at the half was 1-0
Keene State and it would turn out that that would be
all they need.

In the second half the wind changed but that was
all that did. The wind was certainly a factor though. In
the first half it was across wind that was not affecting
the play that much. In the second half it seemed that
the gods too were against UMass as the wind swit
ched and was blowing strongly into the Minutemen
goal. Any kicks that the goaltenders would make
during the rest of the game would be badly brought
down by the strong winds.

The scoring in the second half was started with a
strange play in front of the UMass goal mouth. A
Keene State player lofted in a high shot, there was a
few player collisions out front, and all of a sudden the
ball was in the net. That made the score 2-0 and all

that was really left was to play the game out.
Another Keene State goal came on a bounce shot

that beat Hanks to his left. It seemed that the angle of
the shot was not cut enough by the goaltender on this
play.

Coach of UMass Al Rufe said, "they came out really
good in the first half. They were very quick in the first

five minutes and that was where the game was
decided."

"Our passing game was not that good," he con-
tinued, "we had a lot of kicks up the middle that were
to nobody and we did not use our wings enough. We
have got nine games to play still, what we have got to
do is sit down and work out our playing as a unit a
little more. We have a game Saturday versus W.P.I,
and we have got to get back up for it."

QUICK SHOTS-UMass' next game is Saturday
versus W.P.I, here at 1 1 :00 a.m. These two teams tied
1-1 last year.

Ben Caswell

Inside Sports
Hayes wrap-up on Harrier's defeat
Sox lose finale

>Sailors win regatta

Aaron homers
ATLANTA \UPI\ - Home run

champ Hank Aaron hit his 733rd
homer in what was expected to be
his last appearance at the plate as a
Brave Wednesday night in

Atlanta's season finale against
Cincinnati.

When he came up with one out
in the seventh, the crowd rose to its

feet and gave him a roaring ovation
and he responded by hitting a 0-1

pitch off lefthander Rollie Eastwick
down the leftfield line and over the
fence at the 330-sign.

WMUA
After a stunning 14-0 dumping of

Ivy League powerhouse Dart-
mouth, the Minutemen return to
Alumni Stadium for their home
opener against Vermont. Air time
on WMUA is 12:50 featuring the
George Geer scouting report and
live NCAA football coverage.

If you're planning on being at the
game why not bring a radio along
with you and let Russ Small and
Larry Convoy present you with
pressbox insight. Saturday, on the
voice of the Minutemen WMUA
9.1. FM.

Notices
INTRAMURALS All volleyball

entries - men's, women's, grad fac
and co-rec are due no later than
5:00 p.m., October 17th.

It must be a fairy tale

The Miami.. .Fish. The New York.. .Midgets. The Los Angeles.. .Sheep.
That is what their names might have been anyway, because that is what

our boys made them look like each of the past three weeks. By our boys I

mean the team that this past Sunday won more hearts than Shirley Temple
ever did, that made more magic than Merlin the Magician, that did
something more unbelieveable than jumping a canyon, (or trying to jump a
canyon).

The team is the New England (sshhh, somebody might hear me and
think I am crazy), no damn it, I am not crazy, the team is the New England
(can it be that I really have flipped my lid or is this all a Communist plot to
undermine the government and get that, oh pardon me, why of course I'll

pardon anybody, jock out of office), the team is the New England our very
own Foxboro freak outs, the team is the New England Patriots But I'll tell
you they sure have not been too patriotic of late. I mean what right do they
have to be messing things up like they are.

First they go and beat the World Champions, kind of like Cuba really
firing those missiles at us way back when football was what you played
during recess and after school. Then they go and beat our vice-president to
be s home club (horror of horrors, they better watch it or he'll buy the team
and ship it to India to start a new league, the World Starvation League).
I hen the ultimate, they go out and without even thinking about the
complications of defying the oddsmaking Scotty the Greek Hayes they
beat the team that was picked in the preseason polls as the team most
likely to r,p your head off and the team it would be the best idea not to
show up against.

Are these guys for real? Is this the team that was down in the dregs (the
dregs? even that is a compliment) of football society last year? Is this the
team that everyone thought would be better off forfeiting this year's
schedule completely? It has to be. I mean it looks the same or actually it

appears to be the same. What must have happened is something similar to
what happened to that beautiful fake-out favorite of yesteryear

Hi, hello, how are you, what's happening, I am your fairy football
Dhantom. said a figure quite heavy, heavy set that is, and dressed so that
he definitely looked like an athletic supporter.

"I am here to help out your team," he continued from afar. "What you
need ,s a dose of this potion I just happen to have in my helmet. It is made
of an ancient concoction of the blood and sweat of former gridiron greats.
It will make your squad arise from its present state and achieve feats never
dreamed of by man or beast."

Obviously our football favorites took the potion and obviously in
overdose quantities. The Pats are doing those things that are only just
dreamed of. Th.s team that was last in the vaunted pass rush defense last
season (our grandmothers could have gained 100 yards in a game againstthem never mind O.J. Simpson) is now first in that same department Their
offense which was not much too marvel at last season also has taken a
turn for the super. Ever try and tackle a miniature Mac truck? Herron has

11
h
;

s

pf
u«d/" n"in9 9ame as straight as it ever been. And the front line,

well if Plunkett had any more time to throw he might fall asleep before he
got the pass off. And John Smith, the Patriots are thinking about lettinghim go because he keeps losing the balls when he kicks them out of the
stadium.

What all this does lead up to is a 14 point favorite over the Colts for this
week and not being bored until the Celts and Bruins get started

It must be a fairy tale.

Inside i James Dean - Haunting Star p. 3

Sam Love joy & the tower of power

The plant will not be built"
by Mike Kostek

It was last February 22 that Sam
Lovejoy loosened the guy wires holding
up a thin 550 foot high data collecting
tower erected by Northeast Utilities,

the proposed builder of two nuclear
plants in Montague, an interesting
collection of hamlets fifteen miles from
Amherst. The crash made by the
falling tower has echoed through this

Valley for nine months now, and the
sound waves are building in intensity
rather than declining. Indeed, they
seem to have established as Lovejoy
claims, "the beginning of civil
disobedience in the environment
movement."

Samuel Lovejoy, 28, was found in-

nocent last week. He had been charged
with malicious destruction of personal
property, and was freed as the judge
decreed the prosecution had not proved
the tower to be personal property
rather than "real" property. The
penalty for destroying personal
property is up to five years. The
maximum penalty for real property
destruction is six months. The
prosecution went for it all, the big five,

and lost.

There are several other proposed
plants being fought in other areas of the
nation, but none being fought in the

maverick manner of Montague's. The
others are Liberal, Straight fighters,

conventional in ways and means. What
Sam is ostentatiously the head of is a
unique movement designed to bring,

about wholesale changes in the way of

life for Montague and the surrounding
area. By denying the plant, Sam is

saying yes to an entire new system.

The following interview was con-
ducted August 27, 1974 in the Nuclear
Information Office in downtown
Montague, and September 30, 1974 over
the phone.

Below The Salt: This is a fascinating,

fascinating conflict going on here in

Montague. You've got a moribund town
being 'brought back to life' through this

nuclear power plant, and you have all

the elements the town opposes anyway
— hippies, liberals, college professors
— trying to take this great boon away
from them. A classic struggle.

Sam Lovejoy: It's all based on
education. The people you worked with
this summer on the Montague Highway
Department just aren't taught to

handle the world they're living in. And
that's the entire fucking use of

education, that's the entire basis of it:

human expansion and the ability to

deal with what's out there, those are
the two things. So you've got boot licks

running around out there that just don't

know what to do.

The whole idea of me handling my
own case is, well, even lawyers think
I'm out of my mind, '"'vil disobedience
and all that, I think I should be hand-
ling my own case. Everybody in society
thinks you gotta have a lawyer. For one
reason: these people were never taught
In school. The function of schools

The Tower Today Sam at home

"I had to signal to this town, this utility company
and this nation that Sam Lovejoy and the human beings of the world
refuse to allow them to rat fuck our lives."

should be teaching how to add, sub-
tract, read, write and all that, but they
should be taught the simple rudiments
of law, like handing in your own deed
and being able to handle a simple land
transaction between two human beings
without paying $300 to some lawyer.

That's where it all comes down to.

Even with these two petition drives.

We're going around with these two
petitions, one opposed to the plant in

Montague, and the other one asking
that our state senator, it couldn't be
more weak and moderate (Sam
assumes a weak and moderate voice),
asking that the senator give a
resolution asking for the shutting down
and dismantling of Rowe and Vernon
(two nuke plants thirty miles from
Montague).

First, people won't sign it, even
though this is only a petition drive to

put the thing on the ballot, in other
words, they're not even taking a
position by putting their signature on
it; they're helping the Democracy that
they tout so highly.

The second thing is that even if it gets
on, it'll probably get shot down by the
Secretary of State, who's completely
paranoid about tampering inter-state

(Vernon is in Vermont). Which is total

bullshit, 'cause this is a resolution that
has no binding, legal effect, it's just

like a sense of the society at the
moment. It's like a poll of the
legislature.

BTS: Just like the resolution in favor
of the plant passed 3-1 by Montague last

March ...

SL: Not really, as that showed that a
quarter of the town was adamantly
opposed to the plant. And that's where
there's a funny turnaround.
Everything in this society is geared for

a certain amount of momentum, in that
what you see in the end of that vote is

that since a majority of the town voted
for it, there's no hassle involved.
Northeast Utilities (the proposed
builder) is already coming in with the
plant. So a vote in favor does nothing.
But a vote in opposition, if and when —
and we will have a majority of the
people in this town opposed to this plant
— as soon as that happens, suddenly
everything changes, because then this

town will be on record and be willing to

hire a lawyer to stop the plant. Once
that happens, the town as a legal

identity will be willing to stand in op-
position to the plant. That's never
happened before.

faii: And those people across the
street (gestures to a green van from
Rapunzel's organization, formerly
known as the Brotherhood of the
Spirit), they make for another in-

teresting variable.

SL: (laughs uproariously), then
assumes an official, spiritual voice
filled with hollowness) But they're not

political. They're spiri-tu-al. They're
worried about inner self. They're not
concerned with external reality ...

(drops line)

BTS: I hope you know that most
people in town see no difference be
tween them and you. And they despise
them.

SL: I know, I know, I realized that,
and it's always blown my mind. But
that's cool, cause that means that I'm
dragging them in rather than their
dragging 'round with me.

BTS: The prevailing party line with
them seems to be in favor of the plant.
They're in favor of anything they say is

helping man progress.

SL: There're some over there who
are against the plant, the freaks over
there ...

BTS: They certainly are ...

SL: Some of them are freaks, the rest

are just assholes. The vast majority of

them believe Michael's (Rapunzel) line

that you don't engage in politics if

you're a spiritual hoolie. That's his

corruption ...

BTS: Have you had any contact, any
dealings with them in this whole
business?

SL: A couple. They've all been
dismal failures and disgusting. They're
hip capitalists. From my view, those
people aren't much different from the
people working on the Highway
department. There you've got yourself
one hell of a conflict.

BTS: I guess so!

SL: And I'm not saying I'm not

spiritual. I'm not saying the people on
the Highway Department aren't
spiritual. They're just so confused.

BTS: Who has the final say about the
plant?

SL: Nobody does.
BTS: Nobody?
SL: Well, the AEC (Atomic Energy

Commission) does, but they're nobody.
They're a crock of shit organization if I

ever saw one.

BTS: Legally, can the AEC put a
plant in a town if the town votes against
it?

SL: Yes. Totally. Emminent domain.
BTS: But they wouldn't if a majority

of the town were opposed ...

SL: No, when it comes to the nukes,
no, they don't want that. And I'm not

crazed like some of the people who
would run over there and do some
sabotage when the uranium is in the
plant. And that would be a nightmare,
'cause that's involuntary for everybody
around the area. If that tower had any
uranium in it, I wouldn't have gotten
near the goddamn thing.

BTS: Do you think Montague will

actually vote against it?

SL: Definitely. Definitely. I'm an
optimist. You saw the pessimistic side
of the town working on the Highway
Department. Do you think I'm going to

be able to penetrate them?

BTS: No way.
SL: Well, you see, you're basically a

pessimist, but you've got some reality
over there. I don't think all the people
in the town are like the Highway

continued on p. 9
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None dare call them carrots!

by Daniel Finneran

Once upon a time the annual
meeting ot The Royal Order of
Knights of The Sacred American
Standard was disrupted by a man
with carrots tied to his fingers.

In the middle of a speech by 7 he
Grand, Exalted, and Mostly High
American Standard, the man
quietly walked into the Grand
Ballroom of the DC Hilton. Tied to

the first two fingers of his left hand
were two carrots dangling from
two seperate pieces of string. For
several seconds he just stood in the
back, and then, as quietly as he
entered, left. For a full minute
those in the Ballroom were
speechless, that such a thing could
happen in America was more than
they could stand, so they sat down.
No longer able to continue, the
meeting was adjourned. That night

the red lights burned late.

Hearing of the incident, the Vice
Prexy called a Press Conference
for two o'clock the next day.

"It is," he said, "much more
than just an attack upon our way of

life. What happened was a
deliberatedly planned personal
insult. It was no secret that I was to

appear at the Knight's convention
tonight. It is also known that I

cannot knowingly be in the
presence of carrots without
becoming violently ill. If you stop
and ponder the meaning of last

night's outrage you will un-
derstand why I have asked the FBI
to investigate."

Fulfilling the Vee Pee's request,
the FBI quickly launched a five
alarm investigation. After a week
of questioning almost sober
Knight's, the FBI called off the
search. The final report said that
the incident was likely a trick
perpetrated by the other party.

Two weeks later the stranger
struck again. Before the second
appearence only the government
seemed determined to bring the
offender to justice. But after his
second attack only the most un
patriotic Americans did not clamor
for his arrest.

It was during the coronation of

that year's Miss. America that the
villian quietly walked into the back
of the Atlantic City auditorium
being used. This time, instead of
hanging from string, the carrots
were tied directly to the first two
fingers of his left hand. He stayed
in the back for a while, then
stepped forward and waved his left

hand at newly coronated Miss. A!
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Overcome with shcok, she fainted.

At the same time a hush fell over

the auditorium; and for the first

time in the many years he had been

Master of Ceremonies, the teeth of

Bert Parks could not be seen.

Under much public pressure, the

FBI resumed the investiagtion.

Anything having anything to do
with carrots was carefully
scrutinized; vegtables stands were
staked out, gardens were bugged,
and Playboy Bunnies were frisked

frequently. But to no avail, no clue

could be found.

Two months had passed since the
"carrot man", as he was being
called, had made headlines. That
night the Prezz was to be on
national tv, his speech was to

explain why that when he said we
weren't, we really were. To make

Tia7?e1^horHnth^nidaleofthe
Big Pee's speech the "carrot man"
appeared once agin. This to the

great horror of those present, and

the ten or twelve ppeople watching

at home.

For this appearence he had tied

ten carrots to his ten fingers. To

this day nobody knows how he did

it. Calmly, he walked up to the

Prexy and waved his becarroted

digits in the face of the Main Pee, a

direct violation of a recently

passed amendment to the Con
stitution. He then looked into the

camera, blew a kiss, sang two
verses of "Hooray for Captain

Spaulding", and bit the tips off all

the carrots. In a matter of seconds

he was surrounded by SS men, who
quickly carried him from the

room.

As he was passing through a
door, the Veep (remember him)
approached. Getting close enough
to speak, and fighting an urge to
throw up the VP asked, "Just what
do you think you're trying to
prove?"

Wherupon the "carrot man"
replied, "Buzz off before I shove a
carrot in your ear, or some less
mentionable orifice."
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Books:

James Dean, The Mutant King
A Biography by David Dalton
Straight Arrow Press
$9.95 — 336 pages

When they shut the lid it squasnes your nose.

reviewed by Frederic
Charles Weiss

In his pictures, James Dean let

the same kind of emotion pour out
that Salinger's fictional Holden
Caulfield made so popular in

Catcher In the Rye. The first time
that I saw Dean play the part of

Caleb Trask in the film classic

East of Eden, I noted that finally

there was someone who "un-
derstood what the struggle to find

truth in a world of false propriety

and hypocrisy was all about." The
fact that Dean had been dead for

over a decade seemed almost
incidental.

James Dean was many things to

different people. David Dalton who
has previously written biographies
of the Rolling Stones and Janis
Joplin, has energetically combined
a collection of "I remember
Jimmy" type interviews and Dean
memorabilia in a chronological
style that attempts to put both
Dean's career and life in some type
of logical order.

Dalton notes that "Teenagers
were the first to recognize this

beautiful monster (Dean), this

creature of a new species: James
Dean, the mutant king. He ap-
pealed to them through the
desperate and infectious condition
of the mutant: I need creatures
who resemble me!"
The book reads as if it were a

CBS documentary before the
editors perform their final cuts.

The book is simply not tight

enough, and in spots the author
indulges in too many overdrawn
descriptions. These descriptions
are not so much irrelevant as
unnecessary. ("James Byron

Dean was born on February 8, 1931

in a small town in Indiana. He was
delivered at home and given the
first name of the attending
physician...")

However, in dealing with his

subject, Dalton has overcome
some substantial handicaps.
Unlike truly historical figures,

there are very few documents
remaining that give us any real

idea what James Dean was all

about "on the inside", (and that is

where it does count the most). The
fact that Dean is dead and many of

his close friends refuse to talk

about him did nothing to help make
the author's job easier.

Dalton has put so much energy
into this book that his slight in-

dulgences should be excused. He
has shown us James Dean, the

driven young man who wanted to

do everything well: the young boy
mourning over the early loss of his

mother; and the angry young man
who could never really seem to find

happiness, even after personal
fame seemed assured.

Dean's ability was a product of

his driving intensity. His constant
misery also drew its origins from
the same source. From the set of

East of Eden, Dean wrote a friend,

"I don't like it here. I don't like

people here. I like it home (NY.)
and I like you and I want to see you.
Must I always be miserable? I try

so hard to make people reject me.
Why? I don't want to write this

letter. It would be better to remain
silent. Wow! Am I fucked up!"
The inner turmoil that was so

self destructive in Dean's personal
life, seemed so artistic on the
screen. People could relate to a
hysterical young man, crying out
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Haunting Star

to be loved, and Dean was in both
East of Eden and Rebel Without a
Cause.

During the titties, Dean became
the symbol of the "angry young
man" to whom truth was a matter
of substance and not cosmetics
His angry moods were interpreted
as evidence of his burning desire
for truth, and not a contradiction of
his search. During the fifties

people looked for symbols to
represent their inner doubts, hurts
and hopes. If the majority of "solid
citizens" found it easier to hide
behind the truth of Joe McCarthy
or the austerity of Dwight
Eisenhower, it isn't hard to see
how an entire generation of young
people could find in James Dean's
turbulent search for real truth and
real emotions much more im
portant than the superfluous circus
of political farce that permeated
the so called tranquil fifties.

As a symbol of hope and energy,
Dean seemed to promise that
emotions were more important
than traditions and being
"misunderstood" did not separate
you from the masses, but on the
contrary initiated you into the
brotherhood of your peers; a
brotherhood filled wtth doubts In a
society that rejected truths of the
heart.

Dean was just one of a group of

such "angry young men" who
came in on the heels of Marlon
Brando's bravado. During the
fifties Paul Newman and Steve
McQueen were competing against
Dean for the parts that eventually
made Dean immortal. In fact Dean
barely edged out Paul Newman for

the part of Caleb Trask in East of
Eden.

Dean was a "method " actor,
and had studied under Lee
Strasberg in New York to master
the technique. The actor immersed
himself within the character that
he was playing, and exploded on
scene from within. Dean didn't

recite lines, he Incorporated them.
Caleb Trask was not "played by"
James Dean; by the time the
cameras started to shoot James
Dean was Caleb Trask. This
technique might have been the
source of his talent, but it was also

the root of many of his sullen

moods.

During the filming of Giant, his

third and last film; Dean, angry
because he had to sit around all

day without getting a chance to

shoot his scene, decided not to

show up the next day. The Director

of Giant, George Stevens, was so

angered by this move that he "took

him up to Jack Warner's office and
threatened to kick him out of

Hollywood." After Stevens

Try The

Rustic Roost

Bat
37 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Hank Williams
songs

on the |ukebox

—-^?&Z*i&*
DRAKE

You know the kind of

people who go to the

Drake. You know because

you're probably one of

them!

mm
VILLAGE INN

finished Dean replied, "...Let me
tell you something. I am not a
machine. I may be working in a
factory, but I'm not a machine. I

stayed up all night Friday to do
that scene. I prepared all night for

that scene. I came in ready to work
and you kept me sitting around all

day Do you realize I'm doing
emotional memories 7 That I'm
working with my senses — my
sight, hearing, smell, touch? Can I

tell you that every day you make
me sit, there'll be two days next
time (that I don't show up)? Then
three, then four? You'll pay for it

And you're not going to stop me
from working."

The book's strongest passages
concern Dean's early days in New
York, living the life ot the starving
actor trying to catch on. The image
of James Dean in the city is a
captivating study of one man's
personal struggle. Dalton's
general view of the early days of

television (Dean's first role was in

a TV. commercial) and the sudden
strain put upon the entertainment
industry is also quite interesting

After Dean was killed speeding
along a California highway, his

popularity grew to proportions
unprecedented with the possible
exception to the death of Rudolph
Valentino. The rumors that Dean
was alive but crippled and
deformed on some island, spread
that same way that such ab-

surdities would follow John
Kennedy after his death. People
claimed that Dean spoke to them
from the "other world". One man
claimed that he was the second
coming of James Dean.

When Marlon Brando was asked
to narrate The Jimmy Dean Story,

an exploitation, grade B flick, he
actually considered taking the job.

"It could be important," he told

author Truman Capote in an in

terylew. "Toward the end, I think
that he was beginning to find his

own way as an actor. But this
glorifying of Dean is all wrong.
That's why I believe the
documentary could be important.
To show he wasn't a hero; show
what he really was — just a lost

boy trying to find himself."

Brando was wrong. For while
James Dean was "lost", he was a
hero nonetheless; an imaginary
hero of every young man who also
feit lost, reaching for that wordless
truth with a sense of perpetual
hope.

Daltonfton. has caught both the
elements of confusion and the

charismatic aura that so marked
James Dean's life, both on and off

the screen. David Dalton's James
Dean: The Mutant King does not

quite succeed in letting you know
how the actor felt about things on
the inside, but it must be
remembered that with Dean dead
for over a decade, Dalton had to

depend on secondary sources.
However, while he doesn't quite let

you know what made Dean tick, he
gives you quite a thorough look into

how the wires were laid out.

/
Despite all this identification

with James Dean after his death,

few really knew or understood him
during his life. After the fatal car

crash of 1955, many tried to exploit

the public's emotional reaction to

the death of the twenty four year
old Dean. Jimmy Dean products
spread over the entire world,

varying from records to busts of

Dean.

David Dalton has put together a

book that does justice to Dean
without either patronizing or ex

ploiting him. When you're dealing

with a legend that is no easy task.

+ + + This book is available at the

University Bookstore.
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Reigning Words
THE SPOT

By Richard Malanga

It was a fiery autumn day when I

entered Southwest, People lazily

walking, enjoying the pretty
foliage and the light breeze.

When I got to my room I noticed
everything was the same as I had
left it; my bed unmade, my desk

cluttered with books and papers,
and my roommate sifting at the

window.

We lived on the seventeenth floor

and from our window we com
manded a beautiful view where one
can see for miles the beauty they
call New England.
My roommate always had the

best spot at the window. Night and
day he would sit there, not talking

not moving. reany aouor wnetner
he goes to classes because I know
he is afraid of losing his spot at the

window. He doesn't want me to see

the trees of the sky he thinks he

owns it all.

After finishing my homework I

looked to the window... at first I

couldn't believe what I saw

He was sitting there, but not in

his spot... he was on the ledge. He
had removed the screen from the

window and was actually sitting on

the ledge!

I stood there quietly — a million

thoughts raced through my mind —
the trees, the buildings, the

mountains, I could see them all if I

only had the spot!

But, he was starting to move —
to get up — to get back in his spot ! I

THE

CHEESE BARN
Specials for the week:

Jarlsberg $1.49 Boursin (herbs) $1.19

New shipment of coffee

beans has just arrived

:

MOCHA, MEXICAN, JAVA

breamea aeepiy and lunged at him
he slipped and with a monstrous
scream he fell

I tolo the police simply that I was
studying when it happened - I

didn't notice that he fell until I

heard the scream.

All went well until the next day I

was standing at the window, at

what was now my spot, looking at

the people below, who still avoided
the place where he landed, when I

heard a knock at my door.

It was the floor councilor and
another person who I had never
seen. The councilor said that this

person was to be my new room
mate.

He walked into the room, this

being his new home, and walked to

the window. As I watched him my
body started to tingle as if I were
being struck by a thousand pins

and my clothes were wet with

perspiration. He walked to the

window and stood in my spot.

"Ya got a nice view," he said.
I looked at him with eyes as cold

as ice and concealingly said,
"Yeah ain't it."

i remember
standing in the rain

on the corner, «-*-»
(the horrible, delinquent, and distasteful corner)

watching the good Americans
go by,

in their self impressive autos,

watching the race car drivers

go by.

and watching people watch my world

go by.

i remember
the cool pure rain

dripping off my nose and smoothly sliding slow

down by back.

i remember
a seemingly long time ago,

but probably only yesterday,

trying to hold on to something
when nothing was there

Then the rain touched my face!

J. Silva

PIZZA EATING
CONTEST

SATURDAY, OCT. 5 10:30 AfTl

Papa QIno's

Competitions for 2 age groups:

13-18 & college age

PRIZES FOR ALL WINNERS!

ENTRIES LIMITED-REGISTER BEFORE OCT. 4
AT PAPA GINO'S

Come chmf every delicious bit* of Papa Gino'% Rizza.

Art
AREA ART EXHIBITS

LEVERETE CRAFTSMEN AND
ARTISTS, INC.

October show featuring works
of local craftsmen.

SPRINGFIELD
FINE ARTS

MUSEUM OF

Forms moii ^^ d^ 10-9.30

"West of the Rockies".
Photographs of the American
West From the International

Museum of Photography at the

George Eastman House.

Through
Glass"

Jan. 5 — "Lalique

This Wonderful Old Mill Wants

to Introduce Itself . . .

'*

mi^md

Oct. 6 Nov. 17. "The World of

Pogo". Focuses on menagerie of

characters the late Walt Kelly

created for the nationally syn

dicated comic strip "Pogo".
Sunday, Oct. 6, 2 p.m. The world

premiere of the film "Pogo the

candidate for the office of your
choice".

FIVE COLLEGE EXHIBITS

AMHERST COLLEGE — Mead
Art Gallery, Oct. 1 30. Exhibition

of American Folk Art.

HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE —
Gallery — through October 11.

Etchings and drawings by
Margaret Taylor.

MT. HOLYOKE — John and
Norah Warbeke Gallery, Oct. 4 31.

Photographs of Edward Curtis.

Oct. 4 Nov. 3 — American
Posters of the Nineties.

SMITH COLLEGE MUSEUM —
through Oct. 27 "Rodin and
Balzak". Rodin's sculptural

studies for the monument to

Balzak
Through Nov. 3 — "The Seelye

Years".
UMASS — Herter Hall Gallery —
Oct. 10 Nov. 2. Student Arts

Festival Gallery will be available

to students for exhibition space as

well as for workshops, demon
strations, performances, mini-

lessons, panel discussions, etc.

Emphasis will be on learning

experience, and exchange of

ideas

- -^Ty*
** M >•»

.

It has been, for many years, a country store — plus, catering to the

selective tastes and cravings of Amherst. Where else can you find

flower presses imported from Europe, pine incense that smells like

you have the fireplace burning, or Racey Helps postcards (you

know, that English artist who draws animals all dressed up and

acting like human beings).

The friendly people who work in the store encourage brows.

m

through this rambling old mill. Through the stationery and greeting

card room (the nicest selection in the ar99i). To the clothes

department, featuring the best in distinctive country clothes.

Through the room that is stocked to the rafters with an extensive

selection of candies and spices. And finally to the ultimate gift

room, which has everything from Pewter, Copper, Stainless Steel

able and cooking wares to spirits hip flasks to Winnie the Pooh

books

The store is a quick five minute ride from campus. Or take the

UMass bus that goes past Puffton Village into North Amherst. Or

just walk — The Old Mill is really closer than Amherst tenter to

Campus. The Old Mill is just one half mile past Puffton Village,

directly after the North Amherst Post Ottice

THUR. • FRI.

at th«

Leaf Window

ACES&
EIGHTS

SAT: Cold River Blues Band!

SUN: Good Jan with Mu-Zik!

The New Place in Town!

Rt. 202, New Salem

12 Miles from Whitmore!

Quality Components at the Right Price
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Weather Report's Gloomy Forecast
by Michael Peppe

In Concert:
Weather Report
Symphony Hall, Boston
27 September

So there's Dom Um Ro-nao
running around behind his

smorgasbord of instruments,
randomly choosing toys to play
with, banging Ihis, shaking
that, never playing anything
for more than a few bars
before gracing something
else, and it all seems ro ar-

bitrary because you can't hear
him over the cymba'? an, vay.
The drummers (there's two)
are in the corner jma chi».g

bashing away like a couple of

drunken high schoolers flaying
to Chuck Berry, drowning out
all the subtlety in the music,
which didn't have much to

begin with. The song tney're
suffocating is called "Nubian
Sundance", from Weather
Report's latest album,
Mysterious Traveller, and
apparently these two bangers
feel that the best musical
approach is to play exactly the
same beat as fast and as loudly
and as unimaginatively as
possible hundreds of times
over. And there's Joe Zawlnul
behind his keyboards rifting

away looking bored, and
Wayne Shorter staring at his

fingers gently kissing his alto
sax, looking lost and maybe
thinking about sometime
trying to toot a few notes over

the racket. And here I am in

my $7.50 seat wondering why
all the Jazz-Rock concerts I've

been to lately have been Rock
concerts and why all my
favorite musicians are copping
out for the big beat and the big
bucks and why does it have to

be so LOUD?, I said —
WHAT?, my friend said — I

SAID WHY DOES IT HAVE
TO BE SO LOUD?, I said —
WHAT?, he said — FORGET
IT, I said, and slumped back
into my seat sneering even
though no one was looking.

With the first number so

comprehensively destroyed
and the corpse neatly disposed
of, I'm hoping it was just their

Flash Opening Number and
now they'll get into something
a little juicier, and I'm right.

Romao comes jigging out from
behind his instrument table

looking like some can-
tankerous old Afganistani
goat-herder, impatiently
thumping and kicking his gong
and singing quaint little

foreign-sounding ditties. Then
he switches to an instrument
that looks like a telescope and
sounds like slidinq beach
stones, and pretty soon the

whole band (minus the
drummers) is into it and
playing really beautiful music
and finally it turns into

"Scarlet Woman", also from
Mysterious Traveller. The

third number looks hopeful too,

but just when things are
sounding really nice again,

there's this horrendous crash
from over in the corner and a

drummers give up joining in

and try to start their own
number over the chaos, but

they simply haven't the

volume. At long last the

sound like a cement mixer
starting up and one of the
crash-crazy kids is back,
furiously hammering out a
breakneck rhythm bearing no
resemblance whatsoever to
what was being played, and it

issoawfulandincongruous that
the rest of the band just stops
playing and stares at him, as if

a stranger had just interrupted
their performance. After a few
moments of stunned confusion,
Zawinul seems to want to make
it look like it was supposed to

happen, so he tries a few
hesitant notes, but it doesn't
work. A little later, after a few
bars of attempted par-
ticipation, all three of the non-

drummer stops, and the rest of

the band soon after, giving our

battered eardrums some much
appreciated respite.

Then, like a heavenly oasL
emerging from the desert
mists, appears Joe Zawinul
and a grand piano, alone, with

no electric instruments or
other musicians, playing
music, and I mean that in the

deepest and holiest sense of the

word. One wonders how such
spine-tingling, soul-tingling
beai / can be produced by the
fine n of mere man. For ten
mit jtes I am in ecstasy, my
ego pawing the ground and

straining at its spiritual leash.

Soon Shorter comes in, and I

can't believe my grateful ears.

But as suddenly as it begins, it

ends, like traffic at an in-

tersection, and just as noisy.

Only this time the beauty stops

for the last time. For the
remainder of the evening
Zawanil riffs, Romao unob-
trusively experiments, bassist

Alphonso Johnson buzzes (His

bass sounds like it's being

played through a five-inch

tweeter with a hole in it), the

drummers bash and Shorter

thinks about it. They didn't

even do an encore, and for-

tunately so.

The story is all too familiar.

And its not like Zawanul and
Shorter haven't got what it

takes, either: it has been an
established fact with just about
everybody for over two
decades that these men can
play music like nobody's
business. Yet here they are
farting around with riff-rock ai
200 decibels, getting screams
and wild applause and stan-

ding ovations before they even
step on the stage. And this is at

Symphony Hall! (which, in-

cidentally, is acoustically less

suitable for rock n' roll than
anywhere, don't let anyone kid

you) And Herbie Hancock has
gotten even worse! And Larry
Coryell even louder! Do they
take us for idiots?

RESCUE CALLS

Sept. 24 7:18 p.m. responded to

Emerald Lake Shores

Residence, no action.

Spet. 28 10.27a.m. Responded to

Deering Residence. Tran-
sported one adult female to

Concord Hospital.

think, don't stink
QUAH — JORMA KAUKONEN with
Tom Hobson (Grunt BFL1-0209)

Ever hear a song that you really
liked but couldn't remember how it

went? Quah will be that joyful ex-

perience. Quah features Jorma
Kaukonen and Tom Hobson who
really do some fine picking together.

Quah is very low key — a kind of

Country and Western lullaby.
Vocally, between Jorma and Tom,
they burn off a healthy slice of

tomato (4 caolries). Their vocals, of

which Tom is slightly superior
(especially in "Blue Prelude"), just

serve as a background for their fine

guitar compositions.
It would be tough to pick out an

outstanding cut in Quah and equally
to deny that Quah isn't good.
Quah is a perfect choice to put

while studying because it will not
make you take notice of it, but will

make your time much more en-

joyable.

—wayne DUCKY dejnak

SONNY STITT
PRESTIGE

— GENESIS

Never have I heard Sonny Stitt as
inspired as he is on this double
reissue of 1949-51 recordings. The
perennial bebopper, only 26 years old
here, is matched with some of the
most complimentary and capable
rhythm sections of the lime. These
include painists John Lewis, Kenny
Drew, and Duke Jordan, bassists
Nelson Boyd and Tommy Potter and
drummer Art Blakey. The most
powerful trio here, though, consists
of our good friend Max Roach,
bassist Curly Russell and the
amazing Bud Powell on piano.
Teamed with this awesome trium
v irate, Sonny on tenor sax tears
'hrough eight well chosen tunes,
including a very hot "All God's
Chillun Got Rhythm" and three Stitt

originals, reconstituted but catchy.
All 2 to 3 minutes in length, the pieces
feature maximum music as Sonny
and Bud leap into every chorus with

ANGELA Y. DAVIS

will meet with

ALL THIRD WORLD STUDENTS

TODAY
At 3:30 p.m. in The Pyramid Coffeeshop

Basement of New Africa house

mad abandon, somehow never
slipping as they resolve one lightning

riff and leap immediately to the next.

Stiffs tone and execution are in-

fallible throughout on alto, tenor and
even baritone sax and he avoids the

cl iches that he often falls prey to now.
The cuts with Blakey and J.J.

Johnson are also of high quality, but
the less talented sidemen on the

segments of sides 3 and 4 do not

challenge or inspire Sonny suf-

ficiently. Overall, Sonny's expertise
is spotlighted well here and a good
taste of the bebop era comes through.

—Jack Cahill

SKINNY BOY — ROBERT LAMM
Columbia

5<inny Boy is, at best, a toned down
Chicago. Robert Lamm spares little

effort to imitate previous Chicago
successes and create new melodies
I'm sure Chicago turned thumbs
down on.

Skinny Boy has the Pointer Sisters
helping out Mr. Lamm in a couple of

vocals. But Lamm, with the help of
no one, is able to make a so so song a
flop by his new style of singing —
being afraid of the mike.
After Skinny Boy, one will wonder

if this is the same Lamm that wrote
so many of Chicago's smashes. Save
your money for the Campus Center
fee.

—Ducky Dejnak

DOUG SAHM — GROOVERS
PARADISE (Warners)
Michael lives in Texas these days

and calls me in the middle of the
night to tell me the place can be a
Groover's paradise. If anyone knows
how to groove in Texas ought to be Sir

Douglas, and the boys he has on thi?

album can follow where he leads. Stc
Cook and Doug Clifford (from
Creedence) show up here and you can
hear Doug fade
out on the title

cut. There are
no surprises
here, no frills,

but if you want
to get the feel of
the San Antone-
Austin Tex Mex
life, this is a fine

and hones
album, and it's

as good as a ,

phone call from
a stoned Texan
at 3 a.m.

— Craig
Roch*
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Zappa/Mothers, Roxy & Others
Ro*y & Elsewhere
Frank Zappa & The Mothers Of
Invention

Discreet 2DS 2202

Time 68:35 (2 discs)

(Opening theme: "Kibitzer"

by Copperhead)
TM: Dudes & dudies, the

Music Editor of Below the
Salt.

Mike Kostek: Thank you. I

will open with a short
statement after which I will

entertain a few questions.

My affection for Frank
Zappa began in 1966 with
Absolute- Free and Freak Out!
I have followed him faithfully

since then, through each and
every album, bootlegs in-

cluded. I have been disap-
pointed with his recent
literalism and lack of bold
daring, but have appreciated
the newer carryings-on, on
their own level. He is still, in

my judgement one of the best
lyricists and writers around,
and continues to lead, though
at a much slower pace than
before, a new path in the world
of music. Yes, Mr. Powell.

Adam Clayton Powell: Mr.
Editor, what is your opinion of

this set of Mothers, most of

whom have been on the last

two albums, Apostrophe' and
Over-Nite Sensation?
MK: There is quite a dif-

ference between the four sets
of Mothers of Invention, none

of whom fall into the dull or
null sets. The first group, as
exemplified best on Uncle
Meat, had their brilliance in
their crudeness. They couldn't
cliche because they'd not
played enough to know the
cliches.

The second group, the Flo &
Eddie Mothers, was mainly a
decently weird rock band
backing up two excellent vocal
and mental talents, Volman &
Kaylan. See the Live At The
Fillmore East 1971 album.
The third group was the

rather short lived 'big band'
Mothers of the Grand Wazoo
genre. This was the first en-
semble Zappa had that could
actually play together for any
length of time, but its size was
unweildly, being upwards from
fifteen people. Now the dif-

ference between this current
band and the others is two: 1.

They play together quite well
in most areas of music, and 2.

They tuck in their shirts. This
shirt business of course
modifies how they play. They
are not as demented as the first

two outfits, but who is? Zappa,
as always, uses his strengths,
and here it is the band's
playing together through some
outrageously complicated
pieces that is the main feature.

Maddy Pryor: Any other
differences, mate?
MK: Yes, there is the con-

tinued literalness from Over-
Nite and ', mainly through

George Duke on keyboards.
Zappa sings "I heard them
chokin' in the street", and the
band will literally gag. The old
boys would've choked
musically.
Frank has also, I presume, in

order to stay as different as
possible, continued his step-
ped-up surrealistic lyrics.

Neil Armstrong: What about
his guitar playing?

Up", and half of "Be Bop
Tango", there is a lot of meat,
so to speak, on sides two and
three. "Cheepnis" is great,
especially that sped-up part in

the middle; "Son Of Orange
County" and "More Trouble
Every Day" are given fine new
coats of .taint ; "Village Of The
Sun" is a good example of
Zappa's sensitive melodic side.

And let's not forget the fine
improvisational job done in the

Humphries and Chester
Thompson, Napoleon Brock for
vocals and presence and Ruth
Underwood on vibes and
various.

Senior "Rolling Stone"
Correspondent: Thank you,
Mr. Editor.

Below
MK: I'm glad you asked me

that. In a word, it's excellent,
with great varieties in tone,
timbre, tempo, timing, temper
and all the other T words.

Richard Bean: How about
the tunes, man? I mean, don't
most of them bite? And don't
evade my question. I want it

straight!

MK: Well, Mr. Bean, that's
being pretty narrow, I think.
While there are some real
dumb things like "Dummy

The Salt ohoto by Lori Anne Yeslow
clean ween song, "Don't You
Ever Wash That Thing?". Just
rinse it one time.

William C. Dunkerfield: Ah,
Sir, what would you say then
would be the final evaluation of
this tasty enchilada?
MK: Not one of Frank's

finest, I'm afraid, although it

still stuns most anything out
today in the rock world. I'd like
to take this opportunity to give
credit here, as our space runs
out, to drummers Ralph

It's hard to believe that this

is the same Frank Zappa
whose coat-of-arms had an up-
raised middle finger at the end
of each limb and who wore the
curse of the music industry,
"No commercial potential",
like a title of nobility. Here we
have some of the best music
since Grand Wazoo, but old
Frank's famed wit seems to

have been somewhat blunted
over the years; either that or
he is deliberately catering to

Jnis newly-found album-in-the-
top-100 audience, the very
existence of which I find highly
suspicious.

Who needs topical humor set
to music, no matter how good
the music — I wish he'd offend
me once in a while. Beautiful
arrangements, and a gold star
to George Duke for "Bebop
Tango", but I'd prefer a little

less polish and a lot more
Zappacity.

Your Sacred Cowboy

people who thinketh, stinketh
WHEN THE EAGLE FLIES — TRAFFIC

(Asylum 7E-1020) — time 38:45.

Amazing, no? How TRAFFIC could
deteriorate down to a three paragraph review
status like this. After the sustained brilliance of
their first four discs, the killer fog descended in

a thick layer, beginning with the jive Welcome
to the Canteen snooze Things cleared a bit with
Low Spark, but we're leery, leery after the last
two slippers, Shootout and On The Road.
And wh»? Why indeed. Intensity. Work. Not

enough of those factors and too much noodle
filler. Six minute cuts. Eight minute cuts. Ten
minute cuts. There are certain snatches of the
old Traffic magic, a great run or a catchy
phrase, but they are hopelessly diluted in stock
formulas and bland playing in that sleepy
music style that has dominated their form in

'he last few years.

When The Eagle Flies is dull and diffracted.
Winwood is his usually highly silked self, and
his lyrics are often more than good, but they
never form anything remotely new. There
ought to be a law against good groups breaking
up. Bring back Dave Mason.
A dull as the cover C-.

WHO'S AFRAID Of- I HE BIG BAND MONK?— THELONIOUS MONK
(Columbia KG 32892) time 93:27 (2 recs)

Thelonious has alwavs had this.. .angular feel

about him, and it is, shall we say, amplified, in

this varied big band context. Record 1 is all live

and long, with all sorts of solos, 1964 Monk
style. My favorite? "Four In One", an intense
swirl of lines, and "Oska T.", a monklodic
standout.

Disc No. 2. is 1968 studio big band bands, with
the cuts in the 4-7 minute range. Hungry? Try
"Let's Cool One", the ever swinging "Rootie
Tootie" and the ever-turning, ever-great,
"Brilliant Corners" The bits of Monk's piano
playing personality that get lost in the band's
noise are made up for, at least for humble
reviewer, by hearing a big band go through the
paces of Thelonious' peculiar soundscapes.
This reissue (a steal at $6.98 list) is primarily
for those who like Monk's music more than his

playing.

A 'four in one' B+.

LEADBELLY —
LEADBELLY (Playboy PB
119) —time: 58:56

If Hefner comes up limp
tomorrow and the Playboy
empire folds, one of the few
things worth saving is this,

the only live tape of Lead
belly on record.
Recording quality is

sufficient, and the album is

generous in time (nearly an
hour long) and content.
There is a rich and varied

assortment of Leadbelly's (Aka Huddie Led
better) artistry, from field hollers, blues,
spirituals and rollickers. It's a very pleasant,
courteous Leadbelly performing here in front
of an audience at the University of Texas, and
the only aspect of his persona not on here is the
strong, hard "John Henry" Leadbelly.
A 'he was one of the giants' B+.

—Mike 'pookootz' Kostek

FROM GENESIS
GENESIS
LONDON PS 643
Total playing time: 43:37

TO REVELATION —

It's certainly not uncommon for record
companies to dredge up old tapes or release
hitherto unsalable recordings when a musician
or musical group suddenly becomes popular
or recognized in the public eye. It is inex
cusable though, if this chronological in-
formation is not mentioned on the record,
passing off an old recording as a new one.
From Genesis To Revelation was recorded

about six years ago and was the first Genesis
album, predating the recently re released
(after if appeared in the budget bins) Trespass
by almost two years. FGTR is best described
as a collector's item, and is certainly not
recommended for anyone who hasn't yet been
introduced to the recent music of this often
spectacular, often apocalyptic band. For the
"uninitiated. Live , Foxtrot, or the recent
chartbusting Selling England by the Pound
would do much better than this interesting, but
ohwinnsiy primordial recording.
While talking with keyboardist and guitarist,

Tony Banks, we obtained a bit of additional
info. To wit, Jonathan King, who is probably
best remembered for his hit, "Everyone's
Gone to the Moon", turned producer after he
tired of singing, and produced several acts, of
which, according to Banks, "Genesis was
probably the only one which wasn't suc-
cessful". It was King who gave the group the
name Genesis, though when this album was
recorded, the group was considering changing
'heir name to Revelation as there was an
American group also named Genesis. (This
other Genesis recorded an album entitled In
The Beginning, so beware.) Anyway, the other
Genesis broke up, King encouraged England's
Genesis to stay together, and Genesis decided
to produce their own material from then on.
From Genesis To Revelation is pre Ph !

l

Collins (drummer extraordinaire) and Steve
Hackett (present guitarist), but contains the
bands current songwriting nucleus in its

earliest stages. Peter Gabriel's voice isn't bad,
just unpolished. The songs aren't bad, merely
pleasant. The record isn't bad, only skeletal.
Hopefully not too many unassuming record
buyers will mistake this for new, and maybe
next time the record company will be a bit
more honest. Don't bet on it.

—David Sokol

HIGH ROLLER — JAMES MONTGOMERY
BAND
(CAPRICORN CP 0142)
Total playing time: 36:46

Prior to Capricorn's signing of the James
Montgomery Band in early 1973, the group was
a living legend in and around Boston and
Cambridge. Their funky white style of bar-rock
and blues led them to frequent bookings at
Boston University and Harvard, as well as all
of the heavy and smokey hot spots in the area.
Montgomery's name spread, the popularity
radius grew, they began to do more original
material, and finally, they got that recording
contract.

But now, instead of being the top bar band in
the area, the James Montgomery Band was but
one of zillions of recording artists. Their first

album, First Time Out, was poorly produced
and failed to deliver the essence of the band,
that which is so apparent on stage. That
essence, the foot stompin', beer drinkin' rhyth
mic rock centers around Montgomery's lead
harp, Peter Malick's guitar, and David
"Expose Yourself" Case's keyboards with
gritty vocals by all.

provement over First Time Out, it again falls
short of doing the band the justice which their
live presence demands and warrents.

In Concert:

Kennedy Center
Washington, D.C.
Saturday, Sept. 21, 1974 — 8 p.m.

A (BIZARRE) NIGHT AT THE OPERA
whereupon guitarist extraordinaire

Buchanan thrills and chills the audience
Roy

Except for three standout tracks, the
material has an unfortunate sameness and
stiffness to if which is only somewhat
overlookable because of the proficiency of the
musicianship. "Brickyard Blues", fhe Allan
Toussaint song which is suddenly getting
recorded by as diverse likes as Bonnie Raitt
and hitsters Three Dog Night, is a real keeper,
putting TDN's pablumafic version to shame.
Drummer Chuck Purro's "Sing You a Love
Song" is a fine change of pace belly rubber and
the band's best ballad to date, and "Schoolin'
Them Dice" is typically functional, a high
school hare, n, marked by its Magic Dick like
harp break and some fine guitar.
By now it's obvious that James Montgomery

has what it takes to be bar room, even concert
performers, but as recording artists, it will
take a live Full House type recording to
adequately show their wares. Anyone who has
heard any live JMB tapes knows that they
make 'heir studio albums look pale in com
parison. Got that down in Macon?

—Dav K Sokol

If you have reason for fear and loathing,

Washington's Kennedy Center for (select)

Performing Arts is a vicious place. One enters
the building into the vaulted ceiling of the in-

describably imperialistic 'Hall of Flags'. As
you stumble onward toward the concert hall,

you begin to notice the eleven doiiar-a-yard
white carpet that covers the thousands of yards
of walls. Above you hang huge, garish and
expensive glass and electric chandeliers. The
building itself is so absurd and such a waste of

public funds that you could laugh at it, if there
weren't people in evening dress all around you
'aking it seriously.

Despite all of these distractions, Roy
Buchanan was gripping and excellent. He is a
joy to watch, and is clearly in that league of

guitarists among whom it is frivolous to

compare for speed or accuracy. He can play
some things that no other human can, but his
act is far from perfect.

The band that accompanies him has to be one
of the least talented to even cross the rock
stage, and it's hard to see why he still plays
with them. Outside of one or two songs, Roy has
no material at all, so that his concert literally is

a collection of other people's blues and country
songs in fairly unimaginative arrangements.
Just the same, the performance had its

moments and certainly was more than him just

riff ing for three hours. Roy Buchanan is more
than the 'technician' that he often is accused of

being. Because of Buchanan's style he doesn't

record well at all, but live, the wailing,

screaming, weeping guitar that he plays is

simply amazing.

Roy Buchanan is one of the best Southern
white blues musicians around, and the more
than a decade of dues he paid shows in every
line. He delivered the best version of "Hey
Joe", a song almost universally maligned by
various bands in the mid-60's, that I have ever
heard. Where he comes from, the song makes
some sort of cultural sense. Although it sounds
corny, his only real 'original', "The Messiah
Will Come Again" has to be seen to be believed.

Buchanan has been <u uuitd for a long time. It

s rumored that Chuck Berry had him in mind
when Berry wrote "Johnny B. Goode." If so,

Chuck certainly knew what he was talkin'

'bout. By intermission all of the evening dress
oad disappeared, I guess those people just

don't 'preciate culture.

'—Jetf nowara
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The Vets, Amnesty and History

October 3, 1974

by the Veterans Coalition-

Amnesty in the United States.
1. George Washington — July 10,

1795, granted a full, free and entire
pardon to those involved in the
insurrection in Penn. against the
United States.

2. John Adams — May 1800,

granted another amnesty for
another insurrection in Penn.

3. James Madison — 1815,
granted a free and full pardon of all

offenses touching the revenue
trade and navigation in the vicinity
of New Orleans.

4. Abraham Lincoln — Dec. 8,

1863, granted a full pardon to those
participating in the existing
rebellion who were prepared to
take a perscribed oath.

5. Andrew Johnson — 1865, 1867,
granted a partial amnesty. July 4,

1868 Johnson granted a full pardon
to everyone who participated in the
late insurrection or rebellion ex
cept for those under indictment for
treason or a felony.

+ Dec. 25, 1868, Johnson granted
a Christmas amnesty for the of
fense of Treason against the United
States.

World War I

Wilson considered the critics of
the war to be traitors. He would not
even entertain the possibility of
Amnesty.
Warren G. Harding — Released

24 prisoners (political) including
Euoene Debs aged 65.

Calvin Coolidge — granted
amnesty for those who deserted
between Armistice and the tech
nical ending of the war.

Franklin D. Roosevelt — granted
amnesty for persons convicted
under the Espionage Act and con
spiracy to violate the Selective
Service act of 1917 and who paid
the penalty of the law imposed.

World War II

In August of 1945 there were
15,805 prisoners being held for
convictions of violations of the
Selective Service act. Truman
ordered a three man Amnesty
Board (whose ideas were
genuinely hostile to the beliefs of
most of these political prisoners)
whose net result was 1,523 pardons
which took effect on Dec. 23, 1947.
This pardon did not include
Jehovah's Witnesses or political
prisoners. (Truman had granted
an earlier amnesty on Dec. 25, 1945
to all former prisoners who had
done at least 12 months honorable
service regardless of their
criminal record.)

Conscientious Objectors
These figures are listed to show

the correlation between the
amount of involvement in the
Vietnam War and the attitude of
the military regarding those who
applied for CO. status while
already in the Army:

< Discharged llonorahlv >

Those judged No. of Percentage
Sincere applications *

r
The Only Kosher-Style

DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT
In the Pioneer Valley

"••i

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

29

30

26

5
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42
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243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 k& Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

At the

Hide-A-Way
148WestSt.,Granby

467-8393

from Chicago,

blues singer

K0K0 TAYLOR

Thurs., Friday, Saturday (Oct. 3, 4 & 5)

Cover 82.00

Coming Next Wed. - Sat.

WIUIE DIXON and his band

NOW APPEARING AT

Johnny Walkers
Blues Band
THURS. - SAT.

Happy Hour 4:30 - 7:00 Won. - Sat.

in the Speakeasy Lounge

J

The important fact to note is tnat
when our commitment of troops
increased, our iudqinq of COs.
became more severe. Also by 1970
due to certain court cases (in
volving civilian revue of military
court decisions) the percentages
had climbed back up towards 50
per cent.

The point being made is that the
judging of Conscientious Objectors
does not even have the pretense of
being an objective review of a
client's religious beliefs, that being
the only justification for a CO.
status at the time.

Welsh v. United States 1970
The Supreme Court determined

that Orthodox or Traditional
Religious beliefs are not essential
for conscientious objection.

Amnesty
The Encyclopedia of Social

Sciences says; Amnesty by any
Government is nearly always a
sign that the government feels its

position secure. .

.

John W. Sworn ley Jr. Professor
of Christian Ethics at St. Paul
School of Theology, Kansas City,
Mo. Author of The Military
Establishment, The State and The
Schools, and American Empire,
Religion.

Professor Sworn ley provides us
with a very reasonable argument
for Amnesty.
"Amnesty is generally granted

only for political or military of
tenses against a state. In each of
the presidential pardons prior to
World War I described above, the
offense involved actual in
surrection or war against the
United States, which the Con
stitution calls treason. The men in
prison or exile today are not
charged with military action or in
surrection against the United
States. Their offense is either that
they valued freedom too much to
submit to conscription or that their
consciences did not permit them to
prepare for, participate in, or even
indirectly contribute to the war in
Vietnam. Americans may differ
about the wisdom of their actions,
but it is quite clear that their acts
in no way involved the destruction
of life or armed revolt against the
United States. If Presidents could
grant amnesty for the more serious
offense of armed insurrection, why
should amnesty be withheld from
men who were apparently
motivated by humanitarian op
position to war?"

Conclusions:
Due to the President's recent

action on the question of Amnesty I

'eel it is necessary to look into the
possible reasons behind the type of
amnesty that has been decided
upon.

I. The President is trying to heal
the wounds of the country. (This is
incredible since it has only served

to reopen old wounds between
differing factions of society) Of
ficial Position.

2. The President only granted the
limited amnesty that he did to
sooth opposition to his pardon of
President Nixon. Denied

3. The government does not teel

secure enough to grant an un
conditional amnesty. This implies
a distinct threat from within.

(Could this possibly be related to

the Presidential elections of 1976?)

Denied
4. The government may wish to

have the freedom to embark on
other military adventures for
reasons as invalid as Vietnam and
an unconditional amnesty would
encourage more draft resistors
and military deserters in such an
event. (If the draft was deemed
necessary.) Denied
There is another position that is

held by many of those in Congress
as well as the majority of veterans
in the V.F.W. and the American
Legion and the past and present
administrations and that is that an
unconditional amnesty would
make a mockery of those who were
killed or wounded in Vietnam. This
the hardest pill for the American
People to swallow. They can't

believe that those Deaths, as well
as the deaths of thousands of
Asians was a mockery of American
Policy throughout the world. Until
we can admit that we were wrong
in Vietnam, then we cannot expect
an atmosphere conducive to un
conditional amnesty for all those
injured as a result of the Vietnam
War. We are all casualties.

Veterans Coalition for

Community Affairs

Joe Cotter

F0R UotfWiNtf !Atf It-llVLm tTN/tt|T of OUR
DQfClflub HZ2AS tf? bUKS CALL THE HUN6Ry-(;

PIZZA PATROL

'FAST AMP COURTEOUS DELIVERY

from Both locations

103 N. Pleasant M University Drive

Tel. 256-0473 256-8914

* *fc

TODAY:

UmI p.m. - FILMMAKING NOTES - co-hostsGary Perlmufter and Stanley Wiater t Lun, .1
heir "Hollywood Series" in terviews - t„uweek Ray Bradbury continues

*

9

^SLT IS!
SHADOW - our wealthy man about'own cont.nues his effort of warding off crime.

10: 15 p.m. - WOMEN'S SHOW - this week we takea look at Women and Sports. h

8:30am -Every Weekday -HIGHTIDCS ^-iuastrology to plan ahead 0n
mGMT,DES- daily

U1MUA
STEREO 01.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

(Continued from Page one)
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It's confrontation in the mind"
BTS: But you really think that

these people, with an average
income of $8,000 per are going to be
responsible enough to be educated
to vote against this?

SL: We're using the electoral

process, we're using as little

money as possible 'cause we have
next to none. Our budget since we
got into the nuke riff has been a
total of less than two grand, and
that's been mainly for rent on this

office and the phone here. I'll bet

you Northeast Utilities spends two
grand a day. Radio ads, booklets
like you would't believe. We're
going to get them into a very
embarrassing situation, 'cause
when they push the button for a
media campaign, it's a very, very
oily button. There's a lot of stuff

behind the button. Maybe in Oc-
tober we'll release a little

statement saying 'Here's what
we've spent. We'd just like to see
an answer and maybe get some
sort of Fair Campaign Practices
Act', hoolie-hoolie bullshit, hernia
Liberal crap-ass. But that's where
these people are, and so you have
to talk with them on these terms.
The Electoral Process — I reject

it; it's a total fucking joke. You
should have community spon-
taneous politics. It should just peak
right up until everybody knows
everybody on a total trust basis,

that's the only way it can work.

BTS: Is that realistic for this
town?
SL: Not at this moment. I cer-

tainly think it's realistic for the
future.

I think the best way to educate
these people is a combination of
educated logic, emotional appeal
and confrontation. But, very weak,
in my estimation, moderate,
human, nothing confrontations, but
to them very real. Now you're
saying that it would take me five

years to convince one of those
Highway Department people that
the Vietnam way was bad. But
what if I just have long hair? Isn't

that an immediate signal to him
that the war was bad, at least as
far as I'm concerned? Therefore
he has to confront the idea that the
war is bad, summed up in no
words, little energy, boom,
lifestyle. Same with the tower.
Everybody's walking round saying
hoolie hoolie hoolie hoolie hoolie.
And boom, the tower goes down.
Someone, holy fuck, out there is so
concretely against this thin, and
it's confrontation in the mind.
That's the whole idea. I personally
don't have the time to walk around
to every house in Montague and tell

them. I don't have the time to do it

right on a one-to-one basis. It's a
definitional impossibility.

BTS: A lot of people believe that

would have been a better way ...

SL: What they're saying is:

"Give them the definitional im
possibility and we'll kill them with
that." It's bullshit. I don't even
want to hear that, that's how sick

that fuckin' argument is. This is

saying 'Oh, be so nice to me that I

"This marks the beginning of the recognition

that the environment has rights just like blacks,

women, dogs and everything else,"

can't even think about napalm in

Vietnam, or I can't even think
about the assassination of three of
the heaviest political people of the
sixties.' Fuck that, man.
BTS: Do you think the con

frontation over the tower caused
alienation?

SL: No alienation that was new.
All it did was focus all the
alienation that was out there
anyway. What about Donald Skole
(Montague Selectman) quoted in

the paper the next day saying what
would I think if he wanted to burn

down my house 'cause he didn't
like what I was doing. Is that the
way a responsible public person
talks on the front page of the
newspaper? Is that correlating the
lives of the eleven people in a
wooden house to a fucking tower
that's unrelated to nobody except
the person who tipped it over and
could've gotten hurt? Fuck that
pig. Sure there was hysteria but
that's their problem. Shock makes
education just as much as ten
years of experience. And we don't
have ten years like I told vnu

If we weren't around trying to

hassle them everyway we know
how, they'd be in here in three
months, ziip, just like slippery elm.
And we're just small assholes
hassling these guys.
BTS: Who's building these

plants? Who's pushing them?
SL: It's technology running

rampant, totally crazed, and these
totally greedy capitalists worried
about their empire crumbling
under them, on which they base
their entire personality and ego. If

we stop this think, you're going to

Don't Pass Us By.

COME SEE

ALPHA CHI
Thurs., Oct. 3 - Return of The Greaser

- 7:30 p.m. Elvis Lives

Mon., Oct. 7 - Tom Jones Dinner - 6:00 p.m.

Call 545-2152 for Rides & Information.

We've got it all.

All University Women Welcome.
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see hundreds of people lumping out
of windows, because society didn't
prepare them for their riff falling

apart.

BTS: Was knocking down the
tower the only way?

SL: No. it wasn't. I had to signal
to this town, this utility company
and this nation that Sam Lovejoy
and the human beings of the world
refuse to allow them to ratfuck our
lives. I had to find a nice straight,
complete symbolic way of
gesturing this, in the least harmful
way I could. Not only that, but
when you call an open meeting of
everybody opposed to the plant and
ten people show up, and then you
go out and tip over the tower and
one hundred people show up after
that, you kind of wonder what you
did. You have to do something to
get people moving, and that's what
I did.

BTS: What if you're eventually
found guilty?

SL: Great, send me to jail.

..BTS: Do you think the towns
people will say that's good?
. .SL: Sure, a lot of people will say
that's dynamite, 'Send him away
to/ever. Burn down his house!
Torture him! Kill the fucker!'
BTS: Would that end the cause?

SL: Oh no. The first ecology
person that goes to jail means
there's going to be ten more acts in

this country within three months.
And if they go to jail, there'll be a
hundred acts in three months. And
if they go to jail there'll be a
thousand acts. There'll be literally

thousands of people in jail for
ecology acts.

BTS: What about your trial? Do
you think they'll appeal to a higher
court?

SL: I hope so. That meant more
fun, more free advertising for the
cause, which is what it's all about.

BTS: What if you weren't
released on the technicality?
Would you have won?
SL: I have a private report that

eleven of the fourteen jurors were
ready to vote 'not guilty' before the
judge's instruction to stop it.

BTS: How about the impact of
the trial? Is it incomplete?

SL: Not really. It means the
beginning of civil disobedience
entering the environment
movement. This marks the
beginning of the recognition that

the environment has rights just

like blacks, women, dogs and
everything else.

BTS: What about the year's
delay in the plants' timetable
announced by Northeast?

SL: That's it, that's the end.
Besides the 770 supporters we can
count on from the election, I

estimate I convinced a quarter of
Montague and Franklin County
during the trial. And all this has
been done with only half the
organization we have now The
final decision now comes in August
of 1976, and we can delay and delay
that through the election, and
there'll be a lot of closet case
politicos who will be forced to come
out against it by then. By late 1976
there'll be such a mandate around
here that they won't be able to

ignore it.

I got a letter from the Editor of
The Boston Globe, saying
"Congratulations on your
courageous act. Please don't be
disappointed at what I'm about to
say, but you know no one ever
•-ecognizes the role of anyone
standing up for anything until after

they die. Don't expect anybody to

get behind your bandwagon until

after you're dead, either. That's
the way People Are", capital

letters. Now that's heavy. He's
telling the truth, and it's scary, but
I don't want to even believe it. I

want to confront that truth by
denying it. I think people can come
around, people aren't that way in a
permanent sense like he's saying. I

guess I'm just an optimist.
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University dancers: Rhythmic leotards and scarves

f

by Ann Murphy— .

The University Dancers and Concert
Dance Group presented their tali concert on
September 26, 27, and 28. In the per
formance were a variety of dance numbers
ranging from very serious, symbolic
numbers to fun and lighthearted ones
The first number was a modern jazz

routine choreographed and performed by
Bill Foster, Carolyn Colby, David Mc
Cauley, and Michelle Taylor. It was a very
rhythmic dance with precise and fast
movements. The composition of the dance
followed a definite pattern with each dancer
doing a solo of different iazz techniques.
The group as a whole showed many dif-

ferent approaches to the meaning of dance.
No two dances were alike which helped hold
the audience's attention. One dance In
particular was especially successful in
showing four different techniques under one
theme. It was called "But Fall, Well — It

Really Does" and was choreographed by
Andrea Watkins. The dancers portrayed the
moods of the four seasons starting with
winter, proceeding through spring and
summer, and then to fall. The winter dance
included four dancers in leotards, scarves,
hats, and sweaters. The comical elf-like
antics were presented in the true spirit of
winter. Spring was portrayed by a male and
a female ballet dancer who were
exaggerating their movements to show what
"typical" ballet dancers are supposed to act
like. In doing this the ballerina came across
as uncoordinated and clutzy, putting ab-
solutely no grace or effort into the dance
which actually is what made this one so
entertaining.

"Summer" was an exciting number in
which gymnastics stole the scene. Jodi Hitt
back handspringed her way into the hearts
of the audience showing incredible moves.
She was accompanied by two male dancers
who were supposed to be fighting over her
heart during the summer at the beach
playing the muscle beach routine.
"Fall" was performed by Andrea Watkins

who depicted the typical bored tap dance
student and centered her movements
around the impression that she could not
bear what she was doing, by this she showed
what an exceptional performer she is

because not only did her body movements
come across strongly, but her facial ex-
pressions enhanced the meaning of the
number.

Joyce McGowan, Joseph Orlando, Donna
Potter, Bruce Smith, and Andrea Watkins.
This dance actually told a story of a man
who was being hanged and when the rope
was cut he falls into a dream sequence in

which Richard Jones laments his lover.
During this portion of the dance Richard
Jones and another female dancer demon
strate the force of two lovers who must part
from each other. It then focuses back into
reality and the first part of the dance of the.
execution is performed and he is finally
hanged. This dance centers around the ex
treme body movements of Richard Jones
who can rouse the emotions of any audience.
There were a few technical problems

which made some of the numbers come
across not as well as they could have. In one
dance which was accompanied by a
narrative tape, the voice was not clear so it

hurt the total effect of the number. Con-
sidering the short time in which this concert
had to be put together it was a satisfying
show and the efforts of the dancers were
well appreciated by the audience. I hope we
can look forward to more performances of
this sort because it shows that the university
^dancers are truly serious about their work
and are improving with every presentation.

"Circles With Sound", a number
choreographed and performed by Janice
Schleiger was not accompanied by any
music but it did not need any. Her costume
was a long full dress and helped intensify the
images of circles. In this number every
movement flowed with each other and If It

was set to music, it would probably have
spoiled the effect.

"Hoedown For Uncle Dunk" was a typical
square dance which was 'nice' but really did
not do anything for the show. But the
musicians were very good so they enhanced
the dance a bit.

"Rain, Water, and Other Containers" was
a number choreographed and performed by
Andrea Watkins. A large trash can and a
thermos were used for props which sym-
bolically communicated an intense feeling
of loneliness. The containers were used to
show the contrast between the emptiness
and fullness in the character's life

The last dance, "Flash Back", was the
major production of the show. It was
choreographed by Richard Jones and
performed by Richard Abbott, Richard
Guimond, Scott Hayward, Richard Jones,

mneoz/m
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Student Special

Kalihi Kai
Folksingers Every Night

in our lounge.

8-1:00
Drafts— 45c & 50c

Standard Cocktails— 75c

celebrity series

presents

MUDDY
WATERS

In Concert

Thursday, Oct. 3

Admission s

2
00

The
Rook

Nook
MANCE LIPSCOMB — VOLUME 6
Arhoolie 1069

Ou' of the la'est batch of records
from California's Arhoolie records
comes 'his little gem from Mance
Lipscomb. Mance is one of the few
remaining practitioners of the
country blues, (i.e. the real blues),
hat came from the South many
moons ago, only to remain unheard
for the most part until quite recently.

This record isn't exactly like the
blues 'hat you're probably used to

hearing. It's jus' Mance and his
guitar and 'hat's enough. His voice
isn" your typical deep, heavy, and
foreboding blues voice. Mance has
more of a friendly voice, and a
friendly guitar 'hat keeps your foot

'apping mos 1 of the time. He is a
musical storyteller who is plodding
hrough life along with the rest of
us, 'rying 'o make the best of it.

It's the kind of blues that makes
you happy, even though it's the blues.
I 's a good album to listen to while
you're sitting around the house (or

dormi'ory cell, if you prefer) trying
o relax. Mance and his con
•emporaries can tell us where the
blues came from, and show us that

blues dor.' 1 have to be sung with all

he elec'rified flash that you might
see in the concert halls or on the
Midnight Special.

Biased Political Note: It might be a
good idea 'o add 'o your collection a
few albums from companies like
Arhoolie which are dedicated 'o

preserving the roots of American
music. I makes more sense *han
buying everything that the big
brother corporate record companies
'ell you *o buy.

Ed Fleischer
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"A delightful comedy. Dustta Hoffmat
is completely charming. A Joy !"

DoyouAlfredQ take thisvarum
tobe your awful wedded wife'-'

yiy^jtifxxto
Eves. — Alfredo Alfredo — 7 00 4 8 45

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $1.00

AMHERSTCt*e«a
AMITY ST. " 253-5426

John Ford Film Festival

Wednesdays 9 p.m.

10/2 Prisoner of Shark Island

10/9 Iron Horse

10/16 Three Bad Men

11/6 Magambo

Wed. Nite — Prisoner of Shark island 9 00

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS SI 00

'Don't Worry,

It Won't Hurt You'

Nomination Papers

Due Wed Oct 9
and can be picked

up in 420 S U.

Election Oct. 16&I7

H.un Xor
tlic

STUDENT
SENATE

DOUBLE FEATURE
"TWO BIG SHOCKERS"

Sat., October 5 at 6:30 and 10:30

Vincent Price in

"Pit & The Pendulum"

and also

Joan Crawford & Bette Davis in

"Whatever Happened to

Baby Jane"

THURSDAY

7 & 10 p.m. C.C. Auditorium

$1.00

Everybody's
going through

changes!

CC Aud. 75'

YOUR
KIND
OF
BLACK
FILM

McDoiAfcU;

OuxKi
MAIsJJ

SUNDAY
7&9 50' CCA.
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LOCAL MUSIC

Muddy Waters — Hatch, Oct 3

Fat — Rusty Nail, Oct. 3-6

KoKo Taylor — Hide A-Way (Cranby), Oct.

Below the Salt" —a fine art—real world magazine. October 3, 1974

35
Some Of My Best Friends — 5th Alarm

(Springfield), Oct. 3 6
Homecookin' — Steak Out, Oct. 7,8

THERE O)0ce Uto
ATlflEUHLKJI

35
Johnny Walker Blues Band— Steak Out, Oct.

Mitch Chakour — Rusty Nail, Oct. 10
Silverado — Hatch, Oct. 3-5

Mad Angel — Bluewall, Oct. 3 5
Deadly Nightshade — The Pub, Oct. 5 6
Forest — Rusty Nail, Oct. 7

Mama's Little Jewel — Rusty Nail, Oct. 8
Paleface — T.O.C., Oct. 3-5

Bill Carson — The Pub, Oct 8

Doc Sullivan — The Pub, Oct. 3-4 (36 P.M.)
D.J. Sullivan — The Pub, Oct. 4

buttwyts fuoj

OfclHO /<\0N\TO*fcp,fluTr. .

O^OLPNTTXLL WHERE OR HOWf

UMASS
Collective Black Ensemble

($4 gen, $2, stu)

• Oct. 5, Bowker

AMHERST
Concentus Musicus of Vienna — Oct. 3 8. 4,

Buckler Recital Hall, Amherst College (free)

BOSTON
Miles Davis — Oct. 3-6, Paul's Mall
Jon Lucien — Oct. 3-6, Jazz Workshop
Johnnie Taylor — Oct. 3-6, Sugar Shack (10

PM 8. 1 AM)
James Montgomery Band — Duke & The

Drivers — Oct. 3, Orpheum
Lou Reed — Triumvirat — Oct. 4, Orpheum
Herbie Hancock— Minnie Riperton — Oct. 4,

Symphony Hall

Leo Kottke— Janis Ian— Oct. 4, Cohen Aud
,

Tufts
Rick Wakeman & Nat'l Philharmonic &

David Hemmings — Oct. 5, Music Hall (7 &
10PM)
The Soul Children — Oct. 7 13, Sugar Shack
(10 PM & 1 AM)
Marvin Gaye — Ocy. 11, Boston Garden
Souther, Hillman & Furay Band — Danny

Fogelburg — Oct. n, Orpheum
Taj Mahal — Oct. 13, Sanders Theater

Jefferson Starship — Oct. 13 8. 14, Music Hall
Jackson Browne — Wendy Waldman — Oct.

18, Orpheum
David Bromberg — Oct. 18, Sanders Theater
Stevie Wonder — Oct. 19 Boston Garden
Bonnie Raitt — Oct. 21, Orpheum
Santana — Tower Of Power — Oct. 20, Music

Hall

Chicago — Oct. 21 8. 22, Boston Garden
Dave Mason — Oct. 24, Orpheum
Van Morrison — Oct. 27, Music Hall
Randy Newman — Ry Cooder — Oct. 27,

Symphony Hall

Bruce Springsteen — Oct. 29, Music Hall
Linda Ronstadt — Liv Taylor — Nov. 1,

Orpheum
Frank Zappa & The Mothers Of Invention —

Nov. 9, Orpheum
George Harrison — Dec. 11, Boston Garden
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"Colorless Green Ideas Sleep Furiously" ^
WEEKEND

Compiled By Jim Paulin

ALFREDO, ALFREDO ( 1973) + + +
A very funny Italian comedy starring Dustin

Hoffman as a henpecked-to-be husband.
Dubbed in English. At the Showcase Cinemas
in West Springfield.

ANIMAL CRACKERS (1930) + + +
Not my favorite Marx Brothers flick, but of

course there has never been a bad one.
Groucho is Captain Spaulding (horray!) and if

you're fortunate to catch a decent print, you
might be able to hear some of his best vibes
with the various stuffed shirts. Harpo is in-

sane, running around in his underwear,
goosing the guests, and sifting in on an in-

credibly ludicrous poker game with Chico.
Zeppo is in his only funny scene, but still takes
'he rap from Groucho, who is dictating a letter
10 him. The only flaw in the film is the direc
'ion, as you feel you are watching a dress
rehearsal of the Broadway play it was based
on. A' the Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield

JEREMIAH JOHNSON +
Robert Redford goes off info the woods to get

away from if ell, bui ends up battling with the
Indians, getting married and dealing with
assorted hucksters and hermits. He endures
everything for an extended period of time and
becomes regarded by the Indians and hopefully
by the audience as a supernatural figure. Now
playing a' the Amherst Cinema

ESCAPE TO NOWHERE + + ++
A French physicist working for the Russians

is captured by the Russians who force him to

divulge top secret information. Once they're
done with him, they release him, forcing him to

run for his life from the vindictive Russians. If

you can't understand French, you can read the
subtitles. Now playing at Mountain Farms 4.

THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT + + + +
A collection of musical moments from nearly

100 great MGM films produced between 1928
1959. The singing of Liza Minelli, Frank
Sinatra, Judy Garland and "more stars than
'here are in heaven". Also the offstage music of

Cole Porter, the Gershwins, etc. as Frank
Sinatra says, "You can wait around and
hope... but you won't see the likes of this

again." Playing at the Mountain Farms 4.

TAMERAND SEED (Directed by Blake
Edwards) + +
Russian Spy Omar Sharif falls in love with

British secretary Julie Andrews. Sharif is a
bore and Andrews should have stuck with an
umbrella and super califragilistic
expealidocious. Playing at the Campus
Cinemas.

PINK FLOYD ++
A dull, static concert filmed without an

audience and that's what this film deserves.
Playing at the Showcase Cinemas in W.
Springfield.

ENGLAND MADE ME + + +
From Graham Greene's fourth novel. About

pre war tensions in Europe. Playing at the
Mountains Farms 4.

CONFESSIONS OF A YOUNG AMERICAN
HOUSEWIFE + +
What she does and who she does it with.

Campus Cinemas.

SERPICO + ++ +
An honest cop tries to buck the corrupt

system. Excellent acting by Al Pacino.
Mountain Farms 4.

GONE WITH THE WIND + + + +
The old classic which was stirred up the

legions of decency in the Thirties. The big
breakthrough in color film. It won a slew of

Oscars. Showcase Cinemas, W. Springfield.

2001. A SPACE ODYSSEY. + + + + +
Technically brilliant. This bit of

philosophy has become a classic.

pop

JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR + + +
Roman soldiers with hard hats and prayers

sing without knees on the ground. Mountain
Farms 4.

OH LUCKY MAN + + + +
Starring Malcolm McDowell as a salesman

who learns that being a salesman is pretty
rank October 3 10 and 11 SUB.

WOODSTOCK ++
A documentary of the big mud party ac-

companied by the music you've grown so
familiar with from the album that everybody
burned out six stylos on. 7 and 10 p.m. —
October 4. C.C. Aud.

PAPER MOON +++ +
October 4 and October 5, 7, 9, 11 p.m. —

Mahar Aud. Ryan and Tatum O'Neal travel
around the corn belt during the days of
Roosevelt and the depression selling bibles to
widows at exorbitant prices and pulling or
attempting to pull a variety of other rip-offs
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO BABY JANE?
and THE PENDULUM ++ +
Two suspense chillers. October 5 — Thomp

son 104 — time not listed.

MELINDA + + +
About a girl who disappears and a guy who

searches all over New York City for her. 7 4 9
p.m. C.C. Aud. — October 6.

THE RULING CLASS + + + +
Peter O'Toole as a rich British heir to a

fortune who thinks he's Jesus Christ. Supposed
'0 be pretty funny. 7, 9, 11. p.m. C.C. Aud. —
October 8.

THE REIVERS + + + +
Steve McQueen is the most prominent of

group of rowdy hedonistic country folk. 7, 9 and
11 p.m. SUB — October 9.

SLAUGHTERHOUSE FIVE + ++
A trip in, around and through time. From the

best seller Vonnegut novel. 7, 9, 12 p.m. C.C.
Auditorium — October 9.

Bankruptcy possible

Area apartments maybe sold as condominiums
By SHEILA LOVELY
and BILL DENSMORE

Staff Reporter

Apartments housing a total of more than
2,000 residents in Amherst, many UMass
students, may become condominiums later
this year because the real estate firm which
owns them has filed a bankruptcy claim.
The affected apartments are the 1,200 unit

Brittany Manor Apartments in South
Amherst, and the 600-unit Mt. Sugarloaf
Apartments in North Amherst.
Both are managed by Hancock Mgmt,.

Corp., of Longwood Towers, Chapel St
Brookline. But the actual real estate is

owned by one of three firms which have
been selling "limited partnerships" statewide
to over 7,000 shareholders.

The three firms are Colonial Realty, Tri-

Colonial Realty and New Colonial Realty
Investments. It was not immediately know
which firm actually owns the land and
buildings in Amherst, although the three are
all under two principal owners, Robert
Waldman and David Dick.

The complex reorganization has no effect
on complex tenants, at least for the moment
according to UMass Legal Services Office
atty. Bill Dorsch.

The federal court ruling by Judge W.

Arthur Garrity Sept. 30 ordered the 6,000
tenants at properties in Connecticut and
Massachusetts to continue payments in full

to Hancock Mgmt.
Dorsch said tenants should mail checks

"which they have a receipt" of to Hancock in

Brookline. "They should pay the full amount
unless they have some rent witholding
problem - then they should see us," Dorsch
said.

The student attorney said November rent
payments will be determined by a sub-
sequent court ruling, but most likely they will

have to be made to one of three court-
appointed receivers.

Student tenants would be fourth on the
list of creditors to receive payment if the
restructuring includes a bankrupt claim,
according to Jim Starr, a paralegal assistant
in the Legal Services Office.

Starr said attorneys and bankruptcy
administrators, the state and banks and
contractors are legally entitled to reclaim a
percentage of their investment should the
three real estate firms fold up.

About fifteen Brittany Manor tenants have
complained to the LSO that their security
deposits have been withheld by Hancock

turn to page 6
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Ms. Davis packs Ballroom

Staff Photo by Judy Boucher

Angela Davis as she appeared in yesterday's news
conference in the New Africa House.

By FREDERICK C. WEISS
and

SHERWOOD THOMPSON
Staff Reporters

Calling for students to

"organize" and "fight for the rights

of all people," socialist advocate,
Angela Davis addressed a crowd of

1500 people who jammed into a

heated Student Union Ballroom last

night.

Sponsored by The Distinguished

Visitors Program and the New
American movement, Ms. Davis'

speech entitled "What Is

Socialism", marked the beginning
of a three day symposium on
"Socialism in America".
"Sometimes you can talk so

much, you forget that there is a

reality out there.. ..then words like

socialism, capitalism and
Democracy don't mean a damn
thing!" Ms. Davis told the
audience.

"You must dedicate yourselves

to opposing oppression of all

people." Davis continued to relate

how the socialist "struggle" was
the only "real hope" to alleviate

such oppression.

"The history of this country has

been used by the working class; not

only to facilitate exploitation;

racism is built into the capitalist

system," she said.

"We need a real movement. A
movement where white people

must understand that they must
stand with and behind Black

workers. Beating racism is a

precondition for socialism in this

country."

Angela Davis, who used to be a

member of the Philosophy
Department at UCLA, gave an
energetic "lecture" of the merits of

socialism versus the destructive

"monopolistic capitalism", of the

"ruling class families like the

Rockefellers and DuPonts".
"Socialism is related organically

with the government and the

people who make its history."

Davis went on to tell the audience
that if the United States was a
socialist country it would
nationalize big companies like

General Motors, and that ony
Socialism could save this country
from the devisivness, waste, and
inflation that capitalism has
brought to this country.

"Socialism is not just a set of

theories that were developed by
Marx and Lenin, socialism is

something that is very real, very

concrete. Socialism is free

education, it is not having to pay
$4,000 a year just because you want
to learn. Socialism is not having .to

worry about how I'M going to pay
the doctor, before you go to the

hospital. Socialism is free child

care. Not only universal child care,

but free child care, because under

socialism the society itself feels

responsible for the development of

human beings there, and the care

of children there. It is societies, it is

all of our responsibility to see that

our children are able to grow up in a
clean and healthy environment.
That's what socialism is all about.
Socialism is no unemployment!
You talk about the inflationary

spiral here in this country. There's

not only inflation here, but there's

inflation in West Germany, Italy,

France, and in Switzerland," she
said.

Davis, who has travelled ex-

tensively throughout the world and
visited many of the socialist nations

continued to express the merits of

such nations, particularly the Soviet

Union and Cuba.
"In Cuba they have these

mansions where the rich used to

live. After the revolution when the

turn to page 6

Staff photo by Bob Stovont

Crowd jams student union lobby, waiting to hear
Angela Davis speak.

Angela Davis: An educational exchange
By BLACKNEWS SERVICE

Angela Davis's exchange of historical and
current events pertaining to social change
and global revolution was an educational
reiteration of oppressed people's existing
conditions. She reviewed popular ideologies
and offered solutions that can be utilized by
organized groups in terms of fertilizing the
growth of a progressive, political world
consciousness.

Ms. Davis said the purpose of her visit was
to convince sisters and brothers to get in-

volved in the struggle. She placed emphasis

on the role of student bodies as agents of

social changes, urging that students endorse

and maintain the tradition of struggle.

"Students," she said, "aren't struggling the have to become aware of how they them-
way that they should bo. They have to keep selves are affected by racism." She stressed

the fires of struggle burning. Their duty is to

interpret the struggle, to break down the
psychological terminology of the system', in

Profile

order to organize with the masses.
On the question of racism, Ms. Davis said,

"white workers must align themselves with
black workers to create a movement for

socialism." "It is possible," she said, "to
eliminate many forms of racism but whites

the necessity of a third political party

stemming from the masses, affiliated with

radical parties and not monopoly inclined.

In reply to a question on the national

decline of Black Studies, as a result of a lack

of student input, and the attitudes of the

"petty Bourgeoise" intellectuals who do not

teach courses relevant to a global struggle,

Ms. Davis said, "it is the duty of the students

to demand of the Black professors that they

offer courses which answer to their needs,"

she emphasized that it is indeed true that

there is a national decline of Black Studies.

inside:
Life-Style tells how to create art

from trash — See p. ft.

Get the facts about EWC's
Pro/ect Self - See p. 12.

weather:
Dig out that winter coat' Partly

sunny, but highs in the 40s. Clear

and cold tonight with lows mostly
in the 30s. Sunny and milder

tomorrow with highs in the 50s.
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Late admissions cause delay
in aid for third world students

Muddy Waters, caught cookin' at the Hatch.

Marching band

By LUIS MEDINA
Staff Reporter

Some students in the Bicultural

Collegiate Program did not fill out
their financial aid papers until

yesterday due to their late ad-
missions, according to Domingo de
Jesus of the Financial Aid Office
(FAO).

In a meeting in the Campus
Center, de Jesus explained in

Spanish to a group of thirty

students how their forms should be
filled out.

Eighteen other students, who
had been accepted by the Com-
mittee for the Collegiate Education
of Black Students (CCEBS), had
their financial papers ready before
they were accepted to the program,
de Jesus said. He explained that

they had done so with the aid of

Carl Brown, also of FAO.

The financial aid forms were
legalized by Jerry Scanlon, a public

notary from FAO. He said the office

employs three public notaries for

such purposes and that there are

forty others on campus to aid

students free of charge.

Scanlon said that the students

had received letters sometime in

the school year, describing the

extent of their aid. He said the aid

came as scholarships, grants, work-
study, educational loans, and
combinations of the four.

Freshmen, Scanlon explained,

receive mors aid than un-

perclassmen, because it is felt that

they need more time to study.

According to de Jesus, all of the
applications for financial aid are

sent to Berkeley, California, where
they are computerized and
recommendations are sent back.

Benjamin Rodriguez, director of

the Bicultural Collegiate Program,
said that he is trying to get the
students in the program familiar

with different aspects of the

academic situation, such as
financial aid, curriculum, com-
munity involvement, and so forth.

Spirit behind football
By CA THERINEKOZELL

Staff Reporter

What would a football game be like without a band?
A day without sunshine? Nancy Ottman, a drill in-

structor for the UMass band commented "No spirit,

there wouldn't be any crowd enthusiasm"
The 180 members put in 53 hours of rehearsal prior

to last week's Dartmouth game.
"We're awfully proud of their commitment to what

they're doing ... in an internally commited way, that
is." said Dr. John Jenkins, director of bands for the
University.

Thirty-five of those rehearsal hours were spent
exclusively at a camp developing student leadership,
training Freshman (of which there are 93 this year),
and preparing for games. This took place before
classes began in September.
Now, they spend an average of one and 15 minutes

a day practicing. "As the season goes along, the
group gains ability and learns rapidly." Jenkins said
Wednesday.

"We're really proud of the leadership and spirit of
the band ... even more than that." said Jenkins, who
is aided by Joseph Duchi, assistant director of bands.

For Saturday's game, a "50's and 60's skit"

somewhat similar to the one at the Dartmouth game
will be used, Jenkins said. Featured will be: an Elvis

Presley medley, a rock medley, and "Chantilly Lace".
Also, by "internal" request, an added attraction will

be the "Boogie - Woogie Bugler Boy".
Speaking of last weeks game, Jenkins said "I was

pleased to see the team applauding at the half-time

show. It seems there is mutual respect developing
between the team and the band."
On game days, the staff has an average 14 hour

day. They have to be up by 5 a.m. to be at the school
by 6 a.m.
According to Jenkins, next week there is an extra

special skit planned. It will feature the "world's
largest stereophonic German Band". The effect will

be that of a "high speaker" and a '"low speaker" at

either end of the field, the "speakers" being com-
posed of groups of high and low-toned instruments.

Collins and Atkins
debate at Pierpont

By FRAN BROCK
Staff Reporter

Democratic State Representative James Collins of Amherst and
Republican candidate, William Atkins also of Amherst held their first open
debate last night before some 30 students in Pierpont House.

"I'm a liberal-conservative," said Atkins, and spoke in favor of new ideas
and new methods but he added that ideas must be looked at with caution.

Collins said "Government can be efficient and progressive" and
government can be honest. He wants to continue working on tax reform
bills and other such activities so Massachusetts "can have a government
to be proud of, a government that is the best in the nation."
On most issues the candidates agreed. Both favored Chapter 766, an

equal education opportunity proposal which was passed but not yet in
effect.

Atkins said that Amherst has already implemented the bill and although
it cost the tax payers money, he said "the best industry we've got is

education."

Collins said he supported the bill and felt it would be fully funded "if for
no other reason than it was highly controversial issue and Speaker
Barkley's name was on it."

Atkins said he was frustrated with the way the State was handling
DroDerty tax issues. He felt he could not only represent the students, but
the farmers "who don't have much representation in Boston now."

Collins said he favored a graduated progressive income tax reform bill.

He would like to see the 25 taxes in efect re-vamped so as to be based on
"ability to pay" and then he wanted the property tax frozen so it would not
be used for other budgets.

Both candidates agreed that other methods of energy should be in-

vestigated before committing State money to nuclear power plants.
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Holmes stimulates renovations
in UMass public safety dept.

Technical assistant Larry Holmes consults with
patrolman John Schmitter in the new communications
room in Dickinson Hall.

By ROBERTA MARTONE
Staff Reporter

Since their move in January to
Dickinson Hall, the Department of
Public Safety has undergone
numerous renovations. Larry
Holmes, technical assistant and
patrolman for the department, has
been responsible for many of them.

Holmes, who has been with the
force for five years, said, "I feel

there are easier ways to do things
and these ways should be utilized."

Holmes spent this past summer
learning computer programming at

the Graduate Research Center on
campus.

Among the improvements
Holmes is responsible for is the
remolding of the new com-
munications room. "The main
function of this room is to combine
all the equipment in one area",

Holmes said.

The room contains a Status
Board, designed by Holmes, which
shows the location, by a series of

different colored lights, of all the
UMass patrol units.

"Before this board was installed,

it was impossible to locate all our
units simultaneously," he said.

The communications room also

contains a computer terminal that

connects to the Whitmore com-
puter. "This enables us to get
accurate and quick information on
any student at the University," said

Holmes. The room also contained a
nation-wide teletype machine.
Eventually, the room will be en-
closed with sound proofing.

In addition to the Status Board,
Holmes is responsible for compiling

a desk reference manual, con-
taining maps of areas of the

Five college bus schedules

available at campus center
By HUGH OWN
Staff Reporter

Revised Five College bus schedules have been
printed and are available at the Campus Center in-

formation booth, Bob Soule, Transportation chair-

person, said Wednesday.
The Five College Student Coordinating Board met

in Rooms 805-9 in the Campus Center.

Brenda Goodman, vice-chairperson of the five

college board, told the board she hoped to implement
the Residential Exchange program by the spring

semester of 1975.

Most of the changes in the bus schedule affect

Smith College, according to Soule. These changes
were made, he said, to provide more frequent bus
service between the five colleges.

Although overcrowding still exists on some buses,

Soule said "There will be no doubling of buses
because there is no money to do it."

Revised bus schedules are posted at the Campus
Center and Southwest bulletin boards.

The Residential Exchange program between the

five colleges allows students to pay tuition and of-

ficially be enrolled at one college while living and
taking courses at another in the five college area.

"I don't know what kind of course requirements
there will be, or if there will be bed space for par-

ticipating students," said Goodman, who is in charge
of the Residential Exchange program. "But as far as I

know it is still going for the second semester." A
random survey taken among students of the Five
Colleges reveals that most students are in favor of the
program. This survey, utilizing questionaires made up
by the five college board, will be used to compile
information needed for the presentation of the ex-
change program to the Deans of Students of the Five
Colleges.

Academic Committee chairperson Ellie Skeele said

the Five College course catologues have been
changed so that students will have greater flexibility in

selecting Five College courses.

The new catologues will list the courses from the
Five Colleges under individual department headings,
along with a description of the course.
"This way," Skeele said, "students can decide

which course will best satisfy their particular needs."

campus, telephone numbers, and
various other information.

Holmes also designed a wall size
map of the campus and
surrounding areas, (ie off-campus
apartment complexes). The map is

number and color schemed for
quick and accurate location.

"It used to be impossible to
explain to an officer the location of
an apartment. This becomes really

serious when time is an important
factor," Holmes said.

Other print-outs compiled by
Holmes contain car information of
registered and unregistered
vehicles on campus, and records of
students dating back two years

Fritsch cites

language lab

overcrowding
•

By SHEILA LOVELY
Staff Reporter

"I feel frustrated, and my
feelings are shared by every
staff member of the Language
Lab. It is an awkward feeling to

see eight, 12, or 15 students
standing there and you can't

help them." said Hans J.

Fritsch, director of the language
laboratories. The overcrowded
situation is faced by ap-
proximately 1,000 UMass
students who utilize the
Language Labs. There are only

20 listening booths in each of 3
Language Labs in Bartlett.

According to Fritsch, the

overcrowdedness has resulted

in lines of students waiting

outside of Language Lab C in

Bartlett Hall since the beginning
of the semester.

The concept of Open Library

Usage (OLU) has augumented
greatly in the past two years,

hence increasing student usage
of the labs. OLU, an alternative

to the more rigid timetable of

the scheduled labs, allows a

student to use the lab at any
time he wishes during the hours
the Language Labs are in

operation, Fritsch said.

Due to a lack of funds in the

Language Laboratories
Division, the 40 booths in Labs
A and B cannot be converted
into OLU booths. However, six

are being transformed which
will bring the total number of

OLU booths in Bartlett Hall to

26.

In addition to this, evening
hours at the lab are being held,

to help alleviate the problems of

overcrowding. The hours are

from 7 to 10 p.m. Monday,
Wednesday, and Thursday
nights.
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Offer expires October 9, 1974

430 Russell St

Hadley, Mass

prior to the current freshman class.

A special booklet identifying
bicycles on campus, in six different

categories, makes it easier to locate
a stolen bike.

Another service provided by
Holmes and his associates, is the

surveying of buildings on campus
for security renovations. Holmes
cited the Infirmary as an example.

"We check out the building and
suggests more locks or bolts on the

doors. It's not much money. I think

more buildings should take ad-

vantage of it," he said.

In his office, Holmes also has a

poster, designed by himself,

relating what happens when
someone gets a parking ticket.

"I was beginning to feel like a
tape recording every time someone
asked me what happens when you
get a ticket. Now they can just look
at the chart," Holmes said.

Holmes, along with others in the
department, has also been
promoting a crime prevention
program. There are signs posted in

the dorms and offices on campus,
stressing the idea to "lock up when
you leave".

Ped Xing law

to be strictly

enforced here
"Ped Xing" - a sign becoming

more familiar in the Amherst area -

is a reminder that cars must stop
when a pedestrian is in a crosswalk.

Chapter 89 Section 11 of the
Massachusetts law states, "It is a
violation if an operational or motor
vehicle does not stop while a
pedestrian is in a crosswalk."
At UMass, University police are

under orders by Capt. Robert G.
Joyce to "strictly enforce the law."
The result of being stopped for the
violation is court action, he says.

"Selective enforcement will

occur on different areas of the
campus as a method of preventing
future violations."

While encouraging drivers to
slow down as they approach
crosswalks, Capt. Joyce urges
pedestrians to cross only at walks.
Bus drivers have been asked to
make only authorized stops.

Pointing to two areas of major
concern as No. Pleasant St. and
Massachusetts Ave., Joyce en-
courages students to use the
Southwest tunnel to by-pass
traffic.

"If a driver hits a pedestrian at a
crosswalk, he would be arrested for

operating to endanger and failure to
stop for pedestrians. The penalty is

the loss of license for a year."
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Moore named unindicted co-conspirator
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Nixon files motion to quash trial subpoenas
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Former

President Richard M. Nixon for-

mally asked yesterday to be ex
cused from testifying in the
Watergate cover-up trial,

presumably because of his phlebitis

attack.

Meanwhile, a source said another

of his former aides, Richard A.

Moore, had been named an
unindicted co-conspirator because
of new evidence in the White
House tapes.

Former Assistant Attorney

General Herbert J. Miller Jr.,

Nixon's lawyer, filed sealed motions
to squash both prosecution and
defense subpoenas for Nixon's

testimony, presumably for reasons

of health.

The motions were delivered to

Italian Premier resigns

but Leone asks him to
ROME (UPI) - Premier Mariano

Rumor yesterday handed in his

resignation to President Giovanni
Leone, but Leone asked him to

continue in office to help the

country get itself out of its current

economic and political difficulties.

Rumor went directly to Leone
after a 10 minute cabinet meeting
at which he and his seven month
old Christian Democrat-Socialist

coalition decided to resign. A
communique issued after the
cabinet meeting said Premier
Mariano Rumor "felt it necessary to

hand in the resignation of the

cabinet to President Giovanni
Leone and the Council of Ministers

agreed."

Earlier yesterday the Socialist

party told Rumor the fall of the

government was "inevitable"
because of economic and
unemployment troubles.

A statement issued after Rumor's
meeting with Leone said the

premier "handed his resignation

and the resignations of his fellow

cabinet ministers to President
Leone. The President reserved his

Dominican guerrillas

drop ransom demand
SANTO DOMINGO, (UPI) -

Guerrilla leader Radhames Mendez
Vargas, shouting from a window
"it's time to end this business,"

yesterday dropped his demand for a

$1 million ransom for seven
hostages and offered to trim the list

of political prisoners he wanted
exchanged.

"As revolutionaries we respect
the human being, and there is no
threat at present against the
physical integrity of the hostages,"
he said.

The ransom concessions were
the first ones by the pro-Castro
Jan. 12 National Liberation
Movement since it occupied the
consulate last Friday and asked for

release of three-dozen political

prisoners and $1 million.

The group set four different

deadlines for executing the
hostages — including American
diplomat Barbara Hutchison — at

two-hour intervals but let each
pass.

The government maintained
silence on the concessions.

President Joaquin Balaguer has

offered the guerrillas, believed to

number only six, nothing more than

safe conducts for leaving Santo
Domingo in return for releasing the

captives unharmed.
Among the hostages are Miss

Nixon leaves
hospital today
LONG BEACH, Calif. (UPI) -

Former President Nixon will be
released from Long Beach
Memorial Hospital today barring

any last minute complications,

ending an 11 -day confinement for

treatment of a painful phlebitis

condition.

In a medical bulletin Thursday,

Dr. John Lungren was still not able

to pinpoint the cause of Nixon's

blood clot, but already has ruled out

cancer.

Hutchison, U.S. embassy public

affairs officer; Venezuelan consul
Jesus Gregorio and vice consul
Waldemar Alvarado; Spanish priest

Santiago Fuentes, and three
Dominican employes of the con-
sulate.

post,

remain
decision and implored Rumor to

remain in office with his colleagues

to clear up current affairs."

Leone said he would start

consulations Monday on what
course to take.

It was the second time in four

months that Rumor submitted his

resignation and Leone urged him to

remain.

"In view of the situation, in our

opinion a government crisis is

inevitable," Socialist party

secreta ry Francesco De Martino

told newsmen after a one-hour

meeting with Rumor before he

resigned.

De Martino said chances of

forming a new government would
depend on the Christian

Democrats' response to his

demands for expanded credit to put

the economy back on its feet and
continue unemployment.
A number of Christian

Democrats favor tight credit, a

virtual wage freeze and other

austerity measures as a way out of

Italy's troubles.
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the closely guarded chambers

where Judge John J. Sirica was
interviewing prospective jurors for

the trial of five former Nixon aides.

Sirica announced minutes later

that the documents "will be filed

under seal until the court has had

an opportunity to review them
thoroughly," and also announced
that the process of questioning

jurors in closed court would be

speeded up.

Nixon has been hospitalized for

more than a week with phlebitis, a

vein inflamation, which has caused
potentially dangerous blood clots in

the former President's right lung

and left leg.

His doctor, Dr. John Lungren of

Long Beach, has said he will be

discharged from the hospital later

this week but would be unable to

travel for at least one month and
possibly as long as three months.

After spending most of the

morning talking to only two
potential jurors, Sirica decided to

interview the veniremen 12 at a

time instead of individually. Sor far

yesterday, Sirica excused three

prospective jurors, two for cause
and one for health reasons.

Moore, 60, a benign and fatherly-

looking figure who testified

haltingly during the 1973 Senate
Watergate hearings last summer,

was Nixon's special counsel. But
he had stayed on at the White
House until his resignation

Wednesday.
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Comparable to 1970 Peruvian quake

Violent earthquake rocks central Peru
LIMA, Peru (AP) A violent

earthquake struck central Peru
yesterday causing extensive
damage to many buildings in-

cluding three famous centuries-old
churches.

Three persons were reported
killed and 38 injured in the city of
Canete 120 miles from Lima, but
there was no immediate official

casualty toll.

In Lima, the cupola of La Merced
Church cracked and shifted from its

base on the roof; the main altar of
San Agustin Church, said to be one
of the finest in the city, tumbled;
and the walls were damaged at the
Prado Church. Each church is more

than 300 years old

Many Peruvians fled their homes
in panic, and streets were flooded
from broken water and sewer mains
or littered with cracked glass and
masonry.

The quake began at 9:21 a.m. —
10:21 a.m. EDT - and lasted
almost two minutes. A string of
aftershocks followed, the strongest
a sharp, brief quake almost an hour
later.

The main quake was felt in cities

120 miles around Lima, but Canete
seemed to have borne the brunt of
it.

Radio Cruz del Sur, broadcasting
from a province near Lima, said

Japanese hold whale

memorial service
TOKYO (AP) - To a dirge of

bamboo flutes and gongs a

Japanese fishing company held a

memorial service yesterday for the

1,861 whales it caught during the

1973-74 Antarctic whaling season.
A short, elderly priest in split-

toed white slippers and gold silken

vestments prayed for the repose of

the whales' souls.

The killing of whales is a subject

of international controversy. Japan
and the Soviet Union, the two
remaining large-scale whaling
nations, have been accused by
conservationists of bringing the

world's biggest mammal to the

brink of extinction.

The 320 invited guests for

yesterday's ceremony at Zojoji

temple stood facing a statue of

Buddha, bowed solemnly, dropped
a pinch of incense into a smoldering

wick and clasped their hands in

prayer.

Later Kota Hoketsu, the
president of Kyokuyo Co., Japan's
second largest whaling firm and
sponsor of the "hojoe" or memorial
service, freed dozens of pigeons in

symbolic release of the souls of the
whales and other sea life caught by
the company.

Hoketsu, a former diplomat, said
this is the 17th such service held by
the company since 1957. In this

way, he said, he and his employes
express respect for the whales they
catch and market. He called
whaling "a necessary evil" to insure
an important source of food for the
protein-poor Japanese people.
Japan and the Soviet Union are

responsible for 85 per cent of the
world whale catch each year. But
Japan has been considered the
major target by conservationists
because it leads the opposition to
an American-propsed 10-year ban
on whaling.
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almost half the houses in Canete
were unsafe because of cracked
walls and water seepage. Canete
has a population of about 5,000.

Motorists panicked and fled the

downtown Lima area. Several cars

collided, but first reports indicated
none of the crashes was serious.

The U.S. Geological Survey in

Washington said the quake hit 7.7

on the Richter Scale. The most

devasting quake ever recorded in

South America hit Peru in 1970 and
killed an estimated 20,000 persons.

Another 50,000 persons were listed

as missing. That quake measured
7.8 on the Richter Scale.
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During a visit to the First Lady al Bethesda Naval Hospital Wednesday, Pres.

Ford shows her a petition of "support and best wishes" signed by all 100 U.S.
Senators. Mrs. Ford, recovering from breast cancer surgery, is feeling well enougn
to start taking note of the thousands of get-well messages.

upi news summary

Turkey aid restored

^
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A House

Senate conference committee
yesterday removed a ban on U.S.
military aid to Turkey from
legislation President Ford has
threatened to veto.

The cnferees approved, 6 to 1, a

compromise "continuing
resolution" which contained milder

language acceptable to Ford. It

would allow arms aid to Turkey if

the President reported to Congress
that the Turks were making "good
faith" efforts to settle the dispute

with Greece over Cyprus.

Oil slick seeped up
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. (UPI)

- A spokesman said the U.S. Coast
Guard is satisfied a 20-mile long oil

slick that appeared on beaches near
here Wednesday was from a
natural seepage.

THE

CHEESE BARN
Specials for the week:

Jarlsberg $1.49 Boursin (herbs) $1.19

New shipment of coffee

beans has just arrived

:

MOCHA, MEXICAN, JAVA

The oil nodules, pea-sized balls of

crude oil, first showed up along a

12-mile stretch of Santa Barbara

and Ventura County beaches
Wednesday night.

The spokesman said oil com-
panies with offshore drilling

platforms in the Santa Barbara

channel had been asked to check
their rigs for seepage just to be
sure.

Airlines may merge
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI) -

Trans World Airlines revealed
yesterday it has started talks with
Pan American Airways concerning
a possible merger.

In a letter circulated in the
airline's internal publication, Trans
World Board Chairman Charles
Tillinghast said the federal
government's refusal to grant
immediate subsidies for the airlines'

international operations prompted
the merger talks.
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CC swells with Davis crowd
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

cont. from p. 1

rich fled, these mansions were
converted into dormitories for

students, hospitals, and day care

centers", Davis said with emphasis.

"The CIA invaded Cuba, and the

people of Cuba defeated them."

Supplementing her presentation

on socialism, Davis took time to

outline the main opponents to

"socialist progress."

Families like the Rockefeller's are

responsible for more misery and
death than anyone else in history,

and they don't even have to wash
the blood off their fingers."

Commenting on the extensive

wealth of the entire Rockefeller

family, Davis went on to say, "That
is why we need socialism. Because
no one family should be allowed to

capitalize on so much wealth."

There's something wrong with

this country, and I think that what

we have to do is to see socialism in

the context of providing an

alternative to the problems that are

faced by the masses of the people

in this country today. Just last

week in Los Angeles, 420,000

gallons of milk was dumped down

the sewer. There are hearings that

are going on right now in California

around that. But then if you go into

the Black community in Los

Angeles, or you go into East Los

Angeles into the Chicano com-

munity, you will see children, you

will see babies that do not have

enough milk, who do not have

enough food, yet the dairy industry

dumps four hundred and twenty

thousand gallons of milk down the

drain, because they want to hike

the prices of milk up. That could

not happen in Cuba, because that

could not happen with socialism.

What some felt would be a short

presentation with a question and

answer period turned out to be a

long if informal speech. While the

auditorium was hot and crowded,

most of the people who came
stayed to the end. In addition

hundreds more were crowded in

various rooms and lounges in the

Student Union, listening over the

radio because they could not get

into the CC.
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$300 in records

x-

U. taken from WMUA
Big Y Shopping Center

Hamp Plaza
No. King Street
Northampton

By a Staff Reporter

An estimated $150 to $300 worth
of record albums were stolen from
WMUA, the campus FM station

Angela: A review of ideologies
cont. from p. 1

The questions from the audience made evident the

immediate need to educate and to understand world

politics.

It was both disappointing and surprising that

students did not fully utilize this opportunity by asking

questions relevant to Ms. Davis' ideologies in terms of

her Communist affiliation and its effect on her func-

tional ability, given that the communist party in the

United States is the most backward communist party

in the world, having failed to organize the black

masses.

It is indeed regrettable that some students

misconstrued Ms. Davis's appearance as that of a

celebrity instead of the true revolutionary that she is.

Two apartment complexes
may become condominiums
cont. from p. 1

Mgmt. Starr said the amounts
involved are $210 to $215 per

tenant.

He said that if bankruptcy of the

firm resulted from the present

reorganization, student tenants

might receive one to five cents in

return for each dollar of security

deposit lost. The LSO office.

According to Starr, tenants

whose security deposit became due

them before Sept. 23 they will be

paid by the present corporation and

hence receive less than if their

deposit repayment was due after

Sept. 23 when payment will be

made by any new corporation

formed.

The three firms notified their

7,000 "limited partners" -

essentially stockholders - by letter

Sept. 9 that they intended to

"restructure" and establish con-

dominiums rather than apartments

at the locations, according to Leon

J. Bastien, an investigator for the

securities division of the

Massachusetts Secretary of State's

office.

"They thought that was the way
to go based on the current

economic situation in the country,"

Bastien said by phone yesterday.

He also said the securities division

is conducting a routine in-

vestigation of the three real estate

firms and Hancock Mgmt.
' But he refused to say if the in-

vestigation had turned up any
mismanagement. He would not say

when it would be completed

beyond "not in the next two days."

Condominiums are apartments

which have been purchased by the

resident.

A condominium differs from an

apartment in the way it is financed.

An apartment is maintained and

building costs paid by the landlord -

in this case Hancock Mgmt.
A condominium is essentially

similar to a house. Tenants actually

"buy" an apartment, arrange a

mortgage with a bank or pur-

chasing it ojtright.

The advantage to Hancock
would be that it would no longer

have to maintain large loans from

banks at high interest rates to pay

purchase and construction costs

The tenants would assume that

responsibility.

Hancock filed under chapter 12

of state statutes for reorganization

in Federal District Court in Boston
last month. Chapter 12 is a

bankruptcy statute.

However Ms. Deborah Graham,
an employee at Hancock contacted
by phone yesterday said "we have
not filed for bankruptcy." She
referred reporter's questions to one
of three court-appointed trustees

who new are overseeing the

financial arrangements of Hancock
and the Colonial firms since the

federal filing.

The three receivers according to

court records, are: Colonial

Realty - Atty. Gordon A. Martin,

Jr., 31 Grant Ave., Newton. - Tri-

Colonia Realty - Boston real estate

appraiser John Quincy of Milton. -
New Colonial Realty - Atty. A.

David Mazzone of 15 Broad St.,

Boston. None were available

yesterday to comment on the

reorganization. Questions about
when Brittany Manor and
Sugarloaf will become con-
dominiums were referred to the

three. Neither Bastien nor a clerk in

the Federal District Court know
which of the three realty firms

operate the two Amherst com-
plexes. Bastien said investments in

Connecticut and Massachusetts in

the three firms by the limited

partners could exceed $34 million.
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early yesterday morning, the station

manager and UMass police said.

The albums were stolen by an
unidentified male who gained
access to the Marston Hall
basement studies via a window in

the sports office, according to
UMass detective Sgt. Phillip J.

Cavanaugh.

Cavanaugh said the break was
first reported at 1:06 a.m. by a
telepone caller from the station. He
said disc jockey Barry J. Williams, a
senior living in Moore 227 described
the man and a accomplice for

police to make a composite
drawing.

Cavanaugh said Williams saw
one male carrying 50 100 albums
in his arms out of the station. The
accomplice joined him outside.

Cavanaugh said the department
was pressing the investigation as a
breaking and entering and larceny.

Station manager Jack Harper
said last night the thief, if found,
will be prosecuted "to the full

extent of the law." He described
record theft at WMUA as a real

problem, amounting to the loss of

up to 300 albums each year.

Harper said the albums, used for
airplay, are worth about $300 each.
He said an inspection of the
station's record library did not
reveal any pattern of musical taste
on the part of the thieves.

"We're changing the lock on the
door of the library," Harper said,
"and anybody at the station caught
stealing a recording won't be
coming into the station any more."

CUETEP
educates

The Center for Urban Education

Teacher Education Program
(CUETEP) is an education program
whose primary goal is to develop
and elevate effective teaching in

urban classrooms.

Basic philosophies underlying the

CUETEP Program are to provide

teachers with those necessary

strategies for "staying power" in

urban schools; and to develop inner

city teachers who, in addition to

concepts and skills related to

learning theory, will have political

sophistication to the degree that

they can become effective change
agents in the urban schools and the
systems in which they teach.

We urge all interested students

to enroll for this in Room 125 at the

School of Education, or drop by the

CUETEP office room 222 A at the

School of Education if you have
any questions.

Texos Instruments
electronic calculators

electronic

slide rule

calculators

They are finally here but

the quantity is limited — so

harry. Only
$14995
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Why suicide?
5y 04WX) /7?£/0

Durkheim's Suicide has aroused more than a modicum of interest in

Social Theory discussing this week as future little Emile Durkheim's are
eagerly involving themselves in the sociological study of this popular
problem.

Suicide commences by evaluating self-murder for what it really is. What
do we mean when we say that a person has committed "suicide"? As
Durkheim sees it, suicide means killing oneself with full knowledge of the
lethal consequences of one's act. If one puts a gun to one's head merely
intending to inflict a flesh wound and accidentally plugs himself one better,
is that suicide? No, it is not. Rather this is termed shooting oneself in the
head. If it was suicide, the deceased would not have in his wildest dreams
intended to survive.

Why, Durkheim then asks, (being naturally curious and scientifically

inquisitive), why does a person commit suicide? Prejudiced for sociology
and against psycholoqv, Durkheim immediately starts making excuses.
"Sociological explanations are more accurate because one can not
possibly know what goes on inside every single suicide's head. Many too
many get away without writing notes explaining why they chose suicide.
After all, suicide itself doesn't prove anything. I myself have maintained a
"suicide alert" just plotzing to hear from a suicide- to be. Not one of them
contacted me nor did I derect one on my own. Thus, we must turn to
evidence in social trends as underlying causes. Nor are suicides
necessarily anything but normal as you or me. While this one may commit
suicide, mental disturbance unrelated to an external social influence is not
the cause of suicide."

Out goes the common sense explanation that persons who are out of
their minds for personal reasons are somehow responsible for a high
suicide rate. "I can not emphasize enough - just because a person is

demented is no reason for him to exterminate himself."

Thus, suicide is done Durkheim's way. No longer is it a result of poverty

and losses, family troubles, anal fixation, love and jealousy, anger, oedipal

maladjustment, or general disgust with life. It is a result of social causes,

such as Amy Vanderbilt cancelling her black-tie cookout, traffic jams,

proms, Spiro Agnew, family reunions and other social phenomena.

I, personally, am a follower of Durkheim and I can't wai. to get my hands
on his notes on the sociological causes of masturbation. I wonder if he

utilized statistics from governmental files for that study, too.

If interested, drop in on discussion this week. It's being held in

Washington - upper.

David Freid is a Collegian Commentator

opinion#editorial^opinion

{ Letters to the editor }

The new economics

To the Editor.

Re: The spate of recent articles on the economy
appearing in your paper. This correspondent tee/s

that a realistic appraisal is the first step on the road to

renewed prosperity. Hence:

NEWS ITEM: At today's economic summit
meeting, everyone was in top form, a/though some of

the liberals were rather piqued. Asked whether the

economy was in a depression, President Ford replied,

"the economy is certainly bearing up". His Press

Secretary quickly added, "and that's not bull!".

Asked about former President Nixon's economic
policies, experts agreed, 'they certainly stoned Walled

St." Pending congressional inquiry into market
activities, the President refused to release the

notorious "ticker tapes". Congress has assigned a
Special Investor to look into the situation.

While most economists were rather ignored [as well

as ignorant], the Federal Reserve's actions were
followed with high interest, at any rate. The Board
takes its responsibility seriously. Asked by business
about tight money. Board members responded" "No

sir, the buck stops here ". When asked why, they kept
their lips and their money pursed, [a new policy of
stone wallet??] Even after repeated complaints about
the difficulty of borrowing money, they reiterated

"we will dough nothing about it. " It was obvious
what they mint by that. It would be to their credit if

only the Fed would be more independent and go it

aloan. But nothing seems to make cents any more...

Some observers blame the problem on Ford's
support ofpaper money. They look back almost with
nostalgia to the last Administration, when at least we
had a coin man in office. They were also quick to put
the Knoof x on the present gold policy. Speaking o
f speculators in metals, their latest slogan is "High-go

-

silver!!"

Among the pessimists in the current Administration
is W. Sighman. [Others in this group include the
profits of doom]. Citing the Dow-Jones averages, he
said, "we can certainly call New York down-town.

"

After the success of the Arab cartel, other nations
were quick to emulate them. Yes, the new fashion is

pretty sheik. Well, that's oil foks.

J. van Tol

Politics at WSYL

To the Editor
One of the outstanding resources of the Sylvan Residential Area is radio

station W.S. Y.L. Operated as an educational station for and by students of
the Sylvan Area, it offers those interested a chance to try their hand at
radio broadcasting. W.S. Y.L. disk-jockies receive one academic credit per
semester.

Last semester I worked at W.S.Y.L., doing a show from midnight-2
a.m. Lack of experience and an existing tenure system exempted me from
any prime time exposure. It was encouraging to discover at the first

W.S. Y.L. meeting this year that this old system had been abolished and
time slots had been assigned without regard to experience or "status".
Instead, positions were determined by the type of music one intended to
play on his/ her show, in an effort to obtain a new musical cohesiveness.

With this new system, it seemed very odd that the following coin-
cidences developed:

[ 1] Sylvan Area Government President Mark Spengler was assigned a
prime time show.

[2] Sylvan Area Government Vice President and W.S. Y.L. station
manager Mike Narkewicz was assigned a prime time show.

[3] Brown House head of residence Diane Murray was assigned a prime
time show.

[4] Due to the overwhelming number of applications many resident
peons were assignedas alternates or put on a waiting list.

If this can happen here at UMass, then maybe Nixon isn 't such a bad
guy after all.

Dean Collotta

Fleet says nothing goes
To the Editor:

Eric Fleet's commentary is frought with such ideological naivete and
faulty logic that a response would seem unnecessary. My instinctive
reaction to answer such a politically repugnant opinion has, however,
taken precedence. For the sake of brevity, and an unwillingness to inflate
the significance of the original article, I wish to confine my argument to a
central issue raised by Fleet, specifically his "When the ends justify the
means, ANYTHING goes.

"

Exactly right, Mr. Fleet... When the ends [preservation of an "American
System 1 justify the means [political and economic repression, corporate
irresponsibility, imperialistic wars, pollution, murder of students and
foreign heads of state, wiretapping, etc., etc.] ANYTHING goes [Usually
what "goes" is a concern for human life and welfare]. Only when people
like Fleet come to see that their priorities are maliciously twisted [allegiance
to a political or economic "system"rather than to their fellow humans] will
there beany hope of alleviating the misery that now dominates our world
Meanwhile, we can only find some consolation in the hilarity of Mr Fleet's
cry to legislate against civil disobedience.

Bob Saltz
Sociology Grad Student

Not a relic

To the Editor
/ read Reid Fishman's article

"Sleeping through the seventies"
with some interest, but I hardly
agree with referring to those
displaced persons from the "late

sixties" as "relics" and "rem-
nants". I have been out of school
since 1966 so I must qualify as a
vintage "antique". I cannot further

appreciate the alleged "culture of
intimacy and personal caring " that
exists somewhere [but where?] on
the UMass campus. The only thing
that I have noticed [due perhaps to
the fact that I am from the south
and unaccustomed to the chilly

receptions one encounters in New
England] that many people walking
around on this campus may require
surgery to have their frowns
removed. I would suggest :t that
your editorial writers devote less
time to this sort of nonsense and
put the influence of the paper
behind something constructive to
all of us. I am referring to Economic
teach-ins along similar lines to the
Vietnam teach-ins of the "last

generation". In case your staff

hasn't been paying attention, we
are all going down the same
recessionary pipe, and we will most
assuredly go faster if we are as
apathetic and as divided as we
appear to be now.

Robert Miller

-c
Steve^ Tripoli

}

Bureaucratic blunders
"Bureaucracy is a giant mechanism operated by

pygmies.

"

.,, ,
-Honorede Balzac

it s kind of interesting to follow bureaucracies their
lives and deaths, their trials - at least to get the
satisfaction of seeing that which oppresses or in-
furiates you die the death that it inevitably does. And
usually deserves. Nixon and his gang of merry
pranksters did, alas, pass away, and the height of their
early 70's arrogance of the Nixon bureaucracy, which
at the time seemed like it would last forever, is now
cause for laughter.

There's a bureaucracy much closer to home that's
interesting to look at, too, the bureaucracy of UMass.
It's bureaucracy that, while not yet dead, is definitely
cause for laughter. It's a bureaucracy that has
crumbled at some weak points, and they are the ones
that are the most interesting to follow.
For example:
FOOD SERVICES - Three years ago Joel

Stoneham was the director of this ever popular
organization. In the Spring of 1972 there was a large
increase in Board prices slated. Irate students began
wondering whether Food Services was being run
right. The response was that Joel Stoneham was in
charge and that while he'd listen to students he had
final say over what happened. He was supported by
Whitmore in this seldom articulated but often used
policy.

One day last year Joel Stoneham disappeared. The
administration was silent, releasing faint mumblings
about his contract not being renewed. He was
"kicked upstairs" for the remainder of his present
contract, and he'll presumably open up a soyburger
stand in Hadley when his time here is done. Could it

be that the students were right after all?

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES - Vice Chancellor
for Administrative Services Thomas Campion ran this
leaking ship for a number of years. In that same

fateful Spring of '72 large rent increases were also
slated. With student help the increase was sub-
stantially reduced that year, but Campion became
something of a symbol of incompetence in the
private conversations of the student elite, especially
the student government. Of course, Whitmore
backed Camion 1000 per cent.

One day last year, right around the time of Cam-
pion's contract renewal, Chancellor Bromery (ac-
cording to Student Government sources) offered him
a job soliciting funds from alumni, which was a nice
way of saying he couldn't be Vice Chancellor
anymore. He has since disappeared from the public
eye. Could it be that the students were right after all?
CAMPUS CENTER - Warren T. (Terry) Grinnan was

the director of the "awful waffle" in the era of the
ever increasing Campus Center fee a few years ago.
Many students thought that the reason for the in-
creased fees was mostly Warren T. Grinnan, but of
course this was denied.

One day last year, without the usual bureaucratic
coverup, Warren T. Ginnan was fired. His in-

competence was not trumpeted too loudly in hopes
that he would find a job somewhere else and not
bother UMass anymore. He found a job at Hampshire
college. God help Hampshire College. By the way,
could it be that students were right about Warren T.
Grinnan after all?

COMING ATTRACTIONS - It is being whispered in
some (predominantly student) circles that Vice
Chancellor Gage is not the greatest Vice Chancellor
the University has ever seen. Of course, Whitmore is
behind Vice Chancellor Gage 10000 per cent, we
assume. Could it be that students are right after all?
Keep it in mind the next time Vice Chancellor Gage's
contract is up for renewal.
Maybe they'll offer him a job soliciting funds from

alumni.

Steve Tripoli is a Collegian Columnist.

i Bill Parent
}

The state of the union
An idea for the Bicentennial - they should take the

Statue of Liberty, melt down her arms and reshape
them so that they are being held up in a gesture of

"What can I say?" And on the bottom they should re-

inscribe "Take back your tired and your poor, I can't

do anything with them."
Some changes must be made, because the super

red, white and blue patriotic show that was originally

planned by Nixon and the Watergate 500 can't go on
now. The country is too deep in a depression, not an
economic depression either. No, a far more serious

kind which leaves America far more vunerable. The
United States has gone into a deep psychological
depression, which may prove to be the most serious

The signs of this depression are
everywhere. People have just taken
on a general attitude of mistrust
and hopelessness,

dilemma Americans have ever

faced. The implications of such a
national state of mind run much
deeper and the healing process is

much longer than any economic or

military events of the past have
caused. The reason for this being

that the state of national despair

has grown out of a long history of

political, judicial, military and
monetary failures.

There is no faith at all anymore in the Federal

Government it seems. Ever since Gerry Ford par-

doned criminal Nixon the country has been behaving
like it has been stood up while preparing for a date
with justice. Because for a moment the ideologies of

democractic rule seemed so real.

The economic instability of the country is a major
root of the problem. It has become totally

discouraging that people are using less electricity and
gas as well as eating less meat and at the same time
paying higher rates than those who use far more.

This depression of the country's spirit is most
visible in the press. The media of the country has

America has gone
into a deep
psycological

depression

which may prove

to be the most
serious dilemma
Americans have
ever faced.

become the clearest mirror of the current despon-
dency. Television and news publications seem to
have run dry in the wake of Watergate. For example,
this week both major news magazines ran pictures of

Betty Ford on the cover with long stories of the
"operation" inside. Things have become pretty bad
when the major news story of the week is the First

Lady's mastectomy. Sadder still is the way that

people are really getting off on reading about it.

"Time" also decided to ressurect Chappiquidik. It

seems that when there is no interesting news even the
most prominent publications turn to muckraking and
sensationalism. But the people enjoy it - Americans
can't take anymore corruption, starvation, or

terrorism these days.

This running dry is also clear here

on campus. Last week on these

very editorial pages there were such
poignant commentaries as the story

of "Rufus the Mrdget", a column
about cooking ones own meals, a

few satires, and the duo of Tripoli

and Fishman singing "I remember
Pierpont" to the tune of "Blowing
in the Wing". And once again, this

is what students want to read.

More people probably read "rufus

the Midget" than read Gerry

Cataldo's column on the CIA.

Even as I am writing this the lobby of the S.U.B. is

completely packed with people waiting to get in for
Angela Davis. One can only get the feeling that the
majority of the students there have come to see
Angela Davis rather than hear her. She is now more
of an attraction than she is a political figure.
Someday historians will look back on the

depression of the seventies with a retrospective,
analytical eye and speak of it as a time of quiet
change. But for us in the present we can only hope
that we pass through this phase without national
catastrophe. For in the debris left by Nixon, and
Vietnam and Inflation, America is probably in its most
vunerable state A state of mental despair.

Bill Parent is Assistant Executive Editor of The Collegian

I believe it's called inflationary shock

Tighten up
Last summer twenty four people died in a fire at the

crowded Gulliver's discotheque in Rochester, N.Y. The
Coconut Grove fire in Boston a few decades ago left a
similarly large number of people dead, the victim of a flash
fire and poorly planned emergency escape routes.
The prevailing attitude of bar owners is of course, "It

can't happen here," or "we hope it won't happen here"
and in the meantime they "pack 'em in and get those
bucks." The truth is that a holocaust could happen, and
that greed and laxity are more prevalent than concern for
customers.

Ironically, Gulliver's was acting within the law that
fateful night. The existing New York laws simply didn't
protect the patrons.

Will patrons in local bars be protected from the
flagrancy of local bar owners and managers? Perhaps, but
perhaps before disaster strikes the present occupancy
levels should be enforced and the laws for customer
protection made more strict.

Some suggestion about the latter: fire extinguishers
should be plentiful and hung where they are readily ac-
cessible to patrons. All exits should be well lit and
unobstructed. Three exists instead of two should be law.

There is no doubt that suggestions of this sort will strike

saloon owners as unfair because they add more costs to
an industry that has been hit as hard as the rest of America
during the last year or so. But like the miserable seat belts

in 1974 and 1975 cars that helped raise the price. ...the goal
with strict fire laws is to save human lives.

The opinions expressed in this space are those of the
majority of the editors.

Next week Dean Tucker

does a tirade on McDonald's

and other local businesses.

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they
must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.
All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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Renaissance

fair is set

Tomorrow there will be a

Rainbow Festival held in the spirit

of a Renaisance Fair in the cour-
tyard of Pierpont House, South-
west.

The festivities will begin at 1 p.m.
Period dress is encourage :, and

everyone is invited to pa(ticipate.

Fire-eaters, Jugglers, Street
Musicians, Artists, Unicyclists,
Clowns, Joustt.j and Fencers,
Fiddlers and Pickers, and Food
Vendors are still needed.
The Fair .1 be followed by a

"good ole fashioned", Twentieth
Century Boogie.

I

notes & quotes 1

Rep. Collins releases

his 73 fed. tax forms

Annual disc and book sale

opens at university library

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1974
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

State Representative James G.

Collins, D-Amherst, has released a

full statement of his net worth and
a copy of his 1973 federal income
tax form 1040.

The first term legislator who is

seeking re-election to the

Massachusetts House of

Representatives from the towns of

Amherst and South Hadley recently

listed a net worth of $14,817 with

$29,183.

Included under assets were
ownership of his home at 67
Butterfield Terrace valued at

$37,000, automobiles and personal
property valued at $6,000, and
savings of $1000. Included under
liabilities were a home mortgage of

$24,983 and automobile and
personal loan notes amounting to

$4,200.

The second annual book and

record sale, which is sponsored by

the Friends of the Library, will be

held today on the 26th floor of the

University Library from 9 a.m. to 7

p.m., and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3

p.m.

All items sold on Saturday will be

offered at two for the price of one.

The proceeds will be used to buy

"rare books, antiquarian materials,

and anything the regular budget

can't afford", a librarian said.

The items to be sold have been
donated, and include not only

books and records, but "almost
anything you could imagine".
The items are decided upon by

the bibliography division of the
library.

Tkt New Record Shop

1?7 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394

Mt. Holyoke pioneers

international program

assets of $44,000 and liabilities of Collins' only salaried income for

Mount Holyoke Colleg. has
pioneered an International In-

ternship Program for the summer
and January intersession. The
program is open to UMass
students, both non- major with
academic experience in political

science and majors in this

department.

An intern in an international

organization frequently has access
to meetings of assemblies, councils
and committees. Interns assisting a
foreign government official or a
leader may also expect to par-

ticipate in conferences and official

interviews as part of the work.
In recent years the interns have

held such positions as ones in

Geneva, at the United Nations
European Headquarters, in Paris

with the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, in

Vienna with the International

Atomic Energy Agency, and in

Addis Ababa with the United
Nations Economic Commission for

Africa.

Academic credit may be received

if the internship is preceded or

followed by related independent

work. Students must incur all costs
and living arrangements at in-

ternational student centers are
available.

Interested students should
contact Judy Epstein at the In-

ternational Programs Office by
Thursday, October 10.

1973 was $12,027, his legislative

salary. In addition he listed $957
severance and vacation pay from
the University of Massachusetts
where he was employed before
running for office and $1998 in rent

from renting half his income for a

total 1973 income of $14,182.

Collins also stated that his

business expenses as state
representative for 1973 was $6,691
with reimbursement of $4780 by the

Commonwealth; thus leaving $1911
which he paid from his own in-

come.

THE INTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

An?l>erst Carriage
Sl>ops233 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

THE NUMBER ONE
LOCATION IN

AMHERST

UMass 1974 Index ready,

distribution starts today
By JUDY STUDLEY
Staff Correspondent

The 11,500 copies of the 1974

issue of the Index, UMass's
yearbook, will appear on Monday.
They will be distributed from the

back of a truck in front of the

Student Union building.

John Neister, managing editor of

this year's Index, said yesterday

that this issue is one of the best

books ever put out, despite the fact

that the Index's budget had been
cut to $63,000.

For seniors, the sitting fees for

photos going into the 1975 year-

book have gone up to $4. The

sitting fee must be paid for all who
have photos going into the year-

book.

This year's Index has only 16
pages of color, but the highlight will

be its cover. It will feature a blue

metal inlay of an artist's rendering
of the chapel and library. The cover
itself will be maroon with a snow
flake silk screen.

Yom Kippur war effects

subject of Hillel brunch
The effects of the Yom Kippur

War on Israel government and
society as well as on individual
Israelis will be discussed at a
brunch on Sunday morning, Oc-
tober 6, at 1 1 .00 a.m. in the Colonial
Lounge of the Student Union.

Dr. Donna Divine, an expert on
the Middle East, who has spent
considerable time in Israel, Egypt,
Turkey etc., will analyze the
political and social realignments
caused by the war. Dr. Divine is in

the Political Science Department of
Smith College.

The brunch is being sponsored
by Hillel and is open to all. A fee will

be charged to help defray the cost

of food.

dunlxim

3 CampCampus Center j.

WAFFLE-SfOMPERS
— your boot center for either sex

ftDLUA Shoes

8MAINST.,AMHERST

Daily 9:00 5:30

The Navy is coming! ATTENTION: You could earn over $500.00
per month during your senior year with

GUARANTEED Nuclear Power Training.

Be a commissioned officer aboard a
Nuclear Sub or a Nuclear Surface Craft.

Please send me information on the NUCLEAR powerPROGRAM: "

Name _
Address

Phone

Grad Date

Major

SEND TO THE:
NAVY INFORMATION TEAM
111 Washington Ave.
Albany, New York 12210

See your NAVY INFORMATION TEAM on
campus. Oct. 8, 9, 10, 1974 at Berkshire
House or call 518-472-4462 today!

Creating art from trash
By DEBBIE SCHAFER

Staff Writer

Twenty-four art students under
the instruction of Dr. Lyle Perkins
are busy turning old broken glass
into works of art. These students
are learning the fine art of

glassblowing as a part of the
ceramics concentration offered to
art majors at UMass.

Old wine bottles and pieces of
glass are broken up and melted to
provide material for glassblowing.
A glass item is 'made by

collecting a ball of red hot liquid

glass on the end of a long hollow
pipe. Students make a hollow
bubble by blowing through the
pipe, and the rudimentary bubble
is smoothed and shaped with a

wooden blocking tool. More hot
glass is added to increase size and
design and the shaping process is

repeated.

The finished project is then
placed overnight in an annealer, a
high temperature oven which
tempers the glass to prevent
breakage.

Glassblowing students must
work quickly before the hot glass
cools off. It is a difficult art to
master, and Dr. Perkins said that it

ususally takes about four
semesters for students to gain

good control over glassblowing
design.

Six students at a time work in

the studio located at the back of
Munson Hall Annex. Despite
intense heat from glass melting
furnaces, the atmosphere is

relaxed and the students seem to
love their work. Dr. Perkins told
us he does not know of "anything
in art to compare with the thrill of
glassblowing."

Perkins said there are usually
not enough opportunities in the
field for students to go
professional after graduation,
although he added that one of his

former students has established a
studio in Ware, Massachusetts.
Most students gain additional
training through summer
programs at other institutions.

Glassblowing is also taught at
the Graduate research Center at
UMass. This program is for
scientific purposes, and students
learn to make glass implements
for the chemistry department.

Exhibits and demonstrations for

small groups are given oc-
casionally by students in Munson
annex. Perkins feels that working
before an audience seems to help
students express their creativity.
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By blowing air through the hollow blowpipe, grad student ChrkRobinson shapes his glass.
siuaent uins

RECIPE EXCHANGE
This is the RECIPE EXCHANGE. This is

your chance to get some quick, cheap, and
easy ideas for meals that you can make in
the dorms or in your apartment. Home
cooking is always a lot better than eating
out.

If you have any recipes geared for the
student, send them to the Life-Style Editor,

c-o the Daily Collegian.

By SUEDUCHIN and SUE KIERAS
Staff Writers

After a week of the Dining Commons

and its choice of cold ham, fruit plate, or

last night's chicken, it will be a relief to be
able to make your own food, that is if you
know what to do.

If you follow this simple recipe, which
only takes an hour in preparation and
bpking, you can avoid your weekend visit to

MacDonalds or the Hatch.

It's a sort of pie, made of eggs, milk,

cheese and bacon. It is served as a main
meal, perhaps with soup or salad on the
side. A loaf of French or Italian bread with
cheese chunks would go great.

PAUL'S QUICK QUICHE LORRAINE

Ingredients:

3 eggs

6 oz. swiss cheese
1 one-third cup of milk

1 - 8" pie crust (can be bought frozen)
6 slices of bacon
V* tsp. salt

V* tsp. pepper
Equipment:

frying pan
knife

oven (available in every dorm)
cutting board
fork

Procedure:

Preheat oven to 375 degrees.

Cook bacon until crisp, and drain.

Grate cheese or cut into small pieces.

Beat eggs.

Add milk, salt, and pepper to eggs.
Mix all ingredients, except bacon. Pour

into pie crust. Place bacon strips on top.

Bake for 45 minutes.

Optional: Add mushrooms to the mix-

ture, or substitute ham, crabmeat, or

shrimp for the bacon.

Serves 3 to 4 persons.
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Checking Project Self

Want to write and writhe?
By DEBBIE FELTON

Everywoman's Center
"I'm really psyched about this

workshop," said one of the
facilitators for Project Self, a series

of workshops for women spon-
sored by Everywoman's Center.

This fall forty courses are being
offered in such diverse fields as
yoga, batik, public speaking,
women in American history, guitar,

and freeing women's bodies. They
are all open to UMass students.

The workshops focus on women
as women, working towards
creating an environment where
they can develop their own
potentials and interests and
strengthen their awareness of
themselves, center coordinators
say Marsha Tzoumas, co- facilitator

of a workshop on techniques and
practices of newspaper journalism
said, "Journalism makes you
completely aware of what's around
you, gives you time to think."

Romola Rigali, the other
facilitator of this workshop, is

equally enthusiastic. Together they
plan to give participants an overall

view of the newspaper profession
and developwriting skills including

interviewing, research, spot news
coverage, writing under deadline,

and rewrites.

Tzoumas and Rigali are both on
the "Living" staff of the Springfield

Union and the Springfield
Republican newspapers. But
facilitators are also supposed to
create an atmosphere conducive to
the sharing of ideas and ex-

periences among the participants.

"As women in the journalism
field, "one facilitator said, "we see
as part of our role to bring to public
attention issues of ultimate concern
to women . . . Journalism thus
affords a forum for both self-

expression and challenging ac-
cepted roles."

Many of the workshops have
developed out of individuals'
growing awareness of problems
they have faced and for which they
have found solutions. Pat Griffin,

who is leading a workshop entitled

"Project Adventure" realized when
she was growing up that the
facilities for women's sports in no
way equalled those for men.
She explains, "Women have

been denied the wonderful feeling

of challenging themselves
physically because of social
pressure."

Joan Chadbourne is co-
facilitating a workshop called
"Discovering Our Needs". When
asked why she was facilitating this

workshop, Joan commented that it

was "because I've become aware
of how many of my own needs
have gone unrecognized and when
I have recognized needs, it's been
so difficult to do anything about
that."

Registration for Project Self is by

mail or in person from September
23 to October 15. Brochures are

available at Everywoman's Center.

Goodell Hall, or will be mailed if

interested women contact EWC at

545-0883.

Irene Yesner Ringawa, one of several "facilitators"
in this semester's Project Self workshops at
Everywoman's Center. Yesner-Ringawa's "Freeing
Our Bodies" workshop, like others, is open to the
Dublir . . L
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The shoe that works
with your body.

This shoe is

different from any
shoe you've ever
wom. It's the
EARTH* negative
heel shoe. The shoe
designed to work in

harmony with your
entire body.

The heel of the
Earth* shoe is

actually lower than
the toe. This allows
you to walk natu-
rally. Like when you
walk barefoot in

sand or soft earth

-v
"V

and your heel sinks
down lower than
your toes.

The entire sole

of the Earth shoe is

molded in a very
special way. This
allows you to walk
in a gentle rolling

motion. And to walk
easily and comfort-
ably on the hard
jarring cement of
our cities.

But remember,
just because a shoe
looks like ours
doesn't mean it

works like ours. So

to be sure you're

getting the Earth
brand shoe, look on
the sole for our
Earth trademark
and U.S. Patent
#3305947.

Your body will

thank you.

Shoes, sandals,
sabots and boots for

men and women.
From $23.50 to

$42.50.
*EARTHis a registered
trademark ofKalsf
Systemet, Inc.

©1974 Kate*
Systemet, Inc.

264 North Pleasant St.

Amherst. .Mass. 01002

< 4 13) 236-8911

Am. 14 Story Street
Amherst Store Hours Brattle Arcade

Mon. Sat 10-5:30; Fri. 11 to 7 Cambridge. Mass.
(617)492-6000

Winter Overhaul

Specials

True Wheels; Adjust Cables, Derailleurs,

Brakes, Cranks; Clean, Repack and

Lubricate all ball bearings;

Clean Chain and Freewheel

Reg. $27.00
NQW $Jg95

26 x 1 3/8 Tire, Tube, Rim Strip Ensemble

Reg. $7.00 $C 00

NOW D

27 x 1 Sk Pirelli Tire

Reg. $5.60
$089

Simplex Derailleurs

Reg. $9.95

N0W*3

$£00
NOW D
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campus carousel

Friday, Oct. 4th at 7-9-11 in Mahar No Saturday Showings

By TONY GRANITE
Special Correspondent

UPENN SOPH CRUSADES FOR
FREE TOILETS is the word from
Kent State, where Michael Gessel
recently told a crowd of 15 in the

KSU student union that his
nationwide organization is fighting
to free pay toilets.

The president of the Committee
to End Pay Toilets in America
(CEPTIA) claims 1,600 members in

THUR. - FRI,

at the

4 Leaf Window
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SAT: Cold River Blues Band!

SUN: Good Jazz with Mu-Zik!

The New Place in Town!

Rt. 202, New Salem

12 Miles from Whitmore!
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"A delightful comedy. Duatin Hoffman

is completely charming. A Joy !"
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10 chapters across the country. The
five-year-old organization's biggest
success to date, he said, is the
Chicago City Council 37-8 vote to
ban pay toilets there, making it the
first major free-toilet city in the
United States.

Gessel says pay toilets are big
business in America, with 50,000 of
them grossing about $30 million a
year.

COMING DISTRACTIONS is the
heading that Notre Dame
Scholastic puts on its notices
columns.

M.I.T. IS AN IN PLACE FOR
SECONDS, say its alumni. A recent
survey revealed that 97 percent of
the alums would attend the In-

stitute again, if given the chance.
77je Tech says so in a story that

also revealed 61 percent of alumni
had visited the campus within the
last five years, "primarily for casual
reasons."

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK ap-
peared in The Northern lowan over
a letter to the editor: "Sex
discrimination — women jump rope
- why don't men?"
The letter from Sharon

Winegarden complained that NIC
women are required to spend 18
more hours than men every
semester to earn one credit hour of
phys ed.

Huret Alluitt Derailleurs

Reg. $9.00
$coo

NOW 5

10% off all cables & casings

with purchase of derailleur.

27 x 1 y4 Pirelli Tube

Reg. $2.25
$185

NOW 1

Join Our

Wine Cellar

Club

# MEMBER £1W Wine Chariot Dinner Club '

NAME

ADDRESS

Mm 4 Tines In 30 tap h The Wat CHUr. Tim hint Tte
Care Mm My hacM W Ei*ot « Ftftt timer Free

• The Win* Chariot, Hie. ». Hadley • 5*4-2510 •

DATE OF
ISSUE

1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Dine 4 Times in 30 Days, Enjoy a

Fifth Dinner FREE

ROUTE 9
HADLEY

1 E. PlMsait St. Aaatrst

549-89M

Tues.-Thurs.,

5:00-10:00

Fri. -Sat.,

5:00-11:00

FINE FOOD AND DRINK- 586-a510
Sun.,

1:00-9:00

"A glass of beer included with dinner with a stub from tomorrow's

UMass game. This Sat. only.

Dinners $:,.00-$5.00

Wine Cellar

Dinners $4.00-$6.00

Main Dining Room
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Notices

A TTENTION:
Undergrad Soc. Women, the next

meeting will be Monday nite, 10/7. For
details see notices above mailboxes in

Machmer W35.
BEL CHERTOWN VOL UN TEERS:

People interested in volunteering at

Belchertown State School, the buses run

every Sat. at 12:45 from in front of

Whitmore. Call Ann or Jean at 253-2722.
Come and be a friend to someone.
BRUNCH:
Sunday Brunch followed by panel

discussion with Dr. Donna Devine and
Dean Joseph Marcus. 10/6 at 11 am
Colonial Lounge.
BRUNCH AND BOOZE:

Pi Lambda Phi Fraternity cordially invites

all Freshmen and Sophomores to a Brunch

\tthk<;ates
OK s.MITM COLLEGE

IODEM
lUOTIuSfC

I NORTHAMPTON

and Booze Sat. morning 10:30 to 12:00,
prior to football game. 14 Elm St. Call Don
256-6837 for rides.

DANCE FREE:
Come shake the boogie out of your

Blood, and let the Excitement of Life
creep, leap or flow through your body.
Satisfaction guaranteed that you'll feel
better or your money backl Friday 8:30 pm
C.C. Check info desk for rm no.
FOOD STAMPS:

Applications must be turned in to
Commuter Affairs Office in Whitmore, and
specific questions can be answered there.
Applications available at C.C. info desk,
Commuter Assembly Office and Student
Or. Project.

GRANBY HOMESTEADERS THEATRE:
Auditions for "The Solid Gold Cadillac"

at Kellog Hall in Granby Center, Sat. 10/5
and Sunday 10/6 from 1 to 3 pm. Anyone
interested is welcome. Call 1-467-3516 or
549-3688 after 5 Dm for info

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS OFFICE:
Students !nterested in being considered

for the Marshall Et Rhodes Scholarships
please report to the International Programs
office by Monday, 10/7.

JUGGLERS' CONVENTION:
Sat. 10/5 there will be a jugglers'

convention and Rennaissance Festival
from 1 on in the Courtyard of Pierpont
Dorm. All welcome.
MUSIC THEATRE GUILD:

Meeting on Monday at 6 pm in 307
Graduate Research Center. Ratification of

the Constitution and other matters will be
discussed. All interested please come.
NURSERY SCHOOL OPENINGS:

Grass Roots Co-op Nursery School has
2 openings for children (2.9 - 5) of students
and staff. 549-3969 or 253-9391 . Located in

First Baptist Church's basement 8:30 -

12:30.

PRE MEDICAL SOCIETY:
Planning committee meeting next

Thursday night, 10/10 in the C.C. Check
notices for details next week.
ROCK CONCERT:
The MQT Band from Boston will appear

Sat. nite at 9 in Pierpont Dorm.
RUN X COUNTRY:
Meet every Sunday at 4 pm in North

Phys. Ed Fields for 2 mile x country race.

Everyone welcome.
SABBATH DINNER:

Sabbath Dinner and Creative Services to

be held tonight 7 pm, C.C. 105. Sign up in

Hillel Office today.

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTISTS:
Are meeting on Saturdays from 2:30 to

4:00 pm at the Fisher Home in No.

Amherst Center. All welcome.
SIGMA DELTA TAU:

It's never too late to come to S.D.T. 409

North Pleasant St. Drop by and meet the

Sisters.

'

turn to page 16
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ftMPC Classifieds Pay
To place • classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
a 30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $.30 per line

Weekly — S.2S per line

Monthly — $.20 per line

r FOR SALE r\

Laarjat 8 track AC DC car, 30
tapes, caaa. 670. 263-3881. 15" GE.
TV, Ilka naw. 660. 263-3881.

4 F78X14 general tires, used less

than 3000 milaa, mtd. 9 bal. on
Chew rims. Orlg. 636. now 620. Call
6-7781.

— m m» i. -.

Two brand naw snow tlras; Unl-

Royal white walls: size £78X14.
636.00 for pair. Call 649-2638
evenings

Tanor Sax. 6126. 688-2490 aft. 6.

Homa, 8 track tapa plover. 626.

263 7241.

Miranda Sansorax 1.8 lana, ex-

cellent. 6100. 263-3807.

Usad guitars bought and sold.

The Guitar Workshop. Amharst
Carriage Shops. 649-1728.

BW conaole TV, 660; air con-
ditioner 6,000 BTU. 660. Call 5-1923

days.

Speakers: Scott 15 s 3 way,
impedance control - 6160. Call

George 665-2550.

10 spd. Corso bika. Baat offar.

549-0635.

For Sala: "NUGENT"
Everything 26 percent off. Near
Zayra on Rt. 9.

Refrig. for sale. 610. You pick up.
$15. we deliver. Cell 247-5462.

Ski Jackets Cheap Prices. Med.
sizes. Salesman s samplea. Steve.
6 5327. Warmth

Pair of Latin Pare. Conga Drums,
Hard shell cese. 6400. Call Mike 532
3656

Roberts rtor recorder 680:
Panaaonic Port. Cas. recorder, 616;

Univox Elec. piano, $300; Univox
AMP $100; Yamaha FG150 w case
$80; Port 2 cab Leslie for Wurlitzer
Piano. $400 or will trade reasonably
for tenor sax. Call Ron. eves 253-

3497 Will bargein.

Diamond
Reasonable.

ring aet — 3 piece.
Call after 5. 665-4978.

Sound £t Music Co-op. 247-5870,
11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

10 speed Atala. brand new, excel,

cond. Call 546 5060.

Sacrificel 8X10 Wincheater Tent.
Coleman stove and lantern. Cheap.
256 8989

TV. - Portable Blk. and White. 3

weeks old. 646. Call 253-6277.

Sony TC 160 stereo cassette
recorder- New $200, 3 yrs. old only
$96. Call 549 3866 after 6 p.m.

TAG SALE: Clothea ft miac.
articles, chair, golf clubs (loft

hand). 54 East St. Hadley. Sat., Oct.

5. Sun.. Oct. 6.

Collage Calculators Introducoa
the naw Melcor 536. All Trig func-
tions, memory, axp. not and now
no more intermediate calculations.

Now you can use the parentheaisl
Only 6109.96. Also introducing the
SR-60 at 6142.86. Coma and sea the
two machinaa. Watch for my
poaters next weak. Call Bob
Crowall at 549-1316. Tall ma what
you naadl

Dlb. size foam rubber mattresa ft

spring. 630. 256-8149. P.M.

For Sala - Deluxe queen size,

haatad watarbad. Beautiful fur

lined frame. Only 7 months old.

New 6376. Call and make an offer.

Must be seen. 649-8339. Mike.

Dual 1218 W-V16II, baaa, etc. Best
offer over 6120. T. Martland. Box
732. Station No. 2, Amherst, Ma.

Women's Wet Suit for sale. Also
hood, boota, gloves aafety vest
and weight belt. Call Jan after 6.

5840242.

Girla 10 spd. Columbia b'ke. Like
new, 676 or best offer. 648-6027.

Stereophonic receiver ft

speakers, GE turntable, 6180 or bast
offer 548 1443.

TAG SALE - Sat.. Oct. 5 - 9 -12 ft

Sun.. Oct. 6. 9 - 4 at 78 Montague
Rd Leveratt acroas from school.
Numerous household Hams.

IB-

MI.
GE TV. like new. 680. 263-

Intrlcal syatems Amp ft pre amp.
100 rma per chan. Alao Dynaeo A-36
speakers. All In perfect cond. Make
offer. After 6:00.
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{ AUTO FOR SALE

Sale. 1966 Chev. van Gd. cond.,
$600 6 6520

70 Porsche 914 mags. AM FM
stereo, pin-striping. Hsve all past
receipts. In mint condition. $3,100
or BO 6-5379.

MPC CkuikedA

65 VW Karman Ghie, conv. Best
offer. 665 3653.

1972 LTD station wagon, fully
equipped. Very good condition.
Exc. Int. Call Dennis 549-4493.

67 Fairlane. small 8. automatic.
ps, 4 dr., super running, good buy.
$293 253 7241.

65 Ply. Not great looking but
super running ft dependable. 6260
or BO 253 7241.

FOR RENT
2 bedroom, carpets, appliances,

laundry. On bus route. 6206 in-
cludes utilities. No pets King Philip
Apts 665 2562

Room in house, Ashfield. 22 mi. -

35 min. from Amherst. $65- mo
Share utilities Call 1-628-3364. 6 11
p.m

5 cu. ft. refrigerator. 635. 665-2882.

4 room house in Belchertown. 8
miles from Campus 6176 per
month. 323-7893.

1 or 2 people for Apt. 67 Squire
Village. Female pref. Bus. Rte. 6103.
plus. 666-3258.

f,

68 Chevy Impele. 6400. Call 584
7812.

71 VW Super Beetle, excellent
mechanically. Must sell. 6960. Call
548-7467

V_
WANTED TO RENT

Grad. Engl, male wants to share
in Northampton nr. Smith. Daya
5496311.

r

1966 Merc. Benz 230. Mech. OK,
Body sound, 22 mpg. Must sell. Call
253-3326.

Volvo 144. '68, looks and runs
great. Lo mi.. 26 mpg., 4 V good SB
radials, 4 wh. discs, valve Job. Ask
$1200. Buy it! 665-7198.

1972 Honda Coupe, Front wheel
drive, front diac brakea, rack ft

pinion steering. 36 - 42 mpg. 61400.
256-8078

TO SUBLET IN

Apt., 1 bd. room, all utilitiea, incl.
$165 mo Call Ms. Richardson. 646-
0031.

ft ROOM WANTED

F grad needs room or apt. 649-
0692

ROOMMATE WANTED

70 Fiat 850, new top. mtd. snows,
35 mpg., nd. clutch, 6850 or B.O.
George 546 7059

74 Toyota Jeep, excellent
condition. Evenings Mohawk Perk,
Rt. 2. Charlemont. Ma. See Phil or
Charron Lafond.

1970 Triumph Midi, 30 plus mph.
$900 Call 617 544 6861 after 6

64 Ply. Valient has Fall insp.
sticker - no rust. Runs great. Call
546 8869

65 Chevy Van, rebuilt motor,
good body. $500 51 Phillips St..

Amherst. See it.

1968 Buick Skylark. GS. 4 spd.,
std. transm., all new tires. 47,000
mi. P.S. Excellent cond. Best offer.

6 5636.

66 VW - Gd. body. ex. mech.
cond. Clutch, starter, brakes - new.
247 5880 after 1.

Camaro 69 2 door, hard top,
canary yellow w black top.
Economical, 6 cyl. std. shift, new
tires, tepe deck, like new. Never
abused. Reasonable. Call Patti at
545 0024 after 6:00. 538-7595

1971 Volvo Wagon, Michalins.
78.000 mi. Very good condition. 4
rod., standard. Call 243-0919.

1969 Ford Cortina Wagon, 4 door,
automatic, konis, AM-FM radio,
45,000 mi. 25 - 29 mpg. Excellent
cond. $750. Cell 584-3358.

1988 VW Bug. runs well. 6600. 323
4264

71 Detsun 1200. Runs great,
comfortable, super heater. Quick,
reliable, starts instantly. Fun to
drive. 30 41 mpg. 6960. Rob 584
8034. 6 7 p.m.

67 Land Rover, many rebuilt
parts. 4 new snows. Runs well.
$1300 Cell days 584 6734. eves 586
2809

/MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE*

Roommate to share nice house
in Montague. Own rm. 660 plus mo.
Call Joyce 549-1507 days.

M roommate in 2 bdrm. apt. on
bus route. 677 util. incl. Call 256
0294

People wanted for Ig. 4 bedroom
house in Belchertown. Call Tina
253 5629 Pets OK

F preferred. Quiet. own
bedroom, private entrance. Swiss
Village $100 sec. dep. $85 mo. 256
6784

Seeking female to share house in

Pelham $125. Call Mary 256-8868

Mature responsible person to
share N ton apt. $82. Call Mimi, 584-
1580

Sublet Apt. Dec. May.
Amherst Center. $80. 253-3923 after
6. Lots of privacy.

1 or 2 people to share Ig. 5 room
solo apt. in So. Deerfield. Rent only
$150 inc. utilities. Grad. pref. 665
4162

Roommate wanted to share 2 bd.
apt. in Sunderland on UMass Bus
Rte Call 665 2860

r WANTED

Wanted - Someone to sleeze
around Europe over Intersession.
Call Joe 546 9621

1974 Honde 360G for sale. Good
condition. Call after 5. 665-4978

72 Kawasaki 500, 6 speed, 9000
mi. Disc brake, runs excellent, 6800.
6662560

1973 CL460 Honda. Never
dumped. 7500 mi. Excellent con-
dition. 4900 or beat offer. Call 649
6715

1973 Honda. 360G. electric start,

front diac brake, sissy bar. 6686.

5467117.

73 Six Days Replica Ossa. 6600. 6

5227

Musiciana - Interested players
for participation in (Naw Music)
ensemble situation - cellists,
saxophonists, trombone, tuba,
percussion, double baaaiat -
Inquire evenings, 8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
only 584 6077

BOB IS BACK - to buy your sick
or decrepit car. Any make, modal,
year. Unload your headache for
fast 666666. 263 7241.

Female vocelist seeks ac-
companist, guitar and-or piano for
professional work - folk and pop.
Call Ony 538 3573 at night.

Champion Juicer.
323 4264

Pay top 46.

Passenger, female, from Flor. -

North. Area to UM. Wk. hrs. 8:30 5
Call 584 4863 or 545 2323.

f\
HELP WANTED

1971 Yamaha
Good cond
r

175CC. 263 3777

FOR RENT h
Wanted - 2 persons to share

house in Conway — on river.

Wooded site, waeher-dryer-
beautiful. Call 389-8361 for Brook.

1 bedroom furnished or un-
furniahed apt. Colonial Village. Call
6-1923 daya.

Room in house. So. Amherst
667.6C per mo. must like cats ft 4

mala rm. mates. Diahwshr ft wshr
ft dryer, etc. Ron 263 3497

Typist to work for Course
Description Guide. Must type
accurate. 50 words per min.
Flexible hrs. Cell 5-0341 and leave
tel. no.

AVON Need money to help pay
tuition. You can eern 6 as an Avon
Rep Cell for deteils. N. Colby 256
6227.

People interested in learning
basic newspeper page design and
layout are needed to help the
COLLEGIAN editorial staff No
credit or 6 but a chance to learn
from profeasionals free. Contact
Dean Tucker 6-2560

Editor and Aaat. Ed. of 22.000
circulation course deacrlption
guide. Pleaae call 646-0341 and
leava name, tel. no. for Interview.
Woman and minorities urged to
apply.

HELP WANTED
AVON. Turn spare hours into

spare dollars. Sell quality Avon
products. No selling experience
necessary. Call M. Colby 256-6227.

Cleen up men wanted. Apply in
person at the Rusty Neil Inn.
between 5 and 6.

Assistantship available. Gred
stud for a community study and
progrem development. Must be
work-study eligible. Equal op-
portunity. Contact Dr. L. Whitakar,
Mantel Health Division, Machmer
Hall, 545 2337.

C
/; RIDE WANTED

To Columbus, Ohio. Oct. ~4
545 0978

28

To Wash . D.C. area. Thurs.. Oct.
10. 263-6319.

r\^ PERSONALS

Will the beautiful blond jazz fan
who sat acroas from mo on SN Bua
at 9:00 Fri. morn., pleaae get in
touch. I'd love to know you better.
Call 666-4303 and ask for Mike.

LMC - On your 21st. Luv. I

realize now that no matter what,
we'll alwaya be together. Here'a to
a happy life! Your Big Ginzo.

Male model. Peter. 546-5198, 6 - 7
p.m.

Would the prickls) who stole my
plants Tuesday in NA at laest have
the decency to return my pots?

Van Meter So. It wes a Merry
Christmas - Just wait for the New
Yeerl

Are you interested in living off
campus? Local Sorority House has
rooms available. Call Missy or Bev:
545 2735 or 253 9215.

Men! — Womenl Jobs on ships!
No experience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or cereer. Send $3.00
for information. Seafax. Dept. I-8,

P.O.Box 2049, Port Angeles.
Washington 98362.

Need a ticket for this weekend's
game. Call 5 2305 and live again
reasonsbly.

Goofey. I love you. XX.

J.N.D I love you madly. MAD.

Michael Happy Birthday and
Anniv. Ms. Tissit loves Pud. You're
the best lover in the world. Nutkin.

Chris ft Sheryl. Recipe received.
Need good spread for banana
breed Pleese contect.

Heppy Birthday
Luck Uugly.

Uge. Love ft

Gey M
perienced
long term
546 8888

desires to meet ex-
Gay M with possible
relationship. Call Bob

Scott - Welcome backl A get
well message from all of your
friends on the 5th floor of
Dickinson.

Deb - Happy 19th. L.T.

Susie. From the 1st my one ft

only love You're greet ft beeutiful.
Peenie.

V,
INSTRUCTION

Flute leasons - all levels ages.
Experienced — master's degree.
Reesonsble ratea. Caroline Berry.

549 6511.

SERVICES >
Campus Clubs and

Organizations.. Do you want to
publish high quality newsletter,
pemphlet. magazine or booklet???
Let the Message Company help
you write, layout, design and print
itll Reasonable fees. Contact Jerry
et 263-9889 for information.

HORSESHOEING by experienced
farrier. Corrective work and forge
work done prompt. Call 247-6482

Automotive repair specializing in

Saab and other foreign cers. Cell

Guy 266 6110.

Dynamic Maaaage relaxation. 63
46. P.O.Box 471. N. Amherst

01069.

Leslie s Yarn ft Canvas Shop,
Amherst Carriage Shop. 649-4681
Acrylic knitting worsted. 88 cents
4 or Reynold s Logi 62.16. 100 gr.

Dataun Toyota and Volvo
repaired at reesonable prices
Plenty of experience and equip-
ment Phone Ruaa Baca 588 1227

SERVICES

Grad School Passport Photo. 549-
6244

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob is

back to fix it right. No job too
small. Foreign or domestic. No big
overhead 253 7241.

HI-FI Audio repair 2 day service,
work gueranteed. At Tech Hi-Fi.
Cell 549 2610

Horses bosrded. 10 min. from
campus Box stalls, trolls, pastures,
Ig. field for hunt course. Cell 646-
2781 dey or 323 4066 evenings.

Professions! guitar repeirs by
guitar-maker Michael Millard.
Mon.. Wed.. Fri. at The Guitar
Workshop. Amherst Cerriege
Shops. 549-1728. Free estimates

Msle model. Jim. 263-3923. 6 - 7
p.m.

LOST >
Will the person who "found" a

spiraled sterling silver brecelet in

the Women's room across from E-

10 in Machmer, please return it? It

has a greet personal sentiment
Thank you! Pam at 6-6233.

To the Zoo Major in whoae car I

left my camere, call Steve 648-7881.

Yr. old white mole cat, Rt. 9 in

Belchertown (towarda Quabbin).
Spot on head, 2 different color
eyea. Any info appreciated. 323
4581.

Stole Demeter Leb Retriever,
white spot beck of right paw. 1-533-

6567, Bruce.

630 reward offered for my red
and black plaid lumber jacket
which was left in the Cempus
Center, Sept. 23. Call 545-3131 and
ask for Simon.

Single strand blue and brown
beads. CC. Fri., 9-27. Sent, velue.
$10 reward. Mark 665-3274. Doreen
6 5976.

f\\-
FREE

Kittens - F

female tiger

Judv.229 Wh
after 6:00

ee. 7 weeks old. 3

Box trained See
re or cell 549 2812

Dog is mans best friend. Friends
are hard to come by. except at 428
Henry St. Why not stop by end pick
up a new friend, FREE! Cell Linda at

256 6951 for first pick.

r
fi ENTERTAINMENT J

Ryan O'Neel stars in "Paper
Moon". Fri. only. Oct. 4, 7 - 9 - 11.
Mahar No shows on Set.

You get more music for your
money end pey less money for your
music with Bob the D.J. Cell now
for your dete with nonstop
nostelgie. 536-6075.

UMielend Music this week
features Med Angel et the
Bluewell. sterting Tuesdey.
Wednesdey thru Seturdey
Silverado Shines at the Hetch end
Pelefece Speek With Forked
Tongue et the TOO

CHADBOURNE HAS THE
GREATEST PARTIES!! Come see
on Fri.. Oct 4th. Come boogie to
the sound of FAT - 15 cent beers
- free munchies end e super door
prize!

What's a free floeting enxietv?
Find out Friday. 9 p.m. on WAMH,
89.5 FM

Double feature horror movlea
"Whatever Heppened to Baby
Jane" and "Pit And The Pen-
dulum ". Set. Oct. 5. 6:30 end 10:30.

CC Aud.

CALCULATORS >
Calculator Sele - College

Calculators offers lowest prices
anywhere. All modela available!

Texes Inst.. Hewall Packard,
Unicorn. All machinaa new and
guar, with 2 month replecement
warranty Before you buy a
calculator call me. I cen beat any
price anywhere. ..Look for my
posters around campus for details

Then call Bob Crowall at 548-1316

r MISCELLANEOUS J
Information was leaked out from

a reliable source concerning the
Personnel Seminar Corp. It aeema
that the corp. has approved the
requested Personnel Dept. budget
This is e plus for our entire com-
munity. Congrats - Pars. Dept.

SILK SCREEN J\
1000 T shirts, all seconds. 91;

Canvaa bag, seconds 83. Alao. any
design in stock printed on anything
brought in the Screening Room. 16
Me in St.

{ SNOWTIRES TO TRADE ^
Snow Tires to trade 6 40-8:80-13,

studded on rims I n»94 a pair for
VW. Call 649 8372 eves
daya.
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Notices

cont. from p. 14
SQUARE DANCE:
Heymakers S.D.C. announces an open

Square Dance this Sat. evening in Cape
Cod Lounge, S.U. at 8 pm... all club level
dancers are welcome...
STAR PARTY:

Tonite at the Orchard Hill observatory
from 7:30 to midnhe. Come observe the
universe through telescopes. Plenty of free
refreshments. If bad weather, party will be
tomorrow nite same time.
STUDENT AUTOMOTIVE WORKSHOP.
Reopens Monday 10/7, 3:00 pm. Hours:

Won Fri, 3:00 pm to 10:00 pm; Sat. Sun
10:00 10:00. Plenty of space, plenty of
tools. Repair your own car. Parts available
at special discount. Lower level C.C.
garage.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT NEEDS YOU:
Are you interested in controlling your

own life? Participate and the choice is

vours... don't and the choice is theirs.
Inquire in the Student Senate Offive or call
545-0341, academic credit can be
arranged.

TAU BETA PI:

Smoker and election to be held Wed.
Oct 9, 8 - 12 pm at Memorial Hall (Central
Campus) All members attend
UNDERGRADS IN PSYCH:
CUSP general meeting, all Psychology

Majors and everyone interested in Psych
Dept encouraged to attend, Mon 7 pm in
423 Tobin.
UNITARIAN SOCIETY

Service at 11. Anna Gvorgy of the
Nuclear Objector's Party in Montague and
Bob Strachota from the Alternative Energy
Coalition in Montague will present a
program and color film. Religious
Education classes at 11
VOICES OF EAST HARLEM.
A music and theatrical group will be

presented at the Gerald C. Penny Memorial
Cultural Center at Amherst College, Friday
evening Oct 4, at 9:00 p.m.
LOST:
A 7 mo. old female puppy, brown and

black with white markings, bassett-beagle
mix, last seen near Machmer, 2 pm Tues.
Boxford license tag 297. Call 546-5297.

Reward for return of yellow brown
Shepherd mutt. Answers to Bernie. Lost in
N. Amherst. Call Jon or Cathie 549-67-93
FOUND:
A watch at JFK. Tower in Southwest

Call 6-7824 and identify.

PINNING OH ENGAGEMENT:
Nancy Reynolds, Marshfield; John

Mahoney, 78, Zeta Nu Fraternity.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
Bv Stella Wilder

Friday, October 4
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -

Employ your executive ability
to the highest degree possible
this morning. Otherwise, you
may find yourself in diffi-

culties by afternoon.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
— Organization is the most
important single factor on the
way to success today. If you
can keep to a planned
schedule, you're half way to
your goal.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) — You would do well
at the present time to hide
your feelings. Allow yourself
the pleasure of speaking out —
but from the standpoint of
reason.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19) — If you allow another to
stir you up emotionally you
will forfeit a great part of your
success today. Keep your wits
about you!

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
,8) ~ You should feel
extremely energetic this
morning - which is the time
for making important
decisions. Results should
accrue by late afternoon.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
— Keep your eye on your goal
as you go about the business
of changing your method of
operation. Don't lose sight of

your objective.

ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
— It should be greatly to your
advantage to cooperate with
an old friend. You may have to

delve into the past for the
"know-how" but it will be
worth it.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— Business ventures will take
cooperative effort if they are to

prove successful by day's end.
Don't neglect to keep an old
promise.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— Business affairs should be
progressing well at this time.
You can keep the ball rolling

by keeping a balance between
work and play.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
— Take care that you don't
make decisions on the basis of
what another tells you is true.

Be sure you know from
personal experience what
direction to take.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
Any long-term investment
needs careful watching at this

time. You can put yourself in

an excellent position for gain if

you are willing to wait.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
— Morning hours require
more of you in the way of
preparation than you thought.
Time spent now, however, is

time saved later in the month.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1974

ACROSS
' Nebre* l.tl.r

5 Angelo
American
tdocaio'

10 MM
14 Anglei s

necessity

15 Regional

dialect

16 r),(hjin i

Almanac
17 Range
18 and go
19 Insh village

20 Hits hard
Informal

22 Ocean animal

24 Animal s

environs

25 Capitals

27 Naps
29 Scampered
32 Cheer
33 Ben
34 Katmandu ts

us capital

36 Fotemott't
partner

40 Mining vietd''

42 Taste
44 Presidents

prerogative

45 Short-

tempered
47 Bacon's

companion
49 Distant

50 NYSE figure

52 The 0" of

COO."

$4 Temporary
thoroughfares

68 Cruel act

59 Tool Vanant

60 Formal
procedure

62 Fahr.t

65 Aromatic
plant

67 Feminine
name

69 Preposition

70 in addition

71 Space m a

forest

72 &gt . e g
73 Source
74 Meal course
75 Footballer

Washington

Solution to Yesterday s Pu*zte

in

DOWN

1 Applaud
2 Emanation
3 Weighty
conditions

4 Auto
accessory

5 Animal
enclosures

2 words
6 Ending with

lime or lemon
7 Birds

8 Rounders
9 Diminish in

value
10 Dwelling unit

Abbr
11 Meal cut

12 Mam body 41 French city

trunk 2 words
13 Animal sounds 43 fnioyed
21 Get from toil 46 Pronoun
23 The Maple

Forever'

26 Flower part

28 Sharp
weapon
Slang

29 Worn out
Informal

30 Rid of a
problem

31 Saul's

successor
35 Paramour
37 Direction of

attention

38 Preeminent
39 Canadian

Conservative.

Informal

48 Baltic gulf

51 Twists and
squeezes

53 Civic duty
54 Females.

Infofmal

55 Banishment
56 Up i.ght

57 Garmenteof
old

61 Ending with

gen and lit

63 Henry Vis
college

64 Facial feature

66 Bandleader
Lewis

60 Feminine
name
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Kampus Kapers
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dizzy and paul — By Jim Carson
H0LDlT,PReDi6£O«bej YWTVfcflWT
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BIC 960
COMPLETE
PACKAGE

$210

$14995

BIC 980
DUST COVER .ft---
CARTRIDGE *<565
* BASE ^ - _ _. _

Mi . $40095
OB

Bud Harrebon says:

"Stop
birth defects

short."

Give to the
March of Dimes

CD®®
You are about to be introduced

.
to a fundamentally new concept
in record playing equipment—

the new family ofBIC turntables.

You will discover in them
all the superiorities of manual turntable;

They are also the first belt-drive units
that can be programmed to play

a series of discs. A new generation
of turntables has arrived.

ed never to carry JUNK
KEPT THATPRO

af• kar %

flDPIONEER

MUNTZ 653
CASSETTE

w/FM

$4095
$150

PAIR
MTTNTZ

811
CASSETTE

MUNTZ
MSK 74

$2995
PWB $100

Fall Far a flew

Kawasaki This Fall

Valley

Motorsporfs
346 King St.

NORTHAMPTON
584-7303

tech hifi
Quality Components at the Right Price

259 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610
186 Main St. Northampton 586-2552
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WMUA
After a stunning 14-0 dumping of

Ivy League powerhouse Dart-

mouth, the Minutemen return to

Alumni Stadium for their home
opener against Vermont. Air time

on WMUA is 12:50 featuring the

George Geer Scouting Report and
live NCAA Football coverage. If

you're planning on being at the

game why not bring a radio along

with you and let Russ Small and
Larry Convoy present you with

pressbox insight. Saturday, on the

Voice of the Minutemen, WMUA
91.1 FM.
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Canada's Bruce McGregor (20) has words with a Soviet official after his fight
with Russian Valeri Vasiliev in the second period of yesterday's game. Russia
trounced Team Canada 5-2 to take a 3-1-2 lead in the eight-game series.

Soviets trounce Canadians,
take commanding series lead
MOSCOW [AP] - Russia struck

for a pair of goals in the first three
minutes of the game and went on
to defeat Team Canada 5-2
Thursday in the sixth game of their

international hockey series.

The victory was the third against
one loss for the Soviets. Two
games have ended in ties.

Boris Mikhailov got the Russians
in front quickly, scoring with the
game only 34 seconds old. Valeri
Kharlamov assisted on the goal.

Two minutes later, the Russians
were on the scoreboard again on

defenseman Valeri Vasiliev's
unassisted goal Marty Howe was in

the penalty box when Vasiliev

scored.

Team Canada, composed of

players from the World Hockey
Association, struck back with
Rejean Houle scoring on a feed

from Paul Schmyr with just over

four minutes left in the first period.

Gordie Howe, professional
hockey's alltime scoring king, tied

the score for the Canadians at 6:15
of the second period, with his son,

Mark, assisting. But the Russians
regained the lead quickly on a goal

by Viacheslav Anisin just two
minutes after Howe's score.

Victor Shatalov made it 4-2 for

the Russians before the second
period was over.

Goalie Vladislav Tretiak blanked

the Canadians the rest of the way
and the Russians added a wrapup
goal in the game's final 20 minutes.

Pesky may become Sox coach
BOSTON [AP] - Former Red Sox

manager and star infielder Johnny
Pesky, and Eastern League
manager Stan Williams are being
considered for coaching jobs at the

American League baseball club, the

Sox said Thursday.

The word came as manager
Darrell Johnson confirmed The
Associated Press report that
coaches Eddie Popowski and Lee
Stange will be replaced on his staff.

Popowski, 62, who has been with
the Red Sox organization for 36
years, will remain to work with
young players, instructing in the

minor leagues, and "will be with us
in Winter Haven," the Red Sox
spring training camp, a spokesman
said.

Notice
The University Alumni Office will

be sponsoring a series of happy
hours for all UMass Football home
games. All alumni and university

friends are invited to come to

Memorial Hall after the UMass-
Vermont game this Saturday,
November 5, 1974, from 3:30 to

6:00 p.m. Refreshments will be
served.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

52.75 per page
d for your up t< i ; I

176 page, mail or rift catalog

of 5500 topics Enclose

S1 00 to cover postage (1 2
days delivery time).

519GLENROCK AVE
SUITE *203

LOS ANGELES, CA, 90024
( )\,t rndfcfid ' i'p iotd to*

rese.i'c^ nurposei onty

Stange, 38, a former Red Sox
pitcher and pitching coach for three

years, may end up with the Min-
nesota Twins.

Stange left Boston for his home
in the Minneapolis area after

getting word Wednesday that he
was being dropped as Red Sox
pitching coach.

The Red Sox said that Williams,

who managed the Bristol, Conn.,

Red Sox, i.i the Eastern League this

past season, is being given "strong
consideration" for the Boston
pitching coach job.

Pesky is being considered for the
combination job of first base coach
and hitting instructor.

He now does color and some
play-by-play telecasting of Red Sox
games on WBZ-TV.

Student Special

Kalihi Kai
Folksingers Every Night

in our lounge.

8-1:00
Drafts— 45c & 50c

Standard Cocktails— 75c

;

it

vs NU, St. John's

Thomas after mark

<•«L
HE UTTLE THINCLADS - Four members of the JV cross-country team (theKrr^K, ssraiss? park inM a«iL ™<&

Booters hope to rebound vs WPI
By BILL DOYLE
Sports Staff

The UMass soccer team will try
to rebound against W.P.I.
tomorrow after Wednesday's 3-0
loss to Keene State.

"We just had a bad day," said
Coach Al Rufe in reference to the 3-

whitewash at the hands of the
Owls from New Hampshire. "I

guess I didn't have my best day
coaching either."

ON SALE

ItC/l Records

and Tapes

nc/i

*.*
*' L<^>J

iV
%\

Featuring Annie's Song
Thank God I m a Country Boy • Eclipse
Back Home Again . Sweet Surrender

S6.98 List

CPU -0548

ONLY $399

iscount records
STORES FROM COAST TO COAST

257 TR,ANGLE STREET ^T7<T, m 6 p m
AMHERST. MASS. 01012 J I 7o Em™1*?'

[LQPEN 9-30 - 6'3Q - FRIDAYS till 9 JJ

...from Kiiaoas to j^efflsge/

.at decent prices

Jggggjjg •fries >:-» Qt4 -,"-,. ~p

Do You Think That Greeks

ere a Drag?

Fraternities and sororities are primarily socially oriented
If you want more than that, learn about an alternative to
Greeks. If you'd like to belong to a UNIQUE organization,
then you're looking for us! SERVICE to others is our
primary goal. Interested? We hope so because we're in-
terested in you!

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA

Tht Alternative Greeks

r ( ) I am interested in Alpha Phi Omega National SERVICE fraternity

( ) I am interested in Gamma Sigma Sigma National SERVICE
sorority

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE

Mail to RSO No. 314 or drop off in RSO Office, 2nd Floor, S.U.

J NEXT TO THE POSF OFFICE ~ IN AMHERST/1)

TIRED of

HIGH AUTO PART PRICES?

ALLIED MOTOR PARTS
319 Main St., Amherst

offers 15-20% OFF

on ALL PARTS

complete domestic and

VW parts

256-8341

"Our problem is one of team
unity and hustle," said Rufe.
"Whether or not we get it

straightened out will be answered
Saturday against W.P.I."

Senior Alan Long and junior Bill

Spyker will see more action against
W.P.I, than in the past in an effort
to return to winning ways.
A tough game is expected from

the technicians from Worcester,
who tied UMass 1-1 last year!
Coach Rufe said that they are a
well-coached team and will be a
good test for the Minutemen.

There were a few bright spots in

Wednesday's game, despite the
loss. Halfback Bill MacDonald,
forward Bill Belcher, and fullback

Dan Ouellette were cited for their

hustling play.

QUICK SHOT - Game time
tomorrow is 11:00 a.m.

JV's face Green
By DAVEOSTRANDER

Sports Staff
Yes! There is a J.V. football team

at UMass. Surprised? With good
reason. Playing in the shadow of
the varsity, JV football, like most
other junior varsity sports, rarely

gets the headlines, or the fans. Yet
these teams work just as hard and
deserve the notice and support.
Today at 1:30, in Alumni

Stadium, the junior Minutemen will

face the sub-varsity of Dartmouth,
in what will be ther first game of the
season. The Dartmouth JV's will

have the experience of one game
behind them, that being a 44-7
hammering of Albany State.

Although Dartmouth is a big
team (their offensive line averages
220 pounds), the UMass coaching
staff, headed by Bill Maxwell, is

looking forward to the game with
optimism.

Capitalizing on the speed of
halfbacks Dave Douvadfian and
John Fernandez, the Minutemen
will be able to avoid Dartmouth's
size by using an outside running
game. Expected to call the signals
for UMass is John Czerapowicz, a
Northampton native and graduate
of Deerfield Academy.

Scouting reports indicate that
Dartmouth will come at the JV's
with a wishbone offense. Dart-
mouth's offensive line has the edge
over the UMass defense in size.

By SCOTT HAYES
Sports Staff

The focus tomorrow afternoon
will probably be in Alumni Stadium,
as the football team opens its home
schedule, but about the same time,
Randy Thomas will get his last shot
at the UMass course record when
the harriers host Northeastern and
St. John's.

Thomas held the course standard
until the UConn meet last year,
when Bruce Clark outdueled him
and set new course record. Clark,
now a sophomore at UConn, is the
only runner who has run the hilly

UMass course in less than 25
minutes. Clark presently holds the
top time for the course, a 24:54.
Thomas has run the five-mile route
in 25:00 and is expected to come up
with an all-out attempt to better the
year-old mark.

Thomas and Northeastern's Mike
Buckley have a personal rivalry

going and past results are so even
that it's hard to pick a favorite. Of
course, if Thomas wants the course
record he'll have to beat Buckley,
and the team's top runner is

coming off a terrific race against
Providence.

Northeastern boasts a 3-0 record,
and will need good performances
from John and Bob Flora, a pair of
freshmen harriers from Con-
necticut, if it hopes to challenge
UMass. Howie Scribner, Ken
Graham and Kevin Hartford
complete the top group of com-
petitors for the Huskies. Ken
Flanders, who placed fourth in the
New Englands last year, is a
doubtful runner for NU, but should
the New England indoor two-mile
champ compete, the meet wiil be
much closer.

St. John's is entering the tri-meet
with a 3-3 record and has primarily
a young team. Ed Valenski leads St.
John's while captain Tom Cap-
pelluzzo and Steve Keating are the
number two and three runners.
A great race can be expected

because if Thomas goes for the
record, Buckley, Bill Gillin and John
McGrail will be pulled along. It will
be the last chance to watch the
harriers, who are headed for the
NCAA's.

Pigskin prognosis
According to my comical colleague, Steve Saraceno, I was a failure inmy first week of pro football prognostication because I didn't pick the

JT*< > S
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We"' ''" let mV 10 -3 mark of a week agospeak for .tself. Just for those of you who have any doubts, including MrSaraceno, here s another look into the future
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS 34; BALTIMORE COLTS 14Jim Plunkett, Mack Herron and Randy Vataha will have Colt GM JoeThomas wishing he never took the job as Baltimore's head coach Thisone s especially for Ben Caswell and Saraceno
CINCINNATI BENGALS 24; WASHINGTON REDSKINS 20
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3S Ge°rge AMen and tne ' Skins had their picnic lastMonday night a the expense of the Broncos. Ken Anderson-lssac Curtiscombination will be key to Bengal victory
OAKLAND RAIDERS 21; CLEVELAND BROWNS' 10Cleveland QB Mike Phipps will have to face tough Raider defense butwon t have any more success than Joe Gilliam and Steelers did a week
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Vable afternoon f°' Ken Stabler and teammates.NEW YORK GIANTS 17; ATLANTA FALCONS 13.
Giants will be flying after inspirational win over Cowboys and New York

defense should handle Falcons, who will still be looking for first 1974
victory next week.

CHICAGO BEARS 14; NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 7
This one shapes up to be a low-scoring game that has become

associated with the Chicago offense, but this week, Bears' signal-caller
Gary Huff will outshine tioubled Archie Manning.
BUFFALO 20; GREEN BAY 16
The Bills will have a tougher time with the Packers because the weather

probably won't be on their side in Wisconsin, but Braxton-Simpson duo
will be enough.

PITTSBURGH STEELERS 27; HOUSTON OILERS 10
Look for Joe Gilliam to go wild, after being shut out by Raiders. Oilers

can only hope for another off day on Gilliam's pan, but that's not likely
MINNESOTA VIKINGS 10; DALLAS COWBOYS 7

Frustrated Texas Stadium crowd won't be the only problem Roger
Staubach has to face. Watch the Vikes' defensive line rush Staubach into
another week of ineffectiveness.

KANSAS CITY CHIEFS 23; DENVER BRONCOS 17
Jan Stenerud should prove to be deciding factor as opposing QB's,

Charley Johnson and Mike Livingston, offset each other
LOS ANGELES RAMS 28; DETROIT LIONS 13
John Hadl and Rams will rebound in convincing fashion and the Lions

will have to come up with more trick plays like QB Bill Munson centering to
Altie Taylor if they hope to beat LA.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES 24; SAN DIEGO CHARGERS 21

This one could go either way, but Chargers are down after nearly up-
setting Miami and Eagles will fly high.

ST. LOUIS CARDINALS 28; SAN FRANCISCO 14
49ers lack offensive punch and Cardinals should easily remain unbeaten

MIAMI DOLPHINS 27; NEW YORK JETS 21
Only a good performance by Joe Namath and Jet offense will keep New

York in the game. The Dolphins are too talented and are overdue for an
impressive showing.

LAST WEEK: 10 - 3 SEASON 18 7-1

audio

STEREO TAPES
eVtrack & cassettes
• over 1000 rock <&

popular titles
• only $1.99 each
• free brochure
write AUDIO LOOP CO
DEPTI23 PO BOX 43355
CLEVELAND OHIO 44143

The Only Kosher-Style
DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT

In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St,

Northampton
5*fMWW)2

Serving
/ ""J and I.iquoi

from II a.m.

J
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By DAVE ElBEL
Sports Staff

The roadtrip is over for the
UMass Minutemen. For two weeks
they can forget about the long bus
rides to King of Prussia, Orono, and
Hanover and look forward to a
quick ride down to Alumni Stadium
this Saturday for their Yankee
Conference match against Vermont
(WMUA, 1:00).

It's a new season now for UMass
as they head into four straight

Yankee Conference clashes starting

with Vermont, and continuing with

Cats clash with UMass
'74 home grid opener

games against Boston University
next week at home, Rhode Island at
Kingston, and the Big One, the Oct.
26th confrontation between the
Minutemen and the University of
Connecticut in this year's
Homecoming Game.
UMass is coming off last week's

tremendous win over Dartmouth,
the first win by the Minutemen over
an Ivy power since 1960, when
present mentor Dick MacPherson
was a UMass assistant coach and
beat Harvard. Even though some
people might be thinking of a

UMass letdown tomorrow,
MacPherson does not envision one.

"I would be 100 percent sur-
prised if we had a letdown. When I

say that I'm reflecting the great
leadership of our two co-captains
Dennis Kiernan and Ed McAleney
who've done such a magnificent
job keeping the guys together.
Without looking down at any of our
past teams. I'd have to say that this
team has the highest morale of any
UMass team that I've been
associated with."

Tomorrow the Minutemen

Including rink and gymnasium

Complex for Boston campus
By RICH SEVIERI

Sports Staff
The U Mass-Boston harbor campus will begin

construction this spring on a 9.6 million dollar sports
center. The center will include a hockey rink, a
multipurpose gymnasium, and a swimming pool.

William Rawn, Assistant Chancellor of Planning at
the Boston campus, told the Collegian in a telephone
interview of the rink and the gymnasium to be laid
sometime this winter and if the weather permits
construction on the total complex will start in May'
The original budget of $18-20 million for the

complex was slashed to 9.6 million by a University
Board of Trustees amendment.
At an August 28 Board of Trustees Meeting

President Wood reviewed the sequence of events
which led to the amended program for the sports
complex at the Harbor Campus. He stated that the
governor's support of this project and the
Legislature's appropriation of $4,750,000 additional
funds had made possible the construction of the
complex, but on a substantially reduced scale from
that originally planned.

The full Board of Trustees voted to approve the
amended sports complex program at their September
4th meeting.

The sports complex is part of the Harbor Campus's
Phase II construction program. The amended
program anticipates a building of 121,600 gross
square feet as compared to 185,000 plus parking in the
original design. The major program elements,
however (Hockey rink, multipurpose gym, swimming

pool), were retained.

Several costly features of the original design
relating to the roof and structural systems and utility

specifications will be substantially changed. Spectator
capacity in the hockey arena will be reduced from
2000 to 1000, and in swimming from 600 to 300 seats.

Planning personnel will try to maintain as much as
possible the various sports programs originally
planned despite the lower budget. Besides the
reductions in seating capacities, office, locker, and
laundry space will be reduced. Proposed saunas and a
running track have been completely eliminated from
the complex design.

The University's replanning of the sports complex
will yeild cost savings in the following areas:
— A more conventional and economical roof

system will be utilized.

-The spectator walkway separating the skating
rink and the gymnasium will be eliminated.
-Spaces that will be reduced in size include the

gym, swimming pool storage, laundry and training
room offices, and general storage.

The gymnasium will have a seating capacity of from
3500 to 5000. Gymnastics and weight training rooms
will adjoin the gym.

Board of Trustees members have expressed
concern that reductions in the complex had not been
discussed with local community organizations.
Chancellor Rawn believes that the changes would
not affect community athletic programs. Youths from
Columbia Point and Dorchester are active participants
in Harbor Campus athletic programs.

defense which has given up only

seventeen points in three games
and not allowed their opponents a

single touchdown on the ground
will lock horns with a very young
Vermont offense with only three

seniors.

However, the Catamount
quarterback Bob Bateman could

give the defense problems. At 6'6",

the 187-pound Bateman leads the

Yankee Conference with 35
completions in 66 attempts and a

14.2 average gain per reception.

Since passing is Vermont's bread
and butter and their running attack

has been moving at an inefficient

three yards per carry, there could
be a lot of balls being thrown
around Alumni Stadium tomorrow
afternoon. Although the UMass
defensive secondary was
something to worry about prior to

the season opener they've proved a

tough nut to crack, but Bateman
could prove a formidable foe ac-

cording to Coach MacPherson.
"I was worried about the

secondary before the season and to
be honest they've done a great job.

Everybody said that the Villanova

quarterback Sikorski was a good
passer and they said the same thing
about Snickenberger at Dartmouth
and Cosgrove at Maine, but they're
really not the best passers in the

world. As far as I'm concerned
this'll be the real test for our
secondary facing the best passer in

New England."

Mark Tripucka will lead the
UMass offense against the
Catamounts with the expectation
that the UMass running attack
which has garnered 659 yards in

three games will make up the
bigger part of the offensive
repertoire. At Wednesday's
Gridiron Club luncheon center
Bruce Pinto said that one of the
goals of the offensive line this year
is to gain 1000 rushing yards by the
time the Vermont game is over. It

might not be so terribly outlandish a
claim since the Vermont defense
boast a 6' right defensive end and a
6'2" left defensive end with a
bunch of smaller men behind them.
UMass could have a field day.

Tomorrow marks the beginning
of the main thrust of the Beanpot,
emblematic of YanCon supremacy.
As Dick MacPherson says with
clockwork regularity, "that's what
our whole season is about."
The only injury problems at the

moment for UMass center on co-
captain Ed MacAleney. The
defensive end will definitely not
play tomorrow with his spot being
taken by sophomore Dennis
Fenton.

Steve Saraceno

Last rites of '74

I stop at the refreshment booth outside the park to load up for the gameThe place used to be only a little shack selling just Milky Ways and Coke
-'

i he M fcr K Stand .

Now the stand is about half a mile long and sells everything frompopcorn to smoked crawdads. The name's changed to "Hot DogsUnlimited
,
or something important-sounding like that. I down a Coke inone gulp, stash fifteen or twenty Milky Ways in my pockets and hurry tocatch my entourage, already passing through the turnstiles.

Below the stands is the smell of the football season, whatever that
smells like, and I climb the ramp half-expecting to see Babe Parilli fading
back to look for Gino on the square-out.

Instead, I see a rookie left handers with a mother curve having control
problems, as rookie left handers with mother curves usually do.

Darrell Johnson emerges from the dugout amid a chorus of boos. He
settles down Steve Barr and returns to the dugout. Suddenly, an object
thrown from the skyviews resembling an M-80 lands near the mound.
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Even the boos for Johnson were light and widely scattered
The people at Fenway Park now are the "real" fans
Cecil Cooper muffs a two-hopper, displaying the form that has madehim one of the top fifteen first-basemen in the Eastern D vis on B^thet.me Barr gets the Cleveland Indians out, the Sox trail, 3-2.

"GO YANKEES!", screams a guy

wines At the top of the bleachers (over a hundred feet from the street
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depressed at the catastrophe Sox collapse, in recluse even from fellowbleachentes huddled behind the bullpens
Another morbid thought: "Maybe he'll Jump!"
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''GO YANKEES!", hollers the lost Bomber fan
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I'm mildly surprized. Ithought he had gone back to wherever Gogolewski's come from.

"GO YANKEES!", again. Will you shut up, lost Bomber fan?
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grounder to complete his first major league victory 7-4
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XitS aS the °utfie,d ll9hts 9° off f°r the last time
this year, plunging the bullpens into darkness. The talk is not merry. Thewin means nothing. r

Just then, with Boston seven games out of first and only one left to play,
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Wa,kin9 behind me "* with the assurance ofsomeone who has ,t all planned, "Now, if we can just pick up a good lefty
reliever, we still got a chance..."
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Astronomers discover new pulsar
BvJFRRV nnncDe *By JERRY ROGERS

Staff Reporter
Two UMass astronomers, Professor

Joseph Taylor and grad student Russell
Hulse, have recently discovered a binary
pulsar after approximately a years work in
Arecibo, Puerto Rico.

Of the 140 known pulsars, 40 of which
Taylor and Hulse have discovered, this is the
first binary one ever discovered in what has
been termed "the discovery of the year if

not of the decade" according to Frank Drake
of Cornell University.

Pulsars were first discovered in 1967 and
are believed to be "neutron stars" or stars
that have burnt out and collapsed in on
themselves. They are extremely dense with

one teaspoonful of their material weighing
100 million tons; and they make their
presence known by sending out beeps of
radio emission at regular intervals of about
one second.

A binary pulsar is one pulsar in orbit
around another object. At present this object
is still a mystery but is thought to be either
another pulsar or a "black hole" which is

even denser than a pulsar. Due to its orbiting
around another object the beeps of radio
emission are sent out at the extraordinary
rate of 17 beeps per second.
Also due to the orbit the beep rate is

irregular and gradually increases and
decreases over an 8-hour cycle. These
irregularities made it possible to classify the

binary pulsar as such since its presence was
first discovered in July.

The scientific importance of the discovery
involves the measuring of the mass of a star.
Due to the forces of gravity the pulsar and
the second object exert on each other and to
the characteristics of the orbit, it is now
possible to use this information to measure
the mass of the stars. This was never
possible before.

Hulse is still in Puerto Rico working but
Taylor is back home and "pretty excited".
Hulse is using the facilities at Arecibo, which
contains the world's largest radio telescope
and the only one strong enough to pick up
the faint radio signals of the pulsar, to gather
more information on the discovery.
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Symposium workshop finds

feminism needs Socialism
By JANALEXANDER

Staff Reporter
At the start of a two hour

workshop Friday afternoon entitled

"Women and Socialism",
Philosophy professor Ann
Ferguson stated that, "Total
equality between men and women
in this country cannot be achieved
until the United States becomes a
Socialist nation."

The workshop was part of a three
day symposium on "The Socialist

Alternative" sponsored by the New
American Movement, and was
conducted by Professor Ferguson

[inside:
Damage repairs In Tobm!

damage repairs in Tobin' See
Page I.

Did you know Bill Cosby
spoke on campus Saturday
night? Read about it on page 2

weather:
Well Denise, some sunny day

we 'IImeet again, but it wen 't be
today because although it will

be warm in the 70s, there is a
chance of showers late in the

'. Hang in there, kid.

who is a member of Marxist Activist

Philosophers and is involved in New
University Conference and Valley
Women's Union.

"I want to contrast the position
of women in the United States
today with the position of women
in socialist countries," said
Ferguson. "We can then use this

general contrast to help understand
how we can use our strengths to

organize women."
"It is important for women to

organize women," she said, urging
a separation of the sexes in the
movement for sexual equality.

Feguson cited statistics which
detailed differences between
female input into Soviet society and
the women's place in American
society.

"In the Soviet Union, 50 per cent
of all students in all schools are
women," she said, "while taking

UMass alone, the male enrollment
actually went up from 56.2 per cent
in 1967, to 56.9 per cent in 1972."

Ferguson continued by
documenting the fields of study
which had the greatest con
centration of women at UMass in

1972.

"Home economics was 96.8 per

cent women, nursing was 96.8 per

cent, public health, 51 per cent.

education was 80.5 per cent, and
arts and sciences was 43.5 per cent
women," she said.

With the exception of arts and
sciences, Ferguson stated that
these fields were, "extensions of
women's traditionally supported,
child orientated role.''

Ferguson pointed out that the cry
for "equal pay for equal work" is

meaningless because women,
blacks and Puerto Ricans don't get
the jobs with the better pay. They
are assigned to the lower echalon
positions.

"Women have been taught by
the socialization process to do the
shit work," said Ferguson. "It's pad
of the extension of their role in the
home. Women are supposedly
more patient, caring and
humanistic."

Ferguson stated that in a socialist

state there would be free child care,
free education to eliminate
unemployment, and no inflationary

spiral.

Women can't get better jobs
now because they are locked in the
home with children. Poor women
can't afford babysitters.

"Women aren't going to be
liberated until they're relieved of
this pressure," she said.

Ferguson listed concrete issues

which the Valley Women's Center
organizes around:

Work (Helping working
women gain better pay and
working conditions.)

Community control issues:

Working against nuclear
power plants

Free health care

Better controlled public
education Inon sexist, non-racist,

non-classist education)

Tenants rights (Poor women
can't get housing)

turn to page 2

Taylor said, "It's been pretty hectic; I was
down there a week ago but in the week that
I've been back I've gone to Cornell and
received phone calls from a dozen ob-
servatories."

"It's got most of the astronomers in the
world pretty excited, at least enough so that

people are willing to fly us all over the

country to talk about it," he continued.

Dr. Thomas Amy, head of the astronomy
program, has described discovery of the
pulsar, which is 15,000 light years away, as
"potentially one of the most exciting
discoveries in astronomy in the last 5-6
years."

Apartment
conversion

unlikely
By BILL DENSMORE

MDC Staff

The trustee handling the
reorganization of a firm which owns
two apartment complexes in the
Amherst area now says it is unlikely

they will be converted into con-
dominiums.

Atty. A. David Mazzone of
Wakefield told The Collegian by
phone Friday he thinks a college
town like Amherst is best served by
apartments.

The 1,200 unit Brittany Manor
Apartments m South Amherst and
the 600 unit Mt. Sugarloaf
Apartments in North Amherst, both
qwned by New Colonial Realty
Investments of Boston are the
affected apartments.

New Colonial filed a

reorganization statement which
could lead to bankruptcy in mid-
September in Federal District Court
in Boston. Two other realty firms

which are owned jointly by two
partners also filed.

At stake is about $34 million in

"limited partnerships" sold to
about 7,000 investors in Con-
necticut and Massachusetts. But
the legal move has no immediate
effect on tenants at the two local
complexes, Mazone said Friday.

"I think you have to look at the
market in Amherst," Mazzone said
when asked aoout conversion to
condominiums. "If it's feasible we
might consider it," he said.

"But generally I don't think
condominiums are the answer in a
college town where you have a high
turnover." he said.

Earlier, the three firms had told
their partners by mail on September
9 that they intended to restructure
and set up condominiums. The
statements by Mazzone appeared
to dispel that possibility at least for
the Amherst apartments.

Mazzone said tenants in the
complexes should continue to pay
rent to Hancock Management Co..
Longwood Towers, Chapel St
Brooklme, Mass. Hancock runs
apartments for the three holding
firms.

Dispose of $992,000
Nommat.on papers for the undergraduate Student Senate are due

y^T^^***"" "*"™ 42° S— *"** Cndy

She said students w.sh.ng to run for election as their dormitory's
representative on the senate should obtain papers from room 420 and
solicit 25 signatures from dorm mates to be eligible.
The Student Senate has sole authority for the dispersal of $992 000 in

student fees collected by the University on the tuition semester bills
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Women and Socialism
cont. from p. 1

— Free child care
— Prisoner's rights

— Puerto Rican independence
After Professor Ferguson

finished her 30 minute presentation

which was designed to "raise

questions", a discussion began
among the approximate 75 people
in attendance.

The topic centered mainly on the
issue of women working solely with
other women in the struggle for

equality, versus women working
with men and helping them un-

derstand where changes are
needed in society.

A dark-haired woman wearing a

white apron who explained that she
was on a break from working in the

coffee shop, spoke for a merging of

effort between the sexes. "Until we
see that we're all going to benefit

from this," she said, "we're all just

going to fall back into the same
problem.

"Men can be hurt by nuclear

power just as much as women can.

And there are plenty of ~en as well

as women who hav . been unjustly

sentenced to jail," *he woman
pointed out, before leaving to get
back to work.

Several women voiced support
of the above statement while others
urged a separatist position.

A blond bearded man spoke in

opposition to Ferguson's remarks

saying that she was "assuming
everything was rosy in the Soviet

Union."

He said that women in the Soviet

Union still have the double
responsibility of a full-time job plus

caring for the children after work.

"Who washes the dishes?" he
asked.

One woman countered his

argument by repeating the view of

Angela Davis which is that each
country develops its own brand of

socialism.

The discussion moved back to

the separatism issue and Ann
Ferguson said that some women
feel intimidated by men and so
therefore would only get involved in

current affairs if able to do so with

other women. "Men tend to take

over a discussion " she "*. "*

A woman wearing waisHength
dark hair supported this and cited

the SDS movement in which the

men eventually took over and "the

women were going out for coffee".

One woman said that on one
hand she was "frustrated with men
who don't care about women's
issues," while she could also

sympathize with men like her

husband and her brother who
wanted to get involved somehow
with the movement but couldn't

because of separatism.

Another women said, "We must
work with men and teach them. We
must make men clean up their act."

Tobin damage repairs

to begin in November
by DEBBI DIMASSIMO

Staff Reporter

Extensive repairs on Tobin Hall's fire-damaged fifth floor will begin in

early November, almost two years after the blaze, according to Edward

Hayes, Chief Designing Construction Engineer at UMass.

An estimated $160,000 will be spent to restore the building to its original

condition and replace equipment. The January, 1973 fire destroyed the

main corridor on the floor, a small computer, and several animal ex-

perimentation laboratories.

The 20-month delay is a result of the state's policy of self-insurance.

Massachusetts does not carry private insurance on its structures, and
funds must be appropriated by the legislature. "This process usually takes

a full year," said Hayes.

The appropriation will pay for the restoration of the floor to its original

condition but will not pay the costs of equipment replacement.

The contract for the repairs has been awarded to J.W. Prout Company
of West Roxbury, whose bid was approximately $68,000. Tentative

completion date for the project is September, 1975, according to Hayes.

Police conduct four

UMass drug arrests
By RICK DUCEY
Staff Reporter

UMass detective arid patrol divisions in a joint effort made 4 drug related

arrests here Friday afternoon.

An investigation which ended up in the confiscation of a pound of

marijuana, several ounces of hashish and drug apparatus as evidence,

began with the report of an armed robbery occuring in Webster dorm.
The caller claimed that stereo system had been tolen from him by three

armed males. At the station he gave a description of the suspects' car and
with the help of the "Identi-Kit" likenesses of the three suspects were
sketched.

The car, located in Southwest lot, was kept under surveillance for two
hours when wo males were seen entering it. They were stopped and
brought into the sta*ir>n. Between the "Identi-Kit" sketch and the com-
plaintant, positive identification was established for one of the two.

The suspect then cla ;med that it was not the stereo but drugs that were
ripped off. At the time, it was not certain whether or not a stereo was
involved, but there will be further investigation into the alleged incident

declared Capt. Joyce.

Arrested for unarmed robbery and assault and battery were: Courtland

M. Roberts, Cona'd "~>well and Antcnt j. Mend .'.. ^ircs'ed for

possession of and possession of with intent to sell marijuana and hashish

Wc*s Harry T. Spohr. Their arraignment was to be held Saturday morning at

9:00.

The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the

Student Union on the camous of the University of Massachusetts, zip

code 01002. Telephone: 545-3500.

Second class postage is paid in Amherst and additional mailing in

Ware, Mass. 01082. THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes Monday

through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation,

exam periods or holidays. Accepted for mailing under the authority of

an act of March 8, 1879, as amended by an act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rates are 59.00 per semester or $15.00 per year.

Bill Cosby impersonating
Fat Albert or Fat Albert
impersonating Bill Cosby?

Cosby charges

Teachers unprepared for job
By Staff Reporters

Bill cosby, the first Black to star

in a TV series and UMass graduate
student, said Saturday night that

universities are not preparing
students for realistic teaching
situations.

Cosby, a third-year doctoral

student in the School of Education
spoke before 430 faculty and ad-

ministrators participating in an
international conference on im-

proving university teaching.

"Graduates go into the cities and
are shocked and not prepared to

teach. The universities should get
teachers out on the street and see
the area they will be working in" he
said.

In an effort to upgrade education
and aid the teacher Cosby said "we
should use visual aids in such a way
to tell a story better than the

teacher" he said.

Cosby has written three books
and produced three films. Also, Fat

Albert, a cartoon series depicting

life in the ghetto, is part of his PHD
thesis.

Cosby, 37 years old said he
entered the education field late but
he plans to participate more in

education with the urban, lower
economic groups in mind.
The conference is jointly

sponsored by the University and
the United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organization

(UNESCO), and participants are

from the United States and several

foreign countries. The conference
is the first one to discuss means to

objectively measure teaching
quality, according to its organizers.

It began on Friday and will last until

Tuesday.

Among other speakers were
HEW administrator Virginia B.

Smith and UMass President Robert
C. Wood. Wood will speak tonight.

"The external forces that are

pressuring for change in higher

education's role are pressuring for

increasing rigidification," Smith
told a dinner audience Friday.

Smith, director of the Fund for

the Improvement of Post-
Secondary education at HEW said

it is difficult to get funding to

improve teaching because there are

no established methods for im-

provement.

She said Congressmen and
legislators who ask for cost-

effectiveness in teaching im-

provement programs make it

difficult to get the funds.

"Demonstrating cost ef-

fectiveness is very difficult to do if

the techniques have not become
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available in the field for guaging

effectiveness," the former
University of California-Berkeley

administrator said.

UMass school of education dean

Dwight D. Allen, a nationally-

known educational innovator, said

the conference is trying to "expose

isolated pockets" of ex-

perimentation in teaching im-

provement and bring them
together.

"Universities are acting pretty

much at the level of rhetoric in

terms of teaching improvement,"

according to Allen, because they

are "unwilling to accept the

consequences" of evidence which
shows some teachers' inef-

fectiveness.

"Someone who knows a lot and
can't teach it isn't very useful as a

teacher," he said Friday night. He
said the crucial political problem
facing teacher improvement is

"whether we are willing to deal

with vested interests."

Fall For a New
Kawasaki This Fall

Valley

Motorsports
348 King St.

NORTHAMPTON
584-7303

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES

Semester Year

Amherst and
adjoining towns $9 SIS

Elsewhere *? $15
On camous delivery $5 $9
newsstand price: 10 cents,
UMass grad students, faculty,
staff, 5 cents.

On-campus delivery
guaranteed b\ 10 a.m.
Mail delivery to Amherst area

same day of business day
publication, in Massachusetts,
the following day. Outside
Massachusetts, no delivery
guarantee.
Send check or money order to

The Daily Collegian. Allow 2
weeks for delivery start.
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by JACK CAHILL
Below the Salt Staff

Bowker auditorium Saturday
night witnessed a combination of
the musical-spiritual forces of the
Voices of New Africa choir and the
Collective Black Artists Ensemble
big band in an inspirational musical
journey entitled "Ritual: The
Evolution of Afrikan-American
Music."

^
Presented by the Fine Arts

Council, this educational program
consisted of many forms of ex-
pression: Diana Ramos' fluid

dancing, a running narration of

musicologist-choir conductor Dr.

Horace Boyer, poetry, a slide

collage, plus the wide gamut of
musical styles handled so well by
vocalist Joe Lee Wilson and the
stellar CBA band.

The evening's musical in-

vestigation began with per-
cussionist Lawrence Killian

demonstrating the earliest form of
today's black music, Afrikan
drumming.

Dr. Boyer's commentary moved
along to the influences on Afrikan
music in America, conducting the
choir (situated in the balcony) in

spirituals, hollers, and folk songs
including "Kuumba Ya"
"Motherless Child" and the
testifying "I Got Religion." The
choir and the vocal rio on "I

Believe" took hold of the
audience's collective soul as they
showed the irresistable power of a

large goup of inspired voices.

The band, powerful even in a
backup role, performed their first

feature, Charles Tolliver's

ominously beautiful "On The Nile"

Black artists exhibit many creative arts
CAHItl A : :_:__! . .,
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Prof. James
to lecture on
Native Son"
Prof. C.L.R. James,

distinguished professor of

literature at Federal City College
in Washington will deliver the

second lecture on Richard
Wright's famed novel "Native
Son" tonight at 8 in Herter

room 231.

The "notes on a Native Son"
lecture series is sponsored by
the commuter assembly.

Mr. James was an organizer

of the Pan-Africanist Con-
ference and is the author of

"Black Jacobins, the History of

the Haitian Revolts." He was an
intimate friend of Wright and
will offer personal observations

on the black literary giant

A reception will follow his

talk in the Center for Racial

Understanding at the faculty

resident apartment in Moore
House (Southwest).

The lecture is free and open
to the public.

A biography of Dr. James is

on page 6.

A rousing original arrangement of

"The Lord's Prayer" ended the first

part of the concert.

An enthused audience returned
after intermission to hear the band
perform an excellent set en-

compassing many important
aspects of jazz history. Trumpeter-
conductor Jimmy Ownes led off

with his own "Lo-Slo Bluze",

describing the blues as the com-
mon denominator among all styles

Afrikan-American music.

Dave Burrell's euphoric com-
position, "Crucificado," featured
Joe Lee Wilson's powerfully agile

voice in front of the band in full,

hair-raising shout, all exhorted
onward by Charles Stephens'
upraised trombone cries to a
breathtaking finale. Tenorist Roland
Alexander soloed well on Thelonius
Monk's moody classic "Ruby, My
Dear."

A medley of pieces using dif-

ferent types of Afrikan-calypso

rhythms followed and included

Cecil Payne's "Flying Fish" and the
Dizzy Gillespie opus "Tin Tin Deo,"
all of which were held together
perfectly by Reggie Workman's
propulsive, supple bass lines.

"Parker's Legacy", dedicated to

Charlie Parker, swung a la bebop
and was further highlighted by a
gloriously bitchy sax section solo.

The late Duke Ellington's "Come
Sunday" was sung well night

perfectly by the much-appreciated
Joe Lee Wilson, and Count Basie

was honored by two tunes: "Down
for the Count" and "Shiny
Stockings." Frank Foster, a long

time pillar of the Basie band, blew
such a searing alto solo on the

Staff Photo by Ed Cohan

meinoers ot me collective Black Artists Ensemble big band performing in
Bowker Auditorium Saturday night.

former that he was motioned by
conductor Jimmy Owens to take
another chorus, which he did most
gladly.

"Heritage Hum" by Jimmy
Heath reflected its title and this

version employed the choir
humming deep and low, three

dancers and poetry by Black Rose.

Stanley Cowell's "Abscretions",

led by Cecil Bridgewater's trumpet
above the band, closed the concert

to a well-deserved standing
ovation, returned by the ap-

preciative members of the band.
Words of thanks were offered by

Reggie Workman, former faculty

member, who received a plaque

commemorating his educational

and inspirational contributions to

UMass during his 3 year stay.

Audience and performers left

fulfilled and stimulated from
Bowker that night.

Bilodeau modeling state proposal
for servicing of mentally retarded

By LANA FISCHER
Staff Reporter

Attorney Ray Bilodeau, director

of the Mental Retardation Project

(MERREP), conducted a panel
discussion recently at St. John's
Episcopal Church.

He stated that the pilot project

hoped to use other people's ex-

periences to discover the kinds of

problems that the mentally retarded
face. "Our goal is to set up a model
proposal for statewide services,"

said Bilodeau to an audience of 50
concerned citizens.

The panel of four, consisting of

Atty. Oliver Fowlkes, Dr. Benjamin
Ricci, Atty. John Callahan, and
Michael Miskiv were each given 15

minutes to speak.

"The greatest miscarriage of

justice in the Commonwealth
concerning mentally retarded
citizens was in the case of The
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
vs. Daniels, declared Ricci,

President of Belchertown State
School Friends Association.

Ricci was referring to Russell

Daniels, a former resident of

Belchertown State School, who
was convicted of murder last year
and whose case is now being
appealed.

"The Commonwealth was out to

lunch as it always has been," said

Ricci. "If the case is not overturned
in 6 months it will be brought to the

Supreme Court," he added.
With the MERREP, there is now

"an opportunity in adversity, rather

than adversity in opportunity," said

Ricci who continued by citing

twenty problems facing the
mentally retarded pprson.

"The most important item on this

laundry list, I think, is the question
of civil rights and privileges which
will take some time to solve," he
concluded.

Fowlkes, Professor of Legal
Studies at Hampshire College and
Treasurer of the Mental Health
Advisory Committee, reviewed the
ramifications of acts concerning the
mentally retarded.

He cited Chapter 893, passed in

1973, as having established legal

representation that would work in

the institutions. This covers an
executive staff who gather a list of

attorneys and their qualifications,

but the law does not provide funds
to pay the lawyers, said Fowlkes.
He said the staff has to appeal to
the local Bar Association to pay the
bill. •

"A special body of lawyers is

needed for people with mentally
retarded backgrounds, said
Fowlkes.

Miskiv, CERC team staff at the

Mass. Dept. of Health in Region I,

spoke of situations that the
mentally retarded person finds in

court.

"The police look for deviant

behavior in a community and the
mentally retarded are considered
part of this deviant society and,

thus, reinforces this kind of thinking

that dates from the early 1900's to

the present day," said Miskiv.

He explained that when a

mentally retarded person is

arrested and undergoes the
standard questioning by the police

they are usually very passive in their

reactions because they want to

please ... their defense or ego
strengths break down rapidly ...

they will say 'yes' because they
can't deal with hostility."

The court proceeds to check the
person's competency through the

court clinic where he/ she is

evaluated by the psychiatrist and
given further tests by the
psychologist, continued Miskiv.

Because the psychologist is

given a high salary, the tests

(Stanford-Binet, etc.) are hurried

and he has a tendency to give low
scores; thus, "the label of mental

retardation is tagged on a person,"

said Miskiv.

Atty. Callahan, District Attorney

for the Hampshire/ Franklin

counties, began his defense by

saying that the "law enforcement
has been trying to educate police

officers on Mental Retardation

issues to provide sufficient sen-

sitivity to the problem, but it hasn't

been doing as much as it should."

He cited the 1967 Massachusetts

Supreme Court decision which
states that a person is not criminally

responsible if he is mentally
retarded. "Deciding this point is the

Calendar of

public mtgs.
The following is a schedule of

public meetings this week of

student governing units on
campus. Groups who wish to
have their meeting listed should

contact the Student Senate
Communications Council at 5-

0341.

MONDAY
Food Services Committee,

2:30 p.m., Campus Center room
802.

Finance Committee, 3:00
p.m., Campus Center room 801

.

Program Council, 7:15 p.m.,

Campus Center room 803.

Rents and Fees Committee,
7:00 p.m., Campus Center
check schedule, discussion of

residential life priorities.

Senate Communications
Council, 6:30 p.m., Student
Union room 411 A.

TUESDAY
Services Committee, 11:15

a.m.. Campus Center room 809.

WEDNESDAY
Campus Center-Student

Union Board of Governors, 6:30
p.m., Campus Center room 917.

problem," Callahan said.

The panel was then open for

questions from the audience where
the issues of release, guardianship
and competency arose.

Miskiv clarified that a com
petency test may be given when
someone (family) feels threatened
by the person's presence and that

money interests are usually in-

volved.

One question from the audience
was, if by giving civil rights to the
mentally retarded person," does
that erode the possibility of in-

tervention of therapeutic treatment
on the part of community agen-
cies."

Fowlkes responded that if a
person has the right to refuse

treatment then it's necessary to
clarify certain bounds and that he
only has a choice if he's competent.
When the question of leaving an

institution arose, Bilodeau
responded by saying that only a
person who entered voluntarily can
leave and only after a 3-day request
notice has been submitted.

Bilodeau added that these
programs are part of the "process
of normalization."
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Ford meets exporters today,

to seek trade limitations
WASHINGTON [UPf] - President

Ford planned to test further his

"jawboning" tactics for reversing

grain deals for the Soviet Union
when top administration aides meet
with some of the nation's largest

exporters today.

The meeting follows his weekend
success in obtaining cancellation of
contracts by two major grain

companies calling for export of 3.4
million tons of com end wheat in a
year of disappointing American
harvests.

The 2 p.m. EDT meeting at the
Agriculture Department will focus
on methods for reporting exports
under a "voluntary cooperation"
system. The White House said

representatives from the Com-
merce, Agriculture and state
Departments and the National
Security Council will attend.

The North American Grain
Exporters, Inc. and the Federal
Grain Cooperatives, both

organizations of exporters, and
eight separate companies will

represent the exporters.

Monday's scheduled talks

resulted in a one-day post-
ponement of a hearing by Sen.
Henry Jackson, D-Wash., who
contends the grain companies
should have advised the White
House before signing the new
Soviet deal.

The White House said it did not
learn of the new contracts until late

last week, after the deals were
closed.

Ford will have more than his own
persuasive powers behind him
when he talks to the grain com-
panies. A statement released late

Saturday pointedly noted that

dealer cooperation will help avoid
another alternative - general export
controls, anathema to farmers who
still raise more wheat and other

grains than any other nation and
need export markets.

The meeting is intended to help
assure an adequate domestic grain

supply while allowing at least some
export, the White House said.

In announcing the Monday
meeting, the White House
statement said "It is anticipated

that this voluntary cooperative
effort will enable the United States
to avoid the imposition of general
export controls."

Jackson, who is an ail-but an-

nounced 1976 presidential can-
didate, yesterday postponed his

meeting of the Senate In-

vestigations subcommittee until

tomorrow because of the dealer
meeting at the White House.
The Washington State Democrat

wants to know why the White
House was not informed of the
Soviet negotiations during a period
when food prices are rising, partly

because of the high cost of feed,

especially corn, and prospects of a
harvest hit by both drought.

Rescue workers carry injured to ambulance late Saturday after suspected Irish
Republican Army bombs blasted two crowded pubs in Guildford killing five per-
sons and injuring 65.

Chile buying U.S. military planes;

expects invasion from Peru
SANTIAGO, Chile \AP\ - Chile is Hawthorne, Calif

quietly buying supersonic jet

fighters and close air support attack
planes from the United States in a
muftimillion dollar arms deal, it was
learned yesterday.

Diplomatic and other sources say
the military government is pur-
chasing the aircraft and looking for

additional weaponry because of
concern that Peru may eventually
go to war against Chile.

A high source in the Chilean air

force confirmed the arms deal but
s*id he is "optimistic" about future

relations with Peru's military
regime.

Peruvian officials have denied
publicly that they want to wage war
on Chile, and Chilean officials also
have said they maintain cordial
relations with their northern neigh-
bor.

The Chilean military overthrew
the government of Marxist
President Salvador Allende 13
months ago. Thousands of Allende
supporters went into exile or were
rounded up and imprisoned.

Although Chile is in a state of

siege, foreign sources say the

aircraft purchases are being made
with an eye to defense and not for

use against Chileans.

For internal security reasons,

they say the bulk of the armed

forces are now stationed in and

around ''the capital, leaving border

areas undermanned.

The sources said the Chileans are

paying $60 million for 18 F5E

Freedom Fighter jets, the latest

model of a fighter especially

produced for developing coutnries

Delivery of the first units are
expected in about two years and in

the interim, Chilean air force pilots

are flying training models in the
United States.

They said Chile has paid an initial

down payment of $6 million for the
Freedom Fighters and the balance

of the money will be paid over eight

years.

In addition, Chilean air force and
other sources said 36 A37B close air

support attack planes, manufac-
tured by Cessna and used by U.S.
pilots in Vietnam, are being pur-

chased. Each aircraft is worth about
$300,000.

McGovern outspends
Senate opponent 6-1
WASHINGTON [UPI\ Sen.

George McGovern, D-S.D., has
spent six times more than his

Republican opponent in his bid to

win re-election to a third term.

But the challenger, ex-POW Leo
K. Thorsness, has received three

times as many connributions of

$1,000 or more from individuals,

nearly all-out-of state, and has
received sizeable sums from two
U.S. ambassadors.

McGovern, the 1972 Democratic
presidential nominee, started the

year with a large financial ad-

vantage $212,872 in various

campaign committees.

This was after spending $552,71

1

in the re-election effort last year.

Thorsness began the year with a

$750 debt and faced a GOP
primary. He did not begin active

campaigning until this year.

The financial data was compiled
by UPI after a search of campaign
reports filed with the Secretary of

the Senate by the two candidates
over the past two years.

The records show McGovern

during the two years, up to Sept. 1

of this year, while Thorsness
received only $270,000.

Expenditures mirrored con
tributions, with McGovern's three
committees spending $1,326,685,
compared to Thorsness' $217,000.
Included in large, itemized

contributions to Thorsness'
campaign were $2,000 from John
P. Humes, U.S. ambassador to
Austria, and $500 from Shelby C.
Davis, U.S. ambassador to
Switzerland, each total in two
separate contributions.
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i
Heta pat

Wed.,

Oct. 9

8:00

903 C.C.

Zela Psi fraternity is for-

ming a new colony at I Mass.
A group of men is beginning to

form, but more men are
needed for membership. This
is a chance to be involved with
the formation, structure, and
goals of a new fraternity.

Possibilities for a house look
good, and the group is growing
in size. Come find out where

we're headed. Have a couple
beers and share your ideas
with us.. Its a unique op-
portunity which you may not
have at I Mass again.
Come on up to W.\ Campus

Center at 1:M on Tuesday Oct.
R, or at 8:00 on Wednesday
Oct. ». Call 11*4443 if you'd
like some more information
beforehand.

lienri's
potpourri
of entertainment 9jm-lam

tnonday
Wednesday
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arlene
symms

thursctay

ttiesday

near east flight

frldav
Saturday
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dinner served daily 5'JOfZ
Sunday noon - 10 pn>

reservations recommended
rle 116 south amherst 253-2621

Clemency board head stresses fairness
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Goodell predicts acceptance of amnesty plan
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Charles Goodell

chairman of the presidential clemency board
for Vietnam war resisters and military
deserters, predicted yesterday that President
Ford's earned re-entry program ultimately
will be accepted by both pro and anti-
amnesty organizations.

"I think the initial reaction of the veterans
groups and the representatives of the
resisters in Canada. ..was predictable "

Goodell said.

"They are very sincere, they have very
strong views. On the other hand, I think as

they see this program operate, assuming it

operates fairly, I think a great many of them
are going to come around - even the

veterans organizations and the resister

groups."

But Goodell, interviewed on Washington
Window UPI Audio, declined to predict how
many resisters might come back from self-

imposed exile to take advantage of the

earned re-entry program.

Goodell's clemency board, which is

scheduled to hold its second meeting today,

handles only the cases of those already

violations orconvicted of either draft

desertion of the military.

At the same time, Goodell stressed what
he believed was the fairness of Ford's
program. He took exception to resisters who
claim the program is punitive.

"I believe that every American has the
obligation to serve the military in peace and
in war, according to the law," said Goodell,
an early opponent of the Vietnam war.
He said that although the resisters found it

impossible to discharge the obligations
during the Vietnam conflict, now Ford is

giving them the opportunity "to come back
and discharge that obligation in a completely
peaceful, constructive way that is consistent
with their conscience."

At least one organization, however, the
American Civil Liberties Union, has an-
nounced it is prepared to challenge the
legality of some aspects of Ford's program

the loyalty oaths demanded of returnees
and the requirement that returnees surrender
some Constitutional rights before being
admitted to the program.
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hord s economic message
to stress restraint, sacrifice
WASHINGTON (UPI)

President Ford's anti-inflation

message tomorrow will ask for

"restraint, self-discipline and
sacrifice", from all sections of the

nation, including the federal
government, a White House aide

said yesterday.

Ford spent one hour and 15

minutes with his key economic
advisors yesterday afternoon,
making final choices on economic
and energy conservation programs
that will be announced to a joint

session of Congress and a

nationwide audience tomorrow

afternoon.

It was understood fgrd's
proposals would focus on measures
to increase production and con-
serve supplies of food and energy,
the two major sources of the
rampant inflation now running at an
annual rate of about 12 percent.

There will also be programs
dealing with the depressed
housing, industry, unemployment,
record high interest rates and the
credit squeeze on banks and
businesses, sources said.

"Almost all major decisions have
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Boston busing protests

include motorcade, religion

Japan Philharmonic
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BOSTON (UPI) - Anti busing
forces opened the fourth week of
their battle against court ordered
school desegregation yesterday
with a peaceful motorcade and the
beginning of a three days of
religious observances.

About 200 opponents of the

busing program which has affected

about half of the city's 94,000
students, took part in a motorcade
and demonstration outside the

Statler Hilton Hotel in the business
district of the city.

They attempted to enlist the
support of the Massachusetts
Building and Construction Trades
Council, which was holding a
convention at the hotel.

The 100 car motorcade, horns
blaring and placards waving, drove
from South Boston to the hotel,

where the demonstrators held a

rally.

Police reported no arrests for

incidents.

Meanwhile, a spokeswoman for
the South Boston Home and
School Association, Mrs. Rita
Growl, said her organization was
sponsoring a three day rosary
recital and had scheduled an
ecumenical service today as
another part of the protest against
the busing program ordered by
U.S. District Court Judge W.
Arthur Garrity.

been made," Ford's press secretary
Ron Nessen told reporters after the
final strategy session in the Cabinet
room.

The press aide said Ford would
ask Americans "to exhibit restraint,

self discipline and sacrifice and I

want to emphasize that the
government itself is not exempt
from any of these three."

But Nessen stressed that the
burdens the President will ask the
nation to shoulder "will be
distributed equally. ..so that
everybody bears their just share."

The proposals should not be seen
as a "shopping list" from which
Congress can adopt the items it

finds most palatable, Nessen said.

Rather, he said, Congress and
the public must adopt and carry

through the entire package if it is to

meet Ford's previously stated goal

of bringing inflation "under con-

trol" by July 4, 1976, the nation's

200th birthday.

The long-awaited, anti-inflation

statement is, in part, an outgrowth
of a month of conferences that
ended in last weekend's two-day
summit meeting here.

nation and world

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

BREAKFAST 24 HRS.
JUICE

2 EGGS

HOME FRIES

COFFEE

99

Also — Sandwiches, Dinners, and

Creamy Rich Country Style Ice Cream

— no artificial flavors.

Tues. - Sat. — 24 Hrs,

Sun. and Mon. till 11 p.m.

Police criticized

BOSTON (UPI) - About 1,000
persons carried out a noisy
motorcade around the city's police
headquarters yesterday, protesting
police conduct in a night spot
melee the previous night, which left

eight persons injured.

The demonstrators displayed
signs demanding a meeting with
Police Commissioner Robert J. di

Grazia, who later in the day issued a
statement promising a "complete
investigation" into the incident.

The demonstrators, some
carrying signs such as "di Grazia:
What's next, gas chambers?''
motorcaded from Castle Island in

South Boston and remained at the
headquarters building on Berkley
Street for several hours, blocking
off several streets, and backing up
traffic as far as a half a mile away.

There were no arrests and no
incidents.

Oil spills in Sound
NEW HAVEN (AP) - About

60,000 gallons of oil escaped into

New Haven harbor from a tanker
early yesterday and another 42,000

168 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst
253-2291

Take Out Service

TEN PIN

BOWLING
BOYDEN GYM

4 10:30

Mon. thru Fri.

(except during
league play)

50c a string

gallons was contained in water
around the ship by booms, a Coast
Guard spokesman said.

He termed the spillage as being
intermediate to major.

The oil seeped into Long Island

Sound and washed up onto several

city beaches by late yesterday
morning, the spokesman said.

Drug arrests made
NEW YORK (UPI) - Forty-five

persons, mostly from Colombia,
allegedly involved in smuggling
hundreds of pounds of cocaine and
marijuana into the New York area
from Latin America, were arrested
over the weekend, federal and city
law enforcement officials disclosed
yesterday.

Officials said the arrests brought
to 150 the number of persons taken
into custody over the last several
months as part of a continuing
investigation into narcotics traffic.

Officials stressed the series of
arrests did not involve any single
drug ring but said the activities of
those seized were interrelated, and
that all the arrests were part of the
same investigation.

Nixon recuperating
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. (UPI) -

Former President Richard M. Nixon
recuperated from his bout with
phlebitis and blood clots at his
home yesterday, with the decision
on his subpoenaed testimony in the
Watergate coverup trial still up in
the air.

Nixon's physician, Dr. John
Lungren, says the former President
is too sick to appear at the trial in

person - too ill even to give a
written deposition in the case for
the "next few weeks."
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Wright lecturer founder
of Pan-African bureau

Black News Service

This biography of Dr.
C.L.R. James was
prepared by Research
institute a non-profit
organization.

Although virtually unknown to all

but the most astute students of
history in the United States, C.L.R.
James stands among the world's
greatest historians. Born in 1901 in

Trinidad, British West Indies,
James graduated from Queen
Royal College. He wrote the Life of
Captain Cipriani, the first political

biography to be published in the
West Indies in 1932.

That same year he moved to
England and became cricket
reporter for the Manchester
Guardian. A prolific writer, James
wrote Minty Alley, a novel which is

now being republished in England,
and The Case for West Indian Self
'Government in 1936. While in

England he wrote, performed in,

and directed "Toussaint L'

Ouveture," a play produced on the
London Stage with Paul Robeson.

In 1936, James wrote what could
be considered his first major
historical work, Black Jacobins, a
book which is considered
throughout the world as a classic

history of the Haitian revolution.

This book has been published in

paperback form in the United
States. In 1937, he wrote and
published World Revolution, 1917
to 1936; the original version was
published in England, and reprinted

in 1970.

Although an important recorder
of history, James lived a life which
also made history. He helped
organize the African International

Service Bureau in London from
1936 to 1938, along with George
Padmore, Jomo Kenyatta and
others, and served as editor of its

periodical.

James translated Boris
Souvarine's biography of Stalin

from the French original, and wrote
A History of Pan -African Revolt,

in 1938 in London. The later book
was reprinted in the United States.

James came to the United States
in 1938, after conversations with
Leon Trotsky in Mexico. Those
conversations were dealing with
significance of the race question
and other matters and have since
been reprinted. While in the United
States he lectured coast to coast on
the decline of the British Empire,
and wrote journalistic pieces and
pamphlets on current questions of
the day. Among the topics he wrote
about w»rp "The Balance Sheet of

American Trotskyism,"
"Education, Agitation and
Propaganda," and in 1948, a series
of letters on Hegel and Marxism
which were published in 1963 as
"Notes on the Dialetics"; Notes is

currently being prepared for a
second edition.

In 1955 James left the United
States and returned to the West
Indies. In 1956, he published "Every
Cook Can Govern", a second
edition of "State Capitalism and
World Revolution", which was first

published in 1950, and had other
editions in 1956, and 1969. He also

published a classic called
"Mariners, Renegades and
Castaways", "Herman Melville and
the World We Live In". This was
done in 1953 while he was still in

the United States. Also while in this

country, during the 1940's, James
organized a sharecroppers group in

southwest Missouri, involving
many sharecroppers in their first

union experience, and a wartime
strike.

After returning to the West
Indies, James participated in the

formation of the People's National

Movement, pressing for the in-

dependence of Trinidad. Also while

in the Indies, he became editor of

the journal "The Nation" and
secretary of the Federal West
Indian Labor Party. In 1961, he
published Party Politics in the West
Indies in 1962, it was Federation,

Why We Failed, Wilson Harris: A
Philosophical Approach and
Kwame Nkrumah and the West
Indies; In 1960 he published
Modern Politics, and in 1959, The
Artist in the Carribean*

James returned to England in

1961 and again took up reporting
cricket. In 1963 he wrote Beyond a
Boundry which is now in its third

paperback edition. He also con-
tributed to The Cricketer, during
this time. In 1966 while reporting

cricket tours in the West Indies

Islands, James stayed in Trinidad to
organize the Workers and Farmers
Party and edit its paper which was
called We The People.

He went back to England in 1967.
While visiting Montreal, Canada, he
lectured on The Making of the

r
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10:15 p.m.: FOCUS- Ken Mosakowski moderates a
live debate on continued nuclear power production
in Western Mass. Part 2 of a 2 part series.

Carribean Peoples, which was
published in two editions, 1968, and
1970. New versions of the play,

Toussaint L'Ouverture, premiered
at the University of Ibadam in

Nigeria.

Given an award by Black
Academy of Arts and Letters in'

New York in 1970, James published
"Black Studies and the Corn-
temporary Student," in 1969-1970.
A special C.L.R. James Issue of
Radical America was published in

May of 1970. The title of that issue

symbolizes James' position among
black people for he serves as tie

between "The Old World and the
New".

see related story, pg. 3
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The University of Massachusetts
has been invited to nominate four
seniors and one recent graduate in
this year's competition for ap-
proximately 100 Danforth
Fellowships.

These fellowships are designed
for persons who have serious in-
terest in careers of teaching and-or

administration in colleges and
universitites, and who plan to Study
for a Ph.D. in any field of study
common to the undergraduate
liberal arts curriculum in the United
States.

During the past eight years, 11

UMass students have received
some form of recognition in this

IT PAYS TO
THE FINAST WAY
From
Our
Beer
and
Wine §
Shoppe

competition, and during the past
four years, three students have won
fellowships. Last year's winner,
Janet Berlo, is pursuing a Ph.D. in

History of Art at Yale University.

Since the Danforth Foundation
itself does not accept direct ap-
plications for Fellowships, persons
must be nominated by Liaison
Officers of their undergraduate
institutions. The local campus
representative. Associate Dean
James Shaw, 210 South College
545-2627.

Fellowship stipends are based on
individual need, but may not ex
ceed $2,025 for single Fellows and
$2,200 for married Fellows for the

academic year, plus dependency
allowances for children and
required tuition and fees. The
awards are initially made for one
year, but are normally renewable
until completion of the degree or
for a maximum of four years of

graduate study.

The Fellowships are open to all

qualified persons of any race, creed
or citizenship, single or married,
although applicants must be under
35 years of age at the time ap
plication papers are filed, and may
not have undertaken any graduate
or professional study beyond the
baccalaureate.

All applicants for these

Fellowships must take the Graduate
Record Examination. October 8 is

the last date on which the
Educational Testing Service will

accept applications for the October
26 examination; applications for the
December 14 administration of the
GRE should be submitted by
November 19.

The Danforth Foundation was
created in 1927 by the late Mr. and
Mrs. William H. Danforth of St.

Louis as a philanthrophy devoted to
giving aid and encouragement to
persons, to emphasizing the
humane values that come from of
religious and democratic heritage,
and to strenghtening the essential-

quality of education.

Northeast Utilities denies
overcharging fuel customers
HARTFORD, Conn. (UPI) Northeast Utilities

Saturday denied claims it overcharged customers
through fuel adjustment charges and said it was in
fact still losing money.

Northeast said the fuel adjustment charges do not
recover the full actual cost of oil used in generating
electricity and warned that without sufficient
revenues, reliable service to homes, offices, factories
and farms "will be a thing of the past."

Northeast's statement, to be published in Con-
necticut daily newspapers today, denied as "totally
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false," allegations that electric companies have
illegally computed the fuel adjustment charge on
electric bills.

Contrary to claims it was overcharging. Northeast
said it "actually failed to recover from June 1, 1973,
through last June 30, about $16 million" because of
the two month time lag which must pass before
utilities can charge the customers.

This is in addition to $2.5 million paid out in the
same period to the state under the 5 percent gross
earnings tax, according to the statement.
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Photographic equipment can
be a trap. Sometimes, you can get
so involved with it that you lose

sight of your real purpose-
making photographs.

The Canon F-1 can help you
forget about equipment and
concentrate on images. It was
designed, and functions, as an
extension of your photographic
vision. It's responsive in a way that

you must experience to appreciate

Pririces Effective thru Oct. 12, 1974

SUPERMARKETS
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

And since it was conceived as a
system camera, every part works
together with effortless smooth-
ness, from the more than 40 Canon
FD and FL lenses to the over 200
accessories.

The heart of the camera is it's

central spot metering system.
With it you can use anyone's
exposure system, no matter how
critical, since it only measures the
central 12% of the finder area-

regardless of the focal length used.

So if you're spending too much
time lately worrying about your
equipment, it's time you stopped,
and took a good look at the Canon
F-1 system, and Canon s other
fine cameras— the automatic,

electronic EF, the full-feature FTb.
and the TLb. If you re interested

in images, Canon's your camera.

A System of Precision
Canon

Canon USA. inc . 10 Nevada Drive. Lake Success. New York 1 1040
Canon USA Inc 457 Fullerton Avenue. Elmhurst, Illinois 60126

Canon USA. Inc
. 123 East Paulanno Avenue Costa Mesa. California 92626

Canon USA, Inc . Bldg B-2 1050 Ala Moans* Blvd . Honolulu Hawaii 96814
Canon Optics A Business Machines Canada. Ltd . Ontario
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How/and getting freebees
To the Editor:

I've just read Richard Howland's Legal Advice
Column and wish to raise a couple ofissues:

First, it is against the American Bar Association 's

Code of Professional Responsibility for lawyers to
solicit business. It states in part, "a lawyer shall not
publicize himself, his partner, or associate as a lawyer
through newspaper or magazine advertisements..."
and "a lawyer shall not recommend employment as a
private practitioner, of himself, his partner, or
associate to a non-lawyer who has not sought his
advice regarding employment of a lawyer. " How/and
is using the student newspaper to solicit the business
of UMass students, couching it in terms of free ad-
vice, is this advice actually free?

Second, Mr. Hnwfand is no longer the student

lawyer at UMass precisely because he was not
responsive to students. For two years many people
including myself tried to prevent How/and from being
rehired. As a past student senator, I had ample op-
portunity to view How/and in his position. I found him
to be rude and unhelpful. When we started the
People's Market I went to How/and to ask about laws
regarding such a store. He told me to go look in a law
book. Numerous people told me similar experiences
they had with Howland. Not very helpful for the
$27, 000-year salary that students paid him.
Although students do need legal help, I hate to see

the Collegian aid Howland in abusing this need and
making his living off students, particularly when there
is a full legal services office on campus.

Gail Sullivan

UMass a cultural ghetto
To the Editor

Re: Collegian front page photo, Thursday, 10-2-74
and general awareness of personls) responsible.

Granted, the picture does show Mr. Archie Shepp
'pounding the keys', but since Mr. Shepp has been in

the music business for over fifteen years and on the
faculty of this university for three, one might expect
someone in this vast, cultural wastelenad we know
that he is not a "jazz Pianist". Fer cryin' out doors.

The staff of Below the Salt

Mike Kostek

Arabs not opportunists
To the Editor

777e Monday morning editorial entitled, "Arabs
Without Oil: A Big Sandbox, " was a shameful display

ofjournalistic talent, but the shame lies in the truth of
the matter. Do a majority of Collegian editors truly

envision Arabs leaders to be, "opportunists traipsing

from country to country endeavoring to pocket
quadrillions of dollars, marcs, and yen in return for a
pint or two of the black stuff?"

If so, I suggest a close look at John D. and the
Rockefeller domination of the worlds oil reserves, and
possibly some Near Eastern Studies here at the
University.

While condemning what you've termed, "quite

stubborn demands to the rest of the world, " by the
Arabs, you've failed to bat an eyelash at the true

cause of inflation in America-monopoly!!
REMEMBER THE ENERGY CRISIS, the greatest

fabricated rip off in history! Only one year ago it was a
widely publicized fact \Nlxon himself said it\ that the
Arabs only supply 6per cent of the oil in America. But
while oil company profits are soaring upwards of 50
and 100 per cent, the Arabs are blamed for the high
price.

The Seven Sisters, {Standard N.J., Texaco,
Standard Calif. Gulf, Mobil, Shell, and British

Petroleum] happen to control two -thirds of the
world's oil and dominate refining, transporting, and
marketing. Granted the Arabs, Iranians, and
Venezua/ans didn't have the technology to develop
their reserves, but now they do. Like Angela Davis
said, in exposing Rockefeller, he is the opitome of a
struggle to, "Take back the oil that people rip off from
them.

"

President Ford has warned against, "artificial

rigging of prices, " but what right does the U.S. have
in setting their own price? And who has done the
price rigging?

It is surprising to see a Board of Editors so strongly
opposed to corrupt corporate business and govern-
ment in America that is on the other hand supporting
the U. S. and glorifying Kissinger, the man who heads
The 40 committee, the CIA.

It appears you've placed Israel above all other
political beliefs, and thus are supporting U.S. Im-
perialism under the guise of Israeli aggression, i.e., if

the Arabs won't sell their oil, it will be taken from
them. Sadly enough, no one can stop it from hap-
pening. You are number one!

Samuel Hassan

Ethiopian students

oppose CIA
We Ethiopian students in Western Massachusetts, in conjunction with

our Ethiopian student compatriots all over the world, make the following
statements to protest against the C.I.A. backed military rule in Ethiopia.

Delightful of the fact that the archaic and repressive feudal system is fast
crumbling under the blows of the rising Ethiopian peoples, and cognizant
of the fact that at the present moment there are forces of reaction that try
every manoeuver and facile design in a attempt to hoodwink and subvert
the genuine upsurge of the Ethiopian people, we want it to be known that
we stand in complete solidarity with the heroic masses of Ethiopia in their
struggle for peace, justice and democracy.

In light of this:

WE OPPOSE:
(1) The establishment of a military regime - provisional of otherwise-
(2) C.I.A.'s involvement in our country's internal affairs;

(3) The restoration of the monarchy under whatever guise -

(4) The military junta's attempt to impose censorship, suppression of all
democratic liberties and the arrest of progressive labor-union leaders
students and intellectuals.

WE WHOLEHEARTEDLY SUPPORT:
The struggle of the Ethiopian people against Imperialism, Feudalism and

military rule.

WE DEMAND:
(1) The unconditional and immediate creation of a civilian, provisional

and democratic government;
(2) The enactment of a law guaranteeing the right of any class or social

group to form its own political party without any interference;
(3) The immediate implementation of the call, "LAND TO THE TILLER"-
(4) The decreeing of labor legislation which protects the basic rights of

the working class;

(5) The constitutional guarantee for equality between nationalities
sexes, religions, languages, cultures, etc.;

(6) The guaranteeing of freedom of association, press, assembly speech
and etc.;

We appeal to all progressive forces in the United States to pressure their
government to stop its subversive activities in the internal affairs of the
people of Ethiopia and also to cease to prop-up fascist military dic-
tatorships elsewhere in the world.

Mackimmie
misunderstood

Coupons to help needy
To the Editor

Gamma Sigma Sigma National Service Sorority has
been collecting Betty Crocker Coupons during the
past year. Thanks to the wonderful contributions that
so many people have made, our chapter collected
over 50,000 coupons which made us the top in the
nation. With these coupons we purchased a
wheelchair for Newmgton Children's Hospital in
Connecticut to be used on loan to any needy chid

We urge people to continue with this worthwhile
endeavor. Our deadline has been extended in-
definitely. Please think of those who are not as for-
tunate as yourself.

Send the coupons to: Gamma Sigma Sigma, Alpha
Theta Chapter, RSO Box 314, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst. Mass. 01002.

Gail Folan
Gamma Sigma Sigma
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Then why all the fuss? Surely, we're far too intelligent to believe that
these people are really any different than you or I.

The real problem lies within one's mind. People have a tendency to
develop generalities and stereotypes about things that they actually know
very little about. They base their opinions on rumors, or trust that every
person, place, or thing will live up to its given reputation, whatever that '

may be.

No, people will form judgements on what they hear, and not from what
they ve experienced. And thafs whafs wrong with society today. Maybe if
people would stop and think before they make their judgements, they
would realize the senselessness of it all. However, there are those who
insist that people have their opinions, and nothing but nothing is going to
change them. But people do have brains, and unlike most other animals,
they are capable of reasoning. If people would just open their minds, and
w.den the narrow streets inside, maybe they would see that wherever you
go, people are people are people...

But what's the use of telling you all of this? As long as there is black and
wh.te, there w.ll always be racism, and as long as there is male and female
there will always be sexism. Can we really expect people to change their
mmds after years of conditioning? Probably not. But there is one thing that
we can expect them to do.
They can try. They can try to accept people for what they are, human

be.ngs, rather than turning and shaking their heads, ignoring the message
that is desperately trying to get out.
So you see, Mackimmie may be different insofar as its social views are

concerned, but the people living there are just like everyone else Yes
there are dorm parties at Mackimmie, and regular people go to them

Lazar D
The ultimate, naked truth

Rufus was asleep in his infirmary bed, dreaming
madly. He dreamed he was in a court of law in the
year 2054, when the truth was outlawed and lying was
a noble pastime. Journalists were exiled and authors
of fiction were hailed as imaginative souls. Deceiving,
conniving politicians were hailed as clever and tricky
while scientists were sought out and shot by firing
squads. Statues of Richard M. Nixon were con-
structed in town squares, with the inscription: "He
fooled all of the people all of the time." The mere
mention of Lord Nixon's name brought tears to
citizen's eyes, cheers to their lips. As one Lions Club
President once put it on Nixon's birthday, "Why, he
even had a dishonest face!!"

Rufus was in court for truthing an undercover
agent, who had approached Rufus on a busy street
outside a McDonald's and asked him if he had any
spare change. In his haste, Rufus answered honestly
that he did, and was promptly arrested and brought to
court.

On the stand, Rufus was trying his damnedest to
sputter and spout lie and lie, while the prosecuting
attorney was demanding that he respond faster and
faster to the questions. Rufus kept up the pace,
following lie with imaginative lie, and the jury cheered
him on, pleased with his performance, gradually
becoming convinced that Rufus was indeed an
honorable liar.

Finally, the prosecuting attorney stabbed a finger at
Rufus and demanded: "Are you lying??"

Rufus was flabbergasted. He didn't know how to
answer. The D.A. repeated the question, louder and
louder. The jury held its breath. The judge banged his

gavel....

Rufus awoke, breathing hard, the banging of the
gavel echoing through his head. Half alert, he realized

someone was banging on his infirmary door. "COME
IN," he yelled, hobbling to the door and wrapping his

bathrobe around himself. He opened the door, and
there stood the most beautiful young woman he had
ever set eyes on.

"Welllll, hellllllo..." he smiled.

"Hello, my name is Joyce and I'm from the Campus
Crisscross Crusaders," the woman recited in a much-
too-pleasant voice. "I've come to tell you about... The

Truth!

Rufus was stunned.

"The Truth??!!" he said, frowning. "The Truth??"
He was outraged. "You wanna know The Truth?" he
hollered. "I'll show you The Truth!!"

Whereby, in one sudden motion he opened his

bathrobe, extending his arms Dracula-style.

"There!!" he cried defiantly. "There's The Truth!!
The ultimate, naked Truth!!" And he proceeded to
laugh like a moron. The girl smiled, shook her head,
and left.

Rufus hobbled back to his bed, muttering to
himself, "The Truth, The Truth," over and over. It

reminded him of a philosophy class freshman year,
when the prof assigned each student a 250-word
essay: "What Is The Truth?"

Here is what Rufus wrote:
"The Truth was discovered in the early 1400s by

Leonardo da Vinci, who correctly asserted, years
before his time, that it had something to do with
carbon atoms. Years later, in 1892, a gentleman
named Galileo, in his quest for the perfect wine, found
that The Truth was not carbon atoms at all; rather, it

had to do with uranium atoms. Modern research has
shown, however, that nuclear power is the answer,
although solar energy is not out of the question ..."

And so forth.

The prof gave Rufus an 'A', and wrote, "Clear,
logical thinking," in the margin on the last page.

At the next class, the prof informed the class that
no one had written the right answer, and proceeded
to tell the class what The Truth was, a lecture which
became known as The Horse's Ass Theory.
"The Truth," he explained, "is this. All the world is

an electron. That's right," he repeated. "Planet earth
is an electron in an atom which has, at its nucleus, the
sun. The solar system is an atom in a molecule which
is known by humans, as The Universe. The Universe,
as we know it, is one molecule which, along with
millions and billions of other molecules, composes a

gigantic horse's ass." He paused here.

"And the function of human beings and all other
life in our universe," he concluded, "is to pray, day
and night, that that horse, that gigantic horse, does
not move his bowels. That, my friends, is The Truth."

Jerry Lazar is Editor-in-Chief of the Collegian.

< Zamir Nestelbaum\

Go for the big one
"BBBRRRIINNGGGG!!! BBRRINGG!"
"Yes Hello. White House Press Secretary, Ron

Nessen, May I be of service?"

"Yes, yes you may. I'd like to talk to Gerry Ford. I

hear he's been having trouble with his ballclub."

"Well, Coach Ford is a busy man. Not just anybody
can talk to him. Are you with the local Press?"

"No, not exactly. I'm the Head Coach of that other
ballclub in town, the Washington Redpersons. My
name is George Allen."

"Yes, yes, Coach Allen of course. How is your team
doing?"

"Fine, fine, but it's not my team that I'm worried
about. It's your team. Coach Ford seems to be having
a tough time gaining yardage. So I just throught I'd

call and give him a play or two that would work
against a tough Inflation Defense, and help him get
that valuable first down."

"That's very kind of you, but
"

"Ya know Ron, I just wanna say that I really ap-
preciated when our last Head Coach — what was that
dude's name, the one that got canned — Nixon? I

appreciated when he called me with some plays. Not
that we ever used them, it seems he didn't know that
holding and clipping were against the rules, and we
didn't have the equipment to bug the other team's
huddle. But it was the thought that counted."

"Yes, I know Coach Allen, but Coach Ford just

doesn't run that kind of a ship. He just doesn't "

"And that's why I called. When I heard that his

team was losing some big games, I thought that I'd

take the initiative this time and call in some plays
myself."

"But Coach "

"Yes I know. The Redpersons aren't doing so well

either this year. But we've had some good seasons
lately. Unlike Coach Ford's team, we have a veteran
ballclub which just doesn't make those rookie

mistakes. It bothered me to see Coach Ford cut some
of the valuable vets with so much experience. People

like "Hardass" Al Haig and Big Jim Schlesinger were
put on waivers. And Ron Ziegler was given his un-
conditional release."

"Yes Coach Allen, Coach Ford decided to go with
Youth which he feels will turn the team's fortunes
around. Why with a little experience "

"Youth! Schmouth! f say go with the vets. Not only
that, he made a bad decision for his Assistant Coach.
Why the last team that man coached, up in New York
State, when they had a players strike, instead of
waiting for the vets to finally report as they always do
in the end, he had 39 of em shot, killed and then
blackballed from the League. What kind of Football is

that?"

"Yes, but that can be explained. You see, Coach
Rocke had no choice but to

"

What Coach Ford needs is a solid Defense. You
can't win without a Defense. And the best Defense is

a good Offense. With a few smart draft choices, and
maybe a couple of free agents from ROTC (Gook-
Shooting 350), you can do wonders. Also it would be
smart to send Henry on a few flairs deep "

"Listen Coach Allen. One thing Coach Ford will not
do is reinstitute the Draft. As a matter of fact, he's
even offered to let the players who jumped the
League to play in Canada, the opportunity to play in

our League again. Why just look around, you'll see
some of them playing already."

Then how can you explain Coach Ford's biggest
loss - that of letting former Coach Nixon quit and still

keep all the money on his contract. You know some
people were ready to kill that guy when they found
out he wanted to sell the Franchise down the river."

"Yes of course, but
"

"Listen Ron. I'll just give you one last piece of
advice. When all else fails, use the Secret Weapon!"
"What's that?"

"Throw the BOMB! Go For The Big One'
SCORE!!!"

"NO!!!!"

The executive branch:

Give it back
By RICHARD WRIGHT

The founding fathers faced a decision two hundred years ago, the
results of which are still being evaluated today. The Constitution was the
culmination of centuries of political thought by free men trying to establish

a system of government that provided for the common interests of all

people. The singularly most innovative component of this radical Con-
stitution was the inclusion of three separate Drancnes to aaminister the
new social order. Most particularly the decision on the structure of the
Executive branch is a timely issue today, for it is in the Executive branch
that the people lost contact with those who govern.
The Legislature represents pockets of people, ranging from small

geographic districts to entire states. The Judicial branch can be ap-
proached by any individual or group to litigate their grievance or charge.
But the Executive branch remains after nearly two hundred years, almost
completely out of touch with the role it should be playing as the chief

executor of the laws of the land. It is this branch that has established in-

triging and intrigue-filled little semi-official organs of authority that pursue
the course of manipulating national and international affairs. The White
House is surrounded by people who are expected to be the experts in

economics, social planning, defense tactics, and especially political

knowhow. These experts have the answers that the Chief Executive wants
to hear, and that almost always the Congress and the Courts cannot get
until it's been legitimized by Executive order.

With an amazing consistency, almost to be considered of frightening
proportions, the Executive branch has embarked with increasing regularity
into the areas of domestic and global affairs that perhaps would be best
left in the hands of the less presumptuous Legislative branch. As the
Executive branch surrounds itself with the instant-answer expert, the
Congress suffers the embarrassing condition of always playing catch-up
with the constituencies back home. How many times lately have we heard
the admonition: "Well, you know, the President probably knows more
about it than any of the rest of us, you know, he has all those sources of
information, all those experts from the great Ivy League Universities, well,
you know".

If all of this expert advice is so infallible, and so tuned in to what this
nation is all about, then how do we explain away inflation, the need to talk

about amnesty or pardons, oil shortages, pollution and all the rest? The
Executive branch should have a direct link to the electorate by elimination
of the electoral college and the removal of the two term limit on
Presidential terms. These two steps alone would return the Executive
branch to a more political hot seat, rather than the final shot for old
politicians to take a few swats at those people or nations who irritated
them on their way up the ladder.

The founding fathers did not want us to be subjected to omnipotence of
any degree in the Executive branch, and unless we return the occupant of
that seat to the people at large, (the real experts in our democracy), then
we will continue to be faced with mere men grasping at the strings of
immortality.

Richard Wright is a Collegian commentator.

.
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Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they
must include a name and phone number for
reference purposes

All letters are subject to editing, for either
content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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The heat's on at UMass:
Part coal and part oil
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By DAN LaBONTE
Staff Correspondent

The University's $3-million oil

burning heating system will go on a
part-time operating schedule within
the next few weeks, according to T.

T. P. DeLesdernier, chief utility
engineer.

"Although the system is capable
of heating the entire campus, it will
operate in conjunction with the old
coal burner for the next few years
until all the bugs can be worked
out," he said.

The campus has been heated in

the past primarily by coal, with
occasional use of natural gas when
it could be bought at good prices,
DeLesdernier said.

The University decided to
convert to oil in 1967 and the State
Legislature appropriated $3,352,000
for the system.
A comprehensive site selection

and economic study was done at
that time and the Tilson Farms

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics
S2.75 per page
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176 page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1 00 to cover postage (12
days delivery time).

519GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for

research purposes only

location was chosen in view of
possible expansion if needed, he
said. At present, the two oil tanks
are capable of storing up to half a
million gallons of 6 grade oil each.
The price for coal and oil has over

the years remained nearly the same.
DeLesdernier said oil heating is

better however since it is cleaner,
more convenient, and saves on
labor.

Originally scheduled to begin
operation early last fall, the oil

system was delayed due to labor
strikes and material shortages until
October of this year.

DeLesdernier said, "experts in
the field estimate the world has
only a 30 year supply of oil,

however the way things change
nowadays no one can say for sure
what's in store."

Television Tonight
6:00 EYEWIlNESS NEWS (3)
ACTION NEWS 18)

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH "Climate
of Doubt." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Higajns
Come Home." (27)
NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)
BONANZA "Inger My Love." (40)

6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)
NBC NIGHTLY NEWS ((22) (30)
ZOOM! (24) (57)
MOVIE "Fighting Coast Guard

"

(27)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)
7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob

Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Laura's
Little Lie." (18)

BIG NEWS 90 (22)
TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry

Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)
THE SCIENCE AND ART

FOOTBALL (57) .

7:30 NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (3)
POLICE SURGEON (8)
THE WILBURN BROTHERS
THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

Peter Marshall, host (22) (30)
ANTIQUES (24)
POLKA With Frank Knight and

Eddie Walenta From Enfield, Con-
necticut. (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 AFTER DINNER SHOWCASE
"World At War: Barbarossa June-
December 1941 "

(3)
TH* ROOKIES' Death at Six A.M."

OF

(18)

SHARING OUR FAITH (18)
BORN FREE (22) (30)

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK (24)
THE WHITE HOUSE TRANSCRIPT

(57)

8:30 SAFARI TO ADVENTURE (27)
9 00 MAUDE (3)

NFL MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
GAME (8) (40)

THE OTHER SIX DAYS (18)
MOVIE "Salt And Pepper." (22)

(30)

THE GARDEN PARTY (24)
THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

930 CAMPAIGN '74 "The Candidates
Speak." (3)

PRESIDENT FORD IN VERMONT
(24)

PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO (27)

CAUGHT IN THE ACT (57)WOO MEDICAL CENTER "The
Shattered Mask." (3)

JIMMY SWAGGART (18)
WORCESTER NEWS (27)
WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK

(57)

10:30 CONNECT,CUT REPORT (18)WOMAN (24) (57)

PORTUGUESE AROUND US (27)
11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (18)

(22) (30)

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK
(24)

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS (57)
1130 MOVIE "Robin And the Seven
Hoods." (3)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22)
(30)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN (27)

11:45 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)
12:00 ACTION NEWS 18)

12:15 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 1974
HIGHLIGHTS (40)

By JERRY ROGERS
Staff Reporter

After a lot of work and with Mother
Nature's blessing, the Astronomy Club
opened the Orchard Hill observatory to the
public Friday night from 7:30 to midnight.
Work on the observatory has been slow

and tedious but two years of diligence by the
Astronomy Club have put the telescope in

working order. The weather was favorable to
the cause too and, after having the
scheduled opener of two weeks ago rained

out, it was crisp and clear on Friday.

"It either rains for two days or it's beautiful

out. We get all or nothing," said Club
president Joel Leonardi refering to the
weather.

The observatory's large reflector telescope

was focused on the moon with its craters

and mountains showing up clearly and
distinctly. Outside another large telescope

was focused on Jupiter.

When Leonardi, Peter Smart and other

guardians of the observatory are finished

work the observatory will house a 20-inch

Cassegrain reflector telescope modeled after

the famous Mt. Palomar Observatory's

telescope. The telescope was built by an
amateur astronomer from New Hampshire
and given to the University in the mid-sixties.

After lying in a dormitory attic for two years,

an observatory was finally built to house it.

For a few years it worked fine, but through
carelessness and with the onset of electrical

problems in the drive mechanism, the quality

of the telescope dropped sharply. The

Astronomy Club took it under its wing and
brought it to its present condition of
reasonable working order, according to Dr.
Thomas Amy, head of the Astronomy
program.

At present there are three different in-

troductory programs in astronomy: one for
the astronomy major, one two-semester
sequence for any math or science major, and
a course for those majoring in neither math
or science. Present enrollment in the latter is

up to 800 students in five sections.

TAKE COMMAND OF YOUR FUTURE
The Opportunity to be a COMMISSIf)NFn nrrw.rn ic ...sum. *„ .n ..._is«:^ ......... TL ..The Opportunity to be a COMMISSIONED OFFICER is available to all qualified students. The Nayy is currently acceptingapp .cations for a variety of interesting and challenging OFFICER positions for COLLEGE STUDENTS with different academic
backgrounds. YOU may have what it takes to qualify for:

NUCLEAR POWER
NAVAL AVIATION
NAVY LINE OFFICER
NAVY NURSE CORPS I

SEE YOUR NAVY INFORMATION TEAM ON CAMPUS
Date: Oct. 8, 9, 10, 1974 Location: Berkshire House or call 518-472-4424 today
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Food and nutrition at UMass.
13

...from a machine

LAuflVSHUP

By GRACE H. GREENSIDE
Staff Writer

Vending machines need a food transfusion
in order to promote a positive way to health
for UMass students.

The ubiquitous vending machine,
recognized as a quick, concentrated source
of energy, is beginning to manifest harmful
effects upon the welfare of its users.

Missed breakfasts or lunches overlooked
were easily substituted and filled in by
chewy, candy bars, freshly wrapped pastries,
soft drinks, and ice cream. For 25 cents or
more, real hunger was conciliated and put off
until a more substantial meal could be had.
However, the dependency on the vending

machine grew and began to displace the
three traditional daily meals. Heavy reliance
on the notorious machine contributed to the
wide spread popularity of snack foods and
convenience foods usually deficient in

furnishing essential vitamins and proteins.
The student, inevitably suffered.

Unable to return to a normal meal cycle,
the student increasingly consumed large
portions of potato chips, milky ways, fudge
brownies, and as a result, formed poor eating
habits.

Certain symptoms of the malady surfaced
soon after. Unsightly fat bulged and swelled
and was concealed under loosely-fitting

clothes. Compounded by weight gain was

• Staff photo by Mann Ray

lack of attention and concentration during
class hours, caused by weakness and
fatigue.

The student's nutritional status was ap-
proaching a critical point of no return.

Clearly, a rescue had to be devised to help
the sickly student regain his ideal health.

Vending machines can act as the hero not
the villain. Instead of pushing foods con-
taining high amounts of empty calories that
only add fat, the vending machine should
provide an attractive variety of wholesome,
enriching snacks. Dried apricots, cold cans of
skim milk, yogurt, canned fruits wrapped in

their own juices are a few examples to
mention.

Vending machine companies should be
aware of their responsibility in protecting the
health of each and every UMass student as
wefl as satisfying their nutritional needs.

Vending machines should not be aban-
doned. The machine should undergo a major
operation and follow a new, prescribed diet.

For 25 cents or more, a student should be
able to obtain from any one vending machine
an 'indescribably delicious' frozen blueberry
yogurt bar.

Junk foods replaced by foods high in

nutritional value will save the student the
misery of carrying around unwanted weight
and help him maintain a consistant and
regular eating pattern.

I

Collegian Life/style

wants you to write.

Contact Sherm at 5-3500

...from a co-op

BySUEKIERAS
Staff Writer

Democracy prevails in a co-op.
A co-op is a food store owned and

operated by the customers. It offers produce
at the lowest price possible for good quality.
Hopefully, groups of large numbers will join
to save time and work.

Co-ops have a few drawbacks. Waiting
lines, customers' working hours, and
unarrived produce occur. What is required by
the customer is patience and the desire for a
variety of good quality foods at a price lower
than the supermarkets.

There are three co-ops in the Amherst
area, two of which involve membership. All
rerun on the same basis, with the only dif-
ference in what they offer the customer.
The oldest co-op, which originated 3 years

ago, is the Yellow Sun Natural Foods Co-op
located in the Alley (35 North Pleasant
Street). They primarily offer a wide choice of
dried foods: fruits, spices, grains, flours,
bread, and nuts. A member will receive these
supplements at a price 22 percent above
whole-sale. A non-member will pay 45
percent above whole-sale.

Prerequisites in becoming a member is an
eight dollar fee per year, and one hour of
work per person per month. An advantage of
this co-op is that pick-ups may be made on
any day except Sunday, at your con-
venience.

"The difference between a rock and
sponge," is a fine distinction between the
Yellow Sun and the Amherst Food Co-op,
founded by Tom of the Yellow Sun.
The AMF, at 17 Seelye Street, offers fresh

imported produce yearly, varying from
vegetables to dairy produce. This year added
new cheeses, and breads from the "Corn
Creek" natural foods bakery.

Only members can obtain food. To
become one, there is an approximate fee of
the amount a party would spend in one week
(roughly $4-$5 per person). Pick-up is every
Thursday from 3-6. Orders must be in by
Tuesday. Each party must also work a total
of 3 hrs. per mo. Prices run from 16-20
percent above cost at whole-sale.
The third co-op is the People's Market,

located in the Student Union. Due to the fact
that it is fairly new and growing, it suffers the
problem of variety and small space.
However, no membership is required and
prices run from 16-20 percent above whole-
sale, depending on the produce.
One nice advantage is that on a weekday

they offer portioned cheese and home-made
breads for lunch, in contrast to Hatch and
Bluewall fast service meals.

If you are interested in joining any co-op,
just go down to their office. The AMF would
prefer you to come on a Tuesday. The ad-
dresses are: Amherst Food Co-op, 17 Seelye
Street, 256-0333 and Yellow Sun, 35 North
Pleasant Street, 256-8401.
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MassPIRG investigates current

prescription drug price info.

The Mass. Public
Interest Research Group,
Inc. [MassPIRG] is a non-
profit, non partisan
corporation inspired by
consumer .

- advocate
Ralph Nader and
devoted to issues of
public concern.
MassPIRG was formed
to generate research and
information in the areas
of consumer protection
and environmental
preservation. The P/RG
has a membership of
over 40,000 students,
many of whom use
prescription drugs.

MassPIRG has requested the

Mass. Board of Registration in

Pharmacy (BRP) to repeal their

Regulations, Rule 49, item 16 and

20 and "take any other steps

necessary to insure that consumers

will receive prescription drug price

information."

In November 1972, MassPIRG
conducted a comparative price

survey of ninety (90) western Mass.

pharmacies. Variations in price

were found ranging from $2.00 to

$10.00 for the same drug. A follow

up study was completed in

November 1973 with the price for

twenty (20) capsules of penicillin G
ranging from $1.20 to $8.00.

PIRG's study reinforces a 1970

Boston Consumer Council survey

documenting that prices for the

same drug varied as much as 300

per cent in Boston area pharmacies.

Also, for two years MassPIRG has

filed legislation to require the

posf iiiy of prescription drug prices,

legislation that has been opposed
by many Massachusetts phar-

macists.

At present it is extremely difficult

for consumers of prescription drugs

to determine where they can

purchase drugs at the lowest price.

MassPIRG believes the single most

important reason for the difficulty is

Mass. Board of Pharmacy
Regulation Rule 49, items 16 and
-20. Items 16 and 20 state in relevant

parts:

Item 16. The registered

pharmacist or a pharmacy
shall not advertise or

promote in any way...

articles or medical

preparations for sale...

Such advertising or

promotion is considered a

fraud upon the deceit of the

public and is therefore,

unethical and an act of

malpractice...

Item 20. The registered

n
Appearing

TONITE

FOREST

Tomorrow

Mama's litHe Jewel

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rt<\ 17. Sunderland

665-4937

pharmacist or pharmacy

shall not advertise by any

means,., medicines or

prescription items... by the

use of terms "cut-rate" or

"discount" or any similar

phrase or work which
would tend to degrade the

professional nature of

pharmaceutical services...

The only way to acquire this

information is by going store to

store, a method particularly bur-

densome to senior citizens, who are

among the prime users of

prescription drugs, according to

PIRG. Many pharmacists will not

provide drug price information over

the phone because they believe

that Rule 49, items 16 and 20

prohibit such disclosures.

Several states have declared

similar statutes or regulations

unconstitutional on the grounds

that by denying this vital consumer
information, the regulations violate

citizens' 1st and 14th Amendment
constitutional rights.

Since 1972 MassPIRG has

consistently advanced a variety of

programs designed to protect the

"consumers right to know",
particularly in the area of

prescription drugs. They now

believe that the "consumers right

to know" will be served by repeal of

the above mentioned regulations.

But because of the urgency of

the matter, MassPIRG is prepared

to pursue their rights in court if the

MassPIRG has not heard a

response from B.R.P. by Oct. 22.
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the exciting Coronamatic

Cartridge Ribbon System

from SMITH-CORONA

CARBON FILM cartridges for print-like typing

cartridges for everyday typing

CORRECTION TAPE for eraser-free corrections

COLOR CARTRIDGES for impact and individuality

3 SECOND

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

Amherst's Center for Typewriter Value

MassPIRG reports
By DONALD J. PARSONS

MassPIRG Intern

This is the first in a
series of weekly
columns on the issues
and projects undertaken
by the Amherst based,
student-funded Massa-
chusetts Public Interest
Research Group
[MassPIRG). The
columns will be written
by MassPIRG student
interns.

Mass PIRG diagnoses too high a
dosage of NUKES. Before Wed-
nesday, September 18, the terms
"MassPIRG,", "NUKES" and even
"AEC" meant very little to me.
Then, a nuclear symposium was
held that awakened me to the facts:
MassPIRG is more than an

optional $2 on my tuition bill,

NUKES is more than a nickname
for nuclear power plants and the
AEC is less than a benevolent
organization of atomic scientists.

The basic goal of MassPIRG is to
educate people and bring them
together so that, collectively, they
may more efficiently take action
upon issues that affect them. I was
rapidly educated. My attitude
toward nuclear energy changed
from a feeling of security with a
science-fiction come true Godsend
for man's energy needs to a feeling
of paranoia in that I suddenly felt

my personal safety threatened by a
Nuclear Demon condoned by my
government.
The problem of nuclear energy

and the expansion of fission power
plants is not a new issue. It is just
that the issue has been brought
uncomfortably close to us by the

Women's
support

available
Everywoman's Center is

sponsoring a support group for

older women who have returned to
school. Issues explored will be:

academic advising, career coun-
seling, study skills, and ways to re-

structure one's time and priorities

as student and parent.

Women are invited to bring their

lunch and to share with others the
concerns, conflicts, and confusions
facing them as the semester begins.
The group will meet on Tuesdays at

12:15 p.m. in Goodell Hall begin-
ning October 22nd.

planning of twin reactors on the
Montague Plains by Northeast
Utilities.

The points of controversy in-

volved in the issue are also not new:
a) What are the effects of

the daily low-level radio-
active emissions from a
nuclear power plant?

b) What are the chances
and what would be the
results of a major accident
at a nuclear reactor site?

c) What are the chances
of sabotage either of the
plants themselves or of the
fiendishly toxic' by-
products being transported
and stored?

d) Where on this earth
can those by-products be
contained safely and for

how long?

Carl J. Hocevar's resignation as
an AEC nuclear safety expert in

protest over unsatisfactory AEC
safety provisions is really nothing
new either. Hocevar is not the first

to pass this way:
"The present population would

experience 16,000 additional cases
of cancer and leukemia each year if

exposed to the extent now allowed
(under AEC regulations) for thirty

years." So said Dr. John Goffman,
formerly of the AEC's Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory now a
premier nuclear and AEC critic.

"It is unfortunate that the AEC is

not only the overall protagonist of a
nationwide atomic-power program;
it is also the body that must sit as
judge of the safety to the public of
the design, mode of construction,
and site of particular atomic power
plants.

It short, the AEC, as a general
promoter of atomic power, must
also decide the quasi-judicial issue
of whether a license is issued. With
a world of good-will and integrity
and technical competence on the
part of the AEC, how well is the
public protected by this dual and
conflicting role?" So said David
Lilenthal, former chairman of the
Atomic Energy commission, now
also a critic.

"The AEC is ignoring advice from
many of its experts on reactor

safety problems, a situation that
has given rise to numerous
resignations. Several of my
colleagues have gone to work
trying to help the utility companies
understand the reactor safety
problems that the AEC would
prefer to ignore.

"But I believe that the general
public, and not just the companies
investing in nuclear generating
equipment, must be told the truth
about the potential hazards." So
says Carl J. Hocevar himself
formerly of the AEC's Idaho Safety
Research Center.

What is new is the fact that
Hocevar is beginning work im-
mediately with some of the AEC's
most staunch critics - Ralph Nader
and the Cambridge-based Union of
Concerned Scientists (UCS). More

Mefeting

!

Do you know what really
goes on at a Weight
Watchers* meeting? If you
are at least 10 pounds
overweight, you're invited
to visit a meeting during
National Open Meeting
Month, September 30th-
October20th.
You'll also receive a FREE
Weight Watchers Program
7-DAY MENU PLANNER-
21 complete meals like

the ones enjoyed by our
members while we help
them lose weight.
It's all in a FREE booklet
describing, in detail, what
happens at a Weight
Watchers meeting.
There's no obligation to
join! Call us for the time
and place of the open
meetings scheduled in

this area.

Nomination Papers

Due Wed Oct 9

and can be picked

up in 420 S U.

Elec^pn Oct 16&17

$6.00 First Meeting Then $2.50 Weekly

Neu. Members Accepted At All Times

FOR FURTHER INFORMA TION CALL 786- 661

1

WEIGHT WATCHERS'
WEIGHT WATCMEPS AND® APE BEGISTEBEO T»»0EM*BKS Or WEIGHT WATCHERS

EiGhT watchers intewnatiONAi 1173

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

BREAKFAST 24 HRS.
JUICE

2 EGGS

HOME FRIES

COFFEE

Also — Sandwiches, Dinners, and

Creamy Rich Country Style Ice Cream

— no artificial flavors.

Tues. - Sat. — 24 Hrs.

Sun. and Mon. till 11 p.m.

DON'T
LET

IT RAIN
ON
\OUR
PARADE

and more scientists are deserting
the AEC because of their

dissatisfaction with AEC safety

programs. The scientists are openly
objecting to the AEC's cover up of

vital and often damaging in-

formation. The once all-powerful
AEC is slowly beginning to
crumble.

AEC announcements, such as
ihe recent shutdown of 21 reactors

to check for leaks, have proved to

be some of the most damaging

turn to page 16

The Naur Record Shop

1?7 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394

'Look Into

My Eyes"

or

TDEXT
SENATE

{

BE PREPARED WITH EXTRA $$$i

^STUDENTS! Are you interested in becoming
a COMMISSION SALESPERSON for the:

168 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst
253-2291

Take Out Service

THEMASSACHUSfr'S OO.Vcm
AMHERST MA

ISUR\

In addition to $$$$, you'll obtain

valuable business experience.

• call •

Janice Lazzaro, Advertising Manager
545-3500
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WFCR Tout en Francais'

presents new programs
This year, two Franco-American programs per month have been

scheduled within the framework of the WFCR French-language program
TOUT EN FRANCAIS. They will be heard the second Tuesday and the

third Thursday of each month.
Professor Donald Dugas of the French and Italian Department of UMass

will coordinate and present the programs, which will generally consist of
an interview and French-Canadian music.

This week's broadcast on Tuesday, will examine the transformation
taking place among Franco-Americans in New England, including students
as well as those not involved in academia. Also to be discussed are
proposed plans for the social and cultural development of Franco-
Americans and Francophiles.

WHY
COMMIT

YOURSELF TO 1HE
PRIESTHOOD?

Why be a priest? Certainly, in times as difficult as these

we live in. being a priest is a lot harder today than it was in

years past.

And committing oneself to anything for any amount of

time seems to be one of the conflicts of our modem age. But

the priesthood is a challenge. A big one.

Today, more than ever before in history, men and women,
young and old, are searching for religious meaning, for

withdrawal from isolation and alienation to joyful community
experiences, for Good News in the midst of discouragement
and hope in the place of pessimism.

The Paulists are trying to minister to these needs. As a

contemporary religious community serving the American
people, our mission is to communicate the love of Christ

to people.

Every Paulist is a missionary: in the pulpit or the parish

house ... on campus or in the inner-city . with the spoken
or the printed word . . he is communicating to people. His
mission is to all of America. His message is love; the love of

Christ for all people.

It isn't easy but the Paulist welcomes commitment.
Welcomes the challenge. If you are interested in the Paulist

way of life, send for the Paulist Papers.

Write to: Father Don C. Campbell, Room 101

Staff Photo/Dennis Conlon

UMass is a great place to find nuts.

R4UUST
E41HERS
415 WEST 59TH ST NEW YORK.N V 10019

The Only Kosher-Style

DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT
In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 k& Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

Student
discovers

NUKES
cont. from p. 15
arguments against nuclear power.

AEC reports released to allay public

apprehension over nuclear energy

have served to do just the opposite.

Worst case death tolls of 3400,

injuries of 43,000 and 7 billion

dollars worth of property damage
over an area as great as 150,000

square miles are cited by one
report, called Wash-740. The 1957

AEC study was titled, "Theoretical

possibilities and consequences of

major accidents in large nuclear

power plants".

"Look at the problems of the

light water reactors today. Some of

them are falling apart and they

come from simple things like

defects in the steam generating

systems or vibration in the core."

Milton Shaw, formerly Director,

AEC Division Reactor Development
and Technology, quoted in National

Journal Reports, December 15,

1973.

Wash- 1250 - The Safety of

Nuclear Power Reactors, US AEC,
July 1973:

"The number of defects,

equipment malfunctions, or failure

events that have been encountered

during construction, pre-

operational testing and routine

nuclear power operations to date

has been large, attesting to the fact

that there is considerable room for

improvement in practice if not in

philosophy."

Because of the colossal risks

involved, groups such as the

MassPIRG are united in inoculating

the public with the" vaccine of

nuclear education in an effort to

avert the deadly disease that

threatens the world.

WEEKEND SPECIAL

up to

Monday, Oct. 7

1 FREE ITEM

On Any Size

Pizza

CP] $ 1 coupon

| per pizza

good

SAVE

ONE OF THESE DAYS
YOU'RE GOING TO

GET YOURS
A Domino 4 pizza, that it The word s out that Domino s

not only makes the best pizza in town, but

that they deliver it fast, usually within 30 minutes.

And there s no charge for delivery These are

the big reasons why Domino s il rapidly becoming the most

popular pizza home in town So, next Saturday,

after a hard day of girl passing m the stands settle down

to a pizza from Domino s. You owe it to yourself.

The Domino People are pizza people, Period.

H
DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Call 256-8587 Free Delivery

Tuesday, Oct. 8

2 FREE PEPSI'S
(upon request)

With Any Size Pizza

good
4:30 p.m. — 10:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 9

50' off

Any Size

Pizza

1 coupon
per pizza

good
4:30p.m. — 10:30 p.m.
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ts With this coupon and a pure hase ot $5.00

Chock Full O'Nuts
210

lib.Coffee
99f

1 Pound Can
"Heavenly coffee".,

heavenly priced.

Limit ona can par eualomar Good Mon Ocl T - S»l Ocl 12

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

lr

With this«5ujpon and a purchase ot $5 00

John's Homestyle
212

Cheese Pizza
Supper-time special.

limit ona pkg per cualon.tr Gooo Mon Ocl 7 - Sal Oci 12

With this coupon and a purchase ot $5 00 211
"

laoaPfar
BountyTowels

29'120 2 Ply Sheets

Clean-up value!

Limit ona roll pat cuatomer Good Mon Ocl. 7 - Sal Oct 12

i&^mwMmmwwmwM _ mMMKES I

SI
With this coupon and a purchase ot $5.00

All Purpose
10 lb. Potatoes
101b. Bag — U.S. No. 1 ^«#^£

214

49Nourishing goodness
. . . great price.

Limit ona bag pe> cuttomar Good Mon Oct 7 - Sal Ocl 12 §§}

With this coupon and a purchase ot $5 00

Stop & Shop Processed-Slices

American Slices

213 ^

Individually Wrapped
White or Yellow

1 Pound Package 79
i

- --. —

—

„ . ..._, u.tt 7 -Sal Ocl 12

i^Wi'Wy^l^vv.;..
, igJ!•* aaaaa* aanai aaaaai aaaaai w >^~^^r ^0 I

Lim.tooepttg per customer Good Mon Oct 7 - S*t Oct 12

When you get great coupon
values and great specials,you

sure get your Stop&Shopsworth

Starts Monday, Oct. 7 - Saturday, Oct. 12

Chicken Broth
College Inn fca»«a*J

Mmi-pnced* special. a»^V cans ^^
B & M Baked Beans 23

,.v 49c

Underwood Spreads %" 59..
Denied Mem, Chicken or Corned Bee'

Stop & Shop Peanut Butter ",.V M"
Smucker's Grape Jelly *£ 89c

Wyman's Pie Filling
Blueberry Ji i CQc
or Cherry cm Q«7ei

DialSoap
bars fll

Values like these, give you
your Stop & Shopsworth.

L.«..B0, "'JS.i-M"7im Dog Food
Little Friskies Cat Food * 'Z M"
Kimbies Disposable Diapers <*« *1

7"

Daylime 30 »

16 oz. can makes 2 quarts

Orange Juice
r-H^T) s

sj*»y 4«r
i
f ff

*»-~r, *_ r \9 Juice trom Florida ^^^pJ^p^P^

Great coupon values like potatoes, coffee,
pizza, paper towels and cheese! Great spec-
ials like our "Quality-Protected" beef. They
help you lower your food bill. That's what get-
ting your Stop & Shopsworth is all about.

"Quality-Protected" Naturally Aged Beef!

Blade Steak
Beef Chuckmm mmc

Bone- in
mw^^ tm^^m

"Quality-Protected" Best
is extra tender and

flavorful, fresh, juicy,

well trimmed.

rStop&Shopwants
tobe your

Food Stamp Store.

What to do
with leftover

Roast Pork?

.... -j See
"Consumerisms.
The feature article is

"Pork Party" and con-
tains a recipe for a savory Goulash
using leftover pork. "Stop & Shop
News" has a capsule description of
WIC, the federally funded program
which helps pregnant women, nursing
mothers, infants and young children to
get proper nutrition.

$1295 lb. Bag French Fries nkihw *1

Rice, Peas & Mushrooms SP2&S 79°

Birds Eye Mixed Vegetables2P
,
^.79c

"Quality-Protected" Beef Naturally Aged

Porterhouse
Beef $^7Q
Loin " #3r

Swift's Franks
Swift's Premium 1 i

Meat or Beef Pkg

Swift Premium Bacon SgZ&
Brown & Serve Sausages

4'i
»1»

79'
• = *- m (.jii.

Steak
IK

"Quality-Protected"
BONE IN

$0 19

with onion Hue*

Birds Eye French Beans 2*5 79°
t i* Almondi. wit* Uush'ooma

Peas with MushroomsB*E,.2«9
" 79°

Chicken or Beef Pie s,.h.TS.«>
'

Stop&Shop^ 10 oz
pkgs1

Taste O'Sea Cod Fillets

Taste O'Sea Clam Platter

Bread Dough •«,*• s >«»

Sara Lee Apple Pie

Stop & Shop Ice Cream • *m*2i& 69c

Hendrie's Popsicles V8T" 89c

cue I

pkg w«7
Jib 1-119
ptg I

*•« t-l»
p'g

white
gem

Banquet Meats
Cookin'Bag A «, n,<^
7 Varieties ^^ P*gs ^^

From Stop & Shop's own bakery!

EnglishMuffins

69c

Strip Steak-Beef Loin

White Gem U.S. Grade "A"

Broilers
Whole2 1/2 -3lbs

Broilers-Cut up or Split

ti&ifi.' '
Chicken Turnovers 1 p™« Pko

$
1
49

Chicken Croquettes 24 02.Pkg. *|~

Chicken Pies 2PoundPk9 . *<\*>

Chicken Au Gratin 2PoundPk9 *<\**

Pork Sausage Links JS&TTSL U, 99c

Corned Beef Brisket £32X22* M?
Genoa or Hard Salami 5* %S2* "yj 69c

Italian Sausages **••« ;* M 39

1.^:Meat Pies

69"Chicken or Beef
Soid 'raati <n our meal casa

10oz

When the chickens are this good, and
the price this low, you're getting your

Stop & Shopsworth.39
White Gem iba

IK

45L

e»

Meat Loaf

Gelatines

2 Pound Package $•» 99

5 Flavors 1

p
4^ 39c

Avawac « •> Storas reaiu'inQ A Sarvica D«

ColeSlaw
We make this ourselves ^fc £%Gm our own spotless kitchen ^^B^aW

Chicken Salad TunaorHam v 89c

Values from our dairy department!

Cottage Cheese

49Stop & Shop
Small or Large Curd

16 oz
Cup

Split or Regular
1 1 oz Package of 6

Kitchen Cupboard Donuts
5*00 A S*op ifot pkg c* 12

Stop & Shop Apple Pie V,' 69c

Stop & Shop Date Nut Bread 2,l'..".',*1

Reel in all week savings!

Turbot Fillets

79

Sliced to order in our Deli-Hut.
Ava labia in Stcat rpa'w ^g A Se'^tp Dp

Frozen
Deep- sea treats.

Deutchmacher

C't^brntry Nut R#id ij or of Bajnajne Tee B'ettf i?t? or

White Bread
Yah-YahBuMercrest «^fc
Stop & Shop Sliced Jfr

Stop & Shop Italian Bread
StoD & Shop Vienna Bread
Coconut Cake «««!»<»

24 oz
\ loavesI

39^

39c

79^

Dressed Smelts— Frozen
Cooked Fish Cakes 'a«.osaa

Breaded Shrimp n*.,.*. ,« „ H,

lb.

69ft
' 69c

\\n'1

Deutchmacher Liverwurst *g? 99",

Deutchmacher Salami "SB" S 69c

Old Fashioned Deli Franks M^
White American Cheese J 55c

Processed Amer. Cheese •«

Whipped Cream Fount w«

Cracker Barrel Cheese
*r*«—Stare

Bonbel Cheese
Babybel Cheese
Sliced Swiss Cheese n m '«,« »1*

Firm & Fruity Yogurt ».,7T.U 5 1% M

fg 75c

c>j oy

[•; OS
• m OQc
:«' oy

Indian River White Seedless

Grapefruit
Asst. Foliage Plants

• ; . . innmmm «-•«

laMMtaai laaai eafweMtaajajicjaJMaaaMheaaaaj

Prell Shampoo
Vour Choice lO«T\c(r^ 1 1 07 iar or 5 oz tube Pft^aV

deem
fcfl

To
:°!z

h^s,e 79c

Sure
Deodorant

99Regular & 9oz
Unscented can

J

STOPiSHOPin-HADLEY-AMHERSTRoutegattheHadley-AmherstUne. 8:00a.m.- 10:00p.m., Mon,Sat Get your Stop 4 Shopsworth!

17

• • » * <

• ' • * • • » » i •
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Financial aid

has new hours
Effective today, the Financial Aid

Office (243 Whitmore) will establish

new office hours. The office will be
open for general traffic as well as
interviews from 9:30 a.m. to 4:00

p.m. Monday through Friday. In

addition, appointment hours will be
established from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00
p.m. Wednesday evening and 9:00

a.m. to 12:00 noon on Saturday.

The new hours will give the staff

the time necessary to process all of
the paper work required to get aid

money into the hands of student
recipients while at the same time
providing for evening and Saturday
appointment hours for those
students who need them.

BEST
BET,

BEST
BUY
Right from the start, you
knew Tampax tampons
were your best bet. They're

the only tampons to come
in three absorbency-sizes.

Regular, Super and
exclusive Junior— to help

young giris get started.

Tampax tampons always

keep you feeling fresh,

clean and comfortable.

And you always feel secure,

too, because you

know they're softly

compressed for the

best absorption. You like

the assurance that nothing

shows when you wear them
and that you can't feel them

.

You carry them discreetly.

You dispose of them easily.

You know that they're your

best bet when you're

buying sanitary protection.

But did you know
Tampax tampons were also

your best buy? They come
in economical packages of

1 0's and 40's, yet cost

about the same as other

brands that package

8's and 30's.

Tampax tampons are

your best bet. And they're

also your best buy.

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

NO OOOR

The internal protection mors women trust

3«»r to»to »T « OOCTO»

*•« u»to «T »ntio«n of momta '

OMIT iY TAMMI IWCOa«>B»TCO. f»m«, *»•»•

|u surniB
•
,w

THE AMHERST BANKING HOUSE,

PIONEER NATIONAL BMIK mmm*

OPENING MEmmWCTJv fdff.
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Student ombudsman cuts through red tape
By PAUL LOGUEJR.

Staff Reporter
Students, grad students, faculty

members, or university employees
who have a problem are en
couraged to see Jay Savereid and
his assistant Phyllis Foster at the
Ombudsman office in 919 Campus
center.

They can probably help.
Problems which are not being
resolved within proper channels
may be rooted out through this
department. Tying together loose
ends of university policies can
speed problem solving, they say.
"Nobody is expected to fit into

the standard of this university in

Ss^

A OAR OF
PURE-NATURAL

CLOW HONEY

AMHERSTCV**
AMITY ST. 253 5426

"A delightful comedy. Dustln Hoffman
Is completely charming. A JoyV

-^ly«lf« Mi, Nh York M.e.,„* * "

Doycu Alfredo take this VManan
tobeyourawful weddedwiie?

"jUfitJojdfibJo
ilves. — Alfredo Alfredo — 7 ; 00 & 8 • 45

To jltAch Aj>ult v/siroz

SF/fur/roL.L^/^rs for .

TtfOSE UJifO H/)7B tfOAUF/S

BE SURE JO WATCH'OUR

gmtmm
TAKE 10 lUE SKIES

VED.OCTTh.M0I>M.

REGISTER FOR, OUR

MNI-CRVISE
to mm scoTih
fiEE-AllEXtEMSEfdRZ I

001N OUR PIONEER MASTER PLAN
THE COM'PIE T£ BANHIH6 SERVICE

vnlimitej) check uurit/ajc-

# All Purpose SAv/juCsAccouvr
m free traveler's CHegucrs

• OVERDRAFT PROTECTION

• PREFEREhimL LOW SERVICES
• FREE A/07*Ry SERV/CES

BAMM HOURS

for LossyAkl>
DRME /A! .....

HOND/jyrHft) IHVRSbhy

im to y,-30 p.m.

FRitoy:
14M. -fe £ P,M,

StTVKMy:
1 A>n ts /z a'ooaI

PIONEER
BANKNational

32S C0U£G£ ST. -ROUTE f EAST
AHHERS1, MASS,-m*ISi'iUt
OH TTte I/Mass BUS ROUTE

Nommpm - Fumce - amherstm s<w Eh&THfiMpnti

HAMPSHIRE

MEMBER FJ>/C

every case," Jay said. "Our job is to
seek out exceptions, recon-
siderations, and reversals when
due."

Financial aid, housing, meal
tickets, school policies and the
appeals process information are
common grievances.

"Scheduling was a big problem
for a few weeks." states Foster.

"Genuine oversights were made
and some found they had lost all

their courses. This was sometimes
due to an administrative error. We
helped clear up errors and contact
the professors involved to explain
the situation. This advanced them
into the courses they had lost."

"We can help those who are
having problems in housing and off

campus living, states Saveried.
"Direction and information are our
valuable tools used in helping
someone's case."

Foster pointed out that the
Ombudsman's office doesn't want
to interfere in the normal chain of
command. "We try to work with
the policies set up. But when a
lapse of communication occurs
within offices or a time element is

crucial, we will attempt to cut the
administration's red tape."
A person might want to find out

his status concerning his financial

aid; how much, and when will it

arrive. Short term loans drawing off
this intangible money can be
arranged through the Ombudsman.

Savereid says, "ironically it is the
people who need us most who
know nothing about us. In the past
we have dealt with more Seniors
than Juniors, more Sophmores
than Freshmen. It would be to the

underclassmen's advantage to
become aware of our office. In this

way will the differences of this

situation be adjusted."

"Last year we handled nearly 500
cases. Thus far 100 cases have
been reviewed," he explained. The

nearly 100 percent capacity of the

dorms are a good indication that it

will be a busy year."

Indifference to a problem is

sometimes met in dealing with

administrative policies. People on
both sides of the fence are being
strained, according to Foster. "Our
office can put things into a better

perspective providing a little 'tender

loving care' said Ms. Foster. This

can make all the difference.

"We are opened Mon.-Fri. 8:30-

5:00 to assist all with University

related problems and grievances,"
Jay explained. "We will do our best
to help in whatever way we can."

notes, quotesEj
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Staff Photo by John Neiater

The Index should be out some time this week, until
then you'll just have to read what you can!

—NOW— 7:0049:00

First

Ths rlirad Zxpmi knmn
mndth0nthmy

yyouT

MonTue DOLLAR Night

1 1 ll

Kayak freaks unite!
Eric Evans will be presenting a lecture and film on kayaking at the next

Outing Club general meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Campus Center
Room 113.

Mr. Evans will also be discussing his past races, kayaking techniques
upcoming kayak building seminars, and his weekly kayak trips which are
open to everyone.

Eric Evans has been the National Kayak Champion the last four years in a
row. He took seventh place in the 1972 Olympics in Munich, Germany, and
is currently a member of the U.S. Olympic team. He recently placed third in
world competition races in Europe.

Film Times
\

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Harrad Summar 7:00-9 00 3

AMHERST CINEMA
Alfrado. Alfrado - 7:00-8 46 ^

CALVIN
Jaramiah Johnaon - 700 900 1

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Tamarind Saad 7 00 9 15 j
Jaramiah Johnaon • 700-900 4
Confaaaiona of a Young Amar. II

Houaawifa 700-8:30
MT. FARMS 4
Eacapa to Nowhara 5468 16 H

iarpico - 5:46-8:18

Jaaua Chrlat Suparatar 6 00
830

England Mada Ma - 6:00 8:30
SHOWCASE
Qona with tha Wind - 8.00
2001: A Spaca Odyaaay 7 00

1000
Juggernaut • 7:30-9:36
Thata Entartalnmant - 7:30 - 9:36
Animal Crackara - 7:40 9:30
Pink Floyd - 8:00 • 10:11
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ALL MAJORS READ THIS
Have you ever met anyone who is taking

a BDIC in friendliness? Know anyone who
is majoring in getting it together? Come on
down and meet the sisters of Sigma Delta
Tau tonite, and then you can say you have.
Were at 409 N. Pleasant St. Call us
anytime at 545-0527 for rides.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
APO will be having an open smoker

tonite at 8:00 in Memorial Hail. The smoker
will be proceeded by a Brotherhood
meeting at 7:00.

ARTISTS
Artists interested in working on

Spectrum please stop by rm. 407 SU, Tue.,
10-8 - 230-4:30 or 6:30-9 p.m.
Songwriters - send us your tunes.
ASTROLOGY

Jeff Jawar of WMUA's "High Tides"
fame will give a talk on Astrology tonite at
900 on the 19th floor of Washington
Tower. All welcome.
ATTENTION ALL FRESHMEN

Freshmen Registers will be distributed
this week from 10 a.m. to *4 p.m. (Mon.
thru Fri.) on the Campus Center Con-
course, 2nd floor CC. Please pick up your
copy.

ATTENTION: UNDERGRAD SOC
WOMEN
The next Sociology Women's Group

meeting will be Mon. nite, 10-7. For details
see notice above mailboxes in Machmer
W35.
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA

Important meeting tonite at 6:30 in

Commonwealth Rm. SU. Planning for
Regional Conference. All sisters should
attend. Pledge meeting immediately
following. .

GRADUATE- STUDENT ORGAN/ZING
Meeting for Graduate students in-

teresting in organizing for students rights
and other political issues. Tues., 10-8, 8:30
p.m., Rm. 803, CC.
INTER VARSITY
Jesus said "Where two or three are

gathered together in mv name, there I am
in the midst of them". Come visit with out
Lord and Savior. Tonite at 7:30 in 905 CC.
KA RA TE DEMONS TRA TION

George Eisen of the Physical Ed. Dep.
and an instructor at the Northampton
YMCA will present a Karate demonstration
tonite at 7:00 on the 19th floor,

Washington Twr. All Welcome.
KAYAKING

Eric Evans, National Kayaking Champion
the last four years in a row and in World .

Kayak Competition, showing film on
kayaking. He will also be discussing his
past races, techniques, kayak building,
kayak trips. 10 7, 6:30 p.m., rm. 113 CC

MARATHON HELP NEEDED
"Like kids? Want to earn credit?

Volunteer for working in our day care
center during Marathon, Nov. 11-15. Call
Margo 545-1585
MUSIC THEATRE GUILD:

Meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in 307
Graduate Research Center. Ratification of
the Constitution and other matters will be
discussed. AH interested please come.
OUTING CLUB
Wed. night there will be a workshop on

How to Lead a O.C. trip in CC. 907 at 7
p.m. Beware the Harvest Nipper.
PSYCHOLOGY UNDERGRADUATES:

First meeting of CUSP will be held
tonight at 7 in Tobin 423. Any and all in-

terested in psychology welcome. Bring
ideas for the year.

REC SOCIETY
There will be a general meeting Tuesday

at 7:30 in 168 CC.
RENTS AND FEES COMMITTEE:

Meeting of the Rents and Fees Com-
mittee this evening at 7. Check the CC.
schedule for the room No. All students
interested in investigating where your fees
go, are welcome

turn to page 21

• • •

SPRING
THYSELF
to Europe for

the spring term!
Opportunities now available

for — LONDON: art. english.

drama, history, fine arts,

political science. com-
munications AMSTERDAM:
social work, environmental
arts, history, art history

FLORENCE: art history.

Italian, political science,
history MADRID: Spanish
language and literature,

anthropology, liberal arts

STRASBOURG: french
language and literature,

religion, liberal arts.

Interested?? Wile or call

immediately for application

and information —

Dif. of International

Programs

:t.l5 Comstock

Syracuse. NY 13210

(.115)423-3472

u-

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
T^S Bv Stella Wilder »*»

Monday, October 7
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -

Several things culminate at
the same time today to make
this a day of real success.
Don't exaggerate your, in-
volvement in another's pro-
ject.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
— Realize the importance of a
small business matter. You
may be tempted to set aside
projects which don't take your
interest; you would be wise to
resist.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-
Dec. 21) — Engage in a new
business venture at your own
risk. Take your time when it

comes to applying new know-
ledge to the present situation.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19) — You would be wise to
develop your powers of con-
centration further. Lend a
hand to one who has much to
accomplish before days end
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.

18) — Stick to your own
method of operation today.
You can experiment with other
people's ways of doing things
later in the week.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)

— A profitable day as well as a
pleasurable one. You can relax
late in the day but be sure
responsibilities are met before-
hand.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
— Make sure that those who
work under you carry out your
directions accurately. Other-
wise, you may find yourself
taking the blame for failure.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— Plan your schedule well and
keep to it precisely. That is the
only way that you are going to
accomplish your ends at this
time.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— Make sure that alternative
measures are available to you
if and when you consider
taking on new responsibilities.
Plan can be altered.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
— Share good news with those
who have had some interest in
your career. You can make
another a lot happier than he
is now if you are successful.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -

The cooperation of all involved
in the present phase of work is

required for success. Make
your business to see that all

participants follow through.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

— This is a day for action.
Make certain, therefore, that
plans are well make ahead of
time. Don't rely on another to
keep your promises.
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ACROSS
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person
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CIA'". 2 AOrO*
19 Used poor

ludflmeni
20 Feutt, tor one
21 liaen '

22 High hill

23 Encircling

-Veli.

24 Heel end
blown breed

26 Fleeting

indicelion

29 Beseech
3< Eilremely
32 isolated roc*
33 Nary 2 words
36 Continent

Comb torn.

31 Black bird

39 Clearing

«1 School
absentees

43 Thatgiti
44 Bitter m tone
46 Favorable
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of 2 words
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place

06 Fire engine
accessory

67 Quarie'
68 Angler s

implement
69 Fashion ot

the moment
70 Something

spec .el

71 Underhand
DOWN

1 Lively dance
2 Wed on the

run
3 Mora modern
4 Indian city

5 Lanka
Ceylon

6 Source ot

chocolate
7 Perform
Surgery
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9 Smell
barracuda
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'of one

24 Ad04e*C«nt
25 Raging

flood

27 A voir*
' To

your heat.*

28 K<nd of
polyhedron

30 Regiment o*

QiviliOn

33 Kmdo' ban
game

34 UntUl.
35 Domain

37 fcnghsh twve-

40 Most
mpreit've

42 Jom
46 Touring

vehicle

48 Glo»*y
r Oiling

S3 Hindu
div>i'0n

56 Nobleman
56 Record
57 Souedd
59 Thai which

rumi
61 Study

constantly

Bf.t

62 Beast o«

burden
63 Retarding

Musical Abb'
65 Airline ebbr
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Notices

cont. from p. 20
RICHARD WRIGHT LECTURE:

Prof. C.L.R. Jame», author of "Black
Jacobins" will deliver the second lecture in

the series, "notes of a Native Son". Herter
231 tonight at 8. Sponsored by the
Commuter Assembly. Reception in the
Center for Racial Understanding af-
terwards.

SCIENCE FICTION READERS:
Join the Science Fiction Society. We

maintain a large library of sci fi books and
magazines. We show movies too, and

publish a fanzine. Come up to CC. 921
and look around.
SQUARE DANCE:

Lessons held Tuesday at 8 in Cape Cod
Lounge, S.U. See you there.
TOM JONES DINNER:

Relive the Food Orgy scene from Tom
Jones. Plenty of food and laughs, Monday
at 6. Call 545-2152 for rides and info.
FOUND:
A suede cap by campus pond. Call

Debbie at 586-4189.
FOUND:

Blue textbook in 103 S.B.A. CaH 545-
2785 and give the title.

LOST:
Small opal and pearl ring on Oct 2

Reward. Call 253-5319.
LOST:
A Slava watch with a leather band on it

Lost at the Angela Davis' lecture on Thurs
Please call 69174.

Help us help you.
UseZipCode.

\burPbst4al Service
The University Store j

Campus Center ij

MounUin Farms Mall
Htdley, Ma. Have it,

88"

/ M̂DC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
1:30 a.m. and 3:4S p.m. Monday
• Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $.30 per line
Weekly — S.2S per line
Monthly — S.20 per line

FOR SALE
Delmonico 3 cubic foot good

condition $60. 263-2241.

oM NaS. h nd•" Phon« mpllfier »,7.
Zd3-7241.

r
pj FOR SALE

Qiri'a 5 speed bike
(54)6 7466

Beat offer

m.
C
M9

f

69
F
22
0,tQU',nr,fr,9ar8t0r

Two brand new snow tires; Unl-
Roval white walls; size E78X14.
$35.00 for pair. Call 549-2638
evenings.

Used guitars bought end sold.
The Guitar Workshop, Amherst
Csrriege Shops, 649-1728.

10 spd. Corso bike. Best offer.
549-0636.

For Sale: "NUGENT"
Everything 26 percent off. Near
Zayre on Rt. 9.

Refrig. for sale, $10. You pick up.
$15, we deliver. Call 247-6462.

Pair of Latin Pare. Conga Drums,
Hard shell cese, $400. Call Mike 532
3656.

Roberts rtor recorder $80;
Panasonic Port. Caa. recorder, $16;
Univox Elec. piano, $300; UnivoxAMP $100; Yamaha FG1S0 w case
$80; Port 2 cab Lealie for Wurlltzer
Piano. $400 or will trade reasonably
for tenor sax. Call Ron, evee. 253
3497. Will bargain.

Sound 6 Music Co-op. 247-6870,
11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

10 apeed Atala. brand new, excel,
cond. Call 648-6060.

T.V. - Portable Blk. end White. 3
weeka old. $46. Call 263-6277.

College Calculators Introduces
the new Melcor 636. All Trig func-
tlone, memory, exp. not and now
no more intermediate calculations
Now you can uee the perenthealal
Only $109 96. Alao Introducing the
SR 60 et $142.96 Come and see the
two machines Watch for my
posters next week. Call Bob
Crowed at 549 1316 Tell me whet
you needl

Dlb. size foam rubber mattress ft
•prlng. $30. 254-8149 P.M.

For Bale - Deluxe queen size,
heated waterbed. Beautiful fur

i!
n*d

*l2mS-
0nK' 7 months oldNew $371. Cell end make en offer.Muet^e seen. 549 6339 Mike.

Duel 121tVyi8|,7b^.7^~. Best
?£«!"•/ $1

?? T Werttend. Box
- 1 ltal,on No

- *• Amheret. Me.

Women s Wet Suit for sale Also
hood, boots, gloves, safety vest

s!£.
d
«
w/.'" ht b#h C"M J«" *•' ••

W4-0242.

Girle 10 spd. Columbia bike. Like
new. $76 or beet offer. 648-6027.

Stereophonic receiver ft
speakers. GE turntable. $160 or best
offer. 546 1443

16" GE TV, like ~nev*.~8B9. "283-

,
'ntrlcel systems Amp ft pre emp.

100 rms per chen. Aleo Dyneco A 36
speakers All in perfect cond. Meke
offer. After 6:00. 263-1

73 Six Deya Replice Osss, $800. 6
5227.

AUTO FOR SALE
j

7912
Chevv lm P8,a - H00. Call 584-

71 VW Super Beetle, excellent
n^hanicaBy, Must sell $960. Call
**•*»© 746/

.

1972 Honda Coupe, Front wheel
drive, front disc brekes, reck ft
pinion steering. 36 - 42 mpg. $1400.
256-8078

70 Fiat 850. new top, mtd. snows,
35 mpg., nd. clutch, $860 or B.O.
George 546-7059

'74 Toyote Jeep, excellent
condition. Evenings Mohawk Perk,
Rt. 2, Cherlemont. Ma. See Phil or
Charron Lafond.

1970 Triumph MKN, 30 plus mph.
$900. Call 617-544-6861 after 6.

'64 Ply. Velient hea Fall inap.
sticker - no rust. Runs greet. Call
546-8869.

'66 VW - Gd. body. ex. mech.
cond. Clutch, starter, brekes - new.
247 6880 after 1.

Cemero 69. 2 door, herd top,
cenery yellow w black top.
Economicel, 6 cyl. std. shift, new
tiree, tepe deck, like new. Nuvr
abused Reasonable. Call Pattl et
646-0024 after 6:00. 538-7696.

1871 Volvo Wegon, Micheline,
78,000 mi. Very good condition. 4
spd

. atanderd. Call 243-0919.

1889 Ford Cortina Wegon. 4 door,
automatic, konla, AM FM radio.
46.000 ml. 26 - 29 mpg. Excellent
cond. $760. Cell 684-3368.

1888 VW Bug, runa well. $600. 323-

71 Deteun 1200. Runa greet
comfortable, super heater. Quick
reliable, starts instantly Fun to

£[«• J°
- 41 mp » $l80 Ro|> «•*-

•034, 6 - 7 p.m.

66 Flet 860 Gd. condition. Asking
$800. 549 8619

87 LAND ROVER. Many rebuilt
parts. 4 new snows Runa well.
$1300. Cell deys. 684-8734. Evea
2809.

1871 Yamaha
Good cond.

176CC, 263-3777.

1974 Honde 360G for aale. Good
condition. Cell after 5. 865-4978.

New Cobra-Link 10ck In ^rig.
box. reg. $70. your price $46. 542
4043. Bill.

Honda CL 460 9500 milea. Ex-
cellent cond. Sieay Bar, Helmet
chein. New parte B.O. 69084 nltaa
Ask for Bruce.

(

IELP WANTED r\

FOR RENT h
Room in house. So. Amherst

S67.5C per mo. must like cats ft 4
mala rm. mates. Dishwshr ft wshr
ft dryer, etc. Ron 253-3497.

Room in house. Ashfield. 22 nil -

35 min. from Amherst. $65 mo
Shsre utilities. Call 1-628 3384. 6 - 11
p.m

4 room houae in Balchertown, 8
miles from Csmpus. $176 per
month. 323-7893.

1 or 2 people for Apt. 67 Squire
Village Female pref. Bua. Rte. $103
plus. 665-3258.

2 Room Apt. in Amherst on busNr£ | fl . vardi qui-t are- Ca|( 2B3

>ple intereated in leerning
lewspsper psge design end

Isyout ere needed to help the
COLLEGIAN editorlel stsff. No
credit or $ but a chance to learn
from professionals free. Contsct
Deen Tucker 5-2550

So. Hampton family needs UMIE
pref. from E. Hampton area for
light houaekeeping. Few ef-
ternoons weekly. 527-9454.

PHOTO TEACHER neededfor
JQA lower, cell 546-8354

AVON. Turn spsrs hours Into
spare dollars. Sell quality Avon
producta. No selling experience
necesearv. Call M. Colby 256-6227

rn SERVICES

Clean up men wanted. Apply in
person at the Rusty Nsil Inn,
between 5 and 6.

Assistantahip available. Gred
stud for a community study and
program development Must be
work study eligible. Equal op-
portunity. Contact Dr. L. Whrtaker,
Mental Health Diviaion. Machmer
Hall, 546-2337.

Southampton femily needs
UMass. Student preferebly from
Easthampton aree to do light
houaekeeping chore a couple
afternoon a week. Call 527-9464.

CAR REPAIR HAS8LES 7 Bob la
back to fix It right. No job too
small. Foreign or domeatic. No big
overheed. 263-7241.

HI-FI Audio repelr, 2 day service.
work guaranteed. At Tech HI-FI.
Cell 549-2810.

Horses boarded, 10 min. from
cempus. Box stalls, trsils. pestures.
Ig. field for hunt course. Cell 646-
2781 dey or 323-4068 evenings.

Profsssionsl guitar repairs by
guiter maker Michael Millard
Mon Wed.. Fri. et The Guiter
Workshop. Amherst Csrrlsge
Shops. 549-1728. Free eetimetes.

Mala model. Jim. 263-3923 6 ."5

p.m.

Automotive repair specializing 7n

Guy 266
n
611°0

thef f° r6,8n C' r* C'"

?/"a m̂ic M"«0e relaxation, $3

0106B. °
B °X 4?1

'

N Amh"*t

Leslie's Yarn ft Canvea Shop.
Amherst Carriage Shop. 649-4691
Acrylic knitting, worsted, 99 cents
4 oz. Reynold 's Logi $2.16. 100 or

V.
LOST

r PERSONALS

ROOM WANTED

nfl«M
8rad neede room or apt. MO-

OS92.

r
f\.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommete to ahare nice houae
in Montegue. Own rm. $80 plua mo
Call Joyce 549-1507 deys.

M roommete in 2 bdrm. ept on
hue route. $77 utll. Incl. Cell 268-
0294.

Seeking female to shsre houee in
Pelhem. $126. Cell Mery 256 8868

Mature responsible person to
ahare N'ton ept $82. Call Miml,

!

11"

Royel portable typewriter, good
condition. $36 or beat offer. Jenna
542-4172.

Pioneer 600 AMP 26 w per
channel exc. cond. 2 yre. old. $80.
Radio Shack Tuner NEW. $80. for
aale $30. Skip 263-6168.

FOR SALE 2 new ano tlree F 78-16
4 pry. 848-7491, $26 both.

1888 Chevrolet 6 cyl. eutometic,
greet buy, economicel to run. $386.
263-7241.

63 Dert 6 cyl. eutometic,
dependeble, economicel tren-
sportstion $200. 263-7241.

67 Amphicer 36 MPG cer on the
hlghwey. 14 ft. steel hulled boet on
weter. Muet seel $1,100.
68 Cherger RT SE ell optlone

including Sunroof secriflce $760.00.
627-4863

VW. 1888 with 67 engine $300.00
247-8433.

66" Ply. not greet looking, but
super running end dependeble
$260 or BO 263 7241.

Mech. Spec. 68 SQBK V.W.
needs engine end body work $600
Merk efts. 646-2041.

Sublet Apt • Dec. - May
Amherst Center. $80. 263-3923 after
6. Lota of privacy.

Roommete wented to share 2 bd.
apt. in Sunderiend on UMass Bua

Female roommete needed nice
•Pt. own room $86. inc.

F *o •hare bedroom on bua rte.
'Z. $60. plua utilities Cell 268-0816.

WANTED

Femele voceliat seeks sc-
companist guitar and-or piano for
professional work - folk end pop.CeH Ony 638 3673 at night

chempion Juicer. Pay top $$.

BOB IS BACK - to^buvyour
-

sick or decrepit cer. Any meke,
model, yeer. Unloed your heedeche
for feet $•»$» 283-7241.

V MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1973 CL460 Honde. Never
dumped. 7600 mi. Excellent con-
dition. $900 or beat offer. Cell 549
6716.

LMC — On your 21st Luv, I

realize now thet no matter whet
we'll elweys be together. Here's to
a happy life! Your Big Ginzo.

Would the prickle) who atole my
plants Tuesdey in NA et leest heve
the decency to return my pots?

Ars you interested in living off
cempus? Locel Sorority Houss hes
rooms available Cell Missy or Bev
546 2736 or 253 9216.

Menl - Womenl Jobs on shipsi
No experience required. Excellent
psy. Worldwide trevel. Perfect
summer job or cereer. Send $3 00
for informetion. Seefex. Dept 1-8
P.O.Box 2048^ Port Angelea.'
Waahington

Goofey. I love you. XX.

Chrla ft Bheryl. Recipe received.
Need good spread for benana
breed. Pleeae contact.

Scott - Welcome becfcl A get
well meeeege from all of your
friende on the 6th floor of
Dickinaon.

Marie in ell aerioualty. hope you
hod e aimply wickerd21st Lot s luv
R.D.J.

Hey, Joe Gorflen - Heppv
nineteenth! Meke this year the
moat self fulfilling, well-rounded
one of your teenege (remember,
it a your lastl - learn end livel Get
out of the booka and Into "the life"
Experiencel -- John J.

7

Yr old white mele cet. Rt 9 inBelchertown (towerds Qusbbin)Spot on heed. 2 different color

•BbT
' nf° appr#ciat«d 323

Single strend blue end brown
beads. CC. Fri.. 9-27. Sent velue.

6 5976
W " rd M"k 8e6"3274 Dor««"

Rewerd Tor return of Bemle
yellow brown Shepherd ioat in N.

c-,T,
h#r,t C" 11 Jon or Cathie 649-

6793 anawara Berny.

If someone found my gold and
bleck '47 H.S. cless ring pleese cell
8-7382 wes my mother's. Rswsrd . I

CALCULATORS

Celculetor Sele - College
Calculators offers lowest prices
anywhere All models available'
Texas Inst., Hewell Peckerd.
Unicorn. Ail machines new end
gusr. with 2 month replacement
warranty Before you buy a
calculator call me. I cen beet eny
price anywhere Look for my
posters sround cempus for detalle

[
Then cell Bob Crowell at 648-1316

ENTERTAINMENT y
vou get more mualc for yourmoney end pey less money for yourmusic with Bob the D.J. Cell now

uuetln Honman in Mike N ichor s
The Graduate Fri., Oct 11 at 7-*

11 in Mahar.

INSTRUCTION

Flute leeaona - all levels egee.
Experienced - masters degree.
Reasonable rates Caroline Barry.
549-6611.

HELP WANTED

Typlat to work for Courae
Deacription Guide. Must type
accurate, 60 worda per min.
Flexible hrs. Cell 6-0341 end leave
tel. no.

AVON. Need money to help pey
tuition. You cen eern $ es en Avon
Rep. Cell for details N. Colby 268-
8227.

SERVICES >

J

Cempus Clubs end
Organisations, Do you went to
publish high quality newsletter
pemphlet. megezlne or booklet???
Let the Meeaage Company help
vou write, leyout, deeign end print
itll Reeeonable feea. Contact Jerry
et 263-8886 for informetion.

HORSESHOEING by experienced
ferrier. Corrective work end forge
work done prompt. Cell 247 6482.

Detsun Toyote and Volvo
repaired et reasonable prices
Plenty of experience end equip-
ment Phone Rues Bece 668-1227.

j MISCELLANEOUS }

informetion wee leaked out from
a reliable source concerning the
Personnel Seminar Corp. ft eeema
thet the corp. hea approved the
requeated Personnel Dept budget
This is s plus for our entire com-
munity. Congrats - Pars. Dept

(M) Scottish Terrier needs a

tl?,^.
9 unt" ,nd of **»• aemestsr.

Willing pey for ell expensee. 648-
4041 or 648-4040.

I

I

1
'

J Auto Workshop Reopens )^
Do it yourself. Repelr your own

cer. We aupply the toola and ad-
vice. Lower level CC Garage Open
Mon - Fri 3-10 p.m. Bet. end Sun.
10 10. Part, at discount

r SILK SCREEN

1000 T-shirts, ail aeconda. $1;
Canves beg. seconds $3. Also, eny
design In stock printed on enythlng
brought in the Screening

~

Msin St. ^jj
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LA 2-0, A's-O's 1-1 in playoffs
23

Cey leads

Dodgers 5-2
PITTSBURGH \UPI\ - Ron Cey,

so ill the past few weeks that he lost

six pounds, made the Pittsburge
Pirates feel even worse Sunday
with a booming bat that looked
anything but sick.

Cey, the diminutive dandy with a
hearty bat that belies his 5-foot-9
frame, collected a homer, single

and a pair of doubles to lead the
Los Angeles Dodgers to a 5-2

triumph over the Pirates in the
second game of the National
League Playoffs.

The triumph was the second in a
row for the dodgers in the best-of-

five series and moved them to

within one game of clinching their

first pennant since 1966.

Cey, who admittedly played one
of his worst games of the year
Saturday when he committed two
errors in the Dodgers' opening
game 3-0 triumph, hit a solo homer
in the fourth inning Sunday but it

was his leadoff double in the eighth
that ignited a three-run rally which
proved decisive.

Cey, who batted .302 against the
Pirates during the regular season,
triggered the Dodgers' winning rally

in the eighth with a double off

reliever Dave Giusti, who was
roughed up by Los Angeles for the
second straight day.

The errors
cont. from p. 24
United States Air Force? He had
three scoring passes and totaled

252 air-yards. Though he has fine

receivers in Paul Jarry, Larry Lock-
wood and Billy Looker, chances are
he could split wide Betty Crocker,
the Pillsbury Dough Boy, and Little

Poppy and still toss for 200 yards a
game.

The UMass pass defense played
it loose, trying to stop the bomb,
and they did. ..but Bullet Bob
completed 21 passes.

Next week the secondary will

face less pressure against Boston
University freshman Greg Geiger,
who completed only five passes in

the Friday night win over Nor-
theastern. Incidentally, BU beat
Vermont earlier this year, 29-6.

Hmmmmm.
Two Minutemen starting of-

fensivee tackles were injured
though. Ross Schubarth suffered a
badly sprained ankle to go with a
twisted back as he pivoted a stop
Vermont's Gary Gottfried's in-

terception return for a TD.
Tom Harris tore a hamstring and

will be out 3-4 weeks. "It was a
quarterback sprintout and I turned
to block the defensive end,'' said
the dejected Harris. "That's when it

went. It hurts bad now, but losing

makes it worse".
The quarterback situation is

Holtzman pitches A's

even with Orioles 5-0
OAKLAND \UPI\ - Sal Bando,

Joe Rudi and Ray Fosse provided
the firepower and Ken Holtzman,
pitching his best game of the
season, stopped the Baltimore
Orioles on a Masterful five-hitter

Sunday in leading the Oakland A's
to a 5-0 victory that evened the
American League playoffs at one
game apiece.

Holtzman, often lifted by
manager Alvin Dark at the first sign
of trouble, held the Orioles to a
third inning single by Andy Et-

chebarren, ran into mild trouble on
two-out eighth inning singles by
Enos Cabell and Etchebarren, and
then went on to wrap things up in a
neat package for the victory that
got the A's back into the playoff
picture.

The Orioles, who had won
Saturday's opener 6-3, got only one

man to second base-Cabel! in the
eighth-as Holtzman kept them in

check while striking out three
batters and walking two. Two quick
double plays, including one in the
ninth, plus three fine running
catches by centerfielder Billy North
prevented trouble.

A walk and wild pitch put North
on second with two out in the sixth
and Rudi, a 99 RBI man in 1974,
followed with a triple off the right
centerfield fence.

In the eighth, with Bob Reynolds
on the mound. Gene Tenace
walked and stole second after two
out, Claudell Washington reached
on an error by shortstop Frank
Baker and then Fosse, fighting to
regain his form after being sidelined
for two months with an injury, rifled

a long homer to left off Grant
Jackson.

Team Canada nyet 3-2

Orioles' left fielder goes high in the air in vain as Sal
Bando's homer settles into the stands.

JV gridders upset by Green
By BILL ELIAS
Sports Staff

Dartmouth, aided by five UMass fumbles came back to control the
second half and defeat the junior Minutemen 31-28.

Trailing 21-14 early in the third quarter, Dartmouth scored ten
quick points as a direct result of UMass mistakes. The first, a bad
snap to Massachusetts punter George Colello, set Dartmouth on the
UMass one yard line where Rob Swenson scored his second touch-
down. Minutes later the Minutemen would fumble again allowing a
costly Dartmouth field goal that would prove to be the difference.
Dartmouth opened the game with a score but UMass stormed

back on the quarterbacking of John Czerapowicz who had 96 yards
rushing in the first half. Massachusetts tied the score at 7-7 when
halfback Dave Douvadjian broke through a big hole and outraced all

defenders for a 51 yard touchdown.
A recovered fumble by UMass defensive tackle Steve Ciccolini set

up the go ahead points as Czerapowicz optioned right, cut back and
scored from the Dartmouth 49 yd. line.

In the next series UMass defense did its job as Ciccoline, Penta,
Rourke, and Ried exchanged good plays to stop Dartmouth cold!
Again with the ball Czerapowicz mixed his plays well to move the
offense 70 yards for the score. Completions to ends Justin Cotten
and Moses Williams were crucial in the drive capped by fullback
Sherman Moyston scoring the touchdown. UMass led 21-7.

MOSCOW \UPI\ - A pair of third-

period goals by Viktor Shalimov
enabled the Soviet Union to defeat
team Canada 3-2 Sunday night in

the final game of their eight-game
international ice hockey series.

The victory gave the Soviets a 4-

1 lead for the series. Three games
ended in draws.
The Canadians played under a

threat by Soviet officials to halt the

game at the first outbreak of rough
playing.

Canada opened the scoring at

13:47 in the first period with a goal
by Bobby Hull, assisted by Ralph
Backstrom and J.C. Tremblay.
Alexander Yakushev scored

during a power play to draw the
Soviets even at 13:33 in the second
period and Shalimov made it 3-1

with his_pair in the last period.

deteriorating. Tripucka looked bad
in completing only three of four-

teen, although one has to wonder
why flanker Lee Harriman carries

margarine in his mitts. Tripucka
was yanked two-thirds of the way
through the fourth period in favor
of Peter Colton but the sophmore
came out three plays later after a
Lang fumbel, never getting a
chance to throw.

Tripucka, reinstated, promptly
tossed the interception that iced
the game for the Cats. UMass still

hasn't scored in the fourth quarter
this year.

It was a bitter loss for the
MacPherson-Men. There was only
the posfgame realization that the
lack of a balanced offense quite
probably would doom them to
another mediocre season.
Whether the miscues can be

remedied by next Saturday's game
is at best anyone's guess, for, as a
prominent coach once queried,
"How do you practice not fum-
bling?"

Women "field" stickers sizzle 4-0
By LINDA MACKLER

Sports Staff

Twenty minutes into the first

half, UMass had unwound, braved
the cold weather, and scored the
first and winning goal on their way
to posting a 4-0 victory over Central
Connecticut College and bringing
their record to 2-0.

The UMass players dominated
the field and the statistics, in their

home opener, while maintaining
their very aggressive and deter
mined style of play previously

demonstrated at Sportsday and
against Keene State. They also had
thirty-two shots at the goal
compared to Central Connecticut's
six.

The defense, featuring Barb
Martell, Lori Nazar, and Kate
Stanne preserved the team's

second shut-out; while Friday's
offensive credits went to Joanne
Smith and Kathy O'Neil, who each
scored half the goals.

Coach Albert was certainly
pleased with the team's continuous
outstanding efforts.

"They were defensively very,
very good today," she said. "The
second half showed what good
condition the players are in."

The junior varsity team was also
victorious, 2-0, in its first home
competition. They too completely
dominated the game, as the first

half barely spotted the ball in

UMass territory.

As Connecticut College did not
pose a strong threat. Coach Albert
had planned to look for ways to
tighten playing style and make
minor strategy adjustments to

prepare for this week's two tough
games against Mt. Holyoke and
Springfield College. Tuesday af-

ternoon will be the first test in

Northampton beginning at 3:30
p.m.

MARRIKDCOUPLKS
Full-Part-Time
•Job Openings

Live Free - All Expenses Paid. Good
Salary

Work when and where you want
around Springfield

Couples welcome (may have one
child)

Husband may have job and-tir classes
Felling Trapped? Get Awav ami be

Paid for it.

AI*o Needed: Dav .sillers and
(leaning Help (all: 73M15I

HOME & SITTER
SF.HVIC >;s, INC. TKI.KIMIONF 7W-8I.M

i; Maple St . Springfield, Mavt. m in:.

OLD WEIRD HAROLD'S
New 8. Qui Clothing

University Drive (Near Bell's Pizza)

Need clothing but funds low
try Old Weird Harold's

- USED -
Leather, Suede

and Fur Coats also
Corduroy Jeans & Blue Jeans

-HEW-
Pants only $5.00, Landlubber

Western Shirts $7.50

Special: Used Sweaters Only $5.00
Now Open 10-9 Monday Thru Saturday

FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) - Jim
Plunkett fired three touchdown
passes and the unbeaten New
England Patriots rolled to their
fourth victory Sunday in a 42-3
National Football League romp over
the winless Baltimore Colts.

Plunkett ruined the head
coaching debut of Baltimore
General Manager Joe Thomas on
the third play of the game, hitting
Reggie Rucker on a bomb for 69
yards and a touchdown.

Plunkett later passed to Sam
Cunningham for four yards and to
Rucker again for 16 yards for
touchdowns before being given an
unusual rest, retiring with more
than 10 minutes remaining in the
third period.

The rebuilt New England defense
wrecked the Colts. Thomas, who
took over the coaching duties after
Howard Schnellenberger was fired

last Sunday, went along with Colts'
owner Robert Irsay and started
young Bert Jones at quarterback in

place of Marty Domres.
Jones was harassed throughout

the afternoon. He was unable to get
the punchless Colls rolling and
Baltimore had to settle for a mere
three points on a 27-yard field goal
by Toni Linhart after New England
had built a 21-0 lead in the second
period.

The Patriots scored the first two
times they had possession, the first

being Rucker's TD. Then, Darryl
Stingley swept the right side for 23
yards and a touchdown.
A fumble recovery on an at-

tempted punt return set up New
England's third touchdown, Mack
Herron banging his right side for
five yards and the score early in the
second quarter.

While winning their first four
games for the first time since 1964,
the Patriots rolled up their highest

hammer Baltimore, 42-3
point total since they whipped
Miami 41-10 seven years ago.

Plunkett completed eight of 16
passes for 141 yards before being
rested with the Patriots in total
command.

Jones, forced to go to the air

because of the strong New England
rushing defense, completed 22 of
41 tosses for 215 yards, but was
sacked five times and intercepted
once.

For the third time in four games,
the Patriots held an opponent to
less than 100 yards rushing,
Baltimore netting just 85. The Los
Angeles Rams managed 109 in
bowing 2-15 to the Patriots.

The Patriots also forced five
Baltimore fumbles, recovering three
times.

In addition to throwing the three
touchdown passes, boosting his
total to nine for the year, Plunkett
made a key block which enabled
Stingley to turn right end for the
second touchdown.
New England coach Chuck

Fairbanks cleared his bench in the
second half, enabling reserves to
get valuable experience.

Herron led the Patriots in ground
gaining with 59 yards in 13 carries.
Cunningham managed 41 yards in

nine attempts.
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Whad'ya say?
Four straight
Baltimore o 3 3

New England 14 7 14 7.42
NE Rucker 69 Pass from Plunkett

(Smith kick)

NE Stingley 23 Run (Smith kick)

NE Herron 5 Run (Smith kick)
Bal FG Linhard 27

NE Cunningham 4 Pass from
Plunkett (Smith kick)

NE - Rucker 16 Pass from Plunkett
(Smith kick)

NE Tarver 7 Run (Smith kick)

A 59.502

Punchless Giants upset as
Falcons record first win

BALT N.ENG
First Downs 15 23
Rushes Yards 2485 38 186
Passing Yards 180 198
Return Yards 186 129
Passes 22-41 1 1223 2
Punts 5-37.2 3-37

FumblesLost 53 2 1

Penalties Yards 5 70 5 55

NEW HAVEN, Conn. \UPI\ Safety Ray Brown
returned an intercepted pass 59 yards for the go-
ahead touchdown Sunday to give the Atlanta
Falcons their first win of the season, a 14-7 victory
over the New York Giants.

The Giants had begun a drive of their own six yard
line midway through the third quarter and had ad-
vanced to the Atlanta 42 with second down when
Bown stepped in front of intended receiver Ray
Rhodes. Brown, a four-year veteran from West Texas
State, picked off Norm Snead's sideline pass and,
with clear sailing, streaked untouched down the left

sideline.

Bob Lee, a last-minute replacement for scheduled
starting quarterback Pat Sullivan, hit tight end Jim
Mitchell with a 15-yard touchdown pass late in the
second quarter for the Falcons' first TD.
The Giants, four-point favorites, took a 7-0 lead in

the opening quarter when rookie Doug Kotar slashed
off tackle for a 53-yard touchdown gallop.

Lee's pass to Mitchell capped a 10-play, 80-yard
drive. Three of the plays included passes from Lee to

M.tcheH as the Falcon tight end victimized strong
safety Chuck Crist of all three of his receptions andwas all alone in the middle of the end zone on h.s
scoring catch.

Lee was named to start by Falcon coach Norm Van
Brockl.n in an attempt to get some punch into the
Atlanta offense which saw the Falcons score only two
touchdowns in their first three games.

Kotar, a preseason acquisition who wasn't givenmuch of a chance of making the final squad cut broke
loose for h.s touchdown run on the G.ants' second
offensive series of the game.
The Giants, whose record dropped to 1-3, began

their only scoring drive on their 28 following a missed
45-yard field goal attempt by Atlanta's Nick M?keMayer, who also be.w a 28-yeard attempt ,n the final

Kotar ran for seven yards and Joe Dawkins for five
more to give New York a first down on its 40 Snead
then completed a seven-yard swing pass to Bob Grim
before Kotar. Rookie from Kentucky, burst over right
tackle and broke into the clear, outracing the Atlanta
defenders to the goal line.

W
By RON ARENA
Sports Staff

The "UMass J.V. soccer team
recorded its second consecutive
shutout victory Saturday morning
with a 7-0 trouncing of W.P.I. The
win raised the junior booters'
record to 2-1.

The Minutemen completely
dominated the game with
numerous scoring threats, while the
UMass defense stifled any W.P.I,
rushes.

Center halfback Andy Moore, the
team's field general, ignited the
scoring outburst on a direct kick
cleanly beating the opposing goalie.
Brian Crowley, also a halfback
made it 2-0, and Sophmore Tony
Bilodeau completed the first-half

scoring with a close-in shot off his
own rebound.

Forward Raffi Denoyan displayed
a fine offensive showing resulting in

two second-half goals. Kurt
Grazewske and Tom DePalo ended
the scoring for the decision.

On September 20, UMass lost

their opener at the hands (or is it

feet?) of Holyoke Community
College.' First year coach Todd
Buck (last year'a assistant) noted
that his team had but one week of
practice prior to the opener, and
with the team being mainly
composed of freshman, the task of
creatinq unity in seven days was

nearly impossible. Mike DeCosta
scored the lone Minuteman goal.

With more time to organize, the
J.V.'s, behind goals from Bilodeau,
Grazewske and Mpke Crowe,
bounced back to defeat Keene
State 3-0.

Coach Buck, who himself played
soccer here for four years, lettering

three, did not cite winning as his

goal this year though. He admitted
"Everyone likes to win," but Buck
stressed preparing the players for

varsity as more important. For this

reason he substitutes frequently,
trying to give game action to as

NFL scores
Sunday's Games

Cincinnati 28. Washington 17; Oakland
40, Cleveland 24; New England 42,
Baltimore 3; Atlanta 14, New York Giants
7; Chicago 24, New Orleans 10; Buffalo 27,
Green Bay 7, Pittsburgh 13, Houston 7;
Denver 17. Kansas City 14; Minnesota 23.
Dallas 21; Los Angeles 16, Detroit 13;
Philadelphia 13, San Diego 7. St. Louis 34,
San Francisco 9

Monday's Game
New York Jets at Miami.

Notice
All basketball candidates report

to a meeting Thursday, October 10
in room 251 Boyden at 10:00.

many players as possible. For in-

stance, Preston Kise and Vincemt
Vafiades share equal time as goalie,
with a third seeing action in the
W.P.I, game.
Buck emphasizes discipline,

conditioning and short passing as
his coaching techniques. The squad
seems to learn quickly as they
played their positions well rather
than just following the ball. Buck
has noted an improvement in each
game, and if »he team continues at
their pace, the varsity will have
many hopefuls in the next two
years.
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My God! Vermont 25-14
By DAVE ElBEL
Sports Staff

From rags to riches - and then
back to rags.

That's the story of the
Minutemen after Saturday's
stunning loss to the University of
Vermont Catamounts, 25-14.
The loss put UMass a full game

behind UConn in the race for the
Beanpot, and brought them back to
earth with a resounding thud after
last Saturday's unexpected shutout
of Dartmouth.

If the game was dominated by
anyone, the choice would have to
be Vermont's version of the blade
man, junior quarterback Bob
Bateman. His ability to pick apart
the secondary reminded one of an
NFL veteran and not a college
junior.

"We saw the films from the
UMass game with Villanova," said
Bateman in explaining Vermont's
success in the air, "and we figured
we could take advantage of the
linebackers' deep drops by
throwing a lot of dump passes in
front of them. I think the strategy
worked."

SPORTS
The Minutemen gave up the ball

five times, losing four of eight
fumbles and having a desperation
pass picked off and returned for the
points that iced the win. In their last

two games especially it had been
the UMass patent to make the
other team give up the ball at key
moments but in this game, at least,

the rights to the patent were stolen.

The game was really all UMass
until midway in the second quarter.
It took Vermont that long to even
get a first down. On 3rd and 7 from
the Vermont 43, Bateman hit Billy

Looker for 44 yards to the UMass
14. On the next play, the 6'6" junior

hit end Paul Jarry on a down and in

pattern and the UMass streak of
two consecutive shutouts was no
longer possible to continue.

That made it 14-6 UMass, after a
Jim Torrance dive from the Ver-
mont three at the 51 -second mark
of the second quarter, and few of
the fans had reason to worry. But
then the Catamounts did
something few had believed
possible - they put together a 14-
play drive which took them from
their own 21 to paydirt with only 16
seconds left in the half.

With the score 14-12 midway
through the third period the
Minutemen moved from their own
30 to the Vermont 7. On first and
goal, UMass picked up a disastrous
holding penalty which pushed them
back to the twenty-two. The
Minutemen failed to score when
Greg Sprout was wide from the
thirty with a field goal attempt and
it was from then on that people
started thinking upset.

Fear turned to terror when Keith
Lang fumbled on his own 35 on a
third and 195 pound defensive end
Phil Vrana recovered for UVt. on
the UMass thirty-five. Two first

down passes to Billy Looker (who
caught seven passes for 124 yards)
moved the ball down to the UMass
three from where Bateman hit

flanker Larry Lockwood in the
corner of the end zone. Bill Cooke
blocked the conversion attempt but
Vermont had the lead with only
3:43 left in the game.

But the nails were not completely
hammered in to the UMass coffin
by the Catamounts. On the ensuing
kickoff, Rich Jessamy returned the
ball 42 yards to the 50-yard line and
for a moment it looked like an upset
could be averted. However, the
Catamount defense prevented that
when Jessamy fumbled on the very
first play after the kickoff and Pat
Dwyer recovered for the
Catamounts. The Minutemen got
the ball back again with little over a
minute left, but a Mark Tripucka
pass intended for Gary Mika was
intercepted at midfield and returned
for the score by Gary Gottfried.
That closed the UMass coffin.

19 Vermont points came as the
result of Minutemen mistakes, so
whereas UMass had gone to riches
forcing other teams to make the
goofs, they went to rags a week
later because they started making
the mistakes.

That was the kind of thing
nobody would have expected.
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Rich Jessamy eludes a Catamount on his way to a 112-yard rushing day. He also
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Fumbles
By STEVE SARACENO

Sports Staff

Saturday, Vermont gained what
Catamount coach Carl Falivene
termed "the biggest victory in the
history of Vermont football", and
the win was due mainly to two
things: 1) the four UMass fumbles
lost, and 2) the aerial attack of
Bullet Bob Bateman.

Let's start with the fumbles. First

quarter: Rich Jessamy's fumble kills

UMass
a drive at the Vermont 41 -yard line.

Second quarter: Mark Tripucka's
fumble sets up Vermont's first

touchdown. Fourth quarter: Keith
Lang's fumble sets up the winning
Vermont TD. Then Jessamy's
fumble at midfield kills any
comeback hopes.

What was especially grinding
about the errors were that they
came from the same people who
had otherwise looked brilliant in

gaining 316 ground yards. And
most of the fumbles were of the
agonizing type, just barely slipping

out of the grasp of the ballcarriers

split-seconds before the knees
touched the ground. As a result,

half the stadium didn't even know
there had been fumbles until the
referee signaled turnovers.

As for the passing of
Bateman...how do you stop the

turn to page 22

Harriers overrun St. Johns and Northeastern
By SCOTTHAYES

Sports Staff

A four-way tie for first resulted in

a controversy and the eventual
designation of places by meet
officials as the UMass harriers

swept a tri-meet from Northeastern
and St. John's, Saturday af-

ternoon.

It was the final tour of the five-

mile UMass course for seniors
Randy Thomas, Tom Wilson, Bill

Gillin and Devin Croft. Thomas
failed to set a new course record,
but the afternoon was a fruitful one
for the Minutemen runners, who
won with a total of 31 points. St.

John's and Northeastern finished
with 46 points apiece, but a new
NCAA tie-breaking rule gave St.

John's second place. The rule

states that in the case of a tie, the
team with its fourth runner across
the finish line first wins.

The race was a battle between
Thomas and NU's Mike Buckley for

the first four and a half miles. A
good' sized crowd (at least for a
UMass cross country meet) of
about fifty persons ran along to

various points on the course,
cheering on Thomas, as yells of
"C'mon Randy, you can break that

record," prevailed. Buckley and
Thomas were even as they ran up
the hiW in the orchard for the

second time and headed toward the
downhill finish. To the surprise of
those who ran from the orchard to

see the.finish, there was no kick by
either Thomas or Buckley, but
rather an easy finish by a group of

four runners. John McGrail and Bill

Gillin caught Buckley and Thomas
at the top of the last hill and the

Booters rebound over WPI 4-0
By BILL DOYLE
Sports Staff

'This is the best UMass soccer team I've seen in
the 18 years I've coached," said Alan King the W P I

coach after seeing UMass dominate his squad 4-0
After a slow start UMass controlled the play as they

bounced back well against W.P.I, after their disap-
pointing loss to Keene State.
"We had two good practices Thursday and Friday

and we held team meetings to work out our
problems, ' said UMass coach Al Rufe. "We decided
to play as a unit today."

Bill Belcher had two goals and Tom Coburn a goal
and an assist, to pace the UMass attack. Bob Mc-
Chesney scored the other UMass goal.
Without a doubt UMass played their best overall

game of the young 1974 season. The Minutemen
constantly beat their opponents to the ball with their
hustling play. After committing poor passes against
Keene State, UMass had their best passing day of the
season.

As good as UMass looked, W.P.I, looked just as
bad. "We have an experienced team," said the W P I

coach, "but we just had a bad day. UMass played
extremely well." W.P.I, now has a record of 4-2.

Bill Belcher opened the scoring at 7:45 of the first
half. Tom Coburn passed the ball out in front from the
goalie's left and Belcher knocked it in after the goalie
had made the original save.

Tom Coburn scored the second goal at 30.00 CM the

prettiest play of the game. Coburn got the ball all

alone in front of the goal. With all the time in the
world, Coburn put a pretty deke on the goalie and
fired the ball past him in the far corner.

In the second half. Belcher scored again on a
rebound. The W.P.I, goalie made the original save but
then mysteriously lost control fo the ball and Belcher
was Johnny-on-the-spot and wacked it home into the
left corner.

After the third UMass goal, W.P.I, changed goalies
in an effort to halt the on rushing Minutemen. The
strategy failed however as Bob McChesney scored
the final goal of the game on an assist from Tom
Coburn.

UMass goalie Marc Hanks played extremely well.
He wasn't tested often but when he was he was equal
to the task.

UMass' next game is here on Saturday, Oct. 12
against Boston University. "Boston University is an
important Yankee Conference game. We will have to
stay up for them during practices this week," said
Coach Rufe.

BU lost to Maine 1-0 and Brown 18-1 ("I don't
know what happened against Brown but I expect
them to be tough," said Rufe.)

QUICK SHOTS: Mohammed Othman sat the game
out for UMass. He hurt his left knee in practice,
Friday. It's a reoccurrence of an old injury but Othman
says he expects to be back in 2-3 days. Bob Mc-
Chesney took his place and did well, scoring a goal.

quartet of runners coasted across
the finish line, apparently tied for
first. The coaches discussed
scoring procedures with the
decision to pick places for the four
runners, according to how the meet
officials saw them crossing the
finish line, and disallow the tie. The
foursome was timed in 25:11.

McGrail said he just tried to stay
with Thomas as long as he could,
and the strategy paid off for the
sophomore standout, who ran his

best time on the UMass course.
Referring to the Providence meet,
McGrail commented, "We ran the
best we could, but Providence was
better than us that day." McGrail is

optimistic about the remainder of
the season. "Croft and T (Tom
Maguire) are coming back," stated
McGrail, who feels the team is

capable of winning the IC4A title

and faring well in the NCAA
championships.

Top Ten Finishers

1. Thomas
Time School

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Gillin

Buckley

McGrail

J. Flora

R. Flora

Clark

Keating

Cappeiluzzo

Cascedo

25:11

25:11

25:11

25:11

25:24

25:25

25:34

25.49

25:57

25:59

UM
UM
NU
UM
NU
NU
SJ
SJ
SJ
SJ

Ford vows halt to price hikes
By RICHARD E. LERNER

BURLINGTON, Vt. \UPI\ - President Ford
hopmg to boost his party's prospects in
next month's elections, promised Monday
night "to halt the rise in prices" with his
forthcoming anti-inflation package.

Ford made the pledge at a $50-plate
Republican dinner to launch a personal
campaign blitz on the eve of his economic
address to a joint session of Congress.
Ford urged a strong support for leading

GOP candidates in the Nov. 5 balloting, and
appealed for preservation of the traditional
two-party system in American politics
noting that national polls find the number of
independent voters growing since the

Watergate scandal.

Without going into detail. Ford said he
would recommend "a two-pronged" ap-
proach calling for legislative action so that

the government could "do its part in

whipping inflation" and other "actions in

which everyone can participate."

"If every citizen enlists in this effort, I am
r.ot only confident, I am certain, that we will

win this fight against America's Public
Enemy No. 1," Ford said in a prepared
speech.

"In this battle, I am particularly mindful of
those who are unemployed and of retired

people living on already small, fixed incomes.
The commitment I make to you tonight and

will repeat to the American people tomorrow
is to halt the rise in prices and the problems it

forces onto each one of us."
Ford's text provided no new clues to the

action plan that he will unveil Tuesday at 4
p.m. EST in a nationally-televised ap-
pearance on Capitol Hill.

But he reiterated previous White House
assurances that "I am not asking for any
increase in the federal gasoline tax." He said
he wanted that known because he had been
told "in no uncertain terms of your views on
an increase in federal gasoline taxes."
The President flew from Washington to

Burlington in early evening for the ap-
pearance and planned to return to the capital

by midnight.

Ford maintained that "the two-party
system is the very foundation of our political

balance," that it has worked "exceedingly
well," and that its failure would be damaging
to the nation's stability, as has happened in

other countries.

"Or. the one hand, a mass of small,

regional or class- oriented splinter groups
emerges, none of which are capable of
governing for long," he said. "Alternatively,

after a period of chaos and uneasiness, one
emerges from the many - more ruthless and
more unscrupulous - and the democratic

turn to page 2
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Wood notes:
n
Educational changes'

7

By FRED NOBLES
Staff Reporter

UMass President Robert Wood, in a
speech last night at the Student Union
Ballroom, discussed the changing role of
education in a society "that no longer
believes in the American dream."
Addressing his remarks to about 200

educators at a dinner for the International

Conference for the Improvement of
University Teaching, Wood said, "Now we
have a public that asks why there is public
higher education."

Discussir.g the changing role of college
education, he noted that "the sixties have
past, the severities are not like them... the
limits of growth are upon us." Referring to
an increasing trend in American society away
from traditional education, Wood said that
"The student body is_new and will be new
increasingly."

He expressed his opinion that the
educational community must be responsive
to the needs of part time students and
womer. who are, "finally getting a crack at

the ring."

Referring to the recent legislative
discussion about "contact hours" - the
number of non-classroom hours a professor
is available to help students - Wood said
that there is "a profound misunderstanding
about what a professor does, and what a
contact hour is."

Pointing out that the issue of contact
hours is presenting an unbalanced picture of
college education, Wood said that, "We
simply have to explain again what it is to be a
professor."

Wood went on to discuss graduate level
education. "I believe what we have to do to
be serious about teaching is to look at
graduate education," he said. Wood feels
that the graduate student is an important
resource in the educational community
because "they are the ones who will carry on
the university tradition."

Wood believes that good teaching is a
"risky business." He told his audience that it

is, however, a "risky business that we must
go about."

Burns critics refuted

Some
down.

people will steal anything or anyone that's not tied

Credit where credit is due?

By LYNN SWENSON
And LA WRENCE KORNFELD

Staff Reporters

A recent survey by the Collegian indicated

that the majority of students interviewed

who participated in programs sponsored by
the International Programs Office I. P.O. are

satisfied with the way it is run.

About two weeks ago the Collegian

reported that the Student Senate was going

to set up an inquiry board to investigate

complaints against the office.

Out of 18 students interviewed only three

had complaints against the office. Of the

A group of UMass students is r.ow in-

volved in the establishment of a credit union
for students and alumni. Operating under the
sponsorship of the Student Organizing
Project, SOP., a coalition of concerned
students representing a wide range of
campus viewpoints, is now in the process of
drafting a set of by-laws for the proposed
credit union.

A credit union is a cooperatively owned
arid democratically controlled financial in-

stitution chartered and supervised by the
National Credit Union Administration, an arm
of the rederal government. The prime
purpose of a credit union is to provide
members with an institution which can pay
high interest on their savings and offer low
interest loans.

Credit union policy is set by the members,
who elect a board of directors and a credit

committee to review loan applications.

According to John Fisher, economic
development coordinator of the Student
Organizing Project, "the idea of a student
credit union has been around for a long time.

It was one of those things that everybody
was in favor of, but r.o one had the time to

follow through on.

"Since the goal of the Organizing Project

is to set up a student union, giving students

the power to have a real say in their lives, the

concept of a student-controlled credit union

was a natural for us, he said.

"Since the Project got under way last

May," he added, "we have been sounding

out other credit unions, the Credit Union
Administration, and the Massachusetts
Credit Union League as to the feasibility of

the project."

Once the by laws are adopted and officers

elected, representatives of the group will

travel to Boston to meet with field

representatives of the Massachusetts Credit

Union League and the National Credit Union
Administration, N.C.U.A., according to a

spokesman of the SOP.
It still may be a while before students can

actually deposit their money in the credit

union, however.

"We have a lot ot work to do in coming
weeks," Fisher said. "We should be starting

a petition drive in the near future to get

students to pledge that thay would use the

services of the credit union, and we'll need to

obtain a secure space for the union office

and dig up a safe," he added.

Even when these tasks are taken care of,

the credit union still will not be able to open
its doors until it receives its charter from the

federal government, members of the group
agree.

Fisher notes that "it is important to lay the

groundwork for the credit union as carefully

as possible." There are two reasons for this,

he said. "First of all, while credit union

deposits are insured in a manner similar to

the Federal Deposit Insurance system
required of banks, we nevertheless have the

responsibility to establish a mechanism that

will handle student funds in a prudent

manner."

The second reason according to Fisher is

to show the N.C.U.A. tf|at UMass is capable

of sustaining a viable operation.

Membership in the proposed credit union

would be open to any student or employee of

the students who would pay a nominal
membership fee of about fifty cents and
make an initial deposit of at least $5.00,

student organizers say.

turn to page 2

other 15, most were enthusiastic about their

individual programs.
Three students participating in the

Bologna Program under I. P.O. charged
Barbara Burns with incompetence and
negligence in a reent Collegian article.

However most of the other students
traveling through the office had great praise

for it.

Or.e student who participated in the
Frieburg Program said it was "or.e of the
best programs I've ever been involved with."

Susan Chamberlin, who participated in the
Athens Program, said Burns is "very ef-

ficient." Beverly Lloy, who went to West
Germany, stated it was a "very well

organized program." She added; Mrs. Burn
was always willing to help."

Friedrich Von Kries, former director of the

Frieburg Program called Burns the "most
industrious and busy woman on campus.'

turn to page 2

inside:
Chancellor Bromery sponsors

new lecture series. See page 2.

What's the news across the
nation? Pages 4-5.

weather:
Today the weatherman is our

hero.

Probability of rain down near
zero.

Pretty warm, up near sixty,

The weather's looking pretty
nifty.
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C.L.R. James-personal reflections of Wright

Prof. C.L.R. James
Staff Photo by Ed Cotton

By BLACKNEWS SERVICE
In order to understand an im-

portant literary figure such as

Richard Wright, one cannot begin

by discussing his writing, one has
to first dilineate concisely the

historical and ideological con-
tinuum in which he is a part. It was
this approach employed by
Professor C.L.R. James, historian,

novelist, and revolutionary, a

personal friend of Richard Wright,

as he discussed the life of "that

natural man of letter," in a program
presented by the Commuter
Assembly last night at Herter Hall.

"Richard Wright", Mr. James
asserts "is one of the two foremost
writers of imaginative literature and
prose in the United States, the

other being William Faulkner. The

genius of Mr. Wright lies in the fact

that unlike most writers of his time,

he was an uneducated man from

Mississippi.

He divided the life of Mr. Wright

into three historical periods, period

one being that time up until the

writing of "Uncle Tom's Children".

The period of Mr. Wright's life

during which they were close

friends and the second period

ended with the discussion of the

writing of "Black Boy". The time

after which Mr. Wright left the

United States for Europe, he called

the third period.

In order to understand the works

of Richard Wright, one has to

understand where he comes from.

To explain this, Mr. James drew an

analogy between himself, who was
born and educated in Trinidad, and
had by age 8 read Shakespeare's
"Vanity Fair", and Mr. Wright who
didn't read a book until he was
seventeen.

It was his lack ot a sound
educational foundation that other
literary artist possessed, coupled
with his dissappointment in the
communist party and the realization

that he had no family left in the
United States, which Mr. James
illustrated with a passage from his

book "Black Boy" about his father,

which stifled his creativity and
alienated him.

He spent the rest of his life in self

proclaimed exile in Europe where
he travelled extensively lecturing,

never again to produce the quality

works he did in his early life.

Bromery sponsors lectures

Chinua Achebe

A mathematician, a writer and a
philosopher will give the first three
lectures in the new Chancellor's
Lectures Series at the University of
Massachusetts, Chancellor Ran-
dolph W. Bromery announced last
week.

They are: Marshall Harvey Stone
of the mathematics department.

Chinua Achebe, who holds a joint

appointment in English and Afro-

American studies, and Robert Paul

Wolff of the philosophy depart-

ment.

Stone will present the first

lecture Oct. 30, Achebe will speak
Feb. 18, and Wolff's lecture is

scheduled for April 2. The
presentations, which will focus on
one aspect o' the speaker's in-

tellectual and academic concern,
are all scheduled for 8 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium. All are

open to the public without charge.

The purpose of the series is to

"provide greater recognition of

scholarship and the presence of our

own distinguished scholars,"

according to Dr. Bromery. It will

also "provide increased op-
portunities for the members of our

campus to gather and com-
municate as an academic com-

munity," he said.

Those selected to give the

lectures this year were recom-
mended by the 10-member

Chancellor's Lecture Series
Committee, chaired by Prof. Everett

Emerson.

Marshall Harvey Stone, one of
the country's most noted
mathematicians, is known for his

work in quantum field theory, the

Robert Wolff

IPO: students are satisfied

Stone-Weierstass Theorem, his

representation theorem for Boolean
Algebra, and the Stone-Czech
Compactification.

Elected to the National Academy
of Sciences at the age of 35, Stone
is also a past president of the In-

ternational Mathematical Union. He
holds honorary degrees from in-

stitutions in this country, South
America, and Europe, including an
honorary doctor of science degree
from UMass in 1966.

Chinua Achebe, from Nigeria, is a
leading novelist of modern Africa.

His works have been translated into

20 languages, and he is regarded as
a candidate for the Nobel Prize for

literature. Last summer, Achebe
received two prestigious in-

ternational literary honors: the Neil

Gunn International Fellowship of

the Scottish Arts Council and
membership in an honorary
fellowship of the Modern Language
Association of America.

Robert Paul Wolff is widely
known for both his critique of

cont. from p. 1

The monies coming from the
deposits, or "shares," of the
members would be loaned out to
members at attractive interest
rates, subject to limitations set by
the directors. In turn, the earnings
from these loans (and certain other
investments) are expected to be
used to pay shareholders dividends

on their deposits, according to
organizers.

Credit union members would be
able to retain membership after

graduation and would
automatically be considered
members.

"In effect, the credit union would
function like a bank," said Fisher.

"The main differences between a
bank and a credit union are that a

Credit union -

a future possibility

cont. from p. 1

Burns said she was "mystified"
by the complaints about the
Bologna Program.

Three students from the program
were irate about living conditions in

the program. They complained
about not being able to take
showers, eating only five days a
week one meal a day, and paper
thin walls, among other things.

Burns said the students were
warned of these things. She added
that these conditions were
unavoidable since; "That's the way
Italians live."

David Evans, Director of the

Center for International Ed.,

pointed out that; "In organizing any
international operation today there

is a serious possibility of com-
munications problems." He
described Burns' position as "very
difficult", because she is "required
to direct things she has little or no
control over."

An inquiry Board set up by the
Student Senate is now conducting
an investigation of I. P.O. All per-

sons who have participated in any
of its programs are being asked to
testify before it.

bank can offer checking services —
something a credit union is

presently prohibited from doing —
and that a credit union would
devote all its energies to using

student monies for the benefit of

students - something no bank
comes close to doing."

"The actual decision as to

whether all income above basic

expenses would be used to pay
dividends to shareholders or
whether some part of it would be
diverted toward developing other
student services is one that the

directors of the credit union would
ultimately make, "Fisher added.

The credit union also plans to sell

food stamps to students who
qualify for the program, according
to S.O.P. members.

For further information contact

the Student Organizing Project at

545-0341.

Marshall Stone

liberal social and democratic theory
and his reinterpretation of the
philosophy of Kant. His books
include "Kant's Theory of Mental
Activity," "The Autonomy of
Reason," "The Poverty of
Liberalism," "The Ideal of the
University," "In Defense of
Anarchism," and "A Critique of
Pure Tolerance" with Herbert
Marcuse and Barrington Moore, Jr.

He joined the faculty here in 1971.

Ford urges

GOP support
cont. from p. 1

process is crushed...we need two
strong parties - free, vital and
broad enough to take under their

wings a wide spectrum of opinion
- to serve as the twin pillars of
democracy. And this, above
everything else, is the reason you
and I and millions of others over the
years have dedicated ourselves to
the Republican Party."

Ford urged the audience to work
for election of all Vermont GOP
candidates and particularly praised
Sen. George D. Aiken, who is

retiring after 34 years in the U.S.
Senate. "He has given the nation

the benefit of his down-to-earth
wisdom, his leadership and his

guidance in many areas," Ford said.

"These very different fields of
endeavor only suggest the breadth
and greatness of this man."
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Wood shifts emphasis
to quality education

By JIM PAUUN
Staff Reporter

University President Robert
Wood indicated yesterday that the

quality of education should improve
because the freezing of the
university budget will focus energy
away from expansion and into

existing facilities.

At a press conference yesterday,

Wood and School of Education
Dean Dwight Alan, along with

several representatives from the

International Conference for the

Improvement of University
Teaching, which is meeting on
campus, discussed the topic which
the name of the conference
suggests.

The need to establish methods to

improve student-teacher com-
munication was emphasized. Wood
also placed importance on the

scheduling of courses which he said

should be determined by teachers

and students, instead of by ad-

ministrators who are unaware of

the time needed for the most ef-

fective teaching and learning.

Wood added that the university

will be better able to concentrate on

teaching improvement because of

the de-emphasis on expansion. The

universities capacity to change with

fixed resources will be tested, he

said.

Wood said that in the past,

higher education was based on
faith, but with the present

generation more skeptical of the

validity of higher education, it will

have to provide proof of its worth.

The university will attempt to put

tighter controls on the granting of

tenure, according to the president.

He said that is has been getting out

of hand, with 80 per cent of the

ctaff of some departments holding

tenure.

Subjects discussed at the

teaching conference were:
university curriculums, university

course organization and the im-

proving of teaching behavior.

SS elects new treasurer
By CINDY ROGERS

Staff Reporter
It's a hell of a lot of work, ana

there's a lot of money floating

around," Jack Margoussian, the

new treasurer of the Student
Senate, said about his job. He was
elected by the Student Senate
September 25 defeating Norma
Farris by a vote of 19-8.

Paul Hammel, former student

senate treasurer resigned August 2,

and Margoussian was appointed by
the Student Senate Executive

Committee to serve as acting

treasurer until the next election.

"Jack was chairperson of the

finance committee," Cindy
McGrath, Speaker of the Senate

said, "and he was well

knowledgeable of the Senate
finances."

Margoussian sees himself as an
overseer of everything that has to

do with finances in the Student

Senate. "My job," he said, "is a

smattering of everything that tries

to make it easier for all students."

The treasurer and the Finance

Committee of the Senate work
together to allot money for student

organizations.

Margoussian signs RSO tran-

sactions, pays bills as well as listens

to interest groups who need
money. Margoussian wants

Correction
The photo of "Muddy

Waters" that appeared in last

Friday's Collegian actually

showed his guitar player, Guitar

Junior, not Muddy himself.

students to know that there is only

a limited amount of money. He
said, "People representing groups
come with self-interests. They have
to realize that they are not only one
but part of tb* whole."

He also suggested if groups

made profits, it would be less

money for the students."

The new treasurer said,

"sometimes we have to make
decisions about the money, and
some people don't always agree,

but you can't have fifty-thousand

people making the decision."

"Most people feel that the

Student Senate is on an egotistical

trip. We could make it easier for

students; but now can we do the

job without support?" he asked.

"One of the best educations to

be gotten is up in the office," he

said.

review-

Thefts, fights keep cops hopping
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter

It was another busy weekend on
campus, according to Captain

Robert Joyce, of The Department
of Public Safety at UMass. Two
fights and a series of thefts and
larcenies kept the police force busy.

One UMass student was injured

in a fight at Phi Sigma Kappa
fraternity, Saturday night. William

Pananos received a puncture
wound under the arm and was
Hospital. The case is currently

under investigation by the UMass
Police, said Captain Joyce.
A suspect was charged with

assault and battery with a.

SSCC takes
complaints
The Student Senate

Communications Committee
(SSCC) in conjunction with the

University Ombudsman has
installed a grievance box in the

Student Union Lobby near the

Collegian bins.

This is an attempt by the

Committee to handle any
grievances UMass students
may have concerning Student
Activities Fees, University

hiring practices or individual

complaints, according to a

spokesperson.

dangerous weapon, (switch blade),

in the vicinity of the Graduate

Research Center, on campus. His

case is also under further in-

vestigation, said Joyce.

There were also several thefts

and larcenies, (under and over

$100.00), from unlocked dorm
rooms and parking lots, on campus,

this weekend, according to Joyce.

The dorm thefts occured in

Washington Tower, Coolidge

Tower, and Greenough dorm.

Property stolen from motor vehicles

in parking lots included tape decks

and speakers.

Captain Joyce emphasized that

anyone seeing suspicious persons

around the parking lot areas should

call the UMass Police immediately.

Muddy Waters, clearly a legend

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

9 549-2671

By MIKE KOSTEK
Below The Salt Staff

Even if the folks at the Collegian

can't tell Muddy from his rhythm
guitarist, and even if he really

cruised most of the evening, he
showed why he is one of the

world's greatest blues singers.

A most appreciative crowd of

about 1,000 fans comfortably filled

the Hatch, for the fourth attraction

in their Celebrity Series. These
people vyere not your usual beer

nuts who populate the Bluewall;

rather they were actually there to

see and hear a legend.

Anyone who has ever gotten a

taste of Muddy Water; must surely

know, surely glow at the thought of

The Voice. The man and The Voice,

"Ah hahve hahd mah fuhn..."

And even though the closest

most folk in the crows had ever

come to the blues was the much-
discussed all-night Allman
Brothers, they too were liquidated

by Muddy and his frayed Fender

guitar.

Muddy, originally known as

McKinley Morganfield, is in his

fifties; and he venerated enough
excitement to get the place jumping

with classics like "Can't Get No
Grindin," "Baby Please Don't Go,
and "Blow Wind", and especially

his trademarks "Long Distance"

Call" and "Got My Mojo Workin". I

say venerated instead of generated

because it was the idea of Muddy
Waters rather than his actual music

that got the crowd howling.

Most of the tail dragging was
done not by Muddy, but his band,

some of whom couldn't cut it in

Chicago. Biggest cruiser was the

harpe player, who knew all the

standard blues licks a la Magic Dick

of J. Geils Band, but these cliches

were poorly played; and he seemed
sublimely bored all night long.

Shining lights were 'Pinetop'

Perkins on piano and Guitar'

Junior on, surprise, guitar.

This was the finest concert yet in

the Hatch's Series of Celebrities,

and certainly will be remembered as

one of the best of the year.
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Ford's testimony to Congress may be delayed
4SHINGTON \UPI\ - President said Monday he was hopeful the rnmmitt** ac i, H n th Q ...o. cnmo ™n™m vA/ithin thp nanpi Ford's offer nf a ~~ , .

WASHINGTON [UP/] - President

Ford's scheduled Capitol Hill

questioning about his pardon of
Richard Nixon will be postponed
from Thursday until late next week
unless a jury is seated in the

Watergate cover-up trial by
tomorrow, a House Judiciary
subcommittee, informally agreed
yesterday.

Leaving the matter to be decided
late tomorrow the panel tentatively

agreed to invite Ford to reschedule
his appearance - thought to be a
historic first - for Thursday, Oct. 17,

or later.

The subcommittee is anxious tu

avoid prejudicing the selection of
jurors for the trial of five former
high White House aides and
political associates of Nixon for

conspiracy in the Watergate cover-
up.

Rep. Wiley Mayne, R-lowa, said

he was the only member of the
nine-member subcommittee to

oppose postponing Ford's ap-
pearance.

Scant information was available

on progress toward seating a jury in

the case, but Judge John J. Sirica

said Monday he was hopeful the
selection could be completed by
the end of this week. That would
indicate the Ford appearance would
have to be put off, under the
subcommittee's agreement.
Under the agreement, a later date

will be found that fits into Ford's
calendar if Oct. 17 is unavailable.

The subcommittee initially asked
Ford to send a knowledgeable
White House aide to Capitol Hill for

questioning about the Nixon
pardon, but Ford in a gesture
thought to be unprecedented
volunteered to come himself and
the offer was accepted.
Mayne said he objected to the

agreement to delay the appearance,
if necessary, because, "I feel that if

we were to agree to a further

week's continuance, the thing is

apt to be delayed indefinitely and
it's too important to be delayed
indefinitely."

Rep. William L. Hungate, D-Mo.,
subcommittee chairman, told
reporters that "as of now, it's set
for Thursday."

Chairman Peter W. Rodino, D-
N.J., of the parent Judiciary

Committee, asked if the

questioning of Ford would take

place before the November elec-

tions, replied: "You can make book
on that."

Before the subcommittee
meeting one member said there

was some concern within the panel

that announcement of a post-

ponement would itself prejudice

jury selection in the cover-up trial.

White House Press Secretary

Ron Nessen has characterized

Ford's offer of a personal
pearance before the committee as
intended to bring the truth of the
matter before the public. The
subcommittee opened the planned
appearance to live '

television
coverage.

Heroin spreads to small cities

as widespread drug abuse grows
WASHINGTON [UP/] Federal

officials told Congress yesterday
heroin use is on the increase again
and spreading from metropolitan
areas to smaller cities in what may
be another upswing in widespread
drug abuse.

Increased seizures of cocaine,
marijuana and hashish and a rise in

drug abuse among servicemen
point to resurgent growth in a
problem that had appeared to be
steadily declining in recent months,
the officials said.

The officials, the top line-up of
drug abuse specialists in the
government, expressed special
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concern over Turkey's decision to

resume growing opium poppies,

saying it would add to a heroin

supply already available on
american streets from the Mexican
poppy.

In the military services, a court

ruling July 18 banning compulsory
urine tests for drugs was followed
in less than a month by a 50 per
cent increase in the percentage of

confirmed drug users among
servicemen, the officials said. The
percentage had remained steady
for the previous 10 months.
"We have a genuinely new

situation, and a worrisome one,"
Dr. Robert DuPont, chief of the
White House Special Action Office
for Drug Abuse Prevention, told a
House subcommittee.
"We can no longer talk con-

fidently about turning the corner on
heroin addiction," he said. It, was
DuPont, a physician, who during

the last months of the Nixon ad-
ministration reported the heroin
problem had been turned around
and was declining.

DuPont also reported that recent
research shows marijuana has
unexpectedly widespread effects

on body processes and may have
harmful effects on users, though
there is "no direct clinical

evidence." But he said marijuana
use has been found to have adverse
effects on reaction time and
mechanical performance, which
may be of "particular concern" in

connection with driving.

Rep. Paul Rogers, D-Fla.,
chairman of the subcommittee, said

in opening the hearings that he is

concerned about a recent doubling
in the number of reported heroin

overdose deaths in Chicago and
street reports of increased
availability of heroin.

The national unemployment rate of 5.8 per cent tends to mask the distressing fact
that in specific communities the jobless rate may be several times that figure.
Statistics from the Labor Department's Manpower Administration can pinpoint the
specific areas and sectors in which the rate is higher.

Clemency board to act
on draft furloughs
WASHINGTON \UPI\ The

Presidential Clemency Board
yesterday decided to "stop learning

and start deciding" in the face of a

10-day deadline before furloughed
draft resisters have to return to

prison.

A spokesman for the board,

which met in private after an initial

public session, said the board had
taken as top priority the cases of 83
draft resisters who were serving

time when President Ford an-

nounced his earned re-entry and
clemency program for Vietnam War
resisters.

But the spokesman said the nine-

member board had not yet made
any decisions on the individual draft

resistance cases before it.

He said the board decided it had

only 30-day furloughs to the
convicted resisters at the time of

Ford's announcement, and this

period would be up in 10 days.

"That means we have to have a

recommendation to the President

before that," the spokesman said.

The spokesman also said the
board had not yet received a report
on the 40 deserters who refused to
leave military stockades at the time
of the Ford announcement.
He said the board has obtained

the files of 83 of the furloughed
draft resisters and "everybody is

wrestling" with those cases.

"They decided today to stop
learning and start deciding cases,"
the spokesman said, even though
they have not agreed on all the

\r> act on those cases because the administrative procedures and
Justice Department had granted don't even have a permanent staff.
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THE FOUR LEAF WINDOW
presents

TUES. - WED. - THUR.mn
Fri. - Sun. - SOME OF MY BEST FRIENDS
Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's Flea Market

12 Miles from Whitmore! (6A) - Just over line - 544 6028

Open new vistas of hope for her.

OPEN RUSH

Tau Epsilon Phi

418 N. Pleasant St.

Free Beer 8:00 ?

TONIGHT

She's the kind of young girl that feels

lonely. Feels left out. Feels the whole
world is a hostile place.

The kind of girl who has crumbled
under the awesome pressures of a

disrupted home and an inconsistent

society. The adolescent girl who has

. built a wall around herself and who
will never grow up emotionally unless
love breaks through to free her. . .

The Sisiiks Of T hi GOOD Sin r-

JII.RI) who are religiously committed
and professionally tiained dedicate

themselves to guiding adolescent girls
who have personal, social, and family
difficulties.

As psychologists, child care and
social workers, teachers, nurses, rec-
reation leaders, and in other fields,

the sisters strive through love, under-
standing, and total commitment to
Christ lo help these girls find them-
selves and God again.

Do you have a deep interest in
others? Would you like more infor-
mation on our apostolatc of caring7

<a

Yes, please send me information.

^| Vocation Director

Sisteps of the Qooo ShepheRo

r Mt Florence, Peekskill, New York 10566

NameI

I

Address

Age

2.p
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Reports to be made in advance

Butz asks grain exporters to report sales
WASHINGTON [UPI]

Agriculture Secretary Earl Butz
asked U.S. grain companies
yesterday to report in advance any
major sales to foreign countries and
warned that mandatory export
controls might be imposed if the

voluntary system failed.

The new reporting system-
designed to make sure the
domestic grain supply is not
depleted by an unexpected surge of
sales abroad-was unveiled at a
meeting between Agriculture
Department officials, major grain
exporters and other government
agencies.

It differed from the old system
primarily in that grain companies
formerly were required only to
report after the fact on major

foreign grain sales. A secondary
difference was that companies
must now report smaller grain deals

than in the past.

Announcement of the new
system coincided with conflicting

claims by Butz and two major grain

companies over whether the
Agriculture Department knew in

advance about a sale to the Soviet

Union called off this past weekend
at the request of the President.

The companies said they cleared

the sale in advance, even though
they were not required to do so.

But Butz said he did not know
about it until after the fact.

Grains covered initially under the
new requirements included wheat,
corn, sorghum, soy beans and soy
bean meal. But officials hinted the

program might be expanded later to
barley, oats and soy bean oil.

Butz said he hoped the new
reporting system-formulated in

haste after two major grain
companies postponed under White
House pressure the sale of 3.4

million tons of corn and wheat to
the Soviet Union-will make the
imposition of across-the-board
export controls unnecessary.

He also said he hoped the new
reporting system would guarantee
exports of as much grain as the

previous system, which forced

companies to report export sales of

much larger volumns of grain to the

department after the sales were
made.

"We intend to remain vigorously

upi news summary

Surcharge proposed
WASHINGTON [UPI] - With

President Ford reported ready to
propose a 5 per cent surcharge on
income taxes in the higher
brackets, Senate Democratic
Leader Mike Mansfield said he
favored the idea if it is limited to
those making $20,000 or more a
year.

Mansfield's Republican coun-
terpart, Sen. Hugh Scott of
Pennsylvania, gave his un-
conditional support to the surtax

should Ford include it — as has
been widely reported — in the
economic package he will present
to Congress and the nation today.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-
Mass., demurred, calling the 5 per
cent levy "an unfortunate
suggestion."

Attica trial delayed
BUFFALO, N.Y. [UPI] - State

Supreme Court Justice Frank R.

Bayger has recessed the first Attica

prison not trial until tomorrow so
that he can consider a defense
motion to dismiss the charges.
The motions for a trial order of

dismissal were made by defense
attorney James Kemp, of
Rochester, after the presecution
rested its case against Willie Smith,
27, of Buffalo. Kemp rested his case
without calling an» witnesses.

Kissinger travels

WASHINGTON [AP] -
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger has added three energy-

producing Arab states to his Middle
East trip, at the same time claiming

there's no link between Arab-Israeli

negotiations and the high cost of

oil.

He told reporters yesterday at his

first news conference in nearly two
months that he will stop in Saudi
Arabia, Algeria and Morocco in

addition to Egypt, Syria, Jordan
and Israel.

Kissinger leaves tonight for the

Middle East in his latest effort to

rejuvenate negotiations for a

Middle East settlement. He is now
scheduled to return Oct. 15.

None of the three countries

added is directly involved in the

Arab-Israeli situation, but each is

pivotal in Arab policy-making on
the price and supply of oil as well as

related products such as natural

gas.

Ford,Giscard to talk

WASHINGTON [UPI]

President Ford and French
President Valery Giscard d'Estaing

will meet on the French-ruled

Caribbean island of Martinique Dec.

14-16, it was announced yesterday.

A White House official said that

with both leaders relatively new to

their jobs and preoccupied to a

large extent with the same major

problem, "It's fair to say there will

be serious talk about international

economic topics."

Rolling 201: HOWTO ROLL BETTER
r.

1.

Fold the paper (approx. %") at the end that

isn't gummed. Sprinkle tobacco into this

fold. Put more at the ends than in the mid-

dle Close the paper over the tobacco But

don't tuck it in back of the tobacco just yet

3.
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Prof. E. Z. Jay
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2.

Hold both halves of the psper, cradling the
tobacco inside with your thumbs closest to

you and your second and third fingers in

back.

Spin the tobacco by sliding the paper back
and forth a number of times.

V

4.

When the tobacco is shaped and packed:
pinch the tobacco and the paper at the cen-
ter so that when you start to roll, the paper
will guide itself around the tobacco.

5.

Roll the cigarette tightly, beginning at the

center; and by pulling, work your fingers out

to the ends

V

Lick the gummed edge closed Trim loose
tobacco from the ends The cigarette is now
ready to smoke.

This course is open to both beginning and advanced
students of hand-rolled cigarettes. Emphasis is on
easier, better rolling via the use of E-Z Wider
double-width rolling papers. The course exposes the
disadvantages of conventional rolling practices such
as sticking two regular papers together to roll one
smoke. Students will learn that there is no better

gummed paper made than E-Z Wider.
A robert burton assoc., ltd. new york 1001 |

-z wider
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in the export market," Butz said.

Although there are no teeth in

the new reporting policy, Butz
strongly indicated that export
controls could become a reality if

major exporters fail to meet the

TWt MASSACHUSETTS OAIIV

requirements.

"The alternative in the absence
of cooperation in this situation is

general export controls, which we
want to avoid at all costs and these
people the exporters want to

avoid," Butz said.

L
U.S./WORLD

Police battle whites
blocking Boston buses
BOSTON [UP/] - Police

yesterday battled an estimated 600
whites who formed a human chain

across a South Boston street to

block busloads of black children on
their way home from school in the

worst violence connected with

court ordered desegregation.

All bars and private clubs in

South Boston were ordered closed
last night after the major incident

there involving arrest of 85 persons.

A total of 33 predominantly young
people were arrested Monday, 18 of

them at Roslindale, where unrest

prevailed early in the day.

Mayor Kevin H. White late

Monday asked for a meeting at 9
a.m. Tuesday with U.S. Judge W.
Arthur Garrity who issued the

controversial order to review the

situation, which included firing of at

least two shots by police.

White has been an advocate of

enforcing racial balance in the

schools. But city officials were
obviously disturbed by the outburst

of violence Monday. Although 300
police-many wielding clubs-
subdued demonstrators, police
armed with guns stood on rooftops

to avoid furtheg trouble. Two
persons were hospitalized, in-

cluding a 31 year old black man hit

by a thrown bottle and a 17 year old

white youth who claimed he was
beaten repeatedly by police.

Several police also suffered ap-

parently minor injuries.

MARRIED COUPLES
Full-Part-Time
Job Openings

Live Free — All Expenses Paid. Good
Salary

Work when and where you want
around Springfield

Couples welcome (may have one
child)

Hnsband may have job and-or classes
Felling Trapped? Get Away and be

Paid for it.

Also Needed: Dav Sitters and
Cleaning Help Call: 736-8159

HOME & SITTER
SERVICES. INC. TELEPHONE 736-8159

77 Maple St.. Springfield. Mass. 01 105

A black man, en route to a South
Boston school to pick up his

daughter, was stopped by hun-
dreds of whites, some of whom
shouted, "There's a nigger!" He
got out of his car and fled, with

some whites in pursuit.

They cornered him on a flight of

stairs and continued to beat him.

When police went to his aid, they
turned on police.

Off-shore oil

leases delayed
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The In-

terior Department will not sell

leases for off-shore oil exploration

before environmental studies have

been made despite a controversial

memo that indicates the contrary, a

department official assured
Congress yesterday.

Jared G. Carter, deputy Interior

undersecretary and author of the

memo, said it was intended as

merely a "schedule" for off-shore

leasing and was "not a very im-

portant policy statement."

The memo, published by the

Washington Post last week, said

that at the direction of Interior

Undersecretary John C. Whitaker,

Carter was asking the federal of-

ficials responsible for leasing to

draft a "firm leasing schedule" to

include "10 million acres leased in

1975 — not just 10 million acres

offered."
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Heta jpst

ssssssssasssisasessasseassasi

2eta pot

Zeta Psi fraternity is for-

ming a new colony at IWIass.
A group of men is beginning to

form, but more men are
needed for membership. This
is a chance to be involved with
the formation, structure, and
goals of a new fraternity.

Possibilities for a house look

good, and the group is grow ing

in size. Come find out where

we're headed. Have a couple
beers and share your ideas
with us. Its a unique op-

portunity which you may not

have at I Mass again.

Come on up to fHKJ Campus
Center at 7 :38 on Tuesday Oct.

S. or at H.M) on Wednesday
Oct. !>. Call :»l6-.">44:t if you'd
like some more information

beforehand.
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Smith College Museum
holds Rodin exhibit

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Shenyang, China (UPI); Li Teh-Shen (2nd-L), one of at least 20 high-ranking
officers purged during China's cultural revolution, now rehabilitated, attends
China's 25th founding anniversary.

The Smith College Museum of

Art is exhibiting until October 28 a

group of Auguste Rodin's sculp-

tural studies for his controversial

Monument to Honore de Balzac.

Though rejected by a jeering public

at the time of its first exhibition in

1898, the monument is an artistic

triumph as well as a pivotal work of

modern sculpture.

The fourteen bronzes in the

exhibition are part of the major

collection of Rodin's work made by

B. Gerald Cantor which, earlier this

year, he presented to three United

States museums, the Stanford

University Museum of Art, the Los

Angeles County Museum and the

Museum of Modern Art in New
York.

Rodin accepted in 1891 a

commission from the influential

Society des Gens de Lettres to

create a monument to the great

French writer, author of La
Comedie Humaine, whom he
admired but whom he had never

seen. Between 1891 and 1898
Rodin made nearly fifty studies for

the monument, depending on
caricatures, paintings and sculp-

tures made of the writer during his

lifetime and on literary descriptions

of his appearance and his per-

sonality, sometimes using living

models whose physique resembled
Balzac's.

The studies for the monument to

Balzac in this exhibition now belong
to the Stanford University
Museum, and are part of Mr.
Cantor's gift to it.

The Smith College Museum of
Art owns three Rodin sculptures.

One, 77?e Walking Man, is on
permanent exhibition in the out-

door sculpture court. Man with a
Broken Nose and Brother & Sister

may be seen in the main gallery.

The Museum is open Tuesday
through Saturday from 1 1 to 4:30,

Sunday from 2 to 4:30; it is closed
on Monday.

Everywoman's Center announces fall program
Everywoman's Center is now

offering workshops by, for, and
about women. This Fall the Project

Self workshop program includes

many new and innovative
workshops.

Creative Divorce Adjustment, is a

workshop in which women can
identify and support each other in

the new alternatives that they

choose for their lives. This helps

themselves and each other to make
their divorce adjustment more
creative and less traumatic.

The participants in the Effective

Public Speaking workshop will

learn the basic skills of addressing

groups of people as well as

overcoming the fears that many
women struggle with when
speaking to individuals and groups.

Teri Rumpf, a staffwoman at

Everywoman's Center is facilitating

a workshop in Career Explorations.

The purpose of the workshop is to

facilitate the career development of

women through information, life

planning and group sharing. This

workshop will run for four weeks on

Tuesday nights from 7-9.

Registration for Project Self

workshops is by mail or in person

until October 15. Workshops will

begin the week of October 21 . The
workshops are low cost ($20) with
scholarships available to women on
welfare and others needing
financial assistance.

Everywoman's Center fall hours
are Monday-Friday 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. and Wednesday, 1 p.m. to 8
p.m.

The Only Kosher-Style

DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT
In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802

Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

Tuesday Nile is

Bonanza Nite!

Open n a.m. to 9 p.m.

Mountain Farms Mall
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EE to open treatment plant
Environmental engineers at

UMass will hold an open house at
their new waste treatment pilot
plant Saturday afternoon, Oct. 19,
rom 2 to 5.

The plant uses several advanced
treatment processes to take

wastewater from the town of

Amherst and process it into effluent

waters that are clean and sparkling.

It is a research and demon-
stration facility, the research being
done on new sewage treatment
processes and the demonstration

OjnyoruL cojn pJky cut

... c^rdoT
5^-6279 for
ql r*4JUnhSufr,

showing how conventional
treatment of sewage works.
The plant is located on University

land next to the Amherst sewage
treatment plant as the west edge of

the UMass campus near the Mill

River. In the past four years, the
Massachusetts Division of Water
Pollution and Control has granted a
total of $300,000 to the project.

UMass has donated the land for the
site and helped defray costs of
construction.

Both undergraduate and
graduate students participate in

research at the plant under the
direction of a team of faculty and
technicians headed by Dr. Francis

A. DiGiano of the environmental
engineering program, a branch of

the Civil Engineering Department.
Some of the processes being

tried at the plant are not in general
use today but are expected to be
common within ten years or so,

according to Dr. Di Giano-
phosphorus and nitrogent removal,
for example, to eliminate the cause
of overfeeding (eutrophication) in

lakes and rivers.

All town officials, en-
vironmentalists, other interested

persons and the general public are
cordially invited. The plant can be
reached by a road that runs north
off Massachusetts Ave. near the
Route 116 intersection.

Announcing
A New Program For Fall 1974

miuie

Peter Pan has prepared a special program of ten attractive tours for the Fall Semester, to
a variety of destinations chosen to interest the campus community.

Departures are right from the University of Mass. Campus.

Here are the first five:

c
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Sept
'
28~ U

-
MASS

-
M,NUTEMEN FOOTBALL AT DARTMOUTH

See U. Mass. take on the Big Green in Hanover, N.H. from your reserved seat.

Sunday, Sept. 29 — 1-DAY CRUISE TO PROVINCETOWN
By land to Boston to board the cruise boat. Enjoy deck chairs, cocktail lounges and
on the cruise. Almost three hours in quaint Provincetown.

more

Sunday, Oct. 6— GRAND PRIX RACING AT WATKINS GLEN, N.Y.
Direct to the Finger Lakes region of New York State for the U.S. Grand Prix. Arrive wel
in advance of the race. Admission included.

- 1-DAY NEW HAMPSHIRE FOLIAGE-PHOTO AND BUSCH
Saturday, Oct. 19

BREWERY TOUR

Jxnnl f̂

n ' be
t

man V °PP°r
i
unit «'es for photography and sketching among the Monadnock

Hamlet
Hampshire. The Brewery tour also features the Clydesdate

Sunday-Monday, Oct. 27-28-2-DAY WEEKEND IN FASCINATING MONTREAL
This special tour, over Veterans' Day Weekend, includes accommodations at the LaSalle
Hotel right in downtown Montreal. Plenty to do and see in this cosmopolitan city.

And there are five more special tours for November and December. Get your copy today
of our brochure giving details about times, prices and itineraries on these TOURS FROM
THE COLLEGES. Reservations will be needed on these popular tours, so sign up early.

CAMPUS CENTER HOTEL LOBBY
UNIV. OF MASS.
TEL. 545 2006

(If No Answer Tel. 549-6000)
Also tour departures from Amherst Center, Smith

College, and Mt. Holyoke College.

iy
New Haven gets

slick shoreline
NEW HAVEN \AP\ - The

heaviest shoreline damage from
Sunday's 102,000-gallon oil spill in

New Haven harbor was along the

industrial east shore in the area of

oil storage tanks, a state

spokesman said Monday.
Up to 1,000 gallons of heavy Nos.

4 and 6 oil beached the shore near

when an Exxon-chartered tanker

tied up after apparently striking

bottom, according to Russell C.

Dibble, chief field inspector of the

state Depaitment of Environmental
Protection DEP.

Legal responsibility for the
grounding has not been deter-

mined, a U.S. Coast Guard
spokesman said.

Oil patches of between 50 and
100 gallons each also fouled six

other areas, including beaches,

stretching from the harbor mouth
about two miles east of Branford's

Indian Neck, Dibble said.

An oil slick measuring about one-
half to three-quarters of a mile

remained offshore in the harbor, he
added.

"We just have to wait and see
what direction it will take," he said.

Dibble said most of the oil

outside the harbor would be
cleaned up Monday by Exxon-hired
crews. The remaining oil should be
removed within a week, he added.
The spill was the largest on the

Connecticut side of Long Island

Sound since January 1971, when a
tanker named Esso Gettysburg hit

an unidentified object near the sit of

Summit's grounding and spilled

about 336,000 gallons of light No. 2
oil.

DEP and Coast Guard
spokesmen said containment ef-

forts Sunday began minutes after

the ship was damaged.

Boston bar brawl
in hands of JDCRD
BOSTON [AP] - The FBI

referred its preliminary report
Monday on a police incident at a

South Boston tavern to the Justice

Department's Civil Rights Division.

U.S. Rep. Joseph Moakley, D-
Mass., said the FBI's field office in

Boston expedited the report at the

urging of FBI Director Clarence

Kelley. Any further action in the

case will be up to Asst. U.S. Atty.

J. Stanley Pottinger, head of the

Civil Rights Division.

Circumstances of the incident

Saturday night remained unclear.

A police report said eight police

cars responded to a call of an of-

ficer in trouble inside the bar. The
call was false, and the police were
met by "a barrage of bricks."

However, patrons of the tavern

said police used excessive force

and caused extensive damage and
some injuries.

The FBI was asked to enter the
case by South Boston politicians,

who wrote a letter Sunday calling
the incident an "unprovoked police
attack."

College grads not

to be trusted
By bob McCartney
Staff Correspondent

College-educated professionals,

who dominate our society, are not

trusted anymore, according to a

Princeton Uniiersity political

science professor.

Speaking Saturday at the
Copeland Colloquium on the
Amherst College campus, Sheldon
Wolin called for higher ethical

standards among lawyers,

statesmen, and other professionals.

"We live in a society dominated
by professionals," Wolin said. "But

nobody trusts these people
anymore."
Wolin maintained that the

Watergate scandal is responsible

for much disenchantment with

lawyers and politicians. But, he
added, the rise of huge
bureaucracies both in government

and business has also encouraged

college-educated professionals to

act immorally.

"There were more precedents for

most of former President Nixon's

shenanigans than for most
Supreme Court decisions," Wolin

claimed. "Professionals today must

try to climb the ladder by staying

within the bureaucratic system."

Wolin's address was the third in

the first session of this ear's

colloquium. The annual colloquium

brings together various speakers to

address a single topic. This year's

series is focusing on "Ethics and

the Professions". The next session

will be held at the end of this

month.

Funds to pay speakers comes
from a gift by Morris A. Copeland

and his wife. Copeland is a 1917

Amherst Co'lege graduate.

Constitutional Station Meeting

for WMUA

It is important that ALL station members, Third

World people and women attend.

at 8:00 p.m.

Wed., Oct. 9

in Colonial Lounge.
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Campus Comments
Bv Jim Poult

The Bluewall, people eat there and people drink there...boy
do they drink there. The on campus club has the reputation of
being the largest buyer of beer in New Englend. In the past
some students have called for it to be closed, while others line
up three across to get in and drink and boogy. Campus
Comments was curious about how people felt about the
crowd, the drunks and the noise.

The question. What are your feelings of the Bluewall the at
mosphere, the location, the state of repairs etc.

David Reynolds,
MassCommunications Junior.

MacKimmie-Southwest
Personally I don't think that

it's a good place for minority

students. It's used mainly by
white students. The en-
tertainment there caters mainly
to white students. Other than
that, it does get sort of rowdy.

Tom Sampson, Natural
Resources major. Senior.

I hardly ever go there... I

don't go to bars that much
When I do, I tend to go off

campus to a bar that has a band
that I'm interested in and an
atmosphere I enjoy more than
the Bluewall. I've been there a

couple of times this semester.

It's like a cafeteria atmosphere,
and I prefer a different kind of

an atmosphere for just sitting

around drinking.

»>" •*

George Twitchell, Graduate
student, living off campus
studying Regional Planning.

I haven't been down there

yet. I was outside it one
Saturday night and it seemed
alright. I haven't gotten a TOC
sticker yet.

Bonny Gaudette, JQA-
Southwest, Special Education,
Freshperson from Lawrence.

I don't like the Blue Wall at

all. I don't think its very friendly

at all. I went there a lot last year
and didn't like it. It's lousy (the

condition). I just don't like it in

comparison with other clubs.

The prices aren't that bad. It's

much too small for the UMass
campus.

Eileen Sheehan, Sophomore
I haven't even been there this

year. Well some people must
like it. Some of my friend's

seem to be there all the time.

They live there, it seems. It

seems that a few of the
professors go there. In fact last

year, some friends of mine had
a history professor who used to
meet them down there all the
time. It's a good place for the
students and the faculty to get
together.

Donna Querze J.Q.A.
Southwest.

I don't even go there
anymore. I'd go there every
once in a while, but that place,
it's really bogus. It's a good
place to go to see people
crowding together, but it's just

too much. It's just too much all

at once. It's good to sit outside
and watch the people going in

and out. You can only stay in

there for so long.

Letters to the editor

No respect for Lazar

To the Editor.

Every now and then The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian publishes rubbish that is odious and fulsome
by any standard of decency.

Such an error in taste was published in the Monday,
Sept. 30 issue, in Jerry Lazar 's column. First came a
sarcastic allusion to Richard Nixon's phlebitis. This

was bad enough, but Nixon lately is a straw man
whom everyone's been attacking, so perhaps Mr.
Lazar can be excused for that.

The next remark was far worse. I quote: " 'And
what does Betty Ford got [sic] that I don't got' [sic]?'

he continued. To which his roommate just smiled.

"

Anyone who can make so light of such a dangerous
andprivate an illness as Mrs. Ford's, who is especially

vulnerable to gallows humor by accident of her social

prominence, is a person for whom I have lost all

respect. Such bad taste on The Collegian's and Mr.

Lazar 's part makes me ill and very inclined [perhaps

unfairly] to disavow any cause or position which
either represents. After all, I must consider the source

of such support.

James A. Nollet

McGilvray disgusting and tasteless

To the Editor

Normally I find myself able to ignore the lack of
humor and intelligence in McGilvray 's cartoons.
However the cartoon that appeared in the MDC on
October 4th had to be the most disgusting and
tasteless I have ever seen.

Apparently this "cartoonist" was able to find
"humor" in something as tragic as Mrs. Ford's
masectomy. Doesn't he realize that Mrs. Ford is
dying? Is there any humor in that? Breast cancer is a
very serious disease that affects 9 out of 14 women in
the United States, every 5 to 8 seconds. Only 60 per
cent can expect to live 3 years and only 30 per cent
will ever make it to 5 years after the cancer nas been
detected. These statistics are frightening enough, not
to mention the physical pain and mental anguish the
woman must endure. Many women are afraid of their

husband's reactions; they foolishly feel that they are
now not "complete women". There is also the
possibility of never having the total use of their arms
again if the underlying muscles have been removed.

The fact that Otto's friend admonishes him for
being crude does not change the fact that McGilvray
wrote [and the MDC printed] this sick cartoon. I'm
sure there are many students on campus who have
been personally involved with women who have
suffered the loss of a breast. I hope that no loved one
of Mr. McGilvray will ever have to go through this

type of operation. How would he like to not only go
through the suffering but the publicity as well? Put
yourself in Mrs. Ford's position, McGilvray — could
you have been as brave?

Nancy Burke

Ms. Davis overlooks facts

To the Editor:

/ would like to air some of my own views about
Angela Davis's idealized philosophy and fill in some
facts that she seemed to have overlooked. In her
address, Ms. Davis said something to the affect that,
under the Tzars, the Asian peoples of Russian were
subjugated by their colonial power. I would like to
know if this is worse than the colonial power of the
Soviet Union subjugating, most notably and violently,
the peoples of Czechoslovakia and Hungary. Surely
this is not the equality for all that Ms. Davis would
have us believe of the Soviet Socialist system. Ms.

Davis should read something other than the stuff the
Soviet Socialist Party puts out; perhaps The Gulag
Archipelago [by Alexander Solzhenitsyn], the words
of a man who was persecuted for telling the truth, by
her beloved Soviet Socialist system. I agree that our
system doesn't shine but it gives you a little faith
when two guys, Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward,
toppled a whole administration because they could
investigate and reveal their Watergate knowledge
without fear of retaliation.

Verne Whidden

UMass: experience,service
To the Editor:

The UMass student video project was conceived by
a group of students concerned with the lack of an
effective video outlet on campus. Its purpose is to
provide such an outlet for production and exhibition
of student programming. Through the medium of
video tape, students can acquire the practical ex-
perience of shooting and editing programs, while, at
the same time, serve the entire university community
by providing creative, informative and educational
programming [ie documentaries, news, lectures,
concerts, sports, etc.].

The student video project will insure free and easy

access to equipment, available for loan to members.
Also, a workshop will teach students who are un-
familiar with the medium production techniques.
Student productions will be aired on a closed circuit
basis in the Campus Center. [Planning stages]

Active membership is open to all students, graduate
and undergraduate. Anyone interested in learning the
operation of video-tape or in getting access to
equipment is encouraged to attend an open meeting
on Wednesday, October 9th, at 8.Win Room 911-915
of the Campus Center. Old WUMV or WTO Y people
are welcome.

Nancy Brooker,

Student Video Project

WSYL and "primetime //

To the Editor:
In response to Dean Co/Iota's letter last Friday on

alleged politics in WSYL, I would like to add a few
more facts that Dean failed to mention. These facts
might have saved Mr. Co/Iota some embarrassment if
he had investigated further.

We do not have any "prime time" designation on
any of our slots at WSYL. If there has been such a
distinction, it is only from the DJ's themselves and not
the staff. But if I can interpret Mr. Co/Iota 's meaning I
would say he is referring to the daily 7- 10pm, 10- 1am time slots. It is interesting to note that out of the
fourteen so called "prime time" slots, eight are being
occupied by first semester freshmen, with the
remaining slots being filled by one new undergraduate
DJ, four last semester DJ's and one last semester DJ
voluntarily sharing his slot with a Head of Residence
Due to our commitment to Affirmative Action, we

have an ongoing policy of giving women in the Sylvan
Area preference over men in the assignment of air

time in an attempt to equalize the male/ female ratio
on the staff. This was the only special consideration
given utane Murray, Head of Residence of Brown.

It is unfortunate that due to an overwhelming
number of applicants many residents were assigned
as alternates. And unless there is massive ab
senteeism among the regular staff, some alternates
won't be utilized as substitutes and thus won't get a
chance at doing a show. However, every effort will be
made to guarantee every applicant some air time. We
have already incorporated a special six hour time slot
on Saturday to allow those alternates who didn 't get a
chance to substitute that week, a chance to do a
show at least once every two weeks.

I suspect that if Mr. Co/Iota had gotten what he
perceives as "prime time", we would hardly be ex
changing letters to the Editor.

Michael J. Narkewicz
WSYL Station Manager

{
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Living and learning
The Indian summer is upon us. The browning

bushels of trees marking the Valley are moving us ever
onward. With a three day weekend coming up, many
are planning their last "exodus" before the eternal
"throat" sets in.

"Throat" is short of "cut-throat". It is a word that I

heard when I was a freshman at Rutgers. A word used
to symbolize the "plugger" the classmate who would
go to the library and "book till twelve". The age of
activism was coming to an end, but the "throat" had
not yet come of age.. .again. In the spring, the
Cambodian demonstrations would provide the last

real gasp of activism, but even that soon passed on.
Perhaps we are entering the age of the "throat".

The job market is tough, and many of us seem to be
getting a tight feeling inside. A feeling of "where do
we go from here". The conflict between the present
and the future is not always easv to 'esolve. We are
entering very uncertain irimes, when a history degree
or a political science degree is good, only in as far as it

qualifies you for a graduate or Law school.

People are studying more these days. A few are
trying to pick up science or statistics courses, to play
off both sides of the game. "I'm taking history for my
head, and statistics for my pocketbook" was one
friends explanation of his academic pattern, said only
half in jest.

So while it is easier than ever to slip into the pattern
of the "throat", to bust for "the grade", it is important
to look even deeper into the situation.

Jobs are tight. No doubt they will get tighter. It is

for this reason that we have to do what Dick Gregory,
the comedian-turn-political sage once recommended,
"learn how to live, ather than simply live to learn

(how to make money)."

Bertrand Russell, in his book Conquest of Hap-
piness once minimized the struggle to live, by saying

that life wasn't all that complicated, and that people

should try and just do the best they can and enjoy

themselves.

Erick Fromm in several of his books at various times

has said that we should go hard and pursue what we
feel, whether it be goals or love, at 100 per cent. But

that we should do it because we want to, and not

because we have to.

The time has come to ask ourselves just why we are

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Commentator.

in school at all. If it is just to go up one more level in
the social system, hell one day you may find yourself
totally socialized.. .and 67 years old. The point is

people have to come to grips with their own reality,
and sense of hope.

I have been confronted with this conflict, and can
count two dozen friends who have felt the same
tension these past few weeks. The Law School
Admission Tests are next week, and we have been
socialized to believe that if we don't do well in this
"biggy" we will never get a chance to hold Perry
Mason's briefs.

Dave Hoffman, of the Project Ten Faculty has spent
many hours discussing the entire concept of living
learning with me over coffee. Hoffman, a firm believer
that what you learn outside of the class is as im-
portant as what you learn within has helped me
understand the benefits of individual growth through
individual learning!

The point is; hell we're at College. We don't know
where we will be five years from now. Without
minimizing the importance of preparing yourself for a
career, it is just as important to learn how to live in the
present.

Get involved with now. If you're living in Butterfield
or Pierpont, or half a dozen other dorms that have
some sense of community, you're lucky - take ad-
vantage of it, and help work within it. If your dorm
doesn't have any commaraderie past the keg that the
section chips in for on Friday nights, help build one.

This place is gigantic. Whitmore looks like a castle
under seige. You can get squeezed to death at the
Blue Wall, (if you don't get stared to death by the
"guards" on the way in). But search out the beauty.
Go find some of the fine hiking trails, Get to really
know some of your professors. And if you get a few
moments...come on up and join the Collegian.
Chances are the time spent in the NOW will help

you more than the extra hour in the "libes" or just

hanging around the room. There are people in this
University worth knowing.. .you might be one of them.
Seek each other out, and don't be afraid to try.

Enjoy the Pioneer Valley as the leaves turn brown.
Living for now doesn't have to be a contradiction to
living for the future. If you can coordinate them both
together... you'll be doing alright.

{ E. Patrick McQuaid }

The radiator arrest
A hissing cadence, foreign to my ears was

emanating from under the hood of my car. This was
soon followed by an ascending vapor of white steam.

A course in Logic 101 would tell me that something

was wrong; a similar class in Mechanics 117 would
inform me that it was my radiator. Having never taken

either course I continued to drive on completely

oblivious to what was happening. My foot weighed
heavily on the accelerator pedal and I could swear a

low, dismal voice radiating from the floor of the car

said "Don't bother pushing any harder, I'm not going
any faster...'.'

My superior intellect had by now deduced that
repair was in order. I struggled through the hills and
finally arrived at a small gas and service station just

outside of Amherst.

A tobacco-chewing mechanic, with two teeth (one
for candy, one for gum) stepped from his office and
proceeded to open the hood of the car.

"Gaud!" he exclaimed. "Lookie that batt'ry. Gaud,
that's gaudawful.. hey, Jake! Jake! Ya come hea an
lookie that batt'ry, huh?"
For what all intend was his partner walked casually

across the gravel wiping grease from under his nails.

"Yeah?" he inquired and followed the other's finger

down into the bowels of the vehicle. "Waah, fa

Chrissake, mista... that's gutta be the baddest most
worst radiat, ah batt'ry I ewa seen!" A lengthy
convention of all the station attendents ensued in

which they all mumbled and looked across to me and
never once at the car. I gave orders to repair whatever
was necessary.

Minus thirty dollars and I was on my way through
Amherst as twilight began to set in.

The lights began to flicker from bright to dim to

total darkness. I decided that I must reach another gas

station soon and inquire as to what was amiss

I came to a turn in the road and looked around.

There was no other car in sight; I decided not to use
the directional signals in fear of losing all power that

the car possessed. I casually made the turn...

I pulled over and a state vehicle came up asioe me.
The door swung open in an official manner and he

leaned over to my window.

The usual license and registration, were requested.

He was about to speak when another police car came
on the scene. 'What's up Brad?" queried the other

E. Patrick McQuaid is a

officer.

"Everything's fine Barry. Just gutta 10-14 here."
"10-14! You gutta rapist?"

"Rape! No, no 10-14 is failure to use directional

signals at an intersection."

"No, no! That's 10-19. 10-14 is rape."

"Say, maybe this guy is that rapist we've been
looking all over for, huh?" A battle of numbers and
figures as to what I was guilty of followed. I scanned
the buildings behind us and watched a black masked
gentleman climb through a veiled window '

More blue lignts ana another car marked local

police pulled up. "Whassa problem, gents?"
"Gutta 10-14 hea" "No, no, a 10-19!"

"10-14? Breakin' 'n enterin'? or 10-19, armed
robbery? This is a job for the local authorities. Let me
handle it."

"This is a state case, pal. So buzz off. We gut him
first!"

"Now hold on there buddy. You're in Amherst.."
"You're also in Massachusetts and this is a state

case!"

A long black car pulled along side of us.

"10-14, huh?" began the newly arrived official.

"Kidnapping... that's a federal offense. I'll handle
things from here. Good work."
"Hang on there fella," claimed the statey, "But this

is a state case, understand. Where'd you get kid-

nappin' from?"
A motorcycle cop arrived, and I was soon wanted

for theft of a vehicle, kidnapping, rape, armed rob-

bery, breaking and entering, bodily assault, and, oh
yes, failure to use my directional signals. This was
topped off with resisting arrest. As they continued

arguing I casually slipped away from the scene and
drove to the nearest gas station.

A mangy looking fellow attended me. "Gaud!" he
exclaimed as he opened the hood. "Lookie that thar
fan belt. Hey, Charlie. Lookie here!"
"Gauddamn! That far belt sure needs caring for!"

When they had finished and I was presented with the
bill I queried them on the prices. "What's this, your
'phone number?"
"No, that's the bill price. A phone number only has

seven digits! Now, it's thirty-nine-fifty for fixin' the
thingamajig; and a forty even for the
whosamawhatsee and, oh ya I had ta fill your tank,
that was another eighty- three-forty-five..."

Collegian Columnist

AMERICA'S dai/riOM FOR SUMV0H

It's gone too far
The Amherst Fire Department had a rough weekend.

Not only did they answer a false alarm early Saturday
morning (around 1 a.m.), but while the truck was parked
outside John Adams dorm, an axe worth $40 to $50 was
stolen from it.

And then, the following morning, while answering an
ambulance call near the SBA building around 11 a.m., a
portable radio worth $800 was stolen from the vehicle.
The equipment, especially the radio is of no value to the

person who stole it. It is, however, extremely important to
the Fire Department, who must operate without it for a
year because there is no money in the present budget to
replace it.

The radio, as Capt. Edward Markert put it, "is a vital part
of our function," a function which includes over 500
ambulance trips per year to the University.

Capt. Markert went on to explain that the equipment
was uninsured for theft because, as he said, there was
"no reason" to do so. Apparently, Capt. Markert had more
faith in the student population than it deserved.
The stolen axe will find it's way into someone's camping

gear. The radio will probably be sold as parts to some
unsuspecting electronics dealer or to a radio freak who is

happy to get parts at a discount. The thieves will realize a
small profit. There is no need here to talk about how
desperate people are for money. ..but the thefts of life

saving publicly owned equipment over the weekend show
that the end is no where in sight.

The hockey team-

getting pucked over
Since 1954 UMass hockey teams have been forced to live like hermits.

Technically they play all their games on the road because all their home
games on paper are played at Orr Ring on the campus of Amherst College,

approximately two miles away.
Hockey players at UMass have been forced over the years to become

the toughest and most courageous athletes on campus. They live a life of

adventure in trying to thumb rides to Orr Rink and then fight the frigidity of
winter nights as they improvise rides back to Curry Hicks Cage where
they dress-while the sweat threatens to turn to ice on their perspiring

bodies. Orr rink has no show«"«.

It's a deplorable, pitiful situation and what's worse it is an effrontery to

the pride of this state that the largest campus of the state university does
not have its own rink after long years of squabbling and inactivity, among
adminisstrators.

Massachusetts has the best crop of high school hockey players in the

country. A decent on campus ice facility would ensure that the best of

those players would come and play hockey here.

A rink at UMass-Amherst, could guarantee a national ranking for a
UMass hockey team among the top ten in not more than two years.

Without a doubt, within, three or four years the best hockey team in the

country would not be at Denver U., or Minnesota but right on this campus.
With the interest in hockey in this area it is incredible that a hockey

facility still has not materialized Iptramural teams would be able to play

their hockey here instead of in Greenfield, while skaters could use the
facility as well. IrTany event a rink on this campus would be busier than the

Bluewall on a Satuday night.

While the Universities of Maine and Rhode Island have embarked on
extensive hockey programs including the construction of 5,000 seat

facilities, UMass-Amherst looks pretty bad for being the only ECAC
Division One or two hockey teams not to have its own facilities for hockey.

The time has come for positive action to be taken in the direction of

having a rink constructed on this campus. Construction begins in the

spring at the Boston Campus of a hockey rink which should have been
built here first a long time ago. If the administrators of this University truly

believe they have the students' interests at heart then they must see to it

that action be taken not a year from now, or five years from now but now,
that will lead to the construction of a hockey rink on the Amherst campus.
It has been too long in coming.

The opinions in this space represent those of a majority oi the boara of

Editors.
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It's all In the stars

says the Astrology Society

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1974 UESDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1974

President Ford's horoscope will

be the main topic of discussion at

tonight's general meeting of the

Astrology Society.

Barry Lynes, who is having a

book published in November on the

U.S. Horoscope, will be among
some of the Astrologers from the
area who will join In on the in-

terpretation of Ford's birthchart.

New people are always welcome
as contributors or just spectators,

the Society has said.

The meeting is in the Campus
Center, rm. 163 at 8 p.m. Beginner
Classes in Astrology are on
Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m. in

the Campus Center; watch notices

for room number. The general

public is always invited.

I notes & quotes
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Music at the museum...
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Dorothy Ornest soprano, and Walter Chesnut, trumpet will oerformworks by Handel, Bach, Viviani and Scarlatti. Four songs withZ£SZby 16th century composers will also be included on the program
Ass,stmg the featured artists will be Julian Olevsky, violin, Ronald
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nr^L ^8nUt 8 9raduate of the University of Michigan, is assistant
professor of trumpet and the director of the UMass-Amherst Brass Choir
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6mber ? S6Ven svmphony orchestras, including the

Springfield Symphony, and is active as a soloist in the Five-College areaHe has served as a clinician at the Massachusetts, Rhode Island and
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te mUSic conferences, and, in 1970, toured Europe
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MaSSachusetts Chorale as a s°'°'st and member of

... and later at Bowker
Rodney Gisick, a member of the voice faculty of the UMass Department

of Music, will present a free recital Wednesday, October 9, at 8:00 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

A baritone, Gisick's program will feature four songs with the composer
assisting at the piano. Songs by Busoni, Billings, Foster, Grieg, Ives and
others will also be performed.

Assisting on the program will be UMass music faculty members Peter
Tanner, piano, and Joanne Tanner, piccolo.

Gisick has given recitals throughout the Midwest and New England and
has performed with the Springfield Symphony Orchestra. He toured
Germany with the U.S.O., entertaining servicemen abroad.
A native of Kansas, he received his Bachelor of Music degree from

Bethany College in Lindsborg, Kansas, and his Master of Music degree
from the New England Conservatory in Boston.
Before coming to UMass he taught at the Cambridge School in

Western, Mass. and Our Lady of the Elms College in Chicopee, Mass.

Help us help you.
UseZip Code.

Your Postal Service

THC M$T M «<*fc,jj2z,souL.*LUEs

.

i'm $T£rUO

10:15 p.m.: FOCUS — Ken Mosakowski moderates a
live debate on continued nuclear power production
in Western Mass. Part 2 of a 2 part series.
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Dutch Elm
conference

Thursday
As part of the University of

Massachusetts' Shade Tree
Laboratories' "shade tree program"
at Amherst and Waltham, the 29th
ANNUAL DUTCH ELM DISEASE
CONFERENCE will be held from
1 :00 to 4:00 on Thursday afternoon
at the Ray Koon Auditorium in the
UMass Suburban Experiment
Station, 240 Beaver Street,
Waltham, Mass.
A Conference is sponsored by

the University Cooperative Ex-

tension Service, in cooperation
with the Massachusetts Forest £r

Park Association, and is open to the
public without charge.

Discussion will include (1)

current research on effectiveness of

experimental chemicals against the
disease-causing fungus inside the
tree, (2) observations on use of

certain insecticides to control the
disease vectors (elm bark beetles),

and (3) renewed research into the
possibility of attracting and trap-

ping of elm bark beetles.

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS!

The Navy is interviewing students in the
Berkshire House today for positions as an
officer in the fields of:

Nuclear Power

Civil Engineering

Aviation
*

Line Officer

Nurse Corps

Stop by and see us. You may qualify for a
challenging position with a starting salary of
$11,200 to $13,500.

Campus Travel Center

THANKSGIVING

TRAVEL PROGRAM
November 27 — December 1

Puerto Rico - $284 Acapulco - $289

San Francisco - $254 Lisbon - $299

All packages include round trip jet transportation via a leading
carrier —complete with meals and beverages served in flight, first
class accommodations, transfers and baggage handling, all hotel
taxes and gratuities, and the U.S. departure tax. Some packages
include breakfast and sightseeing tours.

Campus Travel Center

Campus Center. 3rd Leve

•ROUTE 9
WDLEyMASS.

RECORD ROOM SALE
list price; &«

sale price £
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545-0500

McDonald's presents
the Glass of 75.

Next time you feel the urge for a

tall one at McDonald's, just ask and
we'll wrap your large soda in the
ultimate of status symbols. A genu-
ine 100% pure plastic cup. Suitably .

inscribed with the U.Mass. Minute-
man on one side. And those hand-
some golden arches on the other
side. It's free for the asking with any
large soda.

Imagine all the exciting uses you
can find for this pint-sized beauty.
Add a little dirt and go into organic
farming. Use it as a new home for

your outdated pop-top collection.

Or stuff it with all those important
little odds and ends you can never
find. And if your cup runneth over,

just start again with a new one. At
the price, you can afford a whole
collection.

So come down and spring to* a

large drink. And get all that status,

gratis.

m
McDonald's
I I.

M7 Russell Street, Route 9

Hadley, Mass.

Socialist

raps gov't
ByJUDYSTUDLEY
Staff Correspondent

Maceo Dixon, the chairperson of

the Socialist Workers 1974
Campaign Committee recently was
involved in the dismantling of the

Detroit police stress units, spoke
here on "Police Terror in the Black
community."

But he spent most of the speech
attacking the U.S. government and
offering Socialist alternatives to

inflation.

Dixon, feels that neither the

Democrats nor the Republicans can
offer any solutions to the problem
of inflation because, he said, both
parties are working together only

for the rich and not for the working
class. The U.S. government can't

destroy inflation because that
would mean destroying itself,

Dixon said.

He also noted that the Socialist

Party wasn't invited to President

Ford's economic summit meeting,

despite the party's offer to attend.

Dixon attacked Henry Kissinger

for his and the CIA's alleged in-

volvement in the overthrow of the

Allende government in Chile. In

regards to the Nixon pardon, Nixon
asked, "What about our Attica

brothers?"

Offering alternatives, Dixon
believes that all production should
be turned over to the working
people.

Dixon suggested cutting the

work week to 30 hours while still

being paid for 40 hours. This move
would spread the work around.

Jobs should be guaranteed for all

youths upon graduation from high

school or college. Preferential

treatment should be given to

blacks, Puerto Ricans and women,
he said.

In the Detroit Police stress units,

police officers acted as decoys
disguising themselves as hippies

and drunks, said Dixon. This, was
producing criminals and entrapping
blacks, according to him. Dixon
offered as evidence the 21 blacks

who were killed in the two years

that the stress units existed.

Dixon outlined the four steps

which were taken in Detroit to

break the Civil Rights movement.
This included the availability of

drugs in the Detroit ghettos in 1967,

beefing up of the Detroit police

force, crushing black organizations

like the Black Panthers, and when
stress units were used to terrorize

and dehumanize the blacks.

WORLD
CAMPUS
AFLOAT

I !

'

You'll sail in February,
with the ship your class-

room and the world your
campus . . . combining ac-

credited studies with fasci-

nating visits to the fabled
ports of the Orient, Africa,

and the Americas. Over
10,000 students from 450
colleges have already sailed

with WCA — join them! Fi-

nancial aid available. Write
today for free catalog.

WCA, Chapman CoHege
Box F, Orange, CA 92666
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AMHERST MENS CENTER
At the Amherst Men's Center, we are

talking about coping with and changing
what it means to be a man. Tues. 7-9:30
p.m., 10/8: Relationship between men's
and women's liberations. Jones Library,
Amherst.

ARAB STUDENT ORGANIZATION
Meeting to welcome Arab students,

friends and interested people; agenda will
deal with the semester.
ASTROLOGY SOCIETY

General meeting tonite at 8 p.m., rm.
C163 CC. Beginner classes Wed. at 8 p.m.,
rm. C163. Public invited.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting tonite in Hasbrouch 22 at 7:30...

You're welcomel
ATTENTION SKIERS
UMass Ski Club will be holding its

annual membership drive during the week
of Oct. 21-25, CC concourse, 10 a.m. -4

p.m.
BEEN RIPPED OFF?

Consider suing in Small Claims Court.
For info come to MPIRG office 41 1 8 SU or
Dhone 545-0712.

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING
Everyone welcome to tonite's meeting in

804 CC at 7:3 0. WE'll be planning tours,
the Cvcl-Cross, bulk purchases, etc.

CAMPUS SCOUT MEETING
Campus Scouts will meet on Wed. 10/9

7— 8;30 p.m. Place to be announced. New
members welcomel Call Mary or Becky at
253-7502 for additional information.
CHESS TOURNAMENT
The first round of the UMass Chess Club

Fall Tournament starts tonite . Registration
from 7 p.m. -7:45. Play begins at 8 in CC.
Check schedule for room numbers.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION

is meeting tonite at 6:15 in rm. 911 CC.
All are welcome.
CHUG IVRI
Hebrew conversation circle meets today

CC 804, 4 p.m.
DVP MEETING

Meeting tonite of the Distinguished
Visitors Program tonite at 5:30 in rm. 811-
815 CC.
GEORGE WASHINGTON UPPER

Annual reunion for former and present
GWU residents Wed., Oct. 16. Keep
checking Classified for info.

KUNDULMI TOGA CLASSES
Ongoing classes every Tues. and Thurs.,

5-6:00, CC. Check schedule bulletin for
room number.
NES TUTORS

Tutoring will start in Spfld. at the North
End Community Center. Bus will leave at
6:30 from CC Circle. Tutoring at DeBerry
and YWCA has also started.

PARACHUTE CLASS
Sport parachuting class starts Wed. and

will be taught in 905 CC at 7:00. Instruction
is Wed. and Thurs. nites and you can jump
Oct. 12 by arrangement. The course is

open to 5 College Area students, faculty
and employees. If you have not already
registered come anyway as new members
are welcome.
POLITICAL SCIENCE HONOR SOCIETY

Meeting tonite - 7:30 p.m., 808 CC.
Requirements: 2.8 overall cum, 3.0 cum in

political science, minimum of 9 upper level
pol. sci. credits, juniors and seniors. New
members welcome.
PROGRAM COUNCIL MUSIC COMM.

Concert production workshop tonite
6:30-10:00 in 101 CC. All interested
please attend.

SIMCHAT TORAH
Celebration tonite at 7 p.m. in Memorial

Hall. Join in singing, dancing with Amherst
Jewish community and Hillel. Suitable
refreshments.

SISTERS OF THE LION
All Univ. women are invited to an open

rush for Phi Mu Delta's Little Sister
program on Thurs. nrte at 7:30. For more
info call Ceidi at 5-0162 or Wendell at 5-

2163
SOUTHWEST RESIDENTS
SW has openings for the CC Board of

Governors, Food Services Board and two
paid secretary positions. Please pick up
applications in SW Assembly Office, JQA
Lobby; they must be in by Oct. 11.

SUCCOT SERVICES
Succot service today, Colonial Lounge

at 10 a.m.

TRANSCENDEN TAL MEDITA TION
There will be an introductory presen

tation on TM tonite 8nd every Tues. nite in

Machmer W2b at 7:30 p.m.
LOST

Small army backpack containing
Statistics and Personality Texts. The Rx
inside is for vit. c. No questions asked.
Please return to Univ. Store info desk.
SSTS:

Bus driversl Wednesday is SURVEY
DAY. Be prepared (survey sheets and
pencils).

Try The

Rustic Roost

tor
37 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Hank Williams
songs

on the jukebox

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1974
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1974

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
Bv Stella Wilder

Tuesday, October 8
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) -

Know a good thing when you
see it. Otherwise, you will find
that you've left the best
behind for others to take
advantage of.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21

)

— Though this isn't the best
of times for getting a new
project off the ground, you

might do well to take the first

tentative steps in that direc-
tion.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) — Make improve-
ments on old ways and means
and you could well find
yourself the recipient of
unexpected gains by nightfall.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19) — Act upon your own
beliefs and principles. If you
wait to receive directives from
another with experience in the
field, it may be too late.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
18) — Be tactful as you
present new ideas to those in

authority. Otherwise you may
cause others to think that
you're dissatisfied with them
personally.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
— Take a chance on some-
thing new and different. If you
insist on keeping to tried and
true methods of operation you

may miss out on considerable
gain.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
— Take advantage of
another's offer to take over a
part of your new responsi-
bilities. You can help yourself
and others to new profits.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— Clothe your ideas in
subtleties and finesse. You can
present your plans early in the
day — but only if you pave the
way with smooth talk.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— The wise Gemini will not
hesitate to combine business
with pleasure. You will know
instinctively when you've had
enough of either!

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
— Professional advancement
should not be difficult to come
by if you present yourself in a
new and flattering light. Don't
emphasize your toughness.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
Put some oomph into your
presentation of your product if

you expect to make a coup.
Don't allow another to over-
shadow you where salesman-
ship is concerned.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

— Artistic interests receive a
boost today from a combina-
tion of near and distant
advantages. Allow yourself
the benefit of any doubt.

ACROSS
' Suep
6 Diplomacy
10 Wash down

the decks
14 Rembrandt

US
painter

"> 1 640 ol a
square mite

16 Highway strip

l» Actor
Flynn

18 Euated
19 This Spanish
20 Sewbuck
22 Hides
24 Frenchman
26 Moat

profound
27 Ornamental

column
31 Not otherwise

specified

Abbr
.

32 Angry
33 Fine showers
36 P.S.T plus

one hour
38 Gain steadily

38 Icecream
concoctions

40 Having no
wealth

41 Boundary
42 Radio receiver

assembly
43 Money: Slang
44 In favor of

45 Day of the

week
47 Makes fast

51 Sword handle
52 Makes a gift

of

54 Smeller in ti/e

58 Scepters
symbolitinn.

power
59 Goddess of

discord
61 Southern u S

city

62 fine

Obsession
63 Chic

American
humorrst

64 Off the cuff

66 Spreads hay
66 Stain

67 Structures

made by birds

DOWN
1 Sennet
2 Command to

a dog
3 Deserve
4 Lengthen
5 Allow

publication of

6 Flap on a

garment
7 Makes e

holem one
8 System of

belief

9 Dime 2 words
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10 Periods of rest

1

1

Use to no avail

12 Sweetens the

pol
13 Cruel person
21 Fixed mode
23 Early aulos
2S Fruit

27 Smoking
inatrument

28 Golf club
29 Rendered

hog tat

30 Midway
devices

34 Mother of

Isaac

35 Temporary
atate of mind

36 Alone, on
stage

37 Food
receptacle

39 Certainty
40 Left

42 Ripped
43 Animal tendei
44 Commotions
46 Sesame plant
47 Sailboat's

pole

48 Eat away
49 Relinquished
50 Long narrow

strip

S3 Agricultural

building

55 Salts:

Medicine
56 Send forth

57 Teases: Slang
60 Unflinching

Kampus Kapers
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By Jim Carson
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IT MUST HAVE BEEN .' BUT
MAYBE k)£ CAN SET TO it
BEFORE IT COMES OUT Of
THE STORM PRAiN...
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THE WIZARD OF ID

I'LL BET BEETHOVEN NEVER
MAP TO PUT UP WITH
ANYTHING LIKE THIS .'

by Brant parker and Johnny hart

B.C.
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Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -

Har.ad Summer - 7:00-900
AMHERST CINEMA -

Alfredo, Alfredo - 7 00 8 46
CALVIN
Jeremiah Johnson - 7:00-900

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Tamarind Saad - 7:00-9:16
Jeremiah Johnaon - 7:00-9:00
Confeeaiona of a Young Amar

Housewife - 7:00-8:30
MT. FARMS 4
Eacape to Nowhere - 6:46-8:16
Serplco - 6:46-8:16
Jeeua Chriat Superstar - 6 00

8:30

England Made Me - 6:00 - 8 30
SHOWCASE
Gone with the Wind - 8:00
2001: A Space Odyaaey -7:00-

10:00

Juggernaut • 7:30-9:36
Thata Entertainment - 7:30 - 9:36
Animal Crackers - 7:40 - 9 30
Pink Floyd - 8:00 - 10:16

(TxMDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
1.-30 a.m. and 3:4S p.m. Monday
Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $.30 per line
Weekly — $.25 per line
Monthly — $.20 per line

FOR SALE

Used guitars bought and told.
The Guitar Workshop, Amherst
Carriage Shops. 649-1728.

Two brand new snow tires; Uni
Roval white walls; size E78X14.
•35.00 for pair. Call 649 2638
eveningt

1C spd. Cono bike Bast offer
549-0836.

For Sale: NUGENT Z
Everything 26 percent off. Near
Zayre on Rt 9.

Refng for sale, 510 You pick up
115. we deliver. Call 247-5462.

Pair of Latin Pare. Conga Drums.
Hard shell case. MOO. Call Mike 532
3656

Roberts rtor recorder $80
Panasonic Port. Cas. recorder. $16.
Univox Elec. piano, $300; Univox
AMP $100; Yamaha FG15T w case
$80; Port 2 cab Leslie for V/urlitzer
Piano. MOO or will trade reasonably
for tenor sax. Call Ron, eves. 253
3497 Will bargain.

Sound b Music Co-op. 247-6870.
11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

10 speed Mala brand new. excel
cond Call 546 5060.

T.V. - Portable Blk. and White, 3
weeks old. $45. Call 253-6277.

College Calculators introduce!
the new Melcor 535. All Trig func
tiona, memory, exp. not. and now
no mora intermediate calculations
Now you can use the parenthesis
Only $109.95. Also introducing th«
SR 50 at $142.95. Come and see thi
two machines. Watch for nv
posters next week. Call Bo!
Crowall at 549-1316 Tell ma wha
you naadl

Dlb. size foam rubber mattress Cr

spring $30. 266 8149 P.M

For Sale - Deluxe queen sizs,
heated waterbed. Beautiful fur
lined frame Only 7 months old.
New $375. Call and make an offer
Must be seen. 649-6339. Mike.

Dual 1218 W-V16II. base. etc. Best
offer over $120. T. Martland. Box
»32. Station No 2. Amherst. Mi

Women's Wet Suit for sale. Also
hood, boots, gloves, safety ve»
•ind weight belt. Call Jan after 6.
584 0242

Q iris 10 spd. Columbie bike. Like
new, $76 or best offer. 546-6027.

Stereophonic receiver b
speekers. GE turntable, $150 or best
offer 546 1443

16'

3881
GE TV, like new $60 253

Intrical systems Amp Cr pre emp.
100 rms per chan. Also Dynaco A 3£
speakers. All in perfect cond. Mak-
offsr After 6 00 253 5986

Royal portable typewriter, good
condition, $36 or best offer. Jenna
542 4172

Pioneer 500 AMP 25 w per
channel exc. cond. 2 yrs. old. $60
Radio Shack Tuner NEW $60 for
sals $30 Skip 253 5158

Girl's 5 speed bike
154)6 7466

Best offer

6 cu. ft Frost Queen refrigerator
$86 549 8922

Slaughterhouse

Five

Wed. 10/9 7, 9, llp.m

CCA — 75'

AMHERSTtVata
AMITY ST. 253 5426

"A delightful comedy. Duatin Hoffman
la completely charming. A Joy!"

Judnh Cn.i New York Megefine

EbyuuAlfreclQ take this wtttwi
* tobevourawful wedded wife?

Eves. — Alfredo Alfredo— 7 : 00 & 8 1 45
MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NllfS . All SLATS Jl W>

FOR SALE

Delmonico 3 cu. ft. refrig
condition $50. 253 2241.̂

CCtoM WED. 10/9 "11111111 CRICKERS'

good

"No hands" Phone amplifier $11
253-7241

.

Electropho rec. w-AM-FM ster. red
8 tr. tape player. 2 speak. GE turntable.
XXex. cond. One and one-half
veers old. Pd. $200. ask $100. Cell
Jlm or 1owl* ln 406 5-2412.

Austrian 28" 10 speed bate, girts
model only uaed couple a times. $60
Cal 253 9886 after 6 p.m.

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Chevy Impala.
7912.

$400. Call 584

AUTO FOR SALE

V W 1966 with 67 engine $300.00
247 9433

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1973 CL460 Honda. Never
dumped, 7500 mi. Excellent con-
dition $900 or best offer. Call 649
8715.

1971 Yamaha
Good cond.

175CC, 2633777

70 Fiat 850, new top, mtd. snows.
35 mpg nd. clutch, $860 or B.O
George 546 7069

'74 Toyota Jeep, excellent
condition. Evenings Mohawk Park.
Rt. 2. Charlemont. Ma. See Phil or
Charron Lafond.

1970 Triumph MXII. 30 plus mph
$900 Call 617 544-6861 after 6

'66 VW - Gd. body. ex. mech.
cond. Clutch, starter, brakes new
247 5880 after 1.

Camaro 69 2 door, hard top,
canary yellow w black top
Economical. 6 cyl. std. shift, new
tires, tape deck, like new. Never
abused Reasonable. Call Patti at
545 0024 after 6:00 538 7595.

1971 Volvo Wagon. Michelins
78,000 mi. Very good condition. 4
spd.. standard. Call 243-0919.

1969 Ford Cortina Wagon. 4 door
automatic, konis. AM FM radio
45.000 mi 25 29 mpg. Excellen.
cond. $750 Cell 584 3358

1968 VW Bug. runs well. $500. 323

71 Datsun 1200. Runs great.
comfortable, super heater. Quick,
reliable, starts instantly. Fun to
drive 30 41 mpg $960 Rob 584
8034, 6 7 p.m.

'63 Chevy Impala. me. gd. $126. 642-
5129

72 VW, excellent condition. AM FM
radio. $1900 Contact Bill 549-6339.
aft 5.

69 Austin America. 30,000 metes,
fwd, nw. red. tiree ( Mich), nw. snows.
Bob. 546 6180.

66 Inter. Travels II 4- speed. poeL,
smal V8, good mech. cond., body
needs some work. Fed inspected. $476.
CalJerry at 263 6386 between 6 and 8
p.m.. Tues. end Wed. only.

62 VW Bug, 67 rebuff! engine,
excellent mechanica>v Must sell Cel
5467467

69 Corvette Cony.. 4 speed. 66.000
miles Best offer over $3,000. Ken. 6-
0210

69 Fiat 850 Gd. condition. Asking
$900 549 ."519

1974 Honda 360G for sale. Good
condition Call after 5. 666-4978.

New Cobra
box, rag. $70.
4043. Bill

Link Rock in orig.
your price $46. 542-

Honda CL 460 9500 miles. Ex-
cellent cond. Sissy Bar, Hairnet,
chain New parts BO 69084 nites.
Ask for Bruce.

FOR RENT
Room in house. So. Amherst

$67.5C per mo. must like cats b 4
mala rm. mates. Dishwshr 6 wsK*
ft dryer, etc. Ron 253-3497

HELP WANTED
People interested in learning

basic newspaper page design and
layout are needed to help the
COLLEGIAN editorial staff. No
credit or $ but a chance to leer"
from professionals free. Contact
Dean Tucker 5 2550

AVON. Turn spare hours into
spare dollars Sell quality Avon
products. No selling experience
necessary. Call M. Colby 256-6227.

Sc Hampton ilamily needs UMIE
pref from E. Hampton area for
light housekeeping. Few af-ternoons weekly. 527-9464

Typist to work for Course
Description Guide. Must typs
accurata. 50 words par min
Flexible hrs. Call 5-0341 and leave
tel. no.

Southampton family needs
UMass. Student preferably from
Easthampton aree to do light
housekeeping chore a couple
afternoon a week Call 527-9464

4 room house in Belchertown
miles from Campus $175
month. 323 7893.

per

u m
° r 2 P«°P'« 'or Apt 67 Squire

Village Female pref Bus Rte $103
plus. 665 3258

2 Room Apt in Amherst on bus

7554
'° V " rd

'

qU ' et ar"' Ca " 253

Large
facilities

room for artist

256 0617 Cheap
Use of

TYPING

SERVICES
CAR REPAIR HASSLES 7 Bob is

back to fix it right. No job too
small Foreign or domestic. No b'g
overhead 263 7241

HI-FI Audio repair. 2 day service,
work guaranteed. At Tech Hi-Fi
Call 549 2610.

Typing done - fast efficient
Reasonable rates. Cal Ellen 266-8363.

Typing - Theaes. papers er>
velopes letters reports. Feet ac-
curate 253 7464 or 263-7146.

Horses boarded. 10 min. from
campus Box stalls, trails, pastures.
Ig field for hunt course. Call 646
2781 day or 323 4066 evenings.

Professional guitar repeirs by
guitar-maker Michael Millard
Mon., Wed., Frl. at The Guitar
Workshop. Amherst I irrisge
Shops 549-1728 Free estimates.

Mala model. Jim. 253-3923. 6 - 7
p.m.

HORSESHOEING by experienced
farrier. Corrective work end forge
work done prompt. Call 247 6462

Automotive rapeir specializing in
Saab and other foreign cers. Call
Guy 256-6110

RIDE WANTED

To Athens, Ohio
9995

Oct 24 28 546

1966 Chevrolet, 6 cyl. automatic,
greet buy. economical to run $396
253 7241.

63 Oart 6 cyl automatic,
dependable, economical tran-
sportation $200 263-7241.

67 Amphicar 35 MPG car on the
highway 14 ft steel hulled boat on
water Must seel $1,100.
8
? i h"g,r RT SE •" options

including Sunroof sacrifice $750.00

Mech. Spec 69 SQBK VW
needs engine end body work $500
Merk efts 546 2041

66 Ply not great looking, but
super running and dependable
$250 or BO 253 7241.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Own room in Conway. $66. incl util
Available indef Nice house, nice folks
Cal 369-4018

For 2 bedrm apt in Puffton Vilktge
own rm & bath $110 plus elec Andy
549-4636

Roommate to share nice house
in Montague Own rm $60 plus mo
Call Joyce 549 1507 days

M roommate in 2 bdrm apt. on
bus route $77 util incl. Call 256
0294

Seeking female to share house in
Pelham $125 Call Mary 256 8868

Sublet Apt Dec. - May.
Amherst Center $80 253 3923 after
6. Lots of privacy

Roommate wanted to share 2 bd.
apt. in Sunderland on UMass Bus
Rte. Call 666 2860

Female roommate needed nice
spt. own room $66. inc 266-8834

' to »hare bedroom on bus rte
'2 $50 plus utilities. Call 266 0618

WANTED
Female vocellst seeks ac-

companist, guitar and or piano for
professional work - folk and pop
Call Ony 538 3673 at night

PERSONALS

LMC
realize

323
C
4264

P '0n Ju 'C,r P" v ,op •*

>OB~IS B~ACK~ ~to~bJy vou"r

'

sick or decrepit car. Any make,model, yea, Unload your headache
for fast $$$$$$ 3K1 71ai

On your 21st Luv. I

now that no matter whatwe II always be together Here s to
a happy life' Your Big Ginzo.

Would the pricklsl who stole my
plants Tuesday in NA at leest have
the decency to return my pots?

Are you interested in living off
campus? Local Sorority House has
rooms available Call Missy or Bev
545 2735 or 253 9216

Men! - Women! Jobs on ships 1

No experience required. Excellent
pay Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or cereer. Send $3 00
for information Seafax. Oept 1-8
P.O.Box 2049. Port Angeles.
Washington 98362

Goofey. I love you XX.

Chris b Sheryl. Recipe received.
Need good spread for banana
bread Please contact

Scott Welcome backl A gat
well message from all of your
friends on the 5th floor of
Dickinson.

House Plants 100's to choose from
plus fun line of accessories PRICE
WISE GARDEN CENTER, 2 Vemon
St. Ware Phone 1413) 987-4622

Sick of Dorm Life) Went to get off
campus I can help but I need other
peoples names Interested, cal Jon 6-
5241 or Box F, Pierpont Cel soon.

Datsun Toyota and Volvo
repaired at reasonable prices.
Plenty of experience and equip-
ment. Phone Russ Baca 586 1227

Yr old white male cat. Rt. 9 in
Belchertown (towards Quabbinl
Spot on head. 2 different color
eyes A-iy info appreciated 323
4581

Reward for return of Bernie.
yellow-brown Shepherd lost in N
Amherst Call Jon or Cathie 549
6793 answers Bsrny.

If someone found my gold and
black '47 H S class ring please qjll

6 7362 was my mother's Reward

CALCULATORS

fast $$$$$$ 253 7241

5044
Bassist wants work. Serious only. 6-

HELP WANTED
AVON Need money to help pay

tuition You can eern $ as an Avon
Rep Call for details N Colby 256

Assistantship available GradMud f ot „ community study and
program development Must bework study eligible Equel op
portunity Contact Or L Whitaker
Mental Health Division Machmer
Mall 545 2337

PHOTO TEACHER needed for
JQA lower, call 546 8354

Felicitations e MicheSe pour son
aigullon dans le jeu de field hockey.

John Roche. Contact Tonl 403
Burterfield after 6 6-2416.

Tel everybody I love you; to*
•verybody I'm doing fine The torch of
love is in your heart Hist light It with
your mind Remember the fourth
Amor pax. and EIN Blame ft on the
sun

Calculator Sale - College
Calculators offers lowest prices
anywhere All models available!
Texas Inst , Hawaii Packerd
Unicorn All machines new end
guar, with 2 month replacement
warranty. Before you buy e
calculator, call me. I can beet any
price anywhere. Look for my
posters around campus for details.
Then cell Bob Crowed at 549-1316

ENTERTAINMENT

hJ^"wu*!i'*
wa

J
l htm* #vwv "»"•

band Wednesday thru Saturday this

lAI^ TOC
c
f»"*'"»« WW. Jenkins

and haj bend Enjoy!

Lietenl The Zotoe ere coming soon

Tired of the Bluee? LoosUng" for
something new? Rock, for e chenge -
Don t miss MOMMA S LITTLE JEWEL
at the Rusty Neil Tueedev. October 8- One nrte only!

Anyone can play at the Wednesday
Nrte Coffeehouse! Csl Ed et 664-6279
for a reservation

You get more music for yourmoney end pay less money for your
music with Bob ths D J. Cell now
for your date with nonstop
nostslgia 536 6075

I SERVICES
Campus Clubs and

Organizations, Do you want to
pubMsh high quality newsletter
pamphlet, magazine or booklet???
Let the Message Company help
you write, layout design and print
it"! Reasonable fees Contact Jerrv
at 283 9869 for information

Dynamic Massage relaxation, $3
$6 P O Box 471. N Amherst

01069

Dustin Hoffman in Mika Nichol s
The Graduate Fri.. Oct. 11 et 7-9-

11 in Mahar

MISCELLANEOUS

Information was leaked out from
a reliable source concerning the
Personnel Seminar Corp It seems
that the corp has approved the
requested Personnel Dept budget
This is a plus for our entire com
munitv Congrets - Pers. Dept.

(Ml Scottish Terrier needs I
home until end of the semester
Willing pay for all expenses 546
4041 or 546 4040

Auto Workshop Reopens

Do it yourself Repair your own
car We supply the tools and ad
vice Lower level CC Garage Open
Mon Frl 3 10 p.m Sat and Sun
10 10 Pans at discount.
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notes & quotes 1 S.B.A. to hold conferences

New in Fall fashions this year is the "light headed"
look as seen modeled by this fashionable gentleman
last week.

Salesmanship, equal em-
ployment opportunity, sales
management, and purchasing will

be topics of four conferences here

this month at the School of

Business Administration.

"Principles of Professional
Salesmanship" is scheduled for

Wednesday through Friday, Oct. 9-

11. Directing the sessions will be
Max Sacks, president of Max
Sacks, International, who has given

sales training for IBM, Sylvania,

Bekins Van £r Storage Co., and
others. He will offer "how-to-make-
the-sale" solutions for various sales

problems.

"How to Live with EEO" will be
conducted Thursday and Friday,

Oct. 17 and 18, with speakers in-

cluding Arthur A. Fletcher,
assistant secretary of labor for

employment standards, from May
1969 to Sept. 1971.

Other speakers at the Equal
Employment Opportunity con-
ference will be Alfred W. and Ruth
Blumrosen. Mr. Blumrosen is a law
professor at Rutgers University

School of Law. He has been first

chief of conciliation and first chief

of Federal-State Relations for the

U.S. EEO Commission and in 1971-

72 directed training programs for

state and local officials.

Ms. Blumrosen is an associate

professor in the Rutgers University

Graduate School of Business. She
has been consultant to the U.S.
EEO Commission and was acting

chief of the Office of Advice and

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1974

Is there a doctor in the house?
Over 500 American college

students will leave the country

during the next year to study at

medical schools in Europe, the

Institute of International Medical

Education has reported. These pre-

medical students will join more than

4000 Americans now enrolled in

medical schools abroad.

More Americans now are opting

to study abroad than in recent

years, spokesmen say. "Medical
careers have become more
desirable than ever before, and, at

the same time, competition has
stiffened for admission to the

limited number of American
medical schools."

Once ad' fed to a medical

school, it is extremely difficult for

any student to survive, according to

the Institute Moreover, regime is

even more i gofOUl for the young
American \a must wind his way
through the often complex
bureaucratic process of applying to

foreign medicdl schools, then must
learn to reart vwite and speak the

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics
S2.75 per page

Send for your up-to-date,

176 page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1 00 to cover postage (1-2

days delivery time).

519GLENROCK.AVE.
SUITE #203*

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials art sold for

research purposes only

language of the country, and
develop a knowledge of medical

terminology.

One way of surmounting these

obstacles is to enlist the aid of an

experienced professional
organization. The Institute of In-

ternational Medical Education
believes they are such an
organization.

Provisionally chartered by the

Regents of the University of the

State of New York, the U.S. offices

of the Institute are located at 222
East 19 St., New York. The Institute

of International Medical Education

not only assists qualified American
students who wish to study
medicine abroad, but also conducts
a continuing medical education

program, including master's
programs in the administration of

hospitals, nursing homes, am-
bulatory and health services.

Programs of interest to a U.S.

pre-medical student consist of an

intensive 12-week to 16-week
language, culture and medical

orientation course designed to

enable the student to successfully

meet the challenge of a new and
different university and cultural

environment, as well as assistance

with the complex applications and
procedures of European medical

schools.

As a result of its programs with
the Alliance for Franco-American
Graduate Studies and the Italo-

American Medical Education
Foundation, the Institute has been
able to help over 300 American men
and women gain admission to
medical schools in France and Italy.

"Increased governmental and
private insurance programs are one
of several reasons for the con-
tinuing shortage of physicians in

the United States," they say.

"With the limited enrollment in

American medical schools, almost
half the doctors employed by
hospitals in this country are
graduates of foreign medical
colleges.".

The Institute of International

Medical Education, a nonprofit
organization, say they are helping
to solve this problem and producing
a closer collaboration between the
American and European medical
communities.

UMass

rape line

52121

Tuesday is

TEN PIN

BOWLING
BOYOEN GYM

4-10:30

Mon. thru Fri.

(except during
league play)

50c a string

MOVIE NIGHT
at the Bluewall

Analysis in the Office of Com-
pliance.

"Purchasing - Materials

Management in a shortage-
inflationary economy" will be
Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 21 and
22. Speakers will be Wilbur B.

England, Sebastian S. Kresge
Professor of Marketing, and Henry
B. Arthur, Moffett Professor of

Agriculture and Business, both
emeritus of Harvard. England
helped develop the course in in-

dustrial procurement at Harvard.

Arthur was economist and manager
of commercial and economic
research for Swift and Company for

21 years before going to Harvard.

"Sales Management: for the

newly appointed district manager"
will be Tuesday through Thursday,
Oct. 29-31. Speakers will be Robert
D. Weber, president of Develop-
mental Resources, Inc.

Weber, who is also on the staff of

the Georgia State University
Business School, will offer
solutions to problems of planning,

appraisal, counselling, and
motivation. Willett, who was a

senior consultant with Kurt,

Salmon Associates from 1967-73,

will discuss why a sales

management revolution has oc-
curred and give advice on sales

efforts.

The conferences are all offered

by the UMass School of Business

and the Division of Continuing

Education. Further information may
be obtained from Dr. Bertil Liander

at the School of Business, or from
the Division of Continuing
Education, 921 Campus Center.

Oceanographers

note!
One section of Marine

Science needs about 15 copies
of OCEANOGRAPHY, the
Scientific American readings

edited by Moore. Many UMIES
have used this book over the

past few years.

If you have one and would
sell it or loan it, contact David
Reynolds in 5 Goessman or call

5-3446.

Olver to examine
health service facilities

Senator John W. Olver, chair-
man of two special committees on
mental health, will spend Thursday
and Friday of this week visiting two
area facilities and conducting a
wide range of meetings of mental
health services in the Connecticut
Valley.

Or. Thursday, October 10 the
Senator will visit Belchertown State
School and meet with a regional
mental retardation services
planning group to discuss im-
plementation of a federal funding
program in the Connecticut Valley.

On Friday, October 11, the
Senator will visit Northampton
State Hospital and meet in
Springfield with Department of
Mental Health Commissioner
William Goldman to discuss
medical staffing problems at
Belchertown and Noothampton.

Besides exploring medical
staffing problems at the two in-

stitutions, the status of the medical
services agreement between the
Departments of Mental Health and
Public Health will be examined;
talks on the status of renovations
and the use of capital outlay funds
appropriated by the Legislature are
also slated for Thursday.

This winter, a new law raising

standards of physician competance
for state service will go into effect.

"In addition to the meeting with
Commissioner Goldman on medical
staffing problems" Senator Olver
said "we hope that on Friday we
will be able to outline new short
range and long range strategies

aimed at providing solutions to the
medical staff problems now facing
state mental health facilities."

Tuesday Nite is

Bonanza Nite!

Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Mountain Farms Mall
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Eagleson moves for new series
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The Canadians were unanimous in their praise of the Soviet team
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CRAFT SHOP
Seminars

FREE INSTRUCTION
PHOTO SILK-SCREEN
BATIK
SHEEPSKIN JACKETS
STONE CUTTING & POLISHING
PHOTO DARK ROOM TECHNIQUES

Come in for information about schedules — Craft
Shop, Lower Level Student Union Bldg.
There is also daily free instruction in Leatherwork

Silver jewelry, Pottery and Woodworking.

Rib-Eye Steak Dinner

TUESDAY NITE!
Open 1 1 a.m. to 9 p.m., Mtn. Farms Mall

THE
HUNGRY-U

« e

SUBS&PIZZA
55

UNIVERSITY Dr
A ti her«t Mass.
tel. is»»eei4
(t«iM«rii«Ch«|M«..)

103
NO.PLEASANT St
Amherst Mast.
TEL. 1S40473
faerou from Lmuia't)
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Football is more than a game
ByBILLEDESTEIN

Sports Staff
In an attempt to write an article

on this past week's football game,
this reporter came across just one
obstacle: the game stunk. Now I'm
not trying to take anything away
from the University of Vermont,
who dealt (and we didn't even get a
chance to cut the deck) UMass a
25-14 defeat. Vermont and John
Van Buren played good games,
which is about all that can be said!

Being a fan is a game in itself.

Although there are many different
ways to play the game, I'll only
touch upon four different ap-
proaches to the pastime; Vermont
Fans, UMass Rowdies, UMass
Super-Rowdies and Passive Fans (a

conglomeration of both Minutemen
and Catamount backers).

The Vermont fan brings a
pennant which proclaims "Vermont
Catamounts," and a pith helmet,
the UMass Rowdy takes a bottle of
his favorite beverage past the
gates, the UMass Super-Rowdy

brings two bottles of his favorite

beverage past the gates (one to
drink, the other to throw), and the
Passive Fan brings a bottle of his

favorite beverage and his favorite
girl, (or her favorite guy as the case
may be)

Each particular philosophy has its

own particular goal and its own
system of scoring (subject to the

Commentary

site of the game; home or away).
For the Vermont Fan, the object of
the game is to escape the UMass
campus with his life. Every time he
voices his opinion and doesn't get
slugged, he scores one point.

The UMass Rowdy tries to in-

clude as many expletives as he can
in one sentence concerning the
referee's heritage. He scores one

half a point for each expletive and
can receive an additional five point
bonus for a sentence containing
five or more expletives.

The UMass-Super Rowdy scores
three points for each person around
him that he alienates with his
generally abusive conduct. His
objective is, of course, to have as
many people shy away from him as
possible. He is awarded a 25 point
bonus if he is bodily removed
from the stadium.

It is an entirely different ballgame
for the Passive Fan. The idea of the
game is to become totally oblivious
to the contest on the field. The
Passive Fan's game isn't over when
the football game ends. Scoring is,

well. ..you know. There are'
however, penalties in the Passive
Philosphy; illegal use of hands,
moving peck (an offensive foul),

roughing the passer, and double
dribble (a join foul).

Maybe after next week's game
(of football) the fans won't be the
only subject to write about...

The bumps and grinds of pool
ByJAYLUPPOLD

Sports Staff
It's a great place to go between

classes, or even before or after.
Maybe even during.

It is the pool and billiards room in

the bottom level of the Student
Union building. You can't miss the
place. If you can't see it while
departing from the Hatch, then it's
only a matter of seconds before

your attention is drawn by the
ringing and clanging of the pin ball
machines. Then through the large
windows you'll be apt to see people
jumping around inside working up a
sweat. They're at the ping pong
tables on the near side.

To the left, the far side of the
spacious "rec hall" are the tables.
Eight pool tables and one billiard

job.

This photo might have given the photographer a
broken nose, but it also caught the look of con-
centration on the face of this pool shark in the Campus
Center Rec Room.

5
C/i

Labels for Less
»t$i*3portsvuear

Wonten and AunLmors

25% to 50% I

off rcy. Lftit

hours 10-6

Fri. til 9

nee

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

each copy looks'

typewritten

tint titffttftr io*s
Monday -Friday 9,*,-9P~

Saturday 9,m-7P™ 75%

Sunday tl.M-7Pm l^SST
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
233 N. PLEASANT ST 549-0966

As you walk in you can't help but
feel that overcast of atmosphere
that is always there when about 30-
40 guys are in the same room,
pushing their respective capacities
to the fullest.

But before you can become a
member of this pro-for-an-hour
club you have to deal with Mary
Margola. Mary sits behind the desk
with the gargantuan cash register
on top that towers over (her) by a
foot.

She makes all the arrangements
for the head to head clashes before
your 1:25. And you can't beat the
price- a dollar per hour for pool and
billiards and only 50 cents for ping.
"We usually start to get busy

right around 10:00; then the kids
just keep coming in. We most
always have waiting lists for all the
tables", she said. "But," she ad-
ded, "during the winter or bad
weather it's even busier".

You can't help looking around
while waiting. At the pool tables
there are usually three or four
players around each table. Most of
the time only two are playing with
the added duo on for advice.

Then you might hear the sound
of a paddle sliding across a table.

Ohh! The agony of defeat.

Then the billiard table. This is

where you don't make much noise
or speak above a whisper as one of
the 60 minute Willie Mosconis is
about to make a three banker.
Anyone can play pool, but to know
billiards, well, that's the notch
above ordinary pool in most
lounges.

If you go over and sit aside one of
the occupied tables you'll hear
voices saying things like "seven in

the corner", two in the side-kiss off
the six", and finally it's over and the
black eight drops out of sight. The
winner will look up at the clock to
see if there is still time for another
rack, then charge on with "you rack
'em and I'll crack 'em".

Over in the far corner by the ping
pong tables are the football and
bumper pool games. Whoever
came up with these mind bogglers
had to have it out for mankind.
Who else would enjoy making
money while forcing innocent
students to pull out their already
thinning scalp?

When asked about the absence
of females about the premise Mary
simply replied, "Well, we have a
few girts come in once in awhile,

but the interest just isn't there".

The annual tournament is under
way this week and is as always, as it

has been in the four years that Mary
Margola has spent behind that big

NCR, a fun time.

So now that you have finished

your coffee take a stroll down to

that regular place, and maybe shoot
a couple racks.
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0's,A's shine- Bucs fade
Includes limited tax surcharge

Dodgers to

start Rau
LOS ANGELES IUPI) - Doug

Rau, a 24-year-old lefthander from
Texas AErM who got a starting job
after Claude Osteen was traded to
Houston for Jimmy Wynn last

December, can pitch the Los
Angeles Dodgers to their first

National League Pennant in eight
seasons Tuesday when he faces the
Pittsburgh Pirates.

Rau, 13-11, is scheduled to go
against righthander Bruce Kison, 9-

8, in the third game of the best-of-
five NL playoff series.

"We've still got one more to go,"
warns Walter Alston, the Dodgers'
manager since 1954.

"Don't count us out," said
Pirates' skipper Danny Murtaugh.
"We've been back to the wall
before and we've won three games
in a row before."

"I don't think the Dodgers have
ever played any better than we did
in the first two games of this

series," said Sutton. "Not as long
as I've been with them, at least."

Added Messersmith, who
followed Sutton's four-hitter with
seven strong innings Sunday, "The
culmination of professional baseball
is the World Series and that's
where we're going."

In two games, the Pirates, who
had an 8-4 advantage against the
Dodgers during the regular season,
have collected just 12 hits.

"This series has shot hell out of
everything I've been saying about
the Pirates," said Joe Ferguson of
the Dodgers. "I figured it would be

RUBDOWNINSTEADOF RUB-OUT— A month ago
Brooks Robinson's Baltimore Orioles were counted out
of the play-off race; today they face the A's.

tougher for us. They've been
swinging at everything like they
were down to their last two outs
and they were two runs behind."

"We've had good pitching,"

agreed Pirates' Catcher Manny
Sanguillen, "but we just haven't hit

the ball right."

"This is a terrific club," said the
Dodgers' Ron Cey, the hitting hero
in Sunday's g me. "Now we've
only one game to go before we get
where we want to be. The im-

portant thing is to get there."

Cey, a third baseman who drove
in 97 runs during the regular

season, had four hits, including a
home run and two doubles, in the
second contest of the series.

lfeggflSUft

Sports

Harriers prep for "super-meet
//

By SCOTTHAYES
Sports Staff

The UMass harriers will make the
familiar trip to Van Cortlandt Park,
Friday afternoon, to prepare for one
of the biggest meets in Minuteman
cross country history. The last time

Randy Thomas, Bill Gillin and
teammates travelled to Yonkers,
New York, they surprised many
opponents and captured third in the
IC4A's.

The competition will be just as
tough this Saturday, as the five-

way meet includes defending IC4A
champion Manhattan, ranked
eighth in the nation and fifth-

ranked William and Mary. Yankee
Conference rival Connecticut and a
dangerous Syracuse squad wM also
be competing against the Harriers,

who showed signs of improvement
in their tri-meet sweep over the
weekend.
Robb Leary made the most

notable advance, trimming more
than a minute off his previous best
time for the rugged UMass course.
Leary was instrumental in last

Saturday's sweep of NU and St.

John's, moving into the fifth-man
role for UMass.
Coach Ken O'Brien noted that

John Scheer, Phil Broughton and
Chris Farmer showed consistency
in their early season performances
and that Tom Maguire is in good
physical condition, although not as
sharp as last season. The first three
meets took place in a seven day
span and required a maximum
effort, but the real test will be in

New York on Saturday afternoon.

Pats Rucker
out 3-weeks
BOSTON [AP\ - New England

Patriots wide receiver Reggie
Rucker will miss three weeks of
National Football League action
because of a broken right wrist, the
Patriots said Monday.

A spokesman said the wrist was
apparently broken during Sunday's
game against Baltimore. X-rays
taken Monday confirmed the injury.

Basketball

O's-A's to break tie

notice
All basketball candidates are
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Smnh requested to report to a meetingONE ANDA TWO - John Jenkins leads the UMass Thursday. October 10th in Room
Marching Band at last Saturday's football game with 251 Boyden Gymnasium at 4:00

Vermont. Bob Bateman also "conducted/' an upset, pm.

BALTIMORE \UPI\ - It will be
Jim Palmer - or just maybe Ross
Grimsley - pitching for the
Baltimore Orioles against Vida Blue

of the Oakland A's Tuesday when
the American League's Playoff

Series resumes with game 3, after

the teams had split the first two
contests in Oakland.

Manager Earl Weaver, insisting

"the breaks will decide the series,"

has named Palmer, the AL's 1973

Cy Young Award winner, to start,

but Palmer revealed Monday that

he might suggest to Weaver that

Grimsley go after he (Palmer)

warms up. Palmer has a pinched
nerve in his right elbow which
occasionally gives him trouble.

"If I don't .feel right warming up,

I'll tell Earl," said Palmer. "With
Grimsley available it would be
foolish for me to pitch if I'm not
right. Grimsley could step right in."

Palmer, who spent 54 days on
the disabled list this season, had
only a 7-12 record, but Weaver says
his ace is "pitching as well as he did

in 1973." Palmer had a 22-9 record
in 1973 and a shutout in the first

game of the playoff series a year
ago.

Grimsley, acquired from the
Cincinnati Reds in a trade last

winter, had an 18-13 record for the
Orioles this season. He relieved

Mike Cuellar in the ninth inning of
the Orioles' opening game 6-3 win
last Saturday and retired three

straight batters.

The Orioles held what Weaver
called "an informal, voluntary
workout" Monday afternoon while
awaiting the arrival of the world
champion A's.

Palmer explained that his stuff is

as sound as ever on days when the
nerve in his right elbow does not
become inflamed.

"When the nerve pinches it puts
pressure on my forearm." he said.

"Then, because I am so much of a
wrist pitcher, I cannot throw my
best stuff. I have to be aware of it. I

don't have the same margin for

error as I had in other years. I take
heat treatments, and then cold
treatments to help the circulation

but there is no way to tell from day
to day how it will be."

Palmer said he thought the A's
were a better team this year in the
playoffs than they were in 1973
because of the presence of Jim
North in center field.

"He helps them offensively,

defensively and with speed on the
bases," Palmer said. "They are just

a very good club, without doubt the
toughest lineup in the American
League to pitch against. They have
pitching, hitting, defense and speed
— they have so many ways to beat
you."

Blue, a hard throwing lefthander,

had a 2-0 record against the Orioles
this season and was 17-15 against
the league.

The rinkless rape
There are many things one can write about now during this time of the

Great Sports Overlap. But, of immediate concern is a problem closer to
home; one that many, in the end, affect the UMass community. Fellow
colleague Rich Sevieri gave us the facts in Friday's sports section on the
new hockey rink being built at UMass Boston. Sevieri mentions that

seating capacity will be reduced from 2000 to 1000 but, that's one
thousand more seats and one more risk than we (the real UMass) have at

the present time. So, with these basic facts, what does everything mean
from the standpoint of the hockey team, the student body on campus, and
finally the politicians on Beacon Hill?

The Minuteman hockey team, under the direction of Jack Canniff, has
had successful records in recent seasons. Last year, for example, the team
went to the division two playoffs winning the first game over Boston St. at

the Arena andi finally being eliminated the next time out up at Burlington
against a perenially fine power in the University of Vermont. Without
making excuses, they could have done better. Unfortunately there has not
been (and may not be for a while) any selling point of a product — the
hockey program - to speak of. We, a state university, do not have a rink.

So, there are very few out-of-staters skating for UMass. Taking absolutely
nothing away from anyone currently on the team because they have
played well as a unit, players from other geographical areas certainly could
help. A look at any program from last year revealed the sad state of affairs.

Everyone and his brother was from Massachusetts. However, Arlington's
Kevin Connors and Framingham's Billy Harris are just two of the fine
players who made contributions to the team. All these guys really deserve
thanks for coming here, considering the many fine hockey programs in the
Boston area. Actually, there has been one outstanding player who
graduated the Amherst College rink from beyond Mass. borders - On-
tario's Pat Keenan. And two goalies of recent past have kept the team in

many a game. They also were next door neighbors in Southie, P.J.
Flaherty and Chick Rheault.

As for UMass students on this campus, I wonder if some of them know
that we do, in fact, have a hockey team. Some may have tried to find a way
to Orr Rink, but only a few have succeeded. If you don't have a car how
do you get there? Take the case of the female hockey fan looking for
transportation. She wants to see the game, but can't find a ride, (cars may
have already been filled) She gets onto North Pleasant St. and sticks out
her thumb. Somebody stops and picks her up - for this example the driver
is male. Enough said. It's a dangerous situation that we all know the
consequences of. She may never get to see a single face-off all night. All
this can happen during non-peak hours for UMass busing while a number
of their vehicles sit still in the yard behind the physical plant.

The number one politician on Beacon Hill has been yakking about Park
Plaza for the last four years and now is fighting for his life to get re-elected.
Those who aren't involved in campaigning of one sort or another are all
sitting on their collective derrieres. Oh, Columbia Point is a beautiful place.
It opned last January with ten new buildings and hope for more in the
future.

Well, maybe teams playing at the Boston rink will get to shower in a
spanking new facility. Last year after one game, I saw four Minutemen
skaters riding on the back of a pick-up truck in uniform dreaming of a nicewarm shower in Curry Hicks Cage. The bureaucrats who run this statedon t realize that their boundaries stretch west of Route 128. Everything in
Amherst dealing with UMass hockey has been negative so far

Ford proposes anti-inflation measures
WASHINGTON \AP\ Warning

that inflation can "destroy our
country, our homes, our liberties,"

President Ford proposed yesterday
a broad-ranging anti-inflation
package that would combine
selected tax cuts with selected tax
increases, special help for the
unemployed and new moves to
conserve energy.

In a nationally broadcast address
before a joint session of Congress,
Ford unveiled recommendations
that varied little from what had
been expected.

Boston
requests

U.S. aid
BOSTON [UPI\ - Mayor Kevin

H. White and black lawmakers
pleaded for federal help to restore

order yesterday after at least 30
persons were injured in disorders

stemming from a court-ordered

school busing plan. One cab driver

was beaten into a state of shock.

At the same time, the NAACP
called for beefed up local or state

police or national guard protection

for black students being bused to

white schools. Gov. Francis W.
Sargent met with his public safety

secretary and guard officials to map
plans for possible mobilization.

Police Commissioner Robert
diGrazia clamped a ban on all liquor

sales in the city's black Roxbury
section where most of Tuesday's
violence occurred. Similar bans had
been imposed in white South
Boston, site of most previous in-

cidents.

The pleas for federal help, all

made to U.S. District Judge W.
Arthur Garrity, came as violence

erupted at English High School and
a white taxicab driver was dragged

from his car by a group of blacks

near the Mission Hill Housing
Project in Roxbury.

turn to page 7

As was widely reported in ad-
vance, Ford asked Congress to

impose a temporary, one-year tax

surcharge of 5 percent on cor-

porations and middle and upper-
income taxpayers.

The President also sought a

liberalized, across-the-board in-

vestment tax credit of 10 per cent
to encourage expansion of factories

and businesses.

To help the jobless as the
economy continues to slump -
and living costs rise Ford
proposed the creation of a new

Community Improvement Corps to

provide public service jobs when
unemployment exceeds 6 per cent
nationally. The current rate is 5.8
per cent and is expected to rise.

Under the Ford plan, the one-
year jobs program would
automatically go into effect in local

labor markets with high unem-
ployment even if the national

average remained below 6 per cent.

Grants for jobs would be triggered
when local rates exceeded 6.5 per
cen..

The President, in addition

r

recommended an extra 13 weeks of
special unemployment insurance
benefits for those who have used
up their credits and 26 weeks of
benefits for those not now covered
by a regular unemployment in-

surance program. These would be
financed from Treasury revenues
and not from taxes on employers.

Ford also specified that to be
eligible for a public service job, an
individual would first have to
exhaust all unemployment benefits.

Treasury Secretary William E.

Simon told newsmen the one-year

surtax was expected to raise $4.7
billion $2.6 billion from individuals

and $2.1 billion from corporations.
Simon said the liberalized in-

vestment tax credit would bring
corporations $2.7 billion a year in

benefits so the impact of the surtax
on them would be more than offset
by what would amount to com-
panion tax cuts.

The President produced no new
plan to lower taxes for the poor but
instead endorsed a tax revision bill

turn to page 7
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Campus Center refuses

to pay student overtime
By AVIS YUNI
Staff Reporter

The Campus Center has violated

the Federal Fair Labor Standards
Act for at least the past three years

by denying students time-and-a-

half overtime pay rates.

The Fair Labor Standards Act
dictates they should receive

overtime pay for all hours worked in

excess of 40 in one week. The
Campus Center may have to

retroactively pay students for

overtime hours worked during the

past two years.

The Campus Center has avoided

this by only submitting up to 40

hours of work for each paycheck.

That is the maximum number of

hours the Financial Aide office will

pay a student in any one work week
in accordance with University
policy.

Timothy Cox, Campus Center

Personnel Director said this owed
time is then added to the first week
in which the student works under
40 hours. The student, however, is

paid as if these were regular work
hours and not overtime ones.

Cox said he didn't know how
long this system has been used in

the Campus Center, but it was
there when he became Personnel

Director three years ago.

Bluewall, Hatch and T.O.C. found
in violation of state fire laws

By JOHN BUTLER
and DAVEKOWAL

Staff Reporters
A Collegian investigative team

has found some violations of the

state's fire laws in the Bluewall, the
Hatch, and the Top of the Campus
(T.O.C.)

On Friday night, Sept. 13, the
Collegian counted at least 200
patrons at the T.O.C.

When the reporters checked for

an occupancy sign, which ac-

cording to state law should be
posted in a visible area, none was
found.

John W. Corker, Director of the
Campus Center, said he was aware
of this violation, but that something
was being done.

Further investigation showed no
occupancy rating had been
assigned by the state, and, in fact,

the bar has yet to be checked for

fire violations by Mass. officials.

The investigators found the state

agency responsible for inspecting

the T.O.C. is the Environmental
Health and Safety Office. Their job,

Robert P. Gleason, Director of

Environmental Safety, said, is to
make recommendations to the
building's administrator if any
violations are found.

When questioned why no rating

had been assigned to the T.O.C,
despite its three year existence,

Gleason said, "Just by observation
it seems to be alright."

The T.O.C. was also found to
have curtains and carpets without a
flame retardent.

Although state regulations do

not set any specific level for

flammability, a flame retardant is

required.

Corker said the carpet rating for

the T.O.C. will be reviewed.

On visits during two random
weekend nights, the Hatch was
found to be within its legal capacity

of 1,000 persons.

The investigative team found at

least 250 persons there on Friday,

Sept. 13, and 300 persons on
Friday, Sept. 20.

Like the T.O.C, the Hatch has no
occupancy sign posted.

Unlike the T.O.C, the Hatch has
no sprinkler system, although
Corker says it's being looked into.

A new law will soon make
sprinkler systems mandatory.

Also in violation of fire laws,

there were no lit exit signs in the

Hatch. Gleason blamed this on poor
maintenance.

On visits during four random
weekend nights, tne Collegian

counted an average of 600 patrons
in the Bluewall. The campus
"watering spot" has a legal

capacity of 555 persons.

At least 550 persons were there

on Friday, Sept. 13; 600 on
Saturday, Sept. 14; 600 on Friday,

Sept. 20; and 650 on Friday, Oct. 4.

Tony Tartaglia, a supervisor of

the Campus Center bars, said if the

Bluewall did not exceed its legal

capacity by a few persons, students

waiting to get in "would he

discontented
."

Regarding the overcrowded
conditions of the Bluewall, a

bouncer said, "It's almost im

possible to keep track with people

running in and out to the

bathrooms all the time."

Another bouncer said, "They
make enough money to turn people

away."
Although the Bluewall has three

lit exit signs, two of them aren't

visible to the majority of patrons

because the exits are at right angles

to the center of the room.

Gleason said a recommendation
has already been made by his office

to move the signs into view.

According to Corker, a new
Bluewall is being planned, along

with a review of the carpet ratings,

and additional exit signs are being

planned.

inside:
Whether or not you went to

the Amherst Community Day
last Sunday, see the photo
essay on page 6.

Students have the right to

protect the information in their

health records. See page 11

weather:
Indian summer has been held

over for another day. The
temperatures on this fair day
will be in the 60 s. Thursday will

be more of the same The
temperature in Port/and,
Oregon will be in the mid 70's,

and it will not be raining'

"There may have been a

misconception that students were

exempt from this overtime pa^

rate," Gerald Scanlon, Dean o

Student Employment told the

Collegian.

Richard Howland, former At
torney for Students at UMass saic

he investigated the Campus Centet

policies at least two years ago. He
recommended to the administrators

then that the policy was illegal and
liable to possible prosecution in

criminal court for not paying
overtime rates.

"If a student is not paid in a week
for his overtime it is illegal and he

can go to the District Court and ask

for the overtime," Howland said.

He said Warren T. Grinnan,

former Director of the Campus
Center and Michael Egan, former

Director of Campus Center Food
Service, and Donald Witkowski

who is still the Manager of the

Campus Hotel, had agreed with h.'m

at that time.

Staff pnoto oy won »mnn

Timothy Cox, Campus
Center Personnel Director

Staff Photo by Dan Smith

Andrea Kemp
Howland said the situation

concerning a waitress in the Hatch
and a person in the Parking Garage
was resolved amicably without
court action, and as far as he knows
the policy was stopped.

One new example of the
University's violation of law is

Andrea Kemp, a continuing
Education student. She works
about 40 hours each week as an
Administrative Aide and Supervisor
for the Campus Assistance Center.

Kemp sometimes has had to

work overtime, either through a

request of her Supervisor or

because of her duties, she said.

However, Kemp said she has not

received pay for the overtime hours

which she has worked since July 4.

Kemp told the Collegian that

overtime work without overtime

turn to page 3

UMass student needed to deliver Dairy

Collegian by van to South Hadiev and
Northampton from 8 am to 10 a.m
Monday Friday Apply Geoff Kurinaky.
Collegian Office bv Friday
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Arrive here Oct 22

Peace Corps and VISTA to seek volunteers
By DEBBIE SCHAFER

Staff Reporter

Representatives from the Peace
Corps and VISTA will be visiting

UMass on October 22, 23, and 24 to

distribute information and recruit

students as volunteers for these
programs.

A table will be set up in the
Campus Center Concourse from 9
a.m.-5 p.m. and interviews will be
given at the student development
center in Berkshire House.

In addition, a slide show and
discussion of Peace Corps and
VISTA will be held Tuesday Oct. 22

in room 803 C.C. at 7:30 p.m.

Seniors and graduate students

are eligible to apply for the Peace
Corps and Vista, representative

Susan Kerstein told the Collegian.

"We try to encourage students

to apply as another alternative,"

she said. Interested students should
apply early, since applications take

three months to process. Programs
are strictly volunteer, and no
binding obligation is created by
applying.

The Peace Corps has initiated a

new program this year for students

who will graduate after the fall

semester. These students can skip

the application process and be
given an immediate assignment in

Latin America to begin when they

graduate in January.

Both the Peace Corps and VISTA
are sponsored by ACTION, an
umbrella organization of federally

sponsored volunteer programs.
ACTION also sponsors University

Year for ACTION, which enables

students to receive academic credit

for service in low-income com-
munities.

Peace Corps is a two-year

program which provides aid to

Stockbridge College attempts

to establish its own identity
By BOB PAQUETTE

Staff Reporter

In 1863, Amherst became the

homeground for Massachusetts
Agricultural College-Mass Aggie.

Over the years, the name
changed and the college split into

its two present forms— UMass, and
Stockbridge College. Everyone
knows about UMass but what
about Stockbridge. "People
don't realize that we are a separate

entity," said Gloria Kane, editor of

the Stockbridge yearbook. "Being
next to UMass is like being next to a

sleeping elephant."

With a Student Senate of sixty

members, and a budget of almost

$30,000 this year, Stockbridge has

been steadily increasing in size.

The College itself consists of

about 600 students, which means
that only about 350 are accepted
each year into the two-year
program. This produces a marked
contrast in enrollment when
compared to UMass.
"You're not the number

anymore." said Scott Parkin,

president of the student senate.

"You can talk to our Dean. Go try

that with President Wood."
"Stockbribge has student body

unity. UMass really has no unity,"

according to Emanuel Argiros,

president of STOSO, the Stock-

bridge Student Service
Organization. "This is one of the

reasons why people don't un-

derstand the backbone of Stock-
bridge."

Scott Parkin is quick to recognize

the importance of UMass however.
"If it was just us out here, we'd be
nothing."

The student leaders of Stock-
bridge are interested in getting

more students to become aware of

just what they're doing. The
College holds five functions during

the year including a fall and spring

picnic, a Halloween party, a

Christmas party and a Spring

progress banquet.

The Student Senate is working
on getting a person to work on the

food service board, they have a

representative to the UMass
senate, and a committee to raise

more money by showing movies
and other projects to help build

onto their budget which may run

out by the end of the year.

The Stockbridge Student
Senate will be holding their elec-

tions tonight at 8 p.m.

about 65 underdeveloped nations

around the world. Mary Beaton,

representative and former Peace

Corps volunteer called the program

"a good cultural exchange."

"I think we're good am-
bassadors," she said.

VISTA (Volunteers in Service to

America) is a one year program,

providing aid to underprivileged

communities in the U.S. VISTA is

social work oriented, and volun-

teers mainly help low-income
people become more aware of their

rights and options as community
members. Kerstein labeled VISTA
as "a catalyst for community
improvement."

Although acceptance into either

program has become rather dif-

ficult, students with a B.A. or B.S.

degree have a good chance of

getting in. ACTION recruiters are

looking for people with usable skills

and training, as well as previous

volunteer experience such as the

Outreach program at UMass.
Kerstein and Beaton said that

UMass "has the best student

response in New England" to the

ACTION recruitment campaigns
held every semester. They feel this

is because UMass students are

volunteer oriented.

Students who think they are

interested in joining the Peace
Corps or VISTA are asked to come
to the meeting on Tuesday night or
drop by the C.C. concourse during
the day Oct. 22 thru 24.
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Two lawsuits naming
Dr. Ariel postponed

By DOROTHY L. MULLER
Staff Reporter

No date has been set in Hamp-
shire District Court in Northampton
for two lawsuits each naming Dr.
Gideon Ariel as among the
defendants. The opening dates
of the two trials have been delayed
due to the arrival and processing of
"fresh evidence", according to Dr.

Benjamin Ricci, the plaintiff in a
libel suit against Ariel, a UMass

THE fr£4T in AP«K,Jaix,Sooi.,w.utt...insT*W©.

10:15 p.m.: FOCUS — Ken Mosakowski moderates a
live debate on continued nuclear power production
in Western Mass. Part 2 of a 2 part series.

S

exercise science professor.

Representing Ricci in the court

action against Ariel is Beryl Cohen,
the attorney for Friends of

Belchertown in past litigation.

Ariel is the defendent in a civil

action suit filed by fellow exercise

science professor, Dr. Stanley
Plagenhoef. Plagenhoef is

requesting stock privileges and
back pay for work he did as

Director of Research in their jointly

owned company, Computer
Biomechanical Analysis.

A third lawsuit has been filed in

District Court challenging the
appointment of Dr. Ariel to the

exercise science department. A
recent recipient of a doctorate from
UMass, Dr. Elizabeth Ebacher,
names as defendants: Chancellor
Randolph Bromery, Vice Chancellor
Robert Gluckstern, Dean David
Bishoff of Exercise Science, Dr.

Campney of Exercise Science and
Dr. Arbib of Computer and In-

formation Science.

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS!

The Navy is interviewing students in the
Berkshire House today for positions as an
officer in the fields of:

Nuclear Power

Civil Engineering

Aviation

Line Officer

Nurse Corps

Stop by and see us. You may qualify for a
challenging position with a starting salary of
$11,200 to $13,500.

The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the

Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip

code 01002. Telephone: 545 3500

Second class postage is paid in Amherst and additional mailing in

Ware, Mass. 01082. THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes Monday

through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation,

exam periods or holidays. Accepted for mailing under the authority of

an act of March 8, 1879, as amended by an act of June 11, 1*43. Sub-

scription rates are $9. 00 per semester or $15.00 per year.
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By MICHAEL J. MASSI
Staff Reporter

The price of a cup of beer at the
Blue Wall and the Hatch Bar has
been increased this semester to 40
cents.

According to Jeff Taggart of the
Board of Governors, the cost of
beer to the University has increased
by $4 a keg, or 35 percent, from an
average price of $16.50 per keg in

1973 to about $21.50 this year.
Plastic cups have increased by 100
per cent.

"The Food Services wanted us to
approve a 10 cent increase in the
price of beer, making it 45 cents a
glass," said Taggart, who is also
Chairman of the Services Com
mittee. The Board voted that in

half, to 5 cents, figuring that in

increase in business at the bars
would compensate for the cut.

Compared to other area bars, the

Campus Center denies students

time-and-a-half for overtime
cont. from p. 1

pay and immediate payment for the

hours is true in all departments in

the Campus Center — Hotel, Food
Service, Building Operations (under

which she comes) and Retail

Services.

University policy requires
students to sign a statement on
their initial time card saying they are
not authorized to work in excess, of
eight hours in any day or 40 hours
in any week.

Linda Witt, Secretary at the
Boston Wage and Hour Division
Regional Office for the . Labor,
Department said, "Whether you'
signed something that said you're
not authorized to work oyer 40
hours a week or not, if you worked
it you should be paid for it in

overtime."

She said, "If an employer suffers
or permits an employee to work he
must pay that employee for the
hours worked."

Since the Collegian began its

investigation six days ago, action
has already begun concerning
these policies. In the Campus
Center, Cox said, "Some of the
staff have started to review
previous records to see how good
or bad we have done."

The Collegian was denied access

to the time-owed time cards due to

a directive sent down from John
Corker, Director of the Campus
Center, that no one is to see them.

In Whitmore, Robert Gartska,

Assistant Director of Personnel for

the University told the Collegian

that the departments of Student

Personnel, Financial Aide, and
Personnel Payroll for the University

will begin an investigation.

"The situation should be in-

vestigated immediately. If it is

determined that this woman is

owed money, she will be paid as
soon as possible," Gartska said.

Gartska said the investigating

groups will make a recom-
mendation to Corker to authorize
payment immediately if it's so
determined.

In regard to retroactive pay for

anyone who feels they were illegally

denied overtime pay rates, Scanlon
said, "Anyone who thinks they
have the right can petition for

redress and have their case heard."

An unnamed source at the
Boston Regional Office of the
Wage and Hour Division said while

the Fair Labor Standards Act has
had coverage for University em-
ployment since 1967, it calls for a
two year Statute of Limitations and
students owed overtime pay prior

to October 1972 will not be able to

obtain it.

Corker told the Collegian he
couldn't give a figure of how much
money is owed students in over-
time pay at this time.

"We only maintain student time

cards for one and one-half years.

To be honest, there's no way we
can accurately go back. What we
can do is check the records that we
do have. The University will allow

us to do this under the present

circumstances," he said.

What we're going to have to do
is cut back on shifts to make sure
this doesn't happen again," Corker
said. "What this will mean is that
we will be hiring more students to
do the same jobs and work smaller
shifts."

"I don't think there was, on the
part of the staff, any intent or
knowledge of violating the law,"
Corker said.

Gartska said, "I can't imagine it

going on for three years without
someone asking some questions

and I'm amazed at the Campus
Center or any department head for

asking someone to work over the

40 hours and not compensate
them.

"I was aware it was wrong at

least morally if not legally," Cox
said. "I mentioned it to my
superiors and others in the
University administration."

Kemp said that students
probably haven't spoken up against
the policies before because of the
tight job market. Speaking out
might jeopardize their jobs, she
said.

campus bars offer a much better
price, say the Governors. John
Hays, Chairman of the Building
Committee, says "the area bars
charge between 45 and 50 cents for
a 10 oz. glass," while we offer a 12
oz. glass for 40 cents." Also used as
an example was the fact that last

semester's pitchers were 64
ounces, whereas the new plastic

pitchers used this semester are 80
oz.

Phil Amico, Director of Food
Services, said "Beer should cost
(the students) 45 cents to enable us
to maintain the same food cost
percentage as we had last year."

Since the various committees
have to work within a certain
budget, it was inevitable that the
price of beer would go up.
The 10 cent increase requested

by the Food Committee was an
estimate by them to cover the costs
incurred by the higher beer prices.
As for employee income at the

bars, the general feeling among
workers appears to be that they are
not getting enough money. One
complaint about the absence of a
substantial pay increase is that the
Board is reprimanding the em-
ployees for not working hard
enough, a feeling quickly dispelled
by the Board.

"Anyone who was promised a
raise last semester will get one this

semester," said Jim McGowan,
Chairman of the Finance Com-
mittee. The reason some jobs have
been reduced in the amount of pay
is that the Campus Center is now
working on an 'equal-pay for equal-
work' scale.

Said Amico, "We re-evaluated all

the student jobs this summer, and

decided to establish equity on a
campus-wide basis. This means
that equal jobs will get equal pay."
He stressed that employees who

were promised raises have now
received those raises. In addition,
there was a general 10 cent pay
hike; and anyone newly hired this

semester will begin at the newly-
appointed pay rate, which in some
instances will be considerably lower
than second- and earlier-semester
workers.

The current pay scales for Top of
the Campus bartenders is $2.75, for
Blue Wall-Hatch bartenders $2.25-

$2 30, for bouncers $2.50, and for

bar managers, $3.00.

As for cuts in pay, it was em-
phatically stated by both Amico
and the Board of Governors that no
one received a cut in pay.

As a result of the increases in

most prices, the Campus Center fee
had to be raised to $64 this

semester, which according to John
Hays, is regrettable but fair.

"What do you do about price
increases?" he asks. Do you add
them to student fees, knowing
some people will not use the
facilities, or do you take it from
those who do use it?"

A student Employee Committee
is being established by the Board to
review complaints and receive
feedback from the affected em-
ployees, it was learned. This should
eliminate some of the common
misunderstandings that develop
between the upper echelons of the
management and the common
workers below, organizers say. One
of the members will be a voting
Chairman on the Board of
Governors.

Index is here
This year's Index will be

distributed today from 9 to 5
from a truck parked outside the
Student Union. Remember to

bring the card marked Index
which you received at

registration, otherwise you
can't get one. Distribution will

continue throughout the week
at a location to be announced.

Graphics taught

This evening at 7:30 in the
Collegian office. Chuck Kidd,
advisor to the MDC will con-
duct a seminar on newspaper
graphics and photography. Use
of shading films and color
cutting will be discussed.
Everyone is invited to attend.

University may offer

weekend board soon
ByJIMKASSNER

Staff Reporter

Because of "considerable
student request", the UMass Food
Service Department may offer an
optional weekend board plan,

beginning perhaps as early as

January.

Marie Cappadona, Assistant
Director of University Food Ser-

vices, said week-end meals "are a

real need to the student, a need we
want to satisfy."

Cappadona noted that a previous
week-end meal plan used years

ago, had to be abolished because of

lack of student support. However,
with the recent rise in food prices,

students may again revert to the

dining commons rather than
watching their weekly food bill

grow.

The week-end meal plan would
consist of a lunch-brunch (11:00-

1:30), and dinner (4:30-6:30),

Saturdays and Sundays. Because

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
PIZZA - GRINDERS - SPAGHETTI

ONCE VOUVE
TASTED IT -

YOU'RE

SPOILED FOR

UFE!
Free Delivery on Campus 256-8011

UNIVERSITY DRIVE

Constitutional Station Meeting

for WMUA

It is important that ALL station members, Third
World people and women attend.

most students would probably not
be willing to wake up to go to an
early breakfast on a Saturday or
Sunday morning, breakfast and
lunch would be combined into a
brunch. This would consist of a
standard dining commons lunch
with one of the selections being
scrambled eggs, sausages, etc. The
dinner menu would be similar to a

conventional Monday- Friday menu.
These meals would be available at

Berkshire Commons in Southwest,
and at Franklin Commons. If

student response was high, other

commons may be used, depending
on staff conditions, etc.

The 14 meal plan (two meals a

day-seven days a week) would cost

$426.45, approximately $118 more
than the current 10 meal plan. The
price of a 19 meal plan (3 meals
Mon.-Fri. — 2 meals Saturday and
Sunday) would also increase
proportionately to $463.45.

The Food Service Department,
seeking student response, is

planning to distribute question-
naires at the dining commons' on
Wednesday night. These
questionnaires will be available in

the dinner lines.

at 8:00 p.m.

Wed., Oct. 9

in Colonial Lounge.
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Cautions against dramatic results

Kissinger begins Mideast peace tour today
WASHINGTON [UPf] - Secretary cf

State Henry A. Kissinger arrives in Cairo

today for another Mideast tour in search of

peace between the Arabs and Israelis — and
lower oil prices.

In advance of his departure at midnight

yesterday, Kissinger cautioned against
expectations that his weeklong mission

would produce any dramatic results or

announcements, and that his would not be
the final round of talks concerning the

Middle East situation.

"The primary purpose is to give con-

creteness to the negotiating process, and,

perhaps to agree on some timing," he told a

Monday news conference.

He is to arrive in Cairo this evening and

confer with Egyptian President Anwar Sadat

until Friday morning. Thereafter he will visit

Syria, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Israel, Algeria

and Morocco before returning to

Washington Oct. 15.

Security surrounding the Kissinger visit

and itinerary is tight. He has said he does not

expect to engage in any shuttle diplomacy as

on previous trips, when he made frequent

middle-of-the-night flights between Cairo

and Jerusalem and Damascus and Jerusalem

while negotiating troop disengagement

agreements.

The exact timing of Kissinger's visits to the

oil-rich desert kingdom of Saudi Arabia was

not revealed prior to Kissinger's departure on

grounds the appointment with King Faisal

was not final.

Throughout the Middle East trip the

Palestinian problem will be a constant issue,

but Kissinger has said he will not meet any

Palestinian leaders on this visit. That does

not rule out the possibility some official with

Kissinger's party will not meet Palestinian

leaders, however.

Yasser Arafat, leader of the Palestinian

Liberation Organization, is understood to

have arranged his current visit to Cairo so it

overlaps with that of Kissinger. But Kissinger
said: "There is no possibility I will meet
Arafat or any other Palestinian leaders while I

am in the Middle East."

Arab officials long have insisted that
lasting peace in the Middle East is impossible
without a solution to the problem of the
Palestinians, who were uprooted and left

homeless by creation of the state of Israel in

1947.

Oil matters are certain to be mixed with
peace efforts during Kissinger's meeting with
Saudi Arabian King Faisal, although
Kissinger insists the two issues are being
negotiated seoaratelv

Scene in the House Chamber as Pres. Ford delivers his proposals tor fighting
inflation to a Joint Session of Congress yesterday. Ford is at the rostrum at lower
left. He asked for a one-year 5 per cent income tax surcharge for businesses and
middle-income Americans. See story/ page 1.

Ford and Polish chief Gierek

discuss economics and detente

o

a

£
3

WASHING TON [UP/]
Warning that world stability is

threatened by economic problems,
President Ford conferred at length

yesterday on energy, trade and
detente problems with Polish leader

Edward Gierek, the highest ranking

Communist chief he has yet met.
Ford and Gierek, U.S. and Polish

diplomatic sources disclosed, are

expected to meet again today to
sign two main statements - one on
political relations between the

United States and Poland and
another on economic relations

between the two countries.

Following the one-and-a-half
hour meeting in Ford's Oval Office,

Gierek lunched with Secretary of

State Henry A. Kissinger at the

State Department and then wit

nessed the signed of six U.S. -Polish

agreements.

The agreements, which were
negotiated well in advance, were
signed by high U.S. and Polish

officials and cover cooperation in

science and technology, coal,

research, health, the environment,
and agriculture.

Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger signed an agreement tp

avoid double taxation of U.S.
nationals in Poland and Polish

nationals in the United States as

well as the accord on funding joint

scientific and technological
projects.

Gierek received a 21-qun salute

and full military honors on his

arrival at the South Lawn of the

White House in the mild indian-

summer weather which Polish

deplomats said reminded them of

home. Ford set a somber tone for

his talks with Gierek by warning

that "the development of peoples

on a global basis is actually

threatened" by the world's inflation

and economic ills.

At one Doint. Ford said that

Gierek, a 61 -year-old former coal

miner, could make a special

contribution because of his

"lifetime of expertise."

For his part, Gierek stressed that

a relaxation of tensions between
the Socialist and Western countries

was a process that should be
"universal and irreversible."

"It is being acknowledged, with
satisfaction that it is you, Mr.
President, steering U.S. foreign
policy in this direction of detente,"
Gierek said.

House panel approves

$500 tax exemption
WASHINGTON \UPI] - Seeking

to bolster the ailing housing in-

dustry, the House Ways and Means
Committee cleared yesterday
legislation to exempt the first $500
of savings account interest from
taxation.

The action sparked heated
debate about whether it would
primarily help well-to-do in-

dividuals, and whether it actually

would accomplish its stated pur-

pose of helping the home-building

housing industry.

The Treasury Department
strongly opposed the bill, as did the

AFL-CIO and committee liberals.

Rep. Herman T. Schneebeli, R-Pa.,

ranking committee Republican, said

following the 15-6 vote that

President Ford would have no
similar recommendation in his

inflation-fighting plan.
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Egypt minister sees

peace discussions soon
By United Press International

Egyptian Foreign Minister Ismail

Fahmi predicted yesterday on the

eve of Secretary of State Henry

Kissinger's Middle East tour that

the long-awaited Geneva peace
conference with Israel "is coming

shortly."

Fahmi had just returned to Cairo

from the United States, where he

addressed the United Nations
General Assembly and conferred

with President Ford and Kissinger.

"I did not feel any pessimism

during my meetings with Dr.

Kissinger," Fahmi told newsmem at

Cairo airport. "There is no need for

pessimism even though the Middle

East crisis is a complicated one built

up over more than 26 years."

He said, "The Geneva con-

ference is absolutely necessary and
it is coming shortly. We shall go to

Geneva when we are ready.

"If efforts are properly
mobilized," Fahmi said, "a just

solution can be achieved. We
cannot expect, however, that it can
come quickly or automatically."

In Israel, a military spokesman
said an army patrol was shot at

from across the Lebanese frontier

in the area of Zarit at about mid-
night. "The fire was returned and
there were no sacualties," he said.

In London, Western diplomatic

analysts said the Soviet Union,
though it continues to make huge
arms shipments to the Arab
countries, fears another Arab-Israeli

war would ruin the current detente
with the United States.

The analysts said another Middle
East war could well force the
Soviets and the Americans into

direct confrontation - something
the Soviets are anxious to avoid.

At the same time, the Soviets are
delivering, sophisticated weapons
to Syria, notably the Mig23 jet

fighter, with the professed hope of
keeping the Syrians from sliding

into the American camp as Egypt,
in the Soviet view, has done.
These weapons "are intended for

defense purposes," one Com-
munist diplomat insisted, and as a
means of keeping pressure on Israel

to conclude a peace agreement the

Arabs can live with.

This makes the Soviet balancing

act a delicate one indeed, since

Syria and Egypt went to war with

Israel a year ago against Soviet

urgings not to.

Richardson

may seek

Kennedy's seat
DES MOINES, Iowa [UP/] -

Former Attorney General Elliot

Richardson yesterday said he is

considering challenging Sen.
Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts

for his senate seat in 1976.

Richardson also hinted he would
consider seeking the GOP
presidential nomination in 1976,

despite the likelihood that President

Gerald Ford would seek a full term.

Speaking at a news conference

before a speech at the Iowa

Bankers Association, Richardson

said he was "looking for something

to do."

Asked if he planned to get back
into politics, Richardson said:

"There is the possibility of running

for the Massachusetts senate seat

in 1976. Kennedy's seat will be up
then."

In answer to a reporter's question
Richardson said he also "would be
interested in the presidential
nomination."
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Nobel prize to Sato, MacBride
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Peace prize awarded to 2 former ministprq
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lZ\ OX 1974 was awarded
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t0 f0rmer JaPanese
Prime Minister Eisaku Sato and
former Irish Foreign Minister Sean
MacBr.de for their contributions to
peace in our time."

THE MASSACHUSETTS QM.Y

The Norwegian Nobel committee
announced the award without
advance notice and amid general
expectation the prize would not be
given this year.

The announcement was read by
Mrs. Aase Lionaess, chairman of

/WORLD
Strong earthquake

hits Caribbean isles

the committee which is made up of
members of the Norwegian
parliament.

It said both Sato, 74, and
MacBride, 70, have "each in their
own way, contributed to peace.
Their efforts were central in
contributing to peace in our time."
The two winners will share the

$123,000 prize at ceremonies in

Oslo Dec. 10, the anniversary of
Alfred Nobel's death.

Tie citation regarding Sato,
whose term of office as premier
from 1964 to 1972, is the longest in

Japan's history, said he was "the

main exponent of a reconciliation
policy that contributed to a
stabilization of conditions in the
Pacific area.

"He has consequently kept his
promise that Japan should not get
nuclear weapons of her own during
his time as Prime Minister and he
signed a non-proliferation
agreement."

MacBride's citation said he was
awarded the prize "due to many
years of efforts to build up and
protect human rights all over the

world. The struggle against in-

justice which simultaneously is a
work for peace has characterized
his strong engagement in a number
of areas."

It said MacBride, foreign minister
from 1948 to 1951 and later head of
Amnesty International, the London-
based non-governmental
organization helping political
prisoners all over the world, has
worked with the aim that "human
rights shall become part of fulfilling

international conventions."
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SAN JUAN, P.R. [UP/] A
strong earthquake yesterday
rocked Caribbean vacation islands
from Puerto Rico to Guadaloupe
Reports indicated that the island of
Antigua was hardest- hit.

The U.S. Geodetic Observatory
in San Juan said the quake
registered 7, on the open-end
Richter scale, the strongest
reported in the West Indies for
several years. It said the quake,
which hit at 5:52 a.m. (EDT), ap-
parently was centered between St.
Kitts and Guadeloupe, in the
Leeward Islands about 300 miles

east of Puerto Rico
The tremor was felt throughout

Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin
Islands, but no damage or
casualties were reported. Antigua
lies about midway between St.
Kitts and Guadeloupe in the
Leeward Island chain.

Four persons were reported
injured on Antigua but there were
no immediate reports of casualties
elsewhere.

The historic old St. John's
cathedral and several government
buildings were among property
severly damaged.

.

Two grain companies
confused on exports
WASHINGTON [UPf] Top

officials of two companies involved
in the aborted grain sale to Russia
disagreed yesterday on what they
were told at the White House about
ground rules for further exports to
Communist and oil-producing

nation and world
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JCS hits 200m limit

WASHINGTON [AP] - The
U.S. military yesterday opposed
legislation to establish a 200- mile
fishery jurisdiction off U.S. coasts
as inviting retaliation detrimental to
U.S. security interests.

Gen. George S. Brown, chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said
some nations will claim 200-mile
sovereignty barring aircraft
overflight and submarine passage.
The U.S. naval mission depends

on maximum mobility and "cannot
be dependent on the sufferance of
other nations," Brown told the
Senate Armed Services Com-
mittee.

The bill, sponsored by coastal
fishing interests to counteract
overfishing by vessels of Russia,
Japan and other nations, has been
approved by the Senate Commerce
Committee and disapproved by the
Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee. It was sent to the Armed
Services Committee at ad-
ministration request for appraisal of
military implications.

Ford talk delayed
WASHINGTON [UP/]

President Ford's testimony to a
congressional committee was
postponed yesterday because the
judge presiding in the Watergate
coverup case could not guarantee
he could sequester a jury by
tomorrow.

Chairman William L. Hungate, D-
Mo. read a brief one-sentence
statement to reporters announcing
the postponement of Ford's ap-
pearance before his House
Judiciary subcommittee until Oct.
17. He said the White House agreed
to the postponement.
Hungate said the week's delay in

Ford's appearnace to answer
questions about his pardon for
former president Nixon would
"allow ample time for the selection
and sequestration of the jury."

Meanwhile jury selection in the
week-old Watergate cover-up trial

continued in secret yesterday.

N.H. refinery needed
CONCORD, N.H. [AP] - Oil

interests were ready to contribute
money to the Leonard for Governor
campaign if the New Hampshire
Democrat would publicly support
an oil refinery in the state, a
Leonard spokesman said yesterday.

Robert Philbrick said at a news
conference that a Leonard worker
was approached by Peter Booras, a
former representative for Aristotle

Onassis' Olympic Refineries and
currently an officer of the recently
incorporated Yankee Refineries.

Philbrick said the intermediary is

"a respected businessman... a
professional man and volunteer for

Dick Leonard." He said this person
told him he was approached by
Booras twice and asked to arrange
a secret meeting between Booras
and Leonard.

nations.

Edward Cook, president of Cook
Industries, testified to the Senate
Permanent Investigations Sub-
committee that his firm dropped a
sale of wheat and soybean oii to
Iran because he was advised in
effect "that export controls are in
place."

But Barnard Steinweg, executive
vice president of Continental Grain
Co. who was present at the
Saturday White House meeting,
told the panel he recalled no such
statement, and that his firm sub-
sequently sold 160,000 tons of
wheat to the Iranians.

Steinweg said that as he un-
derstood the instructions, any big
grain sale to any nation would be
subject to government approval,
with Russia, China and the oil-

producing countries to be given
equal treatment.

And Agriculture Secretary Earl L.
Butz, another witness in sub-
committee hearings on the can-
cellation of the sale of 3.4 million
tons of wheat and corn to Russia,
said Cook had "misunderstood"
discussions on export policy.

Butz said the ban was meant to
remain in effect only during the
weekend while department officials
formulated a new export reporting
policy to prevent overdrawing on
domestic supplies. The Agriculture
Department put the new rules into
effect yesterday.

Assistant Secretary of State
Thomas Enders testified later that
Treasury Secretary William E.
Simon, on his trip to Moscow later
this week, will make it clear to
Soviet leaders just how much U.S.
grain they can expect to buy under
the new regulations.
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Ford proposes tax,

energy measures
cont. from d.1
now pending in the House Ways
and Means Committee that he said
would give the poor $1.6 billion of
tax relief.

In the energy area, Ford fixed a
goal of reducing imports of foreign
oil by one million barrels a day by
the end of 1975. This would be
accomplished by increasing
domestic energy production and by
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conserving oil.

To develop "a single national

energy policy and program," Ford
created a National Energy Board
headed by Secretary of the Interior

Rogers C.B. Morton.

Ford was greeted with a full

minute's applause from senators
and House members after he
entered the nearly-filled House
chamber for the address.

One of the President's major

proposals would set a 1980 target

for "eliminating oil-fired plants from
the nation's base- loaded electrical

capacity" by converting to coal and
uranium.

A fact sheet said the conversion
would be accomplished voluntarily

or the President would seek
legislation to make it happen.

While rejecting proposals that he
ration gasoline or increase the tax

on gas, Ford said:

"I will meet with top
management of the automobile
industry to assure — either by
agreement or by law — a firm

program aimed at achieving a 40
per cent increase in gasoline
mileage within a four-year
development deadline."
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Racial unrest continues in the Boston High Schools as busing to desegregate the
schools. Here one policeman has a student in an arm lock as a member of the
tactical squad rushes in with a swinging club.

Mayor White and NAACP reques

Federal help in Boston violence
cont. from p. 1

The driver, Morris Brass, 51, of

Brockton was reported in a "state
of shock" at Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital with multiple internal

injuries, two compound leg frac-

tures and spinal injuries.

The beating of Brass appeared
to be in retaliation against the
beating of a black man who was
pulled from his car in South Boston
by whites Monday and hit with
sticks.

As violence continued during the
fourth week of a court ordered plan
to integrate Boston's public schools
by busing, these developments
took place in rapid order:

-White called for at least 125
U.S. marshals to be assigned to

racially troubled South Boston to

prevent "an explosive con-
frontation throughout the city."

- Five black legislators, members
of the Massachusetts Black
Caucus, urged the government to

send "at least a division" of federal

troops to protect children and
implement the court ordered plan

to integrate Boston's public schools
by busing.

-The NAACP, which filed the
suit that led to the desegregation
order, called on White to get ad-
ditional law enforcement officers

from cities and towns throughout
Massachusetts and the state police.

And, if that did not "restore and
maintain order", to have the
governor call in the National Guard.

Building of supertanker port

likely, although opposed in N.E.
WASHINGTON [AP\ - Backers

of legislation permitting con-
struction of offshore supertanker
ports predict easy passage by the
Senate.

"I think once we get past these
relatively minor jurisdictional
problems it will sail through the
Senate," said Sen. J. Bennett
Johnston, D-La.

Johnston, one of the bill's chief

sponsors, expects the Senate to act
this week on the bill. The issue has
been before Congress for at least

three years.

The House passed its own
superport bill several months ago.
Unless the House accepts dif-

ferences between its bill and the
Senate measure, a conference
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committee will be required to draft

compromise legislation.

Time, however is short. Congress
begins a month-long election

recess Friday, leaving only six more
weeks for legislative action this

year.

All pending legislation will die

with the passing of the 93rd

Congress at the end of the year,

including both House and Senate
superport bills unless Congress
moves quickly.

The legislation is of prime im-

portance to Louisiana and Texas,

both of which have proposals for

superports off their coasts.

The superports have been
proposed by oil companies because
most U.S. ports are too shallow for

the mammoth supertankers now
being used to transport oil.

The superports, or deepwater
terminals, would be buoy like

platforms anchored up to 30 miles

offshore. Tankers tied up alongside

would have their cargo pumped
ashore through pipelines buried

beneath the ocean's floor.

Opposition to the ports has come
mainly from environmentalists and
states along the North Atlantic

coast.

The environmentalists have
objected on grounds that a

supertanker accident at sea could

result in extensive environmental

damage from spilled crude oil.

The Northeastern states say they

do not want their coasts marred by
onshore development that must
accompany the superports.

Superport backers, however,
have maintained that it is safer to

unload oil at sea, away from the

congestion of crowded ports. The
coastal development, they have
said, can be regulated by the states.
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Investigating for

economic alternatives
By BOB FOSTER

It is said that during the crumbling of the Roman Empire, the emperor
provided his citizens with bread and circuses in order to keep their minds
from the decaying nature of their society. But the technique of providing

diversions from reality failed then as it does now. A diversion has always

been a half-truth that sooner or later dissolves under the pressures of

reality. Thus, Roman bread and circuses just fed the fires of decadence
that later engulfed the entire civilization.

Such is the case in America today. A few Americans banquet while
millions starve in the ghettos of the cities and the slums of Appalachia.
Thus, economically, we might describe ourselves as deluded by a theory of
societal affluence, confused by a reality that does not match the
academician's model. And our President, in the mold of the ancient Roman
emperor, presents us with an economic circus, a bigtop filled by famous
faces with famous ideas and infamous failures.

They were all there; the Galbraith's and Samuelson's and even a more
recent addition, Mr. Greenspan in the exalted position of chief govern-
mental soothsayer. Yet, everyone knows that you can randomly select any
two economists and never get a similar answer to the same question.
Thus, by bringing together eight-hundred of them, one will more than
likely receive at least sixteen-hundred answers to the question, "How do
we cure the ills of our economy?" Even the experts are not sure within their
own minds about the nature of our problems. It logically follows that if the
experts are confused, then the laymen lack any understanding at all. Thus,
with the experts confused and the laymen lacking even basic com-
prehension, the American economy is in a shambles and no one knows
what to do about it.

The circus-like atmosphere shall continue beyond the days of the

summit. Soon, Mr. Ford shall announce a formula guaranteed to fight the

evils of inflation and recession. And yet, one wonders how truly effective

these shots of economic penicillin will be. The modern economic woes
resemble none of our past ailments. But, in true masochistic style, we
inject the same "miracle drugs" of fifty years ago into our cancerous
economic body. How much longer can we treat our fractured economic
limbs with wooden splints when what we need are radically new
techniques?

While the spotlights roamed in the Washington bigtop, a smaller, less
grandiose carnival was taking place. It was no ordinary carnival though. It

might have been likened to the "freak show" of the economic academics'
world. A collection of sincere radicals held a counter-summit to express
their views. They lacked the "prestige" of their counterparts in

Washington. Indeed, "notoriety" more accurately describes their
reputation. "Infamy" might be even a better word. Yet, sincerity was a key
element of their platform. And further, they proposed far more substantial
economic steps than their Galbraithian colleagues. But few people pay
attention to "freak shows" when the world's greatest clowns are in town.
And so, the counter-summit drifted into oblivion while millions watched
the spotlight performers in Washington.

UMass is having an economic summit of sorts Thursday, Friday and
Saturday this week. Yet, it does not seem to resemble the Washington
circus or the counter-"freak show". It is a socialist teach-in bringing some
of the best advocates of this doctrine onto campus. Though you and I may
not agree with all that is said <for it seems that some forms of socialism

contain basic philosophical flaws), it is important that you inform yourself

of the alternatives to the economic summit of last Friday and Saturday. Oo
not be swayed by the magnificence of the Galbraithian pipe or the

{ Letters to the editor

Many volunteer opportunities available

To the Editor
As a UMie Alumni and occasional recipient of a

copy of the Collegian, / feel a need to answer a recent

letter to the editor written by Ms. Maureen Drouin. I

am sorry to read that Ms. Drouin was unhappy due to

her attempt at becoming a "counseling volunteer".

From her letter she seems quite enthused at the
prospect of helping someone. It seems obvious also
from this letter that she does not have an adequate
understanding of counseling and this is very possibly
why she has not been accepted to volunteer as a
counselor. In my work, we use volunteers and interns.

I've spent many hours interviewing people with good
intentions but little knowledge. Last semester our
agency interviewed over 16 Outreach applicants,
three were accepted and, only two of the three ac-
tually were able to participate, one eliminating
themselves for personal reasons. Many of those in-

terviewed had little practical knowledge or skill in the
counseling area. Of those accepted, they all had
varying degrees ofparticipation in volunteer programs
where they learned to communicate, establish rap-
port, and make friends with people quite different
than themselves. This is done by playing cards.

rapping, sports functions, etc.

I certainly don't want to discourage volunteers but
a "counselor" must come about through a series of
experiences: one is not a "counselor" overnight. Most
social agencies see people with some deeply en-

trenched problems which aren't solved overnight.

Counselors who can help these people should ideally

have a good background in forming a helping

relationahip. I feel the basis to this background is a
step by step procession of helping relationships

formed while a person has been able to give of
themselves to needy people.

I do suggest that the Outreach volunteer and intern

counselors should have warned Ms. Drouin that with
limited experience she may be turned down. I believe

that if a student wants to volunteer as a counselor for

a social agency or program they should start early in

their college life to acquire certain skills and ex-

perience. Take some of the University courses offered

in "Counseling", get a job at a summer camp,
volunteer for Belchertown, Westfield, and North-
ampton volunteer programs. Most of all, don't lose

faith in yourself and keep trying.

Paul Provencher

RSB demands student rights

To the Editor
In 1972, a state referendum was passed, giving 18

year olds the rights of majority. Congruent with its

foot-dragging tradition, the University still has not
recognized this right.

We, as students of UMass say it is our right as legal
adults to have the choice to live and eat where we
desire. The University says or implies that it is a
privilege for us to be here, and that therefore we
should abide by any rules and regulations they put
forward, whether they be for our benefit, or for their
own profit. We say that education is a right for all

people, and that receiving it does not subject us to an
infringement upon our rights as legal adults. Forced
utilization of Dining Commons services hits Third

Worldandpoorer white students the hardest, as it's a
well known fact that one can eat just as well, more
cheaply off of the meal ticket. For the above reasons
we in the Revolutionary Student Brigade are cir-

culating a petition demanding that the UMass ad-

ministration stop forcing students to live in dorms and
purchase meal tickets. While we recognize that many
students will still utilize these facilities, no one should
be forced to use them.

The Revolutionary Student Brigade will have a table

with petitions to carry around and get your friends

andpeople in your dorm to sign. The more support we
have the stronger our fight will be!

The Revolutionary Student Brigade

Collegian musically mute
To the Editor

/ was surprised to see that Mike Kostek missed the
most important errors in the caption under Prof.
Shepp's picture on the front page of the 10-2-1974
Collegian in his letter to the editor recently.

Mr. Shepp IS a jazz pianist, Mike. One, howeverthickness of the Samuelson text. Instead, consider the alternatives. With
predictions of a developing depression that may leave us with only pennies would probably overstate by saying he is a famed
in our pockets, a consideration of alternatives is only a slight request. And jazz pianist las the Collegian did]. It is noteworthy that
maybe, just maybe, you might learn that our economy doesn't always Mr. Shepp has been seriously playing piano longer
work like your Samuelson bible told you it does! than probably any writer on the Collegian staff has

been seriously writing/

This brings me to another point which Mike was
willing to concede but I am not. Mr. Shepp does not

Bob Foster is a Collegian Commentator.

'pound' on the piano; he plays it. I'm not trying to play

a trivial wordgame here, this use of the verb to pound
is highly insulting to any musician, even a per-

cussionist. I'm bothered that such insensitivity exists

in a vehicle [the Collegian! which is supposed to

enlighten. Mr. Shepp plays the piano with as much
conviction as he does his saxophones for which,

incident/y, he is world famous.

. Mike, I think your intentions were good and I think

you'll agree that the University is NOT a cultural

wasteland as you suggested, but instead, we are just

not aware of all its potentials.

Perhaps we all should start looking deeper, beyond
our own frames of reference. What you see is what
you get.

David Gage

Thanks

flcoflnpe

To the Editor
/ wish to extend my greatest appreciation to Joe

Beals, Martha Esquivel, David Klein, Keith Gustartis,

Paul Sliwa, and Karen Mangan, and to congratulate
them on the fine job the have done for the Commuter
Assembly. Without doubt, the Commuter Assembly
Executive Council has never run as well as it has this

spring and fall semesters.
In the past the C.A.E.C has done little, and even

the usefulness of having a C.A.E.C. wac in question*

as it came very near to dissolving during last years
intercession. The question of usefulness is a moot
point now as we prepare to mail our third House
Mouse newsletter, set into action a colloquia program
for commuters, and to realize the tremendous success
of the off-campus housing office and the car-pool
system. I would like to thank you all for making the
Commuter Assembly a viable and meaningful
organization through your own effort.

Larry Gendron

Christine Dillard

W \

Killing the campus cold
Yes, it's autumn now. There are two things that

convince me that summer is truly gone. The first is
that the leaves change colors. The second is that I

catch my first common cold.
In a story in the Boston Globe, I learned that I am

not alone. Every year several weeks after school
begins, there is a rise in the number of people that
surfer with the symptoms of the cold. It seems that
students come to school and bring with them lots of
germs which everybody exchanges like baseball
cards.

'Til trade you one cough and sore throat for your
stuffy nose and ear ache."

I suspect that many of the residents on my floor are
sick, as the toilet paper is quickly disappearing from
the store room. Another clue is the ceaseless chorus
of coughs I hear as I walk down the hall. Periodically I

throw in a few of my own.
I find sickness in Mahar very frustrating. The voice

goes on and on sounding as if it were at the other end
of a tunnel, as I suppress urges to cough. If I have a
coughing fit here, it'll take me five minutes to climb
out of this row and go get a drink of water. It's ap-
parent that other students are confronting this same
problem, as my notes are frequently broken by blanks
caused by numerous coughs.
"Excuse me - did you catch what he said there?

NO?" Oh, well - I'll get the student senate lecture
notes.

I enter the infirmary and sign in. For symptoms, I

write common cold bad cough. I patiently wait my
turn, listening to the symptoms around me. Every few
minutes, a name is called, and a student rises and
walks to the nurse at the desk next to me.
"Would you like to make an appointment? It will be

at least 11 before you see a doctor. No? In that case,

take this over to clinic and see doctor."
Christine Dillard.

'

Slowly I rise to my feet and alk to the desk. "I really
don't have to see anybody. I just need some cough
syrup, and maybe some antihistamine."

"I'm afraid we can't just give you a prescription.
You have to see somebody. You know, you can buy
syrup from the pha..nacy," the helpful nurse ex
plained.

Being broke, I take my folder to clinic 3 and see a
nurse practitioner. From there, I hunt for the phar-
macy which has moved since I was here last Friday. In
minutes, I'm leaving the infirmary with my very own
supply of Glyceryl Guiaiacolate DM expectorant and
cough suppressant and dimetapp antihistamine.
As I wander back to S.W., I think to myself that

there has to be some way to defeat the common cold.
Since the common cold is any one of many different
viruses, I've read that innoculations such as those
used for the flu, are not feasible. It's a shame -

I hate
shots, but I like colds even less. There is another
possibility which really hasn't been tried in this
country. Remember those masks made famous by
doctors Kildare and Casey? (Does Dr. Welby wear
them?) The masks are supposed to cut down on the
spreading of germs in surgery. If everybody wore
them, perhaps we could cut down on the spreading of
germs in everyday life. In winter, they would also be
nice for keeping one's nose warm on subzero mor-
nings.

Meanwhile, I'm back in my room. My friend just
called and said he isn't coming over after all because
he's sick. That's fine with me, as it's time for me to
take my medication, which usually puts me to sleep.
Until then, I'm starting my weekly shopping list; first,

Vitamin C. Next, 1 box of Kleenex, followed by
thermometer and cough drops. What else do I need?

Chris Dillard is a Collegian Columnist.

{ Dean Tucker
}

Status for gratis: Phooey
The businesses of the neon corridor, Route 9

between Amherst and Northampton are insensitive to
the students of UMass in every way except in the
tactics they use to get us to spend our money at

their establishments.

The most recent display of this ignorance was an
advertisement by the multi-national hamburger
dynasty (over 14 billion undigested), McDonald's. The
ad appeared October 8.

Headlined "McDonald's presents the Glass of 75".
It was an announcement that the local McDonald's
was giving away "A genuine 100 per cent pure plastic

cup. Suitable inscribed with the UMass Minuteman
on one side. And those handsome golden arches on
the other side." It's free.

It is not free because whether or not one pays for it

directly, the cost of it is absorbed in food prices..or
perhaps in soft drink prices which have risen in price

to the point that they should be avoided for health and
wallet.

There is a greater cost in the giving of plastic cups.
Plastic cups are made from fossil fuels, petroleum, a

commodity that there is a limited supply of. A great

irony in the McDonald's ad is when in their phony fad

chasing way say "Add a little dirt and go into organic
gardening." Brilliant. Organic gardening may need
become a way of life because right now fertilizers are

made from fossil fuels too. Until an efficient new
fertilizer using some other base is developed it makes
more sense to use the fossil fuels for food growing
than for some tasteless Madison Avenue hype
designed to get people to spend their money on food
of dubious nutritional value.

Fossil fuels are also used to generate electricity. The
recent and ongoing battle to stop nuclear power in the

area is helped in a tiny way by every wasteful use of

petroleum products such as the McDonald's insult is

manufactured from.

The killer line of the McDonald's ad is "And get all

that status, gratis." Status is not a genuine plastic cup
with those "handsone" golden arches on it. Those
golden arches are hideous.. .and McDonald's is a

classic example of the wastefulness of American
culture. Everything purchased at McDonalds is

wrapped in paper. Some varieties of their gastronomic

failures are wrapped in paper

The killer line of the McDonald's ad is "And get all

that status, gratis." Status is not a genuine plastic cup
with those "'>andsome" golden arches on it. Those

Dean Tucker is Execuih-

golden arches are hideous.. .and McDonald's is a
classic example of the garish wastefulness of
American culture. Everything purchased at Mc-
Donalds is wrapped in paper. Some varieties of their
gastronomic failures are wrapped in paper, put in a
box and then put in a bag. ..as if the dinner was
traveling to Canada to eat it. But they are only going
to a table ten feet away, and before they eat they
throw away the paper, the box and the bag!
Maybe it would be better to throw away the food

and recycle the paper.

It is unfair of course to single out McDonald's
although they are the prime example of the "business
is the American way" school of thought which is

taken as they express it is a lie. Business that is

allowed to grow, uglify and waste land such as the
agricultural land of Route 9 is bad The merchants
who operate those businesses have shown no social
or ecological commitment. Their commitment is to
get every dollar possible from the collective UMass
wallet and spend it on themselves, to make their
businesses make more money.. .and on and on until
the Million Dollar Mile is a part of the tinselized
megalopolis that many of us from the sprawling
eastern part of the state hoped to avoid by coming to
UMass.
The merchants of Route 9 owe this University a

portion of the profits they have made at the expense
of open space, traffic jams and offensive illuminated
signs as well as the constant barrage of insulting
advertisements and come-ons such as McDonald's
plastic status symbol. Furthermore they owe the town
of Amherst a share of those profits for turning it's

downtown into a passageway to the Emerald City of
their shopping paradises.

What Hadley's barons of Route nine can do for the
town of Amherst is help the town pay for a roadway
system that makes Route 9 passable at all times.
As far as UMass is concerned the merchants of

Route 9 owe us a scholarship fund created on their
behalf and to be given in their name as show of faith
for education and the students pursuing it here. There
are a large number of businesses between Amherst
and Hadley on Route 9. A one hundred dollar a year
commitment from everyone of them is a reasonable
request, enough so that we can demand it.

It won't cure the aesthetic disaster that Route 9 is

already, but it will show the students here that
business is not all what you take, but what you can
give too.

e Editor of the Collegian.

A letter to Southie
a South Boston Point of View...

Monday, Oct. 7, 1974
Dear Mother,

Everything is going well up here - I would hope things are as well at
home, but apparently they are not. I read in the Herald-American today
that a barroom in Southie was attacked by the Tactical Police Force and
torn apart to the extent of $15,000 worth of damage - plus a few cracked
heads. I can see that things are starting to happen, the violence is

spreading. From what I gather from the newspaper reports, the situation is

not so simple as I thought it would be. It is no longer a matter of will we or
won't we bus (if it was ever that simple) but how much the government
can step on us and get away with it.

I read one report from the bartender of Whitney's who said he received a
call at 5 p.m. Saturday afternoon informing him that the bar would be
raided that night. The Police on the other hand report that they sent their
squad down only after they received a call of "Officer in Trouble" at 8:22
p.m. Interesting that one observer - victim in the bar at the time of the
incident said that the Police charged in at 8:10 p.m. - a full 12 minutes
before the call was even received! (Later reports from other witnesses
confirmed this).

The local political unit of Hicks, Bulger and Flaherty want an in-

vestigation of the matter, and with good reason. As they stated; either
DiGrazia (who says only that a call was received at 8:24 p.m. citing Officer

_ in trouble) has lost control of the situation, - or he ordered it, - or at least
agreed to it, - and now is lying. Of course, the TPF is a separate, special
unit anyway, but God knows what will happen if they just start taking it

upon themselves to "rectify" whatever they consider the problems to be. I

was encouraged to hear of the large demonstration at Police Headquarters
the next day, Sunday, 't shows people are sticking together, which they
must. I was also glad to see the aforementioned political unit of Hicks,
Bulger and Flaherty come right out and hop on the case.

I do not think the people of South Boston will take this lying down. As
we have already seen - they've demonstrated at Police Headquarters.
Good luck to them. Their bull-headedness may be their biggest asset now
- if it doesn't get them killed first.

Incidentally, I'm sure this will add to the controversy of whether this
whole busing issue is racial or anti-governmental. While you and I may
understand that the people of South Boston do not particularly care for the
government at this point and that it is their nature to deny anything forced
upon them - I am afraid that most outsiders view South Bostonians as
racist misfits with a propensity for violence. Seeing what I see, there are
times when I think I might agree about the violence part of it, - but I'm
beginning to wonder whether the people of South Boston are among the
few who have the fortitude to resist an overpowering government.
Most of the racist remarks I have heard in South Boston stem from

people who are either:

1. suffering from chesty adolescence (despite their chronological age)
2. uninformed

3. just plain soft.

On the other hand, those people for whom I have some respect - those
with half a mind or more, - key on the governmental aspect of the whole
thing; i.e. the constant presence of police, the Gestapo tactics; (as the
Rabbitt Inn affair certainly was); and the issue of who really has control of
the children. Fortunately I have found the latter to be in the majority.
Also - do not forget that both the Nazi Party and the Klu Klux Klan-

smen (if you can call them men) had to be escorted out of South Boston
with something resembling fear of their lives. What they were looking for
wasn't in South Boston.

Granted racism exists in South Boston. It exists everywhere. We are all

raised in it to an extent that we are seldom fully aware of. But there are
other elements of which we must also be aware. South Bostonians are
taught to fight for what they believe in, and not to let anyone step on them
just because they have bigger shoes, or are a little more powerful - as
certainly the United States Government is.

I do not like to see the image of South Boston tarnished the way it has
been. Granted, it is not the shiniest place in the world, but it is home to
some people, and is definitely not the black hole others make it out to be.
Keep in mind:

There are 38,000 people in South Boston. Several thousand have
demonstrated peacefully. A few hundred of the younger ones have gotten
a little violent - too violent. Rocks should not be thrown at school buses
full of young children, nor should Black men be beaten in the street. These
things are wrong and will never be right. The majority of South Bostonians
deplore this aspect of the battle - and express it to those who engage in
such. But there are those who will insist on doing these things and there is

little else that can be done about it. The best we can do is to keep it in
perspective, - and recognize that it is the minority who are engaged in
these activities.

I do not know how long trouble will continue in South Boston. I do know
one thing the people do not want it. They wish only to have some
control over their community, their lives, and .the lives of their children.
Apparently, today that's not as easy as it sounds.

Well, that's about as well as I can say it Ma, I'll be home Friday to play
a little hockey.

Love, Paul
Paul W. English is a UMass student from South Boston
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Portugal empire fall

hurts South Africa
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By PHIL NEWSOM
UP/ Foreign News Analyst

The collapse of Portugal's
African empire has created new
problems for the Republic of South
Africa and deppened its people's
sense of isolation.

It arises from South Africa's
determined adherence to apartheid
separation of the races - and from

the fact that, with the approaching
independence of the former
Portuguese provinces of
Mozambique and Angola, the
country for the first time finds itself

eyeball to eyeball with populations
dedicated to its destruction.

And it was this also that lent new
dramatic value to the rejection byk„ 1 1 m r< m. .

T some semuiance c

?n, th aT
Asj*m

,

b,V of the a COuple of years

African Republic had been
protected by a wall of buffer states-

some of its own creation - against
the rising voices of black African
nationalism.

But the wall is crumbling. On the
north and east, Mozambique soon
will be totally independent. With
white supremacist Rhodesia in

between, next is the black rule state
of Botswana, long regarded as a
South African satellite but showing
increasing signs of independence.
Then comes Southwest Africa,
ruled by South Africa under a
League of Nations and U.N.
mandate since the end of World
War I and expected to gain at least

some semblance of self rule within

South African delegation's
credentials and its call to the
Security Council to "review the
relationship" between the United
Nations and South Africa.

Neither action can have a
practical result. The General
Assembly has been rejecting South
African credentials regularly since
1970. Only the Security Council is

authorized to reject or expel a U.N.
member, and the United States or
Britain could be considered certain
to veto any such action.

In South Africa, Prime Minister
John Vorster's proapartheid
National party came to power in

Except for the 150 mile border
with Rhodesia, it leaves South
Africa surrounded.

As South Africa has found itself

increasingly alone. Prime Minister
Vorster has found it necessary to
declare anew the country's
determination to protect itself both
from enemies from without and
from residents among South
Africa's black population of some
16 million, outnumbering whites by
about four to one.

One result is South Africa's
soaring defense budget. U.S. in-

vestment in South Africa is neither
1949 and in elections last spring encouraged nor discouraged by
increased its hold on parliament.
But the elections also showed an
impressive growth of opposition
despite increasingly repressive
measures which the government
claims are necessary to maintain
national tranquility.

Up until the April coup which
overthrew Portugal's sternly right
wing government, the South

Washington and is said to total
about $1 billion.

Many south Africans feel the
outsider's picture of their country
is exaggerated. They point to a
gradually easing of apartheid
restrictions in sports and the in-

creasing importance of the black
man in South African economics as
indications of change.

Cuban health improves
since '59, doctor savs
CHICAGO [AP] - The socialist

revolution in Cuba has resulted in
universal high quality medical care
for the Cuban people, says an
American physician just back from
month's visit there.

Dr.

left medically impoverished when
60 per cent of its 7,000 doctors left

following the revolution and the
medical school lost 85 per cent of
its faculty.

But he said the emphasis onQuentin Young said health helath care led to a crash programcare has had a high priority in Cuba
since the revolution in 1959 and is

considered a social right, available
to everybody free. He said Cubans
"have gone a long way toward
conquering that which was
conquerable."

Young was one of a group of 16
U.S medical personnel who visited
Cuba under sponsorship of the
U.S. -Cuban Health Exchange. They
plan to report on their trip at a
meeting of the American Public
Health Association in New Orleans
at the end of the month.
Young heads the Department of

Medicine at Cook County Hospital
and is a founder and past president
of the Medical Committee for

for replacements. And while there
is still a shortage of nurses, there
are now 8,000 doctors- half of them
women-and better distribution ss
that Havana has fewer doctors and
some smaller cities have more.
Young credited block

organizations with helping to
improve health care and said the
committees have created "an
enormous health education
system," which the United States
might emulate.

Young reported infant mortality
down to 27.8 per 1,000 live births
from an estimated 65 per 1,000 in

1959. He also reported total im-
munization against polio, a reduced
diptheria rate, no malaria and no
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By BARBARA ESTABROOK
UMass Infirmary, Health Education
What goes "on your health

record" and who has access to it?

Can someone find out that you had
VD-or a pregnancy test? Will
future employers find out about
consultations with Mental Health?
Can your mother find out if you get
contraceptives?

The University Health Services
strictly guards the confidentiality of
student health records. These
records contain each student's
medical history and physical es-

amination report (required before
your initial registration at the
university) and information from
visits to the Health Services. What
is recorded is of vital importance to
the health professionals who help
care for you, as diagnosis and
method of treatment may depend
on factors of medical history,

general physical condition, previous

illness, use of certain medications,
etc. Some of this information is

obviously highly confidential, and
there is much concern about its

accessibility.

Requests for release of in-

formation must be approved by the
student, usually in writing on a
special form. The student's ap-
proval must be informed consent-
he or she will know who has
requested information, and what
facts have been sought. Only
materials pertinent to the matter in

question are released, not the entire
record. Records of visits to the
Mental Health Division of
University Health services are kept
separate from the Health Center
records, and these too will only be
released after you make a request in

writing.

When a student is an inpatient,
the information that he or she has
been admitted to the Health Center

and a statement of medical con-
dition (sucn as good, satisfactory,
critical) may be released without
approval unless the student
requests that this not be done.

Applications for insurance
policies, graduate and professional
schools, and some jobs sometimes
require health information. Again,
before release such requests must
be authorized in writing by the
student, and in such cases a fee is

paid for the transmittal of in-

formation. If it will satisfy the needs
of the application, a "Certificate of
Good Health" can be issued.

The fear of public knowledge
about your health care or problems
should not be a barrier to seeking
any services you need. Any
questions about the confidentiality
policy should be directed to the
Health Education Division of the
University Health Services.

Center created here to assist
communities with redevelopment
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A Center for the Community
Renewal Studies (CCRS), with
Raymond A. Werbe as director,
has been established at the In-

stitute for Man and Environment at
UMass with funding from the State
Department of Community Affairs
(DCA).

A major task of the new center
will be to help communities in such
areas as understanding the
redevelopment process prior to
application to the DCA, in site
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examination and design review,
with guidance on political
processes, community relations
and the selection of professional
help, with reviews of fiscal
feasibility and in other aspects of
development.

Another important task will be to
stimulate research within the
University on those topics and
problems which are encountered
while working with communities.
Areas with potential for further
research include citizen par-
ticipation in the redevelopment
process, the determination of users'
preferences, the investigation of
cost-benefit ratios and the impact
of the redevelopment process on all

aspects of the community.

Werbe, a graduate of Wayne
State University, was for many
years a consultant on en-
vironmental factors to state and
federal governments and to in-

dustry. He has been associated
with the Institute for Man and
Environment at UMass for the past
year and before that was director of

the UMass office of Environmental
Concerns.
The CCRS grows out of the

Boltwood Walk Advisory Com-
mittee, in the town of Amherst,
which permitted faculty and
students to assist the Amherst
Health Advisory Council in the
programs and plans for a new
community health center. The
success of this project in making
available academic expertise to a
local community was observed by
legislators and state officials and
led to the establishment by the
University of CCRS.

It will make available those same
resources to communities
throughout the Commonwealth in

the redevelopment process. All

requests for such assistance must,
however, come through the DCA.

DON'T
LET

IT RAIN
ON
YOUR
PARADE

CHARLES GROOIN CANOICE BERGEN

JAMES MASON TREVOR HOWARD JOHNGIElGUD

Metro Goldwyn Maver
presents

"THKTC
'

Fora

take... THE ULTIMATE TRIP IN 7Qmf

{

BE PREPARED WITH EXTRA $$$,
^STUDENTS! Are you interested in becoming

a COMMISSION SALESPERSON for the:

/ 4 1 iik In f1 1 imI< rN
% I.I 4 « til |M rti n 1 1. ti m 4 <»

II ll« II .MM II IfMl III «l

l>> .1 pan in ,

ff tHtm •%

' HTiliuami'i
W9¥W ^W ^l^**

SPfO/H GBCHJf-' SfATtS

(AIL PEREOPMA^ V HfATESMGR

the MAssACMusrrrs oahv

AWHERST MA
iaa

€ i*clly •« originally pre««nl«<l in Cirwram* and Stereophonic Sound

In addition to $$$$, you'll obtain

valuable business experience.

• call •

Janice Lazzaro, Advertising Manager
545-3500
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German conscientious objectors

could be model for U.S. amnesty
BONN, Germany \AP\ - West

German conscientious objectors

care for the ill and handicapped,

work in ambulances and rescue

services and protect the en-

vironment in a project that could

serve as a model for President

Ford's amnesty program.

"Most West Germans believe

that as long as there is a draft, there

must be equality of service for all

young men," said Manfred Harrer

of the West German Labor
Ministry, which administers the

conscientious objector program
initiated 18 years ago. "America
may have something to learn from
our experiences."

Ford has offered amnesty to draft

evaders and deserters from the

Vietnam war era in return for an
oath of allegiance to the United
States and for working up to two
years in public services such as

national health or safety.

About 30,000 West German
youths will avoid the draft this year

by establishing their status as

conscientious objectors. To
substitute for military service, they

will be assigned by the Bonn
government to 16 months of civilian

service duties, compared with 15

months served by military recruits.

Their starting pay is about $2 a

day plus meals. Many will have to

finance their own living quarters.

Otherwise, they receive the same
Welfare benefits as army recruits.

Like the Ford proposal, the West
German civilian service program
has" provoked controversy. There is

grumbling from conscientious

objectors about low pay and being
forced to serve one month longer
than soldiers in menial, make-work
assignments.

There was a dramatic upsurge of

COs in West Germany during the

late 1960s, attributed partly to the

American war in Vietnam. In 1967,

5,963 West Germans applied for

conscientious objector exemptions,

but by 1972 applicants neared
34,000.

"The Vietnam war certainly

played a role in the increase, but it's

also been modish among young
people to discount military

solutions and proclaim: 'Better red

than dead," Harrer said. "Another

factor is the German past. Because

of this, many want nothing to do

with the military."

Mexico bans Violent'

U.S. television shows

The

Hatchwecmesday
Mi^ht Coffee house

and HosT-flC ^ *

Ed Vadas

MEXICO CITY [AP\ - The
government recently banned 20

American programs from Mexican

television because they are con-

sidered too violent.

The prohibited shows include:

"Kung Fu," "The FBI," "Ironside,"

"Mannix," "Mod Squad,"
"Dragnet," "The Untouchables,"

"The World of Jason King," "The
Baron," and "Nichols."

Also "The Fugitive," "Desert

"Mod Minister" runs
MIAMI [UPI\ - Arthur Blessitt,

the so-called "Mod Minister of
Sunset Strip," announced
yesterday he would campaign for

president of the United States to

provide American voters "with an
alternative".

Blessitt, a 33-year-old ordained
s

minister, said he will campaign as a

candidate in Florida's 1976
presidential preference primary.

"Streets of San Francisco,"
"O'Hara Secret Agent," "Rescue,"
"Amos Burke," "Longstreet,"
"Police Trilogy" and "The
Sergeant."

The Interior Ministry saia tne

programs could not be shown as of

Sept. 30.

"Safeguards established to help

heads of families protect their

children from certain programs
have failed," an official said. "We
want to keep the children from
watching programs of such
negative influence."

Mexican President Luis
Echeverria, in his Sept. 1 State of

the Union message spoke of "the
influence of violent television and

movies on the development of our

youth."

DIRECT FROrt SCOTLAND
BY UAV 0F*THL BROTHER-
MOOD" ON NANTUCKET

GIB T0DD&
DAVIDVISEMfiN
Sincfinp* ^plaijind Traditional

ScoHfth & Irish ballads

rs3

d*

^pr V..

riSS
j'.->\

m K &
' III rmiiU It .id to

1KAKHOI SB-LAND!

\0#1
whali. Bell Cords
^IM^TSt Cre.n, Sand, Grey3 fOlJ ,,«„ broken

Famous Maker fttralght-Ug Blll6
shrink to-fit A pre-skrwnk model. J6QQS

reg. $11-$ 11" $350
i

"^ hen I ««» what the* had on the rack.

I had to releaxe no tailor."

%»
Wtti

•m

LARGE SELECTION of PANTS
(BROKEN SIZES)

NOW ONLY" $@99
The rioormouxe

mentions a eonipelitnr

Western Chombroy Shirts.... S-M-LXL
reg. $10" ...NOW $tZQQ

special selection of FLANNEL SHIRTS

$499 *••warm a* ©«*

i A

/'< WOMEN'S BLUE JEANS
**

$g99 »traight-leq A Nolls "

*?*
k *<

TII'F l*RFiM!/...H\Hl MPH!
, f

H) l)ear.„The«e price., are real!" *!*•• 3" 1 3...VOlwOS tO $14

»»y» 30-50% special rack of sweaters
"To rrnlh paint the town,

we should bin

Monie new clothe*."

And If Hiat't not IO/<
EVERYTHING*

A itale so wonderful.

\ou ran e\en

balance

tour checkbook!

WEAR:
ECODSS

/

*You don'l even

need an

inriUitinnV

Mno
•M«*»*

201 n. pleasant st/amherst
10 to &30/thurs. & fri. till 9

except blue

TEI PIN

B0WLIN6
BOYDEN GYM

4-10:30

Mon. thru Fri.

(except during
league play)

50c a string

r,
i

i

i

I
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FREE State Inspection
With new tire purchase and this

coupon

u

PLAZA BE?"

SHELL
Rt. v (West) Amherst

Next to Steak Out Restaurant

253-9000

"The best Tires, Price, Service'

AMHERSTOm
AMITY ST 253 5426

John Ford
Film Festival

Wednesdays 9:00 p.m#
10/9 IRON HORSE

10/16 THREE BADMEN

U/6 MAGAMBO

Wed. Nite Iron Horse -9:00p.m.
VONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • AIL SEATS $1 00

Finast
OUR PRICING POLICY
Finast will no longer increase the price of food
once placed on our shelves"

When we are forced to increase a price, items
on shelves marked at the lower price will be solo*

out at that lower price When we reduce a pnee.
shelf stocks will be repriced and sold at the new
lower price.

You always pay the lowest price marked on
any can or package
"Weekly specials and sale items are priced lower

than regular prices Any item remaining after the

sale event will be repriced upward

010 UNIT FUlCf

30.9'
/POUND

UNIT PRICE OUR PRICE

I l| « | •

I II I I I

/POUND

•J* J 02

143

PAYS TO SHOPTHE HNAST WAY
Look for our

NEW PRICE
Information
1 ahpl f Take advantage of
LOUGI... this old, lower price

It is Our tool to \ while supplies last!

help you save money!

U.S. SLICED BEETS

This portion will be removed as soon as
possible after last item sold

The unit prices

shown in Orange
will enable
you to make

value comparison.

Long Holiday Weekend
Ahead, Shop Early, All

Mass State Stores Closed
All Day October 14, 1974

Columbus Day

MontiniTomatoes

59*
Towels

2- 89

Italian

Style
35 oz can

Bounty White
or Assorted

MC Noodles
Wide or
Medium

12 oz
pkg38*

Grease Relief *•« •? 85*

Tide Detergent
4

P\? 1.09
Kosher Spears*., " T 59*

I InaSX I leS MarthmjUow pkg Dl7

For your Health A Beauty!

Listerine
Antiseptic 14 oz

Mouthwash btl

St. Joseph Aspirin ok
Adorn Hair Spray . .

.

89e
(Ml

36

6 CM
can

29*

99'

Mr. Deli Features'

Baked Ham
1«?

Freshly Sliced
to Order

American Cheese.
Mr. Deli Bologna.

.

Dandy Loaf c**** „ .

.

1.29

1.19
93"

Quality Meats from the Best Meat Men in the Business!

- : • - 1 • ttom
Round Roast

The Perfect Pot Roast
Juicy. Tender, Lean and Lucious

V*
Formerly
Top Round

or Top Sirloin

Roast

Boneless - Tip Roast or

Top Round Roasts
Boneless - Tip Steak or

Top Round Steaks
Boneless - Tenderknive or
Tin ^iO^llfO Round Cap Off Formerly§# WiwQUO Silver Tip or Tenderknive Steak

Formerly
Top Round

or Top Sirloin

Steak

469
n

179.

Shoulder Steak

Si

Boneless
Beef Chuck

Formerly London Broil

Formerly Back Rump Roast

Bottom Round %Z .

Formerly Rib Steak s»h irvu nn fV>

HID oteaK UrqeEnd Abta
Formerly Silver Tip Roast

Tip Roast Boo^^e
.

.

lb

1.59

1.59

1.59

Lean Tasty
Hams

Water Added

Pork Loin
Formerly Quarter Loin

Pork Chops

Pork Loin
Boneless

Formerly Pork Lom Roast

Assorted
Chops

109
Top Loin
Roast

139

Fresh
Chicken Parts

Leg Quarters ££ •> 53'

Breast Quarters 3* "57*

Chicken Legs 6 79*

Drumsticks t.89*

Chicken Breasts t.89*

Bologna ZZfSZ 'i? 1.05
Variety Pack 2£ '^1.35

in Storm Bake Shop!

Cake Donuts "SSir. . . . ^59«
Turnovers mm 4 m 78«
Italian Bread 2 '£ 49«

Avatfabte m 9torm *«h BMk Shoe

International Seafood!

Turbot Fillet * 89*

Bay Seallops«£& 1.49
Halibut Steaks 1.59

*<«m»W» m Slorn wrtn Service Otk Ocpt

First O' the Fresh From Finast

*jr Cortland
^ Apples

US *l

2*. Mm3 59°
Grapefruit

7 $1
Indian River

Largo Sizp

Jumbo Celery
Yellow Turnips. . . 2
Fresh Carrots— 2
Fresh Cranberries..

MortonDinners
FreezerQueen
Orange Juice

Macaroru ( Crwvw I? or
Sp«gn«4l> 1 M»«mh II ot

M*c»'.». » B»»< ii or
Crneli«n « Moodl* If) or

Salisbury Stead

Meatioal Turkey 2 10
Veal Parmaqian pkg

Birds 16 oz

Eye can

39
99
59

Save27HSave 10
i

i

I Chase A Sanborn
i

Coffee mJ
I

A •- Til I Ot per

mi M

#i» Tim Coupon
f>» ?* w c»"

Ointy Moore
Beef Stew

[KB

79*

79*

1.00

39*
29'

39'

£ 49*

Niblets Comfit 2
Sweet Peas , ; 2
Pepperidge Farms Tarts 3

Fresh Dairy Values!

Whole M\\k Yogurt

ColumboYogurt
4 $-•
^^S* cups )|

Birds Eye Tasti Fries.

.

Birds Eye Cool Whip .

.

Haddock Fillet , ,

t»0

tor
cln

i«or

65*

59*

1.19

FREE DSave 15

Fresh From Finast!

Finast Thin Sliced

i i

i i

I Beechnut Cereal I

White Bread
[m!

Top
Choice

Dog Food

iflfifl

6*^. ,«*w. .ft**.. Kiavors

Cottage Cheese **
Margarine

r

C5f . . . .

;

Cheez Whiz mm . .

.

3 $1
Save 12 C

II Save 7

We Reserve The Bight To Lunit Quantities

59 c Hamburg Rolls ,&..
bow 99 L/OnUtS Pionn Suq«i .....

59 f English Muffins'

89*

Right Guard
Deodorant

trw*-

V 59*
ItM

la ms
H6»

'»jOC

Prices EtfecUve thru Sat Oct 12

^eeoier
Zesta Saltinet

mC3

u
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WMUA lists

today's schedule
Here is what campus radio

station WMUA, 91.1 FM, will

broadcast today:

6 A.M. -10 A.M., Laredo Rides

About 15 minutes of news and
sports are broadcast at 7, 8, & 9.

Jeff Jawer's High Tides, the

day's astrological forecast, is at

8:30.

10 A.M. -2P.M., Jack Harper has
his show.

2 P.M., News
2 P.M.-6 P.M., Stu MacDonald

plays music

6 P.M. News
6 P.M.-10 P.M., Cliff Brennan

delights the broadcast area.

10 P.M.M, News
10 P.M.-2 A.M., Barry Williams'

Uujamadrum is aired

2 A.M. -6 A.M., Marc Berman
gets "his air time.

6 A.M. -10 A.M., Fran Dance
starts the day.

Kent State film

to be shown here
In the Spring of 1970 then

President Richard Nixon sent
troups into Cambodia. This action
touched off a series of demon-
strations on the nation's campuses.
At Kent State University the
National Guard was called out and
in the events that followed four
unarmed students were killed.

This Thursday, the Student
Organizing Project will sponsor a

free showing of Confrontation at
Kent State, a film outlining the
events surrounding the killing of the
four students. The film will be
shown in the Campus Center
Concourse on a continuous basis

from 12:00 noon until 3:00 p.m.

Amherst tutoring

jobs available

Opportunities are presently
available in the Companion Tutor
Program, working with elementary
and junior high school students
through the Amherst Community
Resource Center.

The program involves a two
semester commitment to spend
time weekly (one contact per week)
with a child on a recreational basis
and tutoring the child whenever
appropriate.

For further information, contact
Jan Klausner, 253 2591 or 256-

6424, or Cynthia Parent 253-2591 or
549-6421.

Collegian has jobs
The Collegian is looking for two

students who qualify for work-
study. One student must be
available to work between noon
and 4 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thurs-
days while the second student
should be able to work about three
hours each afternoon from Monday
through Friday. The jobs are both
clerical and minimum typing skills

are required.

Dustin Hoffman

ana

Anne Bancroft

in

THE GRADUATE

Frl., Oct. 11 at

7 9 11 in Mahar
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,
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Tht Nt« Record Sho>

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253 5394

HWC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8:30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

before the day your ad is to

appear.
The rafes are:

Daily — 5 30 per line

Weekly — $25 per line

Monthly — $.20 per line

FOR SALE

Used guitars bought and sold.
The Guitar Workshop, Amherst
Carriage Shops, 549-1728.

10 spd. Corso bike. Best offer.
549-0635.

Refrig. for sale, $10. You pick up.
$15, we deliver. Call 247-5462.

Pair of Latin Perc. Conga Drums,
Hard shell case. $400. Call Mike 532
3656

Roberts rtor recorder $80
Panasonic Port. Cas. recorder, $15

.

Univox Elec. piano, $300; Univox
AMP $100; Yamaha FG150 w-casn
$80; Port 2 cab Leslie for Wurlitzer
Piano, $400 or will trade reasonabli
for tenor sax. Call Ron, eves. 253
3497. Will bargain.

Sound & Music Co-op. 247-587'.,".

11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

10 speed Atala, brand new, excel
cjnd Call 546-5060.

T.V. - Portable Blk. and White, 3

weeks old. $45. Call 253-5277.

College Calculators introducai
the new Melcor 536. All Trig func
tions, memory, exp. not, and no*
no more intermediate calculations

Now you can use the parenthesis
Only $109.96. Also introducing the

SR 50 at $142.96. Come and see tht

two machines. Watch for nv
posters next week. Call But
Crowed at 549-1316. Tell me wha
you needl

Dlb. size foam rubber mattress &
spring. $30. 266-8149. P.M.

For Sale — Deluxe queen size,
hee'ed waterbed. Beautiful fur
lined frame. Only 7 months old.
New $375. Call and make an offer
Must be seen. 549-6339. Mike.

Dual 1218 w V 1511. base. etc. Best
offer over $120. T. Martland. Box
7 32. Station No. 2. Amherst. Ma.

Women's Wet Suit for sale. Also
hood, boots, gloves, .safety ves,
*nd weight belt. Call Jan after 6.

584 0242.

Girls 10 spd. Columbia bike. Like
new. $75 or best offer. 546-5027.

Stereophonic receiver b
spebkers. GE turntable, $150 or best
offer 546 1443.

15 GE TV, like new. $60. 263-
3881

Intrical systems Amp b pre amp.
100 rms per chan. Also Dynaco A 3t
speakers. All in perfect cond. Mak<
offer. After 6:00. 253 5986.

Pioneer 500 AMP 26 w per
channel exc. cond. 2 yrs. old. $60.
Radio Shack Tuner NEW. $60. for
tale $30. Skip 263-5168.

Girl's 5 speed bike. Best offer
(54)67466.

6 cu. ft. Frost Queen refrigerator.
$85. 549 6922

Theater tryouts start tomorrow
15

Tryouts for Pulitzer Prize winner
Lillian Hellman's "The Children's
Hour", University Theatre's second
production of the season, have
been scheduled by director Jeff

Nichols for tomorrow and Thursday
(10-9 £> 70-10) in Room W-11 of
Machmer Hall.

Set in the deep South, "The
Children's Hour" revolves around

two women who run a girl's school
plagued by scandal and gossip.

Readings begin at 7:30. Further
information may be obtained by
calling 545-0693.

KfrHKVIU II |'\|>KKS
•mihI i: for out mail order catalogue.

< oiunlHe Mutational Krsearrh Ser\ ice
induriinx term paper research, thesis
n-M-arrh. 10 immi Research Papers on
Mr.
< c.lltKial Keseanh S\ stems, IHIHI K.
I err\ \\v Suite .'or.. < ampden. V.!
IIKIIII IHI'l-'Mi.'liT;:

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Chevy Impala, $400. Cal
7912.

MDC CiauiMA
584

Double bed, springs and runners,
old and in great shape. Complete.
256 8989

Ski parkas. Md. sizes. Cheap.
(Next wk. vests, coldsuits.
snowmobile suit. 6-5327.

Set Rosinal GTA 206cm bindings,
Nevada toe marker, Rotamat heel.
2 yrs old Ex cond. Best offer. Call
546 6689 Phil.

? F78-14 tires on rims, $26. each,
used one week. Call 256 6284

AR turntable w-1 mo. old Empire
cartridge $150. list, sell $76. Call
fter 7 p m Ira 549 0899

10 speed bike. Kinda Ratty $30.
546 4012

rish Setter pups for sale. Call 1

369 4427 evenings 8 to 10.

TV portable. BBW looks and
condition excell. $40 Call Aki 256
6826

Delmomco a v.u. ft. refrig., good
condition $50 253 2241.

"No hends" Phone amplifier $11.
253 7241

Austrian 28" 10 speed bike, girts
7>odel. only used couple a times. $80
Cal 253 9886 after 6 p.m.

70 Fiat 850, new top, mtd. snows,
35 mpg.. nd. clutch, $850 or B.O.
George 546 7059

Camaro '69, 2 door, hard top
canary yellow w black top
Economical, 6 cyl. std. shift, new
tires, tape deck, like new. Never
abused. Reasonable. Call Patti at
546 0024 after 6:00. 538-7595.

1971 Volvo Wagon, Michelins
78.000 mi. Very good condition. 4
spd., standard. Call 243-0919.

1969 Ford Cortina Wagon. 4 door
automatic, konis. AM FM radio
45.000 mi. 25 29 mpg. Excellen.
cond. $750. Call 584-3358

1968 VW Bug, runs well. $500. 323
4264.

'71 Datsun 1200. Runs greet,
comfortable, super heater, Quick,
reliable, starts instantly. Fun to
drive. 30 41 mpg. $950. Rob 584
8034. 6 - 7 p.m.

72 VW. excellent condition, AM FT
radio, $1800. Contact Bill, 549-6339.
aft 5.

'66 Inter. Traveled 4 speed, posL,
small V8, good mech. cond., bod>
needs some work. Fad inspected. $47E
Cal Jerry at 253-5385 between 6 and b
p.m., Tues. and Wed. only.

'6.'. VW Bug, '67 rebuilt engine,
excellent mechanically. Must selL Cell
546-7467.

'69 Corvette Conv.. 4 speed. 66,00
miles. Best offer over $3,000. Ken. 6-
0210.

69 Fiat 860 Gd. condition. Asking
$900. 549 o519

1966 Chevrolet, 6 cyl. automatic,
great buy, economical to run. $295.
253-7241.

63 Dart 6 cyl. automatic,
dependable, economical tran-
sportation $200. 253 7241.

67 Amphicar 35 MPG car on the
highway. 14 ft. steel hulled boat on
water. Must seel $1,100.
69 Charger RT-SE all options

including Sunroof sacrifice $750.00.
527 4963.

Mech. Spec 69 SQBK VW
needs engine and body work $500.
Mark afts. 545-2041.

2 Room Apt. in Amherst on bus
line Ig. yard, quiet area. Call 253
7554.

w*..
bedrm townhouse. Squire

Village. Fully carpeted-dishwesher
Nov 1 or sooner. 665 4349 7 - 11
p.m.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Own room in Conway. $66. incl utIL

Available indef. Nice house, nice folks.
Cal 369 4018.

For 2 bedrm. apt in Puffton Village
own rm. ft bath. $110 plus elec. Andy
549 4536

Roommate to share nice house
in Montague. Own rm. $60 plus mo
Call Joyce 549 1507 days.

M roommate in 2 bdrm. apt. on
bus route. $77 util. incl. Call 256-
0294

n HELP WANTED

Seeking female to share house in
Pelham $125 Call Mary 256 8868

Sublet Apt. Dec. - May,
Amherst Center. $80 253-3923 after
6. Lots of privacy.

65 Ply. not great looking, but
super running and dependeble.
$250 or BO 253 7241.

V W 1966 with 67 engine $300 00
247 9433.

'64 VW Bus. Brand new engine.
Must sell $600. Cell 546 7467.

63 Austin Healy MKIT. 3.000 elec.
O.D Spare parts. $500. Tel. 413-243
2843. 6:30 8:00 p.m.

68 Saab 96V4. 56.000. Needs trans,
work, otherwise strong. Best offer.
253 5449

1970 Porsche 914-4. $1795. 863-2160.
5 p.m.

Chevy Vega 71 Hatchback, 4
speed. $1096 Call 549 0498 after 6
p.m.

Roommate wanted to share 2 bd.
apt. in Sunderland on UMass Bus
Rte. Call 665 2860.

F to share bedroom on bus rte.
$72.50 plus utilities. Call 256 0618.

Own room in cozy house in
Hadley near Campus. No. 586-2815
Call after 5 p.m.

Own rm in beautiful house nr
Sndrlnd Ctr. Call 665 2287.

o«P
.

6
»«?

,e to 8h8re apt in B'town.
323 4893 eves to 11:30.

WANTED
Female vocalist seeks ac-

companist, guitar and or piano for
professional work folk and pop
Call Ony 538 3573 at night.

Champion Juicer. Pay top $$.
323 4264

Large room for artist
facilities. 256-0517. Cheep.

Use of

BOB IS BACK — to buy vour
sick or decrepit car Any meke.
model, year. Unload your heedeche
for fest $$$$$$ 253-7241.

Bai
5044

list wants work Serious only. 6

68 Charger Priced to sell. $650
Call 546 8869 Gd. cond.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1971 Yamaha 175CC. 253 3777
Good cond.

New Cobra Link Rock in orig.
box. reg. $70. your price $45. b42
4043 Bill

Hondo CL 460 9600 miles. Ex-
cellent cond. Sissy Bar. Helmet,
chain. New parts B.O 69084 nites
Ask for Bruce

1968 250 Suzuki XL. runs well,
needs some work $200 Duncan
586 1760

175cc. Kawasaki, street, trait,
good cond 5500 mi. $450. 323-6234
after 4

FOR RENT
Room in house, So. Amherst

$67 5C per mo. must like cats h 4

mala rm. mates. Dishwshr & wshr
& dryer, etc. Ron 253 3497

4 room house in Belchertown, 8
miles from Campus. $175 per
month. 323-7893

1 or 2 people for Apt. 67 Squire
Village. Female pref. Bus. Rte. $103.
plus 665 3258

Used sofa. Call 253 5482 after 5.

People interested in Cooperative
Import-Export venture to Mid-East
and India during Intersession. Cell
Jeff or Rus 549-0450

Wanted - Hard top for MGB. Call
Paul 253 5790

I am seerching for a VW Bug. 1964
1967. Anyone selling one please

call 665 4350 after 7:00.

HELP WANTED
AVON. Need money to help pay

tuition. You can earn $ as an Avon
Rep. Cell for details. N. Colby 256
6227.

Assistantship available. Grad
stud for a community study and
program development. Must be
work-study eligible. Equal op-
portunity. Contact Dr. L. Whitaker,
Mentel Heelth Division. Mschmer
Hall. 545 2337.

PHOTO TEACHER needed
JQA lower, call 546 8354

for

AVON Turn spare hours into
spere dollars Sell quality Avon
products No selling experience
necessary Cell M. Colby 266-6227

Person to do sm. outside paint job
in Flo Call 586 2427 after 5. Ride
provided if needed Fee negotiable

Earn up to $1200 a school yeer
hanging posters on campus in
spare time. Send name, address,
phone and school to: Coordinator
of Campus Representatives P OBox 1384. Ann Arbor, Mi 48106

People interested in learning
basic newspsper page design and
layout are needed to help the
COLLEGIAN editorial staff. No
credit or $ but a chance to learn
from professionals free. Contact
Dean Tucker 5 2550

Typut to work for Course
Description Guide Must type
accurate, 50 words per min
Flexible hr» Call 5 0341 and leave
tel no

So. Hampton family needs UMIE
pref. from E. Hampton area for
light housekeeping. Few af-
ternoons weekly. 527-9464.

Southampton family needs
UMass. Student preferably from
Eesthampton area to do light
housekeeping chore a couple
afternoon a week. Call 527 9454

Tvpir

TYPING

yping done - feat efficient
Reasonable rates. Cal Ellen 258-8363.

Typing - Theses, papers, en-
velopes, letters, reports. Fest ac-
curate. 253-7454 or 253-7146.

f\ RIDE WANTED

To Athens.
9995

Ohio. Oct 24 28 546

From Spfld.
732 6418

to UM dly. 8 - 4:30

PERSONALS

LMC — On your 21st. Luv. I

realize now that no matter what,
we'll elways be together. Here's to
a happy life! Your Big Ginzo.

Would the prickls) who stole my
plsnts Tuesday in NA at leest have
the decency to return my pots?

Menl - Womenl Jobs on shipslNo experience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Perfectsummer job or career. Send $3 00
for information. Seefex. Dept 1-8
P O Box 2049, Port Angele,.'
Washington 98362.

Goofey, I love you. XX.

Chris & Sheryl. Recipe received.
Need good spread for banana
bread. Please contact.

Scott - Welcome backl A get
well message from all of your
friends on the 5th floor of
Dickinson.

House Plentc. 100s to choose from
plus full line of accessories. PRICE
WISE GARDEN CENTER, 2 Vernon
St. Ware Phone (413) 967-4622.

John Roche. Contact
Butterfield after 6. 5-2418

Toni 403

Tel everybody I love you; tell

everybody I'm doing fine. The torch of
love is in your heart just Ight it with
your mind. Remember the fourth.
Amor pex. and EIN. Blame it on the
sun.

Trixie Van Go sweet 21. You're
childhood is done. Now starts the
fun. Happy 21st. Love, your roomie.

Hey Hendsome, that means you
Mike. Happy Birthday!! Love, Julie
and Sharyn.

McMullen you prick 10 bucks for
your Dick.

The turnout for a burnout is $7 and
Uncle Mikey is in but only a fin.

For a dollar 2 eighty. I bit the root
of all evil.

Mind of Madness. Body of Steel.
$15 for just a feel.

AGBU's fair game too - 76c —
SErM will do.

A slide on Stu is good for $2. the
only vote for Pote was 2c.

Michael - today we're not
repulsed Happy Birthday' Kathy
and or Kathy.

Attn Sophie's girls. Brunhilde.
Olga. Heidi - Temporary layoff —
The heat is on.

Kenneth
be. Have
Janet.

Disappointed? Don't
beautiful day. Love

Original uncut "Bonnie it Clyde".
Thurs., Oct. 10 7 9 11 Mahar.

Steve. Happy 21st Birthday! I only
hope that I can help make it your
happiest year Love always. Karen.

Hop Brook Commune Rural Farm.
Gay people. Box 723. Amherst,
Mess

Best Mid. If I were to choose the
someone that means the most to
me, you would still be that
someone that I would choose to
be! Your BFIL. Carol

SERVICES
Campus Clubs end

Organizations,. Do you want to
publish high quality newsletter.
pamphlet magazine or booklet???
Let the Messege Company help
you write, layout, design and print
it!l Reasonable fees Contact Jerry
at 253 9869 for information.

SERVICES
CAR REPAIR HASSLES ? Bob is

back to fix it right. No job too
small. Foreign or domestic. No big
overhead 253-7241.

Dynamic Massage relaxation. $3
$5. PO Box 471, N. Amherst

01059

HI-FI Audio repair, 2 day service,
work guaranteed. At Tech Hi-Fi.
Call 549 2610

Horses bosrded. 10 min. from
campus. Box stalls, trails, pastures.
Ig field for hunt course. Call 545-
2781 day or 323-4066 evenings.

Professional guitar repairs by
guitar-maker Michael Millard.
Mon.. Wed., Fri. at Tna Guitar
Workshop. Amherst Cerriage
Shops 549 1728 Free estimates

Datsun Toyota and Volvo
repaired at reasonable prices
Plenty of experience and equip
ment. Phone Russ Baca 586-1227

Flute lessor. s for beginners. 256
6238

LOST

Yr. old white male cat. Rt. 9 in
Belchertown (towards Quabbin).
Spot on heed. 2 different color
eyes Any info appreciated. 323
4581.

Rewerd for return of Bernie.
yellow brown Shepherd lost in N.
Amherst. Call Jon or Cathie 549-
6793 answers Berny

If someone fouiu my gold and
black 47 H.S. class ring pleese call
6 7362 was my mother's. Reward

CALCULATORS

Calculator Sale - College
Calculators offers lowest prices
anywhere. All models available!
Texas Inst. Hewall Packard.
Unicorn All machines new end
guar with 2 month replecement
werrenty . Before you buy a
calculator, cell me. I can beat any
price anywhere ..Look for my
posters around campus for details.
Then cell Bob Crowell et 549-1316.

ENTERTAINMENT

The BluewaN hosts every maris
bend Wednesday thru Saturday this
week The TOC features Willie Jenkins
and his bend. Enjoy!

Listen! The Zotos are coming soon.

Anyone can play at the Wedneeday
Nite Coffeehouse! Cal Ed at 684-6279
for a reservation.

You get more muaic for your
money and pay less money for your
music with Bob the D.J. Call now
for your date with
nostalgia. 536-6076.

nonstop

Dustin Hoffman in Mike Nichol'a
"The Graduate" Fri., Oct. 11 at 7-9-

11 in Mahar.

Like to play before a real live
audience? The Hetch Wednesdey
Night Coffeehouse wents youl Call
Big Ed at 584 6279 to reserve e spot.

Original uncut Bonnie & Clyde
Thurs.. Oct 10. 7 - 9 - 11, Mahar.

MISCELLANEOUS

Information was leaked out from
a reliable source concerning the
Personnel Seminar Corp. It seems
that the corp. has approved the
requested Personnel Dept. budget.
This is e plus for our entire com-
munity. Congrats - Pars. Dept.

(M) Scottish Terrier needs
home until end of the semes K
Willing pay for all expenses. 5 6
4041 or 546 4040

Epiphone folk guitar. $40. pair
Hart downhill skis $45 Duncan.
586 1760

Auto Workshop Reopens

Do it yourself Repair your own
car We supply the tools and ad-

vice Lower level CC Garage. Open
Mon - Fri 3-10 p m Sat and Sun
10 10 Parts at discount.
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SW offers talks

on homosexuality
The Community Resource Center

in Southwest will offer workshops,
informal question and answer
sessions, and movies for groups on
campus who are interested in the
issues of Lesbianism and
Homosexuality.

Nancy Schroeder, the coor-
dinator of the program, is a doctoral
student in the School of Education,
and has been working with heads
of residence and counselors in
Southwest to explore the myths,
fears, and prejudices that prevent
the heterosexual community from
accepting and appreciating the
Lesbian and Homosexual com-
munities on campus and in the
area.

Anyone interested in arranging a
workshop involving any aspect of
heterosexuality and Lesbianism-
Homosexuality can contact the
Resource Center at 545-2618.

No advance notice

needed for LSAT s
Beginning with the October 12

administration of Law School
Admissions Test, it will be possible
to walk in and register to take the
test on the date it is given. This
opportunity will depend on the
number of booklets available but
those administering the test
estimate that this may be as many
as 40 places.

It will be necessary to have a
completed registration form and a

check or money order for all fees
plus a $10.00 service charge.

Further information can be
obtained form John Brigham, Pre-
Law advisor in CASIAC. The phone
number is 545 1404.

Mt. Holyoke starts

theater season
The Mount Holyoke College's

theatre department will open its fall

season with a three-act comedy
entitled "George Washington Slept
Here," written by George Kaufman
and Moss Hart, leading playwrights
of the 1930s and '40's. The per-
formance will take place on Oc-
tober 25-27, October 31, and
November 1-3 at the Laboratory
Theatre.

The lead character, Newton
Fuller, will be played by Allen
Bonde, associate professor of
music, with Ellen Kennedy a
student at Mount Holyoke, playing
the part of Annabelle.

Workshop planned

on professions
A workshop on the "helping

professions" .s being planned by
CASIAC's pre graduate adviser
Pat Rector. A panel of faculty will
talk and answer questions from
students from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m on
Tuesday, October 15 in Room 174-
176 of the Campus Center,

Students wishing additional help
with their plans for graduate school
will be able to schedule ap
pointments at that time with the
pre-graduate adviser

Faculty with specialities in

psychology, social work, school
guidance, public health, human
relations, and probation counseling
will discuss those professions, job

prospects, the differences among
these speciality areas, and
qualifications.
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
B/ Stella Wilder

Wednesday, October 9
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22 » -

Business and professional
partnerships are favored at
this time. Don't make any
decisions that should be
joint ones on your own.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

— The joy to be gained from
attention to matters of impor-
tance to the situation on the
home front is immeasurable.
Know that you are lucky to be
involved.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-
Dec 21 , - Half the battle for
success is won if you are able
to see an opportunity before
the competition. Keep eyes
and ears wide open!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan.

JW - Any new financial
benefits should be appreciated
by loved ones todsy. Don't
keep to yourself any news
which might make another
happy.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
18) — An excellent day for
profit-making — but only if
you are wise enough to take
advantage of a situation that
may look quite unpromising.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
— Take care not to put too
much faith in appearances.
Just when all seems in order
where advancement is con-
cerned, trouble may erupt
from beneath the surface.

Kampus Kapers

ANPKCUlSTs RRD
NOTGA-TrltRHFJte
Por-Co»PsTthotBe»g^U

ARIES March 21-April 19)
— Turn your full attention to
the needs of younger family
members. You may be able to
assist where others have only
been able to sympathize.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— Push plans forward where
they involve improvements on
the home front. Don't hesitate
to consult an expert on a
question of finances.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— This is a day for forwarding
your own interests, even if you
have to change your plans to
do so. Others may be
disappointed — but not for
long.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
— With push you can get
ahead today. Make your
morning hours more produc-
tive than usual; keep others
from interrupting you early in
the day.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
Advance your career today —
though you may have to take a
temporary loss in order to do
so. Take care that you don't
misplace your trust.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
— Employment matters may
be more complex than they
appear to be during morning
hours.Take the advice of one
who is an expert in personal
relationships.

By Kris Jackson

ACROSS

6 Oi Ocean
movements

10 Sl'ikewm
me hand

M Aeluee
IS Love >n

Genoa
<6 l.tl'ir,

volume
<7 Trtv*
19 Shower
20 Pans o' snips
21 Invalidates

23 Naicvesol
Suit..

25 Supported
•ve.ght

26 Sta.n

30 Make glad
34 Moslems,

collectively

35 Crippled

37 Unsightly

mark
36 Pub product
39 Bandit
42 N American

Indian

43 Salamander
45 "Eattol
46 Miscalculated
46 Allocate

SO Deal out
S2 1949 pact

Abbr
54 Terien s

Iriands

56 and
Stripes

Forevei

59 Purport

63 Residence
64 Red Cross

cl-eni

2 words
66 Wickedness
67 Unbound
68 Unprincipled

man
69 New York

team
70 fierce
71 Anglo Savon

slave

OOVVhj
1 Interactions

(or quiet

2 Eight, in Berlin

3 Clean
4 North
5 Cushion
ornament

6 Imperial

Abbr
7 Movable

barrier

6 Russ labor

union

9 Not as candid
2 words

10 Walks hastily

1

1
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business
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13 Animal
enclosures
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IB Bury
22 Slate Abbr
24 Financially

sound
26 Goddess o*

the moon
27 Man and

Wight
28 Stagnant

swamps Ver
29 Acted

furiously

31 Type of

squash
32 indulges to

escess
33 Corrode
36 Craie
40 Suitable for

leasing

41 Be assured
44 Decorations
47 Bring back

into use
49 Channel
51 Insect

S3 Synthetic
fiber

55 Pronoun
56 Lilted with

effort

57 Give oil

58 Fme carbon
dispersion

60 Son ol Seth
61 Part of

•peach
62 Woody plant

65 Ending with
dep and imp

Notices

u

17

20

26 27 28

34

38

4!

.

15

18

23

48

56 57

<53

66

69

44

24

39 40

45

49

52

143

35

8

21

29

64

53

25

36

30

22

10 II \2

58

51

37

41

46 47

13

31 32 33

65

42

60

68

71

AIKIDO:
Meetings Weds, and Fri. 6:30 - 8 30 om

Sun at 1 - 2:30 pm. Boyd Wr..,lino nSom

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for

research assistance only.

ALL DIVERS:
The Scuba Club is open to all divers,

both skin and Scuba. We meet every Wed.
night and use Curry Hicks pool. We
welcome any divers in the University
Community. Meeting tonight at 7, Curry
Hicks 14, bring your equipment and suit.
Upcoming dives 10/ 14 Rockypoint and
10/ 19 and 20 URI.
AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC:

Meeting tonight in C.C. 803 at 7. All
''hams" welcome and anyone interested in
"ham radio" come along. We have lots of
good equipment and good people.
ANGEL FLIGHT:

Support Air Force ROTC, join Angel
Flight, a non-military social service
organization. Special pledge meetings
Wed. 10/ 9 and 16, 8 pm Mary Lyon
Lounge.
ASIAN AMERICANS:

There will be a meeting for all concerned
Asian Americans tonight at 6:30 in the 2nd
floor lounge of the New Africa House.

The Only Kosher-Style
DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT

In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802

Serving
Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

Winter Overhaul

Specials

True Wheels; Adjust Cables, Derailleurs,

Brakes, Cranks; Clean, Repack and

Lubricate all ball bearings;

Clean Chain and Freewheel

Reg. $27.00
NOW

*
16

95

26 x 1 3/8 Tire, Tube, Rim Strip Ensemble

Reg. $7.00 $r00
NOW 3

27 x 1 % Pirelli Tire

Reg. $5.60
$089

NOW *3

Simplex Derailleurs

Reg. $9.95 NOW
$£00
6

Huret Alluitt Derailleurs

Reg. $9.00
$r00

NOW D

10% off all cables & casings

with purchase of derailleur.

27 x 1 K Pirelli Tube

Reg. $2.25
$185

NOW 1

1 E. Pleasant St. Amherst

549-6904

ATTENTION:
All Soc. undergrade. There will be an

organizational meeting Thursday at 4:30 in

802 C.C. fjr a new Sociology Club. Bring
ideas about what you want a Soc. Club to
do for you I

BAHA'I FAITH:
Life aftei Death will be David St. Gelais'

(UMass 75) topic at 8:30 tonight at 64
tonight at 64 Van Meter Dr. Ail are
welcome.
BOARD OF GOVERNORS:

Meeting Thursday at 6:30 in C.C. 917.
BOXING CLUB:

Will meet at 6:30 on Wednesday on the
19th floor of Washington. New members
are especially welcome. Possible credit
offered. Be prepared for a workout. For
info call Neil 549-0524.
BRIDGE PLAYERS:

Bridge Play in C.C. 162-175 at 7 pm.
Come with or without a partner. Apologies
for last week's lessons, but try again in 177
at 6

C.C. STUDENT EMPLOYEES:
Meeting of C.C. Student Employee

Committee on Wednesday at 5 in 903 C.C.
All student nominees are urged to attend.
COMMUNITY HEALTH MAJORS:

Today's meeting is for all Community
Heaith Majors. Your attendance is im-
portant. C.C. 804-8 at 3:30.

JUDO:
Kudo is back at UMass! Boyden

Wrestling room, Thurs. nights at 7. For
more info call Adam 6-6586.
LEATHER MAKING:

At American International College,
Spfld., Ma. Need person to teach evening
course, once a week in realms of leather
making. Class of 15 students. Call Maria
Brown 734-6307.

LITTLE SISTERS PROGRAM:
All UMass women are invited to attend

an open rush for Phi Mu Deltas Little

Sisters Program on Thursday nite at 7:30.
For more info call Heidi at 5-0162 or
Wendall at 5-2163.

MEETING:
Meeting as usual in C.C. 102 at 7 pm.

Everyone interested in being a part of
responsible reform in consumer and Civil

Liberties issues is urged to attend.
MassPIRG.
LS & S MAJORS:

The Rec Society is hosting a Happy
Hour for all LS and S majors Thursday at 6
at Farley Lodge. Please come. Free
refreshments as usual.

-NUKE" DEBATE CHALLENGE:
A speaker for Fast challenges WMPIRG

a/ n Sam Lovejov to an advocacy debate
on "Nukes". Time to be arranged. Call

546-8983. Ask for John.
P 10 POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS:

Meeting Thursday, 745 pm pierpont
Classroom I. Featured speaker will be
Thomas Manning of Pittsfield. Democratic
candidate for U.S. Congress in the 1st

district. Attendance for this session
mandatoryl

SSTS:
Bus drivers, TODAY is survey dayl Be

prepared (with surveys and pencils)

STUDENT VIDEO:
Very important general meeting tonite

for all interested persons. Rm 911-915
C.C, 8 pm. That's tonitel

SUKKAH:
Come to Hillel this morning or early

afternoon to help disassemble the Sukkah.

TAU BETA PI:

Smoker and election tonite at 8.

Memorial Hall. All members please attend.
TRY OUTS:

for "The Children's Hour" by Lillian

Hellman, directed by Jeff Nichols, today
and tomorrow, room W 11 Machmer Hall,

7:30 pm. For further info call 545-0693.
UMASS WOMEN'S BOWLING:

Bowling team rolloff: Weds, at 6 pm in

Boyden Lanes. Will consist of 4 games.
Call Nancy 546-8122 for info and sign up.

VONNEGUT - TONITE:
See Slaughterhouse Five tonite at the

CCA. 7, 9, and 11.

LOST:
Brown framed sunglasses Sat. on N.

Pleasant St between Amherst Center and
Newman Center. Return to C.C lost and
found.

campus carousel

By TONY GRANITE
Special Correspondent

USELESS COURSE TAKEN TO
COURT. A University of Bridgeport
coed is suing the University for

breech of contract because she
"learned absolutely nothing" in a
Secondary Education course titled

"Materials and Methods of
Teaching." Labeling the course
"an insult to her intelligence", the
coed claims education courses as a
whole are "easy A's" and that

many of them can be "lumped
together into one course."
The page one story in The Scribe

says the coed is demanding a

tuition refund, damages incurred
while taking the course such as
wages lost and transportation

costs, and waiver of the course as
an education requirement.

She received an "A" for the
course, by the way.

1 % 1 1

niversity of massachusettes
arts council

presents

DANCE
COMPANY

FR IDAY& SATURDAY

OCT 18 a 19, 1974

8 PM BOWKER
AUDITORIUM

TICKETS" $4 &$3general $2& $1.50umass students

rvi/uu>shi
Akiyama

conductor
PIANO SOLOIST
MINORU NUJIMA

MONDAY OCT 21

1974

i uri\ he k^ ( a$

Japan Philharmonic

rlCKETS -5>4 general «p2 unuiss students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL. UMASS AMHERST (413)5450202

J

THE DAYS OF MY LIFE is the title

of a poem appearing in the Rowe
!MA) Summer School newspaper:
"The first day I'm born - The next
I'm married - The next I die."

Which tells it like it's going to be,

apparently, for one teeny bopper.

% n % %
HEADLINE OF THE WEEK comes
from the Holy Cross Crusader:
"Computers fold, mutilate cam-
pus."

AND FROM the Springfield
Technical Community College Ram
comes this headline: "Knievel a
Conniver?"

1111
SCREW MAG IS BUSH LEAGUE
FOR NY TIMES? Could be, ac-

cording to an item in the Media
Industry Newsletter. It announces
that the art director for Screw has
left the mag to become art director

for The New York Times' Op-Ed
Page. It's the second time that the
Times has been able to seduce art

directors from the weekly sex mag.
Last year, J.C. Suarez made the
switch.

Siggy Freude must have a word
for it.

Transit aid

bill defeated
WASHINGTON \UPI\ An

$11.8 billion mass transit aid bill,

embroiled in a jurisdictional dispute

between two House committees,

was rejected by the House Rules

Committee yesterday in a new blow

to large urban areas.

Appearing

WED. &

THIRS.

Mitch

Chakour

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47

Sunderland

665-4937

-•

- t
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JKBTOH UVM's Bateman
on YanCon all-stars
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AMHERST - Vermont quar-

terback Bob Bateman, Connecticut
defensive back Marty Bird, and
Maine quarterback Jack Losgrove
have been selected as the Yankee
Conference offensive, defensive
and rookie players of the week
following outstanding per-
formances last Saturday.
Bateman, a 6'6" junior from

Darien, Connecticut, rallied his

teammates from a 14 point deficit

Getting practice
SAN JUAN, PR. \UPI\ - Frank

Robinson, recently named player-
manager of the Cleveland Indians,
will return this year as manager of
the winter league Santurce
Crabbers, the president of the club,
Hiram Cuevas, announced
Tuesday.

RICH JESSAMY IS CORNERED by two Vermont linebackers after yet another
successful rush through ''the Pit" on his way to a hundred yard rushing day The
sophomore proved slippery Saturday, but so did the ball. He lost two fumbles
Guard Russ Cooke (61) is sprawled in foreground.

1974 YANKEE CONFERENCE FOOTBALL STATISTICS
[Statistics Art For All Games P/ayad)

RUSHING
Player

Clarke, Conn
Murphy, BU
Jessamy, Mass
Remondino, Rl
Lang, Mass
Katapodis, BU
Whitaker, Rl
Coagrove, Me
DeGregorio, Me

I Yds. Per Geme)

6 Att Yda Ave
2 67 282 4.2
4 106 436 4.1

4 51 286 5.6
3 51 217 4.3
4 48 266 6.3
4 48 237 4.8
3 54 177 3.3
4 56 229 4.1

6 54 276 5.1

Lg Yda/G
13 141

26 109
36 72
25 72
18 64
53
22
67
26

59
59
57
56

PASSING
Player

Bateman, Vt
Ryan, Rl

Keough, NH
Pelmer, Conn
Crone, Rl
Tripucka, Mass
Geiger, BU
Coagrove

[Completions Per Geme)
G Att Cmp Int Pet Yda TO Cm/G

96 56 6
61 33 5
43 24 4
21 13 1

61 24 3
48 17 8
27 13 3

.671 769 8
540 433 4
668 388 5
.619 124 1

470 270 2
364 280
.481 236

3
2

22 9 1 .409 113 1

PASS RECEIVING [Ceught Per Geme)
Player G
Brht, Rl 4
MacLellan. Conn 3
Looker, Vt .4
Torie, NH
Casella, Vt 4

PUNTING
Player

Romboli, Maaa
Looker, Vt
Seero, NH
Anderson, Rl
Bird, Conn
Zirtidia, BU
DeGregorio, Me

No
23
13
16

9
11

Yda Ave TD Lg
267
186

291
184
173

11.6

14.3

18.2

20.4
15.7

No
23
24
22
26
10

23
26

33
38
67
65
36

Ave
38.7

37.6

36.7

35.3

34.0

33.9

33.6

14.0

8.3

8.0

7.0

6.0

4.3

4.3

2.2

C/G
5.8

4.3

4.0

3.0

2.8

Lg
56
66
57
51

48
50
56

CONFERENCE STANDINGS

Connecticut
Boston U.

Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Vermont
Maine
Rhode Island

GAMES THIS WEEK
Boston U. at Massachusetts
Maine at New Hampshire
Vermont at Rhode Island
Delaware at Connecticut

All Gemes
YC W L

2
2

1

1 1

1 2
2

1

T W L

2 1

T Pts Opp
84 66
69
83
62
81

60

48
42
75
105

112
89 148
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Buckeyes,

Crimson Tide

top grid poll

NEW YORK [UPI] - The top 10

has been like an accident waiting to

happen for most of its members
this season, but not for Ohio State

and Alabama.

But, then, Ohio State and
Alabama are not ordinary members,
rather more like founding fathers.

And, as has been the case since

the preseason, the Buckeyes and
the Crimson Tide are running 1-2

today in the latest United Press

International Board of Coaches' top
20 ratings.

With identical 4-0 records, the

Buckeyes collected 32 of 35 first-

place votes with Alabama capturing

two of the remaining three.

Michigan, which also has
avoided the plethora of upsets this

season, received the last first-place

ballot and was again third this

week.

Nebraska, 3-1, replaced Texas
A&M in the fourth spot after the

Aggies were upended Saturday by
Kansas 28 10.

Meanwhile, a pair of undefeated
Southeastern Conference teams
continued to climb steadily in the

rankings. Florida moved from
eighth to fifth and Auburn ad-

vanced from ninth to sixth.

Texas Tech remained seventh
with a hard-earned victory over
Oklahoma State and Notre Dame
fell two notches to eighth.

Southern California and North
Carolina State each moved up one
position with victories to close out
the top 10.

Wisconsin, which mauled
previously-ranked Missouri last

week and faces Ohio State
Saturday, heads the second 10,

followed by undefeated Arizona.

Cdllfegfein

Sports

as he completed 21 of 32 passes for

255 yards and three touchdowns as
the Catamounts upset heavily

favored Massachusetts 25-14 to

knock the Minutemen out of first

place in the conference standings.

Bird, a 5' 10" junior from Sim-
sbury, Connecticut, intercepted
three second half passes deep in

UConn territory and returned them
56 yards to set the stage for the
Husky's rally which resulted in a 41-

24 win over New Hampshire.
Cosgrove, a 6'1 sophomore from

Sharon, Mass., gained 80 yards in

22 carries while scoring one touch-
down and tossed an eight yard
scoring pass as Maine upended
Rhode Island 29-19 for its first

victory of the year.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics
S2.75 per page

Send for your up-to-date.
176 page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
SI.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time).

519GLENROCKAVE.
SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for
research purposes only

£ GOODWILL THRIFT SHOP *
\L 37 Main St. Northampton, Mass.-jf

£ HUNDREDS OF ITEMS FOR SALE #
%# Jeans, Slacks, Sweaters, Jackets, Shirts, Dresses, Skirts, jfr
<*• v )b«s. Pant 1 , ZZ

*
*

also
%# Bookcases, Tables, Dressers, Nite Stands, Beds, Chairs

S and jt
ft Electrical Appliances, Lamps, Dishes, Jewelry and Shoes £
\/l See our custom furniture made by the handicapped at Good- J*
VJwill. u

THE FOUR LEAF WINDOW
TUES.

presents

WED. - THUR.mm
Fri. - Sun. - SOME OF MY BEST FRIENDS
Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's Flea Market

12 Miles from Whitmore! (6A) - Just over line - 544 6028

19

Pittsburgh s Richie Hebner is congratulated by third base coach Bob Skinner
after slugging two run homer in first inning of yesterday's 7-0 Buccaneer win over
Dodgers. (See story on pg. 20)

Seven days in sport

Expanded NHL underway tonight
[AP] - The National Hockey

League, expanded to 18 teams with

the addition of the Kansas City

Scouts and Washington Capitals,

begins its six-month march
Wednesday night toward 12 playoff

berths.

With more teams, more games,

FIVE COLLEGE JANUARY FLIGHT

Boston- London, January 3, returning Paris-Boston,
January 23, round-trip $240. TWA Boeing 707.
Deadline for full payment November 1. Early sign-up
urged. Contact INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, 239
Whitmore, tel. 545-2710, for application. The only
authorized 5 college flight.

XEROX BULK RATE
Gnomon Copy Service, in Amherst, is of-

fering a bulk rate of two cents flat for Xerox
copies. To qualify, an order must meet the
following conditions: (a) 5 or more copies of each
.original (b) unbound originals only (c) two—sided

copies* (d) $5.00 minimum (e) allow 24 hours.

Orders meeting these conditions will be Xeroxed for

two cents per copy. Collating and choice of regular,

three-hole, legal, or colored paper are free. 25% rag

paper is Va cent extra per sheet. Gnomon is open 7

days a week. Phone 253-3333.

"For copying onto one side only, add % cent per copy.

new divisions and a revised playoff

format, which eventually will

eliminate only one-third of the

teams from post-season com-
petition, one player said, "It's like

playing an 80-game exhibition

schedule."

Nonetheless, the games that

count in the standings begin with

the Scouts traveling to Toronto to

face the Maple Leafs and the

Capitals at the New York Rangers.

In other games, it will be the New
York Islanders vs. the Montreal

Canadiens, the Atlanta Flames vs.

the Vancouver Canucks, the Pitts-

burgh Penguins vs. the Min-

nesota North Stars, the Chicago

Black Hawks vs. the Detroit Red
Wings and the St. Louis Blues vs.

California Golden Seals.

VM win: Bateman and robbin'

By STEVE SARACENO
Sports Staff

When September gives way to October and the leaves change color and
drop, 'tis the signal the time has come for the annual Fall Classic. Ah, yes,

the women's junior varsity field hockey home opener, won by UMass, 2-0.

In the week's other big events...

The UMass gridders were shocked by Vermont, 25-14, and people are

still trying to figure out how that Skinny guy did it...

The Patriots won again, edging the Colts, 42-3...

And the playoff participants in baseball were determined, followed by
the start of the two best-of-five series...

FOOTBALL — Why did UMass look like Minutemen (pronounced: My-
noot-men) against Vermont? Some unbalanced observers say ic was the

work of gremlins, but less-crazy fans blame Catamount quarterback Bob
Bateman (no gnome at 6'6), who threw for 252 yards. UMass didn't help
things by trying to roll the ball downfield...

"Who can stop the Patriot juggernaut?" That's the question being

repeated everywhere - at bus stops, over lunch at the DC, in classes, on
Mars. The Pats point total of 42 was their highest total in seven years, and
they're still unbeaten, untied, and unreal...

In an equally important event Sunday, The Collegian football team tied

the Student Senate, 14-14, on a Saraceno to Rich Sevieri bomb in the

waning moments. Sirens sounded, church bells rang, and many wept
openly. It was a moral victory...

Monday night football returned to its exciting ways, but Joe Willie White
Shoes couldn't quite pull a "Bateman" over Miami, losing 21-17...

BASEBALL — Baltimore beat New York by two games in the East, and
then toppled Oakland in the first playoff tilt. They lost the second, 5-0,

perhaps because they were uncontrolably laughing after A's designated

track man Herb Washington slid into second and nearly died... really, cows
have made better slides than that...

The Pirates concluded they were "destiny's darlings" after a passed ball

on a third strike allowed them to eventually clinch the NL East. They
promptly lost two straight to the Dodgers in the playoffs...

Frank Robinson was named player-manager of Cleveland as the Red
Sox finished their slate, losing two-out- of-three to the Indians...

The finale sparked talk of turning points in the Sox demise - staffer

Glenn Poster deduced it came in August because the Sox shelved their

ridiculous red-panelled hats. But, most probably the pivotal point came
earlier, when the caps were not given, as Bill Lee quipped, "little white

propellers on top"...

CAMPUS MISCELLANEOUS - The varsity stickers also triumphed on
Fall Classic day, 4-0...The cross country team won three (including the first

victory over Harvard in 22 years), but were outrun by Providence College at

Franklin Park. ..And the soccermen lost their home opener but rebounded
vs. WPI, 4-zip...

PRO MISCELLANEOUS - Team Canada finished their series with the

USSR at 1-4-3, but not before a bloody sixth game brawl nearly ended up
in having The Bomb dropped. Under Soviet rules, the two who start a fight

are given five-minute misconducts, and the third man in is handed directly

to the KGB...

Women stickers victors, 4-1
By LINDA MACKLER

Elaine Senosk, Kathy O'Neil, and

Joanne Lorrey provided . the of-

fense, while Jean Kentfield carried

the defense as the undefeated

UMass women's field hockey team

beat the previously undefeated Mt.

Holyoke team 4-1.

In their first real challenge, on

Tuesday afternoon in Nor-

thampton, the UMass team
maintained an intelligent and strong

passing offense forcing the Mt.

Holyoke defense.

The score does not adequately

reflect the toughness of the players'

task because the two teams were

evenly matched. UMass made only
twenty shots at the goal at Mt.

Holyoke's eighteeen. The victory

was mainly due to the superb
playing of goalie Jean Kentfield.

"Jean did an outstanding job,

"

Coach Albert said of her goalie's

first test. "She made an un-
believable ten difficult clears."

Aiding her at defense were
Joanne Smith and Sheila Higgins.

Sitting out the first two games of

the season because of a bruised

right thigh, Sheila returned to the
line-up and as a sweeper and
played superior hockey.

The team once again defined the

Heta ^st

Tuts.,

Oct. 8

7:30

903 C.C.

2eta p^t

Wed.,

Oct. 9

8:00

903 C.C.

iDil
Zeta Psi fraternity is for-

ming a new colony at UMass.
A group of men is beginning to

form, but more men are
needed for membership. This
is a chance to be involved with
the for niation. structure, and
goals or a new fraternity.

Possibilities for a house look

good, and the group it growing
in ffre Come find not where

we're headed. Have a couple
beers and share your ideas
with us Its a unique op-
portunity which you may not
have at UMass again.
Come on up to 903 Campus

Center at 7:3* on Tuesday Oct.
8. or at 8:M on Wednesday
Oct. f. Call 546-5443 K you'd
like some more information
beforehand.

cliche, "team effort," as the eleven

members simply outlasted and
outplayed the four member nucleus

of Mt. Holyoke.

'.'We don't have either a weak
position or a particularly strong

one," Coach Albert claimed. "We
just have a good team, while Mt.

Holyoke relies on four strong

players."

The junior varsity continued its

undefeated streak, too, beating Mt.

Holyoke 3-1.

They were a clearly superior

team, dominating the statistics

twenty-five shots on goal to Mt.

Holyoke's three.

Karen Johnson played a nice

defensive game as the offense

neatly passed the ball among three

separate scorers - Betty Dalba,

Nancy Ryder, and Cheryl Meliones.

Mt. Holyoke's scorer was Becky
Brumber.

Cheryl, like the rest of the players

on both teams, was ecstatic over

the victories and picked up
enormous confidence for the big

game on Saturday at Springfield

College.

"We played a great game," she

said. "There was good passing and
good teamwork. This was just a

warm-up for our big test. We have
a good team, good spirit, and a

good coach."

Springfield, who always has a

good team and who is always

UMass' strongest emotional rival

will traditionally be tough to beat.

They have an astro turf field and
the advantage of having played on
it. If UMass can quickly adjust and
if both teams are in top form.

Saturday's game promises to

provide the challenge.
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Orioles' Don Baylor is out stealing in yesterday's American League playoff game
won by A's Dick Green want to make sure that umpire Marty Springstead makes
the correct call.

Stargell, Kison lead Bucs
past sloppy Dodgers; 7-0
LOS ANGELES \UPI\ Strongman Willie Stragell hit

a three-run homer and Richie Hebner followed with a
two-run blast in the opening inning and the Pittsburgh
Pirates averated a sweep in the National League
playoffs by beating the erratic Los Angeles Dodgers 7-

Tuesday.

Reed-thin righthander Bruce Kison and 34-year-old
reliever Ramon Hernandez shut out the Dodgers on
four hits, two of them singles by Bill Russell off the
Pittsburgh starter, and the Dodgers committed a
playoff record five errors.

Checked on a dozen singles in 3-0 and 5-2 losses at
home Saturday and Sunday, the Pirates came back
out bombing against Southpaw Doug Rau and tagged
four Dodgers pitchers for 10 hits.

Stargell homered off Rau, a 13-game winner during
the regular season, with one out in the first and Richie
Stennett aboard on a single to right and Al Oliver on a
walk.

One out later, Dodger first baseman Steve Garvey,
the MVP in the All-Star game this season, threw wide
to Rau covering first base on Bob Robertson's ground
ball for the first Los Angeles error of the day.

Hebner, who had only one hit in six at bats in the
first two playoff games, then slammed a 2-2 Rau pitch
into the same rightfield pavilion that Stargell found.

For the mighty Stargell, the only man to hit a ball

out of Dodger stadium in its 13-year history, it was his
first home run in postseason play -four championship
playoff series and one world series.

Giving Manager Danny Murtaugh a big victory on
his 57th birthday, the Pirates got superlative clutch
pitching from the 24-year-old Kison, who went 6-2-3
innings. Kison was lifted when the Dodgers loaded
tne bases on a pair of walks, his fifth and sixth of the
game, and Russell's single to center.

But Hernandez, who issued an eighth-inning single

High hopes for UM netmen
By GLENN POSTER

A new assistant coach, new faces on the courts,
and vast improvement from returning players all have
combined to give this new edition of the UMass tennis
team reason for optimism. The goal, of course, is to
recapture the Yankee Conference championship next
spring, a position Coach Steve Kosakowski's players
had held the three previous years and five of seven
until last season when Vermont took the title away
The new assistant is former player Ted Donahue.

Ted used to be the number one singles player and
teamed with Don Douglas in doubles to become the
number one pair two years ago in that category for
the conference (a year the two of them lost only one
match as a team). As a singles player, Douglas twice
went to the finals of the YanCon tourney. He played
two years for Kosakowski, sitting out 1974 because of
bad ankles. Ted is a veteran having served on a
submarine. And now, as a grad student, he is trying to
do two jobs at once. Coach Kosakowski and his new
number two man feel they are going to work well with
one another.

The team has played two practice matches against
North Adamas and Springfield College, winning both
by 8-1 scores. As for the players on the team, a good
starting point would be to speak of the returnees from
last year.

Right now Kevin Garahan, only a sophomore, will

probably be the number one singles player come next
spring. Dave Abramoff, also a sophomore, is in the
words of his coach, "going to be hard to keep out of a

start.ng position." Abramoff has only played the
game of tennis for two years. Chris Post, who last
year had one rally lasting the duration of 118 balls-is
also one of the most improved. Barnaby Kalan is also
looking good so far. Gary Ney, a senior, returns after
sitting out last season and Kos claims that, "if he gets
•nto shape, he should be right up there." Two more
players are not with the team right at the moment
because of other athletic commitments. Jon Archer is
playing hockey. And Mike Phillip, who was on a
student exchange in London last year, will return as a
senior in the spring after playing rugby.
Among the new faces are Peter Hinchey a transfer

from Boston College. Hinchey was in the service
attended UMass last year, but was ineligible to play
Mark Barron comes from a place called Amherst High
School and the coach feels that, "he has great
potential and could play both ways, possibly number
one doubles."

Other newcomers are a brother combination of
John and Charley Beals who may play as a doubles
tandem. And. so nobody gets left out the rest of the
.players are Steve Heyl, Peter Schwartz, Wayne
Chatteron, Chris Chingros, Mark Knox, John
Rawinski, Kevin Sullivan, and Arthur Cloutier. (Back
from last year but for all intents and purposes a
newcomer)

Everyone, from Coach Kosakowski on down the
line, has high hopps for this team right now. The
showing in practice thus far has justified the op-
timism.

o
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to pinch-hitter Tom Paciorek and a pinch double by
Rick Auerbach with two out in the ninth, got pinch-
hitter Manny Mota out on a line drive to second
baseman Stennett.

The Dodgers didn't get a ball out of the infield off
Kison until Joe Ferguson led off the fifth with a fly ball

that sent Stargell back to just in front of the warning
track.

Los Angeles committed its five errors in the first five

innings, but only the first one, by Garvey in the
opening inning, was costly.

The Pirates scored twice off Knuckleballer Charlie
Hough in the third inning on four singles with Heb-
ner's single to right scoring Stargell from second base
and Mario Mendoza's ground ball hit to shortstop
bringing in Richie Zisk from third.

Hough allowed Stennett to reach first base when
he overthrew Garvey with one out in the second and
Stennett's grounder to lead off the fourth went
through second baseman Davey Lopes' legs for the
third Dodger miscue of the game.

In the fifth, Los Angeles' Joe Ferguson got an error
on catcher's interference with Hebner at bat and then
Al Downing, the third Dodger pitcher, threw a
comebacker from Mendoza over Garvey's head to put
runners at second and third. But Kison grounded out
to short to end the inning.

Kison, who spent most of 1973 with the Pirates'
triple a farm club at Charleston, W. Va., recovering
from arm problems, now has pitched 19 2-3 innings in

playoff and world series games and has given up no
earned runs and just six hits.

The Pasco, Wash., stringbean gained national
acclaim in the first world series night game ever
played when he pitched 6 1-3 innings in relief and
picked up the victory against Baltimore in the fourth
series game in 1971.

A's win, 1 -0
BALTIMORE \UPI\ - Vida Blue fired an overpowering two-hitter and

Sal Bando homered in the fourth inning Tuesday to lead the Oakland A's

to a 1-0 victory over the Baltimore Orioles and to within one triumph of

their third straight American League pennant.

The A's can clinch their third flag in a row by winning either the fourth

for fifth games of the playoffs scheduled Wednesday and Thursday in

Baltimore.

Blue, the sometimes fitful fireballer who was winless in seven previous

post-season appearances, pitched a magnificent game, striking out seven
and not permitting a Baltimore baserunner to reach second. The hits off

him were singles by Bobby Grich and Don Baylor in the fourth and seventh
innings, respectively, and the only other Orioles who reached first were
safe on errors by second baseman Dick Green.

Green's second error provided the hometown crowd of 32,060 with its

biggest thrill of the day. I came with two out in the bottom of the ninth and
brought the dangerous Grich to the plate. Blue seemed agitated for a few
moments but then got Grich to hit into a force play at second to end the
game.

Bando, the A's captain who insists Oakland is one of the most un-
derrated teams in baseball history, gavs Blue the only run of the game
when he rifled a 350-foot shot into the left field bleachers off Jim Palmer
with one out in the fourth.

Palmer, who feared that he might have to pass up today's starting

assignment, if he was bothered by a pinched nerve in his right elbow, did
not have his usual stuff but pitched a splendid game. He mixed curves and
changeups with his fast ball and aside from Bando's homer allowed only
three singles.

Blue, who had an 0-4 mark in previous playoff and world series com-
petition, said he threw 99 per cent fast balls. Andy Etchebarren came
closest to giving the Orioles a run when he chased center fielder Jim North
to the warning track for his towering fly with two out in the eighth.

Blue struck out Tommy Davis to end the third inning after Grich's singles
and retired Earl Williams and Etchebarren after Brooks Robinson was safe
on Green's first error in the Fifth. Baylor was out stealing after his single in

the seventh - the only other Baltimore base runner until Green's second
error in the ninth.

The A's will have Jim Hunter, whom they call their "Money Man,"
pitching for them in Wednesday's fourth game. The Orioles will counter
with Mike Cuellar, 6-3 winner over Hunter in the first game of the series.

But rent control could reduce

Bill Doyle

Mirthful mutterings
It's a good thing Mack Herron got messed up on drugs up in Canada or

he'd never be a New England Patriot today.
I bet that Coach Jack Leaman is sleeping better these nights now that

Jim Town, the hope of the UMass basketball team's future, has been
beaten out of the punting job for the football team by John Ramboli.

Hey, did you realize that Yaz finished batting over .300. One percentage
point over, to be exact.

Alright, here's one for all you sports trivia addicts. Ready? Name anyone
who is on the UMass swim team. Gotcha, didn't I?

Anyone remember the gymnastics team?
Twenty years from now, Steve Swisher could be the answer to a good

sports trivia question after that costly passed ball and wild throw that
helped Pittsburgh win the NL East. Move over, Mickey Owens.
There is absolutely no truth to the rumor that the Red Sox will be moved

to the South Pacific and be renamed the Manila Folders. Is there, Mr.
Yawkey?

Illie Nastase, what a name. Speaking of names, dig the one the Patriots
placekicker has.

The Red Sox aren't all that bad. They'll be right up there next year. All
they need ,s a lefthanded relief pitcher, a righthanded relief pitcher abackup catcher, righthanded power hitter, lefthanded power hitter twomore starting pitchers...

Now try to name the members of the UMass wrestling team, tennis
team, soccer team, cross country, hockey, lacrosse, baseball track
gymnastics...

Come to think of it the Red Sox could use some bench strength too
Did you read that Chris Evert and Jimmy Connors have put off their

wedding because of their busy tennis schedules. You have to set ud
priorities, I guess.

Imagine playing for the San Diego Padres of the California Angels or the
Chicago Cubs or the Detroit Tigers or the Atlanta Falcons or the Baltimore
Colts or the Houston Oilers or the California Golden Seals or the Van-
couver Canucks or the Key West Cubs (the Key West Cubs?) or the

Speaking of the California Angels, Dick Williams really turned them
around, didn't he. Just think, the Yankees wanted Williams instead of
Manager of the Year candidate Bill Virdon.

Try these trades on for size. I think they'd help the Red Sox immensely.
Rick Wise and Bernie Carbo for Reggie Smith; or how about Reggie
Cleveland. Diego Segui and Terry Hughes for Lynn McGlothen Mike
Garman and John Curtis; or Tommy Harper for George Scott; or maybe
Danny Cater and Mario Guerrero for Sparky Lyle; or Dick McAuliffe for
Ben Ogl.y.e; or possibly the Red Sox could get a pitcher from the National
League like maybe Jim Lonborg or Ken Brett; or maybe... '
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Bondholders take 60% of dorm fees
By JOHN PEP/
Staff Reporter

First in a series on the politics
and financing of University
dormitories and dining com-
mon*

"I believe in free enterprise, but I

believe in rent control too," said Charles
Hampton, financial manager of the
Residential Life Board, recently in an
interview. The interview was pait of an
investigation being conducted by the
Housing Education and Action Group of

the Student Organizing Project.
"Despite Hampton's philosophy of

free enterprise and rent control," says
project member Jerry Polinski,
"students living in dormitories are
paying close to $200 monthly for one
double occupancy room."
"An incredible 60 per cent of this

dormitory fee goes to corporate in-

vestment cartels, whose membership
includes the Chase Manhattan Bank,
Merrill Lynch Palmer Fenner & Smith]
Morgan Guaranty and Trust company,
and the First National Bank of Boston!

These enormous financial institutions
purchased the state bonds issued to
finance dorm and dining commons
construction," she said.

Hampton delineated the procedure by
which the dorms were financed, saying:
"When the administration and Board of
Trustees determined that there was a
need for new housing and dining
facilities, they sought approval of the
state legislature. The legislature
authorized the UMass Building
Authority to float a series of bonds in the
money market. Revenue from the sale of
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Stu-senate

approves

3 issues
By CINDY ROGERS

Staff Reporter
The Student Senate last night, voted

unanimously on three issues: an
amendment to give investigating
committees authority to subpoena
University administrators, to accept
affirmative action as senate policy and
to endorse a hearing on the residence
halls system.
According to the amendment, in-

vestigating committees of the senate on
such issues as food and rent and fees
will have the power of subpoena "over
any university department which
directly or indirectly affects a student
life and-or education. This includes
power of subpoena over persons and
documents."

Rick Savini, president of the S.G.A.
explained the amendment. "The Senate
intends to hold open hearings on
problems of students. The investigating
committees need to have the ability to

call administrators to speak before the
committees."

If subpoenas are unanswered, the
amendment will give the committees
the power to request the subpoenas to

be printed in the Collegian, announced
on WMUA and posted as public an-
nouncements.

"It will force the administrators to

come to meetings and testify. There are

enough areas of problems, we don't
want to have problems with the
authority since they work for students,"
Savini said.

The affirmative action policy adopted
by the Senate will require student
organization to include more women
and Third World people if found they are

underutilized. The Senate must examine
policies of the organization. This policy

is geared to eliminate discriminatory
conditions.

Savini said of the affirmative action

issue that, "it is high time that the

Senate cleaned house on its own action
before asking the administration to

clean their house."

The affirmative action issue was
tabled for the next four weeks and will

be voted on as three separate motions.
Next week, the Senate will vote to

amend it to the by-laws and then to the

constitution.

The hearing on the residence system
endorsed by the Senate, will discuss

problems of students having to live in

residence hall until they are 21. The bill's

sponsor, Matt Burns wants to recruit as

many students as possible. But he wants
Student Senate endorsement "to let

students know it is more than one or

two people's action." Burns said the

issue is important "in light of the new
age of majority."

Why is Mary Skowera so excited about This year's Index? Find out by
picking up your copy at the trailer in front of the Student Union - but don't
forget your INDEX card or no yearbook. Those with ID'sonly will have to
endure the wait of about a week to get theirs.

Ford economy speech draws
mixed reactions at UMass

By JUDY BOUCHER
Staff Reporter

Random interviews on campus
yesterday revealed mixed reactions to
President Gerald Ford's proposed anti-
inflation program.
To combat inflation President Ford

has proposed a five per cent income tax
surcharge for families with an income of
$15,000 or more and for single individuals
with an income of $7500 or more. Also,
the president has proposed a plan for
helping the unemployed by providing
public service jobs.

When asked about the surcharge tax'
one Bookstore employee said, "The
president is picking on the middle
class".

Another university employee said, "I.
pay an awful lot of taxes now and I'm
going to be paying more if this goes
through".

A barber in the campus center said he
would be more in favor of a graduated
surcharge tax in which people earning
$15,000 would pay three per cent and
gradually it would increase to 10 per cent
for those earning $25,000.

A 20 year-old environmental design
major from South Hadley said "I think
Ford is trying to do something. I think
the suggestion of community projects,
like the civil conservation corps after

World War Two is a good idea."

However, a business major from
Greenfield said, "No matter what
program Ford suggests, they'll only be
as good as the people implementing
them," adding, "I'd like to have seen
some sort of income supplement, in

dollars not services for low income
people. A program like the Food Stamp
Program is a good step, there should
have had more in this nature."

these bonds is used to pay off con-
struction debts."
Bonds issued in April, 1971 to pay the

debt on Projects 8, 9 an ' 10 of South-
west, on Sylvan, and on North Village
Apartments, amounted to $27,075,000.
According to Hampton, these bonds are
likely to yield over $40 million in interest
to their owners.
Matt Burns, of the Student Senate

Rents and Fees Committee, said, "This
arrangement belies the lipservice paid to
rent control We cannot leave these
matters up to the alleged goodwill of the
administration or state legislature. The
Commonwealth of Massachusetts ranks
eleventh in per capita income, but only
49th in per capita higher education
expenditures."

"What is particularly disturbing is that
those students who can find jobs are
paid between $1.60 and $2.50 an hour,
only to shell out big bucks to dorm and
dining commons investors who are
among the top 1.6 per cent of wealth

turn to page 2

Students
to get

overtime
By AVIS YUNI
Staff Reporter

"We are going to pay overtime to
everyone we owe money to. From this

time on there will be no more overtime,"
Timothy Cox, Campus Center Personnel
Director said yesterday.
As reported in yesterday's Collegian,

the Campus Center has violated the
Federal Fair Labor Standards Act for at

least the past three years by denying
students time-and-a-half overtime pay
rates.

In that article Gerald Scanlon, Dean of
Student Employment said, "Anyone
who thinks they have the right can
petition for redress and have their case
heard."

Cox said one student has already come
to his office asking to have his case
reviewed, since the article was printed.

"We will tell anyone who comes in

that all of the records will be reviewed -

not just by request only. We will review
all the records that we have," he said.

Cox said that the records he has in his

office now date back to July 1, 1973, but
that he doesn't know offhand how far

back the other records they have go.

^
Cox said from what the Campus

Center administrators are saying, "I

don't see any way now that a student
will work overtime."

"If a student is in the middle of
something and they can't find someone
to relieve that person, they will just stop
working and close down. There just will
not be any overtime worked," he said.
Cox said Campus Center Director

John Corker is in contact with the
Personnel and Payment offices to find a
way to pay the students they still owe

turn to page 2

inside:
Don Luce, the journalist who

discovered the "tiger cages" in

South Vietnam, is speaking here
today. See story page 2.

weather:
Your friendly neighborhood

forecaster is in a "sporting"
mood today, 'cause he says it's

gonna be sunny, calm and warm
with temps in the mid-sixties. A
good day for a game of football,

or for those who like other
"sports ", maybe a roll in the leaf

pile, hey?
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Faculty Senate elects

Nat Clark Vice-Chairman
By DONNA A. DIODA Tl

Staff Reporter
Nat Clark, a UMass student

from Sharon, Mass., was
recently elected Vice-
Chairperson of the Faculty
Senate Academic Matters
Council.

Clark, a biochemistry major,
was elected to the one-year
term at the council's first

meeting of the semester, last

Thursday.

Clark explained the council is

made up of 20 faculty members
elected by the Faculty Senate,
and four students appointed by
the Chairperson of the Student
Senate Academic Affairs
Committee. Clark was ap-
pointed last semester.
Looking to the future, Clark

said he hopes that the council
could bring back to UMass
"high quality education," in

view of the freeze on the

Don Luce, journalist,

to speak on Vietnam
Don Luce, an expert on Indochina, will be the kick-off speaker in

the United Christian Foundation's "ftrst Amendment" series,

beginning at 12:15 p.m. today in the Colonial Lounge of the Student
Union. Interested persons are invited to bring a bag lunch and join

in informal discussion.

Luce is the journalist who is credited with having discovered the
infamous "tiger cages" on Con Son Island in 1970. Prior to that he
had been Director for six years of International Voluntary Services,
from which position he resigned in protest against U.S. policies in

Vietnam. Since then he has traveled extensively in all parts of that
country, including a 3-week visit last spring to the areas controlled
by the Provisional Revolutionary Government.

Luce's topic will be: "Vietnam: Still America's War". The half-

hour talk will be followed by a period of questions, answers and
dialogue.

The United Christian Foundation (UCF) is an ecumenical
Protestant campus ministry located on the third floor of Hampshire
House, with programs in the areas of counseling, peace and justice
and Faith Exploration courses. "First Amendment" is a series of

Thursday noon forums dealing with issues of concern to the
campus community.

Linnig explains Christian Science

number of enrolled students. He
said he favors a return to

"traditional academics," with
respect for the faculty and
acknowledgment of students'
superior academic per-
formances becoming com-
monplace.

"The university exists to

educate people... (under my
plan) the majority of UMass
students (who don't know why
they're here), would leave.

Those (students) here then
would want to be, and would
work to stay here...," Clark said.

He added that UMass
students who are academically
oriented are now in the
minority, and their rights are
being overlooked. As an
example, he said that the
Housing Office usually doesn't
grant exemptions from on-
campus living to students who
claim they can't study in their

dorms.

"All students are different,"

Clark said, "but they are
students first, and should be
allowed to work at it."

Clark, 21, is a member of the
Student Senate Academic
Affairs Committee; the Health
Advisory Board and the Health
Council of the University Health
Services; and is a Collegian
columnist.

Christian Science Organization will present a

talk by Roy Linnig tonight at 7 p.m. in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student Union. The talk

which is open to the campus community, is

titled: "Commitment: a Christian Science ap-

proach."
Mr. Linnig will discuss how Christian Scien-

tists seek to deal effectively on an individual

basis with problems facing the human com-
munity, whether at the global or the local level.

After the lecture, the audience will have an
opportunity to ask questions relating to aspects
of Christian Science.

In 1953, Linnig left a career in business to

become a full-time practitioner of Christian

Science. Since becoming a member of the

Christian Science Board of Lectureship ten years
later, he has spoken to audiences in many
countries about Christian Science.

Other activities of Christian Science
Organization include weekly meetings held
Tuesdays at 6:15 p.m. These meetings, which are
always open to visitors, include readings relating

to a topic of current interest, and experiences
shared by people who have used Christian
Science to heal disease or solve problems.

The Organization also has a table in the
Campus Center each Tuesday during the day,
and there will be a table today at which more
information about tonight's talk may be ob-
tained.

Bondholders control dorm fees
cont. from p. 1

holders in the country. This
latter group of super-rich in-

dividuals and corporations own
nearly 100 per cent of these tax-

exempt state bonds," he said.

Regarding the financing of

dorms an<"* dir.ing commons
construction. Residential Life

Director Ken Dean said, "Those
decisions were made a number 1

of years ago and no matter how
much innut vou or I or anybody

has, it's already been done.

That's the capitalistic system."
Hampton added, "It's all very

competitive."

Dean was questioned about a

statement in the department's
reorganization proposal which
cited "rapidly escalating legal

pressure by students for self-

determination of ac-

commodations." He offered his

not be successful, but regar-

dless of what happens in the

Residence Halls, the bonds are

going to be paid, even if it

comes from higher tuition."

The Housing Education-
Action Group, part of the
Student Organizing Project
operating out of Student Union
Room 428A, is currently
examining other aspects of the

assurances that "if students dormitory and food service

toot if »n court, it may or may financial structure.

C.C. will compensate for pay loss
cont. from p 1

money to.

The article also reported
Richard Howland, former At
torney for Students at UMass
had investigated the Campus
Center policies at least two
years ago.
He said Warren T. Grinnan,

former Director of the Campus
Center and Michael Egan,
former Director of Campus

Center Food Service, and
Donald Witkowski who is still

Accomodations Manager of the
Campus Center (covering the
Hotel, Garage and Scheduling)
had been told the policy was
illegal at that time.

Witkowski told the Collegian
yesterday he doesn't remember
the incident and was sure he
had not been involved with any
conversations alonq those lines.

niwIft
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Witkowski said he called
Howland after seeing the article

and said "We can't either one of
us recall meeting about that."
Howland had talked to

Grinnan and said he'd take care
of the matter, Witkowski
claimed.

Howland said yesterday, "I

don't remember whether or not
Donald Witkowski was in-

volved. As he said, in those
days, Grinnan would have
solved it."

Howland said he has trouble
remembering exactly who he
talked to and Witkowski
wouldn't have had anything to
do with the decision process
then.

Witkowski said a directive
should have come down at that
point stopping the policy. "I

don't know what happened up
there. I was never involved in

it," he said.

PHI MU DELTA

Interested University Men and Women

OPEN RUSH PARTY
for our

Brotherhood and Little Sister Programs

OCT. 10th - 8:30

Call for rides 545-2163

Comes in Brown or Camel Leather

ftDLLE&Shoes
8 Main St., Amherst

Hadley Village Barn Shops, Rte. 9, Hadley

Come in...choose a natural
easy care style just for you.

Which style is for you? The sleek,
smooth look or an all-out curly look?
Both start with precision cutting by our
master snippers -end with bounce and
compliments. The hand blower persuades
hair into a natural look-or for more curls
we're magicians with hot irons and
organic body perms.

We listen: Haircuts guaranteed not to

be a fraction shorter than you want it!

Shampoo-cut-blow dry all for. . . $8.50

DQfilQ beauty
lv^V^IO salons
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

Tel. 584-01 11

Manager — Mr. Tom
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Teaching conference disappointing

Lack of student participation bothers Evans
Rw 1AM A I CVAAinco _^. . . -. _ . ....By JAN ALEXANDER

Staff Reporter
"I was rather surprised that a conference

devoted to university teaching has so much
unrelieved lecturing," said Lionel Evens, a
delegate from London's City University to this
weekend's International Conference for the
Improvement of University Teaching.
"There should have been a more varied

method of presentation and more active par-
ticipation," said Evens who is the head of the
Center for Educational Technology at City
University.

Other delegates to the three day conference
complained that the conference did not live up
to what -

the fliers said, and that ac-
commodations and planning were poor.
Although impressed by the "Warm, human,

friendly feeling" of the conference, Evens said,
"I find that everyone is still talking about
teaching. Far too little people are talking about
the learner."

"No students spoke at the conference. This
would be unheard of in the United Kingdom,"
said Evens, who also teaches one undergrad
course in communications, and one graduate
course in metallurgy.
Student input in England is channeled through

the National Union of Students. Evens said that

students are involved in the planning of courses,
how they are conducted and their evaluation.
Evens described the Center for Education

Technology as an organization within the
university for developing the university teaching
method, training the faculty in teaching and
other aspects of the job, and providing all media
sources necessary for use in the job.

"Our last teaching conference was held in

June and over 95 per cent of the universities in

Britain were represented," Evens said. "An in-

vitation was sent to every vice-chancellor, which
is the equivalent of an American university
president, to nominate two members of his
university to go to the conference."
The conference was conducted on three

themes:
-Objectives in training of university teachers
-Content of the teacher training courses
-Methods used in training teachers
"Three keynote addresses were given," Evens

explained, "and then the conference broke up
into small working groups where people who
had a particular interest in something gave
papers.

"Conference don't to anything," Evens said.
"They enable people to get together and talk,

and they may inspire or encourage people to do
something, but it's people that do things."

Staff Photo by Judy Boucher
Lionel Evans confers with helper Jane Alinovi at

International teaching conference yesterday.

Kentfield Hardware,
Inc.

63 SOUTH PLEASANT ST.

Suppliers of:

— STUDENT NEEDS
— HARDWARE
— SPORTING GOODS
— PAINT
— ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Hours: Monday-Thursday & Saturday— 8-5:30

Fridays— 8 a.m. -• p.m.

Sewing Year Needs for over 100 Veers

With this

Texas Instruments

electronic calculator

you're always

right on the money

Texas Instruments
electronic calculator

TI-2500

reg. $44.95

OUR PRICE

$
39

95

Easy to operate — just touch the numbers and function as you say rhe

problem
Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides; chain or constant operation; full

floating decimal
AC adapter charger included to recharge built-in batteries or operate
directly from wall outlet

Quality vinyl carry case included

Weighs less than 12 ounces
Convenient portable size — use it anywhere
Fully guaranteed
8 digit display

Add, subtract, multiply and divide in seconds
Finest quality from one of America's foremost electronic firms
For the businessman, student, housewife — anyone who works with

numbers

* UNIVERSITY STORE Campus Center

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
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Manning addresses SW seminar
Democratic Congressional candidate Thomas

Manning will bring his campaign to the UMass
campus tonight.

Following the opening of Democratic
headquarters in Northampton at 7:30 P.M., the
42-year-old Pittsfield attorney will speak in

Pierpont House lounge to students enrolled in

Project 10's Political Campaigns Seminar.
Seminar instructor Kenneth Mosakowski

invited Manning to address the group as part of

a gesture of Democratic Party unity. Manning
defeated Mosakowski for the Democratic
nomination for U.S. Congress in last Sep-
tember's primary election.

Later in the evening, Manning will address the

regular monthly meeting of the Amherst
Democratic Town Committee in the Board
Room of Amherst Town Hall.

The public is invited to attend.

Today's programs on WMUA
Here is today's schedule for

campus radio station WMUA,
91.1 FM:
6 A.M. - 10 A.M., Fran. Dance

wakes up the community.
8:30, Jeff Jawer's astrological

forecast, High Tides

10 A.M. - 2 P.M., Scott
Bacherman spins some records.

2 P.M. - 6 P.M., Glen Manceau

plays music
6 P.M. -8P.M., Auntie Andree

is aired.

8 P.M., Filmmaking Notes
with Gary Perlemutter

8:30 P.M. The Shadow,
Lamont Cranston battles crime
in Death as an Art!!

8:30 P.M. - 10:15, More music.

10:15 - 11 P.M., The Women's

show with Robin Rich.

11 P.M.-2A.M. Charlie Mann
and Uujamadrum.
2 A.M. - 6 A.M., Mary Lawson

takes the graveyard shift.

6 A.M. - 10 A.M., Al Feinberg

starts the day.

News is broadcast at 7, 8, and
9 in the morning, and at 2 P.M., 6
P.M., and 10 P.M.

Grad school reps visit campus
The following Graduate

Schools-Law Schools will be on

campus to give information

about their programs. If in-

terested in seeing them, please

come to the Student
Development Center, Berkshire

House, Room 106.

Boston University (MBA
Program) - Oct. 11

Northwestern University

(Lewis fc> Clark School of Law) -

Oct. 15

St. Louis Unviersity Law
School - Oct. 21

Northeastern University
(School of Bus.) - Oct. 22

University of Rochester
(School of Mgmt.) - Oct. 23

University of New Hampshire
(Whittemore School of Bus. &
Econ.) - Oct. 23

Syracuse University Law
School - Oct. 23

Harvard Business School

Oct. 24

Catholic University
(Columbus School of Law) - Oct.
24

Columbia University (School
of Business) - Oct. 25

University of North Carolina
(School of Business) - Oct. 25
New York University School

of Law - Oct. 25

Northeastern University
(School of Engineering) - Oct. 30

Discussion of French education aired
"Tout En Francais" will

presend a round table today
disucssion concerning the
reforms in the French
educational system instituted

under the Minister of Education
Edgar Faure, who took office

after the revolt of 1968.

The discussion was originally

taped last May following the

elections in France, and those
taking part were M. and Mme.
Jean Pivasset, two native
French educators who were in

Amherst last year, as well as

Professors Braude and Carre of

the French-Italian Department.
Pivasset was an exchange
professor, and Mme. Pivasset is

a teacher at a French Lycee.
In addition to examining the

reforms in French education
and the causes of the revolt, the
Pivassets discussed American
schools with Professors Braude
Er Carre. They expressed praise
fo r the American elementary
schools, but were critical of the
cost of higher education in this

country. This program may be
heard at the regular time for

"TOUT EN FRANCAIS", 6:30

over WFCR-FM (88.5). "TOUT EN
FRANCAIS" is broadcast each
Tuesday and Thursday, same
time, same station.

Keep those yellow forms!
TO ALL UNDERGRADUA TE STUDENTS

It is VERY Important that students retain the yellow copy of the
new three-part add-drop form after having the form stamped by the
registrar. This receipt is a student's only proof of after deadline
changes and should there be a problem with your revised schedule,
this form MUST be presented for verification.
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Disagrees with Boston busing order
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Ford defends proposed income tax surcharge
WASHINGTON [UP/]

President Ford defended his
proposed income tax surcharge
yesterday as costing middle-
income Americans only pennies
a day, and predicted it would
help bring a "meaningful

reduction" in the rate of in-

flation by early next year.

Responding to criticism from
both Democrats and
Republicans in Congress that
his request for a one-year, 5 per
cent surtax was too harsh and

THE MASSACHUSETTS MAT
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/WORLD
Judge orders police

BOSTON [AP] - A federal
judge yesterday ordered Mayor
Kevin H. White to call in police
from surrounding towns and
state to quell disturbances
resulting from integration in

Boston schools.
If that does not work, U.S.

District Court Judge W. Arthur
Garrity Jr. said White should
a,sk the governor to call up the
National Guard. But he declined
to call in U.S. marshals.
White had asked Garrity to

call in at least 125 U.S. marshals.

Senate cuts funds

WASHINGTON [UP/] -
Defying President Ford's veto
threat, the Senate yesterday
voted to'ban military assistance
to Turkey.

By 62 to 16, the Senate ap-
proved and sent to the White
House legislation which would
bar U.S. arms aid to Turkey until

Ford reports "substantial
progress" has been made
toward a settlement on Cyprus.
Senate Democratic Leader

Mike Mansfield promptly of-
fered a joint resolution which
would prevent the legislation
from taking effect until Dec. 15.

Kissinger arrives

CAIRO \UPI\ - Secretary of

State Henry Kissinger arrived

yesterday in Egypt seeking
progress toward peace in the
Middle East and lower oil prices

for the rest of the world.
"President Ford is committed

to continuing the efforts the
United States has made for

peace in the Middle East",

Kissinger said on arriving in

Cairo after an overnight flight

from Washington. "I'll talk to

my friends here in a spirit of

making constructive progress."

Hostages reieaseu
SANTO DOMINCO \UPI\ -

Seven hostages held for 13 days
in the Venezuelan consulate
were freed last night by their

guerrilla captors who left im-
mediately for Las Americas
Airport to be flown to asylum in

Panama.
The hostages, several, them

shouting and sobbing, were
greeted by family and friends

outside the building.

Cuba to release

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The
Cuban government said
yesterday it would release four

American prisoners, including a

woman, as a "goodwill gesture"

to two U.S. senators who
visited Havana 10 days ago.
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A Cuban Foreign Office
statement, relayed through the

Czech Embassy here, stressed

that the move was not to be
construed as a friendly gesture
to the U.S. government-only to

the senators themselves.
The action followed a visit to

Cuba by Sens. Clairborne Pell,

D-R.l., and Jacob K. Javits, R-

N.Y., and came amid growing
indications the United States is

ready to reassess its attitude

toward the Communist
government in Cuba.

inequitable. Ford told a news
conference the carefully con-
sidered proposal would affect

only 28 per cent of all individual

taxpayers, and would not cut
significantly into their buying
power.

Nor, he said, would it be
extended beyond the calendar
year 1975. If Congress approves
his legislative program, unveiled
Tuesday at a joint session of the
House and Senate, and if

Americans cooperate volun-
tarily, his anti-inflation
proposals "will work," he said.

On other subjects, the
President:

— Deplored the violence in

Boston over court-ordered
busing, said he disagreed with
the court's decision, but added

it was of "maximum im-

portance" for Boston citizens to

obey the law. He said he had
received no request for federal

intervention.
— Indicated he would not ask

Congress to restore drastically

reduced funds in his request for

$850,000 in transition expenses
for former President Richard M.
Nixon. He said he would not

agree that the House reduction

to $200,000 was "stingy and
punitive," but would reserve

judgment until the final bill
reaches his desk.

-Disagreed with Treasury
Secretary William E. Simon's
testimony earlier Wednesday
opposing eventual elimination
of the oil depletion allowance as
contained in a tax reform bill
before the House Ways and
Means Committee. Ford said he
favored a phase-out of the
controversial tax write-off for
oil companies.
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Welcome back, my friends.

to the show that never ends.

Ladies and Gentlemen
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FREE

No Minimum Balance Required!

CHECKS FREE

OVERDRAFT PROTECTION
A cash reserve to back up your
checking account.

UNLIMITED CHECK WRITING
Choose the type of checking account
that suits you best. No minimum
balance.

FREE NO SERVICE CHARGE

***

COUNT
URP°SE SAV,NGS AC

Your savings earns 5 per cent, the
highest possible rate permitted by
federal regulations
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FREE TRAVELERS CHEQUES
You pay only the face amount.
Never a service charge.
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PREFERENTIAL LOAN
TREATMENT
Special lower rates on installment
loans.

24-HOUR BANKING
At any time of the day or night, use of a transfer slip
and you can transfer money from one account to
another.
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FREE NOTARY SERVICES
Available at all offices of your
Pioneer Banks.

YOUR PIONEER PASS
Preferential treatment at your
Pioneer Banks.

AUTOMATIC SAVINGS
Free transfer of funds from your
checking to your savings account
each month. Watch your savings

N.O.W. ACCOUNT
The privilege of writing checks
against your savings.

grow!

All these convenient Banking Services at NO EXTRA CHARGE!

Join today at any office of your Pioneer Banks and start enjoying these benefits right away!

w^ - AMHERST BANKING HOUSEPIONEER 328 College st- *oute 9 E««

BANK On the UMass Bus Route— Phone 254-0568

National

HAMPSHIRE FRANKLIN COUNTY

OTHER BANKING HOUSES

MemW FDlC

GREENFIELD
TURNERS FALLS
SOUTHDEERFIELD
BERNARDSTON

NORTHAMPTON
FLORENCE
Soon in EASTHAAAPTON
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The trials of being a foreigner in your own land
By LENARD CROWDOG

Spiritual Leader
Trina Bad Heart Bull is a 14 year old

Oglala Sioux from Pine Ridge Reser-
vation, South Dakota. Although Trina is

only in junior high school, she has full

responsibility for her younger sisters and
brother, April, Julie and Jami. Trina also
cares for Henry, her 17 year old brother;
her brother Vincent, 20, is perpetually in

and out of jails in western South Dakota
on minor charges. Trina's mother, Sarah,
is in the South Dakota penitentiary,
serving a 1-5 year sentence.
Sarah Bad Heart Bull is the mother of

eight children, and separated from her
husband. She and her children have lived

on welfare because Sarah can't get a job
which would support them: when Sarah
was 14 years old she had to drop out of
school because her mother died, leaving
Sarah with the responsibility of caring
for her seven younger brothers and
sisters. When I first met Sarah, she and
five of her children were living in a room
in a motel virtually destroyed by the
Rapid City flood. It had one double bed,
a bathroom and no kitchen facilities.

Sarah, like many Indian people in the
area, was trying to get into the govern-
ment low income housing but had been
waiting over a year without response. As
a legal worker with the Wounded Knee
Legal Defense-Offense Committee, I

met Sarah because we were
representing her in a case in which she
faced criminal charges.

Two years ago, Sarah's oldest son,
Wesley, 21, was stabbed to death by a
white man. Sarah and others, including
American Indian Movement (AIM)
members, went to Custer on February 6,

1973, to protest the lenient way in which
Wesley's murderer was being treated.
(He was charged with second degree
manslaughter although Trina and three
other people witnessed the stabbing).
Wesley's murder was not the first time
that a white person received minor
charges or none at all for the murder of
an Indian, and therefore 300 Indian
people went to protest the dual system
of justice. A fight broke out between
heavily armed state and local police and
the Indian protestors, resulting in per-
sonal injuries, a Chamber of Commerce
building being burned, a courthouse
being set fire, and two police cars being
trashed, as well as 22 Indian people
being indicted, including Sarah herself.
Sarah, who was refused entrance to a
meeting with the State's Attorney, was
indicted for riot where arson was
committed, and given higher bond and
faced more time in prison, than the
murderer of her son.
Eleven months later, when Sarah's

second son was 21, he was shot to death
by a white man with a high powered
gun. Trina called me up to ask me to tell

Henry, who was in a training school, and
Vincent, who was in the penitentiary,
that their second brother had been
murdered: her mother could not afford

the phone call. Because of the pressure

put on officials by AIM, a man presently

awaits trial for first degree murder for

this case.

Although William Janklow, the
prosecutor of the "Custer cases" as
Sarah's and the others are called, told

me that he thought perhaps Sarah had
suffered enough by the murder of her
two sons, the State evidently decided to
punish her further on April 22, with two
friends, Bob High Eagle & Ken Dahl, who
had gone with her to Custer, Sarah
started trial in Sioux Falls, South Dakota,
because even the prosecution and the
judge agreed that it was impossible for
them to receive a fair trial near Custer.
The trial was a mockery of the system of
justice. Judge Bottum jailed Ramon
Roubideaux, Indian attorney when he
announced that he could not proceed
with trial because it would deny his
clients their Constitutional rights. As a
result, Indian defendants and spectators
refused to stand for the Judge and were
attacked in the courtroom by 25 riot-

equipped Tactical Squad police. The trial

was then moved to the Civil Defense
building whe re no spectators were
allowed and the defendants and' legal
workers were thoroughly searched
before court.

After such a sham of the legal system,
it is not surprising that 12 white middle-
class people would convict Sarah, Bob
and Ken. Nor is it surprising that Judge

Gail Sullivan has worked with the Wounded Knee Legal Defense-Offense Committee for

Bottum would sentence Sarah to 1-5

years in a penitentiary, and Bob and Ken
to 5-7. He then refused to grant the
defendants a bond pending appeal
citing no good reasons at all, and gave
Sarah only 24 hours in which to find
adequate care and housing for her six

living children. The defense has ap-
pealed to a federal judge to get Sarah,
Bob and Ken out of prison because of
the very strong grounds for appeal.

.In the meantime however, while the
murderer of her son is walking free (he
was acquited after the protest), Sarah
Bad Heart Bull is in prison and her
children are trying desperately to sur-
vive. The Wounded Knee Legal Defense
has done everything in its power to help
the Bad Heart Bull children: A guardian
for the children was found so that they
would not have to be split up into
separate foster homes. This was the
decision of Sarah and her children who
feel that it is most important that they
stay together. They are strong beautiful
kids, but need support. A special fund
has been set up for their needs and
(jnoney should be sent to BAD HEART
BULLS c-o Wounded Knee Legal
Defense, P.O. Box 80931, Lincoln, Neb
68501. The Bad Heart Bull story is not a
unique one, it is only one instance of the
tragedy that Indian people suffer in this
country. If you would be interested in
supporting the struggle of Indian people
please contact me at 5-2531.

a year.

Letters to the editor

Asian American identity
To the Editor

The Asian-American is having an identity crisis-not that we donot know who we are, but the university community doesn't know
that Americans of Asian descent exist.

I am not writing to complain, but to say this lack of knowledge
has a bad effect on the Asian-American Student Association. LastMay. we did get to be a RSO group, but only after we explained

fTrfIcTa
CBnS C

,°.
U,d n0t have their needs met °y JoiningFOREIGN Asian groups like the Chinese Student Association or theJapan-America Club. We do join the foreign Asian groups behindthe scenes for campus cultural events, but our problems are ourown -those of an unknown minority in the United States

On Sept. 26 I went to the Student Senate Office to check on the
poss,b,hty of funding for the AASA, but no one on the financecommittee was in. However, the guy I asked about the committee
suggested the International Programs Office as an alternative
source offundmg. Only we are not an international group and our
'"terests are not international. We have enough problems trying to
tell the community who and what we are!!!

Margaret Cornell

Below the Salt replies
To the Editor

We [myself and the Salt staff] couldn't agree
more, and your letter makes yet another point
for us in that public correction of such blunders
is important. And speaking of ... ahem, blunders
we would also like to point out that our original

letter accused the Collegian staff and not the
entire university of being the abovementioned
wasteland; our letter was subjected to mutation
of an editorial nature.

Yours in music,

Mike Kostek
Below the Salt Editor

An obvious need for gun control
To the Editor

It was pleasing to see the letter from Steven
Sacks upbraiding you for your misleading
headline about a "gunhaters" meeting, rather
than a gun control debate.

I feel you should also be sharply reprehended
for the "cartoon" placed immediately below the
initial gun control article, which depicts some
kind of older generation -pinball-racket-hood

blasting blood-spattering holes through a poor
student with what appears to be a handgun. This
kind of suggestive media manipulation is cer-
tainly misleading and prejudicial. ..more than
that, it is deplorable for any kind of
"newspaper", even the Collegian. I'm surprised
Steven Sacks objected only to the headline, if he
is truly interested in clearing
prejudice

up apparent

Donald A. Bostrom

To the Editor
Shall I get involved in Student Government?

Student government is changing, questions
concerning affirmative action, student rights
etc, are being asked and will be dealt with.
People in the student government now are in a
kind of turmoil in trying to meet the needs of all
students on the campus especially looking at
those subtle problems surrounding a renewal
and more solid commitment to stop being part
of the oppressing system which surrounds all of
us. Then, when a person working very hard with
her -him self to create an inner change, as well as
change within the total "system", finds that
people in the community appear no longer
concerned it is, to say the least, disheartening.

The student government does crave new
blood, it will demand every ounce of blood a
person is willing to give. Getting involved means

Getting into SGA
a real commitment to setting the tone for a
different kind of community where people can

?<oo?
e chance to real'y b* free. With the power

of $992,000. behind student government; energy,
ideas and a commitment to change are
necessary to be effective.
Student government is also trying to revamp

°,d mechanisms and create new mechanisms for
more new student control over their own lives.
So it is a challenge to both the persons physical
and moral spirit to be a part of setting these new
directions. Everyone in the student government
is a student and in that, there is a tie between us
all Asking the question again, should I get in-
volved in student government, the only possible
answer is "YES".

Rick Savini

SGA President

[
J°Yce ^| Kosofsky

)

No sachal
In Yiddish it's called sachal. I can't give you its

verbatum definition because the word loses a lot
in the translation. But if you put your finger to
your temple, somewhere in the void between
your ears lies your sachal. And there's very little
sachal around here.

In other words, a lot of things around here
don't make any sense. (Neither will this but read
on, it's good for a chuckle.)

For instance, at 11:30 in the morning, the gates
to that infamous Wall of Blue open. At that time
all you have to do is walk in, grab a table, and
head for the bar. Very simple. But at 2:15 in the
afternoon things change. You just can't waltz in
any longer. You have to identify yourself. You
have to show your Top of the Campus Card,
which is no big deal, but it doesn't make any
sense. At lunch we can get as bombed as we
want. But after that 1:25 class finally gets over,
we can't even get a beer. What happens at 2:15?
Do we all turn into pumpkins? The person with
the Cinderella complex who reasoned that one
loses their identity that was once held earlier in
the day, had very little sachal.
Or check cashing around here. For one thin

dime you can cash up to $25 worth of checks in
the Student Union. But for free you can cash a
check for as much as $100 in the Bursar's office
in Whitmore. Maybe the person who figured that
one out had such little sachal that he-she-it
thought that if anyone had as much as $100 in
checks then they deserve it cashed for free.

-Joyce Kosofsky is a

Besides, what teller would want to go through
the hassle of handing over $99.90? Still, what
applies to one place should apply to another.

• The person(s) who designed some of the ar
chitectual edifices that sporadically sprout from
the ground around here definitely had no sachal
at all.

To the person(s) who force men and women to
live in dormitories to the point to where they are
so overcrowded that some students have to live
in the Campus Center Hotel, what little sachal
you must have, you probably sit on.
And to the person(s) who designed the Food

Ecology Program in the Dining Commons. If you
had any sachal at all you would have planned
meals that were edible enough to be eaten and
not to be thrown out.

And what about the little cubby holes in theCampus Center Store? So there'll be "no
question of ownership" we're supposed to leave
all of our valuables before purchasing anything
from the store. The individual who was so
paranoid that the store was going to get ripped
off, neglected to realize that the students toomay get ripped off. So where's that person's
sachal?

Now some of you may ask, so what if UMass
has no sachal? It's only preparing us for the
outside world.
And anyone who takes me seriously has no

fucking sachal at all.

Collegian Columnist
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Clark
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Time to earn a degree
For many years the word at UMass has been

growth. We planned our courses depending on
growth; we designed our new programs with
growth in mind; we hired new faculty with
growth as a basic assumption. Last week
President Wood echoed the feelings of this year
in announcing that the period of growth had
ended.
We now face a severe challenge in the coming

years. We must define and execute our goals
with no growth as a primary assumption. We
have to decide what there is at UMass in the way
of programs that is worth supporting and what
in the age of belt-tightening must go.
The time is now to begin the process of

maximizing our potential and trying to remain a
fine university.

At the root of a high quality university is a high
regard for academic excellence. This implies a
recognition of many of our outstanding faculty.
Chancellor Bromery by his Chancellor's Lecture
Series is sounding an inspirational beginning to
this process. It also includes a recognition of
many of our outstanding students. We must not
only provide for them an atmosphere which is

condusive to academic and personal develop-
ment but must also make the environment such
that those that are not serious of purpose in

regard to theirbeing here will not last.
In this age of constraint we must begin to

define once more what this university is here for,
deciding simply what are not acceptable types
of behavior in an academic institution and
committing the Dean's office to dealing with
those who engage in such behaviors. We deal

Nat Clark is a Collegian Columnist.

here with a wide variety of students but an in-
terest in academic pursuits must be common to
all of us. We must build a dedicated faculty and
student body ;>y eliminating those who do not
belong here.

Explicit as well in Wood's message was the
fact that the no-growth situation will most ef-
fect "traditional academic" programs by design.
More development is needed, he feels, for non-
traditional programs. I disagree.

Traditional programs form the core of any
great university. It is with the influx of poor
quality, non-tradit onal programs that this
university will die. The mandate as I see it is for a
return to traditional course work which leads to
a degree which is both earned and valuable. It is
with non-traditional programs that the average
cum has soared while the academic quality of
our students has declined.
There exists a current quest for relevancy. For

most of us, the relevancy of our college years is
what that experience will get us later. Whether
President Wood likes it or not we are judged on
traditional values of ability to communicate in
both written and oral form and to perform given
mental functions with facility. The demands are
for competance not absolute happiness for
every student.
An end must finally come to the flirtation we

have had with experimental programs. We must
concentrate our efforts in high quality programs.
Traditional programs must not be sacrificed. We
are commissioned as a university to educate not
to entertain. This is an academic institution not
a playground.

A letter to Southie
By SHERWOOD THOMPSON

"Organized violence is as American as Apple Pie."
The illegal discrimination and violent mob attacks upon innocent

Black children, as carried out by the White community aggressors
in South Boston, is a very common and popular form of dialect
which is practiced by American bigots.
Due to their unreasonable and violent tactics which cause pain

and human suffering to come to Black children. Men and Women
it has become immediately important to call to battle, (in the most
intelligent way), the forces in the Black community in order to
ensure and to protect the lives, liberty and educational rights of
Boston's Black school children.

This call for unity can be considered a means of communicating
(in an understandable way), with the opposing forces. This need to
communicate with the residents of South Boston is obviously
necessary, due to the misunderstanding and assumptions that are
derived by their actions and attitudes as displayed in their savage
uncivilized and brutal acts of violence.

It is imperative as Black people, that we understand and
recognize the language of the oppressor. By understanding the
language spoken by residents of South Boston, then and only then
will the Black community be able to speak the same language, in
order to reach a meaningful understanding alone with a fair ex-
change of intentions.

As Black people, we should defend ourselves against the con-
tinuous violence that is waged against us. The government has
proven inefficient and biased when dealing with confrontation
among the races. The institutional organizations that act as social
service groups, can only exercise limited retaliation, due to the
fears of budget cuts and personal reputations. This mean, that as
Black people, we must totally determine our own destiny, safety
and well being. No one will do this for us.
To regain our prestigious birth rights - to gain our self-respect

and to gain the respect of others, we must stand tall, remain brave
and always be ready to defend our right to liberty and our freedom
of movement. If we let one incident (such as the occurences in
South Boston), prevent us from receiving our equal share in life
then our inevitable freedom will surely be threatened.
The actions of South Boston residents have been one of in-

timidation and brutal violence.
Education as defined in this country, is a right of all and not the

privilege of a select few. Therefore, a call to protest, against
discrimination and brutal violence is extended to every Man, and
Woman, who feel that human rights must be protected. We can't
remain idle, while these racist and blood thirsty mobsters commit
acts of illegal discrimination against Black and Third World people
Sherwood Thompson is Black Affairs Editor of the Collegian

America reverting to prejudice
By ANTHONY BARNES

What has happened in the wake of Watergate? Are we
progressing? Or are we reverting back to where we were

10 years ago?
It is with some sadness that the events of the

last few weeks had to be so viciously impaled
into all of our systems. It seemed as though we
were trying, in our consciencious minds to
forget racism and all of it's destructive and
deadly proteges. It seemed that in the watergate
affair, the rich, the poor, the Black, the white,
the liberal, the conservative, the left-wing and
the right wing all had a common denominator in

which to vent our angered frustration for a time.
But for know, humbled and humiliated by the
culmination of their many treacherous forays,
the main figures in the scandal are gone, destined
to vanish into obscure humiliation.
But now that familiar kind of sadness that only

racism can bring has returned once again from
it's solitude. This racism has returned in a form
that at one time was a welcomed and familiar

Anthony Barnes is a

sight to us all. Busing. Yes busing has presented
itself as the newest outlet for the venting of
racist frustrations.

Times were in the past that the sight of the
bright yellow school bus loaded withchildren on
their way to or from school brought smiles and
waves from occasional passers by. It filled the
air with peacefulness, a sense of tranquility.
Now these buses, filled with children of a dif
ferent persuasion bring things like bricks,
bottles, the tactical police, the Ku Klux Klan, the
American Nazi Party, demonstrations, boycotts,
injuries, arrests and perhaps federal troops.

It is a fact, that with the Watergate affair
having reached it's logical conclusion, American
society has once more returned to it's traditional
forms of behavior. And once again it is at the
expense of Black people.

Collegian Comn.entator.

Editorial Points.
So Chancellor

Bromery has decided to
sponsor his own lecture
series. Not surprising,
he probably couldn't find
a decent lecture among
courses students have to
take either.

+ + + + +
Of course the Chan-

cellor has long been
aware of the quality of
taculty oratory. He's
been to Faculty Senate
meetings.

+ + + + +
Isn't it great to know

(hat President Ford is

going to stop inflation?

+ + + + +
It makes one wonder if

anyone has ever con-
sidered stopping over
consumption. They seem
to have found the answer
'o that in the Dining
Commons, at least.

+ + + + +
Police states are evil

wherever they exist, but
one has to wonder where
•he people of South
Boston were four years
ago when it was only
hippies and blacks
getting their heads
busted.

+ + + + +

Maybe it's just that
some people think a free
country is where the
proper people are op-
pressed and decent
citizens are allowed to
take sniper shots at the
Boston Globe.

+ + + + +
American definition of

a car that combines size,
economy, and price: Too
big on the outside, too
small on the inside, gets
17.4 miles per gallon on
me highway with
Martha Mitchell driving,
and costs $4,200 and your
tirstborn.

+ + + + +
And of course the

mileage test was fixed.

+ + + + +
Complaint of the week,

overheard from
Collegian Sports staff.
"I'm not sitting in the
press box a^ the next
football game, we only
got one free roast beef
sandwich last time."
Ain't it a tough life?

+++++
To all you ski freaks,

may the equator
relocate itself over
Mount Snow.

+ + + + +
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Notices

AMHERST COMMUNITY RESOURCE
CENTER:
Combined women's men's support

groups are now being organized by
ACRC, located on the 2nd floor of the
Jones Library, Amity St., Amherst. If

you would like to become part of such
a group, either drop by to sign up or
call the Resource Center at 253-2591
between 10 and 4 Mon. thru Fri

AMHERST DEMOCRATIC TOWN
COMM.:

will hold its monthly meeting, 8:00
tonite, town room. Town Hall.
ART COMMITTEE:
Open meeting tonite at 7:30.

Everyone invited.
AUTUMN HARVEST PARTY:

Live entertainment. Bring your own
refreshments. Farley Lodge, 9 p.m.
Everyone Welcome. Sponsored by
SHL.
BFA PROJECT PROPLE:

There will be a meeting of all people*
doing BFA project this semester this
afternoon at 4:15 in Bartlett 221.
BMCP:
Organizational meeting today at 7:30

p.m. New Africa House, rm. 114.

BUSINESS CLUB PLANNING:
Program Council meeting today in

Business Club office, SBA at 4:00.
Members interested in planning field
trip, social activities and scheduling
future activities should attend. New
members welcome.
CENTRAL AREA COUNCIL:
Due to the holiday next Mon , there

will not be a CAC meeting. The next
meeting will be 10-21 at 7 p.m. in 'Hills

North.
COIN CLUB:
Meeting tonite 7:30-10:30 rm. 178 CC.

Anyone interested invited to attend.
Elections will be held.
COMMITMENT:

Learn more about commitment.
There will be a talk tonite on "Com-
mitment: A Christian Science Ap-
proach" by Roy Linnig of Chicago III.

From 7-8:00 tonite in the Colonial
Lounge, SU. All are welcome.
DANCE:
The Deadly Nightshade and Lilith

will play together Sat., 10-19 at 9 p.m.,
Worcester Dining Commons.
Everyone welcome.
DIVORCED, SEPARATED MTG:

Introductory meeting of support
group for newly divorced or separated
males and females will be held Mon.
eve.. 10 14, 7-10:00, rm. 307 Berkshire
House. Interested parties welcome.
Call Student Development Center 5-

0333, 11-12 am. for further details.
GAY SPEAKERS BUREAU:
We are leaving from SHL office at 6

p.m. sharp for Holyoke. We will take
as many observers as will fit in
available cars. Wish us luck.
GAY WOMENS CAUCUS:

Thurs., 10-10, we will meet in the Gay
Women's Caucus office, rm. 413C SU,
for a special trip to Holyoke Com
munity College to observe and support
a Gay speaking engagement. We wil
be leaving at 6 p.m. This is part of our
new women's support group, which
will include gay, bi and women who
are unsure of their sexuality. We hope
to include films on alternative life

styles as well as general rap sessions
this semester. All women welcome.
HILLEL COMMITTEE MTGS:
Today in SU 302: 3:30 Social Com

mittee (to plan coffee house); 4:00
Publicity; 5:00 Hillel Council, open to
all; 7:00 Kosher Co-op.
LEARNING EXCHANGE:

Still needs volunteers to help run
and publicize the exchange, a self
directed learning service. Help others
with similar interests, get together
whileexpanding interests and meeting
people yourself. Call ACRC for info
253 2591.

LUTHERAN STUDENTS:
Eucharist and fellowship tonite, 8:00,

Newman Center, Classroom 1

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
The bus for the hosp. will leave at

6:30. Pick up areas • in front of
Hasbrouck and Patterson House.
Members please be there.
PRE MEDICAL SOCIETY:
Planning Committee will meet

tonite, 10-10 in rm. 901 CC, at 7:30. All
members should attend
PROGRAM COUNCIL MUSIC COMM.:
Important meeting tonite, 10-10 at

7:30 in the Program Council office.
Meeting concerns Wendy Waldman
concert Members please attend.
OPEN LECTURE:

"Regional Mass Transportation: A
Viable Plan or Wishful Thinking?"
planners and local officials discuss the
issue. Tonite, 8:00, Herter 231.
Reception follows.
REUNION DE AHORA
Se avisa todos los astudiantes

Hispanos sobre la reunion que se
llevara a cabo el dia jueves 17 del
presente mes en el salon no. 917 CC a
las 7:30 de la noche.
SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY:
General business and organizational

meeting Weds. 10-16 in 905 CC. at 7:30

9 p.m. All members please attend
SENIOR LIFE SAVING:

Last chance for admission to the
SI S. class meeting on Friday nights 6-

8 p.m. in N.O.P.E. pool All are
welcome.
SKI PATROL:
Meeting tonight at 6:30 p m in 903

CC Everyone must have new first aid

books before the first Aid refresher

SOUTHWEST JtkjlTW)£HTS
Applications pre/ available in the

SW Assembly aJfW, JQA Lobby for

opening on the* Academic Policy

Board. CC. Board of Governors, Food

turn to page 9

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
Bv 'SMia WMw

Thursday, October 10
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221 -

A good day for furthering-

inventions or improvements
on earlier inventions. There
may be some new technical

knowledge for you to learn.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
— There is much to be said for

a change in Lifestyle but this

may not be the day to say it.

Wait for a more auspicious
time.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) — Nothing ventured,
nothing gained — but this is

not the day to prove it. You
would be wise to keep plans for

yourself for the time being.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19) — Don't wait to begin to
put new ideas into production.
Jf yon Ho, you may pass the
time when the greatest gain is

to be made.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.

18) - There should be little

risk involved in changes made
today, even though they may
involve basic areas of your
lifestyle. Consult a close
friend.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
— This is a good time to begin
to make plans for change on
the home front. Take no
action, however, until plans
have been approved.

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
— Special events may inter-

fere with your plans for the
day. Even so, you will
probably be able to attain your
goals— by dint of special
pleading.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— Protect your personal
interests from those changes
which time has wrought upon
your business interests.
Friendships must be guarded.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)

— An opportunity to increase
your money-making powers
may appear greater than it is.

Take care not to be taken in by
what turn out to be exaggera-
tions.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
— Begin at once to bring your
affairs in line with your
financial powers. If you ignore
your budget too often, you are
bound for trouble.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
An evening social event may
seem out of place when you
consider the day as a whole.
Take things one at a time,
however, and enjov each to the
full.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
— This is a good time for

executing plans for a mild
reformation on the home front.

Children may cause you more
than usual concern toward
evening.
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RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE *2

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN
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HATE LAUNDRY -
LET US DD IT

Service

Service Governance Board
paid Secretarial positions
TOY LENDING LIBRARY

Still does not have a

Anyone wishing to borrow
leave his name, telephone number and
best time in the eve to called. Leave
into at Univ. Dav Care Center.

location
toys can

MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
8 30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

before the day yoor ad is to
appear.
The rates are:

Daily — $.30 per line
Weekly - $ 25 per line
Monthly — $.20 per lineMom

The University Store

Campus Center

MDC Cta(jtecft

Your laundry washed, folded and

packaged in one day.
Lowest Rates in Town

With this ad 20 per cent off regular wash
Located behind Gaslight II — 253 3044 s

FOR SALE

Stereophonic receiver &
speakers. GE turntable. $160 or best
offer. 546 1443.

r\ FOR SALE

Used guitars bought and sold.
The Guitar Workshop. Amherst
Carriage Shops. 549-1728.

10 spd.
549 0635.

Corso bike. Best offer.

Refrig. for sale. $10. You pick up
$15, we deliver. Call 247-5462.

Sound
11 a.m. -

Music
p.m.

Co-op. 247 587'.

68
7912

AUTO FOR SALE

Chevy Impala, $40C. Call 584

f"\

70 Fiat 850, new top, mtd.
35 mpg.. nd clutch. $850
George 546 7059

snows,
or BO

72 VW. excellent condition, AM-FP
radio, $1800. Contact Bill. 549-6339.
aft 5.

1968 VW Bug. runs well. $600. 323
4264

TV. - Portable Blk. and White. 3
weeks old. $45. Call 253-5277.

Dlb. size foam rubber mattress P
spring. $30. 256-8149. P.M.

College Calculators introduce!
the new Melcor 636. All Trig func
tions, memory, exp. not and now
no more Intermediate calculations
Now you can use the parentheaie
Only $109.96. Also introducing tht
SR 50 st $142.96. Come end see tht
two machines. Watch for m»
posters next week. Cell Bot
Crowed et 649-1316. Tell me whs
you needl

Double bed, springs and runners.
Id and in great shape. Complete.
56 8989.

Ski parkas. Md. sizes. Cheep.
ItNext wk. vests. coldsuits,
'snowmobile suit. 6-5327.

62 VW Bug. '67 rebuilt engine,
excellent mechanically Must sell Cal
546-7467.

'69 Corvette Conv.. 4 speed. 56,00)
miles. Best offer over $3,000. Ken. 5-
0210.

69 Fia* 850 Gd
$900. 549 0519.

condition. Asking

Girl's 5 speed
(54)6 7466.

bike. Best offer

Set Rosinal GTA 206cm bindings.
Nevada toe marker, Rotamat heel,
2 yrs. old. Ex. cond. Best offer. Call
546 6689. Phil.

AR turntable w-1 mo. old Empire
cartridge. $150. list, ssll $75. Call
after 7 p.m. Ira 549-0899

1966 Chevrolet. 6 cyl. eutomatic.
great buy. economical to run. $395.
253-7241.

63 Dart 6 cyl. automatic
dependeble, economicel tran-
sportation $200. 253-7241.

67 Amphicar 35 MPG car on the
highway. 14 ft. steel hulled boet on
water. Must seel $1,100.
69 Charger RT SE all options

including Sunroof sacrifice $760.00
527-4963.

Mech. Spec. 69 SQBK V.W.
needs engine and body work $600
Mark afts. 545-2041.

65 Ply. not greet
super running and
$250 or BO 253 7241

looking, but
dependable.

10 speed
546 4012.

bike. Kinda Ratty $30.

Irish Setter pups for sale. Cell 1-

369-4427 evenings 8 to 10.

TV portable. B£rW. looks end
condition exceil. $40. Call Aki 266-
6826.

For Sale - Deluxe queen six*
heated waterbed. Beautiful fu>-
lined frame. Only 7 months oldNew $375. Call and make an offer
Must be seen. 549 6339. Mike.

Dusl 1218 W V15H base. etc. Best
offer over $120. T. Mart land. Box
732, Station No. 2. Amheret. Me

Women's Wet Suit for sale. Also
hood, boots, gloves, safety ves
ind weight belt. Call Jan after 6.
584-024?

VW. 1966 with 67 engine $300.00
247 9433.

•64 VW Bus Brand new engine.Must sell. $600. Call 546 7467.

_*J tuat,n hea,v MK,T. 3.000 elel

2°84
D
3.

S
6
Pr8ISVr Ta ' 4" 243

68 Saab 96 V4. 55.000. Needs trans^ r

caa«
therwi8e ,,ron8 B «»t offer.

253-5449.

1970 Porsche914-4. $1796. 863-2150
5 p.m.

Chevy Vega 71 Hatchback
spetid. $1095. Call 549 0498 after
p.m.

16'

1.

GE TV, like new. $60. 263

Intrical systems Amp tt pre smp.
100 rms per chan. Aleo Dynaco A 3fc

speekers. All in perfect cond. Msk-
offer. After 6:00. 253-6966

Delmonico 3 cu. ft. refrig.. good
condition $50. 263-2241.

"No hands
253 7241.

Dining table
3954

Phone amplifier $11.

Mercedes
classic, very
4269

Benz 190B. Near
good conditionl 686-

'63 Pontiec Tempest. Exc. body,
exc. mechanically. Reasonable
Cell 546 7467.

70 Porsche 914,
sell immediately,
offer. 6-5379.

35 mpg. Must
Will take beet

with 4 cheire. 549

1967 TR4A. excel, cond. A classic
by 1980. $1200 Cell Peul 586 3636.

'65 Chevy Ven. runs well, only
68.000 mil. Hos inspection sticker.
$400. Leeve message for Dave
546 5320

at

1 pr. Converse All Star sneekers.
Worn 6X Blue men 6 end one-half -

W 9. Mindy 266 8688

Vivitar
Ex. cond.
5 2303.

w-a and Vivitar 200 mm.
Will negotiate. Chris 401.

Fender
323 7763

Twi w reverb amp. $350.

Records of all kinds at
reasonable prices Can usually get
any LP in print within a week. The
New Record Shop, 197 N Pleasant
St.. Amherst. 253 6394

Admire! Bf»W TV $46. Panasonic
TV $60 Zenith B&-W $86 Call aft. 4
p m 549 6622.

1973 Datsun. whits, model 1200
Only 12.000 miles. Also 2 snow tires
with studs. For information call
538 9638 or contact Mrs. Auffrey
Room 213. Whitmore Bldg.

65 Buick. very good
Must sell. $100 or best
546 8655

condition,
offer. Cell

1953 White Pontiac. not abused,
good looking, runs long tsrms.
fully equip., edwood interior, no
rust, mint condition. Cell Ed 546-
9518 evenings.

Peir of
snow tires.

3973

used 5.60-15
Like new. $20.

studded
Cell 586

10 speed 24 in. frsme Bob
Jeckson with mostly csmping
equipment. Call 323 4634. Peter.

10 spd. Schwinn 546 6965

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1971 Yamaha
Good cond.

175CC, 253 3777

New Cobra
box, reg. $70.
4043. Bill

Link
your

Rock
price

in orig.
$45 b42

Honda CL 450 9500 miles. Ex
cellent cond Sissy Bar. Helmet
chain New parts BO 69094
Ask for Bruce

nites.

1968 250 Suzuki
needs some work -

586 1760

175cc. Kawasaki.
good cond 5500 mi.
after 4.

XL. runs well.
*200 Duncan

street, treil.

$450 323 6234

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
Bultaco Matador MK3-250CC. 2-

stroke. dual purpose bike. Exc
cond Under 2000 miles. Many
extras and new parts. 1st $426 orBO Call 367 9585.

FOR RENT

1 or 2 people for Apt. 67 Squire
Village. Female pref. Bus. Rte. $103
plus 665 3258.

2 Room Apr in Amherat^nbus
line Ig. yard, quiet
7554.

area. Call 253

2 bedrm. townhouss. Squire
Village. Fully carpeted dishwasher
Nov. 1 or sooner. 665-4349, 7 - 11
p.m.

WANTED TO RENT

Country home wanted Will
share, house sit or do repairs for
low rent. Call Roger 586-2693

n ROOMMATE WANTED
For 2 bedrm. apt in Puffton Village,

own rm. & bath. $110 okis elec. Andy
546-4223.

Roommete to share nice house
in Montague. Own rm. $60 plus mo
Call Joyce 549-1507 days.

Roommate wanted to share 2 bd.
apt. in Sunderland on UMass Bus
Rte. Call 665-2860.

F to share bedroom on bus rte.

$72.50 plus utilities. Cell 266-0618.

Own room in cozy house in
Hadley near Campus. No. 586-2815.
Call after 5 p.m.

Own rm. in beeutiful house ci

Sndrlnd Ctr. Call 665 2287.

2 people to share apt.
323 4893 eves to 11:30.

in B town

WANTED

Champion
323 4264

Juicer. Pay top $$.

Large room for artist
facilities. 256-0517. Ceap

Use of

BOB IS BACK - ,o buy your
sick or decrepit car. Any makemodel, year. Unload your headache

263 7241.for fest $$$$$$

Bassist wants work. Serious only. 6-
5044

Used sofa. Call 253 5482 after 5

People interested in Cooperative
Import-Export venture to Mid East
and India during Intersession. Call
Jeff or Rus 549 0450.

Wanted- Hard top for MGB
Paul 253 5790

Call

Musicians - Interested players
for participation in (New Music)
ensemble situation — cellists,
sexophonists, trombone, tuba,
percussion, double bassist. Inquirs
evenings. 8 p.m. - 9 p.m. only. 584
6077.

Glass gallon jugs.
7517.

Will pay $. 253-

HELP WANTED
Assistsntshfp available. Gradstud for a community study and

program development. Must bework study eligible Equal op
Portumty. Contact Dr. L. Whltaker.
Mentel Health Divisi
Hall, 545 2337.

ion, Machmer

PHOTO TEACHER needed
JQA lower, cell 546 8364

for

AVON Turn spare hours into
spare dollars Sell quelity Avon
products. No selling experience
necessary Call M. Colby 266-6227.

Person to do sm outside paint job
in Flo Call 586 2427 after 5 Ride
provided if needed Fee negotiable.

Earn up to $1200 a school year
hanging posters on cempus in
spare time. Send name, address,
phone and school to: Coordinator
of Campus Representatives. P O.
Box 1384, Ann Arbor, Mi 48106

People interested in learning
bssic newspaper pege design and
layout arB needed to help the
COLLEGIAN editoriel staff No
credit or $ but a chance to learn
from professionals free. Contact
Dean Tucker 5 2660.

r
HELP WANTED

Southern pton
UMass Student

family needs
preferebly from

Easthampton area to do
housekeeping chore a couple
afternoon a week. Call 527-9454

Part time: Mon. end Fri.. 9 e.m to
3 p.m at Gas Land, Rt. 9, Amherst.
See George.

Wanted - Loving cere for 2
children and some housework. 11 -

3:30 daily and some mornings.
Salary negotiable Own tren-
sportation. 549-0097.

Responsible day cere coor-
dinator for MARATHON week
Nov. 11 15, 8:30 am 4:30 p.m. $50
a wk. plus credit. Margo. 546-1585

So. Hampton family needs UMIE
pref. from E. Hampton area for
light housekeeping. Fsw af-
ternoons weekly. 527-9454

TYPING

Typing done - fest efficient
Reasonable rates. Cal Ellen 256-8383

r\ RIDE WANTED

From Spfld.
732 6418

to UM dly. 8 4:30

PERSONALS

LMC - On your 21st. Luv I

reelize now that no matter what
we'll always be together. Here's to
a happy life' Your Big Ginzo

Would the prick(s) who stole my
plents Tuesdey in NA at least have
the decency to return my pots?

Goofey, I love you. XX.

Scott - Welcome beckl A get
well messege from ell of your
friends on the 5th floor of
Dickinson.

House Plants. 100s to choose from
plus full line of accessories PRICE
WISE GARDEN CENTER, 2 Vernon
St. Ware. Phone (413) 967 4622.

Original uncut "Bonnie b Clyde'
Thurs , Oct 10. 7 9 11 Mehar

Hop Brook Commune Rurel Farm.
Gay people Box 723. Amherst.
Mass

Happy 20th Maruti from
Pet. Annie. Mitchell. Dienne
Spoulding. Lee end Annette

Eliot
Pern,

To JN, JB. HS, MS. LN, DL, SP,
CK, and CY. Many thanks for the
"Treshiest" Oct. 7 in years!! On-
ward and upwerd to 22! KLW

Elliott - To our very special ball
breeker Thought we forgot? How
could we when yours the 3rd floor
pervert we love the best! Hsvs a
reelly tit 19th. Love Casey Debbia Sue.

Jenet - Alohe,
and Happy 21st!!

Hauoli La Hanau,
Love Ya, JMU.

Hey Wicked! Thanks for a great
time Blue Eyes.

Welcome to the men Jf
Laurentian Lanes ell conevering
heroes of the Dia-nond. From the
staff of the COLLEGIAN e very
heppy stay in the land of Eibel.

Nancy! Happy Birthday. With allmy love. Robert.

Perveto Express Leaves for
Spfld combet zone nitely at 900Come along. For the ride of your
life, cell 6 7570 B.J (Engineer).

Steve
Love, POS.

Happy 18th (Finally).

If you have $100
hangglide, cell 6 7419
and need 2 people.

and
I'm

want
Buy n

Leigh Heppy 18th Now
take ya to the Bluewall.

Dear Kathy, Best wishes
20th birthdsy Love. Jsson

we csn

on your

Hsppy Birthdsy Ellen Rsy Sorry
it's lats. but just ons dsy! Luv
floor Christian*

ths

I

SERVICES
Campus Clubs and

Organizations,, Do you want to
publish high quality newsletter,
pamphlet, magezine or booklet???
Let the Message Company help
vou write, layout, design end print
it!! Reasonable fees. Contact Jerry
at 253 9869 for information

Dynamic Massage relaxation. $3
$5 P.O.Box 471, N. Amherst

01059

CAR REPAIR HASSLES 7~Bob7s
back to fix it right. No job too
small Foreign or domestic. No bio
overhead. 253-7241.

HI-FI Audio rspair. 2 day service,
work gueranteed. At Tech Hi-Fi
Call 549 2610.

Professions! guitar repairs by
guitar maker Michael Mil.ard
Mon. Wed., Fri. et The Guitar
Workshop, Amherst Cerriage
Shops 549 1728. Free estimates

Datsun Toyota and Volvo
repeired at reasonable prices.
Plenty of experience and equip-
ment. Phone Russ Baca 586-1227.

YARN FARM: Knit, " crochet
weave! Neturel wool from Maine
handspun Greek and AuetrKiisn
wool. Acrylic yarn, mohair. All

v^'caV.. 'V'
'"' '""ructions.YARN FARM. 41 Montague Road

Leverett Center. Open Mon . Wed
'

Fri.. Sat. 549 6046

LOST
.^

Yr. old white mele cet. Rt. 9 inBelchertown (towerds Quabbin)Spot on heed. 2 different
eyes Any info
4581

appreciated
color
323

FREE

Electrovoice mike and stand If

k« £«o
mv f

?
nder twin 8m P «30.

665 3269. 6 7 p.m.

CALCULATORS

Calculator Sale - College
Calculators offers lowest prices
anywhere. All models available 1

Texas Inst . Hawaii Packard.
Unicorn. All machines new and
guar, with 2 month replacement
warranty Before you buy e
calculator cell me. I can beat any
price anywhere Look for my
posters sround cempus for details.
Then call Bob Crowell at 549-1316

ENTERTAINMENT

The Bluewall hosts every man's
band Wednesday thru Saturday this
week. The TOC features Willie Jenkins
and his band. Enjoy!

Listen! The Zotos are coming soon

Locsl Bend. SEAGULL^ looking

c°/
ma

.i?
,inoer Mu" be into

Stevie Wonder. Marvin Gaye etc
Call Art 584-4294 or coma toHatch Halloween Weekend
catch us!

ths
snd

Anyone can play at the Wednesday
Nrte Coffeehouse! Csl Ed st 584-6279
for s reservation.

You get more music for yourmoney snd psy less money for your
music with Bob the D.J. Call now
for your dsts with
nostslgie. 538 6075

nonstop

Dustin Hoffman in Mike Nichols
The Graduate Fri., Oct. 11 at 7-9-

11 in Mahar.

Like to play before a real live
audience? The Hatch Wednesdsy
.'•ight Coffeehouse wents youl Cell
Big Ed at 584 6279 to reserve a spot.

Originsl uncut
Thurs , Oct. 10. 7

Bonnie fr Clyde
9 -11. Mahar.

MISCELLANEOUS

Information was leaked out from
e reliable source concerning the
Personnel Seminer Corp. It ssems
thst the corp has spproved the
requested Personnel Oept. budget
This is a plus for our entire com-
munity. Congrats - Pers. Dept.

(Ml Scottish Terrier needs a
home until end of the semes jr.
Willing psy for ell expenses 5 6
4041 or 546 4040

Epiphone folk guitar,
Hart downhill skis $45
586 1760

$40; pair
Duncan.

Auto Workshop Reopens

Do it yourself Repair your own
car We supply the tools snd ad
vice Lower level CC Gsrsge. Open
Mon Fri 3-10 p.m. Sat. snd Sun.
10 10 Psrts st discount.
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Enter Hardee's
How-we-cook-'em-that-counts

Sweepstakes!

"It'show we'll cook'em
that counts."

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Hardee's in Conn, and Mass., and fill

Jt an entry blank. Nothing else to do.

3n up as often as you like. No pur-
chase necessary. (Or enter by sending

name, address and telephone number on 3 x 5
card to your nearby Conn, or Mass. Hardee's.) Winners - determined by random drawings -
w.ll be notified after Sweepstakes ends Oct. 31, 1974. Winning names will also be posted at
Hardee's. All prizes will be awarded. One prize per family. Odds of winning will be deter-
mined by number of entries received at each store. Void where prohibited. Liability for taxes
is the responsibility of winners. All federal, state and local laws and regulations apply.
Employees of Hardee's, its subsidiaries and advertising companies are not eligible.

on hundreds of prizes - worth thousands of dollars - including free
S to the big Giants/Jets football game, November 10, Yale Bowl. (You can see
rself who cooks who.)

Grand Prize Winners - 24 in all - will win 2 tickets to the game, and all this

merchandise 2 ponchos, 2 scarves, 2 wool caps, 1 stadium
ket, 1 umbrella, 1 kid's football kit, and 25 Deluxe Huskee

Coupons ($1 21.85 value).

Each of 24 2nd Prize Winners get: 2 wool caps, 2 scarves, 1 umbrella,

1 director's chair, 1 football kit, 15 Deluxe Huskee coupons ($87.50 value).

Each of 24 3rd Prize Winners get: 2 wool caps, 1 umbrella, 1 football kit,

Deluxe Huskee coupons ($43. 10 value). Each of 24 4th Prize Winners
it: 2 wool caps, 1 umbrella, 5 Deluxe Huskee coupons ($23.45 value). Each of

5th Prize Winners get: 1 wool cap ($3.50 value).

How do you win? Stop in any

"It's howwe cook 'em
that counts."

One bite tells you Hardee's cooks up a better kind of burger.
Because at Hardee's we don't fry 'em, we charbroil 'em - for that

delicious charcoal taste!

When you come in to enter the Sweepstakes, it's a good time
to see for yourself. Use this special "How-we-cook-'em
Coupon. For only 99£ you get a regular $1.38 value:

Va lb. Char-Broiled Deluxe Huskee
1 French Fries (regular size)

1 Pepsi Cola (regular size)

How-we-cook-'em
special 99<
save 39<!

Cut out this coupon and take it to any participating

Hardee's. Coupon plus 99tf entitles you to Vi-lb. Char-
Broiled Deluxe Huskee, 1 Regular Size French Fries,

1 Regular Size Pepsi Cola. One coupon per customer.
Offer expires October 23, 1974

430 Russell Street

Hadley, Mass.

WMUA
The Minuteman try to get

back on the winning track after

last weeks loss to Vermont. The
Terriers of Boston University
bring their conference record of
2-1 into town for a clash with
the Minutemen. Join Russ
Small and Larry Convoy for all

the exciting NCAA football
action. The program show
begins at 12:50 on the voice of
the Minutemen, WMUA 91 1

F.M.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics
S2.75 per page

Send for your up to-date,

176 page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
S1.00 to cover postage (12
days delivery time).

519GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for

research purposes only

ii

Dodger third base coach Tom Lasorda (2) salutes
first baseman Steve Garvey (6) on his way home after
hitting his 2nd homer in yesterdays NL playoff game
(See page 12 for story)

Commitment:

by Roy Linnig

A Christian Science Lecture

Thurs., Oct. 10

7:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Colonial Lounge, Student Union

Building, UMass

All are invited. Spunsured by The Christian Science Organization at

I'Mass.
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Team Canada's

rooms bugged
TORONTO

I UP/} - Team
Canada Goaltender Gerry
Cheevers says several Canadian
players had their hotel rooms
bugged in Moscow during the
Russia-Canada eight-game
hockey series.

Some of our players found
bugs in their rooms, and I don't
mean cockroaches that were in

practically every room in our
hotel," Cheevers was quoted as
saying Wednesday by the
Toronto star.

"The Russians bugged some
of the rooms with listening
devices, probably to find out our
strategy and how we should
play them."
Cheevers flew here ahead of

his teammates and immediately
took off for Cleveland to be
with his wife, whose father died
during the series. His team
mates were to arrive later

Wednesday afternoon aboard a

charter flight at Toronto In-

ternational Airport.

Cheevers said he discovered a

small transmitter in the dresser
drawer of his room.

The Canadians decided to
hold a strategy meeting in a
room on the 16th floor of the
Russija Hotel. Coach Bill Harris
noted during the meeting the
Russians were playing wide and
there were opportunities for the
Canadians to attack down the
middle.

Cheevers said when the
Canadians skated out for the
game, there was suddenly a

Russian player guarding the
middle territory.

Moses Ma/one shines
in Stars'exhibition

By DAVE CLEMENS
Associated Press Writer

SALT LAKE CITY \AP\ Moses
Malone, the 19 year-old high
school basketball star turned
pro, looks as extensive in talent
and size as he is expensive.

That's the word from his
coach and teammates on the
Utah Stars of the American
Basketball Association. The
Stars signed Malone in August
to a contract variously reported

at $1 million to $3 million,

snatching the Petersburg, Va.,

product from the University of

Maryland.
In the Stars' first four pre

season games, the baby-faced,
6-foot-11 Malone is off to a good
start as only the second player
ever drafted out of high school
by the pros.

Malone scored 74 points and
pulled in 51 rebounds in the four
games, both club highs.

Rich Sevieri

Bigtime hockey in Yancon
Could you imagine Chuck Fairbanks and Dan Devine giving up

their coaching and front office positions with the Patriots and the
Packers so that they could accept coaching jobs at Maine and URI?
Well the hockey equivalent of such bizzare moves could come
about.

Jack Kelly, 3 time New England coach of the year and currently
general manager of the N.E. Whalers, is rumored on his way to
Orono after this season. Maine plans to construct a 5000 seat arena
and award it's first athletic scholarships, 10 to the hockey program.
At Kingston, URI athletic director Maurice Zarchen has ex-

pressed an interest in Ned Harkness, as the man he wants for URI's
first head hockey coach. Harkness was the architect of national
championship hockey teams at RPI and Cornell before a b ief

tenure as coach and general manager of the Detroit Red Wings.
URI will begin construction on a $3.5 million, 5000 seat facility in

March. They plan to field a Division II team in 75-76, then move as
quickly as possible into Division I. Rhode Island, Massachusetts
and the eastern Canadian provinces will be their chief recruiting
territories.

Maine and Rhode Island are following the example of our Yancon
cousins, New Hampshire and Vermont. Both UNH and Vermont
built moderately priced arenas in 1965, and began recruiting
Massachusetts and Canadian-bred hockey players. New Hampshire
was ranked No. 2 in the country last year. Vermont was a Division I

powerhouse, and participated in the first NIT hockey tournament in

Minnesota.
Well what about those potent Yancon standard bearers, UConn

and UMass. In the last 15 years 12 Keany Trophies, emblematic of
conference supremacy in all athletics, have been theirs. How did
they miss the boat in this shift to a "big time" approach to a sport
by one of the most conservative conferences in the country.
UMass and UConn struggled with the three northern conference

schools to ease restrictions on scholarships, recruiting, and level of
competition throughout the 60's. Both schools threatened to with
draw from the conference. The northern conference schools let up
on their demands in 1968. Each school was allowed to seek it's own
level of competition. UConn and UMass put their money into
football programs. Vermont and New Hampshire put their's into
hockey, the only money making sport unhampered by conference
commitments, schedule and restrictions.

Any collegiate coach will tell you that the key word in recruiting
is "facility." UConn has a semi-enclosed rink that ensures loose
fitting jockson cold winter nights. UMass continues to make great
strides in their hockey operation. Hockey Coach Jack Canniff's
recruiting job has been made easier in the last 8 years.
"We were honest with the kids we were recruiting," said ex-

coach Steve Kosakowski after retiring in 1967. "We told them we
use an outdoor rink, you have to bum a ride to get there, and shovel
the ice between periods."

Amherst College threw a canvas over the top of Orr Rink, and the
players no longer have to shovel the ice between periods.
The athletic department has had a hockey facility planned since

1961. So you can bet one of these days there's going to be one Hell
of a facility around here.

Forget the fact that Massachusetts high schools will turn out
more potential collegiate hockey players than any other state
except Minnesota. Never mind the $13,000 rental fee that goes to
the coffers of Amherst College each year. So the state is building a
$10 million athletic complex at the Harbor Campus, and a hockey
forum right across the expressway at the old "Dump Bowl" site
Dave Bartley, speaker of the House, has been 99.9 per cent behind

us for 3 years now, and one of these days
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LA-A's: West Coast Series
Oakland wins, 2- 1;

3rd flag in row

Gene Tenace of the Oakland A's applies hair restorer to teammate Sal Bando
(L). A's edged Orioles 2-1, yesterday, to take the series 3-1 and move on to the
World Series against L.A. It could be a hair raising experience.

Dodgers trounce Bucs, 12- 1;

first pennant since '66
LOS ANGELES [UP/] - Steve Garvey lashed a

pair of two-run homers and righthander Don
Sutton pitched a three-hitter for eight innings for
his 11th straight win Wednesday to give the
pennant-starved Los Angeles Dodgers their first
National League title in eight seasons with a 12-1
romp over the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Beaten 7-0 by the Pirates Tuesday, the

Dodgers won the NL best-of-five playoff series
three games to one to join the Oakland A's in the
World Series, which opens here Saturday and
Sunday.
Garvey, a premier candidate for the National

League MVP award, gave the Dodgers a 3-0 lead
by hitting a 3-1 Jerry Reuss pitch to the opposite
field on a line drive over the right centerfield well
in the third inning.

With Sutton almost unhittable on the mound,
the Dodger first baseman provided Los Angeles
with an insurmountable 5-0 lead in the fifth by
slamming a Ken Brett fastball into the leftfield
corner stands.
The Dodgers, who last appeared in the World

Series in 1966, got their second superlative

performance in the series from Sutton, a 29-year-
old health food addict who shut out the Pirates
3-0 on four singles at Pittsburgh Saturday.
When he came to bat in the sixth and seventh

innings, Sutton got standing ovations from the
Dodger Stadium throng of 54,424. In the seventh,
Sutton responded with an RBI single that put the
Dodgers in front, 9-1.

Sutton, who was tagged by Willie Stargell for
a seventh-inning home run, now has won 15 out
of 16 decisions since July 25, eight days after the
Dodgers lost 13-game winner Tommy John with
an elbow injury.

The Dodgers' ace $114,000 righthander pitched
the Dodgers' NL west - clinching pennant at
Houston Oct. 1.

Jim Wynn, who hit 32 homers and drove in 108
runs during the regular season, doubled in Davey
Lopes, who walked and stole second, with one
out in the first inning for the Dodgers' first run.

Garvey, who also had a pair of singles for four

o^Reu^lT^ SC °red f°Ur runs
'
home'edort Reuss with two out in the third.

BALTIMORE \UPI] - The
Oakland A's were presented
with their third consecutive
American League pennant as a

"gift" Wednesday when they
made only one hit but beat the
Baltimore Orioles, 2-1, in the
flag-clinching fourth game of
the playoffs.

The A's Santa Claus in a

Baltimore uniform was pitcher
Mike Cuellar who was wild
high, low, inside and outside
from the start of the game,
walked a record nine batters
without allowing a hit in 4 2-3

innings and handed Oakland its

first run by walking four con-
secutive batters in the fifth

inning.

The A's, meanwhile, con-
tinued to make a mockery of
Baltimore bats as Jim Hunter
and Rollie Fingers combined in a
five-hitter. Hunter shut out the
Orioles for seven innings, ex-
tending the Orioles' streak of
consecutive scoreless innings
to 29. Fingers made it 30 in a row
in the eighth before yielding a

run in Baltimore's last-ditch
ninth-inning rally.

The A's scored their second
run of the game on their only hit
- a double high off the left field
bleachers by Reggie Jackson in
the seventh inning.

But it was Cuellar's wildness
which was the decisive factor in

the game and sent the A's on
their way to a possible third

consecutive world cham-
pionship.

Cuellar, who beat the A's in

the first game of this series,
couldn't control his stuff from
his earliest pitches. He walked
Bando, Jackson and Joe Rudi
with two out in the first inning
before retiring Gene Tenace on
a foul pop. He walked another
batter in both the second and
third innings and then came
apart in the crucial fifth.

The season was over for the
Orioles and the A's had little

matters like a pennant winning
party and a third straight world
series in their future.

Ben Caswell

Cowens breaks foot, out 8 weeks
^
BOSTON [UP/] -- The Boston

Celtics learned Tuesday they
will have to play the first 7-8

weeks of their NBA title
defense without center Dave
Cowens.
Cowens, a fifth year pro from

Florida State, fractured a bone
in his right foot Tuesday night in

the third period of an exhibition
game against the Milwaukee
Bucks at New York.
Team physician Dr. Thomas

Silva, said the 6-10 Cowens
suffered "an undisplaced
fracture of the matatarsal bone"
behind the big toe. "He should
be able to play by the end of

November," said Dr. Silva after
examining Cowens with two
specialists.

Cowens, playing his first
exhibition game since bruising
the arch of the same foot 11

days earlier, suffered the injury
while pivoting in order to cover
Milwaukee's Cornell Warner.

"I should only have played a
little I guess," said Cowens after
leaving the game. "I had put a
lot of pressure on it before that
but something happened when I

pushed off it real hard."
Dr. Silva placed Cowens in a

support bandage and said the
center should use crutches for

two weeks.
Cowens' rival in the 1974 NBA

playoffs, Kareem Abdul Jabbar,
also will mill the opening
portion of the season. The
biggest buck received a scratch
on the eye and then broke his
hand on a basket support last
week in, an exhibition game
against Boston. He still is in the
hospital.

Cowens loss spells new life

for fourth year pro Jim Ard, a
former ABA player. Ard was to
be cut before the Oct. 18 opener
against the Buffalo Braves at
Boston Garden, but he will
remain with the team.

Conversations with. .

.

What follows is a hypothetical anecdote of a sort, relating a very
real dilemma that exists right here. It is a story in its abridged form
about a conversation between a visitor to our city and one of ourown beloved Minutemen.
Minuteman: Well, here we are. This is UMass.
Visitor: Very nice place you have here. Say, what is that tall

building over there?
MM: Which one are you talking about? As you can see there are

so many tall buildings here some airlines are rerouting their flights
V: I mean that one over there, the one that looks like a giant., well

you know the one I mean. That one there, the big brown oneMM: Oh, that one. That's our new library, nice isn't it.

V: Not bad, not bad. Wow, what are those two space age looking
ones over there. They look straight out of War of the WorldsMM: Those are the graduate research towers, pretty nice
structures huh?

V: Yes quite nice. What is that one over there, my god it looks
like the designer or the builder or both were high on drugs when
they did that?

MM: That's our brand new Fine Arts Center. It isn't even open
yet but they re planning on it to be open probably next semester.

fi . „ u' ^at
'
S a stran9e looking building. Say, what are those

five tall buildings off in the distance down there.
MM: Oh, those are our presidential towers. That whole complexdown there is a residential area that is one of the most densely

populated for its size in the world.
V: Very impressive, hey let me guess what that one over there is.S attVck?
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Angela: Three views

Definitions of Freedom
Pby Frederic C. Weiss

At the 2:30 press conference in the
Suffolk Room, we were told that Angela
Davis was about to arrive.
Photographers were set in position,
ready for the continuous "buzz'' that
only a room full of photographers
snapping shots madly can provide.

When Angela Davis walked into the
room, her presence seemed to catch
most of us by surprise. Smiling, she sat
down at the head of the table and said
with what seemed to be a real sense of
warmth, "shall we begin?"

I had been reading about her since
my high school lays, and was looking
forward to hear f\-»r speak, and ask her
a few questions. I remembered the
picture of Angela miling outside the
courthouse after her acquital in

California a few years back. I

remembered the long arguments over
dinner at my best friend's house,
arguing whether she was guilty or
innocent; countering their charges of
her "obvious guilt", with what I felt
was her right for a fair trial. While I

was never conciously hoping that she
would be innocent, for some reason
when she was found to be innocent, I

was quite pleased.

All these memories converged within
three seconds, as Davis walked into the
room, and then I realized that she was
not a memory, but a reality. As she
spoke I was impressed by her cool; by
her sense of poise within the en-
vironment that she was set. As she
began to speak on the needs for
socialism and the fight against racism,
I found myself jotting down notes at a
furious pace. In her slow forceful

delivery, there was an aura that her
words were important, and I was
reacting to her intensity, by trying to
get it all down on paper.

But when it was over, when the press
conference, and the main speech, and
the post-speech reception had ended, I

left feeling disappointed, disillusioned,
and a bit angry inside. I felt as if the
people who listened to Angela Davis
had been had. Her speech was full of
distortion, misrepresentation and
innuendo. Another night, another time,
it could have been Joe McCarthy. Her
presentation had all the characteristics
of a demagogue: energy and charisma,
mixed with insinuation and
misrepresentation. Angela Davis is

probably a very intelligent pe.son: You
don't go through Brandeis with honors,
and teach Philosophy with Marcuse at
UCLA without a lot of smarts. But from

Davis' presentation, you'd have to
guess that Davis was either very naive,
or knowingly misleading the audience.
Too many of her statements were
contradictory for there to be any other
possibility.

This story is not a knock on
socialism. There are quite a few things
in the socialist program that could
prove to be a definite improvement
over what we now have in this country.
Yet how could Angela Davis put down
this country for its "monopolistic
capitalism" and oppressive system of
justice, and then say that the Soviet
Union is an example of a great
"Socialist nation"

continued
on page two
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socialism is more than just
having the government take over
the mode of production. But Davis
could never come to any real
conclusion on just what socialism
was. When she mentioned the
merits of the Soviet Union, she
spent fifteen minutes describing
how woman's liberation has
thrived there. However, there was
not a single word mentioned about
Solzhenitsyn. Not a word about the
Stalin purges.

Praising the merits of socialism,
Davis spoke of free health care,
full employment, and free child
care centers. However after the
evening reception following her
speech, when asked about why she
didn't mention countries like
Sweden and Denmark, she
responded, "They're not socialist
countries. The government doesn't
control the modes of oroduction."

^ Too often, Angela Davis used
"facts" to back up her arguments
that just weren't true. Inflation is a
real problem these days. To assert,
however that it is simply a product
of the capitalist society boarders
on absurdity. Davis said that she
spent fifty dollars on food for one
week, and she "doesn't even ea\
meai". She condemned the rising
prices throughout the western
nations. What Davis didn't add, but
probably knew, is that the Soviet
Union is plagued by an inflation
problem every bit as bad as that of
the United States.

In Monday's New York Times,
there was a front page story ex
plaining the inflation problem
within the Soviet Union. If Davis
feels that her fifty dollar a week
food budget is outrageous (and if it

is that high for two people, she
must be eating caviar and drinking
some fine wine) she should be
more aware of the Soviet situation
(as she claims to be because "I
lived there, have you?"). The
Times told of how a family of four,
with both parents working, was
pulling in the equivalent of 400
dollars a week, and spending three
quarters of that for food.

few people came to admire and
show their respect for Angela
Davis, but left shaking their heads.
What bothered me most was that

too many people, intelligent
people, did not take the time to
challenge some of Davis' asser
tions. Many that I spoke to excused
their lack of "critical thinking", by
saying, "What she said made me
feel good".

At the press conference, I asked
Angela Davis what she thought
about students shouting down Dr.
William Schockley on various
College Campuses last year.
Shockley had advocated a theory
genetic inferiority, and said that he
believed in some cases people
should be "encouraged" not to
reproduce. Shockley's beliefs are
simplified in this column for the
sake of brevity. Davis responded to
my question by saying "Yes, they
sure booted him out didn't they,"
grinning as she said it. She went on
to say that it was okay to stop
Shockley from speaking because
"genocide wasn't protected by the
Constitution"

Now I don't think that there is
any truth to Shockley's theory, but
to call it "advocating genocide" is
an irresponsible generalization.
When I challenged her on this,
Angela responded, "You know, if

the Germans had not been allowed
to talk about Jewish inferiority,
perhaps they would not have been
able to kill so many of them."

I wanted to pursue this question.
To tell Angela Davis that the Jews
weren't killed by words, but that
the demise came when people
stopped respecting other peoples
right to speak and shouted them
down. That the demise came when
people just wanted to "feel good"
about a speech by a guy with a
"funny little mustache", without
really listening to what he was
saying.

Keoutrai.To i-rea Weiss

After reading a copy of Mr.
Weiss' article on the Angela Davis
speech we found ourselves very
angry. There are a number of
points which we would like to raise
in response to Mr. Weiss.

First, we found the article to be
absolutely condescending toward
Ms. Davis. Mr. Weiss' accusations
of naivete are ludicrous con
sidering the breadth of Ms. Davis'
experience. If Fred doesn't agree
with Angela Davis' concepts of
socialism, that is one thing. To act,
however, as if he knows, and ob
viously should know, more about
the concept of socialism and
socialism in practice is absurd. To
our minds this is outright racism
and male supremacy. It also is

another case of a white male
assuming that he is by nature more
intelligent and knowledgeable than
any Black Woman could ever
aspire to be. His statement "Davis
is probably a very intelligent
person" is a concrete example of
this paternalistic attitude.

demuyuguery nave no rounaanon.
Demagogues have historically
addressed themselves to

vagueries, not to concrete
examples, in order to prove a
point. If Mr. Weiss disagrees with
Ms. Davis' description of

socialism, he is incorrect in basing
this criticism on her lack of

specificity.

With regard to the nature of Ms.
Davis' lecture, it should be noted
that she was invited by the New
American Movement to address a
student audience about her con
crete experiences with and per
ceptions of socialism in practice.
Her lecture was therefore not
intended to serve as a discourse on
Marxism but rather as a general
educational forum on her per
ceptions of socialism, its practice
and potential. The accusations of

On the question of the Soviet

Union there a number of points
which need to be addressed. First,

Weiss made a number of ac
cusations which he failed to sub-
stantiate. He relies on the reader to

trust his opinion and on "public
knowledge" of "opression" in the
Soviet Union.

The one "fact" he does bring up
concerning the amount of money
which is spent per family on food
within the Soviet Union is

inadequate. This information was
obtained from the NY. Times, a
paper notorious for its editorial

bias against the Soviet Union.
Perhaps we should point out to Mr.
Weiss that the prices on necessities
have not risen in the last 25 years;
that there is ncunemployment in the
Soviet Union. The fact Is that there
is no Comsumer Dept. in the Soviet
Union,a condition which is difficult

to maintain in a situation of in-

flation. Secondly, Mr. Weiss
mentioned the former Soviet
author Solshenitsyn. Using this
man as a spokesman for justice is

ludicrous. He is an avowed tsarist
and Anti-Semite. He was also

accusea oy nis trienu;> in the so
called "dissident" movement, Roy
Medvedevin in particular, of ly;,»g

in Gulag Archipelago. Thirdly we
must bring to Mr. Weiss' attention
that Sweden and Denmark do not
consider themselves to be socialist.
They have had for a number of
years social democratic welfare
state governments which have
failed to place any of the profitable
industries under popular control.
Again one might ask what these
allegedly socialist countries are
doing in NATO, and furthermore
why they supported U.S. in-
tervention in IndoChina.

Finally we find Mr. Weiss to be
highly inaccurate in his analysis of
Shockley's potential impact. One
must identify Shockley as one of
the primary proponents of a
pseudo scientific and blatantly
racist theory on the genetic in
feriority of Black people. The
potential for having Shockley's
theory used as a rationale for a
genocidal thrust within this
country cannot be overlooked. We
must learn from the experience of
Nazi Germany. Disregard for
human dignity and the policy of
genocide which ensued did not
develop spontaneously, but rather
were created and encouraged by a
propaganda machine which was
sussessful in convincing the
German people of the validity of
pseudo scientific doctrines of
racial inferiority.

by Paul Misher (QWLL)
Bobbi Ramsay (NAH)
Isabel Johnson (NAARPR)

Perhaps Davis didn't mention
the problem of inflation because,
according to the Soviet press, there
is no inflation in the Soviet Union,
nor for that matter crime, or op
pression. Angela Davis might
minimize the Times story by
calling it a "bourgoise
newspaper". This will do little to
dampen the credibility of the paper
that broke the story on the CIA in
Chile, the My Lai slaughter, and
generally gives responsible and
accurate coverage.

Angela Davis spoke about im
perialism as if it was solely a
characteristic of "monopolistic
capitalism." She spoke about her
trips to Havana and the Soviet
Union, but has she ever taken the
time to speak to the people of
Prague or Warsaw?

She barely mentioned the work
of Mao in China, or the fact that
both China and the Soviet Union
are closer to being at war with
each other than with the United
States.

The reaction to Angela was
mixed. Many people who I have
spoken to felt very good about her
presentation. One friend said that
while she did distort facts, "she
had to, to wake the people up." A

This isn't to say that Angela
Davis is a Hitler. The point is that
when you are dealing with for
mulating political solutions, facts
are just as important as the level of
emotions.

Too often political personalities
twist and turn facts and distort
reality rather than suggest bold
new programs. One might expect
more from Angela Davis but in the
end the crowd knew less about
socialism and more about dynamic
demagogary, for Davis' speech
was filled with condescion and
distortion. Somehow it seemed the
crowd deserved more than her
hollow words, for Davis might be
considered a movement person,
but perhaps she should also be
considered another politician.
From Angela Davis, one might
expect more. Honesty remains
even more important than the level
of applause or the style of the
demagogue.

•••••

To Paul, Bobbi, Isabel, National
Allience, et al:

I ran your piece, but with
reservations:

1. You assert Fred Weiss is

"another case of a white male
assuming that he is by nature more
intelligent and knowledgeable than
any Black Woman could ever
aspire to be." Bullshit. Show me,
don't play knee jerk.

2. The Soviet Union. Public
knowledge? It is just getting to be
public knowledge that 40 million
(40, 000,000) human beings were
murdered by the Soviet State.
Stalin is No. 1 in the butcher's Top
Ten. This isn't New York Times'
info (certainly a capitalist
distortion), but rather is straight
fact. Fourty million. Can you
justify this?

3. Solshenitsyn. Weiss doesn't
accuse him of being a spokesman
for justice, but rather of being
another courageous human un
fairly treated by the Soviet Union.
Tsarist? Show me. Anti Semite?.
Show me. I don't quite believe that
his exportation from the USSR was
due to this alleged anti Semitism,
but rather his stubborness in
speaking his mind. And even if you
can show he has a bias in the area,
why do you choose to ignore Russia
and her systematic policies of
repression (not being able to leave
the country freely )and terror (all

important Jews were jailed before
Nixon's last visit to Russia etc.
etc.) towards its Jewish citizens.

Solshenitsyn's lying in Gulag?
Show me. But do even these
alleged lies negate the overall
impact of the book? Is the entire
3ook a lie?

4. Shockley. I can envision
Richard Nixon having said. "The
potential for having (Angela
Davis') theory used as a rationale
for a genocidal thrust within this
country cannot be overlooked."
Plug in the names — Fred Hamp
ton, Tim Leary, Jerry Rubin,
Bobby Seale, Stokely Carmichael,
George Jackson, Eldridge Cleaver— pick you own danger. The U.S.
Government did. Suppression of
any speech only leads to misun-
derstanding. Did Nixon ever
seriously listen to Ellsberg or
Angela Davis? Of course not.
You're correct, we must learn
from the experience of Nazi
Germany: freedom of speech must
never be imperiled. Book burnings
or cross burnings are the
inevitable result. The truth never
lies. It is only in tragic, life
denying situations like Russia that
the truth never outs.

I realize the time limitations
imposed upon you in this rebuttal
situation, and I appreciate your
efforts. However, if you couldn't
bag the goods in the given time
period, it would've been more

responsible of you to have in-

dicated a 'see you next week'
situation was in effect, and gotten
together a comprehensive reply
next week. That is not as good as
an immediate reply, but would've
been much better than wallowing
in the same unsubstantiated ac
cusations you accuse Weiss of.

People with brains are never lame.

I write this as one who hates
capitalism as a dehumanizing and
killing machine by its definition.

Fred Weiss and I disagree on this

and many other areas — this is no
cronyism, but rather a disap
pointed critique of some folks
espousing the gospel I love.

Mike Kostek

NOW APPEARING at

THE HIDE-A-WAY
Wed., Oct. 9 thru Sat., Oct. 12

WILLIE DIXON
and his band

Cover $2.50 Wed., Thurs.;

$3.00 Fri., Sat.

Cominq Next Week, Oct. 16-19 (Wed. Sat.)

JOHN HAMMOND
Coming Oct. 23, Wed. Only

Johnathan Edwards & Clean Living
Rt. 202 in Granby, 1 mile off Rt. 1 16

Tel. 467-8393

NOW APPEARING AT

Fire Water
Thur. - Sat.

Next Week

Sam Bo Strut
Mon. - Tues.

Happy Hour Mtm . - Sat. in

the Speak-Easy Lounme

Extra-Sensory Perceptions
by David Sokol

All too often, new literary or
supposedly 'artistic' publications
emerge, offering nothing new to
the readership it hopes to gain.
Creativity is something of an ex-
cuse for advertising and ad
vertising translates into profits
the raison — d'etre. All which
makes it hard to believe that right
here, in the heart of the Pioneer
Valley, a completely different kinc
of periodical is going to be unveilec
early in 1975.

Sound Image is the name of a
new "magazine of the innovative
aural and visual arts". The
brainchild of local resident and
Hampshire professor Jim Matz-
ner, Sound Image will combine
visual poetry and prose with
corresponding recordings of dif-
ferent kinds of music, seemingly
unusual sounds, and the human
voice.

A totally non-profit, ad-
vertisement free periodical, Sound
Image will be issued four time
yearly with each package con-
sisting of approximately a dozen

photographic reproductions
pressed on high gloss paper and
suitable for framing, and a 12 inch
long playing record or cassette
recording, depending on the whim

of the subscriber. Accompanying
these will be comprehensive ex
planations of the material as well
as supplementary readings. The
first issue, for example will include

a fascinating piece written some 40 and potentially mind expanding
years ago by Erich Hornbostel learning and life experience,
entitled "The Unity of the Senses".

/•*• ** m
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World renowned photographers
such as Minor White, Ralph Gib
son, and Constantine Manos as well
as composers Daniel Pinkham and
Bill Cole have contributed to the
still in the planning stages first
issues. The second issue, intended
for release early next spring, will
be devoted in its entirety to the
sounds and music of the Greek
people with photography by
Manos. Other topics for upcoming
issues include UFOs and Arctic
Marine life.

Perhaps the most impressive
aspect of Sound Image is its at
tempt to go beyond an established
format which is easily saleable.

Sounds in upcoming issues will

include various non western
music, interviews with craftsmen,
and respected local poet Robert
Francis reading poetry from his
latest book (published by the
UMass Press). Each issue of Sound
Image promises to be a fascinating

Although there is a high degree
of sophistication inherent in this
publication, and the price may
seem high (due to the cost of
pressing the records or recording
the cassettes and providing high
quality reproductions) for the
average student, the magazine is

doing something new and in-

novative and deserves our interest
and support if possible.

WMUA will be playing excerpts
from the first issue next Tuesday
evening (15 October) at 8 p.m. in a
show which should be well worth a
listen

Sound Image welcomes artistic
contributions from students and
these, as well as subscription
inquiries can be made by writing to
Sound Image, Box 472, Amherst,
Massachusetts. Introductory
subscription rates (before Jan. 1,

1975) are $8.50 for the first issue or
$35 for the year (four issues), with
satisfaction or money back.

Feeling on Spring

The sun brightly breaking
through
never ending matrices
of trees.

alive and wonderful with
colors.

A stillness

so filled with life harmonious
that it is absorbed through the
senses

to the soul.

so new and alive
I am. ..again.

Just feeling you once more
affirms stronger than the
world
the conviction within me
(the irrational, unstatistical
real).

And lifts my heart with Spring
the goddess of life.

J. Silva

The people talk .

• • the people squawk

GPi€#L

To The Editor:
On page two of Below The Salt it

is stated that the magazine will
"print peculiar work". Further, it

promises that Below The Salt is a
"weekly fine art — real world
magazine of the UMass Daily
Collegian." For which category
does (Kris Jackson's) cartoon on
page five qualify? (It's rough being
a bishop", 9-26-74). Fine art? Real
world? Peculiar?

In today's real world, are there
not examples other than the clergy
to which we can direct our at
tention, our artistic ability and our
newspaper space? The cartoon
seems like a poor and tasteless
example of fine and real artistry.
Are not those who play games with
other people's personal religious
beliefs more peculiar than the
subject matter?

Sincerely,

Margaret Cassidy

First of all, I believe the strip in

question fits all three categories. I

realized quite well the original
idea, in terms of anatomical detail
and composition; I address the
controversial problem within the
church of the basically contrary
nature of celibacy, and the work Is

indeed peculiar.

Offensive? Only to those
believing that the Catholic clergy
indeed consists of feelingless
robots. To pique, rather than to
offend, was my aim, and I

produced a work which I would not
hesitate to show to a Church liberal
like Father Drinan, for example.

Love & Kisses,

Kris Jackson

Mike Kostek replies:

There are, of course, many many
other issues and or problems to be
dealt with in this crocked world
besides the clergy. Howsomever,
since we do believe that if you're
not part of the solution, you're part
of the problem, the clergy does not
escape our withering gaze. And
since we have found that which is

normal to be lacking, we have
embraced the 'peculiar' as our
religion.

The cartoon was an ex-
traordinary, peculiar Fine Art-
Real World combination (a real
rarity), but why categorize? We
reserve the right to offend
everyone and everything in order
to make this a more peculiar
world.

More Service This Fall

Peter Pan Takes You
Fast And Frequently

RIGHT FROM

The University Campus

TO BOSTON
Natick— Worcester— Springfield

ALSO TO NEW YORK
Hartford— Albany — All Points

with New Service Direct to
Hyannis and Cape Cod

New hourly service departs 7 a.m. thru 5 p.m., plus extra evening
service. Natick and Boston non-stop trips every weekend.

For Tickets And Information Contact

PETER PAN BUS LINES
Campus Center Hotel
Univ. of Mass.
Tel. 545-2006

(If no answer tel. 549-6000)

CHARTER BUSES AVAILABLE TO ALL
DESTINATIONS

Try The

Rustic Roost

Bar
37 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Hank Williams
songs

on the jukebox
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This Page Unrecycled

"I Don' Wanna Pickle.

Just Wanna Ride..."

by Don Aucoin
Free! My Fuji flashes over the

gutted sidewalk which parallels
Rte. 116, past stately white houses
and little kids on tricycles, far
from presidential pardons, failed
French quizzes, and the asphalt
jungle that has become my home.
Denizens of Southwest tend to scoff
at notions of grass, trees and
suchlike, holding these rumors to

be largely fictional, and so I am
astonished to find fall in full bloom.
"Foliage" time is drawing near,
and already the leaves are shed
ding their unfashionable green
coats for the more brilliant hues of
red, orange and gold. I nod and
smile at a woman on a red bike;
the relative success and failure of

my Sabbath sojourns hinges upon
the weather and how many nods
and smiles I give and or receive.
Some considerate Public Works
official has seen fit to construct the
sidewalk In such a way that one
need not experience the tedium of
stopping ai every side street and
lifting the bike over the curb; there
are no curbs at all, and I mentally
thank Mr. Considerate every inch
of the way.

Now I turn left at the base of a
fairly steep hill, ride past a Softball

game which ends the second I stop
to watch (coincidence, I reassure
myself), and bounce past barking
German shepherds on a rocky road
headed toward my Very Special
Place. I make the appropriate
dismayed sounds to discover that
the cornfield through which I

customarily wend my way to my
personal babbling brook, has been
razed to the ground. A little boy
replies laconically, "Frost killed

it", to my anxious query. I curse
the inclement weather of late and
hasten to see if the frost has
destroyed that treasured spot of
land too. Ah! I am in luck; my
brook babbles still.

IttAKTEP
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The trip back to school is in-

variably hard to take. Amherst
traffic; a snotty look from a
matron as I pedal past the stores
on North Pleasant Street; and a
vague sense of reentering the
spider's web; all combine to raise
my blood pressure a few points by
the time University Pizza hoves
into view. Now the only cycling I

can look forward to are those
frenzied dashes to and from
classes; this being, as they say, a
whole 'nother trip.

There may be something in this

world as frustrating as attempting
to maneuver one's way on a bike
from the Student Union to Whit
more during the 11 o'clock rush,
but somehow I doubt it. It's sense
less to bother pedaling. The
surging mass propels me along,
after a fashion, and I know if I can
only survive the buffeting winds
near the library I may yet live to

ride again one day. Pretty surly
crowd today, I muse while flin-

ching under the heat of a "Get your
fucking bikeoutta my way!" glare.
Bike riders come in for their fair

share of friendly grins and angry
looks, the former balancing the
latter, and the whole ledger
reduced to insignificance by a 5' by
5' tract of smashed-glass concrete,
which makes a sickening pop!
When ridden over on a bike.

With an audible sigh of relief I

burst free of the maddened throng

and roll quickly down the hill to

Southwest. This short journey is

not without it's subtle dangers
either. My principal worry is, one
might say were he wittier than I, a
singularly pedestrian one. That is

to say, I wait in paranoid certainty

for the moment when that clown
walking up ahead is going to

suddenly, inexplicably, leap into

my path just as I hit forty miles per
hour, and am crouched low over
the bars trying my darndest to look

continental! And further, that he-

she- it will be armed to the teeth

against just such an eventuality,

and a bicycle-hater into the
bargain, who will take a once-
healthy young man who but a
moment before was flying alor.g

life's highway, the sun in his eyes
and the wind in his teeth, and
transform him into a formless
lump of bloody metal and twisted
spokes. This picture of ravaged
innocence brings a catch to my
throat and a tear to my eye, and I

prudently slow down and drive on
carefully, very carefully.

and voila! My misery is complete.

I have been thrust once more into

the bowels of that surreal maze
known as Southwest. I give myself

up to the towers and the concrete,

abjectly surrendering the happy

freedom of cycling to both external
and internal demands. All this until

next weekend at least. And how the
hell am I going to make it through
the winter?

I wind around "Dead Man's
Curve", that terrifying, sweeping
hook of a bend down near Boyden
Gvm, boom through the tunnel,

O. J. Wiswell
METAL KIDS (ATCO SDHEAVY

7047)

TOTAL PLAYING TIME: 38:55

THE HAGERS (ELEKTRA 7-1021)
TOTAL PLAYING TIME: 23:41

The main issue here, perhaps, is

cleanliness. The Hagers have a debut
album out, and so does an English
Group called Heavy Metal Kids. The
Hagers are a cute couple kids whom
you will remember from Hee Haw,
twins I believe. Heavy Metal Kids are
working class scruffs. Guess who
emegges as the most All American,
1974 version? Not the Doublemints....
Heavy Metal Kids' debut is marked

by a lot of creative imagination,
talented production and a strong
lyric sense of loneliness and rejection
(even when under the guise of
machismo). The band's composition
is of the expected guitar, bass,
keyboards, drums, vocal variety, and
what is surprising about their work is

not the type of music played —
lightweight heavy metal, as the name
suggests — but the way in which it is

played, with somewhat eccentric
hooks and many deft touches which
stay away from gimmickry and lend
excitement to most of their music.
My favorite songs here are

"Hangin' On", in which vocalist

Gary Holton is introduced — Holton
sounds throughout like a high-pitched
Rod Stewart, which is OK most of the
time but does get a bit grating on
slower numbers like "It's the
Same"; "Run Around Eyes", an
extremely spare song, reggae
inspired (but not a reggae ripotf, due
to thenatureof its lyrics) , "We Gotta
Go", which features a somewhat

Ralph Graham

puzzling echoed vocal during the
verses and an equally puzzling
chorus stating "We gotta go 'cause
the sound of a rock and roll band is

driving me out of me mind"; and
"Rock and Roll Man", which more
than justifies its 7: 30 timing. This last

is the kind of uptempo rock hymn
which our culture produces from
time to time, but with eccentricities
(such as harmonized vocals alone
against full spectrum percussion) to

make it truly distinctive.

So the Heavy Metal Kids are
revealed as a band to listen to,

especially if you like rock and roll

which shows some thought, but isn't

especially cerebral. The Hagers, on
the other hand — need it even be
said? — show no thought whatever.
Their album is an absolutely perfect
example of the producer's album. In

this genre, the Producer finds a
Talent, gets people to write "songs"
for the Talent, gets the instrumental
tracks laid down and sticks the
Talent in front of a mike or two. Also

puts Attractive Pictures of the Talent
on the cover. This nets the Talent
generous airplay on Easy Listening
Stations and maybe a syndicated TV
show. Artistic control? Creativity?
Geeble jokes? Music? Garbage? Cute
Faces? Nice voices? Oh, definitely.
The Producer? Mike Curb, of course.
One thing The Hagers is good for is

an examination of the lyrics, which
are not intended for inspection, of
course. The assumptions revealed
are amazing. Two brief examples;
"It's all right to go to a party — it's

all right to have some fun — It's all

right to fake in a movie — But don't
let him be the one" (Tell Him No");
Cherry, cherry pie — Cherry, cherry
pie — Cherry, cherry pie — Oh so
good" (Cherry Pie").
Both the Hagers and Heavy Metal

Kids are clean groups in different
ways and even both All American.
But in these days of modern time (or
at any point, really), would you
rather have three days' growth of
beard on your face, or fix your hair
with Crisco? If you had to make the
choice?

—Oxygen Max

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS!

The Navy is interviewing students in the
Berkshire House today for positions as an
officer in the fields of:

Nuclear Power

Civil Engineering

Aviation

Line Officer

Nurse Corps

Stop by and see us. You may qualify for a
challenging position with a starting salary of
$11,200 to $13,500.

will rock

your soul.
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Below The Salt is a weekly

J

fine art real world magazine
of the UMass Daily Collegian,
student newspaper, Amherst,
Mass.
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"The truth was doomed to die.

It was being downtrodden,
was being drowned, burned,
ground to ashes. But look — it

has survived, it lives, it has
been printed, and nobody ever
will be able to wipe it out."
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The Kibitzers
Stuart Sojcher
David Eibel
David Miller
V. Alexander Mackie Jr.

Linda Sherksnis
Stephen Latter
Mike Tiberio
David Santos
Carl Leavitt
Kris Jackson
J. Silva

Chilly Williams
Marc Berman
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Editor & Music
Mike Kostek
Vice Editor

David G. Sokol
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Fred Weiss

Asst. Ed & General
Tyla Michelove
Duck Editor
Wayne Dejnak
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Andrew MacKenzie

Boating Editor
Don McGilvray
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E. Patrick McQuaid
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CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton

B.

54th Member of the World Famous
Restaurant International

Y.

0.

B.

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an average

spending of $2.25

Your Host, Carlo, is a special

student at UMass

f/-v

103 N. Pleasant

Tel. 2560473

55 University Dr.

Tel. 256-8914

TOP OF THE CAMPUS
RESTAURANT

LUNCH-
MONDAY-FRIDAY 11 30AM - 2PM

DINNER-
MONDAY-THURSDAY 5PM-9PM
FRIDAY&SATURDAY 5PM-9:30PM
SUNDAY 4PM-8PM

ENTERTAINMENT

-

THURSDAY, FRIDAY &
SATURDAY9:00PM-1:00AM

CALL 549-6000 EXT 499
FOR RESERVATIONS

UNIVERSITY QF MASSALIHUSEYTS
Campus CENT Ef?

Involved deviants:

HERE COME THE WARM JETS
(Island ILPS 9268)

Sidereal Playing Time: 41:40
Well, it's been a long time hasn't it? Here's a

bona fidelity rockenroll album that I like for
many reasons — which are mine, and perhaps
mine alone, since the idea that anything at all is

strange has long since vanished from my mind.
This Eno punk is one of those hermaphroditic

British whimps that gets his jollies torturing
people by looking like something out of Vogue
magazine, compounded by the fact that he can
not play keyboards at all. That is, he does not
play fifty thousand notes per minute, nor is he
possessed with the facility to do so.

What he is, is actually more like a composer
in Rock that can take a synthesizer and a
production board, and through the quasi
miracle of modern electronics, make the group
sound like an orchestra with guts.
To examine the point in his favour, songs like

"Needles in the Camel's Eye" (a clever pun for
theosophists) which is reminiscent of the early
and driving Velvet Underground, are min
masterpieces in themselves, especially for tht
work of Matching Mole's former bassist-
mathematician Bill MacCormick's stylized
Ventures Terry Riley bass drum solo.

Mentioning other highlights would bt
pointless, except to say that ENO's electric
larynx and imaginative lyric writing hit fhe
spots. "Cindy Tells Me" combines the '50's (i.e.

Lesley Gore) with the seventies (decadence).
"Dead Finks Don't Talk" is a normal job ("To
be a zombie all the time requires such
dedication..."), and "On Some Faraway
Beach" is somewhat like a Robert Wyatt
ballad, while "Some of Them Are Old" is

somewhat Nico - teened. Both are lovely, and
surprisingly sentimental.
One of the real stars of the album is Robert

Fripp (you've heard of him, haven't you).
"Blank Frank" is a rocker, to be sure, and
Fripp almost literally explodes on his solo spot,

paying more attention to highly controlled
energy than to melody, aided and abetted by
the keyboards of Nick Kool and the Koolaids
(who sound quite a bit like John Cale. .what's
the deal?) "Driving Me Backwards" is ENO on
mechanical piano, with Crimsos Fripp and
Wetton exchanging and building layers.

My, my, but this isn't the most interesting.

"Baby's on Fire", is one of the only synthesizer
based songs I've ever heard (shades of Alice
Cooper in the vocal), and ENO hits on the
synthesizer as something a bit more than a
souped-up organ (are you listening Emerson?)
The synthesizer leaves Fripp and Weston free
to concentrate on the most bizarre im
provisations to be heard in a while.
To cap off the album, we got "The Paw Paw

Negro Blowtorch" which I'll leave you
guessing about, and the beautiful and gutsy
ENO organ interlude between "Dead Finks"
and "Some of Them Are Old". The album
winds down with "Here Come the Warm Jets",

a basic rock and roll riff taken ahold of by
ENO, treated by the synthesizer and tapes,

ENO's main strength.

There is that ENO?. ..(ouch!) Danke.—Gary (UMAN) Gomes

Rip Off
Coupon

for FreeAdmission
This coupon will admit two free any Saturday afternoon.

Superior
Quadruped
Competition

/Hinsdale
\*.*vt I J.impsh

Tuesday thru Saturday 8 p.m.

Saturday & Sunday 2:30 (Closed Mondays)
Grandstand 50* • Clubhouse $1

'great dog racing

near Brattleboro • 3 miles off Rte. (5p • EXIT 1
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by David Miller—

Bonzos: Normal Abnormality

THE HISTORY OF THE
BONZOS
The Bonzo Dog Band
United Artists UA-LA321-H2
Total Plaving Time: 101 -7o

"BONZO: rel. to 'gonzo',
meaning a system of thought
where much can follow much
else and be meaningful,
especially «'ith unrelated
muchnesses. See Hunter S.

Thompson."
— Oxygen Max's Dictionary

of Cultural References
"The normal that ppeared

so abnormal, if you too* a
harder look."

— from the liner notes
by Chris We'ch

The Bonzo Dog Banc1 con-
sisted of Vivian Stanshall. Neil
Innes, "Legs" Larry Smith,
Joel Druckman, and many
others between the period of
1965-66 and 1969-70. The group
members met in an asylum (at
least some of them did),
recorded and developed a
substantial cult following in

England, were neglected and
ripped off and ended in break-
downs and on-thp-road angst.
In the meantime they made
wonderful music and art, and
should be regarded now as
major rock artists and
Geniuses Of Our Time. The
History of the Bonzos is a two
record boxed bonanza
retrospective of their work and
deserves our attention. Let's
have a look at it.

"My pink half of the
drainpipe separates next door
from me-my pink half of the
drainpipe-oh Mother-belongs
to me." Much of what the
Bonzos did belongs to the
realm of Theatre of the Absurd
and Pop Art, in that they spent
a lot of their energies exploring
both the banalities of Western
(esp. British) daily life, and
the myths that the West lives
by. Sometimes their attention
to detail turned to Dada,
sometimes their mythic ex-
plorations turned to lampoons,
but all of their work was in-

fused with an honest late '60s

Counterculture ethic and a
musical eclecticism which
borders on the astounding —
they played in a great variety
of styles and never used any
sidemen. And most of the time
they were very funny.
The History of the Bonzos is

a sampler album by necessity
and therefore leaves a good
many things out, but for the
uninitiated (like myself) it's

excellent. Where to begin? The

syndrome — look completely
ridiculous, the one through a
super-heavy-metal orchest-
ration and pubescent lyrics,

the other through lyrics as
evident as "They bite — they
scratch — they make an awful
fuss — It's no good stroking
them and saying Puss, Puss,
Puss." Finally, on "Big Shot",
the Mickey Spillane inspired
monologue, complete with a
frantic sax solo during the
naughty part, the Bonzos came

Qo°

band's mythic elements are
well represented and explored
in songs such as "Rockaliser
Baby", with its "I Am the
Walrus" — like police siren
and almost frighteningly banal
monologues — "Bessie and I

went to Bormouth on Saturday.
No one was drowned so we
went for a swim. Spent an hour
cleaning oil off the seagulls. I

don't think we'll be going
again." "Sport (The Odd
Boy)" deals with the reserved
machismo of British public-

school training (see The Ruling
Class)- "My Pink Half of the
Drainpipe" is an episodic
classic of suburban tedium —
"I have a sister in Toronto
who's a nurse, and I've had a
bit of bother laying turf. It's

life, not books, that taught me
all I learned. Ooop, Look — in

the oven, my rice pudding's
getting burned! Have you seen
the new — attachment on my
drill? I must have the cat put
down, he's getting ill." "Mr.
Apollo" and "Hunting Tigers
Out in Indiah" manage to
make a couple of other macho
myths — the strongman cult
and the Kipling — Imperialist

as close as possible, perhaps,
to the Firesign Theatre (in

fact, Neil Innes is apparently
working with Monty Python).

"Five years ago, I was a
four-stone apology. Today, I

am two separate gorillas." The
Bonzos are perhaps best known
for their marvelous lampoons
of inflated, shallow, and silly

musical styles and attributes.

Some of their parodies came in

a form so faithful to the
originals that it is often dif-

ficult to tell where the parody
lies — although you would not
for a moment mistake it for the
original. This is particularly
evident in songs such as "You
Done My Brain In",
"Suspicion", and "Tent",
which seem to be straight rock
and roll songs, but somehow
not guite ... The parodies are
more evident on "Jollity
Farm", "Mickey's Son and
Daughter", "The Sound of
Music", "I Left My Heart In

San Francisco" and "The
Canyons of Your Mind". The
first two are perfect pastiches
of the kind of music you'd be
likely to hear backing up old

Mighty Mouse cartoons —
fluffy and brainless, with
talking animals and Munchkin
choruses. The next two are
absolute travesties of the two
"popular songs", and
"Canyons" is an
amalgamation of presumption,
from the "melting crayolas of

your mind" lyric to Tommy
James' reverb grunts. Loads of

fun.

"Dear deer deer no dear
dear dear no dear dear oh dear
no." Dada. When you fix on the

very minute and make it

somewhat important, the usual

"looks so unusual". And so the

Bonzos did too. Here we have
"Mr. Slater's Parrot", a hymn
to an extremely ordinary
parrot — he says "Hello" and
that's about the extent of it.

"Rhinocratic Oaths" features
monologues about ordinary
people who win contests, clip

hedges, get arrested and
become alcoholic. "Shirt"
opens with a series of streei

interviews about the necessity
of shirls and goes into a kind of

R&B featuring a strenuous solo

by Spear on the Electric Shirt

Collar — "Three weeks? But
the sign outside says 59-minute
cleaners!" "That's just the
name of the shop, luv." And
here s also the indispensible
"Tl Intro and the Outro",
wh n consists entirely of in-

troductions — first of the band
members, then of such per-

sonages as Liberace (on
clarinet) and Adolf Hitler (on
vibes). Other goodies include
"Laughing Blues", a
fascinating glimpse into the
Bonzos' early days as the
Bonzo Dog Doo-Dah Band, a
New Vaudeville-type group
that could barely play their
several wind instruments, or
so it seemed, and "I'm the
Urban Spaceman", their only
chart success.

However. While there are no
losing cuts on the album, some
of the songs are a bit

derivative. "King of Scurf"
and "Bad Blood" are exercises
in the Surfing and Wild West

genres, basically funny
bit, well you might say, gross— particularly the former, in

which dandruff production
seems to be the mark of
manhood. "Trouser Press"
contains a painfully dated gay
parody, even if the lyrics are
interesting — consisting
mainly of clothing terms
(more Dada). And un-
fortunately, the few "solo"
cuts, by groups such as The
World (Innes), and Viv
Stanshall and the Sean Head
Showband, are somewhat thin
and considerably less in-

teresting than the bulk of the
work presented here. An im
portant exception to this is

"Release Me", by Roger
"Ruskin" Spear and His Giant
Kinetic Wardrobe. This song
sets up its own world entirely,
going from a tacky and
sluggish version of the Roger
Miller song to a frantic Spike
Jones segment, finishing with
an ending that always
Threatens to really end but
never does guite.

And last of all. Worth paying
a lot of attention to on this

album are "We Are Normal"
and "Slush". More than any
others, these cuts point up the
sadness that was never too far
from the Bonzos, as individuals
and as artists. "We Are Nor-
mal" opens with scraps of
speech, sluggish and drippy
meanderings, and moves to a
huge dose of rock and roll while
singing "We are norma! and
we want our freedom"
(remember the asylum). It

flirts with sanity the way Jon!
Mitchell's "Trouble Child"
flirts with the opposite.
"Slush" ends the altum jnd
consists of a lovely organ-
string instrumental on which is

superimposed a tape loop of a
hearty laugh. The laugh
continues, long after the in-

strumental ends, and in its

repetition becomes thin and
sad. A hallow, incessant laugh.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
welcome back the Bonzo Dog
Band.

by your sacred cowboy

McCoy Tyners A Supreme Love
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ECHOES OF A FRIEND
(Milestone M-9055) SAMA
LAYUCA (Milestone M-9056)— McCoy Tyner (Playing
Time*;: 45: 53 and 42 .07

ECHOES OF A FRIEND
This is a dedication to a man,

a friend, a teacher — John Col

trane. "Many are called, but
few are chosen" — McCoy
Tyner.

The above dedication is

printed on the album's back
cover beneath a small picture

of Tyner with Coltrane: Tyner
the image of the perfect
d'sciple — loving, respectful

and even a little fearful of the
man who stands half-facing

him; Coltrane looking away in

deepest concentration, pain-

fully conscious of his

responsibility for the young
Tyner's development and
direction, wondering, perhaps,
if he were leading a promising
musician into a life of near-
obscurity. In the music of this

album a now-mature Tyner
performs the greatest gesture
of devotion a disciple can
make: Having become the very
embodiment of his master's
teachings, directing those

same skills in glorification of
the master. John Coltrane is a
living, breathing, almost
performing presence on this
album of solo piano.
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But even as this recording is

a gesture of respect it is also,
perhaps, a conscious act of
catharsis for Tyner. Coltrane's
"Naima" and "Promise",
which open side one, are
overwhelmed with an out-
pouring of both grief and, in the
thumping, often literally
pounding bass lines, anger at a
world that had denied
recognition to the man who'd
given so much of himself to it.

Grief and anger together fuse
and build into near-rage as
Tyner wrenches "My Favorite

Things" into a minor-key
dirge; the depth of emotion is

awesome as he loses himself in
a final, frenzied orgy of bit-
terness, trailing off at last,
painfully, into the poignancy of
resignation.

Side two is release and calm
introspection, beginning in the
seventeen minutes of "The
Discovery". Tyner said about
this composition, "This to me
is what life is all about, to
discover one's self. There are
many changes in life, and they
all mean something. Thanks to
The Creator." In ihis piece

Tyner occasionally steps away
from the piano to perform
briefly on percussion and
vibes, perhaps to express more
fully those changes and their
underlying unity. "Folks" ends
the album on a note of warm
serenity; Tyner is his own
man, aware and grateful, but
no longer overwhelmed by
echoes of his friend.

SAMA LAYUCA
Personnel: Tyner — Piano;

Bobby Hutcherson — vibes,
marimba; Gary Bartz — Alto
sax; Azar Lawrence —
Soprano sax, Tenor sax; John
Stubblefield — oboe, flute;

Buster Williams — bass; Billy
Hart — drums; Mtume —
Conga drums, percussion;
Guillermi Franco — per-
cussion.

McCOY TYNER SAMA LAYUCA
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By contrast with Echoes of a
Friend Tyner seems, on this
album, like a schoolboy
rushing out to the playground
after presenting a difficult, but
well prepared lesson to his
teacher, knowing that he has
earned the freedom to do what
he wants. This is a well-paced,
light hearted album, and by
"light-hearted" I don't mean
light. The band gets into some
very percussive and complex
things, but there is a sense of
buoyancy about the music here
that is exhilarating: Just when
things are working up to a froth

either someone will step up to
the mike and start doing bird
calls, or else the bass will
suddenly plummet out of the
stratosphere ai warp five-
there is always a fine,
balancing sense of the moment
which keeps things from
getting heavy for the sake of
heaviness.

All of the long cuts ("Sama
Layuca", "La Cubana", and
"Paradox") are fast-moving,
high spirited, and beautifully
sxecuted, with special solo
credits to Hutcherson, Bartz
and Lawrence. Tyner himself
has never sounded as at home
and at ease as he does here.
Nor is this album without its

reflective moments: "Above
the Rainbow" is a luminous,
ethereal duet for piano and
vibes, and "Desert Cry" is as
haunting and mournful as its

title implies; the sad sweetness
of the oboe's theme conjures up
the cool night air and the
loneliness of the wide-open
sands with ease. Certainly one
of the most moving Tyner
compo' itions to date.
Echoes of a Friend receives

no grade because it would be
an impertinance, buy Sama
Layuca receives- a "This
music is smiling at you". A.

Come In Jon Carr
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LATE FOR THE SKY — JACKSON BROWNE
(Asylum 7E-1017) Total playing time: 40:38

Before Jackson Browne became established
as a recording star in his own right, he had
written a bunch of songs which were recorded

oopularized by fairly big name folksfers
. Tom Rush ("Shadow Dream Song",

"These Days", "Colors of the Sun"), Linda
t3 Ronstadt ("Rock Me On The Water"), The
*> Byrds ("Jamaica Say You Will") and Bonnie

Raift ("Under The Falling Sky"). The Eagles
q? had the first big Jackson Browne-penned hit

2 with "Take II Easy", and Browne's own
Z? "Doctor My Eyes" frosted the cake.

Roscoe de la Bosquo
NOBODY DOES IT LIKE ME — SHIRLEY
BASSEY
United Artists (UALA214-6)

A BEAUTIFUL THING — CLEO LAINE'
RCA (cpll 5059)

ALL IN LOVE IS FAIR — NANCY WILSON
Capitol (ST-11317)

Shirley has done it again. Nobody, but
nobody does it like Shirley Bassey She takes
songs no one's ever heard of and turns them
into standards. She does not sing run of the mill
songs. This album is no exception.
Most of the songs on the album have not been

previously recorded. Although all are worthy of
notation, the best songs on the album are
"Leave A Little Room", "All That Love Went
To Waste", "I'm Not Anyone", and especially
Stevie Wonder's "You Are The Sunshine Of My
Life".

Shirley Bassey's talents have won her the
international Entertainer of the Year award.
She is a sell out everytime at Carnegie Hall.
This woman is well worth listening to and well
worth the price of the record.

Cleo Laine's album is a collection of songs
which have been sung to death. Maybe now
they will finally find their resting place.
We hear another rendition of "All In Love Is

Fair" better done by Nancy Wilson and best
done by Barbara Streisand. Cleo does a fair

interpretation of "I Loves You, Porgy" and
The Summer Knows". There is also a Shirley

Temple like version of Donovan's "Skip A
Long, Sam". The best on thp album, "Send In

The Clowns", can also be found on Cleo Laine's
album Live At Carnegie Hall, which is far

superior to her current release.

Nancy Wilson's album cover shows beautiful

photographs of her. The album itself did not

strike me at first as anything special. There
are several really good cuts and several

definitely poor cuts. The best is the title tune

"All In Love Is Fair", the worst is

"Streetrunner",

The album musf be listened to a number of
times before it can be fully appreciated. A true
Nancy Wilson fan will definitely en;oy it. The
orchestration is excellent on all of the numbers,
and Ms. Wilson does a fine job on the title tune
"All in Love Is Fair" a standard now, which is

cropping up on everyone's album. Other songs
of note are "There'll Always Be Forever",
"You're As Right As Rain", and "To Make It

Easier On You."
— Alexander

SLEWFOOT— NORMAN CONNORS (Buddah
BDS-5611) Playing Time: 33:46
How about Stinkfoot? How about Coltrane's

"Welcome" re arranged as a soundtrack for
"Babes in Toyland"? How about a lot of syn
thetic jazz compositions that go nowhere, plus
rock 'n' soul horns a la Billy Cobham? How
about a ster'ing band, including Ron Carter,
Dom Urn Romao, Gary Bartz, Carlos Garnett,
Lonnie Liston Smith, Eddie Henderson, Jean
Cam, and Hubert Laws, almost but not quite
snatching this music from the jaws of
mediocrity? How about a nice Hawaiian
punch? How about a C-

Your Sacred Cowboy

RELEASE YOURSELF — GRAHAM CEN
TRAL STATION
(Warners BS 2814) time 37:01

(Hey! You white rockers! Stick around,
you're gonna want to hear this too.)

Burning bright in soul's sweet light are the
handful of innovators who are taking and
pulling this extremely limited music down the
road of Change. These people are keeping the
normal high standards while taking the music
somewhere, a must for any art form. Two of
'he biggest movers of the past, Marvin Gaye
and Sly Stone have slowed up now, leaving
Stevie Wonder as the main explorer to push
open the doors for second generation folk like
Mandrill, Earth, Wind & Fire, Kool & The Gang
and Graham Central Station. The main
features thus far in this second line move have
been harder, stronger, more versatile music
while keeping the definite vocal melody line
conforming to pretty singable and or damn
danceable demands.

Graham Central Station, headed by Larry
Graham, Sly's former bass player has
coagulated an amazing and oeautiful synthesis
of textures that is well done as any in any
current music. What started slowly and in-

termittantly on their first album, Graham
Central Station, has now grown through an
almost unified 37 minutes.

They slip in and out of textures witn ease and
grace. And just as important, they are able to
rock like demons and be silky smooth
simultaneously. This cross texturing is just
about unique. "Release Yourself" is sen
sational. It never lets up, and is one of the
year's best cookers while moving through a
variety of stages. '"Tis Your Kind Of Music"
moves sensually, with popping interludes.
"G.C.S." is a great intro to this amazingly tight
and flexible bandland. You know that someone
who names his publishing company 198FOE
Music has gotta be moving something along.
A Sly Stone 1974 style A-.

THE GIL EVANS ORCHESTRA PLAYS THE
MUSIC OF JIMI HENDRIX
(RCA CPLI-0667) — lime 44:55

Yes. Gil and his nineteen-piece orchestra
interpret the music made by Jimi and his
guitar, except in the areas of Jimi's spirit, fire,
sensitivity, ultra worldliness and genius.
A slightly better than Hoibie Mann F+.

IN THE SOOP WITH MARTIN MULL— SOOP
(Vanguard VSD 79338) time 37:57

Before Marty Mull brought his Fabulous
Furniture Into Your Living Room, and after
the time he studied Art in college, he was a
major part of an artsy fartsy aggregation
called Soop. They kicked around New York
City long enough to become bona fide jaundiced
city dwellers, and thus half the disc deals with
What's On Tube Now, old movies, (arty)
garbage and auto mechanics, delivered in the
powerful and convincing style of, say, Hair.
There are interesting tidbits along the way, in
the dual talking tracks a la early Velvets and
Mothers, and a catchy melody line or two will
emerge to hook every now and then, but
deficiencies in singing, playing production and
overall inspiration crop up in to many spots '

The other half of the material So.mls like early »

'

Mull mullings, sort of his
Preflyte.

It's quite interesting to hear
how dumbly Martin used to
sing "Margie The Midget",
and how a completely in
competent band can blunt the
cleverest aims. In the Soop
certainly makes us appreciate
just how «. x>d a singer Martin
is now, and how good his
current band is. For real
Mullers only.

A Martin Mull was
sometimes dull' C-.

— Mike Kostek

Both of Browne's first two albums. Saturate
Before Using and For Everyman were mellow
trips into easy listener's paradise with Jackson
doing his own songs, some of which were
already familiar through the cover versions,
some of which were newer compositions.

For Everyman represented musical
maturit' over Saturate with Browne going
beyona nis initial display of sometimes
maudlin, sometimes melancholy ballads (i.e.

'Song For Adam" and "My Opening
Fareweii") to a more witty, less stiff, less self-

conscious sound. Songs like the untiring "Red
Neck Fr.end", "Ready or Not", and "For
Every r*. an showed Jackson Browne leaving
his self imposed limitations and entering the
real world. Though his voice and lyrics never
went beyond the average, his songs were
(arranged and performed well enough so that all

Ibut the most critical overlooked his basic
flaws.

Expecting continued musical growth on Late
For The Sky, it's disappointing to find Jack
son's flaws living on, more blatant than ever,
and his satisfaction with staying within his
typical and established formula sound. Vir
tually every song on Late reeks of something
earlier. The slow songs (into which category
fall six of the eight tracks) never improve on
"Jamaica Say /ou Will" or "A Child in These
Hills" and the remaining up-tempo tunes fall

stiortof "Rod Neck Friend" or "Take It Easy",
with tho only major difference being that the
songs are longer and fewer, now with each song
•being milked for all or more than it's worth.

There are a lot of little subtle
musical things going on
(notably some nice David
Lindley guitar), but these
aren't enough to overcome
Browne's stagnancy. Late For
The Sky is recommended for

'he Asylum freaks only, while
everyone else interested in

Jackson Browne should totally

ingest his other two albums
first. With rave items like the
recent Roger McGuinn and
Jesse Winchester around and
on the stands, this Jackson
Browne attempt is certainly
second rale.

—David Sokol

In Concert:
Lou Reed
Orpheum Theater
Friday, October 4, 1974

Lou Reed wailed, gyrated, and glittered to a

capactiy crowd at the Orpheum Theater last

Friday, as he stepped off a cross-country tour.

Reed began the relatively short (a little less
than two hours) show with "Sweet Jane",
which was originally recorded when Reed was
a member of the Velvet Underground. He
continued through oldies but goodies land with
"Big Sister" and "I'm a Man". He then,
finally, go! around to introducing some new
music with "Sally Can't Dance", the title cut
off his newest album.

LEARN TO LOVE IT — JESSE
CHESTER (Bearsville BR 6953)
Total playing time: 29:30

WIN

The reference to a show rather than a concert
is justified by the surprising lack of quality
music and the over abundance of commercial
gimmickry. Radiant in nail polish and tinted
hair, this show truely marked the surfacing of
Reed as a drugs and death-glitter-rock star.
With his guitar gone, (it had previously been
used only as something to gyrate with
anyway), Reed was forced to depend totally on
his voice and sensuality to stimulate the
audience. During "Heroin", he even wrapped
the mike chord around his arm mimicking
shooting up. Judging by audience reaction, the
majority of which were definitely "Uncle Lou
Freaks ', the show could be considered a
success. Even though the lyrics tended to be
unintelligible and the music monotonous. Reed
was called out by rousing applause to do an
encore of "Rock & Roll".

In regarding the performance as a concert,
i.e. a production of virtuoso musicianship,
Reed has to be cited as a flop. Danny Weiss, the
lead quitarist, did, however, perform
brilliantly at times, but was forced to give way
o the star of the show Mr Reed. This is a
complete change for Reed, who, when with the
Underground, did his best writing and com
posinq in the organism of the band Indeed, the
most popular songs "Sweet Jane", "Rock 8,

Roll", "Heroin" came from this era.
What this show concert most readilly

demonstrated was the degeneration of Lou
Reed 'he musician composer and the
emergenceof Lou Reed the Mick Jagger David
Bowie glitter rock star of the seventies.

—Stephen Latter

Jesse Winchester is going to win a good
number of new friends with this, his third
album. As a singer songwriter, he has already
established himself as one of the most talented
and diverse around, and Learn to Love It is

Jesse expanding his horizons.
Jesse Winchester is one of those brave souls

who sought refuge in Canada rather than be
subject to the draft (it wasn't all that long ago),
and there's the overriding impression here that
he is still haunted by his decision and our
society which forced him to make that decision.
"Mississippi, You're On My Mind" is a
beautiful folky song about misplacement, and
has the feel of a musical dream sequence. The
raditjonal "Tell Me Why You Like Roosevelt"
has a Ry Cooder touch to it with its gospel feel,
but is updated to reflect Jesse's disgust for the
war: "in the year of 1967, I was a somewhat
younger man, The call to bloody glory came,
And I would not raise my hand..."
Two of the tunes here are sung in French, and

especially interesting is the distinct American
phrasing on "Laisse Les Bon Temps Rouler",
Jesse Winchester's own "Let the Good Times
Roll".

Every song on Learn to Love It is a highlight,
each having a distinct and varied quality.
Whether Jesse is folking with a touch of rock,
or rocking with a bit of folk, he consistently
comes through as an amazingly versitile singer
and writer, able to touch far more bases than
better known artists such as Jesse Colin
Young or Jackson Browne.

Perhaps the main element in this artistic
output is Jesse's exiled condition. He has a wife
and baby, living a new life in a new land. He
plays small clubs as often as he can get the
work, and that doesn't mean a hell of a lot of
dough The man misses the USA terribly — you
can tell by his reminiscences. His art is hewn
continually on the rough existence he leads.
The best art is usually the product of
repression. If we put John Lennon in prison on
Parris Island, the music he'd make would blow
our heads off. There are very few people who
can handle success and keep the qualities that
made them successful

Be it in the apcapella "You Can't Stand Up
Alone" or the introspective "The End Is Not in

Sight" (written by Russell Smith, seemingly
for Winchester), Jesse quietly and com
passionately emotes: "Yes I knew it all along,
mat I'd have to go back home, 'Cause this

living on the road, it makes me tired and sore;

Like a bird without a nest, like a stranger in the

night, And my soul must have its rest, But fhe

end is no! in sight."

Above all, Jesse Winchester comes across as
a terribly honest musician whose music hides
nothing in its portrayal of stark reality. The
production on Learn to Love It is immaculate,
•he sound is excellent, and the music is among
the best electrified "folk" since the Phil Ochs
— Bob Dylan days of fhe past decade.

—David Sokol

and
Mike Kostek

Rick Wakeman & The National Philharmonic
Orchestra
Music Hall, Boston
10-05-74

Resplendent in a white floor length cape,
Rick Wakeman came and conquered all at his
Music Hall gig Saturday night. He performed
half of "Six Wives of Henry VIII" and
"Journey To The Centre Of The Earth", and to

contrast the serious music, played a wild
version of "The Charleston Rag" with four
dancing women.

The "Six Wives" portion of the show was the
best, with Rick performing superbly,
"Cathrine of Aragon" was the highlight of the
set. The orchestra came on for "Journey", and
much to my surprise, this lackluster piece of
music came to life. I guess actually seeing it

performed in front of you gives it a whole new
perspective.

Capping the evening was a flash of pure
genius, something that caught everybody by
surprise. Rick took five TV commercial themes
and combined them with bits of classical music
for piano and orchestra. This short little ditty
left everyone stunned at its beauty, and how
Wakeman was able to write up such a "com
plex"piece In all, Wakeman & company were
'ruely entertaining, and I look forward to his
nex' tour. _ . _

David Santos

JOURNEY TO THE CENTRE OF THE
EARTH — RICK WAKEMAN
A & M SP3621

When you first listen to this album you might
be surprised at the difference between this
album and Rick's first, The Six Wives of Henry
VIII. You have a right to be. A symphony or
chesfra, narration and a lot of lyrics are what
you'll find. You'll also find Rick plays well with
orchestra, arranges lyrics superbly and if you
listen real hard during the narrations you'll
hear Rick playing these funny fast little notes
But you don't care.

Well, this album is the story of a journey to

the center of the earth, taken from the story by
H.G. Wells. The album has four cuts. "The
Journey", "The Recollection", "The Battle",
and "The Forest". All are exrpiient.

"The Journey" describes the descent
through the volcano to the underground world
"The Recollection" tells of the near-tragic
episode in which the main character Alex, finds
himself lost. On fhe second side we find our
weary travelers viewing a battle between two
sea serpents. After surviving'a storm they
come across a forest of giant mushrooms.
From 'he stalks of these mushrooms they build

a raf which they ride up the shaft of an active
volcano to fhe surface. Now you care

keTiberio
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Japanese Music
First in a series of articles on

Japanese music, instruments, and
musicians.

If you were asked to describe the
sounds of Japanese music, what
would you do? You could try to

compare it to Western music, but
you would probably end up even
more confused. Or you might
describe what you may have heard
in a concert, and end up very
frustrated in your attempts to

describe the sounds of the biwa, the

Japanese music has its begin-

nings in the folk traditions of early
Japan. During the early part of her
history, Japan was invaded, either

physically or culturally, by China,
Korea and other nearby cultures,

and the influence of these cultures
can be seen in Japanese music and
its instruments. Many Japanese
instruments can be traced back to

China, Korea, and some to India.

Like everything else that came into

Japan from outside sources, music

koto or the shakuhaci. Most of us
have heard some form of Japanese
music at some point in our lives,

but how many of us really know
what it was we heard, or why we
heard it? In this series we are
going to attempt to describe the
forms, developments, and the uses
of the several forms of traditional
music in Japan, and the in

strumentswith which that music is

played.
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was adapted to Japanese tastes;
the Japanese took the styles and
the techniques they considered
useful and adopted them into their
musical technology.

It must be remembered that
throughout the history of Japan,
the principal use of music has been
as accompaniement for the song or
spoken word, and not for in-

strumental solos. As a result, the
instrumental techniques were
limited by the songs and dramatic
performances they accompanied.
Oftentimes the music was used to
connect the phrases in a song,
rather than to accompany the
singing. In dramatic per-
formances, such as the Noh plays,
the music was the means of setting
the moods of the play, and for
filling in the gaps between the
spoken lines. In religious rites
music is used as accompaniment
for the recitation of the sacred
texts.

In early Japanese music there
were very few instruments — a
bamboo flute, a sitar called a
wagon, and a few simple per
cussion instruments. As Japanese
music developed, so did its in

struments, yet most of the in-

struments used today can be
traced back to these first few in

struments. These instruments
were regulated in their
possibilities by their restrictions as
accompaniment, and it has only
been in the last 100 to 200 years, if

even that long, that Japanese
musicians have begun to explore
the many possibilities of their
instruments. We will deal with
these instruments in future ar
tides

These articles will appear weekly
in Below the Salt and will lead up to
a concert by master Japanese
musicians now in this country. This
concert will be a shakuhachi that
will be held on December 7, 1974, at
8:00 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom

¥*

The Only Kosher-Style
DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT

In the Pioneer Valley

213 Pleasant St.

.Northampton
586-4802

Serving

Food and Liquor

from II a.m.
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Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

TUBORG
BEER

12 oz. N.R.

Tafelwein

German White

Table
Wine

Case

Four Season's

Blended

WHISKEY
86 Proof

24 oz. bottle

Germe

Beau
Jolais

1973 Vintage

'2 gal. Qt.

24 oz. bottle

Tango

Tequila

Sunrise

Rheingold

BEER
12 oz. cans

Qt. Case

Isabel

Portuguese
Rose

Four Season's Special

GIN
80 Proof

v2 gal. Qt.

$A19 $jil9
25 oz. bottle

Wine Paradise Of Tfce Valley

film . . .
Juggernaut— directed by Richara
Lester, starring Richard Harris,
Omar Sharif and David Hemmings
reviewed by Stuart Sojcher.

Juggernaut is the first in a series

of disaster films that will soon
saturate the movie medium. If half

of those films attain Juggernaut's
level of excellence, then film
viewing over the next few months
should be more than bearable,
although one's nerves may well not
bo able to take the unending ten-

sion and suspense. Chances are
though that won't happen as more
often than not the failure of the
disaster films or most films for

that matter can be attributed to the
director. A good director is able to

transform a fair story into a film of

some worth. In the case of

Juggernaut it is Richard Lester
who converts an ordinary plot into

a tight, well-constructed film of
considerable tension and suspense.

government, tne military and
police convince him not to pay the
ransom. The government's being
tired of giving in to various threats
by terrorists and crackpots In

addition to the fact that they
subsidize a good deal of money to
the firm explains the official's

giving in.

A crack demolitions team led

by Richard Harris and David
Hemmings is s^nt by plane to
dismantle the bombs, and to
heighten the drama they must
parachute to the ship in the middle
of a terrible storm.

So the stage is set: twenty hours
in which to somehow dismantle
seven time bombs which have been
designed by a master demolitions
expert, 'Juggernaut'. Harris is the
best in the business at taking apart

Juggernaut is the first in a series of
disaster films that will soon

saturate the movie medium . .
."

On the surface the plot is trivial

enough. A luxury liner, ironically

named the "Britannic", leaves
England with over 1200 passengers
and crew. An official of the firm
owning the vessel is called the next
day, and while his children gobble
down a good old American break-
fast, Rice Krispies, a garbled voice
on the telephone who calls himself
'Juggernaut' states that if he does
not receive one million and a half
dollars within twenty-four hours,
seven barrels of explosives,
strategically placed aboard the
ship, will explode. Minutes after

the phone call there is a small
explosion on the Britannic, a tiny

sample of what could come later.

With so many lives at stake, the
official wants to pay the ransom
immediately; however, in-

stitutional forces led by the

the bombs, but this job is the true
test of his abilities, as he later finds
out that he is up against his
teacher, the man who taught him
all he presently knows. Omar
Sharif, the captain, must somehow
keep the ship's activities as normal
as possible while a game of life and
death is played out beneath his
feet. The captain's woman is

unable to penetrate the captain's
icy exterior. A wife asks her
husband, appropriately a
politician, if he has ever cheated on
her. On land, the police are
desperately trying to track down
former demolitions men suspected
of past wrongdoings. Of course the
head of the police's wife and
children are on board the ship, and
inevitably the weather couldn't be
any worse. Corny, but Lester
makes it all work.

First of all, the time bomb that
Harris must contend with is the
ultimate test for a man of his
abilities; so much that Harris fears
even doing battle with it especially
after.... but you'll have to find that
out for yourself. Lester's camera
and some fine acting by Harris
convey the strain, frustration and
terror on Harris's face, as he races
against the clock.

Second, Lester makes use of

simple occurrences to create
tension. As the captain finishes

explaining the situation on board to

the passengers, there is a dead
silence as most are contemplating
the worst. Suddenly a crashing
sound is heard and one can almost
sense the passengers' pulse
quicken. The camera then cuts to a
few children who were only playing
with some pick-up sticks, and one
of them shyly apologizes for his

deed. As Harris probes within one
of the barrels containing the
bombs, an alarm clock suddenly
sounds, providing additional
tension and also comic relief. Both
Harris and the audience jump out
of their places and then realize the
sick comedy implicit in the clock's
ringing. These small touches of a
director who knows what he's
doing are evident throughout the
movie. One is continually kept on
the edge of one's seat, especially as
the time grows shorter.

Lester does not spend time
developing his characters, ex-

cepting Harris, but concentrates
on using them as objects in

building suspense. The police
head's wife says little but her pale
appearance on the screen implies
her fear as well as her feelings of

seasickness. Two scenes between
Harris and Sharif demonstrate the
differences in upbringing, attitude
and social position that provides an
element of personal tension.

Lester has not made a film of any
startling revelations but he does
touch upon a few items concerning
the human condition. The most
important concerns 'Juggernaut'
himself, an individual who gave
years of service to the British

government in a dangerous
capacity. His reward for all his
time is a small pension, just

enough to live on. Consumed by
hatred and revenge, 'Juggernaut'
wants to get back at the govern-
ment, for subjecting him to his
meager existence. (Juggernaut is

defined as "an object or belief
calling for blind devotion or
ruthless sacrifice.") Upon
discovering who 'Juggernaut'
really is, a government official

remarks that people like that

should be treated harshly. The
official of the shipping line com-
ments, "And who created those
people?" An interesting response.

Juggernaut is by no means a film
classic but is an unpretentious,
entertaining and well made film. It

is a good example of what a
competent director can do with
stereotypical material.

Television Tonight
5:30 GREEN ACRES "Getting Even
With Haney." (18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)
GOMER PYLE "Follow That

Car." (27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "Bad Day In
Berlin." (30)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (40)
6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

/ SPY "Vendetta." (18)

BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)
(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Billie
Jo's First Record." (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)

BONANZA "Miracle Worker"
(40)

6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)
THE BLACK EXPERIENCE (24)
MOVIE "Wild, Wild Planet." (27)
ZOOM! (57)

6:55 NEWSBEA T NEWS (40)

7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WALTER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES
Bob Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Ban
6565696." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

READY OR NOT (24)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

WESTERN MASS. BUSINESS
JOURNAL (57)

7:30 SECRETS OF THE DEEP
"Underwater Eden." (3)

$25,000 PYRAMID (8)

THAT GOOD OLE NASHVILLE
MUSIC (18)

HAL STANTON PRESENTS "A
Profile of Errol Flynn in the 1938
Movie Dawn Patrol." (22)

BURGLAR PROOFING (24)

THE NEW TREASURE HUNT
Geoff Edwards, host (30)

DRAGNET "The Hit and Run
Driver." (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY:
EVENING EDITION (57)

8:00 THE WALTONS "The
Romance." (3)

THE ODD COUPLE "The Dog
Story." (8) (40)

SHARING OUR FAITH (18)
TORNADO' 4:40 P.M. Xenia

OHIO (22) (30)
THE WAY IT WAS "The 1958

Colts-Giants NFL Championshio "

(24) (57)

8:30 PAPER MOON "Birthday " (8)

RELIGIOUS AMERICA
"Meeting In the Air." (24) (57)
ANIMAL WORLD (27)
9:30 MOVIE "The Good Guys and
the Bad Guys." (3)

THE STREETS OF SAN
FRANCISCO "I Ain't Marchin'
Anymore." (8) (40)

WORLD FOOTBALL LEAGUE
(18)

IRONSIDE 'Cross
Doublecross." (22) (30)

THE EPIC OF BUSTER FRIEND
(24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)
INTERNATIONAL PER-

FORMANCE (57)

9:30 PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO (27)

10:00 HARRY O "Coinage Of the
Realm" (8) (40)

MOVIN' ON (22) (30)

CAUGHT IN THE ACT (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS (57)

10:30 THE JOE HYDER SHO (27)
THE OPEN DOOR (57)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (8)

(22) (27) (30 (40)

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS (57)

11:30 MOVIE "Tony Rome." (3)

WIDE WORLD SPECIAL (8) (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22)

(30)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN "Tillies
Punctured Romance." (27)

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Torn Snyder, host
(22)

•v.*.*.*-*.*

NEW at FOR THE RECORD

only

JACKSON BROWNE'S
3RD ALBUM

1
855

:::

Iw

J GEILS BAND
Nightmares
and other tales from

the vinyl jungle

SD 18107 TP 18107 CS 18107

BONNIE RAITT
STREETLIGHTS

each

Little Feat
Feats Don't Fail Me
Now
On Warner Bros. Records A Tapes

Mir list price $6.98 (Tapes $7. 97)

liHludt-v H.«iny Itjy Mjn I I ...I I'kimj
Whal USiiir * GM \imi .«! Mi| MlBil

Bonnie Raitt

Streetlights
On Warner Bros. Records A Tapes
Mfr. Hat price $6 98 (Tapes $7.97)

Located in Faces of Earth

159 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
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Sun and blue sky, yet
I feel winter in my lungs:
October, walking.

bordering in sanity

•••••••••••••
MTHKCiATES

(>K SMITH COLLEGE'

•
:ODEMVmm

/

Leaving You Me

Your love is only a faded
dream, from yesterday
Your unwanted smell still

lie in my bed, Smooth lover
Your words still tell me of
a forgotten fable, long long ago
You were my exit and entrance
Night after night, leaving you me
Now do me a lasting favor
Erase your self from a haunting dream.
Me Me Me Me me me m e

NORTHAMPTON
• • •

— Chilly Williams

;>s.y*>s.x_>-i^ix:
J

I

all that is

is

tomorrow is not the end
of today's sorrow
merely our only hope

hot walnuts

taverns never close
tuscaloosa alabama bloodlines
burst like hungry baby bellies

circus orphans roadshow stalls

over century preacher singin
niggers comin niggers comin
oh lordy daddy daddy
drink up pretty lady
this round's on me

i»;*-«-:*--»-»--»--»--»i-»i-»--»-«. »t

walnuts rain down
cover torn flesh dixie children)
toys of birmingham steel
cuddle them like puppies
home from detroit back for gooc
hot walnuts roll down my ass
melt into the hood
drink up mighty lordy
this one's on me.

—Marc Berman

AMHERSTOoh*
AMITY ST. 253 5426

INGMAR BERGMAN'S

CRIESAND
WHISPERS
SOG£R(ORMANp,e*m!%AN[WWO»l[)»tllAS{
Sion.nq HARRIH ANWRSSON INWiO I HUl >N

•KARISnWAN-UVUllMANN
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Eves: Cries & Whispers — 7:00 a 8.45 p.

MONDAY & TUESOAr BARGAIN NIIES • ALL SEATS SI 00

Dustin Hoffman • Anne Bancroft

in

MIKE NICHOLS

THE GRADUATE
Fri., Oct. 11 at 79- 11 in Mahar

oD Robert

CALVIN
MM .SI SI

T
*JI

>\ SB4 niQ

A man
of peace

driven

•Jeremiah"
Johnson"

A SYDNEY POLLACK FILM
HOBl<» T RtOfOftD A %& . ,

.• ,-. . . . .J. •,'

JPG]

ves — Jeremiah Johnson — 7 : 00 & »:00, Sat. 8. Sun. Mat. _ i
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THE MARX BROS.

"DOUBLE FEATURE"

Duck Soup & Horse Feathers

7 & 10 p.m.

OCT. 12

S.U.B. 75'

You can't afford to miss it!
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Books
n

The Baseball Underground
Reviewed by David Eibel

SOME ARE CALLED CLOWNS
By Bill Heward with Dimitri V. Gat
Crowe 1 1

354pp. $4.95

If you read Jim Bouton's Ball

Four and thought that you'd found
out all there was to be found out
about the Joe Pepitone's, Mike
Marshalls, et al. you were right.

But Some Are Called Clowns tells a
different tale, albeit about
baseball, not organized baseball
but a unique American experience,,

the barnstorming baseball teams.

When baseball was in vogue,
there were hundreds of minor
league teams in operation all over
the United States and all of them
from Class Z on up to Class AAA
turned profits. It was a time before
and until the late '50's that baseball
was the indisputable king among
American pastimes.

But outside of organized ball,

there were many other teams
which crossed the length and

breadth of the United States
playing out of suitcases, living in
rundown hotels, and hopping from
Beckeneyer, Illinois to Fort Dodge,
Iowa, and then to play against local
nines and entertain after the game
with comedy routines, the favorite
of them a game called Shadowball,
an infield drill without a baseball.

These teams were fhe barn-
storming teams, and in Some Are
Called Clowns, Bill Heward,
presently a doctoral candidate in

education at UMass and Dimitri V.
Gat, an English professor here,
chronicle the 1973 season of the
Indianappolis Clowns. It is an
intriguing, illuminating study of
the men who played the game and
the disintegration of what was once
a lucrative business enterprise.

In the book, the authors
chronicle the highlights of the
forty fourth and possibly the last
season of the Indianapolis Clowns,
and in so doing introduce the sports
fan to some of the least known, but
certainly the most colorful players
ever to put on a baseball uniform.

Among them Steve "Nub" An
derson the "greatest one armed
first baseman in the world," Curtis
Wallace, an outfielder who might
have been offered a contract with
the Philadelphia Phillies if only he
hadn't been caught scalping tickets

outside Veteran's Stadium, and
"Double Duty" Green, an am
bidextrous pitcher who would
throw two strikes past you left

handed and then burst a fastball by
you right-handed.
The Clowns, forgetting their

name for a moment were first of all

baseball players and then clowns.
The team sent several players to

the majors including an obscure
shortstop named Henry Aaron.
Aaron, by the way, almost ended

up with the Giants when the Braves
organization got its signals crossed
with the Clowns' management. He
could have been paired with Willie

Mays in the Giants' outfield to

produce the most powerful lineup

in baseball history.

The most interesting character
in the Clowns' lineup was the

manager Ed Hamman. Hamman
devised the first system for playing
night baseball in 1933 when he
rigged together a gas generator,
some poles, cables and connectors
withlightsmounted on boards. The
system was so effective that

Ringling Brothers sent out men to

study the operation

Ed also served as the business
manager for the Harlem
Globetrotters when Abe Saperstein
owned the team and was the origin

of "Sweet Georgia Brown" the

'Trotters' theme song He also

devised many of the teams tricks
including attaching an elastic to a
basketball to make it bounce back.
The Globetrotters also had their
own baseball team which in 1954
starred the immortal Satchel/
Paige.

The Clowns' evolution from one
of maybe 15 or twenty barn-
storming teams which could draw
over ten thousand a game in the
'30's and '40's to one that can
barely draw a thousand more than
three or four times a summer
today as the last remaining barn-
storming teams, can be called

folklore, sports history and
possibly even legend.

In Some Are Called Clowns,
Heward and Gat explore that

evolution in exhaustive detail but,

more importantly introduce us to

the personal side of the
phenomenon-sometimes funny,
sometimes tragic, but always
deeply human.

+This book is available at the

University Book store.

Naive Entertainment
THE BOY WHO INVENTED THE
BUBBLE GUN
by Paul Gallico

Delacorte Press
255 pp., S6.95

Reviewed by Ed Smith

The majority of books which are
published in America can be
classified as entertainment
writing. These books include
detective stories, gothic novels,

monster books and those which can
lust be called pulp. While they do
not have great literary merit, they

are fun to read and for that reason
alone have value. The Boy Who
Invented the Bubble Gun by Paul
Gallico, the author of The Poseidon
Adventure, is the type of book
which captures the reader from

first page to last.

The book deals with the
misadventures of nine year old

Julian West as he attempts to

travel from San Diego to

Washington, D.C. on a bus. His
goal is to patent his invention, a

small toy gun which shoots bub-
bles. In the course of his trip he
runs into CIA agents, KGB agents,

Vietnam vets, gun toting old
ladies, teenage lovers, and a bus
hijacker.

What Gallico captures in his

characters is some of the essence
of everyday America. It may be
that I have just spent too much
time in grimy Mid West bus
stations, but somehow the writer's

perception of people on the move
rings true. There are places where
things are exaggerated and out of

place to the point of making them
ridiculous. Most of the book
though, has a degree of
verisimilitude which cannot be
overlooked.

In some respects, this book
contains the classical rites of

passage motif. Julian starts out

full of enthusiasm, has some
setbacks and finally experiences a

crushing and emotionally
agonizing betrayal of trust. In the

end, he learns and benefits from
the ordeal, emerging, presumably,
a more mature person.

Gallico's strong point in this book
is the compelling picture he
presents of someone who is truly

naive It is this which gives the

book a focus. Julian's trusting

attitude towards everyone is offset

by the cynical attitude of Marshall,
a friend he picks up along the way.
Though one is constantly agreeing
with Marshall's assessments of

people, there is an attractiveness
about Julian's ignorance which is

more complex than a yearning to

return to the womb. It goes back, I

think, to that basic desire for some
type of real trust in other human
beings.

+ This book is available at the
University Bookstore.

COME MEET PETER SIMON
author - photographer of

DECENT EXPOSURES
OCT. 17. 4-7 at

CRONOPIOS BOOKS
27 N. Pleasant St.

Refreshments — Music

Did you know that you can get a

choice of four GREAT DINNERS

/

&Z&W,

uo(J//8e&aD
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BE PREPARED WITH EXTRA $$$,

STUDENTS! Are you interested in becoming
i

a COMMISSION SALESPERSON for the:
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^
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or***
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\
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THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

In addition to $$$$, you'll obtain

valuable business experience.

• call •

Janice Lazzaro, Advertising Manager

545-3500

t i -A_ - _ L. * m * *"*

Fri. - Sun. SOME OF MY BEST FRIENDS

Next Week! SWEET PIE!

Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's
Flea Market, only 12 miles
from Whitmore!

Hintf 9f Room to Boogie!

TUES. & WED. — No Cover
THURS. SUN., SI. 00

Sunday Beer — 25c — 9 to 1 .00
HAPPY HOUR every day (exp. Mon), 4-7

Phone (617) — Just Ov. Line — 544-6028
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Lost weekend...
LOCAL MUSIC

Powerhouse Blues Band, Dynamic Sex
Machine, Magic Music Band — Campus Center
Auditorium, Oct. n.

Willie Dixon — Hide A Way, Oct. 10 12.

Mitch Chakour — Rusty Nail, Oct. 10.

Some Of My Best Friends — 4 Leaf Window,
Oct. 12, 13.

Fat — Rusty Nail, Oct. 16.

Firewater — Steak Out, Oct. 10-12.

Good Friend Coyote — Rusty Nail, Oct. 14.

Open Road — Rusty Nail, Oct. 14
Aces & Eights — Rusty Nail, Oct. 15.

Everyman's Band — Bluewall, Oct. 10 12.

Sam Bo Strutt — Steak Out, Oct. 14, 15.

Rush — Steak Out, Oct. 16.

Willie Jenkins — T.O.C., Oct. 10.12.

Pine Brothers — The Pub, Oct. 15, 16.

Great Pretenders — The Pub, Oct. 12, 13.

Doc Sullivan — The Pub, Oct. 10, 11 (3 6
p.m.).

"D.J." Sullivan — The Pub, Oct. 11, 12 (3 6
p.m.).

Andy Robinson — Chelsea House Cafe &
Folklore Center (West Brattleboro, Vt.), Oct
11, 12.

BOSTON

Jefferson Starship — Oct. 13 & 14, Music Hall
Jackson Browne — Wendy Waldman — Oct.

18, Orpheum
David Bromberg — Oct. 18, Sanders Theater
Stevie Wonder — Oct. 19 Boston Garden
Bonnie Raitt — Oct. 21, Orpheum
Santana — Tower Of Power — Oct. 20, Music

.Ha.ii

The Soul Children — Oct. 7 13, Sugar Shack
(10 PM & 1 AM)
Marvin Gaye — Ocy. 11, Boston Garden
Souther, Hillman & Furay Band — Danny

Fogelburg — Oct. n, Orpheum
Taj Mahal — Oct. 13, Sanders Theater

Chicago — Oct. 21 & 22, Boston Garden
Dave Mason — Oc*. 24, Orpheum
Van Morrison — Oct. 27, Music Hall
Randy Newman — Ry Cooder — Oct. 27,

Symphony Hall

Bruce Springsteen — Oct. 29, Music Hall
Linda Ronstadt — Liv Taylor — Nov. 1,

Orpheum
Frank Zappa & The Mothers Of Invention —

Nov. 9, Orpheum
George Harrison — Dec. 11, Boston Garden

Ar, aflAj-aT d(ja<J<--there meuas a

Area Art Exhibits

Leverete Craftsmen and Artists Inc.,
October show featuring works of local crafts
men.

Springfield Museum of Fine Arts, Oct. 6 Nov.
17 — "The World of Pogo". Focuses on the
menagerie of characters the late Walt Kelly
created for the nationally syndicated comic
strip "Pogo".

"West of The Rockies". Photographs of the
American West from the International
Museum of Photography at the George
Eastman House.
Through Jan. 5, "Lalique Glass".

Five College Exhibits

TvT
Joo

-— ^ Common
eFfetc Wt(.ecfual snobs, tords,
<-and many other assorted nuts

L/h, too numerous to mention. I

y*? To Be ConOinaeti/r^G'tiK^y |

Amherst College — Mead Art Gallery, Oct. 1

30. Exhibition of American Folk Art.
...Parallel time

— compiled by Paul Konfrimas

Hampshire College Gallery — through
October 11 — etching and drawings by
Margaret Taylor.
Mt. Holyoke John and Norah Warbeke

Gallery, Oct. 4 31 Photographs of Edward
Curtis.

Oct. 4 Nov 3 - American Posters of the
Nineties.

Smith College Museum through Oct 27
"Rodin and Balzak" Rodin's sculptural
studies for »he monument to BaUak
Through Nov. 3 "The Seelye Years".
UMass Herter Hall Gallery, Oct 10 Nov 2,

S'udent Arts Festival. Gallery will be available
10 students for exhibition space as well as for
workshops, demonstrations, performances,
mmi lessons, panel discussions, etc. Emphasis
will be on learning experience, and exchange of

ideas

BONNIE AND CLYDE-r +
if you didn't have the opportunity to see this

film on television two weeks ago, you have
another opportunity tonight. A good film in

general, it is also noted for being one of the first
to utilize slow motion for death scenes. In any
case. ..at Mahar Auditorium, Thurs. 79 p.m.

CRIES AND WHISPERS+ + + +
Bergman examines the feminine sex with a

labor of love. He disects the lives of four
women, digging deeper into their anxieties and
insecurities until nothing is left but their cries
and whispers. At the Amherst Cinema, 7 8:45.

CINDERELLA LIBERTY + +
The story of a relationship between a sailor

and a whore. Credit for the tasteful, sensitive
screenplay that depicts the development of this
unusual relationship. A good double feature
billed along with Paper Chase. At the Mountain
Farms 4

DOCTOR ZHIVAGO + + + +
Once again, this film is available for your

Viewing Pleasure. The tale is a love story
unfolding durinq the Russian Revolution.
Breath taking photography, capable acting,

and a well executed story that will coax an
occasional tear from a Romantic's eye. See it,

if you haven't already At Mountain Farms 4.

GONE WITH THE WIND-f +++
The old classic which was stirred up the

legions of decency in the Thirties. The big
breakthrough in color film. It won a slew of
Oscars. Showcase Cinemas, W. Springfield.

THE GRADUATE++
All of the sixties classics make it to Mahar

Auditorium sooner or later. Don't go to hear the
soundtrack, Mahar's sound equipment will be a
disaster for Simon and Garfunkel's music.
However, it's worth a viewing just to discover
what was considered controversial just a few
years ago. At Mahar, 79 11 Sat.

The JUGOERNAUT+ +
Another disasterous situation occurring on

'he high seas. Just like The Poseidon Adven-
ture, only this time it happens on an bigger
luxury liner. It is to be shown at the West
Springfield showcase cinema. For more on this
film, see feature review on page 9.

PAPER CHASE + ij.

A student's first year at Harvard Law school
is complicated by identity crises, questions of

values and a love affair with a law professor's
daughter. Story is sprained by a lack of in-

'eresting sub plots, but is worth a viewing if

yog can't Wait until summer driveins, where if

will inevitably appear A large part of the film
was shoi in Harvard Square, but all I could
recognize was the Out of Town News, directly
across from the college. At the Mountain
Farms 4.

WALKING TALL++ +
A returning veteran finds his hometown has

become overrun with gambling, drinking and
carrying on. He adapts Roosevelt's philosophy,
and goes around pulverizing the infiltrators

devices with a huge stick. The townspeople are
happy witn ms work and draft him as their
sherriff

. And then his real troubles begin. Good
film, guaranteed to straighten your posture.
See. At the Mountain Farms 4.

2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY++++
Kubrick's best film to date. This bit of pop

philosophy has become a classic for its special
effects. As far as a story line goes, I'm at a loss.

The film is either about something too cosmic
for the common layman to understand, or a
homosexual computer. See, with an altered
conscious, if you have such tendencies.

SPECIAL!!!!!!I!IM!I!

THREE STOOGES FILM FESTIVAL
Five Three Stooges shorts — Dizzy Doctors,

Ants in the Pantry, Microphonies, A Plumbing
We Will Go, and An Ache In Every Stake. All
films feature the original Curley. Wednesday,
Oct 16 in the Student Union at 7, 9, and 11.

THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT+ + + +
A collection of musical moments from nearly

100 great MGM films produced between 1928
1959. The singing of Liza Minelli, Frank
Sinatra, Judy Garland and "more stars than
•here are in heaven". Also the offstage music of
Cole Porter, the Gershwins, etc. as Frank
Sinatra says, "You can wait around and
hope ...but you won't see the likes of this
again." Playing at the Mountain Farms 4.

Student workers hours cutBy AVIS YUNI
Staff Reporter

The Campus Center has cut
student work hours back to no
more than seven in one day and has
stopped paying students during
their lunch time, Andrea Kemp told

the Collegian yesterday.

Andrea Kemp was cited in an
article in the Collegian Wednesday a directive to each department for
as one example of the Campus no more than seven" Kemp said
Center's illegal denial to pay She said that this was done
overtime hours at overtime rates, because by law a worker can stay
A Continuing Education student, longer if they feel it is necessary in

Kemp works as an Administrative order to complete their work and
Aide and Supervisor for the the employer has to pay him or her

Campus Assistance Center, the
Lost and Found, and the Student
Craft Tables, all of which she calls
Student Services in the building.

"The Campus Center has
decided to insure that none of its

students and employees work
overtime by not only cutting a
student's hours to eight each day
for legal reasons but they have sent

for it. This cutting of hours insures
that they don't have to pay
overtime, Kemp said.

Kemp herself has been cut from
40 to 35 hours a week. Where
nobody had told her exactly when
to come in and leave before, Kemp
said she has been instructed by her
immediate Supervisor, Bernard F.

Wilkes, Director of Retail Services,
that her work hours are from 8:30
a.m. to 4 daily.

"Sometimes it is difficult to get
things done as well as they could be
done within seven hours," Kemp
saic in regard to her own work.

"There was never a written
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policy on lunches in this situation as
far as I know," Kemp said, "But
they have decided to stop paying
students during their lunch time."
She said that students used to

receive pay for lunch time when
they worked a day shift since they
would punch in in the morning and
stay all day.

Now the Campus Center has
changed its policy as of this
Wednesday to save money and will
deduct lunch time from the total
hours worked for that day, Kemp
said.

"They haven't decided how they
are going to eliminate the lunch
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time from the punch-in time cards
yet," Kemp said.

"It's sort of odd that all of a
sudden now I am beginning to get
co-operation when before I

couldn't get some for anything,"
Kemp said in regard to her own job.
Kemp said that this year,

"Because the budget was so tight,

things that aren't money-making
Student Services have been en-

couraged to be eliminated, such as
the Lost and Found."
She said, "Maybe we are getting

co-operation because people are
starting to realize that Student
Services in the Campus Center are
important."

Kemp said that prior to Sep-
tember 1 there was a position,

Director of Recreation and Ser-
vices, who was in charge of the
Lost and Found, Campus
Assistance Center, Craft Tables and
Games and Vending.
Since money is tight, this

position was eliminated effective

September 1 to shave the budget.
The duties were distributed among
other Campus Center personnel.

Journalist speaks out

Buttons won't beat inflation

John Ross of

yesterday trimed
Chapel.

the physical plant's ground crew
the vines growing around the Old

By LARRY CARPMAN
Staff Reporter

Don Luce, the current director of
Clergy and Laity Concerned, and
the journalist credited with
discovering the use of "tiger
cages" to punish prisoners in South
Vietnam spoke yesterday on the
relationship.

Luce, who was "kicked out" of
Vietnam because of his stories
about the "tiger cases", said: "Our
president is urging us to wear
"WIN" buttons. (WIN buttons,
introduced by President Ford stand
for Whip Inflation Now). We're not
going to beat inflation by wearing a
/VIN button," Luce said.

"The real cause of inflation is our
nilitary budget of $100 Billion," he
jaid.

Luce spoke specifically about the
inflationary aspect of the military
budget.

"Take for instance the B-1
bomber," he said. "It will cost the
United States $75 billion, which is

half the cost of the entire Vietnam
war, and by the time it is built and
the program is completed it will be
obsolete."

Luce also spoke of the current
political prisoner situation in South
Vietnam during his discussion in

the Colonial Lounge of the Student
Union.

"A fairly high percentage of
political prisoners are shackled in

South Vietnam," Luce said. He
then pointed out the shackles used
on the prisoners are made by a
company in Springfield.

Luce, explaining that the large
number of political prisoners is due
to the morally corrupt regime,
indicated 50 prisoners have been
released because of direct
American concern.

"Representative Abzug recently
visited South Vietnam and obtained
the release of one political
prisoner," Luce said.

According to Luce, Americans
should be concerned about the
political prisoner situation in South
Vietnam because "some of the
prisoners were arrested by U.S.
soldiers."

Luce then read smuggled letters

from prisoners which said: "We are
prisoners in South Vietnam

arrested without reason and not
given fair trials." The letters further
explained the various aspects of
their lives as prisoners.

Luce predicted a new North
Vietnamese offensive if the "U.S
continues to send bombs and
planes to South Vietnam."
"The U.S. has absolutely no

business sending military aid and
money to South Vietnam," Luce
said.

In a related issue Luce told the
COLLEGIAN: "I don't think the
President's five per cent surcharge
tax plan is necessary."

"It will be used for military ex-
penditures anyway," he said.

Also, in speaking of Ford's
amnesty plan Luce said: "His plan
is not amnesty at all-the comments
sound nice politically."

Luce has been Director of Clergy
and Laity Concerned for two
months.

Third world stays
with UM day care

White fires at Ford's remarks
BOSTON [API Mayor Kevin

H. White yesterday accused
President Ford of inflaming
resistance to integration and
refused to accept any new busing
plans until the federal government
protects school children.

Meanwhile, sporadic violence
continued in a black neighborhood
as schools completed their fourth
week under an integration plan
ordered by a U.S. District Court
judge.

Ford told a Washington press
conference Wednesday that court
ordered busing was not "ihe best
solution to quality education in

Boston."

"I have consistently opposed
forced busing to achieve racial

balance as a solution to quality

education and, therefore, I

respectfully disagree with the
judge's order," Ford said.

White said he would not
cooperate with a more extensive
intergration program scheduled to
begin next September unless the
federal government spells out when
it will call in troops and marshals
and helps pay for police protection.

However, the White House

quickly replied that there is no
reason for federal help at present.

"There is no reason to send
federal marshals" to Boston, said
White House Deputy Press
Secretary John Hushen. "The
maintenance of law and order in

Boston is the job first of city

authorities and secondly of state

authorities."

White said, Ford "encouraged
false hopes and fanned the flames
of resistance that will almost
inevitably lead to further disruption

in Boston ana will endanger the
safety of our school children in the

process."

Hushen brushed aside questions
about the possibility of Ford's

statements bringing more violence.

For the first time yesterday 450
state and metropolitan police
patrolled the streets and schools of

South Boston, the white Irish

neighborhood where resistance to

integration has centered.

White called the troopers in on
the orders of Judge W. Arthur

Garrity Jr., who issued the plan that

required the busing of 18,200

children when schools opened
Sept. 12.

Plans for the second phase of
Boston school integration are being
drawn up by the School Depart
ment.

White said, "I will not further
support implementation of phase
two without greater guarantees
given to the local authorities by the
federal government to provide total
safety for the children."

"I reject the criteria that federal
assistance is justified only when a
condition of riot and rebellion exists
in our streets and when local
authority has collapsed," he said.

In a written statement, White
charged that Ford was "taunting"
Boston into "becoming another
Little Rock." President Dwight D.
Eisenhower called National Guard
and paratroopers into that
Arkansas town to oversee school
integration in 1957.

Garrity said Wednesday that
White should call in suburban
police and the National Guard if the
city needs more help.

But at his news conference.
White said, "I will not at any time
put national guards into the streets

turn to page 10

By CHRIS WILLIAMS
AND PA TTI KELLEHER

Staff Reporters
The Third World Centers have

decided, at least for the time being,
to remain within the University Day
Care System.

Keryl Thompson, director of
Infant Day Care in New Africa
House, told the Collegian the Third
World centers declined to join the
system in the beginning of Sep-
tember because of doubts as to
how the system would work.

Parents were upset that their

tuition would be going to the
university rather than the individual
day care centers. Secondly, only
two of the centers were
represented on the committee.
Thirdly, the staff members would
have to sign a University contract,
which meant that the University
would have the option of firing staff

members if it chose.
The directors of the centers

within the system, Beatrice Blaine
of the University Day School, Brad
Stocker of Grass Roots, and Janice
Rewak of the North Village Center
also expressed concern over these
issues.

In a meeting last Friday, Dr. Gage
reassured the advisory committee
that the University would exercise
minimum control over the in

dividual day care centers. As a part
of the University system the centers
would have to follow state health

and safety requirements and could
not be "exclusive" under federal
law. In other words, the centers
could not be labeled as being
specifically designed for men,
women, or any other group. Dr.
Gage told the committee that
anything else was negotiable.
When told of the concern of the

day care centers for representation
on the committee, Gage said, "I

would be happy to expand the
constituency to have all the centers
represented."

^
On the question of hiring staff.

Gage said the centers have "free

turn to page 10
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Cindi Iris, new Student Senate Attorney General,
takes a break from work in her Student Union Office.

Plans made to assist
handicapped get ID's

By KATHY SHEEHAN
MDC Staff

Peggy Stevens, coordinator of Handicapped Students Affairs has made
special arrangements with the I.D. Office at Hampshire House to insure
that handicapped students get their pictures taken for the required new
identification cards.

Becuase the UMass library's circulation system is becoming totally
computerized, new white i.d. cards will be required beginning next
semester for all students.

All UMass students have been requested to go to Hampshire House to
be photographed for the new I.D. cards, but the building is inaccessible to
handicapped persons.

All handicapped students are therefore requested to appear Monday,
October 21, at 4 p.m. in Room 227D, Whitmore. The I.D. office will have
equipment set up at that time to photograph any students who were
unable to go to Hampshire House because of a physical handicap.

Stevens stressed that this may be the only day and the only time that
this arrangement will be made. Any handicapped student who can not be
present at this specially arranged time is urged to call the Office of
Handicapped Student Affairs in Whitmore to discuss his or her problem.

By JUNE VALUERE
Staff Reporter

Cynthia Iris, a 20 year old junior
Human Development major, is the
first woman to be appointed
Student Attorney General.

Last spring, Iris was appointed to
the office by Richard Savini,
Student Government President.

Iris attributed her success in

being selected, to all the time she
spent as an advocate. Student
Advisor on SGA constitutional law,
to Attorney General Jim Papas, last

year.

She said, "the biggest thing in

my favor was my intimate working
knowledge of the office and the
unofficial endorsement of Jim
Papas."

Diplomacy, working knowledge
of the UMass Student Government
Constitution, and the ability to work
as arbitrator with Whitmore,
Campus Center, and Student Body
are important qualifications for the
attorney general. Someone who
has been a judge or advocate has
an added advantage.

Iris defined the duties of attorney
general. The job entails training
advocates, prosecuting violators of
the Student Government Con-
stitution on behalf of SGA, RSO
(Recognized Student
Organizations) or individual
students, and interpreting the
Constitution when opinion is
requested.

The office has been swamped
this year with big business from the
Student Senate, Campus Center
and Greek Counc ;

l, said the at-

torney general. Some of the up-
coming cases are ar. International

Hearing process, a decision on IPO
and RSO groups, and student
versus student on a harassment
case.

Iris and her advocates are
working closely with the Office of

Residential Life to help set
judiciary and arbitrary labor boards
in the area.

Affirmative Action, women's
rights, and the drawing up of a new
student code of conduct are two
important projects the attorney
general plans to become involved
with this year.

The present student code of
conduct was instituted in 1971. The
code which the former Attorney
General has been working on for

the past two years, was vetoed last

spring by President Wood. Iris said
she plans to redraft the code,
working on the previous one, which
she felt was very good.
"The education I am getting at

UMass, to prepare me for working
after graduation, rests primarily in

this office. It has given me real life

experiences dealing with people
and coping with the real world.
Intellectually, I have gotten a good
education in classes. I wouldn't
rather be anywhere else," Iris said.

Pharmacy services

improve with move
By FRITS GEURTSEN

M.D.C. Staff

The UMass Pharmacy will be offering more services in less time as a
result of their recent relocation, according to Joseph Pelis, director of

Pharmacy Services.

"We've moved from the trailer, which was just a temporary set up, and
are now located directly inside the entrance to the Infirmary," he said.

"Although our staff has not increased, our space has been doubled thus
allowing us to serve the University community better," Pelis said, adding
that a forthcoming dispensing counter would further help.

The pharmacy currently distributes medications for prescriptions or-

dered by staff physicians. According to Pelis, 90 per cent of these
medications are free to students.

"If students have prescriptions from their family doctors." Pelis said,

"we cannot honor them unless the student is checked by one of the In-

firmary doctors first and an ok is given."
In addition to those medications which are distributed free of charges,

there are also other products, such as acne preparations and first aid
supplies, which are sold at cost, he said.

The UMass pharmacy is currently staffed by four registered phar-
macists, one aide and a technician. Pelis said that they also have students
working there who pick up and deliver orders from other colleges in the
Five College area.

Pelis announced that the new pharmacy would be open from 8 to 8:30
Monday through Thursday, from 8 to 7 on Friday, from 9 to 4:30 on
Saturdays and Sundays, and from 8:30 to 4:30 on holidays.
The telephone number for University Pharmacy Services is 5-0399.
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Dangers of food faddism exposed by expert
By ANN BOSYK
Staff Reporter

"American people need to be
better informed of the dangers in
today's fad food diets and myths,"
said Ronald Deutsch, a Nutrition
Educator who spoke before a full
auditorium in Mahar Wednesday
morning.

"Faddism seems to have taken
on a pattern of introducing certain
foods as the only essential ones,
and condemning other foods which
would be beneficial to the
American diet," he said.

Deutsch, who has worked with
the National Nutrition Exchange

cited a recent survey which
revealed that a large number of

consumers are under the wrong
impression that "natural" vitamins

are better than "man-made"
vitamins, chemicals added to foods
take away their nutritive value, and
foods grown in worn-out soil are

less nutritional than those grown in

"good" soil.

According to Deutsch the real

problem with most fad diets such
as Dr. Atkin's high-protein, quick

weight-loss diet, is that they

recommend certain dietary changes
which would not be good for most
Americans. Dr. Atkin's diet requires

and wrote the Nutritional Labelling a high amount of protein (which is

Guidelines for the Nationa
Nutrition Consortium, told his
audience there are now many
"food myths" among American
consumers. These myths affect the
way people choose their foods. He

already too high in most U.S. diets)

and a severe cut-down in car-

bohydrates (which are very im-

portant nutritionally.)

Deutsch explained that in reality

the effect of organic gardening

versus chemical gardening is the
same. Nitrogen, which is the most
important nutritive element in the
soil, has the same effect whether it

is found in the soil naturally or if it is

added by a commercial fertilizer, he
said.

According to Deutsch, there is

also no difference in natural or
man-made vitamins. Consumers
are often fooled into thinking that
they are getting more benefits from
"natural" vitamins because they
cost more.

The term "natural processing"
also distorts the real nutritive value
of oome foods, says Deutsch. "Lots
of people pay extra for stone-
ground wheat bread because it

contains the enzymes which would
have been destroyed in higher-
temperature steel-grinding
processes. But these people don't
realize that when the bread is baked

at 350 degrees, these enzymes are

lost anyway."
Deutsch defended the American

food industry by saying, "Without
chemical methods of food testing

and production, food would be so
expensive that there would be a real

malnutrition problem in the U.S."
Deutsch is the author of several

books, four of which are best
sellers: Nuts Among the Berries,
The Family Guide to Better Food,
Key to Feminine Response in

Marriage, and Pairing.
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Ever wonder who that is always juggling on campus? Here he is again. It's Steve
Margil alias "Bounce the Clown".

Tenure, work loads central issues

in Faculty Senate meeting
By BILL GONET
Staff Reporter

Tenure and work loads were the

main concerns of senators at the

Faculty Senate meeting held
yesterday afternoon.

The tenure question was in-

troduced by the presentation tf a

report on the "Non-Tenure Track
Proposal", developed last spring by
Provost Robert Gluckstern.

In the discussion following the

presentation, Professor Stein said

that University President Robert
Wood's statements regarding the

tenure situation at UMass were
"contrary to campus practice and
therefore causing morale
problems".

At Tuesday's press conference,

Wood stated that the granting of

tenure was getting out of hand with

80 per cent of the staffs of some
departments holding tenure.

Stein felt an arbitrary limit on the

number of tenured positions
available would put young, un-
tenured faculty members in an
insecure position.

The report on the "Non-Tenure
Track Proposal", which was passed
by the Senate, rejected the
Provost's plan to set a quota for a
number of non-tenure positions

each year. The converse of this plan

would have arbitrarily limited the

number of tenured positions
available each year.

Gluckstern's plan was initiated in

response to Wood's office's

concern that the increased per-

centage of faculty members
holding tenured positions impaired
the intellectual vitality of the

university.

However, the report on the

"Non-Tenure Track Proposal"
prepared by members of the

Senate's Personnel Policy Com-
mittee pointed out that the faculty's
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intellectual vitality was adequately
stimulated by visiting ap-
pointments, emergency ap-
pointments, and contractually
limited appointments.
Although ex-officio Senator

Dean Alfange and Senate
Secretary David Boothe expressed
concern that the tenure granting
policy pursued by the Provost's
office was contrary to that outlined
in the above report, Gluckstern
assured the senators that his office
would pursue a policy that would
conform to the interests of the
Senate.

In response to the state
legislature's budget amendment
that stipulates that University
faculty members carry a workload
of nine classroom clock hours, the
senate passed a report prepared by
the rules committee. This report will

recommend to the Board of
Trustees that other criteria, like

administrative duties, research, and
graduate studies advisory duties be
used forjudging faculty work loads.

Rules Committee Chairperson,
Professor Frank Hugus, added that
he hopes that this bill "will show
the Board of Trustees that we are
concerned with this issue," and
that they will handle this question
with our interests in mind.
The Senate also passed a special

report on the Graduate Program
Review and elected a total of eight
members to the Committee on
Committees.

Weekend 5 college bus
may run continuously

By DONNA FUSCO
• Staff Reporter

A plan to run the Five College weekend buses continually is being
formulated by the Five College Student Coordinating Board's Tran-
sportation Committee.
Bob Soule, chairman of the committee, said due to "massive

overloading, we are working on a plan to run the buses continually over the
weekend."

Soule also said at Wednesday's meeting of the Five College Student
Coordination Board, that Northampton commuters now have the option of
taking the 8 a.m. public bus to UMass, instead of crowding into the five-
college bus.

The public bus, which can be picked up at John L. Greene Hall at Smith,
can be taken free of charge by presenting a student I.D. He emphasized
however that this only applies to the 8:00 bus.
He also stressed the Campus Center Station is a full time, fuel service

bus station. "The bus stops at the UMass Campus Center on both routes
all the time."

A proposal to distribute the Collegian to the other four campuses:
Amherst, Smith, Hampshire and Mt. Holyoke, was also discussed at the
meeting but no final plans were made.
Also proposed was a Five College Guide to student services. The idea, at

first applauded by the members, was dampened when Jack Margossian,
from the UMass Student Senate suggested that there really wasn't a need
because, "between the Valley Advocate and the Collegian there is enough
material on student services." The matter will be discussed further at
future meetings.

Contradiction marks
student living trend

By HUGH OWEN
Staff Reporter

This fall marks the first time since 1970 there has been an increase in
requests by students to live in the dorms, according to Ken Dean, director
of the Residential Life program.

Contradictory to this, Randy Dahl, of the office of Commuter Affairs
reported that a "growth trend has been established" toward off-campus
living. w

The dorms are filled close to 100 percent. Dean said, compared with a
reported 1000 open spaces in the dorms last spring.
According to figures compiled by the Registrar's Office the total of

undergraduate commuter students has increased from 7278 last fall to
7737 today.

The total enrollment of students at UMass has not increased
significantly to affect these numbers, Dahl said.

Dahl could give no explanation for this contradiction in numbers cited by
the two offices, except that perhaps the two offices "may be counting
differently."

"

Dean said he could give no account for the increase in requests for
dorms at UMass.
Three factors involved in the nationwide trend favoring dorm living are

increased transportation costs, increased costs in off campus living, and
increased food costs, Dean explained.

Direct cause and effect is not applicable at UMass, Dean said.
"Transportation costs are not a complete factor here due to the free
transportation system."
"The nationwide trends are not applicable here," Dean continued.
This year food costs are forecast to go up 16 per cent, according to

Dean.

"We are confident we can handle this increase ... and stay wnere we are
on meal ticket prices."

There will not be a dorm increase this year if at all possible. Dean
continued. While the increase in dorm occupancy does not mean a
decrease in dorm costs, Dean said it will help to alleviate a dorm increase.

If a traditionally marked decrease in dorm occupancy for the spring
holds this year, there should be no overcrowd ing next semester, Dean said.

Hills dorm, which was closed last year, was not a "real factor in the
situation now," according to Dean.
A recent article in the Springfield Union reported that the shift of

students from off- to on-campus housing is apparent at UMass this fall. "I
don't think so," Dean said.
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Parliament majority gains

Wilson c lead in Britain
By Wire Services

LONDON Prime Minister
Harold Wilson and his Labor party
held a strong lead early today with
about two- thirds of the voting
districts counted in Britain's Wisis
election. He predicted a victory that

would enable him to form a
majority government.

His chief rival, Conservative party
leader Edward Heath, refused to
concede defeat. "We battle on!" he
said.

Television network computers

projected a Laborite victory with an
absolute majority of the 635 seats in

the House of Commons.
"I now look like forming my

fourth administration," Wilson said
after winning an impressive victory
for his own Commons seat and

with about half the 635 election

districts reporting.

All the pre-election polls

predicted a clear-cut victory for

him. He had been heading a

minority government since
narrowly outpolling the Con-
servatives in last February's
elections.

With 471 of the 635 Commons
seats decided, the Laborites had
284, the Conservatives 175, the

Liberals 5 and other parties 7.

A total of 318 was needed for a

majority.

The third-ranking Liberal party,

which had hoped to break out of 50
years in the political doghouse and
to sweep back into the big time,

apparently failed to do so.

Labor's hopes were boosted

when it held the "barometer"
voting district of Keighley, in

Yorkshire.

"As Keighley goes, so goes the
nation" has become a political

tradition in Britain in recent years.

Edward Du Cann, chairman of

Conservative party rank and file

members in parliament, said "This
is disappointing but no surprise.

Everyone had expected Labor to
make gains."

Labor's Deputy Prime Minister

Edward Short said a 16-seat

majority "will be no problem. In

1964 we governed for 18 months
with a majority of five and later of

only three."

'It looks as if the electors don't
like minority governments or
coalitions."

Boston Mayor Kevin H. White yesterday criticized President Ford's comments
on the busing situation in Boston. White claimed that Ford has "jeopardized the
civil and human rights of the citizens of this city." See stories on page 1 and 6.

Clemency board announces

alternative service reductions 195 N. PLEASANT ST/256 -6403

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
chairman of the Presidential
Clemency Board announced
yesterday several factors which
could lead to reduced alternate
service and pardons for draft
evaders and deserters.

Among them are lack of suf-
ficient education or ability to un-
derstand the law, personal hardship
at the time of offense, and acute
mental or physical illness.

Chairman Charles Goodell said
the board also would consider
alternate service already performed,
combat wounds and decorations,
service in the war zone,
harrassment or inequitable
treatment, denial of objector status
on technical or improper grounds,
imprisonment for the offense and
personal explanations for the of-
fense.

Goodell said the board's list of
mitigating circumstances was the
first step in establishing policy. He
said it was not an attempt to swell
the trickle of applicants to the

board.

Neither he nor President Ford are

disappointed by the number -
about 400 who have applied,

Goodell told a news conference.

Goodell said he thought the
majority of evaders and deserters

are hanging back to see how the
system works. They "are looking

for a track record," he said.

But the "have nothing to lose,"

in coming to the board, Goodell
said.

The board's first priority, he said,

is deciding on the fate of 104 men in

military and federal prison systems
for draft convictions. The board will

try to have at least a tentative

decision by Oct. 16 when the 30 day
furlough granted 86 of these men
ends.

The men's files show that they
are not bright college students from
comfortable homes, but generally

poor, under-educated men who are
not aware of the workings of the
system, he said.

Approximately 8,700 men are

believed to be eligible for board
action on their convictions.
Another 111,000 men who were
discharged as undesirable or court
martialed for absenteeism are also
eligible to apply.
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Sunday, Oct. 20 8:oo P.M.
Amherst College Cage

General Admission $3.00
Tickets Available at:

Faces of Earth, Amherst; Tech HiFi,
Northampton; Goodbodies, South Hadlev
U-Mass ticket office, Campus Center;
Uroboros Bookshop, Hampshire College;
Main Music, Springfield
Beer .„„ Win. Will Be Sold A D-it.Y.ur^K Production

Smallest increase in a year
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Price index rises only 0.1% in SeptemberNGTON (UPI) - reported vesterdav. since Auanst ^ae ; n „«..:.: --.. *u„ _-— _* _V ... . ...
WASHINGTON (UPI)

Reflecting a sharp drop in farm
prices and a slowdown in in-
dustrial price hikes, the volatile
Wholesale Price Index rose by
only 0.1 per cent in September -

its smallest monthly increase in
a year - the Labor Department

reported yesterday.
The statistics gave President

Ford his first bit of economic
good news since taking office.

The Dow Jones Industrial
average jumped 20.03 points to
651.05. . Observers said the
market, which has declined

October crop report

shows sharp decline

the

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
forecast of sizeable declines in
both corn and soybean crops
this year will result in higher
retail meat prices in 1975 and 1976

Agriculture Department

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,

176-page, mail order catalog

of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage (1-2

days delivery time).

519GLENROCKAVE.
SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for

research purposes only
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predicted yesterday.

Chief Economist
Paarlberg, who called
October crop estimate report
disappointing, described 1974 as
"a year when the weatherman
pulled all the wrong levers,"

from spring rains that delayed
planting to a summer drought
and, finally, premature frost.

He predicted that cutbacks in

the major livestock feedcrops
would cause "moderate" rises

in wholesale beef prices during
the next two years. But he
refused to give any estimates.
Paarlberg said the new

estimates indicating a 1974 corn
crop of 4.718 billion bushels and
a soybean crop of 1.262 billion

bushels were in line with what
private grain traders had been
expecting.

The corn crop, which dropped
277 million bushels or 6 per cent

from September estimates, was
late maturing and therefore felt

the brunt of premature frost

that struck throughout the
Midwest on Sept. 21 and 22.

The soybean crop, down 53
million bushels or 4 per cent
from September, reflected
deterioration from repeated
frost as well.

since August, was in position
for a sharp rise because of
depressed prices.

Because the Wholesale Price
Index signals roughly how the
prices of consumer goods will
increase or decrease at a later
date, the small increase last
month might be reflected in

lower consumer prices later.

But government experts
cautioned against viewing the
September index as a harbinger
of victory in the battle against
inflation. They noted that
wholesale prices had climbed
almost 20 per cent in the past
year, that the key index of in-

dustrial commodity prices was
still going up, and that farm
prices could again soar.

"This should not be taken as
any portent of a situation in
which one could confidently

say the rate of increase will

continue to subside," one
econmist said.

The overall Wholesale Price
Index for September was 167.2
meaning wholesale goods that
cost $100 in 1967 would now
cost $167.20. The increase for

justed figure- which showed the
0.1 per cent increase - is con-
sidered a better barometer of

economic trends.

The September report
showed wholesale farm product

the economy
the montn was the least since
October 1973, when there was a
0.1 per cent drop, but the index
was still 19.7 per cent higher
than a year ago.
On an unadjusted basis, the

index actually declined 0.1 per
cent. But the seasonally ad-

prices fell 2.8 per cent - sharply
reversing a pattern of increases
averaging about 7 per cent
reported in July and in August.
The Labor Department said the
drop was chiefly due to lower
prices for livestock, grains and
oilseeds.

Greenspan sees inflation drop
of only 2 or 3 points next year
WASHIIVIGTON (UPI) The

government's top economist said
yesterday that the "meaningful"
decline in the inflation rate next
spring predicted by President Ford
will amount to a decline of two or
three percentage points from the
current 12 to 14 per cent.

N.Y.S.E.
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Alan Greenspan, Ford's chief

economist as chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers, said
he foresaw slowdown in the rate of

inflation by spring - but a dropoff of
only two or three percentage
points.

He hinted that in the meantime
the 14 per cent rate reflected in the
consumer price index may stay at

its high level or even climb since
"so much of the CPI is food."
"We see light at the end of the

tunnel, but the only thing is that

you don't know how long the
tunnel is," Treasury Secretary
William E. Simon told reporters.

In other economic developments,
Charman Arthur F. Burns of the
Federal Reserve System,
disagreeing with President Ford,

said the country was now in a
recession. But he said he did not
agree with those who think it will
get much worse.

Ford, at his news conference
Wednesday, predicted a
"meaningful reduction" in the rate
of inflation by early 1975 if

Congress and the public go along
with his anti-inflation program.

But Ford's proposal to impose a 5
per cent surtax on middle and
upper-level incomes came under
new attack.

Rep. Wilbur D. Mills, D-Ark.,
chairman of the tax-writing House
Ways and Means Committee, in his
first public statement on the tax
proposal, said it would be a "cruel
burden" for working people and of
little help in fighting inflation.
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^ Report charges GSA
with illegal hiring

fitit iifMtmitis
Monday -Friday 9,m -9Pm

Saturday 9^.-7^

Sunday 11.m-7Pm

AMFEFST CARRIAGE SHOPS
233 N. PLEASArsTT ST

75%
Rag paper
available

WASHINGTON (UPI) A
congressional report said yesterday

the General Services Ad-
ministration broke federal hiring

laws to get government jobs for

political favorites of Nixon ad-

ministration officials and politicians.

Rep. David Henderson, D-N.C,
said there was evidence of similar

lawbreaking in other government

RALPH

GRAHAM
mill nek par toil!

agencies.

The previously classified report
said such special treatment" had
been accorded a number of persons
referred by Sen. Hugh Scott, R-Pa.,
and to men who had worked as
chauffeurs for former Attorney
General John N. Mitchell and Nixon
campaign aide Jeb Stuart
Magruder.

The report was prepared by Civil

Service Commission investigators

in September 1973 for the House
Subcommittee on Manpower and
Civil Service and made public

yesterday by subcommittee
Chairman Henderson.

B0ITWOOP BOOGIE
Three bands providing continuous music

POWERHOUSE BLUES BAND
(Boston band-first W. Mass. appearance)

DYNAMIC SEX MACHINE
MAGIC MUSIC BAND

Friday Night, October 1 1 C.C. Auditorium
8 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission $1

For the benefit of Belchertown State School Sponsored by the Boltwood- Belchertown Project
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Provides for public financing

Campaign reform bill given final approval
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WASHINGTON (UPI) A
comprehensive political reform bill,

including taxpayer subsidies for

presidential candidates, yesterday
received final congressional ap-
proval, but was not immediately
sent to the White House.
The legislation cracks down on

"fat cat" contributors, sets stingy

ceilings on candidate spending, and
creates a commission to enforce
the reforms.

Despite some Republican
grumblings, the House approved
the measure 365 to 24. It was

approved by the Senate earlier this

week 60 to 16.

The bill was not immediately sent
to the White House because
Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield said he wanted
assurances that President Ford
would sign it and not exercise a
"pocket veto" while Congress is in

recess for the pre-election period.
There were strong indications

that Ford would sign the bill.

Senate Republican Leader Hugh
Scott predicted presidential ap-
proval and House GOP Leader

John J. Rhodes, who originally

opposed the bill voted for it.

Under provisions of the bill,

Democratic and Republican
presidential candidates would each
get $20 million for their general
election campaigns. Each party
would also get $2 million to stage
their conventions.

The bill also provides up to $5
million for each candidate in the
primaries with the government
matching any donation of $250 or
less after the first $100,000 is raised

in private contribution*

All the money would come from
the $1 checkoff provision on in-

dividual income tax return forms,
now, in operation for three years,

which is projected to reach a total

of $75 million by 1976.

Contributions by an individual to

a single candidate would be limited

to $1,000 in the primary and $1,^00
in the general election with a limit

of $25,000 to all candidates in a
year.
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BRASS BUCKLE $4.75
This solid brass belt buckle is a facsimile of the early Southern
Comfort whiskey label. If you are not satisfied for any reason, your
money will be refunded in full. Send $4.75 plus three per cent sales
tax to: Roby Co., Box 2151, Spfld., Mass. 01101.

ap, upi news summary
Kissinger talks
CAIRO (AP) - Secretary of State

Henry A. Kissinger met with
Egyptian Foreign Minister Ismail

Fahmy on yesterday, the second
day of his new round of Middle East

peace talks.

Kissinger exuded friendship for

Egypt and the Arab people in a

speech to the staff of the U.S.
Embassy. Standing on the front

steps in bright sunshine, he
declared, "We have no conflicting

interests."

Turkey to get aid?

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
compromise resolution permitting a

Ford policy threatens
safety, White says
cont. from p. 1

of my city. If I am ordered, I will not
deploy it. I will not use suburban

Jordan labels

Boston racist
DALLAS (AP) - The violence in

Boston arising from court-ordered
busing is an expression of Northern
racial hyprocrisy, says Vernon
Jordan, executive director of the
National Urban League.

"It will give us a chance to see
how northern liberals will react,"
the black leader said during a Dallas
visit.

Jordan said the violence in

Boston also justifies southern
suspicions about the North.
The situation in "Boston says the

South has no monopoly on
meanness and repression..." he
said, "and to those people who in

the 1960's pointed to the South
with an accusing finger of morality
and Constitution, the chicken has
come home to roost

"Now it is Boston, the heart of
the abolitionists."

Jordan's trip to Dallas was to
solicit corporate financial backing
of Urban League programs.
He said the Urban League in the

1970's is facing issues that tian-
scend race. .We emphasized the
organization's goals for "people
programs" such as full employment
and national health insurance.

police forces in my city. I think, with
due respect to both agencies,
neither is equipped to handle the
delicacies and intracacies of this

type of situation."

Garrity turned down a request by
White for 125 U.S. marshals after a
Justice Department lawyer said
Washington probably would not
allow it.

Outside Dorchester High School,
two white girls were beaten
yesterday by a gang of blacks. They
were hospitalized with multiple
bruises but were not seriously hurt.

At Codman Square, a few blocks
away, police chased away black
youths who were stoning passing
cars.

Three black teenagers were
arrested for trespassing at English

High in Roxbury when they tried to
walk into the school after it was
cleared for a false fire alarm.

Throughout the city, attendance
yesterday was 65 per cent, com-
pared with 60 per cert on Wed-
nesday

In the incident at Dorchester
High, the two girls were rescued by
players on the school's integrated
football team. The 25-member team
was practicing nearby when it saw
the attack and rushed to the girls'

aid.

temporary continuation of U.S.
military aid to Turkey was sent to
the floor of the House yesterday in

an effort to encourage a permanent
Cyprus peace.

The House Rules Committee
voted 8 to 6 in favor of the joint

resplution, passed Wednesday by
the Senate. It will be debated in the
House today President Ford has
already threatened to veto another
congressional resolution cutting off
all military aid to the Ankara
government because of its use of
American arms in the attack on
Cyrpus.

Guerrillas held
PANAMA CITY (UPI) - The

Panama National Guard held seven
kidnaper guerrillas from the
Dominican Republic at an un-
disclosed location yesterday and
said they were being shielded for
their own protection and given
medical check-ups.

In Santo Domingo, the seven
former hostages of the terrorists,
including U.S. embassy information
officer Barbara Hutchison, were
resting up from nearly two weeks of
captivity in the Venezuelan con-
sulate with a minimum of food and
water.

Mrs. Ford goes home
WASHINGTON (UPI) Doctors

yesterday cleared Betty Ford to
return home today after two weeks'
hospitalization for breast cancer
surgery and President Ford said his

wife is "raring to go."
Ford, busy ail week with

economic policy planning and
political campaigning, made his first

hospital visit since Sunday find

confirmed reports she has
recovered well enough to come
home today.

TIRED of

HIGH AUTO PART PRICES?

ALLIED MOTOR PARTS
319 Main St., Amherst

offers 15-20% OFF

on ILL PARTS

complete domestic and

VW parts

256-8341

By ROSEMARIE ELLIS
Staff Reporter

The Student Organizing Project,
ib.u.P.), a group founded last
spring for the purpose of securinq
students' rights and serving

interests, is now under

TEN PIN

B0WLIN6
BOYDEN GYM

4-10:30

Mon. thru Fri.

(except during
league play)

50c a string

way developing various programs
on campus.

It's goal is to involve and unionize
students in order that they may
better control their lives at the
University, organizers say.

The S.O.P. has recently un-
dergone an organizing campaign to
start a Student Union. The cam-
paign consisted of membership
recruitment activities within all the
dormitories. Eventually, they plan
to have a network of members
representing the dorms, living
areas, academic departments,
graduate students, student em-

ployees^and other .merest groups. A Financial Aid ,sk
Last Fnday the UMass Student which would act as a mpd'umCred,t Un.on Coalition, another between the administratis andprogram sponsored by the S.O.P.. those students receiv ng financ^lhad a meeting for the completion of aid, is developing. The Task Forcethe preliminary by-laws of the would help in eliminating many ofCredit Union Coalition and

election of Coalition officers.

the

Peter B.rnbaum was elected
President and Cindy Spearing was
elected Secretary-Treasurer. Now
the Credit Union is ready to begin
enlisting volunteers so that the
U- :on can begin serving the
students.

the problems and obstacles
students face when attempting to
obtain financial aid for their
education.

The Student Organizing Project
will be expanding its Resource
Center in the Student Union to
include a mobile Resource Center
that will be able to educate
students about the many activities

of the S.O.P. Also, students who
are interested in becoming involved
in the Project will have a more
easily accessible information center
to go to.

A Bail Fund that would primarily
be used to bail University students
out of jail is an idea that is currently
being discussed among the offices
of the S.O.P.

The S.O.P. is sponsoring a movie
Thursday about Kent State in the
Campus Center concourse. Af-
terwards, those interested can meet
and discuss the incident.p-. "* " ,a"y Olivines and discuss the in<

Fln
fJrtf director views cultural complexBy MARA KLEIN
Staff Reporter

Situated in a cluttered, un

THE

CHEESE BARN

Labels for Less
yporlSwear

vVonien ana Annamors

IdD/o to 50% off rva. prunee

hours 10-6

Fri. til 9

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

at Mountain Farms Mall

This Week's Specials:
Jarlsberg $1.49— Port Salut 99c

Next Week's Specials:
Jarlsberg $1.49- King Christian $1.49
Howafrouta cheese try for Homecoming?

mm
CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton

54th Member of the World Famous
Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an average

spending of $2.25

Your Host, Carlo, is a special
student at UMass

nylon - corduroy parkas

plain - imprinted - colors

lined unlined all sizes

Keep yourself warm and in style with

a jacket from our wide selection.
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Fri. - Sun. SOME OF MY BEST FRIENDS

Next Week! SWEET PIE!
Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's
Flea Market, only 12 miles
from Whitmore!

Plenty of Room to Boogie!

TUES. & WED -No Cover
THURS. SUN., $1.00

Sunday Beer— 25c— 9 to 1 • 00HAPPY HOUR every day (exp. Mon.), 4-7
Phone (617) — Just Over Line — 544-6028

TICKETS:$4 &$3general $2 & $1.50 u mass students
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Japan Philharmonic
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pretentious office in South College
is Frederick Steinway, the director
of the Fine Arts Center.
A member of the UMass ad-

ministration since June 1, Steinway
sees himself as the overall ad-
ministrator of the cultural complex.
His three main functions are to
oversee the activities of the three
academic departments housed in
the building, to supervise the
operation and use of the concert
hall and Bowker Auditorium, and to
work with the director of the art
gallery contained in the facility.

The departments housed in the
building will look after their own
concerns; however a Fine Arts
Center Council has been
established, which will coordinate
the cultural activities of the three
departments. Steinway is a
member of this committee along
with members from the various
departments.

The concert hall and Bowker
Auditorium, the two main public
performing arts facilities on
campus, are also under Steinway's
supervision, since he will be
working with the technical and
production crews.
Along with the director of the art

gallery and a policy making
committee, Steinway will be trying
to bring visual art shows on
campus, plus house and exhibit the
university's art collection which is

presently scattered in storage
rooms, and offices. Currently an
inventory of the collection is being
made.

from production trainee to manager
of the concert and artist depart
ment, he formed his own national
concert artist management
organization along with four other
people.

Directly before coming to UMass
he was executive director for the
National Orchestral Association, an

independent, non-profit cor-
poration which helps train young
instrumentalists and conductors.
A native of New York, Steinway

and his wife are currently settling in
the area. About a year from new
we'll see the culmination of his hard
work with the opening of the 16-
million dollar facility.

After graduating from Columbia
and obtaining his MA from Har-
vard, Steinway embarked on his
career in the arts with his family's
piano company: Steinway and
Sons. After working his way up

Parade chairperson
seeks participants

By TONY BATTISTA
Staff Reporter

The 1974 Homecoming Parade will be held Friday, October 25 at 7 d mArrangements are under the direction of Mark McDonough ActivesChairperson of the Greek Council.
9 MCl,vmes

"All dorms and organizations are urged to participate," McDonouah
said. Applications will soon be available from each of the A rea^ Directorsand the Student Activities Office.
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Anyone having questions about the parade can contact McDonough at

Who's who candidates

sought by committee
By LINDA BROWER

Staff Reporter
This fall, UMass juniors and

seniors can represent the University
in Who 's Who Among. Students in

OPEN 9:30 - 6--5Q - FA/DAYS m 9 J

I

1

American Universities and
Colleges.

Application sheets will be
available Friday, in 420 Student
Union (Student Government of-
fice).

A selection committee will pick
48-50 juniors and seniors who have
exhibited academic excellence
along with active participation in

extra-curricular and community
activities.

Cindy A. McGrath, Speaker of
the Student Senate, is organizing
the selection committee, which will

consist of one senate member, one
Greek member, one area govern-
ment president, one Third World
representative, one Media Member
{Collegian or WMUA), one Student
Activities member and four
students.

McGrath believes these various
group members would "represent
everyone's interests without
drawing on any one group or ac-
tivity."

Keep Your Eye

on

f\rx>~4. C .Great for ca»vip,^g,
Ca<itj morning joas, etc

u
\\ NEXT TO THE TOST OFFICE ~ IN AMHERST7JJ

Amherst's First Optician

for all your
Optical Needs

lowestmen
in the area

SHOP & COMPARE
56 Main St. 253-7002
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Campus Comments
ByJIMPAULIN

And HOB SMERLING

In spite of having one of the best teems in New England, UMass
skaters are forced to practice and play at Amherst College's
inadequate Orr Rink. Meanwhile, UMass Boston is constructing a
multi-million dollar sports complex which will include a 1000 seat
hockey rink. Campus Comments wanted to know what students felt

about this lack ofa rink on this campus.

Do you think UMass Amherst should build a

Rona Rubin Graduate
student studying Com-
munications Disorders from
Fairlawn, N.J. living in

Springfield. I don't see why
not. It's just a matter of money.
I don't see where they'll get the
money ... maybe the students
could come up with some way
of getting the money.

Donna Jones - Junior from
Freeport N.Y. majoring in Art,

living in Coolidge Southwest. I

think that they should because
its a big enough school and we
have so much emphasis on our

sports that hockey should also

have their own facilities.

Annie Goldstein - Junior
majoring in music from Newton
living in North Hadley. Con-
sidering the amount of people
here interested in hockey, there
should definitly be a rink

provided for everybody, not just
the hockey team.

Steve Wajda - Freshman
majoring in Animal Sciences
from New Bedford living in

Washington - Southwest. I

would get an Ice rink, because
they have to pay for ice time at

Amherst. So the money they
pay for ice time can be used for

their own rink. If they held their

nockey games here, students
would get more involved and
the whole spirit would go up.

Steve Thompson former
UMass Geography student
from Hyde Park. I really don't
have much of a comment on
the sports aspect of the
campus. I don't follow sports
much at all. They have a really

nice stadium but I don't follow
football.

{ Letters to the editor }

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Stamp out smoking

To the Editor:

/ wish to appeal t%* urn nonsmokers of the com
munity. We can halt smoking in the UMass
classroom. If we band together, we are a force the
University of Massachusetts cannot ignore. In this era
ofnew awareness to the dangers of smoking it is time
for nonsmokers to become militant if necessary.

There is a student-faculty health board whose task
it is to look out for the health of the students. If we
can attend these meetings they will be forced to

recommend strict enforcement of the long ignored
"no smoking" signs on the walls of classrooms.
Those students with respiratory ailments such as
asthma should definitely attend, for although there
are some who still dispute the findings of the

researchers as to the ill effects of smoking, the health
board cannot deny that smoking in poorly ventilated
classrooms does pose a threat to the comfort of these
people. Professors can and should be forced to en-
force the no smoking rule. Due to fire laws, it is now
illegal to smoke in some University buildings.

Those who wish the Advisory Board to act in the
interests of non-smokers should attend the next
meeting. Watch for an announcement of the date and
time in the Collegian.

777/5 letter is also directed at Mr. Bromery and the
former head of Health Services, Dr. Gage. I dare you
to show that you are actually concerned with the
welfare of students on this campus. Put an end to
smoking in classrooms now!

Robert Knihnicki

Dormitory dilemma

To the Editor:

The article on dorm financing seems to put down
the investors who risked their money for the financing
of dormitories. State bonds are sold to finance the
construction of state buildings. This is how many new
buildings in cities were built, and how many of the
buildings at UMass were finance J, dorms among
them. These state bonds are available for anyone to
purchase. However, because the top firms in the
country buy these bonds it is a cause for public
outcry. Just because the Chase Manhatten Bank,
Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner Ft Smith, Morgan
Guaranty and Trust Company and others bought
these bonds, does that make bond financing of
buildings wrong? The interest on these bonds are tax

exempt, a fact that has allowed MANY Americans to
profit, notjust the top banks in the country.

The article says that the payment of interest on
state bonds is bad. But how else could these buildings
have been built? The state could pay for them, but
then we would have higher taxes. Or the students
couldpay for the buildings, which is how the Campus
Center was financed. We know where that got us.
don't we.

It is unfortunate that 60 per cent of dorm fees go to
the payment of these bonds, and not to the students.
But without these bonds there would be no dorms,
hence no students.

Bruce Corwin

Stifled by senate
To the Editor

Would somebody PLEASE tell me what one has to
do to get something done around here? I have been
getting the run around to the max from the Student
Senate.

Let me start from the beginning. It took the Senate
all of last semester and all last summer and practically
half of this semester just to decide if the Asian
American Student Association could have
"Recognized Student Organization" status. Finally,
after more trips to that damn Senate office than to all
my classes put together, they told me that our ap
plication had been lost along with our budget
proposal and constitution. I'm sure they must be just
as sick of seeing me up there as I am of them. They
did find it stuffed in some remote corner.
And now I receive a letter sa\ing that funding is

impossible from them or anyone else on the UMass
campus. Would they like us to sell raffles every week
to make money to use?

The Asian American Student Association is a
relatively new group that is striving to help the
university understand a very misunderstood race of
people. We want you to understand ojr culture. We

are striving to create an awareness for the rest of the
community of the unique combination of cultures
which we share.

Iam sick of being shafted at this university and I am
sick of Third World people getting the raw end or no
end at all of the deal.

How many yellow faces do you see as you walk
around campus? The university accepted ap-
proximately 16 Asian freshmen out of a class of a
probable 4-5 thousand.

We are outnumbered on this "pure" white campus
by 240- 1. And how much of the worlds population do
Asians comprise? I am talking about not just Chinese
or Japanese, but Hawaiians, Samoans, Filipinos and
other Pacific Island people, Thais, Vietnamese,
Koreans, and many, many other Asians.

So, Jack Margossian and Karin Croft, I don't want
to come up and shake your hands another 12 times
and act like we're old friends and all that other crap
you believe in because I have had it. If we even get
some responsible people in the Student Senate office,
maybe, just maybe, my attitudes will change.

Russell Chin

iiapBiiMky .U ( /Gtlv-Rftg

-c Steve Tripoli }

Students integrity threatened
"Only the educated are free.

"

—Epictetus
You've seen the scenario a million times, or at least

a few if you haven't been here very long. It's the first
day of class and your new professor, a relatively
friendly looking person, walks in. Everyone receives a
syllabus for the course, the still unspeaking professor
handing them out personally.

He settles into his seat, smiling at the assemblage of
students around him who have undoubtedly come to
this class because he is such a widely loved per-
sonality on campus. He utters his first words: "First,
I'd like to tell you the bad news-about 4his Goufse]
then I'll tell you the good news. You jnust attend
class. Failure to attend will result in a lowering of your
final grade at the rate of 5 per cent per missed class.
Written assignments are due every Tuesday. No
excuses for lateness will be accepted. There will be a
quiz every Thursday, a mid-term, a final, and a ten
page paper due on or before October 30th on a
subject which has my prior approval.
"Now for the good news. Follow the rules and

you'll get a good grade."
This insult to a student's integrity is played out in

various forms an alarming amount of times here. It is

the product of a two pronged problem, and both sides
of that problem, student and professor, are in bad
need of a little awareness in order to eliminate it.

The obvious problem with students is that for the
most part we stay in our seats when that sort of line

comes out of a professor. This is part of the deeper
problem that we share of not seeing ourselves as
consumers, but as children here to be educated by
those who are qualified to do it.

The proper ending to the scenario would be for the

students to assert their rights, and if necessary leave
the course for a more tolerable alternative. A
professor with no students is an unemployed
professor, tenure notwithstanding, and more
professors need to get the message that students are
going to be a force in determining their own
educations.

The professor's problem ties in with this very
neatly, it being simply that professors need to know
that they are not here to shovel the same old shit
that's stifled any attempt at real education for years.
Instead, they should get into being more responsive to
the needs of their students. In the early stages of such
a change this would entail helping students to realize
that they should control their destiny at this level. Yes,
I'm implying a cooperative effort, something that
seems increasingly less likely in these days of faculty
and student unionization. While students should
realize that they're the niggers of the relationship,
they should also realize that professors were brought
up in the same system, and that while their rights are a
priority the adjustment on the part of the professors
will not be the easiest thing in the world to make.

Of course, there will be students who still insist on
having everything fed to them, on the theory that
slavery the easy way is better than freedom the hard
way. There will also be professors who will feel that it

is an infringement on their academic freedom if

they're not allowed to base their teaching on
repressive educational theories straight out of the
Neanderthal Age. To those students I leave the
wasted potential of your minds. To the professors I

leave a spot in the unemployment line, hopefully.
To anyone who's willing to try, I leave you the

future. You're the only hope for it.

Steve Tripoli is a Collegian columnist.

{ Luis «T* Meda—*.
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Thoughts for Columbus Day
The discovery of the New World called America is

one of the most important and celebrated happenings
of humankind. Perhaps the place which more
countries claim to have discovered, and obviously, the
land which has more people from all over the world.

When Christopher Columbus,
(Cristobal Colon) arrived in this

Hemisphere in 1492, there were
some civilizations in which
technology and social structures

were better than some European
countries of the time, and perhaps

better than some contemporaneous
societies.

Despite the many aiscoveries

America still should be discovered

again. And some happenings show
that direction: For example the end
of the boycott against Cuba.

American countries should be able

to recognize that in the Hemis-

phere the solution of the

socio-economical problems of at

least one country, could be a

different system than the one used

in the rest of the Hemisphere. The
recognition of Cuba is significant

because that country has resolved

many problems that other countries

could apply in the same type of

government. For example United

States is awaking to the needs of

recycling many materials which had

been considered as re-usable. Other

countries have been recycling mostly everything, and
the closest example is Cuba. In educations Cuba
accomplished the great task of educating the great

majority of the population in only a couple of years.

There are other issues of great importance such as

the prices of oil from the Latin countries. Many

Columbus Day

should be a

time to reflect

on United States

treatment toward

Latin America

countries, especially Venezuela, claim that they
should receive a higher price since oil represents one
of the sources in overcoming their underdevelopment.

In this same area of energy many Latin countries
had nuclear research plants to study the possibilities

«»«»».• of using reactors for peace-
ful purposes. The creation of

new sources of energy, with more
resources for education, could be a

step in the right direction in

speeding the development of the

Latin American countries.

Another important event is the

meeting held a couple of weeks ago
between Dr. Kissinger, the Latin

American Ambassadors and the

Governor of Puerto Rico. Even the

fact that Puerto Rico had claimed

to be the cultural bridge of the two
Americas, they had never allowed
Puerto Rico to directly participate in

the Hemispheric affairs. And it is

important for Puerto Rico, and the

Puerto Rican people to participate

in the making of political and
economic policies which affect the

Hemisphere. This would show a

change of attitude of the U.S.
toward its non defined status

territories.

The rediscovery of America is

needed to assure that all the

Hemisphere is moving toward the

achievement of complete devel-

opment. Because in the long range

the total development of each country in the

Hemisphere will be determined by the creation of

solutions for population growth, political stability, and
human rights.

This is an individual and collective responsibility

that we must achieve.

CC to ante up
In order to protect the American laborer, a number of

laws have been set up to be sure that the worker is not
taken advantage of by an all too shrewd businessman.
Unfortunately, however, it seems that no matter how
many laws are set up, they are going to be "overlooked"
by the dishonest or negligent employer.
Such has been the case, evidently for years now, with the

Campus Center. Although being compelled by law to pay
the employee time-and-a-halt for any hours worked over
forty within one week, the Center has attempted to
sidestep that law by holding any excess hours within a
given week, and tacking them on to future weeks when the
employee might have worked less than forty hours.

Not only is the practice illegal, but villainously immoral
as well. The legal and proper way to avoid paying the
worker any overtime pay, would have been simply to not
hire anyone for over forty hours per week. This is ap-
parently what the Center had originally intended to do, as
is evidenced by the fact that each employer, before
starting work, had signed a paper stating that he was not
compelled to work overtime.
Obviously "not being compelled" and "not being

allowed" are two very different things. The fact that a
number of workers went ahead and worked overtime,
bears this point out.

It would be pleasantly refreshing to assume that the
Center will now go ahead, and not only pay those who come
in and request money owed, but also pour through old
records and seek out those past employees who have
money coming to them. Personnel Director Timothy Cox
has stated that "We will tell anyone who comes in that all
of the records will be reviewed - not just by request only.
We will review all the records that we have."

Pleasantly refreshing, but also quite ludicrous. Without
a doubt, a number of past workers will never see the
money owed them.
One may take consolation in the fact, at least, that the

problem has been recognized, and evidently permanently
corrected.

Caution must be taken, however, from Cox's statement
that "From this time on there will be no more overtime."
Surely on occasion the situa.ion will arise where a worker
will be needed to work more than forty hours in a given
week.

Here's hoping anyway, that the improprieties of the past
will not be repeated.
The opinions in this space represent those of a majority of

the Board of Ed/tors

The article headlined "The trials of being a
foreigner in your own land" that appeared on page 6
of Thursday's Collegian was written by Gail Sullivan,
not Lenard Crowdog as printed.

Luis Manuel Medina is a Collegian Columnist.

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they
must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.
All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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The woods are lo ve/y, dark - and full of solitude World
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILf COLLEGIAN

II

By GILBERT J. SALK

Gil Salk, a UMass
graduate writes a
weekly column.

Autumn has a way of pulling me
back into the woods, after the

mosquitos have successfully
chased me out for the major part of
the summer. Weekend be. ore last,

even with the rain, was a kind of
homecoming as the woods and I

renewed an old friendsnip.

To my mind, the woods,
swamps, and fields are the most
relaxing a..d exciting olaces to

spend my time.

On a rainy day the • lods are
dark, but the colors become
brighter by compa' son, ar.J the
faint mist creates a sense of
solitude and peacefu.. ess. Many
different varieties of mushrooms
add their accent to the leaves *n
the ground, and the/ >'s the silent
swoop of an owl in the trees
overhead.

published by the Mass. Division of

Fisheries and Game. Subscriptions

can be obtained by writing to the

Information and Education Section,

Fish and Game Field Headquarters,

Westboro, Mass. 01581. Be sure to

include your ZIP code.

This beautiful little magazine
carries a wealth of information

about the wildlife, woods, and
environment in Massachusetts. It is

extremely ecology-conscious, and
carries any informative article on
the state of the environment
throughout the nation.

They are not "purists" in the
sense that they will satisfy neither

those who feel the wilderness
should be left totally alone nor
those who believe in exploiting all

the natural resources that can
possibly bring profit. But their

criticisms of both sides are very well
reasoned, and they approach a
balance which seems to be
workable and responsible.

The magazine also carries a large

number of photographs, most of
them by Jack Swedberg. Swed-
berg is a top-notch nature
photographer, and his photos alone
are a compelling reason to sub-
scribe to the magazine.

It's entertaining, informative, and
free. Giver that combination, how
can you go wrong? Write soon and
subscribe. Peace.
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The rain fills the streams, and the
waterfall is more spectacular than
usual. Walking around a beaver
pond reveals another one beyond it,

and yet another beyond that, and in

the middle we can see jays storing
nuts for the winter. Chipmunks
scurry over rocks and up trees, and
there are unidentified noises deeper
into the woods.

And everywhere, there are birds,

and caterpillars preparing to build
their cocoons, and leaves falling

silently and acorns falling noisily.

I think about the beauty around
me, and wonder what it was like a

hundred years ago before
pesticides and superhighways and
snowmobiles.

I wonder how long we can
continue to tamper with the en-

vironment before it rebels. Look at

what we do to it.

We use massive doses of in-

secticides to "control" insects. The
insecticides kill insects, but they

Third world

remains with

UM day care
cont. from p. 1

reign over the make-up of their
staff," as long as the hiring policies
meet with state and federa
regulations.

In the subsequent interview with
the Collegian, Thompson said she
was satisfied with the committee
set-upas long as it included parents
and staff from each center. Her
center is planning to move into
Melville House this Sunday if the
facilities there are acceptable to the
building inspector.

The New World Center in
MacKimmie House is also being
inspected for safety. Space will be
found elsewhere on campus if the
present location is found unac
ceptable.

Thompson also stressed that she
had a lot of co-operation from
many people, including Dr. Gage,
Helen Hill of the Commuter Affairs
Office and Terry Dumas from the
School of Education.

Ralph Graham

Staff Photo by Carol Daaouaa
Autumn, the prelude to winter drowsiness

also kill birds. Thus, there are fewer
natural enemies for the insects,

which reproduce at a much faster

rate than do birds. The insecticides

also seem to weaken the shells of
birds' eggs, causing them to be
crushed by the weight of the
parent. This, also, reduces the
population of the natural control.

As a final indignity to the birds, the

insecticide also eliminates their

food, so they are in greater danger
of starving to death.

This creates a cycle which could
be deadly. As we continue to

deplete the natural controls on
insects, we create an environment
which favors their rapid
reproduction. This, in turn,
necessitates expanded use of in-

secticides, further decimating the
bird population. There are many
species of birds whose very
existence is threatened by these
ignorant practices. The bald eagle is

an endangered species. Other large

birds are facing the same problem.
The difficulty is that most

pesticides have a very slow rate of
deterioration. An insect which has
ingested the chemical retains it, and
when it is eaten by a bird, the
chemical simply enters the bird's

system. Over an extended period of
time, when the bird has eaten
thousands of such insects, the
poison becomes of sufficient
quantity in the bird to become a
danger to it.

The problem goes beyond
danger to birds, also. Many insects

are beneficial to man. They are
indispensible for polinating plants.

They are part of the food cycle for

many animals. They eat other
"harmful" insects.

It is difficult to predict the
dangers attendant to our meddling
in this particular ecosystem, but the

very fact that we can't accurately
predict should be enough to make
us go very slowly. Instead, every
time a particular insect gets
troublesome, a great cry goes up
for renewed use of chemical
controls. If we simply let nature
take it's course, the increase in the
numbers of an insect species would
mean more food for it's natural

enemies. This in turn would lead to

an increase in the population of that

species until the numbers of the
offending insect were reduced.

It's a very simple cycle which has
been working effectively for more
years than man has been on earth.

My appreciation of this problem,
and the fear that it may damage
what little wilderness and wildlife

we have left, spring from a growing
association with the world out-
doors. There's no substitute for

getting out and experiencing it

firsthand, but there is a publication
which serves to beautifully
augment that experience.

It's a free bi-monthly magazine
called Massachusetts Wildlife. It is
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The library which the "Guinness
Book of Records" calls "the tallest

library in the world" will be
dedicated here Saturday, Oct. 19.

Within the 28-story red brick

structure, which rises 296 feet, four

inches, a dedication ceremony will

begin at 10:30 a.m. Remarks will be
made by UMass Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery; Former

Chancellor Oswald Tippo, new
Commonwealth Professor of
Botany at UMass; Kenneth Freed,
student representative to the
Faculty Senate Library Ccmmittee;
and UMass Trustee Frederick. S.
Troy. All events of the day are
open to the public.

At 2:30 p.m. the library will

present a panel discussion of "The

CRANES
Fashions for Men

Management of University Libraries

in the mid-1970's." Panel
moderator will be John P.

McDonald, library director at the
University of Connecticut.
Panelists will be: Warren J. Haas,
vice president and director of
libraries at Columbia University,

with the manager's view; Michael
R. W. Bommer, assistant professor
at Clarkson College of Technology,
with an analysis for better library

management; Burton I. Wolfman,
Massachusetts undersecretary of

educational affairs, with a look at

academic libraries in the state; and

Philip J. McNiff, director and
librarian at the Boston Public

Library.

Tours of the building will be
offered Oct. 19 from 9 to 10:30 a.m.

and regularly scheduled tours are

given each Wednesday afternoon

at 2:30.

The library, which opened its

doors for students in fall, 1973, has
approximately 1.6 million books,
microfilms and periodicals.

There's room for growth with the

library's potential capacity of two
and a half million volumes. There
are enough seats to accommodate

3,000 readers at one time.

Ground for the $16.8 million

library was broken in 1969. Daniel
O'Connell's Sons of Holyoke built it

according to design by Architect
Edward Durell Stone who aLo
designed the Kennedy Center for
the Performing Arts in Washington
and the Gallery of Modern Art in

New York City.

Officials attribute this to the more
accessible stacks of books, wider
aisles, and non-crowded shelves of

the new building. Some days as
many as 8,000 people are counted
by the turnstiles.

Food Stamps move to Munson
By

JUDITH WOLINSKY SOLOWAY
Staff Reporter

After being in existence four

weeks, the UMass Food Stamp
Program will have a third and
hopefully final home. Next Tuesday
they are scheduled to move into

offices in Munson Hall.

The program began in the

Student Union and then was

moved to Whitmore, but these
areas turned out to be temporary.
With all the Munson office space
the program will gain, there will be
plenty of room for the food stamp
workers.

Approximately 450 of the 3,000
applications that have been picked
up by UMass students have already

been completed and returned for

processing.
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Project yourself
into this great looking jacket
that insulates against cold
as no other jacket has ever done before.
The waterproof nylon shell is lunar lined
for maximum warmth with minimum weight. $35.00
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FRIDAY, OCT. 11

4:15 — Sports Talk with guests Coach Al Rufe and the Captains of the
UMass Soccer Team.

SATURDAY, OCT. 12

12:50 — NCAA Football — Minutemen versus the Terriers of Boston
University. Live coverage over WMUA.

Organization of the program has
been revamped several times,
causing it to move more slowly
than anticipated. According to
Helen Hill of the Commuter
Student Affairs Office, one of the
University offices involved with the
program, lack of permanent space
has been a major concern. Each
move has temporarily disrupted the
program.

In spite of some minor problems,
the program is progressing. David
Clark, the on-campus represen-
tative from the Springfield Welfare
Office, has been working with the
program for the past two weeks. He
is now training on-campus persons
to handle the application process.
Clark is optimistic that once the
training period is over the program
will be running smoothly.
Many students who thought they

would be ineligible for food stamps
have found they qualify for at least

some assistance. The two major
disqualifiers for students have been
either the student has a meal ticket

or is being claimed by a parent as a

dependent for tax purposes.

Clark has found the UMass
offices that are working with the

program most cooperative. The
Financial Aid Office, Veteran's
Affairs, Commuter Student Affairs,

Student Organizing Project,

Bursar's, and Commuter Assembly
have all helped the Welfare Office

since the program began.

The UMass Food Stamp
Program is unique Clark added,
because the Welfare Office is

working on a college campus ir

conjunction with University
departments. It is hoped by Hill and
Clark that this program will be a

permanent service for UMass
students.
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This Wonderful Old Mffl Wants

to Introduce Itself . . .

Rugged saddle coaf wifh wesfern syling. Wood blend
wifh dacron sheep like collar. Sizes 36 46.

CRANES
Fashions for Men

mans moii *2^
Hadley, Mass.

Mon. — Sat. — 10-9:30

584 9375

Bfi#3S$8
It has been, for many years, a country store — plus, catering to the
selective tastes and cravings of Amherst. Where else can you find
flower presses imported from Europe, pine incense that smells like
ou have the fireplace burning, or Racey Helps postcards (you
know, that English artist who draws animals all dressed up and
acting like human beings)

The friendly people who work in the store encourage browsing
through this rambling old mill. Through the stationery and greefing
card room (the nicest selection in the area!). To the clothes
department, featuring the best in distinctive country clothes.
Through the room that is stocked to the rafters with an r- ensive
selection of candies and spices. And finally to the ultirr^te gift
room, which has everything from Pewter, Copper, Stainless Steel
table and cooking wares to spirits hip flasks to Winnie the Pooh
books.

The store is a quick five minute ride from campus. Or take the
UMass bus that goes past Puffton Village into North Amherst Or
just walk - The Old Mill is really closer than Amherst Center to
Campus. The Old Mill is just one-half mile past Puffton Village,
directly after the North Amherst Post Office
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WMUA
weekend
highlights
Here are selected weekend

highlights of WMUA:
Friday

6:15 - 7:00 P.M., Sports Talk, Host
Russ Small and his guests tonight

discuss the soccer team.

Sunday
6:00 - 10:00 A.M., Gospel Show,
with Bill Hassan
10:00 - 2:00 P.M., Classics with Bob
Charette

6:00 - 7:00 P.M., The Sunday
News Collective, alternative news
show.

7:00 - midnight, Jubilation Jazz
Monday
7:00 - 7:15 P.M., Quarter Banana
Poetry Show
7:15 - 10:00 P.M., Vinni Peruzzy
piays nis weekly Musical
Flashbacks show. This episode -

the year 1970.

10:15 - 11:00 P.M., Focus; A live

debate between Dem. State
Representative James Collins and
the Republican challenger, William

Atkins; Ken Mosakowski is the

moderator.

Afro-American
WFCR offers

music series
Classical music and the Afro-

American, a new musical series, will

be broadcast on Sunday evenings
at 6:30 on WFCR (88.5 FM), the
Five-College station at the
University of Massachusetts.

In each of the hour-long
programs, George Shirley, one of

the most renowned tenors of the
international stage, will introduce
other Afro-American artists, in-

cluding Marian Anoerson, Todd
Duncan, Henry Lewis, Natalie

Hinderas, McHenry Boatwright,
Leontvne Price and Andre Watts.
Shirley will also introduce ser-

veral very gifted young Afro-
American artists who are just on
the threshold of promising careers
in classical music. Many of them
will be performing their national

public broadcasting debuts.

The series presents outstanding
music, much of it not available on
record, performed live by ac-

complished artists, and it offers

young people, especially young
Afro-Americans, positive goals and
encouragement for those among
them who aspire to careers in

classical music.

Yoga lecture

featured at

three colleges
Acarya Visnu Preya, an Ananda
Marga yogini, will be speaking on
yoga meditation and philosophy,
and its social implications Monday
night in the Colonial Lounge, UMass
from 7 - 9 PM.
On Tuesday at 8 PM in Merrill

Science Hall, Lecture room 3 at

Amherst College the lecture will be
repeated.

Tues. from 4:30 - 6:00 PM, she
will speak on yoga postures and
diet at Franklin-Patterson room 108,

Hampshire College. The public is

welcome at no charge.
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Arts series opens
Training sessions designed to inspire, support, and help persons in-

terested in establishing an imaginative arts program within their com-
munity are offered through the second annual Communitv Arts Lfiartershin
Workshop series sponsored here by the Arts Extension Service of the
Division ot Continuing education.

Made possible through the support of the National Endowment for the
Arts and the Massachusetts Council on the Arts and Humanities, this
year's workshops will begin with a free introductory session Tuesday, at
the UMass Campus Center, room 904-908. The series will continue on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings, 7 to 10 p.m., from Oct. 22 through Dec.
10, with a workshop fee of $25 with credit options available for a small
additional fee.

Further information is available from the Arts Extension Service, Draper
Annex, telephone 545-2013.

BIG Y

SHOPPING

CENTER

HAMP PLAZA

NO. KING ST.

NORTHAMPTON

PIZZA-RAMA
355 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst

fpertaining It

PIZZAS, HOT OVEN GRINMRS
and SPAGHETTI

STORE HOURS: Sun.-Thurs., 11 a.m.-Midnight
Fri., Sat., ll a.m.-l a.m.

Call 253-3808

FREE DELIVER*

between 5 p.m. Midnight, every night

Bttt Food in Town - and the Lowest Priees

OPEN 9 - 9 COLUMBUS DAY
(MONDAY OCTOBER 14)

LIQUOR
SUPERMARKET

W! RISERVI THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

PIEL'S LIGHT BEER
24- 12 0Z. N. R. BOTTLES

3.89
CANADIAN CLUB WHISKEY

FIFTH - 86.8 PROOF

5.75
North Mountain Table Wine
GALLON - BURGUNDY - CHABLIS - ROSE

3.29
CASE OF 4

$
1 1.99

LOUIS V CHAMPAGNE
OR COLD DUCK - FIFTH

Oct 10 - Oct 19

From Beau Britches

600 pairs of pants in assorted colors and materials.

bought especially for this exerting sale 1

Flip-top pocket

10-pocket stash- jeans-jeans-]eans

Horseshoe jeans with contrast stitching

Cords m assorted colors

Even suspender overalls

with barrel legs ( 1 to a customer please)

These pants which normally sell for $14. $15 $16
Are now $7 99 / perfect pair of pants
At Beau britches

The Chill is in the Air and

Sweater Season
is with us.

We have a fine selection:

1.79
BEAU 3ritche&.

A jburn Mall Auburn Ma
Midland Mall Warwick R l

Mohawk Mall Schenectady NY
mtam Farms Mall Hadley Ma

McGregor

Thompsons Pendleton

j4*Ut€14t 7%444. Indian Brand
(from $8.00)

SHASTA Reg. or Diet SODA
CASE OF 24 12 OZ. CANS

2.99

Notices

BICYCLE FOLIAGE TOUR
Bicycle Club open tour, everyone

welcome, to New Hampshire border region
on Monday Rally in front of S.U.B at 11
am. Bring your cameras and snacks
BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS

Buses leave Sat. at 12:45 from Whit
more and return by 400. Come to
Belchertown State School this Saturday
and have some fun" Call Ann or Jean 253-

BICYCLE CLUB SLIDE SHOW:
Sat., 6 p.m. m C.C 904, we'll have a

Josh Gordon slide show of his tour of
Southern Europe and Northern Africa
Everyone welcome
I CREDIT WRESTLING COURSE
Beginning and Advanced instruction

contact Larry 6 9254
COLLINS vs ATKINS

Live debate between Democratic State
Rep. James Collins and Republican
Challenger William Atkins on WMUA (91 1

FM) Monday following the 10 p.m news
Tough questions from a panel of press
with Ken Mosakowski as moderator.

DANCE FREE
Let's have our happening at the Bolt

wood benefit in C.C. Aud. It's a good
cause and a nice chance to move to live
sounds
GOT A PROBLEM?:

If you're being hassled, drop your 'bitch'm the bitch box next to the newspaper bins
in the SUB lobby or our new office 306

HOMECOMING PARADE:
Any dorm or organization interested in

entering a float in the Homecoming
Parade contact Mark at 5-0174
INTER VARSITY:

There will be a meeting on Monday
night! 7:30 in C.C. 805.

MARX BOS DOUBLE
Mark Bros. Double feature 10-12 in

S U B. at 7 and 10 p m
MOVIE

Divine is back. Pink Flamingo's returns
Tuesday night. Worse show in town. SU.
Ballroom. Come see for yourself. 7, 9 and

NEED MORE CREDITS?
The Center for Urban Education Teacher

Education program is offering a film and
colloq series, "Issues in Urban Education".
Sign up 123 School of Ed: ques call
CUETEP 545-1377. Credits, 100 mods (per
semester)
NEWMAN CLUB:

Meeting of the Newman Communitv
this Weds, at 7:00 in the front lounge of
the Newman Center. All those interested
are urged to attend.
PRE VET CLUB

Meeting II Will discuss inter-college
New England meeting for all pre-vet clubs.
We must get a Veterinary School!' 7 pm.
C C 165 Tues., October 22.
SCUBA CLUB DIVES
The Scuba Club is going diving. Come

with us Monday to Rockport Call 546 7139
Sunday night if you haven't already signed
up and want to go.
STRATEGIC GAMES CLUB

S.G.C. will hold a drop in center this
Sunday in C.C. 162-175 from 2 p.m -

closing everybody welcome.
70C CLUB MEMBERS
There will be a post-games beer bash at

the Bluewall on Sat.. 4 to 6. Come get
bashed by the music of Everman's land
UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF AMHERST
At the 11 a.m. service. Rev. Dorothy

Spoerl of Charlestown N.H. will speak on

turn to page 16

NOW APPEARING at

THE HIDE-A-WAY
Wed., Oct. 9 thru Sat.

f Oct. 12

WILLIE DIXON
and his band

Cover $2.50 Wed., Thurs. ;

$3.00 Fri., Sat.

Coming Next Week, Oct. 16-19 (Wed.-Sat.)

JOHN HAMMOND
Coming Oct. 23, Wed. Only

Johnathan Edwards ft Clean Living

Rt. 202 in Granby, 1 mile off Rt. 116

Tel. 467-8393

i

Television Tonight
5:00 THE RAYMOND BURR SHOW

"If A Body See A Body ."
(3)

THE REAL MCCOYS "Aunt Wins
Conquest." (18)

THE BIG VALLEY (22)
MISTER ROGERS NEIGH

BORHOOD (24) (57)

5:30 GREEN ACRES "Exodus To
Leedswell." (18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE Whither The
Weather." (27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "Will The Blue
Baron Strike Strike Again?" (30)
NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (40)
EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACT/ON NEWS (8!

THE PRISONER Once Upon
Time." (181

THE BIG NEWS 90 (221
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24i

(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION Maes
Helping Hand.' (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)

BONANZA "The War Comes To
Washoe." (40)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (221 130)
ZOOM' (24) (57)

MOVIE "Trooper Hook." (27)
6 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

700 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WALTER CRONKITE (31

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW Hustling
the Hustler " (181

THE BIG NEWS 90 (221
AVIATION WEATHER (241 (57)
TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry

Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)
7 30 CAMPAIGN 74 "The Candidates
Speak " (3)

LETS MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall
host (8) (22)

THE PORTER WAGONER SHOW
(18)

BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS (2!

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (30!

NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
"Whatever Happened to Felicity

"

(40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 PLANET OF THE APES "The
Legacy." >3>

KODIAK "Captured " (8) (40)

SHARING OUR FAITH (18)

SANFORD AND SON (22) (3)

WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
!24i (57)

8 30 MOVIE "True Grit " (40)

CHICO AND THE MAN (22) (30)

WALL STREET WEEK (24i (57)

CHALLENGING SEA (27)

9 00 MOVIE Aloha Means Good
bve." (3>

BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE (18)

THE ROCKFORD FILES (22) (30)

CANADA WEEK AT CHAN
TAUQUA (24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

MASTERPIECE THEATRE "Murder
Must Advertise " (57)

PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO (27)

DAWSON MCALLISTER SHOW
(18)

POLICE WOMAN (22) (30)

MASTERPIECE THEA TRE "Murder
Must Advertise " (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

CHAVEZ AN INTERVIEW (57)

10:30 NEW DIRECT/ON (18)

IN SESSION ROCK CONCERT (27)

WESTERN MASS, BUSINESS
JOURNAL (57)

11 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (81

(22) (27) (30) (40)

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS (57)

11 30 MOVIE "The Naked Runner."
(3)

AMERICAN HOCKEY LEAGUE
New Haven Nighthawks vs Hershey
Bears. (8)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22)

(30)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN (27)

WIDE WORLD IN CONCERT (40)

I 00 NEWS 181 (401

THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL (22) (30)

^.rtriiri * * „* *
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Amherst College station gets power boost
BV MARK GRFFNF will inrlnrio = cuuit^h tr. c»aran ,»....._:—: ~ . _

^^

f IDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1974

By MARK GREENE
The Amherst Student

After four years of legal and technical
wrangling, the student-operated FM radio
station at Amherst College will get its long
awaited power boost in order to reach the
entire Amherst area, including UMass.
WAMH, 89.3 megacycles on the left of the

FM band has been operating at ten watts
transmitter power. The boost, to 150 watts.

Dustin Hoffman • Anne Bancroft

in

MIKE NICHOLS

THE GRADUATE
Fri., Oct. 11 at 7 -9 - 11 in Mahar

will include s switch to stereo transmission
Last week the Pelham Zoning Board of

Appeals cleared the station's proposal to
erect new transmitting facilities atop Mount
Lincoln. The plan was given approval under a
section of the zoning code providing special
exception to educational institutions such as
Amherst.

"We have received a construction permit
from the Board of Selectmen," College

General Secretary John Callahan said Friday.
This allows the radio station to proceed with
installation of us new 100-foot broadcasting
tower.

"The station is all set from the technical

end," according to WAMH General Manager
Andy von Salis. He expects clearing of the
Mount Lincoln site to begin within a week,
with groundbreaking to follow shortly

thereafter. Installation and connection of the
tower should be completed in about

three weeks.

"We hope to be broadcasting from our
new antenna in early November," von Salis
said.

When the hike finally comes it will

represent both a 15-fold increase in wattage
and a conversion from mono to stereo
signals. This is expected to extend WAMH's
coverage signifantly beyond the Five-College
area, von Salis sa ±

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR
W[NNER OF 6 ACADEMY AWARDS I

METRO CaDWYN MAYER *™«™
A CAftOrWi PRODUCTION

)AVID LEAN'S FILM
Of BORIS PASTf RNAKS

DOCTOR *»

| TODAY: 4:30-8:00

Twi-Lite Hr.: 4:00-4:30 Only — $1.25

Jiff

Sft4-Q1R1 MOUNTAIN F4RMS MALL00*+ JIJJ RQuTE 9- haDiEY MASS

Finrt

Th« Harrad Experiment*

%} (
W Ci Wt SUMMER

R • Ei t oo'»«jinq titrated 'eut.ons between coed students

TODAY: 5:00-7:00-9:30

Twi-Lite Hr.: 4:30-5:00 Only — $1.25

One of the most talked about
motion pictures ever

Audiences are standing up

Uberty

,s

PCI
AN UM

TODAY: Paper Chase, 7.00
Cinderella Liberty — 4:30-9:15

ala im C Hr: 4:0° 4 ™ nn
'V ~ *J

"'

R TALL I
TODAY: 4:30-7:00-9:15

Twi-Lite Hr.: 4:00-4:30 Only — $1.25

ri n n Ei

_ • '_
•''•'•'•»•••••-••••••• ••••

| sSB^S^^SSt
•^^jT

SSJZSVlSL IT F" «-" cert.fk:ates always ava.l'ble\ACBES Of FREE
1
IGHTFP PARK!NC 24HR TEL W3-5131 EXCLUSIVE RECLINING ROCK.NT. CMA.R LOUNGES

" "ciSS

CHARGE YOUR
TICKCTS ON MASTER

Come as por Favorite

Mont Brothers Party

TUBSMVNtTB: OCTOBER tS

7:00 h 9.00 p.m. - #***/»/* hmt Mill

WAQY Radio personality will be on hand to judge Free

hToo Ch-ro
erS

5
C
,°keS PLUS PniCS for bestGroucho,Marpo, Chico and Zeppo costume. Books (PaoerbaclcBooksmith) pizza (Papa Gino's), albums (Soundscope,

aT^aa^V^ '"^ Grand Pri" : weekend for twoat Sugarbush, Vermont Ski Resort Then see soecial
P
ear$T

S
25°

W,n9
°
f "An 'mal CraCkerS" at 9 00 ! m " i"

IT'S
SURVIVAL
OF THE
FIERCEST.

FUNNIEST.
PARAMOUNT fICTUMS PRtSf NTS

AN « I B f R T S H UOOT PBOOUC T ION

BURT REYNOLDS

THE LONGEST YARD"
ALBERTS RUOOT
ROIERT IIORICN ]

»••• TRACT MENANWTM
ALBERTS RU00T

HUNKOtVOl
HAN f HOROWITZ

'

Thr most magnifxvni pirlurr ever!

(l\RK(i.\IMi;

\hiex ii;i(.ii

IKSlIi; HOWARD

Today
8:00

LIMAilrllWlIJAM) CHARLES GROOIN CANDICE BERGEN

V JAMES MASON TREVOR HOWARD JOHIM GlELGUD

J ^

AMHERSTtVnm
AM,TY ST. 253 5426

INGMAR BERGMAN S

CRIESAND
WHISPERS
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«OURC0RMANpfW,iANfwvW*t0RfluSf
S*fr«g HAJWMH ANMRSSON • INGftID THUt IN

•KABISnWAN.tlVUllA\ANN K
Wnt»<] *.«**) ond produead by INGMAR SjROMAN

Eves: Cries 4 Whispers
MONDAY 4 TufSDAV BARGAIN NllfS .

CALVIN

7 00&8 45p.

AU SEATS SI 00

-ittel
A man
of peace

driven

.•iercmiah^
Johnson*'

A SYDNEY POLLACK FILM iffftl

R06{ RT HEOFQWO -n'A Sn>tt Pr y. I ~ .f»fv.\- O* S
'•

<«V

Xn^JgBg™* Johnson - MK) > 80 . S*t t Sun Mat Z

f MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
• :30 a.m. and 3 45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3 45. two days

bafere the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates »f.

Daily — s.JO per line
Weekly — $.25 per line
Monthly — $20 per line

15

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Clockwork Orange - 7:00-900

AMHERST CINEMA
Cries b Whispers - 7:00-8:46

CALVIN THEATRE •

Jeremiah Johnson - 7:00 b 900CAMPUS CINEMAS -

Jeremiah Johnson - 7:00-9:00
Tamarind Seed - 7:00-9:16
Five Easy Places - 8:46
Easy Rider - 7:00

MT. FARMS 4 -

Or. Zhivago - 7:00
Harrad Summer • 8:16-8:30
Cinderella Liberty - 8:00
Paper Chase 6 00
Walking Tall 6:46 8:15

SHOWCASE -

Juggernaut 2 00 7 30 9 36
The Longaat Yard - 7:30-9 50
Gona With The Wind - 8:00
1 Harrow House - 7:40-9:40

That's Entertainment - 2:00 - 6 00
8:20 10:26

2001: A Space Odyasey - 7:00 -

9:60

FOR SALE

Used guitars bought end aold.
The Guitar Workshop, Amherst
Carriage Shops. 649-1728.

10 epd. Corso bike. Best offer.
549-0635

Sound ft Music Co-op. 247-6870
11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Dlb. alia foam rubber mattress f-

spring. 930. 266-8149. P.M.

T.V. - Portable Blk. and White. 3
weeka old. $46. Call 263-6277.

Collage Calculators Introduce!
the new Melcor 635. All Trie tunc
tione, memory, exp. not end no*
no more intermediate calculations
Now you can uae the parenthesis
Only #109.96. Alao introducing th«
SR 50 at 9142.96. Come end see thi
two machines. Watch for m>
jostere next week. Call Bol
Srowell et 649-1319. Tell me wha
rou needl

Ski parkas. Md. sizes. Cheap.
fNext wk. vasts, coldsults.
snowmobile suit 6-6327.

AUTO FOR SALE

7912
CH#VV ,mp* ta

- •«00. Call 694-

70 Fiat 860. new top. mtd. anows.
36 mpg., nd. clutch. 9960 or B OGeorge 646-7069.

72 VW, excellent condition. AM-FI'
radio. 91800. Contact BUI. 649-9339.
aft 6.

1968 VW Bug. runa well. 9600. 323
4264.

62 VW Bug. 87 rebuilt engine
excellent mechanically Must seU. Cal
646-7467

.

MDC Cla44taft
MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
Bultaco Matador MK3 260CC. 2

strok
cond
extras and new ,
BO. Call 367-9686

e. dual purpose bike. Exc.
Under 2000 miles. Many

perts. 1st 9426 or

69 Corvette Com/., 4 speed. 56 .00
miles Beet offer over 93,000. Ken. 6-1

0210.

hi!I
Amph

J
c«/ » MPG car~on~thehighway 14 ft. steel hulled boat onwater. Muat seel 91,100

6
,'

Char»* r RT-SE all options

627-4963
B r°°f ,,criflW *760.00.

Mech. Spec. 69 SQBK VW.
needa engine and body work 9600
Mark afta. 646-2041.

Girl's 5 speed
(64)6-7499.

bike. Beat offer

,-hLILLIAN ROTH'P;""

STARTS WEDNESDAY

Metro Goldwyn Mayer
presents

For a Perfect

take... IHE JlflMAT[ [RIP IN 7Qmm|

< I ilk In ii i iKhrll
% I.I 4 .ill | m rU rilkWM « ^ \ # mem \

•ituii.Mi««ii|MiiH«i ) "gsrsrss*

SPfClAl &MOUP RATES
t*- 1̂̂

'AU PfWOPM/Nr.ES-CONIACJ THf AIER MG^
| ^/ E»ctl,„ ong.n.11, p,#,«„«( )n c.-.„am» and Sfreophon^So^

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

Set Roainal GTA 206cm bindings.
Nevada toe marker. Rotamat heel,

i.Vl 2ld Ex
- cond - B ««* o«er. Call

[

046-6689. Phil.

Irish Setter pups for sale. Call 1-
369-4427 evenings 8 to 10.

TV portable. B&W looks and
condition excell 940. Cell Aki 266-
1826.

For Sale — Deluxe queen alze.
heated waterbed. Beautiful fur
lined frame. Only 7 months old
New 9376. Call and make an offer.
Muat be seen. 549-6339. Mike.

Delmonico 3 cu. ft. refrig., good
condition 960. 263-2241.

"No hands" Phone amplifier 911.
253-7241.

|

Dining table with 4 chairs. 549-

1 pr Converse All Star sneakers.worn 6X Blue men 6 and one-half -

W 9. Mlndy 258-8899. _
Vivhar w-a and Vlvitar 200 mm.

^^•^ond - Wl" n*0otlate. Chris 401.
>-2303.

323-7763 '
?W

'
wr*v*rb mp $36°

Pair of uaed 6.60-16 studded

397°3
W t,r*" L 'k* n*W $20 C"M 5S6-

10 speed 24 in. frame ^obJackson with mostly camping
equipment Call 323-4534. Peter.

10 spd. Schwinn. 546-6986.

546 M3
S
l"'

e
°'d C°miC book • Ca ' ,

10 speed Mercie 300 23 in frame
Excellent cond. $220 253 5102

AUTO FOR SALE

•9W «9-5|?9
Gd C°nd,t,0n A 'k,n"

1966 Chevrolet. 6 cyl. automatic,
" r!"' buv

' ec o"omical to run. 9396
*6o 7241.

3 Dart 6 cyl. autometit
oapendable. economical tran
sportation $200. 253 7241.

66 Ply. not great
super running and
9260 or BO 263-7241.

looking, but
dependable.

24?-9
W
33
1988 W 'th 8? •n9,n# 30° 00

^64 VW Bus. Brand new engine.Must mM. 9600. Call 646-7467.

'63 Austin Healy MKIT. 3.000 alec

M& «
Pir# *?£* ,60° T#l 413243-

2843, 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.

'68 Saab 96V4T 66,000. Needs trana.

2^-6449
"trong. Beat offer.

19/0 Porsche 914-4. $1796 863 2160
5 p.m.

Chevy Vega 71 Hatchback! 4
speed, 91095. Call 649-0499 after 6p.m.

Mercedes Bam 190B. Near
a^S,,C '

v,rv BOod con<"tlonl 686-

'63 Pontiac Tempest, Exc. body

C.H 6e8 7
C
49;.

n,C,,,V R—°"- bl --

70 Porsche 914. 36 moo~ M ust

oHLr.^.
m
3
,
7
d
9.

at,,V W '" t,k# bM

1967 TR4A. excel, cond. A classic
by 1990. 91200. Call Paul 699-3936.

e.n!£|
Ch

.?
V
Zi
Vt£ """ *"•"• Pn,V

68.000 mil Has inspection sticker

546532
L0*"V" m,MBB# for D,v« 89

1973 Datsun, white, model 1200
Only 12,000 miles. Also 2 snow tires

«L'!L«uds For •"formation call
638-9638 or contact Mrs. AuffrevRoom 213, Whltmore Bldg.

'66 Buick.very good condition.

!*8-9866
° f b*" 0,f*r Cm"

FOR RENT

Hne Ig. yard, quiet area. Cell 263

J..
b * dVn;.

townhouse. Squire
Village. Fully carpeted-dishwaeher.
Nov. 1 or soonar. 566-4349, 7 - 11
p.m.

ROOMMATE WANTED
For 2 bedrm. apt In Puffton Villaa. IJjnm* beth. 9no 5SX7X
Roommate wanted to share 2 bdapt in Sunderland on UMass Bus

Rte. Call 666-2860.

F to ahare bedroom on bua rte
972.60 plus utilities. Call 256-0818.

H^rfu„
r00

"V ln •"•' b°"«o~ m
C.*.

d,

:r;.
n
r•5

r

p
C
m
mPU

•
N° 6882816

c
°wn

J
1" in beeutlful "houae nrSndrlnd Ctr. Call 666-2287.

323
P
4aM

,

!.
,0 ,har« •Pt! in B"to~wn.Ji!J 4893 eves, to 11:30.

WANTED

„F!?J mp,on Juic«r- Psv top 99.
J/3 4264

1

HELP WANTED

Nurse Aides wanted im-
mediately: All shifts (7-3, 3-11. 11-7).
Apply in person. Amherst Nursing
Home. 150 University Drive.

Students who have been cleared
for work study to work in RSO
office. Must be available days. See
Jim Riley in RSO office. Student
Union.

SERVICES K\

Large room for artist
facilities 256 0617. Cheap.

Uaa of

1965 Jeep CJ5,
evenings 549 0567.

$550. Call

1967 Olds Station Wagon, 54 000

JStJtSm^ F8
" in,p#ctJon

'68 Mustang, small V8, auto., p.s.,
p.b

, air cond., good tires. Must seli
Call Aki 256 6826 Very nice car

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1971 Yamaha
Good cond.

175CC. 253-377753-3777

New Cobra Link Rock in orig

4043 BMI
VOUf PfiCB M5 M"

Honda CL 450 9500 miles. Ex-
cellent cond. Sissy Bar. Helmet
chain New parts BO 69084 nitesAsk for Bruce

BOB IS BACK - to buv your
sick or decrepit car. Any make,
model, year Unload your headache
for faat 999999. 263-7241.

•"89891 "999*1 work. Serious only. 6-
6044.

Used sofa. Call 253-5482 a~fte~r 6.

tSSm^4"•* fpr MG
~
B ~c-» l

Musicians - Interested players
for participation in (New Muaic)
ensemble situation - cellists.
saxophoniata, trombone, tuba
percussion, double bassist. Inquire
eveninga, 8 p.m. - 9 p.m. only. 584
6077.

Glass gallon jugs. Will pay 9. 263-
7517.

HELP WANTED

Earn up to 91200 a school year
hanging posters on campus in
spare time. Send name, address
phone and school to: Coordinator
of Campus Representativea, P O"o» 1384. Ann Arbor, Mi. 48108.

So. Hampton family needs UMIE
pref. from E. Hampton area for
light houaekeeping. Few af-
ternoons weekly. 527-8454

PHOTO TEACHER needed for
JQA lower, cell 646-8364.

Southampton family needsUMass. Student preferably from
fcasthampton area to do lighthousekeeping chore a couple
efternoon a week. Call 627-9464.

Wanted - Loving care for 2
children and some housework. 11 -

330 deily and some mornings.
Salary negotiable. Own tran-
sportation. 649 0097

Responsible day care coor
dinator for MARATHON week
Nov. 11 15, 8:30 am. 430 p m $50
a wk plus credit. Margo. 546 1585

r

RIDE WANTED

From Spfld. to UM dly. 8 - 4:30.
732 6418.

PERSONALS

LMC — On your 21st Luv I

'•".m. now th-t n0 "•attest whatwe II always be together. Here's to
a happy life! Your Big Ginio.

«i
W°u

l
d th# pr'ok(s) who~stole~m^

the decency to return my pots?

&t. Were. Phone (413) 967-4622.

Welcome to the msn of
Laurentian Lanes all conatertng
heroes of the Diamond. From the
stsff of ths COLLEGIAN a very
happy stay in ths Isnd of Eibsl.

«f you hevs 9100 snd want 2

Hop Brook Communs Rursl Farm.
JIS* People. Box 723. Amh.rat

Hey Terry, Happy 19thxdx.
(remember this is your last one
before going over the hill)
Lmizathykishi.

CC, Love you. Let's make the
best of it. Sweetheart, B.

Hey Mac, Ya wanna hear somegood oldies? Friday, 9 p.m., Free
Floating Anxiety. WAMH 89 5 FM
Whoever ran into a red VW Sat -

Sun. in front of Moore, please
contact me for insurance purposes
There was $500 damage. 6-8131

Clarkie. Darryl. Crowley. ~Ki7chmer, Zoino, Cerniawski,
balinetti: Washington up per
reunion, Wednesday, October 16
930 p.m 19th floor. GWU

me Vernon E we oonne getchu -
1Kb.

Shnooks. how come you're not
here on my lips? Ly. Shnookles.

To Honey bo Bunny Happy
second anniversary! Would you
like to walk me to town? I love you'Honey bo Easter

Campus Clubs and
Organizations^ Do you want to
publish high quality newsletter
pamphlet magazine or booklet???
Let the Message Company help
you write, layout, deaign and print
itlt Reasonable fees. Contact Jerry
at 253-9869 for information.

HI-FI Audio repair, 2 day aer Ice
work guaranteed. At Tech Hi-Fi
Call 549-2910.

Professional guitar repairs bv
Buitar-maker Michael Millard.

Stl;
W,d

' /" -t Th« G"'terWorkahop Amherst Carriage
Shops^ 649-1729. Free estlmstss

Dstsun Toyota and Volvo
p!«i

r#d
«
at r"«oneble prlcea.

Plenty of experience and equip-ment Phone Russ Bsce 586-1227.

LOST

Yr. old white male cat Rt 9 in
Belchertown (towards Quabbin).
Spot on head. 2 different color
eyes. Any info appreciated. 323-
4oo1

.

Missing: A bone colored wallet
with light blue interior. If found
?..?•.• r?turn m V personal things!
Call Leslie et 546-6513.

CALCULATORS

Celculator Sale - Collees
Calculators offers lowest prices
anywhere. All modela available!Texas Inst. Hewall Packard.
Unicorn. All machines new end
guer. with 2 month replacement
wsrrsnty...Before you buy a
calculator, call me. I can beet enyPrice anywhere. Look for my
posters around campus for detailsThen cell Bob Crowell et 549-1318°

ENTERTAINMENT

The BluewaM hosts every man's
band Wednesday thru Saturday this
week. The TOC features W lite Jenkins
and his bend. Enjovl

Listen' The Zotoe era coming soon.

f«,
L
°™i,

B *n
J

d
'
SEA~G"JLL '"kinotor male singer Must be into

Stevie Wonder. Marvin Gay. .tc

Mstch Halloween Weekend
catch usl

ind

Whi'rSr^^V1 *• W«*"^*YNrta Coffeehoueai Cal Ed at 694-9279
for a reeervatkm

'

INSTRUCTION

,k
M

,

C,«"° n8 av"*'«ble throughthe UMass Music Dept sPreparatory Div. Guitar lessons all
levels and types Call 545 2434 for
information.

Classical guitar lessons
Conservatory background Kevin
Collins. 253 7976

SERVICES

CAR REPAIR HASSLES ? Bob is
back to fix it right. No job' too
small. Foreign or domestic. No bio
overheed 253 7241

Male model Jim
p m 253 3923. 6 7

You get more music for yourmoney and pay less money for your
music with Bob the D.J. Cell now
for your dsts with nonstop
nostslgis. 635-6076.

Dustin Hoffmen in Mike Nlchol'i
The Graduate" Frl., Oct. 11 at 7-9

11 in Mahar.

Like to play before a real live
audience? The Hatch Wednesday
*ight Coffeehouse «snts youi Call
Big Ed at 584 6279 to reserve e spot.

MISCELLANEOUS

a SSSS * °n W" ,ok,d out ''oma reliable source concsrning ths

thV.
,0
.K
n-

' S,mi"«' Corp. It seem,
thet the corp. has approved the
requested Personnel Dept budget
L. *u" V"' ,or our • nt,f» com
munlty Congrsts - Pere. Dept

(Ml Scottish Terrier needs ajhome until end of the semes jrK^ 5^8-4040.

'

,l "PSn'" 5<

Auto Workshop Reopens

Do it yourself. Repair your own
car. We supply the tools and ad-
vice. Lower level CC Garage. Open
Mon - Fri 3-10 p m. Sat and Sun
10 10 Parts at discount.
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Feminist arts

program

offers forum
The Feminist Arts Program of

Everywoman's Center at UMass
will sponsor its first Forum on the
Arts, Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the
Campus Center Room 903.

Harriet Cohen, a potter, and
Kaymarion, a graphic artist, will

lead a discussion on women in the
visual arts.

The public is invited to join with
questions and ideas.

Solo pianist

performs here

Wednesday
Works for solo piano by

Beethoven, Chopin, Haydn and
Schumann will be performed by
pianist Nigel Coxe in a recital

Wednesday, at 8 p m. in Bowker
Auditorium

Nigel Coxe, a member of the

music faculty at the University, is a

Fellow of the Royal Academy of

Music in London and has been a

Professor of Piano at the Royal
Academy. A native of Great

Britain, he has performed in many
European countries and has ap-

peared with the B.B.C. Welsh
Orchestra.

The concert is part of the

Department of Music's faculty

recital series and is open to the

public free of charge.

I Nc tices 1

cont. frc p. 13
Reflections oi

Religious Edii'

grade meet a<

MOTORCYCLI
Trail Rid.

m Brittany "

re than A
253 9891
LOST
A pair

i^avv case betwt-
91 in North,*

lost and found
l-OUND

Article of C

1

Left at C.C lost

ENGAGEMEN f

Joyce Favalc
Philip Apts to I

of Kappa, Sigm

Century and a Half"
i classes for K 6th
roddler care provided

lay at 9 am. Leaving
r Apts. All rdiers are
For information call

nmed glasses in hard
University Dr and Rte
Please return to C.C
all 549 1168

,1 on Belchertown Bus
'd found.

lass of '74 of 203 King
ly Donahue, Class '74

201 n pleasant st amherst

10 to f>30 thurs. & fn tfl 9

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
8 v Stella Wilder

Friday, October 11

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22 1
-

A chance to increase your
income makes this an exciting

day. You may be disappointed
by another's lack of interest in

the evening, however.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

— There is no place for

self-deprecation today. You

have an opportunity for gain;

take it, or you will regret not
doing so later on.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) — Though change
may not actually be called for

where your plans for the
immediate future are con-

cerned, you may wish to effect

them on your own.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19) — Unless you can act

quickly when the chips are

down, you may be in for

disappointment this morning.
Make an effort to see
everything at once.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.

18) — A day which calls for

exceedingly wise business
decisions. You will not be able
to ride on your reputation
now— not even for a moment.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)

— The opportunity that comes
your way this morning won't
come again for a long, long
time. Be careful of the decision
you make regarding it.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
— You would do well to take
loved ones into your confi-
dence, especially should plans
for a change involve their ease
and common well-being.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— Lend a sympathetic ear to
one whose difficulties out-
weigh yours by a good bit.

You may not be able to grant
material aid, however.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)

— Put on a show of interest
even if you can't really feel

yourself involved either men-
tally or emotionally. Another
needs to feel your support.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)

— Relations with partners,
whether of a business or
domestic nature, may be a bit
"sticky" today. Make an
effort to appear calm, cool, and
collected.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) - A
morning mood of depression
must not be allowed to

the entire day.
your decision in

change in your

ACROSS
I Brrng forth

5 Food MO'*4

Inform*!

9 S'eeps
M Motored'

Informal

'S Stage
direction

'6 tojide o»

P»**i»

17 God u* iq*»

18 Melody
19 Uovwn (he

20 Co'dayt piant

path 2 wvoTi*

22 Marine
mammal 2
words

23 Temptation
24 Boutique
25 Planet

28 Boldest
32 Degrade
33 Begin to grow
34 Of interior

quality

35 The two
36 Facial

expression
37 The south of

F'ance
38 Eggs
39 Ontario %

R.ve'

40 African region
41 Disagreeable

43 Constraint

44 Not AO'King
45 Mutilate

46 T»mfe penoci

49 Uppers ano;

towers
53 many way

2 words
54 Famous

puppeteer
55 Death rattle

56 Have a distinct

tiavo*

57 tmpe>

58 Of IJM Caen
59 Smging vo.ee*
60 Malt beverage
61 Stationer s

unit

DOWN
1 Boxer Maa
2 Kangaroo o'

Australia

3 Preposition

4 Shrub
5 Keep under

restraint

6 Jump for |ov

7 Join
8 Adherent ot

Sutt.*

9 Withstand
successfully

2 words
10 Enthralled

11 Native
African vilage

¥ esterday s Pu x*ie Sow e<

T\r\ -.

'

P 1 . 1
[

J t

- 1 " 6 T V -
1

. Tj -
1

.- V '
a T .

PI 1
! N !

H
*

1

1 1

T* w [ 1

i i 1 1
1

V I

'

LI 1 1 I
I I -

IMl to 1 ejaf
•

UULiU UUUU HUUHIJ
I'

1 n tf •

J "S 1

"

JT
i

t U
'f' 1

* 1 T .

-
i

• 1

1

r ' -H •-

- '

' '

*.
'

- i
j

'.

!

12 Quartette less

one
13 Intoned
21 Pottery

22 Vibrated
24 Novel ptot

25 European
shoe

26 Higher in rank
27 Turkic

language
28 Glisten

29 Eliminate

30 Carbonated
beverages

31 Gemini
33 Gr.n

36 Fu r beanng
mamma 1

37 Mutterer

39 Conundrums
40 Be acceptable
42 Italian island

43 Hazard
45 Mm
46 Facts
47 And others

2 words
48 Hurl

49 Be bold
enough

50 Uncommon
51 Wagner

herome
52 Appear
54 Second

stringer

Informal
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dominate
Reconsider
favor of a

activities.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
— Make a start in the right
direction today where new
friends are concerned. You can
do yourself a lot of good if you
will be tactful in criticism.

20

25 27

44 47 48

53

56

59

23

44

54

57

60

49

45

29

34

55

wzk&i.
50 51 52

$225 pr.

OPEN
MONDAY!

ACOUSTIC
SUSPENSION
SPEAKERS POWER, PERFORMANCE,

AND FEATURES - ON A BUDGET!

Kampus Kapers
\(\H- PAR00A!

frKfej OUTARE iJOU

fllAJf^RCTrVirVOUR
^SATCHEL HTICkWJCJ

By Kris Jackson

dizzy and paul-

/ - - ft lot or pl aces
'QCT i-OCAi- ORDlAMiVrCES'

, I^AiNiSTcWRV.AJ'/teaiAJDJ
I LIKWR V'kNOu,'

By Jim Carson

factory
repacks

(DNIKKO QSR-4D4D

WATTS/RMS

Ohm

CI I

vut&.nessr
flU.8tf*3*JD

INSfF^OO

L-SEO-Viz IT has its yps )

* "V—
•

,
( 0MV',C»VLR . IRK*, t*E .

PEANUTS
I UUNT ^0 ORDER AnCTmER
PiA,\0 .VW" FIRST ONE UMS
CHtait? \l? BH A [CT£-6AnN6
TREE THI5 LAST ONE UAS
ThRO^N DOifJfs A r£u)6£...

ACOUSTIC
SUSPENSION
SPEAKERS

factory
repacks

rou3>"'

^E5. I -0ANT ThE $A,V\E

kind as eeFo^e..

THE WIZARD OF ID

TAKE YOUR TIME
ON DELIVERVf!

by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

SlPE=, I

You Apr&irreo

<=>\Joce-sscfc. to
TUB TH«PNB
Yfe$rei?p4Y

or- nsrrER&^T.

Cl GLENBURN
|

2155 W/B

BC.
l^ i il l l ll

' iiiili iikiiMiiuihmiuniidlllJlLiiiuuuJ

by johnny hart

/~\

<

tech hifi 1

— Quality Components at the Right Price

S
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^ ir univS»^ " W*6"

ID Wt

V.

259 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610

186 Main St. Northampton 586-2552

»»>.'<'«' >',»». ,
«i\-» ••

•
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"West" series
a toss-up

By STEWART SLAV/N
LOS ANGELES (UPI) -- Some sports writers are already calling the 1974

World Series the "Freeway Series" because it's a 390-mile drive from
Oakland to Los Angeles down California's heartland along Interstate 5.

But the Oakland A's took no time for a leisurely drive Thursday - they
arrived here by jet for their Saturday appointment with the Los Angeles
Oodgers in the first All-California World Series ever.

In fact, it will mark the first time in 18 years that a single state has
boasted both the National League and American League pennant winners.
The last time was the 1956 encounter between the old Brooklyn Dodgers
and the New York Yankees.
The 1974 series matches a veteran Oakland team, bidding for its third

straight world championship, against a young Dodger team that has been
pennant starved since the days of Sandy Koufax eight years ago.
Most oddsmakers hesitated to predict a winner, though some have

installed Oakland as a razor-thin favorite on the strength of the team's
three veteran starting pitchers - Vida Blue, Jim "Catfish" Hunter and Ken
Holtzman.

A's manager Alvin Dark said he will go with either Blue or Holtzman in

game number 1 of the series at Dodger Stadium which begins at 4 P.M.
EDT.

Dodger skipper Walter Alston will open with Andy Messersmith, a 20-

game winner, followed by 19-game winner Don Sutton on Sunday.
But Alston said his plans for a starter in the third game in Oakland

Tuesday were "up in the air."

Oakland's Reggie Jackson, who is mending from a hamstring pull, had a
doctor's appointment in Los Angeles Thursday to determine whether he
will play Saturday.

"I'll play Saturday if my name is in the line-up, even in a wheelchair,"
Jackson said Wednesday after his team wrapped up the American League
title in Baltimore.

"Hey, I've had 19 hamstrings," Jackson told newsmen. "I can tell you
exactly what will happen when I go to the man's office today. He'll tell me
to get up on the table and then he'll poke around my leg some. He'll ask
me how the leg feels and I'll tell him, 'fine, just fine."

But A's owner Charles Finley said Jackson, who got Oakland's only hit

Wednesday in the role of a designated hitter, would be in the hands of the
doctor.

"You're not going to decide if Reggie will play," Finley told Dark. "I'm
not going to decide and Reggie's not. The doctors will make the
decision."

If the A's took their third straight pennant in stride, the Dodgers took
their first National League crown in eight years in anything but stride.

"We can beat anybody, ' said Dodger catcher Steve Yeager, dripping
with champagne in the clubhouse following Los Angeles' 12-1 drubbing
of the Pirates.

"This is phase two of our season," said Steve Garvey who had smashed
two back-to-back homers in the game. "Phase three starts Saturday."

Women's crew opens
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By LAURIE GULL/ON
Sports Staff

The UMass Women's Crew Club
elected officers for the 1974-5

rowing season last Saturday while

continuing to practice for their first

race this fall on Saturday against

Trinity College and Smith College.

President of the club, Rose
Sellew feels that the season is a

"turning-over" year for the club.

"We have eight veteran rowers
plus a large turnout of interested

novices," said Sellew when ex-

plaining the change in membership,
"and we have enough people to fill

Notices
Women's crew - Any freshmen

wishing to row on the UMass crew
report to the bus in front of Boyden
Mon. - Fri. at 4 p.m. No experience
necessary.

Baseball - There will be a
doubleheader today against
Dartmouth at Earl Lorden Field.

Game time is 1:00. It is the
highlight of the fall baseball
schedule.

over three boats, more than ever

before."

Because the Women's Crew
Club has only two shells and cannot
accommodate all new rowers,

Sellew says "the club wants
recognition from the athletic

department, hopefully status as a
varsity sport, to know where we
stand. In the past, we've been
scrambling for money to buy
necessary equipment for the team.
With varsity standing, new we'll

have better idea, financially at least,

where we can go."

At 9:30 on Saturday the first

boats from UMass and Trinity

College race along the two-mile
Connecticut River course, and at

10:00, the second and third boats
from the three schools will com-
pete. The UMass club is entering

one shell in the first race, and two
shells in the second race.

A Own- CHICOPEG'S

.ICIEL6/U

OCr03£A /Z-. 3

URBAN RFNFWAI AREA-CHICOPff FALLS
FEATURING 'I Tip POLISH BANn^.'.'T

THIS TIUCET KILL ADMIT
ruf* ll.flTl |f Pt
ATUHDA*. 0C f 1? fit* jHL

ESENTEI)

]

M is Trail *M1*§

Hew and Used BIKES
are available at:

VALLEY

M0T0RSP0RTS
348 King St.

Northampton
584-7303

The ball glances off the fingertips of Lee Harriman (No. 11) as a Vermont
defender and cheerleader (left) look on. The play typifies the UMass passing game
so far this season, but Mark Tripucka and his fleet of receivers will have to click
against BU to keep the team's YanCon hopes alive.

Sports

hotline

5-3500

Equestrian events
The first UMass Student Horse

Event began early last Saturday,
October 5, at Tilson Farm. The
event covered three phases of

equitation: dressage, cross-
country, and stadium jumping.
Among the 31 competitors, both
novice and training levels, were
eleven riders from Smith College.

Under the discerning eye of the
judge, Ms. Karen Kramer, the riders

strove for harmony and precision

during the first phase. A change of

pace marks the excotong cross-

country jumping, where horse and
rider fly through woods and fields

over natural obstacles. The final

phase, stadium jumping, demands
the utmost in control, and yet

freedom, as the rider and house
together end a strenuous day of

competition.

On October 12, the University will

be represented at the Worcester
Intercollegiate Horse Show. The
University sends it's riders to

various regional, intercollegiate
horse shows and the public is

welcomed to attend.

Pats face shaky Jets
NEW YORK (AP) - According to Coach Charley Winner, the New York

Jets have been a one-half team through their first four National Football
League games this season.

"We've demonstrated that we can be a good club. But we have to play
two good halves, not one," he said as the Jets, 1 - 3, prepared for Sun-
day's home opener against the unbeaten New England Patriots.

"We played a good first half against Kansas City and Chicago and a
good second half against Miami. Now we have to put it together for 60
minutes," said Winner.

After leading Kansas City 13 - at the half, the Jets lost 24 - 16. They
be^t Chicago 23 - 21 after building a 20 - halftime edge. Then they lost 16
12 in rainy, windy Buffalo before losing 21 - 17 last Monday night to

Miami after the Dolphins had run up a 14 - halftime margin.
"In the second half against Miami, we demonstrated the type of defense

we are capable of playing," Winner added. "We lost the game because we
didn't play any defense in the first half."

The Jets, whose offense has been erratic all season, go against a
Patriots team whose defense has been equally erratic.

The Pats, who routed winless Baltimore 42 - 3 last Sunday, have the
American Football Conference's strongest defense against the rush-but
the weakest against the pass.

Appearing

FRI. SI V

Good
Friend
Coyote

Mike's Speed Equipment

TIRE SALE
— For Fall Inspection

G - 60.14 *2665

G - 60.15 *2695

L — 60.14 *302°

L - 60.15 *3075

4 Ply - R.W.L.

Complete line of high performance speed and custom
equipment.
Now available complete line of wan equipment.

Also Eight Track Tapes $2.99

it

RUSTY
NAIL

INN
Rt«\ 17. Sunderland

663-1937

DONT get caught thumbing
come on over to

Rt.9 HADLEY, MASS. $86 7990

EQUIPMENT

It's "California, Here We Stay" for Oakland A's sluggers Reggie Jackson and
Bando as they board plane for Los Angeles to face the Dodgers in the first
California World Series ever. (See story, Page 18)

Soccermen tackle Terriers

in key YanCon meeting

Sal

all-

By BEN CASWELL
Sports Staff

The UMass Soccer Minutemen
go against the Terriers of Boston
University this Saturday at 11:00

a.m. in a very important Yankee
Conference battle.

The booters are coming off a

week lay-off. In their las. contest

they impressively beat Worcester
Poly-Tech 4-0 last Saturday. In that

game the team was passing very

well and moving the ball up field the

best they did all season.

Coach Al Rufe commented that,

"we would like to play the same
type of game as we did against

W.P.I. ..That short passing which
uses the whole field is the best

attack."

The soccer squad's record so far

this season is a solid 3-1. In their

first two contests they shut-out
both Boston College and Maine but
then they were soundly beaten by a

fine Keene State team. After that

loss though the team seemed to

pull together and they gave their

of the season againstbest effort

W.P.I...

Boston University thus far this

season has not been that im-
pressive. They have a record of 0-4-

1. In shut-out contests they lost to
UMaine and UConn, 1-0 and 4-0
respectively. They also had a 2-1

loss to Vermont, a scoreless tie with
University of New Hampshire, and
a somewhat misleading 18-1 loss to
nationally ranked Brown. Coach
Rufe on that loss to Brown said,

"our guys must look at that game
and think that BU will not be tough.
What they must realize is that BU is

not going to give us the game,
we've got to beat them."

Soccer practice this week has
been good and bad. The team
worked quite a bit on the passing
that was so well executed against
W.P.I. Of course, it would be a big

plus if they can continue that type
of performance. On the bad side,

the week lay-off could have gotten
the team rusty. Also, there were
certain days that key players on the

Sunday sorcery *

By SCOTTHAYES
Can the Patriots break the Joe "Willie" jinx in Shea Stadium? Will the

Cowboys begin their perennial "march to the sea" this weekend, stomping
on anyone or anything that gets in their way? Are the Dolphins capable of
handling the Redskins when the Super Bowl title is NOT at stake? Will
Baltimore or Detroit win any games this season? And more importantly,
can the UMass Minutemen find a passing game to complement the
running of Rich Jessamy and Keith Lang? These are questions that should
be answered this weekend, but for those of you who can't wait, here's a
look ahead.

UMASS 26; BOSTON UNIVERSITY 21
BU may have its best team since the Pasadena BjwI squad of 1969, and

has to be inspired after last Friday night's 33-8 drubbing of Northeastern,
but the Terriers depend too heavily on their ground attack. The Minutemen
haven't allowed a touchdown on the ground yet this season, and have to
win this one to stay in the YanCon race.

BUFFALO BILLS 31; BALTIMORE COLTS 14
The lowly Colts will have more to worry about than just 0. J. Simpson.

Joe Ferguson is coming on, while teammates Ahmad Rashad and Jim
Braxton have been playing well. An improved Buffalo defense will have the
Colts looking for a new head coach again....but it's more than coaching
problems.

CINCINNATI BENGALS 28; CLEVELAND BROWNS 20
True, this one's the Buckeye State grudge match, but Bengals are

simply a better team than the Browns this year.

ST. LOUIS CARDINALS 28; DALLAS COWBOYS 27
Realistically, a toss-up, but I have to go with the Cards, who are rolling

and will have home crowd to cheer them on. Dallas may make its move
toward Eastern Division supremacy, but if the Cowboys lose, the Dallas
days of reign are all but over.

MINNESOTA VIKINGS 16; HOUSTON OILERS 7
The Vikings won't even need the last-second heroics of Fred Cox to put

away Oilers and remain undefeated.
LOS ANGELES RAMS 35; GREEN BAY PACKERS 13
John Hadl, Jim Bertelsen and teammates won't have as much tiouble

with Packers as they did last Sunday against Detroit
CHICAGO BEARS 20; ATLANTA FALCONS 17
According to NY Giants head coach Bill Arnsparger, the Giants played

their worst game of the season last week and Atlanta barely managed to
win. The improved Bears will stop the Falcons, as Chicago QB Gary Huff
begins to make a name for himself.

MIAMI DOLPHINS 23; WASHINGTON REDSKINS 21
There's no Super Bowl title at stake, but Dolphins will edge the Red-

skins.

NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS 21; NEW YORK JETS 17
Reggie Rucker is a doubtful starter, but Pats are not about to let a hex

stand in their way at least not this year.

DENVER BRONCOS 34; NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 21
If Archie Manning doesn't get the Saints marching, it may not even be

that close.

PHILADELPHIA EAGLES 17; NEW YORK GIANTS 10
Remember the good old days Giant fans? What ever happened to Y. A.

Tittle, Frank Gifford and Joe Morrison?
PITTSBURGH STEELERS 14; KANSAS CITY CHIEFS 13

Chiefs only managed 170 total yards against Denver last week and both
offenses have had trouble getting started, but Steelers should take low-
scoring affair.

OAKLAND RAIDERS 35; SAN DIEGO CHARGERS 27
Ken Stabler has a great fleet of receivers - Cliff Branch, Fred Biletnikoff

and RB Clarence Davis - as well as train-like Marv Hubbard. That's a little

too much for most NFL teams to handle, and Chargers are no different
DETROIT LIONS 24; SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS 20

This is my Monday night special, as winless Lions upset 2-2 49ers just
a hunch.

Gorilla fall match
previews season

team did not practice, and that

leaves Coach Rufe torn between
the decision of who to play related

to merit for hard work in practice,

or related to ability, even though
there are others that might deserve
the playing time more. Actually,

though things have started to iron

out a little more smoothly than they
had been and everyone was
working fairly hard all week.
One thing that Coach Rufe has to

work with that can really be to the

team's advantage is some fine

depth at most every position. He
has substitutes at his disposal for

almost all spots and working them
correctly can be a big plus for the

squad.

"What we have got to do," said

Rufe, "is to go out there and hustle

and go out there and be up. The
Yankee Conference championship
is our primary goal this year and this

game will be an important step in

the right direction if we can take it."

QUICK SHOTS - In this week's
New England Coaches Soccer poll

UMass was rated tenth. The
Minutemen's next opponent after

BU is Westfield State and they are

rated eighth. In the YanCon,
Connecticut is 3-0 and they are also

rated tenth nationally. Springfield

College another team that UMass
will face later in the season is rated

seventeenth in the nation.
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By BEN CASWELL
Sports Staff

This Sunday at 1 :30 p.m. for all of

you that are not planning to be part

of this weekend's mass exit from
the campus, a special treat will be in

store. The varsity lacrosse team
will open its fall season with a

scrimmage against Springfield

College on the lower fields across

from Boyden.

The fall lacrosse season is ac-

tually just a tune-up, get-in-shape

session for the spring season, and if

you will recall last spring you will

remember what a season it was for

lacrosse. UMass finished ninth in

the nation and just missed out on
an NCAA playoff berth.

This year, as Coach Dick Garber

put it, "there are a lot of new faces

and alot of new talent. After losing

people like Rutledge, Lally,

Seidman, and McVey it would
seem like this would be a rebuilding

year for us. But actually I think we"

may have a better squad than last

year's with the new people and the

more experienced returning

players."

The object of the fall lacrosse

season as Garber sees it, "is to get

out and play, have some fun, get in

some shape, and see what we have
got for the spring." It appears right

now that what they have seems
quite promising. Barring any
unforseen problems or injuries

UMass should be in for another fine

season from the gorillas when the

good weather rolls around.

This fall the stickers will also play

Army at West Point on October 19.

That game is always an interesting

one because the Cadets usually

have a squad that is one of the top

in the country. On October 26,

which is this fall's homecoming, the

Lacrosse team will also add to the

day as they too will play Con-
necticut (as will the Soccer and
Football teams) at 9:30 here.

The Only Kosher-Style

DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT
In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802

Serving

Food and Liquor

from II a.m.
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Minutemen look to rebound
against improved Terriers

By STEVE SARACENO
Sports Staff

After you've been clawed by a

cat, you don't go looking to battle a

dog.

But that's just the situation the

Minutemen, fresh from a 25-14

scraping from the claws of the

Catamounts, will face as the

Terriers from Boston University

arrive in full pack tomorrow at

Alumni Stadium (WMUA, 1:00).

The big question: Is the Terrier

bite as bad as its bark? The howl, in

the form of a 3-1 record, a 33-8 win
over Northeastern last week, and 62
points in the last two games, is

threatening enough, but coach
Dick MacPherson is not signaling a

Minuteman retreat.

"Nobody would be worrying

about us in this game if we had won
last week. Sure, BU's a fine team,

but you've got to remember they

were shutout by New Hampshire,
28-0".

BU has a freshman quarterback,

one Greg Geiger, who emerged as a

starter in the Terrier rout of Ver-

mont. "He's got a lot of poise,"

says his coach, Paul Kemp. "He
can run and throw and he gets

things done."

Kudos from Kemp aside, Geiger

is not the main cog in the offensive

machine. Halfback Glen Murphy, a

speedster with 476 rushing yards, is

the top BU banana. Thrir inside

running specialist is George
Katopodis (237 yards). And the guy
who clears the way for these two is

the sizeable fullback, Joe Driscoll.

"The big thing is", says Mac-
Pherson, "we've got to stop their

running game."
The big thing for UMass of-

fensively is to keep their own
running game rolling along. If Rich

Jessamy, Keith Lang, and Mark
Tripucka can run for as much
yardage as last week, without the

fumbles, the Minutemen will be in

good shape.

It's going to be tough, though,

because two men who have been
clearing the truck lanes are injured

and will not start. Tom Harris, an

offensive tackle, is definitely out

with a torn hamstring. The other

tackle, Ross Schubarth, may see

some action, but he'll be restricted

by a bad back.

"We'll have a couple of capable

guys in Brad Calnan and Dave
Williamson in there as

replacements", says MacPherson.
They'll have to be capable, not

just in making holes, but in

protecting the passer. The BU D-

Men have sacked the quarterback

10 times in the last two games.

And when Tripucka does get the

protection, he'll still have to cope
with a secondary that hunts down
aerials like Kojak hunts down
criminals - with deadly diligence... 7

pickoffs over the last two games.
The defense is something

Tripucka must overcome, because
the lack of a passing game has

stunted the UMass attack. He'll

have to improve on a 17 for 48

passing mark.

Team morale? Well, the zapping

from Vermont left the team
demoralized, but MacPherson
assures that the spirits of the team,

after a week of practice, are back

up there. "We started coming back
last Tuesday night. We should be
ready."

And "ready" is one thing the

Minutemen were not last week.
Films showed the defense tripping

over each other, mesmerized by the

Vermont attack. But perhaps still

'tis better to beaten by correctable

mental errors, than to lose because
of a lack of talent. And, make no
mistake about it, the talent is there.

But, questions from the Vermont
game still abound. Was the

showing indicative of UMass or

was the loss a fluke? Is the

secondary always that pourous, or

does it just happen against QB's
like Batemen? Will the ball continue

to slip away from ballcarriers even
when it's dry and sunny out? Can
the band come up with back-tc-

back musical spectaculars?

You won't get the answers to

these questions from your friendly

neighborhood guru only the

The view from the top.

Staff Photo by Stave Rugglat.

[ Sports

contest itself can provide any
conclusions.

IC4A preview on tap

as Harriers head for NYC
By SCOTTHAYES

Sports Staff

"The home of Eastern cross country," more commonly known as Van
Cortlandt Park, will provide the landscape, tomorrow afternoon, for a

preview of the IC4A (Intercollegiate Association of Amateur Athletes of

America) Championships. Manhattan, William and Mary, Syracuse,
UConn and the UMass harriers will assemble in New York City for the five-

way meet.

Manhattan, presently ranked seventh in the national cross country poll,

won the IC4A Championship in 1972 and 1973. Returning this year are

standouts Tony Colon, Peter Squires and Joe Savage. Colon was runner-

up in 1972 at the IC4A's, Squires finished third last year and captured the

IC4A steeplechase championship during the track season. Savage placed
twelfth in the IC4A meet two years ago, but was injured last season.
Manhattan also has five outstanding sophomores, all of whom finished

among the top ten in last year's IC4A junior varsity race. Manhattan
topped Army 24-31 in its only meet so far this season.

William and Mary finished fourth in the country a year ago, and has
seven of its nine runners from that team returning. Ranked fifth in the

nation so far this year, William and Mary depends on Mack Collins, John
Greenplate and Mike Hagon. Collins missed Ail-American honors (iop 25 in

the NCAA's) by two places and Hagon was one of the most sought-after
schoolboy runners in the country. A 4:08 miler in high school, Hagon
captured the Penn Relay high school two-mile championship.

According to Coach Ken O'Brien, Syracuse is the second best team the
runners will face this season. "Syracuse is better than any other team we'll

face the rest of the season," commented O'Brien, who feels that

Providence was the squad's toughest opponent.
Syracuse flaunts a 6-0 record, having beaten Cornell 20-41 and shutout

three ooponents. Bob Dugan, a 28:50 six-miler, leads a team that features
pack-style running. Syracuse has a deep team and depends on the close
grouping of its top eight runners.

Connecticut will be the weakest team in the meet, with only the strong
running of sophomore Bruce Clark to show for. Clark holds the UMass
course record, as a result of outdueling Randy Thomas in a dual meet last

year.

The battle up front in the race should be interesting. Assistant coach
Mike Muska stated that Thomas, Bill Gillin and John McGrail are ready to

run and capable of taking three of the top six spots.
If UMass can close the gap between its number three and number five

runners, Minuteman supremacy is possible. The rest of the team must
improve, and it's certain that Thomas, McGrail and Gillin will be up front
fighting Dolon, Squires, Savage, Collins, Greenplate, Hagon, Dugan and
Clark. That group of runners represents some of the best talent in Eastern
cross country, and the meet will be both figuratively and literally "an uphill

climb".

While the varsity is taking part in the miniature IC4A meet, the freshmen
will be up against UConn. The meet is scheduled to begin at 11.00 a.m.
tomorrow in front of NOPE. It will be the first real challenge for Mike
Muska's group of outstanding freshmen, as UConn will be using three
varsity runners in the JV contest.

Sabres slash Bruins, 9-5
BUFFALO, N.Y. \UPI\ Gil

Perreault scored a three-goal hat
trick and assisted on two other
tallies while Rick Martin collected
two goals during a second period
onslaught Thursday night to lead
the Buffalo Sabres to a 9-5 victory
over the Boston Bruins in the

National Hockey League opener for

both clubs.

Perreault, who assisted on both
of Martin's goals, got his first score

at 14:23 of the first period to tie the

game at 2-2, and got his second at

2:03 of the final period to put

Buffalo in front 7-2,

Opening statement given in coverup trial
see p. 4
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Student committee to investigate hour cutbacks
ByAVtS YUNI
Staff Reporter

The Student Employee Com-
mittee, an ad hoc committee of the
Campus Center Board of Gover-
nors, decided last night to in-

vestigate cuts in student work
hours in the Campus Center and
seek either reinstatement of those
hours or compensation for them.

The committee wants to in-

vestigate why hours are being cut

from students who only work 15-20
hours to begin with, and not
overtime.

Scott Ganz, a member
representing students who work in

the Administration and Food
Service areas, told the Collegian the
committee wants students with
grievances concerning cutbacks in

work hours or other employment
conditions to notify them so that
the problems can be investigated

and righted.

The Student Employee Com-
mittee is an ad hoc committee of
the Board of Governors that was
voted into existence last Thursday
night.

Members in attendance at the
meeting are students who were
nominated to represent the various
areas of student employment in the
Campus Center in which they work.
A representative of the Campus

Center Board of Governors outlined

last night five things that the

committee can do.

First, the committee has a right

to investigate all complaints with
the co-operation of managers in the

various Campus Center depart-

ments.

Second, the committee has the
right to go to managers to get
settlements of all grievances.

Third, the committee has the
right to go to the Board of
Governors with complaints and
problems if they cannot get them
solved at other points along ad-
ministrative channels.

Fourth, the committee has the
right to recommend legislation to
the Board of Governors.

Fifth, the Board of Governors has
directed the committee to keep
records of all grievances received.

Names are not necessary.

Any student working in the

Campus Center is eligible to be a

member of this committee by
attending three consecutive
meetings.

Nominations are now being
accepted in room 817 CC, for a
Chairperson who will be the
representative from the Committee
to the Board of Governors.

—. . - . . Staff photo by Bob Gamacha
This past weekend many people came from all over Massachusetts to eniov the

beauty of the fall colors on the Mohawk Trail.

Ford Foundation grant

awarded to Art Dept.
A $100,000 matching grant from the Ford Foundation has been awarded

to the UMass Art Department for faculty enrichment, student scholar-
ships, and an experimental computer graphics program, it was announced
today by Department Chairman George Wardlaw.

According to the terms of the grant, the $100,000 and an equal amount
in matching funds must be spent in not less than three years nor more than
seven.

Over half of the total grant will be used in the faculty enrichment
category, to help the continued artistic growth and development of studio
artists on the faculty.

The funds will help buy materials and time for faculty artists for creative
projects they would otherwise be unable to do, and also bring leading
artists, critics and others to campus for lectures, workshops and specia 1

projects.

Approximately $18,000 of the Ford grant will be used in the student
scholarship and fellowship category. Grants will be made both to un
dergraduate and graduate students planning careers as studio artists.
Awards will be made on the basis of both need and achievement. The Art
Department now has 100 graduate students and nearly 600 undergraduate
art majors.

The third category, the experimental computer graphics program, will be
allocated approximately $25,000 in Ford Foundation funds. This amount
will support work already underway in the department under the direction
of Professors Robert Mallary and John Roy.
The grant is directed by Ms. Mary Vercauteren, associate director of the

UMass Fine Arts Center, with Professor Wardlaw as co-director. It is part
of a totarof over $4 million that the Ford Foundation is granting this year to
34 institutions under its Program for Professional Training in the Visual
Arts.

Local cablevision evaluated by UMass grads

Attention

car-owners!
Today is the last day to get

motor vehicles inspected,

according to the Mass. Registry

of Motor Vehicles.

Tomorrow, any motor vehicle

or trailer that is being operated

without a fall inspection sticker

or with a rejection sticker will be

stopped by Registry en-

forcement officers, spokesmen
from the Registry say.

ByALCOLARUSSO
Staff Reporter

Two UMass graduate students
have been appointed by Amherst
selectmen to the Cable Advisory
Committee of Amherst which was
formed to assess the future
cablevision needs of the area. They
are Bob Antil and Prescott Smith.

The Advisory Committee, whose
responsibility is to make relicensing

recommendations to the town's
selectmen, is believed to be the first

of its kind in New England and
possibly in the nation, according to

Antil, doctoral candidate at the

School of Education.

The town's existing cable

television license, held by the

Pioneer Valley Corporation, will

expire in 1976 and notices of open

bidding have been sent to com-
peting cablevision companies.

Pioneer Valley Corp. is owned by

Communications Properties, Inc., a

Texas firm in which former
President Lyndon Johnson's family

has interests. The corporation's

service, which consists of a 16

channel system, has been termed

"unsatisfactory" by Smith, a

graduate student aiming for a

doctorate in educational media.

"We're looking for a 30-channel

system with public access" said

Smith, a 10-year resident of

Amherst, in a recent • interview.

Public access would include UMass
organizations such as the Student
Video Project.

The project, which now plans to
air student productions on a closed

circuit basis, would be able to
broadcast educational and in-

formative programming to the
entire Amherst area.

Under a public access system,
the local citizens would be provided
with a cablecasting studio and
technical assistance, allowing them
to produce their own programs at

very low cost. This would "offer

something more than theoretical

freedom of speech," according to

Smith in an article published in the

Amherst Record.

The advisory committee's report

has been submitted to the town
selectmen and a public hearing
based on that report is tentatively

scheduled for Monday, Nov. 4. All

interested persons are encouraged
to attend.

inside:r
I An interview with the new
I SW Assembly head, page 2.

8 Are idle hands the devil's

playground? See Lifestyle, pg.
13.

News from the nation in a
nutshell. Pages 4 6.

weather:
All hopes for blue skies are

hoped for in vain,

Alas, a/as, it looks tike rain.

Winter's coming, what a
fright.

Becoming cooler Tuesday
night.
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J.S. program still under fire
By JIM GIBBONS
Staff Reporter

When the motion to reconsider

the locking of Journalism majors
into English requirements is heard
by the English department faculty

on October 21, the rumblings of

student discontent may be echoing
in 61 Bartlett Hall. The English

department on May 15, voted 17-13

to establish English as the sole track

to a Journalism major.

Student reaction to this step has
been overwhelmingly unfavorable.

Some students have gone so far to

suggest they would seek the aid of

their state representatives in the

matter. "We're not going to sit

and let this go by," said one angry
CASIAC sophomore. "I intend to

contact my representative and
inform him that I'm not being

allowed to pursue my desired

course of study here at the state

university," she said.

A number of students surveyed
termed the restriction

"unreasonable." They feel that

Journalism majors should gain a

strong background in diverse areas

and not be limited to English only.

At the October 21 meeting of the

English department faculty, a

motion will be offered by Professor

Dario Politella of the Journalistic

Studies program to "establish

Journalistic Studies as a dual major
requiring 15 hours of Journalism-

related courses plus whatever

course requirements are negotiated

by the student's participating

department, university-wide."

A sophomore Political Science

student said she has always

received encouragement that

Political Science and Journalism

would be a good combination.

"Now, all of a sudden someone
decides that they aren't" she said.

"It's a very discouraging situation."

Many students seem particularly

upset over the manner in which the

change was enacted. A junior

majoring in History said, "It was so
secret-even faculty members
didn't know about the change. It all

occurred at the last department
meeting of the semester. It seems
so typical of the way that things are

done at this university."

One senior Psychology student

said she could understand if a

distinct Journalism curriculum had
been established. "But to say that

anyone wishing to attain a Jour-

nalism major must also do English

seems ridiculous," she said.

A Physical Education major not

affected by the present restriction

questioned the motives of the

English department. "I'd be in-

terested in seeing whether
enrollment figures in English
courses have declined. If so, maybe
they're trying to get more business

for themselves," he said.

Howard Ziff, director of the

Journalistic Studies program,
proposed the policy presently in

effect at the May 15 meeting of the
English department. He's quoted
saying he considers "a journalist to

be a man of letters and that

literature was therefore a jour-

nalist's most important discipline."

Ziff said he is not fully happy with

a Journalistic Studies-English
setup, but feels "it's the closest

thing to a real Journalism
background."

He said he would hope that

eventually a distinct Journalism
department could be established

with its own set of requirements for

a major. He said that within this

"courses would range from many
diverse areas as economics and
political science in addition to

journalism courses."

Ziff emphasized he would "seek
student and faculty opinion"
regarding what requirements would
consist of.

Professor Joseph Frank,

chairman of the English depart-'

ment, told the Collegian the issue

concerning the Journalistic Studies

major will be open to discussion at

the next department meeting.

Frank said the situation got so
that "those in the Journalism
program were just overwhelmed
with students and did not have
adequate manpower for advising."

He said he views the change as a

"stop gap measure to be in effect

for only one year, until we can get a
fuller, more coherent program
staffed."

Assembly head:

Need for SW improvement cited
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Staff Photo by Dale Griswold

Some UMass students are still walking around in a
fog.

By MICHAEL J. MASSI
Staff Reporter

"Southwest is at a changing
point, a state of flux. What the
Assembly has to do is to get in-

terested students together, assess
their needs, their concerns. I want

to make Southwest more at-

tractive, more to offer than just a
room," said Craig Sanderson,

President of the Southwest
Assembly in a recent interview

about the Assembly's future plans
for the Southwest area.

Food stamp problems?
Students who are still waiting for

a Food Stamp interview or who
have been disqualified for reasons
they do not understand, are urged
to complete a survey being
distributed by the S.O.P.
They are attempting to

document cases of negligence and
hopefully help students receive
what they deserve.

Completed surveys should be
returned to the Project office in

Room 428 A, Student Union as
soon as possible.

There is a possibility, however,

that students whose parents claim
them as dependents for income tax
purposes will be disqualified. Last

week, the Boston Globe announced
that Congress had passed a
Department of Agriculture ap-

propriations bill which closes that
loophole.
When asked about the effect this

bill will have on UMass students
who have already applied, Cindy
Spearing, of the Student
Organizing Project (S.O.P.) replied,

"Nobody seems to know yet if the
bill is retroactive."

In admitting that his top priority

is awakening student interest and
awareness of the Assembly, Craig
said, "We do have a com-
munication problem with the
students in this area. We want the
Assembly to become a viable part
of the area. It's got some
responsibilities and powers, and we
have to fight this vision of the
Southwest Assembly as being
nothing."

Craig offered some solutions to
the problem by suggesting a
greater use cf the media,
specifically the "Southwest
Newsletter" and the "Collegian,"
to advertise meeting times and
action being taken by the Assembly
for the benefit of the Southwest
residents.

He also suggested use of table
tents in the dining commons and
possibly utilizing the local radio
stations in an effort to spark
student interest.

"People are concerned about
what people in Southwest want. I'd
like to submit a questionnaire about
what whey want their student
government to do for them." He
said he would like to define the
issues and secure some guidelines
to develop a sense of direction
which the students want the
Assembly to follow.

In defining the future plans of the
Assembly, Craig elaborated on two
bills which he submitted to the
Assembly and which were sub-
sequently passed.
One bill directs the Social and

Cultural Programming Committee
to study outdoor facilities in the
Southwest area and examine ways
in which such facilities can be
better employed or more func-
tionally used.

The other bill reviews the con-
troversial no-paint policy. "South-
west has a no-paint policy which
has forced some students to
become criminals in order to paint
their rooms," Craig said. "A
committee should work with the
Southwest Business Office to
examine this policy and see if

something can't be done about it,"

he added.

When asked how long these bills

would be in committee, Craig said
that the paint policy bill would take

turn to page 7
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Collins, Atkins vie for State Rep office
By SANDY CARLIN

Staff Reporter
State Representative James Collins and

his political opponent William Atkins both
say that if elected they would "work to
defeat any bill proposing an increase in
tuition at UMass". Both candidates are
running for State Representative for
Amherst and South Hadley.

Representative Collins is a candidate for
his second term of office as State
Representative. He was first elected in 1972.
During his first term Collins served on the

Joint Commission on Education. He has
worked successfully against tuition raises at
UMass as well as budget cuts.

Collins feels the state should have a
"coordinating policy with both public and
private educational institutions. The public
sector should be of an equally high quality as
the private, giving each citizen a choice," he
said.

Collins also served on the Special Com-

mission on Beichertown and introduced a bill

that increased the school budget by $9000.
He said that many mental institutions in the
state are "non-responsive institutions" and
that individual families had to push for years
before they could get these services.

Collins has also worked on both the
Commission on the Performing Arts and the
Humanities and the Commission to Regulate
Travel Agencies.

Collins is now working on the Commission
on the Quality of Life in the Commonwealth.
He would like to promote, on the state level,
the "highest quality of life for citizens
without environmental hazards."

Recently, Collins has supported the bill to
create a commission to investigate nuclear
energy. He feels the state should be involved
with monitoring the abuse of nuclear energy.

Running against Collins for the Republican
party is William Atkins. He has served on the
Recreation Committee in Amherst for nine
years. Atkins served on the Amherst School

Committee for twelve years and was the
Chairman of the Regional School Committee
for Amherst Pelham, Leverett and
Shutesberry for four years. At present,
Atkins is serving on the Town Finance
Committee.

Atkins is also in favor of a committee to
explore other areas of energy other than
nuclear power. He feels that representatives
from Western Massachusetts are needed on
the new state energy commission.
The institutions in Beichertown also in-

terest Mr. Atkins. He feels that the schools
have been neglected and that, "talent from
the five colleges must be used to give the
children as good a living condition as
possible."

"With proper counseling," commented
Mr. Atkins, "these children can Function in a
normal society."

Both Collins and Atkins agreed there
should be no increase in taxes at present
because of inflation. Collins favors a

graduated income tax scale rather than a flat

income tax because this would help the
lower and middle class citizens. Atkins said,
"The state must set up priorities and live
within its budget."

Regarding the judiciary system, Collins
would like to introduce legislation involving
better bail procedures. He also feels that
there is a need for full time judges and full

time district attornies.

Both candidates also have important
platforms dealing directly with UMass.
Collins and Atkins said that they would fight
against any proposals for budget cuts at
UMass. Both feel UMass should continue to
provide quality education at a low tuition
rate.

Atkins said, "By raising the tuition there
would run the danger of discriminating who
could go to college."

turn to page 7

UMass debaters meet at MIT tournament
ByDAVEKOWAL

Staff Reporter
A total of 45 debate teams from

as far west as California and as far
south as Georgia, met at the annual
M.I.T. Debate Tournament Oct 4
5, and 6.

UMass was represented by the
teams of John Adams and John
Cross, and David O'Brien and
Howard Steinberg.

In eight rounds of debate, Adams
and Cross compiled a 6-2 record.
The pair beat Seton Hall, U.R.I.,
George Mason, and three different
Harvard teams.

Their losses came at the hands of
U.N.C., who went on to win the
tournament, and another Harvard
team.

Adams and Cross' 6-2 record was
good enough for the octafinal
elimination rounds, where they
bowed to Harvard by a judge's
ballot of 3-0.

O'Brien and Steinberg broke
even with a 4-4 record. They beat
Bates, Pace, Wellesley, and Army,
but were defeated by Harvard,
Marietta, Canisius, and B.C.

Marryn Fine, a debate coach for

UMass, said, "From the results of

this tournament, it looks like it's

going to be a good year."

O'Brien and Steinberg will be
competing at a West Point tour-
nament, along with John Bena and
Larry Hershkowitz later in the year.

Competing at UPenn will be the
teams of Bill Dale and Rosanne
Hynes, and Dave Donovan and Ken
Grunes. Attending a tournament at
Dartmouth will be eight novice
debaters.

UMass has three tournaments
slated for Oct. 18 and 19. In a
program new to the Debate Union,
UMass students will be par-
ticipating in an "individual events"
tournament at Plattsburg.

The events include after dinner

speeches, extemporaneous
speeches, impromptu speeches, off

topic debate, oral interpretation,

persuasive speaking, and others.

Attending the tournament will be
Nick Burnett, Paul Goslin, Jill

Peltin, Beth Rose, and Martha Seif.

Staff Photo by Brian Oiuntir

UMass Debate Team, from left to right: David O'Brien, Howard Steinberg, JohnAdams, John Cross, and Tim Hynes, seated.

By Mark Citron

Staff Reporter
At some point before the end of this year,

the 21 faculty members of the Pre-med
advisory committee will have to meet and
organize itself into some coherent body for
advising students aiming toward a medical
career, according to various members of the
Pre-med Committee.

Last year, of the 87 UMass applicants to
U.S. medical schools, 27 per cent were
accepted; well below the national average.

This year, the Pre-med committee added
twelve new members and elected a new
chairman.

Need seen for pre-med advisory committee
committee, with O'Connor saying, "It must
be understood that we're not here solely to
get students into medical schools - no one
can do that - but rather than just getting
People into med school, the committee will
be trying to talk to all students who are'pre-
professionals' for any kind of medical
career,"

O'Connor added that the new committee
members were chosen from a varied
background to better reflect the students
going into the allied health fields.

"The faculty in the past failed to do their
homework; they have not been able to advise
students in the allied health fields,"
O'Connor said.

"Two years ago the (Pre-med) com- If the dimensions of the committee are
mittee's condition was shaky undermaned. changing then so are the responsibilities of
Help was needed and it's been slow in the individual members of the committee,
coming." said Mac Edds, Dean of Faculty for The committee chairman will be expected to
Natural Sciences and Mathematics. be "full-time on the job" according to Dean

Edds.

The "shaky" character of the committee
was that not until last spring did the com-
mittee attempt to define its charge and
establish by-laws, according to Edds. Until

this year, the committee had been run on an
ad-hoc arrangement with vague University

sanctions. Edds cited the failure of the

College of Arts and Sciences (Casiac) to "get

off its ass" as the reason for the committee's

lack of organization.

Committee members hope the needed

committee leadership will come from Brian

O'Connor of the Zoology Department, the

new committee chairman who replaces

Benjamin C. Crooker of Physics.

O'Connor and Edds both emphasized the
changing dimensions of the Pre-med

Professor Crooker said one new function
of the pre-med chairman will be to go around
visiting medical schools, and he added "This
was news for me. I didn't find out about that
until after I asked to be relieved of the job."

Crooker, who has been chairman of the
committee for five years and a committee
member for 16, said he had waited first for
the medical schools to contact UMass; but
now UMass will attempt to make overtures
to the medical schools.

•

Some of the pressure for these changes in

the committee's definition has come from
the the Mass. state legislature which recently

passed legislation placing minimum teaching
hours by all state professors. New that the

committee has been better defined, ac-
cording to Edds, the University will be better

able to determine "what exemptions from
teaching time can be granted to the leader of
a group such as the Pre-med committee".

Another problem facing the new com-
mittee will be in minority student
placements. George J. Oberlander, one of
the eight returning committee members, said
that in the past "there has been no special
minority counselor."

O'Connor feels that "it's our social
resonsibility to attract more minorities . . . but
the reality is that the vast majority of minority
students are not in sciences."

O'Connor cited women applicants to

medical schools as an area where a lot of

misconceptions exist. While women are not

a minority, O'Connor said, "medical schools

are not giving women equal treatment as the
American Medical Association claims."

Crooker said, "I don't think med schools
ever tried to reverse the role status that has
gone against women. Women are nurses
and men are doctors ...of course I don't
agree, but that is the way things are."

A major function ot the pre-med com-
mittee is writing letters of recommendation
for students applying to medical schools.

The present letter of recommendation
system has one advisor on the committee
writing a tetter that is circulated to the entire

committee. O'Connor feels this process will

have to change, partly because of outside

pressure.

"The Attorney General of the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts has said

students must have access to all their files,

and that students must see it (letters of
recomendations)," O'Connor said.

Crooker said that this means "since the
confidentiality of letters of recommendation
can no longer be guaranteed, no one will

write a bad letter,"

O'Connor, when asked what advice he
generally gives to pre-med's listed;

-"never major in pre-med. It's a vehicle for

those who, because of departmental
problems, need a major,

---"take senior honors.. .but begin in the
junior year so an evaluation can be included
in the letter of recomendation,
—"join a group such as Beichertown
volunteers,...or work in a hospital" to obtain
a medical background.

O'Connor said the best news he could give
pre-meds is that UMass-Worcbester (UMass'
med school)" will be accepting 100 students
next year, all Massachusetts residents.
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Ben-Veniste charges Nixon had coverup role
WASHINGTON lUPt] - The

prosecution opened its Watergate
cover-up case yesterday by
charging that "even the President

himself" was involved in the

conspiracy and that Ricahrd M.
Nixon's best friend provided
$50,000 to be paid to the original

Watergate burglars.

Assistant Watergate Prosecutor
Richard Ben-Veniste, in a 3-hour,

10-minute opening statement to a

jury of nine women and three men,
said he would prove the cover-up

was a conspiracy among "the most
powerful men in the government of
the United States ...even the
President himself."

Five of Nixon's former aides are
on trial in connection with an
alleged effort cover up the link

between the 1972 Watergate
burglary and Nixon's re-election

campaign.

Ben-Veniste told the jury that
Nixon's friend Charles G. "Bebe"
Rebozo provided $50,000 in

available campaign funds a month
before the 1972 election - half of

which went to the burglars arrested
for breaking into Democratic
National Headquarters at the
Watergate complex, and half to a

gubernatorial candidate.
The prosecutor said he was

undertaking to prove that the
cover-up was a conspiracy among
"the most powerful men in the
government of the United States ...

even the President himself."
The opening prosecution

statement consumed the 10th day
of the trial. Defense lawyers will

make opening statements Tuesday,

and the prosecution then will call its

first witness, former White House
Counsel John W. Dean III, Nixon's
chief accuser.

Ben-Veniste also alluded to some
hitherto unpublished White House
tapes the prosecution will seek to

enter into evidence.

On April 14, 1973, as the alleged,

cover-up began to unravel, Nixon
asked his two top aides, H. R.

Haldeman and John D. Ehrlichman,
who are defendants, about
development of a strategy should
Dean talk to prosecutors, the

prosecutor said.

They agreed Dean had per-

formed valuable services in the

past, Ben-Veniste said, but then
"considered a strategy of pushing
Dean outside the circle of wagons
around the White House." Ben-

Veniste quoted Nixon as saying, "If

you serve, the investigators hors

d'oevers, maybe they won't come
back for the main course."

During the same conversation,

Ben-Veniste said, "the President

recognized that if Dean was guilty,

half of his staff could be considered
guilty." He said Ehrlichman
remarked during a conversation 11

days later that if Dean cooperated
with the prosecutors, "an im-

peachment resolution" might be
voted by the House.
While Haldeman was listening to

the March 21, 1972, tape of Nixon's
talk with Dean, Ben-Veniste said,

he kept construing Nixon's
statements merely "as drawing him
out."

"It's not a good story but it's the
best we can do," Ben-Veniste said

Nixon replied.

1970 campaign book
may hurt Rockefeller

PACIFIC OCEAN

Mexico apparently has discovered rich new oil fields which might ultimately,
break the grip of the Middle East oil cartel, according to U.S. government sources.
Unofficial sources say the fields may contain double the amount of oil under
Alaska's north slope.

Ford vetoes arms cutoff bill;

fears threat to NATO alliance
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President
Ford yesterday vetoed a bill that

would require an arms cutoff to

Turkey, saying it would threaten
the NATO alliance and undercut
efforts to negotiate a settlement of
the Cyprus dispute with Greece.
Congress, which ignored Ford's

veto warnings in adding the arms
cutoff to a continuing funding
resolution for a variety of govern-
ment programs, appeared likely to

consider overriding the veto on
Wednesday so it can recess to

campaign for the Nov. 5 elections.

It requires a two-thirds vote in

both chambers to override a veto,

and observers said it seemed likely

the veto would be sustained, if not
in the House - which will vote first -

then in the Senate.

House leaders indicated that if

the veto is sustained the bill may be
resubmitted with the same
language but with an automatic 45-

dav delay in the arms cutoff while

Ford's popularity
drops 18 per cent
NEW YORK (UPI) - Pollster Louis
Harris says President Ford's job
performance rating has dropped 18
percentage points since the pardon
of former President Richard Nixon.
The latest Harris poll said 49 per

cent of a cross section of
Americans gave a negative rating to
Ford, compared with 45 per cent
who responded favorably. Ford's
previous rating was 67 per cent
favorable to 20 per cent negative,
Harris said.

The pollster asked a series of

questions in early September,
before the pardon, and the same
questions in late September, after

the pardon, and said Monday
Ford's score dropped in all areas

"It is obvious that before the

Nixon pardon. President Ford was
given every benefit of the doubt,"
Harris said. "Now, he must rely on
his specific performance in

f fomestic and world affairs to regain

public backing and to determine if

and how the wounds inflicted by

the Nixon pardon will heai."

negotiators make another try.

In the Senate, Sen. Thomas
Eagleton, D-Mo., chief advocate of
the cutoff in that chamber, said he
was "disappointed and dismayed"
by the veto because if sustained it

would permit the "continued
sending of illegal military aid to
Turkey." Ford, however, called the
cutoff "an act which is harmful
even to those Greece it purports to
help.

It appeared likely the veto would
be sustained in Congress, and the
lawmakers would resubmit the
basic bill - a so-called continuing
resolution to provide interim
funding for certain health and labor
agencies - without the offending
provision.

Ford said in his veto message, "I

take this step with great reluctance
but in the belief that I have no other
choice."

"Instead of encouraging the
parties involved in the Cyprus
dispute to return to the negotiation

table, an arms cutoff to Turkey
could mean the indefinite post-
ponement of meaningful
negotiations," Ford's message
said.

"Instead of strengthening
America's ability to persuade the
parties to resolve the dispute, it

would lessen our influence on all

the parties concerned. It would as
well imperil our relationships with
our Turkish ally and weaken us in

the crucial Eastern Mediterannean.
It directly jeopardizes the NATO
alliance."

The United States la currently
reported to be supplying Turkey
with ammunition, spare parts and
other material valued at about $6
million.

But the House, urged on by a

small group of critics headed by

Rep. John Brademas, D-lnd., and
other representatives of Greek
descent, Friday rejected, 187 to 171,
a Senate-passed compromise to
suspend the obligatory cut-off until
Dec. 15.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - House
Judiciary Committee members said

yesterday the Rockefeller family's

backing of a derogatory 1970
campaign biography was the most
damaging evidence uncovered in

an FBI investigation of vice
presidential nominee Nelson A.
Rockefeller.

But Rep. Edward Mezvinsky, D-
lowa, one of the members con-
tacted by UPI, said the committee's
confirmation hearings on the
Rockefeller nomination would have
to probe the deeper question of

"whether there was a pattern" to

that and other activities by all of the
Rockefellers.

The biography in question was
written about former Supreme
Court Justice Arthur J. Goldberg
and published with Rockefeller

family funding while Goldberg and
Rockefeller were opponents in the
1970 New York governor's race.

Rockefeller has also come under

fire for gifts and loans totaling more
than $2 million he acknowledged
giving to political associates, aides
and friends between 1957 and 1974.
"We know now that it's not

enough to just take a look at Mr.
Nelson Rockefeller," Mezvinsky
said in a telephone interview.

"We'll have to take a look at the
whole family - at the effect of the
family and its money on public
policy and governmental decisions.
decisions. ^^^^
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Foresees 2 years of belt-tightening

°"*" !~ x
~^es economic crisis, warns Wilson

LONDON (UPI) - Prime Minister Harold
W.lson told Britons yesterday they face at
least two years of belt-tightening to survive
the country's gravest economic crisis since
World War II.

"Fighting inflation is a matter of national
survival," Wilson said in a television and
radio broadcast message to the nation. "We
cannot look forward over the next two years
or more to any general increase in Hvino
standards."

Wilson's grim warning to inflation-plagued
Britain was his first since his Labor party's

victory by a narrow margin of three
parliamentary seats in Thursday's general
election.

Wilson said his Labor government, backed
by its new though narrow mandate, plans to
go through with plans to nationalize large
sections of industry still in private hands.

At the same time he promised continued
existence of "a vigorous, alert, responsible
and profitable private sector."

He also promised help for businesses
threatened with bankruptcy because of cash
shortages caused by inflation.—w.™„Co i-auaeu uy inTiation. «-

Kissinger receives assurances
from Sadat before flying home

By The Associated Press Thm, c»;h Ac*„j „•_ . =£__.
"

Wilson said the government will not
tolerate mass unemployment as a weapon to
fight inflation and promised special help for
elderly, sick and disabled.

He warned powerful trade unions "We'
cannot afford the big battalion philosophy
with power groups, whoever they are, trying
to seize more than their share of what is

available."

Before delivering his message, Wilson
conferred with heads of the 10 million-
member Trades Union Congress and the
Confederation of British Industry, which

represents the country's largest industrial
companies.

"We believe that our problems can be
solved only by a partnership between
government and the whole of our national
family," Wilson said.

Aides said Wilson plans no major cabinet
reshuffle. The Conservative part, beaten in
three of the last four geheral elections, began
what political informants predicted would be
a long and probably heart searching post
mortem, with a big questionmark over the
future of party leader Edward Heath, a
former prime minister.

TMt MASSACHUSETTS OAA.V

By The Associated Press They said Assad also threatened
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat to refuse to renew the mandate ofassured Secretary of State Henry the United Nations observer forceA Kissinger ysterday that he will try in the Golan Heights on Dec 1gam support for interim unless Syria gets substantial siansagreements with Israel at the its demands will be accepted

upcoming Arab summit. Asked whether Egyptwas
Kissinger obtained the pledge at prepared to offer guarantees toSadat s residence outs.de Cairo, Israel in return for a withdrawal

lew to Damascus for a tough from Sinai, Sadat replied, "Why am
P^HoTu TT T*L

Syrian
'
asked about guarantees? I myself,

President Hafez Assad, then went
| need guarantees "

on to Algeria. But he ^ tQ ake
Syrian sources said Assad in- initiative at the Arab summit and

s.sted on a Geneva peace con- said he was "very optimistic" about
ference, which Kissinger now the session in Rabat, Morocco on
opposes, and an Israeli com- Oct. 26
mitment for complete withdrawal The

'

West German news
from occupied Arab territories, in magazine Der Spiegel quoted
particular the Syrian Golan Heights Sadat as saying he would be ready
which Israel has said cannot revert to sign a peace agreement if Israel
joSynan control. pulls back from territories occupied

during the 1967 war.

Kissinger told newsmen outside
Sadat's residence: "There are
positive indications that we are
making progress toward a just
peace in the Middle East."

Kissinger also announced he
would return to the Middle East the
first week of November.
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Palestine guerrillas

allowed to attend UN
UNITED NATIONS [UP/\

Rejecting charges by Israel that the
Palestine Liberation Organization
practices "premeditated murder as
a profession," the U.N. General
Assembly voted overwhelmingly
yesterday to invite the guerrillas to

debate the question of Palestine
next month.

"We are extremely happy and
extremely excited," said Nabeel
Shaath, a spokesman for the
guerrillas. He said "a full delegation
at the highest level of the PLO" will

arrive in New York shortly to take
part in the U.N. debate, which
begins Nov. 4.

"We are filled with emotion that

Mao suffers

severe stroke?
LONDON \UPI\ - Chinese

Communist party leader Mao Tse-
ung suffered a severe stroke at the
end of September which has vir-

tually ended his active role in the
country's political life, the Daily
Telegraph said yesterday.

The newspaper, in a London-
written report by its Communist
affairs correspondent David Floyd,
said "news of the sudden wor-
sening of the health of Mao, 81, this

year and the bitter battles for

succession which are now under
way was brought out by Western
businessmen recently in Peking
who had unique access to top
Chinese leaders."

It said Mao "had a severe stroke
at the end of September which has
brought his active role in China's
political life practically to an end."

It said the main contestants in

the power struggle to succeed Mao
were Premier Chou En-lai and
Mao's wife, Chiang Ching.

105 delegations voted ror us,"
Shaath said.

Shaath said the guerrillas had
renounced terrorism against third
parties and was making every effort
to stop it.

Israel, the only nation to speak
against the proposal to ask the
Palestinian guerrillas to debate the
question in the United Nations, said
it "would amount to a bow to the
scourge of savagery in utter
humiliation."

The V>te was 105-4 with 20
abstentations.

Abstaining were Australia,
Barbados, Belgium, Burma]
Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Denmark, Ecuador, West Germany,
Guatemala, Haiti, Iceland, Laos,
Luxembourg, Netherlands]
Nicaragua, Paraguay, Britain and
Uruguay.

Israel, the Dominican Republic,
Bolivia and the United States
opposed the proposal, cosponsored
by more than 70 national
delegations - more than half the
membership of the United Nations.

In the debate before the vote, 24
speakers supported the resolution
and only Israel spoke against it.

The debate next month will be
the first time in U.N. history that the
Palestine issue has been listed

separately from the Middle East
crisis.

"For years, the United Nations
has tried to combat international
terrorism," said Israeli Ambassador
Yosef Tekoah. "Now, it is called
upon to welcome those who have
turned the premeditated murder of
innocent children, women and men
into a profession."

Fanfani may form

Italian government
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ROME[AP\ - A mint ore Fanfani, a
staunch anti-Communist Catholic
leader, got the nod yesterday to
form a new government to try to
bail Italy out of its political and
econmic crisis without Communist
participation.

President Giovanni Leone called

on the 66 year old Fanfani, a four-

time ex-premier and secretary

general of the dominant Christian

Democratic party, after 11 days of

uncertainty about Italy's political

course.

Premier Mariano Rumor resigned
Oct. 3, creating a vacuum that
many Italians speculated could only
be filled by bringing Italy's big

Communist party into the
government. Fanfani's ap-
pointment appeared to end this

possibility, at least for the present.

However, in a statement issued
after his appointment Fanfani said
the situation before him was "not

encouraging."
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nation and world Pro-, anti-busing forces remain

active in Boston over weekend

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Mexico protects oil

By United Press International

Two leftist political parties urged
yesterday that Mexico not only join

the Middle East oil cartel but also
help establish a separate Latin

American cartel to protect Mexico's
new oil find against U.S. "im-
perialism."

The call for Mexico's entry into
the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries collided with
reported U.S. plans to negotiate
directly with Mexico on the new oil

discovery in hopes of braking the
world oil cartel's leverage with the
United States.

Ed Sullivan dies

NEW YORK (UPI) - "And next
week, a rilly, rilly big shew. .

."

A generation of comedians
mimicked the famous accent and
deadpan demeanor of Ed Sullivan,

who died of cancer Sunday night

two weeks after his 73rd birthday.

Awkward, shy, tony le-twisted

and occassionally confused,
Sullivan was a familiar image in

American living rooms for 23 years,

standing in a cross-armed slouch
while introducing acts that ranged
from the Beatles to trained seals.

"Ed does nothing," commedian
Alan King once remarked, "but he
does it better than anyone else."

i

Nixon responding
LONG BEACH, Calif. (UPI) -

Richard M. Nixon's doctor said

yesterday a weekend examination
of the former president turned up

"no clinical evidence of reac-

tivation" of the painful phlebitis

which hospitalized him for 1 1 days.
Dr. John Lungren said Nixon was

stiN in a period of "controlled
physical activity," indicating that at
least for the immediate future, he
would not be available for
testimony in the Watergate trials in

Washington.

BOSTON (AP) - The city of
Boston rested yesterday from a
month of turmoil that has ac-
companied forced integration of its

schools, but both pro- and anti-

busing forces remained active.

Schools were closed for the
Columbus Day holiday, and for the
first weekday since classes began
Sept. 12, there were no reported

incidents of school-connected
violence.

Lawyers from a five-man Justice

Department team met over the

weekend with black community
leaders to discuss their in-

vestigation of civil rights violations

in connection with school in-

tegration. They said they also

planned to meet with white leaders.

Chappaquiddick clouds future

of Kennedy's political life
EDGARTOWN \AP\ Sen. Ed-

ward M. Kennedy has withdrawn
from the presidential race in 1976,

but his political future is still en-

tangled in q >tions and doubts
that remain fi n 1969, the year of

the Chappaquiddick incident.

On the night of July 18 1969,

Mary Jo Kopechne orownecl wnen
Kennedy's big black car ran off a

wooden bridge and landed upside

down in a tidal pool.

More than five years later - after

public statements, a trial and an
inquest - Kennedy's actions and
motives that night are still in the

shadows. And the senator con-

sistently brushes aside the
questions that linger: Where was
he going? What happened? What
did he do afterward?

Here, essentially, is Kennedy's
account:

A party was held at a rented

cottage on Chappaquiddick Island

for Kennedy, five male friends and
six young women who had been
campaign workers for his brother,

Sen. Robert F. Kennedy.

About 11:15, Kennedy was tired

and decided to go back to his inn at

Edgartown. Miss Kopechne said

she was feeling ill and asked to ride

back to Edgartown with him.

But on the way, Kennedy took a
ig turn. The only paved road

on the island leads to the ferry,

which ran back and forth to
c-ii town until midnight. Instead
of lying on that road, Kennedy
turned right on a sharp left turn and
swung onto a bumpy dirt road.

He drove less than a mile to Dike
Bridge, and the car plunged into the
salt water. Kennedy escaped and
made several futile dives to rescue
Miss Kopecnne from the sub-
merged car. Then, exhausted, he
rested a few minutes before
trudging back to the cottage.

There, he summoned Paul
Markham, a former U.S. attorney,

and Joseph Gargan, Kennedy's
cousin. They all rode back to the
bridge and tried again to bring up
the young woman.

After they gave up, the two
companions drove Kennedy to the
ferry landing, where he dove into

the water and swam to Edgartown,
He walked dripping to his inn and
went to bed. The next morning he
reported the accident to the police,

who had already recovered Miss

Kopechne's body.

Here are some of the questions

the story raises:

Where was Kennedy really

going?

A deputy sheriff testified at the

inquest that he saw a car pull off

tne tarred road, stop and then drive

on toward Dike Bridge. The car's

license number began with L7 and
ended with a 7. The time was
about 12:45.

The next day, the sheriff iden-

tified Kennedy s car as the one he
( iad seen thp night before. It's

license number was L78-207.

By the time the sheriff saw the
car that night, the ferry had
stopped running.

Even though Miss Kopechne
supposedly was leaving for the
night, she left her pocketbook and
room key behind at the cottage.
Why did Gargan and Markham

attract no attention?

The two men said they spent
about an hour diving for Miss
Kopechne. Even though they
would have been wet, the young
women did not notice anything
unusual about them when they
returned to the cottage.

After their arrival from
Washington last Friday, they said

their probe would include anti-

busing protesters and an incident of

alleged brutality involving members
of the Boston Police Department's

Tactical Patrol Force.

One of the lawyers, David Rinzel,

said the team's immediate task was
to review 43 cases under study by
the FBI, and that the team would be
ready for grand jury action "pretty

soon."

A white boycott of some schools
was expected to continue,
although anti-busing leaders
disavowed any connection with it.

"It's no longer organized as it

was in the first weeks. It's just

people keeping their children out of
school for their own safety," said

Virginia Sheehy, an organizer of the
South Boston Information Center.

Asked what plans she had for

further resistance to the school
integration plan, City Coun-
cilwoman Louise Day Hicks said,

"Are you so naive? You think I'm

going to answer that"* Five lawyers
come in from Washington to in-

vestigate obstruction of the court
order and you're asking me what
I'm going to do to oppose busing."
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Collins, Atkins propose their platforms
cont. from pg. 3

The candidates also expressed
their v,ews about the amount of
hours that professors are required
to teach.

Atkins said, "I would like to act
as a buffer between the legislature
and the teachers because I am

convinced that many are putting in

forty plus hours of work per week. I

am very sensitive to the problems
of teachers and can appreciate their

feelings when they say they have
been unjustly criticized."

Collins feels the law requiring

professors to teach a specific

amount of hours per week is

"absurd as well as an insult to the

University". He feels that overall,

the professors put in full weeks of

work.

Collins recently helped defeat the
Governors bill that would have
divided UMass into three separate
campuses. He felt this would have
hurt UMass greatly because of a
lack of unity. He also revealed that

last year when there was a budget
decrease which would have
resulted in the cutting back of
library books and teachers, he
worked to restore the needed
funds.

Both candidates stated that they
would always be "full time
legislators."

Southwesl
changes
proposed

cont. from p.

2

Absentee ballot application due
The Office of Commuter Student

Affairs will sponsor a centralized
"Notary Public Service" Tuesday,
October 29 through Friday,
November 1 in order to assist
students who wish to vote in the
November 5 election by Absentee
Ballot. This service will be available
in the Colonial Lounge of the
Student Union, and Notaries Public
will be available according to the
following schedule:
Tuesday, October 29, 12:00 noon

to 5:00 p.m.; Wednesday, October
30, 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
to 9:00 p.m.; Thursday, October 31,
12:00 noon to 9:00 p.m.; Friday,
November 1, 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Absentee voters are encouraged

to appear early in the week in order

that any unexpectedly heavy
volume can be accommodated
through expanded hours and-or
additional personnel.

Students wishing to vote by
Absentee Ballot should request a

ballot AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

from the Clerk of the City or Town
in which they are registered to vote.
Voters must be registered prior to
requesting an Absentee Ballot.

Those who have not already
requested a ballot may do so by
using the following form:

[Play it again,^
Sam

/$ Tuesday Nite

V is
•

Bonanza Nite

Complete

Dinner ""Specials

M 29 & $
1
49

BONANZA

APPLICATION FOR AN ABSENT VOTER BALLOT
nTT7 V

J

f

PP 'V
/
0r an absent votin9 ballot for the November 5, 1974 Election The olaceof my egal residence permanent home) is in the city or town of n the state of and

?hJ 1*??
3m 3 dU 'V r69iStered V°ter at in the citV or tovw7^J.anSm&rviSt;

Please mail official absent voting ballot to (Street and Number)—

,

, (State)_JZip Code)
., (City or Town)

1

FO
DnNnT
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9
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Se thiS Service
'
please note the Allowing:

1

.

DO NOT mark the baJlot(s) ahead of time
2. DO NOT sigh the ballot envelope ahead of time

4 DO brino ™ i'f
POSitive (ie

'
with Photograph-Student I.D., Driver's License).

Lounge^
P°Sta9e S° ** the ba "0t Can De mailed directlV "om the Colonial

Anyone wishing to help the Notaries during the processing should see Randy Dahl in theCommuter Student Affairs Office (229 Whitmore), or call him at 5-2300.

Help us help you.
Use Zip Code.

YourPostal Service

UMass Police

Emergency

Number

5-3111

Amherst Entertainment Committee

TAJ MAHAL
Infirmary

(In in

Emergency)

9 549-2671

about two weeks to study and the
recreation bill will be ready
hopefully before the end of the

semester."

He stated that there is currently

no reviewing of what happens to
the money allocated to various
programs in Southwest. He would
like to see some sort of evaluation
done which would discern the
benefits of the programs and their

expectations. In this way, the
Assembly could then evaluate the
effectiveness of each program and
determine if the money was being
spent properly.

"We need more programs of a
diverse nature," he said, "more
Southwest-oriented programs. At
present there are some things I've
got in mind."

Each house in Southwest is

represented in the Assembly, but,
according to Craig, eight houses
currently have no representatives.
He states that this fact can be
directly traced to the lack of
knowledge about the Assembly,
which he is trvinq to correct.

"I guess our main job is to make
the living environment within
Southwest as comfortable as we
can with the limited resources we
have," Craig said. "One problem is

recognition, from the faculty
especially. Some faculty members
come to Southwest and teach
cr.ursesbut they get no recognition
fri»m their departments. If we can
get the faculty to recognize the
work of its members within South
west it would be a big help."

Craig wants the Assembly to
become reactive instead of
proactive, and needs student
feedback in order to do this.

His responsibilities take up a lot
of his time, since he is not only
responsible to the Assembly but to
the administration and the Student
Senate. But he is in the Assembly
Office in JQA most of the day and
•s open to criticism and
suggestions.

Sunday, Oct. 20 8:00 P.M.
Amherst College Cage

General Admission $3.00
Tickets Available at:

Faces of Earth, Amherst; Tech HiFi,
Northampton; Goodbodies, South Hadley;
UMass ticket office, Campus Center;
Uroboros Bookshop, Hampshire College;
Main Music, Springfield
Beer and Wine Will Be Sold A Do 1 1- Yourself

LQPEA/ 9 30- 650 - Fff/J)AY5 5j 9 J f

ftjygn^MLPQsr office -in amhe5sT71
»/
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Congress incompetency could cause demise
ByMIKEIZDEPSKI

A funny thing happened on the way to the
145th Congress. And if our great-
grandchildren are lucky, the President
might be able to make his (her?) hilarious

announcement just in time for the 4th of July
fireworks in 2076: "My fellow senior
Americans, with the passing away of its last

member at the crisp age of 106, it is my
solemn obligation to declare as extinct the
Congress of the United States. At the same
time I am announcing my candidacy for re-

election for an 8th term in office..."

Far out? Not at all, in fact the Congress has
been on the endangered list for some time
now. Thanks to a legislative system that

favors incumbency and old age, efficient

government in this country has been all but
wiped out. Not that there weren't enough
young men and women waiting to offer and
press for useful solutions to America's
countless ailments, but somehow it seems
their efforts have been consistently thwarted
by their more "experienced" colleagues.

Take for instance the outdated seniority

system that dictates law making on Capitol
Hill: When a new bill is introduced in

Congress, it is immediately passed on to the
appropriate congressional committee for

consideration. The committee decides, if the
bill should be presented to the full House or

Senate for a final vote. In making its

recommendation the committee may alter

any part of the bill by striking provisions or

adding amendments.
Of the 36 standing congressional com-

mittees, ranging from such "unknowns" as
Public Works and Merchant Marines and
Fisheries to the biggies like Ways and Means
and Foreign Relations, the membership of no
fewer than 36 is determined exclusively by

seniority.

This system gives priority to those
members with the longest service record in

Congress. Regardless of other qualifications

(or limitations), they have first grabs at the

important committees and the chair-

manships.

Thus, congressmen, who play it safe, are

conservative and don't jeopardize their re-

election by coming out strongly for or against
a controversial issue, are most likely to be
seated on a committee. Invariably, these
wishy-washy opportunists, who too often
are willing to prostitute their conscience for

another term in office, stay on that com-
mittee for the rest of their political lives (once
on a committee it is very difficult to remove a
member).

It is no surprise then that most bills that are
reported out of committee and recom-
mended to Congress are as insipid and in-

conclusive as the committee members
themselves. To make matters worse, as time
drags on, committee members, while
becoming more eligible for retirement, also

become more eligible for the powerful
chairmanship positions.

The chairman of a committee dominates
its members. By giving or withholding favors
he can effectively discipline constituents to
"see it his way". Over the past two decades,
many a chairman, by defying party programs
and policies, has in effect prevented
Congress from responding to the nation's
needs until the problems became searing
crises. The average age of a committee
chairman today is 70.

The only workable solution to this whole
mess is really quite simple: drastically limiting
the number of terms a member of Congress
may serve. For no matter how good a man,
it is simply an outrage that some
congressmen will be running for their 19th or
20th consecutive term in office this coming
November (no kidding!).

Also, the length of a term should be ad-
justed to a uniform 4 years for both houses of
Congress. Under the present system House
members with their short two year terms
seem to be permanently on the campaign
trail, neglecting completely their main job of
forcefully representing the people of their
district, while Senators with their extended
6-year terms spend the greater part of that
time touring the country and hounding
publicity before getting down to work in time
for the next election.

Mike Izdepski is a Collegian Commentator

The benefits the just described changes
would have on government efficiency are

obvious:

Congressional, Presidential and Guber-
natorial elections could all be held in the
same year, voters would be asked to cast

their ballots only once every four years.

Interest in the election would increase, the
turnout at the polls would rise significantly.

Due to the term limitations the Congress
(as already is the case with the Presidency)

would be totally renewed every 4 to 8 years.

The seniority system would be rendered
useless, committee membership could in-

stead be based on such criteria as expertise,

experience and individual motivation.

Finally, as an added feature, the quality of
our politicians would improve markedly.
Statesmen would see Congress not as a
lifetime occupancy that is automatically
renewed every time election day comes
around, but as a temporary period of service
toward the welfare of the American People.
So spread the word, write to your

Congressmen and Senators pressing them
for new legislation to cope with the an-
tiquated practices on Capitol Hill. And above
all: vote! It is the only, but at the same time
the most powerful weapon you have against
all those deadbeats, who so long have been
sponging off your and my taxdollars. But do
it now...2076 may come sooner than you
think!

r

Letters to the editor

Salt staff wrong on Davis
To the Editor

It is with dismay that I read the articles by Fred
Weiss and Mike Kostek, journalists who fancy
themselves liberals and open minded individuals.
From the way they talk one would assume that Mr.
Weiss and Mr. Kostek have had a great deal of ex-
perience organizing Americans to fight the injustices
that capitalism inflicts upon our society, and that they
have a far more profound understanding of capitalism
and imperialism than Angela Davis. If you Mr. Weiss,
have been accused of being condescending, it is

because you assume yourself to be far more
acquainted with contemporary issues than a woman
who has spent half of her life battling the U.S. forces
oflaw and order, who has served time in prison where
the threat of the gas chamber was imminent, and who
could not be silenced by some of the most powerful
figures in the world, namely, Ronald Reagan, and
Nelson Rockefeller. Do not infer from my argument
that I assume all radical activity to be above criticism.

Not at all. Those of us who are attempting to affect
some kind of social change must continually criticize

our policies, ideas and activities, so that we can build
on our strengths, and minimize our weaknesses. But
there is such a thing as criticism that is highly
destructive, and that is the category into which yours
falls. Whatever your opinion of the Soviet Union may
be, save your accusations Mr. Weiss and Kostek, for a
time when we have solved the basic economic and
social problems of our own country, and use your
newspaper to awaken people to the grave social
problems tfiat we are now facing, and not to attack
individuals who are doing their best to make some
kind of positive impact on American society. It is too
easy for those who do nothing to muckrake those
who are actively involved in political activity, and
unfortunately, it seems that these are the kinds of
tactics that the editors of the Collegian employ

,But worse than that, you now raise the issue of
racial inferiority, and support the rights of individuals
to publicly affirm such beliefs. And you defend that in
the name of freedom of speech. How quickly you do
forget that before the rise of Hitler, it was with such
freedoms that a massive campaign was launched
against the Jewish population of Europe, and that it
was the press, the radio and public forums, which
provided a means for the airing of racist lies and which
later were held responsible for the death of more than
six million people. Did those who were slaughtered
have the luxury to support the rights of the freedom of
speech of their murderers? Are we to support the right
of people to lie? Do not come back with the common
retort that there is no truth, because that philosophy
becomes the very platform on which a policy of
genocide is buHt. Today, in light of what is happening
in Boston, Mr. Weiss s defence of Shock/ey's right to
talk about genetic inferiority, is particularly sinister
Maybe when the violence starts hitting home, [andhow much closer can it get\ maybe then, Collegian
you will be sorry that earlier you didn t spend less time
advocating the rights of racists to speak. Maybe you 'II

realize that your energies would have been more
productive, had you spent more time attacking facist
policies in the U.S. rather than the Soviet Union and
less time attacking the integrity of fighters like Angela
Davis who are doing all they can to awaken the
conscience of the American people.

Deborah Schneer

Boo!

To the Editor:

On October 31, Dr. Benjamin Ricci's class. Society
and the Outcast, in conjunction with the Amherst
Police Department are sponsoring a Halloween Mardi
Gras for the enjoyment of the residents of Belcher
town State School and the children of Amherst The
function will be held between the hours of 7 and 9
P.M. at the Amherst College Cage If you are an
aspiring young or even old talent in the areas of
music, comedy, magic, or a/most any type of en
tertainment, or if you just give a damn, we can use
your help Any kind of help is greatly needed and
appreciated. Please contact Per at 549 6893 or Jean at

546-6645 as soon as possible.

Committee for a Successful
Halloween for All

Paying the price
To the Editor:

What, if any, is the justification behind a mandatory fee of $J5 for ALL
students for an athletics fee? Is there any reason to believe that every
student at UMass wants, and can afford, to spend $30 a year on tickets for
basketball and football games, to which most students rarely, if ever at
tend? Sure, the sports programs here, as everywhere, need and deserve
more than they are getting - but what is the reason for forcing all of us to
pay so much? Most students are not at all wealthy - in fact most are
probably living below the poverty level, especially those with families of
their own, and who don 't have their parents paying the tuition bill without
knowing where all the money is going. That $30 could go a long way
towards paying for a family's medical, food, and other vital expenses I for
one, as a working man and a father, resent having this money taken fromme mthis way. What has happened to freedom of choice? I would rather
spend the money, ,f I could afford it, on good movies and concerts but I
wouldn t advocate forcing those priorities on people more interested in
sports Why do I have to let them force their interests on me? At the same
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an "optional" fee of $2 is included forM"ssP/RG an organization whose purpose it is not my purpose here to

debate. How much money have they been able to trick unquestioning
students and parents into paying by including the charge on the bill? If
even 500out of the school's 20,000plus blindly pay the "insignificant" and
optional fee, then MassP/RG has cheated people out of $1,000. Would

the school consider adding $2 for the Socialist Workers Party, Collegian
reporters' lunch money, or whatever other self-interest group desires itonto the tu,t,on bill, and then instruct people that, if they don't want to
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the "°Pti0n " °f****** the fees from their bill before
they pay. Who is supposed to do the bookkeeping for this school? How
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Tell me, what can a poor boy do? Mort Willis

bey, Mali a second
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Why

Fred Weiss J-

The bold confident smile of his Presidency, is fading
like the foliage. Gerald Ford's term as President is

losing the facade of "crisis populism", as the public is

getting over the shock of Watergate long enough to

ask "why?" once again.

The Nixon pardon, the Rockefeller nomination, the
general state of the economy. Pick one, anyone.
Many of the people in this country are beginning to
realize once again that the fact that Ford isn't Nixon,
doesn't necessarily make Ford a good President.
When Ford was nominated for the Vice-Presidency,
his friends testified about his integrity, sense of self,

love of country, and his early fame as an All-American
football player at Michigan.
Few spoke of Ford's intelligence. Friends candidly

admitted (with a shy grin) that Gerry Ford was no
"intellectual". After two months in the White House,
Ford has shown that simply being honest, doesn't
make you another Lincoln. Simply being an All-

American football player, doesn't prove that you have
courage.

If President Ford had as much courage as his wife
Betty has shown, perhaps he would really do
something about the economy. Ford's approach to

the economy is basically "If I do nothing, I can do
nothing wrong". However, the country is in such a

state, that doing nothing is wrong.
There are construction workers who can't find a job

who are willing to build colleges, hospitals, and parks.

There are teachers out of work, who have the ability

to help people learn how to read and write. There are
lawyers who can't find jobs, and people who need
lawyers, but can't afford them. The same goes for

doctors, engineers, accountants, and industrialists. In

fact the only people who seem sure of employment
are those who are six feet-seven inches, and can "ram
that ball through the hoop". Of course they keep up
the average income of all workers, because they pull

in 200,000 dollars a year.

Gerry Ford isn't a bad sort of guy. You see Gerry
Fords all the time. On State Farm Insurance com-

man smiling?
mercials. At the bowling Alley. Heck, just walk into
Whitmore on the second or third floor some af-
ternoon. Soft spoken, low key, but sort of a rah-rah
just the same. You know, the kind of guy that your
father always used to bowl with on Wednesday
nights.

However. President Ford's honesty cannot com-
pensate for his lack of imagination. Perhaps Ford is a
product of his environment... but the last progressive
thing the silent majority ever did, was jump to the Bull
Moose party in 1913.

Gerald Ford is not the man that this country needs
as we get ready to enter our second depression in fifty
years. Secretary of State Kissinger recently said that
he envisioned that the next decade would be one of
real cooperation and creative enterprise, or in-
ternational strife and hardship.
We need someone who can see past the stadium

cheers. Someone who gets bored of listening to
Nixon's economic advisors tell about the "silver
linings" (without mentioning the clouds), and that the
end of the tunnel is in sight. We need someone who
no longer loves apple pie. Hates football. We need
someone who is willing to offend the interests of the
established power brokers, and take a chance and try
some bold innovative programs. Clearly such a man
isn't Gerald Ford.

However, Gerald Ford is our President. There is at
least a fifty-fifty chance (and that is more than he
deserves) that Nelson Rockefeller will soon be our
Vice-President. And soon, after he's done cursing
photographers during his stay in the hospital, Richard
Nixon will be giving speeches about his innocence,
and all the while lobbying for an Ambassadorship. By
then the condition of this nation may have
deteriorated so much, that peaceful change will be
almost impossible.

Yet, Gerald Ford is still smiling. In the great tradition
of Coolidge and Hoover, Ford will tell us that things
are fine.

But if most of this people are standing on a bread
line, who will be listening?

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist

c Patrick McQuaid }

If you're looking to fill your tank, you needn't
search very far for the next few months or so; and
you'll be quite pleased to find that gas prices will be
dropping. Regular will go for 51.9 cents, Clear will be
53.9, and High test will be a veritable steal at 55.0
cents per gallon. However, if you're looking for some
decent service on your auto; well, that's a different

story; at least it's that way at what was once called
Campus Arco station, on Route 9.

It's not called Campus Arco anymore, as you may
have gathered, it's now known as the Arco Full

Service station; full service at the gas isles that is. The
reason for this is that the local manager has been
forced to scrap all his mechanical services and sell

gasoline only.

As my car sputtered and gasped m:»*mmm
along Route 9, I realized that it

either (a) had a severe whooping
cough, (b) I was breaking in a
mechanical bronco, or (c) I needed
some muffler service, and fast. I

concluded that it was the latter and
swerved into the Arco Full Service
station.

My gas situation was fine and I

pulled straight up to the closed
garage doors. Quite a dismal sight

befell me. Inside the station at-

tendants were playing handball off

the side of the concrete walls. The
presence of a potential customer, let alone another
human being completely overwhelmed them and I

had never received such a kingly welcome at any
place before like

, 1hisr"Once I got a word in edgewise
and explained that I needed my muffler checked, I got
the whole story.

Arco is a subsidiary of Prestigious Oil Inc., and
when they discovered how well business was running

at Campus Arco they decided to take over operations

completely. When for some reason a station goes up
for sale the company has first shot at it. This is what
happened when Campus Arco exchanged hands on
September 9, 1974. According to a former employee,

the chief mechanic (name withheld under request)

had intentions of assuming ownership having worked
for the company for a lengthly period of time.

The iron fist of tyranny shattered his dream.

Prestigious Oil bought out the station and has since

dispensed with any mechanical service whatsoever.

Gas pains again
Employees are not allowed to work on their own cars
or even wash down an auto with the company hose
(soon to be removed).

So what's the big plan? Sources say the company
may turn the garage into a store. I can see the sign
now as you drive along the highway; "Arco Full

Service Station - Eat Here and Get Gas!" Quite the
deal; inflated food prices and gas ailments all at one
conveniently located center.

My source states further that neither he nor any
other employee would even consider working at a
"full service station" and a modified Cumberland
Farms.

I see a comparison with the great Grange wars that

scarred the early west; when company men pushed

BELIEVE ME MR. HALDEMAN, THIS OUTFIT IS GUARANTIED TO GETW
AT LEASTA PARDON!

Vietnam veterans

lack funding

Arco

Super Service:

Eat here

and get gas.

mm

the small farmers out of business.

Everyone is well aware that the
collosal oil manufacturers have
been cheating the average
customer for years but few know of

the cut throat, backstabbing
policies they lay on their own
workers.

The company sells the gas to the
dealer and he must in turn draw up
his prices in moderation. Plus
paying rent for the building, the
company profits 17 to 18 cents per
gallon of gas sold from the dealer to

the customer.

I managed to get one quote: "The system stinks."
The main office of Prestigious Oil is located in
Philadelphia, the accountants bureau is in Chicago,
and the gas dealers for New England are officed in
Revere, Mass. "Half the business is done by phone
and no one has ever met anyone else at the other end
of the lines."

While standing at the pumps, a blue dressed
mechanic drove in and said he was from Texaco and
would like to buy the station. Just like that. So what
becomes of the present manager? And what becomes
of the customers (decreasing in number - 700 gallon
decrease in gas sales per day) when the snow flies in
February. Will the prices suddenly bolt sky high with
the everpresent excuse of inflation? So what is to be
done. We can wait and let it happen ... wait . wait
just wait ...?

- <€. Patrick McQumfirw€efhpmtrG^u»nmst

While the attention of the nation has recently focused
on the Vietnam war draft resister, here at UMass another
remnant of that war - the veteran - is finding his academic
life difficult. And the reason, for most, is financial.
A survey released by the Student Affairs Research and

Evaluation Office last January indicates that ap-
proximately 33 per cent of the 2,300 UMass veterans drop
out of school before completing degree requirements.
Staff assistant Stephanie Bourbonnais of the Veterans
Affairs Office reiterated last week what the study pointed
out quite clearly; The Vietnam veteran at UMass lacks
sufficient funding to educate himself.
When veterans returned home to the U.S. following the

completion of their tours of duty, many had been trans-
formed by the war and passage of time from 18 and 19-
year-old adolescents to independent adults no longer able
to expect financial help from parents. For many enrolled
veterans, this heavy financial adjustment process - not to
mention the psychological re-orientation to society -

proves to be too difficult. Thus, at UMass, one out of three
drop out.

Veterans taking advantage of the 1966 Vietnam era
Veterans Bill are finding it inadequate. This allows the
veteran a maximum of $220 per month or only $1980
annually. One result is that over 50 per cent of both
married and unmarried vets find it necessary to hold part-
time jobs.

World War II veterans fared much better under the Gl
Bill than do their contemporary counterparts. In addition
to expense money covering the costs of books, tuition,
and supplies, World War II veterans received an additional
$75 per month living allowance - a substantial amount
because many universities offered special low-cost
housing specifically for veterans. And the inequities be-
tween the two veteran groups do not stop there. The
Vietnam veteran has only 36 months, in contrast to the 48
months of the World War II veteran, in which to take
advantage of veteran benefits.

Financial aid from the University is available only to
those veterans married and with children. As financial aid
is distributed on the basis of need, veterans already
receiving a $220 monthly stipend are generally excluded
from consideration. One of three respondents to the
survey indicated they had serious financial adjustment
difficulties during the transition from service life to college
life.

There are several ways in which a concerned and
responsive public could help alleviate veteran financial
problems. Employers, for example, could give veteran job
applications preferred treatment. Services could be of-
fered to veterans at lowered rates. Such minor con-
cessions could go a long way in elevating the present level
of veteran morale.

Most important, however, would be strong public
support of future legislation designed to increase veteran
benefits. Only when Americans make it clear that they are
concerned with the welfare of those whose lives were
interrupted to serve in the war will veterans begin to find
education at UMass - and across the country - less than a
hardship.

The opinions in this space represent thote of a majority
of the Board of Editors.
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Southie racist

To the Editor
What's going on in South Boston is racist. It has gone beyond incidents

directly related to school segregation. It is no longer safe to be Black in
South Boston. Maybe all of South Boston isn 't racist - maybe there are
parents who are only concerned with their children being bused halfway
across the city, but for them to join in the attacks against Black school
children, for them to join in attacks against individual Blacks, for
nightriders riding through Columbia Point, and for Ku Klux Klansmen to be
featured as the main attraction at the anti-busing rallies is nothing but
racism. Anything Whites do to Blacks in "Southie" is an incident but when
Black people decide to defend themselves, when they do anything, it's

violence. Blacks must organize, to demonstrate, to get out into the streets,
to get the whole Black community to mobilize to defend the students and
to get the cops out of Columbia Point. The need for independent action by
the Black community is more urgent than ever. The racists have been on
the offensive for years in this state. The Black community must unite and
decide upon and launch the massive actions that can defend the students
and the community and win the quality education that is needed - by any
means necessary.

Amherst Young Socialist Alliance

Susan Bergeron

Senate committee on I.P.O.

To the Editor:

/ have' recently been shocked by the attitudes of students, faculty and
administrators alike. Many have reacted most violently to the news that a
special committee of the Student Senate has been created to investigate
alleged ills in the International Programs Office.

The matter is being handled with a great deal of care and consideration
by this committee. It is a fact finding committee, not a witchhunt.

I find it strange that in an institution of higher learning where the very
foundation of its existence is based on free exchange of thoughts, feelings,

and ideas, there is no one in this community who is willing to support these
ideals. With that I must ask why are you all here, and what are your in-

tentions?

The Special Committee was created to investigate the International
Programs Office because students were raising questions about the office.

The Senate felt a duty in finding out what is really going on in that office,

an office that has been "nationally" acclaimed for its services to "foreign
students".

In conclusion, I feel that this committee should be praised for the
delicate and appropriate manner in which it is dealing with the situation
People have raised questions, and these people deserve accurate and
thorough answers, and these answers they should and will get.

Peter Birnbaum,
Student Senate

Wouldyou
hire you?

Of course you uould.

You work hard Can: about what you do. And you
know your job inside and out.

Thais what everybody says.

And tor most of us. it's true But it's also true that we
could all do better. Whether we're doctors or teaehers.

lathe operators or telephone operators, legislators or long-
shoremen, bankers or union off ieials...ever> one of us.

And we'll all have more to shovs for it.

More money, for one thing Because- we'll be- giving

each other our money s worth for the products, the sen ices

and even the government we pay lor.

For another thing, well be giving America better

ammunition tosiug it out with our foreign competitors.
Not just here. All around the world. That would help
bring the lopsided balance of payments back ontoour side

And help make your dollar worth more.
Best of all.as we hit our stride, we'll be protecting jobs

here at home For ourselves and the future. And well haw
a deeper sense < >f pride in the jobs we\ e g> >t .So ma\ be
we'll find our work as fresh and challenging as it was the
first day on the job.

Which brings us back to the original guest ion.

Would you hire you?

America. II only works
as well as we do.

P

THE FOUR LEAF WINDOW
presents

Tom Hart and Alice Jean
Top Country and Western

TONITE ONLY!
Wed. - Sun. Sweet Pie!

Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's Flea Market

12 Miles from Whitmore!

AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS

Th.T
C0M/AR!HENS,VE EMPLOYMENT TRAINING ACT JOBS

_•_ 21 "T °\
Amherst

' Massachusetts has created several temporary public employee jobs for thegjOh^ylll »_WN through September 30, 1,75 and four for the period^STwTtKgJune 30, ifjs. under the Comprehensive Employment Training Act of 1973.The following positions have been created:
Information Referral Specialist

Manpower Affairs A Human Services Coordinator
Multi-Cultural Education Coordinator
IPC Instructional Aide
School Health Aide
Clerk I (Dispatcher)

Accounting Clerk I

Maintenance Assistant — Bus Driver
Elementary Guidance Counselor
Public Works Storekeeper ( Laborer)
Secretary I

Air Force ROTC
awards scholarships

Four members of Air Force degree in leisure studies and ser-
ROTC at UMass have been vices. A 1972 graduate of West
awarded Air Force scholarships in Springfield High School. Sabatini is

1n order to be eligible for these positions, an individual must:
1. Reside in Hampshire County,

^
2. Be unemployed for thirty days,

* 3. And, fall into one of the following categories:

(617)— Just over line— 544-6028

IT PAYS TO
THE FINAST WAY

a. Minorities
b. Handicapped
c. Veteran who served in Indochina

after August 5, 1964
d. Manpower Trainee
e. High School Dropout
f. Limited English speaking

g. Technologically displaced
h. Offender or ex-offender
i. Over age 45

f. Under age 22
k. Welfare recipient
I. Female head of household

l
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recognition of their outstanding
academic and leadership abilities

and their potential for success as
Air Force officers. The scholarships
pay tuition, fees, and book ex-
penses for the students' last two
years at the University.

William R. Corrigan has been
awarded a scholarship to pursue his

bachelor's degree in industrial

management. The son of Lt. Col
(Ret) and Mrs. Robert Corrigan of
Los Alimitas, Calif., Corrigan is a
1972 graduate of Bedford High
School. He has been active in

intramural sports and in the Arnold
Air Society at the University.

Steven Sabatini is pursuing a

the son of Fayia Kulchmsky and
Edward Sabatini, and has been
active in intramural sports and the
Student Senate while at the
University.

Howard J. Buckley, the son of

Mr. and Mrs. James Buckley, is a
graduate of Barnstable High
School. He transferred to the
University this year from Cape Cod
Community College and is seeking
a degree in botany.

Edward J. Pokora, son of Edward
Pokora of Chicopee, attended
Chicopee Comprehensive High
School, and is now working on a

degree in civil engineering at the
University.

Anita Allen to speak
CUE-TFP fpntor fnr llrhon

Carling
Black Label

12 oz
btls

Chianti R^r 24 oz
btl 129

PalmassonRosessl99

Champagne

Mountain
Farms
Mall

Hadley

Chateau 24 oz
Susanne btl

-|89

Prices Effective thru Oct. 19. 1974

SUPERMARKETS
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

CUE-TEP Center for Urban
Education Teacher Education
Program will beqin its Film anri

Colloquium Series tonight at 7:00

McDonald's presents
the Glass of 75.

p.m. in the Marks Meadow
Auditorium. The Center for Urban
Education Teacher Education
Program is honored to present Mrs.
Anita Allen as its first guest
speaker.

Mrs. Anita Allen is chief of the
Program Development Branch
Division of Compensatory
Education, Bureau of Elementary
and Secondary Education in the
U.S. Office of Education. She is

responsible for directing and
coordinating the functions of the
Branch, which are concerned
with the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965.

Next time you feel the urge for a
tall one at McDonald's, just ask and
we'll wrap your large soda in the
ultimate of status symbols. A genu-
ine 100% pure plastic cup. Suitably
inscribed with the U.Mass. Minute-
man on one side. And those hand-
some golden arches on the other
side. It's tree for the asking with any
large soda.

Imagine all the exciting uses you
can find for this pint-sized beauty.
Add a little dirt and go into organic
farming. Use it as a new home for
your outdated pop-top collection.
Or stuff it with all those important
little odds and ends you can never
find. And if your cup runneth over,
just start again with a new one. At
the price, you can afford a whole
collection.

So come down and spring for a
large drink. And get all that status,
gratis.

fMcDonai
(Si

337 Russell Street, Route 9
Hadley, Mass.

• • . # .
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Five faculty members named to state office
Hugh C. Davis and four other

UMass faculty have been named to

a team that will make
reorganization studies of the state's

Executive Office of Environmental
Affairs.

Davis, a member of the UMass
resource planning faculty and
associate director of the Institute

for Man and Environment, has been
asked bv Secretary of En-

vironmental Affairs Charles H.W.
Foster to coordinate studies on the

need for the reorganization of each
of five departments under new
legislation (Chapter 806, Acts of

1974) which creates a reorganized

Executive Office of Environmental
Affairs. Davis, since January of

1972, has served half-time as

assistant secretary under Foster.

Foster, who must make

recommendations to the legislature

on the reorganization of the

agencies under his jurisdiction, has

appointed five task forces to assist

him.

Also named to serve are five

UMass faculty members: Eugene
N. Engel of the Department of

Agricultural and Food Economics,

Bernard B. Berger, the director of

the Water Resources Research
Center, Davis of the Department of
Landscape Architecture and
Regional Planning, Ross S. Whaley,
head of the Department of Land-
scape Architecture and Regional
Planning, Joseph S. Larson of the
Department of Forestry and
Wildlife Management.

TEN PIN

BOWLING
BOYDEN GYM

4-10:30

Mon. thru Fri.

(except during

league play)

50c a string

-Enast
SUPERMARKETS
Look for xir New
Price Information
Label ...It is our Tool
ToHelp You Save
Money!
kCHI>Kt

30.9

[«IT I

I 'I '

<|-N |»>

MM 09 JO

Quality meats from the best meat men in the business!

Shoulder
Roast

Chicken
Quarters

Naturally ayed

'or lende

Take advantage of

this old, lower price

while supplies last!
wTh«j ,

: r«' removed as soon as A
^MSMbieaMe' last ihtrn yjljj

ness

flavor

Boneless
Beef Chuck

The unit prices shown in Orange will

enacts you to make value comparison.

Beef
Chuck

OUR PRICING POLICY
f-inast will no longer increase the price

of food once placed on our shelves
When we are forced to increase a price

items on shelves marked at the lower price
will be sold out at that lower price When we
reduce a price, shelf stocks will be repriced
and sold at the new lower price

You always pay the lowest price marked
on any can or package
Weekly specials and sale items are priced

lower than regular prices Any item remain-
ing after the sale event will be repriced up
ward

lb

lb

Treat your family to Mr Deli specials
and save the Fmast way'

Baked Ham
Freshly

Sliced to Order

Swiss Cheese^M
Kielbasa TSS
Pastrami s at0

Roast Beef
AvaMMM .n Sloes win S*>v<« 0*4.

qtr

10

69
lb

1.59

1.39

1.49
79«

Beef Chuck
Tender Juicy

Formerly London Broil

Shoulder Steak
Formerly Center Cut Chuck Roast

7-Bone Pot RoastBone In
Formerly California Roast - Semi Boneless

Underblade Pot Roast "sk
Formerly Rib Steak Bone In j^q
Rib Extra Trim Steak •"itx?.** 1 :
Formerly Ground Chuck -m* mm± j^

Fresh Ground Beef Chuck 99*
Sliced Bacon Beef RibJ&3& .

$409 fSSzTl T?n*>r 449

Smoked Pork
Shoulder Picnic

Leg
With Back

Breast
With Wing _»5j

Chicken Legs-.

Breasts Fresi
Chicken

lb

79'

89 e

ChuckTop Blade Steak
Formerly T ; Q C* ''•:-

Top Blade Steak **£%

Bee* Chuck

Cube Steak bo^ss ,,1.19

1.59

1.19 [i

Self Service Deli Values

Finast

Reg or Thick

Oscar Mayer £ST,iZ.

Smokie Links SSI.

.

.

Bologna SSfo^SS

Variety Pack SS ....

Knockwurst a***

Link Sausage jo™ ...

Sliced Bacon ^"iX?
Swifts Franks X.°\ .

.

Sausage Patties »« .

1.05

0kg 1.1"

95e
pkg

,b 1.35

.ID i-jy

» 1.29
lb o9

10 ck QCe
pkg 03 :/.

y>

lf*&r*

//
Colonial

-^

Colonial
Master
Whole
Water
Added

Formerly Quarter ton Pork Cnops

Pork Loin Assorted Chops, 1.09
Formerty Pork Lotr» Roast

Top Loin Roast» Pork Loin

1.39

Favorites from the seven seas'

Cod Fillet

iSSS, QQC
Salmon Chunks %£. . „1.99
Smoked Cod lb 1.29
Flounder £ZL „ 49e

r:

Sunrise fresh dairy features the Fmast way'

Royal Scot

Margarine

39*

i'f. -•

pai a a

sliced
BEETS W SLICED

BEETS

Quarters
P*9

Cottage Cheese • «. ... 99*
Befit Yogurt MMMI 4 iz 89*

Mozzarella iZSZ is 49*

Proof it pays to shop lor quality

produce the Finast way'

I ft U.S. No. 1

^^^P Washed

Potatoes

5^4>Oc

*s£l Onions
3^20°

Tomatoes
59c

Strawberries
Potatoes
Tomato Juioe
TomatoSoup
Sliced Beets

^pmatri

Sliced
Naturipe

Finast Whole
White or Sliced

Ritter

Fancy

Campbell's

Finast

-v-o^f

Stock up on frozen foods the Finast way!

P™"*,,^^^ Morton Economy

^^n Dinners

39*
Macaroni & Cheese 12 ojr

Spaghetti a MeatbaHt 1 1 <u
Macaroni « Beat 1 1 oj
Chicken A Noodle 10 Ol

Chopped Broccoli fm.

Green Beans -TIE? .

.

Apple Pies ?«*,,

Jeno Cheese Pizza.

.

Cheese Ravioli *•**».

I ££1.00
3 pkqs &9

» m eci
pkg W
24 oi QO*
pkg 99

. £?89«

r.

6<v 89«Instant Coffee n^ .

.

Facial Tissue *««•.

Instant Cocoa ^T •£ 45e

32 39«
Apple Juice mm V 49*

Apple Cider mm "ST 1.79
Stewed Tomatoes

[j^s^^UMlBlB^^j
Save 25 CH Save 15

Cor***n». „£* 37"

Baked fresh with natural
ngredients the Finast way!

Family
Pak

t V. Ib

pkg

OatmealBread

2 $ 1
fmit: or Poppy

Se«d o* S«same Seed
Vmnn* or CracKed^ g^ Wheal Bread

Honeydew Melons - 69'

We Reserve the ftght to Umt Quantities

Apple Raisin Buns 'i? 69*
English Muffins^ . . . .2 T 69^
Donut Trays

r

^t^T . .... ?/ 79*

Cold Power
Detergent

79*With This
Coupon 49 02

Pkg

*na a Purchase nttior More
rr"l Urnil on« Coupon
LLI HS40 Valid thru Oct 10. 1974

15WSave 20
W'Hi Th,j Coupon
one Moj bti

Final Touch
Fabric Softener

I

W.lh Th(« Coupon
one lb can

Hills Bros
Coffee

Wnn Thu Coupon
one pug 100

Red Ross
Tea Bags

With Inn Coupon
one 16 02 pkg

I

I

Pillsbury

,

H^rPotstoes
HSM,

'jBBfjT'oT^ umj fjHB*ra%jjm
]

Save 15 H Save 20
Wrlh Thra Coupon

ona Uat mi

LlaukJ

All

With Thu Coupon
on 4i

I

Frsnchs
»Grmr, Mixes

L^ - « J! H -' «*«6» tm oc. .* UM
PrKM&ma*v7in!i s«.. Oct 'Ti'isfT
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Let your fingers

do the shopping...

13

By DAVID KOWAL
Staff Writer

In the past the Collegian, as well as society
in general, has been extremely one sided in
an issue of utmost importance: that of
shoplifting. The Collegian has always looked
at the negative side of shoplifting, forgetting
that one of the most important aspects of
good journalism is getting both sides of the
story.

Shoplifters are continually being slandered
with the hackneyed outcry of "rip off. Taken
literally, the phrase "rip off" means "to
remove, as by cutting or tearing away
roughly". This makes the shoplifter sound
like a person who would pull a band-aid off
of someone's hairy ankle, thus putting the
shoplifter in the same criminological
category as Shylock.
Most people fail to realize that despite the

derogatory connotations of being a "rip off
person", shoplifting has a great number of
positive aspects.

On the ego side of the topic, shoplifting is

character building. Just as "you are what
you eat", and, as our Skinnerian dining
commons tell us, "eat what you take", one
need merely apply the transitive property of
mathematics in order to discover that "you
are what you take". This philosophy is the
shoplifter's credo.

Thus, frustrated math majors can fulfill

their dreams simply by pocketing pocket
calculators, failing chemists can easily satisfy
their ambitions by sliding slide rules into their
knapsacks, restaurant managers can take
revenge on the dining commons by sneaking

snacks, and the Minuteman waterboy can
boost his ego by stealing every jock strap in

the locker room.

Shoplifting sharpens both the imagination
and the fingers. The football team could have
more completed passes, the basketball team
could control more turnovers, and the
hockey team could win more fights if team
members took up the practice.

Not only is shoplifting healthy for the
individual's state of mind, but it is important
for social wellbeing. According to Bob "all

the idiots" Estelle. "The only thing really

promoted (at UMass) is communism." If we
are to be true hard core communists, all

property must belong to the entire com-
munity. It is obvious that the shoplifter is

striking out against capitalism, and, thereby,
helping us to reach our goal.

Finally, shoplifting increases the rate of
employment. For every person that becomes
a full time shoplifter, there is one less person
to compete with for a job when the
honeymoon of college comes to an end.

I realize that shoplifting does have its

negative aspects. Shoplifting causes prices
to go up, and, if one is a believer in the
domino theory, it could lead to bigger crimes,
such as big time robbery, rape, or libel, but
the positive aspects clearly outweigh any
negative aspects.

Do your part to change these "We
prosecute shoplifters" signs to "We en-
courage shoplifters".

Surviving as a freshman
By PAUL LOGUE

Staff Writer
The beginning of the semester is a time of

change, especially for freshmen. They are
the ones who are relatively unprepared for
the diversttized setting of UMass. Within thiscampus are many programs which will helpmake an easier transition from Hometown,

Peer sex counseling is one of the major
programs working to help students Ac-
cording to Ron Mazur, program head, there
are 26 peer sex counselors in the residential
areas, 9 in the Third World, 7 in the Greek
system, and 8 working with students off
campus.

These counselors are students who have
completed the 3 semester course necessary
to provide answers to such problems as
sexuality, sex education, peer pressure
homosexuality, contraceptives, and other
related problems.

This program is provided through a grant
from the National Mental Health Association.

Jimmy, one of the dorm counselors, said

"many times a student just wishes to rap

about something that is bugging them.

We are more than willing to listen, and
offer suggestions to rectify the problem.

Everything is held in the strictest confidence.
Someone can come anytime."

"Let's talk, listen and learn together
because everyone is a teacher and everyone
is a student" is the syllabus of Psych 190, the
Freshman Experience.

Ted Slovin, Allen Greenbaum, and their
staff are running the course through the
psychology department. It provides fresmen
with the opportunities to develop and im-
prove understanding of themselves and

others. Interpersonal relationships, decision
making, and using skills learned in planning
your future are some of the topics covered.

"The objective", said Greenbaum, "is to
show that changes are going to occur while
here at UMass. Our position is to try to make
these profitable in order to have a positive
learning experience."

In random interviews with freshmen, the

following comments surfaced.

"I had some trouble meeting people even
though it is obvious that every person wants
friendship. I guess I need more motovation."

It wouldn't take more effort to arrange a
little privacy here compared to home. People
at orientation were very friendly and I was
anxious to return this fall."

"Co-ed floors are good because they
create a commune atmosphere. Everyone is

friends, feeling free to rap about anything.

There seems to be no pressure for dates
since last minute plans are best. I know
UMass has a reputation for sex but I think
everyone is just 'feeling around' right now."

"One good area is the free health services.
Although it may seem to be an invitation,

people who are mature should be able to
handle themselves. Last year I visited
regularly and it was really wild and free. Now
that I'm up here it doesn't seen to have that
much impact. It might be because I'm a lot

busier now."

"I know the reputation this place has
UMASS-UPARTY. Some kids have taken
the wrong attitude about their freedom.

UMass is a challenge to growth in both
mind and body. How you feel is a great part
of settling down. So if anything arises to
complicate things don't hesitate to seek an
informed source on the matter.

Poor no more. With the justification of shoplifting behind you, there'll
be no more worries about whether you can afford that book, record or
typewriter.

Recipe exchange
BySUEKIERAS
ANDSUEDUCHIN

Staff Writers
It's apple time! I'm sitting on top of a Vermont mountain amidst

sun-heked lemon, orange, lime and rasberry lollipopped trees
thinking of how many ways you can prepare one autumn's most
delicious and nutritious fruit - the apple.
Apple Sauce is by far the simplest to prepare and the only

equipment you need is a hot plate. It can be served with a main dish
(as pork or ham) or just eaten alone as a snack or dessert. Recently, I

was just told by my ex-roommate that it goes delicious when served
hot over ice cream.

If you can avoid peeling the apple's skin, you will abtain the most
vitamins. To do this you can either eat the apple fresh or try Baked
Apples. They are a cinch to make, but call for an oven.

Finally, we all know that our favorite - Mom's Apple Pie, has the
aroma to make anybody's mouth water. A pie is not for beginners
unless you don't mind cheating. To do this, just travel to your
nearest supermarket (Stop & Shop) and pick up a frozen pie crust
(about 60 cents).

EQUIPMENT:
Apple Sauce - knife, hot plate

Baked Apples - knife, baking pan, oven
Apple Pie (frozen crust included) - knife, bowl, oven

INGREDIENTS:
Sauce:

8 10 apples

water
'/? c. sugar

3 tsp. cinnamon Serves 5

Baked:

4 apples

4 tsp. cinnamon
4 tsp. sugar

4 tsp. margarine or oil Serves 4

Pie:

2 c. apples

2 tsp. cinnamon
three-fourths c. sugar
9" pie shell

Optional: Vj tsp. nutmeg and cloves

To make up the sauce, pare the apples and dice them. Add the
sugar and spices. Fill a pot with water that is one-third the amount of
the apple mixture. Bring it to a boil and add apple mixture. Boil on
medium until soft, then mix with a fork and serve.

For Baked Apples, preheat oven to 350 degrees F. Core them and
sprinkle with sugar and spice on the inside. Place them on greased
pan and bake until soft.

For the pie, preheat oven to 350 degrees F, for the pie. Pare and
dice apples. Mix them with spices in a bowl. Now add this mixture
into the pie shell. Bake for about 46 minutes and enjoy!
Apples are freshest and cheapest when hand-picked. This can be

done at Atkins Farm for $3 per bushel.
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the law & you

By RICHARD M. HOWLAND

Howland is a practicing

attorney in Amherst. Ha will

offar lagal advica to
students who desire it by
mail to Box 770, Amherst,
MA. All responses will be
printed in full as part of the
column.
Readers who are UMass

students are reminded that a

fully-staffed Legal Services
Office funded by the
Student Senate exists on
campus to handle formal
legal representation.

The matter of landlord-tenant

relationships is a continuing and

pesistent problem for students and

also for tenants and landlords alike.

The following is a reprint of the

laws of Massachusetts that most

directly affect the typical landlord-

tenant relationship.

There is no emphasis on either

side of the relationship. The text is

an attempt to be a plain English

rendition of the principle statutes

and is as comprehensive as appears

to be necessary.

Because of a serious question

that arose in a local apartment

complex, I would like to make
special emphasis of the respon-

sibility of landlords to segregate

security deposits given to them by

tenants whether under lease or not.

It is a principle of common law,

and there are many statutes that

apply in one form or another that

money entrusted to another person

for safekeeping or in the nature of a

bond, like a security deposit, does

not become the property of the

person entrusted in this case, a

landlord.

The only way a landlord obtains

the right to the funds labeled as a

security deposit is by operation of

law or the decision of a court. For

instance, the landlord's claim to a

deposit might ripen into property,

or at least the appearance thereof,

when a tenant defaults on rent and

or leaves premises in a damaged
condition.

Under Chapter 186, section 15(b)

the landlord's possible property

right does not occur until the end of

the tenancy. If a landlord entrusted

with special funds should use those

funds for any purpose before the

right matures under the law, the

landlord may very well be guilty of

larceny or embezzlement, or breach

of trust, all of which are criminal

violations.

Herewith follow the statutes in a

hopefully simplified translation.

Students with questions about the

meaning of any of these statutes

should be certain to discuss the

matter with their legal services

office.

Chapter 186-Section 11. In

leased tenancies a landlord may
begin eviction proceedings if rent is

not paid within fourteen days of the

due date. However, after such
proceedings are begun the tenant

may stop the proceedings ab-

solutely by paying all rent in arrears.

If the situation occurs a second
time the tenant may be evicted if

payment is made.
Section 12. Tenancies at will,

which for all practical purposes

means tenancies without leases or

"month to month" or "week to

week" tenancies may be ended by

notice without any reason to the

other party 30 days in advance of

the date of termination.

For legal purposes this means
notice to terminate effective 30

days after the next rent is due. For

instance, if rent is due on the first of

the month, notice by either landlord

or tenant to the other party to

terminate given on the fifth of

October, begins to be effective on
the first of November and the
tenancy ends on the first of

December. Also, if rent is not paid

within fourteen days of the due
date, the landlord may evict in

substantially the same way as
under Section 11.

Section 14. A landlord who
furnishes heat, hot water, gas,

electricity, other utilities or services

who wilfully or intentionally fails to

do so when required and any
landlord who wilfully or in-

tentionally interferes with the
tenant's quiet enjoyment of his

premises may be fined not less than

$25.00, up to $300.00 or may be
imprisoned up to six months, plus

damages including attorney's fees.

It is also unlawful to transfer a

utility account to the tenant's name
without informing the tenant.

Section 15. Any lease provision

which provides that a landlord is

not liable to a tenant for injuries

caused by the landlord's negligence

is against public policy and void.

Section 15A. A tenant cannot
waive the requirement for lawful

notices and any such waiver, if

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up to-date,

176-page, mail order catalog

of 5500 topics. Enclose

S1.00 to cover postage (1-2

days delivery time).

519GLENROCKAVE. .

'

SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for

research purposes only

signed, is void. pay rent until 30 days overdue.

Section 15B. No lease provision a landlord shall pay 5 per cent

which states that a landlord may interest at the end of each year on
enter the tenant's premises except any deposit held as security. Any
to inspect, repair or show to new security deposit shall be returned

tenants or a buyer is valid. A Ian- within thirty days of the termination

dlord can get a court order to enter of a lease or tenancy. Interest shall

premises he believes are aban- be added and deductions, if any,

doned. No landlord can collect a

security deposit in excess of two
months' rent nor charge more than
the cost of a new key or lock nor
any interest or penalty for failure to

must be itemized and may include

damage caused by tenant, unpaid

rent and tax increases if known and

turn to page 20

The Only Kosher-Style

DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT
In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant SI.

Northampton
580-0802 )m Serving

Food and Liquor

from II aim.

Save 200 on a Whopper

Burner Kint|>|U« ii.ivr y<

bfiOQ ''""L^i wilt' yuu, .inij t <«

Whoj per* ahi be i larger I ..ir
j

I'KJ bft'ltcc! lilrt t'ur'|t'i .vit! I. I

But hurry, this otter good Monday and Tuesday
nights through October 29, 1974. (400 p.m. to

closing.)

Mountain Farms Mall
Hadlcy, M*. Have it

IMCit
KING

(55)

four nite celebrity series

presents

RALPH GRAHAM

In Concert

Oct. 16 - 19

Admission $
1
00

<Sr*
betwt«ji Horyoke and Amherst off rte.

Coming to UMass is a nun by the name
Ralph Graham, who recently has pla>
most of the big clubs in New England and M
embarking on his first national tour. So far]
he has met with rave reviews of both his!
album. Differently (Susses SUA 8033), and!
his live show.

Graham's musk is a mixture of all that is]
right in musk, drawing strongly from soul]
and rock camps together, while maintaining
a very strong personal identity. He sees
himself as something of an innovator, what
musk biz biggies like to call a "cross over, "I
or somebody who can appeal to anybody.

A full sound, strong backing band, as well
as Graham's own visual presence, promise to
make his Oct. 16-19 date at UMass a
memorable occasion. 4U0 appearing with
Ralph Graham is the band Fate whose
single 'Darlin" of Beach Boys fame is about
to be distributed nationally. All in all a
chance to hear some newand different music
which promises to be excellent
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10% Olive Oil
Blended Oil

La Spagnola Brand
Gallon Cont.

Limit 1 Gallon per customer.

Hunt's Peeled
Ibmatoes

Whole
Stock your
cupboard.

28 oz.

Can

Spaghetti or
Elbow Macaroni
Stop & Shop «^ s^

S^Pkgs^Gal your Stop &
Shopswotri

Pope
Tomato Puree
Thick, rich pu'ee OQ

lor your

spaghetti sauce.
car,

Italian
Dressing

Wishbone
Big bottle. At a

1

n°
z '

great value!
B"-

Italian
Ibmatoes

Progresso

Authentic old
world flavor.

17 oz

(Cans

Hunt's
Tomato Sauce

Big value, at a
Gttle price, you'll

come a'ruoning.
415off

Cans4^^

Stop&Shop

A tasty addition
to your spaghetti

dinner.

$«

Italian
loves

We've got 'em both this week!
Create a hearty antipasto crowned with zesty salami slices. Serve

plates heaped with pasta and sauce, savory cacciatore, or piping-hot
pizza. Enjoy molto bene savings with our great Italian buys!

<l STOP 4 SHOP C0«P»NltS From our Dairy Case!

Ricotta Cheese
Calabro

Whole Milk

Imperial Margarine
Dorman Sliced Cheese

%T 69'

SUPf HVARKETS
rj*t* Muersitr or Mo/ra-r a

7 ot A<"<-tci Can

59=

65c

Starts Tims**, Oct. IS- Saturday, Oct 19

Stop&Shop wants
to be your

Food Stamp Store.

Progresso Tomato Paste <**. 5 •«,M
Ragu Spaghetti Sauce »„:.*, "Jf 89c

Progresso Soups 3 85 *1
Mmatifons. lenV. Macaroni A B>sni or Esc«'0!e

Progresso Wine Vinegar SS 45c

Progresso Clam Sauce a* ,c

c«" 49
r-

Appian Way Pizza ,7
^," 49"

Prince Cheese 2S&5 *& 59e

Whipped Cream
Hood Swiss Style Yogurt 3 1°.;,

Breakstone Cottage Cheese
Stav rV .-*;- 12 of. Cvo

Breakstone Sour Cream «£
Riggio Mozzarella mm ;;;

Riggio Provolone m* j£

Quick and easy meals
From our Kitchen!

Mushroom Pizza
Fresh -16 Ounce

What a spicy buy!

Macaroni & Cheese "ESS" l£ 59°

*».

From Stop * Shop's own bakery!
Bakery pricas af (active Turn., Oct. 15.

1 IK Big Daisy
Sliced White Bread /#^C

Made in our own spotless bakery. 'jjafl^

Stop 4 Shop Toasties 39°

Stop & Shop Jewish Rye 22£M
o* ftam(.err.t.».ie

Stop & Shop Rolls fSSSST 3*W»*1
Countrystyle Donuts pfW 53c

Stop & Shop Fruit Pie

Maple Walnut Cake »•••»

Stop & Shop Pound Cake

tb.rt-e -If }$\t o*.
orPta.i22ox. 79e

D£ 79s

2^*1

All-week freezer specials!

\feal Parmagian

it*
Freezer Queen

Heat and serve . . . great!

Stop&Shop Orange Juice 't;f 39s

Celeste Sausage Pizza v; *1 7t

Stop & Shop Cheese Ravioli S£ 89°

Buitoni Lasagna «'.' *1"

Italian Green Beans awes* 1.",' 27c

Angy'sTortellinis Mi 79c

Fairlane Spinach *»»©** 2 %£ 29°

Shrimp Scampi t.„.c...
r
,;,« 99<=

Birds Eye Tasti-Fries 7,
c
,

! 59°

Fish N' Chips . t«.os« If H«
Round Cheese Raviolimmm 'iy 89s

Spumoni
Hendrie s Ice Cream i6o; fltt^vC

Lutcious. .Itahan ice cream. Pkg. ^^^SJ

Reel in all week savings!

Squid S, f»
Clams Casino ',.;' 99c

Eldorado Cooked Shrimp s
$*r Igtt*

Fish 4 Chips ™o«" tKM M"

Macaroni 4 Beef

Potato Salad or Cole Slaw

Sliced to order in our Deli-Hut!
Available in stores featuring a aervica deli.

Imported Haiti
Honey Glazed

Sandwich and buffet fixings!

Meat Loaf a*
Greek Style Rice Pudding •

GenoaSalami
Rath

Artificial Casing

Rath Hard Salami
Rath Pepperoni »1»»

Provolone Cheese '**«* *1J
Tobin Italian Loaf »a> 59*

All week savings
on health 4 beauty aids!

Breck Shampoo
Dry. Oily. NormalQAc

life.

11 Ounce Bottle

Dial Deodorant
Regular or

Unscented
8 07.

Cont. 89<

Brioschi Antacid
Good value. 9w

- QQ C

Ot*

Want to save food money?
follow the tips in

"Consumerisms"
...our weekly
newspaper!

Read this week's issue

for some useful pointers

that show you how and
where to cut food costs

—

|
without cutting the quality

of the food you buy. Sttil

think of butter as "the high-priced spread?"
Better read our Stop S Shop News column!
There are some informative articles on vege-
tables and today s best buys in fresh fruit. Get
your free copy at any Stop A Shop.

HUM •!'»••< l». <* -SI inilMK « c*M (»(« «> lo »»»f aaM «••«'• C sAMMX-l

I. I

i :% : i

i : i : i

loves
..Ever

^

values,

ill
i:i i

i i

j
A better value because it's better pork!

It's young, tender, govt, inspected pork bred to give

| %***iHWf5 | you more good, lean meat with a minimum fat covering.

IMNHEJP^^ Y<>u 'll notice the difference in the larger, meatier eye
on our center loin pork chops. Treat your family to

delicious Iowa pork while it's specially priced!

PorkChops
_V*<

Center Cut Loin

\ It's fresh Iowa pork

I specially bred to

J give you more
good, lean meat.

lb.

Pork LoinCountrystyle Ribs
Sirloin Cutlets Pork Loin
Blade Chops Pork Loin
Boneless Pork Loin t°p•* "«>'

Pork Loin Rib Half
Pork Loin Sirloin Half
Pork Shoulder Blade
Pork Spare Ribs
POrK I 001 Boil ar»d serve with corn bread... great.

r OTK MOCKS Simmer
. addcabbage,thriftyanddelicious.

Rath Sausage Meat CO
Rath Slab Bacon ». . 89'-

1 "b- Roll -Frozen %&<*W-

Boston Roast

Crsat Served B.B.Q.

89f6
Rath Braunschweiger *» * «• 79%
Rath Boneless Ham **«m<m *2£

Breakfast Sausages * 55:55°

Smoked Ham CSS£T SSS *2'l

Rath Sliced Bacon
Hickory Smoked 1 Pound Package

Smoked Pork Shoulder 119
Honey Glazed Ham »*Xc* J7" Rath Roll

Honey Glazed Ham '.' i Pova c»-
S099 Rath Canned Ham H

523^ *6M
Rath Meat Franks 3 79c

Rath Canned Ham VCJ£r*44»

"Quality-Protected" Beef Naturally Aged

Blade Steak 55
GroundBeef89

' i'Ttply \vp* i - --<l»-«< , «o'o«- 7f

**?: >

*»^.,«-

Fresh From Our Garden of Eatin'!

I»

California j Carton 8 Size m_g*___

oneydews49
Native Green Peppers 2% Native Egg Plant
California Broccoli ^ncn 49* Asst. Rare Plants

29f.

naa ggc

STOP & SHOP in • HADLEY AMHE RST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst Une.

8:00a.m.- lO^Opjn., Mon.Sat Get your Stop AShopsworth!
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Prisoner of Conscience week

to be observed Oct. 13-20
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By BLACKNEWS SERVICE
Amnesty International will ob-

serve its 1974 Prisoner of Con-
science Week from October 13
through 20. During this period,
Amnesty seeks to focus in-

ternational attention on the plight
of hundreds of thousands of
Prisoners of Conscience
throughout the world ~ men,
women, and children who have
neither used nor advocated
violence, but have been in-

carcerated solely for their beliefs.

These 13 cases have been chosen
to emphasize the injustice and
cruelty experienced in over 100
countries by the 3,450 prisoners
currently under adoption or in-

vestigation by Amnesty groups.

Subadi of Indonesia - Elsa
Hudolfi of Chile - Abdul Aziz Al
Mu'Ammar of Saudi Arabia -

Vyacheslav Chornovil of the Soviet
Union - Lazarus Nkala of Rhodesia -

Bishop Chi Hak-sun of South Korea
- Vladimir Makarov of Bulgaria -

General Liber Seregni of Uruguary -

Huynh Tan Mam of South Vietnam
- Encarnacion Formenti Arener of
Spain - Dr. Pablo Castellanos
Caballero of Cuba - Martin Sostre
of the United States, a Black in-

tellectual who ran a bookstore.
Martin Sostre is a Black activist

apparently framed by the police
because of his radical activities,

namely the selling of books that
might inspire a radical Black
consciousness and the using of his

bookstore for gatherings of like-

minded people.

In July, Arto Williams, a known
drug addict, testified that he had
bought heroin in Sostre's shop.
Sostre was arrested for sale of
narcotics and sentenced to a 40-
year prison term. Williams has since
tracted his testimony, the sole
grounds for Sostre's conviction,
and the police officer who ap-

parently organized the frame-up
has been dismissed from the

Buffalo police force for misplacing

a quantity of heroin.

During his imprisonment, Sostre
has been subjected to harrassment
and has been put in solitary con-
finement because he refuses to

submit to rectal searches and shave
off his beard. An appeal to have
Sostre removed from the state

facility where he is now being kept
and where his safety is in jeopardy,
has been denied.

From the people who brought you DEEP THROAT

WE NOW PRESENT:
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MDC
classifieds

sell

Shumway's

Wallpaper A Paint Store, inc

320 COLLEGE STREET

Bold and Bright Colors

WMUA
program

notes

PINK FLAMINGOS
COPS FILTH TITLE;

STAR EATS DOG SHIT
ON SCREEN!!

Now that you've seen

Linda Lovelace,

meet Divine!!

'The most disgusting

film ever made"

LOOK FOR

YOURSELF!

Rated

JUDGE FOR

TOURSELF!

at the Hatch Ice Cream Bar - - -

rum ice cream and gingerale

Here is today's schedule for

campus radio station WMUA, 91.1

FM:

6:00-10:00 A.M., Eric Benjamin
arouses his sleepy listeners.

8:30 A.M., Jeff Jawer is on with his

astrological forecast, High Tides.
News can be heard at 7, 8, & 9 A.M.

10:00-2:00 P.M., Rocket Rick soars
over the air waves.

2:00 P.M., News

2:00-6:00 P.M., Ken Irwin is the disc

jockey for four hours.

6:00 P.M., News
6:00-10:00 P.M., Ken Irwin plays

music. In the midst of his show:

8:00-8:30 P.M., Straight No Chaser,
alternative news, poetry, in-

terviews, short stories, and music.
9:00-9:30 P.M., National Lampoon
Radio Hour

10:00-2:00 A.M., Uujamadrum,
Barry Williams closes out the night.

6:00-10:00 A.M., Laredo Rides plays
the wake-up shift.

TONIGHT

Campus Interviews

minds

matter
MITRE is a place which daily faces the challenge of minds over matter, and where,
even more importantly, minds matter a lot. Since we're a nonprofit system engineering
company operating wholly in the public interest and dealing with tough problems
assigned to us by more than a score of governmental agencies, we know that our
greatest resource is the human mind. And we know that the kind of mind we need also
needs to know that it will be working on important problems with other professionals.
What's more, we'll be quite soecific in spelling out your assignment to you. All of this
because you matter . . . and because at MITRE, minds matter.

We are currently seeking new graduates to work in command and control systems,
information processing systems, electronic surveillance systems, communications
systems, and environmental, health and other social systems.

If you're an EE, Computer Science, Math, Operations Research, or Physics major, you
could be working on problems in telecommunications, voice communications, micro-
wave and digital signal processing, educational information systems, radar design,
propagation studies or advanced modulation, coding, error control and data
compression techniques.

Or, you might want to get involved with solid waste disposal techniques, digital informa-
tion systems, data handling and reduction, microprogramming techniques, data base
structure, time sharing, text processing, management information systems, computer
program design and development or evaluation of present day software for phase-over
to next generation machines. These are just a few of the areas in which you might get
involved at MITRE.

All of these positions require a minimum of a BS degree. If you have more than a
bachelor's, that's even better. Almost 2/j of our 750 technical staff members have
advanced degrees.

All these openings are at our corporate headquarters at Bedford, Massachusetts
(suburban Boston). If you are interested and think you can meet our standards, send us
your resume. Better yet, we'd like to talk to you on campus Sign up at your Placement
Office. We'll be there on October 31.

Mr. Kenneth B. Keeier

The MITRE Corporation
Box 208

Bedford, Massachusetts 01730

S.U.B.

THE!

MITRE
COW P O R A T I O N

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

notes & quotes

Ma Bell to prosecute
"SHOPLIFTERS WILL BE

PROSECUTED" is a familiar

warning posted in clothing,

department and grocery stores in

an effort to curb thefts.

New England Telephone wants
to curb toll call fraud - another kind

of stealing.

The company will seek
prosecution of anyone caught
billing calls to an unknowing third

party or using an unauthorized
credit card.

It is also illegal to publish the
number or code of an existing,

cancelled, revoked, expired or non-
existent credit card or coding
system which is employed in the

issuance of such credit cards.

If convicted of publishing such
credit card information, a person
could face a $2,000 fine, im-

prisonment up to 12 months, or

both.

"We don't want to have anyone
prosecuted." Lorraine Maynard
local business office manager said,

"but fraudulent billing is stealing.

People should understand that

when they make fraudulent calls

that they could be jeopardizing

their career or their future. If we
closed our eyes and did nothing, all

telephone users would have to
shoulder the added cost caused by
these abusers."

"Most of these calls are made
from coin telephones. In some
locations we have been forced to
remove all coin telephones because
of high revenue losses. This is not
only an inconvenience for many
people, but our other customers
have to absorb the losses."

This summer the telphone
company introduced a new method
of detecting fraudulent use of credit

cards. The operator has immediate
access to computerized information
to check credit card numbers.

This new method - along with
the electronic detecting equipment
already in use - promises to make
toll cheating difficult.

Do you need fife insurance?
By ROBERT W. COOPER

Assistant Professor of Genera/

Business and Finance

School of Business Administration

In recent weeks, I have received a

number of questions concerning

the purchase of life insurance from
students in my insurance classes

and other students who have been
approached by the agents of

various life insurance companies.

Unless approached with care, the

purchase of life insurance can be an
unnecessarily costly and wasteful

venture. For example, if you buy life

insurance without first carefully

evaluating your own personal
needs for insurance protection, you
may spend a considerable amount
of money for the wrong types and
amounts of coverage. Moreover,
since the prices charged for the

same types and amounts of in-

surance protection vary widely

among life insurance companies,
buying a policy without carefully

comparing the costs for various

companies' products may result in

your paying thousands of dollars

extra over the life of your policy for

no additional benefits.

Even worse, the failure to

properly evaluate the financial

strength of a life insurance com-
pany may result in the purchase of

insurance from a company that will

be insolvent and thus, unable to
pay the promised benefits at the
time of your death.

Since the life insurance purchase
decision is too complex to discuss

in a short article, a discussion of the
numerous factors to be considered
by a "typical" college student (i.e.,

a student with no dependents and
limited financial resources) in

buying life insurance will be
presented

ON: Wednesday, October 16
AT: 7:00 p.m.

IN: Public Health Auditorium,
Room 329, Public Health Center
Some of the topics to be covered

will be:

Determining your NEEDS for Irfe

insurance.

Why double indemnity coverage
has no economic justification.

How to properly compare the
prices of life insurance policies.

The meaning of a Best's
recommendation and its proper
place in the purchase decision

\{_OPEN 3-30-6 30 - FRIDAYS t,u 9 JJ

cOtfljuJSbuAvoj

/^c^U,
I

Gr««.t for Ca.<r*\p«f\<$,

I NEXT TO THE POSf OFFICE ~ IN AMHERST?!)
f*^^^^AxV*^^^V^Vt*.V.\£*.
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Notices

ALL COMM DIS MAJOBS
Please attena trie meeting tonight in

Goodell 504. We need input*
ALPHA ZETA

General meeting of all members at 6:15
prompt, room 804 C.C. tonite. Dr.

Progulske will speak at 7:00 p.m. At
tendance mandatory
ARAB STUDENT ORGANIZATION:

Meeting for Arab students, friends and
interested people to plan for semester
program. Tonight at 5:30 Rm 177 C C
ASTRONOMY CLUB:

Meeting tonight in Hasbrouck 22 at 7:30.
All members .please attend 1

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING:
Tonight at 7 i<rs room SUB.

Time t plans, L v ss volunteers
needed as Road Marshall* and tour
planning discounts. Everyone welcome
BIOCHEMISTRY MAJORS:

Meeting of all biochemistry majors and
class advisors will be held Wednesday
evening, at 7 30 p.m. in 201 203 Graduate
Research Center Tower A Refreshements.

CENTRAL AREA CRAFT SHOP
is open for Central Area People with

facilities to do leatherworking, silver-

working, silkscreen, pottery, photography,
and limited woodworking. Open Tues. -

Fri. 5-9 p.m., Sat 15 p.m.

CREATIVE SERVICE:
Help plan creative service,

p.m., S.U 302
today, 4:00

FENCING CLUB
The UMass Fencing Club will meet on

Tues and Thurs. nights 7 9 in WOPE, rm
8. Beainners welcome Brinq sneakers and
1.0.

FILM:
Viet Nam America's Continuing War will

be shown in 804-808 C.C. at 7 tonight.

Afterwards Frances Crowe, from the
American Friends Service Committee will

lead a discussion.

FREE FILM:
There will be a film and lecture on

Psychic Surgery in the Philippines
presented by 2 folks who have been there.

Tonight at 8 in 163 C. of the Campus
Center. All are welcome.
GSS

Meeting tonite at 6:30 in 178 C.C.
Plannino for Nursing Home Project and
Regional. Ail sisters please attend.
HEART FUND WALKATHON
Walk for a good cause Sponsor

yourself, your roommate or your dog. Sign
up today or Thursday on the C.C. Con-
course.

KOSHER FOOD CO OP:
The Hillel Kosher Food Coop is alive and

well. Open to new members. Pick up forms
at Hillel Office, SUB 302.

LEARNING EXCHANGE:
still needs volunteers to help run and

publicize the exchange, a self directed
learning service. Help others with similar

interest get together. Call Amherst
Community Resource Center 253-2591.

PE MAJORS:
Survey to change Ed Psych (required

course) from lecture to field experience
format. Call John 546-9414 or Paul 546
7559 MTW eves 8-11.

POETRY-WMUA:
Weekly series Mondays 7-7:15 p.m This

week on the Quarter Banana - Fred Will
REUNION DE AHORA:
Se avisa a todos los estudiantes

Hispanos sobre la reunion que se llevara a
eabo el dia jueves 17 del presente mes en el

salon no. 917 CC a las 7:30 de la noche
SAILING CLUB:

There will be a meeting next week 10-22
at 7 p.m. rm. 904 908 C.C Movie will be
shown, new members welcome. Keep
posted for possible upcoming sailing
SBA WOMEN:
The first meeting of the School of

Business Women's Caucus will be held 10
15 at 8 p.m. in SBA rm. 103. Dr. Jean R.
Leppaluoto - UMass Associate Provost will

speak on "Affirmative Action and
Students". All interested persons are
urged to attend.

SKI CLUB:
Attention skiers Ski Club drive starts

10-21 thru 10-25 in Campus Center
Concourse - films and information
available.

SQUARE DANCE LESSONS:
Lessons held Tues., 10 15, starting at 8

p.m. in Cape Cod Lounge, SU. See you
there.

STUDENT SAFETY.
Aware of any physically unsafe areas in

dorm and or living areas? The University
Health Council Safety Committee will

handle complaints. Contact Zamir
Nestelbaum. 545 2639, rm 318
THREE STOOGES FESTIVAL

Five Three Stooges shorts, all with the
original Curley will be shown on Wed., 10-

16 at 7, 9. and 11 in the SU Ballroom. A
Road Runner cartoon will also be shown.
TIME MEDITATION:
can bring satisfaction of the soul and

clarity of the mind. What's more it's freely
taught to all who desire these things Learn
more tonite, 7:30, CC 917.
UCF EXEC:

United Christian Foundation Executive

Committee meeting today at 3:30 in tm.

316, Hampshire House.
USCC MEETING:

Important meeting on Wed., at 230, 10-

16. All members and potential please,

please attend.

VOLLEYBALL CLUB
Anyone interested in playing volleyball

come to NOPE gym Tues. and Thurs.

nites, 6:30-8. Any questions call Maryann
5469499
L OS T

A blue sapphire ring on silver setting,

Thurs.. Oct 10, ladies room, Franklin D.C
If you return to me, I will greatly reward
you. Call Ann. 546-6100.
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Food ecology could save money
By MARY LAWSON
Staff Correspondent

Students waste approximately

$18,200.00 worth of milk and

margarine per year in the Dining

Commons, according to Marie

Cappadona, assistant director of

food services.

"This averages $2.00 per student

and we could use the money for

special meals or other needed

improvements in the Dinig Com-
mons," she said.

Cappadona said the four Dining

Commons are conducting the

second measurement of food waste

in a series. Two Dining Commons -

Franklin and Berkshire - collected

the milk that students left on trays

in the first measurement.

One building collected 16 gallons.

The other collected 18"? gallons.

This was just from lunch and dinner

that day. Together students wasted

34 !. gallons of milk.

"The total loss to the Food

Service Department is about 69

gallons of milk a day for a total cost

.of $93.84," she added.

She said the situation was similar

at Worcester and Hampshire Dining

Commons where employees
collected margarine patties.

Worcester had to throw away 6

pounds and Hampshire 9
' ? pounds

for The lunch and dinner. This totals

at 15/ pounds. For the four dining

halls this would come to about 31

Dounds.

"With margarine patties costing

.635 a pound, if no one wasted any
margarine patties, savings which
could be more wisely used, would
be at least $20.00 a day," Cap-
padona said.

The directors, she said, chose
milk and margarine for the

measurement test because they

always taste the same so there's no
question of whether or not the

students like these items each day.

If they had selected meat or

vegetables students could claim

they threw them away because
they didn't like the way the em-
ployees had prepared the food, said

Cappadona.
"If students helped we could do

a lot to control the price of the meal

ticket and improve the services we
offer. Food Services and students

should all work together for the

good of the department. We are all

fighting inflation and should all try

to come up with ideas.

"The Dining Commons are

promoting good food ecology - the

wise use of resources involved in

operating the Dining Commons.
They are putting up ecology

posters in the Dining Commons and
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all

connoisseurs
of leather belts
are" invited
to examine our new line of

belts from Harness House.

Ill hells ore made from steer
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notices on the tables to make the
students aware of their unwise use
of resources."
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Join The Party

Sign Up For One Of The New

% Mill >i&

urac

Bring your friends, or come along and meet new ones, on your choice of any of these at
tractive Peter Pan Tours for Fall 1974, planned with your interests in mind. Convenient
departures right from the University of Mass. Campus.

Saturday, Oct. 19- NEW HAMPSHIRE FOLIAGE-PHOTO & BUSCH BREWERY TOURMany opportunities for photography and sketching among the Monadnock Mountains
of New Hampshire. Includes covered bridges, picturesque towns, a sunset hayride and
more. The Brewery tour also features the famed Clydesdales in their Hamlet.

Sunday-Monday, Oct. 27-28 — 2-DAV WEEKEND IN FASCINATING MONTREAL
This special tour, over Veterans Day Weekend, includes accommodations at the

La Salle Hotel right in downtown Montreal. Plenty to see and do in this cosmopolitan city
Sample the night life, shopping and more.

Saturday, Nov. 2— BROTHERHOOD WINERY & HOWE CAVERNS
This intriguing 90-minute tour at famed Brotherhood Winery reveals all steps of thewmemaking process, with tasting and sampling. At spectacular Howe Caverns sight-

seeing includes an underground boat ride.

Saturday, Nov. 9 — MINUTEMEN FOOTBALL VS. HOLY CROSS
The Holy Cross Crusaders entertain the powerful University of Mass. Minutemen in

Worcester, in one of the most exciting games of the season. Tour includes direct round
trip transportation plus game admission.

Sunday, Nov. 10 - HIKING & SIGHTSEEING IN VERMONT'S GREEN MOUNTAINSEnioy a scenic two and one-half hour hike to the summit of "The Dome" near

S^ff tim^^rmi^
5
'
de,ki°US COmP 'ete ^ ,UnChe°n SeC°nd Short hike •" M™"»

Two more special
I

tours (Nov^ 16 to New York City, Dec. 7 to a Verdi Opera) round outthe Fall program. Get your copy today of our brochure giving details about times pricesand itineraries on a these TOURS FROM THE COl I crcc d~
"""» times, prices

on these popular tours, so s,9n up early!
C°LLEGES "«««at,ons w,l. be needed

>nt& j*>j Jituymi 7t»w*

HOTEL LOBBYCAMPUS CENTER
UNIV OF MASS
TEL 545 2006
(II No Answer Tel. 549 6000)

Also tour departures from Amherst Center, Smith College,
-inrl Mt Molyoke College

Come as four Favorite

Man Brother* Party

TUES0AY MITE: OCTOBER fS

7:00 h 9:00 p.m - Momttin hm$ Miff

WAOY Radio personality will be on hand to judge. Free:
Animal Crackers & Cokes PLUS prizes for best Groucho,
Harpo, Chico and Zeppo costume. Books (Paperback
Booksmith) pizza (Papa Gino's), albums (Soundscope),
movie passes (Mt. Farms). Grand Prize, weekend for two
at Sugarbush, Vermont Ski Resort. Then see special
preview showing of "Animal Crackers" at 9:00 p m — All
Seats $1.25.
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Music of Comdy Clmittl
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Walkathon seeking sponsors
By AVIS YUNI
Staff Reporter

Sign-up and sponsor sheets for

the Gamma Sigma Sigma - Alpha
Phi Omega Heart Fund Walkathon
will be available starting today on
the Campus Center concourse.

Gamma Sigma Sigma and Alpha
Phi Omega, the National Service

Sorority and Fraternity will sponsor

a Heart Fund Walkathon on
Saturday, November 2.

Leaving at 10 A.M. (with sign-in

at 9:30) the Walkathon will cover a

twelve mile circular route from
Haigis Mall (next to Whitmore)
through South Amherst and back
again.

Participants will be sponsored by
anyone who will pledge to donate
an amount of money for each mile
that a particular participant walks.

A pair of sneakers will be

awarded to the person turning in

the most money collected from

sponsors by November 12. Money
will be collected on the Campus
Center Concourse on November 7,

8. 11. and 12.

There will be a competition

between dorms as well as the in-

dividual competition

Sign-up and Sponsor sheets for

the event will be available on the
Campus Center concourse today,
and October 17, 21, 23, and 25.

More information on the event

can be obtained from Janice

Ouellette at 253-3894, Ellen Crowell

at 546-7367, and Lynne Miskewich

at 546-8024.

LESC to begin research project
ByERICWALGREN

UMass Students have been
invited to participate in a Police

Research Project sponsored by the

Amherst Law Enforcement Study
Committee (LESC*

Established in 1973 by Amherst
Town Meeting to make recom-
mendations on police practices as

they concern civil liberties, the

LESC is composed of nine

members representing a broad

cross section of the community
The Project Coordinator is Ken

Garfield, of Hampshire College, and
he is assisted by Eric Walgren.

The LESC has mapped out five

research areas, which are:

1. Police-Community relations -

From a sociological perspective, to

research theories and practices

concerning (1) the police

relationship with various sub-
groups of the community who
come into conflict with the police,

and (2) the police relationship with

citizens needing the services of

police.

2. Police policy and procedures
— From a legal perspective, to

research law enforcement theory

and practices that promise to give

maximum protection to civil

liberties

3. Hiring and training practices -

From a management perspective

to research theories and practices

( 1 ) of hiring tnat will assure a police

department membership that is

both professional and fairly

represents various community sub
groups and (2) of training that will

assure adequate skills prior to

active duty and expanded skins 'on

the 'ob
"

4 Civilian Boards - From a legal

and sociological perspective, to

research theories and practices to

determine wheter a civilian board
should (1) advise the police on
policies and-or (2) review citizens

complaints about police conduct.

5. Victimless crimes - From a

legal and political perspective, to

research modern theories and
legislative practices concerning
"victimless crimes" in the areas of

sex and drugs for the purpose of

reevaluating the meaning of the
right to privacy.

By conducting research in their

area of academic interest, students
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might (1) write a paper within an
existing course or (2) initiate an
independent study course under
faculty sponsorship. The LESC
plans to incorporate the research

studies into its Report making
recommendations to Town
Meetin for legislation next May.

In a ition. the studies may-

provide basis for a nirect working
relationsnip Petween croups and
the police, according to Garfield

The LESC encourages students

to follow their research into the

committee's process, so making
their academic work part of locai

reality. The maximum enrollment

for academic credit is 10 students,

although forma! enrollment is not

necessary.

The LESC hopes that the Police

Research Prr >ct can unite com-
mon effort to prove the quality of

life in the T
Interested students are en-

couraged to leave their name,
address and phone with the

secretary in the Legal Studies office

in 112 Hampshire House at 545-

2000 or 2001.

Asian roles -

white's roles

The Women's radio show at

WMUA is producing a half hour'

program with the cooperation of

the Asian-American Student
Association on White roles and
Asian roles in American society.

Asians in America are often laveled

as foreigners automatically, but

they have been here for 140 years.

What is their role in relation to the

dominant White groups and the

progressive Women rights

movements and other Minorities 7

This shew will be aired at 10:15,

Thursday, Oct. 17, 1974. It will

attempt to give the whole college

community a glimpse of how Asian

roles and White roles interact and
what this mean to the rest of

American society on personal and
social levels.

Film Times

ACADEMY OF MUSIC -

Clockwork Orango - 7 00 9 00
AMHERST CINEMA •

Crioa Er Whiip.n - 7 00 8 46
CALVIN THEATRE
Jaromlah Johnaon - 7:00 £r 9 00

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Jeremiah Johnaon - 7 00 9 00
Tamarind Sood - 7:00-9:15
Fiva Eaay Piacaa - 845
Eaav Ridar 7:00

MT. FARMS 4 -

Dr. Zhlvago - 7:00
Harrad Summtr - 6 16 8 30
Cinderella Liberty - 8:00
Papar Chaaa - 6 00
Walking Tall 5.46 8:15

SHOWCASE -

Juggernaut - 2 00 7 30 9 36
The Longoat Yard - 7 30 9 50
Gona With Tha Wind • 8:00
11 Harrow House - 7 40 9 40
That'a Entertainment - 2 00 7 30

9 46

2001: A Spaca Odyaaov - 7 00 -

9:50
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The law and you

cont. from p. 14

provided by the lease, but may not

include "reasonable wear and
tear." Itemized bills must state the

precise damage, the nature of the

repair and the actual or estimated

cost. Any money paid by the tenant

that isn't rent is deemed to be a

security deposit. If the landlord fails

to comply with the foregoing a

court may double any monies
wrongfully withheld in an award to

the tenant.

Section 15C. If a landlord intends

to collect any real estate tax in-

crease from a tenant the terms
must be clearly stated in the lease

including the basis (the tax before

increase) and the prorata

proportion that the tenant is liable

for as well as a provision for refund

if an abatement is obtained by the

landlord.

Section 15D. A landlord who has

orally agreed to sign a lease and if

the tenant has signed it, must
return a signed copy of the lease to

the tenant within 30 days or be

fined up to $300.00.

Section 18. Any landlord or agent

thereof who threatens to or takes

reprisals against a tenant for

reporting or complaining or actual

or alleged violations to appropriate

authorities including any attempted

eviction, rent increase or change in

terms of tenancy within six months
of such a report may be liable to the

tenant for not less than one
month's rent nor more than three

month's rent or the actual damage
to the tenant if it is greater, in-

cluding reasonable attorney's fees.

Section 19. If a landlord has

written notice of a defect in the

premises from a tenant or ap-

propriate authority and he has not

repaired it in a reasonable time, the

landlord shall be liable for any injury

resulting from the failure to repair

the defect.

Chapter 111 - Section 127L. If a

building is in violation of any health

or safety regulation and the lan-

dlord has notice of such defect

from an appropriate authority he
must begin or contract to repair

within 21 days unless a shorter time

has been ordered by a court or the

authority. If the landlord fails to do
so the tenant or tenants may effect

the repairs and pay for them or pay
reduced rent and vacate the

premises within a reasonable time.

If the tenants pay for the repairs

they can withhold up to two
months' rent in repayment. Tenants
may combine with all other tenants

in a unit or complex in making the

repairs and computing the two
months' rent so long as all the

tenants involved are affected by the

defect. The tenant must permit the

landlord access to make repairs and
may be liable if more than the cost

of repairs is withheld. The tenant

may not invoke this section if he or

she cause the defect. The landlord

cannot require the tenant to make

the repairs, but they may both
agree to that course of action.

Chapter 143 Section 3S. A
landlord must post a sign con-

taining the name, address and
phone number of a responsible and
available person which all tenants

can reasonably see. Pailure to do so
may result in a fine of $50.00 per

day.

TONIGHT

S p.m.

BX
In Lounge

Important

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By Still* Wider

Tuesday, October 15
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221 -

Be quick about making
arrangements for another to

take over your part of the
labor on a present project.

Otherwise, you wifl cause a

setback.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21

1

— Keep to a prearranged
schedule. Should you fail to do
so, those dependent upon vou
as a guide may be forced to fall

by the wayside.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22
Dec. 21 ) — Without exception,

appointments must be kept.

Now is an excellent time to

demonstrate to others your
willingness to work hard and
long.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19) — Concentrate on those

activities which can — if you
let them — take your full

mind. Another's interest in

vou may become more
obvious.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.

18) — Avoid worry. Keep clear

of those who would disturb

you with questions you either

cannot or don't wish to

answer. Keep calm.

PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20)
— The wise Pisces will take on
problems as they arise rather

than wait for what he
considers an "appropriate"
time for action. Accept

another's aid.

ARIES (March 21 April 19)

— Take care not to mistake
the issues about which others

on the home front are arguing.

Otherwise, you may find

yourself on the wrong side.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— You would do well to take

your own and another's
problems seriously. When
solutions are found, you will

have plenty of time for

relaxation.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— You must not become
overanxious about up-coming
events. Prepare yourself well

for what is to come; then relax

and be confident.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
— A day during which you
would be better off taking no
one into your confidence.

Prepare for coming events well

in advance and you invite

success.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
Conserve your energy this

morning. You will need to be
able to call on all your forces in

the afternoon without fear of

being ignored.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
— Problems on the home front

are to be taken as seriously as

those that have to do with
your career. Take care not to

underestimate a child's in-

fluence.
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Stop Naut
R tiitvt again

Indianapoiit

SO0 drivar

Mum of lyric

poatry

"On your
way 1 Slang— and
Juhat
Farewell

Dock
Supporting

unit

Habraw Minor
Prophat
Mother of

Ptraaua
Animatad tha

mmdof

44 Change tha

contour of

46 FuiUpttd
. -
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48 To me
othar txft

49 Changa m
direction

52 Small piace

of ground
53 Ridiculed

Informal

54 In turplut

55 Roman rule'

57 Skillfully

58 Plumlike

fruit

59 Cleavti

62 Small drink

63 Golf bag nam

Kampus Kapers By Kris Jackson

dizzy and paul By Jim Carson
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Television Tonight

Take
(18)

Your

(40)

5:00 THE RAYMOND BURR SHOW
"Gentle Oaks." (3)

THE REAL MCCOYS "Luke The
Dog Catcher." (18)

THE BIG VALLEY "Winner Lose
All." (22)

MISTERROGERS NEIGH
BORHOOD (24) (57)

5:30 GREEN ACRES "Never
Your Wife To A Convention '

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE 'Go Blow
Horn." (27)

HOGANS HEROES "Man
Box." (30)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS
6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

SECRET AGENT "Fair Exchange "

(18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Can
nonball For Sale." (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)

BONANZA "The Artist." (40)

6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

THE BLACK EXPERIENCE (24)

MOVIE "Treasure Of the Aztecs."
(7)

ZOOM' (57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Give Me
Your Walls." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

WOMAN /S...(57)

7:30 SALE OF THE CENTURY (3)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall,

host (8) (22)

MUSIC PLACE (18)

THE CURIOUS CASE OF VITAMIN
E (24)

(27)

OF

MASQUERADE PARTY (30)
ROOM 222 "The Stutterer." (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
NEWS (57)

8:00 NEW ENGLAND WHALERS
HOCKEY GAME (3)

HAPPY DAYS "The Not Making
Of the President." (8) (40)

SHARING OUR FAITH 1 18)

1974 WORLD SERIES OF
BASEBALL (22) (30)

AMERICA "Making A Revolution "

Part II. (24) (57)

830 MOVIE "Playmates." (8) (40)
EVENING AT SYMPHONY (24)

(57)

JOURNEY TO ADVENTURE
900 SCIENCE AND ART
FOOTBALL (18)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

930 THE AMERICAN SKI SCENE
(18)

WITNESS TO YESTERDAY (24)
PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT

BILKO (27)

WOMAN (57)

10:00 BARNABY JONES "Forfeit By
Death." (3)

MARCUS WELBY. MD "The
Fatal Challenge." (8) (40)

VJASHINGTON DEBATES FOR
THE 70S (18)

THE PARTIES AND THE ISSUES
74 (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (271-

THE COMPASS WEEKLY (57)
10.30 MUSIC FOR ALL AMERICA
(27)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS , WEATHER, SPORTS (81

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS (57)
11:30 MOVIE: "Ballad of Josie." (3)

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY "The
Haunting Of Penthouse D." (8) (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22)
(30)/. 00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host
(22) (30)

1:15 NEWS, WEATHER (3)

2:00 NEWS (22) (30)

VITA meeting to be held tonight
VITA, the Volunteer Income Tax

Program, will be holding an
organizing meeting at SBA 120
tonight at 7:30.

According to its organizers,

VITA, enables its participants to

learn the fundamentals of the

federal tax code in order to prepare
the forms of fellow students and
low-income groups in the com

munity. Last year, it was estimated
that the program saved $28,956 for

those who would have otherwise
gone to an independent tax

preparer.

Student participants can receive

from 1-3 academic credits in the

program.

The program consists of: a series

of colloquia sessions instructed by

AUCTION
ORIENTAL RUGS

on Wednesday, October 16, 1974

Auction at8:00 p.m.
Viewing from 6:30-8:00 p.m.

at

COLONIAL HILTON INN
Junction 91, Route5

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Kaoud Brothers, Specialists in Fine Oriental Rugs, will sell
at public auction a magnificent collection of over 200 all
guaranteed Persian and other Oriental Rugs, in all sizes
and colors. Free catalogs available at time of sale.

We buy old Oriental Rugs. If you have any to sell, please
write or call:

Kaoud Brothers

334 Boston Post Road
Tel: 203-795-5264

Orange, Conn.
Terms: Cash-Check

previous VITA volunteers to give

the student a broad understanding
of the tax code, a short series by
the IRS and Massachusetts tax

authorities on actual form
preparation, and of course, the field

work itself where the student can
apply his newly acquired skills.

The VITA program was originally

implemented by OUTREACH
where William Burke and Richard

Sockol steered it from infancy into

the program it is now.
This year is a transition period

spokesmen say, where the program
is being transferee!" to the Ac-
counting Department. This effort is

being supported by Professor
Anthony Krzystofik, chairman of

the department, and Professor

John Anderson, a veteran tax

expert at the school of business.

The actual operation of this

year's VITA program is the joint

responsibility of its coordinator,

Nate Gordon, a graduate student in

accounting, and four administrative

assistants, all students-Richard
Finkel, Craig Kaplan, Steve San-
dler, and Keith Seidman.

RALPH

GRAHAM
will rock four toul!

(?\MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified drop by

the Collegian Office between
1:30 a.m. and 1:45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is J «s. two days

before the day your *t is to
appear.
The rates »r»:
Daily - » 30 par line*

Weakly - » 25 per line*

Monthly - ».20 per line*

'Two llnea on form
approximate one line.

MDC Cbu

FOR SALE

Uaod guitar* bought and told

Tha Guitar Workahop. Amherst
Carriage Shopa. 649 1728

10 apd. Corao blka. Beat offer.
646-0635

College Calculator* Introducer
the now Male or US AH Trig func
tlona. memory, osp. not. and now
no mora Intermediate calculation*
Now you con uao the parentheaie
Only 410646 Alao Introducing thi

SR 50 at •142.M. Come and eee th.

two moehlnoa. Watch for m-
poatora neat week. Coil Bo:
Crowed ot 548 1314 Tell mo who
you needl

Ski parkaa. Md. aliea. Cheap.
INext wk. veata. coidaulta,
enowmoblle auit. 6-6327.

Irian Saner pupa for aale. Cell 1-

366-4427 eveninga 6 to 10.

For Solo — Deluxe quean elie.
heated woterbed. Beautiful fur
lined frame. Only 7 month* old.
New 6376. Cell and make an offer
Muet bo eeen. 646-6336. Mike.

Dining teble with 4 chalra. 646-

FOR SALE

Raleigh Grand Prix 10 *pd new
tirea b Suntour VQT parte. 21"
frame. Bred Smith. 308 Butterfleld.
5 2416 Keep trying.

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Chevy Impale. MOO. Call 664
7912.

70 Fiat 860. new top, mtd. anowa.
36 mpg., nd. clutch. 4880 or B.O.
George 646-7066.

'62 VW Bug. 67 rebuilt engine,
exceeent mechanicaly. Muet eet Cel
646 7467.

'64 VW Bue. Brend now engine.
Muet aell. »600 Cell 646-7467.

'63 Auetin Healy MKIT, 3.000 alec.
O.D. Spare parte. 4600. Tel. 413-243-
2843. 6JO 8:00 p.m.

68 Saab 96V4. 66.000. Nooda trane.
work, otherwlee atrong. Beet offer.
263-6446

AUTO FOR SALE

72 Toyota Hi-Lux Pick-up truck
with cuatom built camper unit.
Both in excellent condition. Will
eell aeperataly. 666-3860.

69 Auetin America 30.000 mile.
FWD. new Mich rad. tlrae. Ski rack.
Bob. 646-6180

WANTED

Wanted - Hard top for MOB. Call

Paul 263-6780

Large room for artJet

facaWoa. 266-0617. Cheap
Uaa of

66 Ply..

263 7241.
4260. Great car. Cheap.

'66 Chevrolet 6 cyl . automatic,
greet buy. economicel to run. 4386.
263-7241.

HELP WANTED

'67 Cougar, full power. 3 epd..
etenderd. air cond now muffler
4660 263-7241.

'63 Dert. 6 cyl.. automatic,
dapendeble. economical trane-
portation. 6200. 263-7241

ROOMMATE WANTED

Si

2160.

10 epeod 24 In. frame Bob
Jeckeon with moetlv camping
equipment Cell 323 4634 Peter

1870 Porecha 814-4. 417863.

6 p.m.

Chevy Vega 71 Hatchbock. 4
•peed. 41086. Call 648-0486 after 6
p.m

'63 Pontine Tompoat Eac body,
• »c mechanically. Reaeonoble.
Cell 648-7487.

70 Poreche 814. 38 mpg. Muat
• en Im mediately Will take boat
offer. 6-6378.

1887 TIMA. excel cond. A claealc
by 1880 »1200 Call Paul 8

For 2 bedrm. apt In Puffton Vttfen

own rm B> badv 6'10 Okie e*»c Andy
646-4223.

F to eharo bedroom on bue rta.

47260 plue utilities Call 288-0818.

FOR RENT
2 bedrm. townhouao. Squire

Village. Fully cerpeted dlehwaaher
Nov. 1 or eoonor. 886 6346, 7 - 11

p.m.

N. Amh. - 2 and ono-hatf rm.
efficiency. 614S. per mo. All utHftlee
included Avell. Nov. 1.

Reeponelble day care coor-
dinetor for MARATHON week.
Nov. 11 - 16. 6:30 em. - 4:30 p.m 460
e wk. plue credit Margo. 646-1686

Nuree Aidea wented im-
mediately: All ehiftt (7-3. 3-11. 11-7).

Apply in peraon. Amherat Nureing
Home. 150 Univortity Drive.

Student* who have been cleered
for work etudy to work in RSO
office. Muet be available deyi. See
Jim Riley in RSO office Student
Union

TYPING

Typing Done - Faat efficient
Reeeoneble rate* Call Ellen 2*8
8383

Typing - These*, paper* an
velopee. letter* reporte — faat
accurate. 263-7464 or 263-7146

Whoever ran into a rad VW Sat
Sun. in front of Moore, pleete
contect me for insurance purposes

I There wes 4500 demege. 6-8131.

LMC - On your 21*t Luv. I

raalita now that no matter what
we'll alwaya be together. Hera'a to
a happy life! Vour Big Glnto.

If you have 4100 and want 2
hangglide. cell 6-7418. I'm Buy n 1

end need 2 people

House Plant* 100 • to chooea from
plus ful line of acoaaaortaa. PRICE
WISE GARDEN CENTER. 2 Vernon
St. Were. Phone (4131 887-4822

INSTRUCTION

Music leseons available through
the UMess Music Dept's
Preparatory Div. Guiter lesson* ell

levels end typee. Cell 546-2434 for
nformetion.

Classical guitar lessons —
Conservatory background. Kevin
Collin. 263-7876.

Flute loaeone - experienced
teacher Studiac at Manhattan 6
Vale Schools of Mualc; private or
group instruction classicel or Jail.
Bagmnar* welcome 642-4043 after
7 p.m. Pater Bacchua.

RIDE WANTED

From Spfld
7324418.

to UM dry. 8 - 4:30.

10 apd. Bchwlnn.

For Sale. Old comic books. Cell
648 6231

10 speed Mercie 300 23 in. frame.
Excellent cond. 4220. 263-6102

Snow tlrae. F7BX1I, exc. cond.
Not uaod. »36 pair 2644110

Recorda of ell kinds at
reeeoneble price* Con usually get
eny LP In print within a week. The
New Record Shop. 187 N. Prooaont
St.. Amherst 263 6384

Glrte 10 speed bike. 640 884-4144

46 Chevy Ven, runs well, only
18.000 mil He* Inspection sticker
6468. Leave mooaege for Dove et

Intereated In buying uaod
recorda. especially early Beech

| Boys and Beetle* Dove.

44 Buick. very good condition.
Muat sen (188 or beet offer. Call

4660. Call1886 Jeep CJ6
eveninge 648-4687

1887 Olds Station Wagon. 64488
New tires, Fall Inspection.

BOB IS BACK to buy your sick or
decrepit cor. Any make, model.
year. Unloed your headache for
fast 644844. 2*9-7241.

eraV.B-

Muetetene - Interested plovers
for pertlclpetlon In (New Muskl
ensemble situation - cellists

• exophonleta trombone, tube

PERSONALS

Would the pricklel who etole my
plants Tuesday In NA at leest have
the decency to return my pots?

The person who took the green
csnvss tennis bsN beg from the
Boydon Courts. 10-4. pleeee return
It to Cooch Kosokowskl. Rm. 220
Bye.

Congratulation* "Mom" Stone
on your recent arrival but the onfy
good ugly la s deed ugryf Heoev
Blrthdey anyway Fran. — Aunttee
Susls mn4 Jenle.

'44 Mustang, smelt VS. auto., p.s.,

f.
b- •k PSPA oood tirea. Muet sell.

Cell Akl 2644638 Very nice cer

I

eveninga. P-m. - t p.m. onfy.

kegs. Wl pey 6.

Hepp, 8 dev Bed
it makes any
Tweeter

Not that
181 Love

Qiaos seMon
TflT.

Hop Brook Commune Rural Form.
Gey people. Boa 723 Amherst
Ml

SERVICES
Csmpus Clubs snd

Orgenltstione, Do you went to
publish high qusiitv newslette r,

pamphlet magazine or booklet???
Let the Meeeege Company help
you write layout design end print
itll Reeeoneble foes. Contact Jerry
et 263 8888 for information

Professional guitar ropelre by
guiter msker Michsel Mlllord.
Mon Wed., r-ri et The Ouitar
Workehop. Amherst Carriage
Shops 644 1724 Free eetlmots*.

Dataun Teyote end Volvo
rapelrad at reeaonable prices.
Plenty of experience end equip-
ment Phone Rues Bsee 644 1 227

HI-FI Audio repair. 2 dev service,
work guaranteed At Tech HI-FI.

Cell 648-2818

Automotive repair. SpecleHrlng
In Seeb and other foreign csr* CeN
Guy 288 4110

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob is

beck to fix it right No tab toe
' domeetJe No big•men Foreign or e

overt,ssd 26X7241

Yr. old white mele est Rt. 8 In

Bslchsrtown (towsrds Qusbbln).
Spot on heed 2 different color

eyee. Any Info eppreclstsd. 323-

4681

CALCULATORS

Cslculetor Ssls - College
Celculetore offers lowsst price*
anywhere All models available
Texee Inet. Hewsll Pscksrd.
Unicorn. All mschinss new snd
gusr with 2 month rsplscsmsnt
warranty Before you buy S
calculator cell ms. I csn bsst sny
pries anywhere Look for my
poetere eround cempue for detail*
Then cell Bob Crowed et 548-1316

ENTERTAINMENT
The Bkiswsl hoeta every man'a

bend Wednesday thru Saturday thai

wee*. The TOC fssturee Wsle Jenkins
snd hie bend Enjoyi

_ L asters' The Zotos ere con* g eoon.

4.£T£?J?n ""V1 *• Weir******
Ntts Coffeehoueef Cel Ed at 684-6278
for e rossrvstion.

Fata deecande on Tha Bluewell
Wedneedav thru Saturday of this
week Ths Msgic Musk Bend csets
e epell over ths Hstch Thursdsy
thru Seturdey. while Pendrlft drifts
Into the TOC the esms night* Qh/s
s listen'

Relph Grshsm will rock vour soul
Wsdnssdsy through Soturdsy. Ths
Hetch Celebrity Series presents
him in living sound.

Hoor REAL TEARS. Set?. Oct 16
Hempden Student Center. SW. 6 -

1. AM you con drink

Get your psrty rockinl Csll Stsvs.
Rich snd Chsryt st 8-8816 or 4 6426
for DJ's with style Super cheep

Like to ploy before s reel live
sudience? The Hstch Wsdnesdsv
Night Coffeehouse wents youl Csll
Big Ed st 664-8278 to reservs a apot

MISCELLANEOUS

Information wee keeked out from
a reliable sourcs concerning the
Personnel Ssminsr Corp. ft seems
that the corp. hss approved the
requested Personnel Ospt budget
Thla la e pkie for our entire com-
munity. Concrete - Pars Dept

Aufo Workshop Heopens

Do It yourself Repelr your own
cer. We supply ths tools and ad-
vise. Lower level CC Garage. Open
Mon - Fri 3-18 p m Bat. and Sun '

14 10 Parts at 41

COLLEGIAN

STAFF MEETING
i

THURSDAY,
OCTOBER 24

7:00 p.m.

—we aSJBBS.
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Series continues deadlocked
By IRA MILLER
UPI Sports Writer

OAKLAND - The Oakland A's,

still a little troubled by Reggie
Jackson's leg problems, hoped to

turn the home field advantage into

a winning one when the world
series resumes here Tuesday night

"We've won one, and they've

won one," Jackson said Monday.
"But now we're home for three. I

hope we win a couple here and
then-let's see."

The defending champion A's and
the Los Angeles Dodgers traded 3-2

victories the first two series games
at Los Angeles.

Jim "Catfish" Hunter, Oakland's

25-game winner who saved the

opener in relief, will oppose left-

hander Al Downing, 5-6 this

season, in Tuesday night's game.
All three games in Oakland will

begin at 5:30 p.m. PDT, so they can
be telecast in prime time in the east

Oakland was held to six hits in

each of the first two games by the

Dodger's two top starters, Andy
Messersmith and Don Sutton, each
time with help from Mike Marshall.

The lack of hitting is a big

enough worry for the A's, who also

managed a total of only five hits in

the final two games of the

American League playoffs.

But Oakland was outhit and
outscored by the New York Mets
last year and the Cincinnati Reds
two years ago and still won both
world series.

A bigger factor as the series goes
along could be the play in right field

of Jackson, a superb outfielder

when he's healthy, but presently

hobbled by a pulled hamstring
muscle in his right leg.

The problem has been that in

each of the first two games
Jackson was slow in getting to balls

hit down the rightfield line, an area
where he's strictly on his own.
On Saturday, Jackson took a

long time getting to a single down
the line by Bill Buckner, allowing
Dave Lopes to make it from first to

third with ease. Then Jackson
couldn't pick the ball up, and Lopes
scored.

Sunday, Bili Russell dropped a

pop fly single down the line to set

up the first Los Angeles run as Ron
Cey ran from first to third, knowing
that Jackson would never be able

to catch the ball.

"I couldn't have gotten to that

one even with a good leg," Jackson
said, but thafs something no one
will ever know for sure.

Even at 80 or 90 per cent of

efficiency, manager Alvin Dark still

will keep Jackson in the lineup

because he needs his bat
Jackson had a homer and single

in the first game, and doubled to

help the A's to their two runs in

Sunday's defeat

People were also talking Monday
about the dramatic finish of

Sunday's game, when Marshall

picked off pinch- running specialist

Getting an eye is Oakland A's Catfish Hunter, scheduled starter in tonight's third

World Series clash in Oakland between the Dodgers and Athletics. The Dodgers
evened the series in Los Angeles Sunday afternoon with a 3-2 win after the A's had
won Saturday's opener 3-2 with the help of a Reggie Jackson homer.

Herb Washington for the second
out of the ninth inning and just

about ended the game right there.

Some thought it was a poor spot
to use Washington, without doubt
the least experienced player ever

thrust into such an important spot
in the world series. Dark, however,
indicated he would continue to use

Portland "stormy" - no pay
PORTLAND, ORE. \UP1\ - There was talk today of

Portland storm players boycotting Wednesday night's

World Football League game with the Hawaiians here
because they were not paid last Saturday, but one
player said the chances were "slim."

"We did not get a paycheck last Saturday," the
player said, "but Ron Mix (Storm General Manager)
told us at the time it was not because the owner (Bob
Harris of Toronto) didn't have the money. It was just a
temporary problem of 'liquidity' and that it would
become available in the next few days."
There was a meeting of players Sunday but less

than 10 talked about not playing the game and in-

sisted on a showdown with Harris before the game,
the player said.

"Most of the players at Sunday's meeting were
joking about the situation and not really worried," he
said. "The general consensus is that we'll play."

He added another meeting would be held Tuesday
and "hopefully we'll get to meet then with Harris or

Mix and have this straightened out."

Portland contracts call for players to be paid

every week. However, a week ago players received

post-dated checks "and then Saturday we didn't get

paid at all," the player said.

It is the fifth time a WFL team was reported to have
missed a payroll.

Washington -who had no baseball

experience before the A's signed

him this year solely as a runner-in

the series, experienced or not
Hunter, 25-12 with a 2.49 era this

season, had a perfect 3-0 record in

the last two series. He was the

winner in the A's 2-1 pennant
clincher at Baltimore last Wed-

nesday, and was employed for five

pitches to strike out Joe Ferguson
for the final out in the series'

opener.

Downing, victim of Hank Aaron's
715th home run last April, was a

spot starter for Los Angeles this

year, completing only one of his 16
starts.

Championships more
than bats and balls

By BILL EDELSTEIN
Sports Staff

At times one has to wonder if ifs not the "all new, star studded. Match
Game 74" or a group of "Whats My Line" mystery guests.

I refer, of course, to this year's version of the baseball World Series
between the Oakland Athletics and the Los Angeles Dodgers. It seems
that every time the television cameras scan the stands they pick out a
Hollywood celebrity or three. Just about all of these folks are Dodger fans
(Liza Minelli, Jack Carter, Walter Mathau) and one starts to ask himself
why the Oakland A's don't have some of the above-listed famous
characters sheering them on the greater heights.

It seems that the A's have their own share of famous characters in the
clubhouse. During the regular season, Oakland catcher. Rav Fosse injured
his back in an attempt to separate outfielders (and A's teamates) Reggie
Jackson and Bill North who were having a private disagreement
The day before the start of the World Ser.es, pitchers John (Blue Moon)

Odom and Rollie Fingers got into a skirmish when Odom informed Fingers
of some unpleasant thoughts about the later** wife. Fingers, whose head
was knocked against the side of a shopping cart which was in the A's
locker room, received eight stitches to the back of his head while Odom

"...(series) is a confrontation between
the good guys and the bad guys,

clean against d\rt\
tt

Minutemen quarterback Mark Tripucka shown here optioning against Vermont
hurt Hit leg against BU but should be ready for Rhode Island.

v*r™™

twisted his ankle as he two wrestled each other to the floor. (Luckily for
the American League Champs both are able to pitch, and have pitched,
thus far in the Series.) The day of Oakland's first game victory in LA., a
woman tried to get the autographs of some of the A's. When she was
refused by aN but Jackson (remember his from his dealings with North?),
she told Reggie that he was "a lot nicer than his friends." Jackson then
best summed up the A's feelings for each other when he replied while
jotting down his John Hancock, "Lady, on the Oakland A's there are no
friends."

The Series between Los Angeles and Oakland shapes up not to be a
battle between the National and American Leaguee, but a confrontation
between the good guys and the bad guys, clean against dirty. Snoopy
versus the Red Baron.

The Dodgers are the type of team that would help the proverbial little old
lady across the proverbial street the A's are the kind of club that would run
down that same little old lady while a boy scout was helping her to the
other side of the intersection.

Even the teams' managers are different; Walter Alston, skipper of the
Dodgers, is a stately 61 yean of age and has been the Lot Angeles
manager for 21 of those 61 years, Oakland manager, Alvin Dark, is in his
first yeer as A's head man and was hired to the Oakland job by the same
man who fired him from his last managerial assignment-eccentric A's
owner, Charlie Finery.

In Los Angeles, the excitement is over which celebrity will throw out the
first ball; in Oakland the question is, which Athletic will throw the first

punch.

SPORTS STAFFNOTICE
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,orf •"• co,umnlsu «» * ««•"m the Collegian office Tuesday between 5 and 6 p.m.
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Golfers tie Yale for ECAC title
By RICH SEVIERI

Sports Staff
"IF we have to thumb a ride to

the Nationals at Ohio State, we'll
do it," said UMass golfer, John
Lasek.

To Lasek and his teammates, the
NCAA golf championships
represent the final hurdle. They had
won the right to attempt that final

hurdle by tying Yale for the 15th
annual ECAC golf championship at
Forsgate Country Club in

Heightstown, New Jersey.

UMass and Yale tied for the team

title with 307 totals. The four out of
five best team member scores were
used in the 18-hole tournament.
Howard Terban continued his

sensational shot making and posted
the low score for UMass with a 74.
Joe Artman and Tom Toski had a
pair of 77's. And John Lasek, a
model of consistency all year, had a
79 for the 307 total.

Steve Sherrill paced the Yale
squad with a 73.

The UMass players felt that the
fifth team member score that is

normally used to break tournament

KEN HODGE FIRES a slap shot in practice. Hodge
used this shot to tie the Toronto Maple Leafs, 2-2,

Monday night. The Bruins are currently winless.
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ties should have been employed.
"They do it in all the other

tournaments," said John Lasek.
"You want to have one winner in a
tournament, especially when
your're playing for the Eastern
championship."

Joe Prisco, ECAC district golf

chairman, was unavailable for

comment as to why the teams fifth

team member scores were not
used.

Rick Olson was the Minutemen's
fifth scorer with an 82. Mike
Sargeant was Yale's with an 85.

Stingley stung;

to miss Bills

FOXBORO, Mass. [AP\ - Darryl
Stingley, wide receiver for the
National Football League New
England Patriots, has a broken left

forearm and will miss Sunday's
game against Buffalo, the team
announced Monday.
A spokesman said Stingley had

undergone X-rays Monday, and
that his arm was in a cast. He called

speculation that the receiver would
miss the whole season
"premature."

"I don't think you can jump to
any conclusions," the Patriot
spokesman said.

Stingley was hurt in last Sun-
day's game against the New York
Jets, which the Patriots won 24-0,

when he collided with teammate
Steve Schubert and defensive
backs Rich Sowells and Roscoe
Word. Stingley and Schubert were
running what was supposed to be a
crossing pattern.

All four walked off the field under
their own power.
Three other players who received

minor injuries Sunday will play next
week, the Patriots said. They are
linebacker Bob Geddes, who
sprained his knee, and two running
backs with sprained ankles. Mack
Herron and rookie Andy Johnson.

Face tough Westfield today

Booters bombard B.U., 4-1

By BEN CASWELL
Sports Staff

Forwards Mohammed Othman
and Tom Coburn sparked the
UMass Soccer Minutemen to a

well-played 4-1 victory over the
Terriers of Boston University on
Saturday.

Early in the game UMass had
some good scoring chances with
Coburn just missing goals on two
occasions, but it was not until Oth-
man came into the game that the

Minutemen finally got on the

scoreboard. After 20 minutes of

play in the first half Othman hit

Coburn with a quick pass past the

M ft foil RHh§
$0itS0

Urn and Uted BIKES
are available at:

VALLEY

M0T0RSP0RTS
348 King St.

Northampton
584-7303

B.U. defense that Tom fired into

the upper right of the net. Less than
three minutes later Othman and
Coburn again combined for a score
with Tom doing some fancy
footwork out in front before
beating the goaltender to the lower
left.

The play then settled into a
somewhat ragged passing game by
both teams until 34 minutes had
gone by. It was at that time that
Tom Coburn turned his scoring
talents to assisting as he hit Bill

Macdonald with a pass from the
right wing that Macdonald turned
into the third UMass score. Bill fired

a shot that caromed off of someone
out in front and skipped past the
B.U. goalie along the ground to his
left.

B.U.'s inexperience in their
starting line-up showed on clearing
plays that the Terriers were having
trouble with. The Minutemen
controlled the play almost com-
pletely in the first half and when the
period ended they held a 3-0 lead.

The second half showed no real

surprises as the Minutemen still

controlled the play. The only
UMass scoring was again provided
by Coburn and Othman only this

time in reverse with Mohammed
getting the goal and Tom the assist.

B.U. averted a shut-out very late in

the game when they were able to
beat goalie Paul Peloquin after

some good action out in front of
the net.

Coach Al Rufe commented
concerning today's Westfield game
that, "if we play our game, we'll
beat them. And if we can get this

(me than we will really be on our
way "

QUICK SHOTS - Westfield
State tied Springfield College 1-1

last Friday. S.C. is rated 17th in the
nation. Co-captain, goalie Carl

Vercollone saw his first action of

the season at the end of the first

half Saturday and looked sharp as
did other substitute goalie Paui
Peloquin in the second half. Buddy
Butler ano titer sub-goalie also

looked sharp only at a forward
position where he almost scored a

few times.

r Murtaugh back

for another
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) -

Tobacco-chewing Danny
Murtaugh, proclaiming himself

physically fit and anxious to

take a shot at another national

league title, Monday signed a
contract to manage the Pitt-

sburgh Pirates again next
season.

There had been speculation
that the 57 year-old Murtaugh,
who led the Pirates to wodd
championships in 1960 and
again 11 years later, would
resign because of the hectic

pace of managing, but he
squelched the reports with the

surprise announcement on the
evening of the third game of the
Wodd Series in Oakland.

"I have decided to come
back and health is not a
determining factor," Murtaugh
told a news conference. "I

have been told by my physician
I can do anything I wish to co
and I wish to manage."

Olson, fresh from his New
England individual championship,
was not disappointed by his score.

"As long as the team won, it

doesn't matter what I shot," said

Olson. "We've proved we're the

best in the East. I believe we've
earned a shot at the national title

next spring."

The 6650 yard, par 72, Forsgate
Country Club layout was ripped
apart by the collegiate golfers in

Wednesday's practice round. On
Thursday the pin placements
were changed making approach
shots difficult. If the green was
missed, the ball would roll into one
of the many strategically placed
traps. These changes along with a
strong wind on Thursday sent
scores soaring.

Temple, with 12 golfers on full

scholarships, finished third at 309.

Indiana University shot 312 to finish

fourth. Buffalo was fifth at 313.

Dartmouth was sixth at 316. Army,
Harvard, Cornell and Niagara
rounded out the field. All teams
qualified for the ECAC cham-
pionship by winning or placing
second in regional tournaments the
week before.

Dartmouth's Jerry Daly rolled in

a four-foot birdie putt on the first

hole of sudden death to win the
individual championship. Daly and
seven others had tied at 73 over the
regulation 18. Howard Torban was
low medalist for UMass with a 74
for seventh place.

UMass golf coach. Fan Gaudette,
pointed to the team's depth and
overall attitude as the main reasons
behind it's tremendous per-
formance this fall. The trophy ease
in Boydon's lobby has 3 new ad-
ditions, all won by the golf team
this season: the Toski Invitational
trophy; the New England golf
championship bowl; and now the
ECAC trophy.

"We're number one on the east
coast," said Gaudette. "One of the
reasons is that these kids stay
together, and get along together
great. There are no individual stars.
Each and every man can carry the
load."

All that remains for the UMass
golfers is that one last hurdle, the
nationals at Ohio State.

Stickers stumble, 2-0
By LINDA MACKLER

Sports Staff
It would be nice to blame the loss on the poly-Turf. Or on the weather.

But the blame really lies with Springfield College, who forced UMass to
play their kind of game and ultimately defeated them, 2-0.

"I'm not saying Springfield is the better team," Coach Albert said of
Saturday afternoon's field hockey game at Benedum Field. It's just that the
team who played better today won."

In bringing their record to 3-1. the women's field hockey team played
their worst game this season. It was a sloppy and congested attempt, the
second half worse than the first. UMass had only six shots on goal
compared to Springfield's twenty.
The players had immediate difficulty adjusting to the speed of the turf.

Springfield picked this up and quickly placed UMass on the defensive,
which threw the offense off and destroyed their passing game.
The UMass players panicked and hung back, waiting for the ball to come

up to their sticks. They started rushing their plays and set their timing off.

There never seemed to be an available pass receiver around.
"There was no lack of hustle or desire," Coach Albert said. "We just did

not play an intelligent game."
"But," she continued, "Bridgewater State had better watch out. We are

not a losing ball club. The players are down and disappointed now, but
they won't stay there."

The poly-Turf did not affect the junior varsity's game at all, as they were
able to slightly even up the score and come up with a 2-2 tie.

They continued their excellent season's play with outstanding defensive
performances by Olivia Lovelace and Nancy Ryder.
The forwards did a very nice job and according to Coach Albert, "the

team was able to co-ordinate an intelligent passing game."
The two teams will be playing one more away game at Bridgewater

State College and then the home audience can look forward to four games
in a row directly behind the Northeast Physical Education Building starting
on Thursday. October 18th.

^T.
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Minutemen hold fort;

eke out Boston U. 2 1- 14
By STEVE SARACENO

Sports Staff
The fledgling quarterback throws

a sideline pass. Intercepted. Touch-
down. UMass receives the kickoff,
goes nowhere, and gets off a bad
punt. Boston University completes
three straight passes and it's first

and ten at the thirteen. And the
Terriers trail by only seven with a
minute left.

That's it folks. The Patented
UMass Second Half Blues are
about to cause ultimate collapse for
the second time in as many weeks.

But then something funny
happened, Ma. The guys in the red
said, "Stop!".

And in so doing, the Minutemen
gained a 21-14 eeker over BU
Saturday, in a game that, save for
the last frantic succession of
events, was every bit as spine-
tingling as watching fossils form.

Brian McNally, at the helm in lieu

of Mark Tripucka's third quarter

injury, threw from his own 23-yard-

line with less than 5 minutes
remaining, and it backfired. "The
ball was underthrown," said the

sophomore later, "and the strong
safety (Gary Guerin) came over and
picked it off." Guerin returned it all

the way.

Then, a bobbled UMass kick

return and three plays later, John

Ramboli got off his only bad punt of
the day, and it put BU at their own
40.

Enter Terrier QB Mark Ryll, who
had earlier replaced injured starter

Greg Geiger (quarterbacks were
dropping like flies), with three
straight completions - two to tight
end Paul Stone, and one to split

end Peter Kessel.

The Collapse is near. Girders of

Alumni Stadi'jm are trembling.

Women and children first. Grab the

parachute and jump from the top

row.

But then the defense took the
weight of the game on their

shoulders and the only collapse was
that of the BU hopes.
With third and nine at the 12, Ryll

was sacked for a six-yard loss -
smothered by a charge of
Minuteman defenders led by
linebacker Dennis Kiernan. So, it

was fourth and game to go. The
secondary, which had already
stopped (thanks to John Van
Buren, Bob Levine, and Dave
Croasdale) 3 fourth-down tosses by
Ryll into the end-zone in the fourth
quarter, was tested again.

Ron Harris and Levine, fazed not
in the least by Ryll's play-action,
had split end Jim Sturgis covered
as the pass sailed untouched
through the end zone.

"Our defense came of age out
there today", said a relieved Dick
MacPherson after the game. "It

was great for the kids. They rose to
the occasion".

UMass scored first when
Tripucka hurled an 11-yard touch-

down pass to Gary Mika, who
momentarily bobbled the ball. They

made it 14-0 when Keith Lang

scored from the one, topping off a

78-yard drive that featured the

bizarro of all bizarros when Jerry

Mondalto ran 59 yards with a

Minutemen collar Terriers bark

1ST DOWNS
RUSHING (attempts-gain)
PASSING (yards gained)
Attempts-complete-intercepted
TOTAL OFFENSE
PUNTS (no. -average)
PENALTIES (no. amount)
FUNBLES (no.-lossed)
KICKOFF return yardage

56 256
236

13-5 1

200
736.9
765
32
75

BU
15

42-141

180
27-9-1

321
633.7
4 80
3-1

56

Jerry Mondalto proves he is not above accepting
charity as a fumble by Mark Tripucka landed where
Jerry could pick it up and zip 59 yards to set up UMass'
second TD by Keith Lang.

Tripucka fumble.

BU came back with a 78-yard
drive of their own to make it 14-7 at

the half. Geiger hit Steve Richards
with an 8-yarder in the end zone.
When Tripucka exited with a

minor knee injury in the middle of

UMass' customary second-half
lethargy, things looked bleak for the
Minutemen.

But McNally led the team 59
yards to paydirt, with Jim Torrance

(63 yards on the day) going the final

27 on a quick-opener. That made it

21-7, and the Mac-Men appeared
headed toward a comfortable, if

wholly uneventful, win over the

Terriers ... that is, until the

traumatic, dramatic final period

happenings.

Neither team looked good
overall. The Terriers moved the ball

fairly well, but couldn't go in for the

kill, as evidenced by their fourth-

down, fourth quarter frustrations.

The Minuteman secondary was
much improved, and the defense
still hasn't allowed a ground TD,
but the offense was hindered again

by the lack of a passing attack.

McNally's only completed aerial

was the TD interception, and
Tripucka threw for only 38 yards

before he departed. The total of-

fense came again mostly on the

ground, with Mondalto, Torrance,

Lang, Rich Jessamy (injured

slightly in the first half) Ramboli,

and the two QB's garnering a sum
of 256 yards rushing.

"I'm not displeased about our
play", said MacPherson, "I'm just
happy that we won it. We really

needed this one badly".

Top eight x-country finishers

NAME
1. Squires
2. Conlon
3. Thomas
4. Gillin

5. McGrail
6. Duggan
7 Clark

8. Brickard

SCHOOL
MC
MC
UM
UM
UM
Svr.

W&M
Svr.

TIME
24:54

24:57

25:13

25:25

25:35
25:39

Sports

Bill Gillin looks at ease here, but he might have been thinking of the three runnerswho passed him; he placed fourth Saturday.
runners

Harriers outrun

William and Mary
By SCOTTHAYES

Sports Staff
How does a coach tell his runners they lost to the defending IC4A

champions after a preliminary announcement that they had beaten the
seventh-ranked team in the country? That was the unenviable task CoachKen OBnen was faced with, Saturday afternoon in Yonkers New York as
a ^calculation by meet officials marred a paramount team performance.
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Ford raps Congress on spending
KANSAS CITY, Mo. \UPI\ President

Ford, calling on Americans to make more
anti-inflationary sacrifices, struck back at
Congress last night for refusing to adopt his
economic proposals aimed at curbing prices
increases and easing the energy shortage.

Ford's denudation came at the start of a
four-state campaign swing through the
Midwest, his most intensive political effort
since he took office.

"Some have said that instead of asking
Congress and the nation to bite the bullet, I

have offered only a marshmallow," Ford said
in an address to the Future Farmers of
America.

"Well, I had already asked the Congress to

postpone for three months a 5.5 per cent pay
raise for federal government employees
which would have saved 700 million taxpayer
dollars. Congress wouldn't even chew that
marshmallow.' They haven't yet shown
much appetite for the other 'marshmellows'
in my latest package.
"But if they don't like my menu, I may be

back with some tough turkey."
In asking for more personal sacrifice. Ford

said Americans are "the world's worst
wasters" and laid down a list of 12 inflation-
fighting sugestions for everyone - including
planting home vegetable gardens and cutting
down on the use of credit cards.

All but two of the 12 suggestions were

compiled by his Citizens Action Committee
to fight inflation, which is headed by financial

columnist Sylvia Porter and includes Ralph

Nader.

At the Muhlebach Hotel in downtown
Kansas City, Ford was greeted by dozens of

;*•'->::'*
•; *m-. , *;v^, ;..• ;

...-..

see comment, page 9
h mtm , i i

FFA members in their distinctive blue cor

doroy jackets. Virtually every one of the

youngsters had a camera and flashbulbs

popped as the President shook hands briefly

in the lobby before retiring briefly to his suite

upstairs.

The Hotel Marque carried a sign,
"Welcome President Ford - WIN,"

capitalizing on the administration's anti-

inflation slogan.

The city's oval auditorium was virtually full

more than half an hour before the President
began his speech.

From the podium hung a huge blue curtain
bearing a white lettered sign of "Welcome
Mr. President," In the backdrop was a long
line of multicolored flags.

White House officials billed the speech as

nonpartisan and Ford formally asked the

three major television networks to provide

live nationwide coverage, his first such
request as president.
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G. Gordon Liddy, the silent member of the original
Watergate break-in team, sports beard which he grew
while serving nearly 21 months in jail. Liddy was
released yesterday after Judge Gerhard Gesell
reduced his bail from $100,000 to $5,000.

Sargent activates

State National Guard
Compiled From Wires

BOSTON - Gov. Francis W.
Sargent mobilized the
Massachusetts National Guard
yesterday and asked President Ford
to send federal troops "to insure

the public safety" in racially-

troubled Boston where violence

erupted again on the 23rd day of a

court order to integrate the city's

schools.

Officials said 450 Guradsmen
were enroute to key armories in and
around the city of Boston.

At the White House, Press

Secretary Ron Nessen said Ford's

position against use of federal force

remains unchanged.
"He believes law enforcement is

a local and state responsibility,"

Nessen said on behalf of the

President. "...Federal troops should
not be sent in until local and state

resources have been exhausted."
Nessen said Ford was aware of

the governor's request, but that a

specific response had not been
made.

A spokesman for Mayor Kevin H.

onWhite refused to comment
Sargent's request. But he said the

mayor has opposed the calling out
of the Guard in his city.

The governor said, "I don't want

turn to page 6

inside:
Kissinger returns, in the

continuing saga of his /oumeys
See page 7

While you re on page 7, read
how NORML opposes the
report of Sen Eastland on
marijuana

weather:
Our cheerful weatherman

Andre has presented us with
more good news today It will

be partly cloudy with a chance
of ram Andre is a duck
however, so it is good news lor

hrr

Senate, commuters
elections today

By L YNN DOUNSKI
AND LINDA BROWER

Staff Reporters
The Student Senate and

Commuter Assembly elections are
being held today and tomorrow.

Student Senate elections will be
held between 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. in

the dormitories and Greek houses
while commuter balloting, which
includes two important referen-

dums, will be held between 9 a.m.

and 5 p.m. in the Colonial Lounge
on the first floor of the Student
Union Building.

Craig Ghidotti, Chairperson of

Governmental Affairs, is in charge
of the senate election. He says
there are 168 candidates for the 1 14

positions. His election method
assumes a semi-autonomous
procedure with each dorm
operating by itself.

The Head of Residence or Dorm
President will place the ballot

sheets and boxes in a central
location. Each dorm votes only for

its representative (s), commuters
for their representatives, Third
World for their senators, and so on.
The only unfilled positions are one
Southwest dorm representative
and 13 Third World Represen
tatives.

The Commuter's ballot will

contain two important referendum
questions and the names of 15
nominees who are running for the
eight seats in the executive council
of the Commuter Assembly.

The nominees are: Bruce R.

Allen, Charles Atwood, Barbara
Bagley, Martha S. Esquivel, Keith J.

Gustartis, and David J. O'Connell
(class of 75); Joseph Beals, Jim
Cummins and Susan D. Mackey
(class of '76); John O'Keefe, Karen
Mangen, and Paul Sliwa (class of

77); Paul Duffiui, Kenneth S. Irwin,

and Frances Taylor (class of 78)

See related story, page two

All commuters may partake in

the electing of their eight executive

council members. Larry Gendron.

president of the Commuter
Assembly encourages all com-
muters to take part in the elections

and to become involved in the

Commuter Assembly committees.

The eight executive council

members, once elected, will have
the responsibility to see that this

year's budget of $66,620 00 is

allocated for programs that are of

direct benefit to commuters.

Gendron says, "In the last year,
the Commuter Assembly has come
into its own; prior to that there was
little or nothing done by the

assembly." He went on to say that

in the past year the Commuter
Assembly, through its housing,

transportation, and ways and
means committees have helped

organize a day care program, ran

the Off-Campus Housing Office

during the summer, developed a

Colloquia Program, and have been

involved in the Food Stamp
Program.

They have also assisted in

funding the evening and outreach
bus service which includes
Belchertown, South Deerfield,

South Amherst, and all evening
routes. Last year $25,000.00 was

encumbered for this service which
covers only half of the total cost.

However, it can't be used unless a
majority of the commuters elect to
have it spent.

The first referendum question
will ask commuters to vote either

yes or no for the allocation of

$25,000.00 for the evening and
outreach bus service, contingent
upon the ability of the Commuter
Assembly to have some input into

scheduling and routing of this bus
service.

The Second Referendum
Question will deal with what is

called the "Conflict of Interest

turn to page 3

New graduate towers

plan January opening
By LINDA BROWER

Staff Reporter

The two new Graduate Towers
B' and C, enclosed by North
Pleasant Street and Governor's

Drive, are rapidly nearing com-
pletion.

Paul Meade, staff associate in the

Planning Office, said I would hope
we'd be able to use them second
semester.'

When the original plans were
drawn up in 1969 by Campbell,

Aldrich and Nulty Architects, there

was no controversy by the Com
monwealth of Massachusetts as to

the dire need of the two tower
buildings. The money for the

buildings was appropriated to

combat the growth of 1500
students a year. The actual con-

struction on the Graduate Research
Center Phase II was started two
years ago. Phase I, long completed,

consists of the low rise Graduate
Research Center and Tower A'.

The 1 1.5 million dollar complex is

the work of Franchi Construction

Company. Both buildings B' and
C are composed of 16 levels. The
original Greaduate Research Center
w^s conceived in order to provide

classroom and office space for the,

at the time, rapidly expanding
Chemistry department.

In addition, a space problem
arose withing the Physics and Math
departments The Physics
department had outgrown
Hasbrourk and it was thought that

Tower C could house the
Theoretical Physics division. The
Applied Physics would remain in

Hasbrouke. The math department,
too, was cramped for space in

Arnold House. Therefore, parts of

the buildings were designed for

math courses in mind. The
buildings include office space as
well as Chemistry, Math, and
Physics classrooms.

Facilities in the towers include 19

classrooms alone on the first three

floors of each of Tower B' and
Tower C, The classrooms will be a

general university facility as well.

Contrary to popular belief, there will

be undergraduate and graduate
classes held in the towers.

The buildings themselves have
not been accepted by the
university. This is only a

precautionary measure by UMass.
In this fashion, the university has
continuing leverage against the

contractors to see the everything

is done right including the last

details such as sewerage and
plumbing. The builidings must also

receive an Exemption Certificate

Sewerage Band that will allow

them the usage of the filtration

processes m the town of Amherst.
University officials say these two

towers will be the last major

building projects for some time.

Instead, the university will begin to

renovate and remodel old,

established buildings, they say.
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Collins, Atkins on WMUA Survey shows likes, dislikes

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Candidates debate nuclear power, unionization
By SANDY CARLIN

Staff Reporter
State Representative James

Collins, D-Amherst, and his
Republican opponent William
Atkins, also of Amherst, say further

investigation into nuclear power is

needed. The men are running for

the Fourth Hampshire County
District seat in the State Legislature.

They made their remarks during a
live debate Monday night on
WMUA's Focus, moderated bv
Kenneth Mosakowski, to a panel of

three reporters.

In other key issues, both men
said students here would have the
right to unionize, but like nuclear

power, careful though must be
given to the issue. The candidates
also said a UMass hockey rink

should be constructed.

The first question for debate
dealt with the candidate's feelings
about the present UMass budget
request. The candidates both
agreed that the budget needed to
be 'carefully scrutinized' and that
the UMass trustees had 'hastily
approved the budget.' Collins said
the budget 'must reflect what is

needed to provide quality
education.'

The next question was directed
to Atkins who was asked what
distressed him most about the

politics of Rep. Collins. "I have fifty

years of experience of living in the
town of Amherst and I know the
needs of the people," he said. He
also said area representatives
should be given a two thirds veto
power over the County Com-
missioner.

Collins voted against this bill and
responded by saying County
Commissioners should be held

accountable for their positions. If

you allow a two-thirds veto you
create more bureaucracy and less

accountability."

Another question asked of the

candidates was whether private

educational institutions should be

Staff Photo/Dennit Conlon

The chapel and the library...the old and the new...enhanced by the October af-Ternoon sun.

Tobacco crop extends throughout

local Connecticut River valley
ByJOHN J. KIMBALL

Staff Reporter
Up until a few weeks ago

throughout the area you may have
seen fields of tobacco with white
weather protecting canopies
covering them. This type or brand
of tobacco is known as Connecticut
Valley Shade Tobacco. Cultivation

of this crop for our area purpose
occurs as far north as Hatfield and
south into the state of Connecticut.

The two companies which
operate the ferns in this valley are

Culbro and Consolidated Cigar.

Years ago the tobacco of this area

was used primarily for cigar wrap.
Now due to modern technology the

crop is used stock and all in "the

homogenizing process". The plant

is now used for the cigar tobacco
itself.

The growing seasons for the crop
is quite a long one. Early in April

Puerto Rican farmhands, many of
which come from the island begin
early preparations for the many
months of labor ahead. These
crews work the land until the last

leaf is picked, cured and hung in the
barn to dry. There is work to be
done as late as December 1, if the
weather permits. The migrant
workers also disassemble the white
canopies which are stored in the
barns for the winter months.

During the summer months for

B/W photo

class tonight
Tonight at 7:30 in the Collegian

office Chuck Kidd, advisor to the
MDC staff will hold a workshop
session on black and white
photography. Everyone is invited to
attend.

about a ten-week period non-union
workers, high school age boys and
girls are brought up from the coal

mining sections of West Virginia,

Central Florida and Southeastern
Pennsylvania. The first three weeks
of the job, the boys sucker the
plants or tend them. The giris do
miscellaneous jobs. For the next
seven weeks or so about one half of

the boys (the older ones) pick

tobacco leaves. The remaining boys
haul the tobacco to the barns
where the girts hang the harvest.

Most of this work is salaried on a
piecework basis. When the ten

week period of the summer ter-

minates, the boys and girls return

home to their native states.
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given state funds. Atkins said

private institutions should not be
state funded because it was "the
perogative of every parent to

decide between public and private

education for their children."

Collins said he did not favor state
funding for grade one through 12.

He said, however, he favors an
expanded student loan program to

give people the economic
availability to go to college." Both
candidates also agreed on the issue

of the proposed hockey rink for

Hampshire County during the
debdie. They said the hockey rink

should be constructed and that a
separate rink for UMass should
eventually be built..

The question of whether or not
students had the right to unionize
was also proposed. Collins and
Atkins agreed that the overall

concept of unionization was good,
but careful thought had to be given
by the students in preparation of
such a policy.

A question was also asked
concerning the minimum hour
teaching law for UMass professors.
Atkins said, "I would like to show
the legislature where they are
wrong because many teachers have
been unjustly criticized." Collins

said the law, "does not serve any

great purpose" and favored its

repeal.

During the debate the idea of

building a UMass veterinary school

and law school was brought up.

Collins and Atkins were both in

favor of such an endeavor.

The final question of the debate
asked each candidate why he had
registered in his particular party.

Collins said, "I feel that the

Democratic part stands for helping

the working and poorer people in

the nation." He also said, "I believe

that the Democratic party is the

most responsive to the people."
Mr. Atkins responded saying that

the Republican party took a more
conservative look at government
and issues.

In a closing statement Mr. Atkins
said, "I feel I know the value of a
dollar. I am concerned with in-

flation." He also said," I am honest,

careful and though in my decision

making and not afraid to talk to my
constituents."

Collins closed saying, "I can
provide an openness and honesty in

my position. I am now conducting
a door to door campaign and am
limiting campaign contributions
and my personal campaign ex-

penditures. I believe that govern-
ment can be honest."

Black martial arts

demonstration planned
By BLACK NEWS SERVICE

One of the largest gatherings
ever of all Black martial artists to
discuss relating the martial arts to
the needs of the Black community
is planned October 20 from 5 - 9
p.m. at Bowker Auditorium.

Experiencing discrimination in

some tournaments sponsored by
Europeans and attempting to solve

problems such as: increased drug
addiction; racists; police brutality;

un-equal and sub-standard
educational facilities; poor housing
with sky-rocketing rents; 4th grade
food for grade A prices; increased

inflation and dire depression which
is making the Black community
look like "dodge" city. Black

martial artists more than ever feel

responsible for providing a positive

alternative to chaotic situations.

With a call. "Unity for the Black

Nation", Black martial artists will

attend the 1st Afrikan Martial Arts

Conference to discuss: 1) Martial

Arts Life Style and the Third World
2) Authentic Martial Arts vs.

Commercial 3) Unification of

Afrikan Martial Arts Federations
and Associations 4) National
Afrikan People's Martial Arts
Tournament 5) Afrikan Martial Arts

publication-communication.

Some of the Martial artists-

schools who will attend are: Kenny
(Muntu) Robinson from Ohio, 2nd
degree Black Belt, representing the
National Black Belt Karate
Association, 1973 Mid American
Grand Champion, 1974 Mid West
Olympic Grand Champion; 1974
United Tae Dwoon Do
Heavyweight Champion, Okinwan
Karate Do jo Okinwan Goju-Fred
Goodridge, instructor; Lron Dragon
Kalii K. Griffin, Sensi, 4th degree
Chinese Kempo, Springfield, Mass.;
Budo School, Westville, Mass.;
Dragon Horse, Boston, Mass.;
Melvin Hall, 2nd degree Black Belt
Goju Ru, Amherst, Mass; Afrikan
Institute of Martial Arts, Al Jihand,
system featuring Mark Essex and
Liveration of Guinea Bissua (250
moves); Kata, Philadelphia, Penn.

All other invited guest artists will

be: Moses Powell; Karriem Allah,
9th degree Black Belt (founder of
the K.A. system); Little John Davis;
George Cofield.

Pass the work on about this
historical event. Admission is free.
Bowker Auditorium has 900 seats,
let us have a packed house.

Southwest life called not too 'residential'
By MICHAEL J. MASSI

Staff Reporter

"If Southwest is supposed to be
a residential college, it certainly

isn't living up to it right now."
In a recent survey of Southwest

residents, this view was expressed

by a number of people.
Sixty-five Southwest natives

were interviewed by telephone to
find out what the residents like and
dislike about the area, and what can
be done to make it more com-
patible.

Members of the musical group Taone performing
international music yesterday afternoon in the Student
Union Ballroom.

Taone group returns;

sponsored by Ahora
By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA

Staff Reporter
Taone Group held a Latin music

festival yesterday afternoon in the
Student Union Ballroom.

It's the second time that the
musical group has visited UMass. In

both occassions Ahora has
sponsored them.

According to Roy Brown
Ramirez, the Puerto Rican-
American that leads the group,
Taone has performed in different

countries such as the Soviet Union,

East Germany, Puerto Rico and
Eastern part of the United States.

After the campus performance
the group left for MIT in Cam-
bridge, and will then go to Chicago.

Asked why only six members of

Taone Group came, Brown Ramirez
said "The another six members are

making a tour in Mexico".
Many Americans attending the

concert enjoyed the music but

couldn't understand the lyrics that

were sung in a high-speed Puerto

Rican Spanish.

Commuter candidates
face election today

Some 7700 commuters
will have the opportunity
today and tomorrow to
elect eight people to the
Commuter Assembly's
Executive Council. The
Collegian talked to
some of the candidates.

Tom Coffey, Commuter
Assembly Resource Person: "We
have had difficulty with obtaining

weekend bus service in the past.

We have had to approach the

representative of the bus service for

approval. ..A minimal amount of

people have expressed the desire

for a weekend bus service...The
decision is really up to Whitmore."
David Klein, Commuter

Assembly Treasurer: "Thirty-eight

per cent of the commuters have not

left their address with the com-
muter office."

John O'Keefe, a candidate

running on the coalition slate: "I

would like to see an active Tenants'

Union comprised of legal aid, other

tenants' groups and eventually

become part of the State's
Tenants' Union Association to

share knowledge and expertise for

the benefit of the commuters and
tenants in the Valley."

David O'Connell, a candidate
running on the coalition slate:

"They (Executive Council) are not

responsive to the commuters at

large"

Responses were varied. "I really
enjoy the parties," one freshman
girl said, "because they seem to go
on all the time." A junior said,
"Parties are the mainstay of my
dorm. Without them, no one would
know anyone else."

The most frequent answer from
more than one-third of the
residents, was that good people live

here. A sophomore living in

Collidge said, "There are so many
friendly people here that you feel

good."

But a senior from Kennedy said

he preferred the women to the men
because, "They're friendlier and
that makes me feel good." Others
said they liked Southwest because
"it's close to everything and yet far

enough away so that you don't feel

like you're living at school."

Paradoxically, the very things

that people like about Southwest
are also the same things they dislike

about it. "I can't stand the goddam
noise," says a sophomore from

JQA who also said she "thoroughly

enjoys a good part. "There is too

much noise on this campus as it is,

do we have to listen to it at three in

the morning too?" Well, if you
don't then "tell them to move to

Northeast" said a defender of the

Southwest ideology. Yet the dislike

of noise was a big factor in the

response of most people who said

they enjoy partying. And another
dislike was "I can't stand in-

considerate people," and "the

majority of people here are in-

considerate."

The theoretical number-one hate
of many people, the Dining
Commons, was not mentioned but
once, and that in response to good
things about Southwest. "The
dining commons are great, but
Berkshire is better than Hamp-
shire." Thievery and alienation
were given as symptoms of a sick

Southwest, while those who
contended the patient was well said
the general atmosphere and
newness of the buildings as
compared to other, older areas
were good signs.

Junk thrown from windows,
expecially from the towers, was
considered a display of immaturity

and dangerous by many of the

polled. "(It) really pisses me off,"

said one graduate student from
Prince. "It's not only extremely

dangerous, but it's frightening to

think that you may be hit by the
junk they throw out." "Firecrackers

are the worst," said a sophomore
from Washington. "They could

deafen you."

In response to suggestions for

improving the community, a vast

majority, almost 82 per cent felt

Southwest should have a bar of

their own.
"A local bar would be a great

idea," said a freshman from Pat-
terson, "as long as it isn't anything
like the Blue Wall."

"Yeh, the Blue Wall sucks," said
a junior from Pierpont. "If there's a
local bar here, it should be like

the Blue Wall. Just "make it for the
Southwest residents and their

guests." suggested a sophomore
from Moore.

A number of people want to see
cultural activities held in South-
west, the majority preferring art and
crafts shows, with a scattering of

ideas such as a library, use of

Hampden for a Southwest movie
theater, and distinguished
speakers. "I'd like to see Chancellor

Bromery come out here," one
person said, "because all we know
about him is what we read in the

Collegian."

"I guess you could say this,"

philosophised a resident of Melville.

"You could say that this area isn't a
residential college because ac-
tivities are restricted to certain

dorms or certain floors, like floor

parties. What has to be done," he
said, in summing up, "is for ac-

tivities to be held on a Southwest-
wide basis. Involve everyone, from
every dorm, from every floor. Get
everyone together more ofter."

Distinguished feminist seeks

renovation of UMass courses
By PATTY MORIN
Staff Correspondent

If, in the near future, students
open books to find stickers on the

covers that read: CAUTION: THE
SEXISM IN THIS BOOK IS

DANGEROUS TO YOUR HEALTH,
it is most probably a result of the

visit to UMass this year, by
distinguished feminist, Wilma Scott
Heide.

Reevaluation of course materials

is only one of the many innovations

that Heide, Behavioral Scientist,

Author and Lecturer, plans to bring

about as guest lecturer of the

School of Education's Humanistic
Cluster. She will be working with

the Woman's Caucus of the School
of Education, and the Affirmative

Action people (who she believes

must become all of the University

Community) and others interested

in creating feminism as a central

dimension of any humanism. She
hopes to bring other feminists to

UMass for seminars, happenings
and all-day get-togethers. Heide
will be a Guest in Residence at

Wellesley College, simultaneously.

Heide has a list of Academic and
Professional credentials a mile long,

the most impressive of which in-

clude a visit to Sweden as a guest
of the government as part of their

Opinion Builders program. Twice
president of NOW, the National

Organization for Women, Heide is

also a member of the National

Policy Council of the National

Woman's Political Caucus, the

National Equality Committee of the
American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU), and serves on the editorial

board of Social Policy magazine.
She is a former Human Rights

Commissioner of Pennsylvania.

MassPIRG plans support

of anti-nuclear question
MassPIRG will hold a meeting tonight at 8 in Room 803 of the Campus

Center to discuss the anti-nuclear power referendum question that is on
the November ballot. MassPIRG plans to canvass and sponsor letter

writing in support of the referendum.

The meeting is open to the public, and will be preceded at 7 by a meeting
of the Board of Directors of MassPIRG.
MassPIRG is funded by the $2 checkoff that appears on the student bills.

In a cordial but firm manner,
Heide explained that the Feminist
Cause is actually the Common
Cause of all.

"I don't see sexism as a one sex
movement. It is a whole value
system involving men, women and
children. Every time each of us
refrains from doing something
because it is too masculine or too
feminine, we are inhibited, op-
pressed. Feminism means to
liberate the masculine and feminine
in all of us. It is our human right to

develop and contribute our talents

whatever our race, sex, religion,

ancestry, age. Human rights are
indivisible," Ms. Heide said.

Heide has designed feminist-

humanist alternatives for top
government officials which would
end discrimination against women
(and men) in all areas of govern-
ment and business, professions,

and organizations.

At UMass this year, Heide's most
basic objectives are:

— to raise feminine con-
sciousness among students, faculty

and the Board of Trustees.

-to integrate the Affirmative

Action group into University life.

Senate holds

elections
cont. from p. 1

Clause". As Gendron puts it, "It is

basically to protect the money of

the commuting students from
being taken over by a special in-

terest group. The clause, if favored,

would require all commuter
assembly executive members to
report their affiliation with other
groups and also require them to
abstain from voting any funds
towards groups that they belong
to."

Gendron said the assembly
committees were open to all in-

terested commuters, even if they
weren't elected to be on the

council. He added that the only way
for the decisions towards funding
to be more representative is to

allow more people to become
involved in the committees.

— to establish feminism as a

bonafide occupational qualification

to be an educator, administrator, or

journalist at UMass.

— to organize a Feminist Critique

Group to examine departments,
courses, course materials, and
administration practices including

budgeting etc.; the result to be
recommendations that would be
top priorities of the University.

— to change the language at the
University, strike all he's, him's etc.

from school catalogues and change
all course titles that contain the
words, Man or Mankind, e.g. Man
and his Environment.

"Language not only reflects

behavior but is behavior. Language
contains the power to create or
eliminate images. These con-
ceptions I consider basic," said Ms.
Heide.

A guest of the University's

Distinguished Visitors Program,
Heide wants to see the University
speak out on many issues feminists
are raising. She would expect that
the University would not do
business with discriminators, (e.g.

certain textbook publishers), and
make University businesspeople
accountable for such actions.
Otherwise, she said, the University
is funding illegal practices.
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Defense gives opening statement
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Ehrlichman portrayed as victim of deceit
WASHINGTON [UP/] - A

defense lawyer charged yesterday
that President Richard M. Nixon
"deceived, misled, lied to and
used" John D. Ehrlichman, his No.
2 White House aide, throughout the
Watergate cover-up "to save his

own neck."

"In simple terms, Mr. Ehrlichman
had been had by his boss, the
President of the United States,"
said William S. Frates, Ehrlichman's
lawyer, during a two- hour, 15
minute opening statement to the 12
jurors in the Watergate cover-up
trial.

Thus, Ehrlichman joined former
White House Counsel John W.

Dean III as accusers of the former
president. Dean was scheduled to
take the stand as the prosecution's
first witness.

Ehrlichman; former White House
chief of staff H.R. Haldeman;
former Attorney General John n!
Mitchell; former Assistant Attorney
General Robert C. Mardian; and
Nixon re-election lawyer Kenneth
W. Parkinson are on trial for
conspiracy in the alleged attempt to
conceal top-level involvement in

Watergate.

With the jury of eight blacks and
four whites out of the room, Judge
John J. Sirica set a hearing for
Wednesday afternoon on whether

Nixon, an unindicted co-
conspirator in the case, should be
compelled to testify.

Ehrlichman and chief trial

prosecutor James F. Neal both
have subpoenaed the former
president, but Nixon's doctors say
he is too ill with a phlebitis ailment
to make the cross-country trip to
Washington.

Ehrlichman sternly faced the jury
as Frates strode about the room
and boomed out his accusations
against Nixon and Dean.

Frates said that time and again,
Ehrlichman recommended a full

disclosure of the facts of Watergate
"let it all hang out."

"Richard Nixon prevented
Ehrlichman's disclosure of the facts

over and over again," Frates said.

"Richard Nixon disceived,

misled, lied to and used John
Ehrlichman to cover up his own
knowledge and activities while

publicly stating that John Ehrlich-
man was one of the finest public
servants he had ever known."
Frates said. "He was deliberately
withholding information from him,
covering up to save his own neck."

Ford reluctantly signs

campaign reform bill

m th« 555 .?
V Fo/d ' w,th the President by her side, waves from the balconyat the White House yesterday, on the occasion of the couple's 26th wedding an-niversary. The celebration took place shortly before Ford left on a political cam-

WASHINGTON [UPI\
President Ford yesterday signed
"with reservations" the most far-

reaching political campaign reforms
in the nation's history.

The sweeping reforms, a direct

result of the Watergate scandals,
will go into effect in 1975 and are

certain to revolutionize political

campaigns for federal offices.

Major provisions of the bill:

GENERAL ELECTION
FINANCING - Beginning with the

1976 elections, the Republican and
Democratic presidential candidates
can receive $20 million each from
the federal treasury for the general

election. They can choose either

federal funds or private con-
tributions but cannot mix the two.
Other party candidates can receive
a proportionate share of the $20
million based on election results.

^
PRIMARY FINANCING

Candidates to become eligible for

public financing must first raise

$100,000, with $5,000 from each of
20 states. The government will then
match the first $100,000 and every
private contribution of $250 up to a
ceiling of $5 million.

CONVENTION FINANCING -
The Republican and Democratic
parties can receive $2 million each
from public funds to "finance their
conventions.

CONTRIBUTIONS - Individuals

are limited to overall contributions

of $25,000 in a single year and no
more than $3,000 to an individual

candidate - $1,000 in the
primaries, $1,000 in a runoff, and
$1,000 in the general election.

Organizations can contribute
$5,000 to a candidate in each the
primary, a runoff, and the general
election. Presidential candidates
can contribute $50,000 to their own
campaigns, Senate candidates
$35,000 and House candidates
$25,000.

SPENDING - Presidential
candidates are limited to $20 million

in the federal election and $10
million in the primaries. Senate
candidates can spend eight cents
times the voting age population or

$100,000 in the primaries and 12
cents or $150,000 in the general
election. House candidates are
limited to $70,000 in the primaries
and $70,000 in the general election.

L
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causeTrade restrictions may
poor Soviet-American relations
MOSCOW [UP/] - Communist

party General Secretary Leonid I.

Brezhnev warned yesterday night

that Soviet-American relations may
be seriously affected unless the
United States lifts trade restrictions

against the Soviet Union.
In his strongest speech on the

subject, Brezhnev said attempts to
prevent the Soviet Union from
getting most-favored-nation trade
status are "utterly irrelevant and
unacceptable."

Brezhnev's blunt warning came
during a dinner in the Kremlin
which he gave for U.S. Treasury
Secretary William E. Simon and
members of the U.S. USSR Trade
and Economic Council

Referring to Sen. Henry M.
Jackson's amendment to deny
most-favored-nation status unless

the Soviet Union eases its

emigration policies, Brezhnev said:

"Unless we do away with these
negative aspects now, then the
development of cooperation may
be seriously arrested."

Brezhnev said that "demands on
questions totally unconnected with
the area of trade and economics
and lying completely within the
domestic competence of states are
utterly irrelevant and unac-
ceptable."

Brezhnev's remarks appeared
aimed to some extent for home
consumption since Soviet officials

in Washington have been
negotiating on some of the con-
ditions demanded by Jackson. His
speech was reported at length on
the main television news program^

Brezhnev said Soviet-American

relations could not be determined
by "the sellish designs of certain
individuals or narrow political
groups whose mentality has not
been freed from the outdated
legacy of the cold war."
He said discriminatory laws

dating from cold war times "im-
pede export of our goods and limit
to some extent the possibilities of
financing the export of your
American goods to the USSR."
He complained tha't export

credits "are sometimes allowed but
sometimes frozen indefinitely."
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Ford wins major confrontation with Congress

House sustains veto of Turkish aid cutoff
WASHINGTON \UPI\ House

opponents of U.S. military aid to
Turkey failed yesterday to override
President Ford's veto of an im-
mediate arms cutoff, but warned
they would continue to fight such
aid because of Turkey's use of
American weapons on Cyrpus.

"It's a deadlocked situation,"
said Rep. Benjamin S. Rosenthal,
D-N.Y., after the House actually
voted 223-135 against the veto.
That was 16 short of the two-thirds
majority necessary to override
Ford's Monday veto.

Rosenthal and other critics of aid

to Turkey met over lunch after the
vote and he conceded they might
be willing to quiet their cry for a
quick cutoff if the U.S. bans
transhipment of arms from Turkey
to Cyrpus.

They met with chairman George
H. Mahon of the House Ap-
propriations Committee to discuss

compromise possibilities.

The veto vote was a slim victory

for the executive branch over
Congress, which must get a two-
thirds vote of both the House and

Senate to kill a presidential veto.

Many lawmakers have assailed
continued aid to Turkey because
that country used American tanks,

planes and other equipment in its

attack on the Mediterranean island.

Opponents of the Turkish aid

also maintained the $6 million in

military assistance now in the
pipeline for Turkey would only
make Turkey stronger on Cyrpus,
where it is maintaining an oc-
cupying force, and less willing to

negotiate a peaceful settllment.

But the President Monday

Mansfield responds adversely
to Ford's economic program

vetoed the cutoff rider, which
Congress had attached to a
government agency funding
resolution, saying an immediate
cutoff would "irreparably harm"
chances for a permanent peace
between Turkey and Greece over
Cyprus.

"It would, as well, imperil our
relationships with our Turkish ally

and weaken us in the crucial

Eastern Mediterranean," said Ford.

The House Appropriations
Committee arranged to begin

TMf MASSACMUSFTTSOAIH

drafting new legislation to provide
temporary funds for foreign
assistance and the departments of
Agriculture, Labor and Health,
Education and Welfare,

Ford called the cutoff "reckless"
in his veto message.

"Instead of encouraging the
parties involved in the Cyprus
dispute to return to the negotiating
table, an arms cutoff to Turkey
could mean the indefinite post-
ponement of meaningful
negotiations," Ford said.

m
WASHINGTON \UPI\ Sen

Mike Mansfield, responding for

Democrats to President Ford's anti-

inflation program, said yesterday

the government has not confronted
the nation's economic emergency
and seems "to lack the capacity to

do so."

In a gloom-filled television

speech, the Senate Democratic
leader repeated his call for controls

"as needed" on wages, prices,

profits and rents and for rationing

the energy supplies. Many fellow

Democrats oppose both.

Mansfield's speech, taped in

advance, was broadcast a week
after Ford stood before a joint

session of Congress with his

program of heavier taxes, voluntary

fuel conservation, trimmed

government spending and tax

incentives to spur investment by
business.

"The nation is in an economic
emergency," Mansfield said. "I

think you, the people, expect
government to confront that
emergency decisively and to act on
it in the general interests of the
people. We have not done so and *

even now, seem to lack the
capacity to do so."

The Montanan was critical of
Ford's energy proposals.

"We have let prices find their

own level," Mansfield said. "In a
society grown universally
dependent on petroleum, it is the
cruelest form of rationing. The
burden falls heaviest on those with
the least income.

"To compound the problem,

Congress has been asked for more
decontrol on energy, which can
mean only higher and higher prices

and more and more inflation," he
said.

/WORLD
U.N. admits PLO delegation

to debate Palestinian question

Now appearing at the HIDE-AWAY

Wed., Oct. 16 thru Sat., Oct. 19
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with special guest George Thorogood

and the Destroyers

Special Concert one night only:

Wed., Oct. 23

J0HNATHAN EDWARPS

and CLEAN LIVING
Rt. 202 in Granby, 1 mile off Rt. 116, Tel. 467-8393

By United Press International

The Palestine Liberation
Organization yesterday hailed as
"an historical victory" the U.N.
General Assembly decision to admit
a PLO delegation to its debate on
the Palestinian question. Isr !

denounced it as an illegal move tl«ul

would disrupt Middle East peace
efforts.

The reaction came as Secretary

of State Henry A. Kissinger wound
up his seven-day, seven-country

Middle East-North African trip

during which he said he found
"positive tendencies" for further

peace moves in the area.

Kissinger's last stop was Morocco.
"We consider the U.N. decision

an historical victory for our
people," PLO Information Director

Majed Abu Sharar said in Beirut.

"This decision and the wide in-

ternational support for our rights

will be a strong incentive to con-

tinue our struggle."

The PLO is the umbrella
organization for much of the

Palestine guerrilla movement.
An Israeli Foreign Ministry

statement said Monday's U.N.
vote inviting Palestinian par-

ticipation in the assembly debate
next month "serves to disrupt the

movements to peace that are now
in full momentum and strikes at the

U.N. charter in view of the declared

purposes of the PLO.

"The decision that was accepted
is illegal and does not bind Israel,

just as any other country would
reject a resolution whose
significance... strikes at the

foundations of its existence," the

Israeli statement said."

The pro-guerrilla Beirut

publication Al Moharrer headlined

its story, "International victory for

the Palestine question and big

defeat for American, Israel and the

Jordanian regime."

The U.N. resolution was ap-

proved by 105 votes against 4. with

20 abstentions.

In an interview, Sharar dodged
questions on whether Palestinian

guerrilla action would continue
during the PLO's diplomatic of-

fensive.

In Cairo, a foreign ministry of-

ficial said the U.N. decision
"constitutes implicit recognition of
the legitimacy of the PLO as
representative of the Palestinians."

Egyptian officials expressed
confidence that the PLO would get
the kind of resolution it wants
during the U.N. debate and this

would enable the PLO to participate

eventually in the Geneva Arab
Israeli peace conference.

Cattle slaughtered

to protest low prices
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By United Press International

Angry Wisconsin farmers shot

down calves with revolvers, slit

their throats and threw their car-

casses into a huge trench yesterday

in protest against soaring feed

costs and sagging livestock prices.

The execution began as

scheduled at Curtiss, Wis., a hamlet

west of Eau Claire in west central

Wisconsin.

The slaughter was organized by

the Wisconsin branch of the

National Farmers Organization.

Steve Pavich, Wisconsin NFO
president, said more than 500

animals might be slaughtered by

nightfall.

Farmers elsewhere in the country

have also threatened to organize

cattle slaughters in symbolic

rebellion of the squeeze in which
they find themselves. The Win-
consin farmers were the first to act.

Pavich was asked if it would not

be better to make the slaughtered

animals available to packers for

donation to the poor.

"Sure, that would be better," he
said, "but we talked to two dif

ferent packers and they told us
they didn't have time to handle

them. This is the next best thing.

"I'm tired of rhetoric and a lot of

farmers are tired of it, too. We need
to bring to the attention of the

public that there is a problem out

here in rural America and
something has to be done about
it."

Law enforcement officials said

apparently no laws were violated.
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Asks Ford for federal help
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Sargent mobilizes National Guard troops
cont. from p. 1

to deploy" the Guard. "But I've got
a larger concern with the com-
monwealth.

"We have witnessed innocent
people pulled out of cars and
beaten... children, white and black,

stoned on their way to and from he is using that statute to request
school. And today, stabbings and the federal assistance,

further violent disorder. An aide to Sargent said the 1871
Sargent said that under an 1871 law was approved by Congress to

federal law, a small contingent of assist the south in reconstruction
specially trained riot-control federal

troops can be ordered into a state

by the President. The governor said

One of the injured white students is removed by
stretcher from Hyde Park High School yesterday after
classes were disrupted when students started fighting
in the hallways. One 15-year-old was stabbed in the
stomach.

House Judiciary member
asks U.S. aid in Boston
WASHINGTON \AP] - Rep.

Don Edwards, D-Calif., called on
the U.S. Justice Department
yesterday to commit full resources

to the Boston school desegregation

efforts.

Edwards, chairman of the Civil

Rights and Constitutional Rights

subcommittee of the House
Judiciary Committee, made the

appeal in a letter to J. Stanley

Pottinger, assistant attorney
general in charge of the depart-

ment's Civil Rights Division.

Edwards asked "the depart-

ment's involvement in quelling the

devastating violence in Boston and
in posecuting those who impede
the enforcement of law in that city

be total."

Edwards expressed grave
concern over what he called the

department's decision to leave all

peace-keeping attempt to local

authorities. Mayor Kevin H. White
has asked for federal intervention in

maintaining order during Boston's

desegregation action.

The congressman said the
Justice Department's decision
"amounts to a shirking of
responsibility."

"There is no question but that all

who are committed to the concept
of equal education opportunities
would hope the Justice Depart-
ment would aid in making that

concept a reality without the
needless sacrificing of the lives and
wellbeing of children," said Ed-
wards in a statement.
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after the Civil War.
Steve Teichner, a legal aide on

the governor's staff, said the law is

aimed at preventing a conspiracy to

obstruct justice or prevent the
implementation of federal law — in

this case the federal court school
desegregation order providing for

busing.

The governor's action came after

black and white students fought in

classrooms and corridors at Hyde
Park High School. Seven white
students and a white teacher were
injured. The school was forced to

close early.

Sargent said "for the present"
guardsmen will remain in the ar-

mories, but he emphasized, "If

federal troops are denied or delayed
and if the safety of the public

requires, I will not hesitate to order
national guard into the streets of
Boston."

Sargent said he took the action

after consulting state Com-
missioner of Public Safety John
Kehoe and reviewing reports on the
violence at Hyde Park. Kehoe had
been in touch with the FBI and
"there is an indication that the
situation could be very much
worse," Sargent said.

"It is clear that the situation is

increasingly volatile," the governor
said. "I have determined that the
public safety can no longer be
assured solely by local police or
local law enforcement agencies,
even with the additional rein-

forcement of State and
Metropolitan District Commission
police which I ordered into the city

Chelsea fire

kills three
CHELSEA [UPI] - Three per-

sons were killed early yesterday and
several firemen were overcome by
smoke when fire swept a three-

story brick rooming house near
Chelsea Square, just one day after

the first anniversary of the $52
million-plus 1973 Chelsea fire which
left 3,000 persons homeless.
Twenty-six persons escaped

from yesterday.

The "great Chelsea fire," which
broke out a year ago Monday,
swept 18 blocks - or about one-
tenth of the city. Damage was
estimated variously at between $52
million and $100 million. No lives

were lost in the fire, but some 3,000
persons were left homeless.

last week.'

The most serious injury at Hyde
Park High School was a 15-year-old

white boy who was stabbed in the

stomach. He was in stable con-

dition at Carney Hospital.

Another 15-year-old boy was
treated at the hospital for a mild

concussion, cuts and bruises after

he was hit on the head with a chair.

Business teacher Richard
Costello suffered minor head in-

juries when assaulted by blacks as
he came to the aid of a white girl

being attacked by black girls in a
lavatory.

New England students

pay more for college
BOSTON [AP] - New England

college students continue to pay
more for their educations than their

counterparts anywhere else in the

country, according to the New
England Board of Higher
Education.

A report by the board's director

of research and development,
Robert L. Melican, also found that

inflation in education costs in New
England is out-pacing other
regions.

Melican reported that students in

the six-state region now pay an
average of $70 more per year at

public institutions than their peers
elsewhere. At private colleges, the
cost differential is $441 per student,

compared to private college
students elsewhere.

The college report also predicted
that within four years, the average
private college annual cost will be
about $5,500 per student and
slightly more than $3,000 at public

institutions.

There has been an annual cost
increase of about 25 per cent for

regional private college costs in the
past four years, according to

Melican's report.

At public institutions, the four-

year cost increase has been even
greater-almost 3C ner cent, Melican
reported.

A private college education cost
about $3,580 in 1970 and is now up
to $4,480. Public college education
costs have risen from $1,830 to
$2,470 in the past four years, the
report said.

The study said that among the
six New England states, average
total college education costs "are

fairly uniform in the private sector
but vary cinsiderably in the public
sector."

Massachusetts has the lowest

average costs for state residents

attending a state college or
university, while Rhode Island and
Vermont have the highest average
total costs for state residents at-

tending state schools, the Melican

report said.
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Calls report 'fiction and distortions'
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NORML challenges Eastland marijuana claims
The National Organization for the

Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML) has challenged the
recently released Report of the
Senate Subcommittee on Internal

Security. In the Report's in-

troductory remarks, the Sub-
committee's Chairman, James 0.
Eastland, claimed the use of
marijuana represents "a trend
towards national disaster."

The Mississippi Democrat said if

the current rate of marijuana use
continued, Americans might find

themselves "saddled with a large

population of semi-zombies."
NORML Director Keith Stroup

called the Eastland Report "the
most amazing piece of self-serving

fiction and distortions to come out
of the Congress since the McCarthy
hearings in the early 1950's. The
Subcommittee Report in no way
represents a consensus of scientific

opinion, either government or

private. The Report is an em-
barrassment to those seriously

interested in the problems of drug
use and abuse in our society, and a

disservice to those who are ob-

jectively attempting to determine
the possible harmful effects of

marijuana."

"Propaganda of the proportions

of the Eastland Report can only
have tragic and brutal con-
sequences," Stroup continued.
"Unfortunately, some of the law
enforcement community may
respond to the Report by increasing

arrests of marijuana smokers. The
plain truth," Stroup concluded "is

that the criminal law has not
worked and will not work where
marijuana is concerned. The result

can only be harmful and costly to
both society and the individual."

In challenging the Report,
NORML made the following ob-
servations:

- Senator Eastland flatly refused
to permit anyone to testify unless
they shared his views about
marijuana's potential for harm, and
the resulting six days of hearings
were an admitted one-sided
presentation. The Senator says in

the Report's introductory
statement, "We make no apology,
therefore, for the one-sided nature

of our hearings - they were
deliberately planned this way." (p.

V)

Much of the testimony at-

tempted to connect the use of
marijuana with Communism and
"the new left." Senator Eastland
apparently wanted to depict
marijuana as a devious Communist
plot in order to justify jurisdiction
for the Internal Security Sub-
committee, itself an anachronism of
the McCarthy era.

- Senator Eastland showed
overwhelming concern about
exaggerated marijuana claims, but

de-emphasized the clearly

demonstrated serious harm from
alcohol and tobacco. "...The
dangers of cannabis (marijuana) are

much closer to the dangers of

heroin, in scope and quality, than
they are to the admitted but far

more limited dangers of coffee or
tobacco - or, for that matter
alcohol." (p. XVI) From the
Senator's statement, his concern
for public health apparently stops at
the doorstep of the powerful
tobacco and liquor lobbies.

- The Seantor summarized his

fears about marijuana in the

following paragraph:

"If the epidemic is not rolled

back, our society may be largely

taken over by a 'marijuana culture' -

- a culture motivated by a desire to

escape from reality and by a

consuming lust for self-

gratification, and lacking any higher

moral guidance. Such a society

could not long endure." (p. XII)

This is in stark contrast to what
the bi-partisan National Com-
mission on Marihuana and Drug
Abuse (Shafer Commission) had to

say after an intensive two-year
study of the effects of marijuana on
society. Their conclusion:

"When the issue of marijuana
use is placed in this context of
society's larger concerns, marijuana
does not emerge as a major issue or
threat to the social order... The
fundamental principles and values
upon which the society rests are far

too enduring to go up in the smoke
of a marijuana cigarette." (p. 102,

Marihuana, A Signal of Misun-
derstanding l
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Rocky wants to talk

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Nelson
A. Rockefeller yesterday asked two
congressional committees to hold

immediate hearings so he can
explain recent disclosures that have
threatened his vice presidential

nomination.

The request followed disclosure

that Rockefeller's brother Laurance
financed a book derogatory to

Nelson's 1970 oppent for governor,

and that Nelson Rockfeller made
nearly $2 million in cash gifts to

aides and former aides.

"My nomination is being tried in

the press," Rockefeller said in a

statement issued by his New York
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office, "and not before the ap-
propriate committees of Congress,
without my having the opportunity
to present all the facts.

"This is being done on the basis
of selective leaks from my income
tax returns and gift tax returns, all

of which were submitted to the
committees in confidence."

Veto overridden
WASH/NGTO.J \UPI] - The

House voted by a large margin
yesterday to override President
Ford's veto of legislation granting
$7 billion in federal funds to bail out
the financially troubled railroad

retirement system.
The vote was 360 to 12, which

was 112 more than the votes
needed to override.

The House vote was the first time
that Ford has lost a veto challenge.
The Senate is expected to vote to
override, probably today, thus
enacting the legislation.
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Kissinger returns

RABAT, Morocco \AP\ - Henry
Kissinger headed home Tuesday
with assurances from several key
Arab leaders that they will back his

Middle East peace strategy and try

to stave off another hike in oil

prices.

The latest to give such support
was Houari Boumedienne, the
president of Algeria and one of the
most influential and radical Arab
leaders, U.S. officials reported.

Earlier assurances came from
Egypt's President Anwar Sadat and
King Faisal of Saudi Arabia.

After a three-hour meeting with
Boumedienne on Monday night,

Kissinger reported, "I told him of
some of the positive trends I have
found. His advice was very helpful

and his attitude very un-
derstanding."

Seat belts silenced

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The
House yesterday passed and sent
to President Ford a bill outlawing
seat belt interlock systems, which
prevent starting an automobile until

the belts are fastened.

Continuous buzzer systems are
also outlawed by the bill, okayed in

the Senate last week. The only
device which could be required to

tell a driver his seat belt is not
locked would be a dashboard light.
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By BOB FOSTER
Watergate brought to America the

realization that corruption and deception
could be an integral determinant of the
outcome of domestic politics. In fact, what
had been a political fact of life on the state
and local level was finally uncovered on the
national level. Most suspected such
corruption, but few realized its magnitude.
People had become familiar with local

"ticket-fixing" and kickbacks for con-
struction contracts on the state level. But not
since the Teapot Dome scandal had the
Federal powers been wounded by such
deception. Thus, scandal and politics have
become virtually synonymous in con-
temporary dictionaries of political jargon.
With such a background of domestic half-

truths and twisted testimonies, only the most
naive could have been shocked by the recent
disclosures of clandestine and not-so-
clandestine activities in Chile. The corruption
and rationalization that has tormented the

National interest or corporate protection?
domestic machinations of politics has finally

crept into the international workings of our
government. Or so it seems.

Such an assertion of domestic corruption
overflowing into international corruption
may be false upon careful analysis. Indeed, it

may be quite the opposite. America has
often been caught attempting very "un-
democratic" expeditions into foreign
sovereignties for decades. The justification

of certain wars (i.e. - Vietnam) often lies in

protection of American interests abroad.
Note, it is a protection of OUR interests. The
interests of the country that we "protect"
seem only a sidelight to the primary directive:

protect American business! Thus, we have
leadership that justifies wars and tinkering
with foreign economies and governments as
in the "national interest." Such was the case
of Chile. It was one of the many victims of
the American "national interest."

The concept of "national interest" has

been carefully stolen from the political

philosophers and used to justify virtually

every recent error of judgment in govern-
ment. Yet, few have noted this theft. Most
have observed this transformation of a
philosopher's concept to a politician's

scapegoat with the dull-eyed reaction of
apathy. Something must be done about this

linguistic larceny. Soon, the taking of YOUR
freedom may be justified by the "national
interest."

Re-examination of the concept is therefore
the order of the day. In a country built upon
the tenets of freedom and justice, we cannot
allow the privileged few to twist our minds by
rationalizing totalitarian politics with equally
tortured concepts of national needs and
priorities. We must determine for ourselves
the meaning of "national interest." For the
collection of OUR interests and only such a
collection can be considered a national in-

terest. No singular interest can truly be

defined as "national" interest. On occasion,
the singular interest of a corporation may be
synonymous with the collection of the
people's interest. But more than likely, they
will conflict.

By redefining the term and disallowing its

use as a justification for covert, anti-

democratic operations, we could save a bit of
America's rapidly dissipating integrity.

Leaders would no longer be able to
rationalize. Instead, they could be held
accountable for specific actions that seem to
violate the basic traditions of our country.

Orwell taught us that language is a
powerful tool. In the hands of the corrupt or
naive politician, it carries the potential for
destruction. Examine the words of those
who justify actions such as Chilean
repression. Beneath the rhetoric of national
interest, you may discover the reality of
political opportunism and the interests of
powerful corporations.

Bob Foster is a Collegian Commentator

Letters to the editor

Reflections on the pond
To the Editor:

The sun beams through the crisp autumn air while a gentle breeze
caresses the brilliantly colored foliage of the trees. With its' many unique
features, the campus pond lures me to the edge. Gazing thoughtfully out
over the water, I behold tt liquid reflections of the Babel-like library,
rippling placidly. The pines cast their deep and solemn shadows upon the
brilliantly duplicated sky. Goldfish scurry about in numerously populated
schools, silently passing through the murky depths without a worry \or
have they?]. Gradually I become more relaxed and casting a penetrating
stare across the obscure waters, I search the reflections with intent. The
image of the library suddenly appears somewhat distorted. Fixing my eyes
upon the image, my examination detects a piece of driftwood. No, not one
but two! Three/ Four! It begins to dawn on me that there is a great deal
more to this pond than I had ever perceived before. Not only does this
wood float majestically upon the waters, but it too lies inert along the weed
enshrouded banks. There are even small conglomerations of these abstract
forms randomly scattered by the Fine Arts Bui/ding end of the pond.
Looking still further, I sense the fascination, the mystique if you will,

generated by the resplendent, swirling oily resins enveloping portions of
our pond. These resins display remarkable properties of reflection as they
disperse light in a sparkling display of prism-like rays. Considering, for the
moment, the many perspectives I have just beheld, these creative resins
are gifted with the most aesthetic value of all.

Moreso than the brilliant sunlight, the reflected buildings, the deep
shadows, the murky depths, the chains of goldfish, and the artistic
conglomerations of driftwood, I respect these oily substances because
they are not confined. They can spread their mystical radiance without
limitations. By far the hypnotic effects of the resins have captivated my
attention above all else. But after my brief stay at the pond, I must be off tc
my 1 1: 15 class. But I am assured that these peculiar art forms will continue
to glorify our campus pond. Likewise, I am certain their value to the pond
can, and wUI, draw more attention from other admirers like myself. We
must be prepared for the day when this pond is destined to be a classic
representation of cur campus as a whole.

Ted Newcomb
Member of the Campus

Pond Clean-up Committee

Reply to Tripoli

To the Editor:

Please, Mr. Tripoli, "leave the course for a more
tolerable alternative. " I, for one, relish the prospect of
smaller classes in my "structured" [to use a School of
Edism] curriculum, which your proposal of university
student behavior clearly portends. Further, I have
been a "force in determining my own education " via
my individual course selection during pre-registration,
the only hindrance being the eminently predictable
bureaucrat computer snafus [After all, Whitmore is

merely this decade's best example of how the job
creating, profit-taking techniques of "planned ob-
solesence" can be applied simultaneously to the
Education Conglomerate and once-fashionable ef-
ficiency. "That which Lederle hath wrought, let the
Woodses, Bromerys, and Aliens [2] tear asunder. "].

True, I am a consumer, but rather than seeing
myself as a "child", I consider myself a student here
"to be educated by those qualified to do it.

"

The next part of your column is, to say the least,
terribly confusing. What is "real education?" Further,
what are "the needs of the students?" And who shall
have the right to determine for students what "their
needs." are? I've a/ways considered my personal
needs, at least here at a university [after all, it's not a
half-way house], to be an education. As a student,
anything else becomes secondary.

Rather than professors "basing their teaching
methods on repressive educational theories straight
out of the Neanderthal Age [?] ", I would suggest that
educational theory, technique, and curricula at the
university level were formulated during the
Renaissance and have constantly adapted to serve the
"needs" of both students and scholars through the
centuries. But, since you ambiguously refer to the
"Neanderthal Age", I would further suggest that

during that particular era [I'm sure you meant the
"Dark Ages", when teaching and learning, other than
in monastaries, were temporarily out of vogue in the
western world.], that Ed.D. was the only degree
available and was "earned" on the "Modular Credit
System." However, during your aforementioned
"Neanderthal Age", "The Modular Credit Theory of
Higher Education" was carried to its logical con-
clusion. Neanderthal bureaucrats and students I You
see, education had passed out of the hands of the
"reactionary" professors and into the hands of those
who imagined themselves the most immediately
affected.] argued that, since it is predictable that
every human being will "do" certain "things"
[monosyl/ab/isms were very popular] on their arduous
trek through "life" i.e., acquire boodles of "life ex-
periences" [both "facilitated and non-facilitated" as
Dean Dwight Allen might say], each of which would
be worth at least some fractional part of a "college
credit", an Ed. D. would be granted each being im-
mediately after birth [sic]. "Prenatal experiences
alone, are worth twenty credits", they argued. And so
it was. Each child was recognized as clearly
possessing unlimited, innate "personal abilities" and
seemingly boundless "personal knowledge of all
things" [things were a/ways "personal" then] But
best of all, and you can really appreciate this, Mr'.
Tripoli, all the professors were, if you will "in the
unemployment lines. " And that's why they call it the
Neanderthal Age". Mind/ess notions of "educational

relevancy" like yours only serve to usher those days
back in.

Brian Joyce
33A Parsons Street

Easthampton, Mass. 01027
TEL: 527-6116

Memory lapse?

To the Editor

Isn't it strange how men caught in a lie

sound so similar to each other? I mean to
cast no aspersion on the veracity of Mr
Witkowski. but on the other hand cannot
help feeling a sense of deja vu while reading
Witkowski's statements wherein he says.
"We can't either of us recall meeting about
that [overtime payl", and "I don't know
what happened up there I was never m
vulved in it " Nixon s advice concerning
lapse of memory seems to have found one
more staunch supporter.

David Sykes
52 Squire Village

Sunderland
6652435
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Christine c Dillard

Giving up the causes

m

"In high school, it was Women's Lib for the ladies,bo to college have a career - I'll never get married."My friend picked up her draft.

JUSt 2! i??r
that Becky got married this sum-

mer? I asked. "And did I tell you that I saw Diane lastweek in Boston? Not only is she married, but she's oot
a two year old son!" I blew at the froth in my glassand looked out the window at the pond. "She said
she s happy."

My friend put down her beer and
began to speak. "Just be thankful
that you weren't at his wedding on
Saturday. It was Scarlet O'Hara
and Rhett Butler, tying the string at
Tara. All the pot smoking freaks
looked uncomfortable in their
tails." She laughed. "It was a show
piece, a fairy tale."

"When I think back," I began,
"perhaps it was the logical next
step in the Great American Dream.
First, there was the sporty car and
the fancy clothes. Then came the
color T.V. Now, he's getting
married. If mortgages weren't so
hard to come by, they'd live in a
suburban house and have two kids
and a dog."

"Why is it that they seem like

traitors?" Jan asked. "Maybe they
really love each other."

"I guess I'm a hypocrite," I went on. "I preach -

'hey, I'm open minded', and here I sit feeling that an
old friend has sold out. It's more than the marriage
It's the whole way of life. It's absurd! Did you know

7 bet that

most women

here are getting

an education

so that they

can be better

wives
//

that John bought a color T.V.? He's color blind!"
"You've got to understand that it's easier to sell

out. I bet that most of the women here are getting an
education so that they can be better wives for their
educated husbands. Why not? There certainly won't
be enough jobs to go around, the way the economy is
going. Success for a woman in our society is to marry
a successful man. And this is a supermarket of

eligible, potentially successful
males." She sat back with a sigh,

and finished her draft.

We paid our bill, and took an
elevator down. I looked at the mass
of students that waited to get into

the Blue Wall.

"Whether people marry or not
isn't going to have much impact on
the world," I said.

"Not to people that are starving

in Africa," my friend replied. "I bet
in ten years you'll be married with
two kids. What else can we do?"
We walked in silence. "Want to

get high?"

"I don't think so," I replied.

We walked outside into the cold
night air, and I plunged my hands
deep into my coat pockets. "I tried

working on that Political Science
today, but I gave up. Instead I went
for a ride in the Berkshires and shot

slides of the foliage."

My friend snorted, "Life just goes on and on
"

ou'T?
ah "'

'
rep,ied

'

"
s -°-S- - It's the Same Old

Shit!

DRINKING BUDDIES

Chris Dillard is a Collegian Columnist

News analysis/Bill Densmore

Another pep talk

President Ford's anti-inflation speech to the Assn.
of Future Farmers last night in Kansas City was
nothing more than a homey pep talk to the American
people.

Ford urged traditional budgetary restraint on
American households and asked all citizens to "pay as
much down and pay off as quickly as possible" in

purchasing durable goods.

But in reporting the recom-

mendations of his personal anti-

inflation task force — including

conservative syndicated consumer
columnist Sylvia Portor- Ford also

told his audience that he will push
for budgetary restraint in federal

expenditures.

"Balance your family budget and
expect your government officials to

do the same," Ford urged, telling

his mid-West audience they can
expect the wishes of one letter-

writer to be fulfilled — cutting

federal spending to the bone.

In twelve recommendations to

the American people, including

energy consumption and use of

recycling programs, Ford implied

that inflation is the public's fault —
that somehow if we all tighten our

belts, sacrifice a little and save

money inflation will be won — or

rather WIN.
The trouble with the President's

recommendations is that they are

nothing new. Economists have
been telling us for years that the

way to beat inflation is to cut

federal spending, save more and
spend less.

They have said since the thirties

that the way to tackle crippling

stagnation in the industrial sector is

to boost consumer demand by

encouraging more spending by

consumers.
Never before has the United States been in both

inflation and economic industrial stagnation at the

"What this country needs
is a good one dollar, five-

cent cigar.

Herbert Stein

same time. The pity of the President's speech is that
he does not seem to realize that by beating inflation

with decreased federal spending, he will only
exacerbate the industrial recession by withdrawing
federal spending which supports major industries.

It is significant that the only major recommendation
delegates to the Ford-called inflation summit over two
weeks ago could agree on was that budget-cutting

will not cure recession. But that is

what Ford wants.

The observation of CBS
Television commentator George
Herman last night after Ford's pep
talk is poignant. Herman said, that
the fundamental flaw in the
government's approach to the
economic crisis is that it is the fault

of the consumer.

Perhaps it is time to consider
alternative explanation for the
current woes. Perhaps it is not the
consumer, but the system which
needs overhaul. But such critical re-

examination of the country's basic
system of private enterprise is

probably beyond the r«ach of a
former Congressman from
Michigan, the home state of the
largest oligopolies in the U.S. - the
auto makers.

It is sad that the American people
will have to sit by and wait for years

while Gerald Ford learns the hard
lesson of economics that it took
President Nixon three years to

fathom before he imposed wage-
price controls - you cannot solve

radical economic problems with
traditional classical economic
approaches.

And simultaneously falling

production and increasing prices is

a situation that conservative
economists like Milton Friedman,

and Alan Greenspan can't ac-
commodate in their frameworks.

Bill Densmore is Managing Editor of The Collegian.

Correcting institutions
By RICHARD WRIGHT

Correctional institutions in this country are coming under increasing fire
in recent years. Criticism and commentary have been focusing on the main
questions of what the purpose of corrections is and the manner in which
the process should be handled.
The first problem is determining whether the purpose for incarceration is

to punish or to rehabilitate the offender. Part of the complexity rests in the
viewpoint that some forms of punishment are rehabilitative in and of
themselves. Then the issue of matching the sentence to the crime hovers
in the next strata of confusion. What punishment is necessary in what
cases? Or, what rehabilitation is required to restore the inmate to a func-
tional level in society? Indeed, can such rehabilitation be accomplished?
For as many variances available on these questions there are an equal
number of champions supporting their legitimacy.

This brings up the most recent exhortation of the correctional change
theories: community rehabilitation. This little package proffers the opinion
that only through an integrated procedure of re-assimilation into the main
stream of society can we expect past offenders to find the road back to a
normal life. As far as it goes, that is a rather logical extension of the idea
that incarceration provides the controlled atmosphere necessary for
dealing with someone who needs some rehabilitation in order to function
positively in society. The drawbacks to this concept are but too obvious
and disheartening.

First, the institutions are absolutely void of planned rehabilitation
procedures. As new facilities replace old ones, the changes are in hardware
almost exclusively, with little forethought to the correctional aspects of
incarceration. Instead, the burden of rehabilitation is being foisted on a
paranoid, disbelieving community, who at best can present the slimmest
impression of confidence in furloughs and release projects. The prisons
offer little internally in programmed change for the inmates, so the answer
is sought outside its walls in an even less well equipped community en-
vironment. The charade of community level rehabilitation has got to be
backed by the general public's money, as well as its good will first, or else
the rehabilitation game will continue to be as ineffective as it has always
been.

Only if corrections receives the kind of broad support possible from a
positive approach by the community, government, and professional
corrections people, can the process become one of change and
rehabilitation - rather than containerized chaos. Commitment to an ef-
fective correctional process is necessarily an expensive proposition. But
the expense of our failure to deal with it, with the full measure of our know-
how and enthusiasm, will continue to result in high recidivism among
convicts, bloated enforcement bodies, and increased public discontent.

Richard Wright is a Collegian Commentator.

The Uncle Jerry Show
By VICKI VAN RENSSELAER

It was like the kick-off of a Green Bay Packer pep rally. There he was, the
President of the United States, exhorting all Americans to join in, what
now is destined to become, America's newest of national pastimes,
"Whipping Inflation Now"!
No one can say that being the President of the United States during the

post-Watergate era, is the easiest job in the world. As a matter of fact,

even under the best of circumstances, the job is (bluntly stated),

"thankless"! However, this does not excuse President Ford from utilizing

the intolerable set of tactics he has chosen to employ in confronting, what
amounts to, the gravest series of crisis besetting this nation since the 1920s
and 1930s.

To openly encourage the American populace to indulge in outright

escapism, by conjuring up the, supposedly, well-worn American myth,
"that pom poms and booster buttons can chase any contemporary woes
away," is indicative of irresponsible thinking, to say the least! It amounts to
a lot of "sound and fury, signifying nothing".

Undoubtedly, President Ford meant well. After all, we all know that
there's nothing more "American" than the President of the United States
choosing a meeting of "The Future Farmers of America" at which to in-

form each American as to how he, or she, can "prep"' for the "big game"
against Public Enemy Number One.. .INFLATION!

But I would venture to guess that after a few weeks of jumping on the ol'

bandwagon, most Americans will wake up to the fact that combating
inflation requires a more "sane" (do I dare use the word?) approach, and
that President Ford's current proposals are being enacted at the average
American's expense, while the rich get richer and Big Business continues
its unabated pattern of profitable growth.

This much can be said though. President Ford has definitely bought the
American people a form of psychological reprieve from confronting reality.

So, my advice to all is to, "live it up", before the party's over!

Vicki Van Rensselaer is a Collegian Commentator
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U.S. reluctant to hurt relations

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Turkey serves as important eye on Russia
WASHINGTON [UP/] - Behind

the reluctance of the Pentagon to

comment on the report of a new
Soviet missile cruiser blowing up in

the Black Sea last month lies some
interesting background.

Although the Soviets certainly

know the United States has

electronic gear so sophisticated it

could probably pick up the ex-

plosion of a speedboat and get a

satellite picture of it-the Pentagon
doesn't want to report it can do so,

or exactly from where it

eavesdrops.

A lot of that equipment, in-

cluding radar that can "see" over
the horizon, is in Turkey.
And that is part of the reason, in

turn, that the United States "tilted"

in favor of Ankara during the
Turkish Cyprus confrontation even

Program Council Music Committee Presents

and
Bill Staines

Oct. 19

9:00 p.m.
S.U.B.
TICKETS
$2.00 in advance
available CC. Concourse
$2.50 at door

though the Turks broke the spirit

and letter of the NATO treaty by
using American arms to invade
Cyprus.

Aside from Norway, which has a

few miles of its border touching the
Arctic tip of northwestern Russia,

Turkey is the only NATO ally with a

real view - the underbelly of the

Soviet Union.

That includes some 1,000 miles

of coastline along the Black Sea, a
sizeable body of water of some
164,000 square miles, and a

mountain border with Soviet
Georgia and Armenia.
Another reason Washington is so

reluctant to cut off arms to Turkey
and risk yet another rupture in the
NATO defense line is the presence
of Soviet supported Syria and
unpredictable Iraq to Turkey's
south, and oil rich Iran to the
southeast.

Bluntly, Turkey is more important
to the Pentagon and State
Department than Greece and that is

why President Ford is risking

congressional-and popular-ire by
his veto of arms aid cuts for

Fuel crisis

likely again
An Associated Press survey

shows that as cold weather ap-

proaches there are natural gas
shortages in most areas. And the

possibility of a nationwide coal

strike has forced the federal

government into contingency plans

to shift coal supplies.

While there are no indications

that last year's campaign to turn

down thermostats will be repeated

this year, there are indications costs

will go up.

Ankara.

From Turkey, the United States
can keep a good eye on the Soviet
Black Sea fleet, including the
movement of missile loaded
submarines west through the
Bosphorus to the Mediterranean.
And a monitor on everything

from Soviet space and missile shots
thousands of miles inland, to
detection of underground nuclear
explosions and even in flight

conversations between pilots of the
Soviet air force.

Greece's loss to NATO is not
regarded as trivial.

It may mean also the loss of U.S.
air and naval bases on Greek soil,

although those are governed by a
bilateral and not an Atlantic alliance

agreement.
But weighing it all up, the

decision makers in Washington
have come to the conclusion that
Turkey-regardless of its unpleasant
actions in Cyprus-stacks up more
blue chips in the nation game plan
than Greece.

Labels for Less
Sportswear

h
Women ana AuniorS

25% to 50%
'off reg. price

hours 10-6

Fri.til9

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

'

Attention: *•*• **• ***** sw***i«w

We have llRELLJ
Cinturato 367 Tires

at the unbelievably low price of

$39»o5 plus tax with this coupon.

i ( HmIiTn

S-A-V-E $10.00

PLAZA
SHELL

R». 9 (West) Amherst
Next to Steak Out Restaurant

253 9000
" I hi- hist I tres, Prict, Sirttie.'

!

ytATcy four nite celebrity series

presents

RALPH GRAHAM

In Concert

Oct. 16-19

on Ji^tr

This one's on us!
Valley Advocate. Oct. 9, 1974

• •« • i.

between Holyoke and Amherst off rte.

Coming to UMass is a man by the name
i

Ralph Graham, who recently has playec
most of the big clubs in New England and is]

embarking on his first national tour. So far!

he has met with rave reviews of both nisi

album. Differently (Sussex SRA 8033). andj
his live show.

Grahams musk is a mixture of all that is]

ight in musk, drawing strongly from soul]

nd rock camps together, while maintaining!
very strong personal identity. He sees

limself as something of an innovator, what
<nusk biz biggies like to call a "cross over,"'

>r somebody who can appeal to anybody.

A full sound, strong backing band, as well
is Graham's own visual presence, promise to
nake his Oct. 16 19 date at UMass a'

memorable occasion. 4 ls" appearing with
<alph Graham is the band Fate, whose
single "Darlin" of Beach Boys fame is about
to be distributed nationally. All in all, a
chance to hear some newand different music
* Inch promises to be excellent

.

-Come and have a good time, and
rrmembrr i he weekend is long enough for

Free bus leaves Saturday
n

Clark sponsors natural energy conference
mental Action has n^it.™ ~« i ._ ,. _ .. . _ %m^ 'Environmental Action has position of how-ten*arranged for a bus on Saturday and materials. andTvices which useSunday October 19 and 20. to go natural energy sources-^.ke JEto

_

Clark University in Worcester heating< wind powtr ^as- ecwhich is hosting an Application of There will h« Yno«J? J,

N
ThL

al

C
E
n?:

9V C°n,rr ,hea ™™^Lbe
wtra

JTiisplaThe Conference wdl be an ex- ,heir systems, kits, and plans

Television Tonight

"Young

5:00 THE RAYMOND BURR SHOW
"License To Kill." (3)
THE REAL MCCOYS "McCoy
Hex." (18)

THE BIG VALLEY
Marauders." (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGH-
BORHOOD (24) (57)

5:30 GREEN ACRES "Never Start
Talking Until the Voice Comes
Through." (18)

VILLA ALEGRE "Gomer, The
Welsh Rarebit Friend." (27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "The Missing
Klink." (30)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (40)
6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)
ACTION NEWS (8)
THE CHAMPIONS "Final Count-
down." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)
(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "My Pal
Sam." (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)
BONANZA "The Quest." (40)

6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)
NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)
MAKING THINGS WORK (24)
MOVIE "Temple Of the Thousand

Lights." (27)
ZOOM/ (57)

6:45 HUMAN GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT (24)

6:55 NEWSBEA T NEWS (40)
7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH

WAL TER CRONKITE (3)
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES
Bob Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
"Divorce." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)
ABC EVENING NEWS (40)
THE FRENCH CHEF (57)

7:30 NAME THAT TUNE Tom
Kennedy, host (3)

JEOPARDY (8)

DEL REEVES COUNTRY CAR-
NIVAL (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (22)

BOOK BEA T (24)
ANIMAL WORLD "Camels of the
Andes." (30)

ROOM 222 (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 CAMPAIGN '74 "The Candidates
Speak." (3)

THAT'S MY MAMA "Mama Steps
Out." (8) (40)

SHARING OUR FAITH (18)
1974 WORLD SERIES OF
BASEBALL (22) (30)

THE MEN WHO MADE THE
MOVIES (24) (57)

8:30 MOVIE "All My Darling
Daughters." (8) (40)

UNTAMED WORLD (27)
9:00 CANNON "The Deadly Trail." (3)
MOVIE "All Ashore." (18)
RUBINSTEIN (24) (57)
THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

9:30 PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO (27)

10:00 THE MANHUNTER "Terror
From the Skies." (3)

THE HARRY REASONER REPORT
(8) (40)

FESTIVAL FILMS (24) (57)
WORCESTER NEWS (27)

10:30 MAYORS HALF HOUR (18)
VIDEO VISIONARIES (24)
THE ELDER AMERICAN (27)
BOOK BEAT (57)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (8)
(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS (57)
11:30 MOVIE "Move Over, Darling."

(3)

WIDE WORLD SPECIAL (8) (40)
JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22)
(30)

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host
(22) (30)

1:15 NEWS, WEATHER (3)

2:00 NEWS (22) (30)

Dr. Karl Boer will talk on "Solar I:

A Solar Heated and Powered
House."

A talk on "Using Existing
Materials in Solar Installations and
Problems of Applying Solar
Technology in the Construction
Industry" will be given by Prof.

Shawn W. Miller.

Biogas Genergation will be
discussed by Prof. Lingappa of
Holy Cross University.

Windworks will have a slide show
and demonstration on wind power.

Richard Delaw of Solar Sun
Stills, Inc. will describe "Control of
Condensation and Light in Solar
Stills and Greenhouses" through

slides and discussion.

Tyco Corp. will bring a show and
discuss their solar cells.

Solar Therm, which imports
Israeli solar water heaters, will have
a display.

Kalwall Corp., which makes solar
collectors, solar walls, and solar
collector covering materials, will

display there.

Henry Clews of Solar Wind Corp.
will discuss his commercial units
and a new kit he hopes to
manufacture.

Secondary heat recovery
systems will also be displayed.

These are only a few of the
speakers and exhibitors which will

comprise the conference. There has
been an attempt at balancing the
conference between speakers who
are involved in developing the
applications of natural sources of
energy, and exhibitors who have
products and services to sell.

The free bus will leave UMass.
from the front of Hasbrouck Lab. at
9 a.m. on Saturday and at 11 a.m.
on Sunday. They'll be returning
about 6 p.m. both days. Only the
free transportation to and from
Clark University will be provided
and there will be sign-up sheets for
the two days in the Environmental
Action office at 426-D Student
Union.
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Waiting for the elevator or someone like him. Would you get in a library elevator
with these people?

Amherst Entertainment Committee

TAJ MAHAL
Local Democrats to meet
The Hampshire County

Democratic Association will meet
tomorrow at 7:00 p.m. in the Currier

and Ives Room of the Hotel Nor-
thampton.

The meeting will be highlighted
by a discussion of the two
referendum questions concerning
nuclear power which will appear on
the November 5th ballot in the
Franklin - Hampden - Hampshire
senatorial district. Speaking in favor

of the referendum questions will be
Jonathan Souweine of Amherst,
staff attorney for Mass PIRG.
Speaking in opposition to the

referendum questions will be
George O'Brien, vice-chairman of

Northampton's Ward 6 Democratic
Committee.
The public is invited to attend.

Chairwoman Mrs. Jay Judge of

Southampton will preside over the
meeting.

FREE
Sunday, Oct. ZO 8:00 RM.
Amherst College Cage

General Admission $3.00
Tickets Available at:

Faces of Earth, Amherst; Tech HiFi,
Northampton; Goodbodies, South Hadley;
U-Mass ticket office, Campus Center;
Uroboros Bookshop, Hampshire College;
Main Music, Springfield I
Beer and Win* Will Be Sold A Do-it-Yourself Production

8:15 AM
? 05 AM

• AVI
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ONE-DAY NEW HAMPSHIRE FOLIAGE/PHOTO
AND BUSCH BREWERY TOUR

Saturday, October 19
TOUR LEAVES UNIV. Of MASS.
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FDA studies Dalkon Shield

Intrauterine device causes abortions, deaths
By NANCY HEINE

College Press Service

No one has ever known exactly

how the intrauterine device (IUD)

works to prevent pregnancy. But
the serious side-effects of one of

these devices - the Dalkon Sheild
— are now a matter of public

record.

It has been responsible for 209
septic spontaneous abortions and
11 reported aeaths.

On June 27 of this year, the U.S.
Food and Hrug Administration

(FDA) called a halt to the sale and
distribution of the Dalkon Shield

until it could investigate the matter

further. Studies were conducted

and hearings held in August for that

purpose. The facts are now in,

according to Mary C. Kelly of the
FDA's press office, and a statement
on FDA findings and conclusions
were supposed to have come late

last month.
The story goes that over 2000

years ago, camel drivers inserted
stones in the uteri of their female
camels to prevent conception and
birth over long journeys.* Not until

1970, though, did the IUD come
into wide use among women.
Alarmed by Senate hearings on the
dangers of oral contraceptives but
still desiring birth control, large

numbers of women in the United

Staff Photo by Dick Leonard

A six year veteran firethrower, Tony Mapu from
Pago Pago, Samoa entertains at a local restaurant.

The Hungry-U Delivers

Under a Billion Sold

wxx.

aw.

Yon just can't tat Him that

Call for Fast and Courteous Deliveries

Tel. 256-8914

55 University Dr.

Tel. 256-0473

103 N. Pleasant

States gave the device a try. During

this time the Dalkon Shield gained

popularity among women who had
never been pregnant. Hyped as the

"IUD that's changing current

thinking about contraception," the

Shield claimed to have a lower

rejection rate than did other lUD's

for these women.
The first Dalkon Shield ad, which

appeared in medical journals, based
its claims on a single study done by
Hugh Davis, Shield co inventor and
medical consultant to A.H. Robins
Co., manufacturer of the device.

The ad claimed a pregnancy rate of

1,1 per cent, an expulsion rate of

2.3 per cent and a one year con-
tinuation rate - that is, the number
of women who continue to wear
the Shield for one year — of 94 per

cent.

But the study was not conducted
on women who had the device in

place for one year. It was con-
ducted on 640 women for 3,549

"woman-months of use."

Dividing woman-months by the

number of women involved, the

average insertion time was only 5.5

months.

In a later ad the A.H. Robins Co.
recommended that a patient use
another form of contraception
along with the Shield for the first

three months of use. An irate

physician, testifying before the

House Hearings on Medical
Devices noted that this ad made
claims based on a guarantee
covering little more than two
months of time during which the

Shield is the only form of con-

traception recommended.
While these ads were being

published, A.H. Robins had in its

files at least 10 independently

conducted studies showing the

pregnancy rate as high as 4.3 per

cent and continuation rates as low
as 41 per cent.

David Links, Director of the FDA
Office of Medical Devices, wrote at

this time that besides "mild puf-

fery" the ads for the device seemed
"reasonable and accurate."

Meanwhile reports of heavy
bleeding, painful insertion, uterine

perforation, higher than expected
pregnancy rates and pregnancy
complications began coming in

from women using the Dalkon
Shield as well as other lUD's. A
physician's survey by the US
Center for Disease Control revealed

that IUD use led to more than 3500
hospitalizations during the first six

months of 1973.

Then, in May 1974 A.H. Robins
sent out letters to 120,000
physicians advising them that six

deaths and 36 septic abortion-

appeared to have been caused l,

the Shield. By June reports of more
deaths and abortions forced the

FDA into action. Sale and
distribution of the Dalkon Shield

were halted.

In July the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare (HEW) told

its 3000 federally funded family

plan ig clinics to stop inserting

thf ilkon IUD. But it had already

be phasing them out for the past
tw years because information

from their abortion clinics indicated

that the Shield had a higher
pregnancy rate than had been
advertised.

On August 21st, the FDA opened
a two day public hearing to gather
facts and professional opinions

about the Shield. Physicians
testified that 1 out of every 25 IUD
pregnancies occur outside of the

uterus and must be aborted. They
added that 209 women had suf-

fered septic (or infected) spon-

taneous abortions during Da!kon
Shield pregnancies and that eleven

had died of the resulting blood
poisoning.

Over the Labor Day holiday,

members of the FDA Special

Advisory Subcommittee met to

assess information gathered at the
hearing. But the final verdict will

not be out until the end of Sep-
tember.

Because the FDA regards the

IUD as a "device" rather than a

drug, it hasn't the authority to

require pre-market testing of the

contraceptive. Neither can it require

the reporting of adverse reactions

associated with the device, the
registration of IUD manufacturers
nor the attachment of warning
labels to each IUD package.

RALPH

GRAHAM
will rock four soul!
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Increase in women workers raises rights issues
f \IIPI\ Mnra - -». - . -,. ^J
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NEW YORK [UP/] - More
women than ever before are
holding jobs outside the home so
nothing could be timelier than a
look at the working woman's rights

under federal law.

The U.S. Government has
packaged it neatly in a booklet
because of the "great increase in

the number of women in the labor
force. Within one decade - 1963 to

1973 — the number of women

workers aged 16 and over increased
by nearly 10 million, or 40 percent,
when it climbed from 24.7 million to
34.5 million.

"The number of men workers
increased by only 15 percent during
this period."

It should be pointed out im-
mediately that federal legislation on
rights apply to the men as well,

however.

Not only are more women

working, but they tend to work for bureau points out there now are
longer periods of time - many for a about 400 apprenticeable oc-
stretch of 20 to 25 years after their cupations in the skilled trades. Your
children have entered school. nearest employment service or

"In addition, many women in state department of labor can help
their 40s and 50s returning to the you on the list and how to go about
labor force are unaware of their apprenticing.
rights," said the booklet, just

released from the Women's
Bureau, the U.S. Department of

Labor.

On getting a job, for instance, the

One section is devoted to "You
have a right to complain if". These
include if an employer's ad-
vertisement for employes carries a

sex label; an employer refuses to let

you file an application but accepts
applications of others;

A union or employment agency
refuses to refer you to job
openings; you are fired or laid off

without cause; you are passed over
for promotion for which you are
qualified; you are paid less for

comparable work;
You are placed in a segregated

seniority line; you are left out of
training or apprenticeship
programs.

SUPERMARKETS
Look for our New
Price Information
Label ...it is our Tool
ToHelp You Save
Money!

Shoulder
ast Boneless

Chicken
Quarters

The unit prices shown in Orange will
enable you to make value comparison.

OUR PRICING POLICY
Fmast will no longer increase the price

ot food once placed on our shelves
When we are forced to increase a price,

items on shelves marked at the lower price
will be sold out at that lower price When we
reduce a price, shelt stocks will be repriced
and sold at the new lower price

You always pay the lowest price marked
on any can or package
Weekly specials and sale items are priced

lower than regular prices Any item remain-
ing after the sale event will be repriced up-
ward

Beef Chuck
Tender Juicy

Formerly London Broil

Shoulder Steak
ormerly Center Cut Chuck Roast

7-Bone Pot RoastBone In
Formerly California Roast • Semi Boneless

Underblade Pot Roast
Formerly Rib Steal Bone Ir

429
Leg

With Ba -

Breast
With Wing49 lb

Chicken Legs 79<
Breasts 89 c

Beet Ch,jr>

Bone In

79?
95c

-

1.59

1.19

Treat you. tmily to Mr. Deli specials
and save the Fmast way'

Baked Ham
$469

B lb

Rib Extra Trim Steak •-yiw" 14?,
Formerly Ground Chuck ^^ ^_
Fresh Ground Beef Chuck 99*
Sliced Bacon Beef Rib JStiSST* •

$109 CL__J \%' 1*9

Smoked Pork
Shoulder Picnic

Finast
Reg or Thick

My

Top Blade Steak

Top Blade Steak

Cube Steak .... 1.19
Self Service Deli Values

Oscar Mayer » .;
! .1.05

Smokie Links- ...... 1.19
Bologna • '^95*
Variety Pack Zt 1.35
Knockwurst 99 c

Link Sausage ,„ 1.39
Sliced Bacon"* 1.29-• Dry I

Meai O'

Bee'Swifts Franks
Sausage Patties *

ib

10 O?
pfcg

89 ;

85 c

Favorites from the seven seas

Freshly
Sliced to Order

Colonial
Colonial . .

Master
Whole
Water
Added

Swiss Cheese
Kielbasa '

Pastrami
Roast Beef

t" Slo>es *ilh Se'vite Del.

Sunrise fresh dairy features the Finast way'

Royal Scot
rog.il *'<•'

r ' m •"
,.' j,r «•

f
'•:' rou
hit ft •*
! \* E" m
If mart*'"*

Margarine

Cod Fillet

89cFresh
Frozen

Assorted Chops 1.09

Roast,; 1.39

Salmon Chunks
Smoked Cod

Fancy
Fro/P"

Flounder ;':
'.;.

1.99
1.29
49=

-* **• ^ -V-~P ^ ** 1^

IS-'Hi

Cottage Cheese ?*«

Befit Yogurt
Mozzarella

cm
4«o' OQc

fup*. O^
to;

99'

89'

49*

$2552S255E552a
Proof it pays to shop for quality

produce the Finast way'

Strawberries jes. 3 *
$ 1

Potatoes »»*$& 3 39 c

Stock up on frozen foods the Fmast way'

Morton Economy

Dinners
a C'.-f v •. a

Stolen, 4 M.
Mae»»o<v 4 Bee' 1 1 <w
Crocker A Nooc 39

Fresh
ye ft

U.S. No. 1

Washed

Potatoes

Onions
3 29°

P

m Tomatoes
Family V? II C f\C
Pak pkg ^M^J

Anjou Pears .. .10 79 c

Jri Honeydew Melons 59 e

Tomato Juioc
TomatoSoup
Slioed Beets

Ritter

Fancy

Campbells

Finast

qt

bti 39<
6"'-"QaK$

cans %^^^

cans m

Chopped Broccoli , ,*. .4 ! 1 .00
Green Beans f

:t:^r .... 3 • 89 c

Apple Pies *•«, »• 55*
Jeno Cheese Pizza 99 e

Cheese Ravioli . , 89 c

r,

Instant Coffee
Facial Tissue -

Instant Cocoa

89
39'
45=

Apple Juice

Burry Cookies
Stewed Tomatoes

1

,

14 ,
.•

IT^^

49
69'
37*

Baked fresh with natural
ingredients the Finast way'

•ftY Oatmeal Bread
2 $4

IVs I^^
Apple Raisin Buns -.

.

English Muffins
69 s

69'

79'
We n.

Cold Power
Detergent

79cWith Tins

Coupon 49 oz
pkg

Save 15 H Save 20c

Final Touch |

Fabric Softener |

,. ..
|

Hills Bros
Coffee

fT^^
HW'

Save 25 c
if Save 15

Red Rose
Tea Bags

rr^^

Pillsbury

Potatoes

17^^

Save 15 C M Save 20c

Liquid
All

to Lifll

'C3 iCJSJ

Frenchs
Mixes

P' p 1
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MassPIRG assists in obtaining

Massachusetts public records
By DONALD J. PARSONS

MassPIRGintern

This column, which details

work by the student-funded
Massachusetts Public In-

terest Research Group, will

appear weekly in The
Collegian. Parsons is a

UMass student.

Civil Service test results; tests of

community water supplies; results

of building inspections; and state

licensing practices, these are but a

few of the 'public records made or

recommendations as to how the

Act could be given some teeth. The

Berkshire Eagle uncharacteristically

devoted an editorial to this report

praising MassPIRG for its per-

ceptive treatment of the

weaknesses of the Act.

The major problems with the act,

as detailed by MassPIRG attorney

David Burwell in his testimony

before the Assistant Secretary of

Administration and Finance, are its:

a) failure to deal with the problem
of different government agencies

treating the same or similar

documents in disparate ways.

(MassPIRG reports
j

received by public officials' which

belong to you, the public, and

should be readily available for our

reference. The sad fact remains

that these documents have not

been available for public scrutiny,

and little has changed in the post-

Watergate era.

In 1973 MassPIRG, along with

other citizen-action groups, exerted

p.essure at the state level to ensure

that in theory "public records"

would truly be public records in

fact. The Massachusetts legislature

reacted with the Freedom of In-

formation Act, a state law detailing

the rights of citizens to gain access
to public documents.

As part of its strategy to get this

law enacted, MassPIRG students

had conducted an investigation into

the availability of documents by
requesting a series of them from
various government agencies. The
fact that the students met with little

success in the field was one of the

principle reasons they met with

success in the legislature — they

had documented a real and im-

portant problem.

This investigation has been

repeated recently to see what effect

enactment of the law has had.

Unfortunately, little has changed. In

its report of September 27, 1974

MassPIRG reviewed the results of

the two surveys and drafted

b) failure to designate classes of

documents as public or con-

fidential.

c) failure to establish an ex-

peditious means of appeals in cases

where individuals are denied access

to documents.

Massachusetts Freedom of

Information Act has been billed as a

major step toward the goal of

creating a society in which the

public can monitor its state

agencies. Unfortunately, it will

require considerable tailoring and
support in the form of additional

laws if it is to operate smoothly as a

vent for the free flow of public

documents to citizens.

This "sunshine act of 1973"

obviously sheds its beams on the

public records held by UMass —

Ralph Graham

will rock

your soul.

PUT ON TH€ DOG.
AZJGC STYLC

Montezximo '

Tequila Pup

Montezuma Gold
Tequila, U? ounces.
Honey. I teaspoon
Lime juice. 1 lime.

Differs 1 dash
Mix in shaker wirh

crocked ice. Strain

into chilled cocktail

gloss

ITZCUINTLI
THE DOG,

symbol tot rhe lOfh day
of fhf nrfirni A/ff- wrH-

974 80 PfOf fori- N»'w Yen'

Amherst, a state agency. Any
student requesting information,

from the University, designated as

'public record' is acting within the

spirit of the Act. To assist you,

MassPIRG is preparing a "Citizen's

guide to the Freedom of In-

formation Act." Informed use of

this guide should facilitate your

receiving all documents to which

you are entitled by the law. Should
you encounter further resistance,

however, MassPIRG is there to see

that your best interest is

represented. Simply drop in at 233
N. Pleasant St., Amherst or call

256-6434, state your problem and

you've got some friends you'll be
glad you found.

BRASS BUCKLE $4.75
This solid brass belt buckle is a facsimile of the early Southern
Comfort whiskey label. If you are not satisfied for any reason, your
money will be refunded in full. Send $4.75 plus three per cent sales

tax to: Roby Co., Box 2151, Spfld., Mass. 01101 .
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Just three years out of college, laser technol-

ogist Jim Carroll didn't make senior research

physicist at Eastman Kodak Company by acting

timid. So when he had the courage to pit science
against a dread disease, we backed him. Win or

lose.

The medical community enlisted Kodak's
help in training lasers on the war on cancer. We
responded with a pair of 500 million watt laser

systems. And left the rest up to Jim.

In time, the lasers proved unsuccessful in

treating cancer, but we'd do it again if we had to.

Because while we're in business to make a profit,

we care what happens to society. It's the same
society our business depends on.

Kodak.
More than a business.

Annenberg

quits post

in Britain
LONDON \AP\ - Walter H.

Annenberg soon will be packing his

multimillion-dollar collection of
French Impressionist paintings,
saying goodbye to Queen Elizabeth
II and probably leaving the post of

U.S. Ambassador to Britain empty
for a while.

After 5 % years as envoy to the
Court of St. James, the 66-year-old
Philadelphia publisher and
philanthropist, says he cannot
postpone his departure any longer
while the United States seeks a

successor. He has projects of his

own he wants to start work on.

"I hear Her Majesty is disap-

pointed that there will be no im-

mediate continuity," the am-
bassador told newsmen. "If there is

nobody here to take over from me
by the end of October, it is con-
ceivable there will be no am-
bassador before the end of
November or even December."
Annenberg said he thinks it

would be difficult for a career
diplomat making $42,500 a year to

be ambassador and keep up
Winfield House, the immense
ambassadorial residence in

Regent's Park.

"He could do it with help from
the government," Annenberg said,

"but not in my style, with the fine

wines, and the flowers in every
room. Running the residence
probably has cost me $250,000 a

year. If the government came up
with $75,000 to $100,000, it could
be probably handily operated, but it

would t>e on a different basis."

Annenberg said his successor

could probabiy borrow paintings

from Britain's National Gallery to fill

the empty places on the walls

where his Monets, Manets and Van
Gohs now hang. Annenberg is

taking them to his ranch in the

California desert.

Annenberg says he will continue
in control of his publishing empire
when he returns to the United
States, but his main project will be
to try to establish a school for

international communications and
understanding. He also has
commissioned a book on the

decline and fall of the West — "like

Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire.'"

Leaving Britain, Annenberg says

he fears an end is coming to the

gracious style of living, "especially

the dignified way of life in the world

in which ambassadors move."

"There will be a shift in the way
of life for people of affluence," he
said. But those who are not affluent

will be better off "and that's all to

the good."

Girl bites off

attacker's tongue

DENVER \UPI\ - A teenaged girl

dragged into an alley at gunpoint
escaped from her assailant by biting
his tongue in two as he tried to kiss
her, police said Monday.

"About a third of his tongue was
severed," said a police department
spokesman. "He apparently hit the
girl and ran away, bleeding from
around the mouth."

Investigators said a man,
identified as Eugene Carroll, 24, of
suburban Denver was picked up
after the 17-year old girl reported
the assault Sunday. He was held for

investigation of attempted rape
after he sought emergency medical
treatment for a lacerated tongue.

The girl told officers who
questioned her about the attack
that the man who attempted to
rape her "will be bleeding since I bit

his tongue off."
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SBA sponsors conference

on accounting and auditing

kF

The second annual Accounting
and Auditing Conference at UMass
Oct. 25 and 26 will present ac-

counting practitioners with up-to-

date developments in accounting
and auditing.

Topics covered will include:

unaudited financial statements,
audit reports, initial engagements,
equity accounting, and profit

recognition in real estate.

Speakers will be: George S.

Odiorne, dean of the School of

Business Administration; Cornelius
Harrington, executive vice
president of the Third National
Bank of Hampden County; John C.

Connors, special agent for the
Federal Bureau of Investigation,

Boston; Fred Alexander, cpa and

SBA club newsletter

is available today
The Business Club in SBA

(School of Business Ad-
ministration) is currently publishing
a newsletter that will be used to

transmit relevant information to
SBA students, faculty, and ad-
ministration.

Information will include the
functions and activities of the
various departments, clubs, and
services in the Business School.

Publication is scheduled for once
every two weeks, with the next
issue becoming available today, at

various points throughout SBA.
Although the "Undergrad" is an

effort of the Business Club, all

groups and individuals involved
with SBA are invited to contribute.

Upcoming articles include in-

terviews with recent graduates,
career information, departmental
policies, course additions and
deletions, and possible alternatives

Freshman book here

All freshmen are requested to
come by the Freshman Register
table on the Campus Center
Concourse from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
this week to see if they have a copy
of the Freshman Register coming.
Alpha Phi Omega, who is

distributing the Registers, has
found that many perents purchased
copies without telling students, so
they are requesting freshmen to
come by and check.

to graduate and postgraduate
work.

Anyone wishing to work on the
staff of the "Undergrad" or con-
tribute ideas, information, or
comments is invited to come down
to the Business Club room, ground
floor SBA. The editor, Bob Hoff-
man, can be contacted at 546-7527

January ski

program offered

The General Physical Education
Program is again offering an In-

tersession Ski Program, this year in

Cahmonix, France. The Program is

open to all Five College students,

faculty, staff and members of their

immediate families.

The program will run from
January 8-16, 1975, and will feature

20 hours of ski instruction and 10

hours of biomechanical analysis.

Two credits will be awarded un-

dergraduates successfully com-
pleting the course.

For additional information
contact Peter Graham (545-2801) or

The General Physical Education

Office (545-2338). Early reser-

vations are recommended.

Tkt Nt* Rteifd Sfop

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394

CupOf
NewTfork.

I eave Amherst at 5:45 AM and be
in New York City by 9:30 AM

From Amherst. Hol-

>oke. or Northampton
take a Peter Pan Coach

which connects with

Continental Trailways in

Springfield. A Continenta
Trailways Deluxe

Motorcoach leaves

Springfield at 6,30

AM non-stop fu

Mew York City-.

A Fast Ride To
Fun City
If you re just not a morning
person. Continental Trailways

second non-stop of the dav
to New York City leaves

Springfield at 1:15 PM. arriving

at 4: 15 PM. And you needn t

leave Amherst until noon, on
Peter Pan s connecting service.

Ticket Offices:

Amherst
Peter Pan

79 South Pleasant St.

253 5285

Horyoke

Peter Pan World Travel

1607 Northampton St.

536-5330

Northampton
Peter Pan Wood Travel

Old South St.

586- 1030

chairman of the professional ethics

committee of the Massachusetts
Society of CPAs; Gerald Glunts,
cpa and member of the ethics

committee, American Institute of
CPAs; and William F. DiPesa, cpa
and member of the Massachusetts
Board of Public Accountancy.

Further information and
registration forms are obtainable
from the UMass accounting
department, School of Business.

The Accounting and Auditing
Conference is a program of the
Accounting and Auditing Com-
mittee of the Massachusetts
society of CPAs and the accounting
department of the UMass School of

Business Administration.

Hill and Dai* Mall

327 King St.. N*«l to AAP
Northampton.
Maaaachuaotla

586-4280

i\c»«-»tnurant
Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge

inside Th* Mall

Coming, October 17 (Thurs.)

ED MARTIN & the DIXIELAND ALL-STARS

plus the ANNHEUSER • BUSCH CLYDESDALES

Perfectly Matched Champions in the
Hill and Dale parking lot 4-8 p.m.

REMEMBER — It's World Series Time on our 4'x6'
T.V.

IT PAYS TO
THE FINASTWAY

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 1 6, 1974
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Tired of fha+ old"Boogie t Blues'?

TONITE *">SflRIRMY
Gel if on with . .

.

Carling
Black Label
case
12 oz
btls

Chianti Red Wine
"Corsi"

24 oz
btl J29

Paul Masson *>«* carafe199

Champagne

Mountain
Farms
Mall

Hadley

Chateau 24 oz

Susanne btl
|89

•Roulette Recording Artists.

•Stars of I97S £ I974 "College Weeks"at the

Forty Thieves Club in BERMUDA
•First Amherst appearance fhis Semester.

Prices Effective thru Oct. 19, 1974

SUPERMARKETS
We Reserve the Right to Umit Quantities

UMass Campus Center

Exclusive Booking:

Campus Services/6I7; 75S-ISI8 -In /lmhersrC4IS; 25B-796I

,1. * I
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Physical awareness

group meets tonight
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Sufi philosophy, music and
dance will be the October
presentation of the Psychical
Awareness & Research Association
monthly meeting, to be held Oct.

16, 7:30 p.m. at Farley Lodge,
Farley is located on University Drive

and the meeting is open to the

public. Admission is by donation.

The evening's program will be
conducted by Catherine Mariott
Blinder, owner and operator of the
Good Home Restaurant in

Greenfield and Molly Scott, famous
entertainer, singer, actress,

musician and songwriter whose
career has included guest ap-

pearances on the Johnny Carson
Show, the Mike Douglas Show, the

Les Crane Show as well as active in

principle roles in theater with Shelly

Winters & Robert Walker. A year

'Jazz Singer' tonight
The Jazz Singer, The first full

length "talkie" film ever made, will

be screened at Thompson 104
tonight at 9:00 p.m. This American
classic of film making stars Al
Jolson and is sponsored by the
Hillel Foundation. Admission
charge is 75 cents at the door. The
film is open to all.

Tryouts today

Try-outs for the University
Theater's world permier production
of Neal Bell's "A Wilderness of

Monkeys" have been scheduled for

today and tomorrow (10-16 & 10-

17) at 7:30 in Bartlett Auditorium.
Perusal scripts of "A Wilderness

of Monkeys" are available in 408
Machmer Hall and, further in-

formation may be obtained by
calling Director Harry Mahnken at

545-2423.

ago, returning from a trip to India,

she brought with her indian in

struments and songs which are a

part of her musical repertoire.

Catherine Mariott Blinder is an
initiate of Pir Vilayat Kahn, spiritual

head of the Sufi Order in Europe
and the U.S. Her Greenfield

restaurant features natural foods
and provides a place for community
gatherings where films and con-
certs are presented. She is

presently working on a natural

foods cookbook.

PARA is an organization,
dedicated" to investigation, ex-
ploration, and developmental type
programs in the psychical and
spiritual realm of man. An in

dependent organization, founded in

Feb. 1974, PARA has been holding
its meetings on UMass campus
monthly, all general meetings are
open to the general public. For
those desiring further information
on the association, they may call

Mrs. Kiely at 467-7244.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics

S2.75 per page
Send for your up to ddt.?,

176 page, mail ordi?r catalog

of 5500 topics. Enclose
S1.00 to cover postage (12
days delivery time)

519GLENROCK AVE
SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Out md!prid:<; ,ire sold fc
research put poses only

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

X.THUW
DANCE
COMPANY

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

OCT 18 a 19, 1974

8 PM BOWKER
AUDITORIUM

TICKETS: $4 & $3 general $2 & $1.50 u mass students

Kazuyoshi
Aki'yama

conductor
PIANO SOLOIST
MINORU NUJIMA

MONDAY OCT 21

1974
8PM.

cum hicks ( dot

Maybe you've heard

of him, but maybe you

haven't seen him.

Four Leaf Window

PRESENT

WED. - SUN.

SWEET

ANGEL FLIGHT:
Join Angel Flight, a non military, social

service organization, and support Air Force
ROTC. Special Pledge meeting Wed. Oct
16 at 8 p.m. in Mary Lyon lounge. Hope to
Hope to see you there!
CANDLE LIGHT COMMUNION:
A simple service of bread and wine will

be celebrated tonight 11:00 to 11:15 in 316
Hampshire House (between Whitmore and
S.W.) UCF invites you to share this
CEQ:

Alternate energy fair will be held at Clark
U; Worcester Oct 19 and 20. Free busses
will leave Hasbrouck at 9 a.m. Sat. and 11
a.m. Sun. and return at 4:30 p.m. Sign up
at C.E.Q. Office 426, SUB
COMMUNITY EVENING:

All are invited to the United Christian
Foundation Community meeting in 316
Hampshire. Coffee and dessert get things
started at 7 p.m.
COMMUNITY HEAL TH MAJORS:
Todays meeting C.C. 905 9, 2:30 3 30

DEMOCRA TS:
Hampshire County Democratic

Association meets Thursday, Oct. 17, 7
p.m. at the Hotel Northampton. Students
welcome to attend and join the
Association. For further info, call John
Lawlor, Secretary 586-4119.

; af

S.U.

the

DAIL Y SERVICES:
Daily morning services at 8 am

ternoon services at 4:30. Hillel Office,

DVP MEETING:
There will be a meeting of

Distinguished Visitors Program tonight at
6:00 in the Colonial Lounge
STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY-

Meeting today in C.C. at 4:30 6 30 p m
ENGINEERS*

^^^ °° SChedu,in
° board

CASIC has a new engineering adviserTom Jewell, who will be available for
advising Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10

12. Come by and hear what he has to
say.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION:
Weekly meeting will be held tonight at 7

in the Council Chamber room 423, 2nd
floor of the S.U.B. All interested people are
invited to attend.

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY
The Orchard Hill Environmental Flow

Study will meet every Wednesday at 7
p.m. in Grayson Lounge. All members
please attend and newcomers are very
welcome.
GEORGE WASHINGTON UPPER:
Annual George Washington Upper

Reunion. Tonight at 9. 19th floor

AMHERSTtV**
AMITY ST. 253 5426

John Ford

FILM FESTIVAL

WEDNESDAYS

10/10 THREE BAD MEN

11/6 MAGAMB0

Wed Nite: Three Bar men, 10: 00

M0NDAT & TUESOAr BARGAIN NITES • All SEATS $1 00

(in concert)

Rt. 202, New Salem

at Truman's Flea Market

12 miles from Whitmorel

iTiNKKS

FESTIVAL
FEATURING

Japai? PI)ill)cim>Gi)ic I 1(617)— Just Over Line —544-60281 I

TICKETS '$4 general $2 umass students

ON SALE 125HERTER HALL. UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

J

~ DIZZV D0CT0R5 (BRIGH TO!)

* /\NrS!NTH£ PANTRY
^ MICROPHONICS
~ A PLUMBING W6UILLG0
»- AN /1CHC IN 0OY STAKt^ R0/IDRUN/\l£R CARTOON

Washington. Please don't foraet.
HAM RADIO CLASS:

Free course offered by UMass Amateur
Radio Assn. for those interested in getting
ham radio licenses. Come and see what it's

all about tonight and everv Weds. 8 p.m.,
109 Engineering Lab.
ARTS MAJORS

Happy Hour Oct. 16. 4:30 Steak Out
Lounge. Meet faculty, classmates and het
high.

INNKEEPERS:
Happy Hour, Weds. 4:30 Steak Out

Lounge. Come and meet the faculty and
your classmates.
ITALIAN CLUB MEETING:

Meeting of the Italian Club on Thurs
evening Oct 17 at 7:30 p.m. on the oth floor
lounge in Herter Hall. All interested are
welcome. Refreshments.
THE JAZZ SINGER:
Come see motion picture history: The

first talking picture made: Oct. 16, 9 p.m.,
Thompson 104.

LETTUCE BOYCOTT:
Important meeting Wedsnesday Rm

902 at 7:30.

NO NUKES:
MASS PIRG is having an open meeting

tonight at 8 in 803 C.C. to organize and
anti-nukes canvass for the November
elctions. Training session and a film
shown. Please come-stand up and be
counted!
NURSING MAJORS:

Student Nursing Oranization meetinn
Oct. 17, 1:30 p.m. Morrill IV 413, Elections
for committees 1-4 p.m.
PHOTOGRAPHERS:
We need photographers!! Index

recruitment meeting for all photographers
interested in shooting this year for the
book. Tonight, 7, Index Office in S.U B
PUMPKINS:

Only 11 more shopping days left before
Halloween. Get your Pumpkins in front of
the S.U. starting Wednesday
SABBATH DINNER:

Sign up for Hillel Sabbath Dinner by
Thursday. Hillel Office S.U 302

SCIENCE FICTION MEETING:
Meeting tonight in C.C. 905 at 7:30 o m.

All members must attend. Topics: Movie,
Party, Betelgeuse.

SCUBA CLUB:
Meeting tonight 7, Curry Hicks Rm 14 to

discuss weekend URI dive. Anyone going
this weekend should attend or call 546-
7139 Bring suits and equipment.
SKI CLUB:
The cost of skiing is rising -- Ski areas

offer discounts to UMass Ski Club
members. Join us! Membership drive Oct.
21 - 25. C.C. Concourse.
SKI PATROL:
Mandatory meeting tonight at 6:30 in

903 C.C. We have a guest speaker on First
Aid. You cannot patrol without attending
the First Aid Refresher this week.
SOUTHWEST RESIDENTS:

Openings are available for C.C. Board of
Governors, Academic Policy Board, Food
Service Governance Board, and 2 paid
secretarial positions. Pick up applications
in S.W. Assembly Office, JQA Lobby.
Applications must be returned by Oct. 18.

SPECTRUM:
Thursday C.C. 801, 7 p.m. meeting for all

those still interested in working on this
year's magazine and discussing it's format
and layout. Don't be shy! Newcomers
welcome.
STUDENT VIDEO COORDINATORS.

Five coordinators meet tonite in 177 C.C.
to discuss progress and proposals 8 o m
TRY OUTS:

For the world premier production of Neal
Bell's "A Wilderness of Monkeys", today
and tomorrow, Bartlett Aud., 7:30 p.m.
Perusal scripts available in 408 Machmer.
For more info call director Harry Mahnken
545 2423.
LOST:

I lost an sapphire and diamond gold ring
If found, call 6-5825. Sentimental value.
Reward.
LOST:
A pair of sunglasses irf Berkshire Dining

Commons. Wire frames with dark lenses,
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..-LILLIAN ROTH

TODAY: 5:00 7.00 9:00

Twi Lite Mr : 4:30 5:00 only 11.2$

are prescription, needed badly for eye
problem. Contact Amy 6-9243.
LOST
On Sat, in Leverett, Rte. 63: large mostly

white with grey tabby back and tail, female
cat Answers to Crazy or Jolly. She is very
dear to me Call 549 3611 after 5.

LOST:
Female Irish Setter, was wearing a black

and silver studded collar. The dog needs
medical attention. Has sutures on her left

rear foot. Call 256 0205 .

Wilson drafts

economic plan
LONDON \UPI\ » Prime Minister

Harold Wilson and his Labor
cabinet yesterday drafted a
program designed to rescue in-

flation-squeezed industry and head
off mass unemployment in Britain's

worst .economic crisis since World
War II.

Government officials said the
keystone of legislation to be
presented to the new parliament
Oct. 29.

Drafting of the economic
program took place at the first

formal meeting of the cabinet since
the Labor party's narrow election
victory last Thursday.

Later, Wilson held separate
meetings with the councils of the
10-million member Trades Union
Congress and the Confederation of
British Industry to find ways of
halting a growing tide of industrial

bankruptcies caused by inflation

and cash shortages.

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Dr. Zhivago - 8:00
AMHERST CINEMA
Casablanca - 6:00
African Queen - 8:00

CALVIN THEATRE
Animal Crackers - 7:00 £r 9 00

CAMPUS CINEMAS -

Return of the Dragon - 7:00 Er

8:45

Jeremiah Johnson - 7:00 b 9.00
California Split - 7:00 £r 9:00

MT. FARMS 4 -

Dr. Zhivago - 7:00
Macon County Line - 5:00, 7:00 &

9:00

That's Entertainment - 4:45, 7.00
Er 9:00

Walking Tall - 4:45, 7:00. 9:15
SHOWCASE

That's Entertainment - 2:00. 730
Er 9:45

2001: A Space Odyssey 7:00
9:30

The Gambler 7.30-9.40

Longest Yard - 7:30-10:00
11 Harrow House 7:40-9:40
Juggernaut - 2:00-7:30-9:35

Rft*4-Q1R1 MOUNTAIN FARMS MAILw>Q»» 3I3J WQLjTi 9-MAQlEV MASS
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Esalen comes
here to view

human lives
For the first time in the New

England area, Esalen leaders,

theoreticians, and researchers are

coming together to present a

weekend conference at the Boston
Sheraton, November 15-17, in

cooperation with the Division of

Continuing Education at UMass.

Esalen Institute, an in-

ternationally known Growth Center

with headquarters in Big Sur and
San Francisco, explores those

trends in the behavioral sciences,

religion, education, sports, and
philosophy which emphasizes the

potentialities and values of human
existence.

WMUA schedule
Here is the schedule of WMUA,

91.1 FM, for today:

6:00-10:00 A.M., Laredo Rides

opens the day.

8:30 A.M., Jeff Jawer is on with

his daily High Tides, the astrological

forecast.

News is broadcast at 7, 8, & 9

A.M.

10:00 A.M. -2:00 P.M., Jack
Harper plays music.

2:00-6:00 P.M., Stu MacDonald is

the disc jockey.

6:00-10:00 P.M., Cliff Brennan is

heard.

10:15-11:00 P.M., Gaybreak,
Demian has with him on this show
Rick Best, who will discuss the

nature of sexual oppression in

federal prisons. Also speaking wiH

be Cannon Quinton Jones of

Hartford, author of What About
Homosexuality and Homosexuality
and Counseling.

10:00 2:00 A.M.. Barry Williams
broadcasts his Uujamadrum.

2:00-6:00 A.M., Marc Berman
plays to the late night audience.

6:00 10:00 A.M., Fran Dance is

on the wake-up shift.

News is heard at 2, 6, & 10 P.M.

Hifiel meets today
Alternative Jewish Services

Hillel, the Jewish Community on
campus, has regular Friday evening
services. A more or less standard
service is slowly evolving.

An open meeting will be held this
afternoon at 4:00 p.m. in SU302 to
help plan creative and experimental
services.

UMats Police

Emergency

Humber

5-3111

Appearing

WED.

and

THURS.

FAT
Rusty Nail

Inn

Hw. IT vt himl

665-4937

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
Bv'SfMa Wtdir

Wednesday, October 16

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -
A day for exercising your
creative powers. Don't hesi-

tate to leave your own mark of

excellence upon whatever you
undertake.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
— Use your imagination if you
would have your work be
distinctive in any way. This is

an excellent time for the
conception of new ideas.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) — Caution is advised
if you plan any trip far from
home other than what may be
entailed getting to and from
work. Read traffic signs twice.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19) — A problem of employ-
ment may annoy you more
:han you are willing to admit
to co-workers. Take your
questions to those in autho-
rity.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb
18) — If you would see a

reconciliation between old
friends take place, do your
part; advise all parties of the

wishes of individuals con-

cerned.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
— Personal relationships may
be more difficult than usual
now. Do what you can to ease
the way for another's success.

dizzy and paul-

fl*ip THEN HE ASHED *£
ro* ADATF SATURDAY

PI \\l IS

B.C.

ARIES (March 21 April 19)
— An error of identification

could cause you considerable
embarrassment this morning.
Take care not to take too much
for granted.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— Contacts made today and
over the next few days are
extremely important to the
furtherance of your career.
Don't overlook a silent

partner!

GEMINKMay 21-June 20) -
The prudent Gemini insures
the success of operations
which must for the present
remain a secret. Business
associates may press for
answers.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
— Where martial problems are
concerned, keep your own
counsel. Attempt to answer
another's questions tactfully
— if you answer them at all.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
Contact a friend in need of
solace. Now is the time to let

another know that you can be
counted on during times of
stress, danger, or fear.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
— The wise decision made now
can mean the difference
between good and ill health
over the next few months.
Make an effort to confide in an
expert.
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19 Lunch hour
generally

20 Having left
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21 tstabiiehed

law
23 Goddets of

peace
25 Hockey

surface

26 Boy t name
29 Dwindle
34 Accumulated

traditions

35 Expressed in

words
37 Trumpeter

Ziagy
38 P I negnto
39 Inflames
41 Outcome
42 Mohammed's

birthplace

44 General
atmosphere

45 Preposition

m Greek lyric

poet

60 Ktng o' Judeh
61 Large numbe'

Informal

63 Make coo)

57 Bo'fteroui

61 Russian range
62 Movie viiiam

of old

2 wordk
64 Capaoty unit

66 Ham it up
66 Fad
67 Like a car

lam seasoning
68 Ustdoar*
69 Greek

resistance

group
DOWN

1 Light breeie
2 Fiber source

3 Full of

SufflN

4 Surreptitious

5 Prates..

6 Make ready

7 Mr. Lincoln
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10 Well bred
11
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18 Female horse
22 Real estate

units

24 Newspaper
ajMtWi

26 Shuttwith

•MM
27 Vanaratad

amblam
28 Haath genus
30 Treed Me
MB

31 Modity
32 Cleus
33 Biblical

witch's

noma
Eaatarn nama 36 Movie pooch

12 Money Slang 39 Incorrect

13 Mrs. Henry 40 Fined

VIM 43 Lucidity

46 Reserved 'or

future uaa
2 words

47 Goiter Billy

49 Obiecio'
worship

62 Mediterranean
.•land

S3 Reprimand*
Slang

64 Charles Lamb
66 Snake

weapon
66 Blood Prefix

68 Toward me
mouth

59 Spur
60 Obaarvat
63 Puii along

behind

Congress committee says China
has working birth control plan

-i'iV**

WASHINGTON [UP/\ A
Congressional report says China
has developed a highly effective
birth control program using mass-
motivation techniques that would
not work anywhere else.

The study released recently the
House Committee on Foreign
Affairs says China, the world's
most populous contry, will likely

become the first major developing
nation to reduce population growth
below 1 per cent per year.

"As for the value of China as a

model for developing countries,"
the report said, "the answer in

every field of development has
become almost a cliche and holds
true for family planning as well:

China's experience is not tran-

sferable but there is much to be

learned from it."

It said the motivating forces
peculiar to the Chinese include the
desire to please Chairman Mao Tse-
tung and to get ahead in a society
that makes birth control a matter of
both honor and policy.

The 45-page study, titled

"China's Experience in Population
Control: The Elusive Model", was
prepared for the committee by Leo
A. Orleans, a Chinese research
specialist of the Library of Congress
who visited China in 1973.

It said China neither knows nor
cares exactly how many Chinese
there are. As a result, there is little

of the hard statistical information

Western analysts rely upon in

evaluating birth control efforts.

TODAY
10:10 p.m - Gaybreak - Demian has as his guests
his week an ex-con and also an author of two books on
nomosexuali'y. wun

TOMORROW
8 p.m. — Filmmaking Notes— more on moving makers
wi'm hos' Gary Perlemutter and Steve Wiater.

9 p.m. — The Shadow — more mystery set in tne old
days.

10:15 p.m. — Women's Show— 'his week "Sex Roles — I
Difference Be'ween Western and Asian Women "

8:30 am. - Hightides- Daily Astrology by Jeff Jawer,ngh' after the news.

/«

The Only Kosher-Style
DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT

In the Pioneer Valley

*j

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 )m

UIMUA
STEREO 01.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

By Jim Carson
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(FiMDC Classifieds Pay
To place a clasulied. drop by

th« Colloajian OHice between
• Mam indl 4ipm Mondav
Friday
Tbe deadline if J 4S, two days

belore the day your ad is to
•pewar
The rates *rt
Daily » 30 par Una*
vVeeki> I 26 par lino*
Monthly t 20 par hna*
•Two linaa on lorm
approaimate ona Una

FOR SALE

MDC CkM
FOR SALE

Uaad gultara boufht and told
The Guitar Workahop. Amharat
Carriage Shopa. Ml 1778

10 apd
MS 0636

Corao bike Beat offer »

CoMeee Calculatora Introducei
the now Maicor Ut AH Trip tunc I

tiona. memory, axp net. and now
no mere Interm ad lata ca leu la t lone •

i Now you cpn moo the paronthoole
,

Only #10»lra5. Alao Introducing th<
»H-W Pt »142Ja5 Coma irtd aM <h.

two machine* Watch fpr m-
•oatera na*t week. Call toll
CrowaP Pt MP 1J1« Tall me wha

.

Ralolgh Grand Prlai 10 epd new
tiro* ft Suntour VGT porta 21"
frame Brad Smith. MB Buttartleld
b 2*18 Keep trying

AR Storao aquipmant. complete
line Low low prtcei For into call

253 9624

Sound fa Muaic Co Op ha* AR
3SR Dual Garrard Glanburn Empire
fa Sony turntables at 8 percent over
coat 247 5870

AUTO FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE
'72 Toyota Hi Lux Pick up truck

with custom built camper unit
Both in excellent condition Will
sail separately 669 3890

'6» Auatin America 30.000 miles
FWD new Mich red tire* Ski reck
Bob 546 5180

WANTED

Wanted Hard top for MGB Call
Paul 253 5790

PERSONALS
Whoever ran into a red VW Sat

Sun in Iront ot Moore please
t ontact me for insurance purposes
There was S500 damage 6 8131

Large room for arbal U<
tacilrtraa 266 0617 Cheep

of

68 Chevy Impale
7612

•400 Cell

Ski perkea Md aitea. Cheep
INem wk veete. coldaulta.
snowmobile suit 6 6327

Irish Setter pup* for sale Call 1

369 4427 eveninga • to 10

for Sale - Deluae queen alia
neated waterbed Beautiful fur
Ined frame Only 7 month* old
New »37f Call end moke en offer
Muat be aeon Bet-6331 Mike

Oinlnr teble with 4 chairs Ml
IBM

10 epeed 24 km frame Bob
Jeckeen with mostly camping
equipment Cell 323 4634 Peter.

For Sole Old comic book* Cell
544 5231

10 apeed Mercie 300 23 in fram»
ICicellent cond »720 253 S102

Snow tlrea. F7BX1B. e.c cond
Not used »36 pair 266 6110

Record* of ell kinds at
reeaonable price*. Cen ueuelly pet
any LP In print within a week The
New Record Shop. 1t7 N Pleoeent
St.. Amheret 263 6314

Gin* 10 epeed bike eSO SOB-4144.

1 Traynor PA ayatem with clean
14 VM 3 65 watt head. 4SC 1

columns with G-0 inch apeak are in
eachi I2B0 lekg OlOOOf end 1 Shure
P f M Unidyne III mike 6S0 pr. »36
apiece, etend* and corde ineluded.
Call 666 3269 Aek for Bruce

Sony TC 126 CS atereo caeeette
deck portable. All perephenene
alao included, excellent condition
•1BB. Need money Cell Qeorpe M4
trBU or V

70 Fiat 660. new top. mtd anowa.
36 mpg . nd clutch. IBM or BO
George 646 7069

64 VW Bua Brand new engine
Muat sell 1600 Cell 646 7467

63 Auatin Heely MKIT. 3.000 elec
O Spare pen* 1600 Tel 413 243
2643 6 30 8 00 p m

68 Saab 96V4. 56.000 Need* Iran*
*«'« otherwiaa atrong Beat offer
263 5449

1970 Poreche 914 4 11786 963 21605pm
Chevy Vege 71 Hetchbeck. 4
•peed. *1096 Call M9 0498 after 6
p m

63 Pontlac Tempeet. Eac body.
eac. mechanically Reasonable
Call M4 7467

70 Poreche 914. 3B mpg Muat
aell Immediately Will take beat
offer 6 6379

19B7 TR4A excel cond. A cleeelc
by i960 61200. Call Paul 566 36)6

66 Chevy Ven. rune well, only
14 000 mil Ha* inapectlon (ticker
•400 Leave meeaege for Oeve et
646 63»

1965 Jeep CJ6
evening* 549 0667

*550 Cell

1967 Old* Stetion Wagon. M 000
mile* New tire*. Fell inspection
•690 756 8687

68 Mustang email VS. auto., p I
p b. air cond.. good tire* Must sell
Cell Aki 756 6826 Very nice cer

'M Bulck. very good condition.
Must aeii •100 or beet offer. Cell

66 Ply 4250 Great car Cheap
253 7241

66 Chevrolet. 6 cyl automatic,
greet buy. economical to run 1396
263 7241

67 Cougar, full power. 3 apd .

standard, air cond . new muffler
•660 263 7241

63 Dart. 6 cyl . autometic.
dependeble. economical tran*
portation 4200 263-7241

70 Duater. new tires, custom
wheels. 8 track tape Call 256 6684
after 6

FOR RENT
2 bedrm townhouae. Squire
Village Fully carpeted dithweaher
Nov 1 or sooner 666 4349. 7 11

p m
N Amh. - 2 end on* half rm.

efficiency S145 per mo. All utilities

included Avail Nov 1 M9 6492

Apartment to share Coupla
wanted to there 1st floor of large
N hampton house with seme
reatonable rent plus utilities Pat*
OK Call Howie or Corinne 564 1598
Nighta

ROOMMATE WANTED

F to ahare bedroom on bua rte
•72 60 plus utilities Cell 2660816

F wanted lor own rm in beautiful
house nr Sndrlnd Center 666 2287

Two mole* seek third to shore 3
br apt 256 8098

Own room in houae. 20 min from
UMaaa in Deerfield Mole prof »8S
per month and utilitiea 1 772 0613
evening*

I

Wanted Pair 12) ol tnex
dumbbells with 50 lbs of weights
Call M9 1793 p m

Share commut from Greenfield
625 68M

HELP WANTED

Responsible dey cere coor
dinetor for MARATHON week
Nov 11 16. 8 30 a m 4 30 pm ICO
a wk plu* credit Mergo 546 1686

Nurse Aides wanted tm
mediately All shilts (7 3 3 11. 11 71
Apply in person Amherst Nursing
Home 150 University Drive

Students who have been cleared
.lor work study to work in RSO
loffice Must be available days See
,Jim Riley in RSO office Student
Union

Phi Mu Delte Fret hea positions
open for house girl or boy Work
involves kitchen cleen up Pev is
your meels Call Brian after 5pm
Attractive energet domestic

needed Call M9 1456 i

LMC - On your 21at Luv. I

realize now that no matter whet,
we'll always bs together Here'a to
a hsppy lit* 1 Vour Big Ginio

Hou*a Plant* 100 * to chooea from
plu* full line of acceaaortae PRICE
WISE GARDEN CENTER. 2 Vemon
It, Were Phone (4131 967 4622

Koalas Squish The Squad'
(You can t be too witty or full ol
pep with a cold) head
cheerleader' and squad

Abdul our favorite Arab Sorry
we re lata but H B from 2 long

Happy 18th Ellen
Maura Chris

Dale

RIDE WANTED

To Westfield two nites a week
after five or two dey* e week tor
four hour stretches Call 549 1168

To Columbus. Ohio Oct 24 28
549 6311

Wendy Jo Happy 10th Love
Bob

Pat fa Sua If you ve got your
health, you ve got everything
Helen Goobv

Happy 21st Kethy' You little?
From Sal Kit. Tarn. Pat 1 Hope it s
happy" 1

Now available for Friday night
swaps r g and d o

INSTRUCTION

Classical guitar lessons
Conservetory background Kevin
Collins 253 7976

Flute lessons . experienced
teacher Studiea at Manhattan fa

Vale Schools of Muaic. private or
group instruction, cleaaicel or am
Beginner* welcome 542 4043 efter7pm Peter Becchue

TYPING

Typing Done - Feet efficient
Reeconeble rote* Call Ellon 266
8363

VW Bug 87
nt ir*achanseo*Y

644 7467
Musi eel Cat

WANTED
•OB IS BACK to buy your aick or

decrepit cer Any meke. model,
veer Unloed your headache for
feat •••••• 2637241

Muelciana - Intereeted players
for participation in (New Muekcl
enaemble aituatlon - ceiilete
• exophomsis trombone, tube,
percueelon. double b***i»t inquire
evening*. 8 p m - 9 p.m. only. 684

1968 Auatin Americe. jacellent
cer - Fell sticker Must sell MMBO 323-4633 Giaas gallon ,ugs Will pey ft, 263

7*517

Typing - Theees. pepers. en-

velope*, letters, reports - test, f
_ _ _ . -V v"l • ,*'* "4*; !

p ro Typing dissertetiono
•Jape* .,c r„. „,„ c,;, ^

PERSONALS

The person who took the green
cenvee tennis bell bet from the
Bovden Courts. 10-4. pies** return
it to Coech Kosekowski. Rm 220
Bvd

Hop Brook Commune Nurel Farm.
Gay people Boa 723. Amherst.
Moos

Witchs. werlocks - I went to
atert cover Meet 12 00 Imidn I et
side of Berkehlre DC in SW on 10
17. Start meetinp promptly. I'll be e
little late Serve Seten

SERVICES
Cempu* Club* and

Organiietiona
t
Do you went to

publish high quellty newsletter,
pemphlet. megetine or booklet???
Let the Meeaege Compeny help
you write, layout deelgn end print
•t! I Reaaonable feea Contact Jerry
et 263-8B86 for information

HI Fl Audio repeir. 2 dey service,
work guaranteed At Tech Hi-Fi
Cell 649 2610

Automotive repeir Specielliing
m Seeb end other foreign cere Cell
Guy 266 6110

CAR REPAIR HASSLES' Bob >s
beck to tie it right No iob too
smell Foreign or domestic No big
overhead 263 7241

Future Cf»A s - Learn how to
prepare for the CPA eaem Becker
Cf*A Review Course Ceil Collect
Boston 617 636 1440

Multicolor silk (crooned poster*
two dey service The Screening
Room 264 0325

COLLEGIAN

STAFF MEETING
THURSDAY,
OCTOBER 24

7:00 p.m.

SERVICES
Profeeiional guitar repeir* by

guitar maker Michael Mlllerd
Mon Wed. Frl et The Gutter
Workahop Amharat Carriage
Shopa M9 1728 Free estimate*

Vr old whit* mole cot. Rt 9 In

Belchertown Itowerd* Quebblnl
Spot on heed 2 different color
ayaa Any info appreciated 323
4681

Blue Saphr silver ring Thurt
Oct 10 Fra D C Pre engagement
Reward Ann 6 6100 Please give it

back

CALCULATORS

Calculator Sale - College
Calculators offers lowest prices
snywhere All models available!
Texas Inst. Howell Peckerd.
Unicorn All machines new end
guer with 2 month replecement
warranty Before you buy e
calculator, call me I cen beet eny
price anywhere Look for my
poatara around cempua for detelia
Then cell Bob Crowell et MS 1316

ENTERTAINMENT
The Btuewel hoeta every man's

band Wedneedey thru Saturday thai
week. The TOC feeturee WMks Jaruuna
and hie bend Enioy

Anyone cen pb>v et the Wedneedey
Nrte Coffeehoueel Cel Ed et 6B4-6279
for s reeervetion

Fete deecende on The Bluewoil.
Wedneedey thru Seturdey of this
week The Megic Music Bend coots
s spell over the Notch Thursdsv
thru Saturday while Pendrlft drifts
nto the TOC the seme nighte Give
a liatenl

Ralph Graham will rock vour sou'
Wadneaday through Saturday The
Match Celebrity Seriee preeente
him in living aound

Heer REAL TEARS Set . Oct 19.Hempden Student Center. SW 9
1 All you cen drink

Get vour pertv rockinl Cell Steve.
Rich end Cheryl et 6 MIS or 6 9626
for OJs with style. Super cheep

Like to ploy before e reel live
sudienco? The Hetch Wedneedey
Night Coffeehouse wente you 1 Cell
Big Ed at 564 627 J to rm»9rvu e spot

MISCELLANEOUS

a 'enable aouree concerning the^'
"ly

*•-»*-' Corp I,
,"#.„Jthat the corp hea approved therequested Personnel Dep, budpet

mu'nrtv 'r
Ph'• '°' *" •"*'• 5*munitv Congrats - P,„ omwx

Aufo Workshop Neopenv
Do it yourserf Repair your own

cer We supply the tool* end ed-
vice Lower level CC Oerepe Open
K .- "-M J 10 •"" •« •*>•> »«"™ 10 r>erte et discount
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Sideline scenario
starring Dick MacPherson

J

Photographs by

Dan Smith

Text by

Dean Tucker

Watching a football game from the sidelines is much
different than watching it from the stands. You can
hear the contact, see the tears, smell the work and hear
the coach.
Ah, the coach. To some he is Dick the Fierce, to

others less reverent he is Dick the Priest, but to watch
him in action is a study in complexity beyond the
dreams of Sigmund Freud...

Dick MacPherson
He's ugly. He's happy. He's a prince. He's a fool. Yes he is, no... he isn't. He's everything and everybody and

within two hours he shows it to whoever watches him closely.
Coaches have images as public figures and they spend most of their time with the public keeping the imaqe the

public knows the image the public sees.
But coaches are people (although Lombard! and Rockne have been canonized since their death) and coaches

despite all their image making usually show themselves at game time.
Not too many see coaches as people because they are in the stands getting drunk or high or playing kissy-

face.^or being distracted by the cheerleaders or the band...or watching the game as all claim to be doing. Or else
they don t go to games and get their experiences with coaches from press conferences, or newspapers or radio
shows. Coaches have images as public figures....

Coach MacPherson from the sidelines is a different person than he is from anywhere else. Would he in his rightmind veil at Ed McAleney as he d,d at Dartmouth? Only perhaps if he wanted to be folded like a Quarter Pounde.
Box.. .and discarded with the same ease? No, Dick MacPherson would not do that. But Coach MacPherson

would.

In the Vermont game Mac-
Pherson is yelling, "Mark, Mark,
Mark," who is sitting on a bench
havinghadbeenkickedshitlessforthre
equarters...and needing a rest, i

Would Dick MacPherson talk to an
adult who is working as hard as 167
pounds can like he would to a three
year old kid lost at the playground?
No. Would Coach MacPherson do
it? Yes. (And he gets paid too.)

I guess they call it schizophrenia,

raised to the tenth power, with an
aggression complex, paranoia,
exhibitionism, tyranny, Messiah
complex, vanity, pompousness,
and all kinds of mean and terrible

ings.

But he smiles and cheers
too. ..and in a jargon passes
encouragement to the players on
who's work his job depends. It is a

strange life indeed. They hold the

paycheck in a way.. .and he tells

them what to do.

Dick MacPherson is a good man.
Coach MacPherson. ..he is

something else. He's crazy.

Coach MacPherson crazy? Sure,

but only for two hours a week.
Which leaves him hours behind
Southwest, the Blue Wall, the

Hatch and a lot of other campus
institutions UMies see a lot more of.

Dick MacPherson? He's OK.

§&££1§SW§
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Don Chaney; Celts

to feel the loss

UPI Telephoto
Oakland's Vida Blue and last night's starting pitcher Jim "Catfish" Hunter,

shoot the breeze before last night's contest. (See game story, page 24)

Celtics out a couple
BOSTON [UPI\ - The Boston

Celtics pared down to the limit of 12
players Tuesday by placing on
waivers free agents Byron Jones
and M.L. Carr.

Jones, a fourth round draft

choice from the University of San
Francisco in 1973, was cut for the
second straight year. Carr, a
Guilford College graduate, joined
the team last week. The two were
expected to play in Europe this

season if they cleared NBA waivers.

The Celtics will have four new
faces Friday night when they open
the season at Boston Garden
against the Buffalo Braves.

Former ABA veteran Jim Ard will

play center in the absence of in-

jured Dave Cowens and fifth round
draft choice Ben Clyde will fill in at

forward in place of injured Phil

Hankinson. Rookie guards Kevin

Stacom and Glenn McDonald, the

the team's top two draft picks, also

will see action.

Termites in Busch Stadium
ST. LOUIS, Mo. [UPI] - Busch

Stadium, pride of St. Louis and
home of three professional sports

teams, has termites, it was revealed

Tuesday.

The stadium is only eight years

old, but its owners confirmed there

were termites in the offices, that

the area under the stands behind
home plate were infested, and that

the bugs might even have worked
their way through the ground to the

astroturf.

The termites were first

discovered in a closet in one of the

offices on the stadium's ground
level. In a nearby storeroom, the

termites had eaten through some
cardboard boxes, and finally the

space under the stands behind

home plate was found to be in-

fested.

Glennon F. Walsh, Executive

Vice President of Civic Center

Redevelopment Cor., owner of the

stadium, acknowledged the

discovery of the termites but

described the problem as

"negligilble."

However, Chester W. Robinette,

president of the exterminating firm

which was called in after the first

discovery of termites, wasn't so

sure.

sports

ByMIKEBERGEH
Sports Staff

Put yourself in this position. You
are a rookie guard in the N.B.A. and
tonight is the first night you are

starting. Your teammate passes
you the ball and you start to dribble

up the floor. All of a sudden, two
dangling arms strike from nowhere
and snatch the ball away. Before
you know it, the thief has sneaked
away for an uncontested lay-up.

You pray that there is an 8 x 10 hole

somewhere in the floor so you can
hide from the embarrassment.
Those viperous arms belong to

none other than Don Chaney.

analysis

Mr. Chaney makes a living

creating situations like the one
described. Chaney is a defensive

specialist. Blessed with long arms
and an extended reach, Chaney's
forte consists of steals, blocked

shots, and a consistent defense.

Rumor has it that he was in the

personal nightmares of Walt
Frazier, Oscar Robertson, and Ernie

DeGregorio.

Don Chaney's problem as a

basketball player is that he is not a

consistent shooter. Although Don
is at a good height for a guard 6' 4",

an excellent rebounder, and a good
dribbler, Don does not display the

"eye" or soft touch needed to

shoot consistently.

What made the Celtics great over

the years was not necessarily the

fact that Red Auerbach assembled
the best basketball talent available.

A supreme prerequisite according

to Red is the attitude of the player.

He must be a team man, one who
would pass the ball to another

player, regardless of whether he

was black, white, a superstar, or the

last player on the team. Don

Chaney exemplifies that kind of
attitude.

As a rookie, Don was lucky if he
could execute a layup - an offensive
fundamental of basketball. Over the
years, Don has worked extremely
long and hard on his offense. The
hard work paid off last spring.

One might say that the cham-
pionship was earned through the
heroics of John Havlicek, JoJo
White, Dave Cowens, and Paul
Silas. But in my opinion, Chaney
personally defeated Buffalo, New
York, and Milwaukee with his

defensive containment of great
offensive players like DeGregorio,
Frazier and Robertson. Moreover, I

saw a great display by Chaney in

offensive and defensive reboun-
ding, and timely shooting (including

20 ft. bombs).
However, Don has decided to

jump next year to the land of the
Red, White, and Blue, Dr. J., and
the three point play - the A.B.A.
You are probably thinking that

Chaney is just one of those athletes
whose sole purpose in playing
professional ball is to make as much
money as he can.

It will be true that Chaney will

make more money with the A.B.A.
than the Celtics. But there are
certain other intangibles that come
with playing with the Boston
Celtics.

The "Duck" is well liked in

Boston by the fans and the media.
It's easier to play beside guys who
share the same team attitude and
character. Boston has the youthful
talent to compete for a cham-
pionship for the next two or three
years. With a championship comes
money and recognition both
personal and as a team.

Will the Celts miss Chaney? Yes
and No. They will miss his defense
since he is the best defensive player

on the team except for Havlicek.

Offensively, Paul Westphal, Kevin
Stacom and Glenn McDonald all

have the potential to consistently

score points since all are better

shooters than Chaney.

Big weekend for UM water polo
Columbus Day weekend was

hardly a vacation for the UMass
water polo squads. The men played

a total of three games and the

women played two.

Last Saturday, the men beat
R.P.I. 12 to 7, again displaying their

strong offense. Henry MacLean
scored 5, Ron Boucher 4, Kevin
McGinn 2, and Duncan Lomas 1.

: TNE CAMPUS CENTER FOOD SERVICE DEPT.

is proud to present:

:

:

:

:

Sussex Recording Artist

RALPH
GRAHAM

in the first

Hatch Four Day Colobration Series

Oct. 16 - 19

Ralph Graham Will Rock Your Soul!

• ••<

Gorillas victorious, 23-2

The old saying "scoring at will" was put into practice by Garber's

Gorillas last Sunday in a scrimmage game against Springfield college in

which the Minutemen trounced S.C. 23-2.

UMass showed some very fine passing and playmaking for so early in

the year and the midfielders and defense looked very strong.

After losing some of the players that the Gorillas did from last season it

would seem that this would be a rebuilding year. But after seeing their

performance against Springfield and seeing the personnel that they have
this year it appears that that will definitely not be the case.

r
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AUCTION
ORIENTAL RUGS

on Wednesday, October 16, 1974

Auction at 8:00 p.m.
Viewing from 6:30-8:00 p.m.

at

COLONIAL HILTON INN
Junction 91, Routes

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Kaoud Brothers, Specialists in Fine Oriental Rugs, will sell
at public auction a magnificent collection of over 200 all
guaranteed Persian and other Oriental Rugs, in all sizes
and colors. Free catalogs available at time of sale.

We buy old Oriental Rugs. If you have any to sell, please
write or call:

Kaoud Brothers

The next morning at 7:00 a.m.

both the mens and women's teams
were up and on the road for Boston
College. The men met both B.C.

and Bowdoin in B.C.'s unusually

shallow pool. They lost in a

protested game to B.C. 7 to 5, but

came back to beat Bowdoin 5 to 3.

The women also had quite a day
in Boston, handing defeats to both

B.C. and Wellesley in two of their

best games of the season. The B.C.

game especially, saw good heads

up play, a lot of passing, and
aggressive swimming. The final

score was 6 to 3 with goals by

Kathy MacDonald (2). Oebby
Hoxsie (2), Jane Welzel (1), and
Jeannie Abrahamson (1).

Sayonara Orlando
SAN JUAN, P.R. [UPf] -

Orlando Cepeda, recently released

by the Kansas City Royals after

catching on as a designated hitter

late in the season, will play in the

Japanese Leauge in the 1975 and
1976 season, it was revealed

Tuesday by local sports sources.

The sources said Cepeda had
signed a $250,000 contract to play

with one of the Japanese teams
during the two years.

334 Boston Post Road
Tel: 203-795-5264

Orange, Conn.
Terms. Cash-Check

J—

TEN PIN

BOWLING
BOYDEN GYM

4-10:30

Mon. thro Fri.

(except during

league play)

50c a string

v.

>H J*. i* •*
•
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Booters nip Westfield, 2-1
Bv BILL DOYLE * *By BILL DOYLE
Sports Staff

Tony King, who replaced Bill Belcher
when he was injured late in the game, scored
with just 3:45 left to give the UMass soccer
team a 2-1 victory over Westfield State
yesterday.

The major story of the game though was
that UMass scored all three goals in the
game but unfortunately one of them was
kicked into their own net.

Early in the first half, UMass' Dean Lungu
gave Westfield State a 1-0 lead, while at-

tempting to clear the ball out of the front of
the goal, he actually kicked it past a shocked
Mark Hanks for a Westfield score.

King saved the day for both UMass and
Lungu with his late game heroics. With both
teams seemingly settling for a tie, King
picked up a loose ball right in front of the
Westfield goal and fired it past the out-
stretched arms of the Westfield goalie.

Mohammad Othman received credit for an
assist on the play.

King may not have even been in if Bill

Belcher hadn't been injured late in the game.
Belcher limped off the field and King made
the most of the opportunity. The UMass
bench erupted, almost running out onto the
field.

Westfield broke out of their game apathy
after UMass went ahead but their late game
charge was held off by UMass to preserve
the victory.

"It was a tough game," said Coach Al
Rufe. "They're a good team." Westfield was
rated number 8 in New England and UMass
was ranked number 10 but that probably will

change after yesterday's game.
It wasn't exactly the type of game that you

would expect from the number 8 and the
number 10 ranked teams in New England
The play was sloppy and lacked excitement
for the most part.

Westfield showed the obvious effects of a
letdown after their key 1-1 tie with nationally
ranked Springfield College. As one
Westfield player said, "I guess we figured

Staff Photo/Joe Martins

Marc Hanks levitates himself in an effort to stopJhis shot earlier in the
season. The Soccermen took a big one yesterday from Westfield State 2-1.

that since we tied Springfield, we didn't have
to try against UMass."

Westfield indeed didn't play as though

they deserved their high rating. Their play
wasn't spirited and their game consisted of a
series of poor long passes. Early in the game,

Oakland wins
3rd game, 3-2

they had the better chances to score but
their refusal to shoot, and to pass instead

hurt them dearly. Only in the last four

minutes did they wake up but it was too late.

After a slow start, UMass controlled the

second half of play. Many excellent scoring

opportunities were missed. Mohammad Oth-

man kicked a shot that the goalie just

managed to deflect over the crossbar. He
missed an open net from right in front when
his shot just went wide. Tom Coburn made a

great play but couldn't quite finish it off as he
faked the goalie but fired the ball 6 inches

wide.

Mohammad Othman who has come off an
injury, scored the first official UMass goal.

Tom Coburn outraced the Westfield State
goalie to the ball to the left of the goal passed
it to a wide open Othman who headed it into

an unguarded net.

Westfield State's synthetic turf didn't

seem to bother UMass much. It is thicker

than the usual synthetic turf which causes,

the ball to bounce not as high and to roll

faster, said a Westfield State official.

Neither goalie was severely tested
throughout the game as UMass' goalie was
credited with only three saves and the

Westfield goalie was credited with six.

"This win really puts us in good position
for the rest of the season,," said Coach Rufe.
"If we can beat Rhode Island in our next
game, we'll be all set for Connecticut."
Connecticut was the preseason favorite to
win the Yankee Conference.
QUICK SHOTS: UMass is now 5-1 on the

season and Westfield drops to 7-2-2. Mike
Parsons made a great save, blocking a
Westfield pass right in front of the UMass
goal headed for a wide open Westfield
forward. Winning the Westfield game has to
be the biggest win for the Minutemen thus
far this season even if it was not the best
played game of the year. Mohammed Oth-
man continues to spark the team with his

scoring antics. UMass' next contest is Friday
versus the University of Rhode Island in

Rhode Island.

OAKLAND \UPI\ - The Oakland
A's defeated the Los Angeles
Dodgers 3-2 in the third game of
the world series last night because
Joe Ferguson, who doesn't care
where he plays "as long as I get my
four swings a game," was in the
wrong place.

Ferguson, who had played right

field for Los Angeles in the first two
series games, was switched back to
catcher so the Dodgers could get
another lefthanded batter, Willie

Crawford, into the lineup in right.

The move was a failure, even
though Crawford hit a ninth inning
homer for the Dodgers' final run.

The difference in the game was
an error by Ferguson - one of two
he made, tying a series record for
catchers - that led to two
unearned runs by the A's in the
third inning and put them ahead to
stay.

This was the third straight game
in this first - ever all - California
World Series decided by a 3-2 score

The A's won the first and the
Dodgers the second - and put
Oakland on top in games, 2-1. The
fourth and fifth games will be
played here Wednesday and
Thursday nights.

Ferguson had shared the cat-

ching job with Steve Yeager this

season but Yeager, who is a better
catcher, played there the first two
series games while Ferguson was in

right.

Ironically, Ferguson had spec-
tacular moments in each of the first

two games. He prevented an
Oakland run in the first game with
one of the best throws from the
outfield in series history, and hit a
two-run home run in the second
game.

But last night he was not
spectacular.

With the game scoreless and two
out in the third inning, Ferguson

couldn't handle a little chip in front

of the plate by Reggie Jackson.
He bobbled the ball for an error

and Oakland's first run scored on
the play. Joe Rudi followed with a

single to make it 2-0.

Oakland got its third run in the
fourth, Dick Green coming home
on a single by Bert Campaneris, and
Ferguson let the throw from center
get by him for his second error.

That made Ferguson the first

catcher in more than 40 years to

make two errors in a World Series

game.

Before the game started,
Ferguson was asked about the
move from right back to catcher,
and he said "I don't care where I

play as long as I get my four swings
a game," but his four swings didn't

accomplish much either - two
strikeouts, a walk, and he reached
on an error.

Happy tenure for

OB Mark Tripucka
By TOM CROWLEY

Sports Staff

Mark Tripucka likes UMass. He
likes the social life, the people he's
met, and the athletics. 'Especially

football.

"I've had a helluba time playing
football here," Mark said. It's a fine

school and I've made friends here."
"When I was a freshman, this

place was so big. But afterwards,
when I made friends, it wasn't so
big", Mark said. That was about the
time Mark was backup behind Piel

Pennington. He was the backup his

sophomore and junior years and sat
out last year with an injured leg.

Mark Tripucka

Jackson reprimanded
for row with scribe
OAKLAND \UPI] - Reggie Jackson, Oakland's outfielder, was

reprimanded and threatened with suspension by baseball commissioner
Bowie Kuhn Tuesday as a result of his run-in with a sports writer.
Kuhn's action came moments before the third game of the World Series

between the Oakland A's and Los Angeles Dodgers and was an outgrowth
of a stinging denunciation by Jackson directed at Murray Olderman, 52, a
sports columnist for a feature syndicate, during the A's off-day workout at
Oakland Coliseum Monday.
The reprimand and suspension threat was conveyed to Jackson by one

of Kuhn's aides, Joseph Reichler, baseball's director of public relations.
Reichler approached Jackson as the A's cleanup hitter was warming up

with fellow outfielder Jesus Alou near the Oakland dugout and told him
Kuhn was "very disturbed" over published reports of his threat to keep
Olderman out of the A's clubhouse.
"The commissioner doesn't want anything like this ever to happen

again," Reichler told Jackson. "If it does, there's going to be a problem, a
very serious problem, and I think you know what I mean by that."
Jackson nodded because shortly after Monday's episode, Reichler had

told him he would risk suspension if he ever did the same thing again.
Reichler made it clear to Jackson on Monday he was speaking for Kuhn,

sports

During the year off Mark rested
his leg. "The doctor told me to rest
the leg until it was healthy after I

stretched it by playing basketball
and running. During spring practice
I hurt myself by overstretching the
leg," Mark explained.

Mark was taken out of Satur-
day's BU game, but not for the
same injury. "I had a cyst in my
knee and it popped when I was hit.

It hurt at the game and until
Monday or Tuesday. I'm alright
now."

The pain of the cyst is almost as
much as the loss against Vermont.
"It's all uphill now," said the senior

quarterback. "We have to beat
both Rhode Island and UConn to

get a share of the Beanpot. The loss

to Vermont killed us."

Mark took over the starting job
after Fred Kelliher was hurt on the
second series of downs in the
Villanova game. "Freddie played
better than me in the pre-season,
then all of a sudden I was starting."

"The Yankee Conference is

competitive. Some people said that
we were going to kill Maine. We still

have to practice as hard. They may
not tackle or hit as hard, but
nobody is going to lie down and
die."

Mark was 5 for 10 for 38 yards in

the BU game, but he realizes the
passing game is not like last year.

But Mark counters that "statistics

don't mean a thing. We beat
Dartmouth but they had statistics.

We had better stats than Villanova,
but we lost".

"Last year," Mark continued,
"the team got most of its yardage
in the air. This year we got it on the
ground. The total offense is about
the same as last year and the record
is the same after five games - 3-
2."

Mark has no future plans other
than a possible teaching job, but he
does have a "past".
The 23 year old senior is from

Bloomfield, N.Y. His father was
Frank Tripucka who played
quarterback for Notre Dame and in

the NFL.

Staff Notice
Thumbnail prints for all sports
columnists will be taken in the
Collegian office Wednesday
between 5 and 6 p.m.
Yesterday's similar notice was a
false rumor obviously spread by
Marxist elements.

Dean leads off Watergate testimony
WASHINGTON [UPI\ - John W. Dean III

testified yesterday that Richard M. Nixon's
closest aides - John N. Mitchell, H. R.
Haldeman and John D. Ehrlichman - were
involved in a consuming flurry of cover-up
activity after the Watergate break-in.

Chief trial prosecutor James F. Neal
chronologically led Dean, Nixon's former
counsel and the government's lead-off
witness, through the meetings surrounding
the June 17, 1972, break-in. It was expected
the subpoenaed White House tape of Dean's
Sept. 15, 1972, conversation with Nixon
would be played Thursday afternoon in

historic courtroom drama.

Dean, who is imprisoned at the Ft.

Holabird, Md., federal facility after pleading
guilty to his part in the cover-up, is expected
to be questioned by the prosecution in the
Watergate conspiracy trial for the rest of the
week with cross-examination taking several
more days. His wife Maureen was seated
next to Mrs. Haldeman.

Mitchell, the former attorney general;
Haldeman and Ehrlichman, former White
House aides; and Kenneth W. Parkinson and
Robert C. Mardian, former re-election aides,

are in the 12th day of their trial.

Dean testified that:

-At a June 19, 1972, meeting, he reported
to Mitchell, Mardian and former deputy
campaign director Jeb Stuart Magruder,
who also is in prison, that Ehrlichman "had
taken charge of matters at the White
House."

"What 'matters'?" Neal asked.

"Determining what had happened and
how to deal with it," Dean replied, adding
that Mitchell had replied to his report with an
expressionless, off-the-cuff remark, "Isn't

that wonderful."
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Ken Dean opposes student control

Dorm life negotiations deadlocked
By LA WRENCEKORNFELD

Staff Reporter
A deadlock has been reached in

negotiations between Ken Dean, director of
Residential Life, and representatives of the
Student Senate to determine the powers of
the new Residential Life Policy Board.

The board will consist of 21 students and
have jurisdiction over the entire Residential

Life system including dining commons and
dorms.

The board was established to give
students direct input to the director of
Residential Life.

One of the student negotiators, Matt
Burns, complained; "Right now Dean can
spend our money. We can't hire him. We
can't fire him either. We have absolutely no
control over any decisions he makes."

Dean says he wants to "work with the

students" in making policy decisions.

However he sees "no need" for giving the

Board governing powers.
The Board is part of the reorganization of

the Residential Life system passed this

summer. The composition and the exact
function of the Board were deliberately left

unspecified by the special committee that
prepared it.

Last Wednesday negotiations were ter-

minated because both groups felt they had
compromised as much as possible and still

couldn't reach an agreement.

Graduate Senate hears

Bromery's projected plans

The basic disagreement is that Dean wants
the Board to be a "joint policy board"
making decisions jointly with his office. The
Student Senate reps insist on a student
"governing board" which will run the
Residential Life system.

^
In order to break the deadlock the Student

Senate will write up a proposal for a Policy
Board constitution. If this proposal is ap-
proved by the various Area Governments it

will go through the governance process.

turn to page 2

By HILLARYMARTICK
Staff Reporter

Chancellor Randolph Bromery told
graduate senators that he hopes to spend
more time looking at and addressing himself
to campus issues. Bromery indicated that he
plans to be much more visible on campus
this year.

In an address to the Graduate Student
Senate (GSS) Monday night, the Chancellor
clarified the present situation regarding the
proposal for graduate student grievance
procedures.

Bromery explained that William E.

Searson, general counsel to the President's

Office, is currently examining the document
for any legal concerns that may arise from its

implementation. Although the Chancellor
has accepted the proposal as an interim

document, he is waiting for further

clarification of the concerns of the
President's Office before he can officially

accept the document as University
procedure.

The Graduate School Grievance
Procedure will provide graduate students
with a clearly defined series of steps that can
be used to settle disputes concerning
academic matters, TA-RA problems, and
other issues that might arise.

Graduate students may bring formal
complaints against the University if they feel

1) unjust or arbitrary disciplinary action has
been taken against them, 2) the University

has harmed them through its failure to follow

customary and usual procedure, or 3) they

have been deprived of a constitutionally

protected right.

According to Bromery, it will only be a

matter of days before these procedures can
be used, unless Searson comes up with any
real legal constraints.

The Chancellor stressed that he shares

President Robert C. Wood's concerns about
the inequities that exist amongst the various

graduate departments. He reassured

graduate senators that, according to the
Board of Trustees, there will not be a
duplication of graduate programs at the
Boston and Amherst campuses.
When asked by a senator how he intends

to evaluate the performance of the in-

dividuals working within the bureaucracy of
the Amherst campus, the Chancellor replied

that although he is receiving input from Zena
Tillona, his staff assistant, as well as from the
vice-chancellors, he welcomes any specific

feedback and information that students can
give.

Bromery acknowledged his awareness of
the incompetency of many individuals

working within the University. "But", he
declared, "after twenty years of dealing with
bureaucracies, I realize that there is still the
human component. There are people who
can be retrained or better utilized in another
position. I intend to exhaust all possibilities

before putting people who have been here
for many years into the street."

turn to page 2

Residency law may face test

Chancellor Randolph Bromery explains a viewpoint during

Graduate Senate meeting.

By LAWRENCEKORNFELD
Staff Reporter

The Student Organizing Project (SOP) will

sponsor open hearings on housing and food
services Nov. 4-8 which may lead to a lawsuit

challenging mandatory dorm residence.

The SOP, which was founded to organize

a student union on campus, is staging these
hearings to expose the various problems of

on and off-campus living and provide a

forum for all groups involved to present their

cases.

Themes of the sessions, to be held in

several residential areas, will include the

financing, governance, and environmental
quality of housing and food services for

UMass students.

The hearings will investigate the impact of

an all voluntary residence hall system on the
university and the surrounding community.
Another major topic will be the con-

stitutionality of the mandatory dorm
residence and meal plans.

These hearings have been endorsed by all

Area Government Presidents, the Student
Senate, Southwest Assembly, and Com-
muter Assembly.

Student Senate President Rick Savini
described the hearing as having two main
functions: to make information available to
the residents and "to help us make decisions
on weather a suit should be brought against
the university."

SOP is encouraging any individuals or
groups interested in testifying to contact
them at 5-2415 or 428 S.U. building.

inside:
Student theft, combined with

rising labor costs may make your
meal ticket more expensive next
year - See page 2

weather:
Your friendly neighborhood

forecaster read his instruments this

morning and said: "Tell the people
to listen to the radio; I don 't want to

be the one who ruins their mor-
ning!"
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Labor cost, theft may trigger

hike in dining commons fee

Environmental program 'a first for UMass
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dy P.J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

First in a two-part series
on how students are
creating their own fee
increases - and how
they can be avoided.

If costs continue to rise at the
current rate, students can expect
the price of meal tickets to go up
next year, according to Arthur H.
Warren, Director of Food Services
at UMass.
The price of a 10-meal plan ticket

was $284.75 last year and the price
this semester is $308.25, an in-

crease of $23.50 over the previous
year. The increase is the same for
the 15-meal plan.

"The cost of labor has gone up 6
percent this year and will increase
by another 6 percent next year. The
minimum wage has also gone up,"
said Warren when asked about the
price hike.

There are some built-in expenses
in the price of a meal ticket.

Students carry the burden of
paying for all utilities connected
with the dining commons. Included
are costs for labor, electricity, food,
trucks for food transport and a
standard mortgage of ap-
proximately $900,000 a year on the
D.C. buildings.

"Other schools such as Westfield
State and Hampshire College can
serve more food for the same

Spring semester brings Earth School to campus
By JERRY ROGERS Studies, who .s sponsorino the ™— « ,. ^ ~

amount ot money" noted Warren
when citing the huge chunk of
money the mortgage payment
takes out of the Food Service
budget annually.

Another factor which seriously
affects costs is the problem of
theft. According to Warren, more
food is being taken from dining
commons as well as plates and
utensils. Since just the beginning of
this semester, $4,000 has been
spent on replacing knives along.

"Students think they are ripping
off an outside concern so they take
silverware, china, break windows.
The students end up paying. They
don't realize they are stealing from
themselves," said Warren.
Wasting of food is another big

financial loss. There are no exact
figures available on the amount of
food that is wasted per year, but an
experiment conducted recently by

the Dining Commons in which
wasted margarine and milk were
collected proved that a substantial

amount of food, and therefore

money are being thrown away
daily.

When asked what could be done
with money saved if students
wasted less and if the incidence of
rip-offs were to go down, Warren
said that the savings could be used
to offset price increases and
possibly the price of the meal ticket
could be stabilized for some time
rather than increasing at a steady
rate.

Tomorrow - Roger Cruff and
Resident Life.

By JERRY ROGERS
Staff Reporter

Earth School, an off-campus, residential program in en-wonmental studies will be conducted by the institute forMan and H.s Environment during spring semester in what is a
first tor UMass.
Open to sixteen students from the Five Colleges the three

part program will "provide an intensive introduction to in-
terdisciplinary environmental studies." Applications will be
accepted until November 7. More detailed information will be
available at an introductory meeting Monday night, October
Zi, in the Campus Center.
"The program started at Hampshire, as most programs of

this type do, but when it didn't make it, we picked it up "
said

Dennis Trager. a doctoral candidate in Environmental

Old Weird

Harold's

Dorm -life issue deadlocked
cont. from p. 1

The governance process can take
as much as seventy days. It in-

volves having the proposal voted
on first by the Graduate Senate, the
Faculty Senate, and finally by the
Chancellor's Governance Board.
The Chancellor's board will have

the final say on whether the
constitution is implemented.
Burns said the reason students

couldn't compromise any farther is

becuase the Student Senate only
empowered them to negotiate for

"a board which operated in a line
relationship to the director of
Residence Life."

Dean gave two reasons why the
board couldn't be a governing
board. First, not all the residence
hall funds are provided by students;
Some come from the state.
Secondly, he claims it would in-

terfere with "managerial rights". By
that he means that management
must have final say on "all matters
affecting the budgeting of the
institution."

Burns said the problem is that
administrators "don't want to
recognize the fact that students as
a group can make responsible
decisions about their lives."

Burns told the Collegian that
while the governance process is

going on the Board will begin
acting with the powers that Dean
wanted it to have. Dean con-
tradicted this saying as far as he
knew the Board would only be set
up during the process.

New and Used Clothing
University Drive ( near Bell's Pizza

)

Need Clothing but funds low
try Old Weird Harold's

— USED —
Blue Jeans ^
Corduroy Jeans

Flannel Shirts $1.50

Suede, Fur Coats

Now Open 10-9, Monday thru Saturday

Studies, who is sponsoring the program along with Mark
Cherniack, a doctoral candidate in Future Studies.

Innovative programs such as this usually involve a lot of
time and money which Hampshire is able to deal with,
whereas for UMass this is a relatively rare thing. Trager said
this is why it's so exciting.

Approved for credit by Outreach, the School of Education,
and Hampshire College, Earth School will begin with a three
week camping trip to the Southeastern U.S. Time will be
spent at the South Carolina Shore, the Okefenokee swamp,
the Florida everglades and the Florida Keys while en
vironmental awareness is studied.
The second part of the program will zero in on the study of

ecosystems while the group lives on a 200-acre farm in Pitts-
field. When this phase is completed the group will apply what

they've learned to study social issues concerning the en-
vironment and how they are handled through municipal and
ecological agencies.

While living in Pittsfield there will be workshops ap-
proximately twice a week conducted by visiting professors
from the Five Colleges. Approaches used will not only be
scientific but also artistic, philosophical, and personal.

Specific approaches and areas of study *! departd on the
makeup of the group. Those accepted for the program will

make a sort of retreat in late November to determine these
specifics and form some group identity.

Cost of the program will be $1400 but some financial aid is

available. At present Trager is trying to make arrangements
for work study to be applied.

Botony colloquium will explore processes
of synthesis in autumn foliage

OSWALD TIPPO

By KATHY SHEEHAN
Staff Reporter

The Autumnal colors of the
seasonal foliage are signs of death
and decadence, according to
UMass Botany professor, Dr.
Oswald Tippo.

"The process of disintegration is

the thing that produces all these
fine colors," Tippo said.

A Botany Colloquium being
given today at 4:30 in Room 203
Morrill will study this phenomenon.
Dr. Kenneth V. Thimann from the
University of California, Santa Cruz,

will be lecturing on how leaves

grow and age.

At the colloquium, students will

learn that the appearance of

yellows, reds, golds, and browns in

the leaves of the trees is caused by
the prominence of these color
pigments instead of the green
pigment, chlorophyll.

Because the presence of
chlorophyll is a necessary step in
food production of trees during the
summer, its green pigment is

prominent in the leaves during that
time.

However, throughout the
summer growing season, the
chlorophyll is constantly disin-
tegrating at the same time. Raw
materials must be conducted up to

the leaves from the ground through
tubes in the leaf stocks to replenish
the chlorophyll.

In the Fall, the green pigment
becomes scarce in the leaves
because the conducting cells in the
leaf stocks become blocked,
preventing raw materials for
chlorophyll production from en-
tering the leaves. Why the con-
ducting cells become blocked every
Fall is a mystery to botanists today.
With the chlorophyll absent, the

green color disappears, and other
pigments, previously masked by the

green dominance, begin to show
up. These pigments include
carotenoid (yellow), anthocyanin
(red), and tanin (brown).

The bright sunny days and the
cool nights that are characteristic of
Autumn increase the appearance of
the normally invisible red, yellow,
and brown pigments, and give us
the best display of Fall foliage.

The cold nights slow the tran-

sportation of sugar from the leaves.
The remaining sugar in the leaves
helps produce anthocyanin, the
dominant Autumnal color.

Bromery addresses Grad Senate
cont. from p. 1

In response to a question about
the specific duties of teaching,
research, and service assistants,
Vere Chappell, acting dean of the
Graduate School, replied, "Though
there is a standard contract, it's not
very specific. Each department
appends a list of specific duties
which is completely arbitrary."

Acknowledging that this arbitrary
list of duties often leads to
problems within departments and
grievances on the part of graduate
assistants, Chappell said, "The
Graduate School Grievance
Procedure provide* l mechanism
for students to talk to faculty

members about their grievances. I

hope that the use of this procedure
will prevent these problems from
arising."

Chappell noted that the joint
committee of Student Affairs-
Financial Aid will attempt to clarify
and define the rights and
responsibilities of the graduate
students and the University in
reference to all three categories of
assistantships.

Graduate student committee
chairperson, Robert Jorgensen,
extended an open invitation to all

graduate students interested in
working with this committee. He

S-W gets graphics course
A course in newspaper design will be taught in the twelfth floor lounge

of George Washington tower beginning Thursday, October 17, at 7:00
Registration will be at that time.

The course is limited to residents of Southwest. It will be taught by Dean
Tucker, Executive Editor of the Collegian One credit will be offered for
completion of the six lesson course which will involve theory and practice.

can be contacted through the GSS
office, CC 919, 5-0970.

Highly-placed sources in the
Graduate Student Senate have
informed the Collegian that a new
movement will soon surface within
the UMass-Amherst community
which will attempt to re-examine
and redefine the role of student
governance. Questions concerning
effectiveness, areas and limits of
power and control, general
direction and goals, and the overall
desirability of maintaining the
present structure of student
governance will be addressed
throughout the current academic
year.

Kentfield Hardware,
Inc.

63 SOUTH PLEASANT ST.

Suppliers of:

— STUDENT NEEDS
— HARDWARE
— SPORTING GOODS— PAINT
— ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Hours: Monday Thursday A Saturday— t-S: 30

Fridays— t a.m. -• p.m.
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Thought influences experience,

]
claim's Christian Scientist Linnig

A COMM I 1 1; OPTICAL M 15VHI
FASHIONABLE EYEWEAR

CONTACT LENSES/SUPPLIES
HEARING AID CONSULTANTS

By DAVID SAND
Staff Correspondent

"What we see and experience is

the result of the content of our
thinking," Roy Linnig recently told

an audience in the Colonial Lounge
in a talk entitled "Commitment: A
Christian Science Approach."

Linnig, a full time practitioner of

Christian Science since 1953, said

efforts to help others and alleviate

suffering will be more effective as

thinking is shifted from "material

modes of thoughts" to an un-

derstanding of spiritual reality.

"You must be perfect as your

heavenly Father is perfect," he

declared, quoting Jesus from the

Moffit translation of the Bible.

He explained that Jesus saw
spiritual perfection as a present

reality and that as we also begin to

understand this, our bodies and
environment, or whatever needs
healing, will respond to our change
in thought.

Citing several examples, Linnig

stressed prayer or "the conscious
effort to understand spiritual

reality" results in tangible and
effective solutions to problems. He
spoke of an instance in which,
through his own prayer, he was
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Provost Robert L. Gluckstern will

highlight the next GSS meeting.
The allocation of GSS funds to the
Collegian and the Student Senate
Transit Service will also be
discussed.

Boston busing

discussion tonight
Southies say it's a little neigh-

borhood versus a big government.
Blacks say it is racism. Want to talk
about it? Tonight at 8:00 in room
165 of the Campus Center Socialist
Workers Party candidates Ollie
Bivins and Jeanne Lafferty will be
speaking at an open forum; "Little
Rock, 1957 — Boston, 1974." Free
form forum following the speakers.
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FANTASTIC SELECTION
of Used Sweaters, Coats,

Winter Boots, and Hats.

Jeans-Jacket Sweaters-Indian Jewelry]

255 Triangle St.

Amherst
Free Parking in Rear

549 3831

Also located

at

Martha's Vineyard

ELECTIONS

REFERENDUM

ON

BUSSES - OUTREACH AND

NIGHT SERVICE

CONFLICT OF INTEREST CLAUSE

AND ELECTIONS OF CAEC MEMBERS

C0LL0QUIA

PROGRAM
WOULD YOU LIKE TO TEACH

YOUR OWN ACCREDITED COURSE?

The Commuter Assembly has a

Colloquia Program that will sponsor you

See Tom or Jeff Commuter

Assembly Office (Ground floor of S.U.B.

behind the Hatch) Ph. 5-2145.

healed of a growth on his hand.

He urged the audience to "buy,

borrow, or steal (not really)" a copy
of the Christian Science textbook,
Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy
which, as he put it, "will answer
questions you haven't even
thought of yet."

The lecture was sponsored by
the Christian Science Organization

on campus which holds weekly
meetings every Tuesday evening in

the Campus Center.

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES

Semester Year

ROY LINNIG

fParking lot waiting

list to open Mon.
The Parking Office Waiting

List for closed lots will open
Monday at 8:30 a.m. People
who received their third or
worse choice are eligible for

the waiting list. People may
come into the Parking Office or
call 5-0065 to have their name
recorded for one lot on the
waiting list.

Amherst and
adjoining towns

Elsewhere
On campus delivery
newsstand price:

S9 $15
$9 $1$

SS S9

10 cents,

i very

Faculty, staff, 5 cents.

On-campus del
guaranteed by 10 a.m.
Mail delivery to Amherst area

same day of business day
publication. In Massachusetts,
the following day. Outside
Massachusetts, no delivery
guarantee.
Send check or money order to

The Daily Collegian. Allow 2
weeks for delivery start.
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Warns against "legislative dictatorship
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Ford campaigns for Republican candidates
LINCOLN, Neb. [UPI\

President Ford, swinging through
middle America on a dawn- to-

midnight campaign, said yesterday
that Republicans must score well in

the Nov. 5 elections to prevent "a
legislative dictatorship" in

Washington.
The President campaigned at the

same time, for his new economic
program, particularly his con-
troversial income tax surcharge
proposal, and sought to allay

unhappiness of grain procedures

Ford testifies today
before House panel
WASHINGTON IUPI)

President Ford goes before a House
subcommittee today to further

explain his pardon of Richard M.
Nixon and answer questions about
the agreement giving the former
president custody of his White
House tapes and documents.

Ford's historic appearance before
the judiciary subcommittee on
criminal justice is to begin at 10
a.m. EDT and will be nationally

televised.

Ford may answer alt or most of
the 14 questions posed in two
resolutions of inquiry, which
prompted the hearing, but several

subcommittee members were
prepared to go beyond the scope of
the resolutions.

Rep. Elizabeth Holtzman, D-N.Y.,
who may emerge as the toughest
questioner on the panel, said she is

intent on asking about the tapes
agreement, but declined to give

specifics.

Before he resigned Aug. 9, Nixon
signed an agreement with the
General Services Administration
giving him possession of the

controversial tapes and documents
which led to his fall from office,

along with the right to destroy them
within 10 years.

Holtzman said she wanted to

know whether the tape agreement
played any part in Ford's decision

to pardon Nixon from any
allegations of wrongdoing while he
was president.

<*THERMAL
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and livestock growers that could
hurt GOP candidates next month.

Ford received generally friendly

receptions from a crowd of 8,000
persons at Sioux Falls, S.D., and an
estimated 5,000 persons at an
airport rally in Lincoln.

But he ran into clamorous op-
position in Lincoln from a band of
about 100 youthful demonstrators,
including members of the American
Indian Movement who all but
drowned out his speech by
pounding tom-toms and chanting
"Vietnam, Wounded Knee; Nixon
needs no amnesty."
The protesters carried signs

demanding that the government
honor past treaties with the Indians,
and surged within about 50 yards of
Ford as he finished speaking. Police
kept them from getting nearer.

It was the President's most in-

tensive day of political, traveling
since he took office, beginning with
a $1,000-per-person "coffee"
reception in Kansas City, Mo., and
ending with a midnight return to
the White House after a speech at a
$100 per couple fund raising dinner
in Indianapolis.

Repeatedly Ford sounded the
theme that inflation demands swift
counter-measures such as those he
has proposed.

I need assistance to get these

programs through the Congress,"
he said. "Every day that we wait is

just one more day that we have
allowed inflation to creep ahead."
He acknowledged that the

political polls are "a little

discouraging" and cautioned that

Oemocrats were threatening to pick

up enough strength to achieve a

"veto-proof Congress."
"In effect, you will have a

legislative dictatorship" unless
Republicans reverse that trend, he
said.

Nixon's testimony

called indispensible
WASHINGTON [UPI\

Lawyers for Watergate coverup
defendant John D. Ehriichman
argued yesterday that the
testimony of Richard M. Nixon "is

absolutely indispensable" to
proving the former presidential
aide's innocence.
The lawyers, who charged

Tuesday that Nixon repeatedly lied

about Watergate to save himself,
asked U.S. District Judge John J.
Sirica either to compel the ailing

former president to testify or at
least require that he be questioned
under oath at his home in San
Clemente, Calif.

In a legal brief filed in advance of
a hearing on the issue Thursday,
the attorneys said: "Defendant
Ehriichman submits that... Mr.
Nixon's testimony is absolutely

indispensible in this case." They
said "Nixon will testify" that

Ehriichman had no knowledge of

various aspects of the Watergate
cover-up - including alleged efforts

to use the CIA to block an FBI

investigation of the Watergate
bugging and discussion of offering

executive clemency to the burglars.

Both the prosecution and
defense have subpoenaed Nixon as

a witness in the cover-up trial of

Ehriichman and four other former

presidential aides. Nixon's lawyers

have moved that the subpoenas be
quashed on grounds he is too ill

from phlebitis to travel.

Nixon was released recently from
the hospital, and his doctors said he
would be confined to his home for

one to three months.
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"Color makes no difference to us'
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roof, and on the street in front of they're going to be mad Peopfcl ,
His frlend Michae ' Carter comes

know have no qualms about
the Dorchester section of

Boston and is black. He left his job
training attack dogs when the
muster call came Tuesday night.

Carter doesn't like the idea of
wading into a crowd of blacks with
his riot stick, but he says, "If I have
to do it, I'll do my job."

way
and

about
Hyde

Hyde Park High across the i

where violence the day before had
brought the National Guard into
Boston.

Now everything but the rain was
quiet at the school, as 250
policemen stood in their blue
slickers to watch 350 students
arrive for classes.

A heavy, driving rain, the first on
a school day since the court-
ordered plan began more than five
weeks ago, kept the demonstrators
and spectators off the streets.
So the 150 guardsmen marched

in the cavernous hall of the
Commonwealth Armory.
Another 300 were in Quincy,

menacing in their riot gear, prac-
ticing the crowd control tactics
they might have to use.

It was the first time the National
Guard had been called into the city
to quell a civil disturbance since the
Boston police strike of 1919.

One of the guards was Mathew

He feels the same
white South Boston
Park.

"It makes no difference," he
said. "Color makes no difference to
us. There's no black or white in

here - we're all green here."

nation and world

Ford veto killed

WASHINGTON [UPI]
Congress overrode a veto by
President Ford for the first time
yesterday and passed into law a
controversial $7 billion railroad
retirement bill.

U.S. prisoners freed
WASHINGTON [UP/] - Four

Americans have been released from
Cuban jails and apparently will
return to the United States today
Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y., said
yesterday.

Javits, who recently visited Cuba
and talked with Communist Premier
Fidel Castro, said the four would fly
to the island of Barbados late

Sen. William L. Scott, R-Va.

O'Malley of Beverly" who
T
u
e '^ also okayed in a

burglar alarms for a l"ina l™*™9 "* t0 12 House overrideburglar alarms for a living.

Yesterday morning he was in his
National Guard uniform, with the
flak jacket, handcuffs, helmet and
not stick that had been issued,
ready to answer a call from the

Tuesday, will restructure the
Railroad Retirement System and
pump $285 million into it annually
for the next 25 years.
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The Senate voted 72 to 1 - 24
more than the necessary two-thirds
majority needed to kill any — «•» •»•«"« o» carrac
presidential veto. The single vote to yesterday and then to Miami today.
uphold Ford's veto was cast by He said earlier the Cuban govern-

ment had been holding them on
drug-related charges.
A spokesman in Javits' office

also said the four might face
charges when they returned to the
United States, but there was no
immediate indication what those
charges might be.

Ford raps slaughter
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. [UPI] -

President Ford said yesterday he
was disturbed by the "shocking
and wasteful" protest slaughtering
of calves by farmers in Wisconsin at
a time when the nation is trying to
increase its food supply.

In a statement handed to
newsmen traveling with the
President on a Midwest campaign
tour. Ford said he recognized "the
frustration that prompted the
farmers to stage such a shocking
and wasteful demonstration."

"But their action contributes
nothing toward a solution to their
problem or to the problem of in-

flation which we all face," he said.

Ford said he has requested a full

report on the cost-price squeeze
facing livestock producers and
feeders and will hold a White House
meeting within two weeks to seek a
solution.

SPRING SEMESTER
Israel Program Center -AZYF
515 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10022
(212)753-0230/0282
Note: departure, January

Members of the National Farmers Organization
begin shooting claves with revolvers and dumping
their carcasses into a huge trench to protest low pricesThe farmers claim that they could not donate the
carcasses because the slaughter-houses could not
handle them.

Dean says defendants
had coverup roles
cont. from p. 1

Lose Something???

Find Something???

DID YOU CHECK THE LOST & FOUND

—At a meeting with Ehriichman
June 21, Ehriichman suggested that

Dean "shred" some bogus State
Department cables about the
Vietnam war and a psychiatric

profile of Pentagon Papers
defendant Daniel Ellsberg, and
"deep-six" electronic equipment,
all of which had been found in the

NOTICE
JOEY BARON: The greates-

heads don't need no threads to fill]

empty beds ...

White House safe of E. Howard
Hunt Jr., also convicted in the
original trial.

"What do you mean, 'deep-
six?" Dean said, he asked.

'"Well, John, you drive across

the Potomac on the way home.
Just throw those in the river,'"

Dean said Ehriichman replied.

"Well, John, you drive across the

river, too, so I'll bring it over to

you," Dean said he replied.

TRY US — YOU'LL LIKE US.

Location

Level I

Campus Center

M-F
9:00 - 4:30
545-0170

am
* Just received a

shipment of men's

Frye Boots.

Platform Boot
— Natural or Brown

$49.00

fU)UE& Shoes
8 MAIN ST., AMHERST
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notes & quotes

Lovejoy will speak on nukes
Sam Lovejoy of the Alternative

Energy Coalition (AEC) will speak
on the dangers of nuclear power
plants today at 12:15 in the Colonial
Lounge of the Student Union,
under the sponsorship of the
United Christian Foundation.

Lovejoy, who last spring toppled
the pre-nuke weather tower of

Northeast Utilities in Montague,
was recently acquitted on a

technicality in Franklin County
District Court.

Today's programs on WMUA

Lovejoy has attracted national
attention as one of the first

practitioners of civil disobedience in

the area of environmental con-
cerns. The half-hour talk, to which
all interested persons are welcome,
will be followed by a period of
dialogue and discussion.

The United Christian Foundation
(UCF), an ecumenical campus
ministry located in Hampshire
House, conducts regular Thursday
noon forums on issues of concern
to the campus community.

Here is today's schedule for
WMUA, 91.1 FM: 6:00-10:00 a.m.,
Fran Dance plays the wake-up shift.

8:30 a.m., Jeff Jawer is broadcast
with High Tides, the daily
astrological forecast. News is

broadcast at 7, 8, & 9 a.m. 10:00-

2:00 p.m., Scott Bacherman plays
music. 2:00-6:00 p.m., Glen
Manceau plays his prime time
show. 6:00-10:00 p.m.. Auntie
Andree is on, with time out for: 7:00
p.m., Gary Pertmuter and Stanley
Wiater host Filmmaking Notes. This
week, The Future (maybe) of
Cinema. 9:00 p.m., The Shadow
battles crime. 9:30 p.m., Robin Rich
on Women's Show tonight
discusses the differences in sex
roles between white and Asian
women. 10:00-2:00 a.m., Charlie

Be/gradeprofessor

will lecture today

on Slavic politics
The Soviet-East Europe Studies

Program in collaboration with the
Department of Political Science at

UMass are presenting a lecture by
Professor Najdam Pasic, Dean of
the Faculty of Political Science,
University of Belgrade and Member
of the Presidency of the Socialist

Republic of Serbia on the topic of
The Yugoslav Model of Socialism
today at 4:00 p.m. in 803 Campus
Center.

A question and answer period
will follow the lecture.

Mann and the black community are
on with Uujamadrum. News is

broadcast at 2, 6 & 10 p.m. 2:00-

6:00 a.m., Mary Lawson takes the
late night show. 6:00-10:00 a.m., Al
Feinberg starts tomorrow.

Busby Berkeley's

1933 extravganza

shown free tonite
The Busby Berkeley musical

extravaganza "Gold-diggers of
1933" will be shown tonight at 7:30
in Bartlett Auditorium. The film,

which is presented by the UMass
Theatre Department, is free to the
public.

1975 Foreign Medical

School Catalogue

Application procedures,
requirements and statistics at
over 400 medical schools
abroad.

Recommended by the
Association of American
Medical Colleges.

$9.MN.Y.S.add
7 per cent Tax

Order From

The Foreign Medical School
Information Center

Publications Division
1 East Main Street

Bayshore, N.Y. 11704

The shoe that works
with your body.

This shoe is

different from any
shoe you've ever
wom. It's the
EARTH* negative
heel shoe. The shoe
designed to work in

harmony with your
entire body.

The heel nf the

Earth" shoe is

actually lower than
the toe. This allows
you to walk natu-
rally. Like when you
walk barefoot in

sand or soft earth

-w.

and your heel sinks

down lower than
your toes.

The entire sole

of the Earth shoe is

molded in a very

special way. This
allows you to walk
in a gentle rolling

motion. And to walk
easily and comfort-

ably on the hard
jarring cement of

our cities.

But remember,
just because a shoe
looks like ours
doesn't mean it

works like ours So

to be sure you're

getting the Earth
brand shoe, look on
the sole for our
Earth trademark
and U.S. Patent
#3305947.

Your body will

thank you.

Shoes, sandals,

sabots and boots for

men and women.
From $23.50 to

$42.50.
'EARTHisa registered

t rademark of Kalsj
Systemet t lnc.

01974 Kals+
Systemet, Inc.

2S4 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass ohmil'

(4I3> -'-><> vh i

I « Story Strrrl

Amherst Store Hours Krattie Arcade

Mon. - Sat. 10-5:30; Fri. 11 to 7 Cambridge. Masi
(6iT) m-ttm

»*—— I III! I I. « » I ————»»—»^——————
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Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

SCHLITZ
BEER

ISABEL

12 oz. cans

Portuguese
Rose'

We're practically giving away the

bank when you join the

Pioneer Master Plan

NOW WE'RE ADDING
25 oz. bottle

FREE CHECKING
Neverberg

LSebfraumilch

Four Season's

Special

VODKA
FREE

No Minimum Balance Required!

CHECKS FREE UNLIMITED CHECK WRITING
Choose the type of checking account
that suits you best. No minimum
balance.

FREE NO SERVICE CHARGE

23.5 oz. bottle
80 Proof

OVERDRAFT PROTECTION
A cash reserve to back up your
checking account.

Vz GAL.
B»

\o

ALL PURPOSE SAVINGS AC-
COUNT
Your savings earns 5 per cent, the
highest possible rate permitted by
federal regulations

FREE TRAVELERS CHEQUES
You pay only the face amount.
Never a service charge.

&i>

**?£>*>
.-vtffc

co»

PREFERENTIAL LOAN
TREATMENT
Special lower rates on installment
loans.

BaIIantine India

PALE ALE
GENESEE
BEER

12 OZ. N.R.

24-HOUR BANKING
At any time of the day or night, use of a transfer slip
and you can transfer money from one account to
another.

^Vmm
V*

V>*
*e\9

yfd<

Vteev
W o*m or*

|*
FREE NOTARY SERVICES
Available at all offices of your
Pioneer Banks.

12 oz. N.R. YOUR PIONEER PASS
Preferential treatment at your
Pioneer Banks.

y

Case

AUTOMATIC SAVINGS
Free transfer of funds from your
checking to your savings account
each month. Watch your savings
grow! •

NOW. ACCOUNT
The privilege of writing checks
against your savings.

Four Season's

Special

Blend
80 Proof

H GAL. QT.

Sfop In and See our

Instant
Wine
Chiller
Any Wine chilled

In minutes.

All these convenient Banking Services at NO EXTRA CHARGE'

Join today at any office of your Pioneer Banks and start enjoying these benefits right away!

PIONEER
BANK

AMHERST BANKING HOUSE
328 College St. Route 9 East

On the UMass Bus Route— Phone 256 0563

National

HAMPSHIRE FRANKLIN COUNTY

OTHER BANKING HOUSES

Wlne p<*+*dise Of The Valley Member FDIC

GREENFIELD
TURNERS FALLS
SOUTH DEERFIELD
BERNARDSTON

NORTHAMPTON
FLORENCE
Soon in EASTHAMPTON
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Selling education
_. By DUDLE Y C. PHILLIPS IV

oelole^r^
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A
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c
ettS rUnS a c<>"tinuous sale of "educatedpeople to the American Society tailored by the legislature ofMassachusetts, trustees, administrators, and multiple othi inte^steThese interests, .ncfud.ng their traditions, ordered this year's graduatina

class about f.ve years ago, statistically. The university takes the credit and

USSi^mi
t0 hav%serviced these graduating students and new
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-
Th6re 'S eV6n some vaa^e notion that these

e
d

s

te have rece,ved an education which is an extention of their in-

{ Letters to the editor

Deutsch full of sauerkraut

ISthJ
h
th?l!

a fundamenta
' oversight in this way of viewing. The problem ,<

pav no thTbmt'
taXP

H
averS ' and studen<s who are taxpayers, have bTen

^ucation* to ho'
6nt aducation

-
The u™ersity * now selling that

education" £?m The COnC6Dt is ad^rtised as "the value of

ptoduTgua.^ *
StandS °n the Sh°U,derS °f Student Performance,

The university further pretends that this type of educational service is oftwo types: services to the society, by way of state prescription, and service
to students. The educational policies, program, parking for commuters
planning, etc; are projects in which student wishes are not included There
are a campus-wide number of other examples.

The student, upon graduating, becomes the product he just got through
paying for. The university sells a diploma to you so that it can sell you (and
a concept of its service) to the society.
The administration loves to involve students in endless academic

discussions on programs that they have already chosen for students The
powers of the university are ever willing to engage in non-action rapps
right to the point of treating students as adults, self-governing adults.

ter^tTt" Z the
L
position

_
in the diversity's prospectus for student in-

aovTrnino nf^h
9 5J^JS2 0ff" The tri Part^n outline for thegovermng of the university includes students able to effect policy todetermine their own education.

w—~w* »o

The university, guided by the administration and trustee purposes takesour money our buildings and programs, our work and sells it to the society
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UCa^n
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"
trainin9"- The university becomes a training^ t
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h
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f
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The UniV6rsitv promotes the sta^ quo of a type o^society by training workers to support it.

If you have ever been inside a major corporation or worked in a factory,
you may have been aware of a chain of command or an administrative
hierarchy. The workers are paid for physical work. The names and
positions differ slightly, but the descending paternal authority filtering
down to the worker is typical.

The president of a university, acting under the directives of the state
legislature and the trustees, institutes policies and delegates the actualizing
to three vice-presidents, called chancellors in education. The "employees"
in this sense, are the students in a university.
The first thing that becomes apparent is that students are not paid for

their services in the way employees are paid. Students are "paid off" with
a degree or credits and employees in factories and production companies
are "paid off" weekly and at sixty-five years old.

The second big feature is that students are being "paid off" with adiploma (called "education"). He has earned the right to be marketed
To the student, .t may appear that he has choices. He has the alter-

nates he is given by the prescription for education. A student is notDuiWing his own future. His limits are set for him.
Once upon a time, this university wrote its purposes and attempted to

see itself as a critic of society, not a tool in a process and submissive
servant.

To the Editor:

During his lecture on nutrition last Wednesday
night, Mr. Deutsch alerted his audience to the dangers
of the Dr. Atkins high protein, quick weight loss diet.
He also suggested that nutrition educators should
stress the following to the general American public: 1.

A lower protein intake which will still meet the needs
of the body. 2. A higher intake of carbohydrates. 3. A
decreased intake of fats and sucrose. I found this all
quite enlightening.

I believe, however, that Mr. Deutsch did an injustice
to his audience by referring to a government survey
which purports to reveal myths concerning nutrition
held by the American public. One of these myths
which this "scientific" survey exposes, is the belief
that agricultural pesticides may endanger the public
health. Mr. Deutsch, and those who composed this
survey, imply that this is merely a false belief foolishly
held by a majority of Americans. When Mr. Deutsch
addressed himself to the question of pesticides, he
not only revealed an embarrassing ignorance of the

ecological implications of the problem, but also such
an amazing indifference to the problem, that one
might question his intellectual objectivity.

Mr. Deutsch was talking politics as much as
nutrition in quoting this government survey. He was
acting as a spokesman for the food industry, and like
any industry its primary concern is profit. A questioner
pointed out to Mr. Deutsch that the technology of the
food industry is quite sophisticated, but it makes
people feel that they have no control over their own
lives and for this reason they reject the technology.
Mr. Deutsch agreed and stated that this was a public
relations problem for the food industry. Rather than
using public relations as a panacea to this problem, I

would suggest that people ownership of the food
industry, i.e., socialism, would be a more rationale
solution.

Finally, when someone lights up a cigarette after
giving a talk on nutrition, I find myself becoming
skeptical about their personal commitment to health

Bob Carroll

Coalition slate speaks out
To the Editor

The coalition slate for the Commuter Assembly has
recently learned that several individuals have been
riding buses and announcing that, "a vote against the
incumbents is a vote against bus service". This is a lie!

Coalition candidates have been meeting with transit
service officials determining the cost for weekend
outreach bus service. This is a primary plank in our
election platform.

We have several questions to ask to incumbent
assembly persons:

Why hasn't bus service for weekends been
previously considered?
Why are the commuters expending large

amounts of money refurbishing the Com-
muter Lounge, when the Campus Center
Board's Space Committee may not even
allocate that space next year to the Commuter

Assembly? How many commuters know of,
and use the Commuter Lounge?
Why do the Commuter Assembly officers

pay themselves an outrageous $4000 a year in
salaries?

Why has the Student Organizing Project,
the Student Center for Educational Research,
and the Veterans' Coalition taken the initiative
in the field of tenant grievances? Why doesn 't

the Commuter Assembly have a Tenants
Redress Committee?
We wish to have the Commuter Assembly work in

harmony with other student organizations for the
benefit of the commuter population, rather than
becoming a bureaucratic entity of paid paper pushers

Frances Taylor, John O'Keefe. Dave O'Connell
Paul Duffin. Charlie Atwood, Ken Irwin and
Barbara Bagley

Athletic fee: a lot for nothing

With the knowledge that it is provided that the students are one third the
governing force of the university (on paper) to return the university to a tri-
partisan system will take a redefinition which puts students in a position to
determine their own education.
Although the effort will require "an academic study", (a further delay)

the real problem is the bureaucratic comfort which has been generated by
the existing administration and vested interests in the already existing
systems. The added dimensions of professional pride and academic
snobbery will show themselves for what they are.
The university counts on students not being their own persons; less than

adults The university intimidates students with potential denial of a degreeand plies them with procedure. Both of these practices are paternalistic
and represent no student interests.

If it seems that I speak of hypothetical abstractions of some uncommon
condition, pick up a university handbook or housing and parking rules or
curriculum mandates and you will be looking at your "employment
conr *c: and "guarantee of service". If you are a student, you are paying

There are contradictions we experience as students that we did not
create and do not have control enough to correct. We are students andvery much a part of a progressive future. It can start here.

Dudley C. Phillips is a Collegian Commentator.

FASSTon campus
To the Editor

The Vice-President of FASST \ Federation of Americans Supporting
Science and Technology] will be on Campus Sunday, October 20, from 2
p.m. to 6p.m. to answer any and ail questions about FASST - its programs
and what you can do to participate in them. After his talk we will try to
organize a U. Ma. chapter. We need only 4 other people to be a recognized
student chapter and quality to get speakers from all professions here at no
cost, or have films, or many other activities. Please call f>46-8983 if in
terested, and ask for John Moroney. Call me on Saturday or Sunday for
room, or check the Campus Center bulletin board.

John Moroney

To the Editor

/ would like to add my comments to Mort Willis'

letter ( Oct. 15) concerning payment of an athletic fee.

Today I asked at the Bursar's office what the $30
yearly fee covers. I was told that it covers attendance
to athletic events. The money goes directly to the
athletic department. My husband and I are both
UMass students and do not plan to attend athletic
events with any regularity. If there were an event that
interested us, we would be happy to pay for that
individual event at that time.

The athletic fee represents $60 which we pay yearly
in return for nothing. In addition, as a transfer, I am
required to pay a $20 physical education fee despite

the fact that physical education credits are no longer
required. When I asked the result of refusing to pay
these fees, I was told that I would not be registered.
"They've got you coming and going", the lady at the
Bursar's office added.

If a majority of the 23,000 students at UMass
refused to pay this $30 fee, for which we receive no
benefits other than admission to athletic events,
surely some action would be taken. This fee should be
optional. The athletic department is profiting over
$69,000 per year as a result of this fee. Does anyone
else care enough to start a movement to make this fee
optional?

Maries A. Hastings

Walkathon for the retarded
To the Editor

/ am writing this letter in hopes of contacting
students, faculty, or others who are concerned about
the needs of retarded individuals in state institutions,
and who would be willing to provide assistance with a
walkathon occurring on Oct. 20, on their behalf.

The Shriver Center Medical Program needs help
raising funds to continue its current operation. This
program provides additional specialized medical
services to the 6,000 residents of the five state schools
in Mass.: Belchertown, Monson, Wrentham, Dever,
and Fernald, by transporting residents from their own
schools to Shriver five days weekly for care in Ear
Nose, and Throat; Eye; and Dental clinics. So far, the
program has provided over 4,000 clinic visits, and has
performed over 200 operations.

Shriver s problem is that it doesn't have enough
vehicles to provide transportation for these individuals
to and from the Center. Their 1967 school bus has
gone 150,000 miles, and their 1968 ambulance is a/so
running on borrowed time. The Shriver Center is a
non-profit corporation dedicated to research, training
and service in mental retardation. 95 per cent of the
Center's funds come from government grants. The
Center has no endowment, and is operating at a

deficit.

The program is now working, and making progressm improving medical care to the retarded, which can
be appreciated when the vast changes in health and
behavior resultant from such things as cataract
removal, or cosmetic surgery to. improve appearance,
or just a general sense of being cared about are ob-
served in these individuals.

This program needs your help to continue these
services; your assistance as a walker or as a sponsor
will be deeply appreciated by 6,000 people who need
your help.

The walkathon will be on Oct. 20, starting in
Waltham at 8:30 a.m., going through seven
surrounding communities, and then back to Shriver.
Walkers wiU be asked to obtain their own sponsors,
and collect from them after the walk. The 25 miles is
not mandatory; any distance walked will be ap-
preciated. Transportation to the area is currently
being arranged. If you have a vehicle, it would be
helpful.

If you are at all interested in participating as a
walker, sponsor, or general volunteer, or if you would
like further information, please contact me: 323-4574.

Diane Qrslg

Gerry Cataldo D
Criminality in Southie

Boston has become a battleground for human
rights. Busing is no longer the issue there, if indeed it
ever was. A few weeks ago the time at long last
arnved, for Boston to demonstrate where it stood on a
question that should have been answered several
years ago. But back when America's attention was
diverted to the South, our Northern communities
escaped the responsibilities of putting the law into
action. The South is the better for it, and the North
specifically and tragically Boston, is the worst Fornow we are haunted by the specter of Selma and
Birmingham. Day by day, this nightmare is turnino
into reality.

a

There are those who would have us believe that
South Boston, or Hyde Park, or Roxbury, are in some
way different from the rest of the nation. That there
exists in these communities, particularly "Southie" a
sense of tradition or neighborhood cohesion unknown
anywhere else. And it is because of this, they say that
the violence and hatred exists. These same people are
quick to point out that racism is not a legitimate issue
while cries of "nigger go home" are heard in the
background. If anyone doubts that racism is at the
heart of the violence in Boston, then let him imagine
the same situation occurring if the busing were being
conducted between two white neighborhoods.
What the seige is all about, is whether or not the

traditions and prejudices of some Bostonians and
their sympathizers are going to be allowed to stand in
the way of a child's right to attend a decent public
school. To be sure, it is a tough bullet to bite for
people who have been attending the same neigh-
borhood school for years. And it's not easy to say
goodbye to school friends, get used to a strange
environment, or welcome a new group to your school.
But if there was ever a case to be made for the in-
tegration of public schools, it can be seen in the
narrow minded approach to life that the students of
South Boston and elsewhere are demonstrating. That
very same "tradition" of closed society living is
showing its result in the violent attitudes of adults and
children alike.

And so we hear how tough it is for the people of
Southie, and how the government is pushing them
around. Well it is also tough to be riding in a damn
yellow school bus that's being pelted with rocks. And
it's not so easy to be called names as you walk up the

steps of your new school. And it must be frightening
to realize that it takes a couple hundred police to getyou ,n and out of Southie safely. And it couldn't havebeen much of a joke for that Black man, Jean LouisYvon, who drove through Southie at the wrong time

Sn,T 'A™.?
nearlV l6ft his head on somebody's

doorstep. And that good old tradition didn't protect
that white girl from being raped the other nightether So much for the good old times, and being
picked on by government, and police brutality In mv
opinion it was past time the cops tore up a bar in
Southie, anyway.

It's frightening when you think about it The
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it s all well and good, as it was back then, to say that
not everyone is causing the trouble. And to say that
sure, racsm exists, but the majority doesn't feel that

£H 1 the r°Ck throwin9. slogan hurling mobs
conta.n the minority of residents. Yes, you can saythose things about good old Southie, and the rest but
it doesn t mean a thing. It doesn't make anybody
sleep better at night, either. The plain fact is that the
situation could erupt into a catastrophe of even larger
proportions any day now. The National Guard is on
alert, and requests are ready to be enacted upon for
Federal assistance. If Marshals or troops are needed
then so be it. There comes a time when people have
to be shown that this is a nation of
time honored prejudices be damned.
Anyone who can mutter a good word for what is

happening m Boston today has more than just his
priorities mixed up. It's a criminal situation, that
demands action. It also demands a sense of rage
among those who consider themselves to be above
such expressions of hatred and violence. Boston has
no nght to consider itself any better than any other
city in this country. After the events of the past few

Singing in the drain
By DIANE UNGER
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interest group has always been well- represented in their musical endea^ors, and lack of proper facilities has never strangled their enthusiast
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make/°Ur appointment now, as spaces are filled on a firstcough, first served basis.

Even the Department of Public Health has musteredweeks, Boston will have to come a long wav to orove creativitv to form thrfTW i . rT
h9S mustered UP enough

itself even the equal of anv other efc^ZlHE! ZtTl r°lT. ** 5f Ch
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Don < miss <hem a < Christmas timeitself even the equal of any other city. It's people have
done the city a gross of injustice.

I think the Black minister, on the steps of his
Roxbury church, put it straight, when he said: "I spent
34 months in a prisoner of war camp during Worldwar II, so that those people in South Boston could
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nva,ids tours the campus, carolling" selections'from the all-time campus hit, "Sting Low, Sweet Syphillis."
But still, the most remarkable development in the field of creative musicmust be accredited to the efforts of another ailing campus minority thenon-music major. Through their zealous persistence. S.tfm^e use hasbeen made of otherwise dormant dormitory facilities. To date, bathrooms.sleep in their beds at night. And no one is going to taund™ room,ThT* • h "J

dormitorV faci,ities T° date, bathrooms,
stop me from sending my daughter to scVoo'.Ter Es££S2££2^^ but

Gerry Cataldo is a Collegian Columnist.

Medina

Educating minorities
Any Human being, needs an environment in which

their personal and cultural values are accepted. Also if

that environment has freedom, justice and equality,
those individuals can make the best of themselves, as
well as of the society in which they live.

Everybody in the country knows what is going on in

Boston. And while President Ford thinks that now is

not the time for school integration, Mayor White
thinks that this was the correct and necessary time to
implement integrated education.
One of the ethnic groups that have not participated

too much in the integration school process has been
the Spanish Speaking. Many people will think that
they are not interested in the issue. But the situation is

other. The 'liberal' Massachusetts have a high drop
out rate among the Spanish Speaking population,
especially the ones living in Boston.
Sonr? people believe that the high drop out rate of

Spe-.sn speaking people is due to lack of interest in

education. This is not true. The great majority of those
drop outs are coming from, or they belong to a culture
in which education is one of the most important
aspects of life. Yes, many of those students that drop
out of school, or simply don't enter into it, come from
Puerto Rico, which is one of the few countries in the
world that has spent more than a third of its national
budget in public education.

Puerto Ricans living in Boston know about the
values of education. It is part of their culture.

That high incidence of drop outs are expressed in
the small amount of students from the Com-
monwealth able or prepare to receive a college
education.

A Puerto Rican student from Boston University said

that one of the biggest problems of the Spanish
speaking when moving to the Commonwealth is the
language. Many students because they don't know
enough English are placed in lower educational levels,
and instead of being encouraged to develop their
education, they are frustrated, especially in students
with better original academic background and higher
intelligence.

Another of the problems is the attitude of the
American schools toward other cultures and ways of
life. Especially among the Puerto Ricans, because
they have a greater sense of pragmaticism they feel
proud of their Latin heritage.

The City of Boston in particular, and the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts in general, should
implement a real and effective law to provide equal
opportunity for education to the Spanish Speaking
people. They should allocate more funds to the
creation of programs, expansion of programs dealing
with the education, job opportunities, etc., for a
population estimated between 125 and 190 thousand.
The School system should spend more money in

research to determine why the Spanish Speaking
drop out of school, and what solutions should be
made to correct that problem. Also, they should
create bases for having more students in elementary
and secondary education, in order to have more
students prepare to enter in higher education levels.
But, mostly, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
should maintain and encourage the cultural heritage
of the people that come to this land as the cultural
bridge of two continents. Obviously, all of the citizens
will receive benefits if they take an affirmative step in
the education of the Spanish Speaking population.
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But think of the suffering musicians. If you can tolerate twenty-four hourMUZAK in the dining commons; if you can tolerate roommates who (ifthey can play nothing else) know how to play the stereo at seven in themorning; and ,f you can still concentrate on the mating life of qvm-nosperms while brass trios emanate from in front of the Old Chapel thenWHY won t you let our muted musicians out of the closet'? And thevwonder why we want the Fine Arts Center open already...
Diane Unger is a Collegian Commentator

Columnists, cartoonists, commentators:

meeting Mon. night, 7:00

- editorial office

Luis Manuel Medina is a Collegian Columnist.

i,»','.(M<»ill

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they
must include a name and phone number for
reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either
content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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Quality Components at the Right Priceg IT again!

Stanton 500 E Cartridge

Phillips 212 Turntables

w/Shure M91ED Cartridge

Nikko 4040 Receiver (44 Watts RMS)

Centura V Speakers

Superscope QA 420 Receiver

(30 Watts RMS)

McDonald SP 12 8-Track Tape Decks

Scotch C 45 Cassette Tape

All Ceramic Cartridge

Diamond Needles (to $9.95)

Philips 407 Turntable

w/Stanton 500 E Cartridge

Hear Muff Headphones

LIST:

$40

$255

$350

$120/pr.

$169.95

$49.95

$4.95

$9.00

just

$155

$29.95

Thousands off Specials . .

.

Limited Quantities

Hundreds off Surprises . .

.

Spectacular Savings!

5:00 p.m. Friday to

5:00 p.m. Saturday!
This may be your last chance to get
some of the best audio components
in the world at the most unbelievable

prices ever!

Hourly Specials kr% For That Only . . .

24 Hour Specials EHD Saturday at 5:00 p.m.

(N) - New (R) - Repack (D) - Demo (U) - Used

LIST

pr. $400.00

5:00 P.M./FRIDAY
(D) J BL 88 Speakers

(U) Sherwood Sel 200

(120 Watt-RMS Receiver) $600.00

(R) Dual 1216 Turntable $149.00

6:00 P.M./FRIDAY
(D) Harmon Kardon 630 Receiver

(70 Watts RMS) $369.95

( D) J BL L25 Speakers $159.95 at
(N) Miracord 750 II Automatic

Turntable- Complete! $300.00

7:00 P.M./FRIDAY
(D) Kenwood Jumbo Receiver

200 Watts RMS $600.00

(D) AR4X Speakers pr. $180.00

(U) PE 2020 Turntable-Complete $150.00

8:00 P.M./FRIDAY
(D) Sansui AV 9500 Amplifier

(170 Watts-RMS) $549.95

(D) EPI 400 Minitowers pr. $800.00

(N) Glenburn 2155-WB
Automatic Turntable $114.00

9:00 P.M./FRIDAY
( D) Teac 2300 S-Reel to Reel $500.00

(D) JBL 88+ Speakers $438.00

(N) Pilot 253 Receiver

(80 Watts RMS) $400.00

SALE:

r. '225

'250
$6995

'180
$150/pr
'150

'250
$ 90/pr

'50

'399"
$
484/pr.

$4995

'400
'275

'200

LIST

$ 50.00

pr. $140.00

$300.00

70:00 P.M./FRIDAY
(N) Record Racks

(D) EPIMicrotowers
(N) Pilot 252 Receiver

(50 Watts RMS)

11:00 P.M./FRIDAY
(U) Kenwood Stereo

Compact System

(N) Concord CR 200 Receivers $200.00

(N) EPI 90 Speakers (4 only) pr. $180.00

12 MIDNIGHT!

$400.00

SALE:

$ 10
$
75/pr,

'150

'160
'135
$ 150/pr»

KLH Used Speakers

Used Turntables

Used Amps
Sylvania Component Turntables

List over $150.00

CHEAP!
'5 and '10

'10

'15

'10Phillips Cassette Deck

FREE hear muffs to the first 5 people
who bring us pizza and cokes.

1:OQ AM./SATURDA Y
(U) Kniqht Receiver $150.00

(U) Panasonic Receiver $129.95

( D) AKAI AA 6100 4 Channel Amp $200.00

( D) Elco Cortina 2 Receiver $150.00

(N) Shure M91ED Cartridge $ 55.00

2:00 A.M./SATURDAY list

(U) Fisher 450 T Receiver
(100 Watts-RMS) $450.00

(D) ESS AMT-l Speakers $630.00

(U) Miracord 770 H Turntable
(with AT 145 Cartridge) $400.00

3:00 AM./SATURDA Y
FREE: preeners to the first 5 people
who bring us coffee and
(U) Scott 387 Receiver

(80 Watts-RMS) $400.00

(U) JBL Olympis
S-8R Speakers $1500.00

(N) Thorens TD 125 Turntable
(Complete) $420.00

4:00 A.M./SATURDAY
(U) Macintosh C-28 Pre-Amp $550.00

(U) Macintosh 2100 Power Amp $500.00

ESS AMT-l I Speakers $870.00

5:00 A.M./SATURDAY

(N) Kenwood KR 7400 Receiver $520.00
1

(D) Harmon Kardon 1000 Cassette
Deck $339.00

( U) AR-2 AX Speakers $300.00

6:00 AM. — 9:00 AM:
Closed For Breakfast

9:00 AM./SATURDAY
(D) EPI 50 Speakers $130.00

(D) Harmon Kardon 930 Receiver

'125

'000

'250

'350

'350

'700

'400

'100

'200

T 7:00 A.M./Saturday UST

OHM B's (On Display) $440.00

DWD AT-5 5-Way Speakers pr. $600.00

Sansui AV505 Amp $169.95

ALL DAY SATURDAY!!!
(N) Headphone Carrying Case $ 9.95

(N) Cassette Carrying Case $ 19.95

(N) Lenco L75A Turntable
with Shure M91ED $205.00

12 NOON/SATURDAY
( D) Fisher 504 Receiver $549.95

(U) Bozak B310 Speaker
— excellent PA system for
GrouP pr. $1300.00

(N) Car Antenna Boosters $ 9.95

T:OQ PM. /SATURDAY
(D) Marantz 2440 Receiver

(U) Macintosh C22 Pre-Amp

(U) Macintosh MR71 Tuner

(U) Macintosh 275 Power-Amp

(U) JBL Graphic Pre-Amp

SALE:

$250
$
200/<
$99

$399

$500

pr

S850/D

$249.95

$300.00

$300.00

$450.00

$530.00

'85

'200

'200

'300

'285

(100 Watts-RMS)

10:00 AM./SATURDAY
(D) Teac 450 Tape Deck

(D) Cerwin Vega 24 Speakers

(D)TDC-VI

(D) OHM C's Speakers

$480.00

$450.00

$250.00

$200.00

$340.00

$90

'300

'350

*200
$75

s175

2:00 PM./5ATURDAY
(D) Marantz 1200 Amp

200 Watts-RMS

(U) Infinity 2000A Speakers

(D) Sherwood S7100A Receiver

3:00 PMJSATURDAY
Marantz SLT 12 Turntable

Pioneer SX424 Receiver

Janszen 410 Speakers

4:00 PM./SATURDAY
Pioneer 525 Receiver

Janszen 412 Speakers
Integral Systems
200 Amp & Model 10 Pre-Amp

$600.00

$640.00

$239.95

$300.00

$219.95

$360.00

'350

'400

'140

'150

'120
'240

'15995

'300

$650.00 450/pr.|

$279.95

$500.00

5:00 PMJSATURDAY
Come on Down and "Wheel & Deal" on Everything Still on the Floor'WE WON'T CLOSE UNTIL THE LAST CUSTOMER LEAVES SATISFIED!!!

tech hifi
Quality Components at the Right Price

259 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610
186 Main St. Northampton 586-2552
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Notices

ALL FRESHMEN:
Freshman! Please come by the Frtah-

men Register Table on the C.C. Concourse
to Me if you have a copy waiting for you.
Alpha Phi Omega, who is distributing the
register knows that parents bought copies
w-o telling the students. Come by 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. this week and next.
ALL SOCIOLOGY MAJORS:

There will be a meeting of the Sociology
Assn: today at 4:30 in C.C. 105. All
Sociology Majors are welcome.
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA:

Meeting tonight, C.C. 162 at 7, to
discuss plans and activities for the coming
year. (10-17)

BDIC STUDENTS:
The BDIC Office will be closed for

business on Thursday and Friday for
Program revisions and planning. Mid-term
reports should be left in the box near the
front door of 416 Goodell.
BOTANY COLLOQUIUM:
4:30 p.m. today, Morrill Science Center

203, Dr. Kenneth Thimann, U. of Calif, on
"Some Experiments on Leaf Senescence."
Coffee will be served at 4 p.m.
BOXING COLLOQUIUM:
The Boxing Club is sponsoring a one

credit boxing colloquium. Short class
tonite at 6:30 on 19th floor Washington.
For info call Neil 549-0524.
DANCE:
The Deadly Nightshade and Lilith will

play together Saturday, 9-1 a.m. Everyone
welcome.
FRENCH CLUB:

General info meeting of the UMaaa
Grenoble program Friday at 4 p.m. in the
3rd floor lounge of Herter Hall. Sopha and
Juniors are preferred but in exceptional
cases. Freshmen and Seniors may be
accepted. Refreshments will be served.
GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS:

Meeting at 7:30 p.m. in 803 C.C. All
women are invited.

HALLOWEEN:
Jack o Lanterns sold in front of SUB

HOMECOMING PARADE:
Any dorm or organization wishing to

enter a float in the Homecoming Parade
should contact Mark at 5-0174.
ICE HOCKEY:
Any persons interested in sketing

regularly (weekly) in relatively informal
pick up games, please contact Steve at
2535798.
ISRAEL FORUM:

All are welcome to attend planning
session for Israel Information Day. Hillel

Office, S.U. 302 at 5:30 p.m. tonight.
ORGANIZATIONAL MTG:

Meeting 903 C.C. at 7:30 to form UMass
Chapter of F.A.S.S.T. V.P. of F.A.S.S.T.
on campus 10-20 at 2 p.m. Call 548-8983
John for further deteila.

P W POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS:
No more formal meeting until Nov. 7.

Get out on the hustings and workl Call Ken
Mosakowski. if you haven't aigned up for a
particular campaign at 253-7788 immed.
PROGRAM COUNCIL:

Music Committee will heve an important
meeting Thursday in S.U. 415 at 7:30.
Security will be set up concerning the
Wendy Waldman Concert. All members
please attend.

ROISTER DOISTERS
There will be a meeting tonite at 5:30 in

rm. 178 C.C. to ratify new constitution. All
voting members definitely attend.
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SABBATH DINNER
Sign up today at Hillel for Sabbath

dinner preceded by
tomorrow evening.

creative service

turn to page

Kampus Kapers'

Kris Jackson

to give show
Famed, starving UMieland

cartoonist Kris Jackson is giving a
one-person show of an unusual sort
Thursday in the Student Union
gallery. The work will consist of
drawings not done yet. He will draw
and paint on the walls all day long.
It should be interesting to watch
the artist as he is actually producing
the work, but probably won't be.

Keep Your Eye

on

ion" call

Amherst's First Optician

for all your

Optical Needs

LOWEST PRICES
in the area

SHOP & COMPARE
56 Main St. 253-7002

ACROSS
Phrygia's

tabled king

Grave
Coach-
Parseghian
Harden

15 Author
Francis Brat

1

6
11

14

16 Deafening
noise

17 Office

employes
19 Insane
20 • a tete:

Private chat
21 Mode with

effort

22 Reflect light

24 Certain

26 Animals
27 Board over a

joint

30 Maps
32 Projecting

window
33 Increase

34 Verb
contraction

37 Tie up
38 code
39 Dickens

cheracter
40 Cutting tool

41 Neighbor of

Quebec
42 Tablecloths,

etc.

43 Every sixty

minutes

60

n

45 Gave orders
46 Depicts
48 Kind of ray

49 Balance
sheet item

50 Beverage
52 Structure for

shelter

56 Be in session
57 In a com-

plex way
E. Indian

cymbals
Talked and
talked: 2
words

62 Color

63 Compass
point

64 Drive quickly
65 " and

Prejudice"

DOWN
Light fog
Arrow poison
Ripe
Seized
legally

Visualize

Cause to

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved
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quiver

7 Gross weight
increment

8 Extremely dry
9 Mineral suffix

10 Pie, (or one
1

1

Entrance fees
12 Pleasantly Mi f

13 Llamas'

habitat

18 Set of three

23 Chapeau
25 Un. Emp

Loyalists

26 Diamond
feature

27 Short jerky

motions
28 Tune
29 Cheap

instrument
2 words

30 Mawkishly
sentimental

31 Footwear
33 Painful sore
35 Canadian

hemlock, for

one
36 George—

French
novelist

38 Planet

39 Calamitous
event

41 Speaks
indistinctly

42 Fate
44 Single

45 Endure
46 Adhesive
47 Of a

continent
48 Light in color

50 Staff

51 Instrument
53 Numerical

prefix

54 Alleged force

55 C.G.S. unit

58 Once around
59 High

mountain

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
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9 no

41

57 58

30 31

11 12 13

116

22 23

51

45

19

42

39

THURSDAY. October 17 -
Bom today, you are highly
articulate and have no diffi-

culty at all in expressing
yourself via the spoken or the
written word. You would make
an excellent teacher, public
speaker, politician, statesman,
lecturer, on the one hand -
and just as excellent a writer,
whether academic or purely
literary, on the other Al-
though women bom on this
date probably will be less
inclined to exercise their
talents than men. they can. if

they choose, become ex-
tensively well-known through
their own powers of ex-
pression.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22) -
Problems concerning personal

relationships should become
perfectly clear to you today.

Don't attempt to solve all

aspects at once.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
— Find solutions to another's

problems by taking a leaf from
a children's book. Listen
carefully to what the young
have to say about the

8* S telle Wider

situation.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22

Dec. 211 - Today and every

day for the next few weeks, be

careful about the degree of

your responses. Don't react

with too little too late.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan
19) — Be sure to leave plenty

of time in your daily schedule

for those matters others might
neglect Children lend a special

air to the day's events.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb
181 — Your usual activities

may have to be suspended in

favor of activities that better

suit the current situation on
the home front.

PISCES (Feb 19 Marti, 201

— The wise Pisces will refuse

to dip into financial savings at

this particular time. You may
need something extra in the

way of money later on.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

— Though you may feel

yourself unready to do so, you
may be called upon today to

make a final decision regard-

ing your own and another's

future.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— Professional ventures call

for thought if you are to make
a success of the them. Time is

on your side, as are your
influential contacts.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20)
— Protect your health

throughout a day that may at
times appear calculated to

endanger your physical well-

being. Think things through.
CANCER (June 21 July 22)

— Take any journey of some
distance in short stages. Don't
attempt to accomplish more
than the available hours tell

you you reasonably can.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) -
Approach any problems from
a rational rather than an
emotional point of view.
Neither tears nor laughter will

take you far toward feasible

solutions.

VIRGO (Aug. 2:1 Sept 22)
— Depend upon your own
knowledge of the present
situation and you will discover
a way out in short order.

Another's answer may be
wrong.

dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson
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cont. from p. 12
SAM LOVEJOY O/V NUKES
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Thura., 10-17 Colonial Lounge - 12 15SBA STUDENTS
Undergrad Businm Club mmeta tonh.

Luncheon. Committee reports end
planning and much more. New members
welcome.
STOCKBRIDGE FRESHMEN
Freshmen cless meeting, Thurs. 10-17

Si'JJL ^ Mnin9 at 7:30 sharp.
SAILING CLUB
Anyone interested in possibly selling

S* «£!!
k"»d 3 Smith on S«- <=•" Phil

548-9841. Meeting next Tues. nfte along
with a movie et rm. 904-908, 7pm CC
STOP VIOLENCE AGAINST THE BLACKCOMMUNITY m*VK
Forum end discussion on the busing

crisis in Boston end the attacks sgeinst the
Black community tonite et 8 in rm. 165
C.C, sponsored by YSA.
STUDENT JUDICIARY

All edvocetes end judges must attend

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page

Send for your up to-date,

176-page, mail order catalog

of 5500 topics. Enclose
SI.00 to cover postage (1-2

days delivery time).

519GLENR0CK AVE.
SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for

research purposes only

the trial tonite whether directly involved or
not, in 105 C.C. at 8 p.m.
TOY LENDING LIBRARY

Reports heve it thet the Toy Lending
Library will be opening up again - soon.
UCF COUNSELING TASK FORCE

Meeting, Thurs., 10-17, from 3-4 in 320
Hampshire House. UCF is an ecumenicel
campus ministry. Anyone interested in
counseling work is welcome.

VALLEY FOLKLORE SOCIETY
Illustrated telk on Contre-dencing in

New England. Planning folklore related

activities for this year. All welcome.
Tonight, 7:30, C.C. 808.
WALK:
Would vou walk 12 miles for the Heart

Fund?? Sure you would. Sponsor yourself,

your roommete or your dog. Sign up
today. ...on the C.C. Concourse.

ZAZEN:
ZAZEN. today C.C. 805 at 4:00 - 5:00. If

possible, bring your own cushion.
LOST:
A set of keys on a smsll triangular

leather piece (1 round key). If found,
please call 546-4723.
,4/fT COMMITTEE:

There will be a meeting tonight in the
Student Union gallery at 7:30.

r
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The University Store

Campus Center

WHERE can you find:

at

UNBELIEVABLY
LOW PRICES?

FRIDAY, OCT. I8tb

Itechhifi)
^—OuaKty Components at the Right Price—

^

259 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610
186 Main St. Northampton 586-2552

(7xMDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Colleaian Office between
• M » m and 1.4S p m Monday
Friday
The deadline is 3. as. two days

before the day your ad it to
aeewar.
The rates ere:
Paily t 30 par line*

Weakly t 26 par Una*
Monthly 120 par Une'
•Two lines on form
approximate one Un*

FOR SALE

MDC Ctmikrii

FOR SALE

Used eultara boueM and aold
The Guitar Workshop. Amherat
Carries* Shop* M 17H

10 §pd Corao bike Boat offer •

MS0SJS

Ski parkee. Md sitae. Cheap
(Neat wk vaete. coldeulte.
snowmobile suit S 6327

Irish Setter pups for sale Cell 1

3St M27 eveninee S to 10

for Sale - Oeluxe queen alte
hooted weterbed Beautiful fu>
Inad frame Only 7 months old
Now II7S Call and make an offer
Muat be soon MS 633t Mlk*

10 speed Morrie 300 23 in frame
I tic ellem cond »220 2636102

Oinlne table with 4 chain). Ml

10 apood 24 in frame Bob
Jackaon with mostly camplne
equipment Cell 133 4S34 Peter.

Rscordi of oil klnda at
roaeoneblo price* Can ueueltv eat
any IP In print within a week. The
Now Record Shop. 167 N Ploaeant
St. Amherat 2SI-SJS4

Girie 10 speed bike see. MS *i44

1 Traynor •» ayatem with clean
14 VM 3. SS watt hood. 4SC 1

columns with 01 inch speakers in
eechl »2S0 loka O1000E and 1 Shura
P I MUnidyne III mike *M pr. ISO
apiece, stands and cords included
Call SS6 J2SB Aak for Bruce

Sony TC 12S CS atereo ceeeette
dock portoble All perephenelia
elso included, excellent condition
» ISO Need money Call George S4S
6062 or M SOBS

College Calculators introduce*
the new Molcor 63S All Trie func
tiona. memory, cup not. and now
no mora intermediate calculations
Now you can u*e porontheei* Only
1109 96 Also introducing the SR 50
at S142 96 Coma and sea the two
machines Watch for my posters
nest week Call Bob Crowell et MS
1316 Tell me what you need 1

DIVING EQUIPMENT Nemrod
tank w K valve *60. US Divers tank
w K valve 160 back pack 110. 1S16
wt bait *16 speorejun »io /
Aqualung S H Reg Best offer Cell
MS 793S or M6 8104

Ampee B plus 26 Amp Fiberglass
cebinet with 2 altar Lansing D140
speakers Ideal for bass guitar
Much power Clean' S3S0 firm Cell
665 4765

Stereo Sylvama. air suspension
new cartridge. Garrerd turntable
newly serviced. S76 253 7360 Great
buy

AR Stereo equipment, complete
lino Low. low prices For info call
753 9624

Sound ft Music Co Op haa AR
3SR Oual Garrerd Glenburn Empire
ft Sony turntables at 8 percent over
coet 247 M70

Rogers double Tom drum set
Many entree Cost 1750 esking
$400 6 5102

2 KtH Model 38 speakers end 2
Pioneer model CS350 speakers
1120 par pair or boat offer Cell M6
8916

Brown laether coat fur lining
115 Call Drew 6 M32

Gibson steel pedal guitar with
double neck Demn good deal 1 Call
Jim M6 6660

Snow tires for Datsun 1200 112
in wheal basel One yr old Cell
Rob 266 8M9

RMi Acordian. 120 besa. new
1600 esk J100 Kodak M 60 Proj
S2S Heath Mi Band police redio $40
546 9752

Leica M4. 36. 50. 90mm lanaas.
Visofles II. other acces Also
Beseler23C enlsrgar. lenses, accas
Call 624 3628 Sarioua inquiries only
please

Heath AR 19 SOW receiver with
KLH 32 speakers Perfect for dorm
$200 546 9762

AUTO FOR SALE

SB Chevy Impel*. »400 Cell SS4
7912

68 Saab SSV4. 56 000 Need* trene
work, otherwiee strong Best offer
2US44B

SS Pontlac Tempest E>c body.
eaa. mechanically Reeeoneble
CaH MS 7*87

'79 Porsche S14. IS mpp. Muat
• en immediately WW take beet
offer • 6379

1687 TR4A eacel cond A classic
by ISM $1200 Call Pant BT

AUTO FOR SALE

72 Toyota Hi Lu« Pick-up truck
with custom built camper unit
Both in •.client condition Will
sell eeparately SM 3890

69 Auatln America 30.000 mileaFWD new Mich red tlrae Ski rack
Bob 64S61B0

65 Ply »260 Great car. Cheep
263 7241

66 Chevrolet. 6 cyl . automatic,
greet buy economical to run 8396
263 7241

67 ouger full power. 3 apd .

standerd air cond . new muffler
8660 263 7241

63 Dart. 6 cyl. autometlc.
dependable, economical trans-
portation $200 263 7241

70 Duster new tires custom
wheels S track tape Call 256 6684
after 6

69 SNBM Coupe mech good,
rbbr good 3 spd . euto trans . twin
carb 1725 eng $500 or B O Call
M9 1263 attar 6pm

FOR RENT

2 bedrm lownhouao. Squire
v.liege Fully carpeted diahwaahar
Nov 1 or sooner M6 4349 7 11
p m

Apartment to shore Couple
wanted to share let floor of large
N hampton house with same
reasonable rent plus utilities Pats
OK Call Howie or Corinne 5S4 1MJS
Nlghta

Apt $166 per mo. All utilities
inc Call Mi Richardson 646 003

1

ROOMMATE WANTED

F wanted for own rm in beautiful
house nr Sndrlnd Canter 6*5 22S7

Two male* seek third to shore 3
br apt 2M I

WANTED

Wanted - Hard top for MGB Call
Paul 253 5790

large room for artJet Uee of
facUrrwa 286 0B1 7 Cheep

Wanted Pair 121 ol men
dumbbells with 50 lbs of weights
Cell MS 1793 p m

Share commut from Greenfield
625 6SM

HELP WANTED

Raaponeible day care coor
dinator for MARATHON week
Nov 11 16.6 30 am 4 30pm 860
e wk plue credit Margo 546 1M6

Nurse Aides wanted im
mediately All shifts (7 3. 3 11 11 71
Apply in parson Amherst Nursing
Home 160 University Drive

Students who neve been cleered
for work study to work in RSO
office Must be available days See
Jim Rilav in RSO office Student
Union

Phi Mu Delta Frat has positions
open for houee girl or boy Work
involves kitchen clean up Pay is

your meelt Call Brian after 5pm

PERSONALS
A Kennelworth Production

brings you a new film. "Oh This Is
Kenny Werther. He s No Longer
With Us " It is nice to know he is

better

To the girl who celled ebout
Kevin et Derimouth Pleese call
Meryll 6 9920

P J F in times ol trouble I still
stick around For ths times of love
meke it worth it Forever your
lady

John McGrail hes the runs

FREE RETAIL CATALOG Pipes
watarpipes. bongs. cigarette
papers, rolling machines super
stones, clips under ground comis
etc Gabnello's Goodies. Bon 434
Hollywood Co 90028

INSTRUCTION

Classical guitar lessons
Conservatory background Kevin
Collins 253 7976

Flute lessons - experienced
teecher Studiee at Manhattan b
Vale Schoola of Music private or
group instruction, classics! or i»n
Beemnors welcome 642 4043 after7pm Peter Bacchus

I

Attractive energet
needed Call 549 1454

domestic

SERVICES

TYPING

Typing Dona -

Raaaonabla rat**.
6363

Pro
theeea.
5417

Typing
etc Roes

Faat efficient.

Call Elian 288

diasartationa.
rates Call 684

SS Chevy Ven. nine well *nly
•B.OOO mil Hes inspection sticker
8480 Leave messsge tor Dave el
M8-S320

1987 Old* Station Wagon. 54 000
miles New tires. Fall inspection
$850 256 8687

1967 Firebird, economical, vet
feat Four speeds, many now parts
253 7380

Chaw 71 Vega Hatchback 4
spaed $1096 Call 263 2628 during
day or MS 0498 after 6pm

'70 Volvo, nic* car One owner,
dk gr

. am Im 2X radials and
snows Bast over S1800 Call John
323 7413

73 Datsun 1200 First owner can t

make payments. 36 mpg. aaking
$2200 but will take $1999 Call M9
0363 after 3 Ask for Kevin

1969 Austin America, escellent
car Fall sticker Must sell $650
B O 323 4633

Own room in houee. 28 min from
UMass in Deer field Mat* pref 886
per month and utilities 1 772 0613
evenings

For 2 bedrm Puffton Apt 8110
per mo plus alec Andy. 648 4223

to share bedroom 880 per mo.
Brandywine Apt* 64S 0204
Available immed

Share houae.
Amherat Center
utilities 253 5303

own room
678 includes

WANTED

Musician* - Interested players
tor participation in INew Music)
anaamble situstion - cellists
sesophoniete. trombone, tube,
percuealon. double bassist Inquire
avaninga. 8 p m 9 p m only 884-
6077

Gla** gallon jus* Will pay 6 763
7617

BOB IS BACK to buy your sick or
decrepit car Any make, model,
year Unload your headache for
fast $8**$$ 263 7241

Calculus tutor, est knowledge
good pay Call Tom 6 4714

RIDE WANTED

To Columbua. Ohio Oct 24 28
5*9 6311

PE RSONALS

The person who took the green
cenves tennis pett bee from the
Boyden Courts 18-4. pisese return
it to Coach Koaekowaki Rm 220
Bvd

Hop brook Comrr una Rural F*rm
G*y people Bos 723. Amherst
Me*a

Witch*, warlocks - I want to
start cover Meet 12 00 Imidn I at
tide of Berkshire DC in SW on 10
17 Start meeting promptly I'll be a
little late Serve Seten

Tag - Happy 20th to the prat
tieat girl in the world Jim

K 8 8 S Juat wanted you to
know I missed you land I can
write) Keep smiling and stay
happy in Virginia

LMC On your 21st luv. I

roalite now that no matter what,
we'll always be together Here t to
a happy life' Your Big Ginto

House Plant*. 100 a to chooae from
ptue fun Nne of ecc*eaortea price
WISE GARDEN CENTER 2 Vernon
St War* Phone (4131 967 4622

Remember Food Ecology

Sue l could say atot but enjoy
tonight and have a Happy Birthday*
Flossy and Evia

Campus Cluba and° rS* n'**1lona, Do you want to
publish high quality newsletter
pamphlet, maeatlne or booklet???
Let the Messsge Company help
you write, layout, design and print
"".g*** ."**'* »••• Contact J.rry

T^ ,or in,*"netlon

Ml Fl Audio repair. 2 dey service
work gueranteed At Tech Hi Fi
Call 648 2818

Automotive repair SpecieNtingm Saab and other foreign cars CaH
Guy 288-6118

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob is
beck to fi. it right No iob too
smell Foreign or domaatic. No bi*
overheed 283 7241

Future CPA a Learn how to
prepare for the CPA esam Backercpa Review Course Calf
Boston 617 636 1440

Collect

Multicolor silk screened posters

nZSSmSST **•"•"•*

VALLEY Kl Finest training in
obed oorsonal protection and K 9
In reaidence training available Call
Marc MS 1342

ProfeMionel guitar r*p*lra by
guitar maker Michael MillardMon Wad. Frl. at Th* GuitarWorkshop Amherat Cerrlegs
Shops MS 1728 Free eatlmatae

Yr old white mole cat. Rt. 9 in
Belchertown Itowarda Quabbinl
Spot on heed 2 different color
eves Any Info aoprecieted 323-
4681

I lost a sapphtra and diamond
gold ring If found, call 6 5825
Sentimental Value Reward

F Irish Setter weertng Rlk f.
silver studded collar Dog is in need
of mod attn Please call 266 0205

Lost PINK WALLET at RUSTY
SCUPPER CaM M9 0914 Please
return I O a

Blue Saphr silver ring. Thurs
Oct 10 Fra D C Pre engagement
Rawerd Ann 6 6100 Pleese give it

back

CALCULATORS

Calculator Sale - College
Calculator* offers lowest pricee
snywhere All modala avallablel
Teaaa Inst Hawaii Packard
Unicorn All machine* new end
guer with 2 month replacement
warranty Before you buy a
calculator, call ma I can beat eny
pric* anywhere Look for my
poatera around campus for details
Then call Bob Crowell at M9 1318

ENTERTAINMENT
The Biuewet hoata every man'a

band Wednesday thru Saturday this

wee*. Th* TOC feature* Was Jenkins
end hb) band En|ov'

Anyone con play at th* W*dn**d*v
Nrte Corfoahouaal Cat Ed at 684 8279
tor a reservation

Fata deacanda on The Bluewall.
Wadnaadav thru Saturday of thia
week The Magic Mueic Band ceau
a apall over the Hatch Thuraday
thru Saturday, while Pandrift drifts
into the TOC the same nighte Give
a liatenl

Ralph Graham will rock your aoul
Wadnaaday through Saturday The
Hatch Celebrity Seriea presents
him in living sound

Hear REAL TEARS Sat.. Oct 16.
Hampden Student Center. SW. 9
1. All you can drink

Get your party rockinl CaH Steve.
Rich end Cheryl at 6-8616 or 6 9625
for OJ's with sty I*. Super cheep

like to play before • reel Hv*
audience? Th* Hatch Wednesdsv
Night Coffeehouse want* voul CaH
Big Ed at 684 8279 to r***rv* • apot

Saa the French Connection
tonite. CCA

local bend. "Seegull". looking
for male singer Must be into
Sievie Wonder. Marvin Gave ate
Call Art 584 4294

Four ticket* to Stevie Wonder
Good soot* Call 87303 anytime
Best offer

Now aveileble - Deve th* D J
Any party anytime The very best in
music end now th* very heat m
sound All hita. all request* banc*
contests Call now to place your
date 648 9716 Don t mess with
amateurs Request Th* Beat

MISCELLANEOUS

Information was leaked out from
a reliable aourca concerning the
Personnel Seminar Corp It aeems
thai the corp haa approved the
requested Personnel Oept budget
This is a plus for our entire com
munity Congrats - Pars Oept

1
Auto Workshop Reopens

Do it yourself Repair your own
car We supply the toola and ad
vjee Iowa,-I,..! CC Garage Op.n
,7" Fr. 3 10pm Sat and Sun
10 10 Parts at discount
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Enter Hardee's
How-we-cook-'em-that-counts
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Sweepstakes!

"It'showwell cook'em
thatcounts."
Get in on hundreds of prizes — worth thousands of dollars— including free

tickets to the big Giants/Jets football game, November 10, Yale Bowl. (You can see

for yourself who cooks who.)

Grand Prize Winners — 24 in all — will win 2 tickets to the game, and all this

mts' merchandise: 2 ponchos, 2 scarves, 2 wool caps, 1 stadium
blanket, 1 umbrella, 1 kid's football kit, and 25 Deluxe Huskee

Coupons ($1 21.85 value).

Each of 24 2nd Prize Winners get: 2 wool caps, 2 scarves, 1 umbrella,

1 director's chair, 1 football kit, 15 Deluxe Huskee coupons ($87.50 value).

Each of 24 3rd Prize Winners get: 2 wool caps, 1 umbrella, 1 football kit,

Deluxe Huskee coupons ($43.10 value). Each of 24 4th Prize Winners
?t: 2 wool caps, 1 umbrella, 5 Deluxe Huskee coupons ($23.45 value). Each of

5th Prize Winners get: 1 wool cap ($3.50 value).

How do you win? Stop in any

Hardee's in Conn, and Mass., and f i

ut an entry blank. Nothing else to do.

gn up as often as you like. No pur-

i necessary. (Or enter by sending

name, address and telephone number on 3 x 5
card to your nearby Conn, or Mass. Hardee's.) Winners — determined by random drawings
will be notified after Sweepstakes ends Oct. 31, 1974. Winning names will also be posted at

Hardee's. All prizes will be awarded. One prize per family. Odds of winning will be deter-

mined by number of entries received at each store. Void where prohibited. Liability for taxes

is the responsibility of winners. All federal, state and local laws and regulations apply.

Employees of Hardee's, its subsidiaries and advertising companies are not eligible.

"It'showwe cook'em
that counts."

One bite tells you Hardee's cooks up a better kind of burger.

Because at Hardee's we don't fry 'em, we charbroil 'em— for that

delicious charcoal taste!

When you come in to enter the Sweepstakes, it's a good time

to see for yourself. Use this special "How-we-cook-'em"

Coupon. For only 99£ you get a regular $1.38 value.

Va lb. Char-Broiled Deluxe Huskee

1 French Fries (regular size)

1 Pepsi Cola (regular size)

I99C How~we-cook-'em00£
""

save39<!
Cut out this coupon and take it to any participating

Hardee's. Coupon plus 994 entitles you to Vi-lb. Char-
Broiled Deluxe Huskee, 1 Regular Size French Fries,

1 Regular Size Pepsi Cola. One coupon per customer.

Offer expires October 31, 1974
~

430 Russell Street

Hadley, Mass.

MMMiii

Torrance picked as

YanCon all-star
AMHERST - UMass fullback

Jim Torrance, Rhode Island tri-

captain Ray Braszo and Maine
halfback Jim Hood have been
selected as the Yankee Conference
offensive, defensive and rookie
players of the week following fine
performances on the gridiron last
Saturday.

Torrance, a 6'2 junior from Rye,
N.Y., gained sixty-three yards
rushing in thirteen attempts in a
reserve role for the Minutemen and
his twenty-seven yard run on the
second play of the fourth quarter
proved to be the game's winning
touchdown.

Braszo, a 5'11 - 186 lb. senior

defensive back from Homestead,
Pa., was a key man in the Ram
secondary which helped throttle

the Vermont passing attack in a 14-

Ram win and he had a key in-

terception in addition to being in on
six tackles.

Hood, a 5'1 1 - 185 freshman from

Lewiston, Maine started the season

as a defensive back but was
pressed into service on offense on

Saturday and responded with 117

yards in 17 carries and his running

set up one touchdown and a field

goal in the Black Bear's 23-9 win
over New Hampshire.

Other nominations for the
weekend included: Offense-Jim
Dumont (Maine-HB) and Rich
Remondino (URI-HB); Defense-
Gary Calvino (UConn-DE), Scott
Shulman (Maine-MG), Dennis
Kiernan (UMass-LB), Mark Etro
(New Hampshire-DB); Rookies-Ron
Harris (UMass-DB) and Tony
Kurnick (Vermont-MG).

Rugby ramblers

wreck Tech
Last Saturday's match between

the UMass Rugby Club and the
Charles River Rugby Club helped
confirm UMass as one of the
formidable teams in New England.
Having beaten M.I.T., the N.E.
Champs the week before, the home
club's intention was to show that
the M.I.T. match was no fluke and
to extend their win streak to 3, and
they did, 10-0. The game was
characterized by a good deal of
rough, loose play, a style which
suits the UMass.

This Saturday afternoon, UMass
plays host to Williams College on
the Boyden fields.

Jl n

KINESIOLOGY KID — Mike Marshall, who says his screwball is so highly
developed that Tug McGraw and Mike Cuellar have screwgies only in the "infantile
stage by comparison, warms up as fellow Dodger Andy Messersmith observes
prior to Series game.

How Grant/and Rice saw it
By RICH SEVIER/

Sports Staff

Out-lined against a gold-green
October twilight in Oakland, the
four horsemen rode again. "In
dramatic lore they are known as
famine, pestilence, destruction and
death. These are only aliases."

Their real names are: the hungry
fans watching the game in the
middle of their supper hour, Chuck
on his mascot; and Reggie, Rollie,

Blue Moon and Bill.

The Fall Classic, chapter three,
the first of three nocturnal jousts at
Oakland's own orange orchard was
set to unfold. A ding-dong dandy of
a donnybrook was destined to
develop.

Catfish, that Carolina country
boy with control, was towing the
slab for the A's. The southpaw
slants of "715" Downing for the
kids from the city of the angels.
The Catfish gave the L.A. second

sacker's whiskers a shave with the
first pitch of the tussle. Dave Lopes
dusted off his flannels and then
banged a bingle to center. The lithe

Lopes then copped the Keystone
cushion and the hotcorner sack

* "m

commentary

with the speed of light and his legs
pounding like Granatelli-tuned
pistons. He died there, 90 feet from
the platter. The closest the Dodgers
would get to ringing the bell till the
eighth stanza.

The Catfish was no fireball flinger

but a fancier of finesse as he
whitewashed the Dodgers with
goose eggs over the first seven
frames.

FABULOUS FALL
FABRICS

BIG WALE

SMUDMMY
Wide range of soft autumn colors in a mach-
ine washable cotton cord. Zepel water repel-

lent finish, great for coats and jackets. 44"
45" wide.

REG. $2.98 YD. SAVE .99 YD.

199
I YD.

PLAID SUITINGS
• MOHAIR LOOP PLAIDS • LUREX PLAIDS

• DOUBLE WOVEN TURBO PLAIDS

Machine wash colors and combos. Mohair/ny-
lon & polyester/acrylic blends. 52'756" wide.

VALUES TO $4.98 YD SAVE $2.98 YD.

SO-FRO FABRICS
always first qualityfabrics

mountain
mrms man
OPEN 10 A.M. -9:30 P.M.

Rout* 9
Hadtoy

Phon«
586-1075

The A's quickly solved the south-

paw slants of "715", and gave him
a thrashing in the third. North hit a

one-base clout. Campy the
Complainer crashed a shot to the
Penguin. North was moving on the
offering and faster than a speeding
bullet he winged his way to third.

Fat Sal got a free pass. Reggie, the

Sardonic Slugman, hit his best
Baltimore chop with the power of a

locomotive, North breaking the ice.

Rudi continued the rude treatment

of "715" with a rope up the seam
cashing in Fat Sal. "The sacks were
saturated but no timely bingle was
delivered to lower the pressure on
the populated pads." "715"
speared Fosse's lance out of the air

to end the threat.

In the fateful fifth frame Green
opened with a bingle. Catfish made
the supreme sacrifice; he gave up
his licks and moved Green to the

keystone cushion. God rewarded
the Catfish with the winning run

when Campy conked the cowhide
to center. The Toy Cannon,
reduced to slingshot power by a

sore wing uncorked an errant peg
and Green put a yellow one on the

board for the A's.

Fireman Charlie Hough doused
the flaming hickory of the A's with

an assortment of maddening
moths. Backstopper Ferguson had
a tough time even with the big

butterfly net. but no damage was
done. Iron Mike, the Dodger human
pitching machine, was turned on to

mop up.

Lithe Lopes laced a liner up the

alley with an extra base label

hanging from the stitches to open
the eventful eighth. North, the fleet

flyhawk with glue in his glove and
wings on his feet, got on his horse

and rode it down. The Dodgers had
their hitting clothes on now, and
Buckner bashed a Ruthian rap over

the stockade in right, the first

Dodger to dent the dish. Catfish

headed for the bathouse. Fingers, a

fair flinger with a ferocious fastball,

followed.

Crawford crashed a circuit clout
downtown to open the nmth and
cut the count to 3-2. It was seat
squirming time for the A's admirers.
The Dodgers managed to get one
more duck on the pond, but the
sands of time slowly ticked away,
out by out

Fingers stands in the middle of
the "four white beacons in the sea
of green" and hitches up his pants
and twirls his handlebar. He
delivers, a twin killing follows. The
sound of Taps echoes across the
Bay. The bedazzled Dodgers are

dead.

^^^^^^i^MHHBMI^B^^B
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Holt hit leads A's, 5-2
OAKLAND lUPf] - Another of Oakland's late

season acquisitions paid off Wednesday night when
Jim Holt lined a two-run pinch single to spark a four-

run sixth inning that gave the As a 5-2 victory over
Los Angeles and moved them within a game of their

third straight World Championship.
Holt, obtained by the A's from Minnesota on Aug.

19, drilled a 2-2 pitch from loser Andy Messersmith to
score Sal Bando and Reggie Jackson and snap a 2-2
tie.

The A's victory marked the first time in this series
that a game was decided by more than one run, and it

gave them a 3-1 lead in games over their intrastate
opponent.

Oakland, which would join the New York Yankees'
power teams of the late '30's and early '50's as the
only winners of three straight series, can clinch the
title here Thursday night in the fifth game.
The single by Holt was his second straight pinch hit

in the World Series after he had gone hitless in 26
successive pinch hit appearances, but his sudden
success shouldn't come as any surprise to students of
the A's history.

Two years ago, Oakland acquired Matty Alou, Don
Mincher and Ted Kubiak for the stretch run and all

played key roles in the A's drive to their first world
title.

Mincher, in fact, had a pinch single that turned the
fourth game around just when it looked like Cincinnati
would tie the series.

And last year, Mike Nadrews, Vic Davalillo and
Jesus Alou came along late to help.

This year, the only player the A's went out of their

organization to obtain for the stretch drive was Holt,

and Wednesday night he finally produced like they
had been hoping he would.

Los Angeles held a 2-1 lead on Bill Russell's two-run
triple in the fourth when Messersmith walked Bill

North on a full count to start the sixth.

North moved to second when Messersmith threw a
pickoff attempt away for an error, and scored the
tying run when Bando snapped an 0-for-15 spell with
a bloop hit to right.

Manager Walt Alston went to the mound to talk to
his 20-game winning righthander, but decided to leave
him in — and that's a move Alston may regret all

winter.

Messersmith walked Reggie Jackson on four

pitches and Joe Rudi sacrificed the runners ahead.

After Claudell Washington intentionally was walked

to fill the bases. Holt — batting for catcher Ray Fosse
— lined his winning single to right.

Joe Ferguson's throw home appeared in time to

prevent Jackson from scoring the second run on the

play, but Jackson slid under Steve Yeager's tag. The

Dodgers put up a long argument, but got nowhere,
and a minute later Washington scored the game's
final run from third base on an infield grounder by
Dick Green.

Los Angeles eventually removed Messersmith for a

pinch hitter in the seventh, and Mike Marshall finished

up with two scoreless innings, running his series totals

in four games to six innings without allowing a run.

The pitching victory went to Ken Holtzman, the A's
starter, raising his three-year series record to 4-1,

although he once again failed to finish.

Holtzman — who hit a third inning home run for the
first Oakland score — was lifted in the eighth after

walking Jim Wynn and surrendering a single to new
father Steve Garvey — his wife had a daughter, their

first child, two hours before the game — with two
outs.

Rollie Fingers struck out Ferguson to end the in-

ning, then retired the Dodgers in the ninth with the aid

of a brilliant game-ending double play started by
Green, the second baseman.
Green dove to his right to smother a shot by Von

Joshua, flipped to shortstop Bert Campaneris, and
Campaneris threw to first to end the game.
The homer by Holtzman, a drive over the leftfield

fence on a 1-0 pitch, was the first by a pitcher in the
series since Dave McNally of Baltimore hit a grand
slam in 1970, and Holtzman's fourth extra-base hit in

his last five series at-bats.

Los Angeles went ahead 2-1 in the fourth when
Garvey, the top series hitter with 7-for-17, hit a one-
out ground single to right, Ferguson walked, and
Russell belted a two-out triple to deep right center.

Vida Blue, who is 0-3 in World Series competition,
will try for the clincher for Oakland in Thursday night's

fifth game against Don Sutton, who beat Blue on
Sunday at Los Angeles and has won 12 games in a
row.

Hawks bop win/ess B's, 4-0
CHICAGO [UP/] - Chicago

Black Hawk Veteran Stan Mikita

scored twice Wednesday night to

help goalie Tony Esposito to his

first shutout of the National Hockey
League season in a 4-0 triumph
over the Boston Bruins.

It was the first win in three games
for the Hawks this season, and the

second defeat with one tie and no
wins for the Bruins.

The Hawks wrapped up the

game in the first period when Cliff

Koroll scored on a power play and
Mikita followed 37 seconds later

with his first goal of the game,
unassisted after he picked up a

loose puck in the Boston end and

fired a 45-footer past goalie Ross
Brooks.

Mikita's second score came on a

15-foot drive on a power play in the

last period after Jim Pappin also

had scored for the Hawks.
Esposito stopped 29 Boston

shots while Brooks saved on 28
Chicago tries.

Umpire Ron Luciano appears ready to fall asleep in making obvious call of "out"
at second in last night's World Series game, won by the A's 5-2. That's Bert Cam-
paneris about to slide into the glove of Dave Lopes. The throw to Lopes was from
catcher Steve Yeager.

WMUA
The Minutemen continue their

quest for the Yankee Conference
beanpot as they travel to Kingston,

Rhode Island to play the Rams of

the University of Rhode Island.

Game time is 1 :30, air time is 1 :20 as

Russ Small and Lany Convoy call

all the action on the voice of the

Minutemen, WMUA 91.1 FM.

Oakland changes signals
OAKLAND [UP/] - The Oakland A's held a team meeting an hour

before the start of Wednesday's fourth game of the World Series to
change their signs.

The meeting was called by third base Coach Bobby Winkles with
Manager Alvin Dark and owner Charlie Finley sitting in.

A member of the A's, who asked not to be identified, said Winkles
thought it was a good time to change the club's signs and there was
no hint that it was being done because the rival Los Angeles
Dodgers might have deciphered the signs after three games.

"It was very routine, nothing all that important," said the im-
formant. "If I remember correctly, we did the same thing a year ago
after playing three games with the Mets."

UPI Telephoto

Sleepy-eyed Oakland A's hurler Ken Holtzman
ponders the predicament of making the first pitch at
Chuck Finleys pasture in the fourth game of pressure
packed playoff competition of our peculiar national
pastime, (see scintillating story — page 15)

Ben Caswell

Bigtime Boston bigotry

The things that have been happening in Boston lately are appalling, but
to me, not surprising.

Related to sports, Boston has been a racist city from the word go for
years. It was only a matter of time unfortunately before all the violence and
semi-anarchy that has recently prevailed did actually occur.

There are so many cases in point it's difficult to find where to begin.
In the area of professional sports Boston had been backward for so long

that it is a wonder that leagues in the respective sports never took any
action. That probably says something about the leagues themselves and
where they are at.

First let's look at football. When the Patriots were in Boston they
consistently had one of the lowest ratios of black to white players in the
league. As far back as I can remember there were a few black players,
mostly linemen or non-starters that played for the Pats in the pre-Jim
Nance days. Before then who were the big stars? Gino, Babe, and Nick.
At this time in the league most every other team was being either led by

a super black runner or had very heavy contributions from blacks at other
positions. Of course at this time too the Pats were almost always out of
any kind of title race by mid-season.
Hockey and the Bruins must be looked at in a different light because

most of its participants were not from this country for so long. But when
you look at hockey in conjunction with its other building counterpart,
Basketball and the Celtics, then hockey takes on a somewhat different
perspective.

The Celtics and Red Auerbach are the closest Boston ever came to non-
racism in its professional sports. Auerbach saturated his team with Black
players most likely more for talent reasons than for race reasons. Now is

where the different look at hockey can be related. For what seemed like an
eternity the Boston Bruins made last place in the National Hockey League
their home while the Boston Celtics did the same with first place and
National Basketball Association Championships. And for all of those years
the Bruins continually sold out Boston Garden for every game while the
Celtics usually played before two thirds of the crowd and just barely sold
out their play-off games, things the Bruins didn't even have. Many people
would say that happened because hockey is more popular than Basketball
in Boston. Possibly that is the case but that certainly is not the complete
reason as far as I am concerned.

Who remembers Bill Russell one of the all-time greats of pro basketball?
Who knows that people in a certain town that he wanted to move into
petitioned to keep him from buying a house in that town. Then when
Russell was a television announcer people wondered why unlike most
other players turned sportscasters he showed no joking favortism to
Boston when they were involved in a broadcast that he was doing. He was
just telling it like it really was, I guess.

Finally the Red Sox and baseball have to be one of the most intense
contributors to racism in Boston than any of the other pro sports. Just
think back to some of the players that have left the Red Sox over the years
in some of their infamous "trouble-maker" trades. Earl Wilson, Joe Foy,
George Scott, and Reggie Smith are all a few of the better known ones.
Sox owner Tom Yawkey was and still is known to have trouble com-
municating with those types of players. You know, the ones with different
color skin. I guess Yawkey can not relate to the fact that this is 1974 and
not 1944. He is probably better off on his plantation in the Carolines where
he sought immediate refuge after the Sox elimination from the pennant
race this year.

Sports are a big part of many peoples' lives, including many children.
The examples that they set are learning and lasting ones.
The things that have been happening in Boston lately are most ap-

palling, but definitely not surprising.
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The hard sell "\

Behind the
by Marian Prokop

Marilyn Chambers: if you know fhe
name, it's either as the smiling young
mother pictured on boxes of Ivory
Snow or the star of such hard-core porn
flicks as "Behind the Green Door" and
'The Resurrection of Eve." Over the
summer, the blue-eyed blonde former
cheerleader toured the Eastern states
in a Vegas-style night club act in which
she sings, dances, and gyrates to pop-
rock tunes backed by singers and a four
piece band. The following interview
with Marilyn Chambers, born Marilyn
Briggs, and her manager-fiance,
Chuck Traynor, also ex-husband and
ex-manager of Linda Lovelace, took
place in between her two nightly shows
at Lucifer's in Kenmore Square,
Boston.

Speaking with- her in relative
privacy, she seemed more like the
natural and uncomplicated Ivory Snow
mother though her negligently but-
toned blouse hinted that she knows
very well what went on behind the
green door. She talked sweetly of her
childhood in Westport, Connecticut and
her years at Staples High School where
she first developed her skill as a
gymnast. I first asked 22 year old
Marilyn:

Q: What exactly happened with your
contract for Ivory Snow?
MC: Yeah, well, they did renew the

contract for ten years, I think it was
because they found their soap sales
went up 40 per cent everytime they put
a blip in the paper saying you know,
that they were upset. They didn't know
what to do, and finally that blew over,
and they renewed the contract,
swearing up and down all the time that
they didn't renew it. Then there would
be blips in the paper saying they were
going to take the picture off the box,
then people would go out and buy the
box. Their soap sales still go up.

door with Marilyn Chambers

softens os « <*«•»

mildf gentle
soap f* *9**

and baby clothes

_ NET WT. 13 OZS.

Do you ever feel you've been exploited?

Yeah, of course. I live in a tri level house, and I drive an XK E, and have
a swimming pool.. .if that's exploiting myself, that's okay."

Q: Are they going to take off the box?
MC: I don't know. They keep saying they are, but I

don't know.

Q: How did it all start?
MC: I first did some work for 3 or 4 modelling

agencies in New York and some television things.
And I did a lot of you know, "hair" things and
"suntan" things. First I did Clairol, Pepsi generation
things, then the Ivory Snow thing all for television.
When I graduated from high school, I moved into
New York and went to some acting classes in Wynn
handman Studios, and about that time I was in a film
called "The Owl and The Pussycat" with Barbra
Streisand and George Segal. And then I did another
film called "Together". Then Columbia Pictures
sent me out to California to do a promotional tour for
the "Owl and the Pussycat", and I uh, promptly fell

in love with California, came back to New York,
packed up all my things, and split. I lived in San
Francisco for about two years where I became in-

volved with the Mitchell Brothers and did "Behind
the Green Door" and "The Resurrection of Eve."
Then when I was in New York doing a promotional

tour for the "Resurrection of Eve", I had reached a
plateau for where I was going, really, I wanted to do

other things but I really didn't know
uh, how to do them, where to go, and
about that time I got a phone call from
Chuck. .

.

Q. When was that?
MC: This was in September of 73.

Q: So you had done "Behind the
Green Door" and "The Resurrection of
Eve" before you met Chuck?
MC: Right. So then Chuck called me

up, we had never spoken or met each
other before. But what had happened
was Linda (Lovelace) had had a lot of
club dates she was about to embark on
in Las Vegas and Miami for like $25,000
a week and she just, well, took a walk,
she decided she wasn't going to do it. So
Chuck called me and said "Look, do
you want to do it?"

Q: You mean to take Linda's place?
MC: Yeah. Well he was giving me a

chance to see if I could do something.
He was talking about taking her place
in about two weeks, and I said well,
sure, I'll definitelv try to do it and right
away flew to L.A. But instead of learn-
ing Linda's old show, we decided to
take our time and put together a new
show. So what we have now is a rock
show and a Vegas show that includes a
12-piece band, six dancers, and back up
singers.

Q: What made you decide to go with
Chuck? You'd obviously never met
him, but you had heard of him at the
time.

MC: I had never met him, but I had
heard some not very nice things about
him, to tell you the truth, and, well, I

don't make judgments before I meet
people of course, you know, and so I

was very cautious when I met him, and
we were planning on having only a
business relationship: of course, it

didn't last very long. He has a very
civil person you know. He takes care of
me and really protects me. And you
know I totally depend on him, which is,

if I couldn't depend on him, then I wouldn't be where
I am because he is the best at what he does.

Q: What is it exactly that he does?
MC: Just being a manager, a promoter of "sex

stars." He made Linda Lovelace you know, very well
known in very little time. I've ne^er met Linda, or
even talked to her or anything.

Q: Are they finally divorced or separated?
MC: Yeah. But, I'd never met Linda, probably

never will now. Never saw her or anything. Wouldn't
want to. People you know, it's sort of a Hollywood
gossip story, because it's sort of funny you know, we
would get together and really dig each other, Chuck
and I, but people think we had this secret really
torrid love affair going on for two years (laughs),
when we'd never even met each other and then we
found out we had the same types of goals, the same
ideas. .

.

Q: Which are?
MC: I knew you were going to ask that next. Well,

we hope to you know retire in ten years.

continued on page 11
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And the Letters coast in . . .EDITORS™™ LETTER
To The Editor:

For months we have all sat
back and watched this tower
toppling business progress, not
knowing what to do, only hoping
that the courts would bring
justice. Well, we have seen
justice, or what the judge calls

justice. If this is justice, then we
have all lost our marbles and
are not playing with a full deck
Where are you good, straight,

decent, people in Montague
Center and in the Town of

Montague? Are we going to let

Lovejoy do this to us, and get

away with it?

Surely you people couldn't
have read the article written in

the Massachusetts Daily
Collegian on Oct. 3 by Mike
Kostek, as some of us have. It

was called, "Sam Lovejoy and
the Towr of Power — The Plant
Will Not Be Built."

I say to all of you decent, law
abiding citizens, please stand
up against this and fight like

you're never fought before.
For openers, let me say this. I

knew Sam Lovejoy five years
ago when he first came to

Montague. A real likable and
jovial person. Today he is

something completely different.

I was present in the court

house the day after he toppeled

the tower, and saw him with all

his hip friends. And believe you
me, you might have thought it

was the second coming of

Christ. The way they were so
happy and pleased that he had
done this thing. He has made
the statement that he has done
this in behalf of the people.
Well, we are the people, and
none of us asked him to do it.

Some of our family have lived
here over four generations and
some maybe more. He has lived
in this town for five years. Who
in the hell does he think he is?

This isn't his town these aren't
his people. The Montague
Plains was not his property.
Whether you are for or against
nuclear power makes no dif-

ference to me. Everyone has a
right to his own beliefs. But
what does make a difference to

me is decency and honor,
among people. He has shown
none of this to his fellow man.

In this article in the Collegian,
he has used more four letter

words than the ears can stand.
—As far as I'm concerned it

doesn't take a very intelligent

person to use language that he
has used and call our selectman
a pig or to imply that our town
Highway Department doesn't
have enough brains to come in

out of the rain As far as I'm
concerned, anyone who works
for a week's pay the honest and
hard way is all right with me.
Where is Sam Lovejoy em

ployed?) Oh. yes, I forget, he is

an organic gardener (We all

have our own opinions on this
too.) With a mouth and a brain
like Lovejoy has, God knows
what's going to happen to our
quiet little town that we all love
so much, unless you people
stand up and do something

I only hope that the judge is

proud of his verdict. To say the
least, certainly helped Mr.
Lovejoy all the way.

If I were judge, Sam would be
digging ditches for every
nuclear power plant that were
built until the $45,000 were paid
back to the insurance company.

If the utility company doesn't
take this further, we shouldn't
pay our light bills until they due.
When he pays back the

$45,000, then he will bear the
fuel responsibility.

But, of course, you remember
that the Russians never paid
back anything they owed to the
United Nations.
A former friend of Sam

Lovejoy's.

NORMA JABLONSKI
.^ojita^ue^Cgnter^

Below The Salt is a weekly
fine art real world magazine
of the UMass Daily Collegian,
student newspaper, Amherst,
Mass.
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Below The Salt has been the
kind of magazine that would
print peculiar work. We
pledge to uphold this tradition,
but can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Yours
must be typed, double spaced,
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday, but you can write to
us anytime.

SKATER ROLLS INTO SF
AMHERST - A 27 year old

University of Massachusetts senior
arrived in San Francisco, Calif

,

this weekend, successfully com
pleting a cross country tour and
becoming the second person to
roller skate across the continent.
David Letters, who left

Gloucester Memorial Day, rolled
into San Francisco on Saturday —
after toiling 3,750 miles and
wearing out three pairs of heavy
skates. Letters was accompanied
by a friend with a van for most of
the trip.

His mother, Mrs. Chester Let
ters, contacted al the family's
Leominster home this morning,
said she expects her son to return
to Massachusetts via the van by
the end of the month.

In an interview with the Gazette
in this area in June, Letters saia
that he had chosen to make the
journey "to make a million people
smile" and to demonstrate the
efficiency of ball-bearing trans
portation. +
He roller skatpd alonn the side of

highways and "interskaters'" and
was involved in two accidents, one
of which left him in a Salt Lake
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Last week Judy Boucher
was co snapper of our big
Angela photo, but you didn't
know that because she
wasn't credited. BELOW
THE SALT is sorry.

City, Utah, hospital tor a week. In

Ashland, Ohio, he was struck by a
motorist traveling on the wrong
side of the road. The mishap
resulted in a broken skate but
Letters was not injured

In Utah the turbulence from two
passing tractor trailer rigs flipped
him onto his hip.

His mother explained that
although Letter had practiced
falling, the intensity of the fur

bulence was so great that he could
not control the fall. As a result,

some of the nerves in his back were
injured and his right leg was
temporarily paralyzed. He
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received whirlpool and sauna bath
treatments, his mother said, but
the injury slowed his pace.
Letters said he planned to

remove his skates for the moun
tainous areas and walk instead in

some places.

"You have to give him a lot of
credit," Mrs. Letters remarked,
"He did walk some, but he did most
of the trip on skates."

Letters is a senior in journalism
ai UMass and a writer for the
campus newspaper and Below The
Salt.

(Reprinted from
Hampshire Gazette).
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Solzhenitsyn — truth or fiction?
reviewed by Ed Smith

Before even attempting to
review Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn's
latest work, The Gulag
Archipelago, I must bring to mind
the work that has preceeded this
book. The major amount of his
work which has been presented to
the public up to this time has been
novels. There are plays too, and
essays, but the novel is what comes
to mind when his name is men-
tioned. They are powerful novels,
filled with the essence of human
suffering and joy which few other
writers of the twentieth century
have been able to capture in such
complete form. Solzhenitsyn is a
magnificent novelist of epic
proportions.

But Gulag, as a whole, raises the

question of where did this
historical tract come from. The
answer is not clear and maybe it

should not be. One can only
speculate. It seems though, that
this historical form can do
something and tell something that
the novel cannot. It can deal with
historical fact and incidents that
have been ignored, suppressed and
denied by those with power.
Possibly the dedication in the book
explains it better.

I dedicate this

to all those who did not live to tell it

And may they please forgive me
For not having seen it all

Nor remembered it all

For not having divined all of it.

Since Solzhenitsyn left the Soviet
Union and came to the West, a
barrage of accusations have been
hurled at him. Principle among the
accusations are that he is a tsarist,

an anti-semite and a liar.. I think it

is important to deal with these
accusations because in doing so 1

can explain some of the elements
of the book.

Throughout the book he refers to

various methods employed by the
Chekists, the KGB and other state
security organs of the country. In

comparison to these he says, at

points, that the police forces of the

tsar never employed such
methods. This has led many to
imply that Solzhenitsyn is yearning
for the days of the tsar. However

this seems to be a rather rash
assumption and some alternatives
should be examined.
The Russian revolution, one

might remember, was an over
throw of a totalarian system which
was incapable of dealing justly

with the large mass of Russian
people. Exactly what they were
going to replace it with is a
question easily argued by both
aherents to Marx and followers of

Adam Smith. What is generally
conceded by those who consider
the situation is that the new form of

government would somehow
improve the lot of the people in

terms of justice, distribution of

wealth, living conditions and the
other material factors that effect

the common man.
What Solzhenitsyn is arguing is

that this system has not fulfilled

that purpose in many areas, in-

cluding judicial justice, op
pnrtnnitips for frep dissemination

of ideas and the like. One may
disagree with him and say that the
Soviet state has fulfilled these
functions, but nonetheless, one
must understand why he keeps
referring to the tsarist model. It is

that model that the soviet system
was supposed to improve upon. It

was the only system existing in

Russia for centuries to compare it

to. In August 1914 it is obviously
recognized by Solzhenitsyn as a
totalitarian society, totally
corrupted from within. But as well,
he finds the present system in the
Soviet Union just as unjust and
totalitarian in it's rule as the
tsarist system. He is not
hearkening back to the good old
days, but rather establishing his
conviction that to replace unjust
system with an unjust system is

absurd.

Another charge has been that he
is anti-semetic. This seems to have
roots in two different areas. In

some places, when Solzhenitsyn
deals with the Second World War,
his attitude towards the Germans
is not totally hateful. He feels
compassion for the German
prisioners in the camps. It

progresses from this, somehow it

seems, that Solzhenitsyn did not
think what the Germans did was
quite as bad as what Stalin did
because the Germans were killing

Jews and Stalin was killing
Russians.
The point of it seems to be

though, is that Sozhenitsyn felt, in

terms of the way in which
totalitarian leaders manipulate the
people, that what Stalin did was
more insidious that what Hitler
did. Hitler turned his people
against another group of people
who were already isolated from the
society due to past prejudices. He
drove his people by appealing to
their ethnicity (or psuedo
ethnicity) and employed the Jews
as a group of people to look down
upon in order to increase one's own
esteem Sobhenitsyn sporns to fe*»l

People talk to Fred Weiss' story

To the editor:

When I heard you say that there would be a rebuttal
to Bobbi Ramsey's rebuttal to Fred Weiss's piece on
Angela Davis, I joked that I would write a rebuttal to
the rebuttal to the rebuttal.

Unfortunately, upon reading what you wrote, the
humor disappeared, and I must answer it seriously.
You accuse Ramsey Misher & Johnston of being

"knee jerk" in asserting that Weiss so-called
analysis was white male supremacist. But where is
your detailed analysis? "Bullshit", to quote you.

I have a deep respect for Angela Davis. I also
disagree with her attitude about the Soviet Union. I

read Gulag. But I also have been reading Trotsky,
and Cannon, and have been listening to tapes of in
terviews at WFCR. (they just aired one last week on
US & USSR educational systems,) and the con-
tradictions I see and hear border on the insane. We
are on the outside looking in, through a cloudy and
distorting glass. I disagree with those who praise the
Soviet Union only because I take it for fact that
Samizdat exists. To be fully aware of how distorted
the view we get is, iust recall Solzhenitsyn himself,
referring to Daniel Ellsberg. Solzhenitsyn called
Ellsberg a traitor, but did Solzhenitsyn realize
exactly what Ellsberg was being a traitor to? And,
does Solzhenitsyn realize what great free country is
supplying his tormentors with tools? Us!
When Ms. Davis and others who've been there

praise the USSR take note that they are talking about
what the people are doing. Could you travel to Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Detroit, to the countryside of
Vermont, Louisiana, Alabama, and North Dakota,
and then tell a crowd in the soviet Union everything,
Every conclusion you reach, in an hour? And would
you make the same speech if you traveled in a black
skin?
And as far as Solzhenitsyn is concerned, I was held

bound by every word in his book. He is a great writer,
whatever his politics may be. BUT. ...he had a rare
opportunity to help his sisters. His sisters in prison,
whom he mentions always in passing. He relates how
a woman was arrested and not allowed to make
arrangements for her babe inarms while she was
away. He relates how the women were lined up,
naked, and chosen by the prisonkeepers on an auction
basis. And after that, he calls the women prostitutes!
A woman hung herself to protect that man's
manuscript. Women typed that manuscript. And he
does not devote one precious chapter to the story of
women prisoners, a story to which he had rare ac
cess, and which he had a responsibility to tell. I

consider Solzhenitsyn a traitor.

And Shockley...l have nothing to say. Women have
already been "encouraged" not to reproduce. Dalkon
shields have killed eleven.

Denise Matteau

To the Editor,

Thanks for the exciting October 10 Below The Salt
front page story and sequence.

I love Angela and I love what you allowed Fred
Weiss to do with the story — I'm not sure that your
own final word in the same issue is going to let people
feel they got a fair shake.
Yet I believe what you said is right on. I respect

your courage and up front handling of the whole
situation, and realize it is a risky business.

Until people are allowed-forced to be sharper and
more up front, we will never be able to rebuild the
least available commodity in America today. ..truth
fulness to oneself.

I applaud you and Fred Weiss (and Kris Jackson
for other things) — keep it up.

Don Dugas

Below the Salt folk —
The Weiss article and its

accompanying interchange was
the most intelligent and useful
article I've seen in either your
pages or the Collegian this year.
I don'* write fan letters often,
but you deserve it. I'm sym
pathetic to Socialist ideas, but
I've been waiting in vain for
someone to explain them
sensibly.

Eric Achenbach

that in the case of Stalin, he turned
his own people against one another
and in some cases made them
believe that the killing of forty
million people was necessary for
sheer survival.

Another reason why Solzhenitsyn
may be in this position of being
accused of anti semitism is

because he has made no public
statement condemning the Soviet
government for its treatment of
Jews who want to leave the Soviet
Union for Israel. To me, this seems
to be a case of not being able to see
the forest for the trees. The
problem is not that the Soviet
government gives Jews a hard
time leaving, but that the Soviet
government gives everyone who
wants to leave a difficult time. The
problems the Jews are having are
a direct result of the way in which
that government regards all its

people, which is precisely the point
of the Gulag.

Furthermore, it seems strange
that Solzhenitsyn, who risked his
life for years by criticizing the
soviet state from within, should be
labeled anti-semetic by westerners
after he was thrown out of one of

the more anti-semetic states in the
world today. In going back to his

novel The First Circle, if that is not

unfair to those who criticize the
man solely on the basis of what
others say about him, one finds the
character Lev, a Jewish inmate of
the camp in the book, is very
sympathetically dealt with and
shown respect throughout the
book. It is sometimes better to go
back to what someone actually has
said than to infer things from what
they have not.

The third in this list of ac-
cusations is that Solzhenitsyn is a
liar. One source of this information
is certainly Pravda, that pillar of
objective truth preferred by those
who call the New York Times of
lying, bourgeoise rag. Once again
it seems strange that, if

Solzhenitsyn is such a liar why has
no one else taken upon themselves
the task of writing a history of the
prison camps under the soviet
government. Is it possible that

Solzhenitsyn has made up the whole
story? That is the thing about
calling someone a liar; the burden
of proof shifts from the writer to
the accuser.

Enough though of replying to

unsubstantiated accusations. The

Gulag Archipelago is too important
a piece of work to be mired in such
things.

What seems most important
about this book is that it attempts
to record previously unrecognized
history. It is a task which relies
heavily on oral reports, shakey
memories and in some situations,

prejudiced accounts of past in-

cidents. What is essential though is

that what happened to millions of

people is remembered and not
allowed to be swept under the
carpet of progress. If one learns
anything from Winston Smith in

1984 it is that the ultimate tragedy
is for men to be allowed to

manipulate history in order to
advance their power.
The events which Solzhenitsyn
covers in the six hundred dIus
pages of Gulag only the first two
sections of a larger chronicle, can
in no way be summarized,
synopsied or compressed here.
They muse be read for their full

power to become apparent.
If this review has so far made

Solzhenitsyn out to be some sort of
all knowing seer, pardon me as a
writer who often gets too upset
over piddling matters.
Solzhenitsyn is a man who's
prejudices are evident in his
writing. He holds strong opinions
and vents them often in this book.
But that is somehow reassuring,
rather he do that than write a
history under the guise of being in

no way affected by the situations
he is recounting.

What should not be fogotten
about Solzhenitsyn and what is

evident in all his writing, is his love
for the Russian people. True, it is

the love of a disenchanted son for a
father, but it is love nevertheless.
In Solzhenitsyn's eyes, the Russian
people have allowed themselves to

be trampled upon by a small group
of people who used what could have
been a just communist system to

advance their own desire for

control. He does not call for

revolution; that path has led the
wrong way already. What he does
call for is a unity of people with the
courage to demand justice of a
corrupted system.
"We have forgotten another
concept

of valor — civil valor. That's all

we need and that's exactly what
we haven't got."

This book is available al the
Ui
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On Display:
American Posters of The Nineties

Mt. Holyoke College John and Norah

17 October 197^
17 October 1974

through November 3.

The omnipresence of the poster caused

much controversy and predictions as to its

future. Some believed it was the beginning

of a new school of art in America. Because

of the scandals associated with the personal

lives of two prominent influences of the art

— Oscar Wilde and Aubrey Beardsley —
some feared it would have an adverse effect

on public morality. Beardsley's Art

Nouveau style was a direct influence on the

Will Bradley — Art Nouveau in America.

Most prominent in this representation of
posters of the Nineties are William Bradley,
Edward Penfleld, Ethel Reed, Louis Rhead
and Will Carqueville.
The American poster designers took their

cue from the European designers. In
England, soaps and foodstuffs inspired

JrVarbeke Gallery
much of billboard art; in France, the
theatre, the cafes and art exhibitions were
the subject of the best posters. Jules Cheret
created a bright, exuberant female figure to
advertise a variety of products. In America,
as seen in this show, magazine and book
publishers were responsible.

^
The established magazines — Harpers,

Century, McClures and Scribners com
missioned artists to promote sales. Later
the small, short lived journals that suddenly style of Will Bradley in contrast to the bold
proliferated America at this time com- and simple style of Edward Penfield who

was influenced by Henri de Toulouse

Lautrec.
Unfortunately, those that predicted that

the poster was just a fad and would go the

way of all fads were correct. After World
War I, the poster disappeared from the

streets and was not seen again until con
temporary interest arose.

The abundance of these posters was made
possible in the 1890's when color lithography

flourished. Today photography has taken
over.

HARPER'S

JUNE

missioned artists to create their covers. The
poster style eventually influenced book
illustration and commercial ad
vertisements.
By 1895 the poster was thriving in

America. Articles on the artist appeared
everywhere. Poster shows became popular
and there were even plans to form poster
clubs in New York and Boston. Extra copies
were print for collectors and it was im-
possible to get back numbers of many
editions.
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The Biwa

Edward Penfield.

Unfortunately we are looking at the past,
at a time when art was so much more a part
of everyday life. Bold, eyecatching, colorful,
utilitarian, Americans have taken the poster
art out of the street and put it in the
museum.

by Regina C. Starodoj

The biwa, an Instrument similar
in shape to the Western lute, came
into Japan from China and India.
This instrument was transferred
into China from India somewhere
around the third century A.D. In

China this instrument, known as
the p'ip'a, was further evolved,
and it is this Chinese — style lute

that came into Japan sometime in

the Nara Period (646-794).

This biwa is usually made from
two pieces of wood. The back,
including the neck, is made from a
single piece of wood, hollowed out
to form the body. Over this is glued
the top, a thin layer of wood usually
having two crescent-shaped sound
holes. The frets of the biwa, unlike
those of the guitar, rise high above
the neck of the instrument, up to
one inch high. Because these frets
are so high, the biwa can be played
two ways. The musician can play
the notes by placing his fingers on
the tip of the frets. This limits his
range to the number of frets on the
instrument. The other way to play
is to push down the string between
the frets. The Ditch of the note

The Biwa
Second in a series of

articles on Japanese
music, instruments,

and musicians

played depends on how far down
the string Is pushed. The range
which is possible in this style of
playing is much greater.
The biwa's primary use is as an

accompaniment to the sung or
spoken word. The first biwa
players in Japan were blind priests
who started in southern Dyushu,
singing sutras to appease the local
earth gods.
The biwa comes in several dif-

ferent sizes, with some variation in
shape, and number of strings and
frets. Basically, there are four
major styles of biwa and biwa
playing. The gaku biwa is the
oldest style and the one closest in
design to the Chinese p'ip'a. It is

the largest of the biwa, and is

played with a small bone plectrum.
It has four strings and four frets,
and it was used in the orchestral
accompaniments to the gagaku
performances which were held in
the late eighth century at the
Imperial Court in Nara. On the

gaku biwa, the strings are played
on top of the frets rather than in-

between.
The Heike biwa is a medium

sized biwa, which has four strings,

five frets, and is played with a
larger, wider plectrum. The name
of the instrument and the style

came from its use as the ac-

companiment for the recitation of

the Tales of the Heike, the story of

the battles between the Taira
(Heike) and Minamoto (Genji)
familes for control of Japan at the
end of the twelfth century. The
tales are recited, with set melodies
played on the biwa in-between the
verses. These melodies either
reflect the mood of the previous
verse or set the mood for the
following verse. Unfortunately,
this style of playing has lost its

popularity, and there are now only
three or four men left in Japan who
can play in this style, and all those
men are in their eighties.
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Fri., Sat., 11 a.m.-l a.m.

Coll 253-3808

FREE OBUVBRi

between 5 p.m.-Midnight, every night
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The Satsuma biwa is narrower
than the Heike biwa, and is a more
modern instrument. It has four
strings and four frets, and these
frets are quite high. On a Satsuma
biwa there is a large space bet
ween the first and second frets.
The plectrum is a very wide,
rather thin piece of wood. This
biwa is played by pressing the
string down between the frets,
giving it many variable pitches.
Because of the width of the plec
trum, the Satsuma-biwa has the
distinctive sound of the whack of
the plectrum against the body of
the biwa. The Satsuma-biwa has a
very twangy sound.
The Chikuzen biwa, the smallest

of the biwa, comes in two common
types, one with four strings and
five frets, and one with five strings
and five frets. This biwa is more
closely related to an Indian form of
lute. The plectrum is thick and
blunt, and, unlike the Satsuma
biwa style, the sound of the plec
trum striking the body of the biwa
is not often used.
The biwa has served Japanese

history and culture in much the
same way that the lyre and harp of
ancient Greece and Rome have
served European development. It

has served as the basic ac
companiment for the legends and
tales which make up a great part of
the early history of a people.
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Note: Beginning Sunday night,
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Small talk in the broadcast booth
by Michael J. Mass

"And let's face it. You must have humor,
particularly in sport, where, without
humor and perspective, one tends to live
in a closet."

—Howard Cosel I, from Cosell

It's a perfect day for football, somewhat
cool with a stiff south-north wind blowing
under a cloudy, foreboding sky. From the
WMUA broadcast booth high above the
stadium, the practicing Boston University
team looks like so many small toy soldiers
running nimbly over a green and white
battlefield. People are slowly flowing into
their seats, pushing further towards the top
of the stadium, where flags bearing the
names of the members of the Yankee
Conference snap whiplike in the clutches of
the wind. In about twenty minutes, the game
will begin.

The man responsible for the listener's
understanding the action is Russ Small, the
Sports Director for WMUA and play-by play
announcer for football. In his two years with
the radio station, Russ has developed an
easy, carefree style of broadcasting sports,
first with hockey, then with his own
"Sportstalk" show, culminating in today's
broadcast at Alumni Stadium on a grey day
in October.
Russ is worried today. "I'm wearing my

new suit," he explains. "It's bad luck. I wore
it last week against Vermont and we lost."
But he's wearing it again today, probably
hoping to break the jinx against BU.
While statistician Stu and engineer Gary

put the equipment In the booth through some
last-minute testing, Russ, Larry and I walk
out into the press room. At the back of the
room is a punch bowl, which we proceed to
drain.

Russ and Larry wander around, talking to
familiar people and meeting some un-
familiar ones. It's getting difficult to walk
around, there being so much activity in the
suddenly-small room. Outside, on the field,

the UMass Minutemen are tossing footballs,
kicking field goals, tackling people both real
and imagined.
Larry asks Russ, "I wonder, should I get

someone for my halftime show?"
"Sure," Russ says. "Get Vic Fusia," a

former UMass coach. "You want me to get
him for you?"
"I'm a big boy now, I'll get him myself."
While Larry was procuring the gentleman

for the show, Russ got some more punch and
talked with the man from WTTT, who would
be in the booth next to us during the game.
Larry came back beaming. "I've got

him."
"That's good," said Russ. As we stood

there watching the pre game run-around, a
well-built man about forty-five stepped up to
Russ and said hello.

"Hi, Mr. Fusia," said Russ. Suddenly
Larry's eyeballs bulged, his hands shook.
He looked at me and then back to Russ,
listening to the conversation between Russ
and Fusia.

As Vic walked away, Larry grabbed Russ.
"That's Vic Fusia?" he asked.
"Yes," said Russ.
"That's not the guy I got," Larry said.

"Who did I get?"
"

Russ smiled and asked incredulously,
"You mean you got the wrong guy?"
Larry pointed to a taller man to our left,
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with sparse grey hair and a checkered
jacket. "That's the guy I got. I thought that
was Vic Fusia!"
Russ began to laugh, then he broke into

hysterical guffawing. Tears were forming at
his eyes, and they streamed from his
cheeks. He held his sides, then crossed his
arms before him and bent over, roaring with
laughter at Larry's predicament. All the
while, Larry badgered him, "Who did I get?
Who is he?"
When Russ could finally manage to speak,

he said, "I'm not going to tell you," though,
in truth, not even he knew. Larry stalked off
hurriedly, returning momentarily to tell us
"It's Jack McCarthy of the Boston Herald.
Not a total loss, at least I know who he is."
We went to the booth. Russ sat on the left,

Larry in the middle between us. It was
almost game time, and from the radio on the
desk behind us came the strains of music
from MUA.

"We'll go onthe air five minutes before
turning to Garv.

I
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....and fellow jock-in-the-box, Larry Convoy.

"You'll hear...", he hums some notes from
the introduction,". ..then it will stop sud-
denly, like so. That's when we go on."
"Have you got the Yankee Conference

standings?" Larry asks. No one does. He
leafs through the Globe.
"Time to get stoned," Gary says.

Everyone agrees it would be a nice time, but
no one produces the smoke.
Out in the stadium, about ten thousand

people have arrived a surprising number
considering the loss to Vermont last week
due to Russ's suit, and the fact that it is a
long weekend, and half the campus has split
for home. The band taked the field as the
announcer says, "Ladies and gentlemen,
the University of Massachusetts marching
band..."

Russ's pre recorded tape is aired, the
strains of Rudy Vallee's "Betty Coed"
forcing us to grin.

The music stops abruptly, just as Russ
had indicated and we're on live.

From the opening kickoff, it was mirth
and lightness in the booth. UMass took the
kickoff to the 47, but had to punt on their first
series of plays. At certain times, Larry
would interject his commentary, explaining
some UMass or BU strategy, coloring some
important play, or adding insight. He and
Russ would exchange little quips and asides
that added a touch of humanity to the
mechanical world of broadcasting.
UMass scores first to take a 7-0 lead.

Above the stadium, flying on its furthest
parameters, a lone airplane circles beating
a wiggling sign, "YOU CAN BEAT BU BUT
YOU CAN'T BEAT UNIVERSITY PIZZA."
Somehow, it seems appropriate.
At a particularly exciting set of downs,

UMass takes the ball almost into the BU end
zone.

"They're on the one-foot yard line!" Russ
cries out. Realizing his error, he quickly
adds,". ..if that makes any sense."
During the broadcast, Stuart, as

statistician, occasionally passed slips of
paper containing current player statistics
down to Russ or Larry, which they could
read and air as they saw fit. Russ picked up
one such note and read some figures from it,

then quickly added, "I have another note
from Stu, our statistician. It says, 'Tell
Larry his zipper is down." To which Larry
had no immediate reply.
Larry gave Russ a quickie football quiz,

which Russ answered in short order. They
enjoyed doing this, hoping that one could
stump the other during the broadcast,
thereby making one appear knowledgable
while the -other seemed unprepared.

Another favorite trick of Russ' was to ask
Larry a question while Larry's mouth was
full of food. It creates a comical scene in the
booth to see Russ expectantly waiting for an
answer while Larry wolfs down a sandwich
Towards the end of the second quarter BU

scores. Now it's 14-7, UMass. Another note
comes down to Larry from Stu.
,','Murphy's carried 10 times for 52 yards."
That's 5.2 yards per carry," Russ adds.
"That's very good," Larry replied. "You

should be a math major."
"\ am."
"Well, then, did you ever think of goino

into broadcasting?"

During half time, Larry interviews Jack
"Vic Fusia" McCarthy while Russ walks
around outside, stretching his legs. Someone
stops by with roast beef sandwiches, and
everyone hungrily grabs one. Russ and I go
outside, and while Russ uses the men's room
I go for coffee.

Russ comes back from the bathroom in
time to catch the tail end of Larry's in-

terview. We share a few quick smiles
whenever McCarthy speaks, noticing his
halting, deliberate manner and thinking he
must be half-deaf. Russ views Larry's
predicament as any good broadcaster views
his partner's troubles, with part relish and
part sympathy. But he certainly doesn't
dote on it; Russ is too much a professional to
remember those awkward moments. It's all

a learning process to him, every moment
and every action educating and molding
him, making him better than he was the last
time he went on the air.

Jack McCarthy leaves. Russ goes back to
his seat and sets up his material for the third
quarter. To his left, stuck on the glass with
black electrical tape, is the BU roster, town
out of the program book. It seems that
everything is stuck on with electrical tape.
The third quarter begins, and proceeds

rather sluggishly, as Russ notes halfway
through, neither team pushing further than
the other team's forty yard line. "The wind
is a big factor," Russ notes, for it has picked
up since early in the game.
Mark Tripucka, the UMass quarterback,

is injured in the third quarter and Brian
McNally, a Concord native, comes in to
replace him.

"If anyone deserves to be a Minuteman,
it's a boy from Concord," Russ speculates.
"Get it?"

"Good point, Russ," Larry says.
"—if you know your American history."
Russ wiggles his nose, feeling a sneeze

coming up. As he sneezes, a play is run on
the field and Larry calls the action.
"You're stepping on my toes again,

Larry".
"Just covering for you while you sneeze,

Russ."
The fourth quarter ends on an exciting

note, as UMass holds BU deep in UMass
territory and wins, 21-14. "Anything less
than a win will be disastrous to UMass,"
Russ had said, and now that the game is

won, Russ can relax with his convictions
verified.

"So the Minutemen of UMass stick it to
the Terriers of Boston, 21-14," Russ says,
wrapping up the show. "We'll be right back
after this message." But the message never
comes, "Cliff must be asleep," Russ muses,
then talks again.
"Donate to the Larry Convoy fund, so he

can have an operation on his mouth and
speak better."

Russ and Larry hum a few bars of some
obscure, unknown song. Russ then gives a
rundown of the game. There is still no In-

dication that Cliff is awake at the station, so
they go into what Russ calls 'routine number
seven", a satirization of the miracles of
electronic journalism. Russ and Larry
switch us to Oakland for the first game of
the World Series and Curt Gowdy with Tony
Kubek. "Curt" and "Tony" comment on the
game briefly, then return us to "Russ Small
and Larry Convoy at Alumni Stadium in

Amherst, Massachusetts." Russ wraps up
the action in Amherst and comments briefly
on the football game after thanking Curt and
Tony for their analysis.

Finally WMUA responds. Cliff is awake.
The broadcast is over.

"What could I do?" Russ asks, laughing.
"There was no one there." indicating the
radio which Gary now turns off.

"Well, time to clean it up," says Oary, and
he leaves to take the antenna down from the
roof. Russ picks up his papers, amid the
confusion on the desk. Coffee cups, spilled
coffee, cigarette butts are strewn about. It's

impossible to salvage everything.
Russ and I walk back to the car. Our

spirits are high because UMass has won and
Russ has done his job proficiently. Now it's

time to go back to Cance and give his throat
a rest. "Talking for three hours really wears
you out."

"You might mention this," Russ says as
we leave the stadium. "Listening to a sports
broadcast can be boring if all you hear is the
droning of the sportscaster We want to
entertain people also."

JHqward Cosej l_ wou ld^ aqree^with that

.



Sally can't dance; Lou doesn't want to
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by David Mil-Ler

—

Our Fairly Stupid Family

Sally Can't Dance
Lou Reed
RCA CPLl-10611
Total Playing Time: 32:20

This is a savage album. Lou
Reed has put himself into an
interesting and paradoxical
situation with this album —
while continuing to cultivate a
glitter decadence public
image, he turns right around
and completely denounces the
values which that image
represents. He particularly
focuses on the idea of
glorification of selt-destructicn
(also one of the ma'or themes
of Berlin, and shows it up for
what he believes it 5s — an
unspeakably foolish conceit.
Thus with Sally Can't Dance.
Lou Reed continues his
isolation from glitter *hrough
exploitation of the Hitter
persona, while, at the same
time, remaining as alienated
from middle-class values as
ever.

Several of the songs
presented here use the contrast
of sordid lyrics and joyful

music which made "Sad Song"
such a masterful finale for
Berlin. Sometimes this
produces an overall effect of

extreme sarcasm, as in "Ride
Sally Ride", where Reed sings
"Oooh isn't it nice - When your
heat is made out of ice"
against an instrumental
background which later
develops into pure gospel. On
the other hand, the use of this

technique in "Animal
Language" results in one of the

few songs which I can say
honestly shocked me when I

first heard it. "Animal
Language" contains simple
stories of a dog and a cat which
have mindless violence
committed on themselves,
sometimes by themselves. The
lyrics are somewhat revolting
out of context, but when that or
rock 'n' roll beat and an "Oooh
wow - Bow-wow" backing
chorus is added, the contrast
forces you to step outside the
lyrics and maybe think about
just how much gets by in the
name of Entertainment or
Having Fun. From "Ride Sally
Ride" — "Sit yourself down -

Take off your pants, don't you
know this is a party?"

In "New York Stars", Reed
commits a particularly en-
joyable sacrilege in denoun-
cing the Warhol-New York
Dolls scene (though not by
name, of course) — an
especially interesting move in

view of his origins with
Warhol, through the Velvet
Underground. Lyric tran-
scription problems abound
here, but in one place he states
"I'm going to stand in N. Y.
night - Groove, go to see their
so-called stars - A fairly stupid
family - To pay five bucks for
fourth-rate imitators. ..They
say, (High pitched mince) 'I'm
so empty. ..oh please can I be
You? Your personality's so
great.' " In its directness of
attack, "N.Y. Stars" could be
the most important song on the
album.

But glitter is not the only

place where decay can be
found, and Reed does not stop
with it. "Kill Your Sons", the
most relentless song
musically, contains an assault

on the accelerating mind
lessness of middle-class

acoustic and Paul Fleisher on

sax solos, is an
autobiographical piece about

his childhood friendship with a

boy who became a football

hero and eventually a doctor.

The contrast is focused on the

values — "Sister she got
married on the island - and her
husband takes the train - he's
big and he's fast - and he
doesn't even have a brain."
And "Ennui" contains that
wonderfully succinct line
"Maybe someday you'll have a
wife and then alimony...".
"Billy", the final song on the
album, featuring Reed on

winner-loser relationship
between the two, which would
havo remained constant if all

wa right with the world. But
th ^s change — Billy goes off

to var and returns a vegetable
— "It wasn't the Billy I knew,
like talkin' to a door." Reed is

left wondering "which one of

us was the fool".

Sally Can't Dance also

contains "Baby Face", a song
about the poisoned breakup of
a relationship, the central plot
device of Berlin — "You don't
have the looks, you're not the
person that you used to be
And there are people on the
street who would go for me."
Like most of the songs here, it

can't be called enjoyable, but
its power cannot really be
denied. Musically, the album
ranges from the Baroque
opening of "Ride Sally Ride",
to the heavy metal of "N. Y.
Stars" and the almost religious
texture of "Ennui". The en
semble is more than competent— Danny Weis and Michael
Fonfara especially shine on
guitar and keyboards
respectively. And if the lyrics
are sometimes awkward
(especially in "Billy" and
"Animal Language"), and the
melodies sometimes minimal
(as in "N. Y. Stars"), the
evident care given to details of
production and the scope of
Reed's personal vision make
up for any lacks.

The messages are clear.
What may once have been
adhorrence of the massive self-

destruction of the people
around him has turned to
disgust and scorn at its con
tinuing futility and waste.
Whether in the hippie-to-junkie
story of the title song or the
cult condemnation of "N. Y.
Stars", Sally Can't Dance
shows that Lou Reed is not
going to leave his "fairly
stupid family" alone.

ILLUMINATIONS
DEVADIP CARLOS SANTANA
TURIYA ALICE COLTRANE
(Columbia PC 32900)

Playing Time: 3$ 40

This is nof an album for listening
o; 'his is an album to bathe in. What
a beautiful combination: An ocean of
springs, arranged by Turiya
Coltrane, washing in and out,
swirling, restless, while sunlight
(courtesy DevadipSantana) sparkles
on i's surface. O'her elements: Tom
Coster, piano and organ; Oavid
Holland, acoustic bass; Jack
Dejohnette, drums and percussion

;

Jules Broussard, flute and soprano
sax, Turiya Alice Coltrane, harp and
organ.

This is an incredible leap from the
George Harrisonesque pop
spirituality of Welcome, Santana's
previous release; in fact, this a large
s'ep forward for Santana, period. He
is no longer attempting to subvert his
1 wn exquisite aste for John
McLaughlin's speed, and his music is

rapidly becoming a 'ruly personal
reflection of his growth both musical
and spiritual ('hey are closely
related, no?). Add to this Turiya
Alice Coltrane, one of the few who
can handle large scale string
arrangements withou' falling (or a'
leas' no' often) into the trap of
s'rings equals beau'iful music, a
par'icular temptation in dealing with
compositions as ethereal (I was
noping 'o avoid 'ha' word) as 'hese

Nor is this entirely an album of
spiritual cotton-candy (delicious in

proper amounts), most of side two is

aken up by "Angel of Sunlight", an
in'ense, hypnotically rhythmic piece
somewha' reminiscent of Pharoah
Sanders' Village of the Pharoahsand,
o a lesser extent, McLaughlin's My
Goal's Beyond. Jack Dejohnette and
David Holland, plus congas, tabla,

and tamboura, have a fine old time
providing 'he atmosphere while
Carlos suggests the Eastern mode
(wi'hou', I might add, 'urning his
instrument into a six string sitar).

Two minor complain's about 'his cut

,

(1) Jules Broussard's soprano solo is

somehow not qui'e in con'ext, he
seems to be playinq almost absen'
mindedly (2) It's »oo bad »hey had to

resor' to a fade ou' ra'her 'han a real

ending; it's even more of a cop-ou'

when 'he end is obviously nowhere in

sigh'. On 'he o'her (and, I have five

fingers. Ah, bu f who cares: This

mee'ing of 'he Mind has produced an

uplifting, blissful music that anyone
bu' a hard-core Scrooge (get your
shopping done early, folks — it's

practically Halloween) wili enjoy. As

12 Occasional Waffles

UIMUI

John Lennon often remarked to me:
Turn off your mind.
Relax and float downstream...
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily,
Life is bu' a dream.
An 'Om is where the heart is' A.

—Your Sacred Cowboy

STREETLIGHTS-BONNIE
learner Bros. BS 2818)

RAITT

I

Warning: Before playing
Streetlights, do not, repeat, no' listen

Minnie Riperton, Syreeta Wrigrtf
J<ni Mi'chell, Wendy Waidman, Toni
Brown, Judy Collins, Sandy Denny,
Maddy Prior, 'he best of Maria
Muldaur (before Muldaur and a few
hings af 'er 'ha' ), Bonnie's own Give

it up, or any woman now recording
wno sings with spirit, depth, feeling
or sensitivity to arrangements !' is

safer 'o listen 'o Betfe Midler's Bette
Midler or Florence Warner, as then
you won't be 'oo disappointed
As always, Bonnie is singing

someone else's songs, nof that 'his
i'self is bad, bu' she doesn't add I

TEN PIN

B0WLIN6
BOYDEN GYM

4-10:30

Mon. thru Fri.

(except during
league play)

50c a string

anything 'o 'hem. Her voice is

limited and she appears to be un
willing "o push 'hese limits, to change
what she has already done, to grow.
A minor exception to this is her
version of James Taylor's "Rainy
Day Man." I' has a quality that

Taylor wasn't mature enough to give
i' in his recording, and I'm sure he
could do better now.

This album is not bad (if you like

Bonnie Raitt), it simply isn't good. If

you do like Bonnie's voice the way it

is, you will probably like this, but you
won'' love it. It's just more of the
same, so why bother?

- Tyla L Michelove

In Concert
Jefferson Starship
October 14

Music Hall, Boston

Nostalgia of a Woodstock
generation was evident Monday night
a' he Music Hall, with Grace Slick
bel'ing ou' tunes in her projecting
way; Papa John stealing 'he
audiences' souls with his swinging
solos and Paul Kantner bringing
'hose original Airplane tunes aboard
he S'arship. This tight performing
rif

, backed by some fantastic lead
gui'ar work brought the audiences to
heir fee' repeatedly. The crowd was
peaceful and helpful in keeping the
evening cool. The group asked the
police 'o back off and allowed a
dancing mass of freaks to boogie in
front of the stage. Gracie joked with
hese people between songs. They
reached back 'o 1945 with some
original Airplane, moving to Blows
against the Empire, 'hen to
Dragonfly, 'heir newes' album.

Choice sea's were 'o be had by the
energetic, since the house total was
abou half full. The light show was
no 1

spectacular in any way but the

s'ars were shinging bright. The
encore was exciting to even the
newcomers on the ship. "Somebody
T< Love" was followed by "Volun
eers". Wha' a song for a Boston
concer these days. The Flower child
is no' dead.

—PaulLogue Jr.

|

THE WOMBLES (Columbia
KC33140)
Total Rime — 32:55

Now 'ha' I know that this group
made it big in England but is that any
reason to ship them over here? The
Wombles are described as "crazy,
furry, cu'e creatures" who have their
< wn BBC TV show. They have had
; wo number one singles ("Wombling
Song" and "Remember You'-e A
Womble") and a third single
("Banana Rock") hit Top 10 on the
British char's. As if we don't have

enough problems over here with our
own Osmonds, Andy Kims and Barry
Whites without having the Wombles
sing abou' ecology and trying in vain
o sound like 'he Beach Boys.

If you haven'' heard the Wombles'
American single, "Wombling
Summer Party", you have been
spared hearing one of the most
childish songs since Graham Nash
contrived "Our House." In fact the
lead vocalis' of the Wombles sounds
s'rikingly similar to Nash. Maybe
'ha' will help. If C, S, N & Y can get
away with making "Our House"
a 'Greatest Hit'and charging $8.50 a
icket on their recent 'we're only in if

for 'he music' tour, then the Wombles
iihve a decent chance to break the
U.S. market. Besides, what's wrong
wi'h a little competition?

a cute, furry. little D
— Jesse James
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by Mike who? Kostek-

Odds & Sods

The Who
Track MCA-2126
time 40:43

Out of the last ten years
comes this collection of various

WHO false starts that have
been previously unavailable

for public comment. The result

is a queer album as a whole,

but the bits & pieces deserve
scruitiny as they provide in-

valuable insights to this most
morally normal band of deep
demons, the WHO.

Chronologically speaking,
they divy up like this:

"I'm The Face". Yes, at last,

we get this first bit of recorded
song, the 1964 single. Most of us
were quite young then, as were
the WHO (late teens), and
most of everything (writing,

playing) is done by Others.
Late comers will pick up the
"I'm the face if you want it

babe" line via Quadrophenia.
Quite a period piece, this, with
the 1964 Mod-American Blues
union, the main note here as
this is a redo of Moore's "I Got
Love If You Want It" blues
standard with tough straight
out Mod lyrics by 'mod miracle
man Pete Meaden.'
January 1968. After My

Generation, Happy Jack, Sell

Out, Magic Bus, Monterey and
a slew of brilliant singles
(headed by "Pictures Of Lily"
"I'm A Boy" and "I Can See
For Miles") that made mid-
late 60's AM radio an exciting
proposition, the WHO were
brutally classified as a singles
band, mainly due to the

olete ineptness of their

record company, Decca (now
MCA). The boys had moved
away from their Mod Blues
James Brown days and into

Mod Pop with an intensity that
outshone all others. This period
had culminated in Sell Out, the
finest pop album ever made.
Now this isn't the stupid,
mindless Osmonds Pop of
today, but rather was the

The WHO's Glittering Bitbook
original pop rock combining
the Beach Boys light, the hard
beat of those old blues with the
virtual necessity of the HIT
single as being the only route to
success. No FM underground
then.

Pete Townshend, having
done in Top 40 sell out radio
mentality, turned to what is

instead of what's not, a much
more difficult task. "Faith In
Something Bigger" is a simple
groping toward. ..something
bigger. Bigger than the WHO?
'The more we learn, the less
we believe to be true — The
more we prove, the more
remains to be proved." "Glow
Girl" is an incomplete bit of
Pop Life Art, what Pete calls a
"Rock & Roll plane crash with
a happy reincarnation end-
ing". It's a snappy 2:20, with
those wonderful, incomparable
WHOOOOO high harmonies,
fine changes and one of Pete's
stupendous feedback guitar
sweep breaks. What style. Both
of these tunes could have been
from Sell Out or even before. In

fact, part of "Glow Girl" builds
like the "Spotted Henry" seg
from Sell Out, and the "It's a
girl, Mrs. Walker, it's a girl"
has been heard before also.

Life's like that you know —
circular.

The other 1968 tune is the
quite interesting tale of "Little

Billy", a song Peter wrote for

the American Cancer Society
to stop people from smoking.
2:15 was too long for the
Society to use, but 2: 15 was
really too short a time for

Townshend to develop the
intriguing idea of Billy who
"doesn't smoke, doesn't die of

obesity, even though he is very
fat, and ends up looking after

all the children of the people
who died of cancer." One more
verse might've put this

"Happy Jack-ish ha ha-er over
the top. Still nifty though.
There's a fair live version on
the WHO — Fillmore East
bootlegs.

An EP means Extended
Play, and these 33 and a third

'maxi' singles have four songs
going for the price of a regular
45. In 1969, after Tommy the
WHO went "slightly crazy"
and recorded three songs on
here, "Postcard", "Now I'm a
Farmer" and "Naked Eye",
intended for an EP. "Post-
card" is Entwistle's only song
on here, and is a charac-
teristically thick, horn-
propelled piece of biz about
touring, previously found only
as "We're Having A Lovely

lime" on the Radio London
bootleg. "Now I'm A Farmer"
is the strangest item on Odds &
Sods, both in subject matter
and composition. Pete's
always kept close to the im-

mediate elements — sky,
earth, water — as well as the

higher ground horizons, and
this look at non-farming
subsidized farming has its

highs and lows. Lows include

some forced lyrics ("It's

alarming how charming it is to

be a 'farming") and some
ordinary musical lines. Highs
carry some interesting
musical twists, as well as some

great eccentric lyric em-
phasizing. A very peculiar
number, reminiscent of the flip

side of the "Won't Get Fooled
Again" single, "I Don't Even
Know Myself" in its similar
convolutions.

"Naked EYE"has appeared
as "It Don't Really Happen
That Way At AM" on Radio
London and the Who Dunit?
bootleg. This is written around
the "bye Bye BYE BYE" riff

from the "My Generation" —
Tommy coda from Live At
Leeds. A bunch of fine lyrics

and power lines make this one
of the strongest on here.
These three tunes, along with
Tommy ended forever the pop
harmony Mod days and ways
for the WHO, and let them
enter the world of time
signatures, power glides and
overall increased sensitivity.

The seventies brought up the
problem of how to follow
Tommy, their world-wide
reputation maker. Live At
Leeds bought some time, but
there was still the need for

Something Big! Life House
was to be that Something,
being a WHO rock film
espousing mostly the general
embodiments of Peter's
growing Meher Baba
philosophical influences.
"Won't Get Fooled Again", "I

Don't Even Know Myself",
most of what came to be Who's
Next were to be the main
portion of the soundtrack along
with several from here: "Pure
And Easy", "Too Much of

Anything" and "Put The
Money Down". Life House
never came off, due to general
shakiness on all fronts, and
Peter wound up with a nervous
breakdown and general
exhaustion. "Pure And Easy"
really should have been on
Who's Next, given the 'one

note' Baba nature of many of

the tunes that did make it, but
for various reasons wound up
in Peter's version on Who
Came First. The WHO's
version on here, besides being

more strident, forceful (most
togood effect, but some ends do
get brutilized) and upstanding,
carries the "gas on the
hillside" verse previously
found only in the version found
on The Genius Of Peter
Townshend demo tapes
bootleg.

"Too Much Of Anthing", yes,
about temperance in all things,
was produced, like all songs of

this period, by Glyn Johns, who
gave them the pristine, slightly

sterile yet clear sound of Who's
Next. "Too Much Of Anything"
is a mellow (for the WHO)
piece, with fine Roger Daltrey
vocals. "Put The Money
Down" is a gut-grabbing
roughhouser reminiscent of

Quadrophenia's tougher
moments, done in the stalking
loop moog — drum beat style
of "Join Together". This is

about the mercenary magic
lines 'Artists' Find Themselves
In: "Before I Walk on the
water, put the money down".
"Long Live Rock" closes the

story, and is one of the rock is

dead — long live rock tributes.

Pretty much the hard hard
knocker you'd expect. It

doesn't levitate the
phonograph, but it does indeed
rock.

Final Wrap. Despite not
having some unreleased greats
like "Water" and the studio
"Youn Man Blues", Odds &
Sods is a keeper that will have
fans swooning at the new in-

sights, and will definitely in-

terest new listeners. Although
its obvious why most of these
"parts of bigger ideas or at
least grand dreams that didn't
see the light of day" wound up
in the can (a bit much
repetition, not enough glit-

tering times), what the WHO
can yank out of the can is far

better than most of the
pretenders parading about
today can offer. Most surely
the best set of second-line
items since The Mothers Of
Invention's Weasels Ripped
My Flesh.

Pre-Swallowed Sunseeds
THE LINK WRAY RUMBLE — LINK WRAY
( Polydor PD 6025)

Link Wray. Link. Missing Link. Link Wray is

a missing link in the history of Rock and Roll!!
You could 'ell on his comeback album in 1970,

all »ha' power and energy was there, building
and growing. It even sounds tike it was
recorded in a cave in the dark ages. Hidden
Power!! Now Link Wray is back with a
rocker to equal all rockers. Country and city

oughness come 'ogether in 'his twentieth
cen'ury version of Rock and Roll. Leather
coa'! Flash guitar! Rumble! Rumble! Rum-
ble! All Link Wray needs now to move into the
fu'ure is a Killer band!

Link Wray is one of those figures from Rock
and Roll's past who only emerges occasionally

1 reap any of the praise and recognition that
hey deserve. For you namedroppers ou' there,
Link Wray is one of Peter Townshend's favorite
gui f aris's, (Townshend writes the liner notes
for this album, by the way). One of Wray's big
mi men's came around 1958 when he recorded
'lie hi', "Rumble", with His Ray Men for Swan
records.

Link is back and he's managed to come up
wi'h one of trie best, most straightforward
Rock and Roll albums of the year. Just about
every'hing on 'his album is pleasing. For one
hing, Link wears a leather coat to add to the
my'hology. He also proves that his voice is just

as exciting as anyone elses' and should use i' to

grea'er advantage. Above all, Link's guitar
work is righ' ou' front, moving the album along
wi'h relen'less power.
Highhgh's of the album include a good rocker

abou' a special car, "Super 88", "I' Was A Bad
Scene", abou' 'he good old days, and "Rum
ble". Link's big hit, a devastating instrumental
ha will make your bones tremble and your
ee'h ache.
One disappoin'men', however, is "I got to

Ramblin" (dedicated to the memory of Duane
Allman), which sounds loo much like the
Almost Brothers 'hemselves; hearing them
°nce is more than enough. Don't do it, Link!
O-n" buy his inferior brand of Rock and Roll

!

— The TV Eye

SOLO-CONCERTS— KEITH JARRETT ( ECM
3103517 ST) Playing Time: 129:19

This three-record set of live piano im-

provisations is a lot better than I would have
expected, even of so stellar a talent as Keith

Jarrett. And what I meant by that somewhat
back-handed compliment is that I would expect

six sides of solo improvisations by anybody to

be a lot more redundant than the contents of

this album. Furthermore, since this music was
recorded in only four separate 'takes' it would
have been impossible to edit without resorting

to simply fading out and in, thereby losing the

continuity which is so important to Jarrett's

style.

But with the exception of these few minutes
when the music backslides into the com-
paratively (an important word in this context)

uninteresting boogie woogie, with its

somewhat numbing left hand figures, Keith

Jarrett is a prodigy; a weaver of dreams and a

caster of spells. Beyond that, judging by his

attitude when he was on Orchard Hill last

month, I doubt whether he puts much stock in

anyone's interpretations but his own.
Therefore:
"The meaning (of the music on this album)

for me is the truth involved in this: one artist

creating spontaneously something which is

governed by the atmosphere, the audience, the

place (both the room and the geographical

location), the instrument, all these being

channelled consciously through the artist so

that everyone's efforts are equally rewarded,

although the success or failure belongs com-
pletely to the artist himself. The artist is

responsible for every second.

"I don't believe in "Art". In that sense I am
not an artist. I believe in Music to the extent

!haf it was here before we were. In that sense,

perhaps I'm not a musician. I don't believe that

I can create, but that I can be a channel for the

Creative. I do believe in the Creator, and so in

reality this is His album through me to you,

with as little in between as possible on this

media conscious earth."

In a more trivial vein, I'd like to conclude by

saying that Keith Jarrett could well become
one of the world's greatest living pianists, if he

isn't already. Ho hum.
Your Sacred Cowboy

NATIVE NORTH-AMERICAN CHILD: AN
ODYSSEY — BUFFY SAINTE MARIE
(Vanguard VSD 79340) time 35:53

It is incredible how Ms. Sainte-Marie has
been so overlooked by you and I for so long. For
all the music she's made (all the great music
she's made), she is definite, ''orun categories

along their lines) right Up . ore with all the

oldies — Joni, Joan, Judy, and far, far ahead of

the newies — Maria, Bonnie, Wendy and
Sandy. She's never publicized in the mags, and
even WMUA squeezes tier in only during "The
Woman's Show".

Native North-American is the commercial
updating and melting down of Buffy's two
double Best Of volumes, and as such, is

necessarily sketchy, yet manages to combine
some of her mos' famous songs ("Now That
The Buffalo's Gone" "Little Wheel Spin and
Spin" and "My Country 'tis of Thy People
You're Dying"), commercial 'hits' ("Soldier

Blue"), and the many varied aspects of her

talents: Indian calls ("Isketayo Sewow"),
tender ballads ("Moonshot"), scintillating

rockers ("Native North American Child"), her
aforementioned Indian political tunes, im-

pressionistic tunes ( "Poppies"), women's
independence ("It's My Way"), and tough

'ales '"Ho's An Indian Cowboy In The
Rodeo").
The part of Buffy that puts most off is her

shattering tremelo, with which she vibrates

some 'ones into new areas of depth and feeling.

No, she doesn't always sing pretty. She's got a

few too many brains to be so lame. Goddamn it,

she's too good to have her last album cover be
the beiges' news about her in years
A Support your UMass dropouts' A.

— Mike Got That? Kostek

mmm
FOR DDDD)

THE SOUTHER-HILLMAN-FURAY
(Asylum 7E-1004)

BAND

For anyone who has had it with glitter rock,
this disc may be just the remedy for those
pulling for a gradual recovery. Here's rock that
shines from its worthy core — its music — sans
all that Cooper Bowie grotesqueness.
Although maybe just a trifle monotonous,

there's possibly no such thing as filler material
on either side. From the rather raunchy
"Falling In Love" to the mellow "Deep, Dark
and Dreamless", the vocals of one time Byrd
Chris Hillman and friends (three more
Manassas alumni contributed to this piece)
energize themselves to vibration degree. For a
clearer definition of this kind of degree, try
looking at the picture on the inside fold of the
cover while listening don't be surprised if

you find yourself falling into it.

— Linda Sherksnis

IS IT IN - EDDIE HARRIS Atlantic SD 1459

Is It In by Eddie Harris goes in three
oirections t A twinging funky-type of soul in

which Harris & Co repeat a tricky tune and
then jam to it; 2. A slow melody with Harris
displaying his individual talents and, 3. Eddie
Harris testing his musical instruments in the
Baja before their waran'eo expires.

Is It In features nothing new in the way of

new musical concepts, and can be best de
scribed as conservative jaz?. What Harris is

really lacking is a theme wi'h which he can tie

his album 'ogether - War" features ^he
electric bongos and drums of Billy James, who
does a real fine job o 1

->g war but fails to

make it relevant and, like 'he rest of the album,
becomes rather monotonous.

Is It In displays flashes of good bass with
Rufus Reid, electric sax ana piano with Harris,
c»nd guitar of Ron Muldrow but these flashes
come as often as 'he San Diego Padres. Duck
recommends "Space Commercial" and
"House Party Blues", should you want to try it

out.

—the duck
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TAMPA RED, GUITAR WIZARD
1935-53

(Blues Classics BC 25) Time 40:24

This collection of Tampa Red's
music is a great way to satisfy a
large segment of blues fans. For the

people who are into the 1950's Elmore
James type of blues, there's
something here. In fact, one cut on
'his album, "It Hurts Me Too", has
often been credited to Elmore, but
it's really Tampa's tune.For the folks

interested in the Chicago scene in the

late 30's and 40's, this album features
well-known Chicago sidemen like Big
Maceo and Blind John Davis. And
finally, for 'he person who wants to

dip into the blues, but not too deeply,
his disc provides a fine overveiw as

i covers three decades.
Tampa plays slide bottleneck and,

both due to someof fheold recordings
and the emphasis on his vocals, the
guitar playing is a bit of a disap-
pointment, seeing as he is billed as
"Guitar Wizard". The piano playing
on this album though, is a standout.
Otis Spann fans will dig the ivories of

Blind John Davis, Johnnie Jones, and
particularly Big Maceo Merri
wea'her. Especially check out

Big Maceo on "She's Love Crazy"
and "Let Me Play With Your
Poodle."
Tampa wrote all the songs, which

vary from "The Birmingham
Bessemer Blues" to his many songs
of women trouble like "She's Love
Crazy (and that's how I keep slim)".

Most of 'he songs on the album
consis ; of Tampa's guitar and vocals,
accompanied by an upright bass and
piano. But as the album travels
hrough the years, the sound fills out
a bi until, at the end, people like

Sonny Boy Williamson and Shakey
Jake Hor'on join to give the fuller

sound fha' we are accustomed to

oday.

Tampa Red's not well known, but
for anyone with a blues interest, this

album will not only give you Tampa
and his songs, but a glimpse of the
early bluesmen of Chicago to whom
we owe so much.

— John "Wichita" Wassell
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French Connection

TONIGHT!!

7:00,9:00,11:00

CCA.

The Amherst Masquers present

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED

ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM

a musical comedy by Ben Shevelove and Larry Gelbart

with music and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim

KIRBY THEATRE, AMHERST COLLEGE

Oct. 18, 19, 20, 25, 26, 27 8:00 p.m. Curtain

TICKETS $2.50 RESERVATIONS 542 2278

"WALKING TALL"

iday, Oct. 18

Mahar Aud. 7, 9:30

75'

plus special Midnight Showing

Play Misty for Me

SAT., OCT. 19

7, 9, 11

CCA 75

Starring Clint Eastwood
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Upcoming Events
Judith Wolmsky Soloway
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Jennifer Scanlon as Desdemona,
Clay Taliaferro as Othello in

Limon's masterpiece, The Moor's
Pavene, based on Shakespeare's
Othello.

The Jose Limon Dance Company
will perform at UMass Friday
October 18 and Saturday, October
19 as part of the UMass Arts
Council's Dance Series.

Limon was a renowned dancer
and choreographer of modern
dance. Although he died two years
ago, his works are performed as
originally created.

The eight selections, four dif-

ferent ones each evening, are
among Limon's masterpieces.
Selections are: Friday — Quartet,
Carlota, The Traitor,
Choreographic Offering. Saturday
— La Malinche, The Exiles, The
Winged, The Moor's Pavane.
Bowker Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.

Tickets — Art Council Office, 125

Hertel Hall.

Appearing Monday, October 21

at Curry Hicks Cage will be the
New Japan Philharmonic. The
philharmonic gave its first per-
formance in 1972 and consists of
many original members of the
Japan Philharmonic Symphony
Orchestra. The evenings
programme includes works by
Prokofiev and Debussy.
Art Council Celebrity Series. 8:00

p.m. performance. Tickets — Arts
Council Office, 125 Herter Hall.

UPCOMING:
Wendy Waldman — in Concert With Bill
Staines

Saturday, Oct. 19, 1974 -

S.U.B. 9:00 p.m.

Some of you, who have noticed the name
Wendy Waldman on posters around campus,
might ask yourself, who is this Wendy Wald-
man? Well, you are probably the same people
who asked who is Maria Muldaur?' last year
Wendy hasn't been around as long as Maria
has, but she definitely has the potential to make
her a star. But getting back to Wendy, she was
described in Rolling Stone as "a second
generation Hollywood child, 23 years old, the
daughter of a television and film composer, full

of that chutzpah, know-how and sparkle of gay,
mad Hollywood people. Wendy has a few rich,
speedy friends who are well connected and who
have been instrumental in aiding her career."

Wendy has been in a few bands out in L.A.
and played many of the clubs there. She finally

Music

decided to make her own style: her music is a
syn'hesisof show tunes. Delta Blues, Debussy,
and rock 'n 'roll.

"The first album was an expression of my
dreams" explains Ms. Waldman. Gypsy
Symphony, her second album, takes up where
Love Has Got Me left off. Besides her own two
albums, Wendy is credited to two songs for
Maria Muldaur's first album, one song for
Maria's second, and did some backing vocals
on Linda Ronstadt's album "Don't Cry Now."
Even though Wendy is new to the national
music world, she has been around and is
continually proving herself. Definitely one
performer you can't risk to miss.

Now appearing at the
HIDE-AWAY

Wed., Oct. 16 thru

Sat., Oct. 19

JOHN HAMMOND
with special guest

George Thorogood

and the Destroyers

Special Concert one night only:

Wed., Oct. 23

JOHNATHAN EDWARDS
*W CLEAN LIVING

Rt. 202 in Granby, 1 mile off Rt. 116, Tel. 467-8393

(52)

four nite celebrity series

presents

RALPH GRAHAM

In Concert

Oct. 16 - 19

Admission $
1
00

Valley Advocate, Oct. 9. 1974

aW. JO*, ii.

bttwt^i Holyoke and Amherst off rte.

Coming to UMass is a man by the name
Ralph Graham, who recently has plaj

most of the big clubs in New England and is]

embarking on his first national tour. So far]

he has met with rave reviews of both hisl

album. Differently (Sussex SRA 80SS). and]
his live show.

Graham's musk is a mixture of all that is]

• ight in music, drawing strongly from souij

and rock camps together, while maintaining]
a very strong personal identity. He seesj

himself as something of an innovator, what
music biz biggies like to call a "cross over.'

>r somebody who can appeal to anybody.

A full sound, strong backing band, as well]

js Graham's own visual presence, promise to]

make his Oct. 16 19 date at UMass a!

memorable occasion. Also appearing with
Ralph Graham is the band Fate, whose
single "Darlin" of Beach Boys fame is about
to be distributed nationally. All in all. a

chance to hear some newand different music
which promises to be excellent.

xCome and have a good time, and
remember, the weekend is long enoughfor
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south trom chugwater

instability, in ability;

twisted words
in

wristed rhymes
waitress otters refill yes
cheyenne midnight one more cigarette

husband sleeps drunk below da nang lousehouse table

she will share her quilt and child

with any poet who charts her fable

like still silken snakes
hairwisps from my retreating crown
glide atop ripples in coffee cup
while memories of fracture and dust
gather like trinkets in jestor's pouch

grief of noon for morning
and fear of noon to dusk
hurls me home to eastern sea
my love has lost its innocence
as pinecone falls from tree

&

filled her belly with soldier daughter
then wed her on next leave
since then has not been seen

like a berry plucked and eaten
raped ripe at seventeen

&
dawn tumbleweeds scamper south from chugwater
freight drifts blows low towards laramie pass
awake in her bed four eyes blink
like broken railroad crossing signals
caress each other with one eye
annihilate each other with the other —Marc Berman

******
Be life...

be life but a wish!

(an anticipated dream)
like a dim candle
against a sinful wind.

Your light

would blind

ail the human imposters
that vainly rob and deface

you
of your worth.

But being the riddler

and not

the requester

—J. Silva

CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton

B.

continued from page I

ii

54th Member of the World Famous
Restaurant International

Good Thyme
Deli &

Food Shoppe

129 King St.

i across from Dunkin Donuts

)

Northampton
584-6195

Featuring . . .

Tin- area's widest selection of delicious told meats int ludinii
USINGER'8 HEBREW NATIONAL.

Sj i ian Bread - Fresh Ground Peanut Butter - Fillo Pastry - Herbs &
Spices - Imported Cheese - Bulk Pasta - Tea & Coffee - Bagels - Fox -

Pickles - Greek Olives - Chopped Fiver - Prost iotto.

Homemade Spaghetti Sauce - Baklava - Beans - Chili - Salads &
Other TasU Treats.

We also prepare pocket sandwiches, deli sandwiches & salad sacks
to go (with Feta if vou like).

Tues.-Sat.. 10 a.m. -fi p.m. Sun., !l-i Closed Mondays

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an average

spending of $2.25

Your Host, Carlo, is a special
student at UMass

ft

Exploitation of self

The Only Kosher-Style
DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT

In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
5864)802 )m

Q: Are you going to make some
more movies before then?
MC: Yeah. I've just signed a

contract to do a film with Dino
DiLaurentis. That's a film that will
be shot part in Italy and part of it in
New Orleans. It's called Mandingo.
It's about the slave trade period. I

good entertainer and the more I do
it, the better I'll get.

Q Is your movie going to be X
rated?
MC: No it's going to be R. They

can't do a high budget film,
because you know, they're just

. . . You've been referred to as the
Marilyn Monroe of the 70s, do you think
you can fill that role? "Yes."

Serving
Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

Beyond Is Here!

Beyond the

Valley of the Dolls

Sunday, Oct. 20

personally haven't read the book
myself, and you know, I've read
part of the script. It's about this
female entertainer who is involved
in the slave trade, trading thing,
and she gives a few performances
in the film. It's a really good part,
it's a lead part, one of the leading
parts. And we're talking to a
couple of other people about films.
I don't really want to say because
we have like three things going
that aren't signed, and you know,
we're doing these club dates in be
tween films.

Q: So you're concentrating on
films then.

MC: Films are our main in-

terest. Doing the club dates in be
tween to keep the name up you
know. Gain momentum and ex-
perience, because I really dig live

audiences and want to be a super

VILLAGE
INN

CCA. - 7, 9. 11

presents

Professor

er class the black
?«S° musician in
l0N the theatre

ARCHIE SHEPP

A JAZZ
MASTER CLASS

PERFORMING -
UNDER THE I

DIRECTION *|

featuring class assistants

SEMENYA McCORD / ALDEN GRIGGS
poet: WILLIAM HASSON

guests: PROF. HORACE BOYER
CHARLES MAGID GREENLEE

also appearing

THE UNIQUE VOICES OF
LES, VANN, and WALTER
CLASS: 9p.m.-1a.m.

243 Pleasant St.

NORTHAMPTON
586-0802

delicatessen / restaurant

* • > »

afraid to. There are a lot of X films
about to be started in Hollywood. I

think there's definitely going to be
a marriage between the two in-

dustries where they'll be, you
know, you'll see a dynamite movie
and if there's sex in it, there'll be a
minimal amount of sex, and that'll
be it, at least it'll be there.

Q: You said there would be a
marriage between the industries,
recording and film?
MC: No, X films and legitimate

films.

that she was feeling hopefully you
were feeling.

Q: Do you ever feel that you're
being exploited?
MC: Yeah, I would say so, of

course. And I'll tell you why. I live
in a tri-level house, and I drive an
XKE, and have a swimming pool,
and if that's exploiting myself, well
it's okay. Chuck Traynor (C.T.):
What she's saying is that she's
worth about a half million dollars, I

mean now.

Q: You've been referred to as the
new Marilyn Monroe of the 70's in

an article in CRAWDADD Y, do you
think that you can fill that role?
MC: Yes.

Q: What do you think a sex
symbol has to have these days. I

mean, is there anything else she
needs, besides a good body?
MC: Wow, that's a good

question. Let's see, Could be the
little innocence, the Ivory Soap and
"Behind the Green Door," you
know the controversy... I think

"If I didn't depend on men,

then I wouldn't be where I am."

Q: Why do you think there's been
such a boom in X -rated films?
MC: Well I think that obviously,

society is changing and the at
titudes of people in society are
changing, the younger generation
is bringing forth a lot healthier
attitudes toward sex, a lot more
open attitude.

Q: Who do you think your films
appeal to, who's the target
audience?
MC: I'd say couples mainly,

probably between the ages of 25 to
50. But you know it's funny I see a
lot of young couples going to see X
rated films, and I go, we go to see
X rated films occasionally, and
they can really be a turn on.

Q: Was "Behind the Green
Door" a turn on for you?
MC: Well it's kind of hard to be

objective about my own film, but I

would say so.

Q: What specifically? What
aspects?

MC: The mere fact that there
was no speaking. You were inside
of this woman's head, everything

that's what starts the sex symbol, I

mean people want that controversy
so they can say, oh she's really
innocent, but look at what she did
in that movie, "Behind the Green
Door."

Q: Do you think that you're
threatening other women with your
image as a sex symbol?
MC: No.

to be continued

Lunch
• SpanibK bee^

• Soup
• Tossed so- lad

• Tello _
• roH&buTTer ^'

Dinnen
LaSCLCJhou
W/tdma.to s**uce

tosas-d Sou/ad

una
•0a,ked j

,

5eashe//s Mfchase

• tTo«ssed saJac/

• puddly

cjroll& batter

er

Dinner
• Shr-inp CKoto neln

w/hc£

• COou) rnejn
noodles

§ foil Abutter

.

.

•»<*•>>*«•»•»»»<»•
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MUSIC
John Hammond — Hide A Way, Oct. 17-19.

Ralph Graham — Magic Music Bank —
Hatch, Oct. 17 19.

Seagull — Steak Out, Oct. 17 19.

Home Cookin' — Rusty Nail, Oct. 18-20.

Little Fire — Dial Tone, Oct. 17-20.

Deadly Nightshade-Lilith — Worcester
Dining Commons, Oct. 19.

Real Tears — Hampden Student Center, Oct.

19.

Fate — Bluewall, Oct. 17 19.

Pendrift — Top of the Campus, Oct. 17-19.

Good Friend Coyote — Rusty Nail, Oct. 23.

Noon Tide — Rusty Nail, Oct. 21.

Real Tears Rusty Nail, Oct. 22.

Bergerfolk — Chelsea House Cafe and Folk

lore Center (West Brattleboro, Vt.), Oct. 18, 19.

Doc Sullivan — Pub, Oct. 17, 18 (3 6 p.m.).

'D.J.' Sullivan — Pub, Oct. 18.

Airborne — Pub, Oct. 19.

Great Pretenders — Pub, Oct. 20.

John Morgan — Pub, Oct. 22.

CONCERTS

Oct.

21, Hicks

UMASS
Wendy Waldman — Bill Staines

S.U.B. ($2.50)

Japanese Philharmonic — Oct.

Cage ($3.00)

AMHERST COLLEGE
Tai Mahal Oct. 20, — Amherst College Cage

($3.00)

SMITH COLLEGE
Ramsey Lewis — Oct. 25, John M. Greene

MT. HOLYOKE
John Hartford — Gunhill Road — Oct. 25,

Chapin Hall ($3.00)

SPRINGFIELD (all concerts a' Sanderson
Theater)
Bonnie Raitt — Roomful of Blues — Oct 18

Richie Havens — Fresh Flavor — Oct. 25

Bruce Springsteen — Oct. 26

Shawn Phillips — Quatermass — Oct. 29

Focus — Oct. 31

Linda Ronstadt — Nov. 2

Donovan — Nov. 15 (7:30 84 10 p.m.)
Randy Newman — Mimi Farina — Nov. 16

BOSTON
NRBQ —oct. 17 20, The Club, Cambridge
Goodfriend Coyote — Oct. 17 19, Zircon
Pat Martino — Oct. 17 20, Jazz Workshop
Matthew & Peter — June Millington — Oct.

17, 20, Passim Coffeeshop
Dave Mason — Little Feat — Oct.

Orpheum
Big Screamin' McGrew — Oct. 23

Bunra'ty's
Some Of My Best Frienas — Oct. 17

Bunrafty's

David Bromberg — Oct. 18, Sanders Theater
Jackson Browne — Wendy Waldman — Oct.

18, Orpheum
Stevie Wonder — Oct. 19, Boston Garden
Santana — Tower of Power — Oct. 20, Music

Hall (6:30)

Bonnie Raitt — Sippie Wallace — Oct. 21,
Orpheum
Chicago - Oct. 21 & 23, Boston Garden
Mose Allison — Oct. 21 27, Jazz Workshop
Temprees — Oct. 21 17, Sugar Shack (10 & 1

a.m.)

I

fl !

Dave Van Ronk— Richard Johnson— Oct. 24
27, Passim Coffeehouse
Randy Newman — Ry Cooder — Oct. 27,

Symphony Hall (postponed)
Van Morrison — Persuasions — Oct. 27,

Music Hall

Fairport Convention — Oct. 28, Sanders
Theater
Bruce Springsteen — Dr. John — Oct. 29,

Music Hall

Ripple — Oct. 17 . 20, Paul's Mall

Keith Jarrett — Gary Burton — Harvard
University Jazzband — Oct. 31, Sanders
Thea'er
Linda Ronstadt — Liv Taylor — Nov. 1,

Orpheum
Dory Previn — Oct. 22 24, Paul's Mall

Black Oak Arkansas — Golden Earring —
Gentle Giant — Nov. 2, Orpheum
Loggins & Messina — Poco — Nov. 3,

Orpheum

I

Richard Betts — Nov. 6, Orpht
Foghat— Robin Trower — Montr

8, Orpheum
Eric Andersen — Mimi Farm;

Sanders Theater
Frank Zappa & The Mothers Of

Nov. 9, Orpheum (7 & 10)

Elton John — Kiki Dee Band — Nov. 20,

Boston Garden — sold out

Yes — Dec. 11, Boston Garden

leum
rose — Nov.

— Nov. 9,

Invention —

Art

Leverete Craftsmen and Artists Inc.,
October show featuring works of local crafts
men.

Springfield Museum of Fine Arts, Oct. 6- Nov.
17 — "The World of Pogo". Focuses on the
menagerie of characters the late Walt Kelly
created for the nationally syndicated comic
strip "Pogo"
"West of The Rockies". Photographs of the

American West from the International
Museum of Photography at the George
Eastman House.
Through Jan. 5, "Lalique Glass".

Hampshire College Library Gallery —
through Oct. 19th. Paintings and prints by
Roche and Strong.

American Posters of the

Amherst College — Mead Art Gallery, Oct. 1-

30. Exhibition of American Folk Art.

Mt. Holyoke — John and Norah Warbeke
Gallery, Oct. 4-31. Photographs of Edward
Curtis.

Oct. 4 Nov. 3
Nineties.

Smith College Museum — through Oct. 27.
"Rodin and Balzak" — Rodin's sculptural
studies for the monument to Balzak.
Through Nov. 3 — "The Seelye Years".
UMass — Herter Hall Gallery, Oct. 10 Nov 2,

Student Arts Festival.

Student Union Gallery — Oct. 17th. Kris

Jackson one man show

*s
Center Food S

invites you to

EXPERIENCE

* «- •

Ralph Graham

The Hatch

October 15, 16. 17, 18, 19

IGX?

WEEKEND
African Queen. Katherine Hepburn, as
evangelical as ever, acts as guiding light for
cigar chomping, rum swilling Humphrey
Bogar' as they travel down the sometimes
heaven like, sometimes hell-like Amazon
River. Classics like this should be consumed in
moderate amounts whenever they make
'hemselves available. At the Amherst Cinema
along with Copa Cabana. + + '2

Jeremiah Johnson. "He was a legend, as the
ads say, but his real life name is "liver-eatin"'
Robert Redford." A Sydney Pollack film of one
lone, big and strong, gorgeous man against the

wilderness. Re-released due to the recent jump
in Redfordls popularity. At the Campus
Cinema 7 and 9. ++
Copa Caoana. A Marx Brothers film sans
Harpo, Zeppo, and Chico. One of Groucho's solo
efforts that will be of interest only to hard core
Marxists. However, this film, billed along with
African Queen proves to be a pleasant evening
a> the theatre at the Amherst Cinema. + +
The Longest Yard. A fleeting macho acnon
flick where Bur' Reynolds shows his cell block
mow fun it is to be in prison. Eddie Albert acts
as warden, for all you Eddie Albert fans.

Robert Aldrich directed. At the Showcase
Cinemas in West Springfield. + +
Beyond the Valley of the Dolls. It says here that
i is rated X. No children admitted. Stars
Superwoman and the one and only Z man.
Marian Chambers would have something to
say about this — see front page. At 7, 9, 11

Sunday. 000+ for softcore porno.

California Split. Elliot Gould and George Segal
in a romp 'hrough some of Nevadas flashiest
gambling casinos. In this, Robert Altman's
firs' comedy since M-A-S-H, two characters get
nowhere in the plastic entertainment capitol,
and in view of all the finer efforts these two'

have produced, let's hope this one was just a
small mistake. At the Campus Cinema. +
Airport '75. No better, no worse than Airport 72.
S arts 'his weekend at the Showcase Cinemas
in West Springfield. + +
Dr. Zhivago. Once again, this film is available
for your Viewing Pleasure. The tale is a love
s'ory unfolding during the Russian Revolution.
Brea'h taking photography, capable acting,
and a well executed story that will coax an
' ccasional 'ear from a Romantic's eye. See it,

if you haven't already. At Mountain Farms 4,

also appearing a' Academy of Music, North
ampton. + + ++
The French Connection. William Friedkin's
wham bam 'hank you ma'am police thriller.
S'ars Gene Hackman as the ultimate mad dog
cop, Popeye Doyle hunting down a heroin
delivery in Noo Yawk. Find out what rocker
panels area. Thursday 7, 9, 11 at CCA. + +

Gone With the Wind. The old classic which has
stirred up the legions of decency in the Thirties.
The big breakthrough in color film. It won a
s'ew of Oscars. Showcase Cinemas, W.
Springfield. +++ +
Macon County Line. Before two rascally
brothers report for induction into the Army,
they decide to take one last mobile binge
"hrough the South. Their vacation stops at
Macon where they come to grips with an
always-on-his-toes sheriff, portrayed by Max
Bayer ( Jethro, of The Beverly Hillbillies fame,
if your memory serves you). Also directed by
Max Bayer. At the Mountain Farms. ++
Odessa File. John Voight leads in this video
adaptation of Frederick Forsyth's spy novel.
The director of this and of The Poseidon
Adventure is one in the same— Ronald Neame.
Chilling and mysterious, at the Showcase.

Play Misty For Me. One of the nice things about
going to school here is that it allows you the

opportunity to see all the celluloid that the

various RSO groups can afford to rent. Those
hat can remember this film can probably
remember the boredom that pervaded. The
une is alfully nice though. At the Graumans
Chinese Theatre of Amherst, Mahar
Auditorium. 7, 9 and 11 Sat. + ++
Return of the Dragon. The Chow Mein Western
lives, with this action packed Kung Fu ad
venture. Though the title might lead one to

expec' this film to be the sequel to Lee's last

excursion on celluloid, Enter: The Dragon, it is

no*. As a matter of fact, it was filmed before
he latter, and its redemption lies in this fact.

No slow motion, special artsie-poopsie effects

cloud up the master in action. The plot line is

marginal, but humorous in itself. Dig. Lee
plays a country bumpkin called to Rome to stop
the Mafia from muscling in on his father's

Chinese restaurant business. Written and
directed by Lee. At the Campus Cinema. ++ +
Walking Tall. A returning veteran finds his
hometown has become over run with gamb
ling, drinking and carrying-on. He adapts
Roosevelt's philosophy, and goes around
pulverizing the infiltrators devices with a huge
stick. The townspeople are happy with his work
and draft him as their sheriff. And then his real
roubles begin. Good film, guaranteed to
straighten your posture. See. At the Mountain
Farms 4. + + +

2001: A Space Odyssey. Kubrick's best film to
date. This bit of pop philosophy has become a
classic for its special effects. As far as a story
line goes, I'm at a loss. The film is either about
something t00 cosmic for the common layman
o understand, or a homosexual computer. See,
with an altered consciousness, if you have such
endencies. + + + +

Ford testifies no deal made
WASHINGTON \AP\ - President
Ford, in an unprecedented personal
appearance before a congressional
panel, said yesterday "there was
no deal, period, under no cir-

cumstances," in his pardon of
former President Richard M. Nixon.

Ford said that he granted the
pardon for the benefit of the nation,
not Nixon, and he is convinced he
did the right thing at the right time.

"I wanted to do all I could to shift

our attentions from the pursuit of a
fallen president to the pursuit of the
urgent needs of a rising nation," he
said.

Ford said he hoped by coming
before the House judiciary sub-
committee and giving his account
of the pardon personally he had "at
least cleared the air" of the rumors
and suspicions that have circulated

about the pardon since he an-
nounced it Sept. 8.

But most subcommittee
members said they still regarded
many questions as unanswered,
and Chairman William Hungate, D-
Mo., said further hearings, with
other withnesses, might be held
after the November elections.

"I'm confident all the facts are
not out," said Rep. John Conyers,
D-Mich., author of one of the two
resolutions of inquiry that led to
Ford's appearance.

Rep. Bella Abzug, D N.Y., author
(

of the other one, said more wit
'

nesses had to be called, particularly

former White House chief of staff

Alexander M. Haig, before
Congress and the nation could be
certain there was no deal involved
in the pardon.

"This is only the beginning," she
said.

Before submitting to brief
questioning by the subcommittee
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§
members, Ford read for 45 minutes
from a prepared statement in which
he recounted to a nationwide
radio-TV audience the
steps leading ud to the pardon.
He said a pardon was first

mentioned to him by Haig at a
meeting Aug. 1, a week before
Nixon resigned, as one of six

courses of action being considered

in the White House. The meeting
was prompted by the discovery that

a tape Nixon had been withholding
from the courts contained
damaging evidence of his

knowledge of the Watergate cover-
up, Ford said.

"The substance of his (Haig's)

conversation was that the new
disclosure would be devastating,

even catastrophic, insofar as
President Nixon was concerned,"
Ford said. The tape was made
public Aug. 5, producing over-

whelming sentiment in Congress

Staff Photo by Judy Boucher

Robin J. Riley thinks about buying a pumpkin for
Halloween. Pumpkins were sold yesterday in front of
the Student Union by Alpha Zeta fraternity.

Corker estimates CC
back overtime pay

ByAVISYUNI
Staff Reporter

John Corker, diretor of the

Campus Center, estimated
yesterday that the money owned to

students in the Campus Center in

back overtime pay probably will run

between $2,000 and $5,000 dollars.

Corker also said he hoped he
could start sending information

concerning payment of overtime to

the Personnel Office next week so it

can be processed.

Corker said one of the problems
is how to determine what the policy

and the practice are how to

minimize overtime occurences and
properly pay for it when it occurs.

He said there is a problem in

determing how to register the

overtime on the computer. Corker

inside:
NEW Five College Roundup
Turn to page 7.

weather:
Dig through those moth balls

because it's windy and cool
today with highs in the 40's.

Saturday offers more of the

^same.

said right now the computer is not
set up to handle overtime.

He said that possibly the over-

time can be registered on an hourly
basis; 42 hours of work could be
turned in as 43, with the extra hour
being added to cover the time and-
a half overtime pay rate.

Corker said they would have to

also document their records to

show that a student worked, for

example, only 42 hours but it was
registered as 43 since he had
worked two hours overtime.

He said it would have to be a
listing - documentation type of

system.

"I would like to get some kind of

system worked out so that we can
pay the overtime. We can be strict

and limit overtime, but when it

occurs we will pay it," Corker said.

He said the money to pay the
owed overtime will probably come
from the operating departments.

Corker said they will have to

absorb the payment in their total

operation He said they hope they

ran make up the money they will

pay out through increasing sales,

etc.

Corker said one of the questions
he is trying to get clarification on is

payment of overtime for over 40

Socialists view busing
turn to page 4

By P.J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

While the National Guard is on
alert in Ft. Bragg, North Carolina,

seventeen students at UMass
attended a meeting last night of the
Socialist Party's views on busing. A
similar gathering Thursday at
UMass- Boston drew approximately
200-300 students from a much
smaller student population.

Speaking for the Socialist Party

were candidate for Attorney
General in Massachusetts Jeanne
Lafferty, and candidate for

Governor in Georgia Vince Egan,

filling in for Ollie Bivins (Socialist

Candidate for Lt. Governor) who
was originally scheduled to speak
but did not show up.

Lafferty attacked the Democratic

and Republican parties for their

vagueness on political issues,

charging that they could speak but

essentially say nothing of con-

sequence.

"We have a political platform

that tells where we stand," she
said, adding that the candidates do
not even have a solid set of issues

against each other quoting a recent

headline in the Boston Globe which
said "Belotti, Spalding, (Attorney

General candidates) Agree,
Disagree."

Lafferty stressed that the

Socialist Party is "asking you to get

active and become involved." In

her opening speech she did not

discuss the issue of busing but

concentrated on accentuating the

merits of the Socialist Party.

"It is

massive

pressure
stated.

necessary to organize

power to out public

where needed," she

Egan's speech was primarily

concerned with busing. He stated

that some people are trying to "give
busing a democratic air."

He added that "People are not
against blacks, just anti-busing,"
which he viewed as a cop-out. Egan
said that the though of
desegregating schools leads people
to think of desegregating neigh-
borhoods, and desegregating jobs,
which has many social implications.

Election turnout

exceeds last year
By FRITS GUERTSEN
Assistant News Editor

Election officials at yesterday's Commuter Assembly elections estimated
that more than 600 students voted, three times as many as did so last

semester.

In addition to the elected offices, the ballots also contained two
referendum questions, both of which were almost unanimously approved
by the students.

The expenditure of up to $25,000 for the Outreach and evening bus
service was authorized with the provision that the Commuter Assembly
Executive Council can appoint a committee, which would have a voice in
the scheduling and routing of the buses.

It was also decided that all members of the Executive Council must state
in writing any and all affiliations they have with interest groups and shall

abstain from voting on issues which concern those groups.

The entire Coalition slate, consisting of Fran Taylor, John O'Keefe,
David O'Connel, Charlie Atwood, Paul Duffin, Kenneth Irwin, and Barbara
Bagley were elected. There will be a recount on votes for Martha Esquivei
and Karen Mangan, as there was only a two vote difference.

Gage memo condemned

turn to page 2

By CINDY ROGERS
Staff Reporter

The Student Seante passed
unanimously a motion condemning
a memorandum from Vice-

Chancellor Gage "as a direct attack

on the representation and power of

students in the University."

Cindy McGrath speaker of the

Senate received the following

memorandum from Dr. Gage
Tuesday. In a meeting that af-

ternoon, the executive committee
wrote up a response to Gage. Both

letters were read at the meeting
Wednesday night.

The memorandum read:

"Beginning with the Un
dergraduate Student Senate
meetings of this year, I propose to

provide written feedback to all

legislation passed. These official

responses will be sent to you as

Speaker in order to provide an

official record of my response to

Senate legislation. I propose to

respond with one of the following

four alternatives:

1) Noted: This response simply
acknowieuytfb iriai i nave noted the

action taken and that I consider it

an action entirely within the pur-

view of the Undergraduate Student
Senate not subject to my approval,

disapproval, or other response. An
example might be the appointment
of members to committees of the

Undergraduate Student Senate.

2) Accepted: This response
indicates that I have received and in

general accept the action which has

been taken. I may indicate that

acceptance is total or that it applies

in principle only, with possible

reservations concerning the details

of an action.

3) Returned for correction

reconsideration: This response will

be used either when an apparent

error has been detected or when I

feel that the subject should be
reconsidered before final action has

been taken.

4) Rejected: This response will

reflect my conviction that the

action cannot be accepted."
The Student Senate letter read:

"We would like to thank you for

your sincere interest in the actions

of the Student Senate as indicated

in your memorandum of October

11, 1974.

However, we were not aware
that the Constitution and General

Laws of the Student Government
Association granted you with the

. power of veto."

McGrath said, "We are trying to

assert our authority over areas that

it is obvious that we should have
control and over areas we assume
control. According to Dr. Gage's
letter, we can only do something if

it is noted or accepted. This should
not be."

McGrath said that discussions on
problems with the student
government had been discussed
among the executive comrri*'';,.

over the weekend.

"We have found that our hands
are tied by the administration and
haven't been able to get the
students to say that the student
senate was a good thing. Student
rights that hove been previous
granted by student government
have been challenged by the ad
ministration. They should have
absolutely no say over what has-

been done," she said adding that
the memorandum ignited the whole
issue of student senate con-
cernment with lack of power.
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CC estimates back overtime
cont. from p. 1

hours in one week and over 8 in one
day.

He said that there is no question

that overtime must be paid for over
40 hours in one week since that is in

the law.

Corker said, however, that as yet

Provost gathers data

on faculty work hours
By DENNYMATTEAU

Data regarding faculty working hours is being gathered by the Provost's
office to be sent to the state legislature by November 15. This is in com-
pliance with a ruling passed by the legislature last May, which stated that
all professors must spend a minimum of nine hours "in contact" with
students.

When the ruling was made, fears were raised that "in contact" meant
hours spent in formal classroom or lecture hall presentations, and that this
would mean an end to various types of independent study and special
academic counseling programs, such as BDIC, which have been an in-

creasingly important part of the university experience.
However, these fears have apparently been unfounded, since the ruling

gives responsibility of interpreting "contact" to the Board of Trustees. A
memo from Vice Chancellor Robert Gluckstern to all department heads set
forth contact hour guidelines as follows:

Nature of Instruction

it has not been clearly determined
whether overtime is due for hours
worked in excess of eight in one
day. He said he has asked the
Personnel Office for a ruling on the
law's interpretation of this point.

Corker said the question of
whether overtime for over eight
hours is a state law or if it is just
University policy for students not to
work over eight hours in one day
has not been answered yet.

Corey, Surett, director of the
Boston Wage and Hour Division
Regional Office for the Federal
Labor Department, told the
Collegian yesterday morning that
students are not due overtime pay
for hours in excess of 8 worked in

one day.

Surett said state employees,
which includes student workers,
are covered by Federal Labor Laws

such as the Fair Labor Standards-
Act but are exempt from the state

labor laws.

He said state employees are
covered under state Civil Laws but
the Federal Government takes
responsibility for them in regard to

Labor laws.

Thus, since the Fair Labor
Standards Act only allows overtime
pay for hours in excess of 40 in one
week and makes no provision for

hours worked in excess of eight in

one day, Surett said there is no
daily overtime in regard to student
employees.

Corker told the Collegian the time
cards that Campus Center has date
back to July 1973, covering a 16
month period.

Surett said under the Statute of
Limitations on the Fair Labor
Standards Act the Campus Center

-will have to pay all overtime owed
over the past 24 months if an in-

vestigation by his office determined
they had broken the law.

"To say there should be no
overtime is no solution," said

Corker. He would like to minimize
overtime but is not opposed to

paying it when it does occur.

Corker said Timothy Cox,
Campus Center Personnel Director,

pointed out the overtime problem
to him over the summer. Corker
said he met with the Campus
Center staff at that time to stop the
practice.

In regard to its still occurring
after the summer, Corker said, "I

have to take the responsibility in

that I didn't follow it up." He said

he is asking now to see all time
cards having any kind of
discrepancy.
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a) Formal Undergrad classes

b) Formal graduate classes

c) One-to-one counseling

directed study, honors, etc.

d) Master's thesis supervision pervision

e) Doctoral thesis supervision

f

)

Service on doctoral

thesis committees

Contact Hour Equivalent

actual number of hours

1.5 x number of hours

0.5 x number of indi-

vidual students

0.5 x number of indi-

vidual students

1.0 x number of indi-

vidual students

0.25 x number of indi-

vidual students

Jackson draws on SU walls

Chancellor Randolph Bromery, when asked by the Collegian last night if

the contact- hour requirement has had a tangible effect on campus life, said

"When all the data's in, they (the legislators) will find that faculty members
here are carrying full workloads."
"As it stands, the law reads that the board of trustees will decide what

constitutes a contact hour, and the board recognizes the value of

programs involving individual counseling," he said.

Martin J. Miller, chairperson of the Student Senate Academic Affairs

Committee, reacted similarly saying, "The memo lays out the guidelines

very clearly as to what's expected on campus, and it gives both traditional

and nontraditional programs room to breath."

Both Miller and Bromery said they felt the legislature, in passing
workload requirements, was expressing Vague fears that the faculty are

taking a free ride, and that the legislature was barking up the wrong tree.

"They should have been looking at the quality of teaching." said Miller.

Student Senate passes
motion for task force

By CINDY ROGERS
Staff Reporter

The Undergraduate Student
Senate passed two motions calling

for a task force for "organizing and
directing student energies toward a
real affected student voice" and the
convening of a general meeting of
SGA within the week.

Also passed at the Wednesday
night meeting was the Residential
Life Governing Board proposal with
four added amendments.
The task force motion for the

purpose of organizing students is,

according to Cindy McGrath,
Speaker of the Senate, "a way of
getting student participation and
involvement."

The general meeting motion is to
assist "students in developing
power and res; jnsibility and to
solicit the help anc energy of all

students in development of the task
force to unify students into a body
with real bargaining and deter-
mining power."

This meeting, which involves
area government presidents as well
as student senate, does not usually
convene except for election of SGA
president, according to McGrath.
The meeting will take place
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

The Residential Life Governing
Board proposal which gives the
students responsibility of decisions

affecting the dorms and food
services was passed unanimously.
One of the amendments repealed
sections giving the Chancellor
power to review and or veto any
action of the Board.

The proposal was voted on
without the approval of Ken Dean,
director of Residential Life, because
"there should be a board that has
ultimate policy decisions and before
the administration can make
decisions, they will have to get our
approval," said Senator Matt
Burns.

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES

Semester Year

ByJIMPAULIN
Staff Reporter

"See Kris Jackson make a fool of

himself by drawing on the walls of

the Student Union Gallery" the
poster in front of the Student Union
read.

Actually, he didn't draw directly

on the walls, like a graffiti artist, but
on strips of wrapping paper which
stretched across three walls,
resembling a huge comic strip.

"The purpose of this exhibit is to

provide me with more of an ego trip

than I already have" the Collegian

cartoonist said.

One student complimented Kris

on his cartoon about a Catholic
bishop's horny dreams. "I've been
to Catholic schools all my life and I

saw a lot of hypocrisy" he said

reminiscently.

Kris said someone at a party

suggested he do a cartoon on the
pope's sex drive, but he decided
that the pope was too exalted to
satirize.

Kris drew a cartoon on a battle

between the forces of good and the
forces of evil, (represented by
Nixon.) "Nixon's too good a
character to abandon" he said.

Kris became aware of his ability

to draw in 1972, while he was in the
Air Force. "I saw some Zap Komics
and said 'hey, I can do this, it's just

lines on paper". When he started
college, Kris was a chemistry major,
switched to psychology and finally

to art.

A skyline was drawn, but it

wasn't the UMass skyline. "I'm not
going to draw the UMass skyline

because it's already a caricature"
he remarked.

Audience participation was
welcomed and several other artists

added ink to the wrapping paper.

Another Nixon cartoon entitled

"The ascension into heaven of

Richard Nixon" showed our former

president rising from the ground,

both arms extended, flashing a 'V

for Victory" sign from each hand.

During the course of the exhibit,

Kris used up five marking pens.

"I've had a very good time... I've

met a lot of people... I've kept my
hand moving all day".
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Rents relate to cost increases
Residential Life

By P.J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

"If we maintain the current level of ser-

vices, rents go up as prices go up. If services
are reduced, rent would stabilize," according
to Roger D. Cruff, Assistant Director for

Administrative Services at UMass.
The price of living on campus in the

dormitories has not gone up from last year,

but this may not be the case in the near
future. There are no definite rent increases
scheduled at this time but rent goes up as
our costs rise, just like any other consumer,
said Cruff.

In addition to the fixed yearly debt service
payment, costs of utilities, labor and
materials all come out of the budget. The
budget of Residential Life has not yet been
fixed for this fiscal year due to the fact that
Residential Life as it now exists is a new
department which started officially on Jury 1

of this year. Budget and many other matters
are still pending.

Cruff added that a major portion of ex-
penditures are on payroll. For example, when
repairs are needed in a dorm residential life

must work through the Physical Plant.
"Involved in this aie costs of labor,

materials etc. If overtime is required it works
against our budget," he said.

The funds used for the budget are all state
funds plus student fees with the exception of
money which is used to pay students on
work-study which is given by the Federal
Government in the form of Financial Aid.
When questioned about the high cost of

dorm living Cruff replied, "We are aware of
our comparable cost to those of living off
campus, we don't want to price ourselves
out of the market."
A great deal of time and effort are devoted

to trying to place students in their preferred
residential area. This is not always possible,
but a student's choice is always considered
seriously and honored whenever possible, he
said.

"Students' money could be saved and it

would be easy to assign students
methodically to each residential area, a
decision as to whether to give up room
choosing would have to be made by the
students," Cruff stated.

He added, "At the moment there is no

Eyes and ears for Amherst

central student organization with which
Residential Life can routinely deal. There
should be more and better communication
between the staff and the students."

Cruff, a graduate of UMass who has
worked on campus for about 5 M years and
has just assumed his new position feels that
the University is "truly a community" and
"the time has passed for constant conflict
between the staff and the students, they
should work together."

Cruff said that Residential Life is con-
cerned with all aspects of life on campus.
"Our intent is better efficiency and
responsiveness to student affairs, we want to
solve problems rather than create them."

Residential Life handles all problems
concerning dormitories and dorm living if

they cannot be handled within the residential
areas, and also problems pertaining to Food
Services, etc.

"We are removed from everyday life here.
It is good to hear from the students- they are
who we're working for, if the students trust
the faculty and staff, and vice-versa, we'd all

be better off. It's the element of trust that
we're missing. I don't know how far from it

we are now" Cruff said.

(Staff Photo by Dobblo 8ctt««f«r)

"There are no definite rent in-
creases scheduled at this time
but...."

Law enforcement students aid police

Officer Roy said "the
job gives me a feeling
for police work."

ByJUDYBOUCHER
Staff Reporter

Law enforcement students are
now working as the eyes and ears
of the Amherst Police department.
"My job is to observe and wit-

ness; not take the initiative to solve
a crime or make an arrest" said
Jeffery Roy, a junior criminal justice

major at Westfield State College.

"Two students through ob-
servation and alertness helped
apprehend two alleged felons" said
Chief of Police Donald Maia.
These students are Community

Service Officers (CSO) and walk
the central business district beat.

Their job revolves around public

assistance, traffic direction, parking

enforcement, pedestrian safety and
general security.

CSO's are sworn members of the
police department and are allowed
to make arrest when immediate
action is necessary. According to
Maia the CSO's in Amherst are the
only ones in Massdchusetts who
have the power of arrest.

However, "The CSO's do not
carry fire arms nor are they allowed
in drinking establishments or in a
cruiser" said Rita Pawloski, a
graduate of Holyoke Community
College and presently a candidate
for a bachelor's degree in criminal
justice at Western New England
College.

Eugene Toczyclowsky, a sales

Experienced officer sights

many departmental changes

man at Thompson Clothing Siore
said "I think CSO's are c/>od
because they take care of the light

duties of regular police officers in

terms of ticketing, traffic direction
and generally giving assistance."
The CSO's keep the cars moving

by issuing tickets and handling
traffic problems which is good for

business said Carl Peterson, owner
of Bolles Shoes.
The work study program for law

enforcement students began last

July. "It was prompted by the
department and not by need and
also to give an advantage to young
people in the area who have been
unable to work on police forces due
to their age," said Maia. Police

officers have to be 21 years old.

"These two years experience
may be worth more than my
diploma" said 18-year-old Larissa

Anderson, a freshman at Westfield

State College.

There are eight regular CSO's, six

are male and two are female. Also,
there are four alternatives.

There was no sex discrimination
and "the department is ready and
willing to give me the same job as
any other CSO" said Anderson.
Anderson said she didn't know

how she would react in a violent

situation because she was never in

that situation. Although she was
taught self-defense, she said "men
have been street fighting since they
were little kids and this is one plus
they have over women."

Toczyclowsky said "there should
be no distinction between men and
women in police work except when
there is an increase of danger of an
assailant."

^
If the program is successful the

CSO's will become an integral part
of the department said Maia.

By ROBERTA MARTONE
Staff Reporter

"Back in those days, we didn't

have uniforms. I use to have to

borrow a pair of the Captain's

pants. There have been a lot of

changes in the department since

I've been here," said Bill Pen-
dergast, who has been a patrolman
in the UMass. Department of Public

Safety for the last nineteen years.

Pendergast said the main dif-

ference was in the department's
relation with the students.

"Things were different when
there were only five thousand
students here. Our contact with

them was more personal. I used to

know about two-thirds of the

students," continued Pendergast.

Because there were less people,

there was less vandalism, he said.

According to Pendergast, when
he first joined the force, there were
three other patrolmen, besides

himself. At present, the force

consists of thirty patrolmen.

Police color guard
awaits homecoming

By RICK DUCEY
'Staff Reporter

The "Homecoming Parade"
scheduled for October 25 will mark
a true homecoming for the UMass
Police color guard contingent. This
event will be their first appearance
en campus.
The creation of the color guard in

mid- 1973 was to an invitation to

march in a local parade according
to Frank Mazzei, UMass Police

Sergeant.

For the ceremony seven officers

from the UMass police volunteered

to march. Most of the equipment
had to be borrowed rom the

campus ROTC detachments,
Mazzei said.

What began as a "one shot

affair" has ballooned into one of

the most popular additions to

parades in many surrounding
towns, and as far away as Everett,

he added. Since their first parade,

they have been involved in more
events before a total of an
estimated three quarter million

spectators. The coming year looks
to be even busier.

The start off their inventory, the
Amherst VFW post has kindly

donated among other things an
American and a state flag. The
uniform parts, consisting basically

of; combat boots, white scarf,

white gloves and white decorative
cords - are furnished through the
officer's personal money, Mazzei
said.

In their possession now also is a
handmade banner identifying the
troup. This was designed and made
by one of the officer's wives. They
would however greatly appreciate
the donation of a departmental flag.

In time they hope to be better

equipped and become involved in

more events to be able to add to the
overall enjoyment of whatever
parade or event they might appear
in.

Police officers Lou Anderson,
Pete Seinkiewicz, Dick Huntoon,
Butch Hawkins, Dick Grader, John
Schmitter and Jim Turati led by
Sgt. Mazzei are very much looking
foward to their first march on home
turf.

Due to the decreased number of

patrolman, Pendergast said the
shifts were much longer.

"We used to work double shifts

all the time, alternating between the
four of us," he said.

In addition to the thirty

patrolmen, the department now
also employs two female patrol

women. Pendergast said he
thought it was a nice change to
have women around.

"It's a lot more interesting."

In the past, the UMass Police

employed night watchmen to patrol

the buildings and check out the fire

hazards. After 2 a.m. there was only
one patrolman on duty on campus,
and one on duty in Amherst, said

Pendergast.

When asked about UMass Police

relations with the Amherst Police,

Pendergast said: "We used to be a

lot closer with the Amherst Police,

but we've grown and they've
grown also."

During the past nineteen years,

the department has moved its

location four times, he said. The
first location was in an old army
barracks, that has since been
converted to Tillson Farm.

"Our next move was into the
present photo laboratory, and then
into the ROTC building on cam-
pus," added Pendergast.

About the department's present
location, he says there's "really

been an improvement you can
cap "

Financially speaking, Pendergast
feels they've come a long way.
Today, there is better equipment
because of more money and more
advanced technology. Instead of

the five cruisers and three staff cars

currently used by the department,
the police had only one cruiser

then.

Residential exchange

offers alternatives
By DONNA FUSCO

Staff Reporter
How can a UMass student get all

the advantages of a small college
and a large university at the same
time?

If the Five College Student
Coordinating Board's Residential
Exchange Program is successful,
several UMies will have what
Residential Exchange Chairperson
Brenda Goodman calls, "an
alternative to eight semesters in

one school".

The program, according to
Goodman, will allow students in the
Five College areas to live at one of

the other colleges while remaining
registered at their home institution.

"Residential Exchange offers an
ideal opportunity to the students in

the Five Colleges to participate in

the living experience at one of the

other colleges in the valley," said

Goodman.

According to a recent poll taken
at UMass, 95 per cent of the 288
respondents to the questionaire
said they though a residential

exchange should be made available

to the students in the valley.

Fifty-six percent said they would
be interested in participating for

one or two semesters.

"The poll was taken, said Sue
Kerins, member of the Residential

Exchange Committee," because we
need good student response."

All of the details have not been
smoothed out yet, said Goodman,
but plans are to have the program
in operation by next semester.

"The exchange would have to be
on a one to one basis the same
number coming to one institution

as the number leaving."

The plan is to have the exchange
student pay the tuition and fees of

his home institution, so there will be
no financial difficulties, said
Goodman.

The program will be presented,
for approval, to the Deans of

Students of the Five Colleges at a
meeting on Oct. 25.

"Right now we're looking for

interested people," added
Goodman. She urged everyone
interested in participating in the
exchange to attend a meeting at
6:45 next Wed. in Campus Center
805.
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Tape suggests Nixon tried

to get Ford to halt probe
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - On a
White House tape played publicly

for the first time yesterday,
President Richard M. Nixon siad

House Republican leader Gerald R.

Ford should try to head off a House
investigation of the 1972 Watergate
break-in.

"Jerry's really got to lead on this.

He's got to really lead," Nixon said
on the tape played to the 12 jurors
in the Watergate cover-up trial.

The tape of Nixon's Sept. 15,

1972, conversation with his aides
H.R. Haldeman and John W. Dean
III was played amid a flurry of last-

minute motions by the defendants
in a vain effort to prevent the tapes
from being used as evidence.

Every person in the silunt

courtroom - the jury. Judge John J.

Sirica, the five defendants, their

lawyers, and the 100 persons in the
audience - wore earphones to hear
the tape. The jury and reporters had
transcripts to follow the con-
versation more easily.

The House Judiciary Committee,
during its impeachment inquiry,

and the Nixon Whte House
previously had released transcripts

of the conversation, so little new of

substance was learned.

Dut the tapes revealed im-

pressions.

Dean, who testified moments
earlier that he had spoken with
Nixon previous to that day only at a

half-dozen ceremonial occasions,
grew in confidence and spoke
much more frequently as the 49-

minute conversation progressed,

the tape showed.
Haldeman, the White House

chief of staff with a reputation for

being stern and all-business,

laughed frequently on the tape.

Nixon clearly was in charge. The
recorded conversation took place

on the afternoon following the first

series of indictments in the burglary

of Democratic National Commitee
headquarters.
Ford's name came up as Nixon,

Dean and Haldeman discussed an
investigation that Rep. Wright
Patman, D-Tex., chairman of the
House Banking and Currency
committee, was conducting.

"Uh, what about Ford? Do you
think so? Do you think he can do
anything with Patman?" Nixon
asked.

"I don't think anybody can do
anything with Patman," Dean said.

"But if, if Ford can get the minority

Republican members, uh,together

on that one, it's going to be a lot..."

"...But you see, Widnall (Rep.

William B. Widnall, R-N.J.) - let's

take somebody - Jerry could talk to

him," Nixon said. "Put it down, uh,

Jerry should talk to Widnall and,

uh, just brace him, tell him I

thought it was (unintelligible) start

behaving."

John J. Wilson, Haldeman's
lawyer, said he would object to
"every line" of the White House
tapes as being hearsay evidence.

President Ford testifies to the House Judiciary subcommittee that there was no
deal involved in the pardon of President Nixon.

Ford denies 'deal' with Nixon
in testimony before committee
cont. from p. 1

tor Nixon's impeachment.
Ford said other steps being

considered on Aug. 1 were fighting

impeachment to the end,
resignation at once, resignation at a
later date, a temporary stepdown
by Nixon, trying to get a censure
vote as an alternative to im-

peachment, and a Nixon pardon of

himself.

Ford said Haig did not advocate
any of the options and that he
withheld any recommendation of
his own until he had time for further

thought.

Ford said the subject of a pardon
for Nixon was not brought up again
until his first news conference as
president on Aug. 28, when he was
advised to prepare for questions
about it. The questions came and
Ford said he would not make any
decision until he saw what the
special prosecutor and the courts
would do.

"Shortly afterwards," Ford told

congressmen, "I became greatly

concerned that if Mr. Nixon's

prosecution and trial were
prolonged, the passions generated
over a long period of time would
seriously disrupt the healing of our
country from the wounds of the
past."

Ford said he sought legal advice

from White House counsel Philip

Buchen and other lawyers on his

staff about the pardon powers of a
president, but otherwise consulted
no one about it. He also said no one
recommended he grant the pardon.
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Wine Cellar
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HADLIT

FINE POOD AND DRINK m-lfio
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Mini' Cellar

For your listening and dancing
Pleasure Thursday and Friday
evening we proudly present Jazz
Music by the New Moon Quartet! !

!

Dine J Times in M Hays. Knjoy a

r«fth Dinner FREE

Tues.-Thurs.,

5:00-10:00

^ri.-Sat.,

$:00-||:oo

Sun..

1:00-0:00

Dinners $4.00-16.00

Main Dining Room

niversity of massachusetts
arts council
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DANCE
COMPANY
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OCT 18a 19, 1974

8 PM BOWKER
AUDITORIUM

WeYc Pros
who supply professional quality

drafting equipment and give

you professional service

TRY US
AND SEE...

In the am her st carriage •heps 233 n. pleasant St. amherst
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LUNCH

TICKETS: $4 & $3 general $2 & $1.50umass students

• Baked seashells w/cheese

• tossed salad

• pudding

Kazuyoshi
Akiyama

conductor
PIANO SOLOIST
MHMORU NUJIMA

MONDAY OCT 21

1974

8RM.

N
EW

curry hicks cage

Japai? Pl)ill>arn)©nic

TICKETS -$4 general $2 umass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, U MASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

DINNER

• Shrimp chow mein w/rice

• soup

• chow mein noodles

• roll & butter

Congress passes Turkey aid bill

limiting supplies for Cyprus
WASHINGTON \UPI] - Ending a

major confrontation with the White
House, Congress passed and sent
to President Ford yesterday a

measure to continue U.S. military

aid to Turkey until Dec. 10 so long

as no new U.S. "implements of
war" are sent to Cyprus.

Ford was reported by George H.
Mahon, chairman of the House
Appropriations Committee, to
consider the provision to be an
interference in Turkey's internal
affairs but was willing to sign it.

Ford had indicated he would accept
it "very, very, very reluctantly."

The measure was forwarded to
the President following passage by
voice vote in the Senate. The
Senate acted after the House voted
191 to 33 to approve the pro-

vision which was attached to a
"continuing resolution" for tem-

porary funding of several govern-
ment agencies.

Passage of the continuing
resolution, and the Turkish aid
rider, cleared the way for a
congressional recess which has
been postponed since last Friday
because of the dispute.

The unravelling of a stalemate
between the White House and
Congress came early in the af-

ternoon when the House failed to
override President Ford's second
veto of a similar measure which
would have banned shipment to
Cyprus of any U.S. -supplied
military aid.

Under the compromise adopted
by Congress, Turkey will be able to
resupply its 40,000 troops on strife-

torn Cyprus with ordinary main-
tenance materials, but not with
.weapons, ammuniton or other

American "implements of war."
Ford appeared to have given the

most in the final compromise. He
had favored continuing U.S.
military aid to Turkey without
restrictions on its use in an effort to
get Turkey to begin negotiations on
a peaceful solution to the Cyprus
conflict.

Rep. Elford Cederberg, R-Mich.,
senior Republican on the House
Appropriations Commitee which
drafted the new compromise, said
before the resolution was sub-
mitted to a vote by the House and
Senate that the President told him:
"I will accept this very, very, very
reluctantly."

Announcement of the agreement
came close on the heels of Ford's
second veto of aid cutoff legislation

and the House vote on a motion to
override him at 161 to 83.

Boston attendance climbs while

police patrol quiet schools
BOSTON \AP) - Attendance was
high and schools were quiet

yesterday as police patrolled in

force, National Guardsmen waited
on alert and federal troops stood
ready to enter the city in case of

trouble.

The mayor's office said school
attendance was 76.4 per cent of

projected enrollment citywide, up
substantially from Wednesday's
66.7 per cent, despite a continuing
white boycott at some schools and
continuing tension among
students.

A school department official said

black attendance at South Boston
High School's three buildings, in a
predominantly white area, had
climbed steadily in the last two

weeks to a high of 404, or more
than 50 per cent of the projected

enrollment of 797.

White attendance there was 338,

or about 20 per cent of the

projected enrollment of 1,539.

Just one black student went to

high school in South Boston Oct. 7
and 8 after a massive anti-busing

parade in the area arid several

incidents of violence.

Joseph Crowley, 15, who was
stabbed in the chest at the school

on Tuesday, was released
yesterday from Carney Hospital.

School officials checked arriving

students for weapons at Hyde Park
High, and Headmaster John Best
said one student was suspended
when what looked like a table leg
was found in his sleeve.

A spokesman said no body
search was involved, but that bags
and purses were examined. Several
students declined to be searched
and did not enter the school.

Sirica seeks report

on Nixon's condition
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WASHINGTON \UPI\ - U.S.
District Judge John J. Sirica, while
saying he thinks former president
Richard M. Nixon should testify in

person at the Watergate cover-up
trial, yesterday postponed a
decision of whether to compel his

appearance pending a further
report on Nixon's health.

He ordered Nixon's lawyers to
submit a report on Nixon's medical
condition within three weeks and
said he would decide on the basis
of that whether to send a team of
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doctors to California to examine
Nixon on the court's behalf.

"It would be helpful to the
defendants and the government if

he progresses to the point where it

would not injure his health for him
to appear here in open court,"
Sirica said.

Sirica expressed his views at a

brief hearing on motions by Nixon's

attorneys to quash subpoenas for

him to testify at the trial of five

former aides accused of covering

up the Watergate scandal.

Nixon lawyer Herbert J. Miller

Jr., said the former president is

recovering well from his phlebitis

condition and the "prognosis is

very good" that within three weeks
to a month he would no longer
claim ill health as a bar to testifying.
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Study proposes cutting energy
levels with rationing, research

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18. 1974

WASHINGTON [AP] - A $4
million Ford Foundation study said
yesterday the nation should cut the
growth of energy demand in half
and could, if necessary, achieve
zero energy growth after 1985.

Such cuts can be made through
improved efficiency without
sacrificing economic growth, said
the final report of the foundation's
Energy Policy Project.

Short-range issues such as
President Ford's policy to reduce oil

consumption one million barrels a
day by voluntary conservation were

not considered in this study.

But project director S. David
Freeman told reporters he con-
sidered the present administration

policy "grossly inadequate."
"I have very little confidence this

will produce much in the way of
results," he said. "We oughf to try

to cut one million barrels per day
forthwith ... we ought to be
building up stockpiles."

If the nation is serious about
saving fuel immediately. Freeman
said, it will have to adopt some kind
of fuel rationing. He favored

nation and world

GNP declines

WASHINGTON [UP/] - The
Gross National Product fell into its

longest slump in 14 years through
September, according to figures
released yesterday. But Commerce
Secretary Frederick B. Dent said
the economy was only "sideways
waffling" and not in a recession.
The value of the nation's output

of goods and services declined 2.9
per cent in real terms for the third
quarter.

The GNP dropped 7 per cent in

the first quarter and 1 .6 per cent in

the second quarter, resulting in the
longest economic slump since four
quarters of decline in 1960-61.
The traditional definition of a

recession has been two quarters of
decline in the real GNP. But Dent
tokJ a news briefing that the GNP
decline was not broad enough to
qualify for a recession.

Nixon seeks tapes

WASHINGTON [AP] - Former
President Richard M. Nixon filed

suit yesterday seeking to force the
government to give him possession
and control of millions of tapes and
documents accumulated during his

five-and-one-half years in the White
House.

Nixon alleged that the govern-
ment has failed to live up to an
agreement for the swift transfer of
his presidential materials to
California.

Prisoners return
MIAMI \UPI\ - Four Americans,

released from Cuban prisons by
Premier Fidel Castro as a goodwill

gesture to two U.S. senators,

arrived in Miami yesterday. The FBI

promptly arrested two of them and
the other two were summoned
before a grand jury.

Access law vetoed
WASHINGTON [UP/] President

Ford yesterday vetoed legislation

that would significantly broaden
the laws under which the public can
gain speedier access to government
documents and records.

Rocky's wife has
cancer surgery
NEW YORK [UPIV Nelson
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Rockefeller's wife Happy
derwent an operation for

removal of a cancerous left breast

yesterday and surgeons reported
her chances for survival were
"excellent."

The four-and-a-half hour
operation, termed a "modified
radical mastectomy" was per-

formed at Sloan Kettering Institute.

Vice president - designate
Rockefeller later was at his wife's

bedside as the attending surgeon,
Dr. Jerome A. Urban, told a news
conference that Mrs. Rockefeller's

"chances are excellent for a full

recovery - over 90 per cent in 10
years."

coupon rationing, saying that
energy taxes or price hikes are

unfair, hurting the poor more than
the rich.

Sharply questioning many
present or contemplated govern-
ment policies, the project's final

report urged a large shift in em-
phasis and funding from programs
to develop huge new energy
sources toward programs to cut
energy growth.

It proposed four main energy-
saving steps:

— Mandatory minimum stan-
dards for automobile fuel economy.
— A federal loan program

helping home owners and small
businessmen to finance insulation
and other energy-saving im-
provements.

— Changes in electricity rates to
end the special discounts that
encourage industries to use more
electricity.

— A shift of federal research
money, now mainly invested in

energy production, toward energy
conservation technology.

The study stopped short of
recommending zero energy growth,
but did urge further study of the
idea "as an undertaking of the
highest priority."

Under "zero energy growth," the
nation's energy consumption
would stop increasing yearly and
instead remain constat, but the
study said this need not hurt living

standards.

Now appearing at the
HIDE-AWAY

Wed., Oct. 16 thru

Sat., Oct. 19

JOHN HAMMOND
with special guest

George Thorogood

and the Destroyers

Special Concert one night only:

Wed., Oct. 23

JOHNATHAN E0WARPS
and CLEAN LIVING

Rt. 202 in Granby, 1 mile oH Rt. 116, Tel. 467 8393

te»itt

St. Regis
Restaurant

v\t*£ Home Style Food
Quality Service
Reasonable Prices

Specialties of the House:

CANADIAN MEAT PIE

CHICKEN PIE

BEEF STEAK PIE

BAKED BEANS (Boston Style)

ALL HOMEMADE

Open6a.m.-9p.m.,Mon.-Sat.;7a.m.-9p.m.,Sun.
28 Pleasant St. Northampton

Tel. 584-1543

Breakfast Served All Hours
"Jerry needs the breakfast grill"

Television Tonight
5:00 THE RAYMOND BURR SHOW

"No Motive For Murder." i3>

THE REAL McCOYS "Don't Be
Nosy " (18)

THE BIG VALLEY "Tunnel Of
Gold." (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGH-
BORHOOD (24) (57)

5:30 GREEN ACRES "The Beverly
Hillbillies." (18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "The Crow Ganef."
(27)

HOGAN 'S HEROES "Operation
Hannibal." (30)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (40)
6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (31

ACTION NEWS (8)

THE PRISONER "Fallout." (18)
THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)
(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Kate's
Homecoming." (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)
BONANZA "Hot Day For A
Hanging." (40)

6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)
NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)ZOOM I (24) (57)

MOVIE "The Bullfighters." (27)
6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)
7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH-
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "The
Masterpiece." (18)
THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
AVIATION WEATHER (24) (57)
TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)
ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

7.30 WILD, WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS (3)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall
host (8) (22)
THE PORTER WAGONER SHOW
(18)

BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THENEWS (24)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (30)
NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
(40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (571

8:00 CAMPAIGN '74 "The Candidates
Speak." (3)

SPECIAL MOVIE PRESENTATION
"The Guns of Navarone" (8) (40)
SHARING OUR FAITH (18)
SANFORD AND SON (22) (30)
WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
(24) (57)

8.30 FLIP WILSON. OF COURSE (22)
130)

WALL STREET WEEK (24) (57)
CHALLENGING SEA (27)

9:00 MOVIE "Fer-de-Lance." (3)
BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE (M)CANADA WEEK AT
CHAUTAUQUA (24)
THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)
MASTERPIECE THEA TRE "Murder
Musi Advertise." (57)

9.30 THE ROCKFORD FILES "This
Case Is Closed." (22) (30)
PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO (27)

10:00 DAWSON McALLISTER
SHOW (18)

MASTERPIECE THEA TRE "Murder
Must Advertise." (24)
WORCESTER NEWS (27)
DOWN THE ROAD (57)

10:30 NEW DIRECTIONS (18)
IN SESSION ROCK CONCERT (27)
WESTERN MASS. BUSINESS
JOURNAL (57)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)
NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (8)
<18) (22) (27) (30) (40)
ABC CAPTIONED NEWS (57)

11:30 MOVIE "Do Not Disturb." (3)
WIDE WORLD SPECIAL (8) (40)
JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN "His Tryttino
Place." (27)

*

1:00 NEWS (8) (401
THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL (22) (30)
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BARN
at Mountain Farms Mall

This week's Specials:

Jarlsberg $1.49
Danbo (seeded) $1.49

Howabout,a cheese tray for Homecoming?

TNI INTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

Anfoerst Carriage
Shops233 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST
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TWO-DAY WEEKEND IN FASCINATING MONTREAL
Sunday & Monday, October 27-28

TOUR LEAVES UNIV. Of MASS. 8:00 AM
Leaves Amherst Center 7 50 AM
Leaves Smith College 7 30 AM
Leaves Mt Holyoke College 7 15 AM
Northbound our »our Dus win operate via Poutes 91 and 89 through the

heart of Vermont on our way to cosmopolitan Montreal The Vermont
countryside will still t>e showing some of its toiiage oeauty and we I

enioy rest and luncheon stops en route Arrival m Montreal should be
about 2 00 PM
immediately upon amvai we hec* into our fwm rooms at the

laSaite note 1 on Drummond Stre» 'grit wi the heart of downtown.
'Ajntreai and withm on easy walk J everywhere These accommo
dafions are of course included mfisl M price

Maps and suggestions for activities m Montreal win be provided by the

tour escort on the way up The balance of the afternoon, and evening
are free for your choree of activities including sight seeing at historic

and famous spots rjntng visits to night clubs movies piavs and iu$t

piatn enjoying a visit m this glittering second largest French speaking
City m the world
Ceparture on Monday won t be until 2 00 PM allowing a fun morning
plus ea f

4 atte,rKxr> 'or additional activities of your choice And since
it s a weekday m Montreal (not a hotidavj many stores win be oper
Monday which were not OH Sunday
a different route win be used on the return trip to the conege area fen

•owing the Adiro'irjaek 'Jorthway down past Lake Champion and
lake Oeorge skirtirig Albany and Pi'tsfieid to reach your destination
with e»pected 'e'ur-- ar> / • • pM <14*°
Note Pice t4 quote IPWCW lO»
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Amherst

Faculty votes for coeducation
The Faculty Tuesday night

reafirmed its stand for coeducation
at Amherst. By a vote of 95-29, the
Faculty adopted a modified
Committee of Six motion which
also conceded a willingness to
make sacrifices for the cause.
"We have an obligation to inform

the Trustees on where we stand,"
Professor Donald Pitkin told the
Faculty in presenting the Com-
mittee of Six motion. "It is an
inherently political issue and we
should confront it in that particular

way.

In a calm, direct, slender three-

hour meeting, the Faculty debated
how to fulfill a political imperative
without imperiling the final verdict

on coed. Some faculty members
expressed fear that a too strongly
political statement for coeducation
at this time might lead to an alumni
backlash. If the alumni leaders were

to decide at this time to poll their
constituents, some Faculty
members posited, a heavy no-coed
sentiment from them could make
the Trustee decision much harder

ttttt
If C&C is out of vodka, there may

be good reason. Amherst, in

conjunction with M.I.T., hosted the
first Soviet-American Conference
on the Russian Language this
week, a landmark in the age of

Hampshire

Note: This is the first issue of
a new series of articles that will
be published weekly by the
Collegian concerning the Five
College area news. Mt. Holyoke
College news doesn't appear in
this week's wrap up as they
have just returned from a
vacation and "nothing's
happened". -E. Patrick
McQuaid

detente.

Attending the week-long con-
ference, split between Amherst and
Cambridge, were six top Soviet
scholars, specialists in the field of
teaching Russian to foreigners, and
some 500 leading Americans in the
field from every major college and
university.

"The mood was marvelous-
there was a good human feeling,"
said Russian Professor Jane
Taubman. "There was a total unity
of purpose and interest. All we
cared about was how to teach
Russian better."

The conference was chaired by
Amherst Professor Dan Davidson
and Harvard's Richard Brecht.
An exchange of ideas was

productive because, according to
Taubman, "We have sophisticated,
modern linguistic approaches, and
they have Russian-current,
colloquial Russian."

Flies postpone center opening
By BILL PRICE

Hampshire Climax Correspondent
A rather unusual 'fly' problem

has caused postponement of the
opening of the new Robert Crown
Recreation Center at Hampshire.
The nearly two million dollar center
is using a new type of plastic for the
gym flooring. The plastic is ex-
tremely toxic when being 'poured'.
It seems that all the flies trapped in

the building during this process,
suffocated and fell to the wet floor.

They were embedded in the new
flooring until late last week, when
workmen 'Drilled' them out and
applied a new layer and the Center
is expected to open a week late on
Tuesday, October 22.

Debate on revision of Hamp-
shire's Constitution has been
slowed by the school's Academic
Council. Academic Council is

discussing a report issued by a
governance review committee
rather than voting on each of the
motions coming out of report. This
could hurt the slated November 5th
college-wide meeting on gover-
nance review by creating confusion

over how the process should
proceed. It was hoped that each of

Hampshire's governing councils

would vote on each of the motions,
giving some sort of feedback on
each to the Constitutional Reform
Committee. The Committee would
then make up either a new con-
stitution or admendments to the old

one for the Hampshire Community
to consider. Some of the motions
call for changes in allocation of
power away from the President's

Office, election of Academic and
Community Deans by
respresentative governing groups,
and 3 Business-Administration
reorganization.

A proposal that calls for

Smith

"SMOKING ... TO BE
PROHIBITED at planned group
meetings attending to any official

business at Hampshire College"
has been put before the school's

Community Council. If passed it

would1

effectively restrict smoking
to non-public gatherings at the
College. It was started by students
who felt their rights as non-smokers
disregarded by those at Hampshire
that smoke. One student writing to
the school paper, Climax, said, "It

bothers me to see people smoke,
knowing how harmful it is. But to
force that on those of us who have
chosen not to smoke... it just isn't

fair." Action is expected from
Community Council within a few
weeks.

Circus raises money

RALPH

GRAHAM
will rock four soul!

By Carolyn Hull-Ryde
Smith Sophian Correspondent

n n u
Sophia's Circus, held behind the

library on Burton lawn, drew a
crowd of more than 600. The circus
with food booths, games, and acts,

is held annually at Smith. The
proceeds this year totalled $1,595
and went to SOS (Service
Organizations of Smith). The last

freshman fire drill occured just

before the autumn recess in Scott

QUALITY LIVES
As importers of Mexican peasant

weor for the lost three yeorj,

we've found thot the one thing

our customers appreciate

most is the consistently

igh qualify of our clothing

If you feel you hove

orkef for peasant clothing

from Mexico but hove

been disappointed in the

post with shoddy

workmanship ond poor fir,

see our complete line

of peasant tops and

dresses from Mexico

'A This It what
W our supplier
has to toy about

Ibis produtt
thats why we
buy from him.
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gym. Freshmen traditionally have
been required to jump out of a three
storied wood frame on a fire rope.

After this year such ropes will be
discontinued in all Smith house.

President Mendenhall an-
nounced plans to appoint a Director

of Public Relations for the college.

His decision was attributed to the
upcoming college centennial
celebration. The new policy
reversed his former attitude that

"no news is good news."

1 < <|

Smith centennial events, lec-

tures, art exhibits, and plays will

take place Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday <Oct. 21-23).

Astronomy
Department
gives lecture

Dr. E.R. Harrison of UMass will

speak at the first of a series of open
houses sponsored by the Five

College Astronomy Department at

Amherst College. Harrison will

speak on The Expanding
Universe" on Friday Oct 18 at 7:30
p.m. in Room 305 of the Webster
Biology Building.

This series of open houses will

occur on the third Friday of each
month, Each program will begin
with a brief lecture on some topic of
astronomical interest, and will be
followed by a trip to either the
Amherst College Observatory (if

the sk\ cle I the Amherst
College I toftota n (if it is cloudy).

Tf1 are free to the
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Campus Comments
ByJIMPAULIN

In an attempt to obtain equal quality education for all the children
of Boston, students are being bused out of their neighborhoods into
schools elsewhere in the city. In the wake of this, violent mobs,
especially in South Boston have stoned the buses and fights have
broken out in the schools. Campus Comments wanted to learn what
peoples opinions on busing were. Should federal troops be brought
in?

The question what do you fool about Busing in Boston-is it
justified? What about the violence?

Joan Schlottenmier-
freshman from Wellesley living

in Crampton-Southwest.
I know ifs pretty bad... I don't

think federal troops are
necessary. ..whenever the
government starts getting into

these things I get scared...

I

know Judge Garrity personally
and I know his family. .he's a
fantastic judge and he's got an
excellent mind... I think he'll

resolve it and I don't think he
should back down.

Dave Bonn freshman from
Springfield living in Hamlin
Northeast majoring in

Engineering.

I don't think it's

necessary...but since it's a law
they've got to enforce it...

I

think the present situation is

pretty bad... it's ridiculous that
they had to bring troops in...the
people should just accept it.

• • • «•«•!
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John Rivera-Freshman from
Southbridge living in Dickinson.

I think they should move in

federal troops and the sooner
the better so they can stop the

violence... the question is not

about prejudice or anything like

that... I think they should move
in federal troops so that quality

education can be reached for

both parties involved.

Vince O'Connor-junior from
San Francisco. Ca. Irving in

Leverett majoring in Political

Economy.
If people expect change to

come about without some
disruption, its im-
possible. ..Politicians have
catered to racism in South
Boston...! appreciate com-
munity identity, but I think it's

unfortunate that identity has
been twisted to be built on
racism.

Pat Judd-Freshman from
Hartford living in Amherst
majoring in Anthropology.

I don't think it's

necessary...even people in-
volved in it don't have a sense
of community when they have
to be bused.. .in the town I'm
from, people aren't bused and
they're much happier because
they have a sense of com-
munity.

Isaiah Brown-Carpenters
apprentice living in Riverglade
Apartments in Amherst.

It's got a lot of people stirred

up... I think federal troops would
be better than the National

Guard because the National

Guard is from the community
and it's more than likely that

they would take sides. ..I

support the busing because it's

good for the kids to have
different experiences in dif-

ferent schools... I'm fully behind

it.

{ Letters to the editor }

Agrees with Weiss
To the Editor:

Fred Weiss' article "Living and Learning" was
pointed out to me by my neighbor, Galen, as it

summed up the feelings we had expressed in a
conversation the day before. It is comforting when
feeling a bit lost in everything to be reminded that
your struggle is a common one.

Everyone is faced with the problem of integrating
the many facets of his life, of living for the distant
future, tomorrow, the moment, while keeping sight of
the past and its significance. Certainly we must learn
to enjoy the moment, for there will be no magic day
when the struggle, the learning, will stop so that we
may say, "We may now enjoy". If life is to be enjoyed
this notion of enjoyment is twisted. This is not a
difficult thought, but in the midst of running around
achieving it is often forgotten.

Those who have not left for the country and un-
derstand themselves to be a member of a very large

family which they would like to be of beneficial in-

fluence to finda tremendous task before them! As the
world gets smaller it also gets larger. A five minute
conversation may bring to one's mind a dozen things

which he would like to understand. On top of
"keeping in touch", developing the skiffs he will need
to be effective in his field and giving consideration to

his personal survival a person must find the time and
ways to renew himself. He must find a personal
sanctuary in which to calm himself, a chance to

reflect, refocus and restore his energy. There are
countless experiences which may have this effect.

Through such experience he may renew his love from
which the care, concern and commitment will spring.

There is no constant formula for how to live. It is a
question each person will turn over in his mind
everyday. Unavoidably, I feel like a hypocrite as I write
this: I struggle with all of these things. It pleases me
greatly each time I meet a person who, perhaps
having found his reason for hope, has adopted the
attitude of, "Yes, I will try.

"

Susan Haynes

SHL activities

To the Editor:

The Student Homophile League and the Gay
Women's Caucus, are working closely on two Gay
Activities this weekend. On Friday Oct. 18, a film will

be shown, "A Position of Faith", 8.-00p.m. This will be
shown in the Campus Center Auditorium. The film

deals with a Gay male who is accepted into a
protestant ministry. Following the film, there will be a
discussion with ministers from the Metropolitan

Community Church, representing such cities as,

Boston, Providence, and Hartford. There will also be
representatives from the B'NAI HASKALAH, a Gay
Jewish organization from Boston. The M.C.C. has

been in existence for the fast four years. It is a church
geared to the Gay community, but we/comes
everyone. In 1970, there was one M.C.C. church. At
the present, there are over 500, in three countries. We
we/come, and encourage everyone to attend,
especially those religiously oriented groups on
campus.

On Saturday, Oct. 19, SHL and GwC, will sponsor a
dance. The two groups playing will be, "The Deadly
Nightshade", and "Lilith." The dance will take place
at Worcester dining Commons, and begin at 9:00 p.m.
Everyone is welcome.

Bruce McKeon

On Clark and Classics

To trie Editor:

After reading Nat Clark's column in Thursday's
Collegian, / was somewhat stunned. I can understand
that Nat might seek out traditional programming for
himself, but why must he speak out against fine in-
novations in education like Honors or Outreach?
These and similar programs, such as womans studies
or UWW have begun to make higher education
available to those to whom it has always been denied.

We are standing at a place in time that demands
that all the problems of society be met. Our society,
and our institutions must change in order to meet the
needs of all its peoples. In education, this means
examining the institutions and changing them so as to
include and service the needs of those who have been
excluded because of language, race, culture, or other
special educational growth needs. Society can no
longer afford to meet the needs of an elite few at the
expense of so many. What we really need is many
ways for many people.

I think we must begin to see that the test of any

great university is in its ability to ultimately deal with
the changing problems of a society, and not its faith-

fulness to a status quo of exclusively traditional
programs, which have proven to be inadequate.

I would like to agree with Nat where he said "This is

an educational institution, not a playground, but I

would like to clarify this, saying that it is part of the
real world and must come to grips with real needs, as
the special programs have begun to do.
We must see that learning occurs through many

different formats, and sometimes requires
special settings. This learning process and growth
must not be limited through strict personal in-
terpretation of the term "tradition".

In closing, I was a/so unsure of what Nat meant by
traditional. Was he implying that the only studies
offered should be in the Classics, through intense
Greek and Latin, as was the case until the pre
nineteen hundreds, or what?

Martin J. Miller
Chairperson-Academic Affaire Committee

Student Senate
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Abolish S.G.A.
For as long as I can remember the UMass Student

Cjovernment Association has been 99 and 44-100ths
percent worthless. Sure, there have been a few minor
victories and a handful of truly dedicated people in the
SGA, but by and large the organization has been a
waste of people's time, Collegian space, and
legitrmate energy.

So it's time to get rid of it. That's
right, abolish the Student
Government Association. No tears,
just a swift, cold, chop and a few
unemployed politicos. Anyone
who's concerned will find a more
legitimate way to divert their energy
in the cause of student rights and
the protection of student interests.
The most logical of these at the
moment is the Student Organizing
Project, but we'll get to that later.

By far the most obvious
weakness of the present system is

the fact that Whitmore holds veto
power over all student Government
actions. This was emphasized by
Vice Chancellor Gage's memo to
Student Senate Speaker Cindy
McGrath earlier this week. The
memo stated that the Vice
Chancellor would be noting all

Senate actions in writing in the
future, including a provision that
states he can reject an action as
one of his opinions. This childish

attempt at muscle flexing should be
rebutted in the strongest way
possible, but the SGA, by its nature
a substructure of the larger,

Whitmore based unit that governs
the University, is just not the place
to do it. Whitmore's letting the
children play with blocks, but we're
not allowed to build anything.

If one looks at the history of the SGA they'll find
very little to dispute my argument. For one thing
there has been precious little done in my memory by

Whitmore's letting

the children play

with blocks

but we're

not allowed

to build anything.

any branch of the SGA that has had real import for
the campus community. What has been attempted
has either failed, as in the case of the attempt to
topple the rhetoric requirement last year, or been
vetoed.

The final argument for abolition of the SGA is that,
historically, it is prone to such ridiculous power

grabbing trips from within that
infighting dominates most of its

time. Last year it was the President
and the Speaker slugging it out, the
year before the President and the
Area government presidents. In all

cases everyone lost. It's time to
stop training the big pigs of the
future with our time and money.
What are the alternatives to the

SGA? Should anything replace it? If

students had their way, there would
probably be no replacement, but to
paraphrase my column of last
week, slavery the easy way has
always been easier than freedom
the hard way for students here.
The best alternative I see is the

Student Organizing Project. While
it has been pointed out to me, and
somewhat legitimately, that unions
are prone to all sorts of corruption
and piggishness on their own, and
that a student union may destroy
the atmosphere of the University, it

still seems to be the best alter-
native. All that is needed is an
assurance that students will keep a
tight rein over their own union and
not let it get out of hand. Beyond
that I can't see the liabilities. We
have nothing now, what can we
lose? Even though a few of us are
finding educations on our own
terms it is still true that most people
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Isolation not answer

aren't.

So let's try the new system and get rid of the old. If

it fails, we're no worse off. If it works, it's a new day.

Steve Tripoli is a Collegian Columnist.

{ Joyce

City of hypocrites
Hey, there 's a music for the people.
Hey, there's a music, let'em dance.

—John Klemmer
I'm really pissed. I can't believe

what's going on. In Boston that is.

The city where I grew up. The
Marvin Gaye concert was cancelled
last week and now there are rumors
that the Stevie Wonder concert
may be cancelled. For what?
Because Boston can't get its shit

together? And because Boston
can't get its shit together I can't
hear any music.

That's why I'm pissed.

I did not go through the hassle of
taking a night off from work, of
finding a place for people to stay,

and getting psyched up for this

concert to be cancelled just
because Boston has racial

problems.

Fuck you Boston. Fuck you
because I used to think that you
were one of the more liberal of the
cities. I thought that you were the
city of revolution, of rebellion. I

thought you started the idea of the
spirit of 76 and all that. But now
I'm beginning to realize that you are
the city rebellion alright, the city of
rebellious hypocrites.

If music hath charm to sooth the savage beast then
let's turn up our amps and play it loud. Loud enough
and long enough to blast those motherfucking racist

Family."

You don't see

the hockey games

being cancelled

from Boston.

You don't see

life being cancelled

from Boston.

So why was

the music

cancelled?

bastards right out of their reclining chairs in front of
t.v. sets while they're watching "All in the

You don't see the hockey games
being cancelled from Boston. You
don't see life being cancelled from
Boston. So why is the music
cancelled? Music is an art form, it's

a soothant. What's the matter
Boston? What are you afraid of?
Afraid that all the brothers and
sisters might get a little pissed off
and stand up for what they should
be getting? Remember Woodstock,
Boston, it wasn't that long ago. No
one seemed to get hurt there.

Maybe if there were more and
more concerts, more and more
music, more and more people
getting out together socially then
there wouldn't be any of this
bullshit. Everybody likes music, so
why not have more? But go ahead
Boston, cancel the music. Cancel
the way people have a good time to
forget about the drudgery of, as
Stevie says, "livin' just enough for
the city."

If you really want to get it

together Boston, maybe you should
have more concerts. Maybe you
should even sponsor them. Or

maybe, which I think is even a better idea, maybe
Boston, you should cancel school and bus all the kids
over to a Stevie Wonder concert.

By Richard Wright
For generations this country existed in the isolation that the great

oceans provided between us and the rest of the civilized world. Not until
the second world war did we get slapped into the internationalism that
marks our present foreign policy. It is a confusing and complex question
and yet it seems that only too clearly we cannot afford to withdraw into
the isolationism that some would have us believe is necessary for America
to be true to itself.

Maybe it has not occurred to many people, but the regression into an
isolationists status is a condition that the United States has been tottering
on the brink of increasingly over the past few years. Each year the foreign
aid bill finds a more powerful and vocal opposition arguing that we should
be cutting back on the amounts of aid we send overseas so that we can
solve the problems at home first. They point to the waste and abuses by
foreign governments with the aid that we send each year. The call for
eliminating foreign aid is getting louder every year.
The real question which should be addressed is not whether we should

remain a leader in the global affairs that directly affect our own well-being
rather, are we prepared to differentiate between productive and
destructive kinds of foreign aid? Much of the argument rests with the flow
of armaments, or funds which directly support military purposes. Sending
agricultural expertise, conservation techniques, health apparatus, and
educational programs are one thing, sending death and destruction is

another. If a nation that is a recipient of American aid is facing a potential
military threat from an aggressor naiion however, there can be a
mechanism whereby self-defense hardware could be made available at a
price. If each nation that is to receive aid was issued a certain amount of
Aid Coupons, they would be free to redeem them for those items they felt
were most important to their country. Each Coupon would buy one dollars
worth of armaments, or ten dollars worth of food, medicine, or books
With a free choice between available aid products and services and an
awareness of the relative value of dollars depending on the 'product
selected, the recipient would have to evaluate what were the priorities of
its people and balance them against what was available in the form of
foreign aid. In this fashion, the greatest amount of foreign aid dollars
would be expended for more humane and productive causes than would
otherwise be possible. It would also eliminate the discrimination in type
and kind of aid distributed around the world since each nation would be
free to mix and match it's expenditures among the foreign aid offerings
With the worlds economy as a whole suffering the same kinds of

upheaval that we are facing here in the United States, isolationism is
definitely not in the best interests of anyone. But reform in the method and
amount of foreign aid away from supporting military expansionism is a
must.

Richard Wright is a Collegian Commentator

Editorial points

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist
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Honestly, how many of
you really knew that the
Student Senate elections
were held yesterday and
are going on today?

+ + + + +
So the Planning Office

expects the grad
research tower to open
in January, huh? Any
bets on it opening before
June?

+ + + + +
After all, the library

was only a year late.

+ + + + +
A recent Collegian

headline states "South-
west life called not too
'residential'". Is that
supposed to be a star-
tling new fact?

+ + + + +
How about G. Gordon

Liddy's new beard? Or is

that just another place to

hide listening devices?

+ + + + +
With all the tobacco

growing in this valley
one would have to
wonder if this is the
famous Valley of Death
in the Tennyson poem.

+ + + + +
Is it true that the

Student Government has
finally been declared
useless by Whitmore? Or
is it that we just haven't
Gaged the situation
right?

+ + + + +
Overheard at

University Public
Affairs Office: "I don't
want the official line, I

want the truth!"

+ + + + ^
If only the person

behind that last quote
knew how far from the
truth he was.

+ + + + +
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Hampshire Coi *ge student Timothy V. Terrio, a member of the Brass 'n' Rags,
played rag time music yesterday in front of the Old Chapel.

Amherst performs musical comedy
In their first production of the

1974-75 academic year, the
Amherst College Masquers will

present "A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Forum," the
musical comedy with music and
lyrics by Stephen Sondheim.
Performances will be given on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
evenings, Oct. 18-20 and 25-27 at 8
p.m. in the College's Kirby
Memorial Theater.

The show will be the first main
stage production in what promises

on WMUA
Here is what will be happening

onWMUA. 91.1 FM, today and over
the week-end:

Today, the following disc jockeys
will be on the air playing music: Al
Feinberg, Mark Nathanson, Cliff

Brennan, Andy MacKensie &
Nancy Amons.
At 8:30 A.M., Jeff Jawer's High

Tides will be broadcast. The
astrological forecast is on every
week day at the same time.

News is broadcast at 7, 8 & 9
A.M. and 2, 6, & 10 P.M.

At 6:15 P.M., Russ Small is on
with Sports Talk.

On Saturday, Steve Berger, Vinni

Peruzzi, Charlie Mann. Ken Irwin &
Dale H. Cook will be playing music.
The football team will be

traveling to Rhode Island on
Saturday, and WMUA will be
covering the action. Join George
Geer at 1:20 P.M. for the pre-game
show, and Russ SMall with Larry

Convoy for kick to gun coverage of

the game.
On Sunday, WMUA will have

Charlie Mann's Gospel Show form
6:00 - 10:00 A.M. For the next four

hours, Bob Charette will be playing

classical music. Marc Berman has a
four hour slot of music after that.

The Libertarian News Show,
alternative nrvs, educates the

populace for an hour Until 2.00

A.M., Jubilation Jazz is played, first

by Jack Harper, then by Cliff

Brennan.

Monday, the day starts off with

disc jockey Nancy Amons.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics

S2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date.

176 page, mail order catalog

of 5500 topics. Enclose

SI 00 to cover postage (1 2

days delivery time).

519GLENROCK AVE
SUITE #203

LOS ANGELA CA. 90024
Our maipfid^ .ice sold Ic
resen'ch rui noses only

to be an exciting year of theater at

Amherst College. Besides
"Forum," Luigi Pirandello's "Henry
IV" will be presented on the main
stage at Kirby Theater at the end of

the first semester. A number of

smaller productions will also be
staged.

Professor Walter Boughton,
chairman of the Dramatic Arts
Department, will direct "A Funny
Thing Happened on the Way to the
Forum." He recently returned
from a summer season as producer-
director of the Weston Playhouse in

Weston, Vermont.
The set and costumes have been

designed by Wanda Whalen, a
former professor of dramatic arts at

Mount Holyoke College, now doing
free-land design. Her work was
seen in Amherst last spring, when
she designed the Masquers'
successful production of Moliere's

"The School for Wives." The
production traveled to the Folger
Shakespeare Library Theater in

Washington, D.C.

"A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum" is the much
acclaimed Broadway success that

starred Zero Mostel as the slave

Pseudolus, who seeks to claim the
virgin courtisan Phillia for his

master. Hero, in order to obtain his

freedom from bondage. The plot

thickens when it becomes un-
derstood that Phillia is promised to
the Roman warrior Miles Gloriosus.

The show opens with the
Broadway hit song "Comedy
Tonight."

Tickets for "A
Happened on the

Forum" are $2.50

obtained from the

box office weekdays from 10 a.m
to 5 p.m., or by calling 542-2277.

Funny Thing
Way to the

and can be
Kirby Theater

This weekend at

She flitb

Friday HAPPY HOUR 3 - 6
with

Doc Sullivan

D.J. 9 - 1

Sun.

"AIRBORNE" 9 - 1

Goodtime Hour 4-8
"AIRBORNE" 9 - 1

The Hungry-ll
103 N. Pleasant 55 University Drive

You'll Ravish Our
Pizza and Subs

103 N. Pleasant ftL 256-0473

55 University Br. Tel. 256-8914

We Deliver

Labels for Less
Sportswear

vUonien ana Auntori

25/0 to 50% off rea. artetrice

hours 10-6

Fri.til9

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
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PEACE CORPS AND VISTA
REPRESENTATIVE AT U MASS,

OCT. 22-24

Recruiters will be at the
Campus Center Concourse and
the Student Development Center
at Berkshire House, from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Seniors and graduate
students are urged to sign
up at the Student Development
Center for an interview.
Also, on Tues., Oct. 22, there
will be an audio-visual
presentation at 803 Campus
Center.

ii

Black martial arts advocates
schedule largest gathering yet

I

Lunch
• SpahibK beev

Be r''C-^

• Soup
• Tossed so- lad

• Tello ..

• roll<£-buTTe.r ^

Dinner
• Lasc^Jnou
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• CTeiio

• roi/£i>utfcer

Lunch
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Seasbe//s ^fctaese

• Loss<asl aaJojc/

• pudol/ryj
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Dinner

w/rice

ncod les

*rci!& butter

One of the largest gatherings
ever of all Black martial artists to
discuss relating the martial arts to
the needs of the Black community
is planned Sunday, October 20
from 5-9 p.m. at Bowker
Auditorium. Admission is free.

Chuang Fa (Way of the Fist); the
martial arts originated somewhere
in Africa and Asia some 4,000 years
ago. Chuang Fa or Kung Fu
remained unorganized as a system
until around 520-525 AD. when a
Buddist priest, referred to a
Bodhidharma, Daruma Taishi or
Tamo journeyed to China to teach
the Liang Dynasty Buddhism.
The child of King Sugandha, was

a warrior who had received his

martial arts training from an old
master known as Prajnatara. After
having traveled hundreds of miles
through the rugged Himalaya
Mountains from India, he entered
the SiL Lum (ShaoLin in Mandarin
dialect and Sharin-j, Kemps in

Japanese) Monastery.
Because the master found the

Monks in bad condition; they were
unable to stay awake during
meditation, he introduced a series

of 18 exercises to condition and
develop their bodies and minds.
The 18 Hands of Lo-Han also called
Eki-Kinkyo, is said to be the
forerunner of Sil Lum Temple
boxing. The word Sil Lum means
"young forest".

It is also said, Bodhi Dharma
introduced Ch'an or Zen into the Sil

Lurn Temple. Historians generally
agree that a major development
occurred during the 16th Century
when Kwok Yuen entered the
temple and expanded Bodhi-
Dharma's 18 exercises to 72.

He disguised himself and set out
on a journey throughout China,
searching for greater fighting
knowledge. He met boxing master
Pak Yook Foug and an old man
known as Li, both of whom were
very skillful in the open handed
claw techniques.

Returning to the monastery,
Kwok Yuen with the help of the
two boxers, increased his original

72 movements to 170 and classified

them into five distinct styles - The
Tiger, The Crane, The Leopard, The
Snake, and The Dragon. This
happened about 1522.

A Sil Lum graduate acquired his

diploma only after passing a life and
death test. He was sealed in a

tech hifi
Quality Components at the Right Price

specially designed labyrinth, with
it's only exit the door of the temple.
The boxers who managed to

survive the attack escaped,
therefore using this period to reveai
secrets of Kung-Fu to the outside
world.

The method got into Okinawa,
mixed with the Okinawa Te and
eventually evolved into today's
version of Karate.

The word Karate means "empty
hand", but originally the word
Karate was the Japanese
pronunciation of the two Chinese
characters written for the words
"Horn Sul" meaning Chinese hand.
(The connotation of Kara is the
same as Tang, for the Tang
Dynasty, and Tang also means
Chinese or China.)

As a salute to the Chinese Tang
Dynasty during which the empty

hands arts flourished, the
Okinawans and Japanese then
names their martial art "Karate."
The soft or "inner school of Kung
Fu" are represented by four basic

styles. Chi-Kung, Pa-Kua Chang,
Hsing I'Shuan is generally reported
to be originated by Chang San-
Feng, a Taoist priest of the 14th
century.

Tai Chi Chuan became known in

the 18th century, when it was
introduced by Yang Lu ch'an
(1799-1872). He founded a school in

Peking. The three major styles of

Tai Chi Chuan are the Ch'en style,

Yang Style, and the Wu Style.

These branches have developed six

forms and pastures. Chi Kung is

older than Tai Chi Chuan, dates
back over 2,550 years and is the
original Chinese martial arts. Chi
Kung is not originally used as a self-

defense marital art.

Pictured above is country-blues performer Taj
Mahal, to appear at the Amherst College Cage on
Sunday, at 8 p.m. Tickets are S3.00 and are available at
Faces of Earth, Amherst; Tech Hifi, Northampton,
Goodbodies, South Hadley, the UMass Campus Cen-
ter; Uroboros bookstore, Hampshire College; and
Main Music in Springfield.
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Odd jobs assist glee club
to finance eight-week tour

s "'/»

The Amherst College Glee Club is

offering a second--or a third pair of

hands on Saturday, October 26, the

date of its annual Fall Work Day.
For $2.50 an hour, the singers will

rake leaves, prune hedges, wax
floors, cut tree, repair roofs, wash
windows-sing-and do whatever
else you'd like to get done around
the house before the snow comes.

This year's Work Day's proceeds
will benefit the Club's eight-week
tour of the Mediterranean, which is

planned for next summer. The
itinerary includes performances in

such countries as Algeria,

Morocco, Tunisia, U.A.R., Jordan,

Lebanon, Syria, Greece, Austria,

and France. This tour follows three

years after the Glee Club's very

successful tour to Africa, Asia and

College age
pen friends

being sought
There are thousands of people

seeking college age pen friends in

over 100 countries throughout the

world waiting for an American
friend, according to Letters Abroad.

This non-governmental, non-profit

organization, now entering its 22nd
year of service, finds that these

requests far exceed the number of

Americans of college age seeking

this unique service.

Letters Abroad is the only

American pen friend organization

serving adults (16 and over). Some
of the friendships established
through a careful matching
process, are almost as old as the

organization.

All overseas applicants for

American pen friends correspond in

English. On occasion, and by
agreement, each friend writes in the

other's language, thus improving
facility and useage of their

respective non-native tongue.
Requests are also matched,
wherever possible, by age group,

interests, and hobbies. A
spokesman for the agency says it is

important to link people not only

with similar interests but also of

similar age group, and urges college

students to try it.

Not everyone can visit abroad,

but on this "one to one" basis it is

possible to learn a great deal about
the people who live there. In turn,

the pen friend gets to know an
American, how he lives, thinks and
feels. Ofter the likes, dislikes and
problems are parallel.

Letters Abroad makes no charge
for its service but does point out

contributions help defray expenses.
For a brochure giving full details,

write Letters Abroad, 209 East 56th
St., New York City 10022, enclosing

a return self-addressed envelope.
Or, for immediate action, follow the

preceeding instructions, sending
name, age, address, occupation b
hobbies.

Laymen's
Academy
gives lecture

The Laymen's Academy for

Ecumenical Studies (LAES), an
Amherst based organization
headed by Father John Koonz of

Holy Name R.C. Church,
Springfield, will present Dr. Martin

E. Marty of Chicago University

Divinity School at a speech in

Amherst on Saturday evening,

October 19, 1974. Dr. Marty is

professor of Modern Church
History at Chicago and Associate

Editor of the influential Christian

Century magazine. His talk is

scheduled to be given m First

Cor gregational Church, Main

Street, Amherst, at k7:00 P.M. Dr.

Marty's topic will be "What's

Ahead for the Lo^l Congregation

icua Jiwrti 8adrr*l .Cbanpe? t

the Middle East, for which it was
voted the Cultural Affairs Group of

1972.

The success of the
Mediterranean Tour depends solely

upon the singers' efforts to rais^

the needed $27,000. Their principle

ways to raise money are to sell

records which the Club has
recorded and volunteer their

services on the work days.

If you need an extra pair of hands
on Saturday, October 26, and

would like to help the Amherst
College Glee Club go on tour next
summer, call 542-2484 weekdays
between 2-4 p.m., or write to the
Fall Work Day, the Music Center,

Amherst College.

• yjnmm .A mV

i*<

Til

Tilt New RtctrJ Skip

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394

ALTERNATE
ENERGY

FAIR
at Clark U. at Worcester

FREE BUSES LEAVING

Hasbrouck

SAT., 9: 00 a.m., Oct. 19

+
SUN., 11:00a.m., Oct. 20

Returning at 4: 30 p.m.

Must sign up at C.E.Q. Office, 426D.

BIG Y

SHOPPING

CENTER

HAMP PLAZA

NO. KING ST.

NORTHAMPTON

ultra-modern

LIQUOR
SUPERMARKET

WE RESERVE TNE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

GENESEE BEER
CASE OF 24 12-OZ. N.R.'s

3.99
McGregor Scotch Whiskey
PERFECTION • 80 PROOF • HAIF GALLON

8.99
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I
OPEN HOUSE

at

Phi Mu Delta
Fr./Sr. Pk.

"LIVE BAND"
Sat., Oct. 19

at 8 p.m.

Plenty of hot dogs, popcorn, beer and wine coolers.

DON'T MISS IT!

itti^&t&£**+J! * * * * * **••••••••+•*••

KULICK'S

COUNTRY MALL
announces

Two New Stores!!

State Liquor Store

Jug Beverage Shop

Specializing in cigarettes, beverages of all kinds,

bar supplies, mixes, and Hors D'oeuvres

Both Stores Open Six Days A Week
10:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Mon. thru Thurs.
10.00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., Fri. thru Saturday
Shop in the beautiful country atmosphere at Kulick's
Country Mall.

Warwick Road— Jet. Rte.'s 10, 1 19 & 78
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[campus carousel I

Mr. Boston 5 Star Brandy
80 PROOF • FULL QUART

4.99

Winchester, New Hampshire

By TONY GRANITE
STUD PREXY WASHES

DISHES at Indiana University, to

make ends meet, is the intelligence

shared by the Indiana Daily
Student.

Like Thoreau's trip to Walden
Pond to think, Student Association
President Kurt Flock goes to an
automatic dishwasher, according to

staff writer Craig Webb. He has
revealed that the campus' chief

politician spends five hours a week
as pearl diver in the dietary

department of the Bloomington
Hospital.

Flock is quoted as saying that he
believes the lack of distractions

help make brainstorms possible
while emptying his machine.

His supervisor says "He's kind of
an All-American boy."
And that's what we all need: a

Flock in our future.

A "PARENTING" COURSE at
the U. of Northern Iowa is being
offered to tell what it's like to be a
parent.

According to a report in The
Northern lowan, the course serves
a need to know about a com-
mitment that lasts about 18-20
years.

If the kid grows up, that is.

A LITERATURE DISTRIBUTION
COMMITTEE has been formed at

Miami-Dade Community College to
hear complaints about literature

FOR WOMEN

$lgoo

Comes in Brown or Camel Leather

ftDLLE* Shoes
8 Main St., Amherst

Hadley Village Barn Shops, Rte. 9
f Hadley

passed out on campus.
The Miami-Dade Catalyst reports

the LDC came close to acting when
a student termed "obscene" some
recruiting literature that appeared
on campus. But he withdrew the
complaint before it was to be
reviewed by the Committee.
Nothing like having a committee

that has nothing to do.

WFCR series

features

folk singer
Imagine a folk singer whose forte

is British and Irish ballads. And
another who becomes popular for

Jewish and Yiddish folk songs. And
then one more who specializes in

Australian "Bush Music" from he
days of the early settlers.

Now think of these three singers

as one man, and you have a good
idea of the background of Maury
Bernstein, host of National Public

Radio's "Folk Music and Bern-

stein" series being broadcast
currently every Saturday at 1 :00 on
WFCR (88.5fm).

Bernstein's program originated in

Collegeville, Minnesota in 1963 with

an informal format which the years

have not changes. Each show
focuses on particular music from
somewhere in the world - one
week, love songs of the British Isles

may be featured; the next week,
Cajun Music of Louisiana.

After more than a decade in the

hub of folk singing and acedmic
folklore, Bernstein, the apologetic

accordionist, has become, in the

words of music critics, "The young
'Grand Old Man' of folk music."

'~»» «anp €^-V &rysr &r-T0 «&nc «WTC CS**§T

RED LION VODKA
80 PROOF • FULL QUART

3.89
BOCA CHICA RUM

80 PROOF • FULL QUART

4.99

£NTERTAINM£NV^M|jORjlJM

dance*drink*dine
Monday & Tuesday

BEER NIGHTS
(Discount Beer)

No Cover on Beer Nights

Friday & Saturday

Drawing, winner receives

Free Evening on Rachid

includes Dinner and Drinks

Nightly Door Prizes

CCTHtCLE

MORROCAN SPECIALTIES
Hi KIRA $ .60

Delicious homemade soup from beef, tomato base, lentil and chick peas.

BEEF KEBAB S2.25

Charcoal beef cube skewered and marinated in exotic spices.

Kill A S2.00

Charcoal skewered ground beef with exotic spice flavor.

MAKROl TA S2.25

Eried dough leaves stuffed with spiced ground beef.

COl SCOl S S3.25

Morrocan National Dish. . .steamed with organic fine semilina cooked
with fresh vegetables. Can be served with either chicken or Iamb.

TAJISE OF LAMB FASSI $3.00

Pieces of lamb stew cooked with prunes and almonds.

TAJISE OF LAMB MARRACKCIU S3.00
Pieces of lamb stew cooked with olives and lemon.

TAJISE OF CHICKES FASSI SI.49
Pieces of chicken cooked with prunes and almonds.

TAJISE OF CHICKFS MARRACKCIU SI .49

Pieces of chicken cooked with olives and lemon.

FOOD SERVED FROM 11:30 A.M. TO 8:00 P.M.

MECHOUI $15.00 (For Two)
Specially prepared baked rack of lamb served for minimum of two persons
* * 24 hour advance notice * * A Sultans' feast eaten by hand.

SPECIAL COMBISATION PLATE INCLUDES
HARIRA (Soup) ONE MAKROUTA
ONE SKEWERED BEEF KEBAB COUSCOUS
ONE SKEWERED KEFTA AUNT TEA OR COFFEE

S2.95—..IM I IM M UM . .' .i« « M — I I

STEAK DINNER
Harira, 10 oz. Choice Sirloin Steak, French Fries, Coffee $4.50

ooo

happy hour
WfjMly

Special

BEEF KEBAB
KEiTA

$1.50

$1.60

4:30-6:3Q/R|_L DRIDK/ Prices

mountain CT^l routG 9-hadley-mass.
mrms mm *^u^ tei. (413) 584-9oso

SANDWICHES
$1.75 HAMBURG
$1.50 CHEESEBURG

BEVER.4GES
MORROCAN MINT TEA S .25 SANKA $ .20

REGULAR TEA $ .20 MILK $ .25

COFFEE S 20 SODA $ .25

DESSERT
ICE CREAM $ .50

RACHID S MORROCAN BREAD & COLD TOMATO & PEPPER SALAD
MADE FRESH DAILY SERVED WITH ALL MEALS

«

•
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"WALKING TALL"
Friday, Oct. 18

Mahar Aud. 7, 9:

75-

plus special Midnight Showing

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

AMHERSTC^^a
AMITY ST " 253 5-J26

flogarts • ••

, MUMFMMCV kjmhahini

B06ART HEPBURN.
Academy Award

performance

opposite

Heptwmat

her blistering best BOGAR?
Pmtedbt m mG |jj
.kihnHouin mH

Eves: Copacabana 7:007 African Queen 8:45,

MONDAV 4 TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS {100

CALVINJ&£

' 'i- >\in fi < <)1.i.k<;k'

iodsviy;
In nm k
ur.T."iu*_>iu

15

NORTHAMPTON
• • •

NOW— at 8 p.m. only

WINNER OF |
ACADEMY AWARDS I

i

METROGOLDWYN MAYER **.«..$

A CARLO POJTI PRODUCTION

DAVID LEAN'S FILM
OF BORIS PASTERNAKS

DOCTOR
/...vu.o

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

ZH1
E Mun.-Tues. DOLLAR Nightfimimm

fe

II^R
kIM. SI SI IS ibJ 2310

in s.

**AMHAL
" a

. CQMXBSr
Evos,: "Animal Crackers" 700 & • 00 Sat K Sun.. Mat 2:00

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS 11.00

Ik Orititiil, UHMtmi Uthtttti

6mm #/ bmdq C/ttsiesf

•At. r4fgjpY»?

,- LILLIAN ROTH

TODAY: 5:00 7.00 9:00

Twi Lite Hr.: 4:30 5:00 only SI. 25

Sftd QIR'J MOUNTAIN FARMS MALLvJO*» JIJJ RQQTi9-MAOLtY MASS

It was the Fall off v54
CROSS IT -- and you just

might get crossed off!

>«£eitv MACON
COUNTYi
LIME

TODAY. 5:00 - 7:00 9.00

Twi-Lite Hr.: 4:30 - 5.00 only $1.25

W1NNE ft OF g ACADCM Y AWARD S

I

METRO COIDWYN-MAYER ao**,™
ACAR0 PONTl proolcton

DA/ID LEANS FILM
OF BOftfS RASTERNAKS .J

DOCTOR

?*d^T\ TODAY 7:00

ir* ..V

Ma T*i uti Hour

One of OW most'

Audiences are sUndmg
andapplaodrng..

WALKING ,1)
TALL II
TODAY: 4:45 - 7:00 - 9:15

Twi-Lite Hr.: 4:15 - 4:4$ only $1.2$

Beyond is here!

Play Misty for Me

SAT., OCT. 19

7, 9, 11

CCA 75

Starring Clint Eastwood

BEYOND

THE VALLEY

OF THE DOLLS
Sunday, Oct. 20

CCA 7, 9, 11

Rated X

Positively No Children Admitted

ANTHRO UNDERGRADS:
Will be a meeting lor undetorads in

Anthropology on Monday at 7 p.m. in W
15 Machmer. If interested in your dept..
come on down.
BAKE SALE:

at the Newman Center Sunday. All
morning after masses. Come and support
your Newman Center!
A meeting of the Social Committee will

be held at the Center Tuesday at 7:00

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -

Dr. Zhivago - 8:00
AMHERST CINEMA -

Casablanca - 6:00
African Queen - 8:00

CALVIN THEATRE
Animal Crackers - 7:00 ft 900

CAMPUS CINEMAS -

Return of the Dragon - 7:00 &
8:45

Jeremiah Johnson - 7:00 Er 9:00
California Split - 7:00 Er 900

NIT. FARMS 4 -

Dr. Zhivago - 7:00
Macon County Line - 5:00, 7:00 ft

9:00
Animal Crackers - 500 7 00 9 00

Er 9.-00

Walking Tall - 4:45. 7:00. 9:15
SHOWCASE
2001: A Space Odyssey - 7:00-9:30
The Gambler - 7:30-9:40
Longest Yard - 7:30-10:00
Gone With The Wind: 7:00 ft 9:00
Airport 1975 - 7:16-9:45
Odessa File - 7:25-9:50

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
The bus leaves this Sat. for Belchertown

State School at 12:45 from in front of
Whitmore. Come and be someone's
friend! Call Ann or Jean 253-2722
CENTRAL RESIDENTS:
Take notice* Film, Monday 10 28 at 7:00

and 10:00 in Central Dorms discusses what
Attica was and why survivors still fight for
their lives. All welcome.
COFFEE HOUSE:

All welcome to attend the Hillel Coffee
House. Food, drinks and interesting people
Saturday night in Memorial Hall at 8 p.m.
to 1 a.m.
COMBATING RACISM:
Open meeting for all groups and-or

individuals involved in combating racism.
We are trying to establish resource and
communications networks, to pool info
and effort and to promote unity.

Tues. 12-2, Hills South 4th floor. For
details call Harriet Parker 545 2445 or Bill

Gee 545-2701.

DANCE FREE:
A happening in Movement and Ex-

ploration.

Let your body have complete control for
a few short hours. Friday 8:30 p.m. C.C.
162. Bring refreshments.
DIVORCED, SEPARATED:
The second meeting of support group

for newly divorced or separated M-F will

be held Monday eve 7-10 p.m. rm. 307
Berkshire House. Interested parties
welcome. Call Stueent Development
Center 50333 Fri. 11-12 for details
WOMEN'S X COUNTRY:

First Annual Women's 2.8 mile x country
race at Amherst College on Sat. Meet

below Memorial Hill at 11:30 race starts at
12 p.m. Info 549-6881.
FREE MESSAGE SERVICE:
Send free messages anywhere in U.S. or

Canada via Amateur Radio. S U. Lobby 3-5
p.m TODAY.
GRENOBLE PROGRAM
Gen information meeting on Friday at 4

p.m. in 3rd floor lounge of Herter Hall
Program open to all UMass students. Sops
and Juniors preferred.
HRTA MAJORS:

Innkeepers meeting Monday at 7:45 in

Colonial Lounge, S.U. Those wishing to
attend NY. Hotel Show must attend
INNKEEPERS:

Important meeting Monday 7:45
Colonial Lounge. HSMA, Dinner Raffles,
TOC Dinners.
INSIGI- T

Fee ! '-.g lost and confused? Need a break
from exams? Try Insight Oct. 25-27. For
more info, drop by Newman Center
LEAFLET DROP FOR GUZZI:

All those who want to work for The Paul
Guzzi for Secretary of State: Major leaf
drop 10-19. We will meet outside The
Bluewall at 10:30 a.m. Bring friends
EARTHSCHOOL MEETING:

Monday, 7:30 p.m. in C.C. 176
LEARNING EXCHANGE:

Volunteers for the Learning Exchange:
meeting of volunteers at the Jones Library
in the Amherst Community Resource
Center Thursday 10-17 at 7
MEDICAL SCHOOL:

Dr. Soutter of UMass Medical coming to

turn to page 16

Help us help you.
Use Zip Code.

\bur Postal Service

(?UW. Classifieds Pay
To piece • cl.twl.ro drop ay

Me Ceiieg.en Office Bgfwoqe,
• Mam and 3:4$ p m -ilgniJI.
VNley.
Tn. deeeliee •« j 4$ two «*,,

••fare Ww day year eat „ i

The rates ere:
Dally - 30 per Una*
Weekly .2* par una'
Monthly - * 3D p.r Una*
•Two Ima. on form
appro. imete na Una

~JADC Cbuik

FOR SALF

U..4 guitars bought and .old
Tha Guitar Work. hop. Amharat
C.rrlaia Shop. Ml 1774

to <pd Cm. hike ta.t offer.MNM
Shi p.rhaa. Md altaa. Cheep

l Man wk vaata. coid.uit.
nowmobH* lull 4 6327

Iriah Satt.r pupa for sale Call 1

MS 4427 .vlningi • to 10

Sony TC 12* CS .taroo cat.ana
deck port.bl. All paraphanaha
al.o included e.collent condition
$140 Need money Coll George 546
505? or S4« S06S

10 .paad Marcia 300 23 in trama
E.collent cond $220 263 5102

College Calculator, introduce,
tha new M*>cor 535 All Tn. tunc
lion., memory, a.p not and now
no mora intarmadiata calculation.
Now you can u.a porentheats Only
$104 96 Al.o introducing the SR 50
at 1142 96 Coma and see tha two
machina. Watch for my po.tar.
nest week Call Bob Crowell at 549
131a Toll me what you naad 1

Ampos B plus 26 Amp Fibergloss
cabin.t with 2 altar l an.ing O140
speakers Id*. I for ba*. guitar
Much power Cleen $350 firm Call
(46 4765

Starao Sylvama air suf.pen.ion
now cartridge Garrard turntable
newly serviced »7S 263 7340 Great
buy

Kuatom Beee Amp, pec cond
• 260 544 6044

FOR SALE

AN Starao equipment, complete
line. Low. low price. For info cell
263 9424

Brown leather coot, fur lining
*16 Cell Drew 6 9432

Gibeon .t.ei pedal guitar with
double neck Demn good deel 1 Cell
Jim 544 6440

Snow tiret for Det.un 1200 (12
in wheel beee) One yr old Cell
Rob 266 0449

RMI Acordian 120 be.e new
»6O0 ash .100 Kodak M 50 Pro,
125 Heath Hi Bond police redio $40
544 9762

loico M4 36. 60. 90mm lenses
Vieofle. II. other acces Also
Bossier 23C onlorger lenses, ecces
Coli 624 3429 Serious inquiries only
pieaae

Haeth AR 19 SOW receiver with
KIH 32 speakers Perfect for dorm
$200 646 9752

Rogers double Tom drum set
Meny eitre. Cost $750 esking
$400 6 5102

AUTO FOR SALE

44 Chevrolet. S cyl . automatic,
great buy. economical to run. $394
263 7241

•7 Cougar, full power. 3 ipd
standard, air cond . naw muffler
»S50 263 7241

FOR RENT

2 badrm townhouae. Squire
Villege Fully carpeted diahwaeher
Now 1 or sooner 446 4349 7 11

I p m

PfcRSONALS

Couch bed,
44 1901

reeliner. carpet

1 or Northland Cobra wood ahltg.
6 ft 1 in with Northland binding. 1

pr K of lech buck la boot, oite 10
men's. 1 pr polo, good .hope All
»45 Will split Call John 247 9404
after 6

Ahei Oyne Kenwood KIM
Morenti Sony Pioneer 6> Sherwood
roceivere end tungre at 9 percent
over coet 747 6470

We're getting new woodetoveam al.o We will bo running a apaclel
of the dev et PAUL S OLD TIMS
FURNITURE Chock out our
everchenglng atech Behind
Aubuchona Amherst 243 3611
Vo. .Brian

44 Chevy Impale $400 Call 6S4
I
7912

1 1967 Olds Stetion Wagon 54 000
miles New tires. Fell inspection
$850 254 8687

Chewy 71 Vege Hatchback 4
speed 11095 Call 253 2524 during
dey or 649 0498 after 6pm

70 Volvo nice car One owner
dh gr em fm 2X radials and
tnows Best over $1800 Cell John

73 Oatsun 1200 First owner con t

"'eke payments 35 mpg esking
$2200 but will teke tlftt Celt 549
0343 eftor 3 Aak tor Kevin

'•» Fi»« •*<» Bpydor. 40 mpoT.
34 000 mi f .cedent mech Asking
$400 649 0720. 6 p m

SS Plymouth, running cond No
inspection sticker Beet offer 4-
7432

1172 Jeep CJ». 4 cyl . 11 tire. 20mpg 30.000 mile. Eae Cond
A.king $2 960 « 9443

'SB Charger Priced to sotl
Good cond Call H

Apartment to shore Couple
wonted to shore 1st floor of large
N'hampton house with tame
reo.oneble rent plus utilitioa Pats
OK Cell Howie or Cohnne 684 1596
Nighta.

Apt
. $166 per mo All utilities

inc Cell Ms Richordson 545 0031

1 bdrm opt Eetthomp 1120 per
mo 584 4026 evoa

TO SUBLET

One bedroom, furnished cottege
noer UMett to .ublet Dec 20
-'"'l* ' ''J* por mo Debbie 263
5442 Evening.

Clifttide l bedroom, diahwah
pool, tonni. On bua route »140 permo 666 2447 oftor 5 30

diesartationa.
rates Call 544

Typing - Thoaoe. paper, en
velopoa. lattere. roporta Faat
accuroto 263 7464 or 263 7146

RIDE WANTED

To Columbus. Ohio Oct 24 2S
549 6311

Ride needed from Holyoho to
UMaaa Mon Fri Dawn 534 I

P J F - in times of trouble I still

stick around For the times of love
moke it worth it Forever, your
lady

LMC - On your 21st Luv. I

reelite now thot no mottor whot.
we'll ehweve be together More . to
a happy life! Your Big Ginjo

Tog - Heppy 20th to the grot
tieat girl m the world - Jim

Hop Brook Commune Rurol Form
Gey people Bos 723, Amhorat.
Mess

ROOMMATE WANTED

F28Nikon 24mm wide engie
•one Good .hope 4BS Alan
763 9S47

Dual 1019 Trntble $30 New dbl
mot end 2 dbl Iremo. 3 etogmor
trunko ig wood cheot All roe.
Coll 4 4476 7 12 em

"72 Tovote HI lu. Pick up truck
with cuatom built camper unit
Both in eaceHont condition Will
•ell aooorotely 409 3440

Bf Auetin Am.ncs 30 000 milesFWD new Mich red tlroe Shi reck
Bob 6445140

49 SNBM Coupe mech good,
rbbr good 3 spd . outo irons twin
cerb 172S eng $600 or B O Cell
544 1743 eftor 4pm

43 Don, 4 cyl . eufemetlc,
dependeble economical trgne
portation $208 263 724!

70 Duster now tires cuatom
wheels. S track tope Coll 764 I

after t

F wonted for own rm in beautiful
house nr Sndrlnd Center 665 2287

Two moles seek third to shore 3
br opt 764 8098

Own room in house, 20 min from
UMess in Deerfleld Mele pref $86
per month end utilities 1 772 0613
evenings

For 2 bedrm Puffton Apt « 1 10
per mo plot elec Andy 644.4223

F to shore bedroom »40 per mo
rendywine Apts 549 0204

Avsiloble immed

Shore house own room
Amhersi Center $76 include,
utilities 263 6303

WANTED

.« *11LZ
commu i 'rom Greenfield

675 4494

Large room for artist. Use of
focaMoa 2SS 0417 Cheap

BOB IB BACK to buy your sick or
decreed cor Any moke, model
yeor Unload your headache for
fast 444441 763 7241

Sots Plyr must B serious T have
eqip Peter 263 7221 or Peter 644
4734

Wonted 2 3 eu ft refrlg $50 4
S2B9

Uaod croaa country ahlg. 263
6474

Calculus tutor sot knowledge
good pay Call Tom 6 4714

h

Naad rido to Cleveland. Jon. S-
•141 Will pay Oct 24 er any
weekend 7 to 11 D

PERSONALS

The person who took the green
cenves tennie bell beg from the
Bovden Courts. 10-4. pleose return
it to Coach Kocokowaki Rm 220
Byd

Silly - Now that wove rooched
6 let s go for 400 Silly, lly Luv.
Rebit

SDL - I mey reolly 40 to Chicogo
with Marty. JML la hor noma
Linda?

Barbo I small love - Littlo
Groan Man

Shoo. John. Eilaan and Pat - I

thought you might like to get your
nemo in the peper Keeli tool

Goelies needed Any goelies
wanting to skata Sunday nights
froo. storting this Sunday. Call Ron
66449

To Col B Happy 51.t Lovo
Skinny Minny

Lor - Happy 4th. Lovo you mora.

ADM. I can't find oh, tha right
romantic lino but aoo mo onco and
too tha way I fool Its boon a greet
1st month. I hope you renew my
loose for another 2 woohs Your
Wanch

C. I will always be there lovo
YOU B

Sem - Happy 21at May thta day
ba tha beginning of g veer filled
with heppinoaa and lovo) Youre
Missy

Robbia. 10 17. Happy 4th year
Yesterday, today and oho/ovo I lovo
you Jann

Tracy -
Naachavol
and Kath

Happy 70th' Dobohat
Tha iodic, of 208

Sueon, So heppy to know you re
home with thoao who lovo you.
Wots of Wuf Bataarlno

FREE RETAIL CATALOG Pipes
weterpipos. bongs, cigerotte
papers rolling machines super
stones, clip, under ground comia
etc Gebrlolla s Good ies Bos 434
Hollywood. Co 90024

INSTRUCTION

Clessicel guitar lossons

CoM,
,

„V
V
^7,7.'

Ck "'0,",d «•*•

Fluto leoeons _ experienced
teecher Studies st Monhotten b
Yele Schools of Music, private or
group inetruction clessicel or ion
Beginner* welcome 642 4043 eftor7pm Peter Becchue

SERVICES
Cempu. Club. end

Orgonitatione, Do you wont tp
publiah high quality new. letter
pemphlet megozine or booklet?'?
Let the Meooege Compeny help
vou write, lovout doolgn end print
itH Roooonoblo fees Contact Jerry
at 253 9449 for information

HI FI Audio repair 2 day aarvlca
work guarantaod At Tach Hi-Fi
Call 549 2410

Automotive ropoir Spocialltlng
•n Soob and othor foreign cere Cell
Guy 266 4110

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob 7s
beck to fis it right No 10b too
.moll Foreign or domeetic No big
overrteed 263 7241

Future CPA s Loom how to
propero for the CPA eaom Becker
CPA Review Course Cell Collect
Boston 617 536 1440

Multicolor silk screened posters
two dey service The Screening
Room 764 0375

Professions' guitsr rgpairg bv
guitar maker Michggl Mlllord
Mon Wed Fri et The Gutter
Workshop Amharat Cgrrloge
Shops 649 1724 Free eatlmetee

VALLEY K 9 Finest training wi
"bad par. anal protection and K •
In rasidonca iteming evoileble Cell
Merc 940 1342

Accounting end Fingnco Mg|ora
Lef us help you Plan ahead to
become e CPA - The Becker CPA
Review Count Sooton 037 6243
1440 Our succoosful students
roprosent one fourth of USA

Vr oM white mala cot. Rt. • In
Bolchojrtown (towardo Qwobfelnl
Spot on hood. 2 different color
oyee Any Info depreciated 333
4641

CALCULATORS

Calculator Bala - College
Calculates offers lowest prices
enrwhore AN modete ovallablel
Tesaa Inaf . Hawaii Packard.
Unicorn All mochlnoo now end
guar with 2 month roplocamont
warranty Before you buy g
calculator call me I con boot any
prico anywhora Look for my
poster, around compua for detail.
Than call Bob Crowall at 649 1316

ENTERTAINMENT
The Bluawol .

band Wodnoodoy thru Saturday u »
1
woofc. The TOC features WBBa Jarddna
and his bond Enfoyl

lv..£'r!£2L<?n ptov •' *• Wodnoodoy

fate doecends on The Bluewell
wodnoodoy thru Saturday of thlawaok Tha Magic Music Band casts
B spell over the Hatch Thursday
thru Saturday while Pendrift drift,
into the TOC tho .erne nighta Give
e liatonl

Ralph Grohem will rock your aoulWednesdey through Seturdey TheHetch Celebrity Series
him in living sound

preoents

He., HEAL TEARS SotT. Oct II"ompdon Studont Cantor SW f
1 All you can drink

Gat your party rockinl Coll Si...
Rich and Cheryl et 6 9416 or 6 9426
'or DJi with stylo Super cheap

Lika to play bofora a real llvo
sudianco? The Hatch Wodnoodoy
Night Cotf.ehou.o wonts youl Cell
Big Ed st 544 4279 to reserve e epot

Locel bend Seegull looking
for mele singer Must be into
Stevie Wonder. Mervin Gove etc
Cell Art 544 4794

Four tickets to Stevie Wonder
Good soots Coll 6 7303 enytime
Best offer

Now available - Davg tho D J
Any party anytima Tha vary boat in
music and now tho vary bast m
sound All hits, all roquosts Oanca
contssts Call now to place your
data 544 4716 Oon t moaa with
omataurs Request The Beet

MISCELLANEOUS
inf 01 mstion was looked out from

a reliable source concerning the
Personnel Seminar Corp It oooms
thot tho core hoe approved the
requeefed Personnel Oepl. budget
Thie ta a plua for our entire com
munlty Congrats - Para Dopf

Friandly block cot needs home
Owner moving Greet companion

houaa trained Good mouaor
203*469

I lost a sapphire end diamond
gold ring If found cell *
Sentimental Value Reward

r
Auto Workshop Heorx-ns

Do It VOuraJfeTSlr^uTTw!,
cor wo supply the tool, and a*

in ,n ' * 10 * m •*' •"•" «vnIB 10 Porta at discount

i . *•**•*»*'* P 4k 4> * « e> a> *• • a> e> e> a *- e> * al
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Notices

Services.

02, C.C.

cont. from p. 15
speak. Oct. 30 in C.C. 105 at 7. Sponsored
by Pre- Medical Society.

MORTARBOARD:
Important meeting Sunday C.C. 801, 7

p.m. All members please attend. Decisions
regarding project to be made.
MUSIC THEATRE GUILD:

Meeting Monday at 5:30 in C.C. 905-909.
Will nominate Executive Board and discuss
Spring show.
NORTHERN IRELAND EXCHANGE:

Students interested in applying for the
Northern Ireland Exchange program of the
Spring Semester please contact Prof.
George Urch, 264 Hills South or 285 Hills

South before 10-31.

SABBATH DINNER AND SERVICES:
All are welcome to attend tonight's

Sabbath Dinner and Creative
Sign up in the Hillel Office, SI
105.

SBA MAJORS:
Mon. 10-21, at 1130-1 | the

Newman Center an informal tunc, on will

be held welcoming Dean George Odiorne.
All members of the UMass community are
welcome. Rap session starts at 12:30.
Tickets for luncheon available in S.B.A.
Lobby.
SKI MOVIES:
UMass Ski Club will -be showing the

latest ski movies at its annual membership
drive the week of Oct. 21-25. 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. C.C. Concourse.
SOUTHWEST OPENINGS:

Applications are still available for C.C.
Board of Governors, S.W. Academic
Policy Board. University Judges, S.W.
Food Governance Board and 2 pd
secretarial positions. Forms in S.W.
Assembly Office. JQA lobby and return by
10-18.

SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB:
Next first jump course to be taught Oct.

30 and 31. Orientation class will be held 23
Oct. Look in this space for times and rm
numbers. Center will be closed this Sat.
and open Sun.
STAR TREK LIVES I:

Our next meeting is Wednesday at 7
p.m. in C.C. 163. Any ?'s call Barbara 546-
6672.

SUNDA Y BRUNCH:
Sunday Brunch and discussion by a

panel of Jewish students from Egypt, Iran,

Syria. Oct. 20 11:00 a.m.. Colonial Lounge.
LOST:

Reading glasses in brown case. Reward
549-0360.
FOUND:

Bracelets in C.C. women's room on 10-

16. Call 546-5164.

Vietnam
study group

meets Sunday
Sunday at 7:00 p.m. a group of

interested students and community
residents will be meeting at 95c
Brittany Manor Apts. in order to
view and discuss the Post War-War
slide show which depicts U.S.
involvement in Vietnam since the
signing of the Paris Peace Accords
of January 1973.

All are welcome to attend. Cars
will be leaving campus at 6:45
Sunday night from the circle by the
Campus Center Garage. A pot- luck
supper will also take place, for more
information call Buffy 253-7417 or
Ken 253-7846.

REAL

TEARS

and

All You Can Drink

Sat., Oct. 19

9-1

Hampden DC

S.W.

ACROSS
1 Agricultural

tract

5 Jargon
10 Meditate

deeply
14 Arcadian city

of old

15 Muscle
16 Silkwork
17 Sell luminous

body
18 Golf course

feature 2

words
20 Articulates

words
22 Tavern
23 The Hoosier

Poet
24 Use a razor

26 Asunder
Comb form

27 American vine

30 Change
outlines

34 "Whether by
sea

35 Church
balcony

36 Oxygen
37 Gaseous

element
38 Follow the

course of

40 Shoemaker's
form

41 Insect

42 Masticate
43 Ocean voyage

45 Had a spat
47 Blow that

dates
48 cent store

49 Oough used in

ravioli

50 John
Amer writer

53 Easily

handled: Var
54 Post office

item

58 Portrayer

61 Golden Calf

62 Barren
63 Nicolaus ••

Danish
anatomist

64 Quote
65 Tabled'—-:

Meal
66 Tint

67 Greek portico

DOWN
Rapid
Can. prov.

Not ficititious

Sharpshooter
Common
ending

6 Take from a

source
7 Greek
goddess

8 Stove
chamber

9 Male humans
10 Die
11 School exam
12 Surge

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved:

UUI1U

T

T A i

E N E S P UL 1
13

19

21

25
26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

35
39

Simple 42
Ground grain

Hebrew letter 44
Now 46
Flaws
Old Testament 47
book
Ice hockey
palace
Narrow
grooves
Sinbad's
bird

Once more
Past the prime 55
Fragrant liquid 56
The police

See -•-: 57
Become 59
furious

Insane people 60

49

50
51

52

53

Come
Tell all

Sunken tracks

Single, long

step

South Pacific

garment
Thin metal
disk

Harem room
Novel
character

Descended
Yogi
Mine entrance
Movement:
Music
Appeal
"C — Si

Bon"
Caviar source
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Friday. October 18
LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22) -

A routine day at home or on
the employment scene at least
insures you of nothing sudden
to interfere with plans for the
future.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
- Make an effort to keep to

the status quo. The fewer
changes you make now the
better off you will be later on.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) - The SagittariaYr

who avoids error early in the

day should find himself more
successful than usual as night

falls. Listen to those in

authority.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19) — Take a calm approach
to whatever happens on the

home front. You may wish to

put your foot down — but you
would be wiser not to.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.

18) — Tension leads to failure,

calm to success. You would do

fVeUwfll MfiMBr-

well to reconsider recent
judgments where the very

young are concerned.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20)

— A certain amount of

difficulty ought to be good for

your mental powers. There is

nothing like exercise to in-

crease your proficiency

ARIES (March 21 -April 191

-r Consider your plans for the

weekend. You may be trying
to accomplish more than is

possible in the time allowed.

Ask for advice before it's too

late

TAURUS (April 20-May 201
— Though you and others

may little suspect, you may be
barking up the wrong tree

entirely where your immediate
future is concerned. Look to

your past!

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— A chance of scenery may
work wonders for your morale.
Make an effort to get away
early. Loved ones make it

relatively easy for you to

chance plans.

CANCER (June '21 July 22)

— Allow yourself some margin
for error, especially if you
insist upon making decisions

on the basis of intuitive

knowledge. Take a tip from an

expert.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) -
Follow your hunches — but
only so far as they deal with

your personal relationships.

Don't trust yourself to keep s

secret under pressure. Avoid
questions.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepc. 22)

— You may hurt another

unwittingly today — but
deeply enough to cause a rift

in your personal relationship.

Don't offer feeble excuses.

Weekend Special
©®0KK§
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On Halloween, October 31, 1973,

for every pizza you order —
Domino's will give you 2-16 oz.

cokes absolutely free.

So call Domino's and have them
deliver your pizza and free cokes ...

and that is no trick.

OS ffREAiJOK]©!
FAST- HOT- FREE DELIVERY

5

£>0E2A
IFASTHOT- FREE DELIVERY

PHONE
256-8587
Open At 4 P.M. Daily

Til The Wee Hours

DOfVIINO'S

•I

.

DOMINO'S SPECIALIZES
IN SUPERB PIZZA

AND FAST

FREE DELIVERY
One coupon per piz/a
please, . . (hanks.

i^S^«S?RA^^ GOOD UNTIL: AO/ao/Z^

Cut along dotted line
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Al Skinner chosen by Nets;
only rookie to make team

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1974

The newest UMass pro.

IM refs unfortunately

are a necessary evil
By BILL DOYLE
Sports Staff

Just think how it must feel to be an intramural football official

"Offsides."

"Offsides? Who was offsides, ref? Huh? Who was offsides? No way.
Nobody was offsides. You're crazy!"
"Who paid you off, ref? You Suck!"
Sound familiar? If you play intramural football, it must. The officials are

constant recipients of verbal onslaughts by players, team managers and
fans.

Contrary to rumor, they do try to be honest in their calls and they are
students just like you and me. According to Earl Edwards, assistant in-
tramural director, football officials are chosen from applications filled out
by students during fall registration. Past experience is given the most
consideration by Edwards in selecting the officials.

"There are two types of officials," said Edwards. "There are the paid
officials (paid by the IM program, not the opposing team) and there are the
students, who referee as part of a class."

Officials who work for pay receive $2.25 for each game. They officiate
two nights a week, three games a night, so they receive $13.50 a week.

"The main job of a referee is to keep the game under control," said
Edwards. He said that he has received few complaints and protests about
officials this year and that for the most part he is pleased with the job done
so far.

IM officials are assigned to a group of referees that they work with
throughout the season. They are also assigned to the same field each
night, so they usually officiate the same teams each week. According to
Edwards, this enables each official to get to know how his group works in a
game. Also the teams get used to the same officials whether they are
considered good or not.

The general complaint of referees is that students who play for the
various teams don't try to understand that they are not professionals and
that they are trying their best.

Despite all the complaints and hassles, remember that without the
officials there would be no intramural program at all.

If you think there is a lot of chaos and arguing during IM games now,
imagine how much there would be without officials.

One IM official has this plea to the players who hassle referees: "Do you
realize that you couldn't play a game without me? Do you realize that more
often than not I'm right in interpreting the rules and you're not? Of course
not. It's not that I purposely miss calls or call them one-sided, it's that the
participants are. The next time you're out there playing your hearts out for
your dorm, frat or sorority remember that the officials are real honest-to-
goodness students out there. We don't want your pity and sympathy. All
we want is your help and cooperation."

Just think how it must feel to be an intramural football official.

Alumni meet varsity booters

By GLENN POSTER
Sports Staff

Former UMass basketball captain Al Skinner is now
a member of the New York Nets. Coach Kevin
Loughery and general manager Dave DeBusschere
both have been impressed with Skinner's play in the
backcourt and Thursday morning chose him to be the
only rookie to survive all the cuts as the Nets set to
begin their ABA title defense in this, their eighth
season of operation. They open tonight against
Moses Malone and company from the Utah Stars in a
replay of last spring's championship round at the
Nassau Colisseum.

Skinner, a 6'4" product from Malvern, New York
came to UMass in 1970. He played freshman ball and
then varsity for the next three years, twice leading the
team to the prestigious National Invitational Tour-
nament held at New York's Madison Square Garden.
Minuteman assistant coach Ray Wilson summed it up
best when informed of the decision. His comment:
"That's great." It was Wilson who recruited Skinner
along with Julius Erving to come to UMass. (of course
Skinner and Erving will be playing together in the pros

— Erving was the ABA's most valuable player and
leading scorer last year)

As far as the Nets are concerned, Skinner will not

grow stale sitting on the bench; in other words he
won't be saved until the last two minutes of a game
when the outcome has already been decided. The
starting five has Erving and Larry Kenon at forward,

Billy Paultz at center, with Brian Taylor and Bill

Melchionni at the guards. A starting guard from last

season, John Williamson is hurting right now, so
Skinner will move up the depth charts fast.

As far as Al's progress is concerned, he played in all

nine exhibition games and was the team's third

leading scorer with 120 points or translated — 13.3

points per game. Al's other stats showed him having

32 assists, a 2.2 rebounding average, and 26 personal
fouls. (He was never in foul trouble in any games.)

The Nets are the class team in the ABA and their

public relations director was constantly mentioning

the fact that, "We're going to repeat and Al Skinner

(wearing number 30 incidentally) is going to help us

do it."

Frosh harriers roll over UConn

The first alumni-varsity soccer
game in 10 years will be held

Saturday, October 19th, at 1:00

P.M. at the Boyden soccer fields.

Varsity coach, Al Rufe arranged
the game "after talking to soccer
alumni living in the Amherst area."

"The response has been fan-

tastic, so many Alumni have ex-
pressed interest in playing I've had
to schedule a second game with the
Junior Varsity," Coach Rufe
reports. "I hope the current interest
in soccer continues to grow, I want
to make this game part of our
program every year."

By SCOTTHAYES
Sports Staff

While the UMass harriers were in

New York City, toppling the fifth-

ranked team in the nation, the
freshmen runners did some record-

breaking, here in Amherst. Cliff

Stapes and Bob Neil bettered
varsity co-captain Bill Gillin's record
in a 19-38 victory over UConn.

Staples lowered the 3.75- mile

course mark by nearly half a minute
(27 seconds to be exact). Gillin held
the record of 19:31 since he was a
freshman in 1971, but Staples' time
of 19:04.2 was by far superior. Rolf

Meyer and Frank Carroll came
within fifteen seconds of the old

mark, and their times, along with
those of Staples and Neil are four of

the best seven times in UMass
history. Only Randy Thomas, Gillin

and Kim Murphy of UConn are

among the top seven, dominated-
by this year's freshmen runners.

Dave Kramer ran his best race of

the season, capturing seventh in

19:53. Kramer's effort equalled Tom
Wilson's best time for the course.
Wilson ran a 19:53 in 1972 and went
on to win the New England JV title

the same year.

UConn had shutout its three

opponents before running against

UMass. Coach Mike Muska's
runners held the first seven spots at

the mile mark, and UConn never
recovered. The freshmen, whose
goal is the New England JV team
title, will constitute the squad that

travels to Franklin Park, tomorrow,
to face New Hampshire. UNH has
three good frontrunners in George
Reed, Bruce Butterworth and John
Madden. Reed, who has already
run a fine 24: 14 on the Franklin Park
course may cause some problems
for UMass, but the team is

depending on its depth.

Tuesday afternoon, the varsity

runners upped their record to 8-2

homosexuality & religion

an
evening

of

discussion

with

ministers

of several

faiths

Everyone
Welcome

FRIDAY, OCT. 18
Campus Center Aud.

8:00p.m.

Sponsored by SHL & GWC

M k Ml Rldhj

New and Used BIKES
are available at:

VALLEY

M0T0RSP0RTS
348 King St.

Northampton
584-7303

with a 20-40 triumph over Rhode
Island. Paul Piliero, a standout for

the second place team in the

YanCon two years ago who missed
last season, took individual honors
in 24:52. Frank Noto, however, led a

pack of five UMass runners in-

cluding freshman Dino Lamacchia
that took the next five places. Noto,
Phil Broughton, Robb Leary, Chris

Farmer and Lamacchia placed

second through sixth respectively.

The harriers, who could finish with

the best won-lost record since 1971

when the team went 10-3, will get a

week's rest before travelling to

Burlington, Vermont for the Yankee
Conference championships.

Tomorrow's meet will be a test

for the freshmen runners.

The Only Kosher-Style
DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT

In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802

Serving

Food and Liquor

from II a.m.

A HARVARD MBA?
Discuss the Master in Business Administration Program
with an Admissions Representative from the Harvard
Business School.

24 OCTOBER, THURS.

OFFICE OF CAREER PLACEMENT

No courses or areas of concentration are required for ad-
mission.

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
Inter-Session

TRAVEL PROGRAMS
ACAPULCO —
( Departures every
Sunday. Return
following Sunday,
January s through
May 31, 1975). Fiesta
Tortuga.

FREEPORT —
( Departures every
Friday. Return
following Friday,
January 10 through
April 17, 1f75).
Octanus Bay.
Additional departure
January 7-14.

'319
TPL

'259
QUAD

MIAMI BEACH —
( Departures tvary
Friday. Return
following Friday,
January 3 through
May 20, 1073).
Castaways.

NASSAU —
( Departures every
Friday, January 10
through May 20,

107$).

British Sheraton
Colonial

'224
QUAD

'269
QUAD

Above trips include:
— Round trip jet transportation via a leading carrier— Seven nights superior first class accommodations— Transfers between hotel and airport— Baggage handling
— All hotel taxes and gratuities
— U.S. departure tax

Charter flights to California and Europe also available.

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Campus Center 3rd Level
545-0500

it
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shorH*» ** Campaneris is forced at second by leaping Dodgers'second baseman Davey Lopes in first inning of last night's game. Lopes took throwfrom shortstop Bill Russell on Bill North's grounder.

Vercollone debuts

Booters battle URI
By JOHN BOCK
MDC Sports Staff

The 1974 version of UMass
soccer went about determining
some goals (no pun intended) at

the outset of the season. They
wanted to prove that despite
coaching changes, injuries, and
personnel problems they could play
ball with desire. Secondly, they
wanted to get on the road to a
Yankee Conference Championship.
Lastly, they hoped to play to a point
where they might be considered for

a playoff berth in the NCAA.
A progress report to date im-

presses one with the fact that they
are definitely working on those
goals. The booters are currently 5-1

overall, 2-0 in the YanCon, ranked
seventh in New England, and just

beginning to put together the kind
of play that wins games.
The Minutemen are keeping

those objectives in mind as they
travel to Kingston, Rhode Island

today for a 3:00 match with the URI
Rams. The contest has been ter-

med by UMass Coach Al Rufe as "a

very solid conference game."
The Rams are 3-2-2 with a win

over Vermont and a tie with
Bridgeport to their credit. They are
a well-coached team and Rufe
stated "After a slow start they'll be
coming on strong."

The Minutemen will be seeing
action from co-captain Carl Ver-
collone for the first time this season
as Rufe has given him the nod to
start in goal. "We are really happy
to have Carl with us again. That is

no reflection on Marc Hanks who
has done an outstanding job in goal
this year and will see more action
I'm sure. The experience that Carl
has behind him though is really

goirig to mean a lot."

Vercollone felt that the shoulder
injury he incurred early in pre-
season has healed to a point where
"I'll be going out for balls that I

might have hesitated on a few
weeks ago. I feel really good and
just hope we can keep it together."

Stickers drop another
By LINDA MACKLER

"I don't know what direction to
turn in now," Coach Albert said
following her team's third straight

loss.

Yesterday afternoon against
Worcester State College, the
UMass field hockey team scored
their first goal in three games - one
hour and five minutes into the
competition, but UMass lost 2-1.

The first half was a scoreless,

CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton
54th Member of the World Famous

B. Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an average

°- spending of $2.25

• Your Host, Carlo, is a special
student at UMass

at the Hatch Ice Cream Bar - - -

evenly matched contest with the

defenses of both teams doing all

the work. UMass could not control

the ball and could not pass it.

But in the second half the

defense began to despair and with

twenty minutes left in the game,
Worcester's Lynne Olson scored

the first goal and teammate Denise

Skahan followed with another one
five minutes later.

Coach Albert is baffled by the

change her players have undergone
between the first three games and
the last three. While they strarted

the season as a well-organized and
quick-thinking team, they have
lately become disorganized and
slow.

The junior varsity game was a

different story. They adjusted
beautifully to an extremely muddy
field and shut-out Worcester State
4-0.

Karen Gipps scored the first goal

in the first five minutes and seven

minutes later Cheryl Meliones put

one in. Ginny Stokes dominated
second half scoring by getting both
points, to bring their record to 4-1-

1.

Southern Connecticut College is

coming here on Tuesday afternoon

at 3:30 p.m. behind NOPE.

Scott Hayes

Able Augury
Predicting scores of football games is not always easy. It means picking

aaamst sentimental favorites, the advice of friends and even the work ofJimmy the Greek. I'm taking several chances this week, including upsets
by Philadelphia and Cincinnati as well as the conclusion of the New
England win streak. Anyway, here's the remainder of my prognostication:
UMASS 22; RHODE ISLAND 20
Rhode Island quarterback Steve Crone is from my hometown and a

graduate of the same high school as myself. Although URI shutout Ver-
mont 14-0, I'm going against Crone and choosing the Minutemen. Excuse
me, sports fans of Meriden, Connecticut!
ATLANTA FALCONS 21; NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 14
The Falcons are rolling, with two straight wins, and hapless Saints will

fall to the witchcraft of Bob Lee.
BUFFALO BILLS 31; NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS 28
It's hard to go against the unbeaten Pats, but all good things must end,

and Buffalo is the team capable of stopping New England's winning streak'
Sorry, Patriot fans!

PHILADELPHIA EAGLES 20; DALLAS COWBOYS 17
If Eagles can get mad, start blocking and executing to take control of the

game like last Sunday, they should be able to drop the Cowboys to 1-5.
Dallas, record-wise, stands no better than the New York Giants
NEW YORK JETS 28; BALTIMORE 10
Joe and the Jets were blanked by New England, but should have no

difficulty picking up second win of season versus Colts
PITTSBURGH STEELERS 27; CLEVELAND BROWNS 21
Joe Gilliam rediscovered his precision passing a week ago against the

Chiefs, and the Browns can only wish the Steeler QB never did
WASHINGTON REDSKINS 24; NEW YORK GIANTS 7
'Skins won't even need Christian Adolph Jurgensen III to tumble Jim

Del Gaizo and the N.Y. Giants.

ST. LOUIS CARDINALS 34; HOUSTON OILERS 13
Jim Hart, Mel Gray and Jackie Smith have bolstered Cards' strong

passing attack. Combined with the explosive kick-returning of Terry
Metcalf, the aerial display should send Oilers reeling
MINNESOTA VIKINGS 20; DETROIT LIONS 14
Inspired Lions played impressively in front of Monday's national TV

audience, but this one's on a Sunday and against the Vikes, not San
Francisco.

DENVER BRONCOS 30; SAN DIEGO CHARGERS 21
Bronco QB Steve Ramsey hopes to earn regular starting role - and

there's nothing a coach likes more than victory
LOS ANGELES RAMS 17; SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS 10
A victory for San Francisco would put the 49ers in a tie for NFC Western

Division supremacy, but Rams should take the West coast rivalry
MIAMI DOLPHINS 27; KANSAS CITY CHIEFS 16
Miami should rebound from last-minute loss to Washington without any

problems.

CINCINNATI BENGALS 17; OAKLAND RAIDERS 14
AFC's Central Division leaders will topple Oakland, to the surprise of

many.

CHICAGO BEARS 21; GREEN BAY PACKERS 13
Packers managed to beat the Rams with a mere 17 yards passing. This

week Jerry Tagge and teammates won't be so lucky
LAST WEEK'S RECORD: 11-3 .785

SEASON'S RECORD: 40-12-1 .755

Women's crew defeats

Trinity in opener
Last Saturday was a big day for

the University of Massachusetts
Women's Crew Club on the
Connecticut River, when the club
beat Trinity College in the first race
and placed second in the second
race during their first intercollegiate

race of the fall season.

The race was slated for early

morning to avoid pleasure vehicles

and take advantage of the flat

water, but a canoe expedition of
concerned conservationists delayed
the race and caused the shells to

race under windy conditions.

Although rowing 25 strokes per
minute against Trinity College's

higher cadence of 29 strokes per
minute, the UMass first boat
handled the wind with more skill

and gained the advantage.

With a time of 12:37 the club's
first boat won the two-mile race on
the Connecicut River while Trinity

College finished in 13:05.

Impressed by the margin of

victory in the first race. Coach Bob
Spousta said, "It is a good in-

dication of things to come. I felt

every boat performed well under
race conditions."

In the second race, Trinity

finished first in 13:20 seconds over
the UMass club's second boat
which, with eight novice rowers,
slid over the finish line in 13:25.

Smith College finished third, and
UMass's third boat finished last.

Notice

rum ice cream and gingerale

THE OEA0LY NIGHTSHADE

andllUTH

Will pl*f together

Saturday Night from 9 - 1 a.m.

Worcester Pining Commons.

Sponsored by G.W.C. and S.H.L.

*t.2S

INTRAMURALS -All co-rec
tennis matches must be completed
by Wednesday, Oct. 23 at 5 p.m.
Tournament play begins Thursday,
Oct. 24.

TEN PII

BOWLING
BOYDEN GYM

4-10:30

Mon, thru Fri.

(except during
league play)

50c a string
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A's cop 3rd straight, 3-2
OAKLAND \UPI\ — Joe Rudi, one of Oakland's few quiet men, powered

the battling and boisterous A's to their third straight World Series title

Thursday night when he hit a leadoff home run off ace reliever Mike

Marshall in the seventh inning for a 3-2 victory over the Los Angeles

Dodgers.

Rudi, who has labored quietly and comparatively unspectacularly

alongside such outspoken stars as Reggie Jackson and Sal Bando, belted

Marshall's first pitch in the seventh deep into the stands in left field.

The winning homer, which gave the A's a four games to one victory in

the series, followed a six- minute delay caused when fans showered litter

from the outfield seats onto the field.

At one point, two of the Dodgers outfielders, Bill Buckner and Jim
Wynn, walked to the infield to seek refuge, and Marshall and Manager
Walt Alston joined them in a conference with the umpires.

Then play resumed.
Marshall, who to that point had not been scored on in seven innings in

this series, threw Rudi a high fast fall for his first pitch.

There was never any doubt once Rudi swung, and the ball cleared the

left field fence easily, touching off another shower ot debris from some in

the sellout crowd of 49,347.

After that, Oakland had just one brief scare, but it ended almost as

quickly as it started.

Buckner led off the eighth inning for Los Angeles with a single to right

center, and when the ball eluded centerfielder Bill North, Buckner kept

right on going.

But Jackson retrieved the ball near the fence, threw it to second
baseman Dick Green, and Green's perfect throw to Bando at third nailed

Buckner.

There was, as usual when the A's are involved, a touch of irony to their

third straight championship, a string of success that must earn this

maverick team and its maverick owner, Charlie Finley, a lasting chunk of

baseball history.

The Oakland pitchers, in order, were Vida Blue, John "Blue Moon"
Odom and Rollie Fingers.

Blue was angered when he was lifted for Odom with two out in the

seventh, and did not wait around to greet his relief. Two years ago, after

the A's had clinched their first pennant, Blue and Odom had a fight in the
clubhouse.

Last Friday, the day before this first-ever all-California series began,
Odom and Fingers fought in the clubhouse at Los Angeles. Thursday
night, Fingers wound up saving Odom's victory.

This was Fingers' sixth save in three World Series, also a record.

What this series amounted to was another case of Oakland nibbling its

opponents to death, winning three times by 3-2 scores, a fact that did not

go unnoticed by the Dodgers — a team which won more regular season
games than any club in the majors.

The run that won the third consecutive World Series championship for the
Qakland A's came in the seventh inning when Joe Rudi belted a homer of Dodger
relief specialist Mike Marshall. Teammate Claudelle Washington congratulates

Rudi as he crosses home plate.

Rams next on comeback trail
By STEVE DeCOSTA

Sports Staff

Two weeks ago, it was utter

desolation.

Last week, UMass took the first

hesitant steps back.

And still the backs of the

Minutemen are against the wall.

The Minutemen motor to

Kingston, Rhode Island tomorrow
to face the resurgent URI Rams in a

game that will hopefully prove
something, one way or the other.

Are the Minutemen the same
talented squad that blanked Maine
and devoured Dartmouth? Or are

they the haggard, reckless crew
that flopped before Vermont and
fought for their lives against BU?
One thing is certain though: the

Rams have changed, and they have
done it in dramatic fashion. Using
basically the same defensive
personnel that had allowed 148
points in their first four games, they
turned it all around last week with a
14-0 whitewashing of Vermont.
At the same time the defense

was getting hammered, the Ram
offense was putting points on the
board at a clip of 25 per game.
The big man, though not in terms

of stature, has been halfback Rick

Remondino, who is the third

leading rusher in the Yankee
Conference, averaging nearly 92
yards per game. Joining
Remondino in the backfield is big

Dan Whitaker, a bruising runner
who punishes would-be tacklers on
dives through the middle.

Paul Ryan and Steve Crone have
split the Ram's ballhandling chores
quite evenly, but Ryan has the
better passing percentage and
should get the starting nod.
Regardless of who's executing the
tosses, you can bet that Bill Britt

will be their primary target. Britt is

currently the YanCon's leading

receiver with 26 catches.

URI's defense, though weak
against the run, could give the
UMass passing game, which is still

in a state of disarray, fits. John
Belviso and Ray Braszo have picked
off five passes apiece and it was
Braszo, the YanCon defensive
player of the week last Saturday,
wno broke the Catamount's back
as he scampered to paydirt with an
errant Bob Bateman (remember
him?) toss. The Rams held
Bateman to only 1 1 completions in

32 attempts, well below his season
average.

The Ram's main problem has
been their inconsistency. They have
been lethargic in the early going,
scoring only 6 points in five first

quarters, but have come alive in the
final stanza, putting 47 points, or
nearly half their season total, on the
board.

The Minutemen, meanwhile,
have operated in exactly the op-
posite fashion, scintillating in the

early going before suffering what
has come to be traditional second

half doldrums.

The big UMass problem is still

the passing game. Mark Tripucka

did improve somewhat on his

percentage last week by con-

necting on five of ten tosses, but

the five completions only led to 38
yards. Tripucka has recovered from
a leg injury sustained against BU
and will definitely start.

The defense, already hampered
by the loss of co-captain Ed
McAleney (surgery this week, lost

for the season) suffered another

blow with the word that John
Toner will watch the game from the

sidelines.

Last week's performance was
good enough to beat BU. But that's

about all.

The Minutemen want the
Beanpot. Make no mistake about
that. But with UConn coming up
next week, time is beginning to run
out.

Along with a victory, the
Minutemen desperately need a

solid performance-a confidence
builder. The material is there. The
problem, as it has been all season
long, is putting it together.

D's blast Philly, 4-1

)

PHILADELPHIA \UPI\ - Phil

Esposito, the National Hockey
League's scoring champion, scored
two second period goals Thursday
night to lead the Boston Bruins to a
4-1 victory over the Philadelphia
Flyers.

Esposito put Boston ahead 10 at

6:11 on a breakaway and added a
second score at 15 09 on a 10-foot
power play score, after receiving a
pass from veteran John Bucyk.

A brief scuffle in the stands
resulted near the end of the first

period when Esposito was spat on
by a spectator as he entered the
panalty box. He and some of his

teammates attempted to reach the
fan but were restrained.

Terry O'Reilly tipped in a slap

shot by Carol Vadnais to raise

Boston's margin to 3-0 at 6.44 of

the third period.

Ken Hodge made it 4-0 50

seconds later with a follow up shot

from close range.

WMUA
The Minutemen continue their

guest for the Yankee Conference
beanpot as they travel to Kingston,
Rhode Island to play the Rams of

the University of Rhode Island.

Game time is 1 :30, air time is 1 :20 as
Russ Small and Larry Convoy call

all the action on the voice of the
Minutemen, WMUA 91.1 FM.
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inside:
Did you catch the Wendy

Waldman concert? We did. See
page 3.

The people's Market just
keeps on improving. See them
on page 2.

weather:
"Shivering trees are standing

in a naked row... " Sunny,'high*
Jn the 40s.

Gage replies:

Senate still free

Frederick S. Troy, retired professor of English and
principle speaker (left) and Chancellor Randolph
Bromery (right) during a lighter moment at the
library dedication Saturday.

By LINDA BROWER
Staff Reporter

Dr. Robert Gage, Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs, defended his

recent memorandum concerning
Student Senate legislation, as "in

no way infringing on student's
freedom; rather, an acknow-
ledgement of importance of
what they're doing."

In the memorandum, Gage said

he would provide written feedback
to all Senate legislation.

Gage admitted that his note
"was blunt" and that he "should
have been more explicit concerning
the consultations I expect to take

place." Gage has been in com-

munication with the Student
Senate executive leaders but feels
their meeting did not achieve a
great deal. They are "still inflamed
by their group's (i.e. Student
Senate) reaction and little time is

needed" for them to cool down.
Gage was quick to explain that

"no group has absolute power." In
those areas where power has to be
shared, there has to be a balance of
power among students, faculty,
and administration.

Until three years ago, the Dean of
Student's Office responded to all

Student Senate legislation. This
was also when Gage assumed the
position of Vice-Chancellor and

Bromery dedicates the brick tower
ByJUNEVALL/ERE

Staff Reporter
The world's largest library,

UMass's library, was dedicated
Saturday at 10:30 a.m.

Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery began the ceremony on
the main floor of the 28 story
library, welcoming and addressing
the audience of approximately 125
people.

Bromery defined the purpose and
emphasized the importance of a

good library to a university. He said,

the library is a resource of teaching
and service, an aid in studying the
past, and supplier of increasing
methods of technology. Bromery
added, the new library serves this

university, the five college system,
and numerous governmental
services throughout the state.

Quoting Archibald MacLeish to
show the significance of a library,

Bromery said, "There is always, in

any society, men and women who

do not wish to be free themselves,
men and women interested in

intellectual achievement. The
library is the strong point of defense
against ignorance and will continue
to be for a long time to come."
The Master of Ceremonies,

Oswald Tippo who is Com
monwealth Professor of Botany
and former chancellor, narrated the

history of the building of the new
UMass-Amherst library, noting and
thanking individuals for their

contributions of work and service
to the library.

Kenneth Freed, undergraduate
student representative to Faculty
Senate Library Committee,
suggested that students support
the library so that it may rank top in

usefulness. Freed said, "let's
contribute to the library's needs, so
in the Guiness Book of World
Records the library will not only be
listed as the largest but the most
useful library.

Speaker of the day was William
Manchester, author and former
UMass student. Manchester wrote
"Death of a President" and soon-
to-be-published "Glory and the
Dream."

Manchester explained how
important books are to a gifted

student. He said, that a reader is co-
author and sharer of the creative
event.

Manchester expressed a desire
that a student may experience an
incident that happened to him in his

freshman year at UMass. He said he
hoped that long after his death, a
freshman might discover one of his

books on the library shelf which will

encourage him to explore greater
authors and maybe even inspire

him to write.

Principal speaker, Frederick S.
Troy. Trustee of the University and
retired English Professor, said, "a
great university deserves a good
library-

Troy recited the history of college
libraries in the U.S. and the history

of UMass's libraries. In 1885, the
UMass library was housed with the
Chapel in the Old Chapel Building,

south of the new library.

turn to page 2

there was a hazy mist over the
division of duties in the ranks of the
administration. Once the dust
settled, Gage said he felt it

"irresponsible of me or the ad-
ministration not to acknowledge
and indeed, to ignore" the Student
Senate. It would be a "put down of
their sincere efforts".

Dr. Gage outlined briefly what he
felt to be a 'model' Student Senate.
He felt it must reach out to a large
number of students, even those
non-assertive ones, and meet their
diverse needs as comprehensively
as possible. Some students are
used to dealing with a bureaucratic
system, and they manipulate the
system well. Others find it op-
pressive and tend to get lost, Gage
said.

Gage said he feels there are "a lot

of people among the student body
who have needs not necessarily
met." An example is the woman
who has a child at home and
decides to return to school. Gage
feels that she has no representation
at the present time.

Gage asserts that the Student
Senate attempts a very difficult

task by trying to satisfy the needs
of all students. He said he finds,
though, that the Student Senate is

"slow to recognize changes in the
students' attitudes." He cites, as an
example, student hostility towards
job and military recruiters on
campus four years ago. At the
time, the Student Senate passed
legislation accordingly.

Two years ago, attitudes on
campus changed as the situation
outside the campus changed too.
Seniors were finding jobs scarce
and would have welcomed the
sight of job recruiters on campus.
Yet, the Student Senate retained
its legislation against such activity.
The issue went to referendum and
the Student Senate was defeated.

In his memorandum to the

Speaker of Senate, Cindy McGrath,
Gage issued four terms that he
would be using to respond to

Senate legislation. He said the first

three, "noted", "accepted", and
"return for reconsideration" were
to be the answers to the bulk of the

legislation. The last, "rejection"

would occur rarely, according to

Gage.

Gage explained that "noted"
signified an act passed by the

Senate that was solely the concern
of students. The great majority of

legislation would fall here as it

would be inappropriate for him to

turn to page 2

Here comes the steamroller! UMass fullback Jim Torrance (30) plows his way
for yardage in Saturday's 17 7 UMass win over Rhode Island. Torran.ce rolled to 147
yards in 28 carries in UMass' victory setting the stage for Saturday's battle with
UConn at Amherst. (See story page 24) Dr. Robert Gage
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Gage replies

to Senate
cont. from p. 1

accept or pass judgement.
"Acceptance" legislation would

deal with issue r naving impact on
administration, fac:/ty and the
public. In other words, any
legislation that tequired another
institution to be involved m.ght not
be "accepted."

"Return for reconsideration" is a
two division category Gage ex-
plained. If an error in fact or in

speech is made in the minutes of
the meeting he would suggest the
clarification of the error. Recon-
sideration would also be suggested
in cases of ill-advised action in

order to be discussed ir, light of
additional information.

When legislation was sent back
for reconsideration and the Senate
passed it again, Gage would issue a
"rejection" notice. Rejection is only
the last resort. I'd never reject the
first time around. I would always
suggest reconsideration and a
willingness to meet with them,"
Gage said.

He emphasized that a "rejection"
from his office "gives the students
leverage to take the matter above
his level to the Chancellor and
Board of Presidents."

By JUDITHZORFAS
Staff Reporter

"The best thing I ever o.J at
UMass was get out of it for a year,"
said Bruce Frederick who spent last
year at the U of Oregon as a
National Student Exchange (NSE)
participant. He and another
student, Bruce Billingham thought
the University of Oregon was
excellent both academically and
culturally.

The NSE Program provides
students with an opportunity to
study as long as one year at their
choice of 31 colleges and
universities throughout 25 states.
The schools include U of Hawaii, U
of Oregon, and Rutgers College.

During the fall of 1973, 364
students took part in the NSE
program. UMass had the largest
number of participants. They
exchanged 88 students.

Schools involved must take in
the same amount of students as
they send out. For example, there
are always more students from
Massachusetts wishing to go to
Hawaii than there are students in
Hawaii to come here. Therefore all

the students from Hawaii will be
accepted into the program while
many UMass students will be
rejected or else choose another
school.

Because of this equal exchange
system the cost of the program is

the cost of in-state tuition of either
the home or host institution.

A sampling of students who have
participated in the program
revealed that most students take
part in the program because they
want to live in a different area of the
country.

However William Loder,

Assistant Registrar and the NSE
coordinator at UMass, says another
common re^on for participation is

that another school may have much
to offer towards the student's area
of study.

Elizabeth Rivera, an exchange
student from the U. of Hawaii said
that she chose UMass mainly for its

eastern location. Coming from a
state where Caucasians are a
minority and the temperature rarely
drops below 60 degrees to UMass
has been an exciting learning and
living experience, she said.

JaneTomlin

'It's great being here," she said
"I never get homesick." But Rivera
did confess to some nervousness
concerning winter.

Jayne Tomlin, an exchange
student for the U of Oregon said
that she was homesick when she
arrived in September.

During the first week of school,
she found herself placed on the
15th floor of a tower in Southwest
with a hostile roommate. She said
she went to see Loder for

assistance.

Tomlin said that Loder was quite
rude and was unwilling to assist her
with her difficulties. She had to
telephone each low-rise in SW to
find another room.

Margorie Leavitt, the head of
residence of Crampton gave Tomlin
a room in that dorm. The NSE
students have found that Leavitt
has a personal interest in the
program and she is always willing

to assist any NSE student with
problems they may encounter.

All four students that were in-

terviewed enthusiastically
recommend the NSE program to
others.

Loder said that it is unfortunate
that the program does not receive
adequate publicity. Most students
said they found out about the NSE
by talking to people who had
participated in it, and not by ad-
vertisements.

Loder added that universities do
not provide their NSE coordinators
with a substantial budget which
would allocate both the needed
publicity and sponsor social events
for the visiting exchange students.

However, students agree that
most NSE coordinators have other
"more important" jobs and
responsibilities. To them the NSE is

a 'side' responsibility, according to
students in the program.

Despite the low budget and lack
of publicity, the NSE is still "a great
program with terrific opportunity
for those interested", according to
Loder.

Bruce Billingham

Bromery
dedicates
cont. from p. 1

Goodell library was build in 1934
and expanded after World War II.

The new library was opened in
Fall 1973.

Bargains abound at co-op
By NANC Y GRUSHECK

Staff Reporter
The People's Market, located on

the first floor of the Student Union

boasts several new improvements
this year designed to give better
service to students.

A new cash register and scale will
help cut down lines while more
floor space, three new storage
rooms, and a new cold storage
room will enable the market to
handle more business. The People's
Market also accepts food stamps
this year.

Food is not cheap anywhere
anymore but the People's Market, a
food co-operative open to anyone,
offers excellent bargains in cheese
and fresh produce.

Meunster and mazarella, two
popular cheeses at the People's
Market, were 28 cents and 30 cents
cheaper respectively than Stop c>

Steve Kaufmann, one of the employees of the
People's Market, slices a chunk of Mazarella, one of
the more popular brands of cheese available at the
Market.

Brooke, Atkins

to appear here
Bill Atkins, Republican Candidate

for State Representative in the 4th
Hampshire District, has announced
that U. S. Senator Edward W.
Brooke has accepted his invitation
to join him at a UMass press
conference and rally Tuesday,
October 22 at 4:30 in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

The rally is being sponsored by
the UMass Republican Club. At the
event which is open to the entire
campus, Brooke will make a brief
statement and will answer
questions from the audience.

Shop. Iceburg lettuce was 15 cents
and tomatoes 14 cents cheaper.
Stop & Shop, the People's

Market and Munchies placed 1st,
2nd, and 3rd respectively in canned
good prices.

Martha Gaithewaite, a coor-
dinator at the People's Market said
if more people would use the
market, prices would go down.
They could buy canned goods at a
larger volume at a better price. She
feels many people are not aware
that it exists, especially freshmen
and transfer students.
The People's Market has a 15 per

cent mark-up on wholesale prices.
They can keep prices this low
because they are nonprofit, pay no
rent, and because some students
do volunteer work.
Comparison of a few basic items-

People's M. S&S Munchies
lg. eggs(doz) .79 .91 .89
milk ( % gal) .78 .77 .89
oran. juice (qt) .44 .39 .51

yogurt .34 .39 .40

Troy said there is a new breed of
librarians. The librarian profession
now demands scholarship in special
areas and knowledge in the uses of
technology, he said. Troy added,
librarians have an important job;
they must be successful in pruning
a useful selection of books and
periodicals.

In raising the question of what
kind of library a university will
serve, Troy expressed the virtues of
liberal education as being the
purpose of tne birth of the
university. He disagreed with
educators who think a university
should be a vocational traininq
ground.

According to Troy, "a great
'brary is an indispensible symbol of
knowledge," knowledge that
centers on the humanistic
scientific, and social areas of study.'

Tours of the library conducted by
the library staff preceded the
ceremony. At 2:00 p.m., there was
a panel discussion on "the
Management of the University
Libraries in the mid-1970's."

Participants in the discussion
were: Warren J. Haas, vice
president and Director of Libraries
at Columbia University; Michael W.
Bommer, Assistant Professor at
Clarkson College of Technology;
Burton Wolfman, undersecretary of
Educational Affairs of Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts; and
Philip J. McNiff director

'

and
librarian of the Boston Public
Library.
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By TVLA L MICHELOVE
Below The Salt Staff

It's 7:30 in the Ballroom. The
lights are all on and there are a few
people standing in the doorway
watching the sound check. It looks
like somebody's little sister is
fooling around on the piano and the
bass player is just tuning to her for
lack of anyone else. The petite
figure at the piano is really getting
into what she is playing, swaying
and smiling at her fingers. Then she
looks at the mike and begins to sing
"Got to Ride". The voice seems too
powerful for such a small frame,
but there is no doubt, this is Wendy
Waldman.
Wendy Waldman is a Warner

Brothers recording artist (her
second album, Gypsy Symphony,
was released this June), the
daughter of a Hollywood musician;
a woman with deep feelings who is

not going to let anyone tell her
what to do with her music and who
expects a lot of herself, for her own
personal satisfaction as a
professional and to break the
stereotype of the woman musician
(the lies about women not being
able to keep time, play powerful
guitar or do their own arranging).
Her home background was
classical, but her roots are really
blues, delta blues. Her influences
are varied (Gershwin, Debussy, Taj
Mahal, Aretha, Skip James, Keith
Jarrett, Stevie Wonder, Ravel, and
the Beach Boys) but each one finds
a place in her music.

This night, Wendy is tired. She's
been on the road for a long time
and she has more shows ahead.
Taking all with a sense of humor
she laughs, "I'm a professional, I

know how to alter my con-
sciousness enough to do a good
show." So at 10:15, a bright and

Wendy: Full, rich & powerful
alert Wendy strides on stage, her
tiny self overshadowing tall Peter
Bernstein, her bass player and only
accompanist. With Wendy on
acoustic guitar and Peter on his
towering bass, she smiles into
"Vaudville Man" (which is on Maria
Muldaur's album) and we are in her
living room. Honestly she talks with
us, responding to crowd.
"Northwoods Man" is pretty-
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much like the
vocally, but the

album version,

instrumentation

for the Rain". It's forceful, yet
simple guitar mixing well with the
soft, full, deep vocals and blue
sighs, reflecting expertly the pain
inside. "Green", a traditional tune,
finds Wendy looking at her
fingering in rapid, bird-like
movements. The guitar seems too
big for her, but she handles it well.

Peter moves to electric bass for
"Old time love", a song from her
first, almost obscure, album. The

are with her. "Road Song" finds
Peter on piano, playing quietly so
that Wendy's voice is even more
prominent. To Wendy, this song is

who she is. What started as a slow
concert, a tired show, has picked
up and taken off. The album
arrangements are no longer
necessary -her powerful voice fills

the Ballroom. "Cold Back on Me"
was much like the album, but only
proved that the vocals on the album
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deMghted a fu " house jn the S'^nt Union *XET£C^night. The concert was sponsored by the Program Council.

were not studio induced. Wendy's
vocal quality is as real and as
honest as herself.

What Wendy can do on guitar,
she can do even better on dulcimer.
When "the orchestra comes in", it

does so excellent^ o* "Come On
Down". The live version of this is so
different from the album. Although
there are fewer instruments, it is

fuller, richer when done live. Maria
Muldaur is going to have a hard
time doing "Gringo en Mexico"
(Wendy's contribution to her new
album) as well, as full of guts and
feeling as Wendy meant it to be,
and as she does it herself.

"Mad. Mad, Mc", the highlight
of the evening, starts slower and
more tenderly than her album
version the piano being as in-

nocent as her voice. Then both
voice and instrument come from
somewhere deep inside. The bass
player closes his eyes and leans
back, listening and understanding
where this music is coming from.
With the softest, most touching
ending, Wendy stands and says
good-night. She does not feel that
she deserves an encore, but the
audience disagrees and she is

brought back. She does "All My
Lives", but anything after "Mad,
Mad Me" is a let down.

The 564 people who paid to see
her shuffle out of the Ballroom.
They have seen more than just a
concert, they have been given part
of Wendy Waldman's life. They
know this, leave, and slowly, as if

leaving the living room of a life long
friend, looking back at the door she
disappeared into. Wendy had a
good time and so did they, but then
"life is good to those who sing a
song'

The absolute truth about DESThere has been much con
tradictory, and often emotional
information in the mass media
about diethylstilbestrol.

A sub-committee of the Student
Health Advisory Board worked over
the summer, discussing and
reading about this issue. Part of the
sub-committee's work was to
compose some basic information
around this issue for students,
which follows.

Diethylstilbestrol or DES, as it is

commonly called, is a synthetic
estrogen.

What Are Its Uses?
First synthesized in 1938, DES

has since been used effectively in

treating hormone deficiencies
associated with menopause, in the
management of functional uterine
bleeding, for relief or prevention of
breast engorgement after delivery
and as therapy in the treatment of
inoperative prostate cancer and
breast cancer in post- menopausal
women.
-\n the late 1940's through the

1960's, DES was also prescribed for
women considered to be at risk of
miscarriaging because of prior

abnormal bleeding or previous

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES

Semester Year

Amherst and
adjoining towns

Elsewhere
On-campus delivery
newsstand price:

$9 $15
$9 $15

$5 $9
10 cents.

Faculty, staff, 5 cents.

On-campus delivery
guaranteed by 10 a.m.
Mail delivery to Amherst area

same day of business day
publication. In Massachusetts,
the following day. Outside
Massachusetts, no delivery
guarantee.
Send check or money order to

The Daily Collegian. Allow 2
weeks for delivery start.

miscarriage. However, there was no
conclusive evidence to support the
clinical use of DES to prevent
miscarriages and this use was
discontinued by 1965.

More recently DES has been
prescribed as a "morning-after
pill," following unprotected in-

tercourse.

Why the Concern?
The recent controversy over DES

revolves around two separate
issues. 1) The use of DES as a
"morning-after pill," and 2) the
concern that women exposed to
DES in utero (daughters whose
mothers took the drug during
pregnancy) face a higher risk of
adenosis (benign vaginal cell ab-
normality) and of vaginal and
cervical cancer. These issues
should not be confused.
Morning -after Pill

DES used as a post-coital birth
control method alters the speed in

which the egg moves through the
fallopian tubes and uterus thus
preventing implantation in the
uterus. If the drug is started within
72 hours after unprotected inter-

course (preferably as soon as
possible) and taken for 5 con
secutive days, it is extremely ef-

fective in preventing pregnancy.
Uncomfortable side effects

include nausea and vomiting. There
is presently no evidence linking the
use of this medication as a post-
coital birth control method with
subsequent genital cancer in the
user. However, due to the
suspected association of fetal DES
exposure and the potential of
delayed appearance of cancer in

female offspring, abortion should
be seriously considered if

pregnancy is not successfully
prevented by the use of the
morning after pill.

The decision to use the "mor
ning after pill" must be made by
each individual woman. Its use is

usually reserved for emergency
situations, including rape. It is

important to discuss with a health
professional such items as general
medical history, family history of
genital or breast cancer, previous
exposure to DES, and menstrual
disorders, and possibility of
pregnancy from previous in-
tercourse.

"DES Daughters"
It is estimated that between 1945

and 1965 several million women
received DES during their

pregnancies to prevent miscarriage.

Since then a higher incidence of

adenosis (Adenosis is a benign
vaginal cell abnormality. This
means it is mild, not cancerous and
doing little or no known harm.) has
been detected in the female off-

spring of these women. A higher

incidence of cancer of the vagina
and cervix has also been noted in

these daughters (about 100 have
been recorded as of 5/ 74).

Both conditions have been
traced to DES exposure. At the
present state of research methods
and knowledge available, the
progression of adenosis to cancer
has not been established. Research
in this area is just beginning.
Are You a DES Daughter?
All DES daughters should be

medically evaluated on a regular
basis all their lives. Physicians

Freshman registers

are now available
Freshman Registers will be

available this week from 10 - 4 p.m.
at a table on the Campus Center
concourse.

Alpha Phi Omega, National
Serivce Fraternity who sponsored
the registers which were made this

summer said 620 copies out of the
1,623 requested by Freshmen have
yet to be picked up.

After Friday, students can call 5
2068 for information on obtaining
the registers.

Copies may also be purchased by
Upperclassmen at $4.5C each for

the soft cover edition.

disagree on the definition of
"regular basis" - recommendation
ranging from twice a year to once
every two years. Most of the
vaginal cancer suspected to be DES
related has been discovered in

females between 7 and 25 years of

age (major incidence between 14-

25 years). The symptom in the
majority of cases has been ab-

normal vaginal bleeding.

In addition to a routine
gynecological exam, (including
careful visual investigation of the
vaginal walls, and palpation, and a
pap test), there are other
techniques which may be employed
to assist in detection of abnormal
cells. An instrument called a

colposcope may be used which
provides magnification of the
vaginal walls. An iodine staining
test can also help the physician
discover abnormalities.

If abnormalities are discovered,

cellular tissue samples (biopsies)

from the vagina and cervix will be
taken However, all these methods
are not always available or
medically indicated in all cases.

Every woman is encouraged to

look into her birth history to

determine if she was exposed to
DES or related hormonal drug. If

possible, she should discuss this

topic with her mother. Women
who know or suspect they had
been exposed to DES in utero may
consult the Health Services or their

own gynecologist and have their

questions addressed.

Women should be aware of the
differing opinions toward
recommended procedures for
screening and treatment of DES
daughters. The association bet
ween DES exposure in utero and
cancer in female offspring is a
relatively recent discovery in the
field of medical research. The
dilemma is highlighted by the
scarcity of reliable research on this
topic and discrepancies in existing
reports.

A collection of relevant articles is

available in the Health Education
Office (Health Center, Room 250).

Other pamplets and reprints on
such topics as pregnancy testing,

vaginitis, and the gynecologic
examination, contraception, and
abortion are also available.

Time table

Monday Oct. 21
Student Matters Committee

7:30, 802 CC
Student Organizing Project

8:00, 901 CC
Tuesday Oct. 22

Budgets Committee 4:00
Student Senate Office

Graduate Senate Special
Meeting, CC 169

Wednesday Oct. 23
Student Senate 7.00, 101 CC
SGA Governance Units

Convention 8:00 101 CC
Finance Committee 5:30

check CC schedule for room)
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500,000 could have been forced to leave

Swiss defeat attempt to expel foreigners
GENEVA \UPti - Swss voters

heecled warnings against conv
mitting economic suicide and voted
tnrae to one yesterday to reject a
move to evict 500.000 foreign
workers and their ItmMm.

Al Switzerland's 22 cantons, or
states, voted against the proposal.
The final result was 1,689.870

votes against to 878.739 in favor, a
proportion of 66 per cent to 34 per
cent About 70 per cent of the
voters turned out. a heavy showing
compared to past elections

To succeed, a national
referendum requires a majority of
both the states and the popular
vote.

"We are thankful that the
negatrve vote was so overwhelming
in order to deter simHar moves in

the future," a government
spokesman said.

The rejected referendum was
sponsored by a splinter party called
National Action.

Conservative leader James Sch-
warzenbach, who oooosed the

latest antiforeign referendum, said
he plans to collect 50,000
signatures required to force a new
vote to evict 500,000 foreigners in

10 years instead of three.

Gerhard Winterberger, president
of the Swiss Union of Commerce
and Industry, expressed relief that
the proposal was so resoundingly
rejected.

"This is the end of a great in-

security," he said.

"Switzerland's industry and
commerce has been spared

Dean's credibility faces test

by defense in Watergate trial
WASHINGTON \UPf] - John

W Dean's testimony so far in the
Watergate cover-up trial has
presented several previously
unknown details, including
allegations that former White
House atde John D. Ehrlichman lied

to the FBI during its original in-

vestigation of the break-in.

Dean returns to the witness chair

today for his fourth and perhaps
final day of direct examination by
chief trial prosecutor James F.

Neal. This wHI be followed by
several days of cross-examination
by defense lawyers.

Attorneys for the five defendants
make clear in their opening
statements that they intended to

attack Dean s credibility.

The prosecution also is expected
today to play the fourth and fifth

presidential tape recordings of the
trial. These are of Dean's talks with
former President Richard M. Nixon
on the afternoon of March 21. 1973,
and the following day - the time
Nixon once claimed he learned of
the cover-up.

Ehrlichman, former Attorney
General John N. Mitchell, former
White House aide H.R. Haldeman
and former re-ejection aides Robert
C. Mardian and Kenneth W.
Parkinson are entering the fourth
week of their trial for conspiracy to
hide the Watergate scandal.

Much of Dean's testimony last

week duplicated what he said
during the Senate Watergate
hearings 16 months ago.
But Dean also related some new

incidents, including his charge that
Ehrlichman lied to the FBI - with
Dean's help - and asked the
Justice Department if it could be
lenient with the men charged with
the June. 1972, break-in at
Democratic National Headquarters
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enormous difficulties. And great

human suffering and hardship has

also been avoided."

Geneva, which has a 33 per cent

foreign population, rejected the

motion by the highest proportion in

the country - 76 per cent against

and 24 per cent in favor.

"At least Switzerland has done

its best to prove we are not

xenophobic madmen and realize

what foreigners have done for our

country and how important they

are," said Daniel Rey, 35, who runs

a small communications firm

Government officials, labor
groups, and church leaders

all
appealed to voters to turn down the
referendum in two days of voting.

Swiss industry relies heavily on
foreign labor.

The turnout was heavy by Swiss
standards, averaging 65 per cent
The usual turnout is about 40 to 50
per cent.

Ford might release

his talks with Nixon
WASHINGTON \UHI\

President Ford said yesterday is

willing to make public the tapes of

any conversations between himself

and former President Richard M.
Nixon in the White House prior to

Nixon's resignation.

The only condition Ford placed

upon such disclosure was the

approval of the Watergate special

prosecutor.

There has been no indication sc

far whether any Ford-Nixon tapes

exist. But the question whether
Ford would release any that were
found, which arose initially in

connection with an investigation of

whether Ford agreed to pardon
Nixon before the former President

left office, had never before gotten

such an unqualified affirmative

answer.

In a wiae-ranging interview, Ford
also said he has told no one on his
White House staff of possible
Cabinet changes he may be
considering; that Nelson A
Rockefeller s vice presidential
nomination is being scrutinized
under "a pretty stringent standard'
by Congress, Put that he believes
Rockefeller still will be confirmed-
and that the Republican Party's

prospects in next month's elections
are "not as pessimistic" as the polls

indicate.

The President made these and
other remarks in a discussion with
reporters aboard Air Force One as
he returned to Washington
Saturday night from a three-state
campaign swing through the south
in behalf of Republican candidates.
Ford asked that his remarks be held
for release until Sunday night.
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To discuss trade, oil and migrants"

Ford confers with

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN
i < i'JtL'Jf' rM i i

WASHINGTON [UP/] -
President Ford holds his first official

meeting with a Latin American
chief of state today when he
confers at the border with Luis
Echeverria Alvarez, president of
Mexico. The talks are expected to
center on trade, oil and illegal

migrants.

Ford and Alvarez will confer on
both sides of the border in the area
of Nogales, two cities with the
same name facing each other
across the international line bet-
ween Arizona and Sonora, Mexico.

Bilateral issues were expected to
take precedence over such
hemispheric matters as the Inter-

American system in general and
Cuba in particular.

The oil issue came to the fore

reports of the discovery of rich

petroleum fields in southeastern
Mexico, with recoverable reserves
of high-grade crude estimated at

anywhere between 1 and 20 billion

barrels.

The importance of Mexico's new
oil find was underscored Sunday
when a spokesman for the Mexican
president announced that
Echeverria will bring his two top oil

experts to the meeting with Fofd.
Echeverria spent Sunday in

remote Cabo San Lucas, Baja
California, preparing for the talks.

He met there with natural resources
minister Horacio de la Pena and
with Antonio Devali, the president
of the government-owned
petroleum company Pemex. Both
will accompany Echeverria to

Mexican president today
ikesman haH nn ;™.~. _*_ w

only a week ago, following press Nogales, the spokesman said. The

spokesman had no immediate
reaction to a Latin American news
agency report from Washington
that Ford would offer to authorize
entry of a limited number of
Mexican farm workers if Mexico
would help police the border
against clandestine entry.

"The Mexican government
wants an agreement with the
United States whereby our citizens
who work in the United States will

have legal protection and receive
humane and just treatment," he
said. "We are ready to sign an
agreement to set an annual quota
of workers."

Rogers C. B. Morton, recently
named to head a new U.S. national
energy program, told a Senate
committee this week that reports of

the new oil find in Mexico's
Tabasco and Chiapas states made
the Ford- Echeverria meeting "very
timely."

Echeverria said in Mexico City
Saturday the size of the new
petroleum fields had been

exaggerated abroad in an attempt
to drive down world oil prices. And
Horacio Flores ae la Pena, the
natural resources minister, has
declared that Mexico will "not sell a
single barrel of oil" below prices
being charged by the Arab
countries.

Soviets try to regain
Mideast influence

James Earl Ray goes to court
to renew King conspiracy theory

LONDON \UPI\ • After months
of indecision the Soviet Union has
embarked on determined efforts for
a comeback in the Middle East to
counter growing American in-

fluence in the vital strategic area,
Middle East diplomats said
yesterday.

They said the new Soviet push
may mark the end of the Russo-
American honeymoon in Middle
East policy, and Secretary of State

TM€ MASSACHUSETTS QAB.Y

are making inroads into American
strategy," one Middle East
diplomat said.

The key factor is the apparent
reconciliation between Moscow
and Cairo, because Egypt has
remained the decisive factor in any
Middle East strategy.

They said the new Moscow
moves were underscored by an
undertaking to resume the flow of

substantial supplies

MEMPHIS, Tenn. [UP/] The
man who once admitted firing the
shot that' killed Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. may have an opportunity
this week to renew a conspiracy
theory he hinted at five years ago.

If all goes as scheduled, James
Earl Ray will be led by U.S. mar-
shals into the 11th floor courtroom
of U.S. District Judge Robert M.
McRae Jr. at 9:30 a.m. tomorrow.
The bailiff's call of "all rise" will

signal the start of a process that

could lead to the new trial Ray
sought when he penned a note to
the late Criminal Court Judge W.
Preston Battle. The letter was

written less than 24 hours after he
pleaded guilty to the murder of
King in exchange for a 99-year
sentence in the Tennessee State
Prison.

Ray, now 47, wrote Battle that
his famous attorney, Percy
Foreman of Houston, Tex., had
pressured him into the guilty plea-a
monosyllabic admission that
mentioned no details.

The letter reached Battle on
March 15, 1969-five days after the
one hour, 55 minute trial. Late that
afternoon, Battle was found dead in

his office, the victim of a heart
attack.

TODAY

2 P.M.— PEDAL POINT

Ives— variations
on America

3:55 Symphony I

4:35 Songs of

American Poets

5 P.M.— ALL THINGS
CONSIDERED
N PR's award

winning program
that takes a

fresh look at

the news

8:30 P.M.— LIVE
INAUGURATION

CONCERT
A 3 hour concert

by the

Minnesota
Orchestra

Listen On

WFCR 88.5 FM
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Bonanza's
four-point program

to beat inflation.
• The Tuesday Night Price Bonanza.
(*1.49 for a steak dinner!)

On Tuesday night y«nj can i»ct a nh eve steak platter with a Kiked [> >tato,

tossed salad.Texas Toast - all for just $149 Or a chopped sirloin dinner for $1 2 1*

Tuesday nitjht will never he the same again

• Steak for lunch. *l.ia
You can get I Bonanza lunch steak or a chopped sirloin sreak. with crisp

hissed salad, and Texas Toast for just $1.19. Monday to Friday 11 am to4pm.
Steak for lunch' Yes! Steak for lunch.

• Feed a child in America for 49C
We've «ot just the rujht amount of food to make I kid smile - a hamburger,

an order of French fries, and a lollipop. And a price -49c -to make you smile.

• Drink up.The seconds are on as.
At Bonanza, vou KeTfree refills on all soft drinks, coffee, and ice tea.

BONANZA

Mountain Farms Mall
Rt. 9 Hadley 586-4544

During the trial, Ray stood up in

court unexpectedly and said, "I

can't agree with Mr. Clark."

Battle, obviously taken back,
asked, "Mr. who?"
"Ramsay Clark," Foreman in-

terjected. Clark, then attorney
general, had said several times that

no one but Ray was involved in the
April 4, 1968, murder.
"You don't agree with whose

theories?" Battle again asked the
defendant.

"Mr. Canale's, Mr. Clark's and J.

Edgar Hoover's theories about the
conspiracy," Ray answered. Phil

Canale Jr., chief prosecutor at the
trial, and Hoover, director of the
FBI, had also said Ray acted alone.

After the brief exchange, no
more was said or asked about a

conspiracy.

m the five years since his trial,

Ray has continued to insist, in every
available court, that Foreman
coerced him into the plea. He said

the lawyer hoped to make money
by boosting the sale of William
Bradford Huie's book, "He Slew
the Dreamer." Ray had signed his

share of the royalties over to the
attorney.

Early this year, the 6th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals ordered a
full evidentiary hearing to deter-

mine the validity of Ray's claim.

The hearing, technically a habeas
corpus proceeding, will be to

determine whether the guilty plea

should be set aside and a new trial

ordered.

/WORLD
Henry A. Kissinger was expected to
face a new and tough Soviet
Middle East attitude in his talks in

Moscow with Soviet leaders in the
middle of this week.
The sources cited last week's

Moscow visit of Egypt's Foreign
Minister Ismail Fahmi, Russia's
demand for an early Geneva peace
conference and party secretary
Leonid I. Brezhnev's decision to go
to Cairo early next year as the
turning point in Kremlin strategy.

The Russians have been
grudgingly on the sidelines of
Middle East diplomacy since the
October 1973 Arab- Israeli war.

"After treading softly and leaving
the field to Dr. Kissinger, the
Russians have now clearly gone
over to the diplomatic offensive,
and the preliminary signs are they

sophisticated arms to Egypt,
backing for a Palestinian state, and
the demand for an early Geneva
conference as opposed to
Kissinger's step-by-step diplomacy
on a bilateral basis which has kept
Russia out of the negotiations.

To what extent President Anwar
Sadat, the chief advocate so far of

closer cooperation with the United
States, is ready to switch his policy

back toward the Soviet Union is not
clear.

Russia poured sophisticated
weapons into Syria in recent
months worth some $2 billion, and
more recently the Russians have,
after long hesitation, switched
openly to the side of the
Palestinians. But, what really

mattered was Cairo, the sources
said.

Rockefeller's chances
hurt by disclosures
WASHINGTON [UP/} - Nelson

A. Rockefeller's nomination as vice
president is damaged, but not dead,
dead.

Congressmen who will deal with

the nomination after the election
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recess say they are disturbed by
recent disclosures concerning
questionable use of Rockefeller
wealth. But they say that what has
been disclosed so far is not serious

enough to block confirmation.

Only if additional damaging
information about Rockefeller's
wealth or his personal or political

life is uncovered would there be a
strong chance for rejection of the
Rockefeller nomination, the
congressmen said.

Late Saturday night President
Ford said most congressmen of
either party could not weather the
kind of investigation undergone by
Rockefeller. Ford talked with
newsmen on his flight back to

Washington from a day of cam-
paigning in the south.

"I'm still convinced he would
make a good vice president," Ford
said, adding that he expected
confirmation. He said Congress
was applying a "pretty stringent

standard" and that "one can't help

but wonder how many people on
either side of the aisle can undergo
this kind of scrutiny. It's pretty

rugged."

When Congress reconvenes in

mid November, Rockefeller will be
called before the House and
Senate committees and grilled

thoroughly about several incidents.

They include his gifts of nearly $2
million to associates, his brother's

financing of a book derogatory of

Arthur Goldberg who ran against

Nelson Rockefeller for governor in

1970, and the audit of his income
tax retu.ns.
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Portland prepares for blackouts

Oregon extortionist dynamites power lines
NO, Ore.

\ UP/] — smission line towers term moaninn inn«Qr „, :.._ *~ .*-.. « .~: u
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PORTLAND. Ore. I UP/) smission line towers
Emergency generators were "Our intent is to either collect $1
read.ed yesterday while hospitals million or to make you people wish
and ut»l.t,es waited the next move to hell we had," said a typewritten
of an extortion bomber who has letter from the bomber It was

amited 11 high voltage tra n- signed by "J, Hawker/' a Civ il War

nation and world

Ford to see Brezhnev
WASHINGTON \UPI\

Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger is expected to set the
stage for a late-November summit
meeting between President Ford
and Soviet Leader Leonid I.

Brezhnev when he visits Moscow
this week, administration officials

said yesterday.

The meeting between Ford and
Brezhnev in the Soviet Pacific
Coast city of Vladivostok Nov. 23-
24 is expected to be announced
during Kissinger's Moscow visit —
possibly soon after his arrival on
Oct. 23.

Neither the White House nor the
State Department would officially

confirm the predictions of an early
Ford-Brezhnev meeting which
originated with Soviet sources in

Japan.

Albert gets plane
WASHINGTON [UP/]

President Ford said yesterday that

House Speaker Carl Albert, in line

to succeed to the Presidency until a
new vice president takes office, will

be given use of a presidential plane
to campaign for Democrats.
"We have made Air Force II

available to him," Ford said in an
interview with a group of reporters
aboard his own official aircraft, Air
Force One, as he returned from a
one day, three state campaign
swing through the south.

Jaworski speaks
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Special

Watergate Prosecutor Leon
Jaworski indicated yesterday his

office may seek some new in-

dictments and said former
President Richard Nixon probably

would have pleaded the Fifth

Amendment if he had been forced

to testify before a grand jury.

Jaworski said that virtually the

whole story of Nixon's involvement

in the Watergate cover-up would
come out during the current trial of
five of his former staff and cam-
paign aides.

The special prosecutor, who has
submitted his resignation effective

Nov. 1, again declined to say
whether he would have prosecuted
Nixon if President Ford had not
pardoned him.

He said the issue was now
"moot" because of the pardon, but
repeated his belief the Nixon's
acceptance of the pardon
amounted to an admission of guilt.

Israel builds army
By United Press International

Israel is racing to complete a new
first-line defense system on the
Syrian Golan Heights before the
onset of winter, Israeli newsmen on
a tour of the strategic area reported
yesterday.

Military sources said similar

construction activity was visible

inside Syrian territory across the
cease-fire line.

The reports came as former
defense minister Moshe Dayan
urged Israel to talk peace first with
Syria and not Jordan because the
biggest threat of renewed warfare
comes from Damascus.

Udall eyes 76 race
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Rep.

Morris Udall, who wants the 1976
Democratic Presidential
nomination, said yesterday he
doesn't think anyone will ever win it

again in the same way that Sen.
George McGovern did in 1972.

RALPH
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More Service This Fall

Peter Pan Takes You
Fast And Frequently

RIGHT FROM

The University Campus

TO BOSTON
Natick— Worcester— Springfield

ALSO TO NEW YORK
Hartford— Albany— All Points

with New Service Direct to

Hyannis and Cape Cod

New hourly service departs 7 a.m. thru 5 p.m., plus extra evening
service. Natick and Boston nonstop trips every weekend.

For Tickets And Information Contact

PETER PAN BUS LINES
Campus Center Hotel
Univ. of Mass.
Tel. 545-2006

(It no answer tel. 549-6000)

CHARTER BUSES AVAILABLE TO ALL
DESTINATIONS

term meaning looter or guerrilla.

Bonneville Power Administration
(BPA) officials said the letter was
Friday night, addressed to ad-

ministrator Don Hodel. A carbon
was sent to the local FBI office.'

Existence of the letter was not
disclosed until late Saturday.

Hodel said the BPA would not
pay the extortion demand and
offered a $100,000 reward for in-

formation leading to the arrest and
convictions of persons responsible
for the blasts. He said patrols of
transmission facilities were stepped
up. BPA oversees 12,000 miles of
transmission line in the Pacific
Northwest with four or five towers
per mile through the mountain
country.

Hodel urged hunters and hikers

to stay away from any suspicious

looking devices attached to

transmission towers.

"The explosions have thrown
metal fragments up to 400 yards,"

he said.

Officials would not speculate on
how many persons are involved in

the plot, but the extortion letter said

the bomber has "The men and
equipment to keep as many towers
down as is necessary to force

compliance with our demands."
Portland General Electric and

Pacific Power and Light have
begun emergency procedures to

provide electricity in the event BPA
transmission facilities are knocked
out. PPErL started firing up the old

Lincoln Street steam plant and
beefed up patrolling of transmission

lines.

Portland Police, Commander
James Brouillette, who heads an
emergency command post
established following the ex
plosions, said the National guard
was notified it may be utilized in the
event of a serious outage.

The first blast was discovered
Oct. 4. Three towers south of The
Dalles, Ore., had been damaged by
explosions. Officials did not report

the incident, hoping the bomber
would return to find out what had
happened.

More bombings occurred
Wednesday and Friday nights,

bringing to 1 1 the number of towers
hit by explosions. Three of the
structures toppled, but no serious

outages occurred.

IT MfS TO SHOP
THE FINAST WAY

Budweiser

case of 24
12 oz
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Vinya Rose
Lambrusco 0P.ca

White WinesSn
Burgundy

24 oz
btl i 69

24 oz 4 89
btl |

half *3[29
gallon

Paul
Masson

3
i

16 oz 4 29
carafe

Mountain
Farms
Mall

Hadley
Prices Effective thru Oct. 26
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Referendum on state ballot

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Campaign reform question confuses officialsBOSTON [UP/]
Massachusetts officials have been
making verbal statements con-
cerning a campaign reform
referendum question in apparent
contradiction to a recent attorney
general's opinion, which has been
encorporated into an official
booklet sent by law to every
registered voter in the state.

The verbal statements, offered in

answer to telephone inquiries about
the effect of the campaign reform

referendum, were given to United
Press International by
spokespersons in the secretary of
state's election information office
and in the office of the independent
director of campaign finance.
Though the elections information

officials say they are virtually
certain the referendum, if ap-
proved, would liberalize the amount
an individual could give a candidate
in one year, Attorney General
Robert H. Quinn said in a May

State veterans bonus
program lacks funds
BOSTON I UP/} - The six-year-

old Massachusetts Vietnam
veterans bonus program is down to
its last $6 million, but officials say
just how much longer it will last is

uncertain.

According to a spokesman for
the Bonus Division of the state
Treasurer's office a total of 25,183
bonuses have been issued to
qualified veterans since the
program began in 1968.

He said the bonuses of $200 and
$300 have a total value of $49.3
million leaving a balance of more
than $6 million.

Under the terms of the program
veterans must have served at least

six months between July 1, 1958
and April 1, 1973 to qualify. Those
who served in the Vietnam conflict

get a $300 bonus, while noncombat
veterans aet $200.

In addition the veteran must have
lived in Massachusetts for at least

six months prior to entering the
service.

The spokesman said there are no
current plans to shut down the
bonus office though it will be
relocated in the new state office

building -sometime next year.

opinion the referendum would have
no effect on the $1000 ceiling on
annual individual contributions.
The referendum question was

placed on the ballot through the
initiative petition route after the
Massachusetts Legislature refused
to adopt it in the 1974 session.

The campaign financing proposal
would open political bank accounts
to the public, reduce from two to
one the number of campaign
committees allowed to a candidate
and effect dozens of other changes
in the state's political campaign
law.

Though the proposal was
rejected by the 1974 legislature, the
bill was credited with inducing
lawmakers to adopt the campaign
reform now on the books.
When the initiative petition

referred to that figure.

However, the reform reduced the
figure to $1,000, allowing op-
ponents of a further change to
argue that the initiative petition

would raise the ceiling to its

previous $3,000 level.

Supporters of the initiative

petition sought to attach a "per-
fecting" amendment to their bill,

reducing the $3,000 figure to $1,000
to make it consistent with the
reform passed by the 1973
legislature.

The attorney general May 28

Campus Interviews

minds

matter
MITRE is a place which daily faces the challenge of minds over matter, and where
even more importantly, minds matter a lot. Since we're a nonprofit system engineering
company operating wholly in the public interest and dealing with tough problems
assigned to us by more than a score of governmental agencies, we know that our
greatest resource is the human mind. And we know that the kind of mind we need also
needs to know that it will be working on important problems with other professionals
What's more, we'll be quite specific in spelling out your assignment to you. All of this
because you matter ... and because at MITRE, minds matter.

We are currently seeking new graduates to work in command and control systems
information processing systems, electronic surveillance systems, communications
systems.and environmental, health and other social systems.

If you're an EE, Computer Science, Math, Operations Research, or Physics major, you
could be working on problems in telecommunications, voice communications micro-
wave and digital signal processing, educational information systems, radar design
propagation studies or advanced modulation, coding, error control and data
compression techniques.

Or, you might want to get involved with solid waste disposal techniques, digital informa-
tion systems, data handling and reduction, microprogramming techniques data base
structure, time sharing, text processing, management information systems computer
program design and development or evaluation of present day software for phase-over
to next generation machines. These are just a few of the areas in which you might get
involved at MITRE.

All of these positions require a minimum of a BS degree. If you have more than a
bachelor's, that's even better. Almost % of our 750 technical staff members have
advanced degrees.

All these openings are at our corporate headquarters at Bedford, Massachusetts
(suburban Boston). If you are interested and think you can meet our standards send us
vour resume. Better yet, we'd like to talk to you on campus. Sign up at your Placement
Office. We'll be there on October 31.

Mr. Kenneth B. Keeler
The MITRE Corporation

Box 208
Bedford. Massachusetts 01730

TNEI

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

MITRE
CORPORATION

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

wrote to Secretary of State John
F.X. lavore that the perfecting
amendment "does not materially
change the substance of the
measure" and therefore is ac-
ceptable.

But word of that opinion of this
key question apparently has not

reached state officials responsible
for answering voter questions on
election issues.

An official in the election in-

formation office, when asked if the
referendum raised the ceiling from
$1,000 to $3,000, said "as far as I

know it will."

in new england

Six persons killed

in New Britain heist
NEW BRITAIN, Conn. \UPI) -

Police yesterday appealed to the
public for information in the
"slaughterhouse" slaying of six

persons shot to death in a bakery.
They said they had no suspects in

the apparent robbery.

Four of the victims were
customers and the remaining two
were the owner and a clerk at the
Donna. Lee Bakery, where police
discovered the bodies in a rear
room Saturday night at about 9
p.m.

"It looks like a slaughterhouse,"

one policeman said.

The grisly discovery was
prompted by a man who made an
anonymous telephone call to police
headquarters, Police Chief Thomas
P. Ormsby said. The caller said he
thought the owner forgot to lock
the door.

John Salerni, 55, of New britain,

the owner, was killed with a
shotgun blast in the head, while the
other five, including two women,
were shot at close range in the head
with a handgun, probably a .45

caliber pistol.

National Guard remain
on alert in Boston
BOSTON [UP/]

Massachusetts National Guard-
smen will remain on alert "for some
period of time," against further

outbreaks of violence in Boston's
court-ordered desegregation plan,

Gov. Francis W. Sargent said
Sunday.

"I can't say whether it will be a

matter of weeks or days or weeks
or even more than that. I think it's

Shumwajr's

Wallpaper ft Paint Store, tnc

330 COLLEGE STREET

Bold and Bright Colors

important to have a reserve force
there because the Boston Police

Department is stretched very thin

and they're tired," said Sargent in a

broadcast interview.

His remarks came as the National
Guard replaced some 450 men who
had been put on standby in area
armories for a week with a slightly

larger number force.

Both opponents and proponents
of U.S. District Judge W. Arthur
Garrity's busing order staged
demonstrations Saturday, both of
them peaceful. About 1,500 anti-

busing demonstrators rallied in

Hyde Park and listened to speakers
demand a meeting with President

Ford and call on the Supreme Court
to overturn Garrity's order.
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Capitalist monster
By OLUMOLOYE

Two decades ago the Western nations could get away with
draining the resources of the so-called under-developed nations to
placate their own greedy people. In justification, they claimed that
there was a "civilizing mission", and that the arrangement benefited
both sides. But the interests of the two sides no longer coincide,
even superficially; and the conflicts have grown out of the old
symbiosis, as the result of the civilizing mission. The people of the
West are possessed by the psychology of plentitude; not only do
they expect, but they demand, as their right, continued abundance
cheap. In celebrating and promoting their way of life, they have now
encouraged the people and the politicians of those exploited nations
to demand abundance for themselves; their expectations rise.

Now, ironically, the people of the West and their politicians are
blaming the developing nations for their own economic woes.
Having stuffed themselves for a long time, they are grown fat, and
now they complain that those whose wealth they ate are now
starving them. After spreading the "gospels of freedom, prosperity,
and self-serving enterprise, they now ask the developing nations to
cooperate in the continued psychic castration, destitution, and
gradual diminution of their populations. I predict that the developing
nations will not cooperate in such a self-destructive understanding,
despite recent threats of possible reductions in food aid.

Interestingly, the theorists and politicians all recognize that
economic interdependence is essential to the perpetuation of this
callous economic system. Partnership presupposes equality, but has
the average Westerner or his average chosen policy-maker ever
considered any of the developing nations equal to his own country?
We all know the old fable of the inferiority-superiority dichotony.
Supposedly, this fable is now discredited. If you do not believe in it,

why do you blame the developing nations for trying to improve the
lot of their people? In the West, society teaches that to ignore an
opportunity to improve one's lot is a sure sign of folly, if not of sinful
wastefulness and neglect of duty, and the virtuous ever to progress.
The West has praised "progress" as the shibboleth of civilization for
so long that it has initiated in the developing nations an irreversible
trend.

We must hold capitalist prolifigacy, not the recent actions of the
OPEC nations, responsible for the psychology of plenty which in-
fects the people of the West; that mentality encourages them to
demand ever more and more of what they had no good reason to
think they deserved in the first place. The survival of the fat monster
which the economic system of the West has become depends on
the maximization at the expense of the exploite and deprivileged
peoples; the rule ofjustice does not depend on the survival of the fat
monster, although the current clamor indicates that many in the
West with their double standards, think so.
The twentieth century free market custodian now threatens the

developing nations with starvation as retribution for what it calls
cooperation; but cooperation, or rather acquiescence, has led for
instance to deforestration and defacement of the land. The
developing nations would have more to lose from continuing in their
acquiescence than they will lose by their new defiance. Western
societies and Western policy-makers, too accustomed to thinking of
their own version of history as the definitive one, must recognize the
power potential of these nations, and must understand the new
policies of these emerging powers, these policies which to the West
seem preposterous and unreasonable, as a logical development of
several centuries of the West's own policies.

O/u Moioye is a Collegian Commentator

Bringing the money back home
To the Editor:

After reading the letter to the Editor in the Collegian
of Friday, October 1 1, it appears that there seems to

be some misunderstanding about the intent of the
story on the Dormitory Bond payments. It is true that
the bonds financed the building of our dormitories.
That, in itself, is not necessarily bad. That really isn 't

the point though. State bonds of that sort aren 't really

available for ANYONE to purchase because most of
us haven't got the cash. The only people who can
purchase the bonds of this sort are firms like the
Chase Manhatten Bank, Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner
& Smith, Morgan Guaranty and Trust Company and
others who control most of the wealth of the country.
A look at some of their ho/dings leads one to believe
that the day is soon approaching when this country is

controlled, not by duly elected government officials,

but by small groups of men in corporate board rooms.
Is this perversion of democracy, in the name of "free
enterprise", wrong? Surely, this IS a cause for public
outcry, if there ever was one!

It is no great risk for these companies who take out
these bonds. All these bonds are backed by the State.
The only way in which one of these companies could
lose their investment would be if the whole economic
structure of the State, itself, collapsed. Clearly, this
type of catastrophe would only happen in a major
depression. If such a catastrophe was to occur I am
confident that the mere millions that students pay
would be a mere drop in the bucket for these huge
corporations.

What Mr. Corwin obviously missed was that the
price we have to pay for the dormitories to these huge
corporations is outrageous. The percentage we pay is

far too high when you consider the economic level of
the people who are paying off the bonds. These
people are not John D. Rockefeller & Co. but are
students. These people, for the most part, work for
minimum wage or a little above that - when they can
find work at all. These huge companies, on the other
hand, aren't in really desperate need of our money.
Surely, they need our money less than we do! I feel
thatjt is imperative that some method be found to
adjust these payments. Students don't have limitless
sources of funds available. Many of us just can't
afford it anymore.

It is my firm opinion that at least half of the money

that goes to these huge corporations could be better
utilized here at UMass. The dormitories here are easily

sub-standard housing levels. Students pay a/most one
hundred dollars apiece to share a room with four
walls, heat that is either too hot or not hot at all,

communal bath facilities, little furniture, noisy,

crowded environment andsome 150 to 800 neighbors.
That isn't even beginning to provide us with a decent
place to live and go about reaching the goal many of
us are here for — an education!

I hold that it is the responsibility and duty of the
State to pick up the difference, in whole or in part,
between what students can afford to pay and what
the companies want to charge. That the State sup-
posedly has no money is a common administration
excuse. In reality, the State has the money. What
really happens is that the money goes to be inef-

ficiently utilized by the Boston bureaucracy. This
Commonwealth is a State with a long and
distinguished tradition of higher education. Yet in

support of this very same higher education it ranks
49th. Think of that! Almost last in aid to Universities
and Co/leges. Yet, we rank 11th in the standard of
living. What is really wrong is the system of taxation in
this State that allows the rich to slip through
loopholes while the burden is borne by middle and
lower income families — many of whose children are
at UMass, who are in effect suffering twice due to the
mistakes of the legislature.

Finally, what about the money which stays on
campus. This money should be allocated for the
operation and improvement of the dormitories.
Students pay this money for these purposes.
Students have no choice. They must pay, if they are
under 21, this money or not be allowed to attend the
University. Yet, students are unable to make any
decisions as to how, when and on what their money is
spent. Students in the dormitories can do precious
little. We can offer advice and no more. It is clear that
we are forced to pay for all this and yet when it comes
to the spending process we are forced to take a "seat
at the back of the bus. " I sincerely hope, Mr. Corwin,
that your letter to the Editor was merely a misun-
derstanding. I hope you now have a better idea of the
position ofstudents, on this campus, and in the State,
regarding our housing situation.

Matt Bums

The problem with prisons
To the Editor:

Friday, I heard the same example used to illustrate

the need for prison reform by both the state's top
corrections official and a man who has been jailed

longer than he has been free. Frank Hall, State
Commissioner of Corrections made the concise,
polished statement which follows, in a television

interview. Roy Erickson, inmate of Berkshire County
House of Correction, is quoted here in an excerpt
from his journal, written about a year ago. Roy is not
so concise orpolished, but he says the same thing and
elaborates it:

"It costs about $11,000 a year, to keep a man in a
place like Walpole, and the only thing we can
guarantee for that money is that he has a good
chance of being stabbed.

"

—Frank Hall, State Commissioner
"We don't have to watch our Jails get worse by

inmates either escaping from them or being stabbed
to death. We can help rehabilitate those inmates and

give them another chance to freedom. All we have to
do is take a little time off our hands and go to these
jails and talk to these inmates about real life and not
treat them like bums... Give those people a chance to
live and forget, when they are free, that they were in

jail orprison. We don't need any more guards in them
places. What we need is smart people with strong
minds to help these inmates rehabilitate them-
selves....it really means a lot to me and I wish I could
say more in it, like using big words, but I only have a
fourth grade education and I don't know how... I am
22 years old and I really don't know much about life

outside ofjails. Most ofmy life/ have been in and out
of reform schools and jails I hope whoever reads my
dream can understand it and understand the way I

feel."

—Roy Erickson, prisoner

Patrick Coffey

Ripped off by the munchies
To the Editor

Lately many of us have been content to be
followers, accepting anything thrown to us. Let's face
it, it is often easier to live this way. But the time has
come to stop following. We can no longer afford to
remain silent as we are ripped off by Munchies.
Anyone who has done any business at all with this

campus establishment knows what a large-scale rip
off they are conducting. And yet what are we doing
about it? We continue to support their endeavors to
take the student for everything he has.

Off campus prices continue to set new records. Yet
Munchies has managed to top even these. One can
find a number of products on their shelves far ex-
ceeding the prices being asked elsewhere. One such

example is the half-gallon of milk. At neighboring
stores this costs 77 cents. Munchies is asking for an
additional 12 cents. A can of Hi-C also costs an ad-
ditional 12 cents - 45 to 57 cents.

Supposedly these stores are on campus for the
student. But what is it they are doing for us - ripping
us off? I really think that I could get along without
someone doing this for me. In fact, I know I could.
Why should we pay to have ourselves exploited?

We shouldn't and yet Munchies asks us to. So let's
put an end to this exploitation by refusing to do
business with them until they put their prices into a
more reasonable bracket.

Bryan Schultz
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Toughcookie bearing balls
Sitting one glum Monday morning, (as Mondays

inexorably demand to be) among a den of Hatchrats
pondering the lemming like behavior of my fellow
UMies migrating by, I noticed that my 49 cent
Twinkles were resting upon a coffee stained
document of some sort. I carefully perused through it

and my amusement was somewhat mollified by its
contents. It was an application to the Palmer School
of Ball Bearing Design in Newark, New Jersey, some
sort of higher type education. My conscience dictates
that I share its contents with the public.

NAME: Josherina Toughcookie, Jr.

Address: 3-G Frisbee Apts. South Amherst
Occupation: Hard Assed Dyke. Also part time
student.

Major: BDIC in Castration.
DATE OF BIRTH: Dec. 7, 1942
PLACE OF BIRTH: Tierra del Fuega,
Argentina

CITIZENSHIP: Poland.
FATHER'S NAME AND OCCUPATION-
NONE.
MOTHER'S NAME AND OCCUPATION:
Eloise Toughcookie. Refrigerator-Freezer
salesman.

MOTHER'S PLACE OF BIRTH: Costa de Sol,
Spain.

CITIZENSHIP: Haitian.

Health Questionnaire

Applicant will check off any of the following
illnesses if applicant has had them or has them. These
will not be used in admissions policy, rest assured.

V Diabetes \l Meningitis • Crotch Rot
i/ Yellow Fever i/ Hoof & Mouth >J Nervous
Disorders 4 Bedwetting ,/ Schizophrenia
V Paranoia V Trench Mouth J Screaming
Geebees \l Frigidity

Other: Every morning, I twitch like a flounder until I

read the Travel and Leisure Section in last Sunday's
N.Y. Times.

Colleges Attended Yr. Major
West Point 1959-62 Killing & Maiming
Key Biscayne Jr. 1965 Advanced Sand Dunes
Sorbonne 1968 French Fries
Harvard Night School 1973 Elite Floor Scrubbing
UMass 1974

Questions 1-6, please answer the following to the
best of your abilities.

1. What is your greatest Academic Strength?
My greatest academic strength is my uncanny

ability to perceive all forms of knowledge, in their
totality. There is nothing that I don't know or have
known. »

2. What is your greatest Academic Weakness?
My greatest academic weakness is that I can't

concentrate on anything for more than five seconds.
Because of this I never study. And don't intend to.

3. What is your greatest Non Academic Strength?
My greatest non academic strength is my won-

derful personality with which I warm people over
After five seconds they're on my side. Unless of
course they're of the Male persuasion in which case
they're rotating from the nearest lamp-post.

4. What is your greatest Non Academic Weakness?
/just can't get the hang of pinochle. It's burnin' mv

ass.

5. Why do you want to attend the Palmer School of
Ball Bearing Design, in particular?

/ want to come to Palmer, because I want to come
somewhere, anywhere! I've heard of the especially
fine reputation that Palmer enjoys, especially among
the ball bearings that I roll with. In addition, Newark,
New Jersey has so much to offer. Think of the riots,
slums and industrial wasteland, not to mention the
Miss America Pageant only a grenade's throw away in
Atlantic City. It beckons me to orgasm.

6. Finally, briefly detail why you choose to pursue
Ball Bearing Design as your field?

/ feel Ball Bearings are the key to the future.
Without Ball Bearings, where would roller skates be?
Without Ball Bearings, the Russians would be ahead
in the Arms Race and threaten our very existence. I've
always had a great love for them. I've used them for
undreamed of purposes. You wouldn't believe what
they can do. Allmy life I've had a strong desire to help
people, save lives and help our country grow. That's
why I want to pursue a graduate career in Ball
Bearings.

J.T.
Sleep tight tonight, my brethren, safe in the

knowledge that such as Josherina Toughcookie are
the leaders of tomorrow.

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist.

Nat Clark
}

Tenure and individuality
As the tenure decision season approaches each

year I find myself attempting not really to justify the
policy of tenure as if there exists "a tenure policy" but
just to understand and make some consistency out of
all the tenure decisions of the past.

It seems that somewhere in the past a policy
originated which divided a professor's job into three
areas: (1) teaching, (2) research, and (3) service to the
university. Tenure was theoretically given based on
achievement in two out of the three areas. This policy
is very logical and advantageous for the University. To
function on a day to day basis, service on the part of
faculty members is required. To educate the students
in the best possible way, good teaching is essential.
To bring national prestige to the university and to
continually up-date the teaching faculty, active
research is mandatory.

All these areas are equal and should hold equal
weight in a tenure decision. We all know of good
teachers who are gone now due to a whimsical
personnel committee dedicated solely to research. We

also know of very poor teachers who do good
research who are still with us.

I would challenge Student Senator Kelly and his

policy of "contact hours." For a while it is true that

the University is here to educate and teaching should
be primary, it is equally true that a university which
does not allow adequate time for research is dead in

the long run. With time all things change and a great

university is at the forefront of those changes.
I submit that the time has come to realize that each

faculty member has his or her area of expertise. Those
that do not want to teach for they are dedicated to
research should not be forced to teach. Those who
are not research oriented but love and excel at

teaching should be able to teach without being
hassled over research and publications. Both these
areas are vital parts of any great university and each
should be given equal weight. The tenure decision

should once again be made in consideration of

teaching, research, and service not whimsically based
on the one that is popular at the time.

Nat Clark is a Collegian Columnist.
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INDEX: a lot for less
Compiling a yearbook that represents the lifestyle of

twenty-three thousand people is no easy task, particularly
when the amount of money to undertake such a product is
limited by all the economic factors that are limiting
campus projects in general.

Creative effects that could easily be accomplished by
unlimited amounts of money must be replaced by creative
effects that involve prudent but artistic uses of the qraphic
arts.

a K

This year's Index is such a product. A budget cut of
$30,000 plus spiraling costs of publication materials
(particularly paper) would, for the average editor, limit his
product to the average fare of group photos with insane
captions.

The Index staff beat inflation with sensitivity, creativity
and intelligent use of money budgeted for color and other
special effects, and at the same time managed to present
to the students at UMass a well-rounded perspective of
what we are all about.

In sum, the 1974 Index is a publication of professional
quality; to the staff and editor-in-chief Alan Chapman we
say thank you for spending our money wisely and putting
in your time and considerable talents in delivering us an
excellent product.

The opinions expressed in this space are those of a
majority of the editors.

Believe it or not...
By JOHN CUMMINGS

Totally mundane, irrelevant, and seemingly nonsensical courses;
buildings that wouldn't look at all out of place on Manhattan; enough red
tape and long lines to send the most patient of people to the psychiatric
ward; and enough people to fill Fenway Park.

Certainly such a situation warrants, shall we say, a "rationalization" for
existence there.

Possibly the student's dilemma could be compared to that of the boot
camp soldier's. Placed under the care of the vociferous, seemingly part

animal sergeant, the serviceman must attempt to make good his test of
physical brawn and might, before he is thrust into the throes of the fight
which could, if he hasn't learned the mechanics of combat adequately, end
his life. The drills, war games, and endless exercises all are part of the plan
which, hopefully, will narrow the odds on that dreaded result. If the soldier

possesses half a brain, he'll persevere and cooperate to the fullest. If he
elects not to, he might just as well purchase his plot, avoiding later funeral
hassles.

Likewise, the student, armed with the arsenal of novels and other
reading matter-prodded by the vociferous, seemingly part-animal prof-
practices for the war of life to come. The student must attempt to make
good on the tests of his mental brawn and might (no matter how infantile,
or complicated they may seem) before he is thrust into the throes of the
fight which could, if he hasn't learned the mechanics of American money-
making combat adequately, end his soft American middle-class life. The
tests, papers, and seemingly endless classes all are part of the plan which,
hopefully, will narrow the odds on that dreaded result. If the student
possesses half a brain, he'll persevere and cooperate to the fullest. If he
elects not to, he might just as well purchase his shack now, avoiding later
housing hassles.

Such is the student's dilemma, whether he realizes it or not.
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Economic gap
is widening
(LNS) The U.S. Census Bureau

recently released statistics in-

dicating a widening gap between
the economic earning power of

white and black families. In the

period under study, years 1967-

1973, "real earning power" (ear-

nings adjusted for inflation) of black

families fell .2 per cent while during
the same period, real earning power
of the median white family rose 6.

1

per cent.

Students describe
experiences abroad

Students will have the op-

portunity to learn of the ex-

periences of Jewish students from

other parts of the world at 11 a.m.

today in the Colonial Lounge.

Featured speakers will be: Elaine

Sciammas from Egypt, Peter Dallas

from Hungary, David Homajounjah

of Persia, and Carl Ehrlich, an

American who lived in Germany.

Orientation for

support groups
Everywoman's Center will have

an orientation meeting at 8 p.m.
tonight in their office in Goodell for

all women interested in forming
and/ or joining support groups.

Experienced leaders will discuss
the purposes and rewards of

support groups and will help to

organize the groups. Meetings will

be held once a week therafter at the

Center, continuing through the

second week in December.
There is no fee to join the groups.

Interested women should call Carol
Drexler at the Center (545-0883) as
soon as possible to reserve a place.

Folk art display
continuing til 3rd

The Mead Art Gallery at Amherst
College has announced that its

current exhibition, entitled
"American Folk Art," will be on
display through November 3. The
previous closing date was October
30.

The exhibition includes works
from the College's own collection

as well as pieces on loan from
private collectors. Many of the
works are on public display for the
first time.

Appearing

TONITE:

NOON TIDE

Tomorrow:

Real Tears

Rusty Nail

Rt<\ 47 Sunderland

665-4937
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We hearyou
loud and clear.

So, effective immediately

on merchandise already
price markedonourshelves.

From now on, you will never see 2 prices on a
regular price item.

In case we goof, you'll always be charged the
lowest price on any can or package that's
marked with more than one price.

The policy that we're introducing in all Stop &
Shop markets is the result of pre-testing dif-

ferent concepts in our stores dating back to
February 22, 1974. However, since the start of
our September campaign, "The Boss' Promise:
Everything you have a right to expect, we'll do
our best to give you" . . . both our Consumer
Boards (We have 45 in all) and the over-
whelming majority of letters cited re-pricing of
merchandise already on the shelf as one of the
areas of greatest concern.

So from now on, in order to keep our promise,
we're going to see that you get what you've
asked for:

1. When we get a manufacturer's increase in
price, we will put a new unit price tag on the
shelf molding, showing the new selling price.

2. A red plastic tag next to the unit price tag will
identify those items on which we've received
price increases.

3. But we will not change prices on the present
already-price-marked shelf stock.

4. When we stock the new, higher priced
merchandise, we will put it to the back of the
shelf, behind the lower priced merchandise.

5. Price decreases will be identified by crossing
out the original price and stamping the new
lower price.

Items controlled by state laws, tobacco, beer and liquor are exempt from this
policy.

Weekly specials or "sale items" pr.ced lower than our regular prices will be
re pr.ced upward ... to their regular prices ... if any are remaining after
the sale event.

•

At Stop&Shop supermarkets
when you talk, we listen!

n

Maxwell House
Instant Coffee

10 oz. jar

Here's a great way to

stretch your budget.

Upton
SoupMix

Ring o'noodle,
giggle noodle or
diced chicken.

3Vi oz.

Pkg.

Geisha
SolidWhite
Tuna

In Water

Stop&Shop
Ration Dog Food
6 Pack 15^ oz. Cans
Complete and balanced

diet for your pet.

Hunt's
Ketchup

32 Ounce Bottle
Extra ketchup to top
your hamburgers.

Nine Lives
Cat Food

7 Flavors

Perfect for

finicky cats.

6oz.
Cans

MuutyRiir
Print Towcis
125 Count 2 Ply Roil -mjm
Clean-up value for your ^^UEs

fall cleaning. ^mF« W

RiceARoni
Flavored Hice

6 Flavors
Great dish for

your family.

**fe're helping you stretch
yourur food budget with these

great all-week specials!
^^ 0ur all-week specials are the best ways we know to stretch a family jf^0^B&******mnmm0r^^m^ budget. Look over the famous brands, the great beef, the fresh, young '/J

>
c

Bake an old-fashionedF1^^ m lamb, and other money-savers and you'll see we're not just cuttina vnur Rice Puddinq . .

.

Starts Monday, Oct. 21 - Saturday. Oct. 26

Values in our grocery department!

Stop&Shop Potato Chips V.,
' 59c

Fab Detergent is 99c

Ajax Cleanser 2 c." 35c

Friends Baked Pea Beans 3 eVS M
Coronet Bathroom Tissue *** 59c

M ShMI — 2 Ply

Vanity Fair Facial Tissue 3 *» *1
1 3< Count — 3 Ply

Stop & Shop Coffee Creamer' 6

,. ,' 85c

PfeifferCeasar Dressing lis. 89c

Windex, 20 ounce Refill Bottle 49c

Calgon Bath Oil Beads '&£ 79e

Floor Shine Cleaner m°om g.« gg »i»

Lysol Toilet Bowl Cleaner £3 69c

Our all-week specials are the best ways we know to stretch a family
budget. Look over the famous brands, the great beef, the fresh, young
lamb, and other money-savers and you'll see we're not just cutting your
cost of eating—we're cutting your cost of eating well!

"Quality-Protected" Beef Naturally Aged

Blade Steak
BeefChuck MM M £

Bone-m

After you shop our
great value on beef,

take your savings on
the lamb and hot dogs.

All-week freezer specials
Snow Crop

OrangeJuice
12 oz. Can j&4%e

['J 100". Orange Juice ^^MbS^
' ' from Florida ^^am *»^^

Stop&Shop Grape Juice %S 49c

Porterhouse
Steak
Lean*Ground Beef

Tailless
"Quality-Protected" Beef .

aged slowly and naturally.

1 lb. Fresh
Made m our own kitchen.

Simply Super lean ground beef is not more than 24°

Simply Super ... the ground beef you
can depend on. Ground beef that's
consistently lean, fresh, juicy and
flavorful!

lb

FishDinners
2 9oz.'fl

Pkgs ^
Taste O'Sea

Haddock, flounder or sole

Shoestring Potatoes 38,' 2RS 69c

Jeno's Pizza Snack Tray %vr 89c

or Pma Ron Tray 9 ot Paciaga

Cookin'Bag
|MA«]fâ C Banquet ^k 5 02.*^1TKOI9 'Var.ei.Mflf Pkgs J
Roman 10 Pk. Cheese Pizza %; 99c

Kitchen Window Bread Dough 79c

3 Pack — 3 Pound P»cMq*

Lender's Bagels °*X" 'A! 39c

Kwik Make Pancake Batter g£ 55c

3 FltvG't — 16 OX Co*!

Fairlane Cauliflower 3 IS," 89c

Ice cream for dessert!

Natural Ice
\MSflfl-Hendrie s . , , OA<
1^#*H^% 6 Flavors Carton(J^^
Ice Cream Cups ~

Her
\
d
s

"es
e M M""* * Count 38 ez Pwg *

Specials in our dairy department!

2,CottageCheese
Stop & Shop AAc

Low calorie goodness ^^^^
Colombo Flavored Yogurt 4 'AM

Rich's Whipped Topping / . 59c

Stop&Shop Biscuits 8"'- iOp?/.M

Cheese Slices
89

I
I

I

%

Fresh American Grown Lamb Sale!

Lamb Shouldei
Blade Chops
Great served with Stop & Shop mint jelly, Spanish Rice-
a-Roni, and a large tossed salad.

LambRibChops
Lamb LoinChops
W 4 ^^ Shoulder — mLamb Combination
LambLegWhole

Stop & Shop Self Service Deli Week!

HotDogs,Beef Franks

Bake an old-fashioned
Rice Pudding

the easy recipe's in

Consumerism's"
You'll find the yummy pudding

recipe m our Stop & Shop Cook-
ing School column And this week's Consumerism*
contain lively articles on TV watching and calorie
watching Be sure to read the "cold newt" about
canned vegetables, too Get your Consumerism*
at any Stop & Shop

From Stop & Shop's Kitchen!

Large Pizza

Beef or Chicken Pies fc; 69°

Custards -3 Flavors JiSfiS SJ 49*
''" it* Stores FMatmtfj A S*rviC« Ot .

Roast Beef i^Mwrw %' &&
Chinese Style Pork Roll % 69°

Grapenut Custard
(

$
1

9 Value) 79°
But * 't tfto 3C '

; e **EE

Sliced to order in our Deli-Hut!
**a 'aoie m Stores *>a*u'<«g, A Sf.ce De'«

Bologna 99c

Armour Star *^ Large ^ *^it>

Weaver'scoc««ChickenRoll 8 89<

Almar's Corn Beef Round %' 59*
E»"i «»" C30*»fl

Jarlsberg Cheese Norwegian %V*

Reel in all-week savings!

Flounder Fillets
Frozen *^AQ

Firm and flavorful' JH

Haddock Fillets -Frozen Mj?

20 oz. Bag Shrimp B&J *2"

Haddock or Flounder Fillets fi«
*•»•« o s«« — Coo*m i »o<«x •%«

TwiVs Pierogi
I49Potato.Cheese

or Sauerkraut
1 ib

Pkg

or Extra

Mild

Shop & Shop 1 Pound Package

Sliced Bacon-Merit Brand;* M'* Stop & Shop Bacon
Great Shape Franks fff&SZ 1" Sliced Boiled Ham

No more than 16% iat

!

Sliced Cold Cuts

89
i ii »
M '16

•do PIP Poi-anSwKLoa'
2:.,,89

Sliced Cold Cuts - pI^V.^o. 99

From Stop & Shop's own bakery!

EnglishMuffins
Stop & Shop -Flavored ^^ 0^ ^JfcC
O»oaa. cKitH ciwiamon-rnin Pkg ^KMlB

oacon r'avor»a o« Biu«b«rr, iiavoraxj of 6 %a^^^^
Stop & Shop Brownies %" 65c

C*«9coiaw or Bu!t*tc«fc*

Kitchen Cupboard Donuts 69*
S'oo A $*oc — '• o« P«a c' if

Cinnamon Coffee Cake 2JiU.*1
S'oc ft S»"» S'-cee

Stop & Shop Coconut Cake 5

4,
M 79*

White Bread
Loaves ^1

Stop&Shop -Sliced
Buttertop White

Buttermilk Bread
Stop & Shop Lemon Pie

Stop&Shop Apple Pie

S'oc 4
S*a» Oia»w I

;? 75e

Mcintosh

12oi
Pkg

Borden
American Processed

Kraft Velveeta

Wisconsin Sliced Swiss fS,
1
Mi 75c

Sliced Interleaved Muenster Ui 59c

Sid S-#69
P*9 I

-

«^ Mcintosh or Cortland

^#Apples4 s 69°
^* ^* U.S. NO 1-2 , MIN ^ ^i^^ ^^

Cauliflower ^

Fresh Spinach
69 c Fresh Cranberries

49 Foliage Plants AMOitMS Pot

39 c
b

Mouthwash
20 Ounce
Bottle

Lavoris

19
Adorn
HairSpray

6.3 ounce can

79*Regular.
Hard to Hold
or Ultimate

STOP & SHOP in -HADLEY AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley Amherst Line. 8:00a.m.- 10:00p.m., Mon.Sat. Get your Stop SShopsworth!
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Plants brighten

up any dorm room
Bv LYDIA YASIGIGIAN

Staff Reporter
You desperately want a few green plants

in your room, but the ones y<xi have all seem
to die off. Well, that's vt?re this article will
help. Maybe the plants you have just aren't
jit for dorm life. Don't worry, there are many
more that are •'•'(table.

A cactus, for instance, is one type of plant
that would ^ke very well to a dorm. They
don't need much care, jusi warmth, a little

water no.^ and then and aiot of lamp or sun
light.

The best thing aboi" a cdctus is its price.
At Willowbrooks Florist in Amherst you can
get a cactus plant for as "nlc as 79 cents (and
up). You could also try Jeffrey's Florist on
Rte. 9, where the cacti range in price from
$2.00 on up to $7.00.

If a cactus just doesn't seem to excite you
much though, you could try a terrarium. Now
there's something you could practically
shove in a corner and forget, and it'd still do
well in your room.

An open-top terrarium needs a bit more
care than one with a closed-top. It needs a
moderate amount of light artificial or sun,
and has to be kept moist. A closed top
terrarium, on the other hand, needs only be
watered about once a month, but it has to
have the same amount of light as an open-
top.

Terrariums range widely in price. At
Willowbrook's you find them from $7.50 up
to $18.50. Jeffrey's Florist start their

terrarium prices at $15.00 and go on ud to
$25.00.

M

These prices may seem a bit high, but
terrariums are very hardy and will last, for an
indefinite amount of time.

If a terrarium isn't quite what you have in

mind, how about a rubber plant? These
plants can adapt themselves to almost any
condition, including your room at the dorm.
One thing a rubber plant does need is a lot of
light. This could be provided either through
sunlight, or a bright lamp. Rubber plants
cannot take too much humidity. But they are
a hardy plant, requiring some plant food only
during their active growth period (during
spring and summer). Their price, though it

seems rather high, actually isn't considering
the great amount of time these plants will

live. You can get a good sized one at
Willowbrook's for 7.50, and a three foot plant
at Jeffrey's will cost you $15.00.

Your room is already overcrowded, and
you can't possibly fit anything as big as a
rubber plant anywhere in it? Fear not! The
age of the hanging plant is here. Hanging
olants come in an almost endless variety.
There are philodendrons, most types of ivy

plants, rhododendrons, ferns, spider plants
or any potted plant can grow out and down.

Hanging plants are very easy to care for.
They need a bright light, any kind will do as
long as a couple hours a day are direct
sunlight. They also need to be kept moist at
all times. This means watering every two or
three days. They too. as with the rubber
plants, need plant food, but only during their

Staff Photo by Jim Paulin

Living in a dormitory can have enoua 1, hassles, without having to put
up with a drab room. Just a few plants can make any room a lot more
livable/ without too much effort or cost.

active growth period (spring and summer).
At Willowbrook's Florist you can get a

fairly large sized hanging plant for an average
price of $8.00. Jeffrey's, on Rte. 9, has an
average price of $7.50.

Hanging plants < jw quite quickly, so
buying a smaller (a d less expenscve) one

doesn't mean it'll remain small for long.

So, throw out your less hardy plants, or

your plastic imitations, and try one of the

plants mentioned above. Given the proper

(and so little) care they need you'll be able to

watch them flourish even in a crowded or

tiny or hot or cold or humid or dry dorm

room.

Graffiti grinds onward
By JIM PAULIN
Staff Writer

Graffiti: It thrives in stairwells and toilet

stall walls. While sitting on the John, it can be
an appropriate alternative to the Collegian.

On a halfway door in Pierpont is the social
commentary "do not feed the animals -
they are on the meal ticket."

At the top of the grad research tower
stairwell, the one with the window that looks
like a huge camera flash attachment from the
ground, is a well endowed graffiti museum
containing a collection of pithy literary gems.
The library stairwells also contain a wealth of
graffiti.

There is none of the artistic graffiti made
famous outside of New York City by Norman
Mailer's "The Faith of Graffiti", which in-

cluded extravegantly multicolored spray
painted walls. The huge expanses of barren
concrete could definitely use some en-
vigorating spraypaint. The closest UMass
graffiti comes to art is with the crude pencil
or pen drawings used to illustrate some of
the obscenities.

What are the motivations which produce
these wall fillers? Fidgety nervousness? An
affinity for dirty language? Ask the hand-
writing analyst.

How can you catch a graffiti artist at work?

..£•'«.. .

RECIPE EXCHANGE

CMHOT
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Science Fiction — "Warning: ao not go
any lower - there is a largeheaded dino
down there".

Quotations with credits - "Virginity is like

a bubble on a river - one prick and it's gone
forever" from Playboy Party Jokes.

Puns - "Keep the baby, Faith" written

next to an illustration of a pregnant woman.
More Science Fiction "Gravity is a myth

- the Earth sucks".

The walls of the grad research tower

staircase are so thickly coated with graphite

and ink that it that it seems the print

structurally reinforces the building.

Most UMass graffiti is literary graffiti.

e
em
o
a?
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Listen to the wall of the stall for pencil
scratching. When you catch him, cnop off
his hands and mount them over the stall door
as a warning to others who may be con-
templating a similar mode of expression
That was the way they used to make lessons
out of pirates, except they mounted the head
on a post in the harbor.
When a fine arts critic of note was asked

to comment on the genre of graffiti, he said
"It's the peoples culture - the people talk
the people squat".

Of all forms of writing, graffiti is the least
egotistical one seen. Never is there a byline
under a mural manuscript.

L

BySUEKEIRAS
ANDSUEDUCHIN

Staff Writers
With midterms around the next bend

there's no time to start cooking. When
you're out picking up your Halloween
pumpkin at a local fruit and vegetable
stand, pick up a few zuchinis, and 2 green
peppers for a luscious: Zuchini Casserole.
The whole dish should take less than 1

hour in preparation, baking, and con-
sumption.

EQUIPMENT:
Hot plate or electric skillet

Pyrex dish or tupperware dish
Oven (available on the lounge floors in

most dorms)

INGREDIENTS:

2 or 3 medium size zuchinis (cost
approx. 60 cents)

2 green peppers (usually sell 3 for 29
cents)

1 large onion

1 cup of tomato sauce or stewed
tomatoes in can

1 lb. of Cheddar or swiss cheese
Optional: grated parmesan cheese

PROCEDURE:

— Fry onions and peppers in butter or
oil. % cook the zuchinis (they should be
kinda hard)

-Cooking means to either boil or fry

them so they soften up a little.

— Put vegetables, then spices, then
tomatoe sauce in a dish. The vegetables
should be sliced K inch thick.

-Add cheese to top (can shake on
parmesan cheese if desired.)

-Place on 400 degree for 20-25
minutes.

This serves 4-6 people as a main dish or
with a fish or meat main dish as a
vegetable side order.

The recipe exchange needs recipes
that are quick, cheap, and easy. We need
your support so send your recipes to: The
Collegian, c-o the Life-Style Editor.

Looking for a better lot?
The Waiting List for closed

parking lots will be open today at
8:30 a.m. at the Parking Office in
Hampshire House.
People who received their third

or worst choice for a parking lot

are eligible for the list. They may
come into the Parking Office or call
5-0065 to have their name recorded
for one lot on the list.
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The Only Kosher-Style
DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT

In the Pioneer Valley

1

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 \m Serving

Food and Liquor
fromll a.m.

Kris Jackson doing it on the walls.
Staff Photo-Bill Howell

SUPERMARKETS
Look for our New
Price Information
Label ...it is our Tool
ToHelp You Save
Money!

30.9'
/POUWD
*/•»[' MiCI

UNIT P«K't

. <l • I •"

I •! I I I

HERE'SMORE
IT PAYS TO
THE FINAST WAY

The best meat men in the business are working for you at Finast
and they trim off all excess bone and fat before they weigh and price
your meat purchase. Why settle for less

!

Take advantage of
this old, lower price

while supplies last!
^This portion will oe removed as soon as

possible alter last item sold

The unit prices shown in Orange will
enable you to make value comparison.

OUR PRICING POLICY
Finast will no longer increase the price of lood once placed on
our shelves

When we are forced to increase a price items on shelves
marked at the lower price will be sold out at that lower price
When we reduce a price, shelf slocks will be repriced and sold
•I the new lower price

You always pay the lowest price marked on any can or
package

Weekly specials and sale items are priced lower than regu-
lar prices Any item remaining after the sale event will be
repriced upward

Quality meats from the best meat men in the business'

Boneless
Shoulder Steak

Blade

Beef Chuck - Bone In

Stock up on frozen foods the Finast way'

Orange Juice

Beef
Chuck

Naturally aged

for tenderness

and flavor

Tender
Tasty

Delicious

$
I3?

Finast
100% Pure
Florida
Juice

Green
Giant

^^^Pcans^ W^eaWW

Vegetables

Formerly Rib Roast 5th thru 7th Ribs ««•* * _m*%.

Rib Extra Trim Roast %XX£ss *14?
Formerly Rib Steak Bone In 5th thru 7th Rib - Cap Off art* _^m a «?>

Rib Extra Trim Steak $"149
Formerly Smoked Shoulder Butts - Boneless - Finast Water Added 4* *A\ r%t\Smoked Pork Shoulder Roll*12f

Chicken Legs

79*Fresh Tasty
Chicken

Chicken Breasts
Chicken Wings.

89'
49*

Regular or Thick ^ l^-af.

Finast Sliced Bacon is $109 [^Import.Ham
Under Blade Pot Roast

Mixed Vegetables
Cream Corn

French Green Beans

S><eO

7>ee» your family to Mr. Deh Specials
and Save tha Finast way!

Freshly
Sliced to Order 16?

Beef Chuck
Bone In

2 10 oz
pkgs

Strawberries **'

Sole Dinner o'S:

Frozen Waffles *&

Sunr/se fresh dairy features the finast way

'

'

—

Formerly Blade Steak

Top Blade Steak Bon«»» e«i ouc*. . .e 1 .59
Formerly TopOuc* Swat

Top Blade Steak no** ... e«. c^„ .. * 1.19
formerly Bee* Mrl fl.DS

Short Ribsmam » 1 .09
Formerly Cuoe v»»«

Cubed Steak SPSS. * 1 .59
formerly Slew Sect

Beef For Stew bo~*« » 1 .39

Swiss Cheese mportec ..1.59
Dandy Loaf ca^. . . . , c 95«

A«a«at*t in Stores wiH\ Mr Dei Dept

Ground Beef
Chuck

3 lbs

or More 89?
Cottage Cheese

59 e
Finast

Small or
'^»&j Large Curd

lib
ctn

Cheese Spread "^T1

.

Hoods Yogurt -SH . .

Orange Juice-

Margarine *
I MM

"as Corn
On

MM Oj
£69*
1 1. 63'

Proof it pays to shop for quality

product the Finast wav'

Finast Frozen
Beef, Chicken, Turkey

All

Flavors

Snow White
Cauliflower

^-~ T^fc^r head

lc

F
eb!rg LettllCO

3 hj

Florida Oranges . .10 » 79*

Mac Apples &&, . . 3 £ 59*

Yellow Onions 3 ^,39*
Fiesta Salad V49'

Finast Butter
Finast Eggs
Pot Pies
Hi-C Drinks
Viva Towels
Grape Jelly
White Tuna
Root Beer

Solid
Limit 2

16 oz
Pkg

Medium Grade A one
Limit 2 dozen

4
2

8 oz
pkgs

46 oz
cans

White Dec.
or Assorted

Smucker's

Finast Solid

In Water

123 ct

roll

2 lb

jar

Dad's

7oz
can

half

gallon

69e

69*
89«
89*
39*
85e

59°
69«

Self Service Deli Vlaues!

Finast Franks22* * 79*
Jones Sausage -," 99*
Swifts Sausage »£«. £ 79«
wieners *. «« ,.

** cwt e 1.05
Bologna o>** ****. j» $§•
Cotto Salami ...

e

e
- 75.

Braunschweiger,,/,:. . . . £ 55*
Boneless Ham^'£ p

; . . ..; 1.49

SAVE 57 c

With These Coupons

Bakati trash with natural ingradiann Ihm Finast way!

Big
Sandwich Bread

Price* Effective thru Oct 26

Donuts
f

Ts£T
English Muffins . .

.

. 2 T1.00

..2? 69€

Clorox Bleach
With this

Coupon 2 gallon £a.S
jugs *F

fff^y^i

and A Purchase of $5 or More
Limit One Coupon per Customer

(—, H6S2 Valid thru Sat . Oct 26

Save 25 n Save 10

Upton
Cup-A-Soup Plllsbury

Best Flour

Save 10 n Save 12
Win T»*s Cogpr».
Q» Or» p»9 'JC

Glad
Food Bags

LOO"
.an

^iff^"
Ht24

I

a 1

Sow
»

Renuzit
Fresheners

fn||plV- I^'OC a | UQEBi va*, .rTocli
'•'I

I

We Reserve the Rrght to bmrt Quantities
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Staff Photo-Dick Leonard

Saturday night at Hamden dining commons/ Real
Tears drew an enthusiastic crowd of over 700.

New Japan Philharmonic

appearing at the Cage
The New Japan Philharmonic with Kazuyoshi Akiyama as conductor,

will appear in concert at the Curry Hicks Cage tonight at 8 p.m.
Japan's newest orchestra, the New Japan Philharmonic gave its debut

performance in September of 1972, under the direction of chief conductor
Seiji Ozawa, now conductor of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. In 1973,

the New Japan Philharmonic was invited to the Hong Kong Arts Festival

and gave four very successful concerts.

This year, following their United States appearance, the Orchestra
begins a three-week tour of major European cities.

Appearing in Amherst with the New Japar Philharmonic will be Minoru
Nojima, the famed Japanese pianist, in a performance of Prokofiev's Piano
Concerto No. 2 in G minor, Opus 16. The remainder of the program will be
Berlioz's Overture, "The Roman Carnival," Opus 9; Prelude a I'Apres-Midi

d'un Faune by Claude Debussy and Symphony in D minor by Cesar
Franck.

Tickets are now on sale at the Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall,

telephone 545-0202, and are priced at $2 for UMass students.

Special group rates may be arranged through the Arts Council Box
Office.

TOP OF THE CAMPUS
DINNER MENU

Appetizers Vegetables

CMIUtO TOMATO jgiCl

KICSMFfcuiT CUP*iTMSMtR8f T

SOUF0F TMC OAV

0Ni0NS0Uf«flTHC«t0ufn»l

SHUIMf COCKTAH

SAUTtf SHRIMP <t i,a«i >r BUT T

Beverages
• •• ;*>

8AKl0Sruf»f0Pii

BAMDPO!"

TRUtCMFRHOPOTA-'ii .

SAUHED MUSHROOMS

VlGfTABlf. Of ThCOAV

,".

Entrees
u >AST P» VI HiHiiF BHF Au JUG in 2 9$

BHQiUD LMQPPfD Bt IF STf AK with MUS.HNOOM ? 95 ? (jT,

BAHED BOS TON SC.ROfi 3 2b .'96

BF)OPL c D BREAST Of CHICKEN *«Th POULET SAUCE 1 <ih 7 60

Am .,an aj ,\>r%% lor uuf rt*ii* «|i#ci* I 10*. ilucounl fui U M«i I1udt«tt1

• "n«VIF RIB OF BEEF An JUS EXTRA ' 5%
V A • "SIRLOIN STEAK W'Th ON'ON RiNt.S f, bo

EllET •• •. ,-. ' •• .'noM'AP', '96

BEEF Ml 4 ;',

SURF K /%
yt At F*«W 59*.

.

•• IhO

4 20

rrffi

•

-

1

I

Riding director

wins trophy
By ROBERT,.AMILTON

Staff Correspondent

UMass Director of Riding, Linda

Jaskiel-Hamilton, finished her show
season on a successful note at the

Eastern States Dressage Show in

Princeton, New Jersey, recently.

Jaskiel-Hamilton and Tzigan, her

imported Spanish Andalusian, won
the Major Dezso Szilagyi Perpetual

Trophy and Grand Champion
Ribbon in the Training through

Second Level Division.

Jaskiel-Hamilton and Tzigan
entered three classes; Training

Level Test One and Two and First

Level Test One, winning two firsts

and a sixth respectively. The
Trophy is awarded to the horse and
rider attaining the highest per-

centage score in any class of the

competition.

The pair scored 75 of a possible

100 points in Training Level Test

One, topping 150 rides at the

various levels. This outstanding ride

also was the Best Senior Ride in the

Training thru Second Level

Competition.

Jaskiel-Hamilton explained that

dressage is a French word meaning
simply, "The training of the horse."

"Dressage is similar to figure

skating in that the horse and rider

perform a prescribed series of

movements at the walk, trot, and
canter.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1974

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

JUSS

DANCE
COMPANY

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

FRIDAY* SATURDAY

OCT 18a 19, 1974

8 PM BOWKER
AUDITORIUM

t

TICKETS: $4 & $3general $2& $1.50umass students

wOOn6T
or later

you'll

come to
>

/MAU Sriichei

^

Kazuyoshi
Akiyama

conductor
PIANO SOLOIST
MINOFIU NUJIMA

MONDAY OCT. 21
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bum
curry hicks cage

Japan PbilbariTjopic

TICKETS :$4 general $2 umass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, U MASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

The
Super Pizzeria

Specializing in

SUPER
tasting Pizza,

Grinders,

and Spaghetti,

Looking for delivery people

17 Montaque Rd.

North Amherst

15

How many nurses have we got?
By KATHLEEN FLYNN

Assistant Professor of Nursing
The number of applicants to the

Baccalaureate Nursing Program at
UMass needs to be put into per-
spective in relation to what has
happened in Massachusetts and
throughout the United States in

Nursing Programs.

In 1965 the American Nurses
Association issued a Position
Paper, the sum and substance of

this Paper was that Nursing
Education belonged in institutions

of Higher learning. This came as a
crushing blow to the Hospital
School of Nursing that was and is

still preparing the largest number of

MONDAY, OCT. 21

Bluewall 9

at these

A/NAAAA/

Big Discounts!

Save up to $3.00!

Records
Top artists!

Major labels!

Hundreds of records! Classics included!

Many, many selections in this special purchase,
A Totalis New SvWk (ion from Last Woek

NOW \T

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

DON'T MISS THIS SALE!!

Come early for best selection!

The Canon F-i.

images are what its all about
Photographic equipment can

be a trap. Sometimes, you can get
so involved with it that you lose

sight of your real purpose-
making photographs.

The Canon F-1 can help you
forget about equipment and
concentrate on images. It was
designed, and functions, as an
extension of your photographic
vision. It's responsive in a way that

you must experience to appreciate

.

i.
. . .

.

w&®wssm& r

I

And since it was conceived as a
system camera, every part works
together with effortless smooth-
ness, from the more than 40 Canon
FD and FL lenses to the over 200
accessories.

The heart of the camera is it's

central spot metering system.
With it you can use anyone's
exposure system, no matter how
critical, since it only measures the
central 12% of the finder area-

regardless of the focal length used.

So if you re spending too much
time lately worrying about your
equipment, it's time you stopped,

and took a good look at the Canon
F-1 system, and Canon's other

fine cameras—the automatic,

electronic EF, the full-feature FTb,

and the TLb. If you're interested

in images, Canon s your camera

A System of Precision
Canon

Canon USA, Inc . 10 Nevada Drive. LaKe Success, New York 1 1040
Canon USA, Inc , 457 Fullerton Avenue, Elmhurst. Illinois 60126

Canon USA, Inc , 123 East Paulanno Avenue, Costa Mesa, California 92626
Canon USA, inc . Bldg B-2 1060 Ala Moana Blvd . Honolulu, Hawaii 96814

Canon Optics & Business Machines Canada Ltd Ontario

nurses for beginning nursing
Dractice, Associate Degree
programs were are are preparing
more nurses than Baccalaureate
Degree proarams (B.S. Degrees
12.1 percent). (80.5 percent less

than B.S. Degree)
From 1969 to 1973 there has been

a decline in Hospital Schools of
Nursing Programs (695-494), an
increase in Associate Degree
Programs (390-574), and an in-

crease in Baccalaureate Programs
(254-305). The increase in total

basic nursing programs has not
been significant (1339-1373) a total

of 34 programs throughout the
country in five years.

Resulting from the decrease of
job availability for teachers and
other baccalaureate degree
educated students who may or may
not have been realistic as to the job
market for their skills, there has
been a considerable number of
persons applying to schools of
nursing for a second Baccalaureate
degree.

There is an increased number of

males entering nursing. Thus the
number of applicants far exceeds
the number of possible admissions
to any Collegiate nursing program
in the United States or in

Massachusetts.

Admitting large numbers of

students may not be a problem
regarding space on the campus, but
it is in relation to placement in the
clinical agencies. Providing faculty

to supervise students in acute care
situations when each faculty has 7-

9 students each in a different room,
with a different health problem is

also a problem as well as the safety
and legal factors.

A high percentage of those
80.5 percent with less than a
Baccalaureate Degree in Nursing
are career mobile. For the most part
they do not meet admission
standards. Associate Degree
Nursing programs were never
intended to imply automatic
transfer at the Junior Year to
Baccalaureate degree programs
even if the Associate Degree
graduate had a 4.0 cum. average.
The reason why the transfer is not
automatic is because she has not
met the number of general
education credits required for the
upper division major. Technical
Evaluation is not the basis for
professional education.

The numuer ot applicants to
Baccalaureate Nursing programs is

not likely to decline in the years
ahead. The University of
Massachusetts is the only bac-
caluareate nursing program serving
Western Massachusetts. In Eastern
Massachusetts, there exist six (6)

State supported nursing Programs-
Worcester, Fitchburg, Boston,
Lowell, Salem, and South Eastern
Massachusetts University, plus four
(4) private institutions-Boston
College, Boston University.
Northeastern University, and
Simmons College.

Another factor involved in in-

creased enrollment is two Hospital
Schools of Nursing in

Massachusetts graduating ap-
proximately 175 students per year
are expected to close within two
years.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics'

S2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,

176 page, mail order catalog

of 5500 topics. Enclose

S1 00 to cover postage (1-2

days delivery time).

519GLENROCK AVE.

SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for

research purposes only
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Murray to present "Hallelujah
//

James P. Murray will be the
second speaker in the Black Film
Series and he will present the film
"Hallelujah".

James P. Murray, formerly Film
Editor and Editor-in-chief of Black
Creation, the Quarterly Review of
Black Arts and Letters, is Arts and
Entertainment Editor of the New
York Amsterdam News, the
nation's largest Black weekly
newspaper. His book on Black
filmmaking, "To Find An Image"
was published by Bobbs-Merrill in

February, 1974.

A student of filmmaking for over
three years and an ardent
moviegoer most of his life, Murray
came to the Amsterdam News in

1971. So impressed was Am-
sterdam News Executive Editor

Bryant Rollins with his work that

Rollins recommended Murray for

membership in the prestigious New
York Film Critics Circle after only
writing for the newspaper nine

months. He was elected as the

organization's first Black member a-

few weeks later. And at this time,

he is the only full-time Black film

critic in the country.

Murray, who has also written

about film in The New York Times,
Encore, The Drama Review, Black
Enterprise and Harlem's Com-
munity News Serivce, has covered
the movie scene from both New
York and Hollywood during the
past three years. He has traveled on
location with several motion pic-

tures in production and has in-

terviewed over 60 Black film artists

in less than 24 months. They in-

clude directors like Ossie Davis,

Gordon Parks, Sr., and Melvin Van
Peebles; actors like Richard
Roundtree (of "Shaft") and Ron
O'Neal (of "Super Fly"); and
Actresses like Rosalind Cash and
Cicely Tyson.

The film showing and lecture will

take place Monday, Oct 21, 1974, in

Thompson Hall Room 106 at 8:00

p.m. The Admission is free and the

public is invited. The program is

being sponsored by the Program
j

Council and Harambee.

PEACE CORPS AND VISTA

REPRESENTATIVE AT U MASS,

OCT. 22-24

Recruiters will be at the
Campus Center Concourse and
the Student Development Center
at Berkshire House/ from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Seniors and graduate
students are urged to sign

up at the Student Development
Center for an interview.

Also, on Tues., Oct. 22, there
will be an audio-visual

presentation at 803 Campus
Center.

dk *&

James P. Murray

SMITH COLLEGE REC COUNCIL

presents

RAMSEY LEWIS
in CONCERT

John M. Greene Aud.

- Oct. 25 at 8:00 p.m
S3. 00 Gen. Adm.

TICKETS: Campus Travel
(3rd Floor Campus Center)

8:30 a.m. — HIGHTIDES — see what me Mure has in
sore for you every weekday.
6:15 p.m. — OFF THE HOOK — Eilish Broderick hosts a
discussion wihi representatives from Peace Corps and
Visa. Puone in your questions and comments'
7:00 p.m. — QUARTET BANANA POETRY SHOW —

1 UMass profs, read op Banana poet-y.
|7:15 p.m. — MUSICAL FLASHBACKS — this week Vinny
Peruzzi akes a look a' 1968. News, sports, and music to
remember '68 by. Tune in!
10: 15 p.m. — FOCUS - Ken Mosakowski moderates a \\ve>and lively deba'e between Democrat incumbent State

l
eHaZ J0^n °,

lver and his PPonent, Independent.
Republican Gerald McCarthy.
+ Hall-ween SDecial coming your way. Stay tuned.

U1MUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

Tkfe CueefcintheHfllcH
(Hon
LUNCH

• soup

• roast beef hash • chicken pot pie •

• tossed salad

• jello

• rolls & butter • rolls & butter

DINNER

• soup

• beef pot pie

• tossed salad

cookies

rolls & butter

TUE
• soup

• tossed salad

• choc, pudding

WED
• soup

franks &
baked beans

tossed salad

cookie

rolls & butter

• soup

• rigatoni &
meat sauce

• tossed salad

• choc, chip cookie

• rolls & butter

THa
soup

seafood

Newburg w/rice

tossed salad

rolls & butter

jello

PRI

• soup

• stuffed pepper

• whipped potato

• peas & carrots

• butterscotch

pudding

• rolls & butter

• soup

• beef ravioli

• tossed salad

• roll & butter

• jello

soup

baked schrod

whipped potato

peas

» roll & butter

* cookie

• soup

• baked macaroni

& cheese

• tossed salad

• cookie

• roll & butter

MONDAY. OCTOBER 21
f
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ARE YOU
ELIGIBLE
FOOD STAMPS

SUPERMARKETS

We'd
Like to
Help You
get more Food
Buying Power with

mm
Food Stamps. Here's two
simple tests to find out if

you qualify

1. The first test is your "resources."

Kuran^^l?min^hT »

ney °" hand ° r
"l*

checkin9 or savings account, stocks and bonds, money frominsurance settlements, inheritances, prizes and awards, and money you get all at once (LumD sum Davmento
tern ThKffiSS ZSSX"

soTes <n°t month|V checks). This includes resources offfi&SMBKESbers. This does not include car, furnishings, house, personal belongings, and income-producing property

So, if your RESOURCES are less than $1,500 you may qualify for food stamps.

andstm q

h
uanfy

rtiCiPatin9 members of your h°usehold is over 60, you may have up to $3,000 in RESOURCES

2
'

dSduclfo^liSed^low^'
lnC°me *"*' deduc,ions To be9*. estimate your take-home income, after the

FULL DEDUCTIONS
FEDERAL AND STATE INCOME TAX
SOCIAL SECURITY OR MANDATORY RETIREMENT
UNION DUES
MANDATORY EDUCATION COSTS
COURT ORDERED ALIMONY OR CHILD SUPPORT
ttfif^fSI&Hs DENTAL COSTS, & HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUMS OVER $10CHILD CARE (IF NECESSARY FOR WORK)

POSSIBLE DEDUCTIONS
SH

J
E
.

L
J.
ER EXPENSES IF OVER 30% OF INCOME AFTER DEDUCTIONS

2£IklE,RJ,NCLUDES RENT OR MORTGAGE PAYMENTS, INSURANCE (REALPROPERTY
, ELECTRICITY, WATER, HEAT & COOKING COSTS SEWERAGE/

DISPOSAL FEES OR SPECIAL ASSESSMENT^
*»fcWtHAfafc/

I«f
n
'J'

w

d y
!?
ur ho

,
useho|d size on the chart. The figure below your household size is the amount of incomeafter deductions that you and your family may have and still be eligible for Food Stamps.

income

HOUSEHOLD SIZE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
MONTHLY INCOME $194 $273 $393 $500 $593 $680 $767 $853 $926 $999 $1072 $1145
WEEKLY INCOME 45 63 91 116 138 158 178 198 215 232 249 266

i

SSS pZf ol rhe^thlngs^wSyou *^ '^ F°°d St3mP Re9iStrati0n Center
-
And remembe' *°" •"««

>-*••*
' * * * * m m m *

D Your Past 5 WEEKS pay stubs and those of any other
working member of your family

Social Security Number

Pensions

Annuities

Social Security Receipts

Veteran's Benefits

Workman's Compensations

Unemployment Compensation

Rental Income Received

Alimony

Child Support

Strike Benefits

D Bank Book or Other Record of Savings

Paid Medical Bills (current month)

D Shelter Expenses (if you think you qualify for
deductions)
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ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY SEMINAR:
'Themiatry and the Expectations of

Society" by Prof. Anna J. Harrison, Dept.
of Chemiatry, Mt. Holyoke College on
Tuea., 10-22 at 11:15 a.m., Grad. Reaearch
Center, Tower 101.

ASTROLOGY OPEN HOUSE:
Tonite at 7:30 in rm. 1001-1002 CC a

group of Aatrologera will anawer your
questions about Astrology, No charge.
Organic cider and cookies, door priie,
music.

ATTENTION NATURE LOVERS:
Want fresh air and exercise? Walk 12

milea for the Heart Fund on Nov. 2. Sign
up and obtain sponsor sheets on the CC
Concourse today. Wed. or Fri.. It'a for a
good cause.
GAMMA GAMMA SIGMA:

Important meeting tonite at 6:30 in rms.
804-808 CC. Final plana will be made for
the Regional Conference. All sisters please
attend. Meeting for pledges will follow at
7:30.

HOMECOMING PARADE:
Any dorm or organization wiahing to

enter a float in the Homecoming Parade
should contact Mark at 5-0174.
ICE HOCKEY:

All students pre registered for G90 Ice
Hockey who have not contacted Coach
Kidd, Boyden 225, must check with him or
Mrs. Purnell. Boyden 226, before reporting
for the firat claaa on Nov. 4.

INTER VARSITY:
Come for Christian fellowship tonite in

rm. 811 CC Read Romans 6.

MUSIC THEATRE GUILD:
Meeting tonite at 5:30 in rm. 905-909 CC.

Will nominate Executive Board and discuss
Spring show.
OUTING CLUB:

Tonite at the club's general meeting a
slide show of this summer's trip up Mt.
Rainier, rm. 113 CC at 6:30 p.m. Get your
entry for the new O.C. patch designing
contest in to the Office.

SKIERS:
Today, through Friday the Ski Club is

holding its annual membership drive. CC.
Concourse, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
STUDENT VIDEO PROJECT:

Five coordinators meet tonite at 9 p.m.
in S.U. Lobby (go from there). Have
proposals ready please. General meeting
Weds.
LOST:

Green, nylon, ski jacket (heavy) pink,
paint behind collar. Please call Janet 546-
5562
LOST:

Turquoise necklace, in Amherst or at

UMass. Great personal value. Please have
the heart to return. Reward. 628-3872.
L OST:
Atlas-Rand Calculator Friday 11th.

Reward Please call Ed at 546-5308.
LOST.

Set of keys with Trolley car charm on
ring, outside of Draper Hall, Thurs., night
10-17 Turned in to CC. lost and found.

Try

MDC
Classifieds

WORLD
CAMPUS
AFLOAT

m

Jl

m/i

You'll sail in February,
with the ship your class-

room and the world your
campus . . . combining ac-

credited studies With fasci-

nating visits to the fabled

ports of the Orient, Africa,

and the Americas. Over
10,000 students from 450
colleges have already sailed

with WCA — join them! Fi-

nancial aid available. Write

today for free catalog.

WCA, Chapman College

Box F, Orange, CA 92666

ACROSS
1 Radiates
6 Feminine title

10 Flirt with

Slang
14 West Pointer

15 Ammunition
Informal

16 As busy as

17 Legal excuse
18 Time of day
19 Church part

20 Entirely

22 Married again
24 Hits

26 Spuds: Dial

27 Stray feline

2 words
30 "••- you

ready?"
31 Put on cargo
32 Hunting dog
37 Annual

returns. Abbr
38 Leads astray
40 Int. Trade

Org
41 Perfects by

repetition

43 Slugger ----

Slaughter
44 Direction.

AbN.
45 Cushioned

footstools
48 Of love

Mar

S8
59
61

51 Waffle
coating

52 Meals
54 Chemical

compound
Came to rest

Himself: Latin

Vladimir Mich

Ulyanov
62 Of sound mind
63 Letters

64 Ancient
chariot

65 Organs
of vision

66 Woolly
creatures

Russian

rulers: Var.

DOWN
"On your

way 1
"

Nimbus
Supervise
a paper
Degraded
Quiet Poet
A man of

67

Sat urday'i PUOSJ Solved
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7 I love: Latin

8 Cupid
9 Of money
10 Aquatic

mammal
11 Lessen

Separate
13 Pavs attention

21 Resin secret

ing insect

23 Baseballer

Roger --•

25 Music
players

Informal

27 Winglike
28 Knowledge
29 Strike with

a whip
33 Pleasant

flavor

34 E. Indian

instrument

35 Shelley's

alma mater
36 Betsy

Amer Patriot

38 Fundamental
principle

39 Tending to

raise up
42 Conditions

of life

43 Ruler

46 Three Prefix

47 Passage for

exit

48 Cancel
49 Pass along

50 Think

53 Eject

55 Saturn's rings

projection

56 Knotter
57 Finishes

60 View

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

MONDAY. October 21 -
Born today, you are a quiet,

deeply introspective individ-

ual whom few come to know
very wall. You can appear
outgoing, happy, even devil-

may-care, but in reality you
are reticent, inward-looking,
and relatively pessimistic

about yourself and the world
around you. Such an attitude

cannot help but affect your
work, which is why there are
times when, though you know
your job and are both
educated and trained to
succeed in it, you cannot quite
reach the pinnacle of success,

cannot quite achieve the
determined thrust needed for

fulfillment.

Despite this, you possess a

magnetism that draws from
others offers of help, whether
or not you need it. There is

something about you that
compels people to confide in

you their inmost feelings.

BvSfH* MnMsV

I.IBKAiHept Jatici -.'i

Take care lhal vnu don I fall

mm prerisrlv ihnse activities

you should avoid You could

easilx overdo things on ihe

emplovmi'M seem- lodav

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 211
— If you arc wis* you aril)

store up some energy for the

latter part of the week Refuse
to give up all your know-how
to the first bidder

SAGITTARIUS I Nov 22
Dec 211 - Be especially

careful when it comes to those

activities which could, if

allowed to go wTong. be
detrimental to your health

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan
191 - Take some time to

reflect this morning Now is as
good a time as any to inform
others of changes in your
responses and reactions.

AQUARIUS Uan 20 Feb
1H| — This could well be one of

the banner days of the year for

you — if you are quick to lake

advantage of an almost hidden
opportunity

PISCESlFeb 19 March 201

Plans for your future must
be carefully nurtured if they
are to develop into anything
profitable in the way of actual

Don I

ARIES I March 21 April 191

You would do well to

postpone the beginnings of a

new project Anything already

off the ground, however, is

well favored at this time

TAURUS I April 20 May 20)
- Though another may offer

incentives, you would be wise

not to overdo Your physical

wrllheing must be guarded if

ii is to continue

GEMINI (May 21 June 20

1

- You can discover the

reasons lor recent setbacks if

you will lake the time to

examine past decisions care-

fully Don l (five up your plan

of action

CANCER lJune 21-July 221

Ynu can demonstrate your
compassion through the way
in which you approach and
then attempt to help t hose less

well olf than vourself

LEO Uul> 2:1 Aug 221 -
Secure help il you need it

There is nothing to be gained
In the kind modesty that

requires you to go it alone
when things gel tough
VIRGO (Aug 99 Sept 221

Accept another's en-
couragement You may expect
little to occur in the way of

real help but expectations
are happily disappointed'

41

58

24

42

21

45

32

25

I 59

63

66

22

33

60

23

TofTi 1 12 1
13"

16

19

46 47

5T

43

40

61

6T

35 36

55 56 57

Kampus Kapers
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IM TO RESTORE. ORDER/
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YES, AND IF YtHJ SCRATCH
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\
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by johnny hart
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1*r

hart

Greeks to sponsor
sex ed. colloquium

Cindy Waldren and Pam Lees will lead the eight two-hour sessions A
ana raiiacies

, Human Intimacy-The Lovina Tourh" "rnn * r^^*
Science and Se.f", and "Alternate Lifesty.elwhereDoS^
Guest speakers, small group activities and films will highHght several ofthe d^cuss^n meetmgs. Attendance at and participation I each sessions

The course will meet Mondays starting tonight from 7:30 to 930 o m atLambda Delta Phi, 389 North Pleasant Street
P

Registration is in the Greek Affairs Office, 236 Whitmore. Howeverenrollment is l.m.ted to ten men and ten women from the Greek A°e7 Forfurther information call Cindv at 5-0939 or Pam at 5-0527

AMHERSTCVm

it

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Dr. Zhivago - 8:00
AMHERST CINEMA
Copacabana • 7:00
African Quean - 8:45

CALVIN THEATRE
Animal Crackers - 7:00 b 900

CAMPUS CINEMAS -

Return of the Dragon - 7:00 &

Jeremiah Johnaon - 7:00 & 9:00
California Split - 7:00 & 900

MT. FARMS 4 -

Dr. Zhivago - 7:00
Macon County Line - 6:00. 7:00 &

9:00
Animal Crackera - 600 700 9 oo
Walking Tall - 4:45, 7:00, 916

SHOWCASE
2001: A Space Odyaaey - 7:00-9:30
The Gambler - 7:30-9:40
Longeat Yard - 7:30-10:00
Gone With The Wind - 8:00

Airport
Odessa

1975 7:15-9:45
FHe - 7:25-9:50

Television Tonight

AMITY ST
BogartS"

j

performance

opposite

Hepburn at

herbtsienng best

Oreaedby

ESS***™
SamSpmgel ™E QUEEN

?53 5-126

BOGART

THE KING -

%
Eves: Copacabana 7:00, African Queen 8:4J

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • AIL SEATS $100

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR
Tht Or>}mil, lUetnstnl Iktntki

- LILLIAN ROTH

Sfld Q1CO MOUNTAIN IMMS U» ,

Itinfs thm Fall of «54

M CROSS IT and you iusl

might gel crossed oil'

MACON,
COUNTY*
LINE

TODAY S 00 7 00 9 00

To. Lilt Mr I 10 i 00 only II >S

A MNNH Or Q ACAOrMT AWANOS'
ImjETRO 'aOWYN-MAVf fl ,»„
ACAROPOMTiPfOXCTON,

|
OAVK) LEANS FILM

or KM FWSTf«MMS J

DOCTOR i* ,v

I,

TODAY: I 00

« Tniii Mmm

PO-

TODAY 5 00 7 OC » 00

Twi L.l» Hr 4 » 1 00 only II JJ

Onaefrliat

Audiences are sUndaig
and appUxkrtg

K

WALKING 1!
TALL H
TODAY 4 45 7.00 |:U
Tw. Lit* Hr « 11 < 4) onli II H

<
>\- sMITH t'OLLE(iE'

lODEMY:

1 NORTHAMPTON

NOW— at 8 p.m. only

WINNER OF R
ACADEMYAWARDS !

6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8!

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH
"Decisions." 118)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (221
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)
PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Billie Jo's

Independence Day." (27)
NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)
BONANZA "The First Born" (40)
6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)
ERICA (24)

/VfOWf'Copacabana." (27)
ZOOM! (57)

6:45 HUMAN GROWTH
DEVELOPMENT (24)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)
7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH

WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "The Third
One From the Left." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)
THE. SCIENCE AND ART OF

FOOTBALL (57)

7:30 NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (3)
POLICE SURGEON (8)

THE WILBURN BROTHERS (18)
THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter

Marshall, host (22) (30)

AND

ANTIQUES (24)

POLKA (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8 00 CAMPAIGN 74 "The Candidates
Soeak." (3)

THE ROOKIES "Walk A Tightrope."
(8) (40)

SHARING OUR FAITH (18)
BELL SYSTEM FAMILY THEATRE

(22) (30)

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK "Drink.
Drank, Drunk." (24) (57)

8:30 SAFARI TO ADVENTURE (27)
9:00 MAUDE (3)

NFL MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
GAME (8) (40)

THE OTHER SIX DAYS (18)

MOVIE "The Candidate." (22) (30)
THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)
9:30 RHODA (3)

PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO "Bilko and the Beast." (27)

CAUGHT IN THE ACT (57)

7000 MEDICAL CENTER (3)
JIMMY SWAGGART (18)

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK
(24) (57)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

10:30 CONNECTICUT REPORT (18)
WOMAN "Margaret Sloan On Black

Sisterhood." (24) (57)

PORTUGUESE AROUND US (27)
11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWSi3)
NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (18)

METRO GOIDWYN MAYER -««*is

A CARLO PONTI PRODUCTION

, DAVID LEAN'S FILM
Of BORIS PASTERMAKS

E DOCTOR
[ ZHilAGO

Mon.-Tues. DOLLAR Nif

ri i iamu3

(T\MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified drop by

•he Collegian Office
• Mam and ) 44 p m
Friday
The deadline is 3 4S

Oflore the day your
appear
The rates art
Daily S 30 oei hn«*
Waakiy S 25 par lina*
Monthly * 70 par line*

'Two linea on form
approaimata one lin*

between
Monday

two days
ad is to

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Used suitara bought and told
Th» Guitar Workshop Amhsrat
Carriage Shopa MS 1728

10 tpd
S4S0S3S

Corao bike Beat offer

Cnlleg4> Calculators introdui.es
the new Melcor 535 All Trig luni
lionj memory trap not. and now
no more intermediate calculation*
Now you can use parenthesis Only
*10»95 Also introducing the SR 50
rft *142 9S Come and see the twnmachinal W*tch for my posters
•eat week Call Bob Crowed at 549
13K Tall me what you need'

Ampeg B plus 25 Amp Fiberglass
• nbinet with 2 Miter Lansing 0140
speakers Ideal for bass quitar
M..rh power Clean' »3*0 f.rm Call
ooS 476S

Kuatom Bass Amp eac cond i

4250 546 5044

Couch bad racliner. carpet
549 ISO*

lor Northland Cobra wood skua
• ft 3 in with Northland bindings 1
pr Koflach buckle boots aire 10men s 1 pr poles good shape All
»45 Will split Call John 247 S40S
after 5

Akai Dyna Kenwood KIH
Merenw Sony Pioneer ft Sherwood
receivers end tungrs et S percent
over cost 247 5870

We ra getting new woodatovasm also Ws will be running a special
of the dey at PAUL S OLD TIME
'URNITUftl Check out our
everchenging stock Behind
Aubuchon Amherst 253 Ml 1

Tosasitaii

Nikon 3Smm wide angle fZ 8
lens Good shape »«S Alan 50848
a*53 »S57

Oual 1019 Trntble »30 New dbi
mat and 7 dbl frames 3 steamer
trunks Ig wood cheat All reas
Call 6 6475 7 12 p m

One pr Northland Cnbrrt win!
skis 6 ft 3 in with Northland bind
inns One pr Kntlach hue kle bnnts
si/e 10 men s One pr poles noort
shape *ll S45 will split Call John
247 9406 pftet 5 n m

D.-iii.i. imeen sire heated
w.nerberi beautiful fur fined
Oam«- only seven mnnths old New
*375 Call and make an offer must
be seen 549 6339 M.he

for Sale 8 track stereo and f M
brand new S60 M best offer Call
O B 545 230?

Slmrtwave radio Realtslir DX
150 Is in good shape is' wired la
add a Q multiplier Bt-sl ofle> lakes
11 Call 6 5443

AR Stereo equipment complete
line Low low prices For info call
253 9624

Girl s 1 speed hn yrle SIS 253
6350

Gibson steel pedal uuitar with
double neck Damn good deal' Call
Jim 546 6660

Snow tires lor Dalsuo 1200 112
• n wheel basel One yr old Cal.
Rob 256 8649

RMI Atordian 120 base new
4600 ask 4100 Kodak M 50 P.oi
425 Heath Hi Band police radio 440
M6 9752

Leica M4 35 50 90mm lenses
Visoflei II other acces Also
Beseler 23C enlarger lenses acces
Call 624 3628 Serious inquiries only
please

Heath AR 19 SOW receiver with
KIH 32 speakers Perfect for dorm
4200 546 9752

Rogers double Tom drum set
Many eatras Cost S750 asking
4400 6 510?

B b W T V portable S25 Call
b49 6522

AUTO FOR SALE

•8 Chevy Impale MOO Cell M4
7912

VW C.mper Bus with 1970
I'ogine many eatras good mt-i

. h
i ondition 4400 or best oftei 323
4508

1967 Olds station wagon b4 000
miles new tires S850 256 8687

1973 D.itsun 1200 red 52 295 red
snow tires.mint i ond 545 2412 ask
for Rich in 118

1967 V4 Saab eat el i ondition
rebuilt i arb new shmks good
rubber with two snows door
needs weldinq other then Hn
smooth i ar $500 Call I en ne
G.eenfield 773 8838 Check il ..,11

1967 Pontiac Catalma S600 Call
665 3685 «tt«l 6 p m

69 Fiat 850 Spyder 40 mpg
38 000 mi Facellent mech Asking
S600 549 0720 5 8pm

65 Plymouth running cond No
inspection sticker Best offer 6
7432

1972 Jeep CJS 6 cyl 11 tires 20
mpg 30 000 miles Eac Cond
Asking ? 950 6 M43

M Charger Priced to sell »650
Good cond Cell 546 8869

70 Ouster new tires custom
wheels 8 track tape Call 2M I

after •

PERSONALS

72 Toyota Hi Lua Pick up truck
with custom built camper unit
Both in excellent condition Will

I
sell separately 659 3890

69 Austin Americe 30 000 milea
FWD now Mich rad tires Ski reck
Bob M6 5180

73 Oatsun 1200 First owner can t

make payments 35 mpg asking
42200 but will take S1999 Call 549
0.363 after 3 Ask for Kevnn

WANTED
Standard focal length C«**t«ra

Igna with Pentaa strew mountbOMM OK i amera body not
' i-eded Call Bill it you have one fo>
about $50 256 8954 anytm ..

FOR RENT
'

2 hedrm Townhouse Squire
Village Fully cerpeted dishwasher
Nov 1 or sooner 665 4349 7 11

I p m

Apartment to share Couple
wanted to share 1st floor of large
N hampton house with same
reasonable cent plus utilities Pets
OK Call Howie or ConnneSM 1598
Nights

1 bdrm apt Easthemp 1120 per
mo 586 4026 eves

Tnwn house apt two bedroom
one and one halt baths wall to wall
a-peiuig all utilities air cond

dishwasher 20 mm to campus
Sublet option to renew Call
.ollect 617 844 9837 after 5 p m
Rent S250 per month

TO SUBLET

One bedroom furnished cottege
near UMass to sublet Dec 20
June 1 4125 per mo Debbie 253
5462 Evenings

Cliffaide 1 bedroom, diehwgh,
pool tennis On but route 4180 permo 865 2887 after 5 30

ROOMMATE WANTED

Two males seek third to share 3
hr apt 256 8098

For 2 bedrm Puffton Apt $110
per mo plus elec Andy 546 4723

F to share bedroom $60 per mo
Brandywine Apts 549 0?04
Available mimed

TYPING

Pro Typing dissertations
theses etc Reas rates Call 584
5417

Typing Th.s., p. p, ri .„vaiopes lettera reports Feat
accurate 253 74M or ?83 7146

RIDE WANTED

To Columbus Ohio Oct 24 28
549 6311

Ride needed from Holyoke to
UMass Mon Fr, Dew n 538 8588

Ride wanted to Portland Me no
Fn Oil 25 Call Karen 6 9904 will
share $

RIDERS WANTED
Aiders wanted To share eipenses

south NYC Phita Salt D C
Rich Atlanta Leaving Fn Oil 25
Call 253 9764 6 11 p ...

las Vegas Night Royalty Con
lest Vot.ng This week on the C C
Concourse 1. rer vole i.roLeeds

Susan So happy to know you ra
home with those who love you
Wots of Wuf Betserino

Mop brook Commune Rural Farm
Gay people Boa 723 Amherst
Mass

LMC On your 21st Luv. I

reehre now thet np matter whet
we II always be together Here a to
a happy life' Your Big Gmro

FREE RETAIL CATALOG P.pes
waterp.pes bongs cigarette
papers rolling machines super
stones clips under ground comia
i-H Gabriella s Goodies Boa 434
Hollywood Ca 90028

INSTRUCTION

••"servHloiy lia. k.ir,,„ii,t k.-vm
*•»». 253 7976

Huts lesson, espenenced
Teacher Studies et Menhattan b
Vale Schools of Music privete or
group instruction classical or mil
Beginners welcome M2 4043 efter7pm Pater Bacchue

PERSONALS >

Do you say Pomme Oe Terre
'" Palate > fa-roe forum is lor
fr..... o Americans Free Find out.
ihout , )roo , o em, v »«„,„,.„ K#t-
f < o'/.-u.ar. M Celeste Roberge „tUmv of Maine O-ono Pnems ,news opinion information

The person who look the green
canvas terrhit bell beg from the
Boyden Courts 10 4 please raturn
't to Coach Koeakowski Am 2?o
• yd

Rememberam es o( us S. oopy
Maa where s the iiutih* I tpni
luid it' I love you It s been ,, i

happy s.« months Man, more I

hope Me

Share house
Amherst Center
utilities 253 5303

own
$75

room
includes

Jehn Eileen end Pet I

thought you might tike to get your
name in the paper Kaeli too'

T»m Vuni happy 21*1 Our
I. earns are m Calif Someday we

vs.. H ..take it meanwhile be happy
III love ,ou alvavs L il Mushie

Wanted person to share apt at
Brandywine Own room $Kfl per
month female preferred otil MN '

( <M M9 1425 anytime after ? p ...

WANTED
Large room for erttet Use of

facilitate 2M0617 Cheap

Bass Plyr must B serious T heve
eqip Peter 253 7221 or Peter 548
4734

Warned 2 3 cu ft refria »50 6
8289

Used . rixi country skit 2S3
5878

Lar
Pam

Happy 4rh Love you mora

AOM I cent find oh the nght
romantic line but see ma once end
see the way I feel It s been e greet
1st month I hope you renew my
lease for another ? weeks Your
Wench

O..M I oo home this weekend I

Instead i ome to the tost floor nt
the Campus Center where the
Brothers of Alpha Phi Ometta will
lie holding a I as Vegas night 41
admission gives you *1 500 To use
• t the tables and your winnings
may be used To purchase items i

the auction R..nq vnur friends anO
have Ihe time n9 your life

SERVICES
Camput ciuba •„„

Urgeniiationt, Do you want to
oublth high quality newaletter
pamphlet magazine or booklai'"
let ihe Meiaogo Company helpyou write levout dee.gn end print

at ?H"ei«2'. * '•.*• C00,' C, J," vet <•») SS69 for information

HI Fi Audio repair 2 day service
work guaranteed At Tech Hi F.
Call M9 2810

Automotive repair Spectelmngm Saeb end other foreign cart Call
Guy 2S8 6110

Cheap thrills' Graph,, s to, VOu r

i lothmg 2M No Please • Si You
|... k .->. we st.rk em

Future CPA , Le„„ hnw ,„
orepare to, the CPA esam Becke.CPA Review Course Call Collect
Boston 817 538 1440

Mult.t oln, s.lk screened posters
two da, serv.ee The Screen.ngRoom 258 0325

Profettionei guiter .epairt by
gu. tar maker Michael MillardMon Wed Fr. at Th, Quiter
Worfcthop Amhertt Carrigg.
Shopa M9 1728 Fra. •„,„„„
VALLEY K 9 Finest Training mbed personal protection and k 9

lr, 'es.dence tra.n.ng available Ca.lMarc M9 1M2

Accounting and F.nance Maiortlet ut h.ip y0u p„ n , h .ld
,0

, ob.coma.CPA Th. Beck., CPA
laVn'"-.

ufM Bo»«°" «17 538'««0 Our tuccaieful students'eorasent on. fourth of u$<ll
"""

Yr old white mele cet At 9 in
Belchertown Itowarda Quebbinl
Spot on head 2 different color
eves Any info eppr.ci.i.d 323
4581

Reading glasses in brown i ase
Reward 549 0360

ENTERTAINMENT
The Bkuewel hoeta every irvtn t

bend Wednesday thai Saturday that
week. The TOC feeturtw WWe Jenkine
and hsi band Enjoy

Anyone en play .t the Wedrvaasd.y
Nit. Coffeehouee Cal Ed at 5M 6279
for a reservation

Gat your party rockm' Call Steve
Rich end Cheryl at 6 9815 or 6 9826
for DJ's with style Super cheep

like to plev before e real live
audience' The Hatch Wednesday
N.ght Coffeehouse wants you' Call
B.g Ed atSM 8279 to reserve e soot

local band Seagull looking
lo' male s.nge. Must be mioStev.e Wonder Ma.v.n Gave etc
Call Art 5*4 42M

Charles Green uroup ,i ,h,
Bluew.,11 M.„, b Tues funk, ,o„i
ntpartem e

Now available Da.e the D JAny party anytime The vary best ,nm^s.c and now ihe very best .nsound All h.ts all requests Dancecon,,,,, C,ll now to place your
date 546 9715 Don t .,„„ y.„ n
amasaeiB Request The Best

CALCULATORS

Calculator Sale CoMage
Calculator, offar. low. at pnc.s
anywh.r. All modeit eveitebie 1

Teaes Inst Mew. II Packard
Unicorn All machines new end
euer with 2 month replacement
warranty Before you buy e
celcul.to, call m. I can beet erty
once anywh.r. took for my
post.rt around campus tor d.t.H.
Then cell Bob Crowed et M9 1118

MISCELLANEOUS

Information wat leaked out from
a -.liable tourc. conc.rmng th.

.•,V.*T"
S,m,n" Cor« it seem.

<het the corp has eporoved the
•equetted Per.onn.i o.p, budg.tTh.. .. . plu. for our ent.r. commun.ty Congr.ts P.,, Q*Bt

F,,.ndly black cat needs horn.Own.r moving Grg.t companion

253 9459* '
r""*d Oood IT, 0"*e'

PASSPORT PHOTOS
Passporl photos 24 i.ou r

^e.y.. e reasonable rate. Call JneS.oddard M9 6598 Mights

Agio Workshop Reopens
Do it yours. If R.p.ir your own

car We supply the tooit end ed
vice lower level CC Gerege Op.n
Mon Fn 3 10 p m Sat end Sun
10 10 Pent et di.count
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Nutrition symposium studies food enrichment

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

BySUEKIERAS
Staff Writer

"What if we could make a whole-
wheat potato chip? Or how about a
protein-enriched coke?" were
questions proposed by Virginia
Beal, Associate Professor of
Nutrition at UMass, at the
"Nutrition for the Now Generation
Symposium", sponsored by the
Western Mass. Chapter of The
American Heart Association.
The symposium, open to

teachers, nutritionists and in-

terested students, took place at the
Colonial Hilton Inn, last Thursday,
in Northampton.

Panel members were introduced
by moderator, Dr. Harold C. Childs,

professor of health education at

Springfield College. Panelists in-

cluded Dorothy Callahan, project
director for nutritional education of
the Mass. Department of Education
at UMass; Dr. Helen S. Mitchell,
dean of the School of Home
Economics, UMass; and Dr. Jesse
G. Hafer, director of the coronary

care unit and graphics laboratory at
Springfield Hospital Medical
Center.

Approximately one-half of the
high school students in Massa-
chusetts consume an adequate
lunch, according to the Mass.
Public Survey made by Callahan.
Of those students who ate at

school, 72 per cent had an
adequate meal. Students who
brought lunch to school were 58
per cent inadequate and of those
who went home to eat, 72 per cent

Kevin, Michael, Anne, and John spent part of their afternoon yesterday relating

Ipend a fan**?
8
*

university apartments. Can you think of a better way to

Nyhan, Healy at Hampshire
"The Presidential Crisis"
David Nyhan and Robert Healy of

"The Boston Globe" will bring their

views on the current Presidential

situation to Hampshire College

tonight at 8 p.m.

Their talk is the third in a public

lecture series entitled "The
Presidential Crisis: View from the

Environmental
discussions
Two alumni of the UMass

Political Science Graduate Program
will be on campus this week to talk

with students and faculty about
federal environmental programs
and about public administration in

the Federal Government.
Mr. Howard Messner, Deputy

Assistant Administrator for Ad-
ministration, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Washington,
D.C. and Dr. Burton Levy, Director
of Administration, U.S. En-
vironmental Protection Agency,
Research Triangle Park, N.C. will be
on the 2nd floor lounge of
Thompson Hall Tuesday, October
22, 3:00-4:00 p.m.; Wednesday,
October 23, 11:00 a.m.-12:00 noon.
Students and faculty are

welcome to stop by to chat

Crepe Paper
Special

10c

while it lasts

at

A.I.
HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

AMHERST. MASS.

Press," presented by the "Globe"
in conjunction with the UMass
journalistic studies program and
with the cooperation of the Five
Colleges.

Five College Public Radio Station
WFCR (88.5 FM) will broadcast the
talk, and the following question and
answer session, live from Franklin
Patterson Hall at Hampshire
College.

David Nyhan has covered
Congress, the House Judiciary
Committee, and the Watergate
situation since joining the
"Globe's" Washington Bureau in

January. In 1968 he began with the
"Globe," as chief of the morning
paper's State House Bureau, and in

1973 he was named labor writer.

Before 1369 he spent four years
with the Associated Press. He has
covered the Massachusetts
Legislature, and in 1968 the
Democratic vice-presidential
candidate.

Robert Healy, executive editor
and political editor, covers political

scenes in Washington and Boston.
He has been with the "Globe" since
1942 and has covered presidential
terms since Eisenhower.
Remaining lectures in the series

will be: Nov. 11 at Smith College,
Nov. 25 at Amherst College, and
Dec. 9 at UMass. Speakers are all

from the "Globe's" Washington
Bureau.

MM!if! ,h|

Save 200 on a Whopper
S-'C^

But hurry, thu offer good Monday and TuMday
rvghti through October n. \9?t (4 00 pm to
clonno, )

144 King it M»w»HM«*»rm*M«ll
JtarttitiT.pt.*. Ma •" H,**,, *, Have it,

ate an inadequate lunch.

The survey appears to show
mothers are not nutritionally
educated to prepare their children a
balanced meal. This is partially due
to shopping problems, according to
survey results. When she enters a
supermarket, she must choose one
of 90 cereals offered.

Students are often resorting to
snack foods. Currently, there are 2
billion snack foods in the industry.

"Are we snacking our way to
malnutrition?" asks Callahan.
"Coke has just passed coffee as the
national beverage."

"Nutritional education", she
concluded, "must be implemented
during early school years by the
teachers; we haven't enough
dieticians or nutritionists to do
this."

Dr. Mitchell discussed the
significance of nutrition to the
growing adolescent, based on a
study she had made in Japan.

Teenagers, age 12-18, will ex-
perience an adolescent "spurt" that
marks a period of rapid growth, she
said. Often, girls will experience this

stage before boys.

During the war, Japanese people
suffered a good shortage, said
Mitchell. Through the study of
adolescents, Mitchell discovered
that at this time, due to improper
diets, Japanese chaildren
decreased in their "spurt growth".

Mitchell said it is essential that
the adolescent's food intake in-

cludes the proper nutrients to fulfill

the "spurt" growth period.

Dr. Hafer spoke on heart and the
adolescent. As of now U.S. stands
third on the listing of high death
rates due to heart disease in the
world.

Heart disease is caused by a
combination of high serum of
cholesterol in the blood, cigarette

smoking, and high blood pressure.
The disease is often started in

teenage boys. Due to a recent
study of boys in Vietnam, doctors

discovered that at age 17-18, boys
were developing heart disease,

because of improper diets.

To prevent the disease, doctors

recommend all fat intake to be low
in cholesterol level. In fact, any loss

in weight reduces the cholesterol

level.

Beal commented on "The
Challenge of Today's Teenager".
The adolescent undergoes social

and psychological factors which
endanger their health, she said.

Coaches of any boys athletic

team, are the "biggest food fad-

dists", Beal said. They discourage
boys to drink milk, (it gives a cotton
mouth), hand out candies before a

game, and encourage useless,

expensive vitamins, according to

Beal.

Another case is the girl who gets
pregnant before age 15. Since she
is still growing rapidly, she needs
nutrients to feed both her and the
fetus. There is not enough for both
and, thus, there is a higher in-

cidence of toxemia.

"Convenience foods" also pose
problems, she said. Most for-

mulated foods are quick and easy,
but they also lack the essential
nutrients, vitamins and trace
elements, according to Beal. "The
more processed and formulated
foods, the more deficiencies we
find," she said. "What if we could
make a whole-wheat potato chip,
or how about a protein-enriched
coke?"

It is possible to formulate these
foods, however, they, as any
product that is formulated, will lack
the unknown nutrients to mankind,
and form deficiencies.

Another aspect of today's youth
involves "natural foods", she said.
Honey, wheat germ and yogurt
were a theme of the mid 40's.
Those people who were anti-
Vietnam and in the drug movement
shifted to the anti-animal eaters,
she said.

A HARVARD MBA?
Discuss the Master in Business Administration Program
with an Admissions Representative from the Harvard
Business School.

24 OCTOBER. THURS.

OFFICE OF CAREER PLACEMENT

No courses or areas of concentration are required for ad
mission.

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents ft£ jfffo
Chiang
Ching
£ Company

AN EVENING OF
CHINESE DANCE

Bowker Auditorium
FrWay, 8pm
November 1, 1074

TICKETS: $4 *$3genera, $2 A $1.50umass studentsON SALE 125 HERTER HALL. UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202
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" be he,d TuesdaV at 7:30 *«* *" the LittleTheater of Northampton High School. The meeting is held as a public
service and sponsored by the Leagues of Women Voters of Amherst andNorthampton and the Pioneer Valley Group of the Sierra Club

Present will be. William Atkins and James Collins, candidates for State
Representative; Gerald McCarthy and John Olver, candidates for State
Senator; Silvio Conte and Thomas Manning, candidates for US
Representative; Leo Kahian, American Party candidate for Governor In
addition, candidates for State Representative from the Northampton
districts will be present.

The Program will be broadcast live over radio WHMP for those unable to
attend. After the program, refreshments will be served and there will be an

ssrs sss™ °* ,he candida,es - For*— »* *~

Astrologers holdopen house
Tonight from 7:30-10:30 in room 1001-1002 a group of astrologers some

of whom are in a BDIC program for Astrology and some who are
professional Astrologers, will be available to answer personal questions
about Astrology.

There will be free organic cookies and cider and a door-prize which will
be an expensive Astrology textbook. There is no admission charges and
the setting will be informal with music.

Jeff Jawer of WMUA's Hightides show, Barry Lynes, an area
professional and author, and Don Cerow and Leslie Fleming Mitchell
teachers and students, will be just some of the luminaries who will try to
answer Astrological questions.

Cou

Staff Photo by Laverne Howard
Mel Hail performing a karate kick during a demonstration and discussion ofblack martial arts, held at Bowker auditorium Sunday, October 20.

Whether you received a sum-
mons or were arrested and released

on bail or personal recognizance,

you have been told to come to

Court to answer to the charges.

You should report to the
Probation Office by 8:45 a.m. DO
NOT LEAVE COURT UNTIL THE
CLERK SAYS YOU MAY GO.

In the District Court room
defendants sit in front of the railing.

If you have any questions ask the

Court Officer (in uniform, usually

standing near the gate of the

railing).

When the Judge enters, stand up
until he is seated. He will announce
that all defendants have the right to

a lawyer and explain the

proceedings.

When the clerk calls your name,
stand up. He will read the charges
against you. If he asks if you have a

lawyer, the charge carries a

possible jail sentence. LISTEN
CAREFULLY: If you do not hear or

understand, ask him to explain. He
will ask you how you plead to each
charge.

PLEADING
1. NOT GUILTY: This may mean

"I didn't do it." But, it does not
matter whether you did whatever is

charged of not! Pleading NOT
GUILTY also means "I want time to

talk to a lawyer or someone else." traffic violations this plea should

run xv°
Ur

! "I'
9 *1

'
emer a N0T definite'y ^t be made unless abUILTY plea for you, even if you lawyer has talked to you first Thewant to plead something else, Judge will not accept a plea of

because the judge is concerned for GUILTY when there is a possible jail
youi rights and knows that you sentence unless you are
need time. Most defendants are
urged to plead NOT GUILTY at

first. (If you are a minor under the
law, this plea will be entered by the
Judge for you, and you will be
required to return with a lawyer or a
parent.)

represented by a lawyer or have
waived your right to a lawyer. You
cannot waive your right to a lawyer
until the judge has explained the
possible jail sentence.

Unless you are very sure of what
you are doing, plead NOT GUILTY

the law & you

2. NOLO: The Latin phrase "nolo
contendere" means "I don't want
to argue about it, it's all right with
me if you find me guilty and make
me pay a fine." THE COURT DOES
NOT HAVE TO ACCEPT THE PLEA
OF NOLO. Unless you are
represented by a lawyer, the Court
won't let you plead NOLO if you are
likely to risk a jail sentence or a high
fine.

3. GUIL TY. This means "I did it."

It also means "No-one must prove
that I did it." Except for minor

KULICK'S

COUNTRY MALL
announces

Two New Stores!!

State Liquor Store

Jug Beverage Shop

i i
Specializing in cigarettes, beverages of all kinds,

bar supplies, mixes, and Hors D'oeuvres

Both Stores Open Six Days A Week
10:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Mon. thru Thurs.
10.00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., Fri. thru Saturday
Shop in the beautiful country atmosphere at Kulick's
Country Mall.

Warwick Road— Jet. Rte.'s 10, 1 19 & 78

:

and consult with an attorney of

your choice or the Public Defender,
if appointed, before making any
other plea. YOU MAY ALWAYS
CHANGE YOUR PLEA LATER.

If you plead NOT GUILTY ask the
Clerk to set a date for your return to

Court for trial when you can be sure
to be there (usually two or three
weeks ahead). Your lawyer can
arrange to change the date later, if

necessary.

YOUR RIGHT TO A LAWYER
You always have the right to hire

your own lawyer. If you are pen-
niless and without property, and if

there is a possible jail sentence for

the charge against you, the Court
must appoint a lawyer (Public

Defender) for you without cost. If

you think you might be eligible.

apply.

1. TO APPLY FOR THE PUBLIC
DEFENDER go back to the
Probation Office and fill out the
Public Defender application form,
giving information about your
financial situation.

2. BE SURE TO CALL THE
PROBATION OFFICE BEFORE THE
DAY OF YOUR TRIAL (584-8417)
to see if the Public Defender has
been assigned to you. (The Court
may decide that your application
shows you can afford to hire your
own lawyer.)

3. IF YOU DECIDE NOT TO
HAVE A LAWYER, you must sign a
paper called a "waiver" (saying you
give up your right to have a lawyer).

BAIL

If bail is set for you in Court, and
you feel it is too high, you have the
right to be taken to Superior Court
for a bail reduction hearing. The
forms to be filled out are at the

Court and at the Hampshire County
Jail - ask for them. Make sure
your lawyer knows you are going to

have a hearing.

BENCH CONFERENCES
The lawyers and police

sometimes go up to the Judge's

TODAY IN THE

HATCH

»«,»<•*<•* # • * <* * * * *-<* * «~

Winchester, New Hampshire

Roast beef hash

tossed salad

soup

roll & butter

jello

soup

• Beef pot pie

• tossed salad

seat so that the Judge may talk

with them freely about the case.

NO EVIDENCE IS TAKEN
AGAINST YOU IN A BENCH
CONFERENCE, but if there are

circumstances which make the
offense seem less serious, the

Court prosecutor and the defen-

dant's lawyer may make informal

recommendations or suggestions
for aisposing of the charges
promptly on a plea of guilty or nolo,

or a continuance without a finding.

FINES
If you cannot pay all of a fine, tell

the Clerk what you can pay now
and arrange to pay the rest as soon
as possible (usually in a week or
two). You won't go to jail because
you have no money to pay the fine,

but you will be required to pay it in

the near future.

YOUR RIGHT TO APPEAL
In all criminal cases you have the

right to a trial by jury in Superior
Court if you are not satisfied with
the District Court decision. The
Clerk will inform you of this right,

and YOU MUST FILE YOUR
APPEAL IMMEDIATELY. If you
have pleaded guilty you cannot
appeal for a jury trial unless the
Court allows you to change your
plea. You can appeal for a lighter

sentence in Superior Court, but you
may run the risk of an increase in

the sentence as well.

REMEMBER
If there >s something you don't

understand or cannot hear ASK
TO HAVE IT REPEATED The
Judge, the Clerk, the Probation
Officers, the Court Officer are ail

here to help you and to protect your
rights

PLEASE DON T MAKE NOISE
OR TALK WHEN IT 15 N0 T -OUR
TURN The Courtroom is ?. v-

noisy and busy place, ana
people s rights may be prejudiced it

they cannot hear

• cookies

• rolls & butter

TEH PIN

BOWLING
BOYDEN GYM

4-10:30

Mon. thru Fri.

(except during
league play)

50c a string

J
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Bruins guillotine Seals, 5-0
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BOSTON \UPI\ - Bobby Sch
mautz notched his first goal of the

season and added two assists

Sunday night to help the Boston
Bruins to a 5-0 win over the
California Golden Seals.

Goalie Gilles Gilbert, making his

first start since an opening game
loss, needed only 16 saves to earn
his first shutout.

Ken Hodge got the game winner
at 16:47 of the first period, knocking
in his own rebound after a long shot
by Schmautz.
Andre Savard got a second

period goal and Phil Esposito

potted his fifth goal of the season at

1:53 of the final period, taking a
neat feed out in front from Sch-
mautz.

Schmautz's goal came almost 10
minutes later on a 20-footer that

beat 30-year-old rookie Gary
Simmons to his right side.

Don Marcotte finished the
scoring with a deep angle shot at

14:41. The victory moved the
Bruins out of last place in the
Adams Division, giving them five

points to four for California.

Sportsweek:\

This is IT

Beware! Our Bruins back on the track

Score by Periods:

Cfifornia 0-0
Boston 113-5

First Period - 1. Boston, Hodge
4 (Schmautz, Esposito) 16:47.

Penalties: Sims 7:48, Patey 10:42,

B. Stewart 15:15, Savard 18:26.

Second Period 2. Boston,

Savard 2 (O'Reilly, Marcotte) 5:24.

No Penalties.

Third Period 3. Boston,

Esposito 5 (Schmautz, Cashman)
1:53; 4. Bocton, Schmautz 1

(Bucyk, Orr) 11:42; 5. Boston,

Marcotte 1 (Orr) 14:41. Penalties:

Vadnais 6:42, B. Stewart 16:49.

Goaltenders: California, Sim
mons; Boston, Gilbert.

Shots on goal by:

California 4 2 10 - 16

Boston 8 16 15 - 39
A - 14,648

Both teams can't win
ORCHARD PARK, N. Y. \UPI\ If Coach Chuck Fairbanks and his New

England Patriots had any consolation, it was that they were beaten by a

"very good football team."

Fairbanks had a lot of praise for the "guys in the blue shirts" the

Buffalo Bills after the Bills snapped the Patriots five-game unbeaten
string with a 30-28 victory Sunday to put both clubs in a tie for first place in

the Eastern Division of the American Football Conference with identical 5

1 records.

"We were beaten by a very good gootball team today," Fairbanks said

after the loss. "They did some things to us that haven't happened before.

That's an awful good football team out there in the blue shirts. We don't
have anything to be ashamed of."

Ferguson won the passing battle with Plunkett, finishing with a 153-150
yard edge.

Despite the loss, Plunkett seemed optimistic.

"We've still only got one loss in the division, and I think we can bounce
back and come back. We lost to a great football team."

It was a satisfying win for Coach Lou Saban and the Bills, who returned
the favor and heaped praise on the Patriots.

"Seymour's second touchdown was the big play for us," Saban said.

"This is an old rivalry and they (New England) have done a remarkable
lob

"

' They are an excellent football team and it was a very tough game," a

happy Simpson said.

Weightlifters win
By Sports Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Olympic Weightlifting Team in a

surprise performance convincingly

won the state championships,

October 10 at the annual cham
pionships staged this year in

Lawrence, Mass.

Doug Cooney lifting in the

Heavyweight class (242) gave his

supporters some anxious moments
by missing his opening snatch 259
lbs. straining his right elbow in the

process. Doug secured first place

with his second clean and jerk

attempts with the respectable

poundage of 308 lbs. He cleaned
319 lbs. for his final attempt but his

injured elbow was unequal to the

task.

The middleheavyweight class 198
lbs. saw three UMass lifters in

action. Eric Wiseman led off the

contingent succeeding with a

snatch of 154 lbs. and jerking 226
lbs. to secure fourth place. Eric

went on to clean 242 lbs. but

missed the jerk.

John Donnelly was next to

represent UMass. In the snatch,

lifting 198 lbs. and jerking 264 lbs.,

John succeeded in capturing third

place

The final entry in this weight

division for UMass was Rudy
Woloss. He cleaned and jerked 276

for a personal record and secured

second place.

Brian Wiseman was the sole

entry for UMass in the light

heavyweight class (181 lbs.). Brian,

two weeks previous, finished

Teenage
Showing

New
ex-

second in the

England Open
ceptional poise, Brian snatched 154

lbs. and jerked 214 lbs. for fourth

place and valuable team points.

Featherweight (132 lbs.) John
Kennedy, lifting at his first meet,

finished second place to secure the

team championships. John lifted 99

lbs. for the snatch and 145 lbs. for

the jerk, narrowly missing 160 lbs.

on his final attempt.

By DAVE ElBEL
Sports Staff

If you're into something to do
this week just plan to spend all day
Saturday screaming your lungs out

at what plans to be the fall's biggest

sportsday. At Alumni Stadium
football will be on display courtesy

of Dick MacPherson and his

Minutemen, who battle UConn for

the Beanpot. But at 11:00 soccer

takes center stage as UConn and
UMass battle for the YanCon
championship, with UMass facing a

tough battle to unseat the number
ten team in the country. However
there'll be a number of other key

sports struggles leading up to

Saturday's athletic Armageddons.

Tuesday - Walk up to NoPE to

catch UMass women's field hockey
against Southern Connecticut.
They may not be Bobby Orrs but

their brand of hockey is fast and
tough. Oh yeah, game time is 3:30.

Wednesday - Nothing happens
today so relax and study before the

weekend's shenanigans.

Thursday — You can drive down
to Medford to see the soccer team
take on Tufts at 3:00 in a big

warmup for UConn Saturday.

Also the women stickers

welcome Northeastern, one of New
England's better varsity field

hockey teams to NoPE for a 4:00

p.m. start.

Friday — If you're into junior

varsity athletics drive to Kingston,

Rhode Island as Bill Maxwell's Little

Minutemen face URI at 2:00.

Saturday The biggest
smorgasbord for athletic appetites

happens today. At 9:30 UMass
faces UConn in a fall lacrosse

game. If you're a UConn lacrosse

player, good luck! At 11:00 across
from Boyden the tenth ranked
soccer team in the country locks

UPI Telephoto

Ken Hodge of the Bruins slams into California Seals
goalie Gary Simmons who left the net to clear the puck.

horns with the Minutemen in what
looms as a struggle for gladiators.

Connecticut has Franz Innocent up
front and a plethora of firepower
while UMass has Tom Coburn,
Tony King and a lot of heart but it

could be tense for the good guys in

the game of the year. On the neigh
boring field the jv booters from the
same two schools go at it.

At 1:00 at Alumni Stadium
UMass and UConn battle for the
Yankee Conference crown, for all

intents and purposes. After last

year's sad performance at Storrs

you know the Minutemen will be
out for blood. And by the way, get

your tickets early; there's no way
the stadium won't be as tight as the

IRT at Times Square at 4:30 on a

Friday.

Finally if you want to drive into

the country and are into the
aesthetic the Yankee Conference
cross country championships take
place at Burlington at 10:30
Ya better be up bright and early to
make it.

J.V. soccer team downs Amherst
By RON ARENA

Sports Staff

The UMass J.V. soccer team
recorded its fourth consecutive

victory Saturday, defeating neigh-

boring Amherst College, 6-2, at the

Amherst College athletic fields.

Displaying talent, aggressiveness,
and enthusiasm, the Minutemen
squad proved too much for
Amherst.

Being a hospitable host, Amherst

FALL INTOE^

The Nnr Rettrd Shi*

197 No. Pleasant St

Amherst 253 5394

^ presented UMass with a "gift" goa
as an Amherst fullback, in an effort

to clear the ball to his goalie, put
the ball in his own net. Ricardo
Notini received credit for the goal.

Amherst tied the game, and for a
while played the UMass squad
even, but as the game progressed,
one could sense a Minuteman
explosion coming.

After Ed Lafferty gave UMass the

lead again, from here on they

completely dominated the home
team. Kurt Grazewske, Raffi

Donoyan, Notini again, and Bob
King all added to the lead until

Amherst finally scored the last goal

of the game. Donoyan, Mike
Crowe, and Jerome Toomey all

received assists in the game.

Quick kicks Once again, Preston

Kise and Vincent Vafiades shared
time as goalies.. .UMass defeated

Stockbridge 4-0 on Oct. 10...

Ferguson, O.J. pin Pats, 30-28
tnt?^AR° PARK' S K [UP,] ~ Quarterback Joe Ferguson threw threetouchdown passes in the first half Sunday, two to tight end PaulwTand the Buffalo Bills held on in the second half to hand the New 1-.,^Patnots their first defeat of the season, 30-28

9 d

The loss gave the Patriots a 5-1 season record, the same as the Bills and

East D
e

iv^on
,UbS ** * ** P '8Ce h th6 AmeriC3n F°otba.l Conference

It appeared New England might have been on the way to six in a rowwhen Sam Cunningham - who accounted for all the Pat's scoring - ran
for a 75-yard touchdown on the first play of the game after the kickoff
giving New England a 7-0 lead after 21 seconds

'

But Ferguson drove the Bills to the 10 in nine plays on Buffalo's first
drive, then hit Seymour alone in the end zone at 5:57 to knot the score
The Bills held the Patriots on their next drive and got the ball back on

their own 46 following a short punt.
Ferguson drove the Bills to the 29 before tossing to O.J. Simpson who

ran in from the 22 at 1 1 .06 to put Buffalo ahead 13-7
On the following Patriots' series, Buffalo safety Tony Greene intercepted

a Jim Plunkett pass at New England's 27 and returned it to the four
Two plays later Simpson took it to put Buffalo ahead 20-7 at the end of

the first quarter.

The Pats closed it to 20-14 when Cunningham ran 12 yards along the left
sidelines for a TD at 5:57 of the second period.
The Bills came back on Ferguson's 40-yard touchdown toss to Seymour

at 10:04. Ferguson scrambled in the backfield looking for an open receiver
before spotting his tight end at the seven and he carried it in
Cunningham scored his third touchdown at 6:05 of the third period on a

two-yard run, but the Bills John Leypoldt kicked a 35-yard field goal at 1 24
of the final period to make it 30-21, which proved to be the marqin'of
victory. y

Plunkett tossed a 12-yard pass to Reggie Rucker with five seconds left in
the game to br.ng the Patriots within two points, but their effort to pull it
our with an on-side kick failed when Buffalo got the ball
Cunningham carried for 125 yards in 11 carries, the first Patriot to havemore than 100 yards since the 1972 season. Simpson had 122 yards in 32

carries.
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Csonka TD wins for Miami
MIAMI \UPI\ The Miami

Dolphins found their offense in the
final two minutes Sunday to score a
come-from-behind 9-3 victory over------ _„ ._. w ^^ v iv/iwi y WVt

College powers roll New^^ scores

There were some mighty fine backs in Saturday's college football news
- fellows like Red Grange.. .The Four Horsemen. ..Archie Griffin.. .and Joe
Washington.

Nostalgia was the order of the day at Champaign, III., and South Bend,
Ind., as Illinois and Notre Dame summoned legendary heroes out of the
past to celebrate the 50th anniversaries of famous events.

Grange, the galloping ghost of the 1920s', took a bow on the field during
halftime of a 21-21 tie between Illinois and Michigan State. Fifty years ago
he helped celebrate the opening of the stadium by scoring five touch-
downs, passing for another and gaining 402 total yards against Michigan
So much for nostalgia. Now, about this year's Heisman trophy
Griffin

,

and Washington, the clear front-runners for the prized trophy
displayed their credentials in dazzling form as Ohio State crushed Indiana
<»y-y, and Oklahoma whipped Colorado, 49-14
The 5-foot, 8-inch, 180-pound Griffin scored touchdowns on runs of 20and 12 yards while gaining 146 yards in 22 carries. In the process Griffin

set a new career big ten rushing mark of 3,321 yards
The 5-foot, 10-inch, 179-pound Washington scored touchdowns on runs

of two, six, 18 and 28 yards and gained 200 yards on 19 carriesWash.ngton s yardage moved him to third place on Oklahoma's all-time
rushing l.st w.th 2,487 yards with a season and a half to go in his career
Ohio State, the nation's top-ranked team, and Oklahoma, unraked

because it is on probatimn xy hhs DELETE DELETE
Ohio State, the nation's top-ranked team, and Oklahoma, unranked

because it is on probation by the NCAA, remained unbeaten along with
second-ranKed Michigan, third-ranked Alabama and fourth-ranked
Auburn. Michigan beat Wisconsin, 24-20, Alabama defeated Tennessee
Zti-b, and Auburn topped Georgia Tech, 31-22.

In other games involving the top 10, fifth-ranked Southern California
beat Oregon, 16-7, sixth-ranked Texas A&M downed Texas Christian 17-
0, eighth-ranked North Carolina State lost to North Carolina, 33-14 ninth-ranked Penn State defeated Syracuse, 30-14, and 10th ranked Arizona losttn Texas Tech, 17-8.

Amherst 27, Rochester U.
Boston U. 14, Bucknell 10
Bridgewater (Mass.) 13, Bates 9
Coast Guard 48, Tufts 28
Dartmouth 7, Brown 6
Delaware 14, Lehigh 7

Harvard 39, Cornell 27
Maine 7, Connecticut
Massachusetts 17, Rhode Island 7
New Hampshire 38, Vermont 21
Northeastern 52, Springfield 30
Norwich 21, Boston St. 16
Pennsylvania 37, Lafayette 7
Penn St. 30, Syracuse 14
Pittsburgh 35, Boston Coll. 11

Princeton 33, Colgate 24
Temple 56, Holy Cross
Trinity (Conn.) 17, Colby
Yale 42, Columbia 2

the Kansas City Chiefs with fullback

Larry Csonka banging the final yard
for the winning touchdown with
only 17 seconds remaining.

The hair-raising finish before
67,779 fans in the breezy Orange
Bowl kept the Dolphins in the thick

of the American Conference East

New England-Buffalo

First Downs
Rushes- Yards
Passing Yards
Return Yards
Passes

Punts

Fumbles- Lost
Penalties-Yards

New Eng. Buff.

19

28-189

131

59

11-21-1

529.2
1-1

6-47

19

52-180

135

51

8-12-0

5-43.8

0-0

8-57

The
Very Feminine
Question of

Life Insurance
In these liherated times no unman need
settle Tor ueak, ineffective financial

planning. I)e\ eloping financial

independence and estate security for the
future is as important for women as it is

for men. \ our Kidelit> I nion Life field

Associate knows that andean help \ou
achieve a ( ollegeMaster '* or other

program which will meet >our needs now
and in (he future.

( all Ihc Hdclitv I nion I u-lri \>.mhm1i

in \our him

KOVU.I) I. WTIIW W.KM V
717 Main Street

sports

Aaron 99%
sure as dh
ATLANTA \UPI\ Home run

champ Hank Aaron said Sunday
that it is "99 per cent sure" that he
will play as designated hitter next
season.

Aaron, who had been expected
earlier to retire after the 74 season,
said he still wasn't ready to make a
definite announcement, "until all

the details are worked out."
"I haven't made up my mind

exactly what I'm going to do," said
Aaron. "All those reports you've
been reading and hearing are just
rumors, nothing more."

Division Race with a 4-2 record, one
game behind New England and
Buffalo.

Kansas City's only score was Jan
Stenerud's 21 -yard field goal five
minutes deep into the second
period, but until the final two
minutes, the Chiefs had won a
teeth-rattling defensive battle,
shutting off Miami drives with three
pass interceptions.

Miami blocked two punts by the
Chiefs' Jerrel Wilson. Cornerback
Tim Foley stopped one, which
trickled out of the end zone, giving
the Dolphins a two-point safety
with 2:11 remaining in the first half.

Miami went 53 yards in seven
plays for the winning touchdown,
after Charlie Babb returned a
Wilson punt 20 yards to the Miami
47. The key play in the march came
when quarterback Bob Griese hit

Marlin Briscoe with a short pass on
the sideline. Briscoe broke out of
the arms of cornerback Emmitt
Thomas and raced 29 yards to the
Kansas City 18.

Professional scores
Baltimore 35, NY Jets 20
Pittsburgh 20, Cleveland 16
New Orleans 13, Atlanta 3
Washington 24, NY Giants 3
Buffalo 30, New England 28
St. Louis 31, Houston 27
Detroit 20, Minnesota 16
Dallas 31, Philadelphia 24
Los Angeles 37, San Francisco 14
Miami 9, Kansas City 3
Denver 27 San Diego 7
Oakland 30, Cincinnati 27

Monday's Game
Green Bay at Chicago, night

Xinliirst 2JHW1351

Fidelity

UnionLife

Fall is Trill Rifling

Season

New and Used BIKES
are available at:

VALLEY

M0T0RSP0RTS
348 King St.

Northampton
584-7303

Former UMass star Tim Berra (84) returns kickoff
for 54 yards in Colts-Jets game.
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UMass takes YanCon lead

Ruins Rhode Island 17-7
By STEVE DeCOSTA

Sports Staff
The Yankee Conference is in a

state of upheaval. The watchword
around the league, for those in-
volved, has been "expect the
unexpected."

And Saturday, as expected the
unexpected happened.
The fact, that UMass beat Rhode

Island 17-7 is not, in itself, such a

big surprise. But what is surprising
is the fact that the Minutemen
found themselves in first place in

the YanCon following the victory.

UMass now holds a slim half-

game lead over UConn as Maine
spoiled the Huskies' homecoming
and perfect conference mark with a
7-0 upset victory.

Meanwhile, in Kingston, there
were some surprises, but none of

the magnitude that transpired in

Storrs.

For instance, the Minutemen
found a new quarterback and three
new heroes.

The quarterback is Brian Mc
Nally, formerly a defensive back,

who replaced Mark Tripucka in the

second quarter and led the
Minutemen on several long, scoring

marches.

Mmuteman Bill Coleman (40) is lifted up by a URI defender as he tries to get into
the clear on a kickoff return, while in the photo below UMass' Bill Cooke (84) forces
quarterback Paul Ryan to fumble as an alert Ron Harris (42) prepares to pounce on
it for UMass.

UMass prevails 2-1

over tough URI

The heroes were Jim Torrance,
who rushed for 147 yards and the
team's only touchdown; Greg
Sprout, who tallied nine points on
three field goals; and Bob Levine,
who picked off a crucial Paul Ryan
pass.

For the first three quarters, the.
game had followed the typical
UMass football pattern of 1974, as
the Minutemen rolled to a 14-0 first

half lead followed by a third quarter
letdown that saw the Rams score
one touchdown and come
perilously close to a second.

But the script changed abruptly
in the fourth quarter. Quarterback
Paul Ryan had moved the Rams to
the UMass 15 yard line in the
waning moments of the third period
and had a first and ten from there.
On the first play of the fourth
quarter, Ryan looked for his tight
end near the goal line, but Bob
Levine stepped in front of him for
the interception to relieve the
pressure.

"Bobby Levine's pass in-
terception changed everything,"
said a jubilant Dick MacPherson
after the game. "It gave us the
momentum."

Maybe it was momentum, or
maybe the presence of the new
quarterback, but indeed something
was different. For the first time this

season, the Minutemen used the
offense to protect a lead instead of
putting the load on the shoulders of
the defense.

Following the Levine pickoff,
McNally masterminded a brilliant

90-yard drive that not only resulted
in the final Sprout field goal, but
also ate up nine minutes of the
clock.

Sprout, the sophomore kicking
specialist, had earlier hit on three-
pointers of 35 and 30 yards.

Tripucka had been the starter at

quarterback, but was removed in

favor of McNally in the second
quarter after he had led several

drives toward the Ram goal line but

failed to punch the ball over for the
score.

McNally was more successful,

leading the one TD march that was
capped off by a burst off right

tackle by Jim Torrance who
scampered five yards untouched
for the marker. McNally then threw
to the hands of a diving Walt Parker
for the two-point conversion.

Torrance was the workhorse of

the day, carrying the ball 28 times
and keeping many a drive alive with
crucial third down yardage.

The game also marked an im-
provement in the UMass passing
game, as the Minutemen hit on 50
per cent of their passes for the first

time this season. Tripucka hit on
three of five, McNally completed
four of eight, and Lee Harriman
threw an incompletion on an op-
tion.

Harriman was much more ef-
fective on the receiving end,
catching six for 81 yards.

Of course, all was not rosy for the
Minutemen, as they fumbled six
times. On the bright side, UMass
recovered three of its own miscues,
including two deep in its own
territory at a time when the out-
come was still very much in doubt.

The lone Ram tally came in the
third quarter, as Ryan, who had a
good game overall with 17 com-
pletions in 25 attmepts, (including a
phenomenal 12 of 16 in the second
half) hit Bill Britt from three yards
out.

The Minutemen defense was
tough against the run as they again
prevented the opponent from
scoring on the ground. They also
held URI's big offensive threat.
Rich Remondino, to only 51 yards,
rushing after he had gained over
100 in each of his last three games.
So the stage is set for the

showdown. It's UMass-UConn this
Saturday at Alumni Stadium for all

the marbles.

And, with the way things are
going, who knows what to expect.

By JOHN BOCK
Sports Staff

For the Massachusetts
Minutemen it was a must win
sftuation. To talk to the players,
though, one would have thought
they were playing for a few frosties
after the game instead of a chance
at the Yankee Conference crown
and a playoff for the NCAA.
And in the end it was perhaps

this same lack of tension that won
UMass a 2-1 victory over URI Friday
and precipitated the decision of the
conference this Saturday in
Amherst.

The Rams proved true to their
pre game billing as they came at
the Minutemen as a well-coached,
cohesive team that passed well and
outshot UMass on the goal about
three to one in the firsl half.

It was UMass, though, that got
on the board first as Tony King took
advantage of a URI goalie's
dropped ball to item home the first

goal. It was a cornet kick from
Mohammed Othmaf that was
blocked by the goalie Fullback
Gary McKenna went up for the ball

and shook up the goaltender
enouuh for him to drop the ball and
give King the goal at 7:33 of the first

half.

The second goal came at 28:32 of

the second half when Tom Coburn

took a pass from Bob McChesney
and dumped it in the empty goal as
the goal tender for URI was caught
way out front by a fake off the foot
of one of the Minutemen.
Rhode Island scored with a scant

sixteen minutes remaining as they
took a pass from right of midfield
that went in over Carl Vercollone's
head. Vercollone was impressive in

his first full game in goal for UMass
on the season and gave no ap-
parent signs that his shoulder was
still bothering him.

The bulk of the game was taken
up by UMass trying to get some
hustle in their rather lackadaisical
offense and in attempting to keep
the Ram halfbacks from running
the ball at will through UMass'
midfield. Mike Parsons and Dan
Ouelette were outstanding in their

defensive efforts for UMass while
Mohammed Othman and Jim
Vollinger performed well on of-

fense.

Tom Coburn was injured late in

he game as he got railroaded by
the UHI goaltender as he went for a
ball. Possible knee damage has left

Coburn on crutches for the time
being.

GOAL TENDING UMass must
face Tufts in a non-conference
game this Thursday before meeting
UConn this coming Saturday.

Jury selection begins in Kent State trial

CLEVELAND \UPI\ - Two jurors
were seated yesterday, the opening
day of the trial of eight former Ohio
National Guardsmen charged in the
1970 slaying of four Kent State
University students and the
wounding of nine others.

Chief U. S. District Judge Frank
J. Battisti dismissed four
prospective jurors before turning
questioning over to government
and defense lawyers.

Jurors Ralph Rumsev and MrS .

Constance Hillson were seated

before court adjourned late

Monday afternoon.

Robert Murphy, chief of the
criminal section of the civil rights

division of the U.S. Justice
Department, heads the government
prosecuting team and questioned
the prospective jurors.

Acting for the defense were C. D.
Lambros, who represents four
defendants; Bernard Stuplinski,
who represents three and E. K.

Wright, who represents one.

The defendants are charged with

assaulting and intimidating four

KSU students who were wounded
in a 13-second burst of gunfire

during a campus antiwar
demonstration May 4, 1970.

Five of the defendants - William
E. Perkins, 28, Canton, Ohio; James
E. Pierce, 29, Amelia Island, Fla.;

Ralph W. Zoller, 27, Mantua, Ohio;
and James D. McGee, 27, and
Lawrence A. Shafer, 29, both of

Ravenna, Ohio - face maximum
sentences of life in prison if con
victed because of the four deaths.

Defendants Leon H. Smith, 27,
Beach City, Ohio; Mathew J.

McManus, 28, West Salem, Ohio;
and Barry W. Morris, 29, Kent,
Ohio; could be sentenced a

maximum of one year in prison and
given a $1,000 fine because their

alleged crimes did not result in

death.

Although officers were present
during the incident, none of the

ranked higher thandefendants

sergeant.

Battisti read the indictment to the
panel of 70 and then cautioned that
"the indictment is not any evidence
whatever against the defendants.
The government has the burden of
proof that burden never shifts to
the defense.

"Each defendant is presumed
innocent until the government
proves its case beyond a reasonable
doubt in the mind of each juror," he
said.
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Ford administration

same as Nixon's?
By FRED NOBLES

Staff Reporter
In the third in a series of lectures

by Boston Globe reporters, Robert
Healy last night characterized
President Gerald Ford as, "an
extension of the Nixon ad-
ministration. The only way he is

different is that he wasn't involved
in Watergate."

Healy, the Globe's executive

editor and political editor, ad-

dressed his remarks to about fifty

people at Hampshire College as

part of a lecture series entitleo,

"The Presidential Crisis: View from
the Press."

Boston Globe Washington
correspondent David Nyhan, who
shared the floor with Healy, noted
that Ford has, with very few ex
ceptions, retained most of tha

people who worked for the Nixon
administration. According to Nyhan
there are five to six hundred people
in the Food administration, "who
think they're doing the same thing

for Ford as they did for Nixon."

Nyhan makes a point as Melley looks on.

Speculating on Nelson
Rockefeller's possible confirmation

as vice-president, Nyhan said, "I

think Ford will pull him out and put

someone else in." Nyhan believes

that during the congressional
recess, "a lot of damage is going to

be done to Rockefeller's
reputation." Nyhan thinks
Rockefeller will suffer most from
any further disclosures of

irregularities in his financial

dealings.

Questioned about what has been
the chief cause of America's recent

national political problems, Healy
noted that "We haven't had what
you would call great leadership in

the last few years." Referring to

former president Nixon, Healy said

that he was "a crook" and that,

"the man corrupted our system of

government and corrupted us

somewhat in the process as well."

Both Healy and Nyhan
responded to a question about
Henry Kissinger's role in the current

administration. Nyhan believes that

Kissinger's role will diminish. "I

don't think Kissinger is as prepared

to handle global economic
problems as he was able to handle

the turmoil between different

states." Speculating on Kissinger's

reaction to his diminished role,

Healy said that "You get ac-

customed to that Cadillac syn-

drome in Washington. ..and that's

Robert Healy, Political Editor of the Boston Globe,
center, with Dan Melley of UMass Public Affairs, left,

and David Nyhan, also of the Globe.

very hard to give up."

In his opening remarks, Healy,

who has been with the Globe since

1942, discussed the relationship the

press has had two different

presidents. Healy believes that

presidential power has grown
steadily since the Eisenhower
administration. "The press has

contributed to growth either in a

passive way or in a positive way,"
he said. Healy believes that it was
during the Eisenhower ad-

ministration that press secretaries

began to actively manipulate the

press corps.

Healy said that during the

Kennedy years, "the press itself

became performers and became
conscious of the fact that they were
performers." According to Healy,

'Kennedy used the vehicle of the

press conference to reach over the

heads of the reporters covering

him... he reached over their heads

to reach a much broader audience

in the television audience."

About the Ford administration,

Healy said, "Ford said he would
have an open presidency and the

first thing he did was fire his press

secretary who I think was a very

decent guy." Healy was referring to

Gerald terHorst who left his job

when Ford granted Nixon a pardon.

Nyhan, who has been a Globe

Washington correspondent since

January of this year, addressed his

remarks chiefly to the question of

Ford's administrative abilities.

Nyhan said he didn't think Ford

ever expected to become president.

turn to page 2

Conflict charged, denied in Residential Life
By JOHN PEP/
S.O.P. Member

(2nd in a series on the
politics and finance of
Housing and Food
Services)

"I don't see that there is any
conflict between what this ad-

ministration in Residential Life (RL)

wants for students and what
students want for themselves" said

the former Financial Manager of

R.L., Chuck Hampton.

Steve Kenney of the Student
Organizing Project's (S.O.P.)
Housing Education-Action Group
said that "this implication by
Hampton of a 'community of in-

terests' between the managers and
the managed is very misleading.
For, regardless of good intentions

on the part of these administrators,

their objective position as
protectors of bondholder in-

vestments and their own
authoritarian job roles sets them at

odds with student interests".

The UMass Board of Trustees'

1973 Statement on University
Governance paved the way for the

development of Student Policy

Boards which would have broad
policy-making powers over
Residence Halls, Food Services,

Health Services and Student
Activities.

This Trustee document carved
out areas of "primary respon-

sibility", meaning "the capacity to

initiate policy recommendations",
for students, faculty and the ad-

ministration. It reads "students will

have primary responsibility for

services and activities which are

designed primarily to serve
students or those which are

financed primarily by students."

S.O.P. researcher Chris Lund
berg said "the Trustees conceded
very little in the way of their

domination over the lives of UMass
students. Policy Advisory Councils

such as those mentioned are limited

to policies subject 1) to precedents

already established, and 2) to the
approval or disapproval of the
Chancellor. Primary responsibility

for policy making, unless coupled
with full powers for im-
plementation, is a thoroughly
empty concept".

Bob Gardner of the S.O.P., said

"One major historic justification for

public education is that is serves to
train the masses for the respon-
sibilities of citizenship in a
democratic society'. Given that

practice makes perfect, how will

students ever learn to govern
themselves democratically? For the

administration controls the agenda
and only those issues which are

innocuous, does it dispense into

our domain. We are left to toy with
what they see as all the trappings of

our education: the social events,

speakers series, hobbies,

interst organizations
colloquia,"

Kenneth Banning

special

and

is

professional, coordinating
a

the

Associated Student Commissaries,

a student-controlled decentralized

food cooperative serving 4,000
UConn students.

"The power relationship between
any administrative unit and their

student advisory board is identical

to the setting in a poker game
where one player holds all the
money. True joint policy making or

collective bargaining grows out of

the existence, among two or more
parties, of a relatively equal power
balance. The parties to the
bargaining recognize that if one
refuses to compromise, the other

can and will resort to coercive and
obstructionist measures," he said.

According to Gardner "Students
are presently permitted to 1) serve

on advisory boards 2) appoint

outnumbered tokens to the ad-

ministration's and faculty's real

decision-making committees and 3)

administer sandbox student
governments. When push comes to

shove, we are marshmallows and

constantly getting burnt. This is

why we need a union of students; a
legally independent and voluntary
association whose members would
elect representatives to bargain
with the administration and faculty.
The union would bargain over all

the living and learning conditions at
the University that are now ac-
cepted as givens by powerless
individuals."

turn to page 2
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SW student

to head
campaign
State Representative James

Collins of Amherst today appointed
Jon Hite to head off his UMass
campaign. Hite, a UMass
sophomore residing in Southwest
served on the research staff of
Kevin White's 1972 re-election
campaign before coming to the
university.

Collins, the 28-year-old Amherst
Democrat, has announced his plans
to canvass every registered voter in

his district by the Nov. 5 election
and to personally visit every
registered voter on campus.

In his first bid for re-election,
Collins is looking forward to
working with Jon Hite and some 25
other UMass students presently
volunteering their efforts in the
campaign.
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S.O.P. looks at

on-campus housing
cont. from p. 1

In regard to housing and food
services, he said "Student
community control means having
the power to collectively maintain,
re-create, and govern our homes-
dorms and having the freedom to
determine what goes on in our
kitchens-dining commons. They are
ours. We pay for them. We live and
work in them. We must control
them!"

During extensive questioning,
Ken Dean, Director of R.L. and
Hampton, repeatedly emphasized
that students will not have
authority in areas which are, by
definition, "management's
prerogative" and "the natural
responsibility of administration".

Personnel decisions and salaries
are "management's prerogative".
Pet and paint policies, furniture
replacement and dorm security all

hover on the 'thin red line'

separating "management's
prerogative" from 'student control'.
Reorganizing and remodeling the
physical structure of our buildings,

reallocating the burden of debt
payments, and challenging
compulsory dorm residence and
meal plans are presently non
negotiable issues.

They argued that management
must retain ultimate control for two
reasons 1) their expertise and 2)
their long-term accountability and
concern. Yet Rich Berman, of the
S.O.P. said "ihese skills are highly
mystified and monopolized. For
example, Bromery became
Chancellor at this highly touted and
complex institution having been
trained as a geological specialist.

Gage pot his Vice-Chancellorship
after a career in medicine. Surely
students can and are developing
skills with which they can budget
their accounts, purchase supplies,

organize food service and dorm
maintenance. After all, these are
Bromery's living learning centers."
Banning said "UConn's ad

ministration had faith that given
adequate information, students
could make valid and responsible
decisions."
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Ford "no different"
cont. from p. 1

"He's still -a lineman and not a
quarterback and he's not com-
fortable calling the signals," Nyhan
said.

Granting Ford a certain ability to

improve national politics because of

his relationship to congress, Nyhan
went on to say that, "Ford hasn't

changed from the conservative

congressman from Grand Rapids
who fought down every piece of
progressive legislation that came
before him."

Speculating on Ronald Nessen's
ability to handle the job of press
secretary for Ford, Nyhan said, "I
don't think television reporters can
grasp the complex issues like we
newspaper people can." He
believes Nessen will tend toward

the television standard of "the
minute and ten second broadcast."

The Healy-Nyhan lecture was the
third in a six part series jointly

presented by the Boston Globe and
the UMass journalism studies
program. The next lecture in the
series will be at Smith College on
November 11.

Former UM/'e becomes "Mister Mayor/f

By CRAIG ROCHE
Staff Reporter

One of the things that set Steve
Erickson apart from most of his
fellow January '74 UMass
graduates was that he was sure of a
job when he got home. For Steve
Erickson had been elected the
Mayor of Gardner, Mass in

November.
Reflecting on his first ten months

in office, Erickson said, "The first

year is an orientatior where you set
your goals; it has to be, it would be
for anyone. You ca.i t train or go to
school to be mayor, it's so diverse.
When I first ran I was more

idealistic. I find one of the greatest
frustrations is that people cry about
corruption in politics but will be the
first in line to be on the other side
when it is in their favor."

When asked if his experience at
the university prepared him for his
job, Erickson said, "The whole
college life better prepared me. At
UMass there are so many different
lifestyles, living with people was an
exposure to different cultures and
learning to accept differing views."

Erickson was a Biochemistry
major and lived in Orchard Hill as a
student. He now lives at home with
his parents, saying of his $6,500
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salary, "I couldn't afford to live on
just that if I were married or in an
apartment. For what I am learning,

though, it is worth it."

"I am learning to read people,"
Erickson said, "because in this job
you can meet a lot of fakes. No one
has tried to buy me or force me in

certain directions. I have learned to
go slow and easy. The political

process with all the okays
necessary to pass things, is slow,
but I am trying to be progressive
too."

The term Mayor Erickson will

serve ends in Jan. 76 at which
point the mayor's length in office
will go from the present 2 to a 4
year term, and the pay will be raised
to $12,000. Asked about his future,

Erickson said "I lean toward
running for re-election now, but it

really depends on how things
materialize. Lots of things can
happen. In the next year we will see
if we've been able to produce, to
pull state and federal funds into the
city, to instill real pride in the
community."

Erickson said most of the city's
people have "accepted" him.
"Some were jealous or

suspicious and some afraid of
losing their jobs. But I just have a
new title, I'm not any different,
except that I'm working for 20,000
people. I'm still a person, nothing's
changed except that I have to make
decisions many people will never
make in their life."

While 12 to 18 hours a day can oe
office, Erickson finds time to take
an organic chemistry course at
UMass. He also raised a garden this
year and a dozen chickens and has
hopes of getting some turkeys and
pigs next spring. All these provide
diversions from tasks like
organizing the city's budget.
"We are already three months

into our first budget and now we
have to start on the second. I was
nervous at first, running what is

really a $15 million corporation. I

was here in the office many times
after 12 p.m. looking at the budget,
trying to make what I thought were

taken up by the many details of his
honest cuts. But new we have an
idea of what we can accomplish.

"I ran for mayor because I

thought the people deserved better,
and wit* a little measure of conceit'
I thought I could do a better job. i

think I'm doing it, although it's

slow, but I can see it. Sure I've
made mistakes, maybe some of the
decisions I've made were not the
wisest ones. But at the time when I

made the decision it was the best I

could possibly make. We have to
keep in mind that we're working for
the people, not for ourselves, and
that's what it's nil for. Isn't it?"
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Student Senate Academic Affairs Committee

£t!£irperson Miller stresses student input
isHAhtH tne alternative oHi.^atlnr. ,.....„ l ....... ' » _ "

By DEBBIE SCHAFER
The Student Senate Academic

Affairs Committee is presently
dealing with the issue of student
representation in University
governance and academic matters.
A prime responsibility of the
committee is student input in
academic governance at UMass,
according to chairperson Martin J
Miller.

"I think students should have
p.'ime responsibility over their
educations, in that they should be
able to determine the content of
their education to a great extent,"
Miller said.

The committee is trying to bring
students who represent different
aspects of the community together
in a bi-weekly or monthly forum to
discuss issues of academic con-
cern. "When people get together
over issues, they have a chance of
working them out," Miller told the
Collegian.

Tht Academic Affairs Committee
is publishing and compiling the
spring semester Course Description
Guide, and each year has published

the alternative education handbook
It's Your Move. Members of the
committee have served on various
councils dealing with academics,
but chairperson Miller wants the
committee to act as a means of
student organization. He would like
"to see students focusing around
different issues through this office
(Academic Affairs) as a resource of
their community."

Students are encouraged to use
the committee as a voice for their
ideas concerning the quality of their
education at the University. "That's
the power of the committee,"
according to Miller, "when people
can come together, make their own
decisions and work at then,
collectively -- to use the Academic
Affairs Committee as an organizing
strategy."

A current project of the com-
mittee is the formation of a
Colloquia Committee, to assist
residential area academic com-
mittees. The Colloquia Committee
will seek to establish closer
communication between the areas,
so that they may deal with issues

central to them.
By promoting communication

between various groups of
students, the Academic Affairs

Committee hopes to make students
more aware of their part in shaping
their own educations. Miller sees
the committee as a democratically
structured student resource where
students may provide input without
political discrimination. "When you
limit dialogue to exclusion you're
not dealing with the truth, you're
dealing with fantasy," said Miller.

The Academic Affairs Committee
wants to hear student opinions
concerning all aspects of
education, since education should
fit the needs of the community. "Its
an energy crisis here on our part,"
Miller added, "and the Academic
Affairs Committee is only as
powerful as the people who are in

it."

Through the committee, "people
can gather around issues and
define their own outcome of
them," said Miller. "There are a lot

of questions that students should
be dealing with."

Town library gets grant

to preserve rare books, letters
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By JUDY BOUCHER
Staff Reporter

The Amherst town library
received a letter yesterday from
Governor Francis W. Sargent
officially notifying them of a grant
for $9,373 for the preservation of
rare books and manuscripts, ac-
cording to Quenten E. DeStreel,
director of the library.

The library is also expected to
receive a $28,000 grant from the
Library Services and Construction
Act for a computerized social
service referral system said
DeStreel.

The grant for the library's ar-

chives is from the Bicentennial
Commission with the stipulation

that the grant hp matched with

"Safe" politician?

funds from the town. The ad-
ditional funds will come from a
"special library fund", said
DeStreel.

The money will be used for the
purchase of special air conditioning
equipment to be installed on the
third floor which houses the
library's special collections. The
special equipment will filter the ait

and maintain a constant tem-
perature and humidity level,
preventing further deterioration!

Also, part of the Boltwood
collection, local historical books
and manuscripts, may be moved
from the basement to the third floor
to centralize the special collections
according to DeStreel.

DeStreel said, "it will cost

Manning attacks Conte
By P. J. Prokop
Staff Reporter

"He's grandstanding as far as the
energy question is concerned. He
said he was an environmentalist
and then voted against using
hydroelectric power in the Dickey-
Lincoln Project."

Thomas R. Manning, Democratic
candidate for U.S. Congress in 1st

Congressional District in

Massachusetts looked relaxed as he
spoke against his opponent
Republican Silvio Conte who has
been in office for the last 16 years.

Manning said Conte has become
very conservative in the years since
he was elected.

"He no longer represents the
people that elected him. He
represents big business more than
he does the average citizen here,"
Manning said.

SUBSCRIPTION
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Amherst and
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Elsewhere
On-campus delivery
newsstand price:

S? $15
W $15

$S $9

10 cents,
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guaranteed by 10 a.m.
Mail delivery to Amherst area

same day of business day
publication. In Massachusetts,
the following day. Outside
Massachusetts, no delivery
guarantee.
Send checA or money order to

The Daily Collegian. Allow 2

weeks for delivery start.

"Conte studies trends as he sees
them through the media, then he
comes out for what appears to be
favorable. He is a 'safe' politician.

After all, he was the 410th
Congressman to take any stand at

all on impeachment. His connection
with Nixon is evident, in '68 and 72
he was a Nixon delegate."

Manning said he has been unable
to arrange a time with Conte to
appear before the public, even
when free T.V. time was offered to
them by Channel 6 in Schenectady.
"He's never available to appear
with me for either a discussion or
debate of the issues."

"I'm more than willing to meet
with Conte at UMass at anytime,
and state my position. I would hope
that he would be willing to do the
same," Manning added.
Manning describes himself as a

candidate working for the average
person, who he feels is not being
adequately represented at this time.
On education. Manning said he

feels there should be an increase in

Federal funding for scholarships
and that the recipients should do
something in return for the aid —
"maybe work on an environmental
project or in some type of social

programs."

Manning said it was becoming
increasingly difficult for middle
class families to send their children
to school.

On the energy crisis, Manning,
who is in favor of using solar
energy, stated that Conte has
shown no leadership in this area.
Manning said he feels confident
and that his chances of winning in

the November 5th election are
excellent.

$22,000 and the project will start

next January probably taking a few
months to install while some
partitions and bookcases have to be
removed."

The two major collections
housed in the library are the Robert
Frost collection and the Emily
Dickinson collection.

The Emily Dickinson collection
poses a special problem because
the papers are very brittle from the
1840 period. "They have a high rag
content with cheap wood pulp",
said DeStreel.

"Most people who have written
about Dickinson have worked in

the collection," said Wineferd D.
Sayer, curator of the special
collections.

The Dickinson collection
consists of 16 manuscripts in

Dickinson's own handwriting, 28
shelf feet of books by and about the
most-well known Amherst citizen

and other materials.

Other papers in the library in-

clude documents from the French
and Indian War and local
geneological records said Sayer.
The grant for the computerized

referral system will be part of the
Amherst Community Resource
Center and will probably be tied

into UMass computers said
DeStreel. The center is a social

service referral and counseling
agency.

The system will list all the social

services agencies so that when a

client calls for addive a list may be
given to that person immediately.

This service will primarily be for

Franklin and Hampshire counties.
Also, a number of public libraries in

Western Mass. and northern
Hampden county as well as some
college libraries will serve as in-

formation gathering points said
DeStreel.

Academic Affairs Committee chairperson Martin J
Miller: "When people get together over issues, they
have a chance of working them out."

UlVlass administrator works
for Congressional reform

WMUA
program

notes
Here is what will be hap

pening on campus radio station

WMUA, 91.1 FM:
The disc jockeys will be Eric

Benjamin, Rocket Rick, Ken
Irwin, John Greeley, Barry

Williams will host Uujamadrum,
and Laredo Rides will start

tomorrow.

News, weather, and sports is

broadcast at 7, 8 Et 9 a.m., and
2, 6, £t 10 p.m.

By STEVE TETREAULT
Staff Reporter

A UMass administrator was
involved in the forming of a con-
troversial resolution aimed at in-

ternal House reform recently
defeated in the U.S. House of
Representatives.

Gerry Grady, a political scientist
and UMass Coordinator of
Community Relations served on the
staff of the Select Committee on
Committees, a bipartisan House
Committee headed by Rep. Richard
Boiling (D-Missouri).

The Committee, created early in

1973 and aimed at proposing in-

ternal House reorganization, was
composed of five Republicans and
five Democrats. The Committee
staff was also organized along bi-

partisan lines.

Grady was asked to join the staff

as a result of his association with
Boiling dating back to 1956-57,
when Grady served as a
Congressional fellow on Boiling's
staff.

The Committee's resolution,
number 988, was defeated late

Tuesday afternoon by a 203 165
count. Voted in its place was a
substitute resolution offered by the
House Democratic Caucus'
Committee on Organization, Study
and Review, headed by Rep. Julia
Hansen ID-Wash.).
Maj'v reform suggestions

contained in the Boiling Com-
mittee's defeated resolution in-

cluded institution of a new
Committee structure consisting of
fifteen major committees and seven
additional minor ones. House
members could serve on only one
of the major committees.
The resolution also suggested

the shifting and elimination of
various committee jurisdictions,

such as:

transferring environmental
considerations from the Merchant
Marine Committee to a new
committee on Energy an^ En
vironment:

breaking the Committee on
Education and Labor into two
separate organizations:

abolishing committees dealing
with Internal Security, Post Office
and Civil Service and;

creating a committee to handle
budget matters.

The Hansen Resolution differed

from the Boiling Resolution in that

it retained many of the committee
dropped by the latter, and also gave

back jurisdiction to important
committees, such as the House
Ways and Means Committee in

areas dealing with foreign trade,
revenue sharing, and unem-
ployment compensation.

Grady started work at UMass in

1959, acquiring the title of Assistant
Director of the Bureau of Govern-
ment Research. He became
business manager of the depart-
ment in 1962, and Coordinator of
Community Relations in August of
this year.

University Health

Service holds

orientation
There will be an informal

discussion of University Health
Services programs and
organization today at the Health
Center at 6:30 p.m. Although
sponsored primarily as an orien-

tation for members of the Student
Health Advisory Board, the
discussion is open to any interested

students. A iour of the facility will

follow.

Health Services Division
Directors present will include Barry
Averill, UHS Director; Pernell
Parker, Finances; Jane Zapka,
Community Health Education;
Thomas McBride, Medical Care;
Lee Whitaker, Mental Health;
Barbara McCarthy, Nursing Ser
vices; and Leo Hall, Patient Ser-
vices. Co-chairpersons of the

Advisory Board, Mark Citron and
Cathie Grose will also be in at-

tendance. Interested students are

welcome.
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Tape shows Nixon told Mitchell to Stonewall
WASHINGTON \UPI] - Richard M. Nixon

told John A. Mitchell in the spring of last

year "to stonewall it...coverup or anything
else" to save his administration from the
Watergate scandal, according to taped
testimony played in court yesterday.
The former president's voice came

through clearly on the fifth White House tape
played at the cover-up trial of Mitchell and
four other Nixon aides accused of conspiracy
in the plot.

"I don't give a what happens," Nixon
told Mitchell toward the end of a March 22,
1973, meeting at his hideaway office in the
Executive Office Building.

"I want you all to stonewall it, let them
plead the 5th Ammendment. cover up or

anything else, if it'll save it - save the plan
that's the whole point."

Defense lawyers objected to the Nixon-
Mitchell discussion being introduced as
evidence since former White House counsel
John W. Dean til - on the witness stand at
the time - was not present for that part of the
meeting. But U.S. District Judge John Sirica
overruled the objections and ordered the
tape be played.

"We're going to protect our people if we
can," Nixon told Mitchell.

The meeting was the last of a series of
March 21-22 of last year as the Watergate
cover-up began to unravel and the President
and his men strove to stem the tide.

Key White House aides John D. Ehrlich-

man and H.R. Haldeman - also on trial for the

cover-up - were also present at the session

with Nixon, Mitchell and Dean. They were
leaning toward issuing a report absolving the
White House of any complicity but Dean was
advocating a fuller disclosure of the facts.

"You think, you think we want to, want to

go this route now?" Nixon asked.

"And the -let it hang out, so to

speak?"

"Well, it's it really isn't that," Dean started

to reply.

"It's a limited hang out." Haldeman broke
in.

"It's a limited hang out," Dean agreed.
"It's a modified limited hang out," Ehrlich-

man said

"Well," said Nixon, "it's only the question
of the thing hanging out publically or
privately."

"What it's doing, Mr. President, is getting

you up above and away from it," said Dean.
"And that's the most important thing."

Just before Dean left the meeting, Nixon
spoke highly of him to Mitchell, saying his
young counsel had "carried a very, very
heavy load."

"John Dean... put the fires out, almost got
the damned thing down til past the election
and so forth," he said. "We all know what it

is. Embarrasing god-damned thing, the way
it went and so forth. But, in my view, uh,
some of it will come out; we will survive it!

That's the way it is. That's the way you've
got to look at it."

v Judge prevents Nixon

from moving tapes

UPI Telephoto

President Gerald Ford inspects the Mexican troops at the international border
crossing at Nogales.

Ford receives cheering welcome
with Echeverria on Mexican tour
MAGDALENA, Mexico [UPI] -

President Ford, in his shirtsleeves

and with sweat streaming down his

grinning face, marched through
Mexican towns yesterday with
President Luis Echeverria and
received a tumultuous welcome
from countless thousands.

Ford and Echeverria abandoned
plans to go by bus and instead led a
noisy procession through Nogales
on the Mexican side of the border
and again mingled with delighted
crowds in Magdalena as security
guards were all but lost in the
shuffle.

On his first visit to a foreign
country as president, Ford got a
welcome that clearly delighted him
and then sat down to the first of
two meetings with Echeverria
during a day of constant
movement.
A senior U.S. official said their

talks would concentrate on the
subjects n* Mexican migrant
workers coming to the United
States for farm employment and on
trade relations between the nations.

The official de-emphasized the
importance of other subjects as a

topic for present discussion,
particularly stating there would be
no hard talks at this time on
Mexico's newly discovered and
very rich oil fields.

Ford and Echeverria first greeted
one another about 9:30 a.m. PD I at
the border that separates the
American and Mexican towns of
Nogales. They walked toward one
another in a chorus of deafening
cheers and then embraced.

In brief remarks on a podium in

the center of Nogales, Mexico,
surrounded by thousands of school
children waving flags of the two
nations, Ford noted that the two
countries were tied by both history

and geography.

"It is my fervent wish that this

meeting will mark the beginning of

a close personal relationship

between us and contribute to the

closer cooperation and friendly

relations between our peoples and
governments."

After welcoming remarks by
Echeverria, the Presidents in-

spected the guards of honor and
placed flowers at a memorial for

Mexican hero Benito Juarez.

They were supposed to go from
there by special bus to an airfield on
the outskirts of town but instead
the two leaders walked right past

the bus and proceeded to lead a 40-

minute spectacular parade for

about a mile through Nogales.

With Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger and Mexican foreign

Minister Emilio Rabasa trailing

oenina, a sea of people closed in

behind the pair and the air was filled

with cheers, traditional Mexican
mariachi music, wooden
noisemakers and a fire engine siren.

Temperatures were in the 80s
and Ford discarded his coat and
strode along waving with both
hands.

WASHINGTON [UPI] - A
federal judge yesterday temporarily

barred former President Richard M.
Nixon from transferring his White
House tapes and documents to
California, but granted his sole

access to them - except for sub-
poenaed material - while their

future is determined.

In a three-page opinion issued
after a hearing, U.S. District Judge
Charles R. Richey enjoined the
General Services Administration
(GSA), which has physical custody
of the material, from "disclosing,

transferring, disposing or otherwise
making known to any person" the
documents and tapes.

In a second order, Richey
granted Nixon access to the
material "for the sole purpose of
preparing to testify in the
Watergate criminal trial."

Nixon had filed suit last week
seeking to force government
compliance with a controversial

GSA agreement, two days before
Nixon's pardon from President
Ford, which gave Nixon ownership,
custody and eventual full control of,
his White House materials.

Herbert J. Miller, a lawyer for
Nixon, argued in court that Nixon
needed his White House tapes and
documents in California near his

San Clemente home because he
must prepare for possible testimony
in the Watergate cover-up trial and
is too ill with phlebitis to travel to
Washington.

Richie enjoined GSA from
carrying out the terms of the
agreement with Nixon for custody
of the materials, and made clear in
his order that subpoenaed material
would be made available to
prosecutors and grand juries.

Unless there are appeals of the
temporary restraining order, the
next step will be a ruling on the suit
itself, possibly after further
hearings.

During yesterday's hearing,
Watergate Attorney Peter Kreindler
disclosed a grand jury will be
issuing additional subpoenas for
certain of Nixon's White House
materials but did not disclose what
they dealt with.

Kreindler said the Watergate
special prosecution force opposed
removal of subpoenaed materials to
California form Washington. He
said Miller had known some 10 days
ago of the additional items to be
subpoenaed but had not included
them among material to be left

behind because it pertained to
current Watergate investigations.

Reagan may make

conservative bid
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Gov.

Ronald Reagan said yesterday he
might lead a conservative third
party presidential bid in 1976 if the
two national parties fail to
"represent the will of the American
people.

"

Reagan also said that President
Ford will be challenged for the 1976
GOP presidential nomination "If
there is a failure in his ad-
ministration, if things have grown
worse instead of better..."

The California conservative made
his comments in a televised in-

terview with Paul Duke for
broadcast by the Public Broad-
casting Service last night.

Supreme Court prevents
restrictions on abortions
WASHINGTON [UPI)

Following up its controversial 1973
decision, the Supreme Court
yesterday left standing a lower
court orde- requiring public
hospitals to allow abortions.

The court also agreed to decide
whether a patient in a state mental
hospital has a constitutional right to
treatment if he was committed
involuntarily in civil proceedings.

In the abortion matter, the
lustices refused in a brief order to
hear appeals from the city of
Virginia, Minn., whose ordinance
barred abortions in hospitals except
to save the mother's life.

The 8th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals struck down the law on the
basis of the Supreme Court's 1973
ruling that laws forbidding Por-
tions may apply only during the last

trimester of pregnancy, and not
even then in certain circumstances.

The order extends the court's

abortion decree to civil as well as
criminal statutes. But it does not set

a legal precedent and applies only
in the 8ti Circuit which en-

compasses Minnesota, Iowa,
Missouri, Arkansas, Nebraska and
the Dakotas.

The mentai hospital case came
from Florida, where Kenneth
Donaldson sued after being
confined in such an institution from
1957 to 1971.
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Soviet Jews and dissidents to be re/eased

Ford denies agreement for minimum emigration
ISDN. Ari> \iipi) _ c..: iic c _Tv« rs..._ ., » „--• . .
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TUCSON, Ariz. [UPI\ ~ Saying a U.S.

Soviet emigration agreement was "widely
misunderstood/' President Ford denied
yesterday that Moscow had pledged to let a
specific number of Jews and dissident
citizens emigrate each year in return for
better U.S. trade status.

White House spokesman Ron Nessen,
speaking for Ford, said reports that Soviet
officials had agreed to a minimum 60,000
emigrations per year were wrong. He said the
Soviet Union's promise to relax its

emigration policies was phrased in general
terms rather than specific numbers.

Ford's clarification came as he and

THE MASSACHUSETTS OAILY

Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger were
flying on Air Force 1 to meet Mexican
President Luis Echeverria at the U.S. -

Mexican border for a day of broad policy

talks.

Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash., who led

the fight to force a liberalization of Soviet
emigration policies, agreed with Ford that
the Soviets had set no firm number. A
spokesman for Jackson said Ford's
statement in no way damaged chances for
congressional approval of a trade reform bill

to which the Soviet agreement was tied.

Jackson and Kissinger announced last

Friday that the emigration issue had been

settled, clearing the way for congressional
passage of the bill giving the Soviet Union
"most favored nation" trading status with
the United States.

In a news conference at that time and in a
letter to Kissinger, Jackson cited the 60,000
figure as his understanding of tne minimum
emigration level the Soviet Union would
allow. Kissinger had earlier described the
agreement in a letter to Jackson.

Congressional sources said reporters at
the news conference apparently misun-
derstood the context in which Jackson used
the 60,000 figure.

Responding to Ford's clarification
yesterday, Jackson issued a statement
saying Kissinger's letter had been "clear in

stating the U.S. assumption that the 'rate of
emigration from the U.S.S.R. would begin to
rise promptly ... and would continue to rise to

correspond to the number of applicants.'
"

"With the Soviet assurances conveyed by
Secretary Kissinger to me to end harassment
and intimidation of those seeking to
emigrate, and with the number of visas rising

to correspond to the number of applicants, I

believe that more than 60,000 persons will

emigrate each year," Jackson said.

[U.S./WORLD

Surveillance increases

at Oregon power lines

CORE favors black community
control over Boston schools

PORTLAND, Ore [UPI] - The
Bonneville Power Administration
stepped up its surveillance of high-
tension lines yesterday after
rejecting a $1 million demand from
extortionists threatening to black
out the Pacific Northwest's second
largest city.

"They may be attempting to
show they know how to knock
down the system," said BPA
Administrator Don Hodel.
"They would have to blow up a

few towers to learn what it takes to
knock one down. Maybe there is a
learning process going on."

Hodel has offered a $100,000
reward with Bonneville Power
Administration funds for in-

formation leading to the persons
who caused damage in the past
month to 11 BPA transmission
towers, three of which were blasted

down last Wednesday evening.

There have been no power
outages, but the extortion letter to

the BPA said if the $1 million isn't

paid they would "black out the
entire Portland area and vicinity,"

and make the BPA "wish to hell" it

paid the demand.
Hodel, in Seattle for another

meeting, told a news conference
there the FBI and BPA were
receiving numerous calls from
hunters and others in the woods
near the vicinity cf the recent

blasts.

"We may be getting many false

leads," he said, "but we need only

one right lead to apprehend."
BPA officials and law en-

forcement officers involved in the

case said they were sure that more
than one person was involved in the

extortion threat.

BOSTON [UPI] - The
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE)
yesterday said it favors black
community control of schools
rather than forced busing to

achieve quality education in

Boston.

As Boston started its sixth week
of classes under a federal court
order to bus 18,000 students, CORE
director Mary Dennison told a news
conference that President Ford to

declare Boston "an educational
disaster area."

Classes were conducted without
major incident and attendance
citywide was expected to increase
to about 80 per cent.

message to U.S. District Judge W.
Arthur Garrity, who issued the

short-term busing order June 21

and now is drafting a long-range

school desegregation order for next

fall.

In the meantime, Ms. Dennison
said a referendum should be
conducted in Boston to see if

people want community control

rather than busing.

Ms. Dennison said, "It is obvious
that schools in the black com-
munity of Boston require federal
assistance to supplement state and
local efforts, to save lives and
protect property, public health and
safety, or to avert or lessen the
threat of a disaster."

nation and world
duuui ou per ceni.

Despite scattered racial incidents Henry travels again
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from 11 a.m.

during the day, attendance
throughout the city increased to

77.8 per cent, the highest figure

since Oct. 3 when it was 80.3 per
cent.

Ms. Dennison said CORE has the
highest esteem for those who have
fought to achieve court - ordered
busing, but added, "We feel that

busing became the issue because
no alternative to achieve quality

education was available.

"CORE calls for desegregation
through community control
because the most obnoxious
feature of segregation is not the
fact that black and white children

are sitting next to each other," she
said.

"The fact that whites control

schools in the black community as
well as in their own is the feature of

segregation which is intolerable."

Ms. Dennison said she thinks
busing should be stopped right

away and intends to convey this

WASHINGTON [UPI\ Secretary

of State Henry A. Kissinger sets out
on amarathon diplomatic journey
late today which he hopes will

promote U.S. Soviet arms con-
trols, rally concern for the world's

long range food problems, and sow
the seeds of peace in Cyprus and
the Middle East.

Probably one of his most ex-

tended and ambitious diplomatic
trips, Kissinger's mission is

scheduled to begin late tonight with
a flight to Moscow where he will

confer with Soviet leader Leonid I.

Brezhnev.

A breakthrough in the Soviet-

American strategic arms talks,

which resumed in Geneva Sept. 18,

is expected to be a primary goal.

But Kissinger is also hoping to

nail down arrangements for a late

November summit meeting bet-

ween President Ford and Brezhnev
in the Soviet Pacific Ocean port of

Vladivostok.

which rocked tne city center and
sent civilians diving for cover in

shopping arcades.

Anti-freeze riot

FALL RIVER [UPI] - Several
persons were injured yesterday at a
sale of antifreeze at $3.99 per
gallon. When the store opened its

doors at 9 a.m. employes got a little

more than they had bargained for.

A crowd estimated at over 1 ,000

rushed into the store. In less than
one hour the entire stock of more
than 1,400 gallons had been sold

out.

The general manager of the

automotive section was struck in

the head with a box. He suffered

lacerations over one eye.

Several other persons were
injured when they were knocked to

the floor and trampled over by the
crowd.

Vehicular traffic outside was
backed up for several miles around
the store. Most antifreeze products
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LOURENCO MARQUES,
Mozambique [UPI] — Fourteen

persons were killed and 66
wounded yesterday in the worst
outbreak of racial violence since

early September in this eastern

African territory.

Military sources said nine whites
and five blacks, including Frelimo

Mozambique Liberation Front
soldiers, died in steet shooting
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crisis.

Ford visit opposed
TOKYO [UPI] - Tens of

thousands of leftist demonstrators
throughout Japan shouted their

opposition yesterday to President

Ford's visit planned for Nov. 18, but

police said the turnout was far

below what rally organizers had
hoped for.

The National Railways
Locomotive Power Workers Union
refused to deliver gasoline to U.S.

military bases and said the ban
would continue one or two days to

commemorate "International

Antiwar Day," marking the start of

the U.S. bombing of North Viet-

nam.

Thurs., Fri., Sat.,

Oct. 24, 25, 26
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AND

JUNIOR WELLS
THE HIDE AWAY
Rt. 202 in Granby
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Tel. 467 8393
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Let's face it, we're all Alices in UMieland
By ROBERT SHMELIGIAN

Lewis Carroll's Alice pioneered the escape
into Wonderland, and today her followers are
somewhere in the Campus Center.

Poor Alice accidently fell into her fantasy,
but we can't make the same complaint. For
various reasons we all chose this campus to
encompass our lives for a few years, and any
White Rabbit late for his 10:10 will tell you
that we are in Wonderland.
The Queen of Hearts is a computer in

Whitmore, and my head is not safe. Still,

neither is the Caterpillar's. I'm sure he's not
concerned. He just sits in his room on the
22nd floor of George Washington tower and
smokes his "hookah".

Yes, this maniac is comparing Mr. Carroll's

wonderland with UMass. It was the Mock
Turtle who told me on our way to 303 Mach-
mer Hall.

I believe in Wonderland as I believe in

Whitmore, the Physical Plant, and the
concourse level of the Campus Center.
"Rules are rules" in Wonderland and stupid
rules are enforced all the more rigidly; just
ask a Blue Wall bouncer.

I suppose it was Sunday afternoon during
a busride when Wonderland began to fall

into perspective. The bus took me from a
brief encounter with reality back to a fantasy
world. Reality was a weekend at home in

Worcester, Mass. The name of the bus line,

by the way, was Peter Pan.
My first weekend home this year made it

clear to me that Worcester is no wonderland.
This city illuminates depression. What was
once a booming metropolis has deteriorated
along with its population. I understand it's a
combination of the continuing decrepidation
of the main-south area, and the cities in-

creasing percentage of senile people that

gives it such a dismal atmosphere. The city's

newspaper only reinforces its dreariness by
being conservative, Republican, and
monopolized.

In Wonderland I seclude myself from all

this. Infrequently will I be seen on campus
picking up a real-life newspaper (some js.

major). When I do, I not only read about a
gloomy hometown; I read about South
Boston and Roxbury. Today's news is a

sagging economy, and a deteriorating

political system. This hits me all at once
when I go home. Maybe Wonderland isn't all

that bad. The computer decides our living

situation and we take it from there. There are
no slums, no rest homes, and Belchertown
State School is a convenient 10 miles away.
Reality is just around the corner, but it can't
get in.

We are all numbers for a little while; we
that make up this university. We are also
transient. Every day we move closer to that
moment when we denounce Whitmore as
being "nothing but a pack of cards"; or, if we
are foolish enough to want to stay, the
Queen will see to our departure.
A last thought — remember the sleepy-

eyed caterpillar. He, like us, is only 3 inches
tall; he doesn't worry because he knows that
no one stands tall in Wonderland. He uses
mushrooms to make him grow taller or
sma'ler (when he's not loading the
"hookah"). This creature says to Alice
"Don't lose your temper" because he knows
how easily offended the other occupants of
Wonderland get sometimes. He tells Alice,
"you'll get used to it in time."

^
I wonder if he's ever written for the

Collegian.

Robert Shmeligian is a Collegian Columnist

Letters to the editor

Seen an $800. radio?
To the Editor:

The men of Amherst Fire Department appreciated your recent article

concerning the theft of equipment from our fire trucks and ambulance.
After the theft of an $800portable radio from the ambulance, it was nice to

get the feeling that at least somebody out there sympathizes with us.

It was rather depressing, a/though not surprising to see our radio stolen.
Our job teaches us to expect the best and the worst from the public. We
can put up with occasional lightheaded thievery of personal equipment
such as helmets or boots, but this was the first time a vital piece of
operational equipment was stolen. We can't replace it for a year. We can
handle all the stuff that students get into. We often arrive just before, at, or
just after death from OD's. We lose some, and save some. We've taken
high flyers out of washing machines, none the worse for wear, but a little

dizzy. We're well trained, and not too much surprises us anymore.
Something we're not "trained for", though, is comprehending why

someone would take something from us that can help save lives and
property. It may sound corny but the person who swipes something from
our vehicles for a window ornament might just be the guy who bleeds to

death or burns up later because we don 1 have it.

We're proud of our work, but not too proud to beg for the return of our
radio. We realize that it's probably long since been sold for a few bucks,
but we'll risk the odds and say that if the radio is still around, we'll gladly
take it back with no questions, no heat.

The radio theft has made us realize we're now ripoff victims like

everybody else. That's why we'd like to make a proposal to students that
see our point. We want to ask them to help us when we're working.

At most of our work scenes, crowds gather to watch. That's why we
think if something is swiped, it's probably lifted in tront of witnesses. -Ml

we ask is that people tell us, the cops, or even handle it themselves with a
little street group pressure if they see someone that looks like they don't
belong with our stuff.

During my four years at the university I saw some pretty good things
accomplished by kids that had to pitch in quickly and help people out. If

any of that spirit is left, we can stop our problem from growing, and keep
our score of "saves" high

Don LeBlanc

Happiness is a cold gun
To the Editor
— Sixty percent of all murders are carried out with

handguns.

One fourth of the 3,000 yearly "accidental" gun
death victims are under 14 years old.

—25,000 Americans die by gunfire each year.

—200,000 others are wounded,
suffering paralysis, sterilization,

dismemberment, or blinding.

These statistics come from FBI
records for 1972.

A vigorous drive to wipe out the
handgun menace is presently
underway in Western Mass.
Organizing this effort is People vs.

Handguns, a Massachusetts
citizens group concerned with
informing citizens of the dangers
posed by handguns and the need
for strict controls. Local organizer
Steven Sacks of Amherst stated,

"Our ultimate aim is to have
legislation passed which bans the
manufacture, sales and possession
of handguns for everyone except
the military and police.

"

People vs. Handguns points out the "fatal mistake"
of arming oneself to supposedly protect one's family
and property. 73 percent of all handgun murders
committed in 1972 were carried out by previously law-
abiding citizens who killed either family members or

acquaintances. A/most all of these were "crimes of
passion," committed in moments of rage without
felonious motive or premeditation. The deaths were
only possible because the handgun was at hand at the
wrong moment, the group claims. They further point

out that half a million guns are
stolen or lost every year, and most
end up in the hands of criminals.

Well-established in the Boston
area, People vs. Handguns is now
organizing in Western Mass. so that
it will have effective statewide
impact on the Legislature. Says
Organizer Sacks, "We want to
speak to all community. Church,
school, and other social groups in
the area. Our goal is to make the
public aware of this very real
menace, and then gather support
for our cause."

The group is currently con-
ducting various educational
programs on handgun control,
including community seminar
groups, a media campaign, and a

speakers bureau.
Persons interested in People vs. Handguns can

contact Steve Sacks at Box 131, Colonial Village,

Amherst, or call 256 8584.

Steven Sack*

Room to move
To the Editor:

The article which appeared in the Collegian on
Iriday September 27 was undoubtedly well in-

tentioned, but failed to articulate the degree of
support provided Room-to Move by the University,
and did not accurately reflect the center's com
mitment to providing educational workshops for
students and staff.

The University has gradually increased support of
Room to Move, a student staffed drop-in center, over
the past six years to the extent that it was willing to
make up most of the funds lost through the expected
termination of the HE. W. grant. Only one of the thirty
other universities originally funded by H.E.W. has
been willing to make such a commitment after ter-
mination of outside funding. The problem is not one
of commitment but, rather, of dealing with the
restrictions placed on the use of work study funds.

The University increased its allocation to Roomto
Move by $18,400 to raise the total amount from the
State and other University sources from $52 600 in
1973-74 to $71,000 in 1974 75. This is $6,600 less than
last year's total budget of $77,600, which included
$27,200 from H.E.W. funds. The remaining work-
study allocation \$4800\ will require finding work
study eligible students who have counseling skills or
experience m drug related programs.

Since the limitations on work -study funds have
Iwcome clear, several University administrators have
worked very hard to reallocate funds within various
divisions, especially within Health Services. However,
it nuiy not be possible to restore all of the funds lost
from the H.E.W. grant this year.

Although Room to-Move will be forced to tern
porarily reduce some of its services, it will still

maintain its commitment to providing quality
counseling and educational services. Room-to-Move
will maintain its commitment to provide educational
workshops for students and staff, but may be forced
to provide fewer than it has provided in the past.
There will also be a slight reduction in the hours that
the center will be open.

It has been encouraging to see the number of
students offering to volunteer their services in
response to the article last Friday. We greatly ap-
preciate this response, but have just recently com-
pleted the selection of volunteers for this semester.
Room-to-Move does have a special need for a few
volunteers who have counseling or educational ex-
perience in working with alcohol abuse, veterans,
minority students and gay people. In addition,
students with drug counseling skills or experience
who are work-study eligible are encouraged to apply.
Room to-Move has continued to serve as a viable

alternative to traditional counseling and educational
programming because it has been able to attract
highly motivated and competent students for its staff
and because it has maintained a base of support
withm the student body as well as with the ad
ministration. The staff of Room-to-Move greatly
appreciates the support that has been demonstrated
by the student body as well as by the University
administration and hopes that the financial restric-
tions will prove to be of a temporary nature.

Ronald LaFrance
Coordinator, Room to Move

-c Reid Fishman }

Into the home stretch
Volunteers parade through the early winter streets

while fat, white-haired men ask for action behind
closed doors. Colorful banners with rhetorical slogans
ornate the roadside barns and telephone poles, and
it's more than obvious that this is an election year in

Massachusetts.

If it seemed to many that the season's political

adventures appeared late and without warning, it's

only because of the crawling start that most of the
candidates displayed in their primary campaigns.
There were a number of now-defunct candidates that
took so long they never really got started, and con-
sequently, most of the state's remaining politicians
embarked on a vigorous platform of mediocrity.
Now, with two weeks remaining, a capable can

didate like Michael Dukakis finds himself leading the
polls in a campaign that wore out its issues two
months ago. With little more than an occasional press
release to let people know that he's still running,
Dukakis has succeeded in allowing Frank Sargent to
make a fool of himself on nearly every issue.

Before September, Sargent allowed all his con-
servative credibility to be demolished at the hands of
Carrol Sheehan, who mortally wounded the gover-
nor's re-election chances in a losing primary struggle.
Since then, it's been cake for the Dukakis camp.
Coming off an impressive victory over Attorney
General Bob Quinn, he emerged as the Democratic
candidate in a state that's had its fill of Republicans
and their painful monetary policies. Dukakis and his
campaign staff now find themselves streaking

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist

-i Fred S Weiss

A sense of hope
Too many people confuse affection for perversity.

From the days in high school when they'd slap your
butt for scoring a basket for Park Ridge, N.J. High to
now, it seems as if the only time that men could ever
really get away with showing real emotions and af

fections towards each other was on the athletic field.

Perhaps it is no coincidence that it was also the only
place where people could get away with smashing
and beating each other.

I think that the first time I ever heard the word
"queer" I was around ten. Didn't really know what it

meant. Still don't. However between that time and
now there has been more pressure to deal with a
reality that I never really could understand: Why
affection between members of the same sex has
carried such a bad stigma for so long.

This is not a column about homosexuality. The
subject is too long to write about, and besides my
knowledge is limited. Rather I'm trying to address the
content of emotions: The natural growth and capacity
of individuals to relate to each other on whatever
grounds are most comfortable to the two of them. A
sense of growth that our society has long inhibited for
numerous reasons.

Lately there has been a real thawing out of these
inhibitions. Women, brave women, took a stand first.

If they felt like hugging each other, they would.
People would call them "queer", "dykes", "gay
girls". In some cases they might have been lesbians.

The point is that both the straights and the gays told

the name callers to just take a hike. Real feelings

started to take priority over cosmetic norms of the
society.

I could never understand why my friends in high
school were so afraid to express their feelings. It was
rare that the word love was ever exchanged between
male friends. The only embrace ever exchanged,
came after a touchdown pass. A real positive energy
was lost in high school. The levels of inhibition that so
distorted concepts of sexuality found release in

myriad numbers of ways. The pressure of sexuality

was getting so intense, that people forgot just what
they were looking for.

Their mores, the rules of the groups in high school
always seemed somewhat hypocritical. The same
rules that made puking your guts out after some "big

drinkin" on Saturday, "a macho trip" made a friend

putting his arm around his friend a "fag trip"

Somehow these priorities lost me from the start.

Being heterosexual, I find it difficult to understand

homosexuality on a personal level. However, one of

the mor. beautiful things that I have seen this year has

been a new "opening" up between friends. Seeing

people dancing together, trying to understand each
other, and expressing their love, regardless of their

sex.

This is the highest type of individual liberation.

There is no standard to be judged on. You don't have
to do anything. Still, when the positive energy comes
out, when people start opening up, and not being so
afraid to show their feelings, everything coming out is

a bit more real. Their purpose of living becomes less

distorted. Perhaps if people could open up to

themselves and others more frequently, there would
be a sense of ease and love not duplicated by
cosmetic style.

And I have to believe that with this truth relating to

members of the opposite sex would improve too. I

can't totally claim to be free of every bit of sexism
drilled into me. However I am learning the importance
of people and not categories. Being basically an
aggressive person, my feelings have a certain sense of

high energy that sometimes makes it difficult to
express to people I care about. The most difficult

thing is coming to grips with your fears, and dealing

with the truths of the heart that tend to get stuck in

your throat.

I have to believe that if more people did this you
wouldn't see such a crush at the Blue Wall. You
wouldn't see lost stares on the Concourse. You
wouldn't see "Personals" in the Collegian. When
people get back to the basics, and deal with their

feelings and affections, on a level that is real, then all

the other things will fall in their place.

Professor Joseph Burroughs of the Human
Development Department once expressed a feeling of
optimism, a belief that things were changing in the
field of sex roles, and that perhaps in our generation
people would feel leso i<iiiibiteb about their feelings.

Burroughs, a man who has more intelligence in-

dividually than do most Universities collectively, and
also has more personal warmth than a farmhouse
kitchen, is the kind of person who gives me hope.

There are hundreds of other people who give me a

sense of hope. I even have a reason to believe that

one day there will be no lines at the Blue Wall meat
market on Saturday nights. If there have been a few
things bumming me out, the new sense of hope and
affection between people around me, has been the

saving point.

I am basically a political columnist. My style is best
suited for that. But every now and then something
grips me, and I have to try and express it.

Some things in this world are still more important
than knocking Dick Nixon and laughing at Gerry Ford.

towards the governorship.
However, the most outstanding campaign of the

season is being run by the small, inexperienced staff
of the man who stood victoriously in front of a
Democratic caucus last spring and proclaimed, "John
Davoren, here I come!" The caucus was the begin
ning of a long campaign for Paul Guzzi, which peaked
with the astonishing September defeat of State
Secretary John Davoren, who had become all but a
fixture in the State House.
From here, Guzzi shouldn't have much trouble at all

in his efforts to defeat Republican John Quinlan. It

was Guzzi's hardhitting issues of campaign reform
and citizen participation that allowed an alert cam-
paign staff to beat Davoren, and this momentum will
more than likely carry him through the election to a
powerful victory in the race for Secretary of State.

Probably the poorest choice of this year's fiasco
takes its form in the race for Attorney General. The
race features two ex-gubernatorial candidates trying
to make another stab at perpetuating their political
existence. Francis Belotti and Josiah Spaulding could
easily be the closest race on November 5, and it's

doubtful that either candidate will be any better than
his predecessor, Mr. Quinn, if elected.

All in all, it seems to be a Democratic year, here in

Massachusetts. With all the recession and disap-
pointment of the previous six Republican years, it

doesn't look like the Democrats will have too much
trouble with most of the statewide offices. With any
luck, 1976 could be the same.

mmnnKi odds

Gerald Ford:

A bane to environment

By JERRYMcCALLUM
Could anyone ever accuse President Ford of being an environmentalist?

Apparently not, when one looks at his past voting record on environmental
issues in Congress. How did Representative Ford vote in the early
seventies when many politicians suddenly realized that there was an
environment which needed protection. By 1971, the Environmental Policy
Center was grading Congressmen on their environmental records. In that
year, Ford was ranked 322nd out of 435. On 11 of the 12 most critical
environmental issues facing Congress, Ford voted wrong. In 1971, Ford
voted for the SST, for atomic testing in Alaska, for destructive Corps of
Army Engineers river projects, and against mass transit, pesticide control,
and the right of individuals to sue on environmental issues. Best of all, he
voted to allocate $315 million to bury radioactive wastes in a salt mine in
Lyons, Kansas. The Atomic Energy Commission later conceded the
contamination hazards of this abortive goody.

"*':•': ::•::' ">:*' :
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President Ford is batting

1.000 against environmentalists

'red Weiss is a Collegian Columnist

In 1972, though Ford's position improved on some pollution issues,
although he still voted against a permit program for industrial polluters and
against setting industrial pollution abatement deadlines. He also supported
the cyclamate compensation bill that permitted producers of banned toxic
materials to sue the government for their losses, thereby encouraging the
marketing of dangerous products and setting precedents for later favors to
distributors of banned pesticides and poisoned chickens. He voted against
improving the workplace environment by opposing funds for safety in-
spectors and exempting small firms from the Occupational Safety and
Health Act. When the Nixon administration supported the Anderson
amendment to permit cities to use $700 million from the Highway Trust
Fund for mass transit, did Ford vote along with his hero and friend, Richard
Nixon? No. He voted along with the highway lobby.

How was 1973 for Gerald Ford? He voted against the Anderson
amendment again, voted to delete from the U rban Mass Transportation bill

the key provision authorizing $800 million for operating subsidies. He
backed nuclear explosions to release natural gas, supported pipeline

construction through national parks, and opposed legislation to authorize
the states to set stricter radiation standards than the AEC. So as not to
screw up his thousand point batting average, he also voted for the Alaskan
pipeline.

Lest anyone think that this record was the result of day to day
quickness, rather than investigate research, you can take comfort from the
congressional ranking provided by the Friends of the Earth and the League
of Conservation Voters. Only two congressmen had worse environmental
voting records than Gerald Ford.

Now as President, Ford believes in Project Independence, Nixon's
xenophobic plan to use the energy scare to brush aside environmental
concerns and accelerate strip-mining, oil shale development, off-shore
drilling, Alaska pipelines, refinery construction, and nuclear development.
As Gerry Ford himself put it, "we will never again permit any foreign nation
to have Uncle Sam over a barrel of oil." Ford probably thinks en-
vironmentalists are elitists, East-Coast sophisticated snobs. But mass
transit, urban pollution, workplace environment, and high fuel costs due to
waste are hardly elitist issues. They affect many people. On August 15th,
Ford decryed "zero growth advocates who assert there are finite limits to
the earth's resources" and argued that America needed to override en-
vironmental considerations. Until August 15, most literate humans in-
cluding myself sought to make ecology and prosperity compatible by
balancing governmental policies, researching alternatives, encouraging
conservation, and re allocating resources.

Yes, friends as we see Nixon's contempt tor environmental issues has a
secure future indeed although the White House has a tendency to affect

the President's views. Let's hope Ford changes. If not, environmentalists
beware!

Jerry McCallum is an Environmental Commentator
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McCarran Act could be more than martial law
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY 'OLLEGIAN

By BLACK NEWS SERVICE

This information was
taken from tha Guerrilla

Warfare Advocates in

the U.S. Report in the
Committee on
UnAmerican Activities,

HUAC's Internal
Security Act McCarran
Act. Title II.

Did you know:

Once the ghetto is sealed off and
depending upor the violence oeing
perpetrated by the guerrillas, the
following actions could be taken by

the authorities:

(DA curfew would be imposed
in the enclosed isolated area. No
one would be allowed out of or into
the area after sundown,

(2) During the night the
authorities would not only patrol
the boundary lines, but would also
attempt to control the streets and,
if necessary, send out foot patrols

through the entire area. If the
guerrillas attempted to either break
out of the area or to engage the

affairs

authorities in open combat they
would be readily suppressed,

(3) During guerrilla uprising most
civil liberties would have to be
suspended, search and seizure
operations would be instituted

during the daylight hours, and
anyone found armed or without
proper identification would im-
mediately be arrested. Most of the
people of the ghetto would not be
involved in the guerrilla operation
and, under conditions of police and
military control, some would help in

ferreting out the guerrillas,

(4) If the guerrillas were able to

hold out for a period of time then

the population of the ghetto would
be classified through an office for

the "control and organization of the

inhabitants". This office would

distribute "census cards" which

would bear a photograph of the

individual, the letter of the district in

which he lives, and his home city.

This classification would aid the

authorities in knowing the exact

location of any suspect and who is

in control of any given district.

Under such a system, movement
would be proscribed and the ability

of the guerrilla to move freely from
place to place seriously curtailed,

(5) The population within the
ghetto would be exhorted to work
with the authorities and to report
both on guerrillas and any
suspicious activity they might note.
The police agencies would be in a
position to make immediate arrests,

without warrants, under
suspension of guarantee usually

provided by the Constitution,

(6) Acts of overt violence by the
guerrillas would mean they had
declared a "state of war" within the
country and, therefore, would
forfeit their rights as in wartime
The McCarran Act provides for
various detention centers to be
operated throughout the country
and these might well be utilized for
the temporary imprisonment of
warring guerrillas,

(7) The very nature of the
guerrilla operation as presently
envisioned by certain Communists
and black nationalists would be
impossible to sustain. According to
the most knowledgable guerrilla
war experts in this country the
revolutionaries could be isolated
and destroyed in a short period of
time.

Martial Arts a demonstration
of form, technique, philosophy

By BLACK NEWS SERVICE
The Afrikan Martial Arts

demonstration and discussion
which was held last Sunday at
Bowker Auditorium left, as one
student put it, "a lasting impression
on the minds of the Third World
Community here in Amherst."

Various Martial Art schools were
represented at the event. Forms,
and techniques were oemonstrated
using various L.ks, punches, and
block drills.

The philosophy of The Afrikan
Martial Arts was expounded on,
and the need for Black people to
adapt such forms of self-defense
was the message delivered by the
participating groups.

In the discussion period, it was
stated by Elmer G rover, black belt
instructor from the New Orleans
school of New Afrikan Martial Arts
Federation, that "Black people
need Afrikan Martial Arts because
historical facts prove that all our
Afrikan values and concepts from
political, cultural, economical,
moral, social, idealogical, and
scientific were destroyed or
changed by a three hundred year
period of slavery, and a one
hundred year period of forced
citizenship servitude.

"That period changed us from
Afrikans to Negroes, which are the
shadow-image of western
European man. By reclaiming our
heritage as Afrikan people, and
making all values and concepts
relate to Afrikan, and by seeing
ourselves as a captive Afrikan

Nation held in the United States,
we understand that we need a
"Martial" character for our captive
Nation to struggle against our
oppressor successfully."

It is imperative that Black people
incorporate what is available in the
way of advanced weapons, but we
must ingrain the political Martial
Survival Culture into the life styles
of our captive Afrikan Nation. By
perfecting our fighting Art and
studying it on a continuous and
Nation wide basis we create a self-

defense shield around our Nation.

Black Mass
Comm Project

meeting
Black Mass Communication

Project will be having a
community awareness meeting
this evening at 6:30p.m. at New
Africa House, rm. 114. It is

imperative that all concerned
people attend this informative
event.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics'

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,

176-page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
31.00 to cover postage 2
days delivery time).

5T9GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials ,ne sold for

research purposes only

If we're to talk about struggling
for National independence and
maintaining that nation against
attacks from all quarters, then each
person of our nation must live the
spirit of defending the Nation. Each
family, each community must
perpetuate a political-martial
survival culture for now and for all

time to come.
The Afrikan Institute of Martial

Arts will hold classes at the UMass
Area at New Africa House,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
from 6:30 a.m. -8:30 a.m.

Children's Portion $1.39

:onds on fhe
house!

kOSE, RED or WHITE

. HOWARD
Johnson) TUESDAY'S SPECIAL

Rte. 9, Hadley. .360 * #

Meat Sauce AND Meat Balls

ITALIAN

SPAGHETTI

SPREE

$2*9

WINE *

Half Carafe $1.65

By the Glass 55c

Not Part of "Seconds S|>»

-

t ial : UailableOnlx Where lawful

BELL'S PIZZA
HOUSE
NO Cooks

NO Dishwashers

NO Waitresses

reasons why we

can offer such a
fine product at a reasonable price.

FREE DELIVERY ON CAMPUS

256-8011 University Drive

..-v.

%
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Brother Arkba Muhammad showing patients, self^cipline and confidence in his Unity kater.

TONIGHT AT

V> EATING & DRINKING ^C/
UfflHBSRS^

JOHN
MORGAN

Featuring Rico Flashback

Special Drink Godfathers 75*
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KULICK'S

COUNTRY MALL
announces

Two New Stores!!

State Liquor Store

Jug Beverage Shop

Specializing in cigarettes, beverages of all kinds,

bar supplies, mixes, and Hors D'oeuvres

10 00 a m to ; „
M °Pe" *x Da*s A Week

••« am !« Ill
Pm " M0n

'
fhru Thu «-s.

; ILn f J 1
:0

° Pm '
FrL th™ Saturday

*££&?"*** "** *355!i at Kulick'*

Warwick Road- Jet. Rte.'s 10, 1 19 & 78

Winchester, New Hampshire

COAT SALE
Make it your business to see this big

collection of coats and jackets - and save!

\hny£
*?!

i

Open Daily 10 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.

men's

touchdown

jackets

Polyester

All wool
shell with
acrylic pile

lining. Two
flap pocke's.
Acrylic pile
1 n lapels.

Plaids. Sizes
s, m, I, xl.

men's

trench

coats

Wea'her
proof nylon
wi'h qui
lining.

D< uble
breas'ed.

Navy,
br< wn,
black. Sizes
36 o 46.

men's

snorkle

jackets

Nylon fligh 1

sain shell.

Lined wi'h
polyes'er

padding.
Bu on fly

flap over
zipper.

Lined tiood.

Navy,
burgundy,
green. S, m,
l, xl.

men's

corduroy

jackets

ribbed
co on
corduroy
shell with

acrylic pile

lining. Full

bel Buck,
expresso
colors. Sizes

38 o 46.

men's

lined

surcoats

P< lyeser
co 'on shell.

Acrylic pile

lining. Self

collar, four
pocke s.

Diagonal
Con rasing
lower
pocke s.

Sizes 38

46.

Gabardine
Shell wi'Mi

acrylic pile

lining.

Jumbo deep
pile collar

Fully bel'ed.

Sizes 38 o
46.

Imi a'ion

leaner shell

win acrylic
pile lining.

Frame
collar and
lapels.

L' wer flare

pocke's.

Sizes 38 o

46

iMP*s
Open Daily

10 a.m. • 9:30 p.m
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Peace Corps seeks volunteers
Since its beginning in the early

1960's, the Peace Corps has been
sending young men and women
overseas to work as Volunteers in

the field of agriculture. Today there
are nearly 2,000 Volunteers working

in extension, management and
research in developing nations

around the world.

Ed McLaughlin, a representative

and former Volunteer of the Peace
Corps will be on campus to talk

with interested Seniors. He will be
in the Campus Center, Concourse
Level today through Thursday.

Many of the agricultural

programs which the Peace Corps
sponsors will find the two-year
college graduate in agriculture an
ideal candidate, especially if he has
had some practical farming ex-

perience.

McLaughlin asserted "most
volunteers work in dairy and beef

cattle production and management
programs". A large number of

programs use volunteers in field

and forage crop production,
vegetable and tree crop production

and agri business or cooperative

management. Volunteers work also

with agriculture machinery,
teaching basic maintenance, repair

and operation of tractors,

stationary and mobile combine
harvesters, planters and machine
shop tools.

For example, in Nepal many
agricultural volunteers, working
with the Nepalese Department of

Agriculture, provide technical

information to farmers in adopting

improved agricultural techniques,

assist in obtaining credit for various

inputs and promote improved
storage practices.

In Brazil and Jamaica agricultural

volunteers work with cooperative

societies as extension agents in

their specialized area: field crops,

vegetables or livestock develop-

ment. They provide technical

assistance to small farmers,

demonstrating improved crop or

animal husbandry methods, im-

prove record keeping systems and
conduct training programs for

farmers.

In Swaziland Peace Corps

volunteers work with small farmers
in horticulture production and in

dairy cattle extension, attempting
to increase milk production and to
increase improved pastures and the
number of farmers in commercial
production.

All volunteers receive necessary
expenses and a re-adjustment
allowance at completion of service.

Transportation and medical ex-

penses are also provided.

Additional information and
applications are available in the
Placement Office throughout the
year.

Teaching, learning

workshops offered
The Center for Instructional

Resources and Improvement (CIRI)

is planning a series of workshops
and seminar activities which are

designed to focus faculty, T.A., and
student attention on creating
classroom environments which are

more conducive to effective

teaching and increased learning.

Faculty members and advanced
graduate students who have ex-

pertise in areas concerned with

teaching improvement and learning

at the University or College level

will conduct sessions which have
direct application in teaching and
learning situations.

The first set of CIRI workshops
will be held from 9:00 A.M. to 12:00

this Saturday and Saturday,
November 2, 1974 on the eighth

floor of the Campus Center. These

On WMUA
Mon. is "Oldies" night

The sounds of the past have songs from 9:30 until 10 p.m. plus a
returned to WMUA every Monday five minute sports report from that
night between 7 and 10 p.m. Vinny
Perruzzi is the host for the show
entitled Musical Flashbacks. Every
week a different year will be
spotlighted with the songs, news
and sports of the year.

A trial airing held September 30
received such favorable audience
response that program director
Scott Bacherman approved the
show for the remainder of the
semester. All shows feature a
countdown of the year's top 10

year by WMUA sports reporter
Larry Convoy.

According to Perruzzi, the
purpose of the show "is to give
three hours of hopefully good
memories to our listeners. I hope
the songs can conjure up good
vibrations from the past."

Any listener who would like a

particular year spot-lighted can get
in touch with Perruzzi by writing

Musical Flashbacks, c/o Wmua,
Marston Hall, Amherst.

!

1

The
Super Pizzeria

Specializing in

SUPER
tasting Pizza,

Grinders,

and Spaghetti.

Looking for delivery people

17 Montaque Rd.

North Amherst

Tel. 549-0626

sessions are geared to those
graduate students who are
currently teaching courses and to

those who are either preparing to

teach courses in the spring, or to

enter career situations in the future

which will require them to teach.

These workshops are open to

faculty and students, as well as
T.A.s. Besides the sessions, in-

formation will be available on the

services CIRI and other university

programs and organizations offer to

students on campus.
Some of the sessions being

offered are: Sexism in the
Classroom led by Kathryn Girard of

Everywomen's Center; Videotape:

A Tool Analyzing and Improving
Instruction, led by Pierre Monnin
and Libby Klemer; Planning In-

struction and Instructional

Materials led by Glenn Cable;

Teaching Improvement Strategies

led by Dan McCarthy; and Creating

More Student Involvement in the

Classroom led by Dr. Jack Hruska.

Graduate students, faculty

members and undergraduate
students who are interested in

participating in the workshops are

urged to contact the Center for

Instructional Resources and Im-

provement in the Graduate
Research Center in Room 125A or

call 545-0868 or 545-0828.

HATC*

A HARVARD MBA?
Discuss the Master in Business Administration Program
with an Admissions Representative from the Harvard
Business School.

24 OCTOBER, THURS.

OFFICE OF CAREER PLACEMENT

No courses or areas of concentration are required for ad
mission.

The amazing
guide to problem-
solving that is

revolutionizing
higher education

Following its highly successful publication in an
experimental edition, this revised and expanded
edition of THE UNIVERSAL TRAVELER is

on its way to becoming one of the best-selling

books of the 1970's.

THE UNIVERSAL TRAVELER is a remark-
ably versatile teaching and learning tool—

a

unique practical approach to solving problems
creatively that begins with a seven-point step-

by-step plan for understanding and analyzing
problems followed by guidelines, procedures, les-

sons, games, checklists, and diagrams for work-
able solutions. Generously illustrated. Size 8 3

/s"x
10%".

"Indispensable for every student."—GEORGE B.

LEONARD, author of Education and Ecstasy

"We've used THE UNIVERSAL TRAVELER
in our classes here. It's a sensation'."—PROF.
HARRY COMPTON. University of Florida

THE

UNIVERSAL
TRAVELER

A SOFT SYSTEMS GUIDE TO CREATIVITY
AND PROBLEM-SOLVING

by DON KOBERG and JIM BAGNALL
Papcrbound $3.95, now at your
bookstore, or send check or money
order to harmony BOOKS a division
of Crown Publishers. 419 Park Ave.
South. New York NY. 10016

ttjriwny books

four nite celebrity series

presents:

PROGRESSORS

THE PROGRESSIVE

SOUNDS

IN CONCERT
OCT. 23 - 26
HATCH 9 - 1
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Everywoman's center

Plans for women's weekend
"Keep up the good work. What

you are doing is really needed."
"The facilitators did hard things

and did them well." "I'll be living

the shared feelings and ideas of this

weekend for a very long time.

Openness, whether on the part of
the facilitators regarding programs
or the participants in discussion
probably is the one word that

characterizes the experience most
for me"

These were all comments made
by the women who spent their

weekends together, as a part of last

year's Weekends for Women

program, sponsored by
Everywoman's Center.

Julia Demmin, who worked to

develop the program last year, will

also be facilitating a weekend on
October 25-6th. Called "Time for

Ourselves, Time for Others",
Demmin talked about what she
hoped would happen among the
women who attended. "What I

have discovered, is that a great

many women have not shared with

other women for years of their lives.

But there is something very im-

portant, and I don't have a name for

it, that happens when a group of

women get together and share."

Demmin has been a part of group

dynamics for many years now.

With a PH.D. in English, she taught

at the college level for ten years,

before moving to the Valley area

EAT OUT . . .

( For Up To 50% Less)
ith a friend

Th« Pioneer Valley Dinner Club offers a discount book of 31 coupons plus a
complete dining guide to all member restaurants.

The PIONEER VALLEY DINNER CLUB discount book is good for the whole year
(until September 1st, 1975) at the following restaurants:

Amherst Chinese Food
The Bamboo Hut
Beardsley's Cafe
Campus Pizza

The Gold Mine
Goten of Japan
Henri's

Home Comfort Restaurant

The Hungry U
The Lighthouse

The Lord Jeffrey Inn

Mill Valley Grist Mill

Rachid's

The Stable

The Wine Chariot

Wiggins Tavern

The Wok
Zelda Bloomdido Ltd., Inc.

Zorba s Taverna

Just use The book 3 times and you've paid for it.

— Campus Pine (3 coupons)

— free pine (anything en it) when 4

re ordered.

— Spaghetti I meet souce special for

•*.

— grtok feed I henwmedo lesegne with

salad for $1.2$

I

I

I

Here are some savings:

— Amherst Chinese Feed (2 coupons)

— 7S% off entire bill, lumh er dinner

— $2.00 off eny dinner.

- The Hungry U (2 coupons)

— SOS elf 1 large pizza when 2 are

ordered.

_ _ __ — 2 free sedas when 2 sues are ordered.

Isend A CHECK 6Thft>RFrb*m~ wTtTTTWTLip^UTToUPONB
Please send copies of the Pioneer Valley Dinner Club coupon
book. I enclose $7.50 plus 50 cents postage and handling each. One coupon
book per couple.

PIONEER VAUEY DINNER ClUB NAME -

21 West Street Annexe
Hadley, Mass. 1 035 _

_

mm______

_

Also available at: The Broadside Book Shop Cronopius Book Store
The Quill Book Shop Tech Hi-Fi Amherst
The Granary Tech Hi-Fi Northampton DC. 10 22

I

I

I

I

More recently, she has been
working as a group facilitator in

both the Berkshires and the Pioneer

Valley. She has also worked with

the Feminist Counselling Collective.

The weekend at which Demmin
will be facilitating is the first in a
series of days and weekends,
sponsored by Everywoman's
Center, UMass. and running from
October to January. "Time for
Ourselves, Time for Others" will be
for women who want to explore the
relationship between the changing
times and the changes in their own
lives. It starts Friday evening at 6
p.m. when a light supper will be
served, until 10 p.m. and will

resume the next day at 9 a.m., til 5
p.m., that evening. Cost will be
$25.00. Women who are interested
should contact Everywoman's
Center, at 545-0883.

r

Take a trip through a tropical paradise—visit
UMass' Durfee Laboratory. It's behind the Infirmary.

For better fit :

sized for waist
and length!

LEVIS' for Gals

i
HOirss
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AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC.
General meeting tomorrow nite. Wed.,

in CC 178 at 7 p.m. Code class follows at 8
p.m. Be there.

ASTROLOGY SOCIETY
General meeting tonite will feature Geoff

Feldman giving a free lecture-discussion
Mandalas at 8 p.m. rm. 182-175 CC. Wed.
nite beginner classes will be in rm. 176 CC
at 8:00.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting tonite in Hasbrouck 22 at 7:30.

Be there or elsel

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING
ixew members invited. Club discount

information available. We'll be planning
weekend tours, time-trials, the Nov. 19
Cycle-Cross, and possibly a Martha's
Vineyard weekend trip early in Nov. CC
178 7:30 p.m.
CHESS CLUB

Meets Tues. and Wed. nites 7 p.m.-
closing in CC. Round 3 games start 7:45
tonite.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
Meeting tonite at 6:15 in rm. 911 CC. All

are welcomel
CHUG IVRI
Hebrew conversation circle meets today

in CC905-909 at 4 p.m.
CREATIVE JEWISH SERVICES

Meeting of all interested in working on
creative services today at 4:00 p.m in S.U.
302
GREEK AREA COLLOQ'S:

Greek area Colloq's have started. For
info call 5-2735. Basic Gulf has been added
it starts today at 3:30 at Phi Sigma Kappa.

ICE HOCKEY:
Any persons interested in skating

regularly (weekly) at night to be deter-
mined, please call Steve, 253-5798,
preferably in evening.
NATURAL RESOURCES SEMINAR:

C.H.W. Foster, Secretary of the Office
of Environmental Affairs in Boston will

speak on the reorganisation of his office.
Refreshments will be served, 3:30 p m
202 Holdsworth Hall, Oct. 23
OXEN CLUB:

Important meeting for those who want
teamsl Wednesday at 5:00 in Grinnel
Arena. Please attend.
PHYSICIST WILL SPEAK:

Or. Nicholas Janus of Belgium will speak
on "A New Concept of Energy" based on
Baha'i Teachings Oct. 23 Weds, at 7:30
p.m. in 208 Grad Research Center. All
welcome.
PRE VET CLUB:

Very important meetingl Discuss and
make plans for an intercollegiate pre-vet
meeting. UMass must be represented! rm
CC. 165.

PRISONS IN MASSACHUSETTS:
An RSO group now forming to support

the movement of people now locked up in

Mass. prisons. What is behavior
modification? What is crime? What's a
criminal? Why prisons? Meeting todayl
CC. 162 at 1:15 p.m.
SAILING CLUB

Meeting tonight, movie will be shown.
Upcoming activities will be discussed. New
members are welcome. CC. 904-908 at 7
p.m.

RACIST AND POLITICAL OPPRESS/ON:
The National Alliance against Racist and

Political Repression will meet tonite at 6
p.m. in CC. 101. All members are urged to
attend. Anyone interested in South Boston
and action around that issue is invited to
participate.

SERVICES:
Nursery School Sunday mornings 9:00

a.m. to 1:00 p.m. in the Newman Center
Library.

SPECTRUM PEOPLE:
We will be holding general staff

meetings from 2-4:30 Weds, and Thurs.,
starting this week at the Spectrum office!
Stop in sometime during these hours to
read, talk or do 'vhaiavew

turn to page 13

Appearing

TONITE:

Real Tears

TOMORROW

Good Friend Coyote

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47

Sunderland

665-4937

ACROSS

3 Until now
voids

'<l Woodwind
,
it.it>-

'' Ammonia
I (impimnd

1/ Rl

18 Hhymeslei
'9 Enclosing

structure

20 Flowers
22 Asserted

falsely

24 Landlord

26 Proceeds
rapidly

27 Sotontv
member

29 Marine fish

30 Make lace

33 Recalled

37 Sailor's cry

38 Does a house
hold chore

39 Gold miner i

utensil

40 Make amends
41 Cov»'ed with

90ld

42 Shea 2 words
44 Air force hero
45 Shorten
46 Shoppers

mecca
47 Wellardor

Sue*

49 Beidme up
tight

!jj rates ., tenth
from

S7 Fined look

'

i>? He

63 Nortl>

American
Indian

04 Sleeveless

garment
65 Within Prefix

66 Consequence
67 WWII re

sistance

group

DOWN

Yesterday's Pu**le Solved
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

1 An entirety

2 Corrupt
practice

3 Montreal
and
New York

4 Aging
5 Ruler Abbr
6 Sticky

substance
Informal

7 Prevent

8 Discouraging
influences

9 Freedom from
danger

10 Prognostics
tions

1

1

Locate
12 Action Prefix

13 Oboe
21 Lodgings
23 Tailless

amph-bian
25 Mutineer

Informal

28 Authorized
body

30 Norse god
31 Top drawer
32 Large B C

salmon
33 City of Latvia

34 Nesteren
ko
NHL s'3>-

35 Mexican hot

sauce

36 Betray one s

comrades
37 Regardful
40 French city

42 Synthetic

rubber
43 Consume
45 TV equipment

item

47 Fruit wine
48 Slowly Music
50 Accumulated

goods
51 Expungp
52 Depressions
53 Spanish artist

54 Black Poet

55 Price paid

56 U.K. native

60 •- haw

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22
— Born today, you are
happiest and most productive
when you are able to work in

the midst of harmonious
surroundings. On the other
hand, you are not in the least

emotionally unstable and,
should disturbances invade
the employment scene,

whether it be at home or away,
you are quite able to weather
the unpleasantness and to bid
your tim» until peace returns
and you can once again begin
to get high-level results for

high-level efforts. You would,
of course, do well to insure
peace on the employment
scene and should always work
toward that end.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 221
— This is a day that virtually

does what it's told. You can
gain much by insisting upon
having things your own way
during early morning.
SCORPIO lOct 23 Nov 211

— Become aware of the
underlying meaning and you
will he able to understand nol

only what another says but

0y SrdAt Writer

why he or she is saying it'

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22
Dec 211 - All activities of a
creative nature are favored
now Another's influence may
not be especially welcome —
but it may well be beneficial

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan
191 — Unless you value
another's friendship for its

own sake, you can hardly
expect to be welcomed with
open arms. Don't put a price
on a relationship.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb
18) — Whatever you find

objectionable about morning
activities can probably be
corrected during afternoon
hours if you are willing to

search for the source.
PISCES (Feb 19-March 201

— There is nothing that comes
easily or free today — but the
labor and expense you go to to
gain success at this time
proves worth it in the end.
ARIES (March 21-April 191

— Trustworthiness is the key
to todav's success Unl**« you
can be trusted to go about
your own business in your own
way, all parties lose out.

TAURUS (April 20-May 201

A feeling of inadequacy
where new projects are con-

cerned could keep you from
doing your best today. Try to

relax and roll with the
punches
GEMINI (May 21 June 20)

— Activities outside the home
may prove a setback to

at-home projects. Don't allow

yourself to be sidetracked

until late in the day
CANCER Uune 21-July 221

— Self-esteem is essential if

you are to advance your case
before those in authority. A
promotion may well be in the
offing by evening.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 221 -
Unless you feel yourself
slipping where another's
esteem is concerned, do
nothing to change your
manner or method at this

time. Proceed!

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22)
— An insecure relationship

with a loved one may cause
you to he more moody than is

wise. Try to face issues
squarely and make decisions

realistically

dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson

Dear Mr Resident:

You. are propoUy awe , ajonj

with millions of other Amencana,ti*.t

we are at present laclojv a Vice Ores-

cent .

, „
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Your future colleague,

Mr. Parky Vickis
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by johnny hart
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RALPH

GRAHAM
will rock four soul!

Notices

J cont. from p. 12

Television Toniqht
4YMOND BURR SHnw R,™r, » t*.*

*"*5.00 THE RAYMOND BURR SHOW
"Unreasonable Facsimile." (3)

M
THE

..",f£
L MCCOYS "Pepino's

Mama. (18)

THt BIG VALLEY "Brother Love."

MISTER ROGERS NEIGH-BORHOOD (24) (57)
5.30 GREEN ACRES "The Saucer
Season." (18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)

i2
fOMER PYLE "The Better Man."

HOGAN'S HEROES "Hold That
Tiger." (30)

NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (40)
6.00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)
ACTION NEWS (8)

SECRET AGENT "Yesterday's
Enemies." (18)

BIG NEWS 90 (22)
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)
'**'

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Yogurt
Anyone." (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)
BONANZA "The Jury." (40)

6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)
NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)
THE BLACK EXPERIENCE (24)
MOVIE "Wild Men Of Kurdistan "

(27)

ZOOM! (57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)
7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Nice
Friendly Game Of Cards." (18)
THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry

Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)
WOMAN IS (57)

7.30 SALE OF THE CENTURY (3)
LETS MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall

host (8) (22)

MUSIC PLACE (18)

ELECTIONS 74 (24)

MASQUERADE PARTY (30)
ROOM 222 "Welcome Back, Miss

Brown." (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 CAMPAIGN 74 "The Candidates
Speak." (3)

MOVIE "Trapped Beneath The
Sea." (8) (40)

SHARING OUR FAITH (18)
ADAM 12 "Roll Call." (22) (30)
AMERICA "Making A Revolution "

Part II (24) (57)
8:30 MASH (3)

MOVIE "The Law." (22) (30)
EVENING AT SYMPHONY (24)

(57)

JOURNEY TO ADVENTURE (27)
9:00 HAWAII FIVE "We Hang Our
Own." (3)

SCIENCE AND ART OF FOOT-
BALL (18)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)
9:30 THE AMERICAN SKI SCENE
(18)

WITNESS TO YESTERDAY (24)
PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT

BILKO (27)

WOMAN "Mothers Who Leave
Home." (57)

10:00 CBS REPORTS. "Castro, Cuba
and the U.S.A." (3)

MARCUS WELBY, M.D. "A
Fevered Angel." (8) (40)

WASHINGTON DEBATES FOR
THE 70s (18)

ELECTIONS '74 (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)
THE COMPASS WEEKLY (57)

10:30 SPECIAL!!! "Progress Against
Cancer." (27)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)
NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS (57)
11:30 MOVIE "The F.B.I. Story." (3)
WIDE WORLD MYSTERY

"Possession." (8) (40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (33)
CHARLIE CHAPLIN "Easy Street."

(27)

1 00 NEWS (8) (40)

SQUARE DANCE LESSONS
Held Tuesday in Cape Cod Lounge,

come as you are but please attend
THEATER DANCE ENSEMBLE:
Ensemble training sessions in movement

and improvisation Tuesday evening, 7 p.m.
Meet Pierpont Lobby. Musicians, technical
people welcome.
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION-

Every Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m. in-

troductory presentations on Tran-
scendental Meditation are given in Mach
mer W 26. All are welcome.
VOLLEYBALL CLUB:
Anyone interested in playing volleyball,

come to NOPE, gym on Tues. and Thurs.
nites Any questions call Maryann at 546-
9499

13 4*

L OS T:

Grey and orange kitten, 4 mos. old near
Riverglade 253-5019
A brown key case between CC and

Worcester DC. Please call 464-2474.
Black and white Zebra Skin wallet.

Please return license ID , S.S pictures 9
and pictures. Return to CC. lost and found
or call Franklin Ripley 253-2460
Women's tan, belted raincoat, near

Bowditch Lodge Reward Call Barb 253-
7098
FOUND:

Q J PAIR EYEGLASSES, ON SIDEWALK
BETWEEN Knowlton and Worcester D C
Call 6 5871 In black case

1 small black puppy. Call Lynn at 5-

1404.

Mmmcm**
AMITY ST. 253 5426

Boearts
MUMFMHCV «*IM»Hlf.l

BOGART HEPBURN
Academy Award

performance

OP(H)SIW

Hnptwrti Sj

her bkslertne t*»it

sss***™
SdmSpHWi T« OUCH

Eves : Copacabana~7 : OPT African Queen 8:45

BOGART

THt KlNb

in

copacIb*
n±

Meeting of the

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ASSOC/A TION [SGA]
Governance Units

Will convene on Wednesday,

Oct. 23 at 8:00 P.M.

in the S.U. BALLROOM.

Members of all Area
Governments and the
Senate are voting members
of this convention. Any
interested students are
strongly urged to attend.
We'll discuss STUDENTS'
powers and rights... and
more!

M0N0A? & TUESDAT BARGAIN NITES • AIL SEATS Jl.00

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR
1h OnfiHtl, Iketmtfti'. (/»*»*«*

Cltme tf fornix Clttvet!

J°* JI3J «oJ'n HHQ lt . ms->

It nnas the Fall of '54
I

CROSS IT -- andyouiuil
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.*.\ kllTH

MACOH
COUNTY!
LINE

TODAY 5 00 '00 1 00
T*. l«W Hr * )0 | N 9D1, II H

1WINNM Of g ACADEMY AWADOS'
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Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -

Dr. Zhivago - 7:00
AMHERST CINEMA
Copacabana 7:00
African Queen - 8:45

CALVIN THEATRE
Animal Crackers 7:00 & 9 00CAMPUS CINEMAS
Return of the Dragon 7:00 &

8:45

Jeremiah Johnson - 7:00 ft 9:00
California Split 7:00 & 9 00MT FARMS 4 -

Dr. Zhivago • 7:00
Macon County Line • 5:00, 7:00 &

3.UU
Animal Crackers 6.00-7:00-9:00
Walking Tall 4:45, 7 00 9 15SHOWCASE
2001: A Space Odyssey - 7 00-9.30
The Gambler 7:30-9:40
Longest Yard - 7:30-10 00
Gone With

"

^MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a clatsitied. drop by

he Co)m„n Office between
I M a.m. and las p m Monday
Fridey
The dateline ,% j «$, t^o day$

•fere rhe day your «d |a to
••war.
Th* rates ere:
Dolly - | 30 por Mno*
Weakly * 2b per line*
Monthly - » 20 per line*

•Two line* on form
eppro»lmete one line

FOR SALE

Short*.,, radio - Realietic OX
150 It in good shape. It wired to
add a Q multiplier Beet offer ttkei
•t Cell • 6443

Aft Stereo equipment, complete
line Low. low prices For info, cell
2S3 9424

~MDCCbupdi
AUTO FOR SALE

'12 Chev 6

7241
runt well. I1S0

•6 Ply

263 7241
• 260 Greet cer Cheep

ind sold
Amhertt

FOR SALE

Used guitars bought ,

The Oultar Workshop.
Carriage Shopt. 646 1724

College Celculetort introduces
the new Melcor 535 AH Tug tunc
tions. memory sip not. end now
no more intermediete calcuietions
Now you cen use Dsrtnthe.it Only
»10S J5 Also introducing the SH 50
at S142 96 Come end ste the two
mechinet Watch lor my potters
ne«t week Cell Bob Crowell at 549
1316 Tell me whet vou need'

Ampeg B plut 25 Amp Fiberglass
cebinet with 2 titer lonting D140
'Pttken Ideel for bats guitsr

«1
UC
/,.

P.°W" c,«"' »350 f>rm Call
ooo 476$

Girls
S350

1 tpeod bicycle. 416 263

10 spd Corto bike
646 0636

eet offer

We're getting new woodttovet
m eleo We will be running e speclel
of the dev at PAUL S OLD TIME
FURNITURE Check
everchenging stock
Aubuchon t. Amhartt
Votterlan

out our
Behind

263 3611

Gibton tteel pedel guitar with
double neck Oemn good deell Call
Jim 546 6660

Snow tirat for Oateun 1200 112m wheel betel One yr old Cell
Rob 256 6649

RMI Acordien. 120 bete new
i6O0 ttk $100 Kodek M 60 Proi
S?5 Heeth Hi Bond police rodio MO

10 speed bike. Huffy frame.
Shimano derelleure. new brekee.
levert thlftert. etc Asking 160 00
Cell Jtck 644 6234

Fender Suoer Amp 4 10 • rover*?
vib fun tnd weh 1200 Crelg 666
3438

A 78 ttudded tnow tiree 130 Cell
584 2262 offer til

Heeth AP 19 60W receiver with
KLH 32 tpeekert Perfect for dorm
S200 546 9752

Nikon 36mm wide engle FZ-6
lent Good thtot »66 Aim 60644
263 6667

Duel 1019 Trntble 430 Now dbl
mat and 7 dbl frames. 3 eteemer
trunkt. Ig wood chttt All root
Cell 6 6476 7 12 p m

Kuetom Bett Amp. etc cond
1260 544 6044

. Couch bed reclmer carpet.
646 1601

1 pr Nonhlend Cobre wood tkllt
• ft 3 in with Northlend bindings. 1

pr K oflech buckle boott. elie 10
men's. 1 pr polet. good thape All
M6 Will tplit Call John 247 6406
after 5

One pr Northlend Cobre wood
skis 6 ft 3 in with Northlend bind
•ngs One pr K of Itch buckle boots.
tire 10 men i One pr polet. good
thape til M5 will tpht Call John
747 9406 after 5pm
Deluke queen tire heeled

weterbed. beeutiful fur lined
freme only -.even montht old New
4376 Cell and meke en offer, mutt
be teen 549 6339 Mike

For Sale 8 track ttereo end FM
brend new *60 nr bett offer Cell
O B 545 7302

2 Q ttickt. naw cost 171 aa will
sec for *60 ee 646 6200 Used only
twice

B b W T V
549 6622

porteble 126 Call

Call 6S4

VW Cemper Bus with 1970
engine, meny eitret. good mech
condition. MOO or belt offer 323

66 Chevrolet. 6 cyl . eutometlc.
greet buy. economlcel to run 4366
263 7241

66 « Runner. 363. AT. P.S Mutt
tell 664 3619 or 6 3410 Atk for Jim

1MB BMW 2002. naw Mich Konle.
many naw part. 11400 Call after 6pm 6460060

'73 Oatsun 1200 First owner cent
make peyments. 35 mpg. esking
12200. but will teke »1999 Call 549
0363 efter 3 Ask for Kevin

FOR RENT

Apartment to there Couple
wented to there lit floor of lerge
N hampton houie with teme
reesoneble rent plus utilities Pets
OK Cell Howie or Corinne 564 1598
Nights

Town house ept two bedroom
one tnd one half bath, wall to wall
carpeting, all utilitiet. air cond .

dithwather 20 mm to campus
Sublet option to renew Call
collect 617 844 9837 efter 5 pm
Rent $250 per month

Student femele For 2 At'.ic rmt
nr Smith Reetoneble No pete 664
26*4

For Rent - 7 room ept in
country »150 plus util 20 ml from
UMess Aveil 11 1 Cell 1 428 3287
or 1 62* 3273 No fri stv

WANTED
Jen singer, pleno. guitar 6-6064

A poetry book "Uncle Al" Herd
es hell to find I went to copy two
poems from it Cell 26*043* Aek
for Ed

BOB IS BACK to buy your sick or
decrepit cer Any meke, model,
veer Unloed your heedeche for
fast mill 263 7241

Standerd focal length camera
lens with Pentea screw mount
50MM OK cemere body not
needed Cell Bill if you hove one for

about SSO 256 8954 anytime

HELP WANTED

The position of N V Times
campus representative is open
Cell 6 7646 efter 7.

TYPING

Pro Typing dissertations
thetas etc Rees retes Cell 564

Typing Theses, pepere. envelopes letters, reports Fest
sccurete 263 7464 or 263 7146

RIDE WANTED

To Columbus Ohio Oct 24 78
5446311 "

Ride needed from Holyoke to
UMess Mon Frl Down 534

PERSONALS

Vum Yum - heppy 21st Our
dreems ere in Celif Somedey we
will make it. maenwhile be heppy
I'll love you erwevs Lil Mushie

En|oy elegent dining in e related
etmotphere. with a panoramic
view, high etop Sylven (in Mc
Nomoro Basamentl THE SUBWAY
it now open for LUNCH M F. 11 30

1 00 Alto for the evening Jet tat
Mon Thurt 630 midnlta. Frl. till 1

e m Set end Sun 12 30 1 00 e m
Come end be pemperedlll

ADM. I cm t find oh. the right
romantic line but see me once end
see the wey I feel It's bean a greet
1st month. I hope you renew my
leese for enother 2 weeks Your
Wench

Ricky - get your intremurel
teem going I heard vou ve been
loting Meybe it I beceuee of your
ruffled thirtllllll

The DUKE it coming Nov 6

26 Ptrcent off ell coett Nugente
ni" to Zevre i

INSTRUCTION

.Classical Bu„. r ,. ttoni

CornV
V

2^r7,76
,' C ',,,rOUnd *""

It's cold
chaepi Md
suits 6 6327

outsidsl Ski Jackets
sites New hunting

Herb vitemms minerels Leern
ebout a heelthful product com
binmg benefit! >f all three Call
Ron 5*4 7854

Record! of tit kinde et
rees sble prices Cen usuelly get
eny 1 1> in print within t week THE
NEW RECORO SHOP 1|7 N
Pleetmt St Amhertt 263 5394

16*7 Oldt itetion wogon. 54 000
miloe. new tiret. S8S0 754 6687

1673 Oetsun 1200. red. 42.266. red
snow tiree. mint cond 646 2412. esk
for Rich in 116

1**7 V4 Seeb. etcel condition,
rebuilt cerb ne<. shocks, good
rubber with two snows door
needs welding, other then thet
smooth cer. 1600 Cell tennie
Greenfield. 7736*3* Check it out 1

1667 Pontiec Cetelina *600 Cell
665 3686 efter 6pm

66 Fiet 660 Spyder 40 rr pg
34 000 mi Excellent mech Asking
1600 646 0720 6 6 p m

'70 Duetar. naw tiree. cuttom
wheals. 6 track tape Call 266 66*4

after 6

1672 Jeep CJ6, 6 cyl . 11 Urea. 20
mpg . 30.000 miles Etc Cond
Asking (2.6*0 4 6443

48 Charger Priced to sell 4660
Good cond Cell 644 6649

16*6 Block MGB rebuilt engine,
new clutch plete Er dlec. wires end
rsdiels Must .scnfics Cell 664
2785

65 Ply 1750 Greet car Cheap' 253
'241

584 2786

67 Couger full power air cond
new muffler ttenderd 3 spd I860
753 7741

TO SUBLET

One bedroom, furnlehed cottege
nuar UMest to tublet Dec 20

iSSf } ,1St8 p,r mo Oebble 263
1 54*2 Eveningt

Cllffside 1 bedroom dlshwah
pool, tennis On bus route 8160 permo 646 2647 efter 5 30

ROOMMATE WANTED

br
T
:P
o
,

m
2^"io3

,h,h,,d 'o,h-V3

For 2 bedrm Puffton Apt 1110
per mo plus elec Andy 546 4223

F to shore bedroom 460 per moBrandvw.no Apfs 549 0204
Available immed

Shere house o<
Amherst Center 176
utilities 253 5303

room,
includes

Wented person to shere ept et
Brendywine Own room t*8 par
month, femele preferred util mcl
Cell 549 1425 enytime efter 2pm

WANTED
.'»• room for erttat Uaa of

ficHmae 266 0817 Cheap

Wented 2 3 cu ft rafrlg 460 6

Used crosscountry iki
5878

Rock organut wantt work
Ser,out only iHemmondl 542 3405

Used reetonebly priced
rafngerstor Call after 5 at 256 8064

Ride wanted to Portland Me on
Fn Oct 25 Call Keren 6 6*04 will
share $

RIDERS WANTED
Rider, wonted to there e.pentetsouth NYC Ph,„, B.I,

P
OCHicn Atlanta Leaving Fri Oct 2S

Cell 253 9764 6 11pm "

PERSONALS
Do you tav Pomme Oe Terre

or Petete ? f„09 forum „ ,„,Franco Amencens Free F.nd outabout ,t from Oenny Metteeu care
of Collmg,mn or Celeste Roberge etUn.v of Mem. Orono Poem.
news, opinion information

LMC On your 21at Luv. I

realise now tnat • o matter what,
we'll always be together Hero's to
s happy life' Your Big Qlnto

The person who took the graan
cenves tennis bell bag from theBoyden Courts. 10 4, pleess return
|t to Coech Kosekowskl Rm 220
Byd

Rememberencet of us Scoopy
Mot where s the clutch? I cent
find it 1

I love vou Its been e
heppy sit months Many more I

hope Me

Suten So happy to know you're
home with those who love vou
Wott of Wuf Betterino

'Hop Brook Commune Rurel Farm
Gay people Bos 723 An. it
Mess

FREE RETAIL CATALOG Ptpes
wtterpipe. bongi rigareite
I'.tpr-r? rolling m,i, ii,n f , iupr"
stone, i lip. under nmunrt , nmn
etc Gebnelle * Gond'et Boa 434
Hollywood Ch 90028

Hey kidt Thank. I love vou pal

Jim

SERVICES
Campus Clubs and

Orgeniieuone, Do veu want tp
pubtteh high quality newsletter.

,

pomphlet. megatina or booklet""
Let the Mettege Company help
you write, layout daalgn and print
itll Reeeonabla fees Contact Jerry
et 263 8*66 tor information

HLFI Audio repair. 2 day service

C.°.[646
U
261*0

n,Md
*'

T'Ch H,FI

Cheep thrills" Grsphics tor your
clothing 264 No Pleesent St Vou
pick em we stick em

Future CPA s Leern how to
prep.,, fo, the CPA etem BeckerCPA Revitw Courte Ceil Collect
Botton 617 636 1440

Multicolor silk screened posterstwo lay service The ScreeningRoom 25* 0325

Profeeslonel guitar repelrs bygulter meker M.cheel Millard

Workthop Amherst Carriage
Shoo. 6461726 Free e..,m.!.7

VALLEY K 8 Finest tr.inmg ,n
obed personet protection end K 9

Ma7c
,,

M»
n
i342

,tnm
" **"l>l>ll> C,n

Accounting and Finance Mejon
Let us help you Plan eheed tobecome. CPA The Becker CPA
"•/'•** Course Boeton 617 638
1440 Our successful students
represent one fourth of USA

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob is

beck to fit it right No iob too
smell Foreign or domestic No big
overheed 263 7241

Yr old white mate cat Ht 8 In
Beichertown toward. Quabblnl.
Spot on head 2 different color
eyes Any mfo epprecieted 323
4561

Anyone can eg*, a t the Wednesday
lyite Coffeehouee Cei Ed et 5*4 6279
for . reservation

Reading glasses in brown cessReword. 544 0340

Loot your roll In Veges' Coma to
Lae Vega. Night 41 buys 11600 to
uea for game, of chance and
auction Special prtie to the In-

dividual or couple moot ap-
propriately dre.aed for the oc
cetion

Turquoiae necklace In Amhertt
or et UMoea Sentimental value.
Pleeee heve the heart to return
Rewerd 428 387?

Friendly playful kitten 6 week.
old Mole For more info call Ron
253 69*8

ENTERTAINMENTef
The Biuewol haeta every rran'e

band Wad needay thru Saturday tNe
week. The TOC features WUBa Jenfcjna
and hie band Enjoyl

Gat your party 'ockin Call Steve
Rich md Cheryl at 6 6616 or 6 6*26
tor OJ . with ttyie Super cheap

Like to pley before e real live
tud.ence' The Hetch Wedneedev
Night Coffeehoute wentt youl Cell
Big Ed ti544 6279 to raterve . .pot

Local band Seagull looking
for male tmger Mult be into
Stevie Wonder Mervin Gtvt etc
Cell An 564 4264

Chariot Green group et the
Bluewell Mon b Tuet Funky soul
etpenenco

Now evsilsble Oeve the D JAny pertv anytime The very best in
music and now the very beet ,nsound All hits ell requests Osnce
contests Cell now to piece yourd.t. 546 9716 Oon, m... w°,°hemeteun Request The Best

CALCULATORS

Celeuletor tale Collage
Calculator, offar. lowaet prfe"snywh.r. AH mode*, .y.ll.bi.Te, it ,„„ Hewaii Packard

'Unicorn AM m.chln,, n.w mdguar w.th 2 month r.p„ c .m . ,warranty Before) yow buy
'

calculator call me I can beat anyonce enywhera Look for my
Than call Bob Crowell et 646 1316

MISCELLANEOUS

a raaSewf
".° n ",,i '•••""out from

6 reiieble source concerning the

that ,ha cor P ha. ,P p,0¥M th!'.quested Pereonne. Oeo, budgetTh-. i. .plus for our entire c "m-"unity Congr.,. . p, r, ,„

Fn.ndh, black mi need, homiUwner moving Greet compsnlon

253 6469'* " , "1,d Qood r"»«4er

PASSPORT PHOTOS
Passport photos 24serv.ee reesoneble relet Can jStoddard 549 66J48 n, 9 'J,

** ^
Auto Workshop Heopen

oursei* Reoeir VO i own !

• ' Ae supply the tools and ad
ji I lowe- isvsi CC Garage Openmen r,. j in P m Sif d s
'0 10 Parti at -l.scount
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notes & quotes

Cartoon concert" Thursday
"National Lampoon" catoonist,

Vaughn Bode will present "Bode's
Underground Cartoon Concert"
Thursday at 8:00 in Thompson 104.

Vaughn Bode has created a

universe of outrageous characters

including, "Cheech Wizard", "The
Man", and "Junk Waffles",

In his show, described as a

"sexual-social satire in words and
images." Vaughn Bode projects
slides and impersonates his

Interested in a

government career?

creatures.

After the "Concert", Vaughn
Bode will hold a rap session. He
says he is eager to communicate
with students of art or pop culture

and anyone who is interested in

contemporary life and art.

A Distinguished Visitors Program
coffee hour and discussion with the

artist in the Colonial Lounge will

follow the main presentation.
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Photograph by Howell

Today is Government Career Day
in Campus Center from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m.

Representatives from a variety of
Federal agencies and activities such
as U.S. Customs Service, Federal
Home Loan Bank Board, General

Services Administration, Elec-

tronics Systems Division, Internal

Revenue Service, Regional Ad-
ministrator of National Banks, Soil

Conservation Hospital, Department
of Health, Education and Welfare,

Transportation Systems Center,

Massachusetts Division of Civil

Service, Environmental Protection

Agency and the U.S. Civil Service

Commission will be on hand to

discuss the latest program and
employment opportunities in the

Federal Government and to provide

instructions on how to apply for

Federal jobs.

A Career Day is not a recruiting

effort, but rather an informal

meeting between students and
government representatives.
Students at all academic levels and
with all academic backgrounds are
invited to take advantage of this

opportunity to learn about possible
future careers with the Federal
Government.

Jose Limon Dance Company in rehearsal.

Limon's spirit lives on
through his dance troupe

Students Against Prisons

meet today
There will be a meeting today of

the UMass Students Against
Prisons Organization in the Campus
Center, room 162-175 at 1:15 p.m.
The group, which was formed over
the summer, is now an official RSO.

It's aims are: 1) support the
efforts of the men and women now
in Massachusetts prisons to better

their living conditions; 2) further

public awareness of present
conditions in Massachusetts
prisons and of the prisoner
movement; 3) publicize the issues

of drug "treatment," shock
"therapy," behavior modification,

"special offender" classification,

and other forms of psychological
manipulation presently used by
prison officials; 4) promote ac-

tivities which deal with crime and
it's causes and solutions.

Among the activities to be
considered will be a bussing
program to prisons, reporting on
prisons, theatre group, film series,

poster drive, fund raising events
and discussion groups and lectures.

Everyone is invited to attend.

Coin club raffle to benefit

Belchertown State School
By ANTHONY COSTA
Staff Correspondent

Prizes of mint- condition 19th
century silver dollars will be raffled
by the UMass Coin Club, November

Proceeds will benefit the
Belchertown State School. Fifteen
of the coins will be awarded at the
drawing in Campus Center, ac-
cording to Haffle committee
Chairman Jon Roche.

The UMass Coin Club was
founded in the fall of 1973 by Ed
Willins and Stan Michonski to serve

the UMass community by providing

information about numismatics.

As a member of the American
Numismatic Association, the Coin
Club has access to a variety of

material from the ANA in addition
to each individual's private
collection. The Club meets bi-

weekly to provide information
about coins to any interested
student as a service to the
University.

By

JUDITH WOUNSKY-SOLOWA Y
Below the Salt Staff

The audience at the Jose Limon
Dance Concert was extremely
receptive, and so it should have
been. The sellout crowd was
rewarded with an evening of superb
dancing.

The spirit of Jose Limon himself
hovered over the auditorium Friday
night as the 16 dancers performed
the four dances on the evening's
programme. Although Limon died
in 1972, some of the dancers were
in the Company when the Master
was alive, thus keeping Limon's
spirit strong.

The first 2 dances presented the
female dancers and male dancers
separately. Ruth Currier, current
Company director choreographed
the first dance, Limon the other
three.

"Quartet" was the opening
selection. In movements from
Durante's Concerto No. 2 in G
Minor, the dancers presented
femininity in constant movement.
Dressed in pastel-coloured dresses,

they followed the programme
description; "to lean, to spring, to

reach, to fly."

"The Traitor" was the opposite
of the first dance. The piece was
masculine, full of tension and
agony and had no musical ac-
companiment. The silence, but for
the sounds of bare feet and harsh

TEN PIN

BOWLING
BOYDEN GYM

4-10:30

Mon. thru Fri.

(except during

league play)

50c a string

MONDAY, OCT. 21

J
Bluewall 9 - 1

breathing, made the piece even together was as exciting as their
more forbidding. C'^y Taliaferro dancing,
gave a powerful portrayal of the
Traitor.

The evening's highlight was
"Carlota", another tension-filled

piece done without musical
background. Carlota, Napoleon's
sister-in-law, dreams nightly of she
and her husband, Maximillian's

former days as Emperor and
Empress of Mexico. What the
audience sees in her mind are the
happy days in power, the disin-

tegration of their position, and
finally her husband's execution by
the Mexicans, the last leaving her
crazy for the 60 years she survived
Maximillian.

From Carlota's opening shrieks

to her closing sighs, Carla Maxwell
was in complete control of her
character. Maxwell has danced the
role since Limon created "Carlota"
and still maintains the total

emotionalism required to portray

the tragic woman.

The last selection, "A
Choreographic Offering" to Doris
Humphrey, Lime n's Mentor, is the
only one that brought the entire

group together on stage. Dressed in

colorful leotards, the Company
danced through a series of num-
bers; quintets, duets, full company,
etc., in Humphrey's style. Seeing
the whole company performing

YOUR ZODIAC SIGN

Aries to Pisces — on richly
hand-colored, beautifully
crafted solid brass Bracelet,
Belt Buckle or Pendanf.
(Pendant about 2Vi" wide;
buckle takes up to W belt).
Make thoughtful gifts for men
and women. When ordering
specify which item; also
Zodiac sign or signs desired.
$4.95 each postpaid in U.S.
Send M.O. or Check to: ROTE,
P.O. Box 1009 - Dept. M,
Brockton, Mass. 02403.

( ) Bracelets. Zod Sign
( ) Buckles. Zod Sign
( ) Pendants . . . Zod Sign

Check ( ) here if design other
than Zodiac desired.

niversity of massachusetts ^
arts council I

presents fr£ jfffa |

Chiang
Ching
S Company

AN EVENING OF
CHINESE DANCE

Bowker Auditorium
Friday, 8pm
November 1, 1974

TICKETS: $4 & $3genera. $2& $1.50umass students

|

ON SALE 125HERTER HALL. UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202
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s weekend f00tbaM game - The Sen?ors won the

A glance at the YanCon;
more math than football?

By BILL EDELSTEIN
Thus far in the season the

Yankee Conference has proven to
be "The Great Equalizer" of it's

members; an average of four
conference games per team have
been played and not one club is

either undefeated or winless. To
put it in more complicated terms;
Boston Li niversity romped past
Maine, who upset Connecticut,
who overpowered New Hampshire,
who beat Vermont, who stung
Massachusetts, who roughed-up
Rhode Island, who play Boston
University next week.

Now that the reader is com-
pletely perplexed, let me try to
explain the strange goings-on.

UMass leads the Yankee Con-
ference, at least for the week, with
a 3-1 record, Connecticut is in

second with a 2-1 mark. Since the
Minuteman play the Huskies this

coming week, probably for the
YanCon title, first and second
places could change rather abruptly

commentary

(over Dick MacPherson's dead
body!).

Maine, who UMass defeated
soundly at the beginning of the

season, nas righted itself and is

lurking in third place with a 3-2

record after having endeared
themselves to Minutemen fans by
white-washing UConn, 7-0.

New Hampshire and Boston
University are in a tie for fourth
place with 2-2 records, while Rhode
Island and Vermont help hold up
the standings.

-—* --

Fakery, sex, morals,and dreams

axeamongthe subjects offered
by Penquin this fall

Some of (he recent Penguin paperbacks you'll find at your
campus bookstore:

THE B.S. FACTOR: The Theory and Technique of Faking
It in America. Arthur Herzog. A hard-hitting, hilarious report
on fakery and hypocrisy in American communications. "It
hits the jugular."-Max Lerner. $1.50

SEX AND MARRIAGE IN UTOPIAN COMMUNITIES:
Nineteenth-Century America. Raymond Lee Muncy. A survey
of nineteenth-century Utopian communities whose approach
to sex and marriage was original or unique. $2.95

THE MORALIST. Allen Wheelis. How morals can survive
in an age of chaos and nihilism. $1.95

DREAM TELEPATHY: Experiments in Nocturnal ESP.
Montague Ullman, M.D., and Stanley Krippner, Ph.D., with
Alan Vaughan. The first totally reliable report on telepathic
dreaming, bridging the gap between the standards of the
scientists and the claims of the psychics. $2.95

EROS AND EVIL: The Sexual Psychopathology of
Witchcraft. R. E. L. Masters. A startling report on sexuality,
demons, and witchcraft -emphasizing the period between the
fourteenth and nineteenth centuries. $2.50

POWER PLAY: Oil in the Middle East. Leonard Mosley. A
shocking, behind-the-scenes look at the Middle East oil

industry. With a new epilogue covering recent events. $2.95

THE ACT OF WILL. Roberto Assagioli, MD. This major
work brings human will back to the center of psychology,
education, and everyday life. $2.95

PENGUIN BOOKS INC

The Yankee Conference should
clear up considerably after next
week's showdown at Amherst. If

the Minutemen emerge victorious,
there can only be, at most, a four-
way tie for first (Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Maine, and either
Boston University or New Hamp
shire), if the Huskies win, a mere
six-way tie is possible (everybody
but Vermont), if the game ends in a
draw, the statistician will jump from
a Southwest tower.

Although Yankee Conference
clubs aren't equalizing teams out of
the league, where they stand a

week 5-8 over all (which is one of
the reasons why Big Ten and
Pacific Eight coaches aren't holding
their collective breaths in an
ticipation of the Top Yankee), the
conference has managed to keep
itself tied up fairly well.

Scott Hayes

Harrier ideology
rhlmn- I

wondering how colleges go about buildinc,championship cross country teams. A look at one of the finest teams in thenation, that of Run Un.versity (URun) may give some insight into the world

1 °fa
S "°untrv runn,n9
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ecent triP t0 th* roadside on one of the team'smountainous courses revealed some interesting informationiTf 1 tha coaches have c°™ ^ with some new training techniquesthat could revolut.on.2e running. The idea is to send a pack of attractiveyoung females out on a course ten or fifteen minutes before a ow ng thehinclads to start. The result has been a number of record-breaSg performances, as the runners overcome extreme pain and fatigue to gain theirwell-deserved reward at the end of a workout
An alternative program consists of offering a few MErM's or a variety ofcandy bars to the runners after practices

nn^nfT
56

'
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,

tactics that are known to all cross country runners.One of the most popular is to accidentally step on the back of your oo-ponents shoe, causing him to complete the race with only one shoeAnother tactic employed is one that involves going out at a comfortablepace and slipping into some nearby bushes, while the other runners run amile or two. When they come by again (most good cross country courses
include a loop that is run twice) all that's left to do is to nonchalantly qetback into the race and pour it on near the finish.

It's easy to see that those basic methods of practicing and competing
can greatly help a team. y

Strategy is involved in cross country, as in any other sport. A team canenter a meet with one of several approaches. A favorite at many schools is
to leave the starting line in a jog and let the opposing team take the lead
After two or three miles, psychological processes come into play and theenemy starts to tire, thinking that they have been running an unbelievable
pace for the first half of the race.
A scheme that had great success on the high school level is to have one

of the team members take the lead early in the race. This pacesetter then
proceeds to take a wrong turn on the course, hopefully taking several
opposing harriers with him, while his teammates remain on the course Bvthe time the visiting runners realize they are off the course, it's too late tomake up the valuable lost seconds. This strategy, however, can only beexecuted on a team's home course, and has to be dropped in favor of
better plots for away meets.
These examples illustrate that there is more to cross country than simply

prevails

1 ' the master " strate9 ist rather th™ the super-runner

NHL has new look;

chaos prevailing
NEW YORK I UP/) - Along with

the slippery puck, human nature
has taken some funny bounces
during the first two weeks of the
NHL season.

The scenario is similar in such
hockey hotbeds as Montreal, New
York, Chicago and Boston. The old-

time, pure-bred fan, tired of being
fed repeated doses of what he calls

a watered-down, over-expanded
product, complains that a whole
month can go by between "good"
games, the kind he remembers
from the days of a six-team league.

It's hard to work up an interest,

the fan will say, when the com-
petition is so one-sided there is no
doubt who will win the game.

Yet, when the weaker visiting

team does put on a good show,
these same fans show their ap-
preciation by booing the home
club.

There's no pleasing some people,
it would seem, and there's been
ample evidence of this

psychological phenomena in the
opening phase of the National
Hockey League season.

For example:

Montreal, the favorite of many to

regain the Stanley Cup now that

Ken Dryden is back in goal, has
won only one of its first six outings.
In the season opener, the home
fans watched in stunned
amazement as the Canadiens
required two power play goals in

the closing minutes merely to earn
a tie with the once hapless New
York Islanders, who never have
won in Montreal.

In their next home game, the
Canadiens had to settle for a 4-4 tie

with Los Angeles, which at present
is the only unbeaten team in the
NHL despite going winless
throughout the exhibition schedule.

In New York, long-suffering fans
treated their favorites to a few
desultory choruses of razzberries

as, in three home games, the
Rangers had to fight from behind to

overcome the fledgling Washington
Capitals; settle for a tie with
California, a team that had lost 17
of its previous 19 appearances in

Madison Square Garden; and then
drop an embarrassing 1-0 decision

Sunday night to the Vancouver
Canucks, who had won only twice
before in the Garden.
The Black Hawks also got off on

the wrong foot by dropping their

home opener to Atlanta, marking
the first time the Flames had won at

Chicago, and Boston, another top
contender for the Stanley Cup,
currently is running third in its

division.

While some of the stronger clubs
have had trouble warming up their

engines, the so-called weaker clubs
have been surprising. Vancouver,
which never has made the playoffs,

just completed a four-game road
trip in which it won three games
and tied one to climb to the top of
its division with only one loss in six

outings; Los Angeles, unbeaten in

six games although it opened the
campaign with a five-game road
trip, leads *s division; and the
Flames and Islanders, each with
three victories in six games, are tied

for another divisional lead wixh
Philadelphia.

"It's the new divisional setup
that's making the difference,"

Gerry Meehan of the Canucks
explained, referring to the fact that

the NHL now consists of four
divisions with 10 teams qualifying

for the playoffs.

"It makes a difference when you
know you'll be in the race for a
playoff berth all the way. You know
you have something to work for."

X-country rankings

NATIONAL CROSS COUNTRY
POLL

1. Western Kentucky
2. Washington State
3. University Texas at El Paso
4. Oregon
5. Wisconsin
6. Oregon State
7. Illinois

8. Eastern New Mexico
9. Providence

10. Oklahoma State
11. Brigham Young
12. Michigan
13. Massachusetts
14. William and Mary
15. Penn State
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McNally

fires it;

Harriman

catches it;

UMass

wins 17-7

UMass' victory: Mixture of good and bad
By DAVE ElBEL
Sports Staff

Saturday's win over Rhode
Island was UMass' biggest win of
the season so far. It gave UMass
the conference lead over a Con-
necticut team that was shocked by
an inspired UMaine team 7-0 at
Storrs.

The game marked an auspicious
debut for Brian McNally, a soph-
more quarterback who played
defensive back last year. McNally
came in early in the second quarter
and led UMass on several long
scoring marches and showed that if

he doesn't have the experience yet,
he sure has the poise.

Mark Tripucka, pressed into the
starter's role after Fred Kelliher's

first-quarter injury against
Villanova, continued to have
problems moving the team and was
lifted by Coach Dick MacPherson.
"We'll just have to wait and see the
films before deciding on who our

number one quarterback will be
come Saturday," said MacPherson.
The game was a carbon copy of

the last two UMass games against
Vermont, and Boston University.
The Minutemen roared into a 14-0
halftime margin courtesy of two
Greg Sprout placements, a Jim
Torrance five yard run off right
tackle and a brilliant diving, rolling

grab by Walt Parker on a two-point
conversion pass from McNally.

But the Minutemen came out like

Littlemen in the second half and
saw their shutout go by the boards
when Paul Ryan rolled out on a
fourth and one and hit end Bill Britt

from the three, for Rhode Island's
only score.

Rhody came back deep into
UMass territory and at the end of
the third Stenza seemed destined
to score the tying marker when the
biggest play of the game occured.
On the first play of the fourth
quarter Ryan looked for tight end

Bill Matkevitch at the three but Bob
Levine jumped in front of the
receiver to intercept the pass.

McNally then led the Minutemen
from their own three to the Rhode
Island two in a nine minute drive

that effectively put the game out of
reach. Greg Sprout a good kicker
who only needs a little more ex-
perience according to MacPherson
to become a better one kicked a
field goal to ice the win.

The drive was really the first

impressive march the Minutemen
have put together all season in the
second half and, if anything, it

proved to the players that they can
move on offense in the second half.

UMass quarterbacks also passed at

a 50 per cent clip for a change.
They're both morale boosters
they'll sorely need against UConn.

Other than McNally the main
offensive star was Jim Torrance
who garnered 147 yards on 28

carries all of them big ones.
"We had our offensive line (they

came through with another out-
standing performance) of Russ
Cooke, Ned Deane, Brad Calnan,
and Ross Schubarth blow their
opposite numbers out for three
yards and from there Torrance was
on his own. The offensive line did
their best job of moving out people
since the Villanova game."

There was a dark cloud on the
UMass horizon however. The
Minutemen failed to score touch-
downs three times when they
should have due to a fumble and
two mental miscues.

In the first quarter Jerry Mon-
dalto was stopped on a fourth and

Pherson called the play to go to
Mondalto and couldn't alert
messenger tight end John Willis to
change the call in time.

In the second quarter, McNally
fumbled when hit at the two on a
second and goal preventing UMass
from scoring, while in the fourth
quarter a McNally touchdown was
called back on an illegal procedure
call.

UMass will have to avoid fumbles
and foolish penalties if they're to
beat UConn. As MacPherson said
after Saturday's win over the Rams,
"we'll be a really good football
team as soon as we can stop
fumbling away the ball."

That and the continued im-
one from the URI six on a play that provement in the offense especially
should have gone to Jim Torrance in the second half, could bring the
who was wide open, but Mac- Beanpot back to Amherst.

Thinclads topple Wildcats
\f it

Glenn Poster

It's Super Beanpot!

By SCOTT HAYES
Sports Staff

The UMass harriers had a
scheduled meet against New
Hampshire last Saturday, but
coaches from both schools agreed
to run the meet as part of the
Codfish Bowl Cross Country
Championships in Franklin Park.
The result was a fourth place finish

for UMass, as well as 24-35 victory
over UNH in the Yankee Con-
ference matchup.
New Hampshire's George Reed

captured individual honors, as more
than 200 runners from about thirty

different colleges and universities
took part in the five- mile race. The
Wildcats' top harrier outran Charlie
Duggan of Springfield, and in doing
so, set a new meet record of 23:59.

Cliff Staples paced the
Minutemen runners, a team
composed entirely of freshmen,
taking eleventh with a time of
24:46. The first-year harriers
totalled 132 points tc earn the
fourth place finish. Springfield won
the team title with 97 points,

nipping Vermont by a margin of

two.

Dino Lammachia ran his best

race of t*« year to finish 26 in

25:22. Frank Carroll and Bobby Neil

were timed in 25:28 and 25:32,

respectively, and finished in the
number 29 and 31 spots. Rolf
Meyer was the fifth UMass runner,
capturing 35 with a time of 25:35.
Keene State took third with a total
of 123 points, just nine points ahead
of Staples and his teammates.

In placing fourth, the UMass
freshmen beat 23 varsity cross
country teams from New England,
including squads from UConn,
UNH and Central Connecticut.
Comparing the times to last

year's New England championship
times, the team would have placed
fifth in the New Englands. It was a
great overall showing, and all five
runners ran so well that they would
have placed in the top 45 at the
1973 New Englands. Of course, the
circumstances at the New Englands
are different from those at the
Codfish Bowl, but the course is the
same (Franklin-Park) -and times
are the only comparative statistics
in cross country.

CROSS COUNTRY CORNER -
The University of Massachusetts
cross country team was finally

recognized in the National Poll.

According to Harrier, a national
cross country magazine, UMass
was ranked thirteenth, just ahead of
William and Mary. Providence,
which topped the Minutemen

runners earlier in the season, was
ninth while Manhattan fell from the
top 15.

The victory over UNH boosted
the harriers' record to 9-2, the best
since 1971, when Coach Ken
O'Brien's charges went 10-3. This
year, however, the dual meet
record was better percentage-wise
than 1971.

The freshmen runners will travel
to Storrs this Saturday to face the
freshmen of UConn and the varsity
squad of Holy Cross. The harriers
led by Staples, Neil, Carroll, and
Lammachia boast a 3-0 record.
Due to a change in the date of

the New England Championships,
the Yankee Conference meet has
been changed from the originally
scheduled date of October 26 to
November 4. The YanCon
showdown in Burlington, Vermont
will be the next meet for the varsity
harriers.

Intramural notice
Intramural touch football campus

championship playoffs begin today.
All league championship teams
should secure a copy of the playoff
schedule from the IM office im-
mediately.

It s Super Bowl week in Amherst. That's right, the game of the year in
the Yankee Conference will take place Saturday afternoon at Alumni
Stadium between UMass and UConn.
The Minuteman victory over Rhode Island this weekend coupled with

Maine s stunning upset of UConn at Storrs brought thoughts of a Beanpot
back to the 74 edition of the UMass football team. Coming into the biggame the M.nutemen record in the conference is three and one whileUConn is two and one.
The only YanCon encounter left on the schedule would be New

Hampshire at home on November 16th. If such is the case, the rest of the
season would be academic and the Beanpot would return to Amherst after
a one-year sabbatical.

The team which thus far has taken on the roll of the spoiler is, of course
Maine Since rolling over to be humiliated by UMass earlier in the season
(and it always seems that Maine comes up with totally inept performance
against the Minutemen in any athletic endeavor) the Black Bears havecome on to win their last three in a row. The hero in the victory over the
Huskies was W.nthrop's Mark DeGregorio. A five-yard touchdown run in
the fourth quarter may have put the nails in the 1974 UConn coffinJ*\*****<\ jump to fast conclusions. A victory over Connecticut is
still needed But, assuming that the Minuteman Machine rolls on, CoachD.ck MacPherson won't have to be embarrassed about handing over the
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battle for the Beanpot, the holy grail of the Yankee Conference
Super Bowl week is only just beginning.

Would be from Democratic Party

ElrcLwarns against 'extremists' in Congress
™ZZP

\*Jr6
T.

baCk RaP^a" Chouse and element - cou.d tn™^ ^ ,___.. , _PCLEVELAND [UP/] - President
Ford campaigned through the
Midwest for Republican candidates
yesterday with a warning that a
Democratic landslide Nov. 5 could
pack Congress with economic
"extremists" and jeopardize peace.

In increasingly tougher language
Ford beseeched party faithful at
stoos in Oklahoma and Ohio to

back Republican statehouse and
congressional candidates to
preserve the two-party system.
A Democratic landslide "could

resurrect the wild spending
programs of the years 1965 and

element could tnreaten
internal balance of our legislative
processes."

Citing world trouble spots from
Cuba to the Middle East, Ford said

President needs a bipartisan

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

T'anS*rt" °T°r CitV Con^^hind ,1 to deTwTth
rally, and election of these ex- international problems
trem.sts of the Democratic Party - <«|f we get the wrong kind ofand they would come from that Congress, peace Tould be in

jeopardy," he said.

"I plead with you to give
America, not to me, the kind of
Congress that would be missionary,
farsighted and imaginative."

Ford said 1974 is "the year of
decision, as I see it, for the survival

of the two-party system in our great
country."

Democratic National Chairman

Robert Strauss reacted strongly to
Ford's use of words like "ex-
tremists," and called on the
President to retract them.

"It's reminiscent of the 1970
campaign efforts of President
Nixon and Vice President Agnew,"
Strauss said. "The same kind of
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Brooke calls busing right

if it ends segregation
ByPAULLOGUEJR.
ANDJIMPAULIN
Staff Reporters

Senator Edward Brooke said
yesterday he thinks busing is

morally right if it can be used to

expect
abolish government designed reason then we can
segregation which he believes trouble"
exists in Boston. Brooke gave Massachusetts as

I have never seen separate but an example: "In the legislature
equal education," he told a small
audience in the Colonial Room of

there are only eight republicans out

of 40 in the Senate, 52 out of 240 in

The red and yellow autumn colors that were so
prominent just a week ago have been replaced by the
starkness of frameworks of branches, their leafy load
lightened for the next six months.

l/>

L to R Senator Edward Brooke, William Atkins GOP candidate for staterepresentative, and Chancellor Randolph Bromery.
"noioaie »r state

Funding for off-campus housing

in Spring called likely by Gage
By LANA FISCHER

Staff Reporter
Dr. Robert Gage, Vice Chancellor

for Ctudent Affairs, says there is a
"good chance" he'll allocate funds
to the Off-Campus Housing Office
project next spring when reviewing
various proposals.

^
Larry Gendron, President of the

Commuter Assembly, had ex-
pressed concern that the office

would not be re-established by
Whitmore officials. The Commuter
Assembly had previously operated
on a experimental basis with funds
it no longer has.

Gendron said Gage had indicated
to him at the beginning of the
semester that the office was a
"good idea" but that funds from
Whitmore were not available to
support it.

Gendron claims the Off-Campus
Housing Office has been very

successful. According to the
assembly president, the office not
only "helped students look for

ilaces to live by giving them in-

formation on apartment complexes
in the area," but also "cut down the
workload of apartment complexes
by sifting out people who knew
about the complexes before
inquiring to see the apartments."
Gage told the Collegian he feels

the Off-Campus Housing Office is a

"useful and well-patronized service

for students."

Gage said that although "we
don't have spare pockets of

money," he sees the project as

being of "outstanding importance"
and that he would hate to see it

"wither and die."

Randy Dahl, head of the

Commuter Student Affairs Office,

said that office only had enough
funds to pay for one of the two
clerical positions for six weeks.
He said other funding for the

project during the summer included

$1500 from a Federally supported

work-study program and $200 from
the Graduate Center.

Dahl said a joint proposal from
the Commuter Assembly and the

Commuter Affairs Office in regards
to the project has yet to be written
and presented to Gage. "Right
now," he said, "we're going
through preliminary soundings.
Gage has not yet said yes or no
since we have not yet presented a
formal propose'."

Gage has inoicated he would like

to see the project set up
educational session to instruct

students on leases so that they
might be able to "make wise
decisions on their own."

r

inside:
There is a referendum

question on campaign reform
on the ballot this year. See page
6.

Venezuela tries to apply the
money that it has earned from
oil to improve the country. See
page 15.

the Student Union.

Brooke, who was here to
campaign for Staff Representative
hopeful Bill Atkins, said the actual
orocess of busing is a red herring
which has been twisted into a
political issue by demogogic
politicians who are trying to excite
the people. He said he has seen
busing used more often for the
purposes of segregation rather than
integration.

He added that 75 per cent of all

students were being bused prior to
this school year, but not for the
purpose of racial balance. He also
said his Southern colleagues in

Congress have been making cracks
to him about "those rednecks in

Boston".

When asked if he would vote to
confirm Nelson Rockefeller as Vice
President, he said he respected
Rockefeller as a competent and
talented politician, adding that he
had campaigned for him in the past.
He said he'll wait until the hearings
being held by the Senate Rules
Committee are completed before
making a decision.

Brooke summarized his fear of
this country's danger of becoming
a one party system. "The people
are mad about Watergate as the
polls show it. If the swing continues
to move in more Democrats for this

the House and no republicans in the
executive councils except those
appointed. The fact is that most of
the country is Democratic. If that
isn't a one party system, then I

don't know what is."

Brooke added that it is time for

people to take stock in Mass. There
are so many aspects of politics in

which people can get involved in.

"We need the young not only as
critics but as active participants."

Calling himself a Maverick,
Brooke said he has remained a
Republican because, "I feel that
working with the conservatives
from within will help the growth of
the party."

A Veterans' representative asked
Brooke if he would vote to override
the bill on the President's desk
which would improve Vietnam
Veterans' benefits if the President

vetos it? Brooke said he would vote
in favor of the Vets.

He also elaborated that the
Vietnam Vet has not received the
benefits those of "my war" have
received. "It Is time that these mer
got what they need as far as these
benefits will provide." He favors the
Amnesty Board idea that Ford has
implemented \ \bt as those with
strong convictiona go I would favor
unconditional amnesty, but not all

fit into this category."
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School of Ed marathon returns next month
Twice a year, once in the fall and

once again in the spring, the School
of Education sends out a call to

anybody interested in education in

any way to come together at

UMass and share their ideas. The
response in the past has brought as
many as 5000 people to attend over
400 events. For five thirteen-hour
days (Nov. 11-15) as many as 10
different activities take place
simultaneously. Usually lasting an
hour, they range from tran-

scendental meditation to computer
uses in education and just about
everything in between.
The sessions are free and open to

the entire University community
and general public. There is no
registration and participants
wander in and out of the School of

Education picking and choosing
from the potpourri of events. The
atmosphere is much like that of a

bazaar- normally quiet hallways are

jammed with noisy crowds buzzing
excitedly about what has just been
seen or done ano what's about to

take place. Every age, color, sex
and stereotype is present, coming
this year from as far as North
Dakota and North Carolina.

The whole idea is to get people to

expose themselves to as many new
and different ideas, activities and
other people as possible in one
week, organizers say.

This year there will be three

special emphasis days. Tuesday,
Nov. 12, will feature the arts and
education when "Marathoners"
will have the chance to participate

in a clown workshop, dance and
drama exercises, puppet making,
photography, quilting, poetry, and
body movement among other
things.

Thursday, Nov. 12, is Alternative

School Day when dozens of

alternative schools (directors,

teachers, parents and students) will

be on hand to exchange ideas and
experiences. The National Alter-

native School Program will also
present its survey of all- the public

alternative schools in the country.
Friday is a rather unusual day,

unless one milks cows and cooks
Chinese meals everyday. When the
program says the emphasis is on
Community Based Education, it's

no joke. For half of the day, some of
the most exciting people in Action
learning (the Foxfire people,
Dynamy - an internship program
from Worchester, City As School
from N.Y., Univ. without Walls,
Alternative Semester Programs
from Boston and Vermont among
others) will be diseasing their

activities. BUT, the second half of

the day, will find "Marathoners"
out in the community - milking

cows, cooking, banking, news
reporting, researching - actually

putting into practice what they just

finished talking about that morning.
The School tries to make it as

easy and rewarding as possible for

people to attend: Day Care is

provided free of charge; parking is

free and readily available; pick-up
meals are cheap, healthy and on the
spot; university credit is offered to
UMass students free of charge (20
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The School of Education Marathon balloon attracts a
crowd as it lands on campus last year. The Marathon
will return again on November 11.

Boston meeting held
on student office

By MIKEKNEELAND
MDC Staff

Student government leaders here

are awaiting a report from the

state's Department of Education on
a recent meeting held in Boston to

discuss the creation of a Mass.
Office of Student Affairs.

Joseph Cronin, Mass. Secretary

of Education, met with
representatives of 75 Mass. public

and private colleges to discuss the

creation of that office in his

department.

Richard Savini, President of the

UMass Student Government
Association, said there was some
suspicion among the student

Noted geologist

to speak here
The Five-College Lecture Series

will present noted geologist Dr.

Daniel Bernoulli of Basel, Swit-
zerland on Monday, October 28 at

Amherst College.

Dr. Bernoulli will speak on "New
Views on Alpine Tethys Evolution
Based on JOIDES Results" at 8
p.m. in Merrill Center 1 on the
Amherst College campus.

Dr. Bernoulli is an Extraordinary
Professor of Geology at the
University of Basel, and is in the
United States at the invitation of
the American Association of
Petroleum Geologists'
Distinguished Lecture Committee.

leaders that the meeting might have
been some sort of publicity stunt

for Governor Francis Sargent's
reelection campaign.

But he said such an office is

probably needed to get student
input into the state's education
department.

Martin Miller, Chairperson of the
UMass Academic Affairs Com-
mittee, also attended that meeting.
He said the "need to have an office

that deals with the staff

beauracracy, but it shouldn't be
under the control of the state."

The proposal for the office was
initially made about two years ago
by former UMass SGA president

Larry Ladd. In a seven-page report

to state leaders, he wrote that "no
program presently exists that
represents the Massachusetts
student in a meaningful and
constructive way.

He concluded the report saying
the Office of Student Affairs "could
reaffirm Massachusetts belief in the
development of the students' in-

dividual initiative especially in

regard to intern staff of the office."

Miller said another meeting will

be held in Nov. at Southern
Massachusetts University (SMU).
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hours of participation equals 1 hour
of credit) and $31 credit for non-
students; and events run from nine

in the morning until ten at night so
that participation can be worked in

and around classes and jobs.

Some of the events that promise
to be of interest, aside from the

special emphasis days include:

Outdoor Education for all ages; the

Charlotte, North Carolina Com-
munity Drug Program; a three-part

course on story telling; Cross-

cultural education games; har-

monograph building; all of the
Teacher Preparation Programs;
hypnosis; children's literature; sex
education; bike touring; the film

"Future Shock"; a children's
theatre workshop; and many, many
more.

For more information, call the
Marathon Office at 545-1585 or go
visit them in 225 C in the School of

Education. There is a preliminary

schedule available which lists all of
the events currently planned.

Car pool information

being compiled now
The new, revised car pool lists

are now being compiled for
distribution during the first week of

November for students who want
to correct erroneous information on
the original list, add a phone
number, or add your name to the
list for the first time. It will be held
in the Commuter Assembly Office

(Hatch level, Student Union, beside
games room). The deadline for

completed registration cards is

Wednesday, Oct. 30th at 5 p.m.
The office is open from 9-5 on
Monday-Friday and the phone
number is 5-2145.

These lists are for faculty, staff,

students, or anyone else com-
muting to the UMass campus.

This car pool system is computer
assisted and it lists people who are

interested in starting a car pool.

After locating your name on the list,

it's up to you to contact others in

your area and arrange something
with them.

Some people who registered

during the summer did not get their

names on the list. However their

cards have now been located and
will be added to the revised list.

The day the revised lists are

ready a notice will be posted in the

Collegian along with a list of the 10

spots on campus,where they can be
found. Any questions about this car

pool system can be answered at the

Commuter Assembly Office.

Dr. Moore helps plan

medical seminar
A UMass professor of public

health has helped organize a three-

day medical technology seminar to
be held in Manchester Thursday
through Saturday.

Dr. Gary S. Moore, director of
the UMass medical technology
program, said the goal of the
seminar, is to "encourage con-
tinuing education of members of
the Society for Medical
Technology."

Moore stressed that medical
technology majors are encouraged
to attend the seminar which is

being held at the Sheraton-
Wayfarer Motor Inn. Moore said it's

about a 90-minute drive to that
Manchester Motor Inn.

Workshops will be conducted in

such areas as Microbiology,
Hematology, Chemistry, Im-

munology and Coagulation. Other

topics will include blood banking

and histology. On Saturday, various

topics will be discussed concerning

student careers.

Moore said students will not be
required to pay a daily registration

fee if they are members of the

SMT. Student non-members of the

SMT must pay a $2 daily

registration fee. Moore also said

student rates are available with the

hotel.
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Dr. Horner lauds Smith College

for adapting to social changes
THE WEEK IN REVIEW

Amherst officials

reject coeducation
By BILLY SCHWARTZ
AND LEENEWMAN

Amherst Student Correspondents

Alumni leaders have approved by
a "reasonably close margin" a
recommendation to the Trustees
not to make Amherst
coeducational

The results of the closely divided
vote were presented to the
Trustees this weekend along with a
statement reaffirming full alumni
support of the College if the
Trustees decide to admit women.

President Ward, returning from
the weekend deliberations in New
York, said this morning that "If the
Trustees choose coeducation in

two weeks, this document (from
the alumni) will give us the best
posture vis a vis alumni response
after the vote." He found the
alumni mention of "a close margin"
to be "most significant for me."
The alumni vote was taken two

weeks ago by members of the
Executive Committee of the Alumni
Council and other interested alumni
assigned to work with the five

campus committees which last year
studied the issue of coeducation.
The statement, which includes a

cross-section of opinions on the
issue of admitting women, will be
mailed this week to all alumni.

Several of the 18 alumni who

attended the meeting two weeks
ago declined comment on the
actual margin of what their

collective statement calls "a
reasonably close vote."

"The whole evening was a very
reasoned, low-keyed and objective
inquiry," said C. Michael Spero '58,

Chairman of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Alumni Council.

"I do not believe there was a
member there who presented an
emotional argument," he said

about the Friday alumni-Trustee
meeting. "There were just the basic
concerns about the specific effects

on size, finances, and relations with
the sister institutions. Both those
who spoke for and against spoke
on a thoughtful, reasoned basis

rather than on one of nostalgia,"

Spero said.

In their presentation to the
Board, the Alumni Council
Executive Committee and alumni
commentators offered four views
on the issue. They said that among
the alumni, "Those opposed in-

clude 1 ) Those who believe that the

College's current situation is

desirable and unique; and 2) those
who believe that coeducation is

educationally desirable but that

financial considerations, impact on
sister institutions, and the size of

the College outweigh the
desirability of coeducation."

By CAROLYN HULL RYDE
Smith College Correspondent

In a speech kicking off Smith's
centennial events Monday night,

Dr. Metina Horner praised Smith
saying in the midst of shifting

societal demands "Smith College
has successfully addressed the
challenges presented to her by each
succeeding generation."

The need to re-examine sexual
stereotypes is a recurring theme for

Dr. Horner who advised the
audience that there must be a

"careful shaping of new and

essential roles for both men and
women - and it is important that it

be for men and women because we
are mutually interdependent."

In describing the history of higher

education for women, Horner
called it "a story of achievement in

the face of protest, active
resistance and subtle dissuasion
that came and comes in many
forms, from many different
sources, for many different
reasons."

Most influential and damaging of
all, Dr. Horner said, were' the dire

Hampshire Council

rejects 17 proposals

Mt. Holyoke studies

Black Studies major
ByMEGSOENS

Mt. Holyoke Correspondent
The 1973-74 Mt. Holyoke

catalogue contains a statement in

the description of the Black Studies
major indicating that a five college

major in Black Studies would be
implemented "from the start of the

current academic year". Such a

major at Mr. Holyoke has yet to be
started.

Hampshire and UMass have
already approved the project.

Walter Steward, chairman of Mt.

Holyoke's Black Studies Depart-

ment, has pointed out that the

unequal relationship of blacks and
whites and its result of distorted

social reality has perpetuated
thrdugh conventional academic
offerings. The aim of the Five

College Black Studies program is to

develop in students a definition of

reality "free of distortion which

serve the interests of those who
desire to subordinate others. When

the position was first proposed at

the faculty meeting last spring it

sparked some major controversy. It

was said to be ideologically slanted

for a definition of a major.

Stewart emphasized the fact that

in his view the delay in confirmation

of a Five College Black studies

major at Mt. Holyoke was in no way
due to "foot-dragging" on the part

of the administration. It was, he

claimed, due to the heavy workload

of the Academic Policy Committee
last year and to his own tardiness in

giving materials they requested.

The arguments brought out at

two meetings of the Subcommittee
on Black Studies clearly indicates

that it is basically a conflict of

rhetoric and semantics. The
questions revolves around not

merely the wording of a statement

but also around the very definition

of Black studies and its resultant

validity as a field of study. More
meetings are scheduled for this

heated controversy*

By BIFF PRICE
Hampshire Climax Correspondent
The Hampshire College Com-

munity Council, in a chaotic
meeting, last Thursday, rejected all

17 Governance Review Committee
proposals. Rather than consider
each of the 17 separately, the
Community Council voted them all

down as a package. It was the first

leak in the Governance Review boat
at Hampshire, but some observers
felt that the vote would not affect
upcoming deliberations in either

Academic or College Council.
The proposals came from a study

commissioned by the College
Council. This month the proposals
are the subject of heated debate in

all three governance Councils. In

November, all Councils will meet
and again discuss governance.
Early next year, a new ad hoc
Constitutional Reform Committee
will gather all input from the entire

Hampshire Community as well as
the Councils and then attempt to
draw up Constitutional amend-
ments or a revised Constitution for

Hampshire College.

Much of the 'risk' has been taken
out of transferring to Hampshire by
the initiation of a new transfer

admissions policy. Students now
transferring to Hampshire will be
evaluated to determine academic
status by faculty before they arrive

here. Formerly transferring
students were kept in the dark
about their academic status until

they arrived. When they arrived,

their work was evaluated.

The new policy will require

transfers to submit all work about
two months before the start of the

semester. Since Hampshire is not
on the credit system, a group of

faculty would evaluate past work
and place the student accordingly.

The student is then able to contest

the group's decision if desired. His

academic standing would be an-

nounced two weeks before the
billing date, giving the student
some time to decide if the

placement is satisfactory. Ac-
cording to The Hampshire Climax,

reaction from transferring students
now on campus seems to be
favorable.

predictions of clergy and the

medical profession about the
"inevitability of extensive physical

and moral disintegration and social

ostracism for women" who entered

education. She added that during

the 18th, 19th and early 20th
centuries young women were
warned to conceal their learning for

the sign of education meant a

farewell to every winning grace.

Horner described the "profound
negative consequences" of the

industrialization on the lifestyles

and status of women. With the

egress of the family from rural to

urban areas women and children

became economic liabilities. The
status of women diminished to

male dependency. With an in-

creased emphasis upon competitive

achievement for men, a working
wife spelled masculine failure, Dr.

Horner said.

In the face of strong resistance.

Dr. Horner pointed to such women
as Sophia Smith (founder of the

college), who saw the need in-

dustrialization brought for women's
education. Smith proposed that a

young woman's education should
be made equal to that afforded to

young men. In September, 1875,

Smith College opened.
To achieve stability was the goal

of the woman's movement at the

end of the 19th century. Today the

woman's movement is a human
question, challenging roles and the

way we have organized society.

New levels of social consciousness
required of each of us is the major
issue of the movement. But she
stressed that "when resources are

scarce, consciousness diminishes".

Women must be free to enjoy self

determined life goals, traditional or

nontraditional, Dr. Horner said,

adding that "the pursuit of

knowledge and search for oneself is

a lifelong, ongoing process."

Five College events announced
Complied by E. PA TRICK McQUAID

Collegian Staff Reporter
Exhibits-

September to November 3 - The Seelye Years; an exhibition of some works of art acquired by Smith between
1879 to 1910 during tenure of L. Clarke Seeyle, Tues.-Sat. 11 a.m -4:30 p.m.. Sun. 2-4:30 p.m., Museum of Art,
Smith College.

September to October 27- Rodin and Balzac; Rodin's sculptural studies for the monument to Balzac from the
Cantor, Tues.-Sat. 1 1 a.m.-4:30 p.m.; Sun. 2-4:30 p.m., Museum of Art, Smith.
October 1-to 30-American Folk Art, Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat. and Sun. noon-5 p.m., Mead Art Gallery,

Amherst College.

October 4 to 31-Photographs of Edward Curtis, Mon-Fri, 11 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat., 1-5 p.m.; Sun. 2:30-4:30 p.m.,
Rodney L. White Print room, Mt. Holyoke College.

October 4 to November 3-American Posters of the 90's, Mon.-Fri., 11 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat., 1-5 p.m.; Sun., 2:30-
4:30 p.m., John and Norah Warbeke Gallery, Mt. Holyoke College. All the above events are open to the public
without charge.

October 24-to January 5-Egyptian Art from the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Smith College, Museum of Art
Lecture; November 4, 8 p.m. Bernard V. Bothmer, Curator of Ancient Art, Brooklyn Museum. Egyptian Art
and Archeology: Current field and museum work. Hillver Hall 117, Fine Arts Center. Film. Amherst Film Coop:
"Antonio das Mortes" (Brazil 1969) (75 cents). Amherst College, 8 p.m.

tl974 80 Proof Teqi.ilo Barton Distillers Import Co New York New York
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Tape says Ehrlichman, Haldeman knew

Dean admits covering up Ellsberg break-in
WASHINGTON [UPf] - John

W. Dean III, the Watergate
prosecution's star witness, ad-
mitted yesterday that he knew
about the 1971 Ellsberg break-in
eight months after it happened and
that he destroyed one of the
burglars' notebooks after the
original Watergate trial in January
1973.

"You were covering up the
California burglary?" asked John J.
Wilson, attorney for H.R.
Haldeman, former White House

in the Watergate cover-up trial.

"Yes, sir, I was," Dean
acknowledged.
"And you did this consciously?"

Wilson asked.

"I did."

"Why?"
"That was the easiest solution

for me at the moment. I just put it in

a shredder and hoped the problem
would go away," Dean said.

The cross-examination of Dean
began after President Richard M.
Nixon's former counsel had been
under direct auestioninq for five

days as the prosecution's first and
star witness.

Just before chief trial prosecutor
James F. Neal finished his direct

questioning, he played the sixth

presidential tape to be introduced

into evidence. In the tape, made of

a conversation April 16, 1973, Nixon
told Dean that Haldeman and John
D. Ehrlichman, his top two aides,

were "in on the obstruction."

Members of the White House
"plumbers" special investigation

unit committed both the 1971

break-in at the office of Pentagon

ABC TV drawing by Freda Reiter UPI Talephoto
John J. Wilson, left, attorney for John Ehrlichman, begins his cross-examination

of John Dean, upper right, during the Watergate coverup trial.

Cost of living climbs again

to 12.1 per cent annual rate
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Rising

prices in everything to haircuts and
shoeshines boosted the cost of
living in September to its highest
annual rate since 1947, the Labor
Department reported yesterday.
At the same time, the monthly

report said, the average wage
earner had 5.2 per cent spendable
income this September than he did
a year ago because of the impact of
inflation and higher payroll
deductions.

The September figures showed
that the consumer price index -
the best pocketbook yardstick of
inflation - rose 1.2 per cent for the
month on a seasonally-adjusted
basis and 12.1 per cent for the 12-

month period, an annual rate
unequalled in 27 years.

AFL-CIO President George
Meany said the report showed that
"sharply rising prices are wiping out
the modest wage gains of
American workers. ..Instead of
moving forward in the American
tradition, workers are being pushed
backward. Their living standards
and those of the elderly and the
poor are eroding at an intolerable
pace."

The report said retail prices
defied economic norms by rising

even where they normally decline at
this time of year and, overall, price-

increases effected nearly every
corner of the consumer budget.

Food prices, for example, rose
1.4 per cent in September when
they are supposed to show a
seasonal dip. Prices were higher for

beef, pork, poultry, eggs, cereal,

bakery products, processed fruits

and vegetables, sugar and sweets.

Moroccan officials stop
alleged assassination plot
RABAT \UPI\ Moroccan

authorities smashed a plot by Al
Fatah Palestinian guerrillas to
assassinate King Hussein of Jordan
during the Arab summit meeting
opening in Rabat this weekend,
Arab diplomatic sources said
yesterday.

Moroccan government officials

would not immediately confirm the
report which coincided with the
opening of an Arab ministerial

meeting to complete preparations
for the summit scheduled for Oct.
26.

The sources saia Moroccan
security forces arrested 14
Palestinians on charges of planning
to kill Hussein.

All were members of Al Fatah,

the guerrilla organization headed by
Yasser Arafat, who also is chairman
of the overall Palestinian Liberation
Organization, the sources said.

The sources said four of those
detained held "relatively seniur"
positions in Al Fatah, the most
powerful of the Palestinian guerrilla

movements, but their names were
not disclosed.

Jordanian authorities have
frequently accused Palestinians of
being behind a number of abortive
murder attempts against Hussein.
The two sides have been bitter

enemies since Jordanian troops
smashed Palestinian guerrilla forces
on Hussein's orders in the bitter

"Black September" fighting in

Jordan in 1970.

Papers defendant Daniel Ellsberg's

psychiatrist in Beverly Hills, Calif.,

and the 1972 break-in at the

Democratic National Committee in

the Watergate complex.
Ehrlichman was found guilty of

conspiring to violate the
psychiatrist's civil liberties. Nixon
said in written interrogatories at the

trial in July that he learned of the

break-in March 17, 1973.

A notebook belonging to E.

Howard Hunt Jr., a mastermind of
hoth break-ins, was removed from

his White House safe after the first

break-in. As Wilson bore in, Dean
testified he found the notebook in

January, 1973, the same month
that Hunt and others were con-
victed in the original Watergate
trial.

In his final testimony under direct

examination, Dean said he had
been disbarred from the practice of
law, had received no promises from
the government in exchange for his

testimony, and was now serving a
prison sentence.

Judge Issues warning
In Kent State trial
CLEVELAND [UPI\ - Federal

Judge Frank J. Battisti cautioned
newsmen and attorneys yesterday
to avoid prejudicing the case of the
prosecution or the defense in the
trial of eight former Ohio National
Guardsmen charged in the
shootings at Kent State University
in which four students were killed

and nine wounded.
Battisti referred to a statement

made earlier by former Guardsman
James Pierce that he had lost his
job on a construction project in

Florida because of the amount of
time the trial is expected to take.

Pierce made the statement
during selection of the jury for the
trial which is expected to take
about six weeks, according to
Battisti.

"Statements outside the court
do not concern us in the extent as
they may be prejudicial in this
case," Battisti said. "The reporters
should know better and counsel
should instruct its clients not to
make statements of this kind to the
news media."

TODAY

2 p.m. PEDAL POINT
— Mozart: Diver-
timento in Bb

3:50 Ives - Duty

4:00 Copland - Piano
Quartet

5 p.m. All Things
Considered. A unique
daily news program.

8:30 p.m. Great Black
Music

Battisti later tempered his
statement and said it was not an
admonishment of the media.

"It is quite probable that my
statement.. .can be taken as rather
harsh," said Battisti. "I happen to
know the statement was recorded
accurately and I am not criticizing

the reporting."

"I would like the press to keep in

mind that the spirit of my remarks is

to avoid prejudicing the case of
either the government or the
defense," Battisti said. "We are all

aware of the problems that exist
through the constitutional rights of
free speech and to a free press and
to a fair trial.

"It is difficult for the press to
know where to draw the line," said
Battisti. "I am not admonishing the
reporters."

Five of the guardsmen face
maximum sentences of life im-
prisonment if convicted in the
deaths of four students demon-
strating four years ago against the
expansion of the war in Indochina.

10:30 Women's Forum.
Producer, Janus
Ingrid Adams.

11:30 Music for Night
People

Listen On
WFCR SS.6 FM
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INDOOR OUTDOOR GARDENING
Lecture & Demonstration Series

Sponsored by Mass. Flower Growers Assoc.

Oct. .10 — Foliage Plants

Instructor: Otto Kaufman
Nov. 6 — Window Gardening

Instructor: Roy Boulard
Nov. 13 — Hanging Plants

Instructor: Gregory Armstrong
.Nov. 20 — Flower Arranging

Instructor: FdFleury
Dec. 4 - Terrariums & "Light" Gardening

Instructor: Jack Prkhett

K-10 p.m.. Butler & I llman Greenhouses
Indicate (above) sessions you wish to attend
Cost

:

I're-registration for the series: $40
Price for individual sessions: $10 per night
Special student rate will be half price.
Make checks payable to the Mass. Flower Growers Association and
mail with completed blank below to:

Mr. Justin Nultleman
In care of Butler & I llman Greenhouses
:t74 Russell Street

lladlev, Mass. 01035

Name,

Address. Zip

Telephone
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In King assassination
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Ray says lawyer pressured him to plead quiltvMEMPHIS, Tenn. [UP/] - logical decision. _.. ., O /MEMPHIS, Tenn. \UPI\
Attorneys for James Earl Ray
contended in Federal Court
yesterday that Ray's previous
lawyer, Percy Foreman, told Ray he
would "barbeque" in the electric

chair unless he pleaded guilty to the
slaying of Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr.

Ray is trying to win a new trial on
grounds he was pressured into

saying he killed the famed civil

rights leader, an act he now denies.

Bernard Fensterwald hit hard at

Foreman, the noted Houston,
Tex., attorney, in his opening
statement, but then moved on to

the question of whether the
conditions of Ray's confinement in

the Shelby County Jail prior to trial

rendered him incapable of making a

logical decision.

Ray is asking U.S. District Judge
Robert M. McRae Jr. to set aside
his guilty plea negotiated by
Foreman on March 10, 1969, and
order a new trial.

Fensterwald said Ray never
intended to plead guilty to the
murder of King, winner of the
Nobel Peace Prize. He said Ray had
every intention of going to trial and
asserting his innocence in the April

4, 1968, slaying.

"Attorney Foreman coerced Ray
into a guilty plea," Fensterwald
said. "Foreman put every pressure
on Ray. He said Ray would bar-

becue.be electrocutedJf he went to
trial. He used bribery as well as
coercion to see that Ray did not
backslide on his agreement to plead

guilty."

Fensterwald offered no evidence
the first day to back up his charges
against Percy. Instead, he moved
into the events surrounding Ray's
stay in the Shelby County Jail from

the time of Ray's arrest in London
on June 8, 1968, to his guilty plea

nine months later.

Fensterwald said Shelby County
officials deprived Ray of many of

his rights during the time he was in

"Cellblock A" awaiting trial. The
defense lawyer said he was par-

ticularly concerned that Ray's mail
was copied
prosecutors.

and sent to

Mozambique troops restore order

after 48 die in racial clashes

"AHORA"
REUNION ESPECIAL

Dia: Jeuves 24 de Oct.

Hora: 8:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Sitio: Campus Center

Salon: 804 - 809

NOTA: La Reunion Estaba programada para el Miercoles
pero fue suspendia para el Jueves.

LOURENCO MARQUES,
Mozambique [UPI] - Loyal troops

arrested dissident Portuguese
Commandos yesterday and
restored order after at least 48
persons were killed in the bloodiest

racial clashes since a black-majority

government took power in this East

African country.

Hospital authorities said 33
whites were among those who died
in Monday night's street battles

between black and white troops
which set off mob violence in the
capital's African shantytowns. An
estimated 160 persons were injured.

Portuguese High Commissioner
Rear Adm. Victor Crespo, ap-
pealing for calm on radio, said
mixed black and white army patrols
had restored control and arrested
units of Portuguese commandos
who face punishment. But most of
the 240 soldiers involved were

Ford warns against

Democratic extremists

MOLUARD
Jo«n$on$

FLOUNDER

FISH

Children's

$1.39

Portion

seconds on the
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ROSE, RED « r WHITE

WINE*
Half Carafe $1.65

By the Glass .55

*N..t Part of

"Seconds" Special.

Available Only Where Lawful
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rhetoric and the same sort of at-

tempt to appeal to the baser in-

stincts of the American people. It

was rejected in 1970 and it will be
rejected in 1974."

Throughout the day Ford
received additional reports from
local party officials of slipping

Republican support, and some
acknowledged that Ford's ap-

pearances were themselves at-

tracting smaller crowds than
hoped.

Ford leveled his hard-hitting

attack on the Democrats at a public

rally attended by about some 9,500
persons in Oklahoma City's

Convention Center and then flew

here to continue the fight in an
address to about 300 GOP faithful

who paid $500 a plate at a fund-

raising dinner in a downtown hotel.

Underscoring a widely reported

GOP problem, former Republican

Gov. James Rhodes, locked in a

tight race to unseat Democratic
Gov. John Gilligan, pointedly
separated himself from the national

Perk meantime was reported
trailing his Democratic opponent
for the Senate, former Astronaut
John Glenn, by a wide margin.

flown home to Portugal Tuesday,
military sources said.

Frelimo Mozambique Liberation

Front Premier Joaquim Chissano,
installed in office last month after

the front's 13-year guerrilla war
against Portugal, said over national

radio, "Loyal troops have
neutralized dissident groups."
The Frelimo administration asked

Portugal to maintain its 65,000-man
army in the former colony during
the transition to formal in-

dependence next June.
The renewed racial bloodshed

endangered the fragile peace
between Mozambique's eight
million Africans and 250,000 non-
blacks and could shatter Por-

tuguese Army and Frelimo
cooperation in the eight months
before Portugal's complete with-
drawal, military sources said.

nation and world

Gas controls hit

WASHINGTON [UPI] - Federal
Energy Administrator John C.
Sawhill said yesterday the
government must lift federal price
controls from natural gas in order to
avoid supply shortages.

Consumers, he said, will have to
expect and tolerate the higher
prices that would surely follow such
deregulation.

"We need more supplies to
distribute, not more shortages,"
Sawhill said in a speech to the
American Gas Association.

"And the only way we will

party and chose not to appear with h™?, ^M supp,ies is *
FnrH in nr Hnminant.w rw,™»i„ deregulating the price of new

natural gas."
Ford in predominantly Democratic
Cleveland. Cleveland Mayor Ralph
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U.S. goes South, West
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The

population of southern and western
states continued rapid growth in

1974 while declines in six states

produced a slowing trend in the

Northeast and Midwest, the Census
Bureau said yesterday.

As for the nation as a whole, the

bureau estimated the population at

211.4 million on July 1, 1974, an
increase of 1.6 million in the past

year and 8.2 million since the 1970

census.

Between July 1, 1973, and last

July 1, the bureau reported,

population losses were registered in

New York, Rhode Island, Penn-
sylvania, Ohio, Illinois and Iowa.
The District of Columbia also had a
population drop.

Arizona and Florida continued
their four-year pace as the nation's

fastest-growing states.

Kissinger embarks
WASHINGTON [UPI] -

Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger embarked yesterday on
an extended diplomatic mission to

Moscow, South Asia, and possibly

the Middle East, to promote peace
and draw attention to the wodd's
long range food problems.

Kissinger, who visited Mexico
Monday with President Ford, was
flying first to Moscow for talks with
Soviet leader Leonid I. Brezhnev
Oct. 23-27 on the next stage in

Soviet-American strategic arms
negotiations.

From the Soviet capital he will fly

to India, Bangladesh, Pakistan and
Afghanistan to discuss political,

economic and food problems in

South Asia before delivering a
major address to the World Food
Conference in Rome, Nov. 5.

(City Saver Certificate

not honored 10-23-74)
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Legislature rejected it

Campaign reform question appears on ballot
BOSTON I UP/] - The Watergate

scandals-secretive bagmen
escorting briefcases stuffed with
laundered money from fatcat
lobbyists - have caused politicians

to scramble over each other
screaming for campaign finance
reform.

In Massachusetts, it resulted in a
campaign finance reform law which
is being tested this election season.
It also resulted in a popular petition
drive that was a success among the
voters.

However, the petition, the work
of Sen. John M. Quinlan of Nor-
wood, a Republican candidate for

secretary of state, was not a
success in the legislature, where it

was turned down overwhelmingly
by the Democratic controlled
House and Senate earlier this year.

That is why referendum Question
5 is on the Nov. 5 ballot, the only
question out of six not to bear the
stamp of approval of the legislature.

Quinlan's petition, if approved by
a majority of the voters, would

Dukakis disputes

Sargent on taxes

establish a five member Corrupt
Practices Commission appointed by
the governor to staggered five year
terms. The commission would have
subpoena powers and could hold
secret hearings to investigate
candidates' compliance with state
and federal campaign financing
laws.

The petition also would extend
the provisions of the current law
regarding disclosure of campaign
expenditures and contributions to
all candidates for public office

above the town and city level.

Candidates would be required to

receive and disburse by check all

amounts larger than $25.

Candidates would have to

designate a single bank as the

depository for campaign funds. The
bank would have to be the
recordkeeper for the candidates'

finances and records of receipts

and expenditures would be open to

the public.

Candidates would be limited to

one fund raising committee.

BOSTON [UPI\ - Democratic
gubernatorial nominee Michael S.

Dukakis yesterday said he wants
Gov. Francis W. Sargent to explain

just how he would avoid a major tax

increase next year in the face of an
impending budget deficit.

Dukakis, according to polls way
ahead in his race to unseat Sargent,
said he has been unable to find

"even a single budget analyst or
fiscal expert who shares" Sargent's

evaluation of Massachusetts' fiscal

state.

"Everyone from the
Massachusetts Taxpayers Foun-
dation to the House Republican
leader agrees there will be a major
deficit next year," Dukakis told a
gathering at Suffolk University.

"As a responsible candidate for

governor," Dukakis said, "I have

outlined precisely how I plan to

avoid a budget deficit and new
taxes next year, now I call on the

governor to do that."

"If he doesn't outline those plans

- and he hasn't to date," he added,

"I think the citizens of this state can

only conclude that a re-elected

Sargent administration will be

forced to enact a major new tax

program next year."

"Well, I wonder if he isn't

misleading people in stating he'll

avoid taxes next year," Dukakis
said. "He hasn't done so in the past
- and he hasn't said how he'll avoid

new taxes in the future. In fact, it is

interesting to note that in 1970 he

waited until after another election

before proposing new taxes, which
came in 1971."

in new england 1

High School students

discuss integration

Police find weapons
in Boston schools
BOSTON [UPI] - Eight knives

were found by police yesterday in

front of two Boston high schools as
officials began using metal
detectors to stop the flow of

weapons into racially troubled

classrooms.

The detectors were placed at

Hyde Park and South Boston High
Schools, scene of previous violence

stemming from implementation of a

U.S. District Court school
desegregation order that 18,235

students be bused. Classes were
conducted without major mishap.

The school department said five

metal detectors on loan to the city

from Eastern and United Airlines,

were available for use and two
more were on route from United
and an Oregon manufacturer.
Officials declined to say where the
new devices would be used.

Hyde Park Headmaster John
Best said detectors were placed at

one of two doorways to his school
and students entering were "spot
checked." No weapons were found
on students, but six jacknives were
found on the front lawn, he added.

CHARLOTTE, N.C. [UPI] - Four
students from Boston's racially

troubled Hyde Park High School
began a four day exchange of ideas
yesterday with students from
Charlotte public schools, fully
integrated within the past decade.
"We hope we can talk to you on

a relaxed basis," said Gordon
Cureton, chairman of a student
relations group. "Everything's not
perfect here as you might believe.

We too have problems."
The four Boston students were

invited to visit Charlotte to see what
has been done to make integration
work. West Charlotte High School
students initiated the exchange
through letters to Boston
newspapers urging Bostonians to
"give integration a chance."
The four Boston students, lana

Gonsal, Bob Messina, Linda
Lawrence and Barbara Steer,
arrived Monday night amid a large

gathering of students and repor-
ters.

The overwhelming attention
given the visit was beginning to
cause the visitors to "clam up,"
said one school official, and the
students indicated they wanted
more discussions in "private"
sessions.

"The mission in coming here is to
learn," said Sam Messina. Bob's

A.Y.S.E.
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Spectrum
Photographers! SPECTRUM is cleaning its files. If you submitted photos in
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the list but you think you submitted something, or if you know someone on the

list who has moved away, come see us anyway.) We're located at room 407 in
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Lyons. Allan Marcus, RradMonte Abbot, Steve Aiken,

Gary Alpangh. Clara Asch.

Koger Baldwin. Kill lieggs.

Roland Bisi, Cliff Kreunan.

Bill Cady. John Carter, Skip

Casper, Jackson CaalffeM,

Jeff Clayton, Hud Cross. Mike
(roue. Josh (Gordon. Paul

Harden, f)oug Hurst. Kill

Kane. Hohert Kingman. Joj

Koutnantzeiis, (iail Larson,

Jim l.avrakas. Harriet Lip-

nick. Herbert Lusiig, Bob

Marcus. Mark Majeski, John
Marin. Nick Martin. Kon
Midland. Yin Mitchell. Paul
Moulds, Warren Morse. Scott

Prior. Dairy! Bobertson, Joe
Rama, Sue Sapareto, Len
Schnabel. Paula Schwartz.
Kirhard Skane. Barry Slick-

man. Kohl it K. Smith, Jean
Sousa. Tony Nana, Kurt
Wisneski, John Wallace. Kurt
Wurtingei

ARTISTS TOO!
Holly Anderson, (?) Canfield.

M.A. Cohen, Miller Crouch
(?). Karen Dick, D. Farrand.
C. Ferrigno — Leo, (?)

(•eiffrida. (?) (ilover. Judy
Cordon, Michael I loul<- (?)

Jerkovich. Sheldon Karp.
Susan S. Kramer. James
Langford, f). LeBlanc. Bar-
bara Long, Michael Manning.
(?) Mayo. Adele Mooz.
Alexandria Pappas. Susan
Sapareto, Deb Tanen, David
Truffant. Susan E. White.
i.M'Ichcn Wichtermann

father, who accompanied the
students here. "The best way of

communicating might be in small

groups, in executive session if you
know what I'm saying."

Several students on the com-
mittee briefed the visitors on steps

taken at various Charlotte schools

to keep trouble to a minimum.
"The main problem we do have

is due to parents causing their

children to rebel," said one
Charlotte student.

Campaign spending limits in the
current law would be extended to

cover all media expenses and
require all media firms to report the
purchase of media services by
candidates.

Under the existing law, Chapter
1173 of 1973, an independent
director chosen by a four member
committee the state chairman of
each party, the secretary of state,

and a law school dean appointed by
the governor does the work of the
proposed corrupt practices
commission.

Rep. George Keverian, an Everett

Democrat and House chairman of
the Election Laws Committee,
argued that "the Quinlan people are

a little embarrassed by the five

member independent commission.
The legislature pre-empted their

reform. But Quinlan chose the
course because it was the vehicle

he was using to run for secretary of
state."

Not only Cheaper by the Dozen
but also cheaper by the cup.
Anniversary Special offer — 15c
a cup, refill 10c
We cater to University
organizations.
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8:30 a.m. - HIGHTIDES - Who knows where the

roads of fate may lead you? Tune in
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6:15 p.m. - SPECIAL OFF THE HOOK - Topic is

none other than WMUA! Join Eilish

Broderick and Program Director Scott

Bacherman for a discussion on WMUA
programming. Phone in questions and

comments.
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you on a journey through the world of soul,

inspirational readings, and up-to-the-minute

news.

Get ready for a very special Halloween on MUA.

Studies housing, financial aid
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Student Center strives to humanize UMass
By LAWRENCEMAGID

Director of the Student
Center for Educational

Research
Housing, financial aid, and the

politics of classroom education are
only a few of current studies being
conducted by the Student Center
for Educational Research. The
Center, now in its second semester
is a unique program, funded by the
Students, Senate,- the Center is

dedicated to humanizing the living
and learning conditions at UMass
by having students study their
university with an eye towards
changing it.

The Center began its operation in
January but the idea was
developed more than a year ago by
a group of student Senators
seeking a vehicle through which
they could find "ammunition" for
their reform efforts while involving
increasing numbers of students in

ATTENTION
ALL NEWLY ELECTED

SENATORS:

Senate Meeting: Wednesday, Oct. 23

8:00 p.m.

101 Campus Center

the process of change.
"If we're ever going to take

control of this institution, we've got
to understand it inside and out"
commented Tom Spriggs, former
Chairperson of the S.C.E.R. Board
of Directors. "Sure a few of us have
ideas as to what makes Whitmore
tick, but to build a movement
around institutional reform we need
massive numbers of aware students
and we need to know about the
whole system."

While hardly reaching the
masses, S.C.E.R. has succeeded in

involving about 35 students in the
process of researching and un-
derstanding the university. The first

activity of S.C.E.R. was spring
semester's Student Interest
Research Seminar. The seminar, a
three credit course, gave students
practical experience in various
types of research techniques.
While students learned about

and used specialized research
methodologies, the main focus of
the course was to apply common
sense and serious inquiry into an
issue of mutual concern. Linda
Collins, a student in last semester's
seminar and now part time paid
research assistant for the Center
feels the experience was far more
valuable to her than her previous
courses in research methods.

"In most method courses the
professor lectures about various

research techniques and then tells

the students to choose a subject —
any subject - to apply the
technique. But here we First decide
what we need to know and then
figure out the way to get the in-

formation."

This semester's research seminar
is taking a similar approach, but
unlike last year when the Center
concentrated on a long range study
of counseling, S.C.E.R.'s students
are now involved in a myriad of

projects. Frank Antonelli, and Lucy
Ross, are working together to

determine the feasibility of a
publishing Course and Teacher
Evaluation booklet which would
inform students in how their peers
feel about the course offerings and
professors at UMass. A consumer
guide to learning; this pamphlet
would be a valuable tool for

students as well as an incentive to

make faculty more creative
teachers.

While several S.C.E.R. students
are looking into educational
questions, others are examining the
economic issues of the University.

Steve Latter, Matt Burns and John
Pepi are examining the residence
hall policies. Working closely with
the Student Organizing Project,

S.C.E.R. wants to find out whether
the University can legally force
students to pay $100 a month to

rent half a dorm room. And since

Commuters aren't getting any
bargains, S.C.E.R. students John
O'Keefe, Gail Sullivan and Ellen

Gavin are working with the
Veterans Coalition to determine the
cause of Amherst's inflated rentals
and what can be done to protect
the interests of student tenants.

Despite what you thought of

your introductory social science

class, institutional research can be
exciting and fun. To be serious you
don't need to be stodgy and to be
responsible you don't need to be
docile. S.C.E.R. leaves no
assumptions unchallanged and is

willing, if necessary, to dig into the

university's highest offices and
most obscure documents.

It's not too late to get involved
this semester. There are still op-
portunities for students to gain
skills and possibly earn some
money or credit for working with
the Center. Small assistantships are
available for grads and un-
dergraduates.

In addition to the studies
mentioned earlier, S.C.E.R. is

working on an investigation into

financial aid, a look at the Campus
Center finances, the conditions for

student employees, tenure prac-
tices, grading, the university power
structure and more. To get involved
come to the office in Room 432
Student Union or call 545-2892.

Student senators to be sworn
during SGA meeting tonight

By CINDYROGERS
Staff Reporter

The new student senators will be
sworn in at tonight's meeting.
Convening at 7 p.m. in room 101 of
the Campus Center.

The Student Government
Association governance con-
vention will then take place at 8
p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom. "All Students are urged
to attend," Cindy McGrath, speaker
of the Senate said.

The convention will discuss
events of the past two weeks
concerning students' power and
rights. According to McGrath,
"This is the first time a general
governance meeting has taken
place other than SGA president
elections. Things can prove to be
quite "interesting."

She also said the governance
convention is basically going to

discuss the function of student
government. "Why do we have it,

why the administration ties our
hands, how that situation can be
combatted if it should be com-
batted at all?"

The convention, she said, is "a

way of finding out whether or not
student government is represen-
tative of students. We don't know
the relationship student govern-
ment should have with the ad-
ministration and with the
students."

Women in business
subject of seminar
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The role of women in business

management is the topic of a

seminar Wednesday through
Friday, Nov. 13-15, at the UMass
School of Business Administration.

Three women management
consultants are on the seminar
faculty: M. Barbara Boyle,
president of Boyle-Kirkman
Associates management consulting

firm; Sharon Kirkman, vice

president of the firm; and Mary
Barber, faculty member at the

UMass School of Business Ad-
ministration.

"Women: developing their role in

management" is the title of the

seminar which will include

discussion on such topics as:

"examining myths and stereotypes
about women," "preparing a
personal development plan,"
"organizational principles," and
"the five-step approach to con-
trolling."

Boyle-Kirkman Associates,
headed by two of the seminar
faculty members, specializes in

helping corporations and
educational institutions utilize

women resources. M. Barbara
Boyle has conducted executive
awareness seminars for cor-
porations and professional groups
including the Harvard Business
School and the International
Management Conference.
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It takes a crisis

By BOB FOSTER
Did you ever notice the fact that it takes a crisis to open the eyes

of America? Study the Great Depression (did you ever wonder why
"they" call it "Great"?) of the 1930/s. You'll discover that the New
Deal that so many "liberals" praised did little to spark our wilted
economy. Instead, war and its resultant .increased production
brought us back to economic prosperity.

Examine the war itself. Germany was exceedingly swift in cap-
turing continental Europe. Japan was waltzing through Southeast
Asia and China with outstanding efficiency. And yet, we stood by
and watched the world crumble around us. We were staring through
eyeglasses with isolationist lenses. Yet, when crisis struck and the
Japanese crushed us at Pearl Harbor, we finally reacted. Once again
circumstance brought us to a national confrontation so that we
could be awakened from our apathetic sleep. In effect, crisis saved
us from a world dominated by facism.

World War II seemed to teach us a lesson though. We grumbled
as we were forced to shift gears and transform our sleeping giant of
a nation into an international engine of war. Yet, the grumbling
brought a new national consciousness. Since that time, our
isolationist spirit has never fully engulfed us. Granted, we used it as a
weapon against the New China of Mao. But, we have yet to isolate

ourselves from most of the world as we did prior to the turn of the
century.

Instead, we have created Marshall Plans and nurtured Kissingers.
We have also fought "police actions" as we once termed them.
Korea and Vietnam were based upon our self-interest, but at least

that self-interest was now of global proportions instead of merely
national proportions. Our focus was changing. We no longer viewed
ourself as a single country without international dependents or
national dependency. Instead, we began to view ourselves as part of
a world organism, each country dependent upon and depended
upon by other countries. Isolationists were magically transformed
into internationalists. We matured as a collective political entity.

Today, it is necessary to recognize this same model as a portrayal
of the international economy. We sit in a dungeon of isolationist and
egocentric trade policies while achieving new heights in political

diplomacy. We continue to use economics as a weapon and as a
defense. Yet, such a policy lacks intellectual insight. For in the world
of interdependent countries, what is initially an economic attack may
be rapidly transformed into an economic disaster for the attacking
country.

Thus, today's analysts should not be surprised bv Arab actions on
the economic battleground. They merely copy American policies of
the past two hundred years. International capitalism in its most
brutal form is what made our country so prosperous. Now, we face
the test of our own medicine. As we are plundered by astronomical
petroleum prices, we must remember that we did much the same in

South America and Africa and Europe and Asia. The policy is not
new. It is American by heritage. Yet, now we face the opposite end
of the economic chessboard. The plunderers have become the
plundered)

The solution is simple. Crisis will again save us. It may be world
depression or world war or both. But be assured, it will be crisis.

Then again, maybe we shall take the lesson of interdependency from
previous wars and depression. Who knows? To quote a very old, but
very apt cliche, only time will tell.

Bob Foster is a Collegian Commentator
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{ Letters to the editor }

A piece of Tripoli trash

To the Editor
Steve Tripoli must enjoy sitting up in his office and

pretending that he is Clark Kent, ace reporter. Un-
fortunately his article of October 18 is a piece of trash
of which even Jimmy Olsen would be ashamed.

You advocate replacing the Student Government
Association with the Student Organizing Project. You
neglected to mention that the SGA is well aware of its

problems and shortcomings, and that the Project was
brought here by land is funded by] the Senate.

You say that we have nothing now and thus
nothing to lose by abolishing the SGA. We would lose
the programs funded by the SGA, including WMUA,
the bus system, day care facilities, and numerous
others including the Collegian. While the Collegian
fates in almost enough in advertising to support itself,

other worthy organizations are not so fortunate, and
would not exist without SGA support.

You say that you cannot remember anything
concrete accomplished by any branch of the SGA. I

suggest that the fault lies not in the SGA but rather in

yourmemory. Cast your mind back to last year, when
the Collegian's Business Manager got caught with his
fingers in the till. Because the Student Judiciary was
created to handle such cases, the gentleman in

question was able to escape without a criminal record.
Is that a concrete accomplishment, Mr. Tripoli?

I could present you with a long list of concrete
accomplishments, but the point is that you should
know without being told. Instead you mouth off about

things of which you are utterly ignorant, never
bothering to check out the facts. How can you
condemn the SGA as worthless?How do you know? I

have been involved in the Central Area Council for
over two years and not once has the Collegian
covered a meeting. How dare you criticize us for not
doing our jobs when obviously you have not done
yours?

You say that the SGA is a vehicle for egomaniacs
on power trips. That is true, but I suggest to you that
any organization has that problem. I might add that
we don't see our names in the paper every day, but
you do. Does that suggest something to you about
egos?

Your blanket indictment of the SGA is a slap in the
face to anyone who has ever participated in student
government. Unlike you, student senators and area
government representatives are not getting pre-
professional training and paychecks for their extra-
curricular activities. Unlike you, their reward for the
work that they do is the feeling that they have done
something for their fellow students. Unlike you, they
care about this place, and unlike you they are trying to
make it better.

/suggest that you can find more suitable targets for
yourpoisen pen much, much closer to home. Perhaps
in the future you will have the integrity to report on
the SGA either factually or not at all. But I doubt it.

Tim O'Brien

Myths about lesbians

To the Editor:

In reaction to the October 21st editorial by Zamir
Nestelbaum, I can, sincerely, understand why
Nestelbaum's "amusement was mollified" by his

fabrication of Toughcookie ', and her graduate school
application. Indeed, I, too, was mollified by
Nestelbaum's fabrication.

Firstly, I was mollified by the editorial staff for

donating the premium of space to such an
unenlightening, uninspired article. The quarter-page

could have been well-used by a better-presented,

more lucid article.

Secondly, the informative aspect of Nestelbaum's
editorial, and thus, his motivation, is not clear.

Nestelbaum merely serves to perpetuate the

stereotyped image, the myth, encompassing lesbian

woman in any essentially patriarchal society.

The generalization of Nestelbaum's portrait of
lesbian, or more textually, 'Hard-assed dyke', woman
necessitates clarification of the lesbian — as she is an
individual. All lesbians are not elitist. All lesbians are

not incapable of intellectual concentration. All

lesbians do not hate all men. Lesbians merely prefer

involving themselves with women and women's
improvement.

The image of 'Toughcookie' is naturally of

Nestelbaum's fabrication — for it is only in response
to the radical, blatantly sexist faction which
Nestelbaum represents, that Toughcookie' exists.

Nestelbaum created 'Toughcookie'; this statement
may be symbolically expanded to encompass all

people of either Nestelbaum's or 'Toughcookie's
frame of mind.

Nestelbaum and Toughcookie' exist in extremely
separate poles, yet the essence for which either

stands are inseparable. Since Nestelbaum is the real
'person', [in this instance Toughcookie' is fictitious]

I shall chastise Nestelbaum. His attitude, revealed
through his selected portrait of Toughcookie', ar-

ticulates main barriers to world coalition and even,
self-improvement. These barriers are intolerance and
elitism. Nestelbaum is repulsive; he is a loathesome
image to every aware sister and brother. He is guilty of
all with which he charges Toughcookie', [except for
the fact that we, as objective readers, are unable to
determine the irrelevant preference of his sexuality].

He is dangerous, for under his leadership the universe
of potentially free and conscious sisters and brothers
is threatened, not only by further division, but
decimation.

As a conscious, aware person, I can bare
Nestelbaum's prejudices, but I can not bear his balls.

Linda Doyle

Quote correction

To the Editor

/ would like to take this opportunity to correct a
quote attributed to me in the article in The Daily

Collegian of 15 October 1974. The title of the story
was "Need seen for pre-med advisory committee"
and was written by Staff Reporter-Mark Citron. The
quote in question concerns letters of recom-
mendations written by members of the PreMedical
Advisory committee and the right of the students to

see these letters. Citron states I said, "The Attorney
General of The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has
said students must have access to all their files and
that students must see it [letters of recom-
mendations]". The quote should read 'The Attorney
Genera/ of the state of CONNECTICUT, has ruled that

the CONNECTICUT RIGHT TO KNOW LAW requms
that a student has the right to see the contents of his

file concerning his-her application to the schools of
medicine and dentistry of the University of Con-

necticut. / DO NOT KNOW OF ANY RUUNG OR
ANY LAW IN THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS
OR ANY STATEMENT BY THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL OF MASSACHUSETTS CONCERNING
THE RIGHTS OF STUDENTS AND THEIR LETTERS
OF RECOMMENDATIONS. Therefore, I would ap-
preciate it if you would include this clarification in the
"letters to the Editor" as soon as possible since it is

and will be the cause of great concern by students
and faculty alike. In closing I would like to point out
that there is a bill presently in committee in the US
Senate which deals with the "right to know" but until
this becomes law the issue of the rights of all people
to see their personal files and letters of evaluation,
recommendation etc. is a highly debatable and vague
issue.

Thank you for this opportunity.

W. Brian O'Connor
Associate Prof-Zoology
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Christine rj Dillard 1

What
lm sure that every UMie has read about the

compet.tion at the pet food isle of the American
supermarket. This is a fact of life for many that shop
there weekly. Cat and dog food isn't covered by the
federal food stamp program, but then, those that
most need food stamps are often unable to save
enough money to pay for them anyway. According tomy Food Science and Nutrition Student Senate
notes, pet food actually provides a reasonably well
balanced diet, and it costs around 18 cents a pound
In comparison to other convenience foods, this is
surely a bargain.

Canned pet food is even cheap when compared to
the cost of horsemeat. It's a real shame that such a
great American resource as the mustang was
destroyed by hundreds of thousands several decades
ago. There are still a few left in the mountains of the
western United States, but they certainly are not
enough to be commercially beneficial. Many of these
scattered remains do end up in slaughterhouses but
they aren't sufficient to feed hungry American dogs
much less hungry American people.
We Americans have been told that it is absolutely

necessary that we change our eating habits. Afterall,
many millions are malnourished throughout the world'
and thousands more are slowly starving to death.
What's more the situation is not expected to improve!

I have a partial solution to this problem which could
satisfy the needs of a fraction of the hungry. The time
has come when we must consider even the most
radical of partial solutions.

I'm sure that many of us are familiar with the pet
explosion in the United States in which millions of
unwanted cats and dogs are destroyed every year.
Some arrive at this tragic destination because their
owners want to show their children the miracle of
birth. (As one humane society worker put it - "Let

them see the miracle of death.") Millions of others
wander to their moment of truth beneath an
automobile. A handful of animal benevolent
associations have struggled to make low cost
neutering and spaying clinics available to those that
can't afford the regular high costs, but I think that this
is on the wrong track.

Look at all that wasted protein! Let's eat those cats
and dogs. Poor families could pick animals up at either
a nominal cost from animal shelters, or else they
would be able to acquire them from those constantly
appearing giveaways. You know the kind- "Free sixmonth mutt - to a good home only." The animal
would lead a wonderful life, being fed only the best of
foods. During this period, the animal would also show
these poor souls the pleasure that comes from being
the proud owner of a cat or dog.

I realize that some people will react to this as being
inhumane, but I would like to state that this is cer-
tainly more humane than many of the scientific ex-
periments that occur. At least this has a very direct
and unquestionable benefit to mankind, and these
animals would be dying anyway. And who can argue
against feeding the hungry?

This solution would solve two problems. First, there
would no longer be an excess of unwanted pets -

instead, when that stray cat has a litter of ten, it will be
raised as if one's very life depended upon it. Second,
many hungry humans will be able to eat the meat they
need.

In closing, I would like to mention that this will also
require additions to the Good Housekeeping Cook-
book. Housewives will be able to send in thoir favorite
recipes for roast pup, hot dogs, and a .

• cat. Who
knows, maybe we will see some offer ,igr m the recipe
column of the Collegian's own Life-S.yle page!

BfrnontumpBtmsmfSfBEi gibbons, ifm bmitthwet, that

mjs ofawm/s servb trimsmm commons areacmei ed/bi£ ?

Chris Dillard is a Collegian Columnist.

-c E. Patrickick 3 McQuaidD
Bonds of liberation

There's a new myth making the rounds today; a
myth of liberation. It claims that lioerty can only
survive through fraternity. I parallel the everpresent
movement for total equality and liberation of the
oppressed with the mythical doomed sentence of
Ixion.

Ixion was a Thessalian king who defied the gods
and was cast into Hades and lashed by his hands and
feet to an ever revolving wheel of fire. Perpetually
turning in one position, never advancing, his echoing
cries for liberation haunt the chambers of hell for
eternity.

We are constantly spinning
about from one cause to another,

concluding nothing, just beginning
again and again. Too dizzy to

remain on one wheel we drop off

and latch on to another cycle;

another liberation movement.
Political

There is no escape; the sentence

has been passed and we are

condemned to a fate of eternally

recurring ignorance. Political

organizations have become a brief

outlet from the hard reality that we
are faced with in our day to day
existence.

"Turn to Socialism all you have
to lose are your chains" I am told

every day. I could never settle for

any system of government; even

anarchy has its restrictions. It is a

system and is subject to fault and
must be ever changing to conform
to its own standards and laws.

organizations

have become

a brief outlet

from the hard

-

So I ask what is it to be free? to

be truely liberated? The answer is

not to be found in assemblages
who unite in the cause of in-

dependence, nor in clubs,

organizations, or societies. Any
form of organized liberation

movement is an automatic in-

fringement on liberty of all involved.

Members of liberation groups are pledged to uphold
the code of ethics that comprise their purpose for

existence. Each constituent becomes a nonentity; a
mere element employed by the giant titans who
believe that they lead such movements. They too
become material for the caucus's quest; they lose
their human personality and become the movement-
figureheads, martyrs to the cause

reality...

E, Patrick McQuaid is a Collegian Columnist

On any given day one can scan the headlines of an
average periodical and most assuredly encounter a
liberation article of some form. A revolting loom of
nausea seizes me when I read about how I am
depriving women of their rights or when I find that on
some point of the map people have mustered
together, like a herd, in violence to assert their liberty.
The result of organized liberation is personal downfall.
Extreme forms of collective action, as the

aforementioned riot are looked upon by the public and
the press and is either applauded or remonstranced.
Sympathetic journalists tend to relate such activity as

-mmmmmmm tne sP°ntane°us action of the
movement against the oppressed
and the downtrodden while writers
siding with the established
authority interpret them as massive
underground conspiracies con-
ceived by small minority
organizations or unstable, neurotic
agitators.

Thus the public is lured into

choosing sides. The birth of
movement and countermovement
trespasses onto the grounds of the
individual's freedom. No one is able
to speak in daily conversation
without the incringing decreed
labels of sexist, racist, anti-this, or
something-hater.

It is my liberation that is

challenged when it is dictated what
title I am to apply to a neighbor. I

must in no way make inference to
their marital status, race, creed, or
national origin. The cardinal sin of
referring to a femage as a girl and
not a woman, or Miss, Mrs. and not
Ms. forces me to stop and waste
my time on absurd semantics. I

would rather not refer to them at all

then suffer the consequences of an
error in tautology.

All through history I have read
that liberty cannot survive without
fraternity. It is the association with

other people, societies, organizations that become
obstacles to personal freedom. The responsibility of
liberty rests on the individual.

I leave Ixion to his fiery wheel. There is no trace of a
smile upon his lips, for liberty is a serious business.
Each and every day the free man must reassert his
freedom by accepting full responsibility for his being. /

am responsible.

rr

Gerald Ford:

A fantasy
By DAVID FRE/D

Washington, D.C. (UP-Unim Press) In the Capitol, by the dawn's early
light, it was announced that Congressional members of the National
Politics Union had issued demands for higher wages. Congressmen from
all over the nation, in an unusual display of bipartisan agreement warned
that their un.on and that OTHER Union (and the republic for which it
stands) were each dependent on their both working. It is therefore in
everyone's interest, they said, to see that a settlement is reached as quickly
as possible. President Ford this morning imposed himself as mediator in
the Congressional dispute, arguing that he wasn't elected to the office of
the presidency, so what was the point in worrying about justifying this new
position?

Ford amused reporters with a repertoire of Richard Nixon jokes just toshow the nation that he doesn't like Nixon either. Ford's best was the one
about Richard Nixon rewriting history-and how that was the only way he'd
go down as one of America's great statesmen. "That's why he's writing
his memoirs," Ford mused. Ford's pinpricks were not wholly unlike Mickey
Mouse cnticizing Walt Disney, but Ford did manage to get down to
business. He told representatives that they would have to put in their two
years of service to the government just like draft dodgers and deserters
"That is what my conscience dictates, and my conscience is my ultimate
authority." (There IS a dictator in the White House.) Ford's reliance on
conscience as justification for his words is similar to his performance
during his school career, when he claimed that it was a lot easier to
respond to a question in History by falling back on conscience as a basis
for an answer rather than utilizing readings in Richard Hofstadter...

Later in the morning, Speaker of the House Carl Albert announced that
the House of Representatives would indeed go on strike if members'
demands were not satisfied. Asked what the House's chances were of
having its demands met, Albert said that they were excellent since the
House was bargaining with itself. Before ending his press conference,
Albert broke into hysterical laughter, hinting something about all ap-
propriations bills originating in the House. One reporter countered that the
Senate must still approve such a bill. What would happen, he asked, if the
Senate denied approval? Albert, now convulsed in glee, asked the reporter
if he had any idea of what it looks like to see 435 people standing on their
heads. Nevertheless, Congress is a deliberate, slow-moving body and it

could be a while before conclusive action is taken.

President Ford's press secretary was informed that the Speaker of the
House had mentioned that the House was bargaining with itself. Was it

necessary, someone asked, that Ford mediate? With a knowing, diabolic
semi-smile, the press secretary responded that President Ford doesn't
really (giggle) know what he's doing.

As of yet, there has only been some scattered violence as some unruly
representatives threw eggs at the sergeant-at-arms last night. The cry over
Washington this evening is "I wish I were a representative again. I wish I

were -
1 wish I were Leslie King again."

So do a lot of other people.

David Freid is a Collegian Commentator

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they
must include a name and phone number for
reference purposes.
All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will oe printed.
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Everybody loves a lover

To the Editor:

Everyone talks about how women are oppressed,
and I agree: women are oppressed. They're raised to
be passive dependent creatures who need men to
open doors for them, light their cigarettes, and be all-

around authority-figures. This is most evident in the
dating game, which everyone knows consists of the
chase, the man chasing, the woman being pursued;
the man aggressive, the woman passive.
But can 't we see that as the woman is pressed into

the passive role, the man is thereby forced to be
aggressive? Isn't this just as oppressive? Where lies
the choice to te what you will?

What will people think if a woman walks up to a
man and talks to him? That she's offering herself to
him? What willpeople think if a man is at a dance and
doesn't ask anyone to dance? That's he's impotent?
My word!

Whatever happened to:

"Wow, you are cute!"

"Hey, you're not bad yourself!"

I guess what I'm getting at is the fact that men
aren 't as strong and independent as they seem to be
After all, we are people, too, just like women' I think it
would be wonderful if all these opposite-sex people
were pushing love on me and I could sit back and say
"Well, maybe....uh, later. ...hey, hi!" But is all that just
some kind of routine of socially-taught and empty
expected behavior? Does love exist? Or are we all
going to wake up someday and find the audience
gone, the play over, and nothing but props all around
us?

Is the male-female relationship a game and a play
or do we all need love? Is there a better way to get it?
Or do I have to be something that I'm not?
Anyone interested in men 's liberation, specifically in

forming a once-a-week support group, to explore the
male-female problem, please get in touch. Or should it
be coed liberation?

Liberation today!

Pat DeBoard
256-0313

Bogus wall
To the Editor:

Friday night it was really
disgusting down at the Blue Wall.

The place was crowded way
beyond capacity and yet a large

number of UMies decided to

'abandon all common sense and
continue to try to crowd in. The
result - they lowered the gate at the
entrance creating a fire hazard and
what was even worse - because
they could not leave, some men
were seen urinating by the pin ball
machines. And you wonder why
they call this place a zoo?

James Brett

Write a Letter

To the Editor!

Sooner
or later
you'll

come to

Russia not so rosy

To the Editor:

Recently I had the opportunity of visiting Russia
and I found it a very interesting experience. When
Angela Davis spoke at the University of
Massachusetts on Oct. 5, she gave a very one-sided
picture of the actual conditions that prevail there.

Before we get too enthusiastic about promoting a
socialist revolution, let us consider whether conditions
in a country that has been socia'-st communist for a
half a century are really better than ours.

In the first place, the average person in Russia has
very little freedom compared with the amount of
freedom we all enjoy in America. It is difficult, if not
impossible, for them to get permission to travel
outside their own borders. During my visit, I, v :th a
group of friends, was involved with some young black
market operators who did their best to buy some of
our clothing and shoes at fabulously high prices. The
women, especially the older women, do much of the
hard manual labor in building construction, cleaning
streets, etc. The pay they receive for their services is

pitifully low and the prices they have to pay for food
clothes and other commodities are unbelievably high

The big majority of the people live in apartments
and while I did not have an opportunity to inspect one
of them our guide told us that in some cast" ,s many
as four families shared a common bath and kitchen

Very few automobiles, which are very expensive
are owned by individuals who are not connected in
some way with the government. Incidentally, there is
only a very limited number of bicycles to be seen
there.

With all its faults, the average person m America
lives in luxury compared with the average person in
Russia, including a freedom which just doesn't exist
there. I would like to suggest that before getting
interested in promoting a revolution in America
people so inclined would do two things: 1 read "The
Gulag Archipelago" by Alexander So/zhenitsyn and
2. arrange to spend a year or two living in Russia.

Franklin King, Jr.

8:30 a.m. - HIGHTIDES - Who knows where the

roads of fate may lead you? Tune in

every WEEKDAY AND FIND OUT.

6:15 p.m. - SPECIAL OFF THE HOOK - Topic is

none other than WMUA! Join Eilish

Broderick and Program Director Scott

Bacherman for a discussion on WMUA
programming. Phone in questions and

comments.

10:15 p.m. - WE THE PEOPLE - Timely public

affairs program every other Wednesday - tonite.

11:00 p.m. - BMCP - Host Barry Williams takes

you on a journey through the world of soul,

inspirational readings, and up-to-the-minute

news.

Get ready for a very special Halloween on MUA.

Nestelbaum bombs
To the Editor:

Sleep tight, knowing that the
Zamir Nestelbaums of today are the
jackasses of all time.

Kathryn A. Abbott

The Hungry-U Delivers

Under a Billion Sold
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Vou just can't eat them Hut

Call for Fast and Courteous Deliveries

Tel. 256-8914

55 University Dr.
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UMass art student Anne
Hamburger yesterday
designed "Library No. 2 —
A Sculptural Event" on the
grass next to the real
library. The full scale
outline was first marked off

with string, and then drawn
in with a chalk machine
from the Athletic Depart-
ment.
The photo at left shows

the finished product as seen
from the twenty-fourth floor

of the library (library No.
l).

Veterans can receive credit
Veterans who attend school here

as regular undergraduate students
may now, in most cases, receive

some academic credit for their

service experience.

Veterans who are applying for

credit must submit a legible copy of
their DD214 separation paper with
their student number written on the
top to the Registrar's Office.

Students who have other than
dishonorable active military service

of six months to one full year,

including the completion of basic or

recruit training, may be accepted as
meeting the requirements in ROTC
at, the freshman level (two "military

science" crtdits). Military service

over one year will be accepted as
meeting the requirements in ROTC
at the freshman and sophomore
levels (four "military science"
credits).

A veteran who has been com-
missioned as an officer by com-
pletion of a program such as OCS is

eligible for eight "advanced military

science" credits. In addition, credit
may be given to veterans who have
attended certain military schools
while in the service. If the veteran
wishes to pursue this he must bring
to the Registrar's Office a legible

copy of this CC214 and Diplomas of
Ce/.tificates,qf

?
piping for courses

completed as proof of completion

of such training. The Veteran who
wishes to pursue this credit must
also be present when the forms are

turned in at the Registrar's Office

so that he can interpret any un-
clear abbreviations or numerical

codes and provide a course
description if necessary.

Credit may also be given for on
the job training received in the
service.

Any veteran who wants to have
his forms checked for possible
academic credit should bring them
to Bill Staton at the Registrar's

Office any week day between 11

a.m.' and 31

p/m. "

Heart Fund has walk
Get out your converse sneakers

and walking shoes for that mere
twelve mile jaunt on Saturday,
November 2nd. The fourth annual
Heart Fund Walk, sponsored by the
National Service Sorority (Gamma
Sigma Sigma) and fraternity (Alpha
Phi Omega) will begin at 10:00 a.m.
from the Haigis Mall between
Whitmore and the School of
Business Administration and
eventually return by way of Atkins
Farm and Middle Street.

Each person walking is required

to obtain a -sponsor to back him

with a pledge of money - for each
mile.

There will be four checkpoint-,; er
route for those willing to walk —
but not for twelve miles.

Wear a pair of heavy
suitable for walking. Take i

second pair if you k'ke. Dot
tennis shoes or sanddi
November!). If possible
woolen socks - not
Powdering your feet will p
chafing.
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Sign up October 23 or 25 on the
Carpus Center Concourse-
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MassPIRG to canvass on nuclear question
By DONALD J. PARSONS

MassPIRG intern

"MassPIRG reports." written
for the Collegian by a UMass
intern at the Amherst based
environmental group, appears
weekly in The Collegian.

"Have you ever asked your father

with a set of facts, and attempted
to set up a person-to-person in-

telligent sharing of knowledge."
That is how Doug Stanley, Project

Coordinator for UMassPIRG's
nuclear referendum program
outlined his idea of canvassing.

MassPIRG is presently involved
in an effort to canvass voters in the

MassPIRG

if he'll let you tnke tr 3 car for the
night? If you have then you've
canvassed someone, 'ou have
approached someone, equipped

Hampshire- Franklin County area on
the Anti-Nuke referendum issues
scheduled to be considered by area
voters this November 5. You as a

Peace Corps, VISTA
continue recruitment

Peace Corps and VISTA
representatives are on campus
through Thursday to talk with
seniors and graduate students
interested in the programs.
From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day in

the Student Development Center in
Berkshire House (Room 102) and in
the Campus Center information will
be available from representatives
who have completed their own
volunteer work with either Peace
Corps or Volunteers in Service to
America.

VISTA and Peace Corps have a
total of 12,000 volunteers servhg in
the United States and abroad. Most
programs sponsored by the
organizations request applicants
with specif: c degrees or skills.

The largest Peace Corps program
involves secondary school
education, with volunteers working
as teachers or substitute teachers,
teacher trainers, and developers of
curriculum materials. The Corps
seeks experienced teachers,
supervisors, and college graduates
with degrees in: English, secondary
education, education, math,
chemistry, physics, industrial arts,
physical education, and French!
Graduate degrees are needed in

sciences and primary education.
VISTA seeks majors of

elementary education, adult
education, special education,
guidance, vocational education]
and recreation.

Neither VISTA nor Peace Corps
requires knowledge of a foreign
language for volunteers, but
Spanish would be helpful for
VISTA, and for Peace Corps work
in parts of Latin America.

Roister Doisters

present farce

during this week
Roister Doisters, a UMass

student theatre organization, will

present "The Martyrdom of Peter
Ohey" by Slawomir Mrozek
Wednesday through Saturday in

Hampden Commons at 8:30 p.m.
written by the Polish playwright in

1959, this tragic farce tells the story
of an ordinary citizen (Ohey) who is

being investigated by the govern-
ment after their discovery that there
is a tiger hiding in his bathroom.
The director is Tom Glynn, with Mr.
and Mrs. Ohey played by Gerald
Fitzpaul and Judy Leamon. Ad-
mission is 99 cents.

Television Tonight
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student supporting MassPIRG can
easily become a part of this spirited

and exciting effort. Operating
within its role as a public interest
research group, MassPIRG is of-
fering orientation meetings to
provide information about nuclear
power plants that will prove vital in

your effort to communicate in-

telligently with the people you
canvass. In addition, these
workshops will focus on problems
you may encounter in canvassing,
and strategies for coping with
them.

Equipped with this knowledge,
you will be encouraged to join a
canvassing team going door-to-
door, dealing with people on a
personal level. As such, you will

bring them the opportunity to
discuss a problem of profound
significance, and you will undergo
an absorbing learning experience in

dealing with different types of
people on a one-to-one basis. It is

not expected that you merely
present facts, but that you act as an
interpretator of how these facts
affect certain people. To do this,

you will have to be a good listener
as well as a good talker, so that you
will understand their questions and
concerns.

It is not required that you be
aggressive or a super- reporter, but
simply that you have a healthy
interest in dealing with people and
finding out just how .

> /ou can
present yourself when ;aced with
another person's view oints. When
approached in th,- right way
canvassing can be fun and easy.

In most cases, to know the issue
of nuclear power plants is to be
against them, but people often

choose to recognize only the facts
that affect them personally and
write off other hard facts as
someone else's problem. The fact is

that with the upcoming referendum

each person who votes does have
power, very effective power. The
very existence of the referendum
exemplifies the power that citizens

have, since it is largely due to the
efforts of the Alternative Energy
Coalition (AEC) that this

referendum is taking place.

If you wish to take advantage of
this opportunity to participate in a
program on the referendum issues,
come to the orientation being
conducted on Wednesday night
October 23rd, 1974 at 7:00 in Room

164 in the Campus Center, or drop
by the MassPIRG office at 233
North Pleasant Street, Amherst or
call them at (413)256-6434. The
target is the Amherst area on the
weekend of October 25.
r—

Table tennis balls

paddles and nets

at

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer and Stationer

Amherst, Mass.

dvp presents:

Bode's

Cartoon

Concert

with

Vaughn Bode.
(National Lampoon Cartoonist)

Thursday,

Oct. 24 — 8:00 p.m.

Thompson 104

FREE! FREE! FREE!

.

Campus Center Food Services

proudly announces the start of the

Hatch Four Day Celebrity Series

The Valley's greatest source of fine entertainment,

now bigger and better than ever!

This week — direct from the

JAMES BROWN SHOW

and

presents

The Progressors

Progressive Sounds

!

MASTER CLASS til© black
PERFORMING mmmu mm** jmm

' •
UNDER THE ITIUSlCICin 111
gREcroN

the theatre

ARCHIE SHEPP
featuring class assistants

SEMENYA McCORD / ALDEN GRIGGS
poet: WILLIAM HASSON

guests: PROF. HORACE BOYER
CHARLES MAGID GREENLEE

Professor

and to better acquaint you

with this fine band,

Wednesday is Showcase Night

No Cover!

also appearing

THE UNIQUE VOICES OF
LES, VANN, and WALTER
CLASS: 9p.m.-1a.m.

thursday,

October 24

243 Pleasant St.

NORTHAMPTON
586-0802

Why? Because we love you —

and because we know you'll love

this great band!

delicatessen /restaurant
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Expects $20 billion by 1975
15

State Senate foes want nuclear issue open
By SANDY CARLIN

Staff Reporter

Incumbent Democratic State
Senator John Olver and his

Republican opponent Gerald
McCarthy both agreed that "the
ilternative of nuclear power should

left open since it is the only kind
if energy being alkocated sub-

tantial funds for investigation", in

a WMUA interview moderated by
Kenneth Mosakowski on Monday
night.

The men are candidates for the

Franklin, Hampshire, Hampden
District Senatorial Seat in the State

House.

The candidates debated on a

variety of issues including physical

autonomy, the law requiring
professors to have a mandatory
amount of classroom hours and the

drug situation on campus.
Referring to physical autonomy,

McCarthy said, "I would support
the idea of a school committee
where there would have to be a one
fifth vote of the town for the

budget to be approved."
Senator Olver said, "I have

supported physical autonomy for

local school committees. I would
not object if autonomy went only

with a required four fifths vote." He
also commented, "The University

would not have progressed so
greatly if it had not been for

physical autonomy given to it ten or

eleven years ago."

The candidates also discussed
the possible repeal of a law
requiring professors to have 12
"contact" hours per week. Senator
Olver said, "There is a good deal of
misunderstanding in the legislature

as to what a professor does. There
is also a misunderstanding about
the number of outside hours that
go into teaching."

McCarthy said, "There are many
legitimate aspects of a professor's

work such as individually working
with a student or doing research. I

would support a repeal of this law."

Both candidates also agreed
there was a problem with marijuana
on campus, but that it was "next to
impossible" for the administration
to control its use at UMass. Senator
Olver said he favored the idea of

making marijuana, use a civil of-

fense rather than a criminal offense
at the low level. He also said,

"Rather than having a black

market, it might make more sense
to

, have state control over
marijuana. It would reduce crime
substantially."

McCarthy said he was against
the legalization of

#
marijuafta since

"recent research indicates that it

may cause neurological" damage."
In a discussion on nuclear power

both candidates agreed they would
vote, "no" on the referendums
providing for the dismanteling of a

nuclear plant and the delay of a

nuclear plant to be built in Mon-
tague.

Senator Olver said, "I cannot see
eliminating the option of nuclear

power which may be necessary
during a period of time. I find it very
difficult to understand that so little

money is being spent on alternative

energy sources."

McCarthy agreed saying, "I like

the option of nuclear power but I

would also like to look at the
alternatives such as solar energy."
The candidates also discussed

the effect that the emergence of

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160 page,

mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00

to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).
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11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE *2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477 8474 or 477 5493

Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.
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A Continental Trail-

ways Deluxe Motorcoach
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Peter Pan Bus Lines
provides service from Am-
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Continental Trailways in

RideWith Continental

Express 6ervice
(non-stop
to NewVbrk)
Twice Doily.

A Continental Trail-
ways Coach leaves Spring-
field at 6:30 AM and at 1:15

Springfield. A Deluxe Motor- PM non-stop for Sew York
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Ride with Peter Pan and Continental
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like yourself, have time to read,
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» others!
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coed bathrooms at UMass has had
on the legislature. Senator Olver
said, the initial impact "has
lessened and it is not a shock to

many legislators as it once had
been."

The question of whether state
funds should be given to private

institutions was also debated.
McCarthy said private schools were
in serious financial trouble. He also
said "private schools cannot
compete with the tuition at public

schools on the college level

therefore they should be given

grants from the state."

Senator Olver said, "We must

worry that if state funds were given

to private institutions that tax

money might be taken away from

public schools. It is clear to me that

these private schools would come
under some kind of state control if

they were given state funds and

many private schools do not want
this."

The candidates also discussed

the abortion issue and the idea of

prayer in public schools. Both
candidates agreed that it was up to

the individual hospital employee to

decide whether or not he-she
would participate in performing an
abortion.

Concerning .e prayer issue,

Senator Olver was against the idea

while Mr. McCarthy supported a
voluntary system making it the

decision of the individual student.

Venezuela will use oil income to aid
By PHIL NEWSOM

UP! Foreign News Analyst
Venezuelan President Carlos

Andres Perez is using his country's

A HARVARD MRA?
Discuss the Master in Business Administration Program
with an Admissions Representative from the Harvard
Business School.

24 OCTOBER, THURS.

OFFICE OF CAREER PLACEMENT

No courses or areas of concentration are required for ad
mission.

new oil wealth to improve the lot of
urban and rural poor and pondering
the effect the bonanza may have on
Venezuela's relations with the
United States.

Whatever the future of those
relations is to be, Perez at the
moment has the full support of
Venezuelan political parties and
labor groups which reacted with
resentment against speeches by
President Ford and Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger
demanding a lowering of oil prices.

Venezuela is the world's third

largest exporter of oil after Saudi
Arabia and Iran and is a founder of
the Organization of Petroleum
Fxnorting Countries (OPEC).

Perez is a strong supporter of the
increased oil prices and in an open

EAT OUT . .
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letter admonished the American
president against threats, and said

dialogue should take the place of

confrontation.

The Venezuelans are sensitive to

the fact they never received thanks
from the United States that
Venezuela continued to fulfill its oil

commitments to the U.S. during
the embargo imposed by the Arab
states, its fellow members in the
OPEC.

Venezuela by the end of 1975 is

expected to collect $20 billion in oil

earnings.

The enormous sum gives Perez
both an opportunity and a problem.

The problem is how to invest it

without sending off runaway in-

flation.

The opportunity is the means to
carry out his campaign promise to
relieve the lot of the poor whose lot

is glaringly visible amid the wealth
of Caracas, the country's capital.

Foreign imports ranging from
Cadillacs to Dutch butter, ail selling

at outrageous prices, are plentiful in

Caracas. But visible from smart
shops and new hotels also are the
"ranchos," the huts of the poor
creeping precariously cheek by jowl
up the surrounding hiilsides.

poor

RALPH

GRAHAM
will nek four $»nl!

Declared Perez in his March 11

inaugural speeches:

"An essential plank of govern-
ment's action will be the fight

against poverty....

"The Venezuelan state cannot
look with indifference on the
enrichment of a few with the
wealth which belongs to all..."

His government has earmarked
millions of dollars for development
programs, with agriculture in the
forefront.

An ironic fact of the uneven
Venezuelan economy is that 50
years ago 75 per cent of the
population lived on the land. Today,
75 per cent of the population is in

the cities while thousands of acres
of fertile land lie idle and the
country imports 70 per cent of its

food.

Women's center

needs courses
The Southwest Women's Center

is accepting course proposals for

the 1975 Spring Semester until

November 2, 1974. There is a strong
demand for courses in the following
areas: sciences (microbiology,
zoology, public health), journalism,

black studies. The Center is also

interested in recruiting those people
who have skills in developing
community programs. A course
proposal accompanied by a resume
should be sent to Ms. Jacqueline
Leheny, Washington Lobby, 545-

0702.

Come in... choose a natural
easy care style just for you.

Which style is for you? The sleek,

smooth look or an all-out curly look?
Both start with precision cutting by our
master snippers -end with bounce and
compliments The hand blower persuades
hair into a natural look -or for more curls

we're magicians with hot irons and
organic body perms.

We listen: Haircuts guaranteed not to

be a fraction shorter than you want it!

Shampoo-cut-blow dry all for . . . $8.50

DOf^lQ beauty
iiv^vllO salons

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

Tel. 584-0111

Manager — Mr. Tom
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Claude, UMass student Holly Benson's favorite
guinea pig, doesn't exactly read the Collegian; he eats
it for lunch. With a part of the front page shredded in
front of him, he appears happy that he doesn't have to
endure the dining commons.

Baha'i sponsors films

on UN development
The. UMass Baha'i Assn. in

celebrating UNITED NATIONS
WORLD DEVELOPMENT DAY will

be sponsoring three UN films to be
shown through Thursday, Ocfbber
22, 23, and 24 from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. on the Campus Center
concourse.

The films are: FEAR WOMAN, a
film about the women of Ghana
and their struggle for independence
and economic security. The African

setting is a visual counterpart of the
dynamic activities of these spirited

women who have set up their own
businesses and employ women to
run them. VOICES The En-
vironment as a force to unite, as
well as destroy mankind is depicted
as this film explores the acitivites

and rewards that result from a river

renewel project. Its effect touches
all. ONE-AND-AHALF DREAMS is

a film put out by the United Nations
Development Program telling

what's being done by the UN to
make poverty and illiteracy a thing

of the past. Through international

programs a young man in an un-

derdeveloped country is given a

chance to further his education.
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New & Vintage Clothing

NEW FUNNEL

COWBOY SHIRTS

INSULATED HOODED SWEATSHIRTS

SWEATER-JACKETS

WINTER BOOTS

ANTIQUES

INDIAN JEWELRY

255 Triangle St.

Free Parking in Rear 54» 3831

Jewish emigrants from Russia
who want to return can't do so
MOSCOW \UPI\ The trip

westward on the Chopin Express
from Moscow to Vienna is almost
certainly a one way journey for

most of the Jews who take it.

When Jews apply to emigrate
they are likely to lose almost
everything, their jobs, their worldly

possessions-and their Soviet
citizenship.

They leave a world where they
could no longer feel like Jews for

another where they can no longer
feel like Russians. Not surprisingly,

some feel alienated in Israel and
seek to return.

But once out, the doors are

barred against them.

Soviet propaganda organs
pubiicize the piight of those who
fall between two ideological

worlds-the discontented Russians

in Israel and the rootless in Europe
waiting vainly to go "home" or to

immigrate elsewhere. The publicity

is designed to discourage others

from leaving.

The Novosti news agency
sometimes prints letters from
disappointed Soviet Jews as part of
the propaganda campaign. Some
examples from letters in a Novosti
booklet:
—

" I beg your permission to
return to the Soviet Union. I have
committed a crime against my
country and myself by leaving for

Israel."

— " All the promises were lies... If

I had wings I'd fly home."
— " We turn to you, Russia, as to

a mother. A mother has the right to
punish her bad children. We've

been fully punished for our mistake.

And now we beg for forgiveness.

Take your prodigal sons back."
— " What devil possessed me to

come here?"

—"A Soviet citizen who finds

himself in the capitalist world feels

as if he has gone back to a time of
darkness."

Despite such appeals, Soviet
authorities have allowed only a
trickle of emigrated Jews to return,

perhaps no more than about 40 in

the past three years. The word is

out: the emigrant is a foreigner.

Exodus is irreversible.

Many Soviet Jews designate

Israel as their immediate destination

to expedite their emigration,
knowing full well they later will

attempt to reach the United States,

Canada, Europe or elsewhere.

This is because the Soviets allow

emigration only on the grounds of

family reunification. And more
Jews have families, either real or

imagined, in Israel than anywhere
else.

CHRIS BURKE

WED., OCT. 23
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OUR CHEESE
STANDS ALONE
And so do our sausages, mushrooms, cjn-en poppers, tomato

sauce and other ingredients at Domino s Pma
Because our piz/a ingredients cue delivered ftesli

every day to our shop , from a < onirol commissary Nothing is

ever frozen And bet ciuse ,/ve prom.se fost, he.
delivery .'usually w.fh.r. 10 mmutes) you car; be sure it !l be hot

and gooey bomm-- % P,//a Anytli..*j eke is second best

The Domino People are pizza people, Period.

H
DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Phont 256-8587

Open at 4 p.m. Daily

"Til The Wee Hours"

I

Stetenn TftountcUH Sfionfo, Inc.
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY, LIGHTWEIGHT

CAMPING AND MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01002 T«L (413) 253-5081

Fall Sale
Oct. 30 - JVot?. 2

Doors Open at 9 a.m.

A limited amount of Rental Equipment including SLEEPING BAGS,
'

TENTS, PACKS, FOAM PADS and STOVES will be available on a A(\ £0*7 HCC
first-come, first-served basis at tU'DU/OUir
CROSS-COUNTRY SKI PACKAGESP

I

Touring Ski Packages include choice of Ski, Bass or Fa Ik
Low-Cut Boot, Villom Pin Binding, and Bamboo Pole.

I TOTAL SUGG.

EMS Asnes Turlangrenn
Hickory Sole with Ligno Edges

ASNE Turlangrenn Jr. 120-140

150170

Fischer Europa Light Touring Ski
Aluminum and Wood Construction

Bonna 1800 Turlangrenn
Hickory Sole with Ligno Edges

MFG. PR.

$102.00

$107.50

SALE PRICE

$69.50

$35.50

$37.50

$69.50

$111.00 $77.50

Splitkein No-Wax Ski Mohajr strips $127.50

Sizes As Available

DOWN PARKAS
EMS Patagonia

EMS Ripstop Bogaboo

EMS Taffeta Bogaboo w/Hood

EMS Yeti w/Hood

EMS Down Vest

EMS Child's Down Patagonia

Alpine Designs Glacier w/Hood

$84.50

Mfg. Sugg.

List Pr.

$49.50

$44.50

$44.50

$64.50

$22.50

$30.00

$95.00

SALE PRICE

$42.50

$38.50
$38.50

$58.50

$18.50

$24.50

$65.95

"SLEEPING BAGS
Gerry Camper Reg .

Lg.

Gerry Yosemite Reg.

Lg.

Gerry Wilderness Reg

Lg.

ALP Artie Reg.

Sierra Designs Fairsack

EMS Minilite Reg

Lg.

EMS Estes (Old Style)

Child's Polargard

EMS Blueridge

EMS Franconia Reg.

Sizes and Colors as Available

EMS Dhauligiri

Volarafoam 3/8"
(Closed Cell

Insulation)
1/2"

Mfg. Sugg.
List Pr.

$99.00

$105.00

$96.00

$100.00

$113.00

$120.00

$125.00

$55.00

$92.50

$97.50

$76.00

$30.00

$45.00

$59.50

$125.00

$135.00

$5.50

$7.00

SALE PRICE

$87.50

$94.50

$81.50

$84.50

$100.00

$105.00

$90.50

$38.50
$70.50

$75.50

$00.00

$24.00

$39.50

$50.50

$115.00

$120.00

$4.25

$5.50

Sizes and Colors as Available

Total Sugg.
Mfg. Pr. SALE PRICE

CLOTHING
EMS 60/40 Parka

Assorted Rugby Shirts

Child's Corduroy Knickers

EMS Orion Trail Pants

Setsnug T Shirts

Allen-A T-Necks (Irreg.)

Asst. Knickers, Shorts & Trail Pants

All Rain Gear

Mfg. Sugg.
List Pr.

$39.50

$18.95

$9.95

$19.95

$3.95

$3.50

Sizes and Colors as Available

SALE PRICE

$33.95

$15.95

$3.95

$13.95

$2.50

$2.50

25% Off

20% OFF

TENTS
Gerry Camponaire

Gerry Longepole

Gerry Fireside

Mosquito Net Tent

Eureka Mt. Marcy

Sugg. Mfg.
List Pr.

$148.00

$73.00

$92.00

$85.00

$45.00

SALE PRICE

$130.00

$59.95

$63.95

$69.80

$36.50

PACKS
All Old Style Kelty D4 & BB5
PACKS & FRAMES

EMS Divided Pack & Frame

EMS Undivided Pack & Frame

Gerry Vagabond

CT Canyon Pack & Frame

Ass't. Jan Sport Packs

All Bicycle Packs
Sizes and Colors as Available

MISCELLANEOUS
Optimus 77A Alcohol Stove

Optimus 80 Gasoline Stove

Gerry Mini-Stove

All Imported Kayaks and Kayak Accessories

20% OFF

20-25% Off

$47.00 $33.50

$45.00 $32.50
$40.00 $20.50
$32.95 $20.50

20-25% Off

le

20% Off

Mfg. Sugg.
List Price SALE PRICE

$17.95 $13.50

$14.95 $11.50
$14.95 $10.95

Eastern Mountain Sports - Amherst/Rte. 9 Amherst-Hadley Uno/253-9504
Not Responsible for Typographical Mistakes

Mon.-Fri., 9-9; Sat., 9-5:30
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Calls for resignation or overthrow

Vietnam opposition attacks President Thieu
Next reading is Nov. 5

SAIGON [AP] - Beset by

battlefield setbacks and a

deteriorating economy, President

Nguyen Van Thieu is facing the

most serious political challenge of

his nearly 10 years in power.

The opposition has involved a

constituency which traditionally

has been the backbone of the

Saigon government — the Roman
Catholics.

Staunch anti-Communists, frugal

and hard-working, they formed the

only real popular base the military-

oriented Thieu could count on.

But in recent weeks, this

relationship has soured as militant

Catholic leaders have publicly

accused Thieu and his family of

extensive personal corruption and
held rallies to publicize the charges

and call for his resignation or

overthrow.

At the United Nations in New
York, South Vietnam's foreign

minister, Vuong Van Bac, said his

government has launched a drive to

eradicate corruption, "and this time

it's not just a propaganda theme
but real action."

However, some political ob-

servers see the corruption issue as

merely a reflection of deeper ills

including war weariness and a

lowered standard of living.

Since the cease-fire agreement
that was supposed to bring peace,

reconciliation and prosperity was
signed 20 months ago, the

government has suffered a series of

military setbacks, its battlefield

casualties numbering nearly

130,000. The economy is reeling

from inflation, unemployment and

U.S. aid cuts.

In June, 301 Catholic priests

formed an anticorruption com-
mittee, encouraged by an earlier

statement from the church's
previously apolitical hierarchy

condemning corruption in the

Thieu regime. Its more active

priests turned the issue into an

increasingly vocal campaign.

Poetry reading program continues this year

finast
SUPERMARKETS

OUR PRICING POLICY
Finast will no longer increase the price

of food once placed on our shelves

When we are forced to increase a price

items on shelves marked at the lower price

will be sold out at that lower price When we
reduce a price, shelf stocks will be repriced

and sold at the new lower price

You always pay the lowest price marked
on any can or package
Weekly specials and sale items are priced

lower than regular prices Any item remain

mg after the sale event will be repriced up
ward

Look for our New
Price Information
Label ...it is our Tool
ToHelp You Save
Money!

30.*

UMT MBCt OUR PRICE

14)

. «l '1 •

•<!-» I-NMill
/POUND

II l< 0/ 09)0
-'TS

Take advantage of

this old, lower price

while supplies last!
k
This porlton will be removed as soon as

t

possible alter last item sold

The unit prlcw shown in Orange will

•nabie you to make value comparison.

Stock up on frozen foods the Finast way'

Orange Juice
Finast

100% Pure
Florida
Juice

Green
Giant

4 93
Vegetables

Mixed Vegetables
Cream Corn

French Green Beans
21Ooz^^|0

Pkgs § 9
Strawberries
Sole Dinner 2

N»ljripe

asie

OSn

Frozen Waffles 00""1'

fi*k*

10 oj
pugs

«OJ
pug

I

I? 01

,
pfcgs

1.00
59'

95«

Sunrise fresh dairy features the Finast way'

Cottage Cheese
!
* j Finast

1
. . Small or

>
SS? Large Curd

Finast §aWk ^^ .

i't> RQQ
Cheese Spread "£sr £ 59'
Hoods Yogurt -w, . . 3 «2 89«

Orange Juice^ £ 69*

Margarine "V £ 63«

Proof it pays to shop tor quality

produce the Finast way'

Snow White

Cauliflower

#49°
Iceberg LOlTUCtLf

^ 3 $1
Florida Oranges 10-79*
Mac Apples Ml*

.

. 3 £ 59«

Yellow Onions 3 £39*
Fiesta Salad ^49*

Prices Effective thru Oct 26

HERE'SMORE
IT PAYS TO
THE FINAST WAY

The best meat men in the business are working for you at Finast

and they trim off all excess bone and fat before they weigh and price

your meat purchase. Why settle for less!

Quality meats from the best meat men in the business!

Boneless
Shoulder Steak

Chuck W^ l^2^3^ _ Tender ^ ^^MWLa\\\w*EW
J

Naturally aged
| Tasty laaWW

^^^^ ^^a^T
1 for tenderness I _ , » ^^K
1 »nd tiVvo, J Delicious ^m

Formerly Called London Broil ^^ '**

Formerly Rib Roast 5th thru 7th RilSs 4tf44Q
Rib Extra Trim Roast ir^'.? *T*T
Formerly Rib Steak Bone In 5th thru 7th Rib - Cap Off €a4adQ
Rib Extra Trim Steak *T*

"

Formerly Smoked Shoulder Butts - Boneless - Finast Water Added A^AQ
Smoked Pork Shoulder Roll *Vt,
Regular or Thick §t^^taf\€\

Finast Sliced Bacon 15 *1°"

Under Blade Pot Roast
^ Beef Chuck ^flB^ ^flf^ J^

r^=-^S^%^ Bone In WrWM IP
^*€ S^m Formerly K^RY^ I.P'fl^ Called California M m^^^M

# '
- •.*. "H\~$SBf& Rw^ Roast 6o

s
:^» ^*\\\W\W^aaW lb

iflffh
"* -— a^Skrr^^ '^4Mi< >\S Formerly Blade STeak • __

^^K*?4br^j^ ~f „«
J

• JL^ _ -^> Top Blade Steak eon«ies« bw oucn, . id 1.59
~) ^(j^aBf S* :2f*4^ _^** » Formerly Top Ouch Steak

^vj^mr >^" ^^.^gP11**^"^^/ Top Blade Steak boo. m ee«* chuc* . • • »"
^*—

-^JY. f ^Tfc: • ^•^fc^^^^^^ ^^aaata^^^^a^ I

Formerly Beet SlO't Rifts
ftf\

\\\a-^\+^^2~\Z^P*'? t̂̂ ***^ • Short Ribs B«e»ch Uo. * 1.09
^^^,1^ ^^^T^^ ^^ Form.,,, c uD, s.e.« Bonv,„ 1 qQ^^*M̂ ea\\\\\\

uuuuuuuuû m^L^mmauuû taaau\^^ Cubed Steak Be«ichU ci. n> l.OSf

^^^^^^""^"^•H^^™^^ Formerly Stew Be«l _ _
Beef For Stew Booe»»» » l •3™

Blade
Steaks

Beef Chuck - Bone In

Chicken Legs

79*Fresh Tasty
Chicken

Chicken Breasts . .

,

Chicken Wings ..

89*
49*

Traat your family to Mr. Oil Spacialt
and Sava tha Flnatt way!

73Import. Ham
Freshly

Sliced to Order 1^9
Swiss Cheese

,

mp0M.d ..b1.59

Dandy Loaf <*««.. . . . ,„ 95*

Available in Stores «ntn Mr Del* Oepi

Ground Beef
Chuck

3 lbs

or More 89?

Finast Frozen
Beef, Chicken, Turkey

All

Flavors

Finast Butter
Finast Eggs
Pot Pies
Hi-C Drinks
Viva Towels
Grape Jelly

White Tuna
Root Beer

Solid
Limit 2

16 oz
pkg

Medium Grade A one
Limit 2 dozen

4
2

8 oz
pkgs

46 oz
cans

White Dec.
or Assorted

Smucker's

Finast Solid

In Water

Dads

123 ct

roll

2
lb

jar

7oz
can

half

gallon

69c

69°
89«
89e

39«
85«
59«
69°

Self Service Deli Values!

Finast Franks? iS * 79«
Jones Sausage 5J 99*
Swifts Sausage *?.. £ 79*
wieners am Meai or am bmi. ...... « 1.05
Bologna ow <-^ \% 55*
Cotto Salami &£&£ 55 75.
BraunschweigerSr^. \Z 55*
Boneless Hurn^r. . . . .£1.49

SAVE 57 c

^ With These Coupons

Save 25 II Save 10

Bated fraah with natural mgradtamta the Fmaat wayt

)- »*21oz
Ivsm,2w ^1

Donuts
r

?t£r 2 "trl.OO

English Muffins 2 T 69*

Clorox Bleach

2 gallon 4£§mm\
jugs *W

With this

Coupon

and A Purchase of $5 or Mora
Limit One Coupon par Cuatomar

r—. H652 Valid thru Sat . Oct 26

Wth Th.» Couoor
On Thra* pkga *

Llpton
Cup-A-Soup

vaoeiabK • Chicken Noodle '

J— '""-«!
jaalitiV vaMttvuOct n |

WAh Tt*a Coupon
Oneiiboog

Plltobury

B«tt Flour

ma LMI

VaM thru Od M

Save 10 Save 12
**»•» Thu Coupon
OnOnopkgM

I

I

GUd |

FoodB^. |

vamj ihru Oct n |

W*«h Thm Coupon
OnOno 1 ot can

Air

HS?S
v*tdiivu Oei N

Wa Pitmrva tha Paght to UmH Ouantmaa

By BERNICEBLATT
Below The Salt Staff

Poetry is alive and well and living

in Bartlett Hall. Last Thursday
night, October 15, was the second
in a series of poetry readings
sponsored by the English MFA
Program and The Poetry Alliance.
Last year these readings were held
in the Colonial Lounge in the
Student Union, but this year they
will be held in Memorial Hall.

Three poets read at the last

reading. Elizabeth Brown, a current

candidate for a Poetry MFA, began.
She was followed by Joseph
Langland, a professor in the English

Department. Mr. Langland has just

returned from a year long sab-
batical, spent traveling around
Europe. While an esteemed poet,

his words rang of a different

generation. His poetry has rhyming,
peaceful tones. He recites most of
his poems from memory, and even
sang us a song that he had written
for the McGcvern campaign last

year.

My first reaction was to laugh at

this man, reading all this old-

fashioned poetry, but then I realized

that it takes some courage to read,

with confidence, in a style that you
still love no matter how outmoded
it has become. Since he spent some
time in Northern Europe, he is

currently working on incorporating

some of the lilting tones used in

their speech into his poetry.

^
David Lenson, a member of the

Comparative Literature Depart-
ment, read nexb He was confident

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

cAUen."*"Ksaton

Rftd. Q1R^ MOUNTAIN (ASMS MALLJOH J
' JO ROUTE 9 HADiEY MASS

pi;
PLUS THIS HILARIOUS CO HIT

WOODY ALLEN'S
"Everything you always wanted

to know about sex*
* BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK W trWtt

Today: Sleeper 5:30 - 9:00

Everything Sex 7:15

Twi-Lite Hr. 5:00 - 5:30 only, »1.25

'

c%
Class "ILm
of

i aatAT miti

3h
'Z*av

The Original, Uncensond, UnMiltd, ,

' Clwic of Comedy Missiesf
" '

%7.
4?fi

Vfftl

Today: Summer of '42, 5:15 - 9:00
Class of '44, 7:15.

Twi-Lite Hr. 4:45 - 5:15 only.

^7>

13

i mi ri tv
. LILLIAN ROTH

Today: 5:00 - 7:00 - 9:00

Twi-Lite Hr 4:30 • 5:00 only, 51.25.

(^V^VB
"CHINATOWN IS A

BRILLIANT CINEMATIC
POEM IN THE STYLE OF POE.

CIRCA 1974!'

jiinatown

— Paui immrtman,
Nvm\wtek

Today: 4:30 - 7:00 - 9:15

Twi-Lite Hr. 4:00 • 4:30 only. SI. 25.

»- 1 • * 4 •* • V.'

and amusing at times. His stage

personality was so overwhelming
that he held our attention. His

comical poetry was good and
effective. His serious work fell flat

next to it.

The next poetry reading will be
on Nov. 5, at 8:00 p.m. in Memorial
Hall. James Tate, Robert Bagg, and
Candice Ward will read. The
readings are free, and you can buy
sherry for 50 cents a glass. The
proceeds go toward the readings.

On Monday nights, WMUA is

now featuring "The Banana
Quarterly," a fifteen minute poetry
reading beginning at 7:00 p.m. So

^ W*aT
\tthf:(;ates

ok smith college 1

-

ODEMY:
•M/IISC

|
1 NORTHAMPTON

far, James Tate, Frederick Will, and
Sonia Sanches. Ms. Sanches is a
black woman poet who lives in the
area. She read at the Women's
Poetry Conference last spring. Next
week, J.D. Reed will read.

For more information on the
poetry that flourishes in this area,

keep your eyes on the halls in

Bartlett. Posters for the readings
usually don't rome out until the day
before the event. If you write, or
just enjoy reading poetry, come to
some of the readings here on
campus and meet some of the
people who are keeping poetry alive

and well in the UMass community.

Film Times

ACADEMY OF MUSIC -
Class of 44 7 15
Summer of 42 9:00

AMHERST CINEMA -
Last Tango in Paris 9.10
A Streetcar Named Desire 7 00

CALVIN THEATRE -
Animal Crackers 7:00 b 9 00

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
Death Wish 7:00 8:45
California Split - 7:00-9:00
Return of the Dragon - 7:00-9 00

MT. FARMS 4 -
Sleeper 5:30 9:00
Everything About Sex - 7:15
Class of '44 7:15 - Summer of

'42 5 15 9:00

Animal Crackers - 5:00 7 00 9 00
Chinatown 4:30-7:00-9:15

SHOWCASE -
Airport 1975 7:25-9:30
Longest Yard - 7:30-10:00
Odessa File - 7:25-9:50
Gone With the Wind - 8:00
Gambler • 7:30-9:40

AMHERSTiV^
AMITY i>T. 253 5426

Marlon Brando

LAST TAN60

IN

.. PARIS

Streetcar
Named
Oesire"

:.--? -t United Artists

Evm STREETCAR" 7:00 LAST TANGO' • 10

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NIKS • All SCATS SI 00
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UMass aids

art programs
The Community Arts

Development Program here helps
people throughout the state in

getting arts programs going in their

own communities.

Now in its second year, the

program is run by the Arts Ex-

tension Service of the UMass
Division of Continuing Education. It

offers aid to groups interested in

developing independent, self-

governing, and self-supporting arts

organizations and councils. A team
of advisors can supply the skills

necessary in initiating and
promoting an organization that can
work effectively to meet the needs
and concerns of its community.

Management, planning,
organization, public relations,

community service, funding, and
technical problem-solving are some
of the services offered at no cost.

The program is supported by the
National Endowment for the Arts
and the Massachusetts Council on
the Arts and Humanities.

Those wishing more information

are encouraged to call (413) 545-

2013 or to write: Arts Extension
Service, Division of Continuing
Education, Hills House North,
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, 01002.

ACROSS
1 Liability

5 Outside Pieti«

9 Staye
presentatiun

14 Beige
15 Offensive in

manner
16 Seventy of

action

17 Something
pleasant

18 Petty official

20 Shepaid
Amer
astronaut

21 Large dee'

22 Gives
hospitality to

23 Early counsels

25 Defer
27 Sluggish
29 Bark shrilly

30 Venetian blind

part

34 Limb
36 Preferably

38 Was radiant

39 A. L team
3 words

42 Punctures
43 Portion

44 Adiective

suffix

45 Paradise

46 Bandleader
Biown

47 Food

61

(.3

49 Washy s

companion
51 Walks Ian -fly

54 Followed
58 Forbid
' Apple part

Then
1 Ttl.l! -,

ill'

Ru .lcquainifd

04 Doled out
05 Terminates
66 Unaspiratc
07 Corrects

68 Decisive uial

69 Observed
DOWN

1 Interdict

2 French school

3 Happy
expression

2 words
4 Underwater
passage

5 River of

Europe
6 Was able

7 Christmas
dinner bonus
2 words

8 Path Suffix

9 Lane
London area

10 Cereal grass

1

1

Taj Mahal site

12 Castle ditch

13 The "A" of

B A

MM iday s Pu/fle Solved

.
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l
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i c 1
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T A 1

B 1 !
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.
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'
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1
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19 Nipa palm
24 Furniture

pieces
26 Machine tool

28 Toupee's
relative

30 Pronoun
31 Is in the

red 2 words
32 Soon
33 Reference

book
34 Dull pain

35 Rose red

Prefix

37 Lariats

38 Filch

40 100 years
Abbr.

41 Cake frosting

46 Italian island

48 Titillate

49 Proceeds
along:

Archaic

50 Length units

52 Liable

63 Did

needlework
54 Happened
55 Hastened
56 Opposite of:

Prefix

57 Printer's

term
59 Colony of

insects

62 Assembled

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

WEDNESDAY. October 23
— Born today, you are by
nature a gentle, sympathetic
person who must actually

guard against a tendency to

overdo both of these traita

Indeed, you have been known
to give so much materially and
spiritually to those less
fortunate than yourself that
both you and those dependent
upon you for their own
physical and moral well-being
have been made to suffer, if

only temporarily. Time and
maturity eventually teach you
how to give to others on the
one hand while yet providing
amply for loved ones on the
other.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov,21)
- Until you are approached
with the facts, you would do
well not to listen to what
rumor would pass off as the
truth. Take a conservative
view

SAGITTARIUS f Nov 22-

Dec. 21) - A healthy
emotional relationship ia need

fly 4f»*e vVVcrtv

ed it you are to be able to come
to an understanding with

loved ones concerning your
future.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

191 — Work on present

projects only so long as they

take your interest today. It ia

essential that you gain rest at

periodic intervals,

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb

18) - A difficult situation will

get the better of you unless

you get to the bottom of

things quickly. Be brave in

your approach to others.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)
— Confidence is your key to

gain this morning. Stand up
for those things in which you
believe. Feel yourself strong
enough to fight for your
rights.

ARIES (March 21 April 191

— Take the optimistic view of

the present situation on the

employment scene. You can
make a little go a long way if

you really try.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20)
— Accusations are not proof*

of wrong-doing. Understand
this and you will be more

likely to give another a fair

hearing— and to gain one for

yourself.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20)
— Unless you have excellent
reasons for taking on
another's responsibilities, you
would do well to allow your
fellows their own affairs.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
— It is the Cancer with
enough initiative to tackle
things on his own who comes
out ahead in the long run.
Don't be afraid of hard work.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -

Demonstrate to others your
ability to handle details. You
should have an excellent
opportunity for gain before the
day is through. Grasp it!

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
— An opportunity for ad-
vancement comes early in the
day: if you are not ready for it.

you can hold it in abeyance —
but only for a short time!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -

Be objective as you view the
present at-home situation.
You rr.ny find thst whan you
are unemotional about things.
all is quite well
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EmergoBcy
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6-3111

K0USB

T/HMGOS

FROM THE AREA'S LARGEST

JEAN6 9TQRE

H0USB
201 n pleasant st. amherst

j

K) to 530 thura & fri J 9 I

ATTENTION NURSING MAJORS:
There will be a Student Nurses'

Organization meeting Oct. 24 at 6:00 p.m.,
Morrill 411. Plans for the year will be
decided.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS:
Meeting Oct. 24 6:30 p.m., C.C. 917

BOXING COLLOQUIUM:
The UMass Boxing Club is sponsoring a

one credit Boxing Colloq. There will be a
class tonight at 6:30 on Washington 19th
floor. Beginners welcome. Call Neil 549-
0524.

BREAD AND WINE:
A simple candle-light Communion will

be celebrated tonight, 11:00-11:15 p.m.,
316 Hampshire House. U.C.F. invites any
and all!

BRIDGE PLA YERS:
Game tonite in C.C 162 at 7 p.m.

Lesions at 6 in C.C. 177. Come with or
without partners.

COMMUNITY HEAL TH MAJORS:
Important meeting C.C. 811 at 2:30 p.m.

today. All urged to attend.
COMMUTER ASSEMBLY MEETING:

Organizational meeting tonite for all new
and present members of Executive Council
at 5:15 in Commuter Lounge. All are
welcome.

CUSP "CLINICAL EVENING":
The Council of Undergraduate Students

in Psychology will sponsor * clinical
evening. Weds, at 7:30 in 423 Tobin An
informal discussion will be held with many
of the clinical professors in the Psvch
Dept. All are welcome.
DVP MEETING:

There will be a meeting of the
Distinguished Visitors Program today at
535 in the Colonial Lounge
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY
The Orchard Hill Energy Flow Study

meets every Wed. at 6:30 in Grayson
Lounge. All members should come at this
time and concerned others are invited to
loin.

FLYING CLUB:
The Flying Club will have a special

meeting tonite at 7:30 in C.C. 805 All
members, pilots, and pilots-to-be are
invited to attend.

HANDGUN CONTROL:
People vs. Handguns has display table in

C.C. Concourse - across from Coffee
Shop, Weds.-Fri. (Thurs. a.m. only). Free
Literature. Come look, talk; Get involved.
Fight the handgun menace.
ISRAELI DANCING:

Tonite in Cape Cod Lounge. Beginners

at 7:30, Adv. instruction at 8:30. It's fun,
it's free.

LEARNING EXCHANGE:
Those wishing to volunteer for the

learning exchange: meeting of volunteers
at the Jones Library right outside the
Amherst Community Resource Center
Thurs. at 7:00.

PARACHUTE CLUB:
Meeting tonite in C.C. 113 at 7:00. Films

on skydiving and registration for the next
class Oct. 30 & 31. New members always
welcomed. Old members and new come to
find out about how you can advance in

jumping.
PRAYER SKILLS:

Meeting of those in Rabbi Perlmutter's
Prayer skills group in S.U. 302 today at 4
p.m.

SCUBA CLUB:
Meeting tonight 7 j.m., Curry Hicks rm.

14 to discuss plans for this weekend's
Rockport dive. If interested, and can't
make it call 546-7139.
SKI CLUB:

,

The cost of skiing is rising! Join us for
student discounts. Membership drive
today through Friday. C.C. Concourse.
STAR TREK LIVES:

Meeting tonight, 7:00 in C.C. 163. New
members welcome!

SCIENCE FICTION CLUB:
If you like to read Science Fiction, come

up to C.C. 921 and check out the Science
Fiction Society
STUDENT CREDIT UNION MEETING:
On Weds, at 4 p.m. at a location to be

indicated on the C.C. schedule, to discuss
the by laws and the legal aspects of the
credit union charier as viewed by our
attorney. All urged to attend.
STUDENT VIDEO PROJECT:

Important general meeting tonite at 8 in

C.C. 171-173. Please have fresh ideas
ready for your group interest. New folks
welcome.
STOCKBRIDGE SENIORS:

Pick up your yearbooks this Thursday or
Friday in the Stockbridge Office. 10 a.m.-
12 p.m., 2 p.m. -4 p.m.
UNITARIAN SOCIETY GALLERY:

Recent paintings by Stuart R. Cuditi at
the Unitarian Society Gallery, 121 N.
Pleasant St., Amherst. Hours: Mon. -Fri. 9
a.m. to 1 p.m.
SEMINAR:
Anyone interested in cartoon creation or

graphics is welcome to attend a seminar at
11:00 a.m. in C.C. 911-915 tomorrow,
Thursday.

U.N. FILMS:
Will be shown all day Oct 22, 23, 24 in

U.N.
Baha'i

front of the Bookstore for
Development Day. Drop by.
sponsored.
HEART FUND WALKATHON:

People are needed to walk for the Heart
Fund. Sign up and obtain sponsor sheets
on the C.C. Concourse today or Friday.
Sponsor yourself, your roommate or your
dog!

MOVIE:
Butterflies are Free,

Hawn, Friday Oct. 25
CCA.

starring Goldie
7:30 and 10:00

ZOOLOGY CARNIVAL:
Second annual Zoology Carnival will be

October 24 from 9:00-5:00 in Morrill
Science Center, 327, 336, 338, 355 and
adjoining rooms. Exhibits, illustrations, and
audio visual aids wiii bo available also
Refreshments will be served. Plan on
dropping by for a few minutes or all day!

One black angora hat. My ears will be
cold this winter. Call Diane 586-2299 if you
found it Tuesday night near Marshall
Annex (sculpture bldg) Leave message
Thanx.
LOST:
A brown key case between C.C and

Worcester DC. Please call 545-2474.

(ftMDC Classifieds Paj
To place a classified, drop by

Wie Collegian Office between
8:36 a.m. and 3:4J p m Monday
Friday.
The deadline 1$ J: 45, two days

•fore ffie day your atf it to
•poear
The rates »rt:
Dally I 30 per line*
Weekly - 4.26 par line*
Monthly t 20 per line*

'Two lines on form
approximate one Una

FOR SALE

Used guitar* bouflht and sold.
The Oultar Workshop. Amherst
Carriage Shops. 648 1728

Coliege Calculators introduce!
the new Melcor 636 All Trig tunc
lions, memory, sip not. and now
no more intermediate calculations
Now you can use parenthesis. Only
• 109 96 Also introducing the SR SO
at 4142 96 Come and see the two
machines Watch for my posters
nam week Call Bob Crowed at 549
1316 Tall ma what you needi

Ampeg B plus 26 Amp Fiberglass
cabinet with 2 altar bansing DUO
•paakars Ideal for baas guitarMuch power Clean' 1360 firm Call
665 4765

10 spd Corso blko. Beat offor.
649 0636

Ware getting new woodsloves
in also We wilt be running e special
of the day at PAUL 8 OLO TIME
FURNITURE. Check out our
sverchanging stock. Behind
Aubuchon's, Amherst 7633611
Yosearlan.

Kustom Bass Amp, sue cond
• 250 646-6044

Couch bad. rocllner. carpet.
649 1901

1 pr. Northland Cobra wood sk lit

6 ft 3 In with Northland bindings. 1

pr. Koflach buckle boots, tlie 10
men'.. 1 pr poles, good shape. All
446 Will split Call John 247-1
after 6.

D.lux. queen tire heated
watorbed. beautiful fur lined
frame, only teven montht old New
•376 Call and make an offer, mutt
be teen. 649 6339. Mike

2 Q sticks, new cost «76 .... will
sac forStdaa 646 6200 Used only
twice

It's cold outtldel Ski Jackets
cheepl Md alias New hunting
suits. 6 tS27

Herb, vitamins, minerela. Learn
about a heelthful product com
bining beneflta of all three Call
Ron SS4 7864

Lanco 171 manual turntable with
a Stanton 6S0EE car. and a Sony
1118D caasette deck CRO end
Dolby Both In excellent cond.
Meke an offer Bob. 848-8168.

Stereo bargains - Top of the
llne audio Technics AT1S8 w
Shlbata stylus, list 9100 938. Top
Pickering cartridge 01200. List 480
•70 Both are 2 weeks old. Sen-
nheiaer headphonea. list 948 - 418.
In perl. eond. Best buy - Been
Tuner wis sensitivity. Sub
channel nolee filters, multi-path
tuning, mutelng. scope outputs,
pert cond. 1160. Call 848-4320

10 speed IS" frame Call 848-2284.
Ask for Ed Russell or leeve name
end no

FOR SALE

•J?
n

1

or, *v «»'« radio Realistic DX
150 Is in good shape is wired toadd s Q multiplier Bast offar takes
>t Call 6 5443

Gibson steel pedal guitar with
double neck Damn good daall Call
Jim 546 6660

RMI Acordian. 120 base new
•600 ask $100 Kodak M 50 Proj
S2S Heath Hi Band police radio 440
5469762

10 speed bike. Huffy freme.
Shimano dareileura. new brekes.
lowers, shifters, ate Asking 480 00
Call Jack 546 6234

Fender Super Amp 4 10 a reverb
vib fun and wah 4200 Craig 666
3436

A78 studded snow tires 930 Call

586 2292 after six

Heath AR 19 60W receiver with
KLH 32 speakers Perfect for dorm
•200 5469752

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Chevy Impele. 9400 Cell 684
7912

1967 Olds station wagon. 54 000
miles, new tires. $850 256 8687

1973 Oatsun 1200 red. 42.296. red.
snow tiret. mint cond 545 2412 ask
for Rich in 118

1967 V4 Saab, excel condition
rebuilt carb . new shocks, good
rubber with two snows door
needs welding, other then that
smooth car, »600 Call t en-ue
Greenfield 773 8838 Check it out'

1967 Pontiec Catalina. 4600 Call
665 3685 after 6pm

1972 Jeep CJ6, 6 cyl., 11 tlrat. 20
mpg. 30.000 milet Exc Cond
Asking 42.960 6-8443.

'68 Charger Priced to sell.

Good cond Cell 64

MDC ChuikedA
FOR RENT

Apartment to share Couple
anted to share 1st floor of large

N hampton house with same
raaaoneble rent plus utilities PatsOK Call Howie or Corinne 584 1598
Nights

Town house apt two bedroomone and one half baths wall to wall
carpeting, all utilities, air cond
dishwasher 20 mm to campus
Sublet option to renew Call

R.'n^178449837 aft- 5 p rr,Hent $250 per month

Student female For 2 Attic rmt
nr Smith flaatonable No pats 584
2884

For Rent 7 room apt. in
country t160 plua util 20 ml from
UMass Avail 11 1 Call 1 628 3287
or 1 628 3273 No fri stv

1 bdrm. apt . avail. Nov. Itt. On
UMass busline. 9166 inc. all
utilities Call 264-6183.

WANTED
Jan singer piano guitar 6 6064

A poairy book Uncle Al " Hard
aa hall to find I want to copy two
poems from it Call 266 0439 Ask
lor Ed

BOB IS BACK to buy your tick or

decrepit cor Any meke. modal
veer Unload your headache for

fait »»»»»» 263 7241

HELP WANTED

The potition of N ¥ Timet
camput repretentative it open.
Call 6 7546 after 7.

TO SUBLET

One bedroom, furnlthed cottage
neer UMass to sublet Dec 20June 1 t126 per mo Debbie 263bee? Eveningi

Clifftide 1 bedroom, dlehwth
pool, tennit On but route 4160 permo 646 2667 after 5 30

ROOMMATE WANTED
For 2 bedrm Puffton Apt $110per mo plut else Andy 546 4223

F to there bedroom 460 per moBrandy wine Apts 549 0204
Available immed

J k
h'", house. own room.Amhertt Center 475

utilities 253 5303

RIDE WANTED
To Poughkeeptie. N Y (Vattar

Collage). Oct 26 Will there ex
pentet. Mergeret 6-6478.

Ride needed from Holyoko to
UMass Mon Fri Dawn 638 8688

Ride wented to Portland. Me on
Fri

. Oct 25 Call Karen 6 9904. will
share $

PERSONALS
Jan How s it hanging? Hatt and

Hornt if you've got a dime

There will be e meeting of the
Student Nurtet Org . Oct 24 et 6 00
p m Pleeta attend Room 413.
Morrill

JML - You are so good to me. to
often Thanx Tel Wet blrdt do fly et
night

Pleatal Whoever took our
clothet from the dryer In the 17th
floor laundry in Coolidoa return
them to Rm 1602 Coolidge im
mediately''

Las Vegas Nightl Tomorrow. 7
p m . 1st floor CC Crepa. roulette,
poker. Block Jeck. etc Still only 41
after 12 veers Proceeds go to
cherity
Chumlev - Get off the rag and

heve e Happy Birthday Two-thirds
of the 3 Musketeers

Oonna Happy 18th DLG

f\ RIDERS WANTED

Oct 25

includes

Wanted person to share apt at
Brandywine Own room. 488 per
month, female preferred, util incl
Call 549 1425 anytime after 2pm

1987 Ford Ven. no eng. Good for
pent 960 Call Quant 649 8810.

1986 Mustang - 6 cyl., 3 spd
New brakea. thocke. clutch, ben.
Rebuilt trent 9800 20 mpg Cell
542 3406

1946 Sleek MOB, rebuilt engine,
new clutch, plete 6 dltc. wires end
redialt Mutt sacrifice Call 684-
2286

Brittany Manor
6pm 283 60J2

Mike Btwn 1

66 Ply . 4260. Greet cer
7241

884 2286

Cheepl 263

67 Cougar, full power, air cond..
new muffler, ttenderd. 3 apd. 9880
283 7241

1888 Auttln America. 88.000
milet Radlels. auto, trans.. Fall
sticker Great gas mileage Muet
tell 9880 BO 323 4833

F roommate wented for warm,
friendly epart. Call 288-6834
Sharon, Andy, Stan.

Des.gn Msior seeking other
Design msjorslsl M or F. to live
with off cemput next temetter
Cell Stew 6-8827.

Apt. to there in B'teevn. Need 2
people. Cell 323-4883 evenlnge till

11:30.

F to there 2 br. ept. In Sunderland
on but line. 4100 includea util 848-
6186

WANTED

VW St Win
Jim 387 9378

71. New engine.

There will be barrels for sale. Sat
night for Las Vegas Night. Losers
Barrett ere cheap So den't bi
afraid to coma. 7 P.M.. CC

ba

Trumpet, King Cleveland
900 387 8378

No

Oldt, 1984. Dynamic SB, good
condition 4278 Flexible 648-0848
deyt or 648-0881

' 73 Oatsun l/uu * .rst owner can't
make peymenta. 38 mpg. eeklng
42200. but will teke 41989 Ctll 549
0363 efter 3 Atk for Kevin

69 R Runner. 383, AT, PS. Must
toll 884 3919 or 6 3410 Atk for Jim

1888 BMW 2002. new Mich Konla.
many new pens 41400 Cell after 6
pm 649 0080

Beeutlful Zenith 23 In. Bs>W
contole TV We ere moving mutt
tell 988. Ex cond

Snow tires. Firestone F78-1B.
New. never ueed. 912 pelr. 288-8110.

^Girle 1 speed bicycle. 418 263

62 Chev. 6

7241

runs well. 4180 263

~?i.!!
v *M0 0,•• , c,r Cn«*»'

263 7241.

46 Chevrolet. 6 eyl.. automatic,
great buy. eeonomlcel to run 4S8B
283 7241

"•

for artkrt Uaa of
1BB-SS17 Cheep

1 Wented: 2 - 3 cu. ft. refrlg 980 6
6288

Uted cross country •kit 283-
6878

Rock orgenitt wentt work
Serious only (Hammondl 642 3408.

Standard focal length camera
lens with Pentaa screw mount
50MM OK cemera body not
needed Call Bill if you have one for
about 460 286-8864 anytime

Wented by the Law for illegal
gambling? Come to Let Vegaa
Night thlt Saturdey end gemble
legally 41 glvet you 41800. Mer-
chendlte of all descriptions
tveileble for purchaae with your
winnings In the euctlon.

Beat motorcycle pref. SM CC.
which needs engine lob Price
eccordlng to condition of engine
Cell Tom 848-0418.

Used. 10 spd. bike. In gd cond
Pref Schwlnn Cell 6-S67S

Used, 'eesonebly
refrigerator. Call after 8 at

priced

Ridert wanted to share expenses
south NYC Phila

. Bait D C
Rich

. Atlanta Leaving Fri
Call 253 9764 6 11 p m

PERSONALS
Do

i

you say Pomme Oe Terre
' '' •»• 7 '"OP forum k, for

-h« .
Americans Free Find outabout it from Denny Mattaau car.

i.„ T.1 °' Ce,"'» Ftoberg. .,

new. °
M ' in# °'On0 p o" m «

newt, opinion, information

Enjoy elegent dining in a relaxed
atmoaphire. with e penoremic
view, high etop Sylven (in Mc
Namare Betemontl THE SUBWAY
it now open for LUNCH M F, 11:30

1 00 Alto for the evening let set
Mon Thurt 6 30 midnite. Fri. till 1

am
. Set and Sun 12 30 1:00 em

Come and ba pamperedlll

ADM. I cent find oh. the right
romentic line but tee me once and
tee the way I fool. It't been a greet
lat month I hope you renew my
lease for another 2 weeka. Your
Wench

LMC - On your Hat. Luv. I

roe Ute now met -o matter whet,
we'll ahsraya be together. Here'a to
a happy life' Your Big Ginto

The poreon who took the green
cenvat tennit ball bag from the
Boydon Count. 10-4. plapte return
it to Coech Koaakowtkl. Rm 220
Bvd.

Suten. So happy to know you're
home with thoee who love you
Wott of Wuf. Betsenno

Hop Brook Commune Rurel Farm
Gey people Box 723. Am rat.
Meat

FREE RETAIL CATALOG Pipet.
watarplpet. bongs cigerette
pepert. rolling machinet. super
ttonet. dipt, under ground comix.
etc Gabrielle t Goodies Box 434
Hollywood. Cs 90028

Enne8A16PYA8TSI FLB EVOL RH
Evol - Rick. Erie. Ricky Nice 2
L16TLN Luv, Rlc.

Jim on the 8th - The party got
better Set Come to the Bth on
Helloween I'd like to know you

The DUKE* it coming. Nov 6

26 Percent off ell coett Nugentt.
next to Zeyre's*

' 988 FOR INFO of ID of person
involved in Occident w red VW
Oct. 54 SW. Lot 60 Need I D for
no-fault ineur 648-6111.

Brothers ft Slaters of Satan -
Disappointed with lest weett'a
turnout. Come again Thurs.. 10-24
1200 Need 13 for coven Will
dltcutt Helloween heppenlngs
Disregard disbelievers:

Denite Happy Birthday Buddyl
Can you handle it or whet? The Pub
it going to twing thlt weekl
Mootet forever and 33 toael Who
alte? Mel

ADM I cent find oh. the right
romantic line, but tee me once end
tee the wev I feel It't been e greet
Itt month I hope you renew my
letae for another 2 weekt Your
Wench

Happy Birthday. Sharyn Have a
terrific deyl Love. Julie P S You re
the greataatl

Miguel Gene. Happy 20th to my
favorite betement buddy Much
love from your friend in 107

INSTRUCTION

Claaticel guitar lesson,
Conservatory background Kev.n
Collins. 253 7976

Future CPA s - Leern how to
prepare for the CPA exam Backer
CPA Review Course Cell Collect
Botton 617 536 1440

SERVICES
Camput Clubt and

Organiietiont, Oo you went to
publish high quality neweletter.
pemphlet megarine or booklet???
Let the Meeeaga Company help
you write levout deaign and print
itll Reetonable feet Contact Jerry
at 263 9889 for information

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob ia

back to fix it right No job too
tmell Foreign or domeetic No big
overheed 263 7241

Profeaaionel guitar repeire by
gutter maker Micheel Millard
Mon. Wed.. Fri et The Guitar
Workshop. Amherst Carrlege
Shops 648 1728. Free eetimetee

Peetport Photot - 24 hour
service Call Joe et 549 6898 nlghta

Cheep thrills" Grephics for your
clothing 284 No Pleasant St You
pick em. we stick em

HI-FI Audio ropsir. 2 day service,
work guaranteed At Tech Hi-Fi
Cell 849 2810

VALLEY K 9 Finest training in
obed pertonel protection and K 9
In reeidence treining available Call
Marc 549 1342

Accounting and Finance Melors
Let us help you Plen eheed to
become e CPA - The Becker CPA
Review Course Boston. 617-636
1440 Our tucceeeful students
repretent one fourth of USA

Anyone can pbjy at the WedntNdey
Nrte Coffeehouse! Cel Ed et 884-8279
for a reaervetton

Turquoise necklece in Amherst
or at UMett Sentlmentel velue
Pieete have the heart to return
Reword 628 3872

Reeding glasses in brown cete
Reword. 649 0380

Grey end orange kitten, 4 moo
Near Riverglede 763 6019

Lott: Raincoat. Women . tan
belted style Zipper Intldo. but no
liner Reword Contect Btrb
Melrose at 646 2403 or 263 7090

Yr old white male cet Rt. 9 In
Belchenown (toworde Quebblnl
Spot on head. 2 different color
ayes Any Info appreciated 323
468

1

FREE

Friendly pleyful kitten. 9 weekt
old Mtle For more info cell Ron
253 59*8

ENTERTAINMENT
The Biuewel hoots every men't

band Wedneedey thru Saturday thai
week. The TOC featuree Waas JenkJne
and hit band Enkwl

Get your perty rocklnl Cell Steve.
Rich and Cheryl et * 9616 or 6 8826
for DJ't with style Super cheep

Like to play before e reel live
audience? The Hatch Wadneadav
Night Cofteehoute wantt voul Cell
Big Ed at 584-6279 to retorve a tpot

Local band. Seagull looking
for male linger Mutt be into
Stevie Wonder. Marvin Gave, etc
Cell An 584 4294

Don t let the bendt roll you for
ver money Let Bob the D J rock
you for much lata For non-ttoo
boogia. call Bob the J Best time
to call M T. W 4pm to 7 p m I

will daf be avail 636 6076

Sea Vincent Price in The LeatMan on Earth' - Also Bugs
Bunny. Roed Runner end Pink
Penther - only 78 cants. Friday
Oct 26 in Maher at 7. 9 30 and 12Come get spookedl

Homecoming s largett. mott
popular event. Let Vegat Night.
Tomorrow. 7 p m on the first floor
of the Csmput Center

Let Veget Night it coming to
UMttt this Seturdev. Oct 28Come down to the Itt floor. CC for
Crept Roulette. Poker Birdcege
Bltck Jeck end other gemot of
chtnee 41 edmission gives you
41600 to plev with Proceeds go to
cherity

The Four Nite Celebrity Series
pretentt The Progreesors The
progressive sounds at the Hetch

Now avsilsble Dave the JAny Perty anytime The very best in

«?„- 5ffa2rT '"• v»'» »••«
•"

sound All hitt all requettt Dance

d.
1

,. '5*4 sVS
nr ? »••«• «-?

.1!.- I * Oon, m«" »»w»amateurs Raquett The Best

Chrte Burke end hie New OrleansMut.c - GOOO TIMES ONLY a!
the Bluewell. Wed Sat

CALCULATORS

<.oicuietor Sale - Collooo
Calculator, offer, low..,"rlelTanvwhe,. All model. evelleW.!To... ,„„ H#w, 1( ..•*,"«
Unicorn AH m.chlne. new ,„,

w
U
."rra„

,

r.
,^^ m0 ',,', '•»•"••»•"»

warranty Before you buv ace iculetor cell me l can beet anyerica anywhar, took for ml
rf T

ro
.

uno camput for detallarn.n call Bob Crow.n et 649 1316

MISCELLANEOUS

— .,...„ _.„, pudgel|Th,. r, , plui fo , ouf #nt|r- e
»
mmuntty Congr.t, _ p#r, q#d|

Friendly black cat neode horn.
Own.r moving Great companion
- houee trained Good mou..r
283 8469

PASSPORT PHOTOS
Passport photot 24 hour

service 'eatonabis r.t.s C.tt Jo.
Stoddard. 549 6698 nights

Auto Workshop Mpopcns

Do It veuraeff. Repair your own
car We supply the tools and ad-
vice Lower level CC Garage Open
Mon - Fri 210 p m Set end Sun
10 10 Part, „ ditcount

I
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End Walt Parker

A double duty man
ByJAYLUPPOLD

Sports Staff

"I'm glad you're doing a story on Walt Parker, he
deserves it" - coach George Flood, assistant UM
football coach.

The above quote say's it all about 6'1 1
", 195 lb. tight

end Walt Parker. For those of you who remember,
Walt Parker is the guy who caught that big touch-
down pass from Piel Pennington against Harvard that
caused the Ivy to fall from the walls of Harvard
Stadium when UA/lass used the Johns as just another
stepping stone to the Boardwalk Bowl in 1972.

Walt has been around here for four years now and
though it hasn't been an easy time, it has been a good
time.

"I've been pretty much in the background, it's been
tough, but there has always been something to come
along to rally behind", the likeable senior said.

But people have noticed and realized the presence
of Walt Parker. "Walt has been really perservering for

the past three years, one of the hardest workers on
the team. He is a clutch performer and one of the

most pleasant men on the team, he is great for the
team", pointed out Flood.

Graduating from Ayer High School, not what you
would call a high school power, Parker wasn't one of

those highly touted 'come play for us' schoolboy
stars. He was told yes, UMass would like to have a
look at him, but that was it. He did it all on solo from
there.

"I played quarterback in high school, but our of-

fensive line wasn't so good, so I had to run alot and
did well", the 'skilled offensive lineman' said, and
when I came up here I started as a fullback", he
added.

After sitting out his sophomore year Parker came
back as a junior but all Yankee Conference Dick
Cummings had the fullback slot locked up.

Realizing Parker's potential as a blocker and
someone who could catch the ball - "he isn't the most
graceful pass catcher, but he gets the job done", said

Flood Parker was converted to tight end.
I was recruited by other schools like B.C., Tufts and

some other small schools, but decided to come to
UMass because I had alot of friends here", he ex-
plained.

Used mostly as a blocker Parker has caught only
three passes thus far, one for a touchdown against
Dartmouth in one of the biggest wins for UMass
football according to head coach Dick MacPherson,
and then another for a big two point conversion in the
Rhode Island win.

Having had to sit out last year with a stressed
fracture of the leg, Walt had to watch as the
Minutemen struggled through a disappointing season.
And it was a very porous offensive line that he had

to watch as runners had a hard time reaching the line

of scrimmage and quarterbacks had to run for their

lives.

I his year it is a different story. To date, UMass has
scored the most points (121) than any other YanCon
club and it's been the running attack that has been the
main ingredient.

"The offensive line has been something we can all

take pride in especially after last year. You can really

appreciate it when someone breaks a long gainer, you
can feel that it was all worth it", said Parker, who
often has to take care of the opposing tackle on inside
blocking situations.

And now with the coming of a newborn air attack in

the person of sophomore quarterback Brian McNally,
the receiving talents of Walt Parker should come into
focus even clearer.

Walt said before the Rhode Island game that the
team needed wins against both the Rams and UConn
to get back into the Beanpot picture, and he said it

with confidence.

Well, the Minutemen are half way there now, and
Parker found himself on the receiving end of an
important play in an important game last weekend
Wouldn't it be fitting to see number 80 in the end

zone again this weekend.
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Sports Mailbag
Women unfit for sports

To the Editor:

Since the overemphasized Riggs-King tennis match, it has come
to our attention that the female ego has become completely blown
out of proportion. Recently we have encountered many vociferous
females who repeatedly spoke vaingloriously of their abilities to play
tennis better than most males. Having only two years of weekend
tennis experience, we decided to put one such female's ability to the
test; only to find that her extensive experience in the game was no
match for the male physique. What v.-e lacked in ability was made up
for by sheer male physical superiority. "I'm not the world's most
physical guy, but I can't understand why she walks like a woman
and talks like a man."

Don't get us wrong, we don't mean to put down women's tennis
in any way. We merely wish to extinguish the mistaken idea that
women can compete with males in physical sports. Therefore, we
challenge any tennis playing female, residing on campus, who
disagrees with our point of view, to play a match with our very own
Mr. Riggs [with the above mentioned experience]. If any comparable
female feels she can meet this challenge she may contact his
promoter: Michael W. Haney at 546-6802.

Michael W. Haney Cr

W.T.D. (alias Mr. Riggs)

Walt Parker, shown here reaching in vain for a
.

in the Vermont game, has provided UMass coach Dick'
MacPherson with both competent blocking and pass
catching while playing tight end at UMass. Parker
caught a two point conversion pass in the Rhode Island
win.

Alston named NL's top manager
UPI\ Walter Alston,

baseball's "Father Time" among
modern day managers who led the

Los Angeles Dodgers to their sixth

pennant under his stewardship, has
been overwhelmingly named UPl's

National League Manager of the

Year for 1974.

Alston, who only iwo days ago
signed his 22nd consecutive one-

year contract with the Dodgers,
IBM

—

received 11 first place votes from
the UPI baseball correspondents
across the country. His nearest
competitor, Danny Ozark of the
Phillies, received three.

While Alston managed such
Dodger greats as Jackie Robinson,
Duke Snider, Roy Campanella,
Sandy Koufax and Don Drysdale in

years past, it was probably this 1974
pennant winner that brought him

The Only Kosher-Style
DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT

In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 lm Serving

Food and Liquor
from 11 a.m.

Ruggers rout Williams, 18-3
Saturday afternoon the UMass

Rugby Club defeated Williams 18-3.

The match was characterized by
loose play. UMass scored first with

Jay Appleman bringing it in for four

points. The Williams side however,
countered with a penalty kick for

three points to put them within one
point of UMass. Scrum-half Gary
Schuyler scored again in the first

half to round out the half-time

score at 8-3.

The second half was all UMass as
first Kerry Elkin slipped into the
endzone for four points, and then
later Chip Connors also scored.
Kelley Atteridge converted on this
last try for two points to make the
final score 18-3.

The B side also won 27-4 in a
very physical match.
UMass next week travels to

Providence to play Ivy League
champions. Brown.

his greatest satisfaction — if not his

biggest challenge.

Spiced generously with young
players — many with just one or

two full seasons of major league
experience, Alston nonetheless
goaded his club past the favored
defending champion Cincinnati
Reds of Johnny Bench, Pete Rose
etc. and wound on top by four
games.

TH PIN

BOWLING
BOYDEN GYM

4-10:30

Mon. thro Fri.

(except during
league play)

50c a string

TONIGHT

dcAaem,

Sbp#ub

XI :k§ BULK RATE
Gnomon Copy Service, in Amherst, is of-

fering a bulk rate of two cents flat for Xerox
copies. To qualify, an order must meet the

following conditions: (a) 5 or more copies of each
.original (b) unbound originals only (c) two-sided
copies* (d) $5.00 minimum (e) allow 24 hours.

Orders meeting these conditions will be Xeroxed for

two cents per copy. Collating and choice of regular,

three-hole, legal, or colored paper are free. 25% rag

paper is V? cent extra per sheet. Gnomon is open 7

days a week. Phone 253-3333.

'For copying onto one side only, add % cent per copy.

MWWMMMMMMMMMMW

m
NIGHT
with

FREE JUKE BOX DANCING

35 ( Schaefers
NO COVER 9 - I

23

BOBBY BONDS (L), of the Giants, was swapped straight up for Yankee Bobby
Murcer (R) yesterday. It wasn't the only baseball deal, though. In two other trades
of not quite earth-shattering proportions, immortal Brewer infielder John
Vukovich was dealt to Cincinnati for pitcher Pat Osborne, while Met catcher Duffy
Dyer went to Pittsburgh for one of the top utility outfielders of modern times, Gene
Clines. The dealin' and wheelin' didn't just occur in the baseball world — several
major gridiron barters were announced.

a
3

UMass hockey '74-'75 preview

Work-outs commence
By GARY CASTALINE

The UMess hockey team began
it's preseason training on October
5. For two weeks, 40 players, vying
for the berths on the varsity and
J.V. squads, have been piling into a
Student Senate bus, vans, cars and
even a pickup truck (not the same
pickup used last year) to make their
way to practice in Greenfield. The
team must wait until November
before their "home", Amherst
College's Orr Rink opens. In the
meantime, a 2 hour practice is

stretched to 4 hours, including
driving and dressing time.

Starting from day one, Coach
Jack Canniff and assistant Coach

Russ Kidd have had the players
scrimmaging. The idea behind this

being that inter-squad scrimmages
will give them a chance to see if any
newcomers can fit in with the
veterans. Only four players have left

from last year's varsity team,
leaving but a few spots to fill.

"Chick" Rheault, leaves the biggest
gap for Canniff to fill. Several
candidates are competing for the
vacant position. They have been
helped by another of the missing
four, John Binkoski, whose
knowledge of and experience in the
nets will hopefully help one of the
young goalies soften the blow of
the loss of the team's former
captain and MVP.

Although early in the preseason,
many skaters have already im-

pressed Coach Canniff, including

several freshman. Among them are
Bobby and Billy White, Chris
Lamby, and Scott McChesney. Due
to the fine showing of all the fresh-

men, it appears that this year's j.v.

squad could be one of UMass' best.

NOTES: Senior Kevin Connors
has been impressive with several
fine displays of stickhan-
dling... Injuries: Co-Captain Mike
Ellis received a gash below his
elbow and Freshman goaltender
Paul McCann was hit with a shot
off his mask, near the left eye, both
required stitches. ..Junior
goaltender Bruce Gledhill sustained
a bruised knee and had to rest for a
few days...After working with 8
lines for 2 weeks, Canniff has cut
down to a workable 5 lines, to
prepare for the team's first

scrimmage, November 2, at B.C....

Southern Conn
edges UMass
stickers, 2-1

By LINDA MACKLER
In a game highlighted by two good defenses, the UMass field hockey

team once again defeated, 2-1, by Southern Connecticut College
yesterday behind NOPE.

Southern Connecticut had an amazingly fast offensive passing pattern,
which the UMass defense was able to hold off for the first thirty minutes of
the game. Then halfback Rachael Petralito broke away and drove into
UMass territory for the first score, making it 1-0 at half time.
The second goal was shot by Jeri Tschada nine minutes into the second

halt and Southern Connecticut was shut-out the remainder of the game.
UMabS scored its goai when with ten minutes left to play, a Southern

Connecticut obstructed a shot. She blocked it by trapping the ball between
her legs, while standing inside the goal posts. This gave a penalty stroke to
UMass' Joanne Smith, who for the second time this year, drove it in.

Despite Southern Connecticut's speed, UMass almost matched their
pace and did, in fact, make twenty-eight shots on goal compared to their
seventeen.

Coach Dora Metrelis of Southern Connecticut was expecting just this
notch of competition.

"We were expecting a tough game from UMass this year," she said,
"because we always have one."
Coach Albert from UMass was not displeased by the defeat.
"I was very pleased with the way the girls piayed today," she said.

"They played a quick brand of hockey and they should be very optimistic
about the rest of the season."

"It was a good overall team effort," she continued, "with outstanding
performances by Kathy O'Neil and Joanne Smith."
The junior varsity team stretched its winning streak, adding another

shut-out to their record by defeating Southern Connecticut 4-0.
Three goals were scored in the first half by Sue Kibling, Cheryl Meliones,

and Nancy Rider. Karen Gipps added unnecessary security with a fourth
goal in the second half.

The team continued to improve on their already established winning
methods. They have clear, tight passing offense and a defense to support
it. They constantly are gaining a good sense of "team."

"I could not single out one outstanding player," the Coach claimed. "It
would have to be all eleven because of the excellent team effort. They
clearly dominated the game."

Foreman not irked
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N'SELE, ZAIRE [UP/] -
Heavyweight Champion George
Foreman relaxed beside the
swimming pool of the Jet-Set Hotel
Intercontinental in Kinshasa
Tuesday, amusing a clutch of
guests and chatting with newsmen
newly arrived to cover his title

match with Muhammad Ali Oct. 30.

"Naw, not at all. Ali, he don't
bother me none," Foreman said
softly. "He's like a medicine show.
Whether the medicine was good or
not, you have to sell it, and Ali's

been selling himself just like the
snake oil salesman at a side show. I

accept it. Hey, I'm even entertained
myself sometimes."

But Foreman has not even the
slightest patch on Ali as an en-
tertainer, a fact which brought

about the 50-50 split of $10 million

for their title clash. The
heavyweight champion, indeed the

champion of any division, is

traditionally the man who gets the

biggest slice of the pie.

Foreman glowers a bit when
reminded of that, but then shrugs
his massive shoulders. "I'm
reluctant to get into that kind of

ballyhoo," he said. "I'm the champ.
Let him be a clown. Why should I

be part of his show? I'm dead
serious about this fight."

And serious he appears. The
damaged right eye is noticeable

only because his eyebrow, which
was shaved for the butterfly stit-

ches, still has not regrown hair.

Off to the side, trainer Dick
Sadler agreed the cut had healed as
he had predicted it would.
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Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47,

Sunderland

665-4937

Bowlers open season
The UMass Intercollegiate Bowling Team opened its season this past

Sunday when it competed in the Owl Classic sponsored by Southern
Conn, State College. The men's team captured the championship and the
women's team finished second. In the doubles event Nancy Heglin and
Karen James captured first place in the women's division and Brian Elsden
and Dave Dimmick second in the men's. All around it was a very solid team
performance and things look good for a fine season.
Members of the women's team were: Nancy Heglin, Karen James,

Barbara Holt, Cyndy Adams, Fran Griffin, and llene Dishler. Members of
the men's team were: Brian Elsden, Paul Doherty, John Cadima, Paul
Stutzman, Barry Witt, and Dave Dimmick.

SMITH COLLEGE REC COUNCIL

presents

RAMSEY LEWIS
in CONCERT

John M. Greene Aud.

Fri. - Oct. 25 at 8:00 p.m.
$3.00 Gen. Adm.

TICKETS: Campus Travel
'3rd Floor Campus Center)

• V *
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Bartering of bodies abounds
Bonds even for Murcer
NEW YORK \UPi\ - Outfielder

Bobby Bonds, the slugger-
speedster who was supposed to
take Willie Mays' place with the
San Francisco Giants, was traded
to the New York Yankees in an
interleague swap Tuesday even-up
for outfielder Bobby Murcer, once
heralded as Mickey Mantle's
successor.

"I don't think there's ever been a

trade with two all-stars swapped
even up," said Yankee President
Gabe Paul. "Most trades of name
players have someone thrown in on
the side. But this was a one-for-one
trade.

"The deal was finalized last night
on the phone between myself and
Horace Stoneham. We must have
been on the phone, back and forth,

20 times in the last few days."

Morton to NY, Snead to SF .

DALLAS \UPI\ - The Dallas Cowboys Tuesday traded their perennial
backup quarterback - Craig Morton - to the New York Giants for the
Giants' No. 1 draft choice next year.
The Giants immediately announced they had traded their top quar-

terback - Norm Snead - to San Francisco, making it quite possible
Morton would be starting next Sunday against his former teammates
when the Cowboys and Giants meet in New Haven, Conn.

Hadl for 5 future picks
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LOS ANGELES \UPI\ -
Quarterback John Hadl, the
National Football Conference's
Player of the Year in 1973, Tuesday
was traded by the Los Angeles
Rams to the Green Bay Packers in a
surprise deal for several draft

choices.

Hadi was ousted from his regular

lob with the Rams last week by
James Harris, who steered the club
to a 37-14 win over the San
Francisco 49ers on Sunday and
convinced the coaching staff he
can do the quarterbacking job.

The Rams issued a brief

statement on the trade of the 34-

year-old Hadl.

''It is the Rams opinion that John
Hadl — a fine quarterback-should
be of invaluable aid to Green Bay
immediately and in the future," the

statement said.

Green Bay gave five high draft

choices for Hadl who was the

National Football Conference's
most valuable player last year when
he quarterbacked the Rams to a 12-

2 record and the NFC West Title

under then rookie coach Chuck
Knox.

The Packers gave up: a first draft

Dave Croasdale

STICK ACTION — UMass
Connecticut College during
Conn, 2-1.

choice in 1975, a second draft
choice (acquired from Baltimore) in

1975, a third draft choice in 1975, a
first draft choice in 1976, and a
second draft choice in 1976.

Hadl, a 6-foot-1, 214-pounder, is

a rugged player who's never had a
serious injury in 13 years of pro
football.

He was acquired by the Rams in

1973 after 11 seasons with the San
Diego Chargers.

A native of Lawrence, Kan., he
went to Kansas University.

' Judy Kennedy battles her counterpart from Southern
yesterday's defensive battle, won, alas, by Southern

Steve Saraceno

Sports Staff Saga

A defensive
By BOB HIGGINS

Sports Staff
The defensive backfield of the

UMass football team has been
criticized often this season.
Although the criticism has not
always been justified, there have
been some problems. Foremost
among these problems is inex-
perience, since all four defensive
backs are first-year players.

One of the mainstays of this
young secondary has been Dave
Croasdale, a 5' 10". 175-pound
cornerback from Manchester, New

Hampshire. A 1973 graduate of
Manchester Memorial High School,
Croasdale spend last year at Phillips

Academy.
Croasdale feels that the year in

prep school was important in his
transition from high school. "The
level of football is about the same,
but I guess I did get some ex-
perience," he said. "What it really

did was teach me how to study,
which I didn't know before."
Although other schools ex-

pressed interest in him, UMass was
always Croasdale's first choice. "I

felt that UMass would give me a
chance to do well both
academically, and in sports," he
commented. A political science
major, Croasdale plans to try out for

baseball in the spring.

Croasdale has noticed a marked
difference between high school (as

well as prep school) and college

football. "Everyone here is about
twenty pounds heavier, the
receivers are quicker, and the backs
are quicker and stronger," he said.

However, he feels that he is capable
of meeting the challenge. "The only
area I need a lot of improvement in

is my playreading," he said. "I have
to learn to follow the ball better."

Croasdale has not been let down
by the UMass football program.
"It's a great program. I really like it

a lot," he said. He also speaks
highly of Coach Dick MacPherson,
saying "He really knows what he's
doing. He works us hard, but only
because it's necessary."

According to Croasdale, criticism

of the defensive backfield is un-
justified. "I think we've done a
good job so far," he said. He also is

not disappointed in the team's play
so far, and thinks the remainder of
the season should go well. "I think

we should have beat Villanova and
Veimont," he said. "I also think

we're capable of beating UConn,
the Cross, and even BC."

Maybe so, but a lot depends on
four, inexperienced defenders with
just six games under their belts.

Dave Croasdale

Notice
INTRAMURALS - All IM

co-rec tennis results are due by
Thursday, Oct. 24 at noon.
Tournament play begins Friday
Oct. 25.

"If I want to find out the news of the world, I'll read the Washington
Post or the New York Times. As for sports, it's always the Massachusetts
Daily Collegian for me."

— Gerald Ford
"...the Daily Collegian sports pages rightfully take their place alongside

coffee and toast at America's breakfast tables. Never has so much talent
been concentrated on a single sports staff. And that's the way it is.

"

-Walter Cronkite
/ shot the sheriff, but I did not shoot the chance to read today's

Collegian sports pages. Devoured every word!"
— Eric Clapton

The Collegian office was teeming with members of the sports staff, all

involved one way or another in getting out tomorrow's sports pages.
Over in a corner sat Dave Eibel, the head honcho, staring at three blank

dummy sheets that, when filled, would produce yet another informative
edition of Collegian sports. The sports editor's haggard face reflected the
result of another fruitless day pursuing scoops.
Managing editor Bill Densmore came by and reminded Eibel of the

midnight deadline. Eibel threw a typewriter at him. It was already 11:00.
"Staff", hollered the sports Caesar, "what do you have for tomorrow's

paper?"

Bill Doyle, ace soccer scribe, spoke up: "I have an exclusive story. Pele'
has quit the Brazil national soccer team for the express purpose of joining
the UMass booters".

"Is that true?!", asked the excited boss.
"No", replied the snotty writer, "but it sure is exclusive".
"Dave! Davel", pleaded investigative sports reporter Ben Caswell, "If

you'll just requisition me fifty grand to pay off the Boyden janitors, I'll have
enough info to put every sports administration figure in jail for twenty
years!"

Just then,a paper airplane hit Eibel in the eye. Tom Crowley, Bob Higgins
and Jay Luppold, in charge of writing headlines and captions, were having
a little war with the planes. There were no stories or photos to write
anything for.

Suddenly, two women's crew members rushed into the office with their
oars. They cornered Eibel against the wall and put their oars to his throat.
They said simply, "We better get more coverage", and left.

Densmore. crying, came back and threatened: Jerry Lazar (Editor-
in-Chief) said for you to stop throwing things at me. And he said if you
don't meet the deadline, you're fired". Densmore stuck out his tongue and
ran away.

Eibel looked at his staff and made a decision.
Golfing writer Rich Sevieri was hitting five-irons at terrified columnist

Steve DeCosta, while reporter-at-large Glenn Poster, on a lark, was calling
Brazil to confirm Doyle's rumor. Football prognosticator Scott Hayes was
picking Custer over the Indians by 14, and cosmic layout man Walt Powers
was writing a caption to a huge photo of Mars, which he planned to sneak
onto the back sports page.
The clock showed 11:55 when the harried sports head tied his belt

around an overhanging pipe, slipped his neck into the loop, and jumped off
his desk.

r

Just then. Steve Saraceno sauntered in with eight bombshell stories.
We're saved," sighed the sports staff in unison.
Saraceno handed in the laid-out sports pages with a minute to spare,

then cut down and revived Eibel.

"I ...owe you my life", blubbered Eibel, shaking Saraceno's hand.
Heck, Chief", replied the magnanimous super sport, "ifs nothing' any

assistant sports editor featured on the cover of Sports Illustrated and Time
wouldn't do.

"Yep. All in a day's work..."

Sargent hits law school plan
TELEPHONE 545 3500

story, page 2
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Strives for autonomy

SGA defies Whitmore
By CINDYROGERS

AND BILL DENSMORE
Staff Reporters

In an unprecedented show of
defiance of the campus officials, a
special convention of up to 200
student senators and area
government leaders last night
adopted a strong six-point
resolution calling on the ad-

ministration to end its "pater-
nalistic" role over students.

The Governance Units Con-
vention (GUC), meeting im-
mediately after the meeting of the
new student senate of this

semester, also adopted a resolution
calling for total independence from
the administration.

The resolution, passed 60-24,

Tenant strike

erupts over
rent increase

By DEBBIE SCHAFER
Staff Reporter

Tenants of married student
housing on campus have declared a
rent strike effective immediately, in

protest of rent increases from 15
per cent to 39 per cent levied on
them in September.

Residents of . University and
Lincoln Apartments are placing
their rent fees in an escrow ac-
count. Ken Dean, Acting Director
of Residential Life, estimates that
only about 30 families are
witholding rent, but Tenant
Association chairperson Rosemary
Whittaker says the number is

"much more than that."

According to the Tenant
Association 75 per cent of the
residents in University Apartments
alonfi axe supporting the strike.

Whites
beat Hub
black
BOSTON [UP/] - Whites dragged

a black man from his car in racially

troubled South Boston yesterday
and beat him with baseball bats,

city officials reported. It was
second such incident in three

weeks of disorders connected with
school desegregation.

Officials said the black man, Colly

Seaborn, 48. of the city's South
End district, was dragged from his

auto by four white males on
Broadway and M. Sts.

•::-<: ;:':*: r.-;-:-

bee black Affairs section,

pages 10 and 11.

After the beating, he was taken
to Massachusetts General Hospital
where he was treated for head and
arm injuries and released.

turn to page 9

The rent strikers are also
receiving support from the UMass
Veterans's Coalition for Community
Affairs, and the Tenant
Association. Representatives of the
strike have scheduled a meeting
with Robert Gage and Ken Dean at

10 a.m. today, when they'll present
their demands.

In a letter yesterday to Gage and
Dean, the tenants' association set

forth four demands requesting:

1

)

a rollback in rents to the state

established cost of living increase

2) A rewritten lease mutually
agreed upon by both parties

3) sufficient reforms to be made
in the policy of the Married Student
Housing Office in regard to its

obligation to provide positive
assistance to married students
through minimal rents and maximal
facility of living accommodations.

4) "...a sufficient degree of
control over our lives, living units,

and monies" while students at

UMass.
The student group "will withhold

all future rent payments" until

these points are resolved, the letter

stated.

Dean hopes that today's meeting
will provide "a clearer un-
derstanding of the rent strike." He
called the strike "a misun-
derstanding of the total financial

condition of married student
housing" on the part of the tenants.

"The essence of the protest is

that the University should provide
some subsidy to the married
students residing on campus
through reduced rents," said Dean.
"We cannot provide financial aid
through the rental structure."

Patrick Walker of the tenant's
association declared in a written
statement that rents have been
raised at University and Lincoln
Apartments to pay for North
Village, "which were running in-

creasingly in the red".

The Tenants' association feels it

is an "exploitation" of married
students to shift the burden of
North Village to them.

turn to page 2

read:

"That we work towards being a

sovereign and autonomous body,
tree from all legal, financial, political

and social ties to the administration
of this University."

The six demands, passed
unanimously, were directed to the

Trustees:

1. That students at the University

be recognized as responsible adults

and that they have the right to

determine the direction of their own
lives. In this regard we demand to

have primary determination
concerning all facets of the
University which directly affect us.

2. We demand that we have
control over our own budget.
Under no circumstances should tho

Staff Photo by Jo* Martina

Senator Jay Marcus raises crutch vote advocating
student autonomy during last night's 60-24 convention
vote. Pierpont Sen. Fred Horan (shown above right)

called vote "tokenistic and impotent."

"administration ever freeze the
budget of the students of the
University or attempt to determine
where our monies will or will not be
spent.

3. We demand that students of

the University have major decision
making power to influence
academic requirements and
procedures.

4. We request that the Board of

Trustees lay out exactly where our
power lies so once we find we have
none - we can fight for what we
want.

5. We want you (the trustees) to

recognize us as people, not
because of the structures we create

such as the Student Government
Assn., but because we are people
- 23,000 to be exact.

"Hence, we demand that the
University recognize our needs and
act on them.

"We demand the right to freely

organize around our interests and
collectively bargain with the ad-

ministration over all matters af-

fecting students."

Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs Robert W. Gage, contacted
at his home by phone last night,

said it would "be ridiculous to pass
any harsh kind of judgement on
resolutions I haven't seen yet."

Gage said the demands for

sovereignty and autonomy "sound
fine in principle, but I'm not sure
how they'll actually play out." He
said he doubted if any group in a

University can have real

sovereignty.

Gage said he did not know what
prompted the resolutions, and
denied that his office has created
any roadblocks to the proposed
establishment of a student union or

a student legal services office on
campus.

Various student leaders have
charged privately that the
University has objected to the set-

up and hiring of a staff attorney in a
Legal Services Office funded by the
Student Senate The leaders say
the administration is attempting to
place restrictions on the legal

activity that can be performed by
the office on behalf of students.

turn to page 9

inside:
Maybe the Collegian doesn't

win any awards but our
mentors do. See the photo and
story on page 2.

weather:
Your friendly neighborhood

forecaster is bedridden with the
clap \they don't call him
"friendly" for nothing), but
re/oice! The chances of a
hurricane today are less than
five per cent, snow, less than 25
per cent, and dust storms, less

than .2 per cent.
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Governor dumps UMass law school;

dodges jabs from Dukakis in debate
By MARTIN J. WATERS

Staff Reporter
SPRINGFIELD - Gov. Francis

W. Sargent said last night that he
will not approve creation of the
state-operated law school proposed
for the UMasa-Amherst campus.
The University administration has

taken initial steps to create a "legal
studies program" for un-
dergraduate preparation in law, and
some observers have speculated
that an eventual intention of the
program is to set up a graduate law
school.

In a television debate with his

Democratic rival for reelection,
Michael S. Dukakis, Sargent
rejected the proposal, because "we
have enough private law schools
already."

Dukakis did not address the
issue.

Questioned by a panel of four
reporters at Springfield City Hall,

Sargent said his administration
would emphasize the growth of
community colleges, and said of
UMass-Amherst, "we're not just
going to keep on expanding
forever."

The two spoke in a television

debate on Channel 57, Springfield's
public TV station. The 8 p.m.
debate was also broadcast live on a

Boston station.

The two major party candidates
for governor debated during the
final 40 minutes of the hour-long
program, while the opening
segment featured Lt. Gov. Donald
R. Dwight and Democratic
gubernatorial candidate Thomas P
O'Neill III.

Two issues dominated the
debate, in which Dukakis took off
the boxing gloves and launched a
bare knuckles attack on Sargent.
Three previous debates have been
notably diplomatic.

The issues were the campaign
tactics of the two and state ex-
penditures.

Gov. Sargent questioned the
validity of what he called a Dukakis
promise to cut state spending by
five per cent, as Dukakis denied
that Sargent's summation of the
spending-cut proposal was ac-
curate.

"Does this 'no hire, no fire' policy
mean there will be no teachers
hired for the new community
colleges in Holyoke and Green-
field?", asked Sargent.

Dukakis did not reply directly, but
called the governor's interpretation
of the "no hire, no fire" plan he
proposes "a distortion."

Dukakis questioned the Sargent

administration operation of state

service agencies, saying, "when a
group of parents in a place like

Belchertown (state school) has to
suit the administration to get proper
care for their youngsters,
something is wrong."
A University of Massachusetts

professor and students have been
instrumental in bringing the suit

which caused a federal district

court judge to order physical im-

provements in the facility housing
the retarded.

Dukakis lashed out at the
"scurrilous" trend in Sargent's
campaign since newspaper polls

showed Sargent trailing in his race
for reelection.

Dukakis said that until 10 days
ago the Sargent campaign was run
on a high level, but "now that the
governor sees he's behind in the
polls, he has launched a campaign
that is so shrill, strident and so
inaccurate that it troubles me
deeply."

Dwight repeated his attack on
legislative attendance records of
O'Neill, and in a new charge, said
Dukakis had a poor attendance
record "in 1966, when he decided
he wanted to be attorney general."
At the time, Dukakis was a state

representative from Brookline.

Rent increase causes
married students' strike
cont. from p. 1

In reply to this accusation, Dean
says that "only a small portion" of
the revenue from rent increases is

being used to pay for North Village.

The Tenant Association
statement says students are op-
posed to the rent increase because
"it is being levied on us mostly to
cover the costs of the University
blunders at Lincoln and University
Apartments."

It criticizes the administration

which "takes advantage of our
powerlessness to cover up their

mistakes and mismanagement, and
which generally displays an in-

difference to our needs, if not an
outright abrogation of our rights."

Dean says the rent increase was
decided upon to "make the system
a little more self-supporting, a little

more financially solid, and to

provide funds for making im-

provements. By taking this

strategy, we'll be making married
student housing much more at-

tractive as outside rent prices

continue to go up."
Dean said the reasons for the

rent increase were explained to the
tenants of married. student housing
in August, and the administration

"was surprised" to receive
yesterday's letter of protest. "This
can't continue, so I think we should
concentrate on resolving the dif-

ferences" at today's meeting, Dean
told the Collegian.

In a random survey, of Lincoln
Apartment tenants the Collegian
found varying attitudes on the
strike. One tenant said, "We are not
getting anything extra as a result of
this increase."

"The rent increase isn't justified,

because it hurts a lot of people.
There's no source to pay for that
kind of increase, along with car
insurance, grocery bills, etc," said
another.

On woman did not think the
increase "was really all that bad"
but said she could sympathize with
the people on strike.

Another Lincolnresident feels the
strikers have legitimate complaints,
but "it's really a complex problem"
and the administration "is really

trying to straighten the mess out
I'm sure they understand the furor

this is creating, but are looking for a
reasonable way out."

"But then you've got all sorts of
examples where that never hap-
pens." he added.

MDC Classifieds

really work

The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the

Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip

code 0)002. Telephone: 545 3500

Second class postage is paid in Amherst and additional mailing in

Ware, Mass. 01082. THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes Monday
through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation,

exam periods or holidays Accepted for mailing under the authority of

an act of March 8, 1879; as amended by an act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rates are $9 .00 per semester or $15.00 per year.

ALOICKLE

Collegian advisor

Alvin Oickle wins

national accolade
Alvin Oickle, ten year editorial

advisor for the UMass Collegian,
will receive the National
Distinguished Newspaper Adviser
Award at the 20th annual National
Council of College Publications
Advisers Conference in Hollywood,
Florida on Oct. 25.

The award is presented to those
advisers who have shown "superior
professional competence", ac-
cording to Mrs. Marilyn Peterson
he National Awards Chairman.

Oickle came to the University in

1964 through the English Depart-
ment when the Collegian was
published three times a week. He
left the Collegian post in May of this
year when he was promoted to
Editor In Chief of the Greenfield
Recorder.

O'Neill was a legislator in the 1974

session.

Sargent said that Dukakis is

"very short on facts." ""This five per

cent cutback proposal is another

election promise that evaporates

when you try to catch hold of it,"

Sargent said.

"The Dukakis staff should think

five per cent harder before coming
up with these ideas," Sargent

added.
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Peter Pan Takes You
Fast And Frequently

RIGHT FROM

The University Campus

TO BOSTON
Natick— Worcester— Springfield

ALSO TO NEW YORK
Hartford— Albany— All Points

with New Service Direct to
Hyannis and Cape Cod

service. Natick and Boston non-stop trips every weekend.

For Tickets And Information Contact

PETER PAN BUS LINES
Campus Center Hotel
Univ. of Mass.
Tel. 545-2006

( If no answer tel. 549-4000)
*

CHARTER BUSES AVAILABLE TO ALL
DESTINATIONS

State doesn't deliver services - Olver

Campaign fights for children's rights
By JUDYBOUCHER

Staff Reporter
In this election season the Republicans have Sargent and

the Democrats Dukakis, but the children's campaign has no
candidate, just a platform and a staff.

The statewide children's campaign was organized to make
children's issues a top priority and to determine the position
of all the candidates on children's issues and to hold them
accountable during and after the election, according to
Kenneth T. Shechter, campaign director.

"To our knowledge it is the first children's campaign in the
country" said Shechter.

"The attention of the campaign has been to raise the
priority of children's issues so when the scramble for money
comes children will not be left out", said Rose Olver,
professor of psychology at Amherst College and member of
the children's steering committee.

Also, "the campaign is necessary because the state is not
delivering to children the services they need." "Good
legislation is passed but it sits on the books and doesn't get
implemented", she said.

The campaign officially began in June and will only run to
November 5, "but it is only one phase of the project." "The
potential lays in the ability to work as a campaign", said
Strechter.

Five major public hearings were held across the state plus
the work of the steering committee has resulted in a ten oaae
platform.

H u

The platform has 60 planks specifically dealing with
education, mental and physical health, juvenile justice jobs
and recreation, family services and product safety. Other
P anks ask for enforcement of lax laws and the revision of
older laws and practices

In addition to the public hearings recently there were two
hearings for the candidates.

At the gubernatorial hearing Strechter said "Dukakis and
Sargent had to do their homework. They had to prepare for
questions and were made aware of issues and a con-
stituency."

At a hearing held in Springfield six state candidates met
with a panel of heads of social service agencies, parents and
young people aged 11, 12, and 17.

"They got the candidates to make a stand and tried to get
the candidate to make a commitment for or against
legislation," said Greg L. Speeter, Western Mass. Regional
coordinator for the children's campaign.
Questionnaires were sent to all candidates for guber-

natorial state representative's and senator's offices. The
candidate's answers will be put on record and then the staff

will follow their political career and "any inconsistencies thatcome up will be quickly pointed out", said Strechter

pj2££ 55y candidates >™e responded except for
deiloti. He failed to respond to the questionnaire and failed
to come to the hearing."

"I'm not sure what he is afraid of but if elected to Attorney
General he will be isolated and insensitive to children's
•ssues."

Children are also helping with the nitty-gritty operations of
the campaign. "Kids in North Reading are attempting to have
their own hearing calling in the school committee before the
election", said Strechter.

In regards to platform input, children have attacked the
tracking system that many high schools follow, insufficient
bilingual education and the lack of youth employment and
recreation said Strechter.

He also said, "kids in Springfield have pointed out that the
majority of money goes to building hockey rings which is a
white sport that Black kids don't play."

The campaign is a non-partisan effort "because we
wanted to demonstrate a campaign that cuts across
traditional lines of party and age. We represent democrats
and republicans who can support the general aims with no
party identification", said Strechter.

UN Day highlights youth

VAUGHN BODE'

Underground cartoonist

Bode appears in concert
Vaughn Bode's Underground Cartoon Concert comes to

Thompson 104 at 8 tonight.

Vaughn Bode's cartoon strips have appeared in the National
Lampoon, Galaxy Magazine, and Cavalier Magazine. His best known
series include "Cheech Wizard", "Deadbone Erotica," and "Junk
wattles .

The "Concert" itself is a blend of Bode's satiric humor, im-
personations of the unique creatures who live in his personally
created universe, and a slide presentation.
Bode' will follow his show with a rap session. He says he is eager

to talk with young artists, students of pop culture, and anyone who
is interested in contemporary life and art.

Discussion will continue at a Distinguished Visitors Program
coffee hour to be in the Colonial Lounge. Interested persons are
invited.

By CA THERINEKOZELL
Staff Reporter

World Population Day is today,
confirmed to coincide with the
annual U.N. Day Youth (under 30
for our purposes) received their first

official recognition from the United
Nations with regard to the
population issue.

They accomplished this by the
formation of the International
Youth Population Conference
recently held in Budapest. The
Conference documented reactions
to the World Population Plan of
Action.

The basic feeling of the Con-
ference members was that the
original draft of the W.P.P.A. was
nothing more than a series of
compromises. They felt that
although high rates of population
growth will only aggravate existing

socio-economic problems, the
causes of these problems are
primarily "exploitative and
repressive social, economic and
political structures and in-

stitutions." Called for by the
conference was far greater in-

volvement and participation of
youth and women in developing
plans for change in crucial issues of
global concern.

"I believe that women ought to
increase their awareness. ..they
should support each other in

opening the avenues which would
lead them to be part of decision-

making bodies." said Mary-Lou
O'Neil at UMass Everywoman's
Center.

In the past, women have rarely

been on the decision- making level

with regard to population policy.

Ironically enough as it may seem,
the Population Council of New
York has only 3 women on its

technical staff of over 30. This
shows just how small the con-
cession of token employment really

has been. Up until this point,

women have merely been passive

acceptors of programs designed by
men.

Increasing amounts of women in

strategic positions however, should
not result in the loss of their

sexuality. For as long as women

analysis

continue to take on male standards
as a prerequisite to their attaining
top-notch positions, and as long as
those who are successful view
themselves first as professionals
and only second as women, their

decision-making will continue to
mean nothing for the majority of
women in the world.

With ail this talk on population
control, women surely must play a
much larger rote in getting effective
measures carried out to aid the
members of their sex who want to
be more than the baby producing
machines that both nature and
society have cast them as being.

Children should be a woman's
prerogative, not her predicament,
so she will serve not as subservient
to her body, but to her intellect, if

she so chooses. Education must
bring mankind to this realization,

and in doing so, ultimately society
will prosper with statistics rising in

the quality, not the quantity of life.

Credit union drops students
ByJUDYSTUDLEY

Staff Reporter
Students who have been trying

to form their own credit union have
discovered that there is one already
at UMass.

But, the Five College Federal
Credit Union, located in Draper
Hall, is restricted to faculty, staff

and their families.

Karl W. Broekhuizen, associate
budget director of UMass and
president of the credit union, noted
that in its founding years around
1967 the credit union was open to
students. In recent years the
student provision was written out
of the charter.

Student membership in the union
caused problems according to
Broekhuizen. Credit unions exist to
encourage thrift, but students use it

more for borrowing than savings.

The result, he says is a draw upon
the funds that makes the credit

union a precarious business
venture.

Broekhuizen says he is convinced
that the chance of success for a
student credit union depend upon

whether professionals or students
run the organization.

"The amount of time involved in
making the organization run would
be too much for most students. A
financial management professional
will be needed to make the fledgling
organization go."
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Will succeed Jaworski Saturday
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Ruth appointed Special Watergate Prosecutor
WASHINGTON [UP/] - At-

torney General William B. Saxbe
Wednesday appointed deputy
prosecutor Henry S. Ruth to
succeed Special Watergate
Prosecutor Leon Jaworski, ef-

fective Saturday.

Ruth, 43, has served as deputy
Watergate prosecutor since June
18, 1973. A native of Philadelphia
and an attorney since 1957, he has
held several positions in the Justice
Department.

Jaworski, in his letter of

resignation submitted more than a

week ago, recommended Ruth to

succeed him. Jaworski said he was
stepping down because the office

had completed the major part of its

work toward investigating and
prosecuting Watergate defendants.

Dean's testimony conflicts

with crucial White House tapes
WASHINGTON [UP/] - John

W. Dean III yesterday questioned
the accuracy of several tapes of
crucial meetings he held with
President Richard M. Nixon in the
spring of 1973. Judge John J.

Sirica decided to iet the Watergate
cover-up jury decide who is right -

Dean or the White House.
Sirica also suggested that Nixon

might be called as a witness of the
court if neither the defense nor the
prosecution could vouch for the
accuracy of the former president's
testimony. Both sides have sub-
poenaed him.

Dean > said under cross-
examination in the trial of five

former Nixon associates that the
tapes of at least three of his

meetings with Nixon - Feb. 27, 28
and March 13 - did not square with
his recollections. He said "there
wete parts missing" in some and
others contained discussions he did
not remember.
The former White House counsel

did not say the tapes were
changed. But he indicated his

recollections - as he expressed
them in the summer of 1973 to the
Senate Watergate committee -

were correct and thus could not
vouch for the accuracy of those
particular tapes.

The prosecution said it had
decided not to submit those tapes
into evidence because they differed

with Dean's recollections.

Kissinger sees

detente talks
MOSCOW lUPf) - Secretary of

state Henry A. Kissinger arrived last
night to explore the future of
detente with the Soviet Union and
possibly arrange a summit meeting
between President Ford and
Communist party general secretary
Leonid I. Brezhnev in late
November.
"We expect to have very full,

very friendly and very constructive
talks," Kissinger said in an arrival
statement.

Number one priority is expected
to be the Strategic Arms Limitation
Talks in which Kissinger is seeking
to establish joint guidelines with the
Soviet Union for negotiators in
Geneva.

A senior American official said
Kissinger was carrying "reasonably
concrete" ideas for joint guidelines
but did not expect to complete
agreement on them during his
current visit

If a summit meeting is set up, it is

possible such guidelines could be
finalized then.
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But Sirica, presiding over the
Watergate cover-up trial where
Dean was in his sixth day on the
stand, immediately directed that
the questioned tapes be played so
the jury could decide if Dean has
been telling the truth about his
Nixon meetings.

"Now listen," Sirica said,
slapping the bench with his hand as
defense lawyer John J. Wilson
objected. "Just a minute. You just
stop talking until I get through.
"You are not going to argue to

this jury that this man Dean went
up to the Senate committee... and
gave false information when you
will not let the tape be played. I

think those tapes ought to be
played in order to get all the facts

before the jury and let them
decide."

The argument erupted with the
jury out of the courtroom as
Wilson, attorney for cover-up
defendant H R. Haldeman, sought
to establish that Dean's testimony
last year before the Senate
Watergate committee - in which he
linked Nixon to the cover-up plot -

differed sharply from the White
House tapes. Dean, the former
White House counsel, testified

there had been "a lot of overlap" in

the subjects discussed at the three
meetings and that he told the
prosecution after hearing the tapes
he could not vouch that the
recordings matched his recollec-

tions.

"I agree with Mr. Jaworski's

conclusion that Mr. Ruth would be

the best choice to complete the

remaining work of the office," said

Saxbe in a statement.

"I have discussed this subject

with the President and he fully

supports this appointment."

Ruth said he was "very grateful

to Mr. Jaworski for his recom-

mendation and I'm also grateful to

the attorney general for ap-

preciating and fulfulling the con-

tinuity of our operation."

He said he talked Tuesday to

both Saxbe and White House
attorney Philip Buchan, who
"assured me of the same kind of

independence that Mr. Jaworski
1-13/4 "
liou.

"The operation will continue

exactly the same," he said.

Saxbe pledged that Ruth will

have the same independence as

Jaworski, who took over after then

President Richard M. Nixon fired

the first Watergate prosecutor
Archibald Cox, a year ago.

The Justice Department said
Saxbe had consulted the Democrat
and Republican leadership of the
House and Senate - particularly
the leaders of both parties on the
House and Senate judiciary
committees - about his selection
of Ruth.

"All approved Mr. Ruth's ap-
pointment," it said. The depart-
ment also made public a letter in
which Saxbe had accepted
Jaworski's resignation "with great
appreciation for the magnificient
service you have rendered to the
country."

"Your dedication and success in
pursuing many difficult problems
and your great personal sacrifices
deserve the praise of all
Americans," Saxbe wrote.

SKI CNAMONIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545-2801

LEXINGTON GARDENS
HASJUST ABOUT THE LARGEST SELECTION

OF HOUSE PLANTS IN MASSACHUSETTS
(And a special price reduction with this ad)

We've just about the largest number, and the greatest
variety of house plants you'll find anywhere in the east.

You'll find the hard-to-get varieties, for our specialty
is growing and offering special species as well as a
great assortment. Our plants come from our nursery
and growing center in Lexington, Massachusetts.
We've a broad selection of potted house plants,

tropicals, hanging baskets, cactus, ferns, Bonsai, and
terrariums. And ii you like, you can make your own
hanging basket or terrarium from our selection of con-
tainers and plantings.

And you'll find our prices are remarkably low.

You'll earn a 10% discount from the purchase
price if you will present this ad at any one of
our retail locations. This offer is good at any
time up to December 15, 1974.

Gardening Centers

93 Hancock Street

U-xin^ton, Massachusetts

12 < hurch Hill Road
Newtown, f onnecticut

Potting Sheds

1'armingttn) Valley M.ill

Simsbury, ( nnnerticul

Mountain I arms Mali
Had ley, Massachusetts

eaBonB
Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

SCHLITZ

BEER

Donelli

Lambrusco
12 oz. cans 24 oz. bottle

Four Seasons Special TUBORG
GIN
80 proof

BEER
12 oz. N.R.

Vi gal.

case

Faisca

Portuguese

Rose

MILLERS

BEER
12 oz. cans

fifth case

Old German

BEER
12 OZ. N.R.

Lonin Asti Spumante

Italian Sparkling

WINE
24 oz. Bottle

case

Wine Paradise Of The Valley

Initial statements due
in Kent State trial
CLEVELAND \UPI\ The judge in

the Kent State shootings trial

moved jury selection along swiftly

yesterday leaving the defense and
prosecution with only three
peremptory challenges before the
opening statements can begin.

The final composition of the jury

was expected to be settled upon
sometime this morning, clearing the
way for the opening statements.
The defense used eight of its 10

challenges and the government
used five of its six challenges
Wednesday. U.S. District Court
Chief Justice Frank J. Battisti

dismissed three prospective jurors

himself, including one who said he
already had made up his mind who
was to blame for the Kent tragedy
and another who said his judgment
might be affected by his former
membership in an Ohio National
Guard unit involved in the
shootings.

The 12 persons tentatively seated
on the jury at the conclusion of

Wednesdays session were:

Thomas P. Hallauer, a heating
plant worker from Elyria; Jean A.
Messenger, a Shaker Heights
housewife; Arnette Young, a

vending machine maintenance man
from Cleveland; Martin F. Planisek,
a school maintenance employee
from Maple Heights; Paul Mack, a
Cleveland truck driver; George
Muntean, a toolmaker from
Strongsville; William Pinter, a
medical photographer from Euclid;

Gladys Dillon, a Mansfield
housewife; Janice Jackson, I bank
teller from Akron; Albert Cantale, a
factory foreman from Bedford
Heights; David Naugle of
Cleveland; and a won,an identified
only as Barbara Reed.
On trial for allegedly assaulting

and intimidating student
demonstrators on May 4, 1970 - the
day four students were killed and
nine were wounded in a 13-second
barrage of National Guard gunfire -

are eight former Ohio National
Guardsmen. The U. S. Justice
Department charges that their

actions denied the students their

civil rights.

Five of the eight face a maximum
sentence of life imprisonment if

convicted. They are: James Pierce,
Ralph Zoller. William Perkins,
Lawrence Shafer and James
McGee

Doctor says Ray told

him more involved
MEMPHIS, Tenn. [UP/] - A

physician who examined James
Earl Ray after his arrest for the
slaying of Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. testified yesterday Ray once told
him he was not the only one in-

volved.

"I asked him," I said, "Were you
really involved in this?" Dr. Mc-
Carthy DeMere said. "He said,

'Well, let's put it this way, I wasn't
by myself.'"

DeMere, who examined Ray after

his arrest June 8, 1968, in London,
testified at a hearing to determine
whether Ray should get a new trial

on his contention that he was
pressured into pleading guilty by his

attorney at the time, famed criminal

lawyer Percy Foreman.
Ray is currently serving a 99-year

prison sentence.

DeMere said he saw Ray
regularly after the first examination.
After the guilty plea, he said, he
decided to ask Ray about the crime.

He said he also asked Ray if he
had any dislike for blacks.

"He said absolutely not, that he
liked them, that he had been in

prison with them and that he had
absolutely no prejudice," DeMere
said.

Ray, who seemed almost
disinterested in the proceedings at

the opening session Tuesday,
listened closely to DeMere's
remarks yesterday and smiled
several times.

Hugh Stanton Jr., now district

attorney for Shelby County and
once an assistant defender in the
Ray case, followed DeMere to the
stand. He indicated Foreman was
skeptical that Phil Canale, county
prosecutor at the time, would agree
to plea bargain.

"It would take an attorny general

10 feet tall not to try this case and

accept a guilty plea," he quoted

Foreman as saying.

Democrats hit Ford
on campaign speech
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The

White House rejected charges by
Democrats yesterday that President

Ford was unfair in warning voters

election of Democratic "ex-
tremists" to Congress next month
could threaten world peace.

"I am disappointed and
shocked," said Sen. John V.

Tunnev D-Calif., who accused the
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Republican President of using

"scare tactics" and "phony
issues." He said voters would reject

Ford's claims.

Democratic Party Chairman
Robert S. Strauss earlier called

campaign statements by Ford this

week "reminiscent of Nixon-
Agnew" tactics in 1970
congressional stumping.

White House Press Secretary

Ron Nessen quickly rebutted the

rebuttals, saying the difference

between Ford campaign speeches
and those of President Richard M.
Nixon and Vice President Spiro T.

Agnew "are the difference between
day and night."

Nessen said Ford was actually

surprised at the heated criticism

and had simply been trying to

appeal to Republicans and
Democrats who would not want a

foreign policy dictated by a one-

party Congress.

Ford said while campaigning in

Oklahoma City Tuesday that

election of "extremists in the

Democratic party" to Congress
would bring about economic chaos
and jeopardize world peace.

The White House gave no hint of

a letup in Ford's campaigr rhetoric

as the President prepared to fly to

Illinois and Iowa Thursday for more
appea< ces on behalf of

RepuH'can candidates.
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Campus Comments
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Interviews By JIM PAULIN
Photos By DICK LEONARD

Important aspects of dorm life are the physical conditions of the
building, the eff,c,ency of the maintenance services, cleanliness of
public areas and the smooth functioning of the electrical, heatmqand plumbing systems. Campus Comments spent some time in
Southwest talking to the residents of both high and low rise dormsand listening to what they felt about the management of their livinq
quarters. y

The question: What do you feel about the maintenance and
the general physical condition of your dorm?

Donald Powell- Junior from
Roxbury living in Mackimmie
majoring in business. "The
janitorial service is poor,
especially on the weekends...
there's too much trash around.
They haven't gotten around to
fixing a few of our showers."

Mary McGinn Freshman
from Stoneham living in

Crampton majoring in Nursing.
"Almost everything is okay
except the heat is much too
hot... the bathrooms are clean...

the janitors are real helpful."

Scott Buckley -Freshman
from Lynnfield living in

Washington majoring in

Economics. "The elevators are
sort of beat on... The janitors do
a very fine job... our janitor will

vacuum the rugs in our room if

we ask him and do it with a
smile."

Dan Finneran- Junior from
Shrewsbury living in J. Adams
majoring in English. "We've
had good service... A door was
smashed in one night, but it

was fixed the next day."

Ronna Levy Sophomore
from Framingham living in

J.Q.A. majoring in Speech
Education. "The garbage room
stinks on the weekend and we
live right across from it...

sometimes it's warm enough
but sometimes it s not. Oh yea,

the windows are dirty."

Rich • Berman Freshman
from Natick living in Pierpont
enrolled in the Inquiry Program.
"I think the physical plant does
a good job... There've been a
lot of short circuits causing
power failures, but that's
probably because there's so
many hot plates and
refrigerators."

{ Letters to the editor

McGilvray's anger is justified

To the Editor.

It is with great reluctance and despair that I must
agree with Donald McGilvray's statement in yester-

days Collegian, "the chickenshit WMUA
Management who once again allowed themselves to

be bullied by these behemoths, decided to "fire" me.
[Fire a Volunteer?!] Not because they didn't like the
ad, but because they HATED me.
Just to set the record straight, it was last August

that Donald McGilvray approached me with an offer

of his services, certainly a shot in the arm of our
quickly dwindling budget. I approached Management
Board, anticipating their approval of a weekly car-

toon-promotion combination, a certainty to beef-up
the greatly overused and worn out scroll that still

appears daily. At that meeting, it was unanimously
agreed to allow McGilvray a shot at drawing a dif-

ferent ad each week.
After McGilvray drew one ad, which lasted a mere

five days, a petition was presented at our last station
meeting. It was signed by most of the Women's
Media Project and several station members. The
proposal said that McGilvray's cartoons were a
disqrace to our station, the Women's Media Project
refused to have their weekly program promoted
underneath his cartoon.
One member of their project stated, "I never met

Donald McGilvray, but I hate him. I wish he were here
right now so I could tell him to his face how much I

hate him.'- Another member of the station came
through with, "Don McGilvray represents all of the
total fucked up-itive-ness of this university, " to which
he received a resounding applause. I wonder how
similar these statements would have been had Mr.
McGilvray been in the room.

Not once was McGilvray approached by anyone
from either the Women's Media Project or WMUA

with any direct criticism of his cartoon.

Not one person even considered my suggestion
that we allow McGilvray to try a few more cartoons,
and evaluate his work at a later time.

The decision was signed, sealed, and delivered in
less than fifteen minutes, and it was decided upon
behind McCilvray's back. The final vote was 21
against, 2 for. with 3 abstentions.

Once again I helplessly sat by and watched
WMUA's Management Board sit idly in the grand-
stand, uttering not a word, but voting in the negative
because they were urged to do so.

I do not believe the members of the Women's
Media Project are prong-toothed assholes. Nor do I

think they regard themselves as the mind and mouth
of all UMass women. Nonetheless, there are many
problems at WMUA, the worst of which I fear are
permanent. WMUA was never a tight, free-flowing
operation and never will be. It was something to do
with the fact that we are classified as a college radio
station. We are also a learning center open to all

UMass students who want to either learn or develop
broadcasting or production skills. That is why there is
dead air every day, why people don't know when they
are on mike, and why people freak out when they run
out of news before the time is up. These things are
happening less and less, we are all learning.

No one wants to see this station turn into a power-
shuffling, uncontrollable monster, but it has been a
fear. We all play somewhat of a power game,
especially those with any decision making power. The
action that was taken in regard to McGilvray's short-
lived cartoon was merely another shuffle in the power
game, the one that I noticed the first day of my fresh-
man year, or the first time I set foot in the front door.

Scott Bacherman
Program Director WMUA

Support free Cyprus day

To the Editor:
The Cyprus Committee of Greater Springfield

Mass., as you see, is the enlargement of the original
one, following the tragic events in Cyprus and Greece
that appealed for public contributions and support
Your response was gratifying. $6,000 has already been
dispatched and clothing is being shipped at reqular
intervals. The NEED continues to be great'

In our continued efforts to bring an awareness to
the public, a MARCH and RALLY are scheduled for
Sat., Oct. 26th. The date marks the anniversary of the
historic "0X1", St. Demetrios' Holy Day and the
liberation of Salonica from the Turks in 1912

The MARCH is scheduled for 1:00 PM from the
St. George Greek Orthodox Church grounds at
Memorial Square, and the RALL Y will follow at Court
Square.

The order of the day will be as follows:
Mayor Wm. Sullivan proclaims a FREE CYPRUS

DAY. A symbolic Torch of FREEDOM will be carried
by young Marathon Runners from City Hall to
Memorial Square. Services and Doxo/ogy will be
celebrated,n St. George's by Reverends Papadoulias
Katopis, Vulopas and Chamberas.
Assembling starts at 12:00 Noon with Marsha/Is

directing and distributing flags, signs and banners.
Parking will be accommodated in our Parking Lot,
where Security Guards will be posted.

Police Escorts will lead the MARCH and St. George'
Drummers will provide marching beat. Slogans and
Cheers will be directed by the Marsha/Is.
RALLY starts with Religious Prayers by various

Clergymen, the singing of National Anthems,
speeches by many local and national speakers and
closes with a Benediction.

United, as never before, our people deem it their
duty to proclaim that injuring Greece is NOT in the
best interests of America and that Turkey cannot
possibly be appeased at the expense of CYPRUS!

Congress is fighting hard to apply THE LAW in
STOPPING ALL MILITARY AID TO TURKEY - NOW!
Our Congressmen BOLAND and CONTE are ho/ding
the line. They need our solid support. We can only
show our determination by a massive outpouring of
every man, woman and child, young and old, at the
MARCH and RALLY, to proclaim, once again, that
MIGHT SHALL NOT MAKE RIGHT!!

THE COMMITTEE
Aris Mavrikidij

People's Market-yes, Munchies-no

To the Editor:

In response to Bryan Schultz's question concerning
what can be done to buy food on campus and avoid
the Munchies rip-off, we feel that the People's Market
is the answer. The People's Market [located in the
back of the S. U. | is a food co-operative that is open to
all the university community. We have no mem
bership fee and do not require pre ordering of
food. What we try to do is offer an alternative
both economically and nutritionally. We carry fruit,

vegetables, cheese, dairy products, grains, bread,
yogurt, and canned goods at prices significantly lower
than Munchies. We try to have fresh products on
hand everyday, but sometimes we don't have enough
volunteer help or storage space to handle it.

These are our two main problems. We need people
to help stock shelves, cut cheese, bag lettuce and
generally help out with things that need to be done.
We rely on volunteers as a way to keep our prices low.

If you have volunteered and we were so busy we
forgot to say thank you, we apologize, just please
come back and help again!

Our second problem is our lack of a permanent, at
hand chilling room. We tried unsuccessfully this
summer and into the fall to get a motion passed by the
Board of governors a/lowing us to buy an air-

conditioner and build a chilling room. At this point we
have a temporary cold storage [for this semester only]
which is located a floor below us in the walkway
behind the Hatch. A/though this arrangement is

unsatisfactory we are using it in order to have some
amount of stock on hand.

Our goal is to offer to the University community the
best quality and variety of products at the lowest cost
that is possible within our operating framework. To do
this we need your help and support. Help us by
shopping and volunteering at the People's Market.

The People's Market

-c Joyce © 3-

The UMass chic
As another school season marks its course in our

lives, the big problem of concern is, of course, what to
wear. But don't worry. The fashionable UMie will be
glad to know that, once again, the natural, well worn
look is in.

Let New York have its glitter and gilt. We can have
our country funk.

Let's start off with the "Layered Look."
As not to confuse our already boggled minds from

studying too hard and coping with Hatch coffee stick
to basic colors. First, put on blue socks. Then put on
blue dungarees (straight legged of course). Next, top
that off with your favorite blue shirt. Add to that a
blue sweatshirt. And there you are, ready for a day' at
UMie.

Suppose you found an exquisite plaid flannel shirt
at a tag sale, but the hem is way beyond repair. Don't
think of it as useless. Just wear it over your favorite
blue turtleneck, roll up the sleeves and tie the bottom
around your waistline. No one will notice unless of
course, you don't really care. Which brings us to:

The "But I'm only going to School" Look.
This is the easiest of all looks because all you have

to do is get up in the morning and throw on the
nearest articles of clothing that'll cover your body so
that you'll be decent enough as not to be arrested.

But if you are indeed a fashion conscious UMie,
you'll be glad to know that our country's 200th birth-

day is also a way to keep up with the latest or, what is
known as:

That Bicentennial Look.
Think of those marvy colors, red, white, and blue I

hear the latest will be to cut up an old flag and line
your favorite dungaree jacket with it. But I have a
better idea. Why not take that flag and use your jacket
as the lining? Let Ol' Glory really protect you!

In keeping with the spirit of 76, we have new found
freedom in our clothes. Freedom from underwear
came first and now there's freedom from belts. So
now beltloops can hold those near and dear
possessions that were once carried in our pockets.
Why hide those beautiful dorm keys in your pockets?
Hang 'em on your beltloops. And for the macho-
personaiity, show your true self. Hang your pocket
knife from a loop. Those cute little red Swiss Army
Knives will just go peachy keen with blue dungarees.

While some may shout "thin is in," we all might
realize that "fat's where it's at." So you'll be glad to
know that overalls are big. And that's how you should
wear them. Why not start a fad? Get overalls so big
that you can wear them with your roommate or lover?
Start the ultimate in unisex outfits with "the
togetherness look."

Or start a whole new fad. Let's call it the "No
Look." And it's so easy, because all you have to do is
not go to classes at all. And that's one style that we've
all followed.

I H 1.J3 Wif
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Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist
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Who
Lately it seems that we are becoming a nation of

committees. The latest entry into the parade of in-

vestigations is, of course, the Rockefeller con-
firmation hearings. We are being treated to an expose,
the likes of which most of us have never even dreamt
of. It is more than a bit ironic for us to be concerned
with someone's millions, when we find it difficult to
scrape a buck together, and keep it together for more
than fifteen minutes. Middle class poverty is running
rampant, and yet we're all supposed to lose sleep
over Nelson Rockefeller, and his little token gifts to his

friends. The President tells us to tighten our belts and
all that garbage, while every day figures in the millions
of dollars float across the front pages of newspapers.
Somehow it all doesn't seem quite cricket.

But getting back to the com-
mittees, the object is to screen

applicants for the nations number
two job. The obvious criteria, in the

face of Watergate, is freedom from
scandal or gross misjudgements.
The assumption being, I suppose,

that a scandal free administration is

a good administration. Well, as the

man said, it ain't necessarily so.

There must be a certain ingredient

known as desirability. The people

must, for one reason or another,

desire a particular person or per-

sons to hold a position in govern-

ment. The way we have done this in

the past, was to hold a phenonema
known as national elections. It's not

a surefire way to success, (re: the

Nixon-Agnew sweep), but you pays
your money, and you takes your
choice. Every once in a while we
get stuck with a couple of beauts,

but at least the people, some of

them, have spoken. Since 1972, the

people have had no opportunity to

speak, although we have a new
President, and will soon, we think, have a new Vice

President. The Congress has done the work for us. To
be sure, we could not impeach a President without a

Congress willing to do so. (Stop snickering.) But once
that was accomplished, we found ourselves with a

25th Amendment President, and another possibility

on the way up. It could happen again, you know.

Rockefeller, or whoever is finally given a green light,

could become President, and faster than we can say

Victor Lasky.

Now herein lies a fundamental problem. Rockefeller

has tried, at least a couple of times, to be elected

President. The people of his own party have con-

sistently rejected his bids. If he, then, should become
the Vice President, aren't we, the people, being put

Isn't the

Republican Party,

Congress and

particularly the

President, telling

the people that

we no longer

can control the

fate of our

public officials?

on? Isn't the Republican Party, Congress, and par-
ticularly the President, telling the people that we no
longer can control the fate of our elected officials? In

short, we, dear friends, are being completely
overlooked. Our preferences count for absolutely
nothing these days, Congress is too damn worried
about how clean Rocky is, instead of tackling this

basic problem. He's getting let in the back door, when
the front door has been consistently barred to him by
the people. It is more than unfair, or shady. It's a gross
injustice on the electoral process. Allowing Ford to
slip by was bad enough, but now the prospect of
Rockefeller in the same boat is ludicrous.

Of course, it is reasonable to believe that this

screening process will serve as a caution to all those

who may be interested in seeking
higher office. Clean is the word of

the day. But what happens if we are
lulled into concluding that the only
way to insure honest and up-

standing leadership is through the

committee process? It comes down
to the basic • question of the
founding fathers, about the
worthiness of the people to choose.
Through all this we should
remember that what we are seeing
is not the normal course of events.

We elect Presidents and Vice
Presidents in this country. They go
through a tedious process of state

primaries, conventions, and hard
campaigning. It is not the sure-fire

way, but neither is democracy. If

what we're looking for is efficiency,

there are plenty of other systems of

government that offer that choice.

In light of the fiasco of the 1972
election, and the associated
shananigans, it is probably un-

popular for me to defend the

campaigning process. But I must
caution anyone who is satisfied with the committee
approach to government, that we are seeing at

present. It may be granting a certain amount of

political cleaniiness, but it is more importantly
depriving us of our right to have the final say. We
should view the committee approach not with a sigh

of relief, but rather with a yell of protest.

The way our basic freedoms have been encroached
upon, particularly by the past administration, for us to

sit back now and watch a select group of people in

Washington choose our leaders, is nothing short of

surrendering the most powerful of the rights we have
managed to hold on to. Sit back and watch, or stand
up and be heard. Should we vote, or should they
choose?

I

A right to live...
By ERIC FLEET

Disrespect for human life has always been the mark of a society doomed
to destruction. Throughout history, as civilizations have reached great
material wealth and worldly satisfaction, they have become increasingly
immuned to the infinite value of each and every human life. Today the
testimony of our crumbling civilization is born by those thousands of souls
whose lives have been snuffed out by the scourge of abortion.

Since World War II, man's life has become easier as he has increasingly
acquired the power of instant self-gratification. Out of this technical
revolution has developed a self-centered society where any sense of moral
responsibility to others is downgraded. This attitude is encouraged by
politicians and pathological "liberation" movements, always quick to tell
people of their rights but never willing to inform them of the responsibilities
which make those rights possible.

Out of this morally bankrupt milieu has grown the nihilistic notion that
the Almighty Self is omnipotent, and that one may stop at nothing for
whatever one deems to be in one's own best interest. Out of the putrid
corpse our society is becoming, anarchy can be the only result.

This cowardly, narcissistic mentality, at its start, destroys only the weak
It begins with the innocent unborn. Then it moves to the aged as is the
case in Britain where euthenasia has followed the cry for abortion Out of
this abomination one can foresee a scourge not unlike that in Swift's
Modest Proposal, where children were to be consumed like cattle The
poor, sick and weak members of society would become a sacrifice to thecommon good" of the strong and mighty.

Most Americans, of all faiths, are shocked by this abhorrence. Yet, due
to the efforts of the media and the social welfare state, they have become
desensitised to the horror. As we grow lax in our attitude the death toll
mounts and society marches closer to its doom. If the bloody tide of
abortion is not stopped soon, we will have on our national conscience a
stain more ghastly than the acts of Hitler, Stalin and Mao combined.

Eric Fleet is a Collegian Commentator

Gerry Cataldo is a Collegian Columnist

...And be human
By MARGARET CORNELL

Sometimes it seems strange to write about being Asian-American; after
all, I am only a half-breed, ainoko as the Japanese say. Only part Japanese.

.

Look at my name: how much more English than that can you get! But and
- this is crucial - my experience has been that of a Japanese living in

America. It's not by blood or heritage that people are Asian, Black,
Spanish, or - American. It is by experience or shared identity.

Yeah, there are choices open to Third World peoples here. Some might
choose to simply be "People" and not let race stand in their way. They can
react with anger to racial slurs and then keep on going, being people, being
open and saying, "What does race matter? What is important is being
human." That path aligns them with the majority of course. Then there
are those who are totally "ethnic". Only their group is open to them. "No
outsiders allowed. You may be sympathetic, but you are outsiders. You
can never understand." That path leaves them isolated in their own en-
clave, their own territory with a great deal of personal interaction left out
because of ethnicity or lack of it.

I like to call both kinds of thinking "either-or". Either we are all mushy
together with no "real" differences or we are shut up into stiff com-
partments and boxes. Isn't it just a little dangerous for adults to play games
like this? And where does that leave people like me who fit into neither
category? great, let's have all the pure races get together; since some
group has to be on the bottom, let it be the people of mixed race. That is

overdrawn of course.

But I'm sick of people living for the future and clinging to the past We
live today, here, now. We live in a society of many races and cultures It

hasn't worked trying to act as if we are one race, culture, or sex. People
have the same needs say many, but they forget that not all needs can be
met in the same way. Politics and economics have worked, have been used
to divide us. Why can't we use them to unite? They can be tools for us,
instead of people being tools for economics and politics. But first
Americans had better learn who and what they are; America the Melting
Pot has got to go, to be replaced by a multi-racial and multi-cultural society
made up of two sexes. America can no longer afford to be run by and for
white men only. Let's set our own house in order before we try to build
relations with other peoples and nations.

Margaret Cornell is a Collegian Commentator
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Sargent wants unified control

THE MASSACHUSETTS. DAILY COLLEGIAN

Referendum to settle health agency issue
BOSTON [UPI] - The 1974

legislative session was drawing to a

close and Gov. Francis W. Sargent

had failed miserably in his attempts

to win approval for his massive and
highly touted package unveiled

nearly two years ago to reorganize

state government.
In a battle of wills that quickly

became embroiled in partisan
politics, Sargent told the legislature
he wanted his plan approved to
create a Health Services Regulation
Agency.

Rep. Louis P. Bertonazzi, D-
Milford, chairman of the sub-
committee that had studied the
issue for more than a year,
recommended the legislature
scuttle the proposal, and it did.

But Sargent was insistent. He
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British troops guard arms after army announced yesterday it captured a two-
truck arms convoy rumbling through Belfast in a move it said dealt a major blow to

the outlawed Irish Republican Army forces in Northern Ireland.

Black man beaten by Hub whites
cont. from p. 1

No arrests were reported.

Three weeks ago a group of

angry whites dragged another black

man from his car near the Old

Colony Housing Project in South
Boston and beat him with sticks

and clubs.

That incident triggered a con-

frontation between 600 whites and
400 Boston police. During the next

two days violence broke out in the

predominantly black Roxbury
section in apparent retaliation for

the beating incident.

Problems at South Boston High
School itself, previously the scene
of racial tensions, flared yesterday

with 11 students suspended and at

least one arrested following fights

THE COLLEGE

BARTENDERS, INC.

will present a course

in Bartending at the

University of Mass.

between black and white students.

Elsewhere in the city, where
court-ordered desegregation and

busing has touched off weeks of

tension and racial turbulence,

officials said there were no major

incidents.

School officials said the incident

at South Boston High School took

place in classrooms, corridors and
the girls locker room.

They involved "pushing, shoving

and some punching" officials said,

'''hey said a teacher's aid was
punched in the face during one

scuffle but did not require hospital

treatment.

A 17-year-old white student was
charged with assault and battery in

one of the fights, officials said.

A black coed not involved in the

fight was suspended at South
Boston for carrying a knife.

At Hyde Park High School two
black students were arrested for

throwing objects out of a school

bus window, the School Depart-

ment reported.

Officials at South Boston and

Hyde Park continued to use metal

detectors to keep weapons out of

the schools and state and Boston

police remained stationed at the

two buildings.

No weapons were found during

the metal searches Wednesday but

on Tuesday eight knives were

found in front of the two buildings

as students apparently discarded

them before they went into school.'

WHEN:
31

Beginning Oct. 29-

WHERE: Commonwealth
Room (Student Union
Building)

WHAT TIME: 7-10 p.m.

HOW MUCH: S15.UU

REGISTER: isl day of

class — students must be
18 years of age

Calf slaughter spurs

angry letters, calls
MADISON, Wis. [UP/] -

Wisconsin Agriculture Department

officials said yesterday protesters

are flooding their office with letters,

telegrams and phone calls because

of the National Farmers
Organization calf slaughter last

week.

Wisconsin NFO members killed

more than 600 animals in protest of

rising feed costs and falling

livestock prices.

One former Wisconsin resident

living in Ohio said he was "com-
pletely ashamed and so damn mad
at this ignorance that I can hardly

steady my hand to write this."

Barbara E. Katz of Maryland said

the persons doing the killing "are

taking out the problem of inflation

on defenseless animals."

A Michigan woman wrote, "I

think I will net send my usual

Christmas gift of Wisconsin cheese,

etc., as my protest to the NFO and
Buena Vista Beef Growers."
A California writer said he never

thought "we would come to the
day when we would see racketeers
in the market place."

N.Y.S.E.
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sent the measure back. Again it

was killed. He sent it back again
with the clearly implied postscript

that he would not allow the
lawmakers to adjourn so they could
get on with the business of cam-
paigning for re-election until he got
something.

A compromise was worked out.

The legislature was allowed to
adjourn in exchange for passing
legislation putting Sargent's health

systems on the ballot as a non-
binding referendum question - its

thrust to win voter approval which
would serve as a mandate to the
lawmakers to approve such an
agency in the 1975 session.

That is by way of explaining what
referendum Question 6 is doing on
the Nov. 5 ballot.

It is by far the most challenging

question voters are asked to an-

swer. It asks if the legislature

should enact a bill next year

creating a Department of Health

Systems Regulation DHSR - nee
HRSA - with the power to ad-

minister the medicaid program and

most other state health regulation

matters.

The proposed department would
be created within the . Executive

Office' of Human Services. In

addition to administering medicaid,

it would control and set rates for

nursing homes, hospitals and other

health providers under medicaid;

license and inspect health facilities;

and regulate private health in-

surance policies, medical and
hospital insurance plans.

An office of health consumer
protection would also be created by
the act. A state health plan would
be adopted by a proposed Health
Systems Regulation Council. The
plan would include the principles

and methods to be followed by the

Rate Setting Commission in

determining rates of payment to
health care providers.

The commissioner of the new
department would have the power
to approve and standardize ac-

cident and health insurance
policies.

Student Senate strives

for economic autonomy
cont. from p. 1

A Student Organizing Project

(SOP), operating with about
$40,000 of student senate money,
has been working since last spring

to attempt organizing students on
campus into a collective bargaining

unit.

Student unionizing is new in the
field of higher education, and
organizers feel the University may
try to frustrate the attempt in order
to retain authority over campus
activities.

UMass President Robert C.
Wood told a Collegian reporter
several weeks ago he thinks a
student union is "not appropriate
for an institution of higher lear-

ning."

The Governance Units Con-

vention also discussed the

problems of student power as

proposed by Rick Savini, president

of S.G.A. and Cindy McGrath,

speaker of the Senate.

McGrath said, "people don't

question, but they have to start

questioning. If we don't want to live

in dorms, that decision has to be

made by us. We have to ask who
has the right to make decisions and

I contend that you do, the ad-

ministration contends that they

do."

Savini further questioned "if

student government is to be the

arm of the administration,

subordinate to the administration.

The administration is here to work

for our education. The student

government is not very effective. I

question that structure and I am
asking student government to say

to themselves what is my role? Am I

here to take up the slack? Are we
children or are we adults.

Savini asked for a list of

resolutions that will set what
direction student government will

take.

Discussion from the floor cen-

tered around whether student

government was representative of

the majority of students, possible
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student organization, the question

of apathy, dissatisfaction with

communication, autonomous
control of student monies, possible

check off on bill to raise money,
how to get students involved,

ultimatum to the University that

disregards the Gage memo as to its

legality and authenticity, defining

the University as a structure that

oppresses peoples needs and how
students can change that structure,

possible litigation against the

University to solve the matter of

student constitutional rights, and

that students must realize that they

are dealing with an institutional

system.

Positive action was voice by
many of the students, and Savini

noted the possibility of other

meetings to focus around these

issues

Earlier at the student senate

meeting, Savini told the new senate

that "this was the year for change
in student government, a new look

at what our role is."

A proposal was clearly passed

after much discussion of one

amendment to send an open letter

to the Boston School Committee,

Boston City Council, Mayor White
and Governor Sargent. The letter

supports the right of every child to

quality integrated education.

Busing is an important step; the

fight in South Boston and other

white communities in Boston is

against Black people.

The letter demands that federal

troops be dispatched to Boston in

order to safeguard the lives and
rights of Black Children: the School
Committee begin to actively en-

force the Racial Imbalance Act.

The question of whether federal

troops would cause more harm
than good, whether or not White
children were being hurt as much
as Black children, whether the letter

would have any effect and whether

it was the Student's responsibility

to take a stand, were all discussed

following the proposal.

Syria distrusts U.S.
RABAT, Morocco \UPI\ - Syria

urged Arab states yesterday not to

put too much trust in Washington's
promises to help find a peaceful

solution to the Middle East crisis

but to set up a unified military

command to prepare for the

possibility of renewed war against

Israel.

The command, Syria said, should
include Egypt, Syria, Jordan and
the Palestinian Liberation
Organization, sources said.
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BNS on the scene

Racism reaches I epidemic proportions
Black community calls for

Students propose
community schools

**** **H

By BLACKNEWS SER VICE

"The most damaging
thing a people in a
colonial situation can do
is to allow their children
to attend any
educational facility,

organized by the
dominant enemy
culture." — George
Jackson

The above statement has been
proven again and again to be very
correct. The most recent reflections
of this philosophy can be seen in

the actions which are being taken in

Boston, at this very moment. This
action which is referred to concerns
the school desegregation court
order which is now in effect.

Equal access to education has
always been a sensitive and highly
inflammatory topic when discussed
in the interest of Black people. The
call for "freedom of education,"
commonly called "Quality
Education" has been echoed
continuously throughout the
struggle in Boston by the Black
communities involved in

desegregation.

When members of the Black
News Serivce went into the
troubled areas of Boston's Black
communities, it was plainly

Q. What does it take to receive
quality education for the Black
community?

A. "It is t'me for us to research
the available resources that our
communities produce. When we do
this, we must then start educating
our people to the need for com-
munity support of all positive
community programs, especially
the Alternative School programs.
We must keep the money that

people spend in our community, in

the community. Only through this
can we build schools that have the
necessary resources that will offer
quality education."

Q. Are the Black politicians

working in behalf of the total

community's needs?
A. "It seems that the politicians

are not seriously sensitive to the
needs of the brothers and sisters
who are out in the streets and on
the buses going to school A
considerable amount of them have
been supporting the integrationist
views, yet they themselves have
not travelled the blood stained
route of busing."

Q. Is there a student movement
organization in the schools for the
protection of the children?

A. "There's no student
movement as such, but everybody
has been voicing their opinion

Photo by BNS
Columbia Point Neighborhood Project

An open letter to the community
An open letter to the University and skills for crisis intervention. We

of Massachusetts at Amherst, from would particularly point out that the
the Collegiate Education of Black large academic community of the

affairs

demonstrated that there is a very
immediate need for another system
of learning as opposed to the
present plan under implementation
now. Alternative school systems
were discussed both by the parents
and students.

In a close session interview, held
with students and parents of the
Columbia Point Neighborhood, it

was discovered that feelings
concerning the tense situations in

the Black community was shared
collectively with the entire neigh-
borhood. It was reiterated that,

Black people have a very unique
problem that can only be
realistically solved when Black
people work together sharing and
pooling the community resources
together in order to build and
improve the living conditions of our
people.

Community service centers such
as Health and Educational facilities

(only to name two services) must
be designed, built and managed by
the members of the various Black
community in and around the
Boston area. Community control
must take a firm grip, penetrating
deep into the souls of every person.
Oppressed people must become
aware of their potential and utilize

all available resources in developing
the tools and service centers that
are necessary for our growth and
progress.

The following is a few questions
and answers that transpired during
the community news conference
held last week.

Q. What does community
Alternative Schools mean to this

neighborhood?

A. "A lot of people are talking

about alternative schools - but we
must start examining the need for

quality education for our Brothers
and Sisters.

about what they feel.

Q. What do you feel about the

violence that has been reoccuring

in the schools?

A. "When the violence happened
at Hyde Park High School, we were
stoned and injured. Not any of the

whites received as harsh brutality

as we did. When we requested

from the school officials to send in

Federal Marshals for protection,

nothing was done. It just shows
that when we go to school and get

attacked, it doesn't make any
difference to the official."

Students Organization (CCEBS
The Board of the Committee for

the Collegiate Education of Black
Students (CCEBS) at UMass-
Amherst deplores the recent and
continuing violence perpetrated
against the Black Community of
Boston. The CCEBS Board, which
is composed of Black students,
faculty and administrative per-

sonnel recognizes the relationship

of historical background and
general atmosphere in the com-
monwealth and the country to the
present crisis. Nonetheless, we feel

that we must address the im-
mediate circumstances of this

critical situation as well as the
general issues. SPECIFICALLY:
We deplore the support given to

the violence by the President of the
United States;

We deplore the lack of courage
of our elected leaders in responding
to this situation. Equivocation and
half-hearted denunciation of such
overt violence itself suggest
support for it;

We deplore the lack of
imagination both in preparing the
citizenry for the change and in

meeting the crisis now existing;

We deplore the lack of interest

shown by those in the Boston
community who have the resources

area has for the most part seen fit

to look on passively;

The Black students on the

UMass-Amherst campus have
repeatedly expressed their interest

and concern over the situation that

exists in Boston and on this

campus. The Black students on
campus are trying to organize

themselves into a meaningful
coalition with some of the other

community leaders in the five

college area campuses. The Black
students have approached their

student representatives and have
shown their concern over what is

happening. The student
representatives have reported that

the energies in the Black com-
munity are high and it is obvious
that what is happening in Boston.
They want to put an end to the
incidents of white aggression that is

happening in the Amherst com-
munity.

It has been repeatedly shown
that violence only leads to violence.

The Black students have asked for

a little direction of their energies.

They have asked their represen-
tatives to help them attain this help
because they don't want their

energies to flow uncontrolled,

uneven, or just undirected which
could possibly lead to an outbreak
of violence.

The main concern of the Black
students on the UMass-Amherst
campus is to deal with what is

deprived of an education by the
"Swords" of adults, not for

"Peace" as the motto of the great

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
be-speaks, but for violent
repression of young people.

One can easily classify these
protagonists (seemingly free) as
carbon copies of their fathers (slave

owners) though they are unaware
of the similarities.

Perhaps one must remember that

all who are cut bleed and all who
are frightened cower. Perhaps the
leaders of this city, state and Nation
are frightened, but must they
bleed! 1

1

The erroneous assumption about
north-south discrimination per-

petrated in this country is being
agrantly proven in Boston. If the
Statesmen of this country can bring

about peace in a large Nation in

conflict, can they not bring about
peace in a city the size of Boston?

We call upon every person and
group in the Commonwealth and in

the Country who have a potentially

constructive role to become im-

mediately active in the pursuit of

justice and to insure the safety of

the children whose physical and
psychological well-being are being
endangered.

IN PARTICULAR, WE CALL
UPON:

1. The President of the United
States to immediately and
unequivocally disavow the former
statements made by him in support

happening within the surroundings of resistence to law. Only chaos
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Columbia Point school students

in which they live without the
destructive use of violence. The
Black students are trying to move
toward a better understanding
between themselves and white
students and others in order to
strive for a better understanding of
the racial turmoil of living on a
predominantly white campus. The
students have asked their
representatives to inform us of their

feelings and concerns and as a
Board of Directors of CCEBS, they
have our full support in assisting

them in their endeavors.
Historically, rf one places the city

of Boston in perspective, we find an
"Urban Jungle" which has ar-

ticulated a creed of equality while
practicing discrimination. Boston is

a city, which practices "cool
conservatism" proud of the
"proper Bostonian," which can be
defined as an aura of "discrete
oppression" for all who do not
"Fit". This is a city which gives
credance to the violent repression
of young Blacks and sits quietly by
while young people are becoming

results when the highest office of
the land is the source of illegal

definance;

2. The Governor to make clear
that the law will be upheld and that
he will make all resources of the
Commonwealth available for the
construction of a viable solution to
the crisis;

3. The Mayor and elected of-

ficials of Boston to work at every
level with the citizens of Boston to
restore peace and work toward'
constructive solutions to the
present situation;

4. SPECIFICALLY: We call upon
Senator Edward Brooke to
demonstrate the moral leadership
and courage expected of his

position as the senior senator from
the Commonwealth of Mass.

5. Finally, we call upon the
United Nations, which has
historically concerned itself with
instances of direct or indirect
genocide, to place the recent
Boston Massacre in their category
and take whatever action it deems
necessary.

protection, school control
Boston desegregation

For your information
By BLACK NEWS SERVICE

Now that the topic of busing is of
current interest to people of Boston,
(local and national communities), and
realizing that many people know very
little about desegregation, the following
questions and answers have been
selected from the booklet "Boston
Desegregation: Questions and Answers",
published by ;he Freedom House In-

stitute on Schools and Education.

Q. What is the Racial Imbalance Law?
A. The Racial Imbalance Law, passed in 1965,

provides for the elimination of imbalanced schools.
An imbalanced school is defined by the law as any
school with a non-white population over 50 per cent.

Under the law, if a city is found to have imbalanced
schools, the school committee is required to submit a

plan to balance them.

Q. What is a desegregated school?
A. A desegregated school is a school with equal

enrollment of white and non-white students.

Q. What is an integrated school?
A. An integrated school, on the other hand, is a

school which reflects Black and White cultures
equally. Not only is there a racially balanced student
enrollment, but teachers and staff are racially

balanced, books and classroom materials show both
Black and White cultures and Black and White
communities participate equally in making decisions
about the education of their children.

Q. Why oid the State Board ol Education make up a
ncial balance plan for Boston?

A. Under the Racial Imbalance Law, it is the
responsibility of local school officials (in Boston, the
3oston School Committee) to draw up a plan to
balance its schools. However, in Boston, the School
Committee was not able to come up with a plan
acceptable to the Supreme Judicial court. The result

was that the State Board of Education was ordered by
the Supreme Judicial Court to draw up a plan for

Boston.

Q. Does the State Plan meet the requirements of
the Racial Imbalance Law?

A. Not completely. There are still schools in Lower
Roxbury, Washington Park, and Mattapan which are
left unbalanced under the plan. However, the State
Plan does reduce the number of non-white children in

racially imbalanced schools from about 30,000 to

about 10,000.

Q. Are all-white schools legal under the Racial

Imbalance Law?
A. Yes. The Racial Imbalance Law only forbids

schools over 50 per cent non-white.

Q. Why are schools in lower Roxbury, Washington
Park and parts of Mattapan left imbalanced?

A. Because it was impossible for the State Board of

Education to meet the above-mentioned guidelines of

the Supreme Judicial Court in drawing school districts

and still balance these schools. These schools are

located in the center of the city so far from white
neighborhoods that it was impossible to draw
balanced school districts including these schools
without making the districts too large and the travel

distance of the children too great.

Q. Why do many school districts remain all white
under the plan?

A. Because it was impossible to include Black

children in these districts without making the districts

too large or travel distance for the children too great.

Q. Why are they changing the grade structure in the

schools?

A. In 1967, the Boston School Committee decided
to change the grade structure from K 6 (Elementary),

7-9 (Intermediate) 10-12 (High School). They changed
most of the schools in the Black Community to the

new grading structure and then stopped. The result

was a dual (double) structure. Recently, the federal

government has found the Boston Schools in

violation of the Civil Rights Act of I964 because of

this dual grade structure by changing all schools to

the new system originally adopted by the Boston
School Committee in 1967.

O Why are elementary schools being closed?

A Under the State Plan, elementary schools will go
up only to the 5th grade and 6th graders will go into

intermediate schools. This change from K 5 to K 6 has

created extra space in the elementary schools and has

made it possible to close several elementary schools

and still accomodate all elementary pupils. Some
elementary schools will be used as high school an

nexes this fall to accommodate the 9th graders who
Vi ill be going to high school under the State Plan.

Q. What schools are unaffected by the plan?
A. The Latin Schools and Technical High School.
Q. What programs are unaffected by the plan?
A. Vocational Programs, bilingual programs and

special education programs. If a student is in one of
these programs now or plans to be in one next year,

he will go to the school where that program is offered
and not to his regular district school.

Q. Are Kindergarten children included in the racial

balance plan?

A. No. Kindergarten children will attend the school
nearest their home unless a parent chooses to have
the child attend with older brothers or sisters.

Q. What is geocode?
A. A geocode is a small grouping of streets

designated as a police reporting area. There are 800
geocoded areas in the city of Boston, and they are
used for taking census and for identifying the location
of fires, crimes and other emergencies. State Planners
used geocoded information in drawing new school
districts and assigned children to school according to
their geocode areas.

Q. How many children are there in the Boston
public schools?

A. 93,647 (W) 57,523 (NW) 36,024 38.5 per cent
Q. How many children will be bussed?
A. According to the Boston School Department,

17,400 children will need transportation to school for

distance and safety reasons. Here is the breakdown:
Elementary: 5472 Intermediate: 6006 High School:
5922

Q. How did the Boston School Department decide
who would be assigned for transportation?

A For grades 1 to 8, all chidren traveling over a mile
to school will be provided with transportation. Some
children within walking distance of school (less than
one mile) were also assigned to transportation if it was
considered unsafe for them to walk to school because
of dangerous streets, railroad tracks, etc. All high
school students traveling over one and one-half miles

will be provided with transportation. In the past high
school students have taken the MBTA to school.

They have now been assigned to regular school buses
for safety reasons, i.e. to avoid possible student
trouble to MBTA transfer points.

Q. How far will elementary children be traveling?

A. No further than 2 miles. ( 1 per cent of elementary
school children will travel farther than 2 miles).

Q How do I apply for a job as a bus monitor or

transitial aide?

A. Freedom House Institute is assisting the School
Department by helping interested persons to make
out applications for these jobs. (Applicants must be at

least 21 years old). Interested persons may also

contact the School Department directly or the City-

Wide Education Coalition.

Q. If a parent has a child assigned to a segregated
school under the plan and would like his child to go to

a desegregated school, what can he do?
A He should contact the principal or headmaster at

the school his child now attends to find out about the

Controlled Transfer Policy.

O v\hat is controlled transfer?

A Under controlled transfer a child may transfer

from a school in which over half of the students are

his same race, to a school in which the students of his

race represent less than half of the total number of

students in that school, provided that there is space
available. For this year, the School Committee has
said that they will not accept applications for con
trolled transfer until after school starts. The control

transfer policy replaced the open enrollment policy in

1970, which allowed students to transfer into any
school where there was extra space. Under open
enrollment, many white students moved out of

schools with Black populations, causing some of

hese schools to become imbalanced schools.

Q, Vvhat is Exodus?
A. Exodus, founded in 1965, is Roxbury's first

grassroots education organization. Under the Exodus
Program about 800 children are transported volun-
tarily out of schools in Roxbury and Mattapan and
into schools in the City of Boston under the Con
trolled Transfer Policy. Exodus children attend
schools in Hyde Park. Roslindale, West Roxbury,
Brighton. Back Bay, and Doghester

Q, The t,.S. Congress has passed a bill banning
bussing farther than the next nearest neighborhood
sr hool Does this affect Boston's desegregation plan?

A No, because this bill also says that a Judge, such
as Judge Garrity, may order bussing if he thinks it is

necessary in order to desegragate the schools

Q How many non white teachers are there in the
Boston School System?
A Out of a total of 5.215 teachers, 462 a<e non

white (7 2 per cent)

Tactical Police Force at Hyde Park High

Parents, students say:

Who needs Southie?
By BLACK NEWS SERVICE

It's been over a month now since the city of Boston was forced to
desegregate its schools, as a result of the racial imbalance act passed in

1965 and which the racist school committee in Boston was able to avoid
implementing for nine years.

Fact is the racial imbalance act is racist in itself as it, first, requires all

black schools to desegregate but "all white" schools can legally remain.
Secondly it stipulates that the reason for an equal education lies in the fact

that the student body is all black. The quality education in any school
depends on, the attitude of the teachers and students, the curriculum and
activities, and the resources available to staff and students, not on racial

makeup 7 uskegee, Howard and Morehouse are some of the all Black
institutions with a long history of providing education for black people.
The Public school system in Boston is one of the worst in the nation.

The 9th grade reading scores across the city are an example of this, (they
are at least a full year behind). This is not just found in all black schools, but
across the city.

Boston, one of the largest college centers in the country, sends a smaller
percentage of its graduating classes on to colleges, than many other cities

m the country. Statistics show that in 1973, South Boston High sent only
85 students out of 418, on to any form of higher education. Looking at

Dorchester High, the statistics are unbelievably the same, 74 out of 365
went on to higher education. Forced integration will not in any way change
these statistics.

So the black student finds himself being forced to leave his "home"
school for one that is in no way better equipped to fulfill his needs. To
make matters worse, he is stoned and scorned as if it is his desire to be
there. The issue in Boston is whether the special demands of minorities
and their democratic rights are going to be met; forced integration of
students into white schools is a violation of the rights of minority students
as it does not fulfill their educational needs.

The struggle that black students in the Columbia Point project wage is

one for a system of controlling the mode of education which will best serve
the people, and at this point the best control for black people is Com-
munity Control

During the more violent times in South Boston, when the school was
closed for a week, the residents of The Columbia Project set up an
alternative school program. This is essentially what the black students
desire, they have no wish to attend South Boston High The alternative

school program answers all the key needs of a basic high school education
for Black children

The children attended school every day at the community center where
the curriculum consists of courses in swahili - in lieu of English, History,

political education and the sciences However in order to continue their

plan of forced busing, and to make the appearance that school is returning

to normal, the Boston School Committee forced the majority of students
to return to school. This they did with threats to the parents of enforcing
the Truancy act with a fine of $200.00 to parents who keep their children

out of school.

This is done in order to make the appearance that school is returning to

normal with increasing attendance. The fact is that even though there is

this increase in attendance, with the tense atmosphere and an average of

oO policemen patrolling the corridors, there is little in the way of formal
education being accomplished.

The majority of black students in the Columbia Point project do not
attend school, neither do they attend the now voluntary alternative school
program. There are however still a few students who at this point are trying

to make the program work. They lack all the essentials to operate a school,
no teachers, no books and no stationery They assemble every day with
the limited resources they have, the few residents of the community with
some limited education help out the best they can, their efforts however
ore directed to the younger children, but the Juniors and Seniors must help
themselves and each other. This they can do in the subjects such as swahili
or History, but they have no help in the sciences

I he s.tuat.on in Boston is by no means near to a close, attendance mavbe up but school has not yet started.
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Candidates shown in pre-air-time chatter before last night's Springfield

television debate. Shown from left are Lt. Gov. Donald R. Dwight, Gov. Francis W.
Sargent/ moderator Arthur Cohen, Democratic gobernatorial challenger Michael
S. Dukakis and Lt. Gov. candidate Thomas P. O'Neill III. See Story, page 2.

notes & quotes

Gun control supporters

will organize tonight
People vs. Handguns, a Mass. citizen s> y.oup working to establish strict

handpun controls, will hold an open organizational meeting tonight,
Thursday, October 24, at 7:30 p.m. in 911-915 Campus Center. This is the
beginning of the group's vigorous drive to garner effective handgun
control support in this area.

People vs. Handguns advocates the abolition of the manufacture, sale,
and possession of handguns for everyone except the military and police.

The group wants to set up various educational programs in Western
Mass., including campus and community seminar groups, a speakers
bureau, and a media campaign. Volunteers are needed in all of these areas.
Come to the meeting tonight for more information, or call Steve Sacks

at 256-8584.

Hampshire holds auditions
Read for the cast of The Rimers of Eldritch which will be performea at

Hampshire College in December of 1974.

Auditions, for the 10 female and 7 male roles, are on Monday, October
28 and Tuesday, October 29 from one to three in room 4 of Emily Dickinson
Hall (Academic Building II), Hampshire College.

French scientist interviewed

f campus carousel
J

By TONY GRANITE
NO APPRECIA TION FOR THEPAST? It would seem so, considering the

report of the American Historical Assn. that says undergrad enrollments in

history courses have dropped by more than 12 per cent over the last four

years.

In addition, the number of undergrads majoring in history has declined

more than six per cent since 1970-71.

Decreases were smaller in the New England area (2.68 per cent) and the

South (1.09 per cent) than in the rest of the country.

Which proves that Columbus and the Boston Tea Party still live 1

'ACADEMIC PROSTITUTION' is being charged by a department
chairman at USoFIa, according to a page one piece in The Oracle, there.

Albert Gessman of Classics and Ancient Studies says departments are

forced to offer "below par" courses by a Board of Regents policy that sets
a quota on the number of student credit hours a week and the number of
students who are graduated each year.

He also points out that since universities have lost their "ivory tower"
status and have stopped being the elite institutions they once were, they
have become academic mediocrities.

So, what else is new?
MEANvvniLE, APAIHY HAS STRUCK at the Columbia campus, ac-

cording to another page one piece in the Daily Spectator. Seems that a
proposed legal aid service program for College students failed to receive
the required approval of 25 per cent of the Colleqe.

Inflation strikes again.

Health advocates train tomorrow
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An organizational meeting will be held

tonite at 7:00 in Hampden Resource Center

(by Munchieal in Southwest for all people
interested in forming a club for Armenian
social and cultural activities.. All welcomel
For more info call Carole at 546-7273.

ART COMM. MEETING
Important meeting tonite at 7:00 in the

Gallerv.

ATTENTION INTERNATIONAL ED
Meeting, Oct. 29, 5:45 in Leach House

Lounge. Important, please attend.

AVENGERS ASSEMBLE
The S.F. Club haa a new mini-

organization, the Fantasy Faction,

a.

3

Tonight the all- French radio

program TOUT EN FRANCAIS will

present an interview from the

popular French series Radioscopie.

Being interviewed is Evelyne
Sullerot, foremost French
sociologist concerned with
women's issues. Among the
subjects Madame Sullerot
discusses is her recently established

Institute which provides training

Need housing

during this

Thanksgiving?
Students that need housing

during the Thanksgiving vacation

should contact the Southwest

Student Affairs Office, Room 1,

Washington Lobby, Telephone 545-

0702.

Only those students falling within

the following categories will be

housed:

1) Foreign students

2) Those living over 250 miles

radius.

3) Students working in Amherst
area

4) Student who do not fall within

the above stated guildeline should

make an appointment to discuss

their situation with Floyd Martin,

Southwest Student Affairs,

Washington Lobby.

Proof of need to stay will be

required of each student requesting

housing during Thanksgiving

vacation. All requests should be in

no later than November 15, 1974.

and orientation for older women
who wish to resume or begin

careers.

Catherine Portuges, Director of

Women's Studies at the University

of Massachusetts, French teacher

and specialist in the area of French

literature. Cinema, and culture of

the 1960's, will present the program

and comment on Madame
Sullerot's remarks.

Tout en Francais is heard over

WFCR-FM each Tuesday and
Thursday at 6:30 p.m.

Spurred by the soaring costs of
health care, and the increased
dangers they post to the health of
needy children, the Western
Massachusetts We/fare Coalition

has announced a campaign to
inform area residents of Federal and
State programs which can help
people pay their medical bills. The
law also requires the State to
provide total health care for needy
children under 21.

The Coalition will sponsor a
training session for persons who
want to become health advocates
at the Campus Center, Room 165-

169 tomorrow from 9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m.

The session will cover the

WFCR program

highlights

12:45 - ARAB PRESS REVIEW
2:00 - PEDAL POINT -

2:00 Music of Renaissance
England.

2:20 BERNSTEIN: Overture to

Candide.

3:10 Liszt: 6 Paganini Etudes.

4:20 Ives: Symphony No. 4.

5:00 - ALL THINGS CON-
SIDERED

6:30 - TOUT EN FRANCAIS -
Un peu de tout. Interview with
Evelyne Sullerot, sociologist
specializing in women's affairs.

7:30 QUE TAL, AMIGOS?
8:30 MUSIC MOUNTAIN -

Abbey Simon, pianist, joins the
Berkshire Quartet for a concert of

Mozart.

10:30 - DIRT - The School of

Social Science on Dirty Habits.

11:30 - MUSIC FOR NIGHT
PEOPLE.

Weekend Day
Of Evening
classes available
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eligibility requirements and care

under the Medicaid program in

Massachusetts. Medicaid offers

help to working families with

children, and to aged and disabled

people who have low incomes and
high medical bills. Medicaid also

serves people who receive welfare.

It can pay doctor, dentist, clinic

and druggist bills for six month
periods, or longer, depending on
the needs of the family.

The Coalition is focusing on the

Total Child Health Care Screening
Program known as EPSDT. The
program requires complete
physical, mental, dental, eye, and
hearing exams also blood lead,

sickle cell, and TB testing, and all

necessary follow up treatment for

children ages 0-21. The State is

required by Federal law to find

doctors to treat all eligible children

within 60 days of request.

More information, and assistance

can be obtained from Atty. Jim
Hammerschmidt, Western Mass.
Legal Services, Pleasant St.,

Northampton, phone 584-4034.

The Kevin Jones

Guitar Studio

opening Nov. 1

Amherst Carriage Shops

private and group
instruction

in

classical and jazz guitar

Before Nov. 1, Call: 268-7029

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents ft £, jfffc
Chiang
Ching
& Company

AN EVENING OF

CHINESE DANCE

Bowker Auditorium
Friday, 8pm
November 1, 1974

TICKETS : $4 & $3 general $2 & $ 1.50 u mass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, U MASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

ffi

dedicated to fans of horror filma, comic
books, old time radio and other forma of
fantaay. Drop into CC 921 tonite after 7:30
All welcome. Forbuahl
BOTANY COLLOQUIUM

Dr. Bud Etherton from the Univ. of
Vermont's Botany Dept. will speak on "the
Transport of Organic Nutrienta Acroaa
Plant Cell Membranea" today at 4:30 in rm.
203, Morrill Science Center. Coffee will be
served at 4:00.

CARTOON CONCERT
Tonite at 8:00 in Thompaon 104, DVP

presents Vaughn Bode National Lampoon
cartoonist in "Bode's Cartoon Concert".
COIN CLUB

Meeting tonite rm. 177 CC, 7:30-10 p.m.
New people welcome. We muat take care
of details in our upcoming raffle and
auction.

DE STABILIZING CHILE
Oct. 24, 8 p.m., Jim Petroa of State

Univ. of N.Y. will speak on the role of the
CIA in financing the atriking unions that
created the economic chaos which set the
stage for the overthrowing of Allende, at
Hampshire College, Franklin Patterson
Hall.

ECKANKAR SCIENCE QF SOUL TRAVEL
Introductory talk and open discussion

on the principles and baaic techniquea of

Soul Travel, 10-24 at 8 p.m. in the Pierpont
Main Lounge. All intereated persons are

invited to attend, 549-1896.

FREE BATIK INSTRUCTION
At Craft Shop, lower level Student

Union. Thursdays at 6:30 p.m. Bring cloth

to dye-other materials supplied at coat.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS
Business followed by rap group in rm.

803 CC at 7:30 p.m.
HILL EL COUNCIL

Meeting today at 5:30 p.m. Hillel Office

SU 302.

JEWISH GRAD STUDENTS
All grad students interested in special

Hillel grad activities meet today in SU 302
at 3:30 p.m.
LUTHERAN STUDENTS

Meet tonite, 8:00 Newman Center,

Classroom I. Come worship with us.

Communion ia served.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
The bus will leave at 6:30 from

Haabrouck and stop at Patterson Houae at

6:35. All members be present.

OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
Students wishing to apply for off-

campus housing exemptions may pick up
applications in rm. 1, Waahington Lobby

between Oct. 15 and Nov. 15. They mutt
be returned to Waahington Lobby no later

than Nov. IS with all supporting
documents. Anyone wishing to discuss
their applicationa should make an ap-
pointment in rm. 1, Wash. Lobby.
OPEN LECTURE

F.B. Burggraf, of N.Y.'e office of En-
vironmental Planning will speak on "The
Regulatory Mechanism as a Means of
Reconciling Societal Needa and En-
vironmental Quality" tonite at 8:00. Herter
231. Wine and Cheese to follow.

ORIENTATION MEETING
UYA orientation meeting on Tuea., Nov.

19 and Mon
, Nov. 25 at 7 p.m., CC 905.

PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP
Baaic and Advanced Photo Workshops,

Mon., Tuea., Wed. nitea, 6-8 p.m. All

welcome.
PROGRAM COUNCIL MUSIC COMM.

Meeting tonite at 7:30 in SU 416.
Discussion on the Wendy Waldman
Concert and the upcoming concerts.
SBA "BITCH-IN"

Tonite Dean George S. Odiorne of the
School of Business will be conducting a
"Ritch-in" at Thompson 106 from 7-9 p.m.
Anyone having any complainta or
recommendationa ia encouraged to attend

thia meeting. Here'a your chance to make
SBA more effective. Come on down and
voice your opinion. The Graduate Business
Association.

SKIING
Membership drive in CC concourse -

movies and info. Skiing has become ex-

pensive - lower costs through the Ski Club.
SKI PATROL

Meeting tonight at 6:30 in CC. 903.
Dues must be in tonight, if you wish to be
registered for this year. Date of Hill Course
will also be arranged.
STOCKBRIDGE FRESHMEN

There will be an Activity Meeting tonight
at 7 in CC 169. Important.

STUDENT JUDICIARY
University Judiciary to hold a hearing on

the International Programa Office at 8:30
p.m. in CC. 175.

SW COLLOQ OFhERED
Colloq offered on social and medical

aspects of V.D. S.W. students have
priority but open to all. Call 549-0484 for

info.

TRAIL RIDERS
Meeting Oct. 30, CC 805 at 7:30. Film

to be shown

turn to page 14

MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
9:39 a.m. and 345 p r.i Monday
. Friday.
The deadline it 3 41. two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rales are:
Dally - * 30 per line*

Weekly - * 26 per line*

Monthly - * 20 par line*

'Two line* on form
approximate one line

1
FOR SALE

Used guititi bought and sold

The Guitar Worhihop. Amherst
Carrlase Shops. S48-172S

College Calculators introduces
the new Melcor 535 All Trig tunc
tiont. memory, exp not. and now
no more intermediate calculations
Now you can use parenthesis Only
$109 95 Alio introducing the SR 50
at $142.95 Come and sea the two
machines Watch lor my poster*
next week Call Bob Crowell al 549
1316 Tell me what you need'

Ampag B plu* 25 Amp Fiberglass

cebinet with 2 elter lonsing D140
speakers Ideel for bass guitar
Much power Clean* $360 firm Call
6664766

10 spd.
5490636

Corso bike Beet offer

We're setting new woodstoves
in also. We will be running e speciel
of the day et PAUL'S OLD TIME
FURNITURE Check out our
ovorchonging stock. Behind
Aubuchon'*. Amherst. 263-3611

Voseerian.

Kuatom Bass Amp. exc. cond
1260 546 6044

Couch
549 1901

bed. recliner. cerpet.

1 pr. Northland Cobra wood sklis.

6 ft. 3 in with Northland binding* 1

pr. Koflach buckle boots, site 10

men's. 1 pr. polee. good (hope. All

$46. Will eplit. Cell John 247 9406
efter 6.

Deluxe queen sire htated
waterbed. beeutiful lur lined
frame, only seven months old New
$375 Call and make an offer, must
be seen. 549 6339. Mike

2 Q sticks, new cost $75 ee.. will

sac for $60 ee 646 6200 Used only
twice

It's cold outsidel Ski ieckete
cheep! Md. sue* New hunting
tiiit* 6-6327

Herb, vitamins, minorel* Loom
•bout e healthful product com
bining benefits of ell three. Cell
Ron 644 7954

Lenco L76 manual turnteble with
Stenton 9O0EE car. and a Sony

131SD caesette deck CRO end
Dolby Both In excellent cond.
Meke en offer. Bob. 544 » 166

Stereo bergeine - Top-of-the-
line audio Technlce AT16S w-
Shibote atylua. Ilet S100 - 936. Top
Pickering cartndg* D1200. Llet M0
$20. Both are 2 weeks old. Sen
nheieer hoedphonee. list $46 - $16
In pert. cond. Beet buy - Scott
Tuner w-1.1 seneitivitv. Sub
channel noiee filter* multi peth
tuning, muteing, scope outputs.
pert cond 9160. Cell 666 4320

10 epeod 26" frame. Cell 646-2364
Ask for Ed Russell or loeve nemo
end no.

There will be barrele for sole. Sat
night for Lee Vegee Night, Losere.
Berrels ere cheap So don't be
efreid to come. 7 P.M., CC.

Trumpet. King
600 367 9376

Clevelend No

Beeutiful Zenith 23 in BErW
console TV We ere moving, muet
sell $96 Ex. cond. 649 6622

Snow tiree. Fireetone F78-15
New never ueed $32 pair 266 6110

Girl s

5350
1 speed bicycle $16 253

Gibson steel pedal tiuitar with
double neck Damn good deal 1 C.ill

Jim 546 6660

Gerrerd Zero 100 turntable Best
offer Cell 546 6494 Ask for Pets

Fiet 860 Spyder ports and some
Chevy parts Cell 546 6376

Dual 1019 turntable $30 New dbl
met ft 2 dbl fremes 3 steamer
trunks lo wood chest All roes
Cell 256 6476. 7 12 p m

two 166X15 studded Pirelli rediel

(now tires Greet shepe $120 new
$50 665 4183

Frye Boots Men • 9 b one helf

light brown. $35 Cell Deb 646 9249
on weekends

Stretocaster ex cond Superb
action 586 2639 eve

1973 Hondo 350. 3 000 mil Perfect
cond Cell 549 6864

1969 MGB AM FM *tereo.
Aberth good condition Give e cell

anytime 323 6213

Cherrywood Hutch new $400
256 8833

Octagon H20 bed. furred from*
and all accessories naar new $300
256 8833

FOR SALE
Shortwave radio Realistic OX

150 Is in good shape is wired to
ndd a Q multiplier Bt> 5 , offe, i^es
't Call 6 5443

RMI Acordian 120 base new
$600 ask $100 Kodak M 50 Proi
$25 Heath Hi Band police radio $40
546 9752

Heath AR 19 60W receiver with
KLH 32 speakers Perfect for dorm
$200 546 9752

10 speed bika. Huffy frame.
Shimeno deraileurs. new brake*,
levers, shifter*, ate Asking $60 00
Call Jack 546 5234

Fender Super Amp 4 10 s reverb
vib iuti and wah $200 Creig 665
3438

A78 studded snow lira* $30 Call

5S6 2292 efter six

Records of ell kinds et
reoeonsble price* Con usually get
eny LP in print within e week The
New Record Shop. 197 N Pleesent
St . Amherst 263 6394

Stereo 8 tree tepes. $2 99 - 100
percent roplece or t beck
guerentee over 1000 tepes
available at Hadlev Amoco. Rt 9.

ocross from Herdees

Snow tires, studded w wheels.
600X12. Austin Americe. $36
complete 266 8096

Bonio f BrSSB) Vege 6 *tr w ceee.
Exc cond Velue $176. sell for $100
or B Cell Mike 6 2463 or 402
Crebtree.

AUTO FOR SALE

MDC Ctmikedi

SS Chevy Impele
7912

$400 Cell 694

1967 Olds station wagon. 54.000
miles, new tires. $850 256 8687

1973 Datsun 1200 red $2,295. red.

snow tires, mint cond 545 2412. ask
lor Rich in 118

1967 V4 Saab, excel condition,
rebuilt cerb . new shocks good
rubber with two snows door
needs welding, other then that.

smooth car. $600 Call _er ne

Greenfield 773 8838 Check it out'

1967 Pontiec Catalma. $600 Call

666 3685 after 6 o m _

1972 Jeep CJS. 6 cyl . 11 tires. 20

mpg . 30.000 miles Exc Cond
Asking $2,960 6 9443

68 Charger Priced to sell $960

Good cond Cell 546 8869

1965 Black MGB. rebuilt engine,

new clutch, pleto b> disc, wires end

rediels Must sacrifice Call 684

2285

65 Ply

7241

$250 Greet cer Cheep 1 253

684 2285

'67 Cougar, full power, eir cond .

new muffler, stenderd. 3 spd $660

263 7241

1999 Austin Americe 99.000
miles. Rediels. euto trene., Fell

sticker Greet pes mileage Mull
cell $460 B O 323 4633

VW St Wgn
Jim 347 9375

'71. New engine

Olds. 1994. Dynemic B9. good
condition $276 Flexible 546 0848

day* or 549 0881 *

73 Dstsun l/ov nrst owner can t

meke payments 36 mpg asking

$2200 but will teke $1999 Call 549

0363 after 3 Ask for Kevin

69 R Runner 383 A T . P S Muat
sell 586 3919 or 5 3410 Ask for Jim

1969 BMW 2002 new Mich Konir
many new parts $1400 Call after 6

p m 549 0050

62 Chev 6 runs well $160 263

7241

"65 Ply $250 Greet cer Cheep'

253 7241

66 Chevrolet 6 cyl eutomstic

great buy economical to run $395

253 7241

1967 Ford Van no eng Good for

pens $60 Cell Ouent 649 6619

1965 Musteng - 6 cyl . 3 spd
New brakes, shock*, clutch, bett

Rebuilt tram $500 20 mpg Call

642 3405

1968 Peugeot notion wagon
lunswell good tire* $500 549 0405

Early morning or lete evening

1960 TR3 TR4 engine Good
shape many xtres but need*

radiator $500 665 4183

62 VW exc except for muffler

$200 firm Call 546 7467 Rebuilt 67

engine

66 Volvo 122S auto 86 000 mi

Some ru*t good condition $650 or

best offer 6 9504

1971 Tovote Corona 48000 miles

$1200 or best offer See et 195

Colonial Village evening* 5 7pm

1971 Toyota 30 mpg like new
625 2953

Van 1966 Chev Eng gd $600

B O 6 6520

66 VW Bui n*w angina n*
Iran* run* excel Velvet green no
dent* shag rug propane heeter
fully insulated $700 00 or B O 644
9183

'72 GMC Rally Stx Van. VS. «td
Pl.pb 27 000 mi $2800 684 7961

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
66 Triumph Bonneville Rebuilt

angina Must sell Call 649 3831

WANTED

FOR RENT
Apartment to share Couple

wanted to share 1st floor of large
N hampton house with same
reesonable rent plus utilities Pets
OK Call Howie or Corinne 584 1598
Nights

Town house apt two bedroom
one and one half baths wall to wall
i arpeting. all utilities air cond
dishwasher 20 mm lo campus
Sublet option to renew Cill
collect 617 844 9837 ..tie- 5 pin
Rent $2S0 per month

Student female For 2 Attic rms
or Smith Reasonable No pets 584
2884

For Rent 7 room apt in

country $150 plu* util 20 mi from
UMan Avail 11 1 Call 1 629 3287
or 1 628 3273 No fri stv

1 bdrm spt . aveil Nov 1st On
UNIess busline. $166 Inc. ell

•tiliti>* Call 268 8163

Roommate wonted to shore old

Riverside country hse in Conwey
20 mm ewev Beeutiful country
site 369 8391 4029

Partner needed for N Leverett
House beeutiful spot No pet*
Csll 397 9946

WANTED TO RENT
Would like to rent Tepee for 1

mo Gordon Helmen Box 604,

Hampshire College.

TO SUBLET
One bedroom, furnished cottage

neer UMess to sublet Dec. 20
June 1 $126 per mo Debbie 263
5462 Evenings

Cliffside 1 bedroom, dishwsh.
pool, tennis On bus route $190 per
mo 665 2667 efter I 30.

2 bd Towwehouse. 1 end on*
helf both*, ww. dichwesher.
di*po*ol. eir conditioned, etc Rent
b Sec dap Negotiable Aveil Nov
1 tin.. MS 10*4

ROOMMATE WANTED
For 2 bedrm Puffton Apt $110

per mo plus elec Andy 646 4223

F to shore bedroom $60 per mo
Brandywine Apt* 549 0204
Available immed

Own room
$75 includes

Share house.
Amherst Center
utilities 253 5303

Shore house. 3 5 mi to cempue
Own room $91 26 with utilities

5B9 4199 eves

Couple wonted to shore 1st fl of

Ige No Homo house with seme
Rees rent pets OK Cell Howie
or Cor 584 1598

Two moles seek 3rd to shsre 3 br

apt $116 256 9098

2 Bdrm Puffton Apt $110 per

mo . util mcl . own both, ouist Jon
Post 649 4192

Roommate wonted to share
lovely furnished hse in Conwey -

20 mm from Amher*t Cell Judith
399 4024 399 9391 Wssh dry

Britteny Menor - Mike Btwn 1

9pm 263 8032

F roommete wonted for worm,
friendly apart Cell 268 9934
Sheron. Andy. Stan

Design Meior seeking other
Oesign meiorslsl. M or F. to live

with off cempus neat semester
Cell Slew 9 6927

Apt to shore in B town Need 2

people Call 323 4893 evenings till

11 30

F to share 2 br opt in Sunderland
on bus line $100 includes util 649

5155

Wanted person to share apt <«t

Brandywine Own room $99 per
'Month lem.ilp preferred util mil
Call 549 1425 rtnytimp after 2 p n.

WANTEO
Large

facilrtiet

room for ertrei Us
756 0517 Cheep

Wanted 2 3 cu ft refrig $50 6

8289

Used crosscountry skis 243
5878

Rock organist wants work
Serious only (Hammond) 542 3405

Stdodrtid local lemiih i ami ra

lens w>th u enta* Scree* mount
*>0MrV" OK i itnipn hody not
needt d Cm Bill il you have one for

ibout $50 756 8954 ,in»time

Wanted by the lew for illegal

gambling? Come to Le* Vege*
Night thit Sa'nrdev and gamble
legally $1 give* you $1800 Mer
chendiae of ell descriptions
aveileble for purchese with your
winnings m the suction

Ja/f singer piano guitar 6 5094

A noelry book Unci* Al Herd
hi hell to find I want to copy two
uoam* from it Cell 254 0439 A*k
for Ed

BOB IS BACK to buy your sick or

decrepit cer Any meke model
year Unload your headache for

tatt 999999 253 7241

Used reasonably priced

refrigerator Call after 5 at 256 9056

M want* own rm in apt or houae
within walking diitence to
Belchertown State Sch Allergic to

pet* 546 7166

Female ba*t player or exp
guitarist willing to teke up be** for

working woman band Call M F

10 4 Claire 263 2576

GOALIES to skat* Thur* 10 11

pm Own equipment Cell 6 0066 or

5 7096

Best motorcycle pref SM CC
which needs engine |0b Price
according to condition of engine
Call Tom 549 0415

Used. 10 sod bike, in gd
Prof Schwinn. Cell 9 8979

HELP WANTED

cond

BBBB9B9B1 III! I I IB I B9BBBBB1

The position of N Y Time*

campus representetive is open
Call * 7544 attar 7

9 10 students. 4 hrs per wk
Tues end Thur* 10 12 Oct thru
Dec 16 $2 00 per hr Eesv work on
cempus Don Wright 6 3480 Loeve
name end number

TRAVEL
Gerber Trevel

trowel program*
spring bi*ak For
Rich at 266 6090

offering greet
during winter
more info cell

RIDE WANTED
To Poughkeepsie. N V (Veeser

Collegel. Oct 26 Will shere ea
Donees Mergeret 8-6479

Ride needed from Holyoke toUMm Mon Fri Down 539 9689

Ride wanteo to Portland Me on
Fri Oct 28 Call Karen 6 9904 will
share $

RIDERS WANTED
Riders wanted to share expenses

south. NYC Phila Bait D C
Rich

. Atlanta Leaving Fri Oct 25
Call 253 9764 6 11 em

PERSONALS
Do you say 'Pomme De Terre

'

or Potato '' faroq Forum is for

Franco Americans Free Find out
.ibout it from Denny Matteeu care
of Collegian or Celeste Roberge at

Univ Ol Maine Orono Poems
news, opinion information

Joen Msppy Birthdev to e

greet roommete Sue

Mope Heppy 21st! Much love
K C end O

Eniov elegant dining in e relexed

atmosphere, with e penoremic
view high etop Sylven lin Mc
Nemore Beeementl THE SUBWAY
•snow open for LUNCH M F. 11 30

1 00 Also for the evening let set

Mon Thur* 6 30 midnite. Fri till 1

a m Sat and Sun 12 30 1 00 e m
Coma end be oemperedlll

ADM. I cent find oh, tha right

romentic line but see me once snd
*ee the wev I feel It's been e greet

1st month I hope you renew my
loose for another 2 weeks Your
Wench

LMC On your 21st Luv. i

reoliio now tnet o matter what,
we'll always oe together Here's to

s reppy life' Your Big Ginso

The person who took the green
cenvos tennis bell beg from the
Boy den Courts 10 4 pleose return
it to Cooch Kosskowski Rm 220
Bvd

Susan So happy to know you re

homo with those who love you
Wot* of Wuf Betserino

Hup brook Commune Rurel Ferm
Gsv people Box 723 Am rst
Mas*

FREE RETAIL CATALOG Pipes
waterpipe* bongs cigarette
naDers rolling machines super
stones clips under ground comn
etc Gebnella s Goodies Box 434
Hollywood Ca 90029

Enne8A18PY A9T9! FL8 EVOL Rll
Evol Rick Eric Ricky Nice 2
L15TLN Luv Ric

Jim on the 9th The pony got
batter Sat Coma to tha 6th on
Halloween I d like to know you

The DUKE is coming Nov 9

21 Percent off ell coots Nugent*
"*«t to Zeyre s

$60 FOR INFO of I of person
involved in Occident w red VW
Oct 5 9 SW Lot 60 Need I D tor
no feult niur 649 4131

Brother* b Sisters of Seten
Disappointed with last week *

turnout Coma again Thur* 10 24
12 00 Naed 13 for coven Will
discus* Halloween heppentng*

PERSONALS
Jen How • >t hanging? Hata and

Horn* if you v* got a dim*
j

Th*r* w.'.: o* s meeting cf the !

Student Nurae* Org Oct 24 at 6 00
p m Plea** attend Room 413
Morrill

JML You era so good to m* so
nftan Thanx Tal Wet bird* do fly at

night

Pica**' Whoever took our
clothe* from the dryer in the 17th
floor leundry m Coolidge return
tham to Rm 1902 Coolidge Im
madiataly'"

Le* V*g*( Night 1 Tomorrow 7

pm 1*1 floor CC Crapa roulatto
pokor Black Jack ate Still only $1

aftar 12 vaar* Procaad* go to
chanty
Chumlov Get off tha rag and

nava a Happy Birthday Two third*

of tha 3 Muakataer*

Donn* Happy 19th DLG

Danna Happy Birthday Buddy 1

Can you handle it or whet? The Pub
K going to iwing thi* weeki
Moo*** forever and 33 toeal Who
olao? Ma 1

ADM I can t find oh. tha right

romantic lina but ••• m* onca and
*ao the wev I feel It * been • greet
1*1 month I hop* you renew my
lee** for enother 2 week* Your
Wench

Happy Birthday Sharyn Hava a

tamfic day' Lova Julio P S You ra

tha greeteat'

Miguel Gana Hooev 20th to my
tavonta baaamant buddy Much
lova from your friand in 107

Todd Tha aorly bird gat* tha
worm Happy Birthday 8 b M

All resident* of the Stole of

Mama who would liko to voto
absantaa ballot in the Nov 5

election cell Lindo todov et 6 6449

A heoov and loving tenth All my
love Tigger December 27 to '

Jonet You con elwev* count
on u* to scraw thing* up Sigma
Lova Jayna and Joanna

In ca*a I forgat whan I *oa you
Haopv Birthday Jane Felienil Lov*
Loratta

Karen Heopv 19th Birthdev
You're a bargain of a roommate

Tag end Baka Sole Monteaaori
School 740 Main St . Sat . Oct 29
10 4 Rain or Shina

Trith T K Humptv. Arm. Karen
b Ellen Welcome to the Zoo
You re in for the time of your life

Smile*

Wanna Scon' Tha Subway
IMcNamara Baaamant Sylvanl ia

sponsoring a Homacoming
Soaciol Bring your ticket (tub into

the Subway Saturday for a Rooat
Boat grindar for only 99 c tree
$1 101 It you con t buy it for leas.

then we won t sell it (Right Ruby
and Choo Choo'l

MFR You ra tha pumpkin of

my pia Catch you at the next
sunset Your Soecender

J B To the best in the world
Happy 1st It was greet end elwev*
will be Love vou J L

Co** Haoov Sth I lova you
madly LatigoforS Luv Vo Stick

Bonay Jonav and Susan Jay -

Hop* vou hava a fobuloua. fun.
super wild greet terrific end
eniovoble B d*v The 20 yr old
cow

Lor Heoov 4th Love vou more
Pern

Bonay
Fm»o

Happy Birthday

PutogonJ disueli»vorr

INSTRUCTION

CiassmbI nutter lessons
L, onsetVet*>t• beckqriiimrl Kevin
r< 111111* 263 7976

Bartanding course beginning
Oct 29 31 in tha Commonwealth
Room IStudent Unionl 7 10 o m
$15 00 Register 1st day of dees
Student* mult b* 19

SERVICES
Cempus Clubs end

Organisations, Do vou want to
publleh high quelitv newiletter
p*mphiet mogerine or booklet''"
Let the Meaaogo Company helo
you write levout design end print
it

1 Reoaonabla f*e« Contact Jerry
at 7S3 9949 for information

Future CPA s Learn how to
prepare for tha CPA exam Becker
CPA Review Course Call Collect
Boston 617 536 1440

CAR REPAIR HASSLES' Bob is

back to In N right No iOb too
small Foreign or domestic No big

overhead 753 7241

Profe**ion*l guitar repair* by
guitar makar Michaal MillardMon Wad Fri at Tha Guitar
Workahop Amherst Carriage
Shop* 649 1728 Fr*a estimates

Panport Photo* 24 hour
service Ceil Joe si 649 9699 nights

Cheep thrills 3
' Graphics lor yrtur

I
lothmg 264 No Pleasant St You

em, k em we stick em

SERVICES

Accounting %nd Finance Motors
l Let us helo you Pien eheed to
1 become • CPA Th* Becker CPA
Review Count Bolton 917 634
1440 Our *ucce**tul ctudent*
represenl one fourth of USA

VALLEY K 9 Finett training m
obad parsonal protection end K 9

In residence training avoilabio Can
Mir, 549 1342

HI Fl Audio reooir 2 day tervlce
work guerenteed At Tech Hi Fl

Cell 549 2910

Lo*t Remcoet Women a tan
baitad *tyi* Ziooar m*ida but no .

Imor Howard Contact Barb
Malro** et 646 2403 or 263 709*)

Vr old white mole cot. Rt 9 lo

Belchertown Itowsrd* Quabblnl
Spot on hood I different color
avo* Any info appreciated 323
4681

Gray and orange kitten 4 mo*
Naar Rivarglada 263 6019

Turguoiaa nocklaca m Amharat
or et UMeo Sentimental volua

Pleeee heve the heart to raturn

Reward 629 3972

Reading glassas M brown i esa
Reward 549 0360

FREE

Fnandly pleyful kitten 9 week*
old Mele For more info cell Ron
753 5989

ENTERTAINMENT

Get your pertv rocklnl Cell Steve
Rich end Cheryl et $9916 or 6 9926

I

tor OJ * with *tvle Sue*r cheep

Local band Seagull' looking
for male linger Musi be into
Stevie Wonder Marvin Gave etc
Call Art 594 4294

Don t lat tha bonda roll vou for

vor money Lot Bob tha D J rock
vou for much leea For non stop
boogio call Bob tha D J Beat time
to cell M T W 4pmto7pml
will def be avail 534 8076

Seo Vincent Price in The Leat
Men on Eerth" Alao Bug*
Bunny Road Runner end Pink
Penther only 76 cent*. Friday

Oct 26 m Manor et 7 9 30 end 12
Come get *pookedi

Homecoming » lergeet mo*t
populer event Le* Vege* Night.
Tomorrow 7 p m on the firat floor
of the Cempue Center

Le* Vege* Night • coming to
UMeaa thi* Saturday. Oct 29
Coma down to the 1st floor. CC for
Crap* Roulette Poker Birdcege
Black Jock end other gome* of
chence $1 admission glvee vou

$1600 to ploy with Proceed* go to

chorlty

The Four Nite Celebrity Serle*
pretent* Th* Progre**or* The
orogre**iv* aound* at tha Hatch

Goidia Hawn m Butterfliee Are
Free Fndev 7 30 end 10 CCA

Double treet et The Hetch
tonite Creative Sourca f>

Progreetor* Bj Progreootve Sounds

The TOC proudly preaenta -

Tim* Being. Thurs thru Set Stoe
by

Now avoilabio Dave the O J
Any perty anytime The verv best m
music and now tha vary bett m
sound All hit* ell reaueit* Danco
contests Call now to place your
data 549 9715 Don t mass with
amateurs Request The Best

Chns Burke end hie New Orleans
Munc GOOO TIMES ONLV - At
the Blueweii Wed Set

CALCULATORS

Celculetor tela - Colfege
Cekuletor* offer* loweat prlcaa
anywhere AH model* oveHoblei
Texe* ir-st Hewell Pockerd
Unicorn All mochinoe new end
guar with 2 month replacement
warranty Before you buy e
celculetor. cell me I con boat en*
price en.where Look for my
posters around compua for detelle
Than call Bob Crowoll at 649 1319

MISCELLANEOUS

Information waa looked out from
e -enable aourco concerning the
Per*onn*l Semmer Corp It eeem*
thet the corp ha* approved the
'oaueatad P*r*onn*i D*pt budget
Thia i* a plua for our entire com
murntv Congrat* Par* D*pt

Friendly block c*t need* home
Owner moving Greet companion

houi* treined Good mouier
253 9459

PASSPORT PHOTOS
P*SSPOrt photOt 24 hou'

service reasonable rates CeM Joe
Stoddard 549 6599 nights

Auto Worttthvap Re^perts

Do S vouroelf Repolr your own
cer We (upolv the tools end ed
vice Lower level CC Gerege Ooon
Mon Fn 3 10 e m Set and Sun
10 10 Porta at diacount
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notices

cont. from p. 13
UCF EXEC
The United Christian Foundation

Executive Committee will meet today at
3:30 p.m. in 316 Hampshire Houae.
UMASS EQUESTRIAN DRILL

Drill team, open tryouta for team on
Monday at 3:00 p.m. at Tilson Farm (rain
date: Oct. 29 at 4:00). All High In-
termediate and Advanced Riders invited.
WOMEN STUDENTS
Are you interested in Women's Studies?
Women's Issues? The Women's Studies

Program has started weekly support
meetings, where we can meet one
another. Come to C.C. 101 Today from
noon - 2:00 p.m.
WORK STUDY
Students who have been cleared for

Work Study and who have typing and or
keypunch skills, see Dot O'Connor in RSO
or call 5-2351.

ZOOLOGY CARNIVAL
The second annual Zoology Carnival will

be today from 9-5 in Morrill Science
Center, rms 327, 336, 338, 355 and ad-
joining rooms. Refreshments will be
served. Plan on dropping by for a few
minutes or all dayl
LOST
my red Ali McGraw hat in the Bluewell

Friday night. Pleaae return to Kathy
Sheehan 546-1178 or to The Collegian
office. Please.

1 pair of gold wire rim glasses in a plastic
brown case. If found, please return to
FRED WEISS co Collegian. Reward!
FOUND
Dorm key. At Athletic Fields, 10-24. Pick

up at C.C. lost and found.

New Armenian
student club

meets tonight
This fall, the Armenian students

at UMass are getting together to
form a new club for cultural and
social activities. At the moment
there is no organized Armenian
society, despite the large number of
students of Armenian descent at
the University and the growing
interest in the culture and
civilization of Armenians.

This club will provide an op-
portunity for interested people to
learn more about Armenian culture
and civilization. There will be
various professors and guest
lecturers who will be invited to give
lectures about the various aspects
of Armenian language, literature,

history, music and culture in

general. In addition to the
educational value of this club,

various dances, parties, dinner and
other events will be planned which
will provide a chance for people to
meet and get to know one another.
Professor Vartan Artinian,

chairman of the Near Eastern
Studies Department, has con-
sented to be the advisor for this

group.

The first meeting of this new
Armenian Club will be tonight at 7
in the Hampden Resource Center at

Southwest. All interested people
are invited to attend and contribute
ideas. Coffee and pakhlava (Ar-

menian pastry) will be served. For
more information, contact Carole
Azadian at 546-7273.

THE COLLEGE

BARTENDERS, INC.

will present a course

in Bartending at the

University of Mass.

WHEN: Beginning Oct. 29-

31

WHERE: Commonwealth
Room (Student Union
Building)

WHAT TIME: 7-10 p.m.

HOW MUCH: $15.00

REGISTER: 1st day of

class — students must be
18 years of age

I

I

ACROSS
1 Wet
S Crowd
9 English village

14 And else

where 2
words

15 Half Prefix

16 Ballet step
17 Of heat
19 Teaches

privately

Informal

20 Small ovoid
fruit

21 Female
animal

23 Portable

shelter

24 Didn't follow

suit

27 Hodgepodge
29 Fruit

31 Canada's Mr.
Trudeau

35 Revolutionist
... Guevara

37 Resided
39 Something

special

40 Agustin • •-•

"Granada"
composer

42 Cryptographic
device

44 egg
<»5 Turn away
47 Of an armed

force

49 Fetnaiti person

50 Character

52 Most pleasant

54 Was in debt
56 Leguminous

plants

59 Group of

families

62 up Add
64 Mr Runyon
65 Confine
67 Protracted

look 2 words
70 Protestant

sect

71 Woody plant

72 Heating
apparatus

73 Lifeless

looking

74 Carbon
dispersion

75 Lifeless

DOWN
1 Mode of

furnishing

2 " of Two
Cities"

3 Goldbncker
4 Sandpiper s

relative

5 Ho Minh
Trail

6 Referee Abt,. 34
7 Among
8 Hebrew
prophet

9 Play division

10 Cross
1

1

Clever
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12 Accessible

to all

13 Trial run

18 Royal
22 Chart
25 Extended

poem
26 Where Exeter

is

28 Pose
30 French town
32 Calculate

again

33 Reckless
Diminutive
suffix

35 Show
appreciation

36 Cheat
38 Satan
41 Firebug

43 Speed
competition

46 Draw behind
48 Makes loans

51 After ail

deductions
53 Declared

55 Fools
57 Blackmore

heroine

58 Slammin' Sam

59 Explosive

sound
60 City of Ohio
61 French friends

63 Spanish bull

66 Poetic pronoun
68 Recent type:

Prefix

69 Gain

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
4*-

THURSDAY. October 24 -
Bom today, you have been
gifted with the rare ability to
see yourself as others sea you.
This in combination with your
innate sense of humor is

enough to keep you from
taking either yourself or life

itself too seriously. You are
ambitious — but you refuse to
be overwhelmed should your
ambitions be disappointed in

any way. You are well aware of
the approach of another day
and you are quite willing to
bide your time until the right
moment comes to try again.
Should the moment never
come, you will he sad — but
not disheartened.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
— You may well be asked to
work harder and longer than
usual today. Do so with a
will— or risk losing out on
Unexpected advantages.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-

IDec. 21) - Another may ask
lyou to take on his responaibi-

,
Bv SieHe WHOer

hues Unless you wish to be
saddled with them for a very
long time, refuse to do so.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan
191 - You can hardly afford

the luxury of working for

nothing. At the same time, a
bit of charity might be in order
at this point. Try it.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fb
181 — Know your own mind
when it comes to choosing
activities for the day. Don't be
talked into a change of goal
without a change of heart.

PISCES (Feb 19-Marcii 20)
— It will not be possible for

you to have precisely what you
want precisely when you want
it. Do yourself a favor; bide

vour time.

ARIES (March 21 April 19)
— Put no price on friendship.

Unless you can do another a
favor willingly and with no
expectation of reward, you
might do better not to bother.

TAURUS (April 20- May 20)
— This is a day for doing
almost precisely what you
please. At least one of your

dreams should come true

before the light fsdes.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— Money is not a suitable

measure of another's worth,

nor of your own. Remember
this when you go about the

business of choosing a new
partner.

CANCER (June 21-July 221
— A day which should bring

you the kind of results you've
been wishing for— reassurance
concerning your own intelli-

gence and attractiveness.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
Reject any policy which, if

followed, would cause you to

act in ways that go against the

grain. Conscience is your best

guide at the moment.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 23)

— A day with a very high
success potential. Don't dis-

appoint another by failing to

appear in the righl place and
at the right time.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221 -
Another's criticism of your

work must not be taken to
indicate that you are unloved
or unwanted. Look at life more
realistically!
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Aquanauts warm up
for New Englands

15

By SPORTS STAFF
It's been a busy week for the

UMass Water-polo teams. After

qualifying for the New England

Championships the men's squad
set out on a week of warm up
games that upped their record to an
impressive 13-3. Coach Bill Mc
Cafferty thinks the team is playing

better now than it ever has and is

drilling them hard in preparation for

this weekend's tournament.

Warm up games began last

Wednesday night in the Boyden
pool where the men made short

work of Amherst College and Mt.

Hermon Academy, a newcomer to

the polo ranks. Then on Thursday it

was off to the city for the men and
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Kampus Kapers By Kris Jackson

X GOT AfMCTTHER EiCMrySy^J/sH u)fc HAD SO/\E ^S
PFtcE-s to do TOMiTE-- Isneeo oRc-owtr ...$mr--
ftNO »* AUU.ncrY' fvJ<rt>otrJ6---

dizzy and paul-

$KI CHAM0NIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545-2801

women to tangle with Nor-
theastern.

The women, not playing their
usual heads up game, came out on
Northeastern is a Division I team.
There, water- polo is a varsity sport.
UMass is a division II team since
they play the sport as a club only.
UMass had never beaten Nor-
theastern but they managed to
come up with a well earned 14-12
overtime victory.

On Friday, the women were back
to their winning ways with their

second straight one point win over

Wellesley, beating their rivals 7-6.

If you were up early on Saturday
you might have caught the men's
team taking off to Rensselear for a

tournament with Queens, RPI, and
Cobbleskill, respectively. They
unfortunately yielded to a better

team in the first game but

responded by blowing RPI out of

their own pool followed by Cob-
bleskill in the finale.

CRAIG MORTON FOLLOWS THROUGH as enthralled N.Y. Giant audience,
including Don Clune (88), Doug Kotar (44), Don Herrman (85) and Water Boy
watch spellbound. Morton came to the team in a trade consumed Monday, as
Stormin' Norman Snead was sent packing to San Francisco.

rBR«MVi FIVE COW OR 3Cf\

llKEEP VOO oPfiLL hll9Hll CHRIS BURKE
Amherst College to host UMass
women's cross-country meet

By Jim Carson
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even mt

I FAULT
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THE TEACHER TH0U6HT I

IDAS TALKING, BUT I WASN'T
ANP SHE WOULPN'T 6Eli£VE ME.

.

7n

ANP I HAD TO WRITE "
I

WILL NOT TALK IN CLASS
"

A THOUSANP TIMES AND NOW
ALL MY FIN6KS AK£ FAILING OFF

THJC WIZARD OF ID

7

B.C.

By SPORTS STAFF
Why would Amherst College, an

all male school host a women's
cross-country meet? UMass
teeming with 13,000 women has
never considered the idea.

Charlotte Lettis of UMass who was
later to win the meet held Saturday
on the fields and woods of Amherst
College wondered about that same
question. She wondered, "Is it a

joke?" Why should this bastion

non-coed education reach out and
offer an invitational cross-country

meet for women when they won't
take women as students? Things
were much different for Charlotte

and other women runners several

I'D UKE THI£ 0C7TTUE OF- WANE
DEUVEREC? TO /AY UM CLE HOf^CE
AS GUICKLY AS F£?S£IBLE.

by Johnny hart

I *&=>B UNCL_e HORACE
PIG»S vinb&ar.

K /*

years ago when they were
threatened and thrown out of open
meets at Amherst.

As it turned out, and it turned out

well, the innovators are Amherst
men and cross-country runners

who are sincere and direct. They
conducted an orderly and serious

athletic contest for women. Things
have changed.

Twenty women responded to the

invitations sent to Smith, Mt.

Holyoke and the Sugarloaf Mt. A.C.

which has been promoting
women's running in the area for the

past 3 years and is the active R.S.O.

representative of women runners at

UMass. Charlotte won the 3 mile

race easily with UMass grad Merry
Cushing second, Alda Cossi third.

The way they finished is im-

portant but not the real story here.

You see it wasn't always this way.
As Charlotte coasted to an easy
finish amid the congratulations of

the Amherst cross-country team
and coach, she must have
remembered the time a different

coach banned her from competing
in an open mile race because she
was a woman.

WMUA
The Minutemen face the Huskies

of UConn in a Yankee Conference
showdown on Homecoming day in

Amherst. The YanCon beanpot is at

stake so hear all the exciting action
of NCAA football with Russ Small
and Larry Convoy on the voice of
the Minutemen, WMUA 91.1 FM.

J V gridders blitz Cadets
ByDAVEOSTRANDER

Sports Staff

Travelling to West Point, set in the beautiful area of the Hudson River

valley, is an experience in itself. Returning with a victory makes it even
better

So this is exactly what the junior varsity football team did Friday af-

ternoon, in a game which had been scheduled only two days earlier. The
final score read Minutemen 28, Cadets 21, but the score only gave an
indication that the game was a lot closer than it really was.

Overall, UMass had a total rushing yardage of over 400 yards, a "con-

servative" estimate at that. Finding the ground game wide open, the pass
was used only twelve times.

"We just outspirited them" as Coach Bill Maxwell put it.

The Minutemen started quick, with fullback Steve Jacobs, who ran for

over 200 yards in the game, scoring in the opening minutes from twelve
yards out.

They didn't let up there either. Steve Cirella, a fullback, carried over for

one score, and later in the first half, running back Bob Zawada snared a 20
yard pass from qb Joe Harrington, who split duties with John
Czerapowicz.

The game was set out of reach for West Point by then, but they added
two touchdowns late in the game to make it look close.

Kentfield Hardware,
Inc.

63 SOUTH PLEASANT ST.

Suppliers of:

— STUDENT NEEDS
— HARDWARE
— SPORTING GOODS
— PAINT
— ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Hours; Monday Thursday A Saturday — M:Jt
Friday*— • a.m. -f p.m.

$ityfa§ ioar Mads ht Mr 100 fan
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Booters hunt Tufts Jumbos
by BEN CASWELL

Sports Staff

The UMass Soccer Minutemen
travel to Medford today to take the
Jumbos of Tufts University in a
tough (no pun) non-conference
battle.

Last year when these two teams
met what transpired was what
Coach Al Rufe termed "one of the
best UMass games of the year,
certainly one of our closest."

In that game, played at UMass,
the Minutemen eked out a slim 1-0

victory in a low scoring, tight

checking contest.

Coach Rufe also said that,

"There are three things that we
must worry about against this

team First of all we've got to realize

that they are a good, solid squad
with a fine 6-2 record to show for it.

Secondly, we have to take into

consideration the size of the Tufts
playing field because it is a much
smaller one than the fields we are
used to playing on. This will hurt
our short passing game by bun-
ching up the play more than usual.
It also promotes a kick and run type
of game that is not our style of play.

Thirdly, we have to avoid com-
pletely looking past this game and
to our big Yankee Conference

Linebacker

game on Saturday versus UConn."
Tufts is coming off a big 1-0

victory over Weslyan at Weslyan
earlier this week. The Minutemen
are also coming off a victory a week
ago at Rhode Island where they just
edged out the Rams 2-1 in the
closing minutes of play. The team
did not play well in that game but
still managed to come out vic-

torious because the breaks were
really on their side.

High-scoring UMass forward
Tom Coburn is a doubtful starter
for this game. He will dress for the
contest but Coach Rufe said he
hopes that he will not have to use
Coburn much so that he can rest

him for the UConn game and not
risk any further injury. Tom bruised
his left knee in a hard collision with
the Rhode Island goaltender near
the end of last Friday's victory.

Senior co-captain Carl Ver-
collone will be starting in goal once
again after looking impressive in

his first start of the season against
Rhode Island. The Rams kept the
pressure on quite often in the game
but only scored once largely due to
the efforts of Vercollone and his

fine fullback corps.

QUICK SHOTS-You'll find them
elsewhere today.

fe^fcunv

sports

57 - Kiernan
By BILL EDELSTEIN

Sports Staff
Dennis Kiernan, is the 210 pound, six foot-two inch, all Yankee Con-

ference, left-side linebacker in the Minutemen's 3-4 defense. The Collegian
had the opportunity of interviewing the Massachusetts co-captain and
this is the way he looks at such events at the UConn game, Homecoming
and the season thus far.

c/?/'*?,'*"
D° V0U have any added responsibilities now that co-captain

Ed McAleney, is out of action?
Kiernan: Ed is still with the team even if he's not on the field Besides

being a captain isn't much of a responsibility; the guys here know what
they have to do - they can take care of themselves. Sure, I like being a
captain; you can talk to the officials and lead the team out onto the field I

like being part of the game.
Collegian. Will the big crowd at Alumni Stadium make any difference in

the UConn match?
Kiernan: It doesn't mean that much when you're on the field but

standing on the sidelines and seeing all those people in the stands I think
to myself, "We have to win this ballgame."

Collegian. What do you think of the offense's inability to score when
close to the goal line?

Kiernan: If the offense can eat up about nine minutes of the clock then
even if they have to give the ball up on the ten yard line, they've given the
defense a rest and our opponents bad field position.

Collegian How would you rate the season thus far?
K.ernan. I think the team has done a good job. This is the best defensive

outfit I ve been associated with. We give up a lot of yardage but not many
points; last year we gave up a lot of yardage and a lot of points

Collegian: What about UConn?
Kiernan. This is the biggest game of my career - bigger than either the

Boston College game or the Boardwalk Bowl. You reach inside for a little
something extra in a game like this. This is my senior year; the end of the
line. I never knew how much the Beanpot meant until we lost it last
year, and now we have the chance to get it back from the same peoplewho took it away from us.

Collegian: What was the best moment of your career in a UMass
uniform?

Kiernan: That's a tough one...l'd say my best moment was just being a
part of the team that beat Boston College, but all that could change if we
beat Connecticut this week...

Rally falls short as

C's nipped, 108- 107 wiifams to as

Team scoring leader Tom Coburn moves the ball downfield with two Boston
University defenders and UMass fullback Dean Lungu in pursuit. The Minutemenmay be without the services of Coburn today against Tufts but it is expected he will
be ready to play against UConn on Saturday. That game will put the Yankee
Conference title on the line when the Huskies and the Minutemen go at it at n a m

Ben Caswell

Quick shots

Bruins tie

Pens, 5-5
PITTSBURGH [UP/] - Carol

Vadnais chipped in Bobby Sch-
mautz' shot with 32 seconds left

and the Boston goaltender off the
ice to give the Bruins a 5-5 tie with
the Pittsburgh Penguins Wed-
nesday night in a National Hockey
League game.

Boston's Bobby Orr scored his
first goals of the season and started
the play that scored the fourth goal.
The Penguins seemed to have

the game in hand when Ron
Stackhouse and Bob Kelly scored
goals within 14 seconds to break a
3-3 tie midway through the third
period.

BOSTON [UPf] - The Cleveland
Cavaiiers, led by Austin Carr's 28
points, dominated the Boston
Celtics in the first half Wednesday
night then held off a furious last-

minute Celtic charge for a 108-107
win.

The Cavaliers, leading 108-103
with two minutes remaining, saw
their lead shrink on a three-point
play by Don Chaney and two free
throws by Jo Jo White, but took
their first victory of the year when a
last-second, 30-foot jumper by
John Havlicek hit the back rim and
fel off. The Celtics had gotten the
bail back with six seconds left when
Havlicek stole it from Cleveland's

Bob Smith.

It was the first win against three

losses for the Cava and only their

sixth in 24 tries against the
defending NBA champion Celtics

since Cleveland entered the NBA in

1970.

Cleveland saw its 54-41 halftime

margin evaporate to 66-65 with
three minutes remaining in the third

quarter, before baskets by Owight
Oavis, Jim Cleamons and two by
Carr gave it a 77-71 lead at the end
of the third quarter.

From there, Carr, a former Notre
Dame star, took over, scoring nine
straight points as Cleveland built its

lead back to double figures before
the final Celtic onslaught.

Bobbie Smith, who finished with
19 points, was the whole show for

Cleveland in the first half.

CHICAGO [UP/} - The Chicago
Cubs Wednesday night traded Billy

Williams, their home run slugging
leftfielder for the last 14 years, to

the Oakland A's in exchange for

two relief pitchers and second
baseman Manny Trillo.

It was the second major deal in

24 hours for the world champion
A's. Earlier Wednesday, they sent
outfielder Dan Ford and pitcher
Dennis Myers to the Minnesota
Twins for first baseman Pat
Bourque, a member of the A's at
the start of last season.

In addition to Trillo, 23, the Cubs
got relief pitchers Darold Knowles,
23, a left-hander, and Bob Locker, a
right hander who spent 1972 with
Chicago.

This Saturday's Soccer contest between our Minutemen and the
University of Connecticut is for all or most of the beans in that famed
Beanpot.

Dare I say this one at 11 a.m. will be bigger than the happenings over at
Alumni Stadium later on in the day?

Regardless it is a "big one" as they say.
Who knows that the UConn soccer squad is rated 10th in the nation in

major college standings?
If the stadium will have its audience doubled over the turn-outs of

previous weeks (which it should) then the lower fields at Boyden should
have their audience do the same when the whistle starts play of what will
be the biggest soccer game to hit this campus in sometime
Who knows that our own soccer Minutemen are rated 4th in the major

college standings in New England?
Bad guys UConn are rated 2nd in these standings.
Quote notes Senior co-cap. Carl "Vercy" Vercollone: "It was very

frustrating watching the team play and not being able to contribute But Iwas very glad that they were winning and it was very good to qet back I

feel as if I'm ready."
M

Vercy sure seemed ready as he played tight goal against URI last weekHe gets the call against Tufts today in what could prove to be a verv in-
teresting prelude to the UConn match on Saturday

Tufts has been very "lough" the past three years with UMass having a12 record against them. a
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QUa/ S T°rd is a stron9 61 The one loss c°™ng at thehands (feet?) of a fine Keene State club that incidentally the Minutemen
are now rated ahead of in New England.

earlierln^
66 C°nferenCe tit,e is our first 9oal-" c°ach Al Rufe said

Goal number one will be pursued in its entirety this weekend
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C°"Cap Jimmy Vo,lin9er: "We've been fortunate
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e been With us most of the Vear w*h a lot of very

canTe exptSeT'
5 *"^ * ' ** bUt We 8re d°infl as we" a*

Jimmy has been doing as well as expected as he has led a halfbackgroup that has started to come together well
Everyone will have to be "together well" for all of the games for the rest

o* the season as none of them are pushover teams.
I repeat none, starting with today against the Jumbos of tiny T U
Soccer ,s a game of breaks. Stats do not tell the story. What wisdom?Who said that anyway?
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P 'aving 0n a sma,ler fie,d todaV •< Tufts does thatmean that the team that wins will get a smaller victory?

No, no, the team that loses gets a smaller loss
Who said THAT anyway?
Quote note Junior sweeper fullback "Danny 0." Ouellette: "The 4th

in New England rating has really got us psyched. Now we've got to proveourcelves^We ve got to go into our games relaxes and just play our type of
soccer. The only way we'll blow it is if we beat ourselves

"
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8S he haS ,ed a ** stron9 contingent ofuHbacks that have been the backbone of the Minutemen's play thus far
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Can the weather please be nice this weekend?
Who SAID THAT anyway?
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you Saturday Bring a fork. You may ge, to eat some of those

Inside:
Marilyn comes again
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Sokol knee deep

Is this man

really sick?

see p. 13
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Events of Note

(

Contrasts of Sound and Surroundings

Momentary Melting
of Stone

In Concerf:
Sfevie Wonder
Bosfon Garden
October 19

by Reid Fishman

A dog barked and a siren sounded as
a fire truck made its way down the
street through the crowds of people
pouring out of the catacombs of the
Boston Garden. Patrolmen stared as
the participants emerged, peaceful but
fense, to walk along the harsh streets of
crisis. The city that was once known as
the haven of democracy, the hub of
academia, the Athens of America, was
experiencing perhaps its greatest
challenge, and it was everpresent in

the minds of all as they left the per
formance.

It might not have been there to hegin
with. There were many who just went
to the concert to see and hear on of the
greatest talents in rock music history,
and most were waiting for that moment
when Stevie Wonder would appear on
stage and send those Wonder vibes
flying across the hall.

The lights went out as Wonder Love
finished their introduction, and a
melodic charming voice floated
through the applause in the cognizant
form of "Bird of Beauty". Stevie was
onstage, rocking and singing as he's
done since childhood — since the days
of "Fingertips" and "Shoo be doo be
doo be doo da day". But that was all

before Music of My Mind and Talking
Book, and more importantly, that was
before Inner Visions, which broke

Stevie Wonder open, to his greatest
degree, in the musical minds of the
American public.

Stevie continued to live up to himself,
a trace of togetherness began to cir-
culate among the balanced
aggregation. He finished his fourth
song and paused uneasily, before
asking his audience to allow him a few
silent moments to make his peace. He
spoke of the need for recognition of
different cultures and understanding of
those cultural differences within a
society, and he asked for two children,
one White and one Black, to stand by
him on stage.

Within a few minutes, five children
were gathered in a half circle behind
him, and Stevie asked the crowd to
applaud his companions. As the
chamber quieted, he talked about a
song that means a great deal fo him. He
asked the members of the audience to
reach out and hold the hands of those on
either side, and he began, "People
holding hands?... Have I lived to see
the milk and honey land, where hate's a
dream and love forever stands, or is

this a vision in my mind?..."

During the applause that followed,
fhe announcer of the program walked
up to the microphone at the right of the
stage. He waited for the noise to lower,
and commenced to praise his guest and
the importance of the performer's
music to the city of Boston.

continued on p. 4

Rock Orna tely
1

In Concert:
Bonnie Raitf
Sanderson Theatre
October 18

by Tyla L. Michelove

Friday night was the opening of the
Sanderson Theatre as Springfield's
answer to the growing need to find an
adequate place to hold rock concerts.
The hall itself is ancient, complete with
all the trimmings found in old
buildings. It is ornately designed with
columns, gold paint, interesting
ceilings, doorways that require a
second glance and almost more than
the eyes can absorb in one visit. On top
of all this, the building has what can
only be described as character (the
water spots not refinished, the carpet
patches that clash with the existing
carpet, the broken antique switchboard
in the second floor lobby, the massive
light in the entrance, and the faded
mirrors). At first +he contrast of having
a modern, jeaned crowd come into a
place like this to see a rock concert
seems absurd, but once in the hall itself

one realizes that the acoustics are
great and that there are no bad seats,
no obscured views. It has the promise
of being one of the best places to see a
concert in the area.

According to Freebo, Bonnie Raitt's
bass player, the Sanderson is the fifth
hall they have opened in this tour alone.
Looking ai Bonnie as she started
"Rainy Day Man", a James Taylor
tune, one would believe that opening
halls was a tough business. She ap
peared ghostly pale under blue lights

and the song was slow, differing little
from her album version. The vocals
improved through "Under The Falling
Sky" and "Love Me Like A Man", but
both guitars, Bonnie and the guitarist
from Silverfish (her backup group),
were playing the exact same thing. It

seemed like a waste. When she got to
the Paul Siebel song, she and the band
reached a high. The band was tight and
both Bonnie and Freebo's vocals were
well done. This high lasted through
"Kokomo Blues" and Mose Allison's
"Everybody's Cryin' Mercy".
Everything fell apart for her original
from the Give it Up album only to get
better for the Wilson Pickett tune.
Freebo's backup vocals seemed to add
tremendously to the song and to
Bonnie's performance. Suddenly the
other guitar player took off on his own
for this one and "Feel the Same". He
was worth waiting for.

"Big Lonesome Road" was marked
by excellent solos on the parts of the
drummer and Freebo (one of the best
I've ever heard, fast and smooth).
This concert rode on this high until

"Make Me Do ." when Bonr.ie's voice
became a little hoarse (perhaps last
year's problems haven't quite cleared
up) and the piano player started get-
ting into old boogie cliches that added
nothing to the song. Then Bonnie put
down her guitar. "Been in Love Too
Long" was like a little girl at a party.
The usually raucous Springfield
audience didn't matter any more, her

continued on p. 4
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Marilyn Chambers: A piece of the pie
in Protop * w J/by Marian Prokop

Q: What kind of men appeal to

you? I mean besides Chuck.
AAC: Dominant men. Women's

Lib, I mean, just doesn't like me at
all. You know, really, like I've

tried in my life before to be a very
independent person and, it doesn't
work, for me. And I realize that I

can function better being totally

dependent upon a man and if I

didn't depend on men, the
choreographer, the music director,
Chuck, they're all men, then I

wouldn't be where I am.
Q: Did you happen to see "Sweet

Eros"? Do you know the con-
troversy over it?

MC: Was that with two people,
and they simulated sex?
Q: What's you're opinion about

it?

MC: I think it's ridiculous.

Q: What do you think constitutes
obscenity?
MC: Well I don't know because I

don't believe in censorship, so I

really can't say what's obscene
I think if you're going to do it,

you might as well do it. If you're
going to be busted, you might as
well be busted for the real thing.

Q: Do you think then that your
status in pornography may be
hurting your singing career?

C.T.: Well, I think it may hinder
it a bit but, well, Marilyn has two
record contracts, one with United
Artists that we're probably going
to sign and one with Warner. . . and
then 90 per cent of the criticism
Marilyn got in New York was all

good . Some called her
culmination of Ann Margaret and
Juliet Prowse, just needs a little

more time to stage the thing, and
you know I think that's important,
it's pretty hard nowadays, you
know, it's so competitive that you

know you're bumpin' heads, and
Marily doesn't try to pass herself
off as a singer or a dancer, but as
an entertainer.
MC: Yeah, like in Vegas you can

really get into some neat things. I

was into gymnastics and diving
when I was in high school. I

competed all through high school,
and so like in Vegas we can do neat
things like back flips and back
hand springs on the stage, and it

just makes it a lot more exciting,
there are a lot more dancers so
that we have a Vegas type show,
but I don't know if you've ever seen
a show like that. Another thing that
I thought interesting, I don't know
if you've looked around, but you
are a woman yourself, the women
in the audience, the reaction I get
from them, in the beginning it's

usually bleh, like totally turned off,

especially when they're with a

man, tney usually don't like me at
all. But then, halfway in the thing,
they start smiling, they start
getting into it, and they change
their attitude. And so, like that
makes it all worth it, like when a

«* chick will smile at you, and you can
see she digs it.

Q: What kind of background do
you have, Chuck?

C.T.: Well, I'm from Florida, I

was a commercial pilot for Delta
Airlines for five years, then I flew
for IBS. My major at the
University of Miami was
cinematography and I worked with
Ivan Tors on the Flipper series,
and Gentle Ben series. I started out
as a cameraman, then to
production manager and lay-out
bopervisor when I finally left, and
on the side I start doing my own X
jobs and it was a very lucrative
business and it kept growing and I

got involved with "Deep Throat",
"Deep Throat II". "Inga," a film I

did with Joe Solsman was one of
the first soft X films to make a
million dollars. The management
thing just sort of lunged up with
Marilyn, you know, the ability, to
eject into her what I think the
audience wants to see. You know
the image today, is what
management is all about. You see
we want within a year to elevate
her name. In Hollywood, a name is

gauged by box office draw and you
know we had Newsweek, Playboy,
and Esquire all in one month, and
then we got Penthouse and Zoo
magazine two European
magazines plus the Sunday London
Times, and then this DiLaurentis
film and the records, we figure in

12 months Marilyn's worth about
six million in box office, which is

really what the business is about. I

Sokol Steeped in Shit?
Dear David Sokol,

Concerning your review of Late For The Sky — you stepped one
foot in shit by saying Jackson Browne's song writing skills "never went
beyond the average", then immediately plunged the second by putting
down Sky - if it suffers it's only by comparison to its predecessor,
For Everyman

, considered by many as the most complete album of
1973.

You sunk to your waist as you accused Browne of "stagnancy", and
then disappeared altogether with the assertion that Sky was second
rate stuff in light of Roger McGuinn and Jesse Winchester's new releases.
I realize you can't please everyone, but this instance of perceptual
paralysis, published as it was, is unforgivable. Enjoy your bath, David
you richly deserve it.

Respectfully yours,
—Jack Flynn,

Sunderland, Mass

BeJowjheSjJi

Vojume. Jwq, IfdSftXftD
"The truth was doomed to die.

It was being downtrodden,
was being drowned, burned,
ground to ashes. But look — it

has survived, it lives, it has
been printed, and nobody ever
will be able to wipe it out."
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Jack—
With the tremendous number of

records being released weekly, it's

vital to be objective, especially
with the work of established ar
fists. Even working within his

limited framework, Jackson
Browne is too talented and has
done too much in the past to

stagnate, and musically, that's
what's happening on Late For the
Sky. If you read more carefully,
you'll find that I never said that
Jackson's writing skills "never
went beyond the average."

If you get a chance, listen to the
others discs I mentioned and to
more ambitious and innovative
forms of music and then judge for

yourself. Also Jack, I don't try to
please anyone.

—D.S.

J40ctobgrJ97^
Below The Salt has been the

kind of magazine that would
print peculiar work. We
pledge to uphold this tradition,
but can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Your's
must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday; but you can write to
us anytime.

Below The Salt is a weekly
fine art real world magazine
of the UMass Daily Collegian,
student newspaper, Amherst,
Mass.

The Only Kosher-Style
DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT

In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 )m Serving
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from II a.m.
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don't like to talk about Marilyn like

she's a piece of pie, but it's a
business, and the business is where
it's at. Right now her box office is

about four million, but we figure
with the DiLaurentis film com
pleted, it should be around six.

That's the way it works, that's a
projected figure of Marilyn's name
on a marquis, what the film would
gross, if it was distributed
properly, that's pretty much how it

works.

""Problems and responsibilities of

life she leaves to her manager,

Chuck Traynor, whom she has
permitted herself to become
completely dependent on, and who
is also aware of her growing
success as a box office attraction

as he was previously aware of the
potential draw of his former sex
star, Linda Lovelace, who doesn't
seem to be around much anymore.
For Marilyn's sake, let's hope the
Chambers Traynor partnership
has a longer run.
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Rally For Puerto Rico

BAKER-WINN
Jewelers

Come in and see our large selection

of fine diamonds and other precious stones

at tremendous savings.

BICENTENNIAL WITHOUT
COLONIES: P.R.
by Miguel Rivera

George Washington's army was
never of a great number, but they
had a reason to fight freedom from
an imperialist country, England.
Among the Thirteen Colonies, two
thirds did not want to free them-
selves from the metropolitan
power. The truth is that few knew
why they should fight for such an
abstract idea as freedom.
Those who knew what to be free

meant had no words to tell the
simple people, the workers, what it

amounts to. A group of men dared
to threaten the strongest military
and economic power of the time. It

would not be a mistake to say ihaf
seven hundred men made in

dependence possible for today's
United States of America.

Today it is Puerto Rico, the same
story, the same struggle. Next
Sunday, October 27, another battle
will be fought for independence
Paradoxically speaking, the same
country that gloriously once fought
for its independence, today op
presses a people who fight for
freedom, the same freedom they
fought for back in the eighteenth
century.
The United States of America is

to Puerto Rico what the British
Imperialists were to the Thirteen
Colonies. No one in the world would
negate Puerto Rico's right to its
freedom. Will we be able to obtain
it from Washington's offices?

In 1868, Puerto Rico rebelled
against Spain, thus beginning a
tradition for revolutionary
responses when the peaceful
methods work no lonqer. The

Baker-Winn 31 South Pleasant, Amherst
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metropolitan violence drives the
people to realize the importance of
an effective defense. It is the task
of the people to select the method.
The U.S.A. has the word.
The United States of America

has been illegally occupying
Puerto Rico since 1898. Having lost

the abusive "Hispano-american"
War, Spain gave Puerto Rico to the
U.S.A. through the Paris Treatise.
Spain had no right to give Puerto
Rico away, nor had the USA any
right to accept it.

No elections, no plebiscite is

valid if it is to maintain a colonial
status. The United Nations
acknowledged Puerto Rico's ,v

dependence struggle when the
Decolonization Committee of the
U.N. decided to apply the 1514

Resolution to Puerto Rico. But the
U.S.A. is doing its best to coun
teract that decision.

At the present moment, the
Washington hierarchy holds more
than fifty of the most important
powers of the Puerto Rican people.
Eighty five percent of the economy
is controlled by the United States
Capitalist enterprises. Puerto Rico
can not buy from any country

unless it is through the United
States of America. The most im
portant decisions to be obeyed by
Puerto Ricans are made behind the
Watergate curtains of Washington.
The Multinational Empire of the

American inversionist want to
make of Puerto Rico, once the
enchanted island. ..now the
polluted paradise, a gigantic oil

tank; a superport.
The Puerto Rican students of this

university appeal not only to our
intellectual community but also to
all the people of the United States,
to back us in this crucial moment
of our history. Let us all get
together at the Madison Square
Garden because this is OUR
struggle against oppression, in

general, and for the independence
of Puerto Rico in particular.

Taone, a musical group from Puerto Rico came last
week to help promote the October 27th rally. The
event was sponsored by Ahora.

If you were to ask people in this
area to describe the sounds of
Japanese music, they may have
heard, they would probably
describe the sound of the koto, a
large, stringed instrument with
moveable bridges.

Like the biwa which we
discussed last week, the koto came
into Japan from China, another of
many influences from China which
Japan adapted into her own
culture: In China there were two
varieties of koto, both a bridged
and an unbridged model, it was the
bridged koto that became adapted
into Japanese culture.
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THE KOTO
Third in a series of articles on

Japanese music, musicians and
instruments.

The styles of koto playing as we
know tnem today developed out of

a court tradition and gradually

gained popularity as a solo in

strument in the homes of middle
and upper class Japanese families.
In present day Japan the koto has
a position similar to the piano in a
Western home. Ability to play the
koto is considered one of the assets
in preparing the Japanese woman
for marriage.

The koto was supposedly brought
into Japan sometime in the ninth

century, but the early styles of

playing have died out. The styles

now played developed during the
Edo period of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. During the
seventeenth century the koto was
introduced into use as an ac
companiment for dance and in

special ensembles. At the end of

this century, a teacher by the name
of Ikuta Kengyo founded a new
style of music based primarily on
shamisen forms, which will be
discussed in a future article. In the
past few centuries the koto has
developed into an instrument with
several diversified uses.

The koto used in Japan today is

made from two pieces of paulownia
wood, one being the top, which is

hollowed out for the sound box, and
the other being a plank to make up
the bottom of the instrument. The
two ends of the instrument are
open to serve the dual purpose of

sound holes and ease of stringing
the instrument. The wood for the
koto must be cut from the tree at a
certain angle to give it the proper
sound, and special patterns,
ayasugi, are carved inside of the
instrument to improve its tone

The present day koto has thir-
teen silk strings with moveable
bridges of wood, ivory or plastic
under each string. By moving
these bridges, any thirteen note
scale can be played. Other pitches
can be obtained by pressing down
on the strings with the left hand,
thus stretching the strings to
produce the whole or half steps

needed for the piece being played.
This is a well known and much
used technique in koto playing.
The strings are plucked with

picks, usually ivory, attached to
threehfingers of the right hand.

In more modern works the use of
harmonics is incorporated into the
music, similar to Western harp
music.

The koto is the instrument that
has been most accepted by
Western listeners, partly because,
being primarily a solo instrument,
it has a softer, more pleasing sound
to the Western ear trained in the
Western classical forms.

Since the 1930's a seventeen
stringed koto has been in frequent
use in Japan. This koto was the
invention of the late Miyagi
Michio, who used it in his com
positions. He was, until his death in

1957, one of the few artists able to
compose works for the koto as part
of the new music in Japan today.
Note: This Sunday night, and
every Sunday night, from 7-10
p.m., we will be presenting a
program of music from Japan on
WMUA. Also, on Saturday,
December 7, 1974, master
Japanese musicians presently In
this country will be giving a con
cert in the Student Union Ballroom
at 8 p.m.
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Then, in true 1943 Christmas
cinema style, the announcer pro-
ceeded to introduce a spokesman
form the office of the illustrious
Kevin White, mayor of Boston. The
audience groaned as a Blackman in
a grey flannel suit walked out onto
stage, carrying an official looking
something under his left arm. He
thanked Stevle wonder for bringing
"peace and love" to the city of
Boston at such a critical time, and
he told Stevie and his spectators
that Mayor White had proclaimed
October 19 to be "Stevie Wonder
Day."

A stunned crowd sounded their
uncertain approval of the political
compliment, and after waiting
again for the mood to settle, the
mayor's representative continued,
announcing that "any door in
Boston is open to Stevie Wonder",
and presenting him with some sort
of seal, commemorating the event
that such a concert had taken place
at such a time. The children led
Stevie to where the mayor's
representative was standing.
Stevie thanked the mayor for the
honor saying, "Gee, I never
thought there'd be a 'Stevie
Wonder Day' In Boston." He said^
he wanted the seal to remain
somewhere in Boston, perhaps in a
school somewhere.

"You know," said Stevie, "it's
not hard to love, but It takes so
much energy to hate." He then
asked to be helped to the piano and
the children provided the escort
while Stevie thanked Boston for
"making a dream come true", and
began to bounce around to the tune
of "Boogie on Reggae Woman".

Somewhere to the right of the
stage in the Garden, I sat and
watched, feeling myself involved
with everything that was going on
in the fantastic mind of the blind
man at the front. I wondered how
any person could be so emotionally
brilliant, and about the amazing
years that led to the development
of such a musical genius. But my
dreams were interrupted by the
smell of mace and the pushing and
shoving around me, and I stared to
my left as four men were In the
process of kicking another man in
the head.

The guilty bystander of an
abrupt crime, I watched quietly as
the beaten man, bleeding, stum-
bled out of the auditorium. I

couldn't help but flash to all that
Stevie has written about love and
freedom, about hope and dreams,
about hatred and .superstition.

I here he was, singing about it all

as only Stevie Wonder can do,
while the four men continued their
violent ways, surrounding a man
and hoisting him over the rail into
another section. Minutes later, two
officers arrived and the four men
slithered into the crowd, but the
violence which had occurred only
yards away had taken its toll on my
evening.

I was scared, and the fact that all
this had happened made It seem
necessary to keep an eye on my
surroundings. Consequently, the
remainder of the concert seemed
much less significant than had that
momentary peak during
Visions." The paradoxical cir-

cumstance that someone as perfect
as Stevie Wonder was performing
live while others were allowing
hatred to dominate their actions
was too much of a shock to be
overcome during the course of the
night.

It seemed that those four
ignorant men were usina Stevie to
their own purpose, (ust as Kevin
White had only moments before. It

was all contrived to us the words of
a great man in a manner he'd
never intended. The folks in my
section spent a good part of the rest
of the performance looking around
them in paranoid glances.

Stevie played a number of oldies
and went into such classics as
"You and I" and "Superstition",
and the concert was a musical and
emotional success in all but a little

section to the right of the stage,
where fear had briefly gained
control earlier in the performance.
Incidents were few around the hall,

and there was no argument that
Stevie had played as brilliantly as
had been anticipated.

As the audience streamed out
onto the streets of Boston, the
tension was evident on the stone
faces of the city's visitors and
inhabitants, and groups of people
scurried to their methods of
transportation. There was no way I

could chase what had happened out
of my mind, and as I walked with
my friends back to the garage in

which we had parked, my thoughts
drifted to an earlier moment and a
beautiful voice singing painfully,
dreamingly,"But, Boston, what I'd

like to know is, 'Could a place like

this exist, so beautiful or do we
have to take our wings and fly
away into the visions in our
minds?"
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Stevie Wonder
by Ben Caswell

A blind. Black, Prince of Love
and Peace made a visit to Boston
last Saturday in the person of
wonderous Stevie Wonder.

CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton
54th Member of the World Famous

,
Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an average

spending of $2.25

B. Your Host, Carlo, is a special
student at UMass

Throughout the week preceding
the concert there had been
numerous rumors of its can-
cellation. Marvin Gaye had been
cancelled a few weeks earlier and
what was happening in Boston
seemed to warrant the same for
Stevie.

But the man came. And he came
with love and peace, and new and
old music for all to hear and share
as one. Mr. Wonder did most of his
songs that everyone wanted to hear
from his three most recent albums,
Fulfillingness' First Finale,
Innervisions, and Talking Book. He
also reached back into his and our
past and to times when Boston was
probably better off when he did a
medley of tunes that gained him
much of his early fame.

Stevie came to play and to
pacify. After three songs into the
concert he asked for everyone's
attention and silence. He then
called on Black and White young
children to come up onto the stage
to share with him what he wanted
to share with everyone. He spoke
candidly about our children and
what we must do to make this
world have peace and love for all.

Then after requesting that the
crowd hold hands and the kids on
stage help him sing his next song,
he broke into "Visions", a song
about the way he hopes the world
may someday be from his
Innervisions album.

This prince of peace and love
said things that needed to be said
and he said them well.

Raitt under the
blue light

.••••§•#•• ••••••••••• voice didn't matter any
more, all that mattered was the song that she wa"s obviously enioying It

was probably the best song she did all night.
The encores were "Guilty" (She is not Randv Newman), and Aretha's

"If You Want My Lovin' " which was for the guy who threw her the roses
Finally with the same blue light, she looked like a flaming blue torch, full
of life, leaving us with "Love Has No Pride". Although this concert had
more than its share of ups and downs, I was impressed with the quality of
Bonnie Raitt's performance. The problems with the last album were
apparently in the arrangements, because Bonnie proved in this concert
that she is growing and moving within her own field. All that is needed is
more of her own music.

J
NOW APPEARING AT THE

HIDE-A-WAT
BUDDY GUY AND JUNIOR WELLS

THURS., OCT. 24
SAT., OCT. 26

REVIEW^'
07 RESTAURANT

by Lori Leiderman
,

Dining out is always an ex
perience, but when you feel like
you're participating in the Theater
of the Absurd, it becomes an ex
perience that you'd like to forget
This is the story of ten hungry
people who made the mistake of
dining at the Wine Chariot, on
Route 9 in Hadley, on the wrong
Saturday night.
We were seated promptly at 8

p.m. Twenty hungry eyes devoured
a menu with entrees ranging from
three to seven dollars. Our orders
were taken quickly, and we

Wine Chariot: Not a Vintage Year
relaxed, elbows on red and white
checked plastic tablecloths in
anticipation of things to come.

After being served cold loaves of
bread and "salads" (actually cut
lettuce, cores and all, smothered in
bottled type dressing), we settled
down to wait for Godot. When
topics of conversation ran out
along with our patience, the decor
became more and more noticeable.
Chintzy travel posters, plastic fruit
and wire-hung wine bottles
provided no relief to our
frustration — it was now 9:00.

Next Week, WED., OCT. 30 - SAT., NOV. 2

LUTHER ALLISON AND
LUTHER JOHNSON

Rt. 202 in Granby
ine Hide-A-Way
Tel. 467-8393 1 Mile Off Rt. 116

Rff 9 « HADUy opp. Mc Donalds

PAiNTERS'
PANTS Watch ftr

out ads
every iHoRswy

•N The CPJIegian

NOTHING STANDS IN
THE WAY OF OUR

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
Nothing No chicken liver salads No spaghetti No ice cream

No pototo salad No kidding We deal in pizzas only

The finest ptiza we can make And we usually

deliver it withm 30 minutes cf your call And our pizza is made
of fresh ingredients only They are never frozen

Never So give us a try the next time you crave really good
pizza See why Domino has grown from a single shop in

Ypsilanf i to IronchilM throughout the country

The Domino People are pizza people, Period.

B
DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Phone 266-8587

Open at 4:00 p.m. Daily

"Til The Wee Hours"

next to North Amherst
Post Office

SPeciauzins^irp pizz
ennoeraano spasMem
17 monTaeue roao
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It was about this time that we
began to get petty, noticing that
other tables were now being served
a tomato with their salad. It sounds
incredible, but we called the waiter
over to ask about the problem. He
tried his hardest to placate us,
telling us that the wait was due to
the $4.25 lobster special that none
ot us had ordered. He said that
sometimes the tomato cutter got
behind and if we wanted a plate of
tomatoes, he would bring them —
that petty we weren't.

At 9: 15 our entrees arrived, and
we must have looked like ex-
pectant children opening presents
on Christmas morning. All of the
entrees were luke warm and some
of them turned out to be the
proverbial cinders in our stock-
ings.

At $5, the Baked Stuffed Scallops
were dry and overdone. The four
Baked Stuffed Shrimp looked as
unhappy to be there as we were.
Chicken Cacciatore ($4) turned out
to be the best bet with an ample
portion laced with wine. Canelloni
at $3 was good, but the portion was
small. Filet Allitaliano ($6), looked
and tasted as though it had just
come over on the boat, consisting
of a piece of fairly tender beef
encrusted in mozzarella cheese
and a nondescript glimmer of
eggplant (cardboard?). Spaghetti
or potatoes were served with each
entree — nothing spectacular,

especially the portion size.
Sometimes you just hit a

restaurant on the wrong night
Believe it or not, we were told that
two of the cooks had gone back to
Italy that morning. Other people

One more thing, don't go to the
Wine Chariot if you want separate
checks — or in our case, one
separate check. One of our group
wanted to pay by credit card, but
the management will only give one

that I have talked to said that on
previous visits, the wait wasn't
long. But, as a whole, the food was
overpriced and lacking in eye and
taste appeal, the fish dishes being
butchered the most by an over
zealous oven.

We felt sorry for the waiter, who
was being summoned to other
tables by the sound of spoons
banging on water glasses. The
fault is largely due to poor
management. We should not have
been seated until we could be
served properly.

Jim Beatmen's

bill to a table. Our waiter was so
intimidated by the policy, that he
offered to loan the person the
money, himself, so as not to con
front the boss with this breach in
procedure.

If you should decide to go to the
Wine Chariot, wait until the
replacement chef arrives. Make
sure it's not a busy evening or try
phoning your orders in a day ahead
of time. Come with good company
and small eaters, and keep your
fingers crossed that the
management has gotten it all
together.

Art & Technology
S. U. Gallery — October 21

by A. Hamburger
Jim Beatman, a first year M.F.A. student, set up a visual sculptural

situation questioning the nature of art and technology. Four tape playino
machines were located on pedestals in a manner indicative of traditional
sculpture. These machines played previously recorded readings ofpubhshed articles on art and technology as well as sounds of a toilet
flushing, the traffic m front of his house, and clanging pipes. The most
.mportant visual element of the work was the magnetic tape flowing from
the floor through the machine and pilling back onto the floor. In creating
this visual format, Beatman stated that he was "presenting the machines
with

i

a nearly impossible task." Occasionally the machines jammed, but
for the most part, ran without problems. The works main element and
consideration was the contrast between the visual flow of the maonetic
tape versus the task of the machine. The sound was primarily used as areminder of the tape's function and the question at hand. Beatman was
not making any clear value judgments on the nature of art and
technology. His non-commitment creates confusion for the viewer
developing from the contrast between the machine as a technological
obiect as compared to the appealing visual elements of the flow of the
tape upon the floor.

between lust

music plays on extra loud
turntables drowning out all
thoughts of my own
and the ones you left there when
i wasn't looking for anything
but tender touch and friendly ear but turning records
sinking into someone else's and flashing words circling
words, pain the tears through the empty spaces that

and watching tv
flow freely 'til even they
are used up
no pride
no goals
no future

—JUDITH CRIST,
N»w York Maganne

TONIGHT

"A sheer delight!"

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

a FRANCOIS
TRUFFAUTfilm
*t*riftf

BERNADETTE
LAFONT

ScxhaGfc^reousKd
likpMe

(Subtitles)

7 & 9:30 75' S.U.B.

plus Truffaut's Short: "LES MIST0NS"

used to be my mind
i sit making love to a
typewriter
tissue paper words float —
meanings twisted by the keys —
only to rest on blank verse
blank pages
all is plastic
my heart, the records, the

typewriter
i long for skin
a touch of warm fingers
anyone's
plastic desperation reaches out
hollow doesn't bend and the plastic
won't melt

1p^

words call out
for space
and ears
emoty places

reach for
quality

where is your
sound and thought
be/rrunf: for

borders — it
should be her«°
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Below The Salt — for you, the reader

Roots & Ruts
bv Mike 'do it rite' Kostek

Mo' Roots — Taj Mahal,
Columbia KC 33501, Time:
33:35

This one's made in heaven.
Let's take a look at an ad for

this, which is unusually helpful

in understanding Taj's new
turns and lefs look at the

words: New Orleans, Scotland,

Jamaica. Vastly varied? Taj
just likes nusic. And to this

end, Taj has a great new band,
with electric guitar, bass,
congas, trap drums, resorted
percussion, sax, flute, a bit of

keyboards and background
vocals in addition to Taj's
myriad of instrumeOs.

Reggae has never sounded
better, with Taj bringing a

deep Southern Blues feel to this

business while keeping enough
Jamacian lilt to his voice to get
that flowing feel the best
reggae has. His version of

"Johnny Too Bad", originally

done by The Slickers in The
Harder They Come is the

album's zenith, with perfect

understated production,
arrangement and an especially

scant, just-enough vocal by
Taj.

Mo' Roots shimmers with
deep root American musical
beneath everything. I know
there are those who dislike

American music, but this is

good enough to turn even such
unfeeling souls around. What
was the last album you Knew
that had lyrics in three
languages on it? "Why Did You
Have To Desert Me?" is a
stone flyer, with haunting
backup vocals and dynamics
that provide an unendinq fine

time line. "Cajun Waltz" is an
old New Orleans waltz stan-

dard into which Taj brings the

sweetness of soul and comes up
with a lilting soulful dignity.

"Desperate Lover" and "Slave
Driver" are two other ex-

cellent reggae send-ups, and
"Clara (St. Kitts Woman)" is a

great blend of his natural

horseness and a big calypso
voice authentic enough to

sound like it was recorded on
the docks at Kingston.

Taj has been through a

number of musical changes,
and this is as good as any of

those, and Mo' Roots is the
solidest thing he's done since

Happy Just To Be Like I Am. If

you want to see what effect

reggae will have on music, skip

J.Geils, Paul Simon and Cat
Stevens and check out the real

makers like Taj.

A 'support your UMass —
Stockbridge grads' A -.

In Concert:
Taj Mahal
Ron Douglas
20 October
Amherst College Cage
This one never had a chance.

The real fans who came early
(6:30) got to wait in the cold
over an hour as Tai arrived

late for his sound check. Once
inside, they began the evening
long choking dust-raising (the

Cage has a dirt floor, and the

Amherst College fellows forgot

to water it down beforehand).

Since the stage was five feet

high, a certain portion of the

crowd disdained sitting

Below The Salt photo by Gina Staroaoj

WAYBACK (100 feet), and sat
right up in front, and since you
can't see the stage from so
close, they got up at the first

excuse. Of course the people
behind them couldn't see, they
got up, etc., until the crowd of
1800 or so was on its feet for
three hours. Which did more to
kick up the dust than anything
else. Thanks, dips.

Above the squirming masses
loomed the looping roof to the
Cage. While it didn't impair
comic Ron "sunshine
dispenser" Douglas from
delivering his Normal high
school — young guy funnies, it

did swallow up almost all that
is good about Taj — the subl-
ties, the nuances, his ranges
of feeling that make him so
fine. It's his ability to get a
crowd to appreciate a whisper
as well as a shout that is

perhaps his greatest gift. Add
to all this his five-piece band
that was obviously New, and
the fact that he mistook our
standing up for "wanting to
release", what else could the
man do but play 'jumpers' all

night? It says the most about
the evening when Taj got the
crowd to sing along with him:
"Yea yea, I'm in love again".
"Yeah yeah, I'm in love

again" sang the people. We
missed more than we know.

Did you get my donut?
IT'S ONLY ROCK 'N ROLL — THE ROLLING
STONES (Rolling stones Records COC 79101)
time: 41:01

What are the Stones doing?! They chuck the
brass, bring in Mick Taylor fo replace Merry
Clayton et al, and turn their backs on the blues.
And what do we get? Only rock 'n roll. What
for?! Since they entitled the album correctly,
we assume they know it'* limited. And that is
he great disappointment. It is even more of a
letdown because they really needed something
much better after Goats Head Soup. It is fur
her a bummer because, not only is it not a
progression, but it is a digression. If the Stones
can't maintain their integrity and are sucked in

by 'he nostalgia thing, then i have to say
goodbye. Who wants yesterday's papers?

hp« »— »»»• gorv details:

1) "If you can't rock me:" Definitely a good
rocker with lyrics that stay with it. 2) "Ain't too

proud 'o beg": Remake of an old rocker. Done
well. 3) "l''s only Rock 'n Roll": If Mick and
Keith could have come up with a more
profound chorus, and given it to us less often
Che final chorus goes on for a minute with no
tiint of a "Goin' Home" type improv from
Jagger), this tune could have been a tight

rocker. 4) "Till the next goodbye": One of the
few slower tunes on the album. But luckily, it's

go' enough of a beat to keep us from falling
asleep »o the droning of the same lyrics. 5)

"Time waits for no one" The basic makeup of
his song is A, B, chorus (repeat many times),
if you can make it throuoh the first 3 minutes
you won't find anything different, but you'll be
rea'ed to some extended guitar work backed
by 'he unmistakable Mr. Hopkins' building
piano. 4) "Luxury": Sounds like it was
recorded in a beer hall. Bill Wyman plays his
wo chords well. 7) "Dance little sister": Has
some good guitar work, but it's been done
before. •) "If you really want to be my friend":
Interesting, if not earpleasing, vocal combo of
Taylor, Jagger, and Richard. 9) "Short and
curlies": Decent rocker musically. Too bad
here's only one verse for 2:44. 10) "Finger-
print file": Best cut on the album. An excellent

Jagger bump and grinder with a few well

placed interludes of The Rambler purring in

yr ears.

"he S'ones have never been a particularly
jressive group, but they have maintained a
of sustained fine R8.B. Now with the B

ed, we are left with a hollow rock 'n roll,

I don'' like it. I'm not going to store my
• es collection, they have too much good
:ic behind them. But I'll definitely consider
re shelling out good money for this kind of

ff.

—John Wasseli

In Concert:
Jackson Browne-Wendy Waidman
Bushnell Auditorium, Hartford
October 17, 1974

It is surely the mark of an excellent per-
former when he or she is able to live up to and
surpass all the pre game expectations you
enter a concert with. Jackson and his band
were just so fine, if is difficult to reduce the
feeling to a typewritten retelling. Opening with
"Redneck Friend", tossing out "Rock Me On
The Water" as a response to one woman's well-
' imed request, or adding insight to songs off his
current (and under-rated) album, the man
proved to have the crowd in his hands.
Professional touches were evident throughout
he entire show, as could be seen by the coor-
dination between lyric cues and the lighting.

These people had a good show and knew how to

qet it across.

Below The Salt photo by Debbie Schafer

David Lindley was an increatbie standout
on lead, lap steel and violin. When the much
requested "Take It Easy" became the first

encore, Lindley led an ever increasing tempo
into a frenzied violin solo, and that in turn
became a rousing version of Jackie Wilson's
"Higher and Higher". Freebo, Bonnie Raitt's

bass player, added what can only be called a
distinctive touch, playing his tuba on "Walking
Slow" from Late For The Sky. Jackson's voice,
which I have heard described as faltering, was
clear, strong, and facile. Perhaps the solid
backing 'he band gives him is more than
enough 'o bolster his confidence. "The Dan
cer" and "Fountain of Sorrow" and "Late for
he Sky", all off the new record, were done
superbly, as well as "For Everyman" and
"Doctor My Eyes". The encore version of
"Take It Easy Higher and Higher" brought us
o our feet and the crowd was rewarded with a
second encore, just Jackson and David closing
with "Song for Adam". This was one concert
hat all who attended will carry with us a long
ime.

—Craig Roche

NIGHTMARES—
J. GEILS BAND
(Atlantic Records)
When a band only plays one new song from

heir forth-coming album during a concert, you
know something's gone sour. Which is iust the
case we find on the newest J. Geils Band ip, a
disc chock full of riff music already hashed out
on previous recordings, ever since Full
House .

Nightmares isn't really that bad though.
Certainly the musicianship of the band has
improved— no longer do they sound like an out
of 'une amp; the sound of this album is very
clean and slick. Too bad this does not make an
album.
Of 'he nine numbers here, only two come off

as being rather good. They are "Must Of Got
Lost" (The only song from this Ip to be played
at 'heir Providence gig this summer) and
"Givin' It All Up". The rest is pretty much
filler. "Funky Judge" is an exercise in bad
aste, featuring one George Jessel. Thank God
he didn'» do his Al Jolson imitations.

Bloodshot , Ladies Invited and now
Nightmares reprove that J. Geils is primirily

a concert band, as originally shown with Full
House . The energy they produce in concert is

pretty much lost in fhesutdio. Save your money
and see 'hem live (C)

—David Santos

I'M GOIN' BACK TO THE COUNTRY— JUKE
BOY BONNER (Arhoolie F 1034) Time 34:03
Some solo blues artists can be hard to listen

•o unless you're in the right mood, but this
album of Juke Boy Bonner can be put on
anytime. It's not all slow blues numbers,
here's good boogie woogie, and that ain't easy
when you're only one man.
There are several reasons why Juke Boy

makes if on this re-issue of his first LP. First is

what I c al I the "oh cum ohwn" syndrome, i.e.,

where the artist is cookin' so hard that he
vocalizes his emotions with at least a few "^h
yeahs" (Juke Boy don't stop there). I love
listening to some one really dig playin' his
music. Secondly, Juke Boy handles both the
guitar and harp really well together; he doesn't
slur 'he harp, something that's all too easy to
do while playing guitar at the same time. His
guitar playing is crisp as he lays down a solid
rhythm, while keeping the melody clear.
Juke Boy's electric guitar and harp are a bit

reminiscent of Jimmy Reed's sound, but
similarities in lyrics fade in such con-
•emporary (1968) songs as "Goin' Back to the
Country". Now I'm not crazy about country
living, — And it's really nof my desire — But if

I move back to the sticks, I don't have to worry
about no sniper fire." It's the blues of a much
wider scope than that of just one's personal
'roubles.

So you folks who have trouble with solo blues
artists, try this one. Juke Boy Bonner's
amazingly full sound and high spirits, not to

mention his lyrics, will fake you away. And fhat
ain'» no lie.

—"Wichita" John Wasseli

THE BEST OF LAMBERT, HENDRICKS AND
ROSS Columbia Records

This trio of cool cats is once again
represented on vinyl because the hip cats at

Columbia records are taking the time to look
behind the recent "pop" interest in "bop"
influenced music. On this album, you'll find the
very best in scat by a group that was scattlng
when the Pointer Sisters still thought it meant
"get lost".

Certainly those of you who are enjoying the
Pointers, Bette Midler, and to a lesser extent,
Dan Hicks and Joni Mitchell will enjoy this
album. If you liked the Pointers snappy cover
of "Cloudburst", or either Joni Mitchell's or
Bette Midler's "Twisted", then check this
album out.

Be forewarned, however, that neither a 34-

track tape recorder, the country's top studio
musicians, nor even a producer who remem
bers when, could faithfully represent in
Midler's, Mitchell's, or the Pointers' albums,
v.hat Lambert, Hendricks and Ross were.
There are no elaborately voiced, Bacharach
piano changes in L,H + R's "Cloudburst" as
there are in the Pointers' version. There is no
quasi big band arrangement or over dubbed
harmonies as in Midler's "Twisted".
There, is however, superb scat music one

step less detatched from "bop" jazz, which we
should all have more of every day. And as long
as I'm making value judgements, tms album
get* »n a.

—Paul Kontrimas

CHANGE UP THE GROOVE
ROY AYERS UBIQUITY

(Polydor PD 4032)

"Ubiquity" is the perfect name for

a group like this, because they do indeed
seem to be everywhere simultaneously.
The musical places are as varied as
musical styles, jazz, soul, rock or
whatever.

What does Roy Ayers have in

common with Lionel Hampton or Gary
Burton? Nothing besides the fact that

hey all play vibes well. Which is a
positive thing, of course. Perhaps art is

measured by the degree of uniqueness it

reveals.

Ayers seems to have an
inborn ability to sustain a
melody as well as improvise
around 'he chord changes in

a smooth and effortless kind
of way. As for the other
musicians, this album is a
credit to their skills also. No
shoddy solo work here.

While it's nof a d«77iina
release, Change Up The
Groove, at least has the
overall qualify I'd ,;i-^ M see
every album r

it.. Blanchard

Art & Postcards
by Mike Kostek II

Walls & Bridges
John Lennon
Apple SW 3416

time 45:16

1 . Form is content. True? To
a great extent. Thus Mr.
Lennon's new disc will affect

most listeners The Same Old
Way, as his previous four
conventional solo records. This
is because John cloaks his new
messages in his Usual musical
forms played by the same
folks, the Keltner-Voorman-
Keys Davis Hopkins coterie.

Stale stale stale. Their playing
is stale enough (with the
general exception of Jesse
Ed's guitar) to render such
potential rockers as "What
You Got" impotent. It takes a
'fresh talent' like Elton John to

provide the only new-sounding
moments on the record
("Whatever Gets You Through
The Night"), seeing as the —

ACTUAL EMOTIONAL
CONTENT —

is so low. We know John's-A-

Genius, and he has as always,
a few things to say. "Scared"
transcends this Playing
Problem, putting forth a

heartbeat-deathbeat bass line,

sensitive Jesse Davis guitar

and mainline Lennon lyrics

and vocal that come across
fine:

"I'm scared, I'm scared, I'm

scared — As the years roll

away — And the price that I

paid...

I'm tired, I'm tired, I'm tired
— Of being so alone — no place
to call my own — like a rolling

stone"
"Dream No. 9" is a bit of a

success, being an interesting

collection of ideas and images,
painted with an appropriate
musical background, marred
only by an uneasy resemblance
to "My Sweet Lord" in the

chorus.

Parts of "Surprise Surprise"
(Sweet Bird Of Paradox)" and
"Steel And Glass", two
medium-tempoed love-hate
songs, come through, but
suffer from recycled ideas.
Hooray for "Beef Jerky", a
magnificent instrumental
tribute to one of our most fun
foods. The album's final sum-
up, "Nobody Loves You (When
You're Down And Out)"
matches up some potentially

interesting lyrics ("I've shown
you everything, I got nothing to

hide — But you still ask me
what it is, whatlt is — All I can
tell you is it's all show
biz. ..Everybody loves you
when you're six foot un-
derground") within ill-defined

melody line that almost
drowns in a peculiar com-
bination of self-pity and rock
show biz blandness.
Which brings up the in-

teresting subjects of —

ART & POSTCARDS —
which John now apparently

sees as one and the same. First
Art. John's art with the
Beatles, even when directly
personal, was early on im-
personal-appearing. We don't
take "Help" or "A Hard Days
Night" as direct cries from
Lennon. No, they seem just
universal cries, universal
forms John wrote in. His later
personal lyrics ("I'm So
Tired") were certainly more
identifiable, but the words
went beyond direct, mundane
problems into. ...Aha! a study
of loneliness, 1969 rock & roll
style. Penetrating.

The solo John Lennon has
done a large amount of
removing 'barriers' between
himself and his art, and has
come up with a series of Long
Playing Steerio Postcards that
give us JOHN AS ART. John is

naked, John loves Yoko, Yoko
is in the hospital, John hates

Paul, John's ripped up inside,

John imagines..., John sup-
ports thisthatandtheOther,
John's a-no love Yoko. ..There's
little subtlety, little work, little

time put into the words — most
are direct lines to us, simply
stated for our information
about his condition. Portraits
of the ongoing artist, as it

were. In doing so, John's
negating the real reason for

our interest. We're not con-
cerned with the man who did
Mind Games, but rather the
human who did "I Am The
Walrus" (fill In your own
fave), and are very interested
in his. ..development. Now if

John has come to believe that
these stereo postcards are Art,
that's okay, but necessarily of

limited interest since you or I

could do much of what he is

currently doing. This self-

conscious Art About The Artist
is a new category, a sort of non-

V

along with Keltner, Keys vhe
really can't play for dookey),
Voorman, & Hopkins, Get
flexible. Record with Martin
Mull, Gato Barbieri, James
Brown, Pete Townshend and
Beefheart's old Magic Band,
and have Lowell George of

Little Feat produce. You can
still write to us anytime John,
it's just that you can say
'Having lousy time, wish you
were here' only so many $6.98

ways.
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entertainment, non-
progression, non-real, non-non
Art for which we can make few
real judgements except per-
sonal ones (either you're in-

terested or you're not). If you
are then a real 'review' instead
of a critique is about all

humble reviewer — critic can
give in remaining space is —
WORDS OF ART ADVICE

FOR JOHN —
Bag those living strings

I read Mike's review (and I

hope he won't mind my
mentioning that his opinion of
Lennon's album changed a fair
amount prior to that writing),
and want to add a couple of
comments by way of appendix.
Yes, John could profitably get
rid of the use of strings in most
cases, and could even more
profitably get out and play with
musicians outside of the
Keltner Et Al stable — his

work with Nilsson is a hopeful
step in that direction. The
lyrical postcard concept is

basically a good one, but some
things need to be noted. For
one thing, Walls and Bridges
contains none of Lennon's
pseudopolitical lyrics (a most
positive step), and while the
album is basically inspired by
his separation from Yoko, I

feel that it generally manages
to avoid the kind of slobbering
sentimentality which such an
event might well have
produced. Of course, not all of
the lyrics are crystalline — we
really don't need to be told
"I'm scared" eight times in a
row — but the improvements
are unmistakable.

I'm not sure I know what
"stale playing" means in this

context — I know what it

means for Blood, Sweat, and
Tears! I find the musicianship
generally satisfying. My
overall opinion is that Walls
and Bridges is far superior to

Mind Games, even if not totally

satisfying, and so different
from Some Time in New York
City that the two are barely
recognizable as products of the
same artist. The key lyrics

may be from "Scared" —
"Hatred and jealousy, gonna
be the death of me- 1 guess I

knew it right from the start-

Sing out about love and peace
Don't wanna see the red raw
meat-The green eyed goddamn
straight from your heart".

We can only hope that Walls
and Bridges is part of an ar-
tistic trend upward, rather
than the start of another cycle.
Hold On John.

—David Miller

Gink Ginkdom or Gink Gunkdom?
SMILER — ROD STEWART
(Mercury SRM 1-1017)

Total playing time: 42:49

They should have called this one Sing It

Again, Again Rod or Many a Dull Moment Vol.
2.

The long-awaited (?) Rod Stewart album is

nardly 'he exciting event which the full page
ads gloriously proclaim. Actually, Roderick is

up 'o his old tricks, doing a couple of pop
standards, a Sam Cooke medley, a token Oylan
song, and a few original tunes. As has been the
case with his past four solo endeavors, the
S'ewart songs come off the best, and here it is

"Farewell", which besides sounding like

"Maggie May 74", is the album's only real
high point.

The most disheartening aspect of the latest
phase of Stewart's recording career is his
unmistakable lack of diversity. I is just tnat
same old same old. Every song, be it a Chuck
Berry up-empo or a Dylan ballad, fits right
into »he Rod Stewart mold of the past four
years, never recalling his amazingly emotional
and sincere work with Jeff Beck or the early
Faces.

Both Elton jonn and
Paul McCartney (possibly
rock's wo most consistent
sellers) wrote a song for

Smiler, bu" Rod brings
almost nothing of himself to

tie songs, singing 'hem buf
no' feeling 'hem.

Twn years, rvuimng new.
Smiler sounds so familiar
hat after one listen, you'll

feel like you've heard it all

before. You have.

HAPPY DAZE — LINDISFARNE
(Elektra 7E 101S)

Total playing time: 39:05
One of those soft spoken but eloquent pub
urned concert bands, Lindisfarne is un-
fortunately better known around fhese parts as
a warm up band to big name groups like Traffic
and Little Feat than as respectable-in-their-
own-right musicians.
Led by singer and writer Alan Hull, the

'Fame has usually been able to say a great deal
with 'heir music, which is a unique blend of

English sounding folk and rock. In the past,
Hull's songs have reflected a humour, a
synicism, and a political awareness which goes
far beyond so much of the half assed lyrics
which are so abundant in today's rock-biz.

After a rumored breakup and subsequent
reformation earlier this year, the group
released its fourth album, Roll On, Ruby, a
record which saw Hull lessening his writing
nu'pu' and allowing the other band members to

share in the spotlight. The affect was a
disappointing and weak album with only two
songs, both written by Hull, shining through.
While a definite improvement over Roll On,

Ruby, Happy Daze is too commercial to bring it

up o »he more subtle Lindisfarne excellence of
old. I "s sad, bu' Hull seems to be losing his

ouch, or maybe he's just selling out — in

search for 'he lost fame. Lindisfarne for the
masses is a dismal thought. Anyway, "Nellie"
and "Tomorrow", the album's best tracks,
weren't written by Hull.

Overall, Happy Daze is Lindisfarne's most
schizoid album to date, featuring some of their
bes' and worst ("Tonight" sounds like the
fucking Grass Roots and "Dealer's Choice"
comes over the radio sounding like the Bach-
man Turner Overdrive) material. It's just to
spotty and lax a-daze-ical to be satisfying in the
same way 'hat their earlier recordings were.

DAVID LIVE — DAVID BOWIE
(RCA CPL 2-0771)

Total playing time: 81:06

Featuring most of the songs which have
made Bowie the culfist phenomenon which he
is, 'he two record David Live also shows a
definite lack of the musical substance which
made Hunky Dory, Ziggy Stardust and Aladdin
Sane such charismatic recordings. The music
is here, *he essence isn't.

On Live, Bowie moves mechanically from
song »o song, never speaking to the audience
and only rarely (on "Jean Genie" and "Width
of a Circle") equalling his studio performances
of 'he same material. Without the aid of a
s'udio, much of the production and sound here
is hin or hollow, with even Bowie's voice being
occasionally lost in the totality.

I' is interesting to note that Michael Kamen,
i nceof 'tie New York Rock and Roll Ensemble,
plays keyboards and oboe with the Bowie en-
ourage which also includes guitar, bass,
drums, percussion, additional keyboards, two
I urns, and 'wo often silly background
vocalists.

All 'oiled and 'old, this just isn't the exciting
musical event which could and should have
come from 'his dynamic performer.

—David "heaven on wneeis" Sokoi

I'VE GOT MY OWN ALBUM TO DO — RON
WOOD

(Warner Bros. BS 2819)

Question: What happens when a band
becomes successful?

Answer: We get solo albums from one or
more of 'he band's members, as evidenced by
groups such as The Who, The Allmans, The
Gra'eful Dead, The Rolling Stones, et al. Now,
s'epping front and center to continue this

radiUon is Ron Wood, one of Rod Stewart's ace
Faces. Along with playing lead guitar for the
group, he has, in the past, co-written several
Faces *unes along with Rod.

I've Got My Own Album To Do is in no way
a cne-man venture on the part of Mr. Wood. On
he album's various cuts, he has gotten a little

help from his friends: R. Stewart, Mick
Jagger, Keith Richard, Mick Taylor, George
Harrison and Ian McLagan (Faces'
keyboardsman), iust to name a few. But this is

still Wood's own, with him holding the forefront
and blending the others into the background
(difficult as it may be to imagine). And through
it all, 'he music comes off rather well. Wood
displays a fine singing style which many people
had previously 'hought as a non-existing
quali'y in him. A few of the cuts which caught
my fancy were: "I Can Feel The Fire," the
album's opener, on which Jagger does some
excellent back up vocals, "Take A Look At The
Guy," one of the disc's more rockin' numbers
which moves right into "Act Together," a
Jagger Richard composition. On side two,
"Sure The One You Need," another Jagger
Ricnard collaboration turns into a rather ef-
fective four minutes and eleven seconds of good
S ones' ! ype rock.

be sure, 'his is an album with unlimited
potential It proves to all the world that Rod
Sewar* is not the only star in The Faces' band.
I've Got My Own Album To Do is a definite
indication 'hat Ron Wood, a new star, is

beginning »o shine.

J

—ROSS Nerenberg
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Meet Dave Sokol, class of '75.

Dave, the co-editor of Below The
Salt, doesn't always look this way;
his eyes are closed when he's

sleeping.

SPECIAL OF
THE WEEK

OCTOBER 22 - 26

Vi PRICE
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS

lunar of Blalfilj

FELIX CAVALIERE
(Bearsville BR6955)

Felix Cavaliere, the former lead singer and
co writer (along with Eddie Brigati) of the now
defunct Rascals, has made a solo album aptly
named Felix Cavaliere. The originality doesn't
stop here. Anyone wishing to hear what the
Rascals sounded like in the «0's can listen here.
Carmen Moore takes Eddie Brigati's co-

writer spot and gives Felix a little Latin-
American twist (especially in "Summer in El
Barrio" — jComprende usted?). Any Rascal
follower will testify that, at times, the Rascals

were slightly ahead of the musical world in the
early sixties. Unfortunately, taking music
concepts which vere slightly ahead of the time
ten or twelve years ago makes this effort a
little more suited for the latter sixties.

Felix Cavaliere will be worth listening to for
any Rascal followers or anyone wanting a kind
of "easy going" rock with a hint of Latin-
America. So get a glass of Santiba, put your
sombrero on the table, and reminisce with
Felix Cavaliere.

— wayne Quack Quack dejnak

fr*********************,^****

Dinner
t*eHfiTfcH

THURSDAY
LUNCH

•Soup
•Seafood Newburg

with rice, tossed salad
• Rolls & Butter

• Jello

DINNER
• Soup
Baked Schrod

• Whipped Potato
• Peas
• Roll & Butter
• Cookie.

BEER on Tap
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The Homecoming 6am

UMASS vs. UCONN

Saturday at Alumni Stadium

COME EARLY for a Pre-Game Picnic

STAY LATE for a Post-Game Celebration
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Now Appearing at
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SWEET PIE
Thurs. Night

Edgewood and Bay
Fri. and Sat.

HAPPY HOUR
Mon.-Sat. in the Speakeasy Lounge

Bookspaj

Heller's Latest
Reviewed bv Don Aucoin

SOMETHING HAPPENED
Knopf Publishers
by Joseph Heller

p. 569, $10.00

Don't let the title fool you.
Nothing happens. Or at least
next to nothing happens. Or
happened. Or is likely to
happen, for that matter. It is a
stagnant, deteriorating world
in which Heller's protagonist,
Bob Slocum, moves (or does
not move). And here's the
catch (ha-ha): How to keep it

interesting?

Bob Slocum is a middle-level
corporate executive working
for a huge company which
remains nameless (psst — It's

Time, Inc.), doing things which
he does not specify, having lots
of sex both in and out of his
marriage, worrying about his
son, having verbal jousts with
his daughter, regretting those
women he could have had but
didn't, regretting those women
he shouldn't have had but did,
and in general having a jolly

old neurotic time. Slocum
shuns all responsibility for
anything ("A friend in need is

no friend of mine"), and lives
in terror of having to perform
those awful, existential acts,
whether it be killing a mouse
with a rolled up magazine, or
sending his brain-damaged
child away forever. Yes,
Slocum has a retarded child,
but he doesn't speak of him
much, and when he does, he
lays bare all the innate
goodness and sensitivity of his
soul ("I've got this idiot child
of mine I don't want and don't
know what to do with"). Oh,
Slocum is a pretty rotten

a Disappointing Encore!
person all right, and it's hard
to laugh at his jokes because he
is such a louse, but that's the
way Heller wants it.

Slocum loves "his boy" with
a tender passion rarely seen in
his relationships with others.
(His healthy son is always
referred to as "my boy", and
his retarded child as "Derek",
which is his name. We never
learn the names of Slocum's
son, daughter, or wife). The
boy is a sort of reluctant Jack
Armstrong, with external
forces prodding him towards
the realization of "The
American Dream". His father,
who has already realized "it",
secretly hopes that his son will
retain his non-competitive
ways, but is powerless to affect
the situation in any way.
Slocum is often uncomfortable
and angry with his teen-age
daughter, and is embarrassed
about her developing body.
(Neuroses' fans take note: Not
only does Slocum battle
against subliminal incestuous
impulses, but he also ex-
periences "homosexual panic"
now and then.) Slocum's wife
can still turn him on sexually,
but he periodically experiences
a strong desire to divorce her.
He has always wanted to
divorce her, it seems, even
before they were married. Bob
Slocum is a strange man.

He's a racist, and a sexist,
but no more than the gang
down at the office. This is

where Something Happened is

at its most interesting,
amusing, and insightful; as
Heller delivers a devasting
indictment of the business
world. All the executives are
afraid of someone else, and

that someone else is afraid of
someone else, and this absurd
chain of fear stretches on into
infinity (or at least up to the
president of the company, but
then, he's probably afraid of
his wife.) The lower-level
execs go to prostitutes in the
afternoon. The upper-level
execs go to prostitutes in the
evening. If a corporate
"heavy" scores a success at
the annual convention wearing
a red blazer, why then there's
sure to be a lot of red blazers at
the next convention.
A man knows his importance

by the length of the speech he is

allowed to make at these
conventions, and there is much
infighting and backstabbing to
garner an extra minute or two.
Wives are coldly analyzed,
measured, compared, sum
med up, and dismissed. Older
men who have outlived their
usefulness are shunted aside
without a thought. In all, a
grim picture or fear and loath-
ing in the corporate structure.
The American Dream has
gotten twisted somewhere.

Something Happened is a
very long book, one of nearly
unrelieved depression, and
bound to sink your spirits. I

often found myself desperately
clawing through murky
jungles oo verbiage. Heller is

sometimes witty, sometimes
cute, sometimes complicated
as we travel through the lower
depths of Bob Slocum's
muddled mind. I sense that this
book is going to disappoint a lot
of people.

My mind travels wistfully
back a couple of years. I am in
a bus station in Boston. Some
little twerp is declaiming
loudly, "The Bible Is the
greatest book ever written." I

turn and rivet him to the floor
with steely gaze, and with calm
conviction I say quietly,
persuasively, "Nonsense,
Catch-22 is the greatest book
ever written."

I don't think I'd go out on a
limb like that for Something
Happened. It is certainly not
fair to compare the two with
regard to subject matter since

there are such vast differences
(though the attack on
bureaucracy is one constant
uniting the different works),
but a comparison based on
quality is inevitable. The latter
book does not, I think, measure
up to the former. For one thing,
though Heller spends much
more time detailing Bob
Slocum than he did with his
spiritual counterpart in Catch-
22, that businessman's
businessman, Milo Min-
derbinder, I find Milo a whole
lot more intriguing. But now
I'm lapsing into comparisons.
My suggestion to anyone
reading Something Happened
is: Be patient, and don't expect
another masterpiece.

Rats! I wish Heller could
have slipped in a mention as to
whether Yossarian ever made
it to Sweden.

-I- This book is available at
the University Bookstore.

Rare Beauty
The Wild Places, A Photographic Celebration of
Unspoiled America Commentary by Ann and Myron
Sutton

Photographs by Tom Algire (a dozen or so others)
through Michael Wotton Harper & Row

-Reviewed by Frederic Charles Weiss-

"AHORA ff

REUNION ESPECIAL

Dia: Jeuves 24 de Oct.

Hora: 8:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Sitio: Campus Center

Salon: 804 - 809

NOTA: La Reunion Estaba programada para el Miercoles
pero fue suspendia para el Jueves.

There are times that you walk through a
bookstore and a book, THE book catches your eye
Last year, the Wild Places; A Celebration of Un-
spoiled America came out, and quite simply from a
pictorial sense sense it is the most impressive book
that I've ever seen. First of all, every page is filled
with bursting sunsets, shining valleys, colorful
mountains, thirst clear water. Every page gives oft
the type of impression that National Geographic
magazine used to try so hard to bring home: The
rugged outdoors, where nature, undisturbed by
civilization (except of course for the N.G.
photographer) lived in peace and harmony. Quite
simply, the Wild Places makes National Geographic
look like Pop Art.

The commentary running though the book by Ann
and Myron Sutton is pleasant but basically in-
significant. Nobody will buy the book to read their
commentary, and so it must be dismissed as in
cidental. On the other hand, the pictures are stun
ning. For the book, 40,000 pictures, from some of the
finest nature photographers in the world were sifted
through. The book consists of 166 of these shots, 131 of
which are in color. Not even the Admission standards
at Harvard Law School are made of sterner stuff.

Photographers are a funny breed. When they
cover wars they seem to have the spunk to get up to
the front lines. Some never return, leaving a legacy of
creative courage in order to capture the reality of the
topic. The photographers of the Wild Places have
displayed the qualities of subtlety and sensitivity so
vital in the field of capturing nature on film. From a

fading orangy blue sunset to a white birch tree
breaking open at the seams in curls of bark, the
photographers of the Wild Places display a rare
beauty. Quite simply in fact, this book is the most
beautiful pictorial collection that I have ever seen.
Unfortunately, like all things that seem to be this well

. put together, the price of the book is steep, way
beyond twenty bills in some places. However, there is
a chance that it will be out in paperback someday.
Till then tour through old bookshops, or ask new ones
f they want to sell their "display copy" (usually
these finger smudged veterans can be had for at least
half price).

However, if you aren't willing to go through any
of these routes, but you are still interested in seeing
what I consider to be the most beautiful book in the
world, there is The Wild Places calander, with just a
few of these pictures that sells for around five dollars.
Perhaps such a calander is just an excercise in
frustration: When you see a couple of these pictures,
you want to see more and more of them. However, if

you are the kind of person who feels that some beauty
is better than nothing, you'd really like the calander
(which is available at the University bookstore). But
in any case, check out this book somewhere,
sometime. Even if it means having to thumb through
it in some bookstore, and risk the angry looks from
petty store clerks. The Wild Places is entitled A
Photographic Celebration of Unspoiled America. The
book is a monument to the things that are left in
America worth keeping. A reminder about how
beautiful things once were. And a warning to
preserve what natural lands we have left.

I'm not trained in the skills of photography. Yet I

feel that a wonderful book is not necessarily one that
photographers can evaluate and appreciate. Rather,
it is one that all people can look at with joy and un
derstanding. The Wild Places is this kind of book,
filled with the warmth of nature, the natural wonder,
or what is left of it, of our land.
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WED. - SIR.

ALBATROSS
Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's
Flea Market, only 12 miles
from Whitmore!

Hi*if of Room h Boogie!

TUES. & WED. — No Cover
THURS. SUN., $1.00

Sunday Beer— 25c— 9 to 1 : 00
HAPPY HOUR everv day (exp. Mon.), 4 7

Phone (617) — Just Over Line— 544-6028

le»^

St. Regis
Restaurant

xvcfe Home Style Food
Quality Service
Reasonable Prices

Specialties of the House:

CANADIAN MEAT PIE

CHICKEN PIE

BEEF STEAK PIE

BAKED BEANS (Boston Style)

ALL HOMEMADE

Open 6 a.m. -9 p.m., Mon.-Sat. ; 7a.m. -9 p.m.. Sun.
28 Pleasant St. Northampton

Tel. 5841543

Breakfast Served All Hours
"Jerry heads the breakfast grill"

-*7
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GOLDIE HAWN

filmz

SANDERSON
THEATRE

1700 Main St., Springfield, Mass.

Saturday, October 26, 8 p.m.

an evening with

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
Tuesday, October 29, 8 p.m.

SHAWN PHILLIPS
in concert with

QUATERMASS
Peter Robinson, Barry DeSouza

John Gustafson

Thursday, October 31, 8 p.m.

special Halloween show

FOCUS
Saturday, November 2, 8 p.m.

LINDA RONSTADT
Friday, November 15, 7: 30 & 10 p.m.

a special evening with

DONOVAN
Saturday, November 16, 8 p.m.

RANDY NEWMAN
spocial guest

MIMI FARINA
Ticke s: $6.50, $6, and $5 and U All seats reserved. Available at all

Ticke ron ou'le's, (617) 542 5491. Also available at Sanderson Theatre
B x Office.

, Wax N Wane, Chicopee; Faces of Earth, Amherst; Fred Locke Stereo,
* Springfield; Music Man, Westfield, Baggins End, S. Hadiey; Country
«• O mfor, Nor'hampton. By mail send certified check or money order to

£ Sanderson Theatre, 1700 Main S'., Springfield. For further information,

» call (413) 734 5603.Ei For further information, call (413) 734-5603
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In everyone^ life there's a

SUMMER OF 42

rm
Hit No.

the sequel to
"summer of '42"

"CLASS OF '44"

BUTTERFLIES

ARE FREE Return of the Dragon

FRI., OCT. 25

7:30 & 10:00

JVlon.-Tues. — DOLLAR Night 1

OMMMMMMEMMMMK $1.00

Film Times

ACADEMY OF MUSIC -
Class of 44 - 7:15

Summer of '42 - 9:00
AMHERST CINEMA -

Last Tango in Paris - 9:10
A Streetcar Named Desire - 7:00

CALVIN THEATRE -
Animal Crackers - 7:00 & 9:00

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
Death Wish - 7:00-8:45

California Split - 7:00-9:00

Return of the Dragon - 7:00-9:00
MT. FARMS 4 -
Sleeper - 5:30-9:00

Everything About Sex - 7:15
Class of '44 - 7:15 - Summer of

'42 5:15 9:00

Animal Crackers - 5:00-7:00-9:00

Chinatown - 4:30-7:00-9:15

SHOWCASE -
Airport 1975 - 7:25-9:30

Longest Yard - 7:30-10:00
Odessa File - 7:25 9:50
Gone With the Wind 8:00
Gambler 7:30-940

CALVlN]&ie
>K III WUMi i\ 584

" fcsrs st Nsttam

IKS.

"ANIMAL ~®

Evw.: "Animal CrachTi" 7:00 4 »:00 Sat. 4 Sun., Mat 700
MONDAY S TUESDAY BARGAIN NITfS • All SEATS $100

T
.LuJi am

AMITY ST. 253-5426

Marlon Brando
LAST TANGO

III

v PARIS

v
\v>s

m.
Streetcar
Named
Desire*

.V — -.*.,'- .?*.' United Artist!
4£v »».w> M ^*JC"'O

Eves. "STREETCAR" 7:00 "LAST TANr.n- ^7.
XZMMSk

~'

mWAM IIMHiSiyUH
ROUTE 5 RIVEHDALE RO WEST SPFIO GIFT CERTIFICATES ALWAYS AVAILABLE

CHARGf YOUR•••A ,rnt , _ ,.„,, .
',' "" ' '•""riwitj ALWAYS AVA LABLE TICKETS OH M/L^TFB '"''"' "Ov.vIX^ACHESQF FREE LIGHTED PARK,NG ?« HR TEL 713-5131 EXCLUSIVE RECL.N.NG.ROCK.MC CHAIR LOU^eT <£«£ Wti/LJ
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He came to forget
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WALT DISNEY
PWmil-TKjNSnn^,,

hi
TECHNICOLOR q

An all NEW film

inspired by the
novel, "AIRPORT"
by Arthur Hailey.

Rears and 1 — 7:15
JOHN DENVER SnaM> j^g _ y m

Starts Friday CWftlM WStON

* Vfatt Disney* l Jl&'J

AIRPORT 1975
and iusi Ic

mmm m\m
hwuhibij mm
i m Mil MM

Wed.Mat.-2:#a
Eves. — 7:25-9:30
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SURVIVAL
OF THE
FIERCEST.
AND THE
FUNNIEST.
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BURT REYNOLDS
•THE LONGEST YARD"
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From the smash suspense novel of the year.

Wed. Mat. -2:00
Evm. — 7:25-1:50
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Return of the Dragon: Bruce Lee is

back starring, written and directed
by Bruce Lee.

by Stuart Sojcher
"Bruce Lee is back" the ads

proclaim, and with gate receipts
rolling in as they have been, the
movie industry is wishing that Lee
quite literally was back from the
dead, that is. Anyone familiar with
kung-fu flicks will instantly
recognize the name of Bruce Lee
and his contributions to the kung-fu
genre.

In the spring of 1973, the kung-fu
craze hit the U.S. with the success
of The Five Fingtrs of Death.
Other films such as Deep Thrust,
Queen Boxer, The Hammer of God
and Karado soon followed. Most
were produced in Hong Kong
studios by either Run Run Shaw or
Raymond Chow on low budgets and
within a week's time. Even then
the plot line is extremely thin and
repeated with little variation in

other films. But kung-fu freaks
couldn't care less; their only
concern is action and most of the

films supply that quite nicely.
Violence is at a premium with

gouged eyes, slashed bodies —
deadly chops and socks. The kung
fu masters make such incredible
lumps, leaps and kicks that David
Carradine wouldn't even qualify
for the preliminary bouts.
In terms of action, quality and

production the kung-fu genre bears
a direct similarity to the spaghetti
western, excepting the films of
Sergio Leone. The dubbing is

atrocious and the dialogue is even
worse. Can you imagine a 13th
century setting and such inane
lines like: "Hi Dad", "Hey Baby"
and "Hey Man?" If one looks
carefully, one can always spot a
microphone carelessly hanging
down and the photography is

consistently poor. The shoddiness
contributes to the films' humor as
one can't help but laugh at such
ineptness. But again who really
cares. As long as Bruce Lee or
some other good guy vanquishes
twenty odd opponents at once with
exquisite style and grace, one's

appetite is satisfied. Overam
pi ifled sounds of broken bones,
kick blows to the head, crashing
fists and flying leaps add to the
action, excitement and violence.

In the past year the kung-fu
craze has died down considerably,
the reason being the death of Lee.
Shortly after the release of his last

film, Enter The Dragon, Lee died.
The cause of death ranged from
drugs and poisoning to murder.
Circumstances surrounding his
death were mysterious as the two
aforementioned Hong Kong studios
were vying for the number one
position in the production of kung-
fu films in which Lee played a key
role. Supposedly he was contracted
to one studio while about to go to
work for another, so Ihe former
had him knocked off. A later
autopsy ruled that the actual cause
of death could be attributed to the
many blows to the head that Lee
received in his films.

Had Lee not died, he very well
could have been the number one
film star in the world as evidenced
by the box office success of Enter
The Dragon, financed and
produced by an American com-
pany, Warner Brothers. In terms
of quality, plot and acting, Enter
The Dragon was far and away the
best of the kung-fu lot and it

received decent critical acclaim.
Of all the kung-fu films, it was the
most popular and most discussed.
Dragon was an Oriental James
Bond film, and was the perfect
vehicle for reaching the mass
audience as it incorporated the
elements of a good action film:

action, suspense, mystery,
romance and a charismatic
leading man. Without Lee, the
genre lacks a dominant personality
that can attract the masses.
However, it was his expertise in
the martial arts that was most
important. His prowess was un-
surpassed in his films, and the final
battle with the villain was usually
anti-climactic as Lee has already
defeated thirty-odd accomplished
martial artists at once leaving the
audience gaping in awe.

"Superfly" characters.

As in otner kung-tu rums, tne plot
is silly. Lee plays a backwards
country boy who travels to Italy in
order to assist his relatives who
operate a Chinese restaurant that
has little business because a group
of thugs constantly harass the
place. The pretty young girl
owning the restaurant refuses to
give up the place to the thugs' boss.
Lee teaches the employees a bit of
kunq fu but must still handle the

Audiences are usually quite
active while watching a kung-fu
flick either laughing at the
ludicrous dialogue, cheering for
their heroes or yelling "what a
move." Not surprisingly, the
audience is mainly composed of
young minority groups: Blacks,
Chinese, etc. Identification is
probably the major reason as
Bruce LEE represents a
glamorous minority hero that has
never been shown on the screen,
excepting the various "Shaft" and

As prices continue

to rise, who else

can boast that:

CELEBRATION y
WE NAVE O

LOWERED our prices;

So.98 LiS'

NOW $4.4?

- up to $1.00 less

on all

$4.49 I JAZZ, ROCK, SOUL,

$5.98 |F0LK, BLUES, BLUEGRASS

and EASY LISTENING.

Come help us

celebrate on

Thursday, Oct. 24 -

we're open 'til

MIDNIGHT!

thugs by himself which makes tor
fun as Lee pulverizes this motley
group which includes a few Hell's
Angel's characters and someone
who resembles "Wolfman Jack."
An American martial arts
champion is sent for to battle Lee,
and this final duel takes place Ir,

the old Roman Coliseum.
The fight scenes are well

choreographed, arranged by Lee,
as he does in most films, and
contain some good action,
especially when Lee uses some
wooden darts to disarm a few of the
thugs carrying guns. There are
some funny scenes in which Lee
displays his lack of sophistication
and a trace of social commentary
as Lee compares Roman ruins to
the slums of Hong Kong. But again,
who really cares? Bruce Lee is

back and on top again.

It will be interesting to see what
lies ahead for the kung-fu genre
There is still one Bruce Lee film
waiting to be released, and in
current filming is an Oriental-
Italian effort in which Lee Van
Cleef, star of many spaghetti
westerns, tangles with the star of
The Five Fingers of Death, set in
the old West. What will the movie
industry think of next?

••••••••• ............
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Nekkid Weekend
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SLEEPER — now playing at MF 4. Woody
Allen wakes up from a long sleep in suspended
animation capsule and finds himself in a
futuristic world dominated by stainless steel
and formica: Woody has difficulty fitting into
this sterile society and infects it with
disrespectful antics, knee slapping chase
scenes and characteristic woody Alien
disorder. + ++

EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW
ABOUT SEX BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK.
Double feature with Sleeper at MF 4. An
uproarious, hilarious spoof on the book which
was the educational alternative to the
bathroom wall. Consists of seven skits — four
of which are riotous and three of which are
downright sickening. Woody plays the role of a
court jester attempting to penetrate a royal
chastity belt with a male sperm, and various
other perverts. + + +
A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE — now
playing at the Amherst Cinema with Last
Tango. A tragedy about conflict of mores in a
Southern town. Brando classic which helped
build his career. + + +

ANIMAL CRACKERS (1930) Not my favorite
Marx Brothers flick, but of course there has
never been a bad one. Groucho is Captain
Spaulding (horray!) and if you're fortunate to
catch a decent print, you might be able to hear
some of his best vibes with the various stuffed-
shirts. Harpo is insane; running around in his
underwear, goosing the guests, and sitting in on
an incredibly ludicrous poker game with Chico.
Zeppo is in his only funny scene, but still takes
'he rap from Groucho, who is dictating a letter
to him. The only flaw in the film is the direc-
tion, as you feel you are watching a dress
rehearsal of the Broadway play it was based
on. Now playing at MF 4 and the Calvin
Theater in Northampton. + ++

{««imtiituttttn::i::::uH!!I.!tt*.

SUMMER OF '42 - double feature with CLASS
OF '44 at MF 4 and Academy of Music in North-
ampton. A saccarine poorly done study of
adolescent sexuality, specifically about a 15
year old boy who can't make it with his peers,
so he gets it on with a 25 year old widow in a
'ouching finale. Overly sentimental, soap
opera music, merits two handkerchiefs. ++

ART
complied by Gina Starodoj

AREA EXHIBITS

J-everette Craftsmen and Artist Inc., October
show featuring works of local artists.

Springfield Museum of Fine Arts "The World
of Pogo" focuses on the characters the late
Walt Kelly created for the comic strip "Pogo"
through Nov. 17.

"West of the Rockies" photographs of the
American West from the International
Museum of Photography at the George
Eastman House.
"Lalique Glass" through Jan. 5.

"The West of Charles Russell" a film
program on thursday, Oct. 31, at 7:30 p.m.,
dealing with the ideas and personality of
Charles Russell, a painter and commentator of
'he 19th century West.

Unitarian Society Gallery 121 N. Pleasant St.
Amherst "Recent Oil Paintings" By Stuart R.
Cudlitz MF 9 a.m.-l p.m. through October.

FIVE COLLEGE EXHIBITS

Amherst College Mead Art Gallery
"American Folk Art" through Nov. 3
Hampshire College "Paintings and Prints"

by Roche and Strong through Oct. 19.

Mt. Holyoke "American Posters of the
Nineties" John and Norah Warbeke Gallery
'hrough Nov. 3.

"Photographs of Edward Curtis" Rodney L.
White Print Room through Oct. 31.

Smith College Museum "Rodin and Balzak"
Rodin's sculptural studies for the monument to
Balzak 'hrough Oct. 27.

"The Seelye Years" exhibition of works
acquired by the college between 1879-1910
during the years of it's first president L. Clark
Seelye through Nov. 3.

"Egyptian Art" from the Museum of Fine
Art, Boston Oct. 17-Jan 5.

U Mass. Herter Hall Gallery Student Arts
Festival gallery available to students for
exhibits, workshops, etc. through Nov. 2.

LAST TANGO IN PARIS. The controversial
soft-sex film lost its image when the hands of
over-ambitious editors who tore the film into
fragments. I think it is impossible to catch one
of the original prints of the film, and the copies
out now are chopped to the point of not worth
seeing. At the Amherst Cinema, along with
S'reetcar named desire. +

CLASS OF 44— double feature with Summer of
42 at MF 4 and Academy of Music in North-
ampton. Gang from Summer of 42 graduates
from high school. Two members go onto college
and join a fraternity. The initiation rights
provided inspiration for last year's UMass hell
night. Another member marches off to war and
becomes a casualty. Fair sequel to Summer of
42. + +

BUTTERFLIES ARE FREE - Fine per-
formances by Goldie Hawn and Edward Albert
in this romantic comedy about a blind man
struggling to live alone in the city. Friday
October 25, CCA, 7:30 and 10. +++

DIANNE MclNTYRE DANCE CO. — SOUNDS
IN MOTION — Modern Dance performance in

Bowker Auditorium, Friday, October 25, at 8

p.m. Tickets are $2.50 for UMass students, $3.00
for all others.

GONE WITH THE WIND. The old classic
which has stirred up the legions of decency in
the Thirties. The big breakthrough in color
film. It won a slew of Oscars. Showcase
Cinemas, W. Sprin-field. ++++

ODESSA FILE. John Voight leads in this video
adaptation of Frederick Forsyth's spy novel.
The director of this and of The Poseidon Ad-
venture is one in the same — Ronald Neame.
Chilling and mysterious, at the Showcase
+ + +

THE LONGEST YARD. A fleeting macho
action flick where Burt Reynolds shows his cell
block how fun it is to be in prison. Eddie Albert
acts as warden, for all you Eddie Albert fans
Robert Aldrich directed. At the Showcase
Cinemas in West Springfield. ++

AIRPORT '75. No better, no worse than Airport
72. Starts this weekend at the Showcase
Cinemas in West Springfield. ++

Below The Salt photo by Bill Howell
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THURSDAY, OCT. 24

7:00 p.m. — FILMMAKING NOTES — Join
cinemasters Gary Perlmutter and Stan
Waiter in their amazing cinema in-

formation center. This week, a tribute to
the American Musical including a review
of That's Entertainment, and musical
selections from popular Hollywood
musicals.

9:00 p.m. — THE SHADOW — This week's
episode — The Cat and the Killer. An
inheritance left by a spinster to her cat is

the cause of murder, and the near death
for Lamont Cranston.

10:00 p.m. — X WOMEN'S SHOW —
Women's views on success. Produced by
Carol Shea and Donna Sheridan.

Watch for something "different" in our

Halloween Programing!

LOCAL MUSIC
PIHUStMHMI ••....

• •

• •
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CONCERTS

Buddy Guy and Junior Wells —
Hide A Way, Oct. 24 26

Creative Source — Hatch, Oct. 24
N.R.B.Q. — Rusty Nail, Oct. 26
Clean Living — Rusty Nail, Oct. 25,

27, 28

Chris Burke and His New Orleans
Band — Bluewall, Oct 24-26

Progressors — Progressive Sounds
— Hatch, Oct. 24-26

Deadly Nightshade — Hatfield Dial
Tone, Oct. 24 27
Sweet Pie — Steak Out, Oct. 24
Edgewood and Bay — Steak Out,

Oct. 25, 26

Some of my Best Friends — Rusty
Nail, Oct. 29, 30
Room Full of Blues — Hotel Monat,

Oct. 24 27

Sweet Pie — Hotel Monat, Oct. 27
Good Friend Coyote — Rusty Nail,

Jet, 24

Albatross — Four Leaf Window,
)c». 24 27

Rev. Dan Smith — Chelsea House
Cafe & Folklore Center, West
Brat'leboro, Vt., Oct. 25, 26
Time Being — T O.C., Oct. 24 26
Doc Sullivan - Pub, Oct. 24, 25 (36

p.m.)

D.J. Sullivan - Pub, Oct. 25, 26 (3-6
p.m.)
Great Pretenders — Pub, Oct. 26,

(+ indicates tickets available at
Ticketron in Campus Center Hotel
lobby.)

UMASS
Roy Ayers' Ubiquity — Oct. 26,

S uden» Union Ballroom (7 and
10:30).

SMITH COLLEGE
Ramsey Lewis - Oct. 25, John M.

Greene Hall.

MT. HOLYOKE COLLEGF
John Hartford-Gunhill Road — Oct

25, Chapin Aud.
Linda Ronstadt — Nov. 3, Chapin

Aud.
SPRINGFIELD
Bruce Springsteen — Oct. 26,

Sanderson Theater

+

Shawn Phillips Quartermass —
Oc». 29, Sanderson Theater+
Focus-Gentle Giant — Oct. 31,

Sanderson Theater -f-

Acrosmith Blue Oyster Cult —
Nov. 3, Civic Center

+

Dave Mason — Nov. 10, Civic
Cen'er, Civic Center+
Donovan - Nov. 15, Sanderson

Thea'er (7:30 and 10) +
Randy Newman Mimi Farina —

Nov. 16, Sanderson Theater -f
BOSTON
Jonses - Oct. 24-27, Sugar Shack

(10 and 1 a.m.)
Mose Allison — Oct. 24-27. Jaw

Workshop.
Dory Previn - Oct. 24, Paul's Mall
Dave Mason-Little Feat — Oct 24

Orpheum

+

Dave >/an Ronk Richard Johnson-Oct.. 24-27, Passim Coffeeshop
(8:30 and 10:30)

Martin Mull and his fabulous
furniture — Oct. 25-27, Paul's Mall
Van Morrison— Oct. 27, Music Hall
Hugh Masekela — Oct. 28-Nov. 3,

Jazz Workshop
The Choice Four — Ocr. 28-Nov. 3,

Sugar Shack (10 and 1 a.m.)
Fairport Convention — Oct. 28,

Sanders Theater
Bruce Springsteen-Dr. John — Oct.

29, Music Hall +
Fat — Oct. 30-Nov. 3, Bunratty's
Keith Jarrett-Gary Burton Quintet— Oct. 31, Sanders Theater
Linda Ronstadt-Liv Taylor — Nov.

1, Orpheum (postponed)
Black Oak Arkansas-Golden

Earring-Gentle Giant — Nov. 2,

Orpheum-f
Loggins & Messina-Poco — Nov. 3,

Music Hall +
Foghat-Robin Trower-Montrose —

Nov. 3, Orpheum +
Richard Betts — Nov. 6, Or

pheum-f
Frank Zappa & The Mothers of

Invention — Nov. 9, Orpheum +
Eric Andersen-Mimi Farina —

Nov. 9, Sanders Theater
Bowie — Nov. 14-16, Music Hall-f
George Carlin-Travis Shook & The

Club Wow — Nov. 15 (7 and 10)

Harry Chapin — Nov. 15, Sym-
phony Hall

Marshall Tucker Band Elvin
Bishop-Charlie Daniels — Nov. 16,

Orpheum
Elton John Kiki Dee Band — Nov.

20, Boston Garden (sold out)
Beach Boys — Nov. 23, Boston

Garden-*- . ,„. .

Yes — Dec. 11, Boston Garden+

ecipes:

As used by famous
Hotels & Restaurants!

Mixing Tips:
j

How to improve your

Favorite Drinks.
m

.& —•
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ly 23-Augusl

Symbol : the Lion. Ruled by the Sun,

yours is the sign of kings. You are

expansive, generous; strong-willed,

ambitious, single purposed, you are

headed for success. Lucky day, Sun-

day; numbers, 5 and 1. Colors, gold

and orange; gems, ruby and sardonyx.

*\

•Southern Comfort®

THE COLLINS
ordinary Tom Collins and improved Collins

'/i jigger fresh lemon juice

1 J'gger (1 Vi oz.) gin

1 teaspoon sugar

Sparkling water

Use a tall glass. Dissolve sugar in

juice; add ice cubes and pour in

gin. Fill with sparkling water and stir.

Now try the improved recipe at right.

1 jigger (1 X oz.) Southern Comfort

Juice of V* lime • 7UP

Mix Southern Comfort and lime

juice in a tall glass. Add ice cubes
and fill with 7UP. .This is not only the best

tasting, but easiest to mix. of all Collinses.

COMFORT' COLLINS, sunny favorite
at Hotel Fontainebleau, Miami Beach

VIRGO
August 23-September 22

Symbol: the Virgin. The sign of service! You
are encouraging, helpful, thrifty, industrious.

often a perfectionist. Ruling planet is

Mercury. Lucky day, Wednesday; numbers, 8
and 5. Color, sapphire blue; gem, sapphire.

nct
K ,

This Happy Hour tall oaa's bag on enjoyment, anywhere sun-lovers meat.

Mix 'em short or tallI

Here's a galaxy of recipes,

using all types of liquor.

I

V
i

er for Happy Hour Astrology talk

£»
COMFORT*
N BOURBON
Served at the

Ambassador Hotel

in Los Angeles

% jigger (% oz.)

Southern Comfort

% jigger Bourbon • % jigger water

Pour Southern Comfort and Bourbon
over cracked ice. Add water and stir.

Serve with a twist of lemon peel.

DAIQUIRI
Perfect for Pisceans!

Juice of Yi lime

or % lemon
1 jigger light rum
1 tspn. sugar

Shake with cracked

ice till shaker frosts

and strain into glass.

Give your Daiquiri a great new accent. Use Southern

Comfort instead of rum. and only 1/2 teaspoon sugar.

Basic mixology: how to improve even simple drinks

HIGHBALL: Easy to make—jigger of liquor, ice, soda or water. But easy
to ruin— ice must be fresh; soda, dry or sweet, must be top quality and cold
(it holds carbonation better). For a truly tremendous highball, try this one:

COMFORT* HIGHBALL: 1 jigger (IVi ounces) Southern Comfort
Twist of lemon peel or juice of */4 lime (optional) • sparkling water
Pour S.C. over ice cubes, add lime or lemon. HI! with sparkling water: stir.

ON-THE-ROCKS: If you appreciate a fine liquor's taste, pour a jiggerful
over ice cubes in a short glass. Hint: small cubes chill drink faster; twist
of lemon peel adds piquancy. Most delicious on-the-rocks drink of all:

COMFORT ON-THE-ROCKS: 1 jigger (IVi oz.) Southern Comfort
Pour over cracked ice in short glass; add twist of lemon peel. Superb!

MIST: For variety, fill short glass with crushed ice; add jigger of liquor,
twist of lemon peel. This slight dilution frees more of the liquor's true flavor.

EASIE8T WAY to enjoy Southern Comfort is in these simple drinks
above. It's here that a fine liquor's real flavor comes through. So it's no
wonder that so many Southern Comfort fans enjoy it this way best ... its

natural flavor tastes so good by itself.

SCARLETT O'HARA
Served at Antoine's

in New Orleans

1 jigger (1 % oz.)

Southern Comfort

1 jigger Ocean Spray

cranberry juice

cocktail

Juice % fresh lime

Shake with cracked ice: strain into

glass. As intriguing as its namesake!

ROB ROY
Hits the spot

with Sagittarians!

% jigger sweet

vermouth

1 jigger Scotch

Dash of

Angostura bitters

Stir with cracked ice; strain into a
cocktail glass: add twist oflemon peel.

HONOLULU
COOLER
-45 served at famous

Hawaiian Hotels

1 jigger (1% oz.)

Southern Comfort

Juice % lime

Hawaiian pineapple juice

Pack a tall glass with

crushed ice. Add lime juice. S.C.

Fill with pineapple juice and stir.

GIMLET
Jewel of a drink

for Gemini!

4 parts gin or vodka
1 part Rose's

sweetened lime

juice

Shake with cracked
ice; strain into glass. (Optional:
serve with small slice fresh lime.)

Ml
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Stir

Ned time mix a Julep

Use Southern Comfcn

PISCES
February 19-March 20

Symbol: the Fishes. Sensitive, sympathetic,

you are guided by emotion. Yours is the mys-
tic sign: ruling planet is intuitive Neptune.

Lucky day, Friday; numbers, 8 and 2. Colors

are sea green and lavender; gem, aquamarine.

Hot drinks: warm welcome for Happy Hour star-gazers

HOT BUTTERED
COMFORT*
Heavenly favorite after sports,

at the Red Lion. Vail. Colo.

Small stick cinnamon
1 jigger (1 y, oz.)

Southern Comfort
Slice lemon peel • 1 pat butter

Put cinnamon. S.C. and lemon
peel into a mug. Fill it with
boiling water. Float butter, and
stir, (L ea v& small spoon in glass

mug when pouring hot water.)

COMFORT* TOM & JERRY
Sign of hospitality at the Lodge
at Smugglers' Notch. Stowe. Vt.

M jigger (94 oz.) Southern Comfort
% jigger Jamaica rum
2 tbspns. batter (below) • milk

Batter: Beat I egg yolk and white
separately and blend. Add % tspn.

sugar, and stir well.

Put 2 tbspns. batter into mug.
Add Southern Comfort and rum.
Fill mug with hot milk and stir;

sprinkle lightly with nutmeg.

SOT-
Warn

THE SOUR
tfitfttt

Oil
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ordinary Sour
1 jigger (1 SS oz.) Bourbon or rye

% jigger fresh lemon juice

1 teaspoon sugar

Shake with cracked ice; strain

into glass. Serve with orange slice

on rim of glass, and a cherry. Now
learn the experts' secret. For an

improved Sour, mix one with recipe

at right. See how a simple switch in

basic liquor makes a far better drink.

the smoother Sour
1 jigger (1 J4 oz.) Southern Comfort
3 jigger fresh lemon juice

Vt teaspoon sugar

Mix it just like the usual Sour. But
you'll enjoy it far more. The switch

to Southern Comfort gives it a delicious

flavor that no other Sour can match.

COMFORT* SOUR, as served at
the famed Top of the Mark, Hotel
Mark Hopkins, San Francisco

Recipe for a lucky day any day. whan you host a Happy Hour brunch.

•— =

AQUARIUS
January 20- February 18

Symbol: the Water Bearer. The sign

of a new age! Scientific, socially

aware, often unconventional, you
communicate with the world. Ruling

planet Uranus affects change. Lucky
day is Saturday; numbers, 8 and 1.

Color, electric blue; gem, amethyst.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 19

Symbol: the Goat. Determined to

reach the top despite any obstacle,

you are loyal, conservative, reliable.

Your ruling planet Saturn regulates

time, cautiousness, discipline. Lucky

day is Saturday; numbers are 7 and 8;

colors, black and brown; gem, garnet.

Sagittarius
November 23- December 21

Symbol: the Archer. You aim straight

to the point, are impulsive, candid.

You arc a philosopher, love sports,

nature. Your ruling planet Jupiter

influences wealth, reason, joviality.

Lucky day is Thursday; number is 9.

Color, royal purple: gem, turquoise.

SCORPIO

DRY MARTINI
Toast of Taureans'

4 parts gin or vodka
1 part dry vermouth

Stir with cracked ice

and strain into pre-

chilled glass Serve
with green olive or

twist of lemon pee!

For a Gibson, use 5 parts gin or vodka 10 1 pan

vermouth . and serve dnnk with a pearl onion.

MARGARITA
Attracts Aquarians'

1 jigger tequila

% oz. Triple Sec

1 oz fresh lime or

lemon juice

Moisten nm of glass

with fruit rind; spin

nm in salt. Shake
ingredients with cracked ice. Strain

into glass and sip over salted nm.

BLOODY MARY
Bright 'n right for Aries'

2 jiggers tomato juice

H jigger fresh

lemon juice

Dash of

Worcestershire sauce

1 Jigger (1 '-3 oz.) vodka

Salt and pepper to taste Shake with

cracked ice; strain into a 6-oz. glass.



How to take the guesswork out of drink mixing
If you'd like to shine as a great Happy Hour mixologist

. . . but if you hesitate to mix drinks for a crowd, or panic

when guests ask for a drink you've never made before . .

.

here's help. Save this special supplement. It takes the work
—and guesswork—out of mixing superb drinks. What's

more, these pages include brief astrology notes, and even

suggest a special drink for each friend's Zodiac sign ... to

spark conversation and help make your party a success.

This guide contains the mixing tips and secrets of "pros";

yet recipes are simple, easy to follow. You'll enjoy offering

friends famous cocktails mixed the way they're made at top

spots across the nation. You'll be able to mix drinks made
with all the popular basic liquors: Bourbon, Scotch, vodka,

gin, rum, Southern Comfort. Try a few. You'll be amazed
at how easy it is, and how much better your drinks are.

One of the most valuable tips is right here on this page . . .

How to improve your favorite mixed drinks
The taste of any mixed drink is controlled by the flavor of
the liquor you use as a base. Therefore, you can improve

many drinks simply by "switching" the basic liquor called

for in a recipe—to one with a more satisfying taste. To
understand why this improves your drinks . . .

MAKE THIS SIMPLE TASTE TEST
Pour a jigger of Bourbon or Scotch over cracked ice in a
short glass. Sip it. Then do the same with Southern Comfort.
Sip it... and you've found a completely different basic

liquor, one that tastes good with nothing added.

No wonder many experts "switch" to Southern Comfort
to improve their drink recipes. It adds a deliciousness no
other basic liquor can. S.C. tastes great straight, like a
"cocktail" right out of the bottle (many prefer it that way,
or on-the-rocks). That's why it makes most mixed drinks
taste better, too (even tall drinks like a Collins or Julep).

Prove it to yourself. Try any of the popular drinks shown
at right. First make one the ordinary way; then make the
same drink with Southern Comfort. Compare them. The
improvement in taste will surprise you . . . and please you.

What is SOUTHERN COMFORT?
Although it's used just like an ordinary whiskey, Southern
Comfort tastes much different than any other basic liquor. It

tastes good, right out of the bottle. And there's a reason. In

the days of old New Orleans, a talented gentleman was dis-

turbed by the taste of even the finest whiskeys of his day. So he
combined rare and delicious ingredients to create a superb,
unusually smooth, special kind of basic liquor. Thus Southern
Comfort was born! Its formula is still a family secret-its
delicious taste still unmatched by any other liquor. Try a bottle!

42HAPPY HOUR DRINK RECIPES! LIFT PAG E. .. hanq it where its handy!

make both
recipes

for any of
these drinks
Compare them ...

convince

yourself

THE SOUR
the ordinary Sour the smoother Sour

Vz jigger fresh lemon juice

1 teaspoon sugar

1 jigger (1
1/a oz.)

8ourbon or rye

Shake with cracked ice; strain

into glass. Add orange slice

on rim of glass and a cherry.

Now mix this drink using

the Southern Comfort recipe

at right. See how the simple

switch in basic liquor greatly

improves this famous drink.

"' jigger fresh lemon juice

% teaspoon sugar

1 jigger (1 H oz.)

Southern Comfort

Mix just like the ordinary

recipe. But you'll enjoy it

much more. The liquor's

delicious flavor makes it

the smoothest Sour ever.

COMFORT* SOUR
As mixed at Hotel Mark
Hopkins, San Francisco

THE MflNfWraN
ordinary recipe

1 jigger (1 V2 oz.)

Bourbon or rye

Yi oz. sweet vermouth
Dash of Angostura

bitters (optional)

Stir with cracked ice; strain

into glass. Add cherry. A fine

drink, but compare it to the

Southern Comfort recipe at

right. The improved flavor

and smoothness please even
the most loyal Bourbon fan.

improved recipe
1 jigger (1 A oz.)

Southern Comfort

% oz. dry vermouth

Dash of Angostura bitters

(optional)

Mix like ordinary recipe. The
way Southern Comfort blends

so well with vermouth makes
a much better- tasting drink.

COMFORT* MANHATTAN
As served at Paul Young's
Restaurant, Washington, D

TME OLD-raSMIONCD
ordinary way improved way

>

% oz. sparkling water

Dash Angostura bitters

1 teaspoon sugar

1 jigger (1 % oz.)

Bourbon or rye

Slice of orange and a cherry

Stir bitters, sugar, sparkling

water in Old-Fashioned glass.

Add ice cubes, whiskey. Stir;

add fruit. Now compare this

drink with recipe at right.

The taste of Southern Comfort

imnroves it tremendously.

J4 oz. sparkling water

Dash Angostura bitters

% teaspoon sugar (optional)

1 jigger (1 % oz.)

Southern Comfort

Cherry, orange slice, lemon peel

Mix like ordinary recipe.

Then sip it. The switch

in basic liquor makes this

drink taste so much better.

COMFORT* OLD FASHIONED
As served at Sage's East

Restaurant, Chicago

COMFORT* EGGNOG
World's most delicious, and
easiest to make! Serves 10.

So smooth! No other liquor

matches Southern Comfort's

flavor, and the way it combines

so well with rich dairy eggnog.

1 cup (8 oz.) Southern Comfort

1 quart dairy eggnog

Pre-chill ingredients. Pour into

punch bowl; blend by beating.

Dust with nutmeg. An eggnog

that will long be remembered!

OPEN HOUSE PUNCH
Super punch, tastes like a super cocktail I

Easy to mix for large parties; serves 32.

The secret: Southern Comfort's flavor blends

perfectly with fruit juices—and zesty 7UP.

One fifth Southern Comfort

3 quarts 7UP • 6 oz. fresh lemon juice

One 6-oz. can frozen orange juice

One 6-oz. can frozen lemonade

Chill ingredients. Mix in punch bowl. 7UP last.

Add drops of red food coloring (optional); stir.

Add ice. orange and lemon slices. Wonderful'

Mu m advance' Just add ice and 7UP when ready to serve

i|
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for Happy Hour Astrology talk

PISCES
February 19- March 20

Symbol: the Fishes. Sensitive, sympathetic,

you are guided by emotion. Yours is the mys-
tic sign; ruling planet is intuitive Neptune.

Lucky day, Friday; numbers, 8 and 2. Colors

are sea green and lavender; gem, aquamarine.

~ ttt
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THE SOUR
ordinary Sour the smoother Sour

1 jigger (1 J4 oz.) Bourbon or rye

% jigger fresh lemon juice

1 teaspoon sugar

Shake with cracked ice: strain

into glass. Serve with orange slice

on rim of glass, and a cherry. Now
learn the experts' secret. For an

improved Sour, mix one with recipe

at right. See how a simple switch in

basic liquor makes a far better drink.

1 jigger (1 % oz.) Southern Comfort

% jigger fresh lemon juice

% teaspoon sugar

Mix it just like the usual Sour. But

you'll enjoy it far more. The switch

to Southern Comfort gives it a delicious

flavor that no other Sour can match.

COMFORT* SOUR, as served at
the famed Top of the Mark, Hotel
Mark Hopkins, San Francisco

AQUARIUS
January 20- February 18

Symbol: the Water Bearer. The sign

of a new age! Scientific, socially

aware, often unconventional, you
communicate with the world. Ruling

planet Uranus affects change. Lucky
day is Saturday; numbers. 8 and I.

Color, electric blue; gem, amethyst.

CAPRICORN
December 22-January 19

Symbol: the Goat. Determined to

reach the top despite any obstacle,

you are loyal, conservative, reliable.

Your ruling planet Saturn regulates

time, cautiousness, discipline. Lucky

day is Saturday; numbers are 7 and 8;

colors, black and brown; gem, garnet.

SAGITTARIUS
November 23-December 21

Symbol: the Archer. You aim straight

to the point, are impulsive, candid.

You are a philosopher, love sports,

nature. Your ruling planet Jupiter

influences wealth, reason, joviality.

Lucky day is Thursday; number is 9.

Color, royal purple; gem, turquoise.

SCORPIO

Recipe for a lucky day any day. whan you host a Happy Hour brunch.

DRY MARTINI
Toast of Taureansl

4 parts gin or vodka
1 part dry vermouth

Stir with cracked ice

and strain into pre-

chilled glass. Serve
with green olive or

twist of lemon peel.

For a Gibson, use 5 pans gin or vodka to 1. pan

and serve dnnk with a pearl onion.vermouth

MARGARITA
Attracts Aquarians!

1 jigger tequila

>4 oz. Triple Sec

1 oz. fresh lime or

lemon juice

Moisten rim of glass

with fruit rind; spin

rim in salt. Shake
ingredients with cracked ice. Strain

into glass and sip over salted rim.

BLOODY MARY
Bright 'n right for Aries!

2 jiggers tomato juice

% jigger fresh

lemon juice

Dash of

Worcestershire sauce

1 jigger (1 % oz.) vodka

Salt and pepper to taste. Shake with

cracked ice; strain into a 6-oz. glass.

Symbol: the Scorpion. You are ar-

dent in all you do, explosive, have
strong likes and dislikes. You are
shrewd and intuitive. Your ruling

planet is energetic, aggressive Mars.
Lucky day, Tuesday; numbers, 5 and
4. Color is deep red; gem is the topaz.

I.

LIBRA
September 23- October 22

Symbol: the Scales. Intelligent, just, highly

honorable, you weigh questions carefully, love

harmony, are a gracious host. Ruling planet

is artistic Venus. Lucky day, Friday; numbers,

6 and 4. Colors are blue and gold; gem, opal.

SL
Intent of astrology data

herein is only to inform-,

personal application is

individual's responsibility.

THE OLD-fASHIONED
the ordinary way and improved way

Serve friends their own Zodiac
drinks. . . and you're destined

to be a great Happy Hour host!

NT JULEP
ongs fresh mint

pn. sugar* dash water

Z. Bourbon

'sh mint and sugar in

'er \n tall glass. Pack
ck§d ice to top of

fnd add liquor.

\l the glass frosts.

i worth a mint in flavor.

nsAad of Bourbon, no sugar.

STINGER
Shines with Scorpios!

jigger (1% oz.)

brandy

% jigger white

creme de menthe

Shake with cracked

ce; strain into glass.

real humdinger, mix one with

?ad of brandy... it's a dandy!

RUM N COLA
Cosmic cheer from Cancer
to southern Capricorn!

Juice, rind V* lime

1 jigger light rum • cola

Squeeze lime over ice

cubes in a tall glass. Add
rind, and pour in rum.

Fill with cola and stir.

Omit the rum. Mix this tall one "southern style". .

.

see what a comfort Southern Comfort is to cola.

ALEXANDER
Voted great by Virgo

f

1 part fresh cream

1 part creme

de cacao

1 part Southern

Comfort or gin

or brandy

Shake thoroughly with cracked ice:

strain into pre-chilled cocktail glass.

COMFORT*
WALLBANGER
Lionized by Leosf

1 oz. Southern Comfort
J4 oz. Liquore Galliano

Orange juice

Fill glass with ice cubes.

Add liquors; fill with

juice; stir. It's smooth!

Harvey Wallbanger: Use vodka instead of Southern

Comfort Add Galliano last, floating it on top.

ST. LOUIS
COCKTAIL
At Stan Musial &
Biggie's. St. Louis

V2 peach or apricot

Pre-chilled

Southern Comfort

Put fruit in sherbet
or champagne glass;

add crushed ice. Fill with S.C. Serve
with smallspoon anda cocktail straw.

Punch: crowds revolve around a well -filled bowl

OPEN HOUSE PUNCH Tastes like a cocktail. . . Servos 32.
One fifth Southern Comfort • 3 quarts 7UP • 6 oz. fresh lemon juice

One 6-oz. can frozen orange juice • One 6-oz. can frozen lemonade

Chill ingredients. Mix in punch bowl, adding 7UP last. Add drops of red
food coloring as desired (optional); stir. Add ice. orange and lemon slices.

HOSPITALITY PUNCH Servos 8 to 10. Unusually refreshing!
1 cup (8 oz.) Southern Comfort • 3 oz. fresh lemon juice

1 cup Ocean Spray cranberry juice cocktail • 24 oz. Squirt or Wink
Chill ingredients. Mix in punch bowl, adding Squirt or Wink last. Add cake
of ice and garnish with decoratively-Lut citrus fruit slices.

COMFORT* EGGNOG Serves 10... It's the smoothest ever!
1 cup ,(8 oz.) Southern Comfort • 1 quart dairy eggnog

Pre-chill ingredients. Blend in punch bowl by beating: dust with nutmeg.

wm

Vz oz. sparkling water

Dash Angostura bitters

1 teaspoon sugar
1 J'gger (1 K oz.) Bourbon or rye

Orange slice and cherry

Stir bitters, sugar and water in

glass; add ice cubes, liquor; stir.

Add fruit. Now for a better-

tasting drink, use recipe at right.

Vi oz. sparkling water

Dash Angostura bitters

Vz tspn. sugar (optional)

1 jigger (1 V2 oz.) Southern Comfort
Twist of lemon peel, orange slice, cherry

Mix like usual recipe. The switch in

basic liquor makes it far more delicious.

COMFORT* OLD-FASHIONED,
Star at the Gaslight Club, Chicago

Out-of-this-world Happy Hour driak that stars you as a mixer.

J
GIN'N TONIC

M Juice, rind K lime

J" 1 jigger (1 V, oz.) gin

Schweppes Quinine

Water (tonic)

Squeeze lime over ice

cubes in a tall glass. Add
rind, and pour in gin.

Fill with tonic and stir.

This favorite wins more fans when you skip the gin

and enjoy Southern Comfort's talent for tonic.

/ SCREWDRIVER
Libra's lucky libation!

1 jigger (1
yh oz.) vodka

Orange juice

Put ice cubes into 6-oz.

glass. Add vodka; fill

with juice; stir. Now try

this improved drink . . .

Be a master craftsman. Give the screwdriver a new

twtst ... use Southern Comfort instead of vodka.

*

Back-bar secrets: mixology practiced by the "pros"

n
Never guess, measure— to assure the best results. Bask measures are:
jigger=IVi oz.; pony=l oz.: dash=4-6 drops.

Shake or stir? In general, stir drinks made with clear liquors. Shake
those made with hard-to-blend ingredients like fruit juice. For frothy
collar" on drinks like a Sour, add tbspn. egg white before shaking.

Which comes first? As a rule, add sugar, fruit juice, other ingredients,
then liquor. But in carbonated drinks, add ice. liquor, then the mix.

Ice is important! Use fresh ice; change for each round: don't skimp.
For best results, buy packaged ice, free of chemicals, air bubbles and
impurities. It's crystal clear, slower melting; drinks taste and look better.

How much liquor? Figure
each guest for four I -jigger

drinks (total, 6 oz.); it will Tata! Mo of 0/
average out. See the chart
for how much you'll need. I

pint=16oz.; 1 fifth=25.6 oz.;

Mo. of Portsns*

-.
24

io. 0f firms

Mo of

1

• 11

36 SO

Vi

W
2V4

12

1 quarts 32 oz.

'Avar»gmg four t'A 01 drinks aacfi for a thraa to four-hour party "Approximate

2%

ma • -1



Direct from the famed Las Piramides

bar! The secret's in the way these two

liquors blend so well with orange juice

. . . it's a smooth, most unusual drink!

1 oz. Southern Comfort
': 02. tequila

Orange iuice

Fill a highball glass with ice cubes. Add
Southern Comfort and tequila. Fill with

juice, stir, and add cherry. Caramba!

Special Offer!
Save on these handsome Southern Comfort

Steamboat Glasses
Popular straight-side shape with broad gold lip, just like

the latest expensive glasses. Blue and gold decor.

A. HIGHBALL GLASS

Generous size for high- S / 9

5

balls, other tall favorites. ^^
Set of 8 glasses (12-oz. size)

B. DOUBLE OLD FASHIONED
All-purpose! For highballs. 5/195
on-the-rocks. coolers. "^
Set of 8 glasses H3';-oz. size)

CON THE ROCKS GLASS

For on-the-rocks. mists. $JI 95
"short" highballs. "fr
Set of 8 glasses (8-oz. size)

D.ON THE ROCKS STEM GLASS

Popular new shape for on- $C95
the-rocks. "short" cnnks. Jj
Set of 8 glasses (7'i-oz. size)

E. MASTER MEASURE GLASS
Versatile glass enables you $425
to pour all the correct

measures. Varked for 2 oz.;

1 'i oz. (jigger); 1 oz.;

y
i oz. ('; rgger); ': oz.

Packed with 50 color-mated napkins.

F. "STEAMBOAT" NAPKINS
Color-mateo to glasses;

say "Smooth Sailing."

4 packages of 25 each

$100

G. TALL COOLER GLASS
New tall, slender snape for S/l 95
Collinses and coolers. LL
Set of 8 glasses H2 ' i-oz. size)

Prices subject to change without notice.

~- STEP IN U S.A.

SEND FOR YOURS TODAY!
Print name and address. Order items desired by letter, send check or money order:

Oept. GNF4. Cocktail Hour Enterprises

P. O. Box 1 2430, St. Louis, Mo. 631 32

Prices include shipping costs. Offer void in Canada. Georgia, New Hampshire, Tennessee

and other states where prohibited. Allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery.

SOUTHERN COMFORT CORP. • 100 PROOF LIQUEUR • ST. LOUIS, MO. 63132

Bromery thinks senate moving to unionization
By HILLARYMARTICK

AND KATHLEEN SHEERAN
MDC Staff

Chancellor Randolph Bromery
has described the resolutions
passed by the Student Government
Association (SGA) Wednesday
night as one step in the movement
away from student government and
student unionization. He said the
resolutions are an attempt to justify

a move toward unionization and
these problems should be
discussed outside of the framework
of the Student Organizing Project.

"I look upon the whole sequence

of events from the beginning of this

year as all part of a movement from
the SGA to unionization," he said.

Bromery was referring to

disagreements between the ad-

ministration and the SGA over the

definition of services offered by the

Legal Service Office (LSO);
Residential Life (mandatory
requirements for living in dorms,
and improvement of food services);

and input into academic affairs.

Bromery added the student's call

for independence was unrealistic

because it is "utopian" to think any
University body could have total

independence. Furthermore,
Bromery said, "I don't see students
as being dependent on the ad-
ministration."

He said that, in fact, the students

the ones who initially empowered
the Trustees to collect Student
Activity Fees (SATF). "I'm sure

that the Board would be happy if

the SGA petitioned them not to

collect SAT fees. But, if it's

voluntary, you would be lucky if

you end up with a $100,000

budget," he said.

"I would dearly like to have the

students take over the respon-

sibilities for the dorms if I ^->u!d

dump the debt problem on them,"
he said. However, the Chancellor

made it clear that he could not

abdicate or share his fiscal

responsibilities to the state.

Bromery said he sees the whole
problem of student dissatisfaction

as being one of mixing efficiency

with legal and other constraints.

The SGA has demanded control

over their own budget. But
Bromery contends the SGA has
always had control over the
development of the SATF budget

*** -

turn to page 2
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Student power questioned
related stories, pg. 2, 11 By CINDY ROGERS

and HUGH OWENS
Staff Reporters

Student leaders interviewed by The

Collegian yesterday expressed satisfaction at

Wednesday's Student Government
resolution asserting autonomy for UMass
students from the administration, but said

they are waiting for reaction from Whitmore.

Among the six resolutions passed was that

Students have primary determination

concerning a!! facets of the University

directly affecting students.

"The Student Government Association

(SGA) wants clarification of where we stand

and what our role is in connection with the

decision making processes which involve the

students at UMass," SGA president Rick

Savini said about Wednesday's governance

meeting.

"I'm excited that people are activated," he

added.

The SGA is working on a petition drive

that will support the list of demands to the

Board of Trustees. They are also working on

the organization of a UMass students's town

meeting to be held within the next three

weeks.

"The town meeting will be open for all

undergraduate and graduate students,"

Cindy McGrath, speaker of the Student

Senate said. "We are asking the governance
units to be responsible for going back to their

areas and widely publicizing the town
meeting."

This is the first time a town meeting will be

held at UMass.
McGrath said the purpose of the meeting

and the petition is to show the administration

the SGA has the backing of the student body
and to let the students know what is hap-

pening.

"If thousands of students become in-

volved, task force groups can actively pursue

what students want," she said. "The basic

issue is whether or not students have power
to make decisions that directly affect their

lives as student members of the UMass
community."
The Student Senate next week will discuss

ways to inform their constituents directly.

Methods may include petitions, dorm
meetings and letter campaigns.

Bill Dorsch, lawyer for Legal Services

Organization (LSO) declined to comment on

the legality of the SGA's demands. "I would
have to look at them and study them, first,"

he said.

The LSO had its funds frozen earlier this

year when Vice-Chancellor Gage did not

approve the LSO contract the SGA
proposed. The freeze was lifted when the

administration forced the LSO to agree not

to pursue criminal cases or litigation against

the University.

turn to page 2

z ... the SGA is working on a students'

President of the student town meeting within the next three weeks
Senate, Richard Savini wmmjihmm i iiiiiwriiwim^ — ' ' "'M ffliWiffl^i

Married student tenants assn.

meets privately with Gage, Dean
By DEBBIE SHAFER

Staff Reporter

Representatives of the Married Students

Tenant Association met for two hours in a

closed meeting with University officials

yesterday to discuss the outcome of the rent

strike at Lincoln and University Apartments.

Both the tenants and the administrators were
accompanied by legal counsel.

"I don't think we were able to reso've

anything at the meeting," said Acting

Director of Residential Life Ken Dean, who
was present at the meeting. "We tried our

best to make it a problem solving meeting,"

he said.

Patrick Walker, Tenant Association

member, said "This meeting was just to

present our point of view; and we did not

expect to come out of it with any concrete

results."

Both students and administrators seemed
to express disappointment with the outcome
of the meeting.

Dean said he hoped the married students

would work with the Married Student

Housing Committee in resolving the rent

strike. He said the administration was willing

to help "reorganize and restructure" the

committee in a way "that all the residents of

the apartments thought best."
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Chairperson of the Tenant Association

Rosemary Whittaker and others do not feel

the Married Student Housing Committee
provides adequate representation. Patrick

Walker called the suggestion to work
through the committee an "attempt to re-

bureaucratize us." He added, "most likely we
will continue to work outside of the

University structure."

The present Tenant's Association was
created by members of the strike to provide

an alternative to the Married Student

..:..,-... x- ....,,....:,;.,... ....... *. ' ...-...:
. .:.

7 don't think we were able

to resolve anything . . .

'

Housing Committee. The Tenant's
Association was formed approximately two
weeks ago in response to 15-39 per cent rent

increases levied on married students by the

University in September.

No further meetings between the tenants

and the University have been scheduled at

this time. "We haven't really decided what to

do next," said Walker. "We have to discuss

the situation with the tenant's group as a

whole."

Dean said the administration is waiting for

students to make the next move. "Not

knowing what the Tenant's Association is

going to decide, i.one of us left the meeting

with a very clear understanding." But he also

said he is "more than willing to continue to

talk" with the married students.

Officials estimate that only 38 families are

involved in the rent strike, but the Tenant

Association anticipates an increased in-

volvement soon. Walker stated that many of

the foreign students residing at Lincoln and

University apartments "dare not complain

for fear that their visas will be denied."

Dean claims that the rent increase is "for

• the welfare of the total married student

housing situation, to make it a financially

sound operation and to generate funds to

make improvements."

Tenant representatives said the officials

"showed no willingness" to change their

viewpoint at yesterday's meeting." They're

treating us like a bunch of children," was one

reaction.

At this time, none of the persons in-

volved in the rent dispute seem to know
what the next action will be. "We just have

to find out more, get a greater breakdown of

the budget," said Walker.

Speaker of the Senate,
Cynthia McGrath

inside:
Pull out the Collegian's

sixteen page Homecoming
Special for a complete overview
of the fall's biggest happening.

Inside you'll find six pages on
sports focusing on tomorrow's
key football and soccer games,
and a two-page photo essay

with pictures from last year's

games and a summary of'74's

UMass football season.

Also a complete schedule of

events happening over the

weekend, plus articles on Greek

activities, alumni activities, and

the history of homecoming
from a football and alumni

perspective.
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Gage citesstudent misunderstanding

Staff Photo/Judv Boucher

Vice Chancellor Gage

By HILLARY MARTICK
Staff Reporter

in response to the SGA
resolution and demands passed
Wednesday night, Vice-Chancellor
of Student Affairs Robert W. Gage
declared he feels the cause of
student frustration is that a small
number of students don't un-
derstand the dynamics of decision-
making.

"Because they're not making
final decisions, they're frustrated,"
said Gage. "I accept the actions
taken by the SGA as an expression
of their frustration. However, I feel

the student leaders of the SGA are
failing to recognize the fact that
there is a difference between saying
their decisions don't carry any
weight and saying their decisions

are not regarded as final by the
administration."

In Gage's eyes, the only power
any governance unit on campus
has is initiating the recom-
mendation of policy. The Faculty
Senate is also limited by this
recommendatory capacity.
Gage said, "I don't believe any

university body is sovereign in any
area of much importance." Ac-
cording to the Vice-Chancellor, the
SGA call for sovereignty suggests
that students are no longer in-

terested in discussing their con-
cerns with the administration. He
said this position on the part of the
SGA tends to separate the ad-
ministration from the students and
prevents them from trying to solve
University problems together.

He added students don't seem to

understand that the administration

runs into the same level of

frustration in dealing with President

Wood's office as students have in

dealing with the administration.

"Students don't understand the
restraints and pressures that are

placed on us."

"It is my personal feeling that
one of the major flaws in the
Wellman governance document is

that it emphasizes separateness
concerning areas of primary
responsibility. The Wellman
document defines the areas of
concern of all university gover-
nance bodies. It implies there can
be a separation. I have a con-
ceptual difficulty with this insofar
as I feel there are many more areas
of common concern and
responsibility than separate ones."

Gage said he feels it is coun-
terproductive for any university

governance body to claim to be
sovereign. In his opinion, the
leaders of the SGA complain
whenever any form of restraint is

suggested.

Gage described his view of the

major problem of legal services to

be the reluctance on the part of

students to state exactly what they
wanted in terms of the expansion of

services that should be offered by
the Legal Services Office (LSO).
According to Gage, his office has

been eager to help define the
powers of LSO. "If we knew what
students wanted, we could help

advocate their position. But they
don't want us to be their advocate.
They want to do it themselves,"
said Gage.

Grad student president
By HILLARYMARTICK

Staff Reporter
Jim Lindsey, Graduate Student Senate

(GSS) President, in response to the SGA
resolutions calling for independence from the
administration, remarked, "I feel that the
gauntlet has been thrown down. The
movement toward change has now become
more obvious to everybody."
"The movement of the SGA in terms of

trying to define the limits of their power is

going to be a hell of a lot different than what
it has been," Lindsey said.

Lindsey said he feels the role of the
graduate students regarding a redefinition of
the limits of student power should be the

discover they are the same. I hope graduate
students will be eager to participate in this
process of change. I don't know how they
are going to feel. But I think they need to be
asked."

Lindsey said: "I want to see things change.
I want to see people begin to take more of an
interest in their own environment."

Lindsey said he feels that the GSS is more
cautious than the SGA. The GSS president
said graduate students are the ones who are
caught in the middle. "Graduate students on
this campus are the meat of the sandwich.
They get despised by undergraduates as well
as looked down on by the faculty."

Lindsey's opinion graduate students

Lindsey views the move of the SGA as
asking for control over the issues on campus
that affect their lives as students. He said he
feels whatever change comes about, if there
is any change, will have to go to a
referendum before both the graduate and

undergraduate bodies.

His impression is that "Gage threw the
gauntlet down, and the students finally

threw it back." He sees Gage's memo last

week regarding his response to the actions of
the SGA as the "final blow."

Senate receives responses

same as the undergraduates. "Their feelings h
"1E32 °P 'mon 9raduate students

and philosophies ought to be put together
"

of h™ i 9
! ?.f

C 'S '0n t0 make in terms

he said. This is a good chance for people to ZlZl 1 °t" Tl
But he fee,s thatw m« iu they have the right to act as if they see fit

Wood's spokesman

White declines comment
By FRED COBLES
Staff Reporter

A spokesman for UMass President Robert
Wood yesterday declined to comment "at
this time" on the six point resolution adopted
yesterday by the Student Senate.
Howard White, speaking on behalf of

Wood, said that, "In a normal course of
events, anything from the Amherst campus
should come to us from the Chancellor's
office. President Wood has been trying to

get through to Chancellor Bromery on this
but hasn't yet been able to."
White felt that it was "inappropriate to

comment at this time" because Wood had
not yet received the document in question
Of the UMass trustees the Collegian at-

tempted to contact, most were unavailable
for comment. Trustee Betty Knowles and ex-
officio Board member Michael Sullivan were
asked to comment on the resolution. Both
felt they could not comment until they had
studied the document

cont. from p.1

Legal office attorney, Bill

Dorsch

Bill Dorsch said the "University didn't have
the right to freeze funds. The trustees only
have the power to oversee where the
Student Activities TAx Fund (SATF) money
is expended but cannot go into the SGA and
say they don't approve how the money is
being spent." This follows from a
Massachusetts Court decision Antonelli v
Hammond which decided the con-
stitutionality of student rights.

John Pepi, of the Student Organizing
Project (SOP), expressed his concern over
what the administration's reaction will be to
the proposed action.

"The trustees may ignore it and hope
students will settle down and become
'rational'. Whichever administration group
does respond, Gage or Bromery, it would be
a repressive response to put people in their
place," he said.

The most dangerous position the ad-
ministration could take, according to Pepi, is
to "fuzz over the issues. If they build up an
unrealistic picture in our minds of our actual
role here, then it will become harder for us to
know where we stand."

Bromery hopes to avert communications break
cont. from p. 1

The Chancellor cited frustration

as the main reason for the SGA
resolutions. The students are
demanding a greater say in all

facets of University life. He said the
major bone of contention this

semester between his jffice and
the student government was the
redefining of the scope of the LSO
office.

Bromery said the role of the LSO
office was changing, and he was
responsible for investigating any
legal problems with UMass
President Robert Wood.
Student leaders have charged

the administration wasn't fast
enough in responding to their

objectives for the LSO; but
Bromery noted Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Robert Gage did
not receive any kind of description
for the LSO from the SGA until last

Friday.

"It looks to me like what's
happening is that paranoia is

building. Once that happens,
people get further apart," Bromery

Eastern Standard Time will go
into effect Sunday night. Clocks in
most parts of the country will be
turned back one hour, marking the
end of Daylight Saving Time (DST)

Year-round DST went into effect
January 6, 1974 in an effort to
conserve energy during the Energy
Crisis. However, the Department o
Transportation reported triere wa.«
only a one per cent saving ir

electricity-generating fuel; so
Standard Time is returning.

said.

The Chancellor said he hopes to
avoid a breakdown in com-
munication. He said, before, the
administration was able to sit down
and resolve major issues in student
government. "I can't understand
why they're not being resolved

To report
rape dial

545-COPS

now," he said.

In an effort to avoid any more
problems, the Chancellor said he is

charging the Vice-Chancellor with
resolving these problems. "I think it

would be good if the SGA took 8-10
representatives that are very aware
of frustrations in various areas and

get them and Gage to discuss
problems in communication."

However, Bromery cautioned
that the University will never have a
00-50 share of responsibility
because the administration stays
here while the students are tran-
sient.
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$400 increase seen

Holyoke tuition soars

Yesterday's sunny skies provided good filming
weather for Stephen R. Parrot who's producing a film
for a horror film course. Christine M. Gesek plays an
unwitting woman who gets caught up in a rash of
murders on campus.

Rape report line

unit being formed
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter
A confidential rape line is now mandatory in every police department in

the state, said Diana White, special assistant at the UMass Department of
Public Safety.

According to a new state law, every police department must install the

line on a twenty-four hour basis. The department must also widely

publicize its access to the public. Failure of the department to do this can

result in a one year prison sentence, and-or a fine not exceeding $1,000.00,

she said.

In addition, continued White, every police department must form special

rape investigation units, comprised of well-trained members of the
department. She added that the unit must have female police officers,

whenever possible.

UMass is now in the process of forming its unit. Three of the depart-
ment's members are receiving training at the Boston College Rape Crisis

Center. The training should be completed by January 1975, said White.
In an attempt to extend its rape services, police departments must now

work in conjunction with attorneys, medical health services, and mental
health services.

According to another new law, the meaning of rape has also been
redefined. Previously, rape was defined as an act of sexual intercourse or

unnatural intercourse by a person, to a woman, who was compelled to

submit by force, or, against her will.

The new law does not restrict itself to rape. It also adds a new clause

protecting victims in the case of a threat of bodily injury if the victim does
not comply.

Concerned about athletic finances

By DANA FIELDS
Mt. Holyoke Choragos

David B. Truman, president of Mt.
Holyoke College has recently announced a
$400 dollar hike in tuition at that school. This
is the first in a short series of articles by
various five college reporters on the financial

situation at their respective institutions.

The effects of the stock market decline are
beginning to hit home. Every few weeks, the news
papers contain another disheartening story about
some mammoth foundation that has announced a
cutback in its grants. In the last six weeks alone, the
Ford, Carnegie, and Mellon Foundations have an-
nounced such cuts; and among the casualties are -
guess who? - the colleges.

As if that weren't enough, the colleges are suffering
from the financial crunch in another way. Along with
the Dow Jones Industrial Average, the colleges'
investments are declining in value. Mount Holyoke is

not exempt from the trend.

"The accurate statement is that our portfolio has
declined in value as anyone's has," said President
Truman in discussing the issue with Choragos. "But
our decline has been somewhat less dramatic than at
other institutions." Not a cause for optimism,
perhaps, but we can at least thank God for small
favors.

The relative stability of Mount Holyoke's financial
situation has to do with the nature of the College's
investment program.
em.

For students at Mt. Holyoke, the upshot of the
financial squeeze is a $400 increase in the total cost of
tuition and room and board for 1975-76. This figure far
exceeds past year-to-year increases, but Truman said
it is "not out of line with what other institutions are
doing."

"If costs are going up, and even if we're being as
economical as we can, something has to give,"
Truman stated. "We've held down our costs as mucn
as we dared, quite frankly. This year's tuition increase
($100) was quite a bit lower than we've had in past
years."

That "low" figure for the 197«->5 increase is a
major contributor to next year's hike. The College is

now playing catch up in an effort to compensate for
the underestimation in the $100 increase. And at that,
the $400 increase for next year may still be too low.
"The $400 increase is based on the assumption that

the inflation rate will be down," Truman continued.
"If it isn't well, there will be considerable dif-

ficulty."

If it seems only logical that a decline in the rate of
inflation, should it ever occur, would bring a decline in

tuition, think again.

"Our own cost rises would not directly follow a
decline in inflation, because those costs have actually
lagged behind inflation," Truman explained. "We
haven't been able to maintain an increase in faculty
salaries equal to the rise in the cost of living, and in

another year we would want to push those salaries up
to close the gap if a decline in inflation should occur."
Truman gave a tentative "yes" to the question of

whether he could foresee a time when tuition costs
would level off and year to-year increases decline or
even disappear.

"That might happen if we should return to a
modest increase in the cost of living, like the 2-2

%

per cent rate of increase that was normal six or eight
years ago. Or, if we succeeded in securing substantial
additional sources of income - endowments,
dividends on endowments, gifts, or help from the
federal or state government." At the moment, the
prospects for neither of these possibilities are very
bright.

Dorms to be closed
for Jan semester

By LISA SAMMET
Staff Reporter

UMass acting associate Provost
for Special programs, John Hunt
announced recently that dorms will

be closed during the January break.

As a result there will be a few
regular courses. Emphasis will be
on individual study, he said.

Hunt added there was the "usual
conflict between a severe need to
create something good with the
extended break."

Dorms will be closed from the

last day of classes, through Jan. 12
in an effort to $'ve energy. A few
special buildings will be open: some
laboratories, certain academic
facilities, and also the library.

Library hours during the January
break will be from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
daily, but it will be closed on
weekends.

Very few regular classes for
which students can enroll will be
offered. However, Hunt said there
will be opportunities for travel and
study projects, plus opportunities

FSen unanimous in demand
By BILL GONE!
Staff Reporter

By a nearly unanimous vote, the

Faculty Senate demanded the

revision of the Athletic Council's

special report on the status of

athletics at UMass, because the

council failed to provide specific

proposals for the resolution of
financial problems facing the
Athletic Department.

Senator Stevenson Fletcher,
Senate Delegate to the Board of
Trustees, said "the report did not

Petition seeks abolishment
of mandatory dorm living

By MARA KLEIN
Staff Reporter

A petition calling for the abolishment of mandatory dormitory living and

meal tickets is currently being circulated by the Revolutionary Student

Brigade in the Campus Center Concourse.

The group hopes to show there is strong student support for abolishing

these regulations since the legal age has been lowered, and to show strong

support for student rights in general.

Johara Chapman, president of the newly formed Amherst chapter of

this national student organization, said the group feels "monopoly
capitalism is an enemy of the people in this country and that the

Revolutionary Student Brigade is fighting for the rights of students and of

all oppressed people."

Other issues they have taken up are tuition hikes, and financial aid

cutbacks.

This is the first semester that this group, formerly known as the Attica

Brigade, has been active in the Amherst area. A forthcoming meeting

introducing the campus to the group will be announced soon, organizers

say.

respond to the Senate motion
passed last spring," and moved
that the reoort be revised

Last spring the Senate requested

that the Athletic Council prepare a

special report that would outline

proposals to alleviate the budget

problems faced by the Athletic

Department. Fletcher said, "the

Council failed to provide specific

solutions to the problems facing

them!

The report drew controversy

from Senator Rayna Green who
criticized the treatment of the

problem of providing equity for

women's athletic programs. Green

said, "the report merely said equity

has been achieved. ..it provided no
specifics."

Athletic Council President,

Arthur Elkins, replied that the

women's faculty requested $24,000

and that's what they received.

The report was also criticized by

Senator Patricia Griffin for its

failure to indicate how the Athletic

Department planned to comply

with the Affirmative Action Plan

passed by Congress. This act states

that any educational institution

which discriminates against sex

would be ineligible for federal aid.

Griffin, who's been a member of

the Athletic Department for four

years, said although she feels that

the Athletic Dept. is "making good
progress in providing equity for

women's athletic programs," she
has seen no evidence of the for-

mulation of any plan in response to

the Affirmative Action Plan on the

part of the Athletic Dept.

Several Senators also expressed
disappointment with the Council's

failure to reveal how state monies
are allotted in the Athletic Dept.

budget. In the report, the allottment

of the Athletic Trust Fund which
comes from the Student Athletic

Tax and which comprises only 30
per cent of the deparment's total

budget, was outlined. The other 70
per cent which comes from the

state wasn't.

Athletic Council president,

Arthur Elkins, replied "this is

discrimination. ..If we have to

disclose the breakdown of state

funds.... I respectfully submit that

other departments do the same."

Fletcher, however, pointed out

the Senate had not requested the

Athletic Council to provide a break-

down of state funds in this report,

and repeated that the Senate's only

objection with the report was its

failure to indicate specific proposals

for the alleviation of budgetary

problems.

within the five college system."
Students at UMass are encouraged
to look into the five college of-

ferings to see how they might work
out," Hunt added.

The January break as Hunt sees
it can "furnish an occasion for

individual groups to discuss their

issues." It can be productive time
for department committees, clubs,

student government, but more
importantly a time for individual

study.

The Legal Studies department
will be holding its Third Annual
January Law Conference during
the semester break. It will include
people from areas in the legal

systems personnel.

In addition there will be people
from community action groups,
and prison groups, a spokesman
said.

Credit will be given on a modular
basis.

"It can be a period for two
things," explained Hunt, "in-
dividual projects, concentrated, not
disturbed by other classes, and a
good time for backing off and
assessing what you are doing."
Moreover, he feels it will be a time
for majors to deal with their own
departments for more in-depth
study.

Special projects are individually

negotiated with a sponsoring in-

structor. The policy on the amount
of credit hours is: no more than
three credits unless you receive
permission from Hunt.

The "combination of individual

work and the five college program
will be about it," said Hunt.

However, he feels that his is

academically very worthwhile to

have a period for in-depth, in-

dividualized study.

CORRECTION
Alpha Phi Omega's Las Vegas

Night will be held Saturday, Oc-
tober 26 at 7 p.m. on the first floor

of the Campus Center — not Friday

night as was previously printed In

the Collegian.
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Ford blames problems on Democratic Congress
DES MOINES, fowa [UPf] -

President Ford, returning to his

attack on the Democrats, yesterday
accused the congressional majority
of running wikj on spending and
contributing to many of the
nation's problems.

Ford was out on a campaign
swing through Iowa and Illinois,

pleading with Com Bert voters to

send Republicans to Washington in

the Nov. 5 ejections.

He toW 1,500 persons at a $50-a-

piate GOP fund raising affair that

"it was heavy Democratic
majorities over the years which
helped to create most of the
problems we are faced with today."

Departing from his text through
most of the speech and toughening
his partisan line as he went, the
President also said he wants an end
to "undermining of our foreign

relations with handcuff-like

restrictions on the policies of the

president and the secretary of

state."

"I except the members of the

Democratic leadership of the House
and Senate," Ford said.

"They have tried - but their

troops run wild.

"They have called my anti-

inflation program a marshmallow.
Well, if mine is a marshmallow,
the»r's was a lemon."

Ford stressed repeatedly the

problems of inflation and the need

to hold down the government
spending. He vowed, "Next year

we are going to hold the lid on —
unless the next Congress blows it

off."

Ford warmed to his Midwest
reception, shucking his jacket and
moving into the crowd at the Val

Air Ballroom to pump hands.

Women shouted "he's handsome"
and "love you, love you.. .thank

you. Mr. President."

At the end of the luncheon,
topped off appropriately with
cherry pie. Ford got a 35-second
standing ovation.

In blaming Democrats for much
of the nation's woe, Ford said;

"That is why you need — why
|

need - in Washington members of
Congress who will join me in

making decisions — decisions to
cut spending, to cut the budget, to
cut red tape - and, as I have said
before, to cut the mustard," Ford
said.

Doctor says surgery

for Nixon possible

President Ford speaks to a crowd of some 8 to 10 thousand in front of the Iowa
Capitol on behalf of Republican candidates in this fall's elections.

Sirica warns against quarreling

as trial lawyers' tempers rise

LONG BEACH, Calif. [UP/} -
Former President Richard M.
Nixon's physician said yesterday

that surgery was a "real possibility"

unless clotting which has almost

totally blocked the blood flow in

Nixon's left leg can be controlled.

The 61 -year-old Nixon, who re-

entered Long Beach Memorial

Hospital unexpectedly Wednesday
evening, was reported to be
receiving "intensive" doses of

anticoagulants intravenously and
orally.

Dr. John Lungren, personal

physician to the former chief

executive, said in the latest medical

bulletin that special studies were
being conducted to see if Nixon is

in the small group of people for

whom anticoagulation cannot be
maintained by drugs,

newsmen but instead his brief

statement was read by a hospital
spokesman so there was no im-
mediate indication how long the
drug treatment might go on before

a decision is reached on whether to
conduct an operation.

Lungren said a "venogram" of
Nixon's left leg had shown that the
deep femoral vein was almost
totally obstructed and that there
were "new or old clots" in the deep
veinous system of the left thigh.

One medical source at the
hospital, noting that Nixon himself
is shown in the press bulletins
before they are released, said the
language of yesterday's statement
indicated surgery was more a
likelihood than a possibility.

There was no information from
Lungren on what type of "surgical
intervention" might be performed.
A heart specialist at the

University of Chicago, Dr. Con-
stantine Anagnostopoulos, said in

such cases doctors would want to
see whether any large clots are
lodged in the vena cava - the large
vein where the two leg veins join
and run through the abdomen to
the lungs and heart.

WASHING TON [UPf] - U.S.
District Judge John J. Sirica,

cracking down on quarreling
lawyers, warned yesterday he will

not let the Watergate cover-up trial

deteriorate into "a carnival at-

mosphere "

"I mean it," he told attorneys for

both the prosecution and the
defense with the jury out of the
courtroom. "If I don't get your
cooperation I will have to do
something about it."

Emotions ran high and tempers
flared frequently on the 18th day of
the trial as lawyers leaped to their

feet with objections to questions
asked the only witness heard thus
far - former White House counsel
John W. Dean III.

At mid-aftemoon, Sirica called a
recess and came back with a
statement he said he was "sorry to
have to make."

Sirica's warning came after
defense attorneys, cross-examining
Dean, failed to trip him up on any
major inconsistencies in the story
that has made him the govern-
ment's star witness against five
former White House or election
aides to Richard M, Nixon.

"I think frankly that this is a very
serious case," Sirica said. "It is

senous not only for the defendants
but for members of their families -
their wives, their children, their
friends. I consider this a serious
case and I don't want this case to
have what they call a carnival at-

mosphere to it. We ought to try it

just like any other type of case."
He said he realized there was "a

lot of tension, stress and strain" in

such a major trial. But he said he
could not continue to permit such
'requent arguments and wisecracks
m front of the jury.

"I enjoy a little bit of levity from
time to time but let's not overdo it,"

the judge said.

With Dean's stint on the witness
stand nearly over, government
attorneys said they would next like

to call bugging conspirator E.

Howard Hunt Jr. But they asked
that he be called as a court witness
- a procedure whereby both sides
could cross-examine him.
The prosecution claimed in a

legal brief that Hunt, despite his

guilty plea to the Watergate
bugging and a subsequent grant of
immunity from further prosecution,
had not been "entirely candid" in

his testimony before the grand jury.

"In short, even after being
granted immunity, Mr. Hunt
cooperated with the investigation
only grudgingly and, we believe
incompletely," the brief said.

The government argued it would
be manifestly unfair" to require
that Hunt be called as a prosecution
witness since that would severely
limit the line of questioning the
government could pursue. Sirica
said he would study the request
before ruling on it.

Admitting freely to his own
crimes for which he is now in prison
and conceding he helped lure

others into criminal acts, Dean
remained unruffled as defense
lawyers tried to prove him a liar

during cross-examination.
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keep detente alive.

Kissinger said a "few disap-
pointments" had arisen in recent
relations between Moscow and
Washington, but that the danger of
war between the two nuclear

proportions and the tensions of
earlier periods have largely been
stemmed," Kissinger said in a toast
at a lunch in his honor.

Kissinger met for three hours
with Brezhnev at the Kremlin

round of talks with the Soviet
leader after the lunch.

It was the first meeting between
Kissinger and a top Soviet leader
since President Ford assumed
office Aug. 9. The talks included
American-Soviet relations, the
Arab-Israeli crisis and other issues.

Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A.

Gromyko welcomed Kissinger to
Moscow with the glittering lunch at
the government's opulent Lenin
Hills guest house overlooking the
heart of the Soviet capital.

Gromyko said Brezhnev was
pleased with the morning session of
talks. But he said it was too early
"to speak or even hint at the

LC wroons. through a driving rain for another

Ray's prosecutor met
with Justice Dept.

OPEC recommends price system
to limit oil company profits

outcome of these meetings."
"It has been a firm and con-

tinuing principle of American policy
that the United States and the
Soviet Union have a very special
responsibility for preserving peace
in the world and for contributing to
the positive aspirations of
mankind," Kissinger said in his
lunchtime remarks.

PRESS IN-

MEMPHIS, TENN. [UPf] - The
man responsible for the
prosecution of James Earl Ray
confessed assassin of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., said yesterday he
talked with the U.S. Justice
Department and an attorney for
Mrs. King before agreeing to accept
Ray's guilty plea in the case.

Phil M. Canale Jr., who retired
this year after two decades as
Shelby County district attorney
general, testified at a federal court
evidentiary hearing that could lead
to a new trial for Ray.

Ray now denies the slaying and
contends he was pressured into
entering a guilty plea by his at-
torney at the time, famed Texas
criminal lawyer Percy Foreman.

"The first indication I had that
there might be a plea was back in

December of 1968," Canale said.

Canale said Hugh Stanton Sr.,

the local public defender assigned
to assist defense attorney Foreman,
asked him if he would entertain a
guilty plea, and Canale said he told
Stanton he would give him an
answer later.

"During the course of these
discussions about a plea, I did
contact the Department of
Justice," the prosecutor said in

answer to a question from James
Lesar, one of Ray's three lawyers.
"I also contacted Gov. Buford
Ellington of Tennessee and I

contacted the attorney for Mrs.
Martin Luther King."

By UNITED
TERNATiONAL

Representatives of the world's
major oil exporting nations
yesterday recommended a new
pricing system designed to limit the
profits of international oil com-
panies.

The action came in Vienna as
more major U.S. oil companies
reported skyrocking profits -
nearly 300 per cent in one instance
- for the third quarter of the in
year. Oil executives defended the
higher profits as necessary to find
new supplies of oil and gas to meet
worldwide energy demands.
The new crude oil pricing for-

mula, based primarily on supply and
demand, was announced at the

conclusion of a two-day meeting of
the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries, whose 12
members produce 85 per cent of
the world's oil exports.

"The new system wilj clarify
crude oil prices and safeguard the
consumer," an OPEC spokesman
said.

"Oil has become too important
for its price to be manipulated," he
said.

OPEC officials said the plan, to
be submitted to member nations for
approval, would have no immediate
effect on crude oil prices.

Crude oil prices are presently
worked out by a complex system of
taxes and royalties from a so-called

posted price from $11.65 dollars a
barrel.

DST ends
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Most of

the nation turns the clock back one
hour on Sunday, returning to
standard time and ending the
emergency year round daylight
saving time spawned by the energy
crisis.

Congress passed on Sept. 30 and
President Ford signed on Oct. 5
partial repeal of the 1973
emergency act that took effect last
January and was due to expire
anyway on April 27, 1975.
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Nixon, in tape, called

Trudeau an obscenity
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Two of Minister Pierre E. Trudeau during athe Watergate cover-up defendants 1973 meeting with aides it washave attr.buted to President disclosed yesterday

Richard M. Nixon an obscene
remark about Canadian Prime

195 N PLEASANT ST/256-6403
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FASHIONABLE EYEWEAR
CONTACT LENSES/SUPPLIES
HEARING AID AUDIOLOGISTS

The contention was made by
H.R. Haldeman and John D.
Ehrlichman, who were Nixon's top
two assistants, in a conference with
cover-up trial Judge John J. Sirica
concerning a White House tape
played in court Monday.

In that whispered conversation at
Sirica's bench, it was reported
yesterday, Haldeman and Ehrlich-
man told the judge it was Nixon
who made the remark: "That
asshole Trudeau is something
else."

Although the tape contained that
statement, a transcript prepared by
the prosecution attributed the
obscenity to Haldeman and did not
identify Trudeau as the subject of
the characterization.

Attorneys for Haldeman and
Ehrlichman insisted the voice was
Nixon's and demanded the record
be corrected, but Sirica took no
immediate action.

In Brussels, Trudaau spokesman
Pierre O'Neil said "there is not the

slightest chance whatsoever of a

comment" from the prime minister

regarding the remark.

THE COLLEGE

BARTENDERS, INC.

will present a course

in Bartending at the

University of Mass.

WHEN: Beginning Oct. 29-

31

WHERE. Commonwealth
i Room (Student Union
f Building)

I

I

WHAT TIME: 7-10 p.m.

I HOW MUCH: $15.00

' REGISTER: 1st day of

| class — students must be
18 years of age

I

I

I

I
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Twelve jurors picked
for Kent State trial
CLEVELAND [UPI\ - Selection

of the 12-member jury was com-
pleted yesterday in the trial of eight

former Ohio National Guardsmen
charged in connection with the

1970 fatal shootings of four Kent
State University students.

Opening arguments were ex-

pected to begin as soon as six

alternate jury members were
chosen, possibly by yesterday's

evening's recess.

It still was not determined
whether chief U.S. District Judge
Frank J. Battisti, who planned to

conduct the trial four days a week,
would continue through today, if

necessary, to complete th". jury.

Earlier yesterday, three more
prospective jurors were dismissed,

one on a peremptory defense

challenge and two others by
Battisti, before the panel finally was
set.

One of the two dismissed by
Battisti, Mrs. Barbara J. Reid of

Mansfield, has a cousin whose
husband was a member of the
Guard at Kent State during the May
4, 1970 anti-war rally in which the
four students were shot and nine
others wounded. Carl P. Wagner of

surburban Lakewood, said he had
definite feelings about the case.

After the jury is set and opening
arguments are completed, the
jurors are expected to be taken to

the Kent State campus where the

guardsmen fired for 13 seconds into

a mass of students demonstrating
against the U.S. incursions into

Cambodia.

[nation and world!

Oregon dams closed
PORTLAND, Ore. [UP/] -
Unescorted visitors were barred

yesterday from three Columbia
River dams until the threat of

damage to Northwest power
facilities by an extortionist has

ended.

The extortionist has threatened

to black out Portland if he is not

paid $1 million. He claims
responsibility for dynamite damage
to 11 towers on Bonneville Power
Administration high voltage
transmission lines in Oregon in the

past three weeks.

Edward N. Sanchez, public
affairs officer for the Army Corps of

Engineers, said the corps closed

Bonneville, The Dalles and John
Day dams east of here because of

"the temper of the times." He said

there had been no threat to the

dams, which produce the electric

Italy foils plot
ROME [UP/] - Military in-

telligence has foiled a rightist plot

to pollute water supplies with
radioactive material to trigger panic
in Italy, Defense Minister Giulio

Andreotti said yesterday.

"The Defense Intelligence
Service delivered a report to the
judiciary Oct 1, mentioning the
terrible threat of terroristic use of

radioactive material, including
pollution of aqueducts," Andreotti
told the Chamber of Deputies
Defense Committee.
He said the plan was "analytically

studied and was to be carried out
by means of the theft of said

material in a north Italian nuclear
center."

'Happy' goes home
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Margaretta

"Happy" Rockefeller, smiling and
waving, yesterday left the hospital a

week after undergoing surgery for

removal of a cancerous breast.

Stopping briefly before a tangle

of microphones set up in the lobby

of Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center, the 48-year-old wife

of vice president-designate Nelson
A. Rockefeller was obviously
pleased to be going home.

"I feel great," she said in a voice

that betrayed a touch of uneasiness

with the crush of newsmen and

photographers pressed against

police barricades. "Thanks a lot."

power carried on the BPA trans-
mission lines.

The FBI, meanwhile, continued
to follow a number of leads but said
no arrests had been made.

Snow Tire

SALE
* Winter is just around the corner.

Make sure you're ready.

* Check our prices

* Sizes to fit most cars.

Frank's Arco Service

Amherst Rd., Rte. 116
SUNDERLAND, MASS.

253-9063

Located between Cliffside Apts. and UMass

HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY
October 2t$t

Under New Management /

\

Monday & Tuesday

Beer Nights
(DISCOUNT BEER)

No Cover on Beer Nights

Wednesday thru Sunday

Cover Charge

DOOR PRIZES
Discount Specials

Friday & Saturday

Drawing, Winner Receives

FREE EVENING ON RACHIO

Nightly Door Prizes

Cover Charge *3.00

includes Free Hon a" oeuvm
Everyone with Costume Receives

ONE FREE DRINK
* for Reservations

Call 584-9080

MORROCAN SPECIALTIES
HARIRA $.60

Delicious homemade soup from beef, tomato base, lentil and chick
peas.

BEEF KEBAB $2.25

Charcoal beef cube skewered and marinated in exotic spices
KEFTA $2.00

F

Charcoal skewered ground beef with exotic spice flavor
MAKROUTA $2.25

F

Fried dough leaves stuffed with spiced ground beef
COUSCOUS $3.25

Morrocan National Dish...steamed with organic fine semilina cooked

i^,!^ vegetab,es Can ** served witn eitner chicken or lamb
TAJINE OF LAMB FASSI $3.00
Pieces of lamb stew cooked with prunes and almonds

TAJINE OF LAMB MARRACKCHI $3.00
Pieces of lamb stew cooked with olives and lemon

TAJINE OF CHICKEN FASSI $1.49
Pieces of chicken cooked with prunes and almonds

TAJINE OF CHICKEN MARRACKCHI $1.49
Pieces of chicken cooked with olives and lemon

FOOD SERVED FROM 11 :30 A.M. TO 8:00PM
MECHOUI $15.00 (For Two)

Specially prepared baked rack of lamb served for minimum of two
persons

+ +24 hour advance notice++ A Sultan's feast eaten by hand.

|
SPECIAL COMBINATION PLATE INCLUDES

j
HARIRA (Soup) ONEMAKROTTTA

I ONE SKEWERED BEEF KEBAB COUSCOUS
!

ONE SKEWERED KEFTA MINT TEA OR COFFEE
$2.95

I II!

! i

/£

^

or later

you'll

come to

Happy Hour Daily
including Sunday

12:00 6:30

Discount

Beer

DISCOUNT BEER
4:30 6:30 -All Drinks

fnoyntpin CT^ route 9-hadley-mass

Manra. 10 m. Choice

BEEF KEBAB
KEFTA

MORROCAN MINT TEA
REGULAR TEA
COFFEE

STEAK DINNER
Sirloin Steak. French Fries. Coffee $4.50

SANDWICHES
$175 HAMBURG
*L50 CHEESEBURG

BEVERAGES
$25 SANKA
$.20 MILK
$20 SODA
DESSERT

ICE CREAM $.50

$1.50

$1.60

$.20

$.25

$.25
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Will file suit in Massachusetts soon

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

ACLU says police using dum-dum bulletsON [UP/] — Police Rohprts Qairt cuitc uur»i.lrl ho filoH »!!» * 1_._ . _, -_BOSTON [UPI] Police
departments in at least eight states
are shifting without public
knowledge to the use of hollow
nosed bullets, the American Civil

Liberties Union (ACLU) said
yesterday.

"In no case so far was the
decision made after public
scrutiny," said ACLU Executive
Director Aryeh Neier. He said the
switches were made in a manner
that was "at best casual."

Soft point bullets are designed to

expand upon contact, leaving a
large wound. "By the use of this

annunition, the police become
judge, jury and prosecutor. There is

no due process for a dead man,"
said Massachusetts ACLU chapter
director John Roberts.

Neier said a still incomplete
ACLU study shows hollow nosed
ammunition is being used by police
departments in Massachusetts,
California, Connecticut, Hawaii,
Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia and
Washington.

Roberts said suits would be filed

soon to prevent the use of such
ammunition in Massachusetts. He
said legislation also would be in-

troduced to set statewide standards
on police ammunition.
"We are not advocating that

police be disarmed, but there is no
evidence that police are seeking
other means to stop criminals,"

said Joan Tuttle of the state

chapter. "You're developing
ammunition that will cause massive
wounds and probably death."

The ACLU study showed 20 per
cent of the communities respon-
ding now use hollow nosed bullets.

Such ammunition was called "dum
dum bullets" after being made in a
town by that name in India.

Tuttle said the study, made by
the Massachusetts Research
Center, noted police could use
larger bullets "which would remain
intact and pass through the body."
She said the hollow point shells

"literally explode" in the body,

ROISTER DOISTERS
Presents

The Martyrdom
of Peter Ohey

OCTOBER 25, 26

HAMPDEN DINING COMMONS
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causing extensive damage. She
said the report shows other am-
munition is available that could
"knock down" any assailant.

Six of 18 cities surveyed
nationwide were using hollow point
bullets which are banned in warfare
by international law, according to a
report issued Wednesday by the
Massachusetts Research Center.
"A definite trend towards more

powerful bullets and weapons

The center's survey and study
was prompted by the recent
controversy in Connecticut where
the state police are using 357
magnum, hollow point ammunition.
Massachusetts state police are
using 38 caliber, hollow point
bullets.

The center report also said use of
the bullets may be unconstitutional.

Researchers were critical of the
defense given by Connecticut

capable of shooting higher volocity officials for the use of hollow point
bullets was apparent," the report bullets, who said state police used
stated their guns only to kill.

"Shooting to kill is tantamount to
summary execution which has long
been recognized as a war crime,"

the report stated.

The center said ammunition has
been developed which has greater
stopping power than the traditional

38 caliber police bullets but which
will not cause the extensive injury
of hollow points.

The center said it was unable to
find any evidence to back up other
claims of police officials that hollow
point ammunition has a lesser
tendency to ricochet.

Three Nazis arrested in Boston
for attempting to incite riot
BOSTON [UPI] Three

members of the American Nazi
Party were arrested yesterday in

racially troubled South Boston on
charges of attempting to incite a
riot on the 30th day of court or-

dered Boston school
desegregation.

Racial fights at Hyde Park and
Jamaica Plain High Schools
resulted in suspension of seven
students, officials said, and a 17
year old black student enroute to
English High School was sprayed in

the face by whites with a chemical.
City wide attendance dipped 0.2 to
76.6 per cent.

Attendance at high schools in

South Boston and Roxbury, areas
most affected by the federal order
to bus 18,235 students to racially

balance schools, increased slightly

but remained low at 32 per cent.

Officials said 181 of the 358
blacks scheduled to be bused to
previously all White South Boston
High School showed up for classes

yesterday. Only 25 of 535 whites
assigned to be bused to previously

all black Roxbury High went to

classes and 313 of 1,094 whites
assigned to South Boston High
went to school as a classroom
boycott continued.

Police issued a warrant yesterday
for the arrest of a whit* South
Boston man in on a chirge of

assault and battery with a deadly
weapon, a pool cue, in connection
with the beating of a black delivery

man Wednesday in South Boston
by six whites.

The Nazi members were arrested

at 600 Broadway, Main Street in

South Boston where opposition to

busing is centered. City Hall of-

ficials said the men had been under
surveillance for some time and were
arrested while they were handing
out anti black literature and urging

people to refuse to obey the busing

order.

Among those arrested was
Harold Mantius III, 26, of Arlington,
Va., self-styled leader of a group
calling itself the Revolutionary
Voice of National Socialism.

Also arrested were Jerry Lee
McGhee, 22, and Mark Graes, 18,

both of Arlington, Va. The three
men were scheduled to be
arraigned in South Boston District

Court.

The Nazis, who oppose in-

tegration, appeared in Boston twice
during the first week of classes
under the busing order.

Three members of the American Nazi Parly are led
from the police station in Boston after having been
arrested on charges of attempting to incite a riot.

Dukakis says Sargent

agrees on spending
BOSTON \UPI\ - Democratic

gubernatorial candidate Michael S.

Dukakis said yesterday Gov.
Francis W. Sargent agrees with him

The
Very Feminine
Question of

Life Insurance
In these liberated times no unman need
settle for weak, ineffective financial

planning- Of* eloping financial

independence and estate securil) for the

future is as important for women as it is

for men. Your Hdelit\ I nion Life Field

Associate knows that and can help \ou

achieve a CollegeMasler " or other

program which will meet >our needs now
and in the future.

< all Ihc Hdrlil) I nion Fit-Id XsnikmI*

in \<>ur fen:

KOWI.I) I. NATHAN VClRNfV
7 17 Main Street

that Bay State residents will "be hit

hard by an increase in state taxes,"

unless government spending is cut.

"Apparently the governor now
agrees with what I have been
saying for months," Dukakis said,

that "unless state government
makes a serious effort to cut ex-

penses, the people of the Com-
monwealth will be hit hard by an
increase in state taxes next year."

Dukakis noted a special directive

sent to all state agency heads on
Tuesday Oct. 15 by the Secretary of
Administration and Finance which,
he said, "imposes sweeping cuts in

new hiring and in the oh three
account."
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• soup

• beef ravioli

• tossed salad

• roll and butter
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Campus Comments

By JIM PAULIN

Two nights ago, the UMass Student Government Association
voted to sever ties with the administration and set out on their own,
making their own decisions.

Also, a group of concerned students in the Student Organizing
Project are trying to create a student union which would have the
same collective bargaining powers as a labor union.

The questions — Do
Should students unionize?
action?

Diane Mango— Junior from
West Springfield living in

Easthampton majoring in

Education. "I think there's
enough of them that if they get
together they could get all the
power they want, but there's so
many people it's going to be
hard to get them together.
That's the problem with
numbers. It's so good to be
together and when they're
apart, it's hard to get them
together."

students have enough power? —
- What do you think of the SGA's

Jim Walsh- Freshman from
Westport living in Kennedy and
majoring in Natural Resources.
"I read about it in the
Collegian. ..I really don't know
what to think about it... I don't
know what the administration's
going to do about it. ..It

depends on what they're going
to do at that meeting that's
coming up...J agree with them
that if you're under the shadow,
you're going to be overruled
every time... It will take a
combined effort of all the state
schools to make a change in the
system."

Fred Rolon- Sophomore
from NYC living in Brandywine
apartments in North Amherst.
"No, I don't think students
have much power here.. .It's like

a monopoly. You do a day of
work and that's it. .It's hard...

Well, you know, I'm not too
familiar with what's hap-
pening...! haven't been
following it lately... but if they
couiJ qet away with it, if they
could do it, then it would be
cool."

Nancy Swanson-
Sophornore from Westwood
living in Pierpont and majoring
in Natural Resources. "I'm just
sort of an apathetic student
studying away... I don't know
how the Student Government
works but I think students
should unionize.,. Collective
bargaining sounds good to
me...

I don't even think about
the Student Government, I just

live here.. .It's sort of the feeling

all around nampus that it's not
worth it.. .I'm rick of the whole
set up."

Donny Whitney- Freshman
from Springfield living in
Amherst and majoring in
Business. "I think they should
have more power, especially
about the increase in the rents.
That definitely should be a
student concern. Students
have very little rights here,
that's my understanding. Yes!
students should definitely
unionize. From what I've heard,
out on the West Coast students
are trying to unionize."

Dianne Bunker- Junior from
Nahant living in Moore and
majoring in Physical Education.
"I think the students should use
a lot more power than they
have now... they should be able
to get off campus before
they're 21 if they want to and
the same with the meal ticket...

I

think a union would be a good
idea, because that's the way
labor gets things done and I

think that's the only way
students will...

{ Letters to the editor

No tears for Joyce

To the Editor:

My heart bleeds for Joyce Kosofsky: to hear how all

her painstaking efforts to go to the Stevie Wonder
concert might be undone by the unthinking masses of
South Boston really brought forth a waterfall of tears
streaming down my cheeks. To be sure, I am violently

overcome with angry passion every time I picture her
possibly having to sit, depressed, in her dreary room in

the absence of the concert. Heartbreaking.

Examining the reverse side of the coin, however [I

believe that there is a positive side to everything], how
refreshing it was to see an individual [Dear Joyce,
bless her little heart] finally view the racial situation in
S. Boston objectively, not allowing her mind to
become clouded with emotion for the mistreated
blacks or non-racist whites [I am, of course assuming
that such exists in Southie, having read such adamant
objection from the "innocent" whites who are

horrified to find themselves classed with their barbaric
neighbors]. How easy it is for so many of us to permit
ourselves the luxury of experiencing sorrow for the
downtrodden of South Boston, instead of viewing the
situation for what it is and coming to grips with the
true injustice: closing down the concert/ Thank God
that Joyce can rise above the emotional hysteria
gripping most of us, coo/y perceiving the gross lack of
consideration for music lovers that is largely
overlooked whenever one normally looks at con-
ditions in Southie; Joyce sees the issues for what they
really are!

Thank you, Joyce, for revealing to us your true
sensitivity and compassion for the problems that
beset society; one can only pray that they do not go
unappreciated.

Sincerely,

Richard L. Manugian

Administration-yes -Senate -no

To the Editor:

The combined Student Senate and area govern-
ments voted on Oct. 23 to dec/are themselves free of
administration control. This move was impotent,
childish and without the smallest degree of foresight.

The student government has little student interest and
few students know very much, if anything about
attempts to unionize students and the related struggle
with the administration [even though these issues
have been in the Collegian J.

Without large student support and backing the
administration does not have to listen to anything
student government says. The move of that govern-
ment to dec/are itself autonomous without student
backing can only result in the administration im-

pounding funds that could be used for student
unionization and related projects. This act is impotent
not only because it is based on the unfounded
assumption that student government has the backing
of the students but also because it cripples potential
for more realistic action such as financially supporting
student unionization. By irresponsibly venting their
frustration, the student government may have given
the administration the excuse it needs to sabotage the
movement for student rights.

Fred Horan
Student Senator

226 Pierpont
546-5196

School of Ed. takes no stand

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION

To the Editor:

Admittedly, I'm new here. I've got a lot to learn
about how things get done and what to think of
certain things but, listen, there's a particularly
disturbing silence here that's really getting in my way.

I transferred to the School of Ed with a whole set of
ideas, feelings, and impressions which have, even
after a month and a half, remained pretty stable.
"Commitment To Combat Institutional Racism",
"Viable Urban Alternatives", "Social Change
Through Education ", mere rhetoric? Maybe, but really
exciting concepts for a person like me to be exposed
to. The whole scene at the School of Ed has given me
an enthusiasm for learning which I've never ex-
perienced before.

But the whole thing is starting to fade; it's being
slowly eroded through thoughts provoked by the lack
of action on the part of the school to take a stand on
the issues involved in South Boston. Why aren't we
doing anything? We're avoiding the situation, in our
classrooms, in our publications, in the halls, and it

doesn 't make sense. How can this institution ask its

students to sit through the lectures, participate in the
seminars, classes, believe in the things we're told to

read, when it has oeen outstandingly silent on an
issue which the system itself has supposedly made us
sensitive to? The inconsistencies of walking out of an
intro to urban ed course and into the campus center
to read who and how many have been hurt today are
just too obvious, and painfully so. There must be
others who are similarly confused, who feel this, who
are concerned enough to want to do something but
frustrated by the lack of organized action.

I feel we must address ourselves to the immediate
problem in Boston - the use of violence. If we can 't,

maybe shouldn % concern ourselves with the streets,
then certainly the schools themselves are our
legitimate domain. Our own opinions of busing,
desegregation, community control must take second
place to our unified belief in peace as the only con-
dition under which solutions to these problems can be
sought.

I charge the School of Ed with the responsibility of
providing channels through which honest concerns
such as this can be implicated to effect change. We
have more resources at our disposal here than at least
90 percent of the world, people concerned about
racism, knowledgeable about the real situation in our
cities, experienced in the transmission of attitudes.
There must be something we can do.

A concerned student

George P. Concordia

*nl*
b

Steve F TripoliD-C
Misadventures in DC

"We had heard (from Outreach) that the people
who lived here last semester were kind of a bunch of
assholes."

-An Outreach intern living in UMass' Washington
house

It wasn't enough that they lied to students. It

wasn't enough that students were systematically
excluded from decisions that affected their lives, and
were forced to live with dirt and a legion of
cockroaches. It wasn't enough that student's
decisions were subverted by them and twisted by the
time they got to Whitmore. But the people who run
the Outreach program are still, after six months,
denying that any of it ever happened.
The story of what happened to the students who

were eiterns in Washington, D.C. last spring on the
Outreach program is one that has never been fully

told, and is in danger of never coming out unless
exposed here. I'm familiar with the story because I

was one otf those students.

It all started with the house we lived in, an old
apartment building on 16th Street in the Northwest
section of town. The day the students moved in they
had to literally clean their way into the place, it was so
filthy. According to the lease that the University had
signed the house was supposed to be ready to move
into by the time we got there.

There was also the problem of cockroaches, which
were present in all apartments in fairlv large numbers
and rn some apartments in droves. Getting the land-
lord to spray was hassle enough, but when even
spraying didn't have much effect and the students
turned to Outreach for help we got little more than a
loud argument between the landlord and Outreach
Director Bill Burke - held in the lobby of the house
for maximum "see, I'm doing something" effect, or so
it would seem, since very little was done.

All of which led to the students in the house voting
to ask the University, which is the legal tenant of the
apartment, to sue the landlord for breach of contract.
Bill Burke, who was in Amherst and had asked to be
informed of the decision, was phoned shortly after the
vote and told that the students had decided to ask the
University to sue. When one of the students called the
University's attorney the next day to ask him to take
action for them, he asked, being already suspicious of
Burke, if the attorney had spoken to Burke that day. It

just so happened that Burke had spoken to the at-

torney that morning, and by strange coincidence the

Steve Tripoli is a

attorney proceeded to inform the student that there
was no way that the University would sue the land-
lord.

There were a few meetings held in the house that
semester with Burke (one of them included the
landlord) to see what could be done, and after all was
said and done very little was achieved. In frustration,
the students drafted and sent to UMass President
Robert Wood a letter detailing their grievances and
asking for some satisfaction in the case. It was too
late in the semester for the students to benefit from
the action themselves, but most people were so
frustrated with Burke's actions, which were inept and
unresponsive when they did exist, that they wanted to
see some justice done.
What has Outreach's reaction to all of this been?

Simple. As of this semester Burke is no longer in

charge of the Washington segment of the program, it

is being run by Rich Sokol, the number two man in the
organization. At the mass meeting for Washington
interns shortly before they left this September, Burke
told them that the letter to Wood was one of the
worst things that could have been done to the
program, especially since he hadn't been consulted
about the problems first. It makes one wonder if he
was listening at all those meetings held last Spring.
But it has always been convenient for Burke to equate
something which questions his ability, like the Wood
letter, to an attack on the program. It's one way to
save a worthless ass.

Enter Rich Sokol, who told this columnist in early
September that he was running the program and
there'd be no more problems like those under Burke.
Granted, there is a substantial reduction in the
problems of the house this semester, but was it really

necessary for Sokol to tell the current Washington
students (and I heard this directly from them while in

Washington last week) that the people who were in

Washington last spring were little more than a bunch
of crybaby children who couldn't deal with the
realities of the outside world? Why won't anyone
admit they were wrong, and say that they are trying to
iron out the wrinkles the second time around,
especially since they're doing so much better this

semester? Must everything be covered up for eternity,
or is dishonesty just "takin' care of business" at
Outreach?

And the shame of it all is people like that somehow
manage to thrive at this place.

Collegian Columnist.

Bill CiS
Parent

)

The time has come

Jaoi(oi xjooj.ad, «3«)mw(8 4 MJv-v,

The timing was perfect. Dr. Gage knew when he
had the best opportunity to usurp the most power and
he took it.

At a time when students have returned to the silent

state and obviously aren't particularly interested in the

politics of the powers that be in college ad
ministration. Vice Chancellor Gage bestowed upon
himself the ultimate voice in all Student Senate
matters.

The act was incredible. And even more incredible is

the fact that he may get away with it. It all gets back
to what I was saying before about a sense of timing.

At no time in the past ten years has such an action
been possible, has such control been so ripe for
picking from the students. Lately there really hasn't
been an organized student voice. The Senate is

plagued with apathy and the Collegian and WMUA
are facing internal difficulties which makes policy
decision almost impossible. All over campus it seems
thai different groups are pitted against each other, i.e.

the feminists versus the fraternities, the studious
versus the socializers, and the activists versus the
apathetic. Dr. Gage saw this from Mount Whitmore
and sent down the four point memo thinking it would
be looked at, nodded and filed under procedure in

Rick Savini's office.

But it can't be that way, for surrendering the right

to make decisions about student activities and
student tax at this point would certainly mean the

complete destruction of the Senate itself. And even
though the Senate is often ineffective it is there, and it

has the power and the influence when it is needed.

Take it away from the student body and this place will

turn into a 23,000 student high school.

UMass is a city. We pay for it, it is ours, we live

here. There is no reason why we as adults have to be

dictated to as to what we may and may not do by a

small group of paternalistic trustees.

Yes, there always is the argument as has been

expounded by certain student senators that maybe
the Senate is incapable, due to the small amount of

student interest, to take on the responsibility of

spending student monies.

Baloney. Responsibility only occurs when it is given

a chance to. If people are treated like they are children

then they will behave as such. Proof of this can easily

be seen in the dormitories you force people to live

in such structures they will behave accordingly but

that in itself is neither here nor there. Responsibility is

learned from experience and no other way. If the

administration wishes to protect us from ourselves

they are only reinforcing the unreal Oz this place is

rapidly becoming.

The senate isn't all that ineffective or incapable

either. There are some people involved who are

working hard, not in their own interest, to insure that

students of the University have their interests met. Of

course all interests have not been completely

satisfactorily met, they never will be but people are

trying. And if Dr. Gage gets his way much of the

incentive created by student government will be lost.

There are a few different ways that this whole affair

could turn out. There may be no student action, no

student support and the Administration could walk

out of this with complete control of every cent you
pay to go here. Or students could really get involved

and prevent such a thing from happening. It may not

be that great of a confrontation, I am sure that Dr.

Gage can sense that students are concerned and that

he will be able to be teasoned with.

But if Dr. Gage takes any quick, irrational steps like

freezing the Senate funds right before the long

weekend (a la Saturday Night Massacre style) he

could be inviting trouble.

We all have a responsibility now, no matter what
interest or non interest we represent to insure that

students maintain control of at least the activities and
have at least a voice in academics.

The university is ours.

SGA gets tough
The Student Senate has finally asserted itself by voting

to demand the Administration to quit acting, as quasi-
parents to the 23,000 undergraduates at UMass. The vote
was a result of indignation over a recent memorandum
sent by Vice Chancellor Robert W. Gage to Speaker of
the Senate, Cindy McGrath.
The memorandum, prefaced by the statement that Dr.

Gage would be providing feedback to all senate legislation
passed, listed four "alternatives" with which he would
respond. The first, labeled "noted", would indicate
acknowledgement, with no judgement one way or the
other. Evidently, the senate would be able to assume from
this response that there are some things that they, the only
elected officials representative of all students, could do
without interference.

The second, labeled "accepted", would indicate ap-
proval by the divine magistrate of the general principles of
the action, but not necessarily any of the details of the
action.

The third, labeled "returned for correction-
reconsideration", would indicate that his eminence had
detected an error of some sort, or that he had simply
found it necessary to compel the senate to reconsider the
matter-apparently on general principles.

The fourth response which the good Doctor could levy,
labeled "rejected", would indicate the conviction that the
action could not be accepted.
Such power must be envied, if not for its totality, then

for its moral propriety. This state of affairs must
necessarily prompt one to wonder why, in a democratic
society, one man - an appointee - can have been vested
with far more power than the governing body which has
been elected by the constituents: the students of the
university. Can there be fairness in a situation where one
man possesses the power such as is evidenced in the
memo above?

Of course not. Such an injustice is an affront to the
democratic concepts which we have all been taught.
Indeed, any advice or assistance given the senate should
and would at all times be gladly accepted and ap-
preciated. ..but absolute power such as that which is

exhibited in the memorandum only reminds one of blatant
totalitarianism.

Fortunately the Student Senate has stood up to Gage's
arrogant and repressive paternalism. Right on.

The opinions in this space represent those of the
ma/ority of the Board of Editors.

(i. N^'iW^rr^jCJ AoX (S 'JN 1«n,oi( (, i.«JO(£ Wt*<i ifniO -. «-""*„*- Bill Parent is a Collegian Columnist

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they

must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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Notary public service offered for absentee ballots
The Office of Commuter Student

Affairs will sponsor a centralized

"Notary Public Service" Tuesday,
October 29 through Friday,

November 1 in order to assist

students who wish to vote in the
November 5 election by Absentee
Ballot. This service will be available

in the Colonial Lounge of the

Student Union, and a minimum of
three Notaries Public will be

available according to the following
schedule.

Tuesday, October 29, 12:00 noon
to 5.00 p.m.

Wednesday, October 30, 9:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m.; 7:00 p.m. to 9:00
p.m.

Thursday, October 31, 12:00
noon to 6:00 p.m.

Friday, November 1, 9:00 a.m. to
3:00 p.m.

Absentee voters are encouraged
to appear early in the week in order

that any unexpectedly heavy
volume can be accommodated
through expanded hours and-or
additional personnel.

Students wishing to vote by
Absentee Ballot should request a
ballot AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
from the Clerk of the City or Town
in which they are registered to vote.

Voters must be registered prior to

requesting an Absentee Ballot.

For those students planning to

use this service, please note the

following: 1. DO NOT mark the

ballot! s) ahead of time, 2. DO NOT
sign the ballot envelope ahead of

time, 3. DO bring valid and positive

(ie, with photograph — Student
I.D., Driver's License). 4. DO bring

20 cents for postage so that the

ballot can be mailed directly from
the Colonial Lounge.

Anyone wishing to help the
Notaries during the processing
should see Randy Dahl in the
Commuter Student Affairs Office

(229 Whitmore), or call him at 5-

2300.

Please note that the service will

not be available Thursday evening
as previously announced.
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nuclear power to the
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corrupt practices
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UMass Department of Public Safety accepted two blankets tor me norse patrolsfrom local businesses.
n-irois

UMies back looser drug laws
By MARTIN J. WA TERS

Staff Reporter
A survey of UMass students shows strong support for creation of an

independent rev.ew mechanism for the Amherst police department and for
liberalization of marihuana laws, but little sentiment for disarming the
police.

A large majority of the one hundred eleven students polled by telephone
on Oct. 9 said they favor establishment of a "police policy advisory board"
or a civilian review board."

The items about law enforcement and treatment of the public bv town
police on the list of 27 questions brought "don't know, no opinion" repliesfrom more than half the students.

When asked if a police policy advisory board composed of the Amherst
police chief and "a broad section of voting citizens" should be formed 80
per cent sa.d yes, and the same percentage favored a civilian review boardmade up of a cross-section of residents to consider complaints of police
misconduct. m«->*-c

Support for mandatory review of and decision on such complaints by
Amherst selectmen came from 56 per cent.

The opinion survey was conducted at the request of the Amherst law
enforcement study committee (LESC) by "Project PULSE" a student
opinion survey project operating at Whitmore administration building.

The survey data introduction says the percentage results are believed
accurate to within nine points either way, with a figure of 50 per cent
supposedly indicating the entire UMass student body would generate a
response between 41 and 59 per cent.

Faculty members
respond to motions

By LARRY CARPMAN
Staff Reporter

in th

adrt?V
'

a membGr °f the Economics Department and once active
n the fight to unionize faculty on campus, said the resolutions passed bythe Governance Units Convention (GUC) of the Student Senate is animprovement in organization technique for the students
"Some faculty may look upon it (the resolution) as a threat to facultypower; I don t look at it that way," Cadwell said
The resolution, passed by a 60-24 vote Wednesday night outlines five

specific areas of contention between the administration and the Student
Senate. We demand the right to freely organ.ze around our interests and
collectively bargain with the administration over all matters affecting
students, the resolution states.
"The resolution is consistent with faculty unionization," said Rav
Meanwh.le David Booth, a member of the Political Science Department

rni,°t
nCe

K
a membGr

.

°f 3 "committee to oppose the establishment of
collective bargaining and faculty unionization, said: "I think the University

Ih^H -.
m0r

Vu
8n °ne 9r0Up There is {he facultV- the students andthe administration. Therefore it is impossible to act in a unilateral manner "

Booth, saying he had not had enough time to study the list of demandsmade by the GUC, said: "I'm sure that it represents a significant point ofview on campus."
Also with this new development in student organization Ray said he is

st.ll unclear as to why students opposed faculty unionization when it firstwas proposed.

"They are really separate issues (student unionization and faculty
unionization), but I think it is good from the faculty viewpoint," Ray said
speaking about the student resolution
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Of those surveyed, 65 per cent expressed no opinion about the sen-
sitivity of the Amherst police regarding civil liberties. Fifty-six per cent had
no opinion when asked whether the police enforced the laws too strictlv i-u ka ^ x n, •>.
properly, or too leniently.

aws too stnctiy, jhe |\/| artyrdOm Of Peter Ohey
More than 90 per cent said a pamphlet called "Rights and Procedures for

Arrested Citizens" should be printed and given out to all persons held by
the police and made available to the public.

Adoption of a town ordinance making marihuana possession a non-
criminal offense with a small fine as penalty was favored by 74 per cent
and by all seniors questioned.

Seniors split with members of other classes on the question of police
carrying guns on routine patrol. Seventy-five per cent of the seniors
favored continued arming of police officers, while juniors and sophomores
were about evenly split and freshmen opposed police with guns (46 per
cent to 34 peer cent for the weapons).

Over 85 per cent of the students said the Amherst police department
should increase active recruitment of qualified women and minority group
members.

Coolidge resident

robbed at gunpoint
By KA THLEEN SHEEHAN

M.DC Staff
A resident of the 20th floor of Coolidge dormitory in Southwest was

robbed of his wallet last night by two male assailants, one of whom held a
hand gun, UMass police report.

The unidentified student victim reported he had money in his wallet. The
incident occurred about 8:30 p.m.
UMass Police Officer Michael Bozek told the Collegian the police

searched the dorm for the two men. Failing to find them, the search was
extended to include the entire campus. The suspects still had not been
apprehended at midnight.

Bozek, who was the shift commander when the incident occurred, said
the police are making a composite drawing of the men from descriptions
received.

Residents of the dorm, however, denied the incident occurred. Gail
Davis, head of residence of Coolidge Upper said "Nothing's going on
here," when she was asked why the police were in the dorm at 8:30.
The campus police would not give out any more details of the incident

until an officer had written up an official report.

Students are still smoking dope while marihuana laws are being studied.

Fine moments, but flaws mar play
By MARIAN PROKOP
Below the Salt Staff

The Matyrdom of Peter Ohey,
the most recent production by the

Roister Doisters, has some fine

moments by individual actors but
all in all, the production is flawed
with acting and technical dif-

ficulties that spoil any sense of

wholeness the play may have had.

The plot deals with an innocent

citizen, Peter Ohey, who, after

being informed by a government
official that a tiger lurks in his

bathroom, is forced to submit to

the inane forces that surround him.

Written in 1959 by Polish

dramatist, Slawomir Mrozek, a

member of the theater of the ab-

surd movement, the play depicts

man as weak and devoid of will,

doomed to defeat by an absurd

society.

The current production, directed

by Tom Flynn undergraduate
drama major see man's loss of

freedom as a tragic farce but is also

up-staged by technical faults and
fine acting performances.

The play begins with the very

tacky chords of Roger Williams'

"Born Free", followed by the sound
of a toilet flushing. Very heavy. The
lights go up revealing a very small,

drab, bourgeois flat. The set itself

works well, especially considering

it's in Hampden Dining Commons,
providing an intimate and crowded
atmosphere.

The lights were the major

technical problem. A blown fuse
resulted in three scene-destroying
hiack-outs.

Individual performances were the
play's strong points. In absurd
theater, performers can easily get
away with ham acting and in this

production the best performances
were by the best hams. Charles V.

Michaud's performance as the mad

Review

-
-

scientist sent to study the tiger wa
quick and had just enough harr

and his roving, lascivious eyes ha<

just the right absurd madness.
Also very appropriate was Bo)

Wooten's colorful portrayal of th«

ckcus manager as an ambitious

talkative, song and dance man.
Gerald Fitzpaul's performance ai

the dull, drab, gullible Peter Obv\
was an exercise in what not to dc

when ad libbing Attempting t<

reply to Wooten's ad-lib about oni

of the black-outs, he cracked ut

laughing and tried to cover it b«

pounding on the living room couch
To fall out of character like that i

not only amateurish but inex

cusable.

Judy Leamon's portrayal of Mrs
Ohey began weakly but gradual^

gained strength as she released the

passion from her heart that was
beating from the tom-toms. The
only problem was she became too

absorbed in her character; and in a

scene with Ohey and an office

representative, played by Kathy
Lyon, completely up-staged them
both.

Director Flynn added an excellent

touch with a circus ensemble of

clowns that ran around doing real

acrobatic acts.

The Matyrdom of Peter Ohey is a

decent attempt at Mrozek's comic
absurdity marred by technical
flaws, but still fun to watch. Final

performances are tonight and
Saturday night at 8:30 in Hampden
Dming Commons
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Teaching abroad highlights

off-campus teacher program
By DAN LABONTE
Staff Correspondent

"Kids are kids, they're the same
all over. These just spoke with an

accent, that's all", is the way senior

elementary education major Jeffrey

LeBlanc described his impressions

of 5th grade students in Bristol,

England.

Along with 17 other students,

LeBlanc lived and taught abroad

last semester, through the Off

Campus Teacher Education
Preparation (OCTEP) program.

"There were nine of us in

England and quite a few went to

Italy, Belgium, Germany, and
Spain," he explained in an in-

nerview recently.

OCTEP is offered by the School

of Education and not only gives a

student a full semester's worth of
credits along with their teaching
certificate, but also a chance to live

and work with the people of
another country.

"People were really very friendly,
especially in stores and
restaurants," LeBlanc said, '"thank
you, luv' and 'dear' are very
common expressions when the
exchange of money is involved. It's

not like that over here."

Although some students in the
program chose to stay in the states,

they taught in schools as far west
as California; some even taught in

Canada.

The idea of teaching someone
from another country was strange
to him at first, he said, but it didn't

take long to develop a rapport with
the students. "They were both
interesting and interested; they
even had me point out on a map
whereabouts in America I was
from."

The fact that the students talked
with an secant didn't bother him
though, because, after all, he

sounded strange to them. "It
provided a tremendous learning
experience for both teacher and
student," he said.

He felt the teaching situation was
good because it allowed time for

him to go out and meet other
people. After preparation for the
next day was done, "we'd go out to
some of the local pubs and oc-

casionally on weekends to some of

Bilingual program established
A Bilingual Collegiate Program

designed to make a college

education possible for students

whose native language is not

English has been established this

semester at the UMass.
It combines recruitment of

Spanish-speaking high school

students with personal and
academic counseling once the

students reach campus.

This semester, 168 students are

enrolled in the program, and some
230 are expected for the spring

semester.

Director Benjamin Rodriguez
says the program grew out of a

study of the educational needs of

the Spanish-speaking communities
in the area by Spanish-speaking

students, faculty, and staff.

The study revealed a "very

alarming situation" in these
communities, Rodriguez says.

Among the estimated 28,000
Spanish-speaking people in

Springfield, Chicopee, and Holyoke
(an estimate Rodriguez considers

low), some 42 per cent had no
education beyond junior high
school, and almost 94 per cent did

not complete 12 years of schooling.

The program is funded through

grants from the federal oofice of

Health, Education, and Welfare

(HEW) and has additional support

from the provost's office and the

Student Senate. The total budget is

$60,000.

So far, 15 courses are available

to BCP students, taught once in

English and then repeated in

Spanish. Bilingual sections in

mathematics, economics, history,

and rhetoric, among others, are

currently available. Eight graduate

student tutors each work in the

program an average of 10 hours a

week.
Rodriguez is now organizing a

program to bring Spanish-speaking

high school students to UMass on a

twice-weekly basis.

At present a doctoral candidate

in the school of Education,
Rodriguez received an M.A. in

education from Catholic University

of Puerto Rico in 1965 and later

received special training in

bilingual bicultural education at

Fordham University. Before coming
to UMass, he served as a con-

sultant for bilingual education

projects in Minnesota and as an

assistant principal at Public School

No. 155 in Brooklyn.

Full information is available from
the Bilingual Collegiate Program,
225 Middlesex House, UMass
Amherst 01002.

UMass Polict

Emergency

Number

5-31 1

1

Welcome Back Alumni

I isitors (ind Friends from

The

Mill Valley Grist Mill
featuring a fantastic selection of SEAFOOD including fresh
SWOKDFISII STEAK.

Built in early 1700— an eating place of rare excellence

Hi. 1 10, So. Amherst Tel. 25:i-2Ht:i

ckiihgm WAFFLE-SfOMPERS
your boot center for either sex

ft0U£& Shoes

8 MAINST, AMHERST

Daily 900-5:30

Not only Cheaper by the Dozen
but also cheaper by the cup.
Anniversary Special offer — isc
a cup, refill 10c

We cater to University
organizations.

the discotheques," he said. Night

life was a lot cheaper, he noted,

since the beer in England is more
potent and "you get a lot more for

your money".

s Dorvut
Open 24 hours

«

^^ every day
Mountain Farms Mall

Hadiey , Mass.
Tel. 584 0660
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NOW APPEARING AT THE

HIDE-A-WAY

BUDDY GUY AND JUNIOR WELLS

THURS., OCT. 24

SAT., OCT. 26

Next Week, WED., OCT. 30 - SAT., NOV. 2

LUTHER ALLISON AND
LUTHER JOHNSON

The Hide- A -Way

Rt. 202 in Granby Tel. 467-8393 1 Mile Off Rt. 116
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Listen to your new
system? Sure!!

amherst

System of the Month from

Flecfrophonic
—^^J^^F CORPORATION OF AMERICA

This system includes:

RR777 Stereo Receiver

Garrard Record Changer

(with Pickering Cartridge).

T-17 Air Suspension Speakers

(with 10" woofer, 5V4" midrange and VAn tweeter).

A Really Good Sound

Manufacturer's

Suggested Retail

'36435

Our Kegular

Low Price . .

.

5
324

35

Mow This Regular Low Price is $ 4 g*gktk
slashed to save you even more. * 1 99P

Special Purchase Limited Quantities

5

We service

what

we

sell!

amherst

radio/hack
318 Collese St.

Rt. 9, Amherst

HOURS -

10 • 5:30 Mon. - Thurs.

10 • 8 p.m. Friday

9 - 5 Sat.
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Edwards packs Hideaway
By BERNICE E. BLATT
Below the Salt Staff

The question is: can an old star

make it back with a new girlfriend?

The answer is debatable.

Jonathan Edwards played Wed.
night at the Hideaway in Granby.

He pulled in the biggest crowd the

Hideaway's seen yet. By 10:00, all

that was left was warm Schlitz. The
place was so jammed, you couldn't

move.

To get a table or chair, you had to

be at the door by 7 p.m. They let

people in at 7:30, and by the time

we got music, we were pretty

rowdy.

The cover charge was a stiff

three bucks, so I didn't expect to

see as many people as there were at

the Hatch. I saw few UMie faces

there. It appears they stayed away
after his disappointing performance

at the Hatch. On the other hand,

the place was crowded with people

from the surrounding areas. Most
of the ones I talked to didn't know
he had played so recently at

UMass. It's a good thing too,

because if they had been there they

might have felt ripped off.

Edwards played all the same
things in almost the same exact

order. Of course, the acoustics and

the smaller room gave the sound a

quality that was lacking when he

played at the Hatch. (Considering

that I spent the entire first set that

night trying to persuade the

bouncer to take my dollar, my
acoustics were pretty null.) Ed-

wards shined his first set. He
started out with "Athen's County,"

and kept the crowd rocking and

singing along, word for word. He
did almost all his oldies in the first

set. He did a parody on the Chi-

Lite's "Have You seen Her?" and it

came off really well.

critical eye

Towards the middle of the set, he

brought on Linnie Dahl. You all

remember her from the Hatch? Last

night, it seemed he wasn't quite as

intent on having her steal the show.

Maybe ne knew that a three dollar

audience is not a bunch of dollar

UMies who will have to listen to

anything.

Linnie was lovely, and we were

treated to an adequate amount of

her harmonies and their love songs

(all accompanied by lots of tender

mushy looks and smiles). I almost

felt bad for Stu Shulman and Al

Henderson, sitting in the

background of this blooming love

affair. After all, they were only

making the music. Anyway, Linnie

Candidate Atkins advocates

for garden-plot legislation
William C. Atkins, candidate for State Representative in the 4th

Hampshire District of Amherst and South Hadley pledged to introduce and

support legislation designed to encourage food production in the Com-

monwealth, particularly at the individual garden-plot level.

More land should be made available for intensive agriculture to help

people help themselves in face of rising prices in food and food shortages

as well as to help the overall import-export balance of the State, he said.

Atkins said he would approach the problem in several ways:

1.) State owned lands would be made available for private use on the

model of theWW II Victory Gardens, starting with the 1975 season.

2.) Private land owners would be encouraged to make land available for

individuals to garden with the help of advice of the University of Mass and

other State agencies in developing and demonstrating workable

procedures. If necessary, tax incentives would be considered to encourage

such land use.

3.) The farm land tax laws would be reviewed and if necessary liberalized

so as to keep farm land in production for both small scale gardens and

larger commercial farms.

4.) Legislation would be developed to encourage greater development of

co-operatives and other local freezer facilities in which individuals could

store their produce.

Atkins said he felt his program would be of great value to citizens

everywhere, but will be especially important to lower income citizens in

urban areas.
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played her 12 string and only sang 2

solos.

The second set was at least

better than the second set at the

Hatch. Edwards blew it by starting

out with a song he had already

played in the first set. During the

course of this set, he repeated three

songs. Kinda' makes you wonder.

Everybody loved his old stuff

though. His guitar player, Al

Henderson, has a fantastic country

twang. Stu Shulman was great,

and as versatile as ever.

I don't think it's Edward's talent

as a musician that has fallen by the

wayside, it's his songwriting. The

lyrics to his new stuff are trite. He's

still living in the sixties, crying for

freedom and endless blue skies.

The stuff he wrote then is still good,

but the new stuff is too repetitive.

If he's gonna go anywhere from

here, he'll have to feed us more
than a few burnt out lyrics, tunes,

and sarcastic quips.

I guess he's gonna still keep
trying, cause Linnie says he's got a
new album coming out (even if you
can buy all his old albums at

Soundscope for $1.99). Maybe he'll

surprise us. At any rate, we'll just

have to let the Honky Tonk
S fardust Cowboy keep on singing.

'til
WFCR
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Radio

/, SATURDAY

I p m . _ FOLK MUSIC and
BERNSTEIN

2 p.m . — OPERA THEATRE
MARVON

8:30 — BOSTON SYMPHONY

SUNDAY

1 p.m. — PACIFICA — Strike at Boron — Local

No. 30 vs. U.S. Borax
6:30 — CLASSICAL MUSIC and the AFRO-
AMERICAN '
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The Homecoming Game

UMASS vs. UCONN

Saturday at Alumni Stadium

COME EARLY for a Pre-Game Picnic

STAY LATE for a Post-Game Celebration

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

********************************

UMass Homecoming Concert'74

fEATURfNq

Student Union Ballroom Saturday October 26,1974
fun shows -7:30pm& ID 00pm $ 2.00 admission

spowsoBtd by i4k Program C<mincH, Afno-AMCRkan Society & HaimmIx*

TEN PIR

BOWLING
BOYDEN GYM

4 10:30

Mon. thru Fri

(except during
league play)

50c a string
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BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
The bus for Belchertown State

School leaves this Sat. as usual from
Whitmore at 12:45. Come this week
and see if this is for you. Call Ann or
Jean 253 2722. if you have questions

The Only Kosher-Style
DELICATESSEN — RESTAURANT

In the Pioneer Valley

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802

*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*

*

*

«v§£
Serving

Food and Liquor
from II a.m.

CHRISTIAN HALLOWEEN PARTY:
Christians! Come for fun and

fellowship Oct. 31. 7:50 p.m. at the 1st
Baptist Church of Amherst. Costumes
required.
GATEWAY HOUSE:
Workshop Sat. Nov. 9 in C.C. (room

to be announced) 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p m
mEDGEWOOD AND BAY:

Edgewood and Bay will be ap-
pearing at the Steak Out on Friday and
Saturday at 9 p.m. Boogie Down to the
most soulful and funkiest band
around. This band has really a dynamic
sound.
INTER VARSITY:
There will be a meeting Monday

night at 7:30 in C.C. 811. We will study
Romans 6.

JOSIAH SPAULDING:
Hear Josiah Spaulding, candidate

for Attorney General. answer
questions en vital issues in the up-
coming election on W.F.C.R.. Sunday
at 5:30 p.m.
LS AND S MAJORS:
New England Convention for

recreation students and professionals

No. 1, 2. and 3. Register in Hicks at
Becky's Office by Tues. Oct. 29
MORTARBOARD:
Important meeting next Sun. 11-3 at

Dr. Politella's home, meet at C.C.
Circle at 7 p.m. Call Barb 253 3987 or
Sharon 253-7854 for details.
MOVIE:
"The Last Man on Earth" plus Pink

Panther, Bugs Bunny. Road Runner in
Mahar tonight at 7. 9:30 and 12.
MUSIC THEATRE GUILD:
Meeting this Mon. night at 8 p.m. in

C.C. 163. Will elect Executive Board
and choose Reading Committee for
Spring Show. All members, especially
voting ones, please attend.
PAUL NEWMAN'S COMING:

Rec. Society sponsoring "Cool Hand
Luke". Nov. 10 Campus Center Aud.
SOLDIER BLUE:
An anti war film depicting the in-

justices the American Indians were
subject to by the U.S. Army in the mid
1800's. Starring Candice Bergen.
SUB. 7. 9. 11.

STUDENT NURSES:
On Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. the Day

Care Supervisor of the North End Drug
Abuse Program in Spfld. will discuss
"Addicts and Addiction" in the
Conference room of the 4th floor
Morrill North. All interested students
urged to attend. Opportunities for
future development in the program,
will be outlined.
SABBATH SERVICES:

Sabbath Services tonight in C.C. 105
at 7 p.m. No Saturday morning ser-
vices this week.
SUBWAY:
Open Saturday and Sunday 12:30 - 1

a.m. and Monday 12:30 to midnight.
THATCHER HOMECOMING PARTY:
This Saturday from 8:30 - 1:00?
Thatcher Hous4 (In the Quad) is

throwing a HOMECOMING BASH
with live music by "Little Fire" and
beer. Don't miss the bestll
UCF HOUSE CHURCH STARTING:
Anyone interested in experiencing a

combination of personal encounter
and Biblical search and just plain good
fellowship with fellow searchers after
warmth and meaning, is invited to the
first gathering of the UCF Church at
Midge Miles' Apt. 394 A Crown Point
Apts. Rte. 9 Friday 8 p.m.
UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF AMHERST:

Oct. 27. United Nations Sunday. Dr.
Robert Brown. Executive Director of
the United Nations Office in N.Y. will
speak. Student Religious Liberals will
meet every Sunday at 12:30.
FOUND:

Richard Loughran: I found your
library book Irish Stoneage and
returned it to the Library.
FOUND:
Expensive pen and pencil set on

Athletics Fields. North of Stadium
near Day Care Center Call 5-0995
ENGAGEMENT:
Jean Carney '76-JQA.
James English '75-Zeta Nu Frat.

CRANES "
MSH,0NS

Featuring

EUROPE CRAFT

Head of Residence
for men"

I submits resignation

CORDUROY SUIT
$6995

Brown - Tan - Dark Blue - Green

also

a large selection of

SPORT COATS
from

$4A9539
other suits including

JOHNNY CARSON EUROPE CRAFT
from

$0095 $1 CftOO
89 150'

CRANES FASHIONS

FOR MEN'

Mountain Farms Mall
Route 9, Hadley

10 A.M. 9:30 P.M. 584 9735

'.••'...
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By MARK BACKER
Staff Correspondent

McNamara's Head of Residence,
Dr. Lockwood Rush, turned in his

resignation on Oct. 17.

Dr. Rush, who has his PhD in

Psychology of Religion, said in an
interview today he made his

decision after receiving some
adverse feed-back concerning his

"supposed" inaccessibility to
students.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

THE COLLEGE

BARTENDERS, INC.

will present a course

in Bartending at the

University of Mass.

WHEN. Beginning Oct. 29-

31

WHERE. Commonwealth
Room (Student Union
Building)

WHAT TIME: 7-10 p.m.

HOW MUCH. $15.00

REGISTER: 1st day of
class — students must be
18 years of age

He said he was often in his

apartment-office, but that his
closed door must have appeared as
an insulating barrier between
students and himself.

"Lately, I've been leaving the
door open and surprisingly there is

a constant new influx of students
through my office. Knocking must
have been the deterrent."

After coming to an un-
derstanding of the job and its

obligations, Dr. Rush decided upon
his action.

"My attempt to disperse some of
the more menial duties of the job
among the assistant heads of
residence was partially successful,
however my desire to serve as more
than a psuedo-parent still cannot be
fulfilled with the remaining
requirements of the job."

Upon his resignation, which will

become effective sometime next
week, Dr. Rush is planning on
traveling with a spiritual leader
across the country.

"I need to devote more time to
my spiritual self," he said.

I

J.

Rape line

545-COPS

GREAT AMERICAN
UNDERGROUND

CINEMA 1

j
\ IM SLANT
SKHIKS

a********************************* •*»«.*-

AGNES DENES

i.» Oct. 29 I

:00 p.m.
*

Tues

8

Thompson I 102
spimsored b> l'Ma*s

Fine \r< Council
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Puerto Rico solidarity

day backs struggle

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

BY MIGUEL RIVERA
Staff Correspondent

This coming Sunday, October 27,

will be the Solidarity Day with

Puerto Rico's Independence. The
activity is important not only

because it marks another step in

the liberation struggle, but also

because this is the first time so

many liberation movements will

come together in the United States

to celebrate a massive act for the

independence of a Third World

Country

Group sponsors

equipment

VllMWMW

news analysis

exchange

The annual Sports Equipment
Exchange is being held on Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon at the

Amherst College Cage. Skis and
skates, in addition to hockey
gloves, basketballs, sleds, bikes,

trikes, etc., will be sold at

reasonable prices. Those wishing to

sell items should bring them to the

Cage today, from 6-8 p.m.

This event is open to all and
sponsored by the Amherst College

Women to benefit the Amherst
ABC (A Better Chance) program.
Any equipment used for any sport

will be accepted with thirty percent
of the selling price going to ABC
and seventy percent to the seller.

Payment and retrieval of unsold
items is set for Saturday afternoon.

A bake sale and white elephant sale

will also be held Saturday morning.

VILLAGE
INN

The tremendous enthusiasm
shown by students, workers, and
the people in general becomes
symptomatic of the latent unrest.

Probably this Sunday will

demonstrate to the world that the

people of the United States have
not forgotten the days of their own
struggle for freedom from England.

For Puerto Ricans, this solidarity

becomes a turning point in the way
to see the potentiality of unity for all

liberation forces. These times are

characterized by the desire of

colonial territories to get their in-

dependence. It has been,
paradoxically speaking, the backing
demonstrations in the metropolis,

an important force in the success
gained until now.
More than 20,000 people will

gather together at Madison Square
Garden. Thousands of other
sympathizers will not be able to

attend because there are no tickets

left. Here, at UMass more than 80
Latin students and hundreds of

American backers haven't been
able to obtain tickets. This is a very

important factor to be analyzed. It

shows the growth in concern for

the independence and liberation of

all peoples of the world.

At this time, the administration of

the United States government in

Puerto Rico, Colonial Governor
Rafael Hernandez Colon, is crazy

looking for arguments to rationalize

their colonialism. No serious
country will ever listen to them.

In the coming weeks, the Puerto
Rican situation will be discussed
once more at the United Nations. It

:o important that the free nations of

the world see without any doubt
whatsoever that the cause of

Puerto Rico's independence, being
right now the only case in the world
of a classical colony, is stronger
than ever.

Open Round the Clock
24 Hours Every Day

Ulster
Doruxf

Fresh Coffee and
Great Donuts

Anniversary Special — Coffee
15c, Refill 10c

Mountain Farms Mall
Rt. 9, Hadley
584 0660

le»
l*v

St. Regis
Restaurant

\tt& Home Style Food
Quality Service

Reasonable Prices

Specialties of the House:

CANADIAN MEAT PIE

CHICKEN PIE

BEEF STEAK PIE

BAKED BEANS (Boston Style)

ALL HOMEMADE

Open 6 a.m. -9 p.m., Mon.-Sat.
; 7a.m. -9 p.m., Sun.

28 Pleasant St. Northampton

Tel. 584-1543

Breakfast Served Ml Hours
"Jerry heads the breakfast grill"
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SCULPTURE?**// maybe il^^lf^^nAsBnss of community
By JUDITH ZORFAS

Staff Reporter

"People don't see space t -cause

they don't pay attention", said

Anne Hamburger, a senior
sculpture major at UMass. She
presented a 'Sculpture Event'
outside the library on Tuesday.
The event began at 8:00 a.m.

when civil engineering students
surveyed the floor plan of the
library onto the grass beside it.

Then at 12:30 some men from the
physical plant came with a machine
which painted a three inch wide,
white, latex line outlining a space
equal to the space of the library.

Hamburger explained the event,

"My main concern and intention is

the difference between a hollow

and a solid form, and how it is

perceived."

Two 'Entrance' signs showed

where to enter the two dimensional

library.

"You can walk through to get a

feeling of the space and size of the

library without the books and
stairways. It's an unfilled library",

said Hamburger.

She had photographers filming

the event. Hamburger talked to

passing observers and recorded

their reactions in a tape recorder.

Hamburger explained that her

project was what is known as

Conceptual Art.

Here is how some UMass
students reacted to the Sculpture

"What the hell is going on here?"

asked Richard Vose, a SBA major.

"Somebody is going through an

awful lot of trouble for something",

said Randy White, a Math major.

"It amazed me when I finally

figured out what it was."

Jonathan Palley, an Economics

major added, "Seems like a waste

of time. There's two UMass em-

ployees getting $3.75 an hour for

that."

And finally a disappointed
Debbie Boyd, said, "Oh, I thought
maybe it would be an ice skating

rink."

By 3 o'clock the excitement was
over. Students walked over
Hamburger's project as though
they were walking through space.

r
ou
Weird

Harold's
University Drive
(Near Bell's Pizza)

Shopping for your winter duds?
Tired of being ripped off?
Try Old Weird Harold's for the best deals in the valley!

USED
Corduroys and Blue Joans — $3.00

Sweaters — $5.00

also

USED Furs, Suedes and Leather

at unbelievable low prices.

Open from 10-9, Mon.-Sat.

By ELLEN GAVIN
Progressive Media Service

The Progressive Media
Service has recently
been started to act as a
channel through which
community groups
working on various
social change projects
can feed information
and current news to the
UMASS community. It is

the result of many
people's need for free

access to the media on a
regular basis. Anyone
who wishes to write an
article or a series of
articles, whether
feature, commentary or
report, for the Cot/eg/an
or WMUA please submit
them to the Progressive
Media Service, c/o
Veteran's Coalition In
the Student Union,
second floor.

Liberation. For some, it's the first

It's Papa's Sunday Only

Pizza 'n Bear Specials!
No. l — Small Combination Pizza, plus

32 oz. Pitcher of Beer
Reg. $3.25 Sunday only $2.50

No. 2 — Large Combination Pizza
32 oz. Pitcher of Beer

Reg. $4.50 Sunday only $3.50

See You Sunday ! ^ *

Papa QfflSS
m * Hadley

Mountain Farms Mall

U/MASS
lO/WECCM ING 74

II Iff mil

The
Bottom Layer
Long live the layered look. A little bit of
yesterday, a little of today. Make the
bottom layer Dexter.

U/iTH THE

Dionne HcintyreSauce TSo.
of Hew York 'Citq

Friday October 25, 1974 Broker Auditorium 8:00 PNv

Admission $2.50 UMass Students $3.00 Non-students
MASTER DANCE CUSS S.U. Ballroom 3:00 p.m.

sponsored by The Commuter Assembly

spoNSOtttd by ThE Program CounciI Mathews Shoes
39 S. Pleasant St.

Tel. 256-6374

beer at the Bluewall after a hard day
of classes, relief replacing tension
after the third or fourth refill. For
others it's a personal escape into
the country for a weekend, or
forever, with the hope that if the
world is only left alone, it will all

work out. For others, it's reciting
Marx or Jesus, verbal masturbation
not tied to the concrete reality of
action. Liberation. Some of us are
confused as to its meaning, some
of us feel certain. The former in-

stance can lead to a numbing sense
of alienation, the latter can send us
on a missionary trip bent on mental
imperialism.

There is a corridor in Dickinson
House on Orchard Hill whose
residents have been so audacious
as to call it and themselves the
Liberation Corridor. They claim that
they are providing a supportive
atmosphere which nurtures their

individual and collective growth.
They believe that they have a feel

for what "liberation" is about,
liberation on a personal political

level. They have even gone as far as
to assert that their membership,
which consists of men and women
who are Black, white, Spanish-
speaking; gay, bisexual,
heterosexual; feminist, socialist,

communist, uncommitted, and
many combinations of the above,
can live together and attain a sense
of real community. After a visit up
to the fourth floor of Dickinson, I

must concur. I think that they are
on to something.

The perspectives are many, but
the members of the Liberation

Corridor seem to have a unity of

purpose. All share the feeling that

there is a better way to live, a more
human non- oppressive way to

relate to each other as men and
women. On the Liberation Corridor

the personal becomes the political,

with social change coming down to

the nuts and bolts of day-to-day

interactions. They are a community
of people who care for each other
and "accept people as they are" yet
they have the good sense to allow
each other room to grow.
The Liberation Corridor is not the

only floor or dormitory for that
matter, that offers a sense of
community to its residents. But it

does have some features that set it

apart.

First of all, after speaking with
them it was my impression that the
members of the Liberation Corridor
are in the process of redefining who
they are, in terms of their lifestyles,

values, and for some, their
sexuality. Each is involved, at
different degrees, in questioning
the society in which they live and
the socialization process which
affected their development.

Secondly, many of them have
taken political awareness to the
stage of political activism, at-

tempting to work toward social

change by acting on issues which
they consider to be of importance.
The groups to which individuals

belong are many: Student
Homophile League, Gay Women's
Caucus, Gay Community News,
United Farmworker— Juan Dela
Cruz Boycott Committee, the
Organizing Project, CCEBS,
Spanish Speaking Student
Organization, Attica and Wounded
Knee Defense Committees, and the
NAARPR.

Members of the corridor are
developing colloquia for the Or-
chard Hill Area, some of the topics
covered will be: Cuba (two
members of the floor have recently
returned from Cuba), Youth and
Students in Socialism, UFW
History and Contemporary News,
as well as a workshop on South
Africa. The corridor is also capable
of providing resources as well as
speakers on a variety of issues.

The corridor's collective en-

deavors are not limited to
specifically political activities.
Communal meals and parties are
commonplace, as well as slide
shows and an occasional History
Night to fill people in on the history
of the corridor. Just recently the
floor held a People's Song Festival,
a get-together to sing old and new
movement songs.

Surprisingly, there does not seem
to be a lot of tension between the
"politicos" and those who choose
to limit their scope to a personal
level. One man who was placed on
the floor without choice by
Whitmore, articulated his own
experience. Coming from a "closed
background", he was somewhat
apprehensive at first; but he
decided to give the corridor a
chance. He compared the
Liberation Corridor with his prior

experience in Southwest where he
felt the atmosphere was alienating,

and "lacked a sense of com-
munity". When asked if he was
now politically involved he replied,

"to separate politics from life is

impossible, and for me, right now,
learning from others is my primary
political activity.

Conflicts of any nature are not
considered to be avoidable or
unhealthy; they are a sure sign that
"growing is going on". Usually,
individual conflicts are handled on a
person-to-person level. Minor
conflicts ( excessive noise, etc.) may
be resolved by notes on the
bathroom mirror. In the case of a
major group hassle, the floor has
dealt with it in the past by having a
whole day of discussion aimed at
the resolution of the conflict.

After spending some time with
members of the Liberation Corridor,
I must say that I'm impressed. They
are not just rapping sisterhood and
brotherhood, they are trying to live

it. They are searching for a sense of
community; a sense of liberation.

Liberation. It's contagious.

presents

Professor

er class the black
ffi

G musician in
T,ON the theatre

ARCHIE SHEPP

A JAZZ
MASTER CLASS

PERFORMING -
UNDER THE I

DIRECTION Mm\

featuring class assistants

SEMENYA McCORD / ALDEN GRIGGS
poet: WILLIAM HASSON

guests: PROF. HORACE BOYER
CHARLES MAGID GREENLEE

also appearing

THE UNIQUE VOICES OF
LES, VANN, and WALTER
CLASS: 9p.m.-1a.m.

thursday,

October 24

243 Pleasant St.

NORTHAMPTON
586-0802

delicatessen / restaurant
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Beyond the scoreboard
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1974

It's the sideline that shines
ByJIMPAULIN
Staff Writer

A crowd attracted to a football

game is not exclusively enticed by
the combat and skullduggery of the

playing field. There is music and
entertainment provided by the

band, the cheerleaders, the baton
tossers and the drunk next to you.

Your nose and tastebuds are

aroused and gratified by the call of

the vendor, the drift of hot dogs,

the fresh, hot, greasy litter from the

refreshment stand blowing across

the field.

A football game is a collection of

supporting side shows, which even
though they don't receive publicity

on the scoreboards, are big men in

the universities' financial records.

The marching band strode to the

stadium in a magnetic procession,

drawing crowds of spectators from
dorms shaken by its brass and
percussion and flanked by an honor
guard of little kids on bikes with

banana seats and highrise han-

dlebars.

Up in the sky, slightly higher than

the range of a punt, was a banner
advertising an automobile dealer

fluttering horizontally from the tail

fin of a single engined propeller

plane, which was attempting to

take commercial advantage of the

largest outdoor crowd at UMass
since the Guru Maharaji's divine

appearance in July.

In the stands, bottles of wine
were more common than programs
and the stench pot was thicker than

the volume of the cheers.

The band was directed by a
floating white hand with articulate

aggressive fingers. The band
worked in unison with the

cheerleaders, those bouncy, smiley,

males and females with bullhorns,

cartwheels and baby trampoline.

The referees were decisive and
certain as usual, dressed in

disciplined cut and dried black and
white striped shirts with no grey

areas, the only disorderly intrusions

possible being bloodstains. The
attendance was decent. The seats

in the West stands between the

press box and playing field were
kept as warm as the lights of the

scoreboard.

During the Star Spangled
Banner, the field was a shining

spread of clean, harmonious blades

of grass. But by the end of the first

quarter, it was mangled and
disheveled from dutifully sub-
mitting to the violent punctures and
slices of grasping, clinging cleats.

Even standing for the Star

Spangled Banner before the start of

a game can become as much of a

habit as washing your hands before

you eat.

These distractions may be
superfluous to the compulsive,

passionate football junky, but the
football junkies are only a small but
intense minority of a Saturday
audience.

WMUA: Schedule
Wf£?LSchedule

Here is what WMUA will be
doing today and over the Veterans'
Day weekend:

Friday

The disc jockeys will be Al
Feinberg, Mark Nathanson, Cliff

Brennan, Andy McKenzie and
Crazy Nancy.

Exclusive WMUA features of

today:

2:00-6:00 p.m., Latin Contrast,

with Emikokan Sudan.

6:15-7:00 p.m., Russ Small and
Larry Convoy, with guests, discuss
Saturday's big game against the
UConn Huskies.

News is broadcast at 7, 8 Et 9
a.m. and 2, 6 & 10 p.m.

Saturday

The disc jockeys today, all

playing music, are Steve Berger,

Vinni Peruzzi, Ken Irwin and Dale
Cook.

Special events today:

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

9 549-2671

12:50 p.m., George Geer's
Scouting Report, Mr. Geer gives his

views on the Homecoming game.
1:00 p.m., Game time.

Sunday
The only pop playing jockey

today is Marc Berman.
6:00-10:00 a.m., Charles Mann

will play Gospel.

10:00-2:00 p.m., Bob Charette
has a classical music show.

7:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m., Jubilation

Jazz is aired, first by Jack Harper,
then by Cliff Brennan.

6:00-7:00 p.m., The Liberation

News. The team is sending down
three members to New York to
cover the Puerto Rican Solidarity

Day. They will be calling live during
the show and describing the events
when about 35 big name en-
tertainers ask for solidarity with
Puerto Ricans.

Monday
The disc jockeys will be: Crazy

Nancy, Scott Bacherman, in the
morning, and Stu MacDonald from
10:00-2:00 a.m. Between them
Charlie Mann broadcasts
Uujamadrum, and from 7:15-10:00

p.m., Vinni Peruzzi plays his

Musical Flashback show. This year

he spotlights the music, news and
sports of 1971.

8:30 a.m. High Tides, the daily

astrological forecast.

6:15 p.m., Off the Hook is aired;

call in, please.

7:00-7:15 p.m., The Quarter
Banana Poetry Show, Join
professors as they read some prose
and poetry.

10:15-11:00 p.m., Ken
Mosakowski Focus will be another
live debate. This time between
Dem. William Nagle and Rep. Paul

Craig, the candidates for the first

Hampshire District.

News is aired at 7, 8 & 9 a.m. and
2, 6, £r 10 p.m.

12:45 - ISRAELI PRESS REVIEW
2:00 - PEDAL POINT -

2:30 Bach: Sonata in c for Violin

and Harpsichord.

2:55 Brahms: Violin Concerto in

D.

3:35 Copland: In the Beginning.

4:35 Ives: Thanksgiving Day.

5:00 - ALL THINGS CONSIDERED

6:30 - OVERSEAS ASSIGNMENT

7:30 - QUE TAL, AMIGOS?

8:30 - THE WORLD OF WOMEN
Producer, Janus Ingrid Adams.
11:30 - SOUNDS OF JAZZ

Thf Nt« Rtetrd Sbtf

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394

GIVE

The Magic

Music Band

appearing

FRI. & SAT.

Oct. 25 & 26

at

Pine Rest Inn

Ht. I Hi So. Iladlev

am
• Just received a

shipment of men's

Frye Boots.

Platform Boot
— Natural or Brown

$49.00

ftDLLU Shoes
8 MAIN ST., AMHERST

American Red Cross

Amherst Area Youth
Resource Center. Inc.

Amherst Boys' Club

The Amherst Committee for
A Better Chance. Inc. (ABC)

Amherst Community Resource Center
Amherst Girls' Club

Boy Scouts of America
Camp Anderson Foundation. Inc.
Cancer Detection Clinic

Children's Aid k family Service
of Hampshire County, Inc.

Children's Protective Services

Hampshire County As«ociation

for Retarded Citizens, Inc.

Homemakers Service of

Hampshire County, Inc.

Long Plain Nature Center

Western Massachusetts

Girl Scout Council

Amherst Community Chest
October, 1974

MDC Classifieds

really work

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Coming Soon!

WAIT UNTIL DARK
October 30 S.U.B.

Get Into The Spirit of Halloween

(?\MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the collegian Office between
:M a.m. and 3.45 p m Monday
Friday.
The deadline is 3 45. two days

before the day your ad is to
appear
The rates *r»:
Daily - * 30 par Una*
Weekly $ 25 par lina*

Monthly - $.20 par lina*

•Two line* on form
approximate ona lina

FOR SALE

Uaad guitar* bought and aold.
Tha Guitar Workahop. Amharat
Carrlaga Shopa. 549-1728

College Cal ulators introduces
the new Meteor 535 All Trig func
tiont. memory, exp not. and now
no more intermediate calculations
Now you can use parenthesis Only
$109.96 Also introducing the SR 50
at $142 95 Come and see the two
machines Watch for my posters
next week Call Bob Crowell at 549
1316 Tall ma what you need 1

A mpeg B plus 25 Amp Fiberglass
cabinet with 2 altar Lansing D140
«oeakers Ideal for bass guitar
uch power Clean' $350 firm Call

i>oo-*»/oo

10 apd. Corao blka. Beat offor.
6490636

1 pr Northland Cobra wood aklia.
6 ft. 3 in. with Northland bindlnga. 1

pr. Koflach buckle boota, alza 10
man'a. 1 pr. poloa. good ahapa. All
$46 Will split. Call John 247 9406
after 5

Deluxe queen size heated
watarbed. beautiful fur lined
frame, only seven months old New
$375 Call and make an offer, must
be seen. 549 6339, Mike

Lenco L76 manual turntable with
a Stanton 600 EE car and a Sony
131SD caaaetta deck CRO and
Dolby Both in excellent cond
Make an offer Bob 546 9166

Stereo bargain* - Top of the
lina audio Tachnica AT16S w
Shibata stylue. Hat $100 $36 Top
Pickering cartridge 01200. List $80
$20 Both are 2 weak* old San
nhaiaar headphone*. Hat $46 $16
In parf cond Beat buy - Scott
Tunar w 1 8 **nsitivity. Sub
channel noic* filters, multi-path
tuning, muteing, scope outputs,
pert cond $160 Call 666 4320

10 apeed 26 frame Cell 546 2364
Ask for Ed Russell or leeva name
and no

Trumpet. King Clavelend No
600 367 9375

Beeutiful Zenith 23 in BbW
console TV We ere moving, muat
sell $86 Ex cond 549 6522

Snow tires. Firestone F78 16
New. never used $32 pair 266 6110

Gerrerd Zero 100 turntable Best
offer Cell 546 6494 Ask for Pete

Fiet 850 Spyder part* and some
Chevy parte Call 546 8376

Two 166X15 studded Pirelli .adial
snow tires Great shape $120 new.
$50 665 4183

Frye Boot* Men* 8 b one-half,
light brown, $35 Call Deb 546 9249
on weekend*

Stretocattar. ex cond Superb
action 586 2839 eve

1973 Honda 360. 3.000 mil Perfect
cond Cell 549 6864

1969 MGB. AM FM atoreo.
Aberth good condition Give a call
anytime 323 6213

Cherrywood Hutch, new. $400
2668833

Octegon H20 bed. furred frame
and all acce**orie*. neer new $300
256 8033

Oldtimo 5 string Benjo lesson*
Reasonable Cell 256 8815 Berry
Cooper

Stereo component*. 8 percent
over cost SOUND b MUSIC CO
OP 247 5870

Celculetors New Tex Inst SR
10 Still under werr 6 7586 Ask for
Roy

Coets Midi suede coat, midi
dungaree coat rabbit fur tacket
end new blue leether lecket Call

Margie 546 7649

Shortwave radio Realistic UX
150 Is in good shape is wired to
add* Q multiplier Best offer takes
it Call 6 5443

19

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -

Class of 44 7 15
Summer of '42 9:00

AMHERST CINEMA -
Last Tango is Paris - 910
Streetcar Named Desire 7 00

CALVIN THEATRE -
Animal Crackers 7:00 & 9 00

CAMPUS CINEMA -
Death Wish 7:00-8:45
California Split - 7:00-9:00
The Bears and I ft Shaggy Dog
7 00

MT. FARMS 4 -
Sleeper 5:00-8:15
Everything About Sex 6:45
Class of 44 7:15 Summer of 42

5:15 9:00

Animal Crackers 5:00-7:00 9:00
Chinatown 4:30-7:00-9 15

SHOWCASE -
Bears it I 7:15
Shaggy Dog 900
Airport 1975 - 7:25-9:30
Longest Yard 7:30-10:00
Odessa File - 7:25-9:50
Gone With the Wind - 8:00
Gambler - 7:30-9:40

FOR SALE

Fender Super Amp 4 10s reverb
vib fuzz and wah $200 Craig 666
3438

A7B studded snow tires $30 Cell
586 2292 after six

Records of all kinda at
raesonsble prices Can usually gat
any LP in print within a week The
New Record Shop 197 N Pleeaant
St Amherst 263 5394

MDC ClmikBdi

Stereo 8 tree tapes. $2 99
percent replece or $
guerentee over 1000
available et Hedley Amoco
ecross from Herders

- 100
beck
tapes
Rt 9.

Snow tires studded w wheels.
600X12. Austin Americe. $36
complete 256 8098

Banjo for sale Vage5str w cese
Exc cond Velue $175. sell for $100
or B Cell Mike 5 2463 or 402
Crebtree

66 VW Bus new engine new
trans runs excel Velvet green, no
dents shag rug propene fleeter
fully insulated $700 00 or B O 546
9183

72 GMC Rally Stx Ven. V8 std
P s p b 27 000 mi $2800 584 7961

Van 1966 Chev Eng gd $600
B O 6 6520

70 VW Bug FM radio Mich X
radial tires excellent condition,
after 6pm 549 0128

Triumph TR 3 »300 Needs work
323 7327

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
66 Triumph Bonneville Rebuilt

engine Must sell Cell 549 3831

Hi Kids - Ready for
Halloween et PAUL S We are
We have a supply of costumes
for rent or sele Also our usuel
supply of metchleea furniture
Go trick or treeting dressed aa
a bureeu Other imeginative
ideea in atore at Paul'a Old-
time Furniture. 46 Main 263
3511

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Chevy Impels $400 Call 584
7912

1967 Olds station wagon. 54 000
miles, new tires $850 256 8687

1967 V4 Saab, excel condition,
rebuilt carb , new shocks, good
rubber with two snows door
needs welding, other then that,
smooth car. $500 Call ten me
Greenfield. 773 8838 Check it nut

1967 Pontiac Catalina. $600 Call
665 3685 after 6pm

1965 Bleck MGB. rebuilt engine,
new clutch, plete b disc, wire* end
redial* Must sacrifice Call 584
2285

65 Ply $260 Greet cer Cheapl 253
7241

584 2285

67 Cougar full power, air cond
new muffler standard 3 spd $650

253 7241

73 Datsun 1200 First owner can t

make payments. 35 mpg asking
$2200 but will take $1999 Call 549
0363 after 3. Ask for Kevin

VW St Wgn 71 New engine
Jim 367 9375

Olds 1964 Dynemic 88. good
condition $275 Flexible 545 0846
devs or 549 0881

69 R Runner 383. A T P S Must
sell 586 3919 or 5 3410 Ask for Jim

62 Chev 6 runs well $150 253

7241

65 Plv $250 Greet cer Cheapl
253 7241

66 Chevrolet 6 cyl . eutometic.
greet buy economical to run $395
253 7241

1967 Ford Van. no eng Good for
pert* $60 Cell Quent 549 6519

1965 Mustang 6 cyl. 3 spd
New brake*, shocks clutch, bait
Rebuilt trans $600 70 mpg Call
542 3406

1968 Peugeot *tetion wagon
run* well good tire* $500 549 0405
Eerly morning or lete evening

1960 TR3 TR4 engine Good
shepe meny xtraa. but need*
rediator $500 665 4183

62 VW exc except for muffler
$200 firm Cell 546 7467 Rebuilt 67
engine

66 Volvo 122S auto 86 000 mi
Some ius; good condition $550 or

best offer 6 9504

1971 Toyote Corona 45 000 miles
$1200 or best offer See et 165

Colonial Village evenings 6 7 p m

1971 Toyote 30 mpg like new
625 2953

Reneult 17 Sports Coupe fuel

mi 4 discs Michelins 17 000 mile*.

26 plus mpg Orig $4 100 Now
$2 500 586 0482

1965 Jeep CJ5 $500 549 0667

FOR RENT

Student female For 2 Attic rms
nr Smith Reasonable No pats 584
2884

For Rent 7 room apt in

country $150 plus util 20 mi from
UMass Avail 11 1 Cell 1 628 3287
or 1 628 327.' No fri stv

Roommate wented to shere old
Riverside country h*e in Conway
20 mm away Beeutiful country
site 363 8361 4026

Pertner needed for N Leverett
House beeutiful spot No pete
Call 367 9946.

WANTED TO RENT
Would like to rent Tepee for 1

mo Gordon Helman. Box 504.
Hampshire College

2 bd Townehou**. 1 end one-
half bathe, w w. diahwashar,
disposal, air conditioned, etc Rent
b Sec dep Negotiable Avail Nov
1 Ellna 549 1064

I
ROOMMATE WANTED

Shere house. 3 5 mi to campus
Own room $81 25 with utilities
586 4189 eve*

Couple wented to shere 1st fl of
Ige No Hemp house with same
Rees rent pets OK Cell Howie
or Cor 584 1598

Two mele* seek 3rd to shere 3 br
apt $115 256 8098

2 Bdrm Puffton Apt $110 per
mo

.
util incl . own beth. quiet Jon

Post 549 6162

Roommate wented to shere
lovely furnished hse in Conwev -

20 mm from Amherst Cell Judith
369 4024 369 83f With dry

Britteny Manor
6pm 253 5032

Mike Btwn 1

F roommate wented for warm
friendly apart Call 266 8834
Sharon. Andy. Sten

Design Major seeking other
Design mejorsls). M or F. to live

with off cempu* next semester
Cell Stew 6 5627

Apt to shere in B town Need 2
people Cell 323 4893 evening* till

11 30

WANTED
Large room for artist

far.lri.ee 266 0617 Cheap
Uee of

I Rock orgenist wants work
Serious only IHammondl 542 3405

M went* own rm in ept or house
within walking distence to
Beichertown State Sch Allergic to
pets 546 7166

Female bass player or exp s

guitarist willing to take up baa* for
working women * band Cell M F

10 4 Cla.re 253 2576

GOALIES to skate Thurs 10 11

pm Own equipment Call 5 0056 or

5 2086

Used 10 spd bike in gd cond
Pref Schwinn Cell 6 8979

JMl singei pieno gutter 6 5084

A poetry book Uncle Al Hard
as hell to find I want to copy two
poems from it Cell 256 0439 Ask
for Ed

BOB IS BACK to buy your sick or

decrepit car Any make model
veer Unloed your heedeche for

fast $$$$$$ 753 7241

WANTED
Standard focal length camera

lens with Pentax screw mount
&0MM OK camera body not
needed Call Bill if you have one for
about S50 256 8954 anytime

Used reasonably priced
refrigerator Call after 5 et 256 8056

HELP WANTED
The position of N y Times

cempus representative is open
Call 6 7546 after 7.

8 10 students 4 hrs per wk
Tues and Thurs 10 12 Oct thru
Dec 15 $2 00 per hr Eesv work on
cempus Don Wright 5 3480 Leeve
neme and number

Merried couples without
previous bucin*** experience but
willing to work end leern together
Pleeiant profitable work ContactAMWAV DISTRIBUTOR phone
283 6824 for interview

TRAVEL
Garber Trevel

travel progrems
spring break For
Rich at 256 6090

offering greet
during winter
more info cell

RIDE WANTEO
To Poughkeepsi*. N V IVa***r

College) Oct 26 Will (here ex
pen***. Margaret 6-6478.

\
RIDERS WANTED

Riders wanted to share expenses
south NVC. Phila . Bait DC
Rich

. Atlante Leaving Fn Oct 25
Call 263 9764 6 11pm

/I PERSONALS
Do you say "Pomme De Terre

or Palate? Fsrog Forum is for

Franco Americans Free Find out

about it from Denny Matteau care

of Collegian or Celeste Roberge at

Univ of Maine. Orono Poems
news, opinion, information

Joan Happy Birthday to a
greet roommate Sue

Mopa Happy 21stt Much love
K C and D

Enjoy elegant dining in a ralexed

atmosphere, with e penoremic
view high atop Sylven lin Mc
Namara Basementl THE SUBWAY
is now open for LUNCH M F 1130

1 00 Also for the evening iet set

Mon Thurs 5 30 midnite Fn till 1

a m . Sat and Sun 12 30 1 00 a m
Come and be pamperedlll

FREE RETAIL CATALOG Pipes
waterpipes bongs cigarette
iapers rolling machines super
tones clips under ground comix

etc Gabnella s Goodies Box 434
Hollywood Ca 90028

LMC On your 21st Luv. I

reelne now met o matter what
we II elways oe together Here * to
a happy life' Your Big Ginio.

The person who took the green
canvas tennis bell beg from the
Bovden Courts 10 4 pleas* return
it to Coach Kosakowski Rm 220
Bvd

Susan So happy to know vou re
home with those who love vou
Wots of Wuf Betserino

$50 FOR INFO of I D of person
involved in eccident w red VW
Oct 5 6 SW Lot 50 Need I D for
no fault insur 546-6131

The DUKE is coming Nov 6

25 Percent off ell coets Nugent*
next to Zayre s

Please 1 Whoever took our
clothes from the dryer in the 17th
floor laundry in Coolidge return
them to Rm 1802 Coolidga Im
mediately!!l

La* Vage* Night! Tomorrow 7
I"" III floor CC Crap* roulette
poker Bleck Jack, etc Still only $1
efter 12 year* Proceed* go to
charity

Todd The early bi'd get* the
worm Heppy Birthday B E» V

All resident* of the State of
Maine who would like to vote
absentee ballot in the Nov 5
election call Linde today at 6 6448

A happy and loving tenth All my
love Tigger December 27 to 7

Jenet Vou can always count
on u* to screw thing* up Sigma
Love Jevne and Joanna

In ca*e I forget when I see vou
Happy Birthday Jane Felzani! Lova
Lorette

Karen Happy Uth Birthday.
Vou re e bargain of a roommate

PERSONALS

Denies Heppy Birthdev Buddy!
Cen you hendle it or whet? The Pub
is going to swing this week!
Mooses forever end 33 toes Who
else? Me 1

Robert All my wiehea tor
happiness on your 19th end elwevs
All my love Nencv

Happy 8 day Willy' Better quit
weerin grey or people will etsrt
giving you peenuts Love end
kisses

BCD Happy 20th A love thet
lasts th* test of time will leet
forever With love DVD '

Worms No 2 Hsve sensual
H B Love the worms

Jim Jack Randy The heppiest
of birthdevs from Kathy Nancy
Jewel and 4 floor leech Heve e
good time" OK?

Jim For e well done
chauvinist you re beeutiful Heppy
Birthday lova Kath

Waffles Happy Bdav from the
convent Wouldn t che know it*
Saturday mte Glad vou re 18
ACDC P S Be home by 4 e m

Party Set Oct 26 feeturlng
RUSH" Chedboume House 8 30
p m 50c cover 25c beer* and wine

Bred Heppy Birthdev Mr
President' Friends from 604 end
605

Teg end Beke Sele. Monteseori
School 740 Mem St Set Oct 26
10 4 Rein or Shine

Trish T K Humpty. Arm Keren
b Ellen Welcome to the Zoo
Vou re in for the time of your life

Smiles

Wanna Score? The Subwev
iMcNemere Basement Sylven! is

sponsoring e Homecoming
Speciel Bring your ticket stub into
the Subwev Saturday for a Roast
Beef grinder for only 89 c Ireg
$1 101 If vou cen t buy it for lees
then we won t sell it IRight Ruby
and Choo Choo?)

MFR Vou re the pumpkin of
my pie Catch you at the next
sunset Your Spacender

J B To tha best m the world
Happy 1st It wss greet end always
will be Love you J L

Cese Happy 5tf I love you
madly Lets go for 6 Luv Ve Stick

Boney Jonev and Susan Jey
Hope vou heve e febuious fun
super wild greet terrific end
enioveble B day The 20 vr old
cow

Lar Happy 4th Love you more
P*m

Boney Heppy Birthdev
Finio

INSTRUCTION

Classical gu.ta- lessons
Conservatory background Kevin
Collins 253 7976

Bartending course beginning
Oct 29 31 m the Commonweelth
Room (Student Unionl 7 10 p m
S15 00 Register 1st dev of class
Students mult ba 18.

SERVICES
Campus Cluba and

Orgomzotions
k
Do you want to

publish high quality n*w*lettar
pamphlet megezine or booklet???
Let the Message Company help
vou write layout design end print
it" Reasonable fee* Contact Jerry
et 253 9869 for information

Future CPA s Leern how to
prepere for the CPA exem Becker
CPA Review Course Cell Collect
Boston 617 536 1440

CAR REPAIR HASSLES' Bob >s

back to f « it right No 10b too
small Foreign or domestic No big
overhead 253 7241

Prof**»ion«l gutter repeir* bv
guitar maker Michael Millerd
Mon Wed Fri at Th* Guitar
Work»hop Amher*t Carriage
Shops 549 1728 Free eetlmates

Psssport Photos 24 hour
service Cell Joe et 549 8698 night*

Cheap thuds" Graphics for your
clothing 264 No Pleasant St Vou
tuck em we stick em

Speedy Xeroxing Rapid
reproduction Amherst Cernege
Shops 233 N Pleasant St M F 9
9 Sat 9 7 Sun 11 7 549 06M
Same day service

HI Fl Audio repeir 2 dev service
work guerantaed At Tech H. Fi
Call 549 2810

SERVICES

Accounting and Flnence Majora
! Let us help vou Plen ahead to
;
become e CPA - The Becker CPA
Review Course Boston 617 638
1440 Our successful studente
represent one fourth of USA

VALLEY K 9 Finest treimng in

obed personel protection end K 9
In residence treimng eveileble Call
Marc 549 1342

Vr old white mala cat. Rt 9 la

Beichertown Itowerd* Quabblnl
Spot on head 2 different color

eye* Any info appracleted 323
4681

Turquois* necklace k* Amherst
or et UMsss Sentiment* velue
Pieasa heve the heert to return
Reward 628 3872

FREE

Mala dog collie mix 8 mos
old Good country dog Needs
attention and lots of space Cell
323 6681

Resource Collective Share
anything everything Phone 6
5174 Write Box I Pierpont Its ell

for you Smile 1

ENTERTAINMENT

Get your perty rocklni Call Stave.
Rich and Cheryl et 8 9*316 or 6 9826
for DJ * with style Super cheap

Don t let the bende roll you for
ver money Let Bob the D J rock
you for much lee* For non stop
boogie cell Bob the D J Beet time
to cell M T W 4pmto7pml
will def be avail 638 6076

See Vinc*nt Pric* in Th* lest
M*n on Earth - Also Bugs
Bunny Road Runner end Pink
Penther only 76 cent* Friday
Oct 25 m Maher et 7 9 30 end 12
Come get spooked'

Homecomings lergest. most
populer event Les Vega* Night
Tomorrow 7 p m on the flret floor
of the Cempus Center

Les Veges Night is coming to
UMass this Seturdev Oct 28
Come down to the 1st floor CC for
Creps Roulette Poker Birdcage
Bleck Jeck end other geme* of
chence $1 edmisston giva* vou
$1500 to play with Proceed* go to
ch«rity

Th* Four Nue Celebrity Series
presents The Progressors The
progressive sounds et the H«tch

Gold.* Hawn ,n Butterfllea Are
Free Fndev 7 30 end 10 CCA

Double treet at Th* Hetch
tonite Creative Source ft

Progreasorsb Progr***i v * Sound*

Th* TOC proudly precent* -
Tim* Being Thure thru Set Stop
by

Now eveileble Oeve the J
Any perty anytime The very best m
music end now the very best in
sound AM hits ell requests Oence
contests Cell now to place your
date 546 9715 Don t mess with
amateurs Request The Best

Chris Burke end hi* New Orleene
Music GOOD TIMES ONLY - At
th* Bluewell Wed Sat

CALCULATORS

Calculator Sale - College
Calculator* offer* lowest prices
anywhere All models evallabiei
Texe* ln*t Hewell Packard
Unicorn All machine* new and
guar with 2 month replacement
warranty Before vou buy a
calculator call me I can boot any
price enywhere Look for my
foatara around campus for details
hen cell Bob Crowell et 649 1316

MISCELLANEOUS
PASSPORT PHOTOS
Passport photos 74 hour

service re#londb„ „, c
Stoddard 549 I

Information was looked out from
a 'eiiabie source concerning the
Personnel Semmer Corp It eoeme
that the corp hae approved the
requested Personnel Oept budget
Thi* t * p|U( for our antlr* com
munitv Congrat* - Per* D*pt

AutO Workshop Heop*?ns

Do it vouriolf Repolr vour own
car Wo supply th* tool* and ad-

vice Lower level CC Garage Open
Mon Fri 3 10 p m Sat and Sun
10 10 Parte at discount
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Conference

to discuss

power plants
The New England Coalition on

Nuclear Pollution, a group baaed in

Brattleboro, Vermont, has received

word that the Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board of the Atomic
Energy Commission has posted

notice of a Special Prehearing

Conference to discuss the matter of

the twin 1150 megawatt nuclear

power plants proposed by the

Northeast Nuclear Energy Com-
pany for Montague,
Massachusetts.

The prehearing conference,
which is open to the public, is to be
held on October 30, 1974, at 10 a.m.

in the Sheffield Middle School
Auditorium, Crocker Avenue, in

Turners Falls, a village in the Town
of Montague.

Fellowship
offered in

journalism
The Ralph Stoody Fellowship for

Graduate Study in Journalism is

offered by the Joint Committee on
Communications of the United
Methodist Church. The annual
$3,000 Ralph Stoody Fellowship in

Journalism is offered in recognition
of Dr. Stoody's inspired service as
general secretary and director of
the former Commission on Public
Relations and Methodist In-

formation of the Methodist Church
from its inception in 1940 until his

retirement in 1964.

The grant is to assist a person
engaged in religious journalism, or
one planning to enter this field, in

taking graduate study at an ac-
credited school or department of
journalism of his or her choice.
The purpose of this fellowship is

to enhance the recipient's
professional competence and
thereby to help perpetuate the
standards exemplified by Dr.
Stoody.

Application forms, and addresses
for further information are available
from the United Christian Foun-
dation, 316-320 Hampshire House
545-2661 or 545-2789.

I crofts
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jUnique and beautiful cast

aluminum sculpture for
\i coking, serving. and
\decoratin&

\Designed and executed by
wned metal sculptor

Donald Drumm
Individual pieces from S5

j

to S90

skera
Representing America's

I foremost artisans

Ceramic i

\ Metal Work
Class

Weaving

Wood
Leather

Textiles

I I • llrfillcv

\' '., 'h<- Win. I h.irM.' |(t.*- ,iur,,rr

Hours Tues Kri , 12-9

Saturday, l«Hi

Open Sunday. 121;

ACROSS
1 Affected
people

6 College social

affair

10 Greatest
14 River

embankment
15 Gutter site

16 Choir member
17 Coincided

partly with
19 Harvest
20 Loft

21 Geometrical
figure

23 Italian poet
25 Interjection of

annoyance
26 As you say
27 In support of

29 Weapons:
Slang

31 Cut down
grass

33 Khan
34 Abscessed

tooth, e.g.

36 Maxim
expressing
principles

40 Furnished
with stitches

42 Confident one
44 Belonging

to us
45 Doctrine
47

Thurmond
Presidential

candidate
49 Electrical unit

50 High hill

52 Netherlands
Antilles

island

53 New form
Prefix

54 Fr formal

dance
57 Corded fabric

59 Canonical
hour

61 Detailed

examination
64 Changed the

color

67 Fair

68 Throws a

fight

3 words
70 Conception
71 Cavalry troop
72 Punctuation

mark
73 TV

personality

Bennett •••-

74 Corn bread
75 Not sour

DOWN
1 Long, tiring

march
2 Leningrad's
waterfront

3 In bank
trouble

4 Yogi
Yankee great

U.3 3 R nver

6 High spirits

Engrossed

yesterday's Puzzle Solved
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8 Not hidden

9 Means of 41

communica 43
tion

10 Farm structure 46
11 Mournful poem
12 Commonplace 48
13 Small sharks 51
18 Join

22 lota 54
24 Attitude of a 55

group
27 Rapid 56
28 Arch
30 Calendar 58

abbrs.

32 Solicit 60
35 Showed a film

again 62
37 Subway 63

device 65
38 Corner:

Informal 66
39 Fiord of

Norway

Ultimate

Mechanical
men
Can
Conservative
Lunatics

Recover from
toil: 2 words
Fundamental
Positive

electrode

Light wave
amplifier

Keyboard
instrument
Invest with
traits

Unit of bread
Animal pelt

Bacchanals'
cry

Fender
blemish
French season

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

FRIDAY, Octet** 26 -
Bora today, you ars not one
who sasily shows - or even
spssks of — your •motiona.
For thia raaaoQ, though you
may know vary wall how you
laal shout things, you may
Uave other* complattiy in the
dark on thia aeon. Thus it ia

that the fulfillment of your
haart'a dasira could escape
you, for you wiB find it

axoaadinsly difficult to lot the
nan or woman of your dreams
know of the place ha or ahe
holde in your affectiona.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
— An exciting and unique
day. If you can succeed in

telling another just how much
his or her friendship means to
you. you will gain much worth
while.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 211 — If and when you
are given advice today, con-
sider the source If the ainger
ia inadequate, very likely the
song is too-. Think twice!

8vSf*aWitd*r

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan
191 - Make your contribution
to tha day'a events on
something more than a super
ficial Level Reconsider a recant
decision concerning an old

friend.

AQUARIUS (Jsa. 20-Fsb.
18) - Attitudes displayed at
thia time may be enough to
mark you for success or failure

in tha near future. Try to
impress others with your
competence
PISCES (Feb lS-March 30)

— Not all signs of auccaea are
of a material nature. Be
satisfied if you can gain on a
moral or spiritual level. Today
may mark a turning point.

ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
— Accept a gift with grace —
even though it may not be
precisely whet you want or
from precisely whom you
would wish it. Be patient in

the afternoon.

TAURUS (April 20- May 20)
— Take special care when
dealing with partners, whether
of a business, professional, or
marital nature. Don't take
acquiescence for granted.

UEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— When imparting knowledge
to children, take care that you
don't talk down to them
Otherwise you may never get

your information across!

CANCER (June 21 July 22)
— If you allow your emotions
to guide you, you may wall

land in difficulties before day'a
end. Accept an opportunity for

advancement— if it ia honor
able.

LEO (July 23 Aug 221 -
So long aa you have a clear

conscience, you must not allow

guilt be to influential in your
dealings with others. Live and
let live in the afternoon. «
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22)

— Take the initiative early in

the day or you may find the
way to success barred later on.
Realize the importance of the
present situation at home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22) -

A sudden loss of energy
during afternoon hours could
cause a delay In the attain-

ment of your goal. Don't allow
disappointment to mar the
day.
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Stet&M VKouHtaCH, SfivvU, Inc.
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY, LIGHTWEIGHT

CAMPING AND MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01002 Tel. (413) 253-9504

Fall Sale
Oct. 30 - l%ov. 2

Doors Open at 9 a.m.

.A limited amount of Rental Equipment including SLEEPING BAGS,

TENTS, PACKS, FOAM PADS and STOVES will be available on a

first-come, first-served basis at
40- 60% OFF

CROSS-COUNTRY SKI PACXAGES
Touring Ski Packages include choice of Ski, Bass or Falk

Low Cut Boot, Villom Pin Bindinq, and Bamboo Pole.

TOTAL SUGG.

EMS Asnes Turlangrenn
Hickory Sole with Ligno Edges

ASNE Turlangrenn Jr. 120-140

150-170

Fischer Europa Light Touring Ski
Aluminum and Wood Construction

Bonna 1800 Turlangrenn
Hickory Sole with Ligno Edges

MFG. PR.

$102.00

$107.50

$111.00

Splitkein No-Wax Ski Mohair Strips $127.50

Sizes As Available

SALE PRICE

$69.50

$35.50

$37.50

$69.50

$77.50

$64.50

DOWN PARKAS
EMS Patagonia

EMS Ripstop Bugaboo

EMS Taffeta Bugaboo w/Hood

EMS Yeti w/Hood

EMS Down Vest

EMS Child's Down Patagonia

Alpine Designs Glacier w/Hood

Mfg. Sugg.

List Pr.

$49.50

$44.50

$44.50

$64.50

$22.50

$30.00

$95.00

SALE PRICE

$42.50

$38.50
$36.50

$58.50

$18.50

$24.50

$65.95

Sizes and Colors as Available

SLEEPING BAGS
Gerry Camper

Gerry Yosemite

Gerry Wilderness

Reg.

Lg.

Reg.

Lg.

Reg

Lg.

ALP Artie Reg.

Sierra Designs Fairsack

EMS Minilite Reg

Lg.

EMS Estes (Old Style)

Child's Polargard

EMS Blueridge

EMS Franconia Reg.

Lg.

EMS Dhauligiri

Volarafoam 3/8"

1/2"
(Closed Cell

Insulation)

Mfg. Sugg.

List Pr.

$99.00

$105.00

$96.00

$100.00

$113.00

$120.00

$125.00

$55.00

$92.50

$97.50

$76.00

$30.00

$45.00

$59.50

$125.00

$135.00

$5.50

$7.00

SALE PRICE

$87.50

$94.50

$81.50

$84.50

$100.00
$105.00

$99.50

$38.50

$70.50

$75.50

$60.00
$24.00

$39.50

$50.50

$115.00

$120.00

$4.25

$5.50

Sizes and Colors as Available

[clothing
EMS 60/40 Parka

Assorted Rugby Shirts

Child's Corduroy Knickers

EMS Orion Trail Pants

Setsnug T Shirts

Allen-A T-Necks (Irreg.)

Asst. Knickers, Shorts & Trail Pants

All Rain Gear
Sizes and Colors as Available

Mfg. Sugg.

List Pr.

$39.50

$18.95

$9.95

$19.95

$3.95

$3.50

SALE PRICE

$33.95

$15.95
$3.95

$13.95

$2.50

$2.50

25% Off

20% OFF

PACKS
All Old Style Kelty D4 & BB5

PACKS & FRAMES

EMS Divided Pack & Frame

EMS Undivided Pack & Frame

Gerry Vagabond

CT Canyon Pack & Frame

Ass't. Jan Sport Packs

All Bicycle Packs
Sizes and Colors as Available

Total Sugg.
Mfg. Pr. SALE PRICE

20-25% Off

$47.00 $33.50

$45.00 $32.50

$40.00 $28.50

$32.95 $26.50

20-25% Off

20% Off

TENTS
Gerry Camponaire

Gerry Lodge Pole

Gerry Fireside

Mosquito Net Tent

Eureka Mt. Marcy

Sugg. Mfg.

List Pr.

$148.00

$73.00

$92.00

$85.00

$45 00

SALE PRICE

$130.00

$59.95

$63.95

$69.80

$36.50

MISCELLANEOUS
Optimus 77A Alcohol Stove

Optimus 80 Gasoline Stove

Gerry Mini-Stove

Mfg. Sugg.

List Price

$17.95

$14.95

$14.95

SALE PRICE

$13.50

$11.50

$10.95

All Imported Kayaks and Kayak Accessories

20% OFF

Eastern Mountain $forts - Amherst/Rte. 9 Amherst-Hadley Une/253-9504
Mon. - Fri. 9 • 9; Sat., 9 • 5:30

*s *.^V f sft
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Not Responsible for Typographical Mistakes
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Bruins' defenseman Bobby Orr (4) attempts to stickhandle past St. Louis rookie
Doug Palazzari in first period action of last night's game.

TEP, BKP, Pines and Buckeyes

in IM grid semis next week
By BILL DOYLE
Sports Staff

TEP, the Pines, BKP and the

Buckeyes each won last night to

advance to the semi-finals of the

intramural football playoffs, to be
held Tuesday.

TEP, the Pines and the Buckeyes
each defeated their opponents
rather handily with BKP being
involved in the only close game of

the night.

TEP, campus IM football champs
for the past 2 years, creamed the

Over-the-hill-gang, 30-0. Pete
Backstrom caught three Bruce
MacNamara touchdown passes
and also returned an interception

for another TD. The Over-the-hill-

gang, an off campus team, had the

edge in size but the TEP squad
passed them to death. John Plante

had four interceptions to lead the

TEP defense.

The Gorman Pines, led by QB
Randy Wright's two touchdowns,

thrashed the James Sackers, 20-2.

A long touchdown pass to Bill Elias

early in the second half broke it

open for the Pines. The Sackers

lived up to their name as Brian Kelly

sacked the Pine QB in the end zone
for their only score.

The James Buckeyes, third place

finishers last year and winner of last

year's overall campus cham-
pionship, shutout Squif 17-0. The
Buckeyes seemed to be a one man
team as Dave Schoen scored all the

game's points.

Pizzaro a Charlie

*.^ v, v »
• - .:

Schoen caught two touchdown
passes, and kicked both extra

points and a field goal. He also had
two interceptions on defense.

BKP, a quarter finalist of a year

ago, edged the Cance Killers, 15-6,

in one of the most physical IM
games played this year. Neil Pitchel

threw two touchdown passes, one

TWO
GENERATIONS

OF
BRUBECK within.

Springfield Symphony Orchestra

NOV. 3, 1974 3 P.M.
Symphony Hall in Springfield

Dave, Chris, Dan and Darius Bru-

beck bring you exciting pops — fami-

ly style!

February 9, 1975

ARTHUR FIEDLER

r*T^

' A

FAMILY POPS SERIES

April 6, 1975
Robert Gutter presents:

MILLION DOLLAR
MOVIE THEMES

3 5unday afternoons

that everybody will

love Buy a Series

ticket and save up to

25%' Prices- SI 0.50,

$13 50. $16 50

$6 00 for full-time

students

SPRINGFIELD
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

49 Chestnut St., Spfld.

(413)739-4728

Women stickers

end loss skein, 1-1
The UMass field hockey team brought a halt to its losing streak

yesterday by playing to a 1-1 tie with visiting Northeastern. The Boston
girls struck early in the first stanza when UMass goalie Jean Kentfield

made a fine play on a beautifully executed flick into the goal, only to have
Northeastern's Cindy Casey convert the rebound to account for her team's
only tally. The UMass team repeatedly brought the ball downfield only to

have its scoring attempts thwarted by a stalwart defense. Persistent play

by senior forward Elaine Senosk resulted in her third goal of the season as
she steered in Judy Kennedy's assist with 12 minutes left in the first half.

While UMass again had more shots on goal than their opponents in the
first half, getting off 15 shots to NU's 7, the second half featured

predominantly mid-field play with both teams getting a few shots on goal.

UMass was severely tested in the last minutes of the game, however, when
they had to survive consecutive penalty corners.

The junior varsity team continued its winning ways and impressive play

tumbling Northeastern's unit 2-0 on goals by Nancy Rider and Keren
Gipps. Like their varsity counterparts, all the JV scoring came in the first

half, with UMass coming up empty on 7 attempts in the darkness-
shortened last period.

The varsity is now 3-4-1 on the season and the JV team is 6-1-1 with 2
games remaining. UMass will host Plymouth State on Tuesday at 3:00 for

their last home game of the season.

Oarsmen go to Charles
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to Rob Moodie and the other to Jim
Palermo. Jim Keeren kicked a field

goal to complete the BKP scoring.

Mick Pridham scored the Killers'

only touchdown late in the game.

TEP will meet the Pines and BKP
will meet the Buckeyes in

Tuesday's games. The Pines and

BKP seem to be the underdogs, but

they shouldn't be counted out. The
Pines have outscored their op-

ponents by an average score of 35-

5 but TEP, the two-time defending

champs, has to be favored. The
TEP squad has mostly three year

veterans who have experienced

playoff pressure.

BKP had to survive a three team
playoff in its own division to earn
the right to even reach the post-
season tournament. BKP plays a
physical game but again because of
previous playoff experience and
Dave Schoen, the Buckeyes should
also be favored.

The winners of Tuesday's games
will mmet each other Wednesday
for the campus championship, with

the losers meeting also Wednesday
for third place.

The UMass oarsmen will be in

Boston this Sunday to compete in

the Head of the Charles Regatta.

The Head is the largest regatta in

the country, involving over 1,000

competitors from over 140 schools,

colleges, clubs and foreign

countries.

The format of the race, which is

against the clock over a 3- mile

course with boats starting 10

seconds apart, allows this large

number of participants, and turns

the Charles River (from the BU
boathouse to Gerry's landing) into a

5- hour continuous parade of hard-

rowing shells.

The crew will race in the Elite

Four, Elite Eight, Lighweight Four,

and Elite Pair competitions. The
Elite Four lineups are as follows: 1)

Coxswain John Barrett, Jim

Bouzianis, Bill Vose, Rob Hipkins,

and Bruce MacLean. "Number one
is a very smooth rowing team,"

says Coach Bill Mahoney. 2) Cox
Anoy Burton, Peter Berg, Kevin

Connor, Dick Seuss, and Tony
Santoro. 3) Cox Gary Paul Steve

Coomer, Peter Flood, Paul Gowen,
and Bill Fitzpatrick. 4) Cox Mark
Lyle, Ted Mone, Dave Burke, Paul

Shea, and Dave Furgusen. "This is

a tough sophomore combination"

says Mahoney.
The Lightweight Four includes

sophs Bob "Hank" Cullen, Jim
Tilley, Walt Berger and Alan

Seagal. The Captains — Gowen
and Fitzpatrick — are the Elite Pair,

while the Elite Eight consists of

Paul, Loomer, Mike Melvin,

Bouzianis, Connor, Seuss, Santoro,

Vose and Berg.

WigjUgW

Hunger Jrfres U mad ft

C)e Deliver.
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25 Off

Small

Pizza

50 Off

Large

Pizza

This offer good on Oct 25th - 28th. On deliveries and

within the store.
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HELLO, SEAVER-SAN" — Japanese youngsters, replete in New York Met T-
shirts and helmets, greet Tom Seaver upon his arrival at Tokyo Airport with the
rest of the Mets. New York will play an 18-game goodwill series in Japan.

Jim Torrance: Backbone of
balanced rushing attack

By RON ARENA
Sports Staff

What a difference a year makes.
Last year, the UMass offense

resembled that of the Oakland
Raiders, with the passing com-
bination of Peil Pennington to Tim
Berra chewing up most of the

yardage. As for the running game,
well, it was somewhat less than
productive with only 749 total yards
for the season. Compare this to a
team like Oklahoma, currently

averaging 482 yards rushing per
game, and the absence of the
Minutemen ground attack could
easily be detected.

But this year Pennington and
Berra are gone, and with quar-

terback Fred Kelliher injured in the
opening game, the aerial attack has
suffered. In its place has arrived the
running game, which to last year's

fan may seem as some new alien-

like dimension of offense from a
foreign country.

In mentioning this year's ground
attack, Rich Jessamy and Keith
Lang usually come to mind.
Overshadowed by these two fine

backs has been junior fullback Jim
Torrance. Although not playing

much until the end of last season,

Torrance has that key experience
under his belt. From Rye, New
York, where he played fullback in

high school (All-Westchester
County), Torrance has added depth
and balance to a splendid corps of

backs.

Against Villanova, Jessamy and

Lang proved their ability. John
Romboli added depth with his

performance vs. Maine. But last

week at Kingston, Rhode Island, it

was Torrance who made his name
heard with a sparkling 147-yard
performance in 28 carries including

the only UMass touchdown of the
game, Torrance's fourth this year.

His running also set up an im-

portant field goal in the fearth
quarter.

Torrance revealed the difference

in this year's rushing display as
opposed to last year's in one word:
"balance." With a backfield always
containing two fine runners, the
defense cannot possibly key on one
back without being burned by the
other. An example of this balance?
Jessamy has gained 351 yards,

Lang, 307, and Torrance, 279. Each
has carried the ball over 60 times.

With balance like this, Coach
MacPherson must dream of op-
posing defenses keying on one
back.

Like any unselfish back, Torrance
gives credit to his offensive line.

"Without them you can't do
anything", he insisted. "They
deserve all the credit."

As good as the UMass running
attack has been, it has been vic-

timized by the enemy of any
ballcarrier, the fumble. Combined
with pass interceptions, many a

Minutemen drive has been th-

warted by a turnover. Miscues
contributed substantially in their

only Yankee Conference loss, to

THE

TIME
BEING

Vermont. Torrance revealed that

throughout this week's practicing,

Coach MacPherson has stressed
the importance of abandoning
these mistakes in tomorrow's do-
or-die game vs. UConn. Torrance
also felt that in order to beat the

Huskies, UMass can ill-afford these
turnovers.

As for the importance of
tomorrow's battle, he said "They
are definitely the team to beat. This
game means the Yankee Con-
ference. If we win it, we're in."

Actually with a win against UConn,
the worst UMass can finish is a tie

for the YanCon title. Clearly, as
Torrance says, this is "the game."
The importance of Jim Torrance

in this must game can be summed
up in the words of Coach Mac-
Pherson: "He's somebody they'll

have to worry about." So keep an
eye on number 30 tomorrow. If

Torrance and his fellow running
mates can continue their success
and avoid miscues, the Beanpot
should come home.

Martin top mentor
NEW YORK [AP] - Brash Billy

Martin, who magically turned the
Texas Rangers from a loser into a
winner in one year, was named the

Associated Press' American
League Manager of the Year
Thursday.

Martin, who drove a last place

team into pennant contention

overnight, won a hot race with Bill

Virdon of the New York Yankees.

TOC 9 - 1

THURS. - SAT.

Fall It Trill RUI»§

Statin.

New and Used BIKES
are available at:

VALLEY

M0T0RSP0RTS
348 King St.

Northampton
584-7303

Scott Hayes

Peerless palmistry
t

Craig Morton in a New York Giants' uniform? Norm Snead wearing the
red and gold of the San Francisco 49ers? John Hadl donning the traditional

colors of the Green Bay Packers? Or can you imagine Joe Reed as a Detroit
Lion? These somewhat shocking changes are the results of three trades
involving four quarterbacks that took place just before the NLF trade
deadline of three o'clock Tuesday afternoon. I'll stay with my original

picks, however, hoping that it takes the QB's a few games to get used to
their new teams. Here's another collection of reliable picks for this, the
seventh week and midway mark of the NFL season:
UMASS 16; CONNECTICUT 14

One thing is certain, and that's the fact that this Sportswriter will be at

Alumni Stadium on Saturday afternoon pulling for UMass. I'll have to take
the Minutemen, who due to newfound Jim Torrance and the toe of Greg
Sprout will edge the Huskies and go on to recapture the Beanpot.
MIAMI DOLPHINS 21; BALTIMORE COLTS 13

Lydell Mitchell will have more trouble running against the Dolphins than
he did against the porous Jet defense. Mitchell rushed 40 times for 156
yards, and has been the only bright spot in the Colts' dismal season so far.

Miami should win, and will be waiting for New England or Buffalo to slip

from the AFC Eastern Division perch.

BUFFALO BILLS 27; CHICAGO BEARS 21

The Bills will defeat Huff-led Bears, as McKenzie and linemates make
Sunday afternoon an enjoyable one for Ferguson, Simpson and Braxton.
DALLAS COWBOYS 28; NEW YORK GIANTS 7

Cowboys, led by Calvin Hill, are on the way back, having snapped a four-

game losing streak versus Eagles. Spiritless Giants won't be able to stop
Dallas again, much to the dismay of another less than capacity Yale Bowl
crowd.

DENVER BRONCOS. 35; CLEVELAND BROWNS 31
Floyd Little is healthy again, although Mike Phipps could make this one

closer than expected.

DETROIT LIONS 20; GREEN BAY PACKERS 16
Detroit has found the winning combination, and although Packers now

have John Hadl, they'll have to wait a few weeks.
CINCINNATI BENGALS 34; HOUSTON OILERS 24

Bengals played well last Sunday against Raiders, only to be beaten with
eight seconds to play. Oilers pose no serious problems for Cincinnati.

SAN DIEGO CHARGERS 24; KANSAS CITY CHIEFS 23
No particular reasons, just my upset of the week.

LOS ANGELES RAMS 28; NEW YORK JETS 10

Not much can be said about Jets, who were outplayed by Baltimore,
except that they're playing the. Rams in what may well turn out to be a
rout.

MINNESOTA VIKINGS 27; NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS 21
Patriots will have to play an excellent brand of football just to stay in the

game, as Vikings return to their winning ways.
OAKLAND RAIDERS 35; SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS 10

Raiders are in top form and 49ers are having a terrible year. It's as simple
as that!

PHILADELPHIA EAGLES 20; NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 13

Philadelphia gave Dallas a good fight, and even though the Saints were
victorious against the inconsistent Falcons, any team with Bobby Scott as
its quarterback has a long way to go.

ST. LOUIS CARDINALS 17; WASHINGTON REDSKINS 14
The Cards will lose sooner or later, but not before screaming fans at

Busch Stadium.

PITTSBURGH STEELERS 21; ATLANTA FALCONS 14
The Steelers have managed to win (a 4-1-1 record) but haven't been

playing that well. Who knows what's wrong with Atlanta? This contest will

be the least exciting of the Monday night games yet this year.

CUSTER 3154; INDIANS 14

Last but not least, a correction for the miniscule number of Steve
Saraceno readers: I'm picking Custer by 17 H over the Indians, not 14

points.

LAST WEEK'S RECORD 9-5 .643

SEASON'S RECORD: 49-17-1 .731

Maxwell-Men meet
Rhody Rams

By DA VEOSTRANDER
Sports Staff

After their first victory of the

year, a game which the coaching
staff called "the biggest win ever

for a UMass subvarsity team", the
little Minutemen may find it tough
getting mentally prepared for the

Rhode Island Rams sub-varsity, a
game which originally scheduled
for today, will now be Monday at

Kingston.

Having only a six game schedule,
though, every game is important,
especially to the players in the

process of trying to prove worthy
for varsity competition next year.

The Rams, known for their

"physical" style of play, will be
looking to run right at UMass
hoping to establish a ground game,
something the Minutemen proved
so effective at in last week's game
at West Point.

The UMass defense will be put to

the test against this Ram team, and
right in the line of fire will be
defensive captain Jim Penta, and
hard hitting linebacker Phil

Puopoio, who played an out-

standing game against the Cadets.

PARTY
featuring

RUSH!!

Sat., Oct. 26 8:30 p.m.

at Chadbourne 50c cover

25c BEERSand WINE
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UM seeks revenge, Beanpot
By STBVEDeCOSTA

Sports Staff

A matter of pride. That's what it

really boils down to.

The Mmutemen, with bitter

memories of last year, host Con-
necticut tomorrow in a game that

goes a long way toward deciding

who gets the coveted Beanpot, a

time-worn symbol of Yankee
Conference supremacy.

Of course it would be nice to see
another Beanpot in the Boyden
trophy case. But there is also a

matter of revenge involved.

Homecoming was on the other

side of the fence last year, and so
was the revenge. In 72 (otherwise

known as the year of Boardwalk)
the Minutemen had destroyed any
semblance of football played by the

Huskies 49-16. In 73, revenge was
sweet with UConn giving up only

two, yes I said two yards rushing in

40 attempts in capturing the

contest 28-6.

This year, it's Homecoming in

Amherst. All the ingredients are

there. But there is a difference.

UMass has not even begun to

approach the form it displayed in

72 and UConn is nowhere near the

dominating force they were last

year.

The biggest common problem of

tomorrow's opponents is their

almost uncanny knack of giving up
the football.

UMass has fumbled seventeen
times in its last three games, a

remarkable figure considering only

one has ended in a loss. The
Huskies have given the ball away
on ten occasions in their last two
encounters, the big factor in losses

to Delaware and Maine.

UConn sports the same pair of

quarterbacks who last year, as
freshman, sparked the Jusky Blitz.

Bernie Palmer, who looms as the

starter, is better suited to the

running, while Lou Mancari can
make things happen via the air. A

third variable is BC transfer Brad
Rock, a sort of middle man who
combines the talents of the two
sophomores.

Gone from last year is Eric

Torkelson, a bruising runner ran

over the Minutemen. But the
Huskies still have a good ground
game, led by another sophomore,
Russ Clarke, who currently leads
the conference in rushing.

If the Huskies throw, chances are
the tosses will be aimed at Al
MacLellan, an all-New England
tight end.

The Minutemen are going out on
a limb. Coach Dick MacPherson
has elected to go into the season's
most important game with an
inexperienced quarterback, Brian

McNally.

McNally showed poise last week,
as he replaced Mark Tripucka in the

second period at Kingston, and led

the Minutemen to their only touch-

down. Perhaps more important in

the mind of MacPherson, is the fact

that late in the game, with his back
to the wall and the outcome still in

doubt, McNally led his mates on a
90-yard drive that ate up nine

minutes of the clock and produced
three insurance points.

But McNally's poise is offset by
his lack of experience. He has seen
action in only five quarters this

season, and has not even worked
out at the quarterback position full-

time.

McNally did upgrade the UMass
passing attack, hitting on four of
eight tosses including a two- point
conversion to Walt Parker.

The UMass offense has found a
new workhorse, Jim Torrance. The
junior fullback carried 28 times for

147 yards last week and came up
with the biq play when it was
needed.

Rich Jessamy, Mr. Outside in the
ground attack, should be healthy
after suffering a separated thumb
and a slight back strain in the last

®H6 Cffl®&s&&wm for n wmcomm title, resumes

TWXMI ASWmtEMBI CONFRONT UCONN. AT 100 INALUMNI 6TADIUM!

THE GAME FOR THE MARBLES
two weeks.
A problem for the Minutemen

could be their deteriorating pass
defense. The secondary allowed 12
completions in last week's second
half, and only several dropped

passes in the first half kept the
game figure respectable.

The pattern of the last two years
should not hold true to form. With
the problems facing both squads, it

is doubtful that either will be able to

dominate.

Both teams have the incentive.

The real question will be execution.

So, it's tomorrow. 1:00. Alumni
Stadium. And, as they say, it's for

all the marbles.

Tufts-0: UConn
By BEN CASWELL

Sports Staff

In somewhat unimpressive
fashion the UMass Soccer
Minutemen edged the Tuuts
Jumbos 1-0 yesterday in a tight

prelude to tomorrow's Yankee
Conference title match-up with
Connecticut.

With signs that possibly the
Minutflm«n wpr« Irtnkinn nast Tufts

and on to UConn, this game proved
to be a tough one.

There was no scoring in the first

half but both teams had quite a few
chances. Early in the game Tufts
forward Bill Schacter made a nice
move past UMass fullback Danny
Oueltette. With goalie Carl Ver-
collone down and out Schacter
fired a shot wide to the right past a
wide open net.

The Minutemen also had their

chances in the first half. UMass
forward Bill Belcher had one shot
blocked out in front and headed
another just wide to the right of the
net.

Coach Al Rufe said that the size
of the field, which was smaller than
usual, would be a factor and it

certainly was. It enabled Tufts to
play a kick-and-run type of game

that the Minutemen would rather

not play.

During the first half both teams
had some good shots on goal but
the play was still rather sloppy. The
smaller field also contributed to the
bunching up of the action to the
middle of the field, and it made it

ditficult for either team to move the
ball quickly and with any con-
sistency.

UMass played the first half

without two of their top scorers as
Tom Coburn and Tony King were
both sitting on the bench. When
the second half began King was in

the staring line-up and Coburn
came into the game after about ten
minutes of play. These two men
proved to be the difference as they
combined for the only score of the
game.

Early in the half UMass goalie

Carl Vercollone made a few fine

saves off a flurry of shots from right

our in front of the UMass net. Tufts
had four corner kicks in a row but
"Vercy" and his corps of fullbacks

were able to hold off the Jumbos.

I wmIja""1
J The Minutemen face the

| Huskies of UConn in a Yankee

| Conference Showdown on

|
Homecoming day in Amherst.

!j
The YanCon Beanpot is at

stake so hear all the exciting

action of NCAA football with
Russ Small and Larry Convoy

I'

on the voice of the Minutemen,
. WMUA,

I

I

I

I

I

I

91.1

M lllC iviinuiCIHKII,

FM

Fullback Mike Parsons boots this Tufts scoring opportunity out of play while
goalie Carl Vercollone moves to cut down the angle and other UMass defenders
Dean Lungu and Ken Banda come back to help out. UMass goes against UConn
tomorrow in the big one.

notice
HOOP ACTION -The 4th annual

homecoming intrasquad scrim-
mage will be held Oct. 26 at 5 p.m.
in Curry Hicks Gym. It's a good
chance to get an eyeball full of the
74-75 basketball Minutemen.

The game's only score came
midway through the second half.

Tom Coburn moved the ball down
the right side of the field very

swiftly. He then faked to the middle

and moved deeper past a Tufts

defender. And three feet from the

endline he let go a pass right in

front and Tony King was there to

pop it past a bewildered Jumbo
goalie to his lower left.

For all intents and purposes

UMass sat on their lead for the

remainder of the game. Tufts had a

few good scoring chances but

Vercollone was equal and the

Minutemen were able to hold on to

their slim lead.

"We passed up a lot of scoring

opportunities," said Coach Al Rute.

"The first half was ours but the

second half was Tufts'. When they

dominated the ball they had more
chances than we did."

Tomorrow the Minutemen take

on nationally ranked UConn in a

game that could decide the Yankee
Conference championship.
Wednesday the Huskies beat
Brown 1-0 and that result will

certainly up their national ranking.

QUICK SHOTS-lt will be nice to

come home, said Coacn Rufe. It

certainly will be, and to come home
to a win will be even nicer. Goalie

Vercollone shined against Tufts and
he'll have to do the same against

UConn if the Minutemen hope to

make a game of it. Tomorrow's
game is the biggest soccer game to

hit this campus in years. Game
Time 11.00 a.m.

I B's do it I

i again, 4-4

1

I—

.
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When the Minutemen
take the field against the

University of Connecticut

Huskies tomorrow af-

ternoon at 1:00 at Alumni
Stadium/ they'll be out for

revenge and the Yankee
Conference crown.
Last year things were

black at Storrs, when the

Piel Penning ton-led
Minutemen were soundly
trounced by Larry
Naviaux's Huskies. In the

photo above left, fullback

Eric Torkelson tries to run
between former UMass
defensive backs Earl
Brown (25) and Bob Parrot
(TO). !n the photo at

right, UConn defensive
backs Rick Mason (22) and
Rich Fenton (15) move in

an overthrown Piel Pen-
nington pass.

The Huskies won last

year's game 28-6, and you
can be sure that come
tomorrow the thoughts of

every UMass player who
was a party to the defeat
will be on dealing a
crushing blow to UConn.

Tomorrow marks the

biggest doubleheader of the

fall sports season. At 11:00

the Minutemen take on
Connecticut in the soccer
game that will decide the

Yankee Conference
champion for 1974.

Connecticut was the
tenth-ranked major college

soccer team in the country
prior to their game on
Wednesday with fourth-
ranked Brown University.

But Connecticut won that

game 1-0 in Providence and
will surely move up in the

rankings.

In the photo Delow left,

Tom Coburn dribbles by a

WPI defender while on the

right forward Tony King
shows off his ball handling
tactics before four
bedazzled WPI defenders.

These two players will have
to be at their finest

tomorrow if UMass is to

have any hope of upsetting
the Huskies.

Stories by Dave Eibel.
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*» But a week later Keith Lang and the Minutemen flew past the

Black Bears of Maine by the convincing score of 42-0. It was a game
that gave the Minutemen the confidence needed to face Dartmouth a
week later at Hanover.
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The season started off on a disappointing note for the Minutemenwhen they were upended 17-13 by Villanova in a game all agreed they
could have won. Here Keith Lang is cornered by a Wildcat
linebacker. v
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Photos this page by
UMass Photo Center.

It was a stunner! The Minutemen, with Greg Sprout shown
kicking a conversion, kicked ass on the Ivies to the tune of 14-0.
Dick MacPherson it was one of his biggest wins ever, and bode
for the rest of the season.
The hopes

of UMass
for a 10-1

season were
cruelly
dashed,
when Rich
J e s sa m y
and his
teammates
were col-

lared by the
Vermont
Catamo-
unts, 25-14

in UMass'
first home
game of the

season. The
story of the

game was
Bob Bat
eman, the

enemy
quarter-
back who
completed
21 of 32

attempts.

I

But the Minutemen came back, slowly but surely, after the Ver-
mont debacle. Against Boston University, the MacPherson-men
upended the Terriers in a yawner 21-14, as Ron Harris (42) almost
broke a punt return for a long gainer. In the photo on the left, Jim
Torrance (30) is shown breezing into the Rhode Island end zone on a
5-yard touchdown carry that led UMass to a 17-7 win over the Rams,
the game which saw the fullback gain 147 yar. j
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The way it was: UMass vs UConn
By RICH SEVIERI

Sports Staff

Football News
The game between MAC and Storrs

Agricultural College which was played on
campus Nov. 6 resulted in a victory for the

home team by a score of 36-0. Great interest

was manifested in the contest because of it's

being the first game that Aggie has played in

the state college series. The students were

agreeably surprised by the good showing

made by the team.
Aggie Life Nov. 17. 1897

That was the first shot fired in the annual

Yankee Conference Tong War. This

Saturday the Minutemen meet the Huskies

of UConn for the 45th time, (UMass holds

24-18-2 edge) with no sign of a peace treaty

between the two intense rivals in sight.

It was the eve of the 1972 homecoming
game against UConn, and the Minutemen's
backfield coach Larry Pasquale was
describing the intensity of the rivalry bet-

ween the two schools.

"I've been in locker rooms here and at the

Naval Academy," said Pasquale. "And this is

just like Army and Navy."

In the tradition of the series the 72 game
was the Yankee Conference showdown for

the Beanpot. Characteristic of the series it

was a blowout, with great individual per-

formances dominating play.

Piel Pennington tied a Yancon record with

4 TO passes in a 49-16 UMass runaway. But

UConn has had a turn doing the stomping as

well. Remember the "horrid homecoming
humiliation" of UMass in 1956?

Sigma Phi Epsilon went down to Storrs

and stole the Husky mascot Jonathan IV.

Three hundred UConn students stormed the

Amherst campus in a vain search for their

beloved pooch.

The Huskies took the field as slight un-

derdogs to UMass on that fateful fall af-

ternoon. When the dust cleared, they had

handed the Minutemen the worst defeat in

their 77 year history, a 71-6 shellacking. The
Huskies rushed for 439 yards, and Lenny

King, one of UConn's all time great running

backs, scored 3 touchdowns in the first 5

minutes of the game.

Up until the mid 50s UConn was just

another game on the schedule, and the
Minutemen's traditional rivals were the
Jumbos of Tufts. In 1952 the rivalry between
UMass and Tufts had created enough in-

terest to be one of the first college games
televised in Boston. Tufts went off the
schedule, and UConn became number one
on the UMass enemy list.

From 1897 to 1952 UMass and UConn met
every other year with the Minutemen holding

a 14-10 edge in the series. Then the Redmen

won their first game from UConn as UMass
(changed from MAC) and first in the series

since 1941 in 1954. They played UConn the

week after they upset 4 TD favorite Harvard,

the biggest win in the school's history.

UMass halfback Dick Wright scored twice in

the 20-13 victory.

After the theft of Jonathan IV, UConn
behaved like a pack of rabbid puppies for the

next 6 years. They took 6 straight from
UMass, outscoring them 174 to 33. UConn
won six straight Beanpots, with just one loss

in conference play from 1955-1960.

The arrival of Vic Fusia as head football

coach swung the pendulum in the favor of

UMass for the next seven years. UMass
ended the UConn winning streak with a 31-

13 rout at a Storrs homecoming. John
McCormick who later became a Denver
Bronco, threw 2 TD passes to Paul Majeski.

Fusia did not taste defeat at the hands of

the Huskies until 1968. The aerial arrays of

McCormick, Jerry Welchel and Greg Landry
were the chief weapons in Fusia's arsenal.

In 1964 Jerry Welchel fired TD passes to

Milt Morin and Bob Meers, as well as kicking

a field goal and four extra points, in a 31-0

UMass romp. Sophomore quarterback Greg
Landry rallied UMass from a 7-0 halftime

deficit to a 20-7 victory in 1965. He hit Milt

Morin for a score, ran for one himself, and
fullback Phil Vandersea bulled over for

another. All three later played in the NFL.
Tne Minutemen were in their glory years

now, winning five out of six Yancon
Championships. Their success was an exact
parallel of UConn's triumphs in the 50's. The
Huskies hit lowtide with a 2-6-1 record in

1966.

Greg Landry ruined the Huskies
homecoming in 67. He rushed for over 200
yards breaking Jerry Welchel's career
yardage mark in the process. Landry zigged
and zagged through the bewildered Huskies
for TD runs of 39 and 74 yards, in a 35-14
UMass win.

Dick MacPherson wore the crown of
responsibility at UMass for the first time in

1971. But in his own words "an injury

plagued team can turn that crown into the
thorns of responsibility." MacPherson stands
1-1-1 against UConn.

In 1971 the annual war ended in a 3-3 tie,

the second straight contest deadlocked in

the series. All scoring came in the last minute
of the game. UMass kicked a field goal with
1:05 remaining. Bob Innis booted one from
37 yards out and 0:06 on the clock for

UConn.

In 1972 Pennington and Schubert went
berserk. Eric Torkelson went on a rampage in

last year's 28-6 UConn win.

And that's the way it was.

4ZwSAVER^^^ DISTRIBUTORS ^^^--

THE CATALOG/SHOWROOM /WAREHOUSE

to* 41t ****** *« Ml **.
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Jerry Mondalto (22) is caught in a bind by a Maine
defender during UMass' 42-0 win at Orono, September
2ist. The game marked the Minutemen's first win of
74.
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A completely Solid State Receiver putting
out 12 Watts RMS power per channel, with a
total IMF music power of 44 Watts. The 441
has an amaiing harmonic distortion rate of
less than 1.0 per cent on the Amplifier and
less than 07 per cent on FM stereo. Features
include speaker selection for two pairs of
speakers, accurate tone controls and
facilities for two tape decks, one recorder
and one magnetic turntable. COMPLETELYAND FULLY WARRANTEED FOR TWO
tA H o.

INCLUDES • CREATIVE 826 SPEAKERS
With •" Woofer and
2 and one- half Tweeter

•BSR 310-AXE TURNTABLE

COMPLETE SYSTEM

^SS™ $299LOW PRICE

If Purchased Separately $369.90

I
Save '70190"

Open Daily 7 a.m. -lip.

Tel. 253-9059

m.

FREE $6 50 Audio Technician Rotary Disc
Cleener. No. AT6008 With ANY
System if you bring in this adv.
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1351 Main St.
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GREENFIELD

1504 Northampton St
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Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

SCHLITZ

BEER

Donelli

Lambrusco
12 oz. cans 24 oz. bottle

Four Seasons Spoclal

GIN
TUBORG
BEER

80 proof

V2 gal. qt.

$Ol9 $j|19

12 oz. N.R.

case

Faisca

Portuguese

MILLER'S

BEER
12 oz. cans

case

Old German I Lonin A$tls Pumanf e

Italian Sparkling

WINEBEER
12 oz. N.R.

24 oz. Bottle

case

Wine Paradise Of The Valley

Puzzle time: find

the soccermen
By DAVE ElBEL
Soortr Staff

It's that time again sports fans.

You've seen it all before, in

magazines and newspapers. Below
all the members of the UMass
varsity soccer team are listed,

across, diagonally, and backwards.

The names are listed only once.

Here they are the way, you're used

to seeing them, Butler, Hanks,

Peloquin, Vercollone, Othman,
Sormanti, McChesney, Fiske,

Lungu, Snow, King, Macauley,

MacDonald, Coburn, Banda,

McDonough, Belcher, Cook,

McKenna, Spyker, Vollinger, Long,

Tagliavini, Ouelette, Parsons,
Stanley.

The Collegian offers no prizes for

successful completion of the

puzzle. We feel that virtue is its own
reward, and believe me if figuring

out the puzzle is half as tough as

putting it together you deserve

congratulations. So sit down, grab

a beer, or whatever you usually

grab for and devote yourself to this

name scrambling puzzle. And, of

course, bonne chance, as they say.
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sports

Good luck UMass Minutemen

COMMON STEREO MISCONCEPTIONS:

The More SpEaI<ers
InA CAbiNET

The Better, RiqhT?
Most people feel that the more speakers there are in a cabinet, the

better the sound is going to be. Woofers for the bass, two or three
midrange speakers, an array of tweeters . . . We've seen as many as 9
drivers per system. The fallacy in thinking "the more the merrier" is

that the number of speakers may not determine the quality of sound.

It works like this: According to the laws of physics, it's impossible
to get a single speaker to work well over the entire sound spectrum
(20-20,000 Hz). So its divided up. Bigger speakers for bass,

smaller ones for treble. But every time you add a speaker,
you add problems. First, the cabinet must be re-designed to
minimize interference. Then, at the crossover frequencies,
where one speaker takes over for another, it's hard to keep
the system linear (smooth) and well dispersed (so it doesn't
"beam"). So increasing the number of speakers often intro-

duces more problems than it solves.

A two-way speaker (2 speakers per system) can be a lot

better than a three-way speaker system for the same money.
For example, the AVID 60, selling for under $60, reproduces
the audio spectrum better with only 2 speakers than other
three-way systems we've heard costing over $ 125.

At Fred Locke Stereo we liked the smooth response of
the AVID 60 so much we based one of our systems on it.

The receiver is the brand new 441 from SANSUI ... our
most dependable receiver line. Plenty of power (12 Watts
RMS/chnl, at less than 1% distortion) and good clean FM
(better than 65 db signal/noise ratio). The turntable is from
BSR

. the 510 AX . . .a fine automatic changer with the
ADC K7E magnetic cartridge included. And a pair of AVID
60*s, the very efficient 2-way speaker with exceptionally
smooth midrange frequency response right where those
3-way speakers are likely to develop problems.

If you've been playing the "numbers," thinking that more
speakers always make better speaker systems, it's time you played our
AVID 60 system instead.

ThE RiqhT Components
At ThE RiqhT Prjce

Mon Fri 9 9 NCW tfAVCN SpRINqficld WATCItbl/Ry
Sat 10 5 30 1 533 Star? Si

787 0183
lK35Witbr*am Md

782 71M 757W98

AVON
?16W«tM«.nSt

• 78 1707

*AST rIART foRd

521*479

Mon.-Wed. 10-7

Thurs.-Fri. 10-9

Sat. 10-5:30

SOCCER: It boils down to today
By BEN CASWELL

Sports Staff

"The primary objective of our
season is to win the Yankee
Conference title. " - Soccer coach
Al Rule

That primary objective will be
hotly pursued tomorrow at 11 a.m.

when the soccer Minutemen take

on a very strong Huskies squad
from Storrs and the University of

Connecticut.

Just as in most other sports

UConn versus UMass has always
been a big game in soccer. Con-
necticut is the defending Yan-Con
champion and is also rated in the

top ten major college soccer teams
in the nation.

In the past five years of UMass-
UConn competition, the

Minutemen have gotten the better

of the Huskies as they hold a 4-1

torious down at Storrs by scores of

4-0 and 2-1 respectively. The last

two times that these teams met at

Amherst the Minutemen again

were on top in both contests by
scores of 3-1 and 5-3. Every game
that these clubs play against one
another is always a tough one no
matter how the score looks at the

final whistle. Homecoming games
have been good to the Minutemen
as they have won the last two here

and taken one away from UConn at

Storrs. That kind of tradition is

something that hopefully can be
perpetuated this year and for

seasons to come.
So far this season UMass holds a

6-1 record (not including yester-

day's result at Tufts which was
unavailable at press time). In their

first two games of the year the
Minutemen looked impressive
although erratic as they shutout
both Boston College and the
University of Maine in away games.
Both of these teams did not provide

extremely tough competition, but

fed

Amherst Mas*.

ifon

Slow dkij//io

nevertheless the Minutemen got off
on the right start with two early
wins.

In the third game of the season
came some realizations. In their first

home game of the year the

Minutemen were soundly shutout
by a very strong Keene State
squad. In this game the Minutemen
did not execute at all. Their passing
game was almost non-existent as
they suffered badly because they
could not use their wings to move
the ball. The team also did not play

as a unit in this one and that was
the big topic of discussion in the
team meetings that followed this

loss.

With a record of 2-1 the

Minutemen went up against W.P.I,

in their next contest and looked
vastly improved. This game saw
them completely outplay the

Technicians and come out on top

4-0. Tom Coburn and Mo Othman
shined on offense in this one and
the goalies and fullbacks combined
for the teams third shutout victory

of the year. The team passed well

and used their wings well in this

victory something that had been
missed in the previous few games.
Next came Boston University and

again the Minutemen prevailed this

time by a 4-1 score. The com-
petition provided in this one was
not that keen but a win is a win.

UMass had trouble early though
because they were peppering the

B.U. goal but could not put the ball

in the net. Finally when Othman
came into the game he got the

scoring shoes out and combining
with Tom Coburn accounted for

most of the teams scoring for the

day.

In their next game versus West-
field State the Minutemen got their

biggest win of the season thus far.

They defeated the Owls 2-1 in a

game that was not really played
that well. UMass pulled out a

victory in the closing three minutes
when forward Tony King popped in

a goal and the Minutemen were
able to hold on for the win.

Rhode Island last week was
another "win we'll take although
not pretty," according to Coach
Rufe as they beat the Rams 2-1.

This leads us up to tomorrow and
UConn. This one is for all those
beans. It's the game that the

UMass soccer season all boils down
to.

Find the players

By STEVEDECOSTA
Sports Staff

You've all done word search puzzles, right? So, somewhere in this

jumble of alphabet soup there are hidden the names of 43 (yes,

count them) different UMass football players. All the first and

second string players are listed, including some others that I threw in

just because they sounded so good. (I couldn't resist Bob Zawada).

Only last names are listed and you'll only 'find one Harris and one

Cooke. (If you find more than one please let met know — it will

come as a complete surprise). One name is circled to help you on

your way. If you really want to buck the odds and go for the upset,

see how many names you can find without looking at the list. The
ball is down. It's first and ten from the twenty. Go to it.

Aceto
Bradshaw
Butterfield

Calnan

Coleman
Colton

Cooke
Creamer

Croasdale

Deane
Falvey

Fenton

Finnerty

Gladchuk

Harriman

Harris

Hickson

Sokolnicki

Jessamy
Kiernan

Lang
Levine

McAleney
McNally

Mika

Mondalto
Parker

Penny
Pinto

RomboM
St. Onge

Schubarth

Holt

Sprout

Telander

Toner

Torrance

Tripucka

Trymbulak

Van Buren

Williamson

Willis

Zawada
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Bonanza 's Contribution

to Homecoming

Any football ticket stub from Sal \ game is good
for one free beverage Sat. or Sun.
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This Weekend at the

Rusty Nail Inn
FRI. Clean Living

SAT. Some of My Best

Friends

St IN. Clean Living

MON. Clean Living

Rte. 47, Sunderland 665-4937

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
Inter-Session

TRAVEL PROGRAMS
ACAPULCO — MIAMI BEACH —

i Oaearturat avary

Sufttfav .tturn
••DowiD. SwU)
January J Wirauaai

way 1<. I»»|| rmli
(or.uaa

'319
TPL

I Daparlur «» avary
Friday Ktlurn
IOll*«y,n« Friday
January ] nirou«ri
May If. ifM)
Caiiawayt

$224
QUAD

FREEPORT —
lOaaarlvrri (vary
Ft. <ay «. turn
•allawmf Friuay
January it tHraua*
«»r,l I,, ».j.

Ocaamn .ay
AMitianal •aparturt
January ; 14

'259
QUAD

NASSAU -
I Daparturtt avary
Fr^ay. January 10

tkraufr) May ]f.

•7JI
• ritith Skarafon
Cokmiat

$269
QUAD

Abov* >rtp» .nciuOe
R wn4 'rip (e* *rpn*poft#..on vm a lead-og carrier

- J#v»fl ntflftts superior *ir»t ciau •cct^mooi'on,
Trpn%f«rt bf'«ffn note' pnd Airport
8*9Q»9P >t*n<]l.ng

Ail
I o'#J a*n #nd gra*u>'>e%

-US d#p«r'ur# '•«

CMrtr fltfjhH »o California ano Cvopo dm ava.laMe

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
d Level

S6.98 List $6.98 List

Only
$4.98 List

$4.79

Come in and cheek out

our NEW LOW PRICES.

on all popular music; up to a dollar

less than previous regular prices!

discount*
records

o

257 Triangle St.

Amherst

M-W, ,0-e; T-F, 10-9

S, 10-4

FASHIONS

FOR MEN

"

The newest, complete line of Men's

clothing in the Five-College Area.

Featuring Great Name Brands Like:

WOOLRICH JOHNNY CARSON
ARROW

MACGREGOR

VAN HEUSEN

i

Free Alterations

We Invite You to Visit Our Shops

CV ANFQ "
FASH

L
0N

2 rasas-
V> TV l\ X\ J-^ A^ FOR MEN .10 A.M. -9:30 P.M. 584-9735

(..!».'

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Emporium India

is the place for

Warm, Winter Items

Capes — Jackets — Sweaters

Open Daily 10-6

Fri. till 8:00

MASSACHUSETTS

DAILY

COLLEGIAN

"New England's

Largest

College Daily"

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
PIZZA— GRINDERS-

SPAGHETTI
Once You've Tasted It —
You're Spoiled For Life!

Free Delivery
on Campus
256-8011

UNIVERSITY DRIVE

HAPPY HOUR
Bluewall, 4-6

Chris Burke
7 p.m. — Float Parade,

Haigis Mall

8 p.m. — Diane Mclntyre
Black Dance Troupe,
Bowker Aud.

8 p.m. — Concert S.W.,
Assembly-Melville
House, C.C. Aud.

9 p.m. — Chris Burke,
Bluewall

9 p.m. — Progressive
Sounds, Hatch
The Time Being, TOC,
9 p.m.

9 p.m. — Pep Rally,
Haigis Mall

8 p.m.— "The Martyrdom
of Peter O'Hey", Play,
S.W. Hampden
Commons

§
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eS and Pr°9 ressive Sounds, Hatch9.00 p.m. — Chris Burke, Bluewall

9:00 p.m. — The Time Being, T.O.C.

«

INTERNATIONAL

F0LKDANCE

7:30 • 10:30

Cape Cod Lounge

FROM THE AREAS LARGEST

JbAI\IG QTORF

cveaeOwmz

IUJI

Rt. 9 at University Dr. Dinners from $2.95 to $6.95

o
S**H0

Whet your appetite
Compliments of The Steak Out with your entree

Bakery Fresh Bread . golden crusted Vienna bread and hearty
flavorful dark rye bread Crisp Garden Sa'ad ... fresh from-the-
country vegetables, tasty garnishes, and The Steak Out's own
selection of zesty dressings to be tossed to your own taste.

<rie Finest in

Casual Clothing.

ROUTE 9 HADLE;
0PPC C(T*C McDONALt-

PIZZA-RAMA
355 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst

specializing in

PIZZAS, HOT OVEH GRINDERS

and SPAGHETTI

STORE HOURS: Sun.-Thurs., n a.m. -Midnight
Fri., Sat., n a.m.-l a.m.

Call 253-3808

F8££ DELIVERY

between 5 p.m. -Midnight, every night

' food In To«n - an4 Hi# low«t I

I

201 n Dteasant st amhersT)
QOtoSX thurs& fn ti 9 I

NEW & VINTAGE CLOTHING
A Great Selection of

FLANNEL CORDUROY, DENIM SHIRTS
LEATHER JACKETS JEANS — JEAN SKIRTS

and

A Complete Selection of Winter Wear.
255 Triangle St.

Free Parking in Rear INDIAN JEWELRY- ANTIQUES 549-3831

Visit your friends at:

ALLIED MOTOR PARTS
319 Main St., Amherst

Featuring J- V
AMIRICAN PARTS

15-20% Off On All Parts

Domestic and V.W. Parts
256-8341

' *CAU 4rr7<ltr.< BEAU SrUriKS
r-. .

tous noak^T
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not fa
013;,'

nacffey
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Homecoming weekend born in '54

old

1955

look

was

By pet£r McDonnell
Staff Reporter

It was twenty years ago
this month, that the

celebration known as
"Alumni Day" changed its

name to "Homecoming
Weekend".
An examination of

Collegians and the

Index provides a new
at what the weekend
like in the "old days."

In 1954, the University of

Massachusetts was in its

seventh year as a
University and its 91st since
founding. It consisted of

approximately 3/900
students and 300 professors
and instructors. It was in

this year that the Alumni
Association, through a

"great deal of work, time
and imagination" began a
new tradition.

An editorial in what was
then a biweekly publication,

the Massachusetts
Collegian,' read
"Homecoming becomes one
of the big events on any
campus because it is

evidence of the fact that a
univeristy is made up of

more than the students and
faculty who are now here.

The turnout and en-
thusiasm for Homecoming
is a show of strength by that

part of the university that is

wider than the limits of the

campus."
Homecoming

preceded a week
one of the most
football victories

history. The

the students gathered
outside Curry Hicks Cage
for a bonfire and rally. The
crowd then moved inside

the Cage and was treated to

a jazz concert by Stan

Kenton and his band.

Saturday morning was
devoted to art and book

exhibits and tours of the

ever growing campus for

the alumni. Later in the

the tew people left in

America with the courage

to call a spade a spade." A
year when the country still

had Richard Nixon to kick

around.

The Honor Roll was
published in the Collegian

and No-Doz was advertised

to fight book fatigue and the

mid afternoon, 3 o'clock

cobwebs.

political history

The sports seasons
overlap now, and a UMass
graduate is one of the

smoothest basketball
players in the world.

Women's Liberation and
Racial Awareness are

important aspects of

education.

Students have found a

more efficient way io

combat the 3 o'clock cob-

webs.
And the students are

pushing for a hockey rink.

The University is a dif-

ferent place than it was
twenty years ago and
Homecoming is a time

when the changes are quite

distinct.

The shoe that works
with your body.

1954 was
before by
important
in UMass
Redmen's

encounter with Harvard,
their first with an Ivy

League school, was sup-

posed to be one of the worst
mismatches in in-

tercollegiate athletic
competition.

But, nonetheless, a
caravan of 3,000 UMass
students, led by President

Jean Paul Mather, drove to

Cambridge and were
rewarded with a 13-7

humiliation of the Crimson.
This stunning upset was
headlined in the sports
pages of both Boston and
New York papers.

The result was lust for

blood in anticipation of the

scheduled showdown with

the Huskies of UConn,
whom the Redmen had not

beaten in 13 years.

Six thousand spectators

lined the streets of Amherst
as the Homecoming Parade
made its Friday night
march through the town
and campus. The torchlight

parade was highlighted by
floats representing every
dorm, fraternity and
sorority on campus.
Seven hundred students

participated in the parade
which included the Redman
Band, Drill Team,
Cheerleaders, Drum
Majorettes and
Precisionettes as well as

mare than 30 floats.

After a young lady by the

ncme of Blossom Cutler of

Worcester was crowned
first Homecoming Queen,

day, as 9,000 looked on at

the old Alumni Field, the

Redmen defeated UConn by
a score of 20-13.

House parties and
reunions hosted most of the

celebrating that finished off

a weekend the 1955 Index
was to call the "biggest

event of the year."
But that was in 1954, when

the Collegian was calling

for the censure of Joe
McCarthy at the same time
that a letter to the editor

was praising him as "one of

"We Want A Child" was
the X-rated movie and
showed the "startling and
unvarnished truth" of the

birth of the child.

And the students were
pushing for a Student
Union.

Twenty years later, the

University has grown to

23,000 students and become
a city in itself.

The President of the

United States has been
appointed by the most
tragic figure in American

This shoe is

different from any
shoe you've ever
worn. It's the
EARTH* negative
heel shoe. The shoe
designed to work in

harmony with your
entire body.

The heel of the
Earth" shoe is

actually lower than
the toe. This allows
you to walk natu-
rally. Like when you
walk barefoot in

sand or soft earth

and your heel sinks
down lower than
your toes.

The entire sole

of the Earth shoe is

molded in a very
special way. This
allows you to walk
in a gentle rolling

motion. And to walk
easily and comfort-
ably on the hard
jarring cement of
our cities.

But remember,
just because a shoe
looks like our.;

doesn't mean it

works like ours. So

to be sure you're
getting the Earth
brand shoe, look on
the sole for our
Earth trademark
and U.S. Patent
#3305947.

Your body will

thank you.

Shoes, sandals,
sabots and boots for

men and women.
From $23.50 to

$42.50.
*EARTHis a registered
trademark ofKalsf
Systemet, Inc.

&1974 Kals?
Systemet, Inc.

264 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002

(413)256-8911

* ». **. 14 Story Street
Amherst Store Hours Brattle Arcade

Mon. Sat. 10-5:30; Fri. 11 to 7 Cambridge. Mass.
(617)492-6000

Com© to

fotthi Kai
and take a tour to the

South Sea Islands!
Taste the delights in our restaurant 11:00 - 1:00 a.m.

View the wonders of our exotic

Polynesian Floor Show
FRI. (2 shows) 8:30 and 11:00

SAT. (2 shows) 8:00 and 11:00

SUN. (1 show) 8:30

Enjoy the sounds of folksingers in our relaxing lounge.

real 11 rinf- Other Brothers
Oct. 25, 26, 27 8:00 • 1 a.m.

ONLY IN OUR LOUNGE: Standard Cocktails 75'

Draft Beer 45', 50*

call for reservations: 256-8336

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

We're practically giving away the

bank when you join the

Pioneer Master Plan

NOW WE'RE ADDING

FREE CHECKING

FREE

No Minimum Balance Required!

CHECKS REE UNL IMITED CHECK WRITING FREE NO SERVICE CHARGE
Choose the type of checking account
that suits you best. No minimum
balance.

OVERDRAFT PROTECTION
A cash reserve to back up your
checking account.

ALL PURPOSE SAVINGS AC
CO UN'

Your savings earns 5 per cent, the
highest possible rate permitted by
federal regulations

?Nss
\0

ftf*V**
FREE

\o**>
LOAN

TRAVELERS CHEQUES
You pay only the face amount.
Never a service charge.

\)* LV**"^0V;o^'

PREFERENTIAL
TREATMENT

Special lower rates on installment
loans.

,<[**-
CP»

FREE NOTARY SERVICES

24 HOUR BANKING -
At any time of the day or night, use of a transfer slip

and you can transfer money from one account to
another.

:t£&&£>
v*

o*
^e\9

,o^
*ee°

o^'
d*

o^e
** Available ai all offices of your

Pioneer Banks.

YOUR PIONEER PASS
Preferential treatment at your
Pioneer Banks.

AUTOMATIC SAVINGS
Free transfer of funds from your
checking to your savings account
each month. Watch your savings
grow!

N O W. ACCOUNT
The privilege of writing checks
against your savings.

All these convenient Banking Services at NO EXTRA CHARGE!

Join today at any office of your Pioneer Banks and start enjoying these benefits right away!

PIONEER
BANK

AMHERST BANKING HOUSE
328 College St. Route 9 East

On the UMass Bus Route— Phone 256 0568

National

OTHER BANKING HOUSES

HAMPSHIRE

Member FDIC

FRANKLIN COUNTY
GRFENFIELD
TURNERSFALLS
SOUTHDEERFIELD
BERNARDSTON

NORTHAMPTON
FLORENCE
Soon in EASTHAMPTON
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The rise and fall of 'boola boola'
By CARLENEMURPHY

Staff Reporter

Tradition, for many, is a
thing of the past. The days
of football rallies, bonfires
and homecoming queens
are history and a new life

style has taken command.
The events which

highlighted big
homecoming weekends in

the fifties are kept alive at
UAAass today only by the
Greeks, and what does
remain is a small portion of
what once existed.

Exactly what factors
brought about the demise of

campus traditions are not
known for certain, but the
rise and fall of "boola
boola" on this campus is a
fascinating bit of history.

Surprisingly, Homeco-
ming didn't become an
established event at U.AAass
until the early fifties. Prior
to that, the only fall

weekend of any significance
was the annual "Amherst
Weekend" of the forties

which centered around
"State's" football rivalry
with Amherst College.

In 1940, 312 alumni
returned home to jitterbug
with undergrads at the
round robin of fraternity
dances. The alums con-
tinued to return to campus
and in the early fifties

Homecoming was
established with football,
floats and royalty to
welcome them home.
A parade of 25 floats

made its way through the
center of Amherst, in

October of .1953. Thatcher
House won first prize in the
dormitory float division and
Theta Chi took the
fraternity trophy.
That month, the Collegian

took a sample campus poll

which revealed that
Eisenhower was leading
Stevenson by more than two
to one in the presidential
contest. Students were
political but they were also
ready to rally.

Homecoming really
bloomed in the late fifties

and early sixties. These
were the days when this

radition was at its peak.
1957 saw a bevy of 16
beauties riding on a float in

evening gowns to spark the
campaign for the Redmen.
The Homecoming of 1960

no» only welcomed alums

but a new president and a
new football coach as well,

and the festivities of that

weekend were even more
elaborate because of it.

In 1963, forty floats from
fraternities, sororities and
dormitories, entered the
parade, Sandy Pierce was
crowned Homecoming
Queen and Milt AAorin led

'he Redmen in a 57-0 defeat
of the R.I. Rams.
And so it con-

tinued— Homecomings got
bigger and better. In 1965
Governor John A. Volpe
was present to dedicate the
new stadium, and a
capacity crowd of 20,000
was on hand.
The late sixties in-

troduced big name concerts
to the Homecoming agenda
and U. Mass has never seen
anything like it since. 1 here
were names like Janis
Joplin, Donovan, James
Brown, Jethro Tull, The
Rascals, Ray Charles and
Peter, Paul and Mary. In

those days Homecoming
Weekend couldn't be beaten
for excitement and first

rate entertainment.
In 1970, things began to

happen. Homecoming was
still an event but something
was missing. The Viet-Nam
war was upon us and that

intangible something that

made Homecoming in the
past was gone. Students
were rallying, but in a very
different way.
Some decided to con-

tribute their float money to

Vietnamese war children,
others decided to crash the
gate at the Cage during the
Saturday night
Homecoming concert and
we haven't had a big con-
cert since.

It's hard to say what
brought about the downfall
of Homecoming. It could be
the scorn of tradition that
was so popular a few years
ago or it may be that the
University is growing too
large for tradition. There's

also the strengthened
women's movement that

saw the end of Queens and
courts.

The end of big concerts on
this campus were also a
factor and it may even be
the apathy toward football

that is felt by many that

brought tradition to a close.

What is surprising is that

•he end came overnight.
Tradition was alive in 1969
and in 1970 it began to fade
fast.

In just a few short years,
we have gone from forty
floats to 8. In 1963 they gave
out 12 trophies, and in 1974
we will have eight floats.

Whatever the reason, the
light-hearted spirit of the
fifties is gone. As students
we have become more
serious and politically
active. We are involved in

our work, ourselves and our
environment, and it seems
that there is no longer time
for our school.

Some say that tradition is

on its way back. With the
increase in fraternity and
sorority membership we
may see more traditional
activity being generated.
But for now we have, lost a
carefree spirit that was
enjoyable and good.

After all, as long as it's

not destructive, what's
wrong with a little boola
boola now and then?

:"-'-

In 1940, 312 Alumni returned

to jitterbug with UMies . .

Modernizing of lawns is part off the modern day
UMass. Landscape artists last week began resodding a
large grassy area to the west off the towering Campus
Center. staff photo by Bob Stovons

Annual Mid-Fall Coat Sale

20%©OFF
thompsows Men's Clothing

13 North Pleasant St. Amherst

parkas

jackets

suits

sport coats

top coats

rain coats

snorkels

outer coats

shirtjacs

leather coats

lined windbreakers

To report

rape dial

545-COPS

Greeks sponsor tonight's float parade
ByTONYBATTISTA

Staff Reporter
A number ot events have teen

planned by the Greek Area tor
homecoming weekend, which
begins this Friday night.

They will kick ott the weekend on
Friday night with the annual
homecoming tloat parade slated Jo
begin at 7 p.m. Starting at the
Haigis Mall, the parade will
proceed down Lincoln Ave., down
Amity St., down North Pleasant
St., and return to Haigis Mall.
Along with the tloats, this year's

parade will include the mounted
unit of the UAAass. Police Depart-
ment, two fire engines from the
UAAass. Volunteer Fire Depart-

ment, the UAAass. AAarchinq Band,
and the cheerleaders and
majorettes.

Trophies will be awarded to the
best float and the most unusual
float. The floats will be judged by
university officials and local

businessmen.
On Saturday, from 11 a.m. until

the start of the football game,
everyone is invited to attend a
tailgate picnic to be held at the

North end of the stadium.
Then on Saturday night at 8,

Alpha Phi Omega (APO), the
national service fraternity on
campus, will sponsor a Las Vegas
night in the Campus Center
Auditorium. In the past this has

always been a very popular event.
According to Joe Agundez. an

officer of APO, 1,500 people had to

be turned away last year due to the
lack of space. This year they have
alleviated that problem by opening
up all the rooms on the first floor of

the Campus Center. Agundez
claims that this will double the
amount of space over last year.
An old time piano player will

provide the atmosphere of a
gambling hall while the local

hustlers try their hands at black
jack, poker, craps, and roulette.

Admission to the event is one
dollar which buys you $1,500 of

gambling money. Additional
money is also available inside the

casino should you run out. When
the night is over, an auction will be
held where this money can be used
to purchase items donated by area
merchants and businessmen.
Also during the night, the winner

of the royalty contest will be an-
nounced. The contestant with the
greatest amount of money donated
toward his or her name over the
past week will be crowned winner
of the contest.

All money collected is being
donated to charity.

APO will be receiving help from
Gamma Sigma Sigma, the service
sorority on campus, as well as
many APO chapters from
Throughout New England.

Las Vegas Night
is a sure winner

By AVIS YUNI
Staff Reporter

Alpha Phi Omega will sponsor its

12th Annual Las Vegas Night this

Saturday starting at 7 p.m. on the

entire first floor of the Campus
Center, as part of this weekend's
Homecoming festivities.

Frank Evans, Alpha Phi Omega
Advisor, told the Collegian that

they had reserved the emre first

floor this year since they had had to

turn away over 1,500 people last

year due to room.

He said they hope to gross $5,000

for charity this year due to the

expanded area and more available

equipment.

Evans said at Las Vegas Night
tables are set up with various
games of chance - craps, roulette,
birdcage, wheel of chance poler,
black jack, and others. "We've tied
up all the available rental gambling
equipment in New England," Evans
said.

Evans said that the one dollar
admission charge entities each
person to $1,500 in play money
which will be used for games of
chance during the course of the

Handballs and

Squashballs

Handball Gloves

at

i. J. Hastings

Newsdealer and Stationer

AMHERST, MASS.

evening, and for purchase of items
at the auction.

Items to be auctioned are
donated by area businesses, and
range from bumper pool tables to a
dinner for two.

The admission will be collected at

the top of the escalators in the
Campus Center Saturday night.

Additional money is available for

the rest of the evening at the same
rate.

Evans said this project has
enabled Alpha Phi Omega to
donate over $5,000 to various
charities over the past eleven years.

Last year they collected a little over
$1,000, he said.

This year, Amherst ABC — "a
better chance" home for children

from ghettos, Appalachia, and
Indian reservations, which exists

solely on donations, will be among
the charities to which the money
earned will be given.

Included in the night's festivities

will be the crowning of the winner
of the royalty contest. Applications
for this were accepted from anyone
who wished to run through last

Friday, Evans said.

Voting for this, in the basis of one
cent equals one vote, with
unlimited votes per person is oc-

curring this week at a table on the

Campus Center concourse.

Of the 10-15 people running,

write-in ballots are also allowed.

Evans said the person who has
earned the most money through
votes by 9 p.m. Saturday night will

be crowned and given a dozen red

roses.

Las Vegas Night will last from 7

p.m. to 1 or 2 a.m. The Crowning of

the Royal person will occur at 10:30

p.m., and the auction will begin at

11:30.

Ulv

Shown here is an early campus band at are less tailored now. Photo is from an old
Homecoming of another year. Uniforms INDEX yearbook.

Keep Your Eye

on

4o£call
Amherst's First Optician

for all your
Optical Needs

LOWEST PRICK
in the area

SHOP & COMPARE
56 Main St. 253-7002

Campus to be full

of alumni droves

The Cellar
A special hair salon for natural cuts.

Conveniently located in

downtown Amherst.

189 N. Pleasant St.

253-9233

By DONNA A. D/ODATI
Staff Reporter

UMass alumni will be returning to

their alma mater in droves this

weekend for Homecoming 1974.

Five hundred tickets to the

UMass-UConn football game have

been sold through the Alumni
Office, according to Staff Assistant

Brenda Rau. She said a total of

2,000 alumni is expected at the

game.
Alumni activities began last night

with the first session in a three-day

program hosted jointly by the

Alumni Office and the Chancellor's

Office. The program, "New
Dimensions," involves 35 alumni

who were chosen by the Alumni
Office for their leadership

achievements, according to Rau.

On Saturday morning,
doughnuts and coffee will be

served at Memorial Hall (between
Herter and the Old Chapel).

Students, as well as alumni, are

welcome, Rau said.

Preceding the game, a tailgate

picnic for students and alumni will

be held in the Southwest playing

fields. A beer and wine happy hour
in Memorial Hall will follow the
game.

The Second Century Club
reception at Chancellor Bromery's
house will also follow the game,
Rau said. The club is made up of

alumni who have contributed $100
to UMass in the past year. Two
hundred guests are expected.
The Classes of 1964 and 1969 are

celebrating their 10-and 5-year
reunions, respectively, this

weekend. Seventy-five alumni
(including spouses) will attend the
1964 banquet Saturday night in the
Campus Center.

One- hundred alumni of the Class
of 1969 will celebrate at the Colonial

Hilton in Northampton Saturday
night

Except for the "69-ers" who will

stay at the Hilton, most alumni are
being housed at the Campus Center
Hotel. Rau said that the Alumni
Office had to reserve the rooms far

in advance.

"This is a big weekend," she
said. "There's a lot going on, and a
lot of people coming to UMass."

This Sunday .

Antique Show & Sale.

AMHERST REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
on Triangle Street

55 Selected New England Dealers
Benefit: Northampton Quota Club

Adm.fl.OO 10 a.m. -5 p.m.
Malcom Turner. Mgr.
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HOMECOMING: Changed but alive

Smaller parties in,

UM cops assert
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter

Homecoming activities have altered their emphasis from "frolic and fun
in groups" to "smaller parties, but more of them", according to Captain
Robert Joyce, of the UMass Department of Public Safety.
The emphasis on parades has also changed, he continued. Joyce said

today there seems to be more people watching than participating.
"I can remember when all the dorms, anJ the fraternities and sororities

had their own floats", he said.

Joyce cited instances when UConn used to "converge en masse" at the
UMass campus during the homecoming weekends when they played the
Minutemen.

"The people would come up in trains that arrived in town. Then, they
would march into campus."
Joyce expects the weekend to be no busier than usual.
"In previous years, there were more activities and less help to handle the

crowds. Now, our department has increased in number, so we have more
help."

In conclusion, Joyce said that he feels the student and alumni par-
ticipation in Homecoming activities has decreased.

David Johnston, director of the Department of Public Safety at UM?»ss,
had this comment: "We hope everyone has a fun weekend, and that they
will observe the rules of safe driving."

Saul Chafin, assistant director of the Department of Public Safety
added: "We would like to remind the students to lock their dorm rooms,
especially during the day time, and the visitors to lock their car doors."

If assistance is needed, the Department of Public Safety emergency
number is: 5-3111.

Alumni office

slates activities

By TONY BATT/STA
Staff Reporter

Contrary to popular belief,

homecoming weekend is not dead.
It still lives on this campus and is

gaining strength within the
fraternities and sororities.

In most cases, preparations for

the weekend begin two weeks
beforehand when plans for entering

a float in the annual homecoming
float parade begin. First,

discussions are held to determine
which houses will work together in

building a float. Once this is

decided, the two houses must
decide on a theme.

After all the initial problems are

finally settled, the construction

process begins, which to a spec-
tator probably resembles a cross

between Romper Room, and a high

school wood shop class. Crepe
paper covers the floor while the
sounds of hammers and saws fill

the air. While Howard Cosell is

describing all the action on Monday
night football, people make flowers

out of tissue paper.

Greeks sustain the spirit of

homecoming in a number of other

ways. Every year a number of

alumni return to their houses to be
united with old classmates. Talk

ranges from the old days at Mass.

Aggie to events which happened

just last year.

The houses get football tickets in

blocks so everyone can sit together.

Many people can remember when
the games were played where SBA
is now located.

At night, each house usually

throws a party for its alumni. To
some, the party will bring back fond

memories. Others will compare it to

parties of their day and decide that

they really are getting old.

To many people, this weekend is

just another weekend of the school
yea r

. A lot of people will go home
since it is a three-day weekend.
Others will stay here and write a

paper they have been putting off

for three weeks.

The University Alumni Office has
planned a large number of activities

for the upcoming Homecoming
Weekend tomorrow, most activities

planned around the UMass vs.

UConn football game on Saturday.

These include a pre-game coffee

hour which will be held in Memorial
Hall. There will also be the

traditional tail gate picnic down by
the stadium in the playing fields.

After the game, the university

GENERAL SCHEDULE OF
ACTIVITIES

OCT. 24 - New Dimensions

Program begins, reception with

Chancellor.

OCT. 25 - Beginning of

Homecoming Weekend,
Reunion for Class of 1964. No
activities. Registration.

Dimensions Programs
continues — Seminars and
Banquet.

OCT. 26 — New Dimensions

program finishes. Class of 1964

Banquet. UMass-UConn
football game.

Alumni Tailgate Picnic. Pre

Game Coffee Hour — Memorial

Hall. Post Game Social Hour —
Memorial Hall.

I

community is invited to join with
our alumni for a post-game happy
hour, to be held from 3:30 to 6:00

p.m. in Memorial Hall.

Also during Homecoming
Weekend will be the reunions for

the Class of 1964 and the Class of

1969. The Class of 1969 will be
having its class banquet on
Saturday night, and a Bloody
Breakfast will be served on Sunday
morning.

The Class of 1969 will be basing
their reunion activities at the

Colonial Hilton Hotel in Nor-
thampton. (See related article).

Concurrent with Homecoming
Weekend is the Alumni's New
Dimensions Program. During this

program, alumni are invited to

come to the university for a series

of seminars and discussions with
key members of the university

community. In this manner, our
alumni are brought up to date
concerning the present problems
and areas of concern within the
university.

The Alumni Office is also
planning a series of academic
seminars to be held in November of ^»
this year. These seminars give

alumni a chance to meet with
university faculty for a discussion of

current issues and problems.

Superb Dining

in the coziest of atmospheres

Entertainment Nightly

except Sunday

Dinner served daily from 5 p.m. -10 p.m.

Sunday Noon lOp.m

Everything for

the hockey
player on
your list

Henri's Rt. 116, South Amherst_

Complete lines of all name brand sports equipment

FENTON'S
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES

WHOLESALE t RETAIL

Skate Sharpening

377 Main Street. Amherst 253-3973

Funds up 29 % despite inflation

is

States increase education funding
3^S^S rank

lo2
6 '" exPenditures for hi9 her education this year measured against other states . . .per student

. . .
49th per capita.

. . up 603 percent from ten years ago . . . 29 per cent from two years ago

By JACK MAGARRELL

Chronicle of Higher Education

State appropriations tor higher

education have increased 29 per

cent in the past two years, but an
estimated two-thirds of that in-

crease already has been gobbled up

by inflation.

At a time when the government's
consumer price index has been
rising at a rate of more than one per

cent a month, comparisons
spanning several years are
misleading unless the dollar's loss

of buying power is taken into

account.
After the two-year increase is

adjusted to take out the rise at-

tributable to inflation, state support
for higher education probably has
increased not 29 per cent but 10 per
cent.

Hawaii Down 9 Per Cent
Before adjusting for inflation,

only one state showed an actual
decrease in appropriations this year
compared with two years ago. That
was Hawaii, whose appropriations
declined 9 per cent.

After the figures are adjusted to
the loss of buying power, six states
appear to have lost ground in the
two years: Hawaii, down 22 per
cent; Texas, down 6 per cent;

Minnesota, down 5 per cent;

Maryland and West Virginia, down
2 per cent; and North Dakota, down
1 per cent.

The five states reporting the

largest two-year gains (with per-
centages adjusted to eliminate in-

flation) were: South Carolina, 47
per cent; Alaska, 40 per cent;
Nebraska and North Carolina, 29
per cent; and Arkansas, 25 per cent.

10-Year Increase of 349 Per Cent
Over the past 10 years, the in-

crease in state appropriations for

higher education has been 349 per
cent - but, adjusted for inflation,

the effective increase was only 152
per cent.

The five states reporting the
largest 10-year increases (with
percentages adjusted to eliminate
inflation) were: South Carolina, 426
per cent; Pennsylvania, 296 per

cent; Massachusetts, 295 per cent;

Connecticut, 286 per cent; and
Alaska, 280 per cent.

The adjustments are necessarily

conservative. They attempt only to
offset the inflation that has already
occurred.

They do not attempt to anticipate
how much additional inflation will

occur in the year which ends next
June 30.

It is that uncertainty of future
inflation which plagues budget-
makers and policy-makers in setting
amounts that will have to cover
costs a year or more in the future.
Higher-Education Index
To indicate the impact of in-

flation thus far on appropriations
for higher education, The Chronicle
obtained from the American
Council on Education an index
specifically designed to measure
national trends in costs faced by
colleges and universities.

The A.C.E. index takes into
account changes in faculty salary
levels, salaries of non-academic
employees, and prices of supplies.

It indicates that higher
education's costs due to inflation

went up 17 per cent in the two
years ending last June 30 and rose
78 per cent in the 10 years ending
last June 30. During the same two-
year period the federal govern-
ment's consumer price index in-

creased 18 per cent. In the 10-year
period, the consumer price index
increased 58 per cent.

The figures on state ap-
propriations were compiled by
M.M. Chambers, professor of
educational administration at
Illinois State University and a
special contributor to The
Chronicle.

Decade of Contrasts
The appropriations for 1974-75

total nearly $11-billion, a figure

which would have appeared
astronomical 10 years ago when the
national total was about $2.4-

billion.

When this year's appropriations
are adjusted to eliminate the in-

flation of the last 10 years, the total

is a somewhat less astronomical
$6.2-billion.

The 10-year increase spans a
decade of contrasts in higher
education: both the rapid ex-

pansion of the 1960's and the
slowdown in growth of enrollment
in the 1970's, the golden age of
grants and federal aid and the later

financial squeeze of tight budgets
and rising costs.

During the 10 years when ap-

propriations were increasing 349
per cent with inflation — or 152 per

cent without it - the total enroll-

ment in higher education increased
more than 85 per cent and enroll-

ment in public institutions in-

creased nearly 120 per cent. Those
enrollment increases occurred
during a period when the total

population of the country was
growing 11 per cent.

$52.25 Per Capita

The national average amount
appropriated per capita this year -
based on the latest U.S. Census
estimates for 1973 - is $52.25.

Within this national average,
there is a wide variation from state
to state, ranging from a high of
$109.31 in Alaska to a low of $23.24
in New Hampshire.

To take into account differences
among the states in ability to pay,
per-capita appropriations for higher
education were compared with per-
capita personal income, using the
U.S. Commerce Department's
latest estimates for 1973.
The appropriations per $1,000 of

average personal income varied
from $18.42 in Alaska to $4.95 in

New Hampshire. The national
average was $10.36.

Average of $2,373 Per Student
Because states differ in their

proportions of students enrolled in

private and public institutions, the
state appropriations were com-
pared with the number of fulltime
students in public institutions in

each state.

The range of per-student ap-
propriations was from $8,552 in

Alaska to $1,162 in New Hamp-
shire. The national average was
$2,373.

Scholarship funds and in-

stitutional aid earmarked for private
institutions amounted to at least
one per cent of the state ap-
propriations reported for 14 states,
led by Pennsylvania with 9 per cent.

c. Chronicle of Higher
Education. Reprinted by per-
mission

How the States Support Colleges
Here are estimates of their comparative efforts,

based on the latest available figures
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Hit No. 2 at 9:00

In everyone^ life there's a

SUMMER OF 42

Hit No. 1 at 7:15
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"summer of '42"

"CLASS OF '44"
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(THE LAST MAN
ON EARTH !

(vincent Price)

PLUS BUGS BUNNY
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PINK PANTHER
SHORTS!

Don't Miss
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*. 9:30
* &
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FANNY HILL

Tuesday Night 10/29

7, 9, 11 - CCA

$1.00

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics*

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,

176-page, mail order catalog

of 5500 topics. Enclose

$1.00 to cover postage (1-2

days delivery time).

519GLENROCK AVE.

SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for

research purposes, only
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STUDENT POWER...
.UMass SGA "demands' to trustees tomorrow

By CINDY ROGERS
Staff Reporter

"The list of six demands will be sent out
tomorrow to the Board of Truestees," Rick
Savini, president of SGA told the Collegian,
yesterday.

Savini suspects some action of response
to the demands passed by the SGA last

Wednesday night will be taken within a
week. "A response is expected from either

President Wood, Chancellor Bromery or Vice
Chancellor Gage," he said.

Savini also said that the Petition Drive
started last night. The petition will support
the S.G.A. demands and will be sent to the
Board of Trustees. Area Government people
have begun canvassing in the dorms.

Savini said he wants to clarify that the
student government and the Student

Organizing Project (SOP) are two distinct
organizations. "While the organizations are
working concurrently, the distinctions seem
to be significantly hazy to the students."
"The student government," he continued,

"is moving to define its role in the UMass
community. The SOP is working to organize
students to the idea of a student union. The
union was never defined as supplanting the
student government."

...UConn
students hit

fee increases
ByKATESTEINERT

Connecticut Daily Student
STORRS, Conn. - About 30 demon-

strators picketed a University of Connecticut
auditorium yesterday as President Glenn W.
Ferguson presented his annual "state of the
university" address.

The demonstrators gathered to protest
proposed student fee hikes at the 15,000-
student campus that would add an estimated
$115 to semester bills of on-campus
residents. Thirty-five dollars of the fee would
be paid only once and would be refundable.
It would be used to fund a cooperative
bookstore.

The other eighty dollars has provoked the
major protest. UConn administrators wish to
use twenty dollars "to cover inflationary
operating costs," five to ten dollars for
capital expansion not funded by the state
legislature, and a $55 dollar residents hall fee
hike.

"If the University does not receive ad-
ditional funds from a combination of
sources, advances made at UConn during
the last ten years will be lost," Ferguson said
during the speech.

The fees have been proposed by ad-
ministrators at meetings this semester.
Protesting students claim they have not had
a voice in the development of the fees.

On Sunday night, the Graduate Student
Council (GSC) voted 14-4 to call for a
student boycott of classes here to protest the
proposed fee increases. The motion as
approved by the council called for a general
boycott of classes on November 7, the day
before the UConn trustees are next
scheduled to meet.

The motion passed by the council read:

"Given that the university has not properly

consulted with students who will be affected
by the fee increase, and given that the ad-
ministration has not vigorously pursued
alternative means of funding, the Graduate
Student Council calls for a boycott of classes
on November 7 with the possibility of a

subsequent boycott if the fee increase is

passed."

"Furthermore, given that appropriate
student feedback has not been sought, the
legality of the fee increases has been called

into question and appropriate legal advice
will be sought by the council."

The residence hall fee is necessary
because of increased operating costs, ad-

ministrators say. They claim the increase is

mostly in fuel oil for heating, which has
virtually doubled.

turn to page 3
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It was rumored by sources within the
student government that the administration
was having a meeting this weekend to
discuss the student actions taken last
Wednesday.

While Chancellor Bromery was unavailable
for comment, Vice Chancellor Gage said that
if there was such a meeting, he didn't know
about it.
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... Wood will see Senate

Do those same institutions that make us remember
Verdun, Iwo Jima, and the Yalu River seem to forget
the Tet, Khe Sahn and Hamburger Hill, search and
destroy, free fire zones, scag>

By BILL DENSMORE
Staff Reporter

UMass President Robert C. Wood said last

night he is "conscious of a set of frustrations
and concerns building up," on the Amherst
campus, but he is not sure how widespread
the concerns are.

In a telephone interview with 77?e
Collegian from his Lincoln, Mass. home
Wood made these points:

- said he would appear in Amherst before
the Student Senate tomorrow night to
respond "in specific terms" to six demands
for greater student control made by the
Student Government Assn. last week.

described the possibility of making
student residence in dormitories voluntary as
an economic rather than a legal issue
because off- campus housing is now more
expensive than living in dormitories.

-supported the concept of a student
Legal Services Office (LSO) but said while
the office should be free of administrative
control it should not be principally concerned
with suiting the University.

A controversy over the extent of student
power over administrative decisions erupted
last week when a special convention of
campus-wide and residential area student
leaders voted 60-24 to support a motion
which read:

"That we work towards being a sovereign
and autonomous body free from all legal,

financial, political and social ties to the
administration of this university."

On Friday, Amherst campus chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery said in a Collegian
interview that he feels the resolution, and six

demands adopted with it, are part of
unionization attempts by students on
campus.

The Chancellor, who is chief administrator
for the Amherst campus, said it is "Utopian"
for students to think they can have complete
independence from other campus groups like

faculty and staff.

Wood in the telephone interview last

night, agreed to a reporters framing of the
current issue. He said some students on
campus have the notion that the ad-
ministration is now working for the aims of
students.

turn to page 3

...Coffins, Savin/ confer on unionization
By REID FISHMAN
Staff Correspondent

^
State Representative James Collins and

Student Government Association President
Rick Savini met yesterday to discuss student
unionization and other problems currently
plagueing the University. Collins, who is

himself a former UMass S.G.A. President,
said he felt that "students should have a
greater part in determining the direction of
the university," and that he and Savini
should "start working on legislation" to that
affect.

Collins feels that such legislation is im
portanr because "if the crunch comes, wp

haven't got anything to fall back on." In
Collins' words, "the campus is too insulated
with no input to the legislature... Higher
education is the biggest industry in

Massachusetts," and "the University could
have a great deal more clout by keeping tabs
on the legislature."

Savini said he feels "there's a valuable

resource here in 23,000 students," and that

' amptiS ciutonomy is rapidly dwindling, not
tu the stdte, but to Wood's office

'I'm a member of the Board of Trustees,"

said Savini, "and I don'* think I have any ay
ii th«j State Legislature The shift that l see is

what Wood wants, more control of all three

campuses," stated Savini.

Collins continued, saying, "I'd want to

have input from all components... When an
approach is decided upon, it has to be
considered what would be the effect on the

other components, the university as a whole,
and the community

"

The meeting was also attended by Nor
theast Area Government President Chris

Bunnewith Tim O'Brien of the Central Area

CounciLand Student Senator Jon Hite, who
so Collins UMass Coordinator and who

was responsible for arranging the meeting.
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Webster House in tough shape
By SUEADLEY

Staff Correspondent
Mark Kaizerman, a student

senator living in Webster House on
Orchard Hill, told the Collegian
yesterday that major maintenance
problems exist in Webster that are
causing serious health conditions.

"Webster is one of the worst
rundown dorms," he said.

"Generally," Kaizerman said,
"the bathrooms are the worst part
of the problem. On one floor,

specifically in the bathroom on the
second fllor east, cobwebs hang
down from the ceilings, and the
whole place is just filthy. There is a
very bad odor that is the result of
one toilet out of four that is

working. In two of the other stalls,

the doors are ripped off, and in the
fourth, the door lock is broken. This
is a co ed floor, and these con-
ditions have existed for over a

week."

Kaizerman began to do
something about the poor con-
ditions a week ago by first talking to

Webster's janitor, who did not give
him the answers he was looking for.

He next called Paul Whiteman,
director of the University custodial

department.

"Whiteman and I then went on a

tour of the second floor,"
Kaizerman said, "so I could let him
see the filth for himself. I pointed
out how the carpet in the corridor is

only vacuumed once a week, and
he said it was because of the
budget cutback."

Friday, Kaizerman talked with
George Reed, who is the University
health and environmental safety
inspector. Kaizerman said, "Reed
told me I hadn't given Whiteman
enough time, and that they had to

be reasonable because of the
maintenance budget.

In reference to the bathroom
situation, he told me there were
other bathrooms in the building for

the students to use. I really couldn't
believe he actually said that."

The Collegian contacted Reed,
who said that he did feel that way

about the bathrooms in Webster. "I

personally couldn't see getting any
more involved in the situation until

the Physical Plant looked into it,"

Reed said. "I told Mark (Kaizerman)
that if things weren't done by this

coming week, that he should get
back to me. It was only then that I

was planning on taking further
action by personally recommending
that the conditions be corrected."

Richard Lannon and William
Marren, both administrators for the
Physical Plant, came last week to
Webster to talk with Kaizerman and
two members of the house council
about the situation. Two days later,

Lannon came back for a tour of the
poor conditions.

"Lannon left with a list of things
to be taken care of that was three
pages long," Kaizerman said. "He
told me to 'be patient', especially
because they couldn't take men off
other jobs."

Lannon would not comment on
the issue.

kM
St«ff Photo by Dan Smith

Mark Kaizerman, student senator from Webster
House

Conference held to aid alcoholics
By KA THERINE BECHERT

Staff Reporter
A new drive to improve services

concerning the abuse of alcohol
among the University community is

underway this Fall as a result of an
Alcohol Problems Conference with
various campus groups held in July,
according to Dr. David Kraft of
Mental Health Services, coor-
dinator of the efforts.

"We've had the personnel but
we haven't coordinated the efforts
in the past," said Kraft, who joined
Health Services on July 8. "Our
goal is to have something con-
sistent to offer to help individuals as
quickly as possible in a humane
atmosphere."

The conference, held here July 8
and 9, included representatives
from 28 campus organizations,
such as Health Services, Veterans'
Affairs, the Security Office and
residence hall staff. Two con-
sultants. Dr. Scott Nelson of the
Alcohol Drug Abuse & Mental
Health Administration and Dr.

Chadd Emrick, a clinical

psychologist from University of
Colorado Medical School, con-
sidered the alcohol abuse problem
among students, faculty and staff.

Three results of the con-
fererence, said Kraft, were:

1) There is a campus-wide
problem in potentially harmful use
of alcohol.

2) Coordination between campus
agencies is necessary to eliminate
duplication and share information.

3) Social norms of the com-
munity about alcohol "are not
helpful."

"We're not talking about an
abstinence approach. I think
alcohol can be used in a responsible
way," said Kraft.

"Most of us here are looking for

our life goals, our futures," he said,

"let's look at our social attitudes
about drinking." He emphasized
the problem includes all segments
of the campus - "Doctors have
some of the highest drinking rates."
There is a relatively small per-

centage of chronic alcoholics;

weekend drunkenness and less

serious cases are more common.
A student is considered short

term when he-she comes to the
emergency room at the Infirmary
drunk, the staff helps to calm the
student down, sleep it off in a safe
situation and avoid medical
problems such as drowning in
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saliva, which can occur if he-she is

improperly positioned. "It's too
easy to just focus on medical-
related problems, but at least that's

a start," said Dr. Kraft.

Long term is "not a coercive
thing" but only if a student desires
it. He may be referred to someone
who can help find and improve the
cause of a drinking problem, with
such services as academic of
psychiatric counseling available.

Because "there isn't enough
sharing of resources" on campus to
deal with the problem, Dr. Kraft
intends to take time to define needs
and share present resources before
deciding on new plans. No new
staff will be needed although there
is a possibility of outside funding
for new programs not yet decided.

Co-ops

on

campus?
As part of its program to

develop a student union on
campus, the Student
Organizing Project (SOP) is

undertaking a survey of student
preferences concerning
cooperatives and other
alternative student run
businesses. The survey will

seek to determine what co-ops
students see as most desirable,

how these institutions should
be run, and what skills in-

dividual students possess that
could be of value to student- run
co-ops.

Spokesmen for the SOP say
a file of student skills will be
kept to refer students to jobs
which may arise in the Campus
Center complex.

Copies of the survey are
avilable at the Student
Organizing Project office in

room 428 A of the Student
Union Building. Organizers
request completed surveys
should be returned to the
Project office before November
5.

Bode wows full house
atThompson Hall

ByJIMPAULIN
Staff Reporter

"Good evening, UMass people,
I'm here to turn your minds into
mush" was one of National
Lampoon cartoonists' Vaughn
Bode opening lines before an
audience which filled the seats,
aisles and almost every square foot
of concrete floor space in the
auditorium of Thompson Hall
Thursday night.

Well informed of the classic
UMass objects of satire by eager
members of the UMass
Distinguished Visitors Program,
Bode used this material in the
manner of a stand-up comedian
before moving into his forte, the
naration of slides of his cartoons.

History of UMass - "The UMass
forefathers were Farm derelicts and
used silo dealers"; the curriculum
consisted of "cows, corn and
swamp".

Present swamp- "Southwest is

sinking into the swamp at the rate
of three stories a year."

Library - "The library is a
postlumous dedication to Sigmund
Freud". "It's the world's longest
library" he added that it was a
massive dildo erected by an
Argentine architect who built
bunkers for the losers during the
war.

Fine Arts Center - "chunk"

Brittany

Manor
tenants!

Have a complaint regarding
maintenance or services? Stop by
the Student Legal Services Office,
Campus Center, Room 922 with a
list of grievances.

"scum pond" good for "alumni
money orgies". He said all the
doors and windows should be
cemented, converting it into a "low
profile aesthetic monument".
Avante garde School of Ed. -

"they give 15 credits for teaching
Minutemen dropouts to blow up
basketballs". He said 1-5 credits can
also be earned for "collecting cow
paddies to grind up for pulppaper
for the always eager Collegian".

Bluewall - "Watch jock bar-
tender eat bar while 2000 drunk
UMies urinate on pinball machines"

After he finished his UMass
oriented grandstanding, the
overhead lights went out, the slide
projector went on and Cheech
Wizard, the Nationally Lampoon
famous cartoon lizard, whose body
from the kneecaps up is covered by
an enormous conical hat, traveled
through space from the slide
projector to the screen on the
stage.

Bode narrated the crawling color
slides in a W.C. Fields voice, oc-
casionally becoming so excited that
fountains of saliva would issue from
his mouth onto the microphone.
Vaughn said he was so pleased

with UMass that he's going to
make a suggestion to the National
Lampoon to run a story about us.
He predicted that UMass is on the
verge of greatness, as heralded by
the library.

He indicated that he felt intense
psychic energy being generated by
the UMass campus.
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Feminist asst. prof involved, innovative
By DONima A. DIODA Tl

Staff Reporter
Dr. Ula K. Motekat is a whirlwind of involvement

and a feminist who works at it.

The SBA assistant professor of accounting was
recently named to a third term as editor of TheWoman CPA. a professional quarterly of the
American Woman's Society of CPA's and the
American Society of Women Accountants

Dr. Motekat's roster of ongoing activities is
overwhelming, as this reporter discovered

Her curriculum vitae alone (the professional's
summary of her-his training, experience, and ac-
complishments) covers four pages.

She's on the executive board of the Council forWomen in Massachusetts Public Higher Education-
chairperson of the Faculty Senate Committee on the
Status of Women, of which she has been a member
for three years; and a member of the SBA Policy
Comm.ttee and the Search Committee for the Dean of
the Graduate School at UMass.

Sitting in her small, but orderly, office in the SBA
building, Dr. Motekat said this about her editorial job
"I took over as editor of The Woman PA two years
ago. I was associate editor for three years before that
Last year, I changed the layout of the magazine and
started "Legal Developments," "Small Businesses,"
and "Personal Management" departments..."
While these changes are important to her, she said

she is clearly proudest of the non-sexist language
policy she quietly enacted in The Woman CPA last
year. In the current issue, she tells her readers of this
action:

"We wanted to see whether we could eliminate
sexism from our writings without sounding so awk-
ward that you would comment on it. If your non-
response is any indication, we succeeded."
She said she thinks her readers will not object to

this policy. "Things are changing all over," she said.
Ula K. Motekat was born in West Germany and

came to the United States as a "war bride" in the
1940's. Her marriage ended in divorce and, in 1958,
she entered the University of Cologne, West Ger-
many, to study accounting and economics.

Having received her Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration from the University of
Denver in 1964, she earned her Master's degree two
years later from the same school.

Dr. Motekat returned to graduate school after

Staff Photo by Judy Boucher

DR. ULA K. MOTEKAT
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working as an accountant in Colorado and West
Germany for 12 years.

"I got out of public accounting because of the
hassles I faced as a woman in business. I was
overlooked for promotions I was perfectly qualified
for. So I decided to get into teaching. There's less
discrimination in academia," she said.

She received her doctorate two years ago from the
University of Colorado, where she tewght for three
years. She joined the UMass faculty in T989.

Currently, she instructs courses in financial
reporting and international accounting.

Applying her innovative talents to the SBA
curriculum, Motekat joined Dr. Mary Lou Bryant of
the Mangement Department in organizing a trip to
several European trading centers last January.
Twenty-one students participated in the 18-day In-

ternational Business study which is well on its way to
becoming a regular course. Plans are now being made
to repeat the trip next January.
When she's not planning trips or chairing com-

mittees, Dr. Motekat works on the advanced ac-
counting textbook she and colleague Richard H.
Simpson are writing. Why?

"Frankly," she said, "I don't like the books
available... and ours is not going to be sexist..."

What does this whirlwind of involvement do with
her free time (if she has any)? Why she acts to
alleviate the discrimination she faced and other
women still face in the business world.
"My hobby is writing nasty letters to politicians,

publishers, and employers who use sexist language,"
she says, half-jokingly. "Hopefully, I'm making more
people socially aware."

Injecting a note of optimism for the future, she said,
"Women are becoming more and more accepted in

accounting. Ten per cent of our seniors are women;
next year, it'll be 14 per cent. The fact is accountants
are in demand. Once women make up 20 to 30 per
cent of middle and upper management, discrimination
will be lessened. Businesses couldn't afford to have
them all quitting. "...My goal is to see women achieve
total equality." And if Ula K. Motekat has her way,
that day isn't far off.

"The education that a Black
College student gets will be
irrelevant, fruitless and worthless
unless he uses it to define and
articulate positions that are relevant

to Black people...

Black College students can help

Black people to purge themselves
of the lies and misinformation that

is received by articulating a positive

position from a Black perspective."

Rap Brown
The Black Affairs Dept. of the

Daily Collegian newspaper is one
channel of delivering a correct

interpretation of the struggle.

Join up — Become a part of a

positive and dedicated news team!
Recruitment meeting will be held at

New Africa House, rtm. 114,

Monday, November 3, 1974 at 7:00

p.m.

By DOROTHY L MULLER
Staff Reporter

Most tenants of the University

and the Lincoln married students
apartments are foreign students.

They are forced to live in university

housing because of scholarship and
assistantship dependencies and
now the rent is going up.

Says on tenant who preferred

not to be identified, "Foreign
students have a tighter budget than
American students." All of the
foreign students interviewed
preferred to remain anonymous and
only 2 of 17 students are

withholding their rent. "They dare
not complain for fear that their

visas will be denied," a publicity

release of the Tenant Association

said.

None of the students interviewed

considered the rent increase grossly

unfair. The new tenant rental rate

will be $130 for a one-bedroom

apartment and the new rental rates
for current tenants will be $119.
Says one married tenant who is

withholding payment, "The rent is

well below the outside market
rates. It's very reasonable and when
it was $108 it was super good. But
we are objecting to the increase on
principle." The reason for the in-

crease is wrong."
The university housing office has

increased the rent on University
and Lincoln apartments because
North Village apartments are not
breaking even. A graduate student
tenant complains, "North Village is

in the red. Why raise our rent? Why
not lower the North Village rent to
get more occupants?"
A representative of foreign

students in the Tenants Association
explains why occupancy is so low.

"When I was looking at North
Village Apartments, rents were
$165 for a one-bedroom and $180

for a two-bedroom. That was no
different than other non- university
apartments. I understand that there
are some structural errors. In

summer they heat up like a furnace
and there is no air-conditioning.

North Village is in such bad shape
that there are low occupancies."
The same student would like to

pay rent but explains, "University
and Lincoln are in the black. Why
lump them all together? The in-

crease is reasonable but why force
us to pay for the North Village

losses?" I did try to pay rent but the
cashier at Whitmore wouldn't
accept it. She said this thing wasn't
settled yet." Now he's withholding
rent.

A recent Tenants' Association
publicity release states. "We assert
our right to arbitration, to the right

to determine how much we pay and
how it is used. It is our money, and
our lives, and we will determine

JS controversy still unsettled
By JIM GIBBONS

Staff Correspondent
The controversy surrounding the

Journalistic Studies program
remains unresolved after the
October 21 meeting of the English
Department.

With only 31 members of the
107 member faculty present, the
department voted to return the
problem concerning requirements
for journalism majors to the Un-
dergraduate Studies Committee
(USC).

The motion to send the matter to

USC was offered by Professor
Charles Moran who said he felt that

USC had jurisdiction in all matters
involving curricular regulations
within the department.

USC is not expected to file its

report for consideration until

sometime in December. The
Committee is the same one that

approved the May 15 action, now in

dispute.

The Moran motion came on the

heels of a motion by Dr. Dario

Pnlitella that sought to overturn

previous action by a 17-13 vote of

the Department, last May, when
the journalism major had been

restricted to a single track with
English.

For more than 200 years, jour-

nalism majors had been able to

choose a dual track with any
department in the University which
would accept them, according to
Politella.

The action to confine journalism
students to a single track major in

English had been proposed at the
meeting by Professor Howard Ziff,

director of the Journalistic Studies
program. He is quoted as having
said that he considers a journalist to
be "a man of letters", and that
literature, therefore, was his most
important discipline.

Ziff also said at the May meeting
that administering a dual track

major was "impossible."

Politella has protested that

upsetting the long standing liberal

requirements for journalism majors

is a return to what he terms

"elitism" in higher education. "I am
also concerned by the manner in

which the single track proposal had
been stonewalled through a

department meeting when no
quorum had been established," he

said.

Adding that he believes the
existing mechanism for student
input for decisions affecting their

future should be applied, Politella

pointed out that an English
Department Undergraduate
Committee (EDUC) was established

for "precisely that purpose,"
several years ago.

"As a matter of fact," Politella

said, "the English department was
a pioneer during the 'troubles' of

the Sixties, to encourage student
participation in governance."

The Politella proposal which now
rests in the hands of the Depart-

ment's Undergraduate Studies
Committee is in 3 parts.

A. The Journalistic Studies major
of the Department of English

(should) be established as a dual-

track major requiring 15 credit

hours of JS- related courses, plus

whatever course requirements may
be negotiated by individual

students with departments,
University wide, which agree to a
dual major with Journalism.

B. (That) the participating
department of the student's choice
shall certify that the student has

second-tracksatisfied the

requirement.

C. (That) administration of the

dual major program, overall, shall

be by faculty advisers of the English

Department's Undergraduate
Studies Office."

Meanwhile, reactions of students
to the restrictions imposed by the

action of May 15 have been vocal in

opposition. The Collegian's recent

reports indicate students believe

the present restrictions to be
"unreasonable."

In offering what is, in effect, a

motion to reconsider the May 15

action of the English Department,
Politella says that his proposal
intends to correct the action that

denies "freedom of choice which
has been in the best tradition of a

liberal education that the Depau-
ment has fostered at the forefront

of academic progress for the last

decade

"To deny students this liberty on
the grounds of adminstrative ex

pedience and the narrow concept
of the journalist as a man of letters'

is to deny the process of higher

education itself," Politella said.

>••<*••• • *•«••-#«•»*#« * *

their courses."

UConn
students
cont. from p. 1

UConn's proposed budget was
recommended cut $4.5 million by
the Connecticut Commission for
Higher Education earlier this fall,

but the University decided to push
for the full amount from the state
legislature anyway.
UConn President Ferguson says

the additional fees are necessary to
maintain the same level of •

programming, not for increases.
"Society is not going to pay the

total cost of higher education, and
the trend at Universities across the
country is to ask students for
funds," he said at a recent press
conference.

Wood
interview
cont. from p. 1

Wood said the function of an
administration is to operate "so

that somebody who wants or needs
something gets a straight answer."

"The real question for an ad-

ministrator is if when a student is

clear about what he wants, there is

some way for him to achieve it,"

Wood added.

"What I am not sure about is

whether this is widespread concern
about the state of the Univer-

sity. ..or whether this is a set of

particularly concerned students,"

he added.

Later. Wood said the principle

function of an administration is to

solve problems by discussion, not
through recourse to Roberts Rules
of Order and process and law."

"What I see now are some
people who want some definition

with no ambiguities," Wood said,

adding that if the students'
relationship to the Trustees is

clearly defined, it might not be to

the advantage of students.
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Ford repeals 'no-knock' law, Formosa resolution
WASHINGTON \UPI\

President Ford signed 22 bills into
law yesterday including measures
repealing the controversial "no-
knock" drug raid law, expanding
Congressional control over exports
of nuclear materials, and ending the
nation's military commitment to
defend Formosa and the Pescadore
Islands.

Others rescinded the mandatory
automobile seat belt-ignition in-

terlock requirement and provided a
new commitment to the
development of solar energy.
The 22 bills were among 36 that

have been awaiting Ford's action
since Congress began its election-

period recess Oct. 18.

Adopted in 1970, the "no knock"
laws allowed federal drug agents to

enter a dwelling without notice

after obtaining a court order. The
laws were intended to prevent drug
traffickers from getting rid of

evidence while agents were stalled

off at the door, but address
mistakes led to terrorized citizens

and shootouts so Congress voted
repeal.

Ford also signed a bill which
gives Congress the power to ap-

prove or disapprove the sale or gift

of nuclear materials to foreign

countries.

The nuclear export bill was

initiated after then-President
Richard M. Nixon promised Egypt
and Israel nuclear power plants

following his visit to the Middle East

earlier this year.

Ford also signed an authorization

bill for the State Department and
the United States Information

Agency which carried an amend-
ment repealing the 1955 Formosa
resolution.

The 1955 resolution had
authorized the President to use the
U.S. armed forces to protect
Formosa and the Pescadores
Islands in the Formosa Straits

against attack from mainland
China.

Among others signed yesterday

were measure to:

— Establish a solar energy
coordination and management
project that will conduct research

and demonstrate the commercial
use of several solar energy
technologies.
— Initiate a foreign investment

study act by the Departments of

Commerce and Treasury to

determine direct foreign and
portfolio investment in the United
States.

-Authorize an additional $14
million for administrative expenses
of the U.S. Railway Association
and extend reporting dates of the
Regional Rail Reorganization Act in

the northeast corridor for 120 days
beyond the present Oct. 29
deadline.

PLO will get control

of liberated land
RABAT [UPI[ - A special

committee of the Arab summit
conference broke a three-day
deadlock between Jordan and the
Palestine Liberation Organization
yesterday and ruled that the PLO
will be responsible for any Palestine
land liberated from Israeli oc-
cupation, a conference spokesman
said.

Basically, the formula was a

diplomatic victory for guerrilla

leader Yasser Arafat who had been
waging a bitter fight for recognition

of the PLO's top role in the set-

tlement of the Palestine problem,

sources said.

It also amounted to a rebuff to

the United States, according to

some sources.

Moroccan Information Minister

Ahmed Taibi Benhima said a

formula specifying PLO's leading

role had been worked out by the

special seven-party conciliation

commission set up early Monday to

end the feud between the PLO and
Jordan over who shall administer

territories that Israel may evacuate.
"All the difficulties that had

faced the conference have been
resolved." Benhima said.

The conciliation committee,
headed by summit chairman King
Hassan of Morocco, included
Arafat, Jordan's King Hussein,
Presidents Anwar Sadat of Egypt,
Houari Boumedienne of Algeria,

Hafez ASsad of Syria and King
Faisal of Saudi Arabia. Benhima
said the compromise has been
submitted to the summit plenary
session for formal endorsement.
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Kissinger promises aid to India

without political interference

Fuel crisis predicted

if coal strike occurs

NEW DELHI, India - Henry A.
Kissinger lectured India, the newest
member of the atomic club, on the
perils of nuclear proliferation, then
promised yesterday to help the
hungry nation without interfering

politically.

The speech to the Indian Council
on World Affairs capped a busy day
of reconciliation with Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi's govern-
ment. The American secretary of
state also signed an agreement to
set up a joint commission for

cooperation in education, science
and culture.

Afterward U.S. Ambassador
Daniel Patrick Moynihan told
reporters that Ford has agreed to
visit India, though no date has been
set. Moynihan said it would not be
added to Ford's forthcoming trip to
Japan.

Mrs. Gandhi suggested in an
interview published just hours
before Kissinger arrived that the
United States has only a marginal
interest in India.

But she said yesterday at a brief

news conference:

"With any two countries, any
two individuals, things go up and
down, but over-all, relations with
the United States are good."
Sitting beside her, Kissinger in-

terjected:

"I agree with that completely.
Relations are on the way up."
Jn his speech, Kissinger

acknowledged that relations
between the world's two largest

democracies have tended "to
oscillate between high expectations
and deep suspicion. 1

'

The low point was in 1971, during
the India-Pakistan war, and
Kissinger said: "We faced these
differences candidly. That crisis is

now behind us."

His audience of businessmen,
professionals and intellectuals
interrupted the secretary several
times with applause. But about 70
young persons outside shouted
"Kissinger, go back" and waved
their fists as he arrived and left the
auditorium.

The secretary mentioned to the

council India's explosion of a
nuclear device on May 18, which it

said was for peaceful purposes, and
noted Mrs. Gandhi's promises not
to develop nuclear weapons.
The blast made India the sixth

country with nuclear capabilities.

New Delhi has not signed the 1968
nonprolrferation treaty because it

says the treaty discriminates
against countries without the
bomb.
"A world in which an ever-

increasing number of nations
possess nuclear weapons vastly
magnifies the risk of both regional
and global conflict," he said. "And
proliferation complicates, if it does
not inhibit, international
cooperation in the peaceful uses of
the atom."

WASH/NGTON [UP/]
Government energy experts believe
a coal mine strike this winter would
trigger a worse fuel crisis than last

year's oil embargo, according to a
memo made public yesterday by a
public interest group.

The threat of a coal mine strike

loomed as negotiators for the
United Mine Workers Union and
the Bituminious Coal Operators
Association bargained yesterday on
economic issues. Their present
contract, covering 70 per cent of
the nation's coal, expires Nov. 12.

The Center for Science in the
Public Interest quoted from a
memo written by the Federal

Energy Administration's coal
committee last Oct. 11 saying "a
coal strike would produce more
severe conditions that the oil

embargo of last winter ... there is no
way in which all operations
dependent on coal could be
continued during a strike after
existing stocks are exhausted."

It further quoted the memo as
saying up to 80 per cent of coal
production could be halted by a
strike; steel production would be
cut by 25 per cent, and there could
be "serious power shortages in
some areas of the country within
five weeks" as coal stockpiles are
used up.
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yesterday he would stress the Ford
administration's commitment to
increased food production to other
nations at the World Food Con
ference beginning next week.

However, Butz told a gathering

was worried the
conference Nov. 5-16 in Rome
would spend too much time on
"how to divide up what we've got"
rather than how to increase
production.

"We've got to increase

production, and you do it through
incentives," the secretary said at
the annual meeting of the American
Frozen Food Institute, a trade
group.

Butz said he hoped the in-

ternational conference would result
m guidelines for increasing

AMA contributes extra money
to legislators who support them
WASHINGTON \AP\

American Medical Association's
national political arm has donated
nearly twice as much money
recently to Senators and House
members sponsoring health in-
surance legislation favored by theAMA as it has to congressmen not
sponsoring the bills.

The American Medical Political
Action Committee gave $78,500 to
the re-election campaigns of 43
Senators and House members
supporting the AMA's
"Medicredit" plan.

But it sent only $42,500 to the
campaigns of 28 nonsponsors,
according to records on file with
the House and Senate.
The contributions were

distributed between Sept 9 and
Oct. 14.

The latest reports reflect a
continuation of the AMA's pattern
of heavy political spending, tilted in
favor of those who have backed the
AMA version of national health
insurance.

According to a tabulation by The
Washington Post, the AMA's
national arm and its 38 state and
local committees have donated $1.5
million to more than 300
congressional candidates in the

nearly two years since the 1972
elections.

The Post calculated that 223
members of the House have
received AMA donations, or better
than half its members.

It said these included 114 House
sponsors of "Medicredit." Seven
Senate sponsors also have received
donations, the Post said.

The most recent wave of
donations to Medicredit sponsors
ranged from $500 to $5,000, but
most were between $1,000 and
$3,000.

The organization also con-
tributed heavily earlier in the year to
the campaigns of 10 members of
the House Ways and Means
Committee, which has respon-
sibility for the health insurance
legislation.

Under the Medicredit plan,
taxpayers would be permitted to
deduct from their federal income
tax returns certain costs of private
health insurance company
premiums. Persons with no tax
liabilities would receive government
assistance from private firms.

production, managing reserves and
providing more equitable
distribution of world food relief.

America, he said, has been
shouldering a disproportionate
share of the food distribution
burden.

The secretary said the goal of full

production was a complete tur-
naround from past policies favoring
price supports to farmers for not
producing feed grains and other
commodities.

"Let a farmer get his incentive in
the market place - not by
government edict," he said.

Since he took over as secretary
three years ago, Butz said,
government payouts to farmers
have dropped from about $4 billion
a year to "something under" a half-
billion dollars a year.

Butz said he could give no en-
couragement to the consumer
about prices, suggesting that as
long as there was rising inflation,
food prices would continue to
increase.

He said cutting exports would
reduce prices in the present term
but not in the long run.

THE MASSACHUSETTS OAHY

Slaughtered calves

shipped to Honduras
DUBUQUE, Iowa \UPI\ Two

trucks carrying 35,000 pounds of
dressed veal contributed by
protesting farmers left the Dubuque
Packing Co. plant yesterday on the
first leg of a mercy run to aid
hurricane victims in Honduras.
The beef came from 551 calves

donated by National Farmers
Organization members protesting
the low prices they are receiving for
their livestock. The shipment was
set up as an alternative to killing the

Oldest human fossils

discovered in Africa
By The Associated Press

A prominent Kenyan an-
thropologist said last week that the
discovery in Ethiopia of what are
thought to be the world's oldest

human fossils adds weight to

theories that man existed in Africa

as long as five million years ago.
Richard Leakey said the find was

a "very significant step" forward
but should not stir the kind of

controversy that accompanied his

own discovery two years ago of a

human skull about 2.6 million years

old. That skull was found near Lake

Rudolf, in Kenya.
Mr. Leakey, director of Kenya's

national museums, said he had
expected the discovery announced
last week by Dr. Donald Carl
Johnson of Case Western Reserve
University and the Museum of
Natural History in Cleveland, Ohio,
and Maurice Taieb of the French
Scientific Research Center in Paris.

They were the leaders of an ex-
pedition in Ethiopia's Awash Valley
that found parts of human jawbone
and tooth remains estimated to be 3
to 4 million years old.

animals and burying them.
NFO members had been ex-

pected to donate about 1,100
calves for the slaughter, which was
carried out at no charge by the
Dubuque firm, but only about half

that number had arrived by the
deadline Saturday. The
slaughtering cost Dubuque Packing
about $6,000, officials said.

^
Company spokesman Chuck

Stoltz said another 50 calves arrived
later and were slaughtered
yesterday in preparation for
shipment to needy families in

America. Stoltz said he did not
expect the NFO to bring any more
animals to be slaughtered.

"I think that's about the end of it

as far as I can tell," he said.
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There Is No Generation Gap

PRIVACY

More can be done to secure the rights of

the individual. Credit Bureaus and Data
Banks are a threat to individual freedom.

when it comes to

INFLATION
The Commonwealfh has the duty to reduce the
burden on the taxpayer by limiting state spend-
ing.

NUCLEAR PLANTS
They are not the only way — other means must
be expolred such as solar and geothermal
energy.

BELCHERTOWN
The problems cannot be solved by brick and
mortar alone. Funding is needed for various
staff functions. The talent in the 5 college area
must be effectively coordinated.

EDUCATION

In my 12 years on the regional school
committee, I worked hard for an im
plemented program for secondary
education.
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BILL ATKINS - STATE REPRESENTATIVE
UMass Graduate and Father of 5 College Children
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Expulsion deferred Oil rules proposed
CORNWALL, Ont. \AP\ - A

resolution by the Royal Canadian
Legion calling for expulsion of all

American draft-dodgers and
deserters from Canada was
deferred Sunday until a conference
next year.

The -decision was made at the
District G fall conference of the
Royal Canadian Legion held here.

Larry Keen, chairman of the
business session at the conference,
attended by 450 delegates
representing 67 branches in eastern
Ontario, said delegates decided to
forward the resolution to the
provincial resolution committee.
Approximately 4,500 American

citizens living in Canada are
considered draft-dodgers and
deserters by the legion.

Many of them the legion says,
are employed in positions that
Canadians might hold.

Ohio trial begins
CLEVELAND \UPI] - Lawyers

for the defense and prosecution
today present opening statements
in the trial of eight former Ohio
National Guardsmen on trial for the
May 4, 1970, shootings at Kent
State University.

The jury of eight men and four
women will visit the Kent State
Campus tomorrow to look at the
site of the incident. U.S. District

Court Chief Justice Frank J. Battisti

instructed the jurors to observe the
site because it wouia be referred to
during testimony, but warned them
not to take the visit as evidence.

WASHINGTON \UPI] The
Federal Energy Administration
yesterday proposed rules that
would force some oil companies to

rollback excessive price increases
charged over the past 13 months.
The rules, which apply to im-

ported crude oil, would also set
ceilings on future prices.

There was no estimate of the
extent of price gouging, but FEA
General Counsel Robert Mon-
tgomery said, "There are definitely

some violations."

The proposed rule would require
oil companies to pay competitive
prices for imported crude oil

bought from foreign affiliates and
foreign subsidiary companies.

Rocky makes loans
WASHINGTON

\ UP/) Vice
presidential nominee Nelson A.
Rockefeller, whose generosity with
money has become one of his
major confirmation headaches,
made public a new list of loans
yesterday including two totaling

$84,000 to former Treasury
Secretary Robert B. Anderson.

Rockefeller said he had loaned
$507,656 to 26 individuals and an
unidentified number of family and
New York state employes between
1957 and 1974. Neither his list nor
the letter accompanying indicated
any interest had been charged.
The new disclosure boosted to

more than $2 million the amount
Rockefeller has acknowledged
loaning out during the past 17
years.
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TAKE IT OFF: At half-time Saturday, the Tubas of UMass did a striptease act to
the excitement of a II. They are (in part, L to R) Lee McCartney, Mark Dooley, Phil
Burke, and Dave Mercer.

w

New fraternity to be "different
ff

By CARLENEMURPHY
Staff Reporter

The first fraternity to colonize on
this campus since 1967 is in the
process of homesteading its claim.

The core group of 18 men who
are forming the 38th national

chapter of Zeta Psi are led by Steve
Ruggles, who says Zeta Psi will be
"a different kind of fraternity."

The formation of a chapter of

Zeta Psi at UMass is a positive

indication of the resurgence of

Greeks on this campus, according

to Greek spokesmen. Ed Bowe,
Director of Greek Affairs, says the

establishment of this new fraternity

"goes along with the growth trend

of fraternities and sororities both
locally and nationally."

In discussing the type of a house
that he wants to see develop,

Ruggles says he wants Zeta Psi to

The Kevin Jones

Guitar Studio

opening Nov. 1

Amherst Carriage Shops

private and group
instruction

in

classical and jazz guitar

Before Nov. 1. Call 268-7029

be "a well-rounded house." He
says "We want to start with a clean

slate. We'd like to change the

Greek image by keeping away from
any stereotype. It's going to be a

well-rounded house dealing . wiyi
things from intramurals to service."

The men who instigated the
formation of the group held two
meetings in the Campus Center
early this month. They were
primarily orientation meetings
where potential members could
meet and discuss the fraternity.

After holding a reception for the
alumni in the area and gaining the
support of these old "Zetas", a

group of 12 men then traveled to

Dartmouth to become pledges
through the Zeta Psi chapter there.

These 12 then pledged another six

men, bringing the present mem-
bership of the chapter to 18.

Zeta Psi is an academically

prominent fraternity. UMass is now
joining schools like Cornell, Brown,
N.Y.U., and Stanford, in supporting

a Zeta Psi chapter. Bowe says that

"Zeta Psi's chapters are primarily at

top-notch schools in an academic
sense. Many of the better schools
in the country have Zeta Psi on their

campuses. They tend to want to

have chapters at academically

strong schools. UMass is now part

of this tradition and should be
proud of it."

The group is looking into housing
and is presently negotiating with a
local realtor. They hope to move
into a house in January so they can
begin making any necessary
renovations before the spring
semester.

Anyone interested in looking into
Zeta Psi can contact Steve Ruggles
at 546-5443.

Texas Instruments
electronic calculator
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The UMass Equestrain Drill Team performed at the
Saturday. They will be competing along with 250 other
Intercollegiate Horse Show Nov. 2.
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ONE-DAY BROTHERHOOD WINERY
& HOWE CAVERNS TOUR
Saturday, November 2

TOUR LEAVES UNIV. OF MASS. 7:30 AM
Leaves Amherst Center 7.35 AM
Leaves Smith College

'

7 50 am
Leaves Mt Holyoke College

. .... 7-00 AM
This morning we II drive thru Connecticut and cross the Hudson River to
visit the tamed Brotherhood Winery at Washmgtonville, N Y Here in a
special 90-mmute tour, we'll see all steps ot the winemaking process
from pressing of the grapes to bottling of the aged product and we'll
be able to taste many of the most popular wines
We'll then be heading northward through the Catskill Mountains area
After a luncheon stop, we'll reach spectacular Howe Caverns
Elevators will bring us deep underground, where we'll enjoy a tour of
the caverns, with their many unique geologic formations, including an
underground lake and the floor of an ancient ocean An underwater
boat ride concludes the visit

The return trip will be over the New York Thruway and Massachusetts
Turnpike, with a supper stop en route, and arrival back home is slated
for about 8 00 PM aj/oO

$16

Bowker Auditorium
Friday, 8pm
November 1, 1974
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MARINE OFFICER PROGRAMS
College men who join the Marine Corps Platoon

Leaders Class don't do it for the money. They do it for the
opportunity to develop their leadership abilities before
they graduate. All the training is during the early or late
summer only. Upon graduation you are commissioned a
Lieutenant of Marines.

But the money can come in — and it can come in
handy: besides pay during training you are eligible to
receive $100 a month every month of the school year — up
to a maximum of 52,700 during a college career.

The PLC Program also welcomes men who plan to
continue on to law school. The PLC Program lets you
continue your schooling uninterrupted until your law
training is complete.

Your college education could lead to a rewarding
association with the Marine Corps. The PLC is a great way
to start. For complete information see the Marine Officer
Selection Team that visits the University of Massachusetts
on Wednesday and Thursday, the 30th and 31st of October
1974 to discuss officer programs that are available. The
team visiting the campus will be located in the Alumni
House (Memorial Hall) from 10:00a.m. to2:00p.m.

Information on Marine Officer Programs can be obtained by contacting the Marine Officer

Selection Office, 135 Nigh Street, Hartford Connecticut 06101. Phone 244-2168 or 244-2169.

The Harrier

THE
MARINES

ARE LOOKING
FORA FEW

GOOD MEN TO
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Apply now for pilot training
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Women voters

oppose

handgun sales
The Amherst League of Women

Voters have completed their study
of handgun control. The con-
clusions reached have been
duplicated in Leagues across the

State, according to spokespersons.
The Massachusetts League of
Women Voters position based on
these studies believes private
citizens should not have access to

handguns. ne State League
supports limiting the sale and
possession of handguns to law
enforcement and military personnel

In the case of sportsmen an
exception could be considered only
if their handguns were used and
stored away from home under
controlled conditions.

Until such time as a ban on the
private possission of handguns
becomes raw, the Mass. League of

Women Voters would urge the
following: improved and stan-

dardized licensing proceducres:
training in the use of handguns and
the responsibilities of ownership:
education of the public to the
dangers of the handgun in the
home: strict enforcment of the
present laws concerning handgun
ownership: and measures to en-
courage the removal of all hand-
guns from home and street.

The League has offered their

support to People vs. Handguns, a
Mass. citizens group working to
establish strict handgun controls.

Those wishing to help People vs.

Handguns or desiring information

should contact: Steve Sacks, Box
131, Colonial Village, Amherst.
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Selling out to academic inactivity

J
By DUDLEY C. PHILLIPS IV

Since entering the university as a fresh-
man, the educational training has been
towards inactivity. Students are encouraged,
by "teachers" of various disciplines, to react
to problems in a certain way. The student is

rewarded. A way of deciding upon things or
not deciding is being taught along with how
to compile evidence and the history of
scholarship. This is the classroom's con-
tribution to helping us solve our problems.
We are taught, in most instances, that the

first reaction to a problem in front of us, is to
see how many ways it can be viewed as a
problem; think about the internal make-up of
the problem. Dig the problem. Our time is

spent studying studies of problems, talking
about the talk about problems, and
imagining what it would be like to have such
great problems. No one speaks of acting in a
problem solving fashion toward problems at
hand.

After a few years in the university, one
might think that problems have some life of
their own, apart from human activity, and
whose solutions are somehow inaccessible.
Problems have become so abstracted from

endeavors which produce solutions that they
are allowed, in the "world of words", to be a
thing in themselves. We, as students, are
incouraged to think about thinking about
thinking with regard to our lives, our
problems.

If these so called studies and their

directors truly allowed some substance, an
ability to act toward solutions; the university
itself would come under study. The im-
mediacy of the problems at the university,
problems of human activity, would become
the substance of problem solving. Because
of day to day involvement, endeavors that
lead to solution and action would be
available for all.

There is an important distinction between
inactivity and the constructive activity of
thought. Inactivity is the practice of thought
and study just for its own sake. This is the
same withdrawal dynamic as "thinking about
thinking about thinking". It has no problem
solving value. The active thought thinks on
present and concrete problems with an
intention to solve them. When the inactivist
is asking himself where the next premise is

coming from, the active thought person will

be considering the best action to take to

solve and overcome his problems. It may oe
surprising to note that both are working with
the same problems everyday. What kind of

problem reaction do you have?
If I can convince you that a study or a

mode and method of thinking should be
adopted for yourself, that renders you
politically and behaviorally inert on certain

issues; I have overcome any resistence you
might offer toward my plans or purposes.
When students are reduced to thinking

about thoughts without the substance of

concrete issues or action, they are handled
as a group, overcome as a critical resistence:

Step one in becoming a nobody.
I am assuming that students enjoy life by

acting in it, and to take away someone's
sense of constructive action is to do wrong.
There was a time when education, in the
institutional pattern, was a step in problem
solving. College was a place where one could
get social skills which would better prepare
him to determine his place in society. There
were even suggestions on how to act better
or have a more fulfilling life. It has been
reduced to a briefing session on social ad-

justment with an academic apprehension of
knowledge.

This same educational purpose has done
its best to discourage any vision of student
problem solving, active thought, or action.
The whole thing comes off as a control
technique directed toward keeping the
student body impotent as well as its

members. If the university taught real

problem solving and action, one of the
actions might be to reform the institution.

The more the student body sees through the
control techniques and becomes willing to
act, the more precarious the position
becomes of an administration which
promotes student inactivity. Not that
anything like that goes on around here.
Whatever your needs are as a student,do

not sell out your ability to act and to face
problems with solutions. Even though the
university may teach ineffectiveness and
inactivity, problem solving and creative
activity are possible in everyday life. And
even as a student... through struggle.
The controls require inactive, impotent

students. We have been doing that part
pretty well.

Dudley C. Phi/lips IV is a Collegian Commentator

Letters to the editor

Lovers liberation
To the Editor

/ would like to comment on Pat DeBoard's October
23 letter to the Editor. All too often the male-female
relationship does become a game we have to play in
order to find intimacy and love. Basically, the idea is
for the male to be aggressive and the female to be
passive, but there are infinite variations, permutations,
and combinations. This game or more specifically,
failure at it, probably causes more misunderstanding,
heartbreak, and hurt feelings than anything else
related to love.

Although rare, real, honest love is possible and does
exist. It is what practically everyone needs and is
something all can have, yet, ironically, we often fail to
realize or accept this. Some people fear they will lose
their identity or freedom by loving. A love relationship
can actually make a person happier with their identity
and thus freer to be themselves. Some people feel
they are not mature enough for love. But it is through
love that we gain maturity. Those too selfish for love
should realize that fcr the little they give they will get
much in return. Those who are too self-righteous or
idealistic for it should realize that no one is perfect or
even close and that love hardly ever happens at first
sight, as for example, in Romeo and Juliet. Lasting,

loving, intimate relationships don 't just happen; they
are built by two people willing to spend the necessary
energy.

The love that is returned is unquestionably worth
the comparatively small investment. It is a beautiful,
fulfulling, rewarding experience; something that
eludes the grasp of even the best poets. Confiding in
one who loves you and who you know will never hurt
you is the best psychoanalysis available. Having
someone who knows all your faults, fallibilities, and
weaknesses yet still loves you can be very comforting
No matter what we derive from love, its presence
makes life more bearable while its absence robs the
world of a certain beauty.
Don 'tplay games with this emotion, it will only lead

to hurt feelings. If right now you're lonely, depressed
or simply unhappy, think about someone you like or
love or someone who might like or love you and
imagine what could happen if you were more un-
derstanding, tolerant, and honest. Forget vain pride
and stereotyped roles, then reach out to touch that
person, to care; they may be reaching back to touch
you. Call it liberation or being honest or whatever, you
have absolutely nothing to lose and the whole world
to gain.

PeterS Conklin

Clean the pond!
To the Editor:

Not many of us pass through this campus each day without passino bvthe campus pond. True, it doesn * look too bad but how ZnvofusZuM
~heo
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:
f they couid? *- *™^S^ziimake the pond the local swimming hole but why must it exist at thTiZl,
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hole? As ' wa,k by the pond ™yS%X££%mtod. One rainy evening I imagine myself strolling by and fhe creature ofthe black lagoon submerges from its depths, in a blue wal/tsh^Lokino

clmZ^Tndnt^T5 What 'am
'00kin9 «"™» ecLlocean'Zcampus pond! It may be a nice reflecting pool, but that does not reflect
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'tSdepths

!
am n°< «** ^r an immaculate body of waterbut a cleaner image of campus life. If the waste of the campus Center

ZTrt C0^lete,y^^d, an effort should be made tobZ^and
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Tom Siciliano
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England anyone?

To the Editor:

/ wanted to write a short letter at this time
to both inform the community of the start of
another year of the Oxford Program and to
tell very briefly of the terrific summer I had
this last summer on the Oxfordprogram. One
might reasonably ask how this program can
exist in the middle of an inflation, but it does
exist and it is the least expensive program in

England in terms of what vou get for your
money. I looked at many programs while I

was over there and we were without rival.

So Oxford flies again this year and it looks
like the best list of courses in the decade that
the program has existed. Courses are taught
in tiny units on this program usually by the
tutorial or independent study method. No
class is over twelve people. It is a very dif-
ferent nnd very wonderful experience
especially for a student at this university All
you need is a "B" average in your major and
the major need not be English or Sociology. I

went as a Bio -Chemistry major. The program
is open to both undergraduates and
graduates.

Transatlantic travel next summer in the
height season, return trip, will be something
like $700. The Oxford Seminar takes you
there and back for $1010, which gives you
tuition, room and board in suites at Trinity, a
story book cluster of buildings smack in the
center of the most prestigious university in
England. It gives you the most for your
money because there is no profit.

If you're interested, drop into Bartlett 160
and look over this year's brochure. The
courses are described in the words of the
Oxford teachers. Students are accepted on
a first-come, first-served basis. In two
weeks applications will be opened to the
other colleges in the valley. I urge anyone
interested to look into it. It was thr summer
of my life.

Nat Clark

{ Fred £ Weiss
}

The ugly Americans
Kennedy confronts Chappaquidick. Nixon curses

out a photographer. Wilbur Mills plays it fast and
loose with the "Argentina firecracker", and Mike
Dukakis will probably be the next Governor of
Massachusetts.

But in John Sirica's Courtroom the real ugliness of
American politics is playing to a full house. The only
seat not yet filled is waiting for Dick Nixon, but the
former president is coyly toying with his RSVP.

Ehrlichman and Haldeman and Mitchell. Sounds
like a firm of Wall Street brokers. Yet, the only thing
that these thugs were selling was the government of
the United States. Hidden behind their boy scout
morality was trenchcoat hypocrisy. Last year before
the Senate Watergate Committee, Ehrlichman
defiantly told Senator Lowell Weicker of Connecticut
that it was his duty to find out which Senators were
womanizers and-or drinkers, and to inform his

constituents of such moral faults. Weicker, who
cannot be considered a western playboy by anyone's
standards, just shook his head in disgust-filled in-

credulousness.

Ehrlichman, Ehrlichman he's our man if he can't do
it Haldeman can. Haldeman, Haldeman, he's our man
if he can't do it Mitchell can. Mitchell, Mitchell he's
our man, if he can 't do it, John Dean can.

John Dean? Sometime between the planning, the
breakdown, and the coverup of the Watergate affair

John Dean stopped being a team player. It was John
Dean's three-day presentation before the Senate
Watergate Committee last year that kept the interest

in Watergate alive before the tapes.

People accused Dean of lying. Stories were leaked
about his morality. There were rumors, ugly rumors,
and one has to ask if any of these rumors were true,

then why was this dishonest-ruthless-gutless-sexually
perverted-self serving-gigolo working for the
president in the first place? There were no answers
coming from the White House. There were no
contradictions to be found in Dean's presentation of

facts. Richard Nixon was involved in the coverup, and
according to Dean the sooner the President "came
clean", the better for the entire country.

John Dean remains an enigma. Admittedly he was a

clog in the coverup machine. Yes, he was involved in

the obstruction of justice. Sure, he'll probably make a

lot of money when he decides to "tell all", in a book.
However, it shouldn't be overlooked that Dean was
willing to stand alone and go up against the White

House last year. Was willing to take the abuse that he
must have known was forthcoming.

Ehrlichman didn't. Mitchell didn't. Haldeman didn't.

Rather they decided to get up in front of the
Watergate panel and deny any involvement what-
soever. They gambled that the truth would never
come out. For years, Watergate T.V. specials will play
their lies back to them I wonder where the crime of
perjury rates in the chart of John Ehrlichman's
morality. Perhaps somewhere below drinking and
above french kissing!

So now they sit in John Sirica's courtroom. John
Mitchell, the former Attorney General knows quite a
bit about Courtrooms. Along with Ehrlichman,
Haldeman, Kenneth Parkinson and Robert Murdian,
he is being tried for conspiracy regarding the
Watergate affair. Mitchell, having lost a few con-
spiracy trials as the chief law enforcement officer of

the land is about to lose his first as a defendant. That
might be a record that cannot be matched, even going
back to the Harding or Grant Administration.

Last week John Dean implicated all three of the top
defendants in the coverup trial. At that point things
seemed to take the tone of the post-war trials at

Nuremburg. Now that the Ford pardon has taken
away the threat of a prison sentence for Nixon, all of

the defendants are unloading most of the blame on
the former Vice President.

"I was lied to" says Ehrlichman, in what is probably
his best attempt to seem humble. "I thought that I

was protecting national security", is basically what
Haldeman will say. You can bet your Shirley Temple
Black doll that between puffs of his pipe, John
Mitchell will think of something to "prove" his in-

nocence.

At the Nuremburg trials, United States
Representative Telford Taylor told the Nazi defen-
dants that every individual must be responsible for his

own acts. "I was only following orders", is not an
excuse for illegal and immoral acts. It is doubtful if any
of the defendants really care what Telford Taylor said;

it just isn't their style.

So now the White House Five are on trial for ob-
struction of justice. While each of them take their turn

playing Alfred E. Newman (Who me?), the case
against each one gets tighter and tighter. No doubt,
every person has a right to his day in court, but for this

case, I am hoping that the special prosecutor's "win"
button, shines a little brighter.

BBBF
'j n 1,1 i

FOR 60M£ REASON MARTHA, EACHWmWECOME BACK WU.MASS.
FM. HOMECOMING, I F£EL WE AM MORE OUTOFPtAtB

f

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist

£. Patrick I McQuaid{

That's my bank

}

, >
, tot T7

"Can I help you?" asked the pretty, smiling young
woman behind the oak desk. "Yes," I replied

hesitantly, "I should like to open a checking account
and..." "Ah, yes, would you be interested in our 4.3

cents per check 600 dollar minimum balance with the

blue and pink polkadot tint with your name engraved
in baroque lettering..." "Ah, no, I..." "Or perhaps our

exclusive VIP, gold engraved, Irish linen checks with

your name and photograph in the right corner with a

cupid and hearts border. Each check is only 12 dollars

and 98 cents with a minimum balance of just enough
to cover the cost of each book..." "Ah, no thank you,

I believe I'll go elsewhere."

For an immeasurable duration of time, I and
countless thousands of other people have fallen prey

to the popular misconception that the only safe place

for your money was in "the bank". Through a little

maturity and some probing interest, I have come to

the conclusion that many of these savings institutes

are the principle bandits who have been robbing the

general populace blind.

Several of these pretensive purloiners, in the guise

of a bureaucratic institution have taken the small

time, classic "rip-off" and perfected it to an art form.

The average bank customer is completely oblivious to

what happens or what becomes of his finances

behind the vaults.

Most business in the five college area plays for its

audience: the students. In short, what we want to buy
is up for sale. It is logical that a bank would adapt itself

to the needs of the student in order to insure business

interests. Students have no need for mortgage plans,

long- termed loans, or colossal financial investments

What they need is basically safe storage for whatever

money they have and a method of getting at it while

avoiding endless red tape, a small, simple checking

account that doesn't require four years of business

school to interpret

For clarity's sake I employ the cliche that "I couldn't

believe my eyes" when I scanned through the local

papers one day last week and found an advertisement

F Patrick McQuaid is

for a bank that offered free checking, free travelers
checks, free notary service, the highest possible
savings percent interest rate allowed by federal
regulations, overdraft protection, plus preferential
loan treatment. I have always trusted my vision, but
seldom have I placed much credence in an institution
of this kind, so for personal satisfaction I investigated
the Pioneer National Bank. I should like to state that
this is not an ad; the bank has paid for its advertising
(See Collegian) 10-25) in several periodicals.

The Pioneer National Bank is located on 328
College St. It is the first truly student oriented banking
service in this area because what they have advertised
is true. The bank offers an unlimited checking service

with no minimum balance, free travelers checks; that
is you only pay for the printing and not the servicing.

Another service is the NOW account (notice of

withdrawal) and the automatic savings account. In

these two systems you can transfer funds from your
checking account into your savings, or draw checks
from your savings account. In overdraft protection the
bank gives you an automatic loan to pay off over
drawn checks. This saves money and embarassment.

It is understandable that banks charge service fees.

There is an incredible amount of work involved when
a check bounces. Every check is sent to the Federal

Reserve Bank in Boston for processing When a check
fails to pass, the bank is responsible for paying it. In

turn, whoever cashed it is notified for payment, and
finally the author of the check. During this process it

passes through a great number of hands; labor and
postage consume the service charge

How then can the Pioneer National afford to do
this? The bank, according to officials, is in a sense
losing money. Other banks, as it is a competitive

business, will have to change if they are to stay in the

game and the prices will go down on all scales. It

would seem, then, that for the student, this bank is

more than another local merchant. It is a community
service Mid <N*»tM f,r takpn full advantage of.

a Collegian Columnist.

End the disgrace

of racism in Boston
The following is a letter sent by the Student

Government Association to the Boston
School Committee, Boston City Council,
Mayor White and Governor Sargent. The
Collegian endorses the letter and insists the
named parties respond to the demands listed:

We students, faculty, and staff of the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst are appalled and angered at the
recent events in Boston around enforcement of the Mass.
Racial Imbalance Act. Since most students at this

University come from Boston and vicinity the current
racist offensive is very much our concern.

1. We support the right of every child to quality in-

tegrated education. Busing is an important first step to

achieve this.

Segregated schools don't only hurt Black children,

because predominantly Black schools in Boston are much
worse than white schools, but they hurt white children as
well by denying them access to children of other cultural

backgrounds in the classroom.

2. The fight in South Boston and other white com-
munities in Boston is not against busing it is against Black
people. Busing to private and parochial schools has always
gone on in Boston. The only time it became an issue was
when it was being used to integrate the schools.

3. The responsibility for violence in Boston cannot be
placed equally upon the Black and white communities, as
has been presented in the media. Those involved in the
"anti-busing" movement have shown that they will stop at

nothing including violation of the law and open terror to

sabotage implementation of the school desegregation
plan. It is these forces in the white communities who have
been and are the perpetrators and organizers of violence.

An open letter to Mass po/s.

In addition, it has been the policies and statements of

the School Committee as well as those of Presidents

Nixon and Ford which have created the climate for racist

violence. Ford and the School Committee have now
openly incited this activity, and have completely abdicated

any measure of responsibility for upholding the law.

We demand the following be implemented immediately:

1. That federal troops be dispatched to Boston in order to

safeguard the lives and rights of Black and White children.

It should be clear that these troops should not be engaged
in an occupation of the Black community, but rather,

should be used to enforce the desegregation order.

2. We demand that the School Committee begin to

actively enforce the Racial Imbalance Act by:

.Ending their racist agitation of the situation.

.Enforcing truancy laws against the white boycott of

schools.

.Ensuring that teachers immediately curtail the current

"holding action": in the classrooms by proceeding with

their course of work.

If the School Committee does not take these measures,

we demand that they be charged with violation of their

legal responsibilities to enforce the law, as well as the 14th

amendment of the U.S. Constitution which guarantees
equal protection for all citizens under the law.

The opinions expressed in this space represent a

majority of the Board of Editors.
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Stone seeks an end to increasing "busy work
//

The Collegian thanks The
University Bulletin for allowing
reprinting of this interview with
Dr. Stone.

Marshall H. Stone, who will be the first

speaker in the Chancellor's Lecture Series

Wednesday night, thinks that UMass has a

long way to go to become a great university.

Stone, one of the country's leading

mathematicians, said in an interview that the

campus should define its mission, re-

examine its curriculum, and end the

"proliferation of busy work" that keeps

professors from their "basic jobs of teaching

and research."

Stone spoke during an interview with a

reporter from the University Bulletin, the on-

campus faculty newsletter ^jblished every

other week by the University administration.

Stone's speech will be at 8 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium Wednesday. It

will be entitled "Quality and Change in

Education."

The Chancellor's Lecture Series was

inaugurated earlier this fall to bring the

mission of the University to the public and to

demonstrate that the campus has many

brilliant scholars, according to a statement

by Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery made
at that time.

Among other lecturers are internationally

known author and UMass professor Chinua

Achebe, and UMass philosophy dept.

professor Robert P. Wolff.

"The quality of education needs to be

greatly improved if we are going to be

comparable to other great state universities

and private schools," Stone said in the

Bulletin interview.

"In many respects, we are over-organized

and concerned with too many things beyond
our basic jobs of teaching and research," he

told interviewer Evelynne Kramer.

"Too many people seem to delight in the

proliferation of busy work" and "nobody is

willing to concede authority," Stone said.

notes & quotes

"Every day there is some new evaluation

form or document to be filled out." And to

make a faculty appointment, "you have to

deal with controls all the way to Boston."

Stone concedes that the size of the

campus in itself has led to some of the

problems, and he notes that the emphasis on
affirmative action has increased the need for

documenting the scope of the hiring process.

But the 71 -year-old mathematician also

believes that the campus should try to "cut

down on paper work" and that equal op-

portunity will be achieved without any new
laws or "elaborate devices" — just naturally

in the course of events. Equality of op-

portunity, as an idealogical force, is "im-

bedded in the American conscience," he
said.

Stone also says he has never witnessed
discrimination in the academic areas of any
institution he has been associated with.

Although mathematics may be "a special

case," there is no trouble getting a position

"up to one's level of ability."

Stone, the son of Supreme Court Justice

THE COLLEGE

BARTENDERS, INC.

will present a course

in Bartending at the

University of Mass.

•

Workshop

|
proposals

J

sought by Center
Project Self is a series of

workshops by, for and about
women, and sponsored by
Even/woman's Center at UMass.
Spokespersons say they are

I

I

currently soliciting proposals for the

Spring 75 workshops.
The areas in which they are

interested in offering workshops
are personal identity, feminism,

cross-cultural perspectiveness of

women, skills, and arts and crafts.

Workshops will begin in February
and would run for eight weeks,
meeting once a week for two hours.

The deadline for all proposals is

November 1, 1974. Interested
people should call Everywoman's
Center (545-0883) for a proposal
form, or drop by the Center to pick

one up.

Harlan Fiske Stone, said he considered a

career as a lawyer but decided on
mathematics instead.

He's never regretted that decision, even

though he is not optimistic about the quality

of academic life in the future. "I think that

academic life has deteriorated for various

reasons. There are all kinds of attempts of

people on the outside to tell us what we
should do, beginning with students and
ending with politicians."

The role of students, he says, is to study.

At the graduate level, students need en-

couragement more than guidance and the

relationship between students and
professors ought to be "informal and
democratic."

As .for the state's politicians, their in-

difference, if not hostility, has complicated

the university's striving for excellence.

Stone is known among mathematicians

for his work in quantum field theory, the

Stone-Weierstass Theorem, his represen-

tation theorem for Boolean Algebra, and the

Stone-Szech Compactification.

Mathematics by its nature is difficult to

discuss with people outside the field, Stone
points out.

Another

when: Beginning oct. 2?
| Q aQm student workers to meet

yvflfetm

31

WHERE: Commonwealth
Room (Student Union
Building)

WHAT TIME: 7-10 p.m.

HOW MUCH: $15.00

REGISTER: 1st day of

class — students must be
18 years of age

I

The Student Organizing Project

(SOP) and the Student Center for

Educational Research are spon-
soring a meeting Wednesday, in the

Campus Center, room 903 at 7:30,

for all Dining Commons student

employees. The purpose of the

meeting is to discuss with em-
ployees the formation of a com-
mittee similar to the Campus Center
Student Employee Committee.
"Several dining commons

student employees have come by
the Organizing Project office ex-

pressing concern over the low

wages and high cost of living,"

Alwin Schmidt, the student em-

ployee coordinator of the project

said. "We hope that at this meeting

a committee can be formed that will

represent the interests of student

workers," he said.

Under consideration by the

Student Senate is a proposal to set

a base pay of $2.50 an hour for all

student employees on campus.

Labels for Less
jporutvear

Women ana Junior*

25% to 50% off re9' Pnee

hours 10-6

Fri. til 9

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

HOW
YOU GIN SPRE4D

1HE /MESSAGE
OFL0NE...1HE
LONE OF CHRIST
FOR >1LL PEOPLE.

Have you ever considered the priesthood as a way
to serve people? The Pauhst Fathers are a small
community of American priests. Piogressive, searching,
young and energetic, they form a religious family.

A Pauhst is a man of the Spirit, a man of his time.
He rejoices in the signs of hope around him and
celebrates with the people he serves

Every Pauhst is a missionary: in the pulpit, or parish
house, on the campus, in the inner city. He communi-
cates with the spoken word, the printed page, and with
contemporary media. His mission is to all of America.
His message is love; the love of Christ for all people.

For more information send for The Pauhst Papers
Write to: Father Don C. Campbell. Room 100

at these

/WNA/W
Big Discounts!

Save up to $3.00!

Records

R4ULIST
R41NERS
415 WEST 59TH ST NEW YOM.N Y 10019

Top artists!

Major labels!

Hundreds of records! Classics included!

Many, many selections in this special purchase.
A Totally New Selection from Last Week

NOW AT

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

DON'T MISS THIS SALE!!

Come early for best selection!
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\ A BOO-NANZA \

tfAUOWSEN
EXTRAVAGANZA

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 4-9 P.M.

THE PLACE TO BE TUESDAY, OCT. 29th

PRIZES GALORE!
1. 25 COMPLETE DINNER PASSES
2. FREE CIDER
3. TRICK OR TREAT BAGS
4. BALLOONS AND BADGES

Come see the judge. He'll award prizes to

those costumed customers who, in his judg-

ment, best represent the spirit of Halloween.

EXTRA- EXTRA - EXTRAV
See your local BOO-NANZA crew in Hal-

loween finery. Anyone who. comes to supper
Tuesday will be eligible to participate in

this unusual fun night at BONANZA.

i.

2.

3.

4.

5.

RULES OFCONTEST
ONE PERSON PER COSTUME.

COSTUME MUST NOT INTERFERE WITH
ABILITY TO SEE, WALK OR EAT.

EVERYONE ELIGIBLE - MOM-DAD-KIDS

ONLY PERSONS EATING TUESDAY NIGHT,
OCTOBER 29 ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE

JUDGE'S DECISION
FINAL

AT EACH LOCAL BONANZA)

-*.?'

COMPLEtE PINNERS
RIBEY1$TEAK M.49
CHOPPED STEAK M.29

SPRINGFIELD
Cool.y J, Allan Stf .

Grant Plena

783-4971

INDIAN ORCHARD
IntartactiaN af Pata %M.
On larkihira Avamta

543-6684 »

WEST SPRINGFIELD
138 ftaiffiald St

Arw*4(*r. Itaair'tniTlMahf

733-3380

SOUTH HADIEY
On Rl. Ua (law* Sfraat)

Nail ta StatiG raalm

538-7741

PITTSMID
tOO Crana * »•

AllatWalaShff. Cantar

445-4070

HADIEY
MawntVM Fa»ra» Hall

It.t

586-4544

What's on the radio today?

Here is what \NMUA, 91.1 FM,
will be doing today:

The disc jockeys today will be
Eric Benjamin, Rocket Rick, Vinny
Peruzzi, and John Greeley.

Shows which make WMUA
different:

8:30 a.m., High Tides, Jeff Jawer
explains the day's astrological

aspects, as he does every week
day.

8:00-9:00 p.m., Straight No
Chaser, an hour of poetry, short

stories, alternative news, in-

terviews, and music. Tonight
features something about UFOs,
Part II of how to speak hip,

something for Dead freaks, and
National Lampoon's Bode. A
mixture of something, combination
of nothing.

9:00-9:30 p.m., National Lam-
poon Radio Hour

10:15-2:00 a.m., Uujamadrum,
with Tommy Joyner.

News is broadcast at 7, 8 & 9
a.m., and 2, 6 & 10 p.m.

A week from today WMUA will

have live coverage of local, state

and national elections from 6:00-

2:00 a.m.

This Thursday, WMUA will have
a very special Halloween treat for

you.

WFCR HIGHLIGHTS
OCTOBER 29

12:45 - ENVIRONMENTAL
MONITOR

1:00 - IMAGES - Reflections

of Black people, impressions of

Black life.

2:00 - PEDAL POINT
2:00 Bach: Concert for 2

Violins and String Orchestra.

2:20 MOZART: Vesperae
Solemnes de Confessore in C.

3:05 BRAHMS: Violin Sonata
No. 1.

3:35 RAVEL: Chansons
Madecasses.

5:00 - ALL THINGS CON-
SIDERED

6:30 - TOUT EN FRANCAIS -
Music Hall. Songs about cigarettes.

7:30 - QUE TAL, AMIGOS?
8:30 - TUESDAY CONCERT

— the RAI Symphony performs

Bach: Brandenburg Concerto No.

3.

11:00 THE BOOK WORM'S
TURN

11:30

PEOPLE
MUSIC FOR NIGHT

IT MfS TO SHOP
THE FINAST WAY

From
Our
Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe

Schlitz

Case of 24
12 oz
cans

Munich Beer
Case of 24
12 oz btls

Costa Do Sol
Paul Masson

Mountain
Farms
Mall

Hadley

399
Rose

qt
ctn

*»» cln

2
1

29

99

SUPERMARKETS
Prices Effective thru Nov 2 We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
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Staff Photo by Ed Cohan
Ubiquity' played two shows last Saturday night. Roy

Ayers on vibes told the story.

Roach holds jazz jam
Professor Max Roach and his

"Mobile Unit V" band will hold a

jazz jam session tonight (Oct. 29) at

the Lazy River in Northampton.
It will be the fifth Tuesday in a

row that Roach and his band have
played at the Lazy River. According
to hostess-manager Diane Ranno,
Roach has drawn a capacity crowd
of 130 people for the past three

weeks.

The "Mobile Unit V" band
consists of UMass professor of

music Max Roach and regulars

Sulie Manhahim and Chris Hen-
derson. After the group has
warmed up, both professional and
local musicians from the audience
join in to jam at various intervals

during the evening.

Manhahim and Henderson are

teaching assistants from Roach's
class "Jazz Theory and Im
provement" (Music 219). Students
from both Roach's class and other

music classes throughout the Five

College area often participate in

these spontaneous jams.

The Lazy River «s a combination

restaurant and bar, located at 234
Pleasant Street, Northampton. The
jam lasts from 9 to 1, and there is an
admission charge of $1.25.

Piano solo

planned
A recital of solo piano music will

be presented by Estela Olevsky on
Wednesday, October 30 at 8:00

p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. The
program is open to the public free

of charge.

On the program will be works by
Mozart, Beethoven, Albeniz and
Prokofieff.

A native of Argnetina, Estela

Olevsky made her concert debut in

Buenos Aires at the age of eight

and studied piano at the National

Conservatory there.

Estela Olevsky recently returned
from a concert tour in New Zealand
and is presently a member of the

Music Facultv at UMass.

t975 1976

wmm
For undergraduates m Instruction in English

Hebrew Ulpan prior to academic term
^dependent study protect tor interested students
' Tours, seminars and extra curricutar activities

ONE YEAR PROGRAM
American Friends of the

Tel Aviv University

342 Madison Avenue
New York New York 10017
(212) MU 7-5651

SPRING SEMESTER
Israel Program Center - AZYF
51 5 Park Avenue
New York. New York 10022
(212)753-0230/0282
Note departure, January

til Am Diirji^t

Brubecks, two generations of jazz THE MASSACHUSETTS OA*r

"Two Generations of Brubeck,"

who play with the Springfield

Symphony Orchestra on November
3rd at Symphony Hall in

Springfield, are exactly what the

title implies two generations of the

family named Brubeck.

The older generation, Dave, is

the jazzman who has been famous
for over 20 years. The second
generation, represented by three of

Dave's six children, is extremely

talented but not quite as famous -

yet!

Twenty-six-year-old Darius
Brubeck is fast receiving
recognition as an important
keyboard performer as well as a

composer and arranger for both
jazz and classical music.

Darius graduated from Wesleyan
University where he majored in the

history of religion, concentrating

also on Eastern music and religion.

His B.A. thesis concerned
Scientology, the new religious

UMass profs

have recital

in Boston
Jon Humphrey, tenor, will

perform a work for tenor and piano

in a recital at 8:00 tonight at the

Gardner Museum in Boston. The
program is open to the public free

of charge.

Fernande Kaeser, well-known
concert pianist and Associate
Professor of Piano at the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst, will

assist Jon Humphrey in the per-

formance.

Jon Humphrey, a member of the

Music Faculty at the University, has

recorded on Decca records with the

New York Pro Musica and has

toured as soloist with the Robert

Shaw Chorale.

APPEARING

Tuesday

Wednesday

Some Of My

Best friends

Rusty Nail

Inn

Kir. IT. SlIMlIf

665-»«>:i:

organization of which he is a

member. He did graduate work in

mus'c and religion.

Currently, besides leading the

Darius Brubeck Ensemble and
performing in "Two Generations,"

he teaches music theory and piano,

and is conducting a course entitled

"Understanding Jazz" at the
Connecticut Center for Continuing
Education.

Chris, 21, became deeply in-

volved in music while a high school
student at the Interlochen Arts

Academy. He refers to those four

years as periods of "intense

creativity and constructive in-

sanity." It was at Interlochen that

he put down personal and
professional roots that are active

today, and formed the rock band
that would eventually evolve into

his own group "New Heavenly
Blue."

18-year-old Dan Brubeck can't

remember a time when he didn't

want to play the drums. Born into a
heavy musical environment, Dan
certainly had his choice of in-

struments but drums were
dominant in his thoughts. He was
exposed to two of the greatest
influences that any young musician
could hope for - Joe Morello and
Alan Dawson.

Tickets for the November 3rd
concert are available at the door
and can be reserved prior to the
concert by calling the Symphony
office at 739-4728.

SKI CHAM0NIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545-2801

VW SNOW

TIRE SALE

Size

5.60-15 $2250
ea.

Plus $1.78 F.E.T.

First Line Blackwal!

Allied Motor Parts Inc
319 MAIN ST., AMHERST

256-8341

GREAT AMERICAN
UNDERGROUND

CINEMA

VISl \l. ART
SKKIKS

j AGNES DENES

s., Oct. 29
*>M
T

1:00 p.m. *

Tues.

Si

Thompson A 102
sponsored b> I Miss

Kin* .\rls Council

<*um

FROM THE AREA'S LARGEST

JEAM9 6TORF

ggtjgjj
^201 n. pleasant st. amherst
10 to 530 thurs. & fri. till 9

LIFE/STYLE
County court

Rapes, drunks

and a typical

day in court
By ED SMITH

Staff Correspondent
You can tell something important

happens inside from the entrance.

The Hampshire County Cour-
thouse in Northampton just looks

permanent. The grey stone pi'lars

and the broad staircase leading to

large wooden doors look like

something final is going on inside.

But the real action begins with a

side door. The District Court, where
Amherst cases are held, is down a

dingy corridor beside a small hall

with a yellow tile floor. It's in the

cellar.

The courtroom looks like a

converted shower room. Steam
pipes form a clumsy latticework on
the ceiling. The walls are just as
bad.

The judge's bench, raised two
feet off the floor, lends an air of

legitimacy. Behind the bench are

three shelves of tattered law books.
To either side of the bench are two
flags — American and state. For

these few furnishings it looks like a

courtroom and not a locker room.
Despite its tawdry physical

appearance, the cases which are

handled in District Court have a

certain drama to them.

After reading arraignments the
parking tickets, the clerk of courts'

begins to call off the biggies.

The lawyers, sitting on a bench
to the left stop whispering among
themselves and start to listen. The
offenders, sitting on two benches
facing the judge, are uniformly
silent.

On a typical day recently, the first

few cases the judge heard con-
sisted of no more than private

conversations he had with lawyers.

The cases were announced, the

lawyers went to the bench and
engaged the judge in a few minutes
of private talk. He banged the gavel

and announced the disposition.

The first case which involved any
open discussion was "Com-
monwealth vs. Albert G. Rose."

6HML.

Rose, a 27-year old from
Wisconsin, was accused of

drunken driving. He was arrested in

the vicinity of the Kalihi Kai

restaurant by two Amherst police

officers who testified that they

stopped Rose when they saw him
swerving across the road in the

1974 pickup truck he was driving.

Officer Hobart, the Amherst
policeman who said he arrested
Rose, stood in the witness box and
testified that he determined Rose
was drunk when he smelled
Roses's breath and heard him
speak.

Rose testified

means drunk.

had drunk

he was by no

two bottles of

Heineken beer and a glass of Tia

Maria, a coffee liquer, in the course

of the night," he testified. He at-

tributed his erratic driving pattern

to the fact that he was unfamiliar

with the power steering.

The judge, after thinking forty-

five seconds, ruled the defendent

guilty as charged. He was told of

his right of appeal and ordered to

pay a fine of $125.

What was surprising, from a

novice observer's viewpoint, was
that the case was entirely a matter

of the police officer's word against

Rose's.

Through the testimony, it was
obvious that several people could

have testified as to Rose's state of

Graphic by Susan Cavral

intoxication up to fifteen minutes

before he was arrested. There was
no such testimony.

Further, there was no testimony

to the effect that Rose had been
given a test to determine whether
or not he had an alcohol level which
would have made him legally drunk.

But that was small time.

Compared to Superior Court, the

atmosphere in District Court is

quite informal. You usually hear

everything that is said, even
without the aid of a microphone.

Upstairs in Superior Court, the

mood is much more formal. The
room, five times the size of the

District Court, has a vaulted ceiling,

turn to Daae 16

The hassles of be/no car/ess
By SUE LUNTER
Staff Writer

"Hey Beth," the disgruntled UMie yelled
to her roommate. "I'm running out of milk
and instant breakfast. What the hell am I

going to eat tomorrow? We're low on beer
too."

"Yea Sue, I know," the roommate
bellowed from halfway down the corridor.

"We'll drive to the store today after my last

class, OK?"

Sound familiar? If either you or your
roommate has a car, it probably get's spoken
every week. If neither of you has any wheels,
it probably doesn't

UMass: Colder

but maturing
ByJIMPAUUN

Staff Writer

"Homecoming means absolutely nothing
to the University," was the way one alumnus
put it. "The University is much colder now."

For thirty of the thousands of graduated
UMies who came back to Amherst for
homecoming weekend, Saturday afternoon
was a chance to meet Chancellor Randolph
W. Bromery, have a few drinks, and
reminisce.

The thirty attended an alumni social hour
after the UConn debacle at Memorial Hall

and sat on comfortable couches, drinking
beer and wine provided by the Alumni Office.

Most wore plaid flairs with and without

cuffs. Most were in their thirties. "When I

f.ame here I was a virgin, the University gives

you a level of maturity that's overwhelming,"
said a '69 chemistry major.

"I think architecturally it's outgrown it-

self," said Linda Stefano, '69, an elementary

education major. "It's moved from being a

large campus to a mini city," she said.

Inflation and energy crisis aside, it can be a

real hassle getting around to campus and
area shops without a car.

Actually picture yourself on a

weekend without a car. You need tooth-

paste, food, shampoo and milk--at least you
can get that at Munchies.

You're getting ready tor a rowdy
night at the Blue Wall. At eight, just as you're
ready to leave it starts pouring rain or an
unannounced blizzard appears. Unless
you're a die-hard boozer, you'll probably
retreat to the cold linoleum or cement
corridor of your dorm.

Not that everyone doesn't have a car.

According to parking office officials there are

now 1 1,000 registered on campus. There are

12,000 on campus residents. But many of

those registered are owned by commuters.
And if 1 1,000 sounds big, there are another

1,000 cars that creep onto campus that aren't

registered and have no official parking spots.

That may explain why you can't find a space
even with a sticker. People are on huge
waiting lists trying to get assigned lots.

Having so many cars around causes
administrative mess-ups of the first order.

Last year due to computer delays, decals
weren't immediately assigned. There was
mass confusion and a lot of problems. In the
midst of it all, no records of total registered

cars were kept.

There probably aren't many UMies who
don't at least have access to a car, but some
wish they owned one themselves.

"I wish I had a car to go to concerts, new
bars and restaurants," said Kerry Valicenti,

an education major. The Webster resident
said she would view Amherst scenery if she
had a car to get around to it.

"I have no need for a car, but I'd like to

have one," said Bob Higgins, a journalism
major living in JQA tower "On weekends I'd

like to eat off campus and go to bars instead
of the Bluewall all the time," he said.

But some students get along with
roommates' cars, or suffer without one.

"My roommate has a car, but he's only

been in it two or three times since the

semester began," said Eddie Kasila, a

resident of Kennedy Tower. Kasila said he
doesn't need a car, except when he goes
home on weekends.
Ann Murphy, an undeclared major living in

Van Meter is another UMie who doesn't

need a car. "I have no need for a car," she

said. "When I want to go to a bar or

something I get together with my friends.

The rest of the time I walk or take a bus."

Next time you're waiting for a late bus or

cycling to a c'ass remember — you're not

the only one!

RECIPE EXCHANGE
By SUEKIERAS
ANDSUEDUCHIN

Staff Writers

To make a meal centering around
protein these days is expensive anyway
you look at it. Meats, frozen fish and even
eggs are high. But tuna fish is one of the

products that has remained just about
the same in price. Both last Spring and
the Fall, a 7 oz. can has cost 73 cents.

What we have for you is a meal you
can make in about 20 minutes. It only

uses one pan and you just dump
everything into it and stir!

Company Creamed Tuna
Iquipment:

frying pan
knife, cutting board and large spoon

Ingredients

3 tbsp. chopped onion

3 tbsp butter

4 tbsp flour

K tsp. salt and pepper
1 '* c, milk

V? c. sour cream
7 oz. can tuna

optional: 4 tbsp. white wine, 2 tsp. sweet
basil or H celery stick

Serves 4

Cook onion in butter until tender (and
celery). Blend in flour, salt and pepper.
Add milk, cooking quickly and stirring

constantly until mixture thickens and
bubbles. Stir in sour cream. Add tuna,
wine and spices. Simmer and keep
stirring. Sprinkle with almonds if desired.

Serve over buttered toast or noodles.

To save a little $, use powdered milk,

it's cheap and nutritious. If you buy a %
pt. of sour cream, you can make the

California Onion Dip with the rest of it. (In

case you don't know, this dip is on the

back of the dried onion soup mix.)

By the way, PLEASE SEND
YOUR FAVORITE RECIPE TO
"THE RECIPE EXCHANGE".
Life Style Editor, in care of the
Daily Coi'egian Thanks. ..Sue
and Sue
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notices

ARAB S TUDEN T ORGANIZA TION
Meeting for all interested in putting an

information program together concerning
Arab people, tonite 5:30, CC 177.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting tonite in Hasbrouck 22 at 7:30.

Come help put the Coamoa (and the club)

back together.

ATTENTION COMM. DISORDERS
MAJORS

There will be a representative from the
Placement Office to discuss "Alternatives
to Graduate School" on 10—29 at 7:00 at

504 Goodell.

BEEN RIPPED OFF?
Then consider suing in Small Claims

Court. For info come to MPIRG Office SU
41 IB or phone 545-071?
CENTER FOR URBAN EDUCATION
TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM

"Issues in Urban Education", offered by
CUETEP, presents the film "New Mood"
Wed., 10-30, 7-8:30 p.m. Marks
Meadow Auditorium.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION

Testimony meeting tonite for members
and all interested persons, 6:15, rm. 911

CC. All are welcomel
DESIGN SHOW

Architect— Designer Mel Smith will be
showing slides of his work in rm. 903 CC at

4 p.m. on Wed., 10-30. Everyone
welcomel
FANNY HILL

See the 20th Cent, version of the Ribald

classic - tonite, 7, 9, 11 CCA.
FASHION MERCHANDISING MAJORS

Carolyn Kennedy, Sales Promotion

Manager for the Mountain Farms Mall will

speak Tues. nite, 10-29 at 7:30 in Skinner
119. Refreshments will be served.
GAYLINE

Referrals and counseling, Mon. — Fri.,

8-11 p.m., 545-0154.

GOD IN YOU
The God in you is tired of drugs; liberate

Him. Tonite, 7:30, rm. 917 CC.
GSS

Meeting tonite at 6:30 in rm. 178 CC.
Heart Fund Walkathon will be discussed.
Please attend.

GSS PLEDGES
Meeting tonite at 6:00 in rm. 178 CC. All

pledges should attend.
IOTA GAMMA UPSILON

Invites all Univ. women to join the sisters
and pledges for "Pub Nite", Tues., 10-29
at 406. N. Pleasant St., 7-8 p.m. For info
call 545-0082.
NOTARY PUBLIC SERVICE
The Notary Public Service for persons

wishing tc vote in the Nov. 5 elections by

Absentee Ballot will operate in the Colonial
Lounge of the SU today from 12 noon to
6:00 p.m.
NAARPR MEETING

The National Alliance Against Racist

and Political Repression will meet at 7
tonight in the Student Senate Council
chambers to compile endorsements for an
open letter to the Boston Community.
Plans for a media task force will also be
discussed.
PHOTO WORKSHOPS

Basic and advanced Photo Workahop at
the Crafts Center SU, Mon., Tues., Wed.,
notes, 5—8 p.m. All welcome.
STUDENT NURSES
On Wed., 10-30, at 7:30 p.m. the Day

Care Supervisor of the North End Drug
Abuse program in Springfield will discuss
"Addicts and their Addiction" in the
Conference room, 4th floor Morril North.
All interested students are urged to attend.
Opportunities for future involvment in the
program will be outlined.

STUDENT VIDEO PROJECT
Five coordinatora meet tonite in rm. 902

CC at 9:00. Please be ready to tie our large

overall proposal together.

STUDY ABROAD NIGHT
Tonite, 7:30-9:30, 168-72 CC. Come

hear student speakera from UMass
sponsored programs in Europe, Asia and

the West Indies.

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION
What ia Transcendental Meditation?

Come tonite to Machmer w-26 at 7:30 for a

free introductory preaententation on TM.
TRICK OR TREAT AT CHI OMEGA

All Univ. women invited to celebrate

Halloween tonite at 7:30. Ridea provided at

WOPE, Van Meter, Dickenson, Newman
Center and Thoreau at 7:15.

LECTURE
Dr. Menachein Milaon, head of Arabic

Studiea at Hebrew University, larael

speaking on "Attitudes to Jesus in Islam"

in CC 113 tonite at 8 p.m.
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£| Heinz i

Ketchup

!

i lajjftw e

59
With this Coupon

and A Purchase of $5
or More Limit One Coupon

H665 Valid thru Nov 2 I

Stock up on frozen foods the Finast way!

vfX'W Spare Time

Pot Pies

7 6 °2
Pkgs £

Sliced Carrots

pkgs *P §
Finast

Fish Cakes *« 3 £1.00
Potatoes &£; 4

p
°
k

°

9
' 69'

Creem Rite r«m '*°' 20*
Orange Juice >~« ... 4 2£ 93*
Baby LimasM^o.^ . . .

?

p
°„°' 55*

Sunrise fresh dairy features the Finast way!

Minute Maid
Orange Juice
100% Pure

Orange Juice ^J ctns ^ f

49*Sour Cream r««
;

Cottage Cheese '.„.„. .

2
c;

b

1.05
American Singles^;* 1.25

Baked fresh with natural
ingredients the Finast way!

Onion or Cheese

English Muffins
Finast

Fresh 2 pkgs

Jewish Light Rye £35 2
Pumpernickel ':r. . 2
Do nuts TSm
English Muffins .

.

T.ri.oo
TU-1.00

2£1.00
3 T 79«

Proof it pays to shop tor quality
produce the Finast way!

Florida
Indian River

rapefruit

$
40 Size 8 s

1
Spinach
Apples

the
Fresh

•

3 1

3 »4g«
Jumbo Celery > 39*

Sweet Potatoes 3 49 e

Pomagranates . . . . 5 1.00

Fresh Cranberries v; r. 39*
Prices Effective thru Saturday November 2

WW5 TO SHOP THE FINAST
Sensational Savings In Our Big Beef Roast and Steak Sale and

Our Fall Dollar Day Sale. More Proof It Pays to Shop the Finast Way

Bene In
Beef Chuck

7-Bone Steak

&89?
Boneless

Beef Round
Top Round Steak

m m m
$469

Bone In
Beef Chuck

Underblade Steak

1 995

Bone In
Beef Chuck
7-Bone Roast

Bone In
Beef Chuck

Underblade Roast

Bone In Full Cut
Beef Round

Top Round Steak

#*439
Boneless

Beef Round
Tip Steak

Boneless
Beef Round

Bottom Round Roast

Boneless
Beef Round

Tenderknlve Steak

16?
Bone In
Beef Loin

Porterhouse Steak

I6!

Boneless
Beef Round

Top Round Roast

S
149

Bone In
Beef Loin

Sirloin Steak

?*<.!

-' ... •> 15?

Boneless
Beef Round
Tip Roast

a%*W

Boneless
Beef Round Bottom
Round Rump Roast

Bone In
Beef Rib Extra
Trim Large End ^

Fresh
Ground Beef

Chuck

Treat your family to Mr. Deli Specials
and save the Finast way!

Import.Ham
More Finast Beef Values

Beef Round n&EZL. .

.

Beef Rib Roast r.*™"
End

Freshly
Sliced to

Order 169
E»ln Trim laiQf.
End 6-8 Bone In

, PoMerhouw Steak
Tailless

12 Bone in

Swiss Cheese MeerkMi •i> 1.59
Meat . . . ib 1 .39

A*»iiatH* .n Steves wei S#»..ee Dei Dtrpt

Chicken Roll
A" v

Beef Rib
Beef Loin

BeefChucksteKSess
Beef Rib Eye Steak *>..*„

Beef for Stew "gST
BeefChuckShort Ribs no™.

1.89
1.69
1.59
1.98
1.59
2.69
1.39
1.09

Favorite* from the seven seas!

Turbot Fillet

Seafood
Delight 89?

California Squid ..£1.49
Sole Fillet G,ey

,b 1.49

Xi
^-
v Of - SMBgasSi

Fireside
Fresh Crisp

Peanut Butter
Detergent
Saltines
Purina
White Bread
Mini Meals

Choice Morsels
For Cats

Fabric Softener- .2 1.00
Era Detergent 2 l, . . .., 1.00

V,-/

- ->

on health and beauty needs the Finast way!

Right Guard ceo*™, ST1.7J
Excedrin Tablets S 1.33
Kimbies Diapers o.,T,me

b
3°o 1.99

Vitalis Hair Tonic •? 1.09

SAVE
51*

With These
Coupons

Save 12
With This Coupon
On* 16 oi okg

HO Quick
Oats

C^^J
H633

Valid thru

Nov 2

Freezer
Queen

Scooter PiesB««„
Kosher Dills mZ

SavelO HSave 10
Wifh This Coupon
One 12'. oz pfcg

Keebler Fudge
Stripe Cookies

With This Coupon
One 18 oi can

I Easy Off
I Window Cleaner
I

_- "635

Save 7' I Save 1

2

With Tftn Coupon
One t Of ctn

Woolite
Liquid

With Thi» Coupon
On Two Bath Ban

Dove
Soap

I

We Reserve the Right to UmToTanhtieli

I

next to North Amherst
Post Office

5Pec»euzms inx r
erinoersano spbgh
«7 monrasue roao
^sPorTH annersT

Opening a closed drug market
By DONALD J. PARSONS

MassPIRG Intern

"MassPIRG reports" is

a weakly column
describing various ac-
tivities of tha
Massachusetts Public
Interest Research Group
based in Amherst. The
group is funded by
students and includes
UMass interns.

The Massachusetts prescription
drug market is a closed market.
Little if any price competition
exists, at least in part because of a

Massachusetts State Law which
prohibits the advertisement of

prescription drug information. Thus
the consumer is forced to pay
different prices for the same drug at

different pharmacies.
For the past two years,

MassPIRG along with other
consumer groups concerned with
the secrecy with which prescription

drugs are shrouded, has been
advocating legislation which would
provide open drug price in-

formation for the consumer.
In November of 1972 MassPIRG

students conducted a survey of

ninety (90) western Massachusetts
pharmacies. Their report showed
price variations ranging from $2.00
to $9.00 for the same drug, the
antibiotic erythromycin. The survey
showed an average price of $5.03
for the package of 20 capsules of

250 mg. erythromycin. No services offered. It is Bill No 1855
awn bet- it is state law in Texas, New

the York, California, Minnesota,
ween location or size of

(MassPIRG reports]

pharmacies tested and the prices

encountered. Pharmacies of equal
size on the same street showed
price variation as high as 400-500
percent for the same drug. A
follow-up study by MassPIRG in

November 1973 revealed price

ranges rom $1.20 to $8.00 for 20
capsules of penicillin G. It was
evident from these surveys that

major steps had to be taken to
ensure that the consumer obtained
the prescription drugs needed at
the lowest possible price.

MassPIRG is sponsoring a bill

before the Massachusetts
Legislature calling for the posting of

prescription drug prices. It would
not control or set drug prices nor
would it aggravate the fears of

pharmacists that their professional

standings will be slighted by
posting. It would simply make it

possible for the consumer to

choose his pharmacy according to

the prices charged as well as the

LIEEkQAL ACTS /NAJCI&
PQTcan open a whole new world ofopportunity

Each year, NSA offers challenging career

opportunities to Libera! Arts majors through
participation in the Professional Qualification

Test. This year, NSA has scheduled the PQT
for Saturday, November 23. Completion of this

Test by the Liberal Arts major is a prerequisite

to consideration for NSA employment.

The Career Scene at NSA. The National

Security Agency is the U.S. Government
agency responsible for developing invulner-

able communications systems to transmit

and receivo vital information. As an. NSA
professional, you will be trained to work,

on programs of national importance in such

areas as:

• Language I Slavic and Far Eastern) —used
as a basic tool of research into a number of

analytical fields

• Library/ Information Science — technical

writing in its broadest sense, including

research, writing, editing, illustrating, layout

and reproduction

• Programming — includes data systems

program writing, and development of

mechanical and administrative procedures

• Cryptography-developing & logical proving
of new crypto-logic concepts

• Research -the gathering, analysis, and re-

porting of substantive data

Your specific academic major is of secondary
importance. Of far greater importance are

your ingenuity, intellectual curiosity and
perseverance — plus a desire to apply them in

assignments where imagination is the essential

qualification.

Salaries are supplemented by the benefits of

career federal employment

Advancement and Career Development —
NSA promotes from within, and awards

salary increases as you assume greater

responsibility. NSA also is anxious to

stimulate your professional and intellectual

growth in many ways, including intensive

formal as well as on-the-job training.

Advanced study, if job related, is available,

at any of seven area universities and can be
partially or wholly reimbursed through NSA
Fellowships or other assistance programs.

The deadline for PQT applications is Novem-
ber 15 (for the November 23 test). Pick up a

PQT Bulletin at your Placement Office. It

contains full details and the necessary test

registration form. College Relations Branch,

National Security Agency, Ft. George G.

Meade, Maryland 20755. Attn. M321. An
equal opportunity employer, M/F.

SUMS VI SMIIIP U I NO

Vermont and New Hampshire and
city law in Boston that drug prices

be posted. Where as drug price

posting is desirable, MassPIRG
realizes it is hardly enough. Drug
price posting requires that con-

sumers, including the elderly and
disabled persons who account for

25 percent of the United States

prescription drug sales, travel from
store to store to compare posted

prices. The laws restricting ad-

vertising of prescription drugs must
be abolished. MassPIRG has been
granted a hearing on November 5,

1974 by The Massachusetts Board
of Pharmacy in response to

MassPIRG's demand that

restrictions on drug advertising. If

the hearing does not result in a

relaxation of drug advertising

restrictions, MassPIRG will take

legal action against the Board.

If the restrictions are relaxed and
prescription drug advertising is

allowed in Massachusetts some
long awaited light will flow into the
prescription drug market that for so
long has remained darkened at the
expense of the consumer. If you
would like to know what you can
do to help MassPIRG open up the
prescription drug market, feel free

to drop by the MassPIRG office at

233 North Pleasant Street (in the
Carriage Shops) or call thern at

(413)256-6434. Here's to November

'After the Fall'

tryouts slated
The University Theater an-

nounces try-outs for its December
production of Arthur Miller's "After

The Fall" tomorrow and Thursday

at 7:30 in Room 125 of Bartlett Hall.

Perusal scripts of "After The
Fall" are available in 401 Machmer
and, further information may be

obtained by calling Director Susan
Sweeney at 545-0693

Infirmary

9 549-2671

The Complete

Steak Dinner

$2.99.
•fOR * UMITfD
1IM» ONIV OI R f tMOUS
MR STIAK SIRIOIN
RtCl I AR|> St S*» NOW S<!99

1. Steak

2. Potato

3. Salad

4. Bread

5. Waitress

Service

COCKTAILS SERVED
This Offer Good

Monday thru Thursday

261 King St.
NORTHAMPTON

Open Sunday-Thursday to 9

Friday A Saturday to 10

AMERICAS STEAK EXPERT

t'

»*J
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Staff Photo by Dick Leonara

Despite inclement weather and a late start, Friday
night's homecoming float parade was a great success.

A day in court:

Rapes, drunks, etc.

cont. from p. 13

decorated with a brown and yellow

mosaic.

The courtroom is in much better

repair than the room downstairs.

The judge's bench, while similar, is

more impressive. At least the books
behind the judge do not have the

covers falling off them.

The judge's approach to

everyone in the room was reserved.

This was the case in both courts.

He sits, listens and occasionally

makes notations in a notebook.

The case observed in Superior

court had been continued from the

previous day. It was a rape case and

the woman who had been attacked

was testifying. The portion of the

trial observed was questioning of

the victim by the defense lawyer.

Though not brutal, the questions

the lawyer asked were surely

sensitive. He insisted that the victim

recreate the scene minute by

minute for the benefit of the jury.

Standing with one foot on the jury

box, the young lawyer appeared to

push the woman towards an ad-

mission that she had not actually

resisted the rape. It was obviously

an extremely uncomfortable ex-

perience for her, even though the

rape occured last April.

Most interesting about court are

its personalities.

The lawyers, with their rehearsed

facial expressions and hand
gestures, seem more like actors

than legal counselors. The judges

sit back in their chairs, occasionally

leaning forward to catch muttered

remarks, and retain their control

over the courtroom without a word.

The defendents are sent into this

clubby setting with no rehearsal

and seem more pitiful than they

probably are.

Justice is hard to find. It's not

written on anyone's face or

manifest clearly in the decisions of

the judge. The jury hasn't a

monopoly. It may be part of crime

statistics or maybe the mere fact

that the judicial system is still

operating under pressure.

A visit to court is more than an

administrative look at the judicial

system, though. It is an intimate

look at an incident in the live's of a

smashed student, distraught rape

victim, a stoned junkie or

delinquent parking fine debtor.

Perhaps that is the message of a

day in court. That justice is personal

and intimate and different for every
defendant. Moreover it is public.

With a 25,000 student population

served by the County Court drug
arrests and rape cases are

frequently brought within the realm

of "justice." But on the morning
this reporter sat in court, several

drug cases were dismissed after

private consultation between the

judge and attorney's.

Studying

overseas

discussed
Tonight, from 7:30 to 9:30, Alpha

Lamda Delta and the International

Programs Office will sponsor the

annual "Study Abroad Night".

Participants from all overseas

programs will be represented.

The speakers will emphasize how
they were admitted into their

respective programs, costs,
housing arrangements and what
the program itself entailed.

The programs included in the
night's schedule are not the only

ones available to UMass students.

Such countries as Nigeria, the West
Indies, Colombia, England and"
Canada have exchange
arrangements with UMass that

permit UMies to study & work
abroad at a cost comparable to an
equivalent time period at the

Amherst campus.

The International Programs
Office also maintains com-
prehensive and up-to-date files on
study abroad open to Umass
students but sponsored by other

institutions.

For those who cannot attend
"Study Abroad Night" for first-

hand impressions by fellow
students, the International
Programs Office is open daily from
9 to 5 and located at 239 Whitmore.

Spend Halloween at

Costume Party featuring Little Fire

Dinner for Two for the best costume

Special Leroux Drinks — 50 c

No Cover Charge

i iniversify of massachusefts
Uy. arts council

presents

Maurice Apdne
with the Wuerttemberg Chamber Orchestra

Rape line

545-COPS

Monday, November 11 Bowker Auditorium 8pm
"ANDRES TONE MAKES THE TRUMPETS OF JERICHO

SOUND TAME"

TICKETS :$4&3 general $2&1.50 umass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

TUES.-WEO.

Ledford - Abadon
at the FOUR LEAF WINDOW

Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's Flea Market!

NO COVER TUES.-WED.!
HAPPY HOUR — 4-7!

Only 12 Miles from Whitmore!
Plenty of Room to Boogie! Phone (617) — Just over line— 544-6028

SKI CMAM0MIJT

FRENCH AITS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545-2M1
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Vith this coupon and a purchase ol $5.0

kJH*
1^^ iyf^SS*"American

Flour *V9zlw**^

Individually Wrapped

= 12 oz.Pkg.Sliced Yellow or White
limit on* pkg per cull Good Mon Oci It - Sai No. 1 "2

With this coupon and a purchase ol $5 00

Gallon
Clorox 49*

If^tiSaveKrilllJ Save IB f|p| SaveHT hJISavi
V- JeT^-""8* With this coupon on one 3 I V=- * '- "

With ihn munnn nn n„ <=» IffleN «**"• ^^ IVut^Mn ^^
I ^MaznU 1lhPlrnn<M»Ala 3 r§W -i JT ?

" U
.
P« °?.?ne ~Jft°- — With th,s coupon on one Wr WTJ-l With this coi

With this coupon and a purchase ot $5 00M Coffee

w"

All Grinds
1 lb. Can

Um.l one car* per cull Good Mon Ocl 2t - Sat Now 2
220

With this coupon on one

1lb.Pkg.ofMazola

Margarine
limit on* pkg pa! cua i Good Mon . Oct 28 - Sal Nov 2 '27

Save IT
With this coupon on one

38 Ounce Bottle

Wesson OU

5B?j

»
> >

oooo7 LTflZ; ILi3 I L'"""' B
" -"-—-••"»— .«- "6 ^r?^^-------oc,2.-s.,N.,2 m -

SavelO
With this coupon on one

V/2 oz. pkg. Betty Crocker

Tuna Helper i Salada Tea Bags
ia oar cual Good Uiw rw-i 9a - «*• n«. 9 224 — * I «— . _ . _ . . i-,-i

With this coupon on one

100 Count Box

l-tn 1! one pkg per tuti Good Won Oct 28 - Sa> No* 2

v^ll^'i

Save t si
I si

li

Glad Wrap §j
228 S' '

With this coupon on one

100 Foot Roll

3
| '«= Limn on* toll pa' cult Good Mon . Ocl 28 - Sal Nov 2 "° 2Efi I

L--_.^____ .Jfc&Ji

***ne

1
With this coupon on one

32 Ounce Btl.

Liquid All
§̂
i

s)i

limit one Oil par cull Good Mon . Oct 2» - Sal . Nov 2

llSlSaveKc

ij

i

I

gl
^

....... ww aa-vaa |l«< *-"•!. UVDV WU'I
: WCI. rt — MI , PiOV. £

*^ * I

JJ^iMv
1 vououoyyyuuvvv u v '.' u u y u y v j y v &&S ,

iPlWoWoTO^^
Si
Si

te,
With this coupon on one

/1 15 oz. Box Arm & Hammer

Detergent
V=> Limn one Don par cual Good Mon

, Oct Ji - Sal . Nov. 2

Savef7c

With this coupon on 2 bars § I

Bath Size Deodorant
j

.Dial Soap |j
™» two »'» pot cuat Good Mon Ocl M - Sal Nov 2 — 1

i^K I

on merchandise already
pricemarkedonourshelves.

"Whenyou talk,we listen!"
We have 45 Consumer Boards where shoppers present their ideas to
Stop & Shop managers and executives. Through these panel discus-
sions, and your letters, we've learned one of your greatest concerns is
repricing of merchandise already on the shelf. So, because you asked
for it, we will not increase the price on items already on our shelves. This
new "no repricing policy" is in every Stop & Shop. It's part of our commit-
ment to giving you your Stop & Shopsworth.

BladeSteak
BeefChuck

Bone-in

Rich flavor for your pot
roast dinner . . . great

for your budget too.

I II lltlil inMl

i-
i

'«= Limn one can par cual Good Mon Ocl ?l - Sal Nov 2 "' !? ,

Ijjj|}
mwwwwnw)jm y u y u fS8i !

4 oz. Can Deodorant

Right Guard
Limn ana can par cual Good Mon Ocl 21 - Sal Nov 2 "•"

Beef Rib Roast I*
Large End Bone in 6th & 7th Ribs «J^ ||

lb.

9

Starts Monday, Oct. 28 - Saturday, Nov. 2

g|&i StopoShop wants
*Oin tobe your

>] Food Stamp Store.

All-week freezer specials!

OrangeJuice
lNHNR Minute Maid 12 oz Can .^jfSeSv.*f&M 100% Orange Juice AUT

" |p<J&> trom Florida ^^f^aW
'99°

Beef Rib Steak Large End
Bone-In

4th & 5th Ribs
Beef-Small End $-J59

lb.

$-139

Rib Eye Steak .oSU'ess^I
9

Round

... cu.,Z Mon oc 2. - „ no. 2 « j Rib ROrSst ^is^Ribl^ $t9 Rib Eye Steak >JSL.
M^y^yyyyyyyyyyyy 1^8 ! ^^

with th,s coupon on one ?i Tip Steak Beef Round "Qualjty-Protocted ,
• $1 7

.
9 ^^With this coupon on one

Cont Cashmere Bouquet

10 oz. Talc

Z Save 2ff

i

i

i

i

i

I '<=. Ln.it on. corn par cual Good Mon Oct 21 - Sat . Nov 2
Z33 ^- i

Jj^y y yyjai^jm;^ y y y y v y v y y y y y y y y y y $2&i I

^ I

31
With this coupon on one <=> j

3 v2 oz. Btl. Silence is Golden | j

, ^ Cough Syrup
:

j

' ^^* mm ^^ ^mLym ^am ^^ ^^ ** "^ ^^ "^ *M fa«at •)»«• •« ••• *a^«

jjrsavel5c

j

i fM^.W With this coupon on one '

\

/£& 6.4 oz. Tube Close-Up I

ifo* Toothpaste !

i^Bj^^n^^^'^yyy _ s«^8

]

IgS '

Ti
~"

Tt
~ ""

TiTSTiJ
1

1

|^Save20c

I

^»^3^. With this coupon on one

y@k 100 Count

i ^r Bufferin !

I LHBH on. be>» rm run Gnnd Mnn On ?« '.ai Nn, J ^'6

{..:_ mm .._.!?§.!

! Save 30 ;

With ibic onp

30 Ct. Box Stay Free I

! Maxi Pads
{

i I^Si

Tip Steak Beef Round "auai.ty-Protoc.ed" *\<

Whole or Split White Gem U.S. Grade "A"

ChickenBreastftp/y\When you buy U.S. Grade "A" White Gem chickens, you \J %d^|b^m^^
t

buy the sweetest tasting chicken that money can buy.

\

V
Sara Lee Coffee Cake

Stop & Shop" French Fries 3 B
e
.V. M

Taste O'Sea Pollock Fillets VS. 79"

Taste O'Sea Seafood Platter 12 69 c

Stop & Shop Cut Corn " m
T«%?" '" 25 c

79cJenos Cheese Pizza

IS* Natural
IceCreamQQ

Quart Cont — 6 Flavors ^B^ •*^r

Hendrie's Ice Milk Bar 47

c3 2 99c

white
Rem

Legs ss 78. Thighs er 76,1 Wings ar 48S

ZagreblibCannedHam ""port* 1»»

Nepco Extra Mild or

BeefFranks
99c

From Stop & Shop's own bakery
Bt«et» C'icm aMeitiv* fjejday

Daisy Bread

41k Stop & Shop Sliced
White — 1V, ib loaf

Sliced to order in our Deli-Hut!
Available m Stores Featuring A Service Oeii

Great values trom our
self-service deli!

1 lb

Pkg.

Nepco Knockwurst tlb t-119
•'. I

I

Nepco Kielbasi **&£? *1,7

Ml 65'Nepco Sliced Cold Cuts
Boles PiP ONva. Lunc«.onor Mock Cri'Ckan

Nepco Corned Beef Brisket "c^
1 M;*

(Flat Cut $1 39lb I

Nepco Sliced Bacon i*',
$
1
19

Weiners or Beef Franks SSS Ub
,

$ 1M

Oscar Mayer Sliced Bacon ^* M 49

Oscar Mayer Smokie Links V,' M 09

Little Link Pork Sausage "^>UVY9

Brown & Serve Sausages n* fe; 79
l

Pastrami
Alpert's *V(AC

Sliced or by the piece ,b fw
Cooked Chicken Roll "««•. ,;* 89 c

Imported Swiss Cheese *«««» J
1f

9

Reel in all-week savings!

fried Clams
s«39American Original

Great with Stop S Shop
French fries'

1 Ib

Box 1
Canadian Sea Scallops
Cooked Salad Shrimp mn •,« 99
Ccoked FishCakes t.,„ C s„ ^» 69 l

Fresh from our Garden of Eatin'!

.Native,

Bosc Pears29( or the freshest produce m town come to Slop " "^BrS^l

Sliced Italian Bread sioe**** 2l«^.*1
Stop & Shop Rye Bread 2:1^.^
Daisy Donuts &T KT".i 45c

Newfangled Muffins **»»<» h? 69^
Co^ 0' 8'»«

Date Nut Bread *od»s«oc Vo. .' 59 c

Cranberry Nut Bread »•» » s-» ,J
«°? 59 c

Banana Tea Bread sio«.sr.oc
rv 59 c

Values from our dairy department!

t*sCream
Cheese WQf
Fount Wip Whipped Cream !,v 79
Cracker Barrel Cheese */"'. B,7 85 c

Borden's Gruyere U,
1 59=

1 1b. Sliced Swiss Cheese - -.->• -.«1 49

^.X From our own kitchen!

*x-7 Cooked
Chicken 70
RoMtcdorBi --, e • **Ur :

Cheese Lasagna
MeatLasagna
Pizza Sub Sandwich

6^
79c

69

lb.
& Shop where the ' pickms' are good.'"

California Broccoli m 39 r
Fresh Cranberries T^39c

Green Cabbage 9,i African Violets

Slaw
imported Danish Glazed Ham I 69 c

Macaroni & Bee' 89C
T

- ^j Oreen Cabbage 9. African Vioiets . ~ »15 | Macaroni .B^r '

S-.

STOP & SHOP in-HADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst Line. 8:00 a.m.-10:00-p.ro„ Mon.Sat.

17
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Wait Until Dark
Wednesday, October 30

Adm. - 75* 7, 9, 11 S.U.B.

Get Ready for Halloween

8:30^a.m. — HIGHTIDES — An astrological peek at your future. Week-

8:00 p.m. — STRAIGHT N&-CHASER - Guaranteed to chase away
those evening ho-hums! Alternative news, poetry readings, short
stories, interviews, and fine music with host Scott Bacherman.

9:00
h
Pm
m
n
- NATIONAL LAMPOON RADIO "HOUR" - A 30 minutenumorous experience in "No Soap Radio."

10: ,

ins
P
p.Tat^n

BMCP " *'"* Wi"iamS h°StS thi$ spot
-
Uvel * sou

» "d

•A super Halloween is coming your way on MUA!

butterfield productions presents:

SOLDIER BLUE

r
u, or '

.

aooeS b^o<xc\covst\o-Q

Candace Bergen

P*ter Straus

Donald Pleasance

John Anderson

Music by

Buffy St. Marie

Television Tonight

L

5 30 VILLA ALEGRE 124) 1571

GOMER PYLE "Gomer the Night
Club Comic." (27)

HOGANS HEROES German
Bridge is Falling Down." 130)

HEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

6 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS 13)

ACTION NEWS (8)

SECRET AGENT "The Prof-
feisionals." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION Granny.
The Babv Expen " (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)

BONANZA "Gallaghers Sons " (40)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTL Y NEWS (22) (30)
THE BLACK EXPERIENCE (24)

MOVIE "Shadow of Zorro*' (27)

ZOOM i (57)

5 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7 00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WALTER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host. (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW 'How To
Spank A Star" (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Gam
Moore, host. (301

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

WOMAN IS (§7)

SALE OF THE CENTURY tfj

LETS MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall,

host IS) i22l

MUSIC PLACE l\m
ART IN PUBLIC PLACES 124)

MASQUERADE PARTY (301

ROOM 222 "Mi Dad " (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57)

8 00 GOOD TIMES (3)

HAPPY DAYS "Haunted " (8) (40)

SHARING OUR FAITH ( 18)

ADAM 12 Suspect I." (22) (30)

AMERICA "Inventing A Nation."

(24) (57)

8 30CAMPAIGN 74 "The Candidates
Speak." (3)

MOVIE "The Mark Of Zorro." (8)

(40)

MOVIE Strange Homecoming."
(22) (30)

EVENING AT SYMPHONY (24)
(571

JOURNEY TO ADVENTURE (27)

9 00 HAWAII FIVE-0 "The Two-
Faced Corpse." (3)

SCIENCE AND ART OF FOOT
BALL (18)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

9 30 AMERICAN SKI SCENE (181

WITNESS TO YESTERDAY (24)

PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO "Bilko Goes To College." (27)

WOMAN (57)

MARCUS WELBY, MD "Feed
back." (8) (40)

WOO BARNABY JONES "Blueprint
for a Caper " (3)

WASHINGTON DEBATES FOR
THE 70S (18)

POLICE STORY Glamour Bov"
'22) (30)

THE PARTIES AND THE ISSUES
74 (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

THE COMPASS WEEKL Y (57)

W:30 MUSIC FOR ALL AMERICA
\Tt)

1100 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

MEWS WEATh£R_ SPORTS t«)

lit) 122) '27i ,30) (40)

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS (57)

11 30 MOVIE Day The Earth Caught
fire (3)

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY Dying
Room Only (8) '401

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (301

CHARLIE CHAPLIN The
Champion," (27)

TOO NEWS 18) (40)

TOMORROW Starring Tom Snyder
122) (30)

1 15 NEWS, WEA THER (3)

"SOLDIER BLUEis an extremely important American film

because for the first time in Hollywood's history, we get the

Indian's story honestly presented. How the raids on cavalry

and settlers were defensive attempts to stem the theft of

their land. And, more importantly, how the cruelty and

barbarism attributed to the Indian more accurately should

be laid to the white man.'

TONIGHT

lip

S.U.B.

^.T*!'/7

TVCSIO £cA*f,q,iipM

19

AMHERSTC^**

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -

Class of 44 - 7:15
Summer of '42 9 00

AMHERST CINEMA -
Last Tango is Paris 9.10
Streetcar Named Desire 7 00

CALVIN THEATRE -
Animal Crackers 7:00 et 9 00CAMPUS CINEMA -
Death Wish - 7:00-8:45
California Split - 7:00-9:00
The Bears and I & Shaggy Dog
7:00

MT. FARMS 4 -
Sleeper - 5.30 9.00
Everything About Sex - 7:15
Class of '44 7:15 Summer of '42

5:15 9:00

Animal Crackers - 5:00-7.00-9:00
Chinatown 4:30-7 00-9 15

SHOWCASE -
Bears & I -7:15

Shaggy Dog - 9:00
Airport 1975 7:25 9:30
Longest Yard 7:30 10:00
Odessa File - 7:25 9:50
Gone With the Wind 8:00
Gambler - 7:30-9:40

AMITY ST 253 5426

Marlon Brando
LAST TANGO

IN

v PARIS

is$te

Streetcar
Named
Desire

*"" "* *, i'GP' *e "teased i»">j

-SZIIZCX -Tj United Artu

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $1 00

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR <

cAIko*" T^aSr. ° Sleeper i

SRd Q1 R T MOu«i'«iN >ABMS M»UJO** JI3J BQ, , t< » 1D ,| , M4Si

y*to
I WAT Mm 1

°n*
ahn

PIUS THIS NHAKIOUS CO MIT

WOODY ALLEN'S
ythirii> you always t.
to know about sex y

• Hy,' *(«l «r«»iO TO »S« $»

Todty Sleeper $ JO • X
Everything S*i 7 IS

T»i lift H. ) M 1 K Ml) ii ij

Class *"»*

w-y\
?%,

<*•;•

'tier*
Pl>

**?'

*>

~lkt Onfall, Uauattn4, Uarimlil .

(f Clime of Gmmh Ciiwci! "A
' *? '

LVt, H4EA

LILLIAN ROTH

Today Summer oi '«. sis • i

Class of '44, 7- IS

T«| Li» Mr 4 41 S IS «•!«

Toa»y s m ;.n 4 M
Twi Lit* Mr 4 M S •»>» tl »

i -ieasm era-aav • *TeTa4*eT*r>i

• - - ^V<*V
CHINATOWN IS A

.
BRILLIANT CINEMATIC

POEM IN THE STYLE OF P0E.
CIRCA 1974!

JTnatOrvn"""'™
Tottey: 4 io 7 44 t IS

T«. Lira Mr 4 M 4 M MMy. II IS

(ftMDC Classifieds Pay
To place a clastified, drop by

the Cotieejien Office between
• Je a m end 3 4$ p m Monday
Friday.
The deadline MJ 3 4$. nwo days

before the day your »d it to
appear
The rate* *rt
Daily 130 par line*

Weekly - • 26 par Una*
Monthly » 20 par Una*
•Two linai on lorm
approximate ona line

FOR SALE

Records of all klndt at
raaaonabla prices Can uaually oat
any LP in print within a week Tha
New Record Shop. H7 N Plaaaant
St . Amharat 263 5394

MDCCkM
FOR SALE

Uaed eultara bought and sold
Tha Guitar Worhahop. Amharat
Cerrlaea Shops Ml 17M

College Calculators introduces
tha new Malcor S3S All Trig tunc
tions. memory asp not. and now
no mora intermedials calculations
Now you can use perenthesis Only
$109 95 Also introducing the SR SO
at $142 95 Come and sea the two
machines Watch lor my posters
nest week Cell Bob Crowell et 549
1316 Tell me what you need'

Starao 8 use tapes. $2 99
percent replace or 4
guarantee over 1000
available at Hadlev Amoco,
acroaa Irom Hardaes

- 100
back
tapaa
Rt t.

Trumpet King Cleveland
600 317 9376

No

10 spd Corso bike Beet offer
549 0636

1 pr Northland Cobra wood sklla.
6 ft 3 in with Northland blndinga. 1

pr Kollach buckle boots sire 10
men s 1 pr poles good shepe All
>45 Will split Cell John 247 9406
atter 5

('•• ..." queen sire heated
wrfterbed beautiful fur lined
frame only seven months old New
$375 (..ill and make an offer must
he seen 549 6339 M.k.

Lenco 175 manual turntable with
a Stenton 600 EE car and a Sony
131SO cassette deck CRO end
Dolby Both in excellent cond
fvlaka en ofler Bob 546 916b

Stereo bergains Top oi • ••
line audio Technire AT16S w
Shibeta stylus list S100 136 Top
Pickering cartridge D1200. List 480
»20 Both ere 2 weeks old Sen
nheiser heedphones list 446 415
In perl cond Best buy Scott
Tuner w 1 8 sensitivity Sub
chennel noise filters multrpath
tuning mutemg acopa outputs
perl cond 41S0 Cell 666 4320

10 speed 25 freme Cell 646 2364
Ask for Ed Russell or leave name
and no

Coats Midi suede coat, midi
dungaree coat rabbit lur iacket
end nevy blue leether iacket Call
Margie 546 7649

A7( studded snow tires 430 Cell
586 2292 elter sis

Gerrerd Zero 100 turntable Best
oiler Call 546 6494 Aak lor Pete

Fiat ISO Spyder parts and soma
Chavy parts Call 546 6376

Two 165X15 studded Pirelli radial
snow tires Greet shape 4120 new
460 666 4183

Frye Boots Mens I 6 one hall,
light brown I3S Call Dab 548 9249
on waekende

Stratocastar. a» cond Superb
action 6*8 2839 eve

1973 Honda 360 3.000 mil Perfect
cond Call 5491

1988 MGB. AM fm eteree.
Abarth good condition Give a call
anytime 323 6213

Snow tirea. studded w wheels
600X12. Austin America. 436
complete 268 8098

Benio for sale VogaSatr w caaa
Esc cond Value 4176. sell lor 4100
or B O Cell Mike 5 2483 or 402
Crebtree

22 Ketch wood hull gelled
rigged decron soils. 2 berths
chemical head 2 anchors 41800 00
Cell 549 2737 for informetion

Single bos spring end mattress
dresser and mirror, kitchen table
and choirs, bookshelves Call 586
4310 eves

Menke Ski Boots sire5. as cond
Cell 584 0517 P M Ask for Andree

Snow tires studded Firestone
78 14 Hardly used $20 Cell 263
5214

AUTO FOR SALE
88 VW Bus. new engine, new

irons runs escel Velvet green no
dents, shag rug. propane heater
fully inaulatad 4700 00 or B O 648
9183

70 VW Bug. FM radio. Mich X
redial tires, excellent condition
after 6pm 549 0129

Triumph TR 3. 4300 Needs work
323 7327

Renault 17 Sports Coupe, fuel

mi . 4 diacs Michelins. 17.000 miles.

26 plus mpg Orig 44.100 Now
$2 500 588 0482

72 GMC Rally Stx Van. VS. atd .

pa p b 27.000 mi 42800 584 7981

1966 Jeep CJ6 9600 549 0567

1971 Toyota Corone. 45.000 miles
$1200 or best ofler See et 166
Colonial Village evenings. 5 7 p m

1971 Toyote. 30 mpg like new
625 2953

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
66 Triumph Bonneville Rebuilt

engine Must sell Cell 549 3831

66 Honda 305 dream $100 527
4963

WANTED

BOB STILL WANTS TO BUY
YOUR AILING OR DECREPIT CAR
Any make, model or year Unload
your headache lor 444 263 7241

Good used women s 10 speed
bike Cell 6 8423 Keep trying

Jan singer piano guitar 6 5084

Rock organist wants work
Serious only i Hammond) 542 3406

Married couploa without
previous business experience but
willing to work and learn together
Pleaaant. profitable work Contact
AMWAY DISTRIBUTOR phone
283 6824 lor interview

M wants own rm in apt or house
within walking diatance to
Belchertown State Sch Allergic to
pets 546 7166

Female boss pleyer or exp s

guitarist willing to take up bass for
working women's bond Call M F
10 4 Claire 253 2576

PERSONALS

Elaine it s purely societal

Jimmy (Oondil - Tha lady Irom
Burger King sends her best end so
does D B Get well soonl Love, the
Shlepp

Sincere gentle wm 30 sks wrm
sens pretty no smoke WF to shore
good lite CI mua relig nature,
friends no sex ed I d luv 2 Mt U
Box 353

SERVICES

Stevie
iSometimesI

You re lunll I

'
1

Hi Kids Reedy lor
Halloween at PAUL S We are
We have a supply ol costumes
for rent or sale Also our usuel
supply ol matchless furniture
Go trick or treating dressed as
d bureeu Other imaginative
ideas m atore at Paul a Old
time Furniture 46 Main 253
3511

Charrywood Hutch
266 8833

Octagon H20 bed lurred frame
and all accessories near naw 9300
268 8833

Stereo components 8 percent
over cost SOUND b MUSIC COOP 247S870

Calculators"- New Tax Inst SR
10 Still under werr 8 7SS8 Aak lor
Roy

Roll away double bed freme
:?•":••• converts to
268 6236

n ,l ««" r

^
Pro n,»«rb amp. 2 yre

old 4200 Call 666 3269

8 track AM FM sys with 2 spk
24 tapes $130 665 4204

Records of all kinds at
reasonable prices Can usually get
any LP m punt within a week The
New Record Shop 197 N Pleasant
St Amherst 253 5394

Skis Rossignol and step in
bindings $85 or B O Call Angela
646 5370

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Chavy Impale 4400 Cell 584
7912

65 Ply $250 Great car Chaapl 253
7241

'jF&Sir " m
1986 Muatang . 6 f .i % "- ~

& MM
' r• n, ,6°° M m" C."i

69 Charger RT SE Sunroof all
options Sacrilice 4760 00 527 4963

Super Cougar 67 air cond . new
mulller standerd 3 spd small 8
$650 263 7241

66 Chevrolet 6 cyl . automatic
greet buy. economical to run $395
Bob 263 7241

85 Ply greet car chaapl Bob
253 7241

00 ew Impels engmg strong,
no rust Best oiler Dan 2S3 5449

87 Caprice good engine Call
323 6248

1M5 Rambler station wagon,
runs beautifully naw sticker
$160 00 6M 5303

62 Chev, 6 cyl economicel 4160
263 7241

BO'6.52?
Ch#V tn ° ' d •"•

1988 Peugeot station wagon
runs well, good tirea 4600 649 a
Early morning or lata evening

1960 TR3 TR4 engine Good
shepe many .tras but needs
radiator 4600 666 4183

.im -

VW V C •" C «P' »or mulller
$200 firm Cafl 648 7487 Rebuilt 87

FOR RENT

For Rent 7 room apt in

i ountry $150 plus util 20 mi from
iiM.ni Avsil 11 1 Call 1628 3287
or 1 628 3273 No fn stv

Furn apts one and one half

two and twn and ona halt rms
Modern air cond pool parking
TV f\»ar shopping utilities inc

Lease to June 1975 Amherst Motel
Opp Zayre

Roommate wanted to share old
Riverside country hse m Conway
20 mm away Baeutilul country
site 369 8361 4026

Partner needed for N Leverett
House beeutiful spot No pets
Call 367 9945

WANTED TO RENT
Would like to rent Tepee for 1

mo Gordon Helman Box 504
Hampshire College

HELP WANTED

8 10 students. 4 hrs per wk
Tues and Thurs 10 12 Oct thru
Dec 15 $2 00 per hr Easy work on
<empus Don Wright 5 3480 Leave
name and number

f TRAVEL

TO SUBLET

2 bd Tow rehouse 1 end one
hall bathe, w w. dishwasher,
disposal, air conditioned etc Rent
E» Sec dep Negotiable Avail Nov
1 Ellisa 549 1064

ROOMMATE WANTED

Share house. 3 6 mi to cempus
Own room 481 25 with utilities
586 4189 eves

Garber Trove! offering great
travel programs during winter
spring break For mora info call

Rich at 256 6090

No scuba diving exp nee 1

College credit in P E Only $379
More for your dollar than any oTher
vacation can offer A travel ex
penence vou won t want to miss
For further info rail Tom Saab 546
9168

The great getaway camping and
scuba diving in beautiful St John
Virgin Islands Jan 6 to Jan 15 All
equip and lodging provided

PERSONALS

Joan Happy Birthday to a
great roommate Sue

Mopa Happy 21st< Much love '

K C and O

Eniov elegant dining in a relaxed
atmosphere with a panoremic
view high atop Sylvan I in Mc
Namara Basementl THE SUBWAY
is now open for LUNCH M F 1130

1 00 Also for the evening iet set
Mon Thurs 5 30 midnite. Fn till 1

a m Sat and Sun 12 30 1 00 a m
Come and be pampered 1

!

1

Cinder missed vou last waek
Call Bob

Dick the best things in lifts ere
free Not only ere they tree but
good ones are few end for bet
ween 1 Your Gemmie

To the 1st floor Goobettes
Today is the first dey of the next 9
months - Yuck Yuck

Owen M is a pooftsp fcr M How s
the foot

Tern Sure vou don t want to
be in the index? 100 percent
reverse'

Wanne Score? The Subwey
iMcNamare Basement Sylvan) i
sponsoring a Homecoming
Speciel Bung your ticket stub into
the Subway Saturday for a Roast
Beef grinder for only 89 c Ireg
$1 101 If vou can t buy it for lass
than we won t sell it (Right Ruby
and Choo Choo"

MFR You re the pumpsin ol
my pie Catch you at the ne«t
sunset You' Soacander

J B To the best n the world
Happy 1st It was great and always
will ba Love you J L

Case Hdppv 5th I love you
madly Lets go for 6 Luv Ye Sues

Boney Joney and Susan Jay
Hope you have s fabuous fun
super wild greet terrific and
enjoyable B day The 20 yt old
• ow

Oldtime 6 strlne Banjo lessons
Reasonable Call 254 8816 Berry
Cooper

VALLEY K 9 Finest trsinmg in

obed personel protection end K 9
In residence training eveileble Call
Marc 549 1M2

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob
will still lis it right No 10b too
small Foreign or domeatic No big
ovorheed 263 7241

HI Fl Audio repair 2 day service,
work guaranteed At Tech Hi-Fi
Cell 549 2810

Speedy Xeroxing Repid
reproduction Amherst Cerriege
Shops 233 N PleesentSt M F 9
9 Set 9 7 Sun 11 7 649 0686
Seme dey service

Professional guitar repairs by
gutter maker Michael Millard
Mon. Wed. Frl at Tha Guitar
Workshop Amherst Cerrlage
Shops 549 1728 Free eetlmetes

Vr old white male cat Rt • In
Belchertown (towerds Quebbinl
Spot on heed 2 different color
eves Any info eppreciated 323
4581

Lar
Pam

Boney
Finio

Happy 4th Love you mora

Happy Birthday

Tag and Bake Sale Montessor.
School 740 Main St Sat Oct 26
10 4 Rain or Shine

Tush T K Humpty Arm Keren
E» Ellen Welcome to the Zoo
You re in lor the time ol your life
Smiles

Waft'es Hsppy Bday from the
convent Wouldn t che know it's

Seturday mta Glad you re 18

ACDC P S Be home by 4 a m

86 Volvo 122S euto M 0M mlSome rust, good condition 9660 or
best oiler 6 9*04

Couple wanted to share 1st II ol
ige No Hamp house vvith same
Raos rant pats OK Call Howia
or Cor 584 15M

Two males seek 3rd to shore 3 br
apt $115 268 8098

2 Bdrm Puffton Apt 4110 per
mo . util incl . own bath, quiet Jon
Poet 5496162

Roommate wanted to share
lovely furnished hse in Conway -
20 min Irom Amherst Cell Judith
369 4024 369 83*" Wash dry

Design Mejor seeking other
Design majorats). M or F to live
with oil campus nest aemaater
Cell Stew 6 5677

Apt to share in Blown Need 2
people Call 373 4893 evening, till
11 30

Seeking female to share house in
Pelhem $125 Call 258 8868 Mary

Share apt own rm 476 mo plus
utilities Nr center N ton Cell 584
6215 elter 5 o m

WANTED
Lame room lor artktt Uae of

foi Hftfea 2M M17 Cheep

GOALIES to skete Thurs 10 11

I 2088 "
•qu,pm *"" Cell 6 0068 or

FREE RETAIL CATALOG Pipes
waterpipas. bongs cigarette
papers lolling machines super
stones clips under ground comix
etc G.thnells s Goodies Box 4M
Hollywood. Ca 90028

The person who took the green
canvas tennis ball bag from rhaBoyd.n Courts 10 4 pi.*,, return
it to Coach Kosakowski Rm 220B yd

$60 FOR INFO of ID of person
involved in accident w red VW
Oct 5 6. SW Lot SO Need I lor
no fault insur 648 8131

The DUKE la coming Nov 6

Todd - The early bird gets ths
worm Heppy Birthday B ft M

All residents ol the Stole ol
Maine who would like to vote
ebsentee ballot in the Nov 5
election, call Linda today et 6 5448

A happy and loving tenth All my
love Tigger December 27 to 7

Janet Vou can always count
on us to screw things up Sigma
love Jayne and Joanna

In case I forget when I see you -
Heppy Birthday Jene Felzani! Love
Lorette

Keren Heppy 19th Birthday
You re a bargain ol a roommate

LMC On your 21st Luv. .

reeliie now tnat o matter what,
we II elways oe together Here s to
s f-sppy tile' Your Big Ginio

FREE

Male dog collie mix 8 mos
{

old Good country dog Needs I

attention and lots of sosce Call
323 6681 <

Resource Collective Shore
anything everything Phone 6
5174 Write Boi ' Pierpont its all

'or vou Sm.le

ENTERTAINMENT

Get vour pertv rockm Call Stave
R.ch and Cheryl et 6 9615 or 6 9625
'o- DJ s with style Super cheep

Th.s week at The Hatch , c ecreem bar sundaes 2 for the price
of 1 alters pm daily All day Sat bSun

Don t let the bands roll vou lor
ver money Let Bob the J rock
you for much less For non stop
boogie cell Bob the D J Beet time
to cell MTW 4pmto7oml
will del ba avail SM 8076

Goldie Hewn in Butterllies Are
free Fndev 7 30 and 10 CCA

Double treat at Tha Hatch
tonite Creative Source E»

Progressors b Progressive Sounds

The TOC proudly presents -
Time Bemg Thurs thru Sat Stoo
by

INSTRUCTION

Oiassicol guitar lessons

r^n"
,V
tI?':. "'^ground KevnCollins 753 7976

Bartending course beginning
Oct 29 31 m the Commonwealth
Room iStudent Union! 7 10 p m
$15 00 Register 1st dey ol dees
Students must be 18

SERVICES
Cempus Clubs snd

Organizations, Do vou want to
publ.sh high quality newsletter
pemphlet magazine or booklet???
Let the Message Company help
vou write layout design end print
it" Reasonable fees Contact Jerry
at 253 SMS lor information

Future CPA s Leern how to
p-epere lor the CPA exem Becker
CPA Review Course Call Collect
Boston 617 5M 1440

CALCULATORS

Celculator Sale - College
Calculators oilers lowest prices
anywhere All models eveilablef
Texas Inst Hawaii Packard
Unicorn Ail machines new and
guar with 2 month replacement
warranty Before vou buy a
calculator cell ma I can beat snv
price anywhere Look for my
posters around campus lor dateils
Then can Bob Crowell at M9 1316

MISCELLANEOUS
PASSPORT PHOTOS
Passport photos 24 hour

service reasonable rates Call Joe
Stoddard 549 6598 nights

Photos
service Call Joe at 649 nights

Cheap thrills" Graphics for »o U r

clothing 264 No Plaasent St You
Pick em we stick em

Informetion wee looked out Irom
s reliable source concerning the
Personnel Seminar Corp It aeems
that the corp has approved the
requeeted Personnel Dept budget
This is a plus lor our entire com
munity Congrets Pers Dept

Auto Workshop Heoperts

Do it voursel! Reeelr your own
cer We supply the tools and ad-
vice Lower level CC Garage Open
Mon Fr, 3 10 p m Sat and Sun
10 10 Parte at discount
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Health education

Getting

medical
help

The University in-
firmary submits advisory
information on health
services to The
Collegian. The material
is printed irregularly.
Here is another in-
stallment:

What's the best way to get care
at the University Health Services?
Make an appointment if the

problem's not urgent. There are a
number of advantages: waiting
time is reduced for you and others;

you can arrange the appointment to
fit your owm "schedule; you can see
the physician or nurse practitioner

of your choice each time you need
consultation, allowing for con-
tinuity of care; more time is

available to the physician both for
preparation and actual time spent
with you, and it frees the walk-in
facilities for use in emergency
situations.

How do I make an appointment?
The best way is to call 549-2600

any day between 8:30 a.m. and 5:00
p.m. You can also come in and
make an appointment in person at
the front information desk. Ap-
pointments for all physicians and
nurse practitioners and most
special services are coordinated on
a computerized system.
What about the Walk-in Clinic?
The Walk-in Clinic is for

emergency care and rapid treat-

ment of acute problems that can't
wait for an appointment. Also,
because this Clinic handles all

patients coming to the Health
Center ov« r the noon hour on
weekdays, and on evenings and
weekends, irgent problems must
receive first priority of care at those
times.

What is triage? How does that help
me ?

Triage is a sorting function
performed by the nurse practitioner
you see first in the Walk-in Clinic. In

this process the nurse will talk

briefly with v ou, take information
about ycjr medical problem, and
arrange for appropriate care at that
ooint

Do I have to see a physician or
nurse for a mild cold or headache?
No self care medications

'aspirin, decongestant, throat
lozenges) are available at the
Pharmacy without prescription or
medical consultation.

How do I get to see a specialist?

Gynecological-obstetrical, sur
gical and orthodpedic consultant
services are available upon referral
from a Health Services physician.
So make an appointment to see a
staff physician first. Other special
services may also be recommended
by the physician.
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THE COLLEGE

BARTENDERS, INC.

will present a course

in Bartending at the

University of Mass.

WHEN: Beginning Oct. 29-

31

WHERE. Commonwealth
Room (Student Union
Building)

WHAT TIME: 7-10 p.m.

HOW MUCH: $15.00

REGISTER; 1st day of

class — students must be
18 years of age

I

ACROSS
' Dance
5 Analyze
10 So Cai

campus
H E*change

premium
"' Rock Pred,
t*> Impoverished
1 / Clerical mis

IdKf 2 M
19 B r.th

Jewish
Organi/atrti"

:'0 One afte'

another

2\ Put into

service

22 European
volcano

23 Rumba for

one
<?5 Deterrent

26 Sensitivity

30 Negative worn
31 Proceed in

sequence
34 Conclude

prematurely
36 Private

instructor

38 Organic

vessel

39 Thoughtful

ness
42 Swiss river

43 Military

decoration

44 Become
aware of

45 Indian tent

47 Large number
49 agar

b0 Automobile
51 Ain t 2 words
53 Head

coverings

55 Emmet
06 Metal poi

61 Utter

62 Cargo
loaders

64 Roam
65 Primp

66 Catalogue
6/ Propagated
68 Applies MaC
69 Be foolishly

fond

DOWN
1 Siamese
monetary unit

2 Water Sp
3 Draw
4 Burden

5 Traditional

primate

6 Indian weight
7 Building

material 2

words
8 Responded to

reveille

9 Ancient times

10 Happy
Informal
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

11 Infringe

'2 Bank
transaction

13 Cantata solo

18 Nickname for

Edward
24 Observed
25 Uses a drill

26 Silent

27 Dry as

28 Joining word
29 Transpose

Abbr
31 Pointless talk

32 Corselet

part

33 German city

35 Kitchen

gadget

37 Bird s claw
40 Letter

41 Tennis gear

46 Punched
Slang

48 Symbols
51 Inside of

Prefix

52 A Kennedy
53 Aromatic

plant'

54 God of love

55 Cobras
57 Recounted
58 Pair plus one
59 For fear that

60 Italian

community
63 Former G.I.

TUESDAY.October 29 -
Born today, you are one of
those slow, quiet persons who
deliberates a long time before
coming to a decision about
anything - and then de-

liberates even longer before
acting upon that decision. You
must, however, be on guard
against mistaking caution for
fear, against putting things off

because you are careful and
putting things off becauae you
are confused. Avoiding a
situation will never effect a
change for good or for ill; only
action, well-defined and well-
deliberated, will bring meas-
urable results.

You have a natural interest
in politics, for you have a
natural bent for the manipula-
tion and maneuvering of other
people

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 211
- Prospects are excellent for

the Scorpio willing to co-

operate with others in joint
enterprises Qo it alone at

' p-eal risk In sour future!

SACITTARIL'S iNov 22
Dec 21 I - There may well be

fly */»*• W*0*r

some delays today when it

comes to garnering results of

your efforts Make no diaplay
of temper, no matter how you
are tned
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan.

191 - Your approach to all

business matters must be slow
and careful. Otherwise, you
surely will make a regrettable
mistake early in the day.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb

181 — Friends offer encourage-
ment Be wise: accept their

suggestions for personal im
provement in the spirit in

which they are given.

PISCES I Feb 19-March 201
— Take up the day's problems
one at a time. Profit lies in a
reasonable approach to the
young, whether at home or at
work.

ARIES IMarch 21 April 19)
- Take care that in your joy
at having found what looks to
be a solution to present
problems, you don't leap out
of the fire into the frying pan 1

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— Go over plans once more
slowly before you begin to put
them into action. You can

14

17

26

34

27

39

42

28

18

15

61

46

30

24

-discover a new way to new
profits if you are attentive.

GEMINI (May 21 June 201
— Unless you are willing to

allow another his personal

quirks, you can't expect to be
allowed yours Rationalize ills

awav if you must
CANCER Uune 21 July 22)

— Minor problems must be
taken seriously if they are not
to grow to major proportions

Allow one older and wiser than
yourself the benefit of a doubt
LEO (July 23 Aug 22)

Moderation is the key to

aUCOas on every level tnda\
Miike no irrevocable changes
in vour plans for the

immediate future Consult
friends.

VIRGO I Aug 83 Sept. 22)

A major decision could be
your undoing - unless you are
wise enough to leave yourself a

loophole out of which you can
scramble

LIBRA I Sept 2:»-()ct 221 -
Keep your activities well
within present limits You can
begin to branch out later in the
week \ new friend offers a

ne« perspective

,
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44

41
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dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson

32

38

49

33
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SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY, LIGHTWEIGHT
CAMPING AND MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01002 Tel. (413) 253-9504

Fall Sale
Oct. 30 - JVot?. 2

Doors Open at 9 a.m.

A limited amount of Rental Equipment including SLEEPING BAGS,

TENTS, PACKS, FOAM PADS and STOVES will be available on a

first-come, first-served basis at
40- 60% OFF

CROSSCOUNTRY SKI PACKAGES
Touring Ski Packages include choice of Ski, Bass or Falk

Low-Cut Boot, Villorn Pin Binding, and Bamboo Pole.

TOTAL SUGG.
MFG. PR. SALE PRICE

EMS Asnes Turlangrenn
Hickory Sole with Ligno Edges

ASNE Turlangrenn Jr. 120140

150-170

Fischer Europa Light Touring Ski
Aluminum and Wood Construction

Bonna 1800 Turlangrenn
Hickory Sole with Ligno Edges

Splitkein No-Wax Ski Mohair strips

Sizes As Available

$102.00

$107.50

$111.00

$69.50

$35.50

$37.50

$69.50

$77.50

SLEEPING BAGS
Gerry Camper

$127.50 $84.50

Gerry Yosemite

Gerry Wilderness

Reg.

Lg.

Reg.

Lg.

Reg

Lg.

DOWN PARKAS
EMS Patagonia

EMS Ripstop Bugaboo

EMS Taffeta Bugaboo w/Hood

EMS Yeti w/Hood

EMS Down Vest

EMS Child's Down Patagonia

Alpine Designs Glacier w/Hood

Mfg. Sugg.

List Pr.

$49.50

$44.50

$44.50

$64.50

$22.50

$30.00

$95.00

SALE PRICE

$42.50

$38.50

$30.50

$58.50

$18.50

$24.50

$65.95

ALP Artie Reg.

Sierra Designs Fairsack

EMS Minilite Reg

Lg.

EMS Estes (Old Style)

Child's Polargard

EMS Blueridge

EMS Franconia Reg.

Lg.

Sizes and Colors as Available

[CLCf

EMS Dhauligiri

Volarafoam 3/8"
(Closed Cell

Insulation) 1/2"

Mfg. Sugg.
List Pr.

$99.00

$105.00

$96.00.

$100.00

$113.00

$120.00

$125.00

$55.00

$92.50

$97.50

$76.00

$30.00

$45.00

$59.50

$125.00

$135.00

$5.50

$7.00

SALE PRICE

$87.50

$94.50

$81.50

$84.50

$100.00
$105.00

$99.50
$38.50

$70.50

$75.50

$60.00

$24.00

$50.50

$115.00

$120.00

$4.25

$5.50

Sizes and Colors as Available

CLOTHING
EMS 60/40 Parka

Assorted Rugby Shirts

Child's Corduroy Knickers

EMS Orion Trail Pants

Setsnug T-Shirts

Allen-A T-Necks (Irreg.)

Asst. Knickers, Shorts & Trail Pants

All Rain Gear

Mfg. Sugg.

List Pr.

$39.50

$18.95

$9.95

$19.95

$3.95

$3.50

Sizes and Colors as Available

SALE PRICE

$33.95

$15.95
$3.95

$13.95

$2.50

$2.50

25% Off

20% OFF

PACKS
AM Old Style Kelty 04 & BB5
PACKS & FRAMES

EMS Divided Pack & Frame

EMS Undivided Pack & Frame

Gerry Vagabond

CT Canyon Pack & Frame

Ass't. Jan Sport Packs

All Bicycle Packs
Sizes and Colors as Available

Total Sugg.
Mfg. Pr. SALE PRICE

20-25% Off

$47.00 $33.50

$45.00 $32.50
$40.oo $28.50

$3295 $26.50
20-25% OH

20% Off

TENTS
Gerry Camponaire

Gerry Lodge Pole

Gerry Fireside

Mosquito Net Tent

Eureka Mt. Marcy

Sugg. Mfg.
List Pr.

$148.00

$73.00

$92.00

$85.00

$45.00

SALE PRICE

$130.00

$59.95

$63.95

$69.80

$36.50

MISCELLANEOUS
Optimus 77A Alcohol Stove

Optimus 80 Gasoline Stove

Gerry Mini-Stove

Mfg. Sugg.

List Price

$17.95

$14.95

$14.95

SALE PRICE

$13.50

$11.50

$10.95

I

All Imported Kayaks and Kayak Accessories

20% OFF

*Wft/w Mountain Sprit - Amherst/Rte. 9 Amherst-Hadley lm/253-9504
' ^*M 5:30 Not Responsible for Typographical Mistakes
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Lefties lacking

after fall try-out
By BILL DOYLE
Sports Staff

Wanted: a lefthanded pitcher.

After completing six weeks of fall

baseball, that seems to be the

primary need of the UMass team,
according to Coach Dick Bergquist.

Only one southpaw is listed on
the vat Jty fall baseball roster, that

being Chris Kirby, a sophomore
who pitched for the J.V.'s last year.

Sophomore Dave Tewhill was
expected to help but is currently

plagued by arm problems.
Bergquist said that the pitching

staffs of the good New England
college baseball teams usually have
at least one good lefthander.

UMass seems like it will have to do
without one because not only

didn't any come out for the team in

the fall but none are expected to be
added in the spring.

There are only two lefty batters

on the UMass roster also, Pete
Backstrom, who batted .294 last

year and Mark Fontaine, who
batted .225. Bergquist doesn't think

that this is a problem though,
"Lefties have trouble with lef-

thanded pitchers but righties can
handle both types of pitchers pretty

well so we'll be okay."

The fall baseball season is a

practice period for the spring

squad. Bergquist reported this

year's season was "the best fall

session yet" because of good
weather and the enthusiasm of the

participants. "The guys seemed
eager to make up for last spring's

poor record," he said. The team
was 9-16 overall last spring with a

record of 0-8 in the Yankee Con-
ference.

Starting the first day of classes, a
squad of 135 was cut down to

about 50, which will make up the
varsity and J.V. for the 1975
season, except for a few January
transfers and some football players

who will go out for the team.

Former star slugger Ron
Beaurivage, who is on campus
finishing his undergraduate studies

after signing with Oakland, and
grad student Phil Rollins assisted

Bergquist during the fall season.

Ten intra-squad games were
held, along with the regular

schedule of twenty games against

other schools. The Minutemen
record was 12-7-1, including vic-

tories over Springfield, Holy C oss,

Siena, Westfield State and AIC.

"We had some excellent
games," stated Bergquist, "But the

results aren't all that important

because of shuttling lineups,

changing pitchers at a pre-

determined time, and trying players

at new positions. I think the great

value in the fall practice season is

the players gain much more ex-

perience, practice different skill

areas, and we get a real indication

of who can make a real contribution

next spring. We have our work cut

out for us, because of last spring's

9-16 record."

Those cited for having good
seasons this fall were pitchers Jeff

Reardon, frosh Rich Kelly, Craig

Allegrezza (who is coming off the

psychological effects of a sore arm,
said Bergquist) and John Mc-
Manus. Footballer Pete Rankowicz
is expected to join the team in the

spring.

Pete Backstrom, Mike Koperniak
and Steve Wright led the hitting

attack this fall, said Bergquist.

Pitching and defense was
stressed in the fall session and
these two things according to

Bergquist will decide the fate of the

1975 team.

CHANGE-UP: Pete Backstrom,
the hard hitting outfielder and John
Healy, the defensive whiz behind
the plate, were named as co-

captains of the 1975 varsity baseball

team.

Patriots gain fans...

BOSTON \AP\ For some
members of the New England
Patriots, it was just too hard to

believe 2,000 football fans jamming
an airport lobby to greet a team
once famous for its fumbles.

"Unbelievable, just un-
believable," said center Jon Morris.

"I can remember when we didn't

have this many people at our
games."

A few hours earlier Sunday, the
Patriots had scored a touchdown
with three seconds to go and
defeated the Minnesota Vikinas
17-14.

It was their sixth win in seven
games. And suddenly, people are

forgetting National Football League
seasons like 1972, when they were
3 — 11, and 1970, when they were
2-12.

Players grinned and shouldered
through the crowd as people
strained to touch them and shout,
"We're No. 1."

Morris could not get over it. "I

know I'm exaggerating," he said.

"But this welcome is great. I've

never seen anything like this in my
life. Things have really changed for

us."

Airport officials offered to let the
team off at another gate, but Coach
Chuck Fairbanks said, "If there are
fans out there waiting for us, I'll be
very happy to go that way."

Lose Windsor for year
BOSTON \AP\ - The National

Football League's New England
Patriots said Monday that tight end
Bob Windsor, hero of yesterday's
17-14 victory over Minnesota, will

be out of action for the rest of the
season, after a successful operation
on his right knee.

In the last play of Sunday's
game, Windsor caught a pass on
the two-year line. He said later he
felt himself being injured when he
was first hit, but managed to get
over the goal line with torn

ligaments

Dr. Donald Akikie performed the

ligament operation Monday at

Norwood Hospital, the Patn'tots

said. The doctor said he expected
Windsor to be in a cast for six

weeks
Wide receiver Steve Schubert,

who scored the other Patriot

touchdown, suffered a sprained
knee, but the team said it was not
known if he would miss any games.

Also injured was cornerback Ron
Bolton, who suffered a broken
finger, A spokesman said Bolton
should not miss any action.
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Staub going to Montreal?
A/CI/I/ \Z/1Df liim\ -.

^
NEW YORK \UPI\ Rusty

Staub is going back to Montreal.
The Mets and Expos haven't

closed the deal yet, all they've really

done is laid some of the ground-
work. That means if anybody asks
them, both can honestly say, no.

Rusty Staub hasn't been
traded... yet.

From all visible signs, though,
and from some which aren't so
visible, the likelihood keeps
growing that after a three-year

absence, Le Grand Orange soon
will return to Montreal, where as far

as most of the fans there are

concerned, he never really left.

The Mets aren't saying much.
They're not saying anything, in

fact, about their plans for Staub.
Joe McDonald, the Mets' new
general manager, says he doesn't

believe in "Untouchables." to him,

those are only some people in a TV
show.

When you talk to the Expos, they
are perfectly honest about their

feelings for Staub. They like him,

and always have. Without running
any risk of tampering, they readily

concede they wouldn't mind having
him back. They wouldn't mind at

all.

"Since the very first day of our
existence, Rusty was the most
popular ballplayer we ever had in

Montreal," says Expos' general

manager Jim Fanning. "Naturally,

we never liked the idea of letting

him go and we said so at the time.

In the back of our minds, though,
we wondered if some day he might
possibly come back and finish his

career with us."

Rusty Staub did not have a good
year with the Mets last season. He

TEN Pl«

BOWLING
BOYDEN GYM

4 10 30

Mon. thru Fri.

(except during

league play)

50c a strino

Shumway's

Wallpaper a Paint Store, Inc.

320 COLLEGE STREET

Bold and Bright Colors

*

J
Complete Dinners from $1.50
Jw Tuesday with Max Roach

Thursdays with Archie Shepp

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586 0802 lft$ Serving

Food and Liquor
from ii a.m

had 78 RBI's and 19 home runs to

go with his .258 batting average,

and those figures don't stack up
very well alongside the six figures

he is being paid.

To bget Staub from the Expos in

April of 1972, the Mets had to give

up Ken Singleton, Mike Jorgensen
and Tim Foli in another of those
deals where they came out on the
short end. Staub has helped them,
true, but he has not compensated
for the departure of the three

players it took to get him.

The Yankees have excited the
fans here in New York by landing

Bobby Bonds for Bobby Murcer.
They did it the very same day the
Mets swapped catcher Duffy Dyer
to the Pirates for Gene Clines.

When the Yanks announced their

deal, it made the Mets, swap look
like small potatoes.

The Mets did acquire Joe Torre

from the Cardinals but still need a

centerfielder. They tried to get

Baltimore's Paul Blair and failed.

Montreal's Willie Davis looks like

the best centerfielder available

although the Mets aren't that

excited about him. He'll be 35 next

season, and near the end of this

one he didn't seem sure whether he

wanted to play ball anymore or not.

Davis came to the Expos from

the Dodger for Mike Marshall last

winter. Paid $110,000 by Montreal

this year, he called a press con-

ference in front of his locker near

the end of the season and told the

writers he wanted to know what
his status was with the Expos,
whether they were going to traae

him or not. Late., it turned out he
also wanted a loan, or advance, on
next year's salary, from the club.

Oops! mistakes murder
UMass; UConn

By STEVE DeCOSTA

It could have been set to music.

It could have been called 'You
Can't Always Get What You Want'
Or better yet, 'Bye Bye Bean.>ot.'

By right, it should have been a

tie. The old adage says "May the

best team win." But 'best' is the

superlative form of the adjective

god'. And, by no means could the

performances of either team on the

football field Saturday afternoon be
called 'good.'

UConn got the passing grade, a

mark in theW column, with a 10-9

win in a contest that was billed as
the game of the year in the Yankee
Conference. Actually, it was a

game marred by errors, mistakes,
and general ineptitude.

The Minutemen continued tneir

frustrating habit of giving the ball

away, fumbling six times and
throwing two interceptions, and the
ten UConn points were nearly

direct results of those errors.

On top of that, the UMass
passing game, which had bit the

fifty percent mark for the first time
last week, again became a
nonentity. Three quarterbacks
threw 15 passes for only two
completions.

And Greg Sprout, who had nine
points a week ago, hit one field goal
from 43 yards, had one partially

blocked after a bad snap and
another completely blocked in the
final five seconds. But the one that
really came back to haunt was a
missed extra point shanked wide to
the right. It turned out to be the
eventual margin of victory.

Despite the mistakes, the
Minutemen had that one last

chance, that golden opportunity to
pull it out and make the afternoon
all worth it.

UMass got the ball in its best field

position of the second half, on the
UConn 40 yard line, after a bad 23
punt by John Lis. Mark Tripucka
(who replaced Brian McNally, was
replaced by Peter Colton, and then
replaced Colton) and Jim Torrance
personally legged the ball to a first

and goal at the UConn 2 with time
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JIM TORRANCE HAD another field day as he
roared for 148 yards against UConn.
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running out. Two off tackle slants
by Torrance moved the ball halfway
home but by then there were only
five seconds left.

In came Sprout for an eight yard
attempt, a chip shot that should
have been a mere formality. But the
Minutemen jumped early, Gary
Calvino charged in from the left,

Les Solomon blasted in from the
right, the kick was blocked and the
Beanpot was lost.

Credit the defense with keeping
the matter close for the entire
afternoon. The Minutemen allowed
UConn only one sustained drive all

day, but toughened up to bat away
a fourth down pass from their own
six.

"Our defense did a great job."
said Dick MacPherson. "I thought
the field position the offense left

them in is what did it."

And indeed it was. The Huskies
tallied three on a Greg Sinay field

goal after Bill Coleman fumbled on
his own 24.

The very next time UMass had
the ball, Don Thompson picked off
a Tripucka pass on the UMass 32.
Two plays later, Bernie Palmer
tossed to Al MacLellan, who
reached over cornerback Earl
Brown in the end zone.
The Minutemen, meanwhile,

were getting very little in the way of
field position in the second half,

and failed to move the ball from
deep in their own territory. Mac-
Pherson resorted to a game of
musical quarterbacks, shuffling in

Tripucka and Colton.

The moves were necessitated by
an injury to starter Brian McNally.

Late in the first half, McNally swept
left end, and a UConn defender

landed on his shoulder. So, in much
the same way UMass lost former
number one Fred Kelliher, McNally
will probably be shelved for the

season with a separation.

Torrance was again the
workhorse of the offense, carrying
on one- third of the offensive plays
for nearly one half of the total

UMass offense. All this despite

GREG SPROUT LOOKS on in dismay as Les
Solomon blocks the potential winning points.

sitting out several minutes in the
first quarter while having three
fingers of his left hand taped
together.

Torrance also got the only
UMass touchdown of the game, a
two yard blast. But credit for that
score has to go to punter John
Romboli.

The Minutemen had been
working on a fake punt play all

week long in practice. "We noticed
that UConn doesn't cover the
outside on their rush," said
MacPherson. So Romboli took the
snap, began his kicking motion, and
flew around left end for a 32 yard
gain, setting up the Torrance dive.

Added to the loss of McNally, co-
captain Dennis Kiernan and guard

Ned Deane were also injured and
their status is unknown at this time.

The loss kills any chance for an

outright conference championship

for for the Minutemen, but a tie for

the title is still a possibility. UMass
is currently 3-2 in YanCon wars,

while UConn stands at 3-1.

But perhaps the Minutemen
should be more concerned with
keeping their record over the .500
mark. They now stand at 4-3
overall, but with Colgate, Holy
Cross, and Boston College (who
annihilated Villanova 55-7 Satur-
day) coming up on the schedule
and the injury situation the way it

stands now, there could be trouble
brewing in Amherst.

Booters shine, but edged 1-0
By BEN CASWELL checking on UConn's hioh-scorina another attarka r a„n oi,.,^ ... :.u . ^^By BEN CASWELL

When you play like that and lose,
well, you can almost come away
satisfied.

Playing like that refers to the best
played game of the year by the
UMass soccer team last Saturday
as they were edged 1-0 by a UConn
team that is rated in the top ten
teams in the nation.

The game's only score came with
about ten minutes left in the first

half when Connecticut forward
Lloyd Grant took a pass from
teammate Len Santaris and after
moving past a fallen UMass
defender fired a hard, low shot past
goalie Carl Vercollone to his far
right.

This game had a little oit of
everything. There was fine two way
play by both teams as each squad
moved the ball fairly well. Both also
had some good scoring chances
and the two goalies each had a few
fine saves.

At the start of the game the
Minutemen looked a little tight but
it did not take them too long to
loosen up. Tom Coburn had
UMass' first good scoring op-
portunity but the UConn goalie
came up with a fine kick save.

The first half was filled with the
fine play of UMass forward Bill

Belcher whose hustle seemed to
have him all over the field all the
time. He also did a fine job of

checking on UConn's high-scoring
forward Frances Innocent who is

second among all New Englanders
in scoring.

In a game like soccer one score
can completely change the
momentum of a game. After the
UConn score that could have
happened but it didn't. It seemed
after the score that UMass came on
even stronger and in no way did it

appear that they suffered a let-

down. What did appear was the
poise and determination of a team
that was playing to win.

When the second half began
UMass got the wind to their backs
rather than playing into it as they
had in the first half. This was a
factor as it enabled Goalie Carl

Vercollone to get off alot longer
kick-outs with the help from the
wind instead of the shorter ones he
had been getting off in the first half

when the wind was a hindrance.
Obviously the Minutemen had to

score and they pulled out all the
stops as they tried to. Tony King
had a good head shot go just wide
to the left of the net off a fine pass
from deep to the right by Tom
Coburn. Fullback Mike Parsons
make a nice pass out in front that
Forward Mo Othman could not get
to in time and it was grabbed up by
the UConn goaltender.
With about five minutes left in

the game Coach Al Rufe brought in

another attacker and played with
only three fullbacks in an attempt to
bolster the UMass scoring bids. It

almost backfired when a Con-
necticut forward came in alone on

the save look easy.

The Minutemen came very close
on a number of occasions but just

could not connect. Their passing
was sharp and their defense was

Vercollone bu, Car, came out nicely SIrong £J^^tm^^Zto cut down the angle and made net «a. iuat not on thai, aoenda

and they came up close but short.

"We'll get them in the playoffs,"

said Coach A I Rufe.

QUICK SHOTS -About 2000
spectators were on hand for the

UConn game.
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Forward Mo Othman fires a shot in on net while Bill Belcher moves in to help out.
A UConn defender is down but it was Connecticut that was up at the end as they
edged the Minutemen 1-0..
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Ali-Foreman battle tonight
By BOB STEWART
UPI Sports Writer

KINSHASA, Zaire — The bludgeoning fists of

heavyweight champion George Foreman will strive to

still the dancing feet of Muhammad Ali Wednesday at

4 a.m. (10 p.m. EST Tuesday), and thus bring to an

end one of boxing's greatest careers.

Foreman, with an awesome 37 knockouts in his

unbeaten record of 40 victories, was an 11-5 favorite

for the 15-round match in the stadium of the 20th of

May, which is expected to hold about 64,000 Zairians,

the majority of whom seem solidly in favor if Ali.

Around the world, in over 100 nations, an estimated

million people will see the bout — by closed circuit in

the United States, but on home television in many
countries. The revenue for pay television is what has

made possible 5 million dollar guarantees for each
man in a production which carries a price tag of

approximately 30 million dollars.

The key to the bizarre drama is Muhammad Ali, the

most celebrated and controversial figure in boxing for

a dozen years, who now, at age 32, faces the greatest

challenge of his life.

Winner of the heavyweight title in February 1964 in

a stunning upset over Sonny Liston, Ali, then known
as Cassius Clay, subsequently resisted the draft and
was stripped of his title. He was idle for over two
years, during which time the recognized title passed
to Joe Frazier. Ali lost his first chance to regain his

crown, bowing in an epic 15-rounder to Frazier in

March of 1971.

Frazier later was knocked out in two rounds by
Foreman, and then Joe lost a close 12- round decision

to Ali in January to set up the bout here.

Ali has had 46 fights, losing only two — the one to

Frazier, the other to relatively unknown Ken Norton.

Norton broke Ali's jaw in the second round of a 12-

rounder which went the distance. Muhammad
reversed that verdict in a close rematch with Norton,

and then Foreman flattened Norton in two.

But because of his showmanship, his stand on race

issues, his religious militancy, Muhammad Ali has
become more than a fighter to much of the world. His

fights have become "Happenings," drawing people

who know less than nothing, and care less, about the

bawdy old sport of boxing. They come to see and
cheer and admire Ali.

But there is no way Ali the fighter can be
downgraded. His record against the best of his era

speaks for itself. He is to many the fastest

heavyweight ever and one of the best boxers of them
all.

Even without a truly powerful punch, he has piled
up 31 knockouts: the most notable - but sometimes
questioned - a one- punch flooring of Liston in their
return match at Lewiston, Me., in 1965.
He is a deceptively big man, standing 6-foot-3 with

an 80-inch reach. It is his lightning speed of foot
coupled with that reach that made possible the slogan
"Float like butterfly, sting like a bee." Ali's jabs do
sting.

But, at age 32, the speed and guile may be going,

and it is Foreman who may speed them on their way.
A huge hulk of man in appearance, although he is only

Ali's height, George possesses the biggest arms since

Paul Bunyan. Once he learned to punch straight

rather than looping lefts and rights, he began to leave

a trail of victims, knocking them down, again and
again, until it was all over.

"I like knockouts," Foreman says. "I don't want
any one to get hurt. A knockout is nice and peaceful."

A problem as a teenager in his native Houston,
Foreman wound up in the Job Corps in California,

where he came under the influence of Doc Broaddus,
the trainer who led him to AAU titles and then the

Olympic title in Mexico. There George won the hearts

of some Americans by carrying a tiny flag in his huge
fist after his victory.

Trained now by Dick Sadler, he has not had
anything remotely approaching the popularity of Ali or

Frazier. An apparently very much reserved person,

although he would like to be more of a public figure,

he simply lets his fists do the talking.

The promotion here almost came apart on Sept. 16
when Foreman's right eye suffered a two-inch cut in a

sparring accident. But both Foreman and the
promotion have recovered.

Knicks to utilize Porter and
Staliworth as forward strength
NEW YORK \UPI\ - The New

York Knicks, striving to strengthen

their suspect front line, Monday
activated Howard Porter and
signed free agent Dave Staliworth.

To make room for the additions

to the active roster, the Knicks
placed rookies Greg Jackson and
Rudy Jackson on waivers and put
Mel Davis on the injured list.

Porter, acquired from the
Chicago Bulls at the end of last

season in exchange for the Knicks'

No. 1 pick in the NBA college draft,

was expected to take up the

rebounding slack created by the

retirement of Dave Debusshere,
Willis Reed and Jerry Lucas.

But, the 6-foot-8 Villanova
graduate hurt his left ankle in the

preseason and has played only

eight minutes in exhibition games
this season.

Staliworth was a first-round draft

pick of the Knicks in 1965 from
Wichita State. The Knicks also

drafted Bill Bradley as a territorial

pick in the '65 draft.

After averaging approximately 13

points a game in his first two years,

Staliworth suffered what doctors

diagnosed as a heart attack.

But, after sitting out two seasons
before persuading doctors to allow

him to play, Staliworth returned to

the Knicks and was an integral part

of the great bench strength that

resulted in New York's first NBA
championship in 1969-70, averaging
7.8 points a game.

Prior to the start of this season,
Staliworth was traded by the
Washinnton Bullets to the Phoenix
Suns for Clem Haskins and then
placed on waivers by the Suns.

Commentary

Foreman to win
By BILL EDELSTEIN

Sports Staff

With so many new faces on both the Patriots and Celtics, it's nice to see
some sports figures that one doesn't have to look in the program to
recognize, even if one does have to travel to Kinasha, Zaire, to find them.
In other words, George Foreman and Muhammed Ali will be fighting again
for the first time.

Contrary to the implications in my last sentence, the World Heavyweight
Championship bout is not a Hollywood release; it's George Foreman's idea
of training a little late. It seems that at the time of the originally scheduled
fight six weeks ago, Foreman, the defending champion, was 15-25 pounds
overweight, while Ali was "in the best condition of my life". George would
have none of this, hence, either like magic or the hero of a grade "B"
movie, a cut over his right eye appeared in the nick of time (no pun in-

tended). For the present conflict, Foreman has trimmed down to a
respectable 220 lbs. [very respectable if you know what's good for you)
and Ali has put on eight lbs. since last week's reported 209 lbs.

Rule signed as pivot

for Milwaukee Bucks

...but maybe in his retirement
Ali can challenge Howard Cosell

to a balloon filling contest...

mmmmmm NMHMHMHM

MILWAUKEE, WIS. [UPI] - The
Milwaukee Bucks said Monday
they have signed Bob Rule, a
seven year veteran of the National
Basketball Association, as a backup
center.

Rule, 6-foot 9, replaces Dick
Cunningham, who was injured in a
weekend ga-me against
Washington.

Rule started his career with
Seattle and has been with
Cleveland and Philadelphia the past
two years. He was waived by the

76ers earlier this montn.
"I know exactly what my role is

going to be," Rule said. "It doesn't
bother me at all that I'll be backing
up Kareem later on."

Kareem Abdul Jabbar, the
Bucks' regular center, has been lost

to the team until about Nov. 22
because of an eye injury and a
broken hand suffered during the
pre season.

To make room for Rule, the
Bucks placed Cunningham on the
injured list.

LOOKING FOR A

NEW HELMET?

.
-<.,

Financially there can be no loser between the two combatants as each is

guaranteed $5 million by the Zaire government for his night's work.

Foreman's last eight opponents might not think Ali is receiving adequate
compensation for his impending hospital bill, as none of those opponents
have survived the second round.

The two men have vastly differing syles (Ali likes to dance and jab,

Foreman employs the Pulverization Technique) which, during their

careers, have achieved much the same ends. Foreman has fought 40 times,

all successfully, with 37 knockouts, while Ali has been the victor in 44 of his

46 attempts. (His two defeats coming against Joe Frazier and Ken Norton,
both of whom had eye contact with the mat of the ring before the third

round versus Foreman.) Ali's "game plan" is to "test Foreman's en-

durance". Muhammed will try to administer this exam at a distance of at

least 79 inches since the champion's reach is 78 %

.

By now the reader has probably deduced that this reporter believes

George Foreman will retain his title. The reader has deduced correctly. Ali,

at 32 years of age, no longer has a punch that can deck Foreman, so the
former must rely on his legs which, coincidentally, are also 32 years of age.
George, however, does have the knockout punch; just ask the 37 people
who have left their teeth marks in his gloves.

Ali claims he will "retire after winning" the fight. I wouldn't give much
credence to the word "winning", but maybe in his retirement Ah can
challenge Howard Cosell to a balloon filling contest to determine whose
rhetoric includes the most hot air.
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We've a huge

new shipment of

BELL Helmets

at

VALLEY M0T0RSP0RTS
348 King St.

Northampton
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A new course offering: "ISSUES IN
URBAN EDUCATION/' a film and
colloquium series for two modular
credits. Marks Meadow Auditorium,
7:00 to 8:30 p.m., two evenings each
month. Second meeting: Wed-
nesday, Oct. 30th, featuring the film,
"New Mood." Last chance to sign up
for credit.

Condition critical, but stable

Nixon goes into shock after operation
r*u n~i:t f A ni _i; . _ .LONG BEACH, Calif. [AP\ -

Former President Richard M. Nixon
went into shock after phlebitis

surgery and is in critical condition,

his doctor said last night.

A team of physicians ad-
ministered "countershock
measures for three hours until a
stable vascular condition was once
again restored," said Dr. John C.

Lungren in a written statement.
"The patient is still considered

critical," he said.

Lungren said the serious com-

plication was probably caused by
"some retro- peritonaeal bleeding
secondary to anticoagulation
therapy."

The physician had said earlier
that there was "somewhat more
risk than normal" to the surgery
because Nixon had been taking
anticoagulant drugs which left him
prone to uncontrolled bleeding.

Lungren said after the surgery
that there was no excessive
bleeding.

"Replacement of blood loss and

relaxation of anti-coagulation
therapy was instituted," Lungren
said.

Retro- peritonaeal means behind
the lining of Nixon's abdominal
area. Surgeons attached a plastic

clip to a vein in Nixon's groin area

to keep blood clots from
threatening the former president's

life.

After surgery, Nixon was
described as "doing well" and
making a normal recovery.

Nixon went into shock about

12:45 p.m., more than six hours
after surgery, Lungren said.

Lungren said that while "vascular
stability is still maintained at this

time, the patient is still considered
critical."

Lungren's statement was read by
a hospital official.

Lungren had called the operation
a success and said that hopefully
there would be no more com-
plications from the phlebitis Nixon
suffers in his left leg.

At a news conference 30 minutes
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A t Brittany Manor, Mt. Sugar/oaf

after the hour-long operation, Dr.
Eldon Hickman, who performed it

with two assisting surgeons, said,

"Mr. Nixon is doing well ...

recovering in the normal manner."
White House aides were being

kept advised on Nixon's condition
and one indicated that a possible
visit Wednesday by President Ford
to the former president was under
consideration. In Detroit, however,
Deputy Press Secretary John W.
Hushen said Ford had no plans to
see Nixon today.

Nixon was readmitted to the
hospital last Wednesday when
Lungren concluded that an oral

anticoagulant Nixon had been
taking at his La Casa Pacifica home
was not effective in stopping the
clotting.

Nixon had been hospitalized for

12 days in late September and early

October for treatment of the same
condition.

Nixon's hospitalization is being
paid for from presidential transition

funds. Ronald L. Ziegler, Nixon's
former press secretary, said Sunday
that Nixon had no health insurance.

78 eviction notices served
By DENNYMA TTEAU
Staff Correspondent

Seventy-eight eviction notices
were given to residents of Brittany
Manor and Mount Sugarloaf
yesterday. The notices were served

in reaction to tenants' withholding
of rents this past month, according
to John O'Keefe of the Veterans'
Coalition for Community Affairs.

O'Keefe said that the tenants
were withholding their rents
because they read, in a news article

in the Collegian of October third,

that they would not be repaid more
than one to five cents on the dollar

for their security deposits. The
article said this was due to

bankruptcy of the three real estate

firms which own the apartment

complexes. Those firms are
Colonial Realty. Tri Colonial Realty,

and New Colonial Realty In-

vestments. The Firms are prin-

cipally owned by two men, Robert
Waldman and David Dick, neither

of whom were available for

Tenants' Association seeks support
of North Village in rent strike

By DEBBIE SHAFER
Staff Reporter

A meeting of the Tenants'
Association "to gain the support of
North Village residents" in the rent
strike has been called for Tuesday
night in the Campus Center,
organizers say.

Tenants' Association Chair-
person Rosemary Whittaker said
ideally it's hoped the North Village
residents will both join the
Association and go on strike. The
meeting will be the first between
residents of North Village and the
Tenants' Association.

The Tenants' Association voted
Monday night to incorporate North
Village into the Tenant Association
"if the residents are willing." Karen
Mangan, who was present at the
meeting, is gathering support for
the Association at North Village
and says the "response has been

inside:
Prime Minister Wilson an-

nounces that he will move
Britain further along the road to

socialism. Page 5.

A four part series on the
roots of the busing controversy

begins today on page 6.

Read about your rights under

the Massachusetts drunken-

ness law on page 11.

weather:
Warm duck weather is in

store for today, with a
possibility of rain this af-

ternoon, and temperatures in

the 60s. And then at night it is

cold duck time, if the tem-
peratures drop.

ADDED NOTE:
There will be a Halloween

party for all staff, critics and
assorted interested beings in

the Collegian office this

Thursday at 8. Come prepared.

good so far" among residents.

Mangan says North Village

residents "are concerned with
other issues besides rent" such as

maintenance and administrative

control. North Village is presently

Staff Photo by Debbie Schafer

Rosemary Whittaker

represented only by the Married
Student Housing Committee.
The married student Tenant

Association also voted Monday
night to try and bring their

grievances before the University

Board of Trustees. This involves

setting up a liason committee of

administrators and students to

determine if the issue should be
called before the Trustees. Vice-
chancellor Robert Gage was
notified yesterday afternoon of the
request, and says he will begin the
process of setting up a liason

committee.

"We want to exhaust all S
possibilities for working through -c

the University system," said £
Whittaker. Bringing grievances to

"

the Trustees is "one alternative" £
towards solving the rent dispute

3

out of court," she said.

Whittaker thinks the ad-
ministration "will probably stall as

long as possible" before setting up
a grievance committee in hopes the

issue will die down.
But meanwhile, the tenants'

association is making a massive
effort to gain support. They are

canvassing Lincoln and University

apartments for more support, and
hope to join forces with residents of

North Village apartments.

In response to Acting Director of

Residential Life Ken Dean's request

that the tenants work through the

Married Student Housing Com-
mittee, it was voted by the

Association to remain separate and
autonomous from the Committee.
Patrick Walker of the Association

called Dean's suggestion "an at-

tempt to re-bureaucratize us."

The tenants' association met last

week with Gage, Dean and other

officials, but nothing was resolved

at the meeting. The administration

left the next move to the students,

and now the students have decided
to approach the Board of Trustees

who are "ultimately responsible for

the budget" according to Whit-
taker.

"After last week's meeting, the
administration really has no basis
for an argument," Whittaker said.

The rent strike relates to the entire

issue of student power, not just
married students. A primary aim of
the Tenants' Association is to help
students gain more control over
their lives, money, and living

situation while at the University.

Today's

Monday
Today is a Monday class

schedule at UMass. Classes or-

dinarily scheduled for Monday's are

in session today.

The schedule change is

necessary to make up for two lost

Monday's due to Veterans' Day and
Columbus Day holidays.

comment at the time of this writing.

O'Keefe said the rent withholding is

not, at this point, a collective

political act. He said "The tenants

were individually withholding for

reasons of their own."
The Student Senate Legal

Services Office has filed a suit on
behalf of tenants of Brittany Manor
asking that they be moved up on
the list of creditors to be paid off by
the bankrupt companies. Tenants
now stand in fourth place, after the

attorneys and bankruptcy ad-
ministrators, banks, and con-
struction contractors. The suit also

asks for guarantee that tenants will

receive full returns on security

deposits. John O'Keefe, speaking
for the VCCA, said "If the tenants
are not moved up on that list of
creditors, and if they are not given a
guarantee that they will receive
their security deposits, a massive
rent strike is planned in Brittany

Manor and Mount Sugarloaf."

According to the letter of the
law, as explained in the Cambridge
Tenants Organizing Committee
Handbook, rent may be legitimately

withheld only for infractions of

health and safety codes.

Jim Starr and Bill Dorsch of the
Legal Services Office were not
available for comment at the time
of this writing. However, a resident
of Brittany Manor, said that while
he did not receive an eviction notice
himself, he did receive a warning at
the beginning of this month that
eviction notices would be served on
all tenants who do hot pay on time.

Like a man possessed but not by the devil, Muhammad Ali pommels George
Foreman in last night's title bout. See the details of the story of Ali's amazing upset
on page 20.
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Third World defined
Craig opposed, Nagle uncommitted

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

By BLACK NEWS SERVICE
Many people confuse the term

"Third World" and thus confuse
the meaning and intentions of

people who are considered
members of the Third World. The
following will give a correct in-

terpretation of the meaning and
history behind the origins of the
term. Third World.
The first world consists of the

capitalist-imperialist nations, in-

cluding the chief oppressor of

humanity, the United States, as
well as much weaker European
nations of England, Germany,
Belgium, Portugal, etc. and more
recently, Israel.

The second world is composed
of the socialist nations led by the
USSR and includes
Czechoslovakia, Poland, East
Germany, Bulgaria, and other white

socialist nations of Eastern Europe.
These nations have broken the
bondage of capitalism and are
working to create "socialist
societies."

The "Third World" consists of
the colonized or formerly colonized
countries of the world. These in-

clude the nations and peoples of
Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
They have the unique distinction of

having been oppressed and pillaged

by the first world, i.e. by the
colonialist European and American
powers.

The advent of western in-

dustrialization brought with it

imperialist expansion and op-
pression of the nations and peoples
of the Third World. However, this

industrialization also perfected
communication and transportation
systems which had the effect of

black affairs

Weather Warfare
By CHRIS ROBINSON

Black News Series

» This is part one of a
two part series on the
question of En-
vironmental Warfare and
Genocide. This material
was prepared by
"Recon". a military
affairs newsletter.

A subcommittee of the U.S.
Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee recently published the
outcome of its previously classified

hearings into "The Use of En-

vironmental and Geophysical
Modification as Weapons of War".

In the process of these hearings,

held January 25 and March 20,

1974, the committee discovered the
terrible potential that modern
science has for destruction of the
environment and for using en-

vironmental forces for destruction

of a war time enemy. The com-
mittee also got the Pentagon to

admit and discuss for the first time
its use of environmental warfare
against the Democratic Republic of

(North) Vietnam (DRV) from
October 1966 to July 1972.

The purpose of the hearing was
to discover why former President

Nixon had been so slow in initiating

the work laid out for him in a
Senate resolution passed on July

11, 1973. The resolution required

the President to seek international

support for a treaty which "will

provide for the complete cessation
of any research, experimentation,
and use of any environmental or
geophysical modification activity as
a weapon of war."

Nixon, of course, dilly-dallied

until the Senate called for hearings.

Then, a week before the hearings
were to begin, Nixon put the
Pentagon in charge of studying the
topic. In part, this was a token
move done with the intentions of
satisfying the Senate. It was an
attempt to bury the whole issue

because the Pentagon is firmly in

support of using environmental
forces during wartime.

But the most interesting aspect
of the hearings was the report by
scientists on what potential en-

vironmental weapons could be
developed by the Pentagon should
it decide to do so.

One list, prepared by Dr. Gordon
MacDonald, the Henry Luce
Professor of Environmental Policy

and Study at Dartmouth College
included such items as initiation of

earthquakes, increasing ultraviolet

radiation to damage biological life,

melting icecaps to cause flooding,

melting the bottom of icecaps to

cause iceslides which would
produce tidal waves, and
modification of the electrical

behavior of the atmosphere to

influence individual behavior
through its effect on the alpha
activity of the brain.

Dr. MacDonald said: "I think if

you look at any aspect of the en-

vironment anywhere, you can see
we are beginning to develop a

technology that can influence that
part of the environment You have
a potential weapon of war, and that
is why I think it is so important to
stop right now before those
technologies develop."

Repeatedly, the scientists called
to testify before the committee
stressed that the issue should be
taken out of the hands of the
Pentagon. The reason for this

became apparent when Pentagon
officials testified in a Top- Secret
hearing held on March 20.

After the Pentagon officials

testified, the Senate got the military

to release the text of this hearing,
and it was made public on May 19.

The significant part of the military

testimony is that they admit for the
first time that environmental
warfare was used against the
Democratic Republic of (North;
Vietnam ORV).
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exposing the international nature of

the oppressor.

Through the process of slavery,

African peoples found themselves

scattered throughout the world, all

victims of systematic exploitation

by the Western powers. The Asian

peoples likewise, found their lands

invaded and pillaged and their

cultures and religions trampled
upon and repressed.

The original inhabitants of Latin

America had the unfortunate
experience of having been
"discovered" by Europe, and as a
result were colonized and their

populations completely decimated.
After throwing off the chains of

European feudalism, the Latin

American population — made up of

people of Spanish- Indian-African

ancestry, were immediately re-

colonized by their northern neigh-

bor, the United States, and the
familiar process of rape, murder
and exploitation was continued.

Within the confines of the United
States, the Third World consists of

the descendants of people from
Asia, Africa or Latin America. This

community is made up of Afro-

Americans, Puertoriquenos,
Chicanos, Latinos, Asian-
Americans, Native Americans and
Eskimos. We have all suffered from
the same kind of exploitation and
colonial oppression as our brothers
and sisters in our homelands.

Nations and peoples can be part

of the Third World (by definition)

and still be oppressors and ex-

ploiters, however, Japan is the
classic example of this reality.

Several African countries are run by
puppets or neo- colonialists and are
a further example of this fact.

It would be a mistake, therefore,

to think that the concept of the
Third World represents an ideology
unto itself. When we use this term,
it merely describes lands and
peoples who have suffered the
oppression and exploitation of
colonialism.

Some people use this expression
in an attempt to "cop out" of the
ever sharpening conflict between
revolutionary and counter-
revolutionary forces in the world.
They talk about adopting a position
of "neutrality." In spite of these
proclamations, the fact remains
that there can be no middle road
between capitalism and socialism.

You cannot be neutral in the
world today. There can be no fence
straddlers. We are engaged in a war
to the finish between the oppressed
and the oppressors; between those
who produce the wealth of the
world and those who own it;

between those who pursue a
capitalist path and those committed
to socialist development.

To combat an international

enemy (i.e. imperialism) an in-

ternational resistance is needed,

therefore the need for third world

unity is imperative.

It is our belief that a socialist is

committed to the liberation

struggles of African, Asian and
Latin peoples, wherever they may
be. These struggles must be in-

terlocked with one another in order

to obtain the most effective results.

It is clear, therefore, that mass
migration back to our respective

homelands is not necessary for

Black and other Third World
peoples to achieve freedom.

We must likewise be concerned
with the long range results of our
struggles. Since we have a com-
mon oppressor, we must also have
the same goals. We must try to

achieve a society which is free from
racism and the explotation of man
by his fellow man, nation by
nations, or woman by man. All third

world people have suffered under
the yoke of white racism and
economic pillage by the imperialist

powers.

In spite of cultural differences,

this common historical oppression
unites us in the struggle to

eradicate these evils. The Third
World occupy a unique place at a

critical time in history. We are

located in the belly of the "mon-
ster". China has cut off a tentacle;

Cuba has cut off a tentacle;

Vietnam has cut off a tentacle;

Gunea Bissau has recently cut off

another tentacle. But these very

important events have only
weakened this "octopus." It is up
to the Third World peoples living in

the belly of the "monster" (U.S.A.)

to destroy his ability to reproduce;
we must destroy exploitation and
world oppression.

Black Affairs
office is

recruiting
A correct interpretation of the

history is mandatory if a people is to

wage a successful struggle.

Begin a new era, be informed and
inform the Black nation!

The Black Affairs Dept. of the
Daily Collegian newspaper is one
channel of delivering a correct
interpretation of the history and
struggles of Black people.

Join now - Become a part of a

postive and dedicated news team!
Reprters, photographers and lay-

out personnel is needed im-
mediately. Recruitment meeting
will be held at New Africa House,
Rm. 114, Monday, November 3,

1974 at 7:00 p.m.
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Nuclear question debated by local candidates
By DEBBI D,MASSIMO on UVUIIA'. » c_„By DEBBI DiMASSIMO

Staff Reporter
"Nuclear power plants are

tombstones to an industry which is

playing a con job with our dollars,"
said Republican Paul Craig in a
debate between the candidates for
State Representative in the First
Hampshire District.

His opponent, William Nagle,
took a less definitive stand on the
problem of nuclear energy, saying
that he would like to see more
research conducted before he
could vote in favor of the
referendum. The referendum calls
for a moratorium on the proposed
Montague plant and the
dismantling of existing plants.
The two candidates from Nor-

thampton debated Monday night

on WMUA's "Focus" program
Questions were asked by Eilish
Broderick, Public Affairs Director
for the station, and David Mehler of
the news staff. The debate was
moderated by Kenneth
Mosakowski.

Nagle is a 23-year-old Democrat
who is a City Councilman in
Northampton. He is opposed in the
election by Craig, 36, who holds a
BA and a MA in American History
from UMass. He has published
professionally and professes to
have thirteen years of experience
over his younger opponent.

Broderick directed the question
on the nuclear power referendum
first to Nagle who said that he was
not in favor of dismantling existing
plants because of the need for

Graduate panel starts

planning TA policy
By HILLARYMARTICK and continuation of graduate

T. . .
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alternative forms of energy. While
he conceded that the plants may
possibly be hazardous, he called
reports "emotional" and preferred
to remain noncommittal until
conclusive evidence is yielded by
objective investigations.

"I won't straddle the fence,"
replied Craig. "Dismantling
probably transcends the authority
of the Commonwealth but I would
not like to see any more plants
built."

To another question posed by
Broderick on Referendum 2, the
proposed House cut, Nagle an-
swered, "The cut is necessary to
enhance the power of each in-

dividual legislator. We have to get
down to business; economize and
streamline state government."

Craig opposes the State House
cut and argued that the cut won't
save tax dollars because additional
staff members will be needed to
accommodate increased work
loads. He also said that he wants to
see the new districts to insure that
minorities and the farmers of
Western Massachusetts don't lose
their direct voice in state Govern-
ment. If the cut is approved by
Massachusetts voters, Craig would
propose legislation which would
stipulate that elected officials be
ineligible for state, county, or
municipal employment for three
years after leaving office.

Mehler asked the candidates
whether the state should cut funds
to hospitals which refuse to permit
abortions on their premises. Craig

called this an abuse of state power.
"I wouldn't support a Right to Life
amendment. This constitutes state
interference in matters of private
conscience."

Nagle contended that once the
law regarding abortion is clarified,

the budget should be cut by the
state if a hospital's policies are in

direct opposition to the law.
Other questions were met with

either little debate, or criticism of
party affiliation. Mehler asked the
candidates to differentiate between
the major philosophies of the
Republican and Democratic parties.
Craig denied that the differences
were of major significance, and
asserted that problems are best
solved on the lowest possible
governmental level.

evaluation, workload, and com-
pensation of all categories of
graduate assistants.

Graduate student committee
chairperson Robert Jorgensen is

currently in the process of sending
out surveys and questionnaires to
all graduate students, chairmen of
graduate departments, and
program directors. The information

their departments or programs.
°

Several law suits have been filed |
against the university by graduate*
students due to the vague nature of 3
TA-RA contracts. According to**
Jorgensen, the university is now
eager to establish and specify
policies regarding the working
conditions of graduate assistants.
Jorgensen hopes this jointaccumulated from the surveys and committee will be able to spell out

quest.onna.res will be used to more concretely the duties of
establish campus-wide guidelines teaching assistants and associates

iLfffESS.
In 'h° f

?
l,owin8 There hav° ™ently been a number

areas 1) how TA s and RA's are to of complaints from TA's about thebe selected 2) duties and com- nature of their workloads. Due to
pensation, 3) evaluation of work the flexibility involved in doing
performance, and 4) reappointment research, however, Jorgensen feels
or non-reappointment. the specific duties of research

Prior to this year, there have been assistants should be determined by
no real guidelines in most depart- the individual graduate student and
ments regarding the appointment faculty supervisor.

Political Science Dept.

eases major requirements

jxss:zfrA^ta? otters a—^ - *- •«

Wood to speak to Student Senate
tonight on SGA student demands

By SANDY CARLIN
Staff Reporter

The Political Science Department
has completed two changes in its

structure this semester. The
changes concern the major
requirements of the department
and a series of experimental
courses to be offered at the basic or
100 level.

According to the previous
Political Science Department
policy, a student was required to

take 12 credits (four courses) at the
"upper-division level in related or

cognate fields of study." The
Political Science Department has
dropped this cognate requirement
in its major policy. Professor

Jerome Mileur of the Political

Science Department said, "There is

no change in the number or

distribution of political science

courses for the major, but we no
longer require anything out of the

major."

The second change in the

department involves a series of

experimental courses that have
been approved for

#
the coming

spring semester and the '75 fall

semester. The department is of-

fering six new courses labeled

190A F that will fulfill one of the

introductory requirements in the

major

According to the policy for

political science majors each

student must take two courses at

the introductory level which include
either American Politics 101,
Comparative Politics 131 World
Politics 151 or Problems in the
Study of Politics 190. The
departmental policy now allows
that one of these experimental
courses can be used to fulfill one of
the two introductory requirements
although more than one of these
experimental courses can be taken.

According to Professor Mileur,
the six courses have been designed
to focus in on one problem in

politics which would give the
student a very specific look at a
problem instead of taking only
survey courses. The new courses
have been limited by the depart-
ment to 25 students in each.

Mileur also said, "I would like to
make it clear that these courses are
open to all University students and
we hope that they will appeal more
generally to the people."
The courses being offered are:

Participation in Public Policy,
Undercover Politics, Politics and
Everyday Life, The Idea of Com-
munity, Politics and the Quality of
Life and Political Misbehavior.

Mileur said that these changes
would soon be further publicized at

a mee./ng geared to all political

science majors and he hoped that
there would be a large audience.

By CINDY ROGERS
Staff Reporter

UMass President Robert C.
Wood will appear before the
Student Senate tonight to respond
to six demands made by the
Student Government Association
last Wednesday night.

The demands for greater student
control were:

"We the legitimate represen
tatives of the student body demand
that you respond to following
demands immediately, in that it is

time that the University of
Massachusetts respond to the
needs of students and not act as
paternal figures to the students:

1) That students at the University

be recognized as responsible adults
and that they have the right to

determine the direction of their own
lives. In this regard we demand to
have primary determination
concerning all facets of the
University which directly affect us.

2) We demand that we have
control over our own budget.
Under no circumstances should the
administration ever freeze the
budget of the students of the
University, or attempt to determine
where our monies will or will not be
spent.

3) We demand that students at
the University of Massachusetts
have major decision making power
to influence academic requirements
and procedures.

4) That the Board of Trustees lay

exactly where our power lies so that
once we find we have none- then
we can fight for what we want.

5) We want you to recognize us
as people not because of the
structures we create such as the
Student Government Association,
but because we are people 23,000
to be exact. Hence, we demand
that the University recognize our

needs and act on them.
6) We demand the right to freely

organize around our interests and
collectively bargain with the ad-
ministration over all matter af-

fecting students."

^
Cindy McGrath, Speaker of the

Senate expects Dr. Wood's
response to generate a question
and answer discussion. The

Student Senate meeting tomorrow
night will take place at 7 p.m. in
room 101 of the Campus Center.
McGrath also said the date for

the UMass town meeting will be
set by the end of this week. The
town meeting, open to UMass
undergraduate and graduate
students, will be an open forum to
discuss the needs of the students.

Students warned not

to ignore car fines
By JIMERSON
Staff Reporter

Had a hassle with parking tickets
lately? Joe DiCarlo of the parking
Appeals Board advises students
who have received parking tickets
to pay their fine, or appeal it to the
board, within seven days after
receiving their ticket. If action isn't

taken within a week, a summons
will be sent from the District

Courthouse in Northhampton,
where the parking cases are
handled. Students receiving tickets
should go to Dickinson Hall, and
either pay the fine or write up an
appeal, stating any extenuating
circumstances that necessitated
their parking in an area for which
they don't have a parking sticker,

(e.g. moving furniture, any kind of
emergency, etc.).

Appeals that are granted, like the
parking fees themselves, tend to be
very arbitrary. Parking officials tend
to shift responsibility back and forth
until the student, out of sheer
frustration, puts up the money,
whether or not the fine is justified!

According to one student who has
been hassled by the board, very few
appeals are actually accepted, and
the selection is arbitrary.

DiCarlo, expressing his own
frustration with the system, advises
students to take their grievances to
Robert Kittle, director of the
parking office, or Al Gross of the
Parking and Transportation
Council, or contact Joe at 545-
0600, for some positive action.
There is also some question as to
where the parking fee monies are
going anywhere from $5 to $41
per car. There are many unan-
swered questions, and students are
encouraged too: make their voices
heard, demand that parking of-

ficials take responsibility for their

actions; and form a coalition to

discuss the parking situation and
possible affirmative action to cut
through the red tape to find out
why »heir appeals are generally
denied, and where their money is in

fact going.

Joe DiCarlo will be glad to talk

with students who are tired of
dealing with the bureaucracy and
want to take some action.
Hopefully this will be a positive step
toward making the Parking Appeals
Board more accou' table and
accessible Its your money, and you
have a right to know how it is being
spent misspent.
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Doctors say operation should cure

Nixon has urgent surgery for new blood clot
By TERRANCE W. MOGARRY
LONG BEACH, Calif. \UPI\ -

Former President Nixon underwent
emergency surgery yesterday after

discovery of a new blood clot

endangering his life and doctors
said afterwards their insertion of a
clip on a vein in his groin should
overcome the danger permanently.
The 61 -year-old Nixon was

described as "doing well" and in

"Stable" condition after an
operation of about an hour starting

at 5:30 a.m. PST by five doctors at

Long Beach Memorial Hospital.

The "urgent surgery" was or-

dered Monday night, with Nixon's
agreement, by his personal
physician, Dr. John Lungren, when
a new test showed another clot in

the left leg above those found
before and closer to the vena cava

which leads directly to the heart.

"The new clot threatened to

become a pulmonary embolus and
thus endanger Mr. Nixon's life,"

Lungren said.

Dr. Eldon B. Hickman, head of

the surgical team, said a plastic clip

was placed across the iliac vein in

the left groin above the thigh which
would partially but not completely
cut off blood flow and thus prpw*»nt
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Sen. Edward M. Kennedy addresses the senior citizens organization of the
Philadelphia Council of the AFL-CIO Sunday. He was a guest speaker at a
Democratic fund raising dinner last night.

Nixon's profanity spurs Hunt
to tell truth, he testifies

WASHINGTON [UP/] - Master
spy E. Howard Hunt Jr. testified

yesterday that President Richard M.
Nixon's "contemptuous
references" to the Watergate
burglars as "idiots" and
"jackasses" helped persuade him
to tell the truth about Watergate.

Hunt, a CIA spy for 19 years and
an acknowledged mastermind of
the 1971 Ellsberg and 1972
Watergate break ins, also insisted

he had neither blackmailed nor
extorted the White House in his

demands for money during the
Watergate cover up.

Hunt was cross-examined during
his second day on the stand at the
Watergate cover-up trial now in its

21st day. Jeb Stuart Magruder,
Nixon's former campaign director,

was to follow Hunt to the stand.
Hunt was convicted in the original

trial and Magruder later pleaded
guilty to conspiracy to obstruct
lustice.

Other defendants in the case are
former Nixon aides H.R. Haldeman,
John D. Ehrlichman and Kenneth
Parkinson and former assistant
Attorney General Robert Mardian,
all charged with conspiracy to

cover up high level involvement in

the break in at the offices of the
Democratic National Committee
June 17, 1972.

Hunt had testified Monday that
he decided to tell the truth about
after a reading of the transcripts of
the White House tapes convinced
him "these men were not worth my
continued loyalty."

"If these people had met your
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demands, would your testimony
still be they were not worth
protecting?" asked William O.
Hundley, attorney for former At-
torney General John N. Mitchell,

one of the five defendants.
"You're asking for a subjective

judgment..." Hunt began. "Ab-
solutely," Hundley interrupted.

"Certainly, at the time I read the
transcripts of the White House
tapes, I felt a rude awakening. I

read the President's Richard M.

Nixon's contemptuous reference to
us who had gone to prison as 'idiots

and jackasses.' I realized that there
had been wild scrambling for

months in the White House to
protect themselves and very little

thought had ever been given to our
plight, much less to money which
was the easiest thing for them to
give to ease our burden."

Hunt finished his testimony in

mid afternoon.
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loose clot fragments from passing.

The clip, about an inch long,

resembles a bobby pin with one

edge serrated.

Mrs. Pat Nixon was in the

hospital during the operation and in

the former President's room when
he returned. She was described as

"strained and trying to keep herself

up during these difficult times."

Rosemary Woods, Nixon's

longtime personal secretary, came
to the hospital shortly after the

operation. Daughters Julie

Eisenhower and Tricia Cox were

flying here and were expected to

arrive early in the evening.

Former press secretary Ronald

Ziegler said Nixon phoned him

Monday night and told him about

the pending operation. Ziegler said

he then informed the White House.
He said there had been no word
from President Ford since Nixon re-

entered the hospital last Wed-
nesday.

Ziegler said he poked his head
into Nixon's room after the
operation but did not speak to him.

"The President, being weak, was
beginning to sleep," Ziegler said.

Hickman said doctors do not
anticipate the need for any further

surgery.

"The operation took about one
hour and was an uneventful

procedure," Hickman told reporters

at a news conference along with
Lungren about an hour after the
surgery was completed.

Ford threatens tough
attitude on inflation
WASHINGTON \AP\ -

President Ford signaled a get-tough

attitude to hold down oil imports

and said yesterday he "will be open
to suggestions" for revising his

anti inflation program if the
economy continues to falter.

In a wide ranging news con-
ference, Ford also reported
progress in nuclear arms limitation

talks with the Soviet Union,
reaffirmed his support for vice

presidential nominee Nelson A.

Rockefeller and announced a

shakeup in the federal energy
hierarchy.

Ford convened the surprise
White House news conference
about an hour after the government
announced that leading economic
indicators had taken the sharpest
one month plunge in 23 years.

The first questioner cited that

gloomy economic news and asked
Ford whether he was ready to
amend the anti-inflation program
he announced earlier this month.

Ford responded that he believes

his proposals are a sound, "finely

tuned.. .constructive program" but
said Congress must act on portions
of it.

"In the interim, if there are any
economic factors which justify a
change I will be open to

suggestions," he added.

The President would not apply
the label "recession" to what he
acknowledged were "some difficult

economic circumstances."

"Whether it is a recession or not
a recession is immaterial," he said.

"We have problems... we want
solutions..."

When Ford was asked about
possible limits on Arab oil imports,
he responded that he believes his

voluntary energy conservation
recommendations can achieve the
goal of cutting imports by 1 million

barrels per day. But he added:
"If there isn't the saving of 1

million barrels per day of oil imports
by voluntary action, we will, of
course, move to any other alter-

native, including the possibility of

mandatory limitations, to achieve
that result."

In answer to another economic
question, Ford said he was making
"a maximum effort" to trim the
current federal budget by $5.4
billion to a $300-billion .iling, and
spoke of the possibility of sharper
cuts perhaps totaling $7.5 billion.

As for the budget he will send
Congress early next year, he
declared "it will be a tight budget, a
very tight budget," but cited no
figures.
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Promises more nationalization
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Wilson pledges to further British Socialism
DON [UP/l - Queen Prinro Phii;« »»—«- -^ ^ ._LONDON [UPI\ Queen

Elizabeth II, wearing the imperial
state crown and royal gold and
silver robes, yesterday read a
speech written by Prime Minister
Harold Wilson's Labor government
promising to take Britain still farther
along the road to becoming a fully-

fledged Socialist country.

Wilson pledged a big new dose
of nationalization and other forms

TMC MASSACMUSrm OWLV

Prince Philip, Elizabeth drove to
parliament in the gilded Irish state
coach drawn by four gray horses.
Concerned by recent bombing

attacks, including one Monday at
the Birmingham home of a
government minister, security
authorities threw a cordon of
thousands of troops and police
around Parliament and streets
leading to it on the 20- minute drive

through a referendum or another
general election.

It announced plans for creation
of directly elected assemblies for
Scotland and Wales, to give them
greater control over their own
affairs, legislation to end

discrimination against women,
continued subsidies for basic foods
and more homes for rent.

"At home," the speech said, "my
government, in view of the gravity
of the economic situation, will as its

most urgent task seek the fulfilment

of the social contract as an
essential element in its strategy for
curbing inflation."

The so called "social contract" is

an agreement that the labor unions
will keep a voluntary lid on pay
demands.

/WORLD
of state control over industry.

His speech called for new soak-
the-rich taxes, including a possible
wealth tax, bigger social security
benefits and higher pensions.

Later, Conservative opposition
leader Edward Heath accused the
Wilson government of dividing the
nation.

"These policies are going to
divide the nation," an angry Heath
declared. "Many of the measures
proposed are irrelevant to our
present situation and many of them
will be positively damaging."
The Queen unveiled the Wilson

government's legislative program in

the traditional speech from the
throne at the opening of a new
parliament.
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Jordan to boycott Mideast talks

if PLO attends as spokesmen

from Buckingham Palace.

They included police sharp-
shooters on rooftops. But there
were no incidents.

The government announced
plans for state takeovers of the
shipbuilding and aircraft industries,
of land available for building and of
Britain's rich North Sea and other
offshore oil resources.

It announced creation of a state-
run National Enterprise Board,
which will buy into and have a big
say in running major businesses still

in private ownership in exchange
for financial aid.

It confirmed government plans to
let the nation vote within 12 months
whether it is to remain in the
Common Market. However, it left

open whether this would be

RABAT [UP/] - A high-ranking aide
to King Hussein said yesterday
Jordan has decided not to go to
Geneva if the Middle East peace
talks are resumed in view of the
Arab summit decision to recognize
if the Palestinian Liberation
Organization as the sole spokesmen
for Palestinians.

The Jordanian diplomat told

newsmen the decision reached by
the Arab leaders in Rabat would
make Jordan's participation in the
Arab-Israeli negotiations
meaningless.

Observers said the reported
Hussein decision was expected to
throw further obstacles in the way
of peace although some Arab
sources said Hussein may change
his mind later. Israel had agreed to

talk with Jordan but said it would
never negotiate with the PLO
whom it has characterized as
murderers or agree to creation of a
sovereign Palestinian state.
The PLO, bolstered by the

summit pledge to help establish a
Palestinian state, said it will in-
tensify its military, diplomatic and
political drive against Israel and
possibly set up a government-in-
exile soon.

A PLO spokesman condemned
Israel's existence as an artificial

recognition of the Palestinian
claims to the Israeli- occupied West
Bank of Jordan which dealt a major
diplomatic setback to King Hussein.
Israeli newspapers said, however,
that the emergence of the
Palestinian guerrillas as the
dominant force in the West Bank
had struck a heavy blow at
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger's Middle East peace
efforts and virtually torpedoed the
Geneva peace conference.

There was no indication yetn i _ _ ———— — — > i\j iMuioouufi vetproduct of Zionism" grafted onto whether the United States would
Palestine with the aim of assem- notify its position toward the PLOWing in the ancient land all Jews after Monday's summit decisionfrom the. world at the expense of making the PLO the future ruler ofother races. an eventual independent Palestinemere was no official comment and thus the only legal authorityfrom Israel on the Arab summit over Palestinians living in occupied

territory.

U.S., India pledge to prevent

nuclear spread, world hunger
A/C\A/ net LJI I / mi l tl. i i _^_ . -i_! .j .. ^^NEW DELHI \UPI\- The United

States and India set the seal on
their reconciliation yesterday by
pledging to prevent the spread of
nuclear weapons and to cooperate
in fighting world hunger.

A join U.S. -Indian communique,
published on the eve of Secretary
of State Henry A. Kissinger's
takeoff for Bangladesh, also
confirmed that President Ford has
accepted Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi's invitation to visit India
next year.

The communique made no
mention of U.S. food shipments to
India. But Indian officials said India

expects to receive at least one
million tons of U.S. grain this year
on easy terms.

Diplomatic sources said the

shipments would not be announced
immediately because neither side

wanted it to appear as if Kissinger

came bearing gifts.

Nor did the communique
mention the projected U.S. naval

base on Diego Garcia atoll in the

Indian Ocean, which India has
vehemently criticized.

The communique reflected
mutual satisfaction that Kissinger

and Mrs. Gandhi have eased their

strained political relationships. They
were reported shouting at each
other during their last meeting in

November, 1971, in Washington
just before the United States made
its "tilt" to Pakistan during the

Indo Pakistan war.

Both countries acknowledged
"there was considerable scope" for

further improvement in U.S. -Indian

relations.

Kissinger leaves Wednesday for
Bangladesh, the third major stop on
his Oct. 22- Nov. 5 tour of nine
countries.

The communique said it was
hoped the World Food Conference
in Rome will find "a way of con-
serving world food stocks and
making them available to the most
seriously affected developing
nations on more favorable terms."
Kissinger will address the con-
ference Nov. 6.

The communique reflected
Kissinger's worries over the
possibility that the Indian nuclear
explosion May 18 might lead to
India's developing nuclear weapons
and trading nuclear weapons
technology to the Arabs in ex-
change for oil.

Supreme Court agrees to decide

if death penalty is constitutional
WASHINGTON \UPI) The

Supreme Court yesterday accepted
an appeal asking that the death
penalty in the United States be
banned outright and forever as
"cruel and unusual" punishment.
The lives of at least 149 men on

death row across the country could
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ride on the decision the court will

hand down in the appeal of Jesse
Thurman Fowler of Raleigh, N.C.,
under death sentence for murder.

Oral arguments on the case will

be set, probably eariy next year,
with a written opinion to follow.
The NAACP, which is handling

nine appeals from North Carolina
and Georgia challenging capital

punishment, says 149 men are on
death rows in 17 states. North
Carolina has the most: 49. Twenty-
nine states and the federal
government have death penalty
statutes.

No one has been legally executed
in the United States since Luis
Monge died in Colcado's gas
chamber on June 2, 1967, for killing

his wife and three of his 10 children.
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The Supreme Court ruled in 1972
that the death penalty is un-
constitutional if applied in an
"arbitrary" or "freakish" fashion.
Only two of the five- man court
majority wanted to ban capital

punishment outright. The other
three justices said the death penalty
is too often applied to the poor and
black, and that laws should be
rewritten so that persons com-
mitting the same kinds of crime all

receive the same penalty.

In North Carolina, the state
Supreme Court rewrote the law
before it was passed by the
Legislature last April. That fact
could be crucial, since the U.S.
Supreme Court could decide to
base a ruling on whether the state
court had that power.
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But they didn't tell the parents

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30, i 974

Boston leaders knew busing was coming

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1974--'

Sargent blames Watergate

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

By PETER ARNETT
AP Special Correspondent

First of a 4part series
BOSTON \AP\ - The mayor knew, the

governor knew, the cardinal knew. So did
the city council, the school committee and
the state politicos.

They knew that forced busing was
inevitably coming to Boston to correct the
obvious racial imbalance in the school
system, because it was the law of the land.

But Boston's leaders didn't get around to
telling Boston's parents. The winner of every
state and city election in 10 years solemnly
promised that he wouldn't allow forced
school busing in the city.

Suddenly this autumn, black faces peering
from yellow school bus windows began

arriving in white neighborhoods. This set off

a shock wave of street demonstrations,
school boycotts and random thuggery that

has the city still teetering nervously at the
prospect of worse violence.

Many have blamed it all on deep-seated
racial prejudice in the city's Irish and Italian

communities. But an increasing number of
thoughtful Bostonians and interested outside
observers see the root cause of this autumn
of discontent as the horrendous failures of
Boston's leaders to prepare the city.

And in addition to its politicians, Boston
also seems to have been illserved in other
areas of leadership, making it impossible to

do quietly in Boston, the cradle of American
liberty, what was accomplished in Denver,
Athens, Ga., and other U.S. cities that im-

plemented federal court orders to bus their

kids without violence.

The list is a long one.

First, the politicians.

"They kept tetling everyone that busing

would never come, even though it was the

law of the land elsewhere. The politicians

kept telling the voters Boston was above the

law," said Harvard professor Dr. Thomas F.

Pettigrew, a nationally-recognized city

planner.

"The politicians have played on the fears

of the people, have worked them up to fever

pitch," said Forbes Bottomley, a former

Seattle superintendent of schools who
helped draw up Boston's school

desegregation plan last year.

The most vociferous of the politicians is

Louise Day Hicks, who 11 years ago as a
housewife from the Irish Catholic stronghold
of South Boston made her first public stand
against racial desegregation generally and
school busing in particular.

Mrs. Hicks began winning elections that
way. First to the Boston School Committee,
then to Congress and now the Boston City
Council.

She became a model for ambitious South
Boston politicians, particularly State Rep.
Raymond Flynn, who organizes antibusing
demonstrations from his low-income
housing project of "Old Colony," and state
Sen. William M. Bulger, who told a cheering
audience a week after school began this

year: "We won't rest until busing goes to
hell." Tomorrow: Voices against busing

nation and world
Sawhill leaves energy post

due to policy, style conflicts
Vets' bill in danger
WASHINGTON \UPI\

President Ford indicated yesterday
he has reservations about a bill

increasing veterans' education
benefits and said he has not
decided whether to sign it.

The veterans education bill

would increase by some 20 per cent
aid to ex-GIs attending college. The
Senate held onto it during the
current election recess, apparently
fearing the President might veto it

as inflationary.

Ford said at a news conference
he wants to help Vietnam veterans
but noted that Congress had added
extra loan and length of eligibility

benefits beyond what had originally

been planned.

Economic signs drop
WASHINGTON [UPI\ - The

Commerce Department reported

yesterday the nation's index of

leading economic indicators suf-

fered its worst plunge in 23 years
last month. A department
economist called it a "signal that

bad times are ahead."

"The index seems to be
delivering a message,'' he added in

contrast to a "moderating in-

flationary forces" interpretation by
Assistant Commerce Secretary
James L. Pate following the report.

Gas stations warned
BOSTON [AP\ - Massachusetts

service stations have been warned
against buying emission control
bypass manuals because state law
prohibits tampering with these
automobile anti-pollution devices.

Atty. Gen. Robert H. Quinn
released an open letter to station
operators yesterday urging them to
reject a solicitation he said many
have received from a Michigan Mail
order house. Quinn said that while
removal of these pollution control
fixtures by individuals does not
violate federal law, it is against the
state law.

UMW calls meeting
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The

United Mineworkers Union has
called its Bargaining Council to

Washington for a Friday meeting,
but UMW officials cautioned today
against speculation that it could
end the threat of a nationwide
strike by coal miners next month.

The current contract expires

Nov. 12 and negotiators for 120,000
union miners and 1,200 mines were
at work on negotiations yesterday.

A UMW spokesman said today
that union president Arnold Miller's

call for the Bargaining Council to
meet Nov. 1 was to advise them of
the "progress we've made to that

point."

WASHINGTON [UPI] - President
Ford yesterday accepted the
resignation of John C. Sawhill as
federal energy administrator and
named a new team to head the
agency. Interior Secretary Rogers
C. B. Morton said Sawhill was
asked to leave because of policy
and style differences.

Ford told a news conference that
Sawhill's departure was not
connected with the energy chief's
calls for possible gasoline tax hikes.

But Morton said later at a White
House session with reporters: "I

decided that someone else with a
different style would serve this

council better." Morton refused to

Nearly 100 discrepancies

found in Kennedy testimony
BOSTON [AP\ - Following a

two month investigation, the
Boston Globe says it has found
nearly 100 discrepancies in

testimony and statements of
several persons connected with the

-Miss Kopechne wanted to
leave the party she and Kennedy
were attending before the accident
because she was ill, Kennedy's
chauffeur said. Kennedy told the
Globe he did not remember the

1969 Chappaqu.dd.ck auto accident woman making such a statement
involving Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
D Mass.

In a copyrighted story yesterday,
the Globe also reported "con-
tradictions" between Kennedy's
testimony and public statements
about the accident, which killed

Mary Jo Kopechne, and statements
of others involved.

The report also quoted a "highly

knowledgeable source" as saying
Kennedy's cousin, Joseph Gargan,
almost accepted responsibility for
the accident, but the senator
vetoed the plan.

The souce said the plan was
abandoned shortly before Kennedy
reported the mishap to police, a
report which the senator says was
delayed almost 10 hours after the
accident.

Kennedy abandoned the plan to
shift responsibility, the source told
the Globe, because he "decided the
alibi either couldn't work, or he
couldn't live with it."

Concerning inconsistencies in

various testimony, the newspaper's
list included the following:

-Witnesses said Kennedy
chatted casually about sailing hours
after the accident. Kennedy said he
was emotionally upset after the
mishap and did not join in such
conversation.

-Kennedy said he established
the time of an event the night of the
crash with a clock in a car that the
Globe said never had a clock in it.

The newspaper said it had located
the auto on Chappaquiddick.
Kennedy told the Globe he was
"mistaken" about the clock and
may have looked instead at his
watch.

get into specifics, saying Sawhill

can still serve the government well

in other capacities.

Ford explained that he wanted to

give Morton, the new overall ad-

ministration energy coordinator, a

free hand to pick his own staff.

Named to succeed Sawhill was
Andrew E. Gibson, 52, a former
assistant commerce secretary for

maritime affairs.

Asked if the difference in style

came from Sawhill's advocacy of

forced energy conservation
methods such as a gasoline tax,

compared to Morton's preference
for voluntary methods, Morton
said, "I'll buy that."

"He asked me on the telephone a
day or so before he resigned if I

thought the President wanted him
to resign," Morton said. "I told him
I thought the President did want
him to resign, and he probably
should resign."

Morton said in addressing a
problem such as energy the team
involved must have "a sense of
working together ... of executive
compatibility. If there was
something lacking it was in that
area."

Morton said he recommended
that Sawhill be given another job in

government since he "is a very,
very able person. It's more a matter
of style."

If voluntary measures fail,

Morton said, then he was in

agreement with Ford that "we
should come forward with some
tougher turkey."

Morton met with reporters
following a meeting with executives
of the four major domestic
automakers, plus some importers,
called to set in motion a program to
meet the President's role of
producing cars by 1980 that will use
40 per cent less fuel than current
models.

Morton, Transportation
Secretary Claude Brinegar and
Russell Train, head of the En-
vironmental Protection Agency,
said the meeting was productive
but that no commitments were
sought from the automakers. They
said the session won an agreement
from the industry to cooperate in

exploring the problem and in

starting the fuel conservation
program in its early stages.

FIVE COLLEGE JANUARY FLIGHT

Boston-London, January 3, returning Paris-Boston,
January 23, round-trip $240. TWA Boeing 707
Deadline for full payment November 1. Early signup
urged. Contact INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, 239
Whitmore, tel. 545-2710, for application. The only
authorized 5 college flight.
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XEROX BULK RATE
Gnomon Copy Service, in Amherst, is of-

fering a bulk ra'e of two cents flat for Xerox
copies. To qualify, an order must meet the
following conditions: (a) 5 or more copies of each
.original (b) unbound originals only (c) two— sided

copies* (d) $5.00 minimum (e) allow 24 hours.

Orders meeting these conditions will be Xeroxed for

two cents per copy. Collating and choice of regular,

three-hole, legal, or colored paper are free. 25% rag

paper is Vj cent extra per sheet. Gnomon is open 7

days a week. Phone 253 3333.

'For copying onto one side only, add % cent per copy.
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fits Mour
lifestyle...

The body-fitting solid

color 417 shirts by
Van Heuson will add
dnsh to your lifestyle

on campus and off

Let the color of your
choice and the

superb tapered
fif reflect your

personality in doing
ycur own thing in

your own way
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Gubernatorial race puts burden on incumbent
BOSTON [AP] - The

Massachusetts gubernatorial
campaign has become an unusual
contest in which the power and
prestige of the governor's office
have become a heavy burden for
the incumbent.

^
Republican Gov. Francis W.

Sargent is an underdog, according
to even his own polls. A Sargent
victory would be a stunning
comeback from a huge mid-
October deficit.

Democrat challenger Michael S.
Dukakis built a big lead against
Sargent and has been forced to go
on the defensive in the late stages

of what has become a hard-hitting

fight.

Sargent blames Watergate for

his predicament. But, while the

Washington scandal was expected
to hurt many political incumbents,
few experts thought the governor
would trail by 25 percentage points

with the Nov. 5 election just around
the corner.

Instead of defending his record in

office, the governor was forced into

an unusual role for an incumbent
attacking the challenger as if

Dukakis was the man he was trying

to unseat.

Dukakis started his campaign
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wirh lemon or lime
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of rhe oncienr Azrec week
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early - a year ago - built a strong
grass roots organization and
soundly defeated Atty. Gen. Robert
H. Quinn in the Sept. 10 primary.

Sargent, in political hot water
after six years in office, had trouble
with the conservatives in his own
small Massachusetts GOP, and had
to spend valuable time and money
in a primary contest against his

former commerce commissioner,
Carroll P. Sheehan.
The governor was still on an

uphill course after the primary and a

Boston Globe poll showed him far

behind in mid-October. The
governor insisted he trailed by
"only" 10 points.

Meanwhile, the two candidates
focused a major part of their

campaigns on a series of television

debates. Two of the debates in-

cluded their lieutenant governor
running mates. The campaign was
gentlemanly at first, but heated up
when Sargent realized he was on
the brink of defeat.

Dukakis hammered away at the

Dukakis hit

on special

education
BOSTON [UPI] - Advocates of

Chapter 766 -the Special
Education Act of 1972 -have
accused Democratic gubernatorial
candidate Michael S. Dukakis of
pulling the rug from under persons
who are trying to implement the
controversial law.

At a news conference called last

week, the Coalition for special

Education said Dukakis' statements
that he would not have signed the
measure into law without the

funding to pay for it, "not only

undermines the push for im-

plementation.. .but also undermines
the efforts of those...who have
moved ahead to provide education
for all our children at last."

state's 8.1 per cent jobless rate and
Sargent's alleged mismanagement
of the state economy.
Sargent began blasting Dukakis,

a former state representative from
liberal Brookline and the party's

lieutenant governor nominee in

semantic argument on what
constitutes a "tax" and whether
the candidates were counting fiscal

or calendar years.

The GOP side also focused on
absenteeism in the legislature by
Dukakis' running mate, state Rep.

elections

1970, for making campaign pledges Thomas P. O'Neill

he allegedly cannot keep.

A major issue focused on
Dukakis' charge that the state has
had new taxes in each of the past
three years. Sargent said that was
untrue. The debate narrowed to a

O'Neill, son of the majority leader
of the U.S. House of Represen-
tatives, missed 78 per cent of his

roll calls this year, while he was
campaigning for the party
nomination.

Dukakis urges more
consumers advocacy
BOSTON [AP] - Democratic

gubernatorial nominee Michael S.

Dukakis proposed yesterday that the
state Consumers Council take the
leading role in advocating con-
sumer rights in Massachusetts.

Specifically, he suggested that

the council represent the public at

rate increase hearings before state
regulatory agencies. He proposed
that money assessed against utility

companies to help pay for the state

investigation of their rate hike

requests be turned over to the
council.

The council could use the funds
to investigate the requests and
would be the leading advocate for

the consumer at hearings on the

requests, Dukakis said.

He made the propsal at a news
conference called to announce the

endorsement of his candidacy by
"a bipartisan group of consumer
advocates."

Among those listed in the en-

dorsement were a number of

Democratic legislators, U.S. Rep.
Michael Harrington, D-Mass., and

two consumer lawyers in the state

attorney general's office.

At the news conference, Dukakis
said that during the 1960s' the
legislature "put together what I

think is the best consumer
legislation in the contry.

"The problem is that putting the
legislation into the statute books is

not enough. ..What frustrates us is

the failure of state government to
implement the law."

Dukakis said the Consumers
Council was created in the early

1960s to be a "tough independent
agency," and it would be logical to
have the council represent the
public at rate hearings.

The council now sends
representatives to testify at many of
the hearings. Its statuatory
obligation is to keep the legislature,

executive branch and the public

informed about consumer trends.

But it has maintained a relatively

low profile in recent years, par-

ticularly as the responsibility for

protecting the consumer interest

spead to more state agencies.

HP pocket-sized calculators
give you answers you can trust.

(Why we chose to be different.)

Must pocket sized (.adulators have an = key.
and you can pick up one you've never seen be
fo#e and solve a simple equation by entering
values the way thev're written and pressing = to

see your answer
Pick up one of our pocket-sized machines and

you'll hunt in vain for the = key. Instead you'll

see one that savs RNTKN and you II wonder what
to do with it

To find out. you'll have to look in the Operating
Manual When you do. you may think. "Why
did they go this route when thev could have kept
it simple 7 '

Hut as you work the examples in the manual
and practice with your own problems, you'll

find yourself thinking "This is very easy, and
I'm getting answers I ran really trust

"

Kasy because you always enter your data the
same way—from left to right, the way you read
an equation, but without having to keep track

of parentheses and brackets

Trust because you see the result of each inter-

mediate calculation displayed as you perform it.

and you can check your progress and correct

errors as you go You can also go hack and review
stored numbers at any time.

When we started nut to design a small, power-
f nl scientific calculator several years ago. we
assumed it would have an kev It did. in the

breadboard stage

But along the way from breadboard to proto-

type, our designers realized that there was a bet-

ter method which got around some of the severe
limitations inherent in the "algebraic" approach
These limitations start showing up as problems

gel more complicated and vou have to spend a lot

HEWLETT M. PACKAHDM

of time figuring out how to put them into an al-

gebraic calculator "A plus B times C minus D
divided by E equals" won't do it.

You find you must write down intermediate
answers to re-enter later You may work your
way through a long equation and see an answer
vou know is wrong. Where did you goof7

Or you may get a wrong answer and think it's

right . Disaster

Our non-algebraic approach.not only makes it

unnecessary for you to write and re-enter inter-

mediate results, but gives you the continuous
feedback you need to avoid ending up with a

wrong answer
It's an approach we first adapted and applied

some years ago. using an unambiguous, paren-
theses-free language developed by the Polish
mathematician Jan Lukasiewicz

Before you invest in a pocket-sized calculator,
you should look beyond its ability tosolvesimple
problems in the most obvious way

Come into the University Store and get a free
copy of the booklet ENTER vs. — to understand
more fully the difference between the RPN ap-
proach and the algebraic one Make your own
judgement, based on the knowledge of the dif-

ference* and on your needs.
While you're in the store take a look at it and try

one of the Hewlett Packard pocket-sized
calculators

IIP-35 electronic slide rule
HP r. advanced scientific calculator
IH*-fiS programmable computer calculator
lll'-TO business calculator

ill* Kit financial calculator

all available at

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus (enter

University of

Mass. — Amherst

9:00 am 5:00 p.m. MF
11:00 am 3:00 p.m SAT

413-545-2619

in

the hatch

, oct. 30
n m -1 a.
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New gay awareness
By GARRISON L. ROUSSEAU

"Homosexuals are supposed to keep their homosexuality a
secret. Their most intimate contacts will usually be with other
homosexuals. And thus the subculture thrives - a culture kept
beneath the regular culture." — John Murphy, in Homosexual
Liberation: A Personal View.

Homosexuality is emerging from the closet, and gaining a new
acceptance and position in the community. This awareness and
frankness has caused the formation of organizations to provide
services and a larger source of identity for gay men and women.
To be young and gay at this university is a positive experience.

There is sufficient liberality to allow for freedom of expression, and a
large enough base to permit the funding of the Student Homophile
League and Gay Women's Caucus as Recognized Student
Organizations. Both of these organizations serve as outlets where
gay men and women can drop in between classes and during the
evening to meet and talk with other gay students. For students and
members of the community already sure of their sexuality and safe
within their gay life, the SHL and GWC serve as social organizations,
but for those as yet unsure they offer a variety of services to ease the
difficult transitional period.

It is within this scope of aiding other students in identifying their
sexuality that the SHL and the GWC see one of their major func-
tions. Coming-out does not necessarily radically change one's
lifestyle nor even necessitate making a public avowal of one's new-
found social role, but merely to live more honestly with one's self.
Both groups try to reach those who suppress their true sexuality and
perhaps are miserable because of it.

Coming-out is not the same for everyone. For some, it is a quick
effortless transition; for others, it can be painfully slow. No matter
how it is achieved, every member of the SHL and the GWC have
gone through it, and as such stand ready to attempt to help others
through their own personal experience. Nor has each member come
to the same conclusions; some have told their family and friends,
others are not ready or have decided not to.

Despite one's possible preconceived ideas of homosexual men
being limp-wristed fags and the lesbian woman being reminescent of
football players - these ideas of gay people as a radical fringe group
are immediately dispelled upon visiting either of the two offices.
Certainly these stereotypes exist, but no more so than with any other
organization. What makes for this heterogeneous mixture? I was
told by several members that when one comes out, one does not
want to lose touch with one's own identity or values. There are
many roads that lead to being gay. and it does not have to take the
form of a wild and libidinous lifestyles, as one might tend to sup-
pose. One can live with one's self and still be gay.

The SHL and GWC are primarily social groups and not political in
their scope. There are no egregious demands upon Whitmore for
privileges or recognition, and they consider themselves students
who happen to be gay. There is here a basic belief of working within
the system and the society. Upon this premise of being a social
organization, the Homophile League and Women's Caucus offer
such varied fare as dances, coffeehouses, a Speakers Bureau, a
small library of gay-related books, a gay-line, and a gay radio
program. All of these functions are designed with more than just the
homosexual in mind, and they do more than merely attempt to
entertain those already members of the League or Caucus. These
programs are also an attempt at disseminating information to the
campus community in order to breakdown stereotypes and fears by
heterosexual men and women about the gay life, and also to give
information to those still unsure about themselves.

Both organizations maintain offices in the Student Union which
serve as a place for people to come in and talk, receive informal
counselling, or even aid in finding a gay roommate. Also within the
office is the gay-line which besides counselling offers information
about gay activities at the university and in the community The line
which is staffed by men and women, operates each weeknight on an
anonymous basis. For more in-depth discussions anyone can drop in
the office or call to arrange a meeting outside of the office. The line
is open to everyone whether it is straight people calling for in-

formation on how to deal with gay friends, as a referral service for
professional help, or to talk with someone regarding gay life.

The Speakers Bureau consists of students and people from the
community who visit high schools, other colleges, religious
organizations, and social groups in the Pioneer Valley. The Bureau
which, on an invitation basis, holds lectures, question and answer
periods, the presentation of skits, poetry, and music, is an attempt to
provide the truth about homosexuality and to shatter miscon
ceptions that society has maintained This multi-media approach
further aims at opening minds to an awareness that gay people are
not significantly different from anyone else.

Besides the many services already mentioned the SHL and GWC
sponsor a dance or coffeeshop each month. These can serve as a
place where gay men and women can meet other gays, in an in-

formal friendly atmosphere which for new people may help them to
gradually come out.

Lest one think it is all fun and no work, it should be noted that the
SHL and GWC do take definitive political action at the proper
moment. There is a need for concerted efforts to protect the rights
and privileges of all homosexuals. In regards to this aspect both
organizations have joined the National Gay Task Force. As the
national organization for gay men and women, it helps to keep local
chapters informed as to Congressional actions, societal conditions,
and to help to establish an identity on a national scale.

The offices of the Gay Women's Caucus and the Student
Homophile League, located on the second floor of the Student
Union, are open Monday through Friday

{ Letters to the editor
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Like it or leave it education

To the Editor:

It seems that a number of administrators, faculty,

and students have had enough of the experimentation
and educational innovation which supposedly
characterizes the last ten years or so We are being
prepared for an upsurge of the like-it-or leaveit-ism
which would like to imagine that all problems which
affect the growth and development of students are
susceptible to technical, managerial, procedural
solutions.

This managerial attitude toward education,
designed to "produce" a class of yes-men and yes-
women, may be the most humane way to condition
individuals to go through life-as-bureaucracy with a
minimum of hassles. At the same time, it makes a
travesty of education 's role in liberating the individual
- that is, in encouraging in each one of us the ability

and experience necessary for us to stand on our own
feet without having to kick other people's shins.
Maybe this sounds pretty high-flown. But many of

us who don 't fit into the slots being fashioned for us
may have to go underground. We may have to carve
out for ourselves individual programs of educational
reform without having the luxury of inviting others to
share in them with us. The sixties, however fucked up
they might appear to us these days, did try to make

the point that the quality of education in the university
and the quality of life in society could not artificially be
separated

The push for a return to business-asusual, to
normalcy, is a push toward a return to repression in

the name of standards, to anti-intellectualism in the
name of vocational training, to Viet Nam. to race
hatred, to sexual misunderstandings, to cynicism, to
opportunism, to emotional manglings of all varieties,

to a crack-the-whip where there is only one ac-
ceptable response, to be shouted in unison, when
some sergeant-major shouts, "say, kids, what time is

it?"

Paranoid? Well who wouldn't be paranoid when
one reads in the Collegian story after story about the
ways students' trust is betrayed and student
susceptibilities exploited? Don McGilvray and Kris
Jackson spell it out day after day, and soon they may
be silenced.

Anyway, my point is that the problems which
confront all of us on all levels require for their possible
solutions not the restriction but the development of
people's resources and talents. If academic programs
can aid in that development, so much the better for us
and, in the long run, for the university.

Clay Severance

Spa/ding versus Bellotti

To the Editor:

The contest for Attorney General in Massachusetts
has shapened up to a contest between Josiah
Spalding v. Francis X. Bellotti. Unfortunately, the
voters have a tough decision. Vote for the unknown
Spa/ding or for the inconsistent Bellotti. We say vote
for Spalding.

As Governor Sargent said of Frank Bellotti, "All he
does is run, and run, and run... " It is our concensus
that the voters have been correct the past ten years in
not electing Bellotti. To any office he ran for.

However, just as Richard Nixon came tfack from the
doldrums to become president

I you can fool all the
people all the time\, Frank Bellotti has also awoken to
find himself a contender.

Frank Bellotti is just not the type ofman we want as
chief law officer of Massachusetts. Bellotti started his
campaign with the promise of a full disclosure of his
earnings and recent tax statements. The promise was
rescinded when it came time for him to do this.
Bellotti is inconsistent, and if elected his policies as
Attorney General will probably show this.

Frank Bellotti is a politician, not a law officer. He
talks like a politician. He answers questions like a
politician. Conversely, Josiah Spalding has the law
enforcement background, and he has said while
campaigning, "My first step when elected will be
replacing politics with professionalism in the office.

"

While Josiah Spa/ding is not a Great choice for
Attorney General, Francis Bellotti is no choice at all.

Bruce Corwin

University credit union?

To the Editor:

The article on the Credit Union on Thursday
contained some surprising comments. A credit union
is a financial cooperative with all the ramifications of
such a self-help organization. The essence of
cooperatives is wise management by members
through participation and control of the cooperative
For credit unions, wise use of money, in savings and
borrowing, ,s the purpose of having the members
manage their affairs. We all learn best by doing and
experiencing the pain of mistakes should produce the
wisdom to avoid future problems.

True, when cooperatives become large their
hehavioral characteristics change and they may

become less of a participatory organization, but to
assume that a cooperative shouldn't be started
without professional labor seems to be losing sight
of what the credit union movement is all about. There
are thousands of credit unions who never have had a
staff and perhaps never will, but they are run no worse
for that fact alone. The Credit Union on campus
probably started without a professional staff, as has
been the case historically with most credit unions.
Therefore, students shouldn't accept the theory of
large organizations which would hinder their
organizing a credit union. Organizing on a smaf scale,
with member labor and support, is to follow the
tradition of credit unions over a century old.

Frank Olbris
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Reid FishmanL
Morse, a maverick
The 73 year old man smiled and waved to the crowd, accepting his

party's nomination for U.S. Senate, a position he had held for 24 years
previous to his defeat in 1968. He was known worldwide as a fighter for
what he truly believed in, and he was ready to start fighting again to regain
his former legislative position.

Wayne Morse had served Oregon in the Senate throughout the entire
administrations of Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson. He had
begun his career as a liberal Republican from Wisconsin, following the
doctrines of fighting Bob LaFollette, and he had continued to be a forceful
factor in the Republican Party until 1952. Until that point, he had
vigorously supported Dwight Eisenhower for president, but during the
1952 campaign, he saw Eisenhower fall into the hands of compromise, and
he could no longer have found it in his heart to support him, saying,

"The demogoguery, double-talk and dangerous desertion by
Eisenhower in this campaign of his once- professed political principles
leaves me no honorable course of action but to disassociate myself
completely from his candidacy. The Eisenhower I supported for the
nomination is not the Eisenhower who is dangling and dancing from
campaign platforms at the end of political puppet strings being jerked by
some of the most evil and reactionary forces in American politics."

With this, Morse switched to the
Democratic Party and became a

renowned firebrand of liberal

principles and ideologies. His dislike

for Eisenhower and his ad-
ministration blossomed, until in

1960, he decided to run for the
Democratic nomination for

president against John Kennedy.
His presidential campaign was

considered by most to be a farce

and this was proven by his inability

to win the primary in his own state

of Oregon. From 1960 on, he
continued to support strong an-

tiwar policies, and probably his

most well-known move in recent

political history was his refusal,

along with Alaska Senator Ernest
Gruening, to support the Gulf of

Tonkin Resolution in 1965, which
allowed Lyndon Johnson to
escalate the Vietnam War.
Throughout his political career,

Wayne Morse was always known
as a fighter, bucking his own party

when he felt it necessary. He was
known as a statesman of great
import and prestige and he con-
tinued to be a fighter until his death
this past summer. At 73, the man
was going to wage a comeback to
the status he had previously held.

He wanted to stand up on the
Senate floor and go after Nixon
tooth and nail as he had with the
previous four presidents in either

party. It seems ironic that he and
Gruening would both die in the
same summer, but such was the
case in the summer of 1974.

There are certain characters in American history that must be admired
for nothing other than their courage and persistence in standing up for
their beliefs and ideals. Wayne Morse was such a man, and although his

career was never dignified by a presidential or vice- presidential
nomination, he was known and respected by all in the political world as a
man who was never really afraid of anything. The worst that can be said of
Morse's political existence is that he went looking for trouble. When things
became too comfortable, he decided to change them, and when he felt

that someone had betrayed him, he was the first to holler about it.

Morse was a leader who was never really in fashion in the political world.
His ideas were often far ahead of their time, and it was difficult for him to
concede to the defeat of those ideas. He was a maverick in a world full of
regulars and he was always out of place.

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist
who worked in Wayne Morse's last campaign.

WAYNE MORSE

Christine 2 Dillard
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Russians hoarding our haddock
By MIKE IZDEPSKI

Oh great Ford, where have all the fishes gone? No,
Euelle Gibbons won't tell, but fact is, they're into
Russian nets crammed every one! Alas, most of New
England's cod and haddock stock have in the past
years come to final rest in the gastric juices of Soviet
bellies (together with an according amount of bread,
that is whole grain American wheat bread). Mean-
while His almighty Fordship could care less what is

happening here at home, as he meekly seeks refuge in

the foreign politics shadow of his memoir writing
predecessor, dreaming all along of the good old days
back in Grand Rapids, when fish were no issue and

•football players no politicians.

Granted, ever since detente descended on us
unworthy semi-zombies through the divine hands of
His Holiness Dr. Kissinger, we had better shut up and
be grateful. But does this really give the Soviet Union
and other countries (like Japan and East-Germany)
the unquestioned right to deplete millions of pounds
of our coastal marine life each year with their com-
mercial fishing fleets?

It is a known fact that the fishing waters of the
world are not nearly as vast as the oceans themselves.
In fact, most of the great fishing grounds are limited
to the shallow coastal waters of the continental
shelves, which extend about 200 miles offshore. Once
the continental shelves drop off to the abyss of the
ocean floor, the sea is practically barren of com-
mercial fish life.

Yet so far the President has come out strongly
against any legislative efforts to stop the fish
slaughter, in fear that detente and allied relations
could be jeopardized. Which only goes to show that
Mr. Ford's military advisors, as so often, have failed to
do their homework.

Otherwise they would know that the Studds (Dem.,
12th District, Mass.) - Magnussen (Dem.,

Washington) bill now before Congress would only
extend the fishing rights of the United States from the
present 12 miles to 200 miles offshore. This has
nothing whatsoever to do with territorial rights, which
would remain fixed at 3 miles offshore.

Thereto*, all the hysterical jabbering of Pentagon
officials that American allies would retaliate against
such a move by expelling all U.S. Naval ships from
their waters is pure hogwash. Finally, if the Soviets
want detente so badly as to allow 60,000 Russian
Jews to emigrate each year, then surely they won't let
a bunch of scaly beasts get in their way!

Nothing less than America's future is at stake,
when alien nets are cast in our waters with meshes sr
close together that not only mama and papa fish, but
also junior, the potential mama or papa of tomorrow
is raised from the fathoms of the deep to make
acquaintance with oolivion. Coming generations mav
well curse us for indirectly obliterating one of man's
richest protein sources, if we do not act today.

Also, thousands of New England fishermen, their
antiquated boats already being brutally crowded out
by flotillas of outlandish echo location ships and
mother trawlers (the latter acting as huge storage bins
for their fin bearing victims), may soon be out of jobs.
We the enduring people of Massachusetts, Maine

and all the rest of those proud states are used to
"special" treatment by our much loved government:
We forgave, when most of our military bases w?re
closed down, putting countless numbers of fellow
citizens on the unemployment list. We forgave, when
last winter during the energy crisis Texans adorned
bumper stickers boosting our oil allocated morale with
the words "Drive ninety, freeze a yankee!" Indeed, we
shall forgive again. Only this time we must ask our-
selves: can we afford to pay the price, when in some
Siberian smokehouse the last American fish is left
twisting... slowly in the wind.

Mike Izdepskiis a Collegian Commentator

Every UMie has confronted the core
requirements, which consist of three
humanities, three social sciences, three math
sciences, and two rhetoric. What's more, a
student enrolled in CASIAC has an additional
humanity, social science and math science,

as well as the passing of a fourth level

language course. These requirements fill two
whole years! Then, the lowly student
chooses a major, and works to fill those
requirements.

In the past year, there has been one small

step in the right direction, but it represents a

fraction of the total. This was the two credit

Physical Education requirement which was
dropped earlier this semester. This brought
tears of joy in at least one UMie's eyes.

Requirements can be waived for many
reasons, including participation in a program
such as BDIC or Honors, as well as a variety

of unspecified personal reasons. High college

board scores also provide an out, but

Removing the requirements
responsibility of verification lies on the
student. Then there is the most frequently
used out of all - the "gut" - which fills the
requirement with as little input on the
student's part as is humanly possible.

In fourth grade, it may have made sense to

leave the burden of decision to the teacher.
The teacher said "O.K., class, now we're
going to read a story," and we did. Then,
teacher said, "O.K., class, now we're going
to look at George Washington crossing the
Delaware," and the class did. Lastly, teacher
said "O.K., class, now we're going to make
pumpkins out of orange construction paper
and we're going to cut out faces." And you'd
better believe the class did - if somebody
didn't, that somebody ended up doing one of

three things: 1, standing in the hall. 2, going
to the principal's office, or 3, entered the
third grade. This may make sense in the
fourth grade, but in a University? If we can't

Chris Dillard is a Collegian Columnist

handle an active role in our own educational
decision making, perhaps fourth grade is

where we belong.

It's 11:15, and French 144. This is it, the
iast of the language requirement. Most of the
class is half asleep, the ones that are taking
this course pass-fail. One need only be half

awake to pass this course with a D and
therefore meet the language requirement.
Oh, oh... What's this? A QUIZ??? A number
of people abruptly awaken - the
remaining other two answer both questions
correctly. They are the two that read the
three pages assigned for the class.

This is a ridiculous waste of the professor's
and those two student's time.

The core requirements as presently
structured do allow a certain amount of
freedom. To some extent, students can pick
which courses in an area they can take.

Certainly, that is better than outright required
courses, but not much.

Why should students be forced to this

level 7 One argument states that the real

world is like this, so students might as well
get used to it now. Swell.

The core requirements could be
eliminated. The result might be that
enrollment would drop in courses such as
Food Science and Nutritic- 100 for a

semester or two, but it would probably p .

up again because that course tea

hundreds of students a year something
they think tney might be able to use.

SGA has raised the question >' n
involvement at this University

I

as on campus living, mandatory eating

dining commons, as well as the possibi! I

eliminating the core requirements Pres-

SGA is moving into the student com' v

with petitions for b show of strength. >a

chance is therp W« can let »he concep I

student power disintegrate into Whitmor • s

waiting hands, or we can act.
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Mathematician speaks

today on education

Another panoramic vista. ..this one as seen from an airplane cruising two
thousand feet above the village of Southwest. Can you see yourself in this picture?

Student Senate ups
recycling effort

One of the country's leading

mathematicians will take a hard

look at contemporary education

today in the inaugural talk of the

Chancellor's Lecture Series at the

University of Massachusetts in

Amherst.

Dr. Marshall Harvey Stone will

speak on "Quality and Change in

Education" at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium. Members of the

UMass community, those from the

Five Colleges, and the general

public are cordially invited.

Before being named George
David Birkhoff Professor of

Mathematics at UMass in 1968, Dr.

Stone served on the faculties of

Harvard, Yale, Stanford, and
Columbia Universities and was
chairman of mathematics depart-

ments at Harvard and the

University of Chicago.

Elected to the National Academy
of Sciences at 35, he is known for

his work in quantum field theory,

the Stone-Weierstass Theorem, his

representation theorem for Boolean
Algebra, and the Stone-Czech
Compactification. His grandfather,

Fred Stone, was an Amherst

TUES.WED.

resident; his father, Harlan Fiske

Stone, was a Chief Justice of the

U.S. Supreme Court.

Women's group

needs witches
The Women's Media Project

(W.M.P.) is seeking the assistance

of anyone involved in witchcraft

from the local area. This is for a

Halloween special to be aired on
WMUA. Students are asked to

contact them at 546-3853. In-

formation will be strictly con-

fidential.

Ohio trial starts

CLEVELAND, Ohio [AP] - Ohio
National Guardsmen sent to Kent
State University in May 1970 faced
a riotous mob throwing stones, the
defense in the trial of eight former
Guardsmen contended yesterday.
The prosecution called the

shootings indiscriminate and
unjustified.

By MARTIN SMITH
Staff Correspondent

The Student Senate has invested

about $18,000 in an expanded
paper recycling project at the

University, this Fall for picking up
trash that is reusable from
University buildings.

Managed by Environmental
Action, the project is adding a

disposal truck, more paper bins and
an increased effort to gain more
student and administration par-

ticipation.

The addition of the 20-yard

capacity packing truck and 30 more
bins has made the expansion

possible, Henry Doyle, coordinator

of the project said. The Student
Senate is financing the $12,500 cost

of the truck and the $5,200 worth of

paper bins.

Started in 1971, the recycling

effort is collecting an average of six

tons of paper a week from the bins

located around campus. This is

roughly three per cent of the total

solid waste generated by the

University.

The paper is now being sold to P.

Alan & Son of Northampton for $10

a ton, which is up from $5 a ton

nine months ago, Doyle said.

"The project at this point is just

breaking even with collection

expenses." Doyle added that with

increased amounts being recycled,

the profits, which go back to the

Student Senate, can contribute to

the funding of other student ac-

tivities.

Pointing out that the present rate

of recycling puts the truck into use
only 17 hours a week, "It could and
would be used if there was more
paper to recycle," said Doyle. He
also pointed to the need for an
increased recycling effort at all

levels of the University. "I'd par-

ticularly like the administration to

support the paper recycling effort

with positive action. The ad-

ministration at present has not set

any official university policy."

One action he suggested is that

the physical plant incorporate the

recycling of paper in buildings and
dorms as part of the custodians'

duties. The present attitude of the

physical plant is that if the

custodians want to help in recycling

they can, but they leave it up to the

individual. "Some do, and do a very

efficient job at it. But most of the

work, we admit, must come from
the students.

"It can mean just getting into the
habit of dropping a used newspaper
into a recycling box or it can include

working with a custodian in setting

up a recycling system with a

dorm," he said.

Ledford - Abadon
at the FOUR LEAF WINDOW

Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's Flea Market!

NO COVER TUES.WED.!
HAPPY HOUR — 4-7!

Only 12 Miles from Whitmore!
Plenty of Room to Boogie! Phone (61 7) — Just over line— 544-6028

MK.SK\K«H.P,\PKK.>
srml l: for our mail order catalogue

i omplrtr (-'.durational Kr*rarch Service

mi luilinK term paper research, thesis

research. Ml.mm Research Papers on
file

I ullcKial Research .Systems. IMM K
Kerr* Ave . Suite 205. < ampden \J

101 .
MM-SS2-6777.

KEEN
MTS.

«? ONE-DAY HIKING & SIGHTSEEING IN VERMONT'S
GREEN MOUNTAINS

Sunday, November 10
TOUR LEAVES UNIV. OF MASS. 8:00 AM
Leaves Amherst Center 7 50 AM
Leaves Smith College 7 30 AM
Leaves Mt Hoiyoke College 7 15 AM
Peter Pan has chosen a special hike for those wanting an invigorating,
scenic day The weather will be perfect tor hiking - not too hot not
too cool -- and you n be accompanied by a knowledgeable ex
penenced hiker to answer question? and go over the -naps before you
arrive at the starting point
The hike route leads to the summit ot The Dome near Pownai. Ver-
mont in the south western section of the state The average hiking time
up and back is about ? I 2 hours but with allowance for lunch at the
summit and rest stops we H be there for just over 4 hours
Wild raspberries grow m abundance on this trail so bring your baskets
or sacks Tnere i&a spectacular view from the top of The Dome", to the
*esf are the Adirondack of New York State, and to the south lies
Mount 3reyt0Cl« m the Berkshires

Comp.ete box lunches will be provided to an and included in the tour
The outward bus trip will be via the scenic Mohawk Trad with its ' hairpin
turn an the way fro-. Greenfield to North Adams ana Wiihamstown
The refur- hip ayti oe via Bennington, ana the '/o , Start Trail to Wit

;' ' v I Bf rtfleb ro A supoer stop will be n 1 fe on the way
rturr time about 8 *ma§Q

PeterPan=m
EscortedTours
Town

AMHERST

Pick-Up Point Booking Office

. ' ' f " Aas:
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Drunkenness not a crime
n

Law defines rights of intoxicated persons
On July 1, 1973, Massachusetts

abolished the ancient crime of

being drunk although all the laws

having to do with driving under the

influence remain unchanged.

The Alcoholism Treatment ana
Rehabilitation Act (General Laws
chapter 111 B) governs drunks and
drunkeness.

Section 3 of the statute describes

a person as "Incapacitated" if he is

intoxicated "by reason of the

consumption of intoxicating liquor"

who "is (1) unconscious, (2) in

need of medical attention, (3) likely

to suffer or cause physical harm or

damaoe to property, or \4\ disor-

derly.
"

Section 8 of the statute provides
that any person who is "in-

capacitated" in a public place "may
be assisted by a police officer with
or without his consent to his
residence, to a (detoxification)

facility, or to a police station." The
police officer may request the
person to take a test for alcohol,
including a breath test, but it is not
required and it is a right of the
person to be tested. The results of
any such test are not admissable
against the person tested for any
purpose.

Once at the police station the
"incapacitated person has the right
to make one phone call.

is taken to a police station the
nearest detoxification facility is

notified. If treatment is available the

person shall be transported to th3
facility where he may be held
against his will up to forty-eight

hours or until he is no longer

at the police station in "protective

custody" until he is no longer in-

capacitated or twelve hours,
whichever is shorter.

A person in "protective custody"
is not under arrest nor is he charged

e law & you
"incapacitated", whichever is

shorter.

If the facility indicates that

\A/hQ„ „• ™ treatment is not available, theWhen an incapacitated" person incapacitated person may be held

it mrs to shop
THE FINAST WAY
From
Our
Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe

Schlitz

Case of 24
12 oz
cans

Munich Beer
Case of 24
12 oz btls

Costa Do Sol

399
Rose

qt

ctn 229

Paul Masson *>*
ct -f

99

Mountain
Farms
Mall

Hadley
SUPERMARKETS

Prices Effective thru Nov 2

with a crime. Consequently, there is

no arrest or criminal record
although an entry is made in the
police log of the date, time and
olace of custody.

In summary, protective custody
would seem to require the following

steps:

1. The officer must conclude that

a person is (a) inconscious, (b) in

need of medical attention, (c) a

danger to himself, others or

property or (d) disorderly by reason
of consumption of alcohol ("in-

capacitated").

2. The officer may then employ
reasonable force to take such
person into "protective custody"
(which he should probably advise
such person, and then may elect to

transport the person to his
residence, a facility or the police
station. In most cases the officer

will have to take the incapacitated
person to the police station if he
has made the first conclusion,
simply for protective purposes.

3. At the police station the officer

in charge or the desk officer will be
required to telephone the nearest
facility and will probably need to
report the apparent condition of the
person and the circumstances of

the situation. If the facility con-
cludes that treatment is available

the person will be transported to it.

One may anticipate that this will be
a relatively rare occurrence, at least

in Amherst.

4. At this point the officer in

charge should determine that the

person is "incapacitated" and
direct that he be held in "protective

custody" until no longer "in-

capacitated" or for twelve hours.

We Reserve the High! to Limit Quantities

The New Record Shop

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394

whichever is shorter. The person

must be advised of the right to take

some test of coherencey, coor-

dination or breath. The details of

the decision, the reasons, the date

and time should be entered in the

long.

5. The person must be permitted

to make one phone call, but others

should not be notified against the

wishes of the person.

If the procedures are followed by
the police and understood by
citizens they should work to the

benefit of all concerned with a

minimum of anguish.

These provisions do not apply to

"drunk driving" where specific

rules apply. The rule of thumb as to

whether a person has consumed
enough alcohol to fail a

Breathalyzer test is as follows: 3 in 1

hour, 4 in 2 hours and 5 in 3 hours
being the ratio of alcohol in con-

ventional measures of beer, wine
and whiskey to time span of

consumption. DO NOT FOOL
YOURSELF. 15 ounces of beer
more than equal 1 % ounces of

whiskey or 5 ounces wine!

Tenant farm

union leader

speaks today
H.L. Mitchell, a co-founder of the

Southern Tenant Farmers Union,

will discuss his trade union
organizing experiences in a lecture

today at 4 p.m. in the Colonial

Lounge of the UMass Student
Union.

Mitchell, 68, served as the STFU
executive secretary from 1934 to

1939, the period of significant union

activity in Southern agricultural

industries. In 1960 the union
merged with the Amalgamated
Meat Cutters, AFL-CIO. Mitchell

was appointed agricultural

representative for the Meat Cutters

and spent years organizing dairy,

rice and sugar employees in

Southern states.

The lecture is sponsored by the
UMass Labor Relations and
Research Center Student
Colloquia. All members of the
UMass community are invited to
attend. The lecture is open to the
public without charge. For more
information, call Gino Sorcinelli, 5-

2884 (LRRC).

8:30 a.m. HtGHTIDES — Who knows what the galaxies may
have in store for you? Tune in weekday mornings and see what's inYOUR future.

10 10 p.m. — GAYBREAK — Demian interviews Canon Clinton
R. Jones, author of "What About Homosexuality" and
"Homosexuality and Counseling." Tune in to this informative
segment of GAYBREAK.

11:00 p.m. BMCP — Soul, news, poetry readings as hosteo by
Barry Williams.

Halloween special on MUA, Oct. 31 at 7:30 p.m.
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Army plans to freeze

blackbirds to death

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

WASHINGTON [UP/] - En
vironmentalists have opened a fight

with the Army ever a plan to kill 14

million blackbirds this winter by
spraying them with a chemical that

will cause them to freeze to death.

The project affects two Army
installations - Fort Campbell, Ky.,

and the Milan Army Ammunition
Plant in Tennessee — where the

Pentagon says huge flocks of the
birds pose hazards to human
health, aviation and farm crops.

The Environmental Defense Fund
is threatening to take the Army to

court because it says an en-

Ford defends
Rockefeller
WASHINGTON [UPI -

President Ford, urging prompt
action on Nelson D. Rockefeller's

nomination as vice president,
yesterday characterized the ex-New
York governor's $2 million in loans
to his friends and family as the legal

prerogative of a wealthy man.
Ford, speaking firmly and

gripping the lectern, told a news
conference his support of

Rockefeller was unchanged by
recent disclosures about the former
governor's financial dealings.

Praising Rockefeller's past ac-

complishments. Ford said. "These
disclosures indicate that he does
believe in helping his friends, and a

man of that wealth certainly, in my
judgment, has that right to give as
long as the law is obeyed, and as I

understand, he has."

Ford added that he assumed
Rockefeller would use the ex-

periences of the past few weeks as
a guide in dispensing any more
loans in the future from his family's

vast fortune.

The President added he was
confident Rockefeller will be
confirmed by Congress but he
suggested the 25th Amendment,
under which he became President

and nominated Rockefeller, should
be changed to provide for faster

action.

"I think, for example, the
Congress ought to study the
desirability of putting a time
limitation on the time that the

Congress should have for the

consideration approval or
rejection. But these are matters that

Congress can, in the remaining

days of this session, or in the next

session, investigate, because of the

experiences of the last year," Ford
said.

Rockefeller has released two lists

of loans he made over the past 17

years, totaling more than $2 million.

vironmental impact statement

should have been filed. Such a

statement, the fund said, would

allow environmentalists to

scrutinize the project to determine

if it is really necessary and whether

there is any human hazard involved.

The Army said it had determined

that "the project will not create

significant local, regional or

national impacts on the en-

vironment and that no significant

environmental controversy is

associated with the project."

The fund said it was also con-
cerned because the project may be
the start of a nationwide effort by
the Army to solve the bird problem,
and the fund wants the rules made
clear at the start.

The Army plans to employ
helicopters and airplanes to drop a

detergent- like chemical mixed with
water on the roosting areas when
the forecast calls for rain and falling

temperatures. The chemical takes
the protective oil away from the
birds' feathers and when the
temperature drops below 45
degrees they are chilled and
eventually die of freezing.

The bird populations involved

consist of 50 per cent starlings, 25
per cent grackles, 20 per cent
cowbirds and 5 per cent red-wing
blackbirds.

APPEARING

Tuesday

J8r

Wednesday

Some Of My

Best Friends

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rt<\ 17. Sunderland

665-4937

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

Maurice ApdrS
with the Wuerttemberg Chamber Orchestra

SI

Monday, November tl Bowker Auditorium 8pm
"ANDRES TONE MAKES THE TRUMPETS OF JERICHO

SOUND TAME"

TICKETS -$4&3 gtntraJ $2&1.50 itmass students

[ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL. U MASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

.1

INttMNlR
Funded by Special Education Act

13
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Interns needed for alternative education

<*~
.. r

• i ML

There are two full time internship positions
available for spring semester at the King
Philip alternative education project for

secondary school students in Greenfield. The
King Philip Project is funded under the
Special Education Act, Chapter 766, and is

directed towards students who have
dropped out of school or who are not making
it well in school, and who need work in basic
skills (reading, math), counseling, vocational

skills and craft skills.

One volunteer is needed with strong skills
in remedial math and one is needed as a
general resource person. In addition, part
time positions are available both now and in
the spring. If interested, contact Laurie
K tapper, director of the project at 774-2318,
or come to the Outreach Office, 409 GoodelL
The Western Mass. Legal Services is in

need of 6 to 15 full time interns beginning in

the spring semester. The basic foundations
of Legal Services is to further the cause of
justice by providing free legal advice,
representation, counseling, and education in

non-criminal cases, for those persons unable
to get it otherwise.

Paralegal positions are available in areas of
welfare law, housing law, family law, and
consumer law. The paralegal's role is to
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interview clients, do legal research pertaining
to the individual's case, ascertain the facts,
and consult with supervising attorneys as tc
the proper course of action in the client's
case. Students will be assigned to the
Holyoke, Pittsfield, Springfield, Nor
thampton, or Greenfield offices. Those in
terested can contact Bob Weinstein a
Western Mass Legal Services, 788-0460, o
come to the Outreach Office, 490 Goodell

Heinz
Ketchup

32 oz
btl59

1 ITy^^y E
With this Coupon

and A Purchase of $5
or More Limit One Coupon

H665 Valid thru Nov 2

W IT IW5 TO SHOP THE HNAST WAY
"memS r,

Se"sat'onal Savings in Our Big Beef Roast and Steak Sale and--^m Our Fall Dollar Day Sale. More Proof it Pays to Shop the Finast Way

STAMP
.CUSTOMER

Stock up on frozen foods the Finast way!

Spare Time

Pot Pies
76oz^

Pkgs J
Sliced Carrots

Bone In
Beef Chuck

7-Bone Steak

Bone In
Beef Chuck

Underblade Steak

Boneless
Beef Round

Top Round Steak

Finast

Fish Cakes mm
Potatoes SSJS,

510ozf>4
pkgs ^ J

1.00

zr 69*

S 02
Pkfff

Bone In
Beef Chuck

7-Bone Roast

Bone In
Beef Chuck

Underblade Roast

Bone In Full Cut
Beef Round

Top Round Steak

Boneless
Beef Round

Bottom Round Roast

Creem Rite *.... '«,»' 20*
Orange Juice im ... 4 ?.% 93*
Baby Limas MM«.o«brook . . .

»•* 55*

Sunrise fresh deiry features the Finast way!

Minute Maid
Orange Juice

Boneless
Beef Round
Tip Steak

Boneless
Beef Round

Tenderknlve Steak

Boneless
Beef Round

Top Round Roast

Boneless
Beef Round
Tip Roast

Boneless
Beef Round Bottom
Round Rump Roast

100% Pure
Orange Juice

f^P ctns ^1
16 01

. dn
3 ib

cm

49*

1.05
F.nMt 1 lb 4 t\K

P'ocess pfcg I »&3

Sour Cream rm . .

.

Cottage Cheese **
American Singles

Baked fresh with natural
Ingredients the Finast way!

Onion or Cheese

English Muffins

Bone In
Beef Loin

Porterhouse Steak

Bone In
Beef Loin

Sirloin Steak

Bone In
Beef Rib Extra
Trim Large End ?'S

Fresh
Ground Beef

Chuck

Treat your family to Mr. Deli Specials
and save the Finast way!

Import.Ham

5 lbs or More r88'

Freshly
Sliced to
Order

Swiss Cheese:
Chicken Roli

A
«:;.

16?
"PO'IM. . lo 1.59

1.39

More Finast Beef Values

Beef Round »£?&£». .

.

Beef Rib Roast «.b5

s^ IS. .„

«l'l Trwn l»-or Ste.k
End 6 8 Bone |

,
Pmt.inoi'** Steak

laii>«s* . . . .

it

Available m Slot*;. w.|n Serv.ce Del Oepl

Beef Rib
Beef Loin
BeefChuck
Beef Rib Eye Steak
Beef for Stew'V *r

BeefChuckShortRibs

Favorites from the seven seas!

Turbot Fillet

Finast
Fresh 2 pkgs

r-mtit

>««d 2 tn.ooJewish Light Rye 8
Pumpernickel J

s::r. . 2
Donuts p

l%,r 2
English Muffins ... 3 T 79*

°'1.00

Proof It pays to shop for quality
produce the Finast way!

Florida
'-'"- Indian Rivar

irapefruit

40 Sue ^B0 £

Spinach
Apples

Peanut Butter
Detergent

Fireside
Fresh Crisp

Choice Morsels
For Cats

Firit O' the
Fresh

310 or 4
cellos I

O bna49

Saltines
Purina
White Bread
Mini Meals

Jumbo Celery ***$&
Sweet Potatoes 3 £> 49*

Pomagranates . . . . 5 .«. 1.00
Fresh Cranberries SSE ^ 39*

Fabric Softener,
Era Detergents

-ft

part

gait

>

Prices Effective thru Saturday November 2

> ^

1.00 Scooter Piese
1.00 Kosher Dills 1*'

We Bese*ve the Rgh; »o L -n • D ja"!!e*
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To study uncontrolled development

Two UMass environmentalists get state tasks
Two faculty from the Institute for

Man and Environment at the

UMass have been given assign-

ments with the state Executive

Office of Environmental Affairs.

Dr. Carl P. Swanson, associate

director of the institute, has been
invited by Secretary of En-

vironmental Affairs Charles H. W.
Foster to head a team of UMass
professors to assist the state in the

identification and designation of

"areas of critical environmental

concern" where uncontrolled or

imcompatible development could
result in irreversible damage to the

environment.

Dr. Ervin H. Zube, director of the

institute, assumed part-time duties,

at the invitation of Secretary
Foster, as director of the Coastal

Review Center of the Executive
Office of Environmental Affairs. His

work will involve evaluating major
coastal zone activities and
developing relevant information.

Dr. Swanson, a professor of
botany, will develop criteria for the
classification of critical land areas in

the Commonwealth in terms of use,

scarcity, vulnerability and other

factors for the purposes of their

identification and designation by
appropriate state agencies. The

Olevsky gives solo

piano recital tonight
A recital of solo piano music will

be presented by Estela Olevsky
tonight at 8 in Bowker Auditorium
at the University of Massachusetts-
Am herst.

The program is open to the

public free of charge. On the

program will be works by Mozart,
Beethoven, Albeniz and Prokofieff.

A native of Argentina, Estela

Olevsky made her concert debut in

Buenos Aires at the age of eight

and studied piano at the National

Conservatory there. She recently

returned from a concert tour in

New Zealand and is a member of

the Music Department at the

University of Massachusetts.

Amherst Cinema presents

THE RASPBERRIES
In Concert on Sat., Nov. 16th at

7:00 & 10:00 p.m.

also featuring "ALBATROSS"

at the

AMHERST CINEMA
30 Amity St., Amherst

tickets available at the following theatres or by mail:

Amherst Cinema, Amherst
Calvin Theatre, Northampton
Garden Theatre, Greenfield
Victory Theatre, Holyoke

Admission $3.50 Advance $4.00 at the door

Please include self addressed stamped envelope end me/I to: Amherst
Cinema, 30 Amity St., Amherst. Meet. 01002

Gentlemen: Pleesa tend me tickets tor the performance Totel $

Nemo

,

Address

,

City ___ .State. ZIP.

types of areas to be classified in

elude the coastal zone, wetlands,
rare and valuable ecosystems,
rivers, natural areas, buildings,

structures or sites of special

significance, lands of prime
productivity, parks and wildlife

areas, and others.

Five college

exchange

meets today
UMass and five-college students

interested in spending a semester at

one of the other campuses at no
extra charge should attend a
meeting of the Residential Ex-
change Program tonight in the
UMass Campus Center.

The residential exchange
program, begun this semester, is

being organized by the Five College
Student Coordinating Board.
The meeting will be in Campus

Center room 917 at 6:45 p.m.

This process of identification and
designation is a step toward land

use legislation. Dr. Swanson is to

submit a final report to the

Executive Office by Nov. 15 for

consideration by the legislature in

early December of this year.

Working with Dr. Zube, who is a

professor of landscape architecture

at UMass, will be Professor Charles

Terrell, a biologist on leave from
Salem State Teachers' College.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Television Tonight

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -

Blazing Saddles - 7:15-9:00
AMHERST CINEMA -
Love & Anarchy - 7:00-9:00

CALVIN -
2001: A Space Odyssey - 645

9:20

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
1. Little Big Man - 7:00

A Man Called Horse - 9:15
2. Flesh Gordon - 7:00-8:30
3*. Death Wish - 7:00 8:45

MT. FARMS 4 -
1. Sleeper - 5:30-9:00

Everything About Sex —
7:15

2. Destructors - 5:00-7:00-9:00
3. 2001: A Space Odyssey - 5 00

8:00

4 Godspell: 5:00 8:45

Good Times - 7:00

SHOWCASE -
Bears & I -7:15
Shaggy Dog - 9:00
Airport 1975 7:25 J30
Longest Yard 7:30 10:00
Odessa File 7:25-950
Gone With the Wind 8 00
Gambler - 7:30-9.40

5:00 THE RAYMOND BURR SHOW
"His Fiddlers Three." (3)

THE REAL McCOYS "Grampa's
Daye." (18)

THE BIG VALLEY "Days Of
Grace." (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGH-
BORHOOD (24) (57)

5:30 GREEN ACRES "Music To Milk
By." (18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "The Booty Prize."

(27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "Movies Are
Your Best Escape." (30)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

THE CHAMPIONS "Auto Kill." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Wings."
(27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)

BONANZA "The Decision." (40)

6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

MAKING THINGS WORK (24)

MOVIE "A Farewell To Arms." (27)

ZOOM! (57)

6:45 HUMAN GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT (24)

6:55 NEWSBEA T NEWS (40)

7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WALTER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "The
Plots Thicken." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE ROMAGNOLIS' TABLE (571

7:30 NAME THAT TUNE Tom
Kennedy, host
JEOPARDY (81

DEL REEVES COUNTRY CAR
NIVAL 118)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (22)

BOOK BEA T (24)

ANIMAL WORLD "Wanderers Of
the North." (30)

ROOM 222 "Suitable for Framing."
(40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 CHANNEL THREE SPECIAL
"Scott Joplin's Ragtime." (3)

THAT'S MY MAMA "Clifton's
Con." (8) (40)

SHARING OUR FAITH (18)

LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
"Town Party, Country Party." (22)

(30)

' POLLING PLACES AND
PROCEDURES (24)

KAHIAN GUREWITZ DEBATE (57)

8:30 MOVIE "Death Cruise." (8) (40)

UNTAMED WORLD (27)

9:00 CANNON "The Avenger." (3)

MOVIE "Jolson Sings Again." (18)

LUCAS TANNER (22) (30)

ELECTIONS '74 (24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)
DOORS OF MYSTERY (57)

9:30 PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO "Bilko's War Against Culture."
(27)

10:00 THE MANHUNTER "The
Deadly Brothers." (3)

GET CHRISTIE LOVE ' Highway To
Murder." (40)

PETROCELLI (22) (30)

THE MEN WHO MADE THE
MOVIES (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

SARGENT-DUKAKIS DEBATE (57)
10:30 THE ELDER AMERICAN (27)
11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (8)
(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS (57)
11:30 MOVIE "Journey To the Far
Side of the Sun." (3)

WIDE WORLD SPECIAL "David
Hartman: Birth and Babies." (8) (40)
THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING

JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)
1:00 NEWS 18) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host
(22) (30)

1:15 NEWS, WEATHER (31

2:00 NEWS (22) (30)

AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE:
A.F.S. returnees are needed to serve on

the Regional Screening Committee for
Americans Abroad Candidates. If in-
terested, please contact John Wurstar
549-1256.

Minr
• \ I THK< iATES
•t >f s.MITH COLLEGE'

iODQVlY!
mibc i

1 NORTHAMPTON

BREAD & WINE:
A simple service of holy communion

with common loaf and common cup willbe celebrated tonight from 11-11:15 in 316
Hampshire House. UCF invites you toshare this. (Bible study for those who wish

*A
Mel Brooks'

'BLAZING
SADDLES
Aw. r.

Ff0m **'"•' "">• at** Werner Commurwnioni Company %
Mon-Tue — Dollar

• Compin, C

r Night J

(r™M0C Classifieds Pay
To place a classitied drop by

Mte Colleeian Office between
• Mam. and ifSpm Monday
Friday.
The deadline it j«, two days

before the day your ad it to
appear.
The ratet art.
Daily - » 30 per line*
Weekly - » 26 per line*
Monthly - t 20 per line*

'Two linoe on form
»ppro«lmat« one line

FOR SALE

Used guitars bought and sold
The Guitar Workshop Amherei
Carrlaae Shops. 544 1728

College Calculators introduce*
the new Melcor 535 All Trip tunc
tiona. memory, esp not. and now
no more intermediate calculations
Now you cen uae parenthesis Only
4109 95 Also introducing the SR 50
at $142 96 Coma and see the two
machines Watch for my posters
nest week Call Bob Crowell at 549
131C Tell me what you need 1

.«
Trl

i!!l
B• , *'"• Clewelend

•00 397 9376
No

10 epd Corso bike Bast offer

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

•Woody THane -

hi;
[plus THIS HILARIOUS Cfl MIT

WOODY ALLEN'S
"Everything you always wanted

to know about sex*
* BUT WERE AFRAtO TO ASK W SS
Today: Sleeper 530 900
Everything Sex 7:15

Twi Lite Mr $ 00 $ JO only. $1.25

Rftd Q1R1 MOUNTAIN f*HMS MAuwrU«+ JlaJJ BQijTt'j HACKLY MASS

Even tlreUixleiworld hcisits Aiistociacy...

its High Society. .. its Jet Set. They're called

The DESTRUCTORS"
They listithesweet life, but trajy play a game of SUDDEN 0EATH>

vt

Michael Anthony James

CAINE QUINN MASON

te.

the ultimate tri

STANLEY KUBRICK'S

XXM'ASPACE
ODYSSEY

Today. 5.00 8:00

Twi Life Mr : 4.30 S 00 only, 61 .21

€^ JDBiTOClDRS

Today: 5:00 7:00 «:00

Twi-Life Hr 4 30 • 5 00 only. II 2$

2 GREAT HITS
A FUll LENGTH FUTURE- MM
RE CREATION OF THF Ms'

Let The
Good Times

Roll

fCi

@w^
Today: Godspell 5:00 • 8.45
Good Times 7:00

Twi Lite Mr 430 I 00 only, S1.2S

LSea^bam • afafaa^baV*;

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

at 9:45

Bring Your

Grooviest Date

and see the

Grooviest Movie

in Town

All Seats $1.00

1 pr* Northlan I Cobra wood akils
• ft 3 in with Northland bindings 1
pr K of lech buckle boota. site 10
men's. 1 pr poles, good shape All
946 Will spilt Call John 247 9406.
after b

Deluse queen sire heated
watarbed. beeutilul fur lined
frame only seven months old New
375 Cell and make an offer, must
be seen 549 6339 Mike

Lenco L7S manual turntable with
e Stenton 600E E car and e Sony
131SD ceaaette deck CRO end
Dolby Both in escellent cond
Make an offer Bob 644 4166

Stereo bargains - Top of the
line audio Technica AT1SS w
Shibate stylus list 4100 »3S Top
Pickering cartridge 01200. Hat ««W
920 Both ere 2 weeke old Sen
nheieer heedphonee. Met »4B 411
In perf cond Beet buy - Scott
Tuner w 1 4 sensitivity Sub
channel noiee filters multi-path
tuning, mutelng. scope outpute.
perf cond 4 ISO Cell 666 4320

10 speed 2B' frente Cell 646 21434
Ask for Ed RussaM or leave neme
end no

Coeta Midi auade coot, midi
dungeree coat: rabbit fur lecket
and navy blue leether lecket Cell
Mergie 544 7649

Garrard 2ero 100 turntable Best
offer Cell S46 6494 Ask for Pete

Fiat 6*0 Spyder pens and some
Chevy ports Cell 646 4376

Two 165X15 studded Pirelli rediel
snow tiree Greet shape 4120 new
50 665 4163

Frye Boots Men's S h one hail
light biown. 4243 Call Deb 546 9249
on weekends

Stretocester. • rond Superb
action SM 2639 eve

1973 Hondo 350 3 000 mil Perfect
cond Cell 549 6S64

from 10 10:50, same place, beginning at
the beginning of Matthew I

BRIDGE:
The weekly Bridge game will be held

turn to page 17

AMHERSTCiW
AMITY ST. 253 5426

15

Wait Until Dark
Wednesday. October 30

Adm. -75' 7, 9, 11 S.U.B.

Get Ready for Halloween

"A VITAL, WONDERFUL, AND

, SHARPLY ORIGINAL MOVIE. It is

exuberant, tempestuous, hilarious

and powerful."

-Bernard Drew. Gannett Newspapers

Loyti m
AHfWHyV

Eves. Love & Anarchy 7:00 & 9:

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NIIES * ALL SLATS $1 00

CALVIN
kIM.si SUR1HAMPIQS 584 2310

the utamate trip
j

STANLEY KUBRICK'S

2QQ|:A SBfteCE ODYSSEY
MONDAY I TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $1.00

FOR SALE

Records of ell kinds et
ressonsble prices Cen ususlly get
eny LP m print within e meek TheNew Record Shoo 197 N Pleeaant
St

. Amherst 263 5394

Stereo 4 tree tapes. 42 99 - 100
percent replece or 4 beck
euerantee - over 1000 tapes
available at Hadlev Amoco Rt 9
ecroaa from Hardees

Snow tirea studdsd w wheels
600X12 Austin Americe 436
complete 256 6096

Benio for sole VegeSstr w case
Eac cond Value 4176 sell for 4100
or B O Cell Mike 6 2463 or 402
Crsbtree

22 Ketch wood hull gsfted
rigged decron sells. 2 berths,
chemicel heed 2 enchors 41800 00
Cell 549 2737 tor information

Single boa apring and mettreea.
dresaer and mirror, kitchen teble
and chaira. bookahelvea Call 586
4310 avea

Henke Ski Boots siteS •« cond
Cell 584 0617 P M Ask for Andree

Snow tires studded Firestone
78 14 Hardly used 420 Cell 263

MDC Clouikedi
VW Bug FM rsdio Mich X

radiel tirea escellent condition
after 6pm 549 0128

Triumph TR 3 4300 Needs work
323 7327

Reneult 17 Sports Coupe fuel
mi . 4 discs Michelins. 17.000 miles.
26 plus mpg Orig 44.100 Now
42500 5860482

72 GMC Rally Sti Van. VS. atd
P s p b 27 000 mi 42600 684 7981

1971 Tovote Corona 46.000 miloe
41200 or bast offer See et 166
Colonial Village, eveninga. 6 7 p m

1971 Toyota 30 mpg like new
625 2953

WANTED

Van 1966
B O 6 6520

Chev Eng gd 4600

Ml Kids Ready for
Halloween et PAUL S We ere
We heve a supply of costumes
for rent or sole Alao our usual
supply of matchleee furnltura
Go trick or treating dreaeed as
a bureeu Other imaginative
daea in atore at Paul's Old
time Furniture. 48 Main 263
3511

L

1969 MGB AM FM stereo.
Abarth good condition Give eXcell
enytime 323 6213

Cherrywood Hutch new,
756 8833

Octegon H20 bed furred frame
end ell ecceaaories nser new 4300
258 8833

Stereo components. 8 percent
over coat SOUND El MUSIC CO
OP 247 5870

Calculators New Tea Inst SR
10 Still under warr 6 7568 Ask for
Roy

,1
fXH" Rro "•»•'» imp 2 »rs

old 4200 Call 865 3269

10 speed Mercier 300 73 m Rev
531 butted frame 753 6102 Ask for

John

3 apeed nirls bicycle Columbia
good condition 450 or best offer
Call Vael 256 8781

a a
~

i « « »

Kenwood Amp Rec 4 Chennel. 3
months old retaila for 4750 Sell for
4500 7.San»ui SP3S00 speekers.
esc cond

. retell 4250 eech Will
ssenfice 4325 for peir Call 323 4504

Skia Rossignol and step in

MS3£ •« •' • O CI. Ang.,.

88 Chevy impale 4400 Call 584
17912

65 Ply 4250 Greet cer Cheepl 263
7241

VW St Wen 71 New enalne
Jim 367 9375

1965 Mueteng 6 cyl . 3 apdNew brakes shocks clutch, ban
Rebuilt trans 4600 20 mpg Call
542 3405

Super Cougar 67 air cond naw
muffler, stenderd. 3 spd smell 6
4650 263 7241

68 Chevrolet. 6 cyl. eulometic
greet buy. economical to run 4395
Bob 253 7241

65 Ply g.aat cer cheep' Bob
253 7241

68 Chevy Impale, anting strong
no rust Best offer Den 263 6449

67 Caprice good engine Call
3236246

253
,

724l"
W
' "' •

COnom,c4" * 150

70 MGBGT eaeept lor batteries
$7 000 or best offer 253 "

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
88 Triumph Bonneville Rebuilt

engine Must sell Cell 548-3831

Vespa CIAO Motorbike Almost
new Cost 4390. asking 5790 Gets
168 mpg 256 0359

FOR RENT

For Rent 7 room ept in

country 1150 plus util 20 mi from
UMass Avail 111 Call 1 628 3287
or 1 628 3273 No tri stv

Furnished rooms. 20 mm from
Compos Utilities linens, phone
full kitchen included For serious
students, male or female 367 2439

Furn epts one and ona hall
two and two and one helf rms
Modern air cond pool parking.
TV neer shopping utilities inc
Leese to June 1976 Amherst Motel.
Opp 2eyre

Roommate wanted to shore old
Riverside country hse in Conwey
20 mm ewev Beeutiful country
site 369 8361 4026

Pertner needed for N Leverett
House beeutiful spot No pets
Cell 367 9946

WANTED TO RENT
Would like to rent Tepee for 1

mo Gordon Helmen Boa 504
Hampshire College

BOB STILL WANTS TO BUV
YOUR AILING OR OECREPIT CAR
Any mske model or veer Unloed
your heedache for ill 253 7241

Good used women s 10 speed
bike Cell 6 8423 Keep trying

Double bed with heedboerd end
footboerd wood frame and in
good condition Call 323 4504

Married couplea without
previoua business eaperience but
willing to work and leern together
Pleesent profneble work ContactAMWAY DISTRIBUTOR phone
283 6824 for interview

M wents own rrn in ept or house
within walking diatance to
Bolchertown Stete Sch Allergic to
pets 546 7166

Femele bess plever or esp s
guiterist willing to take up beaa for
working women a band Call M F
10 4 Claire 263 2574

HELP WANTED

8 10 students 4 hra per wk
Tues end Thurs 10 12 Oct thru
Dec 15 42 00 per hr Eesv work or
csmpus Don Wright 5 3480 Leeve
neme and number

PERSONALS

Sincere gentle mm 30 sks wrm
sens pratty no smoke WF to ehara
good life CI mua relig nature
trianda no sea ad I d luv 2 Mt U
Boa 353

SERVICES

Oldtima 6 string Banio leeeone
Reeaonable Call 266 8816 Barry
Cooper

Stevie
Sometimesl

V ou 'e fun'H

Cinder
Cell Bob

miased VOu lest week

Owen M
tha toot

is s pooftep b M How a

RIDE WANTED

To Boston (Elton John concertl
Nov 20 Cell Shelley 6 8419

Tern Sure you don t went to
be m the indea' 100 percent
reverie'

Wenne Score' Tha Subway
iMcNamere Basemant Sylvenl >
sponsoring a Homecoming
Specie! Bring your ticket stub into
tha Subway Seturdev for a Roast
Beef grinder for only 88 c Ireg
41 101 It you can t buy it for lass
than wa won t sell it (Right Ruby
end Choo Choo'l

MFR you re the pumpkin of
my pie Catch you at the nest
sunset You' Specerider

J B To tha beat in tha world
Hacov 1st It was groat and alweya
will be Love you J L

Cess Happy Sth I love vou
medly Let ago for 6 Luv Ye Stick

Bonev Joney and Suaan Jay -

Hope you heve e febuioua fun
super mild greet terrific end
enioveble B day The 20 vr old
cow

TRAVEL
Garber Travel offering greet

trovel progrema during winter •

spring brook For more info cell*
Rich et 256 6090

THE GREAT GETAWAY camping
end scube diving in beeutiful St
John Virgin Islends. Jen 6 to Jen
16 All equip end lodging provided
No scube diving esp nee 1 college
credit m P E Only 4379 - More for
your doller then any other vacation
can offer A trevel eaperience vou
won t went to miee For further
info cell Tom Seab 548 9188

Happy 4th Love you more

Heppv B.nhday

Lar
Pern

Bonay
Finio

«:.I,•",•»nL•
,< • S,,# """lessor,

School 740 Mem St Sat Oct 26
4 Rain or Shine10

TO SUBLET

2 bd Townehouee. 1 end one
naif baths w w diahwasher,
disposal, air conditioned etc Rent
El Sec dep Negotiable Avoil Nov
1 Ellisa 549 1064

ROOMMATE WANTED

Share house 3 5 mi to cempus
Own room 481 25 with utilities
586 4189 eves

Couple wonted to share let fl of
lge No Hemp house with seme
Rees rant pets OK Cell Homie
or Cor 584 1598

Two males seek 3rd to shore 3 br
epl 4115 256 I"

72 Landcruiser. as cond new
lires. one owner low miles
Evenings 296 4048

88 Pontiec 3 spd smell sis new
clutch, fuel pump 4350 546 6822 on
ampul

1968 Peugeot notion wagon
runs well good tires 4500 546 04OS
Eerly morning or late evening

1960 TR3 TR4 engine Good
shepe many atraa but needs
radiator 4500 665 4183

62 VW eac eaeept for muffler
4700 firm Call 546 7487 Rebuilt 67
engine

68 Volvo 122S autn 88 000 m,
Some rust good condition 4660 or
best offer 6 9504

Roommete wonted to shore
lovely furnished hse in Conwey -

20 mm from Amherst Cell Judith
369 4024 389 8381 Wash dry

Design Motor seeking other
Oesign majorslsl M or F to live
mith off cempus neat eemester
Cell Stew 6 5627

Apt to shsre in B town Need 2
people Cell 323 4693 evenings till
11 30

Seeking female to shore house n
Pstham 4125 Call 256 8868 Mary

Share apt own im 475 mo plus
utilities Nr centei N ton Celt 584
6215 after 5pm

For 7 bedi Puffton Apt Own rm
b hath *110 per mn Andy 546
4223

WANTED
Lerga room for artlei Uaa of

fecilitiee 258 0617 Cheep

GOALIES to skate Th„rs 10 11

i IM. *" •°"""""" Call 5 0056,)-
9 «r08fi

PERSONALS

Joen Heppy Birthdev to e
greet roommete Sue

Mope Heppy 21st< Much love
K C and O

The pereon mho took the green
cenves tenme bell beg from the
Bovden Courts. 10 4 please return
n to Coech Kosekomski Rm 220
Bvd

460 FOR INFO of I D of person
involved in Occident w red VW
Oct 5 6 SW Lot 50 Need I for
no fsult insur 546 8131

Brothers b Sisters of Seten
The witching hour is here Meet for
traditional Halloween festivities et
side of Berkshire DC m SW at 12 00
10 31 Serve Wicce end prosper

Heopv 71st King 1
I m happy to be

loving you Queen

Hay creep Happy Birthday
You re a good neighbor Love
Rowdy Merie

Sue Nobody but vou heve a very
happy birthday Joen

Hellenic Amtncin Assn invites
all Greek Americens to e perty
I arlev Lodge Wed Oct 30 1974 6
n m Beer and Booiook

Todd The early bird geta the
worm Happy Birthday B tr M
An residents of the Stete of

Memo who would like to vote
absentee bellot in the Nov 5
election cell Linda today et 6 I

A haooy and loving tenth All my
love T.gger December 27 to '

Janet Vou can always count
on us to scram thiiga u p So ma
love Jayne and Joanna

In ease I 'oiget mhen I tee you
Happy Birthdev Jeno Felrem Love
Loretta

Ka-en Heppy 19th Birthdev
I . •* » hergam of a roommate

»
T
S£S

T
1L

"•""»•» «srs». lUeaetb Elian Welcome to the 2ooYou re m for the time of your lit.
Smilas

LMf". On your 21st Luv i

reehro now tnet o metier what
we II elweva oe together Hera a to
a happy lite' Your Big Ginto

INSTRUCTION

Ciessicel guitu lenom
Conservator, background
Collini 253 717,

Kevin

Bartending couree beginning
Oct 29 31 in the Commonmeelth
Room (Student Union) 7 10 p m
115 00 Regiater let day of class
Students must be 16

SERVICES
Campus Clubs end

Organisations, Do yeu want to
publish high aualitv newsletter
pomphlet magafine or booklet' *'

let the Message Company help
you write layout deeign end print
•1" Reeeonable feea Contact Jerry
at 753 9B69 for information

Automotive repeir specieliting
in SAAB and other foreign cars
Call Guy 256 6110

Future CPA s Leern hom to
prepare for the CPA eaem Becker
CPA Review Course Cell Collect
Boston 617 636 1440

Peseaart Photos
se-yice Call Joe et 649

Vr old white mate cat Mi a, .»

Balchertown towards Quabblnl
Spot on heed 1 different color
eves Any Info appreciated 323

Reword Lost key chem Hes
one ooir of dog tegs etteched
Pieese cell 546 7132 412 Webster
House

It envbodv found e Siemeee cot
hurt on Iront right pew Somewhere
ercund corner Fearma St N
Pleesent ploese cell 263 9996
mormnga up to 11 p m

Lost Fn 10 29 in Herter 116 et 10em MACROECONOMIC THEROV
by Koplin Hes orenge cover
Pieaae return Need for eaam 1

Reword Cell 686 32S8 et 6 00

Male dog collie mia 8 moa
old Good country dog Needa
attention end iota of space Call
323 6681

Reaource Collective Share
anything everything Phone 6
5174 Write Boa I Pierpont ii • an
.for you Smilel

ENTERTAINMENT

Gel your party rocklm Call Steve
Rich end Cheryl et 6 8816 or 6 9826
for OJ s with style Super cheap

Soul Food Dinner home cooked
12 50 Nov 1 5 9pm South Hedlev
ABC House Central
Congregational Church Cell 1 539
9002 Info I

Don t let tha bonds roll you for
rer money Let Bob the J rock
you for much less For non stop
boog.a cell Bob the J Beet time
to call MTW 4pmto7 ml
mill def bo even 638 8076

Thia meek et The Hetch tea
croem bar sundees 2 for the price
Of1eftor4pm doily All doy Sat b
Sun

Goldie Hewn in Butterfllee Are
Free Fndev 7 30 end 10 CCA

Double treet at The Hatch
tonne Creative Source a>
Progrossore b Progressive Sounds

The TOC proudly presents -
Time Being Thurs thru Set Stop
by

I

nights

Profeesionel guiter repelrs by
goiter maker Micheel M.llard
Mon Wed Fri at The Guitar
Workshop Amherst Cerriaaa
Bheas S4t ITIi Free eotimeteo

Speedy Xeroaing Rapid
reproduction Amherer Carriage
Shops 233 N PieessntSt M F 9
9 Set 9 J Sun 11 7 549 0686
Seme doy service

CAR REPAIR HASSLES' Bob
Will still fia it right No iob too
sm^li Foreign or domestic No big
overhead 263 7241

hi Fl Audio reoeir 2 dev service
work guerenteed At Tech Hi Fi

Cell 549 2810

VALLEY K 9 finest t»a " |

ob,*d personal protection and K 9
In residence tremmg available Can
Man 549 1342

CALCULATORS

Calculator Bala - College
Celculafors offers lowest prices
anywhere All models svei'ebie
Teaes Inst HewsH Peckard
Unicorn All mechlnee new end
guor with 2 month replacement
werrantv Before ygsi buy a
calculator cell me I cen beat any
price enywhere Look far my
poaters around cempus for detslis
Then cell Bob Crewe" at 648 1316

MISCELLANEOUS
PASSPORT PHOTOS
Paasport photos 2e hour

service reasonable rates Call Joa
Stoddard 549 8898 n.ght.

informetion was leaked out from
a reliable source concerning the
Personnel Sem.ner Corp it eeeme
thet the corp hee approved the
'eguested Personnel Oept budget
Th, i >s e plus for our entire com
mumtv Congrats Para Oept

Aufo Workshop Hroptnt

D.i it yourself Repeir your own
tat We supply the tools and sd
vice lower level CC Gsrege Open
Mon Fn 3 10 p m Sat and Sun
10 IS Pets et discount
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campus

carousell

By TONY GRANITE
Staff Correspondent

PAGE OF FOUR LETTER WORDS
cost Student Government at

UMaryland $411.26 in the

Diamondback, campus publication,

recently.

The ad was purchased by SGA to

urge students to vote. It contained

at least nine variations of the

English language's most common
four- letter expletive for sexual

intercourse.

"We felt it would get results, if it

had shock value," one SGA officer

said.

NUDE CENTERFOLDS
PREDICTED FOR ANNUAL at

UBridgeport, according to a page 3

interview with Wistarian yearbook

editor Lyn Weinberg in a recent

Scribe.

"Any volunteers?" she is asking,

after announcing "serious con-

sideration" for a double centerfold

"to liven up the 1975 book."

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK
appears on page one of the Miami-

Dade (Fla.) Community College

Catalyst. "Inside Today: From rape

to dance."

MEANWHILE, out on the Central

Michigan campus, Life reports that

"Women's Perspective" has ap-

peared as a newspaper to counter

the male chauvinism of the

established campus press.

Sponsored by three campus
women's groups, the publication

will include articles of interest to

both the liberated woman and the

"woman who finds liberation either

undesirable or unattainable."

Supported by ads and individual

contributions, the paper is

distributed free on campus and in

the community.

QUICKIES is a column that appears
in the Cape Cod Community
College student newspaper. The
label headlines announcing
coverage, recently, include
"Women", "Folk Event" and
Rape Seminar."

Hopefully, not in that order.

WMUA today
Here's what's happening on

WMUA, 91.1 FM, today:

The disc jockeys today will bo
Laredo, Jack Harper, Stu Mac-
Donald, Cliff Brennan and Marc
Berman. Starting tomorrow off will

be Ken Irwin.

WMUA specialities today:

6:15 7:00 P.M., The Special

Affairs Department presents a

special feature - Focus. Tonight,

host Ken Mosakowski and panelists

E.lish Broderick and David Mehler
will bait the two candidates for

State Representative of the 2nd
Franklin District in a live debate.

Incumbent Republican Edward
Shortell will meet Democrat Paul

MacDonald in the continuing series

of live debates.

10:15 11:30 P.M., Gaybreak,

Demian interviews tonight Canon
Clinton Jones, the author of What
About Homosexuality and
Homosexuality and Counseling. Mr.

Jones has worked with the Christ

Cathedral Church of Hartford (as its

Canon), The George W. Henry
Foundation, the Kalos Society, and
has counseled for over twelve

years.

11:30 - 2:30 A.M., Uujamadrum,
Join Barry Williams, The Loveman,
for another evening of soul and fun

on the drum.

News is broadcast at 7, 8 & 9

a.m., and 2, 6 & 10 p.m.

And don't forget to listen for the

special Halloween treat WMUA has

in store for ail of you listeners.

Tomorrow night, tune in.

i
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Not genuine
Sink heavily

Serious

Falsehood

Devotion
In harmony
River to the

Severn
18 War god
19 Respond to

stimuli

Command
ments
Fast

motorboats
23 Opponents
25 Flabby

26 Along with

27 Cygnus
29 Mischievous

sprite

32 Replace worn
gear

35 Converse
36 Hillside

Scot
37 Neighbor of

Turkey
38 River of

Malawi
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Destructive

wind
Downy
material
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43 The works
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48 Sowing
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Former
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56 Deface
57 Not whispered
58 Metal

59 Not different
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thing
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64 Mortgagor
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3 Unequaled
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12 As soon as

13 Soaks
21 Subtle

suggestion

22 Woodcut
print

24 Neighbor of

Quebec
27 Be eminent

28 Plant

protuberance

30 Fat

31 Fixed charges

32 Latvian

seaport

33 Ending with

fed or gen
34 Not quite

make it 2

words

35 Golf shot

36 Sightless

38 Spills over
42 Russian

city

44 Higher in

volume
45 Sharper
47 Armistice

Glistened

Sculptured
likeness

Monickers
Welcome
Free from

injury

53 Ku Klux •--

54 City of Hawan
55 Bird

59 Tool
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

WEDNESDAY. Oct 30 -
Bom today, you are a reformer

al heart But you are also a

realist and know full well that

you cannot change the world
to suit your own private and
idealist image of it. You are

practical and are therefore

willing that mistakes should
be corrected slowly, that other

people should change their

characters in minute ways,
gradually perhaps even pain-

fully You know that there can
be no forward movement
without an occasional step
backwards, that there can be
no progress with now and then
a period of retrogression

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21)
— Conserve your energy
during morning hours if you
would feel well enough to take
advantage of an exceptional
opportunity for gain during
afternoon and evening.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22
Dec. 211 — Any problems
which require for their solution
entry by you into the affairs of

others should be avoided, at
lee.it for the praam

Bv S tells Wider

CAPRICORN (Dae 22 Jan
191 — Intuition — your own
and that of a close friend —
may prove to be your beat bat

when it comaa to finding

solutions to long-standing
difficultiea.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20- Feb
18) - You will need to

exercise considerable mental
powers this morning. Don't be

alarmed should you feel the

need of a partner in thought.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)
— This is a day which
presents you with a new way
— if you will greet it with a
new will. Don't expect gains to

come effortlessly

ARIES (March 21 April 19)

— Leave social activities to

others as you go about the

business of furthering your
career. An associate may
cause tension during after-

noon.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— Concentrate on the develop-

ment of an old theory of

success. If you spend too
much time look ahead you will

miss a moment in the present
for action.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— Replenish your energy
during morning hours. Get
more rest than usual even if

you have to shelve an
enterprise or two for the time
being

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
— Take care that another's
boredom doesn't rub off on
you. You have plenty to keep
you busy — if you will get
down to work Stop feeling

sorry for yourself.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) -
Seek out new people and a

change of scene. This is not
the day for attempting to

begin again on a project that
seems doomed to failure.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22)
— Plan the day with another's
long-range objectives in mind.
You can be of great help to one
who would do for you were he
in a position to do so.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) -
Make every effort to be
receptive to another's ideas for

advancement. You may be
burning your bridges before
you've crossed them.

d/ZZy and paul- BV Jim Carson

49 50 51

56

65
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cont. from p. 15
in room 804-8 CC tonight at 7:00. The
lessons will be in room 177 CC at 6:00 P.M.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE STUDY:

There is now an area reserved for the
quiet study of Christian Science. It is

complete with marked books, and current
C.S. literature. Located in Goodell Library,

Main floor. Follow the signs. All are

welcomel
COMMUTERS MEETING:

The Commuter Assembly Executive

THIS WEEK ONLY!

#*'
*\

SUNDAES
*

* t
for the price of one

£ after 4 p.m. daily.

All day Sat. & Sun.

Council meets tonite at 5:30 in the
Commuter lounge. A representative from
the Transit Service will discuss busses. All

are welcome.
ECKANKAR ANCIENT SCIENCE OF
SOUL TRAVEL:

1 -credit colloquium on soul travel
theory and techniques being offered
starting tonight. Meeting weekly at 7:30
p.m. in the Pierpont meeting room.
Anyone interested in signing up for this
class please attend tonight.

ENTERTAINMENT
Come see Wait Until Dark tonight at

SUB. at 7,9,11. Get ready for Halloween'
ENTERTAINMENT NEEDED:

George Washington Lower needs folk

singers for coffee house on Sat., Nov. 9.

Anyone is welcome to come and play.
Please call 6 8931 for time slot.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACT/ON
Meeting tonight at 7:00 in Student

Union Council Chamber, room 423B.
Discussion of energy consumption and
conservation at UMass. All are welcome to
come and bring their ideas and questions
about what UMass is or should be doing
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY:

The Orchard Hill Energy Flow Study
urges all those concerned with the
relationship between people and their

environment to join us every We.d. at 6:30
in the Grayson Lounge. All members
please come.
FRESHMAN CREW:

Tryouts for the freshman squad still

being held. If you are over 6'0" and willing

to work, this is the sport for you. No exp.
necessary Bus leaves daily at 4 from
Boyden, meet there.

GLENDI:
Are you of Greek descent? If so, you

are invited to a get together on Weds, at

YOUR MONEY'S WELL SPENT AT A\cke\ Kent

Film Developed

40% OFF

17

iw.

Farley Lodge 8 p.m. Beer, wine, Bouzouki,
good times. Let's get to know each other
HAM RADIO CLASS:

For people interested in obtaining an
amateur radio license. Tonight at the rad'o
shack, Room 109, Engineering Lab, 8 p.m.
With midterms out of the way, it's a good
time to get started.

INDIA STUDENTS:
Cross-cultural workshop for Indian

and American students is scheduled for
Nov. 1 and 2. (Aim to explore values,
attitudes and culture learning in a small,
informal setting.) The workshop will

provide an opportunity of sharing and
rewarding experience. All interested
students should contact the International
Programs Off. at 545-0019 as soon as
possible.

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL:
All International students are invited

to form Internat. Students Council tonight
at CC room 905, 7:00 Recognized RSO
groups send reps. Come all and unite.
Make your country represented
ISRAELI DANCING:

Tonight and every Wed. night in the
Cape Cod Lounge of SU. Beginners in-

struction from 7:30-8:30 with more ad-
vanced dancing and instruction to follow.
Everybody welcome and it's free.

JESUS AND MODERN COUNSELING
Due to Monday schedule this colloq

will not meet today. Gestalt readings will

be on Reserve. Please also read Rollo May,
Love and Will chps 5-6 before 116 class'
MEDICAL SCHOOL

Dr. Soutter, Dean of UMass Medical
School is speaking Wednesday in CC. 105
at 7 p.m. Sponsored by Pre-Med Society
MOVIE:

Reefer Madness and 3 Stooges Nov.
2, Mahar Aud. 7,9, and 11 pm
LOST:

Our illustrious Mortarboard members
Please contact Barb 253 3987 or Sharon
253 7854.

NOTARY PUBLIC
The Notary Public Service for persons

wishing to vote in the Nov. 5 election by
Absentee Ballot will operate in Colonial
Lounge today from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. and
from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
PARACHUTE CLASS

First jump course starts tonight in

CC. 1/1-173 at 7 and you make your jump
this Sat or by arrgmt. Need a refresher
course, come tonite as the next class is not
till Spring.

SAILING CLUB
Any club members interested in

sailing this Sat. afternoon at Smith, call

Phil 6-9641 There will be a meeting next
Tues at CC. Keep posted.
SCUBA CLUB

Meeting tonight Curry Hicks 14, at 7
p.m., to discuss dive this weekend Call
546 7134 if interested and can't make
meeting.
SKI CLUB

First meeting - memberships taken -

club info-film -- door prizes, must be
present to win.

SKIERS
Meeting of the Ski Club tonight

Thompson 106 at 8 p.m.
STUDENT CREDIT UNION COALITION:

Meeting at 4 p.m. today of the
Student Credit Union Coalition to plan
upcoming membership drive in CC. 188.
Important.

STUDENT HEAL TH ADVISORY BOARD:
Meeting this Thursday 4:30 6:30 pm

in CC 164 All students may attend the
meeting of the consumer group to the
Health Services
STUDIES ON IRON DIOXYGEN COM-
PL EXES

Weds 4 30 p m in GRC Tower I room
201 Studies on Iron-Dioxygen Com-
plexes" by Prof Jack Baldwin, Mass.
Institute of Technology
STUDENT VIDEO PROJECT

Five coordinators meeting again
tonite in CC 801 at 8 Re Any SVP
people, please return the copies of the
overall proposal to RSO Box 117
TRAIL RIDERS

Meeting of UMass Trail riders tonight
7 30. C C 805 Film will be shown
UMASS REPUBLICAN CLUB

Will meet at 730 pm tonight m CC
902 Everyone welcome
U.FW SUPPORTERS

Come tonight. Anyone interested m
the lettuce grape, and Gallo wine boycott
come to meeting tonight at 7 30 p m CC.
802. We need vou!
V D COLLOQ OFFERED

First meeting of V.D Colloq tonight at

7 9p.m Washington 1904 For further info
call 549-0484

LOST
Wallet in the Hatch Thursday. Keep

the money. I need the 1.0. Judy Sontz 245
Moore House
Key chain, has one pair of dog tags

attached. Reward Please call 546-7132 or
412 Webster House

Siamese cat, hurst on right front paw
somewhere around Fearing St Please call

253-9995 mornings and from 7 p.m. on.
Reward for the camera taken from

SB A 120 on Sept 16 no question asked
586 4380 between 3 and 4 p m
A gold, square faced watch with a

brown watrhband m the vicinity of S.W
Please call 6 7285 & has a lot of sen
timental value
A round 4" slide rule (concise) Reward

68088
Black and white zebra skin wallet

Return to CC lost and found or call

Franklin Ripley 253 2460
FOUND

Black umbrella lost during the
summer of the library has finally been
found. Come to library desk and identify

distinct markings on handle
Set of car keys on Mass Ave., in front of

SBA 586 3467
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Sports and the Black ethos
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By ANTHONY BARNES
BNS

For a Black youth growing up in

America, there is a constant
barrage of mental hypocrisies
flooding his mind. In his search for

manhood he is taught that in this

"free country" these doors are

open. Many times the temptations
of crime and lawlessness take over.
He finds this is the way to make it in

America. Usually the only other
way is sports. Consequently, the
sports market in America is flooded
with black athletes.

In Black communities all over
America you can find thousands of
Black youths struggling to achieve
manhood. They see the world so
full, with so much to offer, but not
to them, yet they still yearn for ft

The entrapment of the ghetto gives
them the feeling of total
helplessness and frustration." The
Black youth must become a big
man in the tiny surroundings of his

own community in order to combat
this feeling. This causes many
Blacks to grow up never ex-
periencing a complete childhood.
There are certain symbols of

ghetto society that determine the
stature of your manhood, hustling
and pimping are a couple, simple
things such as having hair on your
face at an early age, keeping large

amounts of money in your pocket,
using drugs, belonging to a gang or
being good in sports are others.
Being a good fighter is the most
useful and widespread of all the
symbols because in the Black
communities life is truly a dog eat
dog existence, a survival of the
fittest situation always exists there

UPI Talephoto

George Foreman and Muhammad AN came a long

fight l«Tn
P
ight.
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...to be unable to

defend oneself is

a terrible

shortcoming for

any ghetto

resident. You
learn to fight at

an early age and
just going about
the business of

surviving develops

this skill...

To be unable to defend oneself is a
terrible shortcoming for any ghetto
resident. You learn to fight at an
early age and just going about the
business of surviving develops this

skill. The Black ghettos con-
sequently become training grounds
for potential heavyweight cham-
pions.

George Foreman is a good
example of a ghetto youth using
sports as a means of escape from
the entrapment of the ghetto. In

many ways he is a classic case. He
was in and out of trouble during his

teen years, the degree of his

education is questionable, and
though it hardly needs to be
mentioned, he comes from a poor
family.

George spent part of his early life

in the Job Corps and other similar

government pacification programs.
It was in the Job Corps where
George began to realize his skill as a
boxer and under the influence of
Doc Broaddus, his trainer, he won

Table tennis balls

paddlet and Rats

at

A. J. Hastings

Newsdealer and Stationer

Amherst, Mass.

the Amateur Athletics Union
(A.A.U.) title and the gold medal in

the Olympics in 1968. It is probably
because George gained fame in

boxing while he was in the Job
Corps that he has stated that
although he doesn't believe that
America treats it's Black citizens

fairly, he feels that America has
been good to him and gave him a

chance in life that he wouldn't have
gotten elsewhere. This is a good
example of the success that

pacification programs such as the
Job Corps had on it's enrollees. His
patriotic display of the flag at the
1968 Olympics was done because,
as he stated, "I wanted the people
to know where I am from." His
actions at the Olympics gave him a
large following amongst the people
of America. Not surprisingly, this

following was comprised mostly of
Whites who could relate to
Foreman's patriotic actions better
than Blacks could. George Foreman
was "their boy" so to speak.
Foreman's actions cause Blacks to
this day to look upon Foreman
unfavorably and makes the fight

between him and Ali much more
interesting than it may ordinarily

have been. It pits the man who is

looked upon by most Blacks as the
"People's Champion" against a
man widely accepted by Whites in

the same manner that Joe Louis
and Floyd Patterson were, "their

boy."

Muhammad Ali's popularity is

world wide, but it is naturally

strongest in the Black communities
of America, and, as the people of
Zaire have demonstrated, all over
Africa. He is a product of the Black
communities and can relate to it

totally. And he has in a way that no

other sports figure ever has. He was
and to many still is the heavyweight
champion of the world. He knows
it, he tells you in full confidence
that he is the "people's champion".
His boxing style reflects the
uniqueness that many blacks try to
achieve in everyday life. He is

brash, arrogant, speaks his mind
and is uncompromising. He is a true
Black idol in a country that tries to
deny it's Black citizens such a
person to look up to. His Muslim
philosophies only strengthen his

support among Blacks. His
separatist and sometimes supremist
points of view gives comfort to
frustrated Blacks living frustrated

existances. Blacks also get the
satisfaction of seeing him back up
the things he says with intelligent

reasoning.

In this environment of fear and
helplessness that is felt toward
White people by many ghetto
residents, it gives Black people a
strange feeling of pride in seeing a
Black man who knows who he is,

what his role in life is, they love to
see him taunt the white man,
disobey his laws in favor of his own
religious beliefs and get away with
it, this is truly a charismatic Black
man.

Jealousies were aimed at
Muhammad Ali because of his

religion and his "pureness". He
didn't drink, smoke or use drugs
which is a statement that most
people. Black or White found
themselves unable to make.
Ironically, these jealousies, instead
of damaging Muhammad Ali's

popularity, only aided to increase it,

especially in the Black community
where it turned him into a kind of
martyr.
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Thank you, AH
By DEAN TUCKER

Thank you Muhammad Ali. Thank you for when I was watching
TV in 1963 and you were riding around in your bus screaming that
you were the greatest and that you would do this and that and lick
the big black bear Sonny Liston. Thank you. It was a good laugh,
and coming attraction to the great theatre you would show me for
the next ten years. Old folks called you a loud mouth nigger then and
they still do today. Thank you for getting their warped minds into an
arena or theatre to see quality personified.
Thank you Muhammad Ali. Thank you for putting big bad Sonny

Liston away twice. Liston the illiterate, convicted felon thug who
thought he could outstare the world. Baleful Sonny. Thank you for
floating and stinging. Thank you for after the fight telling the world
that your name was Muhammad Ali and no.t Cassius Clay. While the
government played games with people's lives in their bureaucratic
racist ways, you said no, I will not bear the name of a slave owner Iam black and proud.
Thank you Muhammad Ali for reviving the bum of the month duo

and taking a dead sport out of the grave and giving it life if not more.
I watched you do in Patterson Chuvalo, Cooper, London, Milden-
burg with ease. Thank you for all that. Thank you especially for the
fight with Cleveland "Big Cat" Williams. It was not your best but
when shortly afterward you gave Uncle Sam the finger with the now
famous words "I ain't got no quarrel with them Viet Congs," and
lost your title without a glovesmack I would rerun those beautiful
seven punch combinations and the Ali shuffle through my mind's
eye and think, "oh you sweet dancing jab flicking black man."
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You brought many draft resistors through the torment of their
own decision with your cool headed optimism. It cost you a million
and half dollars to let the world from LBJ down know that the black
man was not going to pull the wagon while the murderers rode to
glory. The Supreme Court decision in your favor proved many of us
right. Your courage to hang with it while your fighting skills dulled
helped us to believe that all costs we could overcome.
Thank you for keeping the spirit of freedom alive during the sixties

when we saw so many of our heroes stopped in their tracks. King
Kennedy, Evers, Kennedy again, Daniels, and on and on. During
America's death trip to Viet Nam you kept us propped up.
Thank you again for the theatre. When the slaveholders of the

World Boxing Association let you have back your birthright to earn a
living and you fought Jerry Quarry in Atlanta and brought all the
world together again for those few moments, inside we knew thatwe would win the freedom fight again. Just to have you back from
your illegal disbarment was enough to keep us from cracking under
the oppression and lies of the neofascist Richard Nixon who had
made it to the throne in 1968.
The theatre again. The date: March 8, 1971. It's you and Joe

Frazier, no slouch; like yourself a black man and Olympic Gold
Medalist, but unlike yourself quiet, inarticulate and unable to
comprehend the need to make an issue of being black in a land of
racism. The FIGHT. Glorified, ballyhooed, the best of the biggest
That was the night. I can't say thank you for losing, but I can say
thank you for coming back.
Throughout the draft rip-off you lived through, many young

people who were in the struggle against the war gave up after the
murders at Jackson State and Kent State. When you lost (if you did)
to Frazier, and then picked up the fight again in a few days many of
us took example from your spirit and pushed on. Thank you.
Thank you again for coming back from the Norton fiasco That

spirit. While the country was watching a weeping dog cry baby
president lie and cheat his way to disgrace and bring us as a country
.mo shame, you worked on picking up the pieces, living clean as
always, to prepare for the last showdown with a man whose fight
skills are as touted now as yours were when you were twenty-four
At this writing five hours before the fight I am tense. I want you to

beat George Foreman. You are the last hero of the sixties, truly an
American hero in your own way.

WMUA
Election Night Special

Tuesday, Nov. 5

6:00 p.m. till Midnite

Concise and up to the minute coverage of
national, state and local races. Tune in for
all the results, as they happen, Tuesday
night on '

WMUA 91.1 FM

Women
IM finals today

By BILL DOYLE
Sports Staff

It will be TEP vs the James
Buckeyes and SAM vs the Squad in

the finals of the intramural men's
and women's football playoffs to be
held today at 4:30.

In the men's division, TEP
devoured the Gorman Pines, 21-0

and the Buckeyes squeezed past

BKP, 13-7, last night in the semi-

finals to advance to today's game.
The TEP-Pines game was

supposed to be close but TEP
scored on a Bruce MacNamara
pass to Jim Black. The teams
traded interceptions until Mac-
Namara hit Black for another score
and TEP took a commanding 13-0
Jead. The fierce TEP pass rush put
constant pressure on the Pine
quarterback and sacked him
numerous times, the Pines' sweep
was stopped effectively by the TEP
defense as the Gorman squad only
had three first downs in the entire

game.
Black used his height advantage

over his defender to snare a lob

pass for the final TEP touchdown.
Pines' qb Steve Wood was tagged
in the end zone by Tom Culhane for

a safety to complete the scoring.

The Buckeyes' victory proved
costly as quarterback John O'Brien
injured his shoulder late in the game
and is doubtful for today's game.
Dave Schoen replaced O'Brien at

qb but he couldn't move the club.

Putting Schoen at qb weakens the
Buckeyes doubly because he is the
club's best receiver.

The Buckeyes jumped off to a 13-

lead on two Dave Schoey touch-
downs but two safeties and a field

goal brought BKP close. BKP had
chances to take the lead late in the
ctame but the Buckeyes were equal
o the task.

In the women's division, SAM
edged the Van Meter Vikings, 6-0
and the Squad bopped the Crabtree
Trees, 14-0, last night to move into
the finals today.

SAM, which has yet to give up a
point this year, only used six (in-

stead of seven) players on defense
in shutting out the Vikings.
Quarterback Ruth Ellen Sandler,
the team's seventh player on of-
fense, was limited by an injury to
only playing quarterback. SAM, a
coed frat, scored the game's only
touchdown when Gail Cross
returned an interception for a TD.
The Squad, an independent

team, was the first opponent this
year to score against the Trees.
Chris Moloneaux threw two touch-
down passes to Kathy MacDonald
for the Sauad. Ann Foley caught a
pass for the extra points after the
first touchdown.

IM INFO: TEP and the Squad
seem to be the favorites in today's
games. John O'Brien must be able
to play for the Buckeyes to have
any chance. The Squad's passing
attack seems too strong for SAM to
stop.

BKP will meet the Pines at 4:30
today for third place as will the
Vikings and the Trees.

Successful raffle
The University of Massachusetts

wrestling team would like to thank
everyone who supported the team
in it's fund raising raffle. The funds
received from the raffle will assist
the Minutemen in defending their

New England title. First prize

winner was Frank DeLeo, an en-
vironmental health undergrad;
second prize to Peter Gluckler from
Munson Hall; and third prize to Van
Beaver, a fan from North Carolina.
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And this is the way it was before the "match" last night in Zaire as the Bampende

dancers provided the pre fight ceremonies.

By BILL EL/AS
Sports Staff

The late George Frazier called it

"duende", others think it charisma,
but whatever, Muhammad Ali has
that ability to emancipate people
from the boredom and
meaninglessness of everyday life.

Whether kidding with construction
workers in New York City, or
taunting an opponent before a
fight, Ali is the harmless relief that
we all need more of. He differs from
the Evel Knievels of this country in

that he needs no gimmick, no
canyon to jump into. Ali is one of
the few naturals around, he is

magnetic, and few have captured
the spotlight for as long.

Ali could have been an actor, or
much worse, a politician, but he
chose boxing. And instead of

laboring in the footsteps of

straightmen like Floyd Patterson

and Sonny Liston, Ali made
glamorous a sport that was not.

With cries of "I am The Greatest",

he won the heavyweight title and
revived the dying trade of boxing.

commentary
Then the champion Ali defeated

every opponent he faced: Chuvalo,
Cooper, London, Mildenberger,
Williams, and Terrell, all fell prey,

very few were competition. Ali was
in his prime, shuffling, weaving, or
dancing, he was seldom touched.
Each fight was looked forward to
and all were on national television.

Ali was more than a great fighter.

Muhammad
He was an entertainer. However,
soon the entertainer would meet
reality.. .the United States Army
was calling.

When finally cleared to fight
again, Ali was not the same boxer,
but what he lost in the ring he made
up for with his mouth. Always the
promoter, Ali set the stage for the
"fight of the century". It was Ali vs.

Frazier and millions of people paid
millions of dollars to see the fight.

Last night, Ali once more did his
thing. The outcoming is not that
important - Ali will always be
around. But what was important
was that for a single moment we
were in a world far away from
crime, racism, and rising inflation. A
place where something as in-

consequential as a boxing match
took on meaning.

JV gridders topple URI 35-25
By DA VEOSTRANDER

Sports Staff

Monday, the UMass Minutemen
sub- varsity went looking for a
winning record. They found it in

Kingston, Rhode Island.

The final score read Minutemen
35, Rams 25, a marked difference

from Saturday's "Beanpot Bowl",
which left their big brothers on the
short end of a 10-9 game.
The varsity's loss served to spark

the little Minutemen, and before the
first half was over they has put 28
points on the board while shutting

out the Rams.
The offense clicked behind the

direction of both Joe Harrington
and John Czerapowicz as the
running game and passing attack

could not be stopped.

Two touchdowns can be at-

tributed directly to the arm and
accuracy of Harrington. UMass'
first score came on a pass to tight

end Pete Rankowitz, who made a
twisting, diving grab in the end
zone, and another TD was set up by
Harrington's 60 yard bomb to wide
receiver Dan Clerico.

Steve Cirella, fullback, had

another outstanding running game,
playing before his home state fans,

and accounted for the other two
scores.

Unlike last weeks game against
West Point, though, the
Minutemen fell into a contented
state and soon the Rams were only
three points behind. The big
mistakes were an intercepted pass
and a quarterback pitch which was
picked off in mid-flight. Both were

The big plav of the game was set

up as the Rams had closed the gap
to 28-25. With Rhode Island
threatening to pull ahead, driving

down to the UMass ten yard line,

defensive end Jim Penta knocked
down a pitch to the halfback, and
scrambled to recover the loose ball,

preserving the UMass victory.

This Sunday the Minutemen sub-
varsity travels to the big city, to
face the UMass arch-enemy Boston
College, in a 3 o'clock gameran back for a quick 14 points.

Sticksters win finale, 1-0
By LINDA MACKLER

Sports Staff

"It was a nice way to end the
season at home," Coach Albert
said of her field hockey team's
victory yesterday over Plymouth
State College.

Only fifteen minutes into the
game Joanne Lorrey was assisted
by Judy Kennedy and they scored a
UMass goal, which was enough to
clinch the win, a 1-0 shut-out.

The most outstanding player was
Barb Martell, better known to
teammates and fans as "Space."

n

Spend Halloween at

Costume Party featuring Little Fire

Dinner for Two for the best costume

She was certainly the most valuable

player, particularly on defense. Her
presence continually stunned the

opposition, while her stick work
and hustle instigated several
Plymouth turnovers.

Coach Albert was very impressed
with Barb's play and could only
sum it up, "She played an out-

standing game."
Coach Albert was happy to end

the season with a victory and said,

"There were five graduating seniors
playing their last home game and
they were very up for it. I wi,s also

glad for the opportunity to put
substitutes in."

The junior varsity's winning
streak was furthered as they too
played a shut-out. In a game
shortened to thirty-five minutes
because of darkness they beat
Plymouth State College 2-0.
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Ali wins title by KO
now it is for sure

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1974

ight
Already steeped in controversy

he
By BOB STEWART
UPI Sports Writer

KINSHASA, ZAIRE [UP/] - Muhammad Ali, still

proclaimed "People's Champion," proved it tonight
with a stunning eighth round knockout of George
Foreman, which regained for Ali the World
Heavyweight title.

The knockout came at 2:58 of the eight round.
The bout began with a fury rarely matched in

savagery to anthing ever seen in the former Congo.
The two men went at each other, with Ali deliberately
heading into Foreman's power. He took what
Foreman had to throw and again Ali waited on the
ropes. Ali moved from corner to corner and his jab
was even then making Foreman blink.

The crowd of 50,000 immediately responded
between rounds when Ali asked them to chant.

In the second Ali came out flat-footed and began
shooting a series of jabs. Then he went back to rest on
the ropes and inviting Foreman to punch away.
The third was more of the same and then Ali began.

It was time to slug it out once again. He connected
with three, then four, rapids jabs in succession. When
he stepped back Foreman lunged forward, and now
the champion was getting rattled. He started to throw
punches the way he used to, in roundhouse fashion,
instead of straight ahead, the way he did when he
knocked out Joe Frazier in two rounds to win the title

in January of 1973.

One could sense in the fourth that Ali felt he had it

won. He peppered Foreman with left jabs and right
and then rested in Foreman's corner while George hit

away at him. Ali grabbed George and then yelled over
Foreman's shoulder to trainer Dick Sadler "Be
Quiet."

It was now the fifth round and the first time since
October of 1971 that Foreman had had to go beyond
four. He came out swinging wildly and Ali spent the
entire round resting on the ropes, moving along them,
tying up Foreman when necessary, and scarcely
throwing a punch. It was a crazy but also a crafty
exhibition on Ali's part. When the bell rang, Foreman
was all but exhausted.

Foreman tried to rush out to start the sixth, but Ali

had anticipated the move and ran directly into him.
The impact halted Foreman and Ali sent a rat-a-tat of
jabs bouncing off Foreman's puffy face. He then
again practically reclined on the ropes and talked, and
talked, away at Foreman -psychological jabs it

seemed.
In the seventh, with the crowd in absolute frenzy

with glee at the performance of a man who has
become a national figure, Ali disdainfully flicked off
the lumbering, powerless, blows Foreman was now
throwing.

Dick Sadler and Archie Moore worked frantically on
their man in the corner but it was obvious, even on
their faces that all was lost.

And so to the eventful eight round.
Ali was in excellent voice after the fight and a

bloodshot right eye and a little puffiness around the
cheek were the only souvenirs he had to show for the
24 minutes he was in the ring.

Ali said that hejalked to Foreman from time to time

during the bout.

"I kept telling him he has no power," Ali said.
"They said he was too powerful, too strong, hah."

"Regardless of all the pressure and everything else,
I made it an easy night."

Then, in one of his typical speeches, the new World
Champion said, "I told you all I was the greatest of all

time. Never again say I'll be defeated; never make me
the underdog until I'm 50."

Asked if he was going to retire, Ali, who said this
would be his last fight before entering the ring, now
changed his mind and said "Maybe."
"They told me he was strong," Ali said. "Didn't I

look stronger than him?"
Always proper and circumspect, Ali didn't realize he

was on camera all over the world when he pulled off
his drawers. It was an x-rated moment, but again Ali,
unwittingly, saved the night by ducking behind a
partition.

Ali was flatfooted after the first round, although he
had said he would dance all night. He said he did that
purposely.

"Standing on the ropes is a beautiful thing, when
you make him take his best shots and he's missing,"
Ali said.

Again, in reply to a question to whether he would
retire, Ali snapped, "I'm going to hold my title a few
months. They took my title unjustly and now I'm
going to hold onto it for a while."

Leaving the ring, Ali waved his right arm aloft and
led the crowd in the Kinshasa cheer, "Ali Boom-aye-
ai."

Foreman walked dejectedly to his dressing room,
head down, and with only a few fans at his side.

Prior to Ali, the only Heavywieght to regain the title

was Floyd Patterson when he knocked out Sweden's
Inqemar Johansson in 1960 after losing crown to
Johansson on a knockout in 1959.
What makes Ali's victory, his 45th in 47 fights, even

greater than Patterson's is that it came 7 1/2 years after
he was stripped of his title for refusing induction into
the armed forces.

Ali was exiled from boxing for 3V2 years before he
was finally upheld by the Supreme Court and, except
for a few exhibition bouts, didn't return to the Ring
until Oct. 26, 1970 when he scored a third round
technical knockout over Jerry Quarry.

Ali's victory over Foreman came exactly 14 years to
the day after he began his professional career by
scoring a six round decision over Tunney Hunsaker on
Oct. 29, 1960. Ali turned pro shortly after winning the
1960 Olympic Light Heavyweight title.

Ali, though a prohibitive 7-1 underdog, first gained
the crown by scoring a technical knockout over
Sonny Liston in Feb. 25, 1964 in Miami. He suc-
cessfully defended the title nine times until stripped of
it in April, 1967 when at the peak of his career.

His first attempt at regaining the championship
ended in failure when he lost a 15-round decision to
Joe Frazier March 8, 1971 and by the time Ali avenged
the setback with a 12- round decision nine months
ago, Frazier had lost the title to Foreman when he was
knocked out in two rounds Jan. 22, 1973, in Kingston
Jamaica.

The beginning of the end is here for George Foreman
as he stumbles to the canvas after a wicked barrage of
lefts and rights from the new World Heavyweight
champion. m
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White
CLEVELAND \UPI\ Jo Jo White spoiled the

Cleveland Cavaliers' debut in their new Midwest
Coliseum Tuesday night when the veteran guard
flipped in 24 points to spark the Boston Celtics to a
107-92 victory.

The Cavaliers, playing before the largest home
crowd ever - 13.134 grabbed a bO 59 lead with 7:09

Celts over Cavs
left in the third period but the Celtics reeled off 12

The Connecticut dressing room was alive with shouts of joy following
the 10-9 squeaker over the Minutemen. A score of writers gathered around
UConn coach Larry Naviaux, a very happy man due to the momentous
victory.

A short fellow, wearing an old, tattered raincoat that hung loosely over
his shoulders, broke through the crowd of sportswriters and addressed
Naviaux.

"Uh, excuse me, sir. I'm a columnist for the local paper. Name's
Columnbo. I moonlight as a homicide detective". He stuck out his hand to
the coach.

"Sir, if you're not too busy", Columnbo went on, "I'd like to ask ya a
few questions about the game..."
"Go right ahead, Columnbo", replied the confident Naviaux.
"Thank you. Uh, Mr. Naviaux, you're the coach of the Huskies

correct?

"Correct".

"So that means you're responsible for the actions of your team Likemmmm, f'.nstance, the 43 yard field goal and the game-winning extra
point kicked by Greg Sinay?"

"Yes, I hope I'm at least partly responsible for our kicking game. I make
oreg practice kicking during the week".

"Oh, I see. So, likewise, you're responsible for the 27 yard Bernie Palmer
to Allan MacLellan touchdown pass and-", Columnbo looked down at
Naviaux r.pple-soled sideline shoes, "-Say, how much those cost ya'?"

Twenty dollars", replied the coach, taken aback.
"Gee I wonder if you know a place that sells a pair like that for about

twelve-fifty? The wife's been buggin' me to get a decent pair a' shoes.
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. Columnbo tapped his forehead with his fist. "You
never did like UMass, did you, Mr. Naviaux?"
"Of course not, you fool, they're traditional rivals"
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New Veterans' Rep program may be phased out
Bv LARRY CARPMAN _* .u :By LARRY CARPMAN

Staff Reporter
After 75 days of operation the Veterans'

Representative On Campus (VROC)
program, a Veterans Administration project
which places two federal employees on
campus to help solve veterans' problems, is

surrounded by controversy and, according to
one source, will be phased out by the end of
this academic year.

The VROC program, begun in mid-August

of this year, was set up to help veterans
receive education checks. But now various
officials in the veterans' programs, both here
and elsewhere, are asking whether VROC is

superfluous, whether it represents a case of
misplaced manpower and whether the
program is in fact helping to solve problems
like late checks.

"I have no reservations about these 'vet
reps' they do all they can," said Francis X.
Cotter, Director of the Veterans' Affairs

'I just think it is a bad

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Office in Whitmore.
program."

"When the program was first introduced,"
Cotter said, "I fought it; it was redundant"

Cotter believes the extra two men placed
on campus by the Veterans Administration
would be better utilized in the Boston office
of the agency.

Meanwhile, Charles Sweeney, Director of
the VROC program in Boston said, "he
(Cotter) is totally wrong; he's totally in-

TELEPHONE S4S 3SO0

Wood calls for

unification at

Senate meeting

correct" about using the two representatives
in Boston rather than on campus.

"He's just looking out for his own job
"

Sweeney said.

At the same time Russ Ruffino, Program
Officer in the Boston Health Education and
Welfare office said: "No matter what quality
the program has there is no fiscal support; it

(VROC) is going to die."
"I had misgivings about starting the

program Ruffino said" and i still have
questions and misgivings about it."

Paul Neville, one of the representatives on
campus disagrees with both Ruffino and
Cotter.

"I don't think we'd be better in Boston "

Neville said. "We take out the middle man
here, I think that is a big asset," he said.
"There are certain limitations with office

space in Boston," said Gary Garstka, the
other Veterans Administration representative
on campus.

turn to p. 2

By CINDY ROGERS
AND LINDA BROWER

Staff Reporters
UMass President Robert C. Wood ad-

dressed a full Student Senate body last night
to discuss the debates and resolutions of the
past several weeks between the student
senate and the administration. He called for
more student participation in university
policies and the unification of students,
faculty and administration. "We need them,"
Wood said, "in many ways if the university's
going to go forward."
Wood clearly stressed that he was, "happy

to acknowledge over the past several years,
the aid and assistance this Senate, in its

collected form, has given the University and
the University administration."

Wood stated his "doctrine of reciprocity"
and "principle of shared powers" in order to
achieve a high quality of education at the
lowest possible cost.
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Full text of Wood's speech
in Friday's Collegian

Ard added 19 points for the victors.

"Down through five years," Wood said,

"student leaders have raised clear and
specific issues, where they have been ap-
propriately addressed to the University
administration and...we've undertaken a
response." He cited two examples: the fight
in 1972 to keep University tuition low and the
prevention of the division of this campus
during the University reorganization in 1973.
Wood stressed the three constraints that

affect the administration's capacity to deal
effectively with the affairs of this University.
These constraints were Massachusetts
General Law, Chapter 75, which invests a
"final nondelegable authority to the
trustees."

Secondly, the debt service requirements
that cannot be voted down by "a memo from
the President, or from a vote by the
Trustees." Also, the educational restraints
that must ensure students that they have
spent, "four years on something wor-
thwhile."

Wood ended his address with the hope
that the student senate and the ad-
ministration together could "present a
stronger, more varied, more complementary
educational program. But to split, to divide,
to secede, is to simply weaken our
capabilities and cheapen our education."

Senators were then afforded time to
question President Wood. Senator Jay
Mardis broached the subject of the 18-year
old residency and food service requirements
on campus.
"What recourse do we have of these

constraints and the rights of litigation when
student funds for legal services are frozen

and Vice-Chancellor Gage sends a con
descending commentary down from his
office? How do we go about changing, for
instance, the 18-year-old residency and the
food service requirement?"

In response. Wood suggested there would
be necessary amendments " le Senate would
have to follow. Yet, he stressed, it is an
"Economic, not legal problem."
Wood emphasized that these restraints

were involved in the inflationary cycle and
that as tar as the food services and dor-
mitories are concerned, "we get what we
pay for."

One senator questioned President Wood
on rationale of the trustees of the University
for not allowing a lawyer, who has been hired
with funds paid by the student, to defend the
student in criminal court.

Wood clarified, in response, his un-
mitigated support of student legal aide in the
amendment of Chapter 75. Wood supposed
there would be some discussion as to
whether or not it would be acceptable to the
new funding requirements of 1975 that "two
present lawyers are responsible in criminal
and civil cases as well as in counselling to the
student bodies."

"But there's no problem about the fact of
having student legal support. There hasn't
been for two years. And there have been
questions about whether you wanted to go
on with Dick Howland on a consultant or
whether you wanted a more regular basis.
That's the question, but it's an operative
question, not a matter of yes or no," Wood
said.

Senator Joe Carter questioned Wood as to
his support of the memo Dr. Gage sent to the
Student Senate. It concerned administration

Dukakis, Sargent volley

strong charges in debate

turn to p. 4

Staff Photo hy Joe Stoddari

ROBERT WOOD

By DICK BRAUDE
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON [AP] - Political charges were
bandied back and forth Wednesday night as
Republican Gov Francis W. Sargent and
Democratic challenger Michael S. Dukakis
held their final debate before the Nov. 5
election.

The debate, at WGBH-TV studios,
featured a new format in which the two
candidates spoke directly to each other and
make their strongest personal attacks yet.

Sargent said Dukakis was guilty of "the
fast talk of a man who may be better at
running for office than the people's
business."

Dukakis labeled Sargent a "political

funfighter" for his attack in the past two
weeks on the Democrat's criticism of the
Sargent administration,

Sargent asked the television audience to
disregard Dukakis' "reckless" campaign
pledges to improve the state economy, cut
the state budget and said he failed to take
into account America's hard economic
times.

Dukakis, in his opening statement, blamed
the governor for failure to help the state dig
out of "deep financial trouble at the State
House" and for spending valuable public
funds on a political patronage office.

He criticized the governor for turning the
campaign into a stream of "last-minute
personal attacks and wild charges." The
Democrat said that he is the alternative
between a program "to get the State House
moving again" and "four more dreary years
of tired and increasingly ineffective

leadership."

It was the sixth debate for the pair, four
televised and two before private audiences.

inside:
Brittany Manor goes on strike to

press its demands m the current
row going on w;th the three
bankrupt real estate firms which
own the complex page 3.

TEP trips James Buckeyes to
take its third straight intramural
football championship while Squad
scrambles SAM to take
the women's crown -page 20; plus
some thoughts on Muhammad Ali s
win.

weather:
Your friendly neighborhood

forecaster is a real loser He's
gonna dress up like a pumpkin
tonight and reaJly get smashed. He
says today won 't be a loser though,
'cause after a pretty drab morning
the sun will come out and raise the
temps into the balmy 70's \Nith a
warm southwesterly wind rust/in
through the leaves and a full moon
above, it should be ? real "winner"
of a Halloween.
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Political attempts to thwart Med School

won't succeed, says Dean Soutter

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Eviction issue remains unresolved
By MIKEKNEELAND

MDC Staff
UMass Medical School Dean Dr. Lamar Soutter told a group of

physician-hopefuls here last night that there has been a "political move to
try and stop the UMass Medical School," but that "it won't work."

Soutter said the Sargent administration has ignored vital equipment
requests and has attempted to keep the school's operating budget low by
limiting the number of students.

Characterizing the legislature as responsive to the voters wishes, Soutter
said that body has over- ridden the governor and pushed on with the
medical school's expansion.

Soutter smiled broadly and drew loud applause from the audience when
he said, "One hundred students will be admitted this year... Dukakis is

going to be governor."

The Dean also noted how government in general is presenting problems
for medical schools and ultimately the patients themselves. He said state
and Federal agencies lure medical schools into accepting more students
through grant programs.

Soutter said this can be bad because the faculty-student ratio is then
lowered meaning less training for each medical student.
"But we don't get into that type of temptation," he said.

IT'S A JAM: The John Walker Quintet opened the pores, the sound poured out,
the sweat poured down, and then It happened... Jazz. If you think free jams on
campus on Wednesdays is on target help keep this situation going by contacting
John (549-2664).

Artist Agnes Denes finds

"universal truth" with X-rays
By ANNEHAMBURGER

Staff Reporter

Agnes Denes, a well known post-conceptualist

artist, showed slides and discussed her work in

Thompson hall Tuesday night.

Denes says she is searching for a "truth ap-

proximation" of our existence through philtsophical,

psychological, and scientific phenomena. Denes says
she believes that if the mind has universal validity, art

reveals the univeral truth, which she tries to find by
looking for inherent patterns and structures, and
exposing them.

Denes organizes, compresses and divides the in-

formation according to a method called Dialectic

Triangulation: a visual philosophy. This process is a

systematic rebuilding of hypothetical relationships.

In the triangle one has the given, it's opposite and
the synthesis, which is the art. Denes described this as
intellect, instinct, and the combination or synthesis,

which is intuition, the "creative evolution" of the two.

She further stated the more personal meaning of

the triangle "It probes to locate and expose the center
of things, the true inner core of inherent but not yet

understood or disclosed meaning."

Interested in an easy and simple way of "looking

into things", Denes physically explored objects by
means of x-rays and magnification.

Her most effective use of this principle was "In-

trospection III, Aesthetics", where she made x-rays of

actual paintings by Picasso, Van Gogh, and Rem-
brandt to reveal the "inner life of the paintings."

By controlling the light passing through the x-rays

and using various printing methods, Denes physically

uncovers the layers of the paintings in three stages,

paralleling the process of painting.

The first stage, the x-ray exposes the painting to the

greatest physical depths. The artist's personality is

Soutter also noted there are bills before Congress which would grant aid
to schools and students who commit themselves to practicing medicine for
a certain time in areas without physicians.

"What are they going to practice with?" he rhetorically asked, "A
stethoscope and a bottle of aspirin? They need laboratories and equip-
ment."

Soutter emphasized that the UMass Medical School has a strong
committment to the Commonwealth to upgrade the medical care its

citizens are receiving.

He said the state badly needs family physicians saying some 75 per cent
of the people have no doctor they can call on the phone for medical advice.
He told the young audience there are too many specialists in this state and
country.

Soutter, brought here to speak by the recently formed Pre-Med Society,
had previously outlined the progress of medical education in America.
He said the University in the early 1900s eliminated many of those in-

stitutions, one such school being in St Louis which was giving medical
degrees to those who sent them $100.

Over the past 20 years, the Dean said, there have been "absolutely
enormous" improvements in medical care and "it's still going on."

Vet program

slated to be
scrapped
cont. from p. 1

"He's just looking out for his own
job," Sweeney said.

At the same time Russ Ruffino,

Program Officer in the Boston
Health Education and Welfare
office said: "No matter what quality

the program has there is no fiscal

support; it (VROC) is going to die."

"I had misgivings about starting

the program Ruffino said" and I still

have questions and misgivings

about it."

Paul Neville, one of the
representatives on campus
disagrees with both Ruffino and
Cotter.

"I don't think we'd be better in

Boston," Neville said. "We take out
the middle man here, I think that is

a big asset," he said.

"There are certain limitations

with office space in Boston," said

Gary Garstka, the other Veterans
Administration representative on
campus.

According to Sweeney one of

the main reasons checks are late is

when his office does not receive the
enrollment certificates (proof that

the veteran is taking a specific

amount of courses) on time.

"I like him (Cotter) as an in-

dividual," Sweeney said, "but he
should get those damn documents
in here on time."

Meanwhile, Tom King, director

of the Veterans' Affairs office at

Greenfield Community College said

he sent in all the necessary cer-

tificates on time and he still had
about 85 veterans out of 270
without their checks.

Referring to the Boston office of
VROC of which Sweeney is director
King said: "They are nothing but a
two bit bunch of political hacks that
could care less about veterans. I am
up to my ears with Boston," King
said.

King also referred to a Veterans
Administration Circular dated
August 14, 1974 which states: "In
those cases in which an advance
payment will not routinely
process... to assure a check will be
at the school when the veteran
enrolls a special payment will be
processed instead."

King alleges there were no
special payments received for those
veterans whose checks were late.

"I disagree entirely," said Neville

about King's opinion of the Boston
office.

"Certainly Tom King is con-
cerned," Neville said. "Perhaps
there is a lack of understanding
between him and Boston."

"I'm not looking to pick a fight

with the Veterans Administration,"
Cotter said. "We screw up; they
screw up. But I have a back up
mechanism to help the veterans,
they don't."
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revealed. Hazy drawings are seen with parts of the
back side of the canvas exposed for the x-ray reads
right through the canvas.

The second step involves the main execution of the
painting. It is structured and filled.

The third stage is composed of the finishing
touches and glaze, which the viewer seee as the
finished product. Thus, her x-rays attempt to get at
the artists' meaning directly, by penetrating the
physical surface of the painting.

Denes' concern for grasping the "approximate
truth" led her to the statement "Dialectic
triangulation exposes the workings of hypotheses
instead of hiding them behind symbols." What seems
to be a contradiction is this: In order to comprehend
Denes' systemic structures fully, one must study and
ponder them at length.

The complexity of the work demands much time for
comprehension, more than can be grasped in one
viewing in a gallery situation. Denes states that the
charts can be viewed from a purely visual sense.
Viewing the charts in this way disguises the working
of the hypothesis, hiding them behind the symbol of
Dialectic Triangulation.

Denes is striving to achieve a nearly impossible
task, searching for a visual image which encompasses
her symbolic logic and achieves a "truth ap-
proximation."

Her visual images are unique to the particular idea
which she is working with at the time, which was at
first disturbing. However, Denes leads the way to
opening up new freedom for the artists to follow her.

There will be the freedom from a specific format or
mode which the gallery expects from a showing artist.

Agnes Denes needs these freedoms to achieve the
comprehensive overview of the immeasurably vast
field she wants to cover through visual art.

By DENNYMATTEAU
Staff Reporter

The eviction controversy at Brittany
Manor and Mount Sugarloaf continues with
a meeting of the trustees of the Manor, the
Student Senate Legal Services Office, and all

interested tenants being planned for next
week, according to Jim Starr, a paralegal
worker in the Legal Services Office (LSO).
"The meeting is being held so that all

tenants who have questions and complaints
may state them to the trustees and present
managers of the apartments," he said.

John O'Keefe of the Veterans' Coalition
for Community Affairs said that group would
see that the meeting is well-publicized as
soon as the place and time has been set.

Seventy-eight tenants have been served
eviction notices by Hancock Management of
Brookline after having withheld rent on the
grounds that they want a guarantee of

receiving their security deposits when they

move out of their apartments.

They feel the need for this guarantee

because the owners of Brittany Manor and

Mount Sugarloaf Apartments filed

bankruptcy on September 23, and a number
of tenants have not received their deposits

since then.

One tenant, Nina Reich of Brittany Manor,
said that she and her husband have moved
from one apartment to another within the
Manor and have not yet received the deposit
from their first apartment. Reich, upon
encountering difficulties by October first,

placed her rent money in an escrow account,
to be held until she is satisfied that she will

not be ripped off. She wrote a letter to the
management to this effect, and received an
eviction notice the day before yesterday.

"According to the management here," she

said, "they forwarded the letter to Brookline

(where the Hancock Management is located)

and that office did not acknowledge it"

"This means that there's two hundred and
fifteen dollars plus interest on the first

apartment which we should have received,

besided another two hundred and ten which
we put down for the second apartment
which is now in jeopardy," she said. Reich is

one of the tenants being presently

represented by the LSO.

The case is presently in Federal District
Court in Boston, under Judge W.A. Garrity.
Federal District Court had original jurisdiction
over the bankruptcy case.

Starr said, "At this point we suspect that

summons pursuant to summary process by
Brittany Manor will be issued by the court"

"Right now", he explained, "we heve
people moving out, people staying but

withholding, people planning to move in six

months, etcetera. We're trying to cover
every situation, and force the court to make a
quick decision regarding the security
deposits."

While the LSO and the Veterans'
Coalition for Community Attain? does what
they can at this end, two state agencies have
entered the scene on behalf of the tenants.
The consumer protection division of the

State Attorney General's office has asked to
become an intervenor in the court hearings
before Judge Garrity on beherf of the
tenants.

And the Secretary of State's corporations
division is known to be conducting an in-

vestigation of the Colonial realty firms to see
if they were mismanaged financially. A
completion date for the investigation has not
been set.
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On nights like this, they say, spirits rise, demons wail
and strange beasts stalk the earth.

Halloween festivities

rooted in Irish folklore
By JIMPAUUN
Staff Writer

Halloween, as celebrated in America, originated in Ireland during the

Anglo-Saxon Period.

The name "Halloween" though, is derived from the name of the

Christian holiday, All Hallows Eve, which precedes All Saints' Day,

dedicated in the honor of Christien saints and martyrs.

In Medieval Ireland, it was known as Samhain, the lest day of the Celtic

calendar.

In celebration of this day, the Pagan Celtics sacrificed their first born as
tribute to the gods for a fruitful harvest, opened burial caves to allow spirits

to air out and built huge bonfires on hill tops to frighten evil spirits away.
According to legend, the forces of evil in the guise of witches and

warlocks, also celebrated the end of summer, because it heralded the
coming of winter end the strengthening of the evil forces.

If someone was interested in learning the future, Samhain was the only
time you could invoke the help of the devil in pursuit of those ends.

Halloween was brought to the United States by Irish immigrants.

During the nineteenth century, the celebration of Halloween in the

United States reached greet heights of violence, with groups of boys and
young men running around smashing windows and tipping over
outhouses.

The following are a few lines from the poem "Hallow-e'en 1915" by
W.M. Letts.

"Will you come back to us, men of our heerts, tonight... Will you leave
the alien graves where you sleep and steel away... Forgotten ewhile the
weary trenches... Ghosts of our well beloved dead."

Provost wants more input

from UMass grad students
By HILLARYMARTICK

Staff Reporter

Provost and Vice-Chancellor for

Academic Affairs Robert L.

Gluckstern urged graduate
students to take control of their

education by increasing their input

at the departmental level.

In an address before the
Graduate Student Senete (GSS)
Tuesday night, Gluckstern outlined

what he sees as major areas of

concern for graduate students.

The GSS agenda also included

discussion of four motions
regarding: 1) allocation of funds to

the Collegian, 2) allocation of funds
to the UMass transit system, 3)

removal of senators for unexcused
absences and 4) support of SGA
President Rick Savini's recent letter

to the UMass Board of Trustees.

Gluckstern admitted that a lack

of clarity exists in the process used
to determine the overall number of

graduate assistantships. He placed
partial blame for this confusion on
budgetary constraints.

Although control over these

decisions is now at the depart-

mental level, Gluckstern said, "It is

our intention to keep the number of

graduate students at least the same
and hopefully (we can) increase

them in proportion to the campus
population."

Gluckstern noted the existence

of inequities among graduate
assistants regarding the various

responsibilities and obligations

which are supposed to measure the

level of work performance. He
indicated an attempt is being made
to address these inequities through
the specification of obligations and
responsibilities.

The Provost said it was his belief

that the implementation of

graduate student grievance
procedures on an interim basis

would occur within a short time.

However, according to Acting

Dean of the Graduate School Vere
Chapped, several areas of dif-

ference still remain to be worked
out by his office and William E.

Searson, general counsel to

President Wood.
Gluckstern urged graduate

students to become involved in

various departmental activities at a

decision- making level. He also

encouraged the Graduate Student
Senate to focus its attention on
academic matters.

In other news, the GSS
unanimously passed two significant

motions concerning the allocation

of GSS funds. Student senators

approved the expenditure of

$15,000 over two semesters for

support of the UMass transit

system.

Robert Godding, transit system
chairperson, briefly outlined the

transit system's budget end ser-

vices that are available for the

current year. Unfortunately, the
GSS funds will only enable the

Vice Chancellor
Robert Gluckstern says
that "It is our intention

to keep the number of

graduate students at
least the same/'

transit system to maintein the
present level of operation rather
than allow for an expansion of
services.

Senate members also
unanimously approved the
allocation of $1,000 per semester to
the Collegian. Consideration of full-

funding of the school newspaper
for fiscal year 1976 was included in

the motion.

Speaking for the Collegian, News
Editor Mike Kneeland reaffirmed

that the Collegian wants graduate
students to be part of the com-
munity as well as part of the
Collegian.

Zotos Brothers

will perform

in Northeast
Tonight at 9, the Zotos Brothers,

Southbridge musicians and guitar-

makers, will present a concert at

the Worcester D, C. in the Nor-

theast Quad.
The Zotos Brothers have played

at nearly 100 colleges in the country

and have opened acts for a great

many big name groups, including

Dan Hicks and His Hot Licks,

Bonnie Raitt, Bo Diddley, Tom
Rush and A I Kooper
Tom, Paul and Alex have been

making their own guitars for years,

a skill that has been in their family

for generations. They write all their

own music as well, using maracas.

congas and acoustic guitars in their

performances.

At the concert tcr»i
to ht —

Halloween night - there will be
prizes for the best costume and
beverages and food will bo
available.

This allocation of funds not only

ensures continued coverage of

graduate student news but also

enables interested greduate
students to work for end be a

voting member of the newspaper
staff.

Kneeland said he hopes the

involvement of graduate students
on the staff that graduate students
will attempt to take control of the
Collegian.

"The Collegian wants to give fair

and equal coverage and con-
sideration to graduate students and
to the Graduate Student Senate"
commented Kneeland.

A third motion concerning the
removal of senators for absences
from two consecutive meetings
was tabled after no consensus
could be reached.

GSS President Jim Lindsey
indicated he will continue to urge
the passage of this motion
throughout the year. Lindsey
described this motion as an attempt
to encourage active and interested

students to remain involved in the
GSS.
The final item of business was

the passage of a motion which
directed Lindsey as GSS president

to support in principle a letter which
has been sent by SGA President

Rick Savini to the Boerd of

Trustees. Much debate centered
around the support of the letter due
to the nebulous wording of the six

demands passed by the SGA last

week.

Graduate student senators will be
asked to vote on the constitution of

the Residential Life Governing
Board at the next GSS meeting,

November 11.
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Kept under constant watch
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Integration plans delayed
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Nixon condition improved but still critical
LONG BEACH, Calif. [UPf] -

Former President Richard M.
Nixon, pictured as a man who
almost died Tuesday but has a
strong will to live, was described by
his doctors yesterday as improved
but still in critical condition.

TM{ MASSACHUSETTS MM.V

The 61 -year-old Nixon was under
watch around the clock with
emergency resuscitation equipment
at his hospital bedside.
A midmorning medical bulletin

said Nixon appeared to be in more
stable condition after sinking into a

U.S./WORLD

U.S., Israel warned
to accept PLO role

By United Press Internationa/
King Hassan II of Morocco said

yesterday Israel and the United
States must bow to the Arab
decision to back the Palestinian
Liberation Organization in setting
up an independent Palestinian state
.or risk a new military showdown in

which millions of oil dollars would
ensure victory for the Arabs.

Speaking at a news conference
in Rabat as chairman of the just-

ended Arab summit conference,
Hassan called for speedy Israeli and
U.S. acceptance of the con-
ference's decision recognizing the
PLO's right to establish a sovereign
Palestinian state on territories the
Arabs want to regain from Israel by
peaceful talks or force of arms.

"It is up to Israel now to make
the next move," Hassan said. "We
will seize upon the slightest chance
of liberating even one square inch

of Palestinian territory.

"We must not wait any longer to
cool off the Middle East region. The
Arab nations have taken the ini-

tiative for peace if peace is to be
achieved.. .the longer we wait, the
more the two camps will arm
themselves, the more the distrust

will grow for the opening of talks.

And in this arms race we are going
to win since we are the richer

ones."

The four-day Arab summit set up
a joim military, command for Syria,

Egypt, Jordan and the PLO and
created a war chest of $2.35 billion

from Arab oil revenue.

Yasser Arafat, leader of the PLO,
said in a separate statement Israel is

mustering its forces for a "pre-
emptive" fifth Arab- Israeli war and
was using "blackmail" in an alleged
bid to weaken Arab nations.

Lightning blacks out

Centra/ 8- Sylvan areas
BULLETIN: Lightening at about 12:15 early

this morning caused temporary street-light

blackouts in the Sylvan and Central
residential areas, but dormitory lights only
flickered, a Physical Plant spokesman said.

The spokesman said when lightening

strikes, sensors in the street lights interpret

the bright flash as daylight, and shut off the
lights for about five munites.

There were no other effects from the off-

season lightening.

Wood calls for unity in

Student Senate address
cont. from p. 1

control of their legislation. Wood
falteringly answered, "I one... have
not. ..you mean the Gage
memorandum as reported in
the. ..now that's a campus matter in

which I haven't made a judgement
yet... I haven't decided yet."

After Wood's exit, the Senate
called upon Dr. Robert Gage, Vice
Chancellor of Student Affairs, to
speak. Gage answered questions
relating to the Oct. 11 memoran
dum concerning veto power, and
student control of monies, and
student unions.

Gage told the Senate he would
like to see "living in residence halls

as voluntary." He also suggested a
checkoff on student bills as a way
of controlling student monies.
"Then you can go off campus

and spend it whatsoever way you
want," he continued.

As to the memorandum, Gage
said, "if I was part of this body, I

would be offended if the vice

chancellor failed to take notice."

He also said he has "no intention

of rejecting legislation passed. He
later said it would be "rare if I send

anything back rejected."

He said if the Senate disagreed

with his evaluation of their

legislation, their normal recourse

would be to first go to the Chan-
cellor and then to go to the Board
of Trustees. Gage said this

"recourse is open to anyone."
Frequently during the discussion,

there were questions of Gage's
authority for veto power. Gage
repeatedly answered, "I'm not

hung up on veto power, I don't care

whether it exists or not."

When asked his opinion on
student unions, Gage said, "The
union of students is a fine thing, I'm

just not sure how it operates."

state ot shock Tuesday following

an operation on his groin.

"It appears that his internal

bleeding has stopped," the bulletin

said.

"His vital signs are stable."

Ronald Ziegler, former White
House press secretary and one of

the few aides to remain with the
former chief executive after his

resignation Aug. 9, talked with
newsmen briefly at Long Beach
Memorial Hospital at noon.

"I don't think I need to tell you
that we almost lost the former
President yesterday afternoon,"

Ziegler said.

"The doctors pulled him out of a

very dangerous situation." Ziegler

was asked about "reports" that

Nixon's mental and emotional state

is such that he has lost the will to

live.

"I know the former President has
not lost the will to live," Ziegler

said.

"I think he has viewed the entire

hospital stay with a great deal of

courage. He's a man of great

strength and courage and he'll pull

out of it."

Lungren said he had talked with

President Ford's White House
physician, Dr. William Lukash,

Tuesday night and Wednesday
morning and that Lukash "ex-

pressed President Ford's deep
concern over Mr. Nixon s con-
dition."

"He asked me to convey to the

former president and Mrs. Nixon

that his prayers are for his full and
complete recovery," Lungren said.

Ford was scheduled to appear at

Thursday and stay overnight. There
was no word whether he might
stop off at adjoining Long Beach to

visit the man who appointed him
vice president and then stepped

a campaign rally in Los Angeles down in disgrace.

Magruder says Nixon

pleased by coverup
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WASHINGTON [UP/] - Jeb
Stuart Magruder testified yesterday

that two days before he lied to a

federal grand jury he was informed

that President Richard M. Nixon
was "particularly pleased" with his

efforts in the Watergate cover-up.

Magruder, said Kenneth W.
Parkinson, a lawyer hired by the

Committee to Re-Elect the
President and a defendant in the

Watergate conspiracy trial, and
White House Counsel John W.
Dean III helped prepare him for his

grand jury appearance Aug. 16,

1972.

"Dean came by my office and
told me how pleased he was with

my efforts in keeping the truth of

Watergate from coming out. He
said how pleased everyone at the

White House and CRP re-election

committee was. He particularly

mentioned the President, how
particularly pleased he was,"
Magruder testified.

Magruder, who was Nixon's

deputy campaign director, testified

for a second day at the five-week-

old Watergate conspiracy trial.

Magruder is serving a prison

sentence of 10 months to four years
for conspiracy to obstruct justice

and defraud the nation.

Former Attorney General John
N. Mitchell, H.R. Haldeman and
John D. Ehrlichman, who were
Nixon's top White House aides;

former Assistant Attorney General

Robert C. Mardian; and Parkinson
are charged with conspiracy in the
cover-up of top-level involvement
in the Watergate scandal.

Assistant Watergate Prosecutor
Jill W. Volner led Magruder
through an account of the alleged

cover-up activities in the months
following the bugging arrests at the

Democratic National Committee in

the Watergate complex June 17

1972.

A week later, Magruder,
testifying he felt responsible for
what had gone wrong, offered "to
step forward and take the blame."

"Mr. Mitchell told me they had
discussed it at the White House and
they had rejected it because I was
too close to Mr. Mitchell and Mr.
Haldeman and it would be
unreasonable for people to believe
that I had the authority to approve
such a project."

Magruder said he contrived a
"cover story" to account for the
$250,000 used for the Watergate
break-in. He said Herbert L. Porter,
scheduling director of the re-

election committee who later
pleaded guilty to lying to the FBI,
agreed to testify he had a budget of
$100,000 for protection of persons
who spoke on Nixon's behalf. The
remaining $150,000, Magruder
alleged, was budgeted for security
at the Republican National Con-
vention.
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White, School Committee failed to face businq
BV PETER ARMPTT hucinn Korrinan U «,.«« « ,~l\ .: .1 :..:i.:_l^ • u _* .L . .l _ __ L __. . ^JBy PETER ARNETT

AP Special Correspondent
Part 2 ofa 4 part series

Not only have few voices ever
been raised in favor of school
busing in Boston, there continues
to be a chorus of invective against
it, as though a little more pressure
could reverse it all.

This attitude is strikingly ap-
parent in the Boston School
Committee whose chairman, John
T. Kerrigan, placed his daughter in
a private school this fall to avoid

busing. Kerrigan is trying to

organize an economic boycott of

Boston's downtown financial

community to further pressure the

city.

Like the other four Irish Catholic

school committee members,
Kerrigan has based his political

career on the guarantee that busing
would never come to Boston.

It was the responsibility of the
school committee to draw up a
suitable desegregation plan after

the state legislature, in a decision

reflecting the civil rights spirit of the

times, passed a racial balance act in

1965. It forbade schools to have
more than 50 per cent black
enrollment.

The act was quickly under attack

and has been watered down
beyond recognition. And the school

committee kept delaying its school
plan, the responsibility eventually

passing to the State Department of

Education. It came up with a plan

without a requirement to hold

public meetings to consider the

issues.

It was this plan that was ordered
in court, forcing Boston parents to

accept a plan that had no public

inputs from them. Some of its

weaknesses include the
requirement to bus children from
the worst black areas to the worst
white ones, meaning there will be
no real hope for rapid educational

improvement.

Even when forced busing
became inevitable early this year.

the school committee made no
effort to arrange meetings before

the recessed summer vacation so
that programs for the children's

safety could be worked out.

"In Seattle we spent millions of

dollars in getting the community
ready for busing, but there was very
little preparation in Boston," said

said Bottomley.

Many observers feel the mayor's
office could have done much more
to help. "Kevin White didn't let the
city burn down," a taxidriver said.

But others feel that Democratic
Mayor White was as culpable as the
others in not confronting the
busing issue head on.

White confined his activities

earlier in the year to meeting small
groups of people over coffee, in-

sisting that while he personally was
against busing, the law had to be
enforced.

And when violence did stalk the
streets and schools of Boston,
White was fond of telling reporters:

"The city is not out of control. Not
one child has been hospitalized

overnight."

"I think he would have ordered a

quadruple amputee out of the
hospital by evening just to keep
making that point," one reporter

said.

Critics say White helped to in-

flame the situation when, during

the first troubled weeks, he
threatened to disobey a second
school desegregation phase if

federal authorities did not provide

marshals, a stand he soon reversed.

White's job was not made easier

by President Ford's press con-
ference comment that while he
deplored the Boston violence, he
felt that busing "was not the best

solution to quality education in

Boston."

White said that President Ford
"is taunting Boston into becoming
another Little Rock."

Tomorrow: Kennedy and Garrity

State utilities expected to file

$200—300 million rate increases
BOSTON \AP\ - The chairman of

the state Department of Public

Utilities said yesterday that

Massachusetts utility companies
are expected to file for between
$200 million and $300 million in rate

hike requests next month.
DPU Chairman Robert Meade

also said in an interview that

Massachusetts consumers will be
paying considerably more for

utilities by 1976 than they are now.
Asked how consumers are going

to be able to foot the bill, Meade
said, "I'm beginning to wonder. If

everything continues at this rate,

it's going to be tough."
The November requests, totaling

$200 million-$300 million, are ex-

pected to come from New England
Telephone Co., Boston Edison Co.,

and New Bedford Gas and Electric

Light Co., Meade said.

I don't expect any others next

month," he said. "But there will be
others before the year is out."

Meade said he did net know how
much money the other requests will

involve

The Associated Press reported

last week that some $11.5 million in

utility rate hike requests are pen-
ding before the DPU currently.

At that time. The AP quoted
DPU Executive Secretary Francis

Hickey as saying, "I think that three

weeks from now, it's going to go
from $11 million in requests to 10

times that amount. In fact, I know
it's going to be more like 20 times

that amount."
Hickey said the utilities were

waiting until after the Nov. 5

election to file for the increases.

In yesterday's interview, Meade
attributed the anticipated requests
to inflation.

He said state law allows the DPU
11 months before acting on the
requests, but the agency has tried

to finish rate cases within six

months "of the filing of

documentary evidence."

That means the brunt of the new
increases won't hit consumers until

mid-1975 at least.

The pending $115 million in rate

requests involve some $6.3 million

for electric companies, $4.4 million

for gas and $695,068 for water.

New England Telephone, which
Meade said will file a request in

November, recently received an
increase of some $40 million.

Disabled Vets chief

hits U.S. inaction

V^TC$S celebrity series

presents . . .

J. F. MURPHY

BOSTON [AP] - The national

chief of the Disabled American
Veterans is vigorously opposed to

"arbitrary" decisions of the White
House Office of Management and
Budget that, he said, have "illegally

inactivated'' key programs for

veterans.

DAV Commander Walter T.

Greaney said the budget-cutting

actions reflect the "same govern-

mental short-sightedness" that

crippled rehabilitation programs for

World War I veterans in the 1930's.

Greaney, a resident of the

Jamaica Plain section of the city

and an economics professor at

Boston College, spoke at the

Veterans Day ceremony in the

State House Hall of Flags.

He said despite published reports

about the alienation of Vietnam
veterans, their similarities with

veterans of prior conflicts are "far

greater than the differences."

Nevertheless, he said, veterans of

the Korean and Vietnam wars have
not received the "wholehearted

support" of the government that

was granted to World War II vets.

He said important parts of the

1972 Vietnam Veterans Read-
justment Act are not being fulfilled

and further laws for medical care

and other services are being illegally

held up.
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Students charmed by
overseas experiences

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31. 1974

rip offs?

By JUDYEPSTEIN
Staff Correspondent

In a program sponsored recently
by Alpha Lamda Delta and the
International Programs Office,
students spoke on their experiences
studying, teaching and working
abroad.

Pheobe Pepper studied on the
UMass semester program in

Grenoble, France and the summer
program in Pau, France. Although a
high competency in French is not
required for admission to either

program, Phoebe assured the
audience that at the end of the
semester, with the initiative of

meeting French students, UMies
could return nearly fluent in French.

Phoebe also noted the cultural

and social advantages of studying

abroad and experiencing a different

culture. She suggested that in-

terested students contact Professor

Nancy Lamb in the French
department.

Stephanie Sabloff spent a
semester at the University of Tel

Aviv and remarked that one of the
more practical advantages of her
particular program was that she
accumulated 28 credits for only six

months work.

Although the number of course
hours was greater than at UMass
she mentioned that professors

understood that many of the
foreign students were in Israel for

an experience other than the purely

academic one, and, consequently,

were lenient on deadlines, etc.

Betty Lancaster participated in

the UMass academic year ex-

change at the University of Lan-

caster in England. Betty expressed
her personal surprise at the dif-

ferences between American and
English culture and peoples — a

difference she thoroughly enjoyed)
Her stay in England, including travel

throughout Europe, did not exceed
the cost of an equivalent period at

the Amherst campus.

The Summer Seminar at Oxford,

England was represented by Mark
Spengler. The program, initiated by
UMass ten years ago primarily as an
English literature seminar, has since

expanded into Sociology as well.

Students receive UMass credits

and grades which are all trans-

ferable.

Study in Greece, Inc. is a small
program of 25 students, and with
courses taught by Greek nationals
and-or Greek Americans in Athens.
Suzanne Chamberlain, who par-

ticipated in the semester long
experience, stressed the different

aspects of the program such as
living with a Greek family for a
month while learning Greek and
doing field work, and the course
work in Athens which might consist
of work on an archeological site

with an advisor or working directly

at a museum in Athens if one is an
art major.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics

S2.75 per page
Send 'or your up to d

176 page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics Enclose
SI 00 to cover postage 11 2
days delivery time)

519GLENROCK AVE.

SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our material* are sold for

research purposes only

For education majors at the
University, there are teaching
programs in Western Europe for
which one receives accreditation.
Jeffrey LeBlanc spoke of the ex-
perience he had teaching at a
primary school in Bristol, England.

Dana Beth, a participant in the

summer program in Florence, told

the advantages of study in Florence
for students of such subjects as

Renaissance art where one is able

to view original works. The classes

in Art History and history or taught
in English and Italian language

courses are also offered.

Kevin Garganta, who pioneered
the Internship program in Social

work in England, suggested his

work as a viable and preferable

alternative for students of
sociology. He worked full time in a
Social Service agency in London
and received academic credit
through Outreach.

For further information on any of

these programs and others,
students may contact the In-

ternational Programs Office at 239
Whitmore.
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BMCP meeting

tonight
There will be a very important

community meeting of all Third
World students involved in the
Black Mass Communication Project
(BMCP), at New Africa House, Rm.
114, Thurs. afternoon at 5:00 p.m.

This meeting is sponsored by
BMCP and the New Africa House
Streering Comm. It is imperative
that members of these
organizations and all concerned
persons will attend.

"One way to correct the wrongs,
is to participate in the decision
making process."

By CHRIS ROBINSON

This is the second of a
two-part series of ar-

ticles dealing with the
question of En-
vironmental Warfare.
Published by "Recon, a
Military Affairs News-
letter.

During October 1966, the
Pentagon ran a series of tests to see
if they could increase the rain fall

over parts of Indochina. According
to Lt. Col. Ed Soyster: "the
program was to increase rainfall

sufficiently in carefully selected
target areas to further soften the
road surfaces, cause landslides
along the roadway, and to wash out

Environmental war
runts
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river crossings. These events
normally and naturally occur
anyway during the height of the
rainy season. By seeding the clouds
it was intended to extend the period
of occurrence beyond the normal
rainy season and to supplement the
natural rainful as required to
maintain the resultant poor traffic

conditions."

Soyster further said: "By
November 9, 1966, the Commander
in Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC)

reported the test completed and
concluded that cloud seeding to

induce additional rain over in-

filtration routes in Laos could be
used as a valuable tactical

weapon." By March 20, 1967 the

Pentagon was ready to go with
regular cloud-seeding operations

over the DRV, using WC-130
weather reconnaissance and RF-4C
photo reconnaissance aircraft. The
accompanying chart shows the

growth of the program over Laos,
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the DRV, South Vietnam and
Cambodia, which cost a total of

$21.6 million.

Actually, the anti-war movement
became aware of this new weapon
some years ago when Huynh Huu-
Nghiep, vice pres. of the Union of

Vietnamese Intellectuals in France,
wrote to the Chicago Collective of
Science for Vietnam asking them to
look into the matter. Huu-Nghiep
sited an article in the French
scientific review "La Recherche"
which indicated that the U.S. was
involved in Project Blue Nile using
climatology for military purposes.
Huu-Nghiep said: "We would ask
you to find out whether this in-

formation is accurate or not, and if

it is, to denounce this new form of
war to the American public. In that

case, we would also like to get any
data related so that we could
forward it to Vietnamese Scien-
tists".

Science for Vietnam spent three
months doing the research and
prepared a preliminary report
entitled "The Big Gun in the Rain",
April 1972. The report concluded
that the U.S., military was using
rain as a military weapon against
the DRV. The report states: "This
report shows the lengths to which
the U.S. Government is willing to
go in its efforts for economic and
political control of the world. The
military has subverted what might
have been legitimate research on
improving agriculture or on the
prevention of natural disasters; with
the aid of a scientific establishment
designed to serve capital rather

than people, the military has turned
weather modification into a tool for

destruction of human and natural

ecology."

Major contractors under Project

Blue Nile cited by Science for

Vietnam were: The Ran Corp.,

Santa Monica, University of III.,

Urbana, Yale University, New
Haven, CT Nuclear Research
Associates, Hyde Park, N.Y.
Systems Science and Software,
LaJolla, TRW, Inc., Redondo
Beach. Now that the Pentagon has
admitted the whole thing in public,

Senator Claiborne Pell (D-RI),

chairman of the subcommittee,
drew the following conclusions:

" My own view is that we
should not open the "Pandora's"
box of harnessing nature, of

changing weather or developing
techniques to create typhoons "

Notice
The Malcolm Culture Center is

looking for courses that will deal
with the Third World. These
courses are to be submitted with a
course proposal form. Persons
interested should also submit a
resume of their qualifications and
prior teaching experiences, along
with a complete course description

and reading list

If interested, contact the
Malcolm X Culture Center's (Black
Caucus), at 545-2819 or come by
Berkshire Dining Commons for

further information. Remember the
deadline is Nov. 2, 1974.

Give us a piece
of your mind

Digital Equipment Corporation
will be recruiting on campus
November 4th

Degreed individuals sought:

BS/MS -electrical engineering

BS/MS-computer science

Contact the placement office for an appointment.

EDSDQSD
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Campus Comments

ByJIMPAULIN

It's Halloween-the only day of the year when weirdness is normal.
Many of the younger set will be on the streets and in front of doors
with trick or treat bags and-or bars of soap. But what about the
students at the university? Will they maturely stay in their room
studying, or will they regress for a night and celebrate this mid-
autumn holiday?

The question-Should college students celebrate
Halloween?

Karen Rubin-Sophomore
from Lynn living in McNamara
majoring in Business. Yeah,

why not? I was thinking about
getting dressed up and just

going around. I haven't any
idea what my costumes' going

to be yet. Something original.

I'll definitely go to parties and
buy trick or treat stuff for other

people.. .1 was thinking of

buying a couple of six-packs for

people who came around. You
never forget about Halloween.

Nancy Garrand- Freshman
from Turners Falls majoring in

History. Well actually, I don't
like it too much. I think it gets a

little too malicious, like the

destruction of property and the
breaking of pumpkins. I liked

when I was very young, but as I

got older, I liked it less. I think

as it gets more malicious, it's

just going to disappear, or

maybe it will become
something for the very young
and people will treat it as such.

Julian Roldan-Junior from
Puerto Rico living in

Washington majoring in

Zoology. This is a quite a thing
because I know they are going
to do a lot of crazy things that
night... They really don't really

care about Halloween... They' II

do a lot of crazy things, like

throwing rocks and eggs. Trick
or treating is a very dangerous
thing for little kids.

Chuck Sheehan-Visitor from
Falmouth, Mass. I enjoy getting
dressed up into a costume on
Halloween especially because
it's pretty bizarre time of the
month... I'll be going to Europe
for Halloween this year, on a
broom if I can find the right

witch. It's a good time to get
back at people that got you all

year. It's a fun time.

I

Lee Gordon-Junior from
Wendel majoring in Veterinary
Science. Sure, to maintain the
Halloween Spirit...! don't live

on the campus, but indeed I

partake very much so in the
Halloween spirit... I'm basically

into sharing myself with other
people on Halloween and
enjoying as much of the
festivities and the air of
Halloween as I possibly can
with people.

Warren Smith-Prospective
UMass Music student from
NYC living in Brittany Manor
Apts. It depends on what else

you have to do, what is more
important, what your priorities

are, what you fee! is better for

you. If you feel you should
dress up like a clown for a
night, then that's cool, but I

personally being a musician
have better things to do. I'll be
practicing trying to get my own
music together, you know, so !

can cut a record or two or

three.

{ Letters to the editor

You and your mind

To the Editor:

/ feel compelled to express an optimistic attitude

towards education and academics. As is being

exemplified in the columns of Mr. Nathaniel Clark, a

strive for excellence and fulfillment in one's college

experience and in life are the goals we must attain.

The ideas and expectations of Mr. Clark are not to be
scoffed at. All areas and disciplines are constantly

expanding and improving. Much knowledge has yet

to be gained, information to be discovered. The world

is an ever-changing classroom where much can be
learned. There are unlimited possibilities and op-

portunities one can pursue, whatever his field of

interest. Now is the time to begin to explore these

frontiers of education. By means of this educational

search, keen minds can be developed. It is the syn-

thetic mind with the ability to originate with which we
learn new techniques, acquire new know/edge, and
discover new facts. Brilliant minds do not grown on
trees, however. YOU must develop your mind, for-

ming a firm background or basis from which to work
with. If a little knowledge is dangerous, where is the

man who has so much to be out of danger? YOUR
MIND is a wonderful and cherished possession; it

seems foolish to waste it.

Louis Blade

WMUA voices on McGilvray

To the Editor:

Re: Scott Bacherman's Letter to the editor 10-24

We would like to comment on Mr. Bacherman's
statement concerning the events of the last WMUA
station meeting. Everything Mr. Bacherman stated
was accurate with the exception of his assertion that

no one considered his suggestion that we allow
McGilvray to do a few more cartoons and evaluate
them at a later time. The consensus of the group was
in favor or "firing" McGilvray.

As we were not station members, we did not feel

that we had a voice in the proceedings, but we would
now like to express our opinion on what took place.

The final outcome seemed pre-determined a/most
immediately after it was brought up for debate. There

was little open-minded feeling present among the

members. Had we been able to vote, we would have

voted with Mr. Bacherman in support of McGilvray 's

cartoon.

A/though our votes would not have changed the

final decision, we feel that our participation might
have opened more discussion and led others to give
the matter more fair and serious consideration. This

issue was not rationally debated, but rather

vehemently shot down. It turned into a "hate
McGilvray" rally rather than an impartial discussion.

Granted, perhaps this is not the most monumental
issue the station will be up against, but it is a case in

point. In the future, we hope that matters will be
considered with no prejudice regarding personalities,

but whether or not it is to the benefit of the station.

This has been a learning experience at the expense of
Donald McGilvray and possibly WMUA.

Peggy Kinner
P. J. Prokop

DeBoard just horny

To the Editor:

What really burns my ass is men like Pat DeBoard
who run around asking, "Why can 't men and women
love each other, why can't we get out of this social

routine of male -female games?", when what they
usually mean is, "Why can't I meet more women who
want to fuck?"

At least, that is what Mr. DeBoard comes across
with when he says, "..wouldn't it be wonderful if all

these opposite-sex people were pushing love on me
and I could sit back... ", etc. I don 't get the impression
that he wants much more pushed on him than a body

of the opposite sex, with legs spread.

Of course we are all stuck in our social routines and
of course we are all hampered by roles we are forced
to play. But love between two people comes from
intimacy, sharing, and affection, not from wishing
more women would come along ready to hop in the

sack. I feel that the only support Mr. DeBoard needs is

a new definition of love, or maybe just a new Jock
strap.

And if the men that read this think that I think all

men are out for a piece of ass, just consider where I

might have gotten that impression.

Rossnna Falabella

Leave the students alone
To the Editor:

After reading Dr. Gage 's remarks in the October 25
Collegian, / believe that he summed up perfectly the
alienation that all students feel on the campus. His fast

statement that "...they [students] don't want us to be
their advocate" sums up the attitudes that many
administrators and faculty possess on this campus. I

do not need, nor do I feel any other student on this

campus needs, anybody to be their advocate. That, I

feel, is the whole issue in this campaign by both the
Undergraduate and Graduate Senates - to involve
each student in the many decisions which daily effect
their lives.

It is my view of higher education that what it is

supposed to do is to teach people to think for
themselves, to gather all of the relevant information
and to reach a final decision or take action as they see
fit. Individual students on campus are being asked to
put their education to the real test of its validity. Are
you willing to gather the facts about the environment
you are learning in, measure the efficiency and value
of the services provided which you are paying for, and
voice an interest in terms of commitment and time to

the future of your University? That is what we are
trying to find out. ft is not student government's
University, it is your University. Unless you decide to
take an active role on this campus, it will no longer
belong to you.

Dr. Gage accuses a small number of students,
which lam sure includes me, of not understanding the
dynamics of decision making. It would be easy to say
that Iam a 29 year old adult and know what is best for
me, however, unlike Dr. Gage, I am willing to admit
that I do not make all the right decisions. Dr. Gage,
however, misses the main point and, that is, that
whether a decision is bad or good it can only be made
by the individual. No one person or entity has the right
to determine the decisions an individual can make.
This coming academic year could be an important one
for the UMass community. So what student
government leaders are asking is not that student
government continue to control the lives of each
student as it has in the past but that each student
control the life of their own community.

Jsmes A, Lindsay, President
Grsduate Student Senete

Nat Clarkc
Nonsense demands
"We the legitimate representatives of the student body demand that you

respond to the following demands immediately," and so the notorious
petition begins. The very wording of the petition goes to the very root of
what this university is all about. When the petition says that UMass should
"respond to the needs of students", it implies that the university exists
primarily for some other reason than to do just that, which I deny. The very
assertion insults the many faculty, administration and staff who have
dedicated their lives to students and their "needs". Perhaps I have missed
something and what is actually meant is that educating students for many
years was not responding "to the needs of students".

Let's now look at each of the demands.
(1) This demand submits that students "have the right to determine the

direction of their own lives". In no way has this assertion ever been
challenged. UMass has always allowed, far more than other colleges,
students to make it or not on their own. Certainly the advisor system which
is a disgrace to this university denies that UMass has ever been "pater-
nalistic". It goes on to demand "primary determination concerning all

facets of the university which directly affect us." At the start, what aspects
of this university do not directly affect us? There are very few areas left to
administrative control by these criteria.

(2) On budget matters students have already exhibited their magnificent
ability to spend incredible amounts of money with very little result and so
no more must be said.

(3) On academics the demand states that students "have major decision
making power to influence academic requirements and procedures". Very
easily said, very disasterously done. Major academic decision making
power should never fall into the hands of students. Academic decisions on
a university level demand (Da knowledge of what is required to compete
in any given field. Students do not have access to such knowledge. (2) A
knowledge of how goals and standards can be best attained academically.
This requires both experience and competence, both dirty words in
student government. And (3) a genuine ability to be able to reason and to
be reasonable in decision making. When a group demands rather than
suggests, they clearly do not possess such reasonableness. To be
academically superior a university's administrators must be able to make
tough and often controversial decisions. Here student's and faculty's
futures are at stake. Students cannot make such decisions.

(4) The Trustees should "lay out exactly where our power, lies..." I

agree.-

(5) This demand asks recognition of students as "people.. .because we
are people." What, in the cloudy minds of the authors, does the university
recognize us as now? The demand is both confusing and insulting, I think.

(6) Yes, students should have the "right to freely organize" and should
certainly be able to "collectively bargain with the administration over all

matters affecting students."

In fact demand No. 6 is exactly what should exist in terms of University
structure. Students should be able to meet with and advise the ad-
ministration and faculty in their decisions. Students are the reason for this

university; this it has always been. A university demands highly competent
individuals to run it and to make the major academic decisions. Students
simply are not capable of being impowered to govern any major aspect of
this university. In fact it would be grossly unfair to ask us to do that for we
are students and our primary responsibility is in the classroom.

Nat Clark is a Collegian Columnist.

Editorial Points
Nixon has no insurance, Sarge is taking loans from

his wife, and Guzzi has a second mortgage. Isn't it

heartening to see that we have such selfless public
servants?

Ill ISII
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actually, i flunked outofherem semesters am, but they imn't
LETMfHAVEUNTIL I FULFILL MIUNNEKSITI CORE REQUIREMENTS!,

Plight of the UMass married

Or is it that they just can't say where their real

money is coming from?

Really, folks, can you envision Nixon in a
breadline? Wearing his Republican cloth coat?

Energy crisis headline of the week - "Take two Wl N
buttons every hour-and pray."

Which will probably get us further than a certain

Ford we can all think of.

By PATRICK WALKER
The plight of the married students of this university

is no different from yours. Whether in regard to dorm
life, or to the SGA, or to curriculum determination, or
to faculty selection and composition, the problem is

the same - we have relatively no control over the
persons and institutions which determine our lives.

We as students are the epitome of the exploited
consumer. We are in our learning and living processes
being preconditioned to fit into the world at large, a
world in which the majority of us live in passive
powerlessness, our lives being determined by the
powerful and wealthy few.

We, the students, together with our families, pay
for the University of Massachusetts, yet, con-
tradictorily, we have no control over it. The institution

is supposed to exist in the interest of the students. It

does not. It exists to further the survival of the
economic system under which we live.

The tenants of Lincoln and University Apartments
are taking concrete actions in asserting their deter-

mination to control their rents and their apartment
units. We hope that the student body will recognize
their struggle as one in the same with ours.

We oppose this rent increase because:
1.) It is being levied on us mostly to cover

the costs of the University blunders at Lincoln
and University Apartments. The University
tries to disguise this by changing rent

determination to a per square foot calculation,

which is even more unfair to Lincoln and
University Apartments because of the greatly

disproportionate differences in quality be-
tween them and North Village. The University

also justifies rent increases now, for the
proposed installation of $36,000 of garbage
disposals! We do not want to be manipulated,
and we won't be bought off with promises of
garbage disposals. We can only afford and
will only pay an increase in line with the cost
of living.

2.) We feel that it is the University's
obligation to provide, especially for married
students with children and for foreign
families, a buffer from the competitive rental
market. With the new increase, all the
University apartments are now in the market
range, and most of them are below market
quality, all of which is further exacerbated by
the fact that the poorest of us have no means
of transportation, which makes it much
harder to choose to go to more distant non-
university apartments.

3.) The higher rents, though, are causing
higher vacancy rates. The richer tenants go
elsewhere, and the poorer tenants get poorer,
as the rents necessarily go higher. For in-

stance, how can foreign students, whose
income is almost completely determined by
graduate assistantships, pay such a rent
increase when their University determined
income remains disproportionately lower?
Also, the foreign students dare not complain
for fear that their visas will be denied.

We hope that all the tenants and students will see
that it is in their good, as well as ours, to support the
married students of the campus.

Joyce & Kosofsky A feast of fools
I had the weirdest dream last night. It was

Halloween. Everyone was there. At my
Halloween party.

I dreamt that as the people starting coming
into my house, the phone rang. It was Henry

Kissinger. He had promised me earlier that he

was going to be dressed as the Messiah, but

the phone message was that he wouldn't be

able to make it after all.

But everyone else showed up.

Gerry Ford was there, dressed as the great

white savior of the elephant. But he was

L.O.S.E.-ing (Loving Our Socialist Economy)

because the elephant was quickly becoming

extinct as the people lusted for elephant

meat, which was cheap in the time of in-

flation.

Oh, Yeah, Gib was there, too. After all it

was his birthday. He was dressed as the Guru
Mahara Ji. The Guru came to my Halloween
party as Nelson Rockefeller. While Nelson
Rockefeller appeared as Santa Claus,
spreading gifts and joy among the people.
And the people wanted music at my

Halloween party. So in came Grand Funk,
dressed as musicians.

Ambassador Ruth Farkas was there,

costumed as the map of Costa Rica. On her
back, someone had pinned a note saying,
"isn't $250,000 an awful lot for Ruth
Farkas?"

There were local people at my Halloween
party. Bill Densmore came as a human. Scott
was there straight. Dean was there sober.
Cliff came while still awake, while Linda

came immediately. And much to our sur-

prise, Louie came, organized.

And then Ted Kennedy arrived. Dressed as
a Chatty Kathy Doll, you could pull his string

and he'd say, "I don't recall." With him, Ed
Brooke arrived, in his Oreo costume.

This is absurd, I thought to myself in my
sleep. But as I tossed and turned, I kept
dreaming.

There was Geraldo Rivera, as Walter
Cronkite in drag, interviewing Randolph
Bromery as the Great Compromise.
Oh yeah, Haldeman, Ehlichman, Mitchell,

Stans, and Dean were there too. Although
costumed as puppets, they spent the entire

evening severing the strings that were at-

tached to them as E. Gordon Liddy, in his

Superman outfit, looked on.

Kate Millett, posing as Burt Reynolds
watched Linda Lovelace, as Emily Post, tell

everyone what good taste she had.

At my party, Angela Davis and Pope Paul
were dressed as Siamese Twins. Joe Namath
came as the Prom Queen, while Ron Zeigler

was there as the court jester standing in the
unemployment line.

I laughed in my sleep. I couldn't believe

what was going on. I chuckled as I saw
Louise Day Hicks as a bus driver, George
Wallace as a chorus girl in a minstrel show
and Stevie Wonder as Lawrence Welk.

And me? I was there too. Dressed as a
spectator in a Fellini film watching this

bizarre feast of foils.

But was it really a dream?

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist
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Our government's two party system

By RICHARD WRIGHT
Although our nation's chief executive

sounds a little hollow when he decries the
possibility of a veto proof Congress, there is

more substance than empty political
chortling to his comments. Our basic two
party system has withstood the torment of
many variations of imbalance between the
White House and Capitol Hill over the years,
but a complete sweep for either party would
spell more trouble than one might at first

suppose.

One of the basic elements of soundness in

our governmental system is the compromise
elicited when opposing points of view realize

that to not act at all and maintain the purity
of each ideological position is not conducive
to effective governance or progress. The
resultant compromises more often than not
demonstrate the judicious give and take
tactics that facilitate government with

fairness and acceptance by the majority.

When one is forced to compromise his

position to accommodate the demands of

the opposition, the trend is necessarily

toward less radical and possibly irrational

moves. With a veto proof majority, a

Congress might find itself whipping toward
one kind of extremism or another that might
prove to be eventually irrevocable and
dangerous. Just the threat of a veto poser
over one's head necessitates a pattern of

lawmaking that requires a more highly

developed and thoroughly investigated
approach. For each argument that legitimizes

the planned legislative move, the proponent
must carefully consider those excesses the
opposition may call to task. A veto proof
legislative body may find the tediousness of

preparing for rebuttal removed and therefore

not bother to independently seek out the
loop holes, excesses, and inconsistencies of

various legislative proposals.

Another ugly development to be feared

with the veto proof Congress is the blurring

of definitions on just what is the position of

any particular party. Without a strong loyal

opposition, there is the risk of fractures

occurring in the majority parties structure,

with the resultant dilution of platforms, and

unity. Such splintering would present a

weakened front and would tend to harm the

credibility of the party as a viable alternative

to the dufunct second party that only just

succumbed to the veto proof majority.

Some may point out that if the track

record of such a Congress was so poor that

the people rebelled the next time at the polls

by resurrecting the defunct second party, all

would be well again. As far as it goes this is

quite possible. However, the break neck pace

of the pendulum in such a case would endear

us to few of our allies around the world who

might fear the inconsistency of government
might spell inconsistency in foreign policy
and therefore prove to be a distressing

situation. The impact on our potential
enemies would be even more damaging. Our
vacilation might be interpreted as instability

and thus embody a position of weakness that
might precipitate ominous steps on the part
of those countries where our relations are
balancing on very delicate strings.

Simply having the impediments to swift
actualization of legislative proposals
removed by an overwhelming political

majority is not reason enough to support a
veto proof Congress. The viability of our
government requires a strong two party
system, marked by the give and take of
compromise, and the thoroughness and
aforethought necessary to implement laws of
fairness and progress.

Richard Wright is a Collegian Commentator.

More letters to the editor

"No parking
//

Boston busing bad
To the Editor

It has come to my attention that the parking area around the inside of

the horseshoe in Southwest-previously designated as part of lot No. 50-

has now been changed to a tow zone. You might ask why. Well, the

Amherst Fire Dept. couldn 't get their trucks around the horseshoe to the

fire at Coolidge a few weeks ago.

I would have complained earlier but when I talked to my friendly parking

officer he said they weren 't going to tow; they just had to please the Fire

Dept. by putting up the tow signs. Today [ 10-29-74] they towed every car

parked on the inside of the horseshoe.

The reason I'm so mad is that I spent a lot of time and money and
running around last semester trying to get into lot No. 50. Since I live in

Emerson the horseshoe is very convenient. Now that I wasted all that time,

what the hell good has it done me? I have next to no chance of getting a

parking space now; neither do about 44 other people.

It's not fair. I think that either the parking office should refund about 44

people their money [which would never happen] or... they should let lot No.

50 people park for free at the meters [the outside of the horseshoe].

Something has to be done/
Diane Borgatti

McGilvray seeks revenge
To the Editor

I belong to the Women's Media Project and I fiercely resent McGilvray s

advertisement of WMUA on October 23, 1974. It's not the ad for WMUA
that I find insulting but his soundoff of biased and prejudiced opinions

underneath the advertisement which was ridiculous on the Collegian's part

to even print. McGilvray seems to find himself superior to the "prong

toothed, power crazed, assholes" that are supposed to makeup the

W.M. P. He is grouping every woman in the group just as derogatori/y as he
says they did him. I know that he did not speak to all 20 members of the

project because I for one was not contacted by him and neither did I have
any part in making a decision as to whether or not his ad made the paper. It

seems that McGilvray has much too much power in the Collegian which he
uses forjuveni/istic revenge on groups and specific people for the public to

read.

Ms. Ann Morse

Ban handguns//
To the Editor
Ban Handguns//, but why stop everyone except the police and security

guards. Take their guns away as well Why should they need firearms if no
one else has them. Why should they fear loss of their weapons.

If 25,000 deaths were caused by the flick of a finger and most of those

were "crimes of passion ", [that would be a great name for a motion

picture] how many humans die from other means?
Surely a few are knocked off by the use of knives; homemade kitchen

variety or even historic replicas. Some people are killed daily by rocks,

bottles, bricks./ wonder how many people are killed by automobiles each

year, maybe we could ban them, because it certainly must be the machine

that's responsible and not the human occupant, or just limit their use to

police and security guards. I guess having a badge and so-called training

makes them better than Karl Pole or any citizen in this country.

It might be a swell idea to 'limit handguns " but before we take such a

drastic step in limiting one of our freedoms, why not think and look to pass

limits on other rights and try to get everyone concerned together and not

alienate both parties or a multitude of parties.

Studying the consequences is on all million sides is by far a better step

off a thousand foot cliff.

Carl R Gerry

To the Editor
[re: "END THE DISGRACE OF RACISM IN

BOSTON]
I AM DISMAYED AT THE OVERSIMPLIFIED

ANALYSIS OF THE BUSING problem in Boston,

represented in the SGA letter to the Mass. Pols.

First of all, I am doubtful that

busing is, in itself, any solution to

the huge problem of unequal
education in America. It is im-

practical in terms of time and
money, and more importantly has a

disintegrating effect on any at-

tempts for community control,

which I feel is necessary in

education. And secondly, it masks
the need for real economic change,
that is the crucial issue in equality,

be it of education, income, housing,

etc. It is at best a band-aid measure epplied to a fatally

ill political system.

And even if busing was assumed to be a step in the

right direction, the manner in which it is being in-

stituted defeats its purposes from the start. It cannot
be effective, unless it is carried out among all possible

racial, and socioeconomic groups. If the issue is

equality in education, then the whole city of Boston
must surely be considered an impoverished area. Of
course busing a/ready existed in Boston. If you were
lucky enough to have the money, you went to

parochial or private schools, anything to escape the

Boston School System! What
busing within the city of Boston
does, is pit the poor whites against
the poor blacks, it does nothing to

really improve the equality of
education. As usual, it threatens

the poor whites, who are in an
insecure economic position as it is,

rather than their middle and upper
class counterparts, who escaped to

the suburbs. The only way busing
could be of any value, is if all areas

of the state were included. Just try

busing the children out of the suburbs, and the middle
class liberals who are so appalled at the "racism" in

South Boston, will start singing a different tune.

Sincerely,

Mary Louise Cronln

Free the resisters
To the Editor

Let us not forget nor overlook thet the complete
pardon of our "generous" President to a Richard M.
Nixon ill compares with the punitive feetures of his so -

called "amnesty" - towards war resisters.

President Ford and his supporters apparently still

consider the most determined opponents to the
totally unjustified war as the kind of "criminals" who
should atone.

Should young Americans who showed premature

wisdom be penalized by a President-non -elect who
never condemned the most brutal and most illegal war
in all history?!

This writer joins the huge number of Vietnam War
Veterans who just signed the magnificent Sunday-Ad
in the N. Y. Times of October 13, 1974 demanding Full

and Immediate Amnesty for all those who in any way
opposed and resisted our criminal war against the
Vietnamese and the people of Indochina.

John L. Fisher
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Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

SCHLITZ

BEER

Donelli

Lambrusco
12 oz. cans 24 oz. bottle

Four Seasons Special

GIN
TUBORG
BEER

80 proof 12 oz. N.R.

Vz gal.

case

Faisca

Portuguese

Rose

MILLER'S

BEER
12 oz. cans

fifth
case

Old Germa

BEER

Lonin Asti Spumante

Italian Sparkling

WINE
12 oz. N.R.

24 oz. Bottle

case

Wine Paradise Of The Valley

'Mil
A

's Halloween schedule
Today's Halloween disc jockeys

are Ken Irwin, Steve Berger, Glen

Manceau, Auntie Andree and Mary
Lawson. Tomorrow starts with Al

Feinberg.

WMUA honors Halloween with

some thrilling shows. Beginning at

7:30 p.m., the fun begins. Here is

the schedule:

7:30 p.m., The Monkey's Paw by

W. W. Jacobs is read.

8:00 p.m., The Cask of Amon-
tillado, Edgar Allen Poe's terrifying

saga is broadcast.

8:30 p.m., "H. P. Lovecraft

Memorial Horror," The Lurking

Fear with host Dr. Frederic Schrag
will shock all listeners.

9:00 p.m., 77?e Shadow comes on
to frighten evil-doers into con-

fessing their crimes.

10:15 p.m., The Women's Show
puts on a special show, "Witches".

Produced by Laural Chiten and
Diane Bellarance, this show fits

right in with the atmosphere.

11:00-2:00 a.m., Uujamadrum,
Charlie Mann takes you through the

bewitching hour with music for

beautiful souls.

The news can be heard at 7, 8 &
9 a.m., and at 2, 6, & 10 p.m.

And at 8:30 a.m., don't forget

High Tides when Jeff Jawer ex-

plains the aspects for Halloween.

November 5 is election day.

Remember to listen for WMUA's
complete coverage of local, state

and national election results.

WFCR today
12:45 - THIS WEEK AT THE

UNITED NATIONS
2:00 - PEDAL POINT
2:00 GESUALDO: Madrigals.

2:20 BACH: Harpsichord
Concerto in A.

3:10 BEETHOVEN: Violin

Romance No. 2 in F.

4:10 WAGNER: Tristan

4:30 STRAVINSKY: Concerto
in D for String orchestra.

5:00 - ALL THINGS CON-
SIDERED

6:30 - NEW DIMENSIONS OF
EDUCATION

7:30 QUE TAL, AMIGOS?
8:30 - GREAT BLACK

MUSIC
10:30 - WOMEN'S FORUM
11:30 - MUSIC FOR NIGHT

PEOPLE

Amherst
Gulf

»

Cash and Carry

ANTIFREEZE SALE

gallon

also - a Large Selection of SNOW TIRES

in almost all sizes.

Where?

AMHERST GULF
48 N. Pleasant

Tel. 256-8417

WMUA Halloween Special

Beginning at 7:30 p.m. — A special 4-part Halloween Special featuring

— 7:30 p.m. "THE MONKEY'S PAW" by W.W. Jacobs; 8:00 p.m. —
Edgar Allan Poe's "THE CASK OF AMONTILLADO."

Also to be aired is the "H.P. Lovecraft Memorial Horror: THE
LURKING FEAR," hosted by Dr. Fredric Scharg who will provide

you with the effects you have to hear. Beginning at 1:30 p.m.

THE SHADOW will be heard at its regular time at 9 p.m. featuring the

episode of "THE RETURN OF CARNATION CHARLIE".

Plus

10:15 p.m. — Women's Show — "Witches" produced by Laural Chiten

and Diane Bellarance and Robin Jacobson.
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tech hifi
"—Quality Components at the Right Price—*

IT AGAINf

Starring Some off the Best

Audio Buys Ever!

We will be

open from

Thursday

1 2:00 Noon
until 6:00 A.M.

~\

ESS TEMPESTS (R)

SONY TAPE RECORDER (U)

FISHER 450 T Rec. (U)

NIKK0 QRS 4040 (N) 44 Watts RMS Receiver

NIKK0 TRM 500 44 Watts RMS Amplifier (N)

GLENBURN McDonald 2110A (N)

BIC 960 Programmed Turntable Complete (N)

SON Y/SUPERSCOPE 420 30 Watts RMS Amp. (N)

CENTURA VB Speakers (N)

MIRAC0RD 50H II Complete (N)

INTEGRAL SYSTEMS No. 10 PRE AMP (N)

INTEGRAL SYSTEMS No. 200 AMP (N)

NIKKO STA 2020 (N)

HARMAN KARDON Rec. 930 (U)

LIST
$300.00/pr.

$449.95

$449.95

$350.00

$219.95

$89.95

$235.00

$169.95

$120.00/pr.

$350.00

$300.00

$350.00

$189.00

$500.00

SALE
$150°°/Pr

*5000

$14995

$17500

*16900

$4995

$14995

*8995

$7995

49995

$20000

$22500

$14900

*30000

Incredible Bargain* on ,\eu;

I serf. Demo & Reparlied
Equipment

DOKORDER 6020 (U)

TEAC A 1600 (U) "Total Tape Recorder"

NIKKO 5010 (D)

CONCORD CR 200 (N)

CONCORD CR 100 (N)

OHM D (R) Loudspeaker

OHM C (R) Loudspeaker

OHM B (R)

GARRARD 74MS Total Turntable (N)

PHILLIPS 407 Complete (N)

BSR 610X (U)

EPI Mini Tower (D)

* ESS AMT 1 Heil (D)

* ESS AMT 3 Heil (D)

• JANSZEN 412(D)

• JANSZEN 410 (U)

NIKKO 7070 (N)

LIST SALE

$350.00 $17500

$600.00 $25000

$260.00 $17500

$200.00 $13500

$180.00 $12500

$240.00/ Pr.
$155 %r

$350.00/ Pr .

$22500
/pr

$440.00/ P r.
$350°%,

$180.00 $UOoo

$170.00 $100oo

$145.00 $5qoo

$850.00 $45400

$708.00 $50000

$860.00 $59900

$520.00 $37500

$440.00 $24000

$350.00 $27500

5:00 A.M
Any Souls Brave Enough to Come Out at this Hour, Deserve a SPECIAL

Deal....and We;il Wheel and Deal Until the Last Customer Leaves Satisfied!

All Items Limited Quantities
r>

Sale Prices End 6 a. m,

18 HOURS OF THE
GREATEST BUYS

IN AUDIO HISTORY

Incredibly

Loir Prices

on Just About

Everything!

&

w

Quality Components at the Right Price

259 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610

186 Main St. Northampton 586-2552
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[
notes & quotes 1

League of Women Voters

offers free election info

English Dept. wants student input

on Journalism Studies proposal

"All 10,000 Voter's. Guides have
been distributed," announced
Clover Drinkwater, Voters Service

director of the League of Women
Voters. "The Boston Globe prints

them and Leagues across the state

distribute them. They're free for the

taking."

Drinkwater announced the
Voter's Guides are at the following

locations: UMass - Campus Center
and Student Union lobbies;

Hampshire College cafeteria;

Amherst College post office lobby;

Louis'; Stop and Shop; Finast;

Hadley banks; Amherst Savings
Banks; First National Bank; Jones
Library; North Amherst Library;

Munson Library; Cumberland
Farms — North Amherst and South
East St.; Jane Alden Dairy; laun-

dromat next to Jane Alden;

Comments and assistance are invited from any
students who have recommendations regarding the
proposal to limit Journalism Studies majors to an
English "track," rather than permitting various majors
in conjunction with journalism.

Send written statements to Walker Gibson, Bartlett

252, within ten days. The time the committee hes set

aside for oral presentations has been entirely taken up
by JS faculty members, but if a student wishes to

amplify his or her statement in person, Gibson will

give as much time to that purpose as possible.

Whitmore's; Watroba's; Randy's;
Landry's; John & Rudy's (Sun-
derland); All- Star Dairy; C & C
Liquor; Russell's Liquor; John's
Mini-Mart; Leverett Center, and
Town Hall.

The League of Women Voters is

non-partisan and doesn't endorse
or oppose candidates. The Guides
provide information on all can-

didates of all parties. They are a
public service of the League.

Election questions? Call 549-

4422. Election Day is Tuesday,
November 5. Please Vote.

More Service This Fall

Keep Your Eye

on

&a
Amherst's First Optician

for all your
Optical Needs

LOWEST PRICES
in the area

SHOP & COMPARE
56 Main St. 253-7002

Peter Pan Takes You
Fast And Frequently

RIGHT FROM

The University Campus

TO BOSTON
Natick— Worcester— Springfield

ALSO TO NEW YORK
Hartford— Albany— All Points

with New Service Direct to
Hyannis and Cape Cod

New hourly service departs 7 a.m. thru 5 p.m., plus extra evening
service. Natick and Boston non-stop trips ovary weekend

For Tickets And Information Contact

PETER PAN BUS LINES
Campus Center Hotel
Univ. of Mass.
Tel. 545-2006

(If no answer tel. 549 6000)

CHARTER BUSES AVAILABLE TO ALL
DESTINATIONS

celebrity series

presents . . .

THE CHAMBERS

BROTHERS

15
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More notes

Student's housing rights

discussed in noon talk
Today, at 12:15 in Room 168 of the Campus Center the United Christian

Foundation will sponsor a talk by Peter d'Errico of SBA and Legal Studies
on the rights of students to choose between on and off-campus housing.
Several groups on campus, including the Student Organizing Project, have
been raising this issue recently, and this program is presented by UCF as
an opportunity to hear the latest developments on the subject from a legal
point of view.

The half- hour talk will be followed by a question and discussion period.
All interested persons are welcome to attend and participate.
The United Christian Foundation, an ecumenical ministry located in

Hampshire House, offers a regular Thursday noon series of forums on
issues of concern to the university community.
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Thursday, Oct. 31
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The withcing hour approaches.
It's the time of the year for ghosts,
goblins and things that go bump in

the night, and national public radio
catches the Halloween spirit with a
special tale of horror, "The 415
Express."

Broadcast locally on WFCR (88.5
FM) on October 31 at 10:30 p.m.,
the hour-long drama concerns itself

with the strange disappearance of

John Drearyhouse from off a

speeding train, and of the efforts of

his friend, William Langford, to find

him.

Set in modern-day Britain, the

story is an adaptation of a mystery
by Amelia B. Edwards, a Victorian

author of supernatural stories.

French radio presents author
Thursday's Tout en Francais

program features an interview with
Henri de la Grange, author of the
much applauded 1,000 page
biography of Gustav Mahler,
published last year by Doubleday.

During his interview with Marie-
Jeanne Pecile of Amherst College's
French Department, M. de la

Grange discusses, among other

things, Mahler's use of folk songs

and choice of texts, the value of the

re-constructed Tenth Symphony,
and of course, his relationship with

Mahler's prodigious wife, Alma, in

the course of his research.

Tout en Francais is heard on
Tuesdays and Thursdays over
WFCR (88.5 FM) at 6:30 p.m.

benefit

Deadly Nightshade and Lilith will do a benefit dance for women and
friends in the Campus Center auditorium on Monday, from 8 to 1 1 p m
Donations of $1.00 go to the Feminist Arts Program of Everywoman's
Center.

MDW-Tfti iO-9
SAT 10-fc 0PP ^D0NAU)f>
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ices
J

notices

ALL COMM DIS MAJORS
Halloween Happy Hour at tha T.O.C.I

Thin evening from 4-6. Please coma.
ARMENIANS
and othar interested parties Tha An-

tranig Ararat Daron Dance Ensemble will

be at tha Music Hall Theatre in Boston.
Nov. 17 (Sun.) at 3:30. Anyone interested
in going contact Pam 6-8626. Let's make a
group of it.

ATTENTION LS&S MAJORS
New England Student Recreation

Conference, Nov. 1, 2, 3, Campus Center.
Schadulea available In Hicks.

BDIC APPLICATIONS
Any atudant currenly enrolled in UMasa-

Amh. who wiahaa to apply to BDIC for tha
paring samaatar muat make initial contact
with a BDIC counselor (416 Goodell) by
tha and of counaaling week. Fri., Nov. 22.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
Halloween Party, Sat., rm. 904 C.C.

We'll meet at 1:30 at tha Campua Center
bus circle. All are welcome. Quaationa call

Jean 253-272?
BLACK CAUCUS MEETING

Meeting in the Malcolm X room. Thia ia

the usual meeting at 7:30, on Thursday. All

interested individuate are welcome to

show. We are intereeted in having more
representatives from other Third World
groups.
BGTANY COLLOQUIUM

10-31 at 4:30 Dr. Sue Ellen Frederick

Gulber from the Biological Sciences Dept.
at Mt. Holyoke College will speak on tha
"Relationship Between Glycolate
Metabolism and Microbodies in Green
Algae" This will be held in 203 Morrill

Science Center. Coffee will be served at 4.

CHRIST/AN HALLOWEEN PARTY
ChristiansI Come for fun and fellowship

at the First Baptist Church of Amherst at

7:50 p.m. tonight. Costume required.

DO THE DEAD RETURN?
World's leading illusionist Andre Kole

unmasks the unknown, reveals the truth

behind the occult in a full stage production
dealing w. the fantasy & iealitv of the
supernatural world. Nov. 5 C.C. Con-
course for tickets

FOLK MUSICIANS
Any folk musicians are welcome to

come and play at George Washington
Lower coffee house, 11-9. Call 6-8931 for

time slot.

HALLOWEEN PARTY
Newman Center front lounge for an old

fashioned Halloween Party, 8 p.m., lots of

games and prizes. Wear a costume. ...see

vou therel

LUTHERAN STUDENTS
Meet tonite 8 p.m. Classroom I,

Newman Center. Come celebrate a

Eucharist service with ms. Everyone
welcome.
MARTHAS VINEYARD

Bicycle Club tour Nov. 9, 10 pre trip

meeting will be Tuesday at 7:30 in C.C.
178. Call Cheryl at 6-4127 for information
and reservations.

SKI PA TROL
Meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in 903 C.C.

Pay dues, registration goes in Nov. 1.

STOCKBRIDGE BASKETBALL
Anyone interested in trying out for the

team must attend a meeting tonight at 6:30
in 251 Boyden.
STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD

Meeting today C.C. 164 4:30-6:30.

SUNDAY ARCADIA TOUR
Bicycle Club day trip to Arcadia Wildlife

Sanct. in Easthampton. Everyone
welcome. Meet at 1 p.m. in front of tha
S.U. Approx. 25 mi. round trip.

SUPPORT GROUP FORMING
People interested in exploring the

possibility of personal growth from their

divorce or separation, we will be meeting
Monday night starting soon. 545-0333, 11-

12 am. for details. Student Development
Center.

TOY LENDING LIBRARY
North Village Laundry Center. Hours: 6-

8 p.m., starting Tuesday 11-5; Weds. 10:30
am 1 p.m.; Thurs. 6-8 p.m.
TRY OUTS

Final day of tryouts of Arthur Miller's

"After the Fall", 7:30 p.m., 125 Bartlett.

Perusal scripts are available in 401 Mach-
mer. For info call Director Susan Sweeney
at 545 0693.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARY
Meeting tonight for all judges and

advocates at 7 p.m. 905 C.C. Workshop
mandatory, only take an hour.
UWE JOHNSON
The little colloquium dept. of Germanic

languages and literatures presanta a
lecture (in English) by Dr. Sara Lennox
"Uwe Johnson: The German Faulkner?",
Nov. 5, 8 Dm., Herter, 8th fir. lounge.

turn to page 17

Rip Off
Coupon

for Free Admission
re ***g Wiwrdjf *tt*>n

Superior

Competition
Jfinsdale

. Tuesday **<" Saturday • p m
[ Saturday » Sunday 1 30 I Closed Monday!)

Grandstand W)< • Clubhouse $1

' • great tag racing

at Iraftlebor* J miles off lie. (n)- EXIT I

ACROSS
1 Noisy kiss

6 Convert nto

money
10 Greek

lesiiiini >

;.oup
14 Kayak
15 Length a

breadth
16 Tribe of Israel

17 Distress

18 Daily

publication

20 Metal
containers

21 Months: Abbf
22 Expiate

23 Conjunction

25 Deflects

27 Pastry

30 Loggers'
milieu

31 Factory

32 Provoked
33 Angry:

Informal

36 Forced out
37 Worn-out
38 Mr. Tunney
39 Unyielding

40 Caused to

flutter

41 Gambling
game

42 Treated
mercifully

44 milk

45 Lover of

country
47 Regain
48 Look to-

49 Petroleum
50 Adroit

54 Clock

puncher: 2
words

57 Of the moon
58 Strains to

fill out

59 Bovine
animals

60 Prefix with
dome and
naut

61 Absence of

motion
62 Proceed

Archaic
63 Remained

stable

DOWN
1 "Beat it!"

2 Zoroastrian

priests

3 Immediately
4 Unchanging
5 - -West
6 Eccesiastical

law
7 Son of Zeus
8 Make

a seam
9 Owns
10 Makes happy

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved
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11 Conduct
12 Incident

13 Forefathers
19 Covered with

concrete
21 Blemish
24 Popular song
25 Gave out

sparingly

26 Angered
27 Epic poem
28 Detective's

quest
29 Final steps:

2 words
30 Ignited

32 Fastener
34 Pay up
35 Act
37 Eddo

38 Prospector's

quest: 2 words
40 Remains
41 • •- and wife
43 Clergy member
44 Wire measure
45 Clumsy

caresser

46 Vigilant

47 Evil person
49 Heating

apparatus
51 Within: Comb,

form
52 Card game
53 Stepped
55 Gear

configuration

56 Chopping tool

57 Spanish article

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

THURSDAY. October 31 -
Born today, you are one of
those reasonable, generally
happy person* who is quick to

forgive other* their transgres-

sions and just as quick to ask
forgiveness for yourself. You
have little patience with those
who carry grudges but even
less with those who have not
stopped to think in the first

place and thus have placed
themselves in positions where
forgiveness is necessary.

Alway constructive in your
criticism, you believe com-
pletely in your ability to help
others improve through frank
evaluation and creative sug-
gestions

SCORPIO Kkt 23-Nov. 21)
— Take stock of business

affairs before you go any
further with a new deal

You may he in the process of

biting off more than you can
chew
SAGITTARIUS iNov. 22-

Dec 211 — Present profits

0v SreVfc MtfoV

should be enough for you. Any
more might prove detrimental

to a budding relationship. You
can make more gains later on.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan
191 — Execute plans for a new
project as early in the day as

possible. As long as your ideas

are practical, you should have
no difficulty.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb
181 — An old friend may
depend upon you more than
you would like today. Never
theless. do i.olhing to disturb

another's peace and trust.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 201

— You would do well to

broadcast your abilities to all

in authority Advancement is

in the wind: give it a chance to

fill your sails.

ARIES (March 21-April 191

— You have a distinct
advantage on the employment
scene. Make sure that i*- >se in

authority realize this, i a
friend up on an offer of aiu

TAURUS I April 20-May 201
— The wise Taurus will blow
his own horn — but not so

loudly that others will think

him conceited. Acknowledge

another s share in your
success.

GEMINI iMay -'1 June 301

— The more confident you are

of your own abilities, the more
apt you are to impress others

with your gifts. Don't allow

modesty to hold you in the

background
CANCER (June 21 July 22)

— You need have no fear of

being found wanting should
you be weighed in the balance

today Make sure others know
of vnur recent success.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 221 -
You should have an oppor-

tunity to increase the family

coffers hv a good hit today. Re
certain, however, that you are

well prepared for the job at

hand.

VIRGO (Aug 2:) Sept 221
— You can make a success of

things todr regardless of

what other.s may say All you
need do is apply talents long

left unemployed.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl. 221 -

Effective action, not merely
action, is what is needed if you
are U> make gains before

nightfall Know where your
loyalty lies during nighttime
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cont. from p.
WOMEN STUDENTS

Interested in women's studies?
Women's issues? The Women's Studies
program has started a weekly support
meeting. TODAY In C.C. 905, noon - 2
p.m.
ZAZEN

4-5, C.C. room to be posted.
LOST

Short light purple jacket last Friday in

Bluewall with keys and license. Mail keys
to 113 Crampton.

Ladies' silver Seiko watch with cut glass
and blue dial. Substantial reward if

17

returned. Call 546-8213, please! I

in SW area, a female Irish setter. Please
call 546-8282 please.
Red canvas bag in Quad parking lot on

Sat. 10-26. Contains clothes and
medication. Call 546-9504.
NOTICES

Notices are a free service provided by
the Collegian. A notice may appear onlv
once a week. A notice is not an ad-
vertisement.

NOTARY PUBLIC
Colonial Lounge today from noon - 6

p.m., for persons wishing to vote by ab-
sentee ballot.

THIS WEEK ONLY1

VlCH |||
C/f

SUNDAES

MDC Classifieds

really work

for the price of one

aj, after 4 p.m. daily.

All dav Sat. & Sun.

MDC Classifieds P»
To place a classified, drop by

the Collefian Office between
• :3S a.m. and J:4S p.m Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3.4$, two days

befere the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:
Dally - * 30 par Una*
Waakly - 1 26 par Una*
Monthly - * 20 par line*

•Two Unas on form
approMlmate one Una

FOR SALE
MDC ClmikecR
kinds at

Records of
reasonable prices Can usuaMy gat

11T_
L
£ .'?.p '' n

J
t
.

*v'thin_a wash Tha
Pleasant

100
back
tapaa
Rt 9

FOR SALE

Used eultara bouaht and aold
Tha Guitar Workehop. Amheret
Carriage Shops. MS 1729

Collage Calculators introduces
tha new Malcor 53S All Trie tunc
tiona. memory, tip not. and now
no mora intarmadiata calculations
Now you can usa parenthesis Only
» 109 96 Also introducing the SR 60
at S142 96 Coma and sea tha two
machines Watch for my posters
nasi weak Call Bob Crowall at 649
1316 Tall ma what you need 1

10 epd. Coreo bike. Beat offer.
649 0S3S)

1 pr. Northland Cobra wood skils,
• ft. 3 In. with Northland blndlnea. 1

pr. Koflach buckle boon aire 10
man's. 1 pr polaa. good shape All
46 Will split Call John 247 S409
after S.

Deluxa quean sire heated
waterbad. beautiful fur lined
frama. only seven months old New
4376 Call and make an offer, must
ba seen. 649 6339. Mike

Coata Midi auade coat: midl
dungaree coat, rabbit fur jacket
and navy blue leather iackat. Call
Margie 646 7646.

Garrard Zaro 100 turntable Boat
offer Call 644 S494 Ask for Pate

'iat 860 Spyder pane and eome
Chevy parts Call 64S SJ7S

Two 166X16 studded Pirelli radial

snow tiros. Qreat shape. S120 new.
•60 666 4163

Frye Boots: Man'a 6 fr one- half.

light brown. »36 Call Deb 646 9249
on waekende

Btratocaatar, •• cond Superb
action 666-2636 eve.

1671 Honda 360. 3.000 mil. Perfect
cond Call 646-6664

IMS MOB. AM-FM stereo.
A banh good condition. Give a call

anytime 323-6213

Cherrywood Hutch, new. 4400
260 6633

Octagon H20 bad. furred frame
and all acceseoriea. near new

New Racord Shop. 197 M
St

. Amharat 263 5394

Starao 8 tree tapes. S2 99
percent raplaca or 4
guarantee - over 1000
available at Hadley Amoco
across from Hardaes

cJ!C
ow '"•• »« udded w wheele.

600X12. Austin America. 136
complata 266 8098

Banto for aale Vega 6 str w case
Eiic cond Value 4176. sell for 4100
or B O Call Mika 5 2463 or 402
Crabtraa

66 Triumph Bonnevilla Rabuilt
|engina Muat sail Call 649 3631

Vespa CIAO Motorbike Almost
new Cost $390. asking $290 Gets
IMjmno 266 0369

WANTED

Snow tires.

76 14 Hardly
6214

studded,
used $20

Firestone
Call 263

22' Ketch wood hull gaffad
rigged dacron sails 2 berths,
chemical head. 2 anchors 41800 00
Call 649 2737 for information

Hi Kida Ready for
Halloween at PAUL S We are
We have a supply of coatumes
for rent or aale Alao our uaual
supply of matchlaas furniture
Go trick or treating drasaed aa
a bureau Othar imaginative
ideas in atora at Paula Old-
time Furniture. 46 Main 263
1*11

Kenwood Amp Rec 4 Channel 3
months old. retails for $750 Sell for
$600 2 Sansui SP3600 speakers.
eac cond . retail $260 each Will
sacrifice $326 for pair Call 323 4504

Hiking boots, md wt. woman's
7M - II Beens worth 4 tlmaa 426
263-6726.

AUTO FOR SALE

FOR RENT
For Rent 7 room apt in

country $150 plus util 20 mi from
UMass Avail 11 1 Call 1 628 3287
or 1 628 3273 No fri stv

Furnished rooms 20 mm from
Campus Utilities, linens, phone
full kitchen included For serious
students, mala or female 367 2439

Shere a farm in Balchertown
Own room 15 acres Sauna, barn
perfect for horaa owners $66 e mo
plus util Call 323 4608

5 bedrooom apartment available
in Northempton. fair shape $160
per month Skibiskl Realtora 684

Country house in Wendell Nice
folk Pets welcome Large atone
fireplece Call Lac and keep trying
617 644 7497

Furn apts one end one half
two and two and one half rma
Modern air cond pool parking
TV. neer shopping, utilities inc
Lease to June 1976 Amherst Motel
Opp Zayre

Roommate wanted to share old
Riverside country hse in Conwsy
20 mm ewey Beeutiful country
site 369 8361 4026

BOB STILL WANTS TO BUV
TOUR AILING OR DECREPIT CAR
Any make model or yeer Unloed
your headache tor $4$ 253 7241

Good used women s 10 speed
bike Call 6 8423 Keep trying

HELP WANTED
8 10 students 4 hrs per wk

Tues and Thura 10 12 Oct thru
Dec 16 $2 00 per hr Easy work on
campus Don Wright 5 3480 Laeve
name and number

Campus Representative wented
part time Call 312 337 2704 or write
Suite 1602. 1360 N Sandburg
Chicago. Illinois 60610

RIDE WANTED
To Boston {Eiton John concertl

Nov 20 Call Shelley 6 8419

A ride needed to Phila . Pa or
N V C this weekend. Fri morning
or efternoon praf Will ahare
driving and $$$ Bill 646 2304

Ride offered dally
Amherst Cell Betsey

Spfld
649 0206

io

To Philly for 2
9240

Nov 8 Diane 648

TRAVEL

PERSONALS
Sincere gentle wm 30 sks wrm

sens pretty no smoke WF to share
good life Ci mus relig neture
friends no sei ad I d luv 2 Mt U
Boi 363

Cinder missed vou lest week
Cell Bob

Tern Sure you don t went to
ue in the mde«? 100 percent
reverse'

Wanna Score' The Subwev
iMcNemara Basement Sylvenl is

sponsoring a Homecoming
Special Bring your ticket atub into
the Subwe, Seturdev for a Roaat
Beet grinder tor only 89 c i rag
$1 10 It you can t buy it for less
then we won t sell it iRight Ruby
and Choo Choo'l

MFR Vou re the pumpkin of
my pie Cetch you at the nest
sunsat Your Spacender

J B To the beat in the world
Happy 1st It was greet end elweya
will be Love you J L

Cese Heppy 5th I love you
medly Let ago for 6 Luv Ye Stick

Boney Joney and Susan Jay -
Hope you heve a fabulous fun
super wild greet terrific and
enioveble B day The 20 v old
cow

offering great
during winter
more info call

Partner needed for N
House beautiful spot
Call 367 9645

Leverett
No pats

66 Chevy Impels.
17912

4400 Call 664

65 Ply

7241

$250 Great car Cheap! 253

WANTED TO RENT
Would like to rent Tepae

mo Gordon Helman Boa
Hampshire College.

for 1

504

TO SUBLET

Super Cougar. 67. air cond . new
muffler standard. 3 spd. small 8
$660 2637241

'66 Chevrolet. 6 cyl
, automatic,

great buy. economical to run 4365
Bob 263 7241

'66 Ply
. groat

253 7241
car, cheep Bob

67 Caprice.
323 6246

62Chev 6 cyl
263 7241

good engine Call

economical $150

70 MGBGT. eicept for batteries
s? 000 or best offer 263 6664

2 bd Townehousa. 1 and one
half baths, w w. dishwasher,
disposal, air conditioned, etc Rent
t» Sec dep Negotiable Avail Nov
1 tiliae 646 1084

ROOMMATE WANTED
Share house. 3.6 mi to campus

I
Own room 461 28 with utilities

bM 4169 eves

Couple wanted to share 1st fl of
Iga No Hemp, houaa with same
Reas rant - pets OK Call Howie
or Cor 564 1566

Two males saak 3rd to share 3 br
apt $115 266 6066

Roommate wanted to share
lovely furnished hse in Conway -

20 mm from Amherst Call Judith
3694024 3691361 Wash d-v

Garber Travel
travel programs
spring break For
Rich at 266 6090

THE GREAT GETAWAY camping
and scuba diving in beeutiful St
John Virgin Islands Jan 6 to Jan
15 All equip and lodging provided
No scuba diving e»p nee 1 college
credit in P E Only 4379 - More for

your dollar than any othar vacation
can offer A travel experience vou
won't want to miss For further

info call Tom Saab 546 9166

PERSONALS
Joan Happy Birthday to

great roommate Sue

Heppy 4th Love vou more

Heppy Birthdev

Heppy 21stl Much loveMopa
K C and O

Brothers b Sisters of Ssten
The witching hour is here Meet lor

traditional Halloween festivities at
side of Berkshire DC in SW at 12 00
10 31 Serve Wicca and prosper

Happy 21st King 1

loving you Queen
m happy to be

Stereo components. 6 percent
over cost SOUND b MUSIC CO
OP 247 6670

Calculators - New Tea. Inst SR
10 Still under warr 6-7BB6 Ask for
Floy,

10 spaed Mercier 300. 23 ir . Rev
631. butted frame 2636102 Ask for
John

3 speed girls bicycle. Columbia,
good condition 460 or best offer

Call Yaal 266 8761

Mastarwork tuner needs to be
restrung Make an offer Bill 646
2304

For Sale - Humanic compe
Uaed TO times 466 new. asking 430
Jack 684 6817

STEREO SYSTEM Concord with
Garrard complete with AM FM
MPX AFC tape. Montr signal
meter 2 way spkrs. phones welnut
cabs Mint cond Reasonable 664
6106

Kelso Earthshoes. sire 6 and one
half Paid $35 for them Will sell for
$26 2 months old 546 8287 Ask for
Debbie

Sony TC 366 Reel to reel Tape
Deck, $165 Call 6 5157 or see et 002
Pierpont

Records of ell kinds at
reasonable prices Can uaually get
any LP within a wee* I he New
Record Shop 197 N Peasant St
Amheret 263 5394

Sanyo 2 cu ft Refrig Cleen and
great cond $60 or beat offer Call
666 3223

Leather and sheepakin one half
skina Best quel Suede shirt
albums 41 42 Campy custom
pedels Embroidered tackets 6
8994

Skis Rossignoi and step in

^IT^.* *W "' B ° C,H Angela
546 5370

'72 Landcruisar. ea
tirea. one owner.
Evenings 296 4048

cond . new
low miles

seeking other
M or f. to live
neat semester

66 Pontiac. 3 spd . small si* new
clutch, fuel pump $360 546 6822 on
campus

1668 Peugeot station wagon,
runs well, good tires. 4600 546 0406
Early morning or lata evening

1960 TR3 TR4 angina Good
shape many aires but needs
radiator $500 685 4183

62 VW
$200 firm
engine

eaC escept for muffler
Cell 546 7467 Rebuilt 67

86 Volvo 122S euto 66.000 m,
Some rust good condition 4660 or
best offer 6 9604

65 Dart, good cond 18 20 mpg
Has stkr slant 6 auto 4260 263
7887

Design Maior
Dealgn majorats),
with off campua
Call Stew 6 6627

Seeking female to shere house in
Pelham 4125 Call 268 6668 Mary

Share apt . own rm $75 mo plus
utilities Nr center N ton Call 664
6215 efter 6 p m

For 2 bedr Puffton Apt Own rm
b bath $110 per mo Andy 546
4223

1 or 2 people to share ept in
B town Cell 323 4893 evenings to
11 30

To shere 7 bed house 6 ml from
HMevs $96 util mcl Must see 253
7687

Todd The early bird gets the
worm Happy Birthday - B b M

All residents of the State of
Maine who would like to vote
absentee ballot m tha Nov 5
election, cell Linde today at 6 5448

A happy and loving tenth All my
Tigger December 27 to 7

Janet Vou can always count
on us to screw things up Sigma
Love Jeyne and Jeanne

In case I forgot when I see you -
Happy Birthday Jana FeUenil Love
Loretta

Lar
Pern

Boney
Finio

Tag and Beke Sele Monteeeori
School 740 Mem St Set Oct 28
10 4 Rein or Shine

Trish T K Humptv Arm Keren
Et Ellen Welcome to the Zoo
You're in for the time of your life

Smiles

The person who took the green
cenves tenma ball bag from the
Boyden Courts 10 4. pleeee return
t to Coech Kosakowski Rm 220
yd

IMC - On your 21st Luv. I

realita now met o matter what,
we II always oe together Here s to
e happy life' Your Big Ginto

INSTRUCTION
Classical guitar lessons

Conservatory background Kevin
Collins. 253 7976

Flute lessons for beginners Call
256 6238

Bariand.ng course - beginning
Oct 29 31 in the Commonwealth
Room iStudent Union) 7 10 p m
$15 00 Register lat dav of claas
Students must be 16

Karen
You're *

Happy
bargain

19th Birthdev
of e roommate

Craig R Sanderson - Well you
said vou wanted your name in the
paper

Oave Happy
Twangar

Halloween Love

Jeffrey Happy
From vour McPott

Helloweenl

J B Heppy Halloween
Enough tricks Come get vour
treats Your Wicked Woman

WANTED
room for ernat
2660617 Cheep

Use of

71 VW Camper
dition Call after 4

perfect
1 659 3814

60 TR 3 rebuilt eneine. m
some work eatrs perta $600 5

5445

65 Chew $275 Call 546 8034

1971 Toyota Corona 45 000 miles

$1200 or best offer See at 166

Colonial Village, evenings 5 7pm

1971 Toyota 30 mpg like

625 2953

Van 1966 Chev Eng gd $600
B O 6 6520

Triumph TR 3 $300 Needs work
323 7327

Renault 17 Sports Coupe fuel

mi 4 discs Michelins 17 000 miles
26 plus mpg Orig $4 100 Now
$2 500 586 0482

72 GMC Rally Sti Vmn V8 std .

ps ph 27 000 mi $2800 584 7961

Lerge
•«•••

|
GOALIES to skate Thurs 10 11pm Own equipment Cell 5 0058 or

5 2086

Person wanted to ahsre e room
m Belchertown Center 446 26 plus
Call Peter alter live

Couple recently merned seek
apt in area in $160 to $166 range
Will consider room with kitchen
env Bill 545 2304

Married couples wujhout
previous busmass experience but
willing to work and learn together
Pleesant profitable work Contact
AWWAY DISTRIBUTOR phone
283 4824 lor interview

Onubl* hud with headboard nod
footboard wood frame and M
good condition Call 323 4504

M wants own rm in apt or house
wthin walking distance to
Belchertown State Sch Allergic to
pets 546 7168

Female bass player or cap a
guitarist wilmg to take up bass for
working women a band CaM M F
10 4 Claire 263 2576

Scott
popper

Any woman a cherry

night Sat ta

Make e Jeck O Lantern with tha
sisters and pledges of I G U
Helloween Night 7 8 p m at 406 N
Pleeeent St

Thuradev ia

mine Watch out

Happy Helloween to the
Brothers and Pledges of Alpha Tau
Gemma Love your Little Sisters

John you ve got the cutest trick
i know Heppy Halloween Love
Kethy

SERVICES
Campus Clubs and

Orgamrations, Do yeu went to
publish high quality neweletter.
pamphlet meeaiine or book'ei'"
Let the Meesaee Company help
vou write layout, design gnd print
it

1

1 Reasonable fees Contact Jerry
et 263 9869 for information

Auto tune ups $10 plus parts Call
Jay 549 1260

Automotive repair specielinng
in SAAB and other foreign cars
Call Guy irS6 6110

uture CPA s Loam how to
prepare for the CPA mm Becker
CPA Review Course Cell Collect
Boston 617 536 1440

Passport Photos - <• n« u ,

service CeM Joe at 649 6666 nights

Profeesional guiter repaira by
guitar maker Michael Millard
Mon Wed Fri at The Guitar
Workshop Amheret Carriage
Shop. 549 1728 Free eetimetea

Speedy Xeroaing Rapid
reproduction Amharat Carriage
Shops 233 N Pieasam St M F 9

Sat 9 7 Sun 11 7 549 0668

English old girls ere

Tom You made Montreal a
heaut.IJi place Thanks for tha
past present end our future Love
me PS Happy Halloween

T .a BEST for 70 pa 'cent
LESS Chanel No 5 normally
$35 "ow $9 96 Christian Dior
perfume normally $37 50 now
$9 96 Plan AHEAD' Buy now
for Chnttmas' Free on
rampus delivery Call 6 63
Hurry Supply limited

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Sob
w.li still In it right No lOb too
small Foreign or domestic No big
overhead 263 7241

Hi Fl Audio repair 2 day service
work guaranteed At Tech Mi F,

Call 549 2610

VALLEY K 9 Finest training ,n
obed personal protection and K 9
in residence training available Call
Ma'c 549 1342

Oidlime 5 String Bsnj0 lessons
Reesonebie Call 266 8815 Ba-.,
Cooper

lost A ROUND 4 slide -uie
concise 1 »5 00 reward Can 6 BOSS

B ft W rebra skmned weilet If

found please return ID s and
licenses it not entire weilet to CC
l&f Erenkl.n Ripley

e.

*,
•»» f

Yr old white male cat Rt 9 ia
Balchertown (towards Quabbln)
Spot on head 2 different color
eyas Any Info appreciated 323
4681

Reward Loat key chain Has
one peir of dog tags atteched
Pleese cell 546 7132 412 Webster
House

II enybodv found e Siemese cat
hurt on front right pew somewhere
• round corner Fearing St N
Pleasant pleese cell 263 9996

••»••**»• mii in It n m
Lost Fn 10 25 m Herier 116 at 10am MACROECONOMIC THEROY

by Koplm Has orange cover
Please return Need for eaam'
Rewerd Call 665 3268 at 6 00

Mala dog collie mia 6 moa
old Good country dog Neede
ettention end lots of spece Call
323 6681

Resource Collective Shere
anything everything Phone 6
5174 Write Bob i Pierpont It a all

tor you Smilei

9 wk old pup Needs good home
Been wormed end had ehota Call
253 2722

ENTERTAINMENT
Get vour perty rocklni Call Stove.

<
Rich end Cheryl at 6 6616 or 6 8826
tor OJ a with style Super cheap

Soul Food Omner home cooked
S2 50 Nov 1 5 9 p aa South HadlevABC House Centrel
Congregetionel Church Call 1 539
9002 I Info |

Don t let tha bands roll you for
re* money Let Bob tha J rock
you tor much lass For nonstop
boogie cell Bob the J Bast time
to call M T W 4pmto7pml
will daf be avail 638 6076

Thia week at The Match ice
creem oar sundae* 2 for the price
of 1 after4 pm daily All day Set b
Sun

Gold. a Hawn in Butterflies Are
Free Friday 7 30 and 10 CCA

Double treet at The Hatch
tonne Craetive Source b
Progresses rj Progressive Sounds

Get up end get down to the
Funky Sounds of tha Dynamic Sea
Machine et Quicfce Live Nov land
2 Friday and Saturday

6 College facee as Soc featurea
JatiBeic itlgm on Sat. Nov 2
at Orchards Golf Club of Mt
Holyoke on Rt 116 in So Medley
For eree faculty staH end grade

The Match Celebrity Series >s
proud to present the Chambers
Brothers for an eaclusive onenleht
engagement tonight Oct 31

Tha Charles Greer group will
rock the Bluewall thia week
Wednesday thru Saturday And If
rock ,sn t vour speed maybe tha
country flavored eound of Ground
Speed is They II ba keeping tha
TOC moving Thuradev thru
Saturday

Reefer Mednese and 3 Stooges
Nov 2 7 9 11 p m Mahar Aud

CALCULATORS

Calculator Sale - College
Celcuiatore offers lowest prices
anywhere All models evailabiei
"...» Inst. Hawaii Packard
Unicorn All machine* new and
guar with 2 menttt replacement
werrenty Before vou buy a
•regulator call me I can beet any
once anywhere Look for my
poaters around campus for details
Then call Bob Crowall at 646 1318

MISCELLANEOUS
PASSPORT PHOTOS
Passport photos 24 hour

**rvic* reasonable rates Cell Joe
Stodderd 549 6698 mghts

mformetion was leeked out from
e ranabia aource concerning the
Personnel Seminar Corp It seems
that the corp hae approved the
redeemed Personnel Oept Budget
This t s plus for our entire com
munitv Congrats - Pars Oept

Tenms eddict needs serious
ipponent for afternoon or evening
play throughout tall and winter
Can Ala" at 263 3707 after five

Auto Workshop Heopeni

Do it yourself Repair vour own
i
car We supply the tools and ad

|
vice Lower level CC Gerage Open
Mon Fn 3 10 p m Sat and Sun
10 10 Parts at discount
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For all the fair weather fans

L

Fred Myerson shown lifting during the
Massachusetts Senior Weightiifting Championships
held recently. UMass won the team title and hopes to

hold the National AAU meet here in January.

By MIKE BERGER
Sports Staff

For all those fans who wanted
Jim Plunkett traded to the 49ers for

Steve Spurrier, Cedric Hardman,
and two no. 1's - please report to

the nearest dining commons for

your FILLET OF CROW.
Also, will those who thought

that:

A. Randy Vataha and Mack
Herron are too small to play the
game.

B. The Pats should have drafted

Ed Marinaro instead of Sam
Cunningham.

C. The victories over Minnesota
and Los Angeles were just flukes.

Please pick up your seasons
tickets for next year's New York
Giant games.

It is now Jim Plunkett' s 4th year

and those 4 years have been a

gigantic roller coaster ride for

Patriot fans. Remember the 52-0

debacle to the Dolphins and the

year long feud of Upton Bell and
John Mazur, the fumbles, in-

terceptions, the first and goal from
the 40 for the Pat's offense, and the

revolving door of the Pat's training

camp where the motto of the

Upton Bell Employment agency
was "Here today, and gone
tomorrow." In addition, how many
still have their autographed pictures

of Ron Berger, Odell Lawson, Larry

Carwell and Joe Kapp.

instead try to remember the 21-6

Foxboro opener against Oakland,
the 34-13 shocker against Miami
and the year ending Colts victory in

71, the back to back Falcons and
Redskins squeakers in 72 and the
present season of 74. Some fans
may call those games freaks of

nature. But the elements of the
Oakland victory in 71 still remain.

Plunkett, Vataha, Bolton,

Ashton, Rucker, Morris, Julius

Adams, Lenkaitis, Gray, Neville,

and Windsor. Those are the veteran

ball players from the Mazur- Bell

1971-72 era. Added to that the

names of Barnes, Durko, Smith,

Tarver, Cunningham, Herron, King,

Tanner, Hamilton, Lunsford,

Hannah, Stingley, and reminisce

how the New England media just

last year remarked that the Patriots

at the most had a dozen adequate

N.F.L. players and that the team
was at best 3 years away from

playoff contention.

The biggest improvements have

been in th-3 linebacker and offensive

line. Rumor has it that the press

releases of 71-73 termed the

Linebacking Corp - the Swiss

Cheese gang. When Jim Plunkett

called up for Chinese Food and

ordered SPARE RIBS, he could

hardly keep a straight face. Now
the linebackers are called the Rocks

of Gibralter and Plunkett has

enough time to eat breakfast,

lunch, and dinner and still complete

a pass.

When you give a team stability,

the authority of one Chuck Fair-

banks, confidence, (this team can

score against anyone) and
recognition (support from the New
England fans, media, and Howard
Cosell who embarrassingly says

every Monday "We will have them

on next year," the future is

unlimited for the Red, Blue, and

White machine.

YES, ESMERALDA, THE PAT'S
ARE FOR REALI

Visit the

Poloers 2nd in New England
The past weekend marked a

pretty decent ending to the best

season the UMass Water-polo Club
has enjoyed in its 3 year history.

The 4 best club-division teams in

New England met at Brown on
Friday and Saturday for a round-
robin tournament in which UMass
placed second only to Southern
Conn. State College. The lead for

the title was passed around like a

hot potato until S.C.S.C. came out
with it largely due to a 12-1 wipeout
of Trinity College.

UMass started out Friday night

by beating S.C., the defending
champs and tournament favorites,

by a decisive 9-4 score. In that

game, high scoring Henry MacLean
netted 5 and Duncan Lomas and
Kevin McGinn bagged a pair each
while goalie Marc Gordon read the

New York Times to pass the time.

The tables turned, Saturday
morning, when B.C. (with some
help from UMass) handed the

UMass squad a 9-4 defeat. It was a

frustrating match for UMass who
poured 34 shots on goal to B.C.'s

19 but only 4 of them found the

mark. In the first half, UMass
dominated the action stamping
"Voit" all over the B.C. goalie and
goal posts. It appeared to be only a

matter of time before the
scoreboard would begin to tel! the
story. As Coach Bill McCafferty
remarked at the time, "We had
possession of the ball for about 12

of the 14 minutes but the score was
still 4-1, B.C."

Except for a slight shift in

momentum, the second half was
much the same as the first with

various combinations of sub-
stitutions failing to produce that

magical connection. In the losing

cause, first year man Russ Yar-

worth and Captain Bill Bridgeman
each came up with their first goals

of the weekend. Russ's was a

bouncer which finally broke the ice

for UMass on the third power play.

Bill's was a well timed shot which
faked B.C. goalie Mike Quigly up in

the air and then blew by him as he

sank to the bottom.

RESEARCH PAPERS
Send $2 for our mail order

catalogue Complete Educational
Research Service including term paper
research, thesis research, 30,000
Research Papers on file

Collegiate Research Systems, 1800
E. Ferry Ave , Suit* 206, Camden,
N.J. 08101, 809 962 8777.

After an afternoon of rest, the

UMass squad returned to find that

S.C. had beaten B.C. for them and
it was necessary to beat Trinity by
11 goals or more to take the

championship; or 3 goals to take

second ahead of B.C. Coach Bill

McCafferty pointed out, however,
that blowing somebody off by 11

goals is against all the principles on
which the club is founded. He sent

the team off, therefore, to play "our
regular game," substituting freely

and coming away with a highly

satisfying 13-9 victory and a final

standings superiority over archrival

B.C., which is not to imply that

Trinity was a poor team prepared to

play patsy. They are, after all, the

fourth best club in New England
and had nearly beaten B.C., losing a

tough one 10-9 with one second left

on the clock; which did little for the

UMass cause. In fact, Trinity put on
a burst through the end of the hfalf

and into the third quarter which put
them ahead 9-6! But, waking up
from their midgame doldrums,
UMass began to click, shutting out
their opponents and running off 7
straight goals for themselves. High
scorer was Duncan Lomas with 4

goals and some impressive 2 way
swimming. Kevin McGinn and
Henry MacLean netted 3 apiece;

McGinn's included the second
place clincher in the fourth period

and MacLean adding an insurance
tally in the last minute. Ron
Boucher, along with numerous
steals, added 2 scores and Russ
Yarworth another.

Some things that don't always
show on the scoreboard were the

outstanding defensive per-

formances of John Nordby and Bill

Bridgeman who manhandled some
of the best players in the East this

season.

Credit is due to Ben Crooker,

Spencer Sullivan, Tom Rhodes, Ed
Fouhey, Dicken Crane, and Steve

Latter who were constantly con-

tributing, each starring when the

time came.

The club looks forward now to

some pressureless swimming, and

an even better Spring season.

Hatch

Ice Cream Bar

Enjoy making

your own

sundae.

EVERY NITE
All Day Saf. &Sun.

UMASS.

HOLY CROSS
Saturday, November 9

TOUR LEAVES UNIV. OF MASS 11:30 AM
Leaves Amherst Center H35 AM
Leaves Smith College nio AM
Leaves Mt Holyoke College 10:50 AM
The Holy Cross Crusaders entertain the U Mass Minutemen today at
Fitton Field, Worcester This tour includes game admission and round -

trip transportation from the colleges direct to the field in plenty of time
for the (<ickoff The Holy Cross game is always a highlight of the
Minutemen s pigskin season *«»00

PeterPan
EscortedTours
Town

AMHERST

I Pick-Up Point

University of Mass
Campus Center Circle

Booking Office

University of Mass
Campus Center Hotel
Tel 545-2006

at the TOC . . . OCT. 31 - Nov. 2, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
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Where
By WILL GRIMSLEY

AP Special Correspondent
KINSHASA, Zaire - A shattered

George Foreman said it best,

unknowingly: "He won the fight,

but I cannot say he beat me."
In the squared 19-foot ring, the

phenomenal Muhammad Ali was
deadly. He made a shambles of the
powerful fists that had wrecked in

minutes such warriors as Joe
Frazier and Ken Norton and had
won Foreman the accolade as the
ring's new "dark destroyer."

But in the recesses of the big

fight's aftermath — in the cool

reflection of the dressing rooms
where men's souls and not their

fists are tried, Ali was the
vanquished.

Foreman carried the day in the
department of true sportsmanship,
graciousness and humility.

Ali's finest hour turned out to be
Ali's greatest tragedy.

The handsome, charismatic black
who three times emerged from the
ring's graveyard to recapture the
sport's most cherished prize proved
to be an arrogant, thoughtless,

inconsiderate champion, a man of
no compassion.

What a shame.
How all of us would have loved

to have rallied behind this gifted,

imposing figure and joined in

shouting his praises as the Africans

did Wednesday: "Ali, Ali, Ali."

But Ali wouldn't have it.

His bitterness, his vengeful heart,
his bent to strike back at those who
had hurt him, warped his sense of
decency toward a callow youth
who - from all accounts - had
never done him a wrong.
Even here in darkest Africa, the

first tenet of sport is: Don't kick a

which earlier had manifested itself

in bouts with Ernie Terrell, whose
nose he rubbed into the ring ropes,
and with a sore-backed Floyd
Patterson, whom he carried 12
rounds just to torture and humiliate
him.

It is difficult to overlook Ali's

deplorable conduct in the ring prior

to Wednesday's fight.

As the band played "The Star

Spangled Banner" and then the
Zaire national hymn, Ali leered at
the champion — standing there
stiff- backed in his red, white and
blue robe - and spat profanities. It

was a deplorable scene.

Ali may be justified in hitting

back at authorities who took his

crown without cause. No one
disputes his right to fight for his

race. But why degrade an opponent

who was innocent of any of these
offenses? Why knock an America
who is sorry for its past trans-

gressions and has made Ali a folk

hero and a millionaire?

The question all of us are asking
today is this: What happened to the
laughing, poem-spouting, prankish
kid we knew as Cassius Clay?
When did the cold, taunting, in-

sensitive Muhammad Ali arrive?

UMass women's eight finishes

10th of 44 in Head of Charles

Where is he now?

man when he is down. Ali not only
kicked, he figuratively stepped in

Foreman's face. And then pivoted.

Why? Why, really?

Over in the loser's dressing room,
the dethroned champion was telling

a cordon of newsmen, "Ali is a true

champion. He deserves respect. He
has been a credit to his family, his

race and boxing."

This fight brought to the surface
in Ali's personality an ugly streak

?Food Stamp Applicants!
Many applicants for food stamps have had serious difficulties in

getting the food stamps. Please, help us (and yourself) by filling out this
survey — it will help us take action to get food stamps for all who are
entitled to them!

1 When did you submit your application ?

2. Have you been interviewed? Yet -No |f so, when.

3 Were you approved for food stamps? Yea No If ao, when

4. Were you diaqualified for lack of documentation? If so. pleaae explain..

5 Were you diaqualified for having or making too much money? If ao.

please "»p'"'"

', 6. Were you disqualified becauae you are Hated aa a dependent on your

parent'a income tax returns? If so, pleaae explain. —^

_

8. How many food stamps are you allowed to purchaae (in monetary

worth)? „^^__^____^_^^_^_^^^_^^^^^_^__^_^^_^____^_

9. How much do you pay for """^
10. If you have received your food atamp identification card, please In-

dicate when you received it. --

Thank you for filling this outll

•^"^BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBVBBaaSHMeBMBB^BBatfBaMBBHeW-M—--

Pleaae return to:

Student Organizing Project
Room 428A. Student Union
(on top floor of building)

Name.

Addreaa.

Phone

By LAURIE GULL/ON
Sports Staff

Despite strong northwest winds
gusting to 25 mph, 547 boats -
from single sculls to the best eight-

oared crew in the world — sped
through the starting gate and raced
individually up the Charles River to
beat the clock Sunday in the Tenth
Annual Head of the Charles
Regatta.

The Head featured more
women's eights this year than in

the three previous years that

women have competed. There
were 44 eights with Vesper Boat
Club of Philadelphia winning in 18
minutes, 24.4 seconds. Close
behind were Pennsylvania, Min-
nesota, and B.U.

The first boat from the UMass
Women's Crew Club finished tenth
in 20 minutes, 24.1 seconds. The
second boat slid over the finish line

in 21 minutes, 24 seconds to finish

21st.

While challenging the oarsmen's
endurance, the three-mile course
also puts the coxswain's steering to

a test. The Brown eight had a near-

miss in a tight squeeze under a

bridge, and a pair bumped into the
Eliot Bridge but were able to

continue. One woman flipped her
scull and bathed in the river.

UMass coxswain Marianne
Coderre was apprehensive at the
start but said "the time passed
quickly because the course

demands a lot of attention."
"It's really crucial to take the

shortest course around the bends
and through the bridges, every
second counts. And it's all worth it

when I see the expressions of
satisfaction and relief in the boat."

The Regatta, which started
before the B.U. Bridge and wound
along Memorial Drive under seven
bridges to finish in Brighton, at-

tracted thousands of spectators
who picnicked on the riverbanks all

afternoon.

The UMass women's eight woman crew finished
tenth in Sunday's Head of the Charles Regatta in

Boston. See tomorrow's Collegian for a photo spread in
the largest athletic event in the USA.

Frosh harriers end season 6-0
By SCOTTHAYES

Sports Staff
The UMass freshman cross

country team ended it's regular
season last Saturday at Storrs, with
a pair of victories over UConn and
Newport Naval Prep.

The harriers topped UConn 19-44
and whipped Newport Prep 19-79
to compile a perfect 6-0 record.

Cliff Staples, who will move up to
the varsity squad for Saturday's
Yankee Conference meet, paced
the first-year thinclads. Staples ran
the five-mile course in 24:35.5,
while teammates Frank Carroll,
Dave Kramer, Rolf Meyer, Dino
Lamacchia and Bob Neil captured
the number three through seven
positions. Carroll, Meyer and Neil
ran consistently throughout the
season, but Kramer and Lamacchia
performed well in the last few

meets. Freshmen coach Mike
Muska commented that Kramer has
improved considerably during the
last two races.

The freshmen harriers totalled six

wins, including victories against
junior varsity teams from Boston
College, Providence and Harvard,
two triumphs over UConn's fresh-

men squad and a win against the
New Hampshire varsity.

The runners will enter the
championship part of the season on
November 11, competing in the
New England Junior Varsity
Championships and will go on to
the IC4A Division I Junior Varsity

Race a week later.

1. Staples

2. Murphy
3. Carroll

4. Kramer
5. Meyer
6. Lamacc
7. Neil

8. Lamb
9. Erb

10. Wolff

Top eight finishers

24:53.5 UM
t 25:22 UC

25:24 UM
25:31 UM
25:38 UM

:hia 25:45 UM
25:49 UM
25:53 UC
25:55 UC
26:15 UM
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TEP Bucks for IM crown
By BILL DOYLE

TEP captured their third straight

men's title by virtue of a 24-12

victory over the James Buckeyes
and the Squad took the women's
crown by making SAM cry uncle,

16-0, in the intramural campus
football championships last night.

You can't make mistakes against

a championship club and expect to

get away with it. With iust a minute

left in the first half, TEP turned a

poor Buckeye punt and an in-

terception into a touchdown and
field goal to take a 24-0 lead at

intermission.

With exactly one minute
remaining in the first half, Dave
Schoen punted a low line drive out
of his own end zone. Dave Graham,
the TEP captain, caught the punt
on the run and returned it inside the

Buckeye ten yard line. A quar-

terback draw by Bruce MacNamara
on the next play made it 21-0

with Ron Beaurivage adding the

extra point. With just seven
seconds left in the first half, Dave
Graham provided the heroics again

by picking off a pass deep in

Buckeye territory. Ron Beaurivage
then kicked a field goal to give TEP
a commanding lead.

The Buckeyes didn't quit though
as they came out roaring in the

second half and made a game of it.

Sean Cronin threw a touchdown
pass to Dave Schoen (who else?) to

put the Buckeyes on the
scoreboard. The try for the extra

two failed so it was 24-6, TEP.

The Buckeyes gave TEP a scare

late in the game when TEP got a
little sloppy. With a minute left in

the game, Larry Heaton scored a

Cy Young
to Hunter
HERTFORD. N.C. [UPf] - Jim

"Catfish" Hunter missed five deer
and lost seven dogs Wednesday,
but winning the Cy Young Award
helped salvage the day for him.

"I was surprised," said the
Oakland Athletics' pitcher who has
been instrumental in the team's
three straight world cham-
pionships.

Hunter said he and some friends
had just returned from a hunting
trip at 5 p.m. and had missed five
deer and he had lost seven hunting
dogs. His wife ran out to meet him
and gave him the news.

"I thought Ferguson Jenkins
with the (Texas) Rangers would get
it," said Hunter. "We both had
(won) 25 games and ail. I thought
tney might have given it to him
because I was pitching for a better

team than he was "

Hunter, who lives in this coastal
North Carolina town with his wife,
two children and about 50 hunting
dogs, said the award "does mean a
lot to me on my contract."

Hunter has been the subject of
controversy since his contractual
dispute with as owner Charles 0.
Finley.

touchdown on an interception to

give the Buckeyes a life. The James
boys pulled off a successful onsides
kick but TEP held them scoreless
the rest of the way.
The Buckeyes seemed psyched

out before the game even started

because of the loss of their

quarterback, John O'Brien, due to a
dislocated shoulder suffered in

Tuesday's semi-finals. O'Brien was
replaced by Sean Cronin who was
hampered by a knee injury. The
TEP pass rush took advantage of
Cronin's lack of mobility as they
sacked him six times and forced
him to hurry most of his passes.
TEP's first two touchdowns were

passes from MacNamara to Pete
Backstrom and Jim Black.

It was the third consecutive
campus football championship for

TEP and their 31st victory in a row.
TEP hasn't lost an intramural

football game since 1971.

TEP beat the James Buckeyes in the men's intramural football finals yesterday
to capture their third straight campus championship.

In the women's finals, SAM
wanted the game postponed
because of the lack of players due
to injuries. Unfortunately for SAM,
the game was played with the
Squad winning, 16-0. SAM played
without their best two players, QB
Ruth Ellen Sandler and Olympic
runner Kathi Lawson. According to
SAM team officials, their
replacements "had never stepped
foot on a football field in their

lives."

The Squad, wno came in second
place last year, scored when Nancy
"Funky" O'Neil returned an in-

terception for a TD. Kathy Mac-

Donald ran for the extra two. This
score marked the first time all year
that SAM had been scored upon. A
pass interference call set up the
Squad's other score as they were

TEP 24 James 12
Squad 16 SAM

presented the ball on the SAM
three yard line. After three un-
successful tries, Kathy MacDonald
ran it in for the score. Anne Navoni

caught a pass for the extra two
points to complete the scoring for

Coach Pat Glispin's girls.

IM INFO: Both championship
clubs received plaques from the
intramural department. TEP looses
only four players to graduation
from this year's team.

In the consolation games for

third place, BKP used two Neil

Pitchel touchdown passes to Ron
Plumb and one to Curt Stegerwald

to crush the Gorman Pines, 18-7, in

the men's division and the Van
Meter Vikings won over the
Crabtree Trees in the women's
division by a forfeit when the Trees
failed to show up.

Ben Caswell

Jim "Catfish" Hunter (shown here during third
game of World Series in Oakland), a leading con-
tributor to the string of three straight World Cham-
pionships rung up by the Oakland A's, won out in a duel
of 25 game winners when he edged Ferguson Jenkins of
the Texas Rangers in voting for the American
League's Cy Young Award.

Celts edged Bullishly 105-104
BOSTON [UP/] The Chicago

Bulls, helped by Chet Walker's
eight second quarter points, built
up a 19-point halftime lead
Wednesday night and held on to
beat the Boston Celtics 105-104.
The Bulls started the game with

an 11-2 surge helped by Walker,
who finished with 26 points, and
Center Nate Thurmond. But, the
Celtics, the defending NBA
Champions, used Center Jim Ard's

9 points to close the gap to 26 21
after the first quarter.

After a long jumper by Celtic

Guard Jo Jo White made it 26 23,

Matt Guokas brought the margin

back to 5. then Walker went to

work sandwiching two layups
around two free throws to make the
score 34 23. Quokas turnaround
jumper made it 36-23 before Don
Chaney broke the drought with a
corner jumper.

After a standoff third quarter, the
Celtics, now 3-4, launched a
comeback led by Guard Paul

Volleyballettes win
The UMass women's volleyball

team defeated Mount Ho' yoke
College 14-12 and 15-9 last nig-.* to

even their season's record at 2-2.

The JV team split giving them a

season's record of 1-3. The games
were played at NoPE gymnasium.

Westphal's 17 second-half points
that fell just short. Rookie Kevin
Stacom, playing almost the entire
quarter, also impressed, scoring six

points in the final drive.

WMUA
Saturday the Minutemen try to

bounce back from their disap-

pointing 10-9 loss to Connecticut,
as they travel to Hamilton New
York to take on the Red Raiders of

Cc'gate. Hear all the action at 1:20

as Larry Convoy and Russ Small
bring you Minutemen Football on
the Voice of the Minutemen,
WMUA 91.1 FM.

Floating and stinging

"Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee..." it's for sure who's the greatest,
Muhammad Ali.

All you Ali denouncers out there, whatever your reasons, denounce no
more.

All you Foreman flagwavers out there, you just keep on waving because
George can't.

What happened in Kinshasa, Zaire two nights ago has to rank as one of
the greatest comeback feats in the history of sports.

This fight was not just one man fighting another man. It was an era, a
belief, a movement (for those who remember what they are) battling the
past, a pseudo-champion, and a world of disbelievers.

Almost everyone said he couldn't do it. Foreman's too big, too powerful
and too young.. .Ali won't last five rounds, and after all Foreman has never
lost a bout and has knocked out his opponent 37 out of 40 fights.

Muhammad Ali's justice could not have come any more appropriately
than his knocking out Foreman. Anyone who thought Ali would win most
likely never thought of a knock-out. They thought that if Ali was to take
Foreman it would be on points. Ali could possibly wear out George but he
could never knock-out George.
The disbelievers have called him a loud mouth for sure, the greatest loud

mouth of them all. The loudest mouth to ever speak up and out at the
fiasco we once were mistaken to call government in this country. He told
them he wouldn't be their boy. And he told them loud. And he told them at
the risk of losing the prime years of his boxing career.
Can the perverted priority policy makers now see that they could not

stop him? They took away those best years and they could not do it. They
never liked him because he talked too damn much and so they thought
they'd shut him up. They didn't know that as long as he breathed he would
n«ver be shut-up.
He could have easily become a showcase for our beloved Armed Forces.

He never would have fought anyone besides the opponents he would have
had in the hundreds of benefit fights he probably would have all over the
world. He could have kept his title and everything would have been fine.
That would have been the easiest way out. That was the way he did not
go.

Instead he fought in a different way. He fought for what he believed. He
fought for his principles and ideals that meant more to him than any glory
from boxing. And at first he lost. The three and a half years that he was
exiled from the boxing world were years of frustration and waiting. Waiting
until he would finally win like he knew he would all along and, of course,
said he would all along.

And once the highest court in the land (I wonder what they smoke to get
that title?) said he won, it was only a matter of time before he would
complete his victory in the ring.

Losing to Frazier, which everyone thought was a setback, was actually a
stepping stone. It enabled the final blow to be against the flag-waver. More
justice than anyone ever could have dreamed of.

Two nights ago in Zaire was much, much more than just a fight between
two men. It was the settling of a feud between a man and his oppressors. It

was a monumental event not often equalled in all of time.
It was Muhammad Ali, "the people's champion", floating and stinging

doing what he said he would, like no other loud mouth ever did.
A legend in his own time? The greatest fighter that ever lived? A leader

of leaders? He is and will be forever all of these things and more.

Inside

:

Springsteen, Joplin, California Split

& George Washington

rfhe power of 20,000 of U

by B. J. Roche=======^===
French, BDIC, Phy. Ed, no mafter what your

major, sex, or musical tastes, one thing is

probably certain: If you are a student at
UMass, you have or have had a complaint
about something around here. The Student
Government seems unresponsive, the
Collegian loses your letter to the editor, the
Administration is no help, and there seems to
be no alternative route to improving con-
ditions. One student organization is working
toward an alternative, and its success depends,
to a large extent, upon the responsiveness of
the student body.

The Student Organizing Project, (S.O.P.)
began work last Spring on the organization of a
Student Union on the UMass campus. The
rationale for the union is that it provides an
effective voice and bargaining power for
students in dealing with the administration.

Students As People
ministration. Its main power would be the fact
that students would be solidly behind any
demands made.

A question which has arisen is that of how
much actual power the Union would possess,
and whether or not a Union would settle into the
complacency of the Student Senate. S.O.P.
worker Nesta King replied. "It would be im-
possible, since the Union would be independent
of the Administration." She pointed out that the
SGA is an advisory body to the Administration,
and possesses no real power. "If students had
the right to collective bargaining, they would
have a real source of power. A Union would be
an autonomous organization."

The Project is involved in many other,
activities, ail relating to student interests. One
undertaking is that of an investigation into the

In addition, the Project is working on a law
suit contesting the residence requirement.
"There is a strong indication that the residence
requirement may be abolished by next fall,"

said Pepi. Tenants Union, on and off campus,
appear to be another possiblity for the Project.

Another activity of the S.O.P. is the
development of a Credit Union for students on
campus. The Credit Union would provide loans
and savings account services, at interest rates
which would be slightly lower and higher,
respectively, than commercial banks. The
Credit Union will be a democratically run
organization, with members making fun-
damental policy decisions.

The Charter is presently waiting for the
approval of the Federal Government; it had

Hope on the horizon?

The organization of the union is still in the
planning stages; it is hoped by the Project that
a founding conference will be held the weekend
of November 23. Much of the planning will be
left up to the students themselves, according to
Alwin Schmidt, a worker for* the Project.
"Hopefully, several hundred people will take
an interest, thus giving us a wide range of
students and varied interests, """here will also
be representation on terms of special groups,
for example, Spanish speaking students." Sch-
midt termed the need for a solid backing as
being the most important factor in the
organizing of the Union. Once organized, the
Union's actions will be determined by its

membership, possibly serving as a regulating
body, holding hearings, making investigations,
and making recommendations for action either
through the SGA or directly to the Ad

on campus housing situation. November 4-8,

the Project will be holding hearings in each of
the residential areas. Present will be Project
members, members of the administration,
faculty members with special interests, as well
as residence area directors.

'There is a general disgust on a large scale
regarding housing, and it should be dealt
with," said organizer John Pepi, adding that
individual cases may be responded to. The
intended effects of the hearings will be a
concrete set of grievances to present to the
administration, as well as pressure for some
type of response.

Students are urged to attend the hearings
in their areas, to air complaints and meet the
Administrators who make the rules.

been examined by Atty. Bill Dorsch, who
foresaw no major difficulties in getting it

passed. Once approval is received, the Credit
Union will become a member in a statewide
group.

All of these projects represent a positive
step forward for students; a student Union
would provide a different, new kind of voice for

the student body, and many people believe it's

worth a try.

Next week, a look at Student Unions across
the nation, as well as the Administration's
views on the subject.
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"Look", says Bill

Howell (76), "the pictures

I take only reflect the

lifestyle at UMass.
(above).

What's the use?" says
Dave Santos tit), "I'll

never get the new Tull
album."

Below the Sail

*u Volume Two, Issue EI9M

31 October 1974
sustained existance

The Kibitzers

Mike Kostek
Editor & Music

Dave 'the rave' Sokol

Vice Editor
Tyla El. Michelove
Asst. Ed. & General

Fred Weiss
Asst. Ed. & Books
Paul Kontrimas
Film Editor
Gina Starodoj
Art Editor

Wayne Dejrak
Duck Editor

Don McGilvray
Boating Editor

Andy MacKer
Humoi & Religion Editor

E. Patrick McQuaid
Joe Existential

Below The Salt has been the
kind of magazine that would
print peculiar work We
pledge to uphold this tradition,
but can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Your's
must be typed, double spaced,
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday; but you can write to

us anytime.

David Miller

Jeff Polman
John Wassell
Michael Peppe
Ken Blanchard
Craig Roche
Jack Cah ill

Zamir Nestlebaum
Mike Ugolini

Kit Browne
Kristin Jackson
Marian Prokop

Donna Kalinowsky
B.J. Roche
Bill Howell

Eileen O'Connor
Ed Smith
Don Aucoin

The truth was doomed to die

It was being downtrodden,
was being drowned, burned,
?rt>und to ashes. But look — it

has survived, it lives, it has
been printed, and nobody ever

will he able to wipe it Oit."

Below The Salt is a weekly
tine art real world magazine
of the UMass Daily Collegian.

student newspaper, Amherst,
Mass.

DUMB THING DONE

Last week, for a number of in-

teresting reasons, a picture of

I Creative Source was run instead of

[the Puerto Rican group Taone.
[ Below The Salt is sorry for any
I possible difficulties.

IN PASSING

On October 20, V. Alexander
Mackie, Jr., a Below The Salt
staffer who wrote under the name
of Alexandre, died in the UMass
infirmary due to a severe attack of
diabetes brought on by blatant
neglect. We at the Salt regret this
death and express deep sympathy
to all who knew him.
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College students may be smart,*

jj but only drunks and babies are*
? allowed to fall asleep in public...*

* *

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents I pH
Maurice Ai>dre

with the Wuerttemberg Chamber Orchestra

I

Monday, November 11 Bowker Auditorium 8pm
"ANDRE'S TONE MAKES THE TRUMPETS OF JERICHO

SOUND TAME"

TICKETS -$4&3 generai $2&1.50 umass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL. UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

J
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theatre/George
not the only sleeper

AMHERSTO*"
AMITY ST. 253-5426

"A VITAL. WONDERFUL, AND

SHARPLY ORIGINAL MOVIE. It is

exuberant, tempestuous, hilarious

and powerful."

—Bernard Drew, Gannett Newspapers

Eves: Love & Anarchy 7.00 & 9 00

MONDAY I TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS SI 00

by Marian Prokop

GEORGE WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE
by the Mt. Holyoke Laboratory Theater

The Mount Holyoke Laboratory Theater revival
ot George Washington Slept Here is an admirable
attempt at a mediocre play. Its weak lines and
strained plot makes it one of George S Kaufman and
Moss Hart's most uninspired and unimaginative
comedies. Still, the Mt. Holyoke production has
enough good comic performances to make it

pleasant, light hearted entertainment.

Written in 1940 (director Jim Cavanaugh wisely
keeps it in that period), the play is a farce about the
difficulties involved when a family of city slickers
make the move out to the country. Easygoing city
man Newton Fuller buys a decadent old farmhouse
where George Washington supposedly slept, without
telling his skeptical city-bred wife, Annabelle and
their daughter, Madge. Predictable complications
arise when they discover there's no water,
discrepancies in property lines, a slow-witted local
handyman, unexpected guests, grumbling servants
and an unpaid mortgage.

Undoubtedly, the play was written for actors, as
it is here where the play shines. Jim Cavanaugh,
playing Newton Fuller as well as directing, is perfect
as the romantic city man fulfilling his dream of
owning a home out in the sticks.

As a contrast to Newton's sincere, energetic
confidence, his wife, Annabelle, played by Ellen
Kennedy, is cynical and sarcastic. "Annabelle" is

supposed to carry most of the play's wise crack
comedy, but Kennedy was often unconvincing, which
may or may not be her fault.

Some of her lines that should have been funny fell

flat because she seemed toe concerned with diction
and making herself heard and not concerned enough
with timing and the right tone of voice. However, as

written, some of the lines are just plain dated, and it

seems that playwright Kaufman, who was un-
doubtedly the first and foremost proponent of the
wise crack, used quips in this play that lack the
earnest poison of his other works. Some of
Annabelle's scenes though, especially the drinking
binge at the end, were the high points of the show.

In supporting roles, Jon Nyberg is marvelous as
Mr. Kimber, the pre occupied farmhand with a mind
like a farmer's almanac, as was Alan McGee as
boring, talkative Uncle Stanley, particularly when he
talked about his childhood, "When I was a little
shaver..."

As the love interests, Kit Liset as Madge and Zev
Trachtenburg as her boyfriend, Steve, are good
enough for the straight roles that don't offer much but
to have a lover's quarrel and then get back together
again. Boring but necessary.

The best comic performances, however, are from
Regena Magness Weiss as the sweet, neighborly Mrs.
Douglas whose map finally saves the Fuller
property; Susan J. Spano as the flaky, goofy maid,
Hester; and Guy Anderson as the Fuller's 14 year-old
spoiled bratty nephew.

Gloria Muzio, David Hyatt and Kate Ireland also
give fine performances.

The set is very neatly designed, considering the
drastic changes it goes through, from a ramshackle
farmhouse to a quaint, country home. Costumes and
lighting were also exceptionally well done.

In the end, the Mt. Holyoke production of George
Washington Slept Here makes the most of a play that
didn't have much to begin with, but the few fine
touches of Kaufman and Hart brilliance along with
the fine cast make it well worth seeing.

Final performances are November 1, 2 and 3 at
8:30. Call 538 2406 for reservations.

CALVIN
MN(,ST >ORTHAMP

the ultimate trip i

MNCST >ORIHAV1PT()S 584 7310

STANLEY KUBRICK'S

20C*A SFWCE O
Eves ?00l; A Space Odyssey 6:45 & »,20

MONDAY I TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS SI 00

creative source

monsters of the id
Journey

I will answer a knock,
but I'm through

pedaling myself
from door to door.

Simply asking
what people have to offer
and not more.

Wanting to leave
to look at

my feet

against miles
of highway
.the world spinning, flashing by.
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faturfog Lfto Pense
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CRICKET MILL

MITCH CHAKOUR
(over— $4.00

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47

Sunderland •

665-4937

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents ft £, ^^
Chiang
Ching
S Company

AN EVENING OF
CHINESE DANCE

Bowker Auditorium
Friday, 8pm
November 1, 1974

TICKETS' $4 &$3general $2 & $150umass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL. U MASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

next to North Amherst
Post Office
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Come join our crew tonight for

our annual Happy Hour

Halloween Party.

11-1 p.m.
»

, Willow is playing from 9-1 p.m.

Prizes given (dinner for two) for best costumes.

Stripped of rules,

standing defenseless
against regulated highways
only numbered exits.

On my way
leaving my habits
behind;

I could not call them friends.

Searching for

a friendship

not only for 24 hours a day,
or seven days a week.

Needing unmeasured amounts of
love,

a walk in friend with no ap
pointment necessary.

Ordered digits of shadow
against a sun whitened dial

cannot measure
time apart or together.

Friendship a warm night

the rushing world gone to bed
infinite star worlds winking

eyes transmitting, attracting each
other

Space is three dimensional.
Added to time
you get four dimensions

I want five.

—Donna M. Kalinowsky

M FHFfiATES
OK SMITH COLLEGE

:/O0HVIY

NORTHAMPTON
• • •

NOW 7:15 9:00

'BLAZING
SADDLES

. m - Fr»" «*"^ Bro*

Mon-Tue — Dollar Nightmm
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"Reefer Madness"
plus

3 Stooges Short - Cartoon

7*9111 p.m. - Mahar flud. - Nov. 2

You Can't Afford to Miss It!

.^,
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Blue Jean Country Queen Linda
Hargrove (Elektra 7E-1013)
The title "Country Queen" I would

cave said, belonged to either Tammy
Wynet'e or Lynn Anderson. That was
un'il I heard Linda Hargrove's Blue
Jean Country Queen which is the best
collection of twelve country tunes
since Edna Miller's calf pot ran over
by a pack of Hell's Angels.

Linda Hargrove has 'alent. Along
wi'h real fine singing, she writes all

'he songs (waal — a couple the gal
had a little help) by herself. She
probably wrote them on the back
porch while petting the neighbor's
dog, Twang, on his hot head.
Linda says a lo> on the back cover

which reflects her music style like:

"Hope you all enjoy listening to my
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new album as much as Pete (Drake)
and I and our Nashville picker
friends did making it for you." And
"Thanks 'o Leon Russell and Willie
Nelson for being nice guys. And last

bu 1

no* least, thank you for listening.

L< ve, Linda."
Blue Jean Country Queen by Linda

Hargrove is Country & Western that

can' miss. |t should be required
lis'ening for Country & Western
Music Appreciation 101 — so I think
you all should go on out and buy a few
copies.

wayne DUCKY dejnak

Complete Dinners from $1.50

Jan Tuesday with Max Roach

ThanJap with Archie Shew

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 )m Serving

Food and Liquor
from 11 a.m.

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -

Blazing Saddles - 7:15-9:00
AMHERST CINEMA -
Love & Anarchy - 7:00-9:00

CALVIN -
2001: A Space Odyssey - 6:45-

9:20

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
1. Little Big Man - 7:00

A Man Called Horse - 9:15
2. Flesh Gordon - 7:00-8:30
3. Death Wish - 7:00-8:45

MT. FARMS 4 -
1. Sleeper - 5:30-9:00

Everything About Sex —
7:15

2. Destructors - 5:00-7:00-9:00
3. 2001: A Spece Odyssey - 6:00-

8:00

4. Godspell: 5:00-8:45

Good Times - 7:00

SHOWCASE -

Bears & I - From 1:30
Airport 1975 - 7:30-9:40
Gem bier - 7:30-9:40
Longest Yard - 7:30-9:46
Mixed Company - 7:30-9:30
Flesh Gordon - 2:00-7:30-9:20

\l<WiSi CINEMAS1**456
ROUTE 5 RIVERDALE RD.

WEST SPFLD 24 HR.TEL 733-5131

We Honor MASTER CHARGE J. m .
,

DRACULA A.D. 72

A HAMMER FILM!

Plus 2 Shorts: "Legend of Sleepy Hollow"

and "The Babysitter"

7, 9, 11 p.m.
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PLUS THIS HILARIOUS CQ HIT

WOODY ALLEN'S
"Everything you always wanted

to know about sex*
Q * BUT WERE AFRAIO TO ASK *7 ft3

Today: Sleeper 5:30
Everything Sex 7.15

Twi Lite Hr

9:00

5 00 5 30 only. $1 25

Even the Underworld has Its Aristocracy...

its High Society. .. its Jet Set. They're called

The DESTRUCTORS
They km the sweet life, but they play i game of SUDDEN DEATH!

Induct

CAINE
Anthony

QUINN
James

MASON

Today: 5:00 7:00 9.00

TwiLite Hr.: 4 30 • 5 00 only. *1.25

the ultimate tri

STANLEY KUBRICK'S

20CH:ASPACE
ODYSSEY

Today: 5:00 8:00

Twi Lite Hr.: 4:J0 • S 00 only, $1.15

2 GREAT HITS
A FUU-IEN6TH FUTURE FILM

RF CREATION OF TNtSI't i

LetTtic
Times

(jjOKHW
Today: Godspell 5.00
Good Times 7:00

8:45

Twi Lite Mr.: 4:30 J:00 only, 11.25

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

at 9.45

Bring Your

Grooviest Date

and see. the

Grooviest Movie

in Town

All Seats $1.00

film . . . film

CALIFORNIA SPLIT
by Jeffrey Polman

Directed by Robert Altman;
written by Joseph Walsh; starring
Elliot Gould and George Segal.

Robert Altman's films since
M-A-S-H have not been too well-
received by the public. Brewster
McCloud, a foolish farce about a
"BirHman of the Astrodome" did
poorly at the box office. So did
McCabe and Mrs. Miller, a
realistic Northwest-western,
although the college audience has
resDonded in favor of it recently.
Images, a subtly made suspense
yarn, and The Long Goodbye, a
contemporary Phillip Marlowe
thriller, never seemed to succeed
past New York City. Altman,
however, is one brand of director,

much like San Peckinpah, who will

continue to make "his kind" of

movies whether the reactions are
good or bad.

California Split, Altman's latest,

serves up two sure-fire audience
pleasers, Elliot Gould and George
Segal, in a fast paced comedy
about the gambling world. It is also

an attempt at cashing in on the con
artist genre begun with The Sting

{and Richard Nixon), but Altman
does not totally give in to the

commercial formula. In California

Split he uses his patented technical

gimmick which has stayed with
him through all of his films:

overlapping dialogue. In M-A-S-H
it worked, because the zany at

mosphere and multiple character
portrayals allowed for some
perplexing communication scenes.

McCabe and Mrs. Miller applied it

in guttural tones, which was more
true-to-life but severely turned off

the adult audience. California Split

uses it once again, but this time it

is over-used. The gambling house
and bar scenes welcome the tech-

nique, as it is rather fun to listen to

ten or fifteen people talking at the

same time and try to discern what
they are saying; but the scenes

depicting Charlie (Gould) and
William (Segal) as they go about
their personal lives should have
been left alone. Not even the Marx
Brothers went through an entire

day interrupting and talking over
each other like hyped up idiots.

The overall concept of California

Split, though, is funny and in-

teresting. Altman's knack for

filling his backgrounds with
colorful characters and everyday
idiosyncrasies of American life

makes the film very enjoyable in

places. For instance, in one scene,

a breakfast of beer and Froot

Loops isn't really comical until

someone pours a tidal wave of milk

into the bowl and spills it all over

which disgusted me and will

prevent me from seeing this film

again. One is Altman's portrayal of
women. Aside from the withered,
eccentric golden agers who abound
in the poker parlor scenes, almost
all of the remaining women are
either prostitutes, alcoholics,

neurotics, in other words — losers.

In a film with the central theme
being gambling, there is no excuse
for the prohibition of even one
honest woman's role.

The other atrocity is the idea of

Gould and Segal showing off for the

audience. Some of it is like

watching one of those insipid White
Owl Cigar commercials where
some jackass is shoving his cute,

bombastic talk down your throat.

Altman Again

.

• •

But since most audiences still try
their luck with movies featuring
their idols, California Split will

make some money. Then we will

wait as Robert Altman comes back
with another steaming, personal
vision of man struggling within his

irrational environment, shot
hauntingly through cheesecloth,

while the average moviegoer sits

trying to sift out the mumbles, and
says (totally misunderstanding the
director's art), "Gee it's nice, but
why don't they clean off the
projector lens?"

*SrtWfiQft,

Please
DOIT
PROMPTLY

But You'll Come

Back for More

Elliot, George and the audience eat it up*

the table. Altman seems to be

doing everything he can to show us

the intangible "fruitiness" of the

gambler's life, the hot and cold,

winner-loser elation and
frustration he goes through day

and night. At one point Altman
hands us George Segal's feelings of

spiritual emptiness sub-

consciously, simply by placing a

Maybe this is because I am totally

against the star system, the idea of

going to a film on the absolute

basis of seeing a particular actor

or actress. Nowadays you cannot
just be satisfied with the new
Dustin Hoffman movie unless the

movie is good. As far as I'm con-

cerned, Elliot and George could be
the best actors in the world, but if

vacuum cleaner in the foreground their senseless quibbing is giving

of the picture. rne a headache (which it did at

There are certain elements of times), then I begin to feel that I'm

character and theme, however, being made a fool of.

at the Hide-A-Way

Wed., Thurs.,

Fri., and Sat.

Luther Allison

and

Luther Johnson

coming next week (Nov. 6-9)

MIGHTY JOE YOUNG

with special guest JllRflS CottOII (Wed. & Thurs. only)

Rt 202 in Granby 1 mile off Rt. 116

467-8393

SPECIAL

AT

FOR THE RECORD

ROCK QUARK! L
The hardest and best rock is on Columbia Records.

BILLYJOEL
STREETLIFE SERENADE

including:

The Entertainer

Los Angelenos Last Of The Big Time Spenders

Root Beer Rag 'Weekend Song

Dave Mason
including

GiveMe Some Affection

You Can t Take ft When You Go
All Along The Watchtower

Relation Ships Get AholdOn Love

for the
PC 33146*

The singer-songwriter who made the

"Piano Man" a gigantic hit uses Mi
sensitivity and perception to look at

the world around him. Including "Los
Angelenos." "The Entertainer,'' and
"Weekend Song." "Streetlife Sere-

nade" is an amazing new album of

musical insights.

PC 33096

Dave Mason is one of our greatest

songwriters and an electrifying guitar-

ist and singer. His latest album dem-
onstrates the tremendous range of

this super performer.

HALLOWEEN SALE

10% off all regular

prices on all records

WITH THIS AD.

NewMM of thetafie Safe

Brafo
rncHjdmo,

OW Man No* Ashes Of Love/You Ange) You

Workin^Twn*Woman/Instant Armadillo Blues

Crooked Judge

LOGGINS&MESSINA
MOTHERLODE

mciudwg
Changes, Be Free

Timelb Space/Get A HoW/C-owin

PC 33145

With new member Skip Battin (for-

meily with The Byrds) the New Riders

of the Purple Sage* are back with a

new album of blazing western rock.

New Riders of the Purple Sage if a registered

PC 33175

The instrumental and vocal virtuosi'/

of Loggins & Messina has never bee

better demonstrated than on "Motr *r

Lode." Includes "Changes." "U~
Free," "Growin"." more.

trademark

(ex. all $6.98 List price LPs - $4.13)

On Columbia Records and Tapes

at For the Record

in Faces of Earth

'Not available on tape lb9 N. Pleasant St.
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Consloditate yor feces (Get your shit together)

For too long the University has suffered the
pangs of hunger associated with growth and
frustration. For too many years students have
come to UMass to bang heads and get banged.
The time has come.

The University as we know it, was not meant to
be a panacea for corruption and idolatry, but the
results of it. As indisputable at it is incompatible,
the only end a tolerant person can accept is that

which with dubious distinction is known as the
"Bluewall Bouncer Syndrome". If s been a long
time since the "gay nineties." Some of us may not
be ninety but some sure are gey. Ifs a well
known fact.

Ifem: The amount of waste products excreted
by aU of the Caribou in Labrador is equal to the
thrust exerted by the nuclear reactor aboard a
single Trident Submarine. And what have the
good people of UMass been doing about it?

Electing more and more politicians who vote for
this shit The time has come.

by Parsons Nebdevitch

Students are considered to be the ciay vessels of

antiquity filled with the bountiful wine of the

present, aged so mercifully by the kindly mentors
that terrorize Academia. Ifs a sure bet to succeed
if only some way can be found to get the top off.

Off a pig today, and do your duty. Your duty is to

your home, your family, your god and your pig.

The time has come. Ifs a well known fact.

Students at this University must be bussed to
Howard and Grambling Universities to achieve
racial integration. All of JQA and Pierpont must be
razed anyway for the construction of a new Inter-

state Highway that will go from Whitmore to
Hardees. Students bussed South may complain of
the long hours commuting every day between
Amherst and the South, but they may ponder all

the while about Littio Rock, Justice Douglas and
the knee-jerk oppression exhibited with so little

scornful malice by those in the know. It has gotten
to the -point where we may no longer ignore.

Students have for too long abused the entirety

Parsons Nebdevitch is a Collegian Com-
mentator.

of this University. With as little logic and
development as this wonderful piece of prose, they
have dominated the cultural entities around us and
relegated them to the woes of a Pufton Village

The pages of the Collegian Opinion Page have for

too many months been filled with such verbiage
and litary livered ejaculations that even the Kappa
Sigs can't follow it And the wondrous readers
who so dutifully axe every deviant comma, as if the
republic hung in the balance (The Republic, rest

assured, is well hung) are playing ping pong with
their brains. Where else can such prose as this get
such an eager reception if not a skid row soup line.

The time has come — we can longer ignore it.

And so my fellow UMies — Drop out before you
get dropped out, Screw before you get screwed.
And remember ifs not what you can do for your
University that counts, ifs what you can do for

me. For a good time call 586-9675. Aak for
Josherina. Hi Ma. Hi Pa. I told you I'd get printed
sooner or later. Remember "The Heaviest Indict-

ment is that which is yet to come." (Kung Fu —
"Caine Goes to the Races"). Long Live The
Honduran Liberation Struggle.

\ Letters to the editor

Good Work, Ferd!
To The Editor:

In all my years as editor of The New York
Times, I have never read such marvelous
prose (outside of my own pages, of course)
as Fred Weissted's column of today. "It had
reverence, poise, and sparkle." - Book X,

Verse V, New York Times Auto Section.

Fred, keep up the good work, Fred. Perhaps

one day you could be in charge of our

campus delivery at UMass.
Arthur 0. Sulzberger

Editor-in-Chief, N.Y. TIMES

English language twisted

Polish Night worthwhile
To The Editor

I would lixe to commend the people of the
Dining Commons who have continually
provided us with fair meals at fair prices.
Polish night was especially worthwhile. The
golumpkis and pierogis were delightful, the
water was exquisitely delicious and flowing,
and apple crisp is still my favorite laxative!
I've lost 250 pounds this semester alone.

Dr. Irwin Maxwell Stillman

To The Editor:

These pages clearly exhibit the mastur-

batory twisting of the English language by
those mental Neanderthals who pose as

students. They should all, with due process,

revert to taking Rhetoric 100, Introduction to

the English Language. Due to the present

largesse of the Commonwealth, the course is

intended primarily for Rhesus Monkeys. I

find it most indubitably difficult to com-
prehend that the average student lacks the

ability to compose a few meaningful lines,

despite the labors of us members of the

distinguished faculty, who labor in vain at

your behest. An Dat Ain't No Shitl

Frankjoe

Department of Rhetoric

and Understanding English

Cheap laughs
To The Editor,

After reading the crap published on these

yes today, I can only express my dismay at

lengths you fuckers will go to get a cheap
:ih at the expense of those of us who are

<"< rscious, aware, and dedicated to life,

rty and the pursuit of a conscious con-

•usnous.

Josherina Toughcookie
Fascist Women's Media

Control Project

Joyce twists
To The Editor:

Joyce Kosnovski twisted the facts in her

verbal piece of garbage printed today. I really

feel sorry for her if she just can't hack living.

It's time for people to start becoming aware
of becoming conscious to the consciousness

that is lacking in writers such as Joyce. She
would be oetter off wrapping fish.

Stevie Wonder

Fuck you buddy

Students here naughty
To The Editor:

You people have been very, very naughty.
Trying to organize yourselves into a
meaningful coalition of concerned students
- HA - that's creeping socialism. Cut the
shit S.G.A. or I'll send you all back to high
school.

Bobby Cage, B.S., D.D. T.

Vice Chancellor
of Frivolous Affairs

To The Editor:
r uck you buddy.

Joyce Kosnovski

Twisting the facts
To The Editor:

I don't know what kind of bullshit
Nestelbaum Ugolini are trying to pull off on
these pages today. I've been here a long time
and I know what has taste and what is
tasteless. THIS IS TASTELESSIIIII Their
energies would be better employed if they
would go bark at the moon or break rocks for
the next 99 years. They have twisted the
facts consistently in their tasteless protrayal
of a typical Collegian editorial page.

Bi"r ismore

Weissted
)

The time has come
An era of decline. We are all approaching, and very

quickly in the not too distant future, an era where we
won't have everything we need. According to the

Bible — The New York Times Home Improvement
Section (Book V, Verse IX), America will soon have
shortages of everything.

Can you face it America? Can you face waking up on
Sunday mornings without the smell of bacon fat

permeating your ever sensitized nostrils? But yet

according to the New York Times House and Garden
Section (Book III, Verse III) the pig industry is going to

the dogs. TO THE DOGSI Now we all love dogs but

not with our pigs.

Can you face it America? Can you face having short-

ages of the sweet smelling spring, or not enough of

our beautiful balmy summers? Not enough bright

fresh snow or a lack of those hauntingly shimmering
autumn leaves. Ohhhhllll And yet the New York
Times Book Section (Book I, Verse IV) predicts these

various calamities.

Wake up UMass. Wake up before we lose the

hubcaps off of our wheels, the tips off our pool cues,

the logic off of our thinking. Wake up before those
things that we value most highly along with Mom and
the New York Times, are flittered off from beneath
our noses, like so much confetti at Times Square.

Wake up before ifs too late.

We've got to do something. And that means youl
Wake up UMass from your Hotbed of Apathy and
proclaim your sovereignty. There are still things that
you can do, befofe the fall. Write. Oh Write on
UMass. Write your local Congressman. Tell him we
don't want to lose our birthright. Tell him we want the
77mes at our doorstep every morning. Yes even twice
every morning. Write a letter to the New York Times
(Book I, Verse II) explaining our dilemma. We've got
to capture what we've lost. Write columns for the
Collegian. It's easier than you think. They'll print

anything. If they print this every week you know that
it's true. Write poetry about sunshine, sing odes to the
goddess of the morning. Sample the bright clean mist
every fortnight. Do something concrete.

The future is in your hands. It's up to you. Civil
Rights, National Health Insurance and Free Speech
are dependent on your very next move. The Con-
stitution won't stand for anything less than your best
shot. The fate of the Republic hangs in the balance.
So twitch your eyebrows, my fellow UMies, and fold
that New York Times under your sweatshirt, and walk
out there, equipped to do battle with the enemy all

around us, and show what free enterprise and UMass
are all about. Tell em Fred sent ya.

Fred Weissted is a Collegian columnist

{
Joyce Kosonovski

}

Getting rolled the hard way
I'm fucked over. You know what I mean? You know

how you feel when you get fucked over — they got it

in on you and they won't pull back. Well that's how I

feel right now.
Life is fuckin' me over. I can't live on what they give

me. Between the two grand my ole man sends every
month, the pound that I deal off every week, the $200
in food stamps that I get every once in a while and the
food that I rip off from the Peoples Market, I can't
make ends meet. Life sucks.

There's an old phrase in Yiddish that my grand-
mother used to tell yell at the milkman whenever he
dropped a dozen — "Gey Shtoppin Schmuck!"
That's what I feel like yellin to every asshole that

hassles me. Sheeiitt.

I don't see how they expect me to make it here
at this University without doin' downs all the time. Its

got no fuckin' class. Its got less class than Boston.
Fuck You Boston and all you Southies. You can't
even appreciate Stevie Wonder. I had two fuckin'

tickets to that concert. If any body is lookin for some
unused tickets - I got em.
Where was I? I get so god damned sidetracked

when I right these ridiculous columns. Oh ya. Life

sucks. Ya know, I thought of a good way to beat the
system here - how you can get by on 15 cents a day
and still have enough left to get rocked on weekends.
My plan is divided up into several parts.

Food. Anything that you can scrape — a freebie

meal from some harpoon convention some turds are

having the Campus Center. Even the greasy scrap-

pings off of the Hatch grill or if you're not too fussy,

there's the bottom of the Worcester Dining Commons
Truck Away.

Places To Crash: My favorite is the Morgan
Memorial Box at the Mall. But if I'm really hurtin' for a

spot, there's the little physical plant shed over by the

cowbarns. It's not bad if you have a cold and can't

smell anything. And anytime I need a few bucks and a

piace, Chet at the local Sleep Tight Motel always finds

me a warm bed.

Clothes: This is where the Morgan Memorial Box

serves a dual purpose. It's not always the latest shit,

but at least its something. Once in a while I find a dead
drunk in a ditch with maybe a decent overcoat on.

Other than that, the only things I wear are the Em-

porer's Fine New Threads.

Entertainment: This is the tricky one. You don't
want to blow too much, but ya still wanna have a

good time. As far as movies and concerts go - ya
have to sneak in. This may require sleeping with the

usher if you get caught. Other than that, you can have
just as good a time sitting in the C.C. Concourse
watching all the goons drift by. Then there's always
sitting in the Bus Station witt all the perverts, watch-
ing the busses roll in. A cheap waa of getting high is

a vat of Elmer's glue, but this can get fucking sticky.

Transportation: My great and gorgeous thumb. I'm
also pretty good at jump starting cars, but only when I

have to get somewhere pronto. Otherwise I hook up
my sled to my dopteam or I hijack a cab.

If you do all these things and you keep your nose
clean, you'll find yourself every weekend with enough
money to buy a roll of papers in the Campus Center.
Any any way you roll it, its better than getting fucking
rolled yourself.

Joyce Koznovski is a Collegian Columnist.

Tomorrow Dean Tucker finds a

hummingbird in his BVDs and discusses

the inherent implications of his dilemma
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TOO FAR?

Send the Indians

Back Where

They Came From

The obscenity ruling by the Supreme Court of several months ago poses
some serious questions for smart-ass editors of college newspapers, while
also have profound implications for those of us who have tried continually
to suppress temptation relative to changing sexual preference. We are
speaking of that obscene figure that can be found standing in back of the
Student Union — Metawampe.
The very fabric of our society is being torn at the seams by

Metawampe's attire (or lack of it), and the time has come for remedial
action. Some may suggest civil disobedience in this case, since this would
be in keeping with the atmosphere of these tumultuous times, and
because it seems to have worked for Sam Lovejov. But we need a solution
that is more long term - something that will stand the test of time. Simply
wrapping a towel around Metawampe's lower half does not solve the
problem. Therefore, we suggest that Metawampe be fitted with a pair of
bronze briefs.

The Editors o* the Collegian met for several hours and hotly debated
what should be done about this pressing public issue, before coming to
unanimous agreement. We feel obliged to take a iiberal stand on this, not
simply because we are a politically minded group of people, but because
this space must be filled with eloquent oratory several times weekly. This
decision may seem rash, but only through the actions of a concerned and
responsive public, with the help of some verbose English-Journalism
majors, can this problem be alleviated.

The opinions

Editors

expressed in this space represent a majority of the Board of

E
These pages of rectal verbosity and calculated obscenity conceived

i written bv Zamir Nestalbaum and Michael Ugolini.

]

RESTAURANT.

Serving imtttniL organic ami ocean tooJs

25 Kink Row, Grvt-iififhi Massachim tt<. OlJOi

WEEKEND SPECIAL

Fresh Swordfish Steak
Free Entertainment Friday t Saturday

Clip This Ad For A Free Choice of Beverage

Regular Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-8:30p.m.
Friday 11 a.m. -9p.m.
Sat. 11 a.m. -9.30p.m.

Sun., 4-9 p.m.
(Family Style Dining)

Closed Tuesday
Tel. 774-3930
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Joplin: An Intimate View
reviewed by Eileen O'Conner.

Janis Joplin- Buried Alive

By Myra Friedman
$1.25 Bantam Books, P. 368

Buried Alive opens with a
sketch ot Janis' early lite in her
hometown, Port Arthur, Texas. An
intimate triend tor many years,

Myra Friedman has credibility in

documenting this early phase of

Janis' lite which no formal
biography could match. She
reports Janis to have been brilliant

and extremely precocious in her
school years, but she also shows
her to hav» become disreputable in

high school and to have suffered

from a physical unattractiveness

which soon permeated her entire

personality

As early as her sophomore year
in high school, the Janis of Myra's
story was already feeling the pains
of rejection which would even
tually lead to serious repercussions
in her future. Her outstanding
physical characteristics, being
overweight with ratty hair and
poor complexion, were the roots of

her insecurity Because of her
forward nature, however, she
compansated by striking out
against her peers and parents. This
rebellion manifested itself in the

form of much carousing, ex

perimentation, and even
degradation. She had the traits of a

troubled and unstable youth, a

pattern that soon became the

Joplin style' and which was later

to be worth millions in her per

formances.

After graduating from high
school, Janis left Texas and made
her way to San Francisco. Soon
after, she becomes a speed freak;

her health failed and depression

consumed her. Friedman really

plays up Janis' promiscuity but to

what extent it might have been
overplayed is not clear to the

reader. "According to some of he.

friends," wrote Friedman 'getting
it on' naturally explained her
sexual escapades with women too,

That's how free she was. ..if

somebody turned her on, like in a

sexual way, it didn't matter if it

was a guy or a chick, and if you can
really be that free, that's really far

out!'
"

The San Francisco experience
was traumatic for Janis; so out of

desperation, she returned to

Texas, vowing off drugs and in

general, trying to conform to the

norms of Port Arthur Her honesty,

however, prevents her from
repressing the discontent she felt

with the fraudulent life she was
then leading.

Janis was motivated to go to Los
Angeles by her desire to sing. After
joining Big Brother and the
Holding Company, her first break
finally came at the big rock con
cert at Monterey. From tnis time
on, the press generally was a
positive force in building her
reputation! However, until she
died, her life continued to be a
series of frustrating ups and

-Book Corner-

Book Corner with Fred Weiss

downs. The author portrays these

periods vividly so the reader has
a close rapport with the distraught
singer, even in her trials as a
junkie Myra also explains a
history of the blues in relation to its

impact upon the career of Janis
Joplin! A singer who found refuge
in singing the blues in a style true
to her torment, needs and wishes.
One of her songs from her "Cheap
Thrills" album, "I need a man to

love," seems incongruous when
one learns how many men she was
involved with; not so however,
when one realizes exactly what she
desired — a genuine reciprocity
and the promise of permanence.
Friedman stresses Janis' in-

security and strong desire to gain
acceptance. It is shocking to learn
that such a flamboyant figure had
so little self confidence. Her
anxieties were only diminished by
what came to be her trademark,
Southern Comfort and behind
closed doors heroin. Her desire to

stay orf 'junk' was always in her
mind, but never would she forego
drinking. Granted it was a crutch,
but she felt it necessary for her
survival.

The life of Janis Joplin was
complicated by the fact that she
always operated at'rash extremes.
This is why it would be impossible
to say, "Janis Joplin was like

this . "Myra Friedman does an
excellent job of presenting her in

her fullest complexity, yet she

overdramatizes characteristics of

self destructiveness and dwells on
minor points of interest (incidental

friends and concerts), too often to

keep them all straight. Her
descriptive style is also over
worked at times, especially when
dealing with trivialities such as

dress and weather. The biography
is complete, but such tangential
items make the book too lengthy.

In a sense, the novel is anti

climatic since the reader knows
the end beforehand, leaving Janis'

final overdose ot heroin without

any dramatic impact. What
remains is the high anticipation to

learn whether the 'queen of rock's'

death was suicidal or accidental

Myra does not make a clear cut

stance on this much debated issue

lor she knows that facts of the

mystery were buried when Janis

died — only she could have known.

Compassion is what one feels

upon completing Buried Alive. It

then becomes impossible to listen

to her music without feeling as if

one knew her personally. The book
invites you to see her world as a
living reality, though un
fortunately one in which she was
buried alive.

This book is available
University Bookstore.

in the

with Fred Weiss-

Last year Alex Comfort edited a

book entitled the Joy of Sex. Filled

with colorful pictures by Charles
Raymond and Christopher Foss,

trfle book became somewhat of a
guide for the sexual gourmet, and
was subtitled as such. The book
covered an index ranging from
beds to waterworks with things like

"quickies", "Tongue baths" and
most everything else in between.
The book seemed quite explicit and
complete, and numerous readers
liked it enough to push it to the top
of the bestseller list for several

months.
What seemed like a genuine

attempt to hit the problem of

sexuality on a more serious level,

now is beginning to seem like a sort

of intellectual masturbation on the
subject of sex. Recently Alex
Comfort came out with another
book, simply entitled More Joy, A
Lovemaking Companion to the Joy
of Sex. Where Joy ranged from
beds to waterworks, More decides
to range from "babies to

vaginismus". The pictures are not

that different, and the concept of

the book does not seem worthy
enough to warrant another
publication. Alex Comfort may
know about the Joys of the sack,

but it is apparent that he is equally

aware of the Joys of the bank
account.

More Joy isn't a bad book, it is

just that you can read Joy and then

More and not feel that your sexual

life has been greatly improved by
the latter. On the other hand you
may not go in for these "technique
supplements" in the first place, but

then that is another story.

I enjoyed Joy of Sex, because i

felt that the author tried to deal
with sexuality on a sensitive and
serious level. However with More
Joy I am bored by his repitition,

and somewhat disgusted by his
greed. Besides for my rather

personal feelings about what Alex

Comfort is doing, if you were in

trigued by his first book, you might
just enjoy this "Lovemaking
companion to Joy." Who knows,
within five years you may have
stacks full of Alex Comfort books. I

can see it now Daughter of Joy of

Sex, or perhaps Planet of the Joy
of Sex, and eventually More
Planets of the Joy of Sex.

Book Notes
Started to review Angela Davis,

an Autobiography, but after my
Below the Salt story about her,

figured that it wouldn't be fair to

get into a whole shtick about it.

However if you are interested in

Ms. Davis' life and beliefs, this

autobiography is somewhat in

valuable in giving you Davis'

opinions about her past and
present, and the many things that

she has seen and done during her
life so far!

Ed Smith is my Assistant Book
Review Editor, a title that brings

him either a bit more or less status

then lets say... a prize winning
author of Yiddish short stories

living. ...in Egypt Smith wins the

endurance award for bulling his

way through the entire edition of

Solzhenitsyn's Gulag Archipelogo.

In All the President's Men, Bob
Woodward and Carl Bernstein

referred to their key White House
source ad "Deep Throat". Do any
of you have any educated guesses
who that person is? Send your
ideas to me, care of the Collegian.

All interesting letters will be
published.

Every now and then a writer

pops up who is so damn good, you
wonder "where the hell have you

been all these years". Don Aucoin,
a Mass Communications major
from Project Ten is that kind of

writer. He breaks every traditional

rule of journalism (gave his entire

first opinion of a book in the first

line of his review of Joseph Heller's

Something Happened, then
proceeded to spend five pages to

say why) and it sounds great.

Besides, Don is the only writer I

know who can get away with using
words like "Rats" If your pen is

tapping the table as you read this,

write a story for our magazine.
Remember, todays shlep might
just be tomorrows Don Aucoin.
Besides book reviews, Aucoin

is presently working on an ex-

tensive character study of the

(major protagonists) of the
Peanuts comic strip, along with his

roomie and guru, Richard Ber
man. Rumor has it that it will

eventually be used for a joint

Senior Thesis.

More Joy and Angela, and
Autobiograghy are both available

at the University Bookstore.

Remember our theme jingle: If

you like to read and write, why
don't you combine the two — try

our hand at a book review. All it

takes to join the staff is a little bit

of brains, and a lot of heart. If you

only have one, then heart is

preferable.

GREAT STOCKING STUFFERS

Spend Halloween at

ma &ims<miu
Costume Party featuring Little Fire

Dinner for Two for the best costume

Special Leroux Drinks — 50 c

No Cover Charge

VILLAGE
INN
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TEN PIN

BOWLING
BOYDEN GYM

4-10:30

Mon. thru Fri.

(except during

league play)

50c a sjr «no

(RAKE

DRAKE

!>}

Fine food

and drink.

Like a symphony
of love!

4 1 I L
^VILLAGE

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

CHARTER FLIGHTS

Luxembourg Dec. 26 • Jan. 24 - $258

London Dec. 26 - Jan. 17 - $276

Amsterdam Dec. 26 - Jan. 17 - $276

Charter Flights to California also available.

•T" •«

Campus Travel Center

Campus Center 3 rd Level

545-0500
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Kansas City Jazz/Chicago Blues

It's not often that a band of this caliber plays in the area. These are truly fine,

accomplished musicians who are dedicated to creating, through their music, an
atmosphere reminiscent of the swinging jazz and blues club of an era past. Re-live

the excitement at the 5th this week with Roomfull. You'll be convinced that the drive Hf
from Amherst is a short one for the reward you'll receive.

* X;X;X

The music and atmosphere at the Fifth Alarm will be a refreshing change from the

same old Amherst scene. |||

And Rpmem ber

Mon. and Tues. are College Nights with free entertainment and a continuous Happy Hour.
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Keeping America down
By David Miller

Good Old Boys
Randy Newman
Warner Bros. MS 2193
Total Playing Time: 33:19

In order to stay alive
(assuming you're not
suicidal), you need to have a
certain amount of pride in

yourself. But if you're one of
the little people — specifically,
a Southern redneck — it's a bit

more difficult than usual.
You're implicitly defined as
inferior by the prevailing
North- Eastern culture, which
you have to respect, because it

is prevailing, after all. At the
same time, you can see
through its falseness and.
hypocrisy but can't fight it. On*
another level, the pride which
you must assume leads you to
blame your failures not on the
system, but on yourself, which
leads to intolerable guilt.

Because it is intolerable, you
find yourself back pleading
from but hating that system,
which in its turn won't give you
a break. You're damned if you
blame failure on 'ourselt, and
damned if you don't. Run this

cycle enough times and you
may eventually lose your
mind.

"Rednecks" and "Birm-
ingham" start things off —
Lester Maddox is made fun of

on a TV show (Dick Cavett)
and the response is "Well, he
may be a fool but he's our
fool..". Later we hear that
Birmingham is "The greatest
city in Alabam'...You can
travel 'cross this entire land...

But there's no place like
Birminham". And if "Down

This is the scenario explored
by Randy Newman on what
may be his finest album to
date, Good Old Boys. Newman
has, on this album, woven
twelve songs together which
explore the many aspects of
the effects of oppression on a
group which had always been
led to believe it was superior.
Its focus is poor Southern
whites, but some of the
questions it raises might well
be applied to an analysis of the
conditions of other "superior"
groups in a culture — the
condition of men, for example.
If a system gives you in-

centives for believing in it with
one hand, and does you great
harm with the other, what are
the results?

Side One of Good Old Boys
deals mainly with the red-
necks' alternating feelings of
pride and inferiority, of seeing
through those folks up North
but remaining subject to them.

here we're too ignorant to
realize. ..that the North has set
the Nigger free", they do
realize that "He's free to be put
in a cage in Harlem (Chicago,
Cleveland, East St. Louis,
Fillmore West, etc.)..". So
much for emancipation.
"Marie" is a maudlin ballad
about a man's love for his wife:
'You looked like a princess the.
night we met. ..With your hair
piled up high", and "Mr.
President (Have Pity on the
Working Man)" is a C&W-
tinged hymn to that power
which you can't live with and
can't live without: "We're not
asking you to love us. ..You
may place yourself high above
us". The side ends with
"Guilty", a discordant ballad
of internalized blame-"Guilty,
baby I'm guilty. ..And I'll be
guilty all the rest of my life".

So it's up against the system
and into the jaws of the double
bind; Side Two presents things
falling apart. "Louisiana 1927"
documents a terrible flood and
the paranoid reaction to it:

Louisiana, Louisiana...

They're trying to wash us
away" They? Hmm... The
official lies move closer to
home, here in the person of
Huey Long, Governor of
Louisiana, self-proclaimed
friend of the little man and
dictator. Here is Long's song
"Every Man A King", from
1935: "Why weep or slumber
America... Land of brave and
irue... With castles and
clothing and food for all... All

belongs to you". Newman
matches this with "Kingfish",
the title taken from Long's
nickname: "I'm a cracker...
And you are too... But don't I

take good care of you". Well
no, he didn't, and the castles
still haven't materialized, but
after all, the government is our
friend, so the blame must be on
me after all. I must really be
inferior like they said. Time to
go crazy. "Naked Man", "A
Wedding In Cherokee County",
and "Back On My Feet Again"
all document this terminal
stage. The songs are filled with
grotesque relations, loved ones
who hate you, pathetic
psychotics and a sense of
There's No Justice But Who
Cares. "Won't nobody help a
Naked Man?" "Maybe we're
both crazy, I don't know...
Maybe that's why I love her
so". The record ends with
"Rollin' ", seemingly a happy
ending ("Ain't gonna worry no
more") which you may or may
not choose to believe. I don't.

Good Old Boys is tight
musically — even when the
arrangements turn to schmaltz
(as on "Marie"), there is no
waste. Newman is backed by a
large number of musicans, but
the focus is on him and the
sound is never muddy.
Newman's score ranges over
ragtime, Stephen Foster, the
aforementioned schmaltz and
discordancy, while remaining
continually is his own style.
Taken as a whole, it's a con-
ceptual album worthy of its

concept. Good Old Boys does
not condone racism, nor does it ill

make its subjects into heroes— but it is a wonderful ex
positior of the twisting effects
an oppressive system has even
on those who believe in it.

indar^er, ingender

Live music:
Buddy Guy-Junior Wells

The Hideaway
Oct. 25.

If you were at The Hideaway Friday nite, you were treated to the sounds of
the Buddy Guy-Junior Wells blues band. But, due to circumstances beyond our
control. Junior was basically O.T.L. (liquid lunch, that is). Junior couldn't get
it together (or didn't want to) to keep his lips on his harp for more than ten
seconds at a stretch. He did manage ? few fine vocals on "Hoochie Coochie
Man" and "Ain't No Trouble "

But Junior's absence during a major part of the show was made up for by
A.C. Reed on tenor • 3x and vocals. The show opened up with the band
("Honest" Johnson-bass, "The Snake"-drums, and Phillip Guy-
backing A.C. doing a set of his brother's tunes including "Found Love" and
"You Don't Have To Go", it was definitely the "Reed Sound", and was more
enjoyable due to Phillip's excellent guitar work.

After a few numbers like "Big Boss Man", a tune which pleased the
dancers in the crowd, Phillip called out his brother. Buddy immediately put us
under the table with his version of "The Thrill is Gone". He showed us that a
s'oic guitar man he is not. At times he just let the guitar hang and con-
centrated totally on the vocals, coming back in on the guitar slowly and
smoothly, making sure we felt those stingers just as he was.

Besides the bueno guitar work of the Guys, I thoroughly enioyed the
professionalism the group displayed. There were no hanging endings, indeed
many of the tunes went right into the next on pre-arranged cues. We were also
saved the endless tune-ups that seem to becoming a standard. The only
complaint would be (hat the structured format left no slot for the rhythm
section and we were thus deprived of finding the extent of their talent.

Bu» the greatest pleasure was the setting, a club. Sure it was a bit smoke
filled and a poorly decided upon seat could have put the dance floor between
you and the stage, but it was comfortable. It made the nite more special to be
able to see the chemistry between Buddy and A.C. And it was definitely nice to
have he entire band mingling during breaks and talking relaxed to every
Tom, Dick, and Mary.

Wha? it mixes out is that Buddy Guy and The Hideaway went down as
smoo'h as J.D. (And may I never torment myself with the Garden or the Civic
Center again.)

—John Wassell

r»-

OSCAR PETERSON
FEATUR ING STEPHANE
GRAPPELLI (Prestige)
BUCK CLAYTON AND BUDDY
TATE — KANSAS CITY NIGHTS
( Prestige)

Both these double album re issues
are by jazzmen who would be
classified as "mainstream stylists."
No' my favorite term, bu' it suitably
describes 'he iype of laidback
musical expression favored by ar-
ists such as 'hose who've been
playing jazz in many of its shapes
and forms for 'heir entire lives.

Pianist Oscar Peterson and
violinist Stephane Grappelli display a
relaxed ease in their technique and
interaction which lends itself to the
smooth flowing quality of the music,
a quality making up only partly for
the lack of strong inspiration. The
program of standards ("My One and
Only Love," "Autumn Leaves",
"Them There Eyes") receives a
happy, swinging treatment, but
nothing particularly stands out. The
rhythm duo of Danish monster Niels
Henning Orsed — Pedersen on bass
and expatriate bebopper Kenny
Clarke on drums suggest some ex-

citement but are kept too subdued to

offer much.

Buck Clayton and Buddy Tate,

members of the historic 1939 Count
Basie band as trumpeter and tenor

saxophonist respectively, play
"loosely tight" as well, in the Kansas
City tradition they helped establish.

rampant stupidity -

thimble-brained style
DCriKl ti -:-, ti.. 4.1

SANDERSON
THEATRE

1700 Main St., Springfield, Mass.

These 1960 sides are mostly bluesv
originals along with a few well chosen
standards. Buck waxes lyrical (the

Count always liked quiet brass) and
Buddy is authoritatively sly on these

medium fempoed blowing tunes. Sir

Charles Thompson is superb on piano
in 'his context and drummer Gus
Johnson is crisp and definite. I would
have preferred something uptempo
and jumpy in place of a blues, some
of which are too repetitive. Everyone
solos well off the catchy head of

"Blue Breeze". Makes you wish you

had heard them in K.C. trading
choruses with Lester Young. Hell,

any friend of Lester Young is a friend
of mine.

— JackCahill

In Concert:
John Hartford
Chapin Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke
25 October

Some sing about love. A few years
ago it was 'he "in" thing to sing about
the evils of war and poverty. No
doubt in 'he future there will be songs
dealing with the problems of the
environment and parodies about the
Watergate Capers. John Hartford
doesn'' deal with these issues. For
the most part, his twangy voice sings
o the issues of riverboats, warped
records, and washing machines. If

his topics seem simple, his style is

superb. A versatile musician best
<nown for his skills on the five-string
ban|o, Hartford also plays the guitar
and fiddle adequately.

A" Moun' Holyoke last Friday.
Hartford gave a satisfying although
no' totally inspiring performance.
Although he received national at

fentjon a few years back as the
au'hor of some of Glen Campbell's
top hits, the only "top forty" song
ha' Hartford took the time to play
was "Gentle On My Mind".
As he sang, his style seemed

reminiscent of a young Pete Seeger;
Besides for his voice and his musical
talents. Hartford is adept at ex
ploiUng every nook and crany of his
mouth to get the sound that he wants.
This can 'ake the form of intense
cheek playing to Imitate drums, or
mou'h swishing, to represent an "old
washing machine". Many of his
lyrics sound somewhat corney
("Turn your radio on. ..an listen to

he glory of god") but when John
Hartford sang them, they just
seemed homey. Hartford is at his
best, when he is playing his banjo,
and it was somewhat disappointing
'hat he didn't play it more.

After a few numbers on the five
string, singing about steamboats and
life in the country, Hartford switched
»o the guitar, and then the fiddle I

found myself saying to myself, "Just
one more banjo tune, o.k.?". Bet-
ween -aiking about god, melted
records, the Idiocy of commercial
.v. and life on the river, Hartford
gave a most satisfactory per-
formance.

Fred Weiss

Saturday, October 26, 8 p.m.

an evening with

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
Tuesday, October 29, 8 p.m.

SHAWN PHILLIPS
in concert with

QUATERMASS
Peter Robinson, Barry DeSouia

John Gustafsen

Thursday, October 31, 8 p.m.

special Halloween show

FOCUS
Saturday, November 2, 8 p.m

LINDA RONSTADT
Friday, November 15, 7: 30 & 10 p.m.

a special evening with

DONOVAN
Saturday, November 16, 8 p m

RANDY NEWMAN
special guest

MIMI FARINA

•

Ticke s: $6.50, So, and $5 and $4. All seats reserved. Available at all
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Walk tall ( or baby don't walk at all )

by Mike T. Kostek-

An evening with:

Bruce Springsteen &
The E. Street Band
Sanderson Theater/
Springfield

26 October

This isn't going to be easy.
You'd better sit down and take
a deep breath to get ready.
(Pause).
0k? Now stand up and let it

shoot through you!..

It hasn't been easy tor rock
fans ot the 1960's. They've been
quite lonely and dependant on
the same aging heroes to
deliver the new thrills of these
hellish times, and the old guys
are getting worn. Nobody new
is on fire. They go to concerts,
and it's not the same. It's $6.50
jive. Nobody's moving it along
outside of the Magma Henry
Cow- Hatfield & The North
crew, and, on the whole, we're
not quite ready for them yet.
Has is all Been Done?

Women & men, it is my great
delirium and relief to let you
know It Hasn't.

Bruce Springsteen can do it.

His is the power of the Street,
or 'Jungleland' as he sees it —
that awesome, scary, mon-
sterous, beautiful, yawning
power of the Street, merely
hinted at even in such fine rock,
incarnations as Van'
Morrison's "Wild Night", Alice

.

Cooper's "Gutter Cat" and Bob
Dylan's "Three Angels".
Springsteen's gift is in his*

knowledge and ability t divert
that raw power into music. If

he wants to invoke the Spirit In
The Night, he's one of the
precious few who knows how to
make it come alive. The street
is not one riff followed by a
tough bridge. It is a little

purple, maybe, with a sad fight
song, some dusky wine, a
gayness born of utter
frustration, and all the various
combinations of emotions
spent by humans out there —
this all requires a myriad of
musical depths and twists and
turns, as well as lyrics that will
work for street punk as well as
college egghead. The Velvet
Underground did a good job in

telling us of the sordid side of
this life, but Springsteen is able
to show the entire range of
Spanish Johnny and Crazy
Janie and their fantastic
Saturday nights in a way that
makes Elton's contrived
"Saturday Night's Alright For
Fighting" look like a Las
Vegas casino case in its emp-
tiness.

This power is awesome, and
his show last Saturday night at
the Sanderson exceeded the
mighty force and scope of his
records. You watch the utter
intensity that grips Bruce as he
breathes new variety into the
words and music (life keeps
changing), you watch one of
the finest bands around — the

. E Street Band — back him up
brilliantly. The E Streeters can
sound like the shreeeeeech of a
subway train, a ripping piece

ot sheet metal and a lover's
whisper in the space of thirty
seconds. They play wild music,
as wild as the New York City
they are lovingly serenading.
You watch all this and it takes
your breath awav.

albums, he didn't even do the
three main whippers from his
first album — "Growin' Up",
"Lost In The Flood" and
"Blinded By The Light", and
still got the unusually in-

telligent and mature

The half-full (1000-1200)
house saw Bruce play three
new songs: "Jungleland",
"Your Love Is So Fine", and
"She's The One", all of which
are excellent.

Of the nine others he did in

the two hours, all from his two

Springfield crowd besides
themselves with delight. They
stood up and let it shoot
through them.

Those of you who caught him
on one of his two shows at

UMass were early witnesses to
a legend (Like indeed, seeing

Dylan in the early '60's), but
you caught only part of the
power he packed on Saturday.
He is now much more
animated and in real command
of his band. He is a street punk,
a lover, a greaser, a fighter, a
headliner, a poetic seer into all
of their worlds. He can punch
with the Brando manicism of
the WHO, croon w.th the
primal urgency of Van
Morrison, spotlight the junk in

life with the gut hate of Lou
Reed, smash his hands
together in punch-claps akin
the spectacular quick flash of
Roman Polanski's Man With
Knife in Chinatown and howl at
the whole life mess with the
stinging presence of a Dylan.
His music is rock and jazz and
ragtime and 40's movie
soundtracks and blues and
everything it needs to
be. ..using all the music he's
ever heard in hismusiche's
painting in oils, and makes
most others look like they're
using charcoal when they play
just blues or just folk — life's

not like that.

It took awhile, and we had to

scowl through the whole N.Y.
Dolls-T. Rex cheap glitter
gimmickry as well as the other
cruelly mindless Deep Purple
— John Denver tastelessness,
but we made it, and we have
another Future. Walk tall, or
baby don't walk ai all.

Whew! bespeak of explodlns a moustache!
WHERE HAVE I KNOWN YOU BEFORE?
RETURN TO FOREVER FEATURING
CHICK COREA
(Polydor PD 6509)

I swear he's getting as ridiculously prolific as
Zappa, who is almost as bad as Elton John. I

mean, 'his is like Corea's fourth album in a
year and a half! Compare his three-album a-
vear output with that of Joni Mitchell or Stevle
Wonder (more like one-ayear). And the in-

crease in proliferation is starting to affect the
music, too. After all, how can he find the time

do so much? The answer is he can't, but
bassist S'anley Clarke and drummer Lenny
White can, and do, on the band's latest, Where
Have I Known You Before? on Polydor. The
result is a simpler, grittier, and funkier Return
'o Forever, which I can't say I like as well as
Corea's intricate melodies and dynamic
diversity, but which is nevertheless tremen-
dous music.

The basic format of the band seems to consist
f>f 'he black rhythm section contributing the
funk, while the white guitarist and keyboardist
lay on 'he melodies and harmonies, a common
and extremely euphonious formula. But
although it works quite well on Where Have I

Known You Before? it has worked better for
Corea before, so perhaps this one oughtn't to be
your first Corea album. Not that it makes any
difference of course— if you get one, you've got
o get them all, unless you're a fool. Which is

entirely possible, and in fact likely, considering
he thimble-brained reviews you read in Below
the Salt

— Michael Peppe

Do you know who Chick Corea is and what
tie's done? If not, then you'll probably think this
album is great. If you are familiar with Corea,
you'll find the album boring or at least

disappointing. Really.

With every album, Corea's music seems tc

become more and more aligned with rock and a
rock audience. Also he continues his preoc-
cupation with galaxies, motherships and
eternity. Hmmm.

Admittedly, however, there are a fev

moments of excellence to be found on this latest

release. But alas, moments are only moments.

The presence of Bill Connors on guitar is

sorely missed. He is replaced by AI DiMeola,
who insists on perversions and transmutations
of the melodic subtleties of the guitar by his
heavy reliance of fuzztone. But it's just as well
because his distorted ramblings are not in i|

eresfing enough so that we'd really want to

near them clearly and cleanly.

TARZANA KID-
JOHN SEBASTIAN
(Reprise)

This man has made music that hit my head,
!»v.nds and feet since I heard "Do You Believe
in Magic" on Bruce Bradley's show on WBZ
Tarzana Kid proves that the magic >s still

'here. Opening with a Jimmy Cliff tune,
"Sitting Here in Limbo", Sebastian sets an
intimate, optimistic tone that holds throughout
'he entire album. The production is so clear on
all the songs you can tune in on any of the fine
^'ripnpnnlp. whn «rp mrioari wnrth a listen

— Ken Blaachardl

Little Feat's Lowell George helps out on
another fine version of his "Dixie Chicken."
The Pointer Sisters add a bouncy backing on
"Friends Again". Amos Garrett does another
•asfeful job of backing, as he did on Maria
Muldaur's album. But no one tries to take
anything from Sebastian, rather they all seem
'o have picked up his energy and gotten very
high on it. This is what should be, because John
still can do magic, like the Lovin' Spoonful, as
he did alone at Woodstock. And damn if it

doesn't feel good all over to get hit with it

again. When was the last time an album made
you feel that way? This one will.

—Craig Roche

APPRENTICE ( IN A MUSICAL WORKSHOP)
— DAVE LOGGINS
(Epic KE 32M3)

Dave Loggins, who probably plays second
fiddle to his more famous brother of Loggins &
Messina, has written himself a classic in the

field of country and western music. But, before

you say "Who cares about C & W music", read
on.

Apprentice is a classic because Loggins has

taken the traditional slap knee and beer crying

country and western form (which many people

find too repetitious) and given it dimensions of
sincerity and timelessness. His popular hit

"Please Come To Boston", along with "My
Father's Fiddle" are as country as Loggins
gets. "Someday", "My Lover's Keeper", and
"Sunset Woman" are just outstanding efforts
Loggins is nicely backed by a collection of

Nashville's knowns and unknowns The Nash-
ville Edition, Holiday Sisters, Brenda Gordon,
Pa' Coulter, and Brooks Hunnicutt do the back-
up vocals If you can identify more than *hree
of 'hose artists, you nave earned a place along
with Charlie Rich and Linda Hargrove on my C
& W top dog list

Apprentice is extremely well engineered. It

only makes sense. It seems tha* Mr. Loggms
has spared no expense or effort in making
Apprentice (In A Musical Workshop) Oh yes
the lyrics are included on the record jacket
which you will want to have. One of the best

albums I have ever heard. A real treat.

— wayne DUCKY deinak

GUITAR PLAYER — TAL FARLOW ( Prestige
P-24042)

What can you say about a legend? Un-
fortunately, Farlow fans, there's not really
much more 'o add, because the music con-
ained in Guitar Player has already received
he rave reviews if deserves so much. And that
is because this is a specially priced two-record
set (a steal!) which is a re-release of two
previous Farlow LPs: Red Norvo With Strings
(1955) and The Return of Tal Farlow (1969).
The 1955 material sees Farlow on guitar,

Norvo on vibes and Red Mitchell on bass — a
rio 'hat can swing without a drummer. The
interplay is absolutely gorgeous. The 1969
material has, in addition to Talmadge Farlow,
John Scully on piano, Jack Six on bass and Alan
Dawson on drums. But when you put both these
records 'ogether, you get a set that few words
can describe. Except words like superb,
breath aking, astounding, impeccable,
beautiful, brilliance and mastery.

For what it's worth, rock guitarists like Alvin
Lee, S'eve Howe and John McLaughlin at-

ribu'e much of their interests in the gu'tar to

Tal Farlow recordings, and |azz guitarists like
Wes Montgomery and Howard Roberts have
had nothing but good things to say about Tal.

Farlow's incredible imagination combined
with an extremely agile technique has led some
critics 'o call him " he Art Tatum of the
guitar". Some of the things Farlow does in this
collection are so ridiculously fast yet so for-

midably complicated that he'll leave any
istener's ears dripping with perspiration from
trying to keep up with him, and he'll make
guitarists drool with envy,

I'd like to comment on just one of the
seventeen songs in this set, a tune called "My
Romance". It's no exaggeration to say that this

recording will eventually be listed among the

liazz guitar classics. It opens with an ad-lit

Ichordai solo, then as Scully takes *he melody,
[Tal chords, with his letr nana wnue
[simultaneously nolding a note wftti -us right
Index fnger. He then 'akes *r<.e melody, im-
provising al'ernatively between single notes
land chords, and then he improvises an nar-
Imonic solo, producing a doubie octave effect
]na' defies comprehension since it is done a Hi

|sucn speed and obvious ease (for Ta

THE AFRICA BRASS SESSIONS, VOL. 2 —
JOHN COLTRANE (Impulse AS-9273 time
33:27

T^is s qui'e a 're examination of the classic
1961 orchestral date, arranged and conducted
by Eric Dolphy" (says here on cover). The
personei is staggering, being a real jazz or
chestra featuring Booker Little, 'rumpe t

. Britt

Woodman trombone, Carl Bowman,
euphonium Bill Barber, tuba. Eric Dolphy
and Pat Patrick, reeds McCoy Tyner, piano
(UMass' own) Reggie Workman, Art Davis,
Jimmy Garrison on ba-.s, and Elvin Jones,
drums

II is qui'e compelling to hear Coltrane
blowing in front of the aforementioned or -

chestra with Dolphy arrarging and batoninc
The roots are in known' big band style, but
'Trane' certainly helps them move away from
•hat station.

"Song Of The Underground Railroad" has
never been 'examined' — released before, and
is a real swift swinger led by John's fluid, fluid

sax which really gives the band something to

follow

"Greensleeves" is an alternate take from the

1961 recording date. Built much like the live a'

Newport "My Favorite Things" done around
that same time, it runs a fairly straight path
with sweeter than sweet — so hard to beat
playing by Coltrane, some of his runs bor
dering on the lightning. A quite intelligent,

qui'e reasoned, yet a quite twisted sen
'•mentally reading of this classic.

"Africa" is all of side two, and is a ram
tlesome piece 'ied to a two-note theme base
Nice ensemble blending and shading by
Dolphy. The solos are low-key, with spec
'acuiar bass stretching, and of course, a
splat ter-shot Elvin Jones drum spot. The whole
affair never coagulates into a squalid heap the

way you might think (it is an out-take), hut still

carries a decent stream all along its path.

Brass Sessions, Vol. 2 "is not one of Johns
more powerful albums, but the very context it's

set in makes it a prize.

* 'not one of the big btands' B.

—Mike 'you got to be me to go where I go

you got to be to know what I know' Kostek

This album is avadaoie at the University Store.
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out of the file of the fast past
ART — AREA EXHIBITS

Leverette Craftsmen and Artists
Inc. Bethia Brehmer "Graphics"
Nov. 1-12.

Springfield Museum of Fine Arts —
"The World of Pogo" focusing on the
characters the late Waif Kelley
created for the comic strip "Pogo"
through Nov. 17.

"West of the Rockies" photographs
of the American West from the
International Museum of
Photography at the George Eastman
House.
"Laligue Glass" works of Rene

Lalique known as the foremost
designer of glass through the 20's and
30's hrough Jan. 5.

"The West of Charles Russell" a
film on Thursday, Oct. 31 at 7:30 p.m.
dealing with the ideas and per-
sonality of Charles Russell, a painter
and commentator on the 19th century
West.

FIVE COLLEGE EXHIBITS
Amherst College Mead Art Gallery

"American Folk Art" many fine

pieces of American folk art — show
extended to Nov. 3. Beginning Nov. 6

drawings by E.E. Cummings,
Fairfield Porter, T. Tankers.
Hampshire College, Nov. 11 Dec. 1

"Irish Directions" painting, sculp

ure, and prints traveling show
previously at the Worcester Museum
of Fine Art.

Mt. Holyoke — "American Posters

of The Nineties" show ends Nov. 3.

Smith College Museum — "The
Seelye Years" exhibition of works
acquired by the college between 1879-

1910 during the years of its first

president 1. Clark Seelye, show ends
Nov. 3.

"Egyptian Art" from the Museum
of Fine Art, Boston, through Jan. 5.

UMass. Herter Hall Gallery
Students Arts Festival through Nov.
2.

Print Show Nov. 8 Dec. 8.

BOSTON
Boston International Photo Show

Oct. 31 Nov. 3, Commonwealth Pier.
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WEEKENDS IN FILM
compiled by Paul Kontrimas

AIRPORT '75. No better, no worse than
Airpor* '72. Starts this weekend at the
Showcase Cinemas in West Springfield. + +

BLAZING SADDLES Mel Brooks produced
and directed this out to lunch, slapstick
comedy. Has some really outstanding comic
scenes 'hat will make you giggle when brought
'o mind. Picture this, for example — a group of
dusty cowboys sitting around the evening
campfire, eating beans and performing a
musical symphony utilizing the aural by
products of their meal. Zany, and worth seeing.
A' 'he Academy of Music ++ + +

DEATH WISH People are raving about this
new Charles Bronson movie for some reason,
and a viewing should explain why. it deals with
a wealthy architect who takes the law into his
own hands and calmly shoots muggers off the
streets after his own wife and daughter are
assaul ted. The question is : how do you stop the
growing crime rate in a big city, through the
police, or through personal protection? The
film favors Bronson s actions, ana usually the
audience follows suit. The idea is cute, but the
portrayals of the muggers are too stereotyped
and Wes' Side Storyish. Still, the acting shines
and 'he New York City photography provides a
spellbinding background for the shenanigans.
Michael Winner directs his first winner. At the
Campus Cinema + + +

DECAMERON. Pier Paolo Pasolini's
fabulous rendering of Boccaccio's Decameron.
A rollicking and zestful look at the realities of
medieval Italian life which encompasses the
spicy, 'he seamy and the noble. One of
Pasolini's highest acclaimed directorial ef
for's, i' has won the approval of film-goers the
world over. To be shown a' the CCA. Sunday,
Nov. 3 a' 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. + + + +

DRACULA. Have no information as to the
version being shown. Look for announcements
wherever on campus posters are tacked up, for
turner informa'ion. Thursday, 7 and 9 at the
SUB.

EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW
ABOUT SEX BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK.
Double feature with Sleeper at MF 4. An
uproarious, hilarious spoof on the book which
was he educational alternative to the
ba'hroom wall. Consists of seven skits — four
'f which are riotous and three of which are
downrigh' sickening. Woody plays the role of a
cour' jester attempting to penetrate a royal
chasti'y belt W ifh a male sperm, and various
< »her perverts. A' the Mt. Farms + + +

FLESH GORDON. At the Campus Cinema
+ +

GODSPELL. The story of Godspell was
capured both in body and spirit when it first

appeared in theatre form, that is on the stage.
When 'he original cast was dissolved, when the
theme slipped through other casts, and finally
ended up in a film form, the original reason for
this story telling was lost. At the Mt. Farms,
with Let The Good Times Roll. +

KING OF HEARTS. Quite a nice, little film
here. Asks 'he question "who is sane?" The
inhabitants of an insane asylum take over a
bomb-riddled 'own when WWII fighter planes
scare off their attendants. The result is in-

eresting, and at times, rather inciteful. Sub
Titles. A' SUB, 7, 9 and 11, Fri. + + + +

LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL. Another
one of the seemingly endless stream of rock n'

roll music documentaries. This one features a
nea photographic gimmick a la Woodstock,
where a split screen shows our fifties idols as
•hey were, complete with greasy hair and
narrow lapels, and cuts to more recent footage
of 'heir performances. See Chuck Berry,
Chubby Checker, and more. At the Farm
Moun'ains, doubled up with GODSPELL. + 4-

LITTLE BIG MAN. Noted for tremendous
performance by Dustin Hoffman portraying
General Custer up until »he time he last stood
up. No a new film, first released in 1970, bu'
wor'h a look. A' Campus Cinema + + +

THE LONGEST YARD. A fleeting macho
ac'ion flick where Burt Reynolds shows his cell

block how much fun i' is to be in prison. Eddie
Alber' ac's as warden, for all you Eddie Albert
fans. Rober' Aldrich directed. A' the Showcase
Cinemas in West Springfield. ++

MIDNIGHT COWBOY. Dumb cowboy ties

up wi'h Rico Rizzo (Dustin Hoffman). Dumb
Cowboy doesn" make i' as male prostitute.
B< h ake "ff for a condominium in Ft.

Lauderdale. A' Grauman's Chinese of Amherst
(Manar), Friday a' 7, 9:30. ++ +

2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY. At the M»
Farms.

SLEEPER. Now playing a' MF 4. Woody
Allen wakes up from a long sleep in suspended
animation capsule and finds himself in a
fu uristic world dominated by the stainless
s eel and formica. Woody has difficulty fitting
in'o 'his sterile society and infects it with
disrespectful antics, knee slapping chase
scenes and characteristic Woody Allen
disorder. (A the M\ Farms). + + +

CONCERTS

(T indicates tickets may be bought at
Ticketron in Campus Center Hotel Lobby)
AMHERST
Raspberries — Nov. 16, Amherst Cinema

MT. HOLYOKE
Linda Ronstadt — Nov. 3, Chapin Aud.

(cancelled)

SPRINGFIELD
Focus— Gentle Giant — John Martyn — Oct.

31, Sanderson Theater T
Dave Brubeck — Nov. 3, Symphony Hall

(Sun. afternoon)
Aerosmith — Blue Oyster Cult — Nov. 3,

Civic Center T
Dave Mason— Poco— Nov. 10, Civic Center

T
Donovan— Nov. 15, Sanderson Theater (7:30

& 10) T
Randy Newman — Mimi Farina — Nov. 16,

Sanderson Theater T
Beach Boys — Nov. 17, Civic Center
Chick Corea & Return To Forever — Larry

Coryell — Nov. 29, Sanderson Theater
Richie Havens— Dec. 21, Sanderson Theater

T
David Bromberg — Dec. 15, Sanderson

Thea'er T
BOSTON
Rosalie Sorrells — Bill Staines — Oct. 31

Nov. 3, Passim Coffeeshop
Fat — Oct. 31, Nov. 3, Bunratty's
Choice Four — Oct. 31, Nov. 3, Sugar Shack

(10 & 1 a.m.)
Keith Jarrett — Gary Burton — Oct. 31,

Sanders Theater

Can the mind
know it?

Barry Man.low — Chris Rhodes — Oct. 31-
Nov. 3, Paul's Mall
Hugh Masekeia — Hedzoleh Soundz — Oct.

31, Nov. 3, Jazz Workshop
Black Oak Arkansas — Gentle Giant —

Golden Earring — Nov. 2, Orpheum T
Loggins A Messina — Poco— Nov. 3, Music

Hall T
Main Ingredient — Nov. 4-10, Sugar Shack

(10 & 1 a.m.)
Ellen Mcllwaine —Tom Waits — Nov. 6-10,

Passim Coffeeshop
Richard Berts — Nov. 6, Orpheum T
Foghat— Robin Trower — Montrose — Nov.

8, Orpheum T
Frank Zappa & The Mothers Of Invention —

Wet Willie — Nov. 9, Orpheum T
Eric Anderson — Mimi Farina — Nov. 9,

Sanders Theater
Roger McGuinn — Nov. 10 & 11, Paul's Mall
David Bowie— Nov. 14, 15 & 16, Music Hall T
Henry Chapin — Nov. 15, Symphony Hal,
George Carlin — Travis Shook & The Club

WOW — Nov. 15, Orpheum T
Marshall Tucker Band — Elvin Bishop —

Charlie Daniels — Nov. 16, Orpheum T
Donovan — Nov. 17, Music Hall T
Jose Feliciano — Nov. 20, Symphony Hall
Elton John — Kiki Dee Band — Nov. 20 8. 21,

Boston Garden (sold out)'

Randy Newman — Ry Cooder — Nov. 21,
Symphony Hall

Maria Muldaur — Liz Taylor — Nov. 22,
Orpheum T
Genesis — Dec. 9, Music Hall T
George Harrison — Dec. 10, Boston Garden
Yes — Dec. 11, Boston Garden T

(boggle)
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GROUP

TWO
GENERATIONS

OF
BRUBECK with the

Springfield Symphony Orchestra

NOV. 3, 1974 3 P.M.
Symphony Hall in Springfield

Dave, Chris, Dan and Darius Bru-

beck bring you exciting pops — fami-

ly style 1

February 9, 1975

ARTHUR FIEDLER

April 6, 1975
Robert Gutter presents:

MILLION DOLLAR
MOVIE THEMES

'V 4

\

FAMILY POPS SERIES
3 Sunday afternoons that

everybody will love. Buy

a series ticket and save uc

to 25 per centl Prices:

$1050. $13.50. S1850

Student tickets »2.75 a»

Arts Council Box Office or
49 Chestnut St., Spfld

phone the Symphony. f41 ^ 739 4728

SPRINGFIELD

SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA



Tenants now face certain loss of security deposits
By BILL DENSMORE

Staff Reporter

Residents of the Brittany Manor
and Mt. Sugarloaf apartments
received more bad news about the

company which owns the com
piexes yesterday.

Tenants who placed security

deposits before Sept. 23 of this year
will almost certainly not get their

money back because the firm, Tri-

Colonial Realty of Brookline,
declared bankruptcy on that date,

according to a newly appointed
manager of the complexes.

William Ryan, appointed by an
official handling federal bankruptcy
proceedings for Tri-Colonial, told

the Daily Hampshire Gazette
yesterday tenants who paid

security deposits before Sept. 23
have lost their money.

Ryan said that such tenants

should now refuse to pay their

October rent in order to gain back
their security deposit.

However, U.S. District Court

Judge W. Arthur Garrity, the judge
handling bankruptcy proceedings in

Boston, said in September that to

withhold rents would subject
tenants to eviction.

Garrity said tenants should not

withhold rent because to do so
would deny creditors of Tri-Colonial

the right to be paid for the debts
owed them.

According to Garrity's in-court

statements, if tenants at 7,000
properties owned by the three firms

which declared bankruptcy do not

pay rent, it will be impossible to

reorganize the firm out of

bankruptcy.

Tri-Colonial is one of three firms

which have been managed by

Hancock Management Inc. of

Brookline. The firms own apart-

ments all over Boston and into

Connecticut.

Tenants at the two apartment
complexes in Amherst have been
frustrated because the court-

appointed trustee for Tri-Colonial,

Attorny David Mazzone of

Wakefield, has yet to contact

owners or tenants about what their

obligations are in the complex
business failure.

Bromery opposes rejection

of UMass law school by Sarge
By DONNA FUSCO

Staff Reporter

Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery yesterday called Governor
Sargent's rejection of the proposed

state-operated law school at UMass
a "mistake."

Bromery made the statement at

the first of what will be twice-

monthly press conferences.

"When you go to Springfield or

Boston they'll say there's not

enough lawyers. The law school is

only part of the law center. People

are going to need paralegal training

and counselling because now you

need a lawyer tor everything."

"We should've had a public law

school before a public medical

school." added Bromery.

Bromery also spoke about the

enrollment freeze and student

unionization.

He said the "enrollment freeze

gives us time to catch up with

taking a look at our growth, and to

provide services students don't get,

such as counselling and advising

services."

He said there is excellent support

for staffing for the faculty but the

problem is the "support staff hasn't

SOP hearings features

Bromery, Gage, others
By LA WRENCE KORNFIELD

Staff Reporter

Chancellor Randolph Bromery,

Vice-Chancellor Robert Gage, and

Ken Dean, director of Residential

Life, among others will be ap-

pearing at campus-wide hearings

on student housing next week
sponsored by the Student

Organizing Project.

Student Organizer John Pepi

described the hearings as serving

three main purposes:

1) " an educational function so

the student population can find out

what's going on and what the real

problems in housing and food

services are.

2) "To gather information

necessary to win a lawsuit

challenging the mandatory dorm

residency requirement.

3) "To develop plans and

techniques by which students can

gain control over their living en-

vironment."

Testimony from students, ad

ministrators, and outside experts

will be provided at the hearings.

The S.O.P. is inviting any students

who want to air their grievances or

opinions to participate.

inside:
What's the scoop with on-

campus busing? See page 16.

Five College News which will

become a weekly feature in the

Collegian appears on Page 3 of

today's paper.

What other left over tricks

and treats do we have? Look

and see.

weather:
Friday morning, early

morning fog, burning off to

hazy sunshine. Cloudy Friday

night with chance of showers.

The hearings will be held on five

consecutive nights with each
hearing focusing on an issue in

student housing. They are

scheduled as follows:

Monday — "Environmental
Psychology" in Baker House
Tuesday — "Governance of

Residential Life", Hamlin House
Wednesday - "Legality of

Mandatory Dorm Residential Life"

in Hampden Student Center

Thursday — "Financial Structure

of the System" in Grayson House

Friday - "Off-Campus Housing

Problems" in the Commuter
Lounge

All hearings will be from 7 to 9

p.m.

Bromery is scheduled to testify at

the hearings on Monday. Gage and

Dean will speak at the hearing on

governance.

State Representative Jim Collins

will speak on the legislature's role in

the financing of the university

system Thursday.

"It's becoming more and more

clear that this present system of

D.C.'s and housing is on the way
out," said Pepi, "In order to insure

that the alternative is a satisfying

one, students must be involved in

it's creation."

WMUA will broadcast live the

Wednesday hearing on legality.

caught up".

Speaking of increased ap-

plications, he said one reason is

economic, (students coming to

school because of the poor job

market) and partly because UMass
has been gaining a reputation for

good programs.

"We're looking for more non-

traditional students, too" said

Bromery. We'll still look at high

SAT scores — but also at a number
of other things to try to achieve

equity."

"A few years ago if we just

looked at high SAT scores 90 per

cent of the freshman class would
have been women."
When asked about student

unionization Bromery said "I don't

know what a student union is, no
one has defined it yet."

I do not see it operating under

labor management laws. If the

students feel a union can deliver

what they want then I'd say go
ahead and have a union."
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Chancellor Bromery labels Sargent view a 'mistake'.

Task force investigates rights
ByJUNEVALUERE

Staff Reporter

A Privacy Task Force has been
set up at UMass to investigate

precedents end to implement the

procedures for carrying out the

"Protection of the Rights and
Privacy" Amendment.
This law, recommended by

Senator James Buckley of New
York, was passed on May 9, and
will be effective No. 19.

Under this federal law, college

students will have the right to

inspect the confidential records

their schools keep on them, such as

admissions and job recom-
mendations, psychological and
medical records, and maybe even

their parents confidential

statements.

Besides gaining admittance to

their records within 45 days of their

request, the Buckley Amendment
allows the student to change or

delete records if inaccurate,

misleading or if inappropriate.

The school has to obtain written

permission of "the student before

submitting information from the

student's records to an
organization and it must keep a

record of what agencies it submits

information to.

In an interview with Michael

West, assistant Vice-Chancellor of

Student Affairs described the

purpose of the Privacy Task Force

which was instituted by Robert W.
Gage, Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs.

He said the Task Force will

determine what is a "public" and
"private" records, where these

records should be kept and who
has access to them. West said the

Force will develop the policies for

carrying out the Buckley Am-
mendment and will sponsor in-

service training programs for

education staff, students, and

faculty about the adopted policies.

The task force will consist of a

few members from each record

department in the university, said

West. Because there will be about

30 people on the committee, too

many to meet, a steering com-
mittee has been designated, he

said.

Committee Representatives are

Jane Chalmers. Health Services,

Robert White, Student Develop-

ment Center, Robert Brooks,

Admissions, Records and Financial

Aide, Robert Swasey, Graduate

School, Marsha Capina, Continuina

Education, Robert Garstka,

Personal Office, Katherine

Emerson, Archives, and Bard

White, Computer Group.

West has asked the Un-
dergraduate and Graduate Student

Senates to appoint members to the

task force but has not received any

notice yet. He suggests the Senates

select people who already deal with

records such as the Health Ad-

visory Group.

turn to page 10

Three rapid-fire thefts linked

to same pair of armed bandits
Three rapid-fire robberies in Northampton, Hadley

and then Amherst are blamed on the same pair of

men.
Police report that one armed man entered three

businesses last evening while a second man waited at

the wheel of a late- model Ford.

At about 6:25 p.m. a robber wearing a dark stocking

mask help up the Northampton Music Center at 22

Craft St.

Ten minutes later men with the same general

description robbed the Gasland service station on

Russell St. (Rt. 9) in Hadley.

At 7 p.m. apparently the same men stopped at the

Zayre shopping plaza at the Hadley-Amherst

townline.

The D'Addario's card store at the plaza was robbed

of about $170. For the third time a man described as

of slender build held a small handgun on a store clerk.

Police from the three communities where robberies

occurred were joined by state police and UMass
police, which caused a short traffic tie-up, but

produced no suspects.

The parking and tran-

sportation plan instituted one

and one half years ago by the

administration may have failed

to reach its prime objective —
reducing the number of cars on

campus.
And a decision by the parking

office last semester to change

its mailing policy may have

resulted in thousands of un-

dergraduates being cheated of

the opportunity to register to

park their cars on an equal basis

with others on campus.

Read a two part series -
"The Parking System: A One
Year Retrospective" beginning

Monday in the Collegian.
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Innovative program
By PAUL BRADLEY

Staff Reporter

A new program under the School

of Education, scheduled to begin

this spring, will seek to train

students in non-traditional means
of education.

The Human Services Program,

under the direction of Dr. Donald

White, will deal with education as

an ongoing process that does not

stop in the classroom, and try to

look at human services as a

legitimate means of education.

White defined human services as

"all those programs where society

provides for the personal well being

of the individual," and cited such

examples as mental health services,

correctional institutions, and the

welfare system.

"We are looking for students

who are interested in education but

not necessarily in a traditional

sense,'.' $aid White. "We want to

train people to teach in other areas

besides the classroom."

White added that this might

include such areas as counseling of

parolees or helping welfare

recipients to manage a family

budget.

Currently in the developmental

stage, the program will go into

operation this spring and be ex-

panded upon the following fall.

White said the program was

created because of a real need for

such a program. "There is a societal

need, and students are interested in

this as well. This is an opportunity

to meet these needs and interests.'

White also pointed to the hard

economic fact that classroom

teachers are simply not in demand

right now.

The program will consist of

internships will be no problem since

other programs in the school of

Education are already in contact

with human service operations

throughout the state.

Most of the internships will be on

a part time basis, working closely

with classroom training.

White said he wanted students

"to be aware of the political and

social realities of human services

before they go out in the field."

He also said he wanted close

supervision of students and full

time internships would not be

conducive to this. White did leave

open the possibility of full time

internships dependant upon the

capabilities and needs of individual

students.

White said students from all

majors are welcome, but said

preference would be given to

education majors. Students have

the option of trying out the

program, giving them the op-

portunity to make a decision for a

career.

The program will initially be

limited to 30 students, with about

50 being accepted into the program

in the fall of 1975. Interested

students should contact White at

465 .Hills South or at 5-2048.

Lecture inaugurates

Chancellor's series
By BRENDA CIAK
Staff Reporter

"Quality is a matter of taste," said Dr. Marshall Harvey Stone, UMass

professor of mathematics, while delivering the inaugural talk of the

Chancellor's Lecture Series Wednesday night in the Campus Center

Auditorium.

Stone noted in his speech on "Quality and Change in Education" that

quality may be measured by creating a picture of an ideal and then asking

if one can somehow improve universities by making changes.

"We are too much preoccupied by the question of government and

justice; in the long run universities function well if teachers and students

have an appropriate atmosphere to communicate with each other," he

said.

Stone realized a need for more people getting educated in order to solve

problems and look ahead to solving future ones.

"Part of life is struggle, struggle to do things better. Problems are a

challenge to intellectual endeavor and attempting to solve them makes

suffering worthwhile. If there is no equilibrium within the human race, then

we will be faced with problems."

According to Stone there are two important changes in this country's

post high schoc! education: an increase in the number of students and in

the amount of knowlege trying to be taught and put into application.

He proposed that universities should not try to be all things to all who
desire higher education. Instead, admission standards should be raised

thus limiting entrance only to those who can absorb higher knowledge.

Finally, he urged university specialization where only certain fields will be

promoted.

Charges aired against

the BMCP membership

On Hallpween there's no telling what you

may bump into — Professor Le Strange

narrating "The 415 Express". For example.

WFCR (88.5 fm) presents this tale of horror

tonite at

10:30. Listen

for it.

VW SNOW
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Size
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The Steering Committee of New
Africa House last night chaired a

community meeting which involved

the discusssion of problems and
complaints charged from members
of the Third World community,
against the membership of (BMC-
P).

Allen Gordon, Steering Com-
mittee chairman, led the discussion

by opening the meeting up for

debate among the various in-

dividuals that were charging
complaints. It was expressed that

there were reasons to believe, that

the present officers that were
elected recently were in question.

Other persons charged that the

(BMCP) organization was run and
dictated by non students.

Barry Williams, high ranking

member of (BMCP), and newly

elected Black Affairs Director of

WMUA Radio Station gave a

historical summary of the

organization, its past and present

activities. Sherwood Thompson,
Black Affairs Editor of the Daily

Collegian newspaper, also familiar

with the organization reminded the

groups present that, "the (BMCP)
project was the result of hard

planning and serious work." He
continued, "only by us carrying on

this spirit of work, will we be able to

come together and iron out dif

ferences."

The Steering Committee
members all related to the group,

that it had a responsibility to the

community. Allen Gordon then
called for the membership of the

(BMCP) project "to put aside your
petty contradictions and to work

collectively with each other in order

to bring about positive results and
effective community service in

broadcast media."

Complete texts of the resolutions

and proposals that were presented

will appear in Monday's paper.
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Five college residential exchange gaining support
By DONNA FUSCO

Staff Reporter

Five College Residential Ex-

change is gaining support from
both administrators and students.

Approximately 30 students from
each of the Five Colleges have
attended special introductory
Residential Exchange meetings
expressing an interest in the ex-

change.

The program will allow students

in the Five College area to live at

another school in the valley while

remaining registered at their home
institution.

At the Wednesday night meeting
Jerry Treshinsky, secretary of the

Five College Student Coordinating

Board (FCSCB) who is sponsoring

the program, said "the biggest

problem boils down to the number
of beds available."

Merrill Ewing, treasurer of Mt.

Holyoke College, shared
Treshinsky's view saying "if the

beds are filled there should be no
financial problems."

Results of last month's Five

College poll shows that 95 percent

of the students in Mt. Holyoke,

Smith and UMass and 90 percent

from Amherst College thought the

exchange should be made available

to the students in the valley.

The results from Hampshire

College have not yet been com-
piled.

The poll also shows that more
students from the private colleges

are interested in participating in the

exchange than from the University.

Seventy percent from Amherst,

68 percent from Mt. Holyoke, 81

percent from Smith are interested

in participating opposed to 56

percent from UMass.
These results answer some

questions raised at the meeting as

to whether students from private

colleges would want to come to

UMass.
North Burn, five college coor

dinator, said "there are more
private school students at UMass
than UMass students going to

private schools."

Burn attributed this to a "bigger

wealth of course offerings"

available at UMass.

The first exchange, hopefully for

next semester, will be on a small

scale — about 12 people, said

Brenda Goodman, Chairman of the

Residential Exchange Committee.

She said the Deans of Students of

the Five Colleges are worried about
trying this in large numbers.

Kurt Hertzfeld, treasurer of

Amherst College said in an in-

terview, that this couldn't involve

large numbers but "all problems

Foundation supports guest

at Mount Holyoke College
Frank E. Taplin, American

businessman, civic and cultural

leader, will be the guest of Mount

Holyoke College during the week of

October 27 under the Woodrow
Wilson National Fellowship

Foundation Program, of which

Mount Holyoke is a participating

member.
Mr. Taplin is director and prin-

cipal stockholder of the North

American Coal Corporation, former

chairman of the board of Scurry-

Rainbow Oil, Ltd., and former

director of the White Motor

Company and the Wheeling and

Lake Erie Railway Company. A PHi

Beta Kappa graduate, he earned his

B.A. at Princeton University, his

M.A. in Jurisprudence at Oxford

University where he was a Rhodes

Scholar, and his LL.B. at Yale Law

School.

In order to take full advantage of

Frank Taplin's expertise in a variety

of important fields, Mount Holyoke

has planned an extensive program.

Mr. Taplin will meet with students

in classrooms, residence halls, and

will hold various seminars and panel

discussions.

The Woodrow Wilson National

Fellowship Foundation Program is

made possible be a grant from the

Lily Endowment in Indianapolis in

an effort to place representatives of

business, industry and the

professions on college campuses as

visiting professors. Last year,

Martha and Robert Walters,

journalists for the Washington Star

News, and LaDonna Harris and

Senator Fred Harris, minority ad

women's rights activist, were on

the Mount Holyoke campus under

the program.

•could be worked out."

The financial argangement, as

planned by the board is to have the

exchange student pay the tuition

and fees of their home institution.

All three of the Five College

treasurers contacted by the

Collegian expressed support for the

program and indicated there should

be no financial difficulties, if in-

stituted according to the FCSCB's

plan.

Dr. Warren Gulko, Director of

Budgeting and Institutional

Studies, said he would "hate to see

financial considerations getting in

the way of the exchange.

Residential Exchange is valuable

socially, culturally and
educationally, and would increase

five college cooperation. He said if

students would support it he was
"all for it."

Merrill Ewing said "as long as

students were willing to pay their

own institution there should be no

financial problem."

Once the idea gets accepted,

Treshinsky said "we think they'll

put the Five College exchange on

an equal footing with the twelve

college exchange."

$ problems plague Hampshire
By BIFF PRICE

Hampshire Climax Correspondent

The Hampshire Climax reported

that tight funds threaten the theatre

of the proposed Humanities h Arts

Center. Hampshire's Humanities

and Arts (H&A) students have long

looked toward the Center as an end

to crowded facilities.

Due to the present economic
conditions, the College is now
seeking to eliminate the theatre

space from the building plans to

speed its construction. Costs have

risen from under $30 million to just

over $39 million. The Center's

architects Arrowstreet, Inc. have

estimated the cost of the building

per square foot will rise by nearly $4

to a high of $62 per square foot by

1975.

Until the success of a fund-

raising drive by the College's

Development Office can be

assertained, none of Hampshire's

chief officers have proposed a

schedule for the Humanities and

Arts Center's construction.

Theatre students now use Emily

Dickinson Hall's Performing Arts

Center for their productions.

Assistant professor of theatre arts,

Liam O'Brien told Climax, "The
PAC is adequate.. ..but we are

having technical problems. The

acoustics are terrible, the roof

leaks, the soundproofing is poor,

and the floor is buckling."

After the center's completion,

the College doesn't expect to have

any additions to its 550-acre

campus for quite a while. If the

H6tA theatre is not constructed

with the rest of the building, it

might be years before students see

a production on a professionally

designed and properly built stage.

Two new governance oroposals

one from Hampshire Natural

Science professor Lynn Miller and

one from students John Finck and

John Thurber were presented to

Hampshire's three councils last

week. On Friday, both proposals

were sent, along with the original

proposal of the Governance
Review Committee, on to the

Constitutional Reform Committee

by College Council.

At Friday's College Council, one

member observed that governance

plans are moving away from the

wide participation, that grew out of

the mood on many a college

campus in the late sixties to more

streamlined models designed to

work with a minimum of work.

Student trustee Tina Klein noted

for Climax, "Under the proposals

now the only real difference is to

make governance more efficient for

those who participate, rather than

changing the power structure."

She added, "Under the cir-

cumstances, maybe there is not

much more that one can do."

The orginal Governance Com-
mittee proposal, the school would
have three governing sectors,

Academic, Business and Com-
munity. Each sector would elect

their own Deans. This proposal has

received much criticism from the

Administration for not including the

President in the selection process

for the Deans.

Lynn Miller's plan called for an
elected council of 15 to become the

only powerful policy making force

on campus. Advisory panels would
then work with Administrative

heads. The Finck-Thurber proposal

has the 'policy council' directing

management.

The Miller plan seems the most
popular, certainly the most talked

about at all three of the council

meetings last week. That was in

deep contrast to the problems

Academic and Community
Councils had with the Governance

Review Committee's proposals.

Residential exchange
scheduled for spring

By HUGH OWEN
Reporter

The Residential Exchange program may operate this spring semester on

a small scale, according to Five College Student Coordinating Board vice

chairman Brenda Goodman.

The five college board met Wednesday night at 7:30 p.m. in Rm 917 of

the Campus Center.

Goodman said she knows of thirty students from each college in the five

college area who are interested in the program, but added that these

requests are non committal. The Deans of the colleges are willing to at

tempt only an exchange of twelve students this year because "all things

are not hammered out yet," Goodman said.

"The matter of residential exchange is out of my hands now. It is in the

hands of the Deans now," continued Goodman.

Goodman said there is a long wait involved regarding action by the

Deans because "there is no time in the next two months that all the Deans

can make a meeting together."

Open enrollment will be offered for the first time this year in the In

terterm program, according to board member Kim Coleman. This means

that no preference will be given to students when choosing courses at their

home institution. All students will have an equal chance at getting enrolled

in courses. . ,

The program is open to all students in the five colleges. Students are

able to stay at their own college during the intersession at no extra cost,

Coleman said.

The time that the programs will be offered at the colleges will vary,

according to Coleman. She also said she did not think UMass was planning

to offer an Interterm program this year. > , ._

Course catalogues for the Mount Holyoke and Hampshire College

programs will be available next week.

Bob Soule, transportation chairman, brought up the quest.on of asking

the college Presidents to appeal to students not to use their cars in the

valley. He said thit perhaps there was some way in which students would

be allowed to have cars at their own college, but not be allowed to use

them to commute to other schools.

The board agreed that it would be a good move to reduce car traffic

between the five colleges, but that no action could be taken until there was

a better transportation system to replace car travel.

Five College Calendar
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2

7:00, 9:00 and 11:00 p.m. - Movie, DIRTY HARRY,
sponsored by TEP, Student Union Ballroom,

University (xx) (xxx)

7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Classic Film Series: A MAN
FOR ALL SEASONS, $1.00, Lecture Room 1, Merrill

Center, Amherst

7:30 p.m. Weekend Cinema: COLOSSUS: THE
FORBIN PROJECT (1969), admission free with

stickered ID or 75c. Gamble Auditorium, Mount
Holyoke

7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Film: BLUME IN LOVE, a

comedy about a man desperately in love with his ex-

wife; written and directed by Paul Mazursky; starring

George Segal and Susan Anspach, admission $1 .00 to

benefit SOS, Sage Hall, Smith (xx)

8:00 p.m. - A Student Production: LIFE IS A
DREAM by Pedro Calderon de la Barca, translated by

I dwin Honig. Directed by Dare Clubb '76, Fayer-

weather Theater, Amherst

8:00 and 10:00 p.m. - "Sparkling Celluloid" Film

Series: DR. STRANGELOVE, directed by Stanley

Kubrick (1963), with George C. Scott and Peter

Sellers, and THE CRITIC, Mel Brooks' Oscar winning

short (1964), $.99. Lecture room II, Merrill Center,

Amherst
8:00 p.m. - Brian Friel play, THE FREEDOM OF THE

CITY, Hampshire College Theatre, Performing Atts

Center, Emily Dickinson Hall, Hampshire (xx)

8:00 p.m. - Theatre Production: HEARTBREAK
HOUSE, by George Bernard Shaw, see Friday,

November 1, Theatre 14, Smith (xx)

8:00 p m. A Musical Revue: SHOWBIZ FROM
ROMBERG TO ROCK, (see Friday, November 1)

admission $1.00, Hallil Flanagan Studio Theatre,

Smith (xx)

8:00 p.m. Laboratory Theatre Production.

GLORGE WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE (see

November 1). Laboratory Theatre, Mount Holyoke

9:00 p.m. PARTY: Jazz-fireplace-conversation

relaxation, sponsored by Five College Faces

Association for faculty, staff and graduates of Valley

colleges and interested others Orchards Golf Club,

Mount Holyoke (xx)

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3

2:30 p.m. - Film: STAGECOACH (1939) with John

Wayne; directed by John Ford (admission free).

Gamble Auditorium, Mount Holyoke

7:00 and 9:00 p.m. Program Council Sunday Night

Movie THE STRANGER, Student Union Ballroom,

University, (xx) (xxx)

7:00 and 9:30 p.m. - Movie, DECAMERON, (Italian),

based on Boccaccio's famous literary work dealing

with society, religion and morals of medieval Italy;

Italy's version of the Canterbury Tales, with English

sub-titles, Campus Center Auditorium, University (xx)

7:30 and 9:30 p.m. - Classic Film Series: A MAN
FOR ALL SEASONS, $1.00, Lecture Room I, Merrill

Center, Amherst

7:30 p.m. - American Studies and History Depart-

ment Film Series: "Twentieth Century America -

World War II: Pearl Harbor to Hiroshima":

DECEMBER 7: DAY OF INFAMY, THE DECISION TO
DROP THE ATOMIC BOMB, Wright Hall, Smith

8:00 p.m. - A Student Production: LIFE IS A
DREAM by Pedro Calderon de la Barca, translated by

Edwin Honig. Directed by Dare Clubb '76, Fayer-

weather Theatre, Amherst
8:00 and 10:00 p.m. - "Sparkling Celluloid" Film

Series: DR. STRANGELOVE, directed by Stanley

Kubrick (1963), with George C. Scott and Peter

Sellers, and THE CRITIC, Mel Brooks' Oscar winning

short (1964), $.99. Lecture Room II, Merrill Center,

Amherst
8:00 p.m. Brian Friel play, THE FREEDOM OF THE

CITY, Performing Arts Center, Emily Dickinson Hall,

Hampshire (xx)

8.00 p.m. Ingmar Bergman film: WINTER LIGHT

with Ingrid Thulin, Main Lecture Hall, Franklin Pat-

terson Hall, Hampshire (xx)

8:00 p.m. Faculty Recital: GRETCHEN d'AR-

MAND, soprano with CONSTANCE LASALLE, piano.

Sage Hall, Smith

8:30 p.m. Laboratory Theatre Production:

GEORGE WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE, (see

November 1). Laboratory Theatre, Mount Holyoke
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Not enthusiastically, however

Magruder says Mitchell approved burglary
WASHINGTON \AP\ - Jeb

Stuart Magruder testified yesterday
that although John N. Mitchell

gave his unenthusiastic approval
for the Watergate burglary he
asked a week later why so much
money was required by the man
who was planning it.

Testifying at the Watergate
cover-up trial for the third day,

Magruder said he got a telephone
call from the former attorney

general in the first week of April

1972 asking why G. Gordon Liddy

needed "this much money."

Magruder said that he .went to

Mitchell's office and reviewed for

him the $250,000 proposal that he

said Mitchell approved on March 30

and explained that what Liddy was
asking "was in effect front money"
to purchase equipment and hire

men.
"Mr. Mitchell understood,"

Magruder said, and later authorized

Hugh Sloan, the treasurer of

Richard M. Nixon's re-election

committee, to give Liddy what he

asked.

Magruder had testified earlier

that the approval for the Liddy plan

was given at a meeting in Key
Biscayne, Fla., on March 30.

There has been previous
testimony in other forums that

Liddy originally asked for $82,000.

Mitchell is charged with con-

spiracy to obstruct justice, along
with H. R. Haldeman, John D.

Ehrlichman, Robert C. Mardian and
Kenneth W. Parkinson.

Magruder is serving a 10-month
to four-year prison sentence on his

plea of guilty to obstructing justice

in the case.

o
X
a

Anti-government protestors overturn a jeep in Saigon during a demonstration
against President Thieu yesterday. A crowd of 3000 Roman Catholics were
demanding the resignation of Thieu.

Ford eyes beef import ceiling

to help troubled agriculture
Compiled from Wires

SIOUX CITY, Iowa - Carrying

his political rescue mission for

Republican candidates to the farm

belt and West Coast, President

Ford promised livestock producers

yesterday he would clamp a ceiling

on beef imports if foreign suppliers

threaten to overwhelm the U.S.

market.

The President said he was aware
that agriculture "is beset by very

difficult and challenging problems,"

and that some "have been
aggravated by unwise government
actions."

Actually, "farmers are more likely

the victims of inflation than its

cause," Ford said. "By their ef-

Photographer

describes Kent

shootings
CLEVELAND [UPI\ - A Pulitizer

Prize winning photographer
testified yesterday he saw a group
of Ohio National Guardsmen walk

away from demonstrating students

at Kent State University, turn

around, walk back and shoot into

the crowd the day four students

were killed in 1970.

John Filo, a student at Kent

State University when the

shootings occurred on May 4, 1970,

and who won the prize for his

photograph of a girl keeling and
crying over the body of a student

killed by the gunfire, testified in the

U.S. District court trial of eight

former Ohio guardsmen.

Filo, now working as a

photographer in Soringfield, III.,

testified that he was between 190

to 200 feet from the National Guard

troops when they fired into the

crowd which was gathered in the

vicinity of Taylor Hall, a campus
building

"The Guard proceeded to move
from the shelter a pagoda to the

south corner of Taylor Hall, just

beyond the corner, some turned,

came back by the shelter and

fired."

ficiency and ever increasing

productivity, they are the front line

shock troops who are staving off

what might be an even more
serious round of inflation were it

not for their efforts."

At an airport campaign rally for

Rep. Wiley Mayne, R-lowa, Ford

announced three policy decisions

"which I believe will relieve some of

the anxiety in the industry and
restore confidence among
producers so that the industry can

again become profitable."

They were:
—A promise to impose meat

import quotas or negotiate

voluntary export restraint

agreements with foreign suppliers if

meat imports threaten to exceed a

certain level.

— A pledge not to change the

present system of dairy import

quotas without thoroughly

reviewing market conditions and

listening to dairy producers.

— Notice that the administration

"is not going to permit foreign dairy

producers to compete against

American dairymen in the U.S.

market with subsidized products."

If Europeans re-institute export

subsidies on dairy products
directed at the U.S. market, Ford

said, "I will impose counter-vailing

duties on those products."

In addition, the President said he

was asking Secretary of Agriculture

Earl L. Butz to consider additional

increases in government purchases

of ground beef for use in the

National School Lunch Program.

SUNDAY NITE ONLY:

COLD BLOOD
featuring

As he testified, the courtroom

was rife with reports that Ehrlich-

man's lawyers would ask for a delay

in the trial, a move to California, or

a mistrial in case Nixon is unable to

testify.

The former president has been

subpoenaed by Ehrlichman, and his

current critical illness has cast

doubts on whether he will recover
in time to appear when it is the
defense's turn some five to six

weeks from now.
"It would be our position that if

Mr. Nixon could not appear, Mr.
Ehrlichman would not be able to

get a fair trial," said a source close

to the defense.
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Nixon still critical

although spirits high
LONG BEACH, Calif. \UPI\ -

Former President Richard Nixon is

now in stable condition and ex-

cellent spirits but he is still on the

critical list and there may be a slow

leakage of blood in his abdomen,
doctors reported yesterday.

The 61 -year-old Nixon has been

given an additional unit of packed

red blood cells in addition to the

three pints previously administered.

"The possibility still exists for

further complications," said the

morning medical bulletin. "He
remains under intensive ob-

servation by physicians and critical

care nurses. It is still premature to

offer a prognosis at this time."

The bulletin was issued by Dr.

John Lungren, Nixon's personal

physician, and Dr. Eldon B. Hick-

man, who headed the surgical team
that operated on the former
president Tuesday morning and
inserted a plastic clip to prevent

blood clots from moving from his

phlebitis-infected thigh into his

heart and lungs.

"His spirits, his mental attitude

are excellent," the doctors said.

The only negative aspect of the

latest bulletin was the reference to

"a slight drop in the hemoglobin

count of one half gram since last

night."
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Brooke, Kennedy favor busing

Elections, officials compound busing problem
By PETER ARNETT

AP Special Correspondent
Part 3 ofa

4-Part Series
The elections have been a further

complication. "I doubt if any major
city has been hit with busing on the
eve of an election before," said one
observer. Political opponents don't
debate the issue, fearful that it will
rebound against them at the polls.

'That's one reason why no one is

filling the political void in the city,"
said planning expert Thomas F.
Pettigrew.

The handsome Michael Dukakis,
once considered by some
Bostonians as the Democrat's great
liberal hope, came up with his own
school desegregation plan earlier

this year. The plan would have
avoided busing. And during the
early violent days of school in-

tegration Dukakis promised that if

elected he would work to reverse
the federal court order. He has
since modified his stand, but an-
tibussing forces are expected to
vote for him.

Only two elected officials in the
state have worked openly for

bussing acceptance, Sens . Edward
M. Kennedy and Edward Brooke.
Niether of them is running for office

this year.

Kennedy picked the worst time
and place to make his stand: a
meeting of the vociferously an-
tibussing group known as ROAR,
for Return of Our Alienated Rights,

Coal settlement due
soon, averting strike
WASHINGTON [UP/] - Guy

Farmer, the coal companies' chief

negotiator, said yesterday a ten-

tative contract agreement could be
reached with the United Mine
Workers union by the end of this

weekend, averting a threatened

Nov. 12 walkout.

"I've been optimistic since the

beinning," Farmer told a news
conference. "We've said that time

was our biggest enemy."
He said the negotiators were

"pretty much in substantial

agreement" on five main issues,

but some items were likely to

remain undecided until the final day
of talks.

"There's no neat little package
there that we can say is all tied up in

ribbons," he said.

Asked if an agreement could be
reached this week, he responded
positively and then added, "Give us

the weekend."
The current contract, covering

about 120,000 miners, 1,200 mines
and some 70 per cent of the

nation's coal production, expires

Nov. 12.

Farmer and the chairman of the

Bituminous Coal Operators
Association, Nicholas T. Camicia,

reviewed the status of negotiations

with President Ford at a White

House meeting earlier in the day.

Farmer then briefed the executive

board of the BCOA before he
returned to the bargaining table.

He said Ford, who met earlier this

week with UMW president Arnold
Miller, asked how negotiations

were going.

"We gave him a report." Farmer
said. "We said we thought they
were going pretty well. We said we
still had some problems but we
hoped to get them resolved in time

to get it ratified."

Under the UMW constitution,

any tentative agreement must be
ratified by the entire membership, a

process which could take an
estimated 10 days. Without a

contract, the miners would walk off

the job Nov. 12, causing what
experts believe could be another

severe winter energy shortage.
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at Government Center. Kennedy
was pelted with fruit and booed off

the platform. "After a Kennedy
failed to control them, no other
Boston politician was about to try,"

said one leading political observer.

Brooke, a black, has attacked
Boston politicians as "demogogues
who turned on the trouble, but do
not turn it off. They knew busing
was coming, and that the law could
not be changed with violence."

The man most responsible for

introducing that law is U.S. District

Judge W. Arthur Garrity — "A text

book judge, a man whose decisions

you can anticipate by reading the

federal codes," said a Harvard Law
School professor.

Compared with some other
jurists, Garrity has chosen to paly a

passive role, content to let city

officials implement his wide-
ranging order to bus 17,000 Boston
school children.

In contrast is the role played by
federal Judge William E. Doyle in

Denver, who does not allow
marches or demonstrations of any
kind ot interfere with his order to
bus 6,000 children.

When antibusing forces
organized a school boycott for
every Friday in October, "Hitler
Doyle," as he is known by the
Denver antibusing people, promptly
issued a restraining order. At-
tendance was higher than 95
percent on those days.

In Boston, attendance averages
around 75 per cent, indicating a

considerable number of people
remain unconvinced about the
merits of busing.

Garrity's low profile has been
criticized, particularly his delay of
18 months in bringing down a
decision.

The judge declined to introduce
court-appointed school monitors
and other devices used by federal

justices elsewhere in the country.
He has been content to tell parents:

"You are wasting your time by
petitioning Congress and the
legislature. The only routes
available to over turn my decision

are a judicial appeal or a con-

stitutional amendment."

Tomorrow: Church
and Educators

Strong feelings on candidates

expressed on streets of Boston
BOSTON \AP\ - Some people

think they will be better off sticking

with Republican Gov. Francis W.
Sargent.

Others like the "new ideas" of

Democratic gubernatorial nominee
Michael S. Dukakis.

And one police officer said he

won't vote unless someone puts a

gun to his head.

Many of those interviewed about
the gubernatorial campaign on the

streets of Boston have strong

feelings about either Sargent or

Dukakis or both of them. Their

reasons range from integrity to the

economy to party affiliation.

Edward Gibson, 26, of Cam-
bridge, a Boston cab driver, said he
will vote for Sargent because the

governor will try harder to fulfill

campaign promises.

"I don't think any politician can
work effectively in this complex
society," Gibson also said. "But I

think Sargent hasn't done bad so
far."

Paul Reinhalter, 23, a student

from Braintree, felt differently.

Sargent, he said, "has reneged on
some of his promises, like

legislative reform and
reorganization" of state govern-

ment.

Many of those with interesting

comments would not allow their

names to be used.

A Metropliian District Com-
mission police officer said he didn't

like either candidate because they

both are too liberal. He said he
didn't plan to vote, "but if someone
held a gun to my head and said vote

or I'll shoot you, it would be
Sargent."

However a Boston policeman,

directing traffic downtown, said he
prefers Dukakis because the

Democrat has "new ideas."

A saleslady at a Filene's

department store said:

"Honey, it's a tossup this year,

but I'm afraid I'm going to stick

with Sargent. He's made his boo

boos, but who hasn't.

"Some things Dukakis says make
me wonder if he thrashes things out

before he speaks."

nation and world

Kissinger wavers
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan \UPI] -

Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger yesterday put off a final

decision on Pakistan's request for

new shipments of modern arms but
Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto
declared himself "very happy" after

2Vi hours of talks.

Kissinger and Bhutto announced
in a joint statement that the United
States would supply Pakistan with
about 100,000 tons of surplus
wheat.

Kissinger, the statement said,

"would give careful consideration

to Pakistan's additional
requirements."

Food stamps forged

BOSTON [AP] - The state

Welfare Department confirmed
yesterday that a "minute amount"
of counterfeit food stamps have
been confiscated in Massachusetts
and that a Secret Service in-

vestigation is under way.
Welfare Commissioner Steven A.

Minter said that less than $500
worth of counterfeit $5 stamps had
been confiscated.

Secret Service agent Thomas
Smith said the counterfeits ap-

peared only in Middlesex Country,
and that he expected that only a

limited number were in circulation
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"because the counterfeits are so
bad."

Israel warns of war
By United Press Internationa/

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin said

yesterday Israel will not negotiate
with Arab "terrorist" organizations

under any circumstances. Chief of

staff Lt. Gen. Mordachai Gur said

Israel is ready for war if the Arab
summit in Rabat should lead to an
immediate resumption of hostilities

in the Middle East.

"There will be no negotiations

with the terrorist organizations,"

Rabin told a meeting of
businessmen in Tel Aviv. "There is

nothing to speak about with them.
If it is determined that Jordan is not
a partner in future peace
negotiations, there is no one to

speak with about peace on our
eastern frontier."

Rabin has repeatedly said the
PLO led by Yasser Arafat is a gang
of terrorists and that the only place

Israel will deal with it is on the

battlefield.

Ray defended
MEMPHIS, Tenn. [UPI] - A

lawyer who represented the

convicted assassin of Dr. Martin

Luther King, Jr. for five months in

1968 testified yesterday he did not

believe "anybody could talk James
Earl Ray into doing anything he did

not want to do."

Arthur Hanes Sr. made the
statement while testifying at a

habeas corpus hearing in which
Ray is contending he should be
granted a new trial because his

previous lawyer, Percy Foreman,
pressured him into entering a guilty

plea in the King case.

"James Earl Ray is strong-
willed,"' the former Birmingham,
Ala., mayor said. "Its just hard for

me to believe anybody could talk

James Earl Ray into doing anything
he did not want to do."
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'An evening of Chinese dance'

to highlight cultural series
The Chiang Ching Dance

Company, under the sponsorship of

the UMass Arts Council, will

present "An Evening of Chinese
Dance" in Bowker Auditorium
tonight at 8 p.m. as the third of-

fering in the council's Third World
Cultural Series.

Chiang Ching, principal dancer,

choreographer, business manager
and artistic director of the com-
pany, was born in Peking and was
chosen at the age of ten to begin
studies at the Peking Dance
Academy where she specialized in

Chinese dance. In 1956 she was one
of 15 girls chosen from over 1,000

applicants for the Peking School of

Dance.

After six years of intensive

training in the Peking School of

Dance, Chiang was graduated in

1961. In the 1960's she made a tour

throughout China and Southeast
Asia in dancing and acting roles.

She appeared in leading roles in

over two dozen films in Hong Kong
and Taiwan where she received the

"Best Actress" award in 1966.

Chiang has served on the
faculties of the University ' of

California at Berkley, San Francisco

State University and Hunter
College and has performed and
conducted dance workshops in

over 40 colleges and universities in

the United States.

The Dance Company's program
will consist of two parts, the first a

demonstration of the fundamentals
of Chinese dance and the second a

series of Chinese ethnic folk

dances, including Mongolian,
Tibetan, Manchurian and others. A
favorite of audiences of every age,

"The Pulling of the Pumpkin," will

also be performed.

Tickets for the dance concert are

now available at the UMass Arts

Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall

(545-0202), and are $4 for the

general public and $2 for UMass
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students. Special group rates may
be arranged through the UMass
Arts Council.

THIS WEEK ONLY!

Chiang Ching, will also offer

a lecture-demonstration on
Monday, at 1:25 p.m. This

event will take place in the

Women's Physical Education

Building and is open to the

public. There will be no ad-

mission charge.

Notary public

service ready

for next week
The office of Commuter Student

Affairs will sponsor notary public
service next week for absentee
balloting in the Nov. 5th general
election.

A minimum of three notaries

public will process the ballots at the

Colonial Lounge in the Student
Union. The completed ballots will

be mailed in cooperation with the

UMass Central Mail Office.

The notaries are members of the

university staff. They will be

assisted by members of Mortar

Board, the senior women's
scholastic* honorary. Individual

volunteers will also help.

Ballots will be processed
Tuesday through Friday according

to the following timetable:

Tuesday--Noon-6 p.m.

Wednesday -9 a.m. -3 p.m.; 7

p.m.--9 p.m.

Thursday -Noon-'-6 p.m.

Friday -9 a.m.-3 p.m.

More than 4,200 absentee voter

ballots were processed through a

similar service in the Nov. 7, 1972

election. Fewer ballots are expected

this year, but potential absentee

voters among the student
population may exceed 8,000.

B'nai B'rith

brunch is set
Sunday at 11:00 a.m. in the

Student Union Colonial Lounge,
Dr. Gordon Levin of Amherst
College will be guest speaker at a

brunch sponsored by B'nai B'rith

Hillel Foundation of UMass.
The topic of Dr. Levin's talk will

be Israel, the Palestinians, and
World Politics". There will be
considerable time devoted to

questions and discussion in ad-

dition to Dr. Levin's formal talk.

People of all political views are

invited to attend. A fee will be
charged to cover food costs.
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.Chiang Ching performs tonight at Bowker
auditorium.
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UMass police investigate crimes
reported during long weekend

By ROBERTA MARTONE
Staff Reporter

The UMass police department said yesterday it is

investigating a robbery and various assault and
battery incidents that occurred over the long
weekend.
A UMass student, working at Worcester Dining

Commons, has claimed assault and battery by another
UMass student.

No date has been set for a show-cause hearing at
Hampshire District Court, in which both parties must
present their cases before the Court Clerk, who then
determines whether or not the case will go to trial.

In addition, a Campus Center parking garage at-

tendant was robbed of $170.85, by a male with a gun,
Saturday at 10 p.m., according to Sergeant Robert
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Joyce of the UMass police.

The suspect, according to Joyce, put the money in

a paper bag and fled. The gun is believed to be a 22
caliber type.

The case is currently under investigation by the

UMass Police.

Two juveniles were arrested yesterday on various

assault and battery charges, occurring at Brett dorm
Sunday, Joyce said.

One youth is charged with assault and battery,

unarmed robbery, and assault with a dangerous
weapon. He is currently being held on a 25,000 bail at

Hampshire District Court, said Joyce.

The other youth is charged with assault and battery

and unarmed robbery. He was released on personal

recognizance, Joyce said.

Christian

communion
services set

By LILA DENHAM
Staff Correspondent

The "Ark", located at 758 North

Pleasant St., is now holding

communion service Sunday nights

at 5:30. Organizer of the services is

the Reverend Bob Denning, the

new Episcopal Chaplain to the

University.

"Christians of every
denomination are invited to join in

the celebration of the Lord's

Supper," beckoned the Reverend
Denning. The meetings a/e

designed to supplement Sunday
morning worship rather than
replace Church Services, he said.

Although the Reverend Denning
says he'd like to have other services

during the week, he says he wants
to find out what the students need
before he makes any plans. So
during the day he is at the Ark

available to anyone who wants
counseling or would simply like to

talk.

BARN
If this spook spooks you, then you were not in the

campus center last night, where even more horrible

goblins abounded.

Postcard campaign
fights to protect

safe, legal abortions

- Excessive spending by the Commonwealth that
increases the burden on the taxpayer.

- Poor administration of our welfare system.

- Irresponsibility of the legislature in passing
bills it cannot fund.

- The prevailing wind on Beacon Hill that nuclear
plants are the only means of solving our energy
problem. Solar and geothermal energy must be
considered and explored.

- Treating Belchertown as a problem of physical
plant only. Funding is needed for various staff
functions as well as effective coordination of 5
college talent.

Keep Abortion Safe and Legal is

the theme of a postcard writing

campaign on the UMass campus.

threatened by
in the U.S.

SUN.

Full time responsibility on the part of the
legislature.

No tax increases. Spending priorities must be
evaluated and realistic limits set.

Equal representation for all people of the
district and not just a small percentage.

Programs that will secure the rights ot the
individual. Credit bureaus and data banks are a
threat to individual freedom.
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Legal abortion is

legislation filed

Congress.

Postcards directed to U.S.
Senators and Congressmen will be
available Monday through Wed-
nesday, from 11:30 to 1:30 p.m. on
the Campus Center concourse.

Individuals will be on hand to

answer questions and aid writers.

"The threat is real and serious."

said organizer Sherry Flashman.
"We need to generate large

quantities of mail to neutralize

highly organized well-financed
efforts to reverse the Supreme
Court decision making abortion a
woman's private choice."

The Court ruled that elective

abortion during the first 24 weeks
of pregnancy is a private matter
between a woman and her
physician. Freedom to reject

abortion received no less protection

from the Court than did freedom to

accept.

Three different Constitutional

amendments have been filed by
opponents of legal abortion. All

outlaw abortion for any reason

even when the woman's life is in

danger. They seek to deny humane
medical care to women.

Several riders which obstruct the

Court decision have already passed
the Congress. One permits
hospitals to deny use of facilities for

abortion. Another prohibits foreign

aid monies being used for abortion.

In addition two riders are pending
in Congress which, if successful,

will discriminate against the less

affluent who seek to terminate
pregnancy. One denies legal aid for

procuring abortion; the other
outlaws Medicaid funds for

abortion.
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opinion#editorial#opinion«editorial#opinion

Ford has been listening to the ghost of Hoover

By BOB FOSTER
On November 5th, America faces the first

constitutional test of the influence of an
appointed President. At this point, the
pollsters are predicting a Democratic land-

slide in Congress. Meanwhile, Gerry Ford is

cursing Democrats with each and every
expletive deleted from the Nixon Watergate
transcripts. Democrats are suddenly the
destroyers of foreign policy, the purveyors of

economic fairy tales, and the epitome of

political decadence. Many question the Ford
tactics. But, it must be remembered that

such lack of tact is not new. Gerald Ford
continues to make his a Hooverian
Presidency.

Campaign tactics are not the only
similarity. In a time when America
desperately clutches to the rim of a massive
cauldron of depression, Gerald "Hoover"
Ford distributes "WIN" buttons to fight our

"reflation." The uniqueness of the problem

bids for a new, activist solution; not the

cliche ridden voluntary programs of the Ford

Administration. If you recall, Herbert was
also full of slogans concerning the "dark

before the dawn" and "recovery is just

around the corner." Hoover's ideals required

little governmental participation, just as

Ford's ideals require of him. Both seem to

have been crammed into a slot in which they

could not fit.

In his Republican innocence though,

Gerald Ford has struck upon a bit of wisdom.

Indeed, if the Congress is magically trans-

formed into a Democratic fairyland as is

predicted, the President will have a difficult

time forcing through legislation. And, if the

landslide is beyond the wildest dreams of

even the lowliest Democrat and a "veto-

proof" Congress is installed, Gerry Ford may
just as well don his hat and coat for the

remainder of his Presidency. For a veto- proof

Congress will mean a country run by
Democratic legislation, not Gerald Ford.

President Ford told us back in August that

he intended to shift the power of the

Executive back to the Legislature during his

reign. When I was listening to that comment
on the Six O'Clock News during that balmy
month, I kind of chuckled to myself. "Hah!" I

said. "Wait until he tastes the power of the

Presidency. He'll change his mind." Little did

I expect that he would do everything in his

power to carry out his promise.

By chastising Democrats at every Fifty-

dolldr a plate luncheon and Five Hundred-
dollar a plate dinner, Gerald Ford is indeed

keeping his promise and simultaneously

digging his Presidential grave. Americans are

sick of political rhetoric. Check the at-

tendance figures at political speeches and
rallies. It's almost a sure bet that they are

lower than those same statistics from most
recent Congressional elections. Check the

college campuses. Students study or party,

but few have politicked. Rhetoric is out, a

mixture of apathy and desire for action is in.

Thus, each time Gerald Ford curses a
Democrat and in the same breath plugs the
"WIN" program, he buries himself further in

the dirt of political rhetoric.

I am not fond of predicting. But presently,

the result seems inevitable. Democrats are

going to "WIN" fairly "BIG". Perhaps they
will not obtain their desired "veto-proof"
Congress, but they will grab much more
power than they presently have. Who will the
Republicans blame? Richard Nixon, of

course! And indeed, the blame is justifiable.

But, Gerald Ford must also accept some of

the blame. The Congressman- President has
bungled. Let's hope it doesn't happen again.

Bob Foster is a Collegian Commentator.

Letters to the editor

People vs. handguns

To the Editor:

The recent events in the Boston Public Schools have re-kindled a long
time fear in many of us, including myself. I am speaking of the fear of the
misuse of handguns. In the hands of children, handguns are especially
dangerous, and they are only easy for children to have because they are so
easily obtained by adults and so often kept in easily accessible places by
parents. WE NEED HANDGUN CONTROL! The most basic step for "the
common man" in changing the system in this country is the vote - voting
for the people who support what you believe in. People vs. Handguns
would like to urge EVERYONE to find out what various people running for
offices think about handgun control, before you vote. The laws in this
country will only change in the hands of those elected officials who care to
change them.

Christine A. Mudgett
People vs. Handguns

UMies: A bunch of sheep

Don't drink that wine
To the Editor:

Workers have the right to decide whether they want to be represented
by a union. When workers decide to be represented by and choose a union
a contract is then signed among the workers, employer, and the union. A
sweetheart contract is when the employer signs a contract with another
union without recognizing the right of workers to vote for the union that

they want to represent them. In California the grape growers have signed a
sweetheart contract. December of 1973 was the expiration date of U.F. W.
contracts with California grape growers. The workers asked that their

contracts with the U.F.W. union be renewed, however the growers
decided to choose the Teamster Union to represent any person working in

their fields. The workers struck these growers because of the workers right

to choose the union to represent them. Just last month grape workers in

the Gallo vineyards went out on strike demanding to be represented by the

U.F. W. These workers were working under a Teamster contract.

On April 10, 1973 a group of25 religious leaders, congressmen, and labor
leaders polled approximately 1,000 workers to determine their choice for

union representation. Their findings were: U.F.W. 795; Teamsters 80; No
Union 78. The workers finally got the legislator of California to deal with

their right for elections. A proposed secret ballot election law that passed
the California State Assembly but was defeated in the State Senate last

month because of the combined lobbying of the growers and the

Teamsters. The U.F.W. and the A.F.L.-C.I.O. strongly supported the bill.

The U.F.W. union to win back its contracts is carrying on strikes in

California and a nationwide boycott of lettuce, grapes, and Gallo wines.
The Juan de la Cruz boycott committee's activities of educating, leafleting,

tnd picketing in this area brought U.F.W. commitments from Stop &
Shop, Finest, Food Mart, and Big Y, and Louis' to not stock lettuce and
irapes; and from Russell's, C&C's, and Finast not to stock Gallo wines.
The Committee has meetings Wednesday evenings at 7:30 in Rm. 802 C.C.
md is now picketing Shop -Rite Friday nights 6-9 and Saturday 10-4; for

nore information contact Pam Rourke at 546-6622.

Pemela Rourke

To the Editor:

As our ill-famed former president liked to say,

"Let's get a couple of things perfectly clear."

First of all, that the GUC [Governance Units
Convention] resolution directed at the Trustees,

which in its first demand states that "students at the

university be recognized as responsible adults and
that they have the right to determine the direction of
their own lives... ", is pure fiction. With the exception
of a few individuals who are truly "busting ass" to

keep our collective heads above water, the students at

this school are a bunch of sheep and irresponsible

sheep at that. It is a safe guess that most people do
not know what goes on in SGA and really could care
less. They are practicing their sheepness by allowing
the university faculty and staff push and bully them
around all day with asinine course requirements, inept

grading procedures, and ineffectual office policies.

These can be changed, but unfortunately that takes
work. The students I see would rather express their

anger by belting down a few beers, smoking some

dope, and having a watertight or a panty-raid. Either

that or you find the usual group of abjectly apathetic

bystanders who stand by and shake their heads and
comment on the irresponsibility around them. Well,

folks, my prescription is a laxative, 'cause you are all

full of shit and you deserve whatever you get at the
hands of the university since they know what they
want and they are getting paid to do it.

Secondly, since when does the GUC think it is

defying Whitmore, considering it sounds more like a
child whimpering in front of its parents than a fully

functioning student body capable of making
decisions. Whitmore will not give away power like so
much candy. It must be taken by people capable of
using it. And let's face it folks, we are not ready for it

until we do a bit more organizing than at present. So,
attention all you sheep out there we have some work
to do and you are going to have to get up off of your
asses to do it.

Jim Prelock

Guns prevent crime

To the Editor:

Pursuant to a letter by Steven Sacks in the October
22 issue of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian :

— Sixty percent of all frozen pot roast murders are
not "accidental."

One fourth of the 3,000 yearly "accidental" pot
roast death victims were starving husbands.
— 25,000 Americans die from frozen pot roasts each

year.

-200,000 others are wounded, suffering paralysis,

sterilization [from bad aims], dismemberment, or
blinding [including frostbitten eyes].

These statistics come from the F.B.I, records for
1984 \which puts the value of statistics right where
they belong].

Since Mr. Sacks is so set on destroying his Con-
stitutional Rights he would be wise to consider
out/awing pot roast. After all hitting someone on the
head with a frozen pot roast is like hitting him with a
large rock, which could be fatal. And why not out/aw
chuck steaks, turkeys, chickens and God foibid what
a frozen salami can do. Perhaps he should also
campaign for the outlawing of refrigerators, which
make the roasts lethal.

Once this menace is outlawed then Mr. Sacks
should fight to outlaw other potential crime-of-
passion weapons around the house. Knives, definitely

must go, all except butter knives; all iron skillets and
heavy pots; lamps, only those which are bolted down
should be legal; irons, especially steam and dry;
portable television sets and radios, which when
thrown become fatal projectiles; furniture, such as
chairs and end tables, can kill; and books, especially
the family encyclopedia, will have to be destroyed.

Mr. Sacks can 't be serious when he says he wants
to put handguns only in the hands of the "military and
police. " Kent State and police states around the world
show us the danger of this. That is why our founding
fathers chose to make the right to bear arms part of
our Constitution. I cannot believe that once hand-
guns are outlawed a move to outlaw all guns will not
be successful, then watch out. After all what prevents
someone from engaging in a "crime of passion " with
a rifle or shotgun? I hate to disillusion Mr. Sacks but
guns are a deterrent to crime. A burgler will think
twice about entering a house if he knows he can get
shot in the rear by an armed resident. On the other
hand once we are disarmed what is to stop him, who
you can bet will be armed, from doing as he pleases?
Does Mr. Sacks actually think that out/awing guns will

prevent the criminals from having them?
NO, NO, NO Steven Sacks. No People vs. Hand-

guns. You may think you are doing the people a
favor by encouraging them to give up their right. If

you must campaign to out/aw something outlaw the
automobile. It kills more people than the much too
publicized handgun. If you must punish someone then
seek to stiffen the penalties for the criminals not the
responsible handgun owner.

Persons interested in preserving their Constitutional
Rights should write their representatives, especially
Governor Sargent who has a position similar to that of
Mr. Sacks.

Once they are successful in taking away one of your
rights, what is to stop them from taking the rest?
Think about it.

Wladyslaw J. Zielonka

c
Gerry Cataldo

It's your vote
\\ was a little after five in the morning, and we all stood around sipping

coffee from containers, waiting for the early shift of workers to come
through the gate. There was small talk, mostly, about how the Red Sox
were going all the way, or just about how damned early it was to get out of
bed. The candidate was leaning against the rented Chevy, flipping through
the Globe to the editorial pages. We watched as he read the un-
complimentary political column. He shook his head, ripped the column out,
and stuffed it into his pocket. "I'll save this one," he said, "and mail it back
to him after we win this thing." We laughed. It was a nervous laugh.
Sometimes an early morning columnist can ruin the day for you. Not this
time.

The workers filed through the gate with skeptical looks on their faces. It

was too early for them too. We took up positions and started passing out
the leaflets. In the background we could hear the familiar drone of the
candidate selling his wares. "Hi, how are ya, nice to see ya. Morning, hi
there, appreciate your vote. Hi, good to see ya. What's that? Jobs? You
bet, unemployment is eight percent here you know. We can do better than
that. No excuse for it. Hi there, nice to see ya."

A mad rush for the car. We'd run overtime already, and everything
depends on keeping to the schedule. The next stop is an elderly housing
project in Chicopee. In the car the candidate talked about the factory gate.
"Pretty good stop. About five hundred, wouldn't you say? Sometimes I

wonder if anyone can get across to people in that situation. Ifs all too fast,

no time to really talk." The ride took about twenty minutes, and the
candidate studied his issue statements all the way over. We discussed
absentee ballots. "Who's handling that here, anyway? Are you sure?

Check on it, make sure. It's damn important. What's the name of the
chairperson of this group we're seeing? Oh yeah, right, okay."

After Chicopee we stopped for a quick coffee and donut. Then over to

Holyoke for a walking tour of the downtown area. We went through city

hall like Grant took Richmond. The candidate remembers the names of

most of the workers from the last trip through. We hit the street, and by
then the temperature is up around ninety. Mid-summer campaigning is no
joke. Off with the jackets and loosen the ties. There weren't many
shoppers around in the heat, so the candidate heads for Police

Headquarters. "Hi there, how are ya. Gun control? Well, I've always said

that..." A quick run through the Fire Station and we're back in the car

enroute to a Kiwanis luncheon at Valles. The candidate studied his remarks
on the way over, and delivered a major economic message at the lun-

cheon. All we wanted to do was eat the steak dinner. Food is important on
a campaign, and we'd had just about enough of McDonald's.

Back into the broiling, "air conditioned" Chevy, for the ten minute
drive to the Springfield Newspapers. After a couple of interviews, we
headed across town to city hall for a walk through. Outside on the steps

the television crew waits for its interviews. The candidate fields questions

about the Westover land, unemployment in the Springfield area, urban

problems. He throws in the names of some local factories, and touches

upon some local issues. The reporters are satisfied. The interview lasted

about fifteen minutes, and on the news that night they used about one
minute's worth. That's the way it goes.

We were late again. The next stop was Monsanto at three PM, and it

was quarter-till already. After that we'd go back to Springfield for an

organizational meeting. Then over to Westfield for a fundraiser, and then

back to Holyoke for a reception. In between are the telephone calls a

candidate has to make. And it's talk, talk, talk. By nine o'clock he's hoarse.

The reception in Holyoke is over, and it's one more stop in Springfield, and

then the Chevy heads west for Pittsfield. The candidate will spend the

night there, and be up at four thirty the next morning and do it all again.

I saw many days like the one above, this past summer. And it doesn't

matter who the candidate is, what office he's seeking, what party he's in,

or even what state. It's all pretty much the same. And everywhere you go

there are the campaign workers, those thousands of people who give their

time and expect nothing personal in return. They're young and old, white

and black, short hair, long hair. And they snicker when they read about the

apathy this year, because they know that apathy is just an excuse to sit

back and let someone else do it.

On Tuesday we go to the polls. And if you having a little trouble deciding

whether or not to exercise that privilege, please keep a few things in mind.

Four years ago, the gubernatorial election was decided by approximately

one vote per precinct, across the state. That's one vote, per precinct.

Another thing is that the candidates for statewide office this Tuesday will

receive more votes than President Ford ever received in one election in his

life. Another thing, just stop and take into consideration the above account

of one day's campaigning. The candidate I was with spent six and one half

days per week, on the road, campaigning. And think about the workers

who were willing to get out of bed at four thirty, because they feel it's

important. And when you consider these things, ask yourself if it's really

too damn much trouble to walk down to the polling place and take a

minute to vote. Remember, one vote per precinct. That could be you.

Gerry Cataldo is a Collegian Columnist.

HELLO) TM PRESIDENT UiOOD! 1 MOULD H/NEBEENHEREMUCHSOONER

,

BUT I HAD TROUBLE FINDING THE PLACE!

Heroes and fools
It is an interesting phenomenon in

American history that the change in

decades so often occurs simultaneously
with change in the mood and thoughts of

the people. Such is the case with the

seventies and at no time has this turnabout

been more evident than the past week.
This is in reference to two major events,

first President Nixon suffering, maybe
dying the death of a man torn asunder by
his own corrupt ways. The second is the

triumph of Muhammad Ali a political

outcast robbed of his title in his prime for

refusing to fight in a war we have since

forgotten about on the surface anyway.

The irony is incredible.

Remember when Ali was the bad guy?
The "nigger" who would step out of his

athletic stereotype to badmouth such
things as the racism in loud, angry tones?

And after he took that un-American name
of Muhammad Ali and stood up for his

rights the system hung him professionally.

Then too, Richard Nixon was President
and had us believing he was the Horatio

Alger personified. The poor boy who came
out of rags in Whittier, California to take
on the highest office in the country. He had
us so well duped he took a landslide in 1972.

Names like Haldeman and Erlichman
meant order and leadership. John Mitchell

was synonomous with justice.

But something happened. Now Ali is the

champion again. He did it by defeating
George Foreman the all American Negro
who fought in the Olympics and paraded
around at his victory waving two small
American flags. And now too Richard
Nixon lies in a hospital bed no longer
wearing his lapel flag while the men who
made up his system are now being brought
to trial themselves.

History will tell us who were the heroes
and who were the fools of the sixties.

The opinions expressed in this space
represent those of a majority of the Board
of Editors.

{
Steve T> Tripoli

Profit and power
}

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed and

include the author's address and phone number.

Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two

pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they

must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no

guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

"Have it your way.

"

Burger King, with thanks to a certain

politicaljournalism course.

Mike Dukakis had the nerve to stand on a Roxbury

Street corner last Sunday morning and spout the

rhetoric of the more racist elements of the South

Boston anti-busing movement. Pointing to a church

across the street from where he stood, a well known
Roxbury landmark, Dukakis began a heartwarming

spiel on the finer points of preserving Boston's

ethnic communities. The pastor of the church told the

Boston Globe that Dukakis had picked up "a few

hundred" votes with his visit.

This is the true ugliness of the American politician.

And it's a kind of ugliness that's pervasive in our

society, one which is just discovering the breathtaking

freedom of a hamburger on which you can "hold the

pickles, hold the lettuce." Of course we all realize that

the folks at Burger King aren't giving us our culinary

freedom out of any deep seated beneficence on their

part, and neither is Mike Dukakis. With the hamburger

moguls it's purely a profit thing, with our guber-

natorial candidate it's the power-profit motive, the

one which screams "elect me, elect mel" from every

pore of his body.

Yes, it was a pretty sleazy way for Dukakis to hint at

his alignment with the Southie folks from the heart of

the enemy camp. You could sense just from reading

the Globe story that the candidate probably felt a little

uneasy about getting too close to the blacks when
there were so many white votes eyeing him so close

to the election. So he simply passed and punted at the

Steve Tripoli is a

same time, defending that "community spirit" that we
hear about in Southie so often and still getting those

"few hundred" votes that the black pastor was so

pleased to tell the Globe he had garnered.

Most people say that's just the way politicians

operate, running around and appeasing all of their

constituencies at once with double talk or no talk at

all. But that's the thing that makes it even worse. We,
the people who elect these pols to office, let them set

the ground rules while we all try to figure out who's
less of a bullshitter, and as often as not the lesser of

two evils still loses.

Which takes us back to the most depressing

realization of all. The government is in fact as

representative of the people as the most idealistic of

our vaunted forefathers had hoped it would be. It's

just a national sickness of ours that we can't be

candid with anyone We always have to act as if we're

concerned about those hamburger buyers, we always

have to get all the votes, instead of being a little more
frank and telling some people that we're just not on
their side.

I may be naive, but I'd prefer to think that someday
there will be room for a society of straight shooting

people somewhere.
It may be contrary to human nature to be com-

pletely honest, but I'd prefer to believe that the

dishonesty is just so deeply imbedded in the fabric of

our society that we've forgotten what it's like to be
any other way.

And I hope no one is ever able to convince me I'M

wrong.

Collegian Columnist.
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Computer play programmed
i for weekend performance
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Last night many people wore the true mask that

represents their personality, much as this woman was
preparing to do.

By DAVE KOWAL
Staff Reporter

Rock & Roll Music: A Computer
Plan, directed and programmed by

David Miller, a senior theater major,

will be presented free of charge at

the UMass Theater Barn on
Commonwealth Ave. tonight and

tomorrow night at 8 p.m.

"The play is a performance of

various activities. There's really no
way to describe it," said Luann
Barry, one of the play's 12 per-

formers. "It consists of activities

programmed by a series of com-
mands to a computer."
There will be constant activity in

three areas of the stage, with the

performers switching back and
forth.

Audience participation is

possible.

Barry said, "Most of the play is

improvisation; there is very little

setting, and the performers just

wear their own clothes."

Miller is presenting the play

through the Theater Department

for academic credit. He has been

described as "a frustrated xerex

machine" by one of his performers,

"because he really loves anything

mechanical".

Miller performed in the Theater

Dept.'s presentation of The Im-

portance of Being Earnest last

year.
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Ambiguities cited in amendment
on privacy riahts for students
cont. from p. 1

West said, each record office will

hold its own meeting to decide

what procedures it will follow in

instituting the "Protection on the

Rights and Privacy" Amendment.
The Task Force will determine if the

particular department is in ac-

cordance with the law, said West.
The Student Development Center
met yesterday and on Nov. 7,

Health Service will hold its meeting.

There are many ambiguities in

this amendment, West said,

because there had been little

discussion in the Senate about it

before it was passed. The Federal

Government has failed to set up the

guidelines in instituting the am-
mendment, leaving many questions
unanswered.

These are some of the questions

being asked by higher education

associations: What records are

accessible to the student?

Are computer records included?

Do students receiving financial

aide have access to Parents

Confidential Statements or should

the right of privacy be retained to

the parents?

Should students who- are

receiving psychiatric care have

access to the psychiatrists'

records?

Can parents who support their

children's education receive no
information from the college

without the student's consent?

Does the Buckley Act give the

right of access to school records to

people who have graduated or who
have been rejected admittance to

the college?

Are these same rights applicable

to staff and faculty at universities?

West said another problem
which may result in Massachusetts

is a conflict between state and

federal policy on privacy. The state,

in 1973, passed a privacy law which

states that a parent or student

eighteen years of age or older

should be allowed to look at all

school records. The discrepancy

may come in deciding how long

student records should be kept,

said West.

He said the federal government

has not yet set any guidelines on

this but the state has ruled that

academic transcripts should be

kept for forty years after graduation

and students personal data should

be destroyed five years after

graduation.

Another question, West said,

which has been brought up is that if

recommendations have been
acquired with a promise to the

author to be kept confidential and

with the student's understanding

that they should be kept con-

fidential, should the student still be
allowed to see these recom-
mendations.

An assistant to Senator Buckley

said the Senator is considering

offering, when the Senate con-

venes in November, and am-
mendment stating that personally-

signed confidential documents
placed in a student's file before the
Act was passed need not be make
available to the student. Also the

amendment would allow a student
who asks for letters of recom-
mendation to waive his right of

access to his file.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1

6:15 _ SPORTS TALK — Elish Broderick and guests discuss the

possibilities of a hockey rink for this area. Guests include Bill Ballou

of the Amherst Record.

SATURDAY
1:20 — Minutemen football from Colgate — Russ Small and Larry

Convoy bring you all the action on the Voice of the Minutemen,

WMUA, 91.1 FM.
SUNDAY
6:00 — SUNDAY NEWS COLLECTIVE — Reporting on People's

struggles for self-determination.

H IGHTIDES — Every weekday morning after the 8:30 news headlines.

Join us Nov. 5 for complete local, state, and national coverage of the

elections beginning at 6:00 p.m.

History's most famous and baffling

seance re-created live on stage.
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Andre Kole
— greatest magician of our generation

Bowker Aud. Tues.
y Nov. 5

Tickets available on C.C. Concourse.

Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ
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POLITICAI ADVFRTISEMENT POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

INTEGRITY, HARD WORK, CAPABILITY

JIM
COLLINS
DEMOCRAT
State Representative

AMHERST

NOVEMBER 5, 1974

Paid for by "Citizen* f«r Collins", Jon Mite, 341 Pierpont, Amherst
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Television Tonight
6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)
ACTION NEWS |R>

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH "The
Appointment In Liege." 1181
THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)
(40)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "The
Sneaky Ways Of A Woman Who
Is Both Beautiful and Smart "

(27)
NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)
BONANZA "The Colonel." (40)

6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)
NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)ZOOM' (24) (57)

MOVIE "Strangers On A Train
"

(27)

6:55 NEWSBEA T NEWS (40)
7.00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH

WALTER CRONKITE (3)
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "The
Return Of Edwin Corp." (18)
THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
AVIATION WEATHER (24) (57)
TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)
ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

7:30 WILD, WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS "Kodiak Island." (3)
LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall

« host (8) (22)

THE PORTER WAGONER SHOW
(18)

BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS (24)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (30)
NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
(40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 PLANET OF THE APES "The
Deception." (3)

KUNG FU "The Devil's Champion."
(8) (40)

SHARING OUR FAITH (18)
SANFORD AND SON (22) (30)

MP HEKE

Save $

WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
(24) (57)

8:30 CHICO AND THE MAN (22) (30)
WALL STREET WEEK (24) (57)
THE CHALLENGING SEA (27)

9:00 MOVIE "The Graduate." (3)

THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN
"The Seven Million Dollar Man."
(8) (40)

BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE (18)
THE ROCKFORD FILES (22) (30)
CARNIVAL OF THE ANIMALS (24)
THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)
MASTERPIECE THEA TRE "Murder
Must Advertise." (57)

9:30 PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO "The Face On the
Recruiting Poster." (27)

10.00 THE NIGHT STALKER
"Werewolf." (8) (40)

DAWSON MCALLISTER SHOW
(18)

POLICE WOMAN (22) (30)
MA S TERPIECE THEA TRE "Murder
Must Advertise." (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

HABITAT (57)

10:30 NEW DIRECTIONS (18)
IN SESSION ROCK CONCERT (27)
WESTERN MASS. BUSINESS
JOURNAL (57)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS (57)
11:30 MOVIE "The Illustrated Man."

<3>

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY "The
Croning of Clifford Swimmer." (8)

(40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN "The Tramp."
(27)

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL (22) (30)

1:30 GREAT MYSTERIES "Grand
Bretache." (3)

2:C0 NEWS, WEA THER (3)

2:30 NEWS (22) (30)

Minors win temporary restraint

on parental okay for abortions
BOSTON \AP\ - A U.S. District

Court judge yesterday issued a
temporary restraining order barring

implimentation of a new state law
requiring women under 18 to have

parental permission before having

abortions.

Judge Frank H. Freedman issued

the order in a suit filed by two
unnamed 16-year-old girls wanting
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abortions. The law, passed by the

Legislature at the end of the last

session, was to go into effect Nov.

1.

The judge questioned the
constitutionality of the parental

consent part of the law and
whether such a standard could be
applied to only a certain group of

persons affected by the law.

Freedman empaneled a three-

judge federal panel to hold a

hearing in December on the

constitutionality of the law. The
restraining order technically applies

for 10 days and only to the two girls

who brought suit in conjunction

with birth control advocate Bill

Baird.

Writing series

begins Monday
Chris Kertesz, the Collegian's

news adviser, will hold another in a

series of seminars on writing

Monday at 6:30 p.m. in the
Collegian offices. Collegian writers

and others are invited to bring

questions, ideas or stories in any
stage of completion to the session,

the content of which will be
determined by the needs and
wishes of those who come.

WMUA
Here is the weekend schedule for

WMVA, 91.1 FM:
Friday:

The disc jockeys today will be Al

Feinberg, Mark Nathanson, Crazy

Nancy, Andy MacKenzie, and Jude
Kaitz.

at 8:30 a.m. High Tides will

explain what's going on in the

heavens, and how it affects us.

2:00-6:00 p.m., Emokian Sudan
hosts Latin Contrast.

6:15 -7:00 p.m., Sports Talk,

Eilish Broderick and her guests will

analyze the possibilities of a hockey
rink being created in this area.

Saturday:

The disc jockeys will be Steve
Berger, Vinny Peruzzi, Ken Irwin,

Dale Cook, and Louis Cronin.

1:20 p.m., Football game. Russ
Small cover the game from
Hamilton, N.Y., as the UMass
Minutemen play the Colgate Red
Raiders.

Sunday:
6:00 -10:00 a.m., Gospel Show

with Charles Mann.
10:00 2:00 p.m., Classics,

classical music with host Bob
Charette.

2:00 6:00 p.m., Rural American
Music, Marc Berman plays

bluegrass, country and western,

and folk music.

6:00 7:00 p.m., Liberation News
Show, reporting on people's
struggle for self-determination.

7:00 10:00 p.m., Japanese
Music, hosted by Charlie Mann.

10:00 -2:00 a.m., Jubilation Jazz,

with host Cliff Brennan.

On Tuesday, November 5,

WMUA will cover election day with

a special eight hour show. Listen

from 6:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m., for

current reports.

WFCR
A round-up of cultural events in

greater New England is being

broadcast every weekday at 12:30

p.m. over WFCR (88.5 FM).

Persons interested in publicizing

non-profit events should send

complete information to: Calendar,

WFCR, Amherst, Mass 01002

Material for broadcast should be

received at least one week prior to

the event

Calendar is produced with the

cooperation of Welcome Wagon
International.
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Text of President Wood's appearance before Student Senate, Oct. 30
The following is an edited version

of remarks by UMass system
President Robert C. Wood before the

undergraduate Student Senate
Wednesday night in the Campus
Center. Transcript as recorded by
The Collegian.

Last year I read from Thomas Jefferson, a

friend of the young. And remember that

Jefferson was a man who advocated

revolution in every generation:

"Public men should from all students keep

aloof as you would from the infected sub-

jects of yellow fever. Consider yourself when
with them as among the patients of bedlam,

needing medical more than moral counsel.

They are determine as to the facts they will

believe and the opinions on which they will

act. Get by them therefore as you would an
angry bull — it is not for a man of sense to

dispute them."
This year I thought I would give you

something in the vein of affirmative action,

and this is the law of the Choctaw Nation,

November, 1842:

"When a student, upon a trial of two
years, is found from mental inability in-

capable to learn or improve, such pupils

shall, at the request of the trustees, be
removed from the institution, and others

selected to fill the vacancies."

These two represent a kind of continuing

pressure from outside, which as I've read it

this year on the political and public front, I've

still come to the suspicion, as many grow
older, that the young may not be aware of

the old — or may not be grateful to the old,

or may not be aware of the benefits of

society as presumably it has placed upon
them, and presumably, therefore, should be
handled with care.

On the other hand, as expressed recently

in this Senate's statement, is the insistent

request and demand that one acknowledge
that adulthood can go on postponed too
long, that education can often get unduly
extended, and that the quality of humanism,
(when one comes to a campus of 23,000 and
when one comes to a community in which
the average age is 21 years and four months)
the quality of simple humanists can be
forgotten in the scale.

So what balance we need to strike every
year is between how these two views — the

Choctaw, (Thomas Jefferson grown old and
retired in Virginia) and a young impatient and
rightly frustrated — come together in some
manner of common ground.

And the common ground is how we get
quality education at the lowest possible costs

and how we go about that enterprise.

And the principle is of reciprocity and one
of shared powers and is a common com-
mitment to be the custodian of academic
freedom. It was threatened in the Legislature

last year, will be threatened in the Legislature

this year, and will be a constant concern of

all of us.

The basic rule of this is not new. As far as

this campus is concerned, the doctrine of

reciprocity and shared powers that I just

quoted was from student participation in

college and university governance in 1970,

set in terms of our own governance
document in 1973.

And it is in this basic mode of coming
together and of reciprocity that one makes
progress.

If any of you have had the opportunity to

read this morning the statements of the two
candidates for governor, as to how they do
not believe that this campus is qualified for

undertaking a law center, there is another
fight coming down the road next year.

So down through five years, where
student leaders have raised clear and specific

issues, where they have been appropriately

addressed to the University administration

and to the trustees, we've undertaken a

response.

At the same time I'd be less than frank to

any of the senators or any of the area

representatives in this room, if I pretended

that we dealt in a world that consisted of you
and me and some vague 26 people that were
called trustees somewhere outside — with a

battery of chancellors and vice-chancellors,

provosts and deans and counselors in be-

tween.

There are at least three real constraints

that affect our capacity for government, and
our capacity to direct the orders and the

affairs of this University:

— one is Chapter 75 of the laws of the

Commonwealth, that established this

University, and that vests final nondelegable

authority to the trustees. And these statutory

responsibilities deal with how we designate a

state employe, how he may act, who he's

responsible for, and who may spend state

funds;

— there are simple contractual
requirements that are part of the common
law of the state and the nation. And these

speak to debt service requirements and
bonded indebtedness entered into in an
effort to build this University ten and twenty
years ago. And these are simple contractual

obligations that cannot be overriden by a

vote of this body, by a memo from the

President, or from a vote by the Trustees.

Whatever one feels about life in Amherst, or

accommodations on this campus, these

contractual obligations are there;

— finally, there are simply some
educational restraints. People have to believe

in a degree from the University of Massa-
chusetts. They have to believe that it means
something. Believe that it gives you a leg up
on a career — makes it clear that you spent
four years on something worthwhile.

And no amount of prescription and
rhetoric can change these three constraints.

So we come to a point where the initiative

of the Senate, of the area groups, are

welcome, as they are prescribed in section IB

four of our governance statement. But that is

an initiative that means that in student af-

fairs, beginning action, creative action starts

here. But it is not an exclusive, and it is not a

complete grant of authority, as by the

constraints, and simply could not be.

I am glad to call as equal, as I have for five

years, student trustee from Amherst, and the

student trustee from Boston, who votes,

who participates in every meeting, who has
never been excluded from any executive

session, and who can report to this body and
to all bodies about what the public business

of this University is about
I think it is terribly important, having

acknowledged in those specifics, to say, (and

above all to cry out from a human scale) to

make clear the point that these objectives are

not, in my judgement, achievable by a drive

toward autonomy and isolation and with-

drawal and retreat.

The University of Massachusetts is one
University. Students, faculty, administration,

Amherst, Boston and Worcester. It is one
University for very good reasons.

ii-The University of

Massachusetts

is one University.

Students, faculty,

administration, Amherst,

Boston and Worcester.

It is one University

for very good reasons."

— First, as one University, we have a
stronger call on the public resources of the
state, a better chance of getting ahead, a
better chance of being recognized, a better

chance of being acknowledged.
— Second, together we present a stronger,

more varied, more complementary
educational program. Already we are
beginning to see students transferring from
Amherst back to the Boston campus when
they want a particular piece of the action in

College III and College IV. Already we are
seeing students come from Boston to good,
specialized areas of strength here.

That will go on more and more, and
particular in the graduate field, as I told the
Graduate Student Senate earlier. But it is

better education and we can balance and we
can plan.

— And finally, we are better when we are
not a "cookie cutter" set of campuses — all

homogenized, all turned out of the same
mold, all looking alike. Those of you who
visited the Boston campus know that it's

style — though somewhat more erratic than
yours - is still a different style. And those of
you who have seen other campuses in other
state Universities can recognize the same
here.

But to split, to divide, to secede, is to

simply weaken our capabilities and cheapen
our education — and no one should be
mistaken about that. Last summer Rick
Savini extended an invitation (on behalf of
the students — to the trustees) to come
together in an informal session. I told Rick at

that time that summer is a bad time to find

trustees, as it is a bad time to find students,

as it is a very bad time to find faculty.

Nevertheless, I thought the proposition was
fine.

These are the ways I think you will

proceed. I hope you will go forward, because

we need, as we have always needed, strong

student participation and strong student

support.

We'll need it, upcoming in January in the

Legislature, in a very special way. And
therefore as I've done to five Senates before,

I welcome you to participation at the

University. I'm glad to try to answer and
explain any of the specific questions and
issues you have about that mysterious place

called One Washington Mall, about those

shadowy group of people called trustees,

about your common collegial bodies of the

University assembly in Boston, of the bylaws

of the Worcester campus, and about the

aspects of what is already a great University

and destined to be better. Thank-you.

SENATE PRESIDENT CINDY
MCGRATH: OK, we'll begin a question

and answer period. As you raise your
hand, I'll write down your name and a

description of you if I don't know who
you are. I'll try to call on everybody as

soon as I can.

Q: President Wood, if we are subject

to the restrictions that you suggested,
what do you as chief administrator see
as our role?

Wood: The primary roles of the students

are to:

1. Assure themselves that in student af-

fairs — in your own budget and your own
priorities — you exercise that priority

response;

2. Secondly, you've got a legitimate and
major concern about what kind of education

you are getting. The difference is how you
feel about your education, and secondly

whether you're able to be taken seriously in

your expression of those concerns.

I said to the graduate council and I mean it,

(and I think I mean it in undergraduate) that I

think we're in for an era of reform — in time,

in support, in character of work and in place

of work in education. I think that's a major

concern.

3. The third part, as a part of a constituent

body, is to make your views felt about
general university policy. Whether it's the

contact hour or the length of the academic
year, or whether it's the character of the

professional schools that support it — all are,

I think, parts where you've got to have your

voice said.

You are not in a primary responsibility in

terms of evaluation of some aspects of

faculty life. It is simply not easy for anyone
but peers in a discipline to make judgements
about peer performance. And you are not
really in a position in terms for example of

wanting to make judgements, or when to go
to market on a bond issue or when to go for

what kind of level of support in the state

legislature.

What we need, as I indicated to Rick,

we're going to need this body — if it believes

it — to say that it thinks there ought to be a
public law center in the educational system
of the Commonwealth. And we're going to

need you, (if you believe it) to say what you
think about the size of the campus, about the

part-time vs. full-time, about the relative

balance between Boston and Amherst.
These are some recently exclusive
prerogatives for the student and they are

somewhat correlary and supportive. But they

add up to a very full plate for your agenda for

this year, as far as I am concerned.

Q: I'd like to ask you your rationale

and the trustees rationale for not
allowing a lawyer who was hired with
student money to defend a student in

court — not suing the University — but
in a criminal case.

Wood: The development of student legal

aid had my support in the amendment of
Chapter 75. It is now in the position where
the issue is how one reconciles the ficuciary

requirements of 75 — how you pay your
lawyers and, b) under what supervision do
they work. That's a complicated question
that came to my office about four days ago.
How do we work out the fact that the two

present lawyers are responsible in criminal

and civil cases as well as in counselling to the
student bodies and at the same time ac-
ceptable to the funding requirements of 75
- is probably going to take some discussion.

But there's no problem about the fact of

having student legal support. There hasn't

been for two years. And there have been

questions about whether you wanted to go

on with Dick Howland on a consultant, or

whether you wanted a more regular basis.

That's the question, but it's an operative

question, not a matter of yes or no,

Q: Dr. Wood, do you support the

memo of Dr. Gage dealing with ad-

ministrative control of Student
Government Assn. legislation and other

matters?

Wood: I one ... have ... you mean the Gage
memorandum as reported in the ... now
that's a campus matter in which I haven't

made a judgement yet ... I haven't decided
yet.

Q: In one of your restrictions that

govern University life, you spoke about
the quality of education and the need to

make sure that the education that we
get here means something. Recently the

job market has decreased rapidly. What
moves have you made for Legislation,

where do you see the power of the state

University system to push for more
jobs?

Wood: I see the University capacity for a

healthy state economy basically as a fairly

limited one. Where Massachusetts goes in

terms of jobs is a function of the national

policy of a national administration and the

general government of the state.

Essentially what a University can do is to

provide ideas and research and technology

advances that make a particular region or

state competitive for awhile. But we try to be

as responsive as we can to help on jobs. The

best thing we can still do is give a good

education and good support for new ideas.

Q: As a student senator, I have found
that there is a consensus among
students on campus about the 18-year-

old residency and . food service
requirements. What recourse do we
have of these constraints and the rights

of litigation when student funds for legal

services are frozen and Vice-Chancellor
Gage sends a condescending com-
mentary down from his office. How do
we go about changing, for instance the
18-year-old residency and the food
service requirement.

I think by making it 21 years-old, its a
violation of the 14th amendment . . .

Wood: Could be...

Q: ... of the Constitution by the due
process and by the enfranchisement of
18-year-olds.

Wood: When I was asked that question
last Sunday, I think you would have
amendments that you would have to go
through on the contractual debt service
requirements that have been undertaken by
the building authority. That's certainly an
area that if you want your counsel to explore,
it's appropriate to explore.

I think the basic problem now, as I said on
Sunday night, is economic, not legal as far as
living accommodations and what have you
are concerned. I think what we're all caught
up with is inflation. I think we have a major
problem on food service and on dormitories
— what you get and what you pay. The
question is: what options you've got. And
the options at the present time are not very
good, and certainly a concern that I'm willing
to acknowledge.
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmy . iummmmm

"The question is,

what options you've got.

And the options

at the present time

are not very good,

and thats certainly

a concern

that I'm willing

to acknowledge."

I don't think the route, and let me say this

out front as plainly as I can, I don't think the
route at the present time among the various
constituencies at the University, is legalism,

or advocacy or particular formality at the
present time.

I think we're in an environment where any
member of the public and the legislature can
read what the fertility rates are and have
been since 1971. And we're no longer in an
environment where people are prepared to
take on faith the value of a University as an
investment. And if we're in now an en-
vironment as my impression is, where the
competing needs in health and welfare are
strong, then I'm enormously reluctant to go
into a run against the chord in a battle for the
public purse. What we require at this time,
are some consultive, deliberate, open
discussions to come up largely around the
governance document, and April is the time
when that document is reviewed.

I have not been a party to the con-
versations between you and the Vice-

Chancel lor. I am not a party to how one feels

aggrieved one way or the other. I do say this

is not a period in University life where we
undertake to see what the concerns are and
how we resolve them and when we need
new resources we go out and try to get
them.

Q: Why doesn't the Student Govern-
ment Assn. have full control of its

budget?

The key question is what you mean by full

control. The applause indicates the notion

would mean full control to raise the money
and spend it the way you can.

— now question one is legal. Chapter 75
doesn't permit the Trustees of the University,

(for any funds, trust funds or state ap-

propriated funds) does not allow anybody
other than the Trustees to be responsible for

that.

— the other question is administrative.

What we found out when this body came to

us about VVMPIRG a couple of years ago
(and asked for a voluntary check-off) is that

there are mechanisms and there are

procedures in how this University handles
collection and dispersal of money, that allow
you to do better than if you do it on a "free

University," voluntaristic basis.

So my position from five years of ob-
serving what the students wanted when they
began in 1970 at the height of their concern
with the community (to want street

academy's in Springfield, off-campus) —
when they went to a set of activities that

Trustees wouldn't normally think about —
my observation has been that no student
budget that has come up has ever been
substantially affected or changed in priorities

by the Trustees.

Trustee Pumphret, the head of the budget
committee, has sometimes said the
student budget was better prepared than
the University budget — and more ef-

fectively put together. But by and large if you
look at your capacity to manage funds raised

by student fees and those of other

.Universities across the country — you have
had the real policy of determining that.

I think it's important to realize that that's

as far as you go short of amending the law.

Now you can ask yourself, does the

student body want to go to the Legislature

and have student funds separated from
public funds — I would say that's a clear

possibility — I would think about that quite a
while.

Q: Would you support that?

Wood: Probably not. I don't know ... when
it first came up, I was counselled to oppose
student legal activities because it might have
people saying unkind things about the ad-
ministration. But it seemed to me that any
group of people in a negotiating contract in

society in which everybody negotiates at the
drop of a hat and needed the legal capability.

If I was asked by Ways and Means: did I

think that in my observation of the way
students spent their money on this campus
— I'm not off the record so I can't talk about
other campuses - on this campus, I'd say
yes, that it's responsible.

If I think this is the matter of great moment
— of getting that kind of symbolic freedom
— I would have to say I wouldn't put it quite
that high.

Q: When students were coming back
to school, they were found in the

position that they didn't have a lawyer to

talk to because the budget was frozen
for the lawyer. Now administrative
control was exercised over that budget
and prevented students from getting
legal consultation of leases and security
deposits and things of that nature. I

think that's very important.

Wood: I can't speak to what happens in

the summer on a lapse of student and then a

pickup in other capabilities ... of when
someone is on board and when he is not.

What arrangements they can best operate

on as your lawyers is a question I began to

focus on when it arrived on the 24th of

October. And just as the Graduate Grievance

Committee, we'll get an answer to you as

fast as we can.

Q: I'd like to address something a little

more specific. We talk a lot about
student input and input from various
factions within the University. I have the
privilege of sitting on the multi-campus
budget committee.

Wood: I find it impossible to get in-

formation about the issues that are going to

be discussed at meetings. For instance we
received the fiscal 1976 budget two days
before we were asked to speak on it. I went
to the meeting and the minutes were not

available of the previous meeting.

I feel that it upsets me very much. On one
hand the administration says it is trying to

get all factions of the University involved

while at the same time not providing them
with the information which these people
need to do the job that they were asked to

do, which is to advise on issues that are

important to everyone.

Q: Can you assure me that the staff

will try to get information to the
members of the committee in a more
rational manner?

Wood: More than that, I see Mr. Gulko,

the official representative of the Amherst
component there. I will ask that he take

official note of that request ... the answer is

this is a process that I think we'll try to work
out.

The other thing, of course, is that those

committees are an alternative to the

University Senate. And you should know
that the people who put the governance
document together, and it was not made in

my office, wrestled with the issue of a

common University-wide body. The Boston
campus combines its faculty and its student

senates in a uni-cameral assembly. Your
campus decided to stay in a bi-cameral

mode. They simply couldn't reconcile those

alternative styles and so they came up with

those committees as alternatives.

The important thing is for students on
those committees to hang in because I think

they're going to get moro important and
more decisive as time goes on.

I can take a couple more questions but I've

got to remember a Distinguished Lecturer or

something.

Q: What advantages do you see in a

hazy relationship with the trustees?

Wood: A hazy relationship always gives

you elbow room. In my experience in my
organizations it is useful. What ! meant by

my earlier statement is if you ask the

Trustees specifically to define their authority,

it will come down chapter 75 and it will come
down pretty cold in terms of their feeling that

for five years they've delegated an awful lot

away to the campuses, the faculty and the

students. So my advice there was simply

friendly advice.
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//A hazy relationship

always gives you

elbow room.

In my experience

in my organizations

it is useful.

What I
meant

by my earlier statement

I'm a great believer in broad and general
grants of governances. I am a believer in a
Constitution that is more like that of the
United States — with general clauses and
not specific like the state of Louisiana with
road maps in it. I am more of a believer in a
British-UK form of not knowing exactly
where legislative and judicial power start and
stop and the other. I'm particularly of that,

and I'm of the persuasion that at best, a
University is a limited purpose undertaking.
And the basic thing to remember is that it's

an essentially education-oriented un-
dertaking.

So I'm not one to make a big thing about
leaps and bounds in legal prescription.

Q: President Wood, you alluded in
your talk to overriding financial con-
siderations in the dorms, living areas and
the dining commons. You also stated
that students were not equipped to
make decisions concerning bond issues,
concerning financing of these buildings.
You stated that we have in fact taken
and put monies we do get ... and budget
them in a mature fashion.

Here on this campus there are
presently students who are trying to set
up boards who have control over these
areas so they can demonstrate that
students will not be fiscally irresponsible
in these areas. Students have been sort
of put off time and time and I really feel

that is time for your office ... if you
seriously believe that students are in-

deed operating in a fiscally responsible
manner...

Wood: All right. Let me amend and revise
my remarks on that point to say two things:

-one. I've got no doubt that anyone in

this room or anyone in the business school of
what have you focuses attention in this room
on whether we role over debentures, on
whether we do it in April or March — can't
come up with a reasoned, informed and
intelligent decision. I do have a doubt that
they can do it better than Standish and
Wood, which are our present counsellors in

that kind of business.

I do question whether that concern is of
marginally profitable investment of a student
governing board — as much as some others.

— second. You have got to realize that you
came into a going concern just as much as I

came into a going concern. The decision to

go the building authority route and the bonds
in the sixties, allowed this campus to go from
8,000 to 16,000 and it allowed access.

It could have gone the other way. It could
have gone to capital outlay, we could have
done no dormitories and private develop-
ment. But in my judgement it was a prudent
and a well intentioned decision and since it's

here, I'll live with the consequences.

To the degree that any student, and we've
experimented with it in a lot of ways, to the
degree this student body wants to propose

of students getting handle on these specific

issues at the President's level and the
Trustee's level, I'll be glad to take specific

proposals.

Q: I'd like to say thank-you that you're
glad to take things as they stand now.
Obviously you're not living in the dor-
mitories or paying that rent. You must
be aware of a tenants strike going on in

Married Students Housing here, there's
public hearings coming up next week
where students can get a chance to
examine the system and speak out
about all the dissatisfactions they've had
for years.

I contest what you said in the paper
for one thing about off-campus housing
being more expensive than on-campus
housing. I think that's wrong.

I might add that we might consider
you a housing expert. When former
President Johnson nominated you to be
Undersecretary of the Dept. of Housing
and Urban Development in 1966, he
called you a major architect of the ad-
ministration's urban program and an
outstanding manager.
With credentials like this, you must

take seriously these proposals dealing
with housing problems. That is why we
look at a report you helped write for the
Johnson administration which suggests
in part the organization of tenants'
unions to fight large-scale slum lords
(applause)... and a reform of such laws
which might channel some of the
tenants' resentment away from van-
dalism and rioting into more con-
structive paths of litigation.

Now you were just discouraging
students and people in the University
community from taking the routes of
legalism. Now, are you advocating ...

that students take the route of more
vandalism and rioting? (applause)

Wood: No!

Q: I'd like to say that I find a lot of
comments and responses you are
making are very useless and
meaningless because you can agree
with us as much as you want and say, I

agree with you, I believe in the same
thing. But then you go back to Boston
and then a whole different scenario
happens. I mean I'm taking you with a

whole bunch of grains of salt.

Wood: Your judgement on either my
effectiveness or sincerity is your affair. One
man's poison is another man's circus, but on
tenant unions, on Model Cities and what we
undertook to do in the Johnson ad-

ministration, that is a part of a program that

!

put a lot into, believe a lot into.

If you want to come back on a specific of a

tenant situation in a University context on a

debt-service scheme that is non-profit

character, and in which there isn't a slum
landlord involved, then I'll be happy to si

down.
My judgement is that your 235s and 236's

in the lower Pioneer Valley came in at a lower

level than your latest of your dorms. My
judgement is that if you take your average
rents of DCA here, the last time I looked at

them, vs. the average dormitories, the dif-

ferential went the other way.

But that was a response to Bill Densmore
on a general situation. I'd have to look at

that.

Q: There's a good deal of profit being
made here when the bondholders in-

vested ten million for construction of
dormitories, the tax-exempt interest rate
on these bonds will accumulate to the
point when these bonds are through
being paid for. they'll have $25 million
coming beck to them.

Wood: That's an established rate...

Q What do you call that, is that profit,
or...

Wood: That's ... that is ... that is not a tax

depreciation, 39 per cent annual
capitalization profit. That's not a landlord

profit, that's landlord profit.

But that's a topic I guess I'll leave for a

special session. Anyone who wants o go
back to urban affairs time I enjoy being back
there.

Well, thank-you very much.
PRESIDENT MCGRATH: Thank-you

President Wood.
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Students present

overseas opportunities

Chicano selections are sought
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN IS

There will be a meeting Monday
at 7:00 p.m. in the sixth floor lounge
of Herter Hall on opportunities to

study abroad in Latin America,

Spain and Portugal.

The primary presentations will be
made by students who have

studied in Latin America and
Portugal. Several representatives of

University sponsored programs will

also be present including Barbara
Burn of the International Programs
Office, and Professors Andrade,
Bradford and Scott of the
Department of Hispanic Languages
and Literatures.

This is an opportunity for those
persons who are interested in

studying in Latin America to hear
the first-hand experiences of those

German Lecture
The Little Colloquium, Depart-

ment of Germanic Languages and

Literatures, presents a lecture (in

English) by Dr. Sara Lennox on

"Uwe Johnson: The German
Faulkner?", on Tuesday, at 8 p.m.

in Herter Hall, 6th Hoor Lounqe.

people who have already gone. All

interested people are invited and
refreshments will be served.

By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA
Staff Reporter

Quinto Sol Publications are

sponsoring a Chicano Literature

Contest consisting of five awards
S3 1500). in novel, collection of short

nories, book length essay, or

experimental writing — written by a

person of Mexican descent who is a

resident of the United States.

Literary selections receiving

awards will be published by Quinto

Sol Publications.

Quinto Sol Publications anuncia

cinco premios por las mejores obras

Health services sponsor

session on new food labels
A new nutritional labeling system

will go into effect in the United

States at the end of the year.

Hence, on Tuesday, November 5,

from 10 a.m. to noon, a program
will be held to present and discuss

the advantages and disadvantages

of the new system.

The "MDR" (minimum '

daily

requirement) currently used on
labels will be replaced by the
"RDA" (recommended daily

allowance) as the basis for

evaluating the nutritional quality of

food. The program, as presented by
the Hampshire County Extension
Service in cooperation with the
University Health Services, has
been organized to inform students

CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton

54th Member off the World Famous
Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an average

* spending of $2.25

I, Your Host, Carlo, is a special

student at UMass

of the implications of the new law.

Mrs. Rachael Swicker, Regional

Extension Specialist in Foods and
Nutrition, has designed ihe session

as informative for the general

student population as well as for

nutrition majors.

The program is free and open to

the public.

Sylvan Area offers

Residence position

A position as Head of Residence

in a Sylvan Area residence hall is

available, duties to begin toward
the end of November. This is a full-

time live-in professional ap-
pointment for 42 weeks, at an
annual salary of $5,670.

Duties include counseling,
program development, ad-
ministration, group work. The
Office of Residential Life is an
Affirmative Action-Equal Op-
portunity Employer: women and
minority candidates are urged to
apply.

Interested persons should
contact the Sylvan Area Office,

545-1391 during the day. The
deadline for application is

November 8,1974.

HALLOWEEN

EAT
(THURSDAY ?FRIDAY)

I

I

I

I

on all

n
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i

i

i

i

\jfc
Boota NOT included

HOES* AND HANDBAGS,

other -Fun bargains

one freedpple &
the !

shoe-
i

Jg7 NORTH PLEASANT ST

literarios — novela, ensayo,

literarias — novela, eoleccion de

cuentos, ensayo, obra experimental

— escrita por persona de ascen-

dencia mexicana residente de
Estados Unidos de Norte America.

Obras previadas seran publicadas

por Quinto Sol.

Quinto Sol esta raganda lana

(dos mil bolas) por los mejores jaies

cuentos, vatosismos — escritos por
vatos que cantonean en el USA.

Los jales que se ganen la lana se

van a publicar por Quinto Sol.

Para mayor informacion Name al

Collegian.

For more information call the

Collegian.

WMUA Halloween Special

Beginning at 7:30 p.m. — A special 4 part Halloween Special featuring
— 7:30 p.m. "THE MONKEY'S PAW" by W.W. Jacobs; 8:00 p.m. —
Edgar Allan Poe's "THE CASK OF AMONTILLADO."

Also to be aired is the "HP. Lovecraft Memorial Horror: THE
LURKING FEAR," hosted by Dr. Fredric Scharg who will provide

you with the effects you have to hear. Beginning at 8:30 p.m.

THE SHADOW will be heard at its regular time at 9 p.m. featuring the

episode of "THE RETURN OF CARNATION CHARLIE".

Pius
10:15 p.m. — Women's Show — "Witches" produced by Laural Chiten

and Diane Bellarance and Robin Jacobson.

e.

b vo O.A C (X STA o-Q

Labels for Less
jporcsivear

Women and Jit mors

25% to 50% off tea. vrutree

hours 10-6

Fri. til 9

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

notices

BLOOD MOBILE:
University Blood Drive is Nov. 11 - 14.

Sign up for appointments Nov. 4 - 7 from
10 - 4 at C.C. Concourse.

BRUNCH:
Hillel Brunch this Sunday in Colonial

Lounge S.U. at 11 a.m. Guest speaker Or.
Gordon Levia of Amherst College speaking
on "Israel, The Palestinians and World
Politics."

COIN CLUB:
Meeting tonight 902 C.C, 6 - 10 p.m.

Raffle and upcoming auction will be
discussed.

DANCE FREE:
It's Halloween, so let's have a haunting

movement. Costumes and faces, props
and refreshments are in order. Tonight at
8:30 C.C Check info desk for number.

LIQUOR
SUPERMARKET

NORTHAMPTON SPRINGFIELD
ROUTE C NORTH KINO St W A^DCC SRKKWOOO SIVDKUUIE3 sis y shopping cinti i lOALKtb wiibiahamid

BIG Y SHOPPING CENTER — MEMORIAL DRIVE, FAIRVIEW

Emporium
India

in the

Carriage Shops
has

Denim Styled Skirts

Velvet Jackets

and a host of other

goods

Come in and see our

fine merchandise.

Emporium
India

The Creative Place
to shop—

Open Daily
10-6

Open till 8:00 on Fri.

next to North Amherst
Post Office

spea auzins irp pi,

Grinoer^ano spasHern'
!7monTB5ue roao\

549=ObEb

EPISCOPALIANS:
Informal Holy Communion, supper and

fellowship this and every Sunday, 5:30
p.m. at home of the Rev. Bob Oenig,
Episcopal Chaplain. 758 N. Pleasant St.
Amherst 549-6772.
H.S.M.A.:

H.S.M.A. meeting Tues 11-5, 7:00 in

Chenoweth 227.
GAY HALLOWEEN DANCE:

9 1 B.Y.O.B. MacKimmie House
Lounge. (SW) all welcome.
HATCH CELEBRITY SERIES:

Is proud to present J.F. Murphy and
Salt, Friday and Saturday from 9 p.m. - 1

a.m.

INNKEEPERS:
Meeting Monday, Nov 7:15 p.m. in 917

C.C. Plans for New York Hotel Show will

be discussed.
MUSIC:
Come hear the rockin' country sounds

of Grand Speed tonight and tomorrow
night at the O.T.O.C. The Bluewall hosts
The Charles Green Group. Both shows run
9 p.m.-l a.m.
NOTARY PUBLIC:

For persons wishing to vote by Ab-
sentee Ballot will operate in the Colonial
Lounge of the S.U. today 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
STUDY ABROAD:

Latin America. Meeting at 7 p.m. in 6th
floor lounge of Herter on Monday. Op-
portunities to study abroad in Latin
America. Spain and Portugal. Speakers
will include students, faculty and Barbara
Burn of the Int'l Programs Office.
PETER BRENT BRIGHAM HOSP:
The 7 people whose names were drawn

to make the trip will be notified as soon as
possible. We still need transportation. ..pre-

medical society.

PRE MEDICAL SOCIETY:
The Pre-Med Advisory Board is holding

an information meeting for ALL pre-meds.
Nov. 12 from 7 - 9 in Morrill Aud. pre
medical society.

SABBATH SERVICES:
Sabbath services and dinner tonight at 7

in C.C. 105. Sign up for dinner by noon
today. ..Sat. morning service at 10 a.m. in

S.U. 302.

SAILING CLUB:
Meeting next Tues night in C.C. 804-808,

7 p.m. Very important. Anyone interested
in sailing at Smith this Saturday, call Phil 6-

9641.

SQUARE DANCE:
Heymaker's second Monthly Oance will

be held in Farley Lodge, UMass at 8 p.m.
this Saturday. All Club Level dancers are
welcome.
PARTY:

Jazz and new faces. A party for grads,
faculty and staff of 5 College and area at
Urchards Golf Club of Mount Holyoke on
Rt. 116 S. Hadley. Sat. 9 p.m.
UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF AMHERST:

Service at 11. A program of music and
poetry. White Knights, Soap Bubbles, Pots
of Honey, And More of the Same will be
presented by John Marsh and Others.
Coffee hr. at 12.

LOST:
1 pr. of gold framed glasses. Aviator

type. Lost between SW and Amherst.
Please contact Brenda 6-8471.

CARLING'S BLACK LABEL
f BLATZ BEER

BEER 24 — 12 Oz. N.R. Bottles 24—12 OZ. N.R. Bottles

469399
Schenley Reserve Whiskey
100% Am«ncon 86 Proof Holf Gallon

GORDON'S GIN
100%GNS 86 Proof Half Gollon

979949
m. BOSTON ENGLISH SMIRN0F VODKA
MARKET GIN "SiTouabt 100% G.NS. - 80 Proof -Half Gal

199J9 79
RIUNITELAMBRUSCO

24 Ounce Bottle

COLD DUCK
Louis V — Fifth

COCA COLA T TABLE WINE
24— '2 0i Cans North Mountain — Gallon

4 29 3 29
CASE OF 4... $11 99

4» % * « * * **«**»*.««»*•
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Bus capacity

insufficient
"We wish we had the capacity to

supply the demand. Hopefully it will

improve," said Bob Godding,
Director of the Student Senate
Transit Service, about the UMass
bus system.

The number of buses on campus
presently is limited, with a total of

16 transit buses. Most of them are

in use at the peak periods of the

day, which are from 7:30 to 9:30

a.m. and 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.

During those hours, eight or nine

vehicles are utilized for off-campus
routes, while six are running on
campus. A limited number of buses
are also used for "outreach ser-

vice," which have routes to

Belchertown Center, South
Amherst, and South Deerfield.

According to Godding, it is

usually necessary for 15 percent of

the buses to be held at the garage
for maintenance, in case of an
accident or if a bus breaks down
during a run.

Steve Schwartz, one of ap-

proximately 130 students involved

in the Student Senate. Transit

Service, cited several problems
concerning the service. A driver for

the past four semesters, Schwartz
said the buses are overcrowded at

times, especially during the peak
hours.

He said, however, that he tries

not to leave anyone behind, par-

ticularly when it is raining or

snowing. He noted there is "a

definite need for more buses."

Last year, due to the energy
crisis, nearly 17,000 UMass
students utilized the buses daily. "If

gas is in short supply again,"

Godding remarked, "perhaps we'll

have the same problem this year."

Godding suggested a possible

remedy in order to help alleviate the

problem of overcrowded buses. "If

people will find a bus that comes 10

minutes earlier or later than the one
they normally take, it may have
more room," he proposed.

Music group
formedbeing

The first meeting of the Amherst
Music Group will be held Monday,
at 8:15 p.m. in the home of Mrs.

Dorothy Foose, 197 South Pleasant

Street. All interested musicians and
listeners are welcome.
At this first meeting the future

structure of the group will be

discussed, and several members
will perform instrumental and vocal

selections.

For further information call

Peggy Davidson at 549-6751.

Illusionist to appear

on campus this week
America's leading illusionest, Andre' Kole, will be performing in Bowker

Auditorium next Tuesday.

One of the foremost inventors of magical effects today, Kole, has

performed in 61 nations on 5 continents where he has spoken to more than

2,600 separate university audiences. Last year. 78 million people saw him

perform on television.

Kole is being brought here by Campus Crusade.

A local representative, John Fittz, says that Kole has performed at

UMass twice before; the last time was three years ago." His show is an

unusual and elaborate stage production presenting some of the greatest

illusions ever concieved in the minds of men and the greatest reality ever

revealed to men," according to Fittz. In the lecture demonstration Kole will

explore areas of psychic healing and communication with the dead.

Andre Kole is famous for his unusual and elaborate
illusions which have entertained audiences throughout
the world.

New male contraception

results show promise
By MARK CITRON

A new method of male con-
traception that also has possibilities

as an anti-tumor agent was an-

nounced recently by a Purdue
researcher at the national meeting
of the American Chemical Society.

The contraception method,
termed a break-through bv many
scientists, inhibits sperm
production by blocking the action

of a sugar needed for sperm for-

mation. The importance of this

method is that is shows none of the

side effects of other male con-

traceptive methods presently under
development. Other contraception

methods, such as hormonal
manipulation and chemical agents,

have the problems of rendering

subjects permantly infertile, in-

terfering with sexual drives (libido),

and reacting detrimentally with

other body cells.

The discoverer of the method,
Roy L. Whistler, relies on the

chemical 5-Thio-d-Glucose to

interfere with the uptake of the

sugar D glucose by testicular cehs.

For unknown biochemical reasons,

the ability of the testes to produce
sperm is directly related to the

amount of D-Glucose absorbed by

*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••**••
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Oct. 22 & 23

Jazz & Blues

Dynamic Sex

Machine

Strayte Tayste

BLUES BAND

from Boston

MU-ZIK Jazz Ensemble

Open Road
BLUES BAND

57 North

Pleasant St.

Amherst

*
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*
*
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*
*

*

*
*
*

*

*
*

*

*
*
*
*

*

testicular cells. When D-Glucose

was depleted in the testes, it was
shown in experimental animals to

cause infertility without harmful

side effects.

Whistler and his associates

showed in other experiments that

5-Thio-d-Glucose inhibited tumor
cells from reproducing, and also

reduced their number by as much
as 40 percent.

New From

Bare Traps
Of California

I ^^^^_ w jr •

"j "Gunvor"

!

|

1

/ #latigo leather or

/ blue suede

_ «wooden bottom

Bolhs Shoes
* 2 Locations *

* 8 Main St.) Amherst
* Hadley Village Barn Shops, Rte. 9, Hadley
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PIZZA - GRINDERS

SPAGHETTI

ENJOY THE

DISTINCTIVE

DIFFERENCE

AT BELLS.
FREE DELIVERY TO DORMS

17

Viet vets left out
in Boston's parade

MIDNIGHT

Frld'\%^ov*,nber 1

Mahar Aud. Adm. 75c

Uncut Version

By JOE COTTER
Progressive News Service

Last Monday, over 100,000
people observed the Veterans Day
Parade in Boston.

They watched the military
precision of the V.F.W., the
American Legion, the
Massachusetts National Guard, and
the State Police. They saw a
separate group of World War I

Vets, various high school bands,
the Boy Scouts, a Boston Police
Car, and three police motorcycles.
They heard a Legion representative
in one of the motorcycles telling

them "the parade is over. Thank
you all for coming."

But behind the end of the 12,000

people parade, they saw a group of

Vietnam Veterans in old field

jackets, carrying banners and
voicing support for unconditional
amnesty, single type military

discharges, and increased benefits.

These veterans were not allowed
into the parade.

The group consisted of about 30
people from the Veterans Coalition

for Community Affairs at UMass.,

Amherst, the North Essex

• • • •

ACADEMY
AT THE GATES

OF SMITH COLLEGE
Only Area Showing
Ends Tuesday!!

7:15&9:00

NORTHAMPTON MASS 584 8435

Mel Brooks'

65 University Drive

<*>~-

* FAST
it PRINTING SERVICE

* BINDING OF REPORTS

AND TERM PAPERS
+\ BLACK/HALFTONE

AREAS IE PHOTOS
ALLTYPES OF PAPER b

*PAPE*\SUPPUES

Telephone 256-0553

Community College Vets, and the

V.V.A.W. in Boston.

They had sent two letters to the
American Legion requesting entry
into their parade. The letters were
not answered.

Being Veterans, they decided
they had a right to join in anyway,
but the American Legion and
M.D.C. Mounted Police forced them
out of the parade and remained
between the veterans and the street

to make sure they didn't try to re-

enter.

Eventually, the Boston Police

told the group that they could

march behind everyone else or they
couldn't participate at all. The
veterans decided to co-operate.

Along the parade route they were
joined by other people, including a

number of students distributing

free Kool Aid, until there were up to

75 people marching.

The reaction of the observers
was mixed. The group was greeted

by emotional applause at many
points along the route and some
observers told them "You people
are the best part of the parade."
Other people called them "Com-
mies" and said; "Go back to

Russia," "cowards" and "How did

they let you bums in?"

Although the Vietnam Veterans
were generally received warmly, by
the people watching, the military

reviewing stands emptied as the

group approached. These veterans

were ignored by those officials who
were honoring all the others in the

parade.

from the people who gave you "The Jazz Singer"

Amherst Cinema presents

SUBS&PIZZA
55

UNIVERSITY Dr
Amherst Mass.
TEL. 2*6-8914 103

NO.PLEASANT Sf
Amherst Mats.
TEL. 2560473

(batidaThaCheejMtrs) ^^ (across from LouW*)

"WE DELIVER"

THE RASPBERRIES
In Concert on Sat., Nov. 16th at

7:00 & 10:00 p.m.

also featuring "ALBATROSS"

at the

AMHERST CINEMA
30 Amity St., Amherst

tickets available at the following theatres or by mail

:

Amherst Cinema, Amherst
Calvin Theatre, Northampton
Garden Theatre, Greenfield
Victory Theatre, Holyoke

Admission $3.50 Advance $4.00 at the door

Plmmsm Inciudm salt addrmtaad ttmmpmd anvatopa and mall to: Amhmrat
Clnama, 90 Amity St., Amhmrat, Mmaa 01002

Omntlmmmn Plmata tmnd ma tlckats forth* parformaneo. Total $

Nam*

Addrasa

.

City .Stmta. Zifi.
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Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -

Blazing Saddles - 7:15-9:00

AMHERST CINEMA -
Lova ft Anarchy - 7:00-9:00

CALVIN -
2001: A Space Odyssey - 6:45-

9:20

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
1. Little Big Man - 7:00

A Man Called Horse - 9:15

2 Flesh Gordon - 7:00-8:30

3. Death Wish - 7.00-8:45

MT. FARMS 4 -
1. Sleeper - 5:30-9:00

Everything About Sex —
7:15

2. Destructors - 500-700 900
3. 2001: A Space Odyssey - 5:00-

8:00

4. Godspell: 5:00-8:45

Good Times - 7:00

SHOWCASE -
Bears 8- I - From 1:30
Airport 1976 - 7:30-9:40
Gambler - 7:30-9:40
Longest Yard - 7:30-9:46
Mixed Company - 7:30-9:30
Flesh Gordon - 2:00-7:30-9:20

School of Ed schedules Teacher Ed Program
Students interested in beginning a School

of Education Teacher Education Program
during the spring semester 1975, should take
note of the following schedule:

Nov. 4, 5, 6 - Interviews

Nov. 8 - Acceptances Posted
Nov. 11 - Interviews (for those not ac-

cepted by their first choices)
The following programs will be accepting

new students at this time. Sign up or call for
interview appointments at the program office
listed below.
Amherst-Pelham Elementary Program

(APEP), David Flight, Room 412 Hills North,
545-1563 - Mon - Wed 9 - 5.

Bilingual-Bicultural Education Professions
Program, Diana Rivera, Room 225C
Education, 545-1506 - Mon 9 - 4, Tues & Wed
1 - 5. Bring copy of transcript.

Center for Urban Education Teacher
Education Program (CUETEP), Cassell
Lawson, Room 222A Education, 545-1377 -

Mon - Wed 9 - 5.

Computer Augmented Teacher Training
(CATT), Portia Elliott, Room 212 Education,
545-3190 - Mon - Wed 9-11.

Cooperative Education, Jack Hruska,
Room 435 Hills North. Call Susan Webber]
545-1527 for appointment.

Education for Spaceship Earth (ESSE),
George U.ch, Room 175 Hills South, Mon -

Wed 2:30 - 4.

English Education - admission to the
program through English Education Office,

474 Bartlett Hall. Call Frances Stone, 545-

282Q.

Explorations!, Harold Washburn, Room

104 Montague House, 545-0969 - Mon 12 - 3,
Tues & Wed 9 - 5.

Human Services Program, Donald White,
Room 465 or 475 Hills South, 545-2048 - Mon
- Wed 11 - 3:30. Prior to appointment,
students should submit copy of transcript

plus detailed autobiography.
Media Specialises for the Handicapped,

Raymond Wyman, Room 12 Education, 545-
2455 - Mon - Wed 9 - 5.

Model Elementary Teacher Education
Program (METEP), William Masalski, Room
208 Education, 545-1577 - Mon 9-11,2-3"
Wed 9-11.

Off Campus Teacher Education Program,
William Fanslow, Room 100 Education, 545-
1538 - Mon 9 - 12; Tues & Wed 9 - 12, 2 - 4.

Omnibus, Patrick Sullivan-Terrence
Sweeney, Room 111 Education, 545-3124 -

Mon 1:30.

Please be certain to check on your ac-

ceptance November 8 at the Program Office

or outside The School of Education Un-
dergraduate Advising Office. Room 158 H'lls

South.

General information about programs
leading to certification can be obtained at the

Undergraduate Advising Office, Room 158
Hills South. If you need initial information on
secondary certification before seeing
program directors, see John Adams, E26 b-c

Machmer Hall.

Contacting program directors and their

staffs NOW will greatly facilitate your pre-

registration process (Nov. 18-22 for the
spring semester.

UNDER 19 ADMITTED *,*&-:&
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"A VITAL. WONDERFUL, AND

SHARPLY ORIGINAL MOVIE. It is

exuberant, tempestuous, hilarious

and powerful."

—Bernard Drew. Gannett Newspapers
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Eves: 200): A Space Odyssey 6:45 & 9:20

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS Jl 00

!

TONIGHT

King of Hearts

SUB
7-9-11-1

75'
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MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR
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,,Kcaton
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PLUS THIS HILARIOUS Cfl HIT

WOODY ALLEN'S
"Everything you always wante_

to know about sex*
* BUT WERE AFRAIO TO ASK W £'.!£

Today: Sleeper 5:30 9 00
Everything Sex 7:15

Twi Lite Hr 5 00 5:30 only, SI. 25

the ultimate tri

STANLEY KUBRICK'S

20CH:ASfWCE
ODYSSEY

Today: 5:00 8:00

Twi-Life Hr : 4J0 - 5:00 only. SI 25

Even tlie Underworld has its Aristocracy...

its High Society. .. its Jet Set. They're called

The DESTRUCTORS
They live the sweet lite, but they play a game of SUDDEN DEATH!

kvr l V Michael Anthony James

ja^l CAINE * QUINM MASON

g^ j
DCTUCTORSj -

Today: 5.00 7 00 9:00

Twi-Lite Hr : 4:30 5:00 only, tl.25

2 GREAT HITS
A FULL-LENGTH FEATURE FILM

RE CREATION OF THE Ms

'

LetTtte
Good Times

Roll

Cr
@6wpe^

Today: Godspell 5.00 8:45
Good Times 7.00

Twi Lite Hr.: 4:30 - 5:00 only, tl.25

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

at 9:45

Bring Your

Grooviest Date

and see the

Grooviest Movie

in Town

All Seats $1.00

(?\MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

ttw Collegian Office between
0:30 a.m. and i 45 p.m. Monday
Friday.
The deadline is 3:4S. two days

bafpre the day your ad is to
•ppwpr.
The rates art):

Daily - » 30 per line'
Weekly - $26 per line*
Monthly - $20 per line*

'Two line* on form
epproslmeto one line.

FOR SALE
MDC CtmikecR

FOR SALE

Ueed gutter* bought and sold.
The Guitar Workshop. Amhim
Carriage Shop... M0 1720

College Calculator* introduce*
the new Malcor 535 All Trig func-
tion*, memory, *«p not. and now
no more intermediate calculation*.
Now you can uaa parenthesis. Only
4100.86. Also introducing tha SR SO
at 0142.06. Com* and *** th* tv>

machine*. Watch for my po*t*rs
next week. Call Bob Crowed at 549
1310. Tell me what you need!

10 apd. Corse bike. Boat offer.

St*r*o tree tap**. 42.00 - 100
p*rc*nt r*pl*c* or 4 back
guarant** - ovar 1000 tap**
•vailabl* at Hadlav Amoco. Rt 0.

aero** from Hard***.

Snow tir**. studded w-wh**l*.
600X12. Au*t!n America. 430
complete 264) 0000

Banjo for sole Vega 6 *tr. w caa*.
E.c cond Valu* 417B. cell for 4100
or BO Call Mike 5-2403 or 402
Crabtree.

Hi Kide - Ready for
Halloween at PAUL'S. Wa are
Wa have a supply of coatum**
for rent or sale. Also our usual
supply of matchleee furniture.
Go trick or treating dreaaed aa
a bureau. Other imaginative
idaaa in atora at Paul'a Old-
time Furniture. 40 Main 263
3611

1 pr. Northland Cobra wood aklls.
ft. 3 in. with Northland binding*. 1

pr. Koflach buckle boot*, alto 10
men'a. 1 pr. polea. good shape. All
446. Will apllt. Call John 247-0400
after 6.

Hiking boota. md. wt.. women'a -

7M - LL Beans worth 4 tlmaa. 620.

263-6726.

Coata: Midi auede coat, mldi
dungaree coet: rebbit fur Jacket
and navy blue leether iacket. Cell
Mergie 646-7648.

Garrard Zero 100 turntable. Beat
offer. Call 6464404. A*k for Pete.

Fiat 660 Spyder parte and aome
Chevy perte. Call 640-6376.

Two 166X16 ttudded Pirelli radialnow tire*. Greet chop* 1120 new,
460. 666-4183.

Fry* Boota: Men'a b on* half.
light brown. 436. Cell Deb. 646-0248
on weekenda.

Stretocaater. ex. cond. Superb
ectlon. 686-2838 eve.

1873 Honda 360. 3.000 mil. Perfect
cond. Cell 648-6864.

1868 MGB. AM-FM atereo.
Abarth. good condition. Give a call
anytime 323-6213.

Cherrywood Hutch, new. 4400
260 0833

Octagon H20 bed. furred freme
and all acce**ori**. near new. 4300.
264 0033.

Stereo componenta. percent
over coat SOUND fct MUSIC CO-
OP 247 6870

Calculator* - N*w Ten. In*t. SR
10 Still under werr 7606 Aak for
Roy.

Mesterwork tuner - need* to be
reetrung Mak* an offer. Bill 546
2304

Midi auede coet. Perfect cond.
Sir* LI 38 421. No deprecletlon. 4226.
Beat offer Peter 642-6626.

Skiea for aale. 206 Flaher GT. 646-
8878

Panaaonic AM-FM atereo. Ex-
cellent Woe 4148 Sacrifice *70. 646-
4366.

AUTO FOR SALE

66 Chevy Impele. 4400 Call 604-
7012

06 Ply

7241

»250 Great car Chaapl 263

FOR RENT
r Rant 7 room apt in

country »150 plus util 20 mi from
UMan Avail 111 Call 1 428 3207

1 620 3273 No fri stv

Furnished rooms. 20 mm from
Campus Utilities. linens phone
full kitchen included For serious
students, mal* or female 367 2439

Share a farm in Belchertown
Own room. 16 acre*. Sauna, barn,
perfect for hor** owner* 446 a mo
plu* util Call 323 .

5 badrooom apartment evailable
in Northampton, fair *h*p* $160
par month Skibiski Realtor* 604
3420

Country house in Wendell Nice
folk Pets welcome Large stone
fireplece Call Lae and keep trying
617 644 7487

Furnished 3 and one half rooma.
yard, porch, neer town 9166 plus
util Day 548 1106. even 266 8023

Leverett. 7 mi's from UMaae to
share 3 rm. »90 per mo Serloua
students only Cell 649 0403 sfter
p m
Furn apta. one and one-half,

two. and two and one-helf rm*.
Modsrn, sir cond. pool, parking.
TV. near shopping, utilitiaa inc.
Lease to June 1076. Amherat Motel.
Odd Zavre.

Roo.-rnete wented to shore old
Riverside country hse in Conwey
20 min away Beeutiful
site. 300 6361 4020

WANTED
BOB STILL WANTS TO BUY

YOUR AILING OR DECREPIT CAR
Any make model or yaar Unload
your haadacha for >»• 263 7241

Good used woman s 10 spaed
bike Call 6 0423 Keep frying

M wants own rm in apt or house
within walking distance to
B*lch*rtown Stat* Sch Allergic to
pats 544 7166

Female bass playar or tip *
guitarist willing to take up bass for
working women a band Call M F
10 4 Claire 263 2670

COUCH WANTED. decent
condition, will pey 4 Call Howie at
646 3541 or 546 0194

VW Fastback or station wegon
Body 07 or older Call Chrla 263
2446

COORS
wanted -

f» Agatha
549 3927

Chriatit

country

Super Couger. '67. eir cond.. new
muffler, stenderd. 3 spd. smell 8.
450 263 7241

'66 Chevrolet. 6 cyl.. autometlc.
greet buy. economicel to run. 4386.
Bob 263-7241.

Pertner needed for N. Leverett
Houis - beautiful apot. No pat*
Call 367 8846

WANTED TO RENT
Would like to rent Tepee for 1

mo Gordon Helmen. Bo* 604.
Hempehire College.

06 Ply
253 7241.

greet cer. cheep! Bob

'67 Ceprice.
323 6246.

02 Chev. cyl.,

253 7241

good engine. Cell

economical. 1150

TO SUBLET
2 bd. TowneSouae. 1 and one-

helf betha. w w. diahweeher.
disposal, eir conditioned, etc. Rent
b Sec dep Negotiable Aveil Nov.
1. Ellis. 648-1064.

GOALIES to skste Thurs 10 11
pm Own equipment Call 60064 or
5 2006

Married couplea without
previous business experience but
willing to work snd leern together
Pleasant, profitable work. Contect
AMWAV DISTRIBUTOR, phone
203 0824 for interview

HELP WANTED
8 10 students. 4 hrs per wk

Tues and Thura 10 12 Oct. thru

Dec 15 42 00 per hr Eeav work on
campus Oon Wright 5-3400 Leeve
nam* and numjber

Cempue Rapresentetive wanted
part time Cell 312 337 2704 or write
Suite 1002. 1300 N Sendburg.
Chicago Illinois 00610

RIDE WANTED
To Boston (Eiton John concert).

Nov 20 Call Shellev 6 8419

A ride needed to Phile.. Pe. or
N V C thia weekend. Fri. morning
or afternoon prof Will ahara
driving and »» Bill 646 2304

/-I

70 MGBGT. accept for battens*
42 000 or boat offer. 263 8664

66 Pontiac. 3 apd.. email sis. new
clutch, fuel pump 4350 548 6822 on
campus

1868 Peugeot atation wagon,
rune well, good tirea. 4600 640 0406
Early morning or lete evening

I860 TR3 TR4 engine. Good
shape, many xtree. but need*
radiator 4500 666-4183

ROOM WANTED

Ride offered dolly.

Amherat. Call Beteey.
Spfld. to

648 0206

CABINET MAKER. 28. aeek*
•p*c* for working end living elone
or ihered. Kide. dog*, country end
20X20 hooted spece preferred. Cell

ToPhilly for 2
9240

Nov 0. Diana 540

02 VW.
4200 firm
engine

oxc. except for muffler.
Call 540 7407 Rebuilt 67

66 Volvo 122S. auto . 06.000 mi
Soma ruat. good condition. 9660 or
bast offer 8604

07 Conv Muatang 380 GT. greet
shape Must sell. Chip 6320

ROOMMATE WANTED
Shore house. 3.5 mi. to cempue.

Own room 481.26 with utilltio*

580 4108 eves

Couple wented to shore 1st fl of
Ige. No. Hemp, house with seme.
Ran rent - peta OK. Call Howie
or Cor 584 1588

Two molea aeek 3rd to ahare 3 br
apt 4116. 256 8088

Roommate wented to ahare
lovely furniahad hae in Conway -
20 min from Amherst Cell Judith
369 4024 369 6361 Wash dry.

TRAVEL
Gsrber Trevel

trevel progrems
spring brook. For
Rich at 266 6080

offering greet
during winter-
more info cell

Design Msior
Design majorats),
with off cempue
Cell Stew 6 6627

seeking other
M or F. to live

next semester

THE GREAT GETAWAY cemplng
and scuba diving in beeutiful St
John Virgin island* Jan. 6 to Jan.
16. All equip end lodging provided
No scuba diving asp. nee. 1 college
credit in P E. Only 9378 - More for
your dollar then eny other vecotion
con offer A trevel experience you
won't wont to miea. For further
info cell Tom Saab 546 6168

Charter flighta to Europe end
California Cell Cempua Travel 546
0500

Low price trip* to Mexico.
Florida. Caribbeen Cell Cempua
Travel 546 0600

For Sole - Humenic comps
Uaed 10 timea. 986 new. eaking 930
Jack 664-6817

STEREO SYSTEM Concord with
Garrerd complete with AM-FM-
MPX. AFC tope. Montr atonal
meter. 2 wey apkra. phonea. walnut
cabe. Mint cond Reesonabla 564-

6106

Kalao Earthahpea. site 6 end one-
helf Poid 436 for them Will aall for
425 2 month* old 546-6287 Ask for
Debbie.

Sony TC 366 ReeMo-reel Tape
Oack. 4166. Cell 6-6167 or •*• et 002
Pierpont.

Record* of ell kind* at
reoeoneble prices Can usually get
ny LP within a week The New

Record Shop. 167 N Pl****nt St .

Amherat 263 6384

Sanyo 2 cu. ft. Refrig Cleen and
greet cond 460 or beat offer Cell

60S 3223

Leether and *h**p*kin, one hail

skins Bait quel Suede ehirt.

albuma 41 42 Campy custom
pedals Embroidered ieckets 6

8984

10 speed Mercier 300. 23 in Rev
531. butted freme 263 5102 Ask for

John

3 speed girls bicycle. Cofumbis
good condition 950 or best offer

Call Yael 256 8781

Piccolo - Gemeinhert in ex
cedent condition Cell 548 4077. 6-7.

M F

06 Dert. good cond.. 18 20 mpg
Ha* atkr slant auto 9260 263
7687

'71 VW Camper perfect con-
dition Cell after 4^1 668 3814

60 TR 3 rebuilt engine, needa
some work, extre ports. 9800 546
5445

OS Chew 4276 Cell 646-8034.

1871 Toyote Corone. 46.000 miles.
»1200 or best offer See et 166
Coloniel Village evenings. 5 7pm

1871 Toyote. 30 mpg. like new
626 2953

Ven. 1866. Chev Eng. gd 4600
B O 6 0620

Triumph TR 3 9300 Neode work
323 7327

Renoult 17 Sports Coupe, fuel
inj

. 4 discs Michelins. 17.000 miles.
26 plus mpg Orig 94.100 Now
$2 500 586 0482

72 GMC Rally Stx Van. V8 std
P s . p b 27.000 mi S2800 584 7961

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
66 Triumph Bonneville Rebuilt

engine Must sell Cell 549 3831

Vespa CIAO Motorbike Almost
new Cost $390. asking $290 Grts
168 mpa 256 0359

Seeking femele to ahare house in
Pelham »125 Call 266 8868 Mary

Share apt . own rm. 975 mo plus
utilities Nr center N ton Cell 584
6215 after 5 p.m.

For 2 bedr Puffton Apt Own rm
b bath $110 per mo Andy 546
4223

1 or 2 people to shere ept. in
B town Cell 323 4883 evenings to
11 30

To shore 7 bed house. 5 mi. fromUMm $95 util mcl Must see 253
7887

Mole gred to shere house. Levrt.
548 1758

F roommete for 2 bedr ept on
BR bus route 967 mo incl. utilities
Cell 256 8163 between 4 end 10 p m

F to shere 2 bedim ept on bus
line in Sunderlend $100 MM util

Cell 546 6155

Quiet atudious grad wanted $06
Leverett own room 548 3827
Keep trying - nice!

WANTED
Lerge room for artist

facilities 268 0617 Cheep
Uee of

i
Person wanted to shsr* • room

in Belchertown Center 946 26 plua
Call Peter after five

Couple recently married ***k
apt in area in $150 to $165 range
Will consider room with kitchen
pnv Bill 545 2304

ERSONALS
Joen Heppy Birthdey to e

greet roommete Sue

Mopa Happy 21stl Much love
K C and O

Happy Birthday, little peckege
Think smell Love Creep

Went to see e stoney movie?
Peter Sellers in I Love You Alice D
Tolkos " CCA. Nov 1 - 7. 8. 11

Todd The eerly bird gets the
worm Heppy Birthdey B b M

All reaidents of tha State of

Mama who would like to vote
absentee ballot in the Nov 5

election, cell Linde todev et 6 5448

A heppy and loving tenth All my
love. Tigger December 27 to ?

Jenet You can alweys count
on us to screw things up Sigms
Love Jeyne end Joenne

In ceso I forget when I see you -

Happy Birthday Jane Fe'renr Love
Loretta

Karen Heppy 18th Birthdey
You re « bargain of a roommate

The BEST for 70 percent
LESS Chenel No 5 normally
$35 now $8 86 Chriatien Dior
perfume normally $37 60. now
$9 95 Plan AHEAD' Buy now
for Christmas' Free on
csmpus delivery Cell 6 8303
Hurry 1 Supply limited

Sincere gentle wm 30 sks wrm
sens pretty no smoke WF to shore
good life Ct mus redg nature,
friends no sea sd I d luv 2 Mt U
Box 353

Cinder
Call Bob

missed you last week

Tern Sure vou don t want to
be m the index? 100 percent
reverse'

Wenns Score? The Subwev
iMcNsmsrs Bssement Sylvenl ia

sponsoring a Homecoming
Special Bring your ticket stub into
the Subway Saturday for a Roast
Beef grinder for only 88 c (rag
$1 101 If vou can t buy it tor lees
than wa won t sail it (Right Ruby
and Choo ChooM

MFR You re the pumpkin of
my pie Catch you at the next
sunset Your Specerider

J B To the best in the world
Happy 1st It waa greet end ofweys
will be Love vou J L

Case Happy Sth I love you
madly Lets go for 6 Luv Ve. Stick

Bonev Jonoy end Sueen Joy -

Hope you hove e febulous. fun.
super wild, greet, terrific end
eniovable B day The 20 yr old
cow

Ler Heppy 4th Love vou more
Pam

Bonev
Finio

Tag and Bake Sele. Montoaaori
School 740 Main St Set . Oct 26.
10 4 Rein or Shine

Trish. IK Humpty. Arm. Keren
ft Ellen Welcome to the Zoo
You're in for the time of your life

Smiloa.
_

Tha person who took the green
cenves tennis bell beg from the
Boyden Courts. 10-4. ploaae return
it to Coech Koaakowski. Rm 220
Bvd

LMC - On your 21st Luv. i

reeliie now met • o motter whet,
we'll olwoys oe together. Hero'e to
e heppy life! Vour Big Glmo.

Lot it bo known thet one of
Montene's moat eromlnent
apaceridora will aoon enter e 2nd
dimeneion in time Heppy Birthdey
Robyn MMN

Heppy Birthdey

Ted I. Beer
Wire

Happy Birthday

$200 REWARD for informetion
rogerding the whereebouta of
Wayne A Tiffany former U M
theeter *tud*nt. L**t known ad
dr*»» Northampton Call collect or
write Kent Barclay 66 Bardin St
Hanover. Me Phone 617-826-2836

Honey Thigh* 6 lik* 4 U on our
9ErH HP

60 will turn N*b* into Bab*

Happy B day. Alice A Still

mushy. Still liberal Still loving you

HB Sharon Now you con do it

legally. Luv P

Alice. Thenke for dinner It wes
delicious Love. Fetbov

Happy 21st King 1
I m heppy to be

loving you Queen

INSTRUCTION
Classical gutter lessons

Conservatory background Kevin
Collins 253 7976

Bartending course - beginning
Oct 28 31 in the Commonweelth
Room IStudent Union) 7 - 10 p m
$15 00 Register 1st dev of cleaa
Students must be 10

SERVICES
Cempus Clubs end

Orosn. rations, Do vou wont to
publish high quality newaletter.
pemphlet. megoilne or booklet???
Let the Meaaage Compony help
you write, layout deeign end print
it'! Reesonsble fees Contact Jerry
at 263-8666 for informetion

Pe**oort Photo* - 24 hour
service Cell Joe et 540 0668 nights

Future CPA s Leern how to
prepere for the CPA exem Becker
CPA Review Course Cell Collect
Boston 617 536 1440

Automotive repeir spociolinng
in SAAB snd other foreign cers
Call Guy 256 6110

Auto lune upa $10 plus parts Call
Jay 549 1250

Professions' gulter repoire by
guitar maker Michael Millerd
Mon Wed. Fri at The Guiter
Workshop Amherst Cerriege
Shops 549 1728 Free oetlmetee

SERVICES

Term peperal Canada • largest
service For catalogue send 92 to
ESSAY SERVICE 67 Spedina Ave
No 200 Toronto Ontario Cenede
Cempus frenchlses evolleble
Plea** write

Pessports - Feet eorvice Long s

Photo Hours 6-6 Tel 213 3144

Oldlimo 6 string Bento leeeons
Reesoneble Cell 266 6816 Barry
Coopar

Speedy Xeroxing Rapid
reproduction Amherat Carrioge
Shop* 233 N PieaaaniSi M F 6
6 S*t 6 7 Sun 11 7 916 084)8Seme day eervtco

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob
will still fix it right No iob too
small Foreign or domeatlc No big
overheod 263 7241

HI Fl Audio repeir 2 day aorvlco.
work guaranteed At Tech HI-FI
Cell 648 2610

Vr old whit* mote cot. Mt 8 to

Belchertown Itowerde Quebblnl
Spot on hood. I different color
eyee Any Info opprecieted. 323-
OJaTM

Reword Lost key chein Hes
one poir of dog tegs ettoched
Pleese cell 546 7132 412 Webster
House

If enybodv found s Stemese cot
hurt on front right pew somewhere
around corner Feoring St N
Pleoeent. pleese cell 263 8886
mornings up to 11 p m

Glosses end ceso Metionine
Opticol Reward 6-6742

Reeource Collective Shore
enything everything Phono 4

5174 Write Box I. Pierpont It a all

for you Smilel

6 wk old pup Noede good home
Been wormed end hod ahota Call
251 2722

ENTERTAINMENT
Get vour portv rocklnl Cell Steve.

Rich end Cheryl et 6-6616 or 6-6626
for DJ's with stylo. Super choeo

This week of The Hetch ice
creem ber sundees. 2 for the pries
oflsfteMpm dally AlldeySet tt

Sun

Don't let the bende roll you for
ver money Lot Bob the O J rock
you for much loee For non stop
boogie, cell Bob the O J Beet time
tocell M T.W 4pm to 7 p m I

will dof be evell 636-8076

Goldie Hewn in Butterfllee Are
Free F'.day 7 30 end 10 CCA

Double treet et The Hetch.
tonite Creative Source b
Progressorsft Progressive Sounds

The Mors Brothers in "Monkey
Business Nov 7. 30. 0. 30
Msher 76 cento

Get up snd get down to the
Funky Sounds of the Oynemlc Sox
Mschineet Quicks Live Nov lend
2. Fndey end Seturdey

Reefer Medness end 3 Stoooeo
Nov 2 7.8 11pm M.h.rAud

CALCULATORS

Celculotar Ssis - College
Celculotoro offer* lowest prfcee
enywhero. AN models ovelloblel
Teso* ln*t.. Howall Packord.
Unicorn AH mschlnes now end
guer with 2 month replacement
werrenty .Before vou buy o
cekuletor. cod me I con boat ony
price enywhero Look for my
posters eround cemou* for dotells.
Then cell Bob Crowed et 646-1310.

MISCELLANEOUS

Informetion we* looked out from
e reliable source concerning the
Personnel Seminar Corp It aeems
thet the core hoe approvod the
requested Pereonnel Oept budget
This is e plus for our entire com
munitv Congrets - Pore Dept.

Auto Workshop Heopens

Do it yourself Repair vour own
car Wa supply the tools end sd
vice Lower level CC Gerege Open
Mon Fri 3 10 p m Set end Sun..
10 10 Parts at discount
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Students
join

picket line
By STEVEROWLEY
Staff Correspondent

Students from the Five College
area will join workers from Holyoke
on a picket line at the Shop- Rite
store in Holyoke Saturday.

The picket line, beginning at 11

a.m. and ending at 4 has been
called in hopes of convincing the
Shop- Rite chain to stop stocking
scab produce. Rides leaving from
the Newman Center at 10:30 have
been arranged in hopes of drawing
support from otherwise campus-
bound students.

It is hoped that through such
efforts as these such a commitment
will be gained from the chain.

Shop-Rite, at this time is one of two
chains in Western Massachusetts
continuing to undermine the efforts

of the United Farmworkers Union.
It has been only through the

efforts of the students in the area
and the consumers that such
committments were brought about
in confrontations with the other
food chains.

Students at all five colleges are

participating in the Western
Massachusetts boycott network. A
committee at Smith College has
taken on the responsibility of picket

lines at a Northampton liquor store

while another at Hampshire has
organized a teach-in and lecture to

be held Sunday. Left with the task

of concentrating on the Shop- Rite

store in Chicopee and rein-

forcement of previous com-
mitments are UMass, Amherst and
Mt Holyoke students.

Also planned for the month of

November is a film series con-

cerned with the farmworkers and
their plight The series will take

place at both Hampshire College

and UMass in hopes of attracting

more student support for LaCausa.
Part of a nationwide network oi

boycott committees, the students

in this area are actively participating

in the New England lettuce, grape
and Gallo wine boycotts. They are

assisting in pressuring California

agribusiness to allow workers free

elections with regard to union

representation.

Contacts at the Five Colleges

include Mack Lee at Hampshire,
Jane Frei at Mount Holyoke,

MaryJane Maccardini at Smith,

John Rivera at UMass and Paul

Mansfield at Amherst.

It is through these represen-

tatives or regular Wednesday night

meetings at UMass that interested

students, faculty or residents of the

area my volunteer their services in

strengthening the boycott.

Appearing

FRI. & SAT.

Crichet

Hill

Rusty Nail

Inn

Hie. 17. Sunderland

665-4937

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN FRIDAY, J40VEMBER \ f 1974

ACROSS
1 Performing
group

S Te» container

10 Technical
Abbr

14 Part of U.S.A.
15 A Marx
16 Century plant

17 Heavy cord
18 Regional

speech
19 Prima donna
20 Plays

22 Slangy retort

24 Man's
nickname

25 War of th*

27 Walking
feebly

29 Glittered

32 MiasWest
33 Bonnet
34 Surgical

thread
36 Nobleman
40 Turkish flag

42 thamrll

44 Smooth

-

breathing

45 Award
47 Pondered
49 -- cube
50 Doze briefly

52 Emerged in

rays

54 Substitutes

58 Therefore

59 Knock
60 Primary

source
62 Brought up
65 Blue-pencil

67 Spanish beach
69 Mr Gar roway
70 China: Comb

form
Crochet
trimming
Detail

73 Three
sloth

74 Uneven
75 Of aircraft

DOWN
1 Knave
2 Roman god
3 Divided
4 Shaking
movement

5 Cheater:

Slant

6 Owned
7 Where Dublin

is

8 Gush forth

9 Small-headed
drum

Mosel: TV
playwright

Type
12 Hide from

view
13 Obstinate
21 Inquires
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

FRIDAY. November 1 -
Born today, you possess
exceptional business sense

Money, profit, how best to

deal in business matters to

achieve a lot of both: This is

your greatest commercial
asset

On the other hand, you arc

somewhat inclined to jump the

gun. 'to attempt to close deals

before they are quite ripe,

ready Id gram the highest

yield It is an inclination that

can spoil the effectiveness of

your business talents com-
pletely if vnu lei it. Cultivate

pulii -itc. becalm, and you will

he on the right track'

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
— Take care that another's
tale of woe does not induce you
to take on more than you can
comfortably hear today. Be
guided by your physical
well-being

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22

Dec 211 — A barrier to your
forward motion where new

5, {.e*e rVMtr
projects are concerned can be-

circumvented today IT you are
careful to follow directions
exactly.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan.
19) — Plan for a weekend of
moderation. If you allow
yourself to be persuaded into
activities unauited to your
temperament, both you and
frienda will suffer

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb
18) - Take care that in your
effort to progress you don't
try to accomplish too much.

There will be time enough in

future to catch "p.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
— The wise Pieces will be
selective about his activities

for the day. Matters on the
employment scene will other-

wise take a turn for the worse.

ARIES (March 21 April 19)
— Afternoon commitments
are such that you would do
well to seek a restful morning.
Take another's wishes into

consideration in the evening.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20)

— An early morning disrup-

tion of plans on the home front

must not be allowed to spoil an
otherwise fruitful day. Take

what you hear with a grain of
salt.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20)
— You can be an effective

listening post Jor those who
are troubled this morning.
Co-workers may take advant-
age of your good nature; let

them.

CANCER (June 21 July 22)
— Keep to plans made earlier

in the week if you possibly

can. To alter your schedule at

this point could cause a
confusion of aims.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) -
Others have laid out an
especially good plan of action

for you: be wise and follow it

to the letter. Otherwise, you
may find yourself facing
failure.

VIRGO (Aug. 2:) Sept. 221
— A fast-pace day which may
take its toll of temperaments.
Don't be surprised should

arguments result from early

morning tension.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22) -
Apply your talents to the job

at hand with more vigor than
usual. You may have to go
around an obstacle or two
before you can move ahead

Kampus Kapers By Kris Jackson
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Visit the

Hatch
<

Ice Cream Bar

Enjoy making

your own

sundae.

EVERY NITE
All Day Sat. & Sun.
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Equestrians take Holyoke
title; show here tomorrow

On October 20, the UMass riders
competed at the Mt. Holyoke Horse
Trials, in Hadley. This event was
sanctioned by the United States
Combined Training Association,
drawing quite a few adventurous
competitors.

Although the day became chilly
many spectators stayed for the last
phase, a galloping stadium jum-
ping. The results were tabulated
and officially announced. A warm

SKI CHAM0NIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P.E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545-2801

applause greeted the successful
UMass team as they received the
Mt. Holyoke Trophy for this year.

College Pre-Training Level:

1. Bay State Olympique - J.

Schreurs.

2. Applejack - R. Gordon
3. Bay State Marquis - D. Bouley
4. Trinket - K. Reale
5. Bay State Kamand - M. Ken-
niston

6. Gandolph - C. Faunce
7. Master - J. Tansey
The following Saturday, October

26, Smith College held their In-

vitational Horse Show, an event
where local pony clubbers and
colleges entered into competition
by invitation. Sunny weather
brightened the lucky day for the

Nowtwo
can eat aWhopper
as cheaply
as one*

-SN

Have it
yourway at:

Burger King
344 King St., Northampton

Burger King
Mt. Farms Mall

Russell St.

Hadley

i Buyone,
I get one free.
If Btty tl WhopiMT ;il the HL;ul;ir (UK c .ind
. iH't UnottMT Whopper free.
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Ulvrass riders. The idyllic setting for
the cross-country was the
Audubon-Arcadia Wildlife Sanc-
tuary in Easthampton.

Novice Level

1. D'Artagnan - M. Edminston
2. Balderdash - J. McCluskey

Training Level

4. Bay State Olympique - S. Carlson
6. Trinket - J. Savoie
UMass will sponsor an In-

tercollegiate Horse Show this
coming Saturday, November 2, at

Tilson Farm. We expect it to'be an
exciting and enjoyable day for rider

and spectator, and everyone is

welcomed to attend.

JV gridders

attack BC
By BILL ELIAS
Sports Staff

The Junior Minutemen, sporting
a 2-1 record, travel to Chestnut Hill

Sunday with hopes of defeating
rival Boston College. In undefeated
B.C., Coach Maxwell's team will

play its biggest and most talented

opponent. Boston College is 4-0

with wins over Mass. Maritime,
Harvard, Brown, and Bridgeton
Academy.

UMass led by quarterbacks
Czerapowicz and Harrington, will

show B.C. a diversified offense
averaging 30 points per game. The
outcome, however, will be decided
by defense as UMass must sustain

itself to win. Game time is 3:00 at

Alumni Stadium.

Ruggers

vs BH
By TOM CROWLEY

Sports Staff

The UMass Rugby Football Club
has a chance to revenge itself on
the Beacon Hill Rugby Football
Club this Saturday behind Boyden,
near the baseball field. The Beacon
Hill FFC has beaten UMass two
years running during the spring
tournament. It is also one of the
best teams in New England and this

is the best chance to beat them.
The ruggers are currently 4-2 and

coming off a 15-3 loss to Brown the
present Ivy league champ. Brown is

also undefeated and one of the best
teams in New England.

The first game starts at 12:30,

with a B and a C game to be played
afterwards. After the first tilt, there
will be beer and later on, a party.

WMUA
Saturday the Minutemen try to

bounce back from their

disappointing 10 - 9 loss to Con-
necticut, as they travel to Hamilton,

New York to take on the Red
Raiders of Colgate. Hear all the
action at 1:20 as Russ Small and
Larry Convoy bring you Minutemen
Football on the Voice of the

Minutemen, WMUA 91.1 FM.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics

S2. 75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,

176 page, mail order catalog

of 5500 topics. Enclose

S1 00 to cover postage (12
days delivery time).

519GLENROCK AVE.

SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our matpriai* are sold for

research purposes only
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Crews from all over the country converged on Cambridge last weekend for the

annual Charles Regatta. Pictured above are the members of the University of

Massachusetts crew team's elite eight who finished ninth in a 23 boat field.

" \*

Above: Chick
Leonard of the UMass
crew team performs in

the intermediate single

sculls.

Left: The UMass
lightweight four, from
top to bottom ; A I Sieg a I,

Walt Berger, Jim Tilley,

Bob Cullen, and cox-

swain Andy Burton.

LOOKING FOR A

NEW HELMET?

We've a huge

new shipment of

BELL Helmets

at

VALLEY MOTORSPORTS
348 King St.

Northampton
584-7303

CRANES
Fashions for Men

.«*>-«!*'%

yaffil

Sweater Vest

Fishermans Knit
in S-M-L-XL

Off White, Blue, Green

%f'&?*4fc^

$9.00

$10.00
Bulky Knit

Hooded Pullover

in S-M-L-XL

Tan, Cranberry,

Blue, Green

For guys and girls

m
%

Exclusive lines in

the five college area including

Johnny Carson & Europe Craft

CRANES
Mt. Farms Mall

Mori. — Sat. — 10-9:30

584-9375
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Scott Hayes

Eighth-week panorama
Heading into the eighth week of the football season, the National

Football League standings look quite different than those of recent years
The St. Louis Cardinals, featuring the "big play" and the leadership of
once mediocre J.m Hart, have reeled off seven straight victories. The New
England Patriots are tied with Buffalo for the AFC Eastern Division lead
and the two teams meet this weekend for the second time in three weeks'
The Bills you may recall, handed New England its only loss two Sundays
ago, by the score of 30-28. And when was the last time you can rememberTom Landry s Cowboys being under the .500 mark at this stage of the
season?

The UMass Minutemen, as the result of an all but impotent offense cannow at best hope for a share of the Yankee Conference title. Jim Torrance
has been a bright spot for the Minutemen, 4-3 on the year, but the key to
the entire season was the seventh game....and unfortunately UMass saw
its Beanpot hopes blocked in those final seconds against UConn

After last week's somewhat "third class" showing of 8-6, the reliability
of my method may be in doubt, but hopefully following fourteen picks will
be of some reassurance.

COLGATE 19; UMASS 7
Not much can be said for the Minutemen after the disappointing out-

come of the UConn game, except that the rest of the 1974 season will
mean very little.

NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS 27; BUFFALO BILLS 24
The Pats gained the respect of Minnesota last Sunday with a last-

second triumph. New England should be out to prove a point - that the
"Electric Company" can be short-circuited - much to the delight of the
Schaefer Stadium crowd.
DETROIT LIONS 28; NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 21
The Saints will have their two game upset streak stopped in Detroit as

Lions pick up fourth consecutive win.
HOUSTON OILERS 17; NEW YORK JETS 14
Dan Pastorini has the Oilers on the move and the Jets will continue to

battle Baltimore, San Diego and Bill Arnsparger's Giants for poorest record
in the NFL.

PITTSBURGH STEELERS 20; PHILADELPHIA EAGLES 17
This one may be closer than expected, but 5-1-1 Steelers should prevail

versus Roman Gabriel and the Eagles
CINCINNATI BENGALS 21; BALTIMORE COLTS 7

Against the Oilers, Cincinnati committed numerous costly mistakes and
allowed the most points in their five seasons at Riverfront Stadium This
week, however, Bengals will get Coach Paul Brown his 200th professional
victory.

MINNESOTA VIKINGS 14;* CHICAGO BEARS 6
If Fran Tarkenton can control his frustrations and remain in the game

Vikings should collect victory number six.

ST. LOUIS CARDINALS 28; DALLAS COWBOYS 24
Probably the biggest question here is whether or not the Cards will lose

the rest of the season. St. Louis has a highly talented squad and the
Cowboys are having some problems.
WASHINGTON REDSKINS 21; GREEN BAY PACKERS 20
The Pack should give the Redskins a fight, but if Washington gets in

trouble, Sonny Jurgensen's two-minute offense should preserve victory
for the 'Skins.

OAKLAND RAIDERS 35; DENVER BRONCOS 24
Raiders have won six weeks in a row, and although Broncos are im-

proved, Charlie Johnson and teammates are no match for Oakland
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS 13; NEW YORK GIANTS 10
Len Dawson returned to the KC lineup after missing four games with a

back injury and sparked the Chiefs past San Diego last Sunday. Unless
Craig Morton can get New York moving on offense, Kansas City, regar-
dless of who is quarterbacking, will be victorious.
MIAMI DOLPHINS 21; ATLANTA FALCONS 14
Miami isn't the same - as displayed a week ago when Benny Malone

and Don Nottingham filled in for the Dolphins' injured running backs.
Atlanta is a very inconsistent team, however, and the result should be a
Miami win.

CLEVELAND BROWNS 31; SAN DIEGO CHARGERS 28
The Browns have improved over the past few games, and even though

they had to call on reserve QB Brian Sipe to overcome Broncos, San Diego
will lose once again.

LOS ANGELES RAMS 30; SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS 14
All the previous Monday night games have been close, but Rams should

dominate.

LAST WEEK'S RECORD: 8-6 .571

SEASON'S RECORD: 57-23-1 .704
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Correction
A photo in yesterday's

"Collegian" incorrectly
identified a UMass weightlifter
as Fred Myerson. The picture
was, in fact, of Doug Cooney
captain of the UMass
weightlifting team.

Quick count for

Foreman-Ali
KINSHASA, ZAIRE \UPI\ -

Muhammad Ali conceded Thursday
George Foreman may have been
the victim of a quick count, but said
had the fight continued the beaten
ex-champion would have been
"seriously hurt."

The 32-year-old new
Heavyweight Champion made his

comments before boarding a
Rome-bound jetliner for his return
to the United States.

He also revealed at the airport he
had received offers to defend his
title in London and an unnamed
Arab country for $10 million.

Foreman and his manager Dick
Sadler both said originally they had
no quarrel with the way referee
Zach Clayton handled Wed-
nesday's fight, but upon recon-
sidering, Foreman claimed he was
beaten by a short count and by Ali's

handlers, who, he claims, loosened
the ring ropes to aid their man.
Foreman claimed the count was

only 8 K seconds. He asked that the
knockdown be timed from- the
tapes of the fight.

"My head was clear at four," said
Foreman, who went down from a
left-right combination delivered by
Ali. "In my mind I picked it up at
four and beat the count."

Rozelle says no
WFL merger
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Amid in-

creased speculation that several
World Football League franchises
are near collapse, the National
Football League owners have
decided to take a hard line, hoping
the WFL will fall on its own.

"There will be no complete nor
partial merger with the WFL," said
NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle
Thursday, "Nor will any of its team
be taken in the NFL. I say this very
strongly and with complete cer-
tainty, even more certainly than I

said it about the American Football
League."

Rozelle announced plans
Wednesday for the addition of four
teams, two in 1976 and two more
that year or later, bringing the
league to 30 teams but insisted that
none of these teams would come
from the WFL.
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TNUR. - COLD RIVER BLUES BAND
fri. - sun. - CLEAN LIVING

Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's
Flea Market, only 12 miles
from Whitmore!

Plenty of Room w Boogiol

TUES. & WED. — No Cover
THURS. SUN., $1.00

JADD
Sunday Beer — 25c — 9 to 1 : 00HAPPY HOUR every day (exp. Mon.), 4-7

Pnone (617) — Just Over Line — 544-6028

GIVE
American Red Cross

Amherst Area Youth
Resource Center Inc.

Amherst Boys' Club
The Amherst Committee for
A Better Chance. Inc. (ABC)

Amherst Community Resource Center
Amherst Girls' Club

Boy Scouts of America
Camp Anderson Foundation, Inc.

Cancer Detection Clinic

Children's Aid & Family Service

of Hampshire County, Inc.

Children's Protective Services

Hampshire County Association

for Retarded Citizens, Inc.

Homemakers Service of

Hampshire County, Inc.

Long Plain Nature Center

Western Massachusetts

Girl Scout Council

Amherst Community Chest
October, 1974

UNITY ENSEMBLE OF BOSTON
Appearing Fri., Nov. 1 - Sat., Nov. 2 at

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802

Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

Bowmar

^fSb

TheMX55
Five function, 8 digit rechargeable,

hand-held electronic calculator with

full size keyboard, large easy to read

LED display, % key, sequence and

powerful Omni-Constant.

ONLY

NOW IN STOCK:

$ AVI 95

UNIVERSITY STORE

i '
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Gridders trek to Colgate
By STEVESARACENO

Sports Staff

Tomorrow, white teeth or not, the Minutemen are going to brush with

Colgate.

Indubitably, when Colgate University and UMass clash in upper New
York state (WMUA, 1:20) they'll engage in more than mere brush-ups
against each other; in fact, there'll be enough contact at Andy Kerr

Stadium to ruin many a clean, bright, movie star-closeup smile.

The Red Raiders are coming off a 24-18 last minute victory over
Lafayette (that powerhouse), which was achieved mostly on the ground.
Since the UMass defense has yet to allow a touchdown rushing this year, it

should be one of those intriguing "irresistable-object-against-immovable-
force" (or whatever) match-ups.

"Our defense has played very well", says Dick MacPherson. "We shut
out Maine. We shut out Dartmouth.. .in fact, the only bad defensive game
we've had was against Vermont."

It's good news for the locals that Colgate doesn't have a great passing

game, since UMass doesn't have a great pass defense. The story of the

Red Raider offense should be three yards and a mound of bodies.

As for the UMass offense, it should be more of the same, with the

running attack making up for the lack of an aerial attack. But, "we've got

to mind our P's and Q's, and not make the mistakes like we have before,"

warns MacPherson.
Mistakes for the Minutemen have come in all kinds of packages. Last

week against UConn they came in the form of six fumbles (three of them
lost), two interceptions, and a new twist: a blocked field goal. Not exactly

your devastating, well-oiled offensive machine...

What has been devastating, however, has been the quarterback
situation. Brian McNally was struck with Fred Kelliher disease (shoulder

separation) in last week's game, and will undergo the knife today. It is not

definite yet whether Mark Tripucka or Peter Colton will start at the helm vs.

Colgate. Freshman field generals Joe Harrington and John Czerapowicz
will dress for the game.
The last (and only) time UMass met Colgate, they were routed 25-0 in

1914. There are few returning Minutemen from that team, so it's doubtful

revenge will be much of a motive for UMass.
On the injury front, guard Ned Deane's elbow ("It still hurts, but it's

better than before") won't sideline him. And linebacker, co-captain Dennis
Kiernan, also injured last week, is healing and he should start.

LATE HITS — John Romboli was cited as a Yankee Conference All-Star

last week on the strength of his fake punt run that set up UMass' only
touchdown. Jim Torrance, who garnered 149 rushing yards and carried the
team on his back during the final blocked-field-goal drive, was curiously

ignored...

UMass passers (McNally, Tripucka, and Colton) completed an
outrageous two of fifteen attempts against UConn. That's a Garo
Yepremian passing percentage...

The MacPherson-Men are 3-2 in the Yankee Conference, 4-3 overall.

They play at Holy Cross next Saturday and will finally be seen in these
parts again when New Hampshire comes in to finish the YanCon slate two
weeks hence....

Soccermen attempt\

to rebound at UVI
By BEN CASWELL

Sports Staff
"It's the best we've been after a

loss," said Coach Al Rufe about the
morale of his UMass soccer
Minutemen this week.

There is probably no other way
that the Minutemen should be after
their fine performance in their most
recent contest last Saturday
against UConn (which they lost 1-

0).

Today the Minutemen are
travelling to Burlington, Vermont to

take on the Catamounts of the

University of Vermont.

The Vermont soccer squad has
won the Yankee Conference
championship three out of the eight

years that the Conference has
existed. This year so far their record
is 6-3-2 overall and they are 2-2-1 in

conference play. Coach Rufe
commented, "Any team is tough
on their home field, and Vermont is

always tough, particularly up
there."

But if the Minutemen can play

the same type of aggressive game
as they did Saturday against

UConn, then the game might be
tough, but they should be vie

torious.

Although the Yankee Conference
title hopes for the Minutemen were
diminished by Saturday's loss they

still have a good chance to make
the New England playoffs of the

University division. The top four

teams in New England make the

tournament and right now the

Minutemen are rated fourth in all of

New England.

In relation tc the tournament.

Coach Rufe said, "to make the

playoffs we've got to come away
with a win against Vermont."

The Catamounts have lost in

conference play to UConn as did

the Minutemen, and to Rhode
Island, who UMass beat.

They have beaten Boston
University and New Hampshire and
the Minutemen did the same to

B.U. but have not yet played

U.N.H. Finally, Vermont has tied

Maine, a team that the Minutemen
trounced up in Orono.

All this leads up to what could be

a very interesting game starting at

3:00 today in Burlington.

UMass will probably be without

the services of two starting

fullbacks in the persons of Dean
Lungu and Ken Banda. Both are

out with knee injuries at the present

time, and both will hopefully be

ready by Wednesday for the

Minutemen's very important

contest with Springfield College,

rated third, just ahead of the

Minutemen, in New England.

QUICK SHOTS - Connecticut

moved up to 4th in the nation after

their victories over Brown and
UMass last week. They exchanged
places with Brown who moved
down to tenth, the spot UConn
held before last week. UConn and
Springfield played two nights ago
and Connecticut was the victor, 2-

1, in what UMass Coach Al Rufe

termed "a not too impressive

performance by Springfield." Gary

McKenna and Jim McDonough are

expected to fill the holes in the

lineup left by the absences of

Lungu and Banda. After Vermont,
the Minutemen come home to face

Springfield College next Wed-
nesday Nov. 6 at 3:00. Their last

regular season game is next

Saturday versus New Hampshire
also at home

JIM T0RRMCE, (,T, ZIZLB. FUUBACK
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Harriers vie for

5th straight title
By SCOTTHAYES

Sports Staff

Step number one in what could
be the biggest month in UMass
cross country history will be
winning the Yankee Conference
champions, which are scheduled
for tomorrow afternoon in

Burlington, Vermont.
The Minutemen runners com-

piled a 9-2 record during the first

part of the season, but previous
statistics mean little. The per
formances of the first six meets as
well as the practice and hard work
that began when the 1973 ended,
were all preparations for the final

month of the current season.

UMass set a precedent in win-
ning the YanCon title for the fourth
consecutive time last year. Randy
Thomas captured the individual title

and the harriers outscored second
place UConn 22-44. UMass held the
Yankee Conference championship
from 1951-1953, and for another
three years beginning in 1960. Bob
Brouillet earned individual honors in

1961, 1962 and 1963 for UMass.
The only other year Massachusetts
took the YanCon title was in 1966,
and a year later, UConn earned the
honor and held it for the next three
seasons.

The harriers are well- rested, and
according to Coach Ken O'Brien,
workouts have been going well
since the Manhattan William and
Mary meet three weeks ago.

The outlook for tomorrow's meet
is much the same as it was a year
ago. The UMass runners are ex-
pected to win again, with Vermont
a strong bet for the runner up spot.
The Catamount squad, however, is

not quite as strong as the UConn
team that placed second last

season. Bob Graves and Mike Berry
pace the Vermont runners. A battle
for third between New Hampshire,
Viaine and UConn is foreseen.

Defending champion Thomas
will be challenged again by
I Conn's top harrier, Bruce Clark.

Clark finished second in the

conference last season, ten

seconds behind Thomas, but has

not been running as well this year.

George Reed can also be con-

sidered a threat to Thomas' title

hopes. Reed finished tenth in the

1973 conference meet, and the

UNH sophomore placed first in the

Codfish Bowl Championships with

a fast time of 23:59 on the Franklin

Park course. Reed won the Yankee
Conference two mile during the

track season and has shown some
improvement since then. Other
individual standouts include Gerald

LaFlamme of Maine and Paul Piliero

of URI. LaFlamme was fifteenth in

the conference a year ago and
Piliero finished first in the dual meet
against UMass two weeks ago.

The times should be fast because
the race is being run on the
Burlington Golf Course, a layout
which features several rolling hills

but few demanding inclines.

Thomas, Bill Gillin, Tom Wilson,
John McGrail, Tom Maguire, Chris
Farmer and Cliff Staples will be

favored to capture YanCon team
honors, but of greater importance,
each successive championship
meet will depend on the team's

performance the previous week.
Coach O'Brien pointed out that
Maguire is the key to the team's
future success. Maguire was the
team's third man last season, but
suffered through a sluggish start

due to illness. The junior harrier has
improved and if Maguire can better
his efforts of 1973, chances are
November, 1974 will be remem-
bered as the month in which xhe
UMass cross country team ac-

complished great things.
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Amherst College to go co-ed
By JUDYBOUCHER

Staff Reporter
Beginning in the Fall of 1975 New

England will no longer have an all

male liberal arts college. Amherst
College Board of Trustees voted
Saturday 15-3 in favor of ad-
mitting women.

Next year about 100 women
transfer students will enter into
sophmore and junior classes, and in

1976 women will be entering into
the freshman class.

George L. Shinn, chairman of the
board of trustees said a decision on
whether transfer students will be
admitted from the five-college area
has not been made.
The college will expand from its

present enrollment of 1300 to
approximately 1500 and the student
faculty ratio will change from the
present ration of 8.5 to 1 to ap-
proximately 10 to1.

The trustees announced that
modification in the physical plant,

gymnasium facilities and rest
rooms, will be made to ac-
commodate the admission of
women. "There will be a
manageable increase in the
operating budget and there will be
no new building of dormitories"
said President John W. Ward. Also,

about 10 per cent of the male

students will now be able to live off-

campus.
Shinn said, "the major stumbling

block was not the reaction of the
alumni but the principal concern
centered around the size of the
college and the quality of
education".

The alumni over the years have
been huge financial donors. Last

month the governing body of the
alumni voted preference for single

sex education while the faculty and
student assembly overwhelmingly
voted for co-education.

Ward said' "inflation had nothing
to do with the decision." "The
cor,;pelling desire was to have
Amherst College maintain a pre-

eminent spot in higher education,"
said Shinn.

About 100 students anxiously
waited outside of the Presidents
office for the historical decision and
when the decision was announced
live by WAMH, a student run radio

station, there was an immediate
burst of shouting and clapping. The
Amherst Student, a bi-weekly
newspaper, printed a special edition

with banner headlines "We're
Coed".

Richard Rodman, class of '77,

said, "the decision came three

John W. Ward, president of Amherst College (left) and George L. Shinn, chair-
man of the board of trustees (right) announcing the decision.

years too late- but now Amherst resolution calling for the admission drafted
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Gordon sees Democrat landslide
By MIKE KNEELAND

MDC Staff

The head of the UMass political

science department says that after

the ballots are counted tomorrow
night, 1974 will become the year for

the Democrats since 1958.

Professor Glen Gordon
cautioned, however, that the big

gains for the democrats could work
against them. He said Republican

politicians, as well as the voting

public will thus be able to blame the

democrats more for "what's going

on." So "it may not be so good in

'76," Gordon speculated.

Gordon says the next governor of

Mass. will be Michael Dukakis. But
Gordon added his victory margin
will be "not as big" as some polls

are predicting.

Sargent's loss, the professor
said, will be due in large part to

conservative Republicans who will

"stay at home" rather than vote for

the liberal Sargent.

A strong point for Dukakis,
Gordon says, is his running mate
Thomas O'Neil," son of House
Majority leader Thomas 'Tip'

O'Neil. Gordon says O'Neil is a

good "cohesion factor" for state

democrats but more importantly,

the party doesn't want "to upset
the O'Neil family."

The closest state-wide race, as

Gordon sees it, is between Attorney
General candidates Francis Bellotti

and Josiah Spaulding. The
Professor would not call that race,

but did say Spaulding has a "damn

good chance."

Gordon says voters may not
forget tomorrow that Bellotti, by
challenging Chuck Peabody a few
years ago for the governorship, was
responsible for John Volpe getting

elected.

Locally, Gordon said he'll be
surprised if James Collins loses his

seat in the General court to his

Republican opponent Bill Atkins.
In New York, where former

Attorney General and anti-war
activist Ramsey Clark is challenging
Jacob Javits for his senate seat,
Gordon says Javits will come out
on the top.

"Clark is running a good race,
but I have trouble believing Javits
can lose," said Gordon.

Congress to hear

student union
ByJANALEXANDER

Staff Reporter
A recommendation for student unionizing has been made by Larry

Magid, Director of the UMass Student Center for Educational Research, to
a national education commission.
The recommendation was made as part of a three year study established

in August of 1971 by the U.S. Office of Education. The completed project
will be edited and then presented to Congress this spring.

"The significance of this," said Magid yesterday, "is that it will make
people in university administrations aware that the unionizing movement
has high respectability. "This is a national recommendation for students to
unionize," he said.

Magid was part of the commission as a representative of the National
Student Association. Other commission members were government of-
ficials, and college presidents, deans and administrators.

"The commission's position," Magid said, "is an example of the
growing right of students to control their education and have a role in the
operation of institutions."

Magid pointed out that traditionally, institutions of higher education
operated in a manner that was mysterious to students.

"Research would be conducted which was unclear to the students
about whom the studies were done," he added. "Through student
unionization we're trying to break down all the mystification and elitism
which surrounds higher education."

The recommendation states in part that, "...students be guaranteed the
right to organize, unionize and bargain collectively for their rights and
interests. And that the Department of Labor.. .determine the legality and
feasibility of federal and state recognition of Unions of Students to

negotiate collectively on behalf of students enrolled in institutions of
higher education."

In Brittany controversy
tenants, lawyer converge

The court-appointed trustee for

Tri-Colonial Realty, attorney E.

David Mazzone of Wakefield, will

meet with tenants of Brittany
Manor and Mt. Sugarloaf apart-
ments Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in

Campus Center 113 to discuss their

obligations and options in the
complexes' recent bankruptcy.

Also present will be William
Ryan, who was appointed by
Mazzone to manage Brittany
Manor, and his assistant, Art
Boothby.

Ryan told the Collegian last night
that he was misquoted in Friday's
Collegian as directing tenants to
"refuse to pay their October rent in

order to gain back their security
deposit," when in fact he has been
urging residents to i c ntinue to pay
their rent.

Ryan, who stressed that he is

"on the tenants' side," explained
that witholding rent will only result

in an eviction notice, whereas he
was "hopeful" that the courts will

eventually order Hancock

their October rent after he
plained the situation to them.
Ryan claimed that there is

"organized rent strike" in Brittany;

rather, he said, it's a case of "every

ex-

no

Management to return the security man fending for himself."
deposits in full.

Myan also warned against
moving out of the financially

troubled apartment complexes now
because he said, "if you move out
now you don't stand a chance" of

getting your security deposit back."

Ryan and Boothby told the
Collegian that they have been
personally visiting residents of

Brittany Manor, trying to explain

what is going on, and urging them
to continue paying their rent. Of the
78 tenants who were served
eviction notices last week, said

Boothby, at least 34 have since paid

Ryan and Boothby said they are
trying to reach as many Brittany

Manor residents as possible, and
can be found in the Rental Office
(apartment 105) between 9 a.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

Hearing on housing tonight
Public Hearings on Student Housing and Food Services --

Sponsored by the Student Org. Proj. Monday Evening Session -

Educational Value and Environmental - Psychology of Dorm Life, 7
p.m. 9 p.m. at Baker House main lounge.

Testimony by:

Chancellor Randolph Bromery (tentative)

Associate Provost John Hunt (former Master of Southwest)
Director of Human Services, Marjorie Lenn
Assistant Director for Environmental Concerns, William Taylor
Ray Werbe, Insitute for Man and His Environment
E. T. Mellor, specialist with Room to Move

inside:
A lot of people have gripes

about the Collegian. Read
about them on page three.

The Ching Dance Company
proved their ability to hold an
audience captivated. Read
about them on page two.

weather:
"Even when the skies are

clear, the weather's always
blue..."

Chance of showers, highs in
the low 60s.
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Ching dance exhibits

Japanese movements
By MARLA RICHMOND
Below the Salt Staff

Friday night 600 people with probably as many different expectations,
attended the performance of the Chiang Ching Dance Company. Listed as
An Evening of Chinese Dance: Classical Ethnic Contemporary, the
company did indeed present varied views of Chinese Dance.

I am afraid that those who came to see a view of the People's Republic
of China as it is today were sorely disappointed. Ms. Ching, who has been
living in the United States since 1970, bases the dances for the most part
on traditional Chinese patterns with her contemporary pieces appearing
more Japanese than from the People's Republic.
Those seeking a demonstration of the Martial Arts found them in one

section of the Traditional Chinese Reportory that was presented first and in

the Tai Chi Sword Dance. The latter had no musical background or the
shouts used in the former, and restless noises could be picked up in the
audience.

The Reportory piece was simple and beautiful. Though European dance
terms were listed beside the title of each piece, the total effect was far from
European. Imitations of nature went from the very gentle "Dream" to the
almost violent "Thunder on a Dry Day". The movements and expressions
on the dancers' faces seemed much more real than in the traditional

Western ballet.

The audience favored "Pulling the Turnip", and with good reason. The
dance started with Kitty Mei-Mei as the happiest turnip I have, ever seen
seated in a huge turnip costum smiling and bouncing to the music. Ching
then entered with very convincing little girl movements attempting to
uproot the turnip. With the help of her friends, the deed is finally done and
even the turnip seemed happy of it.

The thing that struck me the most was the contrast with traditional

Western dances. The performers had real faces, not painted on smiles.
Their bodies were not limited to superhuman, unnatural movements. The
movements seemed human, even if they did take years of practice to get
one simple movement. I guess I have never gotten over my awe of dancers
who make the impossible look simple, these dancers were masters of it.
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Campus groups evaluate Collegian coverage

Liberation, ancient style is practiced by Linda
Dobson and members of the Chiang Ching company
Friday night in Bowker Auditorium during their
traditional Martial Arts routine.

A dance of flowing movement
By DENNIS SUMAN

Staff Reporter
Last Friday evening the UMass

Fine Arts Council presented the
third offering in its Third World
Cultural Series, "An Evening of
Chinese Dance," with the Chiang
Ching Dance Company.
The program consisted of two

parts, beginning with a demon-
stration of the fundamentals of
Chinese dance, and then, a series of

Chinese ethnic folk dances, in-

cluding Mongolian, Tibetian,
Manchurian, and other. It was a
night of visual grace and beauty,
with the company portraying a
broad range of themes and styles.

Inhanced by subtle lighting affects,

Chiang Ching and her group
performed dances of constant
flowing movement that left the
audience spellbound.

Chiang Ching, who incidently is

not related to Mao Tse Tung's wife,
is the principal dancer,
choreographer, business manager,
and artistic director of the com-
pany. Born in Peking, she was
chosen at the age of 10 to begin her
studies at the Peking Dance

Academy where she specialized in

Chinese dance.

In the 1960's she made a tour

throughout Southeast Asia in

dancing and acting roles, appearing
in leading roles in over two dozen
films in Hong Kong and Taiwan
where she received the "Best
Actress" award in 1966. Chian has
served on the faculties of the
University of California at Berkeley
San Francisco State University, and
Hunter College, and has performed
and conducted workshops at over
40 colleges and universities in the
United States.

"The dances we do are derived
from the Classical Chinese
Repertory," Chiang said. Besides
dancing to traditional Chinese
music, Chiang also choreographed
contemporary movements to the
music of the noted composer Chou
Wen-Chung, whose works have
been regularly performed by or-

chestras and at festivals throughout
the world.

Such dances were performed as
the Tai Chi Sword Dance, one of
the most popular of the traditional

dances- a complex sequence of

movements designed to acheive

both physical and mental con-

centration, and "Pulling the Tur-

nip," a popular Chinese children's

story of a little girl who learns to

work with others and what

cooperation can accomplish.

Today at 1:25, Chiang will

perform a demonstration of her art

in the WOPE auxiliary gym. It is

open to the public free of charge.

Donors needed for

upcoming blood drive

Smoke at Knowlton
no Halloween prank

By LINDA BROWER
Staff Reporter

In keeping with the spirit of

Halloween last week, the women of

Knowlton staged a bizarre party on
North Pleasant Street early Friday

morning. To motorists driving by at

2 a.m. the 140 girls clad in pajamas
and curlers could have been filming

a Fellini classic. Yet, the truth lies

somewhere closer to reality. A real

fire alarm signaled the evacuation
of Knowlton dorm.
Smoke throughout the first floor

alarmed two Knowlton residents,

Jennifer Burke and Michele
Amrich. They believed the smoke
to be coming from the apartment of

Marian Kowacki, Knowlton's Head
of Residence.

"First, we checked the first floor

corridor, the basement, the lounge,

the kitchenette and outside," said

Michele. "Then," she added, "we
sniffed at Marian's door; it came
from there."

They first tried banging on his

door and telephoning his room but

there was no answer. Also, at the

time, the fire alarm was pulled and
the police were called to alert the

fire department.

Chief Dougherty and Lt. Chudzik
of the Amherst Fire Department
logged in their Official Report the
response to the alarm at 1:57 a.m.
Friday morning. They assumed
command of three fire engines and
one ladder truck. They "found
nothing"; no cause for the fire and
odor after a thorough search that
lasted approximately 20 minutes.

Marian's apartment was sear-
ched thoroughly and there was no
sign there of the smoke's origin.

"They checked here and found
nothing. They checked the screens
and nothing could have been
thrown in," he said. It was at the
same time that Wendy, Michele,
and Jennifer were pounding on his

door leading to his apartment, that
Marian received a phone call from a
resident asking how she could gain
entrance to the locked doors. He
hung up and opened the door. "I

saw smoke I just said, 'Get the
people out of here.' I have no idea
of what caused it."

Residents' original reaction were
mostly of the opinion that the fire

alarm was a Halloween prank.

A student-faculty-staff blood
drive is scheduled for Monday
through Thursday, Nov. 11-14, at

the Campus Center Auditorium.
Off-campus donors will be

welcomed, in addition to members
of the UMass Community. Donors
must be healthy, at least 110
pounds, and between the ages of

18 and 66. Seventeen-year-olds
may give blood if they have
parental permission.

Registration for appointments
will be Monday through Thursday,
Nov. 4-7, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in

the Campus Center Concourse.
Appointments may be made for

Monday through Thursday, Nov.
11-14, with donor hours Monday
from 10 a.m. to 3:45 p.m., and 9:30

a.m. to 3:15 the other days, all in

the Campus Center Auditorium.
Mrs. Carl P. Swanson of Amherst

is blood drive chair-person and Mrs.
Harold Gatslick of Amherst is

assistant chairperson. Persons
wishing to volunteer for clerical,

nursing, or canteen work may call

Swanson. Mrs. John T. Conlon of

Amherst is in charge of registration

for donor appointments.

Alpha Phi Omega and Gamma
Sigma Sigma, UMass student

service organizations, are

cooperating with the Hampshire
County Red Cross, the University

Women, Amherst Junior Women's
Club, and Amherst Senior Citizens

in conducting the blood drive.
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By BILL PARENT
Staff Reporter

A recent report representing the yiews of
ten campus groups evaluates the coverage
these organizations have been receiving from
the paper. The purpose of the report,

compiled by two members of the Veteran's
Coalition, was to assess the manner in which
the Collegian has been handling the
coverage of campus issues and events and to

make recommendations for improvement.
The organizations which took part in the

evaluation process were the Even/woman's
Center, the Student Organizing Project, the
Student Center for Educational Research,
the Student Homophile League, the Gay
Women's Caucus, the Poverty Committee,
the Young Workers Liberation League, the
Coalition for Environmental Quality (CEQ),
the Veteran's Coalition for Community
Affairs, the National Alliance Against Racism
and Political Oppression and the Commuter
Assembly.

The report was divided into four sections;

the first consisting of a general introduction,

the second being a summary of each groups
answers to questions asked, the third sec-

tion, labeled 'general findings', was a

compiled list of grievances, and the fourth

section dealt in suggestions for im-

provement.

The questions -» asked of the groups
covered a wide range. Beginning with their

general feeling toward the Collegian as a

whole, to the question of whether any stories

submitted by or reported on their particular

group had been lost, poorly edited or

distorted by a member of the staff; and
participants were asked their opinion of the

ratio of national news to campus news in the

Collegian.

The major grievance against the paper was

stated to be poor coverage of campus issues

and activities which, as was written in the

report "shortchanged" both the students

and the organizations. Kay Marion, the

spokesperson for Everywoman's Center

(EWC), claimed that the EWC received better

coverage last year from the Greenfield

Recorder than from the Collegian. As an

example Marion noted "there's no coverage

of how the University is meeting- not meeting
its affirmative action plan, what con-

troversies are handled by the Advisory Board
to the Infirmary (particularly regarding health

services for women) or the blatant

discrimination against women on campus..."

C.E.Q. termed this problem "a lack of

awareness in student and administrative

activities". Other groups voicing similar

disapproval of campus coverage included the

Veteran's Coalition and the National Alliance

Against Racism and Political Oppression and
the Commuter Assembly.

Another major complaint centered around

poor reporting and shabby editing on the

part of the staff. Though the report admitted

that Collegian people are human and apt to

make mistakes, it went on to say "the printed

word does hold a subtle power in the for-

mulation or the influence of people's

opinions. Because of this, objectivity must

not be sacrificed for mere style, accuracy

must not be sacrificed for color. Fact must

not be interwoven with opinion in the telling

of one's story by another. And the complete

story must not be sacrificed for only a part of

it."

Speaking on behalf of the National

Alliance Against Racism and Political Op-
pression, Isabel Johnson related an event

that happened to her at the beginning of this

semester.

The last complaint was in response to

racist and sexist attitudes in Collegian

reporting. Marion Kay mentioned that some
women students could not work for the

paper due to "the impossibility of working

with the male Collegian staff due to sexist

attitudes."

Isabel Johnson carried the idea further by

saying "it is also racist, male supremicist and
anti-communist".

In its last analysis, though, the report

stated "it is beyond the scppe of this report

to provide concrete examples concerning

this finding due to the gravity of the issue.

Nevertheless, the implications themselves

cannot be overlooked."

There were positive statements also

concerning the Collegian. Katy Clift and
John Pepi of the Student Organizing Project

gave acclaim to recent coverage of their

unionizing project. Also, in giving the views

of the Student Center for Educational

Research, Lawrence J. Magid said that

"During the week of October 7 through the

11, the Collegian carried a number of articles

which demonstrated the kind of journalism

which dominate the paper. John Pepi's piece

on housing, Avis Unis articles on the Campus
Center workers and other investigative

reporting represents good journalism and
sound editorial policy for a campus paper.

The Collegian is to be congratulated on its

improvement."
The report ended by giving various

recomendations being that a beat reporter

system be set up so that each organization

has a reporter to act as a "contact" between
the group and the Collegian. The second
recommendation was that the Collegian run

feature articles on all campus groups, their

purpose and their goals.

Groups also would like to have space
allocated to them so that they can be
guaranteed to have their articles and releases

printed.

Other suggestions were for the Collegian

to strive for more objective reporting and
more careful editing. The report also stressed

a need for more r impus and staff input into

Collegian Policy decisions

Finally a reminder mm made that the

Collegian staff be more aware of the im-

plications involved in sexist and racist

reporting.

Johnson had submitted a report of her

group's history and purpose which had been
rejected by Bill Densmore, Managing Editor

of the Collegian, on the grounds that it did

not meet the standards of journalism.

Johnson later contacted Densmore in regard

to having the article printed in both English

and Spanish. Densmore then allegedly mixed
segments of their phone conversations to

produce a story which was printed but, she
said, "....the meaning of the original article

was altered."

Some of the organizations agreed, in

reference to the editorial staff that there has

been too much power in the hands of too

few at the Collegian. Veteran's Coalition said

"the proportion of meaningful news to

garbage is disgraceful, and this reflects the

ideas of the editorial board".

This complaint was also echoed by various

groups upset by the fact that articles and
Letters to the Editor have been, at times

completely ignored by the Editors. Tom
Coffey of the Commuter Assembly said,

"Preferance should be given to special in-

terest groups in getting letters printed the

next day, instead of waiting as long as two
weeks."

Parking fee no deterrent to cars on campus
By MARTIN J. WATERS

Staff Reporter

Until 1973 the UMass
bus system was old

relics making campus-
only runs, paid for by the
undergraduate student
senate; the parking
system charged
everybody the same tiny

amount.
This is the first in a

two-part report on the

soon after the graduated fee

structure and expanded bus service

were introduced.

He first worked as parking

coordinator, and in July moved to

the office of H. Jack Littlefield, Jr.,

the University's director of plan-

ning.

A major snafu of administrative

procedure in the parking office last

spring resulted in notification by
mail of some in the campus
community about a renewal
deadline, but no notification for

muting undergraduates. Some
graduate students also fall in this

category.

There was another problem.

Kittle said. Staff and faculty

members who failed to list a

campus address also did not get the

mailing. Repeated notices in The

Collegian and the University

Bulletin, a weekly newsletter cir-

culated to staff and faculty, were
intended to reach these groups.

"Many people told me they never

read The Collegian, or never look at

2000) of the participants intending

to renew their places in the parking

system did not do so by May 15,

Kittle estimates.

Late registrants were charged $5,

instead of the $3 pre- May 15 fee,

and lost top priority in the system.

They competed with new ap-

plicants for parking spaces.

The late-comers brought more
than long lines stretched along the

sidewalk of Massachusetts Avenue
during September. The parking

office received $4000 or more in

apparently unintended revenue.

Kittle says he wants to improve

on last spring's method but still

hoped to avoid the cost of a first

class mailing for 1975-76 parking

renewals.

The chairperson of the 14-

member parking and transportation

council. Dr. Alan J. Gross of the

division of public health, said, "I

questioned the mailing procedure.

We did get complaints on it and I

can see people being upset. It was a

snafu that took place."

Daily administrative activities are

not the subject for council debate,

and the only early notice members
received about the procedures

being used was unspecific.

Renewal packets "are in the mail,"

Kittle wrote in a March 14 memo.

It appears the main effect of the

steep increase in parking fees

started in Sept. 1973 has been a

healthy subsidy for free bus service.

The talk of reducing traffic

congestion and pollution, en-

couraging car pools and eventually

eliminating cars from the central

campus has faded.

Kittle and Tie, the two chief

adminisirators of the parking
system, say they are disappointed

in the response.

"I don't think it's made a bit of

difference," Kittle said, referring to

the increase in fees. "The energy

crisis ended too soon to encourage

pooling and bus riding," he added.

"I think students are basically

satisfied with the system, in fact

most complaints we still get are

from staff and faculty," Kittle said.

Even at the higher rates, he
rejects charges that the parking

system is "a rip-off." According to

Kittle, the most expensive lot costs

less than 20 cents per day.

Tie said her contact with people

and processing of forms shows
students parking in the inexpensive

peripheral lots, with staff and
faculty paying the high price to park

where they work.

Strong opposition to the planned
closing of the central parking lots

and support for charging fares to

bus riders come mainly from staff

and faculty.

Tomorrow-the coming master
parking and transportation plan;
bus fares? grass instead of
asphalt?

What will be the fate of the central parking areas around Whilmore? Correction

parking set-up 18

months after the big

change.

A decision by the UMass parking

office designed as an economy

move has apparently cost users of

the parking system several times

more money than it saved.

Officials of the parking system
say that the sharp increase in fees

has not discouraged the use of cars

on campus, as had been hoped.

Robert W. Kittle, director of

parking and transportation, took

charge of the system in Oct. 1973,

others.

"Frankly, it surprised me," Kittle

said, "We do want to come up with
something better to reach people."

The problem arose when Kittle

decided to cut expenses by sending
parking renewal forms only through
campus mail, braking an annual

practice of using first class mail.

Many of the 10,000 patrons did

not receive any direct notice of the

May 15 cut off date because they

had not listed a campus address,

according to Kittle.

Other large groups do not have a

campus address notably com

the Bulletin, but there is an in-

dividual responsibii'ty at some point

to keep informed of e community
situation," Kittle sak.'.

The parking office saved perhaps

as much as $500, but the additional

$2 charge levied on patrons who
missed the May 15 deadline, cost

patrons several thousand dollars.

Delays and confusion which

were widespread among parking

patrons this fall can be partially

attributed to the mailing decision.

Kittle and parking coordinator

Susan C. Tie say late delivery of

parking decals compounded the

problem.

As many as 25 per cent (over

A story in Friday's Collegian

indicated that Chancellor Bromery
singled out Gov. Sargent as making

a mistake in his rejection of a state-

operated law school at UMass.
However, Bromery did not single

out Sargent. Bromery said that he

thought neither gubernatorial

candidate was in favor of the

proposal.

News writing
Chris Kertesz, the Collegian's

news adviser will be holding a

seminar in news writing tonight in

the Collegian offices. Interested

students should note that the time

has been changed to 8 p.m.
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"Best morning since hospitalization
//

Doctors remove Nixon from critical list
LONG BEACH, Calif., (AP) -

Former President Richard M. Nixon
was taken off the critical list

yesterday for the first time in six

days. He continued to show in-

creased strength since a brush with
death brought on by post-operative

complications.

"It's his best morning since
hospitalization began," Nixon's
physician, Dr. John C. Lungren,
said in his daily medical bulletin.

Lungren said through hospital

spokesman Norman Nager that the
61 -year-old former chief executive

began a soft food diet and would sit

up later Sunday for the first time
since entering the hospital for

treatment of phlebitis Oct. 23.

Nixon had been fed intravenously

during the critical period, until

Saturday when he was first allowed
to take consomme and gelatin.

Lungren said Nixon was now in

"sub-intensive care," which he
described as "a step down from
critical care." The next less serious

condition would be "intermediate

care" but there was no indication

when Nixon might be put in that

category.

Nixon slept at intervals Saturday
night, Lungren said. He described

his patient's vital signs as normal.

Lungren said the blood clot in

Nixon's left leg, which forced

urgent surgery last Tuesday
morning, had not enlarged.

The doctor said Saturday that

internal bleeding near Nixon's

abdomen had been stopped and
the former president had received

no blood transfusions since
Thursday.

Connie Hamilton, director of

critical care nursing at Memorial
Hospital Medical Center, described

Nixon as "physically quite ill"

during a briefing to newsmen on a

change in the nursing arrangement
for Nixon.

She said two nurses had been in

Nixon's room at all times during the

critical period, but now there would
be one nurse in the room. A backup
nurse will remain on the top floor.

"Today's his first day up," she
said. "That means he'll probably
dangle his feet on the side of the

bed."

Coal miners predict

strike as talks lag
WASHINGTON (AP) - Contract

talks bogged down yesterday and a
top officer of the United Mine
workers said: "At this point, there is

no way to avert a coal strike."

U M W Secretary-Tresurer Harry
Patrick accused the mine owners of
"utter contempt" in the
negotiations and said that with time
running out they had not yet
responded to the union's latest

economic proposals.

"This is probably the darkest
hour in the negotiations and at this

point there is no way to avert a coal
strike," Patrick told reporters
during a break in the negotiations.

However, he said the union was
willing to continue meeting with the
Bituminous Coal Operators
Association in hopes of settling.

The UMW's contract expires
Nov. 12 and a tentative agreement
would have to have been reached
no later than Sunday to allow
enough time to put it through the
union's complex ratification
process.

The negotiations resumed at 11

a.m. EST Sunday, but Patrick said
the operators had made no
response to the union's revised
economic proposal submitted
Saturday.

Shumway's

Wallpaper & Paint Store, Inc.

370 COLLEGE STREET

Bold and Bright Colors

Republican Gov. Francis Sargent ( R ) laughs and points to placard with names of
Democratic gubernatorial candidate Mike Dukakis and Lt. Gov. candidate Tom
O'Neill. Dukakis and Sargent greeted fans as they entered Schaefer Stadium for
the New England Patriots- Buffalo Bills football game.

Congressional study says FTC
unable to protect consumers
WASHINGTON \UPI\ The

Federal Trade Commission, despite
continuing criticism, lacks strong
leadership and is not living up to its

role as a consumer protector, a
congressional study said yesterday.

Part of the problem, it said, is

that the appropriations committees
of Congress may have worsened
the situation with inconsistent
directives.

"I am disappointed with the
study's finding that there has been
little progress in terms of increased
output of consumer actions at the
FTC, particularly in these times of

skyrocketing consumer prices
when the American public needs
the greatest protection against
unfair and deceptive practices,"

said Rep. John E. Moss, D-Calif.,

chairman of the House commerce
subcommittee which produced the
staff report.

Moss said the criticisms leveled

against the FTC in 1969 by a Ralph

Nader team and a task force from
the American Bar Association in

large part still remain valid.

The study shows there is a need
for a closer look by Congress at the

agency as well as a demand for

legislation to improve the FTC's
powers and performance, he said.

Calvin J. Collier, FTC general
counsel, told UPI he was "puzzled"
at some of the report's conclusions,
especially one that questioned
whether the agency needed an
improved management system. He
said Congress has been monitoring
and funding the development of the
system right along without com-
plaining and the system is designed
to accomplish "an extraordinarily

difficult job" - keeping track of
exactly how much money the FTC
is spending and where it is going.
He said critics and other close

observers, such as Ralph Nader,
have, if anything, been com-
plimentary about the agency's

concentration on fewer numbers of
cases but ones which are more
meaningful.
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Arafat cautions U.S.
on taking oilfields

Josiah

Spaulding

for

Attorney General

NEW YORK \UPI\ Yasser
Arafat, leader of the Palestinian

Liberation Organization, warns in a

magazine interview that the Soviet

Union will intervene if the United

States tries to secure Middle East
oilfields militarily.

"The Israelis are trying to use

what is cailed the energy crisis for

blackmail," Arafat said in an in-

terview in the latest issue of Time

magazine.

"They are trying to convince the

West that they can be the

spearhead of what is called the

military solution."

The guerrilla leader said any U.S.

military action would be "an ex

tremely misleading calculation if the

Americans think other superpowers
will not act."

"It is my understanding that a

majority of members of the Israeli

Knesset are against any withdrawal

from the West Bank," he said.

<5i^loop
STEREO TAPES
8-track & cassettes
• over 1000 rock &
popular titles

• only $1.99 each
• free brochure
write AUDIO LOOP CO
DEPT219 PO BOX 43355
CLEVELAND OHIO 44143

Si Spaulding will:

• Take the politics out of the Attorney
General's office

• Initiate a comprehensive reform of
the Attorney General's Consumer
Protection Division.

• Founder and Director, People vs.

Be the people's lawyer.

• Propose and fight for anti-crime
legislation.

• Director, Massachusetts Law
Reform Institute.

National Governing Board, Common
Cause (resigned to run for Attorney
General).

• Director, Massachusetts Tomorrow

• Director, Zero Population Growth

• Founder and Director, People v».
Hand Guns.

• Director, Roxbury Federation
Neighborhood Centers.

Jackie Meiien '78
Robert Spofford '7$

Has spent $1.7 million this year
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AFL-CIO outspends other interest qroups
HINGTON (AP) The *.^ «_ JTL^ ,

JJ W«^WWASHINGTON (API
AFL- ClO's political arm
$297,861 in 10 days to help labor-
approved candidates in tomorrow's
elections, topping a list of last-
minute spending by special interest
groups.

A check of reports on file with
the government shows the giant
labor group's political spending in

the most recent reporting period,
from Oct. 15 to Oct. 24 inclusive, far

outpaced that of other rich lobbies,
including the American Medical
Association, dairy cooperatives and
big individual unions such as the
United Auto Workers and
Steelworkers.

Many of these other special
interest groups, however, reported

large amounts of cash on hand at

present, and may be making large

donations that won't be disclosed
until next year.

The AFL-CIO now has reported
spending $1.7 million since the first

of the year for federal, state and
local elections, the largest total for

a single political committee.
More than half the money in the

Sargent outspends Dukakis 2-1

during gubernatorial campaign
BOSTON (AP) Gov. Francis

W. Sargent spent about $2 for
every $1 expended by his
Democratic gubernatorial cam-
paign opponent through mid-
October.

However, despite inflation, the
incumbent Chief executive may not
come close to spending as much as
he did in the 1970 campaign.

Unofficial tabulations of ex-

Finance Office show that Michael
S. Dukakis, the Democratic
nominee, has spent about $394,000.

Sargent's expenditures for this
year were approximately $795,000.
The Dukakis figure includes $10,000
in estimated expenditures for 1973.
Sargent's start Jan. 1.

The state's Election Statistics

publication for 1970 shows that the
Republican gubernatorial effort that

penditures at the state Campaign year cost $2,015,578. Sargent was
unopposed for his party's
nomination.

The Democratic gubernatorial
campaign cost $1,458,523. The
document does not give a break-
down on candidates. The
Democrats had spirited competition
at the pre-primary convention as
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well as in the primary itself for the
party nomination.

In the past, there were frequent
complaints that campaign filings

were not very accurate.

The current law is much stricter,

and some observers believe it has
cut campaign war chests. One
significant feature-the $1,000 limit

for contributions in any one year-
has had inpact.

The Dukakis campaign, which
includes a substantial number of
$1,000 contributors also records
some rebates to individuals whose
donations exceeded the limitation.

most recent period $150,000 of it

went into the giant labor

organization's "educational fund,"
which will pay for get-out-the-vote
efforts aimed at helping candidates
on election day.

The remainder of the money was
given directly to 121 individual

campaigns. The biggest donations
were $5,000 each to three
Democratic candidates for the
Senate: Rep. Wayne Owens of
Utah, Patrick J. Leahy of Vermont,
and Wendell H. Ford of Kentucky!
The AFL-CIO continued to

make large donations even after

Oct. 24. Sen. Birch Bayh, D-lnd.,

reported by telegram that he got
$5,000 from the labor federation.

Owens also reported receiving an
additional $6,000 from the AFL-
CIO and a separate $5,000 donation
from the Steelworkers.

The Auto Workers and the
Steelworkers unions reported

spending large sums in the most
recent 10-day reporting period. The
Auto Workers listed $98,160 and
the Steelworkers reported
$105,934.

The biggest sum given by the
Auto Workers was $15,000 to

James J. Blanchard, a Democrat
trying to unseat conservative
Republican Rep. Robert H. Hubert
of Troy, Mich.

The Steelworkers gave $5,000 to

Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y. $5,000
to Gary Hart, the former McGovern
campaign manager now trying to

best Sen. Peter Dominick, R-Colo.,

and $5,000 to John A. Durkin,

Democratic candidate for the
Senate in Vermont.
The nation's biggest dairy co-

operative, Associated Milk
Producers, Inc., had $1.6 million in

cash on hand at the end of the
reporting period, more than any
other political trust.

elections

Younger, more liberal Senators
expected to be elected tomorrow
WASHINGTON (AP) - Voters

in 34 states elect senators
tomorrow and the result is ex-
pected to be a younger, more libera!

and more heavily Democratic
Senate.

Twenty -of the seats at stake are
held by Democrats. Surveys in-

dicate 14 of the Democratic can-
didates are safe bets for election
and another 11 are leading.

Thus, the party that now holds 58
of the 100 seats could end up with
63, the most since the 1966 elec-
tion.

Regardless of what happens
tomorrow, the Senate that con-
venes in January will be one of the
youngest in years because six of
the 18 senior members, with a
combined tenure of 148 years, are
retiring.

Two other veterans - Sen,
Milton Young, R-N.D., with 30
years of service, and Sen. Jacob K.
Javits, R-N.Y., with 18 years - are
facing serious challenges.

Eleven of the seats up for grabs
are held by conservatives, but
surveys indicate only four of those
states are good bets to send
conservatives back to the Senate.
On the other hand, pre-election
polls predict that all the 16 states
where liberal-held seats are being
filled will return generally liberal

candidates to the Senate.
One result of the election is

expected to be continued Senate

battles with the White House over
foreign policy, federal spending
efforts to control inflation and
recession.

But even if the polls are correct,
there is little indication that the
necessary 67 votes could be
counted on whenever President
Ford vetoes a bill.

Democrats rate Colorado as their

best chance to take a Republican
seat. Sen. Peter Dominick, 59, the
Republican, is challenged by Gary
Hart, 36, who managed Sen.
George McGovern's ill-fated

presidential campaign in 1972.
Dominick is conservative; while his

opponent is a liberal who has
backed away from some of the
positions taken by McGovern.

Democrats favored
to win big in state
BOSTON (AP) - Massachusetts

voters will re-elect an over-
whelmingly Democratic House and
Senate tomorrow with few possible
surprises in the offing.

Democrats start out with 22 of
their senators unopposed while
Republicans have only three un-
challenged incumbents in the 40-

member body.

In view of redistricting and other
factors, there is speculation that the
GOP could be down to five or six

seats in the next Senate. The party
won only seven in the 1972 election

and added one in a special election.

The Democrats have 107
unopposed nominees for the 240
single-member districts election to
the House. The Republicans have
only 19 free rides. There are 62
independents seeking House seats.

P. Mc-
who is

With RAM FL0RESCU

including Rep. Terrence

Carthy of Oak Bluffs

unopposed for a second term.

The gerrymandering that came
with elimination of two-and-three-
member districts apparently has
clouded prospects for election

gains by Republicans. The party

emerged from the 1972 election

with 52 seats and picked up another
in the interim.

The redistricting automatically
suspended the political careers of
four Democrats and one
Republican in the primary and
another incumbent will go down
tomorrow. In Franklin, Rep. George
L. Woods Jr., R, and Rep. Robert E.

Ficco, D, are competing for the
same seat.

The turnover in January in both
branches is expected to be minimal.
The greatest turnover in the House
comes in the 1968 election which
produced 72 new faces.

There will be 51 new House
members in January, plus
challengers who defeat incumbents
tomorrow. There were five
vacancies when the legislature

adjourned in August and 32
members, including one who
received but declined the primary
election nomination, did not seek
new terms.
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No leadership in busing dispute
MONDAY. NOVEMBER 4, 1974 MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1974

Boston spiritual, academic leaders silent W~~*
By PETERARNETT

AP Special Correspondent
Part 4 of a 4-Part Series

There are other areas of
leadership where the response was
seen as less than expected.
The spirituaj leader of Boston's

1.8 million Roman Catholics,
Humberto Cardinal Medeiros, was
selent for long periods, keeping his
own counsel. The church is heavily
in debt, and antibusing sentiment is

concentrated in Catholic areas.
The cardinal did announce early

in the year that parochial schools
would not be accessible to white
parents trying to avoid busing their

children. And he did speak out in

favor of observing the federal court
order.

But even that commitment was
enough to severely cut the Sunday
collection plate offerings in South

Boston churches. On television

recently the cardinal said he was
against busing.

"If only Cardinal Cushing were
alive there would be a big dif-

ference," said a Catholic doctor
from Massachusetts General
Hospital. "He would have per-
sonally been leading the kids by
hand to school. He was a liberal in

the Kennedy tradition, a leader in

social issues."

Richard Cardinal Cushing died in

1970.

There has been no intellectual

leadership from Harvard and other
Boston universities which were in

the forefront of the civil rights

movement in the South in the early

1960's.

"Academicians are like anyone
else, the mood of the country has

Candidates rated
on pollution issues

MassPIRG is a non-profit

corporation, inspired by
consumer advocate Ralph
Nader and designed to
generate research and ac-

tion in the areas of con-
sumer protection and en-

vironmental preservation.

MassPIRG Clean Air Research
Associate Louise Doucette has
issued a Pre-Election Air Pollution

Alert, revealing the results of
MassPIRG's recently completed
Clean Air survey of candidates for

the office of Governor, Lt.

Governor and Attorney General.
The survey according to

MassPIRG, considered most of the
principal clean air questions which
will affect future state efforts to
clean-up the Bay State's air, in-

cluding: transportation control
plans; non-deterioration; and air

quality maintenance planning. On
the basis of all the information
provided by the respondents, each
candidate /vas ranked on a relative

Clean Air Index running from 1

(dirtier than average) to 5 (cleaner
than average).

The survey results indicate that

Massachusetts' Clean Air program
may be in for difficult times no
matter who is elected to the office

of Governor. The 3 V? rating earned
by Francis Sargent and Donald
Dwight was only slightly better

than the 2V? rating earned by
Michael Dukakis.

The person whose answers
would most likely lead to improved
air quality in Massachusetts,

particularly in Boston, according to
their survey, was Josiah Spaulding,
candidate for Attorney General,
whose answers earned him a rating

of 4 xh. The Socialist Workers' Party
also earned a 3'/? rating. Leo
Kahian, Thomas O'Neill, Nicholas
Greco and Francis Bellotti did not
respond to any of the questions.

In contrast, the Sargent- Dwight
team supported the continued use
of less stringent air pollution
controls at this time, while Dukakis'
answers on this point were simply
not responsive.

MassPIRG Environmental
Lawyer Peter Bogle noted: "Clean
Air is everyone's business, and
among the issues which we hope
voters will consider before they
vote on Election Day is the can-
didate's proven ability to protect
and enhance the quality of the air
we breathe.

Copies of MassPIRG's
questionnaire, and the candidates'
responses, are on file in
MassPIRG's Amherst Office.
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changed since those days," said

city planner Pettigrew. "The
students have lost interest in civil

rights. In the mid 60's I had 350
students in my class on race
relations. Today I have 23."

The big campaign at Harvard
today is the Gallo wine boycott in

support of California migrant grape
pickers. No busing reverberations
seem to cross the Charles River
separating Cambridge-home of
Harvard-from Boston.
The Boston Teachers Union has

been wavering. It wanted all Boston
schools closed when violence
erupted early in October. And
earlier in the year it had turned
down an offer of help in handling
integration preparation problems
from the National Education

Association, the nation's largest

teachers' organization.

Boston police also wavered for

some time, with the patrolmen's
association declaring that police did

not have to obey the orders of
superiors if they went against their

conscience.

Overall, police performance in

the streets of Boston is regarded as
adequate.

The city's black leadership has
remained calm, backing busing all

the way and urging black students
to control themselves. Black adults
from social services have patrolled

on the streets outside schools and
in black neighborhoods.
What does the future have for

Boston?

Some observers see more trouble

coming when the second stage of

the busing plan integrates the Irish

Charlestown and Italian East

Boston next. September.

Others see this as an opportunity

to do it right next time.
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BOSTON (AP) - Boston's calm
continued over the weekend as a
contingent of National Guardmen,
on alert for 20 days, was quietly

reduced by two-thirds.

Four hundred fifty guardmen
yesterday left an armory in

Reading, 20 minutes from the city,

to be replaced by 150 troops from
the 101st Artillery.

In announcing the reduction
earlier in the week, Gen. Vahan
Vartanian said he had been in-

formed by Gov. Francis W. Sargent
that "conditions in the city of

Boston now permit a reduction in

the number of National Guard
troops on state active duty status."

Sargent activated the Guard Oct.

15 after a stabbing and several

fights broke out at Hyde Park High
School as racial tensions ran high

over court-ordered busing to in-

tegrate the city's schools.

UNITED NATIONS (UPI) - The
American dollar, the major in-

ternational currency, no longer is

regarded by some Communist and
Third World countries as good
enough to pay the bills of the
United Nations.

Inflation and the unstable world
economic situation have created a

financial nightmare for the world
body, whose budget for this year
was set at almost $257 million. The
United States pays about one-third

of the cost of running the 138-

member United Nations.

Egypt cemands shift

By United Press International

Egypt has demanded that the
United Nations shift the
headquarters of its peace-keeping
forces from Ismailiya on the Suez
Canal back to Cairo, a U.N.

10:15 p.m. — FOCUS — Ken Mosakowski hosts
timely, informative debates, interviews, and
forums with political candidates and
organization representatives. Every Monday
after the 10 p.m. news.

+ Nov. 5 is Election Day. Stay tuned to MUA for all

the election results Tuesday, 4-12 p.m.

sturdy waterproof bookbags!

POLYESTER CANVAS BOOKBAG WITH
RAINFLAP. Heavy treated polyester/cotton
duck. Tan. 16" x 16" x 4" with squared
bottom for books.
$5.95 postpaid
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NYLON BOOKBAG
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HARVARD
BOOKBAG

spokesman in Tel Aviv said.

He said the U.N. delegation
planned to go to Egypt from
Jerusalem to discuss the request,
which he said Cairo has been
making for the past two months.
An Israeli government source

said the Egyptian request recalled
the Egyptian demand for the
removal of U.N. troops in the Sinai
peninsula in May, 1967, shortly
before the Israeli pre-emptive strike
that launched the Six Day war.

Socialists harassed
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The

Socialist Workers Party, a small but
well organized leftist group, has
once again gone to court seeking
an end to what it considers
harassment of its activities by the
government.
The party is seeking an injunction

to stop FBI surveillance of the SWP
national convention, scheduled for
St. Louis in December. The
government must respond to the
SWP motion by tomorrow.
The motion, however, is just one

part of a much larger and broader
legal effort aimed at winning a
permanent injunction against what
the Party calls the government's
"unconstitutional harassment of
political opponents."
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Oceans are becoming world's garbage dispose-all

By JERRYMcCALLUM
In October, 1968 during a routine dive 120

miles off the coast of Cape Cod, Alvin, a 23-

foot mini-sub sank in 5,051 feet of water. The
crew safely ejected in a pressurized sphere
before the vessel reached deep water. Ten
months later, when Alvin was brought to the
surface, the lunch which the scientists took
on board, bologna sandwiches, apples and
thermos of bouillon were unspoiled. Through
this accidental finding, scientists learned that

biodegration in ocean depths proceeds at a
rate of about one percent as fast as it does
on land. Just ' how important was this

discovery? Very important! Let me give you
some examples.

Every day several barges leave New York
Harbor bound for deep water. When they
reach deep water these barges dump tons of

refuse and garbage into the ocean. Once it

reaches the bottom, it remains garbage for

who knows how long! The garbagemen and
barge owners will tell you that they help feed
the fish. I wasn't aware that orange peels,

banana peels, styrofoam cups and plastic

bags were part of a fish's normal diet. I also

should mention the hundreds of sewage
outfalls into the sea from industrial plants

and the dyes from chemical companies. The
typical outfall pipe is wide and reaches deep
into the sea several miles offshore so as not
to pollute the water near the coast for

bathers. What about the sea? Has it no
rights? Pumps at these plants work day in

and day out, pumping every imaginable

chemical and waste into the ocean. After all,

what else is the sea but an all purpose dump.
We shouldn't overlook the U.S. Army, for

where does the Army dispose most of its

toxic mustard and nerve gas when it finds

out it must dispose of these deadly vapors?
The ocean, where else! Ocean liners, mer-
chant ships, and the U.S. Navy contribute

their pollution to the sea also. Each day,

seamen toss overboard refuse and garbage
instead of burning them in incinerators. Thor
Heyerdahl, who recently crossed the Atlantic

in a raft saw plastic cups and aluminum Coke
cans float by when he was thousands of

miles from Africa and South America in the
middle of the South Atlantic. His crew was
so disgusted they protested to the United
Nations. Oil tankers have been known to

discharge excess oil at open sea frequently

because there is no law saying that they
can't. They're in international waters.

What is happening to the ocean? It is

slowly dying through man's spoliation and
pollution. And if the oceans should die, man
too, would die. Let me draw you the scenario
of a dead ocean. To begin with, bereft of life

the ocean would at once foul. Such a stench
born of decaying organic matter would rise

from the ocean that it would drive man back
from all coastal regions. Harsher con-
sequences would soon follow. The ocean is

the earth's principle buffer, maintaining
chemical balances between the different

salts and gases of which we live and depend
on. The carbon dioxide content of the at-

mosphere would rise rapidly. When the C02
level passed a certain point the "greenhouse
effect" would begin: heat radiating outwards
from the earth to space would be trapped

beneath the stratosphere, shooting up sea-

level temperatures. This would melt the

icecaps at the North and South Poles. In

several years the ocean would rise about a

100 feet. All the major cities on earth would
be inundated. To avoid drowning, one third

of the world's population would have to flee

to high ground which wouldn't be ready to

receive these people or provide them enough
food. Global drought and famine would
come about because the surface of the

ocean would become coated with a thick film

of dead organic matter, affecting, the

evaporation process and thusly reducing rain

greatly.

The disaster is only entering its terminal

phase, now. Packed together on highground,
starving, subject to bizarre storms and
diseases, with families and societies totally

disrupted, what is left of mankind begins to
suffer anoxia (lack of oxygen) caused by the
extinction of plankton algae and the
reduction of land vegetation. Caught in a
narrow belt between dead seas and sterile

mountain slopes man coughs out his last

breath in agony. Thirty to fifty years after the
ocean has died the last man on earth takes
his last breath. After that, all which will

remain are bacteria and a few scavenger
insects ("Hellstrom Chronicle" come true).

Why write of this morbid nightmare?

Because the ocean could die — very easily —
and we must make sure that it doesn't. Man
much change his attitude towards the ocean.
He must stop regarding it as a universal all-

purpose dump for his own waste. He must
cease to regard it as a mystery, a menace,
something which is so vast and invulnerable
that he shouldn't concern himself with it. He
must view the ocean as a source of life, for

without it man would not exist. How ironic it

would be if man were to kill the sea, cradle of
all life from which man probably originated
from eons ago?
What can be done to stop this killing of the

ocean? First of all, a moritorium should be
called in the U.S. on all sewage and waste
pipelines into the sea from chemical and
industrial companies until scientists can
study biodegration at the ocean depths more
extensively. These outfalls must halt in the
future. Secondly, oil tankers should be
regulated strictly by their governments and
the U.N. from discharging excess oil at open
sea. Thirdly, ships at sea should all be
equipped with mashers or incinerators so as
to avoid throwing refuse and garbage into

the sea. Seamen must break that age old
habit. And lastly, the Pentagon should be
required to dispose of toxic gas cannisters
elsewhere or not manufacture them at all.

Why is the Pentagon producing such
fiendish biological weapons in the first place?
After the biological finality of a nuclear
holocaust one wonders who will be left to
play with these fiendish canisters.

Jerry McCallum is the Collegian 's En vironmental Commentator.

Letters to the editor

Sod waste of money
To the Editor:

During this time of tightened budgets and cutbacks on spending, money
is carelessly being thrown away sodding the vast area around the entrance
to the student center. I've askedmore than a dozen people what they think
about this unnecessary action, and no answer has convinced me so far
that it is worthy enough to be called careful spending of the university
funds. Now I understand that students are known for trodding pathways
across large expanses of grass, but all that has to be done to protect a
freshly seeded area from being tromped on is for temporary snowdrift
fences to be securely put up surrounding it. Since there are paved walk-
ways on either side and through the area in question, I'm sure everyone
would find it easy enough to walk on these, and not go to the trouble of
jumping the fence only to have Jump it again to get out. Don't get me
wrong, sods have their purpose; they are great for patching up bare spots
around paved areas, and for filling in those trodden pathways I mentioned
previously. The graduate research center has a lot next to it previously
used as a parking area for the construction workers. This was seeded last
week, and is doing fine; the grass is already more than an inch high [in

spite of the cool weather], and even though this area receives very little

pedestrian traffic, only a string fence has been used, and is adequate.
On top of the innecessity of the whole project, the company doing the

job thoughtlessly has caused damage adjacent to the original being
sodded, and will have to fix this area also, only to suck more money from
the university for repairing it. The area I refer to is alongside the parking
garage, abutting a very wide paved pathway which is daily traversed by
pedestrians and occasionally a few vehicles. The company in question has
strung a loose snowdrift fence around the construction site for safety
purposes. They left enough room between the parking garage and fence
for only the pedestrians to walk on a thin strip of the pavement. When a
mail truck or one of the physical plant vehicles and even the companies'
own vehicles wish to get around the construction area, the vehicles must
run up on the grassed area alongside the garage. After the rain last week
you can imagine what condition this grassed area is in now. On
questioning several of the workmen why they cou/dn 't have strung the
fence four feet further from where it was to allow vehicles to pass on the
pavement, [which was totally possible], they just replied, "Well, we'll just
have to fix that area too.

"

In conclusion, I don't know who has allotted this monev, probably
upwards of $7,-10,000 [or maybe more before they finish] for rolls of sod
and their installation instead of ample seed, probably no more than a few
hundred dollars worth or less, [which requires no tending at all after
grading and seeding], but it seems to me to be a perfect example of the
misuse of the University of Massachusetts' funds. I sure would like to hear
an excuse or rebuttal which would convince me [and anyone else who
agrees with my opinion I that sodding this area was the only way to go.

Jeff Hoffman

Volunteer services

To the Editor:

Student Volunteer Services opened its doors over a
year and a half ago as a referral-resource center for
both community services agencies who are in need
for student volunteers and for students who wish to
support these agencies who are in need of assistance
[particularly those connected with their fields of
study]. Over the past two years, though, we found
that the program was failing in a very important way
— that of assisting the campus community by
providing a format and vehicle for examining the
agencies they are involved in and analyzing the social
problems that they intend to ameliorate. We feel that
it is imperative that we, as students, must evaluate the
attitudes as they get worked out into social programs
as they have great implications to our futures, our
jobs, our roles in society.

It is with this in mind that S. V.S. has developed its

Film -Lecture Series, the fourth in our series dealing
with the area of Psychology, to take a look at its

history and of the implications of its use. As fitting to
our overall philosophy, we see the need for the
University to be exposed to those issues which
directly relate to the area of Psychology, as it is here
that we prepare to become practitioners in this field as
counselors, psychotherapists, researchers, etc. and as
we see that the University does take a direct role in

our communities in the research that it has done
effecting our schools, prisons, and other institutions.

"The Use and Abuse of Psychology: Dealing with
Social Problems" is a four week program during the
month of November. The participants are
professionals and lay people — all are activists. Some
are nationally known, others working on the grass
roots level locally. Their common bond is a com-
mitment to evaluate psychological theories and
practices in dealing with questions of social deviancy,
social inequality, and Racism. Each week individual

speakers will address themselves to the attitudes of
Psychology towards the poor, Nationally Oppressed
People, women, alcoholics, and homosexuals.

The schedule is listed below. The series is free and
open to the public.

Tues., Nov. 5th, 8:00 P.M., 429 Grayson, Feminist
and Gay Counseling, Kathleen Reardon, Nancy
Schroeder.

Mon. Nov. 11th, 7:30 P.M., C.C. 113, Skinnerism-
Racism & Behavior Mod., Dr. Elliot Mish/er.

Thurs., Nov. 14th, 7:30 P.M., C.C. 101, Alcoholism;
Film - "The Secret Life of Sandra Panel Blair".
Mon. Nov. 25th, 8:00P.M., C.C. Aud., "Blaming the

Victim", Dr. William Ryan.

Gerri Casey
Buffy Weissman

Student Volunteer Services

CC/SU Complex got you down?

Vote

To the Editor:

In an effort to increase communication, disseminate

information and provide for a greater awareness
among students in the UMass community about the

Campus Center, the Campus Center-Student Union
Board of Governors has undertaken various projects.

This letter concerns itself with the newly established

avenue by which the Board of Governors can be
heard by the student body. The information flow and
feedback that the Board receives is, at times, quite

limited. Thus, we are announcing the Question,

Suggestion and-or Grievance card. This little gem, an
outlet for all your frustrations, questions, etc. will be
available at the Student Union Lobby Counter and at

the Campus Assistance Center on the concourse. It

gives ample space for you to air your gripes, com-

ments and, most importantly, suggestions as to how
the Campus Center can better serve the students.
These forms will be answered if name and phone
number are left. Factual information, not rhetoric, will
be provided to the inquirer. Any and all areas of the
CC-SU Complex are open to questioning. Basically,
the student body is stuck with this building; the
problem now lies in reducing the fee, which we all

pay, and providing more services to everyone con-
cerned. If there is any part of this University that the
students have a definite right to question, it's the
Campus Center: no state funds are involved here.
That point cannot be emphasized enough; it's your
right to question. After all, it's your money.

Jeffrey M. Taggart, Chairperson
Services Committee

Weiss j
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Views on Ted
n*Hw°.

kS^ beer\read -
At leas< a dozen. I wanted to "know" Ted Ken

mSh ?
9°'n9 d0Wn for a Persona' interview with the Senator, and r

answpHn?! 2TVS

u

ke SOme dip don9 sma" bore
'
litt,e Questions, noanswer interviewer. All the questions had already been asked before. "Areyou unnmg for President in 76?" "What happened at Chappaquiddick?"

w^man?" ™ '" 76?"
"What W6re V°U doin9 that "ight "with that

fJ ?Z£l T"1
1° Q6t int° those kind of questions. There were two reasons

tor it. The first there were real doubts that he would answer them Two forsome reason there didn't seem to be any reai reason for him to answerthem Dammit I knew the guys record, in and out, up and down, inside
out. Knew his health care legislation, knew that he was working to break
off our commitment in South Vietnam totally; knew that he was working
to cut taxes. Damn, I wanted to cut away the fatty questions, the ones that
ne gets his junior aides to pump out.
Could a college interviewer break through with Senator Kennedy? By

tne time that I met him in his private audience near the Senate chambers
he seemed just beat. You can always tell where someone is at by his eyesTed Kennedy's were weary, folds of skin like a second round boxer were
closingtin. His moderate sideburns were capped by long strands of gray
hair When I first saw this my mind blurted out inside the fact that he was
probably the first of the Kennedy brothers to show gray.
Somewhere back home there is a tape cartridge that is filled with

mediocrity. NeitheMhe questions nor the answers given that day were
worth much. As he answered questions about his future plans the role of
the Democratic party, further elaborations on how he had 'beaten the
Pentagon on the issue of aid to South Vietnam. Every now and then he
would look up from his compulsive doodling and would flash that Kennedy
grin; wide and bright, it could light up a room. Yet for the most part there
was little new. I was a bit disgusted at how standard his answers were and
too awed by his presence to get aggressive while questioning. The time
factor was also a real problem. Constant phone calls. Senate roll call
votes, continually interrupted our interview. Twice, he excused himself for
a few moments, only to return. I was never quite sure that he would. There
was this fear that some lower aide would come in and say, "The Senator is
sorry, but he has big business to attend to and cannot return."

But he did return. As the interview ended I felt pretty low. My feelings
about Ted Kennedy were ambivalant. If he didn't want to be totally candid
why the hell was he so patronizing? If he didn't want to say anything why
did he grant the lousy interview? On the other hand I reached out and was
burning mad at myself, "you just didn't give him the right questions You
wasted the man's time."

So I left Washington with disgust that day. Angry and confused, I felt
that I had been had by a skillful pol and by my own inexperience. It would
never happen again.

Yet I read the papers these days and I realize that I really like Ted
Kennedy. Even though, parts of this country are trying to spread rumors,
ugly rumors about Ted Kennedy and that tragic night at Chappaquiddick!

You're driving fast, a bit of booze, and the night is late. Your car plunges
off the road, and the next thing you know water is flooding your car. What
the hell are you going to do? There probably are contradictions in the
Kennedy testimony. If the major ones have any substance, reopen the
lousy case. But the ugliness of the situation doesn't come from the in-
terview in the Boston Glove it comes from those who get off on talking
about the murky side. It comes from those who don't so much care if Mary
Jo Kopechne was killed, but rather are concerned with whether she and
the Senator were first involved in sin.

I don't know Senator Kennedy. Who knows that really happened that
night, five years ago Joe Gargon, his cousin? The various investiaators?
Who? a

Go for the facts, and if they show Ted Kennedy guilty of anything more
than panic, shock, or honest negligence (in trying to save Kopechne's life)

then go after him. Up to new however most of the publicity deals with his
sex life and his ambitions, ^orget the ugly rumors that the whisperers
spread. Unfounded. Unprovtn. Get to the truth, but don't make up your
truth.

I feel for Ted Kennedy. Despite his money and position he had had a
painful life. It makes me sick to see people rejoice at his downfall. Sick to
see them smirk. Sick to see then laugh. I don't know Ted Kennedy, but I

do know that he is a pretty damn good Senator. Unless people can prove
otherwise, I think that someday he'll make a damn good President. And if I

can ever help him get there, I'll do my best to try.

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist

STEP RIGHT UP FOLKS, AND SPIN THE WHEEL OF REPUBLICAN FATE!

Time for a Parliament
By ERIC FLEET

For the first time in our history we, the American
People, are faced with a form of government which
simply does not work. As a result of the Watergate
Inquisition the Presidency is no longer capable of
leading the American people and solving our national
problems. The Presidency has been stripped of its
powers, the express purpose of "Watergate", and is

only capable of frustrating Congress with the
devastating veto. President Ford has proposed anti-
inflationary measures which Congress chooses to
ignore. Congress has cut off aid to Turkey, causing
President Ford to veto the Defense bill. What we have
is a stalemate caused by the separation of powers. As
the American people are not required to make a
responsible choice at election time we have a
Congress of one party and a President of the other. As
long as this paradox is allowed to exist we will be at an
impasse, unable to try anything to save the country.

The solution to the paradox is to adopt the
Parliamentary form of government. Under this system
the people must choose one party, i.e. one ideology or
set of ideas. This government would be allowed to
exist as long as it had public support as in Canada and
England. As soon as public support is withdrawn, as
in the event of a scandal, a general election would be
held. This would make an appointed President im-
possible.

The Parliamentary system is the purest form of
representative democracy. The legislators are con-
stantly under public scrutiny as their tenure may be
terminated at any time. Scandals such as Watergate,
and pressing issues like Vietnam are not allowed to
fester for years until elections, but are voted on im-
mediately by the people, before the media can distort
the truth. Parliament, expressing the will of the
people, combines the executive and legislative
branches of government, thus avoiding the present
stalemate crisis.

Finally, a Parliamentary system would necessitate a
realignment of the political parties. Present allegiances

are based on ancient loyalties rather than philosophy.
Thus we have a McGo /em and a Stennis in one party
and a Goldwater and a Weicker in the other. Two
defined parties. Conservative and Liberal, would make
voting easier for Americans and allow for blame to be
established after the fact. Politicians would no longer
be allowed to hide behind their wishy-washy labels.

Some may say that our government worked
through the Watergate coup d'etat. What Chairman
Sam failed to do was put something in the place of
the Presidency..Now we have no workable govern-
ment at all and are helpless before inflation, unem-
ployment and recession. Only through a new system
can we solve these problems.

{

Eric Fleet is a Collegian Commentator.

Zamir Nestelbaum
}

Belloni sent meStrolling down the Champs Elysees of UMass, the
fashionable Fearing Street perusing through the blank
stares and concealed shock of would be rape victims
grimacing by, the loud hum of a suped up jet black
limosine roared up behind me. BBRRRhummmmmm.
Not having seen such props since my youthful Charlie
Chan days, I was somewhat taken aback. Thinking
vague thoughts of my "feets" and possible failure, I

could no further advance my fate when two huge
paws collared my neck.

"Come wid me mistah."

"Hey whats this all about. I'm on my way to enjoy a
hardeeburger or two, if you don't mind."

"I mine. Da boss wants yis. I dunno whad for, ya
puny mutt."

With this I was garreted into the idling vehicle
which immediately sped off. Two more hands jerked a
coarse blind to my eyes and harsh klout ensued onto
my skull.

"Here he is boss."

"Thank yis Alphonse, Carlo. Don't be frightened, I

yes I have. On a wanted poster in the
"Why yes.

post office."

"No dummy! You've seen my picture on countless
campaign posters over da years. This year I'm running
for the Highest Pig in the state - Attorney General!"
"Then why have you kidnapped me. Aren't you

supposed to prevent crime, not ca ise it?"

"Look kid, its been a long hard ro-id for me. I once
had an office. But da boys across t'.wn blocked my
chances for another one. Time and time again I was
frustrated. My boys and I finally wen* to the mat
tresses. Even though I've suffered ternbL losses for all

these years, we've finally got em cornered. And
tomorrow we're gonna finish em off. Vt'o Belloni is

finally gonna be Top Dog. People are gorna have ta'
show some respect. And if some gonna give a little

trouble, Luca Brasciola will take care of em."
"All of which doesn't explain why I'm here'"
"Aw that's simple. This is part of my door to door

campaign to meet the voters. I like to call it my "New
Politics." You see why should I have to do all that- • • ~~ "~~ ""7 OHV7WIU 1 nave iu uu cin inai

merely want some woids wid ya. Den yis can be on walkin' in all them greasy neighborhoods when my
vour way." boys can bring all the voters I need."
"Who are you, and what am I doing here?" "Have you had much success?"
"Relax, relax. My name is DcnVito Belloni. You've "Its been great so far. I haven't had a voter that

probably seen my picture before..." hasn't jumped up and down in his admiration tor me
Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist

ORi-Awt^o

and in his zeal to give me a vote, or even two if he can squeeze it And nil
this without any voluntary campaign finance disclosures

"

"Unnamed sources. You really don't wanna know kid; take it from m«
Listen kid, can I have your lousy vote."
"Do I have a choice, or is it one of those offers that I can't refuse?"

;S9VWA)NVttrVnW)P vou ,ike s'eepinfl>ft deed, horses kid?.",
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Bus service requests input to ride survey
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A survey concerning possible

changes in the evening-outreach

bus service, as well as weekend
scheduling, is being conducted
throughout this week.

The data gathered will be used by
the Student Senate Transit Service

in cooperation with the Commuter
Assembly, Student Senate, Grad
Senate, and Veterans Coalition to

determine rider response to such
changes and additions. What is

needed is information on who will

be interested in using extended late

night and weekend busses, and
when they would like them. It is

imperitive to prove that sufficient

need exists before any changes can
be made. (The changes do not

mean any exclusion of present

service.)

The form found on this page may

be filled out and deposited in the

designated boxes. The boxes will

be located in the following areas:

Commuter Lounge-Student Union

Basement (Beside games room);

Commuter Student Affairs-229

Whitmore; Parking Office-105

Hampshire House; CASIAC-E-22

Machmer Hall; Business Ad-

ministration Office-359 SBA
Engineering Office-201 Engineering
East; Food and Natural Resources-
110 Stockbridge.Campus Center-
Concourse Level, Campus
Assistance Center; Student Ac-
tivities- R.S.O. Office-416 Student
Union; Graduate Registrar's Office-
243 Graduate Research Center;
Student Union-by Collegian bins-
Parking Garage-by exit.

Dalkon shield deemed safe
Recently there has been much in

the press concerning the safety of
intrauterine devices, particularly the
Dalkon Shield. This has occurred
since the FDA and A.H. Robins
Company, maker of the Dalkon
Shield intrauterine device,
suspended sales in June pending
further research. This action
resulted after 7 deaths were
recorded from septic spontaneous
abortions during the 4th, 5th, and
6th months of pregnancy in women
who became pregnant with the
device in place and did not have the
device removed.

Recommendation was that while
the research was going on, there
was no reason to remove the
Dalkon Shield from women who
were wearing it successfully. It was
noted with emphasis, however, that
women who suspected a
pregnancy with the Dalkon Shield
or any other intrauterine device in

place should consult their clinic or
physician and get a pregnancy test.

OB-GYIM Advisory Committee
hearings were convened in August
by the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration. This Advisory
Committee noted the lUDs have
been shown to be a safe and
reliable means of contraception and
they compare favorably with oral

contraceptives.

What seems to be still debatable,
however, is whether the Dalkon
Shield form of the IUD presents a
greater risk than other types. Some
of the data reported in a study done
by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare's Center for

Disease Control noted a higher
incidence of complications of
pregnancy occurring in women
wearing the Shield than among
those using other devices.

On the other hand, some
physicians have been critical of this

study on the grounds that it relied

on self-reporting by physicians and
that the response rate was low,
about 50 per cent. A sub-
committee of the OB-GYN Ad-
visory Committee has subsequently
reported that it did not find any
increased hazard resulting from the
use of the Dalkon Shield. However,
the device has not yet been

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics

S2. 75 per page
Send for your up to date,

176 page, mail order catalog

of 5500 topics. Enclose

SI.00 to cover postage (12
days delivery time).

519GLENROCK AVE.

SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materia!"; <ve sold (or

research purposes only

returned to the market for new
insertions. Further discussions by
the full Committee are scheduled
for the end of this month.
The Contraception Clinic staff of

University Health Services advises
Dalkon Shield wearers of the
following recommendations. If a
woman is wearing the device
successfully (i.e. without significant

bleeding, spotting or cramping),
there is no indication at this time
that the Dalkon Shield be removed
since the problems found are those
associated with pregnancy with the
IUD in place. However, should a
woman suspect pregnancy, she is

urged to come to the Clinic and if

pregnancy is confirmed, the IUD
will be removed. Until data on
further research is available on the
Shield, the Clinic is inserting the
Copper 7 IUD and a limited number
of Lippes Loops for those women
desiring an IUD.

When making decisions about
contraception choice, a woman
should take into consideration the
risks of the intrauterine device
compared with other methods of
contraception and with pregnancy
itself. It is on these grounds that an
informed decision can then be
made. Estimates are that the
mortality rate for all lUDs is ap-
proximately 3 deaths per million
IUD wearers per year. There are
approximately 30 deaths per million
users per year with oral con-
traceptives and 200 deaths per
million live births per year
associated with pregnancy. Ob-
viously, there are other relative risks

to be considered.

If you have any questions, please
call the Health Services Health

Education Office (549-2671).
Contraception Educational
Sessions are offered every Monday
(3 p.m.), Tuesday (7 p.m.),
Wednesday (7 p.m.), and Thursday
(3 p.m.) in the Health Center
Conference Room.

THE DIAL TONE
Discotheque

Mon., Tues., Wed. Nites are

BEER NITES 25'

plus specials on pitchers, bottles and all drinks (beginning
Nov. 6)

Wt fkf whit fOM wmt §9 AW
•

Old, New, Rock, Soul

7 Nites a Week
8:30-1:00

Rte. 5, NORTH HATFIELD
DANCE FLOOR GAME ROOM

U.MASS.

HOLY CROSS
Saturday, November 9

TOUR LEAVES UNIV. OF MASS 11:30 AM
Leaves Amherst Center li:35 AM
Leaves Smith College Il:l0 AM
Leaves Mt. Holyoke College 10:50 AM
The Holy Cross Crusaders entertain the U Mass Minutemen today at
Fitton Field. Worcester This tour includes game admission and round-
trip transportation from the colleges direct to the field , in plenty of time
for the kickoff The Holy Cross game is always a highlight of the
Minutemen s pigskin season. fyOO

Peter
EscortedTours
AMHERST

Plck-Up Point

University of Mass
Campus Center Circle

Booking Office

University of Mass
Campus Center Hotel
Tel 545-2006

POLITICAI ADVFRTISEMENT

INTEGRITY. HARD WORK,

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

CAPABILITY

JIM
COLLINS
DEMOCRAT
State Representative

AMHERST

NOVEMBER 5, 1974

Paid for by "Cifiiens for Collins", Jon Hife, 341 Pierponf , Amherst

S NOW OPEN J
DINO'S
RESTAURANT

Main St.

Sunderland (next to town hall)

COCKTAILS
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ITALIAN FOOD
11:30-1 a.m.
Orders To Go
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Stockbridge throws costume party

<****************w***********

By BOB PAQUETTE
Staff Reporter

On any night besides October 31, the groups of
people forming about campus might not get a second
look. But on Halloween night, the menagerie of
costumed faces got second looks, a smile, and in

some cases, fits of laughter.

Stockbridge College held its annual Halloween
party in room 1009 of the Campus Center Thursday
night, with about 250 people in attendance.

There were Monks, Mexican bandits and Mickey

Mouse; pumpkins, pirates and Playboy bunnies;
Scarecrows, sailors and even "Super Stockie"

Liquid entertanment was furnished by kegs of beer,
a punch and bar, while musical entertainment was
furnished by Grampaw, probably one of the better
bands in the area, despite the fact that they were
almost an hour late in showing up.

Everyone at the party enjoyed themselves, and this
reporter hopes that they aren't suffering too much for
it as a result.

SUPERMARKETS
i 1

Chock Full-O-
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89*
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I

Here are Some More Reasons Why Shopping at Finast Saves
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Ms. Zo Green of 38 Chatham West in Brockton has
found a logical alternative to any future gasoline
shortage.

Gym majors

form club
All majors in the Department of

Professional Preparation in Physical

Education and Dance are invited to

meet on Wednesday evening,
November 6, at 7:00 P.M. in Room
153 of the North Physical
Education Building. Several
majors have expressed a desire to
coordinate a student organization
or club.

The development of a Physical
Education Major's Club would
provide a representative group who
could establish communication
with the Department Committees;
elect student membership to serve
on the Student Committee of the
State Association; plan special
programs requested by their peers;
assist in bringing guest speakers to
campus; and provide a much
needed dimension of student
leadership.

Students with questions, should
contact Arlan Barber at 545-2323.

Max Roach Appearing Tues., Nov. 5

Sundance appearing Wed., Nov. 6

at

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 )m Serving

Food and Liquor
from 11 a.m.
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MOUJARO
Jo«mon$

DEEP SEA

Clams, Flounder,

Clam Finger

Sports

hotline

5-3500

TQ (Fish Fry
** May Be

Substituted)

Hillel offers small

Hebrew singing group

SKI CNAM0NIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545-2801

CHILDREN'S PLATE
Fish, Clips and

Cole Slaw $1.39

seconds on the
house!

ROSE, RED .r WHITE

WINE*
Half Carafe $1.65 '. *

By the Glass .55

*Nd Part of

"Seconds" Special.

Available Only Where Lawful

Do you enjoy singing in an in-

formal group, perhaps with some
performances? If you would like to

be part of a small mixed group of
voices, whether or not you have
had experience, come to Hillel,

SU302, on Tues. November 5 at

9:00 p.m. in SU 302. They are in-

terested primarily in singing
Hebrew music, folk, religious and
liturgical. They will rehearse at least

once a week; at Friday night ser-

vices and other community func-
tions.

a

Tues., Nov. 5
8 p.m.

fourth
annual
madnigal dinner

DECEMBER 5, 6, 7, 8 and DECEMBER 12, 13. 14, 15

presented by
university of Massachusetts madnigal singeus

and
unwensity of massachusetts campus centen

Reminiscent of a 16th Century Knglish Feast, the Yorkshire pudding
roast beef and plum pudding compliment the authentic recreation of
Renaissance madrigal singing, jesters and jugglers, the March of the
Comestibles and the sparkling wassail bowl comprise this delightful
once a year evening.

FOR RESERVATIONS
Call: 545-0418

Or Write:

Campus Center Food Service
Room 822. Campus Center

University of Mass. Amherst. Mass. 01002

$7.95 per person
10°o discount for groups of 20 or more

Uon't Miss the Most Mind Bo$2lin$ Experience of 9 lifetime

Bowker Aud.—8 p.m.—Admission $1.50

Sponsored By Campus Crusade For Christ

Liberate political prisoners
By BLACK NEWS SERVICE

Is it the millions of people in

Vietnam who are fighting against

the repressive Thieu regime and the
millions of people in this country
and throughout the world who
marched and struggle and even
died for the rights of the In-

dochinese people? Is it the millions

of us who protested, marched and
demonstrated during the civil rights

era of revolutionary consciousness
of the sixties and seventies?

News analysis

I N8
Is it the millions of migrant

workers who are slaving in the hot

sun whose rights are constantly

being denied, and whose rights are

conspired against by big growers
and unscrupulous unions bosses

and the police? Is it the Indian

people whose land has been taken

and treaty rights broken year after

year and acts of genocide con-

tinually perpetrated against them?
Is it the fathers, mothers, sisters,

and brothers of the millions of

Black, Chicano, Asian, Puerto
Rican, Indian, and other working

class people whose rights as human
beings have never been recognized
in this country? Is it the thousands
of people who find themselves in

prisons, asylums and neofascist

dungeons? Is it the people who are
told they are being rehabilitated

because they have committed
crimes against the oligarchy?

Is it the daughters and sons of
the people in Harlem, Bedford
Stuyvesant, Watts, Roxbury,
Chinatown, reservations, barrios,
and other ghettos in this society
who are faced with hard drugs and
police terror and chronic unem-
ployment? Is it the many different

organizations, individuals,
revolutionary collectives, political

prisoners, movements, and
basically peace loving people that

have supported others with
posters, pamphlets, leaflets and
various kinds of materials?

Who is this United States
government that is against us? Is

this the same government that

killed Patrice Lumumba, Malcolm
X, George Jackson, Salvador
Allende, Amilcar Cabral, Martin
Luther King, the people of

Wounded Knee and My Lai?

Is this the same government that

is against the Leavenworth
Brothers, the Barrigan Brothers,

Angela Davis, Lelita Levron, Carlos
Rlincians, the Gainsville 8, the New

York 21, Dennis Banks, Russell

Means, Ruchell Magee, Martin
Sostre, David Rice, Ed Poindexter,
George Merritt, Gail Madden, the
Houston 12, Lee Otis Johnson,
Chuck Armsbury, Grey Lui-Kwan
and Ray Euglin.

Is this the same government that

imprisoned the 200,000 political

prisoners in Vietnam, the
Palestinian people, the Chilean
people, the brothers and sisters in

South Africa, and the 50,000
Americans who refused to par-

ticipate in the Pentagon's im-

perialist war against the people of

Southeast Asia.

Now, the increasing depression
of workers, unemployed, and
others in this society along with the
continual failure of the economic
stability of the capitalist system has
triggered a massive rejection on the
part of the people to the way
"business as usual" is handled by
the ruling class and their sup-
porters.

The people of the United States
stated in a recent survey taken by
the U.S. News & World Report,
described Americans as having a

"far-reaching feeling of frustration

and discontent, skepticism about
the government and fears for the
future." This is certainly the time to

FREE ALL POLITICAL
PRISONERS!

Black film festival

Donald Bogle to speak
By BLACK NEWS SERVICE

Donald Bogle will be the last speaker in the Black Film Festival Series,

tonight, at 8:00 p.m. in Thompson 106.

Mr. Bogle, a graduate of Lincoln University, was a former story editor for

film director Otto Preminger. He also worked as an assistant editor and
staff writer for Ebony Magazine at the home office in Chicago. His book on
black films, 'Toms, Coons. Mulattoes, Mammies, and Bucks, which traces
black film histoi / from 1903 to the present was first published in hardback
by Viking Press last year and just this summer was released in a paperback
edition by Bantam Books.

His articles have appeared in such publications as Ebony, Saturday
Review, University Review, and Trends, and he has spoken about black
film history on a number of television programs throughout the country
including The Today Show, Tomorrow, Kup"s Show, Panorama (in D.C.),
Black News, et al.

This program is being sponsored by the Afro-Am Society and
Harambee. The admission is free and the public is invited. Mr. Bogle will do
a slide and lecture presentation.

Use this channel
By BLACK NEWS SERVICE

DID YOU KNOW:
That Black people living in America compose a Nation within a

Nation whose approximate population is roughly 40 million, the

second most numerous aggregation of Blacks within the confines

of a Nation on the surface of the Planet Earth, second to Nigeria with

its population of approximately 61 million.

Only two of Africa's 52 Nations are more populous than Blacks
living in America: Nigeria and Egypt.

Of the 36 Nations of both North and South America only three are

bigger than the Black Nation in America: White U.S.A.
(184,000,000). Brazil (91.000,000). and Mexico (45,000,000).
Join up — Become a part of a positive and dedicated news team!

Recruitment meeting will be held at New Africa House, Rm. 114,
tonight at 7:00 p.m. All persons interested in media and com-
munication should be there!

Hallow's ffly£$ eve

at UMass

Photos by Greg Franceschi

Design by Dick Leonard
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WFCR program calendar
These are the WFCR program highlights for Monday, November 4.
12:30 Calendar A round up of cultural events in the area.
12:45 Japanese Press Review
2:00 - Pedal Point -
2:00 Prdkofieff: Peter and the Wolf
2:50 Mozart: Church Sonatas No. 1 2 and 3.

3:25 Narvaez: Variations on a Spanish Folk Tune
5:00 All Things Considered A unique news magazine
6:30 — BBC Science Magazine
8:30 - Concert Of The Week - Recorded during the Helsinki Festival in

1973 and featuring Wagner's "Five Songs to Poems by Mathilde
Wesendonck.

11:30 - Music For Night People

Dracula to stalk S.U.B.
"We have no doubt that there really was a Dracula," claims Radu

Florescu who is speaking in the Student Union Ballroom November 5 at
8:00, as part of the Distinguished Visitors Program.
The Romanian born scholar is co-author of a book about the fiendish

count entitled, In Search of Dracula.
Professor Florescu and his associate Raymond McNally have explored

Dracula'sTransylvanian castle and have done exhaustive research into the
area folk lore.

Dracula, also nicknamed, "Vlad the Impaler," was a 15th century
Romanian prince with a reputation as a master of cruelty. "Dracula refined
torture to almost an art form," says McNally. "Once he made a virtual
forest out of 20,000 impaled Turks."
The lecture will feature a film showing scenes from horror movies and

from Transylvania. A coffee hour will follow in the Colonial Lounge.

WFCR airs

election

coverage
This year on election night,

National Public Radio will focus its

attention to the political races
which are usually ignored by the
national media, according to WFCR
spokesmen. "The best seats in the
house" will provide comprehensive
coverage of the elections in the
House of Representatives, a body
which bears responsibilities, and
wields influence equal to the
Senate.

Congressional correspondent,
Linda Wertheimer, will host
comprehensive coverage of the
house elections, on WFCR Tuesday
night, concentrating on the 140
most hotly contested races. These
have been picked out of the 435 up
for election because they are the
ones most open to possible change.

TCi*ema
AMITY ST. 253 5426

A VITAL. WONDERFUL AND

SHARPLY ORIGINAL MOVIE It is

exuberant, tempestuous, hilarious

and powerful."
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Television Tonight
5:00 THE RAYMOND BURR SHOW
"Five Days In The Death Of Sergeant
Brown." (3)

THE REAL MCCOYS "You Can't
Cheat An Honest Man." (18)
THE BIG VALLEY "Haunted Gun."
(22)

5:30 GREEN ACRES "Lisa's Jam
Session." (18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)

HOGAN'S HEROES "Happiness Is A
Warm Sergeant." (30)

6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH "In-
terlude." (18)

BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)
NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)
BONANZA "The Last Haircut." (40)
6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)
ERICA (24)

MOVIE "Dillinger." (27)

6:30 ZOOM/ (57)

6:45 HUMAN GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT (24)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)
7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITF (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

I HE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
"October Eve." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30)
TO TELL THE TRUTH (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE SCIENCE AND ART OF
FOOTBALL (57)

7:30 NEW PRICE IS MIGHT (3)

POLICE SURGEON (8)

THE WILBURN BROTHERS (18)
THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter
Marshall, host (22) (30)

ANTIQUES (24)

POLKA With Frank Knight and Ray
Henry from Windsor (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING

EDITION (57)

8:00 AFTER DINNER SHOWCASE
"The World at War: On Our Way
December 1941 - August 1942." (3)
THE ROOKIES "Johnny Lost His
Gun." (8) (40)

PASTOR'S PERSPECTIVE (18)
BORN FREE (221 (30)

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
"Inheritance." (24) (57)
9:00 MAUDE (3)

NFL MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
GAME (8) (40)

THE OTHER SIX DAYS (18)
MOVIE "The Greatest Gift." (22) (30)
SPECIAL OF THE WEEK "Ormandy
International." (24) (57)
THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)
9:30 RHODA (3)

PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO "The Girl From Italy." (27)
10:00 MEDICAL CENTER The Bribe."
(3)

JIMMY SWAGGART SHOW (18)
WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK
(24) (57)

10:30 CONNECTICUT REPORT (18)
PORTUGUESE AROUND US (27)
BEHIND THE LINES (57)
11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)
NEWS' WEATHER* SPORTS (18)
(22) (27) (30)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING NEWS
(57)

11:30 MOVIE "When Michael Calls."
(3)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)
CHARLIE CHAPLIN "Work" (27)
11:45 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)
12:00 ACTION NEWS (8)

12:15 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 1974
HIGHLIGHTS (40)

12:30 DON KIRSHNER'S ROCK
CONCERT (8)

1:00 TOMORROW (22) (30)
7:05 NEWS' WEATHER (3)
1:15 NEWS (40)

1:30 NEWS (30)

2:00 NEWS (22) (30)

Police busy as thief hits UMass
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter
Two robberies and two arrests

occurred on the UMass campus last

Thursday, according to Captain
Robert Joyce, of the UMass
Department of Safety, who
released the information Friday.

A sum of $539.00 was stolen
from the Campus Center lobby, by
a suspect described as a black
male, Thursday at approximately

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -

Blazing Saddles - 7 15 9 00
AMHERST CINEMA -
Love ft Anarchy - 7:00-9:00

CALVIN -
2001: A Space Odyssey - 6:45-

9:20

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
1. Little Big Man - 7.00

A Man Called Horse - 9:15
2. Flesh Gordon - 7:00-8:30
3. Death Wish - 7:00-8 45

MT. FARMS 4 -
1. Sleeper - 5:30-9:00

Everything About Sex -
7:15

2. Destructors — 5:00-7:00-9:00
3. 2001: A Space Odyssey - 5:00

8:00

4. Godspell: 5:00-8:45
Good Times - 7:00

SHOWCASE -
Bears 6 I - From 1:30
Airport 1975 - 730 9 40
Gambler - 7:30-9:40
Longest Yard - 730 945
Mixed Company — 730 9 30
Flesh Gordon - 200 730 920

11:32 p.m. said Joyce.
The suspect escaped on foot and

was believed to be carrying a 22 or
32 caliber gun. There were no
injuries, Joyce said.

The suspect is also believed to be
responsible for three other rob-
beries occurring the same night, in
the vicinity of Northampton and
Hadley, Joyce said.

The case is currently under in-
vestigation by the UMass Police.
A UMass student was arrested

for non-payment of parking fees
Thursday, said Joyce.

William A. Santos of Amherst

was issued a warrant by the
Hamshire District Court. His case
was heard in court Friday.

According to Joyce, Santos will

either have to pay the fines or
"work it off in jail". The UMass
Police do not yet know the final

outcome of the case.

Also on Thursday, a former
UMass student was involved in a
motor vehicle theft, said Joyce.

Frank E. Maubry of Brighton,
Mass was arrested by the State
Police for stealing a Domino's Pizza
Truck.

• • • •

! ACADEMY
i OpMUSIC
* I NORTHAMPTON

• • •

ATTHE GATES
OF SMITH COLLEGE

Only Area Showing
Knds Tuesday!!

7:15&9:00

• • •
NORTHAMPTON MASS 584-8435

Mel Brooks'

from the people who gave you "The Jazz Singer"

rSR Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

ttw CeUoeian Office between
* 36 a m and J.4S p.m Monday
Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days"—* the day your ad it to
_jr.

TIM ratos »n:
Daily 30 por lino*
Woohly - I.2S por line*
Monthly - •M por lino*

'Two llnoa on form
.ppronlmoto ono lino.

FOR SALE

MDC ClmiHedi

FOR SALE

Uaad guitars bouoht and (old.
Tho Guitar Workshop. Amherst
Corrioso Shopa I4t 17»

Collapa Calculators introduce*
the new Melcor 536 All Trip func
tione. memory. e>p. not. end now
no more intermedlete celculetiont.
Now you con use perenthesls. Only
»1M K Also introducinp the SB 50
et S142.SS. Coma end see the two
machines. Watch for my postsrs
riant wooh. Coll Bob Crowoll at 54*
1316 Toll ma what you noad*

10 sod. Coreo bike. Boot offer.
64(0636

1 pr. Northland Cobra wood shlls.
S ft 1 In. with Northland bindings. 1

pr. Koflach buck la booto. slto 10
man's. 1 pr. poloa. good shopa. All
»46 Will split. Call John 247-04M
aftar 6

Hiking boots, md. wt.. womon'o -

7M - LL Boons worth 4 tlmoa. *2S
2S3S72S.

Coots: Midi suodo coat midl
dungarao coat: rabbit fur Jacket
end new blue leether iecket. Cell
Mergio 64S-7S4S

Garrard Zaro 100 turntabla. Bast
offor. Call S4SS4B4. Ask for Pata

Fiat 860 Spydar porta and soms
Chovy parts. Call 544 6376

Two 1SCX16 studdod Piralli radial
snow tiros. Croat shopa 1120 now.
660 666 4183

Frya Boots: Man's S 6 ons-haff.
light brown. «36 Call Dab 646 6241
on waakonds.

Starao 8 trac tapas. 12 SO - 100
parcant raplaca or 6 back
guarantee - over 1000 topes
available at Hsdlsy Amoco. Rt 9.
scross from Hsrdees

Snow tires, studded wwhsels.
600X12. Austin Amsrics. $35
complete 266 6098

Benio for sole Vege S str w cess.
Esc. cond. Vslue 617S. sell for 1100
or 8 Coll Miks 524 43 or 402
Crebtree.

Skies for sole 206 Fisher GT 546Ml
Penosonic AM-FM stereo. E«

cedent Was 1149 SscrlfIce 470 648

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
66 Triumph Bonneville Rebuilt

•ngine Must sell Cell 648 3831

Vetps CIAO Motorbiks Almost
now Cost $380. asking $290 Gets
168 mpg 2S6 0359

WANTED

Strstocostar. ei cond.
action 586 2839 eve.

Superb

1973 Hondo 360. 3.000 mil Perfect
cond Call 549 f"

VW stud snow tiros. 13" with
rims, sue cond.. $25 pr 253 3842

2 Sony raal to root taps rocordors
for $100 aach. Call anytime. 546
9538.

More steroo bargeins: MV 160
factory recorded Streck tapas for
solo. $2 oo.. $1 ao. in lots of 10.
Double tapas included Zopplin.
Moody's. Vos. Elp. Beatles much
mora. Tolas 8 track recorder 2
months old. List $160 Ssll $66 Coll
Tom. bost luck in morning 665
4320. hurry 1

Phillips 10 speed mon's bike. axe.
cond. Women's sirs 7 ski boots
buckles, exc cond . 549 1390 after
5.

For Shoklees nstursl vitemins.
cosmstics snd basic H Call Carol
549 1737

AUTO FOR SALE

SS Chevy Impale 6400 Call 684
7*12

65 Ply . $260 Greet cor. Cheap! 263
7241

67 Caprice good engine Cell
3236246

72 QMC Rally Six Van. VB. std
PS., p b 27.000 mi $2800 584 7961

.,
?
^v
MGBGT •"• « 'or betteries

52 000 or best offsr 263
!

FOR RENT

Furnished rooms. 20 min Irom
Cempus Utilities, linsns. phone,
lull kitchen included For serious
students, msle or female 387 2439

6 bodrooom apartment available
in Northampton, fair shopa. $160
par month Sklbiski Raaltora. 5*4
3428

Country house in Wendell Nice
folk Pets welcome Large stone
fireplece. Cell Lee end keep trying.
617^644-7487

Furnished 3 end one helf rooms,
verd. porch, neer town. $186 plua
utll. Oev 648-1106. even 266-8023

Leverett. 7 mi's from UMass to
shore 3 rm 680 per mo. Serious
students only Cell 64*0403 efter 6
p.m

Lerge Room in ettrective
Florence opt.. $63 plus share
utilities 684 6144

10 rm house in Orenge. needs 2.
modern kitchen, bath. $76 mo no
pats 617 544 6303

Furn apts. one and one- helf.
two. and two and one half rms
Modern, air cond . pool, parking.
TV. naer shopping, utilities Inc
laese to June 1975 Amherat Motel.
Opp Zeyre

Roommate wanted to shore old
Riverside country hss in Conway
20 min away Beautiful
site 369 8361 4026

for ereatt Use of
fscwtiea 26*0*17 Cheap.

Psrson wsntsd to shore s room
in Bslchortown Center $46 26 plus
Csll Peter sfter five.

Couple recently merried seek
opt in area in $160 to $106 rongo
Will considor room with kitchen
priv Bill 646-2304

M wants own rm in opt or houss
within walking distance to
Belchertown State Sch Allergic to
pots 546-7166

female boos player or oxp's
guitsrist willing to toko up boss for
working woman's band Call M F
10 4. Clairo 264-2*76

COUCH WANTED. decani
condition, will pay $ Call Howla at
666 3681 or 546 0194

VW Faatbacb or station wa«on
Body 67 or older Call Chris 263

COORS b Agatha CstreMB*
wonted - 646-3827

GOALIES to skate Thurs 10~
It

P-"0«"n equipment Call 5 0066 or

Marriod couplos without
previous business experience but
willing to work snd loom together
Ploassnt. profitable work. ContactAMWAV DISTRIBUTOR, phono
283 6824 for interview.

2 tickets to the Elton John
Concert. Nov 20 in Boston Any
info please call Vicki. 546 5945

Bob still wsnts to buy your oiling
OR OECREPID CAR' Any make,
modal or veer Unloed
headache for $$$$ 253 7241

PERSONALS
Sincere gentle wm 30 sks wrm

sens pretty no smoke WF to shore
good life CI mue rellg neture.
friends no sex sd Id luv 2 Mt U
Bos 353

Terrl - Sure you don't went to
be in the index/ 100 percent
reverse?

Happy 21st King 1 I'm happy to ba
loving you Queen

Wanna Score? The Subwey
(McNemere Besement. Sylvan) is
sponsoring a Homecoming
Specisl. Bring your ticket stub into
ths Subwsv Ssturdev for s Roeet
Bsef grinder for only 8* c Ireg
$1 101 If you cent buy it for loos,
than wa won't sail it (Right Ruby
snd Choo Choo'l

MFR - Yours the pumpkin of
my pie Catch you at tha next
sunset Your Spacaridor

J B - To tha bost in tho world.
Happy 1st It was groat and always
will bs Lova you J L.

Cass - Happy 6th I lovo you
madly Lot's go for 6 Luv Va. Stick

Bonov. Jonov snd Susan Jay -
Hopa you havo a fabuloua. fun.
supar. wild, groat, terrific snd
snioveble B dev Ths 20 yr old
cow

Lor
Pern

Bonsy
Finio

Hsppy 4th Love you mors

Hsppy Birthdsy -

SERVICES

Term peporal Canada's lergest
service For catalogue send 62 to
ESSAV SERVICE. 67 Spedlne Ave
No 208. Toronto. Ontario. Conade
Csmpus frenchieee evelleble
Pleeee write

Pessports - Feet service Lens s

Photo Hours 14 Tel 763 3146

Oldtlms 6 string Banjo lessons
Reasonable Cell 2*4 Ml* Berry
Cooper

Speedy Xeroxing Rapid
raproductlon Amherst Cerrksge
Shops. 233 N Pleasant St. M F »
* Sat • 7. Sun 11 7 64* 0*8*
Seme day service.

HI Fl Audio repair 2 day service
work guaranteed At Tech Mi fl
Cell 648 2*10

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob
will still fix it right No ,ob too
smell, foreign or domestic No bio
ovorheed 263 7241

•roteesionsl guitar repair* fey
gutter meker Mlcheel Millard.
Mon. Wed. Fri ot The flutter
Workshop. Amherst Corrioso
Shops 648.172*. Free ee time tee

Future CPA's - Loom how to
prepere for the CPA esom Becker
CPA Review Course Cell Collect
Boston 617 636 1440

Posepon Photos -
service Cell Joe st 648-i

24 hour
8* nighte.

your

country

Partner needed for N Leverett
Houss beeutiful spot. No pets
Csll 367 9946

WANTED TO RENT
Would like to rent Tepee for 1

mo Gordon Helmsn. Box 604.

Hsmpshirs College

1968 MGB. AM FM steroo.
Absrth. good condition. Give e cell
snytime 323 6213

Cherrywood Hutch, now. $400
266 8833

Octegon H20 bod. furred freme
snd sll sccsssories. near now $300
256 8833.

Msstsrwork tunor - naads to bs
rsstrung Msko an offor Bill. 546

2304

For Sola - Humanic comps
Usod 10 tlmas $66 now. asking $30

Jack 5846817

STEREO SYSTEM Concord with
Garrard complata with AM FM
MPX. AFC tapa. Montr signal

motor. 2 way spkrs. phonos, wslnut
cobs Mint cond Raasonsble 584

6106

Kelso Eorthshoes. sits 6 snd one
helf Paid $36 for them Will sell for

$26 2 months old 546 8287 Ask for

Debbie

Sony TC 366 Reel to reel Tape
Deck. $166 Cell 6 6167 or see et 002

Pierpont

Records of all kinds at

rsasonoblo prices Con ususlly get

sny LP within s week The New
Record Shop. 1*7 N Ploesant St .

A iherst 253 5394

Sanyo 2 cu ft Rafrig Claan and
groat cond $60 or bast offor Call

6663223.

10 sposd Mrrcisr 300. 23 in . Rev
531. buttsd frame 253 5102 Ask lor

John

3 spood girls bicycle Columbie.
good condition $60 or best offer ««i

Call Yael 266 6781 «/

Piccolo Gemelnhert in ex

cedent condition Cell 646 4077. 6-7.

M F

1 leether Ber 7 x2S . hes 2
speskers. turnteble Call 766 6995.
must be seen'

66 Pontiec. 3 spd
. smsll six nsw

clutch, fuel pump $350 546 6822 oncsmpus

19** Peugeot station wagon
runs well, good tiros $500 549 0406
Eorly morning or Iste evening.

1960 TR3 TR4 engine Good
shape, meny atres. but nssds
rsdiator $500 665 4183

62 VW. axe except for muffler
$200 firm Call 546 7467 Rebuilt 67
engine

66 Volvo 122S auto . 86.000 ml
Soma rust, good condition $660 or
best offsr 6 9604

67 Cony Mustang 390 GT. great
shape Must ssll Chip * 632*

1971 Toyots Corons. 46.000 milss
$1200 or best offer See st 1*6
Colonist Village evenings. 5 7 p m

1*71 Toyots. 30 mpg. like new
675 2953

66 Den g-ood cond 18 20 mpg
Hss stkr slsnt 6 auto $260 253

71 VW Campsr. perfect con
dition Call after 4 1 66* 3614

•0 TR 3 rebuilt snglns. needs
soms work sxtre ports $800 546

Chsv Eng gd $800

TO SUBLET
2 bd Townehouss. 1 snd one

hall bsths. ww dishwsshsr.
disposal air conditioned, etc Rent
b Sec dep Negotiable Avsil Nov
1 Elliss 549 1064

ROOM WANTED
CABINET MAKER. ?8 aeeha

ipace for working and living alone
or thared Kida. doga. country and
20X20 heated space preferred Call

HELP WANTED
S 10 students. 4 hrs per wk

Tues snd Thurs 10 12. Oct thru

Dsc IS $2 00 per hr Eosv work on
csmpus Don Wright 6-3480. Leave
nsms snd number

Cempus Reprosentetive wonted
psrttims Cell 312 337 2704 or w-ne
Suite 1602 13*0 N Sendburg.
Chicsgo. Illinois 60610

Assistsnt to GA President
Duties administrative decision
making snd gsnsrel resource
persoi. Applications availsble in
Rm 420 Student Union 545 0341
Salary $20 par wsek

ROOMMATE WANTED
Share houss. 3 6 mi to cempus

Own room $81 25 with utilitiss
586 4189 eves

Couple wsntsd to shsrs 1st fl of
Ige No Hsmp houss with ssms
Rsss rem psts OK Csll Howie
or Cor 584 1518

Two males ssek 3rd to shore 3 br
apt $115 256 8098

Roommate wsntsd to shsrs
lovely furnished has in Conwsv
20 mm from Amherst Csll Judith
369 4024 369 6361 Wash dry

Dssign Msior assking other
Design msiorslsi. M or F. to llvo
with off cempus nsat semeeter
Csll Stsw 6 6627

RIDE WANTED
To Boston lEiton John concertl.

Nov 70 Call Shelley 6 8419

Ride offered doily Spfld to
Amherst Csll Bstsev 549 0206

ToPhiltyfor2 Nov 8 Diene 546
9240

Florida share
Carol 549 3927 try

12 IS plus

Tag and Baks Sale. Monteeeorl
School 740 Msin St . Sat . Oct. 2*.
10 4 Rain or Shine

Trish. TK Humpty. Arm. Ksren
b Ellen Welcome to the Zoo
You re in for the time of your life.

Smiles

The person who took the green
conves tennis bell beg from tho
Bovden Courts 10-4. please return
t to Cosch Kosekowskl. Rm 220
Byd

LMC - On your 21st Luv. i

rssliis now met o matter what,
we II elwevs os togsthsr Hero's to
e hsppy life' Your Big Ginio

$200 REWARO for information
ragarding tha whoraabouts of
Wsvns A Tifteny former U M
theeter student Lsst known ad
dross Northsmpton Csll collect or
writo Kent Barclay 66 Berdln St.*
Henovor -Ms Phone 617 82* 283*

Short legs we hops you hsve a
dscsnt birthday'

Phlegm hes ths snur Hsppy
Gruntowssn

Stnngbesn happy birthday to
ths guv James Tsylor sounds liks
vVeerer Linds. Deb Lynns Linds
Rob Dsve Judy Lsrry Michasl
Judy Bob Fred Scott Red Joy
Elvasa Mike Robin Marshs
Lauren'

Shar O Shar happy 19th a few
days late' Guess who?

Fo
ft i-

4223

>r 7 bedr Puffton Apt Own rm
ath $110 per mo Andy 546

I

Van. 16*6
B O 6 6620

1965 Chew Wagon, runs liks a
topi Rebuilt Irons snows end xtra
tires 256 8688

I 1966 Chevrolet 6 cyl sutomstic
grsst buy. economicsl to run $295
/Bob 253 7241

16*2 Chev * cyl
1150 753 7241

economical

Super Cougar 16*7. air cond
new muffler, stsndsrd. 3 spd
smsll 8 $660 763 7241

Seeking femele to shsrs houss in
Pslham $125 Call 756 8868 Mary

1 or 7 people to shsre opt In
B town Csll 323 4883 evenings to
11 30

To shots 7 bod houss 5 mi from
UMass $95 util incl Must see 263
78*7

Msls grsd to shsrs house Lovrt
54* 1768

F to shsrs 2 badrm opt on bus
line in Sunderland $100 inc utll
Call 546 6166

Quist studious grod wanted 66*
Leverett own room 64*3*27
Keep trying nice!

TRAVEL
Garber Travel offering great

travel progrsms during wintsr
spring brssk For more info coll
Rich et 25* 6090

THE GREAT GETAWAY comping
snd scubs diving in beeutiful St
John Virgin Islsnds. Jen • to Jsr
16 AH equip and lodging provided
No acube diving axp noc 1 college
credit in P E Only $37* More for
your dollar thin any othor vacation
can offor A troval oxparlonce you
won t went to miss For further
info cell Tom Seeb 546 9168

Charter flights to Europe and
California Coll Campus Trsvol 646
0500

Low prico trips to Maxlco
Florida Csribbsan Call Campus
Travel 545 0600

eSs? ,° EST ,or ,0 Percent
LESS Chanel No 5 normally
$35 now $9 96 Christian Dior
perfume normally $37 60 now
»9 95 Plsn AHEAD' Buy now
for Christmssl Frso on
campus delivery Cell 6 8303
Hurryi Supply limited

Automotive repoir specialising
in SAAB and othor foreign cars
Call Guv 7666110

Campus Clubs and
Orgenixetlons, Do you ssejsrt u>
Dublfeh high quality newsletter
pomphlet. mepotino ot booklet???
Let the Meeasgs Company help
vou writo. layout design and print
•til Reasonable fees. Contact Jerry
st 263 IBM for Information

Vr old white male cat Rt * k*
Belchenowo (towards Ouabain!
Soot on hood. 1 different color
eyee Any Info appreciated 323-
4**1

Glosses snd ceee Meitenlno
Optical Rawsrd 6 6742

ENTERTAINMENT
Gat your party rocklnl Call Stave

Rich and Chary! at 6 6*16 or 6 862*
for DJ s with stylo Supor chase

Don i lot tho bonds roll you for
vor money Let Bob the D J rock
you for much lass For non stop
boogie cell Bob the J Best time
to csll M T W 4 pm to 7 pm I

will dot be svsil 636 6076

Goldis Hawn in Butterflies Are
Free Fridev 7 38 end 10 CCA

Tha Mara Brothers In Monkey
Business

. Nov 7 6 30. 6. 6 30
Mshsr 7* conts

Joan Happy Birthday to a
grsst roommeie Sue

Mops Hsppy 21st! Much love
K C end D

Todd The eerly bird gats tho
worm Happy Birthdsy B ft M

All residents of tho Stato ofMsma who would liks to voto
sbssmas bsilot m tho Nov 6
election, call Linda today at * I

CALCULATORS

Calculator Solo - Collage
Ceiculetore offers lowest prices
anywhere AN models svslleblel
Toaos Inst.. Hawaii Packard
Unicorn AH mochfnoa now end
guer with 2 month replacement
warranty Before ygsj buy a
calculator coH mo I can boot eny
price anywhere look for my
poetera eround cempus for detelis
Than call Bob Crowed et 648-1316

ERSONALS
Janet Vou con alwava counton us to scrsw things up Sigmslovo Jovns snd Joanna

In casa I forgot whan I see vou I
Happy Birthday Jane Felrenil Love
Loreita

Ksrsn Happy tlih BirthdayYou re a bergaln of a roommate

A happy snd loving tenth All my
love Tiggar December 27 to ?

INSTRUCTION
Classicsi suiter lessons

ConservetOry background Kevin
Collins 263 797*

Bsrtsnding courss beginning
Oct 2* 31 in the Commonwealth
Room IStudent Union) 7 16 p m
$16 00 Register 1st dav o' class
Studsnts must bs 18

MISCEILANFOUS

iniormstion was looked out from
s reliable source concerning ska
Personnel Seminar Corp It aaoms
that tha corp has approved tho
requested Personnel Dept budget
This is s phis for our entire cam
munity Congrats - Pom f>opt

Aufo Workshop Reoper L»
Do it yourself Rspolr your own

car Wo supply tho tools end od

M?n V7V«V• , CC .°«'«8« Open
J*

" '" »'•••" Bat ond Sun
10 16 Ports ot discount
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Outdoor group
forming here
A new group on campus, The

Outdoor Interest Group, comprised
of individual students, staff, and
faculty, is working on the creation

of an Outdoor Program .at the

University.

The purpose of this program is to

provide opportunities for members
of the University community to

participate in voluntary individual

and small group educational and
recreational experiences in the

outdoors. The group will be
conducting surveys of the faculty,

students and staff to determine the

areas of need and interest.

The direction and scope of such
a program is flexible. It could in-

volve student-initiated recreational

activities, instructional trips,

academic courses, special
workshops, or other possibilities

people might suggest. One im-

portant function will be to provide a

central source of information on,

and coordination of, existing

Outdoor related activities and
resources which are now scattered

through .various parts of the
University.

Many other colleges and
universities have Outdoor
Programs, and they van/ greatly in

character, organizers say. Some
have a very loose structure which
attempts merely to help people
come together who have similar

outdoor interests, and make it as

easy as possible for people to get

out into our natural environment.
Others have professional in-

structors who teach outdoor skills

and techniques, and emphasize
progressing towards very ambitious
and highly skilled outdoor activities.

Study art

in England
Sophomore or junior studio art

majors with a 3.0 cumulative
average can apply for a spring
semester of study at the Sir John
Cass School of Art in London,
England, the International
Programs Office has announced.

Sir John Cass offers courses in

painting and drawing as well as
crafts such as jewelry making,
silversmithing, and art history. The
cost to the student should not
exceed the cost of an equivalent
time period on the Amherst
campus.

Applicants must have a mixed
portfolio to show by November 6
and an official transcript and two
recommendations by November 10.

Any interested candidate should
see Judy Epstein at the In-

ternational Programs Office in 239
Whitmore as soon as possible.
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Appearing

TONITE:

STEPPIN OUT

COMING TUES.
Nov. 12th :

The 11th House,

featuring

Larry Coryell

&
Good Friend Coyote

Cover— $4.00

Rusty Nail

i Inn
Rte. 17, Sunderland

665-4937

i
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ACROSS
What li

I"

Mat <»fon'

dough
Sdyiny
Estuary

15 Russian guild

16 Colorless
'7 What a bar

gain 1 3

words
19 Odor
20 Dock support
21 Mr Lincoln

22 Owns
23 Dan Blocker

role

24 Approves
Informal

26 Craze
29 Fanma s

husband
31 Grand Old

Party Abbr
32 Voiceless

consonant
33 Scamp
36 Vichyssoisr

eg
38 Scrap of cloth

39 Greek moon
goddess
Jan 1 thru

May 31

43 Letter

44 Edible seed
46 Has

confidence in

47 Bills

49 Tenas un.v

50 Airline abbr
51 Em.hdntt.rt

5? Broker:

54 Hr.nll.-ss

58 Coal scuttle

60 Where Ely

is Ahtir

61 British monev
62 Wet weather

wise

b4 Small wnsi

bone
66 Woody
67 Hell

68 f"OK terrier

69 Artificial

70 Warn
71 Chemical
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

SUNDAY. November 3 -
Horn today, you possess a

warm and affectionate nature

but are somewhat inclined

toward the kind of shyness

that disallows you the full

advantages of both warmth
and affection.

You are very willing to give

of yourself to those of whom
you are fond. Time, energy,

effort, closeness: All these are

your gifts to those who offer

you affection The difficulty is

that you often do not

recognize affection when it is

offered, and are prone to

overlook gestures to true

friendship, being too shy U>

look bevond the obvious.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
— Self-improvement is the
order of the day. Do what you
can to impress another with
the seriousness of present
enterprises on the home front.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 21-

Dec. 21) — Success arrives at

Bv S f>l» Wider

eve for the Sagittarius who
has managed to make the

moments count today Oppor-
tunities — fortunately! —
knock twice.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan.

191 — Effective solutions may
not appear practical to the

casual observer. Don't Lake

the word of an outsider when
choosing a course of action.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb
18) — Professional associates

may not be of help to you at

this time An anious morning
yields a satisfying afternoon.

Receive gifts in the evening.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)

— Employ your own good
judgment in matters concern-

ing another's recent efforts to

help you out. Don't reject an
offer of a repeat performance
too soon.

ARIES (March 21 April 19)

— Overconfidencei breeds
carelessness. Make sure that

you do not fall victim to your
own efforts to make the most
of the present situation.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— Take your cue from those

who have already passed

through this particular pnase
of life Be sure of your own
worth in the eyes of a friend

GEMINI (May 21 June 20)
— Spend some time this

morning in an effort to make
contact with one who can be of

great help to you in the
immediate future. Relax!
CANCER (June 21-July 22)

— Approach new assignments
as though you were a beginner
in the field. Otherwise, you
mav make the mistakes of the
overconfident

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
Take a good look at your best
past and you will gain more
than a hint about your future.

Don't resist another's efforts

to clue you in.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 221
— If you present your plan
both well and with originality,

you will double your chances
of having it accepted by those
in authority.

LIBRA (Sept. 23Oct 22) -
A business matter involving
buying and selling of personal
property is highly favored at
this time. Don't be afraid to
state your case openly.

dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson
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Welfare: Who can qet it and how
By MAURICE SMITH
Legal Services Office

This is the first of a

weekly column by the
campus Legal Services
Office. The office is

located on the 8th floor
of the Campus Center
and is open to any
student needing legal

assistance.

.

Many students at UMass. who
are eligible for public assistance
from the Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Public Welfare may not be
receiving aid simply because they

do not know of the programs and
aid available or know that they are

eligible for assistance. Generally,

needy families with dependent
children in which a father is not in

the home or is unemployed or blind

or disabled persons are eligible for

assistance.

The above are only a few of the

eligibility requirements for public

assistance; the detailed

requirements and procedures are in

a manual covering several hundred
pages. These requirements and
procedures have been established

under the auspices of federal law,

the primary law governing must

public assistance programs.
For further information regarding

eligibility, people should contact an
attorney, a welfare advocate group
or the Welfare Services Office

(W.S.O.).

Ordinarily, an individual or family

must apply in person for public

assistance at the local W.S.O.
(Northampton office for Hampshire
County, Greenfield Office for

Franklin County, Holyoke Office for

Hamden County). When a person
applies for assistance, a welfare

intake worker will interview the
applicant of the assistance program

financial situation that my affect

the amount of assistance or the
eligibility, for assistance.

In determining eligibility, the
W.S.O. considers both the income
and assets of the applicant. An
applicant's income and assets must
be less than defined amounts in

order for the W.S.O. to be required

to provide assistance.

Income includes money received
as wages, support payments, gifts,

dividends, interest, public
assistance benefits, trust fund
payments, investment profit,

capital gains, rent, annuities, etc.

the law & you
for which the applicant may be
eligible, the conditions for eligibility

and the extent to which the ap-
plicant is expected to participate in

establishing eligibility.

The intake worker also must
clearly explain the applicant's rights

and responsibilities under the law.

This includes responsibility for

notifying the W.S.O. of any
changes in a recipient's living or

Markides to speak on

the Cyprus Crisis
As part of its Monday Afternoon Seminar Series, the Anthropology

department is sponsoring a lecture on the recent Cyprus crisis today at
3:45 in Room W-15 Machmer Hall. The guest speaker is Prof. Kyriakos C.
Markides of the University of Maine at Orono. The title of his talk is: The
Cyprus Crisis: The Causes of the Coup and the Turkish Invasion.

Prof. Markides, a native of Cyprus, did his dissertation at Wayne State
University, on the Enosis (union of Cyprus with Greece) movement. He
was residing on Cyprus during this past summer's coup and the invasion of
Cyprus by Turkish forces which followed the coup. He has been studying
the social implications of the events on Cyprus and has published an article
with the title: "Social Change and the rise and decline of social
movements: the case of Cyprus."
The Hellenic-American Association encourages all its friends and

members to attend.

Itching the night away
By FRANCES BROCK

Staff Reporter

Do you itch?

According to Dr. Thomas Mc-
Bride, Medical Director of the

University Health Service, a good
number of students suffer from

itching every year.

Itching can develop from a

number of sources, the most
common being dehydrated skin.

People who spend a lot of time in

showers and a lot of time scrubbing

to stay clean, are washing away the

skin's oil surface, and drying out

the skin. When the skin gets dry, it

itches.

Other cases of itching come from
lice and scabies. Many people

frown when they hear these terms,

ignoring the fact that anyone can

SKI CNAMONIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545-2801

attract the bugs.

Lice are more prevalent then
scabies, but cases of "both have
increased in the country in the last

few years," said Dr. McBride.
No one knows for certain, said

the two men, but closer sex
relations between people seem to

have more affect on the increase of

cases.

Scabies appear on the skin as
red, raised bumps with burrows
extending around the area. They
mostly occui in the folds of the
skin. Itch mites do not carry serious

diseases.

Lice prefer to live in the pubic
hair, chest hair, armpits, eyelashes
and eyebrows. Lice can be picked
up from places other than close

contact with people, but as with
scabies, close contact is the

dominant source.

Both scabies and lice can be
cured with a generous application

of Kwell cream. It is a prescription

drug and can be obtained at the

Health Service Pharmacy.

f u

Today on

WFGR 88.5 fm

12:45 — Japanese Press Review

5 00 — All Things Considered — A
unique daily news magazine.

8:30 — Concert of the Week — Music

recorded during the Helsinki

Festival in 1973, including —
Schubert: DEM VNENDL1CHEN
and Satie: LA STATVE DE

k BRONZE.

College
Radio

Income does not include loans and
grants such as scholarships made
to applicants or recipients which
are of such a nature that the
principal is unavailable for current
maintenance. Also exempt are any
grants or loans made to any un-
dergraduate students through a
program administered by the
United States Commissiioner of
Education.

The W.S.O. defines assets as
personal property owned by
possible recipients such as cash,
securities or similar assets which
may be readily converted into cash.
Essentially, these assets must be
liquid and available for the ap-
plicants' use.

The amount of assistance given
to an eligible family varies with their

"need" as defined by the
Massachusetts Department of
Public Assistance Manual. These
"needs" vary with the living

situation and family size.

Please do not confuse your
actual financial needs with those
established by the welfare system.
The two standards, that is yours
and the State's, probably differ

greatly. The State probably will be
supplying significantly less than
you actually need to live

reasonably.

The W.S.O. must act on an
application within a specified time,
usually thirty (30) days. The W.S.O.
must respond by issuing either

benefits or a letter of denial within
the specified time. Any benefits
granted are retroactive to the first

day of the month in which the
recipient applied.

Any applicant denied assistance
may request a "fair hearing" to

appeal the denial. In fact, any
recipient or applicant may appeal
any decision or action taken by the
W.S.O. that:

1. denies the right to file

either a verbal or written

application or reapphcation
for assistance

2. fails to act upon an
application within the
specified time period
3. denies participation in

any food program in

communities which have
such programs.

The above reasons for hearings are
not exclusive, there are other less

obvious causes for requesting a
hearing.

A "fair hearing" takes place
before an appeals referee. The
hearing is a quasi-judicial
proceeding in which you should be
represented by an attorney or
welfare advocate. The applicant or
recipient receives a written decision
after the hearing and may appeal
that decision into the court system.
As I mentioned earlier, the

welfare system is exceedingly
complex. If you have any questions,
you should direct them to someone
who will help you understand your
rights and what you may be entitled
to receive in assistance.
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Equestrians from UMass, Colby, Worcester State, Mt. Holyoke, Smith, and a few
other colleges participated in an Inter-collegiate Horse Show, which was held
Saturday at Tilson Farm.

r

Notices

ALPHA PHI OMEGA:
Important meeting for all brothers 7 p.m.

in the chapter room Memorial Hall. Please
attend! Other interested men welcome.
ALPHA ZETA:

Meeting of all officers and committee
chairman Tues. night at 9 p.m. in 102 C.C.
Attendance required.

COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RIGHTS:
C.C. 804, at 4:30-6:00 p.m. tonight to

discuss problems and directions for
committee.
COMMUNITY HEAL TH MAJORS:

Important meeting of Community
Health Education Program Area Com-
mittee Tues. at 4 p.m. in Draper 122. Need
student support. ..please come.
COMMUTER MEETING:
Commuter Assembly Executive Council

meeting tonite in Commuter Lounge at
5:30. All are welcome.
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA

Meeting tonight at 6:30, C.C. 178. We
will be discussing upcoming movies.
Remember, dues by 11-15.

GSS PLEDGES
Meeting tonight at 6 in C.C 178.

Sisterhood meeting follows at 6:30.
INNKEEPERS:

Meeting Monday Nov. 7 at 7:15 p.m. in

C.C 917. Plans for New York Hotel Show
will be discussed.
INTER VARSITY:

Our meeting will be in 911 C.C. at 7:30.
Study Romans 7.

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON:
Invites all UMass women to join the

sisters and pledges for a "Trivia Nite".
Mon. 11-4 at 406 N. Pleasant St. 7-8 p.m.
For info call 545-0082.
KURT VONNEGUT:
"Between time and Timbuktu", a space

fantasy is being shown Weds. 11-6 at 7, 9,

11 in SUB.
OUTING CLUB:

This week will offer a good chance to
learn some very useful things about
Safety. At the Mon. night meeting several
excellent first aid movies will be shown,
6:30 p.m. in C.C. 162. A member of the
Amh. Emergency Med. Squad will give a
Safety Workshop Wed. night.
TOY LENDING LIBRARY:

Located in North Village Laundry
Center, opening Nov. 5. Tues.-Thurs. 6-8
p.m.; Weds. 10:30-1:00 p.m.
OPEN HOUSE:

All University women invited to Tri

Sigma Sorority tonight at 8. Located on
Orchard Hill bus route in Frat-Sor. Park.
For add'l info call 253-9066. Ask for
Joanne.
OPPORTUNITIES STUDY ABROAD:
Today there will be a meeting at 7 p.m.

in the 6th floor lounge of Herter Hall on
opportunities to study abroad in Latin
America, Spain. Portugal. Students,
faculty and Ms. Burns from Int'l programs
will speak

PSYCHOLOGY UNDERGRADS:
General business metting of all in-

terested. Today at 7:30 in 423 Tobin. Bring
more ideas and thoughts for upcoming
events.

SCIENCE FICTION:
There is a Science Fiction Club and

Library in C.C. 921. Come on up and see
us.

UWE JOHNSON:
The German Faulkner. The Little

Colloquium, Dept. of Germanic Languages
and Literatures presents a lecture (in

English) by Dr. Sara Lennox on "Uwe
Johnson; The German Faulkner"?
Tuesday, 8 p.m. in Herter, 6th ftr lounge.
WEEKEND BICYCLE TOUR:

Martha's Vineyard tour this weekend.
Call Cheryl at 6-4127 tonight or come
tomorrow to C.C 178 at 7:30 for deadline

on sign up.

LOST:
1 pr. of wire rimmed glasses in blue case.

Please call 549-4562 after 6 p.m.
LOST.
Sm. black-greyish mongrel (looks like a

terrier) outside of Bluewall Thurs. night.
Call 546 7967.

LOST.
Brown triple fold wallet with several

credit cards and photos; Reward. Effrain
Vallejo. 407 N. Pleasant St. 549-6634.
LOST

Med. sized male dog, approx 1 year old.
Black with small white cross on chest.
License no. on collar 1097. Vicinity of
Amherst Regional H.S. Mon. 10-28. Call or
contact John Fitzgerald, S.B.A
LOST:

Person who took laundry from my car in

Lot 62, please leave it off in Clerk Hall. 3rd
floor
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J. V. gridders lose
By DA VE OSTRANDER

Sports Staff

They couldn't stop the pitch! That was the UMass
Minutemen sub-varsity's fatal flaw yesterday, as they
were unable to contain the Boston College sub-
varsity, losing their second game of the year, 37-15.
The Eagles utilized a running game which had the

BC quarterback, Joe O'Brien, consistently using the
option, pitch to a running back or keep it, and taking
advantage of UMass' inability to stop the play. Only
once during the first half, in which the Eagles scored
30 of their points, did the Minutemen stop BC, forcing
them to punt.

The opening minutes were about the only time
UMass seemed to be in the game. They scored first

when Steve Ciccolini kicked a 25 yard field goal, set
up by quarterback John Czerapowicz' 47 yard run.
Boston College countered with their own touch-

down, a 70 yard drive.

The Minutemen's only touchdown until the fourth
quarter then put them ahead for the last time when
defensive back, Phil Puopolo made a diving in-

terception of one of the few BC passes thrown all day.

Three plays later Czerapowicz swept right for a touch-
down, but after this it was all Boston College, as their

size and overall quickness was too much for the
Minutemen.
Running back Jack Buchanan, who looks like BC's

replacement for Mike Esposito, constantly ran around
the UMass defense for long gains.

For all it was worth, the second half shouldn't have
even been played. UMass looked as if the game was
already over, and BC seemed complacent with their
23-9 lead.

One bright spot in the total UMass picture was Bob
Zawada, who tried without much success, to initiate a
Minutemen rally, by breaking punts and kickoffs for
long yardage.

Costly mistaked by UMass, such as offsides in-

fractions and missed tackles hurt the rhythm and
effectiveness of the team, and there seemed to be a
noticeable lack of the spirit that was a vital element in

the previous two wins by the sub-varsity.
The next game for the Minutemen will be this

Friday at 2 o'clock in Alumni Stadium.

Second half woes doom UMass
ruggers; Beacon Hill prevails

By TOM CROWLEY
Sports Staff

A poor second half gave the
Beacon Hill Rugby Football Club a
14-4 victory over UMass. The
contest was close the entire first

half as each team scored a try

apiece.

UMass scored first, in the middle
of the first half. Inside center Walter
Elsmore scored on a long run down
the middle of the field. The con-
version was no good.
Beacon Hill scored near the end

of the half, but could have scored a
couple more if UMass had not held
near the goal line. At the half, it was
tied 4-4.

During the first half, it was back
and forth with some excellent
kicking on both sides.

The second half started off the
same way the first half ended, but
Beacon Hill slowly started to
dominate the play. In the middle of
the half, Beacon Hill scored on a
long run after they had won the
scrum in the UMass half of the
field. The conversion was good and

made the score 10-4.

This score brought the ruggers
down mentally as Beacon Hill

scored not that long after on an
intercepted pass. The conversion
failed to keep the score 14-4.

The rest of the half was spent
trying to play catch-up but the
score stood till time ran out.

The Minutemen won few scrums
or ruts and in the second half got
sloppy in passing.

There were two bright spots as
the ruggers record goes to 4-2. Jeff
Stephanie kicked excellently all

game and ran hard as a fullback.

Halfback Rick Lopes played well
in the second half as he intercepted
several passes and ran well with the
ball.

The next game for the ruggers is

against Holy Cross, here next
Saturday.

The B game was a 6-6 tie.

RON HARRIS seemed to be shaken-up after every
play Saturday, but during play he did quite alright.
Here he sets his sights on Colgate quarterback Bruce
Basile.

J. V. lose to S. C.

Girls end fine year
By LINDA MACKLER

Sports Staff

The junior varsity field hockey
team displayed the same
remarkable offense, defense, and
teamwork they have shown
throughout their 8-1-1 season as
they defeated Smith College on
Thursday night 4-0.

The first half was so clearly

dominated by UMass, the ball

x i •
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KERR STADIUM

remained in Smith's possession for
only seven minutes altogether.
I >Mass took twenty-seven shots on
goal compared to Smith's three.

Cheryl Meliones scored the first

goal after only four minutes of play
and scored the second one two
minutes later.

The fog, which was not as heavy
as during the varsity game, barely

stifled the junior varsity players.

They successfully passed the ball

among them, with seemingly every
player perfectly positioned.

Sue Kibling and Karen Gipps
added the extra two goals to the
I Mass score still during the first
half.

The second half provided more
even entertainment, with strong
defense and increasingly heavier
fog combining to shut-out both
teams. Shots on goal were more
equally distributed, UMass making
nine to Smith's seven.

Coach Albert wished to praise
the entire team, with specific focus
for Thuisday's game on Karen
Gipps, Kelly Sails, and Olivia
Lovelace.

By RONARENA
Sports Staff

After six straight wins since their opening loss, the UMass J.V. soccer
team finally tasted defeat again Friday afternoon, as visiting Springfield
College recorded a 5-2 triumph.

Springfield jumped to a 2-0 lead, but UMass battled back to tie it on two
quick goals by Raffi Donoyan. The first came on a superb individual effort
as Donoyan dribbled in from the goalie's right past two defenders, and
scored. The second developed on a fine assist from winger Kurt
Grazewske.

Trailing 3-2 in the second half, the Minutemen had a golden opportunity
to deadlock the game, but a direct kick from Donoyan sailed over the net
carrying with it any hope of a comeback. S.C.'s defense tightened up and
the offense added two more goals putting the game out of reach.
One important factor must be noted, however. In J.V. soccer, neither

team receives any reports on the other, so there can be no planned
defense. Springfield surprisingly played a very aggressive and physical
game which the home squad didn't expect. Said Coach Todd Buck "We
weren't ready for a physical game. They played the man extremely close.We went away from our game and played their kick and run game."
QUICK KICKS On October 22, UMass defeated Stockbridge 5-2, and on

the 26th trounced U-Conn, 4-1. The team ends its' season Thursday
traveling to Westfield to take on the Owls.

Swimmers in "swim-a-thon"
Can you swim 5000 yards in 2

hours? That's 200 lengths of the
North PE pool and that's what each
of the members of the women's,
swim team plans to do next
Thursday afternoon.

On November 5 from 3-7 p.m. the
I Mass swimmin' women will
participate in their 2nd annual
swim-a-thon at the North Pool. The
team has been soliciting sponsors
for the last few weeks. Sponsors
pledge a penny, a nickel, or

whatever they can per length that
the women can swim.
The money raised in the swim-a-

thon will be used to send those
swimmers who qualify to the
National A.I.A.W. Swimming and
Diving Championships in March.
The championship will be held at
Arizona State University, in Tempe,
Arizona.

Spectators are welcome, so
come and cheer on your favorite

swimmer.

LOOKING FOR k

NEW HELMET?

A GROGGY RON
HARRIS is assisted off
the field by Peter
McCarthy (left) and
John Willis after 90-yard
punt return. Scoreboard
soon changed to 42-26,
thanks in most part to
Harris.

RESEARCH PAPERS
Send $2 for our mail order

catalogue. Complete Educational
Research Service including term paper
research, thesis research, 30,000
Research Papers on file.

Collegiate Research Systems, 1800
E. Ferry Ave., Suite 206. Camden,
N.J. 08101 809 962 8777.

We've a huge

new shipment of

BELL Helmets

at

VALLEY M0T0RSP0RTS
348 King St.

Northampton

584-7303

OPEN ROUND THE CLOCK
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24 Hours Every Day
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Fresh Coffee and Donuts

Anniversary Special

COFFEE If*

refill 10c

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL Rte. 9, Hadley
Tel. 584-0660

Booters succumb tc

combination of bad
play and wet field

i»

By BEN CASWELL
Sports Staff

What a difference a week makes. In direct contrast
to their fine performance against Connecticut last
week, the UMass soccer Minutemen played poorly
against Vermont and suffered a 5-2 defeat for their
efforts.

After leaving sunny Amherst Friday morning the
minutemen expected to see similar weather and game
conditions in Burlington. Actually things were quite
different and it was a big factor. Rain had saturated
the Vermont field and made the playing conditions
quite slippery. Both teams had to contend with pools
of mud in front of the goalmouths and conditions like
these make breaks become a bigger part of the game
than they already are.

After Vermont opened the scoring about 5 minutes
into the first half the Minutemen tied the game with
forward Bill Belcher getting the goal. That was the
extent of the scoring in the first half.

Vermont though put everything together in the
second half and came up with four big goals to easily
float (almost literally) to a 5-2 victory. With about 15
minutes gone in the half the Catamounts broke the tie

game and quickly came back with another score
within five minutes that proved to be the game-
winner.

The Minutemen's second score came very late in
the second half by Bill Spyker (played well in a

Top 20 struggles

substitute role) after the game was out of reach.
Coach Al Rufe said, "obviously we didn't play a

good game, in fact it was probably our worst game.
Vermont did a good job in moving the ball up
something that we were not able to do. Because of
the field conditions it was definitely a day for the team
that got the breaks."
The weather definitely hurt the UMass short

passing game because of the slickness of the field.
Vermont, on the other hand, was able to deal with the
field conditions better than UMass and because of
their play possibly made some of those breaks come
their way.

QUICK SHOTS - Fullbacks Dean Lungu and Ken
Banda did not play against Vermont and although
their replacements played well their absences were
still felt somewhat. Banda should be ready to play
against Springfield on Wednesday but Lungu is still

doubtful. Both were sidelined with knee problems.
The 4 goals Vermont got in the second half were the
most scored in one half on the Minutemen this
season.

UMass' playoff chances were certainly hurt by the
loss to Vermont, but they were not killed. Victories in
their last two games of the season could edge them
into that final fourth slot. Wednesday at 3:00 p.m. in
front of Boyden is the day, time, and site for the next
game. The opponent is Springfield College, rated in
the top twenty teams in the nation.

Pencil in Florida and Penn State
for New Year's Day Bowl berths.
And while you're at it, pencil in
Ohio State's Archie Griffin for the
Heisman Trophy txx.

For, barring a dramatic turn of
events in the final three weeks of
the season, all those things seem
likely to come to pass — especially
after the latest college football "ups
and downs" Saturday which saw
six top-rated teams lose and three
others nearly lose.

But in the aftermath of it all, it

was Florida, Penn State and Griffin

who came out the biggest winners.
"We beat Auburn, we beat

Auburn!" came the chant from the
record crowd of 64,912 at
Gainesville, Fla. and indeed they
did. Behind touchdown runs from
James Richards and Robert
Morgan plus a seven-yard scoring
pass from Don Gaffney to Lee
McGriff, the 10th-ranked Florida
Gators knocked off previously
unbeaten and fourth-rated Auburn
25-14.

And at Penn State, in the other
game involving two top-rated
powers, Joe Paterno's eighth-
ranked Nittany Lions re-established
themselves as the "Pride of the
East" by putting away 12th- rated
Maryland, 24-17, behind a pair of
opportunistic touchdowns by
defensive back Jeff Hite.
As for Griffin, well, after a record-

breaking 144-yard, two-touchdown
performance, it would appear the
compactly-built Ohio State tailback
is more and more the frontrunner to
become the first junior since 0. J.
Simpson in 1968 to take home the
coveted Heisman.
Oh yes, the top-ranked Buckeyes

ran their record to 8-0 with another
big ten runaway, 49-7 over Illinois,

for Woody Hayes' 200th career
victory.

Elsewhere among the top-ranked
teams, there were some surprises.
No. 2 Michigan kept pace with Ohio
State in the big ten race, but was
pushed hard by an aroused Indiana
club before winning, 21-7. Third-
ranked Alabama crushed No. 15
(tie) Mississippi State's South-
eastern Conference Title hopes 35-

0, but fifth-rated Notre Dame had
to wait for two fourth-quarter td's
to put down stubborn Navy 14-6.

Oklahoma also had its troubles
before subduing Iowa State 28-10;
seventh-ranked Texas A&M
stopped Arkansas 20-10; No. 11
Texas downed SMU 35-15; No. 14
Minami of Hhio clinched a tie for
the Mid America Conference Title
by whitewashing Western
Michigan 31-0; No. 15 (tie) Arizona
State was shocked by Texas El

Pase, 31-27; No. 17 (tie) Oklahoma
State put down Kansas 24-13; No.
17 (tie) Houston ambushed Georgia
31-24 and No. 19 UCLA was
stunned by Washington 31-9.

New England scores

Amherst 31, Tufts 10

Bates 18, Bowdoin 7

Boston Coll. 35, West Virginia 3

Brown 17, Princeton 13

Bucknell 10, Lafayette 6

Colgate 42, Massachusetts 34

Connecticut 9, Rutgers 7

Cornell 24, Columbia

Delaware 49, Villanova 7

Harvard 39, Penn

Maine 31, Vermont 27

New Hampshire 29, Rhode

Island 14

Penn St. 24, Maryland 17

Pittsburgh 21, Syracuse 13

Trinity (Conn.) 20, Coast Guard

16

Wagner 34, Springfield 7

Yale 14, Dartmouth 9

Professional scores

• £8

VW SNOW

TIRE SALE

Size

5.60 15 $2250
ea.

Plus $1.78 F.E.T.

First Line Blackwall

Allied Motor Parts Inc.
31? MAIN ST., AMHERST

256-8341

Detroit 19, New Orleans 14

Buffalo 29, New England 28

Houston 27, New York Jets 22

Pittsburgh 27, Philadelphia

Cincinnati 24, Baltimore 14

Minnesota 17, Chicago

Dallas 17, St. Louis 14

Washington 17, Green Bay 6

Oakland 28, Denver 17

New York Giants 33, Kansas

City 27

Miami 42, Atlanta 7

San Diego 36, Cleveland 35

Monday's Game
Los Angeles at San Francisco.

A

A dejected Jim Plunkett along with a grim-faced
Bill Nelson (quarterback coach) study play sheet in an
effort to overcome Bill's defense.

Pats out-offensed
cont. from back page
but New England responded four minutes later with Plunkett's 43-yard
strike to Herron for a 7-3 lead.

Less than three minutes later Leypoldt struck from 20 yards to/become
the highest all-time Buffalo scorer. The kick gave him 251 points, and he
added five more before the game was through to eclipse Cookie Gilchrist.

Plunkett and Herron hooked up at 1:43 of the second period, beating
linebacker Washington to the right corner to give New England a 14-6
lead. Joe Furguson, able to beat the New England secondary long and
short, hit ahead Rashad from 25 yards out for the first Bills touchdown. But
Leypoldt's extra point attempt was blocked, leaving New England ahead,

Sam Cunningham gave New England a 21-12 lead with a 31 -yard option
sweep and the Patriots threatened to go up 28-12 at the half when they
drove to the Buffalo 15 with 1:22 remaining. But Plunkett, who had three
passes intercepted, threw into the hands of Buffalo linebacker Merv
Krakau, who returned the ball to the Bills' 42.

Ferguson completed passes of 20 and 10 yards to Rashad and 27 yards
to J. D. Hill to the one before Simpson dove in for the score with 39
seconds remaining to close the halftime gap to 21-19.

Bruins romp, 10-1
BOSTON \AP\ - The Boston

Bruins broke up Phil Esposito's
high-scoring line, then exploded for
five goals in the first period Sunday
night en route to a 10-1 National
Hockey League victory over
Minnesota.

Bruins coach Don Cherry moved
Wayne Cashman onto a line with
Gregg Sheppard and Johnny
Bucyk in place of the injured Bobby
Schmautz and Cashman and

Sheppard responded with goals.
Esposito, with Dave Forbes in

place of Cashman on his left side,

collected his 13th goal of the
season in the first period barrage.
Andre Savard and Don Marcotte

also had goals for Boston in the
opening session. Bill Goldsworthy
tallied on a power play.

Darryl Edestrand, Forbes, Bobby
Orr, Terry O'Reilly and Ken Hodge
completed the Boston scoring in

the second and third periods.

SKI CHAM0NIX

FRENCH ALPS
Earn 7 p E Credits

Call Peter Graham 545;
I

i 2801

Field hockey team in

triumph over Smith
by LINDA MACKLER

Sports Staff
The field hockey team finished their season with the discovery that they

perform best when faced with adversity. On the way to defeating Smith
College 4-1, the women overcame a transportation problem, an extremely
thick fog, and a serious injury.

The injury was a result of the fog, which was so heavy that the goalies
disappeared from sight looking from the fifty yard line. The ball also came
in and out of clear vision and so surprised Shiela Higgins in the first half
with a clout in the mouth that required seven stitches on her right outer lip
and three on the inner one.

All which hung an emotional cloud over an earlier amusing experience
and a later well-deserved victory.

The team feared they could never even make the game when Trish
McCarthy's converted school bus came to a stop right past the bridge in
Hadley on Route 9 to Northampton. The twenty players, dressed in
uniforms, got out and pushed the bus to the nearest gas station which
made an apt picture for Halloween night. The problem? Out of gas.
une on the field, the team put together their best effort. of the season
The passing game was good," Coach Albert said. "It was one of their

better games, despite the fog. It was a good team effort."
The two teams appeared evenly matched in the first half until with

twelve minutes left to play. Donna O'Brien scored one goal and followed
with another minute later.

With sixteen minutes left, there was a time out to wait for the foq to liftAnd four minutes later, UMass' Kathy O'Neil scored the third goal Then
with four minutes left to play, Elaine "Slink" Senosk scored the finalUMass goal and an unidentified Smith player immediately countered with
their one goal.

The teamwas elated with the victory, as it brought their seasons record
over the .500 mark, establishing it at 5-4-1. Some players even expressed
fcnjoyment at playing in the haze. '
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Harriers dominate again!
World Food Conference

By SCOTTHAYES
Sports Staff

There have been numerous
dynasties in sports, among the
most memorable, the 1958-66
Boston Celtics, the 1949-53 New
York Yankees, the 1967-73 UCLA
Bruins and the 1955-60 Montreal
Canadiens. The UMass cross
country team joined the league of

five-year dynasty clubs by easily

winning its fifth consecutive
Yankee Conference championship,
Saturday morning in Burlington,
Vermont.

Although a team may not
become storied for Yankee Con-
ference supremacy, Coach Ken
O'Brien's success dating back to

1970 does fit the definition of a

dynasty.

The Burlington Golf Course,

analyzed in Sports Illustrated

several years ago, was the site of

the twenty-seventh annual meet.

The course, which is located in the

midst of Vermont's alluring

mountains and aesthetic coun-
tryside, proved to be a fast layout

as expected. Some spots were wet,

and as a result of the slippery

footing, the times were not as good
as they could have been.

Randy Thomjs, Bill Gillin, Tcm
Wilson, John McGrail, Vermont's
Bob Graves and UConn's Bruce
Clark made up an early six-runner

pack, which was reduced to four by
the completion of three miles.

Gillin, Thomas, George Reed of

UNH, and McGrail took charge and
retained their positions until the end
of the race. With a little more than
half of the five-mile course com-
pleted, Tom Wilson was in sixth

place, while teammates Tom
Maguire, Tom Wilson and Cliff

Stapes held the number nine

through eleven spots.

Reed won the individual title by
setting a new course record of

24:37.5 Thomas, Gillin and McGrail
decided during the race to let Reed
finish first, in case of a team battle

between UNH and UConn. Thomas
commented, "The team title was
already decided, so we let George
go rather than cause another
problem like the Northeastern
meet."

Co-captain Gillin said that the
group finished the race relatively

easy, although they did speed up
the pace over the final half mile. "If

it came down to a sprint between
Randy and George, ..I really don't
know who would've won," added
Gillin. The performance of Tom
Wilson impressed Thomas, but the
senior co-captain stated that the
number five, six and seven runners
still need more work. "It was the
last easv race of the season. From

now on it's blood and guts,"
quipped Thomas after the race.

The Minutemen runners com-
pletely dominated the meet,
capturing seven of the top eleven
places. In fact, UMass had seven
runners across the finish lines

before two men from any other
team finished. The harriers totalled

24 points, as Vermont finished a
distant second with 75 points.

UConn placed third, while Maine,
UNH, URI and Boston University
completed the order of finish.

Thomas, Gillin and McGrail
finished two-three-four as Clark
took fifth. Wilson finished sixth,

Graves seventh and Gerald
LaFlamme of Maine took eighth.
Staples ended up ninth in his first

championship meet.

Coach O'Brien was concerned
with the team splits, or the distance
between team members. Only
thirty-three seconds separated
Thomas and the number seven
man, Farmer. O'Brien pointed out
that Staples ran as well as McGrail
did in the 1973 Yankee Conference,
meet before he came on to spark
the team in the New Englands and
IC4A's. Maguire also ran his best
race of the season, finishing tenth
in 25:12.

Thomas and company now have
to prepare for the New Englands,
which will be held at Boston's
Franklin Park a week from today,
l 'Mass will be entering the meet as
the defending champions and will

have to run as a cohesive team if

the New England cross country title

is to stay in Amherst.

JERRY MONDALTO is hounded by two Colgate defenders

Colgate, 42-34
By S TEVE SARACENO

Sports Staff

HAMILTON, NY. - For three
hours last Saturday, the end zones
here at Andy Kerr Stadium became
the second-most-densely
populated area in the state, as
Colgate and UMass rollicked to a
combined total of 76 (seventy-six!?)

points.

There's definitely no credence to
the silly talk that Red Raider coach
Neil Wheelwright and Dick Mac-
Pherson met beforehand and
agreed, as in backyard two- hand
touch, that's exactly what hap-
pened, with Colgate finishing on
top, 42-34.

It was a meaty meal of a game,
with a scrumptuous amount of
Colgate scoring in the first three
quarters - by way of a shocking
six running touchdowns against
UMass' previously unscored upon
rushing defense. Then the pointfest
was spiced with a heady
Minuteman comeback that
provided more than a pinch of
fourth-quarter dramatics.

After fighting back from a 42-14
deficit to come within eight points,
the Minutemen had a fourth and
one at the Colgate 32. A little over
five minutes were left. Quarterback
Mark Tripucka, to everyone's
surprise, faded back, looked deep
left, and then threw short right to
wide open tight end Walt Parker.

Parker, who had earlier snared a
seven yard TD pass from Peter
Colton, dropped this one. Colgate
took possesion and things looked
bleak for UMass.

But the Minutemen stopped
Colgate, received a punt, and
marched back to the Red Raider 30.
With under' two minutes left,

Tripucka threw to Gary Mika at the
fifteen, who leapt, caught the ball,

and was immediately hit. The
official ruled Mika out of bounds
and the pass incomplete Mika,
displeased, spiked the ball. That
resulted in a 15-vard delay- of-game
penalty.

The Minutemen thus ended up

punting after Tripucka was sacked
by left defensive and Greg Sinapi.

Colgate then got a couple of first

downs to run out the clock.

It was a bitter ending to a 20-

point comeback effort that started

when Jerry Mondalto scampered
thirty-one yards for his second TD
of the game to make it 42-20.

Late in the third period, Ron
Harris, who seemed to be getting

clunked on every other play,

returned a Jerry Andrewlavage
punt 90 yards, only to be caught by
that punter with the long name at

the Colgate 7.

"We tried to take him out for that

punt", said MacPherson af-

terwards, "but we couldn't" (due
to Colgate's quick, no-huddle
method of punting). "He would
have gone all the way if he hadn't
been shaken up so much before
that." No matter, for shortly
thereafter Colton threw the
aforementioned TD to Parker.

Then, in the final quarter,
Tripucka (who looked the best he

has all year after replacing Colton,
who had replaced him) lateralled to
Mondalto who fired a 41 -yard TD
strike to flanker Mark Finnerty. The
conversion pass to Finnerty made it

the final 42-34.

Earlier, Colgate's wishbone
offense made turkeys of the Umass
defenders, as John Anderson
rushed for three TD's and Pat Healy
(24 carries for 100 yards) garnered
two. Quarterback Bruce Basile ran
for the other score.

A downcast MacPherson shook
his head as he mulled over his
usually reliable defense; "I was
disappointed with the way they ran
against us - especially outside";
and on a naggingly persistant part
of his offense, "there were the
fumbles (3) again".

UMass is now 4-4 and suddenly
faces the prospect of having to bust
their gut for a .500 season. The
Minutemen are at Holy Cross next
week, then face formidable New
Hampshire, and finally Boston
College.

Bills eke by Pats
in 29-28 thriller
FOXBORO. Mass. [UPI] - John Leypoldt kicked his third field goal of

the game, a 47-yarder at the start of the fourth period, and the Buffalo
defense blocked a last-minute field goal attempt by New England's John
Smith to give the Bills a 29-28 victory Sunday over the Patriots and sole
possession of first place in the AFC East.

Leypoldt's winning kick came five seconds into the final period, after the
Bills had moved the ball to the New England 22.
New England, which lost its first game of the season two weeks ago, 30-

28 at Buffalo, recovered an O. J. Simpson fumble at the Patriot 25 with
4:35 remaining. Quarterback Jim Plunkett moved the Patriots to the
Buffalo 29, where the drive stalled. Smith, who earlier had missed a 47-
yard goal, attempted one from the 46, but the kick was blocked by Earl
Edwards and linebacker Dave Washington.
New England got three touchdowns from Mack Herron on passes of 43

and 25 yards from Plunkett in the first half and a two-yard run in the third
period that gave the Patriots their final lead, 28-26.

After Smith's field goal attempt was blocked, Buffalo ran out the clock
with three rushing plays.

Buffalo took the lead 4:50 into the game on Leypoldt's 45-yard field goal,

turn to page 19

Glenn Poster

UMass and the Pats
Two football teams of local interest, the UMass Minutemen and the New

England Patriots have had certain similarities so far in their 1974 seasons.
The UMass season, for all intents and purposes, is over. Sure, they can

"sneak in the back door" and still win the Beanpot, but it will take a miracle
to do so. Sloppy play in the form of turnovers led to defeat at Colgate on
Saturday. A valiant comeback attempt in the fourth period almost resulted
in victory, however catch-up football when you're four touchdowns
behind is not the most enviable task there is.

I have been guilty (though not on these pages) of criticizing Rich
Jessamy. At the UConn game I felt that Coach MacPherson should have
ordered Jessamy to carry the ball all around campus - to classes and
wherever he goes - to cure his penchant for fumbling. Jessamy scored
the first Minuteman touchdowm vs. the toothpaste team and for a short-
lived time, UMass enjoyed a lead. Jessamy, though, did play a good game
Saturday and a fellow running back, Jerry Mondalto, came through with
his best performance of the season. Mark Tripucka also had his moments
of glory. But, following the one-point loss to their big rival the previous
week, a non-conference game against a team from upstate New York
could not inspire the best from the Minutemen. The rest of the schedule
probably won't amount to much. It would be nice of beat BC now that the
Eagles have lost Mike Esposito for the year, but don't bet on it. It'll most
likely be a cakewalk for the Jesuits from Chestnut Kill.

The season was over on the blocked Greg Sprout field goal attempt in
the waning moments at Alumni Stadium a week ago. The Huskies from
UConn played the less sloppy game on that occasion and the result when
your team has fewer turnovers is usually victory. Larry Naviaux can keep
his Beanpot.

The Patriots have exceeded preseason expectations what with the talk
they were playing "one of the toughest schedules in the entire NFL."
They ve won six of their first eight games and are destined for their first
winning season since the Paleolithic Era of 1966. They can still sneak in and
gain a playoff berth - even as the wild card team from the American
Conference.

/u
6 5SHf b '9 rival over the *ears datin9 a" tn« way back to the birth

of the old AFL in 1960 has been the Buffalo Bills, (as a matter of fact Lou
Saban the current Bill kingfish was the original Pat mentor). Coming into
yesterday s Gowdy-Derogatis-Meredith show, Buffalo led the all time
series 15-14 with one tie. It was these two teams who battled in the snow
and on an icy field, with every player wearing sneakers for traction, on a
December day in 1963 at Fenway Park. Both squads had finished the
regular season tied for the top rung in the AFL East and now were having
his playoff game to see who would face the San Diego Chargers for the
eague championship. The Pats won and thus claimed their only divisional
title in his ory. (though they got bombed 51-10 in the title game, it was a
successful season)
And now both teams, the Pats and their rivals from upstate New York

are back on top. And the Pats lost a home game to their rival by one point,
just as the Minutemen did a week ago. Three points separate the Pats from
an undefeated season at this time. Though their hopes for a playoff berth
could have been jolted yesterday, the possibility still exists.

The Patriots lost this weekend the same way that UMass did. Turnovers
were converted into scores by Buffalo. With six games left, they will have
then winning record. But Buffalo is lucky. They got the breaks, they
weren t as sloppy as the Pats, (and when a team plays 60 minutes without
punting they ususally win)
Two distinct teams having similar problems on the same weekend. One

team is through for the season. The other, no matter what happens from
here on, has been a success.

Panel suggests rich nations spread the wealth
ROME \AP\ — A nanel <">f Arnnnmletc **A On a nlanot m^ria ^«« u.. _i : i • i _»:_ a :-_ .. i ... ... ....ROME \AP\ - A panel of economists and

food experts sounded yesterday what
probably will emerge as the central theme of
the World Food Conference: Americans and
other affluent people had better eat less or
face a confrontation with half a billion
hungry people.

At the same time, the panel suggested that
countries of the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries spread around their new
wealth among the other Third World nations.
They and the ncn nations annually should
invest $2 1/2 billion each in poor nations, the
group said.

"Societies do not survive long in moral
isolation or human indifference, least of all

on a planet made one by physical
terdependence and a shared biosphere," the
group said in a report issued on the eve of
the 11 -day conference.
"We do not believe that either the 'old

n'ch' of the industrialized world or the 'new
rich' within OPEC could live in peace and
self-respect in a planet moving toward
recurrent famine."

Headed by British economist Barbara
Ward and including Nobel laureate Norman
Borlaug and former U.S. Agriculture
Secretary Orville Freeman, the panel met for
three days to focus opinion on the world's
food crisis. Its report is expected to have
impact on delegates from Asia, Africa and

Latin America, where most of the world's
hungry live.

"Megadeaths from famine are not less

terrible than the slaughter of war," the report

said. "They require the same political effort

and authority to hold them at bay."

Government ministers from more than 100
countries are to attend the conference
organized by the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations. Con-
ference planners have proposed three main
tactics for a war on hunger:

— Increase food production in developing
countries by a minimum of 35 per cent by
1985.

- Improve distribution systems to insure

consumption of existingmore equitable

supplies.

- Establish a system of food reserves as
insurance against crop failures and other
disasters. A half- million- ton supply for use in
relief operations would be strategically
placed and controlled by an international
body like the FAO.

In Brussels, U.S. Agriculture Secretary
Earl Butz endorsed the idea of food reserves
and increased production among the poor
countries as answers to the world crisis. He
also said the burden of food aid should be
spread more evenly among the rich countries
and suggested that the oil nations contribute
more at least toward allaying increased costs
of transporting food donations.
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At last night's hearings on student housing were, from left to right: Chancellor
Bromery; Richard Green, Master of Southwest; and E.T. Mellor from Room to
Move.

Direct fares,

finance bus
passes
service

might

By MARTIN J. WA TERS
Staff Reporter

This is the second in a
two-part series on the
parking and tran-
sportation system at
UMass.
Today: the future of

busing and parking.
A plan to start more direct

collection of fares for the UMass
bus system and another attempt to
close parking lots in the center of

campus over strong opposition are
being considered as part of a long-

term master plan for the parking
and transportation system.

The parking and transportation

council, a 14-member advisory
group, is expected to formally ask
for a study of alternative funding
methods for the buses from Robert
J. Godding, director of the student
senate transit service.

The council includes two
members from each of seven
groups: the chancellor's office, the
faculty, graduate and un-
dergraduate student senates, and
the three labor unions.

The chairperson of the council,

Dr. Alan J. Gross of the division of
public health, is a leading supporter
of financing the buses with fares.

Under such a system riders

would buy monthly passes to be
displayed when boarding a bus; a
fee would be deducted from
employee paychecks and added to

student bills; or fares would be
collected on the buses.

One of those payment methods
would more fairly distribute the
cost of the buses among those who
actually ride them, according to

supporters of the plan.

Dispute over the proposal
centers on lack of information and
assertions from critics that the bus
users are now paying most of the
bill.

Funds from the bus service come
from the student senates, general
University allocation and the
"convenience" parking fees. One
purpose of the convenience fee is

to help pay for the buses which
reduce congestion on the" roads and
in the parking lots, according to
parking and transportation director

Robert W. Kittle.

The convenience fee ranges from
$12 to $50 above the basic
registration fee of $3 for renewals
and $5 for new patrons.

Some segments of the campus
community object to the use of fees
paid by car owners to operate
buses used by others. The
Massachusetts State Employes
Association (MSEA), a union of
over 500 UMass physical plant
workers, has been most vocal.

The 1973-74 final report of the
parking and transportation council
includes a statement by MSEA that
free parking convenient to the work
place must be a condition of
employment.
A check of council records

shows that students have not
written with suggestions or
complaints, for the most part.

Letters from faculty and staff fill the
report.

Council member Joseph
Lemanski, a graduate student in the
department of mechanical
engineering, says students did not

appear at the weekly meetings
either.

"I think it's because students are

used to being pushed around,"
Lemanski adds.

Several professors wrote that

undergraduate students should not

be allowed to have cars on campus,
or be limited to the use of peripheral

lots, as a solution to the parking
problem.

turn to page 7

On-campus residency

defended in SOP hearings
by LA WRENCE KORNFELD

Staff Reporter
Chancellor Bromery and Associate Provost John Hunt defended

mandatory dorm residency for financial reasons in a hearing on
Educational Value and Environmental Psychology of dorm life last night.
Bromery told an overflow crowd in Baker Lounge: "By law we have to

pay the debts off. Somehow we have to work out a different financing
arrangement. Somehow the state is going to have to subsidize part of the
cost of residence halls."

However Bromery did not conclude the mandatory residency will be
permanent. "One expects that this compulsion regulation will go by the
wayside," he said.

A student in the audience objected, "I think it's infringing on my rights
to be required to be living in a dormitory."
Bromery replied: "I agree with you".
He then countered by saying, "If we just said everybody could live

where they want, the impact of this would be that the priyate sector would
raise prices (of housing)."
He pointed out that this would be unfair to students already living off

campus.
Student Organizing Project member John Pepi questioned the lack of

control of students over residential life. He pointed out: "A primary role of
the educational system in this country is to prepare students for par-
ticipation in a democratic society."

See details of tomorrow's meeting on page 16
Bromery responded: "I think people in the Office of Students should

facilitate decision making in residence halls."
"I think you're going to find that there is more democracy here than you

will find outside the university," he added.
John Hunt defended the mandatory dorm fees saying: "There is no

possible way that we can endanger rent."
John Pepi read out loud a letter by Hunt written in 1971 saying: "Our

observations suggest, however, that the experience of residential living is
as likely as not to be destructive to the possibility of human growth and
development of intellectual ability."

In the letter Hunt also described "deterioration of ability to have mature
relationships" and "atrophy of the decision making faculty in the in-

dividual" as characteristics "prominent among Southwest residents."

Med college admissions
criteria questioned

By SANDY CARLIN
Staff Reporter

Dr. Lamar Soutter, Dean of the
UMass medical school, said
yesterday the medical college will

accept a qualified 22-year-
old applicant before ii accepts an
equally qualified applicant who is 25
or older.

Soutter said the reason for the
age policy is based on records
which show students 25 or older

have a "high failure rate" from
medical college.

He denied, however, that the

admissions policy was specifically

aimed at veterans, but simply
referred to any applicant 25 or
older. "Anytime we can give a
veteran a break we do so," he said.

Speaking on campus last week,
however, Soutter told an audience
that the medical college will

"even/time" accept a 22-year old
student before accepting an
"academically equivalent" ap-
plicant who is 28.

The Dean said two of the 150
students now in the school were 25
or older when accepted. For sure,

he said, one of them is a veteran.

Soutter said that person has a Ph.D
in physiology and is an "excellent

student."

Reached at his office in Boston
yesterday UMass President Robert
Wood said the trustees, although
they seldom become involved in the
University's admission policy, may
decide to look into the veteran
situation at the medical school.

"Dr. Soutter's comment is only
his opinion, but it could have some
impact on the medical school's

admission committee," Wood said.

Tom Reardon a spokesman for

Governor Francis Sargent, said he
did not want to immediately
comment on Soutter's statements,

but added the office could get

"concerned" if there is a pattern of

discrimination at the Medical
School.

Amherst American Legion
commander, Herbert Scurrah said,

he was "disappointed" with the

Medical School and University as a

whole for not meeting the "needs"
of veterans.

The UMass medical school,

located in Worcester, this year

graduated its first class of 16

medical students. One of the

graduates was a former hospital

corpsman in the U.S. Navy.

This year the school accepted 64
students and current plans are to

accept 100 students for next

Septembers class. Administrators

do not expect the freshman class to

grow beyond 100 students for

many years.

inside:
C'C employees wno are

waiting for back pay will be
pleased to hear that steps are
being taken to hasten the
procedure. Their pay is not long
to come. See story on page
two.

weather:
Cloudy with chance of

showers through Wednesday.

Lowest nighttime temperatures

in the 40s and daytime high

temperatures 55 to 60 degrees.
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CC overtime pay
procedures underway
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By AVIS YUM
Staff Reporter

The Campus Center must and will pay students back overtime pay for all

hours worked in excess of 8 in one day, as well as in excess of 40 in one
week, John Corker, Director of the Campus Center told the Collegian
recently.

Corker said that he, Timothy Cox, Campus Center Personnel Director,
Gerald Scanlon, Dean of Student Employment; and Robert A. Gartska,
Personnel Officer for the University; had a meeting last Thursday af-
ternoon, October 31, to finally get the question of overtime straightened
out.

At the meeting, Corker said it was finalized that the Campus Center
must pay overtime for hours worked in excess of 8 in one day as well as in
excess of 40 in one week. Corker mentioned a memorandum he had
received from Gartska on October 23.

This memo Gartska wrote he had investigated the question of overtime
compensation and under which circumstances it must be paid with legal
counsel, the bureau of Personnel and Standardization, and the department
of Labor and Industries.

Weekend robberies'

probes conducted
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter
Investigation continues on several cases of breaking and entering and

larceny, which occurred during the weekend, according to UMass Police.
A Campus Center security guard reported he received razor cuts on his

face and left arm during an attempted breaking and entry of a coke
machine, Saturday at 4 a.m.

James Morton is a security guard on the seventh floor of the Campus
Center.

According to Joyce, a male suspect is charged with breaking and en-
tering and assault and battery with a dangerous weapon.

Malicious destruction of the Morrill Science Library occurred Saturday
night, also, said Joyce. The damage totaled $500.00. Joyce said there is a
suspact.

Two stolen motor vehicles were recovered by UMass Police during the
weekend.-

Josiah Spaulding
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The memo said student employees, since they are state employees, fall

under the provisions of Massachusetts General Law and are thus due the
overtime pay at the rate of 1 Vi times the regular pay rate.

Corker said that the Campus Center only has time cards covering the

past 16 months while by law they are required to pay back overtime pay
owed over the last 24 months.

At the meeting Corker said they found they actually were required to

maintain time cards for three years before discarding them. He said they
will do so in the future.

However, Corker said he did not know how they will handle the payment
of back overtime pay for the 8 months they don't have time cards for.

He said Whitmore has the pay records of the Campus Center over the
past seven years. However, these, no student is noted as having worked
over 40 hours in one week. The policy was to hold over the overtime hours
to be submitted the next week that the student worked under 40 hours,

and could have extra hours submitted.

Corker said this week they will pull all time cards with overtime hours
noted but it will probably be two weeks before everything is turned in.

While they have already pulled some of these cards, Corker said all records
will be double-checked to make sure all have been pulled.

He said all the data will be fed into the computer and then one check will

be given to each person to whom overtime is owed that will cover all the
money owed them.

RADU FLORESCU

Searching for Dracula
Dracula may not have been a vampire but, according to Professor Radu

Florescu, who will speak tonight in the S.U.B. at 8:00, "The count was as
fiendish as his fictional reputation."
Author of In Search of Dracula, Florescu has spent years researching

evidence that the legendary count was not only a real 15th century
Romanian prince, but also a master of maniacal cruelty.

"Vlad the Impaler" as Dracula is nicknamed, lived near the Tran-
sylvanian border, in a castle which Florescu has explored several times.
The local villages are the source of many chilling stories of the real

Dracula. These stories plus a film of scenes from horror movies and views
of Transylvania will be featured at tonight's lecture sponsored by the
Distinguished Visitors Program.
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MassPIRG reports

Small Claims Court still 'people's court'
NALD J PARQnMC nonnla #.»„ *_ ti :- _*.__;-_ • .L . . .By DONALD J. PARSONS

Small Claims Court

The following is a report
from MassPIRG, the Public
Interest Research Group of
Massachusetts.

Your landlord will not return your
security deposit. You brought your
car in to have the oil changed and
wound up with a bill for new oil

seals. What do you do? First, you
demand satisfaction, if denied you
simply make use of your Small
Claims Court.

Small claims court had its origin
in the 1920's. The concept is an
excellent one: to provide a 'people's
court' to facilitate cheap, efficient,
lawyer-free settlement of small
consumer disputes. By creating an
informal court atmosphere where

people can tell their stories in their
own words at their own pace to an
impartial judge, it was hoped that
an efficient forum for resolving
everyday consumer grievances had
been realized. But there are
problems.

In the years of its existence, the
small claims courts have developed
some rather serious shortcomings:

a) Many people do not know the
court exists; others do not know
how to use it efficiently. And many
people who want to make use of it

cannot because the courts only
schedule daytime hearings at times
when most people are at work.

b) The court is being used by the
wrong people. Corporations are
using the court to collect debts.

c) The discriminatory attitude of
some of the court officials (clerks,

judges and sheriffs) has led
potential users of the court to feel

that the small claims courts are
biased toward big business and will

not guarantee them the justice that
they seek.

There have been moves to reform
the court by barring lawyers and
corporations from the courts,
providing evening and Saturday
hearing hours for the convenience
of working people and speeding up
the process for collection of money
after court case decisions.

Another real problem is the fear
that people have of courts in

general. There has been a Federal
Bill filed to provide individual States
with money to institute programs to
improve the quality of the courts. In

Massachusetts this money might
be used to hire "counselors" to

advise people on their cases and
thereby make them comfortable
and less fearful of the small claims

courts.

The sponsors of the Federal Bill

recognize the fact that there needs
to be a system of justice, catering

to lower-income citizens, for the
redress of relatively small consumer
grievances. Without such a system,
these small, easily resolvable
problems can grow and fester into

larger problems and give vent to

criminal actions.

Despite the shortcomings of the
small claims courts, indeed because
of them, it is important that people
make use of the courts and the

services they provide. If more in-

dividuals rather than businesses do
use the courts, then there are in-

dications that the quality of justice

Prof gets first hand feel of jail

By P. J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

"I think I enjoyed the experience
more than I'd like to admit. I had
more free time, no calls or ap-
pointments and I was being 'taken
care of.' I didn't have to make
plans, they were made for me,"
was the response from Professor of
Education Alfred S. Alschuler when
asked about his weekend prison
stay last May.

Alschuler entered the Berkshire
County House of Correction in

Pittsfield for a three day weekend in

May in order to evaluate the Model
Education Program instituted in the

House of Correction. The purpose
ot the program is to change the
emphasis in prison from 'crime-

oriented' to 'education-oriented.'

There are various programs and
options for the inmates to become
involved in such as work- release
(prisoners go out and work during
the day, return in the evening),
study- release, and volunteer
programs such as working at

Belchertown State School. "Prison
should be an educational resource
for the community," according to
Alschuler.

"Seventy percent of those in

county jails are not there for life,

but are holdovers awaiting trial or
sentence. Prisons are like schools
of crime and when prisoners talk

with each other they talk about
crime, and thus reinforce each

other" he said. "It becomes a cycle

the prisoner may find difficult or

impossible to break."

Crime is a game like anything in

life, Alschuler found. It is a high risk

game, and it can be exciting. Time
in jail is considered an occupational

hazard; if yoj're not willing to take
the risks, you shouldn't play the

game, he said. The goal for the
program is to change the desire to

go out and commit crimes to

preparing the inmate for something
useful and instilling a desire for

learning and thus break the cycle,

added Alschuler.

Alschuler, Chairman of the
Human Applications Cluster, said

that the "real shocker" for him was
not his prison stay, but his reaction

when he left the prison.

"I wasn't told about what the
prison would be like but I wasn't
apprehensive about going there.

The atmosphere was friendly, the
inmates were interested in talking

about school and education. When
I got out, however, I found that I

couldn't stay in one room for more
than a couple of hours, I had to get
in the car and drive around...", he
said.

Alschuler said he felt it was a

good experience and found many
prisoners were seriously getting

involved in education. "At night,

people were found in their rooms
studying, instead of playing cards.

It's almost like a dorm, but in a
much more restricted atmosphere."

Alfred S. Alschuler

BUS SURVEY (for existing routes)

The UMass area governments are considering funding the expansion of the present UMass bus
service to include weekend and late night service. Tbls data will be used to provide the
most worthwhile use of busses.

NAME

AFFILIATION: UNDERGRAD

RESIDENCY: ON-CAMPUS

GRAD

BUS R0UTE_

FACULTY STAFF OTHER

OFF-CAMPUS

Would you use bus service on the weekends? Yes No

What times would you like the busses to run on the weekends? (Please be realistic because
the busses are very expensive and we need good ridership to make the cost worthwhile.)

INBOUND

OUTBOUND

Would you use late night service? Yes No

What days and times?

OUTBOUND

I

will be improved and the
mechanisms for redress in small

claims court will run more smoothly
until it again exists as the 'peoples

court.'

The procedure to be followed in

small claims crem: is woqr simple.
Your claim must no* be crimfnaf or
libellous in nature and cannot
exceed $400.00. The court only
allows for money settlements. The
process is:

1) You file suit in the District

Court where the person or business
you are suing officially resides.

You pay the $3.56 fee to the Small
Claims Court clerk, filling out the
form provided.

2) You will immediately be given
a day and a time for which your
hearing is scheduled. Usually 2-6
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Manor tenants
meeting to be
heWtmite
There will be a meeting tonight to

deal with tenants' problems
resulting from the recent

bankruptcy of Brittany Manor and
Mt. Sugarioat apartments. I he
meeting will be held in Room 113

Campus Center at 5:30 p.m.

The court-appointed trustee for

Tri-Colonial Realty, attorney E.

David Mazzone of Wakefield will

meet with tenants to discuss their

obligations and options. Also
present will be William Ryan, who
was appointed by Mazzone to

manage Brittany Manor, and his

assistant, Art Boothby.

The problems surrounding the

non-return of security deposits will

be a major topic at the meeting.

Bus survey
deposit sites

The form found on this page may
be filled out and deposited in these
designated boxes. Commuter
Lounge-Student Union Basement
(Beside games room); Commuter
Student Affairs 229 Whitmore;
Parking Office 105 Hampshire
House; CASIAC E 22 Machmer
Hall; Business Administration
Office 359 SBA; Engineering
Office-201 Engineering East; Food
and Natural Resources- 110 Stock-
bridge; Campus Center-Concourse
Level, Campus Assistance Center;

Student Activities-R.S.O. Office-

416 Student Union; Graduate
Registrar's Office 243 Graduate
Research Center; Student Union by
Collegian bins; Parking Garage-by
exit.

J
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Hunt memo released at trial
Ends widely televised campaign

Nixon failed to pardon burglars, memo says
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Watergate cover

up prosecutor James F. Neal disclosed

yesterday a long-hidden "bombshell
document" accusing the Nixon ad-
ministration of failing to provide promised
money and pardons for seven defendants in

the Watergate break- in trial.

E. Howard Hunt Jr., a mastermind of the
Watergate bugging and one of the break-in

defendants, testified last week in the
Watergate cover-up trial that he wrote the
memo Nov. 14, 1972, and gave it to his at-

torney, William O. Bittman.

The memo said that the seven defendants
had not wanted to break into the

rarely in his office.

"Objections were overridden and the
attempt was loyally made," Hunt wrote.
The memo said the defendants' sponsors

"compounded the fiasco" by indecisiveness,
failure to quash the initial investigation,
permitting an FBI investigation of "un-
precedented scope and vigor," permitting
defendants to fall into the hands of "a
paranoid judge" -a reference to presiding
Judge John J. Sirica - failure to provide
promised support funds, and "an apparent
wash-hands attitude now that the election
has been won."
"The administration, however, remains

Democratic headquarters in the Watergate deficient in living up to its commitments,"
either on Memorial Day weekend of 1972 or the memo said. "These commitments were
the following June 17 because Democratic and are: 1. finance support, 2. legal defense
National Chairman Lawrence O'Brien was fees. 3. Dardons. 4. rehabilitation

"

The memo also pointed out that the

Watergate bugging was "only one of a

number of highly illegal conspiracies

engaged in by one or more of the defendants

at the behest of senior White House of-

ficials." It also pointed out that

"congressional elections will take place in

less than two yeaVs."

"Half measures will be unacceptable," the

memo said. "The foregoing should not be

misinterpreted as a threat. It is among other

things a reminder that loyalty has always

been a two-way street."

Hunt had said he made no copies and did

not know where the memo was. With the

jury of eight blacks and four whites out of the

courtroom, Neal said Bittman disclosed to

his during the weekend that he had received

the memo -which he characterized as a

"bombshell document" -but had not
divulged this to the grand jury or the special
prosecutor.

Lawyers for defendants H.R. Haldeman,
former White House chief of staff and
Kenneth W. Parkinson, former lawyer for the
Committee to Re- Elect the President, im-
mediately asked for a mistrial. Judge Sirica

denied the Haldeman motion, and did not act
on the Parkinson motion pending his con-
sideration of the circumstances of calling

Hunt back to the stand.

Courtroom observers said the memo
provided little new information. But it serves,

they said, to "rehabilitate" Hunt, who has
admitted he has lied in the past, as a witness,

and it poses new problems for Bittman, one
of 20 unindicted co-conspirators in the case.

A farmer aims his pistol at his dairy cow as another cattle kill begins to protest
low prices. Farmers in central Minnesota claim that it takes $50 to raise a calf that
can be sold for only $35. Around 100 calves and pigs were killed yesterday.

Coal strike would seriously hurt

nation's economy, experts say
By United Press International

A strike -even a short one - by the
nation's coal miners would have a
severe impact on the U.S. economy
and could put as many as one
million persons out of work,
economists said yesterday.

"Such a strike could have far

reaching effects on both industry
and employment,' economists at

Chase Manhattan bank said in a
new study.

"Steel, railroads and electric

utilities would be the first sectors to
feel the impact but the effects

could spread beyond these in-

dustries if the strike were to be an
extended one," the report said.

The United Mine Workers, which
represents 120,000 miners, has
threatened a nationwide strike on
Nov. 12, unless a new contract is

reached. The possiblity of a strike

was heightened Sunday when
negotiations broke off in

Washington between the UMW
and mine owners, represented by
the Bituminous Coal Association.

UMW miners produce about 70
per cent of all coal in the United
States.

In addition to its impact on in-

dustry, a coal strike could add up to
one million workers to the nation's

unemployment roles, according to
government reports. This would
Hrivp the unemployment rate, now
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at a three-year high of 6 per cent, to

7 per cent.

The Chase Manhattan
economists said the U.S. economy
is "particularly ill prepared to

withstand a long strike."

"Coal inventories are generally

low. Since the threat of strike

surfaced last spring, coal users
have found it difficult to ac-

cumulate inventories capable of

carrying them through a long
strike," they said.

The latest available survey of the

1,500 manufacturing plants, ex-

cluding steel, that depend on coal
for their primary energy source
showed that only a 30-day supply
had been stored, with some plants
holding only enough "for a week or
two."

Frederick G. Jaicks, chairman of
Inland Steel Co. and head of the
American Iron and Steel Institute,

warned that a coal strike would
"shutdown the steel industry
overnight."

Major steel producers have less
than a 20-day supply of coal on
hand.

Coal strike appears
certain after walkout
WASHINGTON [UPI] - With

negotiations broken off and the
United Mine Workers preparing for
a walkout, a nationwide coal strike
Nov. 12 appeared virtually
inevitable despite White House
efforts yesterday to get the talks
going again.

William J. Usery Jr., the chief
presidential labor trouble-shooter,
met separately with the top
negotiators for the UMW and the
Bituminous Coal Operators

Association in an effort to get them
back to the negotiating table
quickly. He expressed hope a strike

could be headed off.

White House Press Secretary
Ron Nessen, meanwhile, told
reporters that "talk of a coal strike

is premature" and said President
Ford hopes to avert a walkout. He
said it was "much, much too
premature" to discuss whether
Ford might invoke the Taft-Hartley
Act to postpone a strike.

EATING & DRINKING

AMHERST
TONIGHT

John Morgan

Demonstrators protest

appearance of PLO
NEW YORK [UPI] - Thousands

of pro-Israel demonstrators
yesterday jammed a three-block
area across from the United
Nations to protest the scheduled
General Assembly appearance of

delegates representing the .Arab
guerrilla Palestine Liberation
Organization.

Five blocks away, security men
surrounded a group of about 20
pro-Arab demonstrators carrying

"Welcome PLO" signs.

Separating the two groups were
federal, city and United Nations
security officers. City police boats
patroled the East River alongside
the world headquarters. The main
U.N. buildings were closed to the

public during the noontime rally.

Both gatherings were peaceful
but police reported 12 arrests of

reputed members of the militant

Jewish Defense League. They were
taken into custody when they sat

down in the street near the pro-

Arab protest.

The rallies caused massive
midtown traffic jams on the East

Side.

There was no official estimate of

the number of pro-Israel demon-
strators, many wearing yarmulkas

and carrying placards reading
"Arafat Go Home," but police

sources placed the figure at close to

50,000.

Among the speakers at the pro-

Israeli rally was former Israeli

defense Minister Moshe Dayan.

"The fate of Israel will not be

decided by the PLO or at Arab
summit meetings in Rabat. It will be
decided by the soldiers of Israel; our
fate will be decided by ourselves,"

Dayan said.

Sen. Henry Jackson, D-Wash.,
who has championed efforts to

ease, emmigration for Soviet Jews,
as greeted by prolonged applause.

He told the crowd that the PLO
was "a murderous band which
represents no one but itself."
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High turnout predicted for state election
BOSTON [AP] - More than 80

per cent of the state's nearly 3
million voters were expected to cast
ballots in the Massachusetts
election today, ending one of the
most widely televised campaigns in

the state's history.

The state Election Division
forecast a voter turnout as high as
81 or 82 per cent is skies remain
clear, with heavy participation

particularly in the Boston area.
However the U.S. Weather Service
predicted an 80 per cent chance of
rain statewide for today.
The face of all the candidates

have become familiar to voters,
after a series of four televised
meetings between the guber-
natorial candidates and numerous
television appearances of other
office seekers.

A Boston Globe poll published

yesterday became a last- minute
factor in the election, drawing
angry reactions from some can-

didates.

The Globe poll, which had shown
Democrat Michael S. Dukakis
leading the governor's race in mid
October by 25 percentage points,

now showed him only 6 points

ahead of Gov. Francis W. Sargent.

A spokesman for Dukakis said, "I

don't think their poll of this morning
is any more on target than their poll

of two weeks ago."

She said Dukakis' own polls have
shown him consistently with "a

healthy lead."

"The Globe's perception of this

gubernatorial race merits a good
deal of discussion on Wednesday,"
said Dukakis press aide, Mary

Fifield.

In that race, Sargent has taken

the tack of the challenger and the

underdog, criticizing the proposals

and promises made by Dukakis.

The candidates are ideologically

similar, and the campaign has
turned on the contrast in per-

sonalities between what one
commentator called "Folksy Frank"
Sargent and "Mighty Mike"
Dukakis.

At stake, in part, is the future of

the state's Republican party, which
is fighting to maintain its tenuous
grip on power at the State House.

Sargent and Lt. Gov. Donald R.

Dwight are virtually the only

Republicans in positions of political

influence on Beacon Hill.

If Dukakis and running mate
Thomas P. O'Neill III are elected,

Ford urges high voter turnout

to show confidence in America

Democrats will control both the

executive and legislative branches
of state government.

Republicans are not even
contesting the re-election of

Democratic State Treasurer Robert

Q. Crane and Auditor Thaddeus
Buczko.

However they are involved in

races for the statewide offices of

attorney general and state

secretary.

Former Democratic Lt. Gov.
Francis X. Bellotti was the favorite

in the campaign for attorney

general, but the Globe poll now
shows Republican Josiah A.

Spaulding leading by two per-

centage points.

Both men are experienced
political losers. Bellotti has run for

statewide office four times and lost

three of them. Spaulding, a former

chairman of the state Republican

party, ran and lost in an attempt to

unseat Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
D Mass.

The race for state secretary is

between 10-year state Sen. John
M. Quinlan, R-Norwood, and four-

year Rep. Paul H. Guzzi. D-Newton.
Both bill themselves as fresh

young faces, aiming to throw out
the political establishment. Guzzi
defeated seven-year incumbent
John F. X. Davoren in the Sep-
tember primary.

The Globe poll gave Guzzi an 18

point lead, evoking an angry
Quinlan response.

In the legislature, the GOP is

conceding most of the seats by
default, and the Democrats are

virtually assured of keeping their

grip on a 3-1 margin in both House
and Senate.

WASHINGTON [AP] - As
Republicans braced for major off-

year Democratic gains, President

Ford urged Americans to vote

today to show confidence in the

nation's political system - a system
struggling with economic woes and
shaken by scandal.

"You will not just be voting for

Democrats or Republicans," Ford
said yesterday.

"You will be casting your vote of

confidence in the United States of

America."

Ford's election-eve statement

from the White House Rose Garden
did not mention Watergate. But it

was implicit in the prospect of a

voter backlash facing his

Republican party.

The final Associated Press

survey shows Democrats have a

chance at two-thirds control of

both the House and Senate and a

record number of governorships in

the first election to feel the full

brunt of the Watergate scandal and
the nation's economic problems.

While the survey and other polls

pointed toward above-average off-

year gains by Democrats, there

were forecasts of a far below
average voter turnout

Some surveys indicated a record

low turnout of less than 40 per cent,

a figure cited by Ford in his

message.

"If this is true," Ford said, "the
Congress with which I must work ...

to control inflation, strengthen the

Tired of Dining Commons Food

and Life in the Dorm?

Gome and talk to the

Brothers and Sisters of

AM
A CO-ED FRATERNITY

Tues., Nov. 5th 7:30 p.m.

Thurs., Nov. 7th 7:30 p.m.

at 387 No. Pleasant Street

For information and/or rides call

545-0845 or 253-9957

Refreshments will be served.
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economy and preserve peace in the
world, could be elected by only 21
per cent of the voters. I don't think

anyone wants that kind of minority

decision."

Ford and his spokesmen refused

to make specific re-

election predictions, but the

President expressed hope last week
that the current Republican-

Democratic ratios would stay

basically unchanged.

The latest AP survey, based on
reports from bureaus in all 50

states, recent polls and interviews

with political strategists and
candidates, yielded this picture:

Senate - The Democrats have a

good chance of holding all 20 of

their own seats up for re-election,

and to gain from five to seven of

the 14 Republican seats at stake.

This could mean a new Senate with

63 to 65 Democrats, compared with
the present 58-42 margin.

elections

Candidates find new
out in disclosure law
BOSTON [UP/] - Some

Massachusetts political candidates

have discovered legal ways to avoid

making full disclosure about their

campaign fund raising activities

despite the requirements of a new,
tough campaign finance reform

law.

Reports on file with the state

campaign and finance office show
candidates legally have received
contributions under the new law

from various groups and
associations without identifying the

original source of the funds.

In addition, the reports show
what many had assumed was a

strict $1,000 limit on contributions

does not apply to those same

Butz proposes new food

agency to feed world
BRUSSELS [UP/] - Secretary of

agriculture Earl L. Butz yesterday
proposed a new international food
agency to bring the resources of
the Soviet Union and wealthy oil

nations into efforts to feed the
world's hungry.

Butz said shortly before
departing for Rome that creation of

a small food organization to

supplement the U.N. Food and
Agriculture Organization may be
one of the results of the World
Food Conference opening Tuesday
in Rome.

"The FAO does not include one
of the world's leading food-
producing and food-consuming
nations, the Soviet Union," he said.

"I think any program like this that
will involve a better monitoring of
food supplies...to be meaningful,

must have some input from the

Soviet Union."

"By the same token, one of the

groups of nations currently able,

and which is exhibiting some
willingness, to increase their

participation in world food aid

programs, are the oil-producing

nations."

Pierre Lardinois, the Common
Market agricultural commissioner,

said he had learned FAO would
propose an associate agency to

give the Soviet Union a share in the

world food effort.

He said the Common Market
itself is "not very much in favor of

creating new bodies where other

bodies exist to do the job." He said

FAO Chairman Addeke H. Boerma,
however, would propose a new
body "not totally separate from the

FAO."

groups and associations.

Though legislators and state

officials are relunctant to call them
"loopholes," they have
acknowledged that there are

"problems with the new law" and a

bstantial redraft is expected

jmetime during the next session.

House Election Committee
Chairman George Keverian, D
Everett, already is working on that

redraft and he said it will probably

be forthcoming even if the state's

voters approve a binding
referendum question on campaign
finance reform.

"Most people are quick to say

they expect me to make the two
laws fit together," Keverian said.

As Keverian pointed out, if the

referendum question is approved, it

will automatically become effective

Dec. 5, replacing a law which is less

than a year old and now in the

shakedown process. The new bill

early in the next session, would give

Massachusetts three campaign
finance laws within a year.

Keverian defended the existing

law, which he helped draft, and
disclaimed reports of confusion.

"By and large I don't think it's

been as confusing as some people

have made it out to be. It has

produced detailed and timely
reports," he said. The committee
chairman said recent debates over

loans have provided most of the

confusion.

"And politics has become in-

volved," he added.

"That area will have to be

worked on, since it was never given

that much consideration," he
added.

Other state officials, however,
have acknowledged several other

problem areas in the law.

TUES. • WEB.

STONE HEDGE
at the FOUR LEAF WINDOW

Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's Flea V -ket

The newest place around! No Cower Tues.

Nappy Hour- 4

Only 12 Miles from Whitmort'
Plenty of room to boogie! Phone 1617) — Just ovei .ie— 544-6028
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Accidents are major concern to coal miners
More than 100,000 coal

miners have been killed in

mine accidents in this
country since the turn of the
century. The mines are less
dangerous today than they
used to be. but mine safety
remains a subject of hot
dispute in the coalfields and
at the bargaining table when
labor contracts are
negotiated.

By STRATDOUTHAT
Associated Press Writer

Part J ofa 2part series

FAIRDALE, W. Va. [AP] - A
chewing tobacco commercial
making the rounds on many Ap-

palachian radio stations these days
opens with a deep-voiced country
and western singer commiserating
with the men who work in the coal

mines.

"You have respect for the
mine.. .pay attention all the time,"
the singer tells his listeners, before
going into the particular pleasure
offered by his product.
"Pay attention all the time..."

Here in southern West Virginia,

where many men spend their entire

working lives in the dark, dusty
tunnels beneath the ancient hills,

the message strikes a responsive
chord — especially in Tory Hen-
derson, who is 24.

A slender, fair- haired man from

nearby Glen Daniel, Henderson is a

bituminous coal miner — one of the

120,000 men who mine 95 percent

of the nation's coal. His empathy
with the chewing tobacco jingle

stems from events at the Maple
Meadow Mining Co. one recent

morning.

On the day in question, Han-
derson and three other men were
working on a water pump near the

bottom of a 2,800-foot supply slope

at the mine. Suddenly, a voice

began shouting over the safety

phone, some 75 feet up the steep,

dark shaft.

"I couldn't make out what the

Wisconsin nuclear power
protested by two hundred

plant

hollering was all about," he

recalled. "But I didn't have to; I'd

already heard it coming and had

seen the fire where the pipe was

scraping metal."

Seven tons of twisted metal pipe

had broken loose from a surface

cable and were hurtling down the

12-foot-wide tunnel like a runaway

locomotive. By the time Henderson

looked up from his work, the

tangled maze had slid more than a

third of the way down the 17-

degree slope and was gaining

momentum every second.

Henderson dropped his wrench

and made a desperate leap for a

narrow rock ledge on the tunnel

wall. No sooner had his feet landed

on the ledge, than the monstrous

mass roared past and slammed into

the face of the shaft, 50 feet behind

him.

The impact was defening. Dust

and smoke filled the air.

from his helmet lamp, and there

was no sound of human voices.

"I saw one body on the ground in

front of me. It was dark and smoky
and I was scared. I broke and ran

for help," he said with an
apologetic little shrug.

Seated in his cozy living room,
Henderson showed little emotion as
he recalled that fateful morn. His

two small children were in the back
bedroom and his wife, Meta, was
fixing dinner. The accident was the

first he's been involved in since he
became a miner in 1971.

The three other men in the

supply slope were killed instantly. It

was the second time this year that a

triple mine fatality had occurred in

this part of District 29 of the United

Mine Workers of America.

"We've lost 16 brothers in our

district so far this year," said

Everett Acord, the UMW's chief

safety coordinator in the district,

MADISON, Wis. \AP\ Plans to

build a $1 billion nuclear power
plant at Lake Koshkonong were
protested by about 200 persons
Sunday who marched to the

Capitol and then to the offices of

the Wisconsin Public Service

commission.

Stephen Brown of Madison, a

representative of Concerned
Citizens of Wisconsin, said farmers

opposed the stringing of addition

electric transmission towers in

conjunction with the plant. He said

[nation and world!

Nixon improved
LONG BEACH, Calif. [UPf] -

Former President Richard Nixon's
condition improved enough
yesterday for him to try walking in

his hospital room but doctors were
concerned about a small
congestion of fluid in one lung.

The 61 -year-old Nixon was being
encouraged to cough and breathe
deeply to dissipate the deposit of

fluid which is a complication fairly

common in patients who have to lie

on their backs for a long period

after operations.

The morning medical bulletin

issued by Dr. John Lungren said

Nixon "still continues to show
gradual improvement" and that his

vital signs were stable.

"We will attempt careful am-
bulation today in his room with

help," Lungren said. "During this

activity he will be closely

monitored."

It was the first time that Nixon
had tried walking since he went into

a state of shock and almost died

last Tuesday following surgery to

block passage of blood clots.

Car stickers stolen
BOSTON \AP\ - A continuing

demand for fake or stolen auto
inspection stickers keeps s^ me
thiefs and counterfeiters in

business in Massachusetts ac-

cording to David J. Lucey,
Massachusetts Registrar of Motor
Vehicles.

Motorists who face expensive
repairs to meet inspection stan-

dards would apparently rather pay
$15 or $20 for a phoney sticker, he
said.

The problem is a continuing one,

and peaks every Year at inspection

time. About 4,900 possibly stolen

inspection sticker numbers were
reported to police this weekend.

Last year, the number of

unaccounted for stickers was about
4,000.

Counterfeiting is an ongoing
problem, but one that does not
seem any worse this year than it

has been in the past.

The registry is also investigating

a scheme to counterfeit new car

ownership certificates to be used in

selling stolen out-of-state cars.

Lawyers argue busing
BOSTON \AP\ - The lawyer for

the Boston school committee
argued yesterday before the U.S.

Court of Appeals that the com-
mittee was not responsible for

whatever segregation has existed in

the city's public schools.

But the lawyer for the National

Association for the Advancement
of Colored People argued that the

committee was.

As they argued, some 200
students refused to enter Hyde
Park High School after a fight broke
out between black and white
students. Elsewhere, the situation

was generally quiet.

at the TOC . . Nov. 7 - 9

\ !

9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

they would be a threat to health,

devalue land and be an eyesore.

"According to the PSC ap-

plication, there will be as many as

three lines bn some farms in Dane
County," he said.

Brown said the PSC should

consider -alternate methods of

delivering electricity such as

stacking additional transmission

lines on existing towers.

A moratorium on construction of

nuclear power plants was urged by
other speakers.

"We can't allow Wisconsin
citizens to become the guinea pigs

for power companies," Dane
County Supervisor Albert
Holmquist said.

The protestors taped anti-

Koshkonong material to the main
doors of the state building in which
the PSC offices are located in the

hope that commissioners would see
them when they arrived at work
Monday.

Henderson jumped down from where some 14,000 miners are

his four-foot-wide perch and landed employed,

on shaky legs. The only light came Tomorrow: Union demands.
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12:30 - Calendar - Persons in-

terested in publicizing non-profit

events should send info to
Calendar, WFCR, Amherst, Mass.
01002

1:00 - Images -

-2:00 - Pedal Point

2:00 Gruenberg: Violin Concerto
2:40 Chopin: 4 piano pieces

3:25 Mozart: Chruch Sonatas No.
4 and 5

5:00 - All Things Considered -

The award-winning program that

takes a fresh look at the news.
Weekdays.

6:30 - The Best Seats in The
House - Election Special. Con-
tinuous coverage of national and
local election returns focusing on
races for seats in the House of

Representatives.
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College
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hours 10-6
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Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
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pressions of Black life.
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Busoni: Concerto for Piano.

5:00 All Things Considered —
A unique daily news
magazine.
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Parking lots...

cont. from p. 1

Most of the money contributed

to bus operations by student

government groups is earmarked
for the expenses of nighttime and
"outreach" bus runs: the South
Deerfield, Belchertown center and
South Amherst routes.

Martha Esquivel, a council

member and a representative on
the commuter assembly, says that

commuting students are taxed

most heavily for bus service. They
pay part of the $10,000 subsidy

from the student senate and the

$15,000 given by the commuter
assembly, according to her.

Bus director Godding says it

appears commuting students are

also the heaviest bus users. He
expresses serious doubts about the

proposal to scrap the present bus
budget system and charge riders

directly.

"No one has sat down and done
a definite analysis yet, though. The
council wants a clearer picture of

who uses the buses and who pays
for them, and we ' need that,"

Godding says. '

He also cites potential legal

problems if fares are charged:

"We've tried to avoid conflict with

the commercial carriers. A formal

complaint might mean the federal

government would back out"
One condition of the federal

grant which bought most of the

equipment in the transit system
was that UMass would not com-
pete with bus companies in the

region.

Godding is applying for a new
Dept. of Transportation grant to

purchase ten more buses, build a

maintenance garage and cover the

cost of transferring ownership of

the present fleet from the govern-

ment to UMass. Godding estimates

total cost a little over $1 million.

Increased service to South
Amherst is the main aim of the new
grant proposal. Godding said,

adding that he expects some relief

of overcrowding on other routes.

"The greening of the campus" is

a phrase attached to a years-old

plan to transform the parking lots in

the central campus to iawns with

rows of shrubbery.

The plan is related to the

proposed construction of a new
road and the closing of North

Pleasant St. to eliminate motor
traffic through the campus.

Last spring Kittle proposed
closing parking lot 65, adjacent to

the main engineering building

complex. Opposition was very

strong and the transportation

council "was 100 per cent against

it," according to Martha Esquivel. A
petition with over 100 signatures

opposed the lot closing and the

idea was dropped.

The idea is not dead, however.

Kittle says it is possible one or more
of the core parking lots will close

after this academic year. He
mentions lot 65 as one under
consideration for closing.

Closing the core lots will be a

focus of the transportation and
parking master plan, which Kittle

says should be ready for presen-

tation in rough form to the council

by December.
End of series
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CHORALE

organizing Tues., Nov. 5

9 p.m. SU 302

All interested in singing
Jewish folk, religious and
liturgical music in an
informal performing group
invited to attend.
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Campus Comments
Interviews by JIM PAULIN
Photos by DEBI SCHAFER

It's election day, time to apply the processes that theoretically
maintain the people as the soverign body. Campus Comments
decided to learn how much faith people have in this essential
democratic process.

The questions - Are you going to vote? Do you think your
vote counts?

Debi Huisken Sophomore
from Lynnfield living in

Dickinson majoring in Com-
parative Literature. I'm not

going to vote tomorrow
because I don't know much
about it. It's not that it's a dull

election, it's just that I haven't

had time to find out about the

candidates. I don't want to vote

for somebody I don't know
anything about.

Jim Jackson-Freshman from
Methuen living in Dickinson
majoring in Business. I'm not
registered. Dukakis has too
many ideas. I don't think he's
logical enough. He sounds like

he wants to get things done,
but he's not going about in the
right manner.

Richard Grady-Sophomore
from Braintree living in

Dickinson majoring in Natural

Resources Economics. What
elections? I'm not registered, I

just didn't feel like it. I'm not
apathetic, I just don't feel it will

do any good. It's not much of a
choice, really. I'm interested in

politics and everything, I just

don't think voting carries any
weight.

ire

Vincent Walsh-Freshman
from Weymouth living in Baker.

I missed out on registration

here and I can't get home to

vote. I'd definitely like to vote.

In a lot of instances, the

politicians are different from
each other. Like in my home
town, in the twelfth district,

Gerry Studds the Democrat
versus his Republican op-
ponent. The two of them are

very different.

Dan Rackliffe-Sophomore
from Springfield majoring in

Geology. Whether it's worth it

or not, you have to vote to get

some say in the matter,
because they give you a choice
which I feel is more or less the

worse of two evils. I'm going to

go down and vote because I

want to get my ideas in there. A
lot of people say "I don't have
enough time to go out and vote

and what difference does it

make if I vote, anyways?

op»ed«op»eckop
They say today is V-day, OK

By REID FISHMAN
This years local elections present

an interesting contrast between
Democrats and Republicans. On
the one hand, John Olver and Jim
Collins have been outspoken in

their proposals towards education
and increased aid to mental health

programs. Both have only been in

their respective positions for two

years, and both show good
prospects for re-election.

On the other hand, McCarthy
and Atkins have criticized the

Democrats for spending too much
and being afraid to say, "no ". They

are running on their years of

community experience and the

feeling that the common person
has been neglected by state
government. They both provide
plausible alternatives to the liberal

Democratic policies.

What emerges is an unusual
contrast between Democrats and
Republicans in what could be a
most interesting election year.

For State Senator

By REID FISHMAN
Democrat: John Olver

Address: 1333 West St., Amherst
Telephone: 256-6643

Occupation: State Senator
Education: B.S. Renselleer Politechnical Institute

Masters: Tufts

PHD. in Chemistry: MIT
Public Service: 4 yrs. State Representative 1968-72

State Senator since 1972

Senator Olver favors increased aid to the

Belchertown State School and is a member of the

Special Commission on the Belchertown State

School. He fostered the program for the Children's

Center in Northampton and considers this to be a

great accomplishment to his record. As President of

the Holyoke Range Utilities program, he has worked
hard towards wildlife conservation. He is viewed in

the State Senate as the expert on utility matters.

Republican: Gerald R. McCarthy
Address: Leyden

Telephone: 773-7276

Occupation: Speech and Hearing Therapist in

Greenfield

Education: B.A. Emerson
Masters in education from UMass

Public Service: Member of Leyden School Com-
mittee, Member of Leyden Finance Committee
McCarthy is running as an Independent-Republican

on a conservative oriented platform. He generally

believes that the Democratic State legislature has
been spending too much on unnecessary programs,
not meant to serve the needs of the district. His main
differences with Olver would be on issues such as gun
control, and feels that he is better equipped to handle
the needs of all the voters in the district

For State Representative
Democrat: James G. Collins

Address: 67 Butterfield Terrace, Amherst
Telephone: 549-6886

Occupation: State Representative

Education: B.A.: UMass
Public Service: Former Asst. Director of Regional

Upward Bound Program
Representative Collins, as a member of the Special

Commission on the Belchertown School, has worked
for increased financial aid for that school. He favors

increased aid to education and other related programs
(i.e. independent studies or Outreach, etc.). He is

generally looked upon as a liberal and has fostered

such a voting record.

Republican: William C. Atkins
Address: 15 Mt. Pollux Drive, Amherst
Telephone: 256-6777

Occupation: Production Manager for Atkins Farm
Education: UMass graduate
Public Service: Amherst School Committee for 12 yrs.

Amherst Recreation Commission
Amherst Town Meeting Member
Amherst Finance Committee
Chairman of Regional School Committee

Atkins has based his campaign on his years of
experience with the Amherst community. He feels

that because of this and the fact that he has "five

college children", that he'd be the most fitting

representative to unite the students and the members
of the Amherst community.

Statewide
Statewide, the race for governor between in-

cumbent Republican Francis Sargent and Democratic
contender Michael Dukakis has been characterized by
general agreement on most aspects of the campaign,
the big difference being in the area of economics
where Dukakis plans to create jobs through public
works projects. Sargent appeals to conservative
elements with claims of cutting back on state
spending.

The campaign for Attorney General between
Francis X. Bellotti, Democrat and Josiah Spaulding,

Republican should be close. Spaulding is the un-

derdog, but so was Muhammad Ali last week.

Michael Dukakis will find great support from
Thomas P. O'Neil 3d, son of Congressman "Tip
O'Neil," in the race for Lieutenant Governor. The
O'Neil family has considerable political clout in

Massachusetts. Donald Dwight is Sargent's running
mate.

Most observers predict Dukakis-O'Neil to win big in

1974.
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Dean Tucker D
Xmas, now!

It's Christmas again. What? That's right, Christmas. Forget about
veteran s day which is next week, but was celebrated last week (or was
that the Fourth of July).
Chop Thanksgiving. It is not being played up too highly this year. A trip

to the supermarket is more like getting rolled for a week's pay than par-
taking in America's abundance.

a
We'

re
.

navin9 ,ndian summer, but Christmas is coming. Pretty soon theAvon Lady will come ding-donging at people's doors laden with all manner
ot powders, perfumes, and other non-essential items that have their way of
finding an obscure spot in the linen closet to dry out, be spilled or
rewrapped and given away again.
The trees are not completely devoid of leaves yet, but a department

store in Northampton already has its artificial Christmas tree up. The World
beries is only three weeks old but it is time to get new skis, poles, boots,
jackets, hats, gloves, etc. Because Christmas is nearly here and Christmas
means snow, even if it takes until January to be deep enough to make
footprints on a sidewalk.

People are still wearing shorts and topsiders, but plans for the arrival of
Santa Claus by helicopter, parachute or yacht are in the wind. Santa Claus
the once mythological figure, will be on the streets with the frequency of
winos around Times Square. Yes, Christmas is coming and by the time all
those Santa's tell all the children they can have anything they want
parents will be at the bank trying to cop a second mortgage.

Halloween costumes are just being put away, but hurry up because
before long enterprising youth will be at the door with a catalogue of
Christmas Cards, personalized at the factory with the name of your choice
before the rush for sure as a discount is available. The Christmas spirit isn't
necessary, just save some money.
While the costumes are being put away, have a real pigout on the candy

that kids mooched the other day. In the next week, groups like the North
Amherst Fire Department Auxiliary will be interrupting dinner with an
invitation to buy overpriced, sugar-laden cookies or candy, to help them
with their annual Christmas Party. (Doesn't hurt the dentist either.) Every
house needs eight or ten pounds of scrumptious ribbon candy to become
rancid over the holidays. It's the American way.

«jiuik ui pinion i iao yci: i oai nui, mc MHMIIMN Ml WWMIMNHVM Will SOOn
unload its annual contest for the best home-lighting in town. It's the
country's one big chance to be garrish and get rewarded. The $25 dollar

prize will pay the bill for blinking Santas (what him again) and
Rudolphs.. .or light the Nativity Scene and supply it with music too. Losers:

tough luck, back to the fuse box, and see you next year.

No Christmas is complete without music. Right now, and hurry because
the supply is limited to 100,000,000 copies. Department stores, gas
stations, pharmacies, supermarkets, and other cultural strongholds are
offering records of the best liked songs of the season for 99 cents. The
album you want to buy for a gift will be higher priced this year because
there is a shortage of petroleum product, vinyl chloride.

Start your 75 Christmas Club soon. Don't let the holiday creep up on
you.

Dean Tucker is Executive Editor of the Collegian.

I WINK MiniS W147I FOR WIS GERRt!

Your chance to speak is now
Robert Wood, President of UMass, has determined

the mandatory residence hall requirement to be a
matter of economics rather than legalities, as, in his
opinion, living on campus is less expensive than living
off. At present, students are paying from $307.50 to
$350 per semester for a concrete walled double room,
and an additional $308.25 for a ten meal ticket, which
mar go unused more than a few times due to the
sometimes intolerable quality of the food or the
environment in which it is served. It would seem that
President Wood does not have a clear idea of the
quality of life in the dormitories, physically, mentally,
or economically.

A lack of communication is nothing new, it has
been declared a major reason for disputes ranging
from World Wars to a family argument. The Student
Organizing Project is holding hearings into the
housing situation to alleviate the lack of com-
munications between students and the ad-
ministration. The hearing will be held every night this
week in each of the residential areas, beginning
tonight in Baker House. Witnesses will include Vice
Chancellor Dr. Robert Gage, Ken Dean, Director of

c E. Patrick I McQuaid >

Residential Life, and Arthur Warren, Director of Food
Services. Also attending will be State Representative
Jim Collins.

But one of the major factors of the hearings will be
the students of UMass. Student groups and in-

dividuals will also be testifying about grievances
toward the residence hall system. Student input is

essential for the hearings to be a success. Here is a
situation in which the students will have a direct voice
to the policy making administrators of the campus
instead of useless complaint boxes or comment cards.
One does not have to be a great orator or student
leader to testify. Anyone under the classification of
"UMass student" "UMie", etc. may speak on what's
bothering him (her), by contacting the S.O.P. at 545-
2415.

We urge all students with grievances or ideas to
attend the meetings and to voice their opinions. A
failure to communicate ideas can usually be attributed
to one side or the other. In this case, let's hope that
students are not to blame.

The opinions expressed in this space represent
those of a majority of the Board of Editors.

Editorial points
In order to answer the housing problem

they are looking into ways to make South-
west a place where people want to live —
which is comparable to cultivating farm-
land in Antartica.

All women applicants to Amherst

The only trouble with having this warm
weather in November is that it's awfully
early to deal with spring fever.

If the Patriots are a good team that was
beaten by Buffalo that was beaten by
Miami that was beaten by Washington that
was beaten by Cincinnati that was beaten

College should first be sent a copy of the by Houston that means that Houston is a
last article

"sleazing

in the Amherst Student on

It's hard to say something funny about
Election Day when people are now taking
the whole idea as a joke in itself.

four point favorite over Denver in the
Super Bowl. Just ask anyone who teaches
philosophy.

And if .you're wondering where Denver
comes in, that's too bad.

It seems that with the advent of each
semester the Student Government
Association attempts to out do whatever the
previous administration has contrived. Last
spring there was a masochistic conspiracy to
destroy themselves through legal abolition.

This year the great plan is autonomy.
According to a pink and black pamphlet

delivered to my mail box, "this time
something's DIFFERENT on campus! In-

troducing THE STUDENT ORGANIZING
PROJECT." The latest gimmick is a push to

procure a student union. What then, is the

purpose of that massive red brick building

that one must encounter in daily duty here

on campus that bares the name of Student
Union? What, other than the housing of

RSO, Collegian, and the game room is its

reason for existence? A more pressing

question would inquire as to what exactly is a

student union.

bargain collectively with the administration.
What possible progress can be made if we,

the students, are asked to jump from one
cause to another, to join one committee and
help form another one to achieve a similar if

not the same purpose? What is the function
of SGA, RSO, and SOP if not merely to feed
each other with membership and thought?
Last week I came across a yellow card placed
on every dining commons' table reading
"Join a committee/" and then listed six or
seven different assemblages that one might
affiliate oneself with. There was one for food,
one for housing, one for entertainment, one
for publishing such literature, each one
demanding your presence if action is to be
taken against the collossal bureaucracy that
is intent on our elimination.

How then is one to play the prime role —
student- and remain as such? It would
appear that when something needs doing a

committed to committees

A university, of, by, and for the students is process of buck passing is commenced and a
its basic a.m. It conis.sts of a body of new committee, organization, association
volunteer membership officiated to deal and

E. Patrick McQuaid

assembly, et cetera is formed. A nonentity
becomes a prospective scapegoat to the
cause.

Have you ever entered such an institution

as Whitmore or RSO and asked who's in

charge? Total confusion, the zenith of
anarchy ensues. Like a human ping-pong ball

you are volleyed from one authority to
another. In rage, frustration, and sometimes
tears, you exit having accomplished nothing.

In President Wood's recent speech to the
Student Senate, one might be lead to believe
that he advocates a love it or leave it policy. If

the students do not shape to the
prefabricated mold outlined by the ad-
ministration then they can be disposed of
and another group of students can come and
be poured into the mold.

It is our right to mold our own life and
education and not be forced into a shape
that we do not fit. A student union may well
be the answer but the method of formation is

surely not proper. This vicious cycle that gets

is a Collegian Columnist,

us nowhere, juggling your time between
twenty committees, and attempting to
squeeze in some academics is a totally
negative process.

President Wood states that he admits that
we have a legitimate and major concern over
what kind of education we're paying for. He
further reports that are we to be taken
seriously in the expression of such concerns.
I can clearly see his point when reflecting on
last spring's push to abolish the SGA and th^
circus-like farce that carries over in ax

tempting to formulate a union.

What this all boils down to is that if the, <:
:s

to be student power it must come from a
central, nucleus; one forcible source We
have no need for another set of initials to
take up office space at the Union building
where SGA members will shuffle from ono
office title to another and discuss the same
subject matter under the guise of SOP or
RSO. Only through some formal structure
can we possibly attempt to usurp this

"cookie-cutter"' conspiracy.
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Voters to decide NUKE issue locally today
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1974 THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

The Progressive News
Service is the result of many
people's need for free ac-
cess to the media on a
regular basis. Anyone who
wishes to write an article or
a series of articles, should
submit them to the
Progressive News Service,
c-o Veteran's Coalition in
the Student Union, second
floor.

By ALICE SUNSHINE
andJOHN BUSCAGUA
Today the people living in

Hampshire and Franklin counties

will vote on two referendum
questions asking -whether they
want nuclear power plants in

Montague, Mass., Rowe, Mass.
and Vernon, Vermont.

These questions were placed on
the ballot by the Alternative Energy
Coalition because, they believe the

people whose lives are most af-

fected by the corporate decision to

build the nukes never have a

chance to say much about it.

The Atomic Energy Commission
they say, was supposed to protect

the public but unfortunately it was
also supposed to promote nuclear

power - a conflict of interest in

which the people lost.

President Ford recently signed

into law a new bill that splits the

Atomic Energy Commission into

two new agencies, supposedly to

resolve this conflict.

The first, called the Energy
Research and Development Ad-
ministration, will be headed by
Robert Seamans, currently

president of the National Academy
of Engineering. Its task will be to

explore new modes of energy
production, including solar,

geothermal, and wind energy, as

well as nuclear energy. The second
new agency, called the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, will

supposedly insure the safety and
efficiency of nuclear power plants.

President Ford has appointed
William A. Anders, former
astronaut and currently a member
of the Atomic Energy Commission,
as head of the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission.
It remains to be seen whether the

two new agencies will actually

change this country's energy
research and development or give

the people any greater say in

decision- making. The Alternative

Energy Coalition of Amherst and
Turners Falls points out two

reasons why this reorganization

probably doesn't mean much.:
First, they say, it is questionable

whether making William Anders
head of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission will really protect us.

Senator Abraham Ribicoff, one of

the main reorganizes of the Atomic
Energy Commission asked
"whether the AEC commissioner
who now has the lead role in

promoting the new plutonium

fueled breeder reactor should serve

as the chief regulator of this

potentially dangerous technology."

With Anders as its chief, the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
may find itself with the same
contradictions that the Atomic

Energy Commission floundered

under.

Second, the Alternative Energy

Commission notes, the amount of

money the federal government is

allocating for research of atomic

energy is grossly disproportionate

to allocations for other forms of

energy. This year the government
spent only $50 million for the

development of solar energy and
only $42 million on other advanced
energy systems, while $700 million

was allocated for the development

of nuclear power. What the budget

will be for the new Energy Research

and Development Administration is

not known.
If Congress allocates money in

the same proportions as it has up to

now, the new agency will ac-

complish very little in developing

advanced energy systems, says the

Alternative Energy Coalition.

The Alternative Energy Coalition

also points out that the utilities

companies and the oil industry,

foreseeing that petroleum reserves

will be depleted by the turn of the

century, are investing heavily in

nuclear power. They are deter-

mined to steer the United States

toward a nuclear economy, in order

with the author, historian

RAM FLOKESCU
SUB. 8:00

TUES NOV. 5 ®

to preserve their own control of this

country's energy resources and
insure their profits after the oil runs
out.

Almost no money is being in-

vested by the power cartel in the
development of advanced energy
systems such as solar power. This
is because the industries know that,

once the technology for a solar

economy were established, this

country would have unlimited

amounts of clean energy, virtually

for free. The availability of solar or

wind energy cannot be regulated to

insure high profits, the way the
availability of oil or nuclear power
can. For this reason, the utilities

and oil companies have been doing
all they can to discredit the
feasability of advanced energy
systems and to maintain the illusion

of solar, geothermal, and wind
energy systems as backward,
impractical, and inadequate for

America's energy needs.

Stopping the spread of nuclear
power plants must begin on a local

level. The two referendum
questions on today's ballot are a
beginning. It will be the first chance
to hear from people living in the
hazardous radiation zone
surrounding the proposed Mon-
tague nuke - an area that roughly
corresponds to present State
Senator John Olvers' district.

The first question opposes the
construction of the proposed

Montague nuke, 15 miles north or

Amherst. The second question calls

for closing and dismantling the

nuclear power plants in Rowe,

Massachusetts and Vernon,
Vermont. If these two proposals are

approved by the voters in Hamp-
shire and Franklin Counties, the

political impact will lend tremen-

dous support to the growing anti-

nuclear movement across the

country. It will tell the legislators

that the public objects to the course

currently being charted for this

country by the private, corporate

interests who control our power
industry. In order to oppose the
nukes on the ballot you should vote
"YES" on these two questions. If

you want to help promote the no
nuke referendum, the Alternative

Energy Coalition needs people to

canvass and distribute literature.

Come to the People's AEC office

today, at 165 Main St. in the First

Congregational Church in Amherst
or call 253-2564.

Alice Sunshine and John Buscaglia
are members of the Alternative

Energy Coalition.

Today's schedule
on WFCR

13

WFCR Commonwealth award

12:30 - Calendar - Persons in-
terested in publicizing non-profit
events should send info 'to
Calendar, WFCR, Amherst, Mass
01002

1:00 - Images
2:00 - Pedal Point

2:00 Gruenberg: Violin Concerto
2:40 Chopin: 4 piano pieces
3:25 Mozart: Church Sonatas No.

4 and 5

5:00 - All things Considered - The
award-winning program that takes
a fresh look at the news. Week-
days.

6:30 - The Best Seats in The
House - Election Special Con-
tinuous coverage of national and
local election returns focusing on
races for seats in the House of
Representatives.

elections focuses on bicentennial

D.C.
Food Services Director

SEARCH COMMITTEE

Apply before Nov. 8 at

Student Senate

420 S.U.

UIMUA
8:30 a.m. — HlGHTIDES — A weekday astrological

appraisal of your future. Tune in and see what's
in store for YOU!

7:15-10 p.m. — MUSICAL FLASHBACKS — Vinny
Peruzzi flashes back 9 years to spin the music of
1965. News, sports, and oldies from a featured
year.

10:15 p.m. — FOCUS — Ken Mosakowski hosts
timely, informative debates, interviews, and
forums with political candidates and
organization representatives. Every Monday
after the 10 p.m. news.

+ Nov. 5 is Election Day. Stay tuned to MUA for all

the election results Tuesday, 6-12 p.m.

11.1 FH
;r

"-T\S

\^Jp ^J^

PIZZA

G?LVRW

Oe o* efiver,^j||s|

.

256-6914- «a256-0473
55 ONIVERS ITY DR. »o3 N. PLEASANT ST.

• • TRY OUR
musHRooms/

m

All regularly scheduled programs
on Five College Radio (WFCR, 88.5
f.m.) will be pre-empted today from
6:30 until 2:00 a.m. so that full

election coverage may be
broadcast.

The schedule is planned as
follows: At 6:30 National Public
Radio's congressional
correspondent Linda Wertheimer
will cover the 140 most hotly
contested House seats. At 6:50,
there will be a report from WFCR's
Brian Lewis in Boston followed by
Ms. Wertheimer again with more
news from Washington.
At 7:20, there will be a report

from WFCR's George Thompson in

Springfield followed by Ms.
Wertheimer once again. Gary
Weber, also from WFCR, will

deliver a report from Hartford.

A $1000 Commonwealth
Bicentennial Award for a book-
length manuscript on the American
Revolutionary era has been
established as part of Bicentennial
observances at UMass, Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery announced
recently.

The award-winning manuscript
will be published by the UMass
Press in the fall of 1976.

Manuscripts will be judged by a
group of distinguished scholars and
the UMass Press Committee. The
judges will welcome for con-
sideration such works as
monographs, biographies, and
interpretive studies concerning the
historical experience of the
American people during the
Revolutionary era, and its im-
plications.

LAW HgpMATWM

LSA
When your future may depend

on a VA hour test one Saturday

Morning, adequate preparation

is your best ins'urance!

10% DISCOUNT
IF YOU

ENROLL NOW
fofoflr

Oct t Nov classes

preparatory for

0«t 7 LSAT n»m
This unique in-tfap(h WMkend program It

dtstflrwd to pr«fMr« you with intennv* In.

•tructien by N-»eoring scholar* in LSAT
700400 rang* and aminonl attorntyj.

instruction w»« foature vM*6 tap* replay of missed classes: speed
reeding workshop: psychology o> lest taking: counseling in choosinq
the right law school end how to qualify. Individual tutoring slso
available.

A FREE mini rptitude test prior to enrolment. wiH ttl you whether
you require LSAT prep courses et all.

yitim.mt.m.t,t

:

QUARANTIE
II.1JUL

II. aln uh.ng. lhi» court* vou • '•
net »al>si*d w.ih your i sat ecore.
vou wii receive «i m-depin review
el your pert pertoimance »«d be
lO-enroHod FREE OF CHARGE.

m iin 1 1mnmini

A.M .S. Educational Services

ISAT Counsfling Dms-on

440 Park Av*. South. NYC

212.7XS.tlOO
Sli B?/i«j:«n It .lofion. Mass.

S17.2SLSS00
fSjtlatMtfl hrs.djilyi jundj/

& a British company we'd like to explain oui

810ox automatic turntable in plain English.

How the 810QX reproduces

recorded music accurately

The BSR 810QX has a sophisticated

synchronous motor, spinning a heavy
7-lb platter fa-

accurate speed
(regardless of

voltage supply or

record load) and all -but -nonexistent

wow and flutter Anti-skatigg force

Cjmm
may be adjusted for

/^R optimum pressure with

Jj either conical or

elliptical styli so stylus

sits perfectly centered
in groove lor precise stereo

separation

without audible

distortion or

uneven groove
wear A strobe

disc is integrated into the platter

design and a variable speed control is

•t *
provided should you want to vary

from, and later return to, the normal

speeds The tone arm will track as

low as 25 grams to make use of

finest light weight high -compliance

cartridges for maximum fidelity and
dynamic range

How the 810QX
protects records and
cartridge stylus assembly.

Tone arm descent is

viscous-damped in

automatic operation

lfi|p"^^^-^ and also when using
I f^i«aB«j*j*fJB*B»ffl

t^e manual cue and
pause control, for gentle contact

with record surface Platter rubber
mat protects records

during play and cushions

discs during automatic

drop Automatic spindle*

uses umbrella-type suspension*

without outboard balance arm

Stub spindle rotates with record to

prevent distortion of center hole

Stylus setdown adjustment prevents

stylus damage if dropped outside o*

entry groove range Tracking pressure

adjustable down to

25 grams for

newest lightweight

cartridges for

minimum record

wear Stylus brush whisks dust otf

stylus between
plays Lock

automatically secures

tone arm to prevent

damage to stylus

from accidental

movement Stylus

wear meter records accumulated

stylus use in hours Knowing when
to replace a

worn stylus

protects your records

How the 810QX
provides convenient ope i

in any desired mode.
After touching a single feather-

weight button, the 810QX can
either play a stack of

records, shutting off

after the last one,

play a single record

and shut off, or play

a single record, and

repeat ^indefinitely until you stop it.

Manual operation

uses a single button

to start the motor,

and the cue control to lower the

stylus

How the 810 QX operates

cjuietly, emitting no sound

that can intrude on the music.

The 810QX uses a unique sequential

cam drive mechanism It is a rigid

-o. <

precision assembly that replaces the

plumber's nightmare of rotating

eccentric plates and interlocking gears

that other changers use Unlike other

changers, there are no light metal

stampings that can go out of aligment

and make a lot of noise, from being

carried, bumped, or just from use

For literature write to

BSR (USA) Ltd ,

Blauvelt, N Y 10913

Mcdonald

.Jl I I \SI 11 V-JJ*.

LIB

The competition, co-sponsored
by the UMass Bicentennial
Committee and the UMass Press, is

open to writers throughout the
country. Faculty, students and staff
at UMass are not eligible. Deadline
for entries is May 1, 1975.

Detailed guidelines and further
information are available from the
Commonwealth Award Committee,
UMass Press, P.O. Box 429,
Amherst.

MassPIRG
reports
cont. from p. 3

weeks from the date of filing.

3) The Court sends a summons
to the party you are suing by
certified mail.

4) You show up at your hearing

early with the facts, important

papers and any witnesses needed
to substantiate your case.

5) The judge hears both sides of

the case and will make his decision

based upon the facts of the case.

He may take the case under ad-

visement and notify you of

judgement later.

MassPIRG is completing its

revised edition of 'How to Sue in

Small Claims Court' to detail the

entire claims procedure. In addition,

students from various PIRG schools
in Massachusetts have set up
advisory services designed to aid

people in preparing for and using

the court Not only do these ser-

vices supply useful and needed
information to citizens, but they
also begin to solve the major
problem confronting the small

claims courts today-citizen
ignorance regarding the use of the

court. Locally, UMass students are

continuing their advisory service

begun last year. For information as

to the days and hours on which
counseling is offered, please
contact the MassPIRG office at 233
North Pleasant Street (in the

Carriage Shops) or call (413) 256-

6434.

Try

MDC
Classifieds

j

TONITE:

MITCH CHAK0UR

Coming Tups.. Nov. 12th

The 11th HOUSE,
featuring

Larry Coryell

Good Friend Coyote

Covpr — S-4.IMI

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

1
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Rally demand end to U.S. colonialism
By PAUL H. JIMERSON

"Comrades, this gathering is a
beautiful expression of militant

solidarity. We gather here in frank

comradeship and cohesive
brotherhood — Puerto Ricans and
North Americans; Afro Americans
Chicanos. Asians, Indians,
representatives of the different

communities in the United States,

who, above and beyond national

frontiers, ethnic and language
differences, reach the highest
identity to which human being
aspire, that of becoming universal

beings." Juan Mari Bras.

Sunday, October 27 was
proclaimed the National Day of

solidarity with Puerto Rico, and the
rally, held at Madison Square
Garden in New York , drew about
18,000 Puerto Ricans, Blacks,
whites, native Americans, and
Asian-Americans. The rally was
well organized and expressed a
feeling of solidarity amongst the
third world peoples within the
United States, who came from
twenty-five states to give their

support for Puerto Rico's in-

dependence.
The theme of the rally, "A

Bicentennial Without Colonies,"
emphasized the need to re-examine
America's attitudes toward Third

World peoples in light of our own
revolutionary past. Jane Fonda,
from the Indochina Peach Cam-
paign, spoke on the need for

America to live up to the ideals it

was founded on. "The U.S. failure

in Indochina," Fonda added, "is

creating a shift in world power, as

evidenced in Guinea Bissau, Cuba,
the anti-imperialist (U.N.) General
Assembly, and a balance of forces
in favor of national liberation."

The primary emphasis of the rally

was that the struggle for Puerto
Rican independence should be
viewed not as an isolated event, but
rather as part of the ongoing
struggle of Third World peoples in

the U.S.

Juan Mari Bras spoke to this

point: "Along with Afro-
Americans, Chicanos, American
Indians, Asian Americans, and the
so-called national and racial

minorities in this country, we
compose the presence of the Third
World within North American
frontiers.

Bras pointed out the need to

emphasize solidarity with the

oppressed people of this country

for the Bicentennial, "and
denounced the oppressive
character of this system."

Irwin Silber, in a somewhat
lighter moment, said "If you think
this country is in disarray, you ain't

seen nothin' yet." With its subdued
laughter, the crowd seemed to.

agree. Silber went on to say, "We
are a dagger aimed at imperialism.

Imperialism is underneath a dying
system."

Pete Seeger was on hand to sing
"Guantanamera," his only song,
since time was short; Phil Ochs was
cut from the lineup, also because of
time. Holly Near was also there,

along with Groupo Taone, a Puerto

Wake up

Rican group, and El Grupo, a group
of Latin American singers,

musicians and poets who have
performed throughout the U.S.,

dramatizing the struggle against

imperialism through their art.

Angela Oavis addressed the

enthusiastic crowd with pleas of

solidarity. She also extended
greetings of solidarity from the
Attica Brothers, who said in a
separate written statement to the
Solidarity Day Committee, "We,
the Attica Brothers, declare our
unconditional support for the
Puerto Rican people and their

struggle for independence. Your
struggle is our struggle, so we are
both fighting against the same
oppressive conditions."

Arthur Ban'cs, a black actor-

playright recently released from
prison after serving 27 months of a
five-year sentence for draft
resistance, did an eloquent por-

trayal of abolitionist Frederick
Douglass, quoting, "There can be
no progress without struggle.
Power concedes nothing without a
demand — it never did and it never
will," and "Tyranny lasts as long as
people make no resistance."

Owusu Sudaukai, former
chairman of the African Liberation

Support Committee, stated that

"Countries want liberation, nations

want independence, and the people
want revolution." Mr. Sudaukai's
assertion drew an enthusiastic

response from the audience.

Among the other speakers were:

Le Ahn Tu, a Vietnamese woman
and a member of the research team
at National Action-Research on the

Military-Industrial Complex, said

that the people of Puerto Rico will

have to fight for their in-

dependence: Virginia Collins, who

has worked for years on black

struggles in the deep south, and is a

member of the Republic of New
Africa, said "Both black people and
Puerto Ricans have been made
citizens without their consent," and
that both peoples are working
essentially for human dignity;

Barbara Reilly, representing the
North American Women's
Movement, stated that no liberation

. struggle can ignore the oppression
of women, and women must turn

their anger from themselves toward
the condition of their lives to join

the fight for the liberation of all

people.

Women played a major role in the

rally, indicating an awareness on
the part of women that they are

victims of the same repressive

conditions that minority groups and
other oppressed people in our

society are. This point was
eloquently conveyed by all the

women who spoke, in their show of

overwhelming support for the right

of the Puerto Rican people to self

determination.

Bringing the rally to an end was
Russel Means, national leader of

the American Indian Movement
(AIM), who gave a short but
energetic statement of support
from AIM, saying the Native

Americans and Puerto Rican people
have the same heritage. He then
gave the floor to Chief Philip Deer,

spiritual leader of AIM, spoke
briefly of the destruction of the
spiritual bonds that the Indians had
before they made their biggest

mistake, which was as Chief Deer
put it, "discovering Columbus."
Afterwards, the Wounded Knee
Traditional Drum and Song Group
performed the AIM victory song,
which brought the entire group of

18,000 to their feet in a moving

show of solidarity and together-

ness.

The rally for "A Bicentennial

Without Colonies" was fun-

damentally a gathering of Third

World peoples aimed at dissolving

the racial and ethnic hatreds that

are inherent in separation, ex-

pressing a show of "Militant

solidarity", and denouncing the

"environmental colonialism" of the

U.S. in Puerto Rico.

Juan Mari Bras had this to say
concerning the Bicentennial:

"There is, then, a magnificent

historical opportunity to convert
the celebration planned by the

imperialists into a great movement
where the forces of all marginal and
super-exploited sectors of this

country can join together, and
denounce the oppressive character

of this system. In that sense the

organizational implementation of

the slogan "A Bicentennial Without
Colonies" from this gathering on,

could be an important contribution

of the movement of solidarity with
the independence of Puerto Rico to

the development of the struggle of

the liberation of all the oppressed
sectors here, of the internal Third
World of the United States.

Long live the solidarity of anti-
imperialist forces of the World.
Long live a free Puerto Rico!

By BLACKNEWS SERVICE
It is no surprise that Black People

throughout the World are in a

precarious position. If one reads the

paper daily; starvation, genocide
and liquidation of the peoples of

color is amply documented.
The decline of Western

civilization (which is inevitable) is

being blamed on a powerless
people, who raped no country, who
were never avaricious but who on
the contrary have been the victims
of the shortcomings of the
Western man and his civilization.

It would seem that Black People
are not waking up to these realities.

Here at the University Black
Students and Administrators sit

passively in their ivory towers, while
little children are being beaten in

Boston. Black organizations
namely, Afro-American Student
Organization, Harambe etc. are

doing absolutely nothing to raise

the consciousness of the students.

Obviously the leaders of these
organizations need to be purged.
Black Mass Communication Project

is rightly undergoing reorganizing

and redefinition.

The leadership in these
organizations seems to forget that

it was only mrough struggle that

they were given the privilege of

attending this University imperative

.that they continue in the path of

Nat Turner, Fredrick Douglass,
Marcus Garver, Eliaj Muhammad,
Malcolm X. and all the loving

Brothers and Sisters that died in the
name of Struggle!! The serious

times we live in make it imperative

that we cut down on our excessive
partying and begin to get serious.

For the bus is not only going to be
busing little kids in Boston, they will

be busing Black Students and
Administrators out of University of

Mass.

Wake up Black Administrators
and Students the bell tolls for thee!!

? NOW OPEN S
DINO'S*

*
*
*
#
*
*

*
*

RESTAURANT
Main St.

Sunderland (next to town hall)

ITALIAN FOOD COCKTAILS
11:30-1 a.m.
Order* To Go

665-4444

#
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
#*****************************

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -

Blazing Saddles - 7:15-9:00

AMHERST CINEMA -
Love ft Anarchy — 7:00-9:00

CALVIN -
2001: A Space Odyssey — 6.45-

9:20

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
1. Little Big Man - 7:00

A Man Called Horse - 9:15
2. Flesh Gordon - 7:00-9:30

3. Deeth Wish - 7:00-9:45

MT. FARMS 4 -
1. Sleeper - 5:30-9:00

Everything About Sex -
7:16

2. Destructors - 500 700 900
3. 2001: A Space Odyssey - 5:00

9:00

4. Godspell: 5:00-9:45

Good Times — 7:00

SHOWCASE -
Beers ft I - From 1:30
Airport 1975 - 7:30-9:40
Gambler - 7:30-9:40
Longest Yard - 7:30-9:46
Mixed Company — 7:30-9:30
Flesh Gordon - 2:00-7:30-9.20

AUTO MECHANICS

COURSE
MONDAY and WEDNESDAY 6 - 7:30 p.m.

Sign up in Commuter Lounge by

Wednesday, Nov. 6 by 5 p.m.

First class is nov. 6 at 6:00.

1
Television Tonight

KURT VONNEGUT'S

BETWEEN
TIME AND
TIMBUKTU

7, 9, 11 p.m

SUB

WEDNESDAY

5:00 THE RAYMOND BURR SHOW
"Five Days in the Death of Sergeant
Brown." Part II. (3)

THE REAL MCCOYS "Grampa
Sells His Gun." (19)

THE BIG VALLEY "Hide The
Children." (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGH-
BORHOOD (24) (57)

5:30 GREEN ACRES "Oliver vs. The
Phone Company." (18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Just Move Your
Lips, Sergeant." (27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "The
Scientist." (30)

NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (40)
6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

SECRET AGENT "The Mirrors
New." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Bye,
Bye. Doctor." (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)
BONANZA "Elegy For A

Hangman." (40)

6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)
NBC NIGHTL Y NEWS (22) (30)
THE BLACK EXPERIENCE (24)
MOVIE "Parrish." (27)
ZOOM' (57)

6:55 NEWSBEA T NEWS (40)

7.00 THE 1974 ELECTIONS
COVERAGE (3) (8) (22) (30) (40)
THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW

"Dear Mrs. Petrie, Your Husband Is
In Jail." (18)

WOMAN IS (57)

7:30 MUSIC PLACE (18)
MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING

EDITION (57)

8:00 THIS IS THE LIFE (18)
ELECTIONS '74 <24)
AMERICA "Inventing A Nation "

Pert II. (571

8:30 THIRTEEN FOR 30 (18)
JOURNEY TO ADVENTURE (27)
EVENING AT SYMPHONY (57)

9:00 SCIENCE AND ART OF
FOOTBALL (18)

9:30 AMERICAN SKI SCENE (18)
WASHINGTON DEBATES FOR

THE 70S (18)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)
THE COMPASS WEEKLY (57)

10:30 ELECTION NIGHT SPECIAL
(27)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)
NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)
CAPTIONED ABC EVENING

NEWS (57)

11:30 THE 1974 ELECTIONS
COVERAGE (3) (8) (22) (30) (40) (57)
MOVIE "Oceans 11." (27)

2.00 NEWS, WEATHER (3) (8) (22)
(30) (40)

UMass prof's works to
be in design exhibit

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN
IS

UMass Assistant Professors Jeff
Fiala and June B. Gaeke were
notified recently that original works
of theirs have been selected for
inclu9ion in the International
Theater Institute's exhibit DESIGN
70 (Contemporary Stage Design-
USA).
Scheduled for a December debut

at Lincoln Center, DESIGN 70
consists of 250 scene and costume
renderings and set models
determined representative of the
best of contemporary stage-craft
by a judging panel made up of,

among others, such theater
luminaries as Robert Joffrey, Ming
Cho Lee, and Donald Oenslager.
Following the New York

exhibition, the collection goes to
Prague, Czechoslavakia, becoming
a part of that city's quadrennial
celebrations. 1976 will see the
exhibit returning to this country for
a nation-wide tour under the
auspices of the Smithsonian In-

stitute that includes a tentative stop
in Amherst at the UMass Fine Arts
Center beginning mid-March of
that year.

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

•;
.-, cAltea"* 'Kenton -"Steeper

PLUS THIS HILARIOUS Cfl MIT

WOODY ALLEN'S
"Everything you always wantei

to know about sex*

O
BUT WFRE AFPAIO TO ASK 1*

Today: Sleeper 5:30 9.00
Everything Sex 7:15

Tw. Lite Mr.: 500 - $30 only, S1.2S

Rftal Q1R^ MOUNTAIN FARMS M«UUP** JUJ WQUU9-HADtEY MASS

Even the Underworld has its Aristocracy...

its High Society. .. its Jet Set. They're called

The DESTRUCTORS'
They live the sweet life, but they pity a game or SUDDEN DEATH!

AMHERST(Vma
AMITY ST. 253 5426

"A VITAL. WONDERFUL, AND
SHARPLY ORIGINAL MOVIE

exuberant, tempestuous, hilarious

and powerful."

—Bernard Drew, Gannett Newspapers

ANAKHy
Eves: Love & Anarchy 7:00 & 9-

MONDAr & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITtS • ALL SEATS SI 00

i

the ultimate tri

STANLEY KUBRICK'S

2<XH:ASPACE
ODYSSEY

Today: 5:00 - 8 00

TwiLite Hr.: 4:30 - 5:00 only, S1.2S

2 GREAT HITS
A FULL LENGTH FUTURE HIM

RF CREATION OF THE Ms !

Letme
Good Times

o
Today. Godspell 5:00 « 8:45
Good Times 7:00

Twi-Lite Hr.: 4:30 5 00 only, SI. 25

^i m n R

(F\MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

•he Collegian Office between
•:M a.m. and 3 4$ p.m. Monday
• Friday
TU* deadline is 3:4$, two days

balocg the day your ad it to
appear
The rates are:
Daily - » 30 per line*
Weekly - $26 per line*
Monthly - $20 per line*

"Two line* on form
approximate one line.

FOR SALE

Used guitar* bought and told.
The Guitar Worfcehop. Amherst
Carriage Shops. 549 i 728

College Celculetors introduces
the new Melcor S3S. All Trig tunc
tioni, memory, exp. not. and now
no more intermedieta celculations.
Now you can use parenthesis. Only
tIM.M. Also introducing the SR 50
at $142 95 Come end see the two
machines. Watch for my posters
neat week. Call Bob Crowed at 549
1316 Tell me whet you need!

10 epd. Coreo bike. Beet offer.

1 pr. Northland Cobra wood sklls.

• ft. 3 in. with Northland blndinge. 1

pr. Koflach buckle boot*. *li* 10
men'*. 1 pr. pole*, good *hap*. All
MS. Will ip lit Cell John 247 MM
efter S.

Hiking boot*, md. wt.. women'* -

7M - LL Been* worth 4 time*. »28
263-672S.

Coat*: Midi *u*de coet: midi
dungaree coet: rabbit fur jecket
and navy blue leather jacket. Call
Margia S4S-7MS.

Garrard Zero 100 turntable. Beat
offer Cell 548 6494 A*k for Pat*

Fiat SSO Spyder part* end *om*
Chavy pert*. Call 54S 8376

Two 166X16 studded Pirelli radial
snow tires. Great shape »120 naw.
•SO. M6 4183

Frye Boots: Men* S b one-helf.
light brown. »35 Call Dab 546 9249
on weekends.

Stretoceeter. ax cond. Superb
action. 5M 2839 eve.

1073 Hondo 360. 3.000 mil. Perfect
cond. Cell 549 6864

1869 MOB. AM-FM stoToo.
Aberth. good condition. Qive a call
anytime 323 6213

Cherrywood Hutch, new. 6400
256 8833

Octagon H20 bad. furred frame
and all accaasorie*. neer new 6300.MM
Mosterwork tuner - need* to be

reatrung. Make an offer Bill. 646
2304

For Sole - Humanic comp*.
Used 10 times »85 n*w. king »30
Jack 584 6817

Sony TC-3M Reel-to-reel Tepe
Deck. $165 Cell 8-S1S7 or see et 002
Piorpont.

Record* of all kind* at
reasonable prices Cen usuelly get
eny LP within a week. The New
Record Shop. 1ST N. Pleesent St..

Amherst 263 6394

Leather and aheepakin one- hell

•kin*. Beat oual. Suede *hirt.

album*. 61-2. Campy Custom
Pedals Embroidered jacket*. 8

PA SYSTEM - $5*0 He* mikee.
cord*, etc. Good cond. Cell Pete
549 1534 3 S p m.

Air conditioner for aale. Used
only 2 month* Horg* brand 7.000
BTU i Asking 6100.00. Contoct
Bobby 549 8691 Call after 9 JO p m
Keep trying. Check it out.

10 speed Mercier 300. 23 in . Ray
S31. butted freme 263 5102 Aak for

John.

3 speed girls bicycle. Columbia
good condition »60 or best offer

Cell Veel 2SS S7S1

Piccolo - Oemelnhert in •«

cedent condition Cell MS 4077. B-7.

MP.

1 Leather Bar 7'x2S". ha* 2
speaker*, turntebl* Call 7SC 6955
mu*t be aeon!

Ledle* Rieker Ski Boot*. *lie «
on* half 7. Er. cond U*ed one
veer 620 S SSS7

FOR SALE

Stereo 8 tree tapes. *2M
percent replece or 6
guarantee over 1000
available at Hadley Amoco.
aero** from Hardee*

ChuikMA
100

back
tapes
Rt 9.

Snow tiro*, studded w wheels.
600X12. Austin America $35
complete 256 8098

Benjo for sale Vege 5 str w case
Exc cond Velue t175. sell for tlOO
or B O Cell Mike 524 63 or 402
Crabtrae

Skiaa for aale 206 Flaher GT. 546
M7t

Panasonic AM-FM stereo. En
cedent Wat 6149 Sacrifice »70 546
43M

VW Mud snow tires. 13" with
rims, sac cond . »25 pr 253 3842

2 Sony reel to reel tape recorders
for $100 each Call anytime 546
9539

More stereo bargains MY 150
factory recorded H track tapes for
sale $2 a*.. $1 ea. m lots of 10
Double tapes included Zepplin.
Moody '«. Yes. Elp. Beatles much
more Telex 8 track recorder. 2
months old List $100. Sell $59 Call
Tom, best luck in morning 665
4320. hurry'

Phillips 10 speed men's bike, exc
cond. Women's site 7 ski boots,
buckles, exc cond . 549 1390 after
9.

For Sheklees natural vitamins,
cosmetics end besic H Call Carol
549 1737

STEREO EQUIPMENT . AR
Speekers and Turntables LOW.
LOW PRICES 523 9624

RECEIVER - Sony SO wts rm*-
ch. naw $360 now $200. TURN
TABLE DUAL 1215 sell $75
CASSETTE DECK Advent 201.
new $300 now $176 HEAD
PHONES Koss Pro 4AA. new $60
now $35 Call Gary 666 4197
Sunderland

Standell Elec. Guitar 2 oickup
hollow body Ex cond . $150 Jim.
367 2439

Records of ell kinds et
reesonable prices Cen usually gat
any LP in print within wrak. The
New Record Shop. 197 N Pleasant
St.. Amhatst 253 6394

AUTO FOR SALE

69 VW SQBK ex cond Kathy 5
2418 Rm 203

SUPER 67 TR4A. new tires,
angina, paint, battery. AM-FM
Must sell $1506 or best offer
Please call Lisa 253 3549

1961 Morris Minor Woody
Wagon $360 or BO 665 4153

66 Pontiac. 3 spd . small six. naw
clutch, fuel pump $350 546 6822 on
campus

67 Conv. Mustang 390 GT. great
shape Must sell Chip 6 5329

1971 Toyota Corona. 46.000 miles
$1200 or best offer. See et IBS
Colonial Village, evenings. 6 7 p.m

1971 Toyota. 30 mpg. Ilka new
626 2953

65 Dart, good cond 18 20 mpg
Haa stkr slant 8 auto $250 263
7M7

'71 VW Camper, perfect con-
dition Call after 4 1 859 3814

60 TR 3 rebuilt engine, needs
some work, extra parts $000 640

Van. 1«M. Chev Eng „d $600
B O 6 6520

W
IMS Chevy Wagon, runs like e

256 8688
bU"! """" ,nov**' ,M>

1M6 Chevrolet. 6 cvl . automatic,
jreet buy. economical to run $295
Bob. 263 7241

1M2 Chev. 6 cyl . economicel.
$150 263 7241

Super Cougar 1M7. air cond .

new muffler, standard. 3 spd
small 8 $650. 253 7241

70 MGBGT. except for batteries
$2 000 or best offer 253 MM

'72 QMC Roily Stx Von. VS. std .

pi pb 27.000 mi $2000 SM 7M1

AUTO FOR SALE

M Chevy Impale $400 Call SM
| 7912

65 Ply $250 Greet cer Cheap 1 253
7241

IMS Peugeot station wagon
runs well, good tires. $500 549 0406
Eerly morning or lata evening

1960 TR3 TR4 engine
shepe many xtrea. but
radiator $500 M5 4183

Good
needs

62 VW. exc except for muffler
$200 firm Cell 546/467 Rebuilt 67
engine

M Volvo 122S. auto . 86 000 mi
Some rust good condition $650 or
best offer 6 9504

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
66 Triumph Bonneville Rebuilt

engine Must sell Cell 549 3831

Vespe CIAO Motorbike Almost
new Cost $390. esking $290 Gets
168 mpg 256 0359

FOR RENT

Furnished rooms. 20 mm from
Campus Utilities linens, phone
full kitchen included For serious
students, male or female 367 2439

5 bedrooom apartment available
in Northampton, fair shape $160
per month Skibiski Realtors 584
3428

Country house in Wendell Nice
folk Pets welcome Large stone
fireplace Cell Lee end keep trying
617 544 7497

Furniehed 3 end one half rooms,
yard, porch, near town. $186 plus
"til Day 549 1105 even 256 8023

Leverett. 7 mi a from UMoss to
share 3 rm $90 per mo. Serious
sfudents only -Call 549 0403 after 6
p m

Large Room in
Florence apt . $63
utilities 584 6144

attractive
plus share

10 rm house in Orsnge. needs 2
modern kitchen, bath. $76 mo no
pets 617 544 6303

Furn apts one and on* half
two. and two and one half rma
Modern, air cond „ pool, parking.
TV. near shopping utilities inc.
Lease to June 1975 Amherst Motel
Opp Zeyre

Roommate wonted to share old
Riverside country hse in Conway
20 min away Beeutiful country
site 309 8361 4028

Partner needed for N Leverett
House beautiful spot No pets
Cell 367 9945

WANTED TO RENT
Would like to rent Tepee for 1mo Gordon Helmen. Box 504

Hempshire Collage

TO SUBLET
2 bd Townehouse. 1 end one

half baths, w w. dishwasher,
disposal, air conditioned, etc Rent
b Sec dep Negotiable Avail Nov
1 Ellisa 549 1064

2 bdrm Brandvwine Apt. Jen
Sept No deposit 549 1901 1 mile
from UMass

ROOM WANTED
CABINET MAKER, 78 seeks

spece for working and living alone
or shared Kids. dogs, country and
20X20 haeted space preferred. Cell
MS4SM

ROOMMATE WANTED
Share house 3 5 mi. to campus

Own room $81 26 with utilities

SM 41M eves

Couple wanted to (her* 1st fl of
Ige No Hemp house with *em*
Rees rent pets OK Call Howie
or Cor SM ISM

Two males seek 3rd to shore 3 br
opt $115 2M BOM

Urg 2 rmetes wanted Hse
Namp SM ISM

For house in Montague 16 min
to UMass Own rm $00 mo plus
util 367 7671

Male gred to shore house Levrt
MS 17M

Roommate wonted to share
lovely furnished hse in Conway
20 mm fiom Amherat Call Judith
J69 4074 369 8361 Wesh dry

ROOMMATE WANTED
F to shsre 2 bedrm ept on bus

I
line in Sunderland $100 mc util

j
Call 546 5155

i . ,
1 or 2 people to share apt in

B town Call 323 4893 evemnga to
11 30

To share 7 bed house 5 mi from
UMass $95 util mcl Must see 253
7887

WANTED
Lerga room for artist Use of

.aulrt.ee 256 0617 Cheap

Peraon wanted to share e room
in Belchertown Center 146 25 plus
Call Peter efter five

Couple recently married seek
ept in eree in $150 to $165 renge
Will cor aider room with kitchen
pnv Bill M5 2304

M wents own rm in ept or house
within walking distance to
Belchertown State Sch Allergic to
pets 546 7166

Female boss player or exp s
guitarist willing to take up bass for
working woman* band Call M F
10 4 Claire 253 2576

COUCH WANTED. decent
condition will pay $ Call Howie at
665 3M1 or 545 0194

VW Fastback or station wagon
Body 67 or older Call Chrie 263
2646

COORS b Agathe Christie
wanted 549 3927

GOALIES to skat* Thurs 10 11pm Own equipment Call 5 0056 or
5 2086

Merried couples without
previou* business experience but
willing to work and learn together
Pleasant, profitable work. ContactAMWAV DISTRIBUTOR, phone
283 8824 for interview

2 tickets to the Elton John
Concert. Nov 20 in Boston Any
info please call Vicki 546 5945

Bob still wants to buy your ailing
OR DECREPID CAR' Any make
model or year Unload your
headache for »»$(. 2S3-7241.

HELP WANTED
8 10 student*. 4 hrs per wk

Tuas end Thurs 10 12 Oct thru
Dec 15 $2 00 par hr Easy work on
campus Don Wright 5 3480 Leave
name and number

Campua Representetive wented
part time Call 312 337 2704 or write
Suite 1602 13M N Sandburg
Chicago Illinois 60610

Assistant to GA President
Duties administrative decision
making end general resource
person Applications available inRm 420. Student Union 546 0341
Selery $20 per week

Earn credit and have funl
Volunteer for working in the Dev
Cere Center during Marethon Nov
11 15 Call Cann 584 7M4

PERSONALS
Janet you cen elwevs count

on us to screw things up Sigme
Love Jtvni end Joanne

Terr; Sure vou don t went to
be in the index t 100 percent
reverse'

Hdppv 21st King' I m heppv to be
loving you Queen

Wanna Score? The Subway
iMcNamere Basement Svlvonl is
sponsoring a Homecoming
Speciel Bring your ticket stub into
the Subway Seturdev for e Roest
Beef grinder for only 89 c lr*g
$1 101 If you can't buy it for less
then we won t sell it (Right Ruby
Hnd Choo ChooM

MFR Vou re the pumpkin of
n<v pi* Cetch you at tha next
sunset Your Spacandar

J B To the beat la the world
Heppv 1st It wea great and alwava
will be Love vou J L

Cese Heppy 5th I love vou
madly Let ego for 6 Luv Ye. Stick

Bonev Joney end Susan Jay -

Hope vou heve fabulous, fun.
super wild great, terrific and
eniovable B day The 20 yr old
cow

INSTRUCTION
Classnal guiter lessons

Conservatory berkariiund Kr*vtn
jCisSttn* 253 7976

Bartending coure* - beginning
Oct 29 31 in the Commonwealth
Room iStudent Union) 7 10 p m
$15 00 Regiater let day of class
Studenta must be IS

Oldtime 5 string Banio lessons
Reesonable Cell 256 MIS Berry
Coooer

;\

Lsr
Pom

Bonev
Fin* o

Heppv 4th Love vou more

Heppv B.rthday

Tag and Bake Sale Monteaaori
School 740 Main St Sat . Oct 26
10 4 Rein or Shine

Trish T K Humptv Arm Keren
b Ellen Welcome to the Zoo
You re in for the time of your life

Smiles

The person who took the green
canvas tennis ball bag from the
Bovden Courta. 10 4 please return
it to Coach Kosakowski Rm 220
Bvd

Problem Pregnencv? 564 8816
weekdays 7 8pm for in-

formation

University Blood Drive. Nov 11
14 Sign up on Nov 4 7 at C C
Concourse

Silver dollar kid? 10 c*nt ticket
for a $10 coin IS priiee. ell bright
shiny 19th century ailver doners
Coin Club Raffle Mon . Nov 11
Odds 200 1 or better

My sffection te in your direction,
seid the Cencer to the Aqueriu*.
t.aus* there 1* no doubt sbout your
being nice Bob

Person who took my LAUNDRY
from car in lot 62. please leave at
Clark Hall on 3rd floor

Bob Happy birthday to the
hotteat piece of eea in town

Joan Heppv Birthdey to e
greet roommate Sue

SERVICES

Term papers' iCsnada s largest
service For cetelogue eend $2 to
ESSAY SERVICE 67 Soadlna Ave
No 2M Toronto Ontario. Canada
Campus franchisee available
Pieaee write

Passports Feet **rvtce Lang •
Photo Hour* 9 6 Tal 263 1140

Speedy Xeroxing Repld
reproduction Amherst Carriage
Shop* 233 N Pleasant St M Ft
9 Sat 9 7. Sun 11 7 MS MM
Same day aarvice

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob
will still fix it right No 10b too
smell, foreign or domestic No big
overheed 753 7241

Professional guitar repelrs by
guitar maker Michael Mlllerd
Mon Wed Frl at The Guiter
Workshop Amherst Carriage
Shoos M9 1728 Free eetlmetee_

Futura CPA s Learn how to
prep.,, fo, tha CPA exem BeckerCPA Review Course Cell Collect
Boston 617 536 1440

Passport Photos
service Cell Joe et 6*

24 hour
night*

Mop* Happy 21st! Much lov*
K C and D

TYPING

Typing done Feat officiant
reesonsble retas Call Ellen 256
8363

Ths BEST for 7U pe
LESS Chanel No 8. normally
$3S now Itti Christlen Dior
perfume normally »37 SO now
$9 95 Plan AHEAD 1 Buy now
for Chrietm**! Free on
campus delivery Call S 1303
Hurry Supply limited

Automotive repair spocialinng
• n SAAB and other foreign cers
Cell Guv 256 6110

Campua Club* ,„„
O'Oeniiatione, Oo you went tp
publieh high quolltv newsletter
pamphlet megerlne or booklet???
Lot the Messege Company help
you writ., ujyout. deelgn and print

«?"sI2:* " '••» Contact J.rry
• t 263 SM9 for informetlon

Yr old white mole cat. Rt S m
Belchertown Itowerde Quebblnl
Spot on hoed 2 different color
evae Any info apprecleted 323
4M1

ENTERTAINMENT
Get your party rocblnl Call Steve

Rich end Cheryl et 6 M16 or 6 M26
for OJ a with style Super cheep

Don 1 let tha band* roll you for
v*r money Let Bob the D J rock
you for much lee* For non-etop
boogie call Bob the O J Beet time
to coll M T ,W 4 p m to 7 p m I

will def be avell 638 M 76

Goldie Hewn in Butterflies Ar*
Free Fndov 7 30 and 10 CCA

RIDE WANTED
To Boston Unon John concert)

Nov 20 Cell Shelley 6 8419

Ride offered daily Spfld. to
Amherst Cell Betsey 549 0206

To Phi My for 2 Nov 8 D.ana 546
9240

Florida *har* 12 15 plus
Carol M9 3927 try

The Mere Brother* In
'

Business • Nov 7. 6 30
M»h»r 76 cent*.

Monk ay
S 8 30

TRAVEL
Gerber Travel offerirtg

trevel P'ogrems during winter
spring break For mora info call
Rich at 2M MM
Charter flights to Europe and

California Call Campus Travel M6
0500

Low pnee trip* to Mexico.
Florid* Ceribbeen Cell Csmpus
Travel MS 0600

In c*«* I forgot whan I see you
Heoov Birthday Jane FelianH Love
Loretta

Karen Heppy 19th Birthday '

You re « bargain of a roommate

LMt^ On your 21st Luv. 1

rooliie now mat -o matter what.
we II elwevs oe together Hero* to
happy life' Your Bia Ginro

Todd The eerly bird gets the
worm Happy Birthday BOM

All residents of the Stete of
Maine who would like to vote
ebsentee ballot in the Nov S
election cell Lindo todev et 6 I

A happy end loving tenth All mv
love Tigger December 27 to 7

$200 REWARD for informetlon
regarding tha whereebout* of
Weyno A Tiffeny. former U M
theeter student Lest known ad
dress Northampton Cell collect or
writ* Kent Barclay M Bardin St
Hanover Ma Phone 017-BM-i

Stringbeen happy birthday to
the guv James Teylor sound* like
Weerer Lmde Deb. Unns Linda
Rob Oave Judy Larry Michael
Judy Bob Fred Scott Red Joy
tlvssa Mike Robin Marsh*
Lauren 1

CALCULATORS

Calculator Bole - College
Calculator* offer* loweat prfcae
anywhere AH models available!

'•as ln*t., Howell Pocberd.
Unicorn AH machlnee now end
guer with 2 month reektcement
warranty Before yeu buy O
i ai< ulator call me. I coin beet eny
price anywhere Look for my
posters eround compu* for details

Then call Bob CrowoH et MS- ISIS

MISCELLANEOUS
information «*e* looked out from

• reliable source concerning the
P.rsonnal Sem.na, Con, It seem.
that the corp bee oeproeod the
reoueeted Personnel Deal budget
Thie i* a phi* for our entire com-munity Congrets - Per* Oept

AofO Workshop Heop+ns

Do it voureelf Reeeir your own
cor We supply the took) end ed-
vlce Lower level CC Oerege Open
Mon Fri . 3 10 p m . Bet. end Sun
10 10 Port* et discount
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notices

ASIAN STUDENTS
There will be an informal party- like a

sherry hour-on Wed., 11-6, from 5:30-7:30
in the Hills House Central Lounge. Please
come and meet some people. Drinks and
other refreshments are free. Given by the
Asian Studenta Organization.

ASTROLOGY SOCIETY
A general meeting tonite a 8 p.m. in rm.

168 C.C. Beginner class Wed. nite at 8:00
in rm. 176 C.C. All are welcome.
ASTRONOMY CLUB

Meeting tonite in Haabrouck 22 at 7:30.
We'll finalize plana for atar party.
BICYCLE CLUB MEETING

Tonite at 7:30 in C. C. 178. We'll be
planning the Cycle-Cross on Nov. 17 the
Nov. 9-10 Martha's Vineyard tour.

BOSTON BUSING
Adhoc committee for teach-in on

Boston busing and raciam. Meeting today,
5:30, in Student Senate Council Chamber.
CHESSPLAYERS

Final round of the tournament tonite.
Game starts at 7:45 in C.C.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION

Meeting tonite in rm. 911 C.C. at 6:16.
Come and share your love. All are
welcomel
CHUG IVRI
The Hebrew Conversation Circle meets

today at 4 p.m. 302 S.U.
GREEK AREA MEN

P.S.E. presents: Sex With Ethyl", an
informative and informal discussion with
Ron Mazur and Elaine Fraaer from the
University Health Service*. Tues., Nov. 5
at Zeta Nu Fraternity, 336 N. Pleasant St.
at 7 p.m.
HILLEL CHORALE
Chorale organization meeting thia

evening, 9:00 in SU 302. All interested in
singing Hebrew folk and liturgical music
invited.

NUTRITIONAL LABLEING
Lecture will be held Tues., Nov. 5, 10

a.m.-noon, 166 C.C.
RECREATION SOCIETY

Important meeting at 7:30 in rm. 177
C.C. Nominationa of new officers. All
LS8-S majors please come.
SAILING CLUB

Short but important meeting tonite at
7:00 rm. 804-808 C.C. Upcoming social
events with the 5- College Sailing Clubs will
be discussed.
SIGMA ALPHA MU
Come to an open rush at S.A.M. on

Tues., 11-6, or Thurs. 11-7 at 7:30 and see
what co-ed fraternity is all about. For info
and-or ridea call 545-0845 or 253-9967.
SQUARE DANCE LESSONS

Held Tues. nite, 11-6, at 8:00, Cape Cod
Lounge. Please attend, discussion of
Banner Raid on College Town also ...

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
Special meeting thia Wed. in C.C. rm.

91 1 at 4:30. Thia meeting for students only.
Discussion will center on studente role at
Heelth Services.
U OF MASS TENANTS ASSOC.

Meeting of University, Lincoln and
North Village tenants to discuss further
rent strike plans, Tuea, 1 1 -5 at 8:30 in room
811-915 C.C. All welcome.
VOLUNTEERS

Earn credit and have funl Volunteera for
working in the Day Care Center during
Merethon (11-11-15) call Carin, 584-7964.
FOUND

Men's wristwatch after Halloween party
in Washington. Describs it and it'a youra.
546-8970.

LOST
Blue Motorcycle helmet, Oct. 30. If

found please call 549-0216.
Glaasee and case, Mezzanine Optical,

reward 8-5742.

FOUND
on pair of wire rimmed glaasee in vicinity

of Rrverglade Apts. - pick them up at C.C.
lost and found.
LOST
We've been robbed. If you wrote a

check mede payable to "Paul's Old Time
Furniture'' last Thursday or Friday, please
call Paul at 253-351 1 aa soon as possible!

SOP hearings
to be held

tonite
I he second session of the

Student Organizing Project*s open
hearings on Housing and Food
Services will be held from 7:00 to

9:00 p.m. this evening in Hamlin
House lounge. Tonight's topic will

be Governance of Residential Life.

Testimony will include: Ken Dean,
Director of Residential Life; Robert
Gage, Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs; Matt Bums, Food Policy
Board; Kenneth Banning, UConn
Associated Commissaries; and
Steve Krapata, Student Director
UConn Associated Student
Commissaries.

f Rape line

545-COPS

ACROSS
i Bad throat

Informal

6 Common
contraction

10 Serpents
14 Bequeath
15 Frontier

law officer

16 Run away
17 Of a certain

cereal

18 Provoke
19 Outcome
70 Starr

ot the comics

22 Full of vigor

24 Sharp flavor

26 Noisy sleepers

27 Existed

copiously
31 Scottish cap
32 Cordsy s

victim

33 Stripped

35 Kmfoik
38 Printing style

Abbr
39 39 37 inches
40 Way of doing
41 State Abbr
42 Stopping

place
43 Fundamental

principle

44 Offspring

45 Throule . •

47 "Two Years
Before

51 Hindu
garment

52 Related
54 Learn about

2 words
58 Wildly crazy

59 Boy's name
61 French

students
milieu

ij.' Assured of

fortune

63 Western U S
l.ltV

64 Of birth

65 Ride on snow
66 Menu item

67 Point of view

DOWN
1 Sloppy one

'

2 Lacerate
3 Proportion
4 Ultimate

5 Hanging
ornament

Yesterday s Pu/ile Solved

1 D P' A" 5 T r h- 5 T T'fl

1 1 A T R T r L A s H j H

1 T ! A T T P A I 5 c f N T

s T 1

L T A ^ I H A s

H 5 s OJK R A nri
BBBBBsa-nrs.il HMO iirauM
UUUHUB iM'.VlU UUL1
A R E 1 M 1

1

b BM P HIE J u. N E

LIU

A

u
PJ

Tl» U T T II

N E s ft A

\ A P T T n 14 ra A A 5 H

H B I £ V r I 1! E

ft A *T N Y T A A E i t i

A L L
H H A E S c

1 A L i . A
L i A T T N ?

Miserables

7 Chow
8 Stumbles
9 Eddie

Tolan.

for one
10 State

positively

1

1

Roofing piece
12 Become

exhausted
13 Plants in soil

21 Added to

23 Thoroughfare
25 African cat

27 In the center
of

28 Restrain

29 Evangelist

Roberts
30 Points in time
34 U.K. natives

Var.
•

- of

India"

Image of

divinity

"Well!"

Italian

39 Fabulous
beinas

40 Insane
42 Frozen dew
43 Swerves
44 salmon

Lox
46 Cheer
47 Streetcars

48 Of the

blood
49 Lyric

composition
50 Dogma
53 Completed
55 Roll call

56 Pearl Buck
heroine

57 Was
conscious of

60 Farm animal
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
TefUKMM and

store on the riliiml *cen*
makt pr*risa.y predictable
•as* til but tmpoawbst Up*
and downa on all levels of Ufa
cause careers to bsuom or fade
ptreonnl relauonahipa to he
Mratyjlwaned or diminsahad
with but* warning either way
Occupation* and praorrupa
t'one are apt to brum material
fain on* day and butt but
fruatratsoa and diaappouti
>ne>M Ub» nan Lovers are
i iv- lined to quarrel, aajamsaa
may quit* suddenly find a
pathway to fnafidablfj amerg
>M 'roan tha uaeipectad
diacovery of much in common
There ia lit Or to tweeter agon
on tha ona band — and must
to maun aril taafidaaca an the

other Succaea and failure

•earn at itmea to via with ancb
oihar lor tha last word, while

food mooda and bed altarnew

rhoot who are wiaa in th*
-a v s of tha world will make no
Plana that are not fteiibee

Mnre important thnn a banta
n soundnana where plans art

8v $'#*• Wtittr

9COHFIO (Oct 21 Nev 71

- There w no aaruaa far

ujnonng tha advioa of others
Man* cartntn that you know
which eede yow brand »
buttered on thia waak (Nov
A- Nov ail - Bunnell affairs

•re inch that there may bo
much confuason surly in tha
-•Tit Make an effort la

cooperate with co workers -
rven thoaa you dialikc,

SAGrfTAftll'S (Nov 22
Dn 7 1

- Though a nutnbar of

now echaaatt may praatnt
thamaalvaa early in tha weak.
you would do wall to ignore bD
but tha moat flaaibat iDec
8-Dae 111 - 1( you would add
appreciably to your hutineas
or profaeetonal income act at

though thsry may anal ba
od

'Fab 19 March si

mmm th. au«aaUon of on. Uia, sswnb Do. t be arte,
wliohaa racantly known great ..^^^ lh9 nhjajajj „„

ability to change horse*
mid-atranm - or anywhere
rase that circumauncaa de-

mand Thia is no waak lor
thoaa who art aat in the.r way a
- but it la also no waak lor

Ihnnt who insist that tha nam
and dlfltrant are nil thai art
important nil that will inaure

pUfllM Rathei thai ia a
waak whan tha now and tha old
muat enst in harmony to
cethar juot aa tha uaual and
tha unuaual muat bt at paacr
with anch osJiar.

a a a

< APRitX>atN (DtC 21 Jan
ftl — Inveatigata any naw
plana for gain especially
should you ba asked for a omth
coninbuuon to gat tha achama
undnrway Take your tuna
l Jan 6. Jan it) - Ptofiu run
high where partnership activi

Uaa art nnnrainad On tha
oihar hand, there ia much to
indicau (hat prtntnt partner
ahipa may diaeorve

AwJtJAJUlJS (Jan 30-Fab
31 - Take no notiet of thnaa
who art blowing their nam
noma There is much to bt
gained by sharing knowledge

- IS ihimtat may be bagA •««
though you may have changod
your mind about what
prompted them Don t bt
surprittd to bt charged with
error (March t-March JOl -
If you would bt abkt to take
edvantage of pfsnant nonjor-

lunitiaa. lake the ume and
atrort n atdad to inform higher
upa of your blbtstt
ABIES (March 31 April 41

- A week whan fUttarv
though it may bt enay to apply
to anothar a ago, will gam you
vary Utile Take" care not to
rati on your laurels lApnJ
J-April 191 - UsjJc earvea you
wall, whan it serve* you at all

that wath Don i

thould tha u>ogtcnl

take over now and again

TAUIU8 lAenl ID-May »i

- nanny to what you know
wall, aapacially during tha
tarty daya of tha weak whan

CANCBft I J una II Jaly Tl

- Take rare not to paaa too

much activity una weak That
ia an •srelleoi time for

changing your bit any bl - bu

i

only if lovad onaa agraa (July
B-Jary HI - la www m yaur
leseruun gi tha waak s acuvi

Ian* (Aharsnaa. you may
rhooaa with an eye to pronu
only and, tlrua, bring failure

upon yourtafcf

UCO <Jui> 2» Aug Tl -
Diarupuona on li* home frant

cannot ba ccaustad upon to

disturb thing* on the* employ
merit senna Tha ways and
moans prnocrtbad may not ba
aunVnaH i Aug. » Aug HI —
A taat moving waak during
wbarb difrVuloe. with praaant
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VllbOOiAug t3-8tpt 7» -
A tendency to bag!a
immediataly to act upon any
auggaatione otkart may nrtar

may make this a weak of

IS} - Ettruu
quickly — but

(Feb 4 Fab

approval of than Raaulta
may not ba what yon aaparted

outcome of tuna
i May *> May 201 - Make your
owes practical ooaa and you
will have littia to faar from
higher upa should a dimstaah
tng of tha labor fore* ba m tha
making Rarnaia elan
GEMINI (May 21 June •)

- Cental i ativt acooa maat
at anarnaaad w*n pragraanta
action if you art to ba abas to

tab* advantage of what tha
waak has to offar l J una 7 June
20r — Praaant proAu may not

(Sept Inapt 22 ) - TmyanH l

movas may not ba aa difficult

to daal with aa uaual thia

Whar* youngaiars nrt

17

•dvie* onc« acala

u»a is^t. n-oo ti

Driejr«

ymw nwn

uJum.i. mit Maka roar •*?
m*m by taUowuit th, ut*m
ol *n old trimd
aU raW

»• lOtt.

lOn ai - Vwlmm rm can
>ol

ob tha noma from,

rm can W»Qj npart u> daal

with iham oo lha —ajniiaml
coo. Act!

dizzy and paul- dy Jim Carson

Kampus Kapers By Kris Jackson

B.C.
by Johnny hart

[
WH05S LEApO CMOfSODV.'

M
WHATCX?
nIE.DoMOWf'

i 6?uess we ktevekt
TO OUR. old SrtsTfeM
Of- (SOvBRisUAENT.

z^r

THeREAAUSTBBA
BeVTBR SfSTcfvA THAN
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^fv\DN SA>fe."
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WIZARD OF ID by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

<^vV

See Duke & the Drivers

Boston's

Hottest NEW BAND

PLACE: HATCH — WED., NOV. 6

TIME: 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
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Fairbanks praises

Bills' Ferguson

Rich Jessamy has that "where do I go now look" as a rather determined looking
Colgate player moves in to help make the tackle on Rich. UMass a Iso seems to have
nowhere to go as they went down to their fourth defeat, 42-34

Walton, Blazers not burning well
PORTLAND, Ore. [UP/] - Bill

Walton and the Portland Trail

Blazers make their first big road trip

of the young NBA season this

week, but there is no need for

trembling in Boston, Philadelphia,

Atlanta and New Orleans that the

big redhead has done anything yet

to turn the Portland franchise

around.

He's been spectacular in his own
right in a number of games,
especially in rebounding. He's

averaging more than 18 a game, is

blocking about five shots a game,
and closing up the inside alleys to

the basket, while averaging about
17 points a game.
Bob McAdoo of Buffalo says

"He'll beat Dave Cowens because
he's quicker." Most players in the

league have been impressed with

Walton's rebounding and all-

around play. He even has taken a

rebound, and with the passing

lanes cut off, dribbled the length of

the floor to dunk the shot.

But awesome, such as Kareen

Abdul-Jabbar, Walton isn't. In the

win over Buffalo, President Ford, as

a spectator, rose to his feet to

applaud Walton on a play that saw
him put up a shot while headed
toward the seats at the end line

while being fouled and the ball

went in and he converted the free

throw for the three-point play.

While everyone, including the

Blazers themselves, say they're

legitimate contenders, the stan-

dings do not yet reflect it.

Portland is 4-5 on the season

thus far, and seven of those games
have been at home, where the

home record is 3-4.

"I am having to play more than I

like, "says Portland's Lenny
Wilkens, only player-coach in the

NBA.
Because Portland has had more

cliff-hangers than were expected,

at least by the fans, the Trail Blazer

coach hasn't used his bench,

especially rookie guards Phil

Lumpkin and Dan Anderson, as

much as he would like.

turnovers nave been killing the

Blazers, who are averaging about

25 a game. They had 14 in the first

quarter in Sunday night's loss to

Golden State, the surprise leader of

the Pacific Division with seven wins

and two losses.

"You'll see a difference in this

team in another two weeks,"

Wilkens had told the fans in a post-

game interview following the

season-opening win over

Cleveland, but he meant improved

team play. The club hasn't jelled

yet as a team.

"They have great individual

players," said Jeff Mullins, the

Golden State guard who is out with

a broken hand, after watching the

warriors beat Portland for the

second time in three contests. "But

they still haven't got it together yet

as a team.

BUFFALO [AP\ - Last season
when O.J. Simpson was breaking
all kinds of National Football
League rushing records for the
Buffalo Bills, the team was noted
primarily for one thing: it's ground
attack.

This year it's different. The Bills

have come up with a mixture of
running plays and passes and are
leading the East Division of the
American Conference with a 7-1

mark.

As Coach Chuck Fairbanks of
New England put it Sunday after
his Patriots were knocked off by the
Bills for the second time this year,
"That's a good football team. It's

not a one-man team. It's a fine
offensive unit."

The Patriots, who lost 29-28
Sunday, were high on Bills quar-

terback Joe Ferguson.

"Ferguson hasn't been given the

credit he deserves," said cor

nerback Ron Bolton of the Patriots.

"He's a lot better than a lot of

quarterbacks in this league with

bigger names, a lot better."

Coach Lou Saban of the Bills

described Ferguson as "a fine

quarterback" and said his ability to

bring the

victory is

question."

team from behind
'a sign of maturity,

to

no

Esposito, Vachon lead NHL stats
MONTREAL [UP/] - While the

world revolves and brings its

inexorable changes, there are some
things that just remain the same
from one year to the next.

In hockey, the first month of the

season has brought more than its

share of surprises with such teams
as the New York Islanders, Los
Angeles Kings and Vancouver
Canucks casting off their perennial

losers' image and other
powerhouses such as the New York
Rangers, Montreal Canadians and
Boston Bruins experiencing
unexpected difficulties.

But when it comes to the in-

dividual scoring race, the view at

the top is constant.

Phil Esposito, winner of the

National Hockey League Scoring
Championship five of the last six

years, and Bruin teammate Bobby
Orr, who has exceeded 100 points

in each of the last five years, were
tied for the lead with 21 points

through Sunday night's games.
Esposito, seeking his sixth

consecutive qoal scoring title, was
on top once again in that depart-

ment with 13 goals in 11 games
while Orr, the league's leading

playmaker in four of the last five

years, led in assists with 16.

Teammates Jim Pappin and Ivan
Boldirev of the Chicago Black
Hawks were third and fourth in

scoring with 19 and 18 points,

respectively, followind by Tom
Lysiak of Atlanta and Denis Potvin
of the Islanders with 16 points each.

One of the primary reasons for

the Kings' lofty position atop
division III with only one loss in 12
games is the work of Rogie
Vachon, who has permitted only
eight goals in eight games to lead

NHL goaltenders with a I.00

average.

Ferguson hasn't had much time
to mature. A third-round draft pick

in 1973, Ferguson started all 14

regular season games for Buffalo

last year. He hit on 44.5 per cent of

his passes for 939 yeards and four

touchdowns.

This year, with less emphasis on
the ground attack, Ferguson has

had a better chance to display his

wares. In eight games, he has

connected on 59.3 per cent of his

passes for a total of 1,143 yards

and 10 touchdowns, well ahead of

last year's statistics for the entire

season.

Like last season, Ferguson has
had option this year to hand off to

Simpson for slices through the line

or sweeps around end, or to give it

to Jim Braxton, who bulls up the

middle like a bulldozer.

But he has been going more and
more to the passing game. His

favorite targets are wide receiver

J.D. Hill and the other wide man,
Ahmad Rashad, who came to
Buffalo during the off season from
St. Louis.

In the New England game
Sunday, Ferguson hrew 23 times
and completed 15 times for 242
yards and one TD. And 12 of his

passes came on first down
situations.

"He hurt us more on nrsx

downs," said Patriot safety Jack
Mildren. "Buffalo never throws on
first down. We didn't expect it. In

the past they always ran on first

down."
Patriots Coach Fairbanks also

was impressed with Ferguson. "In

the two games he's played against

us," Fairbanks said, "and in every

Buffalo game I've watched on film,

Ferguson has done a heckuva job.

The kid's a fine quarterback."

Boyden 10 Pin

Lanes

NOW OPEN

SATURDAYS

4 - 10:30 50* a string

l'.i

(*

J

UIMUA
8:30a.m. — HIGHTIDES — Jeff Jawer
scans the heavens for your astrological
forecast for the day.

ELECTION NIGHT SPECIAL
Beginning at 6 p.m. the WMUA News

and Public Affairs Departments
present full, up to the minute election
results of National, State, and Local
elections. Tune in for complete results
as they happen.

KEEN
MTS.

ONE-DAY HIKING & SIGHTSEEING IN VERMONT'S
GREEN MOUNTAINS

Sunday, November 10

TOUR LEAVES UNIV. OF MASS. 8:00 AM
Leaves Amherst Center 7:50 AM
Leaves Smith College 7 30 AM
Leaves Mt Holyoke College 7:15 AM
Peter Pan has chosen a special hike tor those wanting an invigorating,

scenic day The weather will be perfect for hiking - not too hoi. not

too cool - and you'll be accompanied by a knowledgeable, ex
penenced hiker to answer questions and go over the maps before you
arrive at the starting point

The hike route leads to the summit of "The Dome", near Pownal, Ver-

mont, in the south-western section of the state The average hiking time
up and back is about 2 1 2 hours, but with allowance for lunch at the

summit and rest stops, we'll be there for just over 4 hours

Wild raspberries grow in abundance on fhis trail, so bring your baskets
or sacks. There is a spectacular view from the top of "The Dome", to the

west are the Adirondack s of New York State, and to the south lies

Mount Greylock in the Berk shires

Complete box lunches will be provided to all and included in the tour

The outward bus trip wi'l be via the scenic Mohawk Trail with its "hairpin

turn all the way from Greenfield to North Adams and Williamstown
The return trip will be via Bennington, and the Molly Stark Trail to Wil-

mington and Brattieboro A supper stop will be made on the way
back with expected return time about 8 00 PM yj 50$ii
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sports editor

Boxing -just pure brutality?
To the Editor:

Growing up can be a painful experience. As once progresses from self-
centered childhood and adolescence into maturity, certain ideals and ideas
of what s fun must be left behind in the sandbox. We can all remember
whether in the city, suburbs, or countryside, times when it was fun to play
cops 'n' robbers, Cowboys 'n' Indians, wrestling and fighting. Guns and
fists were toys, and we knew in our naive little way that they didn't really
hurt anybody [only "sissies" cried when they got hit. Right?] As we grew
older, the punches landed heavier, and we learned that maybe fighting
wasn 't so much fun after all, and it was saved until really needed Guns to
most people's minds, are still toys, since very few of us have really seen
just how fun they aren't. Thus, the Army children (infantry) still play "war
games. "And it's still "glorious" to go off to war and kill a few "gooks" for
Mother and God.

It is acutely indicative of the stage American mentality is at, when a man
who makes a career out of pumme/ing another man's face into bloody
pulp, is lauded as "the last hero of the 60s. " When I was 13, a man named
Cassius Clay fired my imagination; he was a hero to me, then. I followed
loyally his early professional fights, never questioning the irony of his boast
that his face "had never been touched, " and always singing his "Legend
of Cassius Clay, the most beautiful fighter in the world today. " I cheered
his bravery before the Draft Board, and vowed then and there, that when
they called me, I wasn 't going either. I defended his name change. Now, a
decade or so later, grown up, I cannot rationally defend the man [or any
other - Foreman, Ellis, Frazier, Dempsey, or whoever] for making his
living [living? at $5 million for a night's "work"?] out of punching another
man 's face. I used to know an old ex-heavyweight fighter, whose head had
been so beat around, that if you were to approach him from behind, you
ran the risk of getting a face full of old knuckles. He wasn't senile, but
punch-drunk - like the old one-eyed dog, who'd snarl and attack anything
or anyone who came at him from his bad side, and lick the hand of anyone
with the sense to approach from the other way. This old boxer suffered
extensive brain damage, a high school graduate who had to be taught,
when middle-aged, how to push a broom through the men's room of a
broken down hotel. He was lucky. How about those others who weren 't so
lucky, who never got up off the canvas - dead from massive brain
hemmorhaging?
Modern boxing is a brutal "sport, " far removed from the "business of

surviving" in the streets. The streets made is necessary to learn to fight,
and fight good, to keep your guard up. Muhammad Ali and George
Foreman are not in the streets now. There is no reason for them to be
trying to bloodily subdue each other in a false, contrived battle field. It is an
artificially created rivalry, imposed upon them by profit-grubbing managers
and agents. They are not heroes, but grieviously exploited dupes. As
savage, primitive, and unnecessary as were Rome's arenas, they were, in
essence, no worse than the butchery going on in today's ring. Muhammad
Ali has been credited with "taking a dead sport out of the grave and giving
it life if ! ot more. " Much like Dr. Frankenstein.

It is sad to realize that America, and much of the rest of the world, have
not even crown past puberty. In this country, the two most popular sports
are probably boxing and football [if not the two, they are certainly close[,
both of which are predicated on the act of breaking human bodies. What
football game has not seen broken bones and bloodied faces? How many
fans don't expect to see this? How many fans pay hundreds of dollars for
ring-side seats so they can see the blood better? How many starving
people cheered Ali, the "People's Champion," when he pocketed the 5
million? How many of you out there are awake? How many of you have
grown up?

Marty Welles

OLGA KORBUTANDTHE
RUSSIAN GYMNASTIC TEAM
ARE COMING TO BOSTON.
NOVEMBER 17TH, 4 PM

NOVEMBER 18TH, 7:30 PM
I! She was the most captivating and

applauded performer of the Munich Olympics.
Now you can see her in person, repeating the
feats that won her one silver and three gold
medals. Don't miss this spectacular event 1

Your chance to see Olga Korbut, gold medal
winner Ludmila Tounscheva, and Russia's

finest male and female gymnasts.

TICKETS: $10, $9, $7, $5

TWO PERFORMANCES ONLY.

NI.3
FOR RECORDED TICKET INFORMATION CALL 227 3200

Pictured above is the UMass Weightlifting team which won the team title at the
Massachusetts Senior Weightlifting Championships. Team members include (from
left to right): John Donnelly, John Kennedy, Doug Cooney and Rudy Woloss.
Standing in the second row are Fred Myerson, Eric Wiseman and Brian Wiseman.

Writer's apology:
Ali still the best

Oops. Mr career as a
prognosticator has b2en set back a
couple of milleniums.

When, in last Tuesday's
Collegian, this reporter stated that
George Foreman would defeat
Muhammed Ali, he didn't realize

the magnitude of his grevious
blunder. The statement must go
down in history with other brilliant

comments such as: "Peace in our
time" - Nevile Chamberlain, "The
world is flat" - King Ferdinand of
Spain, and "The Earth is the center
of the Universe" - a variety of
quacks.

Commentary

As I sit, locked in my room,
fearing for my life and munching on
my commentary of October 28, I

can vividly recall all the new words
(and ways to use them) I learned,

when elated but rowdy Ali sup-
porters began offering me
suggestions pertaining to my sex
lite after the conflict in Kinasha. To
say the least, a few of the messages
were, as Jim Woods is wont to say,

"enough to jar your mother's
preservatives".

Still in all, I believe that I made
only five errors in judgement-
overestimating George Foreman's
stamina, underestimating the zip on
Ali's punches, underrating the new

champ's ability to absorb a punch
(the few that connected, he shook
off), being unaware of Ali's

tremendous desire to win, and
writing the article to begin with.

After viewing Muhammed's
bouts prior to the Foreman Fiasco, I

thought he could only sting like a

butterfly and float like a bee, but
the greatest promoter the game has
ever known proved that he is also a
truly breat boxer in becoming only
the second man ever to regain the
title of Heavyweight Champion of
the World. (The first was Floyd
Patterson who regained his title

from Ingemar Johansson.)
A lot of people, myself obviously

included, thought the only way one
would be able to see if Ali had
"guts" would be to picture them
strewn across the ring, but
Muhammed kept his guts inside

and they still showed, in what has
to be termed as one of the greatest

comebacks in the history of sports
and a resounding victory for the
elderly (Ali is still 32 years old, even
though one wouldn't notice it).

The ever-humble Ali put the
pressure on himself by telling the

entire world that he would
win. ..and he did. This is the mark of

a fiesce competitor; what folks like

to call, "a-winner".

Well, the only thing left for me to
do now is to take my foot out of my
mouth, get up, and calmly limp

away.

STARTING
MONDAY
NOV. 4

The

Quicki Lunch

MOVES
NOW LOCATED:

10th FLOOR RM. 1003

11:30 - 2:00 p.m. MON. - FRI.

B's ready

to slice

into Sabres
BOSTON [UP/] - The last time

these two teams met, the Buffalo

Sabres destroyed Boston's big dad
(as in awful, not terrifying) Bruins,
9-5.

And there is a developing
paranoia about Buffalo sports
teams in Boston, since the com-
bined record between the two cities

this season leans heavily toward
Buffalo, 4-1 Boston's Bruins will try

to make it 4-2 Tuesday against the
Sabres in Boston.

The Bruins are doing a few things
differently since that season opener
on Oct. 10. for starters, they're
finally achieving some balance in

their scoring, and 10 goals by 10
different players Sunday will prove
that. Phil Esposito, with four points
Sunday night, moved his league-
leading total to 17 points in 11

games, and Bobby Orr also scored
four points as Boston wallopped
the Minnesota North Stars 10-1.

"I asked themfor some balance,"
said Coach Don Cherry, "and this

(10 different scores) is carrying it

too far. But it Was nice to see the
other guys scoring too."

Goalie Gilles Gilbert said his

hand, which was bothering him
earlier, is better, but now he has a

minor bagk problem.

"It bothered me for a while, but
it's getting a little better," he said.

"But I did something to my back
Saturday, but that shouldn't be too
bad."

The Sabres have done well since
their deal with the Vancouver
Canucks, and they are in first place
m the Charles F. Adams division.

The trade sent Gerry Meehan and
Mike Robitaille to Vancouver in

exchange tor defenseman Jocelyn
Guevremont and another player
who has since been sent to the
minors.

The Kevin Jone*

Guitar Studio

opening Nov. 1

Amherst Carriage Shops

private and group
instruction

in

classical and jazz guitar

Before Nov. 1, Call: 268-7029
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JERRY MONDALTO (22) scampers for a 31 yard touchdown run during the second quarter of last
Saturday's Colgate UMass football game.

Injuries continue to weaken UMass

McNally lengthens list of wounded UMass QB's
By JAY LUPPOLD

Sports Staff
For Brian McNally, it has been a

surprising, frustrating and very
short 1974 football season.

McNally, who fell victim to that

injuryitis that has struck the
UMass football team this year, will

be going under the knife today for a
separated shoulder he suffered last

Saturday against Connecticut.
The 6'3" sophomore from

Concord has had to play the roll of
one of those players a coach likes

to have around thus far in his brief

stay at UMass.
"I came up here as a defensive

back and played last year on the
freshman team. Then this year in

spring practice I was playing on
defense, but when Fred (Kelliher)

got hurt in the Villanova game I was
spending half of practice on
defense and then going over with
the offense learning the plays,"

McNally said.

Most would think that this would
tend to make most players a bit on
the ired side and Brian un-
derstandably was. But not at the
coaches, more so simply at the turn
of events that brought about this

"yoyo complex".
"It was difficult, but un-

derstandable", Brian added.
Sitting next to Brian in the

Cooley Dickinson Hospital lounge
was Ed McAleney, another player
turned spectator for the rest of the
year. "Brian was one of the best
defensive backs we had until he
went to play quarterback", pointed
out McAleney, who had his left leg

wrapped with an ace bandage after
his ankle surgery for ligament
damage.

It was nothing less than a
pressure situation when McNally
did get the call three weeks ago
against Boston University. Mark
Tripucka got banged up and
McNally was sent in. At the time it

* - Mr*
'

ifc
'

was 14-7 for UMass. McNally led a

long drive with Jim Torrance finally

carrying it over for the touchdown,
but not all was roses for induction

for the tall 190 lb. rookie. He threw
an interception that resulted in a

touchdown for the supposedly
lowly Terriers, but the Minutemen
held on for the win.

"It was really great when
Torrance went over, but I felt a

thoudand times worse on the in-

terception," McNally said.

He was still not quite a proven

QB against Rhode Island the next

week, but when the gun sounded
McNally had shown everyone that

he had what he needed. Tripucka

couldn't move the ball and Brian

was inserted with three quarters

still left to play. Final score: UMass
17, Rhode Island 7.

And then the big test - Con-
necticut, the game for all the

marbles, to bring the Beanpot back
to Amherst. But no ao for McNally

*«

Bill Gillin (261) leads a pack of UMass runners to an early lead in the Yankee
Conference meet in Burlington, Vermont. Also pictured are Randy Thomas
(partially hidden behind Gillin), John McGrail (behind Thomas), Tom Wilson
(263), freshman standout Cliff Staples (far right), and Vermont's Bob Graves
Thomas, Gillin and McGrail went on to take second, third and fourth as they were
all timed in 24:40 over the five-mile course. Wilson placed sixth while teammate
Staples, in his first championship meet captured ninth. The Minutemen runners,
who were ranked fifteenth in the nation in the October 24 poll, will travel to
Franklin Park next Monday to defend their New England title.

and company. After bringing the
team to a 9-0 lead on three Greg
Sprout field goals, McNally at-

tempted a sneak.

"At first I just thought I hurt my
shoulder, nothing bad, but when I

went tack to the huddle I tried to

move it and it popped out. I went to

the sidelines and then to the locker

room. Dr. Snook only needed about
30 seconds to tell me I was done for

the year," McNally so clearly

remembered.
Brian McNally, up until now has

had a successful athletic career. He
most always has been on a winning
team, going all the way back to his

little league days. In his year of prep
school at Hotchkiss in Connecticut
where he was a defensive back the
team was 7-0.

It has been a disappointing

season for him this year, but not
completely. The coaches now
know that he can do the job. They
know he is a complete athlete (he

was a tri-captain in high school for

baseball and basketball besides

football), and they also know that

he is mature, complete and ready

for two more years. But Brian

knows that he is no longer the

starting quarterback anymore. He
has been relegated to keeping the

charts and talking on the sideline

phone for this year anyway.

"It will be just like before next

year. Kelliher will be back and there

is still Pete Colten and more
fighting for the job", he explained.

Injuries aren't all that bad
anyway. Look to the bright side. At
least you can get to watch "I Love
Lucy" and "Hogan's Heroes"
instead of beating each other in the
afternoon. And the nurses aren't so
bad either.

McNally at least has some
company. Ed McAleney is there, so
they can both compare scars.

And judging from the way this

season has been going, who
knows? Maybe he'll have more
company before he leaves Cooley
Dick.

Stickers record three

blanks in tournament
By LINDA MACKLER

Sports Staff
UMass successfully placed seven players on the college teams which

will compete in the Northeast Tournament in New York on November
16th.

Joanne Lorrey, Barb Martell, and Lori Nazar made the College 1 team,
while Kathy O'Neil, Elaine Senosk, Joanne Smith, and Kate Stanne made
the College II team following this past weekend's performance of UMass'
varsity field hockey team at the Northeast College Tournament in Andover,
Massachusetts.

This was the first in a series of tournaments which eventually sends
three teams to a National tournament in Illinois. This weekend set up three
games apiece for twenty-five participating members and divided the teams
into divisions A and B, with equally strengthened teams on both.
UMass played two games on Saturday, one against the University of

Vermont, who they defeated 3-0 and one against Worcester State College,
who they also defeated 3-0. Sunday's match-up was with Keene State
College and UMass shut them out 5-0.

UMass did not face the University of Vermont during the regular season,
but were supposedly set up against a better team. They instead clinched
the victory in the first half, with two goals by Joanne Smith and one by
Kathy O'Neil.

UMass was defeated 2-1 by Worcester State College in regular season
play, but the players felt they were the better team. They proved it

Saturday as Joanne Smith contributed two goals again and Elaine Senosk
shot one.

Keene State College received the same treatment they got the first game
of the season. Joanne Smith had a hat trick in this game while Joanne
Lorrey and Kathy O'Neil made the other two goals for the third shut-out of
the weekend.
The tournament produced the best field hockey UMass has played.

Coach Albert delighted in the team's efforts.

"We played good hockey at our last game at Smith and it carried right
over," she said. "We were completely dominant in all three games.
"We returned to our intelligent passing offense. It was just beautifully

co-ordinated."

"Our goalie, Jean Kentfield, was not really even tested. She had to make
only ten clears for the weekend. This is probably the reason she did not
make a college team."
The college teams were selected solely on the basis of the three games

played and players were chosen by four women on a committee which
attended every game.
The two teams chosen from each division advance to the next tour-

nament, at their own expense, where the competition includes players
from both college and hockey association teams.
The UMass varsity team completed their season by outscoring their

opponents twenty-four to ten. The high scorer was Kathy O'Neil with six
goals and second high scorers were Elaine Senosk and Joanne Smith with
four.

The junior varsity team completed their 8-1-1 season with six shut-outs;
five were their last games. The last time they were scored on was October
15th against Bridgewater when they were defeated 1-0.
The high scorers were Cheryl Meliones with eight goals and Karen Gipps

with five. They scored twenty-five goals against their opponent's five.
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DUKAKIS TOPS SARGE
Olver,

Collins
win

By JUDY BOUCHER
Staff Reporter

State Senator John Olver (D-
Amherst) and state representative
James Collins (D-Amherst) carried
Amherst by about a four to one
margin in late night returns
yesterday. Both had been opposed
by first time Republicans.

Oiver was re-elected to Franklin-
Hampshire - Hampden
county seat by a vote of 4,263 to

1,057. Gerald McCarthy, his GOP
opponent was defeated in his bid
for the seat, which includes
Amherst and Northampton.

Collins, representing the 4th
Hampshire District, polled 4,048
votes to his opponent's 1,491. He
was opposed by William Atkins, a
self-proclaimed Republican liberal

from Amherst.

Rain plagued election day in the
area, but the polls moved smoothly.
5,676 residents voted yesterday out
of a total of 9,222 registered.

Some 1,200 UMass students voted
in Amherst, according to the Town
Clerk.

turn to page 11

GOVERNOR DUKAKIS: Son of a
doctor, graduate of Harvard Law School
and not even forty. Newlv elected
Governor Michael S. Dukakis wears

UPI Teleptioto

winning smile with his daughter, Andrea,
in Boston after he unseated incumbent
Republican Francis W. Sargent.

BOSTON \UPI\ - Democrat
Michael S. Dukakis and his

organization of McGovern cam-
paign survivors trounced liberal

Republican Gov. Francis" W.
Sargent yesterday despite
Sargent's efforts at foisting the

state's problems off on
Washington.

Summarizing his defeat, Sargent
said, "the price of hamburger" plus

US- Rep. Conte wins
reelection in 3rd

district race -
story, page 6

Watergate spawned a "national
tide which was running against
virtually every Republican."
With 550 of the state's 2,187

precincts or 25 per cent reporting,

the unofficial count gave Dukakis
212,385 votes with 161,484 for

Sargent.

Elected lieutenant governor with
Dukakis was Thomas P. O'Neill III,

the 31 year old son of the U.S.
House majority leader who also
won re-election. O'Neill succeeds
Lt. Gov. Donald R. Dwight a
longtime confidant of Sargent's.

In the end, Dukakis reaped the
rewards from an electorate which
had had it with incumbents and

turn to page 5

Brittany tenants meet trustees about security deposits
By DENNYMA TTEAU

Staff Reoortt*r

At least 350 tenants of Brittany

Manor met with trustees and
lawyers last night in the Campus
Center to exchange questions,

information, and complaints
regarding the general situation of

security deposits and rental

procedures since the owners of
Brittany Manor declared
bankruptcy in September.

E. David Mazzone of Wakefield,

Mass., a court-appointed trustee,

began the meeting with an ex-

planation of his responsibilities as
set forth by the Federal District

Court in Boston.

A petition was filed on Sep-
tember 23 by Robert Waldman and
David Dick under Chapter 12 of the
Massachusetts Bankruptcy laws.

Chapter 12 basically states that the
owners may have their creditors

restrained from foreclosing on
holdings while they try to pull

themselves out of financial dif-

ficulties. Justice W. A. Garrity

ordered that court-appointed
trustees take over from Waldman
and Dick.

Mazzone said that he is presently
trying to ascertain exactly where
the monies from the tenants'
security deposits went. "I expected
to find your deposits put aside" he
said, "but I must tell you that that is

just not the case."

"There are fifty-one apartment

Romanian scholar says Dracula
actually lived in Transylvania

BvJAN Al FXANHFR _ ..
*By JAN ALEXANDER

Staff Reporter

Romanian born scholar Radu
Florescu announced last night

before a packed Student Union

inside:
Election news on paqes 4, 5

and 6, J J. World and national

news on pages 7 and J 1. Local

news on page 21.

weather:
There win be a distinct drying

trend if the rain stops today.

And there will be a warming
trend after the sun rises.

Ballroom that ne "came without his

fangs".

Speaking with a slight accent,
the DVP lecturer said, "I have
endeavored to try and make
Dracula a somewhat respectable
subject. I hope to convince you all

that Dracula did exist."

Florescu contends that the myth
of Dracula being a vampire arose as
a result of a fictionlized account
written in 1897 by Bram Stoker
about an actual 15th century man.

"Stoker combined the cult of

vampirism which is still strong in

Romania, as well as in other

European countries, and the story

of Dracula, a man who put one tittn

of the total population of the land

to death," Florescu explained.

Florescu, who teaches a course
about Dracula at Boston College,

stated that Stoker had picked up a

distorted myth of Dracula through
Germanic sources which pictured

the man as a vampire.

"Dracula was born in 1431 and
was beheaded and impaled in

1476," Florescu said. "He lived in

Transylvania which is an actual

province in central Romania, and
reigned as a Prince.

"I think of him as being one of
the greatest captains of all time
against the Turks " hp said.

turn to page 4

complexes similar to Brittany

Manor, fourteen in which in-

vestments have been made, and
that's generally where your
securities went," Mazzone said.

A tenant questioned the legality

of using the deposits for capital

investment. Mazzone answered
that he is not sure of the details, but

he feels that this use of the deposits

may have been illegal. "But it's the

job of the D.A. to look into that,"

he said.

"However", continued Mazzone,

"if the money went into viable

investments, and real estate is

usually viable, then we will liquidate

those investments and return the

securities when they are found."

He could give no clear estimate

of how long it will take to find the

money. "There's 35 million dollars

involved in the whole case and
we're tracking it down check by

check," he said.

The discussion turned to the

withholding of rents, and John
O'Keefe of the Veterans' Coalition

for Community Affairs read a

statement in which he said, "Is the

underworld involved in this?" That

question was not answered.
O'Keefe went on to advocate the

setting up of escrow accounts by

tenants withholding rent. (An
"escrow account is a special ac-

count from which the depositor

cannot withdraw money placed

there without special authorization.

thus guaranteeing that the rent will

be paid once differences between
tenant and landlord are settled.

O'Keefe especially advocated
this action for tennants planning to
move by January.

"The Veterans Coalition is

prepared to physically prevent the
eviction of these tenants" O'Keefp

turn to page 2

LSO drops

office hours
The newly set up Legal Services

Offices for students will no longer

have open office hours because of

increased demand for legal aide,

LSO attorney Bill Dorsch said

yesterday.

"The reason is that we're just

finding people are waiting over an
hour sometimes and that's too
long." Dorsch said, adding, "We
will have over 85 appointment slots

per week by appointment."

Previously, the LSO had open
office hours Monday, Wednesday
and Friday and was encouraging
people to make appointments.

"We feel this will be a lot better

than the present system but we'll

change to something else if it

doesn't work out," Dorsch added.
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Senator calls it "like a slum
ff

Conditions at Webster House hit
by JIM KASSNER

Staff Reporter
Living conditions at Webster

House on Orchard Hill are
described as being "lousy" and in

some cases "like a slum", by
student senator Mark Kaizerman.
A resident of Webster House

Kaizerman said at a House Council
meeting that most people would be
"appalled at the conditions in

Webster House."
"Right now, people really don't

have any pride. They don't feel that

they have to clean up after

themselves when the building is so
messy anyway," he said. He
believes the residents of the house
would do their best to maintain the
dorm, if the Physical Plant helped
restore it to a respectable condition.

Among the complaints voiced at

the Council meeting were the

following: exposed electrical wires,

broken heating units, unswept
floors and stairwells, and the

bathrooms in general disrepair. It

was also noted that many rooms

didn't have curtains, and also the

fact that room windows have been

used recently as "garbage
disposals."

During one incident last week, a

resident of the dorm apparently

threw a chair out one of the upper

story windows, and the debris still

remains at the foot of the building.

Kaizerman said he spoke last,

week with two Physical Plant

representatives who, after tounAg

New statistics show decline

in UMass parking registrations
registrations Kittle said: "I don't
think it's made a bit of difference."

He indicated the total auto
registrations remained about the tradiction in statistics.

Mandatory dorm life

hearing is tonight

8/ MARTIN J. WATERS
Staff Reporter

The number of cars driven to the

UMass campus daily has dropped
sharply since parking lot fees were
increased to as much as $55 per
year and the bus service greatly

expanded.

In 1972 students, staff and
faculty -registered some 16,000
vehicles for 8,000 parking spaces.
This year an estimated 1 1,300 autos
are registered.

These facts contradict
statements to The Collegian by
Robert W. Kittle, the director of

parking and transportation, and by
Susan C. Tie, the parking coor-

dinator.

Robert J. Godding, the director

of the student senate transit service

and overseer of the bus system,

produced statistics showing the

decline in auto registrations since

the overhaul of the transportation

system.

Kittle and Tie, the two top
parking officials, both took over
their positions after the system was
changed.

When asked if the changes David F. Linowes, auther of
effected the number of auto "Strategies for Survival," will speak

Brittany apartments

same before and after the changes.

Kittle was unavailable for

comment regarding the con-

The legality of mandatory dorm
residential life will be the topic of a
campus wide hearing tonight in the
Hampden Student Center from 7-9

p.m.

The Student Organizing Project

(SOP) is conducting the hearings
with guest administrators: Sid
Meyers, University lawyer; Peter
D'Erricco, Legal Studies Depart-
ment; and Mike West, Assistant
Dean of Students.

Students with grievances or

opinions to air are urged by the

SOP to attend the hearings.

According to The SOP, students,

administrators, and outside experts
will testify concerning present
conditions and what alternatives

are available, including the
possibility of a suit to force the
administration to abandon its policy

of mandatory dormitory residence.

Author to lecture

on business issues

cont. from p. 1

concluded. Mazzone pleaded with
the tenants to pay their rent. "It's

necessary in order to keep Brittany

Manor running and to get the
necessary reorganization done," he
said.

William Ryan and Art Boothbe,
who were appointed by Mazzone to

directly manage Brittany Manor,
and who are maintaining an office

in apartment 105, spoke about their

role in eviction cases. "We don't
have the authority to not evict

you", said Ryan, "but we're
responsible for doing it if it is or-

dered."

He went on to say that it is

imperative that rent be paid now in

order that improvements in

maintenance, etc. can be made, but
that ne will not act on eviction if a
tenant notifies him that rent equal
to the amount of the tenants
security deposit will not be paid in

the last month or so that the tenant

lives in Brittany Manor. Ryan also
asked that tenants not pay rent
directly to the Hancock office in

Brookline, but pay it through his
office in apt. 105 so that a record
may be kept of the payments.
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tomorrow at the School of
Business Administration.

His talk, in room 120 at 3:30 p.m.,
will be on "Accounting and Social
Responsibility." Linowes' ap-
pearance on the UMass Campus is

part of the School of Business
Visiting Lecturer Program which
gives students opportunities to
discuss current business issues
with recognized business
authorities.

Linowes' ideas on socio-
economic management to improve
the effectiveness of governmental
and social institutions have
received wide publicity, and his

articles have appeared in such
publications as "The New York
Times," "Nation's Business," and
"Business and Society Magazine."

the building, left with a "2Vi - 3
page list" of complaints. He was
assured that within a week, things
would "shape up."

Paul Whiteman, Director of
University Custodial Department,
said he was first made aware of the
existing conditions at Webster
sometime last week when he met
with Kaizerman, Whiteman ad-
mitted the condition of Webster
House was possibly "somewhat
worse than the other houses on the

• hill", but said that he had no ex-
planation as to why.
"We're working on the areas that

he (Kaizerman) brought to our
attention. We're going to make
every effort to take care of the
problem within the limitations of
our staff," he said.

Currently, Webster has a
janitorial staff of three men
assigned to it. When asked if more
men would be assigned to the
dorm, Whiteman replied that he
couldn't hire more men because of
budget restrictions, but would
temporarily remove men from other
areas of the campus to work in

Webster.

When Whiteman toured the area
Oct. 29, he said that he didn't

consider the area to be in par-

ticularly bad condition.

"Because of the long weekend
situation (Veteran's Day) there was
a bit more trash than usual in the
trash rooms. But other than that,

no, I didn't think it was in unusually
bad shape."

Later that day, Whiteman said

the complaints of the residents

were being taken care of "now",
and that main attention was being
given to the corridors, stairwells,

and bathrooms, the areas needing
the most immediate attention,

according to residents.

The University Health Inspector,

George Reed, said he didn't feel he
should become involved in the
issue.

"Mark (Kaizerman) is working
with the right people (the physical

plant). Unless the maintenance
crew refuses to take care of the
problem, I see no need to involve

myself in this matter at this time."

Reed declined to make any further

comment.
Among the alternatives for the

alleviation of the problem discussed
at the Webster House Council
meeting was a proposal to help
combat vandalism in the area. With
the aid of the Orchard Hill Area
Government (OHAG), a student
security system may be evolved for

the dorms in the area.

Kaizerman suggested that this

may help to prevent vandalism, and
encourage increased responsibility

among the residents to keep their

dorms maintained.
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Mt. Holyoke students Amherst decision to go co-ed
seek trustee seats draws mixed reactions at SmithThe difficulty of nailing current jelly to the wall was never more apparent
than .t was Monday night in a WMHC broadcast of the Student Trustee
Proposal Susan Cartmell (president of SGA), Jeanne Amster (member
Student Conference Committee) and David Truman presented their dif-
fering views on the proposal to news directors Anne Hart and Kathie
Anderson.
The proposal itself advocates placing two students as voting members

on Mount Holyoke's Board of Trustees for the duration of their four years
here. It is based on the apparent failure of the two recent-graduate trustees
to function as key observers of the community. That the young members
rarely see Mount Holyoke more than twice a year during Board meetings
suggests that their perception of the community is no better than any
other trustees'. In fact, it may be worse in that they, unlike the more
established and secure members, are still struggling to make a living and
hence have less time for even worthwhile diversions.

In addition, Ms. Cartmell and Ms. Amster indicated that the com-
munications between students and the Board are "minimal," and that, in
terms ofstudent power, we are voiceless in this forum. "The delineation of
power J^ clearly in the hands of the Trustees," stated Ms. Cartmell.
Because the two major students proponents of the proposal see the
Trustees as the ultimate control and power mechanism in the community,
they are convinced that the student population (which provides 67 per cent
of the college's financial backing annually) should have some power in the
decisions rising from the Board. Ms. Amster brought home the problem of
student power most aptly in stating, "I think it is demonstrated to them
(the students) daily how much everythin is done for them."

Mr. Truman is clearly of another political stance. However, it is not quite
clear what that stance is. In responding to Ms. Cartmell's charge that
students should have a voice on the college's most vital committee, Mr. Contributions are flowino in -totalinn &n ifii ac nt t m ^ ™Truman stated "They (the trustees) are Mount Hoyloke legally, but most of phonothon in ^97?Z?h^^m2L.S 2. r
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By CAROL YN HULL-RYDE
Smith Sophian

There were mixed emotions at
Smith over the Amherst decision to
go co-ed. In a random polling of
students, comments ranged from
relief to disappointment.
Many students commented

about the fact that Amherst is the
last male college in New England to
go co-ed. Gail, a house resident,
said, "I think the decision stinks. I

believe there is a place for the all-

male school. This just limits the
possibilities for someone who
wants to go to a unisex school."

Kathy 75 said, "It's a shame to
see the male school tradition go
down, but in this day, it's outdated.
Co-education will make Amherst
more attractive to prospective

students."

Comments wer« made about
future problems in five college
cooperation that would result from
the decision. A reliable source said
President Mendenhall believed the
Amherst decision would have a
deleterious effect on five college
cooperation. Students predicted
that five college courses would no
longer be taken for social reasons
but for academic reasons.

Student sentiment has been and
continues to be strongly against co-
education for Smith. "Smith has
different goals and reasons for
remaining all women," said Anne
'76 who added, "the Amherst
decision to become co-ed is totally
different from the Smith question."

Commenting on the social im-
plications of the decision, Laurie '76

said, "I think it's going to be great
for the valley; there will be a much
healthier social-sexual atmosphere.
Smith and Mt. Holyoke women will

develop more relationships at
UMass. There will be more of an
integrative social life altogether in

the valley as I see it. I think it should
have gone co-ed sooner."

Diane '78 said, "I'm glad
Amherst will go co-ed. It's always
healthier for men and women to live

together. It helps men to see
women's weaknesses as well as
their strengths. It will help them to
understand women as human, as
colleagues, and friends, rather than
sex objects."

Community chest contributions
are running ahead of last year

Heartbreak House
Reviewed by BOB MACKENZIE
Bernard Shaw's Heartbreak

House played to near-capacity

audiences these past two
weekends at Smith College's
Theatre 14.

Although Heartbreak House may
be labelled as a farce, Shaw
describes the play as "A fantasia in

the Russian manner on English
themes". The characters are lifted

from a Chekhov play, Anglicized,

put into an English country setting,

given a massive dose of Shavian
v<it, and let loose on the audience.

Set in the summer of 1914, the
action is concerned with the lives,

love affairs, and careers of a group
of "socially correct" Britishers, who
are all either living at, or visiting, the
home of the eccentric Captain
Shotover.

Also residing in Heartbreak
House are Hector and Hesione
Hushabye, Hesione being one of
Shotover's two enchanting
daughters. Don Howard and Juliet

Jordan, who, respectively, portray

these two characters, performed
admirably, and were overall,

outstanding in the production.

The major action through all this,

is the dilemma of Miss Ellie Dunn,
performed by Susan Kincaid, who
is engaged to be married to the
odious businessman, Boss
Mangan. Mangan, played com-
petently by Joseph Garaventa, is

the "goat" of the story, as much of

this high society's "fun" is directed

at him. The Boss dies in the last act,

not to anyone's regret, as a bomb
falling from one of the first German
bombers over England explodes in

the back yard.

This ending shows Shaw at his

best, with the exploding bombs
following on the heels of a hot.

political tirade by Captain Shotover.

The society people, of course, think

the whole business 'quite a lark",

the closing lines being Hesione and
Ellie's expressing hope that the

bombers will return the next night.

On the whole, the production
was tight, coherent, and generally

of a high standard. This is not to

say that it was without its faults,

.towever, as an occasional bad
costume (Hesione's in Act 2). poor

sound effect (the bombs), or

amateurish

somewhat
excellent showing

little bits of acting,

marred an otherwise

Co-ed comm
By JIM PAULIN
Staff Reporter

A couple of things for you. First, Amherst College, that elite bastion of
scholarly masculinity, has decided to have the other sex of the first time
sinceit was founded, 150 years ago in 1821. i.e., It's going coed next year
The Collegian's five college page paid a visit to those two monoliths of the
opposite gender, Smith and Mt. Holyoke, to record students' reactions and
to see if they felt it heralded similar changes for their campuses.
Another thing: There is growing support among members of the five
Merni (ireene - Mt. Holyoke

Senior from Arlington, Va. majoring
in Art History. I think it's a real good
thing.. .It's quite different going
there and being put on the spot in a
classroom, it's a challenge. You try
to prove yourself not as a female

• but just as a competent, intelligent
human being. It's not a matter of
denying your sexuality, it's just a
matter of putting it aside for the W^Tl,
_m< enL Cath

*

y Le,and Mt Holyoke
Junior from Los Altos, Cal.
majoring in Psychology. I don't
think it will have that much of an
affect and Holyoke will still be a
single sex schol. There's a 12
college exchange where students
from Holyoke and Smith and
Dartmouth and Amherst. There are
girls who go to Amherst and spend
a year there.

Sheila McCurdy — Smith
College Senior from Spring Harbor,
N.Y. majoring in Biology. I've talked
to a number of guys over there and
they all have different ideas. It

seems to be a mixed reaction as far

as I can see; some are violently

against it. There are things that can
be accomplished at a men's college
that would be complicated by
admitting women.

college comunity for a residential exchange program, where instead of five
college students only taking classes at other colleges, they could actually
live in dormitories of another school. Five College News asked Smith and
Mount Holyoke students what they thought of this and also if they might
participate if it goes through.

The questions: What do you think about Amherst College's decision to
go coed? What do you think about the proposed five college residential
exchange?

Pam Gilmore - Mt. Holyoke
Junior from Baldwin, N.Y. majoring
in Music. I think it would be tragic

in terms of the women who would
have to endure at least the first four

years. It wouldn't begin to settle

any sort of sexual normalcy until

there had been girls there in all

classes. They'd have to endure a lot

of degredation. I just don't think

Amherst men as a whole, this is a

generalization, know how to
conduct themselves in the presence
of the opposite sex,

Photos by Debbie Schafer

Sarah Duncan - Smith College

Sophomore from Waco, Texas
maj'oring in Theater. I never con-

sidered Amherst as being over

there. I don't think Smith will ever

go coed. I think residential ex-

change is a good idea for Smith,
mainly because you can't live off

campus, well you can if you go
hand in hand with someone else up
to the psychiatrist or something.

STAFF

MEETING

Thursday,

November 14

7 p.m.

You can help set the agenda by leaving your
suggestions in Jerry Lazar's mailbox by
November 11.
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Criticizes Globe ethics

Bellotti wins in Attorney General race
BOSTON - Democrat Francis X.

Bellotti was elected state attorney
general over Republican Josiah A.
Spaulding last night, pulling ahead
at the outset of ballot counting and
holding his lead throughout the
night.

With 908 of 2,187 precincts
reporting, Bellotti led Spaulding
319,333 to 293,815.

In a victory statement to his

campaign workers, Bellotti praised
his backers who have been loyal

through several statewide cam-
oaigns.

He also criticized the "ethics and
credibility" of The Boston
Globe, which published a poll

showing Sapulding had pulled even
after the Democrat had built a big

lead earlier in the campaign.

There was no immediate reaction

from The Globe.

Bellotti, lieutenant governor from
1962 to 1964, was considered a
favorite in the race until a Boston
Globe Monday showed Spaulding
had tightened the race. But the
lead was apparently not enough.

Guzzi scores major

victory over Quinlan Dracula

Spaulding has never held elective

office. A native of Worcester, he

was chairman of the Republican

state committee in the 1960s and
ran against Sen. Edward M.

Kennedy in 1970.

Both candidates are practicing

attorneys. Bellotti, from Quincy,
has a trial law firm in that city and
Spaulding, who now lives in

Manchester, has practiced cor-

porate law with a Boston firm.

The impending vacancy in the

attorney general's office was
created when Democratic Atty.

Gen. Robert H. Quinn ran for

governor and later lost in the

September primary to Michael S.

Dukakis.

BOSTON - Rep. Paul L. Guzzi
won a smashing victory for

secretary of state over GOP State

Sen. John M. Quinlan last night,

building a 2-1 lead from the start.

The Newton Democrat, whose
personal loan from four friends

caused a campaign furor in late

October, indicated he will continue
his fight for some form of public

financing for statewide candidates.

With 908 of 2,187 precincts

reporting, Guzzi held the lead over
Republican Quinlan, 396,385 to

207,427.

Both Guzzi and Quinlan made
their initial statewide runs
memorable, and the battle for the

hitherto innocuous secretary's

office proved to be one of the most
exciting races.

The two Harvard graduates, who
had more in common than others

on the ballot - products, more or

less, of the "new politics" concept -

- slugged it out like the politicians of

old.

Quinlan ,39, served five terms in

the Senate, a Republican who
captured and easily retained year
after year a seat that the Democrats
had held. He had been a teacher
and once was an aide to former
Sen. Leverett Saltonstall.

Guzzi, 32, had been a teacher-

coach prior to winning a House seat

two terms ago.

Both candidates staked out a
claim to election reform and this
was the decisive campaign issue,
especially when Guzzi ran into a
conflict in campaign fund reporting

from his upset primary victor over
Secretary of State John F.X.
Davoren.

Quinlan was tne principal author
of Question 5 on the ballot, which
would re-write the state's corrupt

practices law. Guzzi had ageed on
most features of the law but split

away with a majority of the election

laws committee on some of its

technical features.
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Dracula, nicknamed "Vlad the

Impaler" successfully defeated two
Turkish invasions, and the impaled

thousands of Turkish captives.

Florescu, who says he is an
indirect descendent of the Prince,

discussed the cult of vampirism and
how it exists today. He said garlic

and crosses are used as preventives

against the cult.

"If a body is disintered and is not

decomposed, then it is a sure sign

of vampirism. A stake must then be
heated until red hot and driven

through the heart or the buttocks of

the corpse into the ground," he
said.

Florescu stated that an iron

curtain has been raised between
two conceptions of Dracula. "In the

United States," he said, "the
Dracula story is not taken seriously.

It is treated lightly in the American
press.

"But Romania needs heroes, and
Dracula has continued to be one.

He is considered as a savior of the

race, since he remained true to

Romania, while everyone else was
degenerating into Turkish ways,"
he said.

Bellotti ran unsuccessfully for

governor in 1964, for attorney

general in 1966 and for governor

again in 1970.

He lost the 1970 gubernatorial

primary in a four-way race. In 1964,

he lost the gubernatorial election

to John A. Volpe after upsetting

the governor of his own party'

Endicott Peabody, in a bitter

primary contest.

In 1966, Bellotti lost the attorney

general's race to Elliot L. Richard-

son in a bruising campaign
featuring last-minute conflict-of-

interest charges made by

Richardson.

Spaulding sougru to capitalize on
Bellotti's track record throughout
the 1974 campaign, telling voters he
is less "political" than his

Democratic opponent. Bellotti, a

conservative on many social issues,

kept a low profile throughout the

campaign.

Spaulding, a liberal, charged
Bellotti with "false advertising"

based on the Democrat's ads which
indicated the attorney general can
somehow reduce the cost of living.

Bellotti said he was simply pledging
to fully enforce consumer
protection laws and help con-
sumers save money.
On Tuesday, Bellotti took out a

full-page advertisement in The
Boston Globe accusing the
newspaper of unfairly convering his
campaign because the newspaper's
law firm is the same one at which
Spaulding works, he said.

Bellotti at one point was quoted
as saying he wished voters would
"forget" about the attorney
general's race in a Globe story. He
started out with a big lead in the
polls, relying heavily on voters who
supported him in past campaigns.

Bellotti's campaign emphasized
crime prevention plus protection of
personal privacy. Spaulding said he
wanted to remove politics from the
attorney general's office.
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Grasso in Connecticut

Women politicians uo 50
WASHINGTON [UPI\

Conneticut gubernatorial candidate
Ella Grasso led a record list of 800
women candidates yesterday in

elections predicted to bring a 50 per
cent gain in the number of women
holding political office throughout
the nation.

Grasso, a two-term Democratic
congresswoman, was favored to

defeat GOP Rep. Robert Steele and
become the first woman governor
elected without the help of her

husband's political reputation.
In addition, women were ex-

pected to win as many as six new
congressional seats, 200 additional
state legislative spots, a lieutenant
governorship and one big city

mayor's seat.

One potential result of an in-

creased number of women in the
state legislatures could be the
ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment to the U.S. Con-
stitution.

Grasso, 55, was one of three

women running for governor. But

the other two -Republicans Louise

Gore of Maryland and Shirley

Crumpler of Nevada -generally

were not credited with as good a

chance against incumbents in those

states.

Forty-seven major party women
were running for Congress -three

for the Senate and 44 for the

House. Noe of the 11 incumbent
women, with the possible ex-

Democrats sweep state
Democrats ousted. Republican

governors in . New York;
Massachusetts, Connecticut and
Tennessee Tuesday but the GOP
stopped a Democratic sweep of the

nation's 10 largest states by re-

Rhode Island, Texas, Nebraska,
Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Min-
nesota, Idaho and Ohio.
The trend was not all one way.

South Carolina and Kansas, with
Democratic governors, gave leads

electing Gov. William Milliken of to Republicans. But Republicans
Michigan. were losing in Colorado, Michigan,

The Democrats swept toward Wyoming and Arizona,

victory in the bulk of the 35 R ©P- Hugh Carey defeated
governorships at stake. Nelson Rockefeller's hand picked

Democrats, who went into the successor for governor of New
election with a 32-18 edge, held on York and in Connecticut Rep. Ella

to governorships in Alabama, Grasso became the first woman
Georgia, Florida, Oklahoma, ever elected governor on her own.
Vermont, Arkansas, Maryland. Mrs. Grasso, the 55 vear old
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daughter of an immigrant Italian

baker who settled in Connecticut,
enjoyed a commanding lead from
the outset in her quest to become
the nation's first woman elected
governor in her own right. Three
other women governors followed in

their husbands' footsteps.

Governor George C. Wallace
won election as Alabama's first

three-term governor, securing the
power base for a fourth presidential

campaign.

Despite a 1972 assassination
attempt that left him paralyzed
from the waist down, Wallace
began his campaign for the 1976
Democratic presidential nomination
even before he concluded the
gubernatorial campaign.
Wallace outpaced 67-year-old

former State Sen. Elvin McCary by
landslide proportions in early
returns.

ception of Rep. Marjorie Holt in

Maryland, was expected to lose.

Insiders said six new women
congressional candidates had a

good chance of winning. They were
Democrats Gladys Spellman of

Maryland, Martha Keys of Kansas,
Colleen O'Connor of California,

Helen S. Meyner of New Jersey.

Fran Ryan of Ohio and Republican
Millicent Fenwick of New Jersey.

But the big gain for women was
expected in the state legislatures,

where one of the most important

women's issues -the Equal Rights
Amendment -is still being fought.
A spokeswoman for the National

Women's Political Caucus
estimated that as many as 670
women might be elected to state

"This is important, because we
will be building a pool of talented

women to draw on for the next

congressional elections," she said.

"It also looks like we're going to

pick up enough votes to get the

ERA through."

A total of 33 state legislatures

have voted to ratify the ERA, which
would outlaw discrimination

against women under current
statutes, although the status of the

vote in two of those states is in

question.

Four women also were running

for lieutenant governor
Republicans Leona Troxell of

Arkansas, Ann Batchelder of

Nebraska and Louise Kazanjian

First black elected
to Bay State Senate
BOSTON [UP/\ - Bill Owens,

an ex-convict and one of the most
flamboyant orators in the
Massachusetts House, yesterday
became the first black elected to
the state Senate in Massachusetts'
history.

Owens' victory over Republican
Francis I. Hector, also black, was a
result of Republican Gov. Francis
W. Sargent's refusal to allow the
Senate to redistrict itself last year
without creating a district made up
of- most of Boston's black neigh-

borhoods.

Owens, who now becomes

ranking member of the Legislative

Black Caucus, endorsed Sargent's

re-election effort last week.

In addition to Owens' history

Senate win, blacks won seats for

the first time from the fishing village

of New Bedford and from the gun
manufacturing Connecticut River

Valley city of Springfield. When
added to the five secure black seats

in Boston, most of them in the

Roxbury section, it brings to seven
the number of blacks in the 240-

member House.

Owens is a doctoral candidate at

the University of Massachusetts.

Dukakis winner in state race
cont. from p. 1

Republicans - characterists even
Sargent's best efforts could not

deny.

Sargent was among the first

Republican to disassociate himself

from the Nixon and Watergate
scandals. As the state's unem-
ployment rate continued its upward
spiral, topping out a week before

the election at 8.3 per cent, he said

it wasn't his fault.

But Dukakis disagreed and
hammered away at the Sargent
record, drawing blood where the

governor was most vulnerable; his

party label, which he couldn't

escape; and the economy, which
was too ugly to hide under the

Washington rug.

A major factor, nowever, in

Dukakis' landslide win was the 41-

year-old Brookline Democrat
himself.

ooon©r
or later

you'll

come to
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He has been running for

governor since 1970 when he was
the bottom half of a gubernatorial

ticket headed by Boston Mayor
Kevin H. White, a ticket over-

whelmed by the Sargent Dwight
combination.

Dukakis picked up the battered

remnants of George McGovern's
presidential campaign organization

and began early to weave it into a

low profale, door knocking
children's campaign. It was a tactic

that overwhelmed Attorney
General Robert H. Quinn in Sep-
tember's Democratic primary.

Sargent and his running mate, Lt.

Gov. Donald R. Dwight of Holyoke,

were seeking re-election to their

second four-year term. Dukakis ran

with state Rep. Thomas P. O'Neill

III, son of the U.S. House majority

leader, who won a five-way contest

for the democratic nomination for

the lieutenant governor in the

September primary.

Sargent described himself as the

underdog at the outset of the

campaign. How own polls and
those published by The Boston

Globe showed him way behind, and

Dukakis appeared to be a shoo-in

throughout much of the campaign.

A mid-October poll published by

The Globe gave Dukakis a 25 point

lead. But the final poll published by

the newspaper Monday said the

Dukakis lead had been cut to 6

percentage points with 110 percent

of the electorate undecided.

The Dukakis strategy was to

project a fresh face on the head of a

cool, efficient administrator-a
person who could and would get
the job done. The primary job, of

course, was bringing life back to

what Dukakis and his running mate,
Thomas P. O'Neill III, projected as a

dying economy.
But the way in which the Dukakis

O'Neill team would do that
remained a secret throughout the
campaign, except for vague
references to eliminating patronage
in the governor's office and
promises of a 5 per cent across the
board productivity drive which
Dukakis allowed the voters to

believe was actually a proposed
budget cut.

Dukakis, a state representative

for eight years, was White's
runningmate in 1970.

The state's economy - coupled
with an unemployment rate which
has been well above the national

average - was one of the major

campaign issues.

But the race evolved into a series

of charges and countercharges in

six gubernatorial debates over
taxes, patronate and efficiency in

government.

Dukakis, in great part, cam-
paigned on promises. He said he
would avoid budget deficits and
new taxes, eliminate patronage and
require a 5 percent "productivity

and efficiency" increase in state

government.
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Democrats tighten Cong
From Wire Services

Democrats tightened their
control of Congress yesterday in an
apparent landslide that engulfed
Republicans and threatened a bitter
battle with President Ford in the
last two years of his term.

A nationwide surge gave
Democrats control of the Senate
and House and promised a one-
sided majority certain to give
President Ford's legislative
programs serious difficulties.

President Ford said inflation

dominated yesterday's elections

and pledged to work
"wholeheartedly" with Democratic
victors to right the American
economy.

With results from the West still to

come, Democrats had ousted
Republican Senate incumbents in

Kentucky, Colorado and Florida.

One of the few Senate seats that

the Republicans had held any hope
of gaining - in Indiana - went to

the Democrats early in the evening
when Sen. Birch Bayn, (d-lnd.),

won re-election over Indianapolis
Mayor Richard Lugar.

Democrats further solidified their

hold on the Senate with victories by
incumbents Russell B. Long of

Louisiana, Herman
Georgia, Ernest F

South Carolina and James B.
of Alabama.

Allen

Talmadge
Hollings

of

of

Democratic Rep. Wilbur Mills,

prestigious chairman of the House
Ways and Means Cimmittee, last

night pulled ahead of his first

Republican opponent in his 36
years in Congress in early returns
and appeared winning political

forgiveness for his Tidal Basin fligh

with the "Argentine Firecracker"
last month.

With 72 of 441 precincts
reporting in Mills' district in central

Arkansas, Mills had 16,561 votes or

55 per cent and Mrs. Judy Petty,

making her first political race ever,

had 13,517 or 45 per cent.

Mrs. Petty, an attractive 31 -year

old divercee and former ad-
ministrative assistant to the late

Gov. Winthrop Rockefeller, was
giving Mills easily his closest race

since he first won election in 1938.

Democrat John Glenn, the first

American astronaut to orbit the
earth, won landslide election in

Ohio's Senate race, swamping
Republican Mayor Ralph J. Perk of

Cleveland.

President Ford, in re-election
cross-country barnstorming to elect

Republican candidates, was ap-
parently unable to sway even his

home town voters in Grand Rapids,

Conte Early,Tsongas
Congressional winners

From Wire Services
BOSTON- The Democrats

increased their majority in the 12
member Massachusetts
congressional delegation from nine
to 10 when Republican incumbent
Paul W. Cronin, a staunch loyalist
to former President Nixon was
ousted by reform Democrat Paul
Tsongas.

Three Democratic congressmen
were easily reelected with op-

position from minor party and
independent candidates.

They were U.S. Reps. Torbet H.

MacDonald of Maiden in the 7th

district; Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. of

Cambridge in the 8th; and John J.

Moakley of Boston in the 9th

district.

In the 4th District, Democratic
incumbent Robert F. Drinan of

Newton turned back challenges

from independent Jon Rotenberg
of Brookline and Republican Alvin

Mandell of Newton.
In the 1st district, which includes

Amherst and Northampton,
Republican incumbent Silvio 0.

Conte of Pittsfield defeated
Democrat Thomas R. Manning of

Pittsfield by a 2-1 mrgin.

In the 3rd district, centered
around Worcester, Democratic
state Rep. Joseph D. Early of

Worcester defeated GOP state Hep.
David J. Lionett of Worcester in

early returns for the seat held by
retiring Democratic congressman
Harold U. Donohue.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

In the 10th district, GOP in-

cumbent Margaret M. Heckler of
Wellesley defeated Democrat Barry
F. Monahan of Fall River.

Gerry E. Studds of Cohasset, the
incumbent Democrat, defeated
Republican J. Alan MacKay of
Hingham in the 12th district.

Democratic incumbents Edward
P. Boland in the 2nd district (in-

cluding Springfield)
, Michael J.

Harrington in the 6th district and
James A. Burke in the 11th district

were unopposed.

In the 5th District, Cronin, a
freshman congressman, was
considered a slight underdog
against Tsongas, a lawyer and
Middlesex County Commissioner.
The race focused on the district's
economy and the candidates'
personal finances.

Mich., where Democrat Richard

VanderVeen built an early lead over

his GOP challenger and held on
throuqh the evening last night.

About 145 million Americans
were eligible to vote, but off-year

turnouts are traditionally low.

Forty-three per cent of the eligible

voters cast ballots in the last off-

year elections, in 1970.

This time apathy and political

disenchantment spawned by
Watergate, and even rainly weather
in the East and Midwest, held

turnout even lower. The level of

participation will not be known for

several days, but as President Ford
noted, some surveys indicated a

turnout of only 40 per cent of the

electorate.

If that is the case, Ford said in an
election-eve statement, the 94th
Congress which will have to deal

with major economic woes could
be chosen by only 21 per cent of

the voters.

"I don't think anyone wants that

kind of minority decision," Ford
said. He called on people to vote,

whether they be Republican or
Democratic, saying that those who
shun the polls are "actually voting
'no' to our system of self-

government."

Ford's personal campaign
spanning nearly 17,000 miles,

covered 20 states, and he made
inflation his theme. Watergate, the

scandal that brought the appointed
President to office, was always in

the background as he warned
against election decisions that

could undermine the two-party
system.

He raised the spectre of runaway,
inflation-fueling spending by a

"veto-proof Congress" with
Democratic margins that could
overrule him by the required two-
thirds votes. Actually, even with
Democratic dominance, the
wholesale overriding of Ford vetoes
is not realistic prospect.
Philosophic differences within the

parties preclude it.

Ford also said that there is a
danger of legislative dictatorship.

Issues aside, the Democrats had
a hefty head start. In the past five
mid-term elections, the party out of
the White House has gained an
average of 26 seats in the House
and four in the Senate.
There were big swings in 1958, a

time of recession, when Democrats
gained 49 House and 13 Senate
seats; and in 1966, a time of ad-
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justment, when Republicans picked

up 47 House and 4 Senate seats.

Nixon had no comparable

coattails in his 49-state sweep of

the 1972 Presidential election.

Republicans gained only 11 House
seats, and lost two in the Senate.

Never has the face of American
politics changed as markedly in two
years as since that 1972 landslide.
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Television Tonight

5:00 THE RAYMOND BURR SHOW
"Programmed For Panic." (3)

AFTERSCHOOL SPECIAL
"Winning and Losing - Diary Of An
Election Campaign." (8)

THE REAL MCCOYS "A Question
Of Discipline." (18)
THE BIG VALLEY "Image Of
Yesterday." (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGH
BORHOOD (24) (57)

5 30 GREEN ACRES "Oliver Takes
Over the Phone Company." (18)
VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)
GOMER PYLE "Come Blow Your
Top." (27)

HOGANS HEROES "Hogan's
Hofbrau." (30)

NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (40)
6.00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)
ACTION NEWS (8)

THE CHAMPIONS "The Invisible
Man." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)
(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "First
Night Out." (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)
BONANZA "Half A Rogue." (40)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)
NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)
MAKING THINGS WORK (24)
MOVIE "Horror of Dracula " (27)
ZOOM' (57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)
7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH

WAL TER CRONKITE (3)
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VANDYKE SHOW "My
Neighbor's Husband's Other Life."
( 18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)
ABC EVENING NEWS (40)
THE ROMANGNOLIS- TABLE (57)

7 30 NAME THAT TUNE Tom
Kennedy, host (3)

JEOPARDY (8)

DEL REEVES COUNTRY CAR
JJVAL (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (22)

BOOK BEA T (24)

ANIMAL WORLD "All About
Cats." (30)

ROOM 222 "Who Is Benedict
Arnold." (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 SONS AND DAUGHTERS "The
Tryst." (3)

THAT'S MY MAMA "Clifton's

Persuasion." (8) (40)

SHARING OUR FAITH (18)

LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
"Ma's Holiday." 122) (30)

THE MEN WHO MADE THE
MOVIES "Raoul Walsh." (24) (57)

8:30 MOVIE "The Great Ice Rip-Off,"

(8) (40) '

UNTAMED WORLD (27)

9:00 CANNON "A Killing In The
Family." (3)

LUCAS TANNER (22) (30)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

9:30 DAVID CASTLE IN CONCERT
(24) (57)

PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO "The Horse." (27)

10:00 THE MANHUNTER "The Trunk
Murders." (3)

GET CHRISTIE LOVE! "Fatal

Image." (8) (40)

FAITH FOR TODAY (18)

PETROCELLI (22) (30)

FESTIVAL FILMS (24) (57)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

10:30 MAYORS HALF HOUR (18)

VIDEO VISIONARIES (24)

ELDER AMERICAN (27)

BOOK BEA T (57)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

ABC CAPTIONED EVENING
NEWS (57)

11 30 MOVIE "The Nanny." (3)

WIDE WORLD SPECIAL (8) (40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
"Shanghaied." (27)

Urges emergency stockpiles

Kissinger says global planning needed for food
ROME \UPI\ ~ Secretary of

State Henry A. Kissinger declared
war yesterday on world hunger and
starvation with a five-point
blueprint for global action.

He said a concrete and concerted
program could end hunger within a
generation. He called on oil-rich

nations to help pay for it.

Keynoting the United Nations
World Food Conference which had
been called at his urging, Kissinger
told the more than 1,000 delegates
from 100 countries including both
China and the Soviet Union that
they must all "act together to
regain control over our shared
destiny."

Countries that are able to do so
should build up food reserves that
other countries could draw on in

case of emergency, Kissinger said.

Distribution of the stockpiled food
should be supervised by an in-

ternational agency, he said.

U.N. Secretary General Kurt
Waldheim opened the 10-day
conference at the modernistic
Palace of Congresses on the
outskirts of Rome. Kissinger gave
the keynote address.

Kissinger said the world "may
have the technical capacity to free

mankind from hunger" but must
gear this to globally-planned
storage and distribution.

He said that immediately after

the conference the United States
would convene a group of major
exporters to form a program for

increasing food production.

The secretary of state urged help
from the oil producing countries,
whom he partly blames for the
current food crisis because they
increased oil prices several times
over, thus forcing up the price of
everything else.

The secretary of state said the oil

producers have "a special
responsibility" to help finance the
war on hunger.

The American secretary also
indicated without naming it that the
Soviet Union should join the rest of

the world in building food reserves.

Kissinger said the long-term
picture was even more bleak than
the short-range problem. He said

the population explosion was
closely tied to the food crisis,

"Hundred of millions of people
do not eat enough for decent and
productive lives." Kissinger said.

"In many parts of the world 30 to 50
per cent of the children die before
the age of five, many of them from
malnutrition.

"World population is projected to

double by the end of the century,"

Kissinger told the conference. He
said that at that rate, "at some
point we will inevitably exceed the

earth's capacity to sustain human
life

"

He said adepuate nutrition for the

world by the end of the century
would require 150 per cent more
food, or a total output of three
billion tons of grain every year. He
said food reserves would require
"as much as 60 million tons over
current carryover levels.
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WASHINGTON \UPI\ - With a
White House aide predicting GOP
election loses would fall short of "a
horror," President Ford waited in

the Oval Office yesterday for results

of the congressional races into
which he had invested his own
efforts to help the Republican
party.

Among those who joined the

President was John R. Stiles, an old

friend from Grand Rapids, Mich.,

and the manager of Ford's first

House race 25 years ago. The two
men traditionally have gotten
together for the long election night

vigil.

White House Press Secretary
Ron Nessen promised Ford would
issue a statement when the bulk of
the results were in.

"I think the standard off-year

election reverses are possible,"

said Dean Burch, Ford's political

counselor. "But I don't anticipate

this is going to be a horror."

Nessen added that "the general

feeling at the White House is that it

is not going to be as bad as some of

the predictions make it out."

Polls and forecasters predicted

Ford would face a new Congress
with an increased Democratic party

majority despite his personal ap-

pearances in 20 states on behalf of

Republican candidates.

Ford traveled 16,700 miles on the

campaign trail during the past

month. The Republican National

Committee, charged with the
presidential campaign expenses,
paid $2,000 for each hour that Air

Force One spent in the air-including

the cost of 77,000 gallons of jet fuel.

Rarely has a U.S. chief executive
done so much campaigning in a
non-presidential election year.
Political sources said Ford was
motivated partly by a desire to help

his party recover from Watergate,
but the President also
clearly enjoyed the political forays.

Ford's speeches made it clear he
did not expect this election to

reverse the polls or the Democrats'
control of Congress.

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - FBI

agents testified yesterday that

former Attorney General John N.

Mitchell and White House aide

John D. Ehrlichman told them in

the first month after the 1972
Watergate bugging that all they
knew about it was what they read
in the newspapers.

Watergate prosecutors called

agents Daniel C. Mahan, John
Denton and Robert E. Lill in support
of charges that Mitchell and
Ehrlichman lied to the FBI during

the initial stages of the Watergate
investigation.

With the conspiracy trial of five

of former President Richard M.
Nixon's close aides now in its 26th
day, chief trial prosecutor James F.

Neal prepared to lay the foundation
for introducing the tapes of several

presidential conversations.

Haldeman has contended he
never heard the word until months
later His lawyer, John J. Wilson,
said Haldeman used the word
"convention."

Sirica ruled that the defendants
could not have personal copies of

the White House tapes to be
transcibed. He said the defendants
and their lawyers must continue to

listen to the tapes in the special

prosecutor's office.

"That's the vice of this whole
thing," Haldeman attorney John J.

Wilson protested.

"That's the ruling of the court,"

Sirica said firmly. "Let's proceed.
Mahan and Lill testified that

Mitchell told them July 5, 1972,

when they interviewed him in his

law office he "had no knowledge of

the break-in. ..except for what he
had read in newspaper accounts."

More world, national news, page 11
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Neal was expected to lead off

with Federal Aviation Administrator

Alexander P. Butterfield, former
White House director of ad-

ministration who helped install

Nixon's taping system.

The five presidential tapes that

have been played so far were
authenticated by former White
House Counsel John W. Dean III,

who participated in the con-

versation. Prosecutors do not have
witnesses to authenticate the other

tapes, and must lay another
foundation for introducing them
into evidence.

Presiding Judge John J. Sirica

said he clearly heard former White
House chief of staff H.R.
Haldeman, also a defendant,
mention the word "Gemstone" in

one of the Oval Office tapes
recorded June 23, 1972, six days
after the break-in.

With the jury of eight blacks and
four whites out of the courtroom,
Sirica said he heard Haldeman
mention "Genstone," the code
word for bugging operations at the

Democratic National Commitee.

Under cross-examination,
however, the agents acknowledged
that Majan in writing his FBI report

had misspelled certain names and
got the date wrong.

Petersen quits
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Henry

E. Petersen, the Justice Depart-

ment criminal division chief who
offered a dramatic televised

defense 15 months ago of the

department's Watergate cover-up
investigation, said yesterday he was
retiring and might write a book.

No career civil service lawyer had
ever risen so high in the Justice

Department.
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ATTENTION
Stockbridge Seniors

Sign up for Senior Pictures in Stockbridge Hall office

this week.

Pictures to be taken Monday, November 11, 1974,

through Friday, November 15th, 11 a.m.-3 p.m. and 4

p.m.-8 p.m., daily.

Bring $2.00 sitting fee. Pictures will be taken at five

minute intervals.

Room number to be announced later in the week.

If due to circumstances you can't keep your ap-

pointment, please arrange for a new sitting.

SENIORS — Please pick up your yearbooks in the

Stockbridge Hall Office.

Interested Faculty may obtain yearbooks either from
Professor Spindler or Stockbridge Hall Office.
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A whole page of letters to the editor
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Bike owners shafted Violated rights

To the Editor:

The purpose of this letter is to complain about the
"service" motorcycles are afforded by the Campus
Center garage.

Last year, motorcycles were parked on the inside of
the fourth level, where they were protected from the
weather and in clear view of the ticket booth, to
hamper vandalism. The charge was 25 cents each
time the bike was taken out, or the flat rate of $2 a
month. This was fine, it got our bikes out of the
weather, and gave the garage some extra revenue it

otherwise wouldn't get.

This year things changed. First of all, bikes were
charged 60 cents a day, or $18 a month, a 900 per cent
increase!! In addition, bikes were required to park next
to the outside wall, where there is no protection from
the elements.

When I asked Mr. Wiskowsli [I think that's his name
anyway] why the rates had been raised, he said that
bikes were a "nuisance" and if anyone complained,
he wouldn't allow them in "his"garage. When tasked
who had authorized the rate increase, he said he had. I

was informed that he had total autonomy in deter-
mining the rates and restrictions on vehicles parking in

the garage, and he in his infinite wisdom decided to
charge motorcycles a discriminatory charge. I told him
that motorcycles neededprotection from the weather,
which is why we used the garage in the first place.

and that bikes used otherwise unusable space, but he
didn't care.

What kind of bullshit is this? This clown doesn 't like

motorcycles in the garage, so he tries to shaft bike

owners. I don 't like being threatened by someone who
lam paying the salary of, and I especially don't like to

pay people to shaft me. The Campus Center garage is

supposed to provide a service to the University
community, but that service is not supposed to be a
shafting of some members of that community.

I want to know: Why this clown has autonomy in

the setting of rates and other functions of the garage;
what right he has to discriminate against motorcycles;
what right he has to make threats concerning the use
of the garage.

Since I am paying the salary of the position of the

Director of the Garage, I want this guy replaced. I

want to get my money's worth, and I want someone
in charge who is responsive to the people he is

supposed to serve. Perhaps the Student Senate can
find out why this type of person is allowed authority

of such an absolute type. If the garage director must
have autonomy, at least get someone in there who
knows how to wield power wisely, in a non
discriminatory fashion. The present situation is in-

tolerable, inexcusable, and not in the interests of the
students or other groups that use the garage at the
present time.

Bruce Jefferies

Searching for a director
To the Editor:

Right now there is a Search Committee being set up
to fill the position of the Director of the University
Food Services Department. This is an extremely
important position. It is this person that sets the
"tone" for the whole Dining Commons system. This
person has an awful lot to do with whether students
get the most for theirmoney or not. It is my firm belief
that there are many students out there who are not
completely satisfied with the Dining Commons as it

exists now. I know that there are many students who
take a great deal of interest in the price of their meal
ticket. If these students are really concerned then I

would urge them to apply to be on this Search
Committee.

The Search Committee has eight seats reserved for
students. We are attempting to get as many people to

Living in Webster
To the Editor:

We the members of the Webster House Council are very upset with the
conditions in our dormitory. We have already taken steps within the dorm
to alleviate certain conditions but cannot accomplish a great deal without
the help of the Physical Plant and Residential Life.
Our complaints stem from unsanitary cleaning procedures such as the

vacuuming of the halls only once a week; the understanding amongst
janitors that the walls are not to be washed [especially the walls in the
showers], bathrooms are not properly cleaned; the toilets and
showerheads in many bathrooms are broken. On top of this, many rooms
do not have curtains and wall lights.

We have tolerated these conditions long enough and we expect to see
immediate action from the Physical Plant.

Webster House Council

in defense of Deboard
To the Editor:

In reply to Rosanna Falabella's letter, [October 31], I would like to say
that she is actually very sharp to so detect seductive sexual overtones, and
also very bright to be able to tell people exactly what they mean, when all

the time they were in the dark as to what they meant.
Pat Deboard's letter was, as far as I can see both innocent and sincere.

All the people whom I have talked to about it, men and women, seem to

have missed the part where he asked for all those hideous things which
Rosanna Falabella was so enraged over. Pat Deboard is probably very
lucky that he wrote nothing more pernicious, I would hate to give Rosanna
a reason to be so bitterly enraged, it could be dangerous. As it is, however,
the only one who has any true reason to be angry is Pat Deboard, angry at
the cheap slander which she felt it her duty to spew onto paper.

By the way Rosanna, I hear you're pretty hot to trot.

Stephen O'Connor

Banks not only buyers
To the Editor:

The letter of Matt Burns [Collegian, October 21, 1974] exhibits an error
that has plagued many recent discussions about UMass dormitories. Mr.
Burns states that the only buyers of the dormitory bonds are Chase
Manhattan, Merrill Lynch, etc.

The truth is that, in general, these firms act merely as a selling syndicate.
They hold the bonds for a day or two, reselling them almost instantly to
thousands of buyers around the country. For a small percentage fee, they
save UMass the trouble of directly soliciting funds from investors.

In summary, these large financial firms act as pass-through devices.
They are part of the ongoing effort to get people to invest in socially useful
pro/ects.

Joel N. Morse

apply for these as possible. The appointments will be
made by the President of the Student Government.
The work on the search' will consist of the following:

1. a couple of introductory meetings to set
general guidelines

2. a review of all applications for the
position

3. Interviewing the final candidates during
the week of December 8

4. Final prioritization of candidates.
This Search Committee is very important because it

has such a great deal to do with the selection of the
next permanent Director of Food Services. Ap-
plications to join the Committee can be picked up at
the Student Senate Office, 420 Student Union until
November 8. I hope that many students will take an
interest in themselves.

Matt Burns

To the Editor:

Now is the time for a major revision in both University and Societal

policy. The major revision that must be made concerns the regulation

[prohibition] of all smoking in public places. The rights of non-smokers
have been flagrantly violated both at the University and in Society in

general.

The fundamentalargument put forth by smokers is that it is their right to

smoke where and wheneverthey feel compelled [themselves] to smoke. By
definition, a basic right is one that allows the individual to act in such a way
so not as to interfere with or infringe upon the rights of others while
behaving as such. Smoking does violate other people's rights because it

infringes upon their health. It has been conclusively demonstrated that the
cigarette smoke of the smoker damages the health of both the smoker and
the non-smoker. Smoke that burns from the cigarette as well as the smoke
that is exhaled by the smoker that is not absorbed by the smoker's lungs, is

inhaled by the non-smokers in the vicinity of the smoker, causing adverse
health effects. Furthermore, the smoke from cigarettes, cigars, pipes,
marajuana, and hashish are absorbed on almost all clothing fibres as well
as Human hair.

The University classrooms, dining areas, and entertainment places must
prohibit any smoking if the rights of non-smoking individuals are to be
established. I have been to the University Senate to request that the
President submit a referendum that would prohibit smoking in University

classrooms, and I have been informed that the President will submit the
referendum when he feels like submitting it. Responsible leadership? I

think not. The University classrooms and dining areas should be places
where their basic purposes can be fulfilled while preserving the rights of in-

dividuals. When people smoke in these areas it infringes upon the in-

dividuals rights because the individual is not allowed to learn in a
classroom free of both adverse physical and psychological effects that are
produced by the people around them that are smoking. In addition, the
individual is not allowed to enjoy his or her meal and-or entertainment
because of the lingering smoke that is present because there is no
prohibition of smoking in these very public places. -

In conclusion, I address all smokers and non-smokers with the following
question: Is it not a basic right of the individual to remain uninfringed upon
by the adverse physical effects of cigarette smoke at least in designated
areas such as University classrooms and eating areas?

Edward M. White

Weiss abandons format
To the Editor:

Fred Weiss has written an article about Ted Kennedy. Let us hope that
his article represents a new turn for the Collegian. This is the first time in a
long time that something has been said in favor of someone instead of
blatent, bigoted, negative opinions. Mr. Weiss has abandoned the usual
Collegian format of criticism, arrogance, and pseudo-intellectualism, and\
instead has offered a compassionate and more realistic way of looking at
Sen. Kennedy and the issues that surround him.

Sirkka Saarrimaki

Jill Pelton
Robert Holmcrans

Kathy Joyce

Student energies need rechanneling
To the Editor:

In the context of the present controversy, everyone
seems to have forgotten, or chosen to ignore, the

University's conception of Itself, as expressed time
and again by Its professors and administrators. Not
just here at UMass, but across the country [and
elsewhere]. What, according to most professors, is

the main difference between "college" and
"university?" A "college" exists, they'll tell you, for
the purpose of teaching students something, while a
"university" has the function of providing an arena
and atmosphere for professional research. Thus,
given this definition, the University student must take
second priority [at best] to the "intellectual pursuits"
of the professors. To protect these pursuits, they set
up a strong-handed administration which, like all
strong governments, is inevitably doomed to become
the usual self-serving bureaucracy which all too often
takes charge over the lives of people it has no right to
domineer.

As long as this basic set-up exists, it is hopeless,
even childish, to hope for any kind of changes from
above. Professors and administrators will continue to
laugh at student attempts to gain any kind of control

over their academic lives, especially undergraduate
students. They would much rather see the University

go down in a cloud of literary dust, before giving any
real ground to students. As far as any one campus is

concerned, the struggle for student rights is doomed
to up-and-down activism-and-apathy, while the

professors hide in their window/ess study rooms,
knowing full well that the long-term processes of
history will show once more that students wield
absolutely no realpower as students. It will take only a
full-scale revamping of the basic societal values and
goals before the academic world can become realistic.

Don't waste your energies playing games with

Bromery and Wood; use them where they'll affect the

system best -- in the streets, on the job. There's a

world out there - a more important one than the

isolated campus village, and one that's a lot more
seriously fucked up than UMass, which is only a small

symptom of that greater society. If half of the students

organizing around the SGA demands put half their

energies into rent-strikes, welfare strikes, consumer
boycotts, or organizing alternative communities, the

results would be immeasurably greater. These are

things that can have a far-reaching effect now.

Sergei Seriozha I

Collegian going independent?
To the Editor:

Along with our efforts to make the Collegian more
responsive to community input, we have been
researching the activites, policies, as well as the
structural mechanisms of the Collegian. It has come
to our attention that the Collegian editors are actively
assessing the feasibility of financial independence.
Because the Collegian is one of the major vehicles for
communication on campus, this is obviously an issue
of great importance to the UMass community. The
newspaper has a circulation of 23,000, and for many
people it is the only source of news and information
concerning this campus, the nation, and the world.

Presently, the Collegian's budget totals $280,000.
Out of this total $78,000 is Student Activities Tax
monies, channeled through the Student Senate. The
remaining $202,000 is obtained through advertising.
Over the last few years the trend has been moving
into the direction of increased advertising. With the

increase in the percentage of the budget which is\

dependent on advertisements, the percentage of the

budget which comes from student monies is\

decreasing. The result has been that the Collegian has\

become less responsive to student needs and more
concerned with attracting advertisers.

It is possible that the Collegian, backed by thei

financial security of advertising which it has obtainedX
as a result of being a student publication, will attemptX
to go independent, setting itself up outside of the\

perameters of the SGA or any other student group. It\

has reached the point at which this issue should be\

brought out into the open for discussion and debateX
WE WOULD APPRECIATE RESPONSES CON-\

CERNING THIS ISSUE FROM THE BOARD Or
EDITORS, THE COLLEGIAN STAFF, AND MOSi
IMPORTANTLY, THE STUDENT POPULATION.

Joe Cotter

Ellen Gavii

G
Christine 3 Dillard

]

Thought for food
For a student who cannot afford to eat properly, food stamps are a

blessing from heaven. The problem is a needy person may starve to death
before the application is fully processed. According to the Northampton
Welfare Office, the delay in processing is due to a shortage of personnel in
the local and area offices. It seems there are a lot more hungry people in
the Amherst area than was expected.

I began my application for food stamps during the first half of Sep-
tember. Fortunately for me, I had a good supply of peanut butter as well as
a few generous friends that have kept me alive since then. Nearly a month
after I handed in my application at the Campus Center, I had my interview.
That was almost three weeks ago. According to the woman that in-

terviewed me in Munson Hall, I should receive my authorization to pur-
chase food stamps any day now. I sure do hope so, because I'm almost out
of peanut butter.

For those in UMieland that have considered food stamps, here are a few
bits and pieces that may prove helpful.

First, the application form must be filled out and handed in. It is a typical

bureaucratic form that takes a while to figure out and then has no room for
anything out of the ordinary. After that, one awaits an appointment for an
interview.

Copies of all relevant bills as well as pay check stubs for the past five

weeks should be brought in to the interyiew. At Munson Hall, they already
had a copy of my bill from the Bursar's office. If you know that you were
not declared as a tax deduction by 'your parents last year, bring in a
document signed by your parents that states that. According to an article

that appeared in a Parade magazine a month ago, only students that were
not declared are eligible for food stamps, but I was told at my interview
that this is not necessarily true. If you have any outstanding loans, you
should bring in documentation for then, if possible.

As a student, you may discover a discrepancy between your reality and
that which the government bases its food stamp program on. The first is

that rent for on campus students is figured on a* five month semester. At
this university, the fall semester lasts for four months with a six week
winter intercession. During this six week period, a student is expected by
the University to live elsewhere. Granted that some students are able to
live for free during intercession, but some cannot. Unfortunately for them,
the government won't let the food stamp interviewer take this into con-
sideration.

The amount of aid a person receives in Food Stamps is determined by
need. This is figured by subtracting expenses from income, which seems
reasonable. That is, unless one of your major expenses as a college student
is books. This is the second glaring discrepancy that I found. Don't most
students find that they have to buy books? The federal government no
longer considers books an acceptable expense.

For those of you that buy prescription drugs, this is deductable as long

as you spend ten dollars a month. If you spend less than that, don't bother
to write it down, because it is no longer deductable.

I hope these hints will help those poor hungry folk on this campus.
Meanwhile, its time for me to check my mail box for my authorization

again. I just hope it arrives before Finast passes on the Amstar sugar price

increase to the consumer. v

Chris Dillard is a Collegian Columnist

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and

include the author's address and phone number.

Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they

must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space mitations, there is no

guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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Can public servants strike?
By BOB FOSTER

Thousands of firemen slept comfortably while
Montreal burned this past weekend. Little action

could be taken to control the conflagration. A handful
of supervisors and suburban volunteers desperately

tried to contain the fires. But, containment could be
the only realistic goal. Saving the structures was an
impossible task. "Why did the firemen sleep amid
alarms from five major fires," you ask? The answer is

plaguingly simple. They were on strike.

The strike is a relatively contemporary phenomena.
It finds its roots in theories of social democracy. As
the conception of Man's relation to government
changed, so did worker's attitudes. Subservience was
no longer the focal point of the worker-employer
relationship. Instead, democracy, or more specifically,

egalitarianism took the employment spotlight.
Workers discovered that they were no longer simply
means of production in a giant, inalterable process.
Instead, they became humans with individual rights

and needs. Together, they formed collectives; for in

union, there is strength. Organization bred power.
Unions became the oligopolistic creatures that they
are today.

Incidents such as the Montreal fires bring forth a

question that has been plaguing government since the
formation of unions of public servants. How does one
balance the need for public services with the human
desire to unionize and demand? More specifically, at

what point must society clamp down on the demands
of striking public servants? How many lives can be
lost before the fireman returns to the station, the
policeman to the beat? Montreal seems to show that

when public health and welfare is the obvious cost,

the strike is an irrational and outmoded weapon.
The firemen of Montreal were extremely lucky. Not

a single fire-related death occurred during their

inaction. Only a few serious injuries and thousands of

dollars worth of damage resulted. Luck was the only

factor that saved their collective conscience. Death
due to negligence always creates the heaviest burden
upon the conscience of the individual. And indeed, in

spite of their demands, the men were negligent in

their duty to the ultimate degree. Total inaction in the

face of crisis is the most unforgivable of sins.

Many may consider my judgment of these men as
harsh and inconsiderate. But, such is not the case. For
I depend upon a singular value in my judgment, the
ultimate value of human life. Property damage or loss

can be forgotten or repaired. Injury is a bit harder to

justify. But death is unjustifiable when it could have
been prevented.

Death was not a factor in the Montreal incident.

Yet, the potential was there. Only fate or luck or divine

will (depending upon your philosophy) interceded.

Perhaps the next time they will not be so fortunate.

Maybe next time the tiny infant or the elderly woman
will perish because of a strike.

Do not misunderstand me though. Workers,
students, professors, administrators, etc. do have
rights. These rights to life and happiness should not

be compromised. But, in the simultaneous equation of

life, these same individuals must understand the rights

of those citizens that they protect. Compulsory and
totally binding arbitration on all parties seems to be at

least a partial solution. Let's pray that a strike of this

sort never inadvertently takes the life of an innocent

victim. Luck prevailed. Pray that it continues!

Bob Foster is a Collegian Commentator

Reid Fishman
} Election reflection

I'm getting ready for another election

day, and thinking about what each election

has meant to me. You won't, be reading this

until after all the results sre in, but there's

always that kind ot weird, suspenseful
feeling about going into any election. I

recognize the falsehoods and malpractices of

politics as well as anyone else, and it often

bothers me to know that the political world is

so classless and degrading.

But you know? Elections — they don't

have to be so crude and leave such a foul

taste in your mouth. It's the public that

demands that their leaders are good actors,

who say alot, but don't get anything done. A
candidate that really addresses the issues

with solid proposals is so often labeled

"radical" by the voters and the press that he-

she loses continuously.

It's that very same public that asks its

politicians to speak the truth without

doubletalk, that is usually turned off when
the truth is voiced. It's easy to find one thing
to disagree on with every politician, but its so
hard to find someone that says somethinq
real.

An old campaigner just

keeps on campaigning.

This is the first time I've ever been on the
side of a candidate that was favored, but it

wasn't that easy for Collins in 1972. But he's
a good candidate and, if there is such a thing,
a good politician. There is little doubt in my
mind that Jim will win this year, and its a
good thing, because he's been saying and
doing things, and he knows what he's talking
about (a rare commodity for politicians).

So getting ready for this election day just

comes natural. All the work's been done and
it's all up to you, the voters, to see what
happens today. It should be interesting to

read this in the same paper with all the
election returns. By now, you all know if

there's a new governor and if Frank Bellotti
has sleazed by again.

But if there's one feeling that every
politician has on every election day, it's that
feeling of making or breaking dreams, which
fill the air of every campaign so greatly that
it's hard to see the reality of the outcome.
This is my last election as a UMass student,
and things are going to look different next
time around. But I know what day it is today
and that's all I can think about right now.

Reid Ftshrrw) is j C. fleqian Co/un

How do you feel

about a

student

union?

Write a letter

to the

edftor about it.

Don.
• ~
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U.S. 'Tar Baby Plan" revealed

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1974

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER «, ,974

Recently disclosed secret
documents, prepared by Henry
Kissinger, have revealed
widespread support in the highest
levels of the U.S. government for

the white racist regimes in

Southern Africa. The documents
were disclosed in an article ap-
pearing in the October, 1974 issue
of Esquire magazine.
"We would maintain public

opposition to racial repression but
relax political isolation and
economic restrictions on the white
states," the document states. The
document made clear such a stance
would create an explosive condition
in the U.S. and abroad if it became
public knowledge, so it directed the
State Dept. to say one thing while
doing another.

The document grew out of a
1969 memorandum from President
Nixon to Kissinger -then Nixon's
national security council advisor-to
draw up a "comprehensive review
of U.S. policy towards southern
Africa (south of Zaire and Tan-
zania)."

On August 15, 1969, Kissinger
presented five possible African
policy "postures" to the National
Security Council (NSC), and elite

group of foreign policy and security
planners which advises the
president. The postures ranged
from complete acceptance and
overt support for white-ruled
African states, to support of black
insurgent struggles. Late in 1969,
the NSC formally approved the
"Tar Baby" option which favored
communications" with white

supremacist states, linked with
covert support.

Perhaps the most significant

recommendation made by Tar
Baby's "General Posture"
statement was the gradual
relaxation of the U.S.'s military

sanctions against the Republic of
South Africa. The first step, ac-
cording to Tar Baby, was to "relax"
the arms embargo against South
Africa with liberal treatment of
equipment which could serve either

civilian or military purposes or

which could serve the common
defense."

On the difficulty of the U.S.

maintaining even covert support to

racially repressive countries in the

face of international opinion--

especially resentment from Third

World countries -the memorandum
cooly calculated, "our interests are

clearly worth retaining at their

present political costs. These in-

terests include access to air and

//

U.S. lies"

naval facilities for which alter-

natives are expensive or less

satisfactory, a major tracking

station, and significant investments

and balance of trade advantages."

The real reason of course, that

the National Security advisors

decided to support the white racist

governments has more to do with

the $2.4 billion in U.S. investments

in the region, and the desire for

military security and allies, as well

as a basic affinity between the

policy makers and fellow whites.

Whereas there isn't a single

passage in the entire 111 page

National Security Study
Memorandum that says supporting

racism is wrong (only that it might

backfire politically), "chaos"
"black insurgent violence" and
"communism are treated
inherent evils."

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN
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Since the implementations of Tar
Baby, U.S. investments in South
Africa have nearly doubled. The
U.S. has broken United Nation
sanctions on Rhodesia and is

largely responsible for propping up
the Rhodesian economy.

A regular stream of top level
advisors shuttle back and forth
between South Africa and the
United States at a rate higher than
"any time in the last thirty years,"
as a South African newspaper put
it.
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Ever since the unjust, inhumane
and Barbaric War against the
rightous peoples of Vietnam, the
Economy of the United States
entered into a recession state. This
recession was heightened by an
increasing hostility and isolation

from the peoples of the exploited
world, and a few "self interested"
European countries namely France-
who was sitting by ready to
capitalized on markets that the
United States was being forced to
give up.

To offset this double jeopardy
and at the same time to fulfill the
only motivating factor of business
ie profits, inflation set in which
once more worsened the living

standard of the American people.
To offset the rising discontent of
their domestic population, the
capitalist conjured up our "Oil
Crisis" which became un-
controllable.

The press as an instrument of the
power structure remember the
Cold War, McCarthyite Witch
Hunt, the distruction of Black
leaders and liberation forces - took

up the banner and began to cast
racial aspersions at the Arabs,
blaming them for the inevitable
distruction of Western Civilization
and chronic crisis that the United
States was in.

What they didn't reveal to the
public was that it was the CIA who
instituted the Shah of Iran, that
both Saudi Arabia and Iran are pro-
United States, with two of the most
sophisticated armies in the world
today equipped exclusively with
United States weaponry. What the
press didn't bring out is that food
Drices have increased much more
rapidly than oil prices. The press
didn't reveal to the public that the
reason for the "Oil Crisis" was just
merely to shake the economic of
the rest of the capitalist world, to
convince America that no matter
what the circumstance might be
America is still the greatest country,
the most secure and the most
stable.

The press- might have succeeded
in convincing their ignorant
populace, but weren t successful in

convincing the most oppressed

group in this country namely-Third
World populace, who are quite

familiar with the lies that the power
structure-through their various
organs-perpetuates.

They are beginning to realize that

now that their Brothers and Sisters

in the Third World are capitalizing

on the weakness and shortcomings
of this greedy, avaricious and
Barbaric society its imperative that

they heightened the Struggle in the
"Belly of the Monster". Now more
than ever the circumstances are

very ripe for a peoples' struggle and
victory in this country.

If oppressed people do not seize
on the weakness of the oppressor
we will be giving them time to
regain their strength and it will be a
very long time again before we will

ever have this opportunity. Seize
the time.
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Seeks final say on 'imminent danger'
1)

UMW critical of coal mine safety policies
By STRATDOUTHAT
Associated Press Writer
Part 2 ofa 2part series

The rate of disabling injuries
among all coal miners is twice the
national average for other in-

dustries.

Everett Acord and Jonathan
Williams are two of the 50 UMW
safety coordinators across the
country. It's their job to see to it

that safety complaints from the
men are quickly called to the at-
tention of the companies and the

federal mine safety inspectors.

Both men are former miners.
Both are also outspoken in their

criticism of safety policies of the
state, the coal companies and the
federal safety inspectors who are
charged with enforcement of the
voluminous federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969.

Their sentiments were reflected
in Washington, where mine safety
became the most controversial

issue in the complex negotiations
between the UMW and coal

company representatives tor a
national contract to replace the
three-year agreement that expires
Tuesday Nov. 12.

The issue is packed with
emotion. More than 100,000 miners
have been killed since the turn of
the century, and safety is a topic
that will quickly bring an argument
here in the coalfields.

Under the expiring contract, each
UMW mine has an elected, three-
man safety committee composed
of miners. If the committee thinks a

Students stage a demonstration outside the Coloseum yesterday/ protesting the
visit of Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, who came to Rome to address the
World Food Conference.

Israel rejects PLO's legitimacy

as U.S. steps up arms shipments
Bv United Press International ... _^... . . . l: ... "

.... . ...By United Press International

Israel yesterday rejected the Arab
summit's recognition of the
Palestine Liberation Organization as
sole representative of the
Palestinian people. It warned Arab
leaders it was a dangerous illusion

to think military force would solve
the Middle East crisis.

The Israeli warning was delivered

even as Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger flew to Cairo to see if he
could repair earlier peace efforts

damaged by the Arab summit
decisions in Morocco.

It came after Israeli helicoptor-

borne troops crossed five miles into

Lebanon, and blew up a house in

the village of Majdal Zoun the

military command said was used by
Arab guerrillas. They returned with
two suspected guerrilla

collaborators - the village mayor
and one of his sons.

In a policy speech to the Knesset
parliament designed as a response
to the summit decisions, Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin said Israel

has enlarged its armed forces and
embarked on a big weapons
procurement program.

Diplomats in Washington said

the United States is speeding up
shipments of arms and aircraft to

Israel following a request last week
to Secretary of Defense James R.

Schlesinger by Israeli Ambassador
Simcha Dinitz.

The Arabs at Rabat recognized

the PLO as the sole representative

of the Palestinian people and
authorized it to set up a Palestine

state in occupied areas given up by
Israel.

"The government of Israel

categorically rejects the con-
clusions of the Rabat conference,

which are designed to disrupt any
progress towards peace, to en-

courage the terrorist elements and

organizations whose avowed policy

is to strive for Israel's destruction

and whose method is terrorist

violence.

"We warn the Arab leaders

against making the mistake of

thinking that threats or even the

active employment of the weapon
of violence or of military force will

lead to a political solution. This is a
dangerous illusion."

He said the size of Israel's

standing army has been increased,

methods of mobilization improved,
large scale fortifications were under
construction and "large arms
purchasing efforts have been
made."

Nixon walks in pain;

out of real danger
LONG BEACH, Calif. [UPf] -

Former President Richard Nixon is

"terribly physically weak" and in

pain when he walks but does not
want to spend another week in the
hospital, it was reported yesterday.
The regular medical bulletin said

gradually increased physical activity

had been ordered for the 61 -year-
old Nixon who Monday took his

first steps since an operation and
lapse into shock a week ago.

Julie Nixon Eisenhower, who had
been near her father's bedside
much of that time, was back in

Washington - an indication he is

considered out of imminent danger.
Although doctors want to treat

him at Long Beach Memorial for at
least another 10 days or two weeks,
Nixon was reported by a White
House aide in Washington to have
told his family and staff he wants to
get out much sooner.

"He is in much better shape -

cussing out everybody," the aide
said.

The daily report by Dr. John
Lungren said Nixon was being
given intermittent "positive
pressure breathing treatment" to
combat the congestion of a small
amount of fluid in his left lung.

Studies are also being made of a
to foil any step which might lead to condition in the right lung known as
peaceful coexistence with Israel," atelectasis an inactive area of lung
Rabin said. tissue.

"The government of Israel will "The former president is terribly

not negotiate with terrorist physically weak," Lungren said.

"He also still has some pain when
he moves in the area of the
hematoma, the blood mass in his
left flank."

Nixon was reported by another
source close to the family to have
had three meals Monday and to
have lost the hoarseness in his
voice.

Kent State
testimony
continues
CLEVELAND [UP/] - An FBI

agent testified yesterday that one
of eight former Ohio National
Guardsmen on trial here told him a

"second lieutenant fired a shot
toward" a crowd of demonstrators
at Kent State University and heard
guard troops open fire at the same
time.

Four students were killed and
nine wounded during an anti-war

demonstration on campus May 4,

1970. Two of those who were
wounded testified earlier yesterday.

Agent Thomas Murphy testified

in U.S. District Court at the trial of
the former guardsmen who have
been charged with conspiring to
violate the civil rights of the dead
and wounded students. No officers

of the Guard were indicted.

section of the mine is unsafe, it

recommends to management that
the situation be corrected. But the
company is under no obligation to
close the mine, unless the com-
mittee members feel the situation
constitutes imminent danger."

- Then they are empowered, under
the contract to immediately pull

the men from the mine.
"There's been a number of cases

where the committees have done
this," says Acord. "But the trouble
is that there's a lot of 18-and 19-

year-old miners these days and
many men are now in the mines
who don't realize when they're
working under conditions that
constitute imminent danger."
The United Mine Workers have

argued for years that they must

have the final say on all mine safety,

whether or not "imminent danger"
is involved. The companies' reply

has been that they would lose

control of the mines if the union
had the final decision on safety.

Acord said: "The companies
have safety people and some of
them are good.. .But they're always
under some production- oriented
supervisor. And some of those
inspectors are just plain in-

competent...As it is now, our safety

committeemen must work eight

hours and then make inspections
on their own time. We want the
companies to pay for the men for

safety work and we want them to
recognize the fact that we're
serious about safety."

Union walkout makes
coal strike more likely
WASHINGTON [UP/] - A coal

miners strike next week - which
could dim the nation's lights,

sharply curb steel production and
add hundreds of thousands to the
unemployment rolls - appeared
certain yesterday, despite union
promises of new contract
proposals.

United Mine Workers union
leaders walked out of contract talks

early yesterday and although a
union spokesman said "we're busy
working on our own proposals,"
there seemed little chance an
agreement could be achieved and a
contract ratified before the deadline
at midnight Monday.
No further talks were scheduled,

but a spokesman said the coal mine
operators "fully expect to hear from
the guys (UMW representatives)."

The contract covers 120,000
UMW members in 25 states, who
produce about 70 per cent of the
country's coal. Experts predicted a
lengthy strike would disrupt electric

utilities, especially in the southeast
where stockpiles are low.

A Georgia Power Co. official said

in Atlanta the company might be
forced to institute "rotating
blackouts" in all parts of the state if

there is a prolonged coal strike.

Major steel mills also have less

than three weeks inventory of coal

and the industry estimates some
furnaces would start to close down
within two weeks.

The Federal Office of Emergency
Preparedness estimated the spin-

off results o* prolonged strike could
add 600,000 to 1 million workers to

the already- high unemployment
rolls.

Guy Farmer, general counsel of

the Bituminous Coal Operators
Association, said the operators
gave the UMW "an offer that in my
opinion has not been exceeded in

any negotiations in any major in-

dustry in total scope."

But UMW President Arnold
Miller responded by leading his

officials out of the negotiating

session and declaring, "With this

contract proposal they've declared
a strike in the coal fields."

Conte, Collins

carry Amherst
cont. from p. 1

Jon Hite, Collins' campus co-
ordinator, said he "expected about
60 per cent turnout which is good
considering the bad weather and
mid- terms."

Amherst followed the voting
pattern of the rest of the state with
Michael Dukakis sweeping 3,654
votes to incumbent Francis W.
Sargent's 2,372.

Leo Kahian, the American Party's

candidate for governor polled 73
votes and the Socialst Workers'
candidate Donald Gurewitz polled

233.

Democrat Paul Guzzi, newly
elected Secretary of State, tallied

3,089 votes to Republican John
Quintan's 2,141. However, in the
race for Attorney General, Amherst
didn't go for the winner.

Republican Josiah Spaulding,
who lost statewide, polled 4,075 to

Bellotti's 1,156.

Representative Collins, a former
UMass Student Senate President,

said there was statewide
recognition of Be'lotti but the town
looked at each of the two can-
didates and decided to go for

Spaulding.

Reupublican U.S. Congressman
Silvio Conte continued his

relelection streak in Amherst,
polling 3,639 votes to Democrat
challenger Thomas Manning's
1,779.

Voters in Amherst were faced
with two referendum questions
concerning nuclear power when
they went to the polls yesterday.
One question asked whether the

state senator from the district

should be directed to oppose
construction of a proposed nuclear
power plant at Montague, Mass, 15
miles north of Amherst.
The other question asked voters

to instruct their state senator
whether he should sponsor a
resolution calling for the
dismantling of nuclear power plants
at Rowe, Mass., and Vernon,
Vermont.

Soviet sailor freed
WASHINGTON [UPI] - State

Department officials said yesterday
a Lithuanian sailor who was turned
back to the Russians at sea by the
U.S. Coast Guard after he tried to
seek political asylum in 1970 had
left Moscow for the United States.

Officials said Simas Kudirka left

Moscow by plane with his
Brooklyn-born mother, his wife and
two children -but they would give
no details on whether he was flying

directly to the United States or
stopping en route.

Kudirka was arrested and sent to
the Vladimir prison camp north of
Moscow after his abortive attempt
at freedom Nov. 23, 1970.

The 44-year-old seaman gainer1

worldwide attention when he
leaped from the deck of the Soviet
fishing trawler Sovetskaya Litva to
the Coast Guard cutter Vigilant off

the coast of Massachusetts.
Although Kudirka begged fo r

political asylum, the Vigilant
commanded allowed the Soviets >

-

take him back after the Russia-
beat him almost unconscious on
the U S ship.
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Springfield public defenders

seeking student volunteers
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Attention all students interested in

a future in law or any law-related

field.

The Public Defenders of
Springfield are looking for

volunteers with your academic
background and obvious interest in

the judicial process to serve as
social services workers and criminal

investigators.

In return for what is really a very

small part of your time (2 3 days a

week), the Public Defenders can
offer you the invaluable experience

of working inside a criminal

courtroom and being an actual part

of what is happening ther*» You will

also get a taste of the street life of

Springfield, where /ou will learn

how to use community resources to

communicate with the people and
their problems.

In a sense, the internship can oe
whatever you want to make of it;

there will be few limitations on the

work you will be doing, and you will

find that most of the assignments
come directly from one of the nine

attorneys. Though your training

may seem somewhat informal and
the office facilities a little less than,

ideal, the learning experience you
can have with the Public Defenders
can give a whole new meaning to

your undergraduate education, a

very real and practical application

of things that you have only read in

books up until now.
This is* a chance to reach out to

some people who really need your

help. And it is a chance to work

with some of the finest and most

dedicated professionals that you

will ever meet.

Don't let the most exciting ex-

perience of your, education pass

you by. For more information,

contact Debbie "Cohen, Mass
Defenders Committee, 19 Catherine

Street, Springfield, Mass 01109 or

call 736-2735. Get in touch with Joe
Sullivan at the Outreach office on

campus if you are interested in

obtaining academic credit for your

internship.

It's too

late to vote

I

IT NTS TO SHOP
THE FINAST WAY
From
Our
Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe

Miller
High Life
Beer

Case of 24
12 oz
cans

Vino Mascato
Vina Barchetto White

Costa Do Sol

Red Chianti

Mountain
Farms
Mall

Hadley

Red 33 oz
btl -f

49

^ White 33 oz
btl -f

49

Rose
qt

ctn 2^9
24 oz
btl -f

29

SUPERMARKETS
Prices Effective thru No / 9 We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

JIM KOPLIK AND SHELLY FINKEL
PRESENT

IN CONCERT

P0C0
GENRE SUNT

POCO WILL BE RECORDING THEIR NEW ALBUM LIVE

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 9 at 8:00 PM
WOOLSEY HALL,
YALE UNIVERSITY

TICKETS ARE $6.00 GENERAL ADMISSION.

BOX OFFICE OPEN DAY OF SHOW ONLY

JIM KOPLIK AND SHELLY FINKEL
PRESENT

TOWER OF POWER
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 13 AT 8:00 PM

WEST HARTFORD MUSIC HALL
TICKETS ARE $6.50 GENERAL ADMISSION.
FOR INFORMATION CALL (203) 249 9330.

JIM KOPLIK AND SHELLY FINKEL
IN ASSOCIATION

WITH WHCN RADIO/PRESENT

THE BEACH BOYS
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 17 at 8:00 PM
$6.00 IN ADVANCE . . . $6.50 DAY OF SHOW

SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER

YALE CHARITIES DRIVE PRESENTS
IN CONCERT

THE
MARSHALL TUCKER

THE CHARLIE DANIELS BAND
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 19 at 7:30 PM

$6.50 GENERAL ADMISSION

WOOLSEY HALL,
YALE UNIVERSITY

BOX OFFICE OPEN DAY OF SHOW ONLY

?2.
CP AND MARSHALL TUCKER BAND TICKETS AVAIL-

cSmEk^T.ITIKY F|NGERS/NEW HAVEN AND HARTFORD,
?2^R?A

F
-,
MUSIC/MER,DEN/LASALLEMUSIC/W.HART-

ISfSMSSK? S MUSIC MART/BLOOMFIELD, WARRENS
i*fi£L

C
££!5K BRITAIN

-
MUSIC SHOP/BRISTOL, THE

t£S2,SHSEK£HP0N,A AND FAIRFIELD. PLAZA REC-
?,r2?^AJE

J?
BURY

-
M&N TICKET AGENCY/DANBURY,

^E
r?i,

E
r-?-5

EC0RD RACK/MILFORD, LINDEN RECORDS/M
Am

D
^II2WN PAPERBACK BOOK SMITH/NEW LON-

?Po ' kf£lt!
ER 0R NOT/CANTON, HARVEST/MANCHES-

STORrI
pANTS/MADISON, UNIVERSITY MUSIC/

IS?!.
E
?BPf A

P°WER AND BEACH BOYS TICKETS ARE
A
X2tABLAAT ST,KY F'NGERS/NEW HAVEN AND HART-
L/rSfkJ^f&yf MUSIC/W. HARTFORD, SOUND OF
m
U
d!SoME. R,DEN -

plaza RECORDS/WATERBURY
^IY

r?
M
^S,C MART/BLOOMFIELD, MUSIC WORLD/

IXSSL
e»hEATHER 0R NOT/CANTON, PAPERBACK

?foDDo
SMATr,H/NEW LONDON, UNIVERSITY MUSIC/

STORRS, HARVEST/MANCHESTER.

J"S BOYS TICKETS AVAILABLE AT f*N ADDITION TO
n!e?o£ffl£9 MAIN MUSIC/SPRINGFIELD, FACES
ppcrVVT^5MK!FRST '

BAGGINS END/SOUTH HADLEY,
^pn.Mrc°c

C

r^
E

llS7ERE0/S P R| NGFIELD, TOGGERY/
chicopeI

MAN/WESTFIELD WAX N wane/
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Physical Education

plans majors' club
All majors in the Department of

Professional Preparation in Physical

Education and Dance are invited to

meet tonight, at 7:00 p.m. in Room
153 of the North Physical Education
Building. Several maiors have

New Air Conditioner

For Sale $100.00.

Used Only 2 Months

Norge Brand
115 Volts— 7,000 BTU's

Contact Bobby at 549-6991.

Call after 9:30 p.m. — keep
trying.

expressed a desire to coordinate a
student organization or club.

The development of a Physical
Education Major's Club would
provide a representative group who
could establish communication
with the Department Ad-
ministration and Faculty, elect
student membership to serve on
Department Committees, elect
student membership to serve on
the Student Committee of the
State Association.

Also they would plan special
programs requested by their peers,
assist in bringing guest speakers to
campus, and provide a much
needed dimension of student
leadership.

If you have questions, please
contact Arlan Barber at 545-2323.

ottHe HIDE-A-Way
Mighty Joe Young

(Nov.6-9Wed.Sat.)
With Special Guest

The James Cotton
n j Wed. and
Ddlia Thurs. only

COMING NEXT WEEK
l Wed. & Thurs.)

Luther Johnson
and

Home Cooking
(Fri.&Sat.)

Rt. 202 in Granby, 1 mile off Rt. 116, 467-8393

Staff Photos by Larry Harshkowitz
and Dan Smith

Yesterday's storm brought out the wild colors of everyone's foul weather gear —
an orange and brown umbrella, a green slicker, yellow hurricane gear. But.. .a
motorcycle?

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

CHARTER FLIGHTS

Luxembourg Dec. 26 - Jan. 24 - $258

London Dec. 26 - Jan. 17 - $276

Amsterdam Dec. 26 - Jan. 17 - $276

Charter Flights to California also available.

Campus Travel Center

Campus Center 3 rd Level

545-0500

Hampshire to vote

on clerical union
On November 15 the clerical staff

at Hampshire College will vote on
whether or not to form a union local

of District 65 of the Distributive

Workers of America.

The organizing effort at Hamp-
shire began last January as a result

of the staff's discontent with their

working conditions at the College.

Included in the greivances are: job
insecurity, low wages, inadequate
benefits, lack of promotional op-
portunities and administrative
paternalism.

!

Beautiful clothes.

:

:

:

:

LjOfirJu

comes m
blank and rust

:

:

:

$12.00

Sizes 5,7^,11,13

i

ritcheS.
Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.
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Bullet in brain threatens life

Serpico, in Netherlands, happier, more radical

WMUA schedule
is

By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent

HAARLEM, Netherlands [AP] -
Frank Serpico, the lonely crusader

who helped expose widespread
graft in the New York City police

department, gazed out the cafe

window at two long-haired Dutch
cops going by in a mini squad car.

The one next to the driver was a

lady cop, blonde and pretty.

"Happy as larks," observed the

former plainclothesman whose
fight against police payoffs and

official cover-ups shook the ad-

ministration of Mayor John Lindsay

and became a best selling book and

hit movie. "Cops over here are

respected. They relate to the

people. They aren't plotting ways
to put you in jail to meet arrest

quotas.

"Policemen in Switzerland are

even listed in the phone book, so

someone in trouble can call them
up at home. In New York it's still a

big deal getting them to live inside

the city limits. Here cops on the

beat can wear long hair, beards,

earrings, anything they like."

Serpico, known to prostitutes in

the other Harlem as "The Beard,"

studied his own collar- length hair

and neat spade beard in the mirror.

He tugged the gold earring in his

good ear and ordered up a penever,

a "young" Holland gin.

For more than two years now,

Serpico has been in self-exile

abroad, almost constantly on the

move, trying to find himself and
maybe - he smiles wanly at the

suggestion - trying to lose

somebody. Both he and Alfie have

trouble sleeping.

He was warned, he testified in

court, they were going to "do a

job" on him and he could end up
"face down in the East River"
for giving evidence against fellow

plainclothesmen on the take from
gamblers.

Serpico stood apart in the ranks

of the New York police department,

the nation's largest, as one of the

few officers ever to report
corruption and then voluntarily take

the stand against crooked cops. For

breaking the unwritten precinct

house law that in effect puts cops
above the law, he was shunned and
hated by his fellow officers and
written precinct house law that in

effect puts cops above the law, he
was shunned and hated by his

fellow officers and written off as a

"psycho" by his superiors.

"Many students walk over me and think that it's

horrendous," Mud was complaining to us the other
day. "All they ever give me credit for is sliding and
dirtying shoes." — James Gold.

Staff Photo by Mob Norcott

...who said finals are coming...

Four years had gone by since a

cop on riot duty in Brooklyn handed
him an envelope containing $300
with the words "It's from Jewish
Max."' It had been more than three

years since he tried to get high
administration officials interested in

the existence of a "pad," an
organized system of bribes from
numbers operators that was netting

dishonest cops $800 a month in the

south Bronx division to which he
was assigned.

Frustrated at departmental foot

dragging, Serpico at last took his

story to The New York Times. The
resulting newspaper series caused a

sensation. In the fallout of related

events, the embarrassed mayor
appointed the independent Knapp
Commission to investigate police

corruption. Amid a welter of in-

dictments and federal in-

vestigations, the police com-
missioner resigned, the department
was reorganized and its rules

revamped, holding field com-
manders responsible for the
conduct of their men. Precinct

captains were banished to the

sticks and there was an exodus of

retiring top brass.

Walking the streets of the old

Haarlem, which long ago gave its

name to the New York ghetto,

Frank Serpico, now 38 and retired

on a disability pension, tries as
much as he can to forget the past

and live in the present.

"I don't look beyond tomorrow,"
he said, turning his right ear to the

peal of bells from the town hall

clock. "The way my head is now, I

don't think I'll be around very long.

Who wants to live forever?"

Besides the unknown enemies
Alfie listens for, there is the enemy
within, the bullet fragments still

lodged in his brain that could begin
moving at any time, bringing total

paralysis or death. The lost hearing

in his left ear causes him to lose his

balance in the dark and become
confused when sound comes from

several directions.

Always a loner, The Beard

abroad has become even "more

radicalized, more anti-

establishment" than in the days

when his hippie clothes, bushy hair

and swinging Greenwich Village

life- style made other cops

suspicious of him. He was a crack

shot and a karate expert, but he
didn't "belong to the club." He
liked ballet and opera, kept T.S.
Eliot's poems in his locker and, he
laughs, "didn't stash money in

mason jars out in the back yard to

avoid embarrassing bank ac-

counts."

The dust has settled now, and
every crooked cop -he testified

against has served his sentence and
gone free. Serpico wonders if he
would do it all over again.

Here is what WMUA, 91.1 FM,
will be broadcasting today:

The disc jockeys will be Laredo,
Jack Harper, Stu MacDonald, Cliff

Brennan and Marc Berman.
Tomorrow starts with Ken Irwin.

Things which make 'MDA dif-

ferent:

8:30 a.m., High Tides, Jeff Jawer
tells the day's astrological forcast.

News is told af 7, 8 & 9 a.m. and
at 2, 6 & 10 p.m.

National9:00 - 9:30 p.m.
Lampoon Radio Hour

10:15 - 11:15 p.m., We The
People, This bi-weekly show
tonight features an interview with
"Holly Near" of the Indo-China
Peace Campaign along with their
music.

11:15 — 2:00 a.m., Uujamadrum
Barry Williams is the host through
three hours of soul.

French radio programs start

A Man
Called Horse

Thurs., Nov. 7

CCA.

7:00, 9:30, 12:00

Tuesdays and Thursdays at 6:30
p.m. WFCR-FM (88.5)

November 7 - Interview with
Pierre Mayer, Assistant tc former
Foreign Minister Michel Jobert.
Discussion of general political and
economic questions.

November 12 - Soiree Franco-
americaine - Don Dugas and
Gregroire Chabot.

November 14 - Richard Pini of
Amherst College - News, Book
Review, and Literary Guessing
Game.
November 19 - Songs About The

Sea - News from France.

November 21 - Soiree Franco-
americaine - Don Dugas and
Gregoire Chabot.

November 26 - Songs by Charles
Aznavour - Interview.

November 28 - Interview with
Roger Grenier of the French
Publishing House Galiimard -

Songs.

November 10 SUNDAY AF-
TERNOON at 3:30 p.m. - Tout En
Francais Presents

"HUIS CLOS" [No Exit) by Jean-
Paul Sartre

FEATURING: Prof. Micheline
Dufau of the UMass French Dept.;
Prof. Christian Garaud of the
UMass French DeDt.; Prof. Paul

WFCR schedule

Mankin of the'UMass French Dept.;
and Prof. Marie Jeanne Pecile of
Amherst College.

There will be a commentary, in

English, by Professor Jeffrey Carre,

Chairman of the French Depart-
ment at Amherst College, and an
introduction, in French, by Sartre
himself.

These are the WFCR program
highlights for Wednesday,
November 6.

12:30 - Calendar - A round-up of
cultural events in the area.

12:45 - This Week At The United
Nations.

1 :00 - Firing Line - Host, William
F. Buckley, Jr.

2:00 - Pedal Point -

2:05 Mozart: Church Sonatas No
6 and 9.

AMHERSRVm
AMITY ST 253 5-426

JACK NICHOLSON

KAREN BLACK mSUSANANSPACH
—-..AO**Nx>rc* M.iotufiinii.
AOmNJOVCt —.SO* uni](M.*CUK>

BESTPKimoFm^m ?u*

York fUmCrittc*. 1970

PCTER/OtNNS.
RXKi'HWER

EVES. EASY RIDER 7:», FIVE EASY PIECES »:<

MONDAY & JUfSDAY BARGAIN NIKS • ALL SEATS SI 00

CALVlNl&e

2:45 Shubert: Piano Sonata in B.
3:25 Liszt: Die Ideale

3:55 Music for flute and Piano
5:00 - All Things Considered - A

unique daily news magazine
6:30 - New Dimensions Of

Education

7:30 - Que Tal, Amigos?
8:30 - Great Black Music
10:30 - Women's Forum -

Produced by Janus Ingrid Adams
I mmww

' VI I III i , \ I Y s
< >V SMI [ |f , ( ,| | J- , t y

;O0EMY :

:QHMUHC i

m i NORTHAMPTON *
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—NOW— 7:00* »: 15

See it at the 6th oldest
theatre in the United
States

— on the big screen —

kl\(, SI \( iKl
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SRUI

"'CALIFORNIA
SPLIT' DEALS
WINNING
HAND. :>o..,~.

*** tummy tt

GK*G£SKAL BLJOn GOULD •CAUFOSMASfUT'

EVES CALIFORNIA SPLIT 7:00 & 9 00

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS JIM

r 0\E ^2
0FTHE
BEST

INSULATED
CampusCoat
Prime down-filled comfort. Easily the best
way yet to retain warmth without extra weight.
Protects against cold— even below zero!
Nature's most perfect insulation in a quality-
styled nylon taffeta shell. Super lightweight,
holds it's shape, always looks great—
lasts for years. Generous, fingertip length,
stand-up, down-filed collar, heavy-duty
2-way Delrin* zipper, large down in-

sulated pockets, elastic wrist closure.
Our best buy in over 30 years of quality
garment designing and manufacturing.
Our identical coat, under other labels,
actually sells in fine stores at $45 to $55.
EVERY GARMENT WE SELL IS FULLY
GUARANTEED! Order today— your coat will be
sent to you postage prepaid.

MANUFACTURER'S CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE WANTED
Join our unique marketing program and
start earning immediate cash sales
commissions. Unlimited opportunity; we
will show you how. Write today,
offer limited.

SPECIAL
FACTORY-DIRECT
OFFER

$33
FIRST DOWN Box 22-200 East Union Station. Seattle, Washington 98122

for Campus Coats at $33.46 ea.
In Washington State, please add 5% sales tax.

Please charge my Q Mastercharge Q BankAmericard American Express Card
Card No._ Expiration Date

QUANTITY COLOR
FRENCH
GOLD

I
I

j

Sirs: Enclosed is my D Check Q Money Order for $

I
I
I

1
I
1
I

I
I
I

MONTUE
Night

TBIOT
wbiul
amm*

TUT
MLLEVn
MUM.
DOLLAR

mil

butterfield productions presents:

prepaid

NAVY
BLUE

COLUMBIA
BLUE

LOBSTER
ORANGE

WALNUT
BROWN

WOMEN

M

DYES
I am interested in

being a Campus
Representative,

please send
information.'

MENS SIZES

M XL

Name

Address

City
State Zip.

Signature.

I
I
I
I

I

I

I
v

I
l

I

l

I

TONIGHT

L 9, 11 p.

S.U.B.

A Space Fantasy
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MassPIRG praises Amherst on privacy issue
MassPIRG has applauded recent

actions by Amherst town officials

improving citizen access to public

records. PIRG encouraged other
communities in the Commonwealth
to adopt similar measures.

On Monday, October 21,
Selectmen of the Town of Amherst
adopted new procedures en-
couraging enforcement of Chapter
1050 of the Acts of 1973, the new
Massachusetts "Freedom of In-

formation Act." The selectmen

recommended the establishment of

a local appeals procedure and
requested an administrative order

from the town manager outlining a
uniform procedure for the release of

the documents.

Attorney David G. Burwell,
MassPIRG Freedom of Information

Ski lift
You planned this snow-
weekend with your friends
ages ago. And nothing could
makeyouchangeyourplans.

Toobadyourperiod
couldn'thave happenedsome
other weekend. But you're
not worried. You brought
along Tampax tampons.

You won't have to give
up one precious moment in
that deep powder. You feel

I confident protected by
Tampax tampons. They're
softly compressed for the
best possible absorbency.
Worn internally, so Tampax
tamponsare comfortableand
discreet. Theygiveyou
protectionyoucandependon,
whetheron skisortoboggan.

Friendsare waiting for
youon the slopes.Youwon't
have todisappointthem
when you have Tampax
tampons tucked discreetly
into the pocket ofyourparka.

The internal protection more women trust

ot»ri.o»to •» » oacfo»
»0* WSIB »r Minions 0' ««0«ili»

MADE ONLY BY TAMPAX INC0*PO*AT£O, r>«LM£», MASS.

Project Director, indicated that

Amherst's action will encourage
compliance with the Act that went
into effect July 1, 1974. Burwell

stated that "A weakness in the Act
is the lack of any provision that

guarantees ttmorcement ot the Act
on the local level. By the institution

of a local appeal procedure for

citizens denied public records, the
Town of Amherst has set the pace
for the adoption of similar measures

in other communities."

The action by the Amherst of-

ficials came in the wake of a

September 27, 1974 MassPIRG
report indicating that the new Act
had done little to increase citizen

access to public documents. Mass
PIRG is contacting the 24 cities and
towns surveyed in the report to

encourage those communities to

adopt procedures similar to those
adopted by the Town of Amherst.

« \S\

A JAR OF

PURE-NATURAL

CLOVER HONEY
FREE

when you join the

Pioneer Master Plan

FREE CHECKING

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1974

'AMATEUR RADIO LICENSING CLASS:
For people interested in becoming radio

hams, tonite, 8 p.m. at the Amateur Radio
Station, Rm. 109, ELAB.
ARMENIAN CLUB:
Dance at Farley Lodge on Thurs. 11-7

starting at 7:45. Short business meeting at
7:30, be there. If you've got a good dance
record, bring it along. (BYO-) Contact
Pam 6-8525.

BIBLICAL EXPLORATION:
Can't get through it alone? Turned off

by Sunday School and preachers' proof
texts? Weds. 10:00-10:55 p.m. in 316
Hampshire House. TBkea fresh look. ...You
are welcome to give it a try.

BOTANY COLLOQUIUM:
Dr. Henry Art, Williams College,

Williamstown, Ma. will be the guest
speaker 11-7 at 4:30 p.m. in 203 Morrill
Science Center. His topic will be "Thirty-
five Years of Changes in Western New

England Forest." Coffee will be served
prior to the colloq at 4 p.m.
BREAD AND WINE:

"Holy things for the people of God..."
Does that leave anyone out? UCF invites

all who wish to share this simple com-
munion. Weds, evening 11:00-11:15 p.m.
in 316 Hampshire House.
BRIDGE PLAYERS:

Bridge game at 7 p.m. in C.C. 917.

Lessons in C.C. 817 from 6-6:45. Come
with or without a partner.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE:
There is now a special area for the study

of Christian Science. In these rooms can
be found Science and Health, the Christian

Science textbook, bibles and other
literature. Located in Goodell (follow the
signs).

EMERGENCY FIRST AID:
Mike Fay, head of the Amherst

Emergency Medical Treatment Unit, will

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN
" Union.

notices
conduct a wortsnop" on tne care ot
fractures, and lacerations plus the revival

of the unconscious, tonight 7:30 p.m. in

C.C. 165. Sponsored by the Outing Club.
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY:
The Orchard Hill Environmental Flow

Study will meet tonight Wed. at 6:30 in the
Grayson Lounge. All members are urged to

come at this time.

DVP MEETING:
There will be a meeting of the

Distinguished Visitors Program Committee
tonight at 5:30 in the office, 415 Student

FREE CHECKS

NO MINIMUM BALANCE REQUIRED

FREE
KCC UNLIMITED CHECK WRITING

Choose the type of checking account

NO SERVICE CHARGE

that suits you
BALANCE.

best. NO MINIMUM

OVERDRAFT PROTECTION

A cash reserve to back up your
checking account.

FREE TRAVELERS CHEQUES
You pay only the face amount
Never a service charge.

24-HOUR BANKING
At any time of the day or night, use of a
transfer slip and you can transfer money from
one account to another.

ALL PURPOSE
SAVINGS ACCOUNT

Your savings earns 5 percent,
the highest possible rate per-
mitted by federal regulations.

PREFERENTIAL

LOAN TREATMENT
Special lower rates on
installment loans.

FREE NOTARY SERVICFS

Available at all offices of

your* Pioneer Banks.

YOUR PIONEER PASS
Preferential treatment at your
Pioneer Banks.

AUTOMATIC SAVINGS
Free transfer of funds from your
checking to your savings ac-

count each month. Watch your
savings grow!

NOW ACCOUNT
The privilege of writing checks
against your savings.

All these convenient Bonking Services ot NO EXTRA CHARGEl

Amherst Banking House
328 College St. Route 9 East

ON THE UMASS BUS ROUTE PHONE 256 0568

OTHER BANKING HOUSES

FRANKLIN COUNTY* HAMPSHIRE COUNTY
NORTHAMPTON
FLORENCE

Soon in EASTHAMPTON

PIONEER
BANKNational

MEMBER FOIC
TURNERS FALLS
SOUTH DEERFIELD
BERNARDSTON

Monday thru Thursday 9-4:30

Fri<*°y 9-6:00

Saturday 9 til noon

FASHION MERCHANDISING MAJORS:
There will be a meeting November 7 in

Skinner at 7:30 for all. Present members of

the Fashion Council Board and any in-

terested women invited.

DISCUSSION:
"People vs. Handguns", a talk and

discussion will be offered by Steven Saks,

Thursday, Nov. 7 at 7:30 in the Newman
Center Social Hall. The public is invited

and admission is free.

DO YOU BOYCOTT GALLO WINE?:
Good. Me, too. Want to do more? Come

to planning session tonight of the United

Farm Workers Union support committee at

7'30-CC802
ECKANKAR THE ANCIENT SCIENCE OF
SOUL TRAVEL:

1 -credit colloquium open for anyone
interested in learning the theory and
techniques of soul travel. Pierpont
Classroom No. 1, 7:30 p.m. All welcomed.

17
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Fashion Council of Home Economics
Board meeting Thurs. 11-7 at 7:30 rm. 119
Skinner Hall. Get involved! We'll be
discussing The Butterick Fashion Show.
Nov. 13-14. Refreshments.
GAY SPEAKERS BUREAU:
Meeting this evening to think over past

and future engagements. 8 p.m. SHL
Office.

H/LLEL PUBLICITY COMMITTEE:
Publicity Committee meeting today at 4

p.m. S.U. Please come help.

HILLEL VOLLEYBALL:
Men's volleyball team 5:00 p.m., Boyden

Coed Volleyball team, 8 p.m.
ISRAELI FOLK DANCING:

Tonight and every Wed. night there's
Israeli folkdancing in Cape Cod Lounge of
S.U. Instruction for beginners at 7:30 with

finast
SUPERMARKETS

Chock Full-O-

Nuts Coffee

turn to page 20

WAY
With
This

Coupon

1 lb

can 89
f7rj[^1

urn and a Purchase of $5 or More

E Limit one Coupon per Customer
H 683 Valid thru Nov 9

Here are Some More Reasons Why Shopping at Finast Saves
You Money and Helps You to Fight Inflation with Your Food Budget!

Peanut Butter
Skippy

Creamy or 18 02
Super Creamy jar

Chef Boy-ar-dee
Spaghetti

Beef, Meatless, 29 oz
Mushroom jar

75*
Sauce

69*
Tomato Ketchup

Pride of

the Farm
quart
btl 59*

11*

Quality meats from the best meat men in the business!

ShoulderRoast
Boneless Beef <*

Naturally aged"!
for tenderness I T.V.

and flavor. J Special

Beef Chuck ^
Boneless Shoulder Steak 514°
Bone In Large End Ribs 6 to 8 g& l cr\
Beef Rib Extra Trim Steak$15

°
Large End 6 to 8 Ribs ^ _ - _
Beef Rib ExtraTrim Roast*14

*

$269

Sliced Bacon
Finast Regular
or Thick Sliced $1<*

Boneless Beef

Rib Eye Steaks
Beef for Stewing Boneless ,b

Chicken Legs „ 79 e

Chicken Breasts * 89*
Treat your family to Mr. Deli Specials
and save the Finast way!

Import.Ham
1 .39 Short Ri bs XST 1 .09

Pork Loin Assorted Chops
98*

Freshly
Sliced to

Order
169
I lb

Each Package Contains
An Equal Amount of Sirloin
Hip and Center Cut Chops

Pork Loin Roast fiR . ,„

Pork Loin Roast tSWfe 94*
Pork Loin RoasfiS&ft. 1.04
Pork Shoulder A

^n
p
e'

c
,n

c
. ib 69*

Bork Loin Roast
78?

Pork Shoulder SSTfiSZ. .» 89 e

Blade
Bone in

Bologna «£ , 1.19
Pastrami 1 1.49
Swiss Cheese >"w.£C . . . , t 1.59

Available m Sic« W'ir> Se'oice D*i>

Inflation Fighter Special!

Fresh Ground
Beef Chuck

88<

Duncan Nines
Layer Cake 18 V? oz

Mixes pkg 59*

Pork I nin c°"n"vstyie

Pork Spare Ribs Bone.«.

Boneless Ham^ST' £ 1.49

1 98*

<b 98'

Freshly
Ground Many
Times Daily 89 lb

FROZEN FOOD
SALE!

*^£- Stock up on frozen foods the Finast way

Ocean Spray
Cranberry 48 oz

Juice Cocktail btl 65«

<*««»»^

Sunrise fresh dairy features the Finast way!

Bofit
Yogurt

4 cu°ps89°

Meat Entrees
Mini Meals
Coffee Cake
Cheese Pizza

Freezer 2 lb

Queen pkg

Freezer Queen
All Varieties

Sara
Lee

99c

W P*9S 1

|091

1

7
/s oz
pkg

Tree 16 oz QQ( \

Tavern pkg 5aF5^ \

Ore
Ida

All Flavors

Hash Browns
Orange Juice
Whip Topping "<*«».

Strawberries . K .

.

Fmasl

2lb
pkg

4 6 07
cans

2 9 or
Ctns

59«
93«
89'

1 lb

cln

R ni
pkg

;.; 69*

59<

39'
Cottage Cheese **** . .

.

Cinnamon Rolls *** .

.

Orange Juice ***

American Cheese £$*.'£ 1.03
Baked fresh with natural

Ingredients the Finast way!

\ V. aL A^
\'

English
Muffins

,y£ Finast ^k pkgsQaJ
;', Fresh# 4 **

|

2 SJ 79'

Why Shop all over Town! Save on
Health and Beauty Needs the Finast Way!

Toothpaste
Pepsodent

Jm *s±
3oz AClV
tube ^W9

Dial Deodorant 8? U. 88'

Tegrin Lotion Shampoo^' 1.19

Proof It pays to shop tor quality produce the Finast way!

: ^ .Iceberg Lettuce«) $,
K 3*1hdsCalifornia

Fresh Crisp Heads

Tangerines E? 1 2 * 69*
Cucumbers. . . 3 * 39* Squash fM*.» u.2>bs 29*
Yellow Turnip . . r 12' Squash A* 2 b, 29'

%

Hamburg Rolls. . .

,

Lemon Pies ******

Oatmeal Bread- .

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

3 T 1.00
79*pkq

1 It

2 U 99*

30 Save 17'HSave 17 c HSave25
pot UM I

Glad

I With This Coupon UM
!

|
on Purchase of One 100 ct pkg

j
Upton Tea Bags

j sandwich Bags I

'mil mXTm, mB&.<i lw.

A '' "-1

Dial
Bath Soap

UM
j

I

UM I

1 '? Ol D»Q |

Gains Prime

M
__sa,_*?^?_i974 jufiBi.;.'^

•.'.' |ingnr-
j

• *—
Dog Food

Prices Ettectve thru Sat Nov 9 1974
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UFW picket turned away 60- 100 shoppers
The Progressive News

Service is the result of
meny people's need for

free access to the media
on a regular basis.
Anyone who wishes to
write an article or a
series of articles, should
submit them to the
Progressive News
Service, c-o Veteran's
Coalition in the Student
Union, second floor.

By STEVE ROWLEY
Progressive News Service

In response to a call for support
from local United Farmworkers
boycott committees, close to 60
students from the 5-College area

joined a Mass Picket as the Holyoke
Shop-Rite supermarket last

Saturday.

The purpose of the event was to

call attention to the fact that Shop-
Rite is one of two chains in the

Western Massachusetts-Northern
Connecticut area which is allegedly

failing to honor the UFW's grape
and lettuce boycott.

Through singing, chanting,
leafleting and conversation, the

picketers were able to turn between
60 and 100 shoppers away from the

store. Although the reasons for

shoppers' support may have varied

considerably, each turn away
served to put economic pressure on
the store.

The picketers hoped that this

pressure along with that from
picket lines organized on store

throughout the rest of the chain,

will serve to show Joe Mott, head
of the Shop-Rite chain, that

workers in this area will not tolerate

the denial of workers' right to a

choice of union representation,

even if that denial effects only

workers on the west coast.

The mass picket was seen as

being successful in drawing at-

tention to the plight of the migrants

and the consumers' control over

that situation. Weekly pickets at

each of the Shop- Rite stores will

continue, drawing support from
those who pledged their aid at the

mass picket, until Shop-Rite agrees

to stop carrying non UFW lettuce

and grapes.

Workers on the UFW boycott

have announced that 7.1 Million

lugs of grapes are now in cold

storage on the west coast, the

market for such produce having

been so severely effected by the

strength of the boycott. This

amount of grapes is more than has

ever before been stockpiled in

California and the agricultural

corporations have left grapes
hanging on the vines because of

lack of storage space.

In the past, when the United

Farmworkers were able to win
contracts, it was after such a

serious decline in the market for

grapes. Also seen as an indication

of the union's strength are recent

activities in the tree-fruit orchards

and wine vinyards. Grower in the

tree fruit area this year, because of

use of scab labor, picked fruit

ranging from over-ripe to un-

dersized from trees in one picking,

usual practice involves 3-4 pickings

which allows for the harvest of the

fruit when it is ripe and full-sized,

but not yet rotting. Such a harvest

has caused a 40-50 per cent throw-

away rate of the fruit when such a

rate is usually only less than 10 per

cent.

The reason for limiting the

harvest to one picking is seen by
the UFW to be a result of the

constant walk-outs of the scab

laborers. Elsewhere, in vineyards

owned by Ernest and Julio Gallo,

the nation's largest wine producers,

machines are being used to harvest

the grapes, following a strike of

workers who refused to work under

Teamster's Union contract. Ac-

cording to the UFW, grapes that

used to go into Gallo wine, spiders,

mice, pieces of grape vine, and

pesticide coated leaves

automatically "harvested" by the

non-discriminating machines, are

used to make up the ingredients of

the "pop wines" such as Boones
Farm, Ripple, Spanada and
Thunderbird as well as other

Modesto wines.

As a result of the effectiveness of

the Gallo boycott throughout the

country, UFW boycott members
have encountered threats of

violence against themselves and

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

liquor sto.es which have agreed to

conform to the Gallo boycott, as

well as threats by the Teamsters

that refusal to accept Gallo

deliveries will result in a halt of

deliveries of all liquors to the liquor

stores. Such efforts against UFW
supporters are seen by the UFW as

the result of an expensive public

relations campaign for Gallo which

was probably triggered by a

considerable decline in Gallo sales

(reported as being down 17 per

cent last summer by the Wall Street

Journal).

Upcoming activities for which
the local committees are asking

support include an Anti-inflation

rally to be held in Springfield on
November 16, sponsored by local

labor groups and another Mass
Picket to be held on November 23
at the Boston Rd., Springfield

Shop-Rite.

Professor Burroughs' funeral

to be held in Amherst today

19

Rfli Oil, I UOUIIMI* A»M', Uijot-auj mn , HA0UT -ASS

1974s MOST HILARIOUS
WILDEST MOVIE IS HERE!

"May be the funniest movie of the &
year. Rush to see it!" * - r T r u ne

"A smashing, triumphant satire!
1

— Seattle p -st i-
•- jercei

"Riotously, excruciatingly funny." |j
-- M i/.^ukee Sent/nei

"Consistently hilarious and
On 1 1 13 n t. - -Bait more Da r

y Record

"Insanely funny, outrageous and S
irreverent. -Bruce Williamson—PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

A GREATNEW
k&% MOTION PICTURECOMEDY

Cnmpus6%?^e
R0UTI 9

AMHlRST-HADimi«

Starts

Friday!!

ROGER MOORE

SUSANNAH
YORK

RAY MILLAND

Everything

they

touch

turns to

[R] Color

P'oOucefl anfl Di'etiso

ov Ken Shapiro

Ken Shapiro mm

Lane Sarasohn

D'Sf'Dutta 3»

• y '• P.c«-^ir

' '"* C0'PO'»IIOT

Funeral services will be held
today for Professor Joseph D.
Burroughs at 2 p.m. in Grace
.Episcopal Church in Amherst.

A long time member of the
Human Development Department
and a faculty member at Project

Ten, Burroughs died in his sleep

Sunday night of an apparent heart
attack.

Burroughs, a graduate of the

University of Virginia and formerly a

member of the faculty at Cornell,

was 58 years old.

He was planning to take a leave

of absence next semester and take

part in a human development
project in Hawaii.

In addition to his duties as a

tenured member of the Department
of Human Development, Burroughs
was most active in the BDIC

program and Project Ten-Pierpont.
Always an innovator, Borroughs
was constantly open to new ideas,

was always concerned with the

needs of his students, many of

whom he loved as if they were his

own son or daughter.

In lieu of flowers, a memorial
scholarship in his name is being set

up.

Red tide studied
BOSTON \AP\ - Public health

officials believe future outbreaks of

paralytic shellfish poisoning, also

known as the red tide, may be
predictable.

The first international conference
on red tide ends here today under

the sponsorship of the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Sea Grant program
and the Massachusetts Science
and Technology Foundation.

There have been three out
breaks of the marine algae that
form red tide since it was first

spotted in Massachusetts in the fall

of 197;..

TODAY — 4:45-6:15-7:45-9:15

Twi-Lite Hr. — 4:15-4:45 Only — $1.25

— Call 782 3131* GnmM
*MUUm£1 Hit 21 GRANT PI »/»

Springfield, Ma.

^Wbody-
cAllen

and **

'Diaqe
cKeaton

in

'Sleeper

WOODY ALLEN'S

Everything
you always

wanted to know
I

about sex #•

5 •}£ BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK 9*

See - GEORGE C. SCOTT,

Director - Producer - Star of

"THE SAVAGE IS LOOSE"

TODAY — 5:30-7:15-9:00

Twi-Lite Hr. — 5:00-5:30 Only — $1.25

e ultimate trip

STANLEY KUBRICK'S

200hASPACE
ODYSSEY

TODAY — 5:00-8:00
Twi-Lite Hr. — 4:30-5:00 Only

M»'tn>-(x>|riuvn-M<iv<'!
presents

- THKTC
SriKRTNIWNT

•

TODAY — 5:00-7:00-9:00

Twi-Lite Hr. — 4:30-5:00 Only

Wed., Nof. 13 - "Trail of Billy Jack"

THE SAVAGE
II LOOSE

George €. Scott and Irish Van Devere
co-stamng John David Carsoriand Lee H. Montgomery

A film about a shipwrecked
family caught between society
induced moral behavior and
uncontrolled primal instincts.

PREMIERE OPENING - WED. NOV. 13th

SPECIAL: 50* OFF REGULAR $2.50
DMISSION PRICE WITH STUDFNT ID

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -

That's Entertainment - 7 00-
9:15

AMHERST CINEMA -
5 Easy Pieces - 8:45
Easy Rider - 7:00

CALVIN -
California Split - 7:00-9:00

CAMPUS CINEMA -
1) Little Big Man - 7:00
A Man Called Horse - 9:15

2) Flesh Gordon - 7:00-8:45
3) Duddy Kravitz - 7:00-915

MT. FARMS 4 -
Groove Tube - 4:45-6:15-7 45-

9:15

Sleeper — 5:30-9:00

Everything About Sex - 7:15
2001: A Space Odyssey - 5:00-

8:00

That's
7:00-9:00

SHOWCASE -
Rabbi Jacobs — 7:30-9:20
Harry & Tontp - 7:25-9:30
Longest Yard — 7:30-9:45
Flesh Gordon - 7:20-8:40-10:10
Airport - 7:30-9:40
Odessa File - 7:30-9:40

Entertainment — 5:00-

PBERRIES
IN CONCERT ON SAT., NOV. 16th at

7:00 & 10:00 PM
ALSO FEATURING "ALBATROSS"

at the
Amherst Cinema, 30 Amity St., Amherst. Tickets
available at the following theatres.

Amherst Cinema, Amherst
Calvin Theatre, Northampton
Garden Theatre, Greenfield
Victory Theatre, Holyoke
Admission $3.50 Advance $4.00 at the door

(?\MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Colteqian Office between
8 30 a.m. and 1:4J p m Monday
Friday.
The deadline is 3:4S, two days

before the day your ad is fo
appear.
The rates *rt:
Daily * 30 par lino*

Weekly » 25 par lino*

Monthly - $.20 par lina*

"Two lines on form
approximate ona lina

~MDC Cfa&fttecK
PERSONALS

FOR SALE

Used guitar* bought and sold.

The Guitar Workshop. Amherst
Carnage Shops. S49-172S.

College Calculators introduces
the new Meicor 535 All Trig tunc
lions, memory, exp not. and now
no more intermediate calculations
Now you can use parenthesis Only
$109 95 Also introducing the SR 50
at $142 95 Come and see the two
machines Watch for my posters
next week Call Bob Crowed at 549
1316 Tell me what vou need'

Skies for sale 206 Fisher GT. 546
8979

Hiking boot*, ind wt women • -

7M LI Beans worn 4 time*. $28
253 5728

Coats Midi suede coat: midi
dungaree coat rabbit fur jacket
and navy blue leather jacket Call

V. -r-np 546 7649

2 Sony reel to reel tape recorders
for $100 each Call anytime. 546

9539

More stereo bargains MV 150

factory recorded 8 track tapes lor

sale $2 ea . $1 ua in lots of 10

Double tapes included Zepplin.

Moody s. Yes. Elp. Beatles, much
more Telex 8 track recorder. 2

months old List $160 Sell $59 Call

Tom best luck in morning 665

4320 hurry'

Phillips 10 speed men 's bike, exc
cond Women s size 7 ski boots,

buckles, exc cond 549 1390 alter

5

For Shaklees natural vitamins,

i osmetics and basic H Cali Carol
549 1737

Masterwork tuner needs to be

restrung Make an offer Bill 546

2304

For Sale Humenic compt
Used 10 times $85 new asking $30

Jack 584 6817

Sony TC 366 Reel to real Tape
Deck $165 Call 6 5157 or see at 002

Pierpont

Records of all kinds at

reasonable prices Can usually gat

any LP within a week The New
Record Shop 197 N Pleasant St

Amherst 253 5394

PA SYSTEM $500 Ha" mikes
i urds etc Good cond Call Pete

549 1534 3 9 n ">

Air i ondilioner lor sale Used
miiIv i month* Norge brand 7 000

HTUs Ask.nu $10000 Contact

Hohhy 549 6991 Call after 9 30 p m
K i>ei< trying Check it out

todtO« Riekei Ski Boots sue 6

...... Lull 7 l« rond Usod on*
,ear $70 6 9867

Piccolo Gememhart m ex
i elient i ondition Call 546 4077 5 7

M F

Conn Cleveland Alto Saxophone
fxrollont EOnd pads nOW Good
action Make niter Call Paul at 756

8056

FOR SALE

STEREO EQUIPMENT . AR
Speakers and Turntable* LOW.
LOW PRICES 523 9624

RECEIVER Sony 50 wt* rms-

ch new $350 now »200 TURN
TABLE DUAL 1216. »all $76
CASSETTE DECK Advont 201.

new $300 now $176. HEAD
PHONES Koti Pro 4AA. now $60.

now $35 Calf Gary 666 4197
Sunderland

Standell Else Guitar

hollow body Ex cond.
367 2439

Flute Gemeinhardt
with guarantee Solid
$250 546 6677

2 oickup
160 Jim.

Never used
silver M2S

Brand naw woman'* ico skates
546 7481

Roberts real to reel $75: Unlvox
amp 15 speaker. 1 yr old. $100.

Leslie 60. $400 Coma to 72 Graves
St . So Oeerfield or call 263-3497

Leave your name and no

Assorted goalie equipment
Pads stick, hand glove, kne* cup*,
skate* and cheat protector Call

5464739

Crown IC 160 Pre amp: Perf

cond 3 mo* old Warr cd* $280
367 9596 anytime

Skis Rosignol 190 cm Nevada
toe. Marker haal. good shape 75

bucks 549 1317

Kay Bass Violin. 20 30 year* old

New Rosewood fingerboard cloth

case no bow 549 0675

Gibson Pedal Steel Guitar Les

Paul gld top Damn Good Deals'

Jim 546 6660

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 VW. auto stick shift exc

cond Mu*t toll. »1200. 684-4327

67 VW F.tbk $700 686 4026 eve

VW Camper, Custom 1970
engine $460 or beat offer Call 549

3663 after 5 p.m.

1973 VW Thing for sal* 1600

mile*, excellent condition. Call 1

625 2860 evenings Asking $1700

Must soil - Will accept bast
offar mad* by Nov. 15 1967 Black. 6

cyl . Firebird Call 263 7360 No rust.

Naw tiros.

1971 Pinto. AT. disc brakes fold

down rear seat R 6 H. $1296 649

6185.

1960 TR3 TR4 angina Good
shape, many xtras. but needs
radiator $500 665 4183

ROOMMATE WANTED
Mala wanted to share 3 br.

Townhouse Cooperatively $116
256 8098

1 or 2 people to share apt. in

B town Call 323-4893 evenings to
11 30

To share 7 bed house. 5 mi. from
UMass $96 util incl. Must sea 253
7887

Tires 2 E78 14 snow tires with
rims Used one winter. Call 648

7663 Ask for E.J.

FOR RENT

5 badrooom apartment available
in Northampton, fair shape $160
per month Skibiski Realtors 584
3428

Country house in Wendell Nice
folk Pets welcome Large stone
fireplace Call Lae and keep trying
617 544 7497

Furnished 3 and one helf rooms,
yard, porch, near town $186 plus
util Day 549 1106. even 256 8023

Laverett. 7 mi's from UMsss to
share 3 rm $90 per mo Serious
students only. Call 549-0403 after 6
p.m

Large Room in attractive
Florence apt.. $u3 plus share
utilities. 684 6144

Besson Trumpet Good con
dition $75 or bast offar 546 8600

1 Leather Bar 7 x28 ". has 2

speakers, turntable Call 256 6955
must be seen'

AUTO FOR SALE

69 VW SQBK ex cond Ksthv 5

2418 Rm 203

SUPER 67 TR4A new tires

.•rigine paint, battery AM FM
Must sell $1595 or best offar

Please call Lisa 253 3549

1961 Morris Minor Woody
Wagon $360 or BO 665 4153

65 Dart good cond 18 20 mpg
Has stkr slant 6 auto $250 253

7887

71 VW Camper perfect con
dition Call after 4 1 659 3814

60 TR 3 rebuilt engine needs
some work extra parts $800 546
'.445

67 Conv Mustang 390 GT great

shape Must sell Chip 6 5329

10 rm house in Orange, needs 2.

modern kitchen, bath $75 mo no
pets 617 544 6303

Furn apts one end one half

two and two and ona half rms
Modern, air cond. pool, parking.
TV. near shopping, utilities inc

Lease to June 1975 Amherst Motel.
Opp Zeyre

12 roommates to share6 rm apt
in Millars Falls $65 par mo Call Pat
659 3519 Keep trying

Room in spanking naw home
available for $85 plus utilitiaa

Situated m So Amherst Student
•nhebited Call 256 8066

WANTED

Couple recently marriad seek
apt in area in $160 to $166 rang*.
Will consider room with kitchen
priv Bill 5452304

COUCH WANTED. decent
condition, will pay $. Call Howie at
665 3561 or 546 0194

VW Fastback or station wagon.
Body 67 or older Call Chria 263
2646

Bob still wants to buy your ailing
OR DECREPID CAR' Any make,
model or year. Unload your
headache for $$$$ 263 7241

TV used In good cond Call 546-
1456

HELP WANTED

Assistant to GA President
Duties administrative, decision
making and general resource
person Applications available in

Rm 420 Student Union 545 0341
Salary $20 per week

Earn credit and have fun!
Volunteer for working in tha Day
Care Center during Marathon Nov.
11 15 Cali Carin. 584 7964

Swim coach for 20 man AAU age
group team Send resume to Echo
Hill Swim Team. P O Box 610.
Amherst. Msss

Bartenders waiters and
waitresses Part time Call Tha
Hide A Way at 467 8393 or 467 7393

Problem Pregnancy? 584 8816
weekdays 7 8 p m for in-

formation

University Blood Drive. Nov. 11
14 Sign up on Nov. 4-7 at C.C
Concours*

Silver dollar, kid? 10 cent ticket
for a $10 coin 16 priies. all bright
shiny 19th century silver dollars.
Coin Club Raffle. Mon . Nov. 11.

Odds 200 1 or bettor.

My affection is in your direction,
said tha Cancer to the Aquarius
causa there is no doubt about your
being nice Bob

Person who took my LAUNDRY
from car in lot 62. please loav* at
Clark Hall on 3rd floor

SERVICES

Term papers Canada s largest
service For catalogue sand $2 to
ESSAY SERVICE. 57 Spadina Avo
No 208. Toronto. Ontario. Canoda.
Campus franchises available.
Pleaaa write.

Passports - F**t service Lang'*
Photo Hour* 9 6 T*l. 253 3148

Speedy Xeroxing Rapid
raproduction. Amherst Carriage
Shops. 233 N Pleasant St M. F 9 -

9. Sat 9 7: Sun. 11 7. 549 0566
Same day service

$200 REWARD for information
rogarding tha whereabouts of
Wayna A Tiffany, former U M
theater student Laat known ad
draas Northampton Call collect or

write Kant Barclay. 66 Bardin St..

Hsnovar. Ma Phono 617 826 2835

Honav Snookias Hsppv H
LOO M Lovier

Dear Bob Happy Anniversary

Love. Jean

Tobav - Why don't you writs?

Karen

Professional guitar repairs by
guitar maker Michael Millard.
Mon. Wad.. Frl at Tha Guitar
Workshop Amherst Carriage
Shops 549 1728 Free eotimatoo.

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob
will still fix it right No lob too
small, foreign or domestic. No big
overhead 253 7241

Campus Clubs and
Organizations, Do vou want to
publish high quality newsletter
pamphlet, magazine or booklet???
Lat tha Message Company help
you write, layout, design and print
it' I Reasonable fees Contact Jerry
st 253 9869 for information

NEED A GOOD INEXPENSIVE
HAIRCUT? Both mala and female
Cut end blow dry $3 00. Ex
penanced hairdresser Reference*
Salon D Italia and Salon Boccaccio
of Boaton Call Fran at 546 8296

The BEST for 70 pa-cent
LESS Chanel No 5. normally
$35. now $9 95 Chriatian Dior
perfume normally $37 80 now
$9 95 Plan AHEAD' Buy now
for Christmas' Free on
campus delivery Call 6 8303
Hurry' Supply limned

FREE

Puppies one half Samovad and
ona half Beagle Call 323 7332

Cleopatra Annie Oakley. Mick
Jaggar Julius Caesar et al Thanks
for the good time Remember —
never point to a Zatel

1965 Chew Warn
iiip Rebuilt Iran*
.'56 H68H

runs like a

snows s325

1966 Chevrolet 6 i .t .ttitomattr
.in*. it buy fi onontti al lo run $795
Rub 25.) 724'.

1962 ChOY 6 i yl

150 Jb3 7241

i ,ii

Supi'r f oti'l.ir 1967 .lir . ..ml

n'w muffioi standard 3 *pd
lt.,.11 8 <650 753 7241

TO SUBLET

2 bdrm Brandywine Apt Jen
N..|>t No deposit 549 1901 1 mile
from UMass

ROOM WANTED
CABINET MAKER 28 seeks

space for working and living alone
or shared Kids dogs country and
20X20 heated space preferred Call

546 4565

ii'ii 2 rmatas wanted Hsa
N imp 686 1650

For house .n Montague 16 mm
•o UMass Own rm $80 mo plus
»t. I 367 2671

Male ured to share house Levr'
549 1 758

TYPING

Typing done Fest. efficient
reesonable rates Call Elian 256
8363

RIDE WANTED
To Boston 'Eiton John concert'.

Nov 20 Cali Shellev 6 8419

Ride offered daily Spfld. to

Amherst Cell Betsey 549 0205

ToPhillytor2 Nov 8 Diane 546

9240

Florida share 12 15 plus
Carol 549 3927 try

To St Louis Missouri for Jan
Interssssion Call 549 6676 Will

share expense

Need ride to Mexico Xmas vac

Call Esta 253 3106 Will share $*

Driving

TRAVEL

Charter flights to Europe and
California Call Campus Travel 545
0500

I iw price t«ps to Mexico
Florida Caribbean Call Campus
Travel 545 0500

Brothore and Slaters of Sstsn -

In unity there is strength You
came once before Come again
Disregard those who scorn They
are ignorant of tha truth Meat
17 00 at Berkshire DC in SW on 11 7

Serve Wicca

Marlene and Patty ate a Hot
Fudge Sundae A Bee Be Da Bee
Ba Da Bee Ba

Come make sundaes with the
Sisters and Pledges of lota Gamma
Upsrlon at 406 N Pleaaent St . Nov
6 7 8pm

INSTRUCTION
I ,ikM. «l iiui'ar lessons

f .»M'. v.llo'y liai kM'i'iind Kfvili

. .ii. .is 753 7976

DOG TRAINING Obodience

problem dogs »^*««JK ""t
security 549 1342 VALLEY K 9

ACADEMY

SERVICES

NEED A CAR' Don t be hassled
by a salesmen' Lat Irwin Rich
student rep for Cahillane Motors
A M C Dodge Hondal help vou
meat ynui automotiva needs
Quality used cars 649 1372 He
wants to ba of saivice

Helpl I lost a pr of prescription
sunglasaes. wire rimmed blue
case Call Ellen 6 7387

ENTERTAINMENT
Gat your party rockinl Call Steve.

Rich and Cheryl at 6 9615 or 6 9625
for DJ a with style Super cheep

Don't let the benda roll vou for
var money Let Bob tha D J rock
vou for much leas For non-stop
boogie call Bob tha D J Beat time
to call M TW 4pm to 7pm I

will daf ba avail 536 6075

The Marx Brothers in Monkey
Business . Nov 7 6.30. 8. 9:90.

Mahar 76 cents. __

Bluewsll hosts Calico Sam. Nov.
69 Good muaic and good times

Hatch Caiabrity Series proudly
presents Firewater. Thursdey thru
Saturday. 9 1 Be therell

MISCELLANEOUS

laughter is s fantastic wev to
initiate a new friendship' land i

found a new friend In the nick' of
time I with 'ov* susan

Auto Workshop Keopenx

Do it yourself Repair your own
. ar We supply the toole and ad
vice Lower level CC Garage Opon
Mon Fn 3 10 p m Sat and Sun
10 10 Parts st discount
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Notices

cont. from p. 17
more adv. dancing to follow. It's fun and
it's free!

MUSIC:
Calico Sam rocks The Bluewall this

week. Weds, thru Saturday, while Sweet
Basil spices up the TOC, Thurs. thru

Saturday.
MEDICAL SCHOOL:

Ever wonder what a former UMass
student thought of Medical School? Come
listen to Edwin Harrington and 2 other
future M D.'s from Tufts Medical School.
Wed. 11-20 in C.C. 106 at 7 p.m. All

welcome. Pre-med society.

MED SCHOOL ADMISSIONS:
UMass Medical School Dean of Ad-

missions, Dr. Joel Fineblatt is coming to

speak Thurs. 11-21 in C.C. 163-164 at 7

p.m. All welcome. Pre-med Society.

MOVIE:
"Monkey Business" starring the Marx

Bros., Thurs. Nov. 7 Mahar Aud. 6:30, 8:00
and 9:30.

OPEN HOUSE:
The sisters and pledges of Sigma Sigma

Sigma invite all UMass women to come
meet us tonight at 7:30. We are at Frat-Sor

Park on the Orchard Hill bus route. For info

call Lou Ann 253-9066.

PRINCESS IDA NEEDS MEN!:
Auditions for the Gilbert and Sullivan

comic opera Princess Ida will be held: 11-6,

Amherst College, Music Bldg. room 3 at

7:15, on 11-8, Mount Holyoke College,

Pratt Aud. at 7:00.

PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS^
Graduate School information night.

Weds. 11-6 at 7 p.m. in Herter 227. All

welcome.
SBA MAJORS:
There were important meetings for all

SBA majors to discuss academic
requirements and course scheduling for

Spring. Freshmen (last names from A-K)
will meet tonight at 6:30 and tomorrow (L-

Z) at 8 p.m. Sophs (A-K) will meet tonight
at 8 and tomorrow at 6:30. All meetings in

SBA 120.

SCUBA CLUB:
Meeting tonight Curry Hicks 14, at 7

p.m. Bring suit and-or equipment.
SKIERS:
Watch for "Chevy" ski show sponsored

by UMass Ski Club. Coming to UMass
campus.
SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB:

Student jumpers who want to continue;
come to the airport on weekend mornings
as jump masters will be available at that

time.

REPRESSION:
West. Mass. Alliance against Racist and

Political Repression. Meeting in C.C. tonite

at 7:30 p.m. All members are urged to

attend. Focus on Racism. Lecture to be
given by Prof. Robert E. Cole. All are in-

vited.

meet
STRATEGIC GAMES CLUB:

The Strategic Games Club wi

tonite in the C.C. from 6-closing.

STUDENT JUDICIARY:
Mandatory meeting for judges and

advocates tonight at 9 in 174 C.C, if you
can't come call or stop by the office.

STUDENT VIDEO PROJECT:
All five coordinators meet tonite in C.C.

178 at 8 p.m. Everybody please show up.

TRIPLE FEATURE:
Pink Panther cartoon, 3 Stooges short

and "Knock on any Door" starring

Humphrey Bogart. Weds. 11-6 7:30 and
10:30 CCA
UMASS PRE MED:

Information meeting for all students
interested in going to Medical School.

Some pre-med advisors will be there.

Tues. 11 12 in Morrill Aud. from 7-9 p.m.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED:
Volunteers in Girl Scouting needed in

Amherst Area. No prior experience

necessary, but should like kids. If in-

terested, call Mary or Becky 253-7502.

Appearing

WED. & THURS

REAL TEARS

COMING TIES, NOV. 12

The 11th House,

featuring

Larry Coryell,

and

Good Friend Coyote

(over $1. (XI

at

Rusty Nail

Inn
!

1 Rte. 47. Sunderland
fi(i.->-J?U7

ACROSS
1 Founded
6 Formal poem
10 Cut
14 Having

similarity

'5 Doctor
Zhivago
charactn

ih Hawaiian
timber tree

17 Sing in

falsetto

18 Meadow
20 Note
21 cost

Cost per item

23 Slight

admixture
24 Burdened
26 Long violent

speeches
28 Small upright

piano
30 "I have

--!"

31 Crew
members

32 Wind
instrument

36 Mine yield

37 Staircase

support
38 Clear

39 Refuted
42 Active
44 Wandered

around
45 Knife

sharpeners

46 Estate

employe
49 Thin metal

disk

50 Tragrjii e

51 Pdy honor to

52 Pull along

behind
55 Gaspt for one
58 Fiontipc

vehicle

60 Consumes
61 Mr Sevareid

62 Lord, for one
63 Blackthorn

fruit

64 Preposition

65 Swiftness

DOWN

Yesterday'! P u; lie Solved

T T 1 I P L t

TXTT
A T P I

L
|

A V I r r f f

t T T r V T T
1

w r T T f

s | f N D A Si p 1 k i T I

T A R K 3 R 1 H ?

A 1 u H 0|E T A H

N A k A T

515

A

T

K E s l 8

J T A E mM M j E

IT i t 1 AT I L c A t N

s N A H z L I

T M F n A s A R 1

A t P ? R T 1 D M E A R q F

A H K E N E C t L E

A * P I R i N N A T A
,f L f I ? T t w ? L T M T

1 Fundy and
Hudson

2 Drug source
3 Gridiron

markings
4 Manage
somehow

5 Deceives
6 Basketballer

Baylor
7 Role

8 Biblical ruler

9 Chartered
Accts

10 David's
opponent
"I'll lend you

13 Nether world
kingdom

19 Denude
22 After all

deductions
25 Plus

26 Made
demands on

27 Adored
person

28 Wearing
boots

29 Equal

Prefix

30 Hemmed and

II

40
4!

42

43

4S
4b

47

48

49

51

5332 Number
33 Ascertain

one's bearings 54
34 Be unwilling

Obsolete 56
35 WW II re 57

sistance group 59

Scotia

Can. province
Assumption
Type style

Gives

evidence
Mild expletive

Perched
Openmouthed
stares

Regional
Lone Ranger's
friend

Fruit tree

Darting

movement
Flirtatious

stare

Cigarette

Informal

Make a stitch

Swiss canton
Overturn

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
4*» BvSfH* MAM*

Ten*»on» and romuif tffl

iMin- ..r the irlettul «retw

maae a prnriselv predVtebie
meet, ail but irnjr>«*ibW I pa
and ttufn* m all Ir*. i* ol lifr

cause cirwri in hlnoro nr fed*

person*] relationship* «. he
strengthened or .1 iiinished

»ith lulir naming ntner *av
C*r« upei»<n* and pf--.."upa

ttnni art apt u> bnnat MftHMal
gain one day and lit :la but

frustration aid I'.sappcHm

mem the nail |*n er« are

inclined u> qua--, -netine*

mi) qu.t* «udii"-.% find a

pathway In lrien't»riip emerg
inn from ih*- jnriprnrtl
discovert n( notrh in common
There i« Imu u< holster ago*
on tha nn*- haste! and must
In iiwn v-ii • trnri- on In*

other Nm . -, and failura

•arm at n- •- to via taith aarh
ntbar In ihi 1a»t word, while
gimd m<«>if. and bad allernai*

m «»ift MJtreaaton

Tho*» aho art *ia# in th*
w*v ^ of tha *orld will maa# no
plan* that aia not ftaaubat

Mora important than a baaia

in aoundnaaa what* plana are

ronrarnad ihii araak ta an
ability to change nortea
mtd atraam or anywhere
alaa that rtrrumaiancaa da-

mand Thi* ia no traaa for

Otoae who are aat in iheir waya
but it • aiao no wee* for

inna* who inawt that tha naw
and diffarmt art all that art

important all that will inawt
RaiKer Out la a

waak whan the naw and tha old

muat eaiai in harmony to

gtthar. )uat aa tot uaua! and
Lhe unuaual muat be at paarr

with each othar

SCORPIO Mki WNov 7

1

There <• no eiruaa for

ignoring the advica of othart

Make certain that you know
which aide vou/ bread it

hutttetd on (hi* waak (No«
- Nov 21 1

- Buawaaa affiirt

art tuch that ihart may be

much mnfWion aariv in tha

week Make aa anon to

cooperate with m worker* -
even thnat vou dialikt.

SAGITTARIUS <Nov 22
Oar 7 1 Though a number of

new acheme* may prevent
thtmatlvea aariy in tha waak,
vou would do well U> ignore all

but the moat flenble I Dae
HDtc 2li - II you would Mid
appreciably to your buainaae

or proftafuonaJ income art at

once on iht auggtation of one
who ha* ractntly known great

aurrtaa

* APRK ORN (Dae 22 Jan
'•> Invtaugatt any naw
plana for gain, especially

•hould vou be aakad for a caah
conlnbutton to gat the trharnt

undarway Take your ume
(Jan e>Jan 191 - Profit* run
high where partnarahip activi

tit* art concarntd On lhe

othar hand, there IS much to

indKate that praam t partner

ship* mav diaaolvt

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Fab

3) - Take no notice of thoat

who are blowing thtir own
horn* There is much lo ha
gained by sharing knowledge

daavors

iFtb * Ptb 1SI - Emaruu
your pinna quickly - but

nvly on other people

approval of

may not be what you eiparted

- though they may will be

good
PISCES (Feb IsVMarrh ft!

Prorniaaa may ba kapt evan
though v ou may havt rhangwd
vour mind about what
pmmptad tham Don t ba
surprised to ba charged with
error i March fr March SOl -
If vou would ba able u> take
advantage ol present iippor-

tunitia* takt 'ha timt and
effort needed to inform higher

up* of your abilities

ARIES March 21 April 41

A waak when flattary.

though it mav be easy to apply

to another ago will gain you
vrrv li'iu- Takt cart not to

rant on your laurel* l April

S April 19i - Logic serve* you
til when it sen, at you at all.

this waak Don t ba alarmed
should tha illogical seem to

take over now and again
TAURUS i April M Mav &l

Keep to what you know
well especially during tha
aariv dava ol tha waak whan
success is an unpredictable
i *itcome of lima and effort

iMay • Ms> fO, . Makr your
idea* practical onaa and you
anil have little to (war from
higher upa ahould a dimintan
ing of the labor force b* in tha

making Remain alert

GEMINI iMiv 21 June •>
- Cossaarvaiiva action muat
be alternated with pragrewx*r

artMin if you art to ba aba* to

lake advantag* of what the

week ha* u> offer I June 7 June
201 - Pteaenl profits may not
be enough to gain your
ultimate and* Make your way
easier by following lis* advice
of an old friend Remember an
old rule

( ANCER June 21 July 71

- Take ran not to plan too

much activity this weak Hit*
is aa ticellent time lor

changing your lift- style - nut

only if loved onaa agree i July
• July 121 - Ba snae in your
•election of (he waak • activi

uee 'Hherw.ee you may
choc a* with an eye to profit*

only and thu* bring failure

upon yourself

LEO i July 29 Aug 7i -
Ihsruptions on tha home front

cannot ba counted upon to

disturb things on tha employ
mant scene Tha ways and
manna prescribed may not ha
sufficient (Aug ft Aug 231 -
A fan moving waak during
whsrh difRruluaa with praatnt

husinee* or proltaaion increase

in some aspect* and decrease
in others

VIRGO. Aug 2i Sept 7l -
A tendency to begin
immediately to act upon any
sMggeetiona iitkaii may rrffwr

may make Uita a wank of

unaapartad surpnaea for all

'Sept « Sept It) - Impulsive
movs* may not ho aa difficult

to doal with aa usual thai

waak Where youngster* are

concerned think over vour
advice one* again

LIBRA (Sapt 23-Oet 7) -

Dalay carrying out lotanuoru
(Xherwia*. you may find that

you havt kfrhtff your own
chang** of heart and mind
Conasder naw rwJorme lOrt
"-Oct 231 - Unless you can
deal sffktantly with lapees of

onscipuna on law hosssff rront

ynu can hardly siper i to deal

with tham on the empinv men

t

Act-
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David Johnston/ University Director of Public Safety
(I), congratulates newly promoted Captain Robert
Joyce (r) in ceremonies held yesterday in Dickinson
Hall. Captain Joyce has been a member of the UMass
police for over ten years.

s

byDexter
Sprouts are made from the finest all-natural

ingredients: buttery soft Grade A leathers,

springy genuine plantation crepe sole, smooth

hand-laced stitching and lots of country

flavoring.

"Mathews Shoes"
39 South Pleasant St.

Tel. 256 6374
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Department of Public Safety

promotes Joyce to captain
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter
In a small ceremony yesterday,

Robert Joyce of the UMass
Department of Public Safety was
promoted to Captain of the force.

Joyce will be in charge of Police

and Security Operations as well as
some administrative work. In

addition, Joyce will have direct
command over Patrol-Security
Services; Investigative Services;

Parking Enforcement; Planning-

Training-Research; Records
Division; and Community Relations,

said Chafin.

During his nine years with the
force, Joyce worked in the Patrol

Division until February 1972, when
he was promoted to Sergeant. His

main duty as Sergeant was one of
shift supervision.

Joyce is responsible for
establishing UMass' first Criminal
Justice Training Institute, when he
was temporarily assigned to the
Training Division here.

During February 1973, as Staff
Sergeant in the Planning- Research-
Training Division, Joyce was
responsible for all recruit training in

the Criminal Justice Training In-

stitute, stationed at UMass, and
serving the Five College Area.

Joyce's other accomplishment's
include research on the
Massachusetts General Law, from
which he developed a criminal law
manual. The manual is currently

being used at various colleges.

At present, Joyce is enrolled in

courses at Holyoke Community
College, where he is seeking an
Associate Arts degree in Police

Science.

Among the various training

programs he has attended are: the

New England Command Training

Institute at Babson College,
Massachusetts State Police Crime
Scene Search and Criminalistic

School, and Bomb identification

and Search Techniques School of

ATF Division of the U.S. Treasury

Department.

In his spare time, Joyce is a

Senior Vice-Commander of the

Veteran's of Foreign Wars, and a

baseball coach in the Northampton
Little League.

Senate to discuss veto power,

UMass town meeting tonight
By CINDY ROGERS

Staff Reporter

Discussion of the UMass town
meeting, a motion to remove all

veto power from the Vice-
Chancellor's office, and a motion to

amend the SGA constitution by
adding the Affirmative Action
Guidelines will be on the Student
Senate Meeting Agenda tonight at

7 p.m. in room 101 of the Campus
Center.

Cindy McGrath, Speaker of the

Senate said, "The motion to

remove all veto power from the

Vice-Chancellor's office may be
controversial. The wording is

nebulous and ambiguous."
McGrath also said it doesn't

mention which veto power it wants
to remove.

McGrath is preparing a leaflet

about the town meeting that will be

passed out tonight to each senator
for distribution among their con-
stituencies.

The UMass town meeting will be
held Monday, November 11th at 8
p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom, and the meeting is open
to the public.

McGrath also said a list of

reforms and system changes will

tentatively be presented on a

warrant at the town meeting. The
warrant will contain issues that will

be discussed.

"A clear cut idea of collective

bargaining as an agent to changing

systems is an issue that will be

discussed," McGrath said.

Group urges students

to support abortion
By CA THERINE KOZELL

Staff Reporter
Concerned that Catholic groups

are gaining support in their fight to
overturn the Supreme Court's
decision on abortion, a group of

THE DIAL TONE
Discotheque

Mon., Tues., Wed. Nites are

BEER NITES 25'

plus specials on pitchers, bottles and all drinks (beginning
Nov. 6)

0J $ fltf what fou want to h$$r
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7 Nites a Week
8:30-1:00

Rte. 5, NORTH HATFIELD
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8:30 a.m. — HIGHTIDES — Fate works in

many mysterious ways. Tune in and
discover the mystery of your future.
Weekdays.

10:15 p.m. — WE THE PEOPLE — Up-to-the
minute discussions, forums, alternative
news. Every other Wednesday (tonight).

11:00 p.m. — BMCP — Soul music and
thought-inspiring verse, with host Barry
Williams.

11.1 FM
•i*

pro-abortionists operating from the

Campus Center Concourse are

urging students to write politicians

supporting abortion.

The Supreme Court ruled last

year that abortion be left up to the

individual's conscience and that

states could not legislate against

abortion.

"A lot of people felt that the

Supreme Court decision was final.

This isn't the case at all because of

very important 'Right to Life'

lobbies supported by the Catholic

Church which have been in-

fluencing Congress people," said

Sherry Flashman, an organizer of

the group.

Both men and women on
campus have given a "very good"
response so far to the campaign's
efforts, Flashman said.

Although today is scheduled to

be the last day for the display on
the concourse, the organizers
encourage students to continue to

write their congressmen and
senators indicating their opposition

to the three amendments which
have been filed to negate the

Supreme Court.

"The issue is not over and it s
very important for people to a:
lively organize and write to protect
the Supreme Court Ruling," Sherry
said.

Senator Edward Kennedy, along
with Representative Silvio Conte,
have made public their

disagreement, or need for review of

the Supreme Court decision. The
organizers hope the postcards and-
or letters will be able to shift their

votes as well as others who
presently have the same feeling.

Senator Brooke is reportedly in

favor of the decision made by the

Supreme Court, but letters are also

encouraged to support his position.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your ua-to date. 160 page,

mail order catalog Enclose $1 00

to cover postage :delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVO . SUITE »2
LOS ANGELES. CALIF 90025

(213) 477 8474 or 477 5493

Our research material is sold for

research assistance only
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Van Brocklin axed
as Falcon mentor

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN 23

UPI Telephoto

THERE'S A SOUR LOOK on the face of Falcon
coach Norm Van Brocklin as his team loses to the
Dolphins Sunday. The Dutchman was canned
yesterday after compiling a 2-6 seasonal mark.

ATLANTA [UPl\ - The Atlanta
Falcons Tuesday fired Norm Van
Brocklin as head coach and general
manager and named defensive
coach Marion Campbell to coach
the team for the remainder of the
season.

Van Brocklin, former All-Pro

quarterback and former coach of
the Minnesota Vikings, had been
head coach of the Falcons since
October 1968. He had been under
heavy fire from fans and local news
media this season because of the
Falcons' poor play.

Atlanta had its best of eight

seasons in 1973 with a 9-5 record
but is only 2-6 this year and suf-

fered a 42-7 loss this past Sunday at

Miami.

Campbell, 45, was brought to

Atlanta by Van Brocklin in 1969 and
built the Falcons' defensive unit

into one of the best in the NFL
Falcons' owner Rankin Smith,

who said Sunday that he had no
immediate plans for firing Van
Broklin because he didn't know
who he would get to replace him,
flew into Atlanta from Miami
Tuesday afternoon to make the
announcement.

Campbell was a tackle for the

Bowlers sponsor Classic
On Saturday, November 2 the UMass In-

tercollegiate Bowling Team hosted the second annual
Minuteman Classic at the Riverdale Lanes in West
Springfield. It was the second meet of the Tri-State
League this season.

In the team event the women, led by Captain Nancy
Heglin's 562 series captured the title by defeating
Southern Connecticut State College 2384 to 2300.
The men's team led by Barry Witt's 266 game and 635
series fell just short in its third game rally and lost out
to Southern Conn. State 2753 to 2750.

The women's team dominated the rest of the
events. In singles Karen James fired a sizzling 623
series for the crown and combined with Nancy Heglin
(533) for the doubles title. Karen also captured all-

events with a fine 1155 (a 193 average for the day).

Members of the women's team were: Karen James
Nancy Heglin, Barbara Holt, Sue Lindstrom, Maria
Collette, and llene Dishler. Member's of the men's
team were: Barry Witt. Bill Fisher. Brian Elsden, John
Cadina, Paul Doherty, and Paul Stutzman.

Ohio State still tops UPI poll
NEW YORK [UPI] - As the

college football season draws to a

close, fewer teams rate votes by the

coaches on the United Press In-

«/*- ternational major college football

ratings board, but no one dismisses

Ohio State.

Woody Hayes' Buckeyes rolled

up seven touchdowns while
disposing of Illinois, 49-7, and
received 34 of the 35 first place

votes and 349 points, one shy of a

perfect score. The win was the

200th for Hayes, who is in his 29th

season of college coaching, 24 at

the helm of the Ohin State gridders.

Below the No. 1 spot, however,
only 14 more teams reveived votes

as the better teams become more
apparent -at least to the coaches
board.

Michigan, which has been trailing

right behind the Buckeves for the

past tnree weeks, now has com-
pany in second place as Alabama
received an equal number of votes

with the Wolverines.

On Saturday, Michigan defeated

Indiana by the modest score of 21-

7, while Alabama shut out
previously 15th- ranked Mississippi

State, 35-0. Going into the game
with the Crimson Tide, The
Bulldogs had been the sec leader in

total offense, but Alabama per-

f mitted them only 167 yeards.

Florida's win over Auburn and
Southern California's 15-15 tie with

California helped to rearrange the

Penn State, topping Maryland 24-

17, climbed from eighth to sixth,

Nebraska, a 31-15 winner over

Colorado, moved up one notch to

eighth and Texas edged USC for

the 10th spot by two points after

romping past SMU, 35-15.

Behind Southern Cal were Miami
of Ohio, up two positions; Houston,
up four places; Pittsburgh, a new
entrant into the top 20; and
Maryland, which dropped from
12th to 15th.

rest of the top 10. Auburn, which
lost to the Gators 25-14, dropped
from fourth to ninth, while Florida

jumped from 10th to seventh. The
Trojans, meanwhile, probably feel
that a tie is worse than "kissing
your sister" as the deadlock
dropped them from sixth to 11th.

Notre Dame, which neeaea two
fourth-quarter TDs to get past
Navy, 14-6, remained fifth, but
Texas A&M, which doubled the
score against Arkansas 20-10,

climber from seventh to fourth.

Tom Landry pulls a funny
DALLAS \UPI\ - Dallas Cowboy coach Tom Landry, who has the

undeserved reputation of being humorless, pulled out his Norm Van
Brocklin invitation Tuesday.

It was a great success wun ihe audience.
Landry had dutiful read his morning newspaper Tuesday and discovered

Van Brocklin's confrontation with writers, which took place at the Atlanta
coach's weekly press luncheon Monday.
At Landry's luncheon Tuesday, the coach filled his plate with stuffed

pepper and assorted vegetables, walked into the dining room and said with
his typical straight face:

"Okay, which one of you wants to fight first? We can start stacking
chairs over there right now."

Landry's outburst - virtually a word for word quote of what Van
Brocklin had said seriously - brought the proper amount of guffaws from
the gathered writers and broadcasters.

XI : <• BULK RATE

Boyden 10 Pin

Lanes

NOW OPEN

SATURDAYS

4 - 10:30 50* a string

Gnomon Copy Service, in Amherst, is of-
fering a bulk rate of two cents flat for Xerox
copies. To qualify, an order must meet the
following conditions: (a) 5 or more copies of each
.original (b) unbound originals only (c) two—sided
copies* (d) $5.00 minimum (e) allow 24 hours.
Orders meeting these conditions will be Xeroxed for

two cents per copy. Collating and choice of regular,

three-hole, legal, or colored paper are free. 25% rag

paper is % cent extra per sheet. Gnomon is open 7
days a week. Phone 253-3333.

'For copying onto one side only, add V* cent per copy.

University of Georgia, located 70

miles northeast of here, and played

in the NFL with San Francisco and
Philadelphia.

He was defensive coach at

Boston in 1962-63, head defensive

coach under Van Brocklin at

Minnesota in 1964-66, and
defensive line coach at Los Angeles
in 1966-68 before rejoining Van
Brocklin, a teammate at

Philadelphia, in 1969.

Van Brocklin antagonized many
of his players with his gruff ap-

proach to coaching and it was
reported that several players quit

the squad last week and had to be

talked into returning by Falcons

President Frank Wall.

Smith hired Van Brocklin to

replace Norb Hecker after the

Falcons lost their first four games at

the start of the '68 season. Atlanta

wound up 2-12 that season but
improved to 6-8 in 1969.

The Falcons slumped to 4-8-2 in

1970, but have not had a losing

season since — going 7-6-1 in 1971,
7-7 in 1972, and 9-5 last year.

The Falcons got off to a 1-3 start

last season but then won seven
straight and appeared to have a

"wildcard" berth in the NFL

playoffs before being knocked off

by Buffalo and St. Louis.

Van Brocklin blamed the two
late-season losses on over-
confidence by his players. "They
came off that winning streak

believing what they were told by
the bartenders and whores on
Peachtree Street," said Van
Brocklin last December.
Van Brocklin blamed the pre-

season strike and "attitudes
fostered by the actions of the

players association," for the
Falcons poor play this season.

Atlanta, with the poorest offensive

showing in the NFL, lost its first

three games, rebound to nip the

New York Giants (14-7) and
Chicago Bears (13-10), then lost its

next three.

Notices
BOYDEN POOL - will be open

for recreational swimming Wed-
nesdays, 8:15-9:30, beginning Nov.
6.

NOPE - gymnasium will be open
from 8-10 p.m., Mondays,
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays.

Though he had his best individual day of the yearMark Tripucka laments on the bench during Satur-
day's 42-34 loss to Colgate.

BOSTON BARGAIN FINDER

SAVE®
YOU MONEY ON

EVERYTHING YOU BUY:
20-70% off appliances, furniture, cloth-
ing, food-you name it. BOSTON BAR-
GAIN FINDER, by the non-profit Con-
sumers' Alliance, tells you all about the
540 stores in the Greater Boston and
Massachusetts area with the highest
year-round discounts. It also lists the
cheapest and best restaurants, theatres,
pubs, concerts, etc. Illustrated with
maps Paperbound $3.95. now at your
bookstore, or send check or money order
L°

*ARM0NY BOOKS, a division ofCROWN PUBLISHERS, 419 Park Ave.
South, New York, N. Y. 10016

Bill Gilhn (261), Randy Thomas (262), John McGrail (268), and New Hamp
shire's George Reed round the final turn and come into the last quarter-mile of
Saturday's YanCon championships. Reed won while the UMass triumverate tied
for second.

Bowl bid silence broken;
Florida, Nebraska in Sugar
United Press International - An

agreement by the representatives

of several major bowl associations

not to announce the participants in

their various post-season classics

until Nov. 16 was broken yesterday
when it became known that Florida

and Nebraska had already accepted
bids to play in the Sugar Bowl at

New Orleans on New Year's Eve.

Two more of the nation's top-

ranked clubs — Alabama and' Notre
Dame - also let it be known that
they had been offered "strong
feelers" by the Orange Bowl while
another of the nation's major
college grid powers, Penn State,

admitted publicly its team members
had voted to accept a Cotton Bowl
bid, if and when it was offered.

The early announcements of the
expected bowl pairings was in

violation of a "gentlemen's
agreement" established by the
representatives of 10 major bowl
associations at a meeting in St.

Simon's Island, Ga., last May. At
that time the representatives

agreed not to announce any
pairings until Nov. 16. Those
agreeing to the deal were the Astro-

Bluebonnet, Cotton, Gator, Fiesta,

Liberty, Orange, Peach, Sugar, Sun
and Tangerine Bowl represen-

tatives.

' Prior to this year the NCAA had a

regulation in its by-laws which
prohibited the contact of

prospective bowl participants by
bowl associations until the third

Saturday in November or the

Saturday prior to the institution's

final game, whichever was the

earlier. The NCAA, however, lifted

this restriction at its annual meeting

in January.

"Frankly, we intended to abide

by the agreement established last

May, but we found out that others

weren't," said Clifford H. Kern, Jr.,

President of the Mid-Winter Sports

Association, which sponsors the

Sugar Bowl. "When one fellow

jumps, you've got to jump."

Official announcement of the

Florida-Nebraska matchup game

nlversify of massachusetts
arts council _

presents I \y\

lurice Aijdre
with the Wuerttemberg Chamber Orchestra

came hours after the Orange Bowl
announced it had sent "strong
feelers" in an effort to get Alabama
and Notre Dame for their contest.

Last year's Sugar Bowl featured

top-ranked Alabama and unbeaten
Notre Dame in a game the Irish won
24-23.

Both Florida, 7-1, and Nebraska,
6-2*, .will be making their second
appearance in the Sugar Bowl. The
Gators lost 20-18 to Missouri in

1966 and Nebraska lost to Alabama
34-7 in 1967 -

Neither Notre Dame nor Alabama
would* confirm whether it had
accepted bids to play in the Orange
Bowl at Miami on New Year's
night.

At Penn State, a spokesman for

the school said the sixth-ranked

Nittany Lions had not received any
formal invitation but that the

players had voted to accept a

Cotton Bowl bid "if offered."

'We've had no formal in-

vitation," the spokesman said, "but
the vote has made our intentions

clear."

The Nittany Lions would meet
the Southwest Conference
champion, either Texas or Texas
A.M., on New Years' Day.

AH, Buffalo, Colgate
By STEVE SARACENO

Sports Staff
In reference to the three-week absence of this feature, thfs agent could

say he was on a prolonged assignment in Egypt, but that would be wrong
(Chief'd fire me, too, for lying). Perhaps the best course is to take the
hang-out road and admit, frankly, absolutely nothing happened in sports
during those three weeks...

But this past week, lots happened. The big stories: 1) Muhammad Ali
made good on his promise and KO'd George Foreman; 2) The Pats lost a
heartbuster to Buffalo; and 3) Colgate pasted (pun intended) the
Minutemen, 42-34...

FOOTBALL-The Patriots lost a thoroughly watchable game, 29-28, to
the Bills as former BC star Jeff Yeates blocked John Smith's attempt at
the game-winner. Yeates said he did it by sneaking in between John
Hannah (not playing at the time) and Houston Antwine (retired for three
years). Strange man...

El< jwhere in the NFL, the Cardinals finally lost (on a Cowboy FG with
four seconds left), Craig Morton and the Giants upset Kansas City, and
Miami finally crunched someone (Atlanta, 42-7), which is perhaps an omen
of things to come...

Monday night, Stormin' Snead came off the 49'er bench and threw an
interception to clinch a 17-15 loss to L.A.

And, UMass lost to Colgate in a game that provided a plethora of touch-
downs. Late in the game, Gary Mika was ruled out-of-bounds in catching
an important pass at the Red Raider 15. Mika reacted to the call by spiking
the ball, and the official's response was not, "Oh my, what a card you
are!" Rather, the dubious action resulted in a penalty that perhaps cost the
Minutemen a tie....

PRO MISCELLANEOUS -Ali's win over Foreman made alot of his talk

("I am an era. I am an epoch. I am so beautiful") almost credible. Definitely
lacking in credibility, however, was staffer Bill Edelstein, who, on these
pages, picked Foreman to triumph. After the outcome, Edelstein was re-

assigned from prognosticator to staff correspondent in Tibet...

The Celtics went 3-1 for the week, despite being Cowens-less. Red
Auerbach filled in for Tommy Heinsohn agaisst Atlanta, and was promptly
ejected for baiting ref Richie Powers. Celts won anyway...
The Bruins went 1-1-1, the win being a 10-1 rout of the North Stars in

which no player scored twice...

And Henry Aaron was traded to the Brewers just 24 hours after beating
the immortal Sadaharu Oh in a home-run derby...

CAMPUS MISCELLANEOUS -The harriers won their fifth straight
Yankee Conference championship, and with that kind of monopoly, it's a
wonder anti-trust suits have yet to be filed against the Minutemen...
The varsity soccer squad received a jolt from Vermont, 5-2, as did the

JVs from Springfield by the same score...

The JV footballers took on Boston College Sunday, but didn't produce
any upset, losing 37-15....

Tau Epsilon Phi (TEP) won their third straight intramural football crown,
and their logical next challenger will be the Super Bowl champion. Squad
won the woman's title...

The varsity field hockey team beat Smith 4-1 to finish over .500 at 5-4-1,

and then registered three shutouts in the Northeast College Tournament...
And finally, the JV sticksters ended up 8-1-1, a statistic which just about

every campus sports fan will look back on and smile during the long winter
ahead...

Braves' DiGregorio

to be out two months
BUFFALO, N.Y. \UPI\ - Buffalo Braves guard Ernie Digregorio, the

National Basketball Association rookie of the year last season, underwent
apparently successful knee surgery Tuesday, a Braves spokesman said.

The spokesman said torn lateral cartilage was removed from
Digregorio's left knee. He was expected to remain in Millard Fillmore

Hospital five to seven days, then recuperate at home.
He will be lost to the team about six to eight weeks.
The surgery was performed by they Braves' team physician. Dr. Stephen

Joyce.

Digregorio injured his knee in the first quarter of the Oct. 29 game at

Golden State.

The six-foot, second-year guard averaged 15.2 points per game last

season for Buffalo. He led the NBA in assists and free throw percentage.

Monday, November 11 Bowker Auditorium 8pm
"ANDRES TONE MAKES THE TRUMPETS OF JERICHO

SOUND TAME"

TICKETS -$4&3 general $2 &1.50 umass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

J

Five College January Flight

Seats are still available on the Five College flight

Boston-London Jan. 3, returning Paris-Boston Jan. 23,

round-trip $240. TWA Boeing 707. Prompt signup is

urged. Contact INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, 239
Whitmore, Univ. of Mass., Amherst, tel. 545-2710 for
application.

Now Appearing at

Some of My Best Friends
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%r Hour Mon - Sit. 4:SO - 7 00

Correction
The byline for the com-

mentary on page 19 of

yesterday's Collegian ("Writer's

apology: Ali still the best") was
greviously left out. The article

was authored, of course, by
that retired boxing scribe, Bill

Edelstein.

Persons responsible for the
snafu have been harshly dealt

with, and executions have been
carried out where deemed
necessary.

Infirmary

9 549-2671

RESEARCH PAPERS
Send $2 for our mail order

catalogue. Complete Educational
Research Service including term paper
research, thesis research, 30.000
Research Papers on file

Collegiate Research Svstema. 1800
E Ferry Ave., Suite 206. Camden,
N.J. 0«101. 609 962 6777.
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Minuteman booters
in must tilt today

By BEN CASWELL
Sports Staff

With a flickering hope of their playoff chances still

alive the UMass soccer Minutemen take on
Springfield College this afternoon at 2:30 p.m. in front
of Boyden in a must-win situation.

The Minutemen's chances for a playoff berth were
sorely hurt by their last weekend loss to Yankee
Conference opponent Vermont.

This week's ratings have yet to come out but it is

expected that UMass will drop from their last week's
position of 4th in New England. The top four teams in

the region make the regional playoffs with a chance to
continue on to the national playoffs.

Springfield, as of last week was rated third in New
England just ahead of the Minutemen. It seems logical
to assume that the winner of today's contest will

plant themselves fairly firmly in a playoff berth.
In addition to being rated highly in New England,

Springfield College is also rated in the top twenty
teams in the nation. They have always had a tough
squad and this year«seems to be no different.

^
Earlier in the season Springfield tied Westfield

State, a team that the Minutemen beat. Springfield
did not look impressive in that game but the
Minutemen were not too impressive themselves in

beating Westfield.

Connecticut, a team that is rated first in New
England and fourth in the nation, and had a difficult

time edging the Minutemen 1-0 a week and a half ago,
beat Springfield 2-1 a week ago. About that game
UMass coach Al Rufe said that, "the score did not
really indicate the type of game that it was. Con-
necticut was leading 2-0 at one point in the game and
really dominated the play for most of the game."
Again tough, Springfield did not look impressive but
this time against a team that the Minutemen played
superbly against.

But that was before last Friday when the
Minutemen were upset, in more ways than one, by
the Catamounts of Vermont. UMass did not play well
in that game. The field conditions which were slippery
and muddy were very much a factor in the game as it

seems that they will be today. When the field is in the
condition it will probably be in today breaks and luck
become a very big part of the game. It tends to make
teams of very different ability levels come closer
together.

UMass will definitely have to play the type of game
they showed they were capable of playing when they
lost to UConn if they hope to be in the post season
tournament.

QUICK SHOTS - UMass Fullbacks Ken Banda and
Dean Lungu are still questionable starters for today.
Carl Vercollone will be in goal at the start again.
UMass has one more regular season game after today
and that game is this Saturday versus New Hampshire
in front of Boyden at 1:30 p.m.

Bucyk gains 2-2 deadlock
for B's vs sharp Sabres
BOSTON [UPI\ - Johnny Bucyk's

third goal of the season at 14:42 of

the third period enabled the Boston
Bruins to gain a 2-2 tie with the

Buffalo Sabres Tuesday night.

The tie gave the Sabres their fifth

game without a loss and kept them
three points ahead of Boston in the

NHL Division Four.

The Sabres had led by a goal

from the 8:23 mark of the second
period when Craig Ramsay steered

Don Luce's pass between goalie Gil

C °rt's legs.

bucyk tallied up the game after

taking pass from Greg Sheppard
and filing through a screen to beat

goalie Gary Bromley.

The teams traded goals in the

first period, Gil Perreault scoring on

a slapshot from the left wing at 1 :24

and Al Sims converting a Ken
Hodge pass while both teams
remained short at 11:27.

SCORE BY PERIODS
BUFFALO 1 1 0--2

BOSTON 1 1-2
FIRST PERIOD -1. Buffalo,

Perreault 8 (Martin, Robert) 1:24; 2.

Boston, Sims 1 (Hodge, Orr) 1:27.
Penalties - 5.
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Full wrapup of Tuesday's election on page 5

//-rui- mi._ UPI T.l.pKoto
THE CHIEK', Johnny bucyk, slams puck into net during last night's 11 tie.

Fortunately for Sabre's goalie Gary Bromley, it didn't go between the posts.

UMass co captain halfback Jim Vollinger (R)
defenses against UConn scoring star Frances Innocent
in UMass' close loss. The Minutemen go against
Springfield College at 2:30 today.

Mk\ Bill Doyle

Wm- t Pearls of wisdom
Sport shorts is just another name for jockey underwear.

Nolan Ryan's strikeout totals are even more amazing when you think

that he didn't get to pitch to any weak hitting pitchers because of the
designated hitter rules.

New York Met pitcher Tug McGraw was asked if he preferred grass or

astro-turf. He answered, "I don't know. I never have smoked astro-turf."

What ever happened to Mike Nagy?

I hope that the Mets don't consider themselves pennant contenders on
the strength of the earth shattering trades that they have made so far. Bob
Gallagher, Gene Clines and good old Joe Torre won't make much dif-

ference.

Ever notice that Mini-Mack Herron is almost never around in the fourth
quarter. It seems he's either too beat up or too tired by the fourth quarter
to be effective. It's pretty amazing when you consider that Herron is the
Patriots overall yardage leader and he usually only plays three quarters.

The quote of the year belongs to Giants football coach Bill Armsparger
earlier in the season. He said, "Norm Snead is my quarterback. He'll do the
job." Try and tell that to Craig Morton, Bill.

Who would ever have thought that the Celtics would have problems on
defense?

What ever happened to Tony C. (or Billy C.)?

Colgate really created some cavities in the Minuteman defense, didn't
they?

You know, one person is responsible for the poor UMass football
showing this fall, one person. That one person is the guy who tackled
UMass QB Fred Kelliher in the first game and put him on the shelf for the
rest of the season with a shoulder separation.

Maybe they should do away with the intramural football season and set
up a TEP invitational tournament.

There is a rumor going around that if the Navy football team can finish
with a .500 record, there will be a lot of instant admirals around.

A former pro football player now running for political office described
the difference between the two professions as follows, "In football, when
you do something illegal, you're penalized."

The WHA is still having its problems. Where else do they postpone
games because of equipment failure? Seems Edmonton doesn't have any
ice.

What ever happened to Sid O'Brien?

Howard Cosell seems to have lost all his credibility after picking Foreman
to win. No matter what you said about Cosell, you couldn't deny that he
knew his boxing. Now it seems that he doesn't even know that.

The Boston newspapers gave the Giants' football game about two
inches of print. It seems like yesterday when they were the talk of the
town.

What ever happened to Jim Nash?
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Should go through proper channels-Wood

Trustees dodge SGA demands
By FRED NOBLES

Staff Reporter
UMass President Robert Wood indicated

at yesterday's Board of Trustees meeting
that Trustees will take no action at this time
on recent Student Government demands for

financial and political autonomy.
In his opening remarks before the

assembled Board, Wood said, "I have asked
Trustee SavinL.if he will function in his

campus capacity to pass these matters

through the appropriate channels."

There was no further discussion of the

issue during the hour-long meeting.

In an interview following the Board
meeting, Student Senate President and

UMass Trustee Rick Savini said he felt the

Board was, "trying to buy off time to see
what the issues are. They want to see if this

thing will develop into a confrontation."

Savini was not surprised by the Board's
inaction. "I had a suspicion when we started

out with this thing that that would be the*

Senate votes to return demands,

dump Vice-Chancellor's veto power
By CINDYROGERS

Staff Reporter

Rick Savini, SGA president, last night told

the Student Senate that the Board of

Trustees sent back the six demands for

student autonomy because the SGA failed to

go through the proper governance
procedure.

The Senate also passed a motion to

remove all veto power from the office of the

Vice-Chancellor of Student Affairs in regard

to Senate action, amended the SGA con-

stitution by adding the Affirmative Action

Guidelines, and passed a motion to ban the

privilege of smoking in classes.

According to Savini, once the six

demands, passed October 23, go through the

proper channels, the Board of Trustees will

respond.

Cindy McGrath, Speaker of the Senate,

said the governance procedure form goes to

the Faculty Senate, the Graduate Senate,

Vice Chancellor Gage, Chancellor Bromery

and then to President Wood.

"If the demands were to be challenged by

any group, it fails there," McGrath said. She

also said there will be discussion of this at the

SGA "Town meeting," Monday night.

ine motion to remove veto power from

the Vice-Chancellor's office of Student

Affairs was passed clearly by the Senate.

One Senator said this motion was absurd

because if Gage has no veto power, then

Bromery or the Board of Trustees still do.

During tne discussion of this motion,

McGrath interjected a memorandum from

Dr. Gage. According to the memorandum,

Gage said, "It will be appropriate for me to

respond to Undergraduate Student Senate

Action with reservation that I will not

Local residents

endorse NUKES
GREENFIELD [AP\ - Western

Massachusetts residents have voted heavily

in favor of letting two existing nuclear power
plants continue to operate, and by a

narrower margin have endorsed the con-

struction of a third A-plant.

The vote took place Tuesday in the

Franklin-Hampshire-Hampden state Senate

district where two local questions were

added to the ballot.

One question asked whether the state

senator should seek the dismantlement of

nuclear power plants at Rowe, Mass., and

Vernon, Vt. K was defeated by a 2 to 1

margin.

ultimately offer to "reject" any actions

taken."

The Affirmative Action Policy that was
passed embodies nondiscrimination and
Affirmative Action. The nondiscrimination

concept requires "the elimination of all

existing discriminatory conditions" and also

requires "the organization to make additional

efforts to recruit, employ and promote
qualified members of the groups formally

excluded."

The motion to ban smoking privilege in

classes by students, faculty or any visiting

dignitaries also asks for observers to inform

violators that they are acting unlawfully and
should cease smoking.

o

>
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kind of response we would get,'' he said.

According to Savini, any campus issue

requiring administrative action, "has to

follow certain established processes," to

determine at what level of the University

administration the issue can be adequately
dealt with.

Trustee George Pumphret, speaking on
behalf of the Committee on Finance,

presented a motion to accept bids for the

establishment of a bank in the Student
Union.

Trustee Savini objected to bringing the

bank issue before the Board at this time and
asked to delay the vote until the next Board
meeting.

"There are some questions the student
government has concerning the establish-

ment of a bank on campus. These questions
have not yet been answered," he said.

Pumphret responded to Savini's remarks
by saying he felt there is, "a real desire on the

part of students to have a bank, and on the

part of the Campus Center."

Pumphret feels the establishment of a

bank will relieve the University of certain

"financial burdens" and rid it of the "bad
checks" problem.

The motion passed unanimously.
Chancellor Bromery assured Savini and the

Board that the motion meant only that he
could accept bids taken without student
input.

The board also heard a report from Trustee

Frederick Troy on the "contact hour" issue.

Acknowledging the General Court's
demands for specific guidelines concerning
how many hours professors spend in direct

instructional contact with students, Troy
went on to point out that it is an "easy

matter" to establish criteria if a professor is

teaching "three sections of a three credit

history course," but difficult in more in-

novative and less structured courses. Troy
feels the Board needs more time to "clarify

and define" the contact hour issue.

In other action the Board, after some
debate, approved the appointment of Dr.

Charles Regan as professor of

ophthalmology and chairman of the
Department of Ophthalmology at the UMass
Medical School at Worcester.

The Board also approved a motion to offer

Dr. John Collins a position as professor of

thoracic and cardiac surgery and chairman of

the Department of Thoracic and Cardiac
Suraerv at UMass Worcester.

Old Chapel is mirrored in the calm waters of tne

Campus Pond during yesterday's sunset.

inside:
Although voter turn-out in

this state was rather high, the

number of students that used
absentee ballots doesn 't reflect

it. See story, page 6.

Daniel E/fsberg, of Pentagon
Papers fame, will speak here
Friday afternoon. Interested?

Turn to Page 7.

And there's more, much
more

weather:
Your friendly Neighborhood

Forecaster apologizes for the

recent rainy weather that kept

the absentee voter turnout so

light [see page 6). But says you
can vote today without any
problem, 'cause it's gonna be
sunny and seasonal with temps
in the upper fifties.
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Hamlin residents voice bitterness over

administration's relocation actions
By P. J. PROKOP concrete to go on, according to Somers.

Staff Reporter Tuesday, on receipt of the memo, Roger Cruff, Assistant Director of
Residents of Hamlin House, which is scheduled for renovation beginning Administrative Services, and Dean stated their position on the matter,

next semester, are bitter about the administration's handling of their According to Cruff, no final decision or course of action has been
demands regarding relocation of the residents next spring. decided upon by the administration because "we do not know all the
"We are frustrated and disappointed with the administration's actions to details of the situation. This has been a prime topic of discussion in all the

date. The problem can be reshuffled, but it won't go away," said Ken residential areas. A decision is expected by Thursday."
Somers, president of Hamlin in Northeast

In a memorandum dated November 1st, sent to Steven Dimock (Area
Director of NE). Bruce Cochrace (Director of Housing), Ken Dean (Director
of Residential Life), and Robert Gage (Vice Chancellor), the demands of

the Hamlin residents were stated and it was requested that immediate
action be taken by the administration.
The memo, which was drafted by Somers (who is a member of the

Student Senate Rents & Fees Committee) and approved by the committee
listed grievances in three points.

The residents want campuswide priority in room choosing after Day 1 of
room choosing for next spring, including the identification of all available
housing on campus not taken on Day 1, the identification of storage space
for the residents of Hamlin (including security measures) over tne up-
coming intersession, and the adoption of a "systems" approach to the
problem.

The reason for this is there is no "swing space" remaining on campus
where residents of dorms can be housed during renovations. Previously,
Hills House was used for this purpose.
The residents of Hamlin said this is not a new problem, and the ad-

ministration has been aware of the situation for approximately a year and a
half, though no definitive action has been taken yet. The residents have
received only verbal reactions from the administration, nothing written or

"There is no storage space remaining on campus, so perhaps an off-
campus facility may be considered to alleviate this problem," continued
Cruff.

He also said there is no question about the committment of the ad-
ministration to the residents of Hamlin, "the students must be livina
comfortably."

a

Dean said there may be problems finding space, or at least preferred
space for the Hamlin residents because in some dorm there are waiting
lists up to a year and a half.

"Would it be fair to give priority to the Hamlin students over students
who have been on a waiting list?" said Dean. He added that hopefully
plans will be formulated and ready to go by the end of this week.
Another important consideration of the Hamlin residents is that even if

their demands are met, the community established among the residents of
the dorm will be broken. "We may be moved out of our residential area
maybe to Southwest which some residents may not like," Somers said!
Dorm residents said that a proposal was made to Robert Gage when the

issue was discussed with the administration some time ago. The residents
requested the possibility of a "staged" renovation, one in which work
could be done over intersession and during the summer when students
were not there. Gage rejected this as "economically unfeasible," they said.

Town meeting approves tally vote
By JUDY BOUCHER

Staff Reporter
Town representatives at a special meeting held this week voted 100-79 in

favor of a more accountable way to cast their votes.
A tallied voting procedure, placing each town member's vote on record,

will be taken when 40 or more members deem it necessary. Previously, a
voice vote was taken by members calling 'aye' or 'nay' with no indication
of how each individual member voted.
Tne amended by-law had been voted down twice before. Senator John

Olver (D-Amherst) said "citizens have every right to know how their
representatives are voting on controversial issues."
With the voice vote "it was difficult for citizens to be aware of how town

members voted," said Melanie Smith, a member of the League of Women
Voters. The Town Meeting (TM) votes on Amherst's budget as well as all

amended or new by-laws.

TM voted on 15 articles, one endorsing an energy survey by the
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department of UMass.

Professor Joseph Obyrne, principle investigator of the project, will
estimate what a single family residence in Amherst should be using for fuel
buring the winter.

The Town Meeting endorsed its support for the project but defeated a
proposal to see if the town will raise and appropriate $1,000 to defray a
portion of the cost of an energy survey.

Also, a new by-law was added requiring all solicitors to register with the
police department and regulating the hours of soliciting between 9 a.m.
and 6 p.m.

Chief of Police Donald Maia said there is a need for the by-law "to
protect yourself and your property. The intent is not to hold back solicitors
but to identify solicitors, who they are and what they're selling." Maia
reported that on each day last month there was one burglary.
Town members are elected for terms of three years, one-third of their

membership being elected each year. In total there are 240 town members
who are assigned in proportion to the voting population in each of the
town's seven precints. One TM represents approximately 25 voters.

In town politics students have unintentionally wreaked havoc with town
meeting representation. This year, as in 1972, the heaviest concentration of
new voters came from UMass students voting in precincts two, three and

Collins to speak
at housing hearing

in Grayson Lounge
|

Tonight's session of the open
hearings on Housing and Food
Services will be held in Grayson
Lounge between 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.
The subject of the session will be
the Financial Structure of the
University System.
The hearings are sponsored by

he Student Organizing Project.
Among those giving testimony are:

Mei Black, Business Operations
Manager; Roger Cruff, Assistant
Director of Administrative Services;
Jack Littlefield, Director of Plan-
ning; and Jim Collins, State
Representative.

seven.

The upsurge of new voters in these same precincts in 1972 gave ad-
ditional town members in the 1973 town elections. Cosequently, slots were
taken away from the other four precincts.

By the spring of 1974 registration had dropped from the "student
precincts." Thus, precincts two, three and seven suffered a cut in the
number of representatives due them. But, the newly proportioned
members of 1973 had two more years to serve on their terms so the cuts hit

incumbents, some of them long time members.
Again the cycle is expected to occur in the town elections of 1975

Precincts one, four, five and six will lose extra seats which they gained last
spring.

a

The annual Town Meeting is held in March but is called. into sessionwhen necessary. The session was presided over by Town Moderator
William Field.
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Student visas not affected

Foreign tenants can join rent strike
Bq DEBBIE SCHAFER

Staff Reporter
Foreign students who live in

Lincoln and University Apartments
may participate in the rent strike

without fear of losing their visas.

A memo from Tenant
Association lawyer David Sheehan
was read Tuesday night at a

meeting of the Association. In the

memo Sheehan stated: "I have
consulted with the office of Im-

migration and Naturalization in

Washington D.C. and they have
confirmed that the student visa is in

no way affected by participation in

a rent strike."

Sheehan recommends that
foreign students join the Tenant
Association and participate in the

strike "without any fear of their

participation affecting their visa

status."

Presently many of the foreign

students residing in married student
housing do not dare voice their

support of the Tenant Association

for fear of losing their visas.

Association leaders Patrick Walker
and Rosemary Whittaker hope
Sheehan's information will en-

courage more support from foreign

students.

According to Whittaker, 75 per

cent of University Apartment
tenants are actively participating in

the strike. About 50 per cent of

Lincoln residents who were asked

in a door to door survey last week
intend to participate.

The Association was voted
unanimous support by the Student

Senate. The Commuter Assembly
also voted to unanimously support

the married students.

Tuesday night's meeting was
held so that residents of North

Village could gain information

about the tenant association.

Association leaders hope for

support from North Village

residents to make the association

the main representative body for

married students living on campus.

COLLEGIAN
STAFF

MEETING

Thursday,

November 14

7 p.m.

You can help set the agenda by leaving your
suggestions in Jerry Lazar's mailbox by
November 11.
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"We see ourselves as a per-

manent organization from now
on," said Patrick Walker. "The rent

rollback got people together, but its

not the major issue." The issue is of

student control over the housing,

and how funds are used within the

housing system.

"Things aren't going to change
unless we do something about it,"

said Walker.

Don Pelkey, director of Married

Student Housing, was present at

Tuesday's meeting and criticized

the tenants for not working through
the Married Student Housing
Committee.

"The tenants should run the

married student housing as they

want to," said Pelkey, but the

Married Student Housing Com-
mittee "just hasn't been used

properly."

The Married Student Housing

Committee is recognized by the

administration and has its own set

of by-laws. The tenants on strike

feel it is an ineffective committee,

but Pelkey said it never worked due
to lack of student input.

"The power is in our bank ac-

count, not with the Housing

Committee," said a member of the

tenant association.

"If we get people to not pay rent

to the University, then we'll have
more bargaining power," said

chairperson Whittaker.

The associatr <>r ««ill continue to

work for solidarity with North

Village through means of door to

door canvassing. An informational

meeting is in the planning stages to

be held at North Village in the near

future.

As yet the Association has not

received word from the ad-

ministration concerning the process

of bringing their case before the

University Board of Trustees.

Dorm Life Director claims

student control is illegal
By LAWRENCE KORNFELD

Staff Reporter

The issue of student control of

the residential life system was
debated by students and Vice-

Chancellor Gage and Ken Dean,

Director of Residential Life Tuesday
in Hamlin Lounge.

Dean cited Chapter 75 of the

bylaws as making student control

of residential life illegal during the

second in a series of housing

hearings.

Dean said he would not support

the repeal of Chapter 75.

Student Organizer John Pepi

explained Chapter 75 saying: "It

allocates all responsibility for

spending funds to the board of

trustees."

Testimony was also heard from

Matt Burns, Chairman of the food

services governing board. "The

students, because thev Day for

most of the residence halls and all

of the D.C.s should have control of

the system," Burns asserted.

"We don't think it's really

necessary to have a degree to make
decisions about your food," he
added.

Gage said of student control;

"Under the present arrangement
this is legally impossible."

"Laws have been known to

change;" Pepi countered.

As an alternative to student

control,. Dean proposed joint

governance by students and ad-

ministrators. "I think it's a much
better arrangement than a board
having a vote and me having to

react to it 10 days later."

"One of my prime interests is

making residence hall living

voluntary;" Gage said. "The
problem is how we do this without

creating financial insolvency."

Inflation diminishes

'74 phonothon revenue
By DONNA A. DIODATI

Staff Reporter

Inflation is costing UMass about ten per cent of its gift income for

special projects, according to campus fund raisers.

The $17,350 pledged by UMass alumni in the second annual Springfield

phonothon is $1,450 less than was pledged in the same phonothon last

year, according to Alumni Office staff assistant Brenda Rau.

"We're beginning to be affected by the economy," she said.

The phonothon was held the nights of October 8-10 and 15-17, involving

108 volunteers who telephoned 1,685 alumni in Hampden County, Rau

said. Bill Lane of the Alumni Office was the coordinator.

Rau said the average pledge per alumnus was $20.01 $1 .66 less than last

year. The number of pledges, though, increased from 872 to 876, she said.

Second Century Club pledges ($100 or more) totaled $4,000, a drop of

$1,500 from last year's sum. The club members numbered 55 in 1973. This

year, there are 39, Rau said.

The money raised by the alumni phonothons is used by the ad-

ministration to aid such university programs as scholarships and library

acquisitions, she said.

UMass alumni phonothons were started by the Alumni Office three

years ago. Held six times each academic year, two of them are at Amherst.

The others originate in Springfield, Boston, Washington and Hartford.

The next Amherst area phonothon will be held in Memorial Hall the

nights of November 12-14 and 18-21. Alumni in Berkshire, Franklin, and

Hampshire counties will be contacted at that time. Rau said students

are welcome to volunteer their services, adding that one night — Wed
nesday, November 20 — has been exclusively designated for student

workers. The telephone solicitations will feature free beer and dinner each

night beginning at 6:00 p.m., she said.

Chairperson for the Amherst phonothon is William J. Mellen, '49.

GAGE
Gage testified he is lookinq for

"creative suggestions" for making

the residential life system voluntary.

He mentioned some alternatives

being considered for achieving ihis.

"One of the things I would like to

do is propose to the legislature that

thev appropriate the money to pay

for this whole bloody deal (the

residential life system)."

"There is a possibility that we will

redistribute the money over a large

group of people;" he speculated.
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Hunt memo called trickery

Three Watergate defendants request new trials
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Three of

the Watergate coverup defendants

asked yesterday for new trials,

claiming their cases have been
irreparably damaged by
prosecution trickery.

U.S. District Judge John J.

Sirica took no immediate action,

but was expected to hear oral

arguments on the demand within a

few days, with the jury absent. The
trial is in its sixth week.

Motions for a mistrial were filed

by John N. Mitchell and John D.

EhrJichman. Defendant Kenneth W.
Parkinson - who already has a

mistrial motion pending - asked to

be tried separately.

The three claim the Watergate
prosecutors deliberately caught
them by surprise with crucial and
damaging evidence making it

impossible to redeem themselves in

the jury's eyes.

"We urge the court to rescue Mr.

Parkinson from a sea of prejudice

which cannot be overcome short of

a severance," Parkinson's lawyers

said in their brief. "Mr. Parkinson is

entitled to a trial under cir-

cumstances where his counsel can

defend him forewarned of the

existence of evidence which the

government has termed "a

bombshell."

"That bombshell," which sur-

faced Monday witn the jury out, is a

memorandum written two vears

ago by bugging conspirator E.

Howard Hunt Jr. that links the

administration to pledges of hush

money and pardons for the

Watergate burglars.

Hunt had denied writing such a

memo until a month ago, when he

admitted it to the prosecutors. He

UMW officials see no progress

in talks as walkouts start

of

WASHINGTON \UPI\
Negotiating under pressure

sporadic walkouts and an im-

pending nationwide strike just five

days off, officials of the United

Mine Workers union said yesterday

they anticipated no progress in their

nation and world

Kissinger assured
tiy NICHOLAS DANILOFF

AMMAN \UPI\ . Secretary of

State Henry A. Kissinger flew to

Jordan last night with new support
from Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat and Saudi Arabian King
Faisal for his Middle East peace
efforts and a Saudi promise to try

and lower oil prices.

Kissinger arrived here at 11:10

p.m. on the third leg of his lightning

tour of the Middle East after four

hours of what he called "good and
useful" talks with Faisal and a vote
of "fullest confidence" from Sadat
in Cairo.

He said he had managed to

explain the effects of increased oil

prices on the economic and political

lives of consumer nations and "We
hope Saudi Arabia will maintain its

efforts at reducing oil prices."

Siege declared
BUENOS AIRES [UPI\ - The

Argentine government, plagued by
leftist guerrilla attacks and political

assassinations, yesterday declared

a nationwide state of siege for an
indefinite period after even school

children were threatened by
violence.

The move was announced by
Interior Minister Alberto Rocamora
five days after the terrorist killing of

federal police chief Alberto Villar

and his wife and the murders of

four leftist activists over the past

weekend.
Rocamora said the state of siege

was declared for an indefinite

period to combat a wave of

violence that has threatened even
school children

Mrs. Kennedy fined
FAIRFAX. Va. [AP\ - Joan

Kennedy, wife of Massachusetts

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, was
fined $200 and her driver's license

was revoked yesterday after she

pleaded guilty to a charge of driving

while under the influence of

alcohol.

Mrs. Kennedy did not appear in

Fairfax General District Court, but

her lawyer, Virginia Del. Carrington

Williams, said she "wants to accept
her resoonsibilitv in the matter

"

Nixon has pneumonia
LONG BEACH, Calif. \AP\ -

Former President Richard M. Nixon

The Kevin Jones

Guitar Studio

private and group
instruction

in

classical and jazz guitar

betore Nov I, (.ail: ^6B-/02v

is suffering from a slight case of

pneumonia and a partial collapse of

his right lung and he is being

treated with antibiotics, his doctor
said yesterday.

Nixon has a slightly elevated

temperature due to pneumonitis,

described as a synonym for

pneumonia, centered in a small area

of his right lung. He also suffers

from irritation caused by a

hematoma, or blood mass, in the

small of his back.

The doctor said the pneumonitis

was determined by tests. Nixon
was still in serious condition and "it

would be premature to offer a

prognosis at this time," the doctor

added.

contract stalemate with the coal

companies.

Both sides said they were bent

on preventing a prolonged strike

that is to begin officially at 12:01

a.m. Tuesday. But few miners were
expected to show up for wor« after

the shift ending at 8 a.m. Saturday.

Because the union's ratification

procedure takes about 10 days,

there was no way a strike could be

avoided withrut government in-

tervention or a breach in the UMW
by-laws. The UMW refuses to work
without a fully ratified contract.

About 750 coal miners walked
out of Indiana County, Pa., mines

and a local union official credited it

to discontent over the progress

being made in the contract talks.

Another walkout in Greene County,

Pa., was blamed on concern over

excessive noise levels of mine

machinery.

testified about it at the trial last

week - but since no copy had been
found, defense attorneys
suggested strongly on cross-
examination that he was lying.

During the weekend, former
Hunt lawyer William 0. Bittman
an unindicted co-conspirator in the
case - surrendered a copy of the
memo to the prosecution after

denying under oath he knew
anything about it.

Lawyers for Mitchell, Ehrlichman
and Parkinson contended that the
government was required to tell

them in advance of Hunt's new
testimony, and since it had not,

they had been "seriously
prejudiced."
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GOP soundly defeated

Democrats to dominate Massachusetts politics
CnmniloH Emm iA/ira*Compiled From Wires

BOSTON - The State House,
the legislature and the
congressional delegation in

Massachusetts are all firmly
controlled by Democrats after

Tuesday's final unofficial election

results revealed a GOP rout.

For the first time in a decade, a

Democrat, Michael S. Dukakis, was
elected the state's governor,
replacing Gov. Francis W. Sargent
on a vote of 990,832 to 781,902.

Dukakis has promised no new
taxes next year, no patronage for

his. campaign workers, and a 5 per

cenl productivity increase from the

state gpvernment.
Democratic former Lt. Gov.

Francis X. Bellotti, also made
promises before his 911,259 to

890,542 vote defeat of former GOP
State Committee Chairman Josiah
A. Spaulding in the race for at-

torney general.

Bellotti, who had lost three

statewide runs since 1964, made a

crackdown on food prices one of

his pledges.

State Rep. Paul H. Guzzi, a

Democratic reformer with "a

campaign law problem, over-

whelmed his opponent 1,149,961 to

638,174 votes for Republican state

Sen. John M. Quinlan.

After ousting a 20-year in-

cumbent in the primary, Guzzi

faced criticism for an apparent,

although ambiguous, election law
violation.

Democrats now hold 10 of

Massachusetts' 12 congressional

seats, picking up one when Mid-

dlesex County Commissioner Paul

F Tsonaas defeated freshman GOP

Rep. Paul W. Cronin in the 5th
District north of Boston.

State Rep. Joseph D. Early, a

Democrat, won election in the

Worcester area to retiring U.S. Rep.
Harold D. Donohue's seat. All other

winners were incumbents.

"The price of hamburg" and a
Watergate tide swept Sargent out
of office, he said. Dukakis called his
own victory "the dawn of a new era
in the politics of this state."

Two other new eras dawned in

the state l«oislature: Democratic

state Rep. Bill Owens became the

first black state senator, and lesbian

Elaine Noble, a Democrat, was
elected to a seat in the
Massachusetts House.
A yes vote was registered on

three major referendum questions.

A orooosal to reduce the size of

the House from 240 to 160 was
endorsed 1,095,283 to 432,210. The
vote to authorize use of gas tax

monies for mass transit was
792,298 to 572,017. A constitutional

amendment to permit state aid to

private colleges was endorsed
803,873 to 566,819.

Democratic victories

pose threat to Ford

Democratic governors

could run in 1976
WASHINGTON \UPI\

Democrats held control of 36 of the
nation's governorships yesterday,

including giants California and New
York, providing a powerful
grassroots base for their 1976 race
for the White House.

r Today on

WFCR 88.6 fm

THURSDAY, NOV. 7

12:45 Arab Press Review
6:30 Tout En Francois — Un
Peu de Tout.

7:30 Que Tai, Amigos?
8:30 Moses and Aron — A
recording of the 1954 World
premiere of Schoenberg's
Opera.

At least five of the Democratic
governors elected Tuesday can be
expected to play a major role in the
selection of their party's 1976
candidates, and some may end up
running themselves.

While Democrats gained at least

five governorships in the elections,

their rout was not as strong as
predicted. They had hoped to pick
up seven to 10 additional
statehouses, but were victims of a
stunning upset in Ohio where
former Republican Gov. John
Rhodes ousted Gov. John Gilligan.

They also failed in their attempt
to unseat Republican Gov. William
Milliken of Michigan, leaving
Democrats with control of eight of
the big 10 governorships.

The Democrats two big winners
were Rep. Hugh Carey in New York
and Secretary of State Edmund
"Jerry" Brown in California. The
two became almost instant
presidential timber as they ended
the powerful Republican rule built

in the states by Govs. Nelson
Rockefeller and Ronald Reagan.

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Armed
with the biggest House majority in a

decade, Democrats yesterday
posed a serious threat to President

Ford's legislative program. A GOP
leader termed the situation grim

and the White House said Ford is

willing to compromise on the key

issue of solving rampant inflation.

In Tuesday's elections, a

nationwide surge of discontent
gave Democrats an iron grip on
Congress with majorities that could
play havoc with administration

initiatives for the next two years
and, on some issues, render his

veto power void.

Ford, who served in the House
for a quarter-century, may have to

turn to the Senate - where the

Democratic gain was smaller - for

help in sustaining his vetoes.

White House Press Secretary
Ron Nessen, conceding that
Tuesday "wasn't a very good day
for Republicans," said Ford intends

to meet the overwhelmingly
Democratic Congress "more than
halfway" in seeking to better the

nation's economy. He said Ford is

ready to accept a compromise if the

Democrats come up "with a better

package."

Although Ford barnstormed for a

month to salvage GOP condidates,

many of whom lost, Nessen said

the President did not consider the

elections a referendum on himself

and it has not affected his decision

that he will "probably" seek
election in his own right in 1976.

Assessing the worst GOP licking

since Barry M. Gcldwater's
disastrous defeat in the 1964
presidential campaign, Senate
Republican Leader Hugh Scott said

the results "are very grim for the

Republican party."

Statistics bore him out.

Democrats picked up 44 House
seats, with two races still un-

decided. They also gained three

Senate seats and were leading for a
fourth.

The indicated lineup for the 94th
Congress convening in January
showed a Democratic majority 292
to 144 in the House and 62 to 38 in

the Senate.

Not since 1965, following
Goldwaxer's defeat, has the GOP
had such a small membership in the

House. After that debacle, the

Democrats held 295 seats.

Ford and three potential can-

didates for the 1976 Democratic
presidential nomination - Sens.
Henry M. Jackson, Walter F.

Mondale, and Lloyd Bentsen - said

that inflation was the key issue in

the midterm elections.
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Ellsberg speaks tomorrow in S.U.B.

DANIEL ELLSBERG/ who wrote history wnen he
released the Pentagon Papers, will speak tomorrow
afternoon in the Student Union Ballroom.

Mosakowski conducts

election post-mortem
Project 10's Political Campaigns Seminar, under the direction of Ken-

neth Mosakowski, will conduct a post-mortem tonight on the outcome of

Tuesday's election. The session wiil begin at 7:30 p.m. in the main lounge
of Pierpont Hall > n Southwest.

Students in the seminar worked actively in the campaigns of both
Democrats and Republicans in the statewide contests for constitutional

offices as well as contests for state senator and state representative.

Mosakowski hopes that tonight's session will enable the campaigners to

share their varied experiences in their respective campaigns and provide
explanations as to why their candidates won or lost.

Boyden 10 Pin

Lanes

NOW OPEN

SATURDAYS

4 - 10:30 50' a string

Daniel Ellsberg who converted

from a cold-blooded hawk to a

committed dove and released the

controversial Pentagon Papers will

speak tomorrow afternoon at 2:00

in the Student Union Ballroom.

Ellsberg. assisted by Anthony
Russo, copied the papers and
decided to make them public with

the hope that "truths that changed
me could help other Americans free

themselves and other victims from
our longest war."
The papers were a Defense

Department study of U S. policies

in Indochina. They revealed facts

exposing 20 years of U. S. official

deceit in a war which Ellsberg

termed a "foreign aggression."

Initially, Ellsberg was indicted on
counts of converting government
property to personal use and of

illegally possessing government
documents.
The Ellsberg case was historic,

raising issues of freedom of the

press, official security and national

security. It helped direct public

attention to the constitutional

po»* ers of the President.

In May 1973 charges were
dismissed for reasons of "govern
mental misconduct."
Watergate Hearings had shown

that through illegal wire-
tapping and a break-in at the
office of Ellsberg's psychiatrist, the
Nixon Administration had con-
ducted a smear campaign against

Ellsberg for his anti-war activity.

The official acts against Ellsberg

became a major basis of the im-

peachment articles drawn up by the

House Judiciary Committee in the

summer of 1974.

Ellsberg will be brought to

campus by the Distinguished

Visitors Committee of UMass.
Ellsberg's talk will be broadcast

live by WMUA's
Department

Public Affa irs

RESEARCH PAPERS
Send $2 tor our

cataloyue. Complete
mail
Educj

research, thesis research 3000OResearch Papers on fif-file.

Collefltate Research Systems. 1800
E Ferry Ave.. Suite 206, Camden
NJ. 08101, 609 962 6777

Kentfield Hardware,
Inc.

63 SOUTH PLEASANT ST.

Suppliers of:

— STUDENT NEEDS
— HARDWARE
— SPORTING GOODS
— PAINT
— ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Hours: Monday-Thursday & Saturday — 8-5:30

Fridays— 8a.m. -9p.m.

Serving Your Needs for over 100 fours
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Absentee voter turnout falls far short of 72
By DEBBI DIMASSIMO

Staff Reporter
Only 640 students used the

absentee voter notary public
service last week, according to
Randall Dahl, Assistant Director of
Commuter Student Affairs and
organizer of the service. Two years
ago, 4200 absentee ballots were
processed.

The service was sponsored by
the Commuter Student Affairs
office. "I hoped for greater par-
ticipation and the co sponsorship
of the residential areas," said Dahl.
"They didn't seem interested."
About 72 per cent of the students

who had their ballots notarized
were in fact campus residents and
not commuters.

The actual turn-out was low.
Only 175 of a potential 2900 voting
commuters and 465 of 9,000
campus residents registered at
home had their ballots notarized at
the Student Union. Dahl attributed
the poor showing to a limited

amount of advertising of the service

and few local appearances by
prominent candidates.

"I hope to be able to provide
facsimiles of applications for ab-
sentee ballots to all students two

years from now," said Dahl.
According to the statistics

compiled by the notaries, 43.91 per
cent of the 640 students voted in a
general election for the first time,
while 56.09 per cent had voted in

previous elections.

M.B.A. RECRUITMENT - SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

The School of Management of Syracuse University/
Syracuse, New York, will be interviewing interested ap-
plicants for the Masters in Business Administration
Programs on November 21, 9:00 a.m.-ll:30 a.m.

For further information inquire at the Placement or
Career Counseling Office on campus.

THE DIAL TONE
Discotheque

Mon., Tues., Wed. Nites are

BEER NITES 25*

plus specials on pitchers, bottles and all drinks (beginnina
Nov. 6)

M

OJ's play what you want to hour

Old, New, Rock, Soul

7 Nites a Week
8:30-1:00

Rte.5, NORTH HATFIELD
DANCE FLOOR GAME ROOM

CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton

54th Member of the World Famous
B. Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an average

°- spending of $2.25

B. Your Host, Carlo, is a special
student at UMass

ATTENTION
Stockbridge Seniors

Sign up for Senior Pictures in Stockbridge Hall office

this week.

Pictures to be taken Monday, November 11, 1974,

through Friday, November 15th, 11 a.m.-3 p.m. and 4

p.m. -8 p.m., daily.

Bring $2.00 sitting fee. Pictures will be taken at five

minute intervals.

Room number to be announced later in the week.

If due to circumstances you can't keep your ap-
pointment, please arrange for a new sitting.

SENIORS — Please pick up your yearbooks in the
Stockbridge Hall Office.

Interested Faculty may obtain yearbooks either from
Professor Spindler or Stockbridge Hall Office.

SOP's student-run stereo co-op
will open on campus next week

By LA WRENCE KORNFELD
Staff Reporter

A student-run stereo co-
operative sponsored by the Student
Organizing Project and Soung &
Music will open at UMass on Nov.
14.

John Fisher, who is co-ordinating
the project, said for a five-dollar

membership fee, students will be
able to choose from a wide variety

of components at 40 per cent off

list price.

When asked how the co-op will

be funded Fisher said, "That's the
beauty of the thing. Funds won't be
needed because we're plugging
into an already existing co-op."
The existing co-op, Sound &

Music, is a Springfield-based group
specializing in hi-fi components.
Jim Friedman, coordinator of

Sound & Music, said its goals are
" to provide good prices and
service to our members, to en-

courage membership participation,

and to create seed money to be
used to start new co-operatives and
further the co-operative idea."

Fisher said: "The Student run co-

op is just one aspect of students
working together to help each other
rather than for the benefit of a
few."

"The five-dollar membership fee
will be covering any overhead
involved," he added.

Delivery of the components will

UA7C*

only take 2 or 3 days according to

Fisher.

A voluntary 1 per cent tax will be
requested he said. "The purpose of

the tax is to help develop other co-

ops."

The co-op will begin with a table

set up on the concourse of the

Campus Center once a week, but
the co-op organizers hope to ex-

pand it to a record and hi-fi store

set up somewhere on campus.

WMUA today
Here is what WMUA, 91.1 FM,

will broadcast today:

The disc jockeys will be Ken
Irwin, Steve Berge/, Glen Manceau,
Auntie Andree, and Mary Lawson.
Starting the MUA day tomorrow
will be Al Feinberg,

Only on WMUA:
8:30 a.m., High Tides, Jeff

Jawer's daily astrological forecast.

7:00-8:00 p.m., Filmmaking
Notes, Stanley Wiater and Gary
Perlmutter tonight present part III

of The Ray Brad-Bury Chronicles.
9:00-9:30 p.m., The Shadow,

Tonight, Lamont Cranston, the
Shadow, deals with two escaped
convicts searching for revenge on
the judge who sent them away.

10:15-11:00 p.m., Women's
Show, Nanci Bluestein and Julie

Romano produce tonight's show,
"Women's Music."

11:00 - 2:00 a.m., Uujamadrum,
Charles Mann is your host for 3rd
World programming.

celebrity series

proudly presents

A-

IN CONCERT
NOV. 7 - 9

9- 1

UP"
Beautiful clothes.

comes i it

black and rust
#12.00

S«zes5i7,Vl,J3

ritchei
Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.
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Campus Comments
Interviews by JIM PAULIN
Photos by DEBI SCHAFER

A/most every student here has had to spend some class time in a
large lecture hall. But how did they feel about it? Was it a despicable
reality or a tolerable necessity? Campus Comments went into the
field to obtain information from this campus' many veterans of large
lectures.

The question - What are your opinions about large lectures?
Do you ever have trouble paying attention?

Steve Kirch-Junior from
Hingham living in Amherst
majoring in Zoology. It mostly
depends on the professor; if

they speak logically and
diagram things well then you
can follow it. I only have trouble

staying awake in an art lecture

where I'm bored silly and it

wouldn't make any difference if

it were large or small.

Deborah Kearney-Junior
from Pittsburg, Pa. living in S.
Hadley majoring in Psychology.
I like them if they have
discussion groups. I think it's

fine to take it three hours and
then have a discussion group. I

don't think size makes a dif-

ference. I think you can mass
educate if you have discussion
groups, and if the people are

interested, they are going to
find out what they want
anyway.

Tony Armelin-Sophomore
from Revere living in JFK
majoring in Political Science. I

think they're necessary... they
only work well with certain
subjects, subjects that don't
change much from semester to
semester, like Psychology.
When you get into more ad-
vanced courses, things should
be smaller. I have trouble
staying awake during
them.. .I've never fallen asleep,
but I'vr drifted off.

Myoung Lee-Freshman from
Korea living in Amherst. I don't
have a good ear, so I sometimes
can't hear them. Sometimes I

like it if they have really good
speakers.

Tony Yanosca-Senior from
East Boston living in Cance
majoring in Marketing. They're
all right.. ..for a lot of courses
you don't need anything else.

It's hard to pay attention
sometimes, but for a lot of
courses, how else are you going
to teach them? Some courses
can get to be boring, but again,
how else are you going to teach
them?

Richard Demallie-Senior
from Dedham living in Sun-
derland majoring in

Psychology. Sometimes they're

needed because of the large

nu' her of students, and
sometimes you can do a lot of

things on your own in a large

course. A lot of times they're

annoying because you don't

get much contact with the

professor. It's easy getting

distracted in them.

Eve of destruction has arrived
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1974 THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

By DON AUCOIN
The U.S. of A. is shot to hell.

What? You say the whole world is shot to hell, too?

Don't remind me, don't remind me.

Anyone who keeps even a furtive eye on the

current state of affairs is in the very real danger of

becoming a terminal cynic. Being your basic news
junkie, I find myself growing increasingly pessimistic

abuut mankind's chances. But then I realize that we
are but a tiny speck in the historical eye of the world,
and a meaningless, grimy speck at that. And fur-

thermore, that the whole history of the world is trivial

with regard to the vast universe, and beyond the
universe is the infinite cosmos, and it's there that I

stop. My tender ego can only stand just so much
insignificance.

Sooc.on to current events. There's some pretty
wierd shit going on. Dick Nixon is out in California
threatening to pass from his still-born state into that
of a corpse, thereby cheating those bloodthirsty souls
who would like to wring a few last drops of vengeance
out of his slimy body, for heinous crimes against the
American people. Meanwhile, the Watergate Wolves,
snooping and snarling, are turning on The Boss in an
effort for the big "P". Timmy Leary is singing like a
canary, and, in an astonishingly cruel gesture, some
Democratic god has visited identical tragedies upon
two Republican wives, Betty Ford and Happy
Rockefeller.

Happy seems to be holding up all right, but her
husband's nomination for the vice-presidency is

clearly in trouble. It seems Congress has some
questions about contributions to a certain defamatory
biography of his 1970 gubernatorial opponent.
Granted, that's a pretty sleazy move, but what really

pisses me off is Rockefeller saying "$100,000 to me is

like $10 to other people." Way to rub it in, Nellie. I

hope Congress boots your arrogant ass all the way
back to New York.

Ah yes, the man at the helm. Gerald Ford is turning

out to be a virtual "Mr. Symbolism". Since taking
office, the Prez has done a few numbers that would
shame Franz Kafka. First, there was the initial press
conference with the oh-so-suggestive open door to
his rear. This was quickly followed by the amnesty
joke, the Economic Summit fiasco, the President
testifying before the House Judiciary Committee (an
unprecedented move) and then later charging
through the streets of Mexico in his shirt-sleeves. The
follow-through on these moves has been highly
suspect. But let's give the man time. That hairy brute
of an American press has already hounded a near-
saint out of office, and it better not happen again.

In the good old days, the North could look down it's

nose at those "dumb rednecks" from down South,
secure in the pompous knowledge that all the land
above the Mason-Dixon line was the cradle of liberty

and the font of equal justice. The Boston situation

should have done a pretty fair job in shattering those
illusions, but perhaps all it has really done is widen the
scope of the generalizations. Remember, suburbia
remains unthreatened, so now, when referring to
those "racist hicks down South", the reflective

suburbanite can tack on, as an after thought, "Oh
yeah, and city people, too. Don't forget those damn
city rednecks."

Eventually, these sorts of confrontations will spread
until one day we realize that we are a nation packed to
the brim with mistrust and fear.

And finally, the local yokels. Sargent and Dukakis
were both a pair of ineffective liberals, as my
roommate says, but the latter looks enough like

Dustin Hoffman to have gotten my vote, anyways.
Continuing in this absurd vein, a brutal bit of news

from over the waters: a man in France was sentenced
to death for the murder of three prostitutes in three
separate incidents. Apparently he strangled them "in
arguments over whether they were working con-
scientiously enough". Ugh. It's back to those Peanuts
books for this boy.

Letters to the editor
~~}

Reverse discrimination
To the Editor:

/ feel that I am being discriminated against on this
campus because of my race; I am white.

The blacks on this campus have special privileges
on this campus simply because of race. For example:

They have New Africa House, for which there is no
white equivalent. If the whites set up a "New Europe"
house the blacks would start screaming
"discrimination ".

They have The Drum, a black-only literary
magazine.

They have CCEBS, a program giving blacks
preferential treatment getting loans and other aid.

There is no white equivalent.

When a gang of blacks calling themselves CORP
force their way in the Collegian office, refuse to give
their names, and threaten violence unless their

"demands" are met, a black affairs editor is put on
the staff. If a group of whites demanding more Italian,

Polish, or Irish news did the same thing, they would
be arrested and thrown out of school.

Last yjar, CCEBS came to my dorm [Kennedy) to
ask for money for a banquet. On close quest'oning, I

found that this banquet was for people who had
supported CCEBS. but that we should contribute
since there would be seats available for the University
community in general. It turned out that there were
500 seats for invited guests, and 100 for the rest of
the Universiy community. 100 seats for 25,000

people. In our dorm we had four blacks, two of whom
had not paid their dorm dues. Two of these blacks
attended the meeting, and said they wouldn 't feel like

taking part in dorm activities if the money wasn't
given. This $50 donation was supported by the Head
of Residence [who is b/ack[, and the Area Director
[who is also black]. Under this combination of "black"
mail and pressure, CCEBS got $50, and the dorm got
shafted.

I mentioned all this to my Head of Residence [the
day after the CORP break-in) and was labeled a racist.

I tried to bring this up in the discussion section of a
Sociology course [the course deals with racism
among other topics] and the TA [who is black] also
labeled me a racist [though not in so many words].

I first attended the University in 1962, and I was in

area protest marches about the using of police dogs
on unarmed blacks in Alabama. I pushed for equal
rights in the military to the effect that I found it almost
impossible to getpromoted [the NCO's who wrote my
performance reports were from the south).

I am in favor of racial equality, and to me, that
means equal treatment. If I support the blacks when
they are being discriminated against, I am a civil rights
activist; if I support the whites on this campus, I am a
racist. So be it: I am against injustice regardless of
who is being discriminated against, and in this case,
on this campus, it is the whites.

Bruce Jefferies

A comment on the Collegian
To the Editor
As co-author of the report mentioned in Bill

Parent's article on page three of the November 4th
edition of the Collegian, / wish to comment on a few
inaccuracies in need of correction.

First, the representative of Everywoman's Center is
Kaymanon [one name] and not Kay Marion or Marion
Kay.

Second, the statement that the Collegian is "racist
male supremecist and anti-communist" appears in the
interview with Theresa Can and not Isabel Johnson

Third, Lawrence J. Magid stated that "during the
week of October 7 thru 11 the Collegian carried a
number of articles which demonstrated the kind of
journalism which should dominate the paper "

There are a few statements that I would like tomake at this time. Last Thursday eveninq
representatives from nine of the eleven [not ten)
campus organizations interviewed in the report held a
meeting ,n a campus center conference room to
discuss these problems concerning the Collegian All
representatives of these organizations were unified in
stating that the Collegian shows a considerable need
for improvement. Throughout the two -hour meeting
a variety of grievances ranging from lost or
misrepresentative articles to discriminatory attitudes
were aired, with some in great detail.

Furthermore, significant concern was shown to two
items not mentioned in the report. One was the make-
up of the Collegian publishing board, which ac
cording to its own constitution, sets procedures for
hearing complaints by an individual or an organization

concerning the paper. Specifically, eight out of the
ten voting members of the publishing board are either
members of the Collegian editorial staff or are per-
sonnel appointed by the Collegian editorial staff. The
second item was the possibility of the Collegian
becoming financially independent of student senate
funding, and what effects this would bring about.

There were a number of recommendations brought
forth by the meeting's participants, ranging from
workshops providing analysis of the role of the media
to conducting a student body survey about the paper.
A/though no final recommendations were reached, it

was agreed that another meeting be set up for further
discussion. The tentative datj for this meeting is
Monday, November 11. Any individual or organization
representative^) interested in attending this meeting
should contact Joseph Cotter in the Veteran's
Coalition Office, Room 411, SUB. for further details.
/suggest that the report, entitled, "The Collegian:

How well is it doing." be published in its entirety. All
those who participated in the report were notified that
every attempt would be made to have it published,
and each organization has validated its own
statements for accuracy. Also, the students have a
right to this information because it is their paper. It is
funded in part with their money. Therefore they have
both an interest and an investment in it.

In closing, I believe that the issues concerning the
Lollegian are being discussed by more than just a
handful of people, and the paper should make every
attempt to bring these issues out into the open.

Christ Smallis

(
Steve~J> Tripoli

Leo who?
"If I got the same unbiased news coverage as Sargent and
Dukakis, there is no question I could win."

-Leo Kahian, American Party candidate for Governor
In case you didn't realize it, there were four, yes four candidates

or Governor in last Tuesday's election, and no matter who you supported
the fact is hat two of those candidates were for all intents and purposes

^n r°a
U
nH?lt

democratic Process in * ™* disgraceful fashion. Thosetwo candidates, in case you still haven't heard their names, are DonaldGurew.tz of the Socahst Worker's Party and Leo Kahian of the American

The names don't ring a bell? It's really not surprising. Both candidates
have been the victims of what amounts to little less than a conspiracy
between the media and the two "major party" candidates. Some of the
Catch-22 scenarios that they have been caught in between these two
groups border on the absurd. For instance, Channel 7 in Boston offered
one and a half hours prime time to the candidates, but only on the con
dition that all four candidates appear. Kahian and Gurewitz accepted
Sargent and Dukakis declined, and the prime time was lost.

"What are they afraid of?" asks Leo Kahian in an interview with the
Boston Globe, which is one of the prime media offenders. Indeed, what do
they fear? The fact of the matter is that Kahian's campaign contains strong
stands on many issues that the voters are genuinely concerned about this
year, such as abortion, busing, and compulsory water flouridation.
Another fact of the matter is that Kahian's campaign could very likely have
had a major effect on the outcome of the election, indeed he could have
won, if he had been given equal exposure.
While the same may not apply to Gurewitz, there still was certainly no

reason for shutting off people's access to the only viable alternative on the
opposite end of the political spectrum. If he hadn't been able to win,
Gurewitz could at least have exercised something of a Wallace effect on
the outcome of the election, but he too was never given a chance.
How about the newspapers? Both of Boston's major papers practically

blacked out both candidates. The Globe did run a feature on both can-
didates last Sunday, but beyond that how much more than passing
mention did either candidate get? The Globe's editorial endorsing Sargent
for Governor did not even mention Gurewitz and Kahian, it merely
weighed the merits of Sargent vs. Dukakis and ignored everyone else.
Newspapers in the rest of the state, and media in general, did no better.
Unfortunately, this treatment of minority candidates is nothing new to

the American political scene. Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm's 1972
presidential candidacy was all but ignored, and Chisholm had to do a lot of
screaming just to be allowed to sit on a panel of Democratic presidential
hopefuls slated for national television exposure. Of course, the network
handling the show had only thought to invite Humphrey Muskie
McGovern and Wallace. Gurewitz has also faced the syndrome prior to this
year when he ran as a Socialist Workers candidate for U.S. Senate against
Ted Kennedy and Josiah Spaulding in 1970.
A lot of people in this country do a lot of talking about the merits of the

two party system and how important it is to the preservation of our
democracy. But it has its dangers, too, and the danger of shutting third
and fourth parties out of the process is one of the most insidious. Until we
recognize and start dealing with this problem we have no right to call
ourselves a democracy. The only thing we have a right to is a two party
dictatorship.

Steve Tripoli is a Collegian Columnist.

Letters Policy

f

...m «fcom cum urn oem repubucaa'party, Am hove our
HEADQUATERS TO A SECLUDED PJACE IH SOUTH'AMERICA !f

And as the SOP
sets slowly in the west

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they
must include a name and phone number for
reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either
content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

Whatever happened to the National
Football League's Player Association
strike?

That's a question UMass student
government leaders should be asking
themselves while their demands for
student power increase.

The football players, recall, wanted
more of a say in some of the owners'
decisions-especially in trades. The
players felt they were being treated like
pawns in a chess game by computerlike
owners. NO FREEDOM, NO FOOTBALL,
their automobile bumper stickers read as
the group went on strike.

But as the summer training camp wore
on, some players broke the picket line
fearing non-protesting rookies and free
agents were winning their jobs. Compound
that with a two-week cooling off period
that saw everyone reporting to camp but
no one leaving after that period ended.

The strike was over. The players, for all

their Doomsday strike promises, didn't

get a thing from the owners. The players
failed and will, in all probability, never be
able to organize themselves seriously
again.

And that's what could happen to student
power if the ball is not kept rolling by the
student government leaders. If they
"peter out" with their IniWarive, then the
administration might never again take
student demands seriously.

One can envision some future Chancellor
saying to his gathered assistants, "Don't
worry about this demand for power. Back
in 1974 the students went on a power kick.
We met with 'em and said how we agreed
with them in principle. But it was just a
phase and we're seeing it again right now.
Like before, we'll ride it out."

For Rick Savini and company, there is

no turning back short of full surrender to
the administration.

The opinions expressed in this space
represent those of a majority of the board
of Editors

{
Joyce m Kosofsky The title takes its toll

1 1 *

By JOYCE KOSOFSKY
In view of the recent attempt to change

certain job titles, i.e. Garbagemen are now
Engineers, the Typing Pool is now the Word
Power Center, I feel as though we must
continue. Titles should indicate exactly what
the position implies. With that in mind, I have
compiled the following title changes.

Starting off within the restaurant business
we now will find Food Distribution Con-
sultants instead of waitresses and waiters.

Then we will see Food Preparation Engineers
who once were cooks. And finally, the
persons now called Ceramic Inventory
Controllers were once mere dishwashers.
And what about Consciousness Raising

Individuals? Let's see Estrogenous Con-
sciousness Raisers instead of Feminists. Or

Consciousness Lowering Technicians for

Police officers. Then we can see Counter-
culture Insurance Agents in lieu of Dope
Dealers. Ambidextrous consciousness raisers

are merely two-fisted dope rollers.

Getting into the Love rs and Other
Strangers category, we can see Neurosis
Distributors instead of Jewish mothers. Child

Production Engineers were once more
commonly known as parents. Under Child

Production Engineers we can see the sub-
category of Executive Domestic Affairs

Director instead of the Housewife. And next
we have the Alternative Youth Advisory
Board which used to be called the
Babysitting pool. We can easily figure out
that Errongenous Zoning Engineers is the

new euphemism for lovers. Tea and Sym-

pathy Advisors can be used instead of best
friends, while Trans-wardrobe Distributors

are roommates.
Population Distributions Transmitters

sounds much better than Bus Drivers, in my
opinion. I also believe that Verbal Diarhetoric

Throwers expresses the true nature of

Journalists. I'd like to see Non-committal-

but-at-least-we-smile-alot Personnel rather
than Liberals. Moss Accumulation Personnel
could be used for those persons now referred
to as Hatch Rats, Fuck-up Machine
Operators instead of Computor Technicians
and Computer Technicians instead of Pinball

Players.

Nat Clark changes his image in tomorrow's
Collegian

«
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By BLACKNEWS SERVICE
Out of alt the medium in the

communications field, television is

the most powerful medium.
Positive or negative images can be
projected and absorbed as soon as
one knob is turned. It is important,
that is, it is imperative that citizens
have access to this medium.

^
Channel 57, WGBY, in

Springfield, is a public service
television station which gives
access to citizen groups more so
than any other station in the
Western Massachusetts area. This
is of special relevance to minority
groups who historically have been
"benignly" neglected by television
stations. Having access to
production time at Channel 57,
WGBY, minority and special in-

terest groups help educate and
inform citizens not aware of these
groups' programs and purpose.

Larry Scott, a minority student,
provided technical service as
production assistant to minority
and special interest groups. Larry
was technically involved in 138
hours of programming by minority
and special interest groups at
Channel 57.

During his semester of service at

Channel 57, Larry was also a full-

time student at the University of

Massachusetts-Amherst. He
earned twelve university credits in

— his major field because he war
participating in the experimental
education program, University Year
for ACTION. Larry was one of 81
students in agencies from: Wor-
cester to North Adams, from
Springfield to Pittsfield, in housing,
education, health services, legal

aid, community planning and
environmental education,
developing programs which im-
proved services to the community.

Venceremos Brigade

THURSDAY* NOVEMBER 7, 1974

University Year for ACTION
(UYA), an experimental education
program has begun its sixth

program year working to alleviate

problems of low-income com-
munities. Since September of 1971,
UYA at the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst has placed
over 380 students in agencies in

western Massachusetts.

If you want to experience a
meaningful role through education
as Larry has, there are a few part-
time or full-time positions available
for this semester such as:
Psychology Assistants and Sen-
sorimotor Assistant at Belchertown
State School; Program
Development Assistant *

at

Berkshire Unlimited; Community

Organizer and Outreach Worker at
the Family Planning Council of
Western Mass.; Volunteer Coor-
dinator at Northampton State
Hospital; Rehabilitation Facilitator

at the Occupational & Vocational
Development Center for the
Handicapped in Haydenville, Mass.;
Legal Pre-professional at Central
Mass. Legal Services; Alternative
Education Teachers at Friendly
House; and Community Worker at
thp South End Community Center.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1974

Station

Meeting

WMUA
Thurs., Nov. 7 at 8:00 p.m.

Rm. 165 C.C.

All Third World People and Women are Encouraged
to Attend. 6

Route 9
Russell ^oad
hadle^ma.

J
pt horvocd iquor* I

LIST PRICE

ONE WEEK ONLY

NHS*-!!*

.98

6-TRACK131PES

UNDERGRADUATES!!!
The following committees need people to participate for

the school year. This is your chance to become actively
involved in the decision making process of YOUR univer-
sity! Obtain information and applications in the Student
Senate office, room 420, Student Union, or in the SGA
President's Office, room 430, Student Union, today!

Athletic Council
College Curriculum Committee
Continuing Education Com-
mittee
Foreign Language Review
Board
Human Subjects Review Board
Library Committee
Married Student Housing
Committee
Program and Budget Council
Scholarship, Financial Aid
& Placement Committee
Space & Calendar Committee
Status of Women
Multi-Campus Budget Com-
mittee

Multi-Campus Planning
Committee
CASIAC Committee on
Core Requirements

STORE. HOURS
MoM-FRl 10:00-9:00

SAT 10:00-6:00

SALE PRICE

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

FALSTAFF
BEER
12 OZ. N.R.

ISABEL
ROSE
25 02. Bottle

Case

Four Seasons Special

Blended
Whiskey

80 Proof

V2 Gal.

PABST
BEER
12 OZ. N.R.

$149
Case

Andre

Cold Duck
BURNS
SCOTCH

80 Proof

$199
Qt.

m

HEINEKEN

Imported Holland

BEER

12 OZ. N.R.

SAN VITO

Italian
Wines

Bardollino

Soave

Valpolicella

$149
50 oz. Bottle

Wine Paradise Of The Valley

Blacks in the media
II

By BLACK NEWS SERVICE
The Venceremos Brigade an-

nounced today that applications are
now being accepted for the 8th
contingent of the Brigade to Cuba

Since 1969 the Venceremos
Brigade has sent over 2000 North
Americans to Cuba, not just to visit
but to contribute to its develop'
ment by working in the canefields
the citrus orchards, and in the
construction of people's housing.
The 8th contingent will leave in

March. 1975 to spend two months
in Cuba. For six weeks brigadistas
work with Cuban students and
workers in helping to build the new
town of Los Naranjos, part of a
cattle raising and citrus growing
plan outside of Havana.

During this work period, the
North American brigadistas live
with the Cubans in a camp near the
work site. In addition to cultural
presentations by Cuban music and
dance artists and screenings of
Cuba's world-renown documentary
films, the brigadistas receive talks
from representatives of various
ministries and mass organizations
m Cuba, as well as visits from
delegations of other countries.
The 7th contingent, for example,

was honored by visits and talks
with delegations from Vietnam,
Puerto Rico and the Chiean
Committee in Solidarity with the
Anti-Fascist Resistance.
The two week trip across Cuba

that each Brigade takes after its
work period serves to fortify the
understanding gained by working
side by side with the Cuban people.

In every province the brigadistas
meet the political leaders of the
town, talk with trade union
members in the factories, members
of the Women's Federation,
community members in the local
block committees, the Young
Pioneers, and even go into homes
and talk with families.

Applications for those interested"
m going to Cuba on the Brigade will
be accepted through November by
regional committees located in 14
cities across the United States:
Amherst-Springfield, Committees
will be responsible for applications
acceptance.

In selecting Brigade members.
Regional Committee's. * look for
people who are involved in the
many sectors of the progressive
movement. These include people
who are active in popular
movements, such as trade union
movements, the fight for decent
housing and health care,
movements against inflation and to
change repressive legislation, to
fight for the rights of national
minorities, to improve education,
etc. An important part of this effort
is aimed at insuring participation by
Black, Puerto Rican, Chicano,
Native American and Asian ac-
tivists.

In July 1974, the Venceremos
Brigade, with the cooperation of
other groups, sponsored 'Cuba-
Chile 74: Two Faces of Latin
America' in 15 different cities of the
United States. Audiences totaling

8000 gathered at the numerous
concerts, film showings, rallies, and
expositions to express their support
for the Chilean people and to
commemorate July 26, 1953 the
date of the first armed uprising
against the Batista tyranny in Cuba

•f you are interested in going on
the Brigade or would like more
information about it, contact
Venceremos Brigade Western
Mass., P. O. Box 415, Amherst
Mass. 01059.

Jackson
State

hearings
By BLACK NEWS SERVICE

A three-judge panel of the United
States Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit has ruled that the
officers on riot duty at Jackson
State College over-reacted when
they fired into a dormitory on Mav
14, 1970.

y

The reiatives of victims, two
killed and seven students wounded
however, will not be able to collect
damages from the State of
Mississippi.

The court upheld a jury con-
clusion that individual members of
the Mississippi Highway Patrol and
the Jackson Police Dept. who fired
were protected by sovereign im-
munity provisions of the U.S
Constitution and Mississippi law.

But in stinging language Judge
John C. Godbold wrote an opinion
that concluded the "barrage of
gunfire far exceeded the response
that was appropriate.

"This conclusion is not judicial
second-guessing of officers faced
with danger rendered from the
quiet and safety of judges-
chambers. It is the evidence
shows".

Named as defendants were* 4?
officers from the Mississippi High
way Patrol and 26 Jackson
policemen. A jury earlier acquitted
them of individual or collective
responsibility for the shootings.

Gray Panther
By BLACK NEWS SERVICE

The national Gray Panthers will
hold a one-day conference in New
York on November 9, at the Central
Presbyterian Church, 593 Park
Avenue. Registration starts at 9:00
a.m.

The theme "Age is Opportunity-
sets the tone for the one day
Conference. Maggie Kuhn,
National Convener and Founder of
the Gray Panthers will be the
keynote speaker. A panel will focus
on "Fixed Income, the Struggle to
Live", and will be moderated by Dr.
Cameron Hall. Panel members
included, among others, a Health-
Pac staff analyst and researcher of
Federal and National Health
Programs.

Tired of Dining Commons Food and

Life in the Dorm?

Come and talk to the Brothers

and Sisters of

SAM
A COED FRATERNITY

Tonight at 7:30 p.m.

at 387 No. Pleasant Street

For information and/or rides call

545-0845 or 253-9957

Refreshments will be served.
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Notices

A MAN CALL tO HORSE
Tonite 7, 9, 12:00 midnite, CCA.

CAPTAIN MARVEL L/VES
and so do the Marx Bros., Zorro,

Batman, and others at movie nite at the
Fantasy Faction of the Science Fiction
Society. Come up to 921 CC tonite at 7:30
and meet the folks. All are welcome.
Shazam.
CHAPLIN. FIELDS AND THE PINK
PANTHER

A Comedy Festival starring Charlie
Chaplin (The Tramp, The Gold Rush),
W.C Fields (The Barbershop), and the
Pink Panther will be shown Sat. Nov. 9 in

the S.U. Ballroom at 7, 8:30, 10 and 11:30.
COIN CLUB

Meeting tonite 7-10:00 102 C.C. We
must discuss details of the upcoming
auction. New members invited to attend.
FASH/ON MERCHANDISING MAJORS

Any women interested in helping
organize a fashion show in Nov. at the
Mountain Farms Mall please contact
Carolyn at 6-9578. We need models,
advertising help and general set-up aid
FOLK DANCE AND CONCERT

Sat., Nov. 9 at 7:30 p.m. in the CCA-
"Polish Highlanders" in music, dance-
traditional costumes; Andrei Bachleda-
vocalist. Come hear the mountaan music
of Poland.

GAY WOMENS' CAUCUS
Support group 7:30 in rm. 903 CC. All

women invited.

HATCH CELEBRITY SERIES
Starting tonite, for three hot nites,

Firewater will sear your innards. Come see
what's cooking, from 9-1.

HILLEL SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Meeting today at 3:30 to plan future

events. SU 302.
LUTHERAN STUDENTS

Meet tonite, classroom I, Newman
Center. Celebrate a communion service
with us. All are welcome.
MOVIE

The Marx Bros, are at their best in

'Monkey Business". See it Thurs., Nov. 7
at 6:30, 8, 9:30 in Mahar Auditorium.
NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
The bus for Northampton will leave at

6:30 from Hasbrouck and Patterson
House. Members plan to attend spaghetti
supper this Sat., Nov. 9 at 7:30.

RECREATION SOCIETY PRESENTS
Paul Newman in "Cool Hand Luke",

Sun., Nov. 10 CCA. 7 & 9:30. Come and
enjoy!

STAR TREK L/VES
Next meeting, Mon., Nov. 11, 7:00 rm.

917 CC. Any ?'s call Barbara at 546-6672
SW WOMEN

The Southwest Womens' Center is

organizing support groups dealing with our
lives as women. All SW women are invited
to attend an organizing meeting, Mon.
Nov. 11-7 p.m. and Sun. Nov. 17 - 4 p.m.
at the center.

VETERANS COALITION FOR COM-
MUNITY AFFAIRS

The Vets Coalition for Community
Affairs is a collective open to all. If you are
interested in increased benefits, tenants
and prison rights, community action
projects, please drop in to rm. 168 CC at 7
p.m. on Thursday.
SAILING CLUB

Any club members interested in going
to a wine and cheese party at Smith with
the 5 college Sailing Clubs this Sun. nite at
800 call Phil 546-9641.
VD COLLOQ TONIGHT

VD colloq to meet in Washington
tower (19th floor) to organize or have first

session. Meet 7-9. Call 549-0484 for info
WHERE ARE THE WOMEN

In the Envir. Design and Planning
Profession? Lecturer Bici Pettit at 8 p.m.
tonite, Herter 231. Discussion and
reception follow. All welcome
WRITERS

The Index needs people interested in

writing for the '75 yearbook. All people are
welcome! No experience necessary. Talk
to John or Alan in 409 SU or call 545-0484
or 253 9647
ZAZEN

Zazen, 4 5:00 CC. Room to be posted
FOUND

Pair of mens tortoise shell glasses on
top of cigarette machine outside game
room on Mon., Nov 4 Call to identify 546-
5086
A Timex watch on North Pleasant St

Last week. Call 253 3722
LOST
One pair prescription sunglasses,

wirerimmed, blue case. Need them
desperately! Call Ellen 6-7367.

turn to page 13

Keep Your Eye I

on

cWh'call
Amherst's First Optician

for all your
Optical Needs

LOWEST PRICES
in trie area

SHOP & COMPARE
56 Main St. 253-7002

ACROSS.
1 •• and Andy
5 cell

Energy maker
10 Ounce
M Bus abbr
15 Encourage
16 Arrow poison
17 Florida

swamp
19 Scrutm/e
20 Brake repair

loh

21 Most
exorbitant

23 Chinese
society

25 Unbleached
26 Plotters

30 Not revealed

34 Delete

35 Of wings
37 Great Lakes

port

38 Filch

39 Brutal people
42 Eroded
43 Surprise

attack

45 Newcastle's
waterfront

46 Did something
48 Bear witness
50 Quite young

children

52 Dinner
54 Dim
55 Augments

59 In informal

language
63 shark

64 Fish

production
plants

66 Greedy
67 Baffle

68 Nine Comb
form

69 Roman god
70 Bangs in

71 Venison
source

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved

DOWN
1 Unreturnable
serve

Relocate
City on the

Oka
Pixies

Greek moon
goddess

6 Palm leaf

Var
7 Young men
8 Tete •••: In

private

9 Make fast

again
10 Argoment
1

1

Formerly
12 Grasslands

13 Canvas
structure

18 Dwarflike

creatures
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22 Bird

24 Meat sauce
26 Juniper

Spanish
missionary

27 Yugoslavian
28 Custom
29 Bias

31 Harangue
32 Metric

unit

33 Real estate

papers
36 The

Reason"
Paine title

40 Made fast

41 Equestrian's

gear

44 Formal claims
47 Gained as

profit

49 Coin of Japan
51 Bolts

53 Go away
55 Actor Jack
56 Halifax.

Scotia
57 Coiffeur's

concern
58 Oliver Hardy's

buddy
60 Expos, eg
61 Dancer ...

> Kelly

62 French river

65 M.D.T. plus

one hour

ASTROLOGICAL F0RECAS1

^ 1 I M T
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WMM and counter ten
«K>n* on the reieetael seen*
nuke precitely predictable

»ae*i all but impoeeible tpt
and rloeTts on all levels of life

ciu» careers lo bloom or (ad*

personal relationship* u> be
•trencthened or diminished
*nh lutL- warning either way
Occupation* and preorc-upa
mini art- apt to bnnf material
Kam on* dav and little but
frustration and disappoint
ment the nan Losers are
inclined in quarrel enemer*
mav qu.tr -uddenlv find a
pathway i<> friendship rmerft
njt Imm the unei peeled
discovers nf much in common
There is litiU- io noisier egos
«m the nn* hand - and must
to .ftstill «4J VMMMlf m the

other Suetms and failure
arrm at iimee to via with wach
other (or the last word, while
good moods and bad alternate
in swift surc-Msjon
Thoat who are wise in the

w\ s of the world will make no
plans that are not fWiible
More important than a basis
m soundness where plans are
concrrned this week it an
•.hihtv tn change horses
midstream or anywher*
esse that circumstance* de-
mand This | B no week for
Ihnee who are art in their ways
- but it IB also no week for
those whc. insiat that the new
and different are all that are
important all that will inaure
progress Rather this ta a
•reek when the new and the old
must mil in harmony to
IWthar juit u the usual and
the unusual muat be at paare
with each other

8v SteHs Wider

SCORPIO lOrt WNov 7i

- There is no excuse lor

ignoring the advice of others

Maar certain that you know
which side your brand •
buttered on lata weak tNos
bVNm III Huainaaa affairs

are such that thare may he
much confusion aariv in the

week Make an effort to

cooperate with ro-workara -

even those you dialtt*.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov ggV
I >ec 7 1 - Though a number of

new schemes may present

themselves eartv in the wash.
you would do wall u> ignore all

but the most Aeiible iDex
KDac 21 1 II vuu would i.dd

appreciably to your buainea*

or professional income, art at

once on the suggestion of one
who has recently known great

success

CAPRICORN .Dec 22 Jan
Si - Investigate any naw
plans (or gam eapacially
should vou be asked lor a cash
contribution u> gel the scheme
underway Take your lime
(Jan 6-Jan 19) - Profits run
high where partnership activi

tics are concerned On the
other hand, there it much to

indicate that present partner
ships mav dissolve

AQt 'ARILS Uarf 20-Frh
31 - Take no notice of those

who are blowing their own
hornt Tnere is much to he

gained by sharing knowledge
about present endeavor*
(Feb 4 Feb 18) - Esarute
your plant quickly - but
don t rely on other people s

approval of them Results
may not be what you sapected

- though they may wall be
good
PISCES .Feb 1* March 5.

- r'rormaea mav be kept even
though vou may have cJiangwd
your mind about what
prompted them Don t ha
surprised to be charged shth
arror .March 6- March Ml -
If you would be able ta teAe
advantage of present oppor
tunn.es take -he time and
effor\ needed to inform higher

t ups of your ahilitiea

ARIES iManh 21 April 41
- A wash when flattery,

though it may be easy tu apply
to another s ego. wiD gain you
verv In tie Take care not to
rest on your laurels I April

I April 19) Logic asrvaa you
welt, when it serves you at all.

thit week Don l he alarmed
should the illogical searn is

take over now and again
TAURUb- t April 20 Ma> 61

- Keep to what you know
well, especially during the
early days of the was* whan
success is an unpredictable
outcome o( time and eftert

(Ma> t-Miv 30) - Make your
i«* - pracucai ones and you
will have little to fear from
higher-ups should a diminish
ing of the labor force be in the

making Remain alert

GEMINI fMav 21 June 61
- Conservative action mutt
be alternated with progressive

acuon il you are to be able to

take advantage of what the
week hat to offer (June 7 June
20) - Present profits may not
he ' enough to gain your
ultimate ends Make yusjr way
easier by following thf advice
of an old fnend Remember an
old rule

CANCBK Uiutt tlJuiy 7i

- Take rare not to plan too
much actmty this Break This
ta an aicelleat time for
changing your bfastyU - but
only if loved ones agree i JuJv
n July ft) Be srhM in your
•nkarunn of the weak aetiw
Uaa OtaarsrvM. yoa may
choose with an eye to profit

•

only and. thus, bring failure

upon yossrentt

LEO (July 23 Aug Ti -
Disruptions on ths home front

cannot be counted upon to

disturb things on the smpk>v
ment scene Hat wayB and
means preacnbnd may not he
sufficient lAug M Aug 271 -
A fast moving weak dunng
which diflkuluea with present
busineaa or profession increase

in some aspect and decrease
in others

VIRGO t Aug 23Snpt 7) -
A tendency to begin
immediately to act upon env
Buggeetiona others mav offer

may make this a week nf

unexpected aurpneee for all

iSept ft-Sapt 22) - Impulsive
moves may not be at difficult

to deal with as usual (hia

• eefc Where youngsters are
concerned think over your
advice once again

LIBRA Sept 23-Oct 7>

Delay carrying out intenuons
Otherwise, you may find thai
you have blocked your nam
changes of bean and mind
Consider new reforms (Oct
"Oct 22) - Urueaa you can
daal efficiently with Iapsis of

discipline on the home front.

you can hardly aspect to deal
with thnm on the employment
acane Act'

dizzy and paul- Bv Jim Carson
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US agents blockade Florida;

capture drugs and lobsters

lobsters, informed sources said Wednesday
'"^ *"* " U"derSi2e

The blockade of 275 miles of Florida's east mac h„ oo
aircraft, which began at 5 o m T^Ztl

east c°as' by 29 vessels and six

Wednesday.
P TueSday

'
ended on sche«"la at 11 a.m.

Sources said the blockada wv/ac -«— -
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WFCR Thursday program schedule
12:30

12:45

1:00

2:00

Calendar
- Arab Press Review
Five College Forum
Pedal Point

2:00 Bartok: Sonata for 2 Pianos
and Percussion

2:50 Mahler: 2 Ruckfert Leider
3:25 Bach: Coffee Cantata

notices

2u*gvrfie/ Knit

I

'•

kcSBsb
201 n. pleasant st. amherst

[j Fairfield Mall chicopee

cont. from p. 12
ILfi/.

Cameo ring somewhere on campus
Most likely Bwall. Has sentimental value if

found, please return Reward if found
Return to Mai 256 8773.

starting
MONDAY
NOV. 4

The

Quicki Lunch

MOVES

FLYING CLUB:
Collegiate Flying Club will hold its

monthly meeting tonite in 911 CC. at 730
p m. All members and interested flyers are
invited to attend this meeting in which we
will be planning for next Sunday's flyina
meet 11 10.

NOW LOCATED:
10th FLOOR RM. 1003

11:30 - 2:00 p.m. MON. • FRI

fiI the
- ii

405 Mozart: Church Sonatas No
7 and 8.

^
5:00 All Things Considered

Peabody Award-winning program
that explores beneath the surface
of the news

6:30 - Tout En Francais - An
interview with Pierre Mayer,
Assistant to Foreign Minister
Michel Jobert.

7:30 - Que Tal, Amigos?
8:30 Moses and Aron A

recording of the world premiere, in

1954, of Schoenberg's opera. The
North German Radio production is

conducted Hans Rosbaud, with
Hans Herbert Fiedler as Moses, and
Helmut Krebs as Aron.

11:30 - Music For Night People

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics
S2.75 per page

Send for your up-to-date,
176 page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
51.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time).

519GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materia!? are sold for
research purposes only

rpK Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
• :M a.m. ana j : 4S p.m Mondat
Friday.
The deadline is 3:45, two days

Before the day your ad is to
•peear.
The rates »r*:
Daily - » 30 par Una*
We.klv - » 25 par Una*
Monthly - * 20 par line*

•Two line* on form
approximate one Una.

n FOR SALE
MDG CfaartteS

FOR SALE

Uaad guitars bought and aold.
The Guitar Workahop. Amheret
Carriage Shopa, 548 1728

Collage Calculators introducaa
the naw Melcor 535 All Trig func-
tiona. memory, exp not. and now
no mora intermediate calculations.Now you can use parenthesis Only
$109 95 Also introducing the SR 50
at 5142 95 Coma and sea the two
machines. Watch for my posters
next week. Call Bob Crowed at 549
1316. Tell me whet you need!

Skiee for sale 206 Flaher QT. 54«8979

Coate: Midi auede coat, midldung.ree coet rebblt fur Jacket

2 Sony reel to reel tepe recordera
for tlOO aech. Cell enytime. 546
9539

More atereo bargains MY 160
factory recorded 8 track tapea for
sale. »2 ea.. »1 ea in lota of 10
Double tapes included Zepplin
Moody s. Yea. Elp. Beetlea. much
more. Telex 8 track recorder, 2
months old Liat *160 Sell »59 Cell
Tom. beat luck in morning 665
4320. hurryl

Phillips 10 speed mens bike. exc.
cond. Women s size 7 ski boota
buckles, exc cond.. 649 1390 efter
o.

For Shekleea natural vitamins
cosmetics and basic H Call Carol
649-1737.

Recorda of ell klnde et
reeaonable pricea. Can usually get
eny LP within a week The New
Record Shop. :97 N. Pleeeent St..
Amherst 263 6394.

PA SYSTEM . 4600 Hea m.kes.
cords, etc Good cond Cell Pete
649 1634. 3 9 p m

Air conaltioner for tele Used
only 2 months. Norge brend. 7.000
BTU's Asking 4100.00 Contact
Bobby 649 6991 Call efter 9:30 p.m
Keep trying Check It out.

ladies Riakar Ski Boota. size 6
one-holf 7. Ex cond. Used one
year 420 6 9967

Yamaha Guitar EG300 with
case 263 7363

Basketball, rim and backboard
$20 Ba-bells 1120 lbs) *16:
Humidifier 420: Tennis trainer $6.
Hockey shin guard *6 Call 343 4566
after 7 p m

Pair of Fabiano Alps, dark grey.
5i*e 6 and one halt L, brand new
Must sell 423 Call 645 0716 days
Aak for Cindi.

Leather riding chaps, about size 8
or 10 440 Like new Call 1 625 2860

STEREO EQUIPMENT . AR
Speakera and Turntables. LOW.
LOW PRICES 263 9624

RECEIVER - Sony 60 wta rma-
ch. new $360 now »200 TURN
TABLE DUAL 1216. sell »75
CASSETTE DECK Advent 201.
new »300 now 4176. HEAD
PHONES Koaa Pro-4AA. new 460.
now 436. Cell Gary 666-4197.
Sunderland

Standell Elec. Guitar 2 pickup
hollow body. Ex. cond . 1160. Jim.
367 2439

Flute. Gemeinhardt. Never used
with guerentee. Solid ailver M2S
1260. 646-6677

Brend new women'a Ice sketea.
646-7481.

Roberta reel to reel 476: Univox
amp 16" apeeker. 1 yr. old. 4100:
Lealie 60. 4400. Come to 72 Qravee
St

. So. Oeerfield or cell 263-3497
Leeve yo<ir neme end no.

Aseorted goalie equipment.
Pada. atick. hand glove, knee cupa.
skatea and cheet protector. Cell
646-4739.

Crown IC-160 Pre amp. Pert
cond.. 3 moe. old. Werr cda 4280
367-9696 anytime.

Skia Roalgnol 190 cm Nevede
toe. Marker heel, good ahape. 76
bucka. 649-1317

Kay Beee Violin. 20-30 yeare old.
New Roeewood fingerboard cloth
caee. no bow. 549 0525

Gibeon Pedal Steal Guitar. Lee
Peul gld top. Damn Good Deolel
Jim. 64"

1970 VW. auto, stick ahlft. exc.
cond Muat sell 41200 684-4327.

67 VW Fatbk. 4700 686-4026 eve.

VW Camper. Cuatom. 1970
engine. M60 or beat offer. Call 649
3663 after 6 p.m.

1973 VW Thing for aale. 1600
milas. excellent condition. Call 1-

625 2860 evenings Asking 41700

Muat aell - Will eccept beat
offer mede by Nov. 15 1967 Block. 6
cyl.. Firebird. Cell 263-7360. No ruet.
New tlrea.

1966 Rambler
665 3514.

runs well. $250

Tiree - 2 E78-14 snow tlrea with
rima. Uaed one winter. Cell 546
7663. Aak for E.J.

Beaeon Trumpet. Good con
dltlon. 476 or best offer. 546 8600

1 Leether Ber - 7x28". hae 2
apeekers. turntable Call 266 6966
muat be seen!

-..i*"?'." -
000"' md wt

• women"e •

263 6728 *
W° r° " ""'•,

*M

Recorda of ell klnde at
reasonable pricea. Cen usually get
any LP In print within a week TheNew Record Shop. 197 N Pleasant
St . Amherst 263 6394.

Conn Cleveland Alto Saxophone
Excellent cond.. peda now. Good
ection Make offer. Cell Peul at 266
8066

Piccolo - Gemeinhort In ex-
cellent condition. Cell 646 4077, 6-7.

AUTO FOR SALE

1965 Chevy Wagon, runs like a

top! Rebuilt trans
. snows. 4325

256 8688

1966 Chevrolet. 6 cyl
, automatic,

great buy. economical to run. $295
Bob. 253 7241

68 CHEVELLE. R&H 4 apd . 283
eng

. runs excel. Cell enytime
Steve 549 3765

69 Triumph GT6 Plua, very good
cond.. extras John. 666-3423.

'66 Chevy Wagon. 8 cyl., new
tires. )ood gas mileage end run-
ning condition 4360. Cell 646 7918

1960 TR3 TR4 engine Good
shape, meny xtrea. but needs
radiator 4600 666-4183.

SUPER 67~ TR4A.
_
new~ tiree.

angme. point, battery AM FMMu„ ,.|| $1Bt6 or bot r
Pleeee cell Lisa 263-3649

1961 Morris Minor WoodyWagon 4360 or BO 686-4163.

'67 Conv. Mustang 390 GT. greetlhape Muat aell. Chip 6-6329

FOR RENT

Furniahed 3 and one half rooma
V
"i,

•
porcn

'
n««r town. 4186 p|usum De^s49-110B. ,v.n 266-8023

Levarett. 7 mla from UMeee to
shore 3 rm 490 per mo. Serioustudants only Call 649-0403 efter 6p.m.

Large Room in attractive
Florence ept.. 483 plus shore
utilities 684-6144.

10 rm. houae In Orenge, needs 2,
modern kitchen, both. 476 mo., no
pets. 617 544 6303.

Furn opts one end one haTt
two. end two and one half rma.
Modern, air cond , pool, perking.
TV, neer shopping, utilities Inc.
Lease to June 1976 Amherst Motel.
Opp Zayre.

1-2 roommatoa to share 6 rm apt.
in Millers Falls 466 per mo Call Pat
669-3619 Keep trying

Room in apanking new home
available for 186 plua utilities
Situated in So Amherst Student
inhebited Cell 256 8066

1962 Chev 6 cyl
S150 753 7741

economical

Super Cougai. 1967. air cond
new muffler standard. 3 spd
small 8, »660 253 7241

TO SUBLET

2 bdrm Brandywins Apt Jen
Sept No deposit 549 1901 1 mile
from UMass

ROOM WANTED
CABINET MAKFR 28 seeks

•pece for working and living alone
or shared Kids, dogs country and
20X70 heated space preferred Call
M6 4565

ROOMMATE WANTED
Male wanted to shore 3 br

Townhouse Cooperetively 4116
256 8098

Mole gred to share house Levrt.
549 1768

To shore apt with three othera.
486 F 266 8834 Own room Utilitiea
included.

Female to shore 3 bdrm apt. 470
inc. utilities Own rm. Call Barb 549
1476

F roommate for 2 bdrm apt. on
BR bus route 487 per mo. incl. util
Call 266 8163 betw 4 and 10 p.m

WANTED

Couple recently merried seek
apt in area in 4160 to 4166 range
Will conaider room with kitchen
priv Bill 545 2304

COUCH WANTED." decent
condition, will pey 4. Cell Howie at
666 3661 or 646-0194

VW Faatback or atatlon wagon
Body '67 or older. Cell Chrla 263
ZOoseV

nm^tmSLfSS" to Duy vour •'""0OR DECREPID CAR! Any make
model or year Unloed your
headache for 4444 263 7241

TV used In good cond. Cell 648-
1466

Couple needs 2 rm. ept. neer
campus Dec 1 - June 1. 4140 4160
666 3667

Need dog houae for Springer
Spaniel Cheap Immediately Call
263 7262

HELP WANTED

Assistant to GA President
Duties - administrative, decision
making end generel reaource
person. Applications available inRm 420. Student Union. 646-0341
Salary 410 per week

Earn credit end hove funl
Volunteer for working in the Dev
Cere Center during Marathon Nov.
11 16 Call Carln. 684 7984

Swim coech for 20 men AAU age
group teem Send resume to Echo
Hill Swim Teem. P O Box 610.
Amherat. Mass

Bartenders. weltera end
waitresses Part time Cell The
Hide A Way at 467 8393 or 467 7393

BABYSITTER NEEDED Tues
and Thurs 11 30 6 00 for 2 5 yr old
girls on UMass bus Una 266 0662

Can you draw' Do you have e
sense of humor? The editorial
pages need five certoonlsts to do
campus humor Call Deen Tucker
S 1500

RIDE WANTED
To Boston lEiton John concert!

Nov 20 Call Shelley 6 8419

RIDE WANTED

To St Louia. Missouri for Jan
Intercession Call 649 6676 Will
share expense

Need ride to Mexico X~ea vac
Call Esta 263 3106 Will sh«. a 44
Driving

Florida - share - 12 15 plus
Carol. :•• 3927 try

SERVICES

TRAVEL

Charter flights to Europe and
California. Call Campua Travel. 646-
0600

Low price tripe to Mexico.
Floride. Caribbean Call Campua
Travel 646 0600

PERSONALS

Problem Pregnancy? 584-8816
weekdays 7 8 pm for in
formation

University Blood Drive. Nov. 11-
14 Sign up on Nov 4-7 et CC.
Concourse

Silver doller. kid? 10 centtlcket
for e 410 coin 16 prizes, ell bright
shiny 19th century -silver dollars
Coin Club Raffle. Mon.. Nov 11
Odds: 200 1 or better.

•200 REWARD for Informetlon
regarding the whereeboute ofWayne A. Tlffeny. former U M
theater atudent. Leet known ad
dress Northampton Cell collect or
wr.te Kent Berciev. 66 Berdln St
Henover. Me. Phone 617-828-2836

Term pepers! Canada a largest
service For cetelogua aend 42 to
ESSAY SERVICE 57 Spadina Ave
No 208. Toronto. Onterio. Canade
Campua franchises available
Pleeso write.

Passports - Feat aervice. Lang'a
Photo Houra 96 Tel 263 3148

Speedy Xeroxing Rapid
reproduction Amherst Carriage
Shops. 233 N PleaaantSt M F 9
9: Sat 9 7; Sun 11 7 549 0566Same dav service

Preteaaional guiter repelrs by
guitar meker Michael Millard
Mon. Wed.. Frl at The Guiter
Workshop. Amherst Carriege
Shopa 649 1729 Frae oetlmatee

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob
w.ll still fj. i, right No ,ob too
small, foreign or domestic No bio
overhead 253 7241

campua Clubs end
Organizationa, Do you went tp
publish high quelitv newaletter.
pamphlet magazine or booklet???
Let the Meeeege Compeny help
you write, levout. deeign end print
itll Reasonable feea. Contact Jerry
et 263-9869 for informetlon.

NEED A GOOD INEXPENSIVE
HAIRCUT? Both mele and femele
Cut end blow dry 43 00. Ex-
perienced hairdresser References
Salon D Itaha and Selon Boccecclo
of Boston Cell Fren et 646 8296

Brothers and Slaters of Seten -
In unity there ie strength Youcame once before Come egein
Disregard those who scorn They
afaJaajtBMI of the truth Meet
12 00 at Berkshire DC in SW on 117
Serve Wicce.

Heppy Birthdey Sueenl ~And
Good Luck in the future.

JPC - Thenka for the Halloween
roses Bets still on for e 3 26 Luv
Ye Lota.

To the squirrel thet (e reelfy e
goobe - Vou ere reedy neat

Mary - Welcome beck We hope
thet you're feeling better Love
your kida from ATG

Sherwin You re still e young
men. baby Don't waete vour time
Remember your pillow lovea you.

INSTRUCTION
Classicel guitar lessons

Collins 253 7976

DOG TRAINING Obedience
problem dogs protection end
security 549 1342 VALLEY K 9
ACADEMY

PREE

Puppies, one half Samoyed end
one helf Beegle Call 323 7332

Help! I loat e pr of prescription
sunglasses wire rimmed, blue
case Cell Ellen 6-7367

Br leether ourse in CC. 10 29
Pleeso cell Keren 649 1069

ENTERTAINMENT
Get your party rockinl Call SteveRich end Cheryl et 6 8916 or 6 9826

for OJ a with style Super cheap

The Mar. Brothers In • Monke"yBusin.,, sj ov 7 gjQ gMehar 78 cents
930

SERVICES

NEED A CAR' Don t be heaaled
by a salesman Let Irwin Rich
•tudent reo for Cah.llene Motors
lA M C Dodge Hondal help you
">aet your automotive needs
Quality uaed cars 549 1372 He
wents tn be of serv »

Sweet Beail blows your mind at
the Top of the Cempus. Thurs thru
Set . 9-1

Wanted - Vocalist or vocal
musician and drums for rock band
Call 266 8160 eft 4

Bluewall hosts Calico Sem. Nov
69 Good music and good times

Hatch Celebrity Series proudly
presents Fireweter Thursday thru
Saturday 9 1 Be therell

MISCELLANEOUS

laughter is e fantastic wav to
initiate e new friendship! (and i

found a new friend in the nick of
time ' with love Susan

Carpente- (or hire Call Don 883
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Jazz group salutes "Duke"
in free concert this evening

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1974

A tribute to the late Edward
Kennedy (Duke) Ellington will be
presented by the University of

Massachusetts Jazz Workshop in a

concert today, at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium. The program is open to

the public without charge.

The Jazz Workshop will be
divided into three ensembles, two
large and one chamber size, and
these will be under the direction of

Jake Epstein, Max Roach and
Frederick Tillis.

Internationally known
saxophonist Archie Shepp will

appear as soloist with the Voices of

New Africa in the performance of

an Ellington composition arranged
and scored by Jake Epstein. Dr.

Horace Boyer is the director of the

Voices of New Africa Choir.

Included on the program will be
several compositions by Ellington

arranged or orchestrated by
student and faculty members of the
Jazz Workshop and the local
community.

"Navarac," a fantasy on Duke
Ellington's "Caravan," by Frederick
Tillis, will be premiered on this
concert.

Ellington, who has appeared in

concerts all over the world, is best-
known for his composition, "Mood
Indigo."

THE LATE, GREAT "DUKE" ELLINGTON, shown
in a UMass concert last Fall, will be honored tonight in

a free concert presented by the UMass Jazz Workshop.

Tony Hefferan, IRA leader speaks
tonight about conflict in Ireland
Tony Hefferan, the leadei of Sinn

Fein (the official Irish Republican
Army), will speak tonight at 7:30 in

Thompson 106.

Hefferan, 25 years old, will speak
on the political activity of the Sinn

Fein in its movement of the

freedom, civil rights, and unity of

the people in Ireland, Northern
Ireland in particular. He is from
Dublin, and is in this country to

work with the Irish Republican

Clubs in raising support.

This educational event is being

presented by the Orchard Hill Area
along with the Irish Cultural Society
of UMass and the New America
Movement.

I notes & quotes ]

Health Services to decide privacy policy
Health Services will meet today

to decide what policies it will

develop to satisfy the "Protection
of the Rights and Privacy"
Amendment, a new federal law
which gives students the right to
inspect confidential records their

schools file on them.
The meeting will be held in the

Conference Room in the Health
Center at 9 a.m.

In the past, students were only

occasionally allowed to examine
their health records at the UMass
Health Center, and only in the
presence of a physician.

An important question to be
decided is whether it will be
necessary for a doctor to be present
to interpret medical records for
students who wish to evaluate
them.

the
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McCAMBRIDGE
MOTORCYCLES

now in stock

HEJI-LOCK-K

does the same job as

LOCTITE

for 1/5 the price.

Authorized HODAKA &

OSSA DEALER

Rt. 9, So. Hadley

5842277

presents

.M> i.n«*<

nov.

\ in

9 pm-1 am

Television Tonight
5.30 GRFEN ACRES 'Count Your
Tomatoes Before Thev Are Picked."
118)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) 157)
GOMER PYLE "Gomer, the Perfect

MP." (27)

HOGANS HEROES "Oil For the
Lamps of Hogan." (30)
NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

/ SPY "Get Thee To A Nunnery."
118)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "A Cake
For Granny." (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)
BONANZA "The Actress." (40)

5:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)
NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)
THE BLACK EXPERIENCE (24)
MOVIE "Al Capone." (27)
ZOOM 1 (57)

6 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS 140)
7 00 CBS NEWS WITH WALTER
CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "I'd
Rather Be Bald Than Have No Head
At All." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
READY OR NOT (24)
TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry

Moore, host 130)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)
WOMAN (57)

7:30 SECRETS OF THE DEEP "Under
the Mediterranean." (3)

$25,000 PYRAMID (8)

THAT GOOD OLE NASHVILLE
MUSIC (18)

HAL STANTON PRESENTS
"Twenty Thousand Years in Sing
Sing." (22)

BURGLAR PROOFING (24)
THE NEW TREASURE HUNT

Geoff Edwards, host (30)
DRAGNET "The Missing Realtor."

"The

Paul

(22)

and

(4ui

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDIT/ON (57)

8:00 THE WALTONS
Marathon." (3)

THE ODD COUPLE "The
Williams Show." (8) (40)

PAT BOONE SPECIAL (18)
SIERRA "Tails, You Lose."

(30)

THE WAY IT WAS (24) (57)

8:30 PAPER MOON "Bonnie
Clyde." 18) (40)

RELIGIOUS AMERICA
"Lighthouse In Lat Laieta." (24) (57)
ANIMAL WORLD (27)

900 MOVIE "How Sweet It Is." (3)

THE STREETS OF SAN FRAN
CISCO "Cry Help." (8) (40)

WORLD FOOTBALL LEAGUE (18)
IRONSIDE "Run Scared." (22) (30)
AZTEC TWO STEP (24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)
SOUL "Billy Preston; The Master's

Child." (57)

9:30 PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO "Eating Contest." i27)

10.00 HARRY O "Second Sight." (8)

(40)

MOVIN' ON (22) (30)

DAVID CASTLE IN CONCERT (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS 157)

10 30 ACC/ON CH/CANO (24)

THE JOE HYDER SHOW (27)
THE OPEN DOOR (571

11 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (8)

(22) (27) (30) (40)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
NEWS (57)

11:30 MOVIE "Deadfall." (3)

WIDE WORLD SPECIAL (8) (40)
THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING

JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)
1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder host
(22) (30)

1:35 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

2 00 NEWS (22) (30)
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EMPORIUM INDIA

Open Daily 10 - 6

of the Carriage Shops

has

a colorful selection of

MAXI & MINI

QUILTED
SKIRTS

WESTERN SHIRTS
- SWEATERS

A walk through

Emporium India will

convince you that it

is "The Creative

Place To Shop"

•00 Fri. till 8:00

THE INTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

Arpljerst Carriage
Sloops233 N. PLEASANT ST

AMHERST

The new
gourmet
shop

Higgins' 1974-75 hoop preview

Improved
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Another extremely talented team,
with Elvin Hayes, a healthy Wes
Unseld, and a backcourt of Chenier
and Porter. Dubious bench
strength, but should go far.

ATLANTA: The Hawks unloaded
Maravich and Bellamy for a zillion

draft choices from the expansion
New Orleans Jazz. Three of these
choices are potential stars; Hawaii's

By BOB HIGGINS
Sports Staff

With most New Engenders
caught up in the excitement
surrounding the Patriots' surge to
prominence, the fact that Boston's
only championship team started
playing a few weeks ago has gone
by unnoticed.

The Celtics have begun their

defense of the NBA title, and from
all indications it should be an in-

teresting season. So far, injuries

and newcomers have played a big
role in the standings.

So here is an analysis of the
1974-75 NBA season, with teams in

predicted order of finish.

ATLANTIC DIVISION
BOSTON: Even with Cowens out

for two months with a broken foot,
they have enough to take the
division. Havlicek, Silas, Nelson and
White can carry them, and rookies
Stacom and McDonald will help
out
BUFFALO: Only serious threat to

Celtics, possessing an abundance
of talent. Besides McAdoo and
Ernie D. (after he comes back after
his knee injury), they have Jim
McMillian, Garfield Heard, Randy
Smith, Jack Marin, and newly
acquired Bob Weiss. If they put it

together they could be unbeatable.
PHILADELPHIA: The 76er's have

improved (not exactly a
monumental achievement after the
past few years), but the question is

how much. Billy Cunningham, who
does as much jumping between
leagues as he does on the court,
will be a great asset, as will a
healthy Doug Collins. Beyond that,

there's trouble.

NEW YORK: DeBusschere,
Lucas, Reed, and Meminger are

gone. The K nicks still have the best
offensive backcourt in the league,
and Bill Bradley is more than
adequate. But John Gianelli, Phil

Jackson, and assorted other
clowns up front are cause for alarm.

CENTRAL DIVISION
WASHINGTON: (previously

Capital, previously Baltimore):

UM Flyers to flour Falls

Tom Henderson, Utah's Mike
Sojourner (last year's NIT MVP),
and mystery hardship choice John
Drew, currently averaging 25 points
a game. Add them to Lou Hudson,
and newly-acquired Bob Kaufman
and Dean Meminger, and the
Hawks are a team to be reckoned
with.

HOUSTON: Only two

ERNIE D s knee injury notwithstanding, the BuffaloBraves should go on to bigger things this year. One ofthe reasons will be Garfield Heard (far right)

noteworthy names, Tomjanovich
and Murphy. Some other talent,
but not enough.
CLEVELAND: Same situation as

the Rockets; who is there after Carr
and Cleamons? Will finally escape
the cellar thanks to...

NEW ORLEANS: This is ex-
pansion at its finest. Winless in their
first eight tries, the Jazz are (is?)

going nowhere.

MIDWEST DIVISION
DETROIT: Lanier has become

one of the best, and Bing always
has been. To go along with them,
Cuutis Rowe, George Trapp, Don
Adams, and Willie Norwood.
Should go a long way.
MILWAUKEE: Kareem lost his

temper and will be out for another
month. Still, Lucius Allen, Jon
McGlocklin, Notre Dame rookie
Gary Brokaw, and a few others will

keep them in range until Jabbar
returns.

CHICAGO: One of my favorite
teams, but even with the addition
of Nate Thurmond, I doubt they
can do it. Bob Love and Norm Van
Lier are trying to renegotiate, and
most of the team is over thirtv.

SEATTLE: Yes, folks, he's really
7' 4", but no, Tom Burleson's not
Kareem. Still, he's got potential,

and he has the best teacher
possible in coach Bill Russell. This
means the amazing Spencer
Haywood can move to forward,
and with Archie Clark in the back-
court, they'll be, at the least, in-

teresting.

GOLDEN STATE: They're not
the same team as last year. Rick
Barry will get his 25-30 per game,
and Butch Beard and Jeff Mullins
will help him out. No future to
speak of, either.

LOS ANGELES: Talent abounds,
but little cohesiveness. Gail
Goodrich is a premier guard,
despite a tendency to gun. Elmore
Smith's improving at center, and
Cazzie Russell will join Connie
Hawkins up front.

PHOENIX: Charlie "Machine

On Sunday November 10, the
UMass Collegiate Flying Club will

sponsor a flying meet at Turners
Falls Airport.

The meet, open to all licensed
pilots on campus will start at 1 1 :00.

Pilots are recommended to be there
at 10:30 to learn the rules.

There will be two events: the first

being a spot landing contest, where
a pilot is expected to land as close
to a predetermined line as possible.

The second event is the flour
bombing contest, where the pilot
and crew will drop bags of flour on
a predetermined spot on the
runway.

Trophies will be awarded to th.3

winner of each event. Refresh-
ments will be served after the meet.

For further information call Les
Ball, Vice President of the
Collegiate Flying Club at 665-3650.

NEW ENGLAND CROSS COUNTRY POLL
1

)

Providence (26)

2) Massachusetts
3) Northeastern

4) Harvard

5) Dartmouth
6) Springfield

7) Brandeis

8) Holy Cross
9) Bates

10) Vermont
Others receiving votes - Keene State (21), MIT (4), Brown (2),

Gun Scott and a few guys named
Enckson, Autrey, Van Arsdale,
Melchionni, etc. First draft choice
John Shumate would have helped
but he's out at least for the season
and possibly for his career with a
blood clot in his lung
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR: Por-

tland's Bill Walton.
MOST VALUABLE PLAYER-

Buffalo's Bob McAdoo
WORLD CHAMPIONS: Buffalo

Braves.

It took a super effort by the Celts
to beat the Braves in last year's
playoffs. Buffalo will have another
year's experience, and if they get by
Boston, they should go all the way.

WMUA
Saturday afternoon the

Minutemen try to regain their
winning ways as they travel to
Worcester, Mass. to take on the
Crusaders of Holy Cross. Join Larry
Convoy and Russ Small for all the
excitement of NCAA Football.
Game time is 1:30, air time is 1:20
on the voice of the Minutemen,
WMUA, 91.1 FM.

Volleyballers win
After a slightly disappointing

start, the women's intercollegiate

volleyball team has produced two
wins in the last week, boosting the
varsity's record to 3-3, and the JVs
to 2-3.

On October 30th, the varsity sunk
Mt. Holyoke by a score of 15-12
twice to sweep a best-of-three
match. The JVs also swept.
Tuesday night, both squads were

victorious again in sweeps over
American International College.

The volleyballers enter the
second- half of their slate with a tri-

meet November 12th at
Bridgewater State.

Infirmary

(la In

Emergency)

9 549-2671

UJMUfl
IMUKSDAY, NOVEMBER 7

7:00 p.m. — FILMMAKING NOTES — Join
Cinemasters Stanley Waiter and Gary
Perlmutter in their amazing Cinema
Information Center. This week: Part 3 of
THE RAY BARDBURY CHRONICLES!

\f*f 9:00 p.m. — SHADOW — This week — Death
Speaks Twice. Two convicts escape from
prison to avenge their sentences on the fudge
who sent them away.

10:15 p.m. — WOMEN'S SHOW — Women's
Music. Produced by Julie Romano and Nanci
Bluestein.

Join WMUA for live coverage of Daniel Ells-
berg's appearance at the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst, Friday, if
November 8 at 2.00 p.m.

SKI CNAM0NIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545 2801

J

AM BAR
*
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HAPPY HOUR
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Booters tie Springfield, 2-2

Tournament chances dimmed
By BEN CASWELL

Sports Staff

Whoever said that a tie is like kissing your
sister is wrong. A tie is more like wanting to
kiss your grandmother but her saying no.
At least that was the way it seemed from

the UMass side of things yesterday as they
played to a 2-2 tie with Springfield College.
The game was an exciting, hard-fought,

well played contest that was characterized
by players slipping and sliding all over the
wet field for most of the afternoon.
Coach Al Rufe's Minutemen started the

game in quite different alignment than
previous contests. First of all Buddy Butler
started his first game in goal and performed
quite well after some early trouble with the
slickness of the wet ball. Also Mo Othman
started at fullback rather than his usual
forward position. These changes were made
in order to deal with injuries to Ken Banda
and Dean Lungu both fullbacks out with
knee problems.

Springfield College opened the scoring
very early in the game. Forward Dennis

Lukens took a pass from just over midfield
from Steve Paylor out in front of the UMass
net. He faked one Minuteman defender to
the left and then fired a shot in on goal.
Buddy Butler got his hands on the ball but
could not hold onto it and the ball slipped
past him and bounced untouched into the
net. The score came at 4:48 of the first half.

Springfield was now flying and the
Minutemen seemed shook. The Chiefs again
brought the ball downfield effectively but
this time Butler came out to take a scoring
chance away from a Springfield forward with
a good diving grab.

Here it seemed that things changed and
for the next thirty minutes the play was much
more wide open with both teams making
some good passes at centerfield but neither
being able to complete their plays in front of
the net. Both goaltenders made a few nice
saves. At one point the Springfield
goalkeeper was caught way out of position
to the left of his net but the Minutemen could
not get control of the ball enough to send it

out in front for a good scoring chance.

Havlicek scores 40 points;

C's bop Portland, 128-110
flncrnA/ \iidi\ r*~u:~ w_* ^ ... .

UMass finally got on the scoreboard at

35:52 of the first half. Tom Coburn was
moving with the ball at the left of the net. He
faked a Springfield defender to the inside
and then went around him to the outside,
paused and then fired a shot across out in

front. Bob Stanley moved in on the pass and
headed it right at the Springfield goalie who
made the save. The rebound fell to his left

and Bill Belcher was there to pop it by him
into the far right of the net and the score was
tied. Spyker was credited with an assist on
the play.

When the first half ended the score was
tied 1-1. Both teams had missed some
chances and both goaltenders had saved
some tough ones. The crowd, along with the
players and coaches, questioned quite a few
of the referees calls in the half. More than
once it appeared that offsides should have
been whistled that were not. Also a few
times a referee on one side of the field called
one thing while the referee on the other side
of the field called something different.
When the second half opened both teams

came onto the field flying.

UMass scored first with Tom Coburn
getting the score unassisted on a strange
play. The ball was up in the air in front of the
net. The Springfield goalie moved out to
meet it and as he did it came down and
Coburn directed it with his chest by the
goalie and it dribbled past him and into the
net. The score came at 2:02 but the UMass
lead was shortlived.

Springfield came back a minute later to tie
the game up. After a few good head-balls out
in front Pete Chandler headed it by Buddy
Butler out of a scramble of players.
The rest of the game was frustration for

both teams, but especially UMass as it

looked as if SC was going to settle for a tie
while the Minutemen really wanted and
needed the win.

QUICK SHOTS - Playoffs hopes are dim
now. Other teams must lose for UMass to
make it. Last game of the regular season is

this Saturday versus UNH at 1 :30 p.m. across
from Boyden.

BOSTON \UPI\ - Celtic Veteran
John Havlicek exploded for 40
points Wednesday night and young
Paul Westphal provided pinpoint
shooting as Boston rolled past the

Portland Trailblazers 128-110.

Westphal, the NBA's leader in

shooting percentage, hit seven for

eight attempts from the floor and
added two free throws to notch 18
points. Forward Sidney Wicks
paced the Portland attack with 26
points.

Leading 56-49 at halftime. the

Celtics mounted two scoring bursts
of 12-4 and 10-0, fired by Havlicek's

11 points, but let Portland off the
hook each time. Geoff Petrie led the
Trailblazers back from 84-72 less
than two minutes from the end of
the third period to just a four point
deficit, 84-80 entering the final

stanza.

The Celtics withered Portland's
hopes in the fourth period as
Havlicek sparked an overwhelming
fast break attack with 13 points.

Boston fed the fast break with key

Heavyweight Muhammad Ali poses with $110,000
Custom Coach he purchased prior to knocking out
George Foreman. Ali was named boxer of the year
yesterday on the strength of his knockout.

Ali-"Boxer of the year"
MEXICO CITY \UPI\ - Muhammad Ali was named Boxer of the Year

Wednesday by the 10th Convention of the World Boxing Council, in its
opening session here.

More than 40 WBC officials, managers, and promoters from around the
world are attending the conclave. Among the participants are represen-
tatives of the British Boxing Board of Control, the European Boxing Union,
the African Boxing Union, the American Federation of Boxing, the Central
American Federation of Boxing, and the South American Boxing
Federation.

On Thursday the convention will study modifications in the Council's
rules, and on Friday delegates are scheduled to discuss promotors'
problems, a WBC spokesman said.

The convention is expected to end Saturday.

rebounding as Portland rookie Bill

Walton, the league's leading
rebounder, tired of the pace.
The first period was a tense, well-

balanced contest which left the
score knotted at 26-26.

UPI honors
Texas' Martin
NEW YORK [UPI] - "Battling"

Billy Martin of the Texas Rangers,
who took what many labelled "The
Worst Team in Baseball" to within
five games of the Wo'ld Champion
Oakland Athletics in their division,

today was named by United Press
International as the 1974 American
League Manager of the Year.

Martin, whose Rangers finished
with an 84-76 record - five games
behind the As in the AL West,
edged Bill Virdon of the New York
Yankees by one vote in UPl's cross-
country survey of its baseball
correspondents.

Prior to taking over the Rangers
near the end of the 1973 season,
Martin acknowleged his team was
considered by many to be "The
Worst in Baseball'' and that his first

priority would be "to change that
attitude."

That he did as was witnessed
by the Rangers' remarkable tur-

naround in 74. The 1973 club had
finished last in the AL West with a
57-105 record, 37 games behind the
champion A's.

Of course, Martin had some help
via a transfusion of some new

players in making Texas a
winner. For one, the Rangers
acquired righthander Ferguson
Jenkins from the Cubs during the
off season and he proceeded to win
25 games in 74 to tie the A's Jim
Hunter as the winningest pitcher in

baseball.

Martin also promoted two far-

mhands - Jim Sundberg and Mike
Hargrove - who played big roles in

the 1974 Rangers' season. Sund-
berg gave the Rangers' their first

steady catcher in years, batting a
respectable (for today's standards)
.247, while Hargrove batted .323
and is a shoo-in for American
League Rookie of the Year honors.

Martin was also instrumental in

the acquisition of Jenkins, who was
coming off a subpar season for the
Cubs after a string of 20-win
seasons. "They told me his arm
was sound and that's all I wanted to
know," Martin said. "We had to
give up a good prospect in {third

baseman) Bill Madlock, but I'd say
it was worth it."

Inside sports

>Higgins picks Braves in NBA

Runners ranked second in NE

Flying club meet on Sunday

MB

Ben Caswell

Winning and losing
You win some. You lose some.
Are those words of wisdom? Pieces of pettiness? Dictates of doom?

believe that they are all these things and very much more.
What is this thing called winning that envelopes almost all of us so in-

tensely? And what is this thing called losing that does the same to us as
winning but with different results?

In sports, as in life, they are the things that we live by. Nations fight
wars, who will win or lose? Preachers preach sermons, who will win or
lose? People play games, who will win or lose? These things are, in
essence, all the same. From the moment we are born we are told that we
will strive to win and never to lose. We must compete to survive and the
object is to win, to be the best, to reach the top. A loser is just that, a loserAnd a winner, well a winner is also just that, a winner, the people's choice
and the being to be idolized.

How does this all relate to college athletics? Or more appropriately, does
this all relate to college athletics? Is winning the "in" thing and is losing the
out thing? How much emphasis should be put on the two ideals so that

a feasible program can be developed in most sports that will satisfy
everyone? y

First of all everyone can never be satisfied. If everyone could be satisfied
then there would be no problems with winning or losing. Everyone would
be a winner and no one would be a loser. It would be a tie and somehow I

teel that would certainly be no good.
Winning is definitely the "in" thing. Everyone loves a winner and wants

to be one^ But what are the costs in college sports? To win is great, but to
sacrifice happ.nes, or to be shunned because of failure is not great
The essence of college sports is that they should be an enjoyable

earning experience for everyone involved in them. When the "fun" istaken out of college athletics, for whatever reasons, the programs might as
well cease than to breed bad feelings for anyone
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now, y'know,
Age will be
years or so,

by Kris Jackson

Vaughn Bode: "Like... I go to
comics conventions, y'know,
and I really surprise people
when they talk about the
"Golden Age of Comics" being
EC and all that, and I say, "No,
man, that was the Iron Age,
and we're in the Bronze Age

and the Golden
in another ten
maybe, but it

hasn't happened yet7
'.

Don McGilvray: "Yeah
yeah, man!"

Kris Jackson: "Yeah. ..far
out!"

Vaughn Bode can't be
distilled into Below the Salt
words. He can't even portray
himself accurately in his
stories, but his own description
of himself, a "pot mystic
transvestite", comes pretty
close. He carries a high-RPM
electric field around with him
that somehow consists of more
than his piercing eyes or his
bangled, beaded, blue-nail-
polished appearance. His
National perch as author of
"Cheech Wizard" in National
Lampoon has given him a
place on the college lecture
circuit which accounted for his
appearance here October 24.

"There's something about us
i

artists that's very important
...most people, most artists
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Cheech! it's a la Bode
r> c6;u5*y

varying colors, plus
multifarous jewelry. Even his
blue nail polish is not the shade
that you would expect a man's
blue nail polish +o be, if you can
handle that.

"When I first walked into the
East Village Other way back
when, I looked like I did when I

first got out of the Army. And it

really freaked them out — they
went scurrying around hiding
all their dope. And later on,
when I was working for them,
they had a bet going as to how
long it would take to turn me
on. 'Cause at first, y'know, I

said, 'Well, I don't need
that —."

Jackson: "I'm high on life".
"Yeah, right, I'm on myself!

But you can always use tools
too, y'know".
"Yeah? May I offer you one

of these?"
"What is it?"
"It'spscylosibin, I think. It's

only legal in religious
ceremonies, so say a prayer
first".

"No, I can't, I'm not even
smoking, I got a show to do
tonight".

"My GOD! You're beinq
RESPONSIBLE!"
"Yeah, it's horrible..."
As for the show itself... if you

didn't see it, tough shit. You
don't deserve to have it

described to you. Suffice it to
say that, to this cartoonist at

Into the comic bronze age
even, don't recognize it.. .it

took me a long time to see it in

myself — but .we're magicians
— we create microcosms, and
carry them around with our-
selves. That's why I put myself
in my stories, and that's the
thing about my stage show: I

merge right into it and become
part of it".

Tne particular occasion was
the seminar on the morning
before his show. "Seminar"
was the official word, but
"exhibit" would have done as
well. Bode originals spanning
his career were tacked on the
wall, and Vaughn himself
passed around other originals
and explained his work, and, to
some degree, himself.

"I invented a new cartooning
format which I tried to get
patented in which the balloons
are completely outside the
panels. I got all these balloons
and panels printed up, and I

just pull them out of my big
box. First I write out the scr ipt,

then I write the dialogue in the
balloons, then I do the sketches
in the panels themselves — and

I do them one at a time, so that
I don't get distracted by the
panel beside the one I'm
working on. Then I paste all the
balloons and panels down on a
light board and lay a sheet of
three-ply Strathmore board
over it, and the light coming up
through casts a shadow which I

just trace over with my felt-

tips. I've used nothing but felt-
tip markers, by the way, since
1966, altho' I use a rapidograph
for touching up".

Under the combined con-
fusion of Bode's nonlinear
approach to the universe ("I
am a non-text oriented per-
son") and McGilvray's black
hashish, we meandered over to
WMUA for what I thought was
to be a recording session for
some kind of ad promoting the
show that night. We sat around
babbling about thats and these
for a while until Scott
Bacherman, the MC, said,
"Well, we're ready to take a
phone call".

Jackson: "What? Are we on
the air?"

Scott: "Yeah. Have been for

fifteen minutes. Okay, go
ahead, you're on the air".
"Hello? I just want to say

that I think that little story you
read on the air a few minutes
ago was sexist as hell!" Bode
looked confused; McGilvray
slid down in his seat laughing.
"Well," Bode faltered,

"that's your view, and I have
mine. I mean, I'm not really
trying to convince anyone of
anything!"

"Well, how can you justify
that depiction of that woman —
'the soft one' you called her!
Isn't that sexist?"
"Well, look, I gotta be me —

"

McGilvray and Jdckson start
singing, in chorus if not in

unison: "I've gotta be
MEE-E-E"
"Well, you can be you

without exploiting people,
y'know!"

"But I'm not! I mean, you
see me as exploiting women,
but I'm actually in awe of
them! You see me walking
around, and I'm awed —

"

Jackson: "I'll say you're odd— " Laughter; Bode doesn't

get it. He's staring at us in
puzzlement when the caller
says, "Don't you feel you have
any social responsibilities?"
Bode blinks at the mike in

front of him. "No..."

—And he doesn't. He's in

such an altered, self-fabricated
universe that the petty politics
and trends of the world around
him have almost no bearing on
him —except, occasionally, as
grist for the humor mill.

"I used to have arguments
with my brother. He's a super
kill machine in the Marines,
and he's really into killing

gooks. We used to have these
super arguments, but now we
can just get together and enjoy
each other. I put up with his

trip, and he accepts my
drugged-out, transvestite
thing."

You could say that Bode is a
self-made man. He's certainly
an original design, at any rate.
His hair, way past shoulder-
length, is parted but ap-
parently never groomed; his
pants are leather; he wears
skin-tight muscle shirts of

least, it was an eye-opener. It

was a premonition not only of
the Golden Age itself, but of
what I myself could be doing.
Bode's drawing is extremely
practiced, but essentially
simple. The story is what
always carries it, and the thing
about the story is the way he
has freed himself from all
normal constraints and con-
ventions and just does
whatever he wants to do.

I recorded the show for him
to play for the National
Lampoon crowd, and, after the
usual post show rush of ad-
mirers saying something to
him ("I always half-expect to
be kicked in the balls"), I gave
him the lape. "Wow, man, you
should see what that show
looks like on one of these
mushrooms!"
"Yeah? What's it look like,

Kris?"
"It looks exactly the same!"
"Yeah? Say, could I cop one

of those off of you? I'll pay ya
for it..."

"Keep it, man. Souvenir of
Umieland".

"Thanks! See ya round the
Bluewall!"

i<
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Naples for your Staples

Understated Continental

7. November 107^

by Lori Leiderman ————

_

Just like four leaf clov ., s, it's almost as
hard to find an Italian restaurant that's
decorated tastefully. Carlos of Naples is one
exception. No gilded cupids, plbstic flowers
or mournful Madonnas to stare down at you
while you eat your Manicotti -- just a very
understated Continental atmosphere.
Exposed wooden roof beams suspending

Venetian chandeliers, look down on straight
backed chairs and antique sideboards. The
atmosphere is simple and relaxing and
wearing blue jeans is no problem.

7 Novembpr 1974

Carlos 's inexpensive; entrees ranging
from 2-5 dollars, and for these prices, don't
expect the cuisine to be quite as Continental
as the atmosphere. If you stick to certain
menu items, your meal will be better than
average.

Carlos makes a great red sauce, so
anything you order in the pasta group is a
safe bet. Beef Braciole ($5.25), the most
expensive entree, is beef rolled around ham
and seasonings covered in Carlos' red
sauce. If you have some extra money, it's
worth trying.

People paged,
Letters
&

Looks
Dear Editor:

w JhiS
!5
tter is in resP°nse to an article entitled "Wine Chariot — Not AVintage Year," which was written by Lori Leiderman and which ap-peared in the October 24, 1974, issue of the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian. I should like to point out that the article is in direct contrast toa similar article that appeared in the Collegian last spring, and which
literally contained rave notices about this same restaurant

I have been a frequent patron at the Wine Chariot Restaurant onRoute 9 m Hadley, and would like to briefly express my own impressions
concerning this establishment. First, a Saturday night is hardly a goodtime to ludge the qualify of any restaurant and then write a highly critical
article about it. Certainly a party of ten persons who arrive at 8 mwithout reservations on a Saturday night (as in Ms. Leiderman's case)
could and should expect some delays in any good restaurant, the Wine
Choriot included.

Second, a single experience is hardly a fair measure of the quality ofany restaurant. I personally have had some "bad experiences" in recentyears at some reputedly "famous" restaurants in Boston, New York,etc, based on a single visit. Yet these restaurants overall are probably
well worth the high ratings they perennially receive. My own impression
of meals served at the Wine Chariot is that they are generally of hiqh
quality and quantity. The service varies from adequate to good, depen-ding on the night and the number of customers being served

Third, Ms. Leiderman commented about the poor decor of the WineChariot Restaurant. Both myself and many friends who frequently dinethere en|oy the relaxed atmosphere afforded by the travel postershanging wine bottles, etc., The Wine Cellar section of the Wine ChariotRestaurant offers equally attractive and atmospheric facilities forsmaller groups, and it has been very popular in recent months. For thosepersons who desire linen table cloths, original oil paintings and gourmetfood prepared at the table, the upstairs Gourmet Dining Room affoTdsthese amenities as well.

Finally, I find Ms. Leiderman's comments about the management of
the Wine Chariot Restaurant to be in poor taste and grossly incorrect The
owner, manager (and presently the chief Chef), Mr. Tony DiNorcia, has
put in countless hours in developing a high quality, Italian-style
restaurant in the Amherst area. He deserves our support, and he
welcomes constructive comments, positive or negative, from his
customers on ways he can continually improve his services. I urge you to
visit the Wine Chariot Restaurant, and Tony and his staff will do their
best to make you a satisfied customer, But please, if you have ten peoplem your group and it is a Saturday evening, do call ahead for a reser
vat ion!

M^ryin D. Raus
fifr

Dear Editor;
Several weeks ago an evaluation

of The Wine Chariot Restaurant in
Hadley was printed in your
newspaper. On Nov. 1, 1974 my
wife and I decided to dine at this
establishment. We were delighted
with the excellent service, the
courtesy of our waiter, Henry, and
the overall attitude of the staff. In
addition to the service, we found
the food prepared in a very ap
petizing and tasteful manner. Also,
the quantity of food was more than
ample for the average person.

It really is a shame that your
writer decided to evaluate this
establishment under the very awk-
ward conditions she presented
them. A large party late on a busy
Saturday night can not expect the
very best of service in any
restaurant as popular as the Wine
Chariot without a reservation. I

consider your evaluation of the
Wine Chariot a rather unfair and
slanderous one. It is a fine
restaurant and I know that we both
shall return there often. We
recommend it to all. Bon Appetit.

John S. Bykowski

Stay away from any of the veal dishes,

because Dining Commons quality veal

patties are used — that is unless you like

Dining Commons veal patties. Scampi
Oreganati ($3.95) is much too lemony, and
the sauce drowns out the taste of the other
spices.

Carlos does make a terrific antipasto,

though. He uses three kinds of Italian cold

cuts, marinated potatoes, olives,

cauliflower and traditional salad greens.
The dressing is exceptional
_sjme_dressing

r
that comes

J

and it's the

on salad side

orders. Garlic and Cheese Broad ($1.05) is a
bit expensive, but comes out very hot and
covered with melted cheese.
Some of the more expensive entrees come

with a choice of pasta or potatoe and salad
Otherwise, everything is a la carte But
since most of the best entrees are different
pasta dishes with red sauce ranging be
tween $2 and $3.25, you can afford to qet
some extras.

For desert, try the Cappuccino ($.65) and
top it off with a slice of rum cake All
pastries are $.85, including Canolli, an
Italian pastry shell stuffed with sweetened
ricotta cheese and chocolate chips. If Carlos
hasn't refrigerated them for too long, they
should be crisp (one of ours was and one
wasn't).

The service is very prompt, the food
comes hot and dishes are made to order
You can bring your own bottle and make if

an evening, and if you order right, you can
leave with some money in your pocket and a
decent meal in your stomach. Carlos isn't
Naples, but it sure beats most of North-
ampton.I——

Below The Salt— or not at all

As author of "Wine Chariot Not a Vintage Year", I would like to
respond to Marv Rausch's comments. It is not my desire or to my likinq
to write "highly critical" reviews. But as a responsible critic, I must
respond to circumstances as I see them. Not only was my article based onmy personal experience and that of the nine others that accompanied me
but it was also reafirmed by many other previous Wine Chariot patrons
that ; :,ave spoken to.

I do agree that a group of ten should not expect to be seated promptly
and without reservations on a Saturday night. In fact, our group was told
by two other restaurants that there would be a forty minute to an hour
wait. If the Wine Chariot had been well managed, it should not have
seated us either. Not at least until we could be served and treated
properly.

Sincerely,

Lori Leiderman

This is in response to the warped mind that hid behind a fictitious
name, and made a total fool of itself in the Oct. 31 edition of the Colleqian
rool,

Your attempt at humor in your anguished moment of indiqestionproved only to be a sheer waste of your energy.
Polish nationality is something beautiful, just as any other

nationality. Yet some people rarely treat it with respect. To misguided
people like you, who know nothing of Poland's rich culture, history oranguage, Polish" only brings out a snicker; it is only something to beaughed at and never taken seriously. For you I feel sorry

It would have taken only a moment of sober thought to realize themeaninglessness of your letter.

Anna Rowinski
Christine Rowinski

What more can I say?

Mike Kostek, editor

own Concert

Craig Roche's Astounding Obser-
vation

BELOW THE SALT'S
and Record reviewer
"Holy Shit. They're playing so loud
that I CAN SEE the notes coming
out! " _ 1

,
MOUiARO

JowmonJ THURSDAY'S SPECIAL

Below the Salt 7 November 1974
Volume Two, Issue Nine

Roast TURKEY DINNER $259

Maria Richmond's "Quote of the
Week" (Senior Quote)
BELOW THE SALT'S Theatre,
Dance, and Record Reviewer
"If you think I'm sexy, just read my
record reviews."

IDUMB THINGS
THEIR RUN

CONTINUE

In a seemingly endless list of
[dumbness, Below The Salt is again
guilty of an omission in the last
{issue. You ask why. Why ask why?
[Through our opulance of copy, we
tare by necessity afforded the
[careful luxury of carelessness.
|Nyah, nyah! So there!

In any way, we find MIMI
[ORLANDO this week's subject of
| last week's gaffe. What did she do?

I tell you. Remember those fake
j Collegian Editorial Pages we ran
(last weok, the ones so many of you
, saps took for the real th ing ? And do
lyou remember the exact copy
[satire of AAcGilvray ?

•("McGilicuddy" in the paper — bet
I most of you that saw the signature
Ithought Don was having a real

|
rusher when he drew the Tbony).
Well, like the rest of the jive there,
HE DIDN'T DO IT!! MIMI
[ORLANDO DID!! SHE DID!!! SO
FUCK YOU!!! AND ME TOO!!!

robots of pleasure
THE KIBITZERS

Kris Jackson
Anna Rowinski

Christine Rowinski
John S. Bykowski

Christopher Leighton
Reid Fishman
Ed Smith

BobMacKenzie
Bill Densmore
Kit Browne
John Wassell
Ed Fleisher

Ross Nerenburg
Craig Roche
Stuart Sojcher
Daniel Finneran
Maria Richmond

Bill Howell
B.J. Levine
BJ. Roche
Pepper

Below The Salt is a weekly
fine art • real world magazine
of the UMass Deily Collegian.
student newspaper, Amherst,
Mass.

Mike Kostek II

Editor & Music
Dave 'goo face' Sokol

Vice Editor
Fred Weiss

Asst. Editor & Books
Tyla EI.Michelove

Ass. Editor
Paul Kontrimas

Film
Gvia Starodoj

Art
E. Patrick McQuaid
Josef K. Existential
Don McGilvray

Boating
Wayne Dejnak

Ducks
Andy MacKenzie

Theology & Ha Ha's

Below The Salt has been the
kind of magazine that would
print peculiar work. We
pledge to uphold this tradition,
but can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Your's
must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday, but you can write to
us anytime.

Archie Schepp appearing tonight Nov. 7

Jake Epstein Quartet appearing Fri. and Sat.

at

Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

PIZZA-RAMA
355 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst

tpecialiih9 in

POMS, NOT OVEN GRINDERS

W SPAGHETTI

STORE HOURS: Sun.-Thurs., 11 a.m.-Midmght
Fri., Sat., 11 a.m.-i a.m.

Call 253-3808

FREE DELIVERY

between 5 p.m.-Midnight, every night

B«* Food in Town - and the Lo*ttt Prices

Looking down the barrel of fact

by Reid Fishman

Situation fringed with fear

"A well regulated Milif ia, being necessary
to the security of a free state, the right of the
people to keep and bear arms shall not be
infringed."

So reads the second amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, and its
apparent vagueness and lack of
modification have raised perhaps the
greatest constitutional question in thf
nation's history. The ambiguity of the
statement makes itself quite obvious. On the
one hand, the amendment states that there
shall be no infringements on the right to
bear firearms, while at the same time, it

describes the purpose of this guarantee as
being the need for a "well regulated
Militia."

*

When does a regulation become an in-
fringement? Some would consider any
regulation an infringement, while others
would not be satisfied lest all firearms be
banned from possession. But infringements
can take many forms.
An infringement that must be taken into

account in this situation is the infringement
of fear. There are those in our society that
would feel unsafe without a gun — naked to
the criminal element. The advocates of
strong gun control believe that those people
are the criminal element.

m
When Matt Dillon stood up and said,

"Don't carry a gun unless you plan to use
j*** he wasn't just whistling Dixie. Think
about it — the only reason the police carry
guns is that the criminals carry guns, and
vice versa. Matt would probably have taken
everybody's gun away while they were in his
town.
Of course, Matt never would have

dreamed that by 1974, there would be 25,000
deaths by gunfire. If he were around today,
jhe N.R.A. would probably be lobbying his

office right now. Yessirree, they would.
It would be impossible to tell all fhose

Sunday hunters to go find another game, but
it shouldn't be too much to ask the abolition
of handguns, which actually serve no other
purpose than that of murder, or suicide as
the case may be. It's astonishing that there

Britain, where you need a certificate from
the police to buy or own a gun, there are
under 500 handguns per 100,000 people, while
m the U. S., there are at least 12,000 per
100,000 and probably more. Thus in 1964,
England and Wales, populated by 54' 2

million people, had 27 gun murders, while

^GiLvRA.j

are about 10,000 suicides using guns each
year.

Handguns should be illegal, from the
Saturday night specials to the antique six-
guns. As in many countries, sentences
should be increased if the offender is in
possession of a handgun at the time the
offense was committed.

In a pamphlet printed by the
Massachusetts Council on Crime and
Correction, one paragraph read, "In

fighting marshmellows with madness

Houston, Texas had 150 such homicides
among a population of V 2 million. In 1972,
there were 2 handgun murders in London,
while in Boston, with one twelfth the
population, there were 43. In addition, more
people are murdered by handguns every 39
hours in our own country than were mur-
dered by all firearms in England throughout
the year of 1972."

There are groups that have been working
extensively to ban possession of handguns.

One of them, People Vs. Handguns, is

currently forming itself across
Massachusetts with an organization
beginning here in Amherst. According to
Steven Sacks, a spokesperson for the group,
"Our goal is to make the public aware of this
very real menace, and then gather support
for our cause."
The question still remains whether or not

the public will take to being made aware,
and, upon achieving this awareness,
whether they'll really consider it a menace.
People Vs. Handguns will attempt both of
those feats, and they're going to need help
doing it So they're having a meeting tonight
at 7:30 in the Newman Center Social Hall.
They urge all that might be interested in this
cause to make themselves known by at
tending the meeting.

In the very vagueness of the Bill of Rights
lies the flexibility of that document. It's not
up to the courts to decide this one. Gun
regulation and control must come from the
legislature, which is unlikely to take any
stand that the people don't demand.
So lies the right of life and death, of fear

and candor The Declaration guarantees the
rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness above everything else, and those
rights are infringed upon by guns. If our
nation is truly involved in the quest for
peace, then instruments of death have no
place within society.
The Saturday night specials will be the

first to go, but eventually the nation will find
no further use for handguns. But how many
will die in the waiting?
"And the rockets' red glare, the bombs

bursting in air, Gave proof, through the
night, that our flag was still there. O say
does that star spangled banner yet wave,
O'er the land of the free and the home of the
brave?"

byWol
"the only one in the

forest who can spell"
One day, when Further was

walking down the shady road
kicking up clouds of silver dust and
minding his own business (which,
by the way, consisted mainly of
walking down the shady road
kicking up clouds of silver dust and
pausing under twinkle trees every
now and again for thought), he
stopped, pulled his feet out of his

mouth ('save meself the trouble'
was how he explained it) and
studied them. After counting the

88 » « Further Exploits

toes on tne only one left (the other
being right), he saw that it was
only a few minutes until now-and-
again and went to look for the
nearest twinkle tree. There was
one a mere two feet (now that he
had put them on the ends of his
legs) away and he decided that it

would be there that he would pause
for thought. As he stepped out of
the shade and into the light of the
tree he reached up and plucked
what looked like a fresh, ripe
thought. When he looked at it more
closely, however, he found it to be

still somewhat green and therefore
in need of feeding, but what could
he feed it? The question had him in
a quandary. While he was wan
dering around the quandary
looking for an answer, he stubbed
his toe on something and heard a
tiny voice cry, "Ouch!". This
discovery made him feel that
perhaps he had stumbled on
something of interest, so he
politely inquired what it was he
had tripped over.
"I'm a germ. Please don't bother

me when I'm thinking," came the
answer.
This puzzled Further and he

asked the germ why he was
thinking (fortunately he spoke
german).
"Because I'm a germ of an idea,

that's why."
Well, that gave him food for

thought, as you can imagine, so he
took the food back to the twinkle
tree, fed it to the one he had iu st

picked, ate it, became absorbed by
the idea and was lost in thought for
the rest of his days.

E>VOTC

en Hunger drives (J ma<J ft

(x)e Deliver.

256-891^. oW 256-0^73
55 university ot. '" 103 N. Pleasant

he is a lonely rower
pulling oars through the glue
of an outgoing tide

his gleaming back fighting

to a bone white beach
that burns his feet

he runs through broken shells

scattering red prints

that die in the chasing surf
sweating sweetly
he knows the sea has tasted
him.

—Christopher Leighton
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STUDENT- UNIOM

: November 1974

by B.J. Roche

Though the idea of A Student Union is new to this
campus, it has been working at a few other schools.
The Stockton Student Union at Stockton State College
in Pomonoa, N.J., has been incorporated for three
years. Under the school's system, members must pay
dues of $1 per course taken at the college. The
membership fees support the activities of the union,

among which are a Student Union Legal Defense
Fund, and the organizing of clothing and book co-ops.

The philosophy of the union is that it "go to bat for
the needs of its members collectively and in-

dividually," according to William Buckman,
Chairman of the Union.
The differences between the union and student

government were explained by Buckman. Mem
bership is only open to dues-paying students. The
union is not simply de facto representation. At
Stockton, a steering committee heads the union, nine
members of which are elected, and others who are
appointed representatives from the student
organizations of the school. This insures represen
tation of all student groups.

A formal constitution guides the union in procedure
and objectives. One accomplishment by the union
was an unprecedented contract with the faculty
union, determining guidelines and conditions in the
event that the faculty decides to strike. The contract
protects the educational rights of students during a
faculty strike, stipulating on credits and overtime
hours to help students catch up on time lost by the
strike.

The two year old union has worked mainly like a
labor union, and represents approximately 50 per
cent of the 2500 students at the school.
The reasons for the instituting of a union at

Stockton were similar to those of UMass. New Jersey
students at State Colleges pay proportionately more
for higher education, and education which Chmn.
Buckman referred to as "lousy." In addition, there
was a dissatisfaction with Student Government,
claims that it "ignored the grievances of students." A
union, since it is made up of dues-paying students,
must answer to the complaints of its members, either
by investigation or action.

Buckman summed up his ideas on the union.
"Students are also a unique type of consumer. We

GOING TO A PROM?

invest $5,000 to $10,000 on an education that we never
get a written guarantee or a contract for This is

going to be a crucial decade in terms of education and
if students are going to have something to say about
it, I think they're going to have to unionize.

The problems of rising costs and decreasing quality
in education were also the catalysts for a union at
Livingston College, a branch of Rutgers U. in New
Jersey.

The union's demands deal mainly with opposition to
centralization at the University, autonomy over
student fees, and the cost of education.
Union membership at the school as of last January

was 1100 students, but efforts at administrative
responses do not seem to be successful. Demon-
strations held last March to halt room and board
increases failed. The union is still young however, its

formal existence having begun in January 1974.

Kent State University, in Kent, Ohio, is another
school which is trying a Student Union, but the efforts
of the union have not been too successful. The system
at Kent State is a "steward" system, where the
students to to the union with complaints. Its main
priorities lie with grievances of students rather than
autonomy or faculty union cooperation. According to
Nancy Protheroe, Director of Student Activities, the
problem lies in the fact that the union is not the only
vehicle by which students can obtain reactions to
complaints. "The school ombudsman has had time
and experience, as well as the connections involved to
get things done," she said.
At a school of 18,500 students, Kent State has a

union membership of about 600. Voting is done at a
table set up in the Student Center, and only registered
members are allowed to vote on issues. Interest in
heading the union and working with it has dwindled
down to about 6 people.

Ms. Protheroe went on to attribute the lack of
participation to a "lack of broad based interests."
The schools we have looked at have variations in

size, needs and student body makeup. A union is

intended to be flexible in its responsiveness and
actions according to Alwin Schmidt, UMass S.O.P
worker. One thing common to every union is a need
for student support and feedback, approval or
disapproval. How do you feel about a Student Union
at UMass?

Fond Memories
Installment A

Remember waking up in the
jL morning and either hanging on to

» the edge of the bed for dear life or
being jammed up against the

}
radiator and getting a third degree
burn on your arm? Your hair is in

one humungous rats nest on top of

your head except the few stray
strands that are plastered to your
forehead which has more oil on it

- than can be found in the entire Mid-

basr. Ail tne crud is gathered in the
corners of your eyes, your nose
feels like you have inhaled the
Mojave Desert, Napoleon's troops
have definitely found your mouth
on their way to Moscow and you
smell like a rhinoceros. You roll
over and there is a dude looking as
rotten as you feel and he says the
immortal Ijne:

You look sexy in the morning"
—Pepper

THE

CHEESE
atMt. Farms Mall

96 Feet of Cheese on Display

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS:
Jarlsberg$l.49lb. (Reg. $2.19 lb.)

Provensal with herbs (5oz.) 89c each (Reg. $1.49 ea.)

Open Mon. Sat. nights til 9:30

You're a special guest!
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Found memories, B: TRASH JRemember a time you were late j
for your 8:00 class, and you came J
speeding out the front door of the Jdorm, heading for your trusty bike *
and — blecch! spaghetti all over*
the frame and twined around*
among the spokes like lovesick*
snakes in a honeysuckle vine? It is Ja crisp November morning and the Jbroken glass is glittering like!
frost. The lawn looks like the af Jtermath of an explosion on Wall *
Street, and the variety of literature *
is comparable to that once housed *
in the famed library at Alexandria. *
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Thursday,November7

Jfinsdale
New Hampshire

The First Annual

U. Mass. Handicap
Thursday November 7

Free admission to all U. Mass. students
presenting a U. Mass. I. D.

near Brattleboro • 3 miles off Rte. (5p • EXIT 1

*
|*

*
*
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JAZZ & BLUES

t

4P- * J*
Taking all this wealth of Ameri J $f
cana in at one experienced glance J \L
you tear the cold Medusa hair J Q
spaghetti from your bicycle just asX 7$
his dude saunters out. This dude, *- iz.
you're sure you saw him leaning*?;
out a window eight floors above the* 7V
front door taking pot shots at hi** \L
compatriots with empty beer^J]
bottles on Friday night, but hej "X"
gives you the Evil Eye and says J i/.
sternly, J *J
"Hey, you, pick up ya ga'bage." * •)£
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From Joe Lewis to Sugar Ray
reviewed by Frederic C. Weiss I !

The Way It Was
Great Sports Events From the Past
Edited by George Vecsey
Introduction by Curt Gowdy
$14.95 P. 252

McGraw Hill Book Company, NY.
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, about the Detroit-Montreal Stanley Cup Playoff in 1954.
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ust a nice book to have around. If you are from a family of armchair
locks or Monday morning quarterbacks, pick it up as a gift. The in depth creative writing ofthe spor s writers, mixed with the present day memoires of the participants makes for trulyen loyable reading. After Joe Louis knocked out Billy Conn, Leonard Koppet writes

I guess maybe I had too much guts— and not enough Common sense," Conn said in thedressing room afterwards First he had cried openly, . . . Then Conn said a strange thing :
'Ishouldn t have got up at 4. I should have taken a 9-count that first time I was knocked down.'
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WriteS Koppet "
he thou9ht he had been knocked down twice, and that he
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n 0nce None of that had happened. It was a measure of how thoroughlyhe had been knocked out"

One of the most interesting things that you net from reading The Way It Was is both the
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°n °r SportS as a part of ^ciety, and the sense of perspective you get about thepart that sports should play in society. Baseball games are fun to watch, but in the day
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tant entertainment many people in the inner city lived for that day

th
f
ballpark The ballparks seemed to have more character then, they were used formore than background music "for a business deal" conference in the company box seats.

All this comes through in the book: The character of the crowds, the passion of theparticipants Rocky Graziano really wanted to knock out Sugar Ray Robinson with apassion totally independent of money in 1954 (Robinson knocked him out instead) Anotherelement comes through, the humor of the participants in retrospective. Today Robinson andGraziano are best of friends, and Rocky is a very wealthy man for having h.s punched outface on television doing commercials. v

From reading this book you realize that sports should be enioyed as d part of life, a real
part of the American scene; but just as games, and not to be taken too seriously Com
menting on his feelings before hitting the game winning home run In The 1951 playoff, former
Giant Bobby Thomson said, "As we went back in the duaout for jur lasr out, I never felt
worse in my life.. .just total dejection...! was the fifth hitter ar^ I -hought, see you know
the way New (Don Newcombe, Dodger Star pitcher) wasthrowinoout there, I figured we're
dead, I m dead, I'm not ever gonna get a chance to hit." But Thomson did come up to hit.
Ralph Branca came in for Newcombe !n relief, and Thomson smarted the pennant winninq
shot. Today Branca is philosophicabout the whole thing, "I think ultimately it was a blessing
in disguise. Had I gotten him out, people would have forgotten me. Subsequently, I hurt my
back and didn't pitch much after that. Had I gotten him out, I would have just disappeared
and been another guy who played in the big leagues."

uuiJ!.
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e sports pick up a copy of The Way We Were. The book combines great writing

with fine pictures and deals with compelling topics. The editor, George Vecsey has done aopjob in putting it together in a very enjoyable and readable way. The only bad thing about
t is the Curt Gowdy introduction. There should be a law against a guy like Gowdy getting
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,n a proiect They shou,d leave him doing co,or on Sunday KSK3
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NOW OPEN

DINO'S
RESTAURANT

Main St.

Sunderland (next to town hall)

ITALIAN FOOD COCKTAILS
11:30-1 a.m.
Orders To Go

665-4444

*
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Harold's Trip

*******************************

Reviewed by Ed Smith

The Story of Harold
by Terry Andrews
Holt, Rinehart and Winston
$8.95 388pp.

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

Boslop

Ballet

Friday

November 15 8:00pm
Saturday
November 16 3:OOpm

Bowker Auditorium

"Have you been to the wedding
of King Valium and Queen
Dexadrine?... No? ... Oh yes you
have! I am it."

So Terry Andrews describes
himself halfway through his novel
— diary — psychological chronicle
of the phantasmagoric mind of
New York City.

It is a fantastic journey which
Terry Andrews, both the author of
the book in fact and "fiction",
brings us through. One should be
warned though, it is not a pleasant
trip by any means. Rather, the
author terrifies you, insults you
and constantly reprimands the
readers for their maudlin sen-
timentality. If this all sounds
crazy, it is. That's what this book
inspires.

At the opening of the book which
has been suspiciously dubbed a
novel, Andrews invents all of us, all

the readers of the book. He invites

us to share his world for a little

while; a world filled with a lot of
sex, several cases of scotch and of

course, Mr. Andrews himself, a
homemade psychotic who bounces
between extremes like a tennis
ball.

Within the book there is a
character equal in importance to

Andrews. It is Harold, thus the
name of the book. In the novel it-

self, Mr. Andrews is the author of a
best selling children's book called

The Story of Harold. Confusing?
You re aosoluteiy right.

Harold & Friend.
Since I included Andrews self

description, it is also necessary to
include his description of Harold,
one of the bits of humor spotted
among the horror.
"Harold is very short; ordinarily

twelve or thirteen inches, although
when excited he sometimes
reaches a foot and a half and
naturally, when dejected sinks
down to six or seven —

"

r
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Maybe somewhat a fantasy, but
still sort of funny.
Other characters in the book

include Dr Whittaker, Andrews'
male lover who he is torn to pieces
over; Dan Reilly, his male slave
who is a fire freak; and Ann Black,
his female lover who he seems to

think serves as his only touchstone
to decency.

But Andrews is basically a very
confused man. Throughout the
book he assures us that he is

already dead inside. The book, he
explains, is the chronicle of his
path to physical death. His psyche,
his conscience, whatever, is made
up of two personalities: Harold and
Rumpelstilskin. Harold serves as
his consul, his urge to go on.
Rumpelstilskin intent upon
destroying him, pursues him
relentlessly along with the Three
Legged Nothing, another one of
Andrews' nightmares.

Taking all of these ingredients
and mixing them up in what
Andrews calls the "magic" of New
York City, produces a very strange
book. The emotional extremes
which Andrews draws from his
readers are similar to what Sam
Peckinpaugh drew from the
viewers of Straw Dogs.

Despite the insane enthusiasm
this book has inspired in me, there
is a feeling of incompleteness at
the end. It's not just that you want
to know more, it is more that
Andrews does not seem sure how to
stop his raging. Everything sud
denly goes calm; an embarrassed
snence descends on tne book. Was
it all a sham? Andrews seems to
have copped out on his suicide trip.
All trust in him slips away. But
then it's a strange feeling when you
finish a book and feel cheated
because the author doesn't commit
suicide like he promised.

This book is available at

University Bookstore.
the

NOV. 9th -15th
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Suzi's Quatrophobia
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-TV Eye

QUATRO
Suzi Quatro
Bell 1313

If you don't know who Suzi
Quatro is by now, you should.
Where have you been? She is

everything that she's in-

troduced as in concert: "Five
feet, two inches of shitkicking
Rock and Roll!" A lit? - back-
ground information might
help. First of all, she is from
Detroit which is the renter of

the Universe as far as Rock
and Roll and Delroit is con-
cerned (with the likes of the
Stooges, The AAC5, and Mitch
Ryder). Unable to make it in

this country, (true talent is

rarely recognized in the U.S.),
she went to England and
became an international star,

selling millions of singles in

Europe.
Most important of all Suzi

Quatro is the only woman
around who is playing tough,
kickass Rock and Roll. She's
not singing those 'Love Me

Tender — Break My Heart'
ballads. She's not singing
about the flowers and the blue
ikies, and she's not one of those
female chorus singers who
back up what seems to be
every group and singer from

ground role women have
played in music for eternity

and play the music that she

loves — Rock and Roll. To see

her live show and watch all the

male Groupies alternately
dancing and drooling in front of

Linda Ronstadt to Leon
Russell, to Dr. John. She is not
afraid to step out of the back-

the stage is truly a sight to see.

Her first album, Suzi

Quatro brought her

somewhat of a cult following

here in the U.S. but super-

stardom has eluded her thus

far. The arrangements on

Quatro, her second album, are

more complex than those of the

first album. There is also a lot

more heavy metal guitar work

which is fine, but sometimes

the arrangements fail. One of

Suzi Quatro's biggest

weaknesses is her reliance on

the British songwriting team of

Chinn and Chapman, who also

produce Mud and Sweet.

They've provided Suzi with

some good material in the past,

but their writing ability is

uneven at times. It's also

reported that they tend to give

their best tunes to other

groups, leaving poor Suzi with

the leftovers. They've got four

songs on this album, of varying

strengths, "Devil Gate Drive"

being the best.

Suzi Quatro's real strength

seems to come from redoing

Rock and Roll classics and
giving them a new vitality that

others failed to provide. On

Little Richard's "Keep A
Knockin", she gets at the
sexuality of Rock and Roll that
most groups of the fifties only
hinted at. No wonder parents
didn't want their kids listening

to those records. She does two
English classics, "Move It"

and "Shot of Rhythm and
Blues", and meanwhile, back
in the states, she does "Hit the
Road, Jack" and the Leiber
Stoller tune "Trouble", which
doesn't quite match the sue
cess of Elvis' "All Shook Up"
on her first album. Suzi also
contributes two songs of her
own, "Klondyke Kate" and
"Cat Size", a ballad about
being "one of the crowd." She
is really underestimated as a
songwriter, as of the best songs
on the first album turned out to

be her own (with the help of

Len Tuckev).

Overall, Quatro is a good
complement to the first album.
With great rock and roll music
and a live show like Suzi
Quatro's, it's gotta be uphill all

the way.
mm HM-

Beastophilia for you too
In Concert:
Aerosmith & Blue Oyster Cult
Springfield Civic Center
November 3

A high school crowd if was at the Civic Center
Sunday night, which was unfortunate in that a
lot of Junk was flying around. Frisbees,
sparklers, and firecrackers were thrown on the
stage, making it somewhat hectic for the
bands, who, had to dodge all this garbage and
still put on a Aerosmith's show. Steve Tyler
even had to run over and stomp out a fire on
stage caused by a well-aimed sparkler.
Who said that Buck Dharma is one of

America's greatest hard rock guitarists?
Whoever it was, was right. The Cult were
great, but went somewhat unappreciated by
the high school audience. However, before the
night was over, the Cult made believers of the
youngsters with such tunes as, "Cities On
Flame with Rock and Roll" and "ME 262";
where their smoke generator went wild, and
there were five guitars playing at once. Called
back for more, the Cult reached into their bag
of tricks, and came out with THE definitive
version of "Born to be Wild", complete with
crashing guitars, synthesizer, and Buck
Dharma's calmlv frpn7i*»d i*»*h ">->*^r. Blue
Oyster Cult for Spring Concert?
Aerosmith was damn good, playing their

standard tunes from their first two albums, as
well as one from their upcoming new release.
This was "Think About It", featuring a strong
solo from Joe Perry on lead. As musicians,
Aerosmith has improved, notably with Brad
Whitford on guitar, who has come a long ways
since the first album. A nowpr amo failure
during "Train Kept A 'Rollin'" maae ir dif-

ficult for the band to finish the set, but Joey
Kramer's solo work on drums gave the roadies
plenty of time to by-pass the failure.
The Civic Center is not the best r lace to see a

concert, what with the lousy general admission
policy, and a light crew who should stick to
doing Halloween parties, but with two hard
rock bands, these obstacles are easily over-
come.

—BobMacKenzie

ILLUSION SUITE — STANLEY COWELL
TRIO (ECM 1026) Playing Time: 40:05
This is an album full of surprises. When I see

an album by a group with a name like the
'Stanley Cowell Trio', and the personnel list

says that Stanley plays piano, Jimmy Hopps
plays drums, and Stanley Clarke plays bass, I

tend to expect the traditional trio of acoustic in-

struments. And that's what 1 heard at first,
until about twenty or thirty seconds into the
first cut, when I noticed that 1 was enioying
ooth the exenange oetween the Dass ana pian»,
and the beautiful bowed bass line over in the
left channel. Hmm, says I.

Everything proceeds otherwise normally
until part-way through the second cut where,
without so much as a turn-signal, and prac-
tically in the middle of a bar, Cowell switches
over to the olectric piano, and a little later, to

kalimba, the African thump piano. Hmmm,
says I. Not to mention such eccentricities as an
electric piano with wah-wah overdubbed onto
he acoustic Diano track in almost note-for note
synchronization on side two.

However, once an instinctive annoyance at
not getting what I thought 1 should expect was
overcome, I decided that the use of such
gimmickry was not, in this case, an attempt to

cover up a lack of musical imagination but
rather to allow it room to expand. However, I

don't think it expands nearly enough to justify
fully all of the electric and eclectic here.

Otherwise, 's awright. B.
— Your Sacred Cowboy

THE BACK DOOR WOLF — HOWLIN' WOLF
(Chess CH 50045) Time 34:59

Here's Howlin' Wolf's latest with Howlin' and
band. It's just 'and band' because the record
company failed to give us a single line of
credits (I thought Chess had it a little more
ogefher). Does Chess assume that unknowns'
names won't help the record sell so they leave
hem off altogether? Or does Chess think
they're not good enough to mention? The
songwriters on the album are un or little
known, yet they turned out some fine new blues
unes (Chess was swell enough to print the
writer's names, but, of course, only on the disc
itself. Good for a combo of both strained neck
and eyes.) And these new songwriters are
needed too. After all, Willie Dixon can't last
forever; he'll either die or be sucked dry. One
of these new names, Eddie Shaw, wrote half of
the songs on theuP (there are only two Burnett
ones — Wojf's real handle) and all, .except
maybe one, held together, with the bestbelng
"Watergate Blues".

Howlin's voice is as good as ever (and he
iasn" stopped howlin') though he doesn't seem
o dominate musically (there's not a lot of his
iarp). And, unfortunatelv. what fines dominate
s, yes folks, a synrnesizer. Otis Spann is turn-
ing in his grave and my stomach tends to
react in that same rotational pattern. I mean,
inkling away on the synthesizer? I don't hate a
synthesizer as a bastard musical creation, but
he blues and it just don't mix. It does give the
album a distinct sound, but it grates on my
ears. Therefore, the few songs that actually do
have piano on them are a great joy, especially
after having experienced an exercise in audio
jjtamina.

So this is not a standout Howlin' album, and
the lack of credits is partially to blame.
Without them the album is hard to identify
with. But, keep an eye out for Eddie Shaw, and
buy Wolf's London Sessions and A.K.A. Chester
Burnett in the cut-outs for half the price.

—John Wasseli

"UNK" IN FUNK-MUDDY WATERS (Chess

Some men are conceited and some men are
merely aware and unashamed of tnere reianve
pre»'n<»« This man was alive and funkin'
before Elvis was ouia uiapers. 1 nis is the man
that, together with Chuck Berry and Little
Richard, introduced real music to the white
audience. This man can more than get away
with saying that he put the unk in the funk or
ha' women call him electric man, 'cuz that

man is all he says he is.

"Koilin' ano lumbling" and "Just To Be
With You" start the album off slowly and no t

very consistent, (the band is fine^ Muddy ok,
bu' theyre not in the same place) though
neither song is disappointing unless you've
seen how outstanding he can be live and on the
rest of the album. After the first bars of
"Electric Man", it is obvious that Muddy is

cooking, so is his band and so is everybody
passing by the turntable. He knows that hs
voice and those blue, blue lyrics are gettin'
righ' down to it, where gut feeling begins.
"Trouble No More" continues to build this
album's momentum. It's hard to sit still when
his song fills the room.
The second side is consistently good and

constantly moving. The breaks are great and
manage to be unique from song to song in a
medium that has become too imitated, diluted,
and_ciiched. The sine proves tha t Muddy will be
forever several cuts above simpie boogie. Unk
in Funk is a perfect example of progress not
always being something new, just something
better.

BORN AGAIN — RARE BIRD
( Polydor PD 6506)

"You watching this, baby?"
"No, I kinda guess I dozed off a little."

"Well, how 'bout warming up the bed early
tonight!"

"Ooooo."
"N put on a little music on."
"Ooooo."
"Improvise!!!!"
"Ummmm."
"Let's see, I got the newest Rare Bird today

Let's hear it."

(A little while later)

"Baby. Hon-ney. Luv-v-ver ... Darling???'./
"Zzzzzzzz."
("I think I just got a headache")
Born Again is an album which is so

lackadaisical and disappointing as far as Rare
Bird's ability and talent that I do believe Rare
Bird (and especially Steve Gould) should be in
Woody Allen's next movie as the ultimate
"pill."

— wayne QUACK QUACK de|nak

SERENADE — NEIL DIAMOND
(Columbia PC 32919)

Neil Diamond has been around the music
business for a long time (long enough to sur-
vive two generations of music.) During this
time, Neil has been inconsistent in the art of
songwriting to go along with his 'diamond'

.voice. Manv critics have stated that Diamond
has been weaker on me songwriting part
because he has a tendency to be too repetitious
with previous successes. The old "plug In and
cash out" formula.
Serenade clearly displays Diamond's dual

talent of composing and performing his own
music. One of the best things Diamond has
done in Serenade is to eliminate most of the
excessive martyr music that useu to make
nim a little unoigestaoie.

In Serenade, Neil Diamond has written
'precise' compositions that are to the point, yet
have the famous Diamond soothing rhythm
which either puts people in a daze or in a sleep
AS" always, Armin Steiner does a great job of
recording Diamond and his gallery
musicians with producer Tom Catalano.
Serenade is, however, still like the basic

Diamond. Perhaps dressed up a little different— for Christmas.

—wayne DUCK dejnak

HATFIELD AND THE NORTH
(Virgin 13-110)

Playing Time: 46+59

A funny thing I've noticed about records on
the Virgin label: All of them, from Tubular
Bells and Henry Cow, to the one we're dealing
with here, seem to be produced and engineered
for headphone listening (as opposed to

speakers). The arrangements and in-

strumentation are always multi-leveled and
complexly subtle, but each track, no matter
how softly played in the final mix, is recorded
with such clarity as to make it distinct from
even another track of the same instrument
playing the same thing at the same volume.
This is very important to music which is often
written for several instruments playing en-

irely different things with none meant to 'lead'

or dominate. Way to go, Virgin. You're the

Deutche Grammophon of contemporary rock
or whatever.

'Contemporary' is actually me more im-
portant word of the phrase — I stretched my
other musical labels past the snapping point
long ago — music is now often totally unique to

he person (s) involved in its creation (see
above mentioned names and watch for reviews
of Magma, Gary Burton-Michael Gibbs, and I

wish Atlantic would release the second Henry
Cow album, and God only knows who else will

surface in the next five minutes; it does my
heart good just to think about it).

wnich brings us to our case in point. Com-
parisons can be made to Zappa (Hot Rats
phase), Cow and early Soft Machine, par-
Mcularly the latter for the batty (when was the
las' time you heard that adjective?) humor
which pervades (invades?) their work. (In
fact, this group was originally brought together
>o back up ex-Softs drummer Robert Wyatt's
solo efforts Maching Mole and Matching Mole's
Little Red Record). For example, during the
instrumental portion of one song, a telephone
rings insistently for about ten seconds;
someone picks it up and says 'hello?' and we
hear the chorus of the song coming over the
receiver. Madness.
However, Hatfield really has no one and

nothing (Ma) to live up to, unless it's the titles
of their works. Any group which persists in

giving its music names like "Shaving Is

Boring", "Bossa Nochance", "Gigantic Land-
Crabs in Earth Take Over Bid", or "Going Up
o People and Tinkling" (reads a lot like a
Monty Python cover, don't It?), is, If nothing
else, going to have trouble deciding on a single.

aomeot their music is fast,
some of it is slow; some of it

has vocals, most of it is in-

strumental, using the
standard "rock" in-
struments and very little

else, but none of It is rock 'n'
roll with delusions of
grandeur (Are you listening,
ELAP) and none of it sounds
like anything you've heard
before. This is an album of
humor, creativity and In-

novation without gim-
mickiness, and hopefully,
this group is one represen-
'a'ion of where music fn

general and "rock" In
particular are headed.
A 'This review has a lot of

(unnecessary) - en*hese«
in it.' A.

—Your Sacred Cowboy

by David Sokol and Andrew Ma cKenzie

The senile power & the giant glory

CHATTING WITH THE
GIANT

After 4V2 years, six albums,
and several major tours,
Britain's Gentle Giant is only
now beginning to receive the
accolades and recognition in

America which they've been
winning throughout Europe
over the past couple of years.
Makers of a sophisticated, yet
fairly accessible music,
Gentle Giant creates a sound
which hints at the diverse and
varying influences of the five

individual members. Although
their records are occasionally
reminiscent of Genesis or even
Emerson, Lake and Palmer,
there's an aesthetic and
esoteric dimension to Gentle
Giant's music which isn't

found elsewhere. This is

achieved in part through their

unconventional use of horns,
subtle musical structures, and
intricately arranged vocal
harmonies.
Three-fifths of Gentle Giant

(keyboardist and cellist Kerry
Minnear, guitarist Gary
Green, and drummer John
Weathers) visited Amherst
and Below The Salt last week,
prior to their successful venue
at Springfield's Sanderson
Theater. During our hour long
conversation, they expressed a
great deal of optimism over
their current tour and at the
success of their latest album,
The Power and The Glory (106

with a bullet in Billboard).

Most significantly though, they
came across as musicians,
living almost in a vacuum
created out of their music,
their touring and their basic
dedication to Gentle Giant.
We asked about the musical

roots, preferences and musical
influences of Gentle Giant and
Kerry Minnear responded, "I

don't think we have any con-
scious outside influences
because there are so many
people in the band and we're
all totally different. What we
listen to and how we each play
is completely different. As we
construct music, we're busy
catering to each others dif-

ferences and compromising
where necessary, so that
outside influences are usually
left out. As far as listening is

concerned, we've all got

completely different tastes.
John likes soul and rock and
roll, Gary likes 'jazz' ("Chick
Corea, Larry Coryell, and
Herbie Hancock") and I like
classical.

political album. It's just about
the corruption of any power or
individual. We tried to make it

a group of separate songs as
well as a concept album".
Gentle Giant's stage and

When asked whether Power
and The Glory (their first

record since moving from
Columbia to Capitol Records)
was attempting, through an
increased commercial sound,
to reach a wider audience,
drummer Weathers attributed
the "commerciality" to a
whole newly found self con-
fidence which the group had
gained. "Everyone in the
group was relaxed. Perhaps
the commerciality lies in the
fact that we found the record
easy to make. We had enough
time to make it and we all felt

that it was our best album to

date. To be honest, we were a
little disappointed with In A
Glass House". (House hasn't
been released in the States
because of the label change but
was successful in England.)
The Power and The Glory was
recorded last December
during the "three day week,
power trouble that we had.
They were running the studio

off generators and all of

London was deserted. Black
streets. Nothing there, just

us."
Though dealing with the

themes of power and
corruption, neither England's
political problems nor Nixon
were the specific focus of the

album's concept. Said Min-
near: "It's not really a

concen pmiusupiiy is iu mane
their live performances dif-

ferent from their albums, to
take the music which best
adapted to the concert setting
and add to it. "We take the
bones, the main parts of a song
and work from there. There's a
lot of music which we play on
stage which isn't on record.
Anyone who goes on stage to

reproduce the sound of their

albums is kidding themselves.
We can put more energy into a
piece if we design it especially
for the stage. The live show
must be immediately more
accessible that a record".
Up until now, Gentle Giant

has toured America as a

supporting act to bigger names
like Jethro Tull ("We enjoyed
playing with them. The
audience came with open
ears.") Black Sabbath ("the
audiences were worse than
nine or ten years olds — always
shouting 'boogie'") and Black
Oak Arkansas ("they're one of

the funniest bands we've ever
seen..."). Due to their newly
found acclaim, the Giant will

be top billed on their next tour.

Green commented that "we'd
prefer to play by ourselves in a
smaller theatre and have the

people who like us get their

money's worth." Their next
tour should correspond with a

live album, assuming that the

enthusiasm continues. No
doubt it will, and right now 1975
looks like an important year
for Gentle Giant.

IN CONCERT:
What's their name
and GENTLE GIANT
The music of Focus filled the

Sanderson Theater Halloween
night, and all but the numb,
dumb, and dedicated were
seen leaving to make room for
it. Never in my life have I seen
a head line band clear out a
house so thoroughly, especially
at $6.50 a head; it restored my
faith in the musical taste of the
masses, somewhat. There are
perhaps two explanations for

this phenomenon: 1) The ob
vious — most everyone was
seeing Focus for the first time
and were, shall we say, deeply
moved, or at least quickly, by
the droning sameness and
overt sloppiness which
characterized the band's ac-
tivities, or 2) The more desired
— a great many of the people
came, as we did, to see the
number two spot on the bill:

Gentle Giant.
I don't believe I've ever seen

a relatively unheard group
take possession of stage and
audience as effortlessly as did
Giant. Their music has the sort
of built-in energy that doesn't
require excessive volume,
relying as it does on subtle but
lively interplay within a
framework of rapidly changing
texture; they never stay at any
one level of 'intensity' for long.

Commendably, they have
expanded a lot of their
recorded works in order to

showcase the apparently
limitless variety of talents
among them; almost everyone
can play at least three dif

ferent kinds of instruments
well. It was a joy to watch the
entire band, with the exception
of the drummer, drop
whatever they were doing in

the middle of a number to

perform as a splendid recorder
quartet; it was also interesting
to watch three men solo on one
drum kit. But the crowning
glory of their live performance
is the fact that they have
amongst them A Real
Character by the name of Ray
Shulman (bass, violin, vocals
and assorted). Add a liberal

dose of Charlie Chaplin to the
personality and what I will

swear is the face of Harpo
Marx, and you'll have a fair
idea of Ray. The man is a
menace; I thought we were all

going to have puddles in our
shoes.

It is also worth noting that
when they left the stage the
emcee was nearly lynched
when he announced that Giant
couldn't do an encore because
the show was running late and
they had to leave time for
Focus — people started leaving
right abdut then. Rumor has it

that they (Giant) are coming
back io the Sanderson in

February as the head-line
group, so keep your dial tuned
to this paper for further
developments.
THE POWER AND THE
GLORY
GENTLE GIANT
(Capitol ST-11337)

Playing Time: 36:41

Gentle Giant's approach to

music reminds ™iea lot of their

alphabetical .text-door neigh-

bor GenesL, to a certain ex-

tent Giant's lead vocalist
sounds like Genesis' Peter
Gabriel, but the more im-

portant similarity is their

mutual emphasis on ensemble
playing, as opposed to the

usual alternating of verse and
solo. And while Giant doesn't
have the aura of mystic power
that gives Genesis distinction,

they have a wider variety of

musical color available, as
well as a talent for fairly in-

tricate group interaction. This
is their main strength and also

fhe source of their present
weakness: They get so caught
up in keeping the complexities
of their often beautiful
arrangements smooth and
tight that it becomes rather
sterile-sounding and fails to

communicate its actual depth.
It's mostly excusable here
because the theme of the

album is a basically in-

tellectual one, but in future

works this could become an
important flaw. However, that

particular quirk aside, this is

as good a place as any for the

newcomer to acquaint himself
with this hopefully up-and-
coming group ('up-and-
coming'? Tch-tch). An extra
large B.

Beerwhipped, nosedipped, noseripped
DREAMS* ALL THAT STUFF — LEO KOT-
TKE (Capitol ST-11335) time 30:03

In which Leo sings not, plays mostly alone
and has crafted a recording similar to his Very
influential Leo Kottke album on Takoma
Records.DreamsA All That Stuff I features Leo
exploring mostly the light-hearted side of this

golden good existence of ours, special em-
phasis placed on subjects like vertical trees,

twilight property and taking a sandwich to a
feast.

This is not the breakthrough that the Takoma
disc was because Leo sufficiently mapped out

most of these feelings before. This time he does
it better than ever before, but there is still

enough prime Kottke missing (30:03 is real

short), especially after the multi-musiced Ice

Water, to make this offering seem curiously

limited. WMUA fans will recognize the riff in

"Vertical Trees" he played for the station I.D.

when he was here in the summer of '72.

One tune in particular manages to dig beyond
the mere lightness of most of the others, and
get into some feelings best classified as

transcendent. "When
Shrimps Learn To Whistle"
manages to combine the

swirl of feelings ranging
from the loveliness off

shrimps in the Bosporus Sea,

the wonderful absurdity of

the thought of their learning

to whistle that turns black
when Krushchev at the U.N.,

says Russia will not do this or

that 'until shrimps learn h>

whistle'. ..warships on the!

Bosporus, death in the

nuclear family...

A 'this shrimply isn't!

enough' B,

— Mike 'late overdate'

MARViN GAYE LIVE —
MARVIN GAYE
(Tarn la T6 — 333S1)

Total playing time: 43:41

Before Marvin Gaye Live was recordeo
earlier this year at Oakland-Alameda County
Coliseum in Oakland, California, Gaye had
been away from the stage and bright lights for

five years. The material on Live represents a

very selected cross section of Gaye's musical
past. Abetted by a wildly enthusiastic audience
(which applauds, howls, screams, and
generally loves every minute), Marvin goes
inrough a twelve minute "Fossil Medley"
(which he jively introduces by singing "I want
to sing a medley of my hit songs for you, I want
to see if you remember the old songs...") and
then time warps into "Let's Get It On" and
"What's Going On". Although the ecastitic

audience verges on drowning Marvin out on
"Let's Get It On" and "Distant Lover", the
result is added sound excitement with a shot

more substance than on the more produced but
consequently more sterile studio versions.

The musical climax during "What's Going
On" / aptly serves as the concert and
album finale. It's here where the crowd just

can't control itself any longer and goes into

'orgasmic shouts which intermingle with their

singing along. Redefinitions of audience
participation.

Though not consistently up to the outstanding
levels of "Let's Get it On" and "What's Going
On", Marvin Gaye and his hard working
l-hythm and horn sections maintain a con-
sistently high energy level through, failing only
>n "Jan", a recent Gaye composition which Is

00 trite and cliched. While not being another
anthology, Marvin Gaye Live is a fine concert
document which captures Marvin as he looks
back and as he sees the present.

David Sokol

I

Kostek frhis record is available at the University store.

In Concert:
Focus
Sanderson Theater, Springfield

31 October

Hocus Pocus: A hit song by Focus; also, an
ancient axiom, which, upon being chanted,
would render forth great feats of magic. And
hat was just what would have been necessary
to transform Focus' performance Thursday
night into one for which a few kind words could
be said. Playing with all the gusto of a sixpack
1 Mexican beer, the group instantly sent the

audience into a state of frenzied boredom.
Even "Hocus Pocus," the song with which the

band mercifully ended their set, was all but

ruined by a drummer who probably couldn't
tell a drumstick from a turkey leg. Throughout
he set, Jan Akkerman, a supposed genius on
guitar, seemed to have a case of apathy. Maybe
ne caught it from the crowd. As for what he
contributed on bass, Bert Ruiter's place
could've been taken by an under -developed
amoeba. Thijs Van Leer, on volcals and
keyboards, couldn't do it alone, as he tried to

compensate for his mates' ineptness. He was
nediocre, but the way the group played as a
A/hole, mediocrity is something he can take
pride in. Suffice it to say, Focus was no Dutch
'reat.

— Ross Nerenberg

LADIES LOVE OUTLAWS
TOM RUSH

(Columbia KC 330S4)

I was very apprehensive about this album at

firs' . I have followed Tom Rush since 1968, in

tiisshiftsof style and what not, but I did not see
how he could have changed again. This is his

first album without Trevor Veitch, his "old
fixed address", co-writer and all-round back-
up person. I was prepared to thoroughly hate

'his album. But, we must keep an open mind
and realize 'hat this is really a good album.
Really.

The style-shift that was so heralded is a
slight, almost imperceptable shift to western
folk. The songs for the most part have lyrics

•ha' insinuate cowboys and Indians. The
background has much more than the accoustic
guitar of Harvard Square boys; too many
elee'ric guitars for my liking, some well done
keyboards, and (are you ready for this?), a
brass and string section. The orchestra sounds
nice, bu* jus' a bit elaborate for a guy who can
sing well enough to get away with just a simple
background.

There is one error on this album: a remake of

'No Regrets." I suppose if this was the firs'

ime you heard the song it would be great.

Unfortunately, he took away the "Rockport
Sunday" part (oh, remember, twisting your

ankle on the rocks at Bearskin Neck) and
added all sorts of guitars, percussion and Carly
Simon. I "snot bad, but it's also not necessary
The song does not follow the western mood of

the album. I' does not have the sad simplicity

rf 'he original. It just sounds as if Andy
Williams decided to record it.

The rest of the album is a nice mixture of

slow and fas', humorous stuff. I particularly

like "Maggie", an 'old person looking back'
song. I' suits Tom Rush's deep, Yankee voice
perfectly. Not up there with "Child's Song",

bu' really fine. He gets help on "Jenny Lynn"
from James Taylor, and the song strikes me
more as a Taylor vehicle.

Over all, if you like Tom Rush, you'll really

love this album. If you don't, give the album a

chance anyway. It can be really good to hear a

pleasan' voice again.
—Maria Richmond
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TONIGHT

"MONKEY BUSINESS"
with the

MARX BROTHERS

Mahar Aud. 76'

7 November 1974 7 November 1974

RINITY (Enja ?008) Playing time: 45^*"

"In this corner, from Tokyo: Masahiko Sato on
piano modula tor. In this corner, from New
York: PeTer Warren on bass. And in This cor-

ner, from Switzerland: Pierre Favre on per-

cussion. Shake hands and come out... uh...
Near as I can tell, these three had never laid

eyes on each other before the night this was
recorded and didn't have a word of mutual
language (other than the obvious, but let's not

get poetic) between them. Yet, that com-
munication was clearly and firmly established

is beyond doubt — I don't claim to completely
understand the concept of 'free fazz', but It

doesn't rake a music critic to be moved by the

give and take of energies here, anymore than it

rakes an art critic to enjoy the subjectivities of

an abstract painting: If it reaches you, it

reaches you. 'Nuff said.
— Your Sacred Cowboy

Below The Salt— or not at all

featuring MARX BROTHERS

LAUREL & HARDY

RUGS BUNNY

5:30, 8:00 and 1:30

COMEDY CAPERS
THREE STOOGES

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

THE ROAD RUNNER

FRI., NOV. 8 C.C. Aud.

7:30 - 9:30 - 11:30

50'
*****+++****

TONIGHT!!

A MAN CALLED HORSE

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR JO* 310 J mn f-IUOUT MASS

M ma*

A GREATNEW
MOTION PICTURE COMEDY

CCA. 7:00, 9:30, 1 2:00

Tonight!!

TONIGHT 7 & 9:15 S.U.B. 75'

BLUME IN LOVE
with George Segal

**************

TODAY — 4:45-4:15-7:45-9:15
Twi-Lite Hr. — 4:15-4:45 Only — $1.25

WOODY ALLEN'S

"Everything
you always

wanted to know
about sex •*

"Jf HUT WERF •'RAO TO ASK 99

TODAY — 5:30-7:15-9:00

Twi-Lite Hr. — 5:00-5:30 Only — 51.25

cWoodyr T>iane
cAllet^'Keaton

'Sleeper

SUNDAY, NOV. 10 S.U.B. 75*

CITIZEN KANE
7 & 10:45 p.m.

with

COMPULSION Starring Orson Welles

9 p.m.

fora perfect vacation take.

EH
mc.m -hu..,. STAhit> KUBRICK PRODUCTION

ultimate trip a space odyssey
TOHAV _ *• 00.8.00
Twi-Lite Hr. — 4:30-5:00 Only — $1.25

TODAY — 4:45-7:00-9: 15~
Twi-Lite Hr . - 4:15-4:45 - »|.»

Wed., Nov. 13 "Trail of Billy Jack"

film
reviewed by Stuart Sojcher

Harry and Tonto starring Art
Carney, Chief Dan George and a
cat named Tonto
directed by Paul Mazursky

Films today are pretty much
dominated by the subjects of either
sex or violence. Consequently, a
film which lacks these elements is

considered an oddity by most
standards. One has to wonder
whether a film like Harry and
Tonto which deals with real issues,
old age, and is devoid of any
spectacular killings or rape scenes
will attract enough people to make
it a commercial success despite its

excellent reviews. Paul Mazursky,
who directed the film, remarked in

an interview that "Perhaps I

should have had a violent ending
with Harry's bullet-ridden body
falling to the ground in slow-
motion. That would have attracted
the crowds." Mazursky is rightly
concerned, but his film doesn't

Film Times
ACADEMY Ui- MUSIC -

That's Entertainment — 7:0C-
9:15

AMHERST CINEMA -
5 Easy Pieces - 8:45
Easy Rider — 7:00

CALVIN -
California Split — 7:00-9:00

CAMPUS CINEMA -
1) Little Big Man - 7:00
A Man Called Horse - 9:15

2) Flesh Gordon - 7:00-8:45
3) Duddy Kravitz - 7:00-9:15

MT. FARMS 4 -
Groove Tube — 4:45-6:15-7:45-

9:15

Sleeper — 5:30-9:00

Everything About Sex - 7:15
2001: A Space Odyssey - 5:00-

8:00

That's Entertainment - 5:00-
7:00-9:00

SHOWCASE -
Rabbi Jacobs - 7:30-9:20
Harry & Tonto - 7:25-9:30
Longest Yard - 7:30-9:45
Flesh Gordon - 720 8 40 10 10
Airport - 7:30-9:40

Odessa File - 7:30-9:40

need that ending nor such
redundant subject matter. Harry
and Tonto is a well direded film
composed of many warm and
funny moments especially
characterized by some fine acting
by Art Carney and a strong sup
porting cast.

The film opens with a nice
montage of elderly people in dif-
ferent situations: taking a late
afternoon snooze, couples strolling
hand in hand and small groups of
people sitting around the park.
Harry, played by Art Carney of

"Ed Norton" and The
Honeymooners fame, is also a
member of this elderly
congregation. Though widowed
and retired from teaching, Harry
is still sharp and active at seventy-
two. Whether reminiscening about
first encounters of love with his
good friend Rivetowski who
blames all problems on "the
capitalist pigs," discussing 'who
dun it' on Ironside with various
neighbors or doing imitations of old
songs for his cat Tonto-his best
friend and constant companion —
Harry is relatively happy.
Progress, however, in the form of
the ball and chain forces Harry to
leave his apartment in Manhattan
but not before being carried out in

his favorite chair by two
policeman.

Relunctantly, Harry must take
up residence wilh his son Burt and
his family in the suburbs. Sububria
as depicted by Mazursky is not
terribly relaxed, as on his first

night staying with the family
Harry decides to go to the
bathroom and Burt rushes from his
bedroom with a gun, explaining
later that many robberies had
recently taken place in the neigh-
borhood. One evening the family
has one of Harry's friends, Leroy
over for dinner. Burt's wife Elaine
tries to show her liberalism by
telling Leroy, who is black, how
much she enjoyed 'soul food' at a
restaurant run by an Afro-
American woman. Leroy quietly

^ Call 782 3131

S" CnousM
&C00LCT

Springfield, Ma.
Rtt21 CHANT PIA/A

See - GEORGE C. SCOTT,
Director - Producer - Star of

"THE SAVAGE IS LOOSE"

THE SAVAGE
II LOOSE

George C. Seott and Irish Van Dcverc
co-starnng John David CarsonandLee H. Montgomery

A film about a shipwrecked
family caught between society

induced moral behavior and
uncontrolled primal instincts.

PREMIERE OPENING - WED. NOV. 13th

SPECIAL: 50* OFF REGULAR $2.50
DMISSION PRICE WITH STUDENT ID

Harry and Tonto
replies, "I didn't know they served
soul food in Africa."
Harry decides to look for an

apartment in the city. In a funny
yet sad scene, Harry and the
landlady of an apartment building

travels he visits his first love,
Jessie (Geraldine Fitzgerald), a
dancer with the Isadora Duncan
troupe a liberated woman far
before it had become in vogue. In
one of the most movina and

"Perhaps I should have had a violent ending

with Harry's bullet-ridden body falling to

the ground in slow motion . .
."

discuss their age and loneliness
while looking over a room, but
upon hearing that Harry has a cat,

she coldly informs him that pets
are not allowed.

After deciding to go to Chicago to
visit his daughter, Harry must first

identify the dead body of
Rivetowski in the morgue. Trying
hard not to break down, he com
ments to a sympathetic city em-
ployee about their last con
versation concerning Rivetowski's
first affair. The tragedy of the
scene is further accentuated by the
haunting spectre of death
emenating .Yom the morgue's
atmosphere and cold, dark walls.

It is here that the film becomes a
series of Harry's meeting and
becoming involved with a number
of different people. Character
development is sacrificed to either
play a scene for laughs or illicit an
emotional response from the
audience. Unfortunately, a
character like Harry's daughter
(Ellen Burstyn), who has been
married four times and seems very
interesting, is forsaken in order to
continue the story. Mazursky sets
up a scene, runs through it and
then quickly cuts to another.
Harry eventually ends up driving

across the country to California,
his license having expired ten
years aao nonwithstandina. In his

beautiful scenes that I have ever
seen on film, Harry greets Jessie,
who still retains her past beauty, in

an old age home. He gives her a
bouquet of roses, but being senile,
she mistakes him for an old
Parisian lover. Though he is

clearly disappointed, he does not
reveal it and politely listens to her
idle chatter. She speaks about her
dancing career, how much she
wants to go to the shore and then
asks Harry to dance with her. The
camera carefully watches them
from afar, capturing the grace and
sensitivity of two people reliving
past memories. It's very difficult

to restrain one's tears.
In Arizona, Harry meets up with

an old cowboy who sells vitamins
and likes cats. "Cats are smarter
than we are," he says. "Simple
diet, no clothes, lots of exercise and
they can clean themselves."

Outsidf Las Vegas, Harry is

picked up by a high priced hooker
and she seduces him while the
background music is a rendition of

"Love Is A Many Splendored
Thing."
While in Las Vegas, Harry drinks

a bit too much and is arrested for

relieving himself in public. In jail

he meets an old Indian, Chief Two
Feathers (Chief Dan George), in

the most humorous scene in the
movie. Two Feathers is in jail for

nracticina medicine without a

Lid mtt
AMITY ST. 253 5426
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license. He put a spell on someone
who died soon after. "Sorry,"
Harry says. Two Feathers an
swers, "He was supposed to die.
That's why I put the spell on him."

Though Harry is supposed to look
seventy-two, his make up makes
him appear about ten years
younger, enhancing viewer
identification. This identification
will be even more evident to
younger people as Harry's
qualities make him quite ap-
pealing. He is open minded, in-

telligent, self-aware and above all

human. He wants to make the most
out of life and his trip across
country is a good example as
Harry explains earlier in the fim
how much he always wanted to
travel when he was younger, but
marriage and responsibilities
prevented him from doing so. His
children still look up to him for
advice and approval; her is cer-
tainly a much stronger character
though he shouldn't be, according
to society's standards because of
his age.

Mazursky wanted to portray the
elderly in an admirable manner
and in Harry and Tonto he sue
ceeded. It is a very warm and
moving picture which some may
claim to be too maudlin but the
subject itself is a sentimental one,
and is welcome after the senseless
killings that never seem to end on
the screen.

Perhaps most importantly,
Harry and Tonto says something
about the human spirit bridges the
age gap — the refusal to lay down
and die. Harry wants to live life to
its fullest and he does that. When
his other son in California asks
Harry to live with him, Harry
explains that he wants to live his
own life and that his son should do
the same but on his own. At
seventy-two Harry is still making
discoveries about life and enjoying
every minute of it.

Harry and Tonto is at the W.
Springfield Showcase Cinemas.
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SKI CHAMONIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545-2801

7 November 1974

Lester Murphy has sold his

house in Clifton, N.J., where he
has lived for many years, and

moved this week to his new
house on Kte. 14 approximately
one-hall mile from the South
Sutton Post Office.

trade in your

old mattress

for another

"old" mattress?
If your old mattress is in bad

shape - sure, go ahead and
|unk it It's probably obsolete

anyway But don't just replace

it with another obsolete mat

tress Examine, test and

compare Neptune Waterbed

It's a decision you'll have to

sleep with

TRY A TEST REST!
Visit om Bedroom Snoo jnd see

the distinctive s'vies at/aiiabie

Future
Furnishings
i 03 N Pleasant St.

Amherst

Appearing

WED. & THURS

REAL TEARS

COMING TUES. NOV. 12

The 11th House,

featuring

Larry Coryell,

and

Good Friend Coyote

Cover $4.00

at

Rusty Nail

Inn
Kte. 17. Sunderland

your own personal statement
of annoyance

BREAKFAST 24 HRS.
JUICE

2 EGGS

HOME FRIES

COFFEE

99

The shoe that works
with your body.

Also — Sandwiches, Dinners, and

Creamy Rich Country Style Ice Cream

— no artificial flavors.

Tues. - Sat. — 24 Hrs.

Sun. and Mon. till 11 p.m.

168 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst
253-2291

Take Out Service

This shoe is

different from any
shoe you've ever
worn. It's the
EARTH* negative
heel shoe. The shoe
designed to work in

harmony with your
entire body.

The heel of the
Earth" shoe is

actually lower than
the toe. This allows
you to walk natu-
rally. Like when you
walk barefoot in

sand or soft earth

****'.^N^-.--v'--~'"

and your heel sinks
down lower than
your toes.

The entire sole

of the Earth shoe is

molded in a very
special way. This
allows you to walk
in a gentle rolling

motion. And to walk
easily and comfort-
ably on the hard
jarring cement of
our cities.

But remember,
just because a shoe
looks like ours
doesn't mean it

works like ours. So

to be sure you're
getting the Earth
brand shoe, look on
the sole for our
Earth trademark
and U.S. Patent
#3305947.

Your body will

thank you.

Shoes, sandals,
sabots and boots for

men and women.
From $23.50 to

$42.50.
*EARTHis a registered
trademark ofKalsf
Systemet.lnc.

®1974Kals<>
Systemet, Inc.

264 North Pleasant St a ------- e .
,4 story Street

.4n.hrr*.M.M .*.M2 ^^SRfM. . Brattle Arcade

UIDBMMi Mon. - Sat. 10- 5:30; Fri. 11 to 7 Cambrldne. m»m.
(617)492-6000

SANDERSON
THEATRE

1700 Main St., Springfield, Mass.

Friday, November 15, 7:308.10 PM

a special evening with

DONOVAN
Saturday, November 16, 8 PM

RANDY
NEWMAN

special guest

RY COODER

Friday, December 6th 8 PM

BILLY
JOEL

Friday, November 29, 8 PM

CHIC
i COREA

December 15, 8PM

DAVID
BROMBERG

special guest

JONATHAN
EDWARDS

Ticke's: $6.50, $6, and $5 and $4. All seats reserved. Available at all

Ticke'ron outlets, (617) 542-5491. Also available at Sanderson Theatre
B< x Office.

Wax N Wane, Chicopee; Faces of Earth, Amherst; Fred Locke Stereo,
Springfield; Music Man, Westfield; Baggins End, S. Hadley; Country
C mfor, Northampton. By mail send certified check or money order to

P
Sanderson Thea're. 1700 Main St., Springfield. For further information,
call (413) 734-5603.

For further information, call (413) 734-5603
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Thank you, Programmed Flow
reviewed by Maria Richmond

ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC
By David Miller and the UMass Computer System
Directed by David Miller
Theatre Barn
31 October, l and 2 Nobember 1974

It s very difficult for me to get my head together to
write about this play for two reasons: a) it is very
difficult to write about somethmq that you really
liked without getting soppy; and b) this play is
inherently difficult to write about (thanks, David)
The reactions from the audience ran the whole gamut
from bringing me out of a depression to sending
someone into one. If is just that kind of olav thereaction came more within the individual man from
the material presented. This was carefully planned
the material was presented as randomly as possible
de. following the plan made by a computer) Each
performance was unique as to the actual things said
and reactions between the audience and players I

found a flow to the play and, if I may be so presump
tious, I would like to present my flow theory

In the beginning the audience is faced with three
separate action groups, having nothing to do with one
another An offer was made to polish anyone's shoes.
Many of the audience members shrank back into the
anonimity that audiences give you. As the play
progressed, actors came out into the audience area
offering fruit salad (which was, by the by, quite good
if you didn't eat the jello), a non-threatening act The
audience is drawn a little closer. A bit later the actors
hand a few audience members playing cards with
instructions to jump up and read them off. A few
audience members are drawn further into the action.
The last bit of business is a group sing of Christmas
carols through which everyone gets into the act.
There is much more to it than that. At every turn

one is faced with a new, sometimes absurd action set.
It was a lot of fun, with not knowing what to expect
certainly part of it.

Thank you, David. Thank you, cast. And thank you,UMASS computer System wherever you are.

Discourse on the Method of Rightly Conducting the
Customer to His Seat and Seeking Truth in the Field

of Old Farmer Brown While Avoiding Meadow
Muffins.

* by Daniel Finneran

Discourse on the Method of Rightly
Conducting the Customer to His
Seat and Seeking Truth in the Field
of Old Farmer Brown While
Avoiding Meadow Muffins

Of God: The t He
Exists But Votes

Republican

Once upon a time when I just
finished underlining the funny
parts of Descartes's Meditations, a
friend suddenly burst into my
room. Seeing that he was quite
excited, I asked him what he
wanted.

"Nothing really, it's just that
I've discovered something so
fantastic and significant that I

have to talk to somebody. After
reading what I've just read, my
whole life is changed."

"For instance?"
"Well, there was this one book

that basically said that the stuff
about logic and order in the
universe along with the idea of
man's rational make up is just so
much sheep dip. The author just
wiped out the whole idea of God or
of any intelligence behind the
universe. And he said that even if

there was a God why should He
care what happens to us.

"There was this other book of
essays that took apart the idea that
this is the real world. It's just a lie.

the crap about progress,

equality, democracy are just lies
This is not the real world, or our
real selves, because the iies stop us
by making us believe them.

"But what really wiped me out
was the book I had to read for
Wyknott's class. Right there in the
poetry the same things were Demg
said The poets are telling us that

it?

"About what you just said?"
'Yeah What do you think about

"Not much at all."
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this world is one big rip off. No
logic, no order, no God; the self has
been destroyed and the poets are
trying to rebuild the self, and the
lies, and find the real world. It's

just so fantastic, everything is

changed now; my whole life will be
different from now on."

"That it, cobber?"
"No, I mean yes. Well, you know.

I just wanted to tell you that and
ask what you think abov) it. Kinda
rao on.it."

"I must admit that I've always
suspected that such was true. And
after listening to you I'm positive."
"How can you be so unserious, so

unmoved when the possibility
exists that the foundation of world
civilization is based upon the lie of
human rationality! The world is

totally illogical; we are living a lie

and you don't even wanl to chanqe
that?"
"Who, me?"
"OK then, what about this:

tomorrow it is proven conclusively
that the universe is unordered,
there is no logic, and God does NOT
exist! What about that!"
"Hey, it's not my respon

sibility."

'You mean it doesn't do
anything to you? The fact, or even
the possibility, that there is no
rational order to the universe, that
everything is just an accident
doesn't bother you? It doesn't
make you think about the
possibilities that stem from such
an assumption? Do you agree that
man is basically irrational?"

With that he left, and I was able
to continue my studies. That af
ternoon I had three old Spider-Man
comic books, and I was determined
to finish them.

— Daniel Finneran
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THUR. - FRI. - Aces and Eights
SAT. - Blue Maxx -^*

r ,

SUN. - Sweet Basil ^> Back Up Qm
*

,or Sweet Pie

TUES. & WED. — No Cover
THURS. SUN., $1.00

Sunday Beer — 25e — 9 to 1 .00

/**„*, *f o o tt
HAPPY HOUR pvery day (exp. Mon.), 4-7

HontyofRoom to Boogie! Phone (617) -just Over Line- 544-6028

at the TOC . . Nov. 7 -

\

Rt, 202, New Salem at Truman's
Flea Market, only 12 miles
from Whitmore!

9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
1 f

,
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The Art Zone Lovejoy buys land near proposed NUKE site
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LOCAL MUSIC

Mighty Joe Young — James Cotton Band —
Hide A Way, Nov. 7.

Eleventh House featuring Larry Coryell —
Rusty Nail, Nov. 12.

Fat — Hotel AAonat (Holyoke), Nov. 7-10.

Real Tears — Rusty Nail, Nov. 7.

Firewater — Hatch, Nov. 7-9.

Mighty Joe Young — Hide-A-Way, Nov. 8, 9.

Some Of My Best Friends — Steak Out, Nov
79.

Big Screaming McGrew — Rusty Nail, Nov.
8 10.

Calico Sam — Bluewall, Nov. 7-9.

Freeze featuring Bob Humphreys —
Knowlton House, Nov. 9.

Sweet Basil — T.O.C., Nov. 7-9.

Calico Sam — Rusty Nail, Nov. 11.

Good Friend Coyote — Rusty Nail, Nov. 13.

Doc Sullivan —The Pub, Nov. 7, 8 (3-6 p.m.).
D. J. — The Pub, Nov. 8.

Great Pretenders — The Pub, Nov. 9, 10.

Pine Brothers — The Pub, Nov. 12.

Sparky Rucker & Doug Anderson — Chelsea
House Cafe and Forklore Center (W. Brat-
leboro. Vt.), Nov 8. 9.

CONCERTS
(T indicates tickets are available at Ticketron
in thP C.C. Hotel lobby)

UMASS
Jazz Workshop — rreaerick Till is, /wax

Roach, Jake Epstein, Archie Shepp in a tribute
o Duke Ellington plus other works — Nov. 7,
Bowker Aud. (free).

Maurice Andre with Werttemberg Chamber
Orchestra — Nov. 11, Bowker Aud.
Boston Ballet — Nov. 15 and 16, Bowker Aud.
Goldovsky Opera Theater, "La Traviata" (in

English) — Nov. 17. Bowker Aud.
Commander Cody and His Lost Planet Airmen—^0^22, Student Union Ballroom
Willie Colon Latin Band — Nov. 24, CCA.

AMHERST
Raspberries — Nov. 16. Amherst Cinema

MT. HOLYOKE
Eric Andersen — Nov. 8, Chapin Aud.

SPRINGFIELD
Dave Mason - Poco — Nov. 10, Civic Center T
Donovan— Nov. 15, Sanderson Theater (7:30

& 10) T.
Randy Newman - Mimi Farina — Nov. 16,

Sanderson Theater T.
Beach Boys — Nov. 17, Civic Center.
Chick Corea & Return To Forever - Eleventh

House feat, Larry Coryell — Nov. 29, San-
derson Theater, T.

Billy Joel — Dec. 6, Sanderson Theater T.
Yes — Dec. 10, Civic Center. T.

David Bromberg — Dec. 15, Sanderson
Theater T.

Richie Havens — Dec. 21, Sanderson
Theater, T.

BOSTON

Skyhook — Nov. 7 9, Zircon.
Ellen Mcllwaine - Tom Waits — Nov. 7-10,

Passim Coffeeshop, (8:30 & 10:30).
Main Ingredient — Nov. 7 10, Sugar Shack

(10 & 1 a.m.).
Bill Cowell Michel Urbaniak — Nov. 7 10,

Jazz Workshop.
Foghat - Robin Trower - Montrose — Nov. 8,

Orpheum T.

Frank Zappa & The Mothers Of Invention -

Wet Willie — Nov. 9, Orpheum T.
Eric Andersen - Mimi Farina — Nov. 9,

Orpheum, T.
Roger McGuinn - Honk — Nov. 10 & 11,

Paul's Mall.

Joe Sarrell — Nov. 11-16, Jazz Workshop.
Betty Wright— Nov. 11 17, Sugar Shack (10 &

1 a.m.).

Asieep At The Wheel - Bill Workman — Nov.
12-16, Passim Coffeeshop.
Jerry Garcia — Nov. 12-14, Paul's Mall.
David Bowie — Nov. 14-16, Music HaH T.
George Carlin - Travis Shook & The Club

WOW — Nov. 15, Orpheum (7 & 10) T.
Harry Chapin — Nov. 15, Symphony Hall.

Marshall Tucker Band - Elvin Bishop •

Charlie Daniels — Nov. 16, Orpheum T.
Donovan — Nov. 17, Music Hall T.
Return To Forever with Chick Corea -

Renaissance — Nov. 17, Symphony Hall.

Muddy Waters — Nov. 18-24, Paul's Mall.
Jose Feliciano — Nov. 20, Symphony Hall.

Elton John • Kiki Dee Band — Nov. 20 & 25,

Boston Garden (sold out) T.
America — Nov. 21, Music Hall.

Randy Newman - Ry Cooder — Nov. 21,

Svmphony Hall.

Maria Muldaur - Livingston Taylor — Nov.
22, Orpheum T.

Beach Boys - John Sebastian — Nov. 23,

Boston Garden T.

New Riders Of The Purple Sage • Hoyt Axton
— Nov. 24, Orpheum T.

Aerosmith — Dec. 5, 6, Music Hall I

oenesis — Dec. 9, Music Hall T.

George Harrison - Ravi Shankar & Friends

Dec. 9, 10 (4 p.m.) & (8:30 sold out). Boston

warden (4 & 8:30) T.

Yes — Dec. 11, Boston Garden T.

Student escorting two Belcherfown Mate inmates to a party, Halloween, 1974

WEEKENDS IN FILM
Compiled by Paul Kontrimas

AIRPORT '75. No better, no worse than
Airport '72. Starts this weekend at the

Showcase Cinemas in West Springfield. + +
BLUME IN LOVE^ Poor George Sega! is_stm

in love with his estranged wife. After a legal

separation, hopelessly in love, George chases a
wife that wants her independence from the
stereotyped existence as a professional man's
wife. A comedy with tragedy burning up the

edges. A» the SUB tonight. 7 and 9:00. + ++
CALIF. SPLIT. Elliot Gould and George

Segal in a romp through some of Nevadas
flashies gambling casinos. In this, Robert
Amman's first comedy since M-A-S-H, two
characters get nowhere in the plastic en-
er'ainmenf capitol, and in view of all the finer
efforts these two have produced, let's hope this

i ne was just a small mistake. At the Calvin
Cinema. +
CITIZEN KANE. Rosebud. SUB, Nov. 10. (7

and 10:45). + + + +
COOL HAND LUKE. Incomplete, but

committed view of Southern life. Happy-go-
lucky Paul Newman drinks too much, commits
a felony and is incarcerated. One of his fellow
workers on the chain gang is George Kennedy,
noted for his line in the movie; "What We have
here is a failure to communicate." At the CCA,
Sunday, a' 7 and 9. ++
COMPULSION. SUB., Nov. 10 (9 p.m.) + +
EASY RIDER. No matter how hard Peter

Fonda ries to direct his worthless, sketchy
films, they still smell in a stiff wind. The great
majority of his films have been poorly
received, and justifiable condemned by film

people and audiences. However, this film was
an exception, only because of the timeliness of

his ego -noog lings: with Easy Rider Fonda hit

upon the incipient psychedelic pop culture

before other film-makers had even discovered
all the special effects they could use in the acid

rip scenes. A good slice of the life from Henry
Fonda's son. At the Amherst Cinema. +
EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW

ABOUT SEX BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK.
Double fea'ure with Sleeper at MF 4. An
uproarious, hilarious spoof on the book which
was he educational alternative to the

ba'hroom wall. Consists of seven skits — four

rf which are riotous and three of which are
downrigtv sickening. Woody plays the role of a
cour? jester attempting to penetrate a royal

chasti'y btt I with a male sperm, and various
f 'her perverts. At the Mt. Farms + + +

GROOVE TUBE. This video visTon is

relatively unchanged from its origin qs a video
'ape excursion done by a couple of people from
he Mass. Communication Department at

Boston University. When it was deemed to have
commercial potential by Hollywood" film
companies, and only after it received an un-
derground popularity by playing at such small
houses as the Video Theatre in Cambridge, it

was slightly altered and lengthened for release
as a full-length film. Reports are that it's still

worth a look! And that the short vignettes that

compose the bulk of this film are still quite
humorous. At the Mt. Farms +-h+_
HARRY AND TONTO. Art Carney

masterfully portrays the old man looking for
ha' American Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel
were looking for. For a more in depth review,
see page 9. At, the Showcase Cinemas in West
Springfield. + + ++
THE LONGEST YARD. A fleeting macho

action flick where Burt Reynolds shows his cell

block how much fun it is to be in prison. Eddie
Albert acts as a warden, for all you Eddie
Alber fans. Robert Aldrich directed. At The
Showcase Cinemas in West Springfield. ++
THE MAD ADVENTURES OF "RABBI"

JACOBS. The comedy in this film is as rapid as
machine gun fire. Pointed at its own head, it

could blow its own brains out and still the
audience would laugh. See, at the Showcase
Cinemas in W. Springfield. + + + +
ODESSA FILE. John Voight leads in this

video adaptation of Frederick, Forsyth's spy
novel. The director of this and Of The Poseidon
Adventure is one and the same — Ronald
Neame. Chilling and mysterious, at the
Showcase. + + +
SLEEPER. Now playing at MF 4. Woody

Allen wakes up from a long sleep in a
suspended animation capsule and finds himself
in a fu uristic world dominated by the stainless
s'eel and formica. Woody has difficulty fitting

into 'his sterile society and infects it with
disrespectful antics, knee slapping, chase
scenes and characteristic Woody Allen
disorder. (At the Mt. Farms). + + +
THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT. A collection of

musical moments from nearly 100 great MGM
films produced between 1928-1959. The singing
of Liza Minelli, Frank Sinatra, Judy Garland
and "more stars 'nan there are in heaven".
Als< the offsfate music of Cole Porter, the
Gershwins, etc. as Frank Sinatra says, "You
can wai around and hope... but you won't see
he likes of this again." Playing at the Moun-
'ain Farms 4. -f + + +

cUMEDY SPECIAL. Chaplain, W. C Fields
and Pink Panther. Chaplin in The Tramp and
Gold Rush. W. c Fields in The Barber Shop
and The Pink Panther in Kitten On the Keys.
Sa'. Night At the SUB, at 7, 8:30, 10 and 11:30

ART

AREA EXHIBITS
Leverette Craftsmen and Artists Inc. Bethia

Brehmer, "Graphics" through Nov. 12.

Springfield Museum of Fine Arts "The World
of Pogo"; this show focuses on the characters

-JieJat£_Wa
I
Lt Kellev created for the nationally

syndicated comic strip "Pogo". Through Nov.
'7

"Lalique Glass" the work of Rene Laliqie,
known as the foremost designer of glass
through the 20's and 30's, will be on exhibit
hrough Jan.. 5.

FIVE COLLEGE EXHIB ITS
Amherst College, Mead Art Gallery

Drawings by E.E. Cumminqs, Fairfield.Pnrlar T -r~_iPorter, T. Tankers.
Hampshire College "Irish Directions", This

is a traveling show of painting, sculpture, and
prints prevfously at the Worcester Museum of
Fine Art. Nov. 11-Dec. 1.

_ Mt. Holvoke "Miss Cogswell's Retrospec-
tive". Miss Cogswell is a retired professor fromM . Holyoke College. This show can be seen in
he John and Norah Warbeke Gallery Nov. 9-
Dec. 9.

Rodnev L. White Print Room "to*rt%*<u>*
Mexicanos". Mexican yraphic from 1839 to 1973
Nov. 8- Dec 9.

Smith College Museum "Egyptian Art" from
he Museum of Fine Art Boston, through Jan. 5.
U Mass Herter Hall Gallery, Print Show Nov.

8 Dec 8.

new Africa House oallery, "A Homage To
Duke Ellington", Simon Governeur with
Nelson Stevens through Dec. 3.

Amherst College Photographs by Andrea
Alberts, Frost Library, Nov. 10-30

\\\\\

By JUDY BOUCHER
Staff Reporter

Samuel Lovejoy, the acquitted
saboteur of Northeast Utilities (NU)
500-foot tower last February, has
recently bought land on the same
hill where NU proposes to build a
twin nuclear power station.

Lovejoy has obtained 1-1 3th
piece of an acre in Montague and
an informed source told the
Springfield Union the price in-

cluded $1 for purchase and $19 for
processing.

A referendum was defeated that
would have seriously affected the

$1.52 billion nuclear power plant to
be built in 1976
The partial share of land was

transferred from Carol Thompson
of Petersham, administrator of the
estate of Sanford H. Sawyer of
Hampden County.

Lovejoy's trial lasted eight days

and he was acquitted on a directed

verdict because, the Judge Kent
Smith, the prosecution had not
proven -jts case.

According-to figures released this

week the trial cost county tax-

payers $3100.

The cost covers the court

sessions, salaries of two assistant
district attorneys who tried the
case, investigating police officers
and a bus for viewing the site where
the alleged crime took place. In

addition, the cost covers jurors
fees, witness fees, transcripts and
photographs.

Yet to be authorized is a $750 bill

presented to the county com-
missioners to attorneys for
representing "indigent" persons.

Comissioners have declined
payment on the bill taking the
position that at no time was
Lovejoy declared indigent.

Labor costs exceed budget
ByAVISYUNI
Staff Reporter

At a meeting held Wednesday
night for all fast foods student
employees in the Campus Center
(those working in the Coffee Shop
Blue Wall, and Hatch Cafeteria),'
students were told that Campus
Center labor costs this year far
exceed what they were budgeted
last fail.

The employees were told the
administrators will look at all the
alternatives to solve the problem
and do everything they can to avoid
lay-offs of workers.

F. Craig Stuart, Campus Center
Business Manager, told the
Collegian yesterday a meeting will

be held Monday afternoon to
discuss the problem, and the
alternatives, with no decision being

reached then.

Stuart said he, John Corker,
Director of the Campus Center, Phil

Amico, Campus Center Director of
Food Services, Mike Curran,
President, Campus Center Board of

Governors, and Milton Kerstein,

employee in the Coffee Shop and
member Student Employee
Committee will attend this meeting.

Stuart said most of the other
areas except labor costs are in line

with last Spring's budget at this

point. He said the biggest con-
centration of labor in the building is

in Food Services, about 30-35 per
cent of the total.

Stuart said the first quarter of the

Campus Center fiscal year com-
prises July and August, two slow
months in terms of business. He
said with soles down, labor costs

rise.

Stuart also attributed the
budgetary deficit to renovations in

the Hatch this past summer and the
fact the administrators brought
some people back to campus early

this fall to clean.

"I don't think any drastic things

will happen at this point in time.

We'll do everything in our power to

prevent lay-offs," Stuart said.

"Lay-offs are just one alternative of

many."

Yesterday several Student Food
Service workers set up a table on
the Campus Center concourse for

students to sign petitions objecting

to any hourly cut- backs or lay-offs

of the student work force in the

Campus Center.

Kerstein told the Collegian,
"Management has projected lay-

offs and cut-backs in hours as a
solution to the budgetary deficit.

We feel we want to make up that

money too, but that that is not a

valid solution."

"We feel there are much more
creative solutions and are trying to
get support from students to get
the management to implement
more creative solutions'," Kerstein
said.

A meeting will

be held Monday

to discuss

the problem

and its alternatives.

He emphasized, "Lay-offs have
not been implemented and we are

not saying they have been. We just

want to make sure there aren't

any."

The petitions being signed
yesterday read, "As students we
are not eligible for unemployment
insurance and-or welfare; and as

other job opportunities in the
university community and Amherst
area are virtually non-existent for

the remainder of the semester, we
the undersigned object to any
hourly cut-backs or lay-offs of the
student work force in the Campus
Center."

Aiso at the petition table was a
sheet listing five alternatives that
the student employees are
suggesting to the idea of lay-offs.

1. "There is evidence of

mismanagement, waste, and
inefficiency. Clean up the policy

end of the operation and you will

save money. Use that money to

counterbalance the payroll deficit."

2. "Cut back on your labor force

through attrition; that being do not

replace those student workers who
give up their hours unless it is

absolutely necessary."

3. "When a student calls in sick,

have other students who are
already working cover him or her
area in lieu of replacing him."

4. "Raise the quality of food and
entertaanment thereby attracting

more business and a greater profit.

Then use that profit to coun-
terbalance the payroll deficit."

5. "Use the facilities of the
building in a creative way as a
solution to the problem, ie. A
beneift dance with a band which
donates its services, staffed by
student employee volunteers, in an
area of the building which has been
donated. Use the profit from this to
counterbalance the payroll deficit.

LSO power uncertain
Staff Photo by Carol Oaaouace

Is the real live four year old from the inside looking
out or from the outside looking in?

UMass budget hearing

open to public today
Joseph Cronin, State Secretary of Educational Affairs will hold an open

hearing on the UMass budget this afternoon at 2 in the Campus Center

Auditorium.

The purpose of the hearing is to find out what public opinion is of the

budget, which was passed last month by the UMass Board of Trustees and
is scheduled to go before the legislature in the near future.

The budget, primarily a maintenance one, currently stands at $118

million. The money, comprised entirely of state funds, is used in the

maintenance of University services.

The maintenance budget is not the same as the operating budget, which

is twice as big and is supplemented by student fees, as well as grants.

The hearing is open to all members of the University community

By HUGH OWEN
Staff Reporter

The Legal Services Office (LSO)
is currently in a political limbo over
what its powers are as a legal

service.

Vice-Chancellor Robert Gage
said the LSO may advise students
and accompany them to court on
civil matters, but may under no
circumstances pursue any criminal

cases in court or litigate against the
University.

The LSO, however, says if a case
comes up involving either criminal

action in court or litigation against
the University, they should have the
power to pursue these cases as
legal counsel to the students.

Martha Creegan, chairperson of

the Legal Services Board, said the
board is researching whether or not
it can litigate against UMass.
Creegan said there are no cases of

this type against UMass as yet, but
that at the time such a case does
arise the board will decide what to

do.

"UMass claims the SGA cannot
use the University funds to litigate

against UMass. The LSO will not do
anything illegal, but right now we
don't know what is illegal or legal,"

Dorsch said on the position of the

LSO in handling litigation against
the University.

The crux of this question rests

upon the Student Activities Tax
Fund (SATF) which the Student
Government distributes to the
various campus organizations with
the Trustees approval.

This is student money, but since
the trustees collect it, they also

have the power to distribu fe it as
they wish, Gage maintains.

Rick Savini, Student
Government Association (SGA)
president, claims student money
should be allocated only by
students. He added if students
were to have any say over how the

monies are allocated, the Trustees

would probably stop collecting the

SATF and leave the collection

process to the students. This action

by the Trustees could result in a
halt in the operations of the bus
system, the student senate, and the
Collegian, he said.

turn to page 3

inside:
Find our the latest from the

Black News Service on Page 7.

For the hottest from the
Progressive News Service, turn
to Page 6.

weather:
Got plans for today?
They gonna fizzle:

Weatherman say
he gonna drizzle — on you.

Things lookin' up for

tomorrow.
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Dorm residence legalities questioned
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

By P.J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

Members of the Student Organizing Project (SOP) met with ad-
ministrators Wednesday night in the Hampden Student Center in South-
west to discuss the Legality of Mandatory Dorm Residence. This was the
third in a five-day series of hearings sponsored by the SOP.

Speaking for the administration were Peter D'Erricco of the Legal
Studies Department, and Mike West, Assistant Dean of Students. Sid
Meyers, the Universitv Lawyer was scheduled to speak also but cancelled
out at the last minute.

Representing the SOP were Doug Phelps, John Pepi, and Bill Dorsch,
Director of Student Legal Services.
The main point of discussion was the question of what the Ad-

ministration's plans are for deciding the issue of student housing for the
upcoming semesters. The Administration is in violation of the student's
rights according to the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, Phelps
said.

D'Erricco began by citing previous cases relevant to the topic of
discussion, such as the Tinker Case in Iowa (Decision '68), which has
brought the issue to light making the students aware that their rights are

being violated by requiring them to live on-campus in dorms. D'Erricco said
he was personally in favor of allowing students to choose their own
housing.

West also cited cases on the issue and went on to say "the law is

changing in time and place and the Courts are becoming more and more
involved in student's rights."

West added that as far as financial concerns were involved, the
University is facing some very difficult problems. "Revenue is necessary to
keep the residence halls going, and the costs should be borne equally by all

students," he said.

When asked if he felt that the Administration would have some plan or
have the problem resolved soon, West said the earliest a decision might be
forthcoming would be the Fall semester, 1975.
The only way that the dorms on campus could compete with off-

campus housing to a substantial degree would be for the rents off-campus
to be raised significantly, thus making dorm living cheaper.
Another way might be to try and make improvements in dorms with

materials already available to the Physical Plant which would not cost the
University more money and might be incentive for students to remain on
campus, according to West.

Socialist future for Irish Republic

was theme of IRA leader's presentation
ByJIMPAULIN
Staff Reporter

Tony Hefferan, Joint General
Secretary of Sinn Fein, the official

Irish Republican Army (IRA) said
that hopes for a better Irish future
lie in the organization of Catholic
and Protestant working class into a
socialistic republic.

Speaking before a medium-sized
audience in Thompson Hall last

night, brought to UMass by the
Irish Cultural Committee, he said
one of his prime intentions was to
reveal the truth which he claims has
been clouded by media distortions.

"My principle goal is to coun-
teract false and misleading data,
Hefferan said. The Northern Ireland

situation has been misconstrued by
the media to be conflict that is

based entirely on religious dif-

ferences, when really it is a rebellion

against British imperialism, he
claimed.

He emphasized that the Sinn
Fein is not responsible for the
bombing campaign that has been
waged in Northern Ireland. The
bombing was attributed to the
Provisional IRA, a group which is

declining, due to fading public
support.

Speaking on the history of the
Irish idependance movement, he
said there have been nationalistic
and military organizations since the
18th century, but it wasn't until the
early sixties that any sort of political

and economic goals were for-

mulated.

The Provisional IRA did not
accept the changes however, and
split away and continued
specializing in violence.

The Civil Rights Movement in the
United States was mentioned as a
source of inspiration for the young
Sinn Fein. Commenting on Nor-
thern Ireland and the troubles in

South Boston, Hefferan said the
lines separating working class
people in Northern Ireland are
religious while in Boston they are
racial.

Condemning South Boston
racism, he said, it's hypocritical for
Irish people to decry British
repression who are guilty of
repression themselves.

From his Socialistic point of
view. The Irish Republic is not free
of problems either.

He said The Irish

controlled by the

Republic is

bourgeois

Janitor makes charge:
Students are problem

ByPAULLOGUEJR
Staff Reporter

A janitor in Webster House says
students are the real problem in

upkeeping that dormitory, not the
janitors.

Saying janitors have been playing
mother to the stidents there,
Randy Boivin said tht students
have to start learning to take care of
themselves.

"We come in here on Monday
morning and find the place in

shambles," he complained.
Boivin said janitors are getting in

trouble with their bosses through
students who willfully wreck the

place.

He said students don't seem to
have enough pride to try and keep
the dormitory clean themselves.

Boivin said it takes longer to
clean Webster House than some
other dormitories because "there is

so much crap left behind."
The janitor also says students

might be expecting too much from
the custodians.

"One kid came up to me the
other day and asked why he didn't

get his paper yesterday. Now I'm a
paperboy too. Others don't know
where the barrel is. I find things all

over the place."

presents

Catholic Church which is sym-
pathetic to British Imperialism. He
accused the church of meddling in

secular affairs. While not being
anti- religious, he says he believes in

the separation of church and state.

Staff Photo by Tool P. Brown

Tony Hefferan, IRA leader.

Hearing is scheduled

on housing problems
The last of the Student Organizing Project's open hearings on Housing

and Food Services will deal with Off-Campus Housing Problems It will be
held this afternoon from 4:00 to 6:00 in the Commuter Lounge which is
located in the basement of the Student Union Building.

Among those who will testify are: Helen Hills, Director, Office of
Commuter Affairs; Randy Dah!, Staff Assistant for Commuter Affairs; Don
Pelke, Director of Married Student Housing; John O'Keefe, Tenant's
Association; Rosemarie Whittaker, University Apartments; Ralph Lopez,
University Apartments; Karen Mangen, North Village; Nina Reich, Brittany
Manor; and a representative from the Springfield Legal Service Office.

News writing

seminar set

Collegian news adviser Chris

Kertesz will hold another in a series

of seminars on news writing

Monday at 7 p.m. at the collegian
offices in the Student Union.

Topic will vary according to the

needs of those who attend.

Collegian staffers with writing in

progress or story ideas - news or

feature - are urged to attend.

Correction

The meaning of one section
of a story on the front page of
Thursday's Collegian was
inadvertently altered due to a
typographical error.

The eleventh paragraph of a
story about the Trustees
meeting should have read:

"Chancellor Bromery assured
Savini and the board that the
motion meant only that he
could negotiate for bids with
prospective banks. No final

action will be taken without
student input", he said.

Areas asked to rate dorm occupancies
By JUD Y FRIEDLAND

Staff Reporter
The office of Residential Life has

asked, the five residential areas to
recommend to them rated oc-
cupancies for each of their dorms.
These figures and requests for

structural changes will be con-
sidered by Ken Dean, Director of
Residential Life, and a committee of
Office staff, who will reach a final
decision based on the total funds
available and the resulting benefits
to the dorm residents.

"We need some sort of
'closure'," Roger Cruff, Assistant
Director of Administrative Services
said, "If there was only one list of
occupancies, we could eliminate
the discrepancies and over-
crowding that accomparied the
opening of the dorms this
semester," he said.

According to Cruff, there have
been three separate occupancy
lists: an official rated occupancy list

based on a survey conducted two
years ago by the University; an
occupancy list which the dorm had
compiled designating rooms as
singles, sewing, study rooms, etc.
and an occupancy list on which the
Trustees forecasted the amount of
rent money that the University
would receive, so they could pay
off the bonds.

Cruff said he had no idea of the
magnitude of the discrepancies
between the lists until July 1, when
the reorganization took effect.

According to Dean, this semester
was the first time since 1970 that so
many students have requested to
live on campus. A lack of beds,
combined with special requests for

dorms, created the overcrowding
situation in the dorms.

"Students opted to live in the
crowded conditions," Dean said,
"rather than out of their suitcases
in the Campus Center."

Presently the occupancy rate is

97 per cent according to Dean. The
open spacec are in Southwest.

Area committees, made up of
students, area staffs and En-
vironmental Standards committees
are in the process of compiling
recommendations that will be
submitted to Residential Life.

Requests are being made for
reduction of revenue-producing
space in order to accommodate
more singles, study rooms, to
enlarge Head of Residence apart-
ments, etc.

Residents of Johnson House, a
co-ed dorm in Northeast have been
asking that their 14 triples be
eliminated for the past three years.
A committee of interested students
in the dorm have done research in

educational journals to gather
evidence to support their request.
Among other articles, they came

across a 1960 report to Presidents
and Chancellors of the then four
colleges "implying" that triples
should never again be built in any
area, according to Paul Goslin, a
member of the committee.
There are also 16 triples in SW.
Bill Taylor, an Environmental

Specialist with Residential Life,

supports the residents of Johnson,
saying "triples represent living

circumstances that are extremely
difficult to deal with, even for
mature students with experience of
group living situations."

These rooms weren't designed
to allow a person to define public
and private space," Taylor said.

Gerry Hallaren. a student on the
committee, who lives in one of the
triples, finds trouble dealing with
the acoustic problem.

"If I want to study, and my two
roommates are in the room having
a conversation, they will talk to me
because they don't want me to feel
left out."

In the Past, the residents'
requests have not been followed
through, according to Cruff and
Steve Dimock, NE Area Director.

"It was not possible to solve all of
the problems presented to the

Office when it had to deal with
Food Services and Resiiential
Areas," Cruff said. "Now, after the
reorganization, our office can reach
a decision on what to do with the
triples."

A meeting between the com-
mittee and Dean, Taylor and Cruff
produced several alternatives that
will be decided on at another
meeting later this month. Some or
all of the rooms in question can
either be classified as official
doubles, be filled with people who
want to live in a triple, or the
Physical Plant can knock down the
walls and repartition the rooms as
doubles.

According to Dean, decisions on
matters such as these will be made
based on time, money involved and
effects on the students.

"We must set priorities as to how
to spend the money, whether or not
it's worth it (»<r«jke tamg-range
expenditures of substantial
amounts of money when faced
with the possibility of voluntary

dorm residency in the near future,"

Dean said.

According to Dean, the
University must also meet a 95 per
cent occupancy requirement set by
the Trustees to meet the official
budget.

Student found not guilty

Former mental patient

serves on commission
By DOROTHY L MULLER

Staff Reporter
For 20 years Richard Hanlon of Northampton lived as an in-patient of

Belchertown state school for the Mentally retarded. Seven years and two
months later Governor Sargent officially swore him in as a member of the
Governor's commission on Legal and Civil Rights of the Disabled.
"They look to me for ideas, for my experience of the past. For more than

20 years the conditions were really bad. All institutions are alike with
overcrowding and poor training. And don't let them give you a story."

Hanlon works as a janitor for Hamdon Warehouse but he hasn't worked
in eleven weeks since he hurt his back on the job.

You can hear him shuffling cards and the television dialogue in the
background. "It's been hell here living alone without anyone to talk to —
living alone, you know."
When Hanlon was transferred to Northampton State school from

Belchertown he said, "I wasn't like there. I knew too much. The state was
supposed to get me a job. But if I'd waited for the state I would have rotted
there. In those days you had to get a pass to do downtown. You had to get
a pass just to go outside to the grounds. Of course, it's all different now."

Until the Federal Government put pressure on the state schools in 1963
Hanlon says changes were non-existent.

"The federal rehabilitation program was four years in the making and
then it was turned over to the states."

He credits Dr. Ben Ricci and the Friends of Belchertown for the court-
ordered changes there. But says Hanlon, "There is still room for change
down around Boston in Wrentham and Waverly."

ByBILLGONET
Staff Report

David Tally, a 24 year old Rox-
bury student at UMass-Boston,
who Was charged earlier this year
with the armed robbery of 1

M

pounds of marijuana and assault
and battery of four UMass-Amherst
students, was acquitted on both
counts in Hampshire County
Superior Court in Northampton.
The jury returned its verdict

following two hours of deliberation.
"It was just a case of mistaken

identity," said Tally afterwards.
Between 2:30 and 3:00 on the

afternoon of October 1, 1973. Three
black men entered the dormitory
room of James Mayher and James
Passburg in James House, pointed
a gun at them and told them to lie

on the floor. Surprised by the arrival
of Michael Moran and Allan
Steinman, both UMass students,
the three robbers fled, punching
Moran in the face and knocking
Steinman to the floor.

The crux of the prosecution's
case against Tally was the
discovery of his UMass I.D. in the
victim's room after the robbery, and
the identification of Tally as one of
the robbers by Mayher and Moran.

Tally's lawyer, Salim Shakur of
Boston, brought forth Tally's drama
teacher at UMass- Boston, who
testified that Tally had been with
him in Boston from 11:30 to 12:30
and had attended his class at 3:30
on the afternoon of the robbery.

Moreover, Shakur established
that Moran had only one second to
observe the robber.

"Do you know how long a
second is?" Shakur asked the jury.

Clapping his hands, he said,

"That's how long one second is."

Shakur pointed out that when
Moran and Mayher identified Tally

as one of the robbers there were
only two black men present in the
court room, "the defendant and his

attorney."

The complainants during the
preliminary investigation did not
identify Tally from a lineup but from
photographs.

Hampshire County District
Attorney, Ed Ryan, concentrated

on discrediting Tally's story that he
had lost his I.D. before the robbery.

Tally was arrested in January and
bound over for trial to Superior
Court after a probable cause
hearing in Hampshire County
District Court.

Tally, a junior majoring in political

science, is married and has two
children.

Sorority celebrates

anniversary tomorrow
By TONY BATTISTA

Staff Reporter

thfl
9
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KaPPa FT1* Wi" ce,ebrate here tomorrow
the 100th anniversary of its founding at Colby College in Waterville Maine
Sigma Kappa was the first sorority in New England and is one of the

largest sororities nationwide.
What began as a dream of the first five sorority women at Colby Collegenow includes over 130 alumnae chapters and 100 college chapters

representing over 50,000 women coast to coast.

Service to others is the main theme of the centennial celebration So far
this year, members of the sorority have given over 20,000 hours of service
to others. Since 1972, the collegiate chapters have set aside a week in
November as a week of giving. They have been especially active in working
with the elderly.

*

The sorority has given $1,000 grants to five universities to be used in
projects deahng with the elderly. On November 9th, each college and
alumnae chapter will deliver a violet plant to a nursing home or an elderly
individual as a symbol of Sigma Kappa's dedication in that field.

In conjunction with all the chapters of Sigma Kappa throughout the
nation, the Beta Eta chapter at UMass will observe this centennial
celebration. Some of their activities include making a donation to Muscular
Dystrophy, giving violets to a nursing home for an elderly person in the
area, and helping to sponsor a Halloween party for neighborhood children.

Other events that will take place nationally during November are
gravesite memorials for each of the five founders; memorials for the
founders given by each chapter; and scholarships to colleges where Sigma
Kappa has recently established new chapters.

During its second century, Sigma Kappa hopes to continue its emphasis
on scholorship, service, cultural development and fine spiritual standards.

LSO advises, but can't pursue

COLLEGIAN
STAFF

MEETING

Thursday,

November 14

7 p.m.

You can help set the agenda by leaving your
suggestions in Jerry Lazar's mailbox by
November 11,

cont. from p. 1

Bill Dorsch, one of two attorneys
for the LSO, said the LSO is

operating under a Mass. statute
which says legal services can be
funded for students.

"This statute allows Trustees to

use student funds to fund student
services. There are no stipulations

in this statute," he said.

Gage said, "You wouldn't expect
the LSO to represent you in a case
against another student, so why
should you expect an organization

to be able to take legal action

against the school which is funding
them? It's a professional ethical

problem."

The contract the LSO will

operate under was drawn up this

summer and submitted to Gage for

approval. He changed it to read that

the LSO could pursue only civil

action in court, not criminal action

or litigate against the University as

the LSO wanted.
The contract is currently being

reviewed by William Searson, an
attorney in UMass President Robert
Wood's office, according to Susan
Reilly of the Public Affairs office.

Searson refused to comment
saying, "I don't speak to repor-

ters."

Savini said Searson is purposely
.delaying his approval of the con-
tract, but that there is little chance
the office will not be established.

Gage said he had no reason to

believe that either Searson or

Wood would not approve the
contract.

The attorneys in the LSO are
currently on a temporary contract
which must be extended every two
weeks.

Important notice
An all-important meeting of the Collegian Sports Staff will held Monday

night at 6:00 in the Collegian office. Assignments for the Winter Sports
Special will be handed out at that time. Be sure to attend or contact Sports
Editor Dave Eibel if you can't.
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Say US. taxpayers will object

Farmers caution conference on feeding world
ROME \UPI\ - American

Midwestern farm representaives

warned the World Food Con-
ference yesterday that they were
not about to feed the rest of the

world out of their own pockets.

"With all the fine words and
brave talk going on around here, in

the end it will be the American
taxpayer who pays for it," said Dale

Butz, a conference observer from
the Illinois Farm Bureau and brother

of U.S. agriculture Secretary Earl L.

Butz.

Cuba's representative used the

world food forum to blame the

world's economic ills on the United

States, while China called for the

expulsion of Cambodia and South
Vietnam from the conference and
said the food shortage was caused

by the "superpowers."

There was also some plain, tough
talk from the Midwest at a news
conference called by Harold B.

Steele, president of the Illinois Farm
Buieau, and J. Merrill Anderson of

the Iowa Farm Bureau.

The representatives from the

biggest U.S. farm exporting states

said they backed the idea of an
international system to control food
reserves, as proposed by Secretary
of State Henry A. Kissinger, but the

warned the American taxpayer
should not have to foot the bill.

"We would respond to the

challenge of producing more,"
Steele said. "We are not stating

that we expect starving people to

pay for food before they are fed.

But we are saying that neither

farmers nor American taxpayers

should be expected to carry the

burden alone."

Steele questioned whether there

would be adequate arrangements
for distribution of the foods.

"Will they be used to feed
hungry human beings or will they
end up lost on some docking point

as they have done in the past?" he
asked.

In other news, American National

Cattlemen's Association called on
President Ford yesterday to help

find out why beef prices remain

high in supermarkets despite a

strong supply in stockyards and on
ranches.

In a letter to Fprd, ANCA
President Gordon Van Vleck said

the President should help deter-

mine if retailers have increased

profit margins on beef to an un-
warranted degree.

The letter said conflicting
statements by government, beef
industry and consumer spokesmen
on the question of meat prices and
profits have caused confusion
among both cattlemen and con-
sumers and have increased public

distrust of the entire food
production and marketing system.

Negotiations attempt to limit

length of certain coal strike

Sirica rules tapes

admissible evidence
WASHINGTON \UP/\ - U.S.

District Judge John J. Sirica

yesterday declared Richard M.
Nixon's secret tapes to be proper

evidence in the Watergate cover-up

trial, overriding defense objections

that they were illegal wiretaps and
thus inadmissible.

In a brief courtroom statement,

Sirica ruled that the prosecutors

had laid "sufficient foundation" to

admit the 26 tapes, which include

Nixon's White House conversations

between June 23, 1972, six days
after the Watergate bugging
arrests, through April 26, 1973, as
the alleged cover-up began to

unravel.

They are expected to be in-

troduced beginning Monday in the

trial of five men charged with at-

tempting to cover up high level

involvement in the break- in and
bugging of Democratic national

headquarters June 17, 1972.

In a last-ditch effort to keep the

tapes away from the jury, attorneys

for defendant H. R. Haldeman tried

the surprise tactic of arguing that

federal law prohibits fruits of illegal

wiretaps as evidence.

Since the prosecution has of-

fered no evidence that any of the

participants in the conversations

gave their consent to being taped,

Haldeman lawyer Frank J. Strieker

argued, the tapes thus are illegal

interceptions of wire and oral

communications and must be ruled

inadmissible.

It was an argument never before

raised in the case and lawyers for

the four other defendants — John
N. Mitchell, John D. Ehrlichman,

Robert C. Mardian and Kenneth W.
Parkinson - immediately endorsed
it.

"I think you have a different

situation," he said. "These tapes

that are being offered...were made
at the direction of the President and
kept in the general course of

business...

"My ruling is very simple. I don't

think Congress intended that

statute to apply in a situation such

as we have this case."

The prosecution has already
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played six White House tapes as
evidence, but these all involved

former White House counsel John
W. Dean III as a participant and
were played when he was on the

stand and could vouch for them.

WASHINGTON [UP/
Negotiators hammered away
yesterday in an effort to agree on a

new coal industry contact and cut

as short as possible a nationwide
miners' strike due to begin at a

minute after midnight Tuesday.
Administration officials, noting

that some progress had been
reported in the talks, called off a

scheduled meeting with governors
of 13 coal states to discuss how to

deal with a protracted walkout.

Behind a door guarded by a

union security official, represen-

tatives of the UMW and the

Bituminous Coal Operators

nation and world

Kent shots ordered Henry leaves Arabs
CLEVELAND [UPI\ - An Ohio

Highway Patrol investigator

testified yesterday that an Ohio
National Guard sergeant told him
he gave an order for Guard troops

to fire during student demon-
strations at Kent State University

but the order came after some
shots had already been fired.

Sgt. Douglas C. Wells said Sgt.

Mathew McManus, one of eight

guardsmen being tried in U. S.

District Court here on charges
stemming from the May 4, 1970
shootings, told him of the order in

an interview following the shooting.

Bolivian coup ended
LA PAZ. Bolivia \UPI\ -

President Hugo Banzer personally
took command of loyalist troops
yesterday and crushed an army
rebellion in the city of Santa Cruz
de la Sierra in southeastern Bolivia,
the state radio said.

Rebel broadcasts said the in-

surgents had seized control of
Santa Cruz in a morning rebellion.

There were no immediate details

on the fighting to regain the

captured city, 540 miles southeast
of La Paz.

JERUSALEM \UPI\ - Secretary
of State Henry A. Kissinger
rounded off his talks with Arab
leaders and flew to Israel yesterday
apparently convinced that the door
remains open for his step-by-step
Middle East settlement formula
which he believes to be "the only

possible one."

Kissinger met King Hussein in the
Jordanian capital of Amman
yesterday then flew to Damascus
for talks with Syrian President
Hafez Assad, most likely the
toughest Arab stop.

In Jerusalem, Kissinger was
informing Israeli leaders of the
conclusions he had reached from
talks in Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Jordan
and Syria.

Nixon improves
LONG BEACH, Calif. \AP\ -

Former President Richard M.
Nixon's slight pneumonia in his

partially collapsed right lung is

clearing up and his overall condition

continues to improve, his doctor
said yestcday.

X-rays showed that the
pneumonitis in Nixon's right lung is

"responding well to antibiotic

therapy and resolving," Dr. John C.

Lungren said in his written daily

report on Nixon.

STARTING
MONDAY
NOV. 4

The

Quicki Lunch

MOVES
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10th FLOOR RM. 1003

1 1:30 - 2:00 p.m. MON. - FRI.

Association went over line-by-line

the contract language proposed by
both sides.

The two sides separated to study

their bargaining positions before

resuming negotiations in the
evening.

"We should be able to make an
agreement by Sunday, the end of

the day Sunday," Guy Farmer, the

chief industry negotiator, told

reporters during the afternoon
break.

During a midday break in the

negotiations at the Hay Adams
hotel, a union spokesman said,

"We've got some knotty problems
but we're making progress."

A short time later, union
President Arnold Miller told
reporters: "I think we're proceeding
right along."

Asked if a strike is unavoidable,
he said: "That's a foregone con-
clusion. We simply ran out of
time."

The old contract expires at 12:01
a.m. Tuesday. A full-scale walkout
appears inevitable, even if an
agreement is reached before then,
because the union has a "no
contract, no work" clause in its

constitution and UMW officials. say
it would take about 10 days to
conduct a ratification vote by the
120,000 members.
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38% participation rate lowest since 1946
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Low voter turnouts helped decide close races
By The Associated Press

If a bare handful of the near
record number of Americans who
stayed away from the polls had
voted, many who lost cliff-hanger
elections Tuesday might have been
elected to high government office.

Five races for state gover
norships will go on record as being

decided by less than 5.000 votes.
One of the five squeakers still is

undecided.

There were cliff-hangers in five
U.S. Senate races. In one, the final

unofficial returns had the can
didates less than 100 votes apart,
too close for the outcome to be

decided before an official canvass.
In another one, the spread was

less than 300 and in a third it was
about 600. The two others were
decided by fewer than 5,000 votes.

Voter turnout for Tuesday's
election estimated at 38 per cent

was at its lowest level since

Strauss says Democrats to act

quickly on tax reform, health
WASHINGTON \UPI,

Congressional Democrats,
bolstered by Tuesday's election
victories, will act quickly to deal
with the nation's economic ills

party chief Robert S. Strauss
predicted yesterday.

He said his conversations with
Democratic House and Senate
leaders had convinced him they will
move early in the next
congressional session with new
legislation on tax reform, housing,
national health insurance and
possibly public service em-
ployment.

"I've been talking to the
Democratic congressional
leadership, and they're ready," the
Democratic National Committee
chairman told reporters in a review
of the election results.

Strauss also:

-Credited the Democratic
victories to economic issues rather
than the Watergate scandal.

-Predicted the 1974 guber-
natorial and congressional triumphs
would likely lead to a Democratic
presidential victory in 1976.

Lacking results from Alaska and
North Dakota, the lineup of
governors was 36 Democrats. 12
Republicans and one Independant,
while Congress lined up with 61
Democrats and 38 Republicans in

the Senate, and 291 Democrats and
144 Republicans in the House.

Strauss pinned the reason for
huge Democratic gains Tuesday
directly on rejection of Ford ad-
ministration economic policies and
negated the explanation that a
Watergate backlash was the reason
for the Republican loss of three or
four governors and senators and 44
House seats.

Dukakis still hopeful

new taxes not needed
BOSTON \AP\ Gov. elect

Michael S. Dukakis said yesterday
he still is hopeful the state can
avoid new taxes next year. But he
said there may be difficulty in

following through on what had
been regarded as a no-new-tax
campaign pledge.

Dukakis said, "I wish people
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would stop putting words in my
mouth" when asked by a reporter if

he still felt he could follow through
on a no-tax "pledge" next year.

Dukakis said what he had said
during the campaign was that he
felt "confident we could do it" -
avoid new taxes.

Yesterday he said he had felt

confident because his information
during the campaign was that the
current state budget deficit was
running between $50 million and
$75 million.

"If discussions three months
from now estimate the deficit at

$300 million instead of $75 million,

then obviously we've got
problems."

Dukakis spoke to reporters
before and after meeting with
Republican Gov. Francis W.
Sargent, whom he defeated in

Tuesday's election.

Asked if he believed Dukakis
could avoid new state taxes next
year, Sargent said, "I believe so,

but I think it will be difficult."

Others were less confident than
either Dukakis or Sargent.
Edward Moscovitz, deputy state

secretary for fiscal affairs, said
pending departmental requests for

the fiscal year 1976 budget cannot
be honored "without a huge in-

crease in taxes."

The fiscal 1976 budget will be
submitted to the legislature by the
governor in January.
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1946, when 37.1 per cent of the
voting age population went to the
polls. The lowest figure on record is

32.5 per cent for 1942, when
millions of men were away at war.
Republican Paul Laxalt, the

former governor of Nevada,
narrowly won his U.S. Senate race
by some 600 votes out of about
158,000 cast in the race. The same
for U.S. Rep. Louis C. Wyman,
another Republican, who won by
less than 300 votes in a New
Hampshire race where 220,000
ballots were cast.

Incumbent Oklahoma Republican
Henry Bellmon got by a little more
easily. Even though some 777,000
persons voted in the race, Bellmon
won by a little more than a 3,000
vote margin.

Democrat Patrick J. Leahy, a
county prosecutor in Vermont, is

going to the Senate by virtue of a
4,042 margin of victory. That race
attracted 136,000 voters.

Then there's North Dakota,
where the results of that Senate
race are still uncertain. As can-

vassing boards began going over
election returns yesterday, GOP
Sen. Milton R. Young was leading
his challenger, former Democratic
Gov. William L. Guy, by less than
100 votes out of more than 236,000
cast

The winning margins were
somewhat wider in four of the cliff-

hanger races for governorships.
Had 5,000 persons voted the other
way, Arizona Democrat Raul
Castro, Republican Robert Bennett
of Kansas, incumbent Republican
Meldrim Thompson of New
Hampshire and Democrat Jerry
Apodaca of New Mexico would be
looking for other work. Their
winning margins really aren't as
wide as they look since hundreds of

thousands of votes were cast in

these races.

In Alaska, with 75 per cent of the
vote in Thursday, incumbent
Democrat William Egan was vir-

tually deadlocked with his

Republican challenger. That race,

too, likely will be decided by a
relatively few votes.

in new

American Party wins
BOSTON \AP\ The major

political parties in Massachusetts
are now the Democratic, the
Republican, and the American.

Until and unless its support dips
under the 3 per cent level it passed
Tuesday, the American Party is

now entitled to the same rights as
the other major parties, including
the right to hold a primary election,
the right to register voters, and the
right to put candidates on the ballot
with fewer signatures than minor
parties need.

American Party gubernatorial
candidate Leo F. Kahian polled
61,994 of the 1,849,124 votes cast
for governor, with 31.3 per cent of
those votes coming from Boston
and Springfield. Those two cities

are undergoing court-ordered
busing, which Kahian said was the
"primary" issue of his campaign.

State turnout drops
BOSTON \AP\ - Massachusetts

voter turnout for the election, 63.1
per cent, was lower than in recent
non-presidential years, according to
complete unofficial returns.

In 1970, 76.1 per cent of the
registered voters went to the polls,

with 78.7 per cent turning out in

1966. This year, 1,849,124 of the
state's 2,928,910 voters cast ballots
in the gubernatorial race, won by
Democrat Michael S. Dukais.

In the attorney general's race,
won by Democrat Francis X.

Bellotti, 62.5 per cent of the voters
participated, while the secretary of

england
J

state race drew 61 per cent of the
voters.

UMass coed elected
BOSTON \AP\ - Come January,

a pretty UMass- Boston coed from
Brockton will be the youngest
legislator in the commonwealth's
history.

Karen Swanson, who won't be
21 until mid-January, upset Rep.
Carl R. Ohlson Tuesday by 327
votes.

The campaign was decided
mainly on issues. Miss Swanson
reported, with the challenger going
after Ohlson's conservative-
Republican voting record on gun
control (she favors it) and a variety
of economic issues.

Miss Swanson got help from
some local Democrats who had
opposed her in the primary contest
and a $300 boost from House
Speaker David M. Bartley's
committee to re-elect a Democratic
House.

In accepting this contribution.
Miss Swanson contended, she was
required to sign a pledge card to
support Bartley's re-election in

January. She said she hesitated at
first and was reluctant to sign the
pledge but decided she might as
well because no speakership fight

was anticipated.

The young and energetic Miss
Swanson is already a veteran of the
political wars. She said she has
worked in several area campaigns
and had a role in Sen. George
McGovern's 1972 presidential
campaign here.

Clint Eastwood
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AIM demonstrates against 'double standard'
By GAIL SULLIVAN

Progressive News Service

The American Indian Movement
(AIM) held a demonstration in

Pierre, South Dakota, in support of

Sarah Bad Heart Bull, Robert High
Eagle, and Kenneth Dahl last week.
The three were imprisoned in July
after having been convicted for

their participation in the Custer
protest of February 6, 1973.

Three hundred people gathered
Friday on the steps of the State
Capitol Building to hear AIM
leaders, national Church leaders,

and Wounded Knee trial attorneys
demand the immediate release of

the three imprisoned people. Most

Movement
songwriter

on campus
By ELLEN GAVIN

Progressive News Service
Holly Near, known among

political activists as a movement
songwriter, made somewhat of a
surprise visit to Amherst this week.
Taking a break from an East Coast
tour which will be finishing up
tonight at 8:00 at a rally at Tufts
University with Jane Fonda and
Daniel Ellsburg, Holly gave a
delightful concert on Orchard Hill

last Sunday night.

Over the last three years Holly
has taken her extraordinary songs
all over this country, as well as the
world. She went on the 1971 Free
the Army tour of U. S. bases in Asia
with Jane Fonda, Donald
Sutherland and others. In 1972 and
1973 she did a national tour with
the Indochina Peace Campaign,
along with Tom Hayden and Jane
Fonda.

Many of her songs were inspired
by the struggle of the Vietnamese
people: songs about the in-

volvement of the U.S. military, the
culture of the Vietnamese, the G.I.

Movement and the strength of the
Vietnamese women.
Although her political activism

came specifically out of the anti-

war movement, Holly's songs
reflect her interest in the liberation

struggles of all people. Her concert
was interspersed with anecdotes
and points of information: stories
from her high school days,
recollections of reactions from
different audiences, as well as
simple insights coming out of her
experiences as a woman. Holly's
songs emphasize to a great degree
the liberation of women in this

country, in Viet Nam and countries
throughout the world. Singing to
an appreciative crowd in r'ield

House Lounge, many of her songs
express her notion of "sisterhood"
as well as "community".

Holly has an album out on
Redwood Records called "Hang in

There". In order to avoid the ex-
ploitative commercial aspects of
standard recording companies,
Holly produced her album through
Redwood Records, Inc. "Hang in

There", along with a new album
coming out soon, is available only
by writing: Redwood Records, Inc.

565 Doolin Canyon, Ukiah, CA
95482.

See next week's Below the Salt

for an exclusive interview with
Holly Near.

of those present were Indian people

from the seven reservations in

South Dakota, many of whom had
also been at the protest in Custer

for which the three defendants
were convicted. One such person

was Ellen Moves Camp of the Pine

Ridge Reservation, a leader of the

siege of Wounded Knee, who
spoke tearfully:

"It's very hard for Indians in

South Dakota, more so now than

before Wounded Knee. The very

things which brought us to Custer

in 1973 and caused Wounded Knee,

bring us here today. There is no
justice for us Indians in South
Dakota."

Ted Means, on behalf of the

Indians present, turned over to Ted

Meunster, a representative of the

Governor, petitions signed by
thousands of people around the

country demanding the immediate
release of Sarah Bad Heart Bull and
her co-defendants, based on the

prejudice of the South Dakota
courts. The petitions further
supported the dismissal of all

charges against Indian activists

stemming from the Custer
demonstration.

Sarah, Bob and Ken are the first

of 19 defendants charged for the
Custer demonstration. They were
convicted of riot where arson was
committed after a seven week trial

in the middle of which violence
erupted in the courtroom, between
the South Dakota tactical squad

AS

or later

you'll

come to
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and Indian spectators who refused

to stand for the Judge. That in-

cident resulted in one of the Custer

defendants, David Hill, being
blinded in one eye, and many other

people being injured. A Lutheran
Bishop, who witnessed the
courtroom fight said of the Tactical

Squad's action, "it was like using a

shotgun to kill a flea."

Sarah was sentenced to 1-5 years
in prison and given 24 hours in

which to find living quarters and a

guardian for her six children, five of

whom are minors. Bob High Eagle
and Kenneth Dahl were taken to

prison immediately after receiving

sentences of 5-7 years in jail. Judge
Bottum further refused to grant the

defendants bond pending their

appeal, without stating a reason.

Mark Lane, an attorney for the
Wounded Knee Legal Defense-
Offense Committee (WKLDOC),
upon hearing the sentences, said to

Bottum, "What I have seen today is

a sham of the legal system. I am
ashamed to be in the same
profession as you. The decision in

this case only goes to prove the
righteousness of the protest in

Custer, for which these people have
been convicted."

The Custer demonstration had
been called by AIM as a protest

against the dual system of justice in

South Dakota. Sarah's son, Wesley
Bad Heart Bull had been stabbed to
death by a white man and although
there were five witnesses to the
murder, the white man was
charged with second degree
manslaughter, and released im-
mediately on bond. Dennis Banks,
AIM leader and an organizer of the
Custer protest said, "We called the

demonstration because the charge
showed how little value an Indian
life has in South Dakota. There are
two systems of justice, one for

Indians and one for whites. It is this

same double standard which keeps
Sarah Bad Heart Bull in prison for

the crime of demanding justice for

her son's death."
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Holly Near, who toured with Tom Hayden and Jane
Fonda in 1972-73, gave a surprise concert on Orchard
Hill last weekend.
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2:00 p.m. — Join WMUA for special live coverage of

Daniel Ellsburg's appearance on the campus of
•he University of Massachusetts in Amherst.

6:15 p.m. — SPORTSTALK — Larry Convoy and
guests play Sports Trivia.

SATURDAY
1:20p.m. — GEORGE GEER SCOUTING REPORT— Your guess is as good as mine.
1 :30 p.m. — NCAA FOOTBALL — The mlnutemen

ake on the Crusaders of Holy Cross.

SUNDAY
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. — CLASSICS — with Bob

Charette.
6:00-7:00 p.m. — SUNDAY NEWS COLLECTIVE —

Reporting people's struggles for self-
determination.

7:00-10:00 p.m. — JAPANESE MUSIC — with
Charles Mann.

10:002:00 a.m. — JUBILATION JAZZ - with Cliff
Brennan.
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By JOHN WALKER
Black News Service

John Walker Quartet
will be reappearing at
the Hatch. Wed., Nov. 13.
from 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
Everyone is asked to
come and bring your
instrument.

The obligation to prepare the
student for his future is side-
stepped by most of our colleges
today. As we look back over the
past quarter century, we shall
notice a very obvious change in the
course of Black Music, Jazz, Afro-
American Music or whatever
monogram you prefer.

This music has a documented
tradition of more than 70 years.
With over fifty years of literature,

this music — America's native

"Jazz
//
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Black art form
culture - demands respect. This
Black Art form has become more
sophisticated, and it is up to the
educational systems to enlighten
the uninformed public and to
nourish the many talented young
people interested in America's
native music.

Jazz has not been held in high
regard by schools of music because
of ignorance and lack of com-
munication. Many music educators
have not kept up on current musical
styles enough to appreciate the
tremendous artistry to today's Jazz
musician. They have failed to in-

vestigate the full potential this

music has to offer in the
development of our young
musicians.

A very important aspect of Jazz
which lends itself well to the

development of young musicians is

improvisation. As noted by Gary
Burton, a well-known Jazz
educator, clinician and judicator,

"Improvisation is now present to
some degree in virtually every area
of music." For this reason, students
who plan professional careers will

need to know how to improvise."
Unfortunately, many ad-

mistrators and educators consider
improvisation a special secret to be
reserved for the end of the learning
process. But a more practical and
academic way of viewing the
matter is that basic principles of
improvisation should be taught.

Improvisation provides the student
with an in-depth look at his craft

which is not available in any other

way.

At this point, I feel we should be
purely academic about the matter

and ask ourselves WHY NOT? Why
not approach music from the one
direction that gives validity and
vitality to the entire music
education process? With an eye on
developing musicianship,
technique, stability and poise
through jazz, the jazz educator
provides his students with the

impetus to be self- motivating and
self-fulfulling. Also, as the process
takes place, the student becomes
self reliant and musically in-

dependent.

The Jazz approach is one that

can allow almost infinite personal

freedom of expression. All one has

Black Affairs Department
Recruitment Meeting

to do is listen to Archie Shepp
playing his composition "The
Chased" or Miles Davis doing
"Jack Johnson" to hear the great
range of rhythmic, harmonic and
structural possibilities being ex-
plored. The Jazz approach is one
that can allow almost unlimited
interchange with others. In ad-
dition, since improvisation depends
on a thorough knowledge of the
way music fits together, it has great
value for all musicians.

Henry Pleasant refers to the
present as the "Afro-American"
period in Music History. As music
educators, we often talk about
broadening the students' interest in

music when we are really narrowing
his taste by excluding any
discussion of what might be
considered popular music. I sup-
pose it is based on the premise that
this music is often pleasurable and
therefore not worthy of intellectual

pursuit. But actually this could be
the ultimate in musical com-
munication.

The future music educator will

find a growing need to understand
this new catalyst that helps many
students achieve to their fullest

potential. One last point must be
made: music is music regardless of
the label attached to it To think
otherwise is to perpetuate a
provincial attitude. A truly great
music department is one that
presents a musical "smorgasbord"
from which all students whether
Black, White or Yellow can taste
and choose for themselves that
musical food which the student
feels is nourishing.

Monday, November 11, at 7:00 p.m.
New Africa House, Rm. 114

Black Revolution of 60's conference planned
By BLACKNEWS SERVICE reflecting the mood of the 60's. The Sister Sonia Sanchez, poetess,

The New Africa House Steering entire university Community is author, playwrighter, chairperson
Committee is sponsoring, on
Tuesday, a symposium entitled,
"Black Revolution in the 1960's, An
Overview", November 12th at 8:00
p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

Panelist will include invited
guests: Robert Williams, Askia
Muhammad Toure, Joe Gonzales;
as well as, the following par-
ticipants from the Five College
areas: Sonia Sanchez, Muhammad

urged to attend an exciting and of Amherst Black Studies Dept,
controversial discussion. was active in Black Arts Movement,

Robert F. Williams, was president on the East and West Coast
of the Monroe, North Carolina Served a major role in developing
NAACP chapter, 1957-61 organized Black awareness and Black Studies
self defense, community patrols to Movement,
protect community from Klu Klux Accounts of the 60's, as a
Klan (KKK), ran for Mayor of historical movement will be
Monroe, spent eight years in exile, highlighted by John Bracey,
five years in Cuba, three years in chairman of the Afro-American
People's Republic of China, met Studies Dept., UMass, active in--. ...._— - r • -, — . —.....—, ...wi w.__.._ wwK i., wi.iuoo, avuvo ill

Ahmad, Ernie Mkalimote, and John with Fidel Castro, Che Guverra, early sixties in Chicago C.O.R.E.
Bracey.

The purpose of the conference is

to review the struggle of Black
people in the 1960's to attempt to
correct the many distortions and
omissions that currently exist.

Archie Shepp and his Jazz
Workshop along with the Voices of

New Africa will provide music

The New Record Shop

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394

Muhammad Babu (Zambarian re- and N.O.W. organizations, noted
volutionary), Mae Tse Tung, Chou historian, and co-author of
En Li and was the first Black man "Nationalism," a major research on
from United States to speak in the Black working class in the Black
mass rally to Chinese people. Ex- Liberation Struggle,

president of the Republic of New Muhammad Ahmad (Max
Afrika, he now faces extradition Standford), ex-ambassador of the
back to North Carolina and kid- Republic of New Afrika, political

napping charges dating back to community worker, worked with
1 961. street gangs forces in 1960's.
Askia Muhammad Toure, noted Author of "Al-Jihad" and

poet, author of "Songhay", a book "Towards Pan-Afrikan Liberation."

of spiritual essays, Co-editor of The entire community is invited

"Black America Magazine," was to attend this historical review of

active in the first Black Studies the 1960's, by studying and
Dept. at San Francisco State with analyzing our past, we are able to

Dr. Nathan Hare. make accurate projections in the

future.
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Facing up to racism in Chinatown
By MARGARET CORNELL

In 1885, a "Special Committee of San
Francisco Supervisors" investigated their

city's Chinatown. They were a com-
passionate group of Christian people, only
wanting the best for their country and their

people.

Their report on Chinatown was full of
horror and sympathy: "All great cities have
their slums where diseases, crime, and
misery abound; but the very best aspect
which "Chinatown" can be made to present,
it must stand apart, conspicuous, and
beyond them all in the extreme degree of all

those horrible attributes, the rankest
outgrowth of human degradation that can be
found on the continent. Here it may be truly

said that human beings exist under con-
ditions (as regards their mode of life and the

air they breathe) scarcely one degree above
those under which the rats of the waterfront
and other vermin live, breathe, and have their

being." All of which went to say that the
Chinese were living under lousy conditions.

Of course these brave Christians felt a
righteous anger and stingingly reprimanded
those responsible for forcing the Chinese to

live under such conditions. While the

Chinese Exclusion Act had been passed in

1882, these Christian people would say that

that was no cause to force the Chinese living

there to live so. Of course they would en-

courage the government to pass laws
allowing the Chinese men to marry Whites,

so they could have homes and not turn to

gambling and opium for lack of anything else

to do. Of course they would demand better

Margaret Cornell is a

housing, less heavy taxing directed only at

Chinese and less discrimination by the law
against Chinese.

I wish I could say it went that way, for I'm a

Christian and would like to speak well of my
old brothers and sisters in Christ. It would be
very easy to say they were not truly

Christians. It's very easy to say. Too easy. I

believe they thought they were good
Christians. But like many Christians today,
they remained silent on matters of racism,
sexism, and imperialism, unless their lives

were directly touched by it or - worse still -
they blamed the victims for being victims.
That, of course, allowed them to stay on the
mountain with their God; they forgot that
Jesus Christ came down from the mountain
to stay among prostitutes, thieves, and

Collegian Commentator

sinners: pawns of the Roman Empire.
Instead they were blatant racists and said:

"But the instinct of the race remains un-
changed; and when the Chinese servant
leaves employment in an American
household he joyfully hastens back to his

slum and his burrow, to the grateful luxury of
his normal surroundings, vice, filth, and an
atmosphere of horror..." They never asked
themselves (good folk) who allowed the
exploitation and forced the Chinese to live

under such conditions. They did, and we
Christians still allow racism to go on by
refusing to face that it is still an everyday
reality for millions of nonWhite people in

America. Jesus attacked the Scribes and
Pharisees for pious hypocrisy, but we practice
it. Hear, speak, and see no evil; it will go
away. Boston, anyone?

Letters to the editor

Weiss caught on Camelot
To the Editor:

/ feel for Fred Weiss — just as he feels for Ted
Kennedy. I feel for him because he is seduced by
"that Kennedy grin; wide and bright, it could light up
a room". I can see Fred drooling. What absolute
devotion. Frankly, I find it disgusting.

There is nothing wrong with showing your bias
Fred, but couldn't you have been a little more subtle?
Fred is surely not the first to be captivated by the
"easy Kennedy charm", nor will he be the last, but do
you think, Fred, that you could control your run-away
emotions long enough to write a decent column?*

Fred says Ted has had a painful life. Don 't we know
it. And that it makes him sick to see people rejoice at
his downfall. Aren't you anticipating things a bit,

Fred? Kennedy has his problems, but he's not exactly
down yet, nor does he show signs of being in that

position soon. You see Fred, too many people are

devoted to "that Kennedy grin". Couldn't live without
it.

Fred says that he is."sick to see them smirk. Sick to
see them laugh ". I wonder how many people who feel
as Fred does were doing on the night of Nixon's
downfall. [By the way Fred, that was a downfall.] I

wonder if they felt sick at the vulgar and malicious
cheering and jeering outside the White House that
night.

No matter what one's biases, a man's problems or
outright downfall are no cause for rejoicing. It was just
a sickening to have watched the vulgar display at the
White House as to have read the ugly -emarks
shouted at Kennedy when he attempted to speak on
busing in Boston recently. To have rejoiced in the one
event and been sickened at the other is nothing but
dishonesty, hypocrisy, and ma/ice.

Hearts Gonzalez

Boycott Gallo
To the Editor:

From April 17, 1967 to April 18, 1973 workers
employed by Ernest and Julio Gallo were represented
by the United Farmworkers Union [AFL-C/O]. During
this time workers enjoyed such benefits as wages
from $1.80 to $2.00, job security, pesticide controls,
prohibitions on child labor, bathrooms and drinking
water in the fields and the first health care plan in

Gallo 's history.

On March 22 of 1973 negotiations between the
UFW and Gallo began. Two days after the union
president Cesar Chavez called for an immediate
election, workers for the Gallo Brothers received
letters informing them that they were in the midst of a
jurisdictional dispute between two unions. On June 20
negotiations between Chavez's union and Gallo were
broken off and 130 out of the total 150 workers went
out on strike.

A short time later [July 9] tf e Teamsters signed a
four year contract with Gallo, including in its

provisions Gallo 's position on all of the issues over
\Ahich negotiations broke off with the UFW.
I Sweetheart contracts such as these were denounced
and labeled as grossly unjust by the California
Supreme Court].

As is usual practice in California at this time, farm

labor strikes are severely repressed and scabs are
allowed to enter the fields where strikers are at-
tempting to fight for their rights. What is unusual is
that in the Gallo fields on September 6, 1974 a large
number of workers, under Teamster contract, picked
up UFW strike flags and walked out of the Livingston
Ranch [Gallo owned[.

The reasons for such a walkout lie in the inferior
contracts offered by the Teamsters which call for the
restoration of the exploitive labor contractor system,
elimination of job security and mechanisms for
grievance procedures, on the job health and safety
protection and worker participation in contract en-
forcement.

The Juan dela Cruz Committee, a subcommittee of
the Committee on Poverty calls for the support of all
students, faculty and staff at the University in bringing
free elections to workers who have long been denied
even a glimpse at justice. To convince Ernest and
Julio Gallo that we support the right of workers to
organize into a bargaining power of their own choice
BOYCOTT ALL WINES MADE IN MODESTO
BECAUSE ALL WINES MADE IN MODESTO ARE
MADE BY GALLO, AND GALLO EXPLOITS FARM
WORKERS!

Steve Rowley
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Students are responsible
To the Editor

/ would like to respond to the 10-30-74 editorial by Nat [the rat] Clark. It

seems that he doubts the intellectual capacity of his fellow students. I am
in no position, nor do I desire, to judge Mr. Clark's mental competence,
although it appears to be deficient; but I do feel qualified to comment on
the competence of the general student body.

Yes! Mr. Clark, this university does exist to meet the needs of its

students, but no one, or any institution is infallible. Constructive criticism

and the acknowledgement of it, is the basis for a progressive society. It

must reject conservatism [the retainment of the status quo, at all costs],

and accept the innovation that is essential to progress in a fashion which
is, at least, willing to accept needed change. I will not condemn the
conservative policies of this university for merely existing, but I do expect
that they be receptive to change, and not lie in a state of constant
stagnation. For stagnation will result in the vanquishment of any in-

stitution.

Mr. Clark, you challenge the capacity of students to make responsible
academic decisions. I do agree that some students are incapable, namely
yourself, but not I. I do feel qualified, along with most of my fellow
brethren, to successfully participate in decisions relating to the academic
aspects of this university. I, along with most of the highly respected and
distinguished members of this student body, am capable of making
competent and viable decisions, as well as realistically evaluating my
capabilities and liabilities. We have insight into our purpose of ubiety in an
ecumenic aspect, as well as in terms of this isolated university. If you are
incapable of forming competent judgements for yourself, please do not
transcend your condescending self-deficiencies upon others. Your failures
are not ours.

You become insulted by the claim that the university does not exist
purely for the purpose of meeting student needs, and that it does not
a/ways treat students as people. How foolish and ignorant of you to be
insulted. You live in a delusion where you are blinded to the de-humanizing
aspects of this university. You must have little self-respect to be insulted
by it. i am proud to be part of the administration of this university, but I

deplore many of its policies. I do not deny their existence, or become in-
sulted by them, I attempt to change them. I, as a member of the ad-
ministration, am part of the deficiency. I am not insulted by my short-
comings, I can only try to improve them.

Mr. Clark! You state that "students are not capable of being impowered
to govern any major aspect of this university". There do exist student-run
dorms, successful, which are totally run and administrated by students.
Please come and view our operation before you pass judgement on our
incapabilities. Students have manifested their capacity to govern them-
selves, as evident by the successful existence of the few student-run
dorms.

I do expect more from my college experience than academic enrich-
ment. I disagree that the classroom is "ourprimary responsibility". I do not
intend to spend four years of my life in quest for intellectuality. I view this
period as being an experience in learning about people and life, and
broadening my horizons in all possible fields. Reading your columns, has
enriched my insight into the close-mindedness idiocy of some people. Mr.
Clark! I doubt if your feeblemindedness will impress those university
administrators, that you so desperately try to inculcate.

_. . Philip R.Sellinger

Prejudice gone underground
To the Editor:

In a recent letter to the Collegian, Mr. Bruce Jefferies wrote that he was
tired of sittma at the back of the bus, a victim of reverse discrimination.
Such a typical attitude cannot be let go unchallenged

Mr. Jefferies would like to turn his back on the socio-economic
inequalities of our system and say "yea let everyone be equal why not?"Why not? Because equality doesn't respond to voice command. It is this
very apathetic philosophy that is the root of inequality today

The undereducated, poverty stricken blacks of our urban ghettos aren't
going to achieve equalityjust because you think it sounds like a good idea.
Equality is going to take a conscious effort on your part

The New Africa House, The Drum, and the CCEBS that you label as
special privilege" were formed to give blacks the tools to compete for
equality in our capitalist, bigoted society.
Many people, like Mr. Jefferies, say "sure, right man. brotherhood", but

I dont buy ,t. Your prejudices have just gone underground where they
have become more difficult to deal with because you are unaware of them
yourself.

Bill Livingstone

Cata/do

Press pressure
When the great big Editor in the sky was passing out journalistic ethics

and common sense, the staff of the Boston Globe must've been out to
lunch. If there were ever an election day when the Globe and some other
major newspapers were out of tune with the voters of Massachusetts, then
last I uesday was a prime example. I can still see those advertisements for
bargent s re-election, listing the endorsements of newspapers from across
the state. That the papers didn't call the election correctly is not the issue
here. The concern is the role the press attempted to play, particularly the
Boston Globe, throughout the election campaign, to sway the voter's
minds.

It became more and more obvious, throughout the months preceding
the election, which candidates the Globe would finally endorse for elec-
tion For instance, the news coverage and opinion columns concerning
Paul Guzzi were consistently lopsided in his favor. A couple of opinion
columns could surely have been used as political advertisements, and to be
sure, some bordered on being just that. A columnist has his right to his
opinion, that after all, is what it's all about. But when opinions border on
fostering the ambitions of certain candidates, or products, or
organizations, then I believe it is reasonable to question such tactics,
especially if they are used over an extended period of time. If there existed
a more forceful advocate of Paul Guzzi's candidacy than the Globe, I'd like

to know about it.

The Gubernatorial campaign was covered, in the beginning, in a fairly

responsible manner, all sides given equal treatment. It was in the closing
weeks that the Globe began to make its preference clear, and the news
coverage as well as political columns reflected the bias. It was no surprise
to the faithful reader of the newspaper that Sargent would receive the
official endorsement. It was appalling in the closing days of the campaign
to read columnists gradually changing their emphasis to seemingly comply
with the attitude of the editors of the paper.
The coverage of Frank Bellotti's campaign was a lesson in how not to

report on a candidate. The biases were obvious from the very beginning,
and it got worse as time wore on. From reporters to columnists to car-
toonist, the Globe was dead set against Bellotti becoming Attorney
General. And because of this attitude, we were treated to uneven coverage
of the campaign. It was no surprise, once again, who the Globe would
endorse. If anyone has a right to scorn the Globe, Frank Bellotti has.
Now let's talk about the pre-election polls. I read today in the Globe that

a complete review of its polling procedure is underway, and it's no damn
wonder. They mislead the candidates and the public, and thank God no
one was affected by it. But in my opinion, the day before election day poll

was more than a simple pollster's error. As anyone who has done polling

knows, a polltaker compiles several different types of figures, and it is in

the selection of categories and numbers that problems arise. For instance,
it is known that the Globe had conducted polls all the week before the
election, and had several sets of figures available for their use. It seems
that they chose the figures most representative of their own editorial

endorsements. How else can one explain the glaring discrepancies be-
tween Monday's poll, and the actual vote on Tuesday? Especially when
previously done polls were more consistent with the actual vote. The
Globe chose their figures very carefully, too carefully, and they just

coincidentally favored the campaigns of the candidates the paper had
endorsed.

Besides the "coincidences", it is debatable whether a newspaper should
publish pre-election polls, after having endorsed candidates. And it is also

debatable whether a newspaper should publish a poll the day before an
election. The Globe was obviously not performing a public service by their

actions, it was simply attempting to influence the outcome of the elec-

tions. And if that doesn't make the Globe's journalistic ethics questionable

at the very least, then I don't know what does.

Which brings me to anothor point. Last week, on this page, a column

appeared which suggested several things about Frank Bellotti. While I'm

sure it drew hearty guffaws from the more light-headed of us, it was a

prime example of the type of journalism of which I referred to above. This

may be a college newspaper, but it is still the Press. To use a space on

these pages to promote the personal irrationalities of a columnist, bor-

dering on defamation of character, is to have a deep disregard for jour-

nalism in general, and for the people who pick up this paper every day. I

believe that a person must have a certain respect for the space where his

opinions or reporting is printed. That respect is for the power of the printed

word; not so much for the good it can do, but for the potential harm it can

cause. A misused freedom is an affront to all of us, and a grave danger.

Perhaps if we all sat down and really thought about what we are

responsible for on these pages, some of us would think twice about what

we write. A column such as the one about Bellotti flies in the face of ethical

behavior. Opinions are one thing, defamation is quite another. We can do

without it. We must.

G/trry Cataldo is a Collegian Columnist.

UHA7 FOOD (MIS??\

Sharing the wealth
News from the papal city is not good. Members of

the World Food Conference tell us that 10,000 people
die from starvation daily, and that the only significant

exporters of food in the world are the U.S. and
Canada — especially of course the former.

This, quite naturally, can mean only one thing: the

United States must, in all moral truth, cough up more
food than ever before. Any fair-minded observer

would have to agree with this.

But what is America's answer to the starving? This

year America plans to offer less food than in the past.

Under easy credit programs, the U.S. two years ago
sent abroad nine million tons of grain; this year we will

send three and a half million — an amount far from
adequate.

The average American might contend that con-

ditions here are bad enough without handing vasts

amounts of our food to unappreciative moochers on
the other side of the globe. To be sure, one could
expect prices to rise to new, previously unimagined
neignts, were we to respond in the manner which the
Conference members tell us that we must. This,
added to the fact that people die in our own country
from starvation every day, compels one to feel that
more compassionate acts are not warranted.

But it must be realized that we, five percent of the
world's population, consume over half the world's
food supply. That is blatantly unfair. And painful
though the realization is, nothing will be done about it.

As the writers of that recently pointed out in the
Boston Globe, Americans are simply not willing to
part with their hamburgers, chickens, and eggs.

There is no easy answer, and it would appear that
the state of affairs stand only to seriously worsen.

Wages and students
Inflation has risen 12 per cent in one year, tuition

and expenses are up to $2,400, and student workers
on this university are working at the minimum wage.
Students are not removed from the rest of the
country. They too are affected by the huge increases
in the cost of living. Their wages, however, do not at
all correspond with those increases. Financial aid is

getting harder and harder to come by, everyday living

expenses are skyrocketing, and UMass students
working at the dining commons are still only getting
$2.00 an hour. The full time employees working there
deservingly get an annual cost of living wage — the
students get none. Out of their total budget, which
exclusively comes from student funds, 44 per cent
goes to labor. Only 3 per cent goes to student labor.

10.2 per cent goes to the likes of Rockefeller, via the

Chase Manhattan Bank and the First National Bank of

Boston, in the form of interest on bond payments.
Each year as food prices increase, as interest rates

increase and as wages increase for some, the meal
ticket holding students pay more. That's a reality. The
dining commons must also keep up with inflation.

They must not, however, be allowed to do this by
exploiting students — that is — using them as a cheap
and complaisant work force. There is a real need on
this university for a student labor committee, as
obviously student's interests and needs are not being
represented. There will be a meeting tonight at 8:00 in

room 1 13 of the campus center in order to discuss the
formation of a student representative body. All dining
common student workers are urged to attend.

The opinions expressed in this space represent

those of a majority of the Board of Editors.

[
Nat c,ark

) The Pub
Friendship and warmth must exist in any university

community and we as students need places where we
can relax and fully enjoy ourselves. The Pub in

Amherst center is and has always been such a place.

For many the Pub is its own little world, a sub-

society in this very large community. It is a place

where one can go regularly, see the same people and

have a really great time. I will grant that for many of its

patrons "the hangover has become a part of the day

as well allowed for as the Spanish siesta", as F. Scott

Fitzgerald put it, but for others it exists simply as a

very friendly place where one can go and meet the

many wonderful people who go and work there. Most

of the workers there are students or past students and

so a bond exists between them and those whom they

serve.

The spirit of "Homecoming'' was very great there

two weeks ago and in many ways it turned many of

my ideas around. I was struck by an enorrrous feeling

of spirit for this university. There I was standing in

front of the Pub and as the Homecoming parade

passed by I found myself proud to be a UMass
student, proud to be a part of a massive, thriving

university which was doing its damndest to cope with

the problems of so many people. I began to realize

that even in a community as big as this people did find
their own group of friends with which to be. At the
Pub people were gathering to enjoy good drink, good
music, and most of all to enjoy each other.

The Pub exists for students. It allows its patrons to

thoroughly enjoy themselves without being hassled.

The Management demands that people be treated

humanly even if they are being offensive. They simply
want people to enjoy themselves. This is reflected in

the entertainment that they hire. The "Great
Pretenders", Doc Sullivan and D.J. have grown with
this university and share in its future along with the

rest of us. They enjoy us as much as we enjoy them.
The Pub is simply the place which brought

Homecoming "home" to me. Under that roof, for all

the noise and complaints about overcrowding, there

exists a world of friendship and good times for many
of us. The bartenders, waitresses and doormen are

some of the most wonderful people I have met. They
enjoy the Pub and its customers and it shows. They
are a dedicated group. The Pub has the warmth and
personal friendship that we all need so badly. It is a

credit to the town of Amherst, UMass and most of all

to Gerald Jolly and his staff. For me it's home.
Nat Clark is a Collegian Columnist.

Is your life a cartoon?

Publish in the Collegian

f
Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they
must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.
All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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EWC offers weekend to explore creativity

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

A weekend of creativity ex-

ploration, sponsored by
Everywoman's Center of the
University of Massachusetts, will

take place November 15-17 at the
Smith College field house. This is a
chance for women who don't think
of themselves as creative as well as
for those who do, to express their

various forms of art media, guided

imagery, improvisation, and play,

organizers say.

The workshop will be facilitated

by four staff members from
Everywoman's Center who have

had experience in the arts and in

working with women. Annette
Townley is a poet, on the staff of

in all facets of thejter A gfaphic

artist, Kaymanon hjs a decree in

Art Education and is domg work on
creativity and self concept Midge
Miles is a group facilitator with a

background in Gestalt Therapy and
is a graduate student in psychology
and religion. Sally Allen, journalist

and writer, is also on the staff of

experience as women through Chromo-Uri, and has been involved Chomo-Un, and is currently ex-

Alternative education center

emphasizes personal growth
By MARA KLEIN
Staff Reporter

The New England Center, a non-
profit, education center dealing in

new dimensions of learning and
alternative ways in education, is

located off Route 63 at the foot of

Mount Toby.

Consisting of a house and two
cabins, the center is emphasizing
personal growth and professional

training, through experience
oriented learning; that is learning by
doing.

The center is a residential center,

where the residents participate in

the workshops that the center

offers. Some of the areas which the

center concentrates in are:

humanistic education, group
dynamics, gestalt, psychisynthesis,

biofeedback, feldenkrais
movement, massage, bio-

energetics, tai chi chuan, yoga,
meditation, and sensory
awakening.

The programs are presented in

extended workshops, seminars,
and training sessions. There are

ongoing workshops, which occur
weekly. These workshops attempt
to look at the whole human being.

They are open to UMass students,
for a fee, however no credit is

presently given for courses taken
there.

According to Joseph Delia
Grotte, director of the center, they
are in the process of gaining ac-

credidation, so that in the future

UMass students can get academic
credit for seminars and workshops
taken at the center.

Other programs are extended
workshops, which last for ten days
during Christmas and the in-

WMUA program
will examine
topical news
On Nov. 10, the Sunday News

Collective will be discussing
Tenents, the Kent State Trials and
Martin Sostre. Other topics to be
discussed are the United Mine
Workers, Abortion, Chile, I.R.A.

food famines, Holly Near, Viet-

namese uprising and an anti in-

flation rally as well as community
notes.

The show runs from 6:00 p.m.

until 7:00 p.m. every Sunday on
WMUA.

troductory series offered on
Wednesday nights. They approach
topics such as: gestalt art,

feldenkrais movement, tai chi
chuan, meditation and chanting.
The center will be presenting

programs at the Education
Marathon next week. Gestalt

awareness will be approached
Monday from 9 to 11 and self

awareness through body and
movement, will be presented
Wednesday evening from 7 to 9.

Those interested in the program
can contact the center c-o P.O. Box
575, Amherst for more information.

Ski club plans trips

and special activities
By PETER McDONNELL

Staff Correspondent
Special week-long trips, Saturday Wine and Cheeses, Express Ski

Parties, and Bargain Nights were planned at the season's first Ski Club
meeting, recently.

President Philip Saluter also announced that Wednesday and Thursday
evenings buses will be leaving for either Berkshire East or Mt. Tom for Ski
Club members who are entitled to a lift ticket, transportation and a wine
and cheese party on the rides, for a $2.00 fee. Berkshire East if offering the
same deal on Fridays from 3:30 to 10:30 P.M. for $1.00.

Student Ski Association and UMass Ski Club discounts were also
available, Saluter said.

Details of these ski trips and discounts are available at the Ski Club
Office located in Room 309 of the Student Union Building.
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dunlxim waffle-STompers
— your boot center for either sex
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2 Locations

8 MAIN ST., AMHERST
HADLEYVILLAGE

BARNSHOPS
Rte. 9, Hadley

Daily 9:00 5:30

ploring self-expression through
clay.

The facilitators believe everyone

has the potential for creative living.

This weekend will focus on not only

creativity in the usual sense, that is,

writing, drawing, acting, but also

on living creatively, learning self-

expression through daily activities.

The goals of the weekend reflect

these ideas. Increased use of the

senses, experiments with spon-

taneity, identification of new ways
to express creativity are all

highlighted, as well as increased

self-awareness and self-

appreciation, support and
validation.

The purpose of this weekend is

interestingly stated in the following
comment made by Midge Miles:
"One of the major emphases of the
Human Potential Movement is

helping ourselves and others 'wake
up' to the energy and power which
we have locked up in one of the
rooms in our mansions. I also
believe that there are a lot of
zombies walking around. Maybe
during this weekend we can learn

to grow a third eye, or ear.."

The cost for this weekend is $30,
which includes all meals on
Saturday, breakfast Sunday, and
coffee, tea, and snacks in-between.
For more information phone or
drop by Everywoman's Center, 506
Goodell Hall at 545-0883.

195 N. PLEASANT ST./256-6403
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FASHIONABLE EYEWEAR
CONTACT LENSES/SUPPLIES
HEARING AID CONSULTANTS

LIQUOR
SUPERMARKET

SPRINGFIELD
U ArDCC BRECKWOOO BlVDMVKE3 WILBRAHAMRD

BIG Y SHOPPING CENTER — MEMORIAL DRIVE, FAIRVIEW

NORTHAMPTON
DftllTC C NOtTHKINGSTBVUIt J BIG V SHOPPING CENTER

MUNICH BEER

24— 12 Oz. N.R. Bottles

SCHLITZ BEER
24— 12 OZ CANS

Canadian club whiskey
86 8 PROOF — HALF-GALLON

555
SEAGRAM'S 7-CROWN

WHISKEY
86 PROOF — HALF GAllON

139511029
BLACK VELVET WHISKEY
80 PROOF — HALF GALLON

McGregor scotch
WHISKEY

80 PROOF — HAIF GAllON

10698 99
LANCER'S ROSE WINE T C0URV0ISIER VS COGNAC

WHITE or RED — 24 OZ BOTTLE 80 PROOF — FIFTH

2991089
RED LION GIN or VODKA CANADIAN MIST WHISKEY

80 PROOF - FULL QUART 80 PROOF - FULL QUART

399499

li

Who's Who Among Students in

American Universities and Colleges

UMass has a quota of 48 juniors and seniors to be
selected for inclusion in the annual Who's Who program.
This program honors academic excellence and par-
ticipation in extra-curricular activities among College and
University students.

Applications are available in the Student Senate Office,

Room 420, Student Union. Deadline for submitting ap-
plications is November 20, 1974. Selection will be made by
December 1.

1

WFCR

No.

No.
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St. Regis
Restaurant

\n£ Home Style Food
Quality Service
Reasonable Prices

Specialties of the House:

CANADIAN MEAT PIE

CHICKEN PIE

BEEF STEAK PIE

BAKED BEANS (Boston Style)

ALL HOMEMADE

Open 6 a.m. -9 p.m., Mon.-Sat. ; 7a.m. -9 p.m. , Sun.
28 Pleasant St. Northampton

Tel. 584-1543

Breakfast Served All Hours
"Jerry heads the breakfast grill"

These are the WFCR program
highlights for Friday, Saturday and
Sunday.

Friday:

12:45 Israeli Press Review
2:00 Pedal Point

2:00 Schumann: Piano Trio

2 in F.

3:35 Mozart: Church Sonatas
10 and 11.

5:00 All Things Considered -

National Public Radio's daily news
magazine.

11:30 Sounds Of Jazz
Saturday:

12:30 Music From Germany -

Chamber music from the latter part

of the 18th century.

1:00 Folk Music And Bernstein -

The Urban Folkmusic Scene - Part.

1. With Folklorist Ellen Stekert from
the University of Minnesota.

2:00 National Public Radio
Opera Theatre - "The Tender
Land" by Aaron Copland, per-

formed by the University of Kansas
Opera Department.

Sunday:

1 :00 Pacifica - The Plot Theory
of History. Sol Yurick discusses the
ways he believes art and literature

manipulate consciousness on
behalf of powerful interests.

2:30 Stereo-File — An in-

formative examinationof hi-fi

equipment. Listeners questions and
comments are invited during the
show by phoning 545-0100.

4:00 Huis Clos - A performance
of Satre's play, "No Exit" by
members of the University of Mass.
and Amherst College French
Departments.

at the TOC . . Nov. 7 - 9

\ \

9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

1 ' /
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McCarthy, others

discuss implications

of election returns

The first national town meeting
to be held after the November
elections will be broadcast by
WFCR (88.5 fm) on Sunday night at

8:30.

The meeting hosts Eugene
McCarthy, John Lofton, and Ben
Wattenberg as the principal

speakers in a discussion on election

returns, their implications for the

congress, President Ford and the

nation during the next two years,

and a preview of the 1976
presidential race.

After a brief initial presentation,

the speakers will field questions
from the area residents attending
the meeting in Washington.

Harrison Salisbury, Pulitzer prize-

winning former editor of the "New
York Times,'' will serve as
moderator of the one-hour
programs while McCarthy, Lofton,
and Wattenberg give voice to the
issues.

Huis Clos Sunday
No Exit [Huis C/osl by Jean-Paul

Sartre, will be presented in French
over WFCR-FM; (88.5) on Sunday
afternoon, from 3:30 to 5 p.m. The
cast includes members of the
French Departments of UMass and
Amherst College.

The broadcast will begin with
comments and an explanation in

English by Professor Jeffrey Carre,
Chairman of the French Depart-
ment at Amherst. As a special
attraction, there will be an in-

troduction in French by Sartre
himself.

The performance is under the
sponsorship of the 5-College
French radio program, tout en
Francais.

Beautiful clothes.

:

:

!

:
comes m

black and rust

$12.00

sizes 5,7 <?, 11,13

VitcheS.
Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.

: i
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Polish Highlanders set here for Saturday
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1974 THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

By MARIAN PROKOP
Staff Reporter

Final arrangements for the

Saturday night performance of

music and dance by the Polish

Highlanders featuring folksinger

Adrzej Bachleda were made at last

Wednesday's meeting of the

Polish- American Cultural
Association, a recently formed club

here.

Wes Kulig, an undergrad and
president of the association, also

announced to the 20 members
present, an invitation to display

Polish culture at the International

Fair sponsored by the School of

Education on December 6 in the

Newman Center.

Kulig also said that the interest in

Polish culture resulting from their

display in the Campus Center

Concourse this week could lead to

selling Polish imports, costumes,

and other items to finance future

activities.

According to Stanley Radosh, a

Slavic bibliographer at the library

who also teaches elementary Polish

here, the Polish Cultural

Association is an opportunity for

the general public to learn about

and understand Polish culture.

"Lots of people tell Polish jokes,"

Radosh said "But they have no
knowledge of Polish people or

people history."

Last year, the association at-

tempted to organize outside the

university so as to attract members
from local communities. Since
becomeing a Recognized Student
Organization this semester, they
have raised their membership so
far, from 20 to 50 members, Radosh
said.

Radosh said he would like to set

up displays, have speakers, and
show films, but would need money
to do these projects. Plans were
also being made for a group to learn

Polish Christmas carols to sing at

old age homes.

The performance by folksinger

Andrzej Bachleda and the seven
members of Jan Gomada's
"muzyka goralska" on Saturday
will be the first time anything

significantly representing Polish

culture has been done on campus,
Radosh said.

Radosh calls Bachleda a

"connoisseur of folk art" who is

very well known in Poland and is

currently performing at the Lincoln

center in New York under the

auspices of the Kozsciousko
Foundation.

Bachleda will sing classical songs
by 20th century composers

Karlowicz and Szymanowski, that

are based on folk songs as well as

singing authentic highland folk

songs.

A slide show styled like a "village

wedding" and explained in English

will be shown to familiarize the

audience with the land and people

of the highlands.

The performance will be held on

Saturday, November 9, at 7:30 in

the Campus Center Auditorium.

Tickets are $2 for students and

$2.50 for the public and may be

purchased Friday on the CC
Concourse or at the door.
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It's Papa's Sunday Only

Pius 'a Beer Specials!

No. 1 — Small Combination Pizza, plus

32 oz. Pitcher of Beer m _
$2.50

No. 2 — Large Combination Pizza

32 oz. Pitcher of Beer

Reg. $4.50 Sunday only $viDU

See You Sunday! .^^^ %

Papa QffiSS
w • Hadley

Mountain Farms Mall

o,,he HIDE-A-Way
Mighty Joe Young

(Nov.6-9Wed.-Sat.)
With Special Guest

The James Cotton
Wed. and
Thurs. only

Route 9
ROSSEll ROAD
HADLEY. MA.

LIST PRICE

tf <#

ONE WEEK ONLY

cHMCKWB
6

7
10

.98

.98

.98

Band

COMING NEXT WEEK
(Wed. & Thurs.)

Luther Johnson

Home Cooking

mm »«« (Fri.&Sat.)

Rt. 202 in Granby, 1 mile off Rt. 116, 467-8393

HOWARD
JOMnson)

Our Famous

CLAM FRY

SPECIAL

Friday's Special

$479
2

Children's Portion $1.49

seconds on the

house!

ROSE, RED or WHITE

Wine*

Half Carafe $1.65

By the Glass 55c

Not part of "Seconds" Special. Available Only Where
Lawful.

I notes & quotes j

Music series continues
The trumpeter Maurice Andre, a classical music sensation in Europe

together with the Wuerttemberg Chamber Orchestra under the baton of
Jorg Fazrber. will appear in concert Monday in Bowker Auditorium at 8
p.m. This event is the second initpe Universitq's Arts Council's Chamber
Music Series.

For the UMass concert, the program will include Five Pieces for String
Orchestra, Opus 44, No. 4, by Hindemith; Concerto for Two Violins and
Orchestra, by Bach; Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra in B Flat Major
by Albiononi; Quartet for String Orchestra in C Major, by Stamitz-
Rumanian Folk Dances, by Bartok; and Concert for Trumpet and Orchestra
in D Major, by Tartini.

Tickets are now on sale at the UMass Arts Council Box Office 125
Herter Hall. (Tel. 545-0202), at $4 for the general public and $2 for UMass
students Special group rates may be arranged by calling
the above number.

STORE. HOURS
MoM-FRl 10:00-9:00

SAT 10:00-6:00

OUR HEG,. PRICE

ZiHt

5-'°

7.20

8*53

SALE PRICE

7
'.19

5

(6

9

.48

.38

.48

5
s9

7
.69

\&M

CHARL
sWhw

N

TH£ TRAMP"
THE GOLD RUSH"

l&LDS
"TH£ BARBERSHOP"

5 PINK PANTH

cLtUTay November

"B. 7-r-i
30

AMHERST CINEMA
present*

THE RASPBERRIES
IN CONCERT ON SAT., NOV. 16th at

7:00 & 10:00 PM
ALSO FEATURING "ALBATROSS"

at the
Amherst Cinema, 30 Amity St., Amherst. Tickets
available at the following theatres.

Amherst Cinema, Amherst
Calvin Theatre, Northampton
Garden Theatre, Greentield
Victory Theatre, Holyoke
Admission $3.50 Advance $4.00 at the door

i

&C00LET

CCill 782 3131

msMis 1*2
Rtr 21 GRANT Pl«2A

Springfield, Ma.

See - GEORGE C. SCOTT,
Director - Producer - Star of

Blood donors
still needed
The Red Cross will be on campus

Monday through Thursday and
walk-in donors will be welcomed.

Blood collection will be in the
Campus Center Auditorium from 10
a.m. to 3:45 p.m. Monday; and from
9:30 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. the remaining
days. Closest parking is the
Campus Center Garage.

Donors must be healthy, at least

110 pounds, and between the ages
of 18 and 66. Seventeen-year-olds
may donate if they have parental

permission.

Election file

needs papers
Help!! The UMass Library would

appreciate receiving any "after

election" Massachusetts
newspapers. Clippings from them
will be included in its "Election

Statistics File" in the Government
Documents Dept. on the 21st floor.

Newspapers should be left at the

Reference Desks on the main floor.

Jewish social

group to meet
Does this sound familiar?

You're Jewish and between the

ages of 22 and 30. You enjoy
meeting people with whom y6u
have something in common.
Perhaps an occasional party, or

from time to time an occasional bull

session would turn you on. The
problem is there's no group to

shoot the bull with, or even worse,
there's no common ground to draw
such a group together.

You probably feel that the

existing Jewish groups on campus
are either too young or too
culturally oriented for you.

Anyone who shares the above
characteristics is invited to an
informal get-together on Sunday
November 10 at 8:00 p.m. at the
Top of the Campus, room 1101 to

discuss the possibility of future get-

togethers.

Contact Joel Hatch or call 545-

2526 for further information. The
emphasis is entirely social.

••the savage is loose" I Choir concert
•A

ThereJsnothing more savage
than the flumcm h«$«>rt in need.

set at Smith
The Smith College Choir,

conducted by Melissa Cox, and the
M.I.T. Glee Club, under the
direction of John Oliver, will give a

concert Sunday afternoon at 4 at

the Helen Hills Chapel.

The groups will perform works by
Charles Ives and Handel.
The public is invited to attend.

THE SAVAGE
II LOOSE

George C. Scott ** Irish Van Devcre
co-starrmg John David CarsonandLee H. Montgomery

A film about a shipwrecked
family caught between society
induced moral behavior and
uncontrolled primal instincts.

PREMIERE OPENING - WED. NOV. I3th

SPECIAL: 50tf OFF REGULAR $2.50
ADMISSION PRICE WITH STUDENT ID

LOOKING FOR A

NEW HELMET?

We've a huge

new shipment of

BELL Helmets

•t

VALLEY M0T0RSP0RTS
348 King St.

Northampton
584 7303
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Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -

That's Entertainment - 7:00-
9:16

AMHERST CINEMA -
5 Easy Pieces - 9-45
Easy Rider - 7:00

CALVIN -
California Split - 7:00-9:00

CAMPUS CINEMA -

1) Gold • 7:00-9:16

2) Flesh Gordon - 7:00-8:45
3) Ouddy Krevitz - 7:00-9:15

MT. FARMS 4 -
Groove Tube - 445 615 7:45

9:15

Sleeper - 5:30-9:00

Everything About Sex - 7:15
2001: A Space Odyssey - 5:00-

8:00
That's Entertainment - 4:45 -

7:00 - 9:16

SHOWCASE -
Rabbi Jacobs - 7:30-9:20
Harry ft Tonto - 7:26-9:30
Longest Yard - 7 30 9 45
Flesh Gordon - 7:20-8:40-10:10
Airport - 7:30-9:40
Odessa File - 7:30-9:40

AMHERSTC^ut
AMITY ST. 253 5-126

CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton

JACK NICHOLSON

KAREN BLACK -SUSAN ANSPACH
*__»«»««* jo rcf ».MiMmMi>
AOmNMrCI —*IO»IW/tliOM-.mCHAMO
wfCHauK i . mmaciM*

aoaevuviaoM c— [[ i

r Yor* Film CrtMee. Ie70 „ awa-an

EVES. EASY RIDER 7:08, FIVE EASY PIECES 8:45

VONOAY & lUfSDAT BARGAIN NITfS • All SCATS $100

CALVlNl&e

B.

y.

o.

B.

54th Member of the World Famous
Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an average

spending of $2.25

Your Host, Carlo, is a special

student at UMass
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MOUN,AINfARMSfOUB.< 30* 3I3J WuIf ,. MA0UT g4ss

MS' 1 I Si'«!lHMII'i\ sy-i

&5«
"'CALIFORNIA
SPLIT DEALS
WINNING
HAND." ~ ~

liA S
yxaxwOeCKXSCM. 'CAlFOMASWr

H¥' sMI III < < >! I H.k '

upviu
l NORTHAMPTON

MONDAY 4 lUESOAf BARGAIN NIIES • All SEATS $100 «-»
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1974s MOST HILARIOUS
WILDEST MOVIE IS HERE!

May be the funniest movie of the
year. Rush to see it!" -m -^ po . Tr ru ne

A smashing, triumphant satire!'
—Sea::'" P~st I* 'el' Ferrer

Riotously, excruciatingly funny."
- Milwaukee Sentinel

Consistently hilarious and
Drillldnt* —BaMmore Da 'y Reco'd

Insanely funny, outrageous and
irreVeren*. -9ruce W.Hamson—PLAYBOY MAGAJiNE

.

A GREATNEW
k&$t MOTION PICTURECOMEDY

V
*

KwSJtifin

FUn

Color

Produced and f>ecteo

Dy Ken Shapiro

• vVrrrten Ov

Ken Shapiro mm

Lane Sarasohn
A I S Production

A Srn *'»n»

enterprise*

Presentation

3<V>0ult0 0»

(!•» Co'DO'iliOP

TODAY — 5:30-7:15-9:00
Twi-Lite Hr. — 5:00-5:30 Only — $1.25

c\^body*
cAllen

and

'Di.aqe
'^Keaton

in

Sleeper^

WOODY ALLEN'S

Everything
you always

wanted to know
about sex •#

"X* BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK 99

TODAY — 4:45-6:15-7:45-9:15

Twi-Lite Hr. — 4:15-4:45 Only — $1.25

STANLEY KUBRICK'S

200I-ASPACE
ODYSSEY

TODAY — 5:00-8:00
Twi-Lite Hr. — 4:30-5:00 Only — $1.25

V1t't!<>-(,< 1 |<tu\,!l-M,U<'!

THKTC

TODAY — 5:00-7:00-9:00
Twi-Lite Hr. — 4:30-5:00 Only — $1.25

Wed.Jlo¥. 13 - "Trail of Billy Jack"

BDIC
Any student currently enrolled at UMass

who wishes to become a BDIC student for
next semester (Spring 75) must come to
the BOIC office (416 Goodell) to have an
initial interview with a Counselor, by Nov.
22 (counseling week).
CROSS-COUNTRY
The New England AAU Cross-Country

championships will be held Saturday 11-9
in back of WOPE beginning at 2:00 p.m.
There will be races for women over 30,
high school girls, girls under 13; an open
women's race of 3 miles and an open
mens' of 6 miles will highlight the event.
DANCE FREE
Calm your inner senses by exercising

your movement potential.. It's an
exhilarating experience. Friday night 8:30

at the Campus Center. Check info desk for
room number.
DEPTH ENCOUNTER SPIRIT SEARCH

If vou are looking for a few other people
who are looking for personal growth and
intimacy along with greater spiritual depth,
UCF invites you to look into our Friday
evening House Church gathering, 41
Longmeadow Dr., S. Amherst. Info, rides:
545 2661.
DIWALI CELEBRATION
We are celebrating Diwali on Nov. 10,

Sunday at 10:45 A.M. at Unitarian Church,
220 Main St., Northampton. All are
welcome. Free.

ELL SBERG TODAY
Daniel Ellsberg will speak today at 2:00

p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom on
"American Politics after Watergate." The

notices

lecture is a DVP program - freell

FILM TONIGHT
No admission charge for "Birth of a

Union" and "Decision at Delano" - films
about the United Farm Workers Union
showing in CC Room 165-169 at 9:00
tonight.

GAY DANCE
SHL and GWL will co-sponsor a dance

tonight at Farley Lodge, 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
Please come — BYOB.
HEART FUND MONEY
Money will be collected on the CC.

concourse FRI. 11-7 and Mon. 11-11.
House or Dorm to win H.F. trophy with the
most money collected.
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COMEDY CAPERS
featuring MARX BROTHERS

LAUREL & HARDY

BUGS BUNNY

*
*

*

FRI., NOV. 8 CC. Aud.

7:30 - 9:30 - 11:30

50c

t
*
t
*
*
*

THREE STOOGES

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

THE ROAD RUNNER £

#

HEY PEOPLE'
Spectrum Arts Magazine invites you to

bring us your fiction, art, poetry, and
photography room 407 SU. Staff meeting
early next week.
JEWISH GRAD STUDENTS

Get together socially Sunday,
November 10 at 8:00 p.m. in CC 1101 -
Top of the Campus.

KNOWLTON PARTY
Featuring a band from Connecticut —

Freeze. Free beer. November 9, 8:00-1:00
A.M.
LEGAL STUDIES PROGRAM

The deadline for this semester's ap-
plications for admission to the Legal
Studies major is November 13. Application
materials can be picked up in Room 112,
Hampshire House. For further information
call 5-2000.

LSAT
Nov. 11 is the last day to apply for the

Dec. 7 LSAT test if you want to avoid the
late fee. This is the last test which you
should expect to take if you want to attend
Law School next year.

MARATHON
The Center for International Education

will be presenting a series of seminars and
slide presentations at the Marathon in the
School of Ed. on Monday, Nov. 1 1 through
Thursday at 7 and 8 P.M.

MEETING
A general meeting of the Newman

Community will be held Sunday evening at

8:00. All those interested, please attend, as
it is a very important meeting! It will be in

the Newman Center Student Office.

PETER BENT BRIGHAM HOSPITAL
The tour of P.B. Brigham Hospital has

been cancelled for this Saturday. The
Public Relations Dept. let us know
Thursday that Saturday tours were out.

Sorry,. ..Pre-Med Society.

MEETING FOR PRE-MEDS
A general informational meeting for all

students interested in learning more about
med. and dent, schools will be held on

Tuesday, Nov. 12, 1974 in Morrill
Auditorium from 7-9 P.M. It will be con-
ducted by Dr. O'Connor of the Pre-Medical
Advisory committee and other committee
members will be present.
SABBATH SERVICES

Services tonight in CC 105 at 7:00 P.M.
No morning services tomorrow.

SKIERS
Nov. 18-Chevrolet Ski Show coming to

UMass Campus.
STAR PARTY

Even though we were clouded out Wed.
night, it's still go for tonight. Come to the
Orchard Hill Observatory from 6:30-11:30
and see the wonders of the unive/se. Free
refreshments.

STRATEGIC GAMES CLUB
The Strategic Games Club will hold a

drop-in center this Sunday in CC rooms
804 808 from 2 P.M. to closing.
"STRAW DOGS"
"Straw Dogs", with Dustin Hoffman,

directed by Sam Peckinpaw will be shown
Wed., Nov. 13 in the SUB at 7, 9, 11.

SUPPORT YOUR REC. SOCIETY
.Come see Paul Newman in Cool Hand

Luke Sunday, Nov. 10. CC Auditorium 7
and 9:30 P.M.
VIETNAM STUDY GROUP TASK FORCE

Will meet on Sunday, Nov. 10 at 7:00 in

CC 905-909. All are welcome.
ENGAGEMENT

Kathie Lawson, Class of '75, EAM to
Norm Banks, Jr. of Tustin, California.

LOST
Black umbrella, Herter-Student Union,

Wed. 11-6. Call John at 6-8777.

UNITARIAN SOCIETY
Service at 11. Dr. Henry Steele Com-

mager. John Woodruff Simpson lecturer
at Amherst College, will speak on "The
Agenda of the Seventies". Coffee hour at

UNIV. OF CONNECTICUT
Law School Recruiting. There will be a

person from UConn School of Law at
Berkshire House. Nov. 14 at 10:30 and
11:30.

LOST
My car keys at the Pierpont Halloween

Party. Call Clint 546-8804.
LOST

Sigma Sigma Sigma composite. Call
545 2151. Substantial reward
LOST

Pr of glasses between Marston and
ELab 549-6248 or CC. lost and found
LOST
A pack with notebooks from semester

and pair of glasses. Please return to CC.
lost and found. Reward. Paul Galley 131 I

Brittany Manor.
LOST

Collie puppy at Mountain Farms Mall on
11-6-74. Call 323-7507.

(F\MDC Classifieds Pa;
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
• JO a.m. and 3:4S p m Monday
Friday.
The deadline is 3 4}, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates »rt:
Daily $ 30 par lina*

Weakly » 26 par lina*

Monthly » 20 par line*

'Two line* on form
approximate one lina

MDC ClmifaxR

FOR SALE

' Used guitare bought and aold.

The Guitar Workahop. Amherat
Carriage Shoot. MS 1728

Calculator Sale - Collage
Calculators offara lownt prlcea
anywhere All modela avellablel
Taaai Inat . Howell Packard.
Unicorn All machinea new end
guer with 2 month replacement
warranty Before vou buy a

calculator, call me. I cen beat any
price anywhere Look for my
poatara around campua for details
Than call Bob Crowall et 649 1316

Coats Midi auade coet. midi
dungeree coat, rabbit fur iecket
and navy blue leather jacket. Cell
Margie 646 7649

2 Sony reel to reel tape recorders
lor $100 each Call anytime 546
9539

More stereo bargains MV 150
factory recorded B track tapei for
sale $2 ea . SI ea in lots of 10
Double tapes included Zepplm
Moody a. Ves tip Beatles, much
more Tele« 8 track recorder. 2
months old List S160 Sell S59 Call
Tom best luck in morning 665
4320. hurry'

Phillips 10 soeed men s bike one
cond Women s sire 7 ski boots,
buckles exc cond . 549 1390 after

For Shaklees natural vitamins,
cosmetics and basic H Call Carol
549 1737

PA SYSTEM $500 Haa mikes
cords, etc Good cond Call Pete
549 1534 3 9pm

Air conditioner for sale Used
only 2 monthc Norge brand 7 000
BTU s Asking $100 00 Contact
Bobby 549 6991 Call after 9 30 p m
Keep trying Check it out.

Yamaha Guitar
case 253 7353

FG300 with

Basketball, rim and backboard
$20 Barbells 1120 lbs I $16.
Humidifier $20. Tennis trainer S5
Hockey thin guard $6 Call 343 4566
after 7pm

Pair of Febieno Alpt. dark grey.
sue 6 and one hall L. brend new
Mutt tell $23 Cell 646 0718 deya
Atk for Cindi

Leather riding chaps about sirs 8
or 10 $40 Like new Cell 1626 2860

Flute. Gemelnhardt Never uaed
with guarantee Solid silver M2S
$260 646 6677

STEREO EQUIPMENT " AH
Speakara and Turnteblea LOW
LOW PRICES 263 9624

RECEIVER - Sony 60 wte 7roe
ch. new $360 now 1200 TURN
TABLE DUAL 1715 toll $75
CASSETTE DECK Advent 201
new $300 now 4176 HEAD
PHONES Koss Pro 4AA. new M0
now $36 Cell Gary 666 4197
Sunderland

Standall Elec Guitar 7 pickup
hollow body Ea cond $150 Jim.
367 2439

FOR SALE

1 Leather Bar 7 x28 ". has 2
speakers, turntable Call 256 6956
must be seen 1

Hiking boots, md wt . women's
7M LL Beans Worn 4 times $28
253 5728

Conn Cleveland Alto Saxophone
Excellent cond pedt new Good
action Make offer Cell Paul at 266
8056

Piccolo Gemeinhert in ex-
cellent condition Cell 646 4077. 6 7.M F

Attorted goelie equipment
Padt. ttick. hand glove, knee cupa.
tketea and cheat protector Cell
546 4739

Crown C 156 Pre amp. Pert
cond. 3 not old Werr cda $280
367- 9696 anytime

Skit Roaignol 190 cm Navede
toe. Merker heel, good thepe. 76
bucks 549 1317

Kay Bait Violin. 20 30 yaera old
New Rotewood fingerboard cloth
case, no bow 549 0526

Gibton Pedel Steel Guiter Let
Paul gld top Damn Good Deeltl
Jim 546 6660

Tiret - 2 E78 14 snow tint with
rims Used one wnter Cell 546
7663 Ask for I.J.

Beston Trumpet Good con
dition $75 or bett offer 546 8600

Used Lenco L75 manual turntable
with a Stanton Gooae cartridge
Best offer Bob 546 9156

Turntable Dual 1229 WB. DC and
Dust Bug 1 yr old $200 Ex cond
549 3677 Ron

Webcor stereo $130 or best offer
Call 6 9246

Sony TC126 stereo cat deck
Iwith own amp). Chro tepetteck
$150 546 5052

AUTO FOR SALE

1965 Chevy Wagon runt like a

top 1 Rebuilt trans
. snows $325

756 8688

1966 Chevrolet. 6 cyl . automatic
great buy. economicel to run $295
Bob 253 7241

1962 Chev
. 6 cyl economical.

$150 253 7241

Super Cougar 1967. eir cond .

new muffler, standard. 3 tpd
small 8 $660 253 7241

AUTO FOR SALE
1973 VW Thing for sale 1600

miles, excellent condition Cell 1

625 2860 eveningt Atking $1700

Mutt tell - Will eccept bett
offer mede by Nov 16 1967 Bleck. 6

cyl . Firebird Cell 263 7360 No rult

New tiret

ROOMMATE WANTED
Wanted

2 bdrm apt
256 0254

Female to there rm in

$55. util incl Col Vil

TRAVEL

Charter flightt to Europe end
Celifornie Cell Cempua Travel 546-
0600

Low price tnpt to Mexico.
Floride. Ceribbeen Cell Campus
Travel 545 0600

SERVICES

1965 Rambler
665 3514

runs well $250

68 CHEVELLE. Rfcf H 4 spd . 283
eng . runs excel Call anytime
Steve 549 3755

69 Triumph GT6 Plua. very good
cond . extras John 666 3423

66 Chevy Wagon. 8 cyl. new
tires good gas mileege and run
ning condition $350 Call 546 7918

'69 VW Seden. excellent con-
dition $900 Call 256 6990 after 3 30
p m

Must sell 69 VW rebuilt engine,
gd cond snow tiret Reesonable
Eve 245 9436

1971 Pinto. AT. disc braket. fold-
down reer seat. RfctH $1295 549
6185

FOR RENT

Leverett. 7 mi t from UMass to
share 3 rm $90 per mo. Serious
students only Call 549 0403 after 6
p m

Large Room in attractive
Florence apt

. $63 plus share
utilities 584 6144

10 rm house in Orange, needs 2
modern kitchen, bath. $75 mo no
pets 617 544 6303

Furn apts one and one helf
two and two and one half rms
Modern »ir cond, pool, parking.
TV, near shopping utilities inc
Lease to June 1975 Amhertt Motel
Opp 2ayre

1 2 roommates to share 6 rm apt
m Millers Falls $66 per mo Cell Pat
659 3619 Keep trying

Room in spanking new home
available for $85 plut utilities

Situeted in So Amhertt Student
inhebited Call 256 8056

3 bdrm house in Amhertt
Fireplece $300 per mo Likely
Littings 256 8896

Leverett. 1 bdrm apt in farm-
house. 4 mi from Campus $165
per mo plut Likely Littingt 266
8896 immediately

In country. 3 bdrm. one hall
houta in Wendell $226 per mo
includes heet end hot H20 Likely
Littingt 266 8896

5 mellow people looking for

reatonably quiat rmmete Own rm
Isml in hte nr cemput 549 3677

For lerge room in cooperetive
houte. Amhertt. N Whitney St
Couple prfrd 253 3695 Approx $65
per mo for 1 prtn

2 needed to there rm in hte
N ham Clean, quiet $60 ee end
shere ut 584 6169

WANTED

Couple recently married seek
apt m aree in $150 to $166 range
Will consider room with kitchen

1 priv Bill 545 2304

Bob still wants to buy your ailing
OR DECREPID CAR! Any make,
model or year Unload your
headache for $$$$ 253 7241

T V uted 1

1456
n good cond Cell 646

Coupl
camput
665 3657

> needt 2 rm apt
Dec 1 June 1 $140

near
$160

Need
Spaniel
753 7252

dog house for Springer
Cheep Immediately Cell

PERSONALS

Problem Pregnancy? 584 8816
waakdevs. 7 8 pm for in
formation

University Blood Drive. Nov. 11
14 Sign up on Nov 4 7 et C C
Concourte

Silver doller. kid7 10 cent ticket
for a $10 coin 16 priiaa. ell bright
shiny 19th century silver dollars
Coin Club Raffle Mon. Nov 11
Oddt 200 1 or better

Doober Nov 10 it our firtt
anniversary Kisses kisses kisses
Hug' Your Ledv

Happy birthday Bob and Carol -
The Green Phantom

Peter Happy Birthday Big
Brother - Love Your Little Siatar

Happy Birthday Porsche Better
learn to down shift Love Cot

KAREN Thenkt for birthdev
with BOB

To my Robert Radford Happy 1

yr Shall we try for two? Love. Your
Fan

1960
thape.
redietor $600 666 4183

TR3 TR4 engine Good
many xtrea. but needt

SUPER 67 TR4A. new tiret
engine, paint, battery AM FM
Mutt tell $1596 or beat offer
Please cell Lite 263 3649

1961 Morrit Minor Woody
Wegon $360 or BO 666 4153

1970 VW. auto ttlck thlft. axe
cond Muet aell $1200 684 4327

67 VW Fatbk 1700 686 4076 eve

VW Cemper. Custom 1970
engine $460 or beat offer Cell 649
3663 efter 6pm

TO SUBLET

2 bdrm Brendywine Apt Jan -

Sept No deposit 649 1901 1 mile
from UMass

1 ROOMMATE WANTED

Male wanted to there 3 br
Townhoute Cooperatively $116
256 8098

To there apt with three others
$•6 F 266 8634 Own room Utilities
included

Female to there 3 bdrm apt 470
inc utilitiet Own rm Cell Bern 549
1476

HELP WANTED

Assistant to GA President
Duties administrative, decision

I making and general resource
person Applications available in

Rm 420 Student Union 545 0341
Salary $20 per week

Earn credit and have fun!
Volumes: for working in the Dey
Care Center during Merethon. Nov
11 15 Call Carin 584 7964

BABYSITTER NEEDED Tues
and Thurs 11 30 5 00 for 2 5 yr old
girls on UMass bus line 256 0662

Can vou draw? Do vou have a
sense of humor? The editoriel
pages need five cartoonists to do
camDus humor Call Daen Tucker
5 3500

Swim coach for 20 man AAU ege
group team Sand resume to Echo
Hill Swim Teem P O Box 610.
Amhertt. Matt

Bartandert. weitert end
weitrettet Pert time Cell The
Hide A Wev et 467 8393 or 467 7393

But drivers needed Cleaa II

license required Cell 256 8316

RIDE WANTED
To Boston (Elton John concertl

Nov 20 Cell Shelley 6 8419

24,
T
2° So'YlS

*""• Sh' r#
'

5

To St Louit. Mitaouri for Jan
imertattion Call 649 6676 Will
there expanse

Need ride to Mexico Xmaa vac
Call Fsta 263 3106 Will there »»
Driving

Happy Birthday
from all of ut

Broph Love

Am doing study on illegitimacy
and would appreciate any info
about your life if vou were born out
of wedlock Call Anna at 546 9781

On the 9lh to Jeenne Gumba
Gerrold Best wishes for the
happiest birthday ever From all

your bast Gumbadachis on the 17th
T Maureen Mary Jean Karen.

Pitts Angie Cheryl Suranne Mel
Diane Beth Crock Leslie Big E
Sherri Val Janet Ave. Steve.
Shaw Ruth Sun Nikki Petti
Sandv Meryl Nancy Nanook
Libbv Mane Chet. Mary. Little Pru
Pat Also Ames Doob Regs and
Clowny

Peter Happy Birthday to you.
from me affectionately Debbie

Numbnuts You re 22 Greb all

the gutto vou can

Betty You stupid' You II never
grow up 1 Heppy Bday Love
Winnie

Happy 20th birthday Kim Love
Chuck

$200 REWARD for informetion
regerding the whereebouta of
Wayne A Tiffany former U M
theeter ttudent Lett known ad
drett Northempton Cell collect or
write Kent Barclay 66 Berdin St
Henover Ma Phone 617 826 2836

INSTRUCTION
Classical guitar lessons

Conservatory background Kevin
Collins 253 7976

DOG TRAINING Obedience
problem doge, protection end
security 549 1342 VALLEY K 9

ACADEMY

Term pepertl Canada s lergeat
tarvice For catalogue sand 42 to
ESSAY SERVICE 57 Spedlne Ave
No 208 Toronto Ontario. Canede
Campua franchiaea available
Please write

Passports - Feat service Lang'a
Photo Houn 9 6 Tel 253 3148

Leern to repair your own car I

will teech you how while I repeir it

tor you Specializing in SAAB and
other foreign cera Call Guy 266
6110

Speedy Xeroxing Rapid
reproduction Amherat Carnage
Shops 233 N PlaeaantSt M F 9
9. Sat 9 7. Sun 11 7 549 0666
Same day service

Profeaaionel guitar repairs by
guitar meker Michael Millard
Mon. Wad. Fri at The Guitar
Workahop. Amhertt Cerriage
Shopt 549 1728 Free eetimetoe

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob
will still fix it right No iob too
small, foreign or domestic No big
overheed 253 7241

Camput Clubt and
Organizations, Do vou want tp
publish high quality nawtletter.
ptmphlet. megeiine or booklet???
Let the Mettege Company help
vou write, levout. deeign end print
t 11 Reeaonable feat Contact Jerry
et 253 3869 for information

NEED A CAR? Don t be heaaled
by a salesman' Let Irwin Rich
student rap for Cahillane Motors
iA M C Dodge Hondel help you
meet your automotive neoda
Quality uted cart 549 1372 Ha
want! to be of serv.ee

FREE

Puppiet one helf Semoyed end
one helf Beegle Cell 323 7332

Help 1
I lost a pr of pTeecription

sunglasses wire rimmed, blue
cese Cell Ellen 6 7367

Br leather purse in CC. 10 29
Please call Karen 549 1069

1 pair gold framed gleatet.
aviator type Call Branda 6-8471

ENTERTAINMENT
Gat your party rockinl Call Steve

Rich end Cheryl et 6 9815 or 6 9625
for DJ t with style Super cheep

Sweet Batil blows your mind at
the Top of the Camput. Thura thru
Sat 9 1

Wanted Vocelut or vocal
musician and drumt for rock band
Cell 266 8160 eft 4

Bluewell hottt Calico Sam. Nuv
6 9 Good muaic and good timet

Hatch Celebrity Series proudly
preaentt Fireweter Thuradav thru
Saturdev. 9 1 Be there' 1

Eat your heart out
Newman. Cool Hend Luke'
10. CCA. 7 end 9 30

Peul
Nov

Florida there
Carol. 649 3927 try

12 15 plut

SERVICES
NEED A GOOD INEXPENSIVE

HAIRCUT? Both male end femele
Cut and blow dry $3 00 Ex
perlenced heirdreater Referencee
Selon Italia and Salon Boccaccio
of Boaton Call Fran at 546 6296

Peul Newman Fena' Me t hare In
Cool Hand Luke

, Nov 10 CCA 7
end 9 30

MISCELLANEOUS

Cerpenter for hire Cell Don M3
2036
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Film series

features

farm workers
A film series concerned with the

plight of farm workers will begin

tonight at 9:00. The series is being •

sponsored by the UMass United

Farm Workers boycott committee
in an effort to attract more siudent

support for La Causa.

Each film deals with some aspect

of the struggle farm workers face as

they try to earn a decent wage for

themselves and their families.

The films will be shown as

follows:

Friday, Nov. 8 - Birth of a Union,

Decision at Delano at 9:00 p.m. in

Room 165-9, Campus Center.

Tuesday, Nov. 12 - Yo Soy
Chicano at 9:00 p.m. in Room 174-

6, Campus Center.

Friday, Nov. 15

Shame at 9:00 p.m.,

announced.

Thursday, Nov. 21

9:00 p.m., Room to be announced.

There is no charge for the films,

and everyone is welcome to attend.

Harvest of

Room to be

- Huelga! at

WMUA
Here is WMUA's week-end schedule:

Friday:

The day's disc jockeys are Al Feinberg,

Mark Nathanson, Crazy Nance, Andy
Mackenzie and Jude Kaitz.

8:30 a.m.. High Tides. Jeff Jawer gives

the week-end astrological forecast.

2:00 p.m.. Special Broadcast, Daniel

Ellsberg will be broadcast live from the

Campus Center.

3:00 - 6:00 p.m., Latin Contrast, hosted

by Emiokan Sudan.
6:15 - 7:00 p.m., Sports Talk. Larry

Convoy and his guests engage themselves

playing Sports Trivia.

News is broadcast at 7, 8 & 9 a.m. and 2,

6 & 10 p.m.

Saturday:
The disc jockeys will be Steve Berger,

Vinny Peruzzi, Ken Irwin, Dale Cook, and

Louie Cronin.

1:20 p.m. George Geer Scouting Report,

George Geer discusses the strengths and

weaknesses of the two teams which play

at 1:30.

1:30, NCAA Football, Russ Small and

Larry Convoy give play by play coverage of

the UMass football game as the

Minutemen go to Holy Cross to play the

Crusaders.
2:00 - 6:00 p.m., Uujamadrum, From the

end of the football game to six o'clock,

Charles Mann takes you to the world of

soul.

Sunday:
6:00 - 10:00 a.m.. Gospel Show, with

host Charles Mann.
10:00 - 2:00 p.m.. Classical Music, with

Bob Chare'tte as your host.

2:00 - 6:00 p.m.. Rural American Music,

Marc Berman hosts Country & Western,

Bluegrass, and Folk music.

6:00 7:00 p.m., Sunday News
Collective, a discussion on Tenants, the

Kent State Trials and Martin Sestre

7.00 - 10:00 p.m., Japanese Misic, with

Charles Mann.
10:00 - 2:00 a.m., Jubilation Jazz, Cliff

Brennan does this weekly show.

Appearing

FRI., SAT.,

and SUN.

Screaming

McGtew

Rusty Nail

i

5

9
14

17

18

19

ACROSS
European
Joins in

matrimony
Ways and
Contend

15 Melody
16 Man s name

State tormally

Can Foot
ball's Cup
Rubbish
Informal

20 Mended again

22 Screened
from light

23 Want urgently

24 Hired thug
Slang

25 Guide
28 Have a

I"

32 Record of a

single year

33 Musical
symbols

34 Hurried
35 New York

team
36 Substantial

37 Robin
38 Pierre's friend

39 Glides high
40 Intervening

Law
41 Deciduous

tree

43 Cleansed of

dirt

44 Communists
45 Piece

46 Off the right

path
49 Electrical

switching

device
53 Musical group
54 Formal

custom
55 Against

56 Courage
57 Japanese

gelatin

58 Author lawyer
59 Facilitated

60 Chums
61 Oath

expressing
surprise
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DOWN
1 Unsightly

mark
Affection

Mimicked
Piazzas
"Lohengrin"
composer
Stumbled
Ceased to live

8 Allege

9 Modes
10 Roving
11 Jejune

i?

13

21

22

24

25

n
27
,'8

29

30

31

33
36

Slangy
negative
Hillside

vehicle

Fall back
Soiled with
fly ash
Horned
ruminants
Asian monks
Foe
Caper
Dazzle

setter

French river

Concluded
Dreads
Gloomy

37 Tower over
39 Slandered
40 — nostrum

Our sea
42 Get there

43 Falters

45 Seeking
Suffix

46 Skin disease
47 African tree

48 High rocks
49 Seaport on

the Baltic

50 Sharp
protuberance

51 Heating vessel

52 Highway
54 Strike

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

friday, November b, 1974

Trntumi and count.** ten

won* on the irlestial arena

makr a precis*!) predK'-aMe
e>eek all but tmpoMibkt Ips
and <i»v-n* i>n all levele of III*

cau*r career* to bloom or fade

perw-nel relet tonship* to b*
Mrenfthened or dimimahed
*mh lutU warning either way
(trrupatifina ami preoccupe
tions arr- apt to bnnj material

tfain una dav and lilUc but
fru»t radon and disappoint

m«ni thr nail Lovan arr

inclined u> quarrel enemte*
ma* qu ir suddenly find a

pathway Ui friendship emerg
inn from ihr unexpected
discover v of much in common
Thrrr i* littW to bolster ego*
on the on* hand — and muu
M inthl! srlf (-onfidrwcr >m the

other Surer** and failure

•earn at time*, to vie with aach
rHhar f'tr iha last word while

anod moods and bad aHarnat*
in iwtft succession

Thoae who art wia* in lb*
wav* of th* world will make no
plane thai arr not rlexibl*

Mnr* important than a baaia
m aoundneaa where plana ara
roncarnad this weak ia aa
ability to change hurt**
m*d straam - or anywhere
•** that rircurnetancee de-

mand Thm is no weak for

ihoae who are set in thatr way*
— but it ia alao no> wee* for

lima* who inaiat that th* new
and different are all that art
important all that will insure

prograaa Rather tlua u a
weak when th* new and th* old
muat eiisi in harmony to-

aathar just aa th* usual and
th* unusual muat b* at paar*
with aach othar

8v SfHm Wider

SCORMO tOct tlNev 7i

There is no aacuaa fur

ignoring ihe ad vie* of othar*

Make certain that you know
which *«de vour braad is

buttered on thia weak I Nov
'•Nov 21 1 - Buatnaaa affair*

are such (hat thar* may b*
much confuaion early in 'he

weak Make an effort u>

rt*>oaeat* with co- workers -

even thoa* you dinlike,

SAG ITTARIL'S (Nov 22
Dec 7 1 - Though a number of

n*w scheme* may praaint
ihemaeivee early m the weee.

you would do well to ignore all

but th* moat flexible l Dec
8 Dae 211 - If you would 4dd
appreciably lo your bueineea
or professional income, act at

once on the auggjaatton of one
who has recently known great

CAPRICORN (Dar 22 Jan
6t — Invaattgat* any new
plana for gain, especially

should you be asked for a caah
contribution to get th* achem*
underway Take your time

1 Jan ft-Jan lit - Profit a run

high where partnership activi

U*e are concerned On th*

othar hand, there it much to

indicate that praaent partner

ship* may dieeoiv*

AQUARIUS ileal 20-Feb

3) - Take no notice of thoae

who are blowing their own
horn* There ia much to be
gained by sharing knowledge
about preearn endeavor*

tFeb 4 Fab 111 - Eaarula
your plana quickly — but

don't rely on othar people •

approval of then. Keeult*
may not be what you *parted

- though 1hey may wall be

Real
rt*K*V iFeb 1» March 51

Prumieea mev be kept even
though vou may have changed
your mind about what
prompted them Don t be
surprised to be charged with

error (March 6-March SOI -
If you would be able to take
advantage of praaent oppor
tunitie* take 'he time and
effort nerded U. inform higher

upa of your ahibttaa

ARIES March II April 41

A weak when flattery,

though it mav be aaay to apply
to another a ago. will gain you
very Unle Take car* not to
reel on your laurels I April
VApnl lei - LogK aarvaa you
well, whan it aarvaa you at ail,

us weak Don t be alarmed
should the illogical aaam to

take over now and agaiii

TAURUS (April 20 May Si

- Kaap to what you know
wall, eapacially during the
early daye of the weak whan
succea* te an unpredictable
outcome of una and effort

(May i-May SOI - Make your
ideas practical one* and you
will have little to (war from
higher upa should a dunimah
ing of the labor force be in wSe
making Rarnain alert

GEMINI (May Sl-Juna el
- Conaarvative action muat
be alternated with aregreanve
action if you are to be abet to

take advantage of what the
weak haa to otfar (June 7 June
tOt - Praaent profit* may not
he enough to gain your
ultimate ends Make your way
easier by follow ing the ad v ice

of an old fnend Remember an
old rule

CANCER (June 21 July 7i

- Take rare not to plan too
muck activity Uue weak That
ia an excellent time for
changing your nfe-etyle - but
only if loved onaa agree iJuly
n July 231 - Be wiae in ymu
*daction of tha weak * activi

lata (Hherwiae you may
chooa* with an eye to profits

only and thus bring failure

upon youraaff

LEO (July 23 Aug Tl -
Lharupuona on tha home front

cannot be counted upon to

disturb Lhing* on the employ
mant scene The way* and
mean* piwarrlbad may not be
sufficient (Aug S-Aug 231 -
A faat moving week during
which dihVultiea with present

buaineaa or pro f—aion increaae

in aorne aaporta and decrees*
in other*

VIRGO i Aug 23 Sept ?l -
A tendency to begin
immediately u> act upon anv
suggestions othar* may offer

may make thia a week wf
una*perted eurpneae for ell

(Sapt rt-Sept 221 - Impulaive
move* may not be aa difficult

to dan) with aa uaual inte
weak Where yourureier* are
corse ainad think over vour
advice once again

LIBRA i Sept »-On 7)

Delay carrying out intanuana
fanerwiee you may find that

you have blocked your own
changea of heart and mind
Coruddar new reform* (Oct
aVOct 231 - Unleea you can
skall affic-nUy with Upeea of
<iiiiukai oa ike horn* front,
yenj can hardly expect lo dwa

I

with them on tha arnpanvmant
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Hgvei(, Valuable Money Saving

JV&fe^ Coupons From
BURGER KING®

dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson
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Kampus Kapers By Kris Jackson
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by johnny hart

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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REVEST C* \}S> ALU ?

Kt«'. 1 7> Sunderland
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Suddenly, the cost of living has gone down! Just bring this
coupon to Burger King*. When you buy a Whopper, you'll
get a Whopper Junior™ free.

Hurry, offer expires
So do it now. We'll be looking for you. areer Raaj
This offer only good at the following
Burger King restaurants:

Offer valid Nov. 8-Nov. 14 only at

Burger King Restaurant
Mountain Farm* Mall

RumwI Street

Hadl*y, Matt.

Limit 1 coupon per customer

Haveit,

Save 200 on a Whopper
Burger King* just gave your food budget a boost! Just
bring this coupon with you. and come out to see us.
Your Whopper* will be a bigger bargain than ever—the
same big broiled beet burger with lettuce, tomato,
onion, pickle, ketchup and mayonnaise on a golden-
brown bun— all at 20y less than the regular price—
with this coupon.
But hurry, this otter expires
We'll be looking for you.
Limit 1 coupon per customer

Offer valid Nov. 15-Nov. 21 oftly at

Burger King Rertauraa*

Mountain Perm* Mall

Russell Street

Mass. Haveit,

;^w^S.

Buya
and Regular Fries and Regular Shake

get 2 Hamburgers

...Millliriirililllmlllmm
Suddenly, the cost of living has gone downl Just bring
this coupon to Burger King*. When you buy a
Whopper*, fries & a shake you'll get 2 hamburgers free.

Hurry, offer expires. Limit 1 coupon per customer.
So do it now. We'll be looking for you
This offer only good st the following
Burger King restaurants:

Offer valid Nov. 29 Oec « only Bj

Burger King Restaurant ewffer Kbtg I

Mountain Farm* Mali tea ft*
RuteeJi street NerateeaseM, awae.
Hadley. Mas*.

Limit 1 coupon per family

Peer sex ed program
has colloq, positions
PSE is the Peer Sex Education Program sponsored by the Division of

Health Education of the University Health Services. Peer Sex Educators
have been in the residence halls for several years, however it was only a
year and a half ago that the Greek Area Peer Sex Education Team began
Under the direction of Ron Mazur, Jane Zapka and Marilyn Edinqton

from the University Health Services, each PSE person goes through' one
academic semester of pre-service training and one year of supervised
inservice training and experience.

The roles and responsibilities of peer sex educators are varied. They areknowledgeable and can find the best available answers to your questions-they have supportive counseling skills; and are familiar with all competent
resources for referral (e.g., contraception clinic, VD or pregnancy testingproblem pregnancy counseling, etc.). Pamphlets and articles are also
qenerally available from PSE people.

This semester the Greek Area PSE Team is sponsoring a one-credit
co oquium entitled "A Basic Exploration into Human Sexuality " The
colloquium meets Monday nights at Lambda Delta Phi from 700 to 900
p.m. There are still openings available for members of the Greek Area
Those interested should contact Cindy Waldron or Pam Lees
The Team is also conducting informal discussion programs Contact

Judy Wescott if your sorority would like to have a discussion on Women's
Health Concerns. This includes a discussion of the pelvic exam and breast
self-exam.

Fraternity discussion programs can be arranged by contacting Mike
Cappellano. Programs and films can also be jointly sponsored by two or
more houses by contacting any Greek Team number.
The Greek PSE Team is made up of six members of the Greek Area-

Mike Cappellano, Zeta Nu; Cindy Gorham, Sigma Kappa; Susan Keefe
lota Gamma Upsilon; Pam Lees, Sigma Delta Tau; Cindy Waldron and
Judy Wescott, both from Lambda Delta Phi. Information is also available
from the Health Services Health Education Office (549-2671).

't

Serving natural, organic and ocean foods
25 Bank Row. Gn

, nfield, Massachusetts, 01301

WEEKEND SPECIAL

Fresh Salmon Steak (Friday)

Baked Cheese Stuffed Avocado (Sat.)

Free Entertainment Friday I Saturday
Clip This Ad For A Free Choice of Beverage

Regular Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m. -8:30 p.m.
Friday n a.m. -9 p.m.
Sat. ii a.m. -9:30 p.m.

Sun., 4-9 p.m.
(Family Style Dining)

Closed Tuesday
Tel. 774-3930

Television Tonight

i * • • mrm*r*re

5:00 RAYMOND BURR SHOW
"Camera.... Action.. .Murder" (3)

THE REAL MCCOYS "Little Luke's
Education." (18)

THE BIG VALLEY "Lady From
Mesa." (22)

MISTERROGERS NEIGH-
BORHOOD (24) (57)

5 30 GREEN ACRES "A Kind Word
For the President". (18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)

HOGANS HEROES "Reservations
Are Required." (30)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH "H«re *
to Courageous Cowards." (18)
THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)
(57)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)

BONANZA "Marie Mv Love." (40)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)
ZOOM' (24) (57)

6 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

700 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
"Teacher's Petrie." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

AVIATION WEATHER (24) (57)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Morre,
host 130)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

7J0 WILD, WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS "Covotal" (3)

Ltl S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall,

host (8) (22)

THE PORTER WAGONER SHOW
(18)

BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS (24)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (30)

NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
"Scientific Approach." (40)

EVENING

"The World Hunger

'The Garments Of

MARTIN AGRONSKY
EDITION (57)

5 00 SPECIAL:
Crisis." (3)

KUNG FU
Rage." (8) (40)

BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE (18)
SANFORD AND SON (22) (30)
WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW

(24) (57)

8:30 CHICO AND THE MAN (22) (30)
WALL STREET WEEK (24) (57)

5.00 MOVIE "The FBI Versus Alvin
Karois, Public Enemy Number One "

(3)

THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN
Straight on i ii Morning." (8) (40)
MOVIE "The Marrying Kind." (18)
THE HUCKFORD FILES (22) (30)
NORMAND Y INTERNA TIONAL

(24)

MASTERPIECE THEATRE "Up-
stairs, Downstairs: Miss Forrest." (57)
10:00 KOLCHAK: THE NIGHT
STALKER "The Doppleganger." (8)
(40)

POLICE WOMAN "Fish". (22) (30)
MASTERPIECE THEATRE "Up-

stairs, Downstairs: Miss Forrest " (24)
WORCESTER NEWS (27)

10:30 NEW DIRECTIONS (18)

WESTERN MASS BUSINESS
JOURNAL (57)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (31

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (8)
(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
NEWS (57)

1130 MOVIE "Wait Until Dark." (3)
WIDE WORLD IN CONCERT (8)

(40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)
f.00 THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL (22)
(30)

125 GREAT MYSTERIES "In Th*
Confessional."

7.55 NEWS. WEATHER (31

X30 NEWS [8] |22| [301 |40|
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Boyden haven
for hoopsters

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1974

By ART SESNOVICH
Sports Staff

Some people think that the Cage
is the exciting place to watch
basketball on campus. Visions of

Skinner, Endicott, and Murphy run

through the mind of the UMass
student when that venerated cow-
barn is mentioned. There is not one
self-respecting Minuteman
basketball fan who didn't scream
his ass off at the cremation of

Maine last year. Pity, though. These
people have probably never been
over to Boyden Gymnasium.

For those of you who have been
languishing in a catatonic coma the

past few years and don't know,
Boyden gym is open every af-

ternoon for free time. This gives all

the frustrated jocks on campus a

chance to play John Havlicek for an
afternoon, entertain thoughts of

skipping their senior year to turn

pro, and still be over to the dining

commons by 7:00. Think of the

prospects! A scholar by morning, a

pro athlete in the afternoon.

The players? There are as many
different kinds as there are holes in

the Houston Oiler's defense. The
variety ranges from the 250 pound
food science major who has to lose

50 pounds just to increase his

chances for survival, to the South-
west resident who is trying to clear

out enough hash from his lungs to

start again the next weekend, to the

pseudo-superstar whose chances
at a procareer ended in junior high

school, but refuses to believe it.

They all sound quite different, but

they're all down there for the same
thing: basketball.

As the now fascinated reader can
imagine, the games involving such
diverse characters as these must be
fairly interesting. Well, if your idea

of interesting means seeing a guy
5'1 trying to block a layup by some
6'5 gorilla, or watching a grown
faculty member cry after missing a

two-footer, or observing two
Boyden stars stepping on each

other's heads diving for a loose ball,

then it's certainly interesting. Not to

say that the games are violent;

heavens, no. Sometimes they
simply tend to be
'

'overaggressive' '

.

What is it that brings the UMass
student down to Boyden in throngs

so large that sometimes you have
to wait an hour just to even see a

basket? Some come for the
exercise; some simply want to

avoid their last class and feel that

they're doing something worth-
while instead. But most of them
love the game they're playing. To
these people, you're not down
there just to play the game, though;

you've come to prove to the people

down there that you can play ball.

Who can say that they have gone

down there that you can play ball,

take that 6'5" gorilla to the hoop
and jam it over him a la Kareem
Jabbar? Who hasn't tried to break

the assist record for one hour of

playing? As the much-overworked
phrase goes, it's survival of the

fittest; and there ain't none who's
going to say he isn't the "fittest".

You go down there and get eaten

up, what do you do? Go back to the

dorm and get stoned? Probably.

But you also get psyched for the

next trip down to Boyden, when
that poor, picked-on 6'5" gorilla is

going to be your lunch.

So if you're ever in the vicinity of

one Frank L. Boyden Gymnasium,
take a trip over to the b-ball courts

and shoot a few. If you're not much
better than a lame ostrich, don't

worry; there are plenty of other

lame ostriches at Boyden.
The Cage? Forget it. Boyden's

got the real stars.
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Pictured above are the members of the UMass sailing team, the fall 1974 Five-
College Sailing Regatta champs. Front (I to r); Dave Herman, Craig Nickerson;
rear, Jean Andruskiewicz, Mike Cohan, Phil Sudenfield (commodore), Bill Kaul,
Peter Harris, add Bill Sheedy.

disp
cky Morris suspended in

ute over Knee treatment

Notice
The fall lacrosse team plays a

very important game vs. Brown this

Sunday. Game time is 1:00 at the
lower Boyden Field.

iiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimi

Cosell taken in
LONDON, Ont. \AP\ - Michael

Banks, the University of Western
Ontario student who this week said

he conned sports broadcaster
Howard Cossell into thinking he
was Muhammad Ali, has a taped
conversation of his performance
and a telephone bill of his calls to

support the claim.

Banks says he twice tried to call

Cosell person to person at Pitt-

sburgh's Three Rivers Stadium
during a Monday night game
between the Steelers and Atlanta
Falcons on Oct. 28 when Ali, a
close friend of the television

commentator's, was in Zaire,

Africa, preparing for his world
heavyweight boxing championship
fight with George Foreman.

Both times Banks, 20, was told

that Cosell was in the stadium press
box and that no calls were to be put
through.

The university student decided

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,

176 page, mail order catalog

of 5500 topics. Enclose

S1.00 to cover postage (1-2

days delivery time).

519GLENROCK AVE.

SUITE #203

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024

Our materia!* are sold for

research purposes only

on his third attempt to dial the
stadium directly, improving Ali's

voice, and finally, after a number of
dealys, was connected with a
person he believes was Pittsburgh
publicist Joe Gordon.
Busy telephone wires and a

frustrated member of the American
Broadcasting Co. crew handling the
game are evident on the tape
before Gordon is reached.
He bantered with Gordon for

some time, during which the
publicist said there was no way the
caller could get through to Cosell,

located with other members of the
broadcast crew in a nearby booth.
But Banks did.

^
MIAMI [UP/] - Coach Don

Shula suspended star Miami
Dolphins running back Eugene
"Mercury" Morris Thursday in a
dispute over Morris' knee injury.

Morris, who renegotiated his

playing contract into the $100,000
bracket before the season, faces
loss of pay and $200-a-day fines

while absent from the squad.
Shula first announced the

suspension was indefinite, but in a
brief meeting with Morris later

Thursday morning, told the speedy
halfback he would reconsider his

case Monday morning.
Morris injured a knee in an Aug.

30 exhibition game this season then
aggravated the injury when he
returned to the lineup briefly

against San Diego Sept. 29. He
hasn't played since.

The flareup between Shula and
Morris came Wednesday morning
when the Miami coach called

Morris onto the carpet for failing to

WMUA
Saturday afternoon tne

Minutemen try to regain their

winning ways as they travel to

Worcester, Mass. to take on the

Crusaders of Holy Cro«ss. Join Russ
Small and Larry Convoy for all the

excitement of NCAA Football.

Game time is 1:30, air time is 1:20

on the Voice of the Minutemen,
WMUA 91.1 FM.

report to the team trainer Monday
and Tuesday for supervised
treatment. Shula had given
uninjured members of the squad
the two days off.

"We got into a pretty heated
discussion and finally he stood up
and said, 'If you have to do
anything, suspend me,' then he
walked out," Shula reported to

newsmen.
Shula made his decision to

suspend Morris late Wednesday
night after discussing the situation

further with Morris, the team
captains and the coaching staff.

THE

CHEESE

Morris was notified by telegram.
Morris blamed the situation on

communications problems.
"It all happened so fast I'm not

even sure about it myself," Morris
said Wednesday night. "I thought
coach left it up to the individual.

After the game (Sunday), he sajd
those who needed treatment
should get it and those who need
rest should rest.

"I worked out Monday night
(near his home) and I had the best
workout I've had in a long time. I

rested Tuesday thinking I would go
in there Wednesday ready to play."

BARN
at Mt. Farms Mall

96 Feet of Cheese on Display

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS:
Jarlsberg $1.49 lb. ( Reg. $2.19 lb.)

Provensal with herbs (5 oz.) 89c each (Reg. $1.49 ea.)

Open Mon. Sat. nights til 9:30

PIZZA-RAMA
355 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst

tfeeializitig in

PIZZAS, HOT OVEN GRINDERS

and SPAGHETTI

STORE HOURS: Sun.-Thurs., 11 a.m. Midnight
Fri., Sat., 11 a.m.-l a.m.

Call 253-3808

FRBB PfUVtRY

between 5 p.m. Midnight, every night

Bttt Food in Town - and Hie lowest Priett

Tues. Nite Only:

The 11th House
featuring

Larry Coryell,

&

Good Friend

Coyote

Cover— $4.00

at

Rusty Nail Inn
Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937
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OSU, Michigan, 'Bama big

college grid favorites

a.
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By United Press International

The last time a Woody Hayes-
coached team lost, it was in East
Lansing, Mich, two years ago, and
at the time, Ohio State was no. 1.

Now Woody brings this no. 1

ranked Buckeye team back to East
Lansing Saturday, where Michigan
State will try to duplicate its in-

spired 19-12 victory of 1972, back
when Archie Griffin was a callow
freshman.

But chances for what would be

the biggest upset of the Waning
College football season seem slight.

Griffin, a leading candidate for the
Heisman trophy, has rushed for

over 100 yeards in each of his last

19 games.

Two other Buckeyes were bench
riders in the 1972 loss but they are
far from that now. Quarterback
Cornelius Greene runs the hum-
ming buckeye offense and Brian

Baschnagel executes his pass
patterns so well even Hayes is

The Jake Epstein Quartet appearing

tonight Nov. 8 and Fri., Nov. 9 at

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 )m Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

THE INTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

Arpljerst Carriage
Srjops233 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

pleased.

Michigan State, with a mediocre
4-4-1 record, is the underdog by 23
points, charitable perhaps, since
Ohio State has beaten five big ten
foes by an average of 38 points.

Michigan, on a collision course
with state for their Nov. 23 meeting,
is favored by 18 over Illinois, but is

after a resounding victory to pull

away from Alabama, which shared
the no. 2 slot in the UPI ratings with
Michigan.

'Bama puts it unbeaten slate on
the line against Louisiana State and
is the choice by 18. The Crimson
tide, the defending UPI National

Champion, is headed for a New
Year's night meeting with fifth-

ranked Notre Dame in the Orange
Bowl.

In years gone by, the head-on
clashes of Alabama and LSU have
been classics in the South, but this

is a down year for the Bayou boys,
who have been unable to win two
straight this season. Last week LSU
whipped ole Miss, 24-0, while Bear
Bryant's Club was pummelling
Miusissippi State, 35-0.

On the Pacific Coast 11th ranked
Southern California is a nine point

pick over upstart Stanford as the
Trojans seek a Rose Bowl berth.

Scott Hayes

Sunday Soothsaying
The names Larry McCutcheon, Ken Anderson, Drew Pearson, Tom

Wittum, Mack Herron and Terry Metcalf represent the best individual
performers after eight weeks of the 1974 football season. NFL statistics

show McCutcheon pacing all rushers with 719 yards. O.J. Simpson has
been a workhorse for Buffalo, carrying 165 times, highest among the
leading running backs. The Patriots' Sam Cunningham and Chuck
Foreman have scored seven touchdowns apiece to set the scoring pace
among running backs.

Ken Anderson is the NFL's leading passer, having completed 127 out of
196 passes. The Cincinnati signal-caller has been averaging 9.02 yards per
throw, while Oakland's Ken Stabler has tossed five touchdown passes
Drew Pearson of Dallas has 42 receptions and 705 yards, good for the

number one spot in pass receiving, but Cliff Branch has an average of 18.5
yards a catch, and has scored six touchdowns for the Raiders.

San Francisco's Wittum is the best punter in the NFL, averaging better
than 43 yards a punt for the 49ers.

Herron leads all punt returners with a fine 20.3 yard average, while
Metcalf has an amazing average of 36.3 yards in the kickoff return
category.

Of far greater importance, however, is the fact that official statistics
show my season's record is a respectable 67-27-1 and the following
predictions should improve that figure.

UMASS 25; HOLY CROSS 20
Both teams have been suffering from injuries and the problems caused

by a bleak season, but the Minutemen should be able to handle the 2-4-1
Crusaders.

NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS 38; CLEVELAND BROWNS 23
The game may be closer if the Pats don't take the Browns seriously, but

Cleveland's glory days are now only memories.

BUFFALO BILLS 27; HOUSTON OILERS 10
Lou Saban has the Bi'ls flying, and lowly Oilers are not about to stop

undervalued Joe Ferguson and teammates
DALLAS COWBOYS 21; SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS 13
The Cowboys are definitely not out playoff contention yet, and not even

Norm Snead can save 49ers. Dallas will continue to win and hope for a few
more St. Louis losses.

KANSAS CITY CHIEFS 20; SAN DIEGO CHARGERS 17
Against the Giants last Sunday, Len Dawson had to relieve an inef-

fectual Mike Livingston, but Chiefs should be victorious. Dan Fouts, who
passed for 333 yards last week, may help to keep the score close
NEW YORK GIANTS 21; NEW YORK JETS 14

Craig Morton had the Giants rolling in Kansas City and even though
things are bad for the Giants, they're even worse for the Jets.

WASHINGTON REDSKINS 17; PHILADELPHIA EAGLES 7
It makes little difference who is at the helm for Washington - Kilmer or

Jurgensen - because Redskins will have an easy time heating the sliding
Eagles.

DENVER BRONCOS 35; BALTIMORE COLTS 28
The Broncos should win this equestrian match-up

GREEN BAY PACKERS 19; CHICAGO BEARS 16
John Hadl should be ready for the Packers and will make the difference

in this contest.

MIAMI DOLPHINS 24; NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 14
I don't think an explanation is necessary. It's obvious that the Dolphins

will rule.

PITTSBURGH STEELERS 28; CINCINNATI BENGALS 27
Pittsburgh is starting to play up to its potential, and the Bengals will

watch their AFC Central Division title hopes dim.

LOS ANGELES RAMS 28; ATLANTA FALCONS 7
Not even new head coach Marion Campbell will be able to help the

Falcons win in Los Angeles.

OAKLAND RAIDERS 34; DETROIT LIONS 24
Consistent Raiders will snap Detroit's four game winning streak with

relative ease.

ST. LOUIS CARDINALS 23; MINNESOTA VIKINGS 21
The Cardinals have used the big play to win seven out of eight games,

and their explosive ability should be enough to edge Minnesota
LAST WEEK'S RECORD: 10-4 .714

SEASON'S RECORD: 67-27-1 .705
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Notice
INTRAMURALS-The con-

testants for the co-rec foul shooting
contest scheduled for the week of
Nov. 11-14 should report to Boyden
between 3:30 and 5:00 and attempt
50 tree throws-25 per man, 25 per
woman. No prior entry required. If

any questions call the IM office at

5 2801.

Boyden 10 Pin I

Lanes

NOW OPEN

SATURDAYS

4 10:30 50* a string
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Hurting Minutemen face HC
By DAVE ElBEL
Sports Staff

When Humpty Dumpty fell on the ground, "all the king's men couldn't
put him back together again." Now the UMass football Minutemen are in

the position where they must put themselves back together again as they
head into tomorrow's clash with the Holy Cross Crusaders in Worcester
(WMUA, 1:30).

After optimists had visions of Boardwalk Bowl, the Minutemen must be
realists and play each game as it comes. With three tough clashes
remaining against Holy Cross, New Hampshire, and Boston College, they'll

be hard-pressed to finish at .500 or better in 1975, after consecutive losses
to UConn and Colgate leveled their record at 4-4.

The Minutemen are hurting, make no mistake about it. Jim Torrance,
the hard-driving fullback who gained almost 300 yards against URI and
UConn, without losing the ball to that fatal disease of fumbleitis which has
plagued UMass this year, is questionable after suffering a pinched nerve in

the 42-34 loss to Colgate. Joining him in the questionable department are
offensive guard Ned Deane (injured ribs), plus linebackers Dennis Keirnan,
John Penny, and John Toner, all suffering from asserted bumps and
bruises.

The Crusaders are not enjoying the kind of season that would made the
Pope happy. They've beaten two Ivy teams, Brown 45-10, and Dartmouth
14-3, but neither of them are Ivy powers this year. Otherwise the

^ Crusaders' year has been disappointing with losses to Harvard 24-14,
Colgate 21-16, Army 18-13, a 56-0 annihilation at the hands of Temple, and
a 14-14 standoff with Boston University last Friday night which John
Provost saved with an interception in the final moments.
So far the Crusaders' problems can be summed up in one word: offense.

Or in HC's case, the lack of one. They've averaged a paltry 16 points a

game, but that average is misleading. When you consider that 38 of the
points scored against Brown came as a result of interceptions or punt
returns, Holy Cross' offensive problems are even more acute. UMass on
the other hand has averaged 20.5 points a game, but take away half of their

30 last turnovers and that total could be considerably higher.

The strength of Holy Cross is their team defense. They're anchored on
the line by middle guard Lou Kobza, a 6'1", 230 pound junior, while in the
secondary they're led by senior safety John Provost. Provost, a pre-season
All-American, leads the nation in pass interceptions and is a terror on punt
returns. He personally killed Brown with four interceptions, and two
touchdowns on punt returns.

UMass will have a revitalized Mark Tripucka starting at quarterback
tomorrow. Tripucka had his best game of the year against Colgate
completing 7 out of 14 passes for 90 yards and a touchdown against the
Red Raiders.

The Minutemen have rushed for 2025 net yards in their first eight games
and if they rush for more than 137 yards against Holy Cross they'll eclipse
the all-time UMass season rushing record of 2162 yards set in 1969. (9

games).

Although Holy Cross is not enjoying a good year, UMass Coach Dick
MacPherson is well aware that Holy Cross will be tough, very tough.

B's breeze, 10-4;

Orr nets hat trick

(A

UMass fullback Keith Lang seems to be having trouble as he attempts to block
Colgate defensive end Dave Sinapi in last week's contest. The Minutemen took it on
the chin from the Red Raiders, 42-34, but hope to rebound this week against the
Crusaders of Holy Cross.

BOSTON [ UP/} - Defenseman
Bobby Orr scored a hat-trick and
had three assists Thursday night as
the Boston Bruins routed the

expansion Washington Capitals 10-

4.

Orr opened the scoring at 3:51 of
the first period on a hard slap shot
from the blue line, and assisted on
goals in the first period by Don
Marcotte at 14:45 and John Bucyk
at 18:12.

Other scores for the Bruins were
Andre Savard at 7:27 of the first

period, Dave Forbes at 2:26 of the

second, Wayne Cashman at 10:20

of the second and Greg Sheppard
at 17:42 of the third stanza.

.4*jh**^
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RICH JfSSAMY, 6T;/C8/8 SPEEDSTER FHOHWMftS,MMYORK, ML BE BUSY
TOMORROW AS THEMINUTEMEN TRAVEL TO H0L1 CROSS.

Tourney bid on line

as booters meet UNH
By BILL DOYLE
Sports Staff

The UMass soccer team closes its regular season by taking on the
University of New Hampshire tomorrow in what amounts to a must win for
the Minutemen in order to stay in contention for a New England NCAA
Division I tournament bid.

"We're still in contention," Coach Al Rufe said. "If we beat UNH then
we should make it."

The Minutemen were helped out immensely by Tufts who on Wed-
nesday defeated Harvard, another team in consideration for one of the four
Division I bids.

As it stands now, UMass is ranked number 9 in New England. The top
four teams in Division I will be picked for the tournament. UConn, who is

ranked number 3 in the nation and number 1 in New England, along with
Brown, who is ranked number 8 in the nation and number 2 in New
England are shoo-ins for two of the tournament bids. The other two are up
for grabs according to Rufe.

Springfield, who is ranked third in New England and is also ranked in the
nation's top twenty, will enter the Division II tournament, as will fifth-

ranked Keene State, sixth-ranked Babson and number 7 WPI, Rufe said.
That leaves UMass, Harvard and Bridgeport in contention for the last

two Division I tournament spots.
Bridgeport has to play Springfield and if Springfield can defeat them,

then UMass' chances will improve. Also, Harvard's loss to Tufts puts the
Minutemen in a promising position.

"If we beat UNH, that win combined with our 2-2 tie with Springfield,
should bring us up in the ratings to about five or six, hopefully five," Rufe
said. "Then I think we'll be picked."

If the Minutemen do get picked for the tournament, it will be the first

time that a UMass soccer team has ever played in a post-season tourney.
"We've probably had the roughest schedule of any UMass soccer team

in history," Rufe said.

The booters have played UConn (who has a record of 13-0-1), Tufts (8
3), Westfield State (9-3-2), Keene State (11-1-2), Springfield (9-2-3) and
WPI (11-2-1), to highlight their tough schedule.
UNH will be spear headed by Bob Black, who as a frosh last year was

one of the top scorers in New England, and by Mendi Nassar, who has 6
goals this year.

Ken Banda and Dean Lungu are listed by Rufe as "very doubtful" for
tomorrow's game. Both are still recovering from- injuries.
QUICK SHOTS: UNH has a record of 3-3-2. The tournament selection

committee will meet Sunday to pick the four teams for the tourney. UMass
has a record of 7-3-1, while Harvard is 6-3-1 and Bridgeport is 6-4-3.

Israeli austerity triggers demonstrations
JERUSALEM \UPI\ -

| srae |

imposed the severest austerity
measures in its history yesterday to
head off economic catastrophe
combining a 43 per cent
devaluation of the pound with price
increases that boosted the cost of
living 17 per cent overnight.

Police in a slum neighborhood of
Tel Aviv said they arrested 13
persons demonstrating against the
price hikes by smashing windows,
overturning buses and throwing
rocks at helmeted patrolmen. No
serious injuries were reported.
The drastic measures to curb

consumption by raising basic
consumer prices were designed to
save money needed for vital
defense expenditures and raw
materials.

"This is the most severe
economic program in the history of
the state." Ben-Ami Zuckerman,
deputy director of state revenue in
the finance ministry, told newsmen.

It thus cost an Israeli 65 per cent
more to live than it did little more
than a year ago. Government
economists estimated it will cost an
average family of four earning $350
a month an additional $83.

Moshe Mandelbaum, director-
general of the commerce and in-
dustry ministry, said the price in-
creases forced the cost of living up
17 per cent in one jump.

Gasoline prices are now the
highest in the world with high test
going for $2.66 a gallon.
The new prices on basic items

including a 200 per cent jump for
2.2 pounds of sugar because of a
withdrawal of a government
subsidy, exceeded by wide margins
the percentage of the devaluation
that dropped the pound from 4 20
to 6 to the dollar.

The government banned imports
for six months on 29 luxury items
that ranged from automobiles and
washing machines to beer and
chewing gum. It hoped to keep
$700 million in the country because
of the restriction.

Finance Minister Yehoshua
Rabinowitz in a radio address said
the nation no longer could afford
defense spending with the same
level of consumption.
"We must not make the mistake

of deluding ourselves that we shall

be able to keep up the scale of

services of days of peace and

plenty when the economic reality is

one of war and shortages," he said.
Some supermarkets closed to

avoid chaos yesterday. Those that
stayed open were besieged by
housewives loading carts with
stock bought at the old prices.
The price increases on some

items ranked as the highest ever,
including 64 per cent for high test
gasoline, 79 per cent for kerosene,
100 per cent for heating oil, 1 12 per
cent for margarine, 52 per cent for
eggs, 60 per cent for milk, 136 per
cent for cooking oil, and 72 per cent
for white bread.

"We have wars and we have no
money," said Mrs. Dina Cohen, 50
of Jerusalem. "My brother had five
children and has been trying to
improve himself, and now with this
I just don't know."

It marked the sixth devaluation of
the pound since the first Arab-
Israeli war in 1948. The previous
devaluation occurred in August,
1971, when the pound dropped
from 3.50 to 4.20 in response to the
floating of the dollar.

Town meeting tonight

Students exert power
)Y ROGERS rornnnt.^ I . .^ IBy CINDY ROGERS

Staff Reporter
The SGA town meeting will take place

tonight at 8 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom. It is the first meeting of its kind
ever to take place at this University.

"If students show up for the SGA town
meeting, it will be a mandate for them to
control their own rights. If students do not
show up, it will be a mandate for the
University Administration to -control
students' rights," Rick Savini, president of
the SGA said about the first SGA town
meeting to be held tonight.

"The Student Government Association
includes every student; and any student who
goes to the meeting has a vote," Savini
continued.

Students will be voting on seven specific
demands that encompass residential life, the
Campus Center, and the Board of Governers.
"These demands are specific things that we
expect the University to do and-or start to
put into effect immediately," Cindy
McGrath, Speaker of the Senate. said.

"We're trying to find out whether students
care about things directly," McGrath con-
tinued. She also said if students complain
about the dining commons but aren't willing

to do anything about it, then the complaints
are empty and show students don't care.
"But if students care about where they live,

eat and how much they pay for things or
how much control they have over issues that
are primary responsibilities of students, then
they should definitely attend."

A warrant for the SGA town meeting lists

specific demands. Tne executive committee
of the Student Senate, the Student
Organizing committee and residents of
Hamlin House have worked during the past
two weeks in drafting the warrant containing

the demands. These demands will be voted
separately and will be directly sent to

Chancellor Bromery.
The warrant demands
1) the institution of a student Residential

Life Governing Board, with administrative

staff answering to the Board; an end to

mandatory dorm residence and meal tickets

by September 1975; an end to University

opposition to rent control in the town of

Amherst and surrounding area.

2) the Office of Residential Life to in-

corporate the creation of additional student-
run dormitories; that the dormitories be given
authority to appropriate funds obtained by
housing fees in whatever manner tney seem
to be appropriate, with the requirement of
supporting mandatory maintenance mor-
tgage and debt-free service fees; the right of

student-run dormitories to review the
budgets of said dormitories.

3) action on complaints made by residents
of Hamlin House which include: campuswide
priority in room assignments for Spring,
1975; that the Office of Residential Life
provide rent subsidies for those Hamlin
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What is holding the attention of these people so intensely? The Spectre
of the Minutemen losing to Holy Cross for the third year in a row.
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Student legal office contract
under review by Pres. Wood

UMass budget
revealed here

Friday the UMass fiscal 1976 budget

requests were unveiled at a public hearing in

the Camnus Center.

Three stories on page six report what

happened at that hearing. A fourth describes

a series of four stories The Collegian will print

over the next week detailing the budget and

its implications for this campus.

A fifth sketches the basic details of the

fiscal 1976 requested budget. For details,

turn to page 6.

By BILL DENSMORE
Staff Reporter

The lawyer who represents the UMass
system said Friday that a contract setting up

a decision already," Searson said of Wood.
The University administration is un-

derstood to be considering carefully the

Residents who are forced to move to a
higher rent dormitory; and the adoption of a
systems approach to this problem.

4) the Residential Life Committee to
determine policy guidelines and enforcement
procedures for a Student Code of Conduct
be abolished and that any further en-
croachment on student's power be stopped
immediately.

5) the Campus Center Board of Governors
to have complete authority in determining
policy and practices of the Campus Center
and Campus Center Staff including the
authority to hire and-or fire all principal
administrative officers within this staff.

6) the Health Services fee be established
as optional for all registered commuting
students by September, 1975.

7) establishment of complete financial
autonomy restricted only be the
Massachusetts laws as interpreted by a court
of law.

These demands differ from the six
demands for student autonomy passed by
the SGA governance convention, October
23. "The previous demands, McGrath said,
"were general statements of kinds of things
that students are expecting out of the
University."

The demands for student autonomy were
sent back by the Board of Trustees because
they did not go through the appropriate
channels.

Ed marathon
begins today
The semi-annual School of Education

"marathon" begins this morning and will
continue through Friday.

Twice a year the School schedules
hundreds of one-hour mini-courses and
seminars in fields related to education.
"Presenters" - lecturers from the state,
nation and UMass itseH will talk about
photography, economics, improving
teaching, art and educational change. All
kinds in educational innovations and
alternatives are topics.

Anyone can attend a mini-course. Most
are being held in Hills House in the Central
Area, or at the School of Education itself.

• -' —»» »«»i..iy up ««.»«ww« .« wc uuiisiuermg careTuiiy tne —'«»» w - «" me oliiuui ot taucation itselftne student Legal Services Office (LSO) on employment of two attorneys for students Those who a"end 20 hours of mini-courses
because it believes their employment, in their this week may receive one University credit

the Amherst campus is now being con
sidered by University President Robert C
Wood.

"It's under consideration by the
President," University legal counsel William
Searson said by phone from his Boston

interpretation of law, could violate the
statute which set-up UMass.
The two LSO attorneys would be working

for the Student Government Assn., ac-
cording to the proposal now on Wood's

office Friday. "I have not had any discussion desk. But their pay would actually come out
Wilt tA/lt)t tkft DrA<.;^ n ..< '' _* ***•*. ...yet with the President."

Searson said he expects that Wood will
ask him to review the legal implications of
any contract for an LSO office when Wood
decides what the University's position should
be.

of Whitmore administration building.

The conduct being considered calls for the
two attorney's to be paid from a state ex-
pense account, number "02", which is for
non permanent salaried employees.
Searson said he has not specifically

towards graduation through the School just
by signing an attendance sheet.

For up to date course listings, times and
meeting places, go to the Marathon office at
the School of Education Building, pick-up a
schedule at Hills House, or call the Marathon
office at 545-1585.

1 believe he may have discussed it already worked on the contract for the two lawyers
with the Chancellor (Amherst campus head vet. "I have seen the proposed contracts
R«ndolnh Rromery), and le may have made and that's pretty much it," he said.

INSIUE:

Progressive news service is
featured on page 7.

WEATHER:
Long range forecast predicts

tomorrow better than today.
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By LARRY CARPMAN

Daniel Ellsberg said Friday the
recent elections are "a mandate
against people who lie."

Ellsberg, responsible for releasing
the Pentagon Papers in July 1971
and later acquitted because of
"governmental misconduct" spoke
before a crowd of 1100 persons in

the Student Union Ballroom.
During a press conference before

the speech Ellsberg spoke in detail
about the election. "The public is

now demanding more information
f;om their congressmen; and this is

healthy for a democracy.
Watergate lowered the public's
tolerance for lying," he said.

Meanwhile, during a description
of the power of giant
conglomerates and how their in-

vestments dictate the quality of our
economy, Ellsberg said: "You
(UMass) have the most
distinguished collection of
economists here. I hope you benefit
by their presence."

Ellsberg, at times emotional, also
spoke about the continuing war in

Indochina.

"The price has never gotten too
high for us in Southeast Asia and it

isn't now," he said.

Ellsberg continued: "the illegal

acts of the Nixon Administration to
cover up the war is what brought
the Nixon Administration down."
At about the middle of his 75

minute speech Ellsberg posed two
questions to his audience.
"How many of you participated

in the anti-war demonstration in
1969?" he asked.

As hundreds of people raised
their hands Ellsberg asked again:
"How many of you think those
demonstratiocs did any good?"
Very few people responded.

"Well, the anti-war movement
saved hundreds of thousands of
lives," said Ellsberg, waving his
right hand in the air.

He then described an ad-
ministration plan to "blow up"
North Viet Nam on November 3,
1969. The plan was abandoned,
according to Ellsberg, because of
administration fears concerning the

reaction of demonstrators at the
upcoming march in Washington.

Ellsberg's entire speech was
with various anec-

jokes about Nelson

interspersed

todes and
Rockefeller.

Speaking about the current
energy problem Ellsberg said:
Rocky (Rockefeller) accepts it as
our energy crisis - he's in there

Daniel Ellsberg

with us."

Meanwhile, Ellsberg compared
the Pentagon Papers with the
White House Watergate tapes.

"In both cases, the Pentagon
Papers and the tapes, what you
saw were people conspiring and
people planning lies," Ellsberg said.

Ellsberg closed his speech
saying, "the chance of ending this

Staff Photo/Joe Martins

war right now is better than it was
before. Watergate and the
economy has made foreign aid to
Viet Nam more vulnerable in
Congress."

Just before receiving a standing
ovation from the over capacity
crowd Ellsberg said: "A lot of
studying lies before us."

N.E. Board recommends vet school
Creation of a regional New

England veterinary college has been
strongly recommended by the New
England Board of Higher Education
for affirmative action by the six
states in 1975.

Draft legislation detailing a plan
for the school has been submitted
to each New England state, ac-
cording to an article published in
the Boston Globe yesterday.

The lecommendation is to be
presented in December to the
regional Governors Conference,
which called for the original
proposal. There is no veterinary
school in New England new.

Thus, approximately one- half of
the students would be from
Massachusetts, which would share
50 per cent of the unspecified cost.

Under the board's plan, the
proposed college would function as
a separate entity with an in-

dependent governing board of
trustees appointed equally by each
participating state. Both enrollment
and costs would be apportioned
according to the state's
populations.

The Massachusetts Legislature
has appropriated land for the
veterinary college on the site of the
former state mental hospital in

Computer offers exams
in math and English

A computer located in the Graduate Research Center has beenprogrammed to g.ve math and english tests to students, and to ask anSanswer questions about the subjects
ana

c;,h^
m£Uter CemerS SUCh as on the 7th floor of the main Library the

cett1£S££ the SOUthW- C~ C-r *^ 2
To take a sample test, these instructions must be followed-
1) Find a trendata selectric, and switch it on

l\ SJS2J? adjacent coupler oh, and set it to full duplex.
3 Dial 5-161 1, and insert the phone in the coupler
4) Type L, then kick carriage return (CR).
5) Type S3184 for number, then CR.
6) Type LAIM for code then CR
7) Type APL CLEP, then CR.
8) Type GO, then CR.
9) Follow instructions of computer.

Grafton. Support from at least
three other states has been
requested. Other suggested
locations are at the UMass Wor-
cester Medical School and the
University of Connecticut.

Citing statistics on the paucity of
available veterinary education, the
New England Board of Higher
Education's executive director, Dr.

News writing

seminar set

for Monday
Collegian news adviser Chris

Kertesz will hold another in a
series of Monday night
seminars on news writing
tonight at 7 in the Collegian
offices in the Student Union.
Topic will vary according to

the needs of those who attend:
news stories, feature stories,
news features, writing in
progress, story ideas.

The Kevin Jonas

Guitar Studio

private and group
instruction

in

classical and jazz guitar

Before Nov. 1, Call: 268-7029

Alan Ferguson, termed the
country's incapacity in the field

"terrible."
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Town sanitary landfill

specializes in breaking
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By LARRY CARPMAN
Breaking 6000 pounds of bottles

a week is ordinary work for Harvey
A. Langvin. There is even a special
technique to it.

Langvin is the manager of
Amherst's Sanitary Landfill; more
commonly referred to as the "town
dump." His day begins at 7:30 a.m.
when he opens the silver chain link
gate enclosing the landfill area.
After picking up stray papers and
sweeping the area Langvin begins
his task of breaking all the bottles
brought to the 30 acre dump for
recycling.

The bottles are separated into
three bins: one for brown^colored
bottles and one each for white and
green-colored bottles.

"Brown bottles are your beer

\

manager
bottles

HARVEY A. LANGVIN

bottles mostly," Langvin said.

"While the green are soda and the
white for coffee and other things."

Langvin has worked at the landfill

site for two years. During that time
he has seen and broken hundreds
of tons of bottles of all kinds.

"I see Michelob bottles the
most," he said. "Also I was sur-
prised; there are a lot of small green
champagne bottles."

While he does his job Langvin is

protected from serious injury by
using a combination of technique
and equipment to ensure his safety.

"I wear heavy gloves with
aluminum lining plus plastic
goggles for my eyes," he said.

"Also," he continued, "there's a
special way to break the bottle. I

never stand directly over the bottle,

always at an angle," he said

demonstrating the technique.

The winter season brings with it

special problems for Langvin.

"When you get a cold bottle it's

just like an atomic bomb — that's

no lie," Langvin said motioning
with his hands. "In winter time

bottles shatter," he said.

Naturally the snow makes Lang-
vin's outdoor job more difficult.

"I always have to clear the snow
from the bins so the people have
room to put the bottles," he said.

During an average day about 300
cars will pass through the dump

and Langvin knows just about
everyone.

As a small pick-up truck rumbled
over the gravel Langvin waved
hello. Just as quickly as the truck
passed an old car badly in need of a
tune-up followed through. Langvin
waved and smiled he obviously
knew the driver.

"I know everybody by heart;

that's part of my job," said Langvin.
"There's a bunch of good people in

Amherst," he said with a wide
smile.

"The most important thing is

coolness," Langvin said referring to
his day-to-day contact with the
public.

"Taxpayers come first," he said.

Langvin's busiest time is when
the colleges in the area close until

summer sessions begin.

"The students are nice, but they
have a habit of collecting bottles,"

he said. When UMass ends its

second semester several large

trucks will deliver enough bottles to

the dump to keep Langvin busy
eight hours a day for about one
week - just breaking bottles.

There are certain things that can
make Langvin's job more difficult.

"There are things that can go
wrong" as he puts it.

"When people disobey the rules

here - that's the only thing that

goes wrong," said Langvin pointing
to a sign that read: "Please Do Not
Put Bottles In Barrel."

The Landfill regulates the size of

Political science department stable

Tons of bottles have suffered the fate about to fall
this one at the hands of the town dumps top bottle
smasher.

scrap wood (four feet in length and Watching Langvin you can tell heour mches in diameter are the enjoys his job
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Student political mood has not increased enrollment
By DAN LaBONTE
Staff Correspondent

While Watergate and related

political scandals have stimulated
influx into the political science
department, students' political

attitudes have been changed,
according to Professor Jerome
Mileur of the Political Science

Department.

In a recent interview, he said the

number of students majoring in

political science "has not increased
radically" over the past few years. It

remains "fairly stable" at around
550.

"But student attitudes con-
cerning government and govern-

ment officials has changed", he
said.

Mileur noted that, until the late

Sixties, students were more in-

terested in the theoretical
framework of the government.
According to Mileur, students are
now more concerned with the
practical "nuts and bolts" aspect of

UMass jazz workshop presentations

becoming institution on campus

J

ByJACKCAHILL
Below the Salt Staff

The University Music Department's Jazz Workshop
presentations are rapidly becoming an institution on
campus. Last Thursday's Duke Ellington memorial
concert was much anticipated and the collective
contributions by the many musicians involved made
the evening deeply fulfilling.

The capacity crowd filled Bowker auditorium, the
scene of Ellington's memorable concert a year ago, to
hear first, the department's number two band swing
through such Ellington classics as "Satin Doll',

"Mood Indigo," and "Don't Get Around Much Any
More."

One could feel throughout that much of the
audience's professed ignorance cf Duke's music
extended only as far as titles. The welcome shock of
recognition was apparent as listeners squirmed in

rhythm in their seats. The biting version of Mercer
Ellington's "Miss Boss" let the nine man trumpet
section work out and good soles were offered

throughout the program by pianist Mark Hastings and
tenor saxist Andy Baer.

The small ensemble that took the stage after the big

band provided new musical colors and much variety,

using intriguing combinations of horns to prove the
timelessness and adaptability of Ellington's music.

Teaching assistant-saxophonist Sulieman Hakim
directed and stepped out for a duo with Peter
Schott's piano on the ballad "Solitude." Hakim stated
the mournful melody on soprano sax with deep
feeling and faultless tone, then proceeded to weave a
multi-noted, unutterably beautiful solo with a stark,

intense fervor. He just blew the shit out of his horn.

He so enraptured the audience that we leaped into

wild, uncontrollable applause in the middle of his

improvisation. Hakim continued, blowing gushing
torrents of melody over us, then floated to a perfect

ending.

Needless to say, the applause was deafening from

people amazed at how much music they had just

heard. Peter Schott followed with a moving solo
rendition of "Prelude to a Kiss," again well received.
' it Don't Mean a Thing if It Ain't Got That Swing"
was played ironically by the full ensemble in a droning
Eastern mode until it pivoted on the plunger-muted
trombones and leaped off into an up-tempo, high
energy road race.

Hakim, tenorist Frank Peterson and other
unidentified soloists blew fluently and hotly, climaxing
in a dexterously inventive conga - drums workout by
Thomas Briggs and Robert Gage.

Big band One took the stage for the final segment
and shone brightly as a result of their musical
tightness and imaginative arrangements by Jake
Epstein and conductor-director Fred Tillis. They
breathed life into the old standby "Perdido" and
handled "Sophisticated Lady" gently, this featuring
vibes and Joe Cifarelli's somberly smooth guitar.

Altoist Jake Epstein and trumpeter John Walker
added their ever-welcome contributions on "A Train"
and "IN a Mellotone."

Finally, guest soloist Professor Archie Shepp ap-
peared on stage, squeezing past the packed-in Voices
of New Africa choir, approaching the front mike with
tenor in hand amid much applause. The band and
chorus set the background for "In a Sentimental
Mood," leaving Shepp to put his lips to his tenor and
state the meolody and, ah, there it is.. .the huge, gruff
tone, the notes flowing uninterrupted from heart
through horn, old style and new style surrendering to
the forever style of Duke the father. Coleman Hawkins
plus Ben Webster plus Paul Gonsalves equals Archie
Shepp, one heir to the jazz legacy. Voices croon the
lyrics then Archie all over his horn in a fantastic

cadenza, halts, plays a nutty tag, laughs and the
audience erupts.

Fred Tillis' "Navarac", a crazily interesting

reworking of "Caravan" follows with the band even
tighter than before and ends the program. Hear some
of these music men; it is strongly advised.

government, and are making more
of an effort to understand the legal

entanglements of such operations
as impeachment.

The questionable ethics of
political officials has led students
to be more critical of leaders as a

whole. "This general distrust can

be seen right here on the University

level," he said.

To accommodate the changes in

student interest, recent changes in

the political science department
have been initiated. The Poli Sci

Dept. is offering five new courses
for the spring semester that allow

students, from any major, to

concentrate on their specific areas

of interest.

Included are: Participation in

Public Policy, Undercover Politics,

Politics and Everyday Life, The Idea
of Community, Politics and the
Quality of Life and Political

Misbehavior.

Mileur cited Outreach as a
program to help students com-
plement their academic studies via

internships with government of-

fices. The program is being ex-

panded to allow students to work
not only in Washington, but in

Boston, Northampton and possibly

Springfield, according to Mileur.

"In the future we hope to offer

internships anywhere there is a

sufficiently professionalized
government," Mileur said.

Help us help you.
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Final contract due soon

Negotiations continue as miners walk out
_.. iSPMnn VA/ith nn row cnminn in _ more likelv are the Chances that a — Koor. ctriUoc at a fov/u minoc uuhirh ^nurmc e-n.r* L„..WASHINGTON \UPI\ Hope

dimmed yesterday that negotiators

for coal operators and the United
Mine Workers could iron out dif-

ferences on key money issues and
two other "knotty problems"
before 120,000 sou coal miners in

25 states went on strike at midnight
today.

The mines were already in effect

shut down. Yesterday was a normal
day off and most of the miners
were to celebrate Veterans Day
Monday, meaning they would get
triple pay if they work. A coal

spokesman said few if any mines
would open on the holiday.

In the coal fields, miners stocked
up on food and some — remem-
bering how their strike in 1971

dragged on into the Christmas

season with no pay coming in

bought toys early to make sure their

children would get a visit from
Santa Claus this time.

As contract talks got under way
yesterday morning, a top industry

representative expressed hope it

might be the next to-last day of

negotiations. But late in the day,

officials close to the talks said

chances of agreement on a new
pact before tomorrow appeared
slim.

Any agreement would come too

late to head off a coal strike. UMW
contract ratification procedures are

expected to take up to 10 days, and

the union has a "no contract, no

work" tradition.

The longer the talks drag on

without agreement, however, the

more likely are the chances that a

nationwide strike could have
disastrous effects on at least part of

the United States. The miners
involved in the contract talks dig

out 70 percent of the nation's soft

coal.

Although there already have

been strikes at a few mines, which

local officials blamed on the lack of

progress in Washington,
spokesmen for both sides in the

national negotiations said the

number of miners who walked out

Sources said key unresolved
national issues included wages,
streamlined grievance procedures
to head off wildcat strikes and
safety rules that would allow a
miner to walk off the job if he

early was neglibible and blamed the feared for his life without worrying
early walkouts on local disputes, about being fired.

Three Arab States reduce oil

price, but raise company taxes
ABU DHABI, United Arab

Emirates \UPI\ - Saudi Arabia,

Qatar and the United Arab Emirates

yesterday split with three other

Persian gulf oil states and decided
to lower the posted price of crude
oil while increasing taxes on major
international oil companies.

o
o
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UMW President Arnold Miller (front right with his back to the camera) and
representatives of the coal industry hammer away in an attempt to secure a coal
agreement. The strike is set to begin tonight, and should last at least two weeks.

World Food Conference shows
progress, but funding inadequate
ROME \AP\ — Some progress is

emerging after a week's talk at the

World Food Conference, but so far

the money to back it up is not
flowing in.

The delegates already have sewn
together the basic threads of an

international grain bank plan to

serve the world as a buffer against

bad weather and natural disasters.

Most countries have announced

readiness to join a food information

system, a sort of alarm system
proposed by the Japanese to alert

countries to changing crop and
stock conditions so they could
make required adjustments.

Almost without exception, the

delegations have paid at least lip

service to the conference's main
objective — to increase food
production in developing countries

U.S. agrees to sell

more grain to Egypt
CAIRO \UPI\ - Agriculture

Secretary Earl Butz signed a $36.5
million agreement with the
Egyptian government yesterday
under which the United States will

ship Egypt 200,000 tons of wheat or

wheat flour during the coming year
in addition to 100,000 tons of grain

.ilready pledged.

"In the years ahead, food
productive capacity must be built

up in the developing nations," Butz
told newsmen at the ceremony.

I his is the real opportunity to

increase the productive capacity of

•he world, and ! think this is where
we're going to have to address
increasing attention."

He said, "We have only a limited

supply of aid. The world has only a
limited supply of aid. We have a

limited supply of foodstuffs right

fiow. I think all of us must be very

careful to be sure every ton reaches

the area of real need."

Butz told Egyptian Foreign Trade

Minister Fathi Ahmed Matbuli, who
signed the agreement for Egypt,

hat the United States wanted to

"extend short supplies of wheat in

the critical world needs between
now and next June and July when
ample supplies again become
available.

to make them eventually self-

sufficient.

However, what conference
planners sought and have not
received so far are commitments in

dollars to finance the kind of
programs to put agriculture on its

feet in Asia, Africa and Latin

America.

Experts want to step up the
annual growth rate of food
production on those continents
from 2.6 to 3.6 percent in the next
12 years and to do this they
estimate the wealthy nations must
be pumping in some $5 billion a
year by 1985.

The source of that hoped-for

financial flow was supposed to be

the United States and the oil

producing nations, although U.S.

spokesman reject criticism that

America iS^not doing its share.

Dance Floor

THE DIAL TONE
Discotheque

THIS WEEK
Mon., Tues., Wed. Nites are

BEER NITES 25«
plus specials on pitchers, bottles and all drinks

PJt phi what you want to hoar.

OLD, NEW, ROCK
7 Nites a Week

8:30-1:00

Rte. 5, NORTH HATFIELD
Game Room

The decision was not expected to

change oil and gasoline prices for

American consumers immediately.

But if the tax increase is greater

than the price cut it could mean
higher prices as the affected oil

companies pass the increased costs

to the consumer.
No details of the new price

structure or tax scale were released.

The three countries opposing the

move, Iran, Iraq and Kuwait, left

any decision to the Organizations of

Petroleum Exporting Countries,
which was scheduled to meet in

Vienna Dec. 12, an official com-
munique said.

The communique was issued at

the end of a two-day meeting of the
six Persian Gulf states. In it, the six

states agreed to disagree.

The United Arab Emirates,
formed three years ago, comprise
the sheikhdoms of Abu lhabi,

Dubai, Sharjah, Umm Al Quwain,

Ajman, Rujairah and Ras A!
Kaimah.

The communique did not spell

out the Saudi-Qatari-UAF plan, but
oil sources said it provided for

lowering the posted price of crude
and increasing taxes and royalties

paid by foreign companies.
The sources said the posted price

reduction would make crude
cheaper for the independent oil

importing countries, like those in

Europe, but not for the major in-

ternational companies directly
involved in oil production, most of
which are based in the United
States.

Oil sources said any loss of
profits by the oil companies could
be overcome by increased prices to
the consumer.

The three states which agreed to
the Saudi plan made it retroactive

to Nov. 1 and effective through
next July, the communique said.

Appearing This Week at

The Ed Vadas and His

House of Cranus Band
MON.-TUES.

Trux - Wed.

in the Speakeasy Lounge

APPEARING THIS WEEK
Max's Mobile Unit V Tues., Nov. 12
Deadly Night Shade Wed., Nov. 13

at

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 m Serving

Food and Liquor
from 11 a.m.

Rolling 201: HOWTO ROLL BETTER
Required Textbooklet e-z wider Prof. E. Z. Jay

Fold the paper (approx %") at the end thai

isn't gummed Sprinkle tobacco into this

told. Put more at the ends than in the mid-
dle Close the paper over the tobacco But
^on't tuck it in back of the tobacco |ust yet.

Hold both halves ot the paper, cradling the
tobacco inside with your thumbs closest to

you and your second and third lingers in

.back

3.

Spin the tobacco by sliding the paper back
and forth a number of times

When the tobacco is shaped and packed
pinch the tobacco and the paper al the cen-
ter so that when you start to roll, the paper
will guide itself around the tobacco

5.

Roll the cigarette tightly, beginning at the

center and by pulling, work you' fingers out

o the endsy«

6.

v
Lick the gummed edge closed Tnm loose

from ihe ends The ciga-elle is now

This course is open to both beginning and advanced
students of hand-rolled cigarettes Emphasis is on
easier, better rolling via the use of E-Z Wider
double-width rolling papers. The course exposes the
disadvantages of conventional rolling practices such
as sticking two regular papers together to roll one
smoke Students will learn that there is no belter
gummed paper made than E-Z Wider

' rnhrrl burton ,is>..,. H,| rxw kMt***IIIMItl

e.i wider-

e-/.
**

cut and save

In office for 6 years
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Sargent leaves state changed in many wavsry RICHARD GAINES inauourat^ Pr~iH.n. _ n^ *„:_u__, ...... ^ _ / " V* J W
BOSToTwPn Th'Tr inaugurated President and Gov
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'
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* daV Frank John A

"
Vo|Pe was confirmed as hisSargent became the governor of Cabinet secretary of transportation

^nrto%^e^0WTH0neS,0St e 'eVating a M Vear SffSSSpoints to
! The state's charter boat skipper and stateunemployment rate was 3.9 per

cent and man's first landing on the
moon was five months away.
That was long, long ago. How

long: Well, Sirhan Sirhan and Clay
Shaw were on trial for the
assassinations of two Kennedys;
Cmdr. Lloyd Bucher was explaining
to a Naval court of inquiry what
happened to the Pueblo; ground
chuck was selling at 75 cents a
pound and bread at 25 cents a loaf
on special.

The movie "The Boston
Strangler" was on an exclusive
enaaaement and Albert DeSalvo. it

was discovered, had normal
chromosomes afterall.

College campuses were in

foment and, of course, the Vietnam
War was raging, with the light at
the end of the long, dark tunnel
nowhere in sight.

Richard Nixon had just been

public works commissioner to the
top of the state government.
The date was Jan. 22, 1969. In his

first major address to the
legislature, Lt. Gov. (acting Gov.)
Sargent sought to complete his
break with the past, saying,
"Massachusetts begins anew
today. A new governor charts a
new course."

He got right down to business. "I

don't want to talk taxes on the first

day I go into office," said Sargent,
"but that's what must be done."
He immediately proposed a state
income tax surcharge to raise an
additional $143 million.

So began "the Sargent era"
which has already lasted longer
without a break than the term of
any Massachusetts governor since
Levi Lincoln served from 1825-34.
When he leaves office New

Year's day, giving way to Democrat

Venezuela hits U.S.

for Cuba neutrality
QUITO, Ecuador [UPI]

Venezuela attacked the United
States yesterday for showing
disinterest in ending sanctions on
Cuba and criticized Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger for failing
to appear at the Quito conference.
Venezuelan Foreign Minister

Efrain Schacht Aristiguieta said his
country wants "to reach out its

friendly, sincere and brotherly hand
to the Cuban people, because
Venezuelans are not people looking
for vengeance."

Schacht said Kissinger showed a
"deplorable lack of interest" by
failing to appear at the special
Organization of American States
conference called specifically to
review the boycott on Cuba.

Latin American diplomats have
commented in private they
regarded Kissinger's conspicuous
absence as a snub, but Schacht
was the first to say so publicly.

Venezuela is one of the 13
nations favoring ending the 10-

year-old economic and political

1U Nt* RtcorJ Sbtp

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394

boycott of the Fidel Castro regime.
One more vote is necessary to

get the two-thirds majority
necessary to end the sanctions, but
the United States and four other
countries have not stated their

positions and three countries want
the sanctions to continue.

Schacht said Venezuela was
"unhappy" at the failure of the
United States to take a stand.
He said nations of Latin America

are "unpleasantly surprised over
the absence of the secretary of
state of the strongest and most
developed nations of this
hemisphere that has thus shown
little interest in maintaining and
strengthening the hemispheric
institutions."

A spokesman for the U.S.
delegation said, "We feel no one
should feel slighted because
secretary Kissinger is not here."
The senior U.S. official to the

Quito conference, Deputy
Secretary of State Robert S.

Ingersoll, has been in constant and
regular communication with
Kissinger on the development of
the meeting, the spokesman said.

The spokesman discounteo
persistent rumors that Kissinger
may appear in Quito before the
conference ends tomorrow to help
break the deadlock.

Wz CATER to your Tastes
WITH TRAYS FULL OF OUR DELICIOUS
CHEESES AND CRACKERS

ORDER YOURS NOW FOR HOLIDAY
ENTERTAINING

The NEW management invites you to drop by

" 26 Main Street, Amherst 253-2760

^ Monday Saturday 9 30-6:00

VL

Michael S. Dukakis, Sargent will

leave Massachusetts fundamentally
changed, perhaps irreversibly.

A lock-them-up-and-forget-them
prison syndrome has been broken.
Turning a chronic problem into a
crisis, then surviving it, the Sargent
administration has taken the state
far down the road toward effective
rehabilitative prison reform. In-

mates including murderers serving
life sentences now are released
periodically on furloughs.
The old youth detention facilities-

jail like compounds for budding
young convicts in training-have
also been closed. The delinquents
who in the past were sent away
now take up quarters in small,
community based facilities,

manned by psychologists as well as
guards.

The thrust, from institutions back became an absolute necessity
to the community, also got un- when an overloaded truck crashed
derway for mental patients. The old into a support girder, closing the
days, at least where the society's Mystic Tobin Bridge,
outcasts are concerned, appear
gone forever.

The Sargent years also have
provided a bridge between the old
days when highways were the
answer for all demands for in-

creased mobility and the future
when non-automotive means are
likely to be utilized.

The term Sargent used was
"balanced transportation," but
what he meant was that the high-
way days were over. Plans for a
Southwest Corridor and all other
new highways within Rte. 128 were
scrapped, save for the completion
of a three mile stretch of Interstate

93, which, as fate would have it,

The past six years were further

marked by the start of slow but
determined effort to overhaul the
state governmental structure and a

close to two thirds turnover in the
makeup of an aging judiciary.

Beyond the programs and
policies, Sargent was a leader and
reflector of the state's strongly anti-

war, anti-Nixon sentiment,
signing a Democratic bill declaring
the war illegal and lowering the
American Flag in front of the State
House during a massive protest

demonstration, and pushing always
to protect the rights of privacy
against federal incursions.

Kent State guardsmen relieved

after being found innocent
CLEVELAND [UPI\ - Relief -

that was the feeling expressed by
the eight former Ohio National

Guardsmen pronounced innocent

in the 1970 Kent State University

shootings Friday by Chief U.S.

District Judge Frank J. Battisti.

Most said they just wanted to begin

leading normal lives again.

"It feels like your team just won
the state football championship on
a 94-yard run in the last minute,"

said William Perkins, who with four

other defendants faced a maximum
sentence of life imprisonment if

convicted.

"It was a terrible tragedy, and
we're all sorry it had to happen. But
yes, I do believe we'll be able to live

normally again.

"On behalf of all of us, I want to

thank the people of America for

their support. We've had cards,

messages, some of them have even
given money."
The eight were indicted by a

federal grand jury March 29 after

about three and one-half months of

Boston to get
school truants
BOSTON [AP\ - Boston

schools will begin a major drive this

week to crack down on chronic
truancy in desegregated high
schools.

The drive will involve teams of
truancy officers at the South
Boston High School complex, Hyde
Park High School and English High
School.

The city school department
estimates that 300 students have
been chronically absent from those
schools since schools opened Sept.
12 under a court-ordered
desegregation plan.

Hyde Park and South Boston
high schools have been the scene
of repeated racial incidents.

The drive will focus on the high
schools "where we have the largest

numbers of absentees," said
associate school superintendent
William Harrison.

deliberations. They were charged
with depriving the four dead
students and the nine wounded of

their civil rights.

Three weeks ago their trial

began, and Robert Murphy, chief of

the Justice Department's
prosecution team, brought 32
witnesses to the stand-including

the nine jwounded students and
built the best case he could.

The case was not good enough,
Battisti announced Friday in an
opinion he had prepared Thursday
night, knowing he would receive

the traditional defense motion for

acquittal on the grounds of in-

sufficient proof.

Section 242, Title 18 of the U.S.

Code, under which the eight were
charged, is a "highly specialized"

statute, Battisti said.

And nowhere, he ruled, had the

government been able to prove the

defendants fired with "the specific

intention" of depriving the students
of their rights.

"It's been terribly hard on us,"

said Mrs. Sheila Shafer, wife of

defendant James Shafer.

nation and world

Calley freed
COLUMBUS, Ga. [AP] - In his

first real taste of freedom since he
was charged in the My Lai

massacre more than five years ago,
William L. Calley Jr. has begun a
new lifestyle in the town where "no
one considers him unusual."
Jobless but smiling, Calley

happily shook hands with residents
of this Army town who lined the
sidewalk outside the courthouse
after a federal judge released him
on ba.i Saturday.

Calley, his lawyers say, plans to
get a job in Columbus and "sink
into anonymity." They have
counseled him not to talk to the
news media until the Army's appeal
of U.S. District Court Judge J.

Robert Elliott's reversal of his

conviction is over.

U.N. ups security
UN/TED NATIONS [UPI] - The

United Nations will be under the
tightest guard of its 29 years when
Palestine guerrilla leader Yasser
Arafat appears before the General
Assembly this week.

Not even the stormy visits in 1960
of Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev
and Cuba's Fidel Castro created the
giant security headache that

Would you ten Howard Cosell o$

four brother?

We invite all university men to watch MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL (Cardinals vs. Vikings), with the Brothers of
Pi Lambda Phi

American and United Nations
officials said confronted them with
the expected arrival of Arafat's
Palestine Liberation Organization
delegation.

The bombing yesterday of a
United Nations Association book
store in Los Angeles, followed by
an anonymous telephone caller

who cited the Jewish Defense
League slogan, "Never Again,"
points up the problem.

FBI gets hijackers

VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. [UPI] -
A convicted airplane hijacker who
escaped from federal prison was
killed in a shoot out with federal

agents Saturday night and a

companion, one of the FBI's 10
most wanted fugitives, was
arrested.

Richard Floyd McCoy, 31, who
gained national notoriety in 1972
when he hijacked a United Airlines

jetliner, demanded and got
$500,000 and then bailed out over
Provo, Utah, was killed.

Kissinger confident

WASHINGTON [UPI]
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger thinks he finally may have
achieved a breakthrough in

Moscow that could lead to a new
10-year arms limitation accord with
the Soviet Union, aides said
yesterday.
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THE BUDGET
"The University request for $118 million is a

minimal one. I do not believe ...it can ask for less..."

- UMass President Wood

UMass in
By FRED NOBLES

Staff Reporter
UMass President Robert C. Wood says the

University's $118 million fiscal 1976 budget
reauest is a "minimal one" even though it is

$17 million more than will be spent in the
current fiscal year.

Kicking off three hours of hearings on the
state's higher education budgets last Friday
in the Campus Center Auditorium, Wood
and other UMass administrators expressed
concern with the future of higher education.

"I do not believe," Wood told the hearing
before state Sec. of Education Joseph M.
Cronin, "the University can ask for less, not if

other issues

it is to fulfill the mandate to the people of
Massachusetts to continue to provide access
to higher quality education at affordable
rates of tuition and expense."
Wood told Secretary Cronin that the

UMass budget, "is not a set of figures pulled
out of thin air and gift wrapped in rhetoric. It

is a tightly constructed, carefully calculated
product of assessing needs and priorities in a
difficult financial situation."

In response to a question by Cronin on
"the issue of productivity", Wood said, "It's

a basic mistake to think of an educational
enterprise as a business proposition. ..we are
dealing with people who are acquiring

knowledge.""

UMass Amherst Chancellor Randolph
Bromery told Cronin that he feels the fiscal

1976 budget is "very conservative, a very
prudent budget."
Bromery pointed out that the 1976 budget

for the Amherst campus is 11.5 per cent
higher than anticipated 1975 expenditures.
"Half of that increase," Bromery said, "is the
result of inflation."

Bromery noted that even with the in-

creased 1976 budget, "zero growth will have
to be maintained for one year at Amherst."

Cronin also heard testimony from six
invited speakers.

Minority recruitment,

teaching load aired
By A STAFF REPORTER

Budget matters were not the only topics of
discussion at last Friday's public hearing on
the UMass fiscal year 1976 budget held by
Secretary of Educational Affairs Joseph
Cronin in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Cronin asked several speakers specific
questions regarding the University's efforts
to seek out women and minority students.
Cronin also questioned UMass ad-
ministrators about the "contact hour" issue
and about proposed changes in various
academic departments at UMass.

UMass is under order of the Legislature to
show how many hours faculty spend "in
contact" with students. Current law, enacted
under the budget act of 1974, requires
regular faculty to teach or tutor students no
less than nine hours per week.

The UMass trustees are expected to
publically report the number of houcs faculty
spend with students at their next meeting
December 4 in Amherst.

In his address at the hearing, UMass
Amherst Chancellor Bromery said that the
University has been making efforts to seek
out minority and women students.

Bromery pointed out that UMass sends
out, "twice as many admits" as it will acept
into its freshman class. He said this was done
because only half of those admitted decide
to attend.

Bromery went on to say that, "We had to
send out three or four times as many admits
to women" in order to approach a student
population that has close to 50 per cent
women.

He said this was necessary because less
than 50 per cent of women accepted actually
enter UMass.

Cronin asked UMass Medical School
Chancellor Soutter what his office was
doing to search out women and minority
students. Soutter said there was some
difficulty in getting minority students to
attend the school because, "those we have
invited to come have gone elsewhere."

Soutter pointed out that out of 64 students
in this year's Medical School class, six are
from minority groups and 22 per cent are

women.

demands for specific information on faculty
"contact hours" at UMass, President Wood
said, "Although I understand the motivation
and concern of the General Court... I regard
the contact hour provision as not an effective
way to undertake that task."

Collegian to

look at budget
President Wood has described the

fiscal 1976 budget request as "bare
bones" and one which did not
"spring full-blown from the head of a
budget director" but was put
together with the help of student,
faculty and staff input.

But an initial analysis of the
University's request, with an eye to
Amherst programs, shows that:

- half the increases asked for are
over and above inflation costs.

-While the Amherst campus stays
still, the other two campuses con-
tinue to grow at established rates.

-Anticipated increases in

"academic services" are three times
that of "student services" on the
Amhe.st campus.
The University's "maintenance

budget" for 1976 will be examined in

a three-part Collegian series: "The
Budget: What does it mean for the
campus?" beginning later this week.

Wood noted that the UMass Ad-
ministration has been independently
monitoring faculty workload "for a number
of years."

Addressing the same issue, Prof. David A.
Booth, secretary of the Faculty Senate said,
"The faculty has nothing to hide...we are
most willing to communicate to the proper
authorities about when we teach, where we
teach and how we teach. But we believe the
Trustees are the proper authorities to deal
with this issue."

Chancellor Bromery told Cronin of new
academic developments at the Amherst
campus. Bromery said that trends have
shown that enrollment in some departments
is declining while in others it is increasing and
that this will lead to some reallocation of
resources. He said decreases have occured in

English, History, Languages and Social
Science, while increases are apparent in

Health Sciences and Engineering Sciences.

Bromery also told Cronin he supports the
establishment of a Legal Studies Center at
Amherst.

"A lot of people who come to this school
should have access to legal education,"
Bromery said, "because the private schools
aren't going to do it for these people."

Chancellor Soutter told Cronin there is a
possibility that nursing students from the
Amherst campus may be able to get their

clinical training at UMass Worcester.

Amherst Town Manager Allen Torrey
speaking on behalf of the Amherst Board of
Selectmen, addressed his remarks chiefly to
the construction of a new fire station now
underway near Tilson Farm on land deeded
to Amherst by UMass.

Noting that the town of Amherst, like

UMass, has financial problems, Torrey told
Cronin, "We need your help with the cost of
operating the proper level of fire protection
needed by the Amherst campus."

Torrey said that a new "high rise" law
passed by the legislature, "makes many of
your buildings non-conforming in required
fire protection." He stressed the necessity
for the University to follow through on its

plans to purchase an "elevating platform
type fire truck to be housed in the new
station."

James O'Leary, president of the Alumni
Association of UMass Boston, told Cronin
that the Boston campus, "is serving the
needs of bright, able youngsters from
families of low and moderate income in the
Boston area."

O'Leary went on to say that, "The simple
fact is that were it not for the existence of
UMass Boston most of these young men and
women, including myself, would have no
other place to go. They can't afford the
tuition at private schools. Indeed, many
private schools do not want them because
they are national in scope and not prepared
to serve Commonwealth citizens."

Lucy Wilson Benson, former president of
the League of Women Voters and an
Amherst resident, told Cronin, "The
Commonwealth needs our University to
become even better than it is and I fully

support the fiscal 1976 budget."
Benson expressed her concern that "now

in a period of increasing financial difficulties,

the goal of access may be forgotten." She
feels all qualified Massachusetts high school
graduates should be able to go on to college
and not be restricted by high tuition costs.

Cronin also heard testimony from Daniel
Murray, president of the Industrial Union
Council of the AFL-CI0, William Whiston,
director of the Center for Business and
Economic Research, and David Booth,
secretary of the Faculty Senate. All three
speakers urged passage of the 1976 budget.
UMass Boston Chancellor Golino and

UMass Medical School Chancellor Soutter
also spoke at the hearings. They told Cronin
of the progress being made at their
respective campuses to meet the demands of
necessary new construction and the ex-
pansion of faculty positions.

The three-and-a-half-hour hearing ended a
few minutes after UMass President Robert
Wood announced he had an appointment to
keep and left with Chancellor Golino and
Trustee George Pumphret.

N

Cronin predicts new taxes
By AS TAFF REPORTER

Secretary of Educational Affairs Joseph
Cronin last Friday said if all proposed state
education budgets for fiscal year 1976 are
approved, "new taxes are inevitable" for
Massachusetts residents.

Soutter said, "The fact that we don't have
many women applicants is part of the
problem." He went on to speculate that, "I

think we'll reach a point where we'll have a
fifty-fifty balance."

When Cronin asked Lucy Wilson Benson
of the League of Women Voters if she
thought the University had done enough for

women, Benson responded, "Oh, I'm sure

you haven't."

Responding to a question about faculty

workload and the recent General Court

In an interview prior to public hearings on
budgets for UMass and other state in-
stitutions, Cronin predicted that Governor-
elect Michael S. Dukakis will be "tough
minded'' on budget issues and that he will be
"very demanding about state education
issues."

"All we know now is that the neVv
Governor doesn't want to raise taxes,"
Cronin told interviewers in the Campus
Center Auditorium. "But if state education
gets everything it wants, new taxes will be
inevitable."

When asked why the public hearings were

not postponed until after Dukakis appointed
a new Secretary of Educational Affairs,
Cronin said that although the new Secretary
will not have the benefit of attending the
hearings, the information will be available to
him.

"We taped every one of the hearings "

Cronin said and added that whoever is
chosen to take over his position, "Can listen
to 30 hours of tapes or read 30 pages of
transcripts."

Cronin pointed out that this is the first time
ever that executive budget hearings have
been open to the public. He said that anyone
can testify at the hearings by requesting
permission in advance from his office. He
added that, "anyone in the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts can ask questions during
the hearings."

"One of the breakthroughs of the

Education Department hearings," Cronin
said, "is that all of them have been held
outside of Route 128."

Cronin feels that holding them outside of
the Boston area will benefit many people
who have little contact with state govern-
ment.

Cronin said 3,000 notices of when and
where the hearings would take place had
been sent out in advance in both English and
Spanish.

9

At the hearings on the UMass budget,
which began at 2:30 last Friday, ap
proximately 75 people were present. When
the hearing ended three and a half hours
later, the audience had dwindled to less than
25. .Most.wpre, ggqt$ ,a,nd, ties and appeared
too old to be students.

'Political' prisoner charges authorities

with brutality and dehumanizing tactics
Oi, CI I CHI jmir^ .~-By ELLEN AND JOE COTTER
Progressive News Service

"What must it take for a non-white victim
of savage white racist brutality and
dehumanization to convince a white Federal
Judge that he is suffering irreparable injury at
the hands of brutal white racist guards in the
solitary confinement unit of New York
State's "Dachau" prison, where he is caged
like an animal for twenty-four hours a day
solely because he refuses to relinquish his
human rights? Why do U.S. Courts continue
to sanction the identical racist and
dehumanizing policies which, despite the
Attica rebellion and the death of 43 persons
are still being systematically by Com-
missioner Preiser upon black and Puerto
Rican prisoners with the approval of
Governor Rockefeller?"

- excerpt from a letter from Martin Sostre
to Judge Kaufman concerning the delay over
action on his Civil Rights Complaint filed
against the New York State prison officials.

Martin Sostre, a Black, Puerto Rican,
political prisoner, has been in jail since 1967,
when he was convicted on a narcotics
charge, which he believed to have been a
frame-up. Sentenced to a 25-30 year prison
term for allegedly selling fifteen dollars worth
of heroin, Sostre believes that the fact that
he was operating the radical Afro-Asian
bookstore in Buffalo's Cold Springs ghetto
was the underlying reason for his conviction.
In 1971 and again in 1973 the prosecution's
main witness Arto Williams, recanted his
testimony that Martin Sostre had sold him
heroin and instead swore in an affidavit and
testified that Sgt. Alvin Gristmacher of the
Narcotic Division had arranged the tran-
saction which led to the arrest and im-
prisonment of Sostre. Since then, Sgt.
Gristmacher has been dismissed from the

Buffalo Police Department and has been
indicted for the theft of a half-million dollars
worth of heroin from the police narcotics
locker. Despite these facts, Martin Sostre
remains in prison.

Martin Sostre has been in solitary con-
finement for the past 14 months for refusing
to shave a Va inch beard.

On a number of separate occasions,
Sostre has been beaten for refusing to
submit to rectal examinations. Sostre refuses
on the grounds that the search is a violation
of his rights and that no rules and regulations

charges against him.
,

On May 29, 1973, Sostre submitted a
complaint under the N.Y. Civil Rights Act, to
the clerk of the U.S. District Court, Northern
District of New York, Utica, New York. His
complaint, based on the belief that he was a
victim of police brutality and repressive acts,
was responded to, first with increased
repression and brutality on the part of
guards, and secondly, with abnormal delay
and neglect on the part of the federal court.
On July 6, 1973, Sostre was to appear

before Robert J. Feinburg at the Clinton
County Court in Plattsburgh, New York, for
arraignment, on an indictment handed down
by the Clinton County Grand Jury. The
indictment charged Sostre with three counts
of second degree assault stemming from his
beating of May 19.

Sostre had not gone through the basic
preliminary preceedings such as arraignment
under complaint, hearing, and notification of
charges being presented to the Grand Jury,
yet he was still indicted.

But before appearing in court, Sostre was
again ordered to submit to a rectal

examination by seven guards. He was
assaulted and forceably examined. Only after

exist requiring rectal examinations every time this incident, was he brought to Clinton
prisoners enter or leave solitary confinement. County Court for arraignment.
He cited a Federal Judge who found rectal
exams to be "dehumanizing" and
"needlessly degrading."
On May 19 Martin Sostre was removed

from solitary confinement and transferred to

^
According to the Amherst Defense

Committee for Martin Sostre, on November
4, 1974, Martin Sostre was removed from
solitary, taken to the rear of the prison,
ordered to strip, forced to the cement floor.~— »w ~-..^, .^.wv*vj ik, me ^CHICHI MUUI,

SSEL'irjXnj'fiS " *!? ?P™d-g ,ed «*" ^s face pinned ,o ,heWilliams was to be heard. Before actually
appearing in court, however he was severely
beaten by seven guards for refusing to
submit to a rectal exam. When Sostre ap-
peared in court, he told the judge that he had
been beaten. The guards then filed assault

A forceable rectal search

SKI CHAM0NIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545-2801

floor, and kicked,

took place.

This time he was choked to the point
where he could not breathe. He lost con-
sciousness. Martin Sostre came to in the
nurses room in the prison, and when he

Rape line

545-COPS

MARTIN SOSTRE

requested medication he was given two
aspirins. At that time he realized that he
could not talk, and that he was dizzy and
weak. His vocal cords had been injured.

During the hearing the judge refused to
allow a lawyer to confer with him. After
leaving the courthouse, he was taken back to
the prison, ordered to submit to another
rectal search. Martin Sostre refused, for this
he was held down and kicked.
He has a very deep bruise on his hip and

his left large toe may be fractured.
The Amherst Defense Committee has

stated, "Martin Sostre is fifty-one years old
Unless Martin Sostre is removed from
Clinton Prison, he will surely die. His internal
injuries need attention."

'

All humane, and just, conscious people must
respond to this new-Nazi technique empoled against
Martin Sostre by writing the officials of New York
State, by writing Judge Robert Feinburg, Clinton

mmMmmmfm
County Court House, N.Y., N.Y. Also by writing
Amnesty, International c-o the United Nations.
Monetary contributions, needed for legal work as well
as bail, can be sent to Box 657, Amherst, Mass. 01002.

The Amherst Defense Commitee
:

>; : ' rifcft.; ...

for Martin Sostre
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Campus veterans offered
own American legion post

Bowker Auditorium

Sunday November 17 8:OOptn

TICKETS :$4&3 general $2*1.50 umass students

ON SALE 125HERTER HALL. UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202
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The Progressive News
Service is the result of
many people's need for
free access to the media
on a regular basis.
Anyone who wishes to
write an article or a
series of articles, should
submit them to the
Prog ressi ve News
Service, c-o Veteran's
Coalition in the Student
Union, second floor.

By JOE COTTER
Progressive News Service

The 2,400 UMass veterans have
been offered the opportunity to

establish their own American
Legion Post on campus.
The offer was advanced last

Friday by eight representatives of

the American Legion, during a

meeting at the Student Union with
people from the Veterans Coalition

for Community Affairs, the
Veterans Affairs Office and the

Veterans Fraternity, Beta Chi.

John Comer, State Vice Com-
mander of the Legion said: "The
post would be staffed and run by
students on campus. It would be
their post with their priorities."

Legion membership is limited to

those men and women who have
served in the military during periods

of armed conflict as specified by
Congress.

The Legion representatives said

they had also come to change some
of the misconceptions that the

groups had with one another.

Some of the dis-

agreements stemmed from the

expulsion of 30 Vietnam Vets from
the Legion parade in Boston on
Veterans Day and from the
Legion's stance on the war and
amnesty. Also, some members of

thr V.C.C.A. felt that exclusion of

iCV

civilians was harmful to the
function of a community oriented
group.

The Legioneers pointed out that

the Legion was an apolitical group,
that it didn't endorse candidates,

but that it had a strong lobbying
force in Washington, mostly to
fight for veterans benefits.

The Alternate National Com-
mitteeman, Robert Groccia said:

"The young veteran needs help and
we have the structures already

established to get that help."

The Legion people elaborated
that they were involved in the

community with Little League, help
for the aged, hospitals, prisons and
they even had a legal staff to help

upgrade discharges in certain
deserving cases.

After the meeting, the Legion
representatives were invited to the

V.C.C.A. office where some people
gave their individual views of a new
Legion Post.

Herbert Scurrah, Commander of

Amherst Post 148: "About a year
ago, I tried to organize the
University but the net result of my
efforts was only six new members.
We actually need Vietnam Vets

or we will go ou! of existence in a
few years. If we couldn't draw them
into the local post then give
them a post of their own. They
would become established Legion
members and would move into

Legion posts wherever they
settled.

The UMass program would
eventually die of its own volition.

If this post were established at

UMass, it might catch on at other
universities and up to 40 per cent of
the Vietnam Vets might possibly be
recruited."

Pat Power of the V.C.C.A.: "I

think it would just be an alternative
outlet for veterans to express their
grievances and possibly to for-
mulate constructive projects.
The veterans today are a bit more

politically oriented. They feel a need
to express their ideas.

But the American Legion
professes an apolitical policy and in

the same breath it comes out in

support of governmental military

actions, which in itself is political in

nature. Those same policies helped
to re-enforce the government's
position during the Vietnam
conflict, a war in which many of us
are abhorrent about.

I realize the Legion has advanced
the possibility for changes from
within but I feel reluctant to join

their organization due to past
experiences. They asked me to join

today and I said I would sincerely
think about it and there is a chance
that I might join.

However, the American Legion
glorifies the veteran and many
Vietnam vets feel that participation
in a war shouldn't be glorified."

John Comer gave the details for

setting up a post: "A minimum of
15 applicants is necessary to
establish a post. An application
must be filled out giving all the
names and addresses of the
prospective members and this is

forwarded to the State Com-
mander. He along with the
Executive Committee investigate

the application for authenticity.

It is advanced to the National

Commander who decides whether
or not to issue a charter.

The post is allowed to set up its

own constitution and to pass its

own by laws but these cannot
conflict with the state or national

by laws.

1 ii Icvc l»i:ti f
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Apartheid still thrives in S. Africa
To the Editor

Recently the Credentials Committee of the United
Nations moved to withhold accreditation of the Union
of South Africa on the grounds that the South African
delegation was unrepresentative. The General
Assembly of the U.N. then voted 99 to 28 to reject

South African accreditation. A proposal was placed
before the General Assembly to recommend that the
U.N. Security Council review the relationship of
South Africa to the United Nations, it was passed 125
to 1 with 16 abstentions, one of which was the United
States.

The South African government, one of white
minority control, has pursued the policy of apartheid
since the 1948 victory of the Afrikaner Nationalist
Party. Apartheid, [signifying segregation or so-called
"separate economic development"], has enabled the
government to "resettle" the African populace, 70.2
percent of the population, into 13 percent of the total

territory of South Africa, while 87 percent of the
national land is reserved for whites only, comprising
17.6 percent of the population. Influx control laws
which call for the mandatory carrying of passbooks
which must include photo, race identity, number,
authorization, and employers monthly statement have
been implemented. The Urban Areas Consolidation
Act places a 72 hour limit on Africans to remain in an
urban area without a special permit. The descendants

of the Dutch and English settlers claim to this date

that they were on the land before the Africans

migrated south, and therefore maintain control over
the government, rich resources, and industry of South
Africa. Furthermore the African, Asian, and Colored
populace have no voting rights in the electoral

process which has consistently placed Afrikaner

nationalists, or white supremacists in power.

These policies are maintained to facilitate the
exploitation of African labor. Without legal collective
bargaining power, or trade unions the African laborer
is left at the mercy of South African and foreign
capital. The average monthly wage of Africans in
manufacturing is $69 while the wage for white
workers is $419; in mining $25 compared with $453,
and in construction $65 to $433. United States cor-
porations now have invested nearly $1 billion in South
Africa despite the governments nominal policy
statement restricting such trade because of the U.N.
sanction or boycott of South African trade. The U.S.
veto power in the Security Council can be combatted
by the masses of people in the States voicing their
condemnation of South Africa's policy of apartheid.

A Southern African Anti-Imperialist committee has
formed on campus to circulate a petition for the
expulsion of South Africa from the United Nations.

Theresa I. Carr

Living on three and a half bucks a day
To the Editor:

When I came to the University I did it with the sole

intention of studying and trying to become self

sufficient. I was on the assumption that there were
many opportunities for the poor people to cross the

barriers of poverty; to acquire a good education and
to become an asset to his people and to his country.

But I found out different because whenever poor
people are struggling for survival, there are too,

oppressors who's only intentions are to live at the

poor people's expenses. This means that while the

poor are suffering the pains of hunger, the rich are

living on wealth and getting richer and richer.

This is due to the fact of an increase on my rent

from one hundred and twenty dollars to one hundred
and sixty dollars. This has made it harder for us to live

on. Moreover, it has become a psychological problem
which is hampering my efforts to succeed in my
classes.

An example of this is that so far I have received
$ 1, 100 from scholarship funds for my first semester,
to be dividedamong therent, tuition, books and food.
After all deductions are made — it only leaves me
$3.60 daily to buy food for myself and my three kids.

This situation has forced me to use up some money
from October rent to buy some food to sustain
ourselves. I believe other students are going through
the same situation. For this reason I am joining them
by holding my part of the rent in an effort to demand a
decrease on our rent to a level at which we can live

like decent people.

Prudencio Mojica

Student Town Meeting tonight
To the Editor:

On Monday, November 11, at 8:00 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom, there will be a Student

Town Meeting open to all UMass Undergraduate and
Graduate members of the Community. This is the first

time that such a meeting has even been undertaken,

and everyone is urged to attend.

It is time for all students to be treated as mature,

responsible, decision-making adult members of their

own community. Eighteen year olds have been legally

enfranchised, however, the University Administration

persists in working within the outdated "en loco

parentis" framework of yesteryear.'

Students should and will have the authority to
make decisions which directly affect them: with
regards to residential fife, student affairs, academics
and the environment. Collective bargaining rights can
be yours if you want them! Show your displeasure
with the system and support for a solution which
ensures student control over areas of student con-
cern.

See you all at the Town Meeting.

Cindy McGrath, Speaker

"Henry meet Yasir.

He believes in speaking softly and carrying a big sword.".

Jefferies replies

To the Editor:

In a letter printed in the Thursday Collegian, / mentioned a black TA
whom I stated called me a racist though "not in so many words". Later
speaking to this TA, I was informed that I had misconstrued his actions
behavior, and that this was not his meaning or intention. This being the
case, /publicly apologize and express regrets that I misunderstood him. On
the chance that I misunderstood the others mentioned, I apologize to them
also.

However, the main point of my letter, that blacks have a privileged

status on this campus stands. In the text THEY and WE, Racial and Ethnic
Relations in the United States by Peter I. Rose, on page 221 it states: "In

the Spring of 1973 complaints were filed against several schools and
universities [including the School of Education, University of
Massachusetts...] for discriminating against 'non-minority' applicants."
This statement is just an example of the discrimination I am referring to.

The blacks have been discriminated against, and are still being denied
the rights and privileges that white Americans take for granted. This is a
fact that is undeniable. But this is not the fault of the University of
Massachusetts or its students, so why should they have to "pay" for it?

Again, to any that I may have inadvertently wronged I express my
apologies.

Bruce Jefferies

...for Jefferies et. al.

To the Editor.

We are a group of black and white women and men living in the Quad
and trying to raise our own awareness of racism and other forms of op-
pression, and also to combat the oppression around us, specifically in the
quad. We speak, not to you alone, but to you as a typical UMass white
student.

We would like to take issue first with your statements that "blacks on
this campus have special privileges"...such as New Africa House and
Drum. What "white equivalent" would you like to see? Another quad?
Another frat? Another Neuman Center or Bluewall? Who told you that
New Africa House and Drum were exclusively for blacks? These are all

false assumptions on your part! Have you ever been to New Africa House?
You are welcome to any of the cultural events it sponsors - free concerts,
free art exhibits; you are welcome to the restaurant in its basement, you
are welcome to apply to the day care center it sponsors, etc...

Perhaps you question the need for a black cultural center and a black
literary magazine. Whites have told blacks for generations that they are
unworthy, that "white is right", black is bad, that their skins are afflictions,
their history one long humiliation, their culture empty of distinctive
traditions andanylegitimatesource ofpride. White racism eats away at the
identity and self-concept or Black-Americans. Now blacks are resurrecting
their cultural heritage and realize their heroes, Daniel Hale Williams,
Charles Drew, Matthew Henson, Gabriel Prosser, Denmark Vesey, Nat
Turner, and, of course Mohammed Ali. Blacks today know that they are
beautiful as do many whites. If you can't imagine [because you are
protected by your whiteness] the tremendous damage possible to one's
self-concept from overt and covert racist acts, look at the price you pay for
your racism: Your ego-development is severely stunted because you are
unaware and unconcerned. You have assumed a false sense of superiority.
You are blinded by your whiteness.
A little awareness of history and the effects of racism in this country

would clear up your difficulties with CCEBS and CORP also. In closing, we
regret that we cannot possibly reach your years ofnegative conditioning to
the "rightness of whiteness" in one brief written response, or even
respond to all the racist things you said, but we ask that you consider the
possibility that you lack information. Stop by C.O.P.E.'s office in the
basement of Leach. We would be happy to assist you in the raising of your
awareness. From your letter your awareness can go only up!

C.O.P.E.
Combatting Oppression thru Peer Education

Remember Joe Burroughs
To the Editor:

We want to invite all members of the University community who are
friends of Joseph Burroughs to attend a gathering to celebrate his
memory, and to contribute to a living memorial in the form of a scholarship
fund for an undergraduate majoring in human services. Joe Burroughswho was a faculty member in Human Development and who was
especially active with the academic program of Project 10, the Inquiry
Program and BDC died suddenly last week, after teaching at the
University since 1957 during which time he was the Faculty Senate
debate to the Board of Trustees and chapter president of the American
Association of University Professors.

In his honor, the students and staff of Project 10 have announced asenous but not solemn"gathering for Wednesday afternoon at 5 p.m. on
Nov. 13 We especially want to encourage others to join us for an op-
portunity to reflect together about Joe's work and what he meant to usand to education at this University. Refreshments will be served. RSVP to
the Project office at 545-0871.

nmwm
Joe's last important work was within the BDIC Program where he was

at work with Dr. J. Alfred Southworth in developing a' special degreeprogram ,n human services. Joe's family has requested that all persons
wishing to contribute to Joe's memory do so with a contribution to theJoseph D. Burroughs Memorial Trust Fund, for use as a scholarship for an
undergraduate majoring in human services. Checks may be sent to Dr
Southworth, 18 Old Town Rd., Amherst.

For those of you who did not know him, perhaps the words of Fred
Weiss, ,n his Collegian column of October 22, will give you some idea of
the measure of the man^ Joe, Fred wrote, was "a man who has more
intelligence individually than do most Universities collectively and also hasmore personal warmth than a farmhouse kitchen. " God bless you, Joe.

David Hoffman; Asst. Director of Project 10

c
Dean Ĝ 7Tucker
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Tonight's town meeting

may be the last quiet request

for action.
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Many dorms are slums. Webster was singled out last week. A walk

through some of the towers in Southwest is not completely unlike a tour of
Mission Hill or Columbia Point in Boston. There is no effective way to tell
the Administration that living in a cement box twenty stories high and not
having anything to say about it is reprehensible to people raised and
educated on the premise that we are in command of our own lives. There is
of course evidence in many dorms that residents think the quality of life is
poor. Weekend after weekend dorm prisoners tear up everything that is
not bolted down, deface walls, tamper with elevators and fire ex-
tinguishing devices. This is due partially to immaturity, but it is also a
message from the residents that they do not care about the place they live
in because it is a severe cold impersonal dump that costs more per square
foot than off campus housing space. There is no like-it-or-leave-it to
dormitory living. It is a sentence for being young, that's all.

The food in the Dining Commons is intolerable. Students are amazed
every year that they put on five pounds even though they walk more than
ever before. If they don't put on weight from eating all the filler that is part
of the regular fare it is because they avoid the troughs altogether. It is
sometimes less expensive to dine out than to pay the price of a DC session.
Again the price of being young must be paid. Students are forced to eat
there.

For the last year and a half the SGA has been waiting to see some action
from Dr. Gage and Jack Littlefield who at that time pledged their support
in finding suitable housing for those residents displaced by the renovation
of Hamlin House. The Hamlin residents must leave during intersession and
will be scattered about the campus destroying the community that has
developed there. Besides turning students into refugees, the hand-sitting
by Gage and Littlefield are evidence that they feel in no way responsible for
promises they make. Their arrogance deserves more than discussion at
tonight's town meeting. They should be fired.

Commuters, the group most screwed by last year's infamous failure, the
parking reorganization, take it on the chin with the mandatory Health
Services Fee they pay every year. None of our quasi-parents in Whitmore
ever inquire to the convenience or necessity of UHS to commuters. They
just have to pay.

Tonight will not produce results if the Administration continues its habit

of slipping punches until the next round. And like the fignter who is getting

his punches slipped, students here will fight on knowing that one punch
will land. Maybe the debates and organized pleas will not make the point.

Maybe crowds will get together like last spring during the streaking fad,

except maybe instead of running around naked they'll get together and
tear down the dining commons and dorms and even Fort Whitmore. And
maybe then mommy and daddy Administration will know that we have
outgrown paternalism and are ready to judge the course of our lives. The
choice is still theirs.

Dean Tucker is Executive Editor of the Collegian

Black Affairs Department
Recruitment Meeting
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Frisbee falls to females

Monday, November 11, at 7:00 p.m.

New Africa House, Rm. 114

Mountains trembled with
quakelike rumbles, oceans swirled
with typhoon infested waterspouts,
the skies shook with solemn anger.
It was after the fall. The Die had
been cast and there was no turning
back.

It was on this fateful day that
THE DECISION had been made.
After ten centuries of solemn
unisexuality, Frisbee Jr. College
had voted to go co-ed.

The decision was greeted with
frenzied hysteria on the campus
proper of Frisbee. Students hung
themselves with toilet paper and
ran about hysterically lobotomizing
every unseemly looking passerby.
Loud music, the pat pat of bongos
and wild full moon shrieks filled the
air. The previously all male student
body was preparing for the ritual

that Christine Jorgensen so im-

mortalized. It was to be a painful

process.

It was a media orgy. National
Broadcasters vied with the local

hacks in publicizing the event.

Stock markets crashed and oil

fields were discovered in response
to the news that Frisbee, the last of
the all male bastions of decency
and virginity, had been tossed to
the winds. "Where can I send my
Wentworth now?" moaned the
lonely Industrialist from California.

"What will become of us?" Not all

were as despairing. "I think it's

great!" beamed a local con-
traceptive distributor.

Frisbee Alumni however, left no
doubt as to their preference. Six of
their number immediately died of
heart attacks while ten others
lapsed into shock and comas, three
of which had to be lobotomized.
"The Roman Empire took centuries
to build, but fell in only a day. We
are witnesses to another
apocalypse," lamented a local

custodian, a member of a recent

graduating class. Taxi driving
alumni all over the country went on
strike in disbelief and anger.

Threats and rumors of lawsuits

permeated the air, especially in the
wake of last months 25,000-3
Alumni vote against coeducation.
Three bills were introduced in

Congress, and a motion was filed

before the United Nations Security
Council. The White House had no

comment but Senator Clyde
Eagleton, a renowned Frisbee
graduate vowed a full

congressional investigation. "The
Watergate Committee will pale into

insignificance next to the work of

the Frisbee Committee," he was
heard to mutter.

Students at the nearby Hot Buns
Secretarial School, just four miles
away were generally displeased.
The coeducational announcement
by Frisbee seemed to threaten the
longstanding Frisbee- Buns social

alliance. The future of Frisbee-Buns
mixers and social dating seemed

Tjiia fe {he BB9T
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The Frisbee Administration were
cautious in their statement. "Even
though this will reduce our student-
faculty ratio from 1:3 to 3:1 and
cost each student $5,000 more, we
feel that the coeducational ex-
perience was necessary in a world
inhabited by at least two sexes. We
felt something had to be done
when we heard of the rumor flying

about that the menstrual cycle was
an Italian bike. And we launched
into action when the student
government demanded 'sex
furloughs' every weekend."

less secure. "Whattsa matter wid
dem. We ain't good enough!"
bellowed one especially beleagured
Hot Buns coed. It was especially

insulting to the Hot Bunners since
they had just last year voted down
coeducation, and determined to

remain forever an all female for-

tress. One petite young Bunner clad
in skirt and sweater put it best:

"Frisbee has made its decision and
they'll get nothing but Cold Buns
from here on out."

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian

Columnist.

CORRECTION

In the editorial entitled "Wages and Students" in last Friday's
Collegian it was stated that a meeting was scheduled for that day.
The meeting, concerning fairness in paying students, is to be held
tomorrow night at 8:00 in room 113 of the Campus Center. All in-

terested are urged to attend.
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Student employees: Fighting for their jobs
erstein will fight for his pounds of bananas which weren't hudaeted for labor. And they've means being able to har

Milton Kerstein will fight for his

job tonight. Along with other
members of the Student Employee
Committee, he will approach the
Campus Center Food Services
management and offer them
rational, feasible alternatives to
firing him.

It's not that Milton isn't frying

those Coffee Shop hamburgers
well enough; nor is it that Milton's
ever been late or missing from
work. In fact, for the last 13
months, Milton has been a con-
scientious worker and a hard
worker, as many of his fellow

employees will tell you. No/ it's not
Milton's fault at all. Rather, Milton's

job is at stake because of what he
calls "an error in judgement" by the

management — "a conscious
decision to overstaff" the CC
complex food areas.

There are two aspects of Milton's

confrontation tonight which make
it important.

First, it is only one in a long series

of battles between students and
administrators, battles in which
students demand to be heard and
insist on being treated like human
beings and not peons.

Secondly, Milton is not alone. He
is in the same position as Michael
Bardsley, a Hatch Bar manager
twenty-seven hours per week; and
Lisa Saunders, who works in the
catering department on the 10th

Lisa Saunders: Chairman
of the Student Employee
Committee.
student employees like Milton and
Sharon even more than the pros-

pect of losing their jobs, and that's

the frustration of dealing with the
"management", a euphemism for

bureaucrats like Phil Amico
(Director of CC Food Services) and
John Corker (Director of the
Campus Center).

When policy changes are im-

plemented without consulting
student employees' opinions of
their projected feasibility or ef-

fectiveness; when student em-
ployees' requests for safer working
conditions repeatedly go ignored;
when communication and
cooperation between student
employees and management
becomes a one-way street; when
management persists on giving

student employees the runaround
5 and then assumes the position of 'if

• you don't like it you can leave

£ because there's always someone
• else to replace you' - that's when
a frustration sets in.

o And where can those students

% vent their anger, their frustration?

2 "See that wall?" asks Milton.

CO

Milton Kerstein: He's not
alone.
floor fifteen to twenty hours per
week; and Sharon Ross, a Hatch
bartender nineteen hours per week;
and some 165 other students —
many of whom depend on their

wages not for purchasing the latest

Elton John release, not for buying
jewelry and make-up, not for

weekend entertainment, but for

taking care of more real concerns,
like paying the rent and the electric

bill and filling the supermarket
basket once a week.
Even with his job, Milton (like

most of us) is feeling the economic
pinch. He sold his car three weeks
ago because he could no longer
afford to maintain it. And like he
said, a layoff or cutback in hours is

not like bantering with the funds of
some RSO club: "It's all about
people's livelihoods."

The $2 to $3 per hour that
student employees earn isn't an
awful lot when you're talking about
ten to twenty hours per week, but
for most of those students it's all

they've got, it's their sole source of

income. And the job market in

Amherst, coupled with the
nationwide state of the economy,
presents an even grimmer picture.

"If I lose my job," said Sharon
Ross, shaking her head, "I'll... I'll...

I'll just have to pitch a tent in the

Campus Center."

There's one thing which bothers

£ According to Mike Bardsley, a
» Hatch Bar manager, the manage-
ment in their 8th floor offices is

"remote" from the problems of the
food service operation.

"We all knew they were
overhiring," said Mike. "And they
never even bothered to ask us how
much business we do."

Lisa Saunders, chairman of the
eleven-member Student Employee
Committee, noted that "they are
still hiring in so.ne areas while
threatening to layoff in others."

Almost any employee can readily

cite numerous examples of gross
mismanagement and occasions
which, had student input been
solicited, could have been avoided,
like hiring the Chambers Brothers
for $1800 on Halloween night when
"anyone with any experience in the
UMass community," as one
student put it, could have predicted
that only some 250 students (at $2
each) would show.

Employees constantly refer to
extraordinary food waste and talk

of having to throw away "160

SKI CHAM0NIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545 280

1

GOOD JOB

For Right Person

Are you an articulate,
dependable graduate student
(or housewife with a degree)
who works well with young

1

people?
Would you like to teach (part

time only) a short, unique, fun
course in some independent
schools in this area?

WE WILL TRAIN YOU
MUST HAVE CAR
BE ABLE TO TYPE
$8.00 PER HOUR

For more information call 401
635-2281.

pounds of bananas
stored properly, trays of sand-

wiches, bowls of egg batter, and
vats of jello" to the tune of an
estimated $1000 per day.

Fighting to hold onto their jobs

takes up even more of their time
than the jobs themselves.

"It's not something you can put
• down like homework," said Sharon
3 Ross. "It's something that's always
« with you. Everything you do seems
• to rotate around it. I've been going

downhill and I can't concentrate on
my schoolwork anymore..."

Sharon, like Milton, Lisa,

o Michael, and a half-dozen other

J employees, spend some 20 to 40
• hours per week in meetings, formu-

2 lating sample proposals designed to
" save the food service operation
enough money so that there will be
a sufficient amount of funds

budgeted for labor. And they've

come up with some common sense

ideas — ideas which involve

eliminating the excessive waste and

inefficiency, restructuring hours

and work schedules for maximum
labor usage, and using the profits

from a benefit dance to coun-

terbalance the payroll deficit.

The student employees are even

willing to donate their time and
energies on a volunteer basis, if it

means being able to hang on to
their jobs.

All they're asking for is a chance
- a chance to be heard tonight for

once, and from now on, when
decisions are being made and
policies adopted, especially policies

which so dramatically affect their

jobs and, consequently, their well-

being at UMass.

Jerry Lazar is Editor-in-Chief

of the Collegian.

V)

YY\d O^jJ

8:30 a.m. — HIGHTIDES — Your weekday astrological forecast.
Jeff Jawer, host.

6:15 p.m.—OFF THE HOOK— Eilish Brorterick hosts a discussion
on Food Co-ops with members of the Amherst Food Co-op as
guests. Tune in!

: 15-10:00 p.m. — MUSICAL FLASHBACKS — This week Vinny
Peruzzi reviews the music, news, and sports of 1973. Listen up to
an evening of nostalgia!

10:00 p.m. — FOCUS — Ken Mosakowski moderates debates,
forums, and discussions about pertinent topics of our time.
Every Monday.

HAS
CHRISTMAS FIXIN'S

MAKE YOUROWN CHRISTMAS CARDS
with our • blank cards, in colors *

y wood& linoleum blocks * inks • paints

/

/K

(VBAR.-
KOWSB

Vj

ft) V
w

\

10%OFF ANY TOP
WITH ANY

PANT PURCHASE
DURING SALE

BOTH STORES/

*69S

Western cut, flare-leg Jeans ...reg.
$
l

Heavy 1 4 oz. straight-leg Jeans. rea. <

6

7
Solid-color Turtlenecks, 1 00% acrylic

Thermal-lined Hooded Sweat Shirts...

Red-Green-Navy. ..reg. $
1

95

Boys Hooded Sweat Shirts (S-M-L)...reg. $795 $099
Flannel Shirts c
...reg.

$695-$795 *4 5

the jeans store

women
201 n. pleasant st./amherst

fSftjrjejd Mall/chicopee
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Urban ed professor

to speak at Marathon
DR. HARVEY B. SCRIBNER. ex-Chancellor of the New York City School

system and now professor of education here at the School of Education
Center for Urban Education will be speaking on campus during Marathon
week, Wednesday, November 13th, 7:00 p.m. at Marks Meadows
Auditorium.

Dr. Scribner who was the first New York Chancellor to preside over the
decentralized school system, fulfilled the School Board's mandate, "to
make waives"-to thaw out the frozen habits of a system grown rigid and
unresponsive. Scribner has angered many administrators and has shocked
many conservatives.

The New York Times stated that Dr. Scribner was "The Most Powerful
Man In the School System-On Paper." Dr. Scribner's newest book (still
no title) will be discussed on Wednesday evening. Also, suggestions for
Educational reform will be discussed such as: Let every student choose his
own teacher; Make every school autonomous; and parents should take
and be given responsibilities. Questions and answer time immediately
following and Free Coffee.

on WMUA today

This is what will be on WMUA,
91.1 FM, today:

The disc jockeys are Marc
Berman from 6-10 in the morning,
Scott Bacherman from 10-2, Vinny
Peruzzi from 6 to 10 in the evening,
and Ken Irwin finishing the day until

2:00 a.m. Stu MacDonald will start

tomorrow morning.

WMUA Specialties:

8:30 a.m., High Tides, Jeff Jawer
explains the astrological aspects of
the day.

2:00-6:00 p.m., Uujamadrum, Mr.
Charles Mann hosts soul music.

6:15-7:00 p.m.. Off The Hook,
Public Affairs Director Eilish

Broderick hosts a discussion on
food co-ops. Members of the

Amherst Food Co-op will be
available to answer your questions.

7:00-10:00 p.m., Musical Flash-

backs, Vinny Peruzzi goes back
only one year, to 1973. Tune in for

1973's best music, as well as news
and sports.

10:15-11:15 p.m., Focus, Host
Ken Mosakowski interviews Gerry
Goodrich, coordinator of a
nationwide fundraising effort to aid
the millions of starving victims of
the draught in sub-Saharan Africa.
This show was pre-taped at the
headquarters of OXFAM-
AMERICA in Boston.

News can be heard at 7, 8 & 9
a.m., and 2, 6 & 10 p.m.

Come in...choose a natural
easy care style just for you.

Which style is for you? The sleek,
smooth look or an all-out curly look?
Both start with precision cutting by our
master snippers - etid with bounce and
compliments. The hand blower persuades
hair into a natural look - or for more curls
we're magicians with hot irons and
organic body perms.

We listen: Haircuts guaranteed not to

be a fraction shorter than you want it!

Shampoo-cut-blow dry all for. . . $8.50

DPOIC beautynvv^lO salons
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

Tel. 584-0111

Manager — Mr. Tom

^0*0*0*0*0+0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*

rlicheS.
Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9 Hadley Mass.

*0*0+0t0*0»0*0*
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Judae-Christian relations, studies
subject of visiting monsignors talks

Monsignor John M.
Oesterreicher, an architect of the

Second Vatican Council's
Counciliar Statement regarding the

relationship between Christians and
Jews, will visit UMass this week to

talk to students and faculty

members.
Msgr. Oesterreicher was a

consultor to the Secretariat for

Christian Unity before and during
the Council, which met in the early

1960's.

He is director of the Institute of

Judaeo-Christian Studies at Seton
Hall University in New Jersey
where he is initiating a graduate
program.

From Nov. 11 to 15, Msgr.
Oesterreicher will speak of modern
relations between Christians and

Jews, to students of Asst. Prof.

Charles D. Isbell's course on the
Jewish People, Judaic Studies 100.

The visiting lecturer will also
meet with UMass faculty members
while in Amherst, where he will be
in residence at the Newman Center. Monsignor John M.

Oesterreicher

finast Tomatoes
supermarkets Macaroni

Finast brings you all the great Flavors of Italy at savings that will help you stretch your

family food budget. This is another reason why... IT PAYS TO SHOP THE FINAST WAY

Miracle

Whip

Miracle
Whip

Salad
Dressing
qt jar

IT^K^I / (

89°
With this Coupon

UM and A Purchase of $5 or More
Limit One Coupon per Customer
H 674 Valid thru Nov 16. 1974

I

Treat your family to Mr. Deli specials

and save the Finast way!

Baked Ham
16?

Spaghetti
Ragu Sauoe

Hunts Peeled Whole
Pear Shaped

Golden Wheat
Elbow

Muellers Thin
Regular. Vermicelli

All

Varieties

28 oz
can

2 lb

Pkg

1 lb

pkg

qt

jar

Tomato Pastes. . 5 £31.00
Ripe Olives caVr^
Italian Dressing *

Franco
American

can 49'
16 07

ishbone . 79*

Raviolio's

Black Pepper FM
Caruso Oil rmm .

.

Freshly
Sliced to Order

Carandos AC ^mf\f\

Salami — ? 1°9
Carando's Pepperoni. »» 99*

Provolone Cheese Dom.st,c • 1.59

Olive Salad mm ....... » 99 e

Available In Stores with Mr Deli Dept

Stock up on frozen foods the Finast way!

Quality meats from the best meat men in the business!^,.

Fresh Chickens
ctfcfc«

n

iQuarie**'

Orange Juice
56- $icans ^r

teg
as«Ore

yoo<

6acw
Wing

nee

Richmond
Concentrate

Whole - Bone In Water Added Colonial Master

Smoked Pork Shoulder
Hot or Sweet

Primo Italian Style Sausage
Bone In - Beef Chuck Tender Juicy

Underblade Pot Roast
Freshly Ground Many Times Daily

Fresh Ground Beef Chuck

Cheese Pizza T'pak . . .

Freeier
Veal Parmagiano™
Broccoli Spears -mm

Cheese Ravioli ioU,-.

23 02 AA<
pkg 99
2 lb

pkg 99'

3 ££1.00pkga

16 oz
pkg
602

1.09

Why shop all over town? Save on health and
".'» r V ) beauty needs the Finast way'" White Rain

99*Hair 13 oz
Spray can

Q-Tips Cotton m
Pepto Bismol

pkg
170

8 oz
bti

77«
99'

&S*"
**SK

Beef Chuck 7-Bone
Pot Roast - Bone In

Tender
Juicy

Beel Chuck Boneless . _ _

Underblade Steak el.39
WSM -l! Beel Rib Long End 6 lo 8 Ribs - _

ft
I Extra Trim Steak .

1.59
%— . I 1 J Boneless Beel Chuck _
' Ue\ Top Blade Steak .

t>1.59

m

Fresh Whole 2V2 to 3 lbs V;%^
t4T

Tender
Tasty

Chicken

Bee' Chuck Bone In

Top Blade Steak
Beel Chuck Boneless

Cube Steaks . .

.

Chuck Bone In

Beef Short Ribs

Proof it pays to shop for quality produce the Finast way!

US No 1 Potatoes

10&59°Eastern
Washed

Delicious Apples mmi&Z » 29*
Anjou Pears 10 » 79«
Red Onions s.iadF.von. 2n» 39'
Zucchini Squash b 33*
Garlic

,8^?:ad
„ 69*

Baked fresh with natural ingredients

the Finast way'

Buttermilk or Country Style

^, Bread*••>•

''>evr^

English Muffins

3 pk
e
9s $1Finast

Fresh

Sunrise fresh dairy features the Finest way!

Chiffon Soft Whipped

Margarine

69*
Cottage Cheese

|05

1 lb

ctn

Finast Small
or Large Curd

2 lb

ctn

Pumpkin Pie »•* ZV 79*

Cinnamon Buns ",• 65"
Sour Cream mm
Orange Juice W*vT.

'6 o» Cli
»kg 9 1

64 v
Ctn 69'

YOU CAN SAVE
UP
TO 82*

Save 10* With This
Coupon

r,

Save 12 HSave 1 0H Save 15 HSave 15 H Save 20
on the purchase of one 7 oz tube

Colgate Toothpaste

Wit'' T '

(Mf if 01 rln

With These Valuable
Coupons From Finast 1

L.

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

fi^^l
M

with a tree Bic Banana Pen

02084 L.mil One
Vai.d lhr„ Nov 23 1974

I

Wesson
Oil

Wi|t> Tn.» Coupon
onn i ? or pkg

yr^^i

i

Post Oat
I

,_, Flakes
|
[m] H65"

VViin This Coupon
on* 4 lb h»g

I

| Gaines

I

Dog Food
. Im] mw

I

W>|f Th.j CouPOn
one 200 M 'OH

Valid thru
Nov 16 1974

1 fT^^I Valid thtu

Nov 16 i<r4 litryni

Glad Wrap

I (m) M660

Nov 16 1974 . Umi£lf Nov 16 1974 - -m^ -

Prices Effective thru Saturday Nov t6

II

Wit* Tn.» CouPO"
one pa"

No Nonsense
Panty Hose

[m] H66i NN*C«037

Valid m'u
Nov 16 1974Irf^^l

*•
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Room to Move drop-in center
offers services for students

By RON LAFRANCE
Room to Move Coordinator

Room to Move is a student run drop-in center"
which provides educational and counseling services
for students experiencing a wide variety of personal
and drug related problems. Located in he Student
Union rm. 401, the center is open most days from 10
a.m. to midnight and on Friday and Saturday until 2
a.m. There is also a telephone answering "on-call"
service when no one is in.

Drop-In Counseling Services: Room To Move staff

members have been trained to meet the needs of
those concerned with the use of psychedelics, bar-

bituates, quaaludes. alcohol, and hard drugs. Special
efforts are made to provide services for veterans,
members of the black community, and for those
concerned with integrating various meditative or
spiritual disciplines into their daily lives. The center
maintains an up-to-date library of books and articles

which cover a wide variety of social, spirtual, and drug
related issues. If the staff doesn't have what you need

in the way of information or service, they will be able
to refer you to those who do.

The staff tries to provide services in a caring, ob-
jective, and confidential manner. In addition to
personal contacts, the center provides a variety of
forums where students may explore alternative means
of personal growth. There are a wide variety of
educational workshops on chanting, meditation,
yoga, body awareness, movement, and music
therapy. These experiences are conducted by well
trained and experienced individuals and have been
very well received by students.
A special effort has been made to provide a

detoxification program in cooperation with the
University Health Services. This program is intended
to provide non-narcotic assistance for withdrawal
from heroin, barbituates, and quaaludes. Although
this program is used infrequently, it provides essential
backup for more serious situations.

turn to page 15

IT PAYS TO SHOP
THE FINAST WAY
From
Our

and
Wine
Shoppe

Pabst Blue
Ribbon Beer

case of

24
12 oz
btls

Munich Beer case of 1 2 oz
24 btls *3 99

Lambrusco Ru e ctn
° $1 *>

Sangria Man.8chev.tz
2

c, n

oz$
1 79

PaulMassonCh
8SrL 2^z$1

"

Mountain
Farms
Mall

Hadley SUPERMARKETS

Rape line

545-COPS

Prices Effective thru Nov 16»«»>»>> ItliMttMtit We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

RESEARCH PAPERS
Send $2 for our mail order

catalogue Complete Educational
Research Service including term paper
research, thesis research, 30,000
Research Papers on file.

Collegiate Research Systems, 1800
E. Ferry Ave., Suite 206, Camden,
N.J. 08101, 609 962 6777.

JIM KOPLIK AND SHELLY FINKEL
PRESENT

IN CONCERT

POCO
GENTLE 6I»NT

POCO WILL BE RECORDING THEIR NEW ALBUM LIVE

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 9 at 8:00 PM

WOOLSEY HALL,
YALE UNIVERSITY

TICKETS ARE $6.00 GENERAL ADMISSION.

BOX OFFICE OPEN DAY OF SHOW ONLY

JIM KOPLIK AND SHELLY FINKEL
PRESENT

TOWER ipHMER
WEDNESDAY l^§C*MBER 13 AT 8:00 PM

WEST H.*SVFORD MUSIC HALL
TICKETS ARE $6.50 GENERAL ADMISSION.
FOR INFORMATION CALL (203) 249 9330.

Tickets refunded at place of purchase.

JIM KOPLIK AND SHELLY FINKEL
IN ASSOCIATION

WITH WHCN RADIO/PRESENT

THE BEACH BOYS
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 17 at 8:00 PM
$6.00 IN ADVANCE . . . $6.50 DAY OF SHOW

SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER

YALE CHARITIES DRIVE PRESENTS
IN CONCERT

THE
MARSHALL TUCKER

THE CHARLIE DANIELS BAND
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 19 at 7:30 PM

$6.50 GENERAL ADMISSION

WOOLSEY HALL,
YALE UNIVERSITY

BOX OFFICE OPEN DAY OF SHOW ONLY

POCO AND MARSHALL TUCKER BAND TICKETS AVAIL-able at stiky fingers/new haven and hartford
soundofmusic/meriden/lasallemusic/whart:
ford, marty s music mart/bloomfield warrensMUSIC/NEW BRITAIN. MUSIC SHOP/BRISTOL THELEGG SHOPS/ANSONIA AND FAIRFIELD PLAZA REC-
?«2?^AJERBURY -

M&N T|CKET AGENCY/DANBURYMERLES RECORD RACK/MILFORD. LINDEN RECORDS/'MIDDLETOWN PAPERBACK BOOK SMITH /NEW LON-DON, LEATHER OR NOT/CANTON, HARVEST/MANCHES-
I™ddITTYS PANTS/MADISON, UNIVERSITY MUSIC/

TOWER OF POWER AND BEACH BOYS TICKETS ARE
Snan

A?£ff.7lK FINGERS/NEW HAVEN AND HART-
FORD, LASALLE MUSIC/W. HARTFORD SOUND OFMUSIC/MERIDEN, PLAZA RECORDS/ WATERBURY
n&Sn ? MUSIC MART/BLOOMFIELD, MUSIC WORLD/
ENFIELD. LEATHER OR NOT/CANTON PAPERBACKBOOK SMITH/NEW LONDON. UNIVERSITY MUSIC/
STORRS, HARVEST/MANCHESTER

MUblU/

BEACH BOYS TICKETS AVAILABLE AT (IN ADDITION TOABOVE OUTLETS) MAIN MUSIC/SPRINGFIELD FACES

FRED LOCKE STEREO/SPRINGFIELD TOGGERY/
CHrOPEE

10 MUSIC MAN/WESTF«ELD WAX N WANE/

awM^ 18 also ava,lable at ma,n
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rip offs? Counseling, outreach highlight
drop-in center responsibilities

15

FOR WOMEN: Coffee brown, camel or white leather. Also
oakwood suede — $19.00.
FOR MEN: Coffee brown or camel glove leather — $25 00
Also demi boot — $27.00.

&0LLU SHOE
2 Locations

8 Main St., Amherst
Hadley Village Barn Shops, Rte. 9, Hadley

cont. from p. 14
Educational Outreach Services: The Education

Team, under the leadership of E.T. Mellor, presents
workshops for Heads of Residence, counselors, and
students. These workshops deal with a variety of
drug, personal, and social issues. The goal of this
team is to help students explore their own values
regarding drug use and to become more aware of how
they make decisions about their behavior in the
context of existing social norms.
The Black Action Team, under the leadership of

Allen Gordon, offers outreach educational and
counseling services to members of the black com-
munity.

Over the past two years, the team has developed an
effective, informal mode of delivery for these services.
In addition to numerous individual contacts, the team
has provided high quality educational programs for
various groups within the University community.
Through the use of 'corrective history' and humanistic
education principles, the team has helped many in-

dividuals better understand some of the root causes
of drug abuse.

The Room To Move Speakers Program for 1973-74,
vhich aimed at informing the University community

of issues particularly relevant to student s, interest in
personal growth included psychiatrist R.D. Laing
founder of Kingsly Hall; Ram Dass, spirtual leader!
Yogi Bajhan, founder of Jundalini joga movement in
America; Lock Rush, LSD therapist and teacher of
Zen; and Jim Bowles and Edward Robinson, minority
drug training specialists. A few of these speakers were
presented in cooperation with the department of
Psychology and Education.

Staff Training: The Room To Move staff are trained
first as volunteers, and then receive weekly in service
training. In addition, staff members receive super-
vision from experienced professionals within and
outside the staff. Students receive credit for par-
ticipation in both pre-service and in-service training.
Regular training sessions are highlighted by the
participation of many of those involved in the
speakers program.

Philosophy: Room To Move has struggled to keep
aware of the changing needs of the student body and
to develop effective ways of meeting those needs. It

has served as a vehicle for communication between
the 'folk medicine' of the street and professional
medicine, and has been instrumental in developing
new models for the delivery of education and health
care services.

This Christmas,
ask fora gift

fora lifetime.
The HP-35 Electronic Slide Rule.
Performs all basic arithmetic, trig and log

calculations automatically. Has an
Addressable Memory, displays 10 digits

in fixed decimal or. scientific notation,

automatically positions decimal
point throughout its 200 decade
range. Cost, $225?

The HP-65 Fully Programmable.
The world's only fully programmable pocket
calculator. You can write, edit and record
orograms up to 100-steps long. You can
take advantage of HP pre recorded
orograms. so you gain the speed/
accuracy benefits of programming
without writing your own.
Performs 51 preprogrammed
functions. Cost. $795:

jmmmmmmm

The HP-80 financial.
Performs virtually all time/money
calculations in seconds. Has a
200-year calendar, an Address-

able Memory. Lets you make
new kinds of manage-

ment calculations

that enable you to

make better

decisions.

Cost, $395:

TheHP-45
Advanced
Scientific.
Performs 44

scientific functions

including vector arith-

metic, rectangular to

polar conversion, mean and standard
deviation. Has 9 Addressable
Memories. At $325; it's the pre pro
grammed calculator for all scientists,

engineers and students of science
and engineering.

M*. at, M^H. -- -

• • o »

ft* m m m m
wssean m mm
* II ll p
« U, *• W
t* v fcijiy- »v< *****

P» if *»

The
HP-70
Business.

Performs

sorts of gene
business, interest,

mcial mar,,-

nrx • tding, bor-

rowing and sav r>g calculations

-precisely q , A
Financial Memory Bank lets you
enter numbers In an\ , md

change them anytime. Has 2

Addressable Memories and a \e<\

affordable pnce, $275.

HEWLETT

*AII HP pocket calculators have Hewlett Packard s

patented RPN logic system with 4 Memory Stack and
carry a one year warranty on parts and labor. Prices

exclude state and local taxes.

Make this a special Christmas. Ask for an instrument crafted to last your
working lifetime and designed to solve the problems you can expect to encounter
throughout that lifetime.

You can get a demonstration of HP calculators at your campus bookstore and a
booklet that will help you select the calculator that's right for you.

On your next trip home, drop a hint about the HP calculator you'd like. If it can't
be found at the local campus bookstore, call toll-free for name and address of
nearest HP dealer, (800) 538-7922 (In Calif, call (800) 662-9862)

A Hewlett-Packard pocket calculator is a gift for a lifetime.

JipjPACKARD

Sales ,i d se' vice from 172 offices in 65 cow'
Dept »'?Pfunendge Ave. Cupert.no.CA 95014

6U 32
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ALPHA ZETA
Officers meeting Monday at 6:30 p.m.

rm. 904 CC. Attendance mandatory.
BOTANY COLLOQUIUM

Dr. Henry N. Andrews, U of Conn.,
Stems, will be the guest speaker at the
Botany Colloq, Tues. 11-12 at 4:30, rm. 203
Morrill Science Center. His topic will be
"Early Land Plants from Maine and Eastern
Canada Recent Discoveries." Coffee will

be served at 4:00

CASIAC STUDENT COUNSELORS
Important meeting for all student

counselors Wed., 11-13 at 7 p:m. E-20
Machmer. Pre- registration information and
scheduling will be dealt with.

CHRISTIANS
Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship

invites all Christians who desire close,

personal fellowship. Meeting tonite at 7:30,

911-CC We will study Romans 7-Freedom
from the Law-so bring your Bibles and a

searching heart.

COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
Organizational meeting for all who are

interested in joining the UMass College
Republican Club on Mon. nite, 11-11, from
8-10 p.m., rm. 172 CC.
COMMUTERS MEETING

Commuter Assembly meeting tonite

in Commuter Lounge at 5:30. Director of

Health Services will discuss the H.M.O.
plan and other service*. All are welcome.
COVEN'S AUTO COURSE

Bob Coven's basic auto colloquia
meets tonite at 6:00 in rm. 903 CC.
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA

Meeting tonite at 6:30 in rm. 102 CC,
many important projects to be discussed.
All sisters please attend.

GAY LINE
The Student Homophile League

offers a hotline and persona! counseling
service for people with gay related
problems or just for information on gay
happenings. Mon.-Fri. 413B SU, 545-0154.
GREEK AREA MEN AND WOMEN

PSE presents "Sex with Ethyl" with
Ron Mazur from the University Health
Services. Mon., 11-11 at 7:30 at Sigma
Delta Tau, 409 N. Pleasant St.

HEART FUND WALKERS
Please turn in your money on the CC

Concourse today or tomorrow, 10-4 p.m.
HEYMAKERS

Officers meeting at 9 p.m. during
regular Tues. nite lessons, all please at-

tend.

NAIADS
All Naiads nterested in going to

movie, meet in WOPE parking lot Mon. at

Writing class

for ed majors

offers credit
There will be a one credit course

offered this semester in Lesson
Writing Planning for education
majors.

Students interested in taking this

course, please sign up in the Ex-

plorations Office, School of
Education, 110 Montague House by
November 20.

Coin club

to sponsor

1st auction
Tonight at 8 p.m. the UMass

Coin Club will present its first

Auction and Silver Dollar Raffle in

the Colonial Lounge. Half of the
raffle profits will be donated to
Belchertown State School. The
auction is open to anyone for
selling or buying. The charge is 5
cents per lot sold.

The Raffle drawing will be held
during the auction; fifteen un-
circulated 19th century silver dollars

will be awarded individually.

The intent of the auction and
raffle is to make people aware of

the club's purpose, which is, to

introduce people to the field of coin
collecting. Also the auction will

provide information to people who
have a coin and want to know
where and when it was issued, its

value, the significance of the

design, etc.

r
Shumway's

Wallpaper A Paint Store, Inc.

320 COLLEGE STREET

Bold and Bright Colors

notices

4:15. Bring cars.

OUTING CLUB
Informative multi-media presentation

displaying the Outdoor Program at U of

Oregon will be shown tonite at 6:30 in rm.
105 CC. All are welcome.
SKI CLUB

UMass Ski Club will be holding a

meeting Wed. 11-13, 8 p.m. in Thompson
106. Nominations will be taken for a club
treasurer and secretary.

STAR TREK LIVES!
Meeting tonite rm. 917 CC at 7:00.

Any interested people invited to attend.
WOMEN'S CREW

All women planning to row with the

Women's Crew this spring-there will be a
meeting on Tues, 11-12 at 6:30 in rm. 9
NOPE.
FOUND

Empty black leather wallet (Buxton)
vicinity Amity St near Lincoln Ave on 11-

4.

LOST
UMass ID. student No. 115100 and a

set of keys on Gulf key chain; Sat., 11-2:

Reward Call Ed. 546-4247.
Brown leather wallet, 11-5. Call David,

546-7775.

Special notebooks in Peoples' Market
Tues. If you picked them up call 549-3677,
Jude.

12:45 — Japanese
Review

Press

2:00 — Pedal Point

2:00 --- Mozart: Church
Sonatas Nos. 12 and 13; 3:10

— Tchaikovsky Violin

Concerto in D; 4:40 —
Ravel: "La Valse"

5:00 — All Things

Considered — Award-
winning Daily News
Magazine

8:30 — Concert of the Week
Strauss: Festive prelude

for the 1913 inauguration of
the Vienna Konzerthaus —
recorded during the 1974

Romantic Festival

FIVE COLLEGE RADIO

ATTENTION

Stockbridge Seniors

Sign up for Senior Pictures in

Stockbridge Hall Office this week.

Pictures to be taken Monday, November
11, 1974, through Friday, November 15th,

11 a.m. -2 p.m. and 4 p.m. -8 p.m., daily.

Bring $2.00 sitting fee. Pictures will be
taken at five minute intervals. Fee will

be used toward purchase of packaged
pictures.

Rm.424S.U.
Stockbridge Senate Office

If due to circumstances you can't keep
your appointment, please arrange for a
new sitting.

The Canon F-l.

images arewhat it's all abo
Photographic equipment can

be a trap. Sometimes, you can get

so involved with it that you lose

sight of your real purpose-
making photographs.

The Canon F-1 can help you
forget about equipment and
concentrate on images. It was
designed, and functions, as an
extension of your photographic
vision. It's responsive in a way that

you must experience to appreciate.

And since it was conceived as a
system camera, every part works
together with effortless smooth-
ness, from the more than 40 Canon
FD and FL lenses to the over 200
accessories.

The heart of the camera is its

central spot metering system.
With it you can use anyone's
exposure system, no matter how
critical, since it only measures the
central 12% of the finder area-

regardless of the focal length used.
So if you re spending too much

time lately worrying about your
equipment, it's time you stopped,
and took a good look at the Canon
F-1 system, and Canon's other
fine cameras—the automatic,
electronic EF, the full-feature FTb,
and the TLb. If you're interested
in images, Canon's your camera.

Canon
A System of Precision

Canon USA. Inc 10 Nevada Drive. Lake Success New York 1 1040

Canon u<JP?~
nj4« 'Tr/^

7 Fulle*on Avenue. Elmhurst. Illinois 60126
rfn^n mIa

C
i??

E |st Paular.no Avenue. Costa Mesa, California 92626Canon USA. Inc Bldg B-2 1050 Ala Moana Blvd
. Honolulu. Hawai. 96814canon Optics & Business Machines Canada Ltd

. Ontario

>-

With this coupon and a purchase of JS 00 240 g£

Maxwell House
21b.Coffee $470 1
All Grinds— 2 Pound Can ^L

LlnN one can per cu.lom., (3 004 Men . No, 1 1 - U< . Me* i« fS

With this coupon and a purchase of (5.00 243 §

TideLaundry I
Detergent MQc

49 Ounce Box M ^Lf
J-Hnit one bo« per cuitomer OooO Men . Nov 11 - Set , Nov It

ti!

With this coupon and a purchase ot $5 00

! I

241 *

•..'-.• i .. . * . i .

I II

With this coupon and a purchase of $5.00

:

Chicken of the Sea
Solid White
Tuna 7 Ounce Can

In Oil 49
LMtm ont can o#- cutiowf Oooo Mon . Nev 1 1 - Sal No> It

Kitt!&:..,.'..

I

I

•I:

i:

i

I jJ "AA" 93 Score 14 Pound Prints

h

Stop&Shop
l lb. Butter£Qc

I'init 0«« pkg par Cullomtr Good Mo" . Nan II - Sal. Nev It

•4A§> j^''j u .
..'. .'

.>
>'

«.-.• • exfi
Any or all coupons may be redeemed with only on* $5 purchase ^~™~™"~ T."".T"~.T" v •;v'?fm^|

With this coupon and a purchase of $5 00 244

Stop&Shop
Shortening $1J9

3 Pound Can ^^

\Zm.
Limit on* can per c«ho">ii Good Mon . Nov u - Sal . Nov i« o

SSI> » »^ ^-*w--- •„' » - i - '.*.* • v - V" " -' ' "' »- - - '. - -.
. % v - %. ^^" *» ^ -_a»^.^ %- — w a^a* *

In response to your concern about high prices...

Oncewe'vepriced an itemon
our shelf, it sells for that price-
even IS therewas a price increase inthe meantime

Starts Mon., Nov. 11 -Sat., Nov. 16

Stop&Shop wants
tobe your

Food Stamp Store.

Values in our grocery department!

Stop&Shop Salad Oil '.,?' 89c

Palmolive Liquid e&SSSRSi 69c

Figaro Tuna for Cats 5 tft *1

Nine Lives Cat Food 2 SLS 89c

Tuna & Egg Liver ft Gravy. Seafood Ptaitor or Tuna

Chow Mein Bi-Packs f*, «*,« *V*
Shrimp Ch>ck«n Or B«#f

Chow Mein Noodles u em *& 39c

La Choy Soy Sauce IT 45c

Chop Suey Vegetables "<=•"» "." 59c

t

All-week freezer specials!

Orange Juice
Sun Glory

1 100% Orange Juice
""

from Florida

».t .! 37
Taste O'Sea Fish Cakes 3 '',', *1

Taste O'Sea Shrimp Dinner p",' 69c

Fried Clams 8SS £ 85c

Shoestring Potatoess"» ji- *""«l:i 59*

TTeeTavern
Pizza

16 oz.

Pr-g.

79c10 or
P»g

VI 29c

Macaroni & Cheese
Beef or Chicken Pie

Birds Eye Peas
Fleischmann's Egg Beaters ;\y 85c

Turnovers Peppendge Farm "
P;" 69c

Eggo Blueberry Waffles 'AS 49 c

Bavarian Cream Cake ' p\V 79c

VxGallon Merit
Ice Cream oac

Assorted Flavors — 'i Gal Cart

Light n' Lively TgHSXT
Ice Cream Sandwich »•**»«

Oa I

vv; 89'

Values from our dairy department!

Minute Maid
1Orange Juice

From Concentrate

32oi
Cartons3

Pillsbury
Cookies AQ°

Cnocoiate Cn>o or Suaar ^m^ "me-

One of your greatest concerns has been repricing of items already on the

shelf. So when there's an increase, we won't increase the price on pres-

ent shelf stock. We'll put new merchandise at the rear of the shelf and
post a new unit price tag showing the new, higher price. (Unit price tags

with both the old and new prices are being prepared.) Other than spe-

cials, the only evidence of price re-marking will be on items repriced

prior to now. It may be several weeks before previously repriced items

are all sold from store shelves. If you find an item with more than one
price, we'll charge the lowest price.

"Quality-Protected" Beef Naturally Aged

BeefRibRoast
LargeEnd,.!

When you start with great beef — beef that's naturally RlDS
tender, juicy, flavorful — you're bound to serve a great dinner. '

BeefRib Steak
SJ29LargeEnd 4th & 5th

Ribs

Bone-lh

1st-3rdRibs

Boneless "Quality-Protected'

lb.

$449
I ib

$059
a£ Ib.

Beef Rib Roast-Small End
Beef Rib Eye Steak Bodies*

Simply Super, uniformly good every time!

Ground Beef M
'Simply Supar regular ground beel contains not more man 28% of fat ^aaa^^^B^^I

Beef Chuck Shoulder
Steak-Boneless = $

f49
Lovitt Breaded Veal Patties ^en - 2 pound package $

1
59 ^^ lb

Not the photographic kind,

but the luscious desert
kind...a recipe for no-bake
Cheesecake made with cot-
tage cheese. Read the in-

formative article on pre-natal
care, too. Get your free

Consumerisms at Stop &
Shop.

From ourown kitchen!

PotatoSalad
Or Cole Slaw

W« maka the«« ourMlvas
you'll b« proud to atrva mam

2 lbs. of Meat Loaf

Tapioca Puddings

1 lb.

Pkg 45*
FfMa« S189

2 lis 89°

Catch these great values!

Turbot Fillets
Frozen

Bake with onions, lemon fuict and
white wine gourmet eating. 19

Cooked Shrimp 36-40

Matlaw's Clams Casino
Matiaws Stuffed Clams
Taste O'Sea

Eido'sdo lei. $4f
Br«*>4 Bit I

9^

Coofcea Haddock er
Fiounea- Fillet!

»kg «75J^

1 ID. 1119
P«0 I

From Stop & Shop's own bakery!
Bakery prices effective Monday

Big Daisy Bread
41Stop & Shop Sliced

White— iv» ib. loaf

3"e« Si
Ptga

TOaStieS '» 10^ 01 . Date t M o> Cam * 01 >*kg da

Buttermilk Bread *•<*>»»<>• 3i25.*1

English Muffins

Daisy Donuts
Stop & Shop Pumpkin Pie

Stop & Shop Squash Pie

Stop & Shop Fudge Cake
Pound Cake oV^S:^ 2 ftS M

S<oc 1 Shoe

K.'c»e« Cupboard 7CC
it M 1) ll I! I O

^r 83 c

'i£ 83c

,5 ~ 79°

Swift Premium Meat or

Beef Franks
89'Great Values from our 1 |

Self-ServiceDeh' Pkg

Brown & Serve Sausages 79c

Swift Premium Bacon $$&& ;* M M

Sliced to order in our Deli-Hut!
Avj-'ab'e rfl s'L-ei 'eatyiig a service det

ColdCuts
99Nepco

Olive. P&P, Mock Chicken
Luncheon or Pepper Loaf

Skinless Sausage ,«;r;:, M*
Swift Corned Beef Brisket ,r«";'1?»

Pork Shoulder Roll *%£&& Mi?

Macaroni Salad 49fB

Imported Honey Glazed Ham:? M 1 *

Meat Loaf »».o „,. , mm m S 69°

Norwegian Jarlsberg Cheese '1!J

: » QQc
Con 3J7

Chocolate Chip or Suga

2 Ib. Cottage Cheese s,«

»

s"

Ballard Biscuits 8 ,'.,. M
Parkay Maxi-Cup Margarine e2 73

Edam orGouda Cheese "•»"«' co°-. 79c

RiggioMozzarella

i* -r » t

«J 49

First of the Season, Fresh Florida

Tangelos 12 $9C

Sweet and refreshing low m calories Satisfy that craving for a
snack with these delicious eating tangelos.

Red Delicious Apples 3 • 69c Native Green Cabbage 9C
C

Fresh Cauliflower •«*«•» 69?, Holiday Cactus 3> Pot 99?,
"f» e"**»tf *o> it » tot a.• tot m eese 'o'i o' to ott#» '«ia<i eestet c •»*© n* • i

Savings on health & beauty aids!

Arrid Deodorant

a*

r

Regular,
Unscer>ted, '„%
Powder 99c

jJlSoz^Bredi
• 9 Normal, Dry, Oily Jft •"•

BabyPo^vder
Stop & Shop

14 oz. Container 49c

aCaT-ejUff 0nM«y 10

S&VV* assemble...

Furniture
Rich Walnut Fin-

vO^
ished — Carefree ^r ••

Top — In handy carry home
carton. 16 x 24 x 19" End Table,

18 x 48 x 15" Cocktail Table, 18

x 1 8 x 1
9" Octagon Drum Table,

or 24 x 15 x 22" Record Cabinet.

ST0P&SHOPin*HADLEY-AMHERSTRoute9attheHadley-AmherstUnc. 8:00a.m.- 10:00p.m., Mon.-Sat Get your Stop & Shopsworth!
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There will be a meeting of
campus feminists today in the
Campus Center from 1 1 a.m. -2 p.m.
to form a planning committee
whose purpose will be to sponsor
an event to bring together as many
feminists as possible from all areas
of the University.

A group of women representing
various feminist groups on campus
met October 27 to discuss
University issues affecting women.
They decided further dialogue,
resource sharing, and planning for

future communication and coor-
dinated action were needed. The

Aid funds available
Funds are available to provide

financial aid assistance for Spring
semester. The Financial Aid Office

encourages students, who have not

already applied, to apply. A student

must file: a University aid ap-

plication and either a PCS or an

Research
methods
explained

Need help in the library? Do you
really know how the system works?
During the month of January, the
UMass Library Reference
Department will sponsor "research
methods" courses.

Covering any topic from general
information to specific subject
areas (German lit., political

science,...), these mini-sessions will

be held from Monday, January 20
through Friday, January 24, 1975.
Each session is two hours long and
is available free of charge.
Registration forms and further

information are available at the
Reference Desks on the main floor

(5-0150). The deadline for
registration is Sunday, November
24th.

* *AT l

»ok smith com. {•;<;*:

'powm
QrfVUSC j

i NORTHAMPTON '

—NOW— 7:00*9:15

See it at the 6th oldest

theatre in the United
States

— on the big screen —

OFTHE
BEST
tmidt

cttotul
OTTTUT
nietn
UK"

'I

\
DOLLAR!IMON

iNiflhtmmnmn
Film Times

ACADEMY OF MUSIC -
That's Entertainment - 7 00

9:15

AMHERST CINEMA -
S Easy Piecaa - 8:45

Easy Rider - 7:00

CALVIN -
California Split - 7:00 9 00

CAMPUS CINEMA -

1) Gold - 7:00-9:15

2) Flesh Gordon - 7:00 845
31 Duddy Kravitz - 7 00 9 15

MT. FARMS 4 -
Groove Tube - 4 45 6 15 7:45

9:15

Sleeper - 5:30-9:00

Everything About Sex 7:15
2001: A Space Odyssey - 5:00-

8JK>
That's Entertainment - 4:46 -

7.00 - 8:16

SHOWCASE -
Rabbi Jacobs 730 920
Harry & Tonto - 7:25 9:30

Longest Yard 7:30 9:45

Flesh Gordon - 7:20 840 10 10

Airport - 7:30 940
Odessa File 7 30 9 40

SFS. The University application

must be returned to 243 Whitmore
no later than November 30th and
the PCS's and the SFS's must be
mailed to Princeton, NJ and
Berkley, CA, respectively, by
November 22nd.

All applications are available in

the Financial Aid Office, 243
Whitmore.

when, what, and how of such a

conference will be decided by the

planning committee formed
tonight.

Campus feminists sponsoring
this action include the
Carnegie Project; Women and
Career Options; Everywoman's
Center; SBA Women's Caucus;
School of Ed Women's Caucus;
Southwest Women's Center; the

Women's Studies Program; Assoc.
Provost Jean Leppaluoto; and Sally

Freeman and Salle Hamilton of the

Student Development Center.

The meeting is open to all

feminists, staff-students-faculty.

The room number will be posted on
the elevator schedule.
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Hamburg. Germany 1963
Peter Miller is gong inside the dreaded Odessa More
than a tew people hope he doesn t get out ever

Allen fl"""
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gJJLCitrous 1*2 Springfield, Ma.

Television Tonight
6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH "Soldiers
Sometimes Kill." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)
(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "The
Ballad Of the Everydav Housewife."
(27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA "The Hayburner." (40)
6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

ERICA (24)

MOVIE "The Breaking Point." (27)

BEWITCHED (38)

ZOOM! (57)

6 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

CHCK VAN DYKE SHOW "My Two
Showoffs and Me." 111)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)

UNTOUCHABLES "Star Witness."
(56)

THE SCIENCE AND ART OF
FOOTBALL (57)

730 NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

POLICE SURGEON (8)

WILBURN BROTHERS (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (22) (30)

ANTIQUES (24)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW (38)

. POLKA With Frank Knight and
Eddie Zavaski From Rocky Hill, Conn.
(40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8 00 AFTER DINNER SHOWCASE
World At War: Desert 1940-1943"

(3)

THE ROOKIES "Prelude To
Vengeance." (8) (40)

HASIUHS PERSPECTIVE (18)

BORN FREE (22) (30)

'

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK "In
Performance at Wolf Trap." (24) (67)
' BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "The
Marriage Machine." (38)

DEALER'S CHOICE (56)
8:30 SAFARI TO ADVENTURE (27)
GREEN ACRES "Old Mail Day."

(38)

9:00 MAUDE (3)

DINAH' (56)

NFL MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
GAME (8) (40)

THE OTHER SIX DAYS (18)
MOVIE "Pete V Tillie." (22) (30)
THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

9:30 RHODA (38)

CAUGHT IN THE ACT{24) (57)
PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT

BILKO (271

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)
10:00 MEDICAL CENTER "Tainted
Lady." (31

CHALLENGE OF TRUTH (18)
WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK

(24) (57)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)
THE TEN O'CLOCK MOVIE "Jesse

James." (38)

HOLLYWOOD'S GOLDEN YEARS
(56)

10:30 CONNECT REPORT (18)
WOMAN "On Being A Woman

Playwright." (24)

PORTUGUESE AROUND US (27)
BEHIND THE LINES (57)

1100 EYEWITNESS NEWS (31

NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (18)
'22) (27) (30)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
NEWS (57)

It 30 MOVIE "Twelve O'Clock High
(3)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)
CHARLIE CHAPLIN "Mabel At the

Wheel." (27)

LA^GH CLASSICS (38)

11.45 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

See - GEORGE C. SCOTT,
Director - Producer - Star of

"THE SAVAGE IS LOOSE"
°*t

TheraJsnotlifng more savage
than the tlum<n. tu&rt in need.

Vn

urn «
THE SAVAGE

II LOOSE
George C. Seott ^ Irish Van Devere
co-starrmg John David CarsonandLee H. Montgomery

A film about a shipwrecked
family caught between society
induced moral behavior and
uncontrolled primal instincts.

_PRErVIIERE OPENING - WED. NOV . 1 3th

SPECIAL: 50* OFF REGULAR $2.50
.ADMISSION PRICE WITH STUDFMT in

it

TOlronizeyour

local camera
specialtydealer
whereyou can
besure ofexpert
acMcecouL
with personal

service

Scientific psychology methods
may reflect status-quo values

Dr. Elliot Mishler will speak
tonight on "Psychology Misap-
plied" how "scientific"
techniques and methods reflect-

perpetrate many status-quo
assumptions and values. Dr.
Mishler will trace this phenomenon
through IQ testing, R.D. Laing and
the Cult of Individualism, and B.F.

Skinner and Behavior Modification.
Dr. Mishler's lecture will be held

at 7:30 p.m. in Room 113 C.C. and
is open to all.

Dr. Mishler is a professor at the
Harvard Medical School and a
psychologist at Mass. Mental
Health Center. He's done sub-
stantial work in the three areas over

Help us help you.
Use .Zip Code.

YourPostal Servi<

the past few years. As a
professional and an activist, his

approach and perspective should
be extremely interesting.

Students at UMass especially in

Education, Psychology, and
Sociology are urged to attend and
participate in the dialogue around
the perplexing problem of how to
apply theory in practice.

This is the second of a series of
lectures presented by Student
Volunteer Services entitled "The
Use and Abuse of Psychology:
Dealing with Social Problems".

Canon"
Canon USA. Inc.. 10 Nevada Drive. Lake Success. New York 1 1040

Canon USA. Inc. 457 Fullerton Avenue. Elmhurst. Illinois 60126
Canon USA, Inc

. 123 East Paulanno Avenue. Costa Mesa. California 92626
Canon USA. Inc.. Bidg B-2. 1050 Ala Moana Blvd . Honolulu. Hawaii 96814

Canon Optics & Business Machines Canada. Ltd . Ontario

Visit your friends at:

Allied Motor

Parts
319 Main St., Amherst

12:30 - Calendar - A round up of
cultural events in the area

12:45 - Japanese Press Review
1:00 - Options - Uncle Sam as

Worldwide Weapons Dealer
2:00 - Pedal Point

2:00 Mozart: Church Sonatas
Nos. 12 and 13

2:25 Brahms: Clarinet quintet in b
3:10 Tchaikovsky: Violin Con-

certo in D
4:40 Ravel: La Valse
5:00 - All Things Considered -

NPR'S award-winning program
that takes a fresh look at the news

7.00 - Colors

7:30 - Que Tal, Amigos?
8:30 - Concert of the Week -

Recorded during the 1974
Romantic Festival. Works include:
Weber: Mass in G for Soloists,
Chorus and Orchestra; Duparc: To
the Stars, tone poem.

(?\MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified drop by

the Colieaian Office between
• Mam and 3:45 p m. Monday
Friday.
The deadline is J:4S. two days

before the day your ad ,% to
appear.
The rates art
Daily S 30 par line*

Waakly S 25 par Una*
Monthly » 20 par Una*

'Two linaa on form
approximate ona Una

"MDC CUui\jedA
FOR SALE

Hiking boot!, md
7M U Hum Worn
253 5728

wt . woman's I

4 time. S28

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1973 Hodaka 125 cc. good cond
.

brokan bona forces sale S460 1
634 2145

FOR SALE

Used gultara bought and sold.

[
The Guitar Workahop. Amharst

I Carriage Shops. 549 1728

Coats Midi suada coat, midi
dungaraa coat, rabbit fur jacket
and navy blue laathar lecket CeU
Margia 546 7849

For Shaklaes natural vitamins,
cosmetics and basic H Call Carol
549 1737

PA SYSTEM S500 Has mikes
cords, stc Good cond Call Pata
549 1534 3 9pm

Air conditioner for aala Used
only 2 months Norga brand. 7.000
BTU a Asking S100 00 Contact
Bobby 549 6991 Call after 9 30 pm
Kaap trying Chack it out

Vamaha Guitar
case 253 7353

FG300 with

Baskatball. rim and backboard
520 Barbells 1120 lbs) SIS.
Humidifier S20. Tennis trainer S6
Hockey shin guerd S6 Call 323 4556
after 7pm

Peir of Fabiano Alps, derk gray.
sua 6 and one hell L. brand new
Must sell S23 Call 546 0716 days
Ask for Cindi

Flute Gemalnherdt Never uaed
with guarantee Solid silver M2S
S260 546 6677

STEREO EQUIPMENT . AR
Speaker, end Turntables LOW
LOW PRICES 263 9624

RECEIVER Sony SO wte rms
ch. new S350 now 1200 TURN
TABLE DUAL 1215 aoll S76
CASSETTE DECK Advent 201.
new S300 now SITS HEAD
PHONES Koas Pro 4AA new 960.
now S35 Call Gary 666 4197
Sunderland

S month old boa constrictor, heet
light, cage all you need. SS0 546
6104

Waterbed complete, heated,
queen site, under guarantee, sioo
Call Pete. MS 306)4

Clean bicycle Raleigh 24 end
ona half inch. Brooke pro saddle,
campy seat post. Reynolds frame.
Dura AceS2 41 Crane Regina chain,
alloy rims and mora Total cost
over S450 Will part with for S330
firm Call 564 5791 after 6. aak for
Herb

Austin America engine 1M6
S700 Good running, all parts, 2
600x12 studded tires 6M pr 256
62S4

Toyota engine menuel-SR. 3 rb. 3
re. 2 rims and one new snowtlre.
one recap snowtlre Joke. 5 0158 or
263 7693 keep trying

Crown IC 160 Pre amp. Part
cond . 3 mo. old Werr cda S2M
367 9696 anytime

Skis Roslgnol 190 cm Neveds
toe. Merkar heal, good shape 76
bucks 549 1317

Kay Bees Violin. 20 30 years old
New Roeewood flngerboerd cloth
cese. no bow 549 0526

Gibson Pedal Steel Guitar Los
Paul gld top Damn Good Daelsl
Jim 546 6660

Tirea - 2 E7» 14 anow tirea with
rima Used one winter Call 646
7663 Ask for E.J

Beeson Trumpet Good con-
dition S75 or beet offer 646 8600

Used Lanco L76 menuel turntable
with e Stenton Gooaa cartridge
Best offer Bob 546 9155

Turnteble Duel 1229 WB. DC and
Oust Bug 1 yr old S200 Ex cond
549 3677 Ron

Sony TC126 stereo ces deck
(with own amp). Chro tepestsck
5150 546 5062

Conn Cleveland Alto Saxophone
Excellent cond . peds new Good
action Make offer Call Paul at 2M
8056

Refrig excellent brend. 5 cu .

used 1 mo . SM or bast offer Call
nights Bruce. 6 9737

AUTO FOR SALE

1M0 TR3 TR4 engine Good
shepe. many xtraa. but needs
rediator S600 6*6 4113

Muat sell - Will accept beat
offer made by Nov 15 1M7 Black 6
cyl. Firebird Call 263 7360 No rust
New tiree

FOR RENT
Room in spanking new home

available for S85 plus utilities
Situeted in So Amharet Student
inhabited Cell 266 8066

1st floor apt. 3 rms and bath
i145 includes heat end elec
Available 12 1 773 5645 Greenfield

1 bedroom in country houae
darkrm

. 5 mi from UMass Must
see" S100 util included 253 7887

Room end boerd in quiet home in
Northampton in exchange for 20
hours per week child care, four
mornings per week We seek
mature person for long term
arrangement Call 586 4213

3 bdrm house in Amheret
Fireplace S300 par mo Likely
Listings 256 6896

Leveratt. 1 bdrm apt in farm
house. 4 mi from Campua S165
par mo plus Likaly Listings 256
8896 immediately

In country. 3 bdrm. one-half
houae in Wendell S22S per mo
includes heat and hot H20 Likely
Listings 266 88M

WANTED

Usad bicycle. preferably
woman t coaster Call Michael
Dror. Cham Eng . 5-0431

Competent estrologer. hyp
notist medium, etc for perty atMHC the 15th Smell S offered Cell
538 4352

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

Bertenders. waiters and
waitreeees Part time Call The
Hide A Way et 467 8393 or M7 7393

But drivers needed Claaa II

license required Cell 256 8316

Craft Shop. Sats . 12 to 4 p m
$2 50 per hr . must have some
knowledge of silver and laether
work Inquire et CRAFT SHOP
lower level. Student Union Bldg

Cen you drew7 Do you have a
sense of humor? The editorial
pages need five cartoonists to do
rempus humor Call Dean Tucker

1M6 Rambler, runs well.
665 3614

S250

M Chevy Wagon. cyl. new
tires, good gas mileage and run
nine condition S350 Call 546 7918

69 VW Seden. excellent con
dition S900 Call 2M MM after 3 30
p m

Muat aoll 69 VW. rebuilt engine,
gd cond . snow tires. Reesoneble
Eve 246 MM
1M7 Amphicar 70 mph plus M

mpg csr on land. 12 knot, 14 ft boat
in water Low milooge. runs excel

.

5995 00 includes spore car 1M9
Charger RT BE. all optiona includee
sunroof. 4M magnum, mage, only
S6M 1M9 GTO needs work S200
Call 527 4M3

SUPER 67 TR4A new tirea

engine, point, battery AM FM
Must sell 41MB or best offer
Please call Llaa 763 3649

1M1 Morris Minor Woody
Wagon »JM or BO MS 4113

TO SUBLET

2 bdrm Brandywina Apt Jan
Sept No dapoait 549 1901 1 mile
from UMass

ROOMMATE WANTED
Male wentad to ahara 3 br

Townhouse Cooperatively S115
256 BOM

To shsre apt with three other.
S85 F 756 8834 Own room Utilities
included

1 2 roommates to share 6 im apt
in Millers Falls S55 per mo Call Pat
669 3619 Keep trying

Women grad at to share 4
bedroom house with 3 women 263
2646 ask for Allison

Wanted Female to ahara rm in
2 bdrm apt S56 util incl Col VII
256 0264

5 mallow people looking for
reasonably quiet rmmate Own rm
(ami in hsa nr campua 549 3477

2 needed to share rm. in hae
N ham Clean, quiet SM ee end
shsre ut 584 6189

WANTED

Couple recently married eeek
apt in aree in SIM to S166 range
Will conaidar room with kitchen
priv Bill 546 2304

Couple needs 2 rm apt near
campua Dec 1 June 1. 4140 SIM
M6 3M7

Need dog houee for Springer
Spaniel Cheap immediately Call
263 72S2

RIDE WANTED
To Boston (Elton John concert)

Nov 20 Call Shelley 6 M19

To Oregon Intsass Share S 5
2412 No 312

To St Louis. Missouri for Jan.
Intercession Call 649-8676 Will
share expenae

TRAVEL

Charter flights to Europe and
California Call Campua Travel 546
0600

Low price trips to Mexico.
Florida. Caribbeen Call Campua
Travel 545 0500

To the Popcorn Kid - happy
birthday from 3N Field Good luck
and bast wishes

Frenco Americans' Gat ready for

n " ,„W# n,,d y0u WriteDugas 336 Herter or D Matteau
cere of Collegian for mora in
formation

Astrology and self awareness is
a workshop offered by the New
F-nglend Center. Nov 15 17 Group
leeders will be the staff of
Ometrica. Astrologicsl Ssrvicas
Csll 549 0886 for info on student
discount

BRAND NAME PRODUCTSWHERE YOU POCKET THE DIF
FERENCE Chanel No 5 REG S35NOW $9 95 Chriet.en Dior Perfume
REG S37 50 NOW $9 95 Greet
Christmas GIFTS' Free on cimpti
delivery Cell 6 8303

Ed from Zeta Nu - did you make
it beck lest Friday night from theCampus Center? We would like to
see vou again but we can t canwe? Freckles b Hearts

Booters H s been e great three
seesons Wish it could be moreTwo faithful fens

A special heppy 17th to MeryAnn Reddecliffe my No 1 galfrom Clover Hill I II tp,nk youwhen I get home, so wetch out'f
I m not even lying'" Love always
Dick

4200 REWARD for information
regarding the wheroeboute of
Weyne A Tiffany, former U M
theater student Laat known ad-
dress Northampton Call collect or
write Kent Barclay. 66 Bardin St
Hanover Me Phone 617 826 2836

SERVICES

Term papers' Canada s largest
service For catelogue send S2 to
ESSAV SERVICE. 67 Spadlna Ave
No 2M. Toronto. Ontario. Canada
Campus franchiaea available
P'ease write

Passports - Feet service Long's
Photo Hours 9 6 Tel 263 3148

Lesrn to repair your own car I

will teach you how while I repair it

for you Specialiting in SAAB end
other foreign cera Call Guv 2M
6110

Speedy Xeroxing Rapid
reproduction Amherat Carriage
Shops. 233 N PlaaaantSt M F 9
9 Sat 9 7 Sun 11 7 549 jM
Same day service

Profeeeionsl guitar rapeira by
guitar maker Michael Millard
Mon Wed. Frl at The Guitar
Workshop. Amharet Cerrlage
Shops 549 1728 Free estimates

/ I PERSONALS

Problem Pregnancy? 694 8616
weekdaye. 7 8 p m for in-
formation

Univeraity Blood Drive. Nov 11
14 Sign up on Nov. 4-7 at C.C
Concourse

To my Robert Redford. Happy 1

yr Shall we try for two? Love. Vour
Fen

INSTRUCTION
Classical guitar lessons

Conservatory background Kevin
Collins. 253 7976

DOG TRAINING Obedience
problem dogs, protection and
security 549 1342 VALLEY K 9
ACADEMY

Yoga courses for bag and inter .

experienced teecher More info call
549 0842

Happy Birthday,
from all of ua

Broph Love

Am doing study on illegitimacy
and would appraciete any info
about vour life if you were born out
of wedlock Call Anne at 546 9781

8 wk old English Setter puppies
available We have nine cutiea. no
dorm residents (.lease 323 7609
after 5pm
ILLEGITIMATE English Setter

puppies need good home. weaka
'old Call 323 TOM after 6pm

Mr G happy one month Love.
Mrs Q

SERVICES
NEED A GOOD INEXPENSIVE

HAIRCUT? Both male and femele
Cut and blow dry S3 00 Ex
perioncad hairdroaaer References
Salon D Italia and Salon Boccaccio
of Boston Coll Fren at 544 6296

Campua ciube ~ " and
Oraoniiatsona, Do you want tp
publish high quelltv newsletter
pamphlet, maee'lna or booklet???
Let the Meaeege Company hole
vou write, layout deelgn and print
itll Reasonable fees Contact Jerry
et 263 9M9 for Information

NEEO A CAR? Don't be heaalad
by a seiesmem Let Irwin Rich,
student rap for Cahillone Motora
(A M C Dodge Hondo) help you
meet your automotive needs
Ouellty uaed cars Mt 1372 He
wenta to bo of service

Pessport photos. 24 hr service,
15 M Call Joe ni«hte at 549 6698

FREE

Puppies, one half Samoyad and
one helf Beagle Call 323 7332

Collie puppy. Mount Form Mall
116 74 Flee collar Call 323 7M7

1 pair gold framed glaaaea
aviator type Cell Brenda 6 M71

ENTERTAINMENT
Gat your party rockinl Call Stave

Rich and Cheryl at 6 MIS or 6 M26
for DJe with style Super cheap

Wanted Vocaliat or vocal
musician and drums for rock bend
Cell 2M 81M aft 4

Eat your heart out. Paul
Newman. Cool Hand Luke" Nov
10 CCA. 7 and 9 30

Peul Newman Fanal He a hare in
Cool Hand Luke Nov 10 CCA 7

and 9 30

VMS SOME OF MY BEST
FRIENDS Sat. Nov 16. Hille North.
7tc cover. 25c boor

The Day of the Jecbel" is
coming Fn Nov 19 end Sat Nov
16 at 6 30 9M and 11 M in theSUB

CALCULATORS

Calculetor tale - College
Celculetore offere lowest prices
anywhere All models available!
Taxes Inat . Hewell Peckers).
Unicorn. All machines new ens)
euer with 2 month nsploeoment
warrenty. Before you buy e
calculetor call me I cen boat any
price anywhere Look for my
posters sround cempus for detelie
Then cell Bob C-oweli et 648 1318

V
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MARTIN F.NOLAN

Globemen
at Smith
tonight
An editor and a reporter from

The Boston Globe will lecture at

Smith College in Northampton

tonight.

Martin F. Nolan, Washington

bureau chief and Robert Healy,

executive editor of The Globe will

give their impressions of the current

political scene in a talk at 8 tonight

in McConnell Hall at Smith.

Their talk is free and open to the

public. It is fourth in a series titled

"The Presidential Crisis: View from

the Press," presented by The

Globe, the five colleges, and the

journalistic studies program at

UMass.
Five College Public Radio Station

WFCR (88.5 FM) will broadcast the

talk live. Following the talk the

speakers will meet with the public

at a coffee hour.

Since 1965 he has been a

national political reporter in

Washington, covering Congress,

White House politics, and the inner

workings of the bureaucracy. He
has also written articles for "The
Atlantic," "The Reporter," "The
New York Times Review," "The
New Republic," "Village Voice,"

and others.

Robert Healy, in addition to being

Globe executive editor, covers the

political scene in Washington and
Boston. His awards include the

Associated Press Award for

newswriting, and a Pulitzer Prize

team ' award for his part in in-

vestigative stories about Francis X.

Morrissey's qualifications for a

Federal judgeship.

Remaining lectures in the series
will be Nov. 25 at Amherst College,
and Dec. 9 at UMass.
f

TONITK:

CALICO SAM

Tomorrow:

The 11th

House
featuring

Larry Coryell,

&

Good Friend Coyote

(over— $4.00

Rusty Nail

IUe. 47, Sunderland
665-4937

ACROSS
1 Eapress

derision

5 Having no
guide

10 Bakery
product

14 Noun suMix

15 Uproar
16 N Amer

Indian

1 7 Marine fish

18 That which
entices

20 <md of cigar

22 Yukon's
neighbor

23 Cans
24 Insurrection

25 Long
harangue

28 People
eater

32 Luau treat

33 Relinquish an
office

35 European
shrub

36 Of wings
38 Full gainers.

• g.

40 Midday
41 Musical

symbols
43 Nest for

insects' eggs
45 Besides
46 Appreciative

48 Rapiers

50 Feels pain

51 Cabbage dish

52 Describe

55 Complacency
59 Reprimanded

severely 3
words

61 Heathen deity

62 Ceremonial
act

63 Mi.s Gj'bo
64 Actor Franco

65 Maple genus
66 Insert

67 Winged insect

DOWN
1 Hardware
item

2 S. Amer
Indian

3 Examine
closely

4 Not flighty

5 Not looked
after

6 Christmas
carols

7 Capital of

Peru

8 Extrasensory

percep
9 Keep in

custody
10 Alternation

11 "Miss—
Regrets"
Gaze
Russian river

In the course
of
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12

13

19

21 United
24 Estimated
25 Precisely

26 Pigment
27 Lasso
28 Polite

29 Of great

breadth
30 In harmony:

2 words
31 Gives out

temporarily

34 Without:
Informal

37 Employe
39 Earthly

42 Paris'

waterfront
44 Smelter

refjse

47 Cover with

feathers

49 Canvas
structure

51 Attacked by
blows

52 Mrs. Copper
field

53 Narrative

poem
54 Elaborate

dinner

55 Sennet
56 Delightful

abode
57 Bird

58 Long narrow
notch

60 Ash
receptacle

IT

56"

IF

36

41

46

H
52

5T

62

53 54

23

37

50

21

33

T?
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42

15

18

W

47

w

43

9

28
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55

I

H
51

22

48

19

35
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w

40
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61

64

67

11

29

45

56
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
8* SttHa Wider
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THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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Michigan State staggers Ohio

State; upsets dominate top 20
Goodbye, East Lansing, Mich.
And for Ohio State, it's goodbye

National Championship too —
unless the Tigers of Auburn can
pull off some sort of small miracle

on Nov. 29.

But then, after the happenings in

college football this past weekend,
even the smallest of miracles would
have to seem possible. For as
unbelievable as No. 1 Ohio State's

16-13 upset loss to Michigan State

might have seemed, who would've.
ever believed that four other top 10

teams plus a pair of bowl-bound
outfits would also meet defeat on
the same Saturday so late in the

season?

But first things first:

It was, without a question, the
upset of the season at East Lansing,

Mich., where the unheralded
Spartans of Michigan State toppled

mighty Ohio State on Levi

Jackson's 88-yard to ramble with

time running short in the final

period. The Buckeyes' desperate

drive to the one as the clock ran out

only made the dramatics of the day
more memorable.
Now Ohio State, sure to drop in

the ratings, must beat Michigan on
Nov. 23 and in turn hope for an
Auburn win over Alabama on the

29th if they are to again gain college

football's highest ranking.

The Crimson tide, tied for no. 2

with Michigan, immediately

assumed the role of opportunists by
"whomping up" on LSU, 30-0,

behind the quarterbacking of
Richard Todd and the running of

Willie Shelby. "We're No. 1!" The
capacity crowd at Birmingham
chanted, and maybe they're right.

Michigan, which still must face

Ohio State at Columbus for the Big

Ten title showdown on Nov. 23,

struggled past Illinois 14-6 on 146
yards and one TD from Gordon
Bell. And with Joe Washington
leading the onslaught with 143

yards and one TD, Oklahoma
ripped Missouri 37-0.

Fourth-rated Texas £&M was
shocked by Southern Methodist 18-

14 at Dallas when the Mustangs'
Rickey Wesson scored one TD and
Wayne Morris rushed for 112 yards
to overcome a pair of scores from
the Aggies' Jerry Honore.

About the only consolation for

Texas A&M was tenth-ranked
Texas' surprising 34-24 loss to

Baylor which was accomplished
through three second half TD
drives engineered by Bears'
quarterback Neal Jeffrey. Texas
A&M and Texas still have a Nov. 29

shoot-out upcoming, but Baylor,
with only one Southwest Con-
ference loss, now looms as the
favorite for the Cotton Bowl berth.

No. 6 Penn State, likewise

believed headed for the Cotton
Bowl, suffered its lumps too, falling

12-7 to North Carolina State when
the Wolfpack's Stan Fritts ran for

one TD and passed 22 yards to Pat
Hodance for the game-winner.

Sugar Bowl-bound Florida,

ranked seventh, suffered a bout of

complacency when unranked (but

still hopeful) Georgia posted an
upset 17-16 victory behind Matt
Robinson's game-winning two-
point conversion pass. The Gators,

like Ohio State, fell short in the

waning seconds of play when
quarterback Don Gaffney was
unable to complete a two-point
conversion pass to Jimmy Dubose.

Elsewhere among the top-rated

teams, No. 8 Nebraska got by Iowa
State 23-13 on a pair of short TD
runs by Freshman Monte Anthony;
No. 9 Auburn, headed for the Gator
Bowl, squeezed past Sun Bowl-
bound Mississippi State 24-20 as
Soph Secdrick Mclntyre scored a

pair of TDs, one for 54 yards.

Eleventh ranked Southern
California neared another Rose
Bowl berth by humbling Stanford
34-10; No. 12 Miami of Ohio, due
for another Tangerine Bowl trip,

increased its unbeaten streak to 21

games by nipping Kent State 19-17

on a 39-yard field goal by "David
Draudt, and No. 15 Maryland
amassed 511 yards on the ground
and 328 through the air in crushing
Villanova 41-0.
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Dolphin's Nick Bouniconti (85) leaps over the New
Orleans Saints' line to step Jess Phillips (34) on a
fourth and inches.

East results

Army 17 Air Force 16.

Bates 16 Colby 14.

Bostoh Coll. 27 Tulane 3.

Boston U. 27 Connecticut 17.

Bowdoin 27 Tufts 13.

Brown 16 Cornell 8.

Colgate 34 Bucknell 21.

Dartmouth 21 Columbia 0.

Delaware 39 Maine 13.

Harvard 34 Princeton 17.

Holy Cross 30 Massachusetts 20.

New Hampshire 27 Springfield

18.

Pittsburgh 35 Temple 24.

Rhode Island 45 Bridgeport 8.

Rutgers 35 Lafayette 0.

Trinity (Conn.) 24 Amherst 19.

Vermont 22 Northeastern 14.

West Virginia 39 Syracuse 11.

Yale 37 Penn 12.

USEN

fits your
lifestyle...

With the many styles and
varieties in men's

fashions today, it takes

a real pro to get it all

together for his way
of life. The perfect

tapered fit of Van
Heusen 417 shirts

add the final zing

that says, "this

is what its

all about."

...... UPI Telephoto
With 89 yards vs. Virginia Tech, unheralded Bill

Deery of William & Mary set an NCAA career rushing
record for a QB. He now has 2,243 yards.

Port/and Storm;
play without pay?
PORTLAND [AP\ - The Portland Storm, the Cinderella team of the

World Football League, is still beating the bushes for a fairy godmother. No
paupers need apply.

The team's players haven't been paid in six weeks, and the ad-
ministrative staff hasn't drawn a check since Sept. 15.

Storm players are without subsistence money in many cases. Team
owner Bob Harris said Sunday in a telephone interview with The
Oregonian that he didn't want to talk with money.

A Portland businessman attended Sunday's practice and took the team
to lunch at a restaurant. A team official said other meal donations are
needed.

Manager Ron Mix said he is trying to raise money from any source to
take care of the players' day-to-day needs.
The team was supposed to have been paid $50,000 for moving its last

scheduled home game to Orlando, Fla., but the money hasn't been
received.

Harris said he doesn't expect to get it. "It looked like a bit of a con job,"
he said. "My suggestion was not to play until we saw the money."

Negotiations apparently still are in progress for a new buyer for the
Orlando team. But nobody seems to know who the buyers are, so Portland
can't confront them about the promised $50,000.

"I don't think there is a buyer," Harris said. "I think it was a ripoff to take
the gate and give us no money."
At the Orlando game, which Portland lost 23-0, the Storm players were

given $7.50 each for meals. It was their only pay for the whipping they
took.

The Storm is to play its last game of the year Wednesday in Honolulu,
and players say they'll play — pay or no pay.

Player representative Sam Silas said, "We have decided that we will play
the game. At the present time there is no talk of a possible boycott."

UMass in Horse Show
The Sixth UMass Intercollegiate

Horse Show held last Saturday,

October 26, drew many spectators

and riders from several colleges.

Those represented included:
American International College,
Colby College-New Hampshire,
Connecticut College, Framingham
State College, Mt. Holyoke College,

New England College, Springfield

College, Smith College, University

of Connecticut, University of
Hartford, University of

Massachusetts, and Worcester
State College.

CALICO
SAM

at

The Rusty Nail

Monday.

November 11th

New Air Conditioner

For Sale $100.00.

Used Only 2 Months

Norge Brand
115 Volts— 7,000 BTU's

Contact Bobby at 549-6991.

Call after 9:30 p.m. — keep
trying.
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Pats stunned by Browns, 21-14
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FOXBORO, Mass. [UP/] The

Cleveland Browns scored 14 points

in the first two minutes of play

Sunday and got the winning score
on a four-yard run by Ken Brown in

the final quarter to upset the New
England Patriots 21-14.

Greg Pruitt, who was switched to

running back by New England
Coach Chuck Fairbanks when both
were at Oklahoma, opened the

game with an 88-yard kickoff return

for a touchdown.
Tom Darden, who later in-

tercepted two passes, grabbed a

Mack Herron fumble on the Pats

next possession and returned it 29
yards for the score that gave the

Browns an early 14-0 lead.

Cleveland's offense was dormant
all afternoon, even on the winning
score. Pruitt gave them the ball at

the New England 46 with a 25-yard

punt return and a personal foul and
an offside call against the Pats on
Don Cockroft's field goal attempt
moved the ball to the New England
four-yard line.

Brown took Brian Sipe's handoff
and zipped four yards through a

gaping hole in the New England
line.

New England Quarterback Jim
Plunkett was intercepted four times
for only the second time in his

career. The only other time Plunkett
had four passes picked off was in

1971 when the Browns again were
the culprits.

Cleveland is now 2-0 in its career
series with the Patriots. The
Patriots got an early idea of how
their day was to go when Pruitt

took the opening kickoff at the 12,

flashed up the left side and cut
cross field unmolested.

After New England got the ball at

its own 10 on the next series, they
could hold the ball only three plays

before a completion to Herron at

the 29 turned into Darden's touch-

down.

The Patriots' only sustained
offensive drive came midway
through the second period when
they ground out 54 yards in 11

plays, climaxed by the first of Sam
Cunningham's two one-yard runs.

New England tied the game 12:25
into the second period after Herron
returned a Cockroft punt 39 yards
to the Browns' 35. The big play for

the punchless Patriots was a pass
interference call that took the ball

to the Cleveland one yard line.

Cunningham plunged over on the
next play with his 11th touchdown
of the season to tie the team's
single-season scoring mark.

Dolphins rip Saints

21-0; tie for first
NEWORLEANS [UPI] - Bob Griese threw first half touchdown passes,

two of them to tight end Jim Mandich, and the Miami defense blunted
New Orleans' only two scoring threats Sunday, shutting out the Saints 21-
and putting the defending World Champion Dolphins into a tie for first

place in the AFC East.

Griese hit Mandich for touchdowns of three yards with 8:25 left in the
first quarter and two yards with 30 seconds left in the second quarter. He
threw a 12-yard scoring pass to Nat Moore with 48 seconds remaining in
the first period.

The Saints threatened 10 score twice, but a Dolphin interception
stoppted one drive on the Miami seven and New Orleans simply didn't
have the steam to put it over from the one-yard line on its second threat.
On Miami's first possession of the game, the Dolphins marched 54 yards

in nine plays for their touchdown on the three-yarder from Griese to
Mandich. The touchdown was set up by runs of 14 and 11 yards by Ben
Malone early in the drive and a 12-yard pass from Griese to Paul Warfield.
Miami made it 14-0 when Griese passed 12 yards up the middle to

Moore. The Dolphins took the ball on their own 46 and went in for the
touchdown in eight plays.

With 30 seconds left in the second period, Griese passed two yards to
Mandich in the left corner of the end zone for a 21 -0 halftime lead.

Griese finished the game with 10 completions in 15 attempts for 93
yards.

Stabler, Raiders
maul Lions, 35-13
OAKLAND \AP\ Quarterback

Ken Stabler hit wide receiver Cliff

Branch with touchdown passes of

36 and 15 yards and fullback Marv
Hubbard roared for , two other
scores as the Oakland Raiders
crushed the Detroit Lions 35-13
Sunday.

Stabler hit Branch in the end
zone with a 15-yard toss in the
second period and arched a 36-yard
scoring toss to the AFC's leading
receiver in the third period.

Stabler hit 20 of 24 attempts for

248 yards before he was relieved by
backup quarterback Larry

Lawrence in the last period.

Hubbard barrelled over the five

for his first touchdown, capping a

66-yard first-quarter drive.

His second touchdown came on
a 20-yard third-quarter blast that

left a trail of Detroit defenders in his

wake.

The victory dashed Detroit's
hopes for a 10-4 record, a pledge
the team had made after narrowly
losing their first four games. They
are now 4-5. The victory enabled
the Raiders to keep their 3 % -game
lead in the AFC West.

Jets win in overtime
26-20 against Giants
NEW HAVEN, Conn. \UPI\ -Joe Namath threw a five-yard touchdown

pass to Emerson Boozer at 6:53 of sudden death overtime Sunday as theNew York Jets snapped a six-game losing streak with a 26-20 victory over
the arch-rival New York Giants.
Namath, who scored the tying touchdown late in the fourth period

moved the Jets from their own 25 in just seven plays and hit boozer all
alone in the left corner of the end zone. The victory was the Jets' second
against seven losses and saddled the Giants with the same record.

It was the second regular-season sudden-death overtime since the NFL
instituted the rule this year and was the first victory recorded in overtime,
as the Denver Broncos and the Pittsburgh Steelers remained tied after the
15- minute extra period in the first game.

Earlier in the overtime, Pete Gogolak missed a 42-yard field goal attempt
for the Giants.
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Cleveland Browns' speedster Greg Pruitt ( R) heads for daylight as he returns the

opening kickoff for 88 yards and a touchdown, helping to upset the Patriots
yesterday at Schaefer Stadium.

Houston ruins Bills, 21-9
ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. [UPI] -

Vic Washington ran in from nine
yards out in the third quarter
Sunday as the Houston Oilers held
the Buffalo Bills to only three field

goals and upset the American
Conference Division leaders 21-9.

The loss ended a six-game
Buffalo winning streak and left the
Bills with a 7-2 record. The sur-

prising Oilers intercepted Buffalo
quarterback Joe Ferguson six times
as the Bills were unable to score a
touchdown.

Buffalo lost running back O. J.

Simpson with a sprained ankle in

the fourth quarter and wide receiver

J.D. Hill a short time later, also with
a leg injury.

The Oilers had a 14-6 halftime
lead, and the Bills closed it to 14-9
when John Leypoldt kicked a 22-

yard field goal at 9:28 of the third

quarter.

The Oilers began a drive from
their own 39 late in the quarter,
getting the ball at the Buffalo nine
on a pass interference call on

Dwight Harrison. On the next play,

Washington swept around the right

side for a touchdown to put the

game out of reach.

Houston took a quick 14-0 lead in

the first quarter on a 13-yard run by
Willie Rodgers and a 25-yard

touchdown pass from Dan
Pastorini to Mack Alston.

Professional scores
Houston 21 Buffalo 9

NY Jets 26 NY Giants 20, OT
Cleveland 21 New England 14

Washington 27 Philadelphia 20

Miami 21 New Orleans

Dallas 20 San Francisco 14

Green Bay 20 Chicago 3

Denver 17 Baltimore 6

San Diego 14 Kansas City 7

Los Angeles 21 Atlanta

Cincinnati 17 Cleveland 10

Oakland 35 Detroit 13

Monday's Game - Minnesota

at St. Louis, night

Anderson leads Cinci
CINCINNATI [UPI] - Ken Anderson set NFL records for consecutive

pass completions and highest passing efficiency Sunday and seldom-used
Ed Williams scored two touchdowns to pace the fired-up Cincinnati
Bengals to a 17-10 victory over the Pittsburgh Steelers Sunday.
Anderson, who had completed his final eight passes last weekend

against Baltimore, hit his first eight throws Sunday for 16 straight com-
pletions, bettering the previous record of 15 shared by Joe Namath and
Len Dawson.
Anderson, whose accurate passing arm has been the key to the Bengals'

offense all season, hit 20 of 22 passes Sunday for 227 yards. His 90 per cent
accuracy mark broke the record of 86.2 (25 for 29) set by Ken Stabler last
year in Baltimore.

WHY
COMMIT

YOURSELF TO 1HE
PRIESTHOOD?

"Volks-Service"

specializing in

VOLKSWAGEN
Part Salts I Repairs

REASONABLE PRICES
RELIABLE WORK

605 North King St.

Northampton, Mass.

next to the

State Police Barracks

I el. 584-7550

Why be a priest? Certainly, in times as difficult as these
we live in. being a priest is a lot harder today than it was in
years past.

And committing oneself to anything for any amount of
time seems to be one of thcconflicts of our modern age. But
the priesthood is a challenge. A big one.

Today, more than ever before in history, men and women,
young and old, are searching for religious meaning, for
withdrawal from isolation and alienation to joyful community
experiences, for Good News in the midst of discouragement
and hope in the place of pessimism.

The Paulists are trying to minister to these needs. As a
contemporary religious community serving the American
people, our mission is to communicate the love of Christ
to people.

Every Paulist is a missionary: in the pulpit or the parish
house

.
on campus or in the inner-city . with the spoken

or the printed word
. he is communicating to people. His

mission is to all of America. His message is love; the love of
Christ for all people.

It isn't easy but the Paulist welcomes commitment.
Welcomes the challenge. If you are interested in the Paulist
way of life, send for the Paulist Papers.

Write to: Father Don C. Campbell. Room 101

R4ULIST
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UMass seeks New England
3S country supremacy

' By SCOTTHAYES
Sports Staff

New England's two best cross country
teams, both nationally ranked, will meet
today in Boston's Franklin Park, where about
thirty teams will be competing for the New
England championship. Whether or not the
UMass runners retain possession of the New
England title, against a powerful Providence
team that is ranked ninth in the country,
depends on the performances of the number
four, five and six runners:
Coach Ken O'Brien pointed out that

regardless of the outcome, Tom Wilson,
Devin Croft, Tom Maguire and Cliff Staples
will have to come up with solid performances
in order to fill the critical fourth, fifth and
sixth spots on the team. The results of
today's meet will determine the success of
the team in next Monday's IC4A Cham-
pionships and the NCAA meet.
The harriers have had no problems up

front, as co-captains Randy Thomas and Bill

Gillin have combined with super sophomore
John McGrail to provide the needed con-

sistency in the top three positions.
O'Brien commented that Thomas, Gillin

and McGrail are "in tremendous shape", and
although the rest of the team is stronger than
it was for the early season confrontation with
Providence, the big question is this: Are the
other four runners close enough to the
frontrunners?

Wilson is now a proven fourth man, but
none of the other team members have been
aggressive enough to break out of the pack
and challenge Wilson. Should that happen
today or in the next two weeks, UMass won't
have to worry about Providence, but rather
the big names in cross country-UTEP,
Oregon, Western Kentucky and Washington
State.

Going into the meet, Mike O'Shea of
Providence is favored to keep the New
England individual title, which he earned a
year ago with a time of 23:44 -the third
fastest in Franklin Park history. The Friars'
leader is running as well, if not better this
year, but what may be the fastest field of
runners in meet history, reduces the

Blom gains 2nd place

possibility of O'Shea running away with the
meet as he did in 1973.

It is expected that the Friars and UMass
will battle for team honors, but Northeastern,
which won the Greater Boston meet, cannot
be overlooked. The Huskies are led by Mike
Buckley, Bob and John Flora, Mike Hickey
and Howie Scribner.

If the weather is favorable, there inevitably
will be some fantastic times. Four runners
have already run the Franklin Park course in

under 24 minutes this season. A year ago no
one had broken the 24 minute barrier before
the New Englands and only two completed
the five-mile layout in less than 24:20. This
year there are twelve runners under 24:20,
most of whom are from the expected
contenders.

John Flora of NU has the fastest time to
date, a 23:55, with teammate Buckley one
second behind. Yankee Conference foes
Randy Thomas and George Reed are the
only other harriers to drop below 24 minutes
this year. Thomas ran a 23:57 to capture first

nlarft in the 26-31 loss to Providence five

weeks ago, and Reed was clocked in 23:59 at
the Codfish Bowl Championships.
O'Shea has run a 24:03, while fellow Irish

teammates Kevin Treacy and John Redmond
ran 24:05 and 24:08. Gillin and McGrail both
ran the course in 24:09, but Providence
captain Tom Smith is only one second
behind, with a previous time of 24:10. The
New England runner-up of 1973, Charlie
Duggan, recorded a 24:17 earlier this season
and college division All-American John
Bradford of Brandeis, also ran the course in
24:17.

Providence has the advantage on paper,
and UMass nas yet to prove its ability to run
as a six or seven man team. For the
Minutemen runners, defending the New
England title is more or less secondary to
developing the number four, five and six
spots, which will be critical for the remainder
of the season. The harriers can only hope to
run the best they possibly can, the first step
in a series of tough races that includes the
IC4A's and climaxes with the NCAA
Championships.

By JOHN BOCK
Sports Staff

UMass wrestling co-captain Cliff

Blom garnered second place
honors in the 158 pound weight
class at the Fourth Annual Colgate

Open Wrestling Tournament held
at Colgate University November 8
and 9.

Blom wrestled four bouts to get
into the finals where he lost a tight

6-5 decision to Tyrone Neal,

defending Atlantic Coast Con-
ference champion from the
University of Maryland. In his first

four bouts Blom decisioned all his

opponents except for his first round
match where he won by default

after a first period "knockout". The
two wrestlers met heads and Blom
had the harder head. The other
wrestler was out cold on the mat. In

the semi-finals he decisioned
Binghamton State's Wayne Weller
in an overtime bout to gain the
finals.

The finals match looked to be
Neal's from the outset as he went

LOOKING FOR A

NEW HELMET?

right out and took Blom down and
managed to control him for most of
the first period. Then on advice
from UMass Coach Homer Barr,
Blom executed a short sit-in and
escaped and took Neal down. The
eventual margin was an escape by
Neal in the second period.

The heavyweight class was won
by a participant wearing a UMass
uniform, but not officially a team
member. Carl Dambman, New
England Heavyweight Champ in

1971 and 1972 and holder of the
most pins record at UMass, con-
tinued his pinning way as he won
the Most Falls in the Least Amount
of Time trophy. He pinned four
opponents in an aggregate time of
6:26.

Dambman, a 1974 UMass grad,
has accepted an offer from Athletes
in Action Eastern Wrestling Team
to join them in January as their

heavyweight. AIA is an extension
of Campus Crusade for Christ,

International and fields teams in

basketball, weight lifting, track, and
gymnastics in addition to its East
and West wrestling teams. The two
wrestling teams wrestle some of
the toughest schools in the nation
every year and place very high in

both the National AAU Cham-
pionships and the United States
Wrestling Federation Cham-
pionships.

Other members of the
Minuteman wrestling team to
participate but not place were Tim
Fallon, Al Elmont, Stan Jenkins,
Paul Rodriguez, Jim Jordan, Tom
Smith, Frank Kenney and Bob
Konowicz.

We've a huge

new shipment of

BELL Helmets

*t

VALLEY M0T0RSP0RTS
348 King St.

Northampton

584-7303

In a shower of ice spray, Bruin's goalie Gilles Gilbert dives on loose puck as
defenseman Carol Vadnais comes to his aid.

UMass drops third straight
cont. from back page

"It was a halluva call," said a
despondent MacPherson. "I'm sick

of talking about officials all the
time, that's not my job."
From then on the game was

anticlimactic. Holy Cross got two
quick field goals from Jerry Kelley,

capitalizing on a fumble by Mark
Tripucka and an interception at a
Peter Colton pass which marked
Colton's second and last play in the
game.
The game was strange in many

ways. It differed from other losses
by the Minutemen in that Holy
Cross blow out to a 14-0 lead on
two Mark Cannon touchdown runs
of 44 and 3 yards before the game
was twelve minutes old.

Pat's UMass gained 200 yards
passing in the game and it marked
the first time this year that the
rushing attack garnered fewer
yerds than the passing attack lim

Torrance actually gained more
vards himself than the UMass team
did. He had 116 yards in 24 carries,

wMe the team picked up 1 14 yards
met, due to thirty yards lesssby

Mark Tripucka. That still leaves

UMass 24 yards away from
breaking the all-time UMass season
rushing record set in 1969.
Provost's interception the 25th of

his career tied him for second place
on the all-time NCAA list with Tom
Curtins (1967-68) of Michigan.

Dennis Kiernan came out of

nowhere to pick off a Bob Morton
nass at the 50 and return it early in

the second quarter to the Holy

Cross 37, setting up an eight play

drive which culminated in a 7-yard

touchdown rum by Jim Torrance
making it 14-7 at the half.

After Provost's controversial
touchdown and the two Kelley field

goals made it 27-7 at the end of
three periods, UMass tried valiantly

to come back but came up short,

with untimely fumbles doing them
in yet again.

Tripucka fumbled on the Holy
Cross 15 after running for a first

down five plays into the quarter.
But at 5:48 UMass finally got on the
board when Lee Harriman playing
with a heavily taped left shoulder
caught a 22 yard pass fourth down
pass making it 27-14.

The Crusaders then got a third

Kelley field goal after a 50-yard

drive, which made it 30-14. UMass
came right back to make it 30-20 on
a Torrance plunge from the one,

but time and luck, neither of which
were UMass possessions, doomed
the Minutemen to their third-

straight loss.

B's defeat

Flames, 4-3
BOSTON [UP/]- Two third-

period goals gave the Bruins a

come-from-behind 4-3 victory over
the Atlanta Flames Sunday night.

The goals, Phil Esposito's 15th

tally of the season and Wayne
Cashman's fourth, enabled the

Bruins to erase a 3-2 deficit. It

extended their home unbeaten

streak to eight games and kept

them five points behind the Buffalo

Sabres in the NHL's division four

race.
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It was unholy! Minutemen
axed 30-20 by Crusaders

By DAVE ElBEL
Sports Staff

It was something new.
Like a situation comedy looking

for something different to keep
itself going, the UMass football

Minutemen came up with
something new in their 1974 saga, a
saga which each week tends more
and more to the tragic. But after

Saturday's 30-20 loss to the Holy
Cross Crusaders, one has to

wonder whether the Minutemen
have become unwilling members of
the Theatre of the Absurd.
The ingredients which had gone

into their previous four losses

continued to be gridiron poison to

UMass. There were key fumbles
(4) key interceptions (2), and as has
become the rule rather than the
exception in 74, they did the
Minutemen in at Fitten Field in

Worcester.

But no matter how costly those
errors were, the turning point of the
game was effected not by a UMass
mistake, nor by an opportunistic
Holy Cross player, but by a deux ex
machina in the person of Donald M.
Cody of Tufts University, a name
which for a long time may cause
sleepless nights to UMass football

players and coaches.

Let's set the stage. With the
score 14-7 in the third quarter for

Holy Cross, UMass had a fourth
and eight at the Holy Cross 34 yard
line. Since a field goal from that

distance (51 yards) would have
been a miracle and a punt would
have been meaningless, the
Minutemen decided to go for the
first down.

Mark Tripucka's pass attempt for

Gary Mika was tipped by Crusader
linebacker Bill Campbell into the
hands of John Provost who
returned it from his own 24 to
paydirt. But a flag on the play for

pass interference gave UMass the
ball first and ten at the HC 24
wiping out Provost's pickoff. At
least that's what everybody
thought.

Referee Cody and his entourage
got together after the teams had
been lined up, and suddenly, in the
worst tradition of science fiction,

Cody's arms went up signalling a
touchdown bringing UMass Coach
Dick MacPherson onto the field in a
fury, but not even his sweet
nothings could change Cody's
mind.

"I asked him what happened and
he said that the guy who'd called
the interference didn't see the tip,"

said MacPherson in a post-mortem
discussion. "I don't remember ever
seeing a play called like that,"

added the UMass coach.
The officials ruled that since the

ball was tipped before the pass
interference occured, that made it a
"free ball", but whether the ball

was tipped before or after it was
irrelevant. What hurt was that the
teams had already beep lined up for

a play when the original call of pass
interference was changed, but
more importantly that the call was
changed in the first place. The last

time a referee changed a call must
have been in the days when beer
cost a nickel a pint?

c
o
o

o
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turn to page 23

Minuteman linebacker Dennis Kiernan (57) takes off after intercepting a Holy
Cross pass in 2nd quarter action. The theft set up UMass" first touchdown.

Booters batter UNH 4-2
By BILL DOYLE

The UMass soccer team whipped
the University of New Hampshire,
Saturday, 4-2, to stay in contention
or a tournament bid.

The team is expected to find out
today if it was selected for the New
England Division I tournament.

UConn and Brown seem to have
two of the four bids wrapped up
with UMass, Bridgeport and
Harvard in contention for the other
two. Bridgeport trounced
Springfield, 3-1, Saturday, and
Harvard shutout Princeton, 2-0, to
stay in the race.

The win over UNH gave UMass a

8-3-1 record for the season,
breaking the school record for most
victories.

"All the hard work really paid

off," Coach Al Rufe said.

The booters overwhelmed UNH,
with the final score of 4-2 not being

», idrn»

a true indication of the complete
domination by UMass, especially in

the first half.

Just to show how much UMass
dominated, consider these facts:

1. UMass outshot UNH 21-1 in

the first half and 35-1 1 for the entire

game.
2. The number of corner kicks

was also in UMass' favor by 7-1 in

the first half and 12-2 overall.

3. UNH penetrated deep into

Minutemen territory only once in

the first twenty minutes of the
game and that one time being aided
by two calls against UMass for

tripping.

4. The score wouldn't have been
as close as 4-2 but UMass' Mike
Parsons actually hit in one of the
UNH goals.

5. Tom Coburn had a goal
disallowed because of a handball.

'

6. Coburn was sent in on a
breakaway but was tripped up from
behind. A referee was right on the
play but made no call.

7. Numerous excellent UMass
scoring opportunities were missed,
including early in the game when
two Minutemen missed a tip-in on
Mohammad Othman's pass
through the goal box.

8. The UNH goalie also kept the
score down with some excellent
saves, including one on a shot by
Othman off a direct kick from
twenty feet out.

9. Buddy Butler, the UMass
goalie, was only forced to make
three saves.

UMass opened the scoring at
19:35 of the first half, when Tom
Coburn hooked in a direct kick from
the goalie's far left. It hit the post

and bounded in the upper left hand
corner over the goalie's out-

stretched hands.

Less than two minutes later Bill

Spyker put UMass up, 2-0. Jim
Vollinger's direct kick bounded off

a wall of UNH players in front of the
Wildcat goal and Spyker dribbled it

through the defense and fired a low
shot to the goalie's left at 21:23.

UMass seemed to try and sit on
its lead after Spyker's goal and the
UNH offense finally started rolling.

Medhi Nassar made it 2-1 when he
took a long pass through the
Minutemen defense all alone and
shot it past Butler.

The booters survived the UNH
scare and put the game on ice with
two breakaway goals late in the
half.

Coburn upped his career goals
scored record to 37 when Bob
McChesney hit him with a pass
deep in Wildcat territory. Coburn
faked to the left and sent a slow
shot past the goalie's right.

With less than two minutes in the
half, Bob McChesney scored on a

rebound. He was sent in all alone
but elected to pass back to Coburn.
Coburn's shot was stopped but his

momentum carried him into the

UNH goalie. McChesney chipped
the ball over the fallen two to

complete the UMass scoring.

Coach Rufe cleared the bench in

the second half. The second stanza
was almost uneventful except the
UNH score. Mike Parsons, while
trying to stop a slow rolling shot
towards an unguarded UMass goal,

actually hit it in. Medhi Nassar
received credit for the score at

41:35.

UMass' Tom Coburn dribbles by a U.N.H. defender in action Saturday. Coburn
scored two goals pacing the Minutemen to a 4-2 victory. The win brings hope for a
first-ever NCAA New England post-season tourney bid.

Important notice
Art important meeting for all concerning the Winter Sports

S?°^tafferS
u
Wil1 be held tonlght sP«cial -

P|ease be there if you want
at 6:00 in the Collegian office to write for it.

Federal education commission
recommends student bargaining
By LA WRENCE KORNFELD

Staff Reporter
A federal education commission

has decided to recommend to HEW
that students be guaranteed the
right to unionize and bargain
collectively with administrators.

"The commission will make the
recommendation this spring. It will

be discussed throughout next
year," according to Lawrence
Magid a member of the commission

from UMass.

It is expected, by the com-
mission, that the recommendation
will be presented to Congress, so
they can vote on legislation giving
students this right.

The Commission, called the
Study Commission on Un-
dergraduate Education and the
Education of Teachers, was started

by the U.S. Office of Education to

investigate various aspects of

higher education and make
recommendations to the Office.

Educators from throughout the
nation make up the commission.
They include Robert Mac Vicar,

President of Oregon State
University; Dean Corrigan, Dean of
the College of Ed. at the University
of Vermont; and Victor Alicea,

Chancellor Universidad Boricua.
The recommendation was made

as the result of a discussion
document submitted by Lawrence

Magid and accepted by the
commission.

The discussion document states:

"Students should play a direct role

in questions which affect their

educational, financial, or career
interests.

m
This should in-

clude. ..participation at the
collective bargaining table to be
sure that decisions made by non-
student parties or interests do not
restrict or interfere with the rights

of students."

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
TELEPHONE 545 3500

UMass town meeting

Students support warrant
By CINDY ROGERS

Staff Reporter

There were an estimated 600

students who attended the SGA
town meeting last night to pass

seven specific demands that en-

compassed residential life, the

Campus Center Board of Governors

and autonomy of the Student

Activities Tax Fund.

This was the first UMass town

meeting held at this University. The
number of students attending

dropped off to a scattered 100 at

the time the meeting adjourned.

Rick Savini, President of SGA,
who opened the meeting said,

"Everybody has a right to vote

here. There isn't any time to make a

speech, but everybody knows why
we are here."

Each motion of the warrant was
separately read, discussed and
voted upon.

The seven specific demands
passed to be sent directly to

Chancellor Bromery included:

1) the institution of a student

Residential Life Governing Board
with administrative staff answering
to the Board; an end to mandatory
dorm residence by September,
1975; an end to mandatory meal
tickets by September, 1975; an end

to University opposition to rent

control in the town of Amherst and
surrounding areas.

2) that the Office of Residential

Life to incorporate the creation of

additional student-run dormitories;

that the dormitories be given

authority to appropriate funds
obtained by housing fees in

whatever manner they seem to be
appropriate, with the requirement

of supporting mandatory main-

tenance, mortgage and debt-free

service fees; the right of student-

run dormitories to review the

budgets of said dormitories.

3) an action on complaints made

Displaced Hamlin residents listen as Rents & Fees Committee Chairman John
Marciniec discusses their plight. See story on page 2.

by residents of Hamlin House
which include: campuswide priority

in room assignments for Spring,

1975; that the Office of Residential

Life provide rent subsidies for those
Hamlin Residents who are forced to

move to a higher rent dormitory;

and the adoption of a systems
approach to this problem.

4) that the Residential Life

Committee to determine policy

guidelines and enforcement
procedures for a Student Code of
Conduct be abolished and that any
further encroachment on student's
power be stopped immediately.

5) that the Campus Board of

Governors to have complete
authority in determining policies

and practices of the Campus Center
and Campus Center Staff including

the authority to hire and-or fire all

professional administrative per-
sonnel within this staff, such as
Director, Business Manager and
Department Heads.

6) that the Health Fee be
established as optional for all

registered commuting students by I

September, 1975; those who chose I

not to pay the Health Fee, should j

they later decide to use such i

services shall pay for services o

provided.
j

7) establishment of complete
<

financial autonomy restricted only i

by the Massachusetts laws as :

interpreted by a court of law.

While most of the discussion

focused around the demands, the
issue of the necessity of a student
union, and a motion to demand
quality education which was tabled

were presented.

Primary discussion was on the
issue of ending mandatory dorm
residence. Larry Gendron of the
Commuter Assembly said "the end
to mandatory dorm residence is

wholly dependent on getting a
system of rent control in Amherst."
He said without this control, rents
will skyrocket and married
students, and low socio-economic
students will be "priced right out of
the market."

John Pepi, of the Student
Organizing Project answered him
saying that is a chance that
students have to take. "You don't
sit tight and let the landlords do it.

That is why there are tenants
unions and rent control. There is no
re.ison to let 18-20 year olds live in

dormitories." He also mentioned
the possibility of a lawsuit if rent
control cannot be immediately
obtained.
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NO — he's not a flag
pole sitter — Mathew
Rasanen of North
Hadley is a flag pole
Painter!

inside
Amherst Selectmen met last

night. Among issues discussed
was the ho/ding of liquor

licenses by some Campus
groups. See page five for

details.

weather:

Massachusetts - Cloudy witn

rain likely today and tonight.

Highs today in the 50s. Lows
tonight near 50. Tomorrow,
mostly clouoy with highs in the

50s.
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Marie Bartlett (left) and Jo Moorefield (right) of the
New England Center displayed various types of

natural foods during the first day of Marathon '74.

Food Services

director sought
By MARY L BROWN
Staff Correspondent

The search for a new Food Services Director is now under way under
the coordination of Matt Burns, chairman of the Food Services Governing
Board and Marjorie Lenn, the assistant director of Residential Life, of
which Food Services is a part.

The job has been filled for the past year by Art Warren, who will remain
acting director until the position can be filled. This search is an involved
operation, requiring placement of ads on a national basis. In addition,
hundreds of agencies have been contacted by Ms. Lenn in regard to
finding a qualified, competent person to fill the job.

Ali candidates will be subject to review by a 16-member panel, com-
posed of eight students and eight administrators. The administrators have
been chosen on the basis that the reviewing board must have experts in

various fields in order to insure that qualified candidates will not be
ignored. Any student may apply for a position on this reviewing board by
picking up an application at the Student Senate Office, 420 Student Union,
Burns said. The deadline has been extended to Wednesday in the hope
that more student interest will be displayed. The final committee will be
called at the end of next week, he said.

The Director of University Food Services maintains a full time staff of
over 300 employees who provide a board plan to over 9,000 students. In

addition, there are over 450 students employed by this department.
Facilities include four dining commons, three snack bars, three retail

stores, a catering service, summer and intercession meals, and a complete
bakery. Each week, over 90,000 meals are prepared and served.
The deadline for applications for Director is November 21. However,

Burns said, two complications could occur. First, not enough applications
"5 will be received and secondly, not enough women or minority candidates
w will apply. Because *.'.te University is Federally funded, a certain number of
women and minority members must apply. It is hoped, however, that the
search will be completed by intercession, said Lenn.
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SOP-sponsored meeting

Rent hikes, breakdown of fees unfair
By P. J, PROKOP
Staff Reporter

Debt services, inflation, and
increased enrollment were blamed
for high dormitory rents in the
University at a meeting of students
and administrators sponsored by
the Student Organizing Project
(SOP) last Thursday night.

Among the speakers at the
meeting to discuss the Financial
Structure of the University were
State Representative Jim Collins
(D-Amherst); assistant director of
Administrative Services Roger
Cruff; and two representatives from
the University of Connecticut.

Cruff fielded questions from SOP
members concerning residential life

and the dorm situation, and why

Corrections
An article that appeared in

yesterday's Collegian said the
School of Education "Marathon"
events would be held at Hills House
and at the School of Ed.

There will be no events in Hills

House.

rents are so high. Cruff said

students have to work with the
"reality of the situation. There is a

total set of funds to work with."

He added that debt services

constitute where a major portion of
the money goes. "There are debt
services, rising utility costs and the
debt service for Married Student
Housing. It's dangerous to look at

all this from one vantage point,"

Cruff said.

Jack Littlefield Director of
Planning added remarks con-
cerning custodial care, which he
said "adds to costs." He cited the
fact that there has been an innrease
of students from 6,000 to 20,000
over the 1960's which increased the
need for housing a great number of

students in a small area close to

campus. All these are contributing

factors according to Littlefield.

Ken Banning and Steve Krapata
of UConn presented dorm and
food-services situation at UConn to
the meeting.

There are 64 dorms on that

campus, each autonomous,

wherein the University is the
landlord leasing the buildings to
students groups. Each dorm has its

own dining area. The students
responsible take care of hiring

personnel to work in the dorm,
what their rate of pay will be, etc.

Banning and Krapata said "there
is a mutual trust between academic
and student circles, which is

probably attributable to our past
years of success."

Collins spoke on the issue of
State Legislature's relief on the
University bonds, and the potential

of rent control off-campus. "The
State government vests authority
for what happens on campus. The
Board of Trustees is collectively

responsible for what happens on
campus," Collins said.

On the issue of mandatory
housing on-campus Collins stated
that the best way to remove the
requirement would be to work
through the trustees, Collins said he
was in favor of rent control and
would like to see each city or rown
be able to institute it if desired.

Collins added that the "University

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

ismuel
riuera

THE LATIN SOUND THAT
WON'T LET YOU SIT DOWN

Sunday November 24 8pm
Student Union Ballroom

TICKETS :$4&3 wmm* $2&1.50 „„Wss students
ON SALE 125HERTER HALL. U MASS AMHERST (413)545-0202
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Hamlin residents

rally for support
By P.J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

Approximately seventy Hamlin House residents rallied outside their
dorm last night to protest the Administration's decision concerning their
future residence on campus next semester.
The decision, which was made last week, gives priority in room choosing

to Hamlin residents after Day 1 of room choosing only on a percentage
basis. This would mean, for example, if the Northeast area houses 7 per
cent of all students living on campus that the Hamlin residents would be
given priority on 7 per cent of all available rooms in NE.

This is not in accordance with one of the demands listed in a memo last
week sent to administrators endorsed by the Rents 6r Fees committee.
The Hamlin residents have also added two more demands to the three

previous ones in the memo.
The mob, many of whom were carrying signs protesting the ad-

ministration and false promises made to them, proceeded from Hamlin
House to a meeting of the Rents & Fees (R&F) Committee in the Campus
Center. Surprised by the arrival of the angry students, RErF Committee
Chairman John Marciniec turned the floor over to Ken Somers, president
of Hamlin House.

"This is a precedent- making policy decision; if the students don't win
now it will be an uphill battle for the SGA and students in the future. It's a
coup d'etat," Somers said. Somers added that the Hamlin residents are
willing to do all the work concerning their placement, as long as they have
a say in where they are going to live.

After storming the RErF meeting, the group, many of whom were
wearing the letters DP (displaced person) taped to their jackets headed for
the UMass Town Meeting (sponsored by the SGA) to support the Hamlin
mcftioJn\bri the, ;Tov*n 'Medtirtg warrant. .• ' • ' Y ' • «. \< \ • • » - *

and administration must get
together or in four or five years
we'll still be talking about the same
things."

SOP members John Pepi and
Doug Phelps revealed figures of

what it costs the average UMass
student to live in a dorm. In 1969 it

cost $100 per month for a room
(actually Vi room) to live in South-
west. This year it costs $200 per

room, they said, an increase of 100
per cent in five years.

The comparative figures for off-

camnus housing were $140 for a

one-bedroom apartment in '69. This

year the figure is $180, an increase

of 23 per cent over a five year

period, according to Pepi and
Phelps.

Seventy per cent of a student's

rent fee each semester goes to pay
off the bonds, according to Pepi.

And the remaining 30 per cent goes
to paying salaries etc., he said. He
noted that bondholders of the

University are members of the top
1.5 per cent of wealthholders in the

country.
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There's nothing scary about giving blood! Betty Ann Bohlin of Van Meter House
was happy to give hers. Her service sorority (Gamma Sig) is co-sponsoring the
campus blood drive.

Prof aids food research
By DEBBIE SCHAFER

Staff Reporter
Dr. Charles R. Stumbo, a UMass

professor in the department of

Food Science and Nutrition, is one
of the nation's leading experts in

the area of food poisoning in

processed food production.

"My entire scientific career has
been dedicated to the improvement
of the safety of foods," Stumbo
said in an interview. He has had 37
years of experience with food

processing, both as a part of the

food industry and at several

educational institutions doing
research.

Stumbo's book, Ther-
mobacteriology in Food
Processing, is the result of his

research concerning food
sterilization. "It is the only
authoritative book in the field," said

Stumbo. In addition to the book, he

has published over 70 articles

relating to food processing in

various scientific journals.

Stumbo hopes that the incidence

of food poisoning will decrease

because of his research. "When a

person goes to buy a processed

food, he should not have to worry

about getting sick or dying from the

consumption of it," he said.

The most dangerous form of
poisoning which affects processed
food is botulism. It is caused by the
bacterium Botulinum which
produces a deadly toxin. "Only one
sixteen-millionth of a gram of pure
botulinum toxin can kill a human
being," said Stumbo.

Normally Botulinum grows in

low-acid content foods, such as
vegetables, meat, and milk. Boiling

a food for 15 minutes will destroy
the toxin, but Botulinum spores are

very heat resistant.

Proper food sterilization is

essential to stop the germination of
the toxin-producing spores. "We
eat the spores in our food everyday.
The spores themselves are not
harmful -it's the toxin that kills

people," Stumbo said.

Two years ago the Food and
Drug Administration wrote the

good manufacturing practice

regulations for low acid foods,

which are now law, to help prevent

botulism. Dr. Stumbo aided in the
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writing of these regulations.

To implement the regulatory
program the F.D.A. established two
sterilization process evaluation
centers in the United States. One of
the centers is located here at
UMass under the direction of Dr.
Stumbo.

Upon request from the F.D.A.,

manufacturers of foods must
submit records of the thermal

processes used in preparing their

product. This information is sent to

one of the evaluation centers where
it is tested in respect to the

adequacy of consumer safety..

During the past year the center

has established over 230,000
guidelines for safe processing of all

low-acid foods in the U.S. Stumbo
calls the project "the most complex
and exhaustive research I've done
during the 37 years of my ex-

perience."

Botulism is now very rare in

commercially canned products.
Only four Botulism deaths in the
last 50 years were the result of

eating commercially canned food,

according to Stumbo. Most deaths
result from home canned food, or

food that is handled improperly
after processing.

Although botulism is rare, it is the

most heat resistant form of food
poisoning. Therefore, the
sterilization procedures that kill

Botulinum spores will also destroy

less dangerous micro-organisms

which may be present in the food.

Because it is so rare and so
dangerous, botulism has a great

psychological effect upon con-

sumers, according to Stumbo. "If

you die of botulism, you'll make the

front page of every paper in the

country," he said.

Also, every company whose food
product has caused a botulism
death has been forced out of

business. Several years ago, a man
died and his wife became seriously

ill from botulism. The cause was a

can of Bon Vivant soup which they
had eaten. Dr. Stumbo was an
expert witness for the F.D.A. during

the long court proceedings which
put the Bon Vivant company out of

business.

Dr. Stumbo warns consumers
never to taste any food which they

suspect is contaminated. "Only

taste it after boiling for at least 15

minutes to destroy the toxin," he

said. Do not taste food from a can

which smells bad; Botulinum
bacteria produce odorous gases.

Also, never buy food in a can that

appears swollen by gas, or taste

food when you cannot hear the

can's vacuum 'pop' when opening.

Thefts, assaults

plague weekend
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter
Assault and battery, breaking and entering, and larcenies from unlocked

dorm rooms, were among the cases covered by the UMass Police this
weekend, said Captain Robert Joyce, of the department.

A UMass student received minor knife injuries when two males illegally
entered her room at Pierpont dorm, Saturday night, UMass Police report

Gilbert Williams, 19, and Mitchell R. Barre, both of Lake Pleasant, Mass.,
are charged with breaking and entering, assault and battery with a
dangerous weapon, and larceny under $100. 1'hey were arraigned at
Northampton District Court, yesterday.

Williams was sentenced to twenty days in the Northampton State
Hospital. Barre, who was unable to pay bail, is at the Union St. jail in
Northampton.

Both cases will be continued at a later date, said Joyce.
In a continued case, UMass student, William A. Santos, previously

charged with assault and battery of a female UMass student, was
arraigned in court yesterday.

His case has been continued to November 19.

Students who went to sleep without locking their dorm doors, may have
awaken to a surprise, last weekend, said Joyce.

Coolidge dorm was the site of four larcenies, due to unlocked dorms.
The amounts of cash stolen ranged from $10 to $60.

Moore House dorm had three thefts ranging from $5 to $250.

JQA, Melville, and Pierpont were other dorms in the Southwest area
with similar complaints.

Joyce said the thefts may be related, "especially because most were in

the same area."

Two UMass students from JFK dorm received separate phone calls of

bomb threats, Sunday at 11:45 p.m., said UMass Police. JFK's head of

residence notified UMass Police, after which a search was conducted. No
devices were found, Joyce said.

Larceny and vandalism of motor vehicles in UMass parking lots were
numerous last weekend, said Joyce. Thefts ranged from $20 to $110.

Joyce said all the cases are i.ider investigation by the UMass Police.

Staff Photo by Dabbio Schafar

SUBJECT: DR. CHARLES R. STUMBO
"When a person goes to buy processed food/ they

shouldn't have to worry about getting sick or dying
from the consumption of it/' says Dr. Charles R.
Stumbo.

Your dope
might be
lethal ivy

There is a rumor around campus
that there may be some lethal

marijuana being circulated. The
grass, coming from Boston, is

reportedly laced with poison ivy

and if smoked in quantity could

cause death.

One suspicious sample turned in

on campus but not yet positively

identified is described as more leafy

than ground with very green leaves

and brown leaves which do not

appear to be of the same stock as
the rest of the grass.

Anyone who comes in contact
with any suspicious marijuana
should contact Room to Move,
which is currently working on
tracking down the report.
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Expected to last at least 2 weeks

Negotiations fail to prevent coal strike
WASHINGTON [UP/] - Coal

industry contract talks limped along

with little reported progress
yesterday virtually assuring a

miners' strike of at least two weeks
beginning at midnight.

Federal officials, fearful of un-

doing negotiating progress already

made, warily skirted the issue of

government intervention should the

strike last longer and threaten

economic disaster.

Labor Secretary Peter J. Brennan
said in television interview that the

collective bargaining system should

be allowed to work before
government intervention.

"If we get into a battle or the

government steps in before time

and tries to dictate the policy, we're

stepping into a real mess that could

go on even longer," Brennan said.

Interior Secretary Rogers C.B.

Morton made no predictions of

how long the strike would last, but

expressed hope for an early set-

tlement.

AFL-CIO President George
Meany, attending a White House
meet of the President's labor-

management committee, com-
mented only that the strike would
probably last 10 days.

Arnold Miller, president of the

United Mine Workers of America,

said talks were continuing bi "we
are not close enough to reach

agreement" and a strike of two
weeks' duration was a "virtual

certainty."

The contract covering some
120,000 miners who produce 70 per

cent of the nation's soft coal ex-

pires at midnight and a strike was
automatic under the UMW con-

stitution, which requires contract

ratification - a 10-day to two week
procedure.

Miller, noting that each day's

delay in reaching a settlement for

union consideration adds a day to

the strike, said that although there

was some progress, "some
progress is not enough to undo 40

years of indifference and neglect."

"The 120,000 working members
of our union will mine no coal until

they have a contract they can work
under safely and live under with

decency," he said.

"I hope for the nation's sake that

the end comes soon. The coal

industry in 1974 has never ex-

perienced a greater demand for

jcoal or a more profitable future."
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Israeli Riot police armed with nightsticks and shields cart away a demonstrator
during disturbances in the slum quarter of Hatikva here. A police spokesman said
60 persons were arrested as they protested against rocketing prices and other
government induced austerity measures.

Watergate
tell FBI on
WASHINGTON [UP/]

President Richard M. Nixon ap-

parently agreed six days after the
Watergate break-in that the FBI
should be directed "to stay the hell

out" of one of its investigations into

the break-in, according to a tape
played yesterday at the Watergate
cover-up trial.

Chief trial prosecutor James F.

Neal played to a hushed, crowded
courtroom-that included en-
tertainer Johnny Cash-the three

June 23, 1972, tapes whose
disclosure last August led to
Nixon's resignation.

According to transcripts
prepared by the prosecutors for the
aid of the jury of nine women and
three men in listening to the tapes,

Nixon's chief of staff H.R.
Haldeman relayed the play for th-

warting the FBI investigation, and
Nixon responded, "urn huh."

Nixon's response was omitted
from the White House's transcripts

released in August.
With the trial beginning its

seventh week, there was this

jurors hear Nixon
tape to stop probe

testimony:

— Lt. Gen. Vernon A. Walters,
deputy director of the CIA, said he
informed White House Counsel
John W. Dean III that his early

suggestion that the CIA should
ask the FBI to halt its Mexican
investigation of funds used to pay
for the bugging would be of "no
service to the President or the'
nation."

— Former acting FBI director L.

Patrick Gray III said he finally told

Dean during numerous con-
versations shortly after the break-
in, "John, if there is CIA in-

volvement that would be exposed
by an FBI investigation in Mexico,
they're going to have to tell me."

-Mrs. Joan Hall, former
secretary to ex-White House
Special Counsel Charles W. Colson
and now administrative assistant to

Labor Secretary Peter Brennan,
said the wife of Watergate burglar
E. Howard Hunt Jr. called her in

August, 1972, with what Mrs. Hall

considered a "semi-threat" that the
mrglary team was getting "very

desperate" over promises that had
been made but not kept.

The prosecution was expected to

call witnesses Nos. 20-22 Tuesday -

Herbert W. Kalmbach, formerly
Nixon's personal lawyer and a

fund-raiser; Frederick LaRue, a re-

election aide; and Anthony
Ulascewicz, who was hired to

deliver hush money to the burglary

team in 1972. Kalmbach and LaRue
have pleaded guilty to Watergate
crimes; Ulascewicz is an unindicted

co-conspirator in this case.

+ V^cl cai 5 m a* o uJ

8:30 a.m. — Highlides — Jeff Jawer looks at your future with aid
from the heavens.

8:00 p.m. —Straight No-Chaser — Further conversations on how to
speak "hip." Also an interview with the Gentle Giant and other
interesting tidbits hosted by Scott Bacherman.

9:00 —National Lampoon Radio Hour — More funnies from the
depths of insanity.

U.S. forgets them
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Disabled Vietnam vets disillusioned
Two years have

passed since the United
States ended its role in

the Vietnam ground war.
But time hasn't
extinguished the bit-

terness felt by many
disabled veterans of that
war.

By GORDON HANSON
Associated Press Writer

Part 1ofa2 Part Series

DBS MOINES, Iowa [AP] -
Timothy Day masks his frustration

behind a face half-paralyzed by an
enemy bullet that tore into his

cheekbone and came out behind
his ear.

The 26-year-old former Marine
corporal was wounded three times
in Vietnam before he was 20.

He'd kept his disillusionment

hidden for years, he says, but now
it pours out bitterly.

"Of those who fought in Viet-

nam, pick anyone's death," Day
challenges. "I wonder how many
Americans know why that man
died.

"...Why do people hate us so bad
for fighting in that war?"
Day and two other disabled

Vietnam veterans interviewed with
him believe they have been put on
the back shelf of the nation's

conscience. So, apparently, do
many others among the 338,851
servicemen listed by the Veterans
Administration as disabled during
the Vietnam era.

"They feel like they are rejected

by their own peers," says Dr. Roger
C. Floren, chief of the mental
hygiene clinic at the VA hospital

here. "They come back to their

home towns and find the kids they
went to school with have jobs and
are married and don't want them
around. They are criticized for

going to war.. .They feel that

Vietnam, being an unpopular war,
no one wants to listen to them."

Day, 5 feet 11, has the rugged
features of actor Charles Bronson.
"We were caught in an American

bad dream, and America wants to

forget it happened," he says.

"But we don't want people to

THE DIAL TONE
Discotheque

THIS WEEK
Mon., Tues., Wed. Nites are

BEER NITES 25*
plus specials on pitchers, bottles and all drinks

DJ's fhf whit you want to k$$r.

OLD, NEW, ROCK
7 Nites a Week

8:30-1:00

Rte. 5, NORTH HATFIELD
Dance Floor Game Room

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

Tbe
Bcslop

Ballet

Friday

November 15 8:00pm
Saturday
November 16 3:OOpm

Bowker Auditorium

THE GOLDDVSKY
OPERA THEATER

J2a Gravida
IN ENGLISH

Bowker Auditorium

Sunday November 17 8:OOpm

TICKETS -$4&3 general $2&1.50 umass students

ON SALE 125HERTER HALL, UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202
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forget," insists Chester Stanger, 25,

a burly former Marine sergeant

whose left leg was blown off when
he stepped on a North Vietnam
mine.

Former Army Spec. 4 Maury
Rahm, 27, bearded and with long

brown hair, sat quietly in a wheel
chair, occasionally moving only his

left arm. His other limbs are

paralyzed, the result of a sniper's

bullet that smashed into his skull.

"But it was worth it to me to

fight there," Rahm said slowly. "My
only regret is the way we pulled out

of that war. We lost it. There was
no peace with honor."

Day and Stanger, and to a lesser

extent Rahm, resent the public

attention given to the prisoners of

war when they returned last year

from Hanoi.

"The people cared more about
the POW's who were shot down
than about any of the thousands of

other Vietnam veterans," says

Stanger. "They threw big parties

for the POWs, offered them jobs,

gave them cars."

"For the dead and wounded they
didn't do a thing," adds Day.
Thousands of other veterans

share this anger toward the POW,
says Dr. Peter Bourne, teacher of

psychiatry at Harvard Medical
School, a White House consultant
on drug abuse, a man who spent a
year in Vietnam during the war and
since then has published papers on
the problems of the returning

combat veteran.

"I not only understand but share
their bitterness because, having
been there myself, the idea that a

POW contributed that much more
really got to me...The disabled
veteran doesn't necessarily want to

be treated as a hero. He just wants
recognition for the horrendous
experience he has been through,
and some consideration when he
comes back for a job. There comes
a resentment for having been
wounded in a war this country
didn't care about."

Tomorrow: Veterans ' Future

One-day

licenses

Israelis riot again

to protest austerity
TEL AV/VIUPI) - Riots and labor

protests erupted yesterday in Israel

for the second day in a row against
the government's stringent new
austerity program but officials

reacted sternly.

Hundreds of teenagers from the
Hatikva slum quarter of Tel Aviv
took to the streets last night to
smash store fronts and car wind-
shields on Allenby Road, a major
thoroughfare in the city's business
district.

A police spokesman said there
were no injuries but 35 persons
were arrested in the new riots,

including a boy of 9 and a woman
charged with looting a smashed
appliance store.

The disturbances followed a

CORRECTION
In yesterday's Collegian a

printing error occured in a
computer program on page
two. Step 6 of the program
should read as follows:

"Type LAIN for code then CR"
rather than "Type LAIM for
code then CR" as was printed.

demonstration by the Israeli Black

Panthers, an organization of

Oriental Jews, who asked the

government for immediate sub-

sidies to needy families.

Tel Aviv police commander
David Ofer said his men "will deal

with the rioters with a strong

hand." Police reinforcements
moved into the city's Dizengoff

Circle entertainment district as a

precautionary measure.

On Sunday night police arrested

39 rioters and dispersed others who
smashed store windows to loot

merchandise and overturned buses
and cars.
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Today on

WFCR 88.5 ffm

12:30 Calendar — A round-up of
cultural events in the area.

2:00 Pedal Point — 2:10 Mozart:
Church Sonatas No. 14 and 15: 2:45

Verdi: 2 arias from "La Forza del

Destino" 4:10 Brahms: Symphony
No. 1 in c.

7:30 Que Tal, Amigos?
8:30 Five College Concert Hall —
Baroque Music for trumpet and
organ recorded at Mt. Holyoke
College in September. 1974.

Five
College

Radio

TUESDAY!

remain
By JUDY BOUCHER

The town's policy of granting

one day wine and malt licenses was
not subject to a major overhaul last

night by Amherst's Board of

Selectmen.

Selectman Robert Garvey last

week expressed the need for

reviewing the town's wine and malt

licenses' policy expressing concern
that there were possible violations

with organizations by buying more
beer and wine than needed for the

one day event.

However, new guidelines were
established requiring the applicant

of the non-profit organization to

record the name of supplier as well

as the amount of liquor bought
which must be returned to the

Board within a reasonable amount
of time.

Also, the license must be signed

by an active officer of that

organization who must come
before the Board when applying for

the license. UMass organizations

must have written permission from

the appropriate administrators.

Only two such licenses per year will

be granted for that organization.

Garvey's proposal for a $50

yearly fee was defeated. He said

"there was a strong responsibility

to police such licenses, but it was
impossible with a $10 fee for the

permit and the present manpower
force of the police."

The fee is $10 yearly or $2 per

calendar month and the license is

regulated under Chapter 181 of the

Liquor Control Act. Penalty for not

paying the special tax is a fine of

not more than $5,000 and im-

prisonment for not more than two
years.

Dean of Students William Field

reported that 34 licenses were

issued since September 1. Only 6

were granted from April to Sep-

tember. Student groups have
represented 74 per cent of the

organizations seeking one day

licenses.

Selectmen also said the final

design of the North East by-pass,

was received from the Department

of Public Works and the consulting

firm, Bayside Engineers.

North Pleasant Street will be

closed to traffic when the by-pass is

built. Closing of this street is part of

the university's long range plan for

a pedestrian campus.
The design will be reviewed

within two months by UMass
officials, the Board of Selectmen
and the DPW.

'BARKER GANG'
at the FOUR LEAF WINDOW

Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's Flea Market

No Cover Tues. - Wed!

M«M*M«*#>^^

The newest place around!

"Coming Wed. - Sun. "FIREWATER"!

Only 12 Miles from Whitmoro!
Plenty of room to boogie! Phone (617) — Just over line — 544-6028
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Women serve major role in struggle
This article was

written by Eli Gonsalves,

member of the PAIGC
(the African Party for the

Independence of Guinea
- Bissau and the Cape
Verde Islands), National

Support Committee,
U.S.A.

In the beginning of the struggle,

leaders of the party worked to re-

educate the thinking of the tribal

heads, steeped in customs dictating

that women be treated as inferior,

without personalities or identities.

Aware of tribal differences and the

need of unity in order to become a

nation, elders and leaders elected

the liberation of their women. Here,

I should say that women responded

to the commitment made by the

Party, and in resisting the foreign

rulers and exploiters.

Women made their homes
available for secret meetings,
carried and secretly distributed

propaganda material. Many times

they concealed comrades from the

police. They also formed groups to

organize aid for political prisoners.

During the armed struggle the

women had a task that was basic to

the development of the armed
conflict, that of production. Later

when military operations became
more intense, women joined the

men at the front. The first liberated

land of the National Territory was
on Komo Islands, where for

seventy-five days and nights, men
and women fought side by side.

Together they resisted the Por-

tuguese colonialists.

Today because the armed
conflict has ceased, we are no less

involved in a revolution, moreover
the work of building a free and
productive country is before all the

people.

To ensure the continued growth
of the women at the local level

three out of the five members are

women. Women hold leadership

positions in all levels of the Party

including the CEL. The struggle

against illiteracy and the traditions

that foster illiteracy are a daily

program for the Commission for

National Reconstruction. But, with

every passing day, more and more
girls are attending schools. A
number of women have returned

from attending higher forms of

training in friendly countries and are

now working as kindergarten
teachers, medical assistants, etc.

The Party has the following

slogan: "Defend women's rights,

respect women and ensure that

they (children, youth and adults)

are respected but convince the

women of our country that they

must bring about theii own
liberation themselves, through their

own work, attachment to the Party,

self-respect, individuality and
firmness towards anything that

might be inconsistent with their

dignity."

It is more than a slogan or a

group of words that look well on
paper, it is a living growing fact of

life in Guinea-Bissau that will

flourish soon on Cape Verde as

well.

When all the people in a nation

contribute mind and heart in a

righteous effort, it is mankind that

will truly reap the benefits.
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Symposium on 60's
The New Africa House Steering

Committee is sponsoring, tonight, a

symposium entitled, "Black
Revolution in the 1960's, An
Overview", November 12th at 8:00

p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

The purpose of the conference is

to review the struggle of Black

people in the 1960's to attempt to

correct the many distortions and
omissions that currently exist.

Archie Shepp and his Jazz
Workshop along with the Voices of

New Africa will provide music

reflecting the mood of the 60's. The
entire university Community is

urged to attend an exciting and
controversial discussion.

The Panelists will include:

Robert F. Williams, was president

of the Monroe, North Carolina

NAACP chapter, 1957-61 organized

self defense, community patrols to

protect community from Ku Klux

Klan (KKK), ran for Mayor of

Monroe, spent eight years in exile,

five years in Cuba, three years in

People's Republic of China, met
with Fidel Castro, Che Guverra,

Muhammad Babu (Zambarian
revolutionary), Mao Tse Tung,
Chou En Li and was the first Black

man from United States to speak in

mass rally to Chinese people. Ex-

president of the Republic of New
Alrica, he now faces extradiction

back to North Carolina and kid-

napping charges dating back to

1961.

Askia Muhammad Toure, noted

poet, author of "Songhay", a book
of spiritual essays, Co-editor of

"Black America Magazine." Was
active in the first Black Studies

Dept. at San Francisco State with

Dr. Nathan Hare.

Sister Sonia Sanchez, poetess,

author, playwriter, chairperson of

Amherst Black Studies Dept., was
active in Black Arts Movement, on

the East and West Coast. Served a

major role in developing Black

awareness and Black Studies
Movement.
Accounts of the 60's, as a

historical movement will be
highlighted by John Bracey,

chairman of the Afro-American

Studies Dept., UMass, active in

early sixties in Chicago C.O.R.E.

and N.O.W. organizations, noted

historian, and co-author of

"Nationalism", a major research on
the Black working class in the Black

Liberation Struggle.

Muhammad Ahmad (Max
Standford), ex ambassador of the

Republic of New Africa, political

community worker, worked with

street gang forces in 1960's. Author

of "Al-Jihad" and "Towards Pan-

African Liberation."

Erine Mkalimoto, active member
of editorial staff of "Soulbook",
organizer of original Black Panther
Party, West Coast, member of

League of Revolutionary Black
Workers (Detroit, Michigan), and
major ideologist of the 1960's.

Also on the panel will be Stanely

Kinard, active student leader in

Black Studies rebellions in

Amherst, Mass. area.

The entire community is invited

to attend this historical review of

the 1960's, by studying and
analyzing our past, we are able to

make accurate projections in the

future.
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HADLEY THE
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BOTH.

FINE FOOD AND DRINK • $86-2510
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Two lobsters, or other fine dinners,

for the price of ONE with this ad!

Two Days Only

Thur. - Nov. 7th
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1
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50 East St.,
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LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
HUMf CFNTER OF LIBERAL ARTS

• Classes taught in English

• All academic credits transfer

• 60 courses offered each semester:

ANTHROPOLOGY • CLASSICAL STUDIES • ENGLISH

& ITALIAN LIT. • FINE ARTS • HISTORY • | TALIAN

Orchard Hill has its roots in

student activism of the 60s
By JERRY ROGERS

Staff Reporter
The ten-year history of Orchard

Hill has its roots in the student
activism of the sixties and "is an
important perspective in un-
derstanding the Hill," according to
Allen Davis, Assistant Director of
Academic Affairs on the Hill.

Orchard Hill opened in 1964
during a period of tremendous
growth for the University; between
1960 and 1964 the student
population soared from about 4,000
to near 9,000.

Typical of universities all over the
country, the growth was a result of
advancing technology in the
country. The result in the schools
was the modem "multiversity", a

super-efficient, technologically
perfect institution.

Iron INFORMATION MAILTO: LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
ROME CENTER OFFICE. 6525 N. SHERIDAN RD.. CHICAGO ILL 60626 f

Volunteers Urgently

Needed for University

State Communications
Council

We need you to help
lobby for state legislation

that is responsive to
students needs. Drop by
the office: 41 3A Student
Union or get in contact
with: Charlie 549-6513

or Barbara 253-5077

TUN
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ONE-DAY NEW YORK CITY
SHOW/SHOPPING EXCURSION

Saturday, November 16
TOUR LEAVES UNIV. OF MASS 7:30 AM
Leaves Amherst Center 7:35 AM
Leaves Smith College 7:50 AM
Leaves Mt. Holyoke College 7:00 AM
Here's an excursion which gives you a ten-hour day to enjoy New York
City at its best: you may attend a matinee at a Broadway Theatre, or
the Christmas Show at Radio City Music Hall, or any new movie; you
may shop in advance for holiday presents at famed department
stores and boutiques with a full line of Christmas merchandise; you
may sightsee, dine, enjoy some night life - you name it, and it's in

New York City.

Following an early departure, a rest stop is made en route. Your escort
will pass out maps on request on the way down, to help you orient your-
self as to where you'll arrive and the places you want to go.
You'll arrive at Steak & Brew on 47th Street, in the heart of the Theatre
District, about 11:30 AM. Following a special luncheon consisting of a
complete cheeseburg platter accompanied by a bountiful "make it

yourself" salad, you're on your own to enjoy "Fun City" until 9:30 PM,
when your special tour coach departs for home" S1500

PeterPan
EscortedTours
Town

AMHERST

AMHERST

NORTHAMPTON

SOUTH HADLEY

IPIck-Up Point

University of Mass.
Campus Center Circle

Bus Terminal, 79 So
Pleasant St. (For Amherst
& Hampshire Colleges)

Smith College
J. M. Greene Hall

Elm Street

Mt. Holyoke College
Bus Shelter At

ISouth Hadley Green

Booking Office
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University of Mass.
Campus Center Hotel
Tel. 546-2006

Bus Terminal
79 So Pleasant St.

Tel. 256-0431

Bus Terminal
Old South St.

Tel. 586-1030

Cannon's Pharmacy
25 College St

Tel. 533-7115
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The Hill was cast in "an Oxford-
Cambridge atmosphere to combat
the anonimity of the modern
'multiversity', which often sup-
pressed free speech and fostered
feelings of alienation in students,"
said Davis.

Though considered a part of

Northeast when it came to student
affairs (until 1969,) the academic
atmosphere was quite different

from the rest of the University.

Operating under a Danforth
Foundation Grant, the Hill was
presided over by a Master (a

member of the University faculty)

and each house had one faculty

resident, as they do now. Each
house was also assigned 13 faculty

members: one to act as a preceptor
who coordinated 12 faculty fellows.

It was a system that faculty

members hoped would be like that

of Oxford, Princeton and Yale,

according to Davis.

"The faculty would come up and
teach sections of University
courses. There were coffee hours
where the students could get to
know the faculty. Sometimes it was
o.k. but usually it was, at best,

strained. It was a phony situation

and very artificial; there was no
indigenous instruction going on,"
he continued.

In 1968 Lee Varley, the first

Master, was replaced by Leon
Barron who played an instrumental
part in subsequent changes in the
Hill. There was general student

dissatisfaction with student-faculty
relations and outmoded classes but
the feeling was more intense on the
Hill, said Davis.

Social reality and social
awareness became a prime issue.

The faculty fellow system, staffed

by older faculty very much
ingrained in tradition, fell apart and
younger faculty began developing
interdisciplinary courses.

"These courses reflected a

general interest in political action

and the courses were very
relevant," Davis explained.

Examples include: Exploring
Radical Psychologists, Man and
Environment, and American
Radicalism and the New Left.

Also in 1968, the first group of

CCEBS black students was located

on the Hill, which was "a concrete
influx of social reality," according
to Davis.

From 1968-1972 Barron
developed this "departure from
tradition" into a slate of 35-40

courses a semester. Spring
semester 1972 saw Chris Hern
become Master.

"He was a good man but just not
right for the job," said Davis. He left

after the semester and Michael
Wolff took over the job. Wolff is

Master now and his prime objective

is to instill a common perspective

behind all the OH courses so as to

develop a program with some
cohesion.

Scribner, noted educator,

speaking here Wednesday
Dr. Harvey B. Scribner, an ex-

chancellor of New York City public

schools and former education

commissioner for the state of

Vermont, will speak Wednesday
night at 7 p.m. in Marks Meadow
Auditorium.

Dr. Scribner is expected to speak
on the urban problem in the general

context of education.

^ CjII 782 3131

Sj"_CnRMisl*2

Considered a controversial figure
in education. Dr. Scribner is ex-

pected to say that decisions are
often made by middle class
America but that the responsibility

for fulfilling those positions are with
the poor.

Dr. Scribner is in his second year
of teaching here as a professor of
education.

Springfield, Ma.

See - GEORGE C. SCOTT,

Director - Producer - Star of

"THE SAVAGE IS LOOSE"

7

THE SAVAGE
IS LOOSE

George C. Scott and Irish Van Devere
co-starnng John David Carsonand Lee H. Montgomery

A film about a shipwrecked
family caught between society
induced moral behavior and
uncontrolled primal instincts.

PREMIERE OPENING - WED. NOV. 13th

SPECIAL: 50* OFF REGULAR $2.50
ADMISSION PRICE WITH STUDENT ID
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Inner views bv Jim Paulin
Photos by Debbie Schafer

The Daily Collegian: The largest college daily in New England. Is it

meeting its responsibility to its readers? Is it guilty of the many
accusations that have been leveled against it? Does it bore you?
Campus Comments went on a soul searching mission to learn the
public opinion of the space it's housed in.

The question - What do you think of the Collegian?

Barry Golen - Jr. from
Springfield living in Field

majoring in Public Health. I

think it's a good paper, but at

times it's sort of like the

National Enquirer.. .it prints

things up to try to blow them
out of proportion, such as

things that are happening on
campus, I can't give any
specifics, but this is my view
and a lot of other people's

views. All in all, I think it's a

aood paper. I enjoy reading it.

William Mitchell - Sr. from

New Bedford living in South
Deerfield majoring in Com-
munication Studies. Actually, I

just glance through it every day.

I don't read very much of it. My
favorite parts are B.C and the

Wizard of Id. I like McGilvray. I

think he's starting to get a lot

better, since he's getting more
practice and he is pretty funny.

It's definitely campus oriented.

Lonnie Hill - Sophomore
from Salem living in Amherst
Majoring in Business. Like any

other paper, it's not excellent all

the time, but then again it's not

bad. It's got pretty good
commentators. It gets across

both sides of any side they care

to elaborate about. I like

satirical commentators, like

Zamir Nestlebaum, Nat Clark's

pretty straight forward, more of

a traditionalist. He's been cut

down a few times. I like the

comics. McGilvray, why
doesn't he do a strip?

Shirley Johnson - Sr. from

Springfield. BDIC major
concentrating in Deaf
Education. I'm a commuting
student and I really don't get a

chance to read it that often.

Mostly because when I get

here, the papers are all gone. I

read it about once a week when
finally grab a hold of it. I

especially like the editorial

section. I'm not that familiar

with the editorial writer's

names, but I'd know them if

saw their pictures.

Michele Amrich - Sophomore
from Needham living in

Knowlton majoring in Jour-

nalism. I worked for them for a

little while. I do think it's a good
paper. What I would like to see

is a five college paper instead of

just the five college page.

Probably the AP and UPI
releases are what I read the

most. I like campus news, but I

don't care for Amherst news.

Kathleen Rea - Jr. from L.I.,

N.Y. living in Northampton
majoring in the School of Ed's

Media Specialist for the Deaf

program. I have tried to contact

the editor's column several

times for some meaningful

information to be pr: r led and
my articles were never printed.

I've gone so far as to go down
to the office and to speak to

people personally and it hasn't

done any good.

{ Letters to the editor }

Blacks not in struggle alone
To the Editor:

After reading a letter to the editor by Bill

Livingstone in the 11-8-74 edition of the Collegian, /

began to wonder if he was unaware of his own
prejudices, just as he accused the white race of being

unaware of their bigotry.

Mr. Livingstone was writing a reply to Bruce

Jefferies ' letter which in my opinion was a very well

written letter dealing with the very real problems of

discrimination whites are facing on the UMass
campus. Mr. Livingstone has not seemed to

acknowledge this discrimination at all. In fact, he very

neatly puts it aside and continues to discuss the in-

jured black society. I suppose there are only white

bigots? If that is so Mr. Livingstone, then why can't

whites publish their writings in The Drum or set up a

New Europe House without any intolerance from the

blacks?

You also stated that only through a conscious effort

could we help to achieve equality for the under-
educated, poverty stricken blacks of our urban
ghettos. Are you suggesting that the under-educated,
poverty stricken whites don't deserve equality?

Because, such people do exist.

Yes, there are whites v/ho suffer from
discrimination, just as blacks have been for centuries.

If society doesn 't begin to realize this, history is only
going to repeat itself-with one exception-, the roles of
the ens/aver and the enslaved will be reversed.

Separating into two distinct races, black and white,

isn't going to achieve the desired balance between
right and wrong in the world. We have to all "stick

together" as one race in order to fight off the unjust
beast of inequality. You might be asking yourself if

such a race exists. Well, I always thought that every
person who was born in this world belonged to the
"Human Race".

Lynne Dolinski

NUKES pose threat to the unborn
To the Editor

In their die-hard drive against abortion, the Catholic

Church has stressed the importance of the fetus'

"Right to Life".

This is a selective stand on the part of the church.
There is another "Right to Life" issue which the

church completely ignores.

I'm talking about the effects of nuclear power.
The link between infant mortality and radiation

from nuclear power plants was exposed in 1972 by
Prof. Ernest J. Sternglass.

In his study of the Hanford reactor, he found a 150
per cent increase in infant mortality in the area around
the reactor. The mortality rate of the more distant

control counties either rose less than 10 per cent or
declined.

In his study of the Dresden reactor, he found a 48
per cent increase in infant mortality in the counties
downwind from the reactor. The upwind control
counties showed a decline of 2 per cent in their

average infant mortality rates.

Sternglass also found that for each infant mortality.

there would be three to four babies that would live

with "serious genetic defects, crippling congenital
malformations, mental retardation, and other af-

flictions in many ways worse than death".

Drs. Tamp/in and Gofman noted in 1971 that the
fetus is about 50 times as sensitive to radiation as an
adult.

Nuclear power involves not only the "Right to Life"
of the unborn and the infant, but of everyone.

Prof. Linus Pauling, winner of two nobel prizes,

estimated that if everyone in the country were ex-
posed to the allowable amount of radiation allowed by
the AEC, 96,000 extra cancer and leukemia cases
would resu/rannually.

There are too many logical alternatives to nuclear
power to risk the existence of the entire human race.

I urge the Catholic Church, and everyone else
concerned with the "Right to Life" to help to inform
the people about the dangers of nuclear power.
From the recent election results, it is apparent that

someone isn 't doing their job.

Dave Kowal

And speaking of threats to the unborn
To the Editor:

This letter is in response to an article written in

Wednesday, Nov. 6 COLLEGIAN about the pro-
abortion group that was operating from the campus
center. The article calls for pro -abortionists to write to

their Political Leaders urging them to support
abortion.

We would like to make this plea to those who are
PRO-LIFE and urge them to also write to our leaders
in Washington, but urge them to support the Catholic

Church's view, that abortion destroys life. Let's

remember that a parent need not keep an unwanted
child. There are people waiting in line for children to

adopt, so adoption is assured. No doubt rape is a very

tragic occurrence, but let's not rely on taking away
the unborn 's right to live.

Ten years ago, abortion was shunned upon. Today
it is commonplace. What happens ten years from
now?

Five years ago, euthanasia was frowned upon.
Today it is being considered. Where will it be five, ten,
fifty years from now?
Without a doubt in our minds, people's value of

human life is going down. It really must stop.

The view of the Catholic Church is the only way to
view it in our opinion. For those who still believe in

Christianity, think of it this way. What would have
happened to the world today if Jesus was aborted?

Please help the unborn keep their rights. Write to
your congressman today.

Ralph Pallotta

Melanie Niemczura

The D.C, a nice place to visit

To the Editor:

/ would like to give some credit where credit is due.

I am of course speaking about Food Services. Since
Sept. of 73 the dining commons have improved
vastly. The quality, as well as the quantity of food has
improved. Portions are larger and seconds can be
obtained if desired on most meals. With new in-

novations such as a salad bar, new beverage
dispensers, piped-in music, and similar improvements,
the dining common has become a more enjoyable

environment to eat it. Through innovations such as
test panels and surveys, the dining commons can get
ideas and suggestions from the students. With this

information, the food can be more suited to the
students likes and dislikes.

The task of feeding so many students is not an easy
one. Much planning and preparation goes into it.

Under the direction of Art Warren, the food service

has done a fine job. The caliber of the Dining Com-
mons has greatly been improved. James Weaver is

another individual who is deeply concerned with the

meal ticket program, and the overall success of the

dining commons. Much time, work and dedication is

put in by these two men as well as others in order to

make the operation as successful as possible.

So the next time you eat in the D.C., remember
there are many people who work herd to serve you.
They have to put up with a lot of problems and
troubles. They are doing their best. Their work is

often overlooked and should greatly be appreciated.

Who knows, maybe someday we'll be having steak
for supper every night. It's just too bad there are still

people who are not yet in favor of busing.

Wynn Vati

Cataldo is right about media
To the Editor:

In support of Gerry Cataldo 's column on November
8th, I would like to expresss my opinion that "Press
Pressure" was an excellent portrayal of media bias.

Mr. Cataldo could not have better expressed my own
views on the subject, particularly by his reference to

the vain attempt at humor and subtly libelous

remarks made by Zamir Neste/baum in his column
directed at Frank Bellotti {Attorney General elect].

It was refreshing to learn that the voters of this

Great Commonwealth are not easily swayed by
editorials of the presses as was demonstrated by the
fact that Frank Bellotti defeated his opponent Josiah
Spaulding. It is not so refreshing to learn however that
there are still the Zamir Neste/baums of the media
who will continue to spew their insubstantial "crap"
at the masses of the public who remain easily in-
fluenced. Fortunately this mass is not the majority.

Albert A. DelloRusao

c
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Fred Weiss

Joe Burroughs
19 16 - 1974

A sunshine Sunday of the last three day weekend. First day of Eastern
standard time, and I was off to dinner at the Burroughs house. Joe
Burroughs was one of the main influences in my decision to return to
UMass this year. Using words like "dynamic" and "creative" to explain the
possibilities of the Amherst area, in the end I decided to return here
because there were people like Joe Burroughs to learn from.
And as I drove towards the Burroughs house in Leverett, I was reminded

that there just hadn't been enough time to get together with Joe this year.
Hectic pace, different things to do. Joe and his wife Dottie were getting
ready to take a semester off from the UMass community and go to Hawaii
jo take part in a human development project during the spring.

The day was filled with the joy of good company. Dottie Burroughs
put out a New England boiled dinner. Two more of Joe's students joined
us at the table. After the dinner, three of us went for a walk with Joe down
to the Burroughs pond. There was a constant banter of trivialities about life

in general and nothing in particular filled the day. A brisk wind but a
warm sun, the trees most beautiful leaves already shed; we walked around
the fields. There are people that you love, simply because they have
touched your life so deeply. A simple vague statement? Perhaps. But there
are not enough ways to describe how I loved Joe Burroughs. Not enough
ways to describe how almost everyone who knew Joe Burroughs loved
him.

Some believe that the way to improve people is to criticize them. Tell
them that they are wrong, and that they should "shape up". I doubt that
Joe Burroughs ever did that. Always a smile. A kind word. Some quick
praise. Joe Burroughs had a way of making everyone's life seem im-
portant. Every person that he came in contact with was made to feel that
they were the most important person in Joe's life at that moment. Nothing
else much mattered, only you. In ways he was like F. Scott Fitzgerald's
Gatsby; he made you feel as though he were seeing you at your best
possible moment.
As the windy Sunday moved towards night, the brisk breezes increased.

The fading color of the leaves were no longer seen through the dark of
night. It was the end of the day at the Burroughs house. After saying
goodbye to Dottie, Joe walked me towards my car. A quick hug. A firm
shake. A warm goodbye.

I never realized that this would be the last time that I would ever see him.
There rarely is a way to know such things. There were still too many things
to talk about, to share, and to laugh about. Joe Burroughs died last

Sunday at the age of 58.

When I heard the news on Monday, I walked through the Campus
Center Concourse half stunned, and was bitter because nobody seemed to
notice that a dear friend was gone. The hustle and bustle of UMass is like a
city. Small things like the death of a friend, are usually lost to the masses
pricing candles and posters.

Yet the bitterness was not appropriate. Joe would have corrected me.
People cannot mourn for things that are already done with. People have to
spend all of their energy in living and understanding both themselves and
those around them.
There were so many things that Joe Burroughs had left to live for. He

packed all of his heart and mind into every living day. Was involved with
his students and his family. Was always willing to find time to listen, and
was always around to care.

That Sunday, the last Sunday together he was beaming. Looking for-

ward to Hawaii, I told him that he should try and get to Europe someday.
He assured me that he would try. I know that there was so much life for
Joe Burroughs to live, and am frustrated by the fact that it was cut short.
Still there is the greater realization that he truly lived his life, and got the
most out of every day while he was among us.

There was that moment. The tears were all gone. I was sitting with Dave
Hoffman, another good friend of Joe's. Dave, red-eyed squeezed my hand,
and said "I'm going to miss him more than I ever knew. His loss leaves a
gap that won't be filled for a long time." I wanted to answer Dave, say
something that would make him feel better. There were no words. I put my
hand on top of his and squeezed him. Then eventually I muttered, "At least

a hundred people who knew him would have given ten years of their life to
his. Then he could have lived almost forever."

It was only later, much later, after speaking to friends who mourned
Joe's loss, that I realized how close to the truth that remark was. The only
tribute left, for the words that were never said, is to live life in the spirit that
Joe Burroughs did. For the moment. For each other. For the things worth
finding. And for the things worth loving. If I can do it half as well as Joe
Burroughs did, I'll be doing alright.

There will be an informal get together on Wednesday at five o'clock in
the main lounge at Pierpont, for those who knew Joe Burroughs to discuss
their personal memories and feelings about Joe.

Fred Weiss is a Co/legiar Columnist
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While Whitmore sleeps
By DEAN TUCKER

First there were twelve people standing around a

flagpole with signs that said "End the War." Then
there were twenty, then fifty and a hundred and it

became bejesus fashionable to be against the war in

Southeast Asia in my home town in New Hampshire.
The last time a demonstration was held three hundred
rallied. The only opposition at the gathering came
from a few beer-bellied Korean vets who were drunk
and carried around pro-U.S. posters that had words
spelled wrong on them. It was all so damn pitiful to

see them because by then the movement that started

with small groups hanging around flagpoles had
grown big; no massive; enough to hound a lying

President out of office (only to have him replaced by a

bigger liar.) The movement had closed campuses
down and stopped a political convention from dealing

with its ballyhoo bullshit as it had in the past. The
movement threw out ROTC and recruiters from Dow
Chemical and other manufacturers and chemical
killers. The movement lost a Kennedy hero and moved
on with his spirit. The movement picked up a hero

when Muhammad AN said no to the draft and the

movement moved on. It didn't stop the war in

Vietnam. It helped. (The war goes on.)

The thing is the movement wouldn't have moved if

the people it was trying to move were listening and
thinking and when half a million literally knocked on
the White House door and no one answered it was
very discouraging. But the movement moved on. And
we won.

So UMass has its first Town Meeting. 600 people

show up to discuss an agenda that was not too

publicized because it was late in formation and the

Collegian Editor-in-Chief who is so beholden to ad-

vertisers won't pull off-campus commercial ads from
the campus paper to accommodate an ad about a

precedent setting on campus meeting of students
(who own the paper and who wanted to meet to

< £. Patrick I

discuss the quality of life at their campus.) But despite
the decisions of a boy-wonder- hack 600 people show
up. They pass the word to Whitmore that the last

hurrah of en loco parentis days is soon to be hurrahed.
This writer, leery of causes, at the last minute decides
it is just. He's read the scenario before and knows that
there will be a lot of talk before the word gets to
Whitmore that we will eat where and when and what
we wish. That we will not be refugees in our own
community. That we will not be the victims of state
hired bureaucratic slumlords, and that we will use the
infirmary if we want to. We say to the self per-

petuating helium filled egos of Whitmore "get off my
back you damn monkey!"
So 600 people show up and pass the agenda.

Bromery and stooges sit this one out. Groups that
want to talk about the quality of education get tabled
(suppressed) and must wait. Hamlin House, the
refugee headquarters people, leave. Bits and pieces of
a crowd that echoed every time their name was
mentioned walk out when their name was not.

But from small factioned crowds around flagpoles
come big crowds at the doors of big buildings. A
suggestion thai we storm the Chancellor's house gets
cheers but no takers.

The time will come, when like the war movement,
the battle for students rights will get big and noisy and
in the end because it is just and the people working for

it have faith, we shall indeed overcome.

After the meeting SGA President is as concerned as
he was before. What to do now. The fight has started.

It is the first of warmups that will lead to the day when
Whitmore makes an attempt to say no. They will get
pummeled, but before then more warmups are
needed. Another town meeting. Yes. Soon. Whitmore
must answer this week. Hamiin is tensed, ready to
leap. We are getting ready with them. Do you hear us
Whitmore? Listen good now.

Dean Tucker is Executive Editor of the Collegian

McQuaid j- Power setties everything
Might makes right might very

well be right. Leafing through the

pages of history I find that any

significant accomplishments have

been made under the ad-

ministration of a powerful,

established authority. It took a

tyrannical madman to unite a torn

Germany and a fascist dictator to

get the trains to run on time in Italy.

I'm not saying that what this

country needs is a dictator, but in

the wake of Watergate we certainly

need a system of government that

is stable and lasting. It is in a time

such as this, when on the safeguard

against a political monopoly that it

might very well happen without our

ever knowing it.

We presently have a Republican

president and an overriding

Democratic Congress. Every four

years a new president is elected,

every other six a new senate, and
every two a new house of
representatives. As One ad
ministration settles into office a
threatening opposition usurps the
Congress; with such a future
ahead, what can we predict for

white house occupancy in 1977?
This endless run-around is

supposed to be the idealistic form
of government. Rule by the people?
How can this be when the people
are so caught up in politics and
election campaigning to spend any
serious consideration on the actual

governing process? We must
discern the difference between
politics and government, vote
getting and administration,
promises and action.

A good politician makes
countless promises, a good
government official spends all his

E. Patrick McQuaid is a

time fulfilling his previous com-
mitments.

The question of power is present

at the federal, state, local, and even
campus level. Yesterday's Collegian

headlines ran "Students exert

power". What power is to be
exerted in an impotent society?

Why the sudden flare-up for

autonomy, independence, power?
What power is to be found in a

society that can be swayed so

easily by some fast talking crowd
mover? There is no power to be

spoken of when people gather

together like a herd seeking a

leader, any leader who promises to

pull them out from their drab

existence.

Power is never in the hands of

the people. It is the employ of

massive bureaucracies, colossal

institutions that have no place for

Collegian Columnist

the individual. It is they who are in

power who settle everything with
little care for the common citizen.

They thrive on power and its

prosperity. Power begets power as
chaos gives birth to order. From the
mass confusion of Watergate,
power shall seek its roots and grow.
The soil is fertile for a prosperous
political crop.

Whoever seizes the reins of

power shall hold the future at his

disposal. His decisions are final; .in a

few years the police will prove him
right. I recall a passage by George
Orwell on power, he said that

magistrates must not rule by love,

trust, or respect. Power is to be
feared and as true image of power
he said to let the mind conceive a

huge military boot kicking,

stomping on a human face; forever

Tomorrow - 1

Reid Fishman

poops on the

Pope
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campus carousel
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By TONY GRANITE
SUICIDE is the theme of most of

the Oct. 25 edition of the Daily

Nexus, student newspaper of UCal-

Santa Barbara.

The eight pages of copy ranged

from interviews with psychiatrists

to a round-up of the literature of

self-destruction.

SPOOK PROTECTION plans

have made money for Alpha Phi

Omega at USoFIa, according to a

recent Oracle. The plan costs $1

and is offered to Tampa residents

for a 24-hour period, when
members will clean up damages
and other "mischief" directly

related to Halloween.

Now in its third year, the plan

raised $500 in 1973 for the 30

national service fraternity members
who clean soaped windows, egging

and papering of lawns.

FIRST PREXY TO BE SUED as a

publisher of a campus newspaper in

the Florida State University System
is Dr. Cecil Mackey of the

University of South Florida.

He is being sued for $100,000 in

damages for "slander, defamation

and libel" because of two stories

appearing in the Oracle.

Bringing the suit is a former

faculty member seeking rein-

statement.

FROM POT TO BOTTLE is the

way the Columbia Daily Spectator

describes the increased popularity

of alcohol on the New York City

campus.
The lede on the story by Marc

Lipscher reads, "After years of

smoking more and enjoying it

immensely, Columbia students,
discouraged by high drug prices

and harsh narcotic laws, seem to be
increasingly turning to alcohol as
their drug of choice."

He quotes Larry Krips of the
National Council on Alcoholism,
"People are changing from dope to

alcohol, and parents are thrilled that

their kids are coming home drunk
instead of stoned."

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK
appears in the Central Michigan U.

Life, over a medical advice dealing

with urinary tract infections: Don't
neglect your plumbing!"

The Kevin Jones

Guitar Studio

private and group
instruction

in

classical and jazz guitar

Before Nov. 1, Call: 268-7029

^KXXUUXMIl

Correction
An article on page seven of

yesterday's Collegian about
political prisoner Martin Sostre

carried an incorrect writers'

credit.

The story was written by
Ellen Gavin and Joe Cotter,

both members of the

Progressive News Service
collective on campus. I

"Volks-Service"

specializing in

VOLKSWAGEN
Part Salts I Repairs

REASONABLE PRICES
RELIABLE WORK

605 North King St.

Northampton, Mass.

next to the

State Police Barracks

Tel. 584-7550

JAZZ JAM
SESSION

Wed., Nov. 13,

9 p.m. - 1 a.i

in the Hatch

iCV*

Cft ^

r viKJf

wot

citcheA.

wmm+

Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.
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Changingtheworld
isa fine idea,but

wheredoyou start?

We asked the same question when we first

found ourselves in a position to make the world

a more livable place.

At Kod?K, we started close to home. In

Rochester, view York. We cut river pollution with

one of the most efficient industrial waste water

treatment plants in the country. We cut air pollu-

tion with scrubbers, adsorbers and electrostatic

precipitators. We helped set up a black enter-

prise program in downtown Rochester.

Why? Helping to combat water pollution not

only benefits society but us as well as we need
clean water to make film. Our combustible waste

disposal facility not only reduces air pollution

but also helps pay for itself in heat and steam

production and silver recovery. The black enter-

prise program not only helps people who aren't

well off but also helps stabilize communities in

which Kodak can work and grow.

In short, it's simply good business. And
we're in business to make a profit. But in further-

ing our business interests, we also further so-

ciety's interests.

After all, our business depends on society.

So we care what happens to it.

Kodak Kodak.
More than a business.

Author, poet

lecturing on

Richard Wright
Sylvia Wynter, Cuban-Jamaican

author and poet, will deliver the

third lecture in the UMass series on
the life of Richard Wright, Thur-

sday, at 8 p.m. in Herter Hall Room
231.

Wynter, the author of "The Hills

of Hebron," is on leave from the

University of the West Indies and is

currently a professor of literature in

the Third World Studies Depart-

ment at the University of California

in San Diego. She studied at Ki.igs

College of London University and at

the University of Madrid. She is a

contributor to the Jamaican
Journal and many other Third

World publications.

The title of her lecture will be

"Caliban Agonistes: Richard
Wright Revisited." The public is

invited and a reception will take

place at the Center for Racial

Understanding in Moore House
after the program. The sponsors are

the Afro-American Society, the

W.E.B. Dubois Department of Afro-

American Studies and Harambe.

Health adv. Board

to discuss input
A new formula for student input

in the University Health Services

will be discussed at this weeks'

Student Health Advisory Board

meeting. The Board has been

discussing the future role of

consumer participation at the

Health Services.

Advisory Board meetings are

open to all students, and the Board

tries to elicit student suggestions

and complaints.

This weeks meeting will be in the

Campus Center, Rooms 804 to 809

on Wednesday, beginning at 4:30

p.m.

U. Iowa reps

on campus today
Representatives from the MIT

Urban Studies & Planning Division

and the U. of Iowa Law School will

be on campus today to answer
questions and give information to

students interested in graduate and
law school programs at the
respective schools.

A representative from MIT will be
available from 1:00-4:00 at the

Student Development Center,
Room 112, Berkshire House.
The U. of Iowa representative will

be at Room 112, Berkshire House
from 10:00-3:00.

Bud Harrelson says:

"Stop
birth defects

short."

Give to the
March of Dimes
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Vietnam group

showing films

By DAVE KOWAL
Staff Reporter

The film Vietnam: Still America's
War was presented at a meeting of

the Vietnam Study Group in the

Campus Center Sunday night.

"The film was presented to help

people realize that the war in

Vietnam is not over," said Buffy

Weissman, a coordinator of

Student Volunteer Services.

The film will be reshown again

Thursday on the Campus Center
Concourse from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,

then at the Amherst Food Co-op
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

The Vietnam Study Group has
sponsored other programs this

semester centered on the Vietnam
War.

Their program has included a

concert by Holly Near, a folk singer

from the Indochina Peace Cam-
paign, and a display of a U.S.

manufactured "tiger cage", a 5' x

10' x 5' cage, which is used to hold

political prisoners.

The group was formed as a result

of the first UMass showing of

Vietnam: Still America's War,
Weissman said. The film was
shown in early October by Don
Luce, President of the International

Volunteer Service.

Rearden said, "At our meetings
we try to learn more about U.S.

violations of the Paris Accords, the

interconnectedness between all

struggles for liberation, and most
importantly to plan and discuss

actions and strategies that will be

effective in reminding Americans
that the war is not over."

The group will be showing a slide

show about U.S. involvement in

Indochina Sunday. The time and
place will be announced in the

Collegian.

We Buy By the

Thousands. You Save Big!

Brand New. Factory-Packed.

All Fully Guaranteed.

4-FUNCTION MODEL
• Add . • Divide
• Subtract • Multiply

Features 6 Digits plus

Overflow Indicator.

CANON LE 83
8 Digit Model

FAMOUS 8 DIGIT MODEL
With % Key end Memory . . .

BOWMAR MX 90 SCIENTIFIC
10 Digits. 9 Functions.

Square Root. Memory. Percent.

Rechargeable and AC

KEYSTONE MODEL 2050

SCIENTIFIC SLIDE RULE
20 Function*. Flexible

Memory Automatic Constants.

Algebraic Logic Floating

Decimal. 8 Digits. AC and
Rechargeable

29.95

39.95

68.95

99.50

A

AVAILABLE ONLY BY MAIL ORDER.

Please Rush Hie Following

G 4 Function Model @ $17.95

Canon LE 83 @ $29 95

O 8 Digit Model <3> $39 95

G Swmir MX 90 & $68 95

Q Keystone 2050 (a) $99 50

I

City

Stat* .*"•»

Add $1.00 (or Shipping * Handling.

N V Residents Add Applicable Tai.

Dept 104

DIGITRONICS CO
P0 Bo« 6 19 /Wall St Sta

No* York N Y MOOS

1

10

14

ACROSS
Pakistan

garment
Bandleader

Shaw
French title

Abbr
dog

15 Nobleman
16 12 months
17 Modest
19 Vocalized
20 Rejects

21 Leaves a

group
23 Glances
26 Major league

Abbr
27 Ignite again

30 Be unlike

34 Grandson of

Cam
35 Went astray

37 Pub product
38 Airline for

Paris

39 Printing

method
41 Storage place
42 Canada's

neighbor
Abbr.

43 Allow entry

2 words
Having no
curves
Gasoline in

Britain

44

tfi

47 Make
compact

50 Japanese-

sash

51 Harden Var
52 Nude statue

cover up
2 words

56 Wretched
60 Object of

worship
61 Heliotrope

64 Plumlike fruit

65 Kitchen

accessory
66 Self-esteems
67 Be likely

68 Arab prince

Var
69 Dare Dial

DOWN
1 Run swiftly

and easily

2 Army
classification

3 Horse color •

4 Lacking zest

5 Mistreated
6 Aries

7 Numerical
prefix

8 Charged
particles

9 Produce
10 Pronoun
1

1

Show the way
12 Narrow

passage
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13 Work units

18 Noted
22 Scold
24 Garment

feature

25 Religious rite

27 Tear to

shreds 2

words
28 Efface

29 Jeweler's unit

31 Aesop's
specialty

32 Hebrew
prophet

33 Splits

36 Speak much
2 words

39 Sphere
40 Dependable
44 Wor.ied
46 Rotated
48 Cain's crime
49 PGA

members
52 Grasping hanc
53 Lazy
54 Continue

2 words
55 Hoax
57 Robe
58 Baseball's •—

Slaughter

59 Lair

62 Verse form
63 Spanish cheer

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
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your *gga in one basket Kt>
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Food Services workers meet notices
Tonight at 8 p.m. a meeting will

be held in Room 1 13 of the Campus
Center to discuss the problems of

student-workers in the University

Food Services. The meeting, called

by the interim Student-Workers'
Organizing Committee-Food
Services, will be particular focus on
the issues of wages. The Com-
mittee is currently urging an in-

crease in wages for student-
workers to meet the soaring cost of

living. Other topics to be discussed
include safety, health, and waste in

the food services.

The Committee is urging
student-workers to attend the

meeting and to participate in the

discussion, in order that a course of

action can be adopted and that a
permanent committee can be set

up with full representation from all

the dining commons and snack
bars.

t

AMITY ST. 253 5426

JACK NICHOLSON
FTVEOtSSfPIECES
KAREN SLACK _SUSANANSPACH

aoacm joyca »__»aoaiumaoN..iiKXAXD
wtcnSLi* i aaarsowmw_..toe kaiutcm mm ffi^-jtWn

BESTPClWiOFWEyOR
9\oS«

York Film ClHtc».tB70

P£T£R|0£NNtS
POCAIH0PPER

EVES. EASY RIDER 7:00, FIVE EASY PIECES I 45

MONDAY & lUESDAf BARGAIN NITfS • ALL SEATS $100

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC:
General meeting tomorrow night in CC.

176 at 8 pm Code class afterwards Next
meeting in 2 wks A lot of you missed last

time.

ART COMMITTEE:
Will meet Weds. Nov. 13 at 7 pm in the

S.U Gallery.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Officers' meeting at 7 to be followed by

general meeting at 7:30 in Hasbrouck 22.
Everyone please attend, including Mar-
tians.

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY:
A seminar today 11:15 am in Grad

Research Tower I, room 101, Prof. Charles
D. Cox, Dept. of Microbiology Univ. of
Mass on "Studies on Oxygen Uptake" by
Treponema Pallidum.

BDIC:
Informational meetings for all students

interested in BDIC will be held on Weds.
11-13 Bartlett 206 at 2:30 and Thurs. in

Grad Research Tower I rm 203 at 2:30.
CYCLO CROSS:

Enter the UMass cyclo-cross and win
prizes, call 546-6567.

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -

That's Entertainment - 7:00-

9:15

AMHERST CINEMA -
5 Easy Pieces — 8:45

Easy Rider - 7:00

CALVIN -
California Split - 7:00-9:00

CAMPUS CINEMA -

1) Gold - 7 00 9 15

2) Flesh Gordon - 7:00 8:45

31 Duddy Kravitz - 7:00 9:15
MT. FARMS 4 -
Groove Tube - 4:45-6:15-7:45-

9:15

Sleeper - 5:30-9:00

Everything About Sex - 7:15

2001: A Space Odyssey - 5:00-

8:00
That'* Entertainment — 4:46 -

7:00 - 9:15

SHOWCASE -
Rabbi Jacobs - 7:30-9:20

Harry ft Tonto - 7:25-9:30

Longest Yard - 7:30-9:45

Flesh Gordon - 7:20 8 40 10:10
Airport - 7:30-9:40

Odessa File - 7:30-9:40

COUNSELING TASK FORCE
will meet today from 3 - 4:15 pm to

prepare a brief report on current
viewpoints on the fee question and in-

firmary visitor training proposals. 320
Hampshire House. Anyone interested in

UCF's counseling ministry is welcome.
ALPHA ZETA:

General meeting of all members tonight

at 6:30. 174 CC. AZ shingles to be
distributed. Attendance mandatory.
CHUG IVRI:

Hebrew Conversation Circle today at 4
in S.U 302.

CREATIVE SERVICE
Planning today at 4 pm in S.U. 302.

EXPLORATIONS EDUCATION:
1 credit course offered this semester in

Lesson Writing planning for education
majors. If interested, please sign up in

Exploration office, 110 Montague House
by 11-20.

FILM TONIGHT:
No admission charge for "Yo Soy

Chicano" shown by the United Farm
Workers in CC. 174-176 at 9 tonight.

FRENCH MAJORS:
There will be a meeting for all French

majors tonight at 7, 3rd floor lounge,
Herter Hall. Plans for counseling will be
discussed. You are all urged to attend.
HILLEL CHORALE:

Tonight at 830 in S.U. 302.

HOMEOPATHY:
Medicine for the New Age will be

discussed by William Bergman M.D.
tonight from 7 - 9 in School of Ed. rm 122.

Initially suppressed in the U.S. the present
spiritual revival is creating great interest in

the New Age Healing.

INDIA NIGHT:
India association will present its

traditional cultural night with Dance,
Music and some food on Nov. 23 in CC
Aud. at 7 pm. More information call 253-
7151, 549-1388.

MEDITATION CLASS:
Ananda Marga six week meditation

course to start tonight Nov. 12. Will be
every Tues. eve, 8 pm in CC 808. Open to

all, no charge.
MISIC COMMITTEE:

Important meeting tonite in office at

7:30 concerning Commander Cody
concert. All members please attend.
NEW AT UMASS:
The new Fraternity Zeta Psi is holding a

rush Weds, and Thurs. nights at 8 CC 165
on Weds. CC 172, on Thurs. Come have a

beer with us and find out where we're
headed. You can give our group direction

too.

NEW AMERICAN MOVEMENT:

Business and information meeting. All

members are urged to attend 8 pm tonight

CC 177.

PRE MEDS
There will be an informational meeting

for all pre meds and pre dents today, from
7 - 9 in Morrill Aud. 11-12. Meeting is being
run by Dr. O'Connor and the pre med
advisory board .. watch for opening this

week.
REPRESSION:
West Mass Alliance Against Racist and

Political Repression will meet in the
Council Chambers of the S.U. 2nd floor at

6:30 tonight Members of standing Task
Forces are asked to attend.
SIGMA KAPPA:

The sisters of Sigma Kappa, 19 Allen

St., invite all UMass women to a sundae
party tonight at 6:30. Come meet the
sisters and see our house. Call 5-2297 or
256-6887 for more info.

TBI SIGMA:
The sisters and pledges of Tri Sigma

invite all UMass women to attend an
evening of fun at a "Sing Down" tonight
at 7:30. Call for a ride, 253-9066.
SPECTRUM PEOPLE:

Meeting tonight at the Spectrum Office
7:30 Please try to make it. New members
are always welcome. There is a lot of work
to be done.
SQUARE DANCE LESSONS:

All please attend Tuesday night at 8,

C.C.L. Officers meet at 9. See you there...

THEATER-DANCE WORKSHOP:
Open workshop in improvisation and

movement. Forming ensemble developing
material to perform in prison. Anyone
wishing to contribute or participate
creative, technical or performance aspects
come tonight 7 pm, Hampden Theater
Southwest.
LOST:
A black Rapidograph pen with a grey tip

I loaned to you in the Registrar's Office.
Please, I need it. Call Kris Jackson 323-
4819, or bring to the Daily Collegian.

3 rings lost in Ladies room near the
Collegian office. 1 Hope Sapphire; 1

sterling silver and turquoise and 1 sterling
silver knot. Reward, Elaine 546-7956 or 304
Coolidge

Sat. eve at Knowlton, woman's brown
leather jacket. If found, please call

Maureen 546-8230.

2 kegs were ripped off from 21st fir. JQA
on Fri. nite. We desperately need the
money for the deposit. Call Dave 6-8573 or
Jean 6-4562 if you have info. Reward.

(AMDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified drop by

the Collegian Office between
• Mam and 3 as p m Monday
Friday
The deadline is 1 45. two days

before the day your ad is to

appear
The rates are
Daily * 30 par line*

Waaklv * 25 par lina*

Monthly » 20 par lina*

'Two lines on form
approximate ona lina

MDC Cku\\jecR

FOR SALE

Uaad guitara bought and aold

Tha Guitar Workahop Amharat
Carriaga Shopa. 541 1728

Coata Midi tuada coat midi
dungaraa coat rabbit fur iacket
and navy blua laathar iacket Call-
Margie 546 7649

For Shaklees natural vitamins
cosmetics and basic H Call Carol
549 1737

FOR SALE

Crown IC 160 Pre emp Perf
cond . 3 moa old Warr cda 1280
367 9696 anytime

Skia Roaignol 190 cm Nevada
toe. Marker heel, good shape 76
bucka 649 1317

Kay Baaa Violin. 20 30 yeara old
New Roaawood fingerboard cloth
caae. no bow 549 0526

Gibson Pedel Steel Guitar Lea
Paul gld top Damn Good Deals'
Jim 546 6660

Tirea 2 E78 14 snow tirea with
rims Used one winter Cell 546
7663 Ask for E J

FOR RENT

Room in spanking new home
available for )86 plus utilities

Situated in So Amherat Student
inhabited Cell 266 8066

1st floor apt . 3 rms and bath
S14S includes heat and elec
Available 12 1. 773 5645 Greenfield

1 bedroom in country houae.
ilarkrm 5 mi from UMass Must
see" $100 util included 253 7887

Room and board in quiet home in

Northampton in exchange for 20
hour; per week child care, lour
mornings per week We seek
mature person for long term
arrangement Call 586 4213

Yamaha Guitar
case 253 7353

FG300 with

Basketball nm and backboard
$20 Barbells 1120 lbs ) 415.
Humidifier $20 Tennis trainer $5

Hockey shin guerd $5 Call 323 4556
after 7pm

Pair of Fabiano Alps, dark grey
si/e 6 end one hall I brand new
Must sell $23 Call 545 0716 days
Ask for Cindi

Flute Gemeinherdt Never used
with guarantee Solid silver M2S
$250 546 6577

8 month old boa constrictor heet
light cage all you need $50 546
6104

Watnrbed complete heated
mi ' size under guarantee $100
Call Pete 665 3084

Austin Americe engine 1968

$200 Good running ell parts 2

600>12 studded tires $35 or 256

6284

Toyota engine manual 6R 3 rb. 3

re. 2 rims and one new snowtire
one recap snowtire Jake 5 0158 or

253 7693 keep trying

Pair of JBL C51 Apollo floor

standing speakers Cell Deve et

546 6660

Amorphous Blob for sale 1 Huge
Been Bag Sofa aiie 160 Cheap
549 3541 evenings

Modern 19 in Philco color TV in

perfect operating cond $200 or

BO Jim 546 4567

Records of ell kinds at

reasonable prices Can usually get

any LP in print within a waak The
New Record Shop 197 N Pleaaan:
St Amherst 253 5394

Minolta Super 8 camera w ace
aid Tripod $200 value $100 or beat
offer Mike 286 2881

Refng excellent brand 5 cu .

uaad 1 mo $90 or beat offer Call
nights Bruce. 6 9737

Conn Cleveland Alto Saxophone
Excellent cond.. pads new Good
action Maka offor Call Paul at 266

Beason Trumpet Good con
dition $75 or beat offer 546 8600

Used Lenco L75 manual turntable
with a Stanton Gooae cartridge
Best offer Bob 546 9155

Turntable Dual 1229 WB. DC and
Dust Bug 1 vr old $200 Ex cond
549 3677 Ron

Sony TC126 stereo caa deck
(with own empl Chro tepestack
$150 5>.6 5052

AUTO FOR SALE

I960 TR3 TR4 engine Good
shape meny xtres but needs
radiator $500 665 4183

Must sell Will eccept best
offer made by Nov 15 1967 Black 6

cyl Firebird Call 253 7360 No rust

New tires

66 Chew Wagon 8 cyl . new
tires good ges mileage and run
ning condition $350 Call 546 7918

69 VW Sedan, excellent con
dition $900 Call 256 6990 altar 3 30
p m

Must sell 69 VW rebuilt engine
gd cond . snow tires Reasonable
Eve 245 9436

3 bdrm houae i

Fireplace $300 per
Listings 256 8896

l Amherst
mo Likely

62 Chev . 6 cyl .

$150 253 7241
economical

1966 Chevrolet 6 cyl . automatic
great buy economical to run $296
253 7241

61 Chevy Impela 6 cyl very
clean runs excel . radio $350 586

1134 after six

1965 Mustang new clutch,
brakes bett . shocks rebuilt 3 spd
trans 20 mpg $600 V clean inaide

and out Call 542 3405

68 Dodge Coronet 440 runs fine

New tires and year old snows Bast
offer 256 0141

65 Mustang good. 4 speed 6

tirea old body $50 645 0183

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1973 Hodaka 125 cc. good cond .

broken hone forcaa aala. $460 1

634 2146

Lcverett. 1 bdrm ept in farm
house 4 mi from Campua $165

per mo plus Likely Listings 256
8896 immediately

In country 3 bdrm one helf
house in Wendell $225 per mo
includes heat and hot H20 Likely
Listings 256 8896

1 very large bedrm in Fermhouae
apt 2 miles to cempus on bus rte
SIOO a month Fields end Woods
Per 549 6893

To share house in Montague. 15
mm to UMass Own rm $60 per
mo plus ut 367 2671

TO SUBLET
2 bedr apt Cliffsida ell

utilities $186 per mo Jen 1 R
foil. 545 0183

ROOMMATE WANTED
Male wented to ahare 3 br

Townhouse Cooperatively $115
256 8098

To share apt with three others
$85 F 256 8834 Own room Utilities
included

1 2 roommates to share6 rm apt
hi Millers Falls $65 per mo Cell Pat
669 3519 Keep trying

Woman gred st to share 4
bedroom house with 3 women 253
.'646 ask lor Allison

Wanted Female to share rm in

2 bdrm apt $55 util mcl Col Vil

756 0254

WANTED
Competent astrologer hyp

notist medium, etc for party at

MHC the 15th Small $ offered Cell

I
538 4352

HELP WANTED
Bertendera. waiters and

waitraases Part time Call Tha
Hide A Way at 467 8393 or 467 7393

Craft Shop Sats 12 to 4 p m
'•2 50 per hr must heve some
knowledge of silver and leether

work Inquire at CRAFT SHOP
lower level Student Union Bldg

Can you draw? Do you have a

sense of humor? The editorial
pages need five cartoonists to do
campus humor Call Dean Tucker
b 3500

RIDE WANTED
To Boston IE. ton John concertl

Nov 20 Call Shelley 6 8419

To Oregon Intaass Share $ 5-

2412 No 312

To St Louis Missouri for Jan
Intersession Cell 549 6675 Will

share expense

To Long Island Nov 27 Kathy 6
8329

PERSONALS

To the Popcorn Kid - happy
birthday from 3N Field Good luck
and bast wishes

Franco Americans' Gat ready for
Farog Wa naad you Write

Dugas 336 Herter or D Metteau
care of Collegian for mora, in

lormetion

Astrology and self awareness is

j workshop offered by the New
Euglend Center Nov 15 17 Group
leaders will be tbe staff of
Ometrics Astrological Servicea
Call 549 0886 for info on student
discount

BRAND NAME PRODUCTS
WHERE VOU POCKET THE OIF
FERENCE Chanel No 5 REG $35
NOW $9 95 Christian Dior Perfume
REG $37 50 NOW $9 95 Great
Christmas GIFTS' Free on campua
delivery Call 6 8303

Problem Pregnancy? 584 8816
weekdays 7 8pm for in-

formation

TRAVEL

Charter flights to Europe end
California Call Campua Travel 545
0500

Low price tripa to Mexico.
Florida Caribbean Call Campua
Travel 545 0500

Garber Travel offers exciting
winter inspiring trave programa
Fort Lauderdale $145 pi*. • Bermuda
$199 plus Puerto Rico $269 plus
Contact Rich Margil 256 6090

INSTRUCTION

DOG TRAINING Obedience
problem dogs protection and
security 549 1342 VALLEY K 9
ACADEMY

Yoga courses for beg and inter

experienced teacher More into call

?>49 0842

SERVICES
NEED A GOOD INEXPENSIVE

HAIRCUT? Both male and female

Cut end blow dry $3 00 Ex

penanced hairdresser References

Salon D Italia and Salon Boccaccio
of Boston Call Fran at 546 8295

WANTED
Couple recently merried aeek

ept m area in $150 to $165 range
Will consider room with kitchen
pnv Bill 545 2304

BOB STILL WANTS TO BUY
YOUR AILING OR DECREPIT CAR'
Any make, modal or yea. Unload
vour headache for $$ 253 7241

Waterbed heater I m freeung
my ass off Call A I 586 3973 Keep
trying

Woman and child need email apt
near UMass $125 or laaa 617 644
8567 Quiat. aarioua student
Urgent No car

Feminist women baaa piano
guitar for R B Rand Call Maria 731
9349 aft 6

PERSONALS

Am doing study on illegitimacy

and would appreciate eny info

about your life if you were born out
of wedlock Call Anna at 546 9781

Enpoy an experience of sheer
sensuality with a man of many
talents No charge Femeles only
Gary 6 7S33

Bev I was going to get you
something lor your B day but I

know you would have said don t

bother so I didn t' Heppv B day

M M D You mean tha world
to n.e Happy Nov 12 Remember
Princess?

8 wk old English Setter puppies
need GOOD HOME Plenty to

choose from Call 323 7609 after 5

p m

$200 REWARD for information
regarding the whereabouta of

Wayne A Tiffany former U M
theater student Laat known ad
draaa Northampton Call collect or

write Kent Barclay 66 Bardin St

Hanover Ma Phone 617 826 2*36

Booters it s been a great three

seasons Wish it could ba mora
Two faithful fans

University Blood Drive. Nov 11

14 Sign up on Nov 4 7 at C C
Concouraa

In*.'.

Campus Clubs and
Organnationa, Do you want to

publiah high quality newsletter
pemphlet maganne or booklet???
Let the Meaaaga Company help

you write, layout, design end print

it" Reasonable fees Contact Jerry

et 253 9669 for information

NEED A CAR? Don t bo haealed

by a salesman Let Irwin Rich

student rep for Cahillane Motora
IA M C Dodge Honda' help you
meet your automotive needa
Quality used care 649 1372 Ha
wanta to ba of service

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob
will still fix it right No job too
small Foreign or domeatic No big
overhead 753 7241

Parent Co op Playgroup
Humanist environ for axpanaion
and growth through personal
direction Mother Fether in

volvement Openings for girls end
h..v. 2 4 v rs Experienced Coor
dmstor Est group Call Mary 549
0628 eveninge

Foreign car repair VW our
specialty Moren automotive Low
prices 549 3744

Term papers' Canada s largest
service For catalogue sand $2 to
ESSAY SERVICE 67 Spadina Ave
No 20* Toronto. Ontario. Canada
Campus franchieea available
Plaeae write

Speedy Xeroxing Repid
reproduction Amherat Carriage
Shopa. 233 N Pleasant St M F 9
9 Sat 9 7. Sun 11 7 549 06*6
Same day service

SERVICES
Professional guitar repalra by

guitar maker Michael Millard
Mon

. Wad Fri at Tha Guitar
Workahop. Amharat Carriage
Shopa 649 1728 Free estimates

Leern to repeir your own car I

will taach you how while I repair it

for you Specialiring in SAAB and
other foreign cera Call Guy 266
6110

Passports - Faat service Lang a

Photo Hours 9 6 Tsl 263 3148

FREE
Puppies one helf Samoyad and

one hell Beegle Cell 323 7332

Collie puppy Mount Farm Mall
116 74 Flee coller Cell 32' 7507

1 peir gold framed glasses
aviator type Call Brende 6 8471

A Rapidograph pen I loened to
someone <n the Registrer s office
lest Fndey It s black with a grey tip

and my name scratched on it

Kns Jeckson ph 323 4*19 or 545
0418

Pr of wire rimmed glasses in

blue cese PLEASE cell 549 4562
after 6

ENTERTAINMENT
Get vour party rockln' Call Steve.

Rich end Cheryl et 6 9615 or 6 9625
for DJ s with style Super cheep

Eet your heert out Peul
Newman Cool Hand Luke Nov
10 CCA 7 and 9 30

Paul Newman Fans' He s here in

Cool Hand Luke Nov 10 CCA 7

and 9 30

VMS SOME OF MY BEST
FRIENDS Sat Nov 16 Hills North
75c rover 25c beer

The Day of the Jeckel is

• on.ng Fn Nov IS and Sat Nov
16 at 6 30 9 00 and 1130 m the

SUB
The Blueweil presents Derk

Horse Fndev and Saturday thia

week Sure to give vou a nice ride

Jon Condit livens up the TOC
Thursday thru Saturday this week
with picking singing and good
times Give a listen

The Hatch Celebrity Series is

riding high on Cricket Hill this

Wednesdev thru Seturdev You will

be too 1

CALCULATORS
Celculator Sele College

Calculators offara lowaat prlcoa
anywhere All modala available'
Toxaa Inat . Hawaii Packard.
Unicorn All machinaa new end
guer with 2 month replacement
werrantv Before vou buy a
calculator call me I can beat any
price anywhere Look for my
posters around campua for datella
Than call Bob Crowed at 649 1316

MISCELLANEOUS
Registretion Rhetoric Exemption

Test Begin Mon Nov 11 22 daily
9 30 12 00 and 1 30 3 30 Bert 308C
Into in seme office Bart 308C

Carpenter tor hire Call Don *63

2036

' si mi'i 1 lejaj' J ' I
'UI 1 .^^'S.'SV»I I' l I I I I I I
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Time's out

for Woody
COLUMBUS, Ohio \AP\

Woody Hayes, still seething over
his Ohio State team's 16-13 upset
loss at Michigan State Saturday, is

calling for instant replays to settle

controversies during college
football games.
Asked Hayes: "...When is

football going to come into the 20th
century and use the electronic

advantages we have"
The Ohio State coach is still

bitter because officials didn't call a

time-out to unpile the players one
yard 1rom the Michigan State goal

line in the closing seconds.

Ohio State wingback Brian
Baschnagel ran for an apparenf
touchdown. Two officials first

signaled a touchdown, and then the

field judge and back judge ruled

time had expired before the aborted

play.

Sports

Shorts
From the Wire Services

Julius Erving of the New York
Nets, Travis Grant of the San Diego
Conquistadors and George
McGinnis of the Indiana Pacers
continue one-two-three among
American Basketball Association

scorers, according to the weekly
statistics released Monday.

Erving heads the list for the

second consecutive week with

28.71 points per game, followed by
Grant with 27.73 and McGinnis at

26.11.

The California Angels have
signed Jerry Adair to complete
manager Dick Williams' coaching
staff for the 1975 baseball season, it

was announced Monday.

Adair, 37, spent the last three

years with the Oakland A's.

The Oakland A's reaped the

largest financial payoff in World
Series history for their five-game
victory over the Los Angeles
Dodgers, it was announced
Monday by baseball commissioner
Bowie Kuhn.

The A's received a record $736,

359.41 and 31 members of the team
received full shares amounting to

$22,219.09, which is the second
largest individual payoff in history.

Each full Oakland share fell short of

last year's record of $24,760.87, but

that was only because of the A's

added generosity. Oakland players

voted only 27 full shares a year ago.

Steve Bartkowski's passing
exploits in California's 52-26 victory

Saturday over Washington Monday
earned him the Pacific-8 Con-
ference offensive player of the

week award.

The Cal Quarterback completed
16 of 27 passes for 326 yards and
two touchdowns. By halftime, he
had passed for 268 yards, hitting

nine in a row during one stretch.

His total yardage of 309 yards (he

lost seven rushing) was a California

single game total offense record.

The Cleveland Browns' 21-14

upset over the New England
Patriots was "our best defensive

game of the season," Cleveland

Coach Nick Skorich declared
Monday at his weekly news
conference.

"Our secondary was very well

coordinated. For the first time this

season we did not give up the

bomb, and that's against one of the

highest-scoring offensive teams in

football," he said.

Bernie Fryer, a 24-year-old guard

who averaged 7.8 points a game
with the spirits of St. Louis of the

ABA this season before being

injured, announced his retirement

form basketball Monday.

Steve Blass, one time star of the

Pittsburgh Pirate pitching staff, has

been placed on the team's 40 man
roster which makes him unavailable

for selection by another team in the

December major league dr ift
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RON HARRIS PLOWS through a Holy Cross tackier
on a punt return, but didn't get too much further in last

Saturday's 30-20 loss. Ron Harris also had an in-

terception in the second quarter of the game.

One on one tournament
ATTENTION!! ATTENTION!!

This is YOUR application for YOU to enter:

THE 1st ANNUAL FIVE COLLEGE ONE-ON-ONE BASKETBALL TOURNEMENT

This is the 1st of a good thing for all of those who are
in the Five College area who are. or believe themselves to be
One-on-One Superstars.

If you think you have a one-on-one game, then come on and
hang. This is the opportunity to stop all your talking and come
out to do your "thing." All you have to do is fill out the
lines below. Detach where indicated and take bottom half for
your self.

NAME:

ADRESS .PHONE

Detsch here Detach here

The rules are as follows:

1) You must shoot within ten seconds.

2) When ball is rebounded, it must be taken back
unless you shoot it.

3) You are allowed 3 fouls. On your 4th foul your
opponent will recieve a foul shot.

4) There will be one referee to each game.

5) Be or. time for your game or you will forfeit
the game.

All applications must be in by Nov. 25th
Entry fee: $2.00
Send top half of application to:

Tim Moore
1110 J. Adams Campus
Phone: 546-8752

Winner will recieve. Jacket and N.B.A. Ball. .

All g«.«. „1U begln , ft„ theT>,.nk.givlng holiday.

Television Tonight
>0\ NEWS i8i

SH Rt r AGENT it s Up to the

i adv >i8i

THE BIG NEWS 90 i22>

THt UtCTRIC COMPANY (24i

• 57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION The
Christening 1 27 >

NICHTL V NEW'SREEL <3fJi

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA The Wav Of Aaron
1 40

1

<0 ABC EVENING NEWS 18)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS >22l (30)

THE BLACK EXPERIENCE
MOVIE The Proud Ones."
BEWITCHED (38*

ZOOM 1 157)

6 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (401

7 00 CBS EVENING NEWS
WAL TER CRONKITE (31

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (81

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
Mother Can Beat My Father
THE BIG NEWS 90 1221

TO TELL THE TRUTH
Moore, host (301

ABC EVENING NEWS 140)

UNTOUCHABLES "One
Bandit 156)

WOMAN IS (57)

730 SALE OF THE CENTURY (3)

LETS MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall,

host (8) (22)

AMERICA 'Gone West.'' Part I.

124)

MASQUERADE PARTY (30)

ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW (38)

ROOM 222 "Hall and Farewell."

(40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57)

8 00 GOOD TIMES 13)

HAPPY DAYS "Wish Upon A
Star." (40)

1221

EN v

i24)

(27)

WITH

"Mv
" (18)

Garry

Armed

THIS IS THE LIFE (181

ADAM 12 Point Of View
'30)

BEVERL Y HILLBILLIES
Comes Out (38'

DEALER S CHOICE i56)

AMERICA Gone West Part I

1671

8:30 NEW ENGLAND WHALERS
HOCKEY (3)

MOVIE AH The Kind Strangers."
i8l (40)

THIRTEEN FOR THIRTY (18)

HALLMARK HALL OF FAME
"Brief Encounter " (22) (30)

EVENING AT SYMPhONY (241
(57)

JOURNEY TO ADVENTURE (27)

GREEN ACRES (38)

DINAH' (56)

9 00 THE SCIENCE AND ART OF
FOOTBALL (18)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

BOSTON BRUINS HOCKEY (38)

9 30 AMERICAN SKI SCENE (18)
WITNESS TO YESTERDAY (24)

PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO (271

WOMAN "On Being A Woman
Playwright." (57)

10:00 MARCUS WELBY, M.D.
Gods In Sight." (8) (40)

WASHINGTON DEBATES
THE 70S (181

POLICE STORY "Across
Line." (22) (30)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

HOLLYWOOD'S GOLDEN YEARS
(56)

SOUNDSTAGE (57)
TO 30 SOUL! (24)

MUSIC FOR ALL AMERICA
11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS
(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

"No

FOR

The

(27)

(8)

LEVI BUCKLE $4.75
Authentic reproduction of Levi Strauss & Co. belt buckle —
available now in brass or pewter finish. Send $4.75 plus 3 per cent
Mass. tax to: Roby Co., Dept. LS, Box 2151, Spfld., Mass. 01101.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

I
" M

Other styles available: Budweiser, Schlitz, Marlboro, Wells Fargo
and Southern Comfort.

BETTER FOOD
A NEW LIVING

ENVIRONMENT

A new and boldly diHerwt fraternity is forming on
the UMass campus, Afpha E|»silon Pi. Here's your
|chance to make a fraternity what y*j want it to be
Anyone interested at all in fraternity life is invited to

|our first party. We will be looktnq for you.

FREE BEER AND REFRESHMENTS!!

Time: 7:30, November 14

Place: Rm. 904 C.C.

TheWisdom of

KUNG FU
by Michael Minkk

81

This first truly comprehensive book "sums
up concisely and entertainingly the story of

kung fu."— Publishers Weekly. Included are
about 500 sayings, many never before

published in the Western world. "For those
wishing to get a glimpse of what lies beyond

the picture tube." —Kirkus Reviews

At your bookseller or direct from

WILLIAM MORROW
Dept. JAC- - — — — — -. —
105 Madison Avenue
New York. NY 10016

WFL
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Bill Edelstein
By CRAIG AMMERMAN

AP Sports Writer
Players on at least four World

Football League teams haven't
been paid lately. Now one team has
given the impression that it is

begging for food, and another is

missing a set of uniforms.
Players on the Portland Storm,

who according to sources haven't
been paid for six weeks, were taken
to a local restaurant for lunch on
Sunday by a benevolent
businessman. A team official said
other meal donations are needed
badly.

Ron Mix, the Storm's general
manager, said he was trying "to get
some money from any source" to
take care of the players' day-to-day
needs. The players, who threatened
to bovcott last week's game unless

they were paid, played after being
assured the team would get $50,000
of the gate receipts.

But team owner Bob Harris says
the money hasn't arrived from
Florida, and he has no guarantee it

will. Still, the Storm players said
they would play their 20th, and final

regular-season game this week.
Elsewhere, the situation is not so

clear. For instance:

-Chicago Fire owner Tom
Origer has called off his team's final

game, ending its playoff chances.
He says he has lost $800,000 this
year and is looking for investors.
Origer said his team didn't deserve
to be in the playoffs and he is

against eight teams in the playoffs
since there are only 10 teams left in

the league.

-James Healey, revenue

APPEARING THIS WEEK
Max's Mobile Unit V Tues., Nov. 12
Deadly Night Shade Wed., Nov. 13

at

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 lm Serving

Food and Liquor
from 11 a.m.

•presents... 1|

Please send me
ea I enclose

|

Name

Address

City

cop es of The Wisdom ot Kung Fu $4.95
check money order for $ total

Stato -Zip.

director of the city of Birmingham,
says the WFL's Americans owe
$14,000 in sales taxes. Officials say
they have been promised payment
by this Tuesday, and Healey says if

he doesn't get it he will seek an
injunction to bar the team from
playing any more home games. The
Americans are supposed to play
Shreveport in Birmingham
Wednesday night.

-The Charlotte Hornets are
minus one set of uniforms -
confiscated by sheriff's deputies
because the team hadn't paid a
laundry bill. As far as could be
learned, however, the Hornets will

play this week's game against
Memphis, using their second set of
uniforms.

The Hornets are among the WFL
teams which are running behind on
payrolls. Hornet players were paid
for two weeks on Sunday, but they
were told not to cash the checks
right away. Team officials said they
hoped to make a bank deposit on
Tuesday.

Then there are the Florida
Blazers, who have not received a
regular pay check since Sept. 6,

although they did get a $75,000
lump sum payment from one
week's gate receipts. Players have
been promised several times they
will be paid once the team is sold,

but the sale has yet to be con-
summated.

Finally, players on the Southern
California Sun were given two
weeks' back pay this past weekend.
The team's coaching and front

office staff still is owed back pay.

Against that backdrop, the
league plans to begin its playoffs

next week.

The state of hockey
For those people who like more and more expansion "success" beina

achieved by players with less and less talent, the National Hockey League
is a must

'
to watch. Expansion teams in the NHL have acquired thatwondrous formula of success by spreading existing talent so thin that it

barely shows through the mediocrity.
One must thank, however, this year's fledgling clubs, the Kansas City

Catastrophies and Washington Watergates for building such expansion
hockey juggernauts as the Division III - leading Los Angeles Kings (who
posses that all-star goaltending combination of Roy Edwards and Rogyvachon) and the omnipotent Vancouver Canucks, at the top of Division II
in the blood and guts" NHL. The Catastrophies and Watergates possess
a combined record of 2-21-2. Who else but Kansas City and Washington
(probably big winners next year when two more teams enter the league)
could break the NHL into four divisions, with our beloved Bruins playing in
the Adams Division (Division IV)?
The National Hockey League refuses to curb their successful expansion

They will add two teams next year and then two more each in 1976 and 77-
franchises may span from Petaluma to Peoria.
The NHL is not alone in this watering down of talent; the new World

Hockey Association has added 14 teams to the proceedings for a com-
bined total of 32 franchises in both the NHL and WHA. This is a 533 per
cent incr.se of hockey teams in less than ten years (talk about the price ofmeat go.ng up!). The last place Boston Bruins of the 1960's would be
perennial champs in this modern conglomeration.
The game of hockey has turned into an asylum and to survive in that

asylum, one has to be an inmate. Fistic superiority is the most essential
attribute for the modern hockey star. Last year's champs, the Philadelphia
(City- of- Brotherly- Love) Flyers are sharpening both their sticks and elbows
in preparat.on for their title defense. Flyers' Dave Schultz is a good
example of today's hockey player; he may not be able to score or play
defense, but he sure can fight!

If this reporter sounds displeased with the current state of hockey it is
for good reason. The NHL, and the game of hockey in general, has turned
into a big business corporation. The idea of the game is no longer to win
but to make money, as attested to by the longer schedules and modified
playoff system. Fourteen out of the eighteen teams will be eligible for the
Stanley Cup Playoffs. A better than six month schedule is played to
eliminate four teams and in another month or so, the other thirteen clubs
perish from competition leaving the one remaining, chump...er...cnam/>

Trying to stock the NHL with enough talent to go around so that the
mediocrity doesn't show is like trying to cover the White House with one
can of black paint and praying that no white shows
One can only hope that the National Hockey League will start pruning its

limbs instead of growing new ones, and thereby restore first-rate hockev to
its supporters.

Oldest voice is also the "Most"
By MICHAEL B. FALLON

BOSTON [AP] - In the early

1950s, the Boston Celtics were a
struggling Basketball Association.
And the last thing the Celtics

thought they needed was some
unsolicited advice from the backup
radio broadcaster for the arch-rival

New York Knicks.

But they got a little advice one
snowy winter day outside" the
Boston Arena, then the Celtics'

archaic second home.
"I was walking out of the

building and this guy started

24th in the NBA. He's seen them all

from Easy Ed Macauley to Bill

Russell to Dave Cowens with the
Celtics.

Since shortly after that snowy
day outside Boston Arena, Most
has been educating the Boston fans
about basketball. And the Celtics'

12 NBA championships have been
bringing the fans into the building.

And basketball broadcasting in

Boston never has been quite the
same.

A Boston Globe columnist in a
recent, generally critical article on

tugging on my sleeve," recalls the the city's sportscasters, said merely
Celts' long-time publicist, Howie
McHugh, "and he says, 'You know
what this franchise needs?
Somebody to educate your fans
about basketball."

that "Johnny Most is basketball in

Boston."

And perhaps in the entire NBA.
The Celtics filled the Boston
Garden two seasons ago for

I said, 'Let's worry about getting Johnny Most Night and his wor-
the fans in the building,'" recalled

McHugh. "That's what we need
right now.'"

The guy giving the advice was
Johnny Most, a New Yorker who
later became the voice of the
Celtics and now is the dean of the
NBA's broadcasters.

The controversial Most is in his

22nd year with the Celtics and his

shippers came from all over the
country.

"How many sportscasters ever
had their own night in their own
arena?" Most was asked recently.

"There aren't any others," he
answered directly.

The rigors of travelling the NBA
circuit keep Most in what he calls

"a state of constant fatigue." But

he hasn't thought about quitting.

"I figure if I hang on at least
seven more years, then my oldest
boy will be ready to take over,"
says Most. "He's 15 now and by
the time he's 22 he'll be ready."
Tom Heinsohn, Boston's current

coach and a standout player from
1956-65, worked with Most as a
Celtics' broadcaster several years
ago and says simply: "Johnny Most
wrote the shorthand of basketball
broadcasting. He coined many of
the original phrases that not only
have been adopted in broadcasting
but are used in running accounts of
the game."

Heinsohn was referring to "stop-
and-pop" which was coined when
Most found he couldn't keep up
with Jerry West's quick release of a
jump shot; "tricky dribbles" for Bob
Cousy as he pioneered the behind-
the-back dribble, and "band" for a
good field goal by anybody.

— j isaa wi vuiigiom laiiyUC,

Heta $Bt

Wed.

Nov. 13

8:00

165 C.C.

2eta pst

Thurs.

Nov. 14

8:00

172 C.C.

Zeta Psi fraternity has
formed a new colony at
UMass. A group of seventeen
men has formed, but more
men with enthusiasm are
needed for membership. This
is a chance to be involved with
the formation, structure, and
goals of a new fraternity.

Possibilities for a house look
good, and the group is

growing. Come find out where

beers and share your ideas
with us. It's a unique op-
portunity which you may not
find at UMass again.

Come on down to Campus
Center 165 at 8:00 on Wed
nesday, Nov. 13th, or at 8.00
on Thursday, Nov. 14th in

Campus Center 172. Call Steve
or Bill at 6-5443, or Kip at 6
5322 if you'd like some more

sports

vAioro k^,^^j Li . — ' " u "*K *ome more
we re headed. Have a couple,

(
ip{ormatiqn.

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

9 549-2671
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Thomas finishes second
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Will help incoming students

Harriers lose to Friars in NE's
By SCOTTHAYES

Sports Staff

Since 1914, the New England
Championships have been held at

Boston's Franklin Park (except for

1917, due to World War I). Never
have the times been as fast as those
recorded Monday afternoon, during
the sixty-second annual running of
the New Englands, which were won
by a talented Providence College
squad.

Mike O'Shea shattered the
course record of 23:37 set by Art
Dulong of Holy cross five years
ago. O'Shea led his Irish teammates
by capturing first place with the

standard-setting time of 23:31, as
the Friars won the meet with a mere
29 points. UMass co-captain Randy
Thomas undoubtedly ran his best
race over the five-mile Franklin Park
course, finishing second in 23:38,
nineteen seconds better than his

previous best time.

There was only a ten point

difference between the Friars and
UMass after the first four runners
from each team finished, but once
again, the distancemen were
plagued by the weakness of the
number five runner. "We were
stronger up front than I would have
guessed," explained coach Ken
O'Brien. "The times were great,

and they (Providence) ran much
better than before," added O'Brien,
who was not displeased with his

team's performance. The
Mlnuteme.i runners finished a
distant second with a totla of 52
points, while Northeastern was
impressive in placing third with 59
points.

Thirty teams were entered in the
race, which began as a stream of
multi-colored uniforms across the

Autumn setting of Franklin Park. A
large crowd, expecting a battle

between UMass and Providence,
lined the five-mile layout. Roars
echoed in the warm and pleasant
afternoon air during the race, as
fans, spread over the course, gave
their favorite runners plenty of
vocal support.

.
The harriers ran better than they

did a year ago, when they won the
New England title, but Providence
was simply a stronger team. The
situation may be analagous to a pro
football team compiling a 13-1

regular season record, only to finish

second to an undefeated team, and
somehow missing the wild card
spot because there was another
team with the same record.

The times would have been fast

for the normal Franklin Park course,
but the officials lengthened the
course by ten seconds as a result of
widening several turns that had
been "shaved" by runners in recent
meets. Considering the ten-second
factor and the tougher competition
this year, it was an extremely fine

showing by Thomas and team-
mates. In fact, any of the top three
teams would have won the 1973
New Englands with yesterday's
performances.

Northeastern, led by Mike
Buckley and the Flora twins, has
improved considerably since mid-
season and came within seven
points of surprising UMass.
"Northeastern ran an exceptional
race," commented O'Brien, "but I

don't think they can run as well at

Van Cortlandt Park." The IC4A's
will be held next Monday at Van
Cortlandt, where the rugged hills

may affect the speed- oriented
Huskies.

"The guys ran exactly as I

thought they would, but I did

expect our top three to be ahead so
that we could make up for our fifth

man. I thought we could beat them
(PC) up front," said O'Brien, who
feels his runners will do better at

the IC4A's.

Little Tommy Smith of

Providence finished third, and

teammate Stetson Arnold finished

fourth, ahead of Bill Gillin. Gillin and

John McGrail placed fifth and sixth,

respectively, running their best

times on the rolling course. Nor-
theastern's Buckley and Bob Flora
took the next two positions, while
John Savoie of Providence and
NU's John Flora rounded out the
top ten.

THE BATTLE IS OVER, and foes once again become friends as Randy Thomas
(left), Stetson Arnold of Providence (285) and Tom Smith support each other after
testing NE race.

good
By GLENN POSTER

Sports Staff

Donald J. Cody of Tufts
University will be forever in the

memories of the players who
participated in the 1974 UMass-
Holy Cross football game at Fitton

Field in Worcester. Cody was the

referee and the turning point in the

ballgame. (but more about that

later)

UMass lost its third straight and
also its thrid in a row in the

Crusader series. The Mlnutemen
had to play catch-up football for

sixty minutes, no easy task on the

road. For the Crusaders it was
parent's day, and they all wanted to

impress Mom and Dad.

It only took the Jesuits three
minutes and forty-four seconds to
get on the scoreboard. The
Minutement got their only victory
(i he toss of the coin), went on a
drive for one first down, and were
forced to punt. The Cross started
its initial drive on their own 42 in

good field position. On their fourth
play from scrimmage, Mark Cannon
of Maiden, who later was voted the
game's Most Valuable Player, took
a handoff horn quarterback Bob
Morton on a quick opener off the
right side of the line, cut back
against the grain to the left, out-
distanced safety Ron Harris, and
scampered 44 yards for the touch-
down. The Crusaders were never to

Jim Torrance, the irresistible force, pushes for

yardage against an immovable object from Holy
Cross.

be headed.

After a second Cannon touch-
down run of three yards, the

Minutemen got on the scoreboard
in the second quarter. It was set up
on a Dennis Kiernan interception
which was returned five yards to

the HC 37. Another moment of

glory for UMass in the second
period was a 67 yard punt by John
Romboli that rolled dead on the
Cross 7. But HC started moving and
it took an interception by Harris to

stop that drive. However, the
ensuing UMass possession lasted a
mere four plays.

History was made three minutes
and thirty-eight seconds into the
third quarter. The first touchdown
signal that I can recall ever being
made from the twenty-four yard
line was given by the aforemen-
tioned Cody. As mentioned by
Dave Eibel yesterday, John Provost
picked off a fourth down Mark
Tripucka pass and ran 76 yards to
the end zone. Pass interference was
originally called on HC's Bill

Campbell, a linebacker. The score
was nullified. Now for the official

ruling: "Pass was thrown, tipped at

line by Campbell. This prevented
pass interference call. Since the tip

made the ball 'free," Provost in-

tercepted it legally. The official

who made original interference call

said he did not see the tip of the ball

at the line." Maybe it was figured
that the parents in the crowd would
like to see Provost tie the all time
career interception record that day
at home. A referee has to be an
authoritative figure. You either

make a call then and there or you
don't. Either something did or
didn't happen. Don Cody did not
have control of the game on
Saturday. Cody, who received at

least two votes for MVP, save a
totally inept performance.

In the fourth quarter a face mask
w call on Tripucka was seen by all

eyes in the press box. Don Cody did
not notice anything wrong.
Maybe everything fired up the

Minutemen They scored twice

following Cody's second error. By
the way, the Crusader ground
attack also did the Minutemen in

Cannon had 130 yards and quar-

terback Bob Morton rushed for 101.

There were positive signs for

UMass. Jim Torrance had his third

hundred yard game of the season,
totaling 116 on the ground. Jerry

Mondalto had a third-down quick
kick good for 58 yards. And one
interesting stat showed a passing
differential of 200-16 yards. Morton
completed only one toss in the first

quarter to Dave Quehl and that's all

she wrote. And all the Minutemen

passes were completed in the
second half. But the final result on
the scoreboard dictates win or loss
and this time, making no excuses,
outside forces prevented a UMass
victory Saturday.

DISS AND DATA - The
Minutemen have only won one
game outside the conference, that
being the 14-0 affair at Dartmouth.
And Maine has already clinched a
tie for the conference. UConn, New
Hampshire, and UMass are all 3-2 in

YanCon play and any of them can
tie Maine. So this Saturday at
Alumni Stadium vs. UNH is the
game of the year.

AC gets new faces
By TOM CROWLEY

Sports Staff
The new student representatives on the Athletic Council have one thing

in common: the idea to protect the so-called minor sports at UMass
Mary Leonard, Paul Gowen, Robert Spousta, and Eileen Gallant were

recently appointed by the Student Senate to the Athletic Council. The new
twc vear members will join undergraduates Tom Price, Weeden Wetmore,
and Carl Vercollone on the 15 member council.

"I don't feel enough attention is being paid to the minor sports," said
Spousta.

"All students deserved a chance to participate in athletics. My support
of small sports is more idealistic," Spousta said.

Eileen Gallant is also a member of the women's crew team as well as the
Athletic Council.

"I think lesser sports are being ignored on this campus. The money
going to football and basketball is ridiculous," Gallant said.

"I want to get some input from the campus," Paul Gowan said.
Gowan also said "The Council is only advisory. I just want to air some

different ideas."

The Council is chiefly an advisory board. It has no power in the control
of the budget and athletic policy. It can only make recommendations. It's
also very obscure.

In fact, one new member, Mary Leonard is in the dark.
"I know nothing about the Council, really," she said.

worked
6 f°Ur "^ appointees

'
on|V Spousta knew how the Council

Even though they don't know that much about the Athletic Council, the
new members all want change.

"I think there should be some definite changes," Leonard said. "A closer
investigation should be made into where the money has been suggested to
y ***•

"I definitely want to see some changes," Spousta said. "I expect to
meet some resistance on the ideas presented by me."
The four new students' representatives have much in common. They all

want to safeguard minor sports and are involved in one (crew). They all
want changes. And they're all new to the job.

Collegian to publicize 5-college activities
i/v Cnilpmitn vAiith tkn U»l_ u.

.

The Daily Collegian, with the help
of the Student Senate Com-
munications Council, will publish a
two-page supplement at the
beginning of the second semester
listing and describing the activities
of all UMass and 5-college groups,
Editor-in-Chief Jerry Lazar said
yesterday.

The supplement will be written

by officers of the Recognized
Student Organizations (RSO) and
acknowledged leaders of 5-college
groups who wish to be listed. Lazar
said.

"It is really hard for incoming
students to take advantage of the
incredible number of alternative
groups on campus when they don't
even know they exist," Lazar said.

"The Collegian's listing will help
eliminate that."

Only groups which voluntarily
submit reports on their activities to
the Communications Council by
December 21 will be listed in the
special supplement, Lazar said.

Here are the details of The
Collegian's planned two- page
listing of campus and 5-college
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non-profit organizations open to
students

Mater' || for publication must be
submitted by the group according
to standard format. The Collegian
does not have sufficient volunteer
staff to solicit or write the material
independently. However, 777e
Collegian does reserve the right to
edit, shorten or reject material

Tuition waivers, LSO among topics

Graduate sei

according to the judgement of the

editors.

Group leaders should understand
that if there is a large response to

this request, data from groups will

have to be shortened to fit the two
pages. Please adhere to the
following form. The entire report

should be no longer than one page,
double space typed.

— lirr official name of group,

estimated number of members,
names, addresses and phones of

principle two leaders.

— list source and amount of

funding. Membership dues (if any),

— requirements for membership
(if any).

— examples of specific activities,

-customary meeting times and
dates.

— signature and phone number
of President or chief coordinator.

By HILLARYMORTICK
Staff Reporter

Graduate student grievance
procedures, policy regarding tuition
waivers, and funding of Legal
Services Office (LSO) attorneys
were the main topics discussed by
Acting Dean of the Graduate
School Vere Chappell and members
of the Graduate Student Senate
(GSS).

Monday night's GSS agenda also
included tentative approval of the
Residential Life Governing Board
(RLGB) Constitution. GSS
President Jim Lindsey said the
RLGB Constitution will be sub-
mitted as an area of dual primary
responsibility by both the Student
Government Association (SGA)
and the GSS.

Lindsey informed the Senate of

four major areas of concern he
would like the GSS to examine this
year. These concerns will be stated
in a letter he plans to send to (SGA)
President Rick Savini.

Chappell said he's been in

contact with President Wood's
General Counsel William E. Searson
who wants neither academic nor
employment issues to come under
the jurisdiction of the grievance

procedure policy.

Chappell disagrees. He feels
students, faculty, and ad-
ministration want a broader based
policy so they can establish a viable
working mechanism to deal with all

grievances that may arise.

In other matters, Chappell said an
administrative task force, convened
by Chancellor Randolph Bromery,
has been attempting to revise and
codify existing regulations con-
cerning tuition waivers. Since this
task force is defined as an ad-
ministrative one, no graduate
student representative is included.

There have been several ex-
changes of ideas between the task
force and President Wood's office.

Current task force recom-
mendations under consideration
include: 1) raising the minimum
stipend necessary to receive a
tuition waiver, 2) granting graduate
assistantships for no less than one
semester, and 3) granting tuition
waivers primarily for academic
services (teaching, research) rather
than for service to the university
which have no relation to a
student's academic field of study.
The task force has recommended

and received Wood's support for
changing the current minimum
stipend necessary to receive a

cont. from p. 1

UMass to make BEOG
application a must

The Marathon is on!
Staff Photo by Sally Eldridgs

It's all for one and one for all, even in the case of these clowns, preparing for their
performances at the School of Education Marathon. The events will continue
throughout the week. (More photos, pages 2 and 12).

By JAN ALEXANDER
Staff Reporter

The financial aid services is

making application for the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant a
requirement for all students who
are presently receiving financial

assistance and who entered college
after April 1, 1973.

Director of financial aid services
Richard Dent said that if these
students plus any independent or
married students now receiving aid

do not apply for this grant, that
their current aid will be eliminated
or reduced.

"If the student doesn't care

Blackout, fire

hit campus
By DEBBIE SHAFER

Staff Reporter
Two malfunctions of an electrical

nature disrupted activities on
campus late yesterday afternoon. A
40-minute power blackout occured
at 4:45 and an unrelated electrical

fire broke out at 6:05.

The blackout affected Sylvan
and Central residential areas, the
Campus Center, Graduate
Research Center, Hasbrouck Hall,

Morrill Hall and the Infirmary. A
physical plant spokesman cited a
large fuse failure at the East
Pleasant St. electrical substation as
the cause of the blackout.

Power was restored to the af-

fected buildings at approximately
5:30.

In an unrelated incident, a
generator in the attic of Brooks
dorm caught fire. No injuries were
reported, and campus police said

the incident was "very minor."
"It just caused a lot of smoke,"

police said.

enough to apply," said Dent, "then
we don't care enough to continue
their aid. We're being hard-nosed
about it."

Dent said the grant (BEOG) is a
Federal program in its second year.

The application is available in the
financial aid office and is free.

Dent stressed that the grants are
based pompletely on need. "If your
parents make under $10,000," he
said, "then you are definitely

eligible. If they make between
$10,000 and $15,000, then you are
probably eligible.

"Married students making under
$3,000 to $4,000 are clearly eligible,

as are single students who are
earning under $2,000," he said.

Dent said 550 students are now
receiving BEOG aid, and that 400-
500 students in the freshman and
sophmore classes who are eligible

for this grant -never applied for it.

The grant doei not have to be
paid back and -/.ards this year
have ranged from $200 to $1050 per
person.

inside:
Jazz returns to tne Hatch, as

the promoter wants to see if it

will catch on here. See page 7.

The second part of a series

on disabled Vietnam veterans
appears on page 5.

weather:

Partial clearing today
Autumn is here to stay
Cloudiness Thursday

creasing

Sunshine Thursday night
decreasing

in-
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Residency program starts tomorrow

Boston Ballet to perform here
The Boston Ballet, under the

artistic direction of E. Virginia

Williams, will begin a half-week
residency program here tomorrow

under the auspices of the UMass
Arts Council.

At its first performance Friday,
Nov. 15, at 8 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium the program will in-

clude Allegro Brillante,"
"Medea," "Grand Pas De Deux,"
and "Bach with Jacques."

Members of the Boston Ballet will arrive here tomorrow as part of a half-week
residency program. The first performance will be Friday night.

Patrolman Grader promoted here
to sergeant on night shift

By ROBERTA MARTONE
Staff Reporter

Patrolman Richard Grader was
recently promoted to a Sergeant in

the UMass Police Force.

Grader, who has been with the
force for four years, was previously
a patrolman and detective in the
force.

Grader's new duties as Sergeant

of
will include Shift Commander
the 3 p.m.- 11 p.m. shift.

Grader placed first, of eight
candidates, on the McCann Exam.
The exam is given to determine the
candidates ability to apply what he
has learned through actual ex-
perience. The exam also included
an oral board, which was evaluated
by other Sergeants in the depart-

ment.

Patrolman Daniel C. Hagan, who
placed second on the exam, was
promoted to detective on the force.

Hagan, who has been with the
force for two and one half years,
was previously a patrol officer on
the 11 p.m.-7 a.m. shift.

Captain Robert Joyce of the
department commented:

"I consider these men qualified,
and expect they will provide a great
service to the community in their
new capacities."

These two young ladies, fascinated by performances
by a troupe of amateur clowns, were found yesterday
at the Marathon.
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Nurse educator speaks tonight

about institutional licensing
Lucie Young Kelly, nurse

educator and spokesperson for

nursing issues, will speak tonight at

8 in Mahar Auditorium.

The talk, "Institution Licensure:
A Threat to Nurses and Con-
sumers," is sponsored by the
UMass nursing division, School of
Health Sciences.

"Institution licensure" refers to

the licensing of institutions rather

than of individual nurses. Nurses
across the county are licensed

individually after passing written

examination, and in 1973 collective

action by Massachusetts nurses
helped defeat proposed state
legislation to change that to in-

stitution licensure. The proposed
legislation (House bill 6120) in-

• volved a reorganization of the
state's human services depart-
ments.

Kelly is a registered nurse who
received her Ph.D. from the
University of Pittsburgh School of
Education. She is legislative
chairperson for the New Jersey
State Nurses Association.

She has been a member of and

chairperson of key committees of
the American Nurses' Association
and the National League for
Nursing, on state and local levels.

Her publications include
"Dimensions of Professional
Nursing."

Kelly is program director of.
patient education, office of Con
sumer Health Education, College ol

Medicine and Dentistry, in New
Jersey. And she also is an adjunct
associate professor of community
medicine at Rutgers Medical
School.

Saturday, Nov. 16, the 3 p.m.
matinee, also in Bowker
Auditorium, will consist of
"Concerto Barocco," "Tarantella,"

and "Graduation Ball."

The Boston troupe will also give
a lecture demonstration tomorrow
at 1 p.m. for elementary students in

Hadley at Hopkins Academy. Friday
at the North Physical Education
Building, master classes will be
given for intermediate and ad-
vanced dance students at UMass.

The residency by the Boston
Ballet is a joint program of the
National Endowment for the Arts
and the Massachusetts Council on
the Arts and Humanities, ad-
ministered by the Massachusetts
Arts and Humanities Foundation,
Inc.

Established with a Ford Foun-
dation grant in 1963, the Boston
Ballet has grown from a group of
fourteen very young dancers to a
seasoned company of 35, per-

forming an extensive repertoire of
classic and contemporary works.

In addition to seasons in Boston
with a full symphony orchestra,

the ballet has a full touring schedule
and participates in the National
Endowment for the Arts Touring
Residency Program. The Boston
Ballet performed, at the White
House for President Lyndon B.

Johnson and for several years has
been the resident ballet for the
Chicago Lyric Opera. National
Educational Television has twice
featured the company.
The troupe continues to reach

toward its goal of extending the
total art of ballet in America by
developing new and 'vital dance
artists, new choreographers, new
techniques for presenting dance,
and new audiences.

Tickets, at $4 for the general
public and $2 for UMass students,
are available now at the Arts
Council Box Office. Details on the
master classes and lor.ture are also
available at the Arts Council, Herter
Hall, telephone 545-0202.

Las Vegas
donations

tied up
By AVIS YUM
Staff Reporter

Alpha Phi Omega and Gamma
Sigma Sigma, the national service
fraternity and sorority, may be able
to donate $1,850 to charity earned
at their Las Vegas Night. That's if

another campus . organization
considering paying the major
portion of the incurred expenses
does so.

Frank Evans, advisor to Alpha Phi
Omega, said this group, which they
wish to keep unnamed, has not yet
decided if it will pay the expenses,
thus releasing more money to be
donated to charity than would have
been otherwise.

The money to be donated will be
distributed among Amherst A.B.C.
(A Better Chance) - 30 per cent; the
Eunice Shriver Center for the
Mentally Retarded - 30 per cent; the
National Association for
Paraplegics - 15 per cent; the
Sickle Cell Anemia Foundation - 15
per cent; and the Local Council of
the Boy Scouts of America - 10 per
cent*

Las Vegas Night was held for its

twelfth annual time Saturday,
October 26th on the entire first floor

of the Campus Center.

Rape line

545-COPS
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The way
BySUECARTMELL

Mt. Ho/yoke Choragos
f^e

,

nVesponse t0 student suggestions on this campus is the an-
swer, Well that s the way it is at Mount Holyoke; if you don't like it youcan go somewhere else." The fact that this answer is repeatedly made to
student questions (and it is my understanding that the Dean of Students
Utt.ce is the most flagrant perpetrator of this "MHC-Love it or leave it"
philosophy) disturbs me for two reasons.

Initially, the love-it-or-leave-it attitude breeds a sterile sameness in the
community when the rationale is used to mold adherence to some pre-
conceived Mount Holyoke norm. Then, secondly, this status quo rationale
reveals the assumption that a student's attendance at college indicates her
tacit compliance with a contract, the terms of which are decided com-
pletely by the college. The fact that the college has such success in
creating student lifestyle consensus (in dorm life, eating, sleeping
studying, and even note-taking patterns) indicates that this contractual
arrangement is being used by the college to maintain control.

In this contract between the student and the university, college ad-
ministrators have the ability to dictate the terms of the contract, as well as
to determine where and how it is to be applied. But where does this leave
students, especially at a place that presumes to claim it encourages
women to exert some control over their lives?
There are two ways students can deal with an oppressive contract. Both

acknowledge that our technocratic society uses colleges to put the
finishing touches on the socialization process. The first approach tries to
deal with the college on its own terms of power politics.
The first approach is a union of students operating under student

organizing legislation in a way similar to the operation of labor unions
under the National Labor Relations Act. Legal groundwork for a union of
students was laid when eighteen-year-olds were given the power to make
contracts. The college experience is interpreted legally as a contract made
between the college and the student for a degree.
Another alternative is to put colleges under an administrative board

composed of students, faculty, and administration for the purpose of
making policy decisions about the entire Mount Holyoke experience
Instead of accepting our present division into three camps, such a com-
mittee would highlight (in the same manner that the student presence on
the A.P.C. has) our common goals and concerns.

Hampshire Union staff

vote set for Friday

Five College Page]

fa

By BIFF PRICE
of the Hampshire Climax

Tensions mount for the clerical

staff of Hampshire College as the
date for voting on unionization

draws near.

The November 15th contest
between District 65, representing
other college clerical staffs, and
'no-union' will be the second such
vote at Hampshire College. The
campaign for or against the union
seems to be mainly carried out with
discussions, meeting and memos.
The only exception being a pro-

union newsletter, Reunion, started
at the beginning of the unionization

effort over a year ago.

The Hampshire Climax reports
that there have already been
meetings to discuss possible
contract demands, so that if the
union does win bargaining can start

immediately.

This vote will indeed be im-
portant to the entire 5-College
community. If District 65 wins at
Hampshire, moves toward
unionization will spread to other
colleges, private and public. The
win would also spur on moves for
students and faculty to consider
some sort of union. If the staff
votes 'no', it could be many years
before unionization is considered
again, at Hampshire or elsewhere.
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Suggested Agenda Items
I. Financial Independence?

* II. Pub Board business.

III. Role of Black News Service.

IV. Role of Managing Editor.

„ V. Job Policies.

| VI. Conflict of interest?

JVIII. Election details.

IX. Party plans.

X. Other?
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By CAROLYN HULL-RYDE
Smith College

5-College Correspondent
In response to charges that

Smith College identification cards
would not work in the five-college

system, Mr. Gilbert, responsible for

the ID process at Smith, replied,

"Our cards were designed to be
compatible with and not identical to
the other five-college cards."
The college's new yellow ID

cards with embossed names and
social security numbers are the
result of a year's study by the valley

colleges to make identification

cards at the five institutions in-

terchangeable in library computers
and meal exchange systems. In

addition the cards were made
compatible to facilitate student
identification.

Smith ID cards may be used in

the UMass library computer system
and are compatible with the food
service system at Amherst. The
cards are not like the IDs at the
other five colleges, but Smith cards
may be used with slight adaptation
in the UMass library. They require
no alteration for use in the Amherst
"charge-card" meal exchange
system.

Smith and Mt. Holyoke were the
only five colleges to have IDs made
on campus. Amherst, UMass, and
Hampshire sent ID photos to a
company in Indiana which sup-
posedly produced a more durable
card. Amherst, for example,
wanted the cards to last two to four
years. Betty Brace head of the
UMass circulation department
commented that UMass cards went
to Indiana and that some are
already beginning to disintegrate.

The new Smith IDs are security
proof. Gilbert demonstrated that

the Smith cards were unalterable

by slitting the vinyl cover with a
pocketknife. The picture came off

embedded in the vinyl. "It would be
impossible to substitute another
picture on these cards," he con-
cluded.

Gilbert conceded that the Smith
card was designed for use in the
UMass library computer. The card
already has the student's social

security nurrlber as identification.

The number 7 before the social

security number tells the computer
a student is from Smith

The cards may not be used as
they are now in the UMass system.
They must be adapted. In order to

check out books through this;

computer, a student must have a

"guide hole" punched in her card
at the UMass library. The card must
also be hollirithed, which means
punching holes that the computer
associates with a student's name.
This device is available at the

UMass library to adapt Smith cards
for use in the computer.

Identification cards at UMass and
Hampshire are interchangeable in

their automated systems. Brace of

the UMass Library said that "the
automated system at UMass
provides quicker, easier access to

books out on loan than the older

write-in system."

Smith's library has no automated
computer system but uses ID cards

to identify students. Ms. Courtney
of Smith's circulation department
said, "We are very pleased with our
system." Smith has no plans to

initiate a computer checkout
system in the circulation depart-
ment until the new library is built,

according to other sources.

The Smith card was embossed
for use in the Amherst "charge-
card" meal exchange machines. It

was found that the name and social

security numbers on the Amherst
cards are reversed in position from
the Smith cards but this has not
affected interchangeability in the
Amherst system.

The cards at Mt. Holyoke were
embossed for use in the Mt.
Holyoke bookstore, but other five
college cards cannot be charged on
there.

Staff Photo by Dan Smith
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en i°vs an autumn afternoon by the
waterfall behind Smith College.

grievances, tuition waivers, LSO
turn to page 2

tuition waiver ($1250 per year) to
half the current standard stipend of
a full-time teaching assistant (TA).
A full-time TA now receives $3600 a
year; so the suggested minimum
stipend would be $1800 which may
become effective June 1.

Finally, regarding LSO, Chappell
explained his understanding is that
the President's office is now
leaning back to 03 funding (tem-
porary services, non-employee) of
LSO attorneys.

According to a GSS

spokesperson, the main objection
to the 03 funding of the attorneys is

that as state employees, they'd be
unable to sue their funding agency.
Lindsey commented, "We're
looking for the least binding
agreement on the attorneys within
the legal framework within which
we're operating."

In further GSS news, Lindsey
outlined four main areas of concern
to graduate students that he's
including in a letter to SGA
President Savini: "1) Greater

student monies collected on this

campus, 2) A built-in service
component as a mandatory
requirement of all graduate
students' education, 3) an im-
provement in the services which
graduate students pay for directly

with mandatory fees and indirectly

with lost time and aggravation due
to bureaucratic malfeasance, 4)

Explanation of unionization of
graduate students will be in-

vestigated."

rte&iueni savini: i) Greater ni_ l.

financial autonomy for the graduate
Photography Seminar

TA job descriptions Correction
The Collegian has agreed to print

all job descriptions for Teaching
Assistant positions, but requests
that all departmentss submitting
such descriptions type them in

paragraph form. Only those printed
in such form will be printed.

In Monday's Collegian an article

listed a computer program enabling
students to take a math and English
test. The sixth line contained a
typographical error. Instead of
typing LAIM at the appropriate
time, LAIN should be typed.

lonight at 6:30 p.m. in the
Hampden Room of the Student
Union, Chuck Kidd, Graphics
advisor to the Collegian, will

conduct a seminar on photo
techniques for news photography.
All members of the Collegian photo
staff are asked to attend. Other
interested persons are also invited.
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Toughest problems' not yet resolved

Mine shutdown causes industrial cutbacks
WASHINGTON [UP/] - Soft-

coal miners, following their "no
contract - no work" tradition, idled

the nation's mines yesterday. Some
railroads and steel plants im-

mediately annoL.iced layoffs or

production cutbacks and the
federal government began
monitoring soft coal exports.

Negotiators for the 120,000-

member United Mine Workers and
the Bituminous Coal Operators

Association renewed their

protracted contract talks in

Washington with what industry

representative Guy Farmer called

"the toughest problems" still to be
settled.

The miners have been pushing
for increased mine safety as well as
pay increases and improvements in

sick pay and vacations.

Neither side expressed optimism
for a settlement before the end of
the week. Union ratification

procedures in which all the rank-

and-file members will vote on
accepting a new contract would

take an estimated 10 days to two
weeks after that, leaving little hope
of re-opening the mines until after

Thanksgiving.

UMW President Arnold Miller

said some progress had been made
in the talks but "Some progress is

not enough to undo 40 years of

indifference and neglect."

Farmer said he hoped a set-

tlement could be reached this week
but "We're writing an entire

contract from Page 1 to the end."
Major coal-related industries,

'

chiefly railroads and steel com-
panies, began cutting back
operations. Initially minor, the

cutbacks were expected to escalate

as the miners strike progressed.

Reports from the 25 coal

producing states indicated the

walkout was, virtually complete
The miners, who receive no strike

pay from the UMW, had expected
the walkout and many had laid in

stores of food and saved money in

anticipation.

Ernest Enedy, 44, a 26-year
veteran of the mines, said in

Portage, Pa., that a miner's "whole
life is lived in preparation for no
work."

Enedy and his wife enlarged their

garden, stocked up sweet corn and
potatoes, canned vegetables and
fruit, and froze a side of beef.

Penn Central, Norfolk and
Western, and the Chesapeake and
Ohio railroads, which haul coal,

announced layoffs.

Report on Project Independence

claims U.S. needs imported oil
WASHINGTON [UP/]

Eliminating oil imports within a

decade is neither possible nor

desirable, and continued high world
prices would be the nation's best

buffer against another Arab em-
bargo, the Federal Energy Ad-
ministration said yesterday.

These were among conclusions

reached in a 1,000-word report on
Project Independence, a national

goal of approaching energy self-

sufficiency by 1985, set by
President Richard M. Nixon and
passed along to the Ford ad-

ministration.

John C. Sawhill, being forced out
as head of the FEA because of

policy differences with the ad-

ministration, said in summarizing

the report:

"We do not think zero imports

would be a desirable or achievable

goal for United States energy
policy. International considerations,

domestic energy realities and
economic common sense may all

argue for a policy in which the
United states continues to import

some of its oil."

"Oil imports will remain level or

rise in the next few years, no matter
what long-term actions we take,"

the report said. Besides, it said,

deliberate limiting of imports could

damage the economy unless

domestic production was brought
up to demand, and could upset the

balance of trade.

One of the four broad options for

U.S. energy policy set forth in the

report was to maintain roughly a

status quo, based on an assump-
tion that Americans will spend less

on oil if prices remain high.

Thus if the world oil price

remains at $11 a barrel, domestic
demand will increase only slightly,

the report said. But if prices drop
somewhat, it said, demand would
push the nation's needs to 12.4

million barrels of foreign oil a day
and a one-year Arab embargo could
cost this country $205 billion.

OPEN 9=30-6=50 - FRIDAYS till 9 Jf

Tight security surrounds U.N.

as Arafat due to arrive today
UNITED NATIONS [UPI[ -

Representative of the Palestine
Liberation Organization made their

first foray into the United Nations
protected by a massive security
operation yesterday to pave the
way for the arrival of their leader
Yasser Arafat.

The FBI, meanwhile, arrested an
official of the Jewish Defense
League after the militant
organization vowed Arafat will not
leave New York alive.

Arafat was scheduled to arrive in

this county today to demand before
the U.N. General Assembly a
homeland for Palestinian refugees.
As the 20-member PLO

delegation made its first moves in

the United Nations, hundreds of
police and special agents ringed the
skyscraper U.N. headquarters
building. Marksmen were stationed
on rooftops and in nearby
buildings.

Other officers with guard dogs
patrolled streets and the city's

bomb squad was on alert after

telephoned threats.

The United Nations was closed
to all but official visitors, losing an
estimated $4,000 a day from its

guided tours.

Arafat left Cairo early yesterday
en route to New York but Arab
sources professed not to know his

arrival time. They would say only
that he must arrive by 9 a.m. EST
today. He was scheduled as the
first speaker in the General
Assembly's historic Palestine
debate at 10:30 a.m.

One security official revealed that
the route Arafat would take into

Manhattan would not be chosen
until five minutes before the
motorcade gets underway.

At a news conference Monday
night, members of the Jewish

Defense League, displaying a pistol

on the table in front of them, vowed
publicly to assassinate Arafat
during his visit to the United
Nations.

"We are ready to assassinate
Arafat, JDL spokesman Russell
Kelner said. "This has been
carefully planned. We have trained
men who will make sure Arafat
does not leave New York alive."

The FBI arrested Kelmer
yesterday. FBI officials would not
disclose the exact charges to be
filed against him.

Seemingly unabashed by the
threats and huge demonstrations
that marked their arrival Monday
and kept them virtual prisoners in

the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel over-
night, the PLO delegates, dressed
in Western business suits, pledged
to intensify diplomatic and political

efforts in their future activities.

[ NEXT TO THE- POST OFFICE ~ | AMHERST/])

Morning Pro
Musica

Five hours of fine music
heard daily beginning at 7

a.m.

WFGR 88.5 fm

A representative of New York University's

Graduate School of Arts and Science will

be at your campus 1:30 - 4:30 on Nov. 19,

for the purpose of counseling prospective

graduate students interested in learning

general information about our Graduate

School as well as specific information about

housing, financial aid, the thirty-one different

departments comprising the Graduate School,

and the advantages of undertaking graduate

work in New York City. Please contact

Student Dev. Ctr. Berkshire House for an

appointment.

EAT CHEAPER THAN AT HOME!

2nd ANNIVERSARY

SPECIAL!

ROUTE *
HAOLEY the 'THE

BEST
OF

BOTH.

FINE FOOD AND DRINK- *tM>-2fio
Rt.9 Hadley

Two lobsters, or other fine dinners,
for the price of ONE with this ad!

?

Two Days Only

Thur. - Nov. 7th

Wed. - Nov. 13th

j* Guitar music Wed. Thur Fn

Entrees from H 00

LOBSTER SPECIAL

(Baked Stuffed Lobster)

ONLY $3
95

!

(Two dinners with this ad)
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25,000 vets totally disabled

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN .

Veterans' disabilities linger on after war

the

two

By GORDON HANSON
Associated Press Writer

Part2 OfA 2 Part Series

American participation in

Vietnam grouno war ended
years ago. Today nearly half of the
338,851 Vietnam-era veterans with
service-connected injuries have a
disability rating of 10 per cent or
more. Twenty-five thousand are
rated 100 per cent disabled.
On an average day there are

9,450 disabled Vietnam vets in the
nation's 172 VA hospitals, says a
spokesman for the VA. And 5,800
of them are either psychotic or
undergoing psychiatric treatment.

Personality disorders relating to
behavior and to relationships with
others are higher among Vietnam
veterans than they were among the
veterans of World War II and
Korea, says Dr. Gordon Braatz,
clinical psychologist at the VA
hospital in Minneapolis.

Disabled veterans Timothy Day
and Maury Rahm aren't optjmistic
about the future. They say they
take each day as it comes. Each has
two children, as does Stanger.
"My wife worries a lot about the

bills," says Day. "I don't. If I want
to ge: drunk instead of paying the
electric bill, I'll get drunk. I live for

myself. But still my family is my

future

Rahm, who said he went to

Vietnam believing he was fighting
for a cause, is severely limited by
his disability - his paralyzed legs

and right arm. He sleeps late and
"musters for lunch. I don't like to

drink, so at night I work in a shop in

my garage. I spend most of my time
there working on stereos and tape
players. I flunked out in the second
semester at electronics school, but I

think I'll go back."
Former Marine Chester Stanger

has "no regrets. I love everything I

did. The past was beautiful. Life is

too perfect for people to be hateful

and headstronq. I got that attitude

the day I was hit. I don't have to

prove anything to anybody, now
that I've proved it to myself."
Day recently had a fifth operation

to clear a stubborn infection in his

skull where the enemy slug
penetrated. "They've taken out
everything I had to hear with," he
said, gently adjusting the black
leather patch he occasionally wears
over his left ear."

He receives a $188 monthly
disability check and $110 a week as
a materials handler for a publishing
company.

"It was the only place in town
that would hire me, because I'm

deaf in one ear."

A Veterans Administration
spokesman in Washington said the
unemployment rate among all

seven million veterans of the
Vietnam era "is lower than for the
non-veteran population." He said

unemployment statistics are not
available for the disabled veteran.

Stanger, a bearded, soft-spoken
6-footer, who weighs 220 pounds,
wears an artificial leg and is a clerk-

typist at the Des Moines VA
Hospital. He had wanted to be a
police officer.

He receives a $334 disability

check each month. It once was
$200 higher, but a review board
decided that his disability wasn't as
great as originally determined.

Disability pensions now range
from $32 to $1,400 monthly. They

Law banning busing
ruled unconstitutional

TYPING SUPPLIES

ribbons, paper, carbon,

ko-rec-type.

A. J. Hastings

Newsdealer and Stationer

AMHERST, MASS.

BOSTON [UP/] - A legislative

amendment prohibiting forced
busing as a method of im-

plementing Massachusetts' first-in-

the-nation 1965 Racial Imbalance
Law in Springfield is un-
constitutional, the State Supreme
Court ruled yesterday.

Chief Justice G. Joseph Tauro,
writing for the majority in the 4-3

opinion, said dtprivfftg the State
Board of Education of the power to

order busing was, "in effect, an
authorization to discriminate."

The high court was asked in

Dance Floor

THE DIAL TONE
Discotheque

THIS WEEK
Mon., Tues., Wed. Nites are

BEER KITES 25'
plus specials on pitchers, bottles and all drinks

OJs fhf what fou want to h$$t.

OLD, NEW, ROCK
7 Nites a Week

8:30-1:00

Rte. 5, NORTH HATFIELD

August by the Springfield School
Committee to vacate an earlier

order mandating the school
committee to implement a plan to

racially balance the city's schools.

The motion to vacate was based
on the enactment late in July of

Chapter 636, which amended the

1965 Racial Imbalance Law by
removing from the Board of

Education the power to use busing
as a means toward integration.

The motion was denied in late

August, a few days before the

scheduled opening of Springfield

schools. Approximately 6,000
students have been bused without
incident in Springfield since classes

began.

The judges said in the opinion
that it was a "likely inference" that

Chapter 636 was enacted with the

intention of short-circuiting im-

plementation of the board- ordered
and court-ordered balance plan.

Game Room

N.Y.S.E.

Volume Profile

375

DOW JONES AVERAGE

30 Industrials

Closed it

659.18

UNCHANGED

390
DOWN

13.46

Niv.12.1974
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would go up 15 to '3 per cent in

1975 if President Ford signs a bill

approved by Congress to increase
the VA budget from the present
$13.7 billion annually to $14.1 billion

next year. Ford has said he'll veto
the bill as inflationary.

Rahm drives his specially
equipped car to the nearby VA
hospital several times a week for

physical therapy. He gets a $1,297-
disability check monthly and 'lives

with his family in a comfortable
$49,500 ranch house. The VA gave
him $12,500 to help equip the house

for his special needs.
The car has changed Rahm's life.

"The first three years after I was
wounded, I didn't have a car. Guys
used to drive me around. If nobody
was able to, I had to stay where I

was at."

Day thought about his return
from Vietnam. "It's sad to come
back to a country that didn't believe
in your fighting for it."

Rahm: "Some World War II

people don't like our war."
Day: "What makes their war

better than ours."

[nation and world]

AEC coverup?
CAMBRIDGE [AP] - The Union

of Concerned Scientists has
charged that the Atomic Energy
Commission is involved in "a
massive coverup" of the possibility

of catastrophic nuclear power plant

accidents.

The coalition of scientists,

engineers and other professionals

said yesterday it will request a

meeting with President Ford to
discuss "documentary evidence" in

the form of AEC internal studies

and memoranda, that the com-
mission is engaging in a coverup of

plant safety hazards.

In their letter to Ford, the
scientists said "According to AEC
files that we have obtained, AEC
officials, both past and present,

have repeatedly taken steps to
mislead the public, the Congress,
the courts, and the successive
administrations about nuclear
power plant safety hazards of the
utmost gravity."

The group is recommending to

the President that he suspend
further plans for nuclear power
plant construction because of the
evidence of safety hazards.

Kalmbach testifies

WASHINGTON [UP/] - Judge
John J. Sirica yesterday interrupted

the Watergate coverup trial to

personally challenge Herbert W.
Kalmbach's tearful testimony that

money paid the burglars was for

humanitarian purposes and not to

hush them up.

Throughout an emotion-packed
day on the witness stand, Kalm-

bach had insisted he understood

that some $220,000 he raised and
dispersed for the bugging team was
solely for support and legal fees and
not to buy their silence.

Embargo upheld
QUITO, Ecuador [AP] -

Hemispheric- foreign ministers
yesterday rejected the lifting of 10-

year-old economic and political

sanctions against Cuba. The United
States said no clear satisfaction

exists that Fidel Castro's regime has
stopped exporting revolution.

The measure failed after five

fruitless days of meetings under
auspices of the Organization of
America States.

The foreign ministers came to
Quito at the request of Costa Rica,

Colombia and Venezuela, who
declared that Cuba no longer
presents the threat of revolution to
the Americas that it did in 1964
when the OAS first invoked the
sanctions.

Ford sees recession
WASHINGTON [UP/] - The

White House bowed to statistics

yesterday and conceded the nation
was moving into a recession.

After weeks of avoiding the
word, presidential Press Secretary
Ron Nessen said that economic
indicators he has seen for
November "will show that this

month we are moving into a
recession."

Nixon problem found
LONG BEACH, Calif. [UP/] -

Former President Richard Nixon's
blood pressure shoots up markedly
when he is under even "minor
stress" such as talking with a visitor

or thinking about a problem, his

physician reported yesterday.

The regular medical bulletin from
Dr. John Lungren raised for the first

time the question of "hyper-
tension" Jn the cardiac system as
one of the complications following

surgery for phlebitis.

[LOPEA/ 9:30-6:30 - FRlJ>WSmj)Jf
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Ancient science of soul travel

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1974

Eckankar science can raise consciousness
By DENNIS SUMAN

Staff Reporter
"Eckankar," said Arron E.

Boykin, president of the Eckankar
International Sc iety at UMass, "is

the ancient science of Soul Travel."

It is the natural way of attaining

God- Realization by shifting one's
consciousness beyond the limited
physical planes of time and space,
or worlds of duality, to the higher,
spirtual realms, thereby achieving
self-realization, or objective con-
sciousness."

Students complain

about N.E. occupancy
By ROBERT ShiEMELIGIAN

Staff Correspondent
Roger Cruff, director of The

Office of Residental Life for Ad-
ministrative Services, heard
student's objections to the oc-
cupancy rate in the Northeast Area
Monday night in Johnson House
Lounge, and said that although he
was concerned, he would not lower
it.

Most of the objections were
raised by students from Johnson
House who thought it was unfair
that "we have to have all the
triples." Johnson House has the
only 14 legitimate triples on
campus.

Most students present at the

meeting thought triples were an
"undesirable living situation" and
wanted "a yes or no answer" to the
problem before room choosing
comes up in December.

"It's not going to be a yes or no

answer from me", said Cruff, "I can
only make a recommendation."

Cruff proposed to "keep the

triples open only if they're
voluntary." This means that no
students would be assigned to a

triple unless specificallly requested

by the student. Some of the people
dissatisfied with triples volunteered

for them.

One woman who asked in

September to be put in a triple, said

"it's not that we don't like each
other, its just that we can't hack
living together in a triple. You go to

your room to be alone and you
can't be alone."

Some Johnson House students
feel the most desirable answer to
the problem would be the lowering
of the occupancy rate in the
Northeast Area.

Robert Sheleligian is a Collegian

Correspondent

Soul Travel differs from other
consciousness or meditative
disciplines, such as Transendental
Meditation or yoga, Boykin ex-

plained, in that these other
disciplines' highest level of
awareness is limited by their very
nature to the mental realms, known
to still be in the worlds of duality.

Through the spiritual excercises of

Eckankar and the inner guidance of

the living Eckankar Master, Darwin
Gross, one is able to travel to other
worlds and realms.

"By focusing on the third or
spirtual eye of the Soul, one is able
to make contact with Darwin
Gross, the present living Eckankar
Master, and by using him as a co-
worker, be taken into the higher
realms of consciousness, above the
universal mind and above cosmic
consciousness to the God-state,"
he said.

The student of Soul Travel is

taken by the Master into the pure
spirtual worlds separated from the
mind, and he learns to have his

existence in these higher spiritual

worlds while directing his actions
and activities in the world below,
with the result that he functions on
a much higher state of awareness.

"It's important to realize that

there is never a final level of at-

tainment," Cris 0' Connor, a
member of the society said. "There
are an infinite number of realms or
planes one constantly strives for,

there's always tha» plus factor to

one's awareness level one can go
on to."

The society will be holding a

"Darji" Dinner (Darji being the

spiritual name for Darwin Gross)

tomorrow from 5 to 7 p.m. The

public is invited to attend.

Anyone- interested in obtaining
more information on the dinner and
seminar, or in learning more about
the society or Soul Travel in

general, can contact. Boykin at 549-

1698, or Michael Short at 256-8079.

Outing club features

program with slides
By DAVE KOWAL

Staff Reporter

A slide show featuring the

outdoors program at the University

of Oregon was shown Monday
evening in the Campus Center at a

meeting of the Outing Club.

The slides were shown to

promote ideas for an outdoor
program at UMass.
Development of the outdoors

program was started two years ago,
and is being coordinated through
the Student Activities Committee.
The outdoors program will be

independent of the Outing Club,
Bruce Lindwall, vice-president of
the Outing Club said.

Lindwall said the Outing Club is

helping to start the outdoors
program because they have much
in common.

Lindwall said, "The Outing Club
is divided into several committees,

most of them dealing directly with
the outdoors.

"These committees include cross
country skiing, caving, canoeing,
rock climbing, winter moun-
taineering, safety, conservation,
and publicity."

Trips are not run on a regular
basis. Anyone who wants to lead a
trip can do so. Group equipment is

provided free by the club.

"Trips have ranged anywhere
from the Amherst sanctuary to
Mexico," Lindwall said.

"The Outing Club is a collection

of individuals with a common in-

terest who enjoy being together."

The club meets every Monday at

6:30 p.m. Locations are announced
in the Collegian.

On Monday, November 18, the

film The Rise and Fall of the Great
Lakes will be shown.

Yearbooks still available;

Index needs volunteers

Appearing this week
Deadly Nightshade Wed., Nov. 13

Peace River Thurs. - Sat., Nov. 14 - 16

John Neister, Index Editor-in-

Chief, says yearbooks are still

available to anyone having a
computer card given out at
registration. He said there are 600
books left.

The yearbook is the lost Index to
be published. This book represents
the dedication of many people and
a whole year of work to capture a
few glimpses of the UMass-
Amherst campus during its 1973-74
schoolyear, Neister said.
The editorial staff of this year's

Index includes; John Neister,
Editor-in-Chief; Pamela Normandy,
Managing Editor, Kermit Plinton,

Business Manager and Dan Smith,
Photo Editor. Other people are
working in art, photography, layout
and various aspects of the book.

Index needs writers for this year's

book, Neister said. The Index is

interested in anyone wanting to

write on any topic and no previous

writing experience is needed. Those
interested should drop by the Index

office in room 409 of the Student
Union, or nail 545-0848.

The Index is also looking for any
art student experienced in oil

painting to do some art work for the
front cover.

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
S86MM2

Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

Sooner
or later

you'll

come to

why does a man

join Maryknoll ?
There are probably as many answers

as there are individual Maryknoll
priests and Brothers. Some men are

deeply moved when they hear of

babies dying in their mother's arms
because of hunger or disease. Others
are distressed by the growing antag

onism and separation between the

rich and the poor nations. More are

concerned about the great injustices

that have been inflicted upon the

poor by those who possess wealth

and power to an excessive degree

Others look to learn from peoples

who have grown up with a different

mentality than that which is theirs

All feel that the only solution to the

crises that threaten to split men
asunder is the love of God as shown
in the life of His Son. Jesus Christ.

This love of God urges men to go
forward and be missioners so men
can love one another What could be
your reason for joining Maryknoll*

If you keep saying you want to do something

with your life - here's your chance to prove it

For information, write or phone to UOM
MARYKNOLL MISSIONERS 50 DUNSTER RO
CHESTNUT MILL MA 02167 ( 61 7) ?3?-8050

Dear Father

Please send me information about becoming a

£> Maryknoll Priest [J Brother SisterQ
Name

I do want to

do something.

Address.

City

Aoe

. State,

Phone

.

Z.p.

VETERANS
Earn $50 to 100
a month. No loss of
G.I. Bill or Veterans

Benefits. 20,000 full

time life insurance and
P.X. priviliges available

For information call

collect 1-733-0902 or
stop in at U.S. Army

Reserve Center,
50 East St.,

Springfield, Ma.
» » » • i

Organizes Hatch Jam Sessions

John Walker

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

By DENNIS MCNALLY
Staff Correspondent

Jazz has usually meant people
like Charlie Parker or John Coltrane
flying throug.i the infinite
possibilities of sound and thought
in some smoky room, leaving the

audience to stumble into gritty city
streets at dawn, minds happily
blown. The question is, can an
urban black art form find happiness
in a small Western Massachusetts
town like Amherst? John Walker
thinks so.

Walker is the moving force
behind the Jazz Jam Sessions
which have appeared on three
Wednesday nights in the Hatch this

semester. He feels that jazz is the
music of the future, as well as
America's greatest native art form,
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Amherst-Northampton Coordinating Committee
for November 16th
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Janet Aalfs
Steven Abrams
William Abrashrin
Ron Ackerman
Richard Adlev
Robert Adler
Mary F. Albert
June Sherie Almenoff
Nap. Allair
Armand Amaral
David Avery

Steve Darning
Edward Deroy
Theresa Desautels
Will Dibrell
Robert Diaz
Jan Dizard
Robin Dizard
Debora Drinan
Michael Dwyer
John Dymon
Michael Z. EdelsteinMary Louise Beardsley Paul Edwin

Linda Bedrosian
Robert C. Bell, Jr.

Steven M. Bengis
Chaunce Benedict
Ethna M. Bennert
Tina Bentley
Nathalie Bergin
Matthew Berry
George Berry
Carrol C. Betsch
John Betsch
Raymand Bach
Luanne Bacis
Curtis Baer
Pamela Baily
Jeff Barden
Brigid Barret
Paula Barnacki
John Bathilt
Scott Balthazar
Lester J. Bigelon
Rick Bingham
Susan Bissell
Patricia Black
Charles Blair
Merredyth Blezard
Amy Bloom
Kathrin Bond
Annie Bond
Wittie Boom
John Borgos
Mary Boyle
Charles Brady
Judith Braune
Martina A. Brennan
T. Brennan
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Scott Brooks
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Paul W. Brown III
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Debbie Burke
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John E. Clark
Thomas Clegg
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Maureen Foster
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T. Gage
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Sheldon Gersten
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Priscilla Gillett
Mary Beth Gilrbin
Jenine Glassman
Timothy J. Golbutt
James Gold
Janice Goldman
Deborah Goldstein
Michael Gordon
Cleo A. Gormen
Lynn Gostyla
Claire Goyette
John B. Greenman
Carol Gregory
Ed Greer
Joan Grenier
Patricia Grossman
Elaine Goudreau
Robert Goudreau
Stephen Hahn
Harold Haley
April Hall
Elizabeth Hall
Alice Hanlon
Judy Hans
Douglas Haring
Mark E. Harmon
Carmen Harrell
Grant Haskell
Elizabeth Hatch
Marlene Hatcher
Elaine Hebert
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R. Ladd
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Sally Lawton
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Stella Lehane
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Seth Leonard
Joanne Levenson
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Janine Libbey
Ted Lindsey
Patty Linton
Marcia -Lipsky
Victor Lloyd
Michele Lopes
Miriam Lopez
Deborah M. Love
Ed Lovett
Sherry Lupinacci
Dan Luria
Jennifer S. Lyle
Edward Lynch
M. C. Mabille
Elizabeth Madames
Kathy Madden
Sanat K. Majumder
Charles C. Mann
Paul Mansfield
Roy Mansur
Wendy N. Mansur
Edward J. Manwell
Claire C. Manwell
Manning Marable
Joanne Marcotte
G. F. Markham
Macky Marstall
Paula Martin
Evelyn Martinez
Kevin Mathewson
Leslie Mathieu
Linda Mattison
Maureen McCarthy
Bob McCartney
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L. J. Miller
Paul Mishler
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Elizabeth Anne Murray
Bruce f'ickerson
Carolellen Norsky
Robert J. O'Brien
Barry O'Connell
Julie A. O'Connor
Vance O'Connor
Frank C. Olbris
James L. Olds
David Osden
Almena Palombo
G. Papandreo
Hildy Paris
Joanne Parke
May Parke
Toby Patlove
C. Pearson
C. A. Petrides
Rick Pfeiffer
Denise Picaro
Philip de Picciotto
Beatrice T. Pickard
James Pinfold
Lyman Plante
Lee Polevoi
Walter Popper
Mike Potito
Marc Potuin
Mitchell Pratt
John Pridman
Bob Prouser
Alan Prouty
R- Prusak
Joseph Pullara
Joanne C. Quamo
Jessica Rabbar
Michael Radexky
Jacquelyn M. Ramos
Henry Ramsey
Midge Ramsey
Tom Raredon
A. Rashbach
Keith Rawings
Kenneth Reardon
Cynthia Reed
Vivian M. Reed
Priscilla Reger
Dennis Regier
Tim Regine
Richard Reibstein
Marshall Reinsdorf
Debbie Reys
Sterling L. Rey, Jr.
Robin Rich
Karen Richardson
Ruth F. Ripa
Janet Ritkin
John Rivera
June Roberts
P. Robertson
Marylou Robinson
Diane Robitaille
John Rockett
Seth Rockwell
Kemp Roelofs
Ted Rokicki
John P. Rolan
Ellen Rollins
George Rose
Marin Rosmer
Pamela Rourke
Sally Rubenstone
David Russell
Donna Rutkowski
Hughes Ryan
Pat Sackrev
David Sassain
Linda Scaparotti
John Moray Schillo
Kathy Schmeidler
Alwin E. Schmidt
Deboroh Schneer

Jeffrey E. Schuss
Brad Schwartz
William Schwartz
Lester Schwalb
Thomas A. Sears
Robert E. Seauer
Catherine Senghas
Karl Seidman
Paul I. Sergeiro
Pablo Serrano
Cindy Shamban
D. Shaughnessy
Alison C. Sheridan
R. Sherman
Phoebe Sheehan
James Sheckley
W. B. Shister
Ed Silbert
Doug Silsbee
Deborah E. Simmons
Kick Simon
Anne M. Smith
Corrine Smith
Romona Smith
S. Sombuntham
Cynthia A. Sommer
John F. Sotter
Paul Spector
Barbara Spencer
David Spink
Bernard Srater
Laurie Sroka
Eliot Staffin
Benjamin Staples
Amy Stechler
Lucia Stern
Crystal Stinnette
Joan Stone
Edward Strauss
Janet Stroup
Joshua Styles
Nancy Sugarman
Alice Sunshine
Michael M. Sussman
Jill E. Taylor
Milton Taylor
Laura Tolman
Julio Torres
Nelson Torres
Bruce Towner
Stephen Tremer
Cathy Tumber
Lori J. Turati
Walter S. Turati
Sara Utre-Ransingor
Margo Valone
Carlo Valone
Ellen Wade
Kim Wagner
Robert Wallace
Elizabeth Wang
Bill Warren
Richardson Watkins
Esta Webber
Veronica Weider
Sandra Wetzl
Patricia Wieland
Julie Weiman
David Weinstein
Buffy Weissman
Claire Wellington
Robert E. West
S. D. Wexler
Tarn Wharton
Walter Hiawatha

White, Jr.

Marcia Wiechert
Jennifer Williams
Mary Williams
Tom Williams
Cleve E. Willis
John Wiltshire
Mary Ann Wilusz
Matthew Witten
Merk Wittow
Jim Wooster
Thomas A. Wright
Gill Wylie
Andrew Wynne
Hannah Yaffe
Ralinda Young
Leonard Yu

can survive here
and the UMass students are being
cheated of musical alternatives by
the area's lack of jazz. "Jazz
already has thumbs down on it," he
argues, "because of years of 'it's

only a black art form and its sup-
posed to stay in a certain place,' but
if this is an educational institution,

we should be able to make that
decision for ourselves."
To do that, Walker went to the

Campus Center Entertainment
office this summer with a proposal
that they accepted; he would
organize four Bi-Weekly Sessions
in, as it turned out, the Hatch. After
four sessions, they would evaluate
the program.

His quartet would receive a
minimal fee to play and serve as
back-up for anyone in the area who
felt confident enough to get on
stage with professionals. The idea,
Walker said, would benefit both an
audience looking for something
other than rock and roll, and give
student musicians "a place to
experiment, to show you what we
worked on this week."
So far, there have been three

sessions. The first was hardly
publicized, the second featured
Archie Shepp and drew 175 people,
the third was first cancelled and
then played before an audience of
275 last week. But in the middle of a
stomping set, Walker had to tell the
audience that he didn't know
whether the series could continue.
Curious, I joined him in a talk with
Carl Clay and Ed Vadas, who are in

charge of Hatch entertainment.

Volunteers Urgently

Needed for University

State Communications
Council

We need you to help
lobby for state legislation
that is responsive to
students needs. Drop by
the office: 413A Student
Union or get in contact
with: Charlie 549-6513

or Barbara 253-5077

Both men denied hating jazz, and
said that their hesitancy about the
sessions evolved from the bottom
line-the sessions have lost, ac-
cording to Clay, around $95 a show.
"We're committed," he said, "to as
broad a range of entertainment as
possible, but it must be on a break-
even basis." He conceded that he
was overstaffed- -nine employees
last week -but warned of the
difficulty of balancing costs with
the obligation to keep student jobs.
His job has other difficulties; bar
business is down nationwide, and
nothing in the Hatch has done well
so far.

Clay came to the job in Sep-
tember, and says that he's become
really oriented only recently. When
asked about the future of the
Sessions, he refused to commit
himself either way, and said that
planning for next semester would
take place next month. Finally, as if

to get this very rude reporter and
Mr. Walker off his back, he set
November 13 as this semester's last

date for jazz.

Walker argues that the office has
not given him full support, and that
the sessions could make money
with full scale advertising and co-
operation. He points to the relative
success of the sessions already,
even without the momentum
building regularity of scheduling he
wants.

He also pointed to a casual
comment made by Ed Vadas, who
suggested that UMies liked only
rock and roll, and "if we put in
something different.. .the kids go by
'ho hum!" Walker finds that
condescending and a self-fulfilling

prophecy; "if you can't see
anything different, how can you like
it? All I'm asking for is a fair chance,
and so far I'm not getting it."

As he also said, "the bar is the
yardstick for all programs here." If

the crowd at the last session
(Wednesday, Nov. .13, 9-1) buys
over $340 worth of beer, the
sessions stand a chance for next
semester. For the moment, its up to
the fans.

JAZZ JAM
SESSION

RALLY AGAINST INFLATION!
CCA 7:30 p.m., Nov. 15, 1974
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Dukakis rejects limousine

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1974

Tay-Sachs tests this Sunday
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

BOSTON \AP\ Gov. -elect
Michael S. Dukakis says he will give
up the governor's rented car and
will urge the other constitutional

officers to give up theirs.

Gov. Francis W. Sargent uses a
Lincoln which the state rents from
the manufacturer at $1,500 a year

"I won't have a limousine,"
Dukakis said in an interview with
the Boston Herald-American. "I

don't need one and I will suggest to

the other constitutional officers

that they return their leased cars."
A spokesman said yesterday that

if Dukakis as governor needs to go
somewhere by car, "He will have

someone drive him, either in his car
or someone else's." Dukakis rides

to work every morning from his
Brookline home on the Green Line

trolleys of the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority. He has
said he will continue that practice.

Four of the other five con-
stitutional officers use state-rented
cars but do not get the attractive

terms offered to governors by the

Ford Motor Co. manufacturer of

the Lincoln.

For example, the Ford sedan
leased bv Lt. Gov. Donald R.

Dwight from a dealer in Revere
costs the state $3,276 a year.

Auditor Thaddeus Buczko uses a

1972 Buick which was bought
outright by the state when new.

Jewish center sponsors disease detectionm of Tay-Sachs disease rw,„™e ,, ,_..,_ .. .. ._
WW * W *

SSSml
s,reet be,ween;° a

r-
and 8 pm |,:0°

P-m- on Friday) during the week of

Nov. 11-15.

The Tay-Sachs Prevention
Program, under the sponsorship of
the Beth Israel Hospital, the
Combined Jewish Philanthropies of
Greater Boston and the Tay-Sachs
Foundation of New England, is

There's a mustang in the background and a mustang
in the foreground — well, maybe that's not quite a
mustang in the foreground...

Amherst astrologers

hit Ford on timing
By MARK BACKER
Staff Correspondent

The stars tried to tell President
Gerald R. Ford that Oct. 17 was a
bad day to veto the Freedom of
Information Bill. For, on that day,
the planet Mercury was in

retrograde.

Amherst members of the
Astrological Society made this

observation at a recent meeting.
"It's important to know that his

decision was made during an
unfavorable time," President Don
Cerow of the Astrological Society
said.

"When a Mercury-retrograde
occurs, it's a time for looking back
and reflecting on the past, not
making decisions which concern
the future."

Besides studying President
Ford's Astrological Chart, the
Astrological Society also held
elections and discussed plans for
future activities.

Deciding that a joint vice-

presidency would be divided into

internal and external affairs, the
Society elected Pat Gray and Leslie

Mitchel. Jeff Jawer was elected
treasurer and Larrie Shea,
secretary. The election of Don
Cerow as president had taken place
at an earlier meeting.

In other business, the Society
decided to have a trip to the UMass
Observatory on Nov. 19 and to hold
an open-house on Nov. 26.

"The open-house will be a free

exchange between the Society and
the community. We will be having
visiting astrologers who will help us
draw-up people's charts for free,"

Cerow said.

The New Record Shop

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394

"Volks-Service"

specializing in

VOLKSWAGEN
Part Sales & Repairs

REASONABLE PRICES
RELIABLE WORK

605 North King St.

Northampton, Mass.

next to the

State Police Barracks

Tel. 584-7550

SELF PSYCHOTHERAPY
a new book by Albert Steinkirchner, M.D.

shows how to

resolve hang-ups

by yourself
AAA V*AAAAAAAAAAAT

$1.95 at BOOK STORES

Aquin Publishing Co., 1608 Pacific Ave.,

Venice, Ca. 90291
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Heta fli

Wed.

Nov. 13

8:00

165 C.C.

cooperating with local
organizations in planning the mass
screening to detect carriers of the
trait for the disease.

The goals of the Tay-Sachs
Prevention Program are to publicize
and conduct in central locations

Heta gfli

BMA

Thurs.

Nov. 14

8:00

172 C.C.

fVu$dt., ?Am*ldrn

Zeta Psi fraternity has
formed

j^flii ^Ijli,! I. fiflftr V at
UMass. A group of seventeen
men has WmegPot more
men with enthusiasm are
needed for mem&ership. This
is a chance tj»Hvolved with
the formatio#:itructure, and
goals of a mm fraternity.

Possibtfffl*$fcw« twne look
good, and the group is
growing. Come find out where
we're headed. Have a couple

share your ideas
a HHWP °p-

fch yo« j§y not
agar

)me
ter l
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:

information

lwn flffropus
8:0» oil Wed-

13th* Or at 8:00

r .- Hw 14th in
Campos Cfnterm. Call Steve
or Bill at 4WW43, r Kip at 6-

5322 if yoWlike some more

Amherst
191 No. Pleasant

Street
OPEN SUNDAYS!

Quantity Rights Reserved

PRIChb EFFECTIVE THRU NOV. 1*. 197/

Mfr. $1.69

DISCOUNT HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

Mfr. $1.45W^

GENIA FULLER Beautiful, dynamic WOMEN S WO
FREESTYLE SKIING CHAMPION showing you how to si

better safer and how to ski FREESTYLE'
PAT KARNIK- Leading women s FREESTYLE STAR
RUDI WYRSCH The ski world s all time CLOWN PRINCE
OF SKIING Smiles, maqic gymnastics, purely entertaininq
Here s the FUN in skiing'

CLIF TAYLOR - Author teacher the man who invented
SHORT SKIS Now you can learn to SKllN A DAY The
GLM technique fun and easy 1

NEWEST SKIS- BOOTS - BINDINGS- in the all new
CHEVY SHOW WAGONS - All the qreat names in sknnq
equipment- AMERICANA- BECO^TA-GERTSCH- ' «

HART -HEAD- LOOK- KASTLE- MUNARI-
NORDIOA RAICHLE ROSSIGNOL- SALOMON

-

TRAPPEUR-VOIKL
SKI FASHIONS 1 he award winning WHITE STAG Skiwear
Collection for 75 See the whole colortu' ski fashion story and
qet a set of far out Freestyle Posters'

SKI TRIPS The best in the world SKI THE AUSTRIAN
ALPS New tours to fit every taste ability and budget
explained by experts'

SKI INFORMATION International Ski Information Center bvCHEVROLET AUSTRIA SKIING Magazine Ash any ^
question It we Can t answer it we II put you in touch with who ca^
COME ON OUT. AND BRING SOMEBODY YOU I IKE
FREE! PRIZES! PATCHES! POSTERS' SKIS' BOOTS'
SKIWEAR! LiFT TICKETS' TRIPS' SKI GjlDE'
Sign up at the Skiing Information Center
...„.„ ^ jv/.uv.umiy i^l CTTI yUUUV \

CHEVROLETMAKESSENSE FOR

Where: FRONT OF STUDENT UNION BUILDING
When: NOVEMBER 18, 1974 What Time: 11 a.m.-4 p.m
Admission: FREE! HOSTED BY UMASS SKI CLUB
IF WEATHER'S BAD COME TO: S.U. BALLROOM

,»«-•

USTERINE

Listerine

Mouthwash

Mfr. $1.01

EXCEDRIN
36 Tablets

Excedrin
THf EXTRA STRENGTH PAIN RELIEVER

EARTH

SHAMPOO

th a,
Green Apple
Apricot

Avocado

8 oz.

14 oz.

Mfr. $2.40 Mfr. $1.44

BARNES-HIND'
WfTTIMG SOLUTION

for
"** Contact Lenses

"*"» ». I •
i l«. ..-*-.M -~*

i'H.OZS (60 ml)

2 oz.

*r.

SURE

Anti-Perspirant

Regular
Unscented

Mfr. $1.41

COLGATE

Toothpaste

ColgateW
7 OZ.

Mfr. $1.59

6 oz.

Mfr. $1.50

babv

powdei

JOHNSON'S

Baby

Powder

Mfr. $2.35

POND'S

*"— I uani

allerast

13.4 OZ. y^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^$^^$^

14 oz.

pond!; /
Co,d

'Creai

$041

Mfr. $1.39

SWEET 'N LOW

24 Tablets

FILM

8 oz.

Equal to

5 pounds
of sugar

DEVELOPED

WE DISCOUNT OVER 3QOO ITEMS EVERY DAY
.VwKw
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monthly screenings for the Tay-
Sachs trait in individuals of child-
bearing age, organizers say. The
education campaign of the program
is primarily directed towards Jewish
couples between ages 18-40 but all

couples including non-Jews who
wish to be tested will be ac-
commodated. About 500-1000 are
expected at each of the screening
sessio .s.

The nerve cells of children af-

fected with Tay-Sachs disease will

store abnormally large con-
centrations of a specific brain liquid
known as Tay-Sachs ganglioside.
Eventually this process destroys
their nerve cells. The signs of the
disease begin very early in life. In
the affected newborn child, muscle
tone may be diminished and the
child appears to startle easily.

Motor development is delayed.
The child may learn to roll over, but
usually does not achieve the ability

to sit or stand. A few months after
his first birthday, seizures develop
nd his head size begins to increase

disproportionately.

After about 20 months of age,
blindness and paralysis become
evident. The affected child is totally

bed-ridden and expressionless.
Feeding becomes difficult, frequent
infections occur, and inevitably the
child dies, usually before his- her
fourth or fifth birthday.

It has been estimated that one in

every 30 jews with Eastern
European background is a carrier
for the disease. Children of two
carriers run a one out of four
chance of having Tay-Sachs.

For additional information,
contact the Tay-Sachs Prevention
Program at (617) 893-0600 or write
Tay-Sachs Prevention Program,
200 Trapelo Road, Waltham, Mass.
02154. For information locally call,

Elliot Feldman 253-3968.

WMUA
Here is today's schedule foi

WMUA, 81.1 FM:
The disc jockeys will be Laredo

until 10, Stu MacDonald between 2
and 6 p.m., Cliff Brennan until 10:00
p.m., and Marc Berman will take
you through the night from 2:00-

6:00 a.m. and Ken Irwin will start

tomorrow
WMUA Specialties

8:30 a.m., High Tides, Jeff Jawer
explains just what will be hap-
pening astrologically.

10:15-11:15 p.m.. We The
People, A taped interview with
Holly Near along with her music.
Holly Near has been traveling with
Daniel Ellsberg and traveled
through Indo-China with the Indo-
China Peace Campaign.

11:15-2:00, Uujamadrum, Barry
Williams hosts soul music.

10:00-2:00 p.m. Ragtime Duck,
special programming.
News can be heard at 7, 8 &• 9

a.m., and 2, 6 & 10 p.m.

Lori announces the

sale of her imported

embroidered Indian

clothes for women

$6 - $10.

Nov. 14 & 15

Thursday and Friday

near the pinball

machines in the

Campus Center.

*\\\> .»».
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{ Letters to the editor

OHAG calls for better living conditions

To the Editor

At a recent meeting of the Orchard Hill Area Government,

problems with dorm and Hill maintenance and upkeep were

discussed. It was the consensus of this body that:

1. there do exist conditions on the Hill that warrant in-

vestigation, e.g. dirty bathrooms, broken glass lying on the

grounds, floors and walls in dorm halls that need cleaning,

etc.

2. In many cases, vandalism, and student apathy and fear

in dealing with their fellow students who are doing the

damage, is a cause of some of the existing conditions on the

Hill. OHAG has set up a Vandalism Investigation Committee

whose responsibility, in con/unction with OHAG, is to look

into this problem and to try to deal with it by educating its

constituents as to individual responsibility and liability in

such cases.

3. Dickinson dorm and Field dorm have found their

janitorial services to be up to par, with few complaints to

register.

4. However, poor conditions do exist in Grayson and
Webster, as a result ofpoor scheduling ofjobs done weekly,

as well as daily routine maintenance which has fallen

behind.

5. In certain cases, the Physical Plant has been negligent

in its duties in seeing that such things as broken glass and
bottles are cleaned up from the grounds, or in maintaining

decent health and sanitary conditions in the dorms, notably

Grayson and Webster.

6. We demand action be taken by responsible people in

the Physical Plant, and further, that Physical Plant set a

publicized level of standards agreeable to residents of the

dorms.

Since poor conditions do exist in two of the Orchard Hill dorms,

which are a part of the Hill as a whole, the Area Government
deemed it necessary to publicize its feelings on this matter to

provoke quick and lasting reactions to these problems. We have

noted recent changes and improvements in service in Webster,

specifically. However, we, as a body, are concerned that this

matter not be dropped when the publicity dies down, and that

permanent changes be effected, not just temporary ones to

appease irnte students.
Orchard Hill Area Government

Hamlin House should stop self pity act
To the Editor:

Monday evening I happened to pass through the Campus
Center on my way home form an Economics discussion. I was
feeling like a fat, rich American who could find better ways to

spend my energies than studying. With all of the injustices in the

world, there has to be more to life than this. When I hit the

concourse, I ran into a group of people carrying signs and
chanting, "We demand our rights". At first I thought it was the

Campus Center Student Employees and I thought this was good
because when you have to have money to eat, you have to have it.

But I was wrong, ft was the inhabitants of Ham/in House
protesting being moved so that the dorm may be renovated. The

signs said such things as "Another screwjob". "I am a displaced

person", etc. Several of these innovative individuals even had
D.P. on their backs in masking tape.

Now really. I personally feel that interpersonal relationships are

the most important things for the individual, that they must come
first. However, with the inevitability of international depression,

the possibility of world wide revolution [most of the world cannot

go to bed hungry every night and take it sitting down], and people

starving to death at the rate of 10,000 a day, can't you, er, gen-

tlemen find someplace better to put your energies? Do you realize

what a displaced person really is? You use the term so lightly. If

Hamlin is not open next semester, will you still have a roof over

your heads and central heating? I think so. I also think that you will

have indoor plumbing and electricity, which puts you ahead of

most of the world. Think about it.

I realize that one must clean one 's own house first, but how can

you complain about dirty ashtrays when your neighbor's roof is

falling in and killing his kids?

Maria Richmond

Southwest women plan weekend
To the Editor:

The Southwest Women's Center is sponsoring a Women's
Weekend November IS, 16 and 17, 1974.
The "Clinch Mountain Backsteppers", a bluegrass band on tour

from Colorado willplay on Friday night, beginning at 8 p.m. in the
Hampden Student Center. Beer will be sold and there will be a
$.50 admission charge in a one-woman Ceramic Art Show to be
held from 11 a.m. to 5pm. on Saturday.

Gayle Vernon, a graduate of Mass. College of Art and owner of
her own studio in Mi/ton, Mass. will display and sell her work. This
willinclude sculpture, jewelry, and other ceramic pieces. Wine and

cheese will be served free of charge.

On Sunday the Women's Center willprovide coffee, donuts and
several newspapers from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Following this at 2:30 p.m. "Mary Churchill and the Cranberry

Puppets" from The Puppet and Showplace in Boston will present

a Feminist Puppet Show. Young and old are encouraged to at-

tend.

The Southwest Women's Center is located in the MacKimmie-
Crampton Apartment.

Come, bring a friend, and enjoy!

Southwest Women's Center

A note of thanks to the Collegian
To the Editor

This is just a short note to express our thanks for your generous

cooperation with the School of Education Marathon. I'm sure that

if you have ever been to a Marathon you will understand our

excitement and appreciation for the help you have given us in

letting other UMass students know about and participate in

Marathon. Thanks again.

Yours truly,

Cindi Olken
John Wilpers

Margo Ouimet

Tl>,5 Town'* rwrf big enough £>r thfe Mh of US.'
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Unionites have no control
By ERIC FLEET

When conditions of unfairness and injustice exist

those individuals being treated poorly have the right

to organize in any orderly fashion they choose for the
purpose of righting injustice. This appears to be the
case today at the University of Massachusetts, where
a group of students are demanding a student union.
While I fully support the right to voluntarily organize,
in the light of today's labor situation, I feel compelled
to warn students of the hazards involved in the
sacrifice of some freedom to a larger group.
As bad as the University may appear to be, one is

free here to pursue life (i.e. attend classes, join clubs,
"find oneself") within a very liberal framework.
Beyond a few bungling bureaucrats at registration,

one does not need to deal with the U or any in-

termediary body at any time. This kind of freedom,
freedom from hassle, is most valued by students, who
need time to deal with all those other problems we
need not mention here. As I see it, no gross injustices
are being committed, save the residency requirement.

Yet, we are faced with a group of activists
clamoring for power, and quite radically at that.

Before we delegate our individual freedom to any one
group, we must know exactly who that group is and if

it is owned by any political party, as remote as that
possibility may seem. The power any potential
student union could wield would not necessarily be
that presently held by UMass but that of individual
students. We must fear power in the hands of a small
group of students, as it could become far more
despotic than that of the University's. Unless such an
organization is totally voluntary and students are free
to withdraw at will, I cannot give it my support and I

would urge others to do likewise. One need only look
at American labor to foresee what a despotic union
could do.

During the late 1800's and early 1900's a legitimate
movement began to organize labor for protection
against the arbitrary power of an industry which
owned the government, lock, stock, President and
Congress. Unfortunately, as can be seen today, the
rank and file worker lost control of his union and it

became an instrument of further exploitation. A few
elite activists now control the unions and make all

policy decisions. In many states a worker is forced to
join a union in order to hold a job, regardless of his
political convictions. And to put the bridle on the
jackass, billions of dollars in union dues are donated to
a certain political party, which need not be mentioned,
without the rank and file ever being considered. If a
worker does not want his dues to support a particular
candidate he is, of course, free to quit his job.

If students are not careful they may soon see the
day when their money is controlled by a certain

political group in opposition to their interests. This
group, in possession of arbitrary power over
"everything affecting student life" and with complete
control over the purse strings could conceivably
discontinue courses it disliked, remove Recognized
Student Organization from clubs it did not agree with
or suppress activity by groups and individuals it

opposed. Don't believe it? Look at labor.

William Pitt, a renowned British statesman once
said, "Unlimited power corrupts the possessor." A
student union, however well intentioned, would be no
exception.

Eric Fleet is a Collegian Commentator

opinion

Editorial Points

Protest sign of the week, seen at
Monday's student town meeting: "Put
Gage in a cage."

Or better yet, how about a corner
room in Southwest?

Or evenbetter yet, how about making
him wait for a room until renovation of
Hamlin is completed?

$1.76 per gallon for regular and $2.66
for high test gas in Israel with the
current inflation. And a member of the
UAAass Whitmore brain trust was heard

to ask, "why don't they just get their gas
from the Arabs, since they're so close?"
Probably the same guy who ordered the
building of Southwest.

Wonder what the administrators are
going to use as an excuse for avoiding
students now that the town meeting's
history?

Maybe the only answer to the
situation is some good, old fashioned
PROTEST.

[
Reid m Fishman

The sacred bull

)

The problem of hunger has recently emerged to the forefront of

the world's issues. Even now, as we bask in the affluent sun, 1500
of the earth's most prominent demagogues display their talents at

a conference called for the very purpose of providing food for the

masses in "underdeveloped countries."

The conference started on a predictable note, with delegates
hurling international, ideological insults at each other's nations

and shouting about the inability of the competition to cope with
the problem at hand. As usual, our beloved United States took the
brunt of the criticism, and after a few rounds of that old tune,

"You Capitalist Pig," our nation once again retreated behind the
slogan, "Sticks and stones will break my bones, but names won't
bother me."

All in all, the beginning seemed that it was going to be another
one of those conferences where everything would be said and
nothing would get done. You know — the usual.

But that was all changed Sunday when another figure emerged
to entertain the world's public. It's almost a regular event for the
Pope to make some sort of statement about something. The major
difficulty is that he always says the same thing, and this situation

was no different. In a statement obviously released for the world
press (an inexistent option for most of his predecessors), Pope
Paul VI issued a heartrendering statement intended to address the
hunger issue.

In the statement, the Pope said, "It is inadmissable that those
who have control of the welfare and resources of mankind should
try to resolve the problem of hunger by forbidding the poor to be
born, or by leaving to die of hunger children whose parents do not
fit into the framework of theoretical plans banked on pure

hypothesis about the future of mankind."
Thus, it is once again proven that you can always count on the

Pope to provide a workable solution. He might as well have said,

"Nation shall not lift up sword against nation."

All the while that the Pope sits in the gold-plated Vatican and
spews forth his words of worldly wisdom, millions continue to die

of famine. In the midst of the absurdity of nation criticizing nation,

he adds to the fun by criticizing all the nations, not only for their

long established greed, but also for advocating birth control. His

long term proposal is the co-existence of nations, while his im-

mediate proposal is to allow more people to be born to allow more
people to die.

Money and Religion have controlled the history of the world,
with each nation established to further the purposes of one or the
other or both. Governments are then established towards these
ends, with money and religion becoming the dominant factors of
their particular societies. It is through either big business or
organized religion that these factors exercise their control.

What the Pope has said about war and the injustices of

government could be easily located in any Bible, Koran or other
holy manual of self behavior. What he has said about birth control

could result in the end of millions of thankless lives, and the
diffusion of an already miniscule food supply. Pope P <u. could be
considered one of the most powerful men in the wcrld. He
commands a nct ;on of believers with the power of faith, and his

sole statement will probably have a much greater impact than all

the insults and negotiations that will be recorded at the World
Food Conference.

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist

{
Christine Dillard

Another busing problem
Every weekend an exodus from UMass takes place as students

escape to parts near and far. The hooks on the ride board in the
Student Union overflow with req jests for rides and riders, as
does the ride board operated by WMUA. Some flee in their own
vehicles, others brave the elements and lady luck by using their

thumbs, while the rest pay through the teeth to leave the driving
to Peter Pan and Trailways.

On any Friday the traffic circle next to the campus center
garage fills with students waiting for therBoston express bus.
When the bus driver begins to take tickets and let .those first

students on the crush becomes unbearable. Bags, backpacks,
arms and legs of each person get pulled and pushed in several
directions at once. Keep those elbows in, because you may lose

an arm as the crowd converges on that open door such a few feet

away. It's obvious that the bus is not going to take all those that

are standing there with tickets. A few short minutes after the
driver begins collecting tickets, he announces that that's it, climbs
into his driver's seat, and drives away. A man declares to the
crowd that another express bus to Boston is on the way and for

the crowd to please be patient.

"All those wanting to connect for New York City please board

the bus near the shelter, the company man speaks to the crowd
and walks off to converse with the other bus driver. The crush has
come to a momentary halt as students mill around restlessly.

Others sit on the curb, leaning on their weekend luggage. At 4:15,
the second 4:00 Boston express bus arrives as the Springfield bus
departs. The crowd crush begins once again, this time even worse
than before. The driver yells to the crowd that if they don't stop
pushing he won't continue taking tickets, but the crush doesn't
stop and neither does the bus driver. A few very long minutes pass
as the bus fills and the crowd shrinks. Will everybody fit?

Magically, everybody does, and finally this bus joins the UMass
rush down Route 9.

. Two and one quarter hours later the Boston express bus pulls

into the Boston Trailways Terminal. The traffic with its insane
Boston drivers, the city with its dirty trash blowing in the streets,

the buildings and the bright lights — a voice behind me mumbles
to no one in particular, "What am I doing here? This place makes
Southwest* look like heaven."

Perhaps in response, a voice up front asks the driver if he would
turn around and go back to Amherst. In silence, the bus co-nes to
a halt and empties its load into the throngs that never seem to
leave this city terminal.

For two days I play in the big city, dreading the ride baek. The
ride in wasn't really so bad, I tell myself. I remember a trip to New
York City...An accident on an expressway had delayed our arrival

by an hour. Perhaps to pick up that lost time, the bus driver. drove
down the streets of upper Manhattan as if they too were through-
ways. He stopped at a fourth of the red lights as he rambled
recklessly down the really busy streets. If the intersection was
moderately crowded, he honked, and then drove through. If it was
a quiet intersection, he didn't even bother to honk.
The bus driver today actually stopped at red lights! The only law

he broke was the one (hat says buses and trucks prohibited from
left lane. The ride wasn't so bad, really.

"Does anybody want to give me a ride back to Amherst?" No?
Oh, well. Sunday night it's back to that great cultural center - the
Boston Trailways Bus Terminal. Once again, the bus fills and
departs, leaving half the crowd behind with a promise of another
bus picking them up shortly.

Next, it's Natick, and the bus driver announces that he'll take
anybody to South Hadley. A woman approaches him and asks "If

you're going to South Hadley, why does it say Amherst on the
front? Don't you go to UMass? I have a reservation to go to

UMass."
The bus driver points to the throng of people that stand at the

gate. "Do you see them? They all have reservations." After four or
five people climb on, the bus departs as an announcement
declares to the crowd that another express bus is on its way.

I doze in the dark bus, occasionally awakening to the familiar

smell of marijuana which floats to the front of the bus. After all, it

says only cigar and pipe smoking is prohibited. ..At 8:40, the 6:45
express bus unloads at UMass. and I'm $8.50 poorer from that
round trip ticket.

Chris Dillard is a Collegian Columnist

Monday night's town meeting drew six hundred people

who discussed students' /ights.

How do you feel? Write us a letter.
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UMass Oxford Summer Program
may terminate due to inflation

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1974

ByDAVEKOWAL
Staff Reporter

This tenth year of the Oxford
Summer Seminar at Trinity College
in England, may be its last, ac-

cording to Dr. Ernest H. Hofer,

director of the English Department
program.

Citing increased costs as a factor,

Hofer told the Collegian, "This
year, the basic price has increased
from $950 to $1010 for the eight

week program. We've had to

tighten up our program by cutting

down on some unnecessary
luxuries."

Hofer blames the English in-

flation rate of 16 to 18 per cent.

"If we had raised our prices

according to England's economy,
we would have had to raise our
prices by $250. This would defeat
the purpose of the program."
The program is designed to offer

courses in English Literature and
British Sociology which might be
better taught in their land of origin

at a price students can afford. Any
student with a "B" averaae or very

close to it is eligible for the

program: The student needs to

have taken or projected for spring

1975, 15 hours in English or sub-

jects in the humanities, such as

classics, history, and philosophy.

Students wishing to elect a

sociology course need at least six

academic credits or the equivalent

as prerequisite.

"Over the past seven years the

Seminar has attracted students
from over 60 universities. Each year

50 per cent come from the

Amherst, Five College area, "Hoffer
said.

The first 120 qualified students
will be accepted through March.
The $1010 cost of the program

includes a round trip flight from
Boston to London to Boston, three

nights at the Hotel Penta, tickets to

musical or theatrical events; room,
board and tuition at Trinity College

July 4 to August 15; a day at

Warwick Castle, followed by a play

at Stratford; a guest-speaker
program at Trinity each Wed-
nesday; trips to points relevant to

"Whaddya mean, am I a UMie?? I'm a
people — and that's what this Marathon is all
about!"

ATTENTION

Stockbridge Seniors

Sign yp for Senior Pictures in

Stockbridge Hall Office this week.

Pictures to be taken Monday, November
111 1974, through Friday, November 15th,
11 a.m. -2 p.m. and 4 p.m. -8 p.m., daily.

Bring $2.00 sitting fee. Pictures will be
taken at five minute intervals. Fee will
be used toward purchase of packaged
pictures.

Rm.424S.U.
Stockbridge Senate Office

If due to circumstances you can't keep
your appointment, please arrange for a
new sitting.

elected courses, and a final banquet

in the tradition of a Com-
memoration Ball, Hofer says.

Travel time is at the student's

expense.

The travel time, which lasts from

June 21 to July 4, gives students

the option of choosing from three

planned tours, or to travel on their

own.
The tours include a British Isles

tour ($355.40), a Scandanavia
camping tour ($225), and a

Morocco camping tour ($240).

The seminar meets at Trinity

College July 4 through August 15.

The student may choose one or
two 3 credit courses from 12
English seminars and 2 sociology.

Anyone interested in the
program can contact Hofer
Bartlett 160.

ROISTER DOISTER'S

ELECTIONS
NOV. 13

WEDNESDAY
5:30 p.m.

Colonial Lounge, Student Union

Refreshments— "Neil Simon" Slides

in

the UNITED CHRISTIAN
FOUNDATION

an ecumenical campus ministry
invites you to the November

OPEN COMMUNITY EVENING
Wednesday, November 13, 7:00 p.m.
319 Hampshire House— 545-2661

IT MTS TO
THE FINAST WAY
From
Our

and
Wine
Shoppe

Pabst Blue
Ribbon Beer

case of

24
12 oz
btls

Munich Beer case of 12 oz
24 btls

$399

Lambrusco *** v $1 89

Sangria »»****«* 2

c
4
tn

oz$i 79

PaulMassoncKu 2r$1

"

Mountain
Farms
Mail

Hadley SUPERMARKETS
Prices Effective thru Nov. 16

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

^mxi^m)m^m<<n<MM>i <WMKm<
13

r Your
winem you

+r&m

ritcheS.
Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.

Study claims Vietnam
veterans get less aid
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - A new

study says the Gl bill denies

Vietnam-era veterans educational

advantages that World War II vets

got and discriminates especially

against vets in the East and Mid-

west.

now appearing at the

hide-a-way
blues artist

LUTHER

JOHNSON
(cover $1)

Wed. & Thurs.

Nov. 13 & 14

and coming this

Friday & Saturday

HOME
COOKING

(cover $1.50)

and remember, every
Wed. night is Schlitz Night.

12 oz. drafts only 40c —
pitchers of beer, $1.75.

Rt. 202 in Granby
1 mile off Rt. 116

Tel. 467-8393

While the draft ignored state

lines, for many veterans the Gl bill

stops at theirs," says the report

prepared for the National League of

Cities and the U.S. Conference of

Mayors.

The report, timed to coincide
with observance of Veterans' Day
in more than 40 states, says Gl

education benefits are inadequate
everywhere but also ignore the fact

that public education costs differ

sharply from state to state.

"Only some Vietnam veterans

who live in low tuition states have
sums for subsistence that equal

those which World War II vets

received," it said.

"Annual tuition charges for a

four-year public college range from
$165 in California to $266-$378 in

Texas, to up to $1,050 in Penn-
sylvania and $1,088 at the
University of Vermont...

"Because of a factor over which
the veteran lacks control-the
tuition structure of his state-some
will in practical effect have no Gl

bill."

The World War II Gl bill paid

college tuitions up to $500 per year

and gave the vet $75 a month for

living expenses, which exceeded
the minimumwage pay of that day.

Many schools also provided vets

with housing and jobs.

Today's stipends start at $220 a

month for unmarried veterans, a

lump sum intended to cover all

education and living costs.

Congress has passed a new bill

raising allowances 23 per cent, to

$270 at the basic level, but
President Ford has indicated he
may veto it as inflationary.

^ Call 782 3131

&C00UT Rte21 CRAWT P\kli

Appearing
IN PERSON

Tonight! wed. 11/13

AT 6 PM
JOHN DAVID CARSON

CO - STAR OF

THE SAVAGE
IS LOOSE

STARRING

George C. Scott

Irish Van Devere

ONLY AT

SPFLD..MA

Special 1 50c off regular $2.50

admission price with Student I.O.

Shown at 7 :00 & 9:30— Indefinite Run

• •*«#>•« »

•

*••-•****.<'**•*#•*»*•#»%, '***•*• • •»**> •*»»»*- • 1
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Mexico plans separate

Spanish dictionary
By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA

Staff Correspondent
Mexico is preparing their own

Spanish dictionary. In Spain the

daily newspa, er, 'Arriba' is

questioning if other Latin American
countries could follow Mexico's

example and begin creating their

own dictionaries.

Up to now, each Latin American
country, including Puerto Rico, has

an Academic of Language that

recommends to the Royal Academy
of the Spanish Language which of

the national vocabulary, modism,

etc, of each country should be

considered as classic Spanish.

'Arriba' quotes Prof. Luis Fer-

nando Lara about The reasons why
the Mexicans are doing their own
dictionary: "The dictionary's

cultural background is to reflect an

autonomous Mexican culture, in

which they merge the Spaniard

past, the Mexican Indians' in-

fluence and the modern cultural

contacts with other countries."

ttwi

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -
Death Wish - 7:00-9:15

ALLEN ft COOLEY -
Savage la Loose - 7:00-9:30

AMHERST -
Persona — 8:45
The Shame — 7:00

CALVIN -
Gone With The Wind - 7:30

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
Cheerleaders — 7:00
Oh Calcutta - 8:30
Flesh Gordon - 7:00-8:45
Duddy Kravitz — 7:00 & 915

MT. FARMS 4 -
Gone With The Wind - 7:16
Groove Tube - 4:15-5:45-7:00-

10:00

Entertainment - 4:30-7:00-9:15
Trial Of Billy Jack - 4:00-7:15-

8:15

SHOWCASE -
Longest Yard - 7:30-9:46
Airport 1975 - 7:30-9:30
Harry & Tonto - 7:30-9:40
Flesh Gordon - 7:45-9:30. ..
Trial Of Billy Jack - 7:15-10:20
Memory Of Us - 7:30-9:20

AT TiH K GATES
OF SMITH COLLEGE'

i/ODEMY:
ObMLSC

j

i NORTHAMPTON

HNO DC LMmCNTIB PmefUs

CHARLES
BRONSON

ru IIOHH WlHHBa tarn

"DEATH WISH"
TECMmCOLOa A Paramount Release

Mon.-Tues. — Dollar Night

"DUSTIN HOFFMAN'S

FINEST PERFORMANCE

SINCE 'MIDNIGHT COWBOY'!"
- THE NATIONAL OBSERVER

XX

AMITY ST. 253 5426

INGMAR BERGMAN'S

BIBI ANDERSSON LIV ULLMANN
and

THE SHAME
Liv Ullman — Max Von Sydow

Eves: The Shame— 7:00; Persona — 8:45

MONDAY & TUESOAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $1 00

CALVlNT&e
kl\(. SI NORTHAMPTON 584 2310

I In* mosi m.igiiif i<nil picture ever!
**S*<

v *»*».

"A BRILLIANT FEAT

OF MOVIE-

MAKING!"

- TIME MAGAZINE
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"It flawlessly

expresses the

belief that

manhood requires

rites of violence''

- NEWSWEEK

GONE WITH
THEWINIT

aARKGABLE OSSA
VIVIEN I1K.II

ACADEMY AWARDS

LESLIE HOWARD OIJHAdrlLWlLLVND

Eves: Gone With The Wind — One Show, 7:30

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS J 1.00

fMOM 1M (IMHlSiyhM /
+ 'Ci

VS
J

W>iT| ', mvf«0*tr»D WIMSWlO GIFT Ct«T# IC*T» s ftiOMVS t»M. AfXl
AT R|*> W Fftf ( ( «0*TFD MMtlMG MHP. Ttl '?] lljt f FJClUWl MtCLINMG HOCHWC CHAMUXJMGCS f.Himi

IT'S
SURVIVAL
OF THE
FIERCEST.
AMD THE

BuKTWYNuUB
"THE LONGEST YARD"

••
•SMI' Si

•Seen
• m

*n « NEW Mm
**>%para>«1 Bry ths*

•y «» *

i*»'ii . >«
ti m \ \i

•4. m | B) l..

I l< W.I. JVH.1

7::m»-»::mi

WSiiMiKKH I.OAlKin MM I.IK! W,
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/TaSt"!
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ABC PICTURES CORP. presents

DUSTIN
HOFFMAN

PECKINP

DOGS 99

A DANIEL MELNICK Production

7, 9. 11 p.m. 3TT

iMOUNTAIN<FARMS?FOUR
V DAVID 0SEL7NICKS

i-»of.«-~».c» MMI;WI t MIICHfUS

'

(iAM GABLE /£
\1V1EN LEIGH ^*
lleSUE HOWARD

J
()IJM\(lcIL\MLLAND

1
TODAY
No Twi-Li

Metro-Golduyn-Mayei
- presents

^NTCRTNNMOT

eft/1 Q1CO MOUNTAIN FARMS MALLOOH-JIOO ROUTE 9-HADLEY. MASS

1974s MOST HILARIOUS

WILDEST MOVIE
IS HERE!

A Km <

Shapiro Film

THE

NUMBER ONE

*i

THT-1 NOW-
DAYor
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Friday, Nov. 15 and Saturday, Nov. 16

at 6:30 - 9:00 - 11:30 in the S.U.B.

© TODAY — 4: 15-5:45 7:00 10:00

Twi-Lite Hr: 3:45-4:15 — 61.25 Only

© TODAY — 4:30-7:00-9:15

Twi-Lite Hr: 4:00-430 — $1.25 Only

Exclusive Area
Engagement!
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Billy Jack
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METRO-GOLDWYN MAYER
If', ...presents • ,.- .

ALL,SEATS

l:00 & 3:00^CHIUSy^ W
FREE - Lollypops for all the "WTALWff % #
kids from - 4 Theatre Clown. wasifr *
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(T\MDC Classifieds Pay
* To place a classified drop by
tlM Collegian Office between
i jo am. and 3:45 p.m Monday
Friday.
The deadline it J. 4$, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:
Dailv - * 30 par line*

Weakly - » 26 per line*

Monthly - » 20 per line*

'Two line* on form
approximate one line.

MDC ClMA\\f£dA I

FOR SALE

Used .ultare bought and »oid

The Guitar Workthop. Amharst
Carriage Shop*. 549 1728

Coats: Midi auade coat: midl
dungaree coat rabbit fur jacket
and navy blue leather iacket Call
Margia 546 7649

For Shakleea natural vitamins,
coamatics and basic H Call Carol.
549 1737.

FOR SALE
Typewriter Royal Port with

case Ex cond S2S or best offar
586 0572 after 9pm
Used Lenco L75 manual turntable

with a Stanton Gooae cirtridge
Best offar Bob 546 9156

Turntable Dual 1229 WB. DC and
Dust Bug 1 yr old S2O0 Ex cond
549 3677 Ron

Sony TC126 stereo cat deck
(with own ampl. Chro tapaatack
S150 546 5052

AUTO FOR SALE

FOR RENT

Vamaha Guitar
caaa 253 7353

FG300 with

Basketball, rim and backboard
520 Barbells 1120 lbs I S15,
Humidifier S20; Tennis trainer 16;

Hockey shin gusrd »5 Call 323 4556
after 7 p m

Pair of Fabiano Alpa. dark grey,
site 6 and ore half L. brand new.
Muat tall 123 Call 546 0716 daya
Ask for Cindi

8 month old boa constrictor, heat
light, cage, all you nsed. $50 546
6104

Waterbed - complete, heated,
queen size, under guarantee. S100
Call Pete. 665 3084

Austin America engine. 1968.

$200 Good running, all parta. 2-

600x12 studded sa. 136 pr 256
6264

Toyota engine, manual 6R 3 rb. 3

re. 2 rims and one new snowtire.
one recep snowtire. Jeke. 6-0158 or

253 7693. keep trying

1960 TR3 TR4 engine Good
shape, many xtraa. but needs
radiator $500 666 4183

'66 Chsvy Wagon. 8 cyl , naw
tires, good gas mileage and run
ning condition $350 Call 546 7918

69 VW Sedan, excellent con
dition $900 Call 256 6990 after 3 30
p m

'62 Chev . 6
$150 253 7241

cyl.. economicel.

1966 Chevrolet. 6 cvl . automatic,
great buy. economical to run $295
253 7241

61 Chsvy Impale 6 cyl. very
clean, runs excel . radio $360 586
1134 after six

In country 3 bdrm. one half

house m Wendell $225 par mo
includes heet and hot H20 Likely
Listings 256 8896

1 very lerge bedrm in Fermhouse
apt 2 miles to campus on bus rte

5100 a month Fields and Wooda
Per 549 6893

To share house in Montague 15

mm to UMass Own rm $60 per
mo plus ut 367 2671

Available immediately Fur
mshed one bdrm in Hadlev $165
per mo inclusive Likely Listings
256 8896

Small one bedroom house. 12

miles from Amherst Fireplace
Pets welcome Likely Listings 256
8896 Immediate

Leverett 1 bdrm apt in fernv

house 4 mi from Campua $16b

per mo plus Likely Listings 256

8896 immedietelv

WANTED TO RENT

2 Males for Jan Brittany Manor
253 7848

Need own rm in apt on bus rt

Jan 27 May 30 $60 $80 Quiet F

546 7288

WANTEO

Your old furniture pots pans
and dishes ere needed for a
Hjiiwr, House Pieese call Connie
SH4 3320 if vou can halo

Feminist women bass piano,
guitar for R B Band Call Maria 739
9349 aft 6

* Woman and child need small apt
nasi UMess S12S or less 617 544
8587 Quiet serious student
Uroent No car

HELP WANTED
Bartenders. wsiters end

waitresses Psrt time Call The
Hide A Way at 467 8393 or 467 7393

Can vou draw? Do vou have a

sense of humor? The editorial

pages need five cartoonists to do
campus humor Call Dean Tucker
5 3500

PERSONALS

Pair of JBL C61
standing speakers
546 6660

Apollo floor-

Call Deve et

Amorphous Blob for selel Huge
Been Bag Sofe size $60. Cheep
549 3641 evenings.

Modern 19 in. Phllco color TV In

perfect operating cond $200 or
BO Jim 646 4607.

Minolta Super • camera w-ecc.
and Tripod. $200 velue. $100 or best
offer Mike 786 2881

Rofng - excellent brand. 6 cu ,

used 1 mo.. $90 or best offer Call

nights. Bruce. 6-1737.

Conn Ctevelend Alto Sexophone
Excellent cond. peds new. Good
ectlon. Meke offer Cell Peul et 266

1965 Mustang, naw clutch,
brakes, batt . shocks, rebuilt. 3 spd
trans 20 mpg $600 V cleen inside
and out Call 542 3405

68 Dodge Coronet 440. runs fine.

New tires and year old snows Best
offer 2660141

65 Musteng. good. 4 speed. 6
tirss. old body $50 545 0183

59 Int'l Camper, aleepa 4. stove,
sink - everything rebuilt All new
tires $700 or best offer This runs
reel nice Jene 586 4182 after 6 p.m

64 VW. 10.000 mi. on rebuilt
engine Runs perfect. Esc. tires.

Cslt 665 4737 $120

66 Ford 546 6861 289 V8. rune
gd $200

54 Chevy. $160. Call 546 4652

71 VW Bus. 7 passenger. AM
FM Best offer over $1600 Philip
413 6678643

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1973 Hodaka 125 cc. good cond..
broken bona forces ssle. $460 1

634 2146

We need 2 rant a van 4 a trip 2

Florida. Nov 23 Dec 2 or 3 Needs 2

B raliablel Approx 3 folks going.
Call John at 527 2186 Thanks!

3 F need apt in house for next
sem Call Nancy 6 6147 or Debbi 6

5150 "Must ba naar campua

Married couple needa home for

Spr Sem 1 Br Apt. or will shsre
house with other couple 665 3661

evenings

TO SUBLET
2 bedr apt Cliffsida

utilities $186 per mo Jsn
Toth 546 0183

ell

R.

Sublet 2 br apt . all utilitiaa. on
busline Jsn 1 to May 31 $206 per
month 665 3661 eveninge

TYPING

Typing for students Pepers
Call 253 7454 or 263 7146 Off
campus

RIDE WANTED
To Boston (Eiton John concert)

Nov 20 Call Shelley 6 8419

To New York City, pref Fri

sometime Will shsrs $$$ Csll Bill

5 2304

To St Louis. Missouri for Jen
Intersession Call 649 6676 Will

share expense

To Long Island Nov 27 Ksthy6
8329

RIDERS WANTED
Round trip. Calif by van $100

From and sem to start of next 263
2681

To the Popcorn Kid happy
birthday from 3N Field Good luck
and best wishes

Franco Americans! Gst ready for
Farog We need vou Write

Dugss 336 Herter or D Metteau
tare of Collegian for more in

formation

BRAND NAME PRODUCTS
WHERE YOU POCKET THE DIF
FERENCE Chanel No 5 REG $36
NOWS9 95 Christian Dior Perfume
REG S37 50 NOW $9 95 Greet
Christmas GIFTS' Free on cempus
delivery Call 6 8303

Problem Pregnencv? 584 8616
weekdays 7 8pm for in

tormetion

Happy two years my lovs you
sexy gorille Be good Your
Snookles

My stubborn Inshmsn Hsppv
1 year enniverssryi It s been greet

I know we will have 100 more
like it

1 Tell Junior to be patient -

I II be with vou both toon! All my
love Ktki

Manny I may never aee vou
anymore but I didn t forget vou
Happy Birthday Charlie''

Field Marshall Wa are in dire

need of punker pica Help ual Love
and Kisses Colonels Conwey end
C onnolly

Whet do vou think of frater

nines' Have vou aver thought
about loining one? We feel we have
some different idees sbout frets

too 1 Really" Come find outl
There s no obligation snd free beer
end munchies' We re ZETA PSI
and we re brand new''Come telk to

us' C C 165 on Wednesday and
C C on Thursday Both nights at

8 00 p m

SERVICES
Proteeelonel guitar ropglnt br

guitar maker Michael Mlllerd
Mon Wed Frl. et The Gutter
Workahop. Amherst Carrlege
Shoot 649 1728 Free eetlmatee

Leern to repair vour own car I

will teech you how while I repair It

for you Specielizing in SAAB end
other foreign cere Call Guy 264
6110

Peaaporta - Fset aervice Lang a

Photo Houra 9 6 Tel 763 3 148

Term peperel Canada'a lar.eet
service For catalogue eond $2 to
ESSAY SERVICE 67 Spedlna Ave
No 208 Toronto Onterio Cenade
Cempus frsnchises evelleble
Pieese write

Speedy Xeroxing Repld
reproduction Amherst Cerriage
Shoot 233 N PleessntSt M F 9
9 Sat 9 7 Sun 11 7 649 06.6
Seme dey tervice

NEED A CAR? Don t be heeeled

bv e teleemenl Let Irwin Rich

student rep for Cshlllene Motora
lA M C Dodge Hondal help vou
meet vour eutomotlve neede
Quehtv used cere 649 1372 He
wtntt to be of aervice

A Rapidogreph pen I loened to
someone in the Regietrer a office
last Fndav It s black with a grey tip

end my neme scratched on it .
-

Kris Jackson ph 323 4619 or 646
0418

Pr of wire rimmed gleaiet In

blus ceee PLEASE cell 649 46.2
efter 6pm

BRAND NAME PRODUCTS
WHERE YOU POCKET THE
DIFFERENCE Chanel No 6.

REG $35 NOW $9 96

Christien Dior Psrfume. REG
$37 50 NOW $9 96 Greet
Christmas GIFTSI Free on

I cempus delivery Csll 66303

ENTERTAINMENT

Eat vour heart out
Newman Cool Hand Luke'
10 CCA 7 and 9 30

Paul
Nov

Paul Newmen Fansl He's here In

Cool Hend Luke Nov 10. CCA 7

end 9 30

L

10 sp Raleigh grend sport; never
used; wes $266 new Best offer 646
7746

IRISH SETTER pups AKC. • wk ,

ressoneble Cell evenings 1 369
4412

Good manual typewriter Call
549 1865

Kinks tickete - two $7 60 tica

for $12 Med Sq Gar. N V.
Thsnkag nite Cell 323 7021

Slide rule Post $15 end Airequipt
Slide Pro, $36 666 4321

Ticket for this weekend's game
$3 00 Call 5 2304

KLH stereo, menuel typewriter
Call 549 6262

FOR RENT

Room in spenklng new home
svsileble for $06 plus utilities

Situeted in So Amherst Student
inhabited Cell 266 I

1st floor apt. 3 rms and bath.
$145 includes heet and elec
Availeble 12 1 773 5645. Greenfield

1 bedroom in country houee.
darkrm . 5 mi from UMass Must
see 1

! $100 util included. 253 7887

Rooni and board in quiet home in
Northampton in exchange for 20
hours per week child cere, four
mornings per week We seek
mature person for long term
arrangement Call 566 4213

ROOMMATE WANTEO
To share apt with three othera.

$65 F 266 6834 Own room Utilities

i included. _ _ _ _

Woman grad at to share 4

bedroom house with 3 women 263

•>V*L c."*
,_ ,1' *'""nri

Wented Femele to ehere rm. in
2 bdrm ept $66. util. incl. Col Vil
256 0254

F roommate to shsre 2 bdrm apt
on BR bua route $87 mo incl util

Call 266 8153 betw 4 and 10

2 to share rm in Ig has Nhem.
w dry 2 bsth $50 ae Chris 684
6169

Female to shsrs rm in apt in

Snld Bus rt $68 per mo 666 4346
after 6 30

TRAVEL

Charter flights to Europe snd
Cslifornie Cell Cempus Trevel 646
0600

Low price trips to Mexico.
Floride. Ceribbeen. Cell Cempus
T-avel 645 0600

3 bdrm house
Fireplace $300 per
Listings 256 8896

rt Amherst
mo Likely

WANTED
Couple recently merrled seek

apt in area in $150 to 1166 range
Will consider room with kitchen
priv Bill 545 2304

BOB STILL WANTS TO BUY
YOUR AILING OR DECREPIT CAR 1

Any meke model or veer Unload
vour heedsche tor $$$ 253 7241

Waterbed heater I m freezing
my ats off Call Al 586 3973 Keep
ti ving

Gerber Trevel offers exciting
winter inspiring travel progrems
Fort Lauderdele $146 plus. Bermuda
S199 plus. Puerto Rico $269 plus
Contsct Rich Msrgil 268 6090

PERSONALS

Am doing study on illegitimecv
end would eppreciate any info
about vour life if vou were born out
of wedlock Call Anne at 546 9761

Enjoy an experience of sheer
sensuslitv with a men of many
talents No charge Femsles only
Gary 6 7533

$200 REWARD for information
regarding the whereabouts of
Wayne A Tiffany, former U M
theeter student Lest known sd
dress Northsmpton Cell collect or
write Kent Barclay 66 Bardin St
Hanover Me Phone 617 826 2836

8 wk old English Setter puppies
need GOOD HOME Plenty to

choose from Cell 323 7609 efter 5

p m

INSTRUCTION

DOG TRAINING Obedience
problem dogs, protection snd
security 649 1342 VALLEY Kl
ACADEMY

Yogs courses for beg end inter .

experienced teecher More info cell

549 0842

VMS SOME OF MY BEST
FRIENDS Set Nov 16. Hills North
76c cover 26c beer

The Dey of the Jeckel" ie
coming Fri

. Nov 16 end Set . Nov
16 et 6 30. 900 end 1130 in the
SUB

The Bluewell preeenta Dark
Horse Friday and Saturdev this
wsek Sure to give you e nice ride

SERVICES

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob
will still fix it right No 10b too
smsll Foreign or domestic No big
overheed 263 7241

Perent Co op Plev.roup
Humanist environ for expsnaion
and growth through peraonal
direction Mother Father In-
volvement Openinge for girls and
boya. 24 yrs Experienced Coor
dmetor Est group Call Mary 649
0628 evenings

Foreign cer repeir VW our
specielty Moran automotive Low
prices 649 3744

Csmpus Clubs snd
Org«nizetione

% Do vou went to
publieh high quality newsletter
pamphlet magazine or booklet???
Let the Meeaage Company help
vou write layout, deelgn snd print
it" Ressonsble fees Contsct Jerry
et 253 6P69 for information

Jon Condit livens up the TOC
Thursday thru Ssturdev this week
with picking sin.ln. snd good
times Give e listen

The Hatch Celebrity Serlea la

riding high on Cricket Hill this
Wednesdev thru Seturdev You will
be too 1

CALCULATORS
Cslculstor tale - Collate

Calculator offers loweet prtcee
anywhere All models avelleblel
Tsaae Inat . Howell Packard
Unicorn All machines new end
guar with 2 month replecement
warranty Before you buy a
calculator cell me. I cen beet any
price enywhere ... Look for my
poetera around campua for details.
Then cell Bob Crowed et 649 1316

MISCELLANEOUS
Registretion Rhetoric Exemption

Test Begin Mon Nov 1122 dally
9 30 12 00 and 1 30 3 30 Bert 308C
Info in tsms office Bart 30BC

iliM
* » s

1 7-
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notices

ARAB FILMS
"Arab Folk Dances" and "Gift of Islam",

2 short entertaining and informative films
on the culture of Arabic people. Tonight

C.C. 911-915, 7. Public invited free of
charge.

ALL HOME ECONOMICS STUDENTS
Interested in forming a student chapter

of the profeaaional organization of Home
Economics (AHEA)? Come to Skinner
Lounge, tonight at 8. Call Diane 253-9745
for questions.
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Meeting Thursday 11-14 at 6:30 p.m. ir

C.C. 917.

BD/C INFO
Information meetings for students in-

terested in applying to BDIC for Spring,
Weds., Bartlett 206 at 2:30, Thurs in GRC
Tower I rm 203 at 2:30.

BEOG
All freshmen and sophomores who are

receiving financial aid must apply for the
BEOG. Applications are available in 243
Whitmore. All other freshmen and sops are
encouraged to apply.
BINGO NIGHT

All UMass women invited to Alpha Chi's
Bingo night, prizes, food, good friends
tonight at 7:30. Call 5-2152 for rides or info.

BLACK STUDENTS-LAW
Black Law Assoc, sponsoring an in-

formation session for potential law
students, 8:30 - 5.00 Nov. 16 at New
England School of Law, Newbury St.,

Boston.
BOXING COLLOQ.
The UMass Boxing Club is sponsoring a

1 credit boxing colloq. There will be a
meeting tonight at 6:30 on the 19th floor of
Washington. Beginners welcome. Call Neil
549-0524.
BREAD AND WINE

Life and death, mystery and meaning:
abstraction or concrete reality? Be with us
from 11:00- 11:20 in 316 Hampshire House
tonight. UCF invites you. In sharing this
simple candle-light Communion-in-the-
round some of those distinctions vanish in

the immediacy of experience.
BRIDGE

Bridge lessons tonight 6-7 p.m. in 178
C.C. Bridge Play at 7 in C.C. 804-808.
Campus Bridge Tournament this Friday
night at 7.

CAMPUS SCOUT MEETING
In C. C. 901 on Thursday from 7-9 p.m.

Election of Officers and plans, punch and
partiestl Come join the fun.

COVEN'S AUTO COURSE
Bob Coven's basic auto colloq meets

tonite at. 6 in C.C. $76.
DVP MEETING
DVP program committee tonight at 5:30

in C.C. 102.

FINANCIAL AID
Need money for Spring semester? It's

available for qualified students who have
not applied. The deadline ia 11-30, fill out
apps in 243 Whitmore.
ECKANKAR

1 credit colloq on Soul Travel tonite,
7:30, Pierpont Lounge. Anyone interested

turn to page 17

Library guide

solves problems
Having problems? LIBRARY

GUIDE, now available from the
Reference Department in the main
library, may solve a few. Complete
with a photo of the building on the
cover, this brochure presents
general information about the
library system, including policies
and services.

APPEARING
WED. & THURS.

GOOD FRIEND

COYOTE
COMING SUN. & MO

N

NOV. 17 & IK

Sonny Terry

Brownie McGhee

COVER— 1.1.00

AT

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47,

Sunderland

665-4937
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Fruit drinks

5 One playing a

role

10 Neighbor of

Idaho
14 Tempi
15 Piece of

garlic

16 stick A
toy

17 Visible to the

naked eye
19 Small group
20 Inexpensive

cigars

21 Be too timid

2 words
23 Occurring

within

25 Escape: Slang
26 Wine
29 Overshadows
34 Search
35 Formal

promise
37 Indecision

38 Boundary
39 In

Overdue
41 Letter

42 Paper money
44 Italian royal

name
45 Trading center
46 One who

speculates

48 Initiates

50US.SH nver
51 Squelched

2 words
53 Circle parts

57 Most fearless

61 Show
displeasure

62 Turnstile

figure

64 English

composer
65 Musician

Frankie -

66 Lathe.

for one
67 Be first

68 Assayed
69 This Sp.
DOWN
Charitable

donations
Musical group
Hence
Surrounded
by the ocean

5 Hedge
sparrow

6 Nearly even
7 Exceed
8 Roman poet
9 Ask to return

10 Fast-moving,
in ja«

1

1

Lacerated
12 Exchange

discount

Yesterday s Pu*ile Solved
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13 Derisive cry

18 Geometric
ratio

22 Surprise

attacks
24 Examines

again

26 Body part

27 Meal
28 Frenchman's

name
30 Talk

31 Sucrose
32 German

president
33 Proofreaders'

words
36 Son of Hera

39 Protective

garment
40 Pelted again
43 Added iodine'

45 Authoritative

instruction

47 Unimpaired
49 Informed
52 Aspen
53 Girasol

54 Central fruit

part

55 Albacore
56 Headliner

58 Son of Seth
59 U.K. native

60 Distant Prefix

63 Thrice Prefix

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
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dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson

cont. from p. 16
in learning more about Soul Travel please
attend.

HELP WANTED
We want your help in the United Farm

Workers Union Struggle Meeting tonight
in C.C. 802 at 7:30.

NATURE SLIDESHOW
John Green will present the slideshow

"Nature's Beauty" and other slides on
whales in the St. Lawrence area.
Thompson 102 at 7 p.m. a discussion and

Environment Action meeting will follow
THE NEW ONE
AET, the new fraternity on campus, will

have a party today to acquaint you with a
strong, new and different fraternity. Come
and enjoy free beer, food and meet
members. C.C. 904 on at 7:30.
NUCLEAR POWER

Tonight, a meeting to prepare for the
lobbying offensive against Nuclear Power,
7:30, C.C. 177. If you want to stop nukes,
come.
PHANTOM FAIRY TALES

The sisters and pledges of SDT invite

vou to attend our witching hour on Nov. 13
at the evil hour of 7 at 409 N. Pleasant St
Call 5-0527 for rides.

PRE MED SOCIETY
Planning Committee meeting in C C

Thurs. eve at 8:30 in C.C. 178. All com-
mittee members are urged to attend. Pre
Med society thanks the advisory com-
mittee for informational meeting Tuesday
SENATE COMMUNICATIONS COM-
MITTEE

Will hold a meeting today at 6 in S.U.

306 around corner for ride board. All new
members should attend.

SHABBAT DINNER
Following services Friday 11-15 in C.C.

105 Sign up by noon Friday in S.U. 302.

SKIERS
UMass Ski Club meeting tonight at 8

p.m. in Thompsc.i 106. New members are
weicome.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY
Advisory board meeting today 4 30 -

6:30 in C.C 804 808. All students are
welcome.

STUDENTS WELCOME
At the monthly meeting of the Amherst

Democratic Town Committee. Town
Im2T; I°

Wn Ha "' 8 p m on Thursday.
UNIV. PENN MEDICAL SCHOOL
A 4th year Med student from UPenn will

be here tomorrow in C.C. 902 from 10 a.m
4 p.m. Any student or faculty member

(esp minorities) wishing to speak with him
should stop by
FOUND

Pr. woman's black round glasses with
case and cash. Call 546-7166. Found at
I own meeting.

Kampus Kapers By Kris Jackson

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart

B.C. by Johnny hart

^TANJD UPAMD TAKE. OFF tfXJR HEAD,
THEY'fcE PLAYNG T*, NATIONAL AMTHeA.

I

Finast brings you all the great Flavors of Italy at savings that will help you stretch your
family food budget. This is another reason why... IT PAYS TO SHOP THE FINAST WAY

Tomatoesfinast
supermarkets Macaroni

Spaghetti
Ragu Sauoe

Hunts Peeled Whole 28 °z

Pear Shaped

Golden Wheat
Elbow

Miracle
Whip

Salad
Dressing
qt jar 89

Muellers Thin
Regular. Vermicelli

All

Varieties

can

2 lb

Pkg

1 lb

pkg

qt

jar

With this Coupon
,
UM and A Purchase of $5 or More

""JwrwJwM fn Limit One Coupon per'Customer
aUlifciil LLI H 674 Valid thru Nov 16 1974

Treaf your family to Mr. Deli specials

and save the Finast way 1

?v\ Baked Ham

Tomato Paste gio^

Ripe Olives
Ltndsay

Caltf Pitted

5 cV41.00

. IS 49«

Franco
American

Italian Dressing w^ne. .

,6

b ,?

z 79*

Raviolio's

Black Pepper
Caruso Oil b

Ftnast.

lended

Freshly
Sliced to Order

r. half
Genoa , b

16?
J09

Carando's AC

Salami
Carando's Pepperoni. »«. 99 e

Provolone Cheese Domes„c ib 1.59
Olive Salad »*•« Ib 99 e

Available in Stores with Mr Deli Dept

Stock up on frozen foods the Finast way'

Quality meats from the best meat men in the business

Fresh Chickens
Ctric*e»»

iQiiarters'
te9

ntn
Bac"

B f eas^
iiVn

\N>

C^° ,ce

Fresh Whole 2V2 to 3 lbs V^ x

Tender ^~ ^^^~
Tasty

Chicken

2 '^SS*
,w
2I--^

,

Orange Juice
560 $icans ^P H

Richmond
Concentrate

Cheese Pizza
Veal Parmagiana
Broccoli Spears »»«

Cheese Ravioli LOU ,se .

Roman
10 pak . . .

Freezer
lueert

.

99<

99'
pkg

2 Ib

pkg

02
pkgs

6 o,

pkg

Whole - Bone In Water Added Colonial Master

Smoked Pork Shoulder Picnic
Hot or Sweet

Primo Italian Style Sausage
Bone In - Beef Chuck Tender Juicy

Underblade Pot Roast
Freshly Ground Many Times Daily

Fresh Ground Beef Chuck wofeSk

Beef Chuck 7-Bone
Pot Roast - Bone In

•J
10O2 loo fif^Y

-Sr^;

<*.

-1.09 ^^t^-X>v^
Why shop all over towrl? Save on health and

"." ':*' V beauty needs the Finast way'

/^ / White Rain

^Z'^S^s!' Spray can ^V^V
Q-Tips Cotton sw.b,

Pepto Bismol
170 I I
8 oz AA,
btl 9*7

Tender
Juicy

79«
409
B lb

Chicken Legs. . . . c 79 e

Chicken Breasts .« 89 e

Pork LoinOr\s* rum Lum *

o9q Assort. Chops
jOaTan Equal Amount Of aaaaa. \99* Equal Amount of

Sirloin Hip & Center
Cut Chops

Top Lorn Boneless a a%aj

Pork Loin Roast 1 T

Favorites from the seven seas

Bee' Cru.o Boneless

Underblade Steak
tltUwl Bee ' Rlb Lon°. Ena 6 to 8 fi.os

Extra Trim Steak .

| . | I \ Boneies'; Beel Chuck

-"J
t-V*V Top Blade Steak

1.39

1.59

1.59

Bee! Chuck Bone In

Top Blade Steak . 1.19
Beel Chuck Boneless

Cube Steaks , D 1.59
Chuck Bone In

Beef Short Ribs . . » 99«

Sole Fillet ,

"
14?J

« r • C^

Genuine
Grey

No 1 Smelts . .

.

Cooked Crabs .

55"

69'

Proof it pays to shop for quality produce the Finast way!

^ 1JS No 1 Potatoes
Eastern
Washed10 59°

Delicious Apples us no , ??"^„ 29'
Anjou Pears . . . 10 , . 79*
Red Onions sai.aravote 2**, 39 c

Zucchini Squash „ 33*

» 69*VJdl IIO rnvonte
Salad

Baked fresh with natural ingredients

the Finast way'

Buttermilk or Country Style

-; »&£?» . ...

Bread
2^*1

English Muffins

3 p
6
qs $1Finast

Fresh

Sunrise fresh dairy features the Finast way'

Chiffon Soft Whipped

Margarine

69*
Cottage Cheese

J05

1 lb

ctn

Finast Small
or Large Curd

2 Ib

ctn

Pumpkin Pie —
Cinnamon Buns

"or -/Ol
oka I 17

T 65'

Sour Cream mm.

Orange Juice
M.nute Mod
'0CS Pure .

'6 07
P.q

64 01

51
69

YOU CAN SAVE Save 10 With This

Coupon

r.

UP
TO 82*

Save 12DSave 10 H Save 15 DSave 15 HSave 20
on the purchase qf one 7 o^ lube

Colgate Toothpaste
With These Valuable
Coupons From Finast!

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

I7^[tTI
M

with a tree Bic Banana Pen

07084 l .mil One
Valid thru Nov 73 l«

-
4

I ^llp

one 38 0t < ,n

Wesson
Oil

Val.d thr„
1 IT^^I

Post Oat
Flakes

Gaines
Dog Food I

Glad Wrap

I j3 Ht«o

I

rV -I" "" * Couoon
one oa

^-aafifflJ _^\29
Ia J «*-* "» '« ^<_ |

tfitUf NoV" 6 -9,4 | tlfiC&I NcV7, ,^4

| No Nonsense

I

Parity Hose
.

_»4J
M66' NNfCRrxi?

tiSSS No
v
:'ivr,'.. HJrJJi £***?+. iCffll

>.»

Prices Effective thru Saturday Nov 16

' + ******* m* 4
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Celtics found quite a

darkhorse in High Henry

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1974

By MIKE BERGER
Sports Staff

The following action was described by Johnny
Most during the fourth game of the Bucks-Celtics
championship series last spring.

Rebound Finkel. On the left to White, crosscourt to
Havlicek, back to Chaney-High post to Finkel, the set
shot over Jabbar IT'S GOOD AND LISTEN TO
BOSTON GARDEN EXPLODE!
Henry Finkel is a sports hero in Boston. Perhap's

not talented like Plunkett, Orr, Yastrzemski, or
Havlicek. Moreover, Finkel represents dedication,
hard work, intelligence, and a great attitude that are
all prerequisites for a championship athlete.

For those basketball novices. Henry Finkel is 7 ft.

tall and dan be described as thin, lanky, and perhaps
uncoordinated on the basketball floor.

Graduating from Dayton University in 1968, many
people don't realize that Finkel was the leading scorer
on his college team and was one of the top scorers in

the Big Ten Conference.
Henry came to the Celtics in 1969 and was in the

unenviable position of filling Bill Russell's shoes as a
basketball center. 1969 was a lean year for the Celts
and the one thing that was learned from that season
was that the Celtics were not going to win cham-
pionships with Henry Finkel as the full-time center.
The following year, the Celtics drafted Dave Cowens
and the rest is obvious.

Finkel was then relinquished to the role of the
backup center. However, as time went on, Henry
found his time to be extremely irregular. For example
Finkel would play 10-15 minutes one game and not

see action for two weeks. This type of position would
be similar to someone driving a car during the dead of
winter for one day and not driving for the next three
weeks. Would you expect a car to start the first time
three weeks hence?
Dave Cowens was once asked who was the best

center he played against. Dave replied:

"Hank Finkel. On talent, it would have to be Jabbar,
Chamberlain, Reed. But just on intelligence alone,
Henry is the best. One of the prime reasons for myself
winning the M.V.P. is Henry Finkel. Hank has really
taught me a lot of the little things that a basketball
center must know."

Finkel's style of game is to set up picks and screens
for the guards and occasionally take a shot. On
defense, Hank can be beaten on quickness and agility.

But what makes Henry Finkel the darling of the crowd
is his knack of fighting for offensive and defensive
rebounds, and his hustling during the fast break.
When Dave Cowens and Phil Hankinson return to

the lineup, the Celtics will have to come to a decision
as to whether they will keep Finkel or the more
talented Jim Ard.

Perhaps what people can identify with Finkel is his
touch of clumsiness. It's that sense of ungracefullness
that we all exhibit at different times. But moreover,
people respect and applaud Finkel because you know
when Hank is out there, it's 200 per cent effort all the
time.

In a sport's world of no cut contracts, bonus babies,
and overpaid athletes, Henry Finkel is a breath of fresh
air. It's guys like Finkel who have made the Celtics.
And 12 championships in 15 years as opposed to the
Bruins two can attest to that.

Dodgers' Garvey voted MVP
NEW YORK [UP/] - Steve

Garvey of the Los Angjles
Dodgers, a virtual unknown at the
start of the season whose unique
batting talents made him a
household word by the end of the
campaign, Tuesday culminated his

"rags to riches" year by being
named the most valuable player in

the National League.
The 25-year-old first baseman,

the major leaguer to collect at least

200 hits and 100 runs batted in this

season, was a surprisingly easy
winner in the balloting of the
Baseball Writers Association of

America as he beat out stolen base
king Lou Brock of the St. Louis
Cardinals.

Garvey, who batted .312 with 21

homers and 111 RBI's, received 13

first place votes and 270 points

from the 24-man committee who
participated in the voting. Brock,

who set a modern major league

stolen base record with 118, had
eight first place votes and 233
points. Garvey and Brock were the

only players named on all 24 ballots.

Pitcher Mike Marshall of the

Dodgers, the NL's Cy Young
Award Winner, received one first

place vote and finished third with
146 points and Cincinnati's Johnny
Bench, the 1973 MVP, was fourth

with 141 points. Another Dodger,
outfielder Jimmy Wynn, pulled. the
remaining two first place votes and
was fifth with 137 points.

Under the point system, a player
receives 14 points for a first place
vote, nine for second, eight for third

and so forth down to one point for

Sports notices
Tryouts for the women's

basketball team will begin
November 18th, Monday, Wed-
nesday and Friday, 5:00 to 7:30,

Tuesday and Thursday from 4:00 to

6:15. For more information call

Coach Carol Albert at NOPE, 5-

2557.

IM — A mandatory meeting will

be held for IM basketball officials

on Nov. 14 at 7:30 p.m. at the

Boyden auxiliary gym.
The Boyden auxiliary gym will be

closed for recreational gymnastics
on Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m.

IM Co-Rec foul shooting contest

is scheduled for week of Nov. 11

thru Nov. 14. Contestants should

report to Boyden gym between 3:30

and 5:00 p.m. and attempt 50 free

throws 25 for men and 25 for

women. No prior entry required.

Questions should call IM office at 5-

2801.

a 10th place mention.

In receiving the NL's most
coveted individual honor, Garvey

becomes the ninth Dodger player in

history to be so honored but the
first since Sandy Koufax in 1963.

Dodgers' Steve Garvey, MVP winner in the National
League, is shown here with an ear to ear grin at press
conference just after the results came in.

WALL
presents . . .

Nov. 13 & 14, 9-1
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Staff Photo by Joe Martins

UMass forward Bob McChesney heads the ball away
from a UNH defender. UMass finished fifth in New
England major college soccer.

Five College January Flight

Seats are still available on the Five College flight
Boston-London Jan. 3, returning Paris-Boston Jan. 23,
round-trip $240. TWA Boeing 707. Prompt signup is
urged. Contact INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, 239
Whitmore, Univ. of Mass., Amherst, tel. 545-2710 for
application.

COOL IT.

AJJ€C STYLC

Monre^umo®

Tequilo Fi^

Montezuma Tequila,

2 ounces. Lime juice.
l/2 lime. Sugar. V2
teaspoon. Oronge
birrers. 2 dashes.
Stir in roll glass over
ice. Fill gloss wirh
club soda. Garnish
wirh lime shell

•iff

QUIAHUITL
'THE RAIN)

symbol for the 19th day
of the oncieor Anec week

60 Proof fcquria Oorron D , stlll(?f , lrnporf Co Npw yofh ^ York

19

""fflPBHI
Hi >' :

' -,* -.--. , -,/-,:,

MML. Si!

*. **

~4V WH«£?' ?ZS*miti*

UMass' Bill BeJeher leads game of Simon Says during game with UNH. Billy
Mac Dona Id won and was awarded a shoelace once worn by Pele.

CupOf
NewYbrk.

I eave Amherst at 5:45 AM and be
in hew York City by 9:30 AM.

From Amherst. Hol-

>oke. or Northampton
take a Peter Pan Coach

which connects with

Continental Trailways in

Springfield. A Continental

Trailways Deluxe
Motorcoach leaves

Springfield at 6:30

AM non-stop to

New York City.

A Fast Ride To
Fun City
If you're just not a morning
person. Continental Trailways'

second non-stop of the day
to New York City leaves

Springfield at 1:15 PM. arriving

at 4: 15 PM. And you needn't

leave Amherst until noon, on
Peter Pan's connecting service.

Amherst
Peter Pan
79 South Pleasant St.

253-5285

Ticket Offices:

Holyoke

Peter Pan World Travel

1607 Morthampton St.

536-5330

Northampton
Peter Pan World Travel

Old South St.

586- 1030

8:30 a.m. — HIGHTIDES— Jeff Jawer foretells your fate through
your astrological sign vibrations. Every weekday.

10:15 p.m. — GAYBREAK — Demlan hosts a discussion variety
show geared toward the homosexual community. Second and
fourth Wednesday In November.

11:00 P-m - — BMCP— Barry Williams hosts a program of mellow
and danceable soul music, with inspiring poetry readings and
meditations.

VI

Jets' Weeb Ewbank

decides It's time

to call it quits

HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. [UP/] -
Weeb Ewbank, the only man to

ever win titles in both the National

and American Football Leagues,
today announced his retirement as
vice-president and general manager
of the New York Jets, effective at

the close of the season.

Ewbank, who won NFL titles

with the Baltimore Colts in 1958
and 1959 and led the Jets to the

Super Bowl in 1969, retired as

coach of the Jets last season after

10 years, but maintained his role as

general manager.

"There is no better time to make
known your future plans than

following a good victory over your
neighboring competitor," said

Ewbank, referring to the Jets' 26-20

sudden death victory Sunday over

the New York Giants.

Patriots axe

punter Barnes
FOXBORO, Mass. [UP/] - The

New England Patriots, confirming

speculation earlier in the week,
Tuesday placed punter Bruce
Barnes on waivers.

Barnes, a second-year punting
specialist from UCLA, averaged
35.6 yards per kick in 45 attempts
this season.

Barnes was waived to make
room for the addition Monday of

linebacker Rodrigo Barnes,
acquired from Dallas on waivers.

The Patriots also announced they
would give veteran punter Dave
Chappie a one- day trial Wed-
nesday. Chappie played 2 Vi

seasons with the Los Angeles
Rams, leading the NFC in 1972,

before being waived three weeks
ago.

If Chappie is given a contract,

New England is expected to trirh. a
linebacker to get back to the 47-

player limit.

Scott Hayes

New OT rules: For the fans

Both the National Football League and the American Hockey League
have adopted sudden death overtime this season, in an attempt to lessen
the possibilities of a tie and keep the fans' interest until the last minute of a
game.
The NFL instated the overtime rule before the start of the season. The

rule states that sudden death will be in effect for all games (both pre-
season and regular season). The game ends with the first score by either
team. If the game is still tied after fifteen minutes of overtime, however, the
game ends in a tie.

The rule definitely makes football games more exciting, at least from a
fan's standpoint. I was in the crowd of 67,740 at the Yale Bowl in New
Haven to witness the second regular season sudden death game in NFL
history. The game between the Jets and the Giants was tied 20-20 after 60
minutes of play, as new kicker Pat Leahy had a "sure" field goal (inside the
20-yard line) blocked by the Giants with 12 seconds to play in regulation
time. The Giants won the overtime coin toss and Craig Morton marched
the Giants to the 27-yard line of the Jets. The drive sputtered after Bob
Tucker left the game with an injury and Pete Gogolak came on to attempt a
42-yard FG that would have ended the game. The kick appeared to be
good, but officials ruled it was wide to the left. Gogoiak later argued that
the ball was a foot inside the goal posts when it went through and then
hooked.

The Jets took over and Joe Namath, who sat back and split the op-
posing secondary time after time, with the help of an almost non-existent
Giants' pass rush, led the Jets to the winning score.
Namath undoubtedly had his best overall performance of the season. He

completed 20 of 31 passes for 236 yards, ran three yards on a perfectly
called bootleg for his first touchdown since 1969, and converted a "third
and inches" situation himself by running a quarterback sneak on a critical
play in the final period.

The game was one of the most exciting contests in recent years, and the
thrilling overtime session made it that much better. The fans had a chance
to see a wild game and Namath" at his best. You couldn't have asked to
view a better match-up if you had written the script yourself.
Anyway, the AHL initiated its sudden death rule last night at the Rich-

mond Coliseum where the Richmond Robins faced the unbeaten
Providence Reds. The new rule provides for a five-minute sudden death
period that will cut down on the number of ties and prevent games from
dragging during the final minutes. True, the move by the AHL was made in
hopes of improving the dwindling attendance figures, but don't be sur-
prised if the NHL does the same in the next few years. The AHL is at-
tempting to add the rule a month into the season, after experimenting with
it during the pre-season and getting positive reactions. It won't take long
for fans in the ten AHL cities to accept the new rule and just ask a few of
those who saw the Jets-Giants game how they liked the sudden death
addition in the rule book. I'm sure nine out of ten people will tell you they
loved it - and, of course, that's what the change was intended to do -
please the fans.

JV footballers drop

UConn for final win
ByDAVEOSTRANDER

Sports Staff

The University of Connecticut

sub-varsity came to town Friday to

take on the UMass second wave
looking to make it a clean sweep
over the Minutemen for the year.

The Huskies had to settle for a split,

however, as the UMass sub-varsity

went one game over .500 with a 33-

7 win over the fumbling and
confused Huskies.

The UMass secondary capitalized

on the poor Huskie passing attack,

as they came up with four in-

terceptions, three by defensive

back Alex Oobbs, who was all over

the field.

After three unsuccessful drives

by UMass, quarterback Joe
Harrington replaced John
Czerapowicz, a regular tactic used
by coach Bill Maxwell, and the

offense started to move.
Fullback Steve Jacobs, the

workhorse of the sub-varsity,

carried for over 100 yards on the

day, and was a key to the

Minutemen's long drives to paydirt.

XEROX
Gnomon Copy Service, in Amherst, is of-

fering a bulk rate of two cents flat for Xerox
copies. To qualify, an order must meet the

following conditions: (a) 5 or more copies. of each

original (b) unbound originals only (c) two—sided

copies* (d) $5.00 minimum (e) allow 24 hours.

Orders meeting these conditions will be Xeroxed for

two cents per copy. Collating and choice of regular,

three-hole, legal, or colored paper are free. 25% rag

paper is % cent extra per sheet. Gnomon is open 7

days a week. Phone 253-3333.

"For copying onto one side only, add V* cent per-copy.

After grinding out almost 80
yards, halfback John Fernandez
carried over for the touchdown.
UConn halfback. Herb DeGraffe,

who displayed the moves of an
experienced New Yorker in

downtown traffic, was responsible

for UConn's only points with a 30
yard run to set up the touchdown.
The Minutemen broke the tie for

good' when Joe Harrington
displayed his aerial accuracy by
throwing a 40 yard scoring toss to

former high school teammate Dan
Clerico.

Two more touchdowns were
added under the direction of

Harrington, with Jacobs and tight

end Pete Rankowitz going over for

the scores.

Going into the last quarter, Johr
Czerapowicz once again came in to

call the signals and this time

successfully. In fact, he left nothing

up to chance, as he did it all

himself, running 65 yards in two
plays to the UConn five. Fullback,

Bob Wronski, carried five yards for

the final Minuteman points.

Special credit for the big win
should go to the whole offensive

line for opening up the gaping holes
for Jacobs, Wronski, Fernandez,
and Steve Cirella to run through.

Especially tough were offensive

captain Anton Hegg, center Greg
Scanlon and guard Timmy Cripps.

This Friday the J.V.'s will travel

to Durham, New Hampshire, to
meet the Catamount sub-varsity. It

will be their last game of this short
six game season. Here's hoping for

a win and a 4-2 record.

MAKE $500
On each commission. Campus and
local representative* are needed
for nationwide employee March.
For full information write Sumner
Advertising Co., P.O. Box 643.
Peoria. III., 61601.
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Distancemen
up for IC4A's

of Arabs, Jews, Christians

Staff Photo by Dan Smith

John Mc Grail laces up his shoe before the running of the New England Cham-
pionships. McGrail was probably thinking about the New Englands, but now that
race is history and the pressure builds up as the IC4A meet approaches.

No tourney bid for booters
By DAVE ElBEL
Sports Staff

Bids for the New England

Regional soccer tournament were
announced at noon yesterday, but

the UMass Minutemen were
overlooked in the voting.

Harvard, Brown, Connecticut,

and Bridgeport are the four teams
who will battle it out for the right to

represent New England in further

NCAA post-season competition,

culminating in the national finals

which will take place in St. Louis
later this fall.

Connecticut had the best record
of the four teams, 14-0-1. The only
blemish on their slate was a tie with
Harvard 1-1.

Brown had a record of 10-1, with
a loss to UConn in Providence,
October 24th by the score of 1-0.

Seven days in sport

Upsetting news
By STEVESARACENO

Sports Staff
Good morning-afternoon! Today's dining commons' menu for our noon-

time nourishment includes chicken gumbo soup, vegetable supreme
something called California Quiche (it can't be a WFL franchise can it?)'
and that old Joe, hamburgers. Think I'll stick with my usual sandwich and
a side- order of cyanide...

Mmmm, scrumptious. The big stories of the week: Michigan State upset
Woody Hayes 16-13; the Browns upset the Pats 21-14; and the refs upset
Dick MacPherson 30-20. Now, eat, poopsie...

FOOTBALL — For vou basics buffs there's a hearty meal of apple juice,

cauliflower soup, Rice Pilaf, and of course, Spanish Lentils...

Ohio State's confusion-filled fall from the unbeaten ranks did not exactly
establish the Buckeyes' coach as a man of mild demeanor. As one of
Hayes' own players puts it, when things don't go Woody's way "he can
land on you and get outrageous."
The Patriots message board read: NOW IS THE TIME TO DARE AND

ENDURE - CHURCHILL. So Jim Plunkett, not one to disregard any
electronic message, dared to keep throwing long and had to endure four
aerial hijacks. Cleveland's Tom Darden (two interceptions, one touch-
down) found himself in Free Safeties' Valhalla...

Meanwhile, the Oilers continued their courageous climb to mediocrity by
way of a 21-9 win over (gasp) Buffalo...

The officials changed a pass interference call in favor of Holy Cross,
missed an obvious face-mask tackle of Mark Tripucka, and rendered four
other disputable verdicts, but otherwise performed as the cool arbiters we
all know they are, as the Minutemen lost...

Don't forget to load up on the Spanish onion rings, which differ from the
regular kind in that they smile at you from the plate and say, "Si!"...

PRO MISCELLANEOUS - The Bruins went 2-0-1 on the week, the
highlight being a mysteriously-great goal by Bobby Orr against Atlanta,
which convinced many that if by chance he isn't God, he's at least the Holy
Ghost...

The Green Men (not Martians - the Celtics) went 2-1 as John Havlicek
played like Bobby Orr in Converse All-Stars...

In other NBA action, the expansion New Orleans Jazz finally completed
a successful gig, winning their first in 14 games. The Jabbar-less Bucks,
incredibly, have just as many win(s)...

There's marble cake for dessert, but I'll just have a few cat's eyes, thank
you...

CAMPUS MISCELLANEOUS - The Harriers placed second to
Providence in the New Englands, as Minuteman Randy Thomas placed
second, period.

The soccer team got tied by Springfield, which meant the end of playoff
hopes, even though they topped New Hampshire later in the week...

^
UMass' Cliff Blom garnered 2d at 158 lbs. in the two-day Fourth Annual

Colgate Open Wrestling Tournament, which ended before anyone finished
saying that official title...

O.K. Gobble down the last of those viddles, and depending on your
opinion of the cuisine, either bus or bust your tray...

Harvard's record of 7-3-1 in-

cluded a loss to Tufts, a team which
UMass beat 1-0 in Medford.

Bridgeport which had a record of

4-4-3 only two weeks ago is now 7-

5-3 for the season. They tied New
Hampshire, and Rhode Island,

teams which the Minutemen
defeated. Their biggest win of the

year came against Springfield
College last week by the score of 3-

1, probably the game which made
them a tournament possibility.

For the Minutemen, the fact they

didn't get a bid, is bitter medicine.

The Minutemen finished with a

record of 8-3-1, which marked the

winningest season in terms of total

victories ever.

Up until last Friday's rain-soaked
5-2 loss to Vermont the Minutemen
were almost sure choices to play in

their first-ever post-season tour-
nament.

However, perhaps the fact that

two Ivy schools were represented

on the committee gave Harvard a

boost. Since UConn was a sure

choice since they're ranked third in

the country, the selection com-
mittee might have felt that two Ivy

schools were better choices than

two Yankee Conference schools,

for post-season play.

By SCOTTHAYES
"A great victor, in defeat as

great; no more, no less, always

himself in both." That quote from

one of Stephen Vincent Benet's

works reflects the attitude of the

UMass harriers after finishing

second to Providence in Monday's

New England Championships.

There was a general respect for

the impressive Providence team

that finished first, but Randy

Thomas and his fellow distancemen

are looking forward to next

Monday's IC4A Championships at

Van Cortlandt Park in New York for

several reasons. "I definitely think

we have an outside shot an Van

Cortlandt," explained Thomas.
"We have the experience and it's

harder to run as a team at the IC's

because of the large number of

outstanding runners," added
Thomas.

The Minutemen runners will have
to come up with their best per-

formances of the season to win the

IC4A's — much better than the

overall team effort at the New
Englands. Tom Wilson, the team's
fourth man, is running well, but the

key to team success at the IC's and
the NCAA's will be the per-

formance of the fifth man. Right

now the number five runner is Tom
Maguire, who has improved since

the start of the season, but has yet

to run a spectacular race that would
classify UMass as a five man team,
rather than a four man team.

Thomas went into Monday's race

with plans to work the fourth mile,

Celts win...
MILWAUKEE, Wis. [UP/] - The

Milwaukee Bucks blew a 19-point
lead Tuesday night and lost their

ninth straight game, 91-83 to the
Boston Celtics.

The Celtics, who scored only 7
points in the first quarter, got their

fast break going in the third quarter
and carried it over into the final

period to post the win.

The Bucks led 49-41 early in the
third quarter but Boston forced the
Bucks into numerous fouls and
went on to take a 69-63 lead going
into the final period.

Paul Silas scored 22 points to
lead Boston while Bob Dandridge
had 24 for Milwaukee.

but Mike O'bhea ran a tremendous
4:30 third mile. "He blew by me at

the two-mile mark. I was coming
back with half a mile to go, but it

was a little too late," said the

UMass co-captain. Thomas
finished holding off Tom Smith,

Stetson Arnold and Mike Buckley,

who were close with half a mile to

go.

John McGrail, who finished sixth

in the New Englands, agreed with

Thomas about the strength of the

Friars. "We ran our hardest, but
Providence was a better team on
that particular day," stated
McGrail, who didn't expect Smith
or Arnold to be that far up front in

the race. McGrail also pointed out

the Van Cortlandt Park is more
advantageous to the type of team
UMass has, and that Providence
may have some trouble. The Frairs

have four freshmen and experience

will be a major factor at the

heralded IC4A meet. "Van Cor-

tlandt is a much different course.

You have to know how to run it,

and we have better hill runners than
Providence," commented the
sophomore harrier.

McGrail feels that he may have

made a mistake in his strategy at

Franklin Park. "I might have run the

first mile too fast. I wanted to move
on the third mile, but I was too

tired," McGrail declared. .The
second year harrier tried to get out

of the pack at the start of the race

and as a result ran the first mile a

little too quickly.

...B's don't
ST. LOUIS [UP/] - Brian Ogilvie

scored midway through the final

period after Pierre Plante and Garry
Unger had struck for second Deriod
tallies as the St. Louis Blues cooled
the Boston Bruins 4-3 Tuesday
night.

Dave Forbes cut the St. Louis
lead to a goal with 4:55 left in the
game but the St. Louis defense
continued to tie up the hot-
shooting Bruins for the victory.

The Blues had a 3-1 lead early in

the final period before Wayne
Cashman put Boston back into the
game on a score with more than 13
minutes left.

Arafat advocates united Palestine in UN speech
Compiled From Wires

UN/TED NATIONS - With United
Nations headquarters turned into an armed
camp to protect him, Palestinian guerrilla
leader Yasser Arafat went before the General
Assembly yesterday and urged creation of a
Palestine state in which Arabs, Jews and
Christians could live in peace.

"I have come bearing an olive branch and
a freedom fighter's gun," Arafat, chairman
of the Palestine Liberation Organization, said
in an unprecedented appearance before the
U.N. General Assembly.

"I am a rebel and freedom is my cause,"
said the pudgy, five foot seven inch Arafat
wearing a black and white checkered Arab

headdress. But he added:
"The Palestinian revolution does not,

under any circumstances, consider the Jews
as enemies. Our revolution is not predicated
on any racial or religious basis."

"When we speak of our common hopes
for the Palestine of the future," Arafat said,

"we include in our spirations all the Jews
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now living in Palestine and who accept to live

with us in peace and without distinction or
discrimination in the land of Palestine.

At the end of his speech, Arafat stood with
hands clenched over his head like a vic-

torious prizefighter while waves of thun-
derous applause from a standing ovation
washed over him.

But the six front-row seats of the Israeli

delegation were empty. Several delegations
including the American delegation headed by
Ambassador John Scali neither stood nor
applauded.

Arafat, 45, spoke amid the heaviest
security precautions in U.N. history. A total

of about 1,000 police and security agents
were deployed in a paramilitary operation
which went into effect early yesterday
morning when Arafat arrived at Kennedy
airport and was taken to the U.N. in an Army
helicopter. ..„„. vturn to page 4

New journalism major
may violate input rules

By LARRY CARPMAN
Staff Reporter

A Student Senate committee, in a letter

sent out yesterday, said the decision by the
English Department establishing English as
the sole track to a Journalism major "may
have been in violation of established rules for
student input."

The decision was made on May 17 of this

year.

In a letter sent to all of the approximately
250 journalism students the Academic Af-
fairs Committee called for a meeting to be
held on Monday at 7:00 p.m. in Campus
Center Room 173 for "students to develop
their position on this matter."

In a recent memo to all members of the
English Department, Professor Arthur
Musgrave of the Journalistic Studies Dept.

states: "The vote on May 17 was a vote to
deny students their present right to register
for a 15 credit major in journalism while
meeting all the major requirements of
Political Science, History ...or any other
major except English. It was also a vote to
deny students the right to take in-

terdepartmental majors."
Musgrave further alleges the vote to be

"injurious to society's need for better
journalists and to be a highly expensive
waste of limited funds for education."

Martin J. Miller chairperson of the
Academic Affairs Committee said yesterday
"It's a decision that's going to affect an
awful lot of people." _. -

"There's been a lot of complaints from
students, said Miller "and students can have
an effect on their education."

Staff Photo by Mlko Qlllon

UMass coach Dick MacPherson and QB Mark Tripucka don't know what to say to

reff Don Cody after he just didn't see it the same way in 30-20 loss to HC.

Budget request

includes 437
new positions

The Collegian today begins examining the
UMass fiscal budget request to be submitted
to the Legislature this winter. Today's story
talks about the entire University system.
Others, to run periodically, will talk ex-
clusively about the Amherst campus.

By BILL DENSMORE
Staff Reporter

A 32 per cent increase in funds for academic support
services, including 437 new faculty and staff positions, are
contained in the $118 million fiscal 1976 budget request for
the University of Massachusetts system.
Permanent salaries requested for 1976 - the single

largest category in the budget - would jump to $78.8
million, a 10.9 per cent increase over this year.

The total budget request is 16.5 per cent over anticipated

expenditures in fiscal 1975 - which began last summer
and will last until after the end of the present academic
year. According to budget documents, $8 million, or 47.6
per cent of the total, is needed "to meet continuing cost
increases." The rest is "to fulfill commitments to the

Commonwealth for program development," the budget
says.

UMass President Robert C. Wood told a public hearing
here Friday that the "most stubborn fact" of the budget for

the Amherst, Worcester and Boston campuses "is the

cumulative and future effect of inflationary pressures."

He told a hearing before State Sec. of Education Joseph
M. Cronin that the University has cut funding in some areas
below what was spent five years ago, "if you compare
those dollars in terms of their purchasing power then and
now."
The University's budget calls for a one-year freeze on

enrollment at the 24,235 student Amherst campus, but an
increase of 728 at Boston presently with 7,605 students.

The UMass Medical School at teaching hospital at Wor-
cester would add 76 students for a total of 228.

Fuel costs skyrocketed from an anticipated $3.4 million

in fiscal 1975 to a projected $7.5 million in 1976 on the

Amherst campus, according to budget documents. For the

turn to page 7

Meanwhile a Board of Trustees document
endorsing a 1966 study by the American
Council of Education outlines the Trustee
policy on "university governance."
"Students share this concern (for learning

and teaching) and they will be assured the
opportunity of participating in developing
academic policies and in evaluating degrees
programs, and courses," the document
states.

At the same time the Academic Affairs
Committee letter asserts: "Students were
not consulted on this action nor were they
asked to participate in any dialogue, which,
according to University documents, should
have taken place long befr-e any vote on this
matter was considered.
The Academic Affairs Committee also

alleges the vote on May 17 was taken with

Arthur Musgrave

of the five journalism faculty
only two
present.

Also, in a memo sent to all the journalism
faculty the Academic Affairs Committee
suggests "this meeting is designed to
develop the student opinion and more ac-
curately poll their thoughts on the Depart-
mental action taken last May."

Tree surgeon moves quickly away from a
severed branch while pruning in front of Morrill
Hall yesterday.

Student Senate
supports Hamlin

residents' battle
By CINDY ROGERS

Staff Reporter

The Student Senate, last night, voted to support a
Hamlin House memo that the Office of Residential Life

respond to Hamlin House demands by 10 a.m., next
Monday.
Other motions passed by the Senate were: to have

senators distribute detailed communiques concerning their

activities to their constituencies, to accept a budgeting
procedure for Fiscal Year 1976; to amend the SGA Con-
stitution giving authority to the Governmental Affairs

Committee of the SEnate and the Affirmative Action
Officer for final approval of an RSO proposed constitution.

Also representatives of the Campus Center Board of
Governors answered questions on the proposed Campus
Commercial Bank and the Celebrity Series deficit.

Larry Gendron of the Commuter Assembly read an
announcement condemning SGA support of "the end to

mandatory dorm residence" demand passed Monday
night.

If Hamlin residents do not receive a response by
Monday, they asked Senate to take measures to guarantee
their demands. Their six demands include campuswide
priority on the second day of room choosing and a systems
approach to the swing space problem.

The seven demands passed at the SGA town meeting
Monday night will be received today by Chancellor
Bromery according to Cindy McGrath, speaker of the

Senate.

weather:
"A POEM"

The fates today shall lust'ly suck

The cold wet rain from clouds so low.

And where this errant moisture's bound,

Swift southwest winds will surely blow.

From "Meteorilogica Scatalogica",

by Your Friendly Neighborhood Forecaster
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Student DC workers want equal pay
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

by DEBBI DIMASSIMO
Staff Reporter

Charges that student Food
Services employees receive $2.00
an hour despite the fact that in-

flation has reached 12 per cent this

year, were made by Ronna Feint-

zeig at a meeting of the Student-
Workers' Organizing Committee,
Tuesday night. About forty workers
attended the meeting.

The newly-formed committee of

representatives of workers at four

dining commons will investigate the

possibilities of securing bargaining

power to fight for equal pay for

equal work, better working con-
ditions, and job security.

"Job security is the key," Alwin
Schmidt of the Student Organizing

Project said, "without a contract,

students can be hired and fired

indiscriminately and their working
hours reduced."

Reading from a memorandum
from a UMass Personnel Officer to

John Corker, Director of the

Campus Center, Schmidt said, "All

employees on the University, in-

cluding student workers, inasmuch
as they are considered to be state

employees, fall under the
provisions of Massachusetts

149,General Laws, Chapter
Sections 30A and 30B."

Charging that students have

consistently been denied the rights

of state employees. Schmidt
pointed out that "The rights of 500

student-workers are in question."

Henry Doyle of the Student

Organizing Project presented

research on the Food Services per cent pays more than 500
budget. student workers," Doyle said.

"Forty-four per cent of the
budget, which is funded by student
meal ticket purchases, pays for full

and part-time labor. Of this, 41 per
cent goes to approximately 400 full-

time employees, while only three

"If proper management
techniques were used, a great deal

of student monies would be

saved," he added. He said two
Munchys stores lose $8,000 a year

while doing a $500,000 business.

Woman grad student sues Whftmore

but cannot use university lawyer
By DOROTHY L MULLER

Staff Reporter
Elizabeth Ebacher, a graduate student in human

movement, is suing the university but she cannot use
the services of the university lawyer. To defray court
costs two graduate students are collecting donations
for the Ebacher Defense Fund.

Ebacher is suing Whitmore for violations of af-

firmative action policy in the hiring of Dr. Gideon Ariel

in the department of Exercise Science. Although she
is a student, (she recently received her doctorate) and
legal service lawyers are paid by student taxes, a
student lawyer cannot represent her case against the
university due to a contract clause.

"Besides the obvious discrimination in Elizabeth's

case students on campus have no lawyer to sue the
administration," says Susan Sherry, graduate student

in Education and member of the defense fund.
"We have miled some 300 form letter to faculty

members, mostly women in the hope of collecting at
least $1,500," says Sherry.

The letters for funds were directed primarily to
women since Ebacher charges Dr. Campney, head of
the Exercise Science department, with discriminating
against women candidates for the faculty opening.
However, response to the mail campaign is slow.
Ebacher further accused Chancellor Randolph
Bromery and Vice-Chancellor Robert Gage with
refusing to conduct an affirmative action search for
the most qualified person for the job in violation of the
federal law.

Ebacher charged Campney with the liquidation of
two graduate assistantships to fund Dr. Ariel's
position.

LEXINGTON GARDENS
HASJUST ABOUT THE LARGEST SELECTION

OF HOUSE PLANTS IN MASSACHUSETTS
(And a special price reduction with this ad)

We've just about the largest number, and the greatest

variety of house plants you'll find anywhere in the east.

You'll find the hard-to-get varieties, for our specialty

is growing and offering special species as well as a

great assortment. Our plants come from our nursery

and growing center in Lexington, Massachusetts.

We've a broad selection of potted house plants,

tropicals, hanging baskets, cactus, ferns, Bonsai, and
terrariums. And if you like, you can make your own
hanging basket or terrarium from our selection of con-

tainers and plantings.

And you'll find our prices are remarkably low.

You'll earn a 10% discount from the purchase
price if you will present this ad at any one of
our retail locations. This offer is good at any
time up to December 15, 1974.

Gardening Cen:ers

93 Hancock Street

Lexington, Massachusetts

Mi hutdi Hill Rood
Newtown, ( onnecticut

Potting Sheds

frirmtngton Valley Mall
Simshury, ( onnecticut

Mountain Farms Mall

Had ley, Massachusetts

Rent strikers can a

UMass withdrawal
By DEBBIE SCHAFER

Staff Reporter
The University Administration is preparing

to implement the procedure of administrative
withdrawal against people who are par-
ticipating in the rent strike at University and
Lincoln Apartments.

Director of Married Student Housing,
Donald J. Pelkey, said Tuesday "as of now i

have not put people who I know are on rent
strike on administrative withdrawal." But he
added that he will approach the matter in the
very near future.

The procedure of administrative with-
drawal was established by the University as a
last resort to withdraw a student from active
status for failure to meet academic or
financial obligations. In the case of those
people withholding rent from the University,

administrative withdrawal would act as a
means to compel payment of past due rent.

According to Pelkey, students who are
two months behind in rent payment are
notified by the office of Married Student
Housing. After two unsuccessful attempts to
collect rent, Pelkey may then recommend to
the Registrar that a student be ad-
ministratively withdrawn.

Pelkey called the process a "normal" one.
"We have a rent delinquency list every year,"
he said, which usually decreases after

students receive their scholarships and loan
monies. "I know there's an increase in

delinquent rent now, because of the rent
strike.

A student to be placed on administrative
withdrawal is given a 10 day period to appeal
the decision. According to Tenant
Association lawyer David Sheehan, students
on strike should make an appeal to the
Appeals Board upon receipt of notification

that they are to be administratively with-
drawn. The Appeals Board is composed of
the Registrar, Bursar, Dean of Students, and
the Staff Attorney.

In a memo to the Tenant Association,
Sheehan stated recommendations of ad-
ministrative withdrawal is invalid and should
be appealed because:

1

)

The rent monies have been paid into an
escrow account set up for the benefit of the
University, and that money will be paid to the
University when the re..t dispute is settled.

2) The rent increases voted on by the
Housing Committee were illegal because
there was no effective representation of
married students and therefore the vote
passed on to the Board of Trustees for their

approval was invalid.

3) The grouping of University, Lincoln, and
North Village into the same fund is illegal.

4) The University, as trustee of the rent

In second proposal for fair employment

monies collected, is violating its fiduciary

duty to the students by grouping all three
complexes together, by raising the rents
when there are other avenues of efficiency,

and by not using the most cost effective

system of management and repair of the
three complexes.
"The University cannot interfere with your

registration, right to transcripts, etc.

throughout the course of the appeal. You
should not allow yourself to be intimidated
either by the University or the system
established," Sheehan stated.

A meeting between Residential Life of-

ficials and the Married Student Tenant
Association has been scheduled for Friday
morning, to further discuss the rent dispute.
"I'm hoping that this week's meeting will

open up some avenues and shed some light

on the whole situation. I don't want to fight

the tenants, I think it can be worked out,"
said Pelkey.

"We've got a unique landlord-tenant
relationship, being at the University," said
Pelkey. "I imagine a private complex would
just evict those people. We try to be flexible,

and be a good landlord."

Pelkey said the Tenant Association
"seems to be gaining momentum," and that
if the association "becomes strong, and
wants to represent all of Lincoln, University,

Staff Photo by Oobbio Schafor

DONALD PELKEY
"I'm hoping that this week's

meeting will open up some avenues
and shed some light on the whole
situation. I don't want to fight the
tenants, I think it can be worked
out."

and North Village Apartments, I would
support it. I'd like to see a good strong tenant
association."

The Tenant Association has scheduled a
meeting with North Village residents at 8
p.m. tonight, to discuss their objectives.
Organizers hope to incorporate North
Villagers into the association, which now
represents Lincoln and University Apart-
ments.

Students bring grievances to Board of Governors
ByJUNEVALUERE

Staff Reporter
Tonight the Student Employee Committee will submit

their grievances against the Campus Center Management
to the Campus Board of Governors.
The Board will evaluate the Committee's two rejected

proposals — the reinstatement of hours to ten people
working in the Coffee Shop and the stabilization of hours
of all Campus Center student employees. These proposals
were rejected by the management at Monday night's

meeting.

The Student Employee Committee is bringing the
motion to the Board of Governors with the belief that a
final decision will be made to which both sides will have to

comply, said Lisa Saunders, Chairperson of the Student
Employee Committee, in an interview with the Collegian.

However, this raises a question, according to John
Corker, director of the Campus Center. He asked "When a

Board sets up policies, whose responsibility is it to carry

out the policy, the Board's or the managers whom they
hire?"

The Board can't expect to hold managers to a financial

budget, then give students additional hours when its not

financially feasible, said Corker.

"The board has to be aware," he said, "of the im-

plications if it sets hourly schedules or decides whether to

serve apples or oranges".

Corker said the Campus Center Business is a seven
million dollar operation. It is his responsibility, given to him
by the Board, to run the Campus Center soundly, he said,

adding that if the Board does not like what he is doing, it

should let him know, rather than making a direct decision
on management.
Corker said, "I don't feel the Board should get itself into

the position of making management policy decisions".
Saunders said the ten people in the Coffee Shop were

protesting because their hours were reduced a half hour
more than they should have been. Their hours were
reduced from eight hours to seven hours instead of seven
and a half hours.

"It's a hard struggle for some of these people," she said.
"This proposal was rejected because the managers felt this
would set a precedent for reinstating hours, arousing
conflict from people in other areas such as the Hatch,
Bluewall and Campus Center."

Saunders explained that the second proposal to stabilize
student employee hours for the rest of the semester would
guarantee that all Campus Center Student employees'
hours will not be reduced anymore.

Corker said he sees these two proposals as one issue —
is it right to limit students to seven hours because of
potential overtime?

"The Committee representing the ten students," he said,
"is saying that they do not feel any reduction is right, but I

feel that the operations is 'hurting' and that this is a
necessary measure for 'good management'".
"The students have a valid grievance but they just see

one perspective while I have to look at the overall picture
and therefore I am limited," Corker said.

He said the payroll is too high. According to him, the

total payroll is higher and volume is up but a corrective

measure must be taken because the net gain is lower than
it should be for the semester.

The October budget was set for $66,000 to be spent for

student employment while $116,000 has already been
spent, Corker said. It is his job to run the Campus Center
efficiently, therefore, the reduction of hours was necessary
to the stability of the financial operation, he said.

"No students have been laid off in the past few weeks,"
he said. "The reduction of hours is necessary to eliminate

mass layoff. They have asked students to reduce hours
voluntarily, reduced hourly staff, and staggered shifts as
other alternatives, he said. Since the protesting has
begun."

Corker said he has been working with the personal and
financial offices to allow overtime to be paid, but this will

be a rare exception such as when a movie projector breaks
down, requiring the person running the projector to work
later.

Corker said the financial situation was a result of several

causes: Since every person in Food Service Management is

new, there has been a change in the organization structure

and budget. No financial data was available until October,

because of the changeover. Management knew sales were
up but had no way of judging how many students to

employ. Keeping people on the payroll, who were promised
positions last year by former managers, for jobs now
defunct, the increase in wages, the remodeling of the

Hatch, and the failure of the Hatch Bar luncheons con-

tributed to the drain in net profit.

Scribner proposes new solutions to problei 10 of education
By KATHY SHEEHAN

MDC Staff

"Get rid of the concept of people
as teachers in the school system
and replace it with the concept of

kids as learners," a group of about
40 persons were told last night by
Dr. Harvey B. Scribner, ex-

Chancellor of the New York City

(NYC) School system, and now
professor of education at the

UMass School of Education.

Citing the troubles the NYC
system has because of its

tremendous size, Scribner outlined

3 of 10 chapters in his soon to be
published book, "Ten Ways to

Make the Schools Work Now -

Instead of Professionals."

Speaking for the Center for

Urban Teacher Education
Program's (CUTEP) second
colloquium series on issues in urban

education, Scribner called on the

educational system to make a

radical change by implementing his

Birthday Concept, Learning Center

Concept, or his Most Wanted
Teacher Plan.

The Birthday Concept would
allow children to enter school on
their 5th or 6th birthday instead of

the traditional week after Labor
Day. Conceived in a system of

tutoring, the Birthday School
would work in terms of individuals

instead of third grades and fifth

grades Scribner said.

The Learning Center would
abolish the September to June

school year giving the students

freedom to come to the Learning

Center any 180 days of the year.

"There would be no more
"classes" and no more competing
among kids," according to

Scribner.

This plan admits children need to

learn at their own rate, and gives

permission to families planning an
outing on a school day.

"Parents and kids could select

Lucie Kelly,

institutional
By JANALEXANDER

Staff Reporter
Lucie Young Kelly a nurse educator and

spokesperson for nursing issues told an audience of

100 people last night in Mahar Auditorium that "in-

stitutional licensure is much more dangerous than
individual licensing".

"Institutional licensure" refers to the licensing of

institutions rather than of individual nurses. Nurses
currently are licensed individually after passing a

written examination.

Kelly, who is a registered nurse and who received

her Ph.D. from the University of Pittsburgh School of

Education, said, "Individual licensure is a com-
mittment to health care and to society.

"Under institutional licensure," she said, "lower

personnel who don't have the proper education could

work as nurses. Practically speaking, only the in-

stitutions would have control and could do anything

they wanted to."

Kelly listed four problems inherent in individual

licensing and then stated possible suggestions to

nursing teacher, says
licensure is dangerous

alleviate these problems.

1.) There is no guarantee that once a nurse is

licensed he or she will remain competent. A nurse is

only required to send in an annual fee, and there is an
automatic renewal. Kelly recommended a continuing
education program.

2.) If someone is incompetent, they are protected

by their co-workers instead of being brought up
before a state board. Kelly urged more responsibility

among nurses concerning this problem.

3J Since people must graduate from a school of

nursing in order to take the licensing exam, this tends

to make it difficult for people to enter the field without

having to repeat a lot of schooling. Kelly suggested
giving an exam which would test how much these

people know and eliminate the need to repeat

courses.

4.) A lack of mobility from state to state. Kelly

charged that this was untrue since nursing is the only

health profession with a federal exam giving nurses

mobility.

their own teacher under the Most
Wanted Teacher Plan," Scribner
said. The plan involves the whole
learning community in setting up a

classroom situation.

The plan would also change the
traditional hierarchal salary scale.

The most wanted teacher would be
paid on a ratio of the number of
students in the class.
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7 am a rebel and freedom is my cause'

Arafat tells UN of need for Palestine state
cont. from p. 1

The militant Jewish Defense
League had publicly vowed that
Arafat would not leave New York
alive.

Outside U.N headquarters
hundreds of f„*sw York city
policement kept rival crowds of
pro-Arab and pro-Israeli demon-
strators apart. Police arrested four
people in two fistfights that broke
out.

Arafat made a specific appeal to
the American people for "friend-
ship to the Arab world and more
fruitful relations."

"I ask the American people
whether the demonstrations of

hostility outside this great hall

reflect the true intent of American
will," he said.

"What, I ask you plainly, is the

crime the people of Palestine have
committed against you? Why do
you fight us so?"

Speaking calmly and clearly in

Arabic, Arafat renewed his long-

standing demand for establishment

of a Palestinian National Authority.

Nowhere in his speech did he
specifically call for dismantling of

the state of Israel although the

Israelis and others believe that

creation of such a Palestine state

would mean just that.

"I announce here that we do not
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wish the shedding of one drop of

either Arab or Jewish blood,"

Arafat said in his 92-minute speech.

"Neither do we delight, in the

continuation of killing, which would
end once a just peace, based on our

people's rights, hopes and
aspirations, is finally established."

He said the PLO envisaged

Palestine as "one democratic state

where Christian, Jew and Moslem
live in justice, equality and
fraternity."

He said that "war starts in

Palestine and peace starts in

Palestine."

In the 35 page English translation

of his noon address, Arafat said the
PLCs three chief objectives are:

self-determination for the

Palestinian people, the right to

return to their homeland and the

establishment of a Palestinian

National Authority over Palestinian

territory "from which Israeli oc-

cupation is removed."
Arafat is the first representative

of any group without official U.N.
status to appear before the General
Assembly.

Army releases report showing
28 officers covered-up My Lai
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LaRue testifies Rebozo money
used to aid Watergate burglars

Game Room

WASHINGTON [UP/] - Army
Secretary Howard H. Callaway
yesterday released part of the long-
secret Peers report which con-
cluded that at least 28 officers-two
of them chaplains-contributed to
the cover-up of the My Lai

massacre.

The report, prepared by now-
retired Army Lt. Gen. William R.

Peers, said that the officers by
either commission or omission
helped cover up the slaughter of
Vietnamese civilians in March,
1968.

Peers investigated the coverup
after published reports brought the
massacre to light, and announced
on completion of his report in

March, 1970, that he had found
"serious deficiencies in the ac-
tions" of 14 officers from the rank
of captain up.

Callaway, asked by reporters if he
thought an incident such as My Lai

might recur, said after a moment's
thought: "I don't guess anything is

going to prevent it. I do feel though
that it isn't going to happen again."
He said the training of today's

GIs takes My Lai into account and
the men are more carefully
schooled in their responsibility

toward civilians.

Callaway said the Peers text had
been withheld thus far to protect
the rights of the accused. Army

sources, however, said President
Richard M. Nixon's administration
had insisted on suppressing (he
report and that after President Ford
took office the wheels immediately
began turning to make the report
public.

All 14 officers originally named

by Peers were charged with crimes
in connection with the massacre.
Only Col. Oran K. Henderson,
commander of the unit that made
the My Lai sweep, was tried on
cover-up charges and he was
acquitted in December, 1971, after

a four-month court-martial.
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Compiled From Wires
WASHINGTON - Former White

House special consultant Frederick
C. LaRue testified yesterday he
used half of a $50,000 campaign
contribution from President
Richard M. Nixon's friend Charles
G. "Bebe" Rebozo to assist the
original Watergate defendants.

"In fairness to Mr. Rebozo, did
he know these funds had anything
to do with the Watergate defen-
dants?" Assistant Watergate
Prosecutor Richard Ben-Veniste
asked.

"No," LaRue testified.

LaRue and former New York
policeman Anthony Ulasewicz
testified during the 33rd day of the
Watergate cover-up trial about the
hundreds of thousands of dollars
paid to the original defendants after
the June 17, 1972, Watergate
arrests.

LaRue, who pleaded guilty in the
Watergate cover-up in June,
1973— the first to do so— said he
made a commitment early in 1972
for "help in a certain campaign."

Early in October, 1972, LaRue
said, he got pressure from the

1
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campaign for assistance. He said
former Attorney General John N.
Mitchell, a cover-up defendant,
recommended that he contact
Rebozo for help.

LaRue testified that he flew to

Key Biscayne, Fla., on Oct. 12, got
a package with $50,000 in it, and
returned to Washington. He said

Mitchell told him to deliver $25,000
to the campaign and to keep the
remainder in his fund.

nation and world

reviews unless a given office has
more than 250 cases to consider. In

that event, the deadline is Jan. 11.

Rocky defends self
WASHINGTON [UP/] - Nelson

A. Rockefeller told senators
yesterday he had to admit in "These instructions are in fur-
humiliation and embarrassment therance of the spirit of President
that he erred in denying he had a Ford's clemency program," Saxbe
hand in the publication of a book said in a statement issued by his
critical of a political opponent

But, pounding the table, he
heatedly disputed a senator's
suggestion that his part in the
publication of the book about
Arthur J. Goldberg, his 1970 New
York gubernatorial opponent, was
comparable to the "dirty tricks of
the Nixon era."

At reopened and nationally
televised Senate Rules Committee
hearings into his nomination to
become vice president, Rockefeller
defended the $2.5 million in gifts

and loans he had given political

associates during 15 years as New
York governor.

FEA to control oil

WASHINGTON [AP] - The
Federal Energy Administration has
proposed to allocate distillate and
residual fuel oils, as well as crude
oil, among refiners and marketers
to eliminate lopsided price dif-

ferences.

Such differences exist between
refiners or marketers who have
access to domestic "old oil," which
is under federal price controls, and
those who cannot get "old oil" and
must purchase new domestic oil or

imported oil at higher world prices.

Saxbe backs evaders
WASHINGTON [UP/] - At-

torney General William B. Saxbe
yesterday ordered all U.S. attorneys
to review the estimated 6,200
pending draft evasion cases and
dismiss all that do not appear to
justify prosecution.

Saxbe gave the 94 U.S. attorneys
until Dec. 11 to complete the

office.

UMW makes proposal
WASHINGTON [UP/] - With

the coal strike already causing
unemployment in related industries,

union negotiators yesterday made a
counter-proposal to the latest
industry offer and said a settlement
could be imminent

"I think we may iron things out
today," union secretary-treasurer

Harry Patrick said following midday
negotiations. "I'm optimistic. We're
tying up loose ends."

But Arnold Miller, the United
Mine Workers' president,
cautioned: "The last inch is hard to
come by. You get right down to the
end and then the problems get
knottier."

Quinn may appeal
BOSTON [UP/] - Attorney

General Robert H. Quinn said

yesterday he is considering an
appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court
of a state Supreme Court ruling

which he interprets as striking

down a voluntary school in-

tegration program.
Quinn, in a State House news

conference, offered the first

clarification of Tuesday's ruling of
the state Supreme Court in support
of the high court's earlier order
mandating forced busing for
Springfield.

"I'm not so sure we won't carry
an appeal to the Supreme Court of
the United States," Quinn said.

Quinn's term as attorney general
expires Jan. 2 when Francis X.
Bellotti assumes the office.

More Service This Fall
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AIM attorney asks U. S. government
Wounded

The Progressive News
Service is the result of

msny people's need for

free access to the media
on a regular basis.
Anyone who wishes to
write an article or a
series of articles, should
submit them to the
Progressive News
Service, c-o Veteran's
Coalition in the Student
Union, second floor.

By GAIL SULLIVAN
Progressive News Service

Today jurors from the Wounded
Knee trial, lawyers, leading church
spokespersons and political leaders
met with the U.S. Attorney General
to demand that the government
drop all Wounded Knee cases and
use its political pressure on the
State of South Dakota to do the
same. The meeting is part of a
program called Jurors and Others
for Reconciliation, which began
days after Judge Fred Nichol
dismissed all charges stemming
from the Wounded Knee siege
against Russell Means and Dennis
Banks. I interviewed Mark Lane,
Banks' attorney in the nine month
trial and coordinator of the
Reconciliation program, last week.
"The dismissal of all charges

against Indian activists is a crucial

move on the part of the govern-
ment to seek a new climate for
justice in the U.S. It is up to the
U.S., which has broken all 371
Indian treaties and reneged on all

promises made to the Indian
people, to take the first step in

establishing a trust which will

enable Indians and non-Indians to
reconcile their differences," said
Lane.

The Reconciliation program has
been gaining massive support
around the country. It started with
a letter to Attorney General Saxbe
from 12 of the 12 jurors and 4
alternates of the Means-Banks trial.

The letter stated in part, "It is in the
spirit of reconciliation and
redemption that we urge you to
respect this suggestion and to join

with us and other Americans in an
effort to bind up the wounds that
have been caused by this, our
longest, and perhaps our least

honorable, war."

Lane stressed the importance of
the action by the jurors.

"This action, which is absolutely
unprecedented, shows how deeply
sensitized to the Indian struggle,

the jurors have become. Further, it

is patently absurd that after the
leaders of the Wounded Knee siege
are released, others should then be
tried for following."

Judge Nichol also realized the
significance of a decision by the
jury in the Means Banks trial. When
he dismissed the case he noted,
"one reason this Court wanted this

case to proceed to a jury verdict
was because if the government
could not produce sufficient

I
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evidence in nearly eight months of
trial to convince you that Russell
Means and Dennis Banks...were
guilty, is it fair to say that the one
hundred and some other persons
should be tried?"

Because the government refused
to allow eleven jurors (one was ill

and not allowed to return) to decide
the verdict, the jury was never
permitted to reach a final decision.
It was this which prompted the
creation of the Reconciliation
program - if the decision of the
jury was not to be made in the jury
room, it could be made, and an-
nounced, in public. Lane said,

"who, better than the jury, could
decide whether or not other Indian
people should be tried for actions at

Wounded Knee?"
Many have joined the jurors in

their plea. The American Lutheran
Church, at its national convention
in Detroit, voted to support the
Reconciliation effort and donated
money to it. Lawrence Cohen, the
mayor of St. Paul, which hosted the
Means-Banks trial, has written to
fifty mayors of large cities urging
them to support, with him, the
demands to dismiss all Wounded
Knee and related charges. Deans of
law schools, and law professors, as
well as Congresspeople and other
prominent figures have all been
approached for their support.
Beyond demanding that all

charges relating to the Wounded
Knee siege be dropped, Jurors and
Others request that the Attorney
General initiate serious discussion
regarding existing treaties between
the Indian nations and the federal
government, as well as discussion
of reducing the control of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs over the
lives of Indian people. "Both of
these issues were among the
demands of those who liberated
Wounded Knee and for which two
Indian persons died during the
siege, yet they are still unmet,"
Lane said.

The demands that the U.S. drop
all charges has been made the more

desperate by the recent conviction
of four Indian men for conspiracy to
interfere with federal officers in a
Wounded Knee trial, as well as by
the imprisonment of two Indians
and a white supporter convicted for
a pre-Wounded Knee demon-
stration in Custer, SD. The four
convicted of conspiracy are the first

of any Wounded Knee defendants
to be convicted, and the action, by
Judge Urbom of Lincoln, Neb.,
jolted the defense.

Lane said, "not only does the
conviction prove the government's
determination to win convictions
against the Indian activists
wherever it can, but it shows
conclusively the dual system of
justice that Indian people have
faced. Although Russell and Dennis
have been acquitted of this and a
number of other charges, four
people have been convicted for
following them to Wounded Knee,
because of the unfairness of the
system and the lack of public at-

tention paid to the non-leadership
trials."

The four are waiting sentencing
until after a hearing on the treaty
issues to be heard by Urbom. Not
so lucky are the Custer defendants,
imprisoned since July. The defense
fought desperately to remove their
trial from South Dakota, based on
existing prejudice. Their motions
refused, however, they were
convicted by an all-white jury of riot

where arson was committed.
Although the federal government
does not have direct control in

these and the other Custer cases,
Lane explains that Jurors and
Others feel that the influence of the
U.S. Attorney General could be
used to gain dismissals in these
cases as well. "It is necessary to
dismiss ALL cases, in order to
establish the basis of trust
necessary to initiate Reconciliation,
for many of the defendants are the
same." Jurors and Others for
Reconciliation are waiting for the
government to respond to their
demands, to see if, as Lane put it,
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"there will be a show of good faith

from the government."
Gail Sullivan is a member of the

UMass Wounded Knee Support
Committee.

Volunteers Urgently

Needed for University

State Communications
Council

We need you to help
lobby for state legislation
that is responsive to
students needs. Drop by
the office: 413A Student
Union or get in contact
with: Charlie 549-6513

or Barbara 253-5077
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From Campus to the politicians

The route a budget travels
to be held at the

Center
Southwest Women's

November 16th, Saturday

11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Unusual & Exciting Sculpture and Functional Pieces

sponsored by the Southwest Women *s Center

December PLAYBOY
In The Erotic World of Salvador Dali, the
world's foremost surrealist teams up with a
playboy photographer for a six-page nude
awakening. Garry Wills provides a more
straightforward view of international arbitrator
Henry Kissinger. And Arthur Knight gives you
the best view of all in Sex Stars of 1974. Then,
Dan Greenburg casts a porno film, Hunter
Thompson attends a shark hunt, and Murray
Kempton eulogizes the late jazz master Duke
Ellington. It's all topped off in style by our
statuesque December Playmate, long and
lovely Janice Raymond.

on sale now!C 1974 Playboy

ANNOUNCING A NEW COURSE

NUCLEAR ENERGY:
benefits, hazards and decision making processes.

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 386 - 1 credit

(with added credit option)

to be taught by Dr. Richard E. Webb,

former nuclear power engineer, lately

outspoken critic of the nuclear power program

(course open to science and non-science majors)

There are at least five steps in the long path from
conception of financial needs for UMass, and actual
appropriation of the money by the state Legislature in

Boston.

The entire process lasts more than a year.

First, according to established protocol, students,
faculty and administrators informally discuss the
importance of programs and how much money they
should get.

During the spring heads of programs, for instance,
an academic dean, submit a proposed budget for all

the academic departments and programs under their
control.

Second, the campus administration reviews all the
budgets of the program heads, adjusts them and
sends them to the office of University President
Robert C. Wood sometime in the last spring.

Over the summer the President's budget staff
works on the requests of. the Amherst, Boston and
Worcester campuses and puts them into one
packaged request by October.

UMass budget
cont. from p. 1

Third, the total request of the entire University
travels to the office of the Secretary of Administration
and Finance, part of the staff of the Massachusetts
Governor, where it is further reviewed and refined.

By February of the new year the Secretary's revised
version is submitted to the Governor. The Governor
normally approves the budget.

Fourth, the Governor formally presents the budget
to the state Legislature, where it is considered
throughout the spring by members of the joint

Committee on Education. The Committee scrutinizes
the request, and recommends that it be either ap-
proved or disapproved by the full legislature.

Fifth, sometime in the summer, (typically in late

July) the full legislature passes the spending ap-
propriation that approves the UMass and other state
agency budgets.

So, while the President's office is now working on
the fiscal 1976 budget, that budget, when finally

approved, won't go into effect for nearly nine months.
And initial work on it began eight months ago.

whole University, the fiscal

year 1976 budget projects an overall

61 per cent increase in fuel costs
over the previous year, tables show.
Funding for "academic

programs", chiefly faculty salaries,

would increase 11.4 per cent to

$60.5 million in 1976. Funds for

student services would increase 9.5

per cent and institutional support
services would go up 13.5 per cent.

At least half the increases
requested is due to inflation, the

budget document says.

The 32 per cent increase comes
in "academic support" programs —
to $10m — would include money
for libraries, computer and audio
visual services, and employees to

run those and a myriad of other

services on each campus.
The University has requested 92

additional faculty, 97 new ad-

Stairway

JEANS SALE
straight leg jeans and bell-bottom jeans and hopsack jeans, gentlemen's jeans

and saddleman boot cut jeans, sta-prest white jeans and brushed cords.

• All Dickie brand slacks also included!

THOMPSON'S Men's Clothing 30%
13 North Pleasant St.

O OFF
Amherst

ministrators and 248 new em-
ployees for its three campuses in

fiscal 1976 - a total of 437 new
positions:

— There would be 218 new
positions at the Worcester medical
school - bringing the total staff

there to 582 for 228 students.

— Eleven-hundred positions
would be filled at the 7,605 student
Boston campus - up 100 over
fiscal 1975.

— Only 78 new positions are

requested for the 24,235 student
UMass-Amherst where enrollments
are frozen. None would be faculty

positions.

Which the UMass budget may
appear to be setting a pattern of

increasing costs, there are at least

two factors which decrease the

significance of the $17 million

increased request for 1976.

The first is a report released this

month by the New England Board
of Higher Education — a con-

sortium of public land-grant in-

stitutions which serves purely in an
advisory role.

The report said the cost of at-

tending a University in New
England has risen 6.75 per cent a

year at the same time the Con-
sumer Price Index in Boston has
risen only 5.5 per cent a year.

Tuition costs at public institutions

in the region have risen 11.3 per

cent in the last four years, three-

quarters of that because of in-

flation.

So while UMass' costs and
budget go up, it is consistent with

other states.

The other way the UMass budget
looks reasonable is if it is compared
with other states in the country.

We've got them! Mann jeans. In most sizes, but in

limited quantities. So hurry. Come try on some deflation blues.

Only *5".

The deflation blues ... now appearing at

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center 545-2619

Budget
reflects

priorities
By BILL DENSMORE

Staff Reporter
If everything goes according to

what the UMass administration
plans, there will be 23,410 students
on campus next year. To support
them, the campus will expend
somewhere in the vicinity of $81
million dollars to clean them, house
them, feed them and - hopefully -
educate them.

If that sounds like a simplistic

way to describe a University, you
haven't been fooled yet. It is.

The tricky part, of course, is how
the University arrives at fall 1975
from fall 1974. Education costs
money. For that reason a crucial

route on the way to fall 1975 is the
University of Massachusetts'
budget.

news analysis

The entire lifestyle of the campus
- who gets what when - is

determined by a one-and-one-half

inch thick document just com-
pleted.

Called "Maintenance Budget
Request - fiscal year 1976," the

vellow- covered document is a bible

for UMass administrators. It

determines how many employees
and faculty will work and what they

will be paid.

But more importantly, when a

budget is put together, everything

falls into perspective. Each program
gets as much money as it deserves
in relation to other programs.

So a budget, more than just

figures, actually tells a story of the

worth placed on each program on
campus and on the two other

UMass campuses at Boston and
Worcester. It is a blueprint for the

future, and an indication of what
directions the University will take.

Will non-traditional, off-campus
programs be pushed, or traditional

academic persuits receive funding?
Which is more Important, extra help

for faculty members or better food
in the dining commons?

Even if such questions are not
answered verbally - and the yellow
book contains some of the answers
- the budget figures paint a picture
that answers them.

SKICMAM0NIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545-2801
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Growth is a key word when
the purpose of attending a

university is seriously

discussed. Growth through
academics, i.e. reading and
writing, and growth beyond the

textbooks and laboratories, i.e.

interacting, experiencing and
decision making. A sampling of

students at UMass were asked
if they thought important
learning occurs outside the

classroom.

The question: Do you
acquire valuable knowledge
from non-academic ac-
tivities?

Eileen Fitzsimmons - Fresh-
man living in JQA majoring in

Nutrition,

classroom.
Outside the

vou learn a lot

socialwise. I've

learned a lot in

the classroom.

I was never
much of a

social person.

But now I can
talk to people more than I could
before because you have to.

is the most
JM . r v important thing

M * IpfM to m e. I run

•v ^\ cros- countryLy and that's

V^&W'l: r 'etty im-

mmM'*VW-4 portant. I'm

a senior, <*nd I just want to get
out of here, actually.

Laura Eckert - Freshman
living in Leach majoring in Art.

The whole thing has to be both
i pleasant learning and living

situation
Prime im-
portance is

academic and
creative
growth, but
that can't

occur without a suitable living

situation. Living in a dorm is

such a great strain... I feel I

could get so much more done if

I didn't have to cope with an
unhealthy environment.

John Zarrella - Senior living

in Sunderland majoring in

Marketing. Academics are

definitely not

the most
important
thing. I believe

the Outreach

Program is one

of the best

methods of learning. I think the
best method of learning is to be
able to go into your job en-
vironment, if possible, and learn

that way.

Ralph Hawkins
Student from NYC
Brett majoring

- Grad
living in

in Sport Ad-

ministration.

There are some
technical
things, some
very specific

things you
have to get in

tne classroom. They can give
you all the facts and data, but in

order to get a gut level feeling

you need experience. I'm a
believer in practical education,
you need the classrooms too.

This page is yours, write
a letter today.

—
( Letters to the editor

Hamlin getting screwed
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To the Editor
It would be easy to spew forth moral in-

dignation in response to the letter that ap-
peared yesterday from Ms. Maria Richmond.
It seems obvious though, that Ms. Richmond
is misinformed ifindeed she is informed at all

about the Hamlin relocation issue. To do so,

however, would serve no purpose other than
to justify her own ignorance.

The question before all of us is the
question ofjust who will control the direction
and quality of student life on campus. The
Office of Residential Life, headed by Mr. Ken
Dean, the only new face in this particular

issue, is about to make its first nonfinancial
policy decision in regards to residential life.

What they have proposed [relocation of
Ham/in residents on a percentage based
priority] is no better than the random
distribution of the same student by the
computer.

Having been promised by Dr. Gage
eighteen months ago that they would be
helped in every possible way in their

relocation, the Ham/in students have at best,
been ignored. We presumed that the ad-

ministration would act in good faith on the

relocation, especially in the light of shady
closing of Hills House. We have learned that

is political suicide to presume anything when
dealing with the administration. Just as they
deceived students in the Hills issue, the
administration is trying to screw students
again.

The tactics are familiar by now though.

They include procrastination, double talk,

innuendo, and dishonesty. The students of

Ham/in are not fooled by this though. We
realize what has happened or more ap-

propriately what has not happened.
The actions of the administrators involved

have far reaching implications for all of us
though. If students allow this, the first non-
financialpolicy decision of the newly created

office of Residential Life to go unchallenged,

it will be an uphill struggle for all of us in the

future.

We all have a vested interest in what
happens here. If you don't realize it now, it

might be too late later.

Kenneth Somers

Fleet's fear of lost power

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Bob White - Senior from I
Natick living in Northampton I

majoring in Plant Soil. Learning I

To the Editor:

In his November 13 editorial, Eric Fleet

notes that while "those individuals being
treated poorly have the right to organize in

any orderly fashion they choose for the
purpose of righting injustice, " he states he
cannot give his support to the unionizing
effort underway at this time because of a fear

that power in the hands of a small group of
students "could become far more despotic
than that of the University's."

I do not deny that there exists such a
possibility and fully agree that it would be
contrary to the best interests of students if it

were to occur. However there are two major
holes in his argument.

First, under the present conditions every
dire consequence that he mentions is already
legally possible, not at the hands of the
students but by the actions of an ad-
ministration that in no way must answer to
the students. I do not suggest that the
present administration does not have a real
concern for students, only that the ad-
ministration is presently subject to pressures
from, and even replacement by, groups that
have real power while students have none.

Second, his choosing to stand by and wait
is exactly the sort of attitude that can lead to
the situation he describes. To maintain the
attitude that one is too pure to dirty one's
hands with something that is sorely needed
until one is sure that it suits one's lofty

morals is a good way to make sure that wil'

never do so.

If a student union is to work it must be
democratic and represent the interests of all

students. Unfortunately, democracy is not
a/ways the easiest form of decision making.
It is much easier to make someone else make
decisions for you. Of course this can mean
that those who run your life may decide to
build a gigantic white elephant in the middle
of campus that costs millions of dollars more
than it was supposed to, and then tack a fee
on to your bill amounting to $30 or so each
semester to cover their own incompetence.
But you don't have to take an active role in

running your life. Daddy will do it for you.

If Mr. Fleet fears that an elite group of
students will control his life, then he should
make sure that his views are represented
when a union is formed by taking an active
role. It is the students themselves who will

ultimately decide what form a union will take.

Any power can be abused if people do not
care enough to protect against it. This not
only includes a union of students, but even
more certainly could include an ad-
ministration that does not have to answer to

students but to other interests that are both
literally and figuratively miles from campus. If

his fears ever became reality he would only
have himself to blame. Fortunately I do not
have such a low opinion of the majority of
UMass students.

John Fisher, SOP Staff Member

Cuba: iduien la necesita?
To the Editor

With the spirit of detente filling the air
these days and the fact that the price of
sugar,s sky-rocketing, there has been much
speculation both in the media and in
diplomatic cirdes that maybe the United
States should lift its embargo of Cuba and
resume trade relations with the Communist
Dictatorship that is in its 16th year ofpower
in Havana.

Aside from the price of sugar, another
argument that has been heard is: Since the
United States is now on better terms with
Russia and Communist China, why not
Cuba? Certainly American business would
find a way fo capitalize on the new
relationship.

But take a look beneath the surface. First
of all there is the fact that Communism is

entrenched within 100miles ofour coast line.

That's fine if you believe in Communism; but
what about anti-American subversion?

Castro hasn't had very much luck in
spreading it among his neighbors, but he is

still dedicated to that goal. I don't want to
sound too much like a flag waver so here are
a few other things to think about.

For example: What should be done about

the approximately 3 billion dollars worth of
American-owned businesses and property
that Castro and his little band of conspirators
stole?No compensation was ever paid to the
owners, none of it has been returned, most
of it has gone to ruin under mismanagement
and now worth only a fraction of what it
once was.

Also, since the U.S. embargo on Cuba
began, our former "Cuban Sugar Quota " has
been redistributed to some 30 other sugar
producing nations. Should we now take our
business away from these nations to once
again do business with the likes of Castro? I

think not. In economic terms, there is also
this to consider: The Soviet Union is keeping
the Castro dictatorship alive. It costs the
Kremlin approximately 2 mil/ion dollars every
day to keep this exhibition of a Communist
failure on display. There is nothing the
Russians wouldlike more than for the United
States to assume part if not all of this
financial headache. That, we can do without.

Castro is one of the longest lived failures in
the world today and he needs the United
States a hell of a lot more than we need him.
Detente would be wonderful; but for who?
Let Castro wait until Havana freezes overt

Albert A. DelloRusao

W&CfSSm, ORIU CREAMW
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Vets Coalition is for everyone
By JOHN O'KEEFE

Since its inception last March, the Veterans
Coalition for Community Affairs has taken the lead in
many areas of community development previously
ignored by other campus governance groups. Our
strength lies in several areas. 1) We are open to all

members of the University and community, not just
Vets. 2) We have a minimum of bureaucracy, with no
hierarchy and only one paid staff position (office co-
ordinator). 3) Our decision making process is

collective with everyone equal and none more equal
than others. 4) Our orientation, is towards giving
people the tools and resources to develop their own
projects as opposed to us doing it for them. 5) We are
progressive, and in being so, look to find alternatives
to the existing bureaucracies, status quo, and
competitiveness in our daily living experiences At
present we are involved in a tenants rights program
with the eventual goal being an active Pioneer Valley
Tenants Union, with collective bargaining power.
Other projects are a prisoners video-tape education
program at the Union St. Jail in Northampton, an in-
depth evaluation of the Collegian with the emphasis
on community control and responsiveness, a regional
Veterans Conference, here, on Nov. 23, work on
amnesty, benefits, discharges, and V.A. hospitals We
work with the Wounded Knee Support Group' the
Progressive News Service, the U.F.W., Students
Against Prisons, and many others. We attempt to help
anyone with a problem, be it a vet, non vet, or non
student.

We ran five people for the Commuter Assembly andwe work closely with them on all aspects of Com-'
muter Affairs. Late night and weekend bus service will
be a reality in a short time. The commuter assembly
has started a 10 point program which deals

Th
e
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y are^
^ a,ternative
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in*grated services.

1) Voter registration on a continuing basis to give us

input-control in our living areas such as Amherst-
Sunderland

2)Food-coops— food stamps. Possible support of
food coop distribution to apartment complexes or
central locations for those without cars. Food stamps
for all eligible

3) Tenants Union to protect tenants rights and fight
rent increases.

4) Expanded bus service

5) Expanded car pool system •

6) Day care-evening care-possible twice a month
evening care so parents can have a night out.

7) Recycling in apt. complexes and other (Glass-
Paper-Metal) locations where feasible

8) Media-continuous publication of a bi-weekly
commuter paper to cover anything you want-as well
as in depth investigation of store and apartment price
rip-offs.

9) Co-ops-development of book, appliance, furniture,
moving coops
10) Fundraising-so as to lower the Commuter
Assembly tax of $10 per person.
We are not asking people to fit themselves into a

structure based around Utopian ideas. We are not
inviting you to join endless, rap session committees.
We are not asking a few people to put in great
amounts of time. With a collective effort of many
people and a division of labor to deal with work,
school, and time realities, we can provide services,
alternatives, self-education and more control over our
lives. Since the bulk of our monies is for programs, we
cannot pay salaries but credits will be available.

Any and all suggestions and ideas are welcome.
The Vets Coalition for Community Affairs

(7 p.m. Nov. 14th Commuter Lounge)
Commuter Assembly

(5:30 p.m. Nov. 18th Commuter Lounge)

John O'Keefe

{
Joyce Ql Kosofsky I

With stars in your eyes
Has the latest in current events got you down? Has it

depressed you lately? Well, if you think that the rest of the
world is in tough shape, just take a look at what the stars
have in store for you today.

Scorpio - (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) - Today you have about as much
sex appeal as a piece of burnt toast. Ultrabrite won't help either.

Sagittarius - (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - Why are you smiling?
Children are starving all over the world and all you can do is laugh.

Capricorn - (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) - Your dominating personality
will get you into trouble eventually. Remember, Richard Nixon
was born under your sign.

Aquarius - (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) - This is Earth calling. Stop
floating around and try and touch ground. Space is not always the
place.

Pisces - (Feb. 20-Mar. 20) - We've had it with your wishy-
washy attitude. Why not be aggressive? You won't make any
enemies, you need friends for that.

Aries - (Mar. 21 -Apr. 19) - If you continue to dive in head first

today,you're going to wind up with one helluva bruise on your
forehead.

Taurus - (Apr. 20-May 20) - Go ahead. Be as stubborn as you
want today. See if anybody really cares.

Gemini — (May 21 -June 20) — Tell your other half to get lost

for a while. Really, two of you is more than the world could care

for. Actually, no one can stand either of you.

Cancer — (June 21 -Jury 22) — Why hide that true shell of

calmness and prove how bitchy you really can be. Write some
nasty graffitti on the bathroom walls.

Leo — (Jury 23-Aug. 22) — What have you to be proud of? No
one thinks that you are good looking. Besides, all your hair is

falling out.

Virgo — (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — You are not as perfect as you
think you are. Look at you, you slob. There is a spot the size of a

pinhead on your shoe and there is dirt underneath the fingernail in

your left thumb. Yecch, how could you be seen this way?
Libra — (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Try and make a decision today.

Birthday Today? Too bad. Your intense personality makes you
totally unbearable to everyone. With the Moon in Scorpio, adding

only to your aggressiveness, you shouldn't have even got out of

bed this morning. You are a fluke of the universe. You have no
right to be here. On top of it all, Mercury is retrograding, Jupiter is

conjunct with Mars and Saturn is squaring Uranus, which means
that if you happen to cross North Pleasant Street near the School
of Ed. you will be struck by a green meteorite and bird droppings.

Give up.

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist
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Nat Clark
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A lesson on teachers
While attending a conference this past weekend on Un-

dergraduate education I was struck by a comment made by
Professor Spivack of the English department. When asked what
he viewed as the function of education he responded, "It is the
conversion of the human brain into the human intellect." A sound
statement. Initially I realized that some members of our faculty
would not agree with his statement. They give their classes almost
with a sense of machine-like precision. They attempt simply to
disperse information for their students to take down and
memorize. I realized further that this approach to education
required minimal use of the mind. It treated the student merely as
the personification of a tape recorder.

But then I thought of the many members of our faculty who
would agree with Professor Spivack's statement. These faculty
have dedicated themselves not solely to the task of disseminating
information but to the much more difficult task of developing their
students minds. They require in their classroom teaching and also
in their testing that students be able to think, not simply to
spitback information. There are professors on this campus who
have dedicated their professorial lives to students. It is important
that these teachers be recognized and fully supported for they
form the core of our teaching university. It is important to realize
that although I define these people as teachers I in no way mean
to imply that they are not also involved in research. It is clear that
research forms the core of any great teacher.

Great teachers rise in popularity, which many people would not
expect for they are the most demanding workwise, because they
captivate their students by their devotion to their subject.
Students are impressed because it is clear that each one's subject
is his or her life.

When I think of those teachers who are truly top notch, both
those I have had and those that I know only by reputation, I think
of, among others, five people: Albey Reiner, of Microbiology-
Dean Alfange, of Political Science; C. Peter Lillya, of Chemistry-
Robert Paul Wolff, of Philosophy; and Lee Beaty, of English!
These five people are masters in their respective fields. They are
keenly aware of students and their immediate needs and yet are
primarily driven by the task of forcing their students to develop
and use their minds.

Albey Reiner, in teaching his course in Microbial Genetics,
attempts to produce students who can, given certain facts,
manipulate their knowlege to produce an answer to a given
question. His exams are very demanding: He gives eight questions
while expecting no one to be able to answer all eight, although
some do surprisingly enough. The questions deal with current
problems in Genetics which are yet unresolved. On some of the
questions partial solutions have only come in the last month or so.
He teaches his course based on the forefront of the research field.
He teaches people to think through problems, to use their minds,
not just to memorize.
Dean Alfange in teaching his course in Constitutional Law

requires absolute dedication to the class. Being i nprepared is

simply not acceptable. Students are forced to be highly proficient
in the analysis of cases in law: He demands that students use their
minds to the fullest extent possible.

C. Peter Lillya, in teaching his course in Organic Chemistry
Mechanisms requires that students not only know a given set of
chemical reactions, but given another situation, that they be able
to manipulate their knowledge to produce a solution. His tests
require a high degree of mental ability to' understand and
manipulate chemical phenomena.
Robert Paul Wolff, in his teaching of "Hume and Kant" and

"Man and Society" requires a high quality of mental achievement.
He demands that students both develop their minds in order to
produce thought and also that they be able to express themselves
"in English" in their written work. He demands written as well as
mental precision.

Lee Beaty in her teaching of Expository Writing demands ut-
most precision and dedication to high quality written expression.
She realizes that an ability to express oneself cogently is a great
ability. She is very dedicated to producing students who have that
ability and use it.

The University should be proud of these faculty for they and the
many others like them embody the greatness of this university. It

is time that we realized that we are a great university and that
these faculty have in part brought us to this point. It is now our job
to go forward to be an even greater university, the very best
university we can be.

Apartment managers are lawbreakers
Nat Clark is a Collegian Columnist

By RICHARD WRIGHT
When you open the letter and find those crisp and

disconcerting words YOU ARE HEREBY FORMALLY
NOTIFIED THAT YOUR TENANCY IS HEREBY
IS, St^THP

AND Y0U ARE D,RECTED TO QUIT

?hp
D
.awc^

B
J£

DEUVER THE PREMISES TOTHE LAWFUL OWNER FOR NON-PAYMENT OFRENT, it can be quite a shock, especially when you
had no hint that such a letter was on the way. And
what really jacks you is that the management is the
one who is in violation of Massachusetts law and not
you, the tenant.

^!n
.

an
^,?

ne a88umes a tenancy the law requires
that the landlord must deliver a copy of the lease to
the tenant within 30 days of tenancy. To not comply
with this law is punishable by a fine and is a legitimate

reason for withholding rent until compliance is met.
This is just a typical example of the powerlessness of
the tenant compared with the landlord. Where the
landlord regularly forwards retainer fees to some local
yokel attorney to handle the messy details of eviction,
the tenant is stuck with the panic and hysteria of
figuring out what he should do, who should he turn
to, and what rights he may have when eviction is

being threatened.

Oh, and then the real kicker, they always include a
little phrase that goes: '...management prefers that
you continue as a tenant if only you will pay your
rent.

' Ain't that a shame? First they kick you in the
head, and then they give you an aspirin.

But the meaninglessness of the whole thing comes
clear when you hit the part that reads '...If there is any

Richard Wright is a Collegian Commentator

reason why you believe that your rent should not be
paid in full immediately, you should see a represen-
tative of management and state your reason in

writing. ' This is a real head spinner, because you sent
in writing weeks ago just exactly what was on your
mind, and since the landlord was forthcoming with
the lease only four days ago you wonder how
disorganized they must be to have allowed their legal

eagle to regurgitate all this legal poop at this late date.
And the real pip, is that the rent was paid in full in

person to their representative, after they finally

fulfilled their part of the bargain by delivering said
lease. Signed, sealed, and all that jazz.

Have you been following all of this? Doesn't it really

come home to you how powerless you are when they
sign it very truly yours? Damn.

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must us typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they

must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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Collins speaks here
at noon on Nukes
Newly re-elected State Representative James Collins will speak today at

12:15 in the Colonial Lounge of the Student Union. His talk will deal with
legislative aspects of the control of nuclear power plant construction in the
state, with particular reference to the referenda on nukes in the Hamp-
shire-Franklin District which received a substantial percentage of the vote
in the Nov. 5 election.

The half- hour talk will be followed by a period of questions and free
discussion.

This program is a continuation of a series of Thursday-noon forums, on
issues of concern to the university community, under the sponsorship of
the United Christian Foundation, an ecumenical campus ministry located
in Hampshire House.

Alcoholism lecture held

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1974

Student Volunteer Services will

present the third lecture in its series

on Psychology - its Use and ABuse
tonight at 7:30. The evening's focus
will be alcoholism, and topics for

discussion will cover a broad range,

including: what is the illness

alcoholism, its actual physical and
psychological effects, existing
rehabilitation programs and
methodologies, and alcoholism on
this campus.
The format will begin with the

film. Time for Decision, and will be
followed by a panel discussion.

Members speaking will be: Dr.

Chittum from the UMass Infirmary,

William Rowan from the Veterans
Hospital Program, Ann Demont
from the Rutland Hospital Program,
and Ted Smith, educational and
personal counselor from Room to

Move.

We are encouraging attendance
and questions, as alcoholism is a
very serious problem that is too
often dismissed lightly. This ex-
change will take place in the
Campus Center Room 101.

celebrity series presents

FRESH FLAVOR

This has got to be one of the most
exciting new soul- gospel rock bands
to emerge in recent years."

Jim Fishel

Billboard

and Special Guest

CRICKET HILL

In Concert

Nov. 16

9- 1
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The new BTC Programmed Turntables
are engineered to do things no other
turntables can do. In the face of
more demanding cartridge designs
and critical new 4-channel discs.

the B-I-C 980 and 960 appear at just

the right moment.

You are about to be introduced
to a fundamentally new concept
in record playing equipment—

the new family ofBTC ™ turntables.

You will discover in them
all the superiorities of manual turntables.
They are also the first belt-drive units

that can be programmed to play
a series of discs. A new generation

of turntables has arrived.

X
980

19995

TM 960

14995

Gtech hifi)
Quality Components at the Right Prlcea^
259 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610
186 Main St. Northampton 586-2552

./

>»
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notices

ALPHA ZETA
The Fall Pledge Orientation meeting

for all those candidates who received
invitations will be on Tues. 11-19 in rm. 1 13
CC. This meeting is mandatoryl
ARMENIAN CLUB

Very important meeting on 11-14 at 7
p.m. in the 3rd floor lounge on Herter Hall.
Election of officers and discussion of
future activities will be held. Please attendl
ATTN. SBA STUDENTS

The Career Conference will be held on
11-20 at the CC. All undergrad SBA
classes will be cancelled. Tickets for the
luncheon are being sold in the SBA lobby.
Everyone welcome.
BASEBALL MEETING

Meeting Thurs., 11-21, at 4:00 in rm.
227 Boyden for all players listed on the
current J.V. and Varsity rosters.
BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS

The bus for Belchertown leaves every
Saturday from the front of Whitmore at
12:45. Anyone is welcome to come and
make friends with the residents. Questions
call 253-2722
BIKINI BEACH

Bikini Beach and Beach Party tonite,
11-4, 7-9-11, Hampden Student Center.
Admission half price if you arrive in

costume of the fifties.

BOB GLUCKSTERN
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

will be in Crabtree Lounge tonite to talk
with students and answer any questions, 7
p.m.
CRAM!

That's what we'll be doing when we fir

Spike Jones and his City Slickers into
CC921 tonite at 7:30. That's right it's

record nite at the Fantasy Faction. All are
welcome.
DARJI DINNER

Eckankar Satsang Society presents a
Darji Dinner 11-14 Colonial Lounge 5-7
p.m. Everyone Welcome: dates, nuts,
cheeses, fruits, bread, soup, herb tea.
FOOD SERVICES BOARD
Weekly meeting tonite at 6:15 in

Worcester Commons Board room, open
to the public.

HILLEL COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Social committee meets today at 3:30;

Educational committee at 4:30; prayer
skills at 5:30 in SU302
LUTHERAN STUDENTS

Meeting tonite classroom I Newman
Center. Everyone welcome.
MORTARBOARD

Important meeting Sun. 11-17, at 7
p.m., CC902. All members please attend to
discuss possibility of early elections.
NEW AT UMASS

UMass has a new and different
fraternity I We'd like to meet UMass men
who are interested in fraternities. No
obligation-just come and talk to us, Thurs.,
11-14, 8 p.m. in 172CC.
SAILING CLUB

The last club meeting of the semester
will be held next Monday nite in CC at 7
p.m. See schedule in CC on Mon. for rm.
number.
SHABBAT DINNER

Sign up for Shabbat dinner by noon
tomorrow.
SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB

Student jumping at Turner's Falls
Airport in the morning on Sat. and Sun.
Next first jump course to be taught in the
spring.

STEREO CO-OP
Because of unavoidable delays, the

student organizing project-sound and
music stereo co-op will deley opening
operetions in the CC concourse until Wed..
11-20.

STAR TREK. LIVES
Special meeting 1l"-20, rm. 903 CC.

7:00. Election of officers. Any questions
call Barbara 546-6672.
TABLE TENNIS PLAYERS

If interested in the Campus Table
Tennis Tournament, contact Michael
Blauer, 253-2073 for details. Mentvdates
are Nov. 22 & 23. Womens dates are Dec.
6 & 7. For other info call Program Council.
TAU BETA PI

Important pledge meeting Tuesday.
11-19 at 4 p.m., EBE108.
TRANSFER STUDENTS

Having trouble getting oriented, want
to find your niche in the university? Groups
being formed through the Student
Development Center, Berkshire House to
meet your needs. If interested please call

545-2225, 8:30-5:00 and leave your name
and phone.,.

turn to page 13
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Which
Bacardi
for cola?

Bacardi dark
rum's smooth,
underplayed
flavor is perfect
with cola or
for use like

whiskey on the
rocks, in high-
bails, Sours,
Manhattans.

BACARDI rum.
Thcmixableone.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS 46

1 Cripples 48
6 Purgative drug

11

26
27

30
32

60

61

62

63
64
65

Couples
Abbr 6C

14 Ally with*
group Var 52

15 Ninesome 56
16 Tear apart
17 Experimentally 57
19 Stowe

character
20 Narrow

margin
21 Does garden

work
22 Also ran

24 Enthusiasm
Limited

Recover
possession of
Made fun of

The very best
33 Check
34 Turning point
37 Light breezes
38 Foremost
39 Possess

knowledge
40 Friend

41 Fabric of

mixed fibers

42 Duplicate
43 Humorous

plays

45 Sparkling

adornment

1

2

3
4

5
6

7

8
9

10

11

Pass over
froid

Composure
Nom de plume
Fight man-to
man
Sacrifice

Peggy or

Pinky
From that

time on
Juan

Islands

Legal

US
playwright

Finish

Revises
To- -hy

DOWN
and plaster 23
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
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Bv SfH* Wider

iDnr tlklli - Tkarawrjr
aaad lo ha aJarmad II jwja era

am la tea ej ivei ' Mat tale

waa* You aaa meaagn m
raarn yarn mam If yam an
cnmrul u bio* | mil
CAPBJOOSN iltaDJu

»i - So io«a m atmmmm

18

Greek
goddess
Kind of shirt

Implores
Red
Charged
particle

Devotion
Wallet items
Fish

Modish
Johnson and
Johnson
Fasten firmly

Deal with
leniently

25
26
27
28

29

30
31

33
35

Comparative
word
Undivided
Rest

Swift

Harvest— Kazan
Movie VIP
Sweetheart
2 words
Time periods
Not strict

Linden tree

Mechanical
routine

Absent G I.

Reality

Vocalist Nat

41 Bridge

framework
42 Uproar
44 Turkish title

45 Report
46 Untruthful
47 City in NY.

state

48 Religious

groups
50 Numerical

prefix

51 Cavalry
troop

53 Spheres
54 Editor's word
5E Pronoun
58 Cached
59 Rotund

unaatk law*
appaar at drat la ha
lorjr atutudaa
confljcung modaa at
- "» <ae aagri to ana
advaacaaaenl. aerial i in
uaa. aad productrvn ievoivw

Urn -*-
iiiiIIiiii walk

fa* eewag- roar aake aad
havianj ii loo, lor than u •
Quia to auad la Lea way of
giving aaa) anuiag atauillana
oualy - waira laM tka aaaj
•t all ul von r. ravntulll m
kanag with taa nghi aaad
what you gain wttk taa kwt
Kaww your m taJenla.

nperj than with laaaaj and

lg

aaad tor jam to unarfara

Liva up la

for baaag aaay-

l Jan e-Jan 111 - Taka
rare that you don t baooma
ovarty aegar la week your
caraar lato a aiffcar aaar Take
your tuna, aanarlally aa/ly .a

laa weak.

AtyVAJUUS Uaa aorab
31 — Ba ancouragiag to teoaa
who would do taiaga ia taav
own umt and way. You can
•opart ulhaja la naha maw
aamanoa oa you toward
waak'aaad IFes « Far. 1(1 -
A weak lor living aad latuag
Uva Doa't ba dieheartened
ahould a lovad oaa aot taka

of a aiuiauon
i aula Build

at your own nak During the

•any pan at ifca waak.
oonoaatrou larfaay upon your
own aada. la tar oa. you would
do wok to ha fjaajaj , „„
aipaaal»i, arttk yoar tiaw aa

•AOITTAaUVS (Nov B
Ok II A., plana uWtiatad
by aaaorn taa caa ba (ruilad to

ba -ail laid Bvaa aa. yoa

iPab. I» March 51

- Moat important to aiiMaaa
llua waak la a comet approach
Kaow what you waat — aad
maka aa affort to

rata yov daaira lo otaara
iMarrh 6-Marrh Ml - Don't
How triuja lo taka ovar,
•partally aariy ia tka waak
whan you ahould ba makinc
workakla plana DianayaJ
•Bothar'a aflorta to chajura

your min-1

AUaTS IMarck ll-April 41
- You aiiabl do well lo

dally Ttonlnf m important
aaw lAanl •> Apni ia. -
Taka aorioa of laa indivuluaj

•a wall aa at taa amup.
olliai aaw, you aaay find

youraaU paaaaias oa taa rrhoia

but out of hack araan it aaaaaa

TAUMJS i Ann) M-hlay 5

- Datarauaa your goal for tha
waak aa aariy aa you caa Cam

vital to tka aucumrul
aawawatal of oparauona baanj
mad for tha drat tana, ihlay
» May joi - Bicfcanfa idaaa

with otaara ia your Raid m
oftan aa n aiaaai ry aariy in taa
waak Latar on. you would do
wall lo try lo arrranpliah goala
on your own

GEMINI (May HJuaa fl
- Wrth away lalaaia la
chooaa fraan. it ahould not ha
difficult lor you la aatabuah a

•Aa-hold on taa ladoar of aaw
hnwnwaTJ tanl waak. Ba
aaHaiMWnail. iJurv. 7 J una
101 - Praaanl aroyacu will not
ba ahai to atnva off tha attack
wnich may coma if you ara aot
abla u> parasada otaara of thatr

La*0 lJuly »Aaf • - It

a your attituoa wlMch raakaa
or brnaaa you taia waak
Apaaaach any aaw pro)acl
with a wiUiiwjaaaa to cooparau
raojunaaaty with taa know
aaijaatjla law iAu, lAa]
ai - Caaaaawr flrat of all laa
waUara af taa individual
Groupa coaoaraa coma in for

taaar aaara af atlaauon - but

aaly anwr aack aanaarr . awa
Ui

VIBOOlAiuj USapt 7i -
You would do wail lo lot Uia
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far tha wnt nan daya of tha
waak Tnaraia much to U- aaid
for autkiaf out aa your own
iSapt Itnyt ttl - Short
urrm goala run taa tanor of

laa waak bouar than loaf tarm
oaaa. Don't allow yoaraaif tha
luxury of liaaatllni what

CANCER iJuna 21 July 7|

If you ara tactful, thai waak
which

aaaa you oa your way to

loruradfor goala by uaaa-
pactad advan l agaa whara yoar
earaar m coacarnad. (July

Muly 221 You can ba
maponaUila lor taa raiaing of

aaotaar a apraloa of hunaaif
Fnnobla youraarf aad your
caraar at tha aaaaa tiraa Mova
cytkaly

UaWA ISapt D-Oct Tl -
Work at hoaaa aaaat aupplr
raaat worn aa laa amploy
mant acaaa if you ara to know
tha high dagraa of auccaar ih.

waak holda out to you Divioa
turn wtaajy lOct »Oct. tt) -
Taka cam that douuj too muck
at tha haginaiag of tha waak
deal aot laava you too
aahauatad to do anough at laa
and of it Guard your aaargy
SCO«J»IO lOct. 23 Nov 7

1

- Should you ba aagagwd in

rearranging your lira on any
aval, taka cara that you don I

cUarard tka baaka. Kaap a
•uhataalial backlog of aaaa*
tiala (Nov » Nov ill - You
ahould ba abla lo iacnaaa your
aarruag potaatial oneaidarably

fyrwajaraawrulnat lapui ail

your agga in ona raukat. Ba

\7

20

32

37

4CT

29

49

47

24 25

W

21

44

38

57 58

61

64

30 31

9 M0

26

22 23

50 51

48

45

42

12

dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson

39

34

59

62

65

52 53 54 55

uiWfVtelbu Da«*b? aw/Kir

36

l/A UfcKTl-^l *W£ 6aNfeTo UfeHT
THE*!, tWCiVJTIWRIwL^UK

-ZKOPOUTS
1/ WITH INFLATION UKE IT

19, A GUY COUIP HURT
HIM56LF JUST CARRYING

HIS LUNCH AHONEY/

I THINK THE VOC
SENSES THAX TOO/

^ ^>

&*S£mtV!«^>

B.C.
by johnny hart

he Tfq«ow«s rue ball amd tr&
euV CKfCMeZ IT For A^4cr^MeR

il iH

<.

HOW AAUCH -SHAVlMtS, *CREAM
a? you E*R&cT to set-L w/tm
* DBS^RIPTION U<& THAT P

fUf~

THE WIZARD OF ID
by Brant parker and Johnny hart

The Kevin Jones

GuHar Studio

private and group
instruction

in

classical and jazz guitar

Before Nov. 1, Call: 268-7029

cont. from p. 12
UMASS SKI TEAM

An organizational meeting of the
UMass Mens Ski team will be held tonite at
7:00 in rm. 305 Holdsworth Hall.
VETS AND NONVETS

The Vets Coalition is a collective open
to all and dedicated to an alternative
community development. If you are in-

terested in programs such as day care,
expansion, tenants union, vets benefits or
any ideas that you have, drop by the
commuter lounge, (behind games room) at
7 p.m., 11-14.

WRITERS
Index needs people interested in

writing for the '75 yearbook. All are
welcome. No previous experience

necessary. Talk to John or Alan in 409SS
or call 545 0848 or 253-9647.
FOUND

Beagle, male on Sunday. Call Lambda
Chi Alpha 545-2150.

Calculator, call 5-2086 to identify.
Valuable pen and pencil set on athletic

field several weeks ago. Call 5-0995 bet-
ween 12-1 p.m. ask for Steve.

BETTER FOOD
A NEW LIVING

ENVIRONMENT

A new and boldly different fraternity is forming on
the UMass campus, Alpha Epsilon Pi. Here's your
chance to make a fraternity what you want it to be
Anyone interested at all in fraternity life is invited to
|our first party. We will be looking for you.

FREE BEER AND REFRESHMENTS!!

Time: 7:30, November 14

Place: Rm. 904 C.C.

aff-lw*

LOST
One green navy submarine jacket with

drawing of sub and boat Nos. on back.
Survived WWII, must survive 4 years of
college. Initials "WINFIN" on inside flcp.
Please call 6-8094 ask for Jon. Rewardl

Heirloom gold locket, vicinity of
Brittany Manor. Cannot be replaced. Great
sentimental value Please return. Reward
256 0626.

Indian Hishi necklace with heavy green
beads lost in or near library on Sat., Nov. 9
of great sentimental value. Reward offered
equal to its value. Please help! Helen at
542-4078.

Leather key ring with 6-8 keys near
Chenoweth. Please bring to Lost and
Found.

"Yolks- 9!

specializing in

VOLKSWAGEN
Part Salas I Repairs

REASONABLE PRICES
RELIABLE WORK

605 North King St.

Northampton, Mass.

next to the

State Police Barracks

Tel. 584-7550

iffDC Classifieds Pay
To f*lact a classified, drop by

m* Collation Office between
• Mom ami 1:4S p.m. Monday
Fridoy
The deafline is 3:45, two days

before the day your otf is to

The rates are:
Dally - » 30 par line*

Weekly - » 26 par Una*
Monthly - »-20 par Una*

•Two lines on form
approximate one \\n:

FOR SALE

Used eultare bought and gold.

Tha Quttar Workehop. Amherat
Carriage Shopa. MI-172S.

Coata: Midi auede coat; mldl
dungaree coat, rabbit fur iackat
and navy blue leather Iackat. Call
Margie M 7«4t.

For Shaklaaa natural vitamina.
coamatica and baaic H Call Carol.
64»-1737

Beaketball. rim and backboard
»20 Barb. Ha (120 Iba.l SIB:
Humidifier 120: Tennla trainer »6
Hockey ahln guard «B Call 323 4566
after 7 p.m.

• month old boo conatrlctor. haat
light, cage, all you need. »60 546
6104.

Watarbed - complete, heated,
queen aiie, under guerentea. tlOO
Call Pate. 666 30-4

Auatln America angina. IMS.
$200. Good running, all porta. 2-

600x12 etudded tirea. »36 pr 266

•284

Peir of JBL CS1 Apollo floor-

atandlng epaakera. Call Dave at
646 6660

Modern II in. Phllco color TV in

perfect operating cond. #200 or

BO Jim 546 4667

Minolta Super • camera vv-acc.

end Tnpod t-200 value #100 or beat
offer Mike 786 288

1

Rafrig - excellent brend. 6 cu.,
uaad 1 mo #M or beet offer. Call
nighte. Bruce. 6-8737.

10 ap Raleigh grand eport; never
used; waa#286 new Beat offer 546
7746

IRISH SETTER pupa AKC. wk ,

reaeonable Call eveninge 1 MS
4412.

Good manual typewriter. Call

548 1M6

Slide rule. Poet 116 and Alraqulpt
Slide Pro! #35 666-4321

Ticket for thie weekend'e game
#3 00 Cell 5 2304

KLH ttereo. manual typewriter
Call 648 6262

FOR SALE
Ueed Lenco L76 manual turntable

with a Stanton Gooaa cartridge.
Beat offer Bob 548-8166

Turntable Dual 1228 WB. DC and
- Duet Bug. 1 yr old. (200. Ex. cond.
549 3677 Ron

Color TV - New General Elec-
tric. 21 inch, color euperb 1160
Good buy Call 263-6277.

Baeketball rim and backboard
*20; Barbelle 1120 Ibe.l »16
Humidifier *20: Tannia trelner »5
Hockey ahln guard »6 Call 323 4666
after 7.

Allan Univere bike rack, holde 3 4
bikoa. Fita any type vehicle. $22
new. »20 or beat offer Ueed 1 X
Rich 546-7462

BbW TV coneole Ex cond »45
5486622

Two 600X13 etudded enow tiraa
- uaad two vaare. have two vim
of waar left »20 Call Gary 648 0371.
6-7

Sanaui Receiver 4000X. uaad 6
moe Only baet offer over *260 Call
467 9863

AUTO FOR SALE

I860 TR3 TR4 engine Good
ahepa. many xtraa. but naeda
-e die tor »500 666 4183

69 VW Sedan, excellent con-
dition *800 Cell 256 8680 after 3:30
p.m.

'71 VW Bui 7 paaeengor. AM
FM Beat offer over SleOO Philip
413 567 8643

'69 int'i Camper, eleapa 4. atova.
eink - everything rebuilt. All new
tiraa S700 or beat offer. Thla runa
reel nice Jane 586 4182 after 6 p.m.

64 VW. 10.000 ml. on rebuilt
angina. Rune perfect. Exc tlree
Cell 666 4737 $120

il turntable I
In country. 3 bdrm. onehelf

cartridge houaa in Wendell $226 par mo Your old

WANTED

66 Ford 546 5851
ad $200

288. V8, rune

In country. 3 bdrm. one-half

houaa in Wendell $225 par mo
includea haat and hot H20 Likely

Lietinge 256 8896

1 vary large bedim in Farmhouae
apt 2 milee to campue on bua rta

$100 a month Fielde end Woodi
Per 549 6893

To share houae in Montague 15

min to UMaaa Own rm $60 per
mo plua ut M7-2671

Available immediately Fur
niehed one bdrm in Hedley $166

per mo inclueive Likely Lietinge

256 8896

Smalt one bedroom houea. 12

milee from Amherat Fireplace

Pete welcome Likely liitinge 266

8896 Immediate

Lavaratt, 1 bdrm apt. in farm-

houae. 4 mi from Campue $166

per mo plue Likely Lietinge. 256
8896 immediately

1 bedroom in country houaa.
darkrm . 5 mi from UMm Muat
see" $100. util included. 263 7887

Room end boerd in quiet home In

Northampton in exchange for 20
hours per waak child care, four
morninge per week Wa eeek
mature pereon for long term
arrangement. Call 586 4213

WANTED TO RENT
2 Malaa for Jan. Brittany Manor

253 7648

Need own rm. in apt on bua rt

Jan 27 May 30 $60$80 Quiet F

546 7288

Wa need 2 rant a van 4 a trip 2
Florida. Nov 23 Dec 2 or 3 Naeda 2

B reliable' Approx. 3 folka going
Call John at 627 2186 Thankal

3 F need aot. in houaa for next
earn Call Nancy 6 6147 or Debbl 6
5160 Muat ba near campue.

Merriad couple naeda homo for

Spr Sam 1 Br Apt. or will ehere
houee with other couple 666 3661

evaninoe.

Your old furniture, pott pena
nd dighee ara needed for

I

Halfway Houee Pleaaa cell Connie
'584 3320 if you can help

Femmigt women - baaa. piano,
guitar for RB Band Call Marie 739
9349 aft 6

Woman end child need email apt
neer UMiii $126 or leee 617 644
8587 Quiet, eer.oue student
Urgent No cer

12 string guitar 268 7680

Person to help me notata my
original music Will be doing a
book Possible $ Merk 546 6779
Book will be pub

HELP WANTED
Can you draw? Do you have a

sense of humor? The editorial
pages need five cartoonists to do
campus humor Call Daen Tucker
5 3500

Females needed immediately
Star-studded Brothel opening coon
on UMass Campus Cell 546 6308
and aak for Tootaia

Assistant to tha Treasurer for the
Student Senate Apply in the
Student Senate Office. 420 Student
Union by Nov 18

PERSONALS
To the Popcorn Kid - happy

birthdey from 3N Field Good luck
and best wishes

Franco Americana 1 Gat ready for
Ferog We need you Wrlta

Dugas 336 Herter or Metteau.
care of Collegian for more in
formation

BRAND NAME PRODUCTS
WHERE YOU POCKET THE DIF
FERENCE Chanel No 5 REG »36
NOW $9 96 Christian Dior Perfume.
REG $37 50 NOW $9 M Great
Christmas GIFTS! Free on campus
delivery Cell 6 8303

Specewomem Free lift tickets
available in the Corporete offlcaa
of Sex Anonymous 203 Ree

Eckenkar praaenta Dargl Dinner.
Colonial Lounge. 5 7 p m . tonight
Nov 14

FREE ROOM AND BOARO
available for January in exchange
for part-time help in household
with 2 girls, aged 2 and 4 Must love
children 549 I

Hey Oickhead
Love Booby

Heppy 26th

Hil This is PAUL How ve
you been We've been pretty
buay renovating our new
store for ite grand opening in

Van at our store Now wa
have new used wood stovaa.
bureeus beds end our ueuel
matchless stuff at PAUL s

OLD TIME FURNITURE 46
Main St tU 3611 Don t take
any wooden nickels

For Sale 1 pr Langa competition

modal ski boots uaad 3 seeaons
Excellent condition with Lange

Spoilers Cost new $199 00 siie 8

end one half Will fit up to 9 and
one half Med width Meke me en

offer" Call Dick at 6 2642 or 5 3500

or 6 0848 end leeve message

Racorda of all kind* at
raaaonable prtcee Can usually gat
any LP in print within a week Tha
New Record Shop 197 N Plaasent
St . Amherat 263 6394

'62 Chev.. 6 cyl., economical.
$160 263 7241

19M Chevrolet. 6 cyl , automatic,
great buy. economical to run $296
263 7241

61 Chevy Impels 6 cyl.. very
clean, rune excel . radio $360 586
1134 after six

1666 Mustang, new clutch,
brakes, batt . shocks, rebuilt, 3 spd
trans 20 mpg $600 V clean Inside
end out Cell 542 3405

68 Dodge Coronet 440. runs fine
New tires end year old snows Best
offer 256 0141

65 Mustang good. 4 speed. 6
tires, old body $60 645 0183

61 Cad ambulance, rns well
Must ba seen Lots of room 642
5128 $250 00

1970 Porsche 914 $2500 firm 6
5379

77 MGB GT AM FM will
serrifice 737 2599 e'ter 4 p.m

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1973 Hodaka 125 cc. good cond
broken bone forces sale. $450 1

6342145.

TO SUBLET
2 badr apt Cliffeida - all

utilitiea $165 par mo Jan 1 R
Toth 546 0183

Sublet 2 br ept . all utilities, on
busline Jen 1 to Mey 31 $206 par
month 665 3661 evenings

2 br ept in Sundld. 5 C Lentern

Ct For sub loose from mid-Dec-
Jan 31 with option to renew, w-w
carpeting, alec haat. dishwaahr
666 4846

ROOMMATE WANTED
wanted Female to shsre rm in

2 bdrm apt $56 util incl Co' Vil

F roommate to shere 2 bdrm ept
on BR bus route $87 mo incl util

Call 256 8153 betw 4 end 10

2 to shere rm in Ig hae Nham.
w dry 2 bath $50 ea Chris 584
6169

Female to shere rm in apt in
Snld Bus rt $68 per mo 666 4346
after 6 30

To shere house in Hedley neer
Cemput. Call 586 2816 aftar six

TYPING

Typing for etudenta - Papera
Call 2637464 or 263 7146 Off
campua

RIDE WANTED
To Boaton (Elton John concert)

Nov. 20. Call Shelley 6 8419

To New York City, prof Frl
sometime Will ehere $$ Cell Bill

To St Louie. Miaaouri for Jan.
Interaeaalon Call 649-8676 Will
share expeneo

To Long Island Nov 27 Kathy 6

6329

To Waahington or Maryland.
Nov 22 or 23 Will share $ Cell
Elaine 5466878.

RIDERS WANTED

Round trip. Calif by van $100
From end sem to start of next 263
7681

L2 - Happy 21 May this be tha
bag of tha baet Love BAM
Congretuletione to our Little

Kittles end Good Luck Bill Love
2345 roomioal

Tex. Group Laedar. Kylotta.
Musical. Pop Corn. Space. Sick
Quiet. Gullible. Rip. Madame.
Little. Sleeto. Beery. Candy Corn.
Goldilocks. Andre. Quack. Clint-
wood. Patev. Been. Haw and Hew.
wall have no personal slurs on this
floor

Bova. Tha Banana Creem Pie
Phantom Happy 21st Love. Tha
Mennahunioa

What do vou think of freter-

nitiea? Have vou ever thought
ebout loming one? We feel we hove
some different ideas about frate
tool Reelly'l Coma find outl
There's no obligation and free beer
and munchiesl Were ZETA PSI.
end we re brend new! Come talk to
us 1 C C 166 on Wedneadav. and
C C on Thursday Both nlghta et
8 00 p m

BRAND NAME PRODUCTS
WHERE YOU POCKET THE
DIFFERENCE Chanel No 6.

REG $36 NOW $9 96
Christian Dior Perfume. REG
$37 SO NOW $9 96 Greet
Christmes GIFTSI Free on
campus delivery Call 6 8M3

TRAVEL

Chertar flighte to Europe end
Celifornia Call Campus Travel 646
0600

Low price tripe to Mexico
Flor.de Ceribbean Call Campus
Travel 545 0500

Garber Travel offers exciting
winter spring travel programs
Fort Lauderdele $145 plus Bermuda
$199 plus. Puerto Rico $269 plus
Contect Rich Mergil 2M 6090

INSTRUCTION
DOG TRAINING Obedience

problem doge, protection end
security 549 1342 VALLEY K9
ACADEMY

Yogs courses for beg and inter

experienced teacher More info call

549 0842

FOR RENT
j bdrm house in Amherst

Fireplace $300 per mo Likely
Listings 256 88M

1st floor apt . 3 rms and bath
$146 includes heat and alec
Available 12 1 773 5646. Greenfield

WANTED
Couple recently merried seek

apt in aree in $150 to $165 renge
Will consider room with kitchen
prlv Bill 545 2304

BOB STILL WANTS TO BUY
YOUR AILING OR DECREPIT CAR!
Any meke model or year Unload
vour headache for $$$ 263 7241

Watarbed heetor I m treating
my ass off Call Al 686 3973 Keep
trying

PERSONALS
Am doing study on illegitimacy

and would appreciate any info
about your life if you were born out
of wedlock Call Anne et 546 9791

Problem Pregnancy? 584 8616
weekdays. 7 8 p m for in
formation

$700 REWARD for information
regerding the whereabouts of
Wayne A Tiffany former U M
theater student Last known ad
dr«-es Northampton Call collect or
wrlta Kent Barclay 66 Bardln St .

Hanover Ma Phone 617 626 28M

SERVICES
CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob

will still fix it right No iob too
smell Foreign or domeetic No big
overhead 763 7241

Perent Co op Playgroup
Humanist environ for expension
and growth through personal
direction Mother Fether in
volvement Openings for girls end
boys 2 4 yrs Experienced Coor
dmator Est group Call Mary 649
0628 evenings

Cempue Clubs end
Orgeniiatiorre, Do vou went to
publish high quality newsletter,
pamphlet, magerlne br booklet'??
Let the Massage Company help
vou wrlta layout, design end print
itl i Reaeonable feea Contact Jerry
et 263 9889 for information

SERVICES
Profeeelonel guitar ra>peira br-

guitar maker Michael ftllllerd.,

Mon . Wed . Frl. et The Ouitar
Workshop Amherst CerrlBfO''
Shooa 648 T728 Free eetlmstaa

Laarn to raoair your own car. I

will teach you how while I repelr It -

for you Specialising in SAAB and
other foreign cara Call Guv 264
6110

Passports - Faat aervlce. Long's
Photo Hours 9 1 Tel 263 3146

Term peperal Canade'a largeat
service For catalogue aend $2 to
ESSAY SERVICE. 67 Spadlna Ave
No 208. Toronto. Ontario. Canada
Campua franchlaea avalleble
Plaaee write

Speedy Xeroxing Rapid
reproduction Amherat Carriage
Shops 233 N Pieessnt St M F 9
9 Set 9 7; Sun 11 7 6.6 06M
Same day service

NEED A CAR? Don t bo hassled
by e ealeamanl Let Irwin Rich,
student rep for Cehlllene Motors
(A M C Dodge - Hondo) help vou
meat vour automotive needs
Quality uaad cars 648 1372 He
wante to be of service

Auto Body Co Complete body
repair Cuatom painting. Ineurance
eatimetee Located on 476 Hadley
5M0673

Foreign car repair VW. our
specialty Moran automotive Low
prices 6413744.

J*.
A Rapidoereph pan I loenad to

someone in the Regletrer'a office
laat Friday It's black with a grey He
and my name ecretched on tt. -
Kris Jackson, oh 323 441$ or 646
0418

Pr of wire rimmed glasses in
blue ceee PLEASE call 648 <

after 6pm
ENTERTAINMENT

Eat your heert out Paul
Newman. "Cool Hend Luke". Nov
10 CCA 7 end 9 M

Paul Newman Fanal He's here In

Cool Hand Luke ". Nov 10. CCA 7
and 9 30

VMS SOME OF MY BEST
FRIENDS Sat Nov 16. Mill. North.
76c cover 26c beer

The Dey of the Jeckei la
coming Fri Nov IS and Sat Hov
16 at 130 9 00 and 113$) in theSUB

Tha Bluawall presents Dark
Horse Fridey end Saturday thla
week Sure to give vou a nice ride

Jon Condit livene up the TOC
Thursdey thru Saturday thle week
with picking, singing end good
times Give a listen

The Hetch Celebrity Serloe Is
riding high on Cricket Hill thie
Wednesdev thru Saturday You will
ba too'

The Ovnemic Sex Machine will
sock it to you at tha Steak Out
Nov 14 and 16 end 19

CALCULATORS
Calculator Sale - College

Calculators offers loweat prlcae
anywhere All models avalleblei
Texee Inst Hewall Packard.
Unicorn All machines new and
guar with 2 month replacement
warranty Before vou buy a
calculator call ma I can beet any
price anywhere . Look for my
posters around cempue for detalle
Then call Bob Crowell at 648 1116

MISCELLANEOUS
Registration Rhetoric Exemption

Test Begin Mon Nov 11 :j. doily
9 M 12 00 end 1 NJ M Ban 308C
Info in same office Bart MC
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Field stickers will lose five seniors

Conference express
need for change
The "Conference on the

Revolution in the 1960's" left both a

reviving and reassuring feeling on
many persons who attended the

event. The keynote speakers were:

Stanley Kinard, student at UMass,
John Bracey, Chairman Afro-Am
Studies Dept. Sonia Sanchez,

Chairwoman for the Afro-Am
Studies Dept., Amherst College,

Askia Muhammad Toure, poet-

writer, Ernie Malimato, Afro-Am
Dept. at UMass, Muhammad Ah-
mad, organizer-writer, Joe Gon-
zali, poet-writer, and Robert
Williams, Ex-president of the

Republic of New Africa.

The program opened with Joe
Gonzali, reminding us of phrases
and slogans that were used to

"inspire and motivate" the spirit of

the movement in the 60's." Phrases
such as "nothing can stop us!",

"keep on pushing!", "move on up a

little higher!"; were instrumental in

giving purpose to the sit-ins and
boycotts that were taking place in

the South, during the period of

human rights. As the late 60's

came about, new phrases were
substituted, bringing to the
movement the awareness of a new
era, the era of "Revolutionary

Nationalism." These were the times

of phrases like, "Black Power,
Black is Beautiful, and Right On."
Joe Gonzali mentioned that

these phases complimented the

60's as well as highlighted the

"gains that were made." It was
pointed out by Brother Joe that

today, "the same people that were
mouthing these phrases...became
anti- nationalists to a fee."

Ernie Mkalimato, spoke of the

development of the Black Panther
Party. He mentioned that the start

of the new awareness that later

developed among people
throughout the country, was ac-

tually developed from the student

movements and especially the

Black Student group at the Univ. of

Calif, at Berkley.

Poet-writer Askia Muhammad
Toure, dealt with the "Cultural

Revolution of the Black Arts

Movement in the 60's. He ex-

pressed that the Arts Movement
was "developed by conscious
young Black artist activist," who
help to modify the world view of

African people held captive in

America.

Askia explained that the hard
work and scientific study which
many artist activists contributed,

lead to the development of con-

cepts such as "Domestic
Colonialism" and the "Dual Nation
Concept". These and other studies,

which Askia verbally illustrated,

were major research ideologies that

set up firm bases from which to
work towards social changes.
The frame-work and foundation

of Revolutionary Nationalist

organizations was discussed by
Muhammad Ahmad. He spoke
about two figures that stood out

tremendously during the struggles

of the 1960's, they were Malcolm X
and Robert Williams.

The aim of Nationalist

SKI CHAMONIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545-2801

organizations according to Ahmad,
was to move into level of "mass
nationalist action." He stated that,

"it was discussed in 1963, to move
into the civil rights organizations

and to move toward mass action."

The results having been, mass
demonstrations that took to the

streets, which were calling for

human rights and the end to human
sufferings.

Sonia Sanchez began by
reminding the Black students that

we must give high respect to our

elders. "If it weren't for them and
their means of struggle for survival

there would be none of us here

today. Sonia explained, "because
of them we are..."

Sister Sonia continued by
showing us the era of the 60's and
effects it had on her development
and others. Recalling her ex-

periences listening to Malcolm X,

teaching about Black awareness,

she said, "I looked up at that

man.. .and for the first time in my
life, I listened. And I went home and
I remember saying to some people,

you know, that man makes sense."

Sonia related many events that

lead to various major changes
which are responsible for the large

number of Black people attending

predominantly white schools. In

speaking about Blacks in White
colleges, she said... "some of you
think you deserve to be here... The
only place you deserve to be is

among Black people, building and
understanding that we are moving

towards something call a Nation.

She continued by saying, "One day
when the time comes for us to

move, we are going to need strong
people, not weak kneed people!"

Stanley Kinard exchanged his

experience with the audience by
telling us that, "upon arrival to

Amherst from New York, I ex-

perience what you could call a

cultural shock, when I found that

there were only 40 Black students
here out of some 16,000 Whites."

Brother Kinard went on to ex-

plain the development of the

student movement at UMass
among Black students. He ex-

plained that after the death of

Martin L. King, Black students at

UMass mobilized and developed
the Black Cultural Center at New
Africa House and other vital

organizations. He explained how
the organized student movements
lead to the creation of the Black
Studies Dept.

Robert Williams told us that the
1960's are still with us. He stated

that he was a living example of that

fact in the face of evidence that

even to date, the North Carolina
State Gov't is still working to ex-

tradite him back to North Carolina

for false charges dating back to

1961.

The most meaningful lesson I

learned from brother Robert was
his meassage about the "Dead
panic expression", (the cool art of
being silent), expressed one
student.

ONLY THE NAME IS THE SAME!

Brittany Manor
Now court-appointed management. On site, professional

personnel and maintenance staff.

GUARANTEED security deposits held in an interest bearing
escrow account.

Only one month deposit required with four month or more
lease available from Feb.-May.

All-modern conveniences, tennis, two pools.
FREE UMass bus service from property.
Large, one, two, three bedroom apartments from $200. Call

256-8534 (or take the free bus).
Summer rentals available at reduced rates. Dealing straight— a pleasant change!

rip offs?

FOR WOMEN: Coffee brown, camel or white leather. Also
oakwood suede — $19.00.

FOR MEN: Coffee brown or camel glove leather — $25.00.
Also demi boot — $27.00.

ftflUB* SHOE
2 Locations

8 Main St., Amherst
Hadley Village Barn Shops, Rte. 9, Hadley

ATTENTION

Stockbridge Seniors

Sign up for Senior Pictures in

Stockbridge Senate Office

this week.

Pictures to be taken Monday/ November
11, 1974, through Friday, November 15th,

11 a.m. -3 p.m. and 4 p.m. -8 p.m., daily.

Bring $2.00 sitting fee. Pictures will be
taken at five minute intervals. Fee will

be used toward purchase of packaged
pictures.

Rm.424S.U.
Stockbridge Senate Office

If due to circumstances you can't keep
your appointment, please arrange for a
new sitting.

cont. from back page

"We used to live on a golf

course," she said, "where we could
play different games."

She made the College I field

hockey team this year and the
College II team last year. Besides
field hockey at UMass, "Space"
plays for the lacrosse club.

Lori Nazar is the founder of this

club. Last year she said that she
decided there were enough in-

terested people and so organized

the club.

At -5'2". 120 pounds from
Weston, Massachusetts, Lori says
she can't remember havi.ig taken
such an initiative before, but did not

seem particularly impressed with

her own achievement.

She coaches the lacrosse club

and plays on it, while her Head of

Residence from last year, Parnell

Hagerman, schedules the games.
Last year the club had a winning
season.

Lori hopes to go into athletic-

training. She has made the College
I field hockey team for the last two

Kentfield Hardware,
Inc.

63 SOUTH PLEASANT ST.

Suppliers of:

— STUDENT NEEDS
— HARDWARE
— SPORTING GOODS
— PAINT
— ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Hours: Monday-Thursday & Saturday— 8-5:30

Fridays— 8 a.m. -9 p.m.

Setying Your Needs for over 100 Years

;^9fe

Thursday, Nov. 14

— Arab Press12:45 —
Review

5:00 — All Things Con-
sidered. A unique daily

news program

6:30 — Tout En Francois.

Un Peu de Tout

8:30 — J.S. Bach — a
challenge for the
modern performer

z 10:30p.m.
SPORTS TODAY

The Athletic

Revolution
Speaking are

\
Dr. Caroie
Oglesby and
Jack Scott

WFCR 88.5 fm

FIVE COLLEGE RADIO

SAVE

*1 50"
1/3 CARAT

FINE QUALITY
DIAMOND

RM.M80
SPECIAL

•30000

BAKER-WINN
JEWELERS

Mel Boker, Owner
striusfltrn.

WALL
presents • •

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14

8:35 a.m. — HIGHTIDES — Join Jeff Jawer for all the astrological
information of the day.

7:00 p.m. - FILMMAKING NOTES - Listen to hosts Gary
Perlemutter and Stanley Waiter in their amazing Cinema In-
formation Center.

9:00 p.m. — SHADOW — Follow the continuing adventures of our
man-about-town, Lamont Cranston.

10:15 p.m. — WOMEN'S SHOW — This week — "Elaine Nobel's
Campaign" — a taped interview with singer poet Elaine
Noble who travelled with Daniel Ellsburg.

\J vy

Nov. 13 & 14, 9 -

years and her sophomore year
made the College II team.

Elaine "Slink" Senosk made the
College II team this year. Rugged-
looking at 5'3", 137 pounds,
"Slink" is interested in outdoor
education and pursuits. Last
summer she went to Oregon with
the Outward Bound Program.

"It was the best thing that

happened to me in my whole life,"

she said. "It was great."

She would like to return out west
and is going to apply to graduate
schools there for an Outdoor
Education Degree. But if a teaching
opportunity comes up to keep her
in New England, she will stay.

Wrapped in an orange slicker,

which covered her firm 5'8", 140
pound body, Sheila Higgins from
Livingston, New Jersey said she
loved New England. She likes all

outdoor activities, specifically
hiking, camping, and biking.

Sheila spent her junior year at

Chelsea College of Physical
Education in England.

"I loved it," she said. "It was
exciting and interesting. It was a
different culture. There were fine

teacher training programs."
The team's halfback plans on

becoming an elementary physical

education teacher and will do her
student teaching next year.

Jean Kentfield also plans on
becoming a teacher, but at the
junior high or high school level. Last

summer the 5'7", 155 pound goalie

from Amherst worked for the
Amherst Recreation Department.

"I found I have a lot to learn,"

she said. "I never worked with
young kids before."

Lori announces the

sale of her imported

embroidered Indian

clothes for women

$6 - $10.

Nov. 14 & 15

Thursday and Friday

near the pinball

machines in the

s Center.

Keep Your Eye

on

«m call

hor tne UMass women's field hockey team, 1974
brings to an end the careers of Sheila Higgins, Jean
Kentfield, Barb Martell, Lori Nazar, and Elaine
Senosk. who are graduating seniors. Next year the
team will be celebrating wins like the one above with
new blood.

New England

cross country

results

NEW ENGLAND RESULTS
VARSITY RACE 5.0 MILES

1. Mike O'Shea, Prov. 23:31
2. Randy Thomas, UMass 23:38
3. Tom Smith, Prov. 23:40
4. Stetson Arnold, Prov 23:46
5. Bill Gillin, UMass 23.51
6. John McGrail, UMass 23:54
7. Mike Buckley, NU 24:01
8 Bob Fiora. NU 24:09
9. John Savoie, Prov. 24:10
10. John Flora, NU 24:13
11. George Reed, UNH 24:14
12. John Treacv. Prov. 24 18
13. Kevin Hartford, NU 24:20
14. Tom Wilson, UMass 24:21
15. Charles Duggan, Spring. 24:26

TEAM SCORES
PROVIDENCE 29
UMASS 52
NORTHEASTERN 59
DARTMOUTH 142
HOLY CROSS 173

Amherst's First Optician

for all your
Optical Needs

LOWEST PRICK
in the area

SHOP & COMPARE
56 Main St. 253-7002

Women's tryouts
Tryouts for the women's

basketball team will begin Nov.
18th, Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday, 5:00 to 7:30 and Tuesday
and Thursday from 4:00 to 6: 15. For

info call Carol Albert, 5-2557.

WMUA
The Minutemen fight for a share

of the Yankee Conference Beanpot
Saturday as they host the Wildcats
of UNH. Russ Small and Larry

Convoy bring you all the action at

12:50 on the Voice .of The
Minutemen, WMUA 91.1 FM.

IM notices
All entries for the intra-mural co-

rec swim meet are due on Friday

November 15th no later than 5 p.m.

in the IM office. A mandatory
meeting will be held for IM
basketball officials on Nov. 14th at

7:30 in the Boyden auxiliary gym.
The Boyden Aux. Gym will be

closed from 7-9 p.m. for

recreational gymnastics.

at Orchard Hill Sunday

Cyclo-cross at UMass
You have probably heard of motocross — where daredevil motorcyclists

drive their machines at breakneck speeds over the worst geography nature
has devised and man has discovered. Well, there is a parallel in human
powered sport. It is cyclo-cross. Cyclo-cross is a bicycle racing event run
similarly to motocross in that it is designed to take in the worst of the road
terrain available. The course usually will be almost totally pavement free

and will test the cyclist's technical handling abilities, his endurance and the
quickness of his reactions. All of this runs on the same theme as
motocross.

However, there are major differences between the two sports. No
motocross rider ever jumped off his machine, slung it over his shoulder and
ran over an otherwise impassable obstacle. Cyclo-cross races are won and
lost on the dexterity of the cylist to perform these feats. Unlike motocross,
cyclo-cross is basically noise free and more preserving of the ecology of
the land on which it is run.

All of this is by way of introduction to the first annual Orchard Hill Cyclo-
Cross to be held on Sunday, November 17th. The races, promoted by the
UMass Bicycle Club and Century Road Club of America, are being held to
introduce the world of competitive cycling to the University community
particularly as well as to the Amherst community as a whole.
Two races will be held. The first is an all comers race open to anyone

wishing to try their hand at the combination cycling-running event. Any
bicycle, from single to three to ten speeds, may be used as long as it is

working safely, brakes braking, wheels turning, etc. Bikes will be checked.
There will be individual and team prizes. Teams must have. at least three
members wearing similar sweaters. This will allow competition to see who
is the fastest frat. or sorority on campus and the like or may settle once and
for all who the fastest man or woman in the dorm might be. This race will

go off at 12:30 but sign in and bike check time starts at 11:30. The race
itself will be two circuits of the 1 .5 miles course.

The second race is for more experienced cyclists, many of whom have
raced in regular road competition previously. Some of these people will be
experienced "crossmen" whose specialty is this type of event. All entered
in this event must hold a U.S. Amature racing license. The race will be 12
miles long or eight circuits of the course. The race will start at 1 :00 p.m.
The course, being held on Orchard Hill near Dickenson Hall Dormitory in

the north eastern corner of the University campus is a fantastic one for

spectators. Two-thirds of the course can be seen by standing near the
observatory at the top of the hill and the other third (the uphill portion) can
be viewed by walking only a couple hundred feet down the opposite side
of the hill. Spectators will undoubtably find this an even more fascinating
afternoon than watching the pro bashing of heads.
The prize list of $200.00 should be an added stimulus for the competition

and more fun for spectators and first time participants.

For more information contact either Mike Zibit, Dickenson Hall UMass,
546 6567, or Doug Dale, Peloton Bike Shop. 549 6904.
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Booters snubbed,
reasons unclear

By BILL DOYLE
Sports Staff

As you probably know by now,
the UMass soccer team was not

selected to participate in the New
England Division I soccer tour-

nament.

Obviously, the team's reaction

was one of disbelief and anger.

Coach Al Rufe was extremely
displeased with being ignored in the

selections. "It was a most un-

fortunate decision, especially since

two of the three committee
members hadn't seen us play," he
said.

UConn was seeded number one
in the tournament and Brown was
seeded number two, both obvious
choices. The committee decided
that Harvard would be seeded
number three and that the fourth

and final spot would be decided
between UMass and Bridgeport.

Why UMass was not picked is

not clear. There were no reasons
given by the committee.

The fact that Irv Schmidt, coach
of Springfield College, was the only

member of the committee who had
seen UMass play didn't help their

chances at all.

The selection committee
changed two of its members
because of conflicts of interest. Joe
Maroney of UConn was replaced by
Schmidt because his team was in

contention for a bid. Roy Zeigler,

from BU was replaced by Bill Killen,

coach of Yale, because he gave up
his soccer coaching position for the

basketball coaching job.

Whitey Burnham, who is the

assistant athletic director at Dart-

mouth, was the member who
wasn't replaced.

The two Ivy league members did

not see UMass play, of course, they
saw Harvard because Harvard is in

their league. Schmidt and Killen

weren't appointed to the com-
mittee until at least Nov. 5. Why
they were appointed so late isn't

known.
Gary McKenna, a member of the

UMass soccer team, said that the
team felt it was cheated.
"Bridgeport played in 8 games that
it didn't win," he said. "We beat
Harvard in a scrimmage this year,

also. The committee was obviously
against us," he added.

sportsnews

analysis

Ellsberg, the man

k**«•*&.*# Irnvvyl
W-iMW-

NO MORE KICKING is the story of '74 for the UMass soccer Minutemen after
they were ignored in postseason bid-giving by a three-member board. In action
here Tom Coburn shows good aerial control as he tries to kick the ball over the
fallen UNH goalie in last Saturday's 4-2 UMass win.

Rufe said, "If they only gave us a

chance, I know that we could have
given UConn and Brown a good
game. We have the potential to

beat both of them."
It seems that Harvard was picked

because of its past reputation. Also,

Bridgeport may have been picked
because it has participated in

tournaments in past years and has
done well. Unfortunately UMass
has never played in a tourney nor

does it have a good soccer
reputation. There are no reasons to

be left out of the tournament but
they may have decided the issue.

How else could a decision be made
without seeing one of the teams
involved?

Comparisons of records against

common played teams don't reveal

any damaging evidence against

UMass, either.

Rufe said that he would like to

see more committee members in

the future. Also, "At least one
should oversee the Yankee Con-
ference teams; one, the Ivy schools;

and one, t!ie independents. That
way all the teams would be
covered," Rufe axplained.

Bridgeport may also have been
picked because it had a much
tougher schedule, which allowed
the committee to overlook its

mediocre record of 7-5-3. UMass'
schedule consists of only 12 games
(an increase of 2 over past years).

Next year the team adds Harvard to
its schedule but that one change
may not be enough.
The loss to Vermont probably

sealed the booters' doom. With
such a limited schedule, losses

cannot be ignored as they were in

Bridgeport's case.

Frosh Harriers 2nd in JV NE's
By SCOTTHAYES

Sports Staff

The freshmen cross country team assumed the
somewhat frustrating role of runner-up in Monday's
junior varsity New England Championships, despite
an exceptional team performance.

The harriers, paced by Bobby Neil, ran as closely-

knit team and fought to stay together throughout the
3.2 mile race. Although the first-year runners raced
aggressively, they could do no better than second
place, a fate shared by the varsity runners due to the
outstanding showing of one other team. In the varsity

meet, Providence College ran an almost unbeatable
race and in the junior varsity championship, Nor-
theastern captured first, second and third to edge
UMass by six points for the team title.

Kevin Maguire took first place in 15:15, while

teammates Larry Greer and Kurt Stolle finished
second and third. Two runners separated Nor-
theastern's trio and a pack of five UMass harriers. Neil
placed sixth with a time of 15:35 and was followed by
teammates Frank Carroll, Dave Kramer, Jim Scheer
and Dino Lamacchia. Pat Rafferty of Providence
detached Rolf Meyer from the group of maroon
uniforms by finishing eleventh. Meyer ended up in

twelfth place with a time of 15:49, just fourteen
seconds behind Neil.

The freshmen runners displayed the tight team
effort that the varsity squad desperately needs, but
Northeastern's 1-2-3 combination was just too much
to overcome. The Huskies totalled 34 points, while
UMass had 40 points and Providence finished third
with a team total of 79.

_______g>|

Stickers say goodbye to five
By LINDA MACKLER

Sports Staff

Although UMass should still look
forward to a successful field hockey
season next year, they are going to

severely miss their five starting

seniors. Sheila Higgins, Jean
Kentfield, Barb "Space" Martell,

Lori Nazar, and Elaine "Slink"
Senosk will be graduating this May
and leaving- many empty spaces on
the team.

While the five players were
changing in the locker room after

an intersquad hockey game on
Tuesday afternoon, they spoke
about field hockey, UMass, and
their personal ambitions. All five

women played field hockey in high

school. If there are local clubs or

associations available where they
live, they all want to continue
playing field hockey after

graduation.

They said they have learned a lot

this year from Coach Carol Albert,

who they all agree knows field

hockey very well and who put an
incredible amount of work into her

coaching responsibility.

Elaine Senosk, said field hockey
is her favorite sport.

"During a game," she excitedly

explained, "you keep 'putting out."

You go and go. You're always
going. There are few time-outs. The
whole team is involved at once."

This season's right halfback, Lori

Nazar, said that she will miss field

hockey next year.

"In high school," she reminisced.

"I was interested in field hockey
and it became basically a social

thing. That's where your friends

were."

All five players said they had
come to UMass for its physical

education program. Most of them
agree that both the p.e. and
women's sports programs have
gotten better since their freshman
year, but still need improvement.

Sheila Higgins and Jean Kent-
field both said that in the last few
years a volleyball team and a

iacrosse club have been
established. Sheila added that the

women's sports teams have
received new uniforms, new
equipment, and more money for

transportation to games and
tournaments. Further expansion is

required, but the seniors said they

feel the University is aware of this

and will continue to contribute.

Goalie Jean Kentfield said that

she thinks there should be more
coaching courses.

"The classes," she explained,

"teach playing and skills, which
help you to coach but do not teach
you to coach."

Lori Nazar compared the UMass
program to Springfield College's
and said she found UMass gives a
much more diversified background
and preparation.

"The P.E. program offers a lot,"

she said. "You can come out
knowing exactly what you want to
do."

Barb "Space" Martell is the only
senior completely satisfied with
both the physical education and
women's sports programs.

"I transferred from Moravian
College in Pennsylvania," said the
b'3", 115 pound athlete. "The
physical education program was
terrible, it didn't exist. The sports
program here is very good, the best
I've ever seen."

"Space" is the only senior who is

not a physical education major. She
is a math major, who said that next
year she is planning to enter the
business world and return to
Chatham, New Jersey, where she
graduated from high school. But
she has always been interested in

sports.

turn to page 15

Befi Caswell

Burned again
Well it has happened again.

Just like last spring when the Lacrosse team bypassed in the post-
season tournament choices by a committee that had never seen them play
a game, a similar occurrence has deproved the Soccer team of a post
season bid.

After finishing one of their best seasons in years the Soccer team lost

out to Connecticut, Brown, Harvard, and Bridgeport in the race to make
the tournament by being one of the top four teams in New England.

The choices were made by a three man committee made up of Irv Sch-
midt, Springfield College's soccer coach, Whitey Burnham, former soccer
coach at Dartmouth and now the Big Green's assistant Athletic Director,
and Bill Killen, the Yale soccer coach.

Of these three men, two of them, those being Burnham and Killen, never
saw UMass play a soccer game this season. Schmidt was the only member
of the committee that ever saw the Minutemen play. How is it possible that
these people could come to a fair decision with no concrete idea of how all

the teams in contention play?

We only need to look at the facts at hand to see how bad the burn really
was.

UConn and Brown were definites all along. Everyone expected them to
be the 1-2 teams in New England and that is not where the problem in the
decision lies.

Harvard was voted the number 3 team in New England. The Crimson's
claim to fame is that they tied top-ranked Connecticut 1-1. Of course that
game was played in a rainstorm and the field was in such condition that
UConn was nowhere even near their true caliber of play.

Harvard was beaten by Tufts 3-1 before the regular season started the
Minutemen easily defeated Harvard by a score of 3-1. This game was so
close to the start of the season that it could almost have been a regular
season game. The Minutemen played this game without the services of
their leading scorer, Tom Coburn, and also without three other starters.
The 2 committee members that did not see the Minutemen play were

from Ivy League schools. Harvard, of course, is an Ivy League school.
Looking at Bridgeport, a team with an overall 7-5-3 record, we see a

squad that tied both Rhode Island and New Hampshire, 1-1. UMass beat
both of those teams fairly convincingly. The Rhode Island game was a
tough game that the Minutemen won in the end by a 2-1 score. Against
New Hampshire, UMass was almost able to score at will as they easily
defeated UNH 4-2.

The only thing that Bridgeport had over UMass is that they defeated
Springfield while the Minutemen tied SC. If the committee's decision to
take Bridgeport over UMass was based on that, then the decision was
even a poorer one than it appears.

So again an excellent UMass team gets left out of post season play and
a chance at a national title. Again it appears that the decision is, if not a
bad one, definitely a questionable one, regardless of local biases.

Is it fair that 2 Ivy League people were on the committee when Ivy
League teams were in contention? It appears not. And the situation is
made even less fair when those members did not even see UMass play.

It is time that these know-all committees started to take UMass a little
more seriously than they have in the past.

Let's hope it doesn't happen again.

Opening doors

humanism
by Frederic C. Weiss ———-—

—

Where once he lectured defense
department bureaucrats, now he spoke
with students. Five years ago, he was
helping plan a war against Vietnam;
Now he tours the country, warning
about the abuses of power and the need

continued on

page two

one has
proven to

for universal peace. "What the
Watergate papers and the Pentagon
Papers prove is that our leaders have
been lying to us", Daniel Ellsberg, told
a group of 1100 who jammed into the
University of Massachusetts Student
Union last Friday afternoon to hear
him speak on "American Politics Since
Watergate".
The audience listened to this man;

the man who gave up a secure
existence in the established world of
Defense Department flow charts and
Rand Corporation paychecks for a
world full of uncertainties and doubts.
This man. But who really is Daniel

Ellsberg? Clear blue eyes that are
burning just the same. A frail body and
gray hair that seems to be thinning
prematurely. His motions seem like
puppetry, as he awkwardly rebounds
intense stares around the room. A soft
spoken tenor, he sounds more like a
professor than an organizer. In his
manner, there is no sense of the
"danger" that the Nixon bunch warned
us about.
Yet quite simply, Daniel Ellsberg

gave one of the most dynamic
presentations heard at UMass in a long
time. His lack of "professional skills"
in the art of public speaking could only
help him. Ellsberg spoke up from the
heart, sometimes with humor, other
times near tears. Yet those in his

presence could almost feel the energy
coming out of his body and his soul.

There was no "prepared text" given
out to the press ahead of time. Rather
Ellsberg depended on his own
knowledge, his own observations and
his own thoughts on the present and the
future of this country.
Yet perhaps, if he hadn't given up the

Pentagon Papers, he might still be
throwing the bull around with his

cronies down at the Rand Corporation
Coffee shop. Perhaps between
trivialities and the discussion of point

spreads for the Packers-Giants game
on Sunday, they would discuss how to

level a village, or how many combs to

drop next week. Point spreads.
Bombing statistics. In the Rand Cor
poration they are the same — simple
statistics. If he had stayed at Rand

perhaps nothing would have changed.
He'd still be friends with "the guys"
(as it is now, Ellsberg has been totally
cut off from everyone that he has
known at Rand, "They're scared to get
in touch with me" he said rather
sadly.). If he hadn't given up the
Pentagon papers, perhaps nothing
would have changed except the com-
promises of the soul, compromises that
would have decayed the brilliant mind
hiding behind the clear blue eyes. Yet
as Ellsberg stood before the UMass
audience, it was apparent that this was
a man of history, someone who had
truly affected it.

The students at UMass listened to
Ellsberg with real interest. Not
because he is brilliant. Not because his
observations are keen and relevant.
Rather he is listened to because he
gave up the Pentagon Papers. In doing
so, in following his conscience, despite
charges that he was a traitor,

Ellsberg's act was in the great
tradition of Americana, for in

retrospective almost all of our early
hero's were lawbreakers to someone.
Daniel Ellsberg is the man who played
Hamlet for a time, threw down the
skull just in time to avoid being another
Albert Speer.
He warned the audience about the

multinational corporations that were
determining our national policy.
Reading from the New York Times, he
parodied Nelson Rockefeller, much the
same way that Will Rogers used to

work over Coolidge, or Mort Sahl doing
the early Nixon.
Yet Ellsberg didn't come on as a

comedian. The humor was used to point
out the irony of the American dilemma,
where men like Rockefeller who hire
the best advisors that money-can-buy
have given the United States a
disastrous set of national priorities. His
tone was sardonic as he read aloud the
frustrations of Rockefeller at not being
able to get involved because the Senate
has not yet confirmed him to be the
next Vice President. As he spoke, Ells-

berg's voice kept a sense of cool, a
poise.

There was sensitivity in his delivery,
but underneath lay a real bitterness of

the kind one feels when
believed something till it is

be a lie, and then watches others
scream that it is still truth. Citing the
absurdity of Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger's proclamation that "we are
in peace", Ellsberg went on to say that
with such delusions, Kissinger was
giving us an "invitation to join him in a
garden of psychosis".

Noting that men like Kissinger are
fond of using words like "we" for
everything (i.e. Kissinger's "we should
come to peace with our self-doubt"),
Ellsberg went on: " 'they' do
everything to keep us from knowing
what 'they' are doing. 'We' are all a
part of it, or at least this is what they
are trying to make us believe!"

"Kissinger is inviting us to be ac-
complices with him in murder around
the world. Murder is coming out of the
closet. Look at Colby (William Colby,
the head of the CIA). The CIA is in-

viting us to look into what they do.
Colby is basically saying, 'Yes this is

what murderers look like! Isn't it great
that you let me in the classroom. You
really do like and benefit from what I

am doing. I'm keeping the price of oil

relatively down as low as possible!' "

Throughout his comments on Colby,
Ellsberg's voice was softly sardonic,
his words coming out like spikes of ice.

There was little anger, rather a sense
of real sadness.
Terming the Watergate Papers,

"political pornography" ("The
political version of the story of O"),
Ellsberg compared them to the Pen-
tagon Papers by pointing out that in

both cases, "our leaders were lying to
us. In both sets of papers there is proof
that our leaders were breaking the
Constitution, lying to the people, and
then lying about their lying." Ellsberg
also pointed out that in both cases,
people were being kept from knowing
the truth through an abuse of the
national security classification
system: the system that he violated in

releasing the Pentagon Papers.
Ellsberg released the papers because

he wanted the American people to

know what our government was doing
in Vietnam. As to charges that he was
aiding the Russians and the Chinese,
Ellsberg pointed out that "The
Russians and the Chinese basically
knew everything that was in fhe
Pentagon Papers. Our government was
not concerned with what they knew, but
with what the American people knew."
Why did Ellsberg turn over the

Pentagon Papers? "In the fall of 1969 I r\0
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Cool screaming of absurdity bittered by truth

realized that
the war was getting bigger, and I wasn't
doing anything about it, so I did what I did."

Ellsberg hoped that if the American
people could see what their government was
doing, maybe there would be a change in

US policy concerning Vietnam In a small
talk after the speech, he shook his head and
went on, "You know, there are literally
thousands of people today in a similar
position that I was in, who have access to
Pentagon Safes. These guys could break
some important stories, stories that the
American people should know about.
However, despite exceptions like the
Chilean leaks and the Cambodian bombings,
unfortunately by and large my act has gone
largely unimitated."
Can individuals make a difference in

effecting U.S. foreign policy? Ellsberg
pointed out that among the many things
coming out of the Watergate affair is the
fact that the Administration was terrified
about the Anti-War movement and ob-
sessed with the movement far beyond White
House official comments or even the
relative strength of the movement itself.

Ellsberg pointed out that the Administration
was planning a massive offensive on North
Vietnam due for November of 1970. but
called it off because they did not want to
play into the hands of the thousands of War
protesters marching on the capitol. In his
attempt to diffuse the war protesters. Nixon
called off the offensive This is the reality
that the administration was doing — they
*ere paying attention to you. even though
they said that they weren't listening. They
told you: Waste your lives — In fighting the
despair your lives were not wasted!"

Ellsberg explained that had *he Nixon
offensive taken place and we did invade the
North "we would have been fighting
everyone in North Vietnam, that would have
been like going into a meat grinder. He felt
that we would have eventually used nuclear
arms on the North. The Demonstrators
shifted the bombing of Hanoi and the mining
of Haiphone by T 2 years. Saved 100.000
lives, maybe millions."
Through his presentation, a true feeling, a
love" for this country came through. A

love of the Constitution (he continually
mused about a "Constitutional Crisis") and
a feeling of despair over our economic and
political priorities. At one point he started
referring to an article in the Times entitled
Dr Dan. successor to Thieu ". As he spoke

of Dan and other South Vietnamese leaders
who were tortured, frustrated and com-
promised until they gave in, he was filled
with anger and bitterness. At another point,
referring to a former South Vietnamese
Ambassador to the U.S., a Friend of his who
had tried to work within the Thieu regine
until he became so disillusioned that he left
the government and the country. Ellsberg
tried to quote him but was tearful and too
choked up to speak.
He tried nevertheless to paraphrase the

wo*-ds of his friend. I have compromised
self I'm not compromising I can

resist both sioes I cannot be part of this
while my country is being blown to pieces.

Ellsberg went on. Whatever our in
4 entions earlier we are now involved in
genocide .'.

-
. wasn't the war stopped ye*

!

Becaus- are powerful groups in tt>e
U S. who dcr- • *ant the war to end Men who

want to prevent changes of the status quo, in
Italy. Germany, Spain. They want the world
to be run by people who may not be bad
guys patriots who have felt both the
carrot and the stick, and realize who runs
the world. men who think well and talk
well " A second delay, and then emotional
emphasis, "If it means torture. we do
that. If it means assasination. we do that.
We keep nations from moving to the other
sides We don't have a lot of localized
interest. Even where we don't have in-
terests, we oppose change, because it sets a
precedent set all over the world.
He spoke on. Urged people to join the

Vietnam Peace Committee (to which he
donates all his speakers fees). Spoke further
about the dangers to our own Bill of Rights
by multinational corporations. At one point

Listening to all questions, even those

questions that were "statements" (a

question that is longer than the answer
will be).

"You know, when I first was against the
war, I did not feel that the corporations
controlled U.S. foreign policy. This is

because I knew corporate powers who sided
with the doves, and were against increasing
our commitment. Yet the commitment
grew. I didn't feel that corporations were
the major force behind the U.S. policy
thrust. But now I am beginning to disagree
with that assumption. Corporations are very
much tied into our current policies,

especially regarding our support for South
Vietnam."

Ellsberg told the small group that we
"have to find a way to make these cor

he even got nostalgic "Between the age of
religion and the age of making money, there
were thirty years in which men worked to
improve the rights of men." Ellsberg hoped
that there would be a sense of energetic
renewal in the project that the founding
fathers took op with such dedication

After his speech he had hoped to meet
with members of the UMass Economic
Dep't.. alternate economists that were
better than the best Rockefeller could buy
But as he entered the Suffolk room of the
UMass Student Union, only Mike Best, a
member of the Department of Political
Economy, was there to greet him. In ad
dition to members of the college press there
were other students who waited around long
enough to get into the small room.

It was here that Ellsberg was at his best
Outside, during the speech he seemed to be a
man of history. Influential because of his
sincereity and historical mission. Never
condescending, never elitist, he said what
was on his mind.
Yet here in this little room Ellsberg was

even clearer His emotions now settled,
there was a spontaneous (albeit distant)
warmth to his presence. "I want to learn
from you people" Ellsberg told the group.
The conversation went both ways. Best an
intense a man who in his own sense is a man
of mission, spoke on the movements in
current international economics. Both men
agreed that there v*as a danger of a future
Middle East War, fought in the name of
Israel but basically to get at Arab oil"
Ellsberg went on quietly almost wistfully
shaking his head. "It is amazing just how
calm the country is about this. They are
getting us ready for a »ar and they say it so
calmly."

Insisting that he wanted to learn from the
audience he really seemed to care.

Someone asked him another question
about Watergate, and then he remarked,
"You know, I am not about to say that
everything about John Dean is good. There
are a lot of things about his character that I

don'f like. But you have to give him credit
for doing what he did. He knew what went on
within the White House, and I believe that he
sincerely thought that his life was in
jeapordy once he spoke on Watergate. He
felt that his life was in real danger. It was
only after I heard this that I realized that my
life too had been in real danger. I didn't
think that it was possible when I broke the
Pentagon Papers story."

A few more questions. Queries to the
group about his speech. Did they like it?
Yes. Why? Numerous reasons. There was a
real energy in the room. As if those wit
nessing the event could feel that here was a
man who was still finding himself; through
books, articles, speeches, travel, and simple
conversation. Dan Ellsberg was really
there. He cared. He was real, and people
could relate to both his inner struggle and
personal growth.

His driver finally succeeded in getting
Ellsberg's attention. Time to go. As he got
ready to leave, he stuffed a copy of The
Washington Post and several books into a
battered old brown briefcase. "Is that the
same one that was used to cary Rand
documents, and eventually the Pentagon
Papers?" A wry grin, a quick affirmative.

They Where once the plans for war were carried,
now books of peace

portions more open to the people,
must be more accountable."
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The truth was doomed to die.

It was being downtrodden,
was being drowned, burned,
ground to ashes. But look — it

has survived, it lives, it has
been printed, and nobody ever
will be able to wipe it out."

Below The Salt is a weekly
fine art real world magazine
of the UMass Daily Collegian.
student newspaper, Amherst,
Mass.

Michael C. Kostek II

Editor & Music
David 'salt-shaker' Sokol

Vice Editor & Goo
Fred Weiss

Asst. Editor & Books
TylaEIMichelove

Ass. Editor & General
Andrew MacKenzie

Gods & Yoks
Don McGilvray

Boats
Wayne Dejnak

Ducks
Paul Kontrimas

Film
Gina Starodoj

Art
E. Patrick McQuaid
Existential Josef K.

Below The Salt has been the
kind of magazine that would
print peculiar work. We
pledge to uphold this tradition,
but can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Your's
must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday; but you can write to
us anytime.
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Film
by Jeffrey Polman

OFTHE APPRENTICESHIP
DUDDY KRAVITZ

Screenplay by Mordecai Richler,
from his novel; directed by Ted
Kotcheff; starring Richard
Dreyfuss, Jack Warden.

This film has two unique
qualities which single it out from
the police story—satire-sequel

—

natural disaster movie market
today. For one, the story takes
place in Canada (when was the last

time you saw a Canadian movie?)
and second, it makes an honest
attempt at understanding the
psyche of the Jewish religion.

Morally, the Apprenticeship of

Duddy Kravitz sparkles, but as an
entertaining film I have to call it

second rate—for reasons I will

have to outline.

Richard Dreyfuss is Duddy
Kravitz, a pushy, money-centered
young man who will stop at nothing
to achieve success. He is the solid

replica of the stereotyped Jew, the
type non-Jewish people enjoy
ridiculing. What is important in the
film, though, is that Duddy's
character is so expertly
documented and portrayed that for

once we are given both sides of the
story, and we see that in fact

Duddy is no Shylock, but actually

an obsessive-compulsive per-

sonality with a mad desire to

impress those around him.

The source of Duddy's restless
urges is his grandfather. In the
miniscule, fenced in back yard of
his Montreal Jewish ghetto home,
Zeyda tells his grandson that
"without land, a man isnobpdy." It

is this doctrine which Duddy im-
prints on his mind and strives to
reverse. Soon he is off working as a
waiter at a lavish, predominantly-
Jewish resort in the country. It is

there where life takes a new turn.
He makes contacts with the
wealthy members, finds romance
with Yvette, a non-Jewish
chambermaid, and spots a huge
lake out in the woods which he
promises, of course, will be his
someday.
Within half a year he has ob-

tained two partnerships: 1) with an
Italian alcoholic movie director
who will film short documentaries
of weddings and bar mitzvahs of
the club members, and 2) with
Virgil, an epileptic young man who
sells him "illegal" pinball
machines. By now Duddy has his

own office in Montreal, and the
growing respect of his father and
uncle. But his grandfather? That
we don't know yet.

Duddy breezes along across the
face of the dollar bill, stopping only
for visits to his family and blind
love with Yvette. But then Virgil,

who has agreed to transport film
equipment and other materials for

Duddy, suffers an epileptic fit at

the wheel of a truck, becoming
paralyzed in a road accident.
Kravitz, totally responsible for

Virgil's mishap, is forced to go
bankrupt. He learns his lesson
from the incident, but he forgets it

fast because soon, after borrowing
money from his father and neatly
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forging one of Virgil's checks, he
purchases the country lake he has
desired for so long.

But his grandfather remains
unhappy. It is one thing to live your
whole life talking about a dream
and another thing to have someone
else hand you that dream. Duddy
has achieved his goal, but he has
impressed no one but himself.

Not since Patton or Serpico have
I seen one actor who has been able
to carry an entire film as Richard
Dreyfuss does. He portrays young
Kravitz to the letter, even throwing
in such details as nervous hair
itching and a patented annoying
laugh. The supporting acting is

excellent, too. Jack Warden, as
Duddy's father, is well-realized,
constantly seen hanging out in the
neighborhood delicatessen. Joseph
Wiseman (the original Dr. No),
plays his uncle with prophetic
grace. The cinematography is also
nice, particularly of the sprawling,
Berkshire like Canadian coun
tryside, which is contrasted sub
tlely with the compactness of

Montreal.
But there is one major direc-

torial flaw which stuck in my mind
throughout. The pace of the film is

identical to Duddy Kravitz'
character, meaning that no scene
is longer than two or three
minutes. Normally I enjoy a movie
which moves along fast, but I

would call this one jerky; the fact

that Duddy is in every scene,
bargaining and swearing and
barely giving the other characters
time to talk is enough to give you
an ulcer. Sure, it enables you to

fully get into the Kravitz
character, but do you want to? I

would have preferred watching the

action from above, perhaps
through the eyes of his best friend

or family. Serpico gave you A|

Pacino acting his heart out in

every scene, but his character was
more controlled, mellower, easier
to take a large dose of. Duddy
Kravitz does not become annoying,
mind you, as he is extremely fun to

watch, but limiting the screenplay
to a direct progression of his ac-

tions is an assault on your brain if

you are not expecting it.

But then you are expecting it,

since you have just read this

review. Therefore I recommena
that you see Duddy Kravitz, if not

for the enlightening statements on
religion, values, and friendship,

then for Richard Dreyfuss in

possibly the best screen per
formance this year. The film made
me feel giddy, but not totally for

the reason I described. The ads for

the movie say "there's a little

Duddy Kravitz in all of us." This is

true, but there are some persistent

types who have too much of it. I

know, because I lived with one my
freshman year.

The Apprenticeship

of Duddy Kravitz

About the

Amherst Film
Cooperative

by Zane orey

Exit Smiling, a classic from the
silent era of film directed by Bea
Lillie, is one of the films screened
last year by the Amherst Film
Cooperative—quite a treat by itself

for Amherst's hard core film-

lovers. But the AFC's dedication to

authenticity insisted that this rare
visual be aurally augmented with
organ . accompaniment by an
individual as proud to state his

age—eight-four, as well as his

former profession—organ ac-
companist for silent films.

Such things are considered
important to the discerning
membership of the AFC, a group of

people joined together to satisfy

the social and aesthetic needs of

true film lovers. Though one lone

film fanatic cannot afford the

expense to view such celluloid

gems as Holiday (a 1938 release

featuring Cary Grant and Audrey
Hepburn in a humerous love story,

screened last October by the AFC),
a cooperative has the ability to lay

out the ninety dollar rental fee to

afford the individual such luxuries.

It is for this reason that the

Amherst area has seen the likes of

such sparkling gems as Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes, Lady from
Shangri-La and Passion of Joan of

Arc.

Perhaps several of you had
noticed the perfectly garish, yet
appropriately so, posters an-
nouncing the screening of Cover
Girl (1944, with pin-up girl Rita
Heyworth) only to find that when
you arrived at Thomson 102 (AFC's
usual place for screenings on the U
Mass campus), the film was
cancelled. This was one question
put to John Morrison, a spokesman
for the cooperative whom I met one
evening to discuss the cooperative.
He explained that several years
ago, when the Cooperative was a
RSO group working from the U
Mass campus only, it managed to

loose a large sum of money in

providing its service, and
mistakenly was under the im-
pression that the loss would be
absorbed. Unfortunately, RSO
DIDN'T like absorbing the loss,

and the coop was forced to

dissolve. But before long, it ap-

peared again, as strong and full of

vitality as the perennial re-

releases of Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs. The organization
had changed its objective and
market, seeking now to serve the
wider film loving population in the
five colleoe area. Today, though it

is as active as ever, screening 20-

plus films per semester at all of the
five colleges, it has had difficulty

in getting auditoriums at U Mass
ever since its run in with RSO.

If the spirit moves you, you may
become involved in the Amherst
Film Cooperative in several dif-

ferent capacities: You may join

their ranks by paying $3.00 (quite
reasonable considering you are
allowed unlimited attendance to
any showing of any one of their
films on any of the five college
campuses) and donating three
hours per month of your time. Or,
you may go a la carte. In exchange
for 75 cents or so, you may pick and
choose the films you have time for,

or are particularly interested in

seeing.

If what this organization offers

sounds of interest to you, do
yourself a favor and dial 253-7525.

The person at the other end of the
line can answer all your questions
about membership series tickets,

programs or whatever.
To the real film fanatic, the AFC

offers the opportunity to work with
others in promoting the art of film.

And to the person who wants to

pick up on the past celluloid that

has become the bedrock for con-

temporary film-making, the AFC
is a source for those films that

don't make the air on all-night

television. __
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continued from page one

Cool screaming of absurdity bittered by truth

realized that
the war was getting bigger, and I wasn't
doing anything about it, so I did what I did."

Ellsberg hoped that if the American
people could see what their government was
doing, maybe there would be a change in

U.S. policy concerning Vietnam. In a small
talk after the speech, he shook his head and
went on, "You know, there are literally
thousands of people today in a similar
position that I was in, who have access to
Pentagon Safes. These guys could break
some important stories, stories that the
American people should know about.
However, despite exceptions like the
Chilean leaks and the Cambodian bombings,
unfortunately by and large my act has gone
largely unimitated."
Can individuals make a difference in

effecting U.S. foreign policy? Ellsberg
pointed out that among the many things
coming out of the Watergate affair is the
fact that the Administration was terrified
about the Anti-War movement, and ob-
sessed with the movement far beyond White
House official comments or even the
relative strength of the movement itself.

Ellsberg pointed out that the Administration
was planning a massive offensive on North
Vietnam, due for November of 1970, but
called it off because they did not want to
play into the hands of the thousands of War
protesters marching on the capitol. In his
attempt to diffuse the war protesters, Nixon
called off the offensive. "This is the reality
that the administration was doing — they
were paying attention to you, even though
they said that they weren't listening. They
told you: Waste your lives — In fighting the
despair, your lives were not wasted!"

Ellsberg explained that had the Nixon
offensive taken place, and we did invade the
North, "we would have been fighting
everyone in North Vietnam, that would have
been like going into a meat grinder. He felt
that we would have eventually used nuclear
arms on the North. The Demonstrators
shifted the bombing of Hanoi and the mining
of Haiphone by 2V2 years. Saved 100,000
lives, maybe millions."
Through his presentation, a true feeling, a

"love" for this country came through. A
love of the Constitution (he continually
mused about a "Constitutional Crisis") and
a feeling of despair over our economic and
political priorities. At one point he started
referring to an article in the Times entitled
"Dr. Dan, successor to Thieu". As he spoke
of Dan and other South Vietnamese leaders
who were tortured, frustrated and com-
promised until they gave in, he was filled
with anger and bitterness. At another point,
referring to a former South Vietnamese
Ambassador to the U.S., a Friend of his who
had tried to work within the Thieu regine
until he became so disillusioned that he left

the government and the country, Ellsberg
tried to quote him, but was tearful and too
choked up to speak.
He tried nevertheless to paraphrase the

words of his friend, "I have compromised
myself... I'm not compromising. I can
resist both sides. I cannot be part of this
while my country is being blown to pieces."

Ellsberg went on, "Whatever our in
tentions earlier, we are now involved in
genocide." Why hasn't the war stopped yet?
"Because there are powerful groups in the
U.S. who don't want the war to end. Men who

want to prevent changes of the status quo, in
Italy, Germany, Spain. They want the world
to be run by people who may not be bad
guys... patriots who have felt both the
carrot and the stick, and realize who runs
the world... men who think well and talk
well." A second delay, and then emotional
emphasis, "If it means torture... we do
that. If it means assasination. we do that.
We keep nations from moving to the other
sides... We don't have a lot of localized
interest. Even where we don't have in-

terests, we oppose change, because it sets a
precedent set all over the world.
He spoke on. Urged people to join the

Vietnam Peace Committee (to which he
donates all his speakers fees). Spoke further
about the dangers to our own Bill of Rights
by multinational corporations. At one point

Listening to all questions, even those

questions that were "statements" (a

question that is longer than the answer
will be).

"You know, when I first was against the

war, I did not feel that the corporations

controlled U.S. foreign policy. This is

because I knew corporate powers who sided

with the doves, and were against increasing
our commitment. Yet the commitment
grew. I didn't feel that corporations were
the major force behind the U.S. policy

thrust. But now I am beginning to disagree
with that assumption. Corporations are very
much tied into our current policies,

especially regarding our support for South
Vietnam."

Ellsberg told the small group that we
have to find a way to make these cor

he even got nostalgic, "Between the age of
religion and the age of making money, there
were thirty years in which men worked to
improve the rights of men." Ellsberg hoped
that there would be a sense of energetic
renewal in the project that the "founding
fathers" took up with such dedication.
After his speech, he had hoped to meet

with members of the UMass Economic
Dep't., alternate economists that were
better than the best Rockefeller could buy.
But as he entered the Suffolk room of the
UMass Student Union, only Mike Best, a
member of the Department of Political
Economy, was there to greet him. In ad
dition to members of the college press there
were other students who waited around long
enough to get into the small room.

It was here that Ellsberg was at his best.
Outside, during the speech he seemed to be a
man of history. Influential because of his
sincereity and historical mission. Never
condescending, never elitist, he said what
was on his mind.
Yet here in this little room, Ellsberg was

even clearer. His emotions now settled,
there was a spontaneous (albeit distant)
warmth to his presence. "I want to learn
from you people", Ellsberg told the group.
The conversation went both ways. Best, an
intense a man who in his own sense is a man
of mission, spoke on the movements in
current international economics. Both men
agreed that there was a danger of a "future
Middle East War, fought in the name of
Israel, but basically to get at Arab oil"
Ellsberg went on quietly, almost wistfully,
shaking his head, "It is amazing just how
calm the country is about this. They are
getting us ready for a war, and they say it so
calmly."

Insisting that he wanted to learn from the
audience, he really seemed to care.

porations more open to the people. They
must be more accountable."

Someone asked him another question
about Watergate, and then he remarked,
"You know, I am not about to say that
everything about John Dean is good. There
are a lot of things about his character that I

don't like. But you have to give him credit
for doing what he did. He knew what went on
within the White House, and I believe that he
sincerely thought that his life was in

jeapordy once he spoke on Watergate. He
felt that his life was in real danger. It was
only after I heard this that I realized that my
life too had been in real danger. I didn't
think that it was possible when I broke the
Pentagon Papers story."

A few more questions. Queries to the
group about his speech. Did they like it?
Yes. Why? Numerous reasons. There was a
real energy in the room. As if those wit
nessing the event could feel that here was a
man who was still finding himself; through
books, articles, speeches, travel, and simple
conversation. Dan Ellsberg was really
there. He cared. He was real, and people
could relate to both his inner struggle and
personal growth.

His driver finally succeeded in getting
Ellsberg's attention. Time to go. As he got
ready to leave, he stuffed a copy of The
Washington Post and several books into a
battered old brown briefcase. "Is that the
same one that was used to cary Rand
documents, and eventually the Pentagon
Papers?" A wry grin, a quick affirmative.
Where once the plans for war were carried,
now books of peace.
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"The truth was doomed to die-

It was being downtrodden,
was being drowned, burned,
ground to ashes. But look — it

has survived, it lives, it has
been printed, and nobody ever
will be able to wipe it out."

Below The Salt is a weekly
fine art real world magazine
of the UMass Daily Collegian,
student newspaper, Amherst,
Mass.
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Below The Salt has been the
kind of magazine that would
print peculiar work. We
pledge to uphold this tradition,
but can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Your's
must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday, but you can write to
us anytime.
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Film
by Jeffrey Polman

THE APPRENTICESHIP
DUDDY KRAVITZ

OF

Screenplay by Mordecai Richler,
from his novel; directed by Ted
Kotcheff; starring Richard
Dreyfuss, Jack Warden.

This film has two unique
qualities which single it out from
the police story—satire-sequel

—

natural disaster movie market
today. For one, the story takes
place in Canada (when was the last

time you saw a Canadian movie?)
and second, it makes an honest
attempt at understanding the
psyche of the Jewish religion.

Morally, the Apprenticeship of

Duddy Kravitz sparkles, but as an
entertaining film I have to call it

second rate—for reasons I will

have to outline.

Richard Dreyfuss is Duddy
Kravitz, a pushy, money-centered
young man who will stop at nothing

to achieve success. He is the solid

replica of the stereotyped Jew, the

type non-Jewish people enjoy
ridiculing. What is important in the
film, though, is that Duddy's
character is so expertly
documented and portrayed that for

once we are given both sides of the

story, and we see that in fact

Duddy is no Shylock, but actually

an obsessive-compulsive per-

sonality with a mad desire to

impress those around him.

The source of Duddy's restless

urges is his grandfather. In the
miniscule, fenced-in back yard of

his Montreal Jewish ghetto home,
Zeyda tells his grandson that
"without land, a man is nobpdy." It

is this doctrine which Duddy im
prints on his mind and strives to

reverse. Soon he is off working as a
waiter at a lavish, predominantly-
Jewish resort in the country. It is

there where life takes a new turn.

He makes contacts with the
wealthy members, finds romance
with Yvette, a non-Jewish
chambermaid, and spots a huge
lake out in the woods which he
promises, of course, will be his

someday.
Within half a year he has ob-

tained two partnerships: 1) with an
Italian alcoholic movie director

who will film short documentaries
of weddings and bar mitzvahs of

the club members, and 2) with
Virgil, an epileptic young man who
sells him "illegal" pinball
machines. By now Duddy has his

own office in Montreal, and the
growing respect of his father and
uncle. But his grandfather? That
we don't know yet.

Duddy breezes along across the
face of the dollar bill, stopping only
for visits to his family and blind

love with Yvette. But then Virgil,

who has agreed to transport film

equipment and other materials for

Duddy, suffers an epileptic fit at

the wheel of a truck, becoming
paralyzed in a road accident.
Kravitz, totally responsible for

Virgil's mishap, is forced to go
bankrupt. He learns his lesson
from the incident, but he forgets it

fast because soon, after borrowing
money from his father and neatly

at the
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forging one of Virgil's checks, he
purchases the country lake he has
desired for so long.

But his grandfather remains
unhappy. It isone thing to live your
whole life talking about a dream
and another thing to have someone
else hand you that dream. Duddy
has achieved his goal, but he has
impressed no one but himself.

Not since Patton or Serpico have
I seen one actor who has been able

to carry an entire film as Richard
Dreyfuss does. He portrays young
Kravitz to the letter, even throwing
in such details as nervous hair

itching and a patented annoying
laugh. The supporting acting is

excellent, too. Jack Warden, as
Duddy's father, is well -realized,

constantly seen hanging out in the
neighborhood delicatessen. Joseph
Wiseman (the original Dr. No),
plays his uncle with prophetic
grace. The cinematography is also

nice, particularly of the sprawling,
Berkshire-like Canadian coun
tryside, which is contrasted sub-

tlely with the compactness of

Montreal.
But there is one major direc-

torial flaw which stuck in my mind
throughout. The pace of the film is

identical to Duddy Kravitz'
character, meaning that no scene
is longer than two or three
minutes. Normally I enjoy a movie
which moves along fast, but I

would call this one jerky; the fact

that Duddy is in every scene,

bargaining and swearing and
barely giving the other characters
time to talk is enough to give you
an ulcer. Sure, it enables you to

fully get into the Kravitz
character, but do you want to? I

would have preferred watching the

action from above, perhaps
through the eyes of his best friend

or family. Serpico gave you Al

Pacino acting his heart out in

every scene, but his character was
more controlled, mellower, easier
to take a large dose of. Duddy
Kravitz does not become annoying,
mind you, as he is extremely fun to

watch, but limiting the screenplay
to a direct progression of his ac-

tions is an assault on your brain if

you are not expecting it.

But then you are expecting it,

since you have just read this

review. Therefore I recommend
that you see Duddy Kravitz, if not

for the enlightening statements on
religion, values, and friendship,

then for Richard Dreyfuss in

possibly the best screen per
formance this year. The film made
me feel giddy, but not totally for

the reason I described. The ads for

the movie say "there's a little

Duddy Kravitz in all of us." This is

true, but there are some persistent

types who have too much of it. I

know, because I lived with one my
freshman year.

The Apprenticeship

of Duddy Kravitz

About the

Amherst Film
Cooperative

by Zane i»rey

Exit Smiling, a classic from the

silent era of film directed by Bea
Lillie, is one of the films screened
last year by the Amherst Film
Cooperative—quite a treat by itself

for Amherst's hard core film-

lovers. But the AFC's dedication to

authenticity insisted that this rare

visual be aurally augmented with

organ , accompaniment by an
individual as proud to state his

age—eight-four, as well as his

former profession—organ ac-

companist for silent films.

Such things are considered
important to the discerning
membership of the AFC, a group of

people joined together to satisfy

the social and aesthetic needs of

true film lovers. Though one lone

film fanatic cannot afford the

expense to view such celluloid

gems as Holiday (a 1938 release

featuring Cary Grant and Audrey
Hepburn in a humerous love story,

screened last October by the AFC),
a cooperative has the ability to lay

out the ninety dollar rental fee to

afford the individual such luxuries.

It is for this reason that the

Amherst area has seen the likes of

such sparkling gems as Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes, Lady from
Shangri-La and Passion of Joan of

Arc.

Perhaps several of you had
noticed the perfectly garish, yet
appropriately so, posters an-
nouncing the screening of Cover
Girl (1944, with pin-up girl Rita
Heyworth) only to find that when
you arrived at Thomson 102 (AFC's
usual place for screenings on the U
Mass campus), the film was
cancelled. This was one question
put to John Morrison, a spokesman
for the cooperative whom I met one
evening to discuss the cooperative.
He explained that several years
ago, when the Cooperative was a
RSO group working from the U
Mass campus only, it managed to

loose a large sum of money in

providing its service, and
mistakenly was under the im-

pression that the loss would be
absorbed. Unfortunately, RSO
DIDN'T like absorbing the loss,

and the coop was forced to

dissolve. But before long, it ap-

peared again, as strong and full of

vitality as the perennial re-

releases of Snow White and the

Seven Dwarfs. The organization

had changed its objective and
market, seeking now to serve the

wider film loving population in the

five college area. Today, thouoh it

is as active as ever, screening 20-

plus films per semester at all of the
five colleges, it has had difficulty

in getting auditoriums at U Mass
ever since its run in with RSO.

If the spirit moves you, you may
become involved in the Amherst
Film Cooperative in several dif-

ferent capacities: You may join

their ranks by paying $3.00 (quite
reasonable considering you are
allowed unlimited attendance to

any showing of any one of their

films on any of the five college
campuses) and donating three
hours per month of your time. Or,
you may go a la carte. In exchange
for 75 cents or so, you may pick and
choose the films you have time for,

or are particularly interested in

seeing.

If what this organization offers

sounds of interest to you, do
yourself a favor and dial 253-7525.

The person at the other end of the

line can answer all your questions

about membership series tickets,

programs or whatever.
To the real film fanatic, the AFC

offers the opportunity to work with

others in promoting the art of film.

And to the person who wants to

pick up on the past celluloid that

has become the bedrock for con-

temporary film-making, the AFC
is a source for those films that

don't make the air on all-night

television.
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That Championship Season
That Championship Season
directed by John Ulmer
written by Jason Miller
with Joseph Warren, Eddie Jones,
John Towey, Ed Rombela and John
Hallow Stage-West Theatre,
West Springfield

reviewed by Frederic C. Weiss
A fading small town politician. A

drunkard. An anachronistic old man. One
man who has "made it", but is miserable.
Another who is bitter because he never has
"made it". All brought together by one thing
in common: A silver cup that symbolizes the
glorious season that they spent together
in 1952, the year that they were the Penn-
sylvania basketball champions.
Behind this rather common theme of the

annual reunion, Jason Miller's Thai
Championship Season is packed with a great
deal of emotion and provides a real tragic
look at the American system, where, as
Vince Lombard! once smirked, "winning
isn't everything, it is the only thing." The
commaradic of the championship has been
used as glue to hold these men together for
twenty years. However, the play, taking
place in 1972 shows the audience that the
silver cup has become as much an albatross
as an inspiring symbol.
Meeting at the Coach's house,

a vaudeville actor in some parts, he can
carry it off because the Coach is such an
anachronism that belongs in vaudeville; if

only his story wasn't so tragic.

John Harlow is really competent as the
frustrated junior high school principal. If he

playing the role of Tom Daley. As a be allowed to break up the team. "You need
youngster, Daley was the quickest on the each other boys" the Coach laments "Alone
team. He could^dribble, set up those plays, you're nothing. They'll get yon the way they
and really get a team going. But life has killed McCarthy and Kennedy". The coach
been a confusing line of cities and honky believes that Joe McCarthy was a saint
tonk bars for Daley. Now Daley has killed by the international conspiracy of
returned home for the reunion, bringing
with him a sense of cynicism from the real

work that continually breaks through the
fantasy of "that championship season" as it

seems to obsess all of the others at the
reunion.

Towey, brings a sense of sensitivity and
real emotion to this most delicate role. His
intonations are perfect, and his facial ex-

pressions are compelling. The tragic hero of

the production, Towey gives the part of Tom
Daley all the attention it deserves.
The clock moves on. More drinks are

poured. Acid indigestion claims more than
one victim. The night moves on, as the
tensions that tie these men to their own
levels of mediocrity and prejudice rub

bankers and Jews.

Comparing his boys to a fine piece of
Swiss Clockwork, the Coach can't seem to
realize that the clock is rusty. His life being
almost ever, he lives for his boys. Yet like
misdirected love by an over-protective
parent, the coach's influence seems to be
more destructive than inspiring. If you can
kill someone with love, the Coach seems to
be doing it. The imagry, of a small town in

Pennsylvania, with its bleakness and
boredom, is captured so well by Jason
Miller's script. Without leaving the Coach's
living room, you are given a full view into
the continual trivialities that seem to make
life so worthless for these men. Sex, power,
and even friendship have become com-

against each other, the show picks up a real modifies to the ex- jocks. There is really very

former
golden boy George Sikowski is planning to
run for re election as Mayor of the town that John Hallow, as James Daley, listens as^ep

»
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***** Joseph Warren, playing the Coach!
court twenty years previously. George describes the Big Game in a dramaticmight have had a great runn ng hook shot, moment from "That Championship Season"
but as a mayor he s a hack. Worse still, his which opened Saturday Night, and plays
fellow teammates seem to realize this fact, thru November 30, at Stage-West inHowever the mystique of their common
experience, plus the fact that most of their
fortunes are tied Into each others common
success makes it hard for any of the in-

dividuals to break away from the team.
"Nothing changes boys. Nothing but the

date", their old Coach assures them. Yet
things have changed. As the evening goes
on, the contradictions between the
frustrations of their every day lives become
magnified through a myriad number of
scotch and waters. Eupheric. Nostalgic. The
Coach tries to get them to remember "how
great they were". Nothing changes but the
date. Nothing changes but the date.

George Sikowski is trailing in his
bid for re-election. Needing the
financial help of his former
teammate Phil Romane, a rich
industrialist, Sikowski decides that
the reunion is the time to remind
Romane, where he came from, and
who his friends are.
James Daley, another member

of the team is principal of the
Junior high school. A bitter person,
he is haunted by what he feels was
the change he never got. Tied into
Sikowski's organization, he serves
as his campaign chairman.

His younger brother, Tom Daley,
the former playmaker of the state
champ team has become a
hopeless alcoholic. Yet through
bloodshot eyes, he sees the reality
of the day much clearer than the
rest of the men.
The play is both entertaining and

depressing. Representing most
things that are truly tragic about
our country, the production is most
compelling. Eddie Jones, in the
role of George Sikowski, is a high
energy actor who tends to put just
a bit too much time into the part
during the first and second act.
Through this he loses some of his
credibility as a "real person".
Seeming to be more of a mimic
than a bum mayor, Joseph Warren
is perfect as the Coach. While his
style seems almost reminiscent of

Srpingfield, Mass.

weren't so still during some scenes, if he
could only be more relaxed in his role,
perhaps he would have been outstanding.

Playing the part of Phil Romane, the

successful industrialist who is continually

looking for new thrills to justify his

existence, Ed Rombela is excellent.

Rombela mixes a sense of poise with a

precision timing in the delivery of his lines.

Rombela seems to have convinced himself

that he is Phil Romane. On stage, it is as

though he had been there his entire life.

By far the star of the show is John Towey,

intensity. Contemporary topics are shown in

perspective: Sexuality, adultery, racism,
anti semitism, right-wing paranoia, and a
watered down nostalgia, are handled with
taste and sensitivity. A realistic portrayal of
fading men, most of whom at the age of
thirty-nine, seem to feel that life is all

over.

John Ulmer, the Director of the Stage-
West production, has done a fine job in

coordinating the skills of the various
members of the cast. When you are dealing
with a one set stage (throughout the entire
play all that you can see is the living room of
the coach's house), the lines meaningful,
and the actors credible. For the most part
Ulmer has done his job well, and for this
must be given credit.

That Championship Season should be
seen. Besides for being a very entertaining
play, it is a powerful trip into the lives of
these five wasted men. A poor man's
Carnal Knowledge, the show gives you the
view of what happens to men who lose sight
of their dreams and sense of self: men
whose entire lives are still moving around a
faded newspaper clipping, a maudlin
memory, and the constant playback of the
cheers of the crowd. The influence of the
Coach over these men's lives is enormous.
Not hate, nor fear, or even adultery, should

little happiness. In ways the imagry in That
Championship Season is as similar and as
haunting as John Updike's Rabbit Run and
Rabbit Reddux, stories of a former
basketball star trying to come to grips in a
new life of lower middle class annonymity.

Phil Ramane, the richest and best looking
of all the former jocks, breaks down at one
point and says, "The only time that I have
ever been happy in my entire life was when
we won the championship." Rallying around
him in an act of reassurance of both the
myth and their "love" for him, the others
seem to be continually trying to resolve
their own lives and their doubts.
Few of these doubts seem to be resolved.

But as the play goes on, there is one thing
that defeat or misery cannot take away. It's
the Silver Cup that represents That
Championship Season.

This play will be at Stage-West in West
Springfield through Monday November 30.
It is a show worth catching.

#
What?

Sip Bacardi

before
you mix it?

Sure. It's surprisingly
dry, not sweet. Light-

bodied, not heavy.

Delightfully smooth.
And so good mixed,
it's got to be good
unmixed, right?

Try it.
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including:

All The Ways/AnotherTime Around
High And Dry/Sagebrush Serenade

Western Waterloo
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Dave
Logins
Apprentice
(In A Musical
Workshop)

including:

PleaseCome
To Boston

Someday

Girl From
Knoxville

Second Hand Lady

Sunset Woman

New Riders of thePurple

Brnjo
including:

Old Man Noll/Ashes Of Love/You Angel You
Workingman s Woman/Instant Armadillo Blues

Crooked Judge

KE 32833*

Dave's long awaited new album features a
multitude of great new songs, including
his smash hit, "Please Come to Boston."
There's ample evidence here as to why
Dave Loggins is the musical discovery of
the year!

$3.49

PE 33192

"Cantamos" in Spanish means "we sing." In
English, it is the new Poco album filled with
their beautiful natural vocal style, plus steel
guitars, mandolins, banjos and hand-clapping,
foot-stomping, heart-thumping music.

"Cantamos," from one of America's best
singing groups. Poco. On Epic Records
and Tapes.

You 11 find a huge selection of rock,

classical,bines, jazx, country and folk LP's

...we're

including.

M»n»ge/Grve And Take/Lite Is Anew
One With The Sun/Promise Of A Fisherman

PC 33135*

A brand new collection of sizzling tunes
that bear the unmistakable trademark of
the world's number one Latin-fire band"

$3.99

PC 33145*

Like the Mexican sorcerer who inspired
the title, "Brujo" is certain to be ranked
as the major spellbinder of the year.

$3.99

THESE NEW COLUMBIA

* EPIC RELEASES ON

SPECIAL SALE NOW!

WE HAVE LOWERED OUR

PRICES ON ROCK, JAZZ,

BLUE- GRASS, FOLK AND

SOUL L.P.'s COME IN AND

CHECK THEM OUT!

iscount records
STORES FROM COAST TO COAST

HUNDREDS OF OVERSTOCK ALBUMS HAVE BEEN

"RED AND WHITE" TAGGED AT WHOLESALE PRICES

BUY THEM WHILE THEY LAST!

ft —
257 Triangle St.
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The Process

THE PROCESS
by E. Patrick McQuaid

Existential Editor
Chapter l

It had rained all afternoon and
well into the evening. A thick
shroud of gray mist hovered over
the earth and slowly wormed
through the thin screening of the
slightly opened window. Within an
hour's duration the entire room
was consumed in a blanket ot fog.

The student, number 6008893,
tossed about in disturbed slumber.
His head moved from one side of
the pillow to the other and he let out
hushed, indistinguishable mur-
murinqs.

The foreign sound of hooves
clumping on pavement suddenly
aroused him and he sat up in his
bed and stared into the muddy
thicket of fume. Again the sound; it

came from the hallway just outside
of his room. It was definitely a
horse, for as it haulted it cried out
as horses do.

"Whoooa! Whooa, Thunder!"
came a deep Teutonic accented
voice. "Whooa, boy!" Number
6008893 listened intently as the
rider dismounted and approached
his door.

Gradually the door creeped
open. The first glimmer of light
stabbed at the student's eyes and
he raised a hand to bar the in-

trusion. A human figure took its

form before him and was soon
joined by two others, one at each
side.

He rose from his mattress and
reached for the lamp. It switched
on and three official looking
gentlemen stood in the center of his

room looking ominously down upon
him.

The man in the center was a

university police officer baring all

the uniformed attributes including
gum chewing, arms folded across
his breast, and dark glasses. The
other two were dressed like clerks
wearing long black overcoats and

pornograph.ah, no, I mean my
phonograph, my stereo!" The
other two immediately whipped
out small notebooks and set to

writing with great enthusiasm.
"Porno. ..graph...' mumbled one as

black banded top hats; both with
their hands from sight within the
deep trench coat pockets.

"What is the meaning..."
"Number 6008893?" queried the

officer. "Yes," retorted the
bewildered student. The rear of the
horse came within sight outside of
the dormitory door. "This is not a
stable," began the student.

The officials began to roam
about the room and handle several
of his personal objects. "What do
you want? What's going on here, if

I may ask?"

"You may ask anything you
please. ..ha! What's this?"
demanded the policeman pointing
to the student's stereo. "That's my

he escribed.

"Listen, tell me what's going on
here. Who are vou?"

"You are the student, number
6008893. We are the men from
RUMP!"

"Rump?"
"That's right. The Royal Umie

Mounted Police!"

"Police! Police! What do you
want with me.. .listen, if it's about
my roommate, well he's in Boston
now, and I don't know what he's
been up to. Subersive leterature?
Politics? I know he's part of some
group called SGA, I don't know
what the intitals stand for..."

"We're here for you, Mr.

6008893. For you!"

"But, but. ah, this is hopeless!"
6008893 moved to his cabinet and
started to dress. "Why are you
dressing," asked the officer.
"We're not going anywhere
...you're under arrest."

The student slumped down into
his desk chair and sighed. "But,
what have I oone?"

The officer immediately
displayed a copy of the Collegian's
editorial page and pointed to a
column baring the student's name
and photo. "Did you write this?"
he demanded. "Ah, yes, why, yes, I

believe so. What's wrong?"

"Did you get that down?" he
threw to the clerks. They nodded in
affirmation. "What's the charge?
Why am I under arrest?" he ex
claimed.

The officer turned to him and
uncrossed his arms: "Rhetorical
homicide!"

"Rhetorical..."
"We know ya never got along

well with English, or is it good with
English? We know that down at the
department. Both Lazar and
Kostek testify to that. Well, the
language has turned up dead.
You're under arrest for the

premeditated murder of the
English lanquaqe!"

"Murder? English..."
"Your record shows that you've

assaulted grammar twice in the
last month alone. What you've
done to journalism is a crime
against humanity! You are
responsible!"

A sudden clap of thunder and the
student leaped from his seat.
Alone, standing in his room alone.
It was day break. He plugged in the
coffee and opened the windows
wide.

He breathed deeply of the fresh
morning air and then turned to his
door to fetch the morning papers.
The soothing sound of the coffee
perculatino pleased him. He
opened the door.

In the corridor he found his
bearded friend, the janitor,
standing against the wall scratch-
ing his head in wonder. Their
eyes met and the custodian spoke:

"Ah, gee, ah, man, ah. What
kinda party did you guys have last
night?" He pointed down the hall.
"I mean, where'd all this hoss shit
come from?"

CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton

54th Member of the World Famous
Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an average

spending of $2.25

Your Host, Carlo, is a special
student at UMass

*star celebrity series presents

CRICKET HILL
<m.y
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Holly Hear - gently reaching
by Ellen Gavin

Progressive News Service

Prior to 1971, Holly Near,
noted anti-war singer and
songwriter, had never par-
ticipated in an anti-war
demonstration. While cam-
puses across the nation were
exploding with student revolts
primarily inspired by
American atrocities in Viet-
nam, Holly was "sitting it

out". Raised on a small farm in

Ukiah, California, Holly's

for selfstruggling
determination."

Searching for a worthwile
activity in which to invest her
talents as a singer and a
songwriter, Holly joined the
Entertainment Industry for
Peace and Justice, a group of

anti-war entertainers based in

Hollywood. "Our goal was to

take over the media", she says
with a laugh. Oversized egos,
power trips, and all the inter-

personal hassles which

parents had been union
organizers in the south until
the McCarthy craze hit,

causing them to relocate. Her
parents did not push their

resulted turned Holly off. "We
hadn't done our homework; we
tried to organize without
having any politics, any
history, any analysis, and as a

politics onto her however, and results, we fell apart."
Holly is grateful for that to this Shortly after this, Holly was
day. Consequently, after an invited to join the Free the
active high school career (she Army tour of the Pacific rim
was even voted Football with Jane Fonda, Donald
Queen, an honor which has Sutherland and other anti-war
inspired one of her more entertainers. Holly was
whimsical songs) Holly's delighted by the opportunity to
politics were primarily use her craft to do something
"emotional". sne cared about, and after

I felt something internally, some consideration about the
yet I didn't know what to do
about it. I was afraid of
violence, and I found no gen-
tleness among active political

people I encountered. I was
against the war In Vietnam
because I felt that people
should not kill each other; I

related to the Vietnamese only
as victims, and not in terms of
leadership and inspiration they
were providing for all people

dangers, Holly accepted. She
was scheduled to go first to the
Philippines, where Marcos was
in dictatorial control, and
martial law was in effect.
Holly tried to prepare herself
for the cultural and political

shock, but she was in for quite
a lesson.

"When I was first invited to
join the Free the Army show
for its Asian tour, I remember

|niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

^
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THE LATIN SOUND THAT
WON'T LET YOU SITDOWN

Sunday November 24 8pm
Student Union Ballroom

I TICKETS $4&3 general $21136 umass students
ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, U MASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

going though all my sheet
music to find appropriate
songs. There were labor songs,
civil rights songs, and a few
anti-war songs with lyrics like

"Gonna lay down my sword
and shield...", or John Len-
non's "Imagine there's no
countries. . . nothing to live and
die for. .

.".
I chose a few and

headed for the Philippines.

After I was on the tour for a
while, I began to see why all

my choices were wrong, even
though I had been perfectly
willing to sing them. Take the
song "Imagine". How to you
sing "Imagine there's no
countries" to people who are
willing to die for in-

dependence? And when a
Filippino woman looked at me
with tears in her eyes and said,

"We can't lay down our sword
and shield. We are not fighting

for money and power. We are

| fighting for our lives". . . well,

•§ "Lay Down Your Sword and
O Shield" went right out the

S window."
>. Holly returned form the FTA
* show with somewhat shattered

"S ego, but nevertheless, with a
anew sense of purpose: she was
r- determined to write songs
^ which would have meaning to
"» her. She had always written

!{J from personal experience, but
" never about politics, and now
this was her chance to combine
the two in a real way. To
describe her new frame of

reference, Holly describes an
incident on the tour, when a
Japanese man takes her on a
tour of Hiroshima Peace Park.
After examining the crater, "I

wept with shame when he said,

'You were not alive when this

happened, do not feel guilty. It

is for you to make sure it never
happens again." For Holly,
that had been a personal
political experience.

So Holly began to write songs

coming out of her personal

political experience. She wrote

songs inspired by Vietnam: the

strength of its people, the

horror of U.S. involvement, the

excitement of the burgeoning

G.I. movement. Holly has said

that through her un-

derstanding of Vietnamese
culture, as well as the role of

the United States government
in Vietnam, she has come to

understand her role as a white

woman. And by recognizing the

strength of the Vietnamese
women and understanding the

obstacles they are overcoming
in their struggle for liberation

she has gained strength to fight

for her liberation as a woman.
"Look at what they've been

through. Vietnamese women
came through Confuscianism

which told them that they

should be concerned first, with

their fathers, then their

husbands, then their sons; they

came through colonialism; and

now they've come through this

imperialism which has been
laid on them."

Women in Vietnam are now
fully participating, and most
importantly, they have
organized into strong unions.
Unlike American women who
actively participated in many
facets of American society
during World War II and then
were sent back into the home
when it was over, Vietnamese
women will not allow this to

happen.

As an artist, Holly has gained
much of her identity as a
performer from the model
presented by the Vietnamese
"culture workes". Vietnamese
people neither recognize nor
promote "stardom".
Appreciation and recognition,
yes, idolatry and superior

treatment, no. Holly
remarked, "Stardom destroys
artists. In America stars arc]

valuable, they are rare things,
so they can demand a lot mor^
money for that reason. But n<
human being can take wha
being a star does to a person.'
It is for this reason that Holly
has not recorded with a major
record company; she is hoping
to avoid their opportunistic anc
exploitative tendencies, as well
as the commercialism in-

volved in the promotion ol

artists. Her album, recorded
by Redwood Records, in

California, can only be ob-
tained through the mail.

Holly Near doesn't claim to

have any clear-cut assessment
of the present state of affairs in

this country, nor does she have
any predictions of the future.

But Holly believes that the
Vietnam war was an
eyeopener for the American
people. With the government's
cult of secrecy being exposed
through the Pentagon Papers,
the Watergate affair and more
recently the uncovering of the
CIA's activities in Chile, people-^
are beginning to question, and>
search for answers to those??
questions. "They are where
was at during the sixties, they
are looking to fill in the gaps.
And we must tryto show them
in a way that they can relate to,

try to reach them in a gentle
and respectable fashion. The
upcoming Bicentennial is the^f
perfect opportunity for
Americans to take another look
at their revolutionary past,

using it to help direct theirs*

future." ^
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Whatever your personal sender
CANTAMOS—POCO
Epic PE 33192

This latest album from Poco is

their eighth for the Epic label in a
five year career of making bouncy
American music. I was one of many
who assumed that when founder
Richie Furay departed from the
group last year for stardom with
Souther, Hillman and, Poco would
have lost the cornerstone to their
musical touch. (Remember, Jim
Messina was an original Poco
musician). With the 'superstars'
departed, it seemed no one could
keep the band together.
This album proves there was no

cause to worry, AT ALL. Cantamos is

as excellent an album as the group
has ever done: tuneful, moving,
optimistic, and bright. If you were
lucky enough to have seen the band at
any time then you know how well
they communicate the joy they feel
as they make music. This feeling
dominates all the cuts on the album.
Each tune is strong and individually
impressive, so for me to single out
any merely reflects personal taste.
"Western Waterloo" seems like a
Poco version of Zep's "Stairway to
Heaven" in country rock style. The
vocals, always a highpoint of Poco,
reach soulful limits on "All the
Ways". But all the songs are
favorites here. Now if Epic records
would only do their job and promote
the band as they should, we'd all

recognize the virility and ac
complishment of Poco. NO
RESERVATIONS. A plus.

THE RAMBLIN' MAN — WAYLON
RCA APL 1-0734

BOB NEUWIRTH - Asylum 7E-1008
Both Waylon Jennings and Bob

Neuwrith are artists that Billboard
would label country-rock. They make
a good contrasting pair if you want to
find out where that form of music is

•hese days. The album covers of both
are low-key, frontal photos of each,
'hough Neuwirth's is taken by a
Polaroid SX-70, which gives you an
idea where this country boy's roots
are. And the album credits for each
are simple, merely a list of personei

involved in the makings. Except that
Neuwirth's credits read like e
telephone directory. People as
diverse as Ian Matthews, Booker T.
Jones, Dusty Springfield, Don
Everly, Richie Furay, Cass Elliot,
and more are somewhere on this
album. Thirtyfive Deoole heloed
make this one of the most listless

listening experiences I have had.
Neuwirth's one claim to fame is that

he co-wrote, "Mercedes Bern" with
Janis. Assuming the Lord hears both
versions, Neuwirth will be lucky if he
gets a used three-speed bike. It

amazed me to see so many good
people so completely obscured in

eleven short songs.

Waylon Jennings is able to ac
complish more with but half the staff
and no big names. But then you'd
expect him to know what he's doing
by now. The title cut and Gregg
Allman's "Midnight Rider" get a
good treatment among other good
songs. Smooth enough to keep his old
fans happy. This album can have an
appeal to who appreciates the music
'hat is currently coming out of Nash-
ville.

Waylon gets a B, Neuwirth should
drop the course.

Craig Roche

THRUST — HERBIE HANCOCK
(Columbia)
Continuing in his successful efforts

at reaching a wider based record
buyer's market, Herbie Hancock
once again offers us a collection of
electricity-spitting funk over -kill.

Thrust displays the same basic
form and theory as his previous disc,
Headhunters (the largest selling jazz
record ever) — 2 long, loosely strung-
together tunes per side, one hard
and heavy (for dancing the bump),
and one slower and a twinge more
delicate (for a closed position two-
step). Taken as another dance
album, you might say that Hancock
and compardres in funk Bennie
Maupin (saxo and clarinets), Mike
Clark (drums), Paul Jackson (bass),
and Bill Summers (percussion) have
put their best foot forward.
However, some listeners still look

back on the old output Hancock was
responsible for, when a reasonably

steady rhythm was not an end in

itself, but merely a bedrock for
improvisation cum exploration. In
the old days, Hancock would go as far
to use those undance-able rhythms
and meters, as in Maiden Voyage or
King Corbra. Ah well, he has gone
through many musical styles in the
dozen or so albums he has put out.
Those who dug the cool, highly

structured notes found on his earlier
efforts were probably disappointed
with his next bombshell, Fat Albert
Rotunda. Those of you who dug the
pop, big band arrangements of

Rotunda probably didn't relish his
next venture into free-form, space
joy stick improvisation, documented
for example, on Crossings. And those
of you who did like the Crossings
genre probably don't like his recent
output. Probably some of you don't
like any Herbie Hancock s! all, but
are asking why this reviewer has the
right to shoot off his mouth about
what a musician performs. Good
point.

As far as individual musicianship,
Herbie's solos are, at times, fresh
and selective. His old style seems to

have been re-discovered, including
the rhythm and chordal patterns o1

Rotunda, bringing to mind how he

used to preface all his solos with high
on the keyboard triplets, like he was
waiting for his ideas to gel before he
started to wheel . He does that here on
"Palm Grease".
Maupin plays a nice alto on

"Butterfly". He and the band play all

the right notes, just not enough of
mem. Under-
statement is

extremely
obvious on this

album.
Not really

impressive, but
as was
Headhunters,
Thrust is worth
a listen.

A "Hancock is

still decent on
keyboards" b-.

—Paul Kont-
rimas

\
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In Concert:
Frank Zappa and The Mothers
Of Invention

Wet Willie

Orpheum Theater, Boston
9 November (10 p.m. show)

A strange show, for a
number of reasons new to the
Frank Zappa situation,
reasons which combined with
Frank's ill status to a per-
formance best described as
slumming.
Before we deal with this new

information, we come to the
Ditiful case of Wet Willie. Truly
a junk band, Wet Willie plays a
graceless bland of Southern
unk blues rock with the care
and subtlety needed to en-
rance the casual thirteen
/ear-old.

Cheap cheap cheap seems
heir motto as they pack
jnyeilding musical im-
zompetence and brutal
stupidity into a bothersome
business closest to audible yap.
Your correspondent missed not
the chance to join in the chorus
of lusty boos that filled the
'tween song air. "Lord have
nercy" intoned the scrump
ead singer. He'd better ask.
Clayton floated out a headline:
Wet Willie Piss Poor.
Below the Salt features quite

j crew of people whose strident
nusical tastes border on the
mad. Nuts.

Sokol, ever the accountant, aisles, jumping up and down
muses that it has been 367 days with the FREAK OUT sign is of
since the last Zappa convert in course Mike Tiberio. Prompt
Boston, Kostek sits poised with police action put an end to such
pencil and pad, mentally nonsense,
hauling around his twenty-two

Zappa-Mothers albums
Michelove goes for another
week without bread or water to
pay for her ticket. Oldtimer
Jeff Clayton waxes
philosophical as he takes a
break from his 22-hours a day
studies at Harvard to see his

old Guru. Paul Kontrimas is

present with 20 or so rabids
who had begun partying the
day before and came to the
show in a bus. The figure
dashing up and down the

The Mother people.

solo-improvisation musical
realm. And while Clayton
pegged it as "some of the most
inspired farting around
imaginable," the show was
oddly uninspirational to those
who find the band-ness of these
Mothers their most intreguing
aspect.

The material was very
similar to last year's go, and
that in itself is disappointing.
While things never slowed to a
dangerous low level, there was
not enough exhileration in

general to compare favorably
with past shows.

Hopefully, this was one
night's constipation, but
judging by Zappa's continuing
musical course (Over-Nite
Sensation, ', Roxy and
Elsewhere) of the past two
years, he appears to be rapidly
exhausting the possibilities of

this accessable surreal-rock
genre. Tyla waited all night
long, but Frank never sur-

prised even her once.

Sad to say, even such low
guttersnipe class as your
humble Salt staffers showed
shone like beacons in thec/.ull

doldrums of the rest of the
crowd, most of whom looked
like they were congratulating
themselves for getting to the
Orpheum and actually sitting

in the right seat.

Frank was feeling down all

night, but still played for over
two hours, half of which, in-

credibly enough, was in the

9
Theonly-human Frank Zappa

was less than healthy for his

two shows at the Orpheum last

week, resulting in a good deal
more instrumental and far less

vocally dominated material
than is usual for Zappa-
Mothers. Probably the result of

the recent boost in popularity
and record sales for both
Zappa (Apostrophe) and the
Mothers (Over-Nite Sen-
sation), the group stayed away
from new material, mostly
favoring the primarily bar-
baric crowd with drawn out
versions of recent favorites,
"Yellow Snow", "Camarillo
Brillo", and "Penguin in

Bondage" (during the first

show) and "Montana",
"Pygmy Twylyte", and
"Cosmik Debris" (at the later

show). Even with extended
soloing, the material came
across with a tired tint and
lacked the spontaneity which
these same pieces exuded only
months ago.

With Zappa's talking and
singing at a minimum, the
instrumental talents of
Chester, George, Ruth, Tom
and Napoleon were brought
forth a bit more blatantly than
usual, and were stunning. And,
of course, there was a light

show, bad enough to be a joke
but good enough to give an
idea.

Most totally healthy
musicians are unable to pull off

two distinctly different two
hour shows in one night, but
Frank once again proved that

he can do it in any state of

health. Let's just hope that he
doesn't get tooooooo popular.

—Dummy (Up)Sokol

Where you been with your head?

/

IN CONCERT: DAVE MASON — POCO
Springfield Civic Center
November 10

High School Madness. Concert, schmoncert
— both groups (lessee, I've played these tunes
500 times in the last three years) tired, unin-
spired — What made it all worthwhile, in a
necrophiliac sort of way, was to be verging
once again on adolescence, this time from the
other side.

The high schools of Springfield had emptied
their contents into this hall, this night and how
strange to be sitting — twenty-three years old,
avant national guarde music snob, clutching
my reporters' "Working Press" pass, leather
coat — peering around at the peer-group made
manifest and manifold: The consciousness I

had lived six years ago assembled, put on
parade. I was sick; dull eyes with no one
looking out of them — resigned to the
meaningless? You wanted to grab them by the
shoulders and tell them to wake up and do
something stupid, something crazy or just

goddamn it live a little. I guess really what I'm
struggling at, and Lord knows it's nothing
orofound, is, what a long, hard road to our-
selves it really is and how it tears you to know
'here's no way to spare anyone else what
/ou've been through just getting to where you
jre.

Not much of a concert review, but not much
3f a concert — so I thought I'd use the space to

•eveal the meaning of life (I'm always willing
o get in on a profitable trend).

—Your Sacred Cowboy

I'VE COT THE MUSIC IN ME — THE KIKI
DEE BAND (Rocket)

Kiki Dee and her band are introducing
themselves to the American audience as the
opening act in Elton John's current American
'our. If the album is ad indication of what the
concert-goers may expect, she will be neither a
boring nor terribly exciting act. (It is of course
to the star's advantage not to have a dynamite
opener, tho' because Kiki Dee is recording for
Elton's new Rocker label, he will win either
way.)

On the positive side, Kiki Dee has going for
her a good rock voice, quite similar to Dusty
Springfield's, and rock has seen too few new
srrong females Jn too lond. a time. On the
•gaUve side is the material with which she

works. There are a few good
cuts here, but just a few. The
material is written by
various members of the
band; democratic but with
not terribly original results.
Gus Dudgeon's production
ouches are evident
throughout. With material to

match her potential, Kiki
Dee could do a lot more than
merely warm up an
audience.
A room for improvement

IN CONCERT: ERIC ANDERSEN
Chapin Auditorium, Mount Holyoke
November 8, 1974

An audience of about 250 half-filled Chapin
Auditorium last Friday night to hear Eric
Andersen. For most of my adolescent years, he
was the singer-songwriter who best reflected

the innocence and ideals gathered in growing
up and clashing with the reality of adult life. Or
as Joni Mitchell observed, "All romantics meet
the same fate someday.."

It was, I think, 1966 when Eric's first album
came out and the album notes told of his in-

fluences — Leadbelly and Rimbaud. Typically

ridiculous juxtaposition there, but for Eric,

relatively true. His authored material at that

stage is best typified by the Impressionist

imagery of "Violets of Dawn". But other of his

songs from that time, innocent and idealistic

then and now, stand the passage of time well,

notably "Close the Door Lightly" and "Cross
Your Mind" which he did for us.

Si

2

and whispering little asides to one another, but

as the evening wore on, this became boring,

even annoying. I went there prepared to like

the show, so l did, but I feel that had I been
seeing Andersen for the first time, he would
have strained my limits.

—Craig Roche

BARBOLLETTA — SANTANA
(Columbia PC 33135)

Playing time: 50:05

Is it true that Sri Chinmoy took away
whatever it was he'd given to John McLaughlin
and gave it to Santana?
this is the kind of album you have to hate on

first hearing and never play again, because
this ingratiating music will get its hooks into

you forever the second time through. On his

other new release (with Alice Coltrane),
Illuminations, Santana really reached inside

himself for the first time in order to give shape
to the musical concept he and Ms. Coltrane
were dealing with, and found himself playing
from a place which may have changeo his

approach to his instrument forever; there is

new kind of sureness and intensity to his style.

It's strange to hear, on Barboletta, much of this

same depth of expression contrasted with the
easy, rhythmic grace that has always been his

trademark. This works beautifully in the in-

strumental passages, which are as light and
brisk as an autumn day, but this contrast
becomes sadly unbalanced on those tracks
which feature vocals.

Eric Andersen looks like Jackson Browne.

C.
—Craig Roche

In a musical scene, Eric Andersen is a folky

predecessor to Jackson Browne. The one ma for

difference between the two might be that

Jackson is moving toward rock in-

strumentation while Eric has stayed with

basically folk music styles. Accompanied by
Howie Emerson on guitar and dobro and
bassist Tony Brown (who is also on Dylan's

coming album), the three performed a loose

and relaxed three hour set, broken only by a
short intermission. They did songs from almost
all the albums Andersen has recorded, drawing
mainly on his last album for Columbia, Blue
River. Also well received were "Rollin' Home"
and "Thirsty Boots" songs you may know from
Peter, Paul and Mary and Judy Collins,
respectively.

The rest of that verse from Mitchell's "Last
Time I Saw Richard" says that romantics are
someday "cynical and drunk and boring

someone in some dark cafe", an almost apt
description of the show. The performers were
having a good time, drinking a bottle of wine

x> To begin with, there is no one in the band who
2 can write lyrics which amount to a hill o'

^ beans; Santana does most of the writing, and
* his efforts are mainly recycled Chinmoy-isms
o which, placed in the context of the band's

£ street rhythm vitality, sound painfully self

©-conscious and "heavy". Even a good vocalist
would have trouble giving such lyrics enough
lifetobelistenable, but Leon Patillo, Santana's
choice for this album (and what a follow up to

Leon Thomas, for Chrissakes), is in no danger
of falling into that category. He sounds like a
remnant of the days when all a band needed for

a hit single was a vocalist with a high, funny-
sounding voice. His phrasing is terrible and his

one composition, "Mirage", is easily worthy of

T.J. and the Shondells.

I think Santana could be a lyricist (if we
must have lyrics) worthy of his own music if he
would stop parroting his master's aphorisms
and try to relate the experience in a simpler,

more personal way. "Life is Anew" comes
close, sometimes. Perhaps it could even be
inserted into his contract — we could call it the

Santana Clause'. Splat. And thank you, sir.

Anyway, on the basis of the music alone this

album would rate a B plus, but its lyrical

limpness takes it down a couple of pegs. This

album is about half instrumental so let's make
it an 'Eric the half a' B.

NO OTHER — GENE CLARK (Asylum 7E-
1016)

Total playing time: 44:0*

It was Gene Clark who wrote several of the
mid sixties Byrds classics, and it has been
Clark's voice which has graced not only the
music of the pre-"Eight Mijes High" Byrds, but
also the more country-folk music of the New
Christy Minstrels and DM lard and Clark. While
the other ex- Byrds have remained musically
conspicuous, either with C, S, N & Y, S, H 8. F,

or the sadly defunct Burritos, Clark has been
something of a musical nomad, only oc-
casionally surfacing with a song of his being
recorded by someone else, or with a solo record
of his own.

No Other is Clark's third album (counting

With the Gosdin Brothers) and his first in over
three years. Within the primarily country-folk-

rock ballad oriented framework of his songs,

Clark expresses a gloomy, questioning, and
even nihilistic attitude. He looks at man as
"life's greatest fool" and ponders the existence

of fate, time and ultimately, reality.

Throughout No Other, I'm reminded of the

Byrds existential dilemma of "100 Years From
Now" from Sweetheart and Johnny Rivers' (of

ail people) distress over man's inability to

fulfill his great potential, as expressed in his

"The Way We Live".

No Other features Clark's voice as strong,

yet searching. The playing by the impressive

line-up of backup musicians (including Jesse

Davis, Butchie Trucks, Chris Hiliman and Russ
Kunkle) complements well. Long haired folk-

rock.
—David "no name" Sokol

SMILEY SMILE & FRIENDS—BEACH BOYS
(Brother 2MS 2167) time 25:19, 26:50

A glorious repackaging of one mislaid rock
landmark masterwork and its beautifully

lighthearted successor, Smiley Smile, a 1967

child, is sheer joy i^ ! *s taste, fun and simply

delicious bits of life. Friends, 1968, seems giddy
and blissed out by the' newly found Tran-
scendental Meditation, yet still shimmers with

a life-view that is most compelling in its crafted

balance.
Slapping these two together with intelligent

artwork and a steal price tag (S7.98 list price

$5.00 in decent stores) makes for one of those
rare occasions when the record company
approaches the level of the art presented.

A 'heroes A heroes' A

SUPER SONIC SOUNDS SUN RA (Impulse
AS -92 7 J) time 4t:J4

Wonderful stuff recorded in 1956., featuring

Sun Ra and the Myth-Science Arkestra working
in big band forms and managing to levitate the

stodgy idea of the big band into something
closer to a Big Bang. Early space music from
one of the master musicians of the age.
A the Sun Ra Age cannot be avoided' A

—Your Sacred Cowboy —Mike 'I ain't no Senator's ton' Kostek
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PVDC — it pays for itself
Lori Leiderman

Pioneer Valley Dinner Club

Restaurant discount books have been available in
most major cities for years, and now there's one for
the Amherst area. The Pioneer Valley Dinner Club
represents nineteen local restaurants offering 31
discount coupons valued over $60. For $7.50, you can
be a booklet-carrying member of PVDC, and if you
eat out regularly (no pun intended) the club can save
you some money.+

PVDC is the brainchild of three Amherst students.
Being frequent restaurant goers themselves, they
decided to see if there was a demand for a dinner club
in the area. After surveying the collective stomach of
the UMass student, they found that the typical UMie
eats out at least one night a week and spends an
average of $4 a meal. So, they proceeded to enlist the
support of local restauranteurs and came up with the
Pioneer Valley Dinner Club.

PVDC supplies each member with a discount
booklet and an information sheet about each
restaurant represented. The information sheet
provides a short description of each restaurant, its

location, hours and average price for both lunch and
dinner. The restaurants that comprise PVDC are as
follows:

Amherst Chinese Food, The Bamboo Hut, Beard
sley's, Campus Pizza, The Gold Mine, Goten of
Japan, Mill Valley Grist Mill, Henri's, Inc., Home
Comfort, The Hungry U, The Lighthouse, The Lord
Jeff, Rachid's, The Stables, Wiggins Tavern, The
Wine Chariot, The Wok, Zelda Bloomdido and Zorba's
Taverna.

The Dinner Club will be worth your while if you
plan on eating at many of these restaurants during
the next year. All coupons expire September 1, 1975
and they all have a maximum dollar value. The
average value per coupon is $2, but there are some
stipulations. Many coupons are only good on week-
days or specify that they can be used for lunch only.
Some discounts are given as a percentage of the
entire bill with a maximum dollar value. For in-

««

...the support of

local restaurants..."

stance, if the coupons state 10 percent of the bill with
a $2 value, you'd have to spend $20 to receive the full

discount. In cases like this, it would be worth your
while to bring three or four people so that you
wouldn't have to order the most expensive entrees.
For those that like to drink their meals, there are

some good coupons for liquor. Henri's offers two
cocktails for a nickel when two or more dinners are
offered, and Rachid's offers a split of Cold Duck for a
nickel — no other purchase required.

If PVDC sounds good to you, the mailing address
is: The Pioneer Valley Dinner Club, 21 West Street,
Hadley, Mass. 01035.

The $7.50 membership price will pay for itself if you
like the restaurants on the list and you know how to
use the coupons to their maximum value. If Burger
King is your bag, stick to the coupons in the Collegian.

-(-Since this article was written, I received a phone
call from the PVDC people. I explained to them that
$7.50 was a little steep for most students. They agreed
to lower the price to $5 if, believe it or not, you clip
this article and send it to them with the five bucks.
Five bucks is definitely a good price. Remember, this
offer is good for one article and one article
only...Madison Avenue wins again.

Collegian Staff

meet tonight

7 p.m.

CommonvvBarth Room

Kris Jackson's famous
words, "What's so funny?"

last

Duck's PITS AND DATQ

Don McGilvray's cosmic reply

|

Look at UMies and find out."

Peace River appearing tonight,

Nov. 14 through Sat., Nov. 16 at

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 )m Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.
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775 Worthing*on St.

Springfield

THURS. — SUN.

MITCH CHAKOUR
AiVD THE

MISSION BAND
The versatile Mitch and The Band always put on a good show — at the Fifth

it should REALLY be a good time! Don't miss it.

The atmosphere ai The Fifth Mam. will be a refreshing change from the aanie old Amherst scene,

Man. and lues, 'in* College (Sights with free entertainment and a continuous Happy Hour.

14 November ttg
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Reviewed by Richard J. Valcourt

THE GODS THEMSELVES
by Isaac Asimov
288 pages
Doubleday

Isaac Asimov certainly has
enough gall for twelve people. Not
satisfied with being driven to
exhaustion by his many and varied
other duties (lecturing, polishing
off book after book, and writing for

God knows how many magazines),
he has decided to write a novel of
striking originality and (literally)

dimension-spanning scope. This is

Asimov's first science fiction novel
in sixteen years, and since his
fiction seems to be getting rarer
and rarer these days, it serves as
an extra special treat.

Perhaps the lay-off has tamed
Dr. A a bit, because instead of
entirely altering the flow of time as
he did in his much earlier END OF
ETERNITY, he "merely" almost
destroys the galaxy.
And what is the cause of all this

mayhem? Well, it seems that good
old American know-how is the cul-

prit. A device called an Electron
Pump is built, with a bit of help
from aliens inhabiting the "para-
universe" (it was their idea to

begin with), and it soon proves to

be the energy panacea so
desperately needed by the Earth.
More of an inter-dimensional
matter transmitter than anything
else, it allows an exchange of two

An Asimov Galaxy
very important substances: they
get our Tungsten 186, and we get
their Plutonium 186. Each element
in its own world is stable, but
transporting them to other
universes with their slightly dif-

ferent "laws" results in a radical
change. Each metal begins to
decay at an ever increasing rate,
and thus they can be used as
radioactive fuels. With this
ostensibly inexhaustible supply of
fissionable materials, has man
finally seen the end of the energy
crisis?

Nope. Like all energy sources,
this one also pollutes, only this
time it's "law pollution". The
natural laws of each universe seep
into one another through the
connection created by the Electron
Pump, with the end result being
that the para-universe is slowly
cooling off, and ours is slowly
heating up. The effects are more
immediate and deadly for us,

however, because in twenty or so
years, the sun will heat up suf-

ficiently to "go nova" (explode).
This in turn would cause a
spreading of para-universe-law
throughout our region of the
galaxy, producing a series of
stellar explosions. Eventually, all

or part of the galaxy would be
converted into a Quasar, which is

something that makes an H-bomb
look Ijke a small campfire.

The reason that the solution is

not as easy as turning off the of
fending Pump is because only a
few people know about these
deleterious effects. It isn't easy to
convince the rest of humanity that
their benevolent energy savior is

really a two-faced villain who's
about to shoot them in their un
suspecting backs. I said earlier
that Asimov almost destroys the
galaxy. The story does have a
ending which does not result in the
annihilation of all life, but I'll be
danged if I spoil it by telling you all

about it.

I can't resist briefly mentioning
the concept of "melting", surely
the strangest part of the book. This
is how the Triads derive a sort of
sexual pleasure from one another.
When the mood suits them, they
undergo a bizarre physical

literally "melting"
being, forming one
If the melting is

child is produced.

assimilation,

into a single

from three,

"good", a
Strange... and mind-boggling (I

can see it now: "The Sensuous
Triad").

establish a rapport with them,
unlike in Asimov's earlier books,
where all you could do was watch
and wait and guess. Reader-to-
character empathy is quickly
established, and it doesn't let up
until the end. As a matter of fact, it

continues well after you've
finished the story.

The book is not particularly
recent (published in 1972), which
means that it's already out in

paperback. It won the Hugo and
Nebula awards for its year, so I'm
not alone in my lofty praise for it.

Conclusion: you've no excuse for

not reading it.

THE

NUMBER ONE

BOOK OF

THE YEAR!

*i

THE
DAYOF
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* ami tt rrafen.. »»-,•
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| THE SUSPENSE

FILM OF

THE YEAR!

Friday, Nov. 15 and Saturday, Nov. 16

at 6:30 • 9:00 11:30 in the S.U.B.
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George €. Scott
Irish Van Devere

ONLY AT
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The novel is structured in three
parts. The tirst concerns the
discovery ot the Pump and the
subsequent ettorts ot one man to

stop the impending doom. He tails

to halt the pumping.

The setting tor the second part is

in the para-universe itself. Here,
Asimov has created a fascinating

new life form: the Triad, which is

actually a symbiotic grouping
consisting of one Emotional, one
Parental, and one Rational. This
entirely alien culture is beautifully

handled, and is in many ways the

best thing about the book. Here,

also, a young Emotional realizes
the danger of the Pump. She is

concerned not so much about her
world as she is for the other (our)

universe, since she has been able to

deduce the coming Quasar effect.

Her futile efforts to aid the "other
creatures" are genuinely touching,
and at the end, there is a bitter

irony involved in finding out that

she was partly responsible for the
invention of the Pump.

The third section takes place on
Earth's colonized moon, and even
though it contains the book's
climax, it is curiously calm and
subdued. This is not to say that it's

bad. Witnessing Selene Lindstrom,
a lunar-born girl, eventually
discover a solution for the Pump
problem, is thrilling, but since the
events take place at an almost
leisurely pace, the reader isn't left

gasping for breath.

The book is vastly different from
any other novel Asimov has
written and the changes
appear to be mostly stylistic. The
"old" Asimov wrote fast moving
action novels with several plot

twists per chapter. These were
fine, but if read one right after the
other, they became somewhat
tedious. The Gods is slower,
smoother, and concentrates much
more on character development
than previous works. The
protagonists, even the aliens, are
shown to be genuine beings with
feelings and individuality... and
problems. The reader is able to

Welcome to
Fred Weiss'

Book Worl d...

-by Horatio Alger, Jr.-

MONDAY I TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS Jl 00

In the near future the Below the
Salt bookspot will review The CIA
and the Cult of Intelligence, by
Victor Marchetti and John D.
Marks. The book set off a battle
through the course, on the question
of what Marchetti, a former CIA
agent could write about and could
not. Some of the sections were
censored by the court, and these
parts are conspicuously left up to
the reader's imagination, by blank
pages and spaces.
Thanks for the great response on

the question of "who is "deep
throat" in Woodward and Bern-
stein's All the President's Men.
The only answer given, (and it was
suggested even before press time)
was by Robert Griffith of Jeffrey
Lane in Amherst. Griffith suggests
that it was Richard Kleindienst,
former Attorney General of the
United States. Griffith says that it

is Kleindienst because he had
connections in both the White
House and the Justice Department,
and also points out that the man
received a relatively light prison
sentence.

Bacardi
light rum

for

what?

Enjoy it in Daiquiris

and Bacardi Cocktails.

And use it like gin or
vodka in Martinis,

Screwdrivers,
Bloody Marys,
tonic, bitter lemon.

BACARDI srum.^^ The mixablc one.
... !>)'.- «»C»«OI IMPOHtS. INC..
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NOW IN PAPERBACK

Groucho's controversial

bestsolling memoir...

with 300 rare

illustrations

dKarx&ros.

M your campus bookstore

4 0. 4. m,

by Groucho Marx
and Richard J. Anobile

Movie buffs rejoice! Only $5 95 for

this controversial, uncensored, beguil-

ing, and absolutely authentic story of

the irrepressible Marx Bros. Told by
the master himself, two of his broth-
ers, and those who knew and worked
with the fabled four. 300 splendid
illustrations and memorabilia.

"Intelligent, savagely funny, cheer-
fully obscene, vindictive, unforgiv-

ing, unforgetting, honest and totally

frank. A classic."
— Chicago Sun-Times

A Oarien House Book
Grosset & Dunlap, Inc.

ATTHKCiATKS
OF SMITH COLLEGE

iACADEMY!
jObMUaCi

\ NORTHAMPTON

NOW — 7:00 & 9: 15

OCUUHEinm Pnnents

CHARLES
BftONSON

n * flUCHACL WINNCa Mm

"DEATH WISH"
TfXMHKMLOm • A Paramount Releas*

Mon.-Tues. — Dollar Nightrumux
ELVIS RECORDED
LIVE ON STAGE
ELVIS PRESLEY
(RCACPLI -0606)

Looking at the list of songs on this

album, minds slide back to scenes of

braces and late babysitting nights
glued to the television; one ear tuned
to a best friend on the telephone and
the other absorbing every low note
Elvis spoke or sang. He was great
then. Recordings of the little girl

fantasies he inspired would be in-

finitely pornographic. The music was
uncomplicated, based mainly on that
special voice and simple rock and roll

rhythms. Spines tingle merely
thinking about new live versions "See
See Rider", "Love AAe", "Long Tall

Sally", "Whole Lot-Ta Shakin' Goin'
On", "Jailhouse Rock", "Hound
Dog", "Blueberry Hill", "I Can't
Stop Loving You" and "Can't Help
Falling In Love". Expectations run
high.

The voice is tired and sounds as old
as memories. The only songs that are
complete are over-done gospel
numbers and Coca Cola com-
mercialish "Let Me Be There";
everything else is a medley and or
lacking in spirit or vocal
arrangement. The moments that
move are too few to merit a whole
album and are merely flashes of

better times. If you saw the last Elvis
On Tour movie, this album would be
a waste of listening space. It would be
better to remember the pre-acne
years in peace then to have them
almost destroyed by what Elvis has
become. Nothing old, nothing new, all

is borrowed, I feel blue.

—tyla

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -
Death With - 7:00-9-16

ALLEN h COOLEY -
Savage la Looae - 7:00-9:30

AMHERST -
Peraona - 8:45
The Shame - 7:00

CALVIN -
Gone With The Wind - 7 30

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
Cheerleaders — 7:00
Oh Calcutta - 8:30
Flesh Gordon - 7:00-8:46
Duddy Kraviti - 7:00 & 916

MT. FARMS 4 -
Gone With The Wind - 7:16
Groove Tube - 4:16-6:45-7:00-

10:00

Entertainment - 4:30-7:00-9:16
Trial Of Billy Jack - 4:00-7:15-

8:15

SHOWCASE -
Longest Yard - 7:30-9:46
Airport 1975 - 7:30-9:30
Harry & Tonto - 7:30-9:40
Fleah Gordon - 7:45-9:30
Trial Of Billy Jack - 7:16-10:20
Memory Of Ua - 7:30-9:20

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
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"IF

Cicely Tyson
Paul Winfield
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The Trial of Billy Jack
It takes up where Billy Jack left off.

st.rr,n9 DELORES TAYLOR and TOM LAUGHLIN

[PG PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGKUD 3J

NOW PLAYING

HADLEY MT. FARMS No. 4

SPRINGFIELD SHOWCASE CINEMA
Consult your local theatre directory for times
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Freedom
of the
Press

by Luis Manuel Medina
STEVE TRIPOLI — Ex Editor-

in-Chief of the COLLEGIAN
"Governments have the power,
and the Press have the voice." The
right to write for minorities needs
to be protected." "In the
COLLEGIAN, the great direction

is to make a truly multicultural
newSDaoer."
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SHARON HUGHES — Former
Assist. News Editor COLLEGIAN.
"There are stereotypes about
journalsim duties, between men
and women. Freedom Of The Press
On Campus. It has been very little

pressure for the most part, any
pressure is very subtle, not verbal
pressure. The COLLEGIAN is a
very stratified type of in-

stitutionalism it runs like a
bureacracy. I was part of it, too.

You can accept responsibility
without being elitist."

MARTHA CREEGAN — Student
legal services. Former SGA's
senator. Relation Of Media To
Government. "Media can be used
as an effective tool by the govern-
ment to inform the people, but that
depends on the accountability of
the government to the people. It

would also be used as a screen by
the government to protect itself

from criticism." "Privately owned
media seems to present a unique
problem in that itself makes the
final decision what will and will not
be printed. It can therefore become
a discriminating education tool.

But, at the same time if it is owned
by an irresponsible government, I

hate to think what Richard Nixon
would be doing now."
LINDA MATVS — Former

teacher of journalism. Valley
Advocate Editor. "What freedom
of the press means in this country
is something for everybody, but not
necessary in on publication,
communist, enviromentialst John
Birchers, have their own
publications and it's legal. The
large newspapers as they become
larger and monopolistic should
become more responsible for the
people. There always is room for
the newsDaoers to crusade on one
side of the issue if there is no way

TVEAH? AND lUWfVT HflPPLMS TO ^E-
1 AtTXR I RATHER A bUWGH f

for people to find out about the
other side. All types of publications
are justifiable because of th€

American journalism historical

structure newspapers. There is nc
government control in newspapers
as in radio or T.V., the more
newspapers the better."

MICHAEL KOSTEK — BELOW
THE SALT Editor. ART
MAGAZINES AND THE PRESS.
"I feel good presenting a fine art —
real world magazine every week."
"Advertising is necessary given
the current situation." "Jour-
nalism is a social responsibility; if

you see something wrong; write it.

I believe if you are not part of the
solution, you are part of the

BELOW THE SALT photo by
Dock Dejnak

problem. The purposes of Jour-
nalism is to advocate, to report
accurately, to be a watchdog of
daily life."

GIB FULLERTON— Production
Manger Valley Advocate. "The
most improtant aspect of jour-
nalsim or any type of media are the
readers. Advertisers are more
concerned in selling, not molding
public opinion."
ELEANOR GATES CRUM —

UAP's Chairwoman. "Poor
communication or the lack of it is a
deadly cancer." "Love for one's
fellowmen, tolerance forgiveness
and desire to cooperate are ex-
cellent constituents of good
communication. If nations and
their people would promote
equality, if they would com
municatewith charity, clarity, and
unselfishness, recognizing the
rights of others and the worth of
man, ours would be a better world— relatively free of the deadly
cancer of poor or no com
munication."
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DRAKE
Fine food

and drink.

Like a symphony
of love!

"LVILLAGE II

now appearing at the

hide-a-way
blues artist

LUTHER

JOHNSON
(cover $1)

Wed. & Thurs.

Nov. 13 & 14

and coming this

Friday & Saturday

HOME
COOKING

(cover $1.50)

and remember, every
Wed. night is Schlitz Night.

12 oz. drafts only 40c —
pitchers of beer, $1.75.

Rt. 202 in Granby
1 mile off Rt. 116

Tel. 467-8393

APPEARING
WED. & THURS.

0000 FRIEND

COYOTE
COMING SUN. & \10N.

NOV. 17 & IS

Sonny Terry

Brownie McGhee

COVER— $3.0(1

\T

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47,

Sunderland

665-4937
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-»- + + + 5fand in line for it ++ + Catch it on dollar night + + Wait for it to come on TV Do some homework instead compiled by Jeffrey Polman

AIRPORT 1975 + +
The latest things today in films are disaster

movies and sequels. This one's a disaster
sequel, and it certainly suffers from its lack of
originality. Charlton Heston again, folks, with
another splurge of Middle America en
tertainment. At the Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield.

APPRENTICESHIP OF DUDDY KRAVITZ
+ + +
Reviewed in this issue on p. 5 At the

Campus Cinemas.

CHEERLEADERS + + +
A better than average skin flick, that is, if the

average is Pippi Longstocking. It's fun, though,

and that's what counts, right? Don't forget to

bring your overcoat. Billed with Oh! Calcutta!

at the Campus Cinemas.
DAY OF THE JACKAL ++ ++

Excellent suspense tale about would be

assassin of deGaulle. Based on Frederick

Forsyth's novel. Character of "the Jackal" is a

chiller. 11 15 and 11 16at the S.U.B., 7, 9, and 11.

DEATH WISH (1974) + + +
People are raving about this new Charles

Bronson movie for some reason, and a viewing

should explain why. It deals with a wealthy
architect who takes the law into his own hands
and calmly shoots muggers off the streets after

his own wife and daughter are assaulted. The
question is: how do you stop the growing crime
rate in a big city, through the police, or through
personal protection? The film favors Bronson's
actions, and usually the audience follows suit.

The idea is cute, but the portrayals of the

muggers are too stereotyped and West Side

Storyish, Still, the acting shines and the New
York City photography provides a spellbinding

background for the shenanigans. Michael
Winner directs his first winner. At the

on a sunny satu?da<i f

tothe ozone in

Vai%he iC h

CONCERTS
T indicates tickets are available at Ticketron in lobby of Campus Center Hotel)

Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield.

FLESH GORDON + + +
Sharp spoof of both the science fiction genre

and the foreplay flicks. Enjoyable sets, special
effects, and humor make this a big surprise.
Complete with phallic-shaped ray guns and
spaceships. Campus Cinemas.
GONE WITH THE WIND + + + +
The old classic which has stirred up the

legions of decency in the Thirties. The big

breakthrough in color film. It won a slew of

Oscars. Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield.
THE GROOVE TUBE + ++
Good satire on television lunacy and idiocy.

Initially a sleeper of a film, but is fast gaining
recognition as one of the best spoofs of the last

few years. At the Mountain Farms Four.
THE HARDER THEY COME + + + +
Powerful, fascinating drama of racial strife,

with Jimmy Cliff. This film has been playing in

Boston for goodness knows how long. Vincent
Canby of the N.Y. Times says about it: "a cult
film, which has more guts, wit, and humor than
most movies you'll see in any one year." 11-17

in the CCA. at 7 and 9:30.

HARRY AND TONTO + + + +
A contemporary saga of an old man and his

cat who travel across country searching for a
new outlook on life. Slight rip off of Steinbeck's
Travels with Charley formula, but when was
the last time you saw a decent film about old

age? Art Carney, as Harry, will most likely win
an Oscar because he's getting old. But he also
does a fine job. Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield.

LADY SINGS THE BLUES + + + +
Diana Ross won an Academy Award

nomination for her role as the legendary Billie

Holiday, and the film which supports her is

superbly constructed from all cinematic ends.
A must. 11 16 in the CCA. at 7 and 10.

THE LONGEST YARD ++
A fleeting macho action flick where Burt

Reynolds shows his cell block how fun it is to be
in prison. Eddie Albert acts as warden, for all

you Eddie Albert fans. Robert Aldrich direct-

ed. At the Showcase Cinemas in West
Springfield.

OH! CALCUTTA! ++
Built up as one of the raunchiest films in a

while, but it isn't. Based on the fleshy Broad-
way play, it teases more than it exposes. But
it's teamed with The Cheerleaders at the
Campus Cinemas so you might as well take it

in.

PERSONA + ++ +
Bergman at his most personal, and surely his

most dramatic. Story concerns two women and

their relationship. Need I say more? The
world's greatest filmmaker incorporates his

skill in portraying the human psyche, as well as
laying bare his actors and emotionally strip

ping the audience naked. With Shame at the
Amherst Cinema.
SCARECROW + + + +
Don't miss this one. Al Pacino and Gene

Hackman, two of America's finest actors
today, excel in this little-known film about two
"hobos" in their search for a plentiful

existence, in Pittsburgh. Jerry Schatzberg
directs a sleeper masterpiece, and Pacino and
Hackman turn in a couple fabulous per-
formances. You will not be dissatisfied. Winner
at the Cannes Film Festival a few years ago.
11-14 in the S.U.B. at 7 and 9:15 p.m.
SHAME + + + +
Another Ingmar Bergman classic, about the

effect of war on human beings. Liv Ullman and
Max Von Sydow star in a gut-ripping drama,
replete with grisly scenes of death and des-
truction. This and Persona viewed in one night
at the Amherst Cinema could be hard on your
brain, but if you're into Bergman or if you can
appreciate good filmmaking you won't want to
miss them.
THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT ++++
A collection of musical moment from nearly

100 great MGM films produced between 1928
1959. The singing of Liza Minelli, Frank
Sinatra, Judy Garland and "more stars than
there are in heaven". Also the offstage music of
Cole Porter, the Gershwins, etc. as Frank
Sinatra says, "You can wait around and
hope... but you won't see the likes of this
again." Playing at the Mountain Farms 4.

THE TRIAL OF BILLY JACK ++
Sequel time again, kiddies. This time it's

courtroom adventure with Billy and his organic
disciples. If you liked Billy Jack you'll
probably like this, but I thought Billy Jack was
out-of-date vomit, so perhaps you should see
this yourself and judge. It has just been
released, partly for commercial reasons. If you
don't believe me, check out the jacked-up
prices when you see it. Playing at the Mountain
Farms Four.
THE WIZARD OF OZ +++++++

In short, Dorothy and Toto and the
Scarecrow and the Tin Woodman and the
Cowardly Lion and the Wicked Witch of the
West, not to mention Glinda and the Guardian
of the Gates. If you haven't seen it yet you must
have been raised in East Antartica. But this
time it's in color and without interruptions at
Mahar TONIGHT at 7, 9, and 11. It's a twister,
it's a twister!!

UMASS
Boston Ballet — Nov. 15 and 16, Bowker
Commander Cody and His Lost Planet Airmen
— Nov. 22, SUB
Goidovsky Opera Theater, "La Traviata" (in
English) — Nov. 17, Bowker
Willie Colon Latin Band — Nov. 24, CCA.

AMHERST
Raspberries — Albatross — Nov. 16, Amherst
Cinema

OLDDEERFIELD
A Grande Concert of the Best Instrumental
Music, 1650-1825 (organ and flute) — Nov. 15,

Brick Church
SPRINGFIELD

Donovan — Nov. 15, Sanderson (7:30 and 10) T
Randy Newman — Ry Cooder — Nov. 16,

Sanderson T
Beach Boys— Roger McGuinn— Nov. 17, Civic
Center
Kinks — Nov. 29, Sanderson T
Chick Corea and Return to Forever — Nov. 30,
Sanderson T
Billy Joel — Dec. 6, Sanderson T
Yes — Dec. 10, Civic Center (cancelled)

David Bromberg — Johnathan Edwards —
Dec. 15, Sanderson T
Richie Havens — Dec. 21, SandersonT

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Marshall Tucker Band — The Charlie Daniels
Band — Nov. 19, Woolsey Hall, Yale Univ.

BOSTON
Jerry Garcia and Merle Saudners — Nov 14,
Paul's Mall
Betty Wright— Nov. 14 17, Sugar Shack (10 and
l a.m.)
Big Screamin' McGrew — Nov. 14-17, Brandy's

Joe Farrell Quintet — Nov. 14-16, Jazz
Workshop
Asleep At The Wheel
Passim Coffeeshop
Bowie — Nov. 14-16, Music Hall T
Skyhook — Nov. 15, Speakeasy
Lori Lteberman — Nov. 15 and 16, Paul's Mall
George Carlin — Travis Shook and The ClubWOW — Nov. 15, Orpheum (cancelled)
Marshall Tucker Band — Elvin Bishop —
Charlie. Daniels Nov. 16, Orpheum T

Bill Workman —

cnicK corea and Return to Forever —
Renaissance — Nov. 17, Symphony Hall
Boys Of The Lough — Nov. 17-19, Passim
Coffeeshop
Roomful Of Blues — Nov. 18-23, Brandy's I

Muddy Waters — Nov. 18-24, Paul's Mall
Gary Burton — Nov. 18-24, Jazz Workshop
Dramatics— Nov. 18-24, Sugar Shack (10 and 1

a.m.)
Jose Feliciano — Nov. 20, Symphony Hall
Elton John — Kiki Dee Band — Nov. 20 and 25,
Boston Garden (sold out)
Randy Newman — Ry Cooder — Nov. 21,
Symphony Hall

LOCAL

Sonny Terry & Brownie McGhee—Fat—Rusty
Nail, Nov. 17,18

Fat—Rusty Nail, Nov. 15,16

Homecookin'—Hide-A-Way, Nov. 15,16

Luther Johnson—Hide A Way, Nov. 14

Dynamic Sex Machine—Steak Out, Nov. 14-16

Mitch Chakour—5th Alarm, Nov. 14-17

Momma's Little Jewel—Hotel Monat, Nov. 14-

17

Firewater—-4 Leaf Window, Nov. 14-16

Dark Horse—Bluewall, Nov. 15,16

Scratch—Bluewall, Nov. 14

Cricket—Hatch, Nov. 14-16

Homecookin'—Hampden Dining Commons,
Nov. 17

America — Nov. 21, Music Hall T
Beach Boys — John Sebastian — Nov. 23,

Boston Garden T
New Riders Of The Purple Sage— Hoyt Axton
— Nov. 24, Orpheum T
Kinks — Dec. 1, Music Hall T
Gregg Allman — Cowboy — Dec. 3, Music Hall
T
Aerosmith — Dec. 5 and 6, Music Hall T
Genesis — Dec. 9, Music Hall T
George Harrison — Ravi Shankar and Family
and Friends — Dec. 9 and Dec. 10 (4 and 8:30)
(8:30 sold out) T
v»s Dec. 11, Boston Garden T
MUSIC

Jon Condit—T.O.C, Nov. 14-16

Little Fire—Field House, Nov. 15
Some of My Best Friends—Hills North Lounge,
Nov. 16

Some of My Best Friends—Rusty Nail,
Nov. 19,20

Good Friend Coyote—Rusty Nail, Nov. 14
Debby McClatchy, Jane Voss, Will Spires-
Chelsea House Cafe and Folklore Center
(W.Brattleboro Vt.) Nov. 15,16

Discotheque at the Dial Tone, Nov. 14-20

Doc Sullivan—Pub, Nov. 14,15 (3-6 p.m.)
D.J.—Pub, Nov. 15,16 (4-6 p.m.)
Great Pretenders—Pub, Nov. 17

John Moran— Pub, Nov. 19

Thursday,November7

Jlinsdale
New Hampshire

The First Annual

U. Mass. Handicap
Thursday, November 7

Free admission to all U. Mass. students
presenting a U. Mass. I. D.

near Brattleboro • 3 miles off Rtc. (Jp • EXIT 1

COMMANDER CODY

AND HIS

LOST

PLANET

AIRMEN
FRIDAY, NOV. 22

at 9:00 p.m.

in the SUB

Tickets are $4.00 on

Campus Center Concourse

- presented by Program Council Music Committee

DORM LIVING
Dorsh calls dormitory rules

unconstitutional; asks end to it
By KATHYSHEEHAN (|_SO) has called the mandatory

»*/•..- fi
a
Z,
Rep°/ter dormitory residence requirement

William M. Dorsch, attorney for for UMass students under 21 years
the UMass Legal Services Office of age unconstitutional under the

Equal Protection clause in the
United States Constitution.

In a letter to William Searson,
general counsel for the UMass

Board of Trustees last Tuesday,
Dorsch formally demanded on
behalf of six student clients, that
tha trustees rescind the mandatory

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
TELEPHONE 54S 3500
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residence requirement because it

"violates their (the students') right

to Equal Protection as guaranteed
by the United States Constitution."

And Dorsch feels the University has
no legitimate defense in "infringing

on the students' rights to choose
their residences."

Citing relevant court cases,

Dorsch said he read the decisions

of these cases to mean the

University has no justification in

requiring students to live on
campus because UMass "may
incur financial difficulties as a result

of dorm vacancies."

turn to page 14

CC workers
get hours back

A street singer from Boston dropped by the Campus Center
yesterday and sang for six hours. Stephen Baird has been a
professional street singer for four years.

By JUNE VALLIERE
And P.J. PROKOP
Staff Reporters

Coffee shop employees will have their
hours reinstated. This proposal, unanimously
voted in, at last night's Campus Center-
Student Union Board of Governors meeting,
will be effective immediately.

The follow-up motion, to ensure that

student employees will be guaranteed
protection from any further cutbacks and
lay-offs for the duration of the semester was
tabled.

Several members of the board felt it was
unfair for students to pay for management's
errors in this matter. Howard Levin, Vice-

Chairperson of the Board of Governors, said

that because it is nearing the end of the

semester, and these students are in financial

need, the best solution is to reinstate hours

to students in the Coffee Shop in order to

"satisfy people at minimal cost and maybe to

boost morale." He said this mistake should

be kept in mind for next semester and
rectified.

John Corker, Director of the Campus
Center gave his reasons for rejecting the

proposal. He said, "One of the concerns I

raised was, are we dealing with a bad
decision that was made?" If it's bad,

shouldn't it be a concern for all?"

In response to Corker's argument con-
cerning the arousal of conflict in other af-

fected areas in the Campus Center, such as

the Hatch, The Blue Wall and the T.O.C,
Milton Kerstein, member of the Student
Employee Committee, said that these other

people would have complained if they felt

this cutback was unfair.

Kerstein said that he had talked to other

people in these areas and they said they felt

unaffected by the cutback.

The proposal for stabilizing student hours

has tabled because the financial budget for

the CC. had just been received in October,

and the board decided it did not have enough
information to make a valid decision.

Lisa Saunders, Chairperson of the Student
Employee Committee said she would drop

the proposal if Corker would give the

Committee a written guarantee protecting

students from further cutbacks.

Kerstein added this motion was brought
up as future insurance against lay-offs, next
semester. He said previous verbal
agreements had not been kept.

Corker promised that there would not be
any layoffs next semester but that he could

not guarantee there not be a cut in hours.

This motion was tabled with seven in

favor, four against, and three abstentions.

Other motions passed at the meeting

were the increase in rates at the Print Shop
effective Nov. 18, alteration of Coffee Shop
hours, and tne closure of the Hatch Bar

during lunch hour beginning in two weeks.

Next semester, the Coffee Shop's closing
hours will be changed from 1.30 to 1:00 from
Sunday to Wednesday.

Hatch Bar will be closed M lunch time due
to lack of student inteiest. During October
losses were estimated at seven dollars per
day.

Corker said all attempts will be made to
reschedule bartenders \r mother area or to
give them hours but thort would not be a
loss in the number of hours.

inside:
Campus crime is on the rise,

which is probably no news to

anyone, but see page 10 for the
inside scoop.

weather:
I'd like to tell you that today is

going to be nice and sunny, but

you've probably already noticed

that it's cloudy out, so I won't. I'd

also like to tell you that it'll get

warmer into the weekend, but that

wouldn't be true either.

Everybody deserves a little

sunshine every day, so if it doesn 't

look like it's coming out of the sky,

look elsewhere. Happy trails.

Bromery: Dorms voluntary by Sept. 1975
The campus administration is working

towards making residence in dormitories
completely voluntary for all students by next
September, Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery said yesterday.

Speaking at a regularly scheduled twice-

monthly press conference, Bromery said:

"My goal is to shoot for it as fast as we
can," Bromery said. "I'm shooting for

September of 1975.. .but that's dependent on
whether we can get some legal changes."

Bromery said the most difficult legal

problem is assuring that "debt-service" on
the dorms - essentially mortgage payments -

can continue to be met even if as many as

1,000 student decide

instead of in dorms.

to live off campus

MMNM

The University's 'iscal 1976
budget request works for students,

Chancellor Bromery says in press
conference. Story, pg. 9.

Tables showing spending on the

Amherst campus are reprinted on
page 7.

"I think we'll work out the legal problems -

probably by September 1975...we' re not

sitting back on our thumbs doing nothing,"

Bromery said.

Bromery said he was concerned that if a

large number of students -- up to 10 per cent
- decided to live off campus he fears they

will make it difficult for married students and
young faculty to obtain good housing.

He also said he fears that with a potentially

greater market for private apartments,
developers would once again consider
Amherst prime area for putting up housing
complexes. "You only need 10 per cent of
the students out there and it would change,"
he said, adding that bus schedules would
also be effected.
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Richard Wright lecture series continued

with third presentation at Herter Hall

_FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15. 1974

By BLACKNEWS SERVICE
The third lecture in the "Richard Wright's Lecture series was held last

night in Herter Hall. Prof. Sylvia Wynter, Jamaican-Cuban poet currently
on the faculty of the Third World College of the University of California at
San Diego, was the guest lecturer.

Prof. Wynters characterized Wright as a man greatly influenced by
western art and in his admiration for western culture did not see its im-
plications.

Remarking on Wright's move from the South to Chicago and to New
York, then finally to Paris where he died, Prof. Wynters said, "his life was
shaped and patterned by the pain of these disruptions... His life, she
continued, was native to exile.

Wright was greatly influenced by the communist party, and even after
breaking with the communist party maintained certain ways of thought of
the party. The communist party's influence was to be reflected in his later
writing on Africa in which she said "Wright was to foster the idea of a
tragic elite which was to save the African world." "In his idea of the tragic
elite however he did not see the movement of the masses. Prof. Wynter
continued, "however right he was or however wrong, in any issue all his
life he was totally committed to the liberation of all Black people and in
deed to the liberation of all oppressed people."
"Wright," she explained, "was angered by the gods of the African

people," he made clear his contempt when he wrote "the best thing the

missionaries ever did was to reduce four hundred gods to one." In fact she

continued, "he began to argue that it was these innumerable gods which

created the mental habit which was the cause of Africa's defeat."

Miss Wynters presentation was well received. It generated some
penetrating questions which was accompanied by a healthy discussion

with different members of the audience.

"Miss Wynters discussion of Wright once more reinforced the need for

serious analysis of the Black artist by serious Black critiques," asserted one
participant.

Further lectures in the series Will include John Henry Clark tonight at

8:00 p.m. at Amherst College. On February 4, James Baldwin will be at the

Univ. of Mass.

For those who missed Miss Wynters, she will be at Hampshire at 7:30 on

Sat. night. Check all time and locations with the various area information

Professor Sylvia Wynter of the University
California at San Diego.

of

offices.

two
UMass

By DAVEKOWAL
Staff Reporter

11 trophies on display in 126 South College attest to the speaking skill of
the UMass Debate Union's newly formed Individual Events Team
(I.E.team).

The team, whose name is longer than its history, was started at the
beginning of this semester to give the Debate Union more versatility, and
to interest a wider range of students, said Mike McCambridge, one of the
team's two coaches.

Jean Gaumer, the other coach, said, "It's pretty amazing when one
considers that we've only been to two tournaments."
The I.E. program consists of after dinner speeches, extemporaneous

speaking, impromptu speaking, informative speaking, oral interpretation,
and persuasive speaking.

Occasionally the categories of original poetry, dramatic pairs, and
rhetorical criticism are added.
Some tournaments may have special events, such as epideictic

speaking, which is the reciting of eulogies.
The first tournament the I.E. team attended was at Plattsburg University

in New York where. six trophies were won.
Jill Peltin and Nick Burnett took first and second place respectively in

after dinner speeches, while Paul Goslin won first place in epeictic
speaking and fifth place in persuasive speaking.

Goslin and Peltin took third place and fifth place respectively in the
pentathalon, which depends upon the total number of points totaled by
participating in five events.

Over 100 people from colleges throughout the east attended the
tournament.

The I.E. team also attended a tournament early this month at

Bridgewater, Mass.
The team took home four individual trophies plus a team "sweepstakes"

trophy for fourth place in the tournament. The "sweepstakes" trophy
depends upon the total number of points accumulated by the team.

"It's pretty incredible that we won that 'sweepstakes' trophy, because
we were the smallest team participating. We only brought four people with
us, while some schools had up to 35 participants," Gaumer said.

The other trophies were won by Cathi Eppinger for third place in im-

promptu speaking and fourth place in oral interpretation, Nick Burnett for

second place in after dinner speaking, and Martha Seif for fourth place in

informative speaking.

Over 150 people, mostly from the Boston area, attended the tour-

nament.

The LE. team has not been the only source of success for the UMass
Debate Union.

At a novice debate tournament at Wake Forest in Winston-Salem, North
Carolina the team of Bill Dale and Rosanne Hynes compiled a 5-1 record.

They defeated Alabama, Emory, George Washington, North Carolina, and
^Virginia, losing only to West Georgia.

Their record was good enough for the octafinal elimination round where
they beat George Washington by a 3-0 decision. They then hit North
Carolina, the eventual tournament winner.

They dropped a 3-0 decision, but still took fourth place in the tour-

nament. '

Anyone interested in the Debate Union should see Prof. Matlon in 126
S.C.

Campus play explores HUAC
The play , "Apology For Larry

Parks" will play tonight and
tomorrow in the South College
Studio Theater. The Friday and
Saturday curtains are at 8:00 and
10:00 p.m. Admission is $1.00 at the
door with the box office opening
two hours before each per-

formance.

Don Nigro, a graduate student in

theater at the University of

Massachusetts, is the author of

Apology For Larry Parks, the

University Theater's opening
production of the 74-75 season.

Under the direction of Professor

WFCR 88.5 fm
SATURDAY

1:00 — Folk Music and Bernstein. The Urban
Folk Music Scene, Part 2.

200 — Opera Theatre — "Tassilone"
8:30 — Boston Symphony — Seiji Ozawa con-
ducts Haydn

SUNDAY
1:00— Pacifica. Part 1. Privacy, Part 2; Pagan
Press Review
2:30 — Stereo - File - Questions and comments
invited — 5450100

6 30 — Classical Music and the Afro-American —
today's guest is composer George Walker

Gary Stewart - with whom Nigro
collaborated on the script - the play
deals .with the fantasies and
nightmares of a "Hollywood star"

confronted by a moral and political

dilemma for which his life and art

has left him unprepared.
The "star" was Larry Parks, of

The Jo/son Story and its equally
successful sequel Jo/son Sings
Again; the dilemma resulted from a
supoena issued Parks by the House
Committee on Un-American Ac-
tivities.

The others, including Dalton

Trumbo and Ring Lardner Jr.,

refused to testify on Constitutional
grounds and were cited for con-
tempt of Congress, convicted, and
sent to prison.

Anti-inflation rally
There will be an Anti-Inflation

Rally tonight at 8:00 in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

There will be a nation wide Anti-

Inflation Demonstration tomorrow.
People from the University should
meet at Court Square in Springfield

at 2:00 p.m.

Peace River appearing tonight,

Nov. 14 through Sat., Nov. 16 at

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 feSr

Serving
Food and Liquor
from 11 a.m.
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By LANA FISCHER
Staff Reporter

The appointment of Dr. Henry
Lubin as new director of the Dental
Clinic scheduled to open December
15 was announced by Barry Averill,
director of University Health
Services at a recent meeting of the
Student Health Advisory Board
(SHAB).

Averhill said Lubin is one of the
leaders of a dentist cooperative for
the Martin Luther King Health
Center in Bronx, New York City.
Averhill requested that five

members of the SHAB work with
dental issues in order to "help make
adjustments so that the Dental
Clinic may work more effectively".

The floor was then turned over to
a representative of the DES sub-
committee that had worked during
the summer to write a pamphlet
informing the student body and
faculty at UMass about DES, the
drug believed to be the cause of
vaginal cancer in women who have
used it. Five recommendations
were made to the Student Health
Advisory Board and they are as

director appointed

Benefits, hazards, decisions
featured in nuclear seminar

follows:

1) No research be done on
UMass women concerning the
effects of DES without their
consent.

2) DES or any related drug be
administered in the University
Health Center only after the user
has given her (written) consent,
and only after she has been
adequately informed about the
drug(s). Also, a woman who has
the necessary skills will be the
counsellor.

3) DES information provided for

By BOB PAQUETTE
Staff Reporter

Nuclear energy is the topic of a
new course to be offered next
semester by the Environmental
Science Department.

Dr. Richard E. Webb, who has a
Ph.D. in nuclear energy, will be
teaching the course, which has as
its full title: Nuclear Energy:
Benefits, Hazards, and the Decision
Process Examined.

Dr. Webb was formerly a junior
engineer in the AEC (Atomic
Energy Commission) and was
jointly responsible for the Ship-
pingport pressurized water reactor.
He was a reactor engineer at the
Big Rock Point boiling water
reactor, and he had contributed a
great deal to public hearings on
nuclear safety.

Since Dr. Webb has been
challenging the safety of nuclear
plants, the Government would not
fund his research projects. When
he decided to try acquiring the
money at different universities, they
would often refer him to their
nuclear engineering departments.
However, since the departments
also depended on federal funding,
they also turned down his requests

"The most dangerous factor
involved is the explosion potential,"
said Dr. Webb. "A heavy release of
radioactivity could be severe
enough to rupture the protective
shell around the plant."

Prof. Richard Webb

Dr. Webb said the consequences
of such an explosion are "mind-
boggling." The explosion from just^_ . a »m ww w ^ ' -•» "'viri JVfwl

After checking with about 50 or,e of the advance type of breeder
universities across the country,
"UMass came through" for Dr.
Webb. The university offered him a
post at $7,500 a year for both
teaching and research, which Dr.

Webb accepted.

The course itself will discuss the
potential benefits of nuclear
energy, with attention given to the
hazards and uncertainties of
nuclear power.

reactors could result in the forced
abandonment of land totaling
about one- half of the land east of
the Mississippi River.

Dr. Webb stated there were two'
elements to consider: the first is

how severe would the explosion be,
and the second is what would the
contamination level be?
As it stands now, Dr. Webb does

not consider nuclear power to be

State representative Collins

safe, and that perhaps nuclear
power will not be necessary with
proper applications of con-
servation. But, referring to the
government's reaction to his work
Dr. Webb said that reason
"shouldn't cause them to kick me
out".

The course will also cover op-
tions to nuclear energy, and the
constitutional issue of nuclear
power plants. Dr. Webb points out
that Congress was never given the
power to promote manufacturers
through public speaking. As a
result, he had introduced a Senate
resolution to debate this issue,
which Sen. William Fulbright had
shown a great deal of interest in.

In addition to the course, Dr.
Webb is also working on a book
which will hopefully teach the
dangers of nuclear reactors to the
public by expressing the hazards in

layman's terms.

Anyone concerned with the
dangers of nuclear power plants, or
in the theories of alternate uses of
power should consider applying for
this new course.

Students must pay
SGA book loans
Students who have outstanding

book loans due to the Student
Government Association as of
October 9, 1974, must pay them.
Unless his loan is paid back in full or
a valid reason for tardiness is

forwarded to this office (420
Student Union) by December 1,

procedure for Administrative With-
drawal will be commenced.

UMass women students and staff
at the University Health Center.

4) Information on the optimum
screening procedures be given and
be open to suggestions by the
SHAB.

5) Whether or not the student
health fee will have to be increased
and ways of obtaining maximum
funds for DES screening.
The meeting then turned to Larry

Gendron, President of the Com-
muter Assembly, who explained to
the SHAB a bill concerning
exemption from the Health Ser-
vices fee which he said he had
presented earlier to the Student
Government Assembly and the
Town Meeting.

He proposed tha* certain people
be qualified for exemption from the
Health Services fee, those being
"people who live 20 miles or more
from the University, people who
have other services such as
Medicaid for those on welfare, and
people who live at home and have a
private physician already."
He said they would only be

exempted if they so choose but

by saying that there are automatic
waivers for students who live 30
miles away from the University
which has caused a $60,000 deficit

already.

He went on to say that Medicaid
won't make a contract with the
University Health Services that
would transfer Medicaid fees to
UHS in order that welfare recipients
may receive care from UHS.

Larry Gendron, when asked if he
knew how many people would be
eligible for exemption, said he did
not know.

"We have to figure out
specifically how many people
qualify" said Gendron.
The SHAB "as a consumer

service group" voted to help the
Commuter Assembly with the
research and help absorb the costs
involved.

The board then responded to a
letter sent by Cindy McGrath,
President of the Student Govern-
ment Assembly, to the SHAB
which requested that the board
help establish a physician at the
infirmary at all times, a bill passed at

'they should not be penalized by the last SGA meeting.
paying an extra fee". Instead of
paying the regular fee he proposed
that the exempted students pay a
mimimum fee. In the case of
emergencies where they are injured
on campus they would be billed for
the services, he continued.

Barry Averhill responded to this

Various reactions such as the
passing of the bill being
irresponsible because it was not
based on facts and that the SGA
had not confronted the SHAB first

led the board to a debate over the
real function of the SHAB and its

relation to the SGA.

Newprofessorshocked
at nameless students

By FRANCES BROCK
Staff Reporter

"I was shocked that students
who came to see me during my
office hours did not introduce
themselves by name," said the new
University professor of Sociology,
Dr. Alice Rossi, in a recent in-

terview.

Rossi, who's concentration is

Development Sociology and
Feminist Studies, is a strong ad-
vocate of co-education. She said it

was not natural for the sexes to
grow up independent of each other.

Rossi has written a number of
articles and books, her most
famous being, The Feminist Papers.

This is Dr. Rossi's first teaching She finds one of the problems that
T in -3 r\nKlir * "*' --*» *M_ _ * . m. •job in a public institution. She feels

the large scale of the University is

probably the reason for students
having the attitude that teachers
won't remember their names.

Before coming to the University,
Rossi taught at Goucher College in

Maryland. She said she felt she had
outgrown the school after five
years and disagreed with its single-
sex policy.

NUKE
By SANDY CARLIN

Staff Reporter
State Representative James

Collins said yesterday in a talk

sponsored by the United Christian
Foundation the referendum results
regarding the dismantelling of a
nuclear plant in Montague and the
delay of construction for a plant in

the area showed that, "The people

shows
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are concerned about the health and
safety effects of nuclear energy."

Collins, a Democrat re-elected to
his second term in Hampshire-
Hampden district, said the
referendum results were an indirect

endorsement of the newly formed
state commission to investigate
nuclear energy of which he had
been a prime advocate.

During his talk, Collins outlined
three proposals that the com-
mission, of which he hopes to
become a member, should in-

vestigate.

Collins said the most important
part of the commission will be "the
assessments of the pros and cons
of nuclear fission as a power source
to be done in an impartial and
objective manner."

Collins stressed the need for a
"fair and unstacked commission"
in order for the Commission's
results to be taken seriously.

Collins also said the state should
develop a "capable system of
monitoring nuclear plants and
nuclear transporters".

Collins said "As of now there is

no agency to which accidents
concerning nuclear power can be
reported. We must develop a policy

where the state would show
concern, responding to accidents."

Representative James Collins

"The state should have the major
input in terms of nuclear energy
especially in terms of how much
energy a particular state needs," he
said.

"A major problem in the com-
mission, however is a lack of
funds." cited Collins. "We need

more federal help if we are to in-

vestigate alternate forms of
energy.. ..Right now we are
straight-jacketed."

Collins also spoke about the
limited power of the state regarding

women face is their not preparing
themselves in such fields as science
and math. Jobs are available to
women in these fields, she said,

"but the pool to choose from is

very small."

She is happy to see a growth in

adult education in the country
because it has helped to train

women in the available fields.

"Graduate schools have yet to
learn that lesson," said Rossi. She
said graduate schools train
students to be in academics and
there are not enough academic jobs
to go around.

She continued by saying that
instead of restricting the number of
students that come into a school,
the schools should change their
training. "Academe doesn't know
what is going on in the outside
world."

Dr. Rossi feels the Women's
movement is greatly affecting
women in the working class. She
said there were many factors
contributing towards more women
preparing themselves for jobs, such
as the economic crunch.
Many women who hold jobs

would prefer not to, she said, but
"a job does change a women's
perspectives."

According to Rossi, women with
jobs enjoy the responsibility of
carrying some of the weight. Not
having a mother around all the time
to cater the children, she feels, is a
good influence on developing
independence in children.

Rossi said she hasn't really

become well acquainted with the
campus yet. She said she has
barely gotten to know the names of
all the people in her department.

"There are thirty- five people in

my department, " she said, "which
is about one-third of the entire
faculty at Goucher."

It has been a "major change,"
she said. But she added that thenuclear energy, and the high costs area "seems to be a desirable placeof ener9V to work and live."
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Suggests changes in 25th amendment

Ford urges confirmation of Rockefeller
PHOENIX [UP/] - President

Ford said yesterday it is time for

Congress to "fish or cut bait" on
Nelson A. Rockefeller's nomination

as vice president, and urged a new
law or consitutional amendment to

speed up vice presidential con-

firmations.

In words that were close to
anger, Ford said in a prepared
speech to a convention of the
professional journalistic society
Sigma Delta Chi that it took him
only 1 1 days in office as President

UMW officials meet
to vote on contract

Compiled From Wires
WASHINGTON - The 38-

member bargaining council of the
striking United Mine Workers
assembled yesterday to vote on a

proposed settlement that UMW
President Arnold Miller predicted
would be approved by the 120,000-
member union.

Initial reaction to the tentative

new contract appeared cautious
among the rank-and-file members,
who went out on strike Tuesday.
The bargaining council must

approve the package, which
provides substantial wage and
benefit increases to soft-coal
miners, before it can be sent to the
coal fields for the first full mem-
bership vote on a coal contract in at
least half a century.

The ratification process is ex-
pected to take 10 days. Union
officials said if all goes according to
plan, the nationwide coal strick

which has already idled 20,000
workers in the steel and railroad

industries might be over before
Thanksgiving.

Union mines produce 70 percent
of the nation's coal.

The tentative agreement was
announced by Miller Wednesday
after two months of bargaining. He
called it a "very good settlement -
one I think I can sell to the mem-
bership."

The proposed new three-year
contract would provide wage in-

creases of 9 per cent the first year
and 3 per cent in each of the next
two years. Miners would also get
cost-of-living raises in the second
and third year. They now earn $42
to $50 a day.

The package also includes a

number of new fringe benefits,

guaranteeing sick leave for the first

time and an increase in pensions

from the present $150 a month to

$250 at the end of the contract

Miller said yesterday he believes

the new contract with coal
operators will help save the lives of

miners — 39 of whom died during

the negotiations.

Under the agreement, reached
Wednesday and being submitted to
the union membership for
ratification, helpers will be provided
on each piece of digging machinery
in underground mines, and more
help will be provided on each peice
o^ digging machinery in un-
derground mines, and more help
will be provided for operation of
shovels and draglines in surface
mining.

The two sides also agreed that a
miner who feared for life or limb
could leave his work place, and
provided for regular inspections of
mines.

to nominate Rockefeller for the vice

presidency but that three months
later Congress still has not said yes
or no to his choice.

Ford suggested that Congress
have a deadline set in which to

confirm a vice president.

Ford arrived here Thursday
afternoon from Las Vegas, Nev..
where he announced in a speech to
the National Association of
Realtors a $300 million federal

program to aid home buyers. On
arrival at Luke Air Force Base, Ford
formally placed on active duty the
first of more than 700 new F15 jet

fighter planes.

Speaking as the Senate Rules
Committee continued hearings on
the Rockefeller nomination in

Washington, Ford said: "I believe

the time has come for them to fish

or cut bait in this matter."

He said House Speaker Carl

Albert and Senate Democratic
Leader Mike Mansfield have
assured him "they will make every

effort to bring the nomination to a

floor vote" before the lame duck
Congress ends in December.

Ford said this cooperation is

what the Consitution demands and
the people want.

"I am as convinced as ever that

Gov. Rockefeller is the right man
for the job and I am anxious to have
him as a working partner in the

government," Ford said.

"For the future, however, I will

propose to the next Congress a re-

examination of the 25th Amend-
ment, which has been tested twice
in as many years, to see if the
provisions of Section 2 dealing with
selection and confirming a vice
president when the office is vacant
cannot be tightened up either by
another constitutional amendment
or by public law," he said.

"There should be a specific

deadline both for the president to

nominate and Congress to confirm

a vice president," Ford said.

Under the Ford plan, if Congress
does not approve one nominee by
deadline time, it must automatically
begin confirmation hearings on
another nominee.

dunlxim Waffle-stomped
— your boot center for either sex
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2 Locations

8 MAIN ST., AMHERST
HADLEY VILLAGE

BARNSHOPS
Rte. 9, Hadley

Daily 9:00-5:30
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Fulfilled commitments to burglars

LaRue says he knew payoffs bought silence
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Fred

LaRue, who inherited the task of

passing cash to the Watergate
burglars, testified yesterday he had
no doubt the money was meant to
keep them quiet so the truth would
never come out.

That truth, LaRue told the
Watergate cover-up jury in his soft
Mississippi drawl, was that the 1972
campaign to re-elect Richard Nixon
was responsible for the bugging
and was buying the silence of the

Help ushelpyou.
Use Zip Code.

YourPostal Service

Serving natural, organic and ocean foods
25 Bank Row, Gran field, Massachusetts, 01 30
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SPECIALS
THURS: FILETOF SOLE and
MUSHROOM STROGANOFF

Plus free film— Fritz Lang's 1,000 Lives of Dr. Mabuse

FRIDAY AND SAT. COQUILLE
ST. JACQUES— SAT., CRAB QUICHE

Free choice of beverage with this ad and dinner. We have a wide
selection of imported beer and wines.

Regular Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
Friday 11 a.m. -9 p.m.
Sat. 11 a.m. -9:30 p.m.

Sun, 4-9 p.m.

(Family Style Dining)

Closed Tuesday
Tel. 774-3930
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15

6:15 — SPORTS TALK — Russ Small, Larry Convoy, and guests
discuss the upcoming basketball season.

SAT., NOVEMBER 16

12:50 — THE GEORGE GEER SCOUTING REPORT — George
Geer looks at the Minutemen and the Wildcats of New Hamp-
shire.

1:00 — MINUTEMEN FOOTBALL — Russ Small and Larry
Convoy call all the action.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17

6:00 P.M. — SUNDAY NEWS COLLECTIVE — reporting on
peoples struggles for self-determination.

7:00 p.m. — JAPANESE MUSIC
10:00 p.m. — JUBILATION JAZZ
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FREE DELIVERY TO DORMS

men who carried it out.

"My understanding was that the
payments were to fulfill the
commitments that had been made
to the defendents," LaRue said

when asked by the prosecution
what the purpose was.
"My understanding, for feeling,

was that if these commitments
were not kept, these defendants
might disclose certain information
they had that would lead back to

the Committee to Re- Elect the
President."

"During the course of your whole
participation in the Watergate affair

did you ever find out who made
these commitments?" demanded
Mitchell lawyer William G. Hundley
when it was his turn to cross
examine.

"No, I did not," replied LaRue,
who earlier testified he had been
told of the commitments by
bugging conspirator G. Gordon
Liddy.

But he said he had discussed the
"commitments" to the burglars

Arafat flies to Cuba;
PLO remains at UN
UN/TED NATIONS [UPI] -

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat,

pleased by his unprecedented U.N.
visit, flew to Cuba yesterday,

leaving a nine-man delegation to

press Palestine Liberation
Organization demands for an all-

embracing state of its own.
The burden of the Arab cam-

paign for such a state before the
General Assembly fell upon
Lebanese President Suleiman
Franjieh who asked delegates in a

low-key speech to help the
Palestinian people "recover fully its

national rights."

Shafiq el Hout, the PLO
delegation spokesman, said Arafat
was pleased by his reception in the
world organization and more than
satisfied with the security
arrangements, the tightest in New
York history.

He said between 200 and 300
messages were received by the
PLO delegation from all parts of the
United States, approving Arafat's

Assembly appeal Wednesday for a

Palestine as "one democratic state

where Christian, Jew ?nd Moslem
live in peace, equality and frater-

nity."

Hout also said a 10- member
delegation of Congress conferred
here yesterday with PLO
.representatives, their first official

contact with United States other
than security arrangements for their

visit.

He said the PLO, while disap-

proving of U.S. policy in the Middle
East, sought to work out relations

in-

six

with the United States.

The Congressional visitors

eluded four senators and
representatives, including a woman
member, Hout said, but he did not

name them.

The U.S. Mission said the

members of Congress were in New
York for a three-day visit to

acquaint themselves with policies

of various U.N. delegations, in-

cluding that of Israel.

with Mitchell many times after the
June 19, 1972, bugging arrests and
that it was Mitchell himself who
authorized a final $75,000 payment
to conspirator E. Howard Hunt Jr.

on March 21, 1973.

That payment was one of the
most controversial of the
Watergate case. Earlier testimony
and White House tapes indicate it

had Nixon's blessing and was made
after Hunt demanded $135,000 with
a threat to reveal "seamy" things
he had done for the White House
unless the demand was met.

LaRue testified that White House
counsel John W. Dean III called
him the morning of March 21 to
report that Hunt was demanding
$75,000 for legal fees and $60,000
for family support.

LaRue said he called Mitchell and
told him that Hunt was demanding
$75,000 for attorney fees. He
quoted Mitchell as replying, "Under
those circumstances, I think you
ought to pay it."

LaRue said he did not tell Mit-

chell about the $60,000 Hunt was
demanding for family support and
immediately made arrangements to
deliver the $75,000 to Hunt's at-

torney that night.

Inaticnation and world

MONTHLY
Wholesale Price Index

Oct. 1974
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Offshore oil pushed
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Interior

Secretary Rogers C. B. Morton said

yesterday "the keystone to meeting
the nation's energy needs" for the
next 15 years lies in tripling present
U.S. offshore oil and gas ex-

ploration.

Morton argued against proposals
by state officials that the leasing of

untapped "frontier" areas in the
Alaskan Gulf and off the Atlantic

Coast be delayed until after the
states involved complete studies of

the potential impact.

By tripling the current rate of 3
million leased acres a year, Morton
said, the United States can reduce
its reliance on high priced imported
oil and protect itself against the

possibility of another Arab oil

embargo.

Lebanon bombed
By United Press International

Israeli heavy artillery shelled the

south Lebanon market town of

Nabatiyeh yesterday, killing or

wounding more than 15 civilians.

Israeli troops crossed into southern

Lebanon, killed five Arab guerrillas

and blew up three buildings.

The action was in response to

Arab guerrilla attacks on northern

Israel with Soviet-built rockets

Wednesday night and followed

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat's

speech at the United Nations.

Hampshire College Presents

The Chris Rhodes
Band

with Special Guest

June Millington
formerly lead singer

with "Fanny"

Tonite at 8:30 p.m.

in the Dining Commons
Adm. $1.50

Dukakis won't appeal
BOSTON\ AP) - Gov.-elect

Michael S. Dukakis is opposed to

appealing the Springfield busing
case to the U.S. Supreme Court, a

spokesman said yesterday.

Press aide David Sugarman said

Dukakis does not favor an appeal
because he "feels it would further

confuse the situation."

The position taken by Dukakis

adds to the likelihood that man-
datory busing will continue in

Springfield on a long-term basis.

Some Springfield School Com-
mittee members have urged city

officials to file an appeal, but no
action has been taken.

Nixon goes home
LONG BEACH, Calif. [UPI] -

Richard Nixon, shaky and pale,

went home from the hospital

yesterdav and his physician ex-

pressed concern that a court-

ordered checkup by outside
doctors could endanger the former

President's recovery.

Shortly after Nixon's departure,

Dr. John Lungren, the physician

who has overseen his treatment,

was asked about the imminent
examination by three specialits

appointed by Watergate coveruD
trial Judge John J. Sirica.

Lungren has said Nixon's blood
pressure shoots up markedly when
exposed to almost any stress.

Prices climb 2.3%
WASHINGTON [UPI]- Spurred

by soaring food prices, the
Wholesale Price Index spurted
upward by 2.3 per cent in October,
signaling more higher consumer
prices in the weeks ahead.
The Labor Department an-

nounced the index for October
stood at 170.0, which meant that

wholesale prices last month were
70 percent higher than they were in

the base year of 1967.

Volunteers Urgently

Needed for University

State Communications
Council

We need you to help
lobby for state legislation
that is responsive to
students needs. Drop by
the office: 413A Student
Union or get in contact
with: Charlie 549-6513

or Barbara 253-5077
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OH program offers alternative
li ICDDW o/-» /*/-/>«» .. l _• . .-....... ...By JERRYROGERS
Staff Reporter

The Orchard Hill academic
program is an attempt to "change
the container of knowledge" and
provide new means of education, in

the eyes of Michael Wolff, Master
of the Hill.

wolff calls UMass a "commuter
university" because students "have
no feeling of being a part of an
organization where they are
nominal members" and are
essentially commuting to classes
whether they live on campus or not.
He continued, "You can either

taught and how, he ex

live with the divisions or repair them ,

union
'
and the local community

-- we're (Orchard Hill) doing a little
,oc^'n9 out for •* own interests.-- we're (Orchard Hill) doing a little

of both."

A majority of faculty and
students are separated and
students feel divorced from
education in a system that is too
formal, based on divisions, and
accepts little student input as to

what is

plained

"It's very difficult to get together
on a shared task" he explained.
Students have "a low expectation"
of the University's ability to provide
a relevant education, the faculty
and administration must deal with
the state legislature's rulings, and
the local community is often upset
with UMass.

Conditions like these tend to
divide people into conflicting
groups such as the Student
Organizing Project, talk of a faculty
union, and the local community

Residents

Though the Hill wants to serve
the students' more immediate
interests and needs, "con-
frontations won't work," according
to Wolff.

He continued, "Students need
faculty and administration services

in finding what they want."
In his view the Hill is a

"collaborative prototype" that is

trying to help departments
"broaden their views".

This is done by using department
faculty to teach cross-listed sec-
tions of University courses on the
Hill and to teach courses dealing
with issues and problems rather
than strict disciplines.

Allen Davis, Assistant Director of
Orchard Hill Academic Affairs, says
of these latter, interdisciplinary
courses, "We try to draw education
from students' own sense of what's
important."

Though there aren't many
problems in this respect, Davis

University identity and in the end it

didn't force the University to deal

with it (the problem)."

It was also hoped, at one time,

that the Hill might hire their own
faculty and set up their own dean
and dining commons. This too
proved unfeasible due to
economics, "less student energies
as the Vietnam War ended", and
ceilings on future growth, Davis
said.

Echoing Wolff, he continued,
"So we must help the University

departments become more
relevant. They are supportive but
don't think much about Orchard
Hill because it's hard to attend to in

a normal way."
He explained, "Departments

react to activism and we have no

been a problem. At one time the Hill
tried to use community people who
were qualified but out of work. This
failed because they had "much less

Turning back to courses
themselves, Davis said, "This is a
crucial, transitional year. We're
going from an academic program of
traditional but socially relevant
courses to a program as a whole."
Wolff hopes to "pull things

together" into a program of
courses with a common per-
spective. He hopes to develop a Hill
identity by coordinating residential
aspects with academic ones and
eventually bringing the Hill and it's

"reservoir" of resources out into
the community.
The program will lean towards

urban or community affairs and
Wolff looks toward the
"development of an urban con-
sciousness".

"We hope to have the Hill
explained that faculty has' always

to activism and we have no "We hope to have the Hill

been a problem. At one time the Hill
P
°T/'

W*}ust want t0 be noticed sufficiently together by the spring
triaH m ,. .. ana loved. tn ini,;to ~^~~i« :_ , .

rveyed

and loved."

The faculty resident, Wolff
hopes, will help in the future, and
Jim West and Larry Marcus of the
Orchard Hill Student Affairs office
are looking at possibly having an
artist or poet in residence.

about Central life
ByJUDYSTUDLEY

Staff Reporter
"Well, it isn't Southwest" is the

way most residents of CentraJ seem
to view their lifestyle.

In a recent telephone survey the
residents were asked what they
considered to be the good and bad
aspects of their area, and what
improvements they would suggest.
A freshman from Brett called

Central, "nice, traditional and
comfortable."

A senior who has live in Central
for 3tt years said it was "like a
quiet, country place."
Over one- third of those in-

terviewed listed the quietness as
one of the better qualities of the
area. Only one person, a freshman
living in Baker, complained about
the noise levels in her dorm.
Some cited the smaller size and

the wide-open spaces between the
dorms as contributing to the
quietness.

Reactions were varied. A senior
in Brooks who has lived in Central
for four years, said "It's quiet if you
want it to be, but there's always a
party around, too." On the other
hand a senior living in Gorman said
Central was "just a place to live."

Many cited "location" as
another good feature of Central.
Not surprising, though, was that

the farther up the hill the dorms
were located, the more the people
complained about the climb.

All but one person living in Van
Meter complained about it. One
freshman girl living in Van Meter
South jokingly suggested
"lowering the hill."

Surprisingly only one-fifth of the
people questioned mentioned
anything about the friendliness of
their fellow residents.

To remedy this situation, a fresh-
man from Van Meter South
suggested more dorm activities to
"bring more guys and girls
together."

A few residents listed apathy and
government inefficiency as their
primary complaint against Central.
While one junior from Gorman said
there were many organizations in

Central that "try to make it a little

more human," he also felt that no
central type of government worked.
A senior from Van Meter North

said the area doesn't do enough
about racism, sexism and campus
affairs in general. She mentioned
Butterfield as being particularly
apathetic toward campus hap-
penings.

By far the largest complaint
lodged against Central was the
condition of the rooms and dorms.
Over half the people questioned

said some improvements or
outright renovations needed to be
made.
A sophomore living in Brooks

complained "Wheeler is better kept
up than Brooks." Another Brooks
resident said the University should
concentrate on the upkeep of the
dorms.

A junior from Van Meter North,
said new furniture at least should
be put in. Other complaints in-

volved the size or the color of the
rooms. No one from Chadbourn or
Greenough, the area's only
renovated dorms, complained
about the conditions.

There were no complaints about
the food served at Franklin Dining
Commons, either. But, one girl
from Gorman, explained it candidly;
"you just naturally assume it's

bad."

More parking space was a
Chadbourne freshman's
suggestion. She also wanted to see
more things like stereos available
for rental for dorm parties.

to invite people in and promote
beneficial interaction between the
students and the commonwealth,"
he said.

Wolff sees eventual ties with and
work in the Springfield
metropolitan-suburban area.

1

ANNOUNCING A NEW COURSE

NUCLEAR ENERGY:
benefits, hazards and decision making processes.

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 386 - 1 credit

(with added credit option)

to be taught by Or. Richard E. Webb,

former nuclear power engineer, lately

outspoken critic of the nuclear power program

(course open to science and non-science majors)

THE CHEffrE SHOP

j

"HOME-COOKING"

CONCERT
and

SURPRISE FEATURE FILM
Hampden Student Center, Southwest

To Benefit Student Bail Fund

Sun., Nov. 17 8 p.m. - 1 a.m.

FREE REFRESHMENTS
Proof of Age Required

All For Only $1.75

Movie begins at 8 p.m.

Presented by the Student Organizing Project.

A winning team at anygame . .

.

CHEESE & BREAD

Monday -Saturday 9:30-6:00
26 Main Street, Amherst 253 -2760
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UMass-Amherst budget request for June 1975-June 1976

FUND SUMMARY BY SU3SIDIARY ACCOUNT

SU8SIDIA.1T ACCOUNT

(M
FT 1974
ACTUAL

expenditures

(2)

FY 1975
ESTIMATED

EXPENDITURES

01 Salsrics. Perrancnt
Cost of Living Adjustment

Total

02 Salaries, Other
Cost of Livinj? Adjustment

Total

03 Services, Non-employee
04 Food

05 Clothing

06 Housekeeping Supplies

07 Lab and Medical Supplies

08 Utilities

Anticipated Deficiency Request

09 Fans and Grounds

10 Travel

11 Advertising and Printing

12 Maintenance and Repairs

13 Special Supplies

14 Administrative Expenses

15 Equipment

10 Rentals

FIXED COST
ADJUSTMENTS

ADJUSTED
FY 1975 Base

MQtKAN
INCREASES

(•)

FY 1976
REQUEST

$48,252,943
1.521,254

49,774,197

876,808
25,852

13 + 51

TOTAL
INCREASES

902,660

3,006,539

1,350

14,973

138,568

10,461

2,800,000
550.967

3,350,967

149,122

274,042

181,001

1,041,000

1,169,559

843,521

552,972

1,153,518

$50,167,106
2,967.109

53,134,215

982,742
33,258

1,016,000

5,737,000

3,300

14,380

162,000

v 10,920

3,340,000
2,500.000
5,840,000

130,369

335,000

233,600

1,195,000

1,305,000

930,000

612,000

1,270,000

$1,780,854
-0-

1,780,854

(446,311)
-0-

(446,311)

430,171

501

1,319

33,950

775

1,625,342
-0-

1,625,342

37,804

77,987

34,280

197,601

79.605

111,541

34,239

131,716

$51,947,960
2,967,109

54,915,069

536,431
33,258

569,689

6,167,171

3,801

15,699

195,950

11,695

4,965,342
2.500.000
7,465,342

168,173

412,987

267,880

1,392,601

1,384,605

1,041,541

646,239

1,401,716

$672,359

-0-

503,442

500

2,166

2,082

$55,587,428 $2,453,213

42,247

40,361

49,351

108,181

1,112,813

1,414,912<*'

53,468

513,881

250,364

569,689

6,670,613

4,301

17,865

198,032

11,695

7,507,589

208,534

462,338

376,061

2,505,414

2,799,117

1,095,009

1,160,120

1,652,080

(446,311)

933,613

1,001

3,485

36,032

773

1,667,589

78,165

127,338

142,461

1,310,414

1,494,117

165,009

548,120

382,080

Expenditures/Appropriation
Adjustments (for comparability)
TOTAL

$62,466,377
2,098,073

$64.564.450

$66,428,417
5,500.367

$71,928.784

$4,131,374
-0-

84.131.374

$70,559,791
" "

5.500.367
$76,060.158 $4.765.727 $80,825.885 8,897,101

FUND SUMMARY BY PROGRAM AREA

PROGRAM AREA

in
rv 1974
ACTUAL

EXPENDITURES

Fy
,?
L975

ESTIMATED
EXPENDITURES

(3)

FIXED COST
ADJUSTMENTS

(4)

FyW ED
Base

(8)

PROGRAM
INCREASES

(•1

FY 1976
REQUEST

13 + 51

TOTAL
INCREASES

Academic Programs $39,633,089 $41 .397 ,320 $1,688,415 $43,085 735 $1,123,333 $44 ,209, 068 $2,811,748
Academic Support

Student Service

Institutional Support

4,924,291

3,710,702

6,745,386

5

3

8,

,764-

,948

027,

,613

,743

794

349,039

164,734

(106,556)

6

4,

7,

,113,

,113,

921,

652

477

238

1,960,354

98,986

486,574

8

8,

,074,

212,

407,

,006

463

812

2 ,309,393

263,720

380, 018
Physical Plant Operations 9,550,982 12, 790, 314 2,035,742 14, 826, 056 1,096,480 15, 922, 536 3, 132,222

TOTALS $64,564,450 $71,928,784 $4,131,374

POSITION SUMMARY 8Y PROGRAM AREA

$76, 060, 158 $4,765,727 $80, 825, 885 $8. 897,101

PROG.1AM AREA CATEGORY

• 1 > .

FY 1974
AUTHORIZED POSITIONS

FY
1

1*975
AUTHORIZED POSITIONS

FY
P
i976

REQUESTED POSITIONS

(41

CHANGE

Academic Programs

Faculty

Professional

Classified

Subtotal

1.449
237

607

2,293

1,476
239
607

2,322

1,476
248

622

2,34*

•

9

15m
1 Faculty

Academic Support 1 Professional

1 Classified

I Subtotal

73
141
214

73
141
214

80
1*49

229

7

8
15

1 Faculty

Student Service 1 Professional

J

Classified

| Subtotal

38
102
140

38

102
140

e»

40
102
142

2

I Faculty

Institutions! Support J Professional

I Classified

1 Subtotal

78
185
263

87
189
276

98
200
298

11

1

Physical Plant _
Operations

Faculty

Professional

Classified

Subtotal

46
726
772

46
735
781

46
750
796 8

TOTALS

Faculty

Professional

Classified

1,449
472

1,761

1,476
483

1,774

1,476
512

1,823
29
49

TOTAL 01 POSITIONS 3.682

/

3,733

ENROLLMENT SUMMARY

3,811 78

Headcount Students Full-Time Equivalent Students

Undergraduate
Graduate

Total

FY 1973
Actual

18,178
5.310

23,488

FY 1974
Actual

18,729
5,101

FY 1975
Estimated

18,995
5,240

FY 1976
Projected

18,995
5.240

23,830 24,235 24,235

FY 1973
Actual

18,131
*,325

22,456

FY 1974
Actual

18,809
4.181

22,990

FY 1975
Estimated

19,170
4.240

23,410

FY 1976
Projecte

19,170
4.240

23,410

i
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Dynamic Sex Machine ignite 'Jazz-Bump'sound

By BLACKNEWS SERVICE
Our band which electrified the

entire campus center complex is off
to a good start in the Amherst and
surrounding areas, agreed mem-
bers of the "Dynamic Sex
Machine." From September
throughout November the musical
sounds of the group have played
before capacity audiences at the
Blue Wall, the Hatch, and the Top
of the Campus.
An analytical description of the

"Sex Machine's music would be to
explain it as a kind of "intricate
Jazz- Bump" music. "We gear our
music to whatever the audience
desires." He continued, "Our
musical sounds and our innovated
funky beat induces the listeners

into an involuntary vibrant par-

ticipation."

According to Avery Sharpp
bassist and manager of the band,
"By gearing our music to the
audience as well as ourselves, the
audience can still get their beat
(which is more or less for the
dancers), and at the same time the
musicians can get a chance to
express themselves in different

mannerisms of improvisation,
which lends an ear to the music
critic."

The Dynamic Sex Machine band
has been in existence for little over
a year, and is comprised of five

members, they are Ray (Doc)
Moore on tenor sax and the group's
choreographer, John Walker on
trumpet (John Walker is also the
orginator of the "Jazz Jam
Sessions" held in the Hatch), Roger
Parker, in the rhythm section and
also the newest member of the
group; (he also has appeared as a
male vocalist for singer Natalie
Cole), Alvin (AT.) Terry drummer
and Avery Sharpp who compose
the nucleus of the "Sex Machine"
band.

Avery, expressed that he was
getting professional experience by

gigging" with groups such as the
Archie Shepp Workshop, the John
Walker Quintet and the Voices of
New Africa.

When asked what inspired him to
pursue a musical interest Shepp
replied, "a few years ago, I heard a
man called Ron Carter, I like the
different intricate sounds which he
developed with his electric and
upright Bass guitar. I have started
playing the upright bass or the
acoustical bass within the past few
years. The person who inspired me
to this aspect was a man by the
name of Reggie Workman.
The future plans of the group as

Avery expresses, "is our hopes to
move to the Boston and New York

areas within the next year. The
main goal of our group is to have
complete communications with
each other while learning the many
ranges of music and to learn
together and communicate the
existent of everyday life."

The Dynamic Sex Machine will
be appearing this week, Nov. 14-16
at the Steak Out, located
Amherst.

in

The New Record Shop

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394

65 University Drive

<C^
• FAST COP

ft PRINTING SERVICE

• BINDING OF REPORTS
AND TERM PAPERS

+ \BLACK/HALFTONE

AREAS I.E. PHOTOS
Alb TYPES OF PAPER »

f
!j>APE\SUPPLIES

Telephone 256-0553

Black news meeting

New Africa House-7:00 p.m.

The shoe that works
with your body.

This shoe is

different from any
shoe you've ever
worn. It's the
EARTH* negative
heel shoe. The shoe
designed to work in
harmony with your
entire body.

The heel of the
Earth" shoe is

actually lower than
the toe. This allows
you to walk natu-
rally. Like when you
walk barefoot in
sand or soft earth

**** ,vv~'--

and your heel sinks
down lower than
your toes.

The entire sole
of the Earth shoe is

molded in a very
special way. This
allows you to walk
in a gentle rolling

motion. And to walk
easily and comfort-
ably on the hard
jarring cement of
our cities.

But remember,
just because a shoe
looks like ours
doesn't mean it

works like ours. So

to be sure you're
getting the Earth
brand shoe, look on
the sole for our
Earth trademark
and U.S. Patent
#3305947.

Your body will
thank you.

Shoes, sandals,
sabots and boots for
men and women.
From $23.50 to

$42.50.
*EARTHis a registered
trademark ofKalsf
Systemet, Inc.

©1974 Kalsj
Systemet, Inc.

2W North Pleasant St.

Amherst. Mass. 01002
(413)256-8911

Amherst Store Hours IJSKK
Mon. - Sat. 10 - 5.30; Fri. 1 , to 7 cZXSgZL.

__ (617)492-6000

Television Tonight
6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)ZOOM' (24) (57)

'

MOVIE "I Died A Thousand
Times." (27)

BEWITCHED (38)
6 55 NEWSBEA T NEWS (40)

700 CB S EVENING NEWS WITH"ALTER CRONKITE m
W'™

Boh
T
i ?

R C0»SEQUENCESBob Barker, host (8)DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "TheMan From Emperor." \\m
*

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

Moore, host (30)
V

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

Octopus." (3)
Ad ""able

^SS JSffJL
A DEAL MontyHa", host (8) (22)

THE PORTER WAGONFOSHOW (18)
^"bONER

B
tif:

K P£RSPECTIVE ON THENEWS (24)
Ht

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARESPeter Marshall, host (30)ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW" 38)^yANDTHEpSoFE?s R
(4

The Great Broadcast Of 1936."

MARTIN AGRONSKYEVENING EDITION \V)
KY -

S 00 PLANET OF THE ARES "TheInterrogation." (3)
The

K
SSSi "Besieged. Death on(-old Mountain." (8) (401

t
,LLy GRAHAM CHUSAoe nmSANFORD AND £,* «gf JJg

WASHINGTON WEEK ,NREVIEW (24) (57)
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "His
Roval Hiohn«ss " 1301
DEALERS CHOICE (56)

AND THE MAN (22)

(57)

'The Midas Touch." (8)

Of the

(30)

(27)

8:00 CHICO
(30)

WALL STREET WEEK (24)
CHALLENGING SEA (27)
GREEN ACRES "The Birthday
Gift." (38)

DINAH/ (56)

900 MOVIE "Stalking Noon" (3)

«5*^i MILL'OH DOLLARMAN
(40)

MOVIE "Members
Wedding." (18)
THE ROCKFORD FILES (22)THE ELDERS (24)
THE JACK BENNY SHOW
MASTERPIECE THEATRE

Upstairs. Downstairs. AHouse Dividend." (24)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

KK- • <4o

T
,

he Devirs p,a <-

m 88*" MART,N SPEC,AL

MASTERPIECE THEATRE
Upstairs, Downstairs- AHouse Divided." (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)
SOUL TRAIN (38)
HOLLYWOOD'S GOLDENYEARS "King Kong." (56)
THE HABITAT PROJECT (57)

10 30 NEW DIRECTION (18)
'"^SESSION ROCK CONCERT

WESTERN MASS. BUSINESS
JOURNAL (57)

"
11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)
RIGHT ON (38)
ABC CAPTIONED NEWS (571

1130 MOVIE "The Green Berets
'

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY (8) (40)THE TONIGHT SHOW
STARRING JOHNNY CARSON
(22) (30)

noun/

Staff Photo by Bob Stevens

The coming of winter signals this awe inspiring foliage as the leaves turn white.

Budget for UMies: Bromery
By DONNA RUSCO

Staff Reporter

Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery said at a press conference
yesterday that the fiscal 1976
budget actually works for the

students.

"I'd like to think the division

between service areas just happens
to be in the administration - it's all

to serve the students," he said.

UMass-Amherst

budget request

for 1976- pg.

7

v &'
Asked if he thought the budget

for the Amherst campus places too
little emphasis on students,
Bromery responded: "I'm hearing
the students (in the Collegian) —
they think there's too many of us
administrators telling them what to

do. I don't think we want to in-

crease that."

GENIA FULLER - Beautiful dynamic WOMEN S WO,

bettor safer and how to ski FREESTYLE'

PAT KARNIK- Leading women s FREESTYLE STAR

RUDI WYRSCH- The ski world s all time CLOWN PRINCE
OF SKIING. Smiles, magic, gymnastics, purely entertaining.

Here s the FUN in skiing 1

CLIF TAYLOR -Author teacher, the man who invented
SHORT SKIS. Now. you can learn to SKI IN A DAY. The
GLM technique, fun and easy'

NEWEST SKIS - BOOTS - BINDINGS- in the all new
CHEVY SHOW WAGONS - All the great names in skiing

equ ipment- AMERICANA -BECONTA-GERTSCH-
HART - HEAD - LOOK - KASTLE - MUNARI -
NORDICA - RAICHLE - ROSSIGNOL - SALOMON -
TRAPPEUR-VOLKL
SKI FASHIONS The award winning WHITE STAG Skiwear
Collection for '75 See the whole colorful ski fashion story, and
get a set of far out Freestyle Posters'

SKI TRIPS The best in the world - SKI THE AUSTRIAN
ALPS New tours to fit every taste ability and budget.
explained by experts 1

SKI INFORMATION- International Ski Information Centei by

CHEVROLET AUSTRIA SKIING Maqa?me Ask any ski

question If we can t answer it. we II put you m«touch with who can!

COME ON OUT. AND BRING SOMEBODY YOU LIKE

FREE' PRIZES! PATCHES! POSTERS! SKIS! BOOTS! . >*
SKIWEAR! LiFT TICKETS! TRIPS! SKI GUIDE!
Sign up at the Skiing Information Center.

Theres something for everybody'

CHEVROLET MAKES SENSE FOR

The budget foj the Amherst
campus requests $1.9 million in

additional funding for academic
support and academic service

programs, but only an additional

$98,000 for student services.

It also allocates 39 new staff

positions for academic support and
academic programs, but only two
new positions for student services

like financial aid, the Campus
Center, the dormitories and the
dining commons.
Bromery also said the 78 new

non-faculty positions requested in

the budget for the Amherst campus
does not reflect an administration

view that the faculty are over-

worked and need more assistants.

"We believe the faculty here are
working doing the wrong things."

They're doing a lot of paperwork
the staff should do for them." What
we want is to get the faculty back
to doing what they do best —
teaching."

Referring to the recent com-
plaints from students on mandatory
dorm living and meal tickets etc.,

Bromery said that "every issue the
students have raised we (the

administration) have been in the
process of working on changing."

"But," he said, "our problems
are legal and fiscal."

"We're in a state of turmoil but
that's what the university is all

about. Lots of changes have taken

place and will continue to take

place. I would encourage this kind

of ferment. When people say
students are apathetic, this proves
it's just not true."

Where: FRONT OF STUDENT UNION BUILDING
When: NOVEMBER 18, 1974 What Time: 11 a.m. -4 p.

m

Admission: FREE! HOSTED BY UMASS SKI CLUB
IF WEATHER'S BAD COME TO: S.U. BALLROOM

TOST OFFICE ^ IN AMHERST/1)
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UMass crime ud 50%
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1974

By ROBERTA MARTONE
Staff Reporter

Crime on the UMass campus has
jumped 50 per cent this year ac-
cording to both David Johnston,
director of the Department of
Public Safety, and Captain Robert
Joyce, of the same department.

"Actually, crime has increased
100 per cent, when you figure only
50 per cent of the crimes on
campus are being reported, and
take into consideration the 50 per
cent increase," explained Joyce.
Crimes such as larceny, breaking

and entering, and malicious
destruction are among those that
have increased, according to police
records.

Larceny is still the largest crime
at UMass. Although the rate of
theft looses in state property has
dropped, there has been an in-

crease in theft losses of private
property, said the Department.

In 1973, losses of personal
property totaled $136,484.00. This
year, losses total $199,972.00. (AJI

statistics referring to 1974 en-
compass the months through and
including October.)

State property losses have
decreased from $29,350.00 to
$22,742.00, this year.

But, Joyce stressed the idea that
the property recovered by the
Department is steadily increasing.

There were seventy more at-

tempts at larceny over $100 this

year in comparison to last year's
total. Larceny under $100 has also
increased. Last year there were 329
attempts as compared to this year's
553.

Primarily due to the bicycle
identification program on campus,
there has been a drop in the

number of bikes stolen, said Joyce.
Recovery of stolen bikes has also
increased.

"It's easier to recover the bikes
because now, through the iden-
tification program, we can find out
who the owner is. Without the
owner's name, we can't do
anything," said Joyce.

There were 29 cases of malicious
destruction of property in 1973, as
compared to 32 in 1974.

On the other hand, while the
amount of damaged state property
has increased, the amount of
damaged private property has
decreased. Private property
damages have dropped from
$43,630.00 to $37,061. while state
property damages have risen by
$6000.00.

Other crimes that have increased
this year, said Joyce, include crimes
against the body, (rape, assault and
battery, robbery.)

"The increase in rape is there,

although it usually doesn't show up
in the final statistics. This is

because in the final outcome, many
rape cases are actually filed as
assault and batteries or sex of-

fenses," said Joyce.
An increase in robberies can be

seen in the month of October,
alone. There have been five rob-
beries this year, to date, four of
which occurred during the month
of October. Compare this to last

year's total of six.

Last year, there were 29 cases of
assault and battery reported.
Already, in 1974, 26 cases have
been reported.

Although the rate of crime is

increasing, so are the number of
criminal follow-up investigations,

UMass Police records show last

year's follow up cases to be 1231,

compared with 1584 in 1974.

When asked why students crime
rates are increasing, Joyce replied:

"The students seem to be more
careless, especially in the area of
larceny. People aren't locking their

doors. People aren't taking the
necessary precautions."

Labels for Less
Sportswear

t~
<

Vvomen ana ,Juniors

50% off25% (

hours 10-6

Fri. til 9

rcg. price

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER is

NOTHING STANDS IN
THE WAY OF OUR

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
In or out? Organization for

Democratic men and women will
discuss the Democratic Charter.
Meeting Seevle Hall, Smith College
11-16 at 9:15 a.m.
ANOTHER UFW FILM

Tonight! Documentary film "Har-
vest of Shame" at 9 in C.C. 905. No
admission charge.
BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Boston public schools represen-

notices

tative on campus Tues. 11-19 at 7:30
p.m. in C.C. 904-908 to talk with any
seniors or grad students who might be
interested in teaching in Boston.
BUTTRICK FASHION SHOW

All students are welcome to view
the Fall-Winter Fashion Look of '74 in
the C.C. rm 811, Weds, at 7:30 p.m. and
Thurs. at 7:30 in C.C. 105.

Contestants win keg
for human pyramid

"In heaven there is no beer.
That's why we drink it here. And
when we are no longer here, all our
friends will be drinking all the beer."

And there'll certainly be a lot of
beer to drink on the sixteenth floor

of Washington Tower when they
receive a prize keg for winning the
human pyramid contest Wed-
nesday night.

The contest was organized by
Rob Gilbert, head of residence of
Washington Upper as an effort to
bring the six floors closer together
through floor competition.

Beginning at 11:00 p.m., about
150 people piled into the lounge on
the nineteenth floor and prepared
to set up their prospective
pyramids. The competition was
judged on the basis of creativity,
height, amount of people, and time,
and each floor was judged in turn

by the counselors of Washinnton
Middle.

At about 12:15 a.m., the results

were announced with the sixteenth

floor finishing first, and the
eighteenth and twentieth taking the

second and third place positions.

The award winning pyramid
consisted of 23 people in five, color-

coordinated layers, and the pyramid
was held for 63 seconds. When the
sixteenth floor had established
their pyramid, they sang a hearty
round of "In heaven there is no
beer", an appropriate song con-
sidering the prize involved.

Call 256-8587

B
DOMINO'S
PIZZA

25 c
off

Any Small

12" Pizza
Good Friday 11-15, Saturday 11-16

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

50 c

IN STOCK OVER 10,000 ITEMS

Off

Any Large 16"

Pizza

We deliver

from 5 - 1:30 Mon. - Thurs.

4:30 - 2:00 Fri. - Sat.
Good Friday 11-15, Saturday 11-16

SAVER
DISTRIBUTORS

THE CATALOG/SHOWROOM / WAREHOUSE

IF PURCHASED

SEPARATELY

487.90

Law Boards Institute

announces that its

LSAT WORKSHOP

will be conducted at

The Statler Nilton

Notel
Park Square &
Arlington St.

Boston

for two full weekends
beginning Saturday,
November 2.'lrd al 9:00 a.m.

Verified Record of

Outstanding Achievement
lor information,

write or call:

Law Boards Institute

l.iO Seventh Ave.

\ Y.( . 10001

l«l: 2l2-.-)fM-l»70

SAVE 88.90
The PIONEER SX-535 is rated at 20 watts RMS per channel which is more than enough power to
envelop a large room with clear sound. Other outstanding features like a wide power band
width of 10HZ-70KHZ with less than 0.8% of harmonic distortion and an FM section that has
usuable sensivitivity of 1.9 uV and a Signal to Noise Ratio of 70 dB adds a real plus to this

receiver.

AR-7 Speakers feature an 8 inch Woofer and a 1 !4 inch Tweeter offering low distortion and ex-
tended bass response.

BSR 310/AXE Turntable has a full size steel platter, a viscose-damped cue/pause control, anti-

skating, precision cast counter weight, base, dust cover and ADC K-8E cartridge.

1351 Mam St

SPRINGFIELD

87 Mam St

GREENFIELD

1 504 Northampton St

HOLYOKE

BURT S MINI PAYSAVER
Century Center

WEST SPRINGFIELD

Hamp Plaza

NORTHAMPTON

70S MEADOW ST

CHICOPEE

COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN

University Health Services presents
"First Aid in the Classroom", Monday
at 7 p.m. in C.C. 805. All are welcome
to come and join inl

DAY OF THE JACKAL
The correct times for Day of the

Jackal are 6:30, 9:00 and 11:30 NOT 7, 9,

11 as originally advertised.
FESTIVAL OF THE OCCULT
Come to a Festival of the Occult,

featuring palm reader, tarot card
reader, astrologer etc. ..'Plus film
"Phantom of the Opera." Food and
drink. 8:30 - 1:00 Friday 11-15, Saford
Hall. Mount Holyoke College.
GHOSTS 'I

Tues. and Weds, the Warrans will be
speaking on Ghosts, haunted houses,
witchcraft, demonology.S.U.B. 8 p.m.
Tues.; Thompson 104 Weds.
GIVE THE GIFT OF SIGHT
Thanksgiving Day 11-28 has been

declared 'Be Thankful for Your
Eyesight Day". In honor of this
proclamation a table will be set up
Weds . Thurs. Fri this week in C.C.
Concourse to distribute info and
accept donations.
GSS SUPPER

Al) Gss sisters and pledges are in-

vited to a Pot Luck Supper Sunday at
5:30 in Main Lounge of Cashin. Bring
salad, main dish, dessert or beverage.
Our meeting will be at this time.
HATCH CELEBRITY SERIES

presents Cricket Hill, Thursday thru
Saturday, with Fresh Flavor adding
their tasty music to the brew on
Saturday.
IMAGES
Spectrum is seeking images, both

verbal and visual, from you. We are
your outlet. Rm 407 S.U.B.
INNKEEPERS

Short business meeting followed by
seminar on beer handling and
dispensing by Miller Beer. Beer and
other refreshments. 117 Chenoweth, 7
p.m. on Monday.
MEDICAL SCHOOL
John Harrington, former UMass

student, now at Tufts Medical School
is speaking Weds, at 7 in C.C. 105. Dr.
Joel Feinblati, Dean of Admissions,
UMass Medical School is speaking
Thurs. 11-21 at 7 in C.C. 163-164. All
welcome.
MT TOBY MEETING OF FRIENDS

(Quakers) every Sunday Meetings
for Worship at 9:00 and 11:00 a.m. First
Day School at 10:00. Everyone
welcome. Rt 63 Leverett.
MUSIC

At the Bluewall features Dark Horse,
Weds, thru Saturday this week. Sure
to be a good ride.

NARMIC SLIDE SHOW
Sunday night at 7 in C.C. 803 the

Indochina Study Group will show the
Narmic Slide Show as part of cont. ed.
program on U.S. Imperialism. For info
call Ken 253-7846, Buffy 253-7417.
OPEN MEETING OF ALL COM-
MUTERS
Any commuters interested in

Developing Coops, expanding Bus
Service, Recycling, Day and night
care, Food coop Delivery, and tenants
Union in a collective manner. Join us
Monday at 5.30 in Commuter Lounge
ORIENTATION MEETING
U.Y.A. center for experiential

education. Public and Community
Service will have a recruitment
orientation meeting Tues. 11-19 at 7
p.m. in C.C. 905.
P.E. MOUNTAINEERING

Class will meet at 1:30 p.m. today
POLISH AMERICAN CULTURAL
ASSN
Meeting Thurs. Nov. 21 at 7 p.m. in

Herter Hall 106. Well discuss use of
funds and may learn seme Polish
Christmas c8rols. Everyone's invited
to attend.
PREMIER PRODUCTION
"Apology for Larry Parks" con-

ceived by Gary Stewart and Don Nigro
will be in the South College Studio
Theater at 8 and 10 p.m., Nov. 15 and
16.

REC SOCIETY
Important meeting Tues. .Election of

officers. Make vour opinion countl
Vote! Curry Hicks room 2 at 7:30.
SPRING SEMESTER
Student teaching sign up in the

Human Development and Early
Childhood Program will be held in
Skinner Hall basement Monday 8:30
a.m., Tuesday, 8:30 a.m. and Wed-
nesday 4:00 p.m.
TOC
Presents John Conduit, Thursday

thru Saturday. Pickin; hummirf;
singing and just good timet.
TOYS AND FOOD DRIVE
Newman community la sponsoring a

drive for toys and canned goods.
These things will be used for leas
fortunate people in Spfld at Christmas.
You can drop them by the Newman
Center anytime before Dec. 6. Your
gift will be appreciated.
UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF AMHERST
Steve Sachs will speak on "Public

Safety and Individual License" at the
11 a.m. service. The Christmas Fair will
be held Sat. Nov. 23 1-5 p.m
LOST

1974 Somerville High class ring. Blue
stone, slightly bent. Reward. Initial*
KB Contact 1403 JQA. 6-8451
engraved on outside.
LOST

Sterling silver and Jade ring. Lost on
11-12 possibly in vicinity of Morrill
Science Center, Marshall Hall or
Boyden parking lots. Reward for
return. Chris 545 0037
LOST
Men's dk. blue sweater in Herter

Gallery. Reward. Leave message 545-
0061
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Letters to the editor

Hamlin house not so lucky
To the Editor:

In answer to your letter of Nov. 13 about our Hamlin House
protest, I want to say some things about what actually is going on.

We here at Hamlin make no attempt at setting ourselves up as the

'wretched of the earth '. As you say, we are very lucky just to be
alive. But Maria, in your attempt to focus on large-scale disaster,

you 're missing the point of our protest. The screwing of people is

going on around us everyday, in every direction we look, and I

don 't think you can measure its importance just by the extent of

the screw job. White we're not losing our lives, we are losing a

very great chunk of our dignity as people when the administration

attempts to manipulate us in any way it wants to.

Haven't you heard some guys say, "What's this Women's Lib

shit? Their life is soft compared to ours'" Go to Hell, right? But

that'sjust what you're telling us. Because we're not actually down
to our last meal we should shut up. I have to disagree. Oppression

is oppression, in whatever disguise it comes. Power is slipping

slowly away from people everywhere, and it has to be stopped.

Incidents like Hamlin are an opportunity to literally grasp that

power before it goes completely. And these small scale situations

can actually be fruitful. For while there is relatively little you can do
about starving people at this moment, your single voice can help
us at Hamlin immensely.

A victory here for human rights would be a symbolic victory for

people everywhere. So Maria, I'm asking you if you could
reconsider and maybe help us on the road we've chosen. When
your little problems are worked out, maybe we'll both have some
energy left to tackle bigger problems. Meanwhile I'm,

Rocco Marino

Juvenile homes seek volunteers
To the Editor /

/ represent a number ofgroup homes housingjuvenile offenders
[primarily male]. These homes serve as alternatives to the harsh
and criminally indoctrinating environment of detention centers.
Alternative programs such as ours, however, often suffer from
budgetary inadequacies that cause educational and recreational
activities to be scarce. It is with this scarcity in mind that I write
seeking student volunteers.

We are looking for students who have the time and skills to
offer competent presentations in dance, music, T.M., crafts, drug
education, fashion, etc. Because ofour programs' "big hearts and

low budgets" operation, we can offer students only that on-the-
job experience and challenge that can mean an edge for the
graduating senior in the limited job market. However, academic
credit might be arranged by the individual volunteer, depending
on the nature of the educational presentation and the frequency
of its offering, etc. The experience might also serve as the
practicum half of a course, or the subject matter of an in-

dependent study project.

If you are interested in offering your time, talent, or suggestions
for this semester or next, please call Steve at 253-7876.

Steve Stoia

You can't fool us
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Fights worth losing

To the Editor:

What's the difference between a UMie and a Puppet? This is a
uick question so be careful. Give up? The answers are nothing and
everything The trick is in who the question is put to. The ad-
ministration seems to feel that the residents of Hamlin are no more
than puppets and therefore it doesn 't matter how they move them
around next semester. They expressed this feeling in the form of a
complicated system, totally different from an earlier one which
pleased just about everyone, which they recently gave to the
Hamlinites. Thejoke is that they expected us to buy it.

Everyone knows that one should never tell a lie to a Screaming
Yellow Zonker, let alone a UMie, and for this reason we Hamlinites
are growing concerned over the recent reversal of the Top Brass.

Overtime unpaid

To the Editor:

/ had the unfortunate experience of working for the Campus
Center from June 2, 1971 through Oct. 1972. When I showed up
for my job Don Witkoski put me up for the night in the hotel and
then into the dorms. My job was writing time cards. I was in-

structed by Don Witkoski to not write time for over 40 hours, but
to keep it on file and add it to other weeks which were not 40
hours. The actual cards I wrote are more than likely in the Amherst
town dump.
My employment records state I started work June 20, 1971.

There were thr*e weeks I was not paid, but instead at the end of
the summer Witkoski gave me a three week vacation. From Sept.
1971 until Oct. 1971 1 had the position of tel. op. at the hotel. I did
the same work as the male desk clerk but was paid less. A dif-

ferent title does not always mean different work.

Heidi Weissbecker

HAVE YOU
EVER...

There are among the ranks of the Hamlinites, several veterans of
the "Hills Incident", a puppet showput on by the Administration a
couple of years ago. Unfortunately, the show came to an early end
when the auditorium where it was playing closed down,
preventing the showing of the second act. Some of us Hamlinites
may have been puppets in the past, but now we're all Pinnochios
and the Administration has an awfully big nose. As Banacek put it

only too well, "There's an old Polish proverb: Fool me once,
shame on you. Fool me twice, shame on me. " And of course
lightning never strikes in the same place twice, but if I were living

in Butterfield, I'd invest in some lightning rods.

Robert Prybylo

Unions not bad
To the Editor:

/ felt when I read your article that it gave a pathetically
superficial analysis of unions and that its reasoning was
destructively circular.

Our society is supposed to be based on democratic in-
volvement, not on hidden bureaucracy. This implies that we have
control over our lives, that we are not benevolently administered.
Your article implies an indorsement of bureaucracy. Your
cherished freedom from hassle is exactly the kind of despotism
that has made American labor unions what they are today;
blossoming ultimately in Richard Nixon's silent majority. If our
education is not implicitly and explicitly toward a democratic
society and not the myopic vision of your 'freedom from hassles,

'

we will cease to be a democracy even in name. Your cynicism fr
well founded about unions and government in general, but only
under the kind of bureaucratic system you directly and indirectly
endorse and the non-involvement you prize

Fred Horan

Fishman's folly

If one creates the debt,

one must pay the bill

"The easy fights aren't worth it because they
don't amount to much. The only fights worth
fighting are the ones you're going to lose, because
somebody has to fight them and lose and lose and
lose until someday somebody wins. And in order for
that somebody to win an important major fight 100
years hence, a lot of other people have to be willing
for the sheer fun and joy of it to go right ahead and
fight knowing that in their time they're going to
lose. You mustn't feel like a martyr. You've got to
enjoy it for its own sake. There's a wonderful lovely
line from an Irish poem - "They all went forth to
battle and they always fell." I don't expect to win,
but I do expect my side to win ultimately. In other
words I have faith. I have faith despite the im-
perfections of the human race, that a better society,
a better world, a kindlier world can come into
being."

-Nat Hentoff , the Village Voice

The sign on the grass outside the Student Union reads "If
allowed to survive, this grass will produce enough oxygen for two
students to breathe for one semester." The sign didn't last a day
before it was knocked down. Someday, that battle will be won.

A black mother in Brooklyn walks into Congresswoman Shirley
Chisholm's district office on the verge of tears and showing signs
of extreme strain. The local welfare office has given her the
runaround, telling her on Thursday that she had to have an ap-
pointment to see a case worker, on Friday that they had no record
of the appointment she had made Thursday, and to come back
the next day. On Saturday she was informed that no new cases
are handled on Saturdays. And her children are hungry and she
still has no money to buy food to feed them. And someday that
battle, too, will be won.

Students on this campus have asked in just about every con-
ceivable way to be recognized as the adults that they are under
the law, but an administration that is either grotesquely stupid.

inconsiderate, or conceitedly convinced that this little colony of
theirs is the ultimate educational experience consistently stands in

their way. The strategy is to allow the frustration of the students
to dissipate into inactivity so that it can be ignored. And it's a
strategy that works. But someday, that battle will be won.

A member of this newspaper's staff takes the Collegian to
student court because he has lost his job, the victim of a
somewhat crazed, headlong dive into runaway moneyism that
permeates some of the upper levels of the Collegian heirarchy. But
the court either can't or won't see the real issue of the case, and
the student loses, and wonders if any ideal anywhere can survive
these days. But the loss has some significance, if only that it

brings us one loss closer to that day. Someday.

Nat Hentoff's quote at the beginning of this column sum-
marizes the essence of the fight that the whole world is involved
in. It is a fight that seems to be at everyone's doorstep now more
than it ever has been before. It is the fight to run the world, from
from the welfare office to the Collegian office, in a way that is first

and always humanistic.

It is a fight that will take a long time to win. It is a fight that we
will have to "lose and lose and lose" to win. It is a fight that will

see a lot of dedicated people get disgusted or mislead and fall by
the wayside. Witness the mislead fools who cheered for Yasser
Arafat in the United Nations the other day. His cause may be just,

but a murderer is a murderer and the oppressed who cheer him
will find not only that his tactics reap what they sow, but that they
were never needed in the first place. You see, one of the greatest

beauties of the fight is that there will be nothing to regret when it

is won.

And it will be won. Someday. Because justice is strong. And the
people who deserve justice are strong because they outnumber
everyone else in this world, although sometimes it doesn't seem
that way. And to quote the theme of the 1973 Congressional Black
Caucus Dinner "The strong keep a comin'."

Unstoppably.

Been the:

tenth in a row
to f i no A

t
Pass-fail

MISTAKE IN yOvR
PROGRAM THE DAY

BEFORE FINALS

To the Editor:

/ was disappointed by Reid Fishman's column on
the World Food Conference. It was difficult to tell if he
was sincerely concerned with the problem or was
merely venting his anti-Catholic prejudices. Assuming
the former, I would offer a different analysis. The
world can feed its present population, and perhaps
could cater for a population twice this size. However,
the politics of distribution allow some to be fed
sumptuously while others starve, even though there is

enough to go around. A peasant in the third world
wants a large family to help him work the land, or to

bring an extra income to help him in old age. He is

more adversely affected by political structures that

prevent him getting fertilizers, or which do not give
him a fair price for his crop, than by the size of his

family. The attitude in the West of "we know what's
good for you; stop breeding, so we can continue to
enjoy our privileged status" has, not surprisingly,

faHed to impress most third world leaders, who would
rather have food than contraceptives. I hope Mr. Fish

man is as aware of his own privileged position as he
thinks he is of the problems of the third world.

Paul Mansfield

It used to be that when parents sent their
children away to college, it was assumed
that they would be under the close
supervision of- adults at the institution.

Until not too long ago, Mom and Dad were
assured of the fact that when they sent
their boys and girls off to school, they
would be guided and nurtured by adult
figures in charge. The parents could take
solace in the fact that their siblings were
being watched out for-after all, they were
kids just out of high school.

All that of course was before eighteen
year olds were granted the right to vote,
buy liquor, and finally, do anything any
other adult could do. For some time now,
citizens between the ages of eighteen and
twenty-one have been legal adults. As one
might expect, however, older adults have
continued to attempt to take advantage of
young people. Indeed, just because the law
has been changed, doesn't mean all the
little rules and holdovers from the past
have been corrected. ,

Here at the University, for instance, not
allowing adults between eighteen and
twenty-one to live off campus if they
choose, is an example. Some years ago, in

preparation for expected increased
enrollment, the University constructed a
number of new dormitories in the south-
west area. Needless to say, enrollment did
increase drastically, and therefore the
expansion was made to look like a very
worthwhile endeavor. A development
understandably not taken into con-
sideration, however, was the new age of

majority. As of January, it was officially
put into law that persons over eighteen had
all the rights and privileges of those over
twenty-one.

The legality, therefore, of the Univer-
sity's policy of allowing persons over
twenty-one to live where they wish, and
forcing eighteen year olds to live on
campus, must be questioned.
Granted, once the rule is lifted, a

number of students, for economic or other
reasons, would opt for off-campus living.

Even though on-campus living would be
both more convenient, some would still

rather escape dormitories.
In turn, this would affect the institution's

overall revenue from room and board fees-
-but very little. Most students would
realize the advantages of on-campus life,

not to mention the fact that in very many
cases it is cheaper.
An advantage of the rule change would

be that the administration would have to

see to it that living conditions were im-
proved, since they would be competing
with the outside.

To be sure, this, and also the fact that
some money would be lost could have
much to do with the administration's
stubborn reluctance to change the rule.
But it must be remembered that persons
under twenty-one can no longer be
discriminated against. It is the duty of the
institution to come to grips with the times.

The opinions expressed in this space are
those of the majority of the editors.

Steve Tripoli is a Collegian columnist.

-c Gerry Cataldo
}

Military madness in Columbia
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A few years ago in Columbus, Georgia, a small crowd gathered
each morning outside a small, brick building on Fort Benning.
Around nine o'clock, three or four green Military Police cars pulled
up along the curb, and the crowd came to life. The reporters
scrambled to the door of the third vehicle, and the television
cameras began to roll. The back door swung open, and out
stepped a tall, thin, M.P. Right after him came a short, baby faced.
Lieutenant. The reporters would let fly with questions, and the
crowd buzzed with chatter. More M.P.'s gathered around to clear
the way to the front door of the building. Lost among the taller
guards, but his head held arrogantly erect, William Calley entered
the military court. The big green door slammed shut behind him,
and the crowd slowly dispersed. The cameramen covered their
machines against the threatening sky, and headed across the
street to the waiting coffee truck. They all had gotten a quick look
at him, this Calley. Each morning, around nine o'clock, down in

Georgia.

Columbus is an Army town. It owes most of its jobs, people
and business, to Uncle Sam. Now there's nothing really wrong
with that, except that it makes a town different. For instance
Columbus has four Victory Drives, a dozen joints named Victory
Bar, or Victory Cleaners, or Victory Theater. The town remembers
Patton with bowed head, and there are, of course, several Patton
Streets, Bridges, Parks, etc. In every parade, and there are very
very many, no matter what the occasion, Army tanks, jeeps and
platoons of pissed off Gl's, roll through the streets to delight all
who watch. The town appreciates its military, in the only ways it

knows how. There's trouble sometimes of course, like if that
platoon decides to go through the bars, after the' parade like
Sherman marched to the sea. But for the most part, relations with
the civilians are good, especially around payday. There are
probably no bigger spenders on the earth than the military around
pay time. And they are appreciated for it. And the Army ap-
preciates the appreciation. And in this atmosphere of mutual
admiration, a Lieutenant is charged with murdering Lilians in My
Lai, Vietnam, while fighting a war. The role that the people of
Columbus had to play was obvious. Calley was in trouble, at Fort
Benning, in an Army town.

And so, overnight, Columbus was famous. Press teams from

the networks moved in, along with correspondents from
newspapers and magazines. The town was flooded with tourist
types, wanting to get a look at the little Lieutenant. Business was
booming, motels full, and restaurant prices up. Calley had become
the folk hero of Columbus. Songs were written, "Free Calley"
marches were organized, and one of the stores was making Calley
tee-shirts. There hadn't been this much going on since George
Patton led his tanks down Victory Drive on his way to invade
Phoenix City, Alabama! (True story, by the way!)

Most of the people in Columbus and in the Military thought that

Calley had gotten a raw deal, myself included. Of course you
could say that the facts weren't all known then. The trial was just

beginning. But that's really no excuse, enough was known to form
some kind of opinion. Nevertheless, a lot of people were pulling

for Calley. Then something happened. I began to listen to people
who were asking the right questions. What did you do over there 7

Kill civilians? Know anyone who did? Is Calley the rule, or the

exception? If you justify his actions, aren't you saying that it is

typical behavior? If he's found innocent, aren't you guilty?

There were a lot of Gl's in Vietnam in those days, most of them
wondering what the hell they were doing there, and wanting
nothing more than to get back home in one piece. And most of

them, and I mean 99 per cent of them, didn't line up a bunch of
civilians and shoot them down, orders or no orders. Calley is part

of that other 1 per cent. And it's important to remember that.

While Vietnam was and is a nightmare, all Gl's are not William
Calleys. In reality, Calley was a scapegoat for the military in

general. He was not a victim. He was convicted, and rightly so.
And because he was the only one caught, does not make it just for
him to be let free. But someone thought so. Calley is out on
parole, pending an appeal.

I haven't been back to Columbus, but I imagine the people are
pretty happy with the way things turned out. And if Calley stays in

Columbus, I'm sure he'll have no problem making a life for

himself. They still feel he was given a raw deal. And that's one of
the sad things about all. Those people are good people. I like

them. But Calley has put one over on them, and now they're
victims too. But like I said, Columbus is an Army town.

\

Gerry Cataldo is a Collegian Columnist.
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Dorm rule held to be unconstitutional
cont. from p. 1

The trustees' responsibilities to

the financial status of the University

has been cited in recent weeks as

the most important reason to keep

the mandatory dormitory regulation

by both Chancellor Randolph
Bromery and Vice-Chancellor
Robert Gage.

There has been fear by the

administration and the Board of

Trustees that if the regulation is

lifted, students will choose not to

live in the dorms; and the debt

problem would be even greater

without the dorm rent income.

"We expect prompt action by the

Reaction

LSO's Fisher
likes letter

By KATHY SHEENAN
Staff Reporter

The formal demand by William

M. Dorsch of the UMass Legal

Services Office that the University

abolish the mandatory dormitory

residence requirement is "in line

with demands made at the Student

Government Association Town
Meeting last Monday night," ac-

cording to John Fisher, staff

member of the Student Organizing

Project (SOP).

Referring to a letter by Dorsch to

William Searson, UMass Trustees'

general counsel sent Tuesday,

Fisher said Dorsch's legal challenge

"ties in" with decisions made at the

town meeting on ending mandatory
dorm residence, and establishing

rent control in the Amherst area.

Both Dorsch and Fisher agree

students at UMass are going about
the issue in a reasonable way.

Fisher said in an interview that

there are groups on campus that

have been working on the problem
of rent control all semester in

anticipation of the removal of the

dorm residence requirement.

The Veterans Coalition for

Community Affairs, the Tenants
Association, the Student Center of

Educational Research and the SOP
have been taking initial steps to get

rent control in the town through

legislation, he said.

"The SOP supports what they're

doing", Fisher said, "and the

groups need help."

"The end to mandatory dorm
residence is wholly dependent on
getting a system of rent control in

Amherst," Larry Gendron of the

Commuter Assembly said at that

meeting.

Fisher says the University is

treating students like "backward
children" in not acknowledging

that students are considering the

accompanying problems of

skyrocketing rent prices which may
be effected by enterprising apart-

ment owners in the Amherst area.

Concerning Dorsch's demand,
Fisher said "a law s jit is implicit in

the letter."

However, Dorsch said the

evidence is so clear in the students'

favor that legal action is almost

inconceivable. Dorsch expects the

Board of Trustees to rescind the

mandatory dormitory residence

requirement promptly without any
court action.

"Volks-Service"

specializing in

VOLKSWAGEN
Part Sales I Repairs

REASONABLE PRICES
RELIABLE WORK

605 North King St.

Northampton, Mass.

next to the

State Police Barracks

Tel. 584-7550

University in rescinding the existing

unconstitutional restriction placed
on the students," Dorsch said in

the letter to Searson.

In an interview with the
Collegian, Dorsch said he expects a

response from Searson within a

week or two. "When he (Searson)

reads the law, I think he'll agree

with me that the University has an
untenable position."

Dorsch described the Univer-

sity's dorm requirement as "in-

defensible."

From research conducted with

Peter d'Errico of the UMass Legal

Studies Program, Dorsch has
determined only one valid defense
the University can raise in a dor-

mitory residency case.

"The University may prevail if it

can demonstrate that the dor-

mitories serve a valid educational

purpose," he told Searson.

But Dorsch noted in hearings on
Residential Life held on campus last

week, administrators "clearly
disclaimed any position that the

dormitories serve a valid

educational purpose.

"Hence," he said, "the
University can raise no legitimate

defense to violating my clients'

constitutional rights, or the rights of
all other persons similarly situated."

In urging Searson to act
promptly, Dorsch told him in the
letter, "I believe that any delay in

rescinding the policy would be
inappropriate and frivolous, sub-
stantially increasing my clients'

damages."
Dorsch conceded in the in-

terview, however, he may not be

Eastman closed
On Sunday, Eastman Lane and

Thatcher Way will be partially

closed to traffic between 11 and 4
for the UMass cyclo - cross.
Students are asked not to park on
Eastman Lane or the left side of
Thatcher Way.,.--.* _1_ « A A. A A A AAA A.WWWW WCWWW MltWlKftWWWW}
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the attorney for the students if the

case goes to court. Gage has ruled

the LSO cannot litigate against the

University because of the ethics

involved in taking legal action

against the school which funds
them.

"The LSO Board and the SGA
(Student Government Association)

will determine what to do," should

court action be necessary Dorsch
said. However, he said he is

"confident" no legal action will be
taken.

The issue of infringement of

students' rights was discussed

during campus-wide hearings on

student housing sponsored by the

Student Organizing Project last

week.

Speaking at a hearing on
November 5, Bromery said he
agreed with a student in the

audience who said, "I think it's

infringing on my rights to be
required to be living in a dor-

mitory."

Bromery said at that meeting, the

compulsory regulation is expected
to "go by the wayside" in time, but
there would still be the major
problem of residence hall debts.

Coin raffle

held Monday
The UMass Coin Club

conducted its first auction and
raffle Monday night in the
Colonial Lounge. The silver

dollar winners were: Doren
Fredrickson, Bill Yamartino,
Robert Amrein, Mark Madden,
Mark Charette (2), Casey Eagle,

Donna Kalinowski, Ralph
Tanner, B. Labao, G. Hobart,
James Madaio, A. Chajes, Paul
Neville, and Eric Schwartz.
Those who have not yet

picked up their prizes, should
contact Don Bissek.
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LITTLE

JEWEL
HOTEL MONAT

(Rt. 116 Holyoke)

NOV. 14, 15,

16, 17

•I

Come Voice
Your Concerns!

Protest Against: Inflation, High Cost of

Education, Rising Unemployment,
and Low Wages

!

RALLY
TONITE

Campus Center
Auditorium

Films — 6:30 p.m.
Movement Films including The Women's Film (Winner

of Inter-Film Festival, Berlin-73) and San Fransisco State.

Main Speakers — 7:30 p.m.
Representative from United Mine Workers, Stanley Wainer,

Johnnetta Cole, Geno Gilban, and U.Mass Students.

Music presentation includes the VOICES OF NEW AFRICA

Dave Mason
including:

Give Me Some Affection

• You Can (Take It When You Go
All Along The Watchtower

Relation Ships Get Ahold On Love

New

Columbia

Releases

ON SALE!

NEIL
DIAMOND
SERENADE
including:

Longfellow
Serenade

I've Been This

Way Before

Lady Magdelene

The Last Picasso

Reggae Strut

PC 32919*

PC 33096* ». op , ...

n.w
L,5t

S3.99

discount^
recordso

257 TRIANGLE STREET
AMHERST
Hours:
M W, 10 6

T-F, 10 9

S, 10 6

Plenty of Free Parking in Rear

$6.98 List

Now

LOGGINS&MESSINA
MOTHERLODE

including:

Changes/Be Free
Time To Space Get A Hold Growin

PC 33175*

R.E.Q SPEEDWAGON
LOST IN A DREAM

including:

Grve Me A Ride (Roller Coaster)
I'm Feeling Good/Sky Blues

Throw The Chains Away/Down By The Dam

S6.98 List

Now $3.99
PE 32948*

$6.98 List

Now $3.99

Hundreds of

Red & White Tag

SPECIALS
- marked down

as low as

wholesale prices.

PLUS:

we have

LOWERED
our prices on

all Popular

Music!

15

ritcheA.

(Iwmh

Mountain Farms Mall rj. 9 Hadley. Mass.

Further cut planned
for next year's index

By LARRY CONVOY
Staff Correspondent

More than 10.000 copies of the 1973-74 UMass yearbook have been
distributed, according to Editor-in-Chief Alan Chapman.
Seven thousand copies of the INDEX were handed out durina a two

week period on campus and 3000 more were mailed to the graduates of the
class of 74.

According to Chapman, there are still about 1000 books available to

f?Sr? ?
m the t0tal 1

1

'500 yearbooks printed. This is a decline from the
13,000 books printed last year and a further cut is planned for the next
edition.

The major reason for the cut is economics. The INDEX receives ap-
proximately $2.94 from each undergraduate. The Student Senate has
reduced this figure to $2.60 per student for the 1975 edition, Chapman
says.

Pointing out that "this year's yearbook was the best ever at UMass"Lhapman said he believes it can compete with any college yearbookWe were organized much better this year," Chapman said. "Every
page had a purpose in the book".
According to other INDEX staffers the reaction from students was

generally positive. Much of the praise was directed at the yearbook's use
ot color in both photography and layout.
The negative reaction was primarily centered around a lack of depth in

certain areas, such as sports and Greek life."
The pros and cons of this year's edition will be considered by new

Ed.tor-.rvCh.ef John Neister as he begins work on the 1975 edition
As the staff considers submitting the yearbook to the Associated

Collegiate Press for a rating, Chapman said he believes a good ratingwould greatly aid the image of the INDEX on campus

.MnCv
de
«

S WJShing a COpY of the Vearb°°k can still pick one up at theINDEX office on the second floor of the student union

celebrity series presents

FRESH FLAVOR

This has got to be one of the most
exciting new soul- gospel rock bands
to emerge in recent years."

Jim Fishel

Billboard

and Special Guest

CRICKET HILL

i^MAA*iMM«MMMnAAMAA«MMW«M^wMM«
******m0^*m0^m*t

In Concert

Nov. 16

9- 1
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Susan Schader probably thought about the same
things you did yesterday after classes.

Adminstration charged

with CC Board threat
By JIMPAUUN

The administration has implied

that if the SGA pushes too hard

toward the establishment of a

Residential Life Governing board,

they might reconsider the status of

the Campus Center Board of

Governors according to an SGA
member. Student senator Matt

Burns declined to name the ad-

ministrators at the recent SGA
town meeting.

"I have been working on the

Residential Life Governing Board

for most of the semester and it's

been implied to me that if I and the

student government pushed too

hard on Residential Life, then the

University might reconsider the

Campus Center Board of Governors

based on the fact that they never

went through the present formal

governance system."

He said student governing
boards must be established ac-

cording to procedures determined

by the Wellman document. The
Wellman document, created in May
1972 L, o,e Board of Trustees,

states that students are to have
prime responsibility for facilities

which they pay for. The Campus

Center Governing board was
created prior to 1972.

The Campus Center Board of

Governors did not report any

threats concerning the drive

towards the creation of a

Residential Life Board, but they did

say that the legality of their

organization has been called into

question by the administration.

Howie Levin, Vice Chairperson of

the Campus Center Board of

Governors, said that attacking the

CC. Board of Governors for not

being established in accordance

with the Wellman document would

be a "shallow excuse", since their

constitution has already been
approved by the Board of Trustees.

However, he said they have been
challenged by the administration:

"Gage has suggested that he felt

our constitution to be illegal on
totally false grounds," Levin said.

He went on to say the reason for

Gage's accusation was that he
thought the board was totally

independent, which is not true

because the chancellor has the

power to veto all actions of board
within 15 days.

SUN. and MON. ONLY
Nov. 17th and 18th

Sonny Terry
, .and

Brownie McGhee
and

FAT
Cover Charge— $3.00

Rusty Nail Inn
Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

Hampshire opens
athletic center
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By E. Patrick McQuaid
Collegian Five College Coordinator

A 1.8 million dollar dream came
true at Hampshire Monday in the

words of college president, Charles

Longsworth when the long awaited

for Robert Crown Center opened its

doors to the public.

The new building is Hampshire

college's recreational and athletic

program center with a philosophy

emphasizing coeducational and
voluntary participation in sports.

"Participation is the answer
here," stated Jay Evans, director of

recreation and athletics, "not
spectating. I defy you to find more
than two dozen chairs or even

bleachers in here. You can't

because it was done by design."

The Crown building is located in

the center of the campus and
connected to the Harold F.

Johnson library by a glassed in

pedestrian bridge.

The aim of the program is to

present the students with free and
loosely structured physical
recreation. Longsworth claims that

the facilities are intended to

maintain "a joyful attitude towards

recreation." The center, along with

its 25 yard swimming pool offers a

climbing wall for instruction in basic

mountaineering, a basketball ourt,

a volleyball court, and a badmnton
area. Game rooms, a sauna, and
exercise rooms combine with office wj

space provided for mainly outside ^K£

or later
you'll

come to
' BEAi*i/rfei

activities.
^

Sports

Hotline

5-0344

St. Regis Restaurant

28 Pleasant St., Northampton

Small in Size

Great in Quality and Service

Good Food is not Really Expensive

Different 99c
Special

Monday - Friday

Open 6 a.m.-!) p.m., Monday-Saturday
7 a.m.-!) p.m. on Sundays

Tel. 584-1543

CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton

B.

y.

0.

B.

54th Member of the World Famous
Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an average

spending of $2.25

Your Host, Carlo, is a special
student at UMass
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FARMS FOUR
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2272:. MOST HILARIOUS
WILDEST MOVIE IS HERE!

May be the funniest movie of the
year. Rush to see it!" M nnPapol s

A smashing, triumphant satire!
1

—Seattle Pjst Intelligencer

Riotously, excruciatingly funny."
- Milwaukee Sent,nel

Consistently hilarious and
brilliant.

Ba.t.more Da ly Record

Insanely funny, outrageous and
irreverent. Bruce W.n.amson—PLAYBOY MAGA.Vjt

, A GREATNEW
i* *> MOTION PICTURECOMEDY

aw

(<ns
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I

I

I
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I
I..

™~-- |™™-«
^

25 c
OFF

Small Pizza

i

i

i

i

i

50C

Large

OFF
Pizza

KMSlMaVi

FN*

Cotof

"•ooucec ana Qweued

o» Ken Shapiro

Ken Shapiro «•*

Lane Sarasohn
* S «>>00uCtK)'

* $r" f, *"t

t"lf>pr Vf <

»«• Co'90'*'iof

TODAY — 4:00-5:30-7:00-10:00

Twl-Lite Mr. — $1.25 — 3:30-4:00 Only

tnnnr**mi splendor
.Jhr most majtoifiernl pirtwr^* ^—"t»v ••* Bggoo SUMlCKS -...

nw!

GONE WITH THE WIND
Winner »( T«-n

Ac aikmy Awirds

:w ARK GABLE

II IKSUKIKm.VKI) OmiUcHAULIAM) 1

TODAY at 8:00 Only

No Twi Lite Hr.

Metro-Golduyn-Mayer
presents

£MKRTNNM0ir
TODAY at 5:45-8:00

Twi Lite Hr. — $1.25 — 5:15-5:45 Only

ExclusiveAm
Engagement!

Offer Good Nov. I5th-17th

TheTrial

BillyJack

Edji

i DEIORES TAVLOff
•~. TOM t AUGMl IN

TODAY at 4:00-7:00-8:15-10:00
No Twi-Lite Hr., Discounts or Passes

Kid Shows Sat. & Sun.

Student threatens dorm occupants
BV ROBERTA MAPTrtMC Pnli^a -**-- u:_ i m. .

'By ROBERTA MARTONE
Staff Reporter

A UMass student threatened
occupants of Moore and JQA
dorms yesterday with a rifle from a
campus pinball machine, according
to Captain Robert Joyce of the
UMass Department of Public
Safety.

Police received a call from
Moore's head of residence, at 2
a.m., who reported seeing two
subjects armed with what appeared
to be shotguns underneath their
coats.

A search for the weapons proved
negative, said UMass Police.
At 2:22 a.m. police received a call

from JQA's head of residence, who
said a subject fitting the description
of one of the subjects was
threatening occupants on the
seventeenth floor of JQA.
Upon arrival, officers saw the

suspect with "some type of rifle
under his coat, with his hands
apparently where the stock and
trigger would be", said Joyce.

Police disarmed him and found
the rifle had been removed from a
pinball machine in the Campus
Center.

"The thing is, this guy could have
gotten shot. The rifle was very

^
similar in appearance to an actual

one," said Joyce.
David W. Mark, of Newton, was

charged with breach of peace and
malicious destruction.

He was arraigned in Hampshire
District Court in Northampton
Thursday.

New support program
makes funds available

parties, meals, ana gifts.

According to William Brown,
business manager of Southwest,
the money for the Fund is gotten
through the RSO office from
vending machine revenue. Each
dorm is allotted an initial $200
annually, with the opportunity of

petitioning for an additional $200.

Center looks for

Lady

Sings The Blues

Sat, Nov. 16 7:00 & 10:00

CCA $1.00

By PAUL CONNELLY
Staff Correspondent

A dorm can purchase dorm items
like pool tables, televisions,
mimeograph machines, calculators,
tools for a woodshop, equipment
for a weightroom and funding of
social and cultural events under a
new fund.

The Program Support Fund was
initiated to better living conditions
in residence halls. There are some
restrictions imposed on the
spending of the PSF as regards OrCI WONCI COUTSeS
alcohol, contributions, travel, dues.

The Malcolm X Cultural Center is

looking for courses dealing with the
Third World.

The Courses are to be submitted
in course proposal form. Please list

prior teaching qualifications. All

proposals are to be submitted by
November 22 to the Black Caucus
of the Malcolm X Cultural Center
located beneath Berkshire Dining
Commons. Phone is 545-2819.

Program offers

mime workshop
The Arts and Humanities

Program of the Transdisciplinary
Cluster, School of Education, will

offer a workshop tomorrow. Nancy
Casey (former actress,
choreographer and dancer with The
Looking Glass Theater in

Providence; former Artist-in -

Residence for the Rhode Island
Council on the Arts; former
member of the American Ballet

Theater and now with the Planning
For Play Project) will offer the
workshop in mime from 9:00 - 3:00
in Mark's Meadow gym; fee $2.00.
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Art series presents Verdi opera
WW

One of the most universally

popular of all grand operas written

by Giuseppe Verdi, "La Traviata,"

will be brought to UMass on
Sunday at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium, the second event on
the Arts Council Celebrity Series.

Produced under the personal

supervision of Boris Goldovsky --

known to millions for his in-

termission commentaries on the

weekly broadcasts from the
Metropolitan Opera in New York --

the performance will be in English.

The opera has been fully staged for

the tour by Goldovsky with exciting

new sets and costumes and with
full orchestra, cast and technical
staff.

The Goldovsky Grand Opera

Phonothon
underway

here
The Amherst Phonothon of the

UMass Alumni Office will be
conducted through Nov. 21, with
alumni volunteers calling other

alumni from Hampshire, Franklin,

and Berkshire Counties.

Volunteers will call from
Memorial Hall to ask for pledges to

this year's Annual Alumni Fund.

Last year's pledges to the Amherst
Phonothon totaled $15,500.

William Mellen of the Class of

1949 is chairman of this year's

drive, and calls will be made to

alumni from 1909 to 1973. Funds
raised go toward scholarships,

special academic programs, the

library, fine arts acquisitions, and
other special campus needs.

Chris Rhodes Band
plays at Hampshire

The Chris Rhodes Band, one of

New England's newest bands is

playing tonight at Hampshire
College.

June Millington, the former lead

singer with the group "Fanny" will

also uart in this Five College

Cont

The Concert starts at 8:00 and
admission is $1.50. For further

information call 542-5708.

Theater is the national touring unit

of the former New England Opera
Theater, now called the Goldovsky
Opera Institute, founded in Boston
in 1946, and widely acclaimed as a

"refreshing new breath of life in the

operatic world" for its pioneering of

major new techniques in operatic

production.

Tickets are now on sale at the

UMass Arts Council Box Office, 125
Herter Hall. General admission is

$4, UMass students, $2. Special
group rates may be arranged.

AT E CJATES * *

OF SMITH COLLEGE 1

jooemy;
ObMUStC;

9 1 NORTHAMPTON

NOW — 7:00 & 9: 15

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

THE SAVAGE
IS LOOSE

STARRING

George V. Scott
Trish Van Deverc

ONLY AT

— Call 782 3131

DCUMMIM Presents

CHARLES

;
"DEATH W1S*T '

A Paramount Release

Mon.-Tues.— Dollar Nightbran]

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -
Death Wish - 7:00 9:15

ALLEN & COOLEY -
Savaeo la Loose - 7:00-9:30

AMHERST -
Persona - 8:45
The Shame - 7:00

CALVIN -
Gone With The Wind - 7:30

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
Cheerleaders - 7:00
Oh Calcutta - 8:30
Flesh Gordon - 7:00-8:45
Duddy Kravitz - 7:00 & 9 15

MT. FARMS 4 -
Gone With The Wind -8:00
Groove Tube 4 00 5 30 7:00 10 00
That's Entertainment - 5:45-8:00
Trial of Billy Jack 4:00-7:00 8 15-

10:00

SHOWCASE -
Longest Yard - 7:30-9:45
Airport 1975 - 7:30-9:30
Harry Er Tonto - 7:30-9:40
Flesh Gordon - 7:45-9:30
Trial Of Billy Jack - 7:15-10:20
Memory Of Us — 7:30-9:20

xm
URDUS 1*2 SPFLD..MA
Eta 21 eutnnAiA

Shown at 7:00 & 9:30 Indefinite Run

AMHERSTC^**
AMITY ST. 253-5426

ja* INGMAR BERGMAN'S

'"m BIBI ANDhRSSON LIV ULLMANN
and

THE SHAME
Liv Ullman — Max Von Sydow

Eves The Shame — 700, Persona — 6:45

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $1.00

CALVIN
KING ST NORTHAMPTON 584-2310

llicinosi mimiilMcm irirfurrrvrr!

~m "GONEWITH
THE WIND

UAKM.AKI.K WINNER Of 10

vHi'i"\ i'fii'i'ii
*CA0EMY awar °s'

LESLIE HOWMD OIJYLMrUVHLLASD

Eves Gone With The Wind - One Show, 7:30

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS {1.00

iMOUNTAIN«FARMS*FOUR RQA Q1R^ MOUNTAIN FARMS MALLJOH " 3IJO ROUTE 9-HADLEY. MASS

<zxr "*A\>*& t£ xtt ~fr ~fr «tr WV rfr <rft

WTR0 G01DWYN MAYER

Sal. 4 Sun. ^,aub>- -»'

1:00* 3:00 JjCHIUSWlS
FREE - Lollypops lor all the "W/ILWOff ,„ *
kids from - 4 Theatre Clown. W3SWY' *

ALL. SEATS

90'

Fri., Nov. 15 and

Sat., Nov. 16

at 6:30 -9:00 -11:30 in the S.U.B

Fast to share hunger planned for Thursday.wide "Fa,, for a WorldHarver grea.er need."
^ HUIOUOy

Sdav Wl inuita u/all.farl A : .._ . rnnntroc or.^ ^:-» -i

A nationwide "Fast for a World' Harvest"
next Thursday wilt invite well-fed Americans
to share the hunger that is the daily ex-
perience of one billion of the earth's peopleThe money saved by going hungry for oneday will help small farmers in Asia, Africa and
Latin America grow more food in areas
where most of these people live

. JSfi Waldhei", Secretary General of the
United Nations, said: " 'Fast for a World
Harvest-, sponsored by Oxfam-America, is awelcome example of how individuals have achance to join together in creating greater
awareness of alarming global food shortages
and in shanng their resources with those in

greater need.

"Fast for a World Harvest" will be
nationally observed by colleges, churches,
high schools, community organizations and
individuals who feel that a more equitable
distribution of the world's resources is
needed. Contributions will be used for
development programs such as water
storage, better seeds, and improved livestock
management.
The Fast will also direct national attention

to the critical global food shortage. Drought,
floods, and fertilizer shortages have reduced
farm yields in many parts of the world. In-
creasing population in the developing

SUNDAY
The Harder They Come .. colt Mm
"* more guts wit jnci humo, than'most movies you II iee in any o, * ,ear

Vine ent Cinby New Vor k T imes

JIMMY
CLIFF

IN

THE
HARDER
THEY

> COME

7 & 9:30

CCA.

countries and dietary changes in affluent
nations are compounding food shortages.
The average American now requires

almost a ton of grain a year (much of it to
feed animals for meat), while the average
Bengali is lucky to receive the equivalent of a
pound of grain a day. Implications for the
future are particularly grim for children
whose growth and mental development are
seriously and permanently impaired by
malnutrition. y

"Fast for a World Harvest" is co-
sponsored by Oxfam-America and Project
Helief. Individual sponsors include William F
Buckley, Jr., Lester Brown, Rep. Robert F

/^MDC Classifieds Pay
To place * classified, drop h yf*e Collegian Office between

0: Jo a.m. and 3.45 p m Monday
Friday.
The deadline is J:«s, two daysb^ore the day your ad ,s to

The rates art:
Daily - » 30 par tin**
Weakly - * 26 par Una*
Monthly - $.20 par Una*
•Two lina. on form
opproMimote on. lina.

FOR SALE

Uaed guitar, bought and .old
The Guitar Work. hop Amhar.t
Carriage Shop*. 541 1728

Coat.: Midi .uada coat, mididungaree coat; rabbit fur jacketand navy blue leather jacket CallMargie 546 7649

For Shaklee. natural vitamin.

MMm" and b" ic H *****

.,?
a • _̂•,b•" ,im " nd backboard

$20; Barbell. 1120 lb. I 515
Humidifier $20. Tenni. trainer $5
Hockey .hin guard $5 Call 323 4556ftar 7 p.m.

• month old boa con.trictor. heat
light, cage, all you need. $50 546
6104

FOR SALE
JADC

Waterbed - complete, heated,
queen .i.e. under guerentee $100
Call Pete. 665 3084

Au.tin America engine. 1988.
$200 Good running, all part*. 2-
600x12 .tudded tirea. $36 pr 256
6284

Basketball nm and backboard
$20. Barbell. (120 lb. I $15
Humidifier $20 Tenni. trainer $5
Hockey ahin guard $5 Call 323 4556
after 7

Allen Univer. bike rack. hold. 3 4
bike. Fit. any type vehicle $22new $20 or ba.t offer Used 1 X
Rich 546 746?

*

Color TV New General Elec
trie. 21 inch, color superb $150
Good buy Call 253 5277

AUTO FOR SALE

I960 TR3 TR4 engine. Good
shape many xtra*. but need,
rediator $500 666 4183.

h.
69

KtL^"'" •"•"•"! con-dmon $900 Call 256 6990 after 3 30p m

71 VW Bui. 7 paa.enger. AM
FM Beat offer over $1600 Philip
413 567 8643

'69 Int'l Camper, deep. 4. .tove.
.ink everything rebuilt All new
tire. $700 or beat offer Thi. run.
real nice Jane 586 4182 after 5 p.

m

64 VW. 10.000 mi on rebuilt
engine Run. perfect. Exc. tira.
Call 665 4737 $120

66 Ford 546 5861 289. V8. run.
gd $200

D
/
in*n

<

,

Hubert H
- HumPhrey, Mike Man-

sfield, Gloria Steinam, and Margaret Mead
More information about the "Fast for aWorld Harvest" and about the ongoing
programs of Oxfam-America may be ob-
tained by writing: Oxfam-America, 302
Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 02116, or bv
calling (617) 247-3304.

Kenneth Mosakowski of Amherst, a localsponsor of the Fast, he, scheduled a meeting
or area citizens who wish to participate inthe fund-rawing effort. The meeting will take

=.TrncreE89,LHai
"

Agency offers

overseas positions
The Friends of World

Teaching (FWT), a placement
agency for overseas teaching
positions, has notified UMass that
over one thousand English oriented
schools and colleges in over 120
foreign countries are offering
teaching and administrative op-
portunities to American educators.
According to FWT, knowledge of

a foreign language is not required
and some schools do not require
previous teaching experience or
certification.

Positions are open in many fields
from pre-school teaching to
university administration.
Anyone interested should

contact: Friends of World
Teaching, P.O. Box 1049, San
D.ego, CA 92112. Those applying
must indicate three countries where
they would consider a position and
enclose $5 to cover printing costs
There is no further charge for their
services.

62 Chev . 6
$150 263 7241

cyl., economic. I

Apollo floor-
Cell Deve at

Pair of JBl C51
standing .packer.
546 6660

Modern 19 in Philco color TV in
perfect operating cond $200 or
B O Jim 546 4567

Refrig excellent brend. 5 cu .

u.ed 1 mo
, $90 or beat offer Call

night*. Bruce. 6 9737

K .
G "°.d

e
manual typewriter

j4*9 1865
Call

1966 Chevrolet. 6 cyl . automatic,
great buy, economicel to run $295
253 7241

'61 Chevy Impele. 6 cyl.. very
cleen. run. excel . radio $350 586
1134 after six

1965 Mu.tang, new clutch
brake, bett . .hock*, rebuilt. 3 ipd
tren. 20 mpg $500 V clean in. Ida
and out Call 542 3406

68 Dodge Coronet 440. run. fineNew tire, and yeer old .now. Be.t
offer 266 0141

1 very l„oe b.drm ,n F.rmhou.e
I < inn " '° cam P"» °n bu. rte

|Ve , 54%68°93
,h '""" 8 " d W °° d «

Available immediately Fur
rushed one bdrm ,n Medley $165

m 8896
mC,U " V

" Uk "> L" , "1 °»

Small one bedroom hou.e 12
mile. Irom Amher.t Fireolaca
Pets welcome Likely Luting. 256
8896 Immediate

Room and board In quiet home in
Northampton m exchange tor 20
hours per week child cere four
mornings per week We seek
mature person tor long term
arrangement Call 586 4213

WANTED TO RENT
253

2

nm
' or J,n Bn," nv M ' no '

N '5d ow." fm '" "P« O" bu. rt

mV/Iss
3
° *

S° *M Qu,,
«
F

We need 2 rent e van 4 a trip 2

r ,

b
J' AoDr OX 3 folk, going

Call John at 527 2186 Thank."

3 F need apt in hou.e for next

blbO Mu.t be near campus

Married couple need, home forSpr Sem 1 Br Apt or will .harehou.e with other couple 665 3661evening.

HELP WANTED
Can you d,.w> Do vou have s>ense of humor? The editor, ai

pages need five cartoon.sts to do
^"nn"*

humo
' Ca " Dean Tucker

A,„„ant to the Vee.ure, for the
§ uden

< s » n «te Ao «"v '" thaStudent Sen.teOtf.ee 420 StudentUnion by Nov 18

Typing for student. p» p
Call 253 7454 or 253 7145 Oft
campus

RIDE WANTED
To Bo.ton (Elton John concert)

Nov 20 Call Shelley 6 8419

To New Vork City pref Fri
sometime Will share $$$ Call Bill

To Washington or Maryland
Nov 22 or 23 Will .hare $ Call
Elaine 546 6878

>K
?
^L°

me " ",ed nde '°LA Dec
lt38

'"" d" Ve 6 5798 °' 6

253°772l,
Ch,Ban Than " S GV Susan

To California after Xmas Share
$ driving Charlie 6 9483

No? fo°
S

R°.
n
.

E "° n J °hn Conc»"
Ma:v6

°
5<S9

,,Urn "m '' "••»! Call

to the Popcorn K,d hapo,"Mhn.y fron, 3N F,.i d Good"
"'<1 hesi wishes

rarog We need you Wr...Dug., 336 He,,., , D M.,^*
;*'« of Collegian fo, mor. ,"
formation

BRAND NAME PRODUCTSWHERE VOU POCKET THE DIF'ERENCE Ch.n.l No 5 REG $35

RfT 1s?af*»" 0, °' "•'•""•
REG $37 50 NOW $9 95 Gre.tChristmas GIFTS' Free on cempu.
delivery Call 6 8303

r„
E

.

C ', "'; k." "'••• n «« D»'ai DinnerColon,., Loun„. 5 , p m (on8ht

FREE ROOM AND BOARD
ava, labia for January ,n exchange
»•* P.rtt.me help , n hou.ehold
VV ,

11
2 »'"» «ged2.nd4 Mu.t lovechildren 549 6086

Bove The Banana Cream P, aPhantom Happy 21.t Love TheMennahume.

Happy Birthday Dale Thinking of
you 3 always Kathy

TO SUBLET

TRAVEL

BRAND NAME PRODUCTS
WHERE YOU POCKET THE
DIFFERENCE Chanel No 6
REG $36 NOW $9 96
Christian Dior Perfume REG
$37 50 NOW $9 96 Great
Christmas GlFTSl Free on
campu. delivery Call 6 8303

Slide rule. Po.t »16 and Airaquipt
Slide Pro. $35 666 4321

Ticket for thi. weekend . game
$3 00 Call 5 2304

KLH stereo manual typewriter
Call 549-6252

61 Cad ambulance, rn. well

5*128' $250
,

oT
U,""°'m M2

2 bedr apt Cliff, ide

rirwa Dar m
° *" •

r

month 665 3661 eva'IngV
""

2 br apt in Sundld. 5 C Lantern
l-t For sub lease from mid DecJon 31 with option to renew w wca^petmg .,.c h.at. di.hw.hr

Charter flight, to Europe and
nc"^ * C,M c,m Pu« Travel 545
0500

Low price trip, to Mexico.
Florida Caribbean Call Campu.
Travel 545 0600

Garber Travel offer, exciting
winter spring travel program.
Fort Lauderdele $146 plus Bermude
$199 plu*. Puerto Rico $269 plus
Contact Rich Margil 256 6090

« (

;2"fS"«
W "• l, '" B «'m "<f« March

23 30 $299 plus $25 tax and service
8 days 7 nights Contact Ten
Jones Neylon Ins Agcy 6 6441
549 3989

Hil Thi. i. PAUL How ve
you been We ve been pretty
bu.y renovating our new
store for it. grand opening in
Von at our .tore Now we
have new u.ed wood .tove.
bureau., bad., and our usual
matchless stuff at PAUL'.
OLD TIME FURNITURE 46
Main St 253 3511 Don t take
any wooden nickel*.

8 Percent over cost 21 31
[

percent off on Kenwood. Sher
wood. Pioneer. Sony and Maront*

I Sound and Music Co Op 247 5870

Hagstrom II Guitar 2 pick ups
New qrover heads Ex cond Fast
act B O 6 7045

Bear Fiberglass bow 45 lb. $56
546 4012

Frye boots 8D hardly worn 256
8834

Son.u, Receiver 4000X u.ed 6
mo. Only be.t offer nver $260 Call
467 9863

5379
70 P ° r,Ch# 9U ,2500 ,irm »

72 MG8 GT AM FM will
secrifice 737 2589 after 4pm

63 Chevy II. 6 cvl . auto New
sticker good condition $195 6
4723 o, 253 9957 Ask for Cindy

1947 Overland Willys Jeep
pickup 17.000 mile*, hydraulic
snow plow, excellent shope Lorry
545 2303 Room 411

TR 3 needs work $300 1950 Ply
Sw 323 7327

67 Volks conv Good except
body Menders doorsl $300 Will
talk 6 4074

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1973 Hodoka 125 re good cond
hroken bone force, sole $450 1

ROOMMATE WANTED
F roommate to shore 2 bdrm apt

r
n

,i 2J'o^:
,

,
OU,• $87 mo ,ncl "«"

Call 256 8153 betw 4 and 10

Female to share rm in apt in
!>"ld Bus rt $68 per mo 665 4345
after 6 30

To share hou.e in Hadley nearCampu. Call 586 2815 after six

l.r^n.I
S "ek f ' or " ke " d « home

• replace own ,„, $80 Must haveLar Write P rj Box 17*
Chesterfield M., 01012

h f
PERSONALS

Hfi W T V
549 6522

i onsol. Ex cond $45

Two 600X13 studded snow tire.
u.ed two year, have two year,

of wear left $20 Call Gory 549 0371
6 7

FOR RENT
1st floor opt 3 rm. ond both

^145 includes hoot ond elec
Available 17 1 773 5645 Greenf,eld

I bedroom in country hou.e
darkrm 5 mi from UMat. Must
see" $100 util included 253 7887

Couple recently m. pr j,d•Pt ,n ore. In $150 , $166 r,n B ocon„der room with kitchenPnv Bill 545 2J04
"ncnen

BOB STILL WANTS TO anvVOUR AILING OR DECREP,°T CARAny make mode, or y,„ Unloadvour heodoche for $$$ 253 7241

Waterbed hooter l m free., no-V". off Col. AI 586 3973*K.:"

Feminist women ba*. p.ano

^'af'tV " *" nH r "" M"""3»

Woman and child need small opt
".ear UMass $125 or la*. 617 544
8587 Quiet llnoul student
Utgent No car

12 string gmtar 768 7880

Am doing study on ill.gitim.c
and would appreciate any info
about your Ufa if you ware born out
of wedlock Call Anna at 546 9781

Problam Pregnancy? 584 8816weekdays 7 8 p m for m
formation

Steve Vou ve given me thehappies, y.o, of my l.fe Happy n,
1 love Vou. Sue

Happy Birthday Kathy w,«h thePretty blue eyes Vou re two up onme again Puck

Want to have a good time? CallD.anne or Jay„e Wm "
available >

v

m/mS!!
L
f°* ^av " happ v 21"birthday Love Cathy

.a.!^, '" '*
h8,e Good OV

ailbait' En,oy th.s and many morelove M, B,okenF,ng„ 5 I, , 9fe8 ,to see you again

Attention One of the lee Sisters

B-MhdoyHomeleoSue love Ugleen«bb,e and Chumlee Ca.ay

Golly Oregon Happy Birthday'Ivnn.e may ,h„ be the best you II-ve, hove ,,, Massachusetts love<'om 3,d Baker, Baked

Whoever ,oofc my sh ort , al,

n" v'tWh r
mpdn dc •« •'"""

$200 REWARD for information
regarding tha whereabout, of
W.yn. A Tiffany, former U M
theater student Last known ad
dra». Northampton Call collect or
write Kent Barclay 66 Bardln St
Hanover Ma Phono 61 7 826 2838

To CGP From SAE Happy 21st
Thought you d never make it love

Dufus Shu Make sure you read
this page tomorrow Real im
portant Would I ran you? A
Friend

INSTRUCTION
DOG TRAINING Obedience

problem dog., protection ond

VS&mf*"4 VAU£V m
Vog. course, for bog and inter

experienced toochor More info coll
^49 0842

Professional guitar repair, bygunor maker Michael MillardMon Wed Fri ., The Guitar
Work. hop Amhar.t Cm. a.Shop. 549 1728 Free eetimate.

NEEO A CAR? Don 1 be ha..lad
by . ..I.. man' let Irwin Rich
student r.p for Cohillone Motor.
'A M C Dodg. Honrin help vou
meet your automotive need.
Quality u.ed cor. 649 1372 He
wont, to bo of .ervice

Auto Body Co Complete body
'Opoir Cu.tom painting m.urance
e. timet*, located on 476 Hodlav
586 0573

Pe..port, F„, ..rvie. Ljn8 ,Photo Hour. 9 6 T.I 263 3148

T.,m p.p. ri i Conada Targeet

iMafv cc°;
c,,"°«"« ""d .2 ,0

No 7na
S
T
£RV,C - 67 Sp.dln. AvaNo 208 Toronto Ontario CenodoC.mp u . fr , nchl

(|^'••» writ*

FOUND

CALCULATOR
5 2086 toid.n,,,,

A Rep.dogroph pSn 1 | , na "

la.tFnd.y It. black with. „.,„•and my n.m. .cr.tch.d o" „ _
JrjJ

J.ck.on p„ 323 4819 o, 646

Pr of wire rimmed ala.aaa ba

.-f'r:, 6
c

Vm PlEASE --"V:^

ENTERTAINMENT r.

SERVICES

•".... 'or.,g„V'd%
h

m.^V;Vb°aoverheod 253 7241
°' 9

Parent Co an o,.
Hum.n.., .„,•„•• ,„'^--P
»"d g,owth through par.oV."direct, on Moth., Fo, hj ?"vov.men, Opening, for ^ .'^

d,n.,„ C
*" E «P»"«ncad Coor£n.tor Est g foU p C.ll M.,y 54Jue^B evening.

Sp.edy Xeroxing Ropid
,ep,oduct,on Amher.t Carriage
Shops 233 N Pl.a.ontSt M F 9
9 Sot 9 7 Sun 11 7 549 0566Some doy service

Datsun Toyota Volvo anddomest.c automobiles ,epa.,ed andma.niamed at ,ea,on.ble p,„ esf'enty of e.peneme .,.,d e qu ,p
"' Pl""" R»ss Boca 586 1227

Campu. Club. and
Orgamfotiona, Do vou wont to
publi.h high quality now.lotto,
pamphlet meg. ?,n* or booklet???
let the Meo.age Company help
you wr.te layout d*.,gn and print

« li^aUa^IS? Con,,c
« J «"*

at /53 Sfej f or Information

E.t your heart out Paul

mJST ,
Co °' M ' nd Luk « ^o«

10 CCA 7 and 9 30

Paul N.wm.n Fan.l Ha here in

.nd 9io"
ndLU ', • N ° V 10 CCA 7

Curly V*, , h. ong.nal curly ,.here ,n three fantastic stooge.
Micks Tomte in Thomp.on 104 ot 7
8 30 and 10 50 cent, .dm

VMS SOME OF MV BEST
FRIENDS Sat Nov 16 Hill. North
75c cover 26c boor

The Day of the Jackal 1.
coming Fri Nov 16 and Sat Nov

sVb
S3

° 90° '" d n M '" ,h#

1h. Biu.w.ll pre. ent. Dark
Ho, .a Fnd.y and Saturday thi.
week Sure to give you o nice ride

Jon Condit liven, up the TOC
Thursday thru Saturday thi. week
w,th picking singing and good
time. Give • li.ten

The Hatch Celebrity Sana. 1.
r.ding high on Cricket Hill thi.
Wedn*.doy thru Saturday Vou will
bo too'

The Dynamic Sax Machine will
sock it to vou ot tha Steak OutNov 14 ond 15 ond 16

CALCULATORS
Calculator Sale Collage

Calculator, offer, loweat p,ice.
• nywh.r. All model, available'To,., i„, t Hawaii Pack.,d
Unlccrn All machine, naw andgua, with 2 month replacement"•»an,y a.for# you
ca cul.tor call ma l can beat any
price anywhar. l oob , 0f mvoo.t.r. .round campu. far detail,'hen call Bob Croweli at 846 1J16

MISCELLANEOUS
T.,,"

<,

p!

,
."""l

,

.

n Rh »« or* f«»mptlonie»t Begin Mon Nov 1122 d*n„•10 1200 .„„ , N 3 ,o i?n $£>mto m same office Bart 308C
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Women employee rights

topic for conference

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15
f

1974

A conference for women
classified employees of

Massachusetts institutions of
public higher education will be held

here tomorrow.

Conference sponsor is the
Classified Staff Constituency of the
Council for Women in

Massachusetts Public Higher
Education.

Topics for discussion will include
the Equal Pay Act, collective

bargaining in the public sector,

unionization, issues of particular

relevancy to women, and the
organization of women conference
participants to bring changes in

employment practices at their

respective institutions.

Further information may be
obtained from Theresa Boyle,

Plan to student teach?
There will be an important

placement meeting today for all

students in the Center for Urban
Education Teacher Education
Program (CUE-TEP) that plan to

student teach this spring 1975. The
meeting will be from 7:30 p.m. to

10:30 p.m. in the school of

education, Marks Meadow
Auditorium. Information on
teaching sites and pertinent
placement information will be
g'/en.

Dean's Office, College of Arts and
Sciences, 204 South College.

SOP staffer

will speak
at Southwest

Nesta King a staff member of

the Student Organizing

Committee will speak at the

Southwest Women's Center

today at 3:00 p.m. in

Mackimmie Dormitory, South-

west. The subject of her talk

will be THE NEED FOR
WOMEN TO UNDERSTAND
THE CURRENT STUDENT
UNIONIZATION DRIVE ON
CAMPUS.
King has worked as a

community organizer in Florida

and had previously staffed a

women's center before coming
to Amherst. Her talk is open to

the campus. The Center would
like all women to attend

regardless of whether they

overtly define themselves as

political saying the Union drive

affects all of us. Refreshments

will be provided.

CHARCOAL BROILED

SIRLOIN STEAK it*

Broiled Halibut
Broiled Swordfish
Broiled Haddock in cream sauce
Sauteed Shrimp "New Orleans" style
Sauteed Chicken Livers

| CURRIED SHRIMP AM) KCifiS

»3.75

3.50

3.75

3.25

4.50

3.50

X45j

All dinners include choice of soup or salad, potato and vegetable

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 ta& Serving Dinner

5 - 8:30 p.m.

The Trial of Billy Jack
It tanes up where Billy Jack left off.

s,ar,„, DELORES TAYLOR >** TOM LAUGHLIN

Fpfy PAMNHlGUtDArKfSUGWWD X
I* sj _ . -

,

NOW PLAYING

HADLEY MT. FARMS No. 4

SPRINGFIELD SHOWCASE CINEMA

Consult your local theatre directory for times

?a00tt0 |
ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
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Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

Miller's

BEER
12 oz. Cans

YAGO
Sant' Gria

23.5 oz. Bottle

Case

Paul Masson
Baroque

California Red

TABLE WINE
BEER
12 OZ. N.R.

$499
Fifth

Case

Ballantine
India Pale

FOUR SEASONS

SCOTCH
86 Proof

V2 Gal.

$C99
Case

Four Season's

GIN
90 Proof

Widmer's
Lake Niagra

WINE
V2 Gal.

Fifth

Wine Ptrtadise Of The Valley

B 5 !b
A wtihm

u> allow «di ukdividuaJ hu
oarn uUouymenam on the
<**w thtm - ta*u«n they
appear at ftm to be cuouadi
tory atUtudaa
conflicting <noda» of
- an UN keys t

Uon, and productive involve
mant la ail fcj—| lam ectiw
tan Thai ie aa aseaUant weaa
for aallaf your eaka and
Kavum It too. for than >• a
Uttia to stand In the way of
ipvina and fatuaf aunuitaoe-
oualy — which la dm Lho aama
at all (if you re careful !i aa
Umn* with tha nghi hand
what you fain with tha left

Know your own talent*,

amploy tham with wrung and
finance, and all should and well

Uun week Ignore signs of

fatifue. nhyaical or emotional.
at your own nek During tha
aariy part of the wank.
concentrate largely upon your
own ends, later on. you would
do wall to be gaaaroua. even
xpenaivt. with your time aa
you begin to take an interaat

in and te help other* gain - er
regain - geaU of their own

SAGiTTABIUB (Nov 28
Dae. 71 - Any plana initiated

by aaaodaua can be trusted to
be well laid Evan so you

D to

- -m W your w-
(Dar S-Dec ID - There » oc
aaad to be alarmed if you are
ana hi law driver's seat Uses
weak You can naaage so
ranch your goals if you are
careful to follow directione

CAPRICORN iDecBJaa
61 - So long an aa-enrkar*
anhibit mutual reassert there
h) no aaad for you u> interfere
in thatr diffamncee Live up to
a rafMUdoo for being eeey
going (Jan ft-Jan lv> - Take
care that you don l become
overly eager to puah your
career into a higher gear Take
your time, eapecully early tn
the wank

AQUARIUS (Jan SO-Pah
3) Be encouraging to thoaa
who would do things in their
own tuna and way You can
aspect others to make fewer
demands on you toward
week send (Feb 4 Feb 181 -
A weak for living and letting
live. Don't be disheartened
should a loved one not tahe
advantage of a situation
lead ing to gain Build
another's confidence

FlfaCn (Fab 19 March 5)
- Moat important to aucceaa
this weak ta a direct approach
Know what you want - and
make aa effort to communi-
cate your dcaire to other*
(March 6-March 201 - Don't
Uow trivia to take over,

specially early in the wank
when \ou should be making
workable plans Dtaregard
another ft effort! bo change
your muH
ARIES (March 21 April 41

- You might do wall to

Tuning _
ajaw (April e-April lf| -
Take notice of the individual
aa well aa of the group
o^herwtaa, you may And
yourweif p iseeing on the whoat
but out of luck whan H coma*
to advancemen'

TAURUB lApril K-May l>
- Determine your goal for the
week aa aany a* you can Car*
'• vital to the aucceeeful
ooncluaton of operauona being
tried for the first urns May
n-May J0> - Eschang* ideas
with other* in /our need aa
"liar, aa nam*aery early in the
weak Later on. you would do
wall to try to accomplish goal*
on your own

GEMINI (May 21June fli

- With many talents to
chooee from, it should not be
difficult for you to eatabuah a
toe-hold on the ladder of new
surceeaee thia week Be
••If sufficient (June 7 June
20) - Pi nant projects will not
be able to stave off the attack
which may come if you are not
able to persuade others of thetr
uaefulneaa

CANCER (June 21 July 7i
~ If you are tactful, this weak
could wall be the one which
aeaa you on your way to
longed for goal* by unet
petted advantage* where your
career la co.icemed (July
S-July 221 - You can be
faeponsibk* for the raising of
another » opinion of hunaelf
Ennoble yourself and your
earner at the same time Move
quickly

UK) July » Aeg 71 - It

•a your attitude which make*
o> breaks you this wank
Approach any new project
with a wUUngnaa* to cooparet*
rocrtpletasy with the know
ladgaabkt fow (Aug h Aug
22) - Coneedar fVat ol all the
welfare of tha individual
(iroupe concern* come m lor

tiunr share of attention - but
aaly after each asaaaber is seen
la

VlftGOtAug 23-Sept l|
You would do Weil to let the
group fond for itaalf - at laaat
for the first few days of the
weak Thar* i* much u i - said
for striking out on your own
'Sept 8-Sept 221 - Short
term goals euit the tenor of
the wank batter than long-term
ones Don't allow yourself the
usury of forgetting what
you're about
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 71 -

Work at home must supple
mant work on the employ
ment scene if you are to know
the high degree of success the
weak hold* out to you Divide
umewiaely (Oct aOct 22 >

Take car* that doing too much
at the beginning of the werk
doe* not leave you too
exhausted to do enough at the
end of it Guard vour energ*
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov II

- Should you be engaged tn

rearranging your life on any
tovel. take care that you don't
diacard the basics Keep a

substantial backlog of esaen
uala l Nov 8-Nov 21 1 - You
should be able to increase yuur
earning potential anananeTabh,
if you are careful not u> put all

your eggs in asjaj basket Bt
generous

Uajjgaaj Feature Syadira 1
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS 48

1 Groove
5 Made a choice 49

dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson

10 Angered
14 Street

urchin
15 Kind of dress
16 Actress

Bayes
17 Large

number
18 Sprinter s

infraction

2 words
20 Attitude of a

group
22 Born
23 Suspenseful
24 Happy tunes
26 Can. prov
27 Planets

30 Cull 2 words
34 Typewriter

roller

35 Moved along
36 Ending with

past and post
37 Cost per unit

38 Principles

40 Blue grape
pigment

41 Resembling:
Suffix

42 Round glass

ob|ect

43 Tracked
45 Stroke of luck

47 Bristly plants

M
hi

M
BJ

81

83

63

84

88

88
67

Altitude

Abbr
Value
Little

High hill

Took out
Attended to

Nevada city

Algerian

seaport

Electrode

Intertwine

Means of

access
Part of a joint

River of

Belgium

DOWN
English title

"Like in a

trap
"

Dart

Outmoded
Clumsy
person
Furnishes
with seeds
Pieces of

flooring

Ending with
inc and mt
Letter

Ingrossed
Equine color

Miscalculates
History book
entry

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved
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19 Set out
21 Male parent
25 Not austere
26 Deformed

animal
27 Small plant

shoot
28 Flat Prefix

29 Disliked

strongly

30 Water body
31 Weight unit

32 An archangel
33 Looks after

35 Marry
39 Mom's mate
40 Kind of wind
42 Church

instruments

44 Commando
action

46 Of NaCl
47 Shipworm
49 Dunce
50 Form of

pollution

51 Star

in Cetus
52 College

subject Abbr.
53 Ribbon

Suffix

55 Meadows
56 Noun ending
57 Vigorous

person
59 Tit for -

60 Scout unit

WFCR
12:30 — Calendar — A round-up

of cultural events in the area

12:45 — Israeli Press Review
2:00 - Pedal Point

2:30 Eggleston: Armenian,
Jewish and Norse Lullabies

3:20 Brahms: String Quartet in c
4:40 Debussy: Sonata For Flute,

Viola and Harp
5:00 - All Things Considered -

Peabody Award-Winning program
that takes a fresh look at the news

8:30 - The World Of Women
11:30 - Sounds Of Jazz
Saturday

7:00 — Morning Pro Musica —
Host, Robert J. Lurtesma samples
new additions to the Pro Musica
record library

1:00 — Folk Music and Bernstein
— The Urban Folkmusic scene —
Part 2

2:00 — Opera Theatre —
"Tassilone," performed by the
Clarion Music Society

8:30 — Boston Symphony Or-
chestra — Seiji Ozawa conducts
Hayden
Sunday
7:00 — Morning Pro Musica — A

program of popular favorites in-

cluding: Handel: Water Music;
Joplin: The Entertainer; and
Rossini: William Tell Overture

WMUA
Today's disc jockeys will be Al

Feinberg in the morning, Mark
Nathanson from 10 - 2. Crazy
Nance is on from 6 - 10, followed by
Judy MacKenzie. Susan takes the
2:00 - 6:00 a.m. shift.

8:30 a.m.. High Tides, Jeff Jawer
explains how the outer regions will

affect you.

2.00 - 6:00 p.m., Latin Contrast,
with Tommy Joyner.

6:15 - 7:00 p.m.. Sports Talk,

Hosts Russ Small and Larry Convoy
talk about the basketball season
with their guests.

Saturday

Saturday's jockeys will be Steve
Berger, Vinny Peruzzi, Ken Irwin

will take it from 6 -10, Louie Cronin
from 10 - 2, and Randy Richardson
from 2 -6.

2:00 - 6:00 p.m., Uujamadrvm,
Brother Charles Mann hosts.

News is broadcast today and
Friday at 7, 8 & 9 a.m., and at 2, 6 &
10 p.m.

Sunday
6:00 - 10:00 a.m.. Gospel Show,

with Charlie Mann

Appearing

Fri. & Sat.:

FAT

Rusty Nail

Inn

Kir. IT. Siintlrrluinl

(>(>.">- l<M7
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Letter to the sports editor
To the Editor:

This letter is in regard to the article in Tuesday's "Collegian" concerning
some of the views of the new members of the Athletic Council.

As a new and concerned member of the council I feel that it is necessary
to explain the statements that I am credited with ir, the article. Supposedly,
Iam in the dark because, "I know nothing about the Council, really. " Well,

I was in the dark, the dark anybody would be in, if they were awakened by
a phone call from a member of the Collegian wishing to interview her-him
at 12:30 on a Sunday night. The quote as it appears in the article is ac-
curate to a point; however, it should be elaborated. I am aware of the
intended purpose of the Council, having met with Art Elkin and discussed
the purpose, philosophy and goals of the Council for the coming year. But
due to the fact that as of yet I have not participated in any council
meetings, I felt justified in my statement. Maybe I should have said that I

didn 't know enough about the Council, for I am making a concerted effort

to become more knowledgeable about the operation of the esteemed
Council.

Also, I want to be sure that my last statement concerning an in-

vestigation into the distribution of funds is not misunderstood by anyone.
The reason I feel that an investigation may be necessary is that there is the
possibility that some teams-clubs may have been allocated funds beyond
their needs. These funds [if any\ could then be used to either start or help
support some other team-club. This university has an obligation to serve
too many students to be distributing funds merely to uphold traditions.

Being a member of an insufficiently funded club, I am aware of how
frustrating it is to exert your maximum effort and still be prevented from
attaining your goal, because of a lack of money to buy the proper
equipment, etc.

Hopefully the Council can eradicate some of these problems this year.

Mary R. Leonard

College preview:

Sooners to romp?
Notre Dame, rated fourth, comes

off a week's rest to tackle Pitt. The
Irish are favored by 20 over the

Panthers, who have an upset in-

centive. Victory, over Notre Dame
would put Pitt in the Liberty Bowl.

Sixth rated Nebraska is 29 points

over Kansas State, seventh listed

Southern California is 22 over

Washington, eighth place Florida, a

four point choice, could have
trouble with Kentucky, ninth

ranked Texas A & M is 15 over Rice

and 10th listed Penn State, still

smarting over its loss to North

Carolina State, will pick on Ohio
University for its comback.
Fambrough's Kansas Club, of

which fairly great things were
expected before the season, has

had a disappointing campaign, the

slate reading 4-5 and including a 56-

disaster with Nebraska. The
Jayhawks are coming off a bitter

17-16 defeat last week at the hands
of Colorado, a team which had
been demolished by Oklahoma, 49-

14.

The Sooners, whose only "poor"
game of the year was in a tic' * 16-

13 win over Texas, polish^ off

Missouri last week, 37-0. Led by Joe
Washington and Jimmy Littrell, the

Sooner offense has run up 356
points in eight games. The Club
leads the nation in rushing average,

456.1 yards, and in total offense
average, 546.6 yards, and in scoring

average, 44.5 points per game.
The Sooner defense is in perfect

balance with the explosive offense.

Switzer's defenders have allowed
only 51 points this season, and have
yet to yield a touchdown in the first

half of any game. Moreover, so
stingy is the defense that the No. 1

unit has not permitted more than
two touchdowns a game in the last

33 contests.

It could be a long, long afternoon
for the Jayhawks, but then, last

Saturday was supposed to a long,

long one for Michigan State, wasn't
it?

Women's hoop tryouts
Try-outs for the UMass Women's

Basketball Team will begin
Monday, Nov. 18 at 5:00 in the
North Physical Education Gym.
Practice times during the try-out

period are as follows: Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays 5:00 to

7:30; Tuesdays and Thursdays -

4:00 to 6:15. All interested women
should report ready for

ticipation.

par-

The 1974-75 season promises to
be an exciting one. The 14-game
schedule features the best
women's competition in the
Northeast, as well as an in-

ternational game against the
Australian Touring Team in the
Cage on February 12.

In case of any questions, contact
Coach Carol Albert at North P.E. at
545-2557.
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CO UMass receiver John Willis (85) has his man beat as he goes high for a Mark
Tripucka pass in last week's loss to Holy Cross. The Minutemen put it all on the line
tomorrow against the Wildcats from University of New Hampshire. A victory
would give the Minutemen a share of the Yankee Conference title.

Patriots move to improve
punting, control rowdies
FOXBORO, MASS. [UP/] - The

New England Patriots Thursday
announced implementation of
stiffened security measures to
prevent further violent incidents by
fans attending games at Schaefer
Stadium.

The action followed an incident

outside the Stadium Sunday, in

which one man was stabbed in the
stomach during a scuffle between
two groups of reportedly inebriated
fans.

"The management of the New
England Patriots is deeply disturbed
by the recent unruly behavior of a
small segment of the patrons...,"

the Patriots said in a prepared
statement. "We will not tolerate the
thoughtlessness of the selfish few
who ignore the well-being of the
vast majority."

To tighten security, the Patriots

said they would institute the

following measures: increase

security at stadium gates to deny
entrance to intoxicated persons and
to confiscate all alcoholic

beverages; double security patrols

inside the stadium; eject any in-

dividual involved in a disturbance;

and revoke the season ticket

privilege of any person causing a

disturbance.

FOXBORO,MASS. [UP/] - The
New England Patriots Thursday
signed free agent Dave Chappie
and said the fourth-year punter will

play Sunday against the New York
Jets.

Chappie, released by the Los
Angeles Rams after the sixth game
of the season, was signed after a

one-day tryout with New England.
He had a career punting average of

42.3 yards per kick going into the

season but punter for just a 33.4-

yard average this year with Los
Angeles.

Chappie's best season was in

1972 when he led the National

Football Conference with a 44.2-

yard average.

Dance Floor

THE DIAL TONE
Discotheque

THIS WEEK
Mon., Tues., Wed. Nites are

BEER NITES 25*
plus specials on pitchers, bottles and all drinks

A/'# pl*i whit pa tint * W.
OLD, NEW, ROCK

7 Nites a Week
8:30-1:00

Rte. 5, NORTH HATFIELD
Game Room

fall For a New
Kawasaki This Fall

Valley

Motorsports
348 King St.

NORTHAMPTON
584-7303
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Montreal
down B's
BOSTON IUPI) - Guy Lafleur

scored two goals and goalie Ken
Dryden stopped all but one Boston
shot Thursday night as the
Montreal Canadians defeated the
Bruins 4-1 in a National Hockey
League game.

The lanky Dryden faced 40 shots,
the only one that got by him being a

second- period slap shot by Bobby
Orr through a screen. It was
Dryden's first regular season ap-
pearance in Boston since his one-
year "retirement" over a salary

squabble. He was brilliant in

frustrating the Bruins, facing their

power play seven times without
allowing a goal.

Montreal scored three of their

goals before the Bruins got on the
board. Guy Lapointe got the first

goal of the game at 1:55 of the
opening stanza while Montreal had
a five-on-three advantage. Lafleur

made it 2-0 at 9:19 on a slap shot
that beat goalie Gilles Gilbert on his

right side.

23

f
Bruin defenseman Al Sims (23) received a two-

minute penalty for cross-checking for this hit in the
first period of last night's game. Recipient of the shot
was Canadien rookie Mario Tremblay.

Q.

UVM head recommends football

cut; trustees have final say
BURLINGTON, Vt. [UP/] The University of

Vermont plans to end its 77-year old intercollegiate

football program at the end of this season, President
Edward C. Andrews Jr. announced Thursday.
Andrews expressed confidence that the school's

trustees would ratify the move, which was part of a
$1.5 million budget reduction, but football coach Carl
Falivene said he would fight to keep the program and
said alumni had offered "overwhelming support" for
football.

The president blamed the cuts on "shrinking state
support and explosive inflation." Gov. Thomas P.

Salmon has ordered all state agencies, including the
university, to hold spending to current levels next
year.

"We're certainly not going to let them destroy the
football program without a fight," Falivene said after
the decision was announced. He complained that he
had not been consulted before the decision was
made.

Vermont, which began playing intercollegiate

football in 1897, has a 4-5 record going into its final

game Saturday against American International
College.

The budget cuts announced by Andrews included
the ending of a two-year nursing program, although a

four-year program will be continued. Doctoral

programs in mathematics and physics and masters
degree programs in economics, music, home
economics, philosophy and Spanish will also be
ended.

Despite the cuts, the university expects to ask the

state legislature for a budget increase of $1.3 to $1.5

million next year, as well as increasing tuition by $95
for Vermont residents and $215 for out-of-state

students.

Andrews said he was unsure whether the

legislature, which faces the necessity to cut programs
or raise taxes, would go along with the increase. Any
further cuts, he said, would be "public policy issues"

involving the ending of major academic programs.

The athletic department had proposed cutting the

budgets of all sports as an alternative to ending the

football program, but Andrews said that was rejected

because it would have resulted in "third rate

programs" in all sports.

The president said the university would continue to

support all other sports, including basketball and
hockey. He said the decision was based solely on
money, but that the losing record of the football team
"will help to sell it."

See column, page 24

Braves bounce C's, 112-100
PROVIDENCE, R.I. [UPI\ - Randy

Smith scored 27 points and Jim
McMillian added 20 to lead the

Buffalo Braves to a 112-100 victory

over the Boston Celtics Thursday
night.

the victory was the third in a row
and the fifth in the last six games

now appearing at the

hide-a-way
2 Evenings of

HOME
COOKING

for the Braves, leaders in the

Atlantic Division of the National

Basketball Association. The loss

was only the second in the last

seven games for the Celtics, who
now trail Buffalo by 2-1-1 games in

the standings.

The Braves jumped out to a quick
16-8 lead but at the end of the first

period the score was 20-20. Boston
moved into a 43-39 bulge late in the

second period but held only a 49-47

advantage at the half.

Bob McAdoo added 18 points

and Jack Marin 16 for Buffalo while

Schmidt for UMass
Irv Schmidt of Springfield

College was the only member
of a three-man selection
committee who voted for

UMass to be offered a bid to

the New England soccer
tournament, the Collegian
learned yesterday.

Jo Jo White had 25 and Don
Chaney and Don Nelson had 15
apiece for Boston.
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p*C Notch
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1 Mile Off Rt. 116

Rt. 202 in Granby
Tel. 467-8393

PIZZA-RAMA
355 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst

specializing in

PIZZAS, HOT OVEN GRINDERS

and SPAGHETTI

STORE HOURS: Sun.-Thurs., 11 a.m. -Midnight
Fri., Sat., 11 a.m.-l a.m.

Call 253-3808

FREE DELIVERY

between 5 p.m.-Midnight, every night

Bttt Food in Town - and the U«tst Priett

Weekend Zodiac
The crazy world of jarring tackles, crunching blocks, dashes toward the

all-important first down marker and attempts to thread a zone defense can
be quite unpredictable. Last week, only a madman would have picked
Houston over Buffalo or Cleveland over New England, yet the Oilers and
Browns surprised the New York Giants and Pittsburgh. The NFL should
return to normalcy this Sunday, although many fans may still be
recovering from the shockers of a week ago.
NEW HAMPSHIRE 29; UMASS 22
There won't be any excuses this week, as the Wildcats will hand the

Minutemen their sixth loss of the season and negate the possibility of
UMass sharing the Yankee Conference title. Now that the season is nearly
over, coach Dick MacPherson will have to start building for 1975 and hope
for the best.

MIAMI DOLPHINS 24; BUFFALO BILLS 21

The Dolphins are accustomed to winning, and now that they've had a
taste of AFC Eastern Division supremacy, it's going to be tough for Buffalo
and New England. Miami has several players who are recovered from
injuries, while the Bills are suffering from injuries to key personnel.
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS 28; NEW YORK JETS 20

The Pats should rebound from last week's poor showing versus
Cleveland in convincing fashion; even if Joe Namath runs for a hundred
yards, it won't be enough.
BALTIMORE COLTS 17; ATLANTA FALCONS 13
The Colts aren't really as bad as everyone thinks, and unfortunately for

Atlanta, Baltimore is due for a win.

CINCINNATI BENGALS 31; HOUSTON OILERS 21
Ken Anderson broke two passing records with his great 20 for 22 per-

formance, surpassing fellow AFC quarterbacks Joe Namath and Ken
Stabler. The Bengals are within reach of Pittsburgh, and although Houston
is having a fantastic year as compared to past Oiler standards, Cincinnati
should record its seventh victory.

OAKLAND RAIDERS 35; SAN DIEGO CHARGERS 23
The Raiders have the best record in the NFL (8-1) and the awesome

Stabler aerial display will extend the Oakland winning streak to nine
games.

PITTSBURGH STEELERS 20; CLEVELAND BROWNS 16
A Cleveland victory is not at all unlikely, especially after the performance

of the Browns against New England, but the Steelers must win or step
aside for the Bengals.

DALLAS COWBOYS 27; WASHINGTON REDSKINS 21
Calvin Hill set a Dallas club record of 153 yards rushing against the 49ers,

setting the stage for a season-ending situation in which the Cowboys will

have to win every game and hope St. Louis can be beaten twice.

MINNESOTA VIKINGS 21; GREEN BAY PACKERS 10
The Vikes showed their strength in St. Louis against the Cardinals and

even with John Hadl running the offense, Green Bay has trouble scoring
points.

DETROIT LIONS 24; NEW YORK GIANTS 14
Detroit will have no problems against the Giants' weak defense. John

Mendenhall, Bob Tucker, and Doug Kotar were injured against tne
Jets...which should make it that much easier for Detroit.

ST. LOUIS CARDINALS 28; PHILADELPHIA EAGLES 24
The Cardinals proved that they can never be counted out of a game with

a super comeback attempt, after failing behind Minnesota 28-17. This
Sunday, however, the Cards will have little need for a comeback.
CHICAGO BEARS 20; SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS 13

Chicago has a more solid team overall. The result will be the eighth
consecutive loss for San Francisco, after the 49ers had won the first two
games of the year.

LOS ANGELES RAMS 34; NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 20
The LA pass rush devastated Bob Lee and the Falcons last week. Fred

Dryer and linemates should keep Archie Manning busy while Rams romp
to victory.

DENVER BRONCOS 28; KANSAS CITY CHIEFS 19
This contest may add to the number of TV-watchers who are put to

sleep weekly by the comments of Howard Cosell. At any rate, fans at Mile
High Stadium will be treated to a Denver triumph.

LAST WEEK'S RECORD: 7-7 500
SEASON'S RECORD: 74-34-1 .679

Notices
YMCA Aquatics-A lecture on

National YMCA Aquatic programs
will be held on Tuesday, Nov. 19, 5-

6 p.m. in North Physical Education

Building. The speaker is David

Anderstrom, YMCA Aquatic In-

structor and a student at UMass.
He will cover topics on description

of "Y" courses; requirements and
areas of instructor certification and
opportunities for employment in

"Y" programs. Majors in physical

education and leisure studies, as

well as water safety instructors and
others interested in all aquatic areas

are urged to attend. For further

information, call Prof. Esther
Wallace, NOPE, 5-2324.

STOCKBRIDGE BASKETBALL-
Novermber 18 there wll be a

practice at 8:30 at the Cage for

those students interested. Show up
with the proper equipment (shoes,

socks, etc.). Tryouts are 'imited to

Stockbridge students only.

WMUA
The Minutemen fight for a share

of the Yankee Conference Seanpot
Saturday as they host the Wildcats

of UNH. Russ Small and Larry

Convoy bring you all the action at

12:50 on the Voice of the

Minutemen, WMUA, 91.1 FM.
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Four teams alive in Beanpot race

Minutemen battle Wildcats
By DAVE ElBEL
Sports Staff

It's sweepstakes weekend in the

Yankee Conference, and Saturday

afternoon, three teams will have
their chance for tying for the

Yankee Conference championship.

Maine, with a 4-2 conference
slate, has already clinched a tie for

the title, while UConn, UMass, and
New Hampshire, all with 3-2

records going into the final

weekend of the Yankee Conference
season, all have chances for a share
of the title.

Rhode Island battles Connecticut

at Storrs, while UNH meets the

Minutemen at Alumni Stadium,

(WMUA, 12:50).

The number of interesting

possibilities exist in the battle for

the Beanpot. If Rhode Island beats

UConn, while UMass and UNH tie,

Maine would win the title outright.

If UMass or UNH win and UConn
loses, then two teams would share

the crown. Three teams would
share the crown if UConn beat URI
and the UMass-UNH game did not

end in a tie.

The UNH-UMass game promises

to be a rear barnburner. Sicce

thirty-eight members of the Wildcat

squad hail from Massachusetts, an

intense rivalry exists between the

two teams.

UNH has won four games in a

row since freshman Jeff Allen took

over the starting quarterback spot

from Jerry Keough.

The strength of New Hampshire

is in their running game. Jerry

Losano is the third leading rusher in

the conference. Although Allen's

insertion at quarterback is one of

the big reasons for UNH's im-

provement in the past month, the

UP FOR GRABS-Holy Cross's John Provost (right)
and John Coughlin (rear) combine to prevent UMass'
Mark Finnerty (20) from grabbing this Mark Tripucka
aerial in last week's game.

Sports

hotline

5-3500

^EHH^KIEFm^^r^ZOlSUN^mKB^FROHHEklROtmiE:
wgbJ/U MOHfOfWtMINumtiS DEFENSIVEIEAWS M0M0U)AS

NOimPSHItt COMES Jd ALUHH\ SWUM AT /M!

fact is that Losano was only moved
from flanker to tailback four games
ago. If you can put two and two

together, you realize that Losano

has been another «key for New
Hampshire in their stretch run.

UNH has no one among the

Peter Colton- likely starter

leaders in the pass receiving

department in the conference since

their leader, tight-end Pete Morone
separated his shoulder against

Springfield last week. You can

therefore expect the teams to fight

fire with fire tomorrow- run against

run.

The Minutemen will probably
start Peter Colton against New
Hampshire at quarterback. He'll be
facing an inexperienced defense
with only one senior starter.

Jerry Mondalto and Jim
Torrance will start in the backfield
for UMass, who find themselves
once again in line for a share of the
title. Everyone thought they were
through after the 10-9 loss to
UConn, but BU's 27-17 win over
the Huskies at Storrs last weekend
gave the Minutemen one more
shot, except if they lost tomorrow
they won't have any more.
As Dick MacPherson said at

Wednesday's Gridiron Club lun-

cheon, "we're very grateful to BU
for beating UConn and giving us a

chance for a share of the Con-
ference."

Let's hope come tomorrow
afternoon, that the Minutemen can
show how grateful they are, and for

once this season, be on the
receiving end of some breaks and
put them to good use.

Dave Eibel

No football at UVM
"Football at the University of Vermont may be the next victim of budget

cuts at the state-supported school.

"

Boston Globe, November 14th.

The implications of the above has already aroused a great deal of
shouting in Burlington, but the odds are that Athletic Directors around the
Yankee Conference are watching what happens very carefully, for the
potential effects of such a decision could be tremendous on the other
teams in the Conference.

Yesterday afternoon, the President of the University of Vermont, Ed-
ward Andrews, presented a list of recommendations to the Faculty Senate
on how to save 1 .5 million dollars as has been necessitated by state budget
cuts. According to Dick Whittier, the Sports Information Director of UVM,
one of the recommendations suggested that football be dropped entirely
from the Vermont athletic program.

"At first they thought that they'd try and trim a proportional amount of
money from all our athletic programs," said Whittier, "but then 'they
figured that it would be better to get rid of one program entirely and save
the rest."

Vermont is already without a varsity baseball program since it left the
Yankee Conference two years ago. That decision was based on the fact
that the early spring in Vermont is not terribly conducive to Dlavina
baseball.

Among the other recommendations in the savings plan include the
doing away with the two-year nursing program and graduate programs in
mathematics, physics, and other unspecified fields. Moreover, 125 staff
members will not be rehired next year, including 60 faculty members and
65 administrators from janitors on up.
The football team is the biggest loser in the athletic program at Vermont

even though it takes in about $35,000 every year. Also the fact that the
team has not had a winning season since 1966 makes it "droppable"
material, since many alumni and students are extremely disappointed in
the team's lack of success and would rather see the team disbanded and
save in the process.

The decision is not final, although the fact that the President of the
University is suggesting it makes it likely that the recommendation will be
accepted by the Board of Trustees who will have the final say in the affair.
The Trustees will meet December 13-14 to act on the President's
recommendations.

If Vermont drops football, the immediate result of the action would be
that the Yankee Conference would be left with six teams: Maine Con-
necticut, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Boston University and of course,
Massachusetts. What could very likely happen is that Boston University,
which has been in serious financial difficulty athletically, might drop out of
the conference as well.

If only Vermont dropped out of the conference, an interesting thing
could happen. If UMass, for example, played Holy Cross, Boston College,
Villanova, Colgate, and Dartmouth, and filled the Vermont game by
playing Rutgers, they'd have six games on their schedule with Division One
opponents, while the other five games against teams in the Yankee
Conference would constitute Divsision Two games. If the Minutemen
played with such a schedule format for two consecutive years, they would
be considered a Division One team.
The potential of earning television revenue would be much greater for

UMass in Division One, but also the expenditure involved in sustaining a
top-level program could be prohibitive. It would also be difficult for UMass
could compete in the same class as Penn State or Temple, if their hands
were tied by Yankee Conference scholarship limitations, if they stayed in
the Conference. Also UMass would probably have an easier time of it

competing for Division Two supremacy with a team like Delaware than
they would against the Pittsburghs, Penn States, or Syracuses in Division

There are a plethora of possibilities which may or not materialize if

Vermont does decide to drop football come December, but the odds are
that even if they continue to play football, it would be outside the YanCon
against Division Three teams like Rochester, AIC, or Springfield.bo you can bet on a lot of thinking by athletic directors in New England
during the winter, no matter what Vermont does
No matter what, the Yankee Conference will never be the same.

Capitol hill lameduck session convenes todav
'ASHINGTON \UPI\ - The victors and s„™c„, ™ ,„„ , .... _ ...

'WASHINGTON \UPI\ The victors and
the vanquished return Monday for a post-
election session of Congress that promises to
be^ little more than a holding action until the
new deluge of Democrats arrives in January.

The calendar gives the 93rd Congress
seven weeks before it must cede to its

successor on Jan. 3, but the "lame duck
session is studded with recesses for holidays
and other purposes.

Moreover, there is an inclination among
Democrats to put off what can be put off
until January when their ranks will be
swollen as a result of the elections.

The present House lines up 246 Democrats
to 187 rtepubi.cans. In the Senate it's 58
Democrats and 42 Republicans. But' startingm January, the Democrats will have a 291
144 edge in the House and a 61-39 margin in
the Senate.

Hanging around until the session expires

are 92 House members and 11 Senators who
retired en their own or were retired by the
voters. Although not a record turnover, it is

one of the most sizable of recent years.

The minimum Congress must do - it may
even fall short of that - is to pass the
remaining appropriations bills for fiscal 1975.

WEATHER
Last night temperatures

dropped into the low 30's.
Today will be fair and should
see some mid 50's for a rather
pleasant day.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY TELEPHONE 545 3500
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No more parking tickets
By LARRY CARPMAN
And BILL DENSMORE

Staff Reporters
The Department of Public

Safety, the agency in charge of
parking enforcement on campus, is

no longer enforcing a major portion
of the parking program which went
into effect in September 1973.

And the director of the depart-

ment believes campus users will

park where they are supposed to
without the coercion of tickets and
towing.

"We are not ticketing cars when
they are in lots they are not
assigned to," said David L.

Johnston, the department's
director. He emphasized, however,
that "twelve months out of the year

we enforce tow zone and hazar-
dous violations -and also we always
enforce parking meter violations."

Johnston revealed his three
month old policy when he was
asked to comment on the findings
of a Collegian investigation of
recent problems with the parking
program. However, he made similar

Protest rally hits

inflation problem
By ROBERT SHEMELIGIAN

Staff Reporter

"Power concedes nothing," said

Johnetta Cole of the UMass Black
Studies Department in her address
that highlighted Friday night's

protest rally against inflation, held
in the C.C. auditorium.

A small but attentive audience
heard Prof. Cole, the only speaker
who didn't use a microphone, say,

"It's not a question of un-

,
derstanding and interpreting, it is a
question of creating change."
She urged the crowd to attend

the anti-inflation demonstrations
held on Saturday in Springfield as
part of a nation-wide movement.
The two and a half hour program

was almost cancelled because of
poor attendance. Some people in

the audience blamed it on "poor
advertising", and "a Friday night
schedule".

Other speakers included Stanley
Warner, professor of economics at

Hampshire College; Paul Michler,

the chairperson of the Amherst
branch of The Young Workers'
Liberation League; Geno Gabon of
the Spanish department; and
Barbara Ramsi who is noted for

bringing Angela Davis to UMass.
Ramsi, the first speaker,

denounced the President's WIN
policy saying, "Let us know that

Gerry Ford is a loser, his economic
policy a failure."

The economist, Stanley Warner
predicted a 14 per cent employment
rate for next year and blamed it on
"the war-like policies of the U.S.

government."

"The measured unemployment
rate will rise to about 7 per cent

next year. The real unemployment
rate will be about double."

Warner said that "concurrent
inflation had its beginnings" with

our policies concerning Indo-China,

and that the "forecast is for one of

our longest and deepest recessions,

but a recession not a depression."

Paul Michler cited Blacks as

those hit hardest by inflation

because of segregation.

He said half of "the 30 per cent

young people unemployed" are
Black and this State's ad-
ministrators ignore the problem.

Citing UMass and Boston as
examples, he said, "This university
is a segregated school, Affirmative
Action programs exist only on
paper." He denounced the School
Committee in Boston saying they
"devoted their energies to the
harassment of Black people."
Speaking on the economic

problems of Puerto Rico was Geno
Salon, who helped form the
bilingual, cultural program at
UMass.
He blamed the Puerto Rican "40

per cent unemployment rate" on
the U.S. imperialist Dolicies saying,

"Puerto Rico depends on the U.S.
to eat, basically."

"The expense budget of the
Puerto Rican peoples is in the
hands of a few (American)
monopolies. Any non-U. S. product
suffers a high tax."

He ended his lecture saying
Puerto Rico is "still struggling for

Socialism and independence."
During his speech, harrassers

entered the auditorium and started
yelling, "Socialists". They were
ignored and soon left.

Friday night's event got under
way with chants by The Voices of
New Africa House, a band made up
of Third World Peoples from the
Five Colleges.

statements at a public meeting of
the Parking and Transportation
Council on October 29.

The Collegian learned last week
of the policy after it received in-

formation about non-enforcement
policies from several sources, in-

cluding campus officials.

"What we are attempting to do
involves the use of the guards (the
green-uniformed men at the en-
trance of most of the campus
parking lots). We are using the
guards to direct people to proper
lots," he said.

"We found that without towing
and a minimum of ticketing people
were parking in assigned lots. The
program didn't brake down," he
said.

Meanwhile, a problem arose last

week when a dining commons
employee, with a proper sticker,

scheduled to begin work at 5 a.m.'

failed to find a space in lot 50 in the
Southwest area.

The principle of the system is

that anyone who wishes to park an
auto on campus must first obtain a
numbered or lettered sticker from
the parking office in Hampshire
House. Some lots, because they are
closer to the center of campus
(core lots), are more expensive than
others.

"We haven't seen any evidence
that people are pulling into $50 lots

with $5 stickers," said Johnston.
"We make daily checks on that,"

he added.

At least three sources told The
Collegian of friction between
Johnston and the Whitmore ad-
ministrators who are in charge of
the parking plan. Whitmore wants
the rules enforced, while Johnston
thinks they are too difficult to
enforce, the sources said.

Susan C. Tie, coordinator of the
Parking Office, said she would
rather not talk about the situation.

"I believe that everyone that has
a sticker should have a space," she
said.

At the same time H. Jack Lit-

tlefield, UMass planning director

and the man in charge of parking

and transportation, said: "I know
the enforcement process is difficult

and there are all kinds of

problems." He added that John-
ston has "expressed concern" to

him about enforcement
procedures.

Staff Photo by Larry Hershkowitz

David L. Johnston

case for towing again. I don't
believe the community wants
towing and I agree with it,"

Johnston said, adding that the
"financial penalty is too excessive"
with a towing policy.

Meanwhile Robert Kittle, the
parking system administrator,
referred all questions on parking
enforcement to Johnston. "I don't
want to speak for Mr. Johnston,"
he said.

"If that (reduced ticketing for
sticker violations) is happening --

and I think it is happening -- we are
m the process of trying to get it

straightened out," Kittle said. Kittle

and Johnston met Friday morning
to discuss the problem, sources
said.

Johnston pointed out that there
has not been as great a community
outcry with this system as was the
case with the towing policy.

turn to page 13

Staff Photo by Joa Stoddart

Johnetta Cole as she addressed the anti-win rally on
Friday evening.

"I have the responsibility of
parking enforcement,," said
Johnston, "and I have to be
equitable and fair with the com-
munity," he said adding, "The only
other thing we can do is make a

INSIDE:

A/most an entire page in

today's issue is devoted to the
world wide food shortage and
its impact here at UMass.

Elsewhere you will find the
return of the Lifestyle page
also.

NOTICE
School of Education
Pre registration

for Spring 1975

Man Nov. 18-Fri. Nuv 22
Hills House Lobby

10:00 - 4:00
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Alternative dorm life found
By ANN BOSYK

Staff Correspondent

With all the complaints about noisy, dirty, and impersonal dorm
situations this semester, it may come as a surprise to some students that

there is at least one alternat/ve to the "typical" dorm.

In the basement of Moore House in Southwest, at least 12 students have

found the French Corridor to be more than a satisfactory way to live on

campus
Sheila Yaffe is the current president of the French Corridor. She says

that it is common to see a group of five or six of the students sitting around

together in one room after dinner, playing cards or just talking. There

always seems to be a relaxed atmosphere, she says. In addition, the

basement of Moore is "surprisingly quiet" for a dorm.

Besides offering an opportunity for students who might enjoy speaking

French together once in a while in a casual and natural atmosphere, the

French Corridor (an RSO organization) runs several activities which are not

found in an ordinary dorm. "Soirees" of wine and cheese parties with

French professors and TA's give students a good opportunity to meet their

teachers outside the classroom.

Once a year, the French Corridor sponsors the appearance of "Le
Tr

«s
Teau de Paris," a troupe of French actors who tour the U.S. every year.

After their performance, the members of the French Corridor meet and talk

with the actors.

Established in the early 1960's on Orchard Hill, the French Corridor

moved to Southwest when that residential complex was finished. Until the

fall of 1971, when the Corridor seemed to be working well, many of its

members were graduated at the same time and left the Corridor with

smaller numbers.

"Our biggest problem is that we need more people to join the Corridor.

Otherwise, there just aren't enough members to support our activities. If

we don't get more people to join, the Corridor probably won't be able to

survive another year," says Treasurer Sue Heard.

Most of the French Corridor students think that another problem is that

not enough University students know about the Corridor, or else are under

the wrong impression that it is an elitist set-up.

Another misconception they mention is that students may have the idea

they must speak French well to live there.

Tenant solidarity

takes giant step
By PETER MUELLO
Staff Correspondent

Tenant response in North Village

has so far been excellent, a UMass
Tenants Association (UMTA)
spokesperson said yesterday.

UMTA efforts to establish

solidarity among married students

have taken a giant step forward as a

result of Thursday's meeting with

North Village residents.

Following successful drives to

organize residents of Lincoln and
University Apartments, UMTA held

an "information session" Thursday
night at North Village, the single

largest development of married

student housing at UMass.
Despite limited publicity, close to

50 North Village tenants showed up
to hear UMTA plans for student

control of student housing. Co-
chairperson Rosemary Whittaker

said she was surprised at the large

turnout, and termed the response

"encouraging".

Whittaker outlined UMTA ob-

jectives: establishment of all three

complexes as low-income housing;

tenant control of maintenance and
budget; and hiring-firing power
over Married Student Housing
Office personnel.

More immediate goals include a

rollback of the recent 15-39 per cent

rent hike at Lincoln and University

Apartments, to a 6 per cent cost-of-

living increase, and the acquisition

of State funds to subsidize the

debt-ridden North Village complex.

A major point of contention has
been the rent increases at Lincoln

and University. UMTA members
claim the two complexes were
operating in the black before the

most recent increase. The excess

profits, they say, have gone to pay
off the $360,000 bond held on
North Village.

Co-chairperson Pat Walker
assured North Village residents at

the meeting that they would not

incur rent increases for supporting

the on-going rent strike at Lincoln

and University.

"You won't be forced to pay
higher rents for joining the strike,"

Walker said.

"We will not accept a rent

rollback unless the Administration

guarantees a State subsidy to

prevent a North Village increase."

UMTA organizers estimate that it

will take "at least a week" to

canvas the 240-unit North Village

development, but it now appears

almost certain that UMTA will

represent the three complexes in

their dispute with the University.

"The Administration knows that

we represent a majority at

University and Lincoln, and they're

waiting to see what happens at

North Village," Walker said.

"Sooner or later they're going to

have to recognize us."

Tkt New Record $hi>

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394

Here is advicu liom Richard Kuans, a hotel and restaurant major who has

lived on the French CoffkkX ifetCf iMl year.

"Not knowing Frond) cloosn't illtnatt me," he said. "I've lived here two

semesters and I'm really satisfied with tho Corridor. There are a lot of

misconceptions the biggest one probably being that the French Corridor

is an elitest set up, and this is definitely untrue."

While most of the members of the Corridor have some French speaking

ability, few of them are actually Fronch majors. Right now they have such

varied majors as Spanish, Hotel and Restaurant, physics, astronomy,

urban studies, and art.

Living on the French Corridor can be a very valuable experience for

French majors, or for anyone who takes French courses at the University.

Sue Heard's opinion is that the Corridor is "definitely helpful, because

there is a good chance that you'll be around people with the same type

courses, and also because students on the French Corridor have good

opportunities to meet the French professors."

According to Anne Brisbois, a junior transfer student: "A real sense of

community exists on the French Corridor which is helpful when new

students come to the University. When I first came here, it was easy to get

good information on choosing courses and professors from the other

members of the Corridor."

Anyone interested in joining the French Corridor should contact the

French Department or go to the basement floor of Moore House.

Distinguished teachers

appear more than rare
By DONNA FUSCO
Staff Reporter

Judging from the poor response from students to nominate their

teachers for the Distinguished Teachers Award last year, students don't

care enough to encourage better teaching.

Only 49 nominations were received from a faculty of 1,289 full time

professors and approximately 360 TA's.

But students have a chance to redeem themselves.

The Distinguished Teaching Awards Committee is

nominations from the entire campus community for

teachers, teaching associates and teaching assistants."

Kinney Thiele, DTA Coordinator, is asking for "more student input in the

nomination procedure."

According to Thiele "everyone has their own idea of a 'good' teacher.

The purpose of the awards is to identify and honor distinguished

classroom teaching, particularly on the undergraduate level."

Each award recipient is granted $1,000 from the AMOCO corporation,

and a certificate of commendation.
They also serve a two year term on the DTA selection committee,

together with a representative from the graduate student senate, un-

dergraduate student senate, and any school or college in the university not
represented by an award winner.

Nominations will be open until late spring said Thiele, so students in

both semester classes will be able to nominate.

Anyone nominating a teacher or TA should write a letter describing the

teachers excellence and address it to Kinney Thiele, Provosts Office, 362

Whitmore Administration Building.

now seeking

"outstanding

NOW APPEARING AT

Ed Vadas and His House of Cranus Band

Mon. - Tues.

HAPPY HOUR— Mon.-Sat., 4:30-7:00 in the

SPEAKEASY LOUNGE

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

ismnel
riuera
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Sunday November 24 8pm
Student Union Ballroom

TICKETS: $4 general $2 umass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL. UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202
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Hunger, Fasts, & Stamps...
International famine conditions

sparks UMie sophomore's fast
By BILL DENSMORE

Staff Reporter

This year, November 28 will be a special

day of thanks for Mary Colwell. On
Thanksgiving she will end a two-week fast to

protest famine conditions around the world.

"I was sick of reading about hunger and
not doing anything about it," the 23 year old

UMass sophomore said yesterday during an
interview in The Collegian offices. Since last

Tuesday night at 11, all Mary has taken into

her system is juices.

"You know the grovelling hunger you get

sort of knotting up your stomach? It was like

that at first. The hardest time to get through
it was mealtime. But now I don't have

hunger pains any more," she added. "They
ended after the third day."

Colwell, a nursing major originally from

Minnesota, now lives in Pelham with her

husband, A.J. LaFlur. The couple have been
married since the summer of 1973.

She knows that what she is doing will gain

publicity but she wants it to be seen as a

political act.

"At first it was a personal thing, but then I

realized it wouldn't do any good unless it was
publicized," she said, explaining why she

came to The Collegian.

She related her first six days of fast to the

one-year protest hunger strike commedian
Dick Gregory waged against the Vietnam

War in 1973.

"What he said was that while he fasted,

everyone knew about it," she said. "And
when they sat down to eat, they knew about

the Vietnam War and they would think about

§ it as they ate.

g "That's the first step — making people

"think."

E Mary, at least, has thought. An advocate

% of natural foods, she and her husband, eat

P mostly fruits, vegetables and natural grains

o without chemical preservatives. Because all

2 are first-generation proteins, they take less of

£ the world's resources to produce.

Z She worked as a volunteer at the

3 Belchertown State School for the Retarded

r and her experience there made her turn from

Mary Colwell: A 2-week hunger education to a nursing major.

strike is a serious commitment.

"What I'm trying to do is reach the people

in the U.S. and make them think about what
they can do," she said. "We can eat less, we
can watch what we consume. Americans

can eat less."

She said up until today she was drinking

some fruit juices and no solids whatsoever.

She will only drink water until Thanksgiving

beginning on Wednesday. "I plan to go to

the day before Thanksgiving," she said.

Can she make it?

"Oh yea, no doubt about it. My friends say

I'm livelier. I can't do any sudden movements
without feeling weak, but I still have as much
energy to study and get things done.

"And I have more time to do them in

because I don't have to feed myself," she

added.

Colwell is a native of Wayzata, Minnesota,
where she graduated from Minnetonka High
School in 1969. She spent four years after

that in Outward Bound and in cities in

Montana and Rhode Island before enrolling

at UMass last year. She came here originally

because she heard the School of Education

was good.

Why did she decide to fast?

"It was an immediate result of the media
— reading it in Time Magazine and the

newspapers — The Globe. I've seen it on
television," she said.

Mary Colwell: You have to keep
smiling to survive a hunger strike.

National one-day student fast

planned for this Thursday
A nation-wide student one-day fast has

been planned for Thursday sponsored by an
international famine relief organization based
in Oxford-England.

And the United States coordinator of the

fast will be speaking twice in Northampton
tonight. Gerry Goodrich of "Oxfam-

Food stamp applications slowed
By CHRIS DILLARD

Staff Reporter

A shortage of help at the Regional Food
Stamp bureau has resulted in a backlog of

applications and slowed down the
processing of food stamps for students,

according to an employee of the UMass food

stamp program.

"We offered to deliver the applications to

the Springfield office since they hadn't

picked them up here, but they said that this

would have no value, because they were still

processing August applications," said Mike
Izdepski, a work study student, at a meeting

Thursday on the food stamp program.

John Fisher, of the Student Organizing

Project, also said a possible court case in-

volving the food stamp issue will be

discussed with the Legal Services Office

today. Fisher requested that students willing

to be plaintiffs leave their names, when they

applied for food stamps, and when they had
their interview at the SOP office, 428A, the

Student Union Building. He explained that

although only a few students would have to

go to court, the quantity of students affected

by the delay was important.

The program was begun at the University

to expedite the procedure by handling all of

the preliminary screening. This would help to

alleviate the overload at the Northampton
Welfare Office that would have occured if all

student applications had been processed
there. Some students that attempted to

bypass the University screening process
were sent back to Munson.

Journalism studies: Growth cited
By B.J. ROCHE

"The Journalistic Studies Program of

the English Dept., is undergoing growth

pains, not slipping into senility after a

golden age... in the past two decades

while journalism programs flourished on

scores of campuses across the coun-

try. ..journalism languished on this

campus."
In a recent letter to Martin Miller,

Chairperson of the Academic Affairs

Committee, Journalistic Studies Dept.

Chairman Howard Ziff defended the

Department's stand on the new major

requirement.

The letter, signed by three members of

the Journalistic Studies Department,

Professors Lawrence Pinkham, Ralph

Whitehead, and Professor Ziff, went on

to cite a need for growth as being the

reason for the decision to make English

the only route to a JS degree.

Formerly, students were allowed to

carry a full major in other subjects, such

as Political Science or History, and 15

credits in Journalistic Studies.

In addition, the professors state, "...the

ossential goal lot the dent I. learning how

to analyze, criticize, and synthesize, is

best achieved compatibly in a J.S.

English major. The new requirements do
not achieve the final goal, that of a

freestanding major. But they are

preferable to the old system, because

they leave room for growth in journalism

offerings without adding still more
required hours to the 45 hours typically

required under other double major

schemes."
The letter also goes on to state that the

decision was not made without student

input. "The new requirements were not

pushed through in secret, but presented

to the relevant English Dept. Committee,

debated and approved.. .It is unfortunate,

but not relevant, that the meeting was
not fully attended."

The Professors' opinion is that the

requirement will not limit students from

taking courses in other departments;

rather that it will open more elective

hours so students may take more such

courses.

In closing, the letter states that, "the

next step should be forward, not back

ward to the outmoded double major

system."

The Springfield Area Office sent their

representative David Clark to train five work-
study students and to begin processing the

applications. Clark did the official interviews

until he was called back to the Springfield

office during the third week of October. The
work-study students have continued
processing applications, but no official has
been sent to do the required interview.

Izkepski said the Munson office would
continue to do the initial screening. Any
student that has turned in an application, but

neglected to leave a telephone number was
requested to go to the Munson office and
leave a number as they cannot be reached.

Approximately 50 applications have been
delayed for this reason.

The Munson Office was also told by the

Springfield office that the bill passed stating

that a student declared as a dependent by his

or her parents could not receive food stamps
has not gone into effect yet. It was stated

that no student could be legally turned down
for this reason.
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America" will speak at 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

in Northampton.

The 7:30 p.m. talk will be in Wright Hall on

the Smith College campus. The earlier talk

will be at the Eagles Hall, 24 Pleasant Street,

Northampton.

According to Goodrich, 250,000 people in

800 colleges, high schools, churches and
clubs nationwide plan to participate in the

one-day fast Thursday. About $100,000 that

will be saved by the fast will be used as relief

aid to famine-striken areas like the drought-

ridden sub-Saharan Africa, Oxfam-America
said in a press statement.

But on the UMass campus, it may not be
possible for students to fast and have all the

money the dining commons save put into

famine relief, according to Matthew H.

Burns, student head of the Food Services

Board.

Burns said last night he is to meet at 11

a.m. this morning with acting Food Services
director Arthur Warren to talk about an
alternative plan for the more than 11,000
UMass students who eat in the DCs.

"If everyone just eats what they need on
Thursday - one dessert, no seconds, one
glass of milk - then we (the Food Services
Board) would be willing to take the dif-

ference and give it to a famine relief

organization," Burns said.

"I don't know how much money that

would be," he said. But he said about

$10,000 is spent in the DCs each day, so it

would be some fraction of that amount.

The fast is the idea of some Boston

students and the staffs at Oxfam-America

and Project Relief. It has already spread to

Tufts University, MIT, Wellesley College,

Boston University and Harvard in eastern

Massachusetts. Students from Smith
College are expected to participate as well.

Among supporters of the fast are Harvard

nutritionist Jean Mayer, anthropologist

Margaret Mean, Gloria Steinem and
columnist William F. Buckley Jr.

Harvard will give a rebate for the evening

meals served to 2,000 students Thursday.

The money will be donated to Oxfam, CARE,
UNICEF, Project Relief and other programs,

according to campus organizaer David

Levine, president of Harvard's Ecology

Action.

MIT is to have a teach in and a hunger
banquet at 7 p.m. At Boston College films,

student and faculty panel discussions, poetry

and liturgy will be held.
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Unnamed volunteers saved guides
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Course description guides nearly recycled too soon
ByJIMPAULIN
Staff Reporter

In spite of pleas to conserve the
course description guides, several

bundles were found discarded in

the paper recycling box in the
Student Union Lobby Friday
morning.

The guides were rescued from
premature recycling by a pair of

concerned volunteers.

The demand for the guides was
so great that the crowd of students

were scooping them up before the

volunteers had finished removing
all of them from the box.

Campus Center Building

Operations Dept. does not believe

they were deliberately trashed.

"It could have been confusion

because the janitors would not do it

deliberately, since they cooperate

with students 100 per cent," said

Andrea Kemp, speaking for the

Building Operations Dept.

A C.C. janitor attributed the

mistake to the sloppy way in which
the guides were piled.

"They should be delivered
properly, so they won't get thrown
all over the floor" he said.

The Adacemic Affairs Com-
mittee, description guide publisher,

said the guides were neatly stacked
when they were delivered, but were
strewn around by students.

I can't stand around handing

notes & quotes

them to students" said Jack Leader

of the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee.

Approximately half of the 22,000
issues which have been contracted
for have been delivered. The guides
are delivered to the Dining Com-
mons, the Student Union, the

Campus Center and several other

locations on campus.

Course Schedules are printed by

the Provost's office.

The guides are printed at a cost

of 30 cents each, down from a price

of 45 cents three years ago, in spite

of inflation, according to Marty
Miller, committee chairperson.

"We put them out on the
cheapest grade of usable paper"
Miller exclaimed.

Letters requesting course in-

formation are sent to department
heads and individual professors.

Miller said it's easier for them to
compile descriptions of courses for

an entire department tnan it is to do
it for individual professors.

Cyprus situation lecture topic
The second lecture of a series

sponsored this semester by the
Hellenic-American Association will

feature Prof. Dennis Skiotis of
Harvard University lecturing on
"The Refugees of Cyprus" at 8 p.m.
tonight in room 113 of the Campus
Center.

Dr. Skiotis is Assistant Professor

Alpha Epsilon Pi reactivated

following four year absence
Alpha Epsilon Pi, once one of UMass' most prominent fraternities, is

being reactivated on campus. The fraternity will offer a totally different
concept than the other Greek organizations on campus.
The frat was first founded on the UMass campus over 50 years ago and

it thrived until 4 years ago when a fire gutted out the frat's house.

Nationally, AEPi has charters on 106 campusses and such well-known
alumni as Neil Diamond, Simon-Garfunkel, Jerry Lewis, Sammy Davis Jr.,
and many others. There are also many alumni in the UMass area. Ac-
cording to Ed Bowe, Greek Affairs Director, "the alumni would love to see
AEPi at UMass again."

There is a large sum of money set aside for fraternity housing. This is a
chance for men to live in a close personal living environment, and added to
that, be served good, hot food.

Unlike most fraternities, Alpha Epsilon Pi will offer no pledgeship. This
will enable the initial group to form the frat the way they want it and
choose just what they want in their group.

The group will be in full swing very, very soon, and is offering a super-
low initiation fee for this initial year. All those interested men are invited to
call Rich (6-5961) or Dave (6-6839) or Mark (6-5696).
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Among the informative new Penguin

paperbacks now on sale at yourcampus bookstore:

FAMILIES OF FENGSHENG: Urban Life in China. Ruth
Sidel. The author of Women and Child Care in China (also

available in a Penguin paperback edition) now looks at how
the Chinese organize their urban neighborhoods to provide

social services for all. Illustrated. $2.50

FROM REVERENCE TO RAPE: The Treatment of Women
in the Movies. Molly Haskell. A surprising look at how the

movie industry has reinforced the idea of women's inferiority

in portraying -and betraying — women. Illustrated. $3.95

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THE HARVARD
BUSINESS SCHOOL. Peter Cohen. A recent graduate reveals

what it is like to attend the "West Point of capitalism." $2.25

RETREAT FROM SANITY: The Structure of Emerging
Psychosis. Malcolm B. Bowers, Jr., M.D. A journey into the

astonishing world of the psychotic ^revealed through personal

interviews and writings. $2.25

MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE. Ben-Ami Scharfstein. A rational

look at experiences that are usually assumed to defy reason.

$2.50

THE FURTHER RIVALS OF SHERLOCK HOLMES.
Edited by Hugh Greene. The third Penguin collection of

turn-of-the-century crime stories. $1 .50

PENGUIN BOOKS INC

of Ottoman and Modern Greek and
Tukish History at Harvard. He has
received his doctorate from Har-
vard in 1970 and has since
published several articies on the
topic of his thesis which was on the
Greek war of Independence.
Because of his special interest and
knowledge of the history and
general background of the parties

involved in the Cryprus crisis and
also because of his fluent
knowledge of the Greek and
Turkish languages he was selected
by the Senate Subcommittee on
Refugees to investigate the
situation in Cyprus.

As one of three members of the

Subcommittee's Study Mission to

Cyprus he visited the island during

the first week of September
travelling extensively in refugee

areas, talking with the people. The
Study Mission also briefly visited

Greece and Turkey to confer with

the respective foreign ministry

officials about the situation on

Cyprus.

In his talk today Prof. Skiotis is

expected to present in some detail

the political and economic cir-

cumstances that have led to the

conflict in Cyprus, and explore

some of the possible solutions.
Prof. Dennis Skiotis
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GENIA FULLER- Beautiful dynamic WOMEN S WO.

_3ler and how to ski FREESTYLE"
PAT KARNIK - Leading women s FREESTYLE STAR
RUDI WYRSCH- The ski world's all time CLOWN PRINCE
OF SKIING Smiles magic, gymnastics purely entertainmq
Here s the FUN in skiing 1

CLIF TAYLOR- Authoi teacher the man who invented
SHORT SKIS Now you can learn to SKI IN A DAY. The
GLM technique' fun and easy'

NEWEST SKIS - BOOTS - BINDINGS- in the all new
CHEVY SHOW WAGONS - All the great n,

equipment - AMERICANA - BECONTA GEf
HART - HEAD - LOOK - KASTLE - MUNARl -
NORDICA RAICHLE -ROSSIGNOL- SALOMON

-

TRAPPEUR-VOLKL
SKI FASHIONS - The award winning WHITE STAG Skiwear

get a set of far out Freestyle Posters'

SKI TRIPS- The best in the world - SKI THE AUSTRIAN
ALPS New tours to fit every taste ability and budget
explained by experts'

SKI INFORMATION- International Ski Information Center bv
CHEVROLET AUSTRIA. SKIING Magazine Ask any ski
question If we can t answer it we II put you in touch with who <

COME ON OUT, AND BRING SOMEBODY YOU LIKE
FREE! PRIZES! PATCHES! POSTERS! SKIS' BOOTS'
SKIWEAR! LiFT TICKETS! TRIPS! SKI GUIDE!
Sign up at the Skiing Information Center.
There s something for everybody!

CHEVROLETMAKESSENSE FOR

Where: FRONT OF STUDENT UNION BUILDING
When: NOVEMBER 18, 1974 What Time: 11 a.m.4 p.m
Admission: FREE! HOSTED BY UMASS SKI CLUB
IF WEATHER'S BAD COME TO: S.U. BALLROOM

First voting in decade

Conservative wins easily in Greek election
ATHENS [UP/] - Premier

Constantino Caramanlis yesterday
.swept toward the landslide victory

he sought as Greeks streamed to
the pcHls in record numbers in their

first free elections in a decade.
With results in from nearly half

the constituencies, Caramanlis'
conservative New Democracy party

was winning about 55 per cent of
the vote.

"It is a landslide victory by a
higher percentage than we had
imagined," a Caramanlis

spokesman said. "The actual
results have surpassed our
predictions."

The spokesman, former in-

formation minister Panayotis
Lambrias, said "the present trend

shows that we will win about 55 per

Ford begins journey to Japan
and summit with Brezhnev

ANCHORAGE, Alaska [UP/] -
President Ford flew to the Far East

yesterday to try his hand at Nixori-

style summit diplomacy, calling it

"a quest for peace" but promising
also to keep America a first-class

military power.
Ford stopped in Anchorage

enroute to Japan; South Korea and
his first summit with Soviet party
chief Leonid I. Brezhnev in the
Pacific Siberian port of Vladivostok.

"Alaska gives us an inspiring

farewell boost as we proceed on
America's quest for peace and
improved international relations,"

he said in remarks prepared for

delivery there.

But Ford also took note of "the
alert armed forces" stationed in

Alaska as a first line of defense
against Soviet air attack and added:

"I want to reassure you today
that my administration is

energetically seeking world peace
but remains aware that the best

insurance for peace is the main-
tenance of first-class military forces
ready for defense."

Ford's visit to Japan-where no
U.S. President has ever been a

guest-had originally been
scheduled for former President
Richard M. Nixon, the most
travelled of all chief executives who

made his reputation as a globe-

trotting architect of detente.

Declaring he would "rather travel

thousands of miles for peace than

take a single step toward war,"

Ford departed Washington
yesterday morning and flew north

for the fuel-stop and brief speech in

Anchorage.

Watergate prosecutors

end case this week

cent of the popular vote."

Caramanlis needs 44 per cent of

the vote to control the 300-member
parliament.

The liberal Center. Union-New
Forces party led by former foreign

minister George Mavros was polling

about 20 per cent of the vote. The
anti-American Panhellenic Socialist

Movement led by former University

of California economics professor

Andreas Papandreou was getting

about 12 per cent and the leftwing

coalition including Greece's two
communist parties about eight per

cent.

Lambrias said the New
Democracy party was winning
unexpected votes in Athens where
the leftists were failing to match
forecasts of a 20 per cent harvest.

The final vote count will not be
known until today when returns

from the Greek islands and some of

the more remote mainland areas are

all in.

Political analysts said Caramanlis'

clear overall majority may enable
him to end the New Democracy-
Center Union coalition that has
ruled Greece since the fall of the

military junta in July which brought
the 67.yeai-old politician back as
premier from 11 years of exile in

Paris.

But Caramanlis' aides said he
might include in his new govern-
ment certain key Center Union
members like Foreign Minister

George Mavros to provide a broad
based national unity cabinet.

Diplomats said Caramanlis'
election would mean that Greece
would push ahead with its bid to

join the European Common Market
and could reconsider its pullout

from the military activities of the

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

(NATO), depending on what
settlement is reached over Cyprus.

nation and world
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - After

nearly two and a half years, the

long-awaited light is beginning to

show at the end of the Watergate
tunnel.

Within a few weeks - possibly by
Christmas - the verdict will be in

and the American people will know
who if any one was responsible for

covering up the greatest scandal in

POSITION AVAILABLE

TITLE: Interim Executive Director, Committee for the Collegiate
Education of Black Students (CCEBSI. University of Massachusetts
Amherst.

The Executive Director is directly responsible* to the CCEBS
Board of Directors in carrying out the functions of the position.
FUNCTIONS: Responsible for the overall direction of the program;
staff selection and development (with Board approval); supervision
and development of program components; preparation of the budget;
securing funding for the program, etc.
QUALIFICATIONS: Wide college-level and or University ad-
ministrative experience, with prior work iff black student programs;
graduate degree, preferably Ph.D. or equivalent.
NOTE: This position will termination August 31, 1975, at which time a
permanent Director will be appointed.

Please submit resume with references, by November 28, 1974. to:
Julia A. Fata, Secretary

CCEBS BOARD OF DIRECTORS
E22 Machmer

University of Massachusetts Amherst

the nation's history.

Prosecution lawyers in the cover-

up case, seven weeks and 24
witnesses after the trial began,
announced Friday they will rest

their case sometime this week,
probably Wednesday or Thursday.

Then it will be the turn of the five

defendants - former Attorney
General John N. Mitchell; one-time

White House aides H.R. Haldeman
and John D. Ehrlichman; and two
aides at Richard M. Nixon's 1972

campaign, Robert C. Mardian and
Kenneth W. Parkinson - to spread
their cases before the jury.

"It looks like we've got a chance,

a good chance, of finishing this

case before the Christmas
holidays," U.S. District Judge John
J. Sirica told the jury at week's end.

"I hope it won't be too much longer

and we'll have you all home for the

holidays."

The prosecutors began their case

by calling John W. Dean III as their

first witness.

Chief trial prosecutor James F.

Neal estimated it would take at

least two full days to play the nearly

two dozen tapes still remaining,

none of which have been heard

publicly before and many of which
have never even been released in

transcript form.

Harvard closes files
BOSTON \AP) - Harvard

University says it will not comply
immediately with a new law that

gives students the right to see their

confidential personal files.

The law, which goes into effect

tomorrow, says colleges must let

students see their records or face

the possibility of losing federal

education money.

Harvard released a memorandum
Saturday in which their lawyer,

Daniel Steiner, said confidential

information should be kept secret

until he makes a further ruling

"within a few weeks."
Under the law, schools must

comply with requests to see files

within 45 days.

Earlier, Steiner had said that

individual faculties of the university

could decide that "such records if

no longer useful should be removed
and destroyed."

The Massachusetts Advocacy
Center, a Boston legal agency, said

in a statement, "We are outraged
by Harvard University's attempts to

subvert the clear intent of the law.

It means exactly what it says, and

The Trial of Billy Jack
It takes up where Billy Jack left off.

Starring DELORES TAYLOR ,„* TOM LAUGHLIN
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no amount of legal gymnastics will

change that fact."

Mideast quiet
By United Press International

Israel reported "considerable
relaxation of tension" on its front

lines yesterday following partial

mobilization of reserves to counter
a Syrian buildup on the Golan
Heights.

A senior government source told

newsmen after a cabinet meeting in

Jerusalem "there is a certain

amount of calming down, but the
alert will continue at its present
level for as long as necessary."

Chrysler may close
DETROIT [UP/] - I he auto

industry was clouded by deepening

fears that the Chrysler Corp. is

preparing to announce a complete
halt in its U.S. car production in

December. •

The announcement could come
today after a meeting at Chrysler

headquarters of company
executives, United Auto Workers
officials and the Mayor Coleman A.

Young.
Chrysler, the nation's third

largest automaker, is suffering-like

General Motors Corp. and Ford

Motor Co. - from a sales slump arid

heavy backlog of unsold cars.

Phone frauds sought
BOSTON [AP] - New England

Telephone Co. has enlisted

computers in the fight against

people who cheat on long distance

calls.

Such cheating, including the use
of fraudulent credit cards and
electronic devices that fool phone
company billing equipment, is

stealing, according to company
spokesman Peter Cronin.

"If we close our eyes and do
nothing all telephone users would
have to shoulder the added costs
caused hv these abusers," he said.

Japanese protest
TOKYO \UPI\ - An estimated

37,000 leftists yesterday staged the

biggest demonstration so far

against the historic visit of

President Ford to Japan.

The turnout fell far short of the

100,000 demonstrators that

organizers hoped to rally, and the

protest was relatively peaceful.

The protest to halt the visit

appeared more symbolic than
substantive and an estimated
160,000 police mobilized for the

five day visit easily maintained

order.

Shumway's

Wallpaper A Paint Store, Inc.

320COLLEGE STREET

Bold and Bright Colors
i
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Bromery's Sept. 75 statement draws fire from Torrey
MONDAY. NOVPMHPP

18f 1974

By BILL DENSMORE
Staff Reporter

Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery has said the campus
administration is trying to make
dormitory residence on the 23,000-
student campus voluntary, by next
September.
"My goal is to shoot for it

(voluntary dorms) as fast as we
can," Bromery said. "I'm shooting
for September of 1975... but that's

dependent on whether we can get
some legal changes."

His statement has apparently
placed the administration squarely
between what student leaders say
they want, and the interests of the
town of Amherst as expressed
yesterday by Town Manager Allen

L. Torrey.

Currently UMass students under
21 are required to live in pne of

11,000 dormitory spaces unless
they are married or live with their

parents less than 40 miles from
campus.

Torrey was apparently so sur-

prised at Bromery's statement that

he said He called the chancellor's

office yesterday to confirm the

statement. Bromery is out of town
until next Wednesday.

"I don't think he really said that,"

Torrey'said. "It depends on the way
he's quoted."

But Torrey went on to say that if

Bromery did say he is working
towards voluntary dorms by next
September, "the people that would
profit the most would be the
existing developers."

Torrey also said many towns-
people "do not like to see homes in

residential districts become
clubhouses" with student tenants.

Bromery tied his statement to the
fact that there are still difficult legal

problems to overcome before the
campus can actually make the
dorms voluntary. Chief among
them, he said, was how to pay off

long-term bonds used to finance
the dorms. The bonds — essentially

mortgages — for eight dormitory
complexes cost $7.2 million each
year.

The university takes in nearly that

much in dorm rents from student
residents. But if dorms were
voluntary and as many as 1,000
students moved off campus,
Bromery fears the university would
have difficulty keeping up
payments.

"I think he did say the dor-

mitories should be filled," Torrey
said, adding, "if there were no

restrictions and this were just wide
open, the town would be very upset
because of the effect it would have
on low-income residents."

The town manager said an influx

of students into off-campus
housing would drive existing rents

up.

However, he did say that it would
be unlikely to spur new apartment
development because developers
would find it "exceedingly difficult"

to get building permits.

Bromery said that if a large

number of students elected to live

off-campus under voluntary dorms
he fears they would make it difficult

for married students and young
faculty to obtain good housing.

"I think we'll work out the legal

problems — probably by Sep-
tember 1975," he said in a con-
versation with two reporters. The
second reporter verified Bromery's
comments after Torrey suggested
the chancellor had been misquoted.

Bromery's statements about a

target date for non-mandatory
dorms was praised yesterday by a

student leader who said the
university stands to lose no matter

which way it goes.

"I think he's sincere and I think

he means it," Student Government
Association Head Richard Savini

said of Bromery's target date,

adding: "but he also sees that

problem about married students."
But Savini, a senior, said

Bromery should involve students in

an ultimate decision about how to
handle the complex dorm residency
decision. "They've got to deal with
us as equals rather than as some
subordinates."

The chancellor suggested having
cost of upkeep of the dorms borne
by all students instead of just the

ones living in the buildings as one
possible way to keep up bond
payments allow students to live off-

campus.
He said that would be "one way

to spread the cost so that it doesn't
just impact on those that have to

live in dorms." He suggested that

such a "Universal facilities fee"
might amount to about $150 per
year per student. There are 23,000
students on campus.
The question of whether

mandatory dorm residence was
legal was first raised by a campus
group called the Student
Organizing Project in September.
The group, with a student-

funded budget of about $45,000 per
year, was created last spring to
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investigate ways in which UMass
students could "organize" to

obtain more power over ad-

ministration decisions, according to

SOP member M. Nesta King, 23, of

Amherst. The group plans an at-

tempt at unionizing UMass
students.

"I think the fact that Bromery has
made this kind of statement is

clearly a victory for us," she said in

an interview yesterday.

"But I think a promise that

'maybe we'll work out legal

problems by 1975' is not exactly the
kind of promise the students were
looking for," she said.

She said Bromery should have
made a firm commitment to end the
mandatory rule in September,
adding, "the university has come to

realize that it's going to have to deal
with students."

She said she did not "read any

promise" into the chancellor's

September 1975 goal.

The mandatory dorm
requirement became an issue late

this week when an attorney hired to

represent students at UMass sent a

letter to the central administration

in Boston charging that the

mandatory dorm rule is un-

constitutional.

Atty. William M. Oorsch, in a

letter to UMass legal counsel

William Searson, said:

"On behalf of several (six)

students, I am formally demanding
recision of the mandatory dor-

mitory residence requirement in

effect for persons under 21 years of

age at the Amherst campus.
"My clients contend the

residence requirement violates their

right to equal protection as
guaranteed by the United States
Constitution," the letter said.

Dorsch cited other cases in-

volving the Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute and the University of
South Dakota and said mandatory
dorm rules were only legal if it could
be shown that there is educational
value to living in a dorm.

In an exchange at Thursday's
press conference, the following

sequence of questions by a reporter

and answers by Bromery took
place:

Q: Do you think living in a
dormitory is educational in the
same way that attending a
university is educational?

Bromery: "It could be."
Q: Do you think it is?

Bromery: "I think it is in some of
the dorms."

Q: Not in all of them?
Bromery: "Not in all of them."

IT PAYS TO
THE FINAST WAY
From
Our
Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe

Michelob

case of 1 2 oz
24 btls

Tuborg
Munich

case of 12 oz$fl"89
24 cans w

case of 1 2 oz
24 btls

$399

Paul Masson
Paul Masson
Champagne

Vin Rose
half gallon

Carafe 24 oz
ctn

Chateau 24 oz
Susanne ctn

«3

*1

29

99

99

Mountain
Farms
Mall

Hadley
SUPERMARKETS

Prices Effective Thru Nov. 23

T
"Volks-Service"

specializing in

VOLKSWAGEN
Part Sales ft Repairs

REASONABLE PRICES
RELIABLE WORK

605 North King St.

Northampton, Mass.

next to the

State Police Barracks

Tel. 584-7550
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Outstanding soprano to present free recital
The outstanding soprano Rita

Beatie will present a recital of

German Romantic lieder in Buckley
Recital Hall at Amherst College at 8
tonight sponsored by the German
Departments of Amherst College

and the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst.
The recital is open to the public

without charge. Accompanied by
Gerald Maddox, pianist, Ms. Beatie
will sing lieder by Franz Liszt,

UMass chorale season
labeled busiest ever

Richard Strauss, Robert Schumann
and Gustav Mahler.

She has appeared many times in

concert and recital in the Boston

and Denver areas, and now resides

in Cleveland, where she is a teacher

and performer.

A native of Colorado, she holds a

bachelor's degree from the

University of Colorado, where she

also did graduate work. For the past

four years she has been studying

with Eleanor Steber in New York,
and also studies opera with Dr.

Robert K. Evans in Cincinnati.

Beatie currently is preparing a
recital program which she will be
performing in Town Hall in New
York next March. Gerald Maddox,
holds both bachelor's and master's
degrees from the Cleveland In-

stitute of Music and is well-known
in the Cleveland area as an ac-

companist.

Sooner
or later
you'll

come to

The UMass Chorale is in the
midst of their busiest concert
season ever, according to Chorale
Manager Phil St. Cyr.

In the next five weeks the

Chorale will perform in five con-
certs, as opposed to the usual two
per semester.

"We've had so many requests to

perform that we've actually had to

turn some people down, for lack of

time," stated St. Cyr.

To begin with, a performance of

Schoenberg's "Survivor from
Warsaw" with the Springfield

Symphony Orchestra tomorrow at

7 p.m. in Springfield Symphony
Hall will feature the men of the

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

Pre-Thanksgiving

Foreign Book Sale

Up To V* Off Regular Price

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

OPEN DAILY
10 a. m. -4 p.m.

Mon.-Fri.

Remember: we buy used books

daily except Thursday

TEXTBOOK DEPARTMENT
of the

UNIVERSITY STORE
545-2773

*. * * ' '—-»- II I 'l' l J »
'' |V>

Chorale and men from the
University Chorus.

On the following Sunday,
November 24th, the entire Chorale
will perform selections from
Handel's "Messiah" as part of the

10:30 a.m. service at College
Church in Northampton. This
performance will be repeated on
Sunday, December 8th at the
Belamy School in Chicopee at 1

p.m. A token admission of one
dollar will be charged at the Belamy
School.

Returning home, the Chorale will

give two performances in Bowker
Auditorium of Stockbridge Hall.

One, on Thursday, December 5th,

will be in conjunction with the
University Symphony Orchestra,
under the direction of Prof. Ronald
Steele, and will feature the Bach
Cantata "A Mighty Fortress".

New energy committee
appointed by Bromery

By ROBERT F. SULLIVAN
Staff Reporter

Chancellor Randolph Bromery
has appointed an Energy Con-
servation Committee to follow up
on suggestions made by a similar

committee last year and to further

develop a campus-wide con-
servation program.

Professor J. Edward Sunderland,

chairman of last year's committee
has been reappointed to the body.

He believes a public awareness
campaign and suggestions for

improved use of energy technology

are vital functions of the com-
mittee's work. "Wasted energy is a

main . contributor to economic

ANNOUNCING A NEW COURSE

NUCLEAR ENERGY:

benefits, hazards and decision making processes.

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 386 - 1 credit

(with added credit option)

to be taught by Dr. Richard E. Webb,

former nuclear power engineer, lately

outspoken critic of the nuclear power program

(course open to science and non-science majors)

•

For the people who treasured
Siddhartha and The Teachings
ofDon Juan. ..an extraordinary
account of a simple man on a
spiritual journey

The
Way Of
A Pilgrim
and The Pilgrim
Continues HisWay
Translated by R. M. FRENCH
Now for the first time in an inexpensive
edition - the book J. D. Salinger's
Franny and Zooey is about

$1.50 wheievei paperbacks are sold

©BALLANTINF BOOKS

problems in the country," he said.

Commenting on this year's
shortened intercession, Sunderland
said that decision was made in-

dependently of the Energy Com-
mittee, and that he discourages

"closing things down just to save
energy."

Sunderland recommended a

complete changeover from in-

candescent to flourescent lighting,

as one important energy saving

measure. A drop in office and dorm
temperature to 65 degrees would
save 10 per cent of the university

heating bill, he predicted.

Sunderland also favors the
purchase of an infrared detection

system which would indicate

overheated buildings. Sunderland
estimated the cost of such a system
would range from $5,000 to

$20,000.

Chancellor Bromery approved
the main points of the 25 page
report submitted by the EEC last

year, Sunderland said, but the lack

of sufficient manpower stood in the

way of full implementation.

Foundation

awards UMass
study grants

The National Science Foundation
awarded a $58,200 grant to the

University to support a 24-month
project entitled "Chemistry of

Anorthosites and of Model Parent
Liquids, Main Complex, Labrador."

Principal investigator will be
Stearns A. Morse of the Geology
Department.

The National Science Foundation

also awarded a $55,200 grant to the

University to support a 24-month
project entitled "Studies in Parallel

Computation." Principal in-

vestigator will be Harold S. Stone
of the Electrical and Computer
Engineering Department.

The national Institute of Child

Health and Human Development
awarded a $19,278 grant to the

University to support a project

entitled, "Reproductive Time Loss

through Marital Disillusion."

Principal investigator will be Dr.

David Yaukey.
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Haunted Houses & Ghosts
Tuesday, S.U.B., 8:00 p.m.

Witchcraft & Demonology
Wednesday, Thomp. 104

8:00 p.m.

with THE WARRENS
Nov. 1920

dvp presentation
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Stop & Shop
Green Beans

ir/2 oz.

Cans

Cut or French Style »

Stop& Shop
Cranberry
Sauceyf *i

^^V Cans J^^

Cranberry
Cocktail

Stop&
Shop
48 oz. Bottle

Tomato Juice
Stop&

V ,
Shop

Stop & Shop
FruitCocktail

First of the Season Fresh Califor. tia

HavelOranges
Natural

L«-Uk goodness
^STf size 88

•5530

8 98c

**

17 oz.

Can

Look what's for dessert.

A'i Du'pose u S No

Stop & Shop

Kosher Dill
Spears Ajtk*
24 ounce Jar ^f|^

Top quality yet you pay less.

Cortland Apples 4 ^ 69
Calif. Celery Hearts - 59*

Walnuts-in-Shell
Stop & Shop

69?„

* Mum
'}££$> Plants

each
6' Pot

BruitTrays
Fancy 'VST *2 49

Deluxe 'VST $3 49

ii«t»* o'lrred to' t«ie not available <n cam '01% or lo reia>< dea'ci or *ho'e*a'e'4

Starts Mon ., Nov. 18 - Sat., Nov.

Allthe festive foods you serve are here . .

.

Shop early far your
Thanksgiving tyeast!

^HolidayChecklist

16 01
Can

311 Ol
Pkqs

Stop & Shop
16 Ounce Jar

Chefs Finest
Whole/Sliced

Stop & Shop
200 Ft Roll

! vvahtt

89 c

47c

S-J29

$-|69

49c

Box**

65 L

'A ,* 49c

A '5M
*t Can*

D Pie Crust Mix ««*«»

D Whole Onions

D Mushrooms
D Aluminum Foil

D Gloria Stuffed Olives
Spanish — 5 Ounce Jar

Flako Pie Crust Mix
Pillsbury Bread Mixes
Stop & Shop Instant Rice

D Stop & Shop Spinach
D Stop & Shop Potatoes

Cranberry Juice ttSW M 89

Nescafe Instant Coffee '£ *\m

Spaghetti Sauce M,.io?MU°,h.oon-
J

j. ,' 89c

D Stop & Shop Mayonnaise *£ »1
"

D Sweet Mixed Pickles m» *J? 79 r

D Bond La Petite Pickles ",. ,' 79c

D Kosher Dill Pickles o* »,? 69c

Select Pitted Olives **m S
CX 49c

D Stewed Tomatoes s-°° « «,<» 3 g« 89c

D Luncheon Napkins ^VJ??., 39c

D Coronet Jumbo Napkins ' ?.$' 49c

D Stop & Shop Plastic Wrap X? 78*

D Food Storage Bags 5100 * s«oo 3 ££ M
Sandwich Bags *

aS'SJ-fSS 29c

D Dishwasher Powder lo/ 79c

Stop A Shop Lemon o" Regular

1

Sliced 0' Q '6 01 QQc
Whoia O Cans OS

Thanksgiving is a time when you want the best for your table ... a time when
getting your Stop & Shopsworth means more than ever. We bring you the big-

gest possible variety of quality foods . . . and make them good values. If you're

going to be one of the guests at the holiday table, we offer a fine selection of

gift fruit baskets and trays — and beautiful plants that are ideal ways to show
your appreciation to your hostess.

BeefRibRoast
19LargeEnd

6th & 7th Ribs Bone-m

Bone-In

4th-5th

Ribs

B*
Thanksgiving
) Frozen Food

Specials!

Pie Shell Oronoque Orchards 'P\g' 79C

Sara Lee Pumpkin Pie tSt 89c

Mrs. Smith's Apple Pie *? 79c

Mrs. Smith's Mince Pie •*.,' 99c

Beef Rib
SteakLrg,End
Beef Rib Roast-Sm. End
Beef Rib Eye Steak

lb.

29
lb.

Bone-In
1st-3rd Ribs

Boneless

SI

$2

49
lb.

69
lb.

Simply Super— Uniformly good everytime.

Ground Beef 89»Simply Super regular ground beef contains not more than 28% fat ^*^^ ^^^
Maid Rite Breaded & Cubed Veal Steaks f'oier

lb.

lb.

89c

^ Abetterkind of fresh pork
% Stop&Shop BigEye Pork!

Stop & Shop pork has always been great ... but now it's even greater. Its

new name tells you why. Stop & Shop Big Eye Pork is meatier pork selected
from the top half of the crop. It has less outside fat, less bone, less fat through
the meat. This minimum amount of fat means added flavor and tenderness,
less waste in cooking, fewer calories for waistline watchers. More lean meat
means you get more nutritious protein to the pound . . . and more value! You'll
easily see the quality difference in the larger, meatier eye on ^fl^^^^^ ^
Stop & Shop pork chops. But remember that all our other Wm LmC
delicious fresh pork cuts come from Stop & Shop Big Eye
Pork, too. Get your Stop & Shopsworth' ^fe^F %|a^lb.

£$gPeas4p°,"1
2 11 oj OQc

Pkga vJO

IX 59c

Stop & Shop Squash
Newton Acres Corn
Newton Acres Peas
Stop & Shop Chopped Onions l£ 29c

Baked Stuffed Potatoes **>*«« VS. 59°
R«Quiar ftnth Chiv* or *>ih Bacon

OrangeJuice
Stop & Shop 100S *^0WC

f Orange Juice 12o/ *4>Var
from Florida Can «*^pT #

*$•

Birds Eye Sweet Potatoes
Green Giant Le Sueur Peas

49c

2 RS 89°

<•*•

Bulla* Sauc.
C/.an Qiani o 10 oi

l" Bulier Sauca p»o« 89c

*J 39c

Carnation (Q99
16 oi Bag £.

3*0 oi
Phga

Broccoli Spears
Birds Eye Cauliflower

Peeled & Deveined Shrimp
Sliced Strawberries c.. t„„

'» Gal. Sherbet
Stop* Shop— '? Gal Carl — Asst Flav

Ice Cream Cake Roll *—*

Breyers Natural Ice Cream HJ%SS* tV

89
Pork Loin Blade Roast
Center Cut Pork Loin Chops *1

•

Pork Loin Countrystyle Ribs 99
Pork Loin Sirloin Cutlets Boneless

,

$
f

Pork Loin Roast Sirloin Portion 99
Italian Sausage-Primo Motor sweet i
Countryfine Pork Sausage $

1 °:

Sliced to order in our Deli-Hut! Reel in these savings'
Avaiiabl. in slor.t featuring a Service Dah 9W *

Bologna Fresh PoUock
or Salami CCV Fillets ""xxsrlQf

Deuichmachei — Oermin Style %^r ^^r " ****»

39

lb.

59
lb.

c

lb.
.

09

lb.

09

DeutchmacherLiverwurst 99fb
German Style

White American Cheese I 59c

Dressed Smelts
Cooked Fish Cakes
Taste OSea Fillets

lb

frond $ < 39
? lb Bag

Tana ofat cry
< Pound Pkg Q9

Cooktti riound.r or Haddock

i lb

»k 9
S11t

89^
'• .i QQc
Pkg JW

mmmwW)
With this coupon

on Stop & Shop — 1 lb. can

WEWl
250^ |

« »'- Nov n - sal No» ?] - tiaiii aw <an aa> can •~~^~*' I

From our Dairy Case

Sour Cream4 JCtrtn A Qhnn — A r\ttr\ro nun **•*Stop & Shop — 8 ounce cup

Cottage Cheese
Light n' Lively Yogurt &£, 3 It

Wispride Sharp Refill

L.ghl n' livaly

Ala I

cup Oa

89c

10 OJ QQc
Pkg 03

Minute Maid
Orange Juice §COc
from concentrate — Vj Gal Cont ^gaW^LW

Cream
ChaaaaTemptee Whipped

Breakstone Ricotta

Cinnamon Rolls sioo.snoo

59^8 oz
Pkg

'!u
6
P
' 85c

3»V> OX
PkPkga

Baked in our own ovens!

WhiteBread 5-1
Daisu — 1 Ih loaf ^a»^ •»Daisy — 1 lb. Loaf

Daisy Donuts nZZSSS** 2 .Vyt „f 6
$
1

Stop & Shop Lemon Pie VV? 79c

Maple Walnut Cake s,ootshoP ftjf 79c

Honey Wheat Bread V3AXSf 2 ,'^, s
1

Cracked Wheat Bread s%f 2 £5 $
1

Date N ut B read s,OP » sn o ^ 59^
Cranberry Nul Bread 12 oi . or Banana Tea Bread If*) 01

Self-Service Deli Specials!

Tasty Ten Franks
Colonial — 1 lb Package iBCae

Colonial Beef Franks P ; 99c

Colonial Knockwurst K"t 99c

Colonial Family Pak Bologna 7%
O' Ltverwursi by the piece l2'i-3 Iba 1

Colonial Sliced Bacon ;,5: M 29

Smoked Pork Shoulder Picnic 89^b
Colonial Master — Water Added

Smoked Pork Shoulder Roll $
1?b

9

Colonist — Water Added

From our Kitchen to yours!

FreshPizza

Cooked Chickens Tg$* .,»;„ 79^B

Delmonico Potatoes "tSSST rl\ 59c

Macaroni & Beef Jfi: 89c

Available m stores featuring a service dell

PotatoSalad
orColeSlaw AC*

A real money saver. ^aT%«Wib

-' Stop &
Shop

money

Roasted Turkey Breast^,,!

Greek Style Rice Pudding
,t 89c

59^h

w

mi

With this coupon
on any three pKgs. of

-^ ,. Durkee

Spices or
Extracts m

0eo« M»n »o. II - Sal »o. 71 - t im.i 1 atgt a>' C«H

j ^mwi/wvvwiiiiww^

5^ Plan a meal
£\«a9 around a
^oeliciou* ham!

Stop & Shop

3 lb. Canned Ham '4?„
Stop & Shop

5 lb. Canned Ham *Q£
3 Pound Can
Swift Canned Ham *4£
3 Pound Can
Rath Canned Ham '42,

5 Pound Can
Rath Canned Ham '7"

can

Savings on Health & Beauty Aids.

Shampoo 'TTttsST 99*

Cepacol Mouthwash 1" 59*

STOP&SHOPin-HADIiY^MHERSTRoute9attheHadley-Amh€RtU^ 8:00a.m.- 10:00p.m., Mon.-Sat GetywrSto^&Shopsvwth!
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A LITTLE
SOMETHING
FOR A I

LITTLE SUM THING !
now thru Dec. 21 get

5oFF Our Regular Price
on any CALCULATOR IN STOCK

Hewlett-Packard • Bowmar • Rockwell
• Texas Instruments

they make great gifts!

UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

Revised car pool listings

now available on campus
The revised Car- Pool list have

additional information, and
corrections to the original list issued
earlier this semester. The revised

Car-Pool lists are now available and
will be placed in the following

$5 $5

a UttIe
SOMETaHJIMq

SKI CHAM0NIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545-2801

areas:

Commuter Lounge - Student
Union Basement.
Commuter Student Affairs - 229

Whitmore.
Parking Office - 105 Hampshire

House.

CASIAC - E22 Machmer Hall.

Business Administration Office -

359 School of Business Admin.
Engineering Office - 201

Fngineering East.

Food and Natural Resources -

110 Stockbridge Hall.

Graduate Scholarships Available in

Community Organization Programs
College Seniors and Graduate Students are invited to

apply for a specialized program of graduate education and
training in:

Community Organization
Administration Social Agency Management
Fund Raising and Budgeting Community Planning

Upon completion of graduate training, professional
positions and long term careers with Jewish Federations
will be available.

Any major sequence may qualify for those with at least
a 3.0 (B) academic average.

For descriptive material and appointment interviews
contact:

BOB LAPIDUS, Area Coordinator

Combined Jewish Philanthropies
72 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass. 021 10 542-8080

The Canon F-i.

images are what it's all about
Photographic equipment can

be a trap. Sometimes, you can get
so involved with it that you lose
sight of your real purpose-
making photographs.

The Canon F-1 can help you
forget about equipment and
concentrate on images. It was
designed, and functions, as an
extension of your photographic
vision. It's responsive in a way that

you must experience to appreciate.

And since it was conceived as a
system camera, every part works
together with effortless smooth-
ness, from the more than 40 Canon
FD and FL lenses to the over 200
accessories.

The heart of the camera is it's

central spot metering system.
With it you can use anyone's
exposure system, no matter how
critical, since it only measures the
central 12% of the finder area-

regardless of the focal length used.
So if you're spending too much

time lately worrying about your
equipment, it's time you stopped,
and took a good look at the Canon
F-1 system, and Canons other
fine cameras—the automatic,

electronic EF, the full-feature FTb,
and the TLb. If you re interested

in images. Canon's your camera.

A System of Precision
Canon

Canon USA. Inc
. 10 Nevada Drive. Lake Success. New York 1 1040

Canon USA Inc 457 Fullerton Avenue. Elmhurst Illinois 60126
Canon USA. Inc

. 123 East Paularmo Avenue Costa Mesa California 92626
Canon USA. Inc Bldg 8-2 1050 Ala Moana Blvd . Honolulu. Hawaii 96814

Canon Optics & Business Machines Canada Ltd Ontario

m e t
i

Campus Center Concourse
Level, Campus Assistance Center.

Student Activities - R.S.O. Office

416 Student Union.

Graduate's Registrars Office -

243 Graduate Research Center.

These lists will include only those
persons who have expressed an
interest in participating in a

CARPOOL. It is your responsibility

to initiate contact with those names
listed in your area. Any suggestions
for improvement or any questions
about this system are welcome, and
should be made to the Commuter
Assembly (Commuter Lounge, 545-

2145).

notices

BOB COVENS BASIC AUTO MECH.
COURSE

This evening at 6:00 there will be a
meeting in rm. 803 CC.
COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN

University Health Services presents
"First Aid in the Classroom", Mon., 11-18
at 7 p.m. in rm. 805 CC. Come and learn.
CUE-TEP STUDENTS
The CUE-TEP students who plan to do

their practice teaching during the spring
semester '75 are requested to be present at
the pre-mtern placement workshop that
will be held Nov. 18 at the School of Ed.
Marks Meadow Auditorium at 7:30-10:30
p.m.

DIVORCED, SEPARATED
Meeting of support group tonite at 7:00.

Call 5-0333 between 11-12 for details
ENGINEERS

Engineer a masterpiece, or even an
apprenticepiece of fiction, photography,
poetry and art-bring us your works at

Spectrum, rm. 407 SU.
5 COLLEGE PHILOSOPHY MEETING

First in a ser.es of meetings to be held
Nov. 18 m CC 804-808 at 7:30 p.m. A paper
on Heraclitus will be read.

GSS
There is no meeting tonite-see you next

Mon., Nov. 25 at 6:30 in rm. 178 CC.
HILL EL CHOIR

Choir will meet Tues. at 8:45 in Machmer
E- 16. See you there!

INDIA NIGHT
India Assoc, presents Traditional India

Night on Nov. 23, Sat., 7 p.m. at CC
auditorium. Tickets available on CC
concourse. All welcome.
INNKEEPERS

Short business meeting followed by
seminar on beer handling and dispensing
bv Miller Beer. Beer and other refresh-
ments. 117 Chenoweth, 7 p.m on Nov. 18.

INTER-VARSITY
Members, don't forget that we are

meeting tonite at 7:00 in 811-815 CC. Lisa
Hummel, IUCF staff will speak.
OUTING CLUB

At tonite s general meeting in rm. 105
CC at 6:30 the film "The Rise and Fall of
the Great Lakes" will be shown. Hope to

see you there

PREREGISTRAT/ON FOR SPRING 75
Freshmen and sophomores majoring in

Public Health Environmental Health
Program A/ea, are scheduled for group
counseling on Mon., 11-18 from 1:30-3:30
in rm. N344 of the Public Health Building.

Other undergraduates in this program will

make appointments with their advisors as
posted on the bulletin board near rm.
N231.
REC. SOCIETY
Important meeting, Tues., 11-19.

Election of officers. Make your opinion
count-vote! Curry Hicks rm. 2, 7:30.

SAILING CLUB
The meeting scheduled for tonite has

been cancelled, it will be held on Mon., 11-

25 at 7 p m., rm 904-908 CC.
SPEAKERS SERIES
The Speakers Series" on univ.

governance will present Mr. Russell Kraus
(assistant to the Provost) who will speak
on "How the Provost Office Operates". All

students invited Tues. 11-19 at 7:30 p.m.,
SU. rm. 403.

VETERANS CONFERENCE
Northeast Regional Veterans Con-

ference, Nov. 23. Rooms needed for
visiting vets Fri. 22rd and Sat. 23rd.
Conference and workshop info-VCCA rm.
411 SU. Tel. 545-0712.
WEIGHT LIFTING
Olympic hopeful Doug Cooney along

with John Kennedy and Brian Wiseman of
the UMass weightlifting team will hold a

turn to page 16
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Letters to the editor

Ziff responds to AcAffairs letter
To the Editor:

We are delighted that the Committee on Academic Affairs has

taken an interest in the development of Journalistic Studies on
this campus.
However, for that interest to be translated into constructive

proposals, we feel it is essential that your committee and the

Journalistic Studies students on this campus gather reliable in-

formation about the measures you propose to discuss at the

meeting Monday, Nov. 18.

The purpose of this letter is to give you some of that in-

formation and ask that it be made available to those attending the

meeting. We sincerely regret that you have not asked for faculty

participation in the meeting. Just as faculty decisions are best

made with student input, so student deliberations should not take

place in the dark or illuminated only by rumor and conjecture.

Therefore, we ask the opportunity to answer questions and
speak briefly at the meeting.

The Journalistic Studies Program of the English Department is

underguing growth pai^s, not slipping into senility after a golden
age. There has been no golden age ofjournalism on this campus.
On the contrary, in the past two decades, while journalism

programs flourished on scores of campuses across the country,

while courses, departments and schools were being created,

journalism languished on this campus.
During most of the 1960s the Journalistic Studies faculty was

composed of two faculw members who actually opposed in-

roduction of professional journalism courses.

A key instrument in frustrating the growth of journalism here
was the double major. The man who designed it. Professor

Arthur Musgrave, has repeatedly made the point that this was
one of his goals in designing the double major. He has said he
conceives of Journalistic Studies as primarily a social science,

devoted to the academic study of the press and not worthy of a
full major or professional courses.

In the past three years, substantial changes have been made,
despite financial pressures that normally would inhibit growth.

In those years professional courses have been introduced,

including newswriting, advanced reporting, political reporting and
photojournalism. Two new members of the faculty have been
recruited. Adjunct faculty members were appointed including two
Pulitzer Prize winners, a Black and a woman. A typewriter-

equipped newsroom has been established. Enrollment has grown
from less than 100 a semester and fewer than 100 majors to more
than 350 a semester and more than 225 majors. Despite the small
numbers of the faculty, community involvement was significantly

increased, in advising of community-action newspapers and
placing students in internships with community and governmental
groups. The new faculty also set a new level of scholarly and
professional publication not approached in the past.

The goal has been simple, supported by Prof. Joseph Frank,
head of the English Department and publicly stated - to create a
journalism major on this campus. The old philosophy that jour-
nalism is not a proper academic activity has thus changed. The
program is now based on the notion that journalism is not merely
a service to be offered to any and all majors, but also a subject
unto itself - a craft whose subject matter is infinite but whose
techniques of critical learning and application are specific.

In order that journalism grow to a full major, the new director,

Prof. Ziff, saw that it should no longer be tied to the double major

scheme. That scheme required that a student take a full major in

some other department and only 15 credits in journalism. Prof. Ziff

felt that this plan perpetually inhibited the growth of journalism,

just what Prof. Musgrave has boasted it was designed to do.

Unfortunately the journalism faculty and facilities are not now
large enough to create a full, 30-credit major. But there was room
for a significant step to be taken toward that major. This was

achieved by the requirement that the Journalistic Studies-English

major be established as the track toward a journalism major.

There are several reasons for this advance over the old system

that perpetually inhibited journalism's growth. Two key reasons

are:

1. Journalistic Studies in a program under the English

Department. In order to grow it can go through English Depart-

ment channels to add courses to the major and still not add hours
to the total burden the students must take for a major. The
student who desired the old double major under another
department typically would be required to take a 45-hour
minimum for his major. Under the J. S. -English major, he has to

take only 33 hours of required courses.

2 English courses can be combined with journalism courses

most nearly to achieve what a journalism education should try to

achieve - development of the critical information gathering and
writing capacities of the student. This is not to say that a journalist

would not benefit from courses in philosophy, political science,

history or any of scores of other disciplines taught on campus. It is

to stress, rather that the essential goal, learning how to analyze,

criticize and synthesize, is best achieved compatibly in a J.S.-

English major.

The new requirements do not achieve the final goal - that of a
freestanding major. But they are preferable to the old system,
because they leave room for growth in journalism offerings

without adding still more required hours to the 45 hours typically

required under other double major schemes.
Many misconceptions are abroad about the new requirements.

It should be stressed therefore that the new requirements were
not pushed through in secret but presented to the relevant English

Department committee, debated and approved, and then debated
and approved at a departmental meeting. It is unfortunate, but not
relevant, that the meeting was not fully attended. Departmental
meetings generally aren't.

It also should be pointed out that the recent growth in jour-

nalism does not mean that non-majors will not be permitted to

enroll in journalism courses. Of the 366 student enrollments in

journalism courses this semester, more than 180 are non -majors.

Nor does the new requirement mean that journalism students
will not be taking courses in political science, history, philosophy,
or in any other department on campus. The effort has been to

clear more elective hours so that the student may take more such
courses, not fewer.

We invite student participation in an effort to take the next step
in journalism education - growth to a full, free-standing major.
We believe the next step should be forward, not backward to the
outmoded double-major system.

Howard M. Ziff, Head
Journalistic Studies Dept.

/am going to get my money back
To the Editor:

Last October [ 1973] my car was unjustifiably towed. So I went
though all the proper channels in an attempt to retrieve the $ 15.00.
I lost to Amherst Towing. The Parking Appeals Board decided at
the beginning of the Spring semester to grant my appeal.
However, the appeal didn't cover the tow fine -only the ticket

\nobody told me that if the ticket was given wrongly that the tow
fine still would not be lifted unless explicitly stated on the appeal
form].

So again, in Feb. 1974, I appealed my case. I must have called
the head of the Appeals Board two times a month until the last
day of classes to find out what was being done. Each time I was
promised that it would be taken care of within the next few weeks
Bullshit!

Now it is the Fall semester and still nothing has been done. But
the story has changed a bit. The new head of the Appeals Board

-

Joseph DiCar/o has been very helpful. First of all, my appeal was

lost and I had to file still another*p/ea. This done, Mr. DiCar/o took
prompt action in seeing that the appeal was granted. However,
the money I deserve must come from somewhere in the depths of
Whitmore. Money has been allotted for cases such as this. But
Whitmore doesn't like to give out this money; even though it's
legally mine. They wouldmuch prefer to give you a big run-around
such as: "Well, why don't you call Mr. X; it's not our dept. " When
you call Mr. X he tells you that the only person who can help you
is Mr. Y who then sends you to Mr. Z... until you finally end up
back at Mr. X. Sounds like fun, huh? It usually works well in
discouraging people from pursuing their cases.

I'm not going to give up trying for my money though. But I
don't think it's right that Whitmore should refuse to le* go of
money that doesn't really belong to it in the first place. All I want
to know now is when am /going to get my money?

Diane Borgatti

Abusing the library facilities
To the Editor:

/ am frequently amazed these days at the conduct ofmy fellow
students! We have a huge library and though it is admittedly a
rather obscene structure, it can be a valuable tool to the education
of whatever form each of us wishes to pursue. I find it terribly

discouraging to seek out a much needed book only to find that it is

missing or has been stolen, or to hunt for half an hour in the
dismantled periodical stacks for a volume that contains an article

critical to a term paper only to discover that some thoughtless,
lazy student could not spare the time to read or copy the article

and had resorted to tearing it right out. Who the hell is ruining the
efficiency of a potentially good library? No wonder Amherst,
Smith and Hampshire students are leery of the UMass student
using their library! Will we have to buy all the books we need for

classes? Will we have to pay higher fees or taxes to keep the
library in good working order? Will it someday be necessary to
close the stacks to the students, as has been done in the past, in
order for our library to be more effective? Must we someday
sacrifice the pleasure of browsing? We may be asking for such
restrictions we have learned to abhor and reject. Consider the
possible consequences, do not take for granted the service that
the tallest library in the world, or any library for that matter can
offer!

So for Christ's sake, quit stealing or damaging books or
magazines! Quit messing up the stacks! Quit being such in-
considerate slobs!

Mary L. Myer

Help Hamlin housing
To the Editor:

We residents of Hamlin House, express concern at our scat-
tering throughout the University because of Hamlin's renovation
next semester. We feel that it is to our advantage to be relocated
to areas of our own choosing, that have suitable space. This

request is the 'east the Administration should do for us now, since
they have turned the other cheek toward us for the past one and
one half years.

We hope that the other students of the University stand behind
us in our fight to live where we want. These renovations will
continue in following semesters to Butterfield and other dorms in
Central and Northeast, and we feel that if the Administration
pushes the residents of Ham/in House around now, there will beno stopping them from exploiting students in the future.

Mark Rovelli
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Arafat speech trouble

By PAUL BRADLEY
The state of Israel is in trouble. Not that it hasn't

been under constant stress and turmoil for the past
seven years at least, and, for that matter, since it's

formation in 1948. But the speech of Yasser Arafat
before the United Nations plunges the Jewish State
into possibly the most difficult time the nation has
seen.

The simple fact that Arafat spoke before the
General Assembly is a bone of contention and a root
of trouble for Israel. While the Arab nations, who
seldom agree on anything, agreed that Arafat and his
Palestine Liberation Organization would be their

spokesmen in any settlement on the Israeli situation,
the Israelis refuse to recognize him or negotiate with
him. In their estimation, Arafat is little more than a
"cut-throat and a murderer." Some kind of con-
frontation between a United PLO and an isolated
Israel seems to be in store.

In his message, Arafat proposed a "new Palestine"
where Jews and Arabs would live side by side in

peace. The key factor is that the plan calls for the
abolition of the Jewish state, to be absorbed into the
"new Palestine." In response to this, the Israeli side
reasserted it's sovereignty and said that it wants a
"good neighbor" policy between Israel and the Arab
nations. One could not expect Israel to agree to the
terms set down by Arafat, which amounted to an
ultimatum. But the divergency of the two views leaves
little room for compromise. Again, some type of
confrontation looms ahead.
The response to the Arafat speech by the General

Assembly also spells trouble for the Israelis. Arafat
was wildly applauded during his speech, and the
response definitely was favorable. It seems that the
Jewish state has few friends in this matter, the most
powerful of which is the United States and that
support is wavering.

Over the years the United States has been the best

friend that the Israelis have had. Up until last year, the

USA almost blindly supported all assertions made by
Israel. When Henry Kissinger last year went to Israel

to make a peace, it was clearly demonstrated that

Israel could no longer depend on the wholehearted
support of the United States. Those negotiations

were the first time that the United States demanded
concessions from Israel in a peace settlement. This
was good diplomacy but it was also a realization by
the USA of hard economic and social facts.

Like it or not, the United States must retain some
type of working relationship with Arab nations

because of the increasingly powerful clout of oil. Oil is

a powerful diplomatic and economic lever and the

United States realizes this. We cannot realistically

afford to go completely against the Arabs in our
support of Israel.

The United States also cannot turn their backs on
the Israelis who have long depended on us for support
and friendship. But Israelis can expect a cutback in

that support. Perhaps not from a military standpoint,
but rather from an ideological point of view. Peace is

in the interests of all nations, but if another war breaks
out, which unfortunately seems likely, the United
States will probably choose to remain neutral.

Domestic political considerations will keep the USA
from totally abandoning Israel, as well as the moral
implications of sticking by a friend. But Israel may
have to go it pretty much alone in future conflicts.

Arafat called for Jews to abandon the "Zionist
ideology" which he said would lead to "perpetual
bloodshed, endless war, and continuous thralldom."
Supposedly he will administer this if the Israelis don't
come around to his way of thinking. After all, he was
wearing a pistol strapped to his hip while he made his

speech. This makes one believe that the "good neigh-
bor" policy proposed by Israel may, unfortunately, be_
little more than wishful thinking.

Paul Bradley is a Collegian Commentator.
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{ Zamir Nestelbaum
}

A Third Reich mentality
To even the not-so-astute observers, it becomes clear that there

is no love lost in international relations. Nations, in dealing with
one another, have never assumed motives other than pure
materialistic self interest. Although many leaders have espoused
idealogies and moralistic justifications, these have been fraudulent
to the genuine ideals and principles they pretend to represent.
Foreign diplomacy is simply not run that way. It would be a
mistake to applaud or even condemn some act since often
condemnation hints at a predetermined naive expectation of a
disillusioned segment. Men choose not to live in the absence of
war, hunger and oppression. It is almost too much to hope for any
alternative in a planet overrun by competition — competition for
food, fuel, land and development.

Even in this light, the recent annihilation that Israel has received
in the United Nations goes further than any reasonable diplomacy.
There seems to be a genuine and irrational disdain for Israel

looming around the world, that defies normal relations between
nations. Yasser Arafat the P.L.O. leader received a royal welcome
before the United Nations last week, one that is reserved only for
heads of state. After his speech, greeted by frenzied and
tumultuous applause, the Israeli representative Josef Tekoah
spoke to a half empty amphitheatre — many nations having left in

protest. To further muscle the Israelis, the body changed its rules
and refused to allow Israel to make any except the most
ridiculously brief responses. This has all been unprecedented.

This is not to contend that Arafat should not have been allowed
to speak, because despite the terrorism of his Olympic and child
killing group, peace can only come about through a direct
dialogue of all of the combatants. This is sound diplomacy. It may
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not be moral but morality and diplomacy are a contradiction in

terms.

What becomes painfully apparent, painful because of my
natural hesitancy towards its admission, is the fact that the World
is still anti-semitic. Israel has long been regarded (unfairly) as an
outpost of American Imperialism, especially by the so-called Third
World. But despite this, international enmity towards Israel has far

exceeded that directed against South Korea, South Vietnam,
Spain, Greece (until recently) and even Chile — all of them truly

American imperialistic puppets. And Israel has far more
democratic much less oppressive systems than these and even the
rest of the world. While Arafat promenades with a Fidel Castro
who packs a machine gun in his crotch, Israeli Kibbuts people are
being blown up by Arab bombs. It doesn't make any sense.

This perverse anti semitism has even surfaced in this country in

the person of one half cocked redneck general named Brown who
informed us in a manner reminiscent of the Fuehrer himself, that
Jewish bankers, newspaper publishers and even the department
store owners were leading this country to ruin. The Reich is

certainly safe with such dolts as these in command.

What Israel is doing is entrenching herself against the world.
The tragedy is that the tensions and feelings have reached a
feverish state making rational diplomacy impossible amid the
chaos. Israel should withdraw her serious representative to the
United Nations and replace him with a second grader, or more
fittingly, a kangaroo — who would be better prepared to deal with
such an illustrious body. The Bitter remnants of Europes' Nazi-
decimated Jewish community can find no peace.

Collegian Columnist

{ Luis Medina
}

Our throw away culture
"ESSENTIALLY What a University can do is to provide

ideas and research and technology advances that make a
particular region or state competitive for a while."
President Wood to SGA, Nov. 1974.

The protection of the environment and the better utilization of
the natural resources of any country, is the government's
responsibility, as well as that of each citizen.

In this society we have become accustomed to drinking coca-
cola and throwing the can away. This has become a completely
natural habit of day to day American culture. The United States
has been a lucky country, as many of the raw materials we use in

industry are imported from foreign nations, which, in most cases,

have lower market values than most domestic ones. For this

reason the U.S. industry is more likely to use raw materials than to
recycle them.

With the oil situation we have seen how the prices have gone
up and now the same is happening with the sugar. How long is

this trend to continue; is there a solution?

A couple of weeks ago, the Christian Science Monitor had an
article in which some American visitors explained how in Red
China's agricultural industry almost everything is recycled. Even
though the Christian Science Monitor doesn't talk about other
societies in which recycling is part of better utilization of raw
materials, many countries use it. The United States, (paper),
Cuba, (paper, glass, metals) and Puerto Rico, (paper, glass) are a
few examples that came to mind.

Recycling has two problems to overcome in order to become
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feasible in this society; one, is to dispose of contemporary
American mentality and the second being that economically,
recycling has not yet become a good investment. In the first case,
obviously, the American culture is pragmatic enough for sudden
adaptations. In the second case, it is up to concerned people, as
well as civil institutions, (state universities for example,) to begin
the process of recycling.

Public academies could be the testing grounds in which
massive recycling methods could be carried on with the support of
state and-or federal funds. University communities are generally
more open-minded to accept and try to implement new ideas.

UMass is a place that has various utilities that could be helpful
to implement such proposals. The Physical Plant could build more
facilities to recycle dorm and D.C. waste, and off campus students
with the collaboration of the housing projects could try to im-
plement the concept into the outside community. For example,
people in the town, through civic and church groups could start
such programs.

Still not possible due to economical reasons? If the government
can subsidize private industry, why could it not subsidize a public

interest activity? After all, in other countries, the need to start

recycling came with less thought and planning than probably we
would need. Why not in Amherst?

Of one thing I am sure: sometime in the future the same
machines that cover coca cola cans, will be digging to get them
out and reusable.

Collegian Commentator.

The consumers are the victims
By BOB FOSTER

The paradoxical world of the energy crisis continues onward
confusing more and more "experts" each day. Approximately one
year ago, the massive fuel shortage began to seeth across the
nation. The future looked hopeless. Rationing plans were being
devised by well meaning government agencies. Lines at gas

stations were becoming commonplace. Free stamps or steak knife
sets disappeared from the retailer's repertoire of sales gimmicks.
Prices were climbing in propoition to the rapid drop of the
thermometer's mercury.

And so a nation already tolerating inflated food prices and
general recession tightened its collective economic belt and
tolerated more hardship. Yet merely one year later, normality has
become the keyword of the oil industry. "Shortage" no longer
exists in the vocabulary of the petroleum executive. Consumption
is again being pushed by the industry that cried the crocodile tears

of lowered profits just a short time ago.

According to a recent story in New York Times, this "Nor-

malcy" has yet to reach the stages of a massive commercial ploy
such as those in the pre-crisis era. The message is far more subtle.

Stations are now encouraged to stay open longer; a campaign
that indirectly promotes greater sales volume. Experimental stamp
and silverware campaigns are again appearing on the "com-
petitive capitalist" market. Consumption is again becoming the

keyword of the petroleum industry.

Meanwhile, the White House cries shortage. Gerald Ford
pushes a conservative energy policy. Conservation is the

governmental focus while the oil companies foster consumption.
At this point, only the babbling idiot does not note the con-
tradiction. If the petroleum "oligopolords" yell "BUY, BUY, BUY"

with the enthusiasm of college cheerleaders while the Energy
Administration screams "CONSERVE. CONSERVE, CONSERVE"
with equal volume, who more correctly receives reality?

The case is a classic comedy rating four stars on the evaluative
scale. Not since the Marx Brothers or the Three Stooges has there
been such blatant miscommunication between the most powerful
economic interests and the protectors of those interests.

The government continues to follow the doctrines of the
Rockefeller-defined national interest, protecting it with the
passion of a cornered hyena. But, someone in the petroleum
hierarchy failed to communicate the apparent shift in the interests
of the oil companies to the governmental hierarchy. Thus, the
American public is now receiving contradictory messages. The
government has not caught up to the needs of those it really

protects.

Last year, many commentators declared that the crisis was an
oligopolistic hoax. Though such a charge may never be truly

substantiated, the result of the crisis is sufficient documentation.
The desired end was obtained by the means of subtle market
coercion. Whether the end justifies the means is up to the
discretion of the reader.

A shortage was manufactured. Gasoline prices skyrocketed to

approximately twenty cents a gallon more than the norm of one
year ago. There they have settled. Now Americans, with typically

short memories, are asked to consume as they formerly con-
sumed. The companies reap more profits. The consumer forgets
the old prices. A new, more profitable status quo is established.
Like magic, in just a single year, the power of oil shows its true
magnitude. The consumer is not the king, but the pawn in a game
of profit!

Bob Foster is a Collegian Commentator
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The sun never sets on the Physical Plant
Between the hours of four p.m.

and eight a.m., the responsibility for

the repair for malfunctioning
electrical, mechanical and plumbing

systems etc. is in the skilled hands
of the Physical Plant p.m. men.
Jim Hale and Jerry LaClaire were

on the four to midnight shift one
quiet Friday night. On a quiet night

there might not be any more than

seven calls, while on a loud night

there can be more than 25.

The first major call of the night

on the radio in their Dodge pickup

truck directs them to Tobin Hall to

stop the water that's splashing

from pipes above the ceiling tiles

down into a pair of trashcans. In an

attempt to stifle the ceiling to trash-

can percussion, Jerry borrows a

stepladder from the janitor and
sticks his head and flashlight into

the ceiling, and with his tools

temporarily ends the janitors mop
vigil. The problem: bad heat mixing

box.

An onlooker asks Jerry what
caused the leak. "Gremlins," he

sighs. What he means is the way to

find the cause is to read the in-

tricate, esoteric plumbing systems

schematics, but since he's not an

engineer, he solves problems by

feeling his way around them, not by

understanding theory.

One visit, however, did not cure

Tobin's neurosis. A janitor, the eyes

and ears of the physical plant, has

reported another leak. "It infringes

on our pride if we can't fix it the

first time." says Jerry. Realizing
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that the problem is so complex that

all they can do is administer

temporary first aid, Jim says: "We
could spend the whole night

shaking hands with valves."

These problems are typical

during the first two or three years of

a building's existance. "Grad
Research's going to be a bitch for a

while" says Jim.

For Maximum access to all areas,

a quartermoon of keys are

suspended on a ring dangling from
Jerry's belt. T>e clacking of keys

from down the hall always heralds

his approach to any trouble spot.

Jerry's a regular p.m. man, while

Jim normally works days in the

typewriter repair shop. Tonight he

needs the extra money. Jim is

amazed by Jerry's sidewalk
shortcut driving. "I'm sure glad I

don't have to drive." he says.

"We'd have railings and everything

hanging from the truck."

Off to Curry Hicks with a plunger

to unplug a drain in the womens
room. At the door: "Can we come
in" asks Jim. From the showers.

"No." Five minutes later. "Is it safe

yet?" "No." Finally. "Now?"
"Alright". A few hairs are pulled

out of the drain and we're in the

truck again.

Jerry is in his early thirties, while

Jim who is h4 could be mistaken as

the younger of the two. Jim, who is

divorced, is the father of three

children: an eight year old son, a 15

year old daughter and an 18 year

old daughter who is studying at

Georgetown University in

Washington, D.C. Jerry lives with

his wife and young children in

Hadley.

Womens Phys. Ed. calls in about

a dead wall socket in the pool area.

While Jerry is testing the power

from the fuse box, the socket

vomits sparks and fills the room

with the pungent odor of burning

plastic.

Other calls included replacing a

hydraulic door closer at Goodell

and opening a cellar door at Lincoln

Apts. to allow for the installation of

cable T.V.

Good relations with students

were mentioned: Jerry praised the

students by saying "Neve: once

have we been harassed by

students." He added: "We try to be

gentlemen to them."

Handling complaint calls was Ed

LaSalle at the control board in the

Physical Plant Building. After a

compalint was logged, Ed would
contact Jim and Jerry on the radio

with job description and location.

Instruments on Ed's Supervisory

Data System panel include: Fire

and intrusion (Break-ins) alarms,

weather monitors and host of

miscellaneous dials and lightbulbs.

At midnight, Jim and Jerry filled

out timecards and job description

forms and called it a night.
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Skilled hands at night. The p.m. man's motto should be: during the dark hours,

our vigilance keeps this ridiculous place from degenerating into a rusty pile of

sprung springs, ruptured pipes and hoarse buzzers.

..What do YOU want to be when you grow up*?
By VIVIAN BROWN

Associated Press Writer

The American school system is

designed and maintained as though

each of its pupils was destined for

Harvard or Oxford.

RECIPE EXCHANGE
B y SUE KIERAS and SUE DUCHIN

Staff Writers

Now that Halloween is over and your poor lonely pumpkin is just

sitting on a table or some steps (if it hasn't been smashed or jack-o-

lanterned), we have a quick, sweet bread you can make it into. To go
with it we have a spice tea that is great any cool Autumn night, and
makes a large quantity.

SPICED PUMPKIN BREAD
Equipment:

Large bowl, spoon, baking pan and oven
Ingredients:

3 c. flour

1 tsp. baking soda

1 tsp. salt

3 tsp. cinnamon
1 tsp. cloves

1 V2 c. sugar

2 c. cooked pumpkin
2 beaten eggs
1 V? c. shortening or oil

¥2 chopped nuts

Place flour, sugar and spices in a bowl. Mix together. Add
pumpkin, beaten eggs, oil and nuts. (Pumpkin should have been
boiled until soft and then mashed with fork.) Stir together until all

ingredients are thoroughly blended. Pour into large bread pan and
bake at 350 degrees for 1 hour.

SPICE TEA
Equipment:

large jar with cover

Ingredients:

1 18 oz. jar of Tang
three-fourths c. instant tea (as Nestea)

1 c. sugar (or as much as desired or can substitute honey, when
serving)

1 tsp. cinnamon

1 tsp. cloves

dash of salt

Shake all ingredients together in a large jar and add boiling water

to two tsps. of tea for each cup.

The bread should come out incredibly moist. Make sure you test it

with a fork before taking it out of the oven. You can do this by in-

serting fork into the center of the bread and if it comes out without

any crumbs on it, the bread is done. It is a relatively inexpensive

treat, except for the sugar. The tea recipe is one to treasure for

always, and when put in a nice jar makes a great Christmas gift.

And the image problem —
college degrees are status symbols
and vocational training is for

second class people — is hurting

both American youths and the job

market that may be seeking their

specific talents.

So says author Muriel Ledejer

whose book, "The Guide to Career

Education," stresses that we need

to develop a new attitude: that

education should lead to a job.

Specifically, we must consider the

young person who is unsuited to

college or prefers to hitch his

talents to vocational or technical

training. And we must also

recognize the work picture has

changed — jobs requiring untrained

minds and physical strength have

dwindled, whereas jobs requiring

advanced education and perfected

skills have sizeably increased.

"About 70 per cent of today's 23-

year-olds have had no job training

in schools and have not completed

a college education.. .yet nearly 80

per cent of all jobs available in the

United States requires some
vocational or technical skill..." she

maintains. For example, six to ten

technicians are needed for every

medical doctor.

Mrs. Lederer, of Winnetka, III.,

who was graduated from Vassar,

wrote the book in an effort to

provide information that will in-

crease the options open to students

who are looking for paths to higher

education outside a standard four-

year baccalaureate program. It may
also help women who want to enter

the job market, college graduates

who may need a skill to enter job

competition and older people who
are looking for second careers. Mrs.

Lederer has written and researched

more than 400 articles on such

subjects as schools, financing and
working women.
She faults both schools and

parents for ignoring the real needs

and letting thousands of high

school graduates each year enter

the labor market with no skills.

The possession of a college

diploma doesn't guarantee com-
petence, happiness, success or

personal adjustment, she points

out. It may even be a big waste of

time for some and not even a

guarantee of success for many.
Everybody is looking for the

place in odult life to which they are

best suited. This can materialize

only when they match their ap-

titudes, abilities and interests with

job requirements, regardless of the

social status of the job in question.

But vocational schools have
changed and more than 3 million

students from every type of family

now attend them, she says.

Her exhaustive treatment of

career education — the post high

school training one receives in

preparation for a chosen oc-

cupation — includes advice on
precautions necessary in choosing
an accredited school, financial aid

and scholarships by states, the

alternatives to a college education
- apprenticeships, home study,

private, trade, technical and

business schools, junior and
community colleges.

Each job category notes the

education and training needs,
points to consider before getting

into the field, and where one can
get additional information about

the specific job.

The st'gma of vocational
education is steadily fading now,
though slowly, Mrs. Lederer
asserts. The scarcity of jobs for

graduates, especially those in the

liberal arts, is encouraging many
young people to switch to

vocational training after high
school.

also help women wno want to enter private, trade, technical

MDC Classifieds

really work

HELP!
We are looking for UMies

who have had an interesting

experience either on or off

campus, and who want to tell

us about it on the Life-Style

page.

We are looking for people
who want to write feature

articles, what about that boa
down the hall, for instance.

We are looking for people
with interest in doing graphics

or cartoons for the page.

Got an idea? Tell us. No
reasonable offers refused. Here
is your chance to see your
name in print. Wouldn't your
mother be impressed?

Experience 7 Not necessary.

You get the idea, we'll help you
write the story. You wanna
write the story, we'll give you
the idea.

Don't go through life thinking

no one needs you.

LIFE-STYLE NEEDS YOU!
For more information, come

on down to the Collegian office

at the Student Union, or call the

office at 5-3500. Write on! ha
ha.
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Volunteers Urgently

Needed for University

State Communications
Council

We need you to help
lobby for state legislation
that is responsive to
students needs. Drop by
the office: 413A Student
Union or get in contact
with: Charlie 549-6513

.or Barbara 253-5077

Parking fines seen as more valuable elsewhere
cont. from p. 1

"There hasn't been a large

number of complaints.. .other than
with lot 50," Johnston said.

"Students have better places to put

their money than into towing
charges and parking fines,"

Johnston said.

"If in fact the lots become
overcrowded we will go back to our
ticketing stance," the campus
security chief said.

While Johnston has verbally

passed down the policy of no-

enforcedment to his officers, ac-

cording to sources, campus
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
has apparently been unaware of the

no-enforcement as recently as last

Thursday.

At a press conference that day,

Bromery was asked if all parking

regulations were being enforced.

He replied:

"I would assume so," he said,

adding, "I'm sure they are."

Bromery's lack of awareness of

Johnston's policy would appear to

indicate a lack of communication
between his Dept. of Public Safety

and the Whitmore administrators

who oversee the program.

"I haven't thought it necessary to

send memos around to everyone in

Whitmore," Johnston said. "The

Department of Public Safety thinks

that with a cooperative venture

from the public we can get by

without writing hundreds of

tickets," he added.

"That was the gamble that we
took in September - and we've

been right for the most part," he

said. "Not everyone agrees with me
that when people are given the

chance to park properly, they will,"

he said.

Plan ahead foryourThanksgiving Feast!

finast
Now is the time to get all the good things you need for your
Thanksgiving Feasting. Let Finast help you in getting the
very best for less the Finast Way!

IT RAYS TO SHOP THE FINAST WAY SUPERMARKETS

Boneless
Shoulder
Roast
Beef - Chuck

Stock up on Frozen Food The Finast Way

Finast - in Butter Sauce

Vegetables
Green Beans

i

Corn, Peas
or Mixed 3 9r100

Sara
lee .Pumpkin Pie

Mince Pie

Turkey 'N Gravy
Cooked Squash"',

Finast.

Birds

i lb

pkq

2 ID

pkg

2 lb

pkg

1? 07
pkgs

99«

1.09
1.69
89*

Quality Meat from the Best Meat Men in the Business!

Ready to Eat
Fully Cooked

u

g
Smoked naiflS

Shank Portion Butt Portion * ^

Shank Half

Bone In - Beef Chuck

Underblade Pot Roast

Wate
Add

Butt Half * 98" Center Cut

99?
Beef Rib - Bone In

Extra Trim Steak iSR Tot I55tr| |
4?

Freshly Ground Many Times Daily

Fresh Ground Beef Chuck 5 lbs or
More 95 lb 98c

Stew Beef Shoulder Steak
Boneless
Chuck 12 *?

Naiuiallv aqrd

<o< Itmferness
and flavot

Boneless
Beef Chuck

BaCOn Fi nasi Sliced ibl.19 Si.ceo cl .29
Colonial Bologna.
Sausage

Boneless
Bee*

Swifts Brown n Serve
and Patties • .

Swifts Franks*All Beet.

>b

S ot

lb

99 e

79*

89 c

Sausage Meat Parks Reg C" tt * Q
Hoi n Saaev lb 1.19

Rib Eye Steak
Sausage Meat «*

Short Ribs^-ST.
Top Blade SteakX
Cube Steak Boneless

Beel Ouc«

~"
I fOOO
' STAMP
.CUSTOdMRSj

Slices or Roast .... 1.18

Treat Your Family to Mr
Deli Favorites the Finast Way

Import.Ham
469Sliced to B

Order • lb

American Cheese 1.29
Pastrami

, 1.59
Cooked Salami £ « 1.59
Roast Beef t 79 e

Turkeys : 99 e

Favorites from the Seven Seas

Shrimp
Medium J/1ft

5 lb box 7.25 j^^f
Bay Scallops « -..

: 1.49

Green
GiantNiblets Corn

Vlasic Pickles
Fruit Cocktail
Cranberry

3
Sweet
Mixed

Finast

Sauce
Finast Jellied

12 oz
cans

qt

jar

16 oz
can

16 oz
can

Hudson Napkins*,
pkg
180 49* Green Beans g,""

89*
79«
35«
31c

3c
6
an°s'1.00

*T_

Sunrise Fresh Dairy the Finast Way

Chiffon Soft Whipped

Margarine

Quality Produce from Finast, Proof it Pays to Shop the Finast Way

ms^ Florida Large Sixe

i

Washington State

Red
Delicious

US#1
2%" Min

Apples

3 bag 09

Tangelos

12 69c

Grapefruit STu^Ts*.. . 4 .0- 59*

Yellow Onions 5^49*
White Onions » 29*

Yellow Turnips » 12'

Sweet Potatoes 2 ,„. 39*

Blend O Fruits? ^89'
Fiesta Salad 9,.°'49«

Imported String Figs
,

X69«

1 lb

pkg 69*
Ballard Crescent Rolls 'S 35*

Orange Juice *« 7*> 69*

Cottage Cheese* 1* 59 c

American Cheese rm V9
' 95'

Baked Fresh with Natural
Ingredients the Finast Way!

';.'.<-» Bread
Bakery

Available __
Fro,,, mTm 1 lb

Tuesday ,^T pkqs
On

^^

Stuffing
Bread

2* 79*
White Bread
Schwartz

Thin

ced

Btoi
Be»»d

IV SesjrrrPan Buns pr
Mince Pies

2 '*? 79'

2 tf 99'

49'

1 it>

i»i

1 ib

ivs

tS o»
Dkg

'ir 89«

Hudson
Facial Tissue!

With
this

Coupon pkgs
200

Iftj^l

and A Purchase ol $5 or
r*i Mce Limit One Coupon
^- M702 Val'd tnru Nov 23 1974 I

.1

M

Save 20
on on* lb can

Maxwell House

1?Q|hi
Coffee

MAXWELl

firHOUSf
nm

Vai.fl lhr u NOV ?J

Save 25

53

W-t* TP'S Coupon

Gold Medal

l^^l
Flour

mTt v»iiel ir>' U Nov 73
i I

Save 25
W in T*>.j Coupon

_i Durkee Spices
or Extracts

Val.fl "»'u Nov 23 M680

Cm
I

I With This CouOonIO«* '4 : 01 DkQ
MtM

-J
Save 10'

'•ir< ri>,i (.oupo
O"* DUO 10

Save 10'

Bnmi Hefty Trash Ira Keebler C.C.
f*mm i in.r. I' Bloat Cookie* '

Can Liners I Bigg* Cookies
Vti'd t*»u *K»v

Bigg, (

•>'*..!>»,., We Reserve the Rignt to Limit Quantities Prices Elective thiu Sat Nov 23. 1974

,.. HHItllHliM >4) « * .#<«•«*•, , .
T.V*.*.*,*
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Blueprint ofthe

by Thorn McAn
h«EEDOM POOT

:

NOTEHO14/ THESHAPE OF THE
EXERSOLE TOE FOLLOWS THE
A/ATURAL CONTOURS OF YOUR
Five toes. A/o roe cra/hp-
A/O WAV. FREEDOM CAN/bE
ISO IMPORTANT.

Natural leather:
THE REAUTHIf\T5T

YOUR.FOOTA/BEDS TO 3REATHE"Ca/AWKALLY).
there 's ivoth/a/g l ik£ real l£a th£r
to give yovrfoota/atvral
comfortaa/d sl/rpor t.

THIS IS THE 5HOB THAT IS

/A/SO MI/CHDEMAA/D TODAY
8YA/ATURELOVERS EVERYWHERE. ,

IT'S THE EXERSOLE&Y THOM

M

CA*J.
THE REAL TH/A/e.

ROCKER SOLE.: LOWER HEEL:
WHEN rOVii/ALK YOURWEIGHT
SHIFTS ALON6 FROM HEEL TO TOES.
THIS EXERSOLE ROCKER SOLE TAKES

'

THE WEIGHT/A/STRIDEAA/D RELPS GIVE
YOU A/ATURAL TOE *SPR/N6~. LESS T/R/A/G.

/VORA/SB.D HeSL TO SHOCK YOUR
Le&AA/DSP/A/E. TH/S LOWER
HEEL ABSORBS THE REEL GROUA/D-
COA/TACTSMOOTHLY... LIKE WHEA/
YOUWALK BAREFOOTOA/SAA/D.
LESS SHOCK. LESSTIRIA/G.

the £X£RSOLE @
Men's $I799~$iq9* i/i/omens $^99

Springfield: Springfield Plaza
Eastfield Mall
Baystate West (Main Street)
1611 Main Street (men's only)

West Springfield: Century Shopping Center
Chicopee: Fairfield Mall
Holyoke: 293 High Street
Westfield: Westfield Shops

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

MONDAY, NOVEMBER
18 — Born today, you have
many of the character traits it

takes u> be a real success in
whatever you undertake:
taknt. imagination, a gift for
selecting goals commensurate
with your ability, and so on.
However, you lack determina-
tion You become discouraged
too easily You are inclined to
accept as the last-word
failure's first halting syllable,
and to look upon a single
setback not as a symptom of
something being wrong but as
some sort of license to
continue to fail.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
— Advancement along the
lines of maximum effort may
well be yours by day's end
Don't allow yourself the luxury

of slackening the pace.

SAGITTARIUS I Nov 22
Dec. 21 1 - Take care that you
don't force the issue of

advancement. To do so might
mean to forfeit your chances
— which are now good.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan

8 v Stella Wider

b? !
" Don ' "Uow an°lner s

ill-thought-out suggestion to
take hold Now is the time to
encourage group action rather
than individual enterprise

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb
181 — Be diligent in your work
during the dayUgh t hours and
you will have time and energy
left for play after the sun goes
down. Recognize your goal
PISCES (Feb 19-March20l

— Several dreams of long-
standing approach fulfillment
early in the day The only
thing that can keep you from
success today is your own
stubbornness.

ARIES (March 21-April 19l
— Daylight hours are highly
productive - if you have had
the foresight to gather your
facts and figures together in

preparation for the right
moment.
TAURUS I April 20-May 201

— Several opportunities make
themselves known during
morning hours; only one of
them, however, can really
make any difference to vour
future.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20)
- Influential contacts with
"friends of a friend can
make this a highly successful
day - when looked hack upon
from some time in the future
CANCER (June 21 July 22

1

- New job opportunities ma

v

not be as desirable as thev
appear on the surface Take
your own ability to get along
with people into account when
deciding.

LEO (July 23-Aug 221 —
You can gain your ends as
much through vour own
personal contacts as through
the influence of those outside
your circle Trust yourself!
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 221
Business or professional

contacts must be made at once
if they are to prove as
beneficial as you think thev
will Give another the benefit
of the doubt
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) -

Worthwhile gains are to be
had by the Libra who is willing
to give a little to gain a lot A
job opportunity enlivens after
noon and evening

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson

ACROSS
i k j.

j <
i

•

8 As.,in n,it i,

i

'd rii„ t |)

14 >' Otllth iM.in

'S Hurting
'• Fusj
I/ R<-Str .

•

'H ;Vcll

mannered
'9 Diva's solo

t

Vfspm t ,

22 Hun*
S|»'IM||, ¥

.'4 AllC|fy

Mll'.l l.ltMlfljl

Kind of golf

course
H.m'

31 E.irly .iiitos

3? Agent s

commission
il Tr.Mli>

38 C'M nected by
"> imjy,.

•10 Volunteer
Alibr

'•

' Roosevelt
for one

13 Coins of

Japan
44 Citrus drink

45 Palm 2 words

48
51

.

M„MV
f ami aim
D'-m.iri'l

21

30

An '•
< ,ii

">v»'M|(jr

Contralto
; i..

M in | in

'.'.t Itftl

RrvoU i-

f «!'I'M|,.

Si .1 digit's

M.-I.MS.

Of an
organic soil

DOWN
Spanish
parlor

Formal
Weapon Fr

Milk plants
Total

Cannot 3

words
French king
Circle parts

Memento
Dye
applicato'

Actor
Greene
Mine tunnels

'

2

s

r-
||

T
|r l r. 1

-

1 - .-. - aL w r s - ;.

M

••"
-

Iru

7\'

L|5|l
-

I rr - T

l
' i Urn • >. j r

ski - A >.

: ~>
| i \l 1 5 HI .

js T
7J

t

'

-
.- I (|K MWIF. l.l'l .

:

| ,. ! 1

N 1 II

•.
B| : H A j r

v>-

l
'

D T •:

<

S I^P ri ? r 1

'

t L * RB^ Ml l

r

'. M A
; : t j D 1

i
(

-
', < T

I i
1

•

n
j

N )

I X X »,
. B f

L T T-
I

' :
'

f T 1 s
'

. V i f 1

'3 Speak with
pridr

?! Cleft

23 Raged
25 Tops to do

tasks

27 Pitfall

28 German
"UStl"

29 Set'svstem
33 Canada s

capital 2 wo
34 State

35 Past

36 Otherwise
38 Carnival

devices

rds

39
42
43

46
47

48

49
50

53

55
56

57

60

Lacking teeth
Cruel peopli-

Infertile

Pan Alley

Finishes

2 words
Titaness m
Greek Myth
Put on record

flu

Tenement
area

Th.s Sp
Skin

protuberance
Kill violently

Three Pre' »

15

WMUA

WW • ••*"»•'•'•**'•-• a's'a'«•••'••••'«••••"•'•.•»**'»-,-»",-t',-,^^ <r4 AfitS VV /.'jr\AIV-*-^<-«-« WWWMVrVWrVlif

Here's what's on WMUA, 91.1
FM, today:

The disc jockeys are Marc
Bauman, from 6-10, then Scott
Bacherman until 2. Ken Irwin goes
from 10-2 a.m. Stu MacDonald
starts tomorrow.

Things which make WMUA
different:

8:30 a.m., High Tides, Jeff Jawer
tells what the day will bring.

2:00-6:00 p.m., Uujamadrum,
with Brother Mann.

6:15-7:00 p.m., Off The Hook,
Hosted by Eilish Broderick, this

show will be about the "Fast for
World Harvest." Gerry Goodrich of
OXFAM America will be this

evening's guest.

7:00-7:15 p.m., Quarter Banana,
15 minutes of poetry as read by
professors.

7:15-10:00 p.m.. Flashbacks,
Vinny Peruzzi hosts as WMUA
takes you back to 1966, with the
music, news, and sports of that
year. The last half hour will be the
count down of the top ten hits.

10:15-11:15 p.m., Focus, Ken
Mosakowski hosts a discussion of
some issue timely and pertinent to
our world and surroundings.

News is broadcast at 7, 8, & 9
a.m., and 2, 6 & 10 p.m.

WFCR
WFCR HIGHLIGHTS

12:30 - Calendar - A round up of
cultural events in the area

12:45 - Japanese Press Review
1:00 - Options
2:00 - Pedal Point

2:00 Anerio: La conversione
S. Paolo

2:20 Shubert: Piano Sonata in

3:00 Mahler: Symphony No. 7

4:34 Poulenc: Piano Concerto
5:00 - All Things Considered - A

unique daily news magazine
7:30 - Que Tal, Amigos?
8:30 - Concert of the Week -

Hovhaness: Symphony No. 23 for

Winds; Symphony No. 22;
Magnificat. Performed by the
Seattle Philharmonic Orchestra

11:30 - Music For Night People

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

• 549-2871

McCambridge
Next to Campus Pizza

(Rte.9)
Hadley, 584-2277

Too cold? If you need a tune up
or other repairs on your bike,

we'll pick it up and deliver it for

free. Pick up the week of Nov.
18 23rd only, from anywhere on
or near Campus.

H€0>AC<A

and OSSA DEALER
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cont. from p. 9
weighthfting clinic torTite at 8:00 on the
19th floor of Washington Tower.
LOST

Heirloom gold locket vicinity Brittany
Manor great sentimental value, cannot be
replaced. Please return. Reward. 256-062S.
LOST

Keys-include one orange locker key
numbered '409', key ring has leather
strawberry' tag-return to D. Matfeau,
Collegian. Pleasel Rewardll
LOST

Light brown wallet with grease stains on
11-10. Please call 6-6447.

LOST
T.I. S.R.-50 electronic calculator in

Engineering East.

Engraved on front of calculator "Dr.
Sidney Koretsky". Call Dave Koretsky at
546-4181 or CC Lost and Found. Sub
stantial rewardlll

mil l ?
* VtthVgates * *

OF SMITH COLLEGE

i/OOEMY!

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SLATS %\ 00

NOW — 7:00 & 9: 15

CHARLES
BIMNSCNN E

DEATHwfelT \
A Paramount Release

Mon.-Tues. — Dollar Night

(?\MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

»n* Coliequn Office between
• :M a.m. and 3:45 p m Monday
Friday
The deadline is 3 45. two days

before the day your ad is to
appear
The rates art:
Dally t.30 par Una*
Weakly - » 26 par Una*
Monthly - i 20 par line*

'Two linat on form
ippronmiu ona line

FOR SALE

Used guitars bought and told
Tho Guitar Workshop. Amherst
Carriage Shop*. 549 1728

Coat* Midi tuada coat; midi
dungaree coat: rabbit fur jacket
and navy blua laathar jackal Call
Margia 546 7649

Worth S600 RMI Accordian. 120
baaa. 675 Kodak M 60 mown proi
S2S 546 9752

19 TV. work! dandy with stand
no 6 4012

Fratarnal Dump Assoc T shirt*

for tala Call Top of Brown Club 6
5846

J lira*. 166 13 with 2 rim* 8 S20
and 4 hubcap* for *ama S10 Call
Sally 566 4219 laftar 5 001

Trumpet
S25 6 8723

perfect for beginner

FOR SALE

Baiketball rim and backboard
$20 Barbell* 1120 lbs I $16
Humidifier $20 Tenni* trainer »5

Hockey shin guerd »5 Call 323 4556

after 7

Allen Univers bike rack, holds 3 4

bikes Fits any type vehicle »22

new $20 or best offer Used 1 X
Rich 546 7462

Color TV New General Elec

trie. 21 inch color superb $150

Good buy Call 253 5277

AUTO FOR SALE

I960 TR3 TR4 engine Good
shepe many suae, but needs

radiator $500 666 4163

59 Int I Camper sleeps 4. stove,
sink everything rebuilt All now
tires $700 or best offer This run*
real nice Jane 586 4182 after 5pm
61 Chevy Impale 6 cyl. vary

(lean run* excel . redio $360 586

1134 efter sia

1965 Mulling, new clutch,
brake* ban . shocks, rebuilt. 3 spd
trens 20 mpg $500 V clean inside

and out Call 542 3406

68 Dodge Coronet 440. runs fine

New tires and year old snows Bast
offer 256 0141

MDC Ckwkedi
1 very lerge bedrm in Farmhouse

apt 2 miles to campus on bus rta

I

$100 a month Fields and Woods
Per 549 6893

Available immediately Fur
nished one bdrm in Had!ev $185
per mo inclusive Likely Listings
256 8896

Small one bedroom house 12

miles Irom Amherst Fireplece

Pets welcome Likely Listings 256

8896 Immediate

Room and board in quiet home in

Northampton in exchenge for 20
hours per week child cere, tour
mornings per week We seek
mature person for long term
arrangement Call 586 4213

1 bdrm TH in Riverglede Apts
starting Jan or Feb Rent $185 inc
util If interested call Al 253 5161

2 bedroom includes utilities,
carpeting on UUm bus route, no
pets $220 in Sunderland 665 2562

WANTED TO RENT

ROOMMATE WANTED
To share house m Hadlev near

Campus Call 586 2815 after sis

M F Seek F lor lake side home
lireplace own rm $80 Must have
<.ar Wfite P O Boa 126
Chesterfield Ma 01012

WANTED
-Couple recently

apt in area in $150
Will consider room
pnv Bill 545 2304

married *eek
to $166 range
with kitchen

Feminist women
guitar lor R B Banrt
9349 aft 6

hail piano
Cell Maria 739

TRAVEL

Charter flight* to Europe end
California Call Campus Travel 546
0500

Low price trip* to Mexico
Florida Csnbbeen Cell Campu*
Travel 545 0500

Garber Travel offers exciting
winter spring travel programs
Fort Lauderdale $145 plus Bermuda
$199 plus Puerto Rico $269 plus
Contact Rich Margil 256 6090

College week in Bermuda March
23 30 $299 plus $75 taa and service
8 days 7 nights Contact Ten
Jones Nevlon Ins Aqcy 6 6441
'.49 3989

Women and child need smell ept
near UMass $125 or leas 617 544
8587 Quiet, serious student
Urgent No car

12 string guitar 268 7880

2 Males for Jan
253 7848

Need own rm i

Jen 27 Mev 30
546 7288

Brittany Manor

in apt on bus rt

$60 $80 Quiet F

4 bdrm
S350

house $300 range 546

ERSONALS

Whoever took my short talc
salt/ from Hmpdn DC at noon
Nov 11. think it over Please return
,t Thanx 546 7462

12 string Yamaha guitar $85 Alto
Adlar recorder $10 584 2016

Thorens TD12SAB trntble 3 mo
old Perf cond Track* too 5 G
lighted strobe Magnetic inn
skate Full werr New $460. esking
$265 IC Speed Control 549 6146

Gemeinhart Piccolo 549 0167. M
F 5 to 7

Contrabass good condition vary
low prica Call George 323 4249

Pair of JBL C51 Apollo floor
standing speakers Call Dave at

546 6660

Modern 19 in Philco color TV in

perfect operating cond $200 or

BO Jim 546 4567

1970
5379

Porsche 914 $2500 firm 6

72 MGB GT AM FM
sacrifice 737 2589 efter 4 p

will

66 Ford
ud $200

546 5851 289 V8 run*

63 Chevy II. 6 cyl auto New
sticker, good condition $195 6

4723 or 253 9957 Ask for Cindy

1947 Overland Willys Jeep
pickup 17000 mile* hydreulic

snow plow excellent shape Larry

545 2303 Room 411

We need 2 rent a van 4 a trip 2
Florida. Nov 23 Dec 2 or 3 Need* 2
B reliable 1 Approx 3 folk* going
Call John at 527 2186 Thank*'

Married couple need* home for
Spr Sem 1 Br Apt or will (hare
home with other couple 665 3661
evenings

Interested in renting your apt.
over inter*e»»ion? Call Suianne
'.46 7189

Feminist women bass piano
and guitar for R B Band Call Maria
739 9349 aft 6

Double bed mattre** $10 or las*
Jane 586 4182

BOB STILL WANTS TO BUY
YOUR AILING OR DECREPIT CAR'
Any make, model, year Unload
your headache tor $$$$* 253 7241

HELP WANTED
Can you draw? Do you have a

sense of humor? The editorial
pages need five cartoonist* to do
campu* humor Call Dean Tucker
h 3500

BRAND NAME PRODUCTS
WHERE YOU POCKET THE
DIFFERENCE
REG $35
Chndien Dior
$37 50 NOW

Chanel No 6.

NOW $9 95
Perfume. REG
$9 96 Groat

Christmas GIFTS! Free on
campus delivery Call 6 8303

f

TR 3 needs work
Sw 323 7327

$300 1950 Ply

Hi' This i* PAUL How v*
you been We va been pretty

bu*v renovating our new
(tore for it* grand opening in

Van at our store Now we
have new used wood stoves
bureau*, bad* and our utual
matchiea* stuff at PAUL*
OLD TIME FURNITURE 46
Main St 263 3511 Don t take
any wooden nickels

67 Volks ronv Good except
body (fenders, doorsl $300 Will

talk 6 4074

TO SUBLET

72

MPG
Fiat 128 ex cond 30 plu*
$1750 Call 253 9783 evening*

64 VW
549 6843

Great condition $300

Smiui Receiver 4000* used 6

mo* Only best offer over $260 Cell

467 9863

8 Percent over co*t 21 31

percent off on Kenwood. Sher
wood. Pioneer, Sony and Marant/
Sound and Music Co Op 247 5870

Haqstrom II Guitar. 2 pick ups
New grower heads Ex cond Fast

net B O 6 7045

Bear Fiberglass bow 45 lbs $66

546 4012

Frya boots. SO hardly worn 256

8834

67 Si out 25 000 mi. exec mac
cond 4 i yl Call Ken 584 3402 $525
lir m

62 Chavy Bel Aire, runs snow
nras sticker $60 00 Call 584 6615

65 Chevy Impale Wagon
rebuilt trans . (now* Worth
seeing' $275 Cell 756 8688

2 bedr apt Cliffiido all

utilities $185 per mo Jan 1 R
Toth 545 0183

Sublet 2 br apt
. all utilities on

busline Jen 1 to Mev 31 $206 per
month 665 3661 evening*

2 br apt in S undid 5 C Lantern
Ct For sublease from mid-Dec
Jan 31 with option to renew w w
carpeting, elec heat dishwashr
665 4946

2 bdrm Townhouse Squire
Village Sunderland on UMmi bu*
route Dec 1*t 665 4792

2 bedrm apt Cliffside $186 per
mo utilities meld Jan 1 Sep 1

Call 665 3139

ROOM WANTED

TYPING
Typing lor students Papers

Call 253 7454 or 263 7146 Off
campus

Typing done
reasonable rata*
Ml

fast, efficient.

Call Elian 266

FOR RENT

F,,rn apts Ona two. two and a

half rms Modern air cond pool

park.ng TV near (hopping, utlitie*

mc lea»e to Juno 1975 Amherst
Motal I.OP /eyre (I

SAVE RENT Scenic North

field Attractive 2 and a half rms'

privacy Single $100 couple $135

E'-C'r.r i y 549 038?

'I'i'ff.

F wants rm in apt Jan
$60 $80 Call Sue 546 4170

May

Woman grad st wanted to share
4 bdr house with 3 other women
(.all Allison 253 2646

Male wanted lo share 3 br apt
cooperatively 256 8098

7 F to share Townhouse Call 253
7303

RIDE WANTED
To Boston (Eiton John concartl.

Nov 20 Call Shelley 6 8419

2 women need ride to I A Dec
76 Share $ and drive 6 5798 or 6
5838

To Michigan Thanks GV Susan
253 7775

To California after Xmas Share
$ driving Charlie 6 9483

To Boston. Elton John Concert
Nov 20 Return same night Call
Mary 6 5649

To Washington or Maryland.
Nov 22 or 23 Will share $ Call
Elaine 546 6878

To Missouri or Illinois Call 549
6576 for Xma*

To the Popcorn Kid happy
birthday from 3N Field Good luck
and belt wishes

FREE ROOM AND BOARD
available for January in exchange
for part time help in household
with 2 girls, aged 2 and 4 Mini love
children 549 6086

Tomorrow i* the Big Night at

Sigma Delta Tau It will be the
moil exciting event yet to hit

UMa*( thi* semester Check
tomorrow s Cnllagimn for more
information

Experience the hottest tail* in

town. M or F See Sheldon or Jim

We need good home* for our
IRISH SETTER PUPPIES They re

going fast because they are so

cut* 1 So hurry 1 Call 323 7609 after 5

p m

Bill and Bob I Field) There are

baeutiful people in this world They
are called friend* Smile for them
today Love. A Friend

Problem Pregnencv? 584 6816
weekday*. 7 8 p m for in-

formation

Am doing study on illegitimacy
and would appreciate any info
about your life if you were born out
of wedlock Call Anna at 546 9781

SERVICES
Profaaaional guitar repairs by

guitar maker Michael Millard
Mon Wad . Fri at The Guitar
Workshop. Amherst Carriage
Shop* 549 1729 Free estimates

Auto Body Co Complete body
repeir Custom pointing, insurance
estimates Loceted on 475 Hedlav
586 0573

Passports Fast service Lang*
Photo Hour* 9 6 Tel 263 3148

Term papers Canada largest

service For catalogue sand $2 to

ESSAY SERVICE 57 Spadlna Ave
No 208 Toronto. Ontario. Canada
Campus franchise* available
Pleeee write

Accounting end Finence Mejor*
Let u* help you Plan aheed to

become eCPA The Becker CPA
Review Course Boston 617 536
1440 Our successful students
represent one quarter of USA

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? BOB
will still fix it right No 10b too
small Foreign or domestic No big

overheed 263 7241

Cempus Club* and
Organiiotlone, Oo T*u wenl V
publish high quality newsletter

pamphlet, meeet'no or booklet???

Lai the Message Company help

you write layout, design and print

ill I Reasonable lee* Contact Jerry

et 263 9869 tor information

Daisun Toyota. Volvo and
domestic automobiles repeired and
maintained at reasonable prices
Plenty of experience end equip
ment Phone Russ Bece 586 1227

Perent Co op Playgroup
Humanist environ for expansion
and growth through personal
direction Mother Father in
volvement Opening* for girl* and
boy*. 2 4 yrt Experienced Coor
dinator Est group Call Mary 649
0628 evening*

Pr of wire rimmed glasses in

blue case PLEASE call 549 4662

attar 6pm
Man * blue sweater in Herter

Gallery Reward Ph 546 0061

ENTERTAINMENT------
i

Eat your heart out Paul
Newmen Cool Hend Luke" Nov
10 CCA 7 and 9 30

Paul Newmen Fancl He s here in
Cool Hand Luke Nov 10 CCA 7

and 9 30

INSTRUCTION
DOG TRAINING Obedience

problem dogs protection and
security 549 1342 VALLEY Kl
ACA0EMY

» . I . 4 . II * ."a a a *'»e a • a a aa • a a a

CALCULATORS
Calculator Sale Collage

Calculators offara lowaat price*
anywhere All models avallablal
Toia* Inst . Hawaii Packard.
Unicorn All machine* new and
guar with 2 month replacement
werranty Before you buy a
calculator, call ma I can beat any
price enywhera look for my
poller* around campu* for detail*
Than call Bob Crowall at Mt 1316

MISCELLANEOUS
Regiatretion Rhetoric Exemption

tost Begin Mon. Nov 1122 dally
9 30 12 00 end 1 30 3 30 Bert 30iC
Info in same office Bert 308C

• »4»»t.«e.«..,, ^a.etet.yej •Va* a a * . .V.W.*. e •Va'aVa-' '

Boston teach-in Saturday

Alliance-sponsored busing teach-in tomorrow
Hi, DAI II ll*Acr>c/-\A, ...ByPAULJIMERSON
and GERRY CASEY

Progressive News Service

The Progressive News Service
is the result of many people's
need for free access to the media
on a regular busis. Anyone who
wishes to write an article or a
series of articles, should submit
them to the Progressive News
Service c o Veteran's Coalition
in the Student Union, second
floor.

A busing teach-in sponsored by the

Amherst Alliance Against Racist and Political

Repression will be held tomorrow night on
campus.
The teach-in is an attempt to bring

together various members of the community
to provide a picture of what's really hap-

pening in Boston and to suggest ways in

which racism at UMass can be combatted,
according to organizers.

The teach-in will be at 8:15 p.m. in the
School of Business Administration
auditorium, rm. 120.

The teach-in will focus on Boston, but will

also concern itself with the problems of
racism on our own campus. Some of the
questions that will be looked at are: What is

the Racial Imbalance Act?; Who is initiating

the violence in Boston? - the role of the Ku
Klux Klan, the American Nazi Party and the
Boston School Committee will be looked at

in terms of their aggravation of mounting
racial tensions in Boston; and finally, who
profits from the violence, and how?
The teach-in will consist of a multi-racial

panel of people from Boston, including High
school students and community leaders,

who will bring their experiences and per-

spectives on the situation, and answer

The Dial Tone
Discotheque

Mon., Tues., Wed. Nites are

Beer Nites 25 e

Plus specials on pitchers,

bottles and all drinks.

TUES. NITE
is Oldies' Nile

THURS. NITE
is Ladies' Nite

HAPPY HOUR
every nite, 6-8:30

DJ's play what you want to

hear — 7 nites a week, 8:30-

1:00.

Rte. 5. North Hatfield

Dance Floor Game Room

questions. Members of the panel will include.

Victor Texeira, a Cape Verdean student
being bused from Dorchester to the

predominantly white Roslindale H.S. Victor
is working with other black students to

develop a program to deal with racism in the
Boston Schools.

- Linda Laurence, a white student from
Hyde Park H.S. and an organizer of the Bi-

racial Committee. Linda travelled to
Charlotte, N.C. recently with se.eral other
Boston students to learn about the problems
that another city school system has faced in

successfully desegregating its schools. The
trip was financed by concerned Charlotte
students.

- Don Halfkenney, a black man active in

the Boston School Movement for over a

decade, fighting for quality education. Don
will bring an historical analysis of the Boston
school system to the teach-in.

Pat Bonner Lyons, a black mother, one
of the original initiators of Proposition 7
(Community control of the schools and
parent teacher participation in the School
Committee). She ran twice for me Boston
School Committee and is active in the
educational Task Fooce.

UMass student Michele Fro.ik will act as
moderator for the evening.

The Task Force, also announced a
statewide demonstration in support of

desegregation and against the racist violence
in Boston next Saturday, at 2 p.m. on Boston
Common. UMass students should
congregate at the Common's bandstand at

1:30 p.m., so that we can march together in

support of students in Boston.
A meeting is scheduled for Wed. Nov. 20

at 730 p.m. in the Campus Center (Check
schedule for room No.) for all interested
students.

SI4 tKI «•»" "*t em
k""' "** earn tun exu

1974's MOST HILARIOUS
WILDEST MOVIE IS HERE!

'May be the funniest movie of the
year. Rush to see it!" m ~„r 5 T , t .

'A smashing, triumphant satire!'

Riotously, excruciatingly funny."

'Consistently hilarious and
brilliant:'

Insanely funny, outrageous and
irreverent!' « ,~s ....«-,» -.,

A GREATHEW
e>* v MOTIONMQTURE COMEDY
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UMass vets debate amnesty

in Greenfield high school
By CHRIST SMALUS

Progressive News Service

Representatives of the UMass
Veterans' Coalition debated the
question of amnesty recently at

Greenfield High School with
representatives of the American
Legion before an assembly of 150
students.

Joseph Cotter and Charles
Atwood, Vietnam era veterans and
members of the Veterans'
Coalition, argued in favor of un-
conditional or blanket amnesty.

Robert Malone and Ed Horton,
members of John J. Galvin Post 81
in Greenfield, and District 2, Dept.
of Mass. officers, argued for

amnesty on the condition of in-

dividual case review.

Horton began by saying that
individual case review would be the
fairest way to deal with draft

resisters and deserters.

He said, "During the Roberts
Court, set up in 1949 by President
Truman, to deal with WWII draft

resisters, over 15,000 were tried,

with just under 2,000 of them being
granted pardons."

He said Owen Roberts, chairman
of this draft review board, "was in

the beginning a proponent of
blanket amnesty, but when the
review board had finisned its

business, he advocated individual

case review."

He said over two and one- half

million men were drafted into the
armed forces during the Vietnam
era, and millions more volunteered.
More than 95 per cent served
honorably, he added.

He summed the Legion's stand

on blanket amnesty by quoting

from a magazine article written by

Cong. John P. Murtha of Pennsyl-

vania, saying, "If we have not paid

our men in uniform enough, or have
not provided our veterans with

enough post-war compensation,

we have at least always honored
them for their service to our

country, and I will not dishonor

them and their widows and
families - by supporting general

amnesty."

Charles Atwood recounted the

history of growing U.S. in-

Television Tonight
5 00 THE RAYMOND BURR SHOW

The Deadly Gamesmen." (3)

THE REAL MCCOYS Gambling Is

A Sin" (181

THE BIG VALLEY The Martyr"
1221

MISTER ROGERS NEIGH-
BORHOOD (24) (57)

F TROOP "Only One Russian is

Coming." (38)

5:30 GREEN ACRES Jealousy.
English Style." (18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "The Price Of
Tomatoes." (27)

HOGANS HEROES The Great
Impersonation." (30)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

GILLIGANS ISLAND "Ring
Around Gilligan." (56)

6 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

SPECIAL THE LEGEND OF ROBIN
HOOD (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(571

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "A Man
Called Cyrus Plout." (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA "Mirror of a Man." (40)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (81

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

ERICA 124)

MOVIE "The Last Wagon " (27)

BEWITCHED (38)

ZOOM' (57)

6 45 HUMAN GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT (24)

6 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7 00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
"Romance, Roses and Rye
Bread " (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (401

UNTOUCHABLES (56)

THE SCIENCE AND ART OF
FOOTBALL (57)

7:30 NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (31

POLICE SURGEON (8)

WILBURN BROTHERS (181

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (22) 130)

ANTIQUti, 1241

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW 38)
POLKA (401

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (571

8 00 AFTER DINNER SHOWCASE
"World At War Stalingrad-June
1942 February 1943 i3)

THE ROOKIES "Vendetta ." (8) (40)

PASTORS RESPECTIVE (18)

BORN FREE (22) 130)

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION
THEATRE "The Lady s Not For
Burning." (24) (57)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES Super
Hawg ." (38)

DEALER S CHOICE i56)

8 30 SAFARI TO ADVENTURE (27)

GREEN ACRES (38)

DINAH 1 (561

9 00 MAUDE (31

NFL MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
GAME (81 (40)

THE OTHER SIX DAYS (18)

NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT THE
MOVIES "The Godfather." Part II.

(221 (301

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

9 30 RHODA (3)

PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO (27)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

W00 MEDICAL CENTER "Heel Of
the Tyrant." (3)

CHALLENGE OF TRUTH (181

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK
(24) (871

WORCESTER NEWS (271

MOVIE "She Done Him Wrong "

(381

HOLLYWOOD S GOLDEN YEARS
"New Voyager (56)

10 30 CONNECTICUT REPORT (18)

BEHIND THE LINES (57)

11 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (18)

(22) (27) 130)

CAPTIONED ABC NEWS (571

11 30 MOVIE Guide for the Married
Man." (3)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22)

(30)

CHARLIE CHAPLAN The Bank."
(27)

LAUGH CLASSICS (38)

11 45 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

12 00 ACTION NEWS (8) (38)

12 15 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 1974
HIGHLIGHTS (401

volvement in Vietnam, stating that

this country became actively in-

volved during the Eisenhower
years, "without the knowledge or

the consent of the American
people."

He said during the sixties, when
U.S. troops in Vietnam numbered
more than 500,000, more and more
people began to question both the

morality and the legality of the war.

"With the release of the Pen-
tagon Papers," he said, "these
people had their suspicions con-
firmed that their government had
been in fact feeding them a pack of

lies."

He said that until 1970, con-
scientious objector status was a

very difficult thing to obtain. The
Supreme Court in this year eased
the regulations governing this

status, and many more people
became eligible for it.

However, he said, those drafted

before 1970 who would have been
eligible under the new rules may
have felt shortchanged. He added
that some of these men either

evaded the draft or deserted due to

acts of conscience.

Joseph Cotter presented a

history of amnesty in the U.S. with

emphasis on the general amnesty
granted by President Andrew
Johnson on Christmas Day, 1868.

He said on this day, Johnson
granted a full pardon to those who
"were even convicted of treason

against the United States."

"If a blanket amnesty could be
granted to these people," he ad-

ded, "then wh> can't the same
thing be granted to those who
acted out of their own moral

obligations?"

Cotter and Atwood stated tiat

colleges and universities became
places of refuge to those who could

afford to go but who, under dif-

ferent circumstances, would
otherwise not have gone. Thus,
they said, the burden of the draft

fell mostly on the poor.

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -
Death With - 7:00-9 15

ALLEN & COOLEY -
Savage It Loose - 7:00-9 30

AMHERST -
Persona - 8:45
The Shame - 7 00

CALVIN -
Gone With The Wind

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
Cheerleaders - 7:00
Oh Calcutta 8 30
Flesh Gordon - 7:00-8 45
Duddy Kravitz - 7 00 Et 9MT FARMS 4 -
Gone With The Wind - 7:15
Groove Tube - 4 15 5 45 7 00

1000
Entertainment - 430-700-9:15
Trial Of Billy Jack - 4:00-7:15-

315
SHOWCASE -
Longest Yard - 7:30 9:45
Airport 1976 - 7 30 9 30
Harry Et Tonto - 7 30 9:40
Flash Gordon - 7 45 9 30
Trial Of Billy Jack - 7:16 10:20
Memory Of Us - 7 30 9 20

- 7:30

15

• 1
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Women volleyball

team visits Smith
TKe UMass Women's Volleyball Team will play its last match of the

season tonight at Smith College. Pre-game warm-up will be at 6:45 with
the^match beginning at 7:00 p.m The match will be an exhibition best
three- out-of-five games for the varsity team, followed by a junior varsity
best two-out-of-three match. Smith College defeated UMass at the Mt.
Holyoke Invitational Tournament on November 9.

The varsity team has a 6-6 record coming into this evening's match.
Most recently, they participated in a Tri-meet at Southern Connecticut
State College. After losing the first game to the University of Bridgeport by
a score of 15-6, UMass came back to win the next two games, 15-5, 15-5.
Regional championship-bound Southern Connecticut proved too much for
UMass as they won 15-2.

Notice
A lecture on National YMCA

Aquatic Programs will be held on
Tuesday, Nov. 19, 5-6 p.m. in No.

Physical Education Building. The
speaker is David Anderstrom,
YMCA Aquatic Instructor and a

UMass student. He will cover topics

on description of 'Y' courses;

requirements and areas of in-

structor certification and op-

portunities for employment in 'Y'

programs. Majors in Physical

Education and Leisure Studies, as

well as water safety instructors and

others interested in all aquatic areas

are urged to attend. For further

information, call Prof. Esther

Wallace, North P. E. Bldg. 5-2324.

Announcement

Important meeting for all second

semester student teachers in

Physical Education on Tuesday,

Nov. 19 at 7:30 p.m. in Room 153,

North P. E. Building. Attendance is

mandatory to secure placements.
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Plunkett picked off four more times

Stumbling Pats drop to Jets
FOXBORO, Mass. \UPI\ - Joe

Namath threw two touchdown
passes and Roscoe Word's in-

terception with less than two
minutes left to play Sunday, the
fourth Jet pickoff of the game,
lifted New York to a 21-16 win over
the crumbling New England
Patriots.

The Patriots, who had blown
several second half opportunities to

turn the contest around, got one

last chance when Jack Mildren

intercepted a Namath pass at the

Jets 30 yard line with just two and a

half minutes left. The Patriots

moved to the New York five and
were pushed back to the eight

before Jim Plunkett's pass, in-

tended for Randy Vataha, was
intercepted by Word in the end
zone.

A 43-yard pass attempt with no
time remaining just slid through

The UMass Bike Club held two bike races on a one-
and-a-half mile course at Orchard Hill on Sunday. The
Novice race was won by Tom McHenny and the ABA
race by Doug Dale.

Tom Maguire (L) and Chris Farmer (C) will both be trying to improve UMass'
fifth man position at the IC4A's today. Freshman Chris Staples (R) will be one of

the individual favorites in the J.V. race. (See story p. 20)

Orr's two goals pace Bruins to

5-2 decision over Red Wings
DETROIT \UPI\ - Bobby Orr

matched Detroit's two-goal output
and Phil Esposito added a score

Notice - PE majors
The second meeting of the

Physical Education Majors
Organization will be held

Thursday, November 21, at 7:30

p.m. in the Lounge of North
Physical Education Building.

We are going to finalize plans

for a faculty-student gathering,

hear from student represen-

tatives on departmental
committees and develop plans

for future opportunities for

student input.

All majors are welcome.

with the Boston Bruins a man short

Sunday night to turn a close

National Hockey League game into

a 5-2 Boston win over the Detroit

Red Wings.

Detroit's Nick Libett scored his

second power play goal of the

game at 15:29 of the second period

to tie it 2-2 before Esposito turned a

Detroit advantage into a distinct

disadvantage with his 16th goal,

high in the league this season.

The Red Wings were working on
a four-minute stretch with a man

advantage because of a double
minor called on Bruin Dave Forbes
when Libett scored. But Boston's
Gregg Sheppard took the puck
from two Detroit players, fed it to

Esposito and he fired a long shot
from left wing to break the game
open.

Forbes got the clincher at 3:43 of
the third period when he put his
fifth goal of the season off Jim
Rutherford's left leg as the Detroit
goalie lay sprawled on the ice.

College powers bid for bowls
\UPI\ — The stage is set for the

opening and closing act of the Big

Ten Football Season at Columbus,
Ohio, next Saturday.

Second-ranked Michigan and
third-ranked Ohio State each
prepped for their annual showdown
with victories Saturday. The
Wolverines humiliated Purdue 51-0,

while the Buckeyes rebounded
from their upset loss to Michigan
State the previous week to down
Iowa 35-10.

At stake in the Columbus
showdown is the Big Ten berth in

the Rose Bowl, although unbeaten
Michigan currently holds a one-
game lead in the conference race.

However, Ohio State is expected to

be favored at home and a Buckeyes
victory would create a tie for the
Big Ten title.

The Pacific-8 Conference berth in

the Rose Bowl also will be decided
this week when Southern California

and UCLA meet as each team kept
its hopes alive with victories

Saturday.

The Trojans' Anthony Davis set a

couple of Pac-8 records in USC's
42-11 triumph over Washington.
Davis scored his 46th and 47th
career touchdowns, a Pac-8 record,

and ran for 147 yards to become the
conference's first three- time, 1,000-

yard rusher. UCLA, meanwhile,
topped Oregon State 33-14 to

remain a game behind the Trojans

in the Pac-8 standings with a

chance io ne things up in the Los
Angeles Duel.

The third major bowl bid up for

grabs, the Southwest Conference's

representative in the Cotton Bowl,

remained unsettled as Texas AEt-M,

Texas and- Baylor each won
Saturday.

Texas A&M romped over Rice

37-7, while surprising Baylor

bounced Peach Bowl-bound Texas
Tech 17-10, ending the Red
Raiders' own hopes for the SWC
title. Texas, which fell out of the

Top 20 last week, went after TCU
with a vengeance and the result

was an 81-16 embarrassment for

the Horned Frogs.

Top-ranked Alabama and No. 4

Notre Dame preserved the Orange
Bowl's claim as the top post-season

attraction this season, although the

Irish needed Tom Clements' three-

yard scoring plunge with 2:49 left in

the game to pull out a 14-10 victory

over visiting Pittsburgh. An upset

victory would have locked up a

Liberty Bowl berth for the Panthers.

Alabama, meanwhile, built a 21-0

halftime lead and coasted to a 28-7

victory over Miami (Fla.). Richard

Todd lobbed two touchdown
passes in the first six minutes of the

game as the Crimson Tide ran their

record to 10-0 for the season.

However, Florida lost its second
straight game since accepting a

Sugar Bowl invitation as the Gators

were upset by Kentucky 41-24, the

Wildcats snapping a 24-24 tie with

17 points in the final quarter.

Another bowl-bound loser was
Oklahoma State, headed for the

Fiesta Bowl, which was dumped by
visiting Colorado 37-20.

Georgia, which also was in

pursuit of a Liberty Bowl invitation,

fell short of upsetting No. 5 Auburn
17-13. The Tigers have accepted a

Gator Bowl bid.

No. 6 Nebraska, headed for the

Sugar Bowl, defeated Kansas State

35-7 as David Humm threw two
touchdown passes. But the Cor-

nhuskers' big game comes next

Saturday when they meet un-

defeated Oklahoma, which is

prohibited from a bowl appearance

by an NCAA probation.

CHARCOAL BROILED

SIRLOIN STEAK 12 «.

Broiled Halibut
Broiled Swordfish
Broiled Haddock in cream sauce
Sauteed Shrimp "New Orleans" style
Sauteed Chicken Livers

I CURRIED SHRIMP AND EGGS

'3.75

3.50

3.75

3.25

4.50

3.50

3.45 I

All dinners include choice of soup or salad, potato and vegetable

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 mt Serving Dinner

5 - 8:30 p.m.

Visit your friends at:

Allied Motor

Parts
319 Main St., Amherst

PROGRAMS
SEMINAR

SKI CHAM0NIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P.E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545 280 1

Would you like to study, tour, work, or live in Israel for

— a summer
— a semester
— a year or
— a lifetime?

Meet the people who can take you there *

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20

2:00 to 5 :00p.m. and 7:00 9:00 p.m. in the i

Colonial Lounge of the Student Union
|

# Agencies represented et the Israel Programs Seminar: Hebrew
|

University. Tel Aviv University. Central Travel. Kibbutz Aliyah Desk, 1

Kibbutz University Semester in Israel (Haifa University and Kibbutz Usha). ] r

Israel Aliyah Center, Americans and Canadians in Israel. Garlin Nirim (a
kibbutz settlement group), and American Zionist Youth Foundation.

sponsored by B'nai B'rith Hillel at

American Zionist Youth Foundation.
UMass in cooperation with the

=K= 4fe 3t= =*fc =**: ^feji

Come in...choose a natural

easy care style just for you.

Which style is for you? The sleek,

smooth look or an all-out curly look?

Both start with precision cutting by our

master snippers -end with bounce and
compliments. The hand blower persuades
hair into a natural look -or for more curls

we're magicians with hot irons and
organic body perms.

We listen: Haircuts guaranteed not to

be a fraction shorter than you want it!

Shampoo-cut-blow dry all for. . . $8.50

ReGIS be?uty
salons

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

Tel. 584-0111

Manager — Mr. TomllltlitHtltl >. i.

Eddie Hinton's hands to choke off

the Patriots' final gasp.

The Jets had seen a 14-3 halftime
edge dissolve to a one-point margin
at 10:53 of the third period on the
second of John Smith's three New
England field goals.

But Namath found David Knight
in the right corner of the end zone
from 34 yards out at 14:18 of the
third period to put the Jets ahead.
The bomb, like an 11 -yard first

period scoring pass to running back
Bob Burns, was thrown over the
Patriots' Pentice McCray.

Smith, who earlier had kicked
field goals of 32 and 44 yards,

brought New England to within 21-

16 with a 35-yard boot at 10:15 of

the final period.

The Jets grabbed a 7-0 lead 1 1 :27

into the opening quarter on
Namath's slip to the rookie Burns in

the left corner that was set up by a

short Patriot punt.

Smith closed the gap at 3:07 of

the second period from 32 yards

out but Emerson Boozer put New
York up 14-3 at 12:37 of the same
period.

The Patriots, who now have lost

three straight and four of five since

winning their first five games, were
hurt by two first half interceptions

by Delles Howel. Howell left the

game in the third period with an
ankle injury as did Patriots' guard
John Hannah and running back
Sam Cunningham.
Cunningham gained 113 yards

and had brought the Patriots to the

Jets five late in the game before

getting injured.

Pro scores

Miami 35 Buffalo 28
NY Jets 21 New England 16
Baltimore 17 Atlanta 7

Houston 20 Cincinnati 3

Pittsburgh 26 Cleveland 16

Green Bay 19 Minnesota 7

Detroit 20 NY Giants 19

St. Louis 13 Philadelphia 3
San Francisco 34 Chicago
New Orleans 20 Los Angeles 7

Washington 28 Dallas 21

Oakland 17 San Diego 10

Fall For a New
Kawasaki This Fall

Valley

Motorsports
348 King St.

NORTHAMPTON
584-7303

New England looked as if it had
found the momentum missing in

the first half when specialist Andy
Johnson returned the opening third

quarter kick 95 yards for an ap-
parent touchdown. The play was
called back, however, to the New
England 31 because of a clip.

On the second play from
scrimmage, Cunningham roared 40
yards and a personal foul was
assessed, giving New England a

first down at the Jets 13. Three
plays later Herron swept right for

the score as New England trailed by
four.

The Patriots blew another op-
portunity midway through the
period when Smith missed from 24
yards. He followed with a 44-yard
kick at 10:53 of the period, but
before the quarter was out Namath
and Knight connected for the

winning score.

o
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Jets' Dave Knight hauls in 34 yard pass from Joe
Namath for winning TD in yesterday's game against
Pats.

Miami bags Bills
MIAMI [UPI\ - Quarterback Bob Griese, burning the Buffalo defense all

day with long passes to Paul Warfield, crossed up the Bills with a draw play

which sent substitute fullback Don Nottingham squirting untouched up
the middle for 23 yards and a 35-28 Dolphin victory in the final 19 seconds
Sunday.

The cliff-hanger victory, which saw Buffalo tie the score twice in the

final period, lifted Miami over the Bills into sole position of the American
Football Conference East Division lead with an 8-2 record. Buffalo fell into

second place at 7-3.

With a 49-yard throw to Warfield for a second-period touchdown and a

54-yard toss to the fleet receiver to set up a third score in the third period, it

looked like Griese had put the Dolphins comfortably in front 21-7.

But then Miami developed fumble-itis.

Buffalo's Dave Washington picked up a Mercury Morris fumble and ran

it 42 yards to make it 21-14. Moments later, Washington recovered a Nat
Moore bobble to set up the third Buffalo score.

Gary Marangi, subbing for quarterback Joe Ferguson who was hurt at

the end of the third period, threw a 44-yard scoring pass to J.D. Hill to tie it

at 21-21.

Miami came right back, 81 yards in nine plays, with Nottingham running
the final 1 1 yards to put the Dolphins in front 28-21

.

But Marangi brought the Bills back 71 yards, throwing to Bob Chandler
for the final five to tie at 28-28 with only 56 seconds remaining.

Following the kickoff, it took Griese only 37 seconds and four plays to

March Miami 81 yards to victory. Griese threw 31 yards to Warfield and
Jim Kiick carried twice for 27 yards to the Buffalo 23. Griese checked off

his call at the line when he saw the Bills set up in pass defense and sent
Nottingham up the middle through a huge hole.

LinebacKer Nick Bouniconti intercepted Marangi's final desperation pass
as the game ended.

Spotting Miami a 14-point halftime lead, Ferguson sneaked one yard
through the middle to cap a 55-yard, 11 -play march for Buffalo's first

touchdown with 6:16 left in the third period.

Warfield caught the 54-yard Griese pass in the third period to set up
Larry Csonka's six-yard run for his second touchdown of the day. He had
sjored from the two with 8:16 left in the half, after O.J. Simpson fumbled
at the Bill 35 and Tim Foley recovered for Miami.

Robertson out
NEW ORLEANS [UP/] - Scotty

Robertson was fired Sunday as
coach of the NBA New Orleans
Jazz, an expansion team which has
won only one game this season.

Jazz General Manager Fred
Rosenfeld said former Los Angeles
Laker star Elgin Baylor would take
over as interim manager for the
Jazz's game Sunday night against
the Detroit Pistons.

SDorts

Hotline

5-0344

AMHERST CHINESE FOOD
99c Lunch 1130 3

Mon. Tues . Thurs . F ri

62 Main St Amherst
Belchertown Bus Stop

«J»
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Share Beanpot with Maine

*

UMass mangles Wildcats
Rv DAUF FIR PI ^m^FBy DAVE ElBEL
Sports Staff

It was the type of strange football

game you'd expect to top off an
even stranger Yankee Confrence
football season.

On a day in Amherst when the
wind seemed to gust from all four
directions at the same time, a day
that was colder than a witches' —

, UMass upended New
Hampshire 27-17, to tie Maine, a
team which they annihilated 24-0,

for the Yankee Conference
championship. It was their first win
in four games and evened their '74

slate at 5-5.

And to prove that spilled beans
spill better in only two ways, Rhode
Island completed the wierd
scenario by outlasting UConn 14-13
at Storrs helped by a) a Ray Braszo
interception of a Lou Mancari pass
in the URI endzone with 51 seconds
left, and b) a missed Greg Sinay
field goal attempt from the 37 yard
line with three seconds left.

The game at Amherst seemed to
ebb and flow with the wind. First

New Hampshire took advantage of
horrendous UMass field position in

the first quarter to come out with a
10-0 lead, a margin which could
have been higher. UNH took ad-
vantage of a windhindered 16-yard
John Romboli punt and a 24-yard
return by Dave Bettencourt to set

up a 12-yard Ed Whalen touchdown
jaunt. Then after a 33-yard Romboli
quick kick rolled dead at the UMass
41, UNH moved into field goal
range and Dave Teggart booted a

35-yard field goal. But in a quarter
which saw the Minutemen never
cross their own 43, (and that was
thanks to a Peter Colton fumble),

UNH couldn't take any more ad-

vantage of the situation.

The offense had terrible field

position throughout the first

quarter," said a happy Coach Dick
MacPherson after the game. "They
only got ten points out of it. It had
to be great defense that prevented
any more points."

But when the teams changed
ends for the second quarter, the

winds of fate started blowing in

favor of the Minutemen
Mark Tripucka, who took over

from starter Peter Colton late in the
first quarter, engineered a 71 -yard
drive, culminating in a three-yard

touchdown plunge by Jim
Torrance. The big play in the drive

was a 43-yard run over right tackle

by Rich Jessamy who appeared to

be gone until halfback Mark Etro

came out of nowhere and hauled

"Jessie" down from behind.

"Jessamy pulled a hamstring in

practice Wednesday night. He
didn't get in on the play because he
pulled it again," said MacPherson

Top eastern teams battle

UMass fullback Jim Torrance (30) is congratulatedby his exuberant teammates after scoring his hrd
EE M°

Wn
u°

f
*
he 9ame in ,he Minutemen'? 27 17 winover New Hampshire.

Ha run IC4As
By SCOTTHAYES

Sports Staff
If today's meet were taking place

in the nineteenth century, coach
Ken O'Brien might say to his team
before the race, "There, my boys,
are your enemies, the Friars and
Jaspers. You must beat them -for a
UMass cross country team may
never have this opportunity again."
Although the situation may not

be as dramatic, the IC4A meet this

afternoon at Van Cortlandt Park in

New York is the biggest race of the
season so far, as the Minutemen
runners will be facing five other
nationally ranked teams. "We've
been looking forward to this meet
since our third place finish a year
ago," commendte O'Brien.

Providence, ranked fifth in the
cross country poll, is considered the
pre- meet favorite. The Friars are led
by three Irish runners and captain
Tom Smith, with Mike O'Shea
being the individual standout.
O'Snea finished eighteenth in New
York a year ago and rec?ntly won
the New England individual title.

Manhattan has two top finishers

from last year's meet returning.

Peter Squires placed third in 1973,
while Tony Colon finished four
teenth. Both will be in the race
today, and the Jaspers could
possibly put two runners in the top
five.

Eight- ranked Georgetown has

been running well and should be in

contention for the team title.

Villanova, traditionally a strong
team, has had some problems with
injuries, but if everyone is healthy,
the Wildcats will be tough. Duke,
which holds the number twenty

sports

spot in the poli, William and Mary,
and Heptagonal champion Navy are
other top teams this season. Navy
features a tight pack of runners, but
the weakness of the Midshipmen is

that they have no outstanding
frontrunners. Penn, which was

picked early in the season to win
the IC4A title, has had its share of
problems and hasn't lived up to
expectations.

In running against the top teams
in the East, the harriers will be
hoping to better last year's third
place finish, in which Randy
Thomas finished fifteenth and Bill

Gillin placed twentieth.

The runners will have to come
through with an exceptional team
performance, and that will depend
on the performances of Tom
Maguire, Chris Farmer, Tom Wilson
and John Scheer. John McGrail
captured fiftieth last season at the
IC4A's and the sophomore stan-
dout has been running right with
teammates Gillin and Thomas at
the front of every race.

The harriers are ranked thirteenth
going into the prestigious IC4A
Championships, and a good
showing at the meeting of Eastern
cross country powers could be the
stepping stone to another chance in

the NCAA meet. If the team runs a
good race, the only thing standing
in the way of a UMass IC4A title will

be several strong cross country
teams -namely, Providence,
Georgetown, Villanova, Manhattan,
Navy and Penn. Hopefully for
seniors Thomas, Gillin and Wilson,
the team will run THE RACE today
and earn national recognition. (See
photo p. 18)

in explaining why Jessamy didn't

get the "big six."

The Minutemen made it 12-10 on
a Tripucka to Torrance dump pass
from two yards out with less then a

minute left in the half. The
Minutemen, in trying to make up
for a fumbled snap on the PAT
attempt after Torrance's first

touchdown, tried a two-point
conversion but Tripucka tailed to

get a decent pass away when he
was hit behind the line.

Tripucka performed brilliantly

against UNH, completing 11 out of

17 pass attempts for 91 yards and
the Torrance touchdown pass.

More importantly, he didn't throw a

single interception. His per-

formance makes one wonder if

Tripucka performs better in games
he doesn't start, but comes in off

the bench for.

"I was so cold on the beach, I

just wanted to get in the game and
warm up," said an excited Tripucka
in a happy UMass dressing room
after the game, and if the result is

any indication, as his temperature
rose, so did the Minutemen.
UNH moved ahead right after the

second half kickoff. Freshman
quarterback Jeff Allen hit tight end
Bill Wharff for a 27-yard gain to the
UMass 35, then fullback Bill Foley
took it the rest of the way on two
runs of 14 and 4 yards, and two
receptions of 12 and 5 yards, the
second one for the touchdown.
The Minutemen did nothing in

the third quarter, thanks to a tough
UNH defense which held UMass to
three first downs, out of a game
total of 15.

"It was the best New Hampshire
defensive team I've seen in my four
years here," said a complementary
MacPherson. "They really played
well."

But the play of the game came
neither from the offense nor the
defense, but courtesy of the UMass
punt return specialty team, from
here on in to be known as the Wild
Dogs.

Ron Harris, the defensive safety
for UMass, fielded a UNH punt at
his own seven, got lost in a pack at
the twenty-five, at which point
everyone thought he was sub-
merged. But then he escaped the
pile, cut into the middle behind key
blocks by Bill Foner and John Van
Buren, and raced untouched into
the end zone.

"I was hit but I wasn't rammed,
so I turned out of the pile, saw I was
open and just ran," articulated

Harris after the game.
Since the Colgate game, when

Harris ran a punt back 90 yards only

to be downed at the seven, more
from exhaustion than anything else,

Harris "has been going after them
with reckless abandon," in the
words of his coach.

"That runback against Colgate
changed the momentum of our
punt return team," said the
sophomore. "Now we have the
name of the Wild Dogs and we're
proud of it."

The punt return turned the game
around, but on the ensuing kickoff,

Mark Etro almost returned the turn
to the Wildcats when he raced 88
yards to paydirt. However, the ball

was marked back at the UNH 38,
where one of the officials ruled him
out of bounds.

From then on UNH seemed too
shocked at Harris' heroics to mount
any threats. They got a break when
they recovered a Jim Torrance
fumble on their own 37, but gave it

right back when Harris picked off

an Allen pass on the very next play
to take UMass out of any danger.
The Minutemen than ate up the

clock with a ten play drive covering
57 yards, which saw Torrance carry
the ball seven times, including a five

yard run over the left side of the
UMass line for his third touchdown
of the game and tenth of the
season. The powerful, fullback

carried 31 times for 125 yards.

"Ned Deane (left offensive
guard) was magnificent. He and
Ross Schubarth did a great job of
opening holds for Torrance, "said
MacPherson. They led him in on his

two rushing touchdowns."
The defensive line, especially End

Bill Cooke did a great job holding
UNH to their 228 yards in total

offense. They sacked quarterback
Allen five times, and held the
conference's third-leading rusher,

Dan Losano to a measly net rushing
total of 15 yards on ten carries.

UMass came out of the win with
a number of injuries, few of which
will have any bearing on their

preparations for Boston College
next Saturday. Gary Mika and John
Romboli both suffered con-
cussions, Jerry Mondalto twisted
an ankle - that forced John Van
Buren to punt once, since Romboli
and Mondalto were both hurt and
they're the two regular punters —
and Rich Jessamy reinjured his

hamstring.

And speaking of BC, leave your
slingshots at home.

LET S PLAY HOT POTATO. UNH Quarterback Jeff
Allen (15) pitches the ball over the head of UMass
Linebacker Tom Bradshaw intending it for his center
during second quarter of Saturday's game. Allen had
gotten the ball on a pitchback from his tight end Bill
Wharff. Bill Cooke eventually recovered the loose ball
for UMass. The recovery led to UMass' second touch-
down.

JS hear
see page 2

IC4A UMass wins
see page 20

Officials disagree over
parking, towing issue

By LARRY CARPMAN

Two campus officials and a union heart
took opposing sides yesterday respTding ohe Co/legian story detailing changes h

VA/h?
bert W

„
Kitt 'e

'
a staff associate in

Whitmore Hall and chief administrator of the
parking system, said yesterday he disagrees
with Johnston that tickets and towing are
unnecessary to make the plan function.

"Dave (Johnston) and I are on opposite
sides of the fence on this issue," he said. "I
think that the system, in order to meet the
needs of the campus, needs to have its policy
enforced.

mm.
: ,,

:;;

See related story on page 3

Kittle said he would rather not answer
specific questions about enforcement
because Johnston asked him at a meeting
Friday "that any questions on enforcement
be referred to him."

turn to page 8

Sargent may
enter academia

By DICK BRAUDE
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON [AP] - Gov. Francis W. Sargent
will probably take a job in academia when his
six-year tenure ends in January.
The governor, defeated for reelection by

Democrat Michael S. Dukakis, has not ruled
out a political comeback try, however.

Sargent, in an interview with The
Associated Press, said yesterday he would
"be crazy to rule out" either another run for
governor in four years or a campaign for the
Senate.

The next Senate campaign in

Massachusetts is in 1976 when Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy is up for reelection. Kennedy
has said he will run.

turn to page 8
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While waiting for her father in the student union, Christine
Lamontagne decided to take in some food and drink to pass her time.

Registrar Jones says UMass
will comply with privacy law

From UPland
Staff Reports

A landmark federal law which for the first

time opens up students' confidential files for

inspection goes into effect today. UMass will

comply with the law, according to Registrar
Ralph D. Jones.

The Family Rights and Privacy Act of 1974,
originally sponsored by Sen. James D.
Buckley (R-N.Y.) has caused legal alarm at

the nation's colleges and universities. For
instnance, Harvard University said last week
it will not release records submitted to a

student's file prior to the law which the

sender thought would remain confidential.

Some students are already claiming that

such "prior restrain" - in effect - was not
intended by Buckley's law and would be held

illegal in a court test.

There are indications Harvard isn't the only
insititution to take such a position. Ac-
cording to UMass registrar Jones, the
College Entrance Examination Board has
sent material to registrars around the country
suggesting such an interpretation.

Jones said yesterday that UMass students
have three records: an academic record card
(transcript), a counselling folder which is

non-confidential and an original admissions
folder. Jones said only the original ad
missions folder has any confidential
documents - usually reports from high
school guidance counsellors.

"It was not the intention of the law or that
of Sen. Buckley that there would be
disclosure of previously confidential
material," Jones said, adding, "in other
words, we will not release it."

"We're taking the view that the con-
fidential document is the property of the
sender," he added.
However, Jones said whenever

documents are requested by students the
office will send a form letter to the originator
of the document - like a guidance coun-
sellor - and ask them to give permission to
a) allow release of the document; b) return it

to them; c) destroy it without showing it to
students.

"For now if a student wants to see his
folder, we'll make an appointment for him to
see it and then take out the documents that
are confidential," Jones said.

The national law slipped almost unnoticed
through the 93rd Congress and its impact on

turn to page 5

Starvation

campaign
campus-wide

The Dairy Collegian is beginning today a
massive campus-wide drive to solicit money
for those people overseas dying of star-
vation.

Called "Help the Hungry", the Collegian
hopes every student on campus will donate
one dollar to the campaign. Representatives
will be assigned to every dormitory on
campus, and they will personally contact
students living there for the one dollar
donation.

The Global Survival Program and the
Student Government Association will be
helping the Collegian with the drive.

Money collected will be given to the
Oxfam-American, a non-political group
which began at England's prestigious Oxford
University. All the money will be used to buy
.food which will be sent directfy to those
people desperately needing aid.

turn to page 8

Godfather
over Cosell

Monday night football, an in-
stitution that changed the viewing
habits of millions of American TV
freaks lost a major battle iaat night in
the Blue Wall.

Apparently more students were
interested in the battle between the
Corleone and Tataglia families taking
place in the "Godfather" than in the
contest that pitched Denver, second
in the AFC West and Kansas City,
third in the AFC West.

Eat your spaghetti, Howard Cosell.

inside:
The best place to do your holiday

shopping is right on campus.
Concourse merchants offer gifts in
the true spirit of non-commercial
giving. See page 9.

weather:
Mostly sunny today with lows in

the 50's. Variable winds becoming
southeasterly around 10 miles per
hour. Increasing cloudiness in the
evening. Tomorrow, rain likely.
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By BILL GONET
Staff Reporter

The concensus among the
leadership of both the American
Association of University
Professors (AAUP) and the
Massachusetts Society of
Professors (MSP) here is that the
faculty at UMass Amherst will

approve unionization in the near
future.

Because of the state legislatures'

veto of faculty merit increases and
its institution of a mandatory

classroom hour requirement,
Professor Frank Fata, campaign
manager for the MSP-MTA-AAUP
in last fall's collective bargaining
election said, "the mood this year is

more favorable to faculty
unionization."

Fata attributed the increase in

pro-union sentiment to the faculty's
fear of "loss of autonomy reflected
by this past summer's legislation."

An election was held in Nov. last

year to determine whether the
UMass Amherst faculty would

JS-English upheld
by students

By LAWRENCEM. CARPMAN
Staff Reporter

The in- house controversy in the journalism department came out into
the open last night when both sides, each represented by faculty and
students, discussed the direction of the department and argued over
English being the only avenue to a journalism major at a meeting called by
the Academic Affairs Committee.

Thirty-five students concentrating in journalism unanimously passed
one motion calling for a vocational counselor, and agreed that journalism
would only be offered with an English track.

There are approximately 240 journalism "majors" at UMass.
The motions, referred to as advisory votes, were as follows:

.
That journalism "majors" be permitted with any other major

of the student's choice. The vote was defeated 18 to 10.
2. That journalism "majors" be permitted only with English

majors. The vote was passed 18 to 11.

3. That a new professorship be instituted for vocational
counseling and placement. The vote was passed unanimously.

According to Martin Miller, chairperson for the Academic Affairs
Committee, the meeting was called to allow students to voice their
opinions concerning the vote taken in May which established English as
the only track to a journalism major.
Howard M. Ziff, Director of the Journalistic Studies Department and

designer of the new program, said: "I'm glad the vote turned out the way it
did."

1

Meanwhile, Arthur B. Musgrave, a professor in the journalism depart-
ment, and a long-time advoctate of unlimited options in the selection of
the journalistic studies double major, said: "I think the most important
thing that came out of the meeting was the vote to request a vocational
counselor and placement person."

In his brief remarks at the beginning of the meeting Musgrave alleged "a
journalism major will never work out." He added: "If you are going to run a
program like the one Ziff advocates you can't place them in jobs."
Musgrave further contends the co-curricular program, which he ad-

vocates, is a ."highly successful program" for vocational opportunities
"

Professor Musgrave," Ziff charged, "devised the double major pur-
posely to prevent a full journalism major."
Two students at the meeting repeatedly suggested they should not be

forced to take English courses if they are interested in journalism
specifically.

Dean Tucker, Executive Editor of the Collegian, said: "We're being
impeded by two members of the department in establishing journalism as a"Xr
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Another student, referring to the necessity to take English courses tor a
journalism major, said: "I don't see how studying Milton, Shakespeare and
Chaucer can help you interview the mayor or the head of a political party

"
Ziff defended his program saying "The key skill of a journalist remains

writing and critical comprehension."
At least three students suggested they are being forced to suffer now for

the future goal of establishing a full journalism major.
Lawrence Pinkham, Associate Professor in the journalism department

cited the various problems facing the persons at the meeting "If it's a
problem of a lack of student input-that's one problem. But if it's a problem
with the program - I'm dying to get at that question."

"I came here to do something, not to fight the Punic War-which is whatweve been doing," Pinkham said commenting on the direction the
meeting should take.

accept the MSP-MTA-AAUP as its

collective bargaining agent. Of the
1450 faculty members eligible to

vote, 718 voted against and 510
voted for the unionization proposal.

Professor Caldwell Ray, vice-

president of the local AAUP
chapter, said, "We're not sure
what's the best time," (to petition

for another election) "but we're
sure we're going to win."

Professor Loren Beth, president

of the local AAUP chapter, at-

tributed last year's defeat of the
unionization proposal to an in-

sufficient "level of dissatisfaction"

among the faculty. Not as op-
timistic as other unionization
proponents, Beth said, "It

(unionization) is something that will

come, but not as soon as some
think." •

He characterized pro-union
faculty opinion as a negative
reaction tc*the possibility of being
"deprived of things which have
made teaching a desirable
profession," and cited merit in-

creases, cost of living increases,

and classroom hours, as issues
about which the faculty is most
concerned.

Beth said "most (faculty
members) aren't happy about
unionization; they feel it's not
professional. ..and introduces a
conflict relationship in which
everything has to be bargained. But
unless we organize, we're going to
lose a lot of those things which we
value."

The AAUP, a professional
organization like the AMA, en-
dorsed collective bargaining as a

legitimate tool for achieving goals

in 1971 and has functioned much
like a labor union since.

The MSP was formed in the late

spring of 1972 as the higher
education arm of the
Massachusetts Teacher's
Association, which claims to
represent 50,000 public, elementary
and high school teachers in the
state. The MTA annually receives
an estimate $3.8 million in mem-
bership dues which it uses to
finance lobbying activities at the
state legislature.

Early last spring 30 per cent of
the UMass faculty signed petition
circulars which named the MSP as
agents to petition by election for
recognition as the faculty's
bargaining agent. Two months later
both the MSP and the AAUP
formed a coalition group, MSP-
MTA-AAUP, which would seek
recognition as the faculty's
collective bargaining agent in the
scheduled election.

The merger was made in order to
harness the MSP's Beacon Hill

lobbying clout to the prestige and
influence carried in Amherst by the
AAUP's local chapter.

In the ensuing campaign,
coalition spokesmen insisted
collective bargaining was necessary
in order "to achieve legal status"
for the following goals: just
grievance procedures, tenure, fair

treatment of non-tenured faculty,
appropriate student participation,
and the promotion of the faculty's
professional and economic in-

terests.

Have you considered
a career in

INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS?

Our two-year program, Master in International Busi-
ness Studies, includes intensive language study;
in-depth cultural studies; business skills; and a six-
month work experience in Latin America or Europe.
Preference is given to students with professional
undergraduate training in such areas as engineer-
ing, business administration, etc.

Other business graduate degree programs at the
University of South Carolina include master's in
business administration, economics, accountancy
and transportation; a combined Law-M.B.A. degree;
and Ph.D. studies in economics and business
administration.

For further information write to:

Director of Graduate Studies
College of Business Administration
The University of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina 29208
(Paid for by SC Partnership Fund)

Selectmen question
dorm residency policy

ByJUDYBOUCHER
Staff Reporter

The Amherst Board of Selectmen made plans last night for a meeting
with University administrators and town officials to discuss the impact
voluntary dormitory residence would have on the town. No date was given
for the meeting.

Chairman Michael Sullivan referred to an article in last Friday's Collegian
that reported Chancellor Bromery saying the University is moving toward
abolishing the dormitory requirement by next September.

"I am concerned with the great impact this would have and am surprised
that it comes without advanced warning," said Sullivan

Sullivan, also a member of the Board of Trustees, said' the movement
toward changing dorm policy for undergraduates under the age of 21 did
not go through "University administration, President Wood's office or the
Board of Trustees."

Selectwoman Nancy Eddy said this could have "serious repercussions"
and suggested the town "come up with a regional solution because
Amherst should not take the entire brunt (of students living off-campus) "
Eddy also said "other cities and towns in the area that benefit

economically and culturally should provide some housing. Amherst should
not have it s open space gobbled up by apartments."
However, during a break in the meeting Eddy told the Collegian that

there was a moratorium on apartment building in Amherst. Zoning by-laws

S3SL
amen

A
d
?
d about th

/
ee vears ago which put a damper on new

buildings. At present, there is also a state impeded ban on building
connecting into the sewage system. '.

~~~

Another hindrance to potential developers is that some towns in the areahave restrictive zoning districts which prohibit apartment complexes andmoderate cost housing, according to Eddy.
The Selectmen said they were not concerned with the issue of optional

dormitory residence but with the impact students might have on raising

Selectmen also granted one day liquor licenses to Lewis House forNovember 23 and Moore House for November 22
Selectmen held their meeting at Hampshire College instead of their
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ONLY THE NAME IS THE SAME

BRITTANY MANOR
Now court-appointed management, on site, professional

personnel and maintenance staff.

GUARANTEED security deposits held in an interest bearing
escrow account.
Only one month deposit required with 4 months or more lease

available from Feb. May.
All modern conveniences, tennis, 2 pools.
FREE UMass bus service from property.
Large, one, two, three bedroom apartments from $200 00

Call 256-8534 (or take the free bus).
Summer rentals available at reduced rates.

DEALING STRAIGHT - A PLFASflNT CHANGE!

Married students meet
to review, examine budget

Ed and Lorraine Warren

DVP to present
experts on witches,

poltergeists

By DEBBIE SCHAFER
Staff Reporter

The Married Student Tenant Association still has a
lot of questions to ask the Office of Residential Life.

Administrators of Residential Life and Married
Student Housing met with the tenants last week but
were unable to answer specific questions about the
Married Student Housing budget because complete
information was unavailable at the time.

"Today we're not here to change anything or
bargain," said Patrick Walker of the Tenant
Association during Friday's meeting. "We were under
the impression that today we would see the budget
information, and that's our purpose in coming here,"
he added.

The tenant representatives asked to see the actual
expenses and revenues for Married Student Housing
(Lincoln, University, and North Village Apartments)
for the past five years. But Roger Cruff, Assistant
Director of Residential Life, responded by saying
"there isn't one set of pages that show the entire
financial picture for married student housing."

"There are no hidden figures, "Cruff told the
tenants," but the budget is not in one concrete
package. We'll live with whatever data is

available."

The administrators were also unable to provide
information concerning non-rent revenues in the
married student housing budget, including a sup-
posed 386,000 dollar allocation from the state for Debt
services on Lincoln and University Apartments.

"At this point I don't really know where that

386,000 dollars belongs," said Roger Cruff.

Tenant Association members called it "a real

problem that you do not have a realistic budget, or a
realistic account of what expenses are."

Ken Dean, Director of Residential Life, blamed the
"problem" on a new accounting system and a

departmental transfer. "We have a situation where
the man who prepared all of our financial data for a

number of years asked to be transferred to another
department, and it has caused us some problems."
Dean also said that there have been some problems in

implementing a new University-wide accounting
system. "No trust fund on this campus had all the
information they needed," he said.

Dean claims that Residential Life is budgeted
correctly, and said this was confirmed in an analysis
by the Budgeting Office last October.

Residential Life officials agreed to review their

budget this week so they may answer the tenants'

questions which include:

1) Budget for the past five years, specifically as
relates to non-rent revenues in each housing complex;

2) How a 386,000 dollar debt-service funding came
about;

3) Why is North Village losing money? (example: it

cost almost $80,000 to build a laundry room there);

and
4) Yearly rate of increase on the cost of utilities.

Tenants feel the main question is that of whether
married student housing is self-liquidating. "We have
always been told that all the monies used in our
system were generated by us, and now we're being
told its not the case," said strike coordinator Pat
Walker. "The implications are that because it's not
completely our money, we cannot completely it," he
added.

All present at the meeting agreed a more com-
prehensive breakdown of the budget would provide
the answers. A meeting has tentatively been
scheduled for Monday, Nov. 25 to discuss the budget.

"Haunted Houses and Ghosts"
will be the topic of a Distinguished

Visitors Program lecture tonight at

8:00 in the S.U.B. Ed and Lorraine

Warren, well-known investigators

of the supernatural, will discuss
documented cases of genuine
hauntings, many from the New
England area.

The Warrens, both professional

artists, began their work with
paranormal activities 27 years ago.
It was their interest in painting

haunted houses which first brought

Correction
An article titled "Benefits,

.

hazards, decisions featured in

nuclear seminar" on page 3 of

Friday's Collegian contained

three errors which the subject

of the article, Professor Richard

E. Webb wishes to correct.

The article read that

Congress has not been granted

the power to promote
manufactures by "public
speaking." The story should
have read, "public spending".

Secondly, the U.S. Senate
Resolution mentioned "deals

with a wholly different Con-
stitutional issue (Senate-
President relationship in treaty-

making), which is unrelated to

my nuclear-Constitutional

research," according to Webb.
Finally, Webb has his Ph.D.

in nuclear engineering, not in

nuclear energy.

them in contact with the spirit

world.

The couple have devoted a
lifetime to the study of psychic
phenomena. Lorraine is a clair-

voyant and Ed is a researcher of the
paranormal.

In addition to tonight's lecture,

tomorrow in Thompson 104 at 8:00,

the Warrens will speak about
"Witchcraft and Demonology."
Vampirism, lycanthropy, devil
worship, witch ceremonies, and the
ancient rites of excorcism will be
explained.

Ed Warren is considered an
expert in this field.

Tonight's program will be
followed by a coffee hour in the
Colonial Lounge where the
Warrens will talk with interested

persons about their unusual ex-

periences.

Suits, countersuits plague
UMass professors

By DOROTHY L MULLER
Staff Reporter

Dr. Gideon Ariel, UMass
professor currently embroiled in

three civil court suits against him,
has filed countersuit against Dr.

Benjamin Ricci, also of Exercise
Science, accusing him of libel and
abuse of process.

Dr. Ricci, who has a court case
pending against Dr. Ariel, accusing
him of attributing false anti-semitic

remarks and publishing them
through the UMass inter-office

mail, had no comment on Ariel's

counter suit. "I am discussing the
matter with my lawyer. We have no

comment."
Attorney David Burris speaking

for Dr. Ariel said, "We have filed

countersuit against Dr. Ricci

because we believe he has used the

court process with ulterior

motives."

Ariel is represented by Attorney
Burris in two other suits filed by
fellow UMass personell. He is

named as defendant in a suit

brought against the University by
Elizabeth Ebacher, recent doctoral

graduate of UMass. She accuses
Chancellor Randolph Bromery,
Vice-Chancellor Gluckstern and Dr.
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Thefts compose
weekend crimes

By ROBERTA MARTONE
Staff Reporter

A sum of $250.00 was stolen from ten UMass students while they were
asleep Saturday ni^ht in Brett House, Captain Robert Joyce of the UMass
Department of Public Safety reports.

The outside doors were locked, narrowing the possibilities of a suspect,

he said. "Someone perhaps had a master key, or the thefts could have
been on the inside-students from students," Joyce added.

He said the department was investigating the case, but had no suspects.

He also added they were unable to determine if the thefts were connected.
Other larcenies this past weekend were largely from unlocked dorm

rooms, according to Joyce.

In addition, three offices in Worcester Dining Commons were broken
into, but nothing was taken, said Police.

Parking tickets

not understood
By ROBERTA MA TONE |

Staff Reporter

The Department of Public Safety received several phone calls yesterday, 5
from people who "apparently misunderstood the parking ticket issue", -o

said David L. Johnston, director of the department. a
"We aie still enforcing tickets to unregistered cars parked in core and >

edge lots. We are also enforcing tickets to improperly parked vehicles

when we receive complaints about them", he explained.

Johnston said between the months of September and November, (to »

date), the department has issued 1100 ticket violations for improperly £
parked and unregistered vehicles. £

"This may sound like a lot, but actually, last year we were issuing 500 to

600 tickets per week for the same violations," he said.

Johnston said he feels there is no need to "step up" enforcement

because the violations are not as numerous as in the past.

Campney, head of the Exercise
Science Department, of violating

the Affirmative Action Policy in

hiring Ariel.

Ariel is a defendant in a suit

brought against him for back pay
and stock options by a former
business partner and fellow
professor. Dr. Stanley Plagenhoef.
Plagenhoef claims that as Director
of Research for Computerized
Biomechanical Analysis, a com-
puter consulting company owned
by Ariel and others, he was ne^er
paid for the work which he
supervised.

Pat Karnic showed some of her moves yesterday in a
ski show which was jointly sponsored by Chevrolet and
Ski-Austria.
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New tape shows Nixon suggested Hunt pardon
-iiMnrrtM \iipi\ . Pradriam .1 _ * L _. ___ • • _-. .. _...._ ... . . ...WASHINGTON \UPI\ - President

Richard M. Nixon not only knew in

the spring of 1973 that the

Watergate burglars were being paid

to keep quiet but suggested that E.

Howard Hunt Jr. would "shut up"
for sure if promised a pardon,

according to White House tapes

played yesterday.

The tapes, never made public

before even in transcript form,

indicated Nixon's deep involvement

in the cover-up plot at a time when
he was claiming to know nothing

about it.

"God damn it," Nixon exploded
at a March 22, 1973, meeting with

H. R. Haldeman. "The people are in

jail, it's only right for people to raise

the money for them. I got to let

them do that and that's all there is

to ti. I think we ought to. There's

got to be funds.

"I'm not being, I don't mean to

be blackmailed by Hunt, that goes
too far. but we're taking care of

these people that are in jail. My
God, they did this for - we're sorry

for them. We do it out of com-
passion..."

Earlier, Nixon listened
thoughtfully while Haldeman
explained how money was slipped
to the burglars whenever it seemed
"one was gonna blow."
"Why is that obstruction of

justice anyway?" Haldeman asked.
"Well, particularly when it's not

to sip champagne...," Nixon
replied.

Earlier in the day, the jury heard
the tape of a Jan. 8, 1973, meeting
between Nixon and his special

counsel, Charles W. Colson, in

which Nixon said it would be a
"simple" matter to arrange
clemency for Hunt.

Hunt had pleaded guilty to the
Watergate bugging and was to be
sentenced March 23. According to
the tape of a White House meeting
on March 21 - played to the jury

earlier in the cover-up tiial - Nixon
agreed that meeting Hunt's
demands for more than $120,000
was something "you damn well

better get done."
When they met the next day,

Nixon and Haldeman obviously
were worried that if Hunt were not

taken care of, he might reveal his

earlier role in the White House-
sponsored burglary at Daniel
Ellsberg's psychiatrist's office.

"That's what you really come
down to," Nixon said. "Or you, you
give him $12,000 or at least give him

another contact, you know what I

mean? That's, that's a lot of dough.
Let's face it, in terms, uh, in terms,
uh, of pardon, uh, or so forth, it, if

Colson is talking, uh, of a pardon by
Christmas, you know.. .he's out of
his mind. He knows we can'\ do
that."

Ford to meet Japanese emperor
today as leftists demonstrate
TOKYO \UPI\ - President Ford

arrived in Japan yesterday under
the tightest of security curtains and
began his historic goodwill visit

against a backdrop of violent leftist

demonstrations 1 .d a protest
railroad strike.

of Japanese and American
welcomers at Haneda Airport as he
strode to a helicopter for the short
trip to the ornate official guest
palace where he will stay.

Ford and Emperor Hirohito, the
73-year-old Japanese monarch,
arranged to meet at 7:30 p.m EST

Looking tired from his 20-hour, yesterday (9:30 a.m. today Tokyo
16,000-mile flight. Ford waved and time) for the official Japanese
smiled to a carefully selected group welcome in the Geihinkan guest

palace prior to Ford going to the
Imperial Palace nearby in central
Tokyo.

But in recognition of his arrival a
21 -gun salute boomed out over
Tokyo Bay to greet the first

American President ever to visit

Japan, and the welcoming crowd
of some 2,500 Japanese — mostly

families of government officials —
and 150 Americans cheered and
waved tiny Japanese flags as Ford
stepped from his plane.

Ford and Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger walked along a
red carpet through an official

receiving line headed by U.S.
Ambassador to Japan James D.

Hodgson and Japanese Am-
bassador to the United States
Takeshi Yasukawa.
Ten minutes before Ford's

arrival, a band of 1,600 students
from an ultra-left political group
clashed violently with police at a
park two miles from the airport.

Police arrested 176 of the students,
raising to 188 the number of per-

sons placed in custody in con-
nection with Ford's visit.

Caramanlis faces key
decisions about U.S.

An Israeli armored car crew waves to U.N. soldiers as it patrols past their post on
the front line here yesterday. The war scare on the Golan Heights eased with
reports that U.N. peacekeeping force would remain.

Arafat urges Arabs to increase

resistance to Israeli occupation
By United Press International

Palestinian guerrilla leader Yasser

Arafat called on Arabs yesterday to

step up their resistance campaign in

territories occupied by Israel. He
also accused Israeli authorities of

planning to use nuclear weapons.
Rioting swept the Arab sector of

Jerusalem yesterday the worst
outbreak since Israel seized East

Jerusalem in the 1967 Middle East

war-and the Tel Aviv military

command announced Israeli

gunboats bombarded a suspected
Palestinian guerrilla base in

Lebanon used to launch frogmen
on an abortive mission.

Israeli troops fanned out in riot-

torn cities of the occupied West
Bank and seized suspected Arab
agitators, wr\o were sentenced to

prison in summary trials the same
day.

In the United Nations, Arab
delegates agreed to draft a

resolution giving a permanent U.N.

voice to the Palestinian Liberation

Organization, the umbrella Arab
guerrilla group, diplomatic sources
said.

Diplomatic sources said adoption
of the resolution would open the
door for recognition of
revolutionary movements in Africa,

Asia, and Latin america.

The rioting and stepped up Arab
diplomatic campaign came as
tension on Golan Heights eased
with diplomatic sources in Cairo
predicting Syria would renew the
U.N. peacekeeping mandate on the
Syrian-Israeli border.

Israeli fears that Syria would
refuse to renew the six-month
mandate, which expires Nov. 30,
was partially responsible for a
limited mobilization of Israeli

reserves over the weekend.
Arafat, in a hastily called news

conference in Algiers, said, "We
have issued an appeal to the
Palestinians in occupied Tran-

sjordan to continue to escalate their

resistance and their sacrifices."

"The Zionists are preparing
overtly for what is going to be a
pre-emptive strke," he said.

"It is possible that the enemy is

preparing to use nuclear weapons
in the fifth war.'

Arafat flew *o Algiers from a

stopover in Havana, Cuba, after

addressing the U.N. General
Assembly in New York last week.

In Jerusalem, Israeli police said

96 Arabs were arrested in rioting

and seven youths and three
policemen were reported hurt.

ATHENS, Greece \AP\ - Armed
with the biggest electoral victory in

Greek history. Premier Constantine
Caramanlis said yesterday that
democracy has returned to its

birthplace and prepared the nation
for a prebiscite on the future of the
monarchy.

Caramanlis and his New
Democracy party polled 54.5 per
cent of the vote Sunday and took
214 of the 300 seats in Parliament in

the first free elections in more than
a decade.

With an overwhelming
parliamentary majority, Carmanlis
was certain to take whatever
decisions he sees fit on such
outstanding problems as Cyprus
and possibly renewing military ties

with the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization.

Another key question, foremost
in American diplomats' minds here
is whether Carmanlis would seek to
mend fences with the United
States.

With anti-American feelings still

permeating the atmosphere,
Caramanlis was expected to let the
question remain out of sight until

he could get an agreement over
Cyprus acceptable to Greeks.

Greeks widely believe that
Washington tilted toward Turkey
during the Cyprus crisis and failed

to discourage Turkey from invading
the Mediterranean island.

The United States has also been
accused of supporting leaders of

the IV2 year dictatorship which
jailed, tortured and exiled
thousands of Greeks.

Deadly Nightshade appearing Wed., Nov. 20

Real Tears appearing Thurs. and Fri., Nov. 21 & 22

at

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 tagt Serving Dinner

5-8:30 p.m.

Today or

WFCR 8S.6 fm
12:30 — Calendar
2:00 — Pedal Point

2:00 — Cortes: Meditation
String Orchestra
3:20 — Fennelly: Wind Quintet
4:35 — Brahms: Clarinet Sonata in

F.

6:30 — Tout en Francois —
Rendezvous de la Chanson
7:30 — Que Tal, Amigos '

S 30— Five College Concert Hall —
Flutist Joanne Dickinson Tanner,
Recorded at UMass in Septemhrr.
1974.

Five
Co4l«qe

Radio

T0NITE: A TEACH-IN

BOSTON & BUSSING

HEAR THE FACTS FROM MEMBERS OF THE BOSTON

(BLACK and WHITE) COMMUNITY

S.B.A. 120 - 8:15 p.m.

SAVE THE CHILDREN, SAVE OURSELVES.

. * .—. *

.
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Subordinates often earn more than boss

State officials' salaries show inequalities
BOSTON \AP] ~ One state

commissioner — the commissioner
of the Department of Mental Health
- gets a salary which is larger than
the governor's.

While Gov.-elect Michael S.
Dukakis will be paid $40,000 an-
nually once he takes office Jan. 2,
his commissioner of mental health
will be paid $44,876.

The mental health commissioner
also gets paid more than his im-
mediate boss, the secretary of
human services, who gets $39,000
annually.

Apparently, in state government,
it isn't all that unusual for an un-
derling to be earning more than his

boss.

According to figures supplied by
the state comptroller's office, First

Deputy Insurance Commissioner
Robert E. Ingalls receives $27,237
annually, compared to $25,228 for

Insurance Commissioner John G.
Ryan.

Deputy Commissioner of Banks
Carmine T. Pallotta receives
$25,303 annually, while Com-
missioner of Banks Freyda Koplow

gets $24,136.

These deputies receive more
than their bosses because they are
career civil service employees, and
their pay is near the top of the civil

service scale.

The commissioners are paid
under separate legislation, and
some of them haven't fared all that
well.

The lowest paid commissioner is

Nathan Chandler, head of the
Department of Agriculture, who
received $19,780. That's $24,096
less than the salary paid Mental
Health Commissioner William
Goldman. Natural Resources
Commissioner Arthur Brownell gets
$24,664.

Administration and finance is tied

with human services at $39,000 as
the highest paid cabinet offices.

These posts already have been
filled by Dukakis — administration
and finance by John R. Buckley
and human services by Lucy
Benson.

Dukakis' secretary of tran-
sportation and construction will get
$37,200; communities and

development, $34,000; consumer
affairs, $34,000; environmental
affairs, $34,000; public safety,
$34,000; elder affairs, $32,000;
education, $37,200, and manpower
affairs, $34,000.

The mental health commissioner
gets $10,000 a year more than the

next highest paid commissioners,
public health, public welfare and
correction, all of whom are paid in

the $34,000 range.

Dukakis, incidentally, has said he
will be replacing all members of the

cabinet now serving outgoing Gov.
Francis W. Sargent.

He said he would leave it up to

the new cabinet officers to evaluate

the commissioners. But two of the

commissioners — Ryan in in-

surance and Steven A. Minter in

welfare - have said that they will

be leaving in any case.

All the cabinet secretaries except

Jack Leff, the current secretary of

elder affairs, do better financially

than civil service employees.

The top civil service pay is

$33,560. That salary comes after

seven years in the grade 33 pay
scale which ranges from $26,416 to

$33,560.

Nearly 10 employes are paid in

the grade 33 range, while about 15

employes are paid according to the

grade 32 scale, which ranges from

$25,383 to $32,263.

There are others in state

government who receive con-

siderably more than these top civil

service employes, and some receive

more than the governor

At the top of the heap, according
to the state Personnel Bureau, is a
fellow appropriately named King —
Edward King, who is executive
director of the Massachusetts Port

Authority.

A bureau spokesman said King
receives around $58,000 a year, and
"we don't know anyone higher."

Most of those at the very top of

the scale are associated with
autonomous state agencies. And
for many of these agencies, the
legislature and the governor . have
nothing to say about the salaries.

Education boards, for example,
set the salaries for state college and
university presidents. According to

the Personnel Bureau, several of

these presidents also get more than
the governor.

Federal law takes effect today
granting students right to files
cont. from p. 1

HEW report claims

marijuana harmful
WASHINGTON [UPI\ - Three

days after urging decriminalization

of private use of marijuana, a

federal official yesterday expressed
renewed concern that smoking pot
could be harmful.

While stressing that results of

latest clinical tests on animals are

inconclusive, a Health, Education
and Welfare report said "for now it

would seem the possible adverse
effects should lead marijuana
smokers or potential smokers to

question whether it is worth the

risk."

Past government reports have
found little evidence of harm from
marijuana, although they noted
there were indications that the

weed might be a health hazard. The
affect of the new report, although
itself inconclusive, is to add new
evidence to indications that

marijuana may be harmful to

humans.
The report said:

— Scientific evidence is hardest

that marijuana smoking adversely

effects driving ability;

— There is speculation from
clinical evidence that smoking
interferes with the body's ability to

resist disease, and,

— "There is concern that

alteration in hormone levels could

interfere with normal adolescent

development or with sexual dif-

ferentiation of male fetuses in

pregnant women who smoke
marijuana at critical periods of fetal

development."

Dr. Robert L. DuPont, 38,

director of HEW's National Institute

on Drug Abuse, said "a definitive

evaluation of marijuana's harm-

fulness or safety for humans cannot
be offered at this time on the basis

of scientific evidence available."

"But there is cause for concern
and caution based on evidence

from animal studies and some
preliminary human studies sum-
marized in this report," said

DuPont, who Friday called for

decriminalization of private use of

marijuana.

"Whatever the ultimate evidence

of more serious consequences of

chronic canabis use, there is little

question that acute marijuana

intoxication interferes with im-

mediate intellectual functioning as

well as with driving and other

psychomotor skills," DuPont said in

a foreward to the report
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educational record-keeping at

elementary and secondary schools
and colleges was not felt until well

after it was signed into law in

August.

Administrators say it will have a
"chilling effect" on admissions
practices in American colleges

which rely upon candid appraisals

of potential students. Faculty
members have opposed the law,

claiming they will be unable to write

truly frank evaluations if the letters

are eventually to be read by the
students involved.

The universities must now decide
whether they can still rely upon the
letters of recommendation as a
prime source of information in the

admissions process if the letters are

no longer confidential.

A number of institutions have
come to the conclusion that

evaluations letters will no longer be
of value if the files are opened. So,
they say they will not grant

students access to confidential

material, even after today.

"We don't request any con-
fidential information," said William

D. Tunis, UMass undergraduate
admissions director. "I don't see
any problem for us."

Some other University officials

complain they have received
inadequate guidance from federal

authorities, making it difficult for

them to understand or cope with
requirements of the new law.

Tunis said that an association of

guidance counsellors in

Massachusetts already has a policy

of not formally recommending a

student to college. That policy was

U.Y.S.E.
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made before Buckley's law, he said.

Perhaps the operation affected

most at UMass will be the

Placement Office, although few
students are involved since most
would have graduated.

A provision in the law which
requires a student to given written

permission before this records are

sent to a prospective employer has

increased the administrative
workload on the office, according
to Michael West, an aide to Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs

Robert W. Gage who has headed a

committee at UMass to oversee

compliance with the new law.

West said yesterday that campus
offices were instructed in Sep-
tember to remove from student files

any material which had been
submitted under a promise of

confidentiality from the University.

He termed the action an "evasion
of the law but not a violation."

West also said that the oft.ce of

University President Robert C.

Wood is expected to release

guidelines for compliance with the
law this morning. Institutions have
90 days to comply with certain

sections.

Inaticnation and world

Ford may veto Vets Breakfasts denied
WASHINGTON [UP/] -

President Ford told the lame duck
session of Congress yesterday he
would veto as inflationary a

veterans bill raising benefits for

Vietnam-era servicemen if it is sent

to the White House in its present

form.

In a message sent to Congress
while he was traveling in the Far

East, Ford also asked for fast action

on dozens of measures, including

confirmation of Nelson A.

Rockefeller as vice president, a 5

per cent income tax surcharge and
emergency aid for the unemployed.

Busing may expand
BOSTON [UP/] - The Boston

School Committee told a federal

judge yesterday mandatory busing

probably will have to be increased

next fall when a citywide school

desegregation program goes into

effect.

In its first progress report to U.S.

District Judge W. Arthur Garrity,

the committee said "the hopes for

reduced transportation problems

have not been realized, particularly

at the elementary level, in the new
school district combinations
worked on to date."

BOSTON [UP/] - A children's

advocate group charged yesterday

that 280,000 poor children in

Massachusetts are not getting the

school breakfasts they are entitled

to because of "lawlessness'' by

local officials.

Larry Brown, director of the

Massachusetts Advocacy Center,

said failure of local officials to take

advantage of the federal program

started three years ago is costing

the state $15 million a year in

federal subsidies.

Chrysler won't close
[UP/] - Chrysler Corp. will cut

50,000 cars from its production

schedule but will not impose a

company-wide shutdown in

December, Chrysler chairman Lynn

Townsend said yesterday.

Substantial layoffs of Chrysler

workers would be necessary for a

production cut of that magnitude.

Townsend said details had not been

worked out. Chrysler already has

idled 26,000 workers.

Townsend ended speculation

Chrysler would close its entire

operation in December, a move that

could have idled 110,000 workers,

61.000 in the Detroit area.

*^ *t*

ISRAEL
PROGRAMS

SkMINAR
Would you like to study, tour, work, or live in Israel for

— a summer
— a semester
— a year or
— a lifetime?

Meet the people who can take you there *

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20

2:00 to 5 :00 p.m. and 7:00-9:00 p.m. in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student Union

• Agencies represented et the Israel Programs Seminar. Hebrew
University. Tel Aviv University. Central Travel. Kibbutz Aliyah Desk.
Kibbutz University Semester in Israel (Haifa University and Kibbutz Usha),
Israel Aliyah Center. Americans and Canadians in Israel. Garlin Nirim la

kibbutz settlement group), and American Zionist Youth Foundation.

sponsored by B'nal B nth Hillel at UMass in cooperation with the
American Zionist Youth Foundation.
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Indians want control over "Eagle Bay"
This article is special to the Black

News Service from the Liberated
News Service, New York.

New York State is still fighting

for control over land near Eagle
Bay, New York, which was oc-
cupied last May by the Mohawk
Indians, member of the 800 year old

Iroquois Six Nations Confederacy.
Tensions between the State and

the Indians are growing, since
recent shooting incidents there
between Indians and non-Indians
have fueled the conflict over legal

jurisdiction.

On May 13, 1974, several hun-
dred Mohawks, with the
cooperation of 20 other Indian

Nations, reoccupied the 660 acres
of land to establish the Ganienkeh
(land of the Flint) nation and return

to their traditional way of life.

But on September 20, New York
State filed a lawsuit in the U.S.
District Court, asking for an in-

junction that would force the In-

dians to leave. No decision has yet

been reached.

There have been few conflicts

between the Ganienkeh nation and
its neighbors, until recent shootings
into the encampment in October. In

the latest incident on October 28,
Indians living in the Ganienkeh
nation explain that they were shot
at and then returned fire. During
the incident, April Madigan and

Steven Drake, two non-Indians on
the road in front of the settlement,

were wounded.
The Mohawk say that the

Canadaigua Treaty that was
negotiated between the United
States and the Six Nations Con-
federacy in 1794, spells out the
procedure to be followed in the
case of injury to non-Indians. But
New York State refuses to
recognize the sovereignty of the Six
Nations Confederacy, claiming
jurisdiction over the area.

There is also disagreement over
who actually owns the central

Adirondack piece of land. The
Indians say that the land was
illegally taken away from them,
over two centuries ago by New
York State.

Explaining their re-occupation
last May, Kakwirakeron, a

spokesperson for the Mohawks
says, "We want to go back to the
land, to live in harmony with the
land, but reservation and urban life

bring pressures on the Indian that

have made traditional life im-
possible."

"Our young people in particular

are beginning to realize this and are

looking for something different. As
we've learned what has happened
to our people, we decided we have
to make a move. But it can't be
done on the reservations. We have

an elective system in there who are

actually puppets of the (United
States) Government.

"It's possible for our Indian

people and the people of the United
States to live on parallel lines with
each other."

Explaining that non-Indians have
their own laws, customs and
culture, he stresses that "our Indian
people are also entitled to a
territory, an area of land which is

our own, in which we can have our
own government, our own laws,

our own people, our own language,
culture and traditions."

The Mohawks intend to return to

a self-sufficient agricultural society.

A sign put up at the camp entrance
last May said: "This camp is out to

prove that Indians can live off the
land without electi j;ty, money,
welfare relief, or aid of any kind.

White people are asking to help by
not interfering."

Kakwirakeron adds that "all we
need is to be left alone and live in

our own way. There are no
territories left that belong to the
Indian people, where they govern
themselves and live according to
their ways. This is why we're asking
for this (our own land). This is why
we cannot assimilate. If we do
assimilate, there's nothing left."

Since the October 28 shooting,
State Police have maintained

roadblocks restricting travel,

making it difficult for support

groups wanting to bring food and

supplies to the Indians. Only

residents have been permitted to

enter without harassment.

Many neighbors from Ithaca,

Cornell, and the New York State

Council of Churches have ex-

pressed support for the Indians.

Ithaca's "Rest of the News", an

alternative radio news service,

reports that a caravan carrying food

early in November was held up for

two hours because of the road-

blocks.

On November 2, a complaint to

the Justice Department Com-
munity Relations Service was filed.

It contends that the agreement

between Indians and State Police

allowing free transportation of food

and supplies has been broken, and

the Indians have been harassed.

The investigation into the

shooting by State Police has been

only tentatively agreed to by the

Mohawks, who reluctantly per-

mitted Police to conduct a road

search on November 7. But such

procedure is improper according to

Article 7 of the Canandaigua

Treaty, which states that in such

cases of injury to non-Indians, only

the Federal Government can
negotiate with the Six Nations.

Meanwhile, negotiations con-

tinue over jurisdiction in the matter.

The conflict is typical of "the lack

of respect given to the sovereignty

of the Indian nation," notes Tim
Colter, the Indians' lawyer.

He concludes, "The people of

Ganienkeh and the Six Nation

Confederacy are going to continue

to exist and see to it that the Treaty

be abided by and lived up to by the

United States Government. Until

that happens, it will continue to be

a crisis situation... After all this

time, there should not be one more
broken treaty."

Gblack affairs

Fast for a world harvest - November 21
By BLACKNEWS SERVICE

Half a billion people living in a
wide tropical band circling the earth

are chronically malnourished. Half

of these are children, whose growth
and mental development are being

permanently affected. In sub-
Saharan Africa alone, 10 million

people face famine and the disease
which accompany it. But the food
scarcity of today may be only a

window into the anquish of
tomorrow.

Why? Some 70 million additional

people are sitting down to the
world's dining table each year. At
the same time, Americans — and
others in the affluent nations —
have switched their diet from bread
or rice to meat. While the average
Indian or Mexican is lucky to

receive the equivalent of a pound of
grain a day, the average American
requires nearly a ton of grain a year
— much of which feeds the animals
which provide him with meat. (It

takes about 8 pounds of grain to
make one pound of beef)

The promise of the Green
Revolution's "miracle" strains of
wheat and rice has been slowed by
shortages of the fertilizer and water
required by these new varieties.

Rising gas prices have stalled the
ability of poor farmers to pump
water for irrigation.

The vagaries of weather —

always a question to farmers
everywhere — have been so severe

in recent years that scientists

suggest that the world's climate
may be changing.

The United States is the world's
major exporter of wheat, feed-

grains, soybeans and rice. But the
stark food needs of the world are
not in North America, but in Asia,

Africa and Latin America.
Americans can help to lead the

way out of this global dilemma by
their own commitment and by their

own examples. By fasting on
Thursday, November 21, thoughtful

people will not just reduce their

own consumption of food. The
money from these missed meals
will help small farmers in poor
nations to grow food where the
world's hungry people live. It's the
first step to a solution.

(Tea and fruit juice, both may be
taken during the fast)

Give your day's food money (or

whatever you can afford) to
support Oxfam self-help projects so
that at least some of the World's
poorest people can grow their own
food and determine their own
future.

Notice
By BLACKNEWS SERVICE
The Malcolm X Culture

Center is now accepting ap-
plications and resumes for it's

advisorships positions.
Resumes should be submitted
before Saturday, November 23,
no later than 6:00 p.m.
The Malcolm X Culture

Center is located in Southwest,
below Berkshire Dining
Commons. It will be opened
from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
daily. Between those hours
please leave messages or call

the Malcolm X Room.

Teach-ln
By BLACK NEWS SERVICE
What is the Racial Imbalance

Act and can it solve the

problem of quality education?

Who organized racist violence

in Boston and who profits from
it? How does it affect our lives?

These questions will be
explored in a teach-in, tonight

at 8 p.m. in the campus center.

The teach-in will include a

multi-racial panel of two UMass
students, two Boston High
School students, community
leaders and a Boston High
teacher.

The teach-in has been
organized by an ad hoc
university task force to help

students understand the
Boston crisis.

nlversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

TUESDAY!

"LANDIS"
at the FOUR LEAF WINDOW

ismael
riuera

Rt. 202, New Salem

The newest place around!

"Coming Wed. - Sun. "FIREWATER"!

Only 12 Miles from Whitmore!

at Truman's Flea Market

No Cover Tues. - Wed!

Plenty of room to boogie! Phone (617) — Just over line — 544-6028

THE LATIN SOUND THAT
WONT LET YOU SIT DOWN

Sunday November 24 8pm
Student Union Ballroom

TICKETS: $4 general,
$2 umass students

J

ON SALE 125HERTER HALL, UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202
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Are you warm? Here's

by Chris Bourne
This fall, the Physical Plant began

operating its new $4 million oil fired

boiler plant, located at Tilson Farm.

The new plant has three boilers,

each of which can supply UMass
with 175,000 lbs. of steam per hour.

The steam is used to generate

electricity as well as heat the

campus.
When construction was begun in

1972, it was planned that the plant

would take over the entire load

from the old coal-fired plant which
is located in the center of campus.
However, skyrocketing costs of oil

and coal forced the Physical Plant

to repair the old plant and to

continue its operation. Present

plans call for the continued
operation of both plants so as to

keep costs as low as possible.
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Sargent doesn't rule out political

future; considering academic position

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

cont. from p. 1

"I'm not training my sights on
anything right now/' Sargent said

of his political future. "But there's

so many things that can happen.
Everything is so volatile.

Meanwhile, the governor said he

is "leaning towards" accepting one
of several teaching or lecturing

positions at local colleges that have
been offered since his defeat two
weeks ago.

He declined to name the colleges
but said he has been offered several

Parking, towing

disagreement
cont. from p. 1

"I really don't want to undercut
Dave's position," Kittle said, "I

Starvation

campaign
cont from p. 1

In addition to soliciting a dollar

from students living in dormitories,

the Collegian will also be receiving

money from businesses which
advertise in the newspaper.

Posters will be distributed area-

wide tomorrow announcing the

campaign.

A "Dunk-a-thon" is also being
planned where for 25 cents
students will have the opportunity
to pour a bucket of water over the
heads of such columnists as Fred
Weiss and Reid Fishman in addition

to Below the Salt Editor Mike
Kostek, Collegian Editor-in-Chief

Jerry Lazar, and SGA president
Rick Savini. That activity will take
place when students return from
the Thanksgiving holiday.

Collegian News Editor Mike
Kneeland is organizing the project.

He says the newspaper hopes to
raise at least $20,000.

"We're making this drive from a

non-political base. I'm sure UMass
students will be more than willing

to part with a dollar for such a
cause," he said.

A list of dormitory represen-

tatives will be published on page 2
of tomorrow's Collegian. Kneeland
said many volunteers will be
needed to help with the dormitory
drive.

The campaign will end when final

exams begin.

want to let him speak for himself."

Both Johnston and Kittle are

scheduled to appear before a

regular meeting of the Parking and
Transportation Council at 8:30 this

morning in the Campus Center. The
council is comprised of students,

faculty and staff.

At the same, time, Alan Gross,

Chairperson of the Parking and
Transportation Council, said
yesterday if the situation becomes
"untenable we may request towing
again."

"I don't necessarily disagree with
Johnston — but we have to talk

about percentages here," he said

adding he thinks the Collegian's

release of the story is "liable to

cause a chaotic situation on
campus."

"With that story we may well go
back to the Chancellor and ask for

towing if the situation
deteriorates," Gross said.

However, Carol Drew, head of

AFL-CIO local 1776, the union
which represents approximately
half of the more than 1,700
classified employees in the physical

plant and the dining commons, said

she is 100 per cent behind John-
ston."

"I think it (the parking system)
stinks - I've been against it from
the very beginning," she said. "I

agree with David Johnston that

employees have better things to do
with their money than spend it on
parking tickets and towing
charges," the union head said.

Drew stressed that coordination

is needed between the various

campus groups and offices to make
a parking plan work. "That hasn't
been done," she said.

Meanwhile Johnston said he is

"stringently enforcing non-
registered vehicles on campus."
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campus center;

part-time and full-time academic
positions, including "visiting

professor" slots.

"I think I'd like that," Sargent
said.

He said some of the offers were
for one-year contracts. Others call

for a one or two-day a week
commitment. And others are full-

time for an indefinite period.

Sargent said he will decide
whether to accept such a job, or
which one to accept, before leaving
office.

The governor also said he is

considering writing about his long
career in government htJI that such
writing would not be his

"memoirs."

"I'm not ready for that yet," he

said.

"I don't want to become a

bureaucrat... I* will be good to be

out of government for a while.. .but

I like being around people."

However, Sargent said he would

probably decline any offer of a

federal position, adding, "I'm sure I

could be appointed to a variety of

things." He said he wants to stay in

the New England area.

"I don't want to go back to the

Goose Hummock and dig sea

worms," the governor said,

referring to his sporting goods store

on Cape Cod.

And his political orginization will

not be disbanded, Sargent said.

"I wouldn't preclude the

possibility of running again. ..but

I'm not going to walk down the

steps of the State House in January

and start worrying what the

bumper stickers should be like."

As for the loss to Dukakis,

Sargent said, "I haven't had a great

depression over it. If I had lost by

500 votes I'd probably be banging

my head against the wall.

"But 200,000 votes is pretty

decisive," he said of his losing

margin. Nevertheless, the governor
said, in retrospect, he would have
done nothing differently in his

campaign.

As for his future, Sargent said,

"It would be a real mistake to have
my mind made up two weeks after

being defeated. I never gave it any
thought before. I don't think

anyone running things they will

lose."

Philippine ambassador hostage;

aide shot by political head
WASHINGTON [AP\

Philippine Ambassador Eduardo Z.

Romualdez was held hostage in his

office las; night and an aide was
shot by a gunman identified as the
head of the Filipino Political Action
Committee of Washington.
The wounded man was identified

as Mario S. Lagdameo, economic
attache at the embassy and
nephew of a former ambassador to
the United States.

Philippine diplomat Jose Naldo
identified the gunman as Napoleon
Lechoco, a Filipino about 40, of

suburban Oxon Hill, Md. Lechoco
also was identified as Washington
correspondent for the Philippine

Times, a San Francisco newspaper
strongly opposed to martial law in

the Philippines.

The U.S. Secret Service said two
police officers inside the Philippine

Embassy chancery had made
contact with Lechoco by telephone

and were attempting to negotiate

the ambassador's release. A State

Department official said FBI also

were in the building negotiating.

Lachoco's wife also had been
summoned to the scene.

Naldo said Lechoco entered the

Philippine chancery about 3:45 p.m.

yesterday after requesting an
appointment with Romualdez last

week to meet with leaders of the

Filipino community in the
Washington area.

Lechoco was accompanied to

Romualdez's office by Lagdameo, a

karate expert, Naldo said.

"The next thing we knew, three
shots were fired," Naldo said.
"Mario fell and we all had to go
out."

Within a short time the four-

story, brick chancery building on
Massachusetts Avenue was
surrounded by Washington police.

Officers of the Secret Service's

Executive Protection Agency, FBI
agents and State Department
security officers. The seige snarled
commuter traffic along the capital's

swank embassy row area.

As two officers attempted to talk

to Lechoco, Naldo said, "we
contacted... Letitia, the wife of

Lechoco to talk matters out..."

Naldo said Lechoco, whom he
identified as president of Filipino

Political Action Committee, was
bitter because his children, now in

the Philippines, could not come to

the United States and also was very

vocal against the martial law
regulations in the Philippines.

By MARY LAWSON
Staff Correspondent

Christmas has come early to the
Campus Center, where students
can do all their holiday shopping
without leaving the concourse.

Frank Baker is a silver craftsman.
He is selling silver bracelets,
necklaces, rings, key rings, and
earrings, after an apprenticeship
with silvercraftsman Harold
Sweetman for two months.
Sweetman has been selling his

silver in the Campus Center for two

A great place to shop
years.

To sell goods in the Campus
Center, a craftsperson must be a
student at UMass. Some fulfill this

requirement with one Continuing
Education course. Others are full

time students, like Susan Roy,
Plant and Soil Science major selling

terrariums and flowers. She makes
bottle gardens with recycled gallon
jars by cutting the jars, sanding the
edges, and adding soil and plants.

"I am a certified arborist and I put
out a card letting people know, so

they will call me if they have any

problems with the plants they "buy

from me."
Most of the craftspersons this

reporter talked to spend a great

amount of time making their

products. Mitch and Sue
Mulholland's craft of silkscreening

stationary is "very time con-

suming" about 40 hours each

week. Sue has a Bachelor's Degree

in Art and taught Mitch
silkscreening. They started the craft

in Mexico last year and as a result

Experimental
now used by

By DAN LABONTE
Staff Correspondent

The Physical Plant has recently

received a unique addition to their

motor pool. It's the yellow, elec-

trically powered "Wattswagon".
The pollution free, battronic

electric truck van, complete with an
overnight charger, was donated to

the University from the City of

Holyoke Gas and Electric Depart-

ment.

The fair market value of the 1966
British made vehicle is estimated at

around $2,000.

"Wattswagon"
Physical Plant

In order to establish the truck's

economic feasibility, a six month
survey on the cost of operation

compared to a gas operated vehicle

of similar characteristics was
recommended by the Motor
Vehicle Review Board on approval

of accepting the vehicle, according

to Steven Bristol, Supervisor of

. Garage and Motor Pool.

Although the truck was donated

late in the spring of this year, it has

only been in operation for the past

two weeks. A routine inspection

upon receiving the truck revealed a

WFCR
12:30 - Calendar - Persons

vOanting to publicize non-profit

events shojld contact WFCR
Hampshire House, UMass.

1:00 - Images.

2:00 - Pedal Point.

2:00 - Cortes: Meditation for

String Orchestra.

3:10 - Chopin: Scherzo in bb.

3:40 - Strauss: Symphonia

Domestica Op. 53

4:35 - Brahms: Clarinet Sonata in

f.

5:00 - All Things Considered -

The news program in which the

interviewer technique penetrates to

really substantive areas in a short

space of time.

6:30 - Tout en Francais - Music

Hall. Au Rendezvous de la Chanson
- songs provided by ORTF.

7:30 - Que Tal, Amigos?
8:30 - Five College Concert Hall -

Flutist Joanne Dickinson Tanner,

accompanied on piano and
marimba by her husband, Peter H.

Tanner, recorded at UMass in

September, 1974.

11:00 - The Book Worm's Turn

Presented in cooperation with the

Jones Library of Amherst.

11:30 Music For Night People.

need for new brakes, and "the parts

were a long time in coming," ex-

plained Clinton Jarvis, Assistant

Electrical Foreman for the Physical

Plant.

The vehicle requires no special

attention and minor repairs and
maintenance can be made by men
already employed by the physical

plant, according to Jarvis.

The vehicle is currently being

used to transport men and supplies

in the satellite area around and
between Bartlett and the Campus
Center.

Recharged every night, the truck

easily handles an average days use
in its assigned area, however "it

lacks the power to make frequent

climbs up the hills in the higher

evaluation areas of the campus,"
said Jarvis.

A meter which measures the

power, in kilowatts, is used in

determining the truck's per-

formance. It's the same type of

meter found in many homes, ac-

cording to Jarvis.

The Physical Plant will be able to

get a rough idea of the comparative

cost and performance of the

electric truck in about a month,
according to Jarvis.

Any additional use of electrically

powered vehicles is left to the

Motor Vehicle ^"view Board upon
receipt of the su month survey,

Bristo said.

use many Mexican designs, one of

which is 2200 years old. But the

design that sells best is Oriental.

Two of the craft tables that

display original products include

Chris Water's, filled with wood,
feather, and shell jewelry. Waters
makes the wood jewelry from dead
tree branches which he collects in

the woods. He cuts, sands, and
lacquers them and mounts them on
wires. He collects the feathers from

duck ponds.

Meanwhile, Mary and Joe
Porcari design conservation
scrimshaw etched into cowbone.
The result is necklaces, pins, cuff

links, and earrings.

"I learned jewelry making a long

time ago and developed this craft

on my own," Mary Porcari said.

Many of the craftspersons stress

how good it is to buy directly from

them. Because they are paying no
rent for their selling area in the

Campus Center, they can therefore

charge lower prices for their goods.

"We are selling wholesale on a

retail market. The prices would be

doubled in a store," C.David Brown
says.

Brown makes terrariums. It is

a hobby he turned into a worth-

while job, last year. After collecting

bottles, he inserts a charcoal base,

adds peat moss, vermiculite,

potting soil and, finally, cuttings

with makeshift tools. He uses about

sixty varieties of self-maintaining

plants.

A leathercraftsman, David Ed-

wards reports the sale of a $40

pocketbook to a woman who said

she had just seen a similar one in a

store for $60.

"We keep our prices as low as

possible so that the UMass
students can afford our products."

Edwards has a workshop in his

house and works with three others

making belts, pocketbooks, wallets,

key chains, plant hangers, and

cigarette cases He started doing

leather work three years ago while

working in a leather shop in

Chatham, Mass. Before he moved
off campus, this year, he taught a

colloquium on leather-making in

Moore House.

"There is a definite feeling of

cooperation between the craft-

spersons here," said Paul Marshall,

the only ceramics craftsperson who
is in the Campus Center regularly.

Discussion of Far-Eastern life

Frances Crowe, recently returned

from the people's Republic of China

Old

Weird

Harold's
< I nivrrsiU nr;ir

livllsl»i//jii

u
on

UM*
Western Shirts

Variety of Colors and Patterns .... only $5.00

Sale begins 11/18; Ends 11/23, so Hurry!

Open Mon. thru Sal. 10-9

and South Viet Nam, will present

her views on life in The Far East

tonight at 7:00 |..m. in the Jones
Library of Amheist. The public is

welcome to 'lis presentation
illustrated with .lides which is

sponsored by The Amherst
Community Resource Center and
the Library.

Notes on Puerto Rico
By LOUIS MANUEL MEDINA

Staff Reporter

Today is a Holy Day in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

The Island is celebrating the arrival of Sir Christopher Columbus to the

Puerto Rican shores on Nov. 19, 1495. Columbus was making his second
voyage to the New World.

Three years after his arrival Puerto Rico began to be colonized by the

Spaniards. That means that at the time of the arrival of the Pilgrims to the

Plymouth Rock, Puerto Rico already had a century of European culture.

Ms. Vicenta Erranz de Sotolongo had become the recipient of the

Massachusetts' scholarship of The Eastern States Exhibition. Sotolongo is

a sophmore studenv majoring in Home Economics. She had three children

attending the Che Lumumba School of the Truth at New Africa House.

She is natural of Zarzalejo, Madrid, Spain. She entered UMass as a

CCEBS student. At the beginning of this semester, like the other Spanish

Speaking students in campus was transferred to the new Bicultural

Collegiate Program.

The Puerto Rican governor, Hon. Rafael Hernandez Colon gave as a

recognition, a Puerto Rican coat of arms to the popular couple of Mexican

cowboy movies, Miguel Aceves Mejias and Flor Silvestre in their visit to

the Island.

Spanish Club Revival
Que pasa?

Several students interested in Hispanic culture and language are reviving

the Spanish Club, which has been dormant so far this semester.

Low membership is their only deterrent from bringung cultural activities,

such as plays, movies and speakers on campus.
The club wants to start planning activities and parties as soon as

possible and asks that anyone who wants to enrich their lives come to the

next meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the 4th floor lounge of Herter Hall.

Hasta luego!

COMMANDER CODY

AND HIS

LOST

PLANET

AIRMEN
FRIDAY, NOV. 22

at 9:00 p.m.

in the SUB

Tickets are $4.00 on

Campus Center Concourse

- presented by Program Council Music Committee
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Wake up to the real world
By ANTHONY BARNES

Well, it's happened again. Every year (or is it every semester)
someone in the UMass community gets up enough courage to put
in print exactly what many students here really feel deep in their

minds, but are afraid to mention. What I am talking about is the

famous "special privileges for blacks" gripe. This year it's chief

exponent is Bruce Jefferies. dues. Nov. 7 Collegian) This writer

wishes not to refer this article to Mr. Jefferies only, but to all

others who believe in this ignorant misconception.
UMass is a fantasy land, this is not the real world. Sure, blacks

get the special privilege of having a place on this predominantly
white university where we can congregate in an atmosphere and
spirit of blackness. But is it really a special privilege to give what's
considered by this write , a small building to blacks when it is a

fact that whites own end run the entire vastness of this giant

university?

Since it is obvious that the culture of our people has been
methodically eliminated from us over the years we now see at-

tempts by this government (by the implementation of Black
Studies course and etc.) to give us some of this back. Don't you
believe that this university should aid in this task? If so, then you
can omit the "Drum" from your list of special privileges, also you
can omit the CCEBS program from the list too because the system
of mis-education in the real world does not adequately provide
black students with the tools to function in the fantasy world of

colleges and universities, thusly, we find the need for programs
such as CCEBS.

I believe that it is necessary to ask persons such as Mr. Jefferies

to please come back to reality. If Mr. Jefferies and others like him

wish to talk about special privileges, this writer asks them to

please go and view the real world. Visit the black community, live

there, see the special privileges that we get. One of them is the

privilege of being over-policed and under-protected. Another is

the privilege of being the last hired (and then for token purposes)

and first fired. See how we get to sit around all day long and drink

the cheap wine from the liquor stores that saturate our side of

town because of the special privilege we have of being unem-
ployed. (Black unemployment is twice that of whites). Check out

our housing, we get the privilege of sleeping in rat and roach

infested housing and paying the rent to a person who would never

dream of living there. Look at our streets, we blacks also have the

privilege of getting little or no services from the city's Department
of Public Works.

This writer says to you, Mr. Jefferies, and to all people who
share your opinion, come take a look at the real world before you
talk about special privile^-s. Don't complain to people about
special privileges in this fantasy land. You have stated that, "the

blacks have been discriminated against and still are being denied
the rights and privileges that many whites take for granted. But it

is not the fault of the University of Massachusetts or it's students

so why should they have to 'pay' for it?"

This writer would like to state that when you live in and ex-
perience the real world of blacks in America, you will feel com-
pelled to offer "special privileges" to those few blacks who escape
from it for a time. You should realize how petty these "special
privileges" are in comparison to the "privileges" of hunger,
hopelessness and frustration blacks receive in the real world back
home. You should also realize that it is these very same special
privileges that you speak of that are keeping the summers quiet in

America every year. But for how long???

Anthony Barnes is a Collegian Commentator.

Letters to the editor

NUKES need attention
To the Editor

/ was very disturbed that the referendum concerning the
rejection of the proposed nuclear power plant lost in the recent
elections. It would seem impossible to me that anyone could
support such a thing were they aware of the immense dangers
involved. Dangers that not only threaten one or two lives but the
lives of many people and generations of children who risk

inheriting contaminated land, air, water and a distorted genetic
structure. This threat is not some vague political notion con-
cerning only those who speculate on Utopias or engage in radical

cynicism. It concerns us all, with an immediacy that becomes
apparent when we consider the nearness of Montague. One
would expect a general effort to put a stop to such construction,
yet a/though the people were allowed to vote and to determine the
outcome of this issue, they failed to employ this power for their

own safety.

Obviously the majority of those who voted are hoping for more
jobs or a secure source of energy and obviously they are unin-
formed as to the dangers such employment and energy would
entail.

Probably the reason why they were uninformed was because
the news medias have overwhelmingly neglected this issue. This
fact is more incredible when one realizes that it is true of the
Collegian

, the newspaper geared towards the student
population, the supposed interested and intellectual population.
The number ofarticles published on this subject have been far too
few and there has been either no editorial stance or one that has
been negligible. The day after elections the frontpage headlines of
the Collegian read, "Dukakis Tops Sarge", "Brittany tenants meet
about security deposits", "LSO drops office hours", and
"Romanian scholar says Dracula actually lived in Transylvania ". In
the whole paper not one word was spoken about nuclear power If
it is correct to infer that the editors find Dracula's existence more
noteworthy than that of the referendum, then it would also seem
correct to infer that the mentality of this newspaper is on a
grammar school level.

There are three other alternative explanations for this:

1. The newspaper is unaware of the issue or its seriousness.
This would be inexcusable as it is the primary function of a
newspaper to be aware so as to make the people aware.

2. The newspaper is apathetic. This would be inexcusable as it is
its inherent responsibility to be concerned especially with the
ongoing political controversies that have direct bearing on the
readers.

3. The newspaper finds the issue not sufficiently exciting,
sensational or relevant. This would be inexcusable as not only is it
exciting, sensationaland relevant but it is more as it deals with the
security of life.

The editors might reply that it is not up to them to pass
judgement on the importance of an issue. This however is a
meaningless argument as the quantity ofnews that is published is
just a fraction of what could be. So judgement is necessarily
passed and it is done in a way that implies that the nuclear power
issue is not considered an important one.

The newspapers have an extraordinary power in influencing the
public -voice, whether they wish to recognize this or not. Had they
not put so much emphasis on Watergate, Nixon would probablv
still be president.

The Collegian and all newspapers must recognize their power
andput forth great efforts to make the people aware of the serious
implications of nuclear power so that something can be done
about it.

This is a disturbing issue because similar to war, the survival of
individuals is threatened, the enemy is close by and yet remains
rather abstract as we have not yet heard the shots or felt the
wounds. Yet the gun exists, it is the nuclear power plant and its
actual operation is the bullets in that gun. After that it will simply
be circumstances which will determine if the trigger is pulled and
who is hit.

It is so senseless to take that chance.
A stop must be put to this throughout the world and we must

start in our community.

Robert McNulty

Power to the studentsTo the Editor

/ have viewed with interest the Student Government
Association attempts to initiate policy change at our University. I

attended the town meeting sponsored by the Association and
watched as fellow students debated and voted on articles
presented in the Town Warrant. The theme for the articles is

student control and participation in organizations which play a
direct role in making decisions concerning student interests. I find
many of the proposals to be legitimate and necessary. Un-
fortunately, these proposals fall on deaf ears at Whitmore.

^
The SGA is an advisory group to the University Administration.

The Association represents our interests in decisions made by
Whitmore. It gives the administration student opinion, nothing
more. The SGA does not have the power to compel the ad
ministration to work on student proposals. Whitmore knows this
and acts accordingly with issues presented by the SGA.

The power to change University policies lies solely with the
administration. Since there is no student organization separate
from the Whitmore hierarchy to challenge the administration,
there are no substantial, needed policy changes at our University.

Administrative officials wish to keep their positions. They promote
the status quo. They do not allow students to tamper with regime
rules which sustain their iobs. Whitmore will never relinquish any
power to students left to its own dictates. And there is no

provision within the University structure allowing for student
control ofany major aspect of our student life.

A change in regime rules appears unlikely. What is needed is a
student organization, outside the political grasp of Whitmore, that
can effectively deal with the administration on our behalf. It must
be financially self-sufficient and not rely on Whitmore for any aid
A Student Union meets this criteria. Such a union would not be
under the review of our school's administration. Funds for the
organization originate from dues collected from the members
With significant membership and thus strong financial and
political support, the union contracts and negotiates University
policies with the administration on an equal level. It is not an
advisory group. The union's power is derived from its mem-
bership. The more members, the greater power to the union. The
power is used by the union to solicit and insure student rights at
our university. I would support such a union.

Caution must be taken that the officials of the union do not take
on a prominent characteristic which perpetuates itself in Whit-
more: continuation and survival of the organization with-it regard
to those peoples it supposedly represents and in whose invests it
deals. I believe the students of UMass are capable of prt °ntinq
and controlling such a situation.

Francis Peter Montenegro
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Cockroach in the U.N.
By OLUMOLOYE

The Security Council of the United Nations has
demonstrated once again its insensitivity to the crimes
perpetrated by the Afrikaner government in South
Africa. On the 18th of October, representatives from
African countries demanded the expulsion of South
Africa from the world Organization because of her
racial policy of apartheid. France, Britain, and the
United States used their veto power (a power not
enjoyed by the majority of states in the United
Nations) to protect their investments in South Africa.

Never before in the history of the United Nations have
three permanent members of the Security Council
used their veto power simultaneously to kill a
resolution.

The South African policy of racial apartness has
been at the heart of the difficulties between South
Africa and the United Nations since the triumph of the
ruling Nationalist Party in 1948. While the policy of
racial segregation goes back almost to the first years
of the colony at the Cape, it has become a philosophy
of life since 1948, thoroughly rationalized, and
elevated to a religious dogma. The Pretoria govern-
ment has applied the philosophy of apartheid with
rigid consistency to every phase of life, with rarely a
deviation from principle. The government's goal is to
demarcate a number of separate territories in South
Africa into distinct ethnic communities. The reserved
areas are linked to white South Africa, and their
inhabitants exist mainly on wages earned in the
"white zones", where they have the status of im-
migrants from the "homelands".

In 1947, the Election Manifesto of the Nationalist
Party described the system of apartheid this way: "In
general terms our policy envisages segregating the
most important ethnic groups and sub-groups in their
own areas where every group will be enabled to
develop into a self-sufficient unit. We endorse the
general principle of territorial segregation of the Bantu

and whites.. ..the Bantu in the urban areas should be
regarded as a migratory citizen not entitled to political

and social rights equal to those of the whites. The
process of detribalization should be arrested." From
the very beginning of South African participation in

the United Nations in 1946, other members have
challenged its racial policies. For instance, during the

second part of the first session of the General
Assembly in 1946, the Indian delegate charged the
Union with having enacted discriminatory legislation

against Indians, who had been brought as laborers by
the British colonists, instancing the Asiatic Land
Tenure and Indian Representation Act of 1946. The
South African delegation denied the competence of

the United Nations in such domestic matters and
asked that the question of competence be referred to

the International Court of Justice for an Opinion. The
United Nations refused the request for an Opinion
from the Court, and, ever since, apartheid has
remained the South African policy.

The Western powers which vetoed the Resolution
have demonstrated that apartheid, as practiced by
South Africa, is a necessary extension of Western
capitalism. Apartheid guarantees Western capitalism

a pool of disciplined cheap labor from the so-called

bantustans to the factories and the mines. It is to be
deluded, to believe the plea by Mr. Botha, the South
African delegate, before the United Nations, that his

country is preparing to change her policy of white
supremacy. The proposed changes are cosmetic, and
nothing but balderdash, because the Afrikaner still

insists on reading the ancient Bible, which encourages
him to believe in his racial superiority. With
Providence on his side, he is sure that nothing but his

own pertinacity is needed for the perpetuation of the
social system of South Africa. But let South Africa
and her most pugnacious apologists in the United
Nations remember that, in a court of fowls, the
cockroach never wins his case. •

Olu Moloye is a Collegian Commentator

opinion

Patrick McQuaid }

WHO is responsible
According to agricultural experts several South Asian and sub-

Sahara African nations will suffer a seven million to eleven million
ton grain shortage within the coming year. In terms of human
beings these figures mean that a probable half billion people will
starve to death within the next eight months in the void of ap-
propriate assistance.

Who is responsible? Perhaps WHO itself, World Health
Organization of the United Nations, will share the burden, but
nevertheless, the United States has promised the World Food
Conference in Rome that food assistance to hungry countries may
double. However, this undertaking has been temporarily shrugged
aside until the U.S. can manage to establish long term political

negotiations with such countries as South Vietnam, Cambodia,
Chile, and several nations of the Middle East where more than half
of the one billion dollar Food for Peace program is being devoted
to the cause of political ax grinding. These countries, none of
them considered to be on the list of most acute hunger pains, are
receiving almost six b'-ndred million dollars from the U.S. Mean-
while in Washington, Secretary of Agriculfre, Earl Butz has
jhaved the humanitarian and food grant program down to ap-
proximately one hundred and twenty-three million dollars.

Recently Butz has penned a telegram to President Ford under
pressure from a group of concerned Congressmen headed by
lowan senator Clark, requesting that the assistance level be in-

creased from one hundred and seventy-five million to three
hundred and fifty million dollars. There is no reason to believe that
Butz has changed his negative opinion to the food situation as he
is still a political bureaucrat concerning the food conference in

Rome.
Government sources say that it is hard to calculate exactly how

much grain is available for aid right now without even considering

the probable one million ton increase as proposed. In a November
12th article of the New York Times, these sources said that the

Food for Peace program has been "taken over by the National

Security Council." When the Administration discovered that it

had failed in having Congress vote for what it wanted in foreign

assistance for such strategic nations as South Vietnam, it started

to use Food for Peace as Food for Politics and thereby dropping
humanitarian aid for political reasons.

What can be done? If, for example, fifteen per cent of the

fertilizer consumption that is used in American lawns and golf

courses was diverted to India, that nation could boost its wheat
harvest by two to three million tons. But even if this or any other

program was set into action, what could possibly be accomplished
within the next few hungry months? How many will die; starve to

death, by the time diplomatic relations are established? How many
lives will be gambled and lost?

There are so many causes that the Americans must somehow
latch themselves on to. Can we take them all on? Is America
responsible for feeding, policing, running the world? In this

situation the people can move while the government lies dormant.
Within the next week or so a relief fund is being organized on

campus in expectation of sending enough money to these

countries to make a difference; perhaps not a big difference, but
what price can be set on a human life?

Another cause? Another guilt-ridden responsibility? Sure we
need a veterinarian's school, and better racial understanding, an
answer to busing problems, and gay's liberation; but right now
we're dealing with life and death, and existence precedes essence.

It's not a question of philosophy, gurus, or Christian brotherhood;
it's a question of dollars and cents. So use some sense and then
give some.

E. Patrick McQuaid is a Collegian columnist

{ Fred3 Weiss
}

I blew the LSAT's

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all letters to the editor. They must be signed and include

the author's address and phone number. Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces per
line, and no more than two pages.

Organizations may sul letters, but they must include a name and phone number for reference pur-
poses.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, th« -• is no guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

First there was the pressure, and now there is the peace. For
months, maybe years it was building up. Then came the day when
it all happened. "Will everyone please line up in two lines, to have
your fingerprints taken?", said a man rather meekly, somewhat
bored, and with no sense of drama.
Two lines. There were two lines of people getting ready to be

printed. Only left thumbs were being used. Consistency is a key
element for bureaucracy. A police bust? No way. This was the
scene of the Law School Admissions Test Center at UMass on
October twelfth. Rumors had gone out that this was "the test", if

you flubbed this one, just forget being a lawyer....ever.

Sitting there. Listening. People sitting to* the left of you. People
sitting to the right of you. Nobody next to you for fear that such a
move would encourage cheating. The monotone of the moderator
inspiring us all on. Each student signing their name on the back of
the test. "I swear that I am the person taking this test", and then
you sign. This is to avoid cheating in the larger sense, by proxy. If

worse gets to worse they can call in the FBI. Make no mistake
about it, Educational Testing Service in Princeton, New Jersey is
big business. Literally hundreds of thousands of people meekly
submit themselves to the whims of this corporation every year.
This corporation that can make or break your future.

On October 12, 1974 t was one of those people who decided to
take the test. For weeks, rather months before the test there were
ads in the paper "how to improve your score", "how to go places
with the LSAT". Somehow prepping for a test like the LSATs
seemed absurd, almost unethical. I decided not even to try.

Studied my Barrons, and kept taking the "trial" tests. For
a month, two or three nights a week I would take a trial test. I'd
read graphs about unemployment, passages about Babe Ruth,
and answer questions concerning liability under the law. After a
while the tests became predictable. My test scores were usually in
fl, ° upper 500's.

/ 31

There was an envelope waiting for me the other day. It had a
clean printed address on it. It had my name on it, written only the
way a computer printout can. On the top was the simple green
letters, ETS. My fate was sealed.

So I decided to unseal my test. Reasoning that my fate was
decided the day I took the test, and not now when the results
were already without question, I didn't wait long before opening
up the envelope. The score was there. Clear and foreboding.
There could be no denying, it was a 466. Computer mistake? No
way. My score was in the percentile that is considered "not
probable" when your application is processed bylaw Schools. In
three hours, four years of solid academic work was negated. My
hopes for Law School shattered, and I was calm.

Calm? What was there left to do? Sure I could take them aqain,
and perhaps do better. But the point was that it was over. I had
been so afraid of the results that I had done all my fretting before
the results were in. Now, all that was left was to get philosophical.

Now I realize that by letting it nil "hang out" and tell just how
badly I did on the LSATs that some will really natdta me with kind
jokes. Some people will not be so kind. But I tell the 15,000

people who will read this column that I bombed out on the
LSAT's, because that is the best that I can do, as my act of
personal rebellion against Educational Testing Service in

Princeton.

People treat them like they would a mor:=»rch." A letter from the
King, is it an invitation to dinner, or an order to the tower?" I've

even heard that there are some people who leave IftH* LSAT
score on their desks for days, waiting for the courage to open the
envelope and find out their scores.

When I was in high school I wanted to go to Yale or Amherst.
Both schools told me that I would be admitted if I just passed the
SAT's. My verbal score on the SAT was a 480, and it looked like I

might never go to College. After enthusiastic interviews and
empty promises from these two noble institutions, the only letter

received on April 15, 1971 (April 15, is the day of infamy for most
high school seniors) were the standard "Dear , the committee
on Admissions is sorry to inform you....".

At the time of the SAT's I was really angry at myself for blowing
the test. Now I realize that I'm just not a good test taker

Somehow sitting in a room with a dozen other people halt scared
out of their mind seems like something out of Kafka, Hesse, Of

even Solzhenitsyn. However it just doesn't seem to be the kind of

criterior that will have a huge influence in determining your future

First ETS did their best to help keep me out of college. Now
once again ETS has passed down "the word", and unless some
member of the Admissions Office of the Law Schools that I want
to go to really take the time to read my application, read my
recommendations, there will be no Law School in the near future

I'm not alone. My sympathy goes to those taking the GRE's, or

the test for business school, or the business school or Med.
School tests. The people from ETS say that their "standard" test

is the best insurance against misleading data causes by grade
inflation. While there is a problem with grad inflation, the answer
doesn't seem to be in a three hour test.

O.K. Education Testing Service. You might win this year, like

you did three years ago. I may never get into Columbia, Harvard or
Yale. Perhaps not even Michigan, Wisconsin, Virginia or a list of
half a dozen other fine Law Schools that I was interested in. But
you won't stop me. You didn't stop me from going through
college with honor's and you won't stop me from going through
law school.

I won't give up. I may work a year, or simply travel. Go for a
Master's Degree or try and write a book. But eventually I will get
into Law School, because I want to be a lawyer. You once tried to
tell me I'd never go to college, and I proved you wrong. I know
literally hundreds of people who prove you wrong. People that
you counted out, but who are doing well. People who you said
"couldn't miss", and are just dead would. Sure, you admit that
you make mistakes, doesn't everyone? Yeah, I guess so But ETS,
you're dealing with peoples lives.

You can t have mine. Maybe someday everyone else who is

victimized by your arbitrary testing will stand up and do the sam«-

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist
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A whole page of letters to the editor
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Tripoli not responsible
To the Editor:

/ am quite dismayed, shocked and upset over the blatent hypocrisy or

one of your columnists, Steve Tripoli. Not only have his articles in the past
month been two faced but he has resorted to crying over spilled milk.

For those readers who are unaware of any of the background of my
allegations I think a brief summation of the facts is in order. Around the

middle of October Mr. Tripoli presented us with his reasoning behind the
conclusion that Student Government should be abolished. He felt that the

S.G.A. was ineffective, and in no way related to the needs and desires of
the student body at UMass. For this he said that S.G.A. should be
abolished and replaced with a union. Somehow in Mr. Tripoli's wisdom he
feels that this would solve all the problems.

Maybe so, but why then when Mr. Tripoli was fired from his job at the

Collegian does he turn to the Student Judiciary and the Attorney General's

office to get his job back. If we are so unnecessary and non-responsive
then why does he use a branch of the S. G.A. to solve his problems?

Thenon Tuesday, November 12, 1974 the Judiciary finds the Collegian to

be not guilty of Mr. Tripoli's charges that he was wrongly fired and that Mr.

Tripoli's removal from the advertising staff was in fact proper given the

circumstances. The interpretation of the decision was: the Collegian was
not offering Mr. Tripoli an educational, vocational experience anymore by
mere virtue of the fact that he had been removed from that ad staff, but
more importantly, Mr. Tripoli was not taking advantage of the educational,

vocational experience by being neglectful in his job and duties associated
with that job. It is obvious that the Collegian feels that Mr. Tripoli is far

more useful only as a Collegian columnist than as an ad rep as well as a
columnist, being that part of the judges' decision was that Mr. Tripoli was
not contributing to the welfare of the Collegian, the Collegian here
meaning a group of students in an RSO who come together with a
common interest in journalism and business procedure.

The final crap de /'ass is Mr. Tripoli's column of November 15, in which
he says the court "either can 't or won 't see the real issue of the case.

"

Although he never states it in his article, it is obvious to those who have
been in anyway associated with his case that he is talking about his own
case. Why doesn't he say so? Could it be that had he done so people
would have seen his hypocrisy?

I feel that Mr. Tripoli is not being a responsible journalist and should look
back at what he's done and re-evaluate his charges in October against the

SGA and against the Student Judiciary.

Jon Hite

Tripoli a great American
Dear Mr. Tripoli:

Your column "Leo who?" ] 11-7-74], was brought to my attention. Let

me congratulate you on doing a very outstanding job of unbiased
newsreporting which is much needed in not only this state but also this

nation. Your exceptional writing reminds me of a statement by Abraham
Lincoln: "Let the people know the facts and the country will be saved.

"

Thank you very much in trying to save the country.

Leo F. Kahian
American Party Candidate for Governor

To the Editor:

Yesterday, the Collegian ran

an article about my two week
political hunger strike. I'd like

you to know the motivation for

this action.

In the last issue of Newsweek
Magazine there was special

coverage on the world food crisis

and it stated that we are "wit-

nessing mass starvation in the

world on a scale never seen

before." During the past two
weeks I found myself bombarded
by the facts of the world food
shortage by the news media. I

was tired of reading and talking

about the food crisis. I wanted to

act upon my beliefs and I wanted
to help so I decided to undertake

a hunger strike in witness to this

world injustice. At first it was to

be a personal, silent and sym-
bolic protest. The decision to

make my hunger strike public

was difficult, I didn't want to

draw attention to myself. I

realized though, as a symbolic

action it could only be effective

made public; and only by making
it public could I draw attention to

the issue at hand: World Star-

vation.

In the same issue of
Newsweek it is stated that the

"U.S. can no longer remain an
island of plenty in a sea of

hunger — we must be wise and
compassionate enough to design

a better food security system or

else we may see the beginning of

the end of our civilization." A
strong statement and perhaps a

hard one to believe; however, if

one does some serious reading

and thinking about the world
food crisis one can see if this

consequence is not a possibility.

There have been many
proposals raised as to the "how"
of easing the food shortage

around the world. There is one
proposal that should be of

special interest to all of us, that

is: Eating Less. I emphasize this

proposal over other proposals

Why I am fasting
because it is one that each of us

can act upon now something we
as individuals can do.

Senator Hubert Humphrey
suggested that "we eat one less

hamburger a week in order to

make more grain available . for

consumption by the world's

hungry and was criticized by
Secretary of Agriculture Earl

Butz as a 'fuzzy thinking do-

gooder!'" Similarly, British

Economist Barbara Ward
"suggested that the Western

affluent countries reduce their

foqd consumption in order to

free food for the one-third of the

world that faces starvation, her

plea was dismissed as impossibly

high minded and Utopian." In

underdeveloped countries in-

dividuals consume about "400

pounds of grain each year,

whereas in the U.S. nearly one
ton of grain is consumed by us

each year either directly through

cereals and breads or indirectly

through meat, eggs and milk [by

grain fed animals]." Consumed
indirectly through meat is an
important issue; it takes "about 6
pounds of grain to produce one
pound of meat. " "If Americans
decreased the amount of meat
they consume by 10 per cent it

would re/ease enough grain for

60 million people." Also, we
Americans are said to waste 25
per cent of the food we buy, if

we take into account food
contributing to obesity the figure

raises to 50 per cent.

Thinking is the first step and
every individual must decide for

himself what he can change in

his dwn life to help this situation.

Plan your meals before you head
for the food market; this will help

you to not buy food you don't

need and may not use. Buy and
eat only as much as you need to

stay healthy \what "healthy" is is

an individual decision]. Use only

as much food as you need for

each meal; that way if you dislike

leftovers there won 't be any. The

point of eating less meat must be
stressed again. I can give
suggestions but each of us must
make decisions within our in-

dividual living situations as to

what we can do to help. Eating

less and wasting less are both
steps we can take that are

beneficial to us as well as the

world food crisis and it won't
cost you anything but some
extra thinking.

The nation wide Fast for a
World Harvest is on November
21 [this Thursday]. They are

asking that the money you would
save by not eating that day be
donated to Oxfame-America, the
group sponsoring the fast. They
in turn would use the money to

help the starving masses in the
world. This day of fast is

something we can do to become
involved in the fight to relieve

starvation. Keep in mind that

fasting is the voluntary with-

drawal of food while starvation

occurs when food is involuntarily

denied to the body.

Mary Colwell

McGilvray, never on Sunday
To the Editor:

/ would like to make an editorial correction that

appeared in the October 24 edition of the Collegian.

Scott Bacherman referred to the Women's Media

Project as the organization that presented a petition

against Don McGilvray 's cartoons for WMUA's
advertising. This is false; the petition was presented

by the Sunday News Collective. The people involved

in the News Collective felt that Don 's cartoons did not

represent the views of an alternative media group.

As with all new awarenesses, whether they be
collective or personal, it takes time for the necessary

changes in individuals to see and recognize it. So it is

with all new groups coming to WMUA. As a
progressive radio station, WMUA welcomes new
media groups to become involved with it's function.
We endorsed and encouraged the efforts of the
Women's Media Project, the Alternative News
Collective, and the people involved with Gaybreak in

Abortion is a necessity
To the Editor:

Tae*y'} Ep'»oOtt

''BoboF«M/ falls in Love

We Do UP £om£
nojtf h*sh*ho
WATCH UT'i/
/nAKE A \-i

*
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This letter is addressed to Pallotta and Neimczura who wrote the so-
called "pro-life" article. People like you make me angry. What right have
you got to say whether or not a woman has the right to have a child? As far

the hope that WMUA may expose people to different as ,m concerned the Catholic church has fucked up enough times that
views and perhaps even change their existing tney are not even worth listening to anymore. You say that there are plenty
prospective of the world. of people waiting for children to adopt and this is true. I have heard of

Jack Harper waiting lists as long as four years. But why should women who get
Station Manager pregnant go thru the pains of having the childjust to give it away? Maybe

the idea of setting up a baby-making service, "we make 'em you take 'em"
sounds enterprising to you, but it is not going to work as long as women
have a say with what their rights are/ Or perhaps if abortion is abolished,
will you take the responsibility for the black market abortions that will crop
up once again, or maybe you can go into the coat hanger business. I
suppose you want birth control abolished too. Why don 't youjust have sex
abolished and then we won 't have any problems. After all, sex is also a sin
except for reasons for procreation, right?

I have known 12- 16 year olds who have become pregnant or have even
been raped and become pregnant. Do you expect them to ruin their future
chances of making it in this world trying to bring up a child, without a
father in many, [most] cases.

If the production of illegitimate and unwanted children went unchecked,
how long do you think the dwindling resources of the world would last?
What about our survival, would you be willing to give the food and
clothing that you have worked for for yourself and your family to the many
children, who will be [and are] without? It's not the value ofhuman life that
is going down it is the value of human rights/ As far as the belief in

Christianity is concerned, Jesus suffered and died for us anyway, he was
only showing us our sins and it obviously didn't do much good. Because
we are sinning today and tomorrow [and yesterday/] If you can prove to
me that you are free of sin then you can tell me and everyone else what
they are doing wrong. Will you be the one to cast the first stone?

Lori Zuroff

Fast on Thursday
To the Editor:

On Thursday people will be fasting from the Dining Commons in the

light of the recent problem of world wide starvation.

It would really be good if we could all participate in the fast. If people are

at all concerned, if we, as affluent human beings care at all, we can help.

Gregory Houdelette

• •

Staff Photo by Dan Sinitr

It didn't hurt a bit.

The Dial Tone
Discotheque

Mon., Tues., Wed. Nites are

Beer Mites 25 e

Plus specials on pitchers,

bottles and all drinks.

TUES. NITE
is Oldies' Nite

THURS. NITE
is Ladies' Nite

HAPPY HOUR
every nite, 6-8:30

DJ's play what you want to

hear — 7 nites a week, 8:30-

1:00.

Rte. 5, North Hatfield

Dance Floor Game Room

Super Pizzeria
Specializing in —
Pizzas
(large and small)

Spaghetti

Grinders

(the meatiest
roast beef grinders
in the area)

Free Delivery — now in Sunderland

also!

Open 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

17 Montague Rd.

IN. Amherst
549-0626

Niwt to the N. Amherst Post Office

Red Cross blood drive

successful, beneficial
By CARL LUKENS

Staff Reporter

The UMass Campus was visited

again this semester by the
American Red Cross Blood
Program, sponsored by Alpha Phi

Omega and Gamma Sig. From
Monday to Thursday, 1319 people,
students, faculty and University

Personel, as well as walk-ins from
the area, went through the hour-
long procedure of giving pints of

blood.

It seemed like "a good thing to

do" replied Steve Lewis, (a 20-year-
old sophomore from Ashland,
Mass. living in Orchard Hill), when
asked why he took the time to go
through the 6-stationed procedure
and give blood. "I feel like I've done
something worthwhile".

While waiting to be asked
whether he would want coffee,

coke, ham and cheese, or a peanut
butter and jelly sandwich during the

15 minute rest period after, the 3-

time donor said there was little or

no pain at all involved, and that the
people were "very friendly" and
"made him feel at ease".
He added, "I feel like I've done

something that is worthwhile".
"The feeling you can receive from
giving blood encourages you to

continue helping people."
The people responsible for

creating this friendly atmosphere
were faculty wives, volunteer
nurses, student nurses from the
University, Senior Citizens, Red
Cross staff, The Junior Women's
Club and student service

organizations.

The blood donated will first go to

Springfield, from where it will be
distributed to the 25 hospitals in

Western Massachusetts. A small
proportion of the blood is sent to

Boston to be typed and tested; the
results will be sent to the ap-
propriate donor. The blood
program visits colleges, industries,

high schools and localized blood
banks of the 4 counties of Western
Massachusetts.

So this reporter's advice to the
person who is wondering what the
individual can do to help or change
things is to give blood and the next
time she-he can, and perhaps save
a life.

Energy referendum
what will happen?

ByJOHNBUSCAGUA
Alternative Energy Coalition

Progressive news
Service is the result of
many people's need for

free access to the media
on a regular basis.
Anyone who wishes to
write an article or a
series of articles, should
submit them to the PNS,
c-o Veteran's Coalition,

in the Student Union,
second floor.

Two of the referendum
questions on election ballot last

election concerned nuclear
powerplants in this area. The
results of those questions made it

clear that a substantial number of

voters in this district - even more
than was expected -- are opposed
to the construction and continued
operation of nuclear powerplants.

On the first question, one voter

out of every two voted to oppose
the construction of the twin nuclear

plants at Montague, and, on the

second, one out of every three

voted to shut down and dismantle

the plants presently operating at

Rowe, Massachusetts, and Vernon,

Vermont.

Last spring, a referendum
regarding the proposed Montague
plants was placed before the town
of Montague itself. A: that time, it

was expected that the plants would
receive approximately an 8-1 ap-

proval in Montague, though the

actual results showed only a 3-to-1

approval. With last Tuesday's
election, the margin of support had
diminished to 2-1. What this means
is that, even in the town which will

supposedly receive direct economic
benefits from the plants, one out of

every three voters is opposed to the

Montague plants. And the

movement to stop the plants from

being built seems to be growing.

Throughout the state senatorial

district the vote was extremely

close on the first question, the

question to oppose the con-
struction of the Montague plants.

In some towns, like Amherst,
Sunderland, and Leverett. the

question was carried by a sub-

stantial majority, while in many
others it came within a few per cent

of a majority. The final figure for the

entire district was slightly over 47
per cent, or about one out of every

two voters, in favor of the question

to oppose the Montague nuclear

plants.

The second referendum called

for the closing and dismantling of

the two currently operating nuclear

powerplants in Rowe, Mass., and
Vernon, Vermont. As might be
expected, this question received

less support than the first. Ap-
proximately 33 per cent of the

voters approved this question,

which was still considerably higher

than anticipated. This means that

one voter in every three favors

closing and dismantling these
plants immediately.

Reaction to the outcome of the

referendum was varied. Northeast

Utilities was conspicuously silent,

stating only that the referendum
will in no way affect their plans for

the construction of the Montague
plants.

The Alternative Energy Coalition,

who originally placed the two
questions on the ballot, asks: "How
can Northeast Utilities, which is

ostensibly devoted to serving the

public, simply disregard the ex-

Dressed opinion of half the people it

claims to serve? This is simply not a
responsible position to take."

The AEC also observed that this

was a new issue for the voting

public and one about which many

people were still uncertain. Several

thousand voters who cast ballots
for political candidates did not vote
on the nuclear power referenda.
The political impact of the first

question's 47 per cent support
might swing enough of these
undecided voters to gain a majority
on the first question, the AEC says,
if the referendum were held again
today.

Anyone who wishes to join in this

effort can contact the Amherst
office of the Alternative Energy
Coalition at 253-2564.

Environmental

Economics
course offered

For the second year, the popular
course, 'Environmental
Economics" will be offered by the
Dept. of Food and Resource
Economics. The course Is especially

geared for environmental ad-
vocates who want to learn why
ecological awareness in govern-
mental decision-making is so
difficult to achieve.

The 3-credit course, FRE 226, will

be taught by Professor Barry C.

Field. It will meet Monday, Wed-
nesday and Friday at 9 a.m.

"We'll look at the present

economic incentives that cause
environmental degradation and
explore alternative economic
arrangements for reversing the

trend," Field said.

He said the course assumes an
interest in economic policy and
environmental quality, but does not
require any economics courses as

prerequisites.

For further information, call Prof.

Field at 545 2493

a two day "ghost* festival

seekers of the

supernatural attend!!

Tuesday, Nov. 19

Wednesday , Nov. 20

"Haunted Houses & Ghosts*
S.U.B. — 8:00 p.m.

- "Witeheraft and Demonology*
Thompson 104 — 8:00 p.m.
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WMUA
Here's what will be on WMUA, 91.1 FM, today:

The disc jockeys will be Stu MacDonald, Rocket Rick, Fran Dance, John

Greeley, with Uujamadrum ending the day with Tommy Joyner as your

host. Tomorrow starts with Laredo.

WMUA Specialties

8:30 a.m., High Tides, Jeff Jawer's daily astrological forecast.

8:00 - 9:00 p.m., Straight No Chaser, A combination of nothing, tonight

including a rebroadcast of Proctor and Gamble when they came to WMUA
studios.

9:00 - 9:30 p.m., National Lampoon Radio Hour, a combination of

something, definitely worthwhile listening.

News will be broadcast at 7, 8 & 9 a.m., and 2, 6 & 10 p.m.

Be sure to listen to WMUA. Now there is a profit incentive. Listen for

details of "The Laugh Bag." It starts Wednesday.

Chorale, chorus

join symphony
The men from the UMass

Chorale and Chorus will join the

Springfield Symphony Orchestra in

a performance of Schoenberg's

"Survivor from Warsaw", tonight

at 7 p.m., Springfield Symphony
Hall.

They will portray the men of the

Jewish ghetto in a tale based on

accounts of the Nazi occupation of

the city and subsequent atrocities.

The performance is one of five in

the next five weeks. The Chorale

usually schedules only two each
semester.

"We've had so many requests

we've actually had to turn some
people down for lack of time," said

Manager Phil St. Cyr.

Appearing

Tonite:

Some Of My

BttfFrMs

Coming
Thurs. - Sun.

Clean living

mr

Rape line

545-COPS

Inn
Rte. 47

Sunderland

665-4937
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UMass Credit Union soon
to be a reality

The Trial of Billy Jack
It takes up where Billy Jack left off.

Starring DELORES TAYLOR .* TOM LAUGHLIN

PG NUKNTAl GUIDANCE SUGGHUO

NOW PLAYING

HADLEY MT. FARMS No. 4

SPRINGFIELD SHOWCASE CINEMA

Consult your local theatre directory for times

The University Federal Credit Union, a credit union

for UMass students, may soon be a reality on this

campus if all goes according to the plans of the Credit

Union Coalition, a group of concerned students
operating under sponsorship of the Student
Organizing Project.

"We will have a table set up from about 10:00 AM
to 4:00 PM, Tuesday through Thursday of this week
to sign up people who would be interested in

depositing their money in the credit union," says
Peter Birnbaum, president of the Credit Union
Coalition. The table will be in the Campus Center
Concourse.

According to Birnbaum, the purpose of the table is

to sign up interested parties so that when the credit

union opens, it will have a list of potential members.
"At this point, we aren't asking for money. What
we're after is an indication of how many students are

interested enough in a credit union to sign 'intent to

join' cards. These cards aren't even legally binding.

They are just a way of showing who's interested."

Coalition members will be present at the table to

explain what a credit union is and how it could benefit

UMass students.

"The primary purpose of a credit union," Birnbaum
said "is to provide its members with low-cost loans

and high-interest savings. Control of credit union
affairs lies in the hands of a democratically-elected

board of directors.

"The whole idea of forming our own credit union is

to give students a chance to have their money
working directly for them. Since the savings, which
will be insured, are invested in student loans, in-

vestments that will directly benefit students, and
other sound financial investments, students benefit

twice: once from the high interest rates and once from
the nature of the investments."

Membership in the proposed credit union would be
open to students, (both undergraduate and graduate)

student employees, and former members who
graduate. A nominal membership fee of about fifty

cents and a minimum deposit of $5.00 will be required

of new members, but the fee will be waived for those

who sign up during this week.

Larry Parks, no apologies

necessary for performance
Apology For Larry Parks, the first

production of this year's University

Theater season, which played this

past weekend in the Studio
Theater, has as its best asset, good
ensemble acting spotlighted with

very fine performances in the

leading roles.

The play is an original adaptation

of a book by Eric Bentley, Are You
Now Or Have You Ever Been? a

condensation of testimony before

the House Committee on Un-
American Activities on the in-

fluence of the Communist Party in

show business. As conceived by

Don Nigro, a graduate student in

playwriting at UMass and director

Gary Stewart, a faculty member in

the theater department, the

production is a dramatization of

selections of testimony before the

Committee by Larry Parks, a

mediocre actor who suddenly rose

to stardom by playing the

celebrated jazz-singer, Al Jolson in

the 1946 film, The Jolson Story and
later in Jolson Sings Again.

Parks admits to having been a

member of the Communist Party,

but finds himself in a moral and

political crisis when he is finally

forced to reveal the names of other

party members within the motion
picture industry. Through a series

of dream sequences and actual

testimony re-enactments, the play

examines the mind of a man who is

torn between the fear of in-

criminating himself and the guilt of

betraying his friends.

The timelessness of the set and
the closeness provided by the

Studio Theater with its audience
capacity of about 45, were well

applied in maintaining a sense of

intimacy and inward exploration

into a confused and guilty con-

science.

Robin Swados, who portrays

Larry Parks for his Senior Honors
Thesis, plays the role with sen-

sitivity, control, and an acute

awareness of Parks' pathetic

situation. During the hearing
scenes, he has the obvious charm
of a celebrity often in the public

eye, but slowly under heavy strain

from Committee interrogation, he

loses his cool, his chain-smoking

becomes more apparent as he takes

more and more shorter puffs from a

cigarette, his slow pacing becomes
faster and more erratic, and his

pleasant voice begins to stutter as

he trips over repeated questioning

by the Chief Counsel.

Towards the end, when he

exposes the names of fellow party

members, and denies knowing
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others when asked, his voice
becomes anguished but con-
strained, in a painful rhythmic
recitation. He has lost his career,

and has become as he knew he
would all along, a completely ruined

man.
Jim O'Connell is absolutely

marvelous as the bored, mindless

Committee chairman. His constant
references to "Mistah Pahks" and
his empty rhetoric on the
blasphemous theater provided
some much needed comic relief.

Also giving fine performances
were Michael A. Guido as the

Defense Counsel, and the four

representatives on the Committee,
Marc Cuddy, Bob Tracey, Harry

Dion, and Rick Martin.

The additional 6-member chorus

however proved most of the time to

be annoyance on an already over-

crowded stage.

The only real problem with

Apology For Larry Parks is that it

takes itself too seriously, that it tries

to say too much in too little time,

which is why the chairman's

comical remarks come as such a

welcome diversion.

What exactly is Larry Parks trying

to say? Is Larry Parks Everyman,

and are we supposed to figure out

what we'd do in his universal

dilemma? Or is it about making

close-minded judgments on a

person's morality without
examining one's own morals? Parks

toward the end starts condemning
the audience. Is he criticizing us the

way we criticize art? Or does it all

come down to the old cliche of

man's inhumanity to man? Perhaps

Larry Parks questions all these

things. Perhaps more, and maybe
that's all it set out to do so that we
must wait for "Larry Parks

Apoligizes Again" to tell us more.

McCambridge
Next to Campus Pizza

(Rte. 9)

Hadley, 584-2277

Too cold? If you need a tune up
or other repairs on your bike,

we'll pick it up and deliver it for

free. Pick up the week of Nov.
l8-23rd only, from anywhere on
or near Campus.

and OSSA DEALER
i • •mP
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notices

ALPHA ZETA:
Pledge orientation meeting Tues. 11-19,

6:30 pm in C.C. 113. For all those who
received invitations, please attend.
ASTRONOMY CLUB:

Officers' meeting tonight at 7 followed
by regular meeting at 7:30 in Hasbrouch
22. All members please attend, as we have
much to discuss.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORG:
Meeting tonite at 6:16 in room C.C. 911.

All are welcome.
COMM. DIS CLUB:

Informational meeting tonight to discuss
what happened at the Forum on 11-18.

Meeting to follow. Get involved into what
concerns you!! Goodell 504 at 7:00.

ENTERTAINMENT:
Alfred Hitchcock's FRENZY! Weds.

Nov. 20 in C.C. Aud. Shows at 7,9, 11.

Don't miss it.

FORESTERS:
Undergraduate seminar tomorrow night

at 7:30 to discuss mechanics of applying to
graduate school. Graduate selection
Committee and other Faculty members will

be there to answer questions.
GAY LINE:
The Student Homophile League and

Gay Woman's Caucus offer personal
counseling for people with gay related
problems and-or information on gay
events. Mon. - Thurs. 413B, S.U.B. 545-
0154
INDIA NIGHT:
Remember Sat. night in India Night. A

variety Program of Classical Dances and
Music. Nov. 23 at 7:00 pm in C.C. Aud.
ITS FINALLY HERE:
Sigma Delta Tau is proud to present its

first semi annual MR GREEK Contest. See
ad in this edition for more information.

LEGAL STUDIES MAJORS:
Legal Studies will host Fred Newman,

Chairman of the International Workers
Party, at 7:30 pm today in C.C. 165 169 of

the C.C. Mr. Newman's topic, "Is the

country moving toward socialism or

fascism?'' Everyone invited to attend.

MEETING:
Nov. 19; guest speaker Lorie Malan-

drinos, sales manager Holiday Inn, Splfd.

7:30, C.C. 813 815.

SQUARE DANCE LESSONS:
Tues. nite at 8:00 in Cape Cod Lounge.

All beginners are urged to attend.

Possibility of Fri. nite dance and banner
raid on Sat. nite.

STAR TREK LIVES:
Special short meeting tonight, 803 C.C.

at 7. Election of Captain and First Officer.

All members please attend. Note Day and
Time change!
STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE:

There will be a meeting of members of

the S.H.L. tonight at 7:30 pm in C.C. 904.

TAU BETA PHI:
Pledge meetina today at 4, E.B.E. 108.

TONITE
DVP presents The Warrens - experts

on Ghosts and Haunted Houses. Tonite at

8 in SUB. Tomorrow in Thompson 104 at

8, Witchcraft and Demonology will be the

topic.

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION:
There will be an introductory presen

tation on TM tonite in Machmer W 26 at

7:30 pm.
WOMEN'S STUDIES ADVISING:
Students interested in Spring Women's

Studies courses are invited to meet with
faculty and staff persons on Weds. 11 20
from 4 - 6 pm, in the Women's Studies
office, Goodell 508.

FOUND:
Wristwatch on floor of Hills North Party

Fri night. To claim come to 325 Brett or call

6 6268.

FOUND:
Man's black 69 class ring in Newman

Center Lounge, Call 256-8862.
LOST:

Wittenhaur Electric watch on Friday.

Please call Jim at 546-6382. Many thanks.
LOST:

11-12 a Coruss f 322 Calculator, tan in

color, brown Alligator case, initialled E.H.
on black surface of calculator. Lost in

Library, 7th floor. Please contact Evan in

546 if you have any info. Generous reward.

Even through the deadening effects of winter som*
things still manage to flourish.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

FRENZY
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1974

CCA. 7, 9, 11 ADM. $1

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -
Death Wish - 7 00 9 15

ALLEN Er COOLEY -
Savage Is Loose - 7 00 9 30

AMHERST -
Persona — 8:45
The Shame - 7:00

CALVIN -
Gone With The Wind - 7:30

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
Cheerleaders — 7:00
Oh Calcutta - 8 30
Flesh Gordon - 7:00-8:46
Ouddy Krsvitz - 7:00 ft 915

MT. FARMS 4 -
Gone With The Wind - 7:16
Groove Tube - 4:15-6:46-700-

10.00

Entertainment - 4:30-7:00-9-16
Trial Of Billy Jack - 4:00-7:15-

8:15

SHOWCASE -
Longest Yard - 7:30-9:46
Airport 1976 - 7:30-9:30
Harry Er Tonto - 7:30-9:40
Flesh Gordon - 7:45-9:30

Trial Of Billy Jack - 7:15-9:30
Memory Of Us - 7:30-9:20

AMHERST(V«*
AMITY ST. 253 5426

:m INGMAR BERGMAN'S

ikMDC Cliuilieds Pi?
- To place a datniied. drop by
the Coliraian Office between
•:M a.m. and 3.-4S pm Monday
Friday.
The tfeeflline it i *i. two days

aefert fhe day yoor ad is to
ir.

The ratot »r»:
Dally - » N par line*

Weekly * M par line*

Monthly - t-20 par Una*

'Two Una* on form
approximate ona Una.

FOR SALE

Uaad guitars boufnt and sold

Tha Guitar Workshop. Amhorat
Cerrleee Shop. M» 1728

Coata Midi auada coat mldldun B .,,. C oat. rabbit fur lac hat

M.v.: M•
b
7
u^,'" ,h' , ," e,, •, c-"

Worth »600. RMI Accordlan 120

baaa. »76 Kodak M SO movla pro|
»26 S44S7S2

Fratarnal Dump Assoc T ahlrti

for tala Call Top of Brown Club t

FOR SALE
BaeketbeH rim and backboard

120 Barballa 1120 lbs I »16
Humidlflar »20: Tannla tralnar IB;
Hockay ahin guard »6 Call 323 466a
aftar 7

Allan Univara blka rack. hold. 3 4

bikes Fita any typa vahlcla. $22
naw. 120 or baat offer Uaad 1 X
Rich 646 7442

AUTO FOR SALE

1»60 TR3 TH4 angina Good
ihapa. many «trae. but naada
radiator 1600 M 4183

'58 Int'l Campar. alaapa 4. atova.
•ink avarything rebuilt All naw
tirai (700 or baat offar Thla runa
reel niea Jana 684-4182 aftar 6 pm

MDCCJ^iedA SERVICES

1970 Porsche 814 »2600 firm 6

5379

72 MOB GT. AM FM will

aacrifica 737 2689 aftar 4 p.m.

3 tares. 186 13 with 2 rima 6 *20

and 4 hubcapa for umi *10 Call

Sally. BBS 4219 (aftar 6 001

'88 Ford
gd t200

548 6861 289 V8, runa

Trumpat
»26 6 6723

parfact for beginnar

12 string Yamaha guitar »8f

Adlar racordar 410 6B4 2016
Alto

63 Chavy II. 6 cyl . auto Naw
stickar. good condition t19S 6
4723 or 253 9967 Ask for Cindy

1947 Ovarland Willys Jaap
pickup. 17.000 milaa. hydraulic
mow plow, excellent ahapa Larry
546 2303 Room 411

Thorana TD128AB trntbla 3 mo
old Part cond Tracka too 6 G
lightad stroba Magnetic entl-

tkata Full wair Naw 44B0. asking
»266 IC Spaad Control 649 8148

Gamainhart Piccolo 649 0187. M
F. 9 to 7

Contrabass, good condition, vary

low prica Call Gaorga 323 4248

TR 3. naads work
Sw 323 7327

»300 1950 Ply

'72 Fiat 128. ax cond 30 plus
MPG 41750 Call 263 9783 avanings

Room and board in quiat homa in

Northampton in exchange for 20
hours par waak child cara. four
mornings par waak Wa aaak
mature paraon for long term
arrangamant Call 686-4213.

1 bdrm TH in Rivarglada Apts.
starting Jan or Fab Rant »186 inc
util If intaraatad. call Al 263-6161

2 badroom includes utilities,
carpeting, on UMaaa bus route, no
pats 4220 in Sunderland 686 2662

Small ona badroom house 12
miles from Amher.t Fireplace
Pets welcome Likely Listings 264
8896 Immediate

WANTED TO RENT
2 Malea for Jan Brittany Manor

263 7848

Need own rm in ept on bua rt

Jan 27 May 30 480 180 Quiet F
548 7288

We need 2 rant a van 4 a trip 2
Florida. Nov 23 Dae 2 or 3 Naada 2
B reliable' Approx 3 folks going
Cell John at 527 2186 Thank. I

Merned couple needs homa for
Spr Sam 1 Br Apt or will ahara
houaa with other couple 686 3881
eveninga

Intareated in ranting your apt
over inter.es. ion? Cell Suienne
546 7189

2 male, for Jan Brittany Manor
253 9441

I I 12 »t

WANTED

string guitar 288 7880

4 bdrm
5350

houaa 4300 range. 548-

RIDE WANTED

To Florida over interaaaalon. 8

7649

Feminist women - bess. piano,
and guitar for R B Bend Cell Merie
739 9349 eft 6

Double bed mattress 410 or la*.
Jane 588 4182

BOB STILL WANTS TO BUY
YOUR AILING OR DECREPIT CARl
Any make, modal, year Unload
vour headache for 4*411 263 7241

Person to help me notata my
original music Will be doing a
book Possible 4 Mark 646 6779
Book will be pub

TRAVEL

Charter (light, to Europe and
California Call Campua Travel 646
0600

Low price tripe to Mexico.
Florida. Caribbean. Call Campua
Travel 646 0600

College week in Bermuda March
23 30 4299 plus 425 tax and service
8 deys 7 nights Contsct Teri

Jones Neylon Ins Agcy 66441.
549 3989

Tickets to ELTON JOHN.
546 6590

BOS

Couple recently merried aaak
apt in area in 4160 to 1166 range
Will conaldar room with kitchen
priv Bill 646 2304

Feminist women besa. piano,
guitar for RB Band Call Merle 739
9349 eft 6

PERSONALS

To the Popcorn Kid happy
birthday from 3N Field Good luck

I

and best wishes

FREE ROOM AND BOARD
available for January in axchanga
for part time help in houaahold
with 2 girls, aged 2 end 4 Muat love
children 549 8086

64 VW
549 6843

Great condition 4300

HELP WANTED
Can you draw? Do you have a

sense of humor? The editoriel
peges need five cartoonists to do
campus humor Call Dean Tucker
5 3600

BRAND NAME PRODUCTS
WHERE YOU POCKET THE
DIFFERENCE Chanel No 6
REG 436. NOW 19 96
Christian Dior Perfume. REG
*37 50. NOW 49 96 Great
Christmee GIFTSI Free on
campus delivery Cell 6 8303

Hil This is PAUL How've
you boon Wave been pretty

busy renovating our new
store for its grand opening in

Ven et our atora Now wa
have naw uaad wood atovae.
bureaua. bade and our usuel
matchless .tuff at PAUL'S
OLD TIME FURNITURE. 48
Main St 283 3811 Don t take
any wooden nickela

67 Scout 25 000 mi . exec mac
cond 4 cyl Call Ken 684 3402 4626
(irm

62 Chevy Bel Aire. runa. snow
tires sticker 480 00 Call 684 6516

65 Chavy Impele Wegon.
rebuilt trens . anowa. Worth
seeing' 4275 Cell 266 I

Sanaul Receiver 4000 x uaad 8

moa Only best offar over 1260 Call

487 9843

8 Percent over cost 21 31
percent off on Kenwood. Sher
wood. Pioneer. Sony end Merenti
Sound and Music Co Op 247 5870

Skill Spalding 206 Siderale.
regularly 4170. will aall for 446 Call
John 1 883 8428 Keep calling

Marantf 2240 4 chan decoder
amp. brand naw. ntvar uaad
Warranty 4200 283 7839

Record* of all kind* at
raasonabl* prlcae Can usually gat

,

any LP In print within a weak The
New Record Shop. 187 N Plaaeant
St . Amherst 283 63*4

Piano for sele 99SS 649 0727

Bad (10 6480727

Cheep' 1984 Plymouth Fury. VI.
auto Call 863 9087 after 8

Triumph MG. Heelev parte
Doors starters, ate Tom 247 6197
or Bob 584 5542

FOR RENT

Furn. apts Ona two two end a
half rma Modern air cond pool
parking TV. neer shopping, utlltlas
mc Lease to June 1976 Amharat
Motel lopp Zayra'al

SAVE RENT ~Se*nic North
field Attractive 2 end a half rms.,
privacy Single 1100: couple (138
Electricity 549 0387

Mouse for rent looking for 2
people to fill up a houaa Call 684
2049

Available immediately Pur
niehad ona bdrm In Hadlav 8188
par mo Inclusive Likely llatinge
288-1

TO SUBLET

Sublet 2 br apt ell utilities on
busline Jen 1 to May 31 4206 par
month 665 3661 evenings

2 br ept in Sundld 5 C Lentarn
Ct For sub leese from mid Oec
Jan 31 with option to renew, w w
carpeting, elec heet. dishwashr
665 4946

2 bdrm Townhouse, Squire
Village Sunderlend on UMess but
route Oec 1st 666 4792

2 bedrm ept.. Cliffeide. 4186 per
mo . utilities incld Jen 1 Sep 1

Cell 686 3139

ROOM WANTED

Mele wented to .hare 3 br apt
cooperatively 256 8096

2 F to shere Townhouee Cell 263
7303

ROOMMATE WANTED

To share houaa in Hadlay neer
Cempua Call 588 2816 after all

Houeemate wented for Co Op
house In Amherst Own room In six

TYPING
Typing for student* - Papers

Call 293 7464 or 263 7146 Off
campus

Pro typing Theses, papara. Raea
rataa Call 584 6417

RIDE WANTED
To Boaton (Eiton John concert).

Nov 20 Cell Shelley 8 8419

2 women need ride to L A Dec
26 Shere 4 end drive 6 5798 or 6
5838

To Michigan Thanks GV Susan
253 7725

To California after Xmes Shere
4. driving Cherlie 6 9483

To Boston. Elton John Concert.
Nov 20 Return seme night Cell
Mery 6 6846

Ride wented to Rnchestar. N Y
To leave anytime Wed Nov 27
Share expenaaa and driving Call
Cindi 288 0674 efter 10

To Washington or Maryland
Nov 22 or 23 Will share 4. Call
Elaine 648 8878

To Frenk Happy Birthday Love
from Sete and the girls from Leech

Wetch out for your cookies.
Carle' Happy birthday with love
leughter and chocolate chips
Luenne etc

Want to meet him? That man of
vour dreams Hall ba at Slgme
Unite Teu s Rush Party tonight. It'*
the first sami annual Mr Greek
Contest Drop by you won t regret

INSTRUCTION
DOG TRAINING Obedience

problem dogs, protection and
security 649 1342 VALLEY KlACADEMY

SERVICES
Profeeelonal guitar repair* by

guitar maker Michael Millard
Mon. Wad.. Fri. at Tha Guitar
Workahop. Amharat Carriage
*hooe 6491726 Free eetlmetee

Passport Photo.' Fast J—Ti
-;on.b,.pr,c.. C.HC

,

h„::
V

S48'9934 or Dick at 5 2842

Detsun. Toyota. Volvo end
domestic eutomobiles repeirad and
maintained at raaaonabla pm a.
Plenty of experience and equip
ment Phone Run Baca 588 1227

_

Auto Body Co. Complete body
repair Cuatom painting, ineurance
estimates Loceted on 478. Hedlev
586 0673.

Paaaporta - Faat service Lang*
Photo Hour. 9 6 Tal. 263-3141.

Term paparal Canada'a largeet
service. For catalogue aend 42 to
ESSAY SERVICE. 67 Spadlna Av*
No 208. Toronto. Ontario. Canada.
Campua franchise, available.
Pleeaa write.

Accounting end Finance Majors
Let ua help you: Plan ahead to
become eCPA The Becker CPA
Review Course Boston 617-636-
1440. Our succesaful studanta
rapreaant one querter of USA

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? BOB
will still fix it right No 10b too
small Foreign or domestic No big
ovorheed 253 7241.

Cempua Cluba and
Organizational Do you want tp
publish high quality newsletter.
pemphlet. megeilne or booklet???
Let tha Ms..age Company help
you write, layout, design and print
mi Raeaonabla lee. Contact Jerry
et 263 9848 for Information.

Pr of wire rimmed glessaa in

blue caaa PLEASE call 649 4682
aftar 6 pm

Mens blue sweater in Herter
Gallery Rewerd Ph 546 0061

ENTERTAINMENT

Hatch Wednesdey Night Coffee

smm'/s
'"*"" " 'po, "" " "

...

Th
».

Skyl,nd B,nd «*•• off at

;
h« Bluawall. W.dn.ad.y through

H. .rh I ' W."h ,rom 9 •• • ThaHatch has the throb of theDyn.m.c Sex Machine Thursday
thru Saturday, joined on Friday andSeurday by the inimitable style ofSweet Pie. 91

CALCULATORS
Calculator Sal* - College

Calculator* offer, lowaat prices
anywhere All modala available'
Texaa Inat . Hawaii Packard.
Unicorn All machine* now and
guar with 2 month replacement
warranty Before you buy a
calculator, call me I can baat any
price anywhere ... Look far my
posters eround campua for details
Then call Bob Crowall at 649 1318

MISCEl LANEOUS
lepietratlon Rhetoric Exemption

Test Begin Mon Nov. 11 22 daily
8 30 12 00 and 1 30 3 SO. Bart 30SC
Info in same office Bert 30SC

pub
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Boston
schools

teaching rep

on campus
William Bergen, a representative

from the Boston Public Schools,
will be on campus tonight at 7:30
p.m. in Room 904-908 Campus
Center to talk with any seniors or

graduate students who might be
interested in teaching in Boston.

Teaching opportunities in Boston
seem encouraging for minority

applicants with Massachusetts
teacher certification, especially at

the secondary level, and for the

bilingually certified. Openings are

likely also in mathematics, general

science, biology, chemistry,
physics, home economics, physical

education, and industrial arts. In

special education the fields for

teachers of speech and hearing,

severely emotionally disturbed, and
the visually handicapped are
promising.

In order to be on the April Eligible

List for September 1975 positions,

the essential first step is that the

candidate take the January
National Teachers Examination in

the Teaching Area of the
Massachusetts Teaching Cer-
tificate, if the candidate wishes to

teach that level or subject.

At the time of registration at

Princeton, he-she must also notify

the Board of Examiners, 15 Beacon
Street, Boston, Mass. 02108, that

he-she has registered, has
requested Educational Testing
Service to send the score to R7420
(at the Board of Examiners of the

Boston Public Schools), and is

interested in a specific Eligible List.

The closing date for registration

and notification is January 2, 1975.

Course corrections
New Judaic Studies Courses
The following three courses

have been added to the ones
listed in the Schedule of
Courses:

Hebrew 390B Hebrew Satire,

MWF 10.10, Ms. Baron.

Hebrew 390Z Prepracticum,
TBA, Ms. Baron.

Judaic 190B Aramaic, TuTh
2.30, Mr. Isbell.

Course Description Guide
Correction

The courses in Judaic
Studies are listed erroneously

under "Journalistic Studies" on
p. 142 of the Course
Description Guide.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS 46

1 Partly open 47

5 L.ir i. 49
umbrella 53

9 Rd'^h OUl 57

burst
14 Rushed 58

headlong 59
16 In surplus 61

16 Grouch
1 7 Move 62

unsteadily

18 Marshal 63
European 64
president

19 Remove dirt 65
20 After 66

Haphazardly 67
22 Diverted
24 Watercourse 1

26 Curtain

27 Went quickly 2

29 High card 3

30 Thai

language 4

33 Trust 5
37 Rain hard 6
38 Laughing 7

39 Infant 8
40 Bestow 9
41 Dry
42 Discouraging 10

influences 1

1

44 Join
45 Wides 12

partner 13

Suffices
Injures

Fundamentals
Fighting otl

Outer
garment
F M>ei •
African river

Speak
incoherently

Surface
depression
Formal poem
Blue grape
pigment
Senior to

Obligation

Divide Suffix

DOWN
School
textbook
Building beam
Mechanized
military units

Condemn
Gained
Ardent
Allotted

Drawn out

Rub with
pressure

Charge
Exclaim with
violence

Noun ending— out a living

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved
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H . .
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1
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21 Spoil

23 Speed
competition

25 Medical. Abor
28 Resolute
30 Banl

transaction
31 Uncle's wife
32 Table scraps
33 Undecided

contest
34 Leprechaun

land

35 Discharged a

debt
36 In no way
37 Distressing

conditions

40 Bulky
42 Missile

43 Plunder

45 Swifter

47 Depend
48 Shoot from

ambush
50 Lacking

substance
51 Municipal

52 Perfume
53 Redecorate
54 Sinful

55 Command to

go
56 Superficial

60 External

Prefix

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

THURSDAY. November 21

SCORPIO (Oct, 23 Nov. 21

1

— It is your own personal
contacts that count today
Don t rely on others to do for
you what you can easily do for
yourself Take on responsi
bility

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22
Dec 21 1

- There is nothing to

be gained by flattery alone

You can apply soft-soap
initially, but for result* you
would be wise to follow it up
with hard work.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan

19) — The wise Capricorn will

stick fairly close to routine
today. This is no lime to

experiment either with a
project or a method.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb

18l — Although you may have
to step out of line in order to
do a friend a good turn, for the
most part you would do well to
keep close to home.

Bv Stella Wider

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20)
— Morning hours are not such
that they inspire confidence
Work through the difficult

hours, however, and you
should be able to gain by
evening.

ARIES (March 21 April 19)
— New developmenta early in

the day make this a Thursday
to remember for a long time
Get new project underway as
soon as possible.

TAURUS I April 20-May 20)
— Refuse to be stopped by
obstacles that seem to have
arisen overnight. You may be
slowed down — but you need
not give in completely.

UfcMINI (May 21 June 201
— The quickest way to get
things done is not always the
safest. Even if it postpones the
attainment of your goal, seek
the best method of operation
CANCER (June 21-July 22)

— A day which begins with

a flourish - but is very likely

to end simply by petenng out
Do what you can to explain
yourself to an unbeliever

LEO (July 23 Aug 221 -

You can catch up with the
competition today if you arr

quick to lake advantage of an
opportunity for gain early in

the day. Bestir yourself
VIRGO (Aug' 23-Sept 22

1

— The wise Virgo will lake on
no new responsibilities until he
is certain the old ones ha,.
been met Children may work
a hardship in the afternoon
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22)-

Take care of unfinished
business »•> i'jrl\ in Use da\ as

possible Otherwise, you will

find yourself under mountain
of work hv week's end

dizzy and oaul- By Jim Carson

Kampus Kapers By Kris Jackson
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- AjAJGr-i:
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Howard, Frank, and quality

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1974

TODD HOLT SLAMS his helmet into Ed Whelan in a
close to textbook tackle in last Saturday's 27-17 victory
over New Hampshire.

By RON ARENA
Sports Staff

Ah yes, Monday night football, in

the beginning known as Monday
night madness, the greatest new
dimension to sport coverage since

the instant replay. An end to the

Monday night doldrums. Give the

wife a few bucks to take out the

kids, buy a six-pack and a bag of

pretzels, relax in your favorite chair

and enjoy a night of paradise.

Without a doubt, when ABC
introduced this gem, the sports fan

drooled in his mug. Tears of joy
blotted his morning paper. Alas,

something other than Medical
Center! Dinnertime cliches of "How
was your day?" fell victim to such
classics as "How many points does
the Greek have Miami favored by
tonight?"

Along with this delirium came a

new concept of broadcasting.

People no longer thought the "big

three" as G.M., Ford, and Chrysler,

but as Keith Jackson, Don
Meredith, and Howard Cosell, the

original crew. They added a new
light to the mike, humor and in-

formality. They were loved, they

Van Breda Kolff gets Jazz job
NEW ORLEANS [AP] - Bill van

Breda Kolff was named coach of

the New Orleans Jazz Monday,
replacing Scotty Robertson who
was fired Sunday just before the
fledgling franchise's 16th game.
Van Breda Kolff takes over a

National Basketball Association
team which has won only one of its

first 16 games. Sunday night the
Jazz lost their 15th to Detroit 99-85
with assistant coach Elgin Baylor in

charge.

Van Breda Kolff, who once
benched Wilt Chamberlain during a
playoff game and as a result later

was fired, said no changes in Jazz
strategy would be made until he
has had a chance to assess his new

team.

Although the new Jazz coach
conceded he was unsure of all of

the terms in his contract, he
described it as "a trusting one."

"I never worry about contracts,"

he said. "If you do good, you don't

need to worry about one. If you
don't, you don't deserve the

protection."

The appointment put the fiery

van Breda Kolff at the helm of his

fifth professional basketball team in

seven years.

In his first two years of

professional coaching, 1968 and
1969, he guided Los Angeles to

NBA division championships.
But he and star Lakers' center

BU, Crimson picks

in hockey poll
BOSTON [AP] — Boston University, Harvard and Cornell have taken

their usual places a top the preseason poll of Eastern collegiate hockey
coaches, but no one is betting the season will end that way.
The University of New Hampshire, which led national ratings most of

last season, was ranked fourth, according to a poll of 29 eastern coaches
conducted by the Boston Sunday Globe and the Hockey Newsletter.

Boston University, the defending Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference
champion, was rated first because of its impressive scoring power. All 17
returning players scored in double figures last season, and BU has two All-

Americans, including defenseman Vic Stanfield.

The Terriers also play seven of their toughest nine games at home.
BU received 16 first-place votes; Harvard had 18; and New Hampshire

received one. Vermont, a scrappy newcomer to Division One is ranked
eighth. Other top ten teams include Brown 5; St. Lawrence 6; Rensselaer
Polytech 7; Providence 9; and Dartmouth 10.

Assuming that BU, Harvard and Cornell, a perennial powerhouse, slug it

out for first place, the coaches see the rest of the division as a dead beat.
New Hampshire has an Ail-American goalie and veteran defense, but
Brown has several top sophomores moving up from an undefeated fresh-
man team.

St. Lawrence, which reversed nine straight losses last season to make
the play-offs, is considered a dark-horse challenger.

Cornell coach Dick Bertrand bases his challenge for the number one
ranking on depth and experience at every position.

"We'll use five sophomores, ten juniors and six seniors. That's good
balance," he said. Rounding out the rankings, from 11th through 17th are
Boston College, Clarkson, Northeastern, Pennsylvania, Princeton, Yale
and Colgate.

Chamberlain became engaged in a

public, running feud. Van Breda
Kolff called Chamberlain a quitter

and benched him in the seventh
game of the 1968-69 title series. The
Lakers dropped the game* 108-106,

and van Breda Kolff was fired.

After being ousted by the Lakers,

van Breda Kolff guided Detroit to a

31-51 season in 1969-70, 45-37 the

following ydar and was 6-6 before

losing his job in 1971-2.

He put in a brief stint with
Phoenix, guiding the Suns to a 3-4

mark before moving to the
American Basketball Association

with Memphis. He went 21-63 at

Memphis last season and was not
rehired.

WFL Americans
need $750,000
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. [UP/] -

Birmingham Americans' owner Bill

Putnam Monday said the World
Football League Club must have
$750,000 to pay its bills for the
remainder of the season.

Putnam said the team had been
relatively successful during its first

season, taking in "a little over $2.3
million at the gate.

"Our preliminary figures show a
loss of only $300,000 from the time
we began putting this together last

December," Putnam said. "That's
not a bad loss for your first year."

However, he said the team must
have $750,000 to pay about $90,000
in state taxes, $14,000 each in city

and county sales taxes and four
weeks in back player salaries.

Plan Your Holiday Parties Early at

Rte. 9, 529 Belchertown Rd.

Our wood shed room is available contact
E.J. CALLAHAN or

for banquets, special occasions. kenhawkinsr
256-8551

"were hated, but most importantly

they were talked about. Their style

became the most prolific creation

to hit the media since the nightly

talk show.

But finally, after four years of

greatness, Monday night football

has faultered. To quote a certain

musician, "The thrill is gone."

What has caused this decline of

trauma such that the halftime films

result in the highlight of the show?

Commentary

The first fault lies in the an-

nouncers. With Don Meredith

gone, the crew lacks unity. Frank

Gifford as play-by-play announcer,
succeeding Jackson, just doesn't

communicate any sense of ex-

citement. If a poll were taken rating

individuals on their charismatic

qualities, Gifford would rank behind
such notables as Pat Paulsen, Tom
Johnson, and Richard Nixon.
Rumor has it that Roone Arledge
waves thousand dollar bills in front

of "the Giff" to keep him awake.

And Howard Cosell, well what
can be said about Howard? He does
add humor to the game and would
probably outscore any coach in a
trivia quiz. His biggest fault though,
arises from his somewhat liberal

usage of the word "great". To
Howard, a player rates this ad-
jective if he:

a) once tackled Joe Bellino or

Wayne Patrick or both, or

b) once intercepted a pass
floated by either John Huarte,
Norm Snead or Joe Kapp.
With standards like these, the

WFL must have a surplus of talent.

And finally Meredith's
replacement, Alex Karras. I swear it

was Alex's mother who coined the

phrase "dumb jock". Karras has
done little to tarnish this image with

such stellar acting performances as

"Mongo" in Blazing Saddles, and

lest we forget, The 400-Pound Jerk.

His lack of displaying any in-

telligence should be an insult to the

audience. For instance, in a recent

telecast, placekicker David Ray of

the Rams tried to run in an extra

point after a fumble prompting

Karras to shout "He's, going all the

way, folks!" This comment also

proved how many times he is

wrong as Ray didn't even go all the

way.

The bulk of the fault though, can

be found in the scheduling. Of ten

games so far, only two contests did

both teams have a winning record.

We've had such eye-opening teams
in Atlanta, the Jets, and
Philadelphia, and have viewed such
nerve-wracking battles as Denver-

Kansas City, Detroit-San Francisco,

and Green Bay-Chicago. Maybe an
audience demand will even bring

back these classics as summer
reruns.

Granted, some games have been
exciting (no thanks to the an-

nouncers) such as Buffalo-Oakland

and next weeks' Miami-Cincinnati

struggle should be. But for the

most part, the matchups have been
poor.

Next year, ABC hopes to lure Joe
Namath off the field and into the

booth. If Namath agrees, a vast

improvement will be made. As for

the schedule, we can only wait.

One thing for sure though, if it does
not out-do its current repertoire,

Maude and Rhoda can be assured
of high ratings once again.

MDC Classifieds

really work

Under a Billion Sold

You just can't eat them fast

The Hungry-U
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55 University Drive 103 N. Pleasant St.

256-8914 256-0473

Fast and Courteous Delivery

They're free, but we're cheaper.
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Rucker claims Pats jinxed
Rv nil pftfck: *By GIL PETERS
UP/ Sports Writer

FOXBORO, Mass. \UPI] -
Reggie Rucker thinks someone put
the whammy on the New England
Patriots this season.

"It seems like we were cursed,"
said Rucker Monday night after
being shelved for the season as the
result of a broken wrist he suffered
six weeks ago. Also placed on
injured reserve list and out for the
season were star running back Sam
Cunningham .and wide receiver
Steve Schubert - both injured in

Sunday's loss to the New York
Jets.

"First I was hurt, then (Darryl)
Stingley, then Bob (Windsor) then
Sam. These guys are all good
players and you can't get hurt and
not have it affect the team."

i he Patriots chances of a miracle
rise in the NFL fell steadily with the

r
i

i

i

unending injuries to key players.
New England won its first five
games then lost four of its next five.

Rucker broke his wrist in the
fourth game, but played the next
six with a lightweight cast. Wide
receiver Stingley broke his forearm
in the fifth game; Windsor, a big
tight end, tore up his knee scoring
the last-second game winning
touchdown against Minnesota in
the seventh game and Cunningham
and Schubert were crippled two
weeks later.

Cunningham suffered a fractured
fibula of the lower right leg after
slashing 18 yards to the Jet five late
in the fourth period to set up the
possible winning touchdown.
Schubert reinjured his right knee
making a tackle on a punt.

But Rucker did not reinjure his
slow healing wrist. "No, I didn't
reinjure it. It's (being placed on

- TONIGHT -

JOHN MORGAN
I

I

I

I

il

injured reserve) got to do with my
inability to play like I want to and do
the things I can't do with the cast
on. And it's got to do with giving a
performance that's less than mv
best."

The fifth year pro from Boston
University refused to comment
when asked if there was a
disagreement between him and
coach Chuck Fairbanks over the
deactivation.

"I met with Chuck today
(Monday). I expected something to
happen for one reason or another.
But I decided that if he didn't call
me into his office that I was going
in on my own."
Rucker caught two passes for 24

yards against the Jets but dropped
one that was in his hands for a
potential long gainer.

"Mentally the injury was getting
me down to the point where it was
getting me down as a person. The
passes keep hitting you and
bouncing off the cast (which loops
around the palm of his hand). It's
great playing injured when things
are going well. But Sunday.. .I just
couldn't get the ball."

The Patriots have just two
healthy wide receivers - Randy
Vataha and Eddie Hinton. They also
will use former Georgia quarterback
Andy Johnson, a rookie special
team member, at wide receiver.

Clip and Save

It's HERE AT LAST . . .

that RUSH PARTY you've all been waiting for -

SIGMA DELTA TAU
it proud to prosont

its FIRST SEMI-ANNUAL

"MR. GREEK CONTEST"

featuring contestants from
fraternities all over UMASS

BE THERE to share in the
exciting experience of choosing

the very first "ADONIS"

It's a RUSH PARTY you
won't want to miss!

Tuesday, November 19 at 7:30 p.m.

409 N. Pleasant Street

Call 545-0527 for information and rides.
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Erving leads

ABA scoring
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Julius

Erving of the New York Mets, aided
by a 44-point performance against
Kentucky on Nov. 13, has retained
his scoring leadership in the
American Basketball Association
for the third consecutive week, it

was announced today.
Erving, the defending ABA

scoring champion, has scored 515
points in 18 games for a 28.6
average. Travis Grant of San Diego
ranks second with a 27.9 mark and
George McGinnis of Indiana of third
with a 25.2 average.
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Johnny We.smuller, Mark Spitz and Don Scholander are the founders of

rnii waters the Boston Bikinis, coached by Tom Trunks- the BkMsrrtSpite, coached by Mark Spitz; the New York Wets coached by SolhGordon; the Chicago Cramps, coached by Fred Nausea the MiarnDolphins, coached by Whitey Waves; the Newark NosepTuos (who w^
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the h0Ckev arena for each me* and even then £yonly have four inches of water in which to swim. Bends' coach Ph^Waters, said, "It will be tough on the divers."
'

Other teams are experiencing schedule conflicts with local YMCA's
Comm.ss.oner Weismueller announced that there will be 13 divisionsone for each team. "The only requirement to make the playoffs "
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will be the rule explaining cartoon character.
The sponsors also have been decided. They will be Visine and Nair
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r^eismue,,er also enounced a new concept in swimming
cards. You just add water to them," he said.
One of the WTS swimming events will be the dead man's floatEveryone will be out to break the late Marc Wachtell's record of two days
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The record is unofficial because they couldn't tell justwhen WachteH died while establishing the mark. Other events will be 'thedog paddle and the long distance pool walking event

Since the arenas have such small seating capacities, fans will be given
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Ve d0"arS f°r a Seat or pa*in9 ten dollars to beallowed in the pool to swim alongside their favorite swim star
The new league will begin play on November 1, 1975 and will end its firstseason, culminating with the Fish Bowl, on October 31, 1976.

Cowens to practice
^
BOSTON \UPI\ - The Boston

Celtics could learn today when they
can begin playing their type of
basketball again.

Center Dave Cowens, the NBA's
most valuable player two years ago
and the key figure in last season's
title victory, was to work out with
the team today at the Celtics'
Lexington practice site.

Cowens, who broke a bone in his
foot in preseason play, has not
appeared in Boston's first 16 games
and the Celtics have staggered to a
9-7 mark.

Also testing a healing injury will
be second-year cornerman Phil
Hankinson, who underwent knee
surgery before the start of the

season.

Cowens reportedly can run at top
speed straight ahead but has yet to
attempt any sharp cuts. Hankinson
is reported healthy by slightly out of
condition.

If the two are activated for
Wednesday night's game in
Providence, R.I., against Golden
State, the Celtics will have to trim
pair of players from their roster.

THE SAVAGE
II LOOSE

WMUA
The Minuteman hockey season

opens tomorrow night with an 8:00
p.m. encounter with New England
College. Hear all the action
beginning at 7:50 on the Voice of
the Minutemen, WMUA, 91.1 FM.
Paul Allen, Elish Broderick, and
Glen Poster will bring you all the
action.
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George €\ Scott
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Shown at 7:00 & 9:30 Indefinite Run

"Volks-Service

specializing in

VOLKSWAGEN
Part Sales I Repairs

j

REASONABLE PRICES
RELIABLE WORK

605 North King St.

Northampton, Mass.

next to the

State Police Barracks

Tel. 584-7550
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Thomas second, Gillin fifth

Harriers capture ic4As
W SCOTTHAYES IBy SCOTTHAYES

Sports Staff

There's a maxim that states, "On
the day of victory none are tired."

Yesterday definitely was THE DA Y
of victory for the UMass harriers,

but tired was not a very good
descriptive word; it was more like

exhausted. But somehow the thrill

of winning the IC4A Championship
compensated for the pain and hard
work that began a year ago when
the Minutemen runners placed
fifteenth at the NCAA Cham-
pionships.

The victory was the first IC4A
(Intercollegiate Athl tic Association
of Amateur Athletes) Cham-
pionship in UMass cross country
history. After the UMaSo victory

was announced, an emotionally
touched Ken O'Brien commented,
"The team wanted it so badly;

we've been working for this for a

year. We thought we could do it,

but to win it..." O'Brien was so
elated he had trouble expressing his

feelings. Tears of joy trickled from
O'Brien's eyes after the long wait
for final results that followed the
race, as coaches, fans and reporters

congratulated the UMass coach.
O'Brien added, "I thought we could
place two runners in the top seven,
but the guys ran better up front

than I thought they would." Randy
Thomas outran everyone in the
race except Dennis Trujillo, who
took an early lead and was never
really challenged. Thomas ran a
fantastic race in his last appearance
at the IC4A's and his last college

cross country meet in the East.

While Thomas was waiting for the
official results he typified the
closeness of a cross country team
and showed just how much the
meet meant to the harriers, saying,

"If we don't win this meet, our
places don't mean a damn thing."

It may be self-satisfying for an
individual to place first or second in

a race, but team success is what
cross country running is all about.
For Thomas and company, the

success was marked by finishing

first at the competition-filled IC4A
meet, a fitting climax to the four-

year careers of Thomas, Bill Gillin

and Tom Wilson.

The team came a long way since

1971, the year in which Thomas
placed ninety-sixth at the IC4A's
and UMass finished twenty-third in

a field of twenty-five teams. In

1972, the UMass runners finished

tenth and jumped to third a year
ago.

Gillin, who was just five seconds
behind Thomas, captured fifth, as
UMass placed two runners in the
top ten, something no other UMass
harrier had ever before ac-
complished. "I was tired at the two-
mile mark, but I just kept rolling,"

said Gillin, who noted that the
cheers and word that the rest of the
team was doing well provided
incentive to continue pushing. "We
were more psyched than for any
other meet." added Gillin, and it

Coach Ken O'Brien
UMass victory.

showed as the distancemen
achieved a goal set by the team in

September.

"I was tired," admitted Thomas
after the race. "Anyone would've
been tired running that pace, but in

the heat of a race you forget about
being tired," said the senior co-
captain. Thomas was in fifth place
after half of the five-mile race had
been completed. Within the next
mile, the moustached harrier
moved into third and on rugged
Cemetery Hill, Thomas passed
Villanova's Eamonn Coghlan to
move into second, a position he
held for the last mile of the race.

John McGrail, who finished
fiftieth in 1973, also overcame
fatigue and placed thirteenth. "I got
out relatively quick, and although I

was tired near the two-mile mark, I

didn't have time to think about it,"

commented the team's third
finisher. McGrail was running step
for step with a Georgetown runner
for a part of the race and his desire
to win enabled him to beat Gordon
Oliver of Georgetown by two
seconds. "I knew they
(Georgetown) were strong, so I

wanted to beat him (Oliver),"

explained McGrail. It was no
surprise that McGrail beat Oliver,

because as opposing runners have
learned, McGrail is a tough com-
petitor, thriving on competition.
The harriers finished with the

winning score of 106, nineteen
points ahead of Providence
College, which was ranked fourth in

enjoys IC4A title with Bill Gillin (middle) and Tom Wilson (right) after learning of
-:-: '
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Placing second in the IC4A is Randy Thomas who
battled for position early in the race, chasing Eamonn
Coghlan of Villanova, chased by Alexander Kusick of
West Virginia.

the latest national cross country
poll. UMass placed two runners
ahead of the Friars' first man,
Tommy Smith, who captured
tenth. The top three runners beat
New England champion Mike
O'Shea, the fourteenth place
finisher.

Tom Wilson finished thirty-

seventh, using a strategy with
which he feels comfortable. Wilson
went out a little slower than his

teammates, picked up places in the
middle of the race and then held his

position at the end of the race. The
fourth UMass harrier ran his best

race at Van Cortlandt Park,
knowing that Thomas, Gillin and
McGrail were going well. "I could
see the maroon shirts up ahead of

me and it helped," stated the senior
harrier.

The rest of the team pointed to
the "super performances" of
Thomas, Gillin and McGrail. John
Scheer, the team's seventh man,
noted that UMass was the only
team that had three NCAA finalists

on its roster. Gillin and Wilson were
NCAA steeplechase finalists while
Thomas ran the NCAA three-mile

during the track season. "We're a
better team than this season in-

dicates," quipped Scheer, and
certainly the harriers proved, that in

New York yesterday.

Other finishers in the top ten
included Coghlan of Villanova, the
third finisher, Alexander Kasick of
West Virginia, who placed fourth,

Ronald Speirs, Gary Cohen, Jim
Peterson and Kevin McCarey.
Tom Maguire finished sixty-first,

the fifth UMass runner to complete
the challenging course. Although
Maguire did not run as well as he
did in 1973 when he placed twenty-
seventh and ran fifty seconds
faster, he was instrumental in the
team's outstanding effort. Maguire
finished one place behind
Providence's fifth man, Gerry
Redmond, and the unbeatable front

running of Thomas, Gillin and
McGrail more than made up for that

one point difference.

Navy's tight pack running earned
the Midshipmen third place behind
UMass and Providence.
Georgetown captured fourth and
Northeastern placed fifth as New
England took three of the top five

positions. It was tremendous
victory for the harriers, who have
only one race left together - the
NCAA Championships.

HB Dave Eibel §m
David, the Minuteman

Okay folks, strap yourselves in and close your eyes. It's time to go back
in time.

Back to a cold November day in 1972, on Thanksgiving weekend to be
exact, when we enter Alumni Stadium with 20,000 other football fans for
the battle of New England football supremacy.
On one side of the field the Boston College Eagles stand rubbing their

hands together to fight the frigid elements. On the opposite side of the
field a band of redshirted individuals united in a common cause clap their
hands at the expectation of fighting the hated Eagle and for the first time in
60 years, clipping its wings.
Then on a day that will live forever in the hallowed halls of UMass sports

history, the Minuteman, firing from the hip with careful aim, shot the Eagle
down for evermore.

It was 28-7 UMass over BC, Saturday, November 25, 1972. The bell on
Chestnut Hill didn't peal that day. The mystique of BC was destroyed
forever as UMass proved to themselves and to those smug Bostonians
who would listen, that Aggie football could compete with the silver-
helmeted Eagles.

Then there was last year, a year we'd all like to forget. The battle bet-
ween the Hill and the Valley ended in Himalayan-like proportions, 59-14 for
BC.

And now there's this year. If anything the game's a natural, for a certain
kind of sports fan. If you're into the David-and-Goliath cult, you'll love this
one. Sit in Section 1 1 and fire your rocks at Fred Steinfort who's just killing
time before he threads the uprights for some team in the NFL, or Mike
Kruczek who thinks that the BC turkey shoot is standing behind a ton of
offensive linemen and completing 65 per cent of his passes.

This year, no one on this campus can say that the game is for New
England football supremacy. UMass may have won a share of the
Beanpot, but it's only a share with a team they clobbered 42-0. It hasn't
been a good year for football on this campus. Although the potential has
been there all year, it's been evident only in fits and starts. Any time the
Minutemen machine started rolling, it was ingloriously brought to a
thudding halt, more from UMass mistakes than anything else. Sure, of-
ficials may have cost UMass two or three games, but the fact is that
UMass would have beaten Holy Cross, UConn, and Vermont if it could
have avoided untimely fumbles and interceptions. Mistakes are mental, bul
the more you make them, the harder it is to stop making them. It's a
vicious circle, and UMass was caught up in it all through the season.

But although the game seems a foregone conclusion, a game's a game
and anything can happen on any given day. In other words UMass football
players have got to put BC's 6-3 record out of their minds as well as the
Eagles' tough schedule.
The Minutemen have got to go into the game fresh. Forget their own

season and BC's. Just think of Saturday.
BC can't afford to lose to the Minutemen. Losing to their Western Mass.

rivals would have people in Boston scoffing at the fact that BC opens with
Notre Dame next year.

On the other hand UMass has everything to gain by pulling off what
would rank as f/>eUpset of the eastern season. It would quiet some of the
discontents on this campus who still can't get Vermont out of their heads,
and for the players, it would make 1 974 a season to remumber.
So the stage is set for what many of the people on this campus feel

could be one of the most humiliating defeats ever suffered by a UMass
team.

But who can tell what might happen if the Minuteman's rifle turns into a
cannon this Saturday?

It could put David to shame.
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Fasters should tell Commons' workers

Action needed today for fast
UMies who eat in the dining

commons can participate in a
nationwide fast Thursday to protest
famine conditions around the world
by taking action today.

Arthur Warren, acting director of

Food Services, said yesterday
students willing to give up one, two
or all three meals Thursday should
tell ticket takers today as they go
through breakfast, lunch and dinner
lines.

The ticket takers will then cross
of the correct number of tickets
numbered for Thursday according
to the individual student's wishes.
Tonight dining commons

workers will tabulate the number of

Staff Photo by Gib Fullarton

Keith Weeman, UMass' first Mr. Greek, is shown here with Barbara Dordick
moments after receiving the title last night at Sigma Delta Tau . Mr Greek is amember of Beta Kappa Phi fraternity.

Trustees' counsel remains quiet

on legality of dorm requirement
0.„ ISATU\S CLJCCLJ AM ft.1 ...«. . .By KATHY SHEEHAN

Staff Reporter

William Searson, general counsel
for the UMass Board of Trustees,

has refused to respond to the

contention made by William M.
Dorsch, attorney for the UMass
Legal Services Office, that the

mandatory dormitory residence
requirement for persons under 21-

years of age is illegal and un
constitutional.

Dorsch sent a letter to Searson

November 12 advising him of legal

research conducted which proved

(to Dorsch) that the residence

requirement violated students' right

to Equal Protection as guaranteed

by the United States Constitution.

Howard White, a spokesperson

for Searson, said yesterday

Searson felt it "inappropriate to

carry on a legal dispute on the

pages of the Collegian". .

Searson expects to discuss the

matter with UMass President

Robert C. Wood and make a

serious response to Dorsch's letter,

but will not make a public

statement, according to White.

"It would be most discourteous"

to both Dorsch and Searson to

engage in public debate over legal

questions, White said.

In his letter, Dorsch told Searson
prompt action was expected by the
University in rescinding the
restriction to avoid further legal

action.

meals crossed off for Thursday.
Seventy-five cents for each meal
not served will be donated to

"Oxfam-America", an international

non-profit famine relief

organization, Warren said.

Warren said students who plan
to fast for one, two or three meals
Thursday should not eat more at
other meals as a result because no
money will be saved.

"The problem will be if students
decide to give up their dinner meal
and then eat more lunch instead,"

Warren said yesterday, adding,
"that wouldn't be in the spirit of a
fast."

The Food Services Dept. spends
about $15,000 per day feeding
11,000 UMass students who are
enrolled in two or three meal plans,

according to Warren. Theoretically,

the bulk of that could be turned
over to Oxfam if the entire campus
chooses to fast on Thursday.
The fast plan was worked out

between Warren and student Food
Services Board head Matthew J.

Burns at a Monday meeting.

Faculty Senate stops

hiring policy probe
By DOROTHY L MULLER

Staff Reporter
An UMass professor has been

denied access to the assembled
Faculty Senate to challenge the
hiring policies in the appointment of

a fellow professor.

Dr. Benjamin Ricci, in a recent
Faculty Senate Rules Committee
meeting, petitioned to address his

challenge of Dr. Gideon Ariel's

appointment to the Exercise
Science Department before the
entire Faculty Senate. The Rules
Committee denied Ricci's request
claiming it was not empowered by
precedent or constitution to
establish personnel hiring policy.

The Committee further con-
cluded that even if the issues of
product endorsement and double
publication of articles by a

university professor were con-

sidered separately by the Senate
Committees, the structure of the
committee system as it now stands
is inadequate to handle the issues.

Despite the fact, the Governance
Policy issued by the Trustees of the
University, specifically provides for

the organization of faculty into

governing bodies and empowers
them with "the privilege of
recommending policies and
procedures affecting the campus

and the University as a whole in-

cluding matters of faculty status"

the Rules Committee concluded it

could not rule on policy procedures
involved in the hiring of Ariel.

Richard Lautit, head of the
Psychology department, asked,
"The Faculty Senate is not con-
stituted to take action on specific

personnel issues, to pass on
motions which affect the academic
processes. Can we even entertain

action individual personnel mat-
ters?"

"The Senate has ever attempted
to prescribe for faculty recruitment.

We would be breaking into entirely

new territory of academic
development," says David Booth,
professor of Political Science.

Stephenson Fletcher of Hotel
and Restaurant Administration
echoed the committee's consensus
of the Senate's inability to with the
issues of the Ariel case. "The
Faculty Senate is a powerful body
when operating in it's proper
place."

He questioned "the ability of the
Senate of endorsing for faculty new

turn to page 6

Preregistration week
is now in progress

Preregistration . for the spring

semester for all UMass students is

now in progress.

To register students should

inside:

Five College Page on page 3
Black Affairs on page 7
Progressive news on page 8
Life- Style on page 12

weather:
There is a 90 per cent chance

of rain today [who can argue
with those odds], and the
temperatures will be in the
fifties. Thursday it should be
clearing with the air just as
warm.

already have received a computer
coding sheet to indicate their

course preferences. In addition, a

course description guide to select

courses and a schedule guide
which lists 7-digit computer
numbers of courses are needed.

Additional schedule guides are

available at the scheduling office in

Whitmore Hall room 168. Students
who did not receive a computer
coding sheet by now should obtain

one at the Registrars' Office, also in

Whitmore.
The deadline for submission of

completed computer coding sheets
to the Registrar is November 27.

After that date, a $5 fee will be
charged to process coding sheets.

Early submission of coding
sheets means early com-
puterprocessing of course requests
for a student - and a better chance
of getting requested courses.

Late course descriptions are still

being received by the Academic
Affairs Committee, chairperson
Martin Mitajr. They will be printed

by The Coiityian Friday.
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Council urges voluntary compliance
By ROBERT SHEMEUGION

Staff Reporter
The Parking and Transportation

Council is urging "voluntary
compliance" of parking regulations

on campus. The group met
yesterday.

"Selective enforcement will be
used, as in the past", said David
Johnston, director of The
Department of Public Safety.
Ticketing is presently enforced in

certain lots and based on
"motorist's complaints and ob-

servations from guards," he said.

Because a $25 towing fee has
been considered "excessive" by
members of the department,
towing has been stopped on
campus except for fire and access
lanes. Ticketing, however, still goes
on in "problem lots," but only on a

"Short-term basis."

"It's not open season on any lot.

If people do not comply stronger

measures will be taken," said

Johnston.

Last year, of the 500-600 tickets
issued per day on campus, only
about 30 per cent were ever payed.
Ten per cent of the payments were
voluntary. The unpaid parking
tickets total over $150,000.

This year only 200 parking tickets
per day are issued and Johnston
claims it "hasn't made a bit of
difference."

"Yesterday at 9:30 we went
around and there were spaces.
Some lots had hundred of spaces,"
he said.

The gravest danger of the
present system is the possibility of
failure of students to pay the
parking fee; however it is the
consensus of the committee that
"this won't happen."

Parking fees finance about 40 per
cent of the budget of The
Department of Parking and
Transportation making it the
"single biggest chunk." The rest of
the financing is taken from parking
meter revenues and Student

Senate funds.

The UMoss bus system benefits
the parking system by providing
free public transportation both on
and off campus. The chairperson of
the meeting, Alan Gross, brought
up Amherst merchants "as a

possible source of funding." The
reason being that merchants
benefit from UMass busses taking
students to and from town. The
matter was set aside for future
consideration.

SBA holds career
conference today
The School of Business Ad-

ministration is conducting a
Career's Conference Day today in

rooms 163 to 168 of the Campus
Cemer.

Demonologists discuss

ghosts, apparitions
By P. J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

Investigation of paranormal
activities and the existence of
ghosts and apparitions were the
topics presented by Ed and Lorraine
Warren, experts in the field of
demonology, speaking as guests of
the Distinguished Visitors Program
last night.

The Warrens, who have been
investigating such activities for 29
years stressed they are not exor-
cists.

They have investigated over

3,000 haunted houses, and claim

that, although there are many
reasons why hauntings occur, the
cause is often due to violent or
tragic deaths that have taken place

in the house.

Speakers from marketing,
management, accounting and
general business and finance will be
addressing the copference. Classes
for undergraduates at the SBA
have been cancelled today.
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A major part of the narrated slide

presentation dealt with one of their

recent cases in which the former
owner of a house had committed
suicide and vowed to return three
days later to possess the house.
The owner had been involved in the
practice of Satanism, and a number
of tragic occurences had taken
place in her family. .

The new residents of the house
have been victimized by this spirit

for the past two years. There has
been evidence of psychokenesis
(objects moving by mind over
matter), telekenesis (telepathic

communication) and other
supernatural phenomena taking
place in the house.
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THE LATIN SOUND THAT
WON'T LET YOU SIT DOWN

Sunday November 24 8pm
Student Union Ballroom

TICKETS: $4 general,
$2 umass students
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Five college courses offer educational alternative

By DONNA MARIA T. FUSCO
Staff Reporter

Now that pre-registration is upon
us, this is a good time to investigate

alternatives to UMass courses.

One of the many educational
alternatives offered at UMass is the
Five College Course Exchange.
A Five College Course is any

course taught in the Five Colleges-
UMass, Amherst, Smith, Mt.
Holyoke and Hampshire.
Any student in good standing at

any of the Five Colleges may take a
course at any of the other colleges
without additional cost to the
student.

According to North Burn, Five
College Coordinator, "a student in

good standing" means; "any
student enrolled at any of the Five-

Colleges - any student."

Contrary to public opinion,
registering for Five-College courses
does not involve a lot of red tape.

"Generally speaking, we're trying

to make enrollment in Five College
courses as simple as possible," said
Burn.

The registration procedure in-

volves filing a Five College Course
Registration Form, similar to the
UMass form, a short application
form and a card for each semester
course taken at another college.

The forms should then be turned
into the registrar of the home in-

stitution.

According to CASIAC, "It is

easier to pre-register than to
register for a Five College Course."
In other words sign up now. Don't
wait until registration.

Approvals of the student's
advisor and academic Dean of the
College (Provost at the University)

are required.

"If a course is restricted and
home students must get permission
from the instructor, than so do
interchange students," said Burn.

"Students are also encouraged
to notify the professor that they will

be taking his course," he advised.

Interchange students are subject
to the rules and regulations of the
home institution, including the

Mt. Holyoke SGA enters the ring
By DANA FIELDS

Mt. Holyoke Choragos
The Mt. Holyoke College SGA Legislature didn't

come right out and flex its muscles at its Monday
night meeting, but there was a novel awareness that

the Legislature has muscles to flex. The student in-

volvement in the proposal for student membership on
the Board of Trustees has inspired in the dorm
representatives and SGA officers a sense of increased

desire on the part of the student body for a greater

role in policy decisions.

Much of Monday night's discussion was necessarily

tentative, pending Mr. Truman's official explanation

on Tuesday afternoon of the reason for the Trustees'

rejection of the proposal. But members of Legislature

indicated that they intend to continue sounding out
student opinion on this issue and on the general

question, "What do you want out of Mount Holyoke7
and to act on student suggestions.

In assessing the Trustees' rejection of the proposal,

the members of the Student Conference Committee,
who met with Trustees last Friday, indicated they felt

the members of the Board misunderstood both the

reason for placing students on the Board and student

capabilities in general.

"There didn't seem to be any notion on their part,

or on Mr. Truman's part, that we could add anything

to the Board," said Susan Cartmell, President of SGA
and a member of the Conference Committee, adding

that there seemed to be a fear among Trustees that

student members would be "hangers-on." They
asked questions such as, "Would you have time to

read and reflect? How about the opportunities you'd

be missing while you were busy on the Board?"
"The questions were mostly along the lines of 'Do

you think you are competent to serve?" added Jeanne
Amster, another member of the Conference Com-
mittee. She was joined by SGA Treasurer Nancy
Turbak in expressing the belief that there is one thing

that students alone can contribute to the Board of

Trustees~the viewpoint of the persons for whom
Mount Holyoke was founded.

Ms. Amster said that while she felt Friday's session

between Trustees and the Student Conference

Committee was polite and mutally respectful, "we
scored a lot of brownie points and that's about it."

She and other members of the Conference Com-
mittee concluded that there was a lack of direct

communication on the key issue-recognition of

students' ability to determine the course and details of

their own lives.

Far from feeling defeated at the demise of the

proposal, however, SGA President Susan Cartmell

expressed optimism and prepared for further action

on this and other issues.

"The important thing about this whole issue is that
it got people talking together about what student
power means," Ms. Cartmell stated. "The next step is

to determine how we make sure we know what we
want, and that we get it."

Striking the theme of student consensus, Ms.
Cartmell further stated, "We must get the thoughts of
the whole campus, everyone, on what they want. We
need support from greater numbers of people.

"It is student opinion that will determine what we
do next with this proposal for student membership on
the Board of Trustees," she continued. "The role of
the legislator will be a new one, more important than
making announcements at dinner."

The suggestion that dormitory representatives go
door-to-door and talk to students about SGA ac-
tivities was warmly received. Some members hinted
at frustration with the numbers of students who,
regardless of their own feelings, are willing to go
along with whatever their representative decides.

In a brief interview following the meeting, Ms.
Cartmell flatly rejected the possibility that Mount
Holyoke students may not know what they want, and
furthermore may not care to think about it.

Ms. Cartmell stated, "It comes down to this simple
question: Do you view your four years here as a
whistle-stop?Or do you realize that everything that

happens here affects your life in some way?
"Every person on this campus is articulate and is

smart enough to know what's happening to her," Ms.
Cartmell asserted. "But the institution tells students
they don't know what they want, and the students
start believing it."

Hub colleges to fast
BOSTON [UP/] - More than 4,700 Boston area

college students are expected to participate in a one

day fast tomorrow "in order to experience what
hunger feels like," according to the best campus
estimates and the president of Boston College.

"The tragedy of world hunger has stirred a

profound type of concern among students that I have

not witnessed in 25 years of college experience," said

Rev. J. Donald Monan, S.J., president of Boston

College where 1,500 students are expected to par-

ticipate.

The fast is not just a demonstration of sentiment,

according to Rev. Monan who added, "the fast for

World Harvest, organized by Oxfam-America, is

asking Americans to go without food for a day in

order to experience what hunger feels like."

Oxfam-America, The Oxford Committee For

Famine Relief, hopes 200,000 people will participate

nationwide.

Davis, center of Smith social life

By CAROL YN HULL-RYDE
Of the Smith Sophian

Behind Cutter and Zislg'nd stands

a building, once a gym, which has

been a student center for over 25

years. Named for a former Smith

president, Davis Student Center is

used by more than 500 students

each day.

Geographically a center of

campus, Davis is used by students

from Ellen Emerson to Chapin to

Baldwin House.

Davis came under the control of

College Food Servies (Paul Garvey

and his assistant Stanley Rosco) in

the fall of 1973. Between the spring

of 1970 and fall 1973, Davis was

operated jointly by Garvey and

Smith's business manager. Before

1970 Davis was run solely by the

business manager.

Davis received its "erector set"

look in 1970. "It was designed,"

said one employee, "at a fantastic

cost, by an architect commissioned

by former Smith business manager
Charles DeBruler. Students have
complained that the low couches
are "uncomfortable and im-

practical." Garvey said he hopes to

install new sofas in the near future.

The erector construction

provides no extra support for the

second floor. The few orange

columns without perforations were

the original structural supports. The
remaining columns were added in

1970 and have no structural pur-

pose.

Rosco said beams were
beginning to sag but that the

second floor is still structurally safe

for mixers. He added that he would

like to remodel the second floor to

provide more of a "nightclub"

atmosphere. On the third floor is

the women's center and
scholarship loan library.

Several changes have occurred

on the first floor of Davis and more

are scheduled during the coming

school year. A major innovation

came last spring when Davis

received a license to sell beer and

wine.

Profits from the first year of

independent operation help defray

the cost to the student center for

the equipment needed for beer and

wine service. Approximately $3500

was spent for equipment and

another $3500 for physical

alterations, Garvey said.

The Smith entertainment council

now sponsors a Thursday night

cabaret on the First floor of Davis.

The entertainment provides ex-

posure for student musicians and

lasts from 8:30 to 11:30. Nancy
Close of Parsons House is head of

Thursday entertainment. Close said

she was working also with art

professor David Stokes on plans for

murals to be drawn by art students

on the first floor walls.

Davis employs seven full-time

workers and a day supervisor, Ed

grading system, deadlines,
academic honors etc., of the home
institution.

All credits are transferrable to the
home school.

Asked if students in the home
institution get first preference for

courses over Five College Students,
Burn replied, "It's impossible for

Five College rules to control faculty

members. What we encourage is

that interchange students are
treated like home students as much
as possible."

"We're trying to create a climate
rather than rules", Burn concluded.
To further simplify life for Five

College Students, a free Five

College bus system, meal exchange
and use of library facilities are

available to the students.

Any student can eat lunch at

another college free upon
presentation of an ID and proof of

participation in a meal plan. To eat

dinner or breakfast a student needs
a justifiable reason (use of library

facilities, taking a course etc.)

subject to the approval of the Food
Service Office.

Five College Interdisciplinary

Studies are also offered. These
studies such as Black Studies,

Legal Studies, Latin American
Studies plus nine more cross
departmental boundaries. They are
promoted through faculty con-
sultation on new course offerings

and faculty seminars.

"Faculty members talk to each
other to offer courses in all colleges
in effect saying 'This is what's in

the Valley'", said Burn.

For more Five College Course
information and registration forms
contact CASIAC in E-22 Machmer.
Remember — it's easier to pre-

register than to re-register.

Hampshire students call

all college meeting on $
By BIFF PRICE

Student organizers here at

Hampshire College have called an
"All-College" meeting to discuss

solutions to Hampshire's money
problems and will present ideas on
how to keep the upcoming tuition

hikes low. The meeting has been

set for Thursday, November 21st at

7:30 p.m. in the Main Lecture Room
of the Franklin Patterson Hall.

The meeting was called under a

section of the College Constitution;

this allowed for a small nubmer of

the Hampshire community to

petition the President for a

collegewide meeting. Hampshire
President Charles Longsworth has

agreed to the meeting, according to

the Hampshire Climax.

Students on and off financial aid

have taken part in organizing the

meeting. All possibly anticipating

feeling the crunch of a tuition hike

of at least $500 announced by the

administration.

The meeting will be student-run,

with staff, faculty and ad-
ministration viewpoints included.

The students will be airing their

demands for no change in present

financial aid plans. The College

announced that most likely loans

and jobs, both important parts of

the aid program, will be increased.

The major issue at this gathering

will definitely be the financial aid

program. Many are asking just how
much it will be cut back. The
Administration said it might be

severely cut. It was cited that

financial aid was a luxury that could

not longer be afforded. The
students, however, contend that to

cut financial aid drastically would
change the atmosphere at Hamp-
shire. They feel that for Hampshire,

financial aid is not a luxury but a

necessity.

Hampshire questions

Buckley amendment
By MELANIE SHORIN
Of the Hampshire Climax

The Buckley Amendment, a federal law making illegal,

withholding student records from the student, became effective

yesterday. Hampshires president Longsworth reacted by sending

out a memorandum to all budget managers. The memorandum said

that ambiguities existed in the law, and there is an uncertainty on the

part of the institutions as to their responsibility with regard to

materials submitted by persons, on the assumption, that the con-

tents would be maintained as confidential.

Mr. Longsworth also stated that "until we have clarification and

are able to enunciate a policy for the college, please continue to

operate as we did before the legislation was effected. There should

be no change in the criteria by which access is afforded to student

records."

The admissions office at Hampshire is the only place where

confidential files are kept. Hampshire students have always been

able to see their transcripts. The only problem is concerning

recommendations, and until the situation becomes more clear the

admissions office will abide by Longsworths request and continue to

withhold, any records in the files, which have been preveiously

regarded as confidential.

In reply to the question: "What would happen if a student

requested his file and made a big fuss about getting it7, Hampshire's

Dean, Barbara Turlington said, "The institution has 45 days before it

has to reply to the request."

Hart. It also employs 40 student

workers on a part-time basis.

Student workers were not used

until Davis came under the

management of the food services.

Prices for food are, like the beer

and wine, generally lower than

retail prices elsewhere. Bagels and

cream cheese are 45 cents, ice

cream is 30 cents a cone. These are

two of the most frequently

requested items. Milk shakes are 45

cents, hot fudge sundaes are 45

cents, hamburgers, 50 cents and a

daily luncheon special costs 99

cents. Pies are home-made along

with the doughnuts in the Cutter

and Ziskind kitchens.

Garvey said he is optimistic about
the future of Davis. We came when
they were just breaking even, he
said. "Now our operation is self-

sufficient; our profits pay for ad-

ditional improvements. We are

open to student suggestions on
how to spend these profits," he
added.
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Mitchell was urged to take Watergate
WASHINGTON \UPI\

Convinced that John N. Mitchell

was "not gonna make it anyway,"
President Richard M. Nixon once
ordered a top aide to pressure him
to take full blame for Watergate
and draw attention away from the

White House, according to tapes
played in federal court yesterday.

Nixon's order to "go see Mit-

chell" was relayed to aide John D.

Ehrlichman during a lengthy April

14, 1973, meeting at the time the

Watergate cover-up was collapsing

and threatening to uncover high
White House involvement.

The tapes of White House
meetings that day, played in the

tergate cover-up trial of Ehrlich-

man, Mitchell, H. R. Haldeman and
two other former Nixon aides, also

indicated that Nixon planned to

pardon the Watergate principals

toward the end of his term as

president.

In a meeting with Ehrlichman and
Haldeman, the discussion focused
primarily on trying to get Mitchell,

the former attorney general and
Nixon campaign manager, to admit
his role in Watergate to the

prosecutors because — as Nixon
put it — "he's not gonna make it

anyway."

Nixon said it was "god-damned
painful" for him to do that to

Mitchell, gut that he had to

somehow "prick the god-damned

boil and take the heat."

Mitchell was summoned to
Washington that day and given the
word by Ehrlichman, who was
carefully rehearsed beforehand by
Nixon and Haldeman on what to

say. But Mitchell apparently
refused.

The portion of tape in which
Nixon discussed pardons was so
badly garbled it was impossible to

determine if he was referring to the
seven burglars or perhaps to his

own aides involved in the aftermath
of the bugging. But his voice was
firm and his meaning clear.

"It would be my (unintelligible) a

reasonable time had expired after

the thing uninteligible and before I

leave office they'll get off, Nixon

told Ehrlichman.

"You get them full pardons. That

what they have to have, John."

The three men also discussed

whether John W. Dean III should

be fired as White House counsel
because of his knowldege of

thousands of dollars in cash that

had been passed to the Watergate
burglars.

Hirohito toasts Ford

during state banquet

UPI Talephoto

Security forces in an armored car patrol the bullet-ridden building in Belt Shean,
Israel, where three Arab guerrillas were killed after killing five Israelis.

Arab guerrillas kill 5 Israelis

before being killed by police
BEIR SHEAN, Israel [UP/] -

With eight persons killed in the

latest Arab guerrilla raid on this

town near the Sea of Galilee,

Defense Minister Shimon Peres

pledged yesterday that Israeli ar-

med forced would hunt down Arab
terrorists until "the last one of them
is eliminated."

Anti Israeli raids broke out in

occupied East Jerusalem for the

second day yesterday and Arab
high school girls threw rocks at

Israeli police until police drove them
back with streams of green-dyed
water from water cannon and
arrested 30 of them. There were
other anti-Israeli demonstrations on
the West Bank for the seventh
consecutive day.

Israeli officials said three Arab
guerrillas armed with Soviet-made
automatic rifles and hand grenades
seized a three-story apartment
house in this town near the Jor-

danian frontier but were shot to

death by Israeli commandos who

WFCR
88.5 fm

stormed the building four hours
later. Five Israelis also died.

The guerrillas killed five Israelis,

three men and two women. One
man thought to have died from
injuries suffered when he tried to
leap from a window actually died of
guerrilla bullet wounds, police said.

Another 22 persons, mostly
children, suffered minor injuries

when the leaped from windows in

the stone apartment house.
Witnesses said that after the

shooting stopped, enraged neigh-
bors and tenants threw the bodies
of the guerrillas, one headless, out
of the window. The bodies were
doused with gasoline and set afire.

As the guerrillas' bodies were
dumped one by one from the
window, the crowd milling outside
shouted, "Here comes another
one!" Then, as the bodies burned,
the crowd shouted, "Death to the
terrorists!" Police doused the
flames and dragged away the
comses.

"ALL

THINGS

CONSIDERED''

The Peabody award-winning

program tha> takes a fresh look

beneath the surface of the news.

Daily between

5 00 and 6 :30p.m.

In Damascus, the Marxist
Popular Democratic Front for the
Liberation of Palestine claimed
responsibility for the attack and
vowed the guerrillas would
"continue to strike at the enemy
until the liberations of our land from
the Zionist occupation."

The guerrilla communique said

the guerrillas blew themselves up
when the Israeli soldiers attacked
and that "a large number of the
enemy" also were killed.

Compiled for Wires

TOKYO - Emperor Hirohito,

toasting President Ford at a state

banquet before millions of

Japanese television viewers, ex-

pressed regret yesterday over the

"unfortunate period" of World
War II and thanked the American
people for their help in rebuilding

Japan
The 73-year-old emperor read his

statement slowly and haltingly

during a state banquet for Ford,

first American President to set foot

on Japanese soil, at the Imperial

Palace in downtown Tokyo. Earlier

in the day, Hirohito had accepted
Ford's invitation to visit the United
States.

The -President expressed un-
derstanding for Japan's "special

sensitivities" about nuclear
weapons, a key domestic issue, and
tried to clear the way for purchases
of choice American beef, now in

abundant supply in the United
States as farmers sell off cattle they
can't afford to fatten up on ex-

pensive grain

"Our paths are not always
identical," Ford told Emperor
Hirohito in a banquet toast, "but
they all lead in the same "direction

that of world peace and har
monious relations among
mankind."

Afterward, he and Hirohito drove
off in a long, black Nissan limousine
to the Imperial Palace. Crowds
were kept back by police but some
2000 selected spectators, most of
them women, were allowed within
reach so that Ford could shake a
few hands

Cheers rang out and small
American and Japanese flags were
waved in the spring - like breeze. In

contrast to Monday, no demon-
strations against Ford's visit were
reported anywhere in the Tokyo
area.

Appearing

Tonite:

Some Of %
Betf Frit**

Coming
Thurs. - Sun.

Clean Uving

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47

Sunderland

665-4937

Deadly Nightshade appearing Wed., Nov. 20

Real Tears appearing Thurs. and Fri., Nov. 21 & 22

at

L

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 )m Serving Dinner

5 - 8:30 p.m.

BREAKFAST 24 HRS
JUICE

2 EGGS

HOME FRIES

COFFEE

99

Also — Sandwiches, Dinners, and

Creamy Rich Country Style Ice Cream

— no artificial flavors.

Tues. - Sat. — 24 Hrs.

Sun. and Mon. till 11 p.m.

168 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst
2532291
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Backed by big cities and Ford
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Senate passes bill granting mass transit aidWINGTON \UPI) - With ™^^;™., ^. D V* ,_ L . P .

,V*WW llWMUI1 «IVJWASHINGTON \UPI) Witl
strong support from President Ford
and after intensive lobbying by big-
city mayors, the Senate yesterday
approved the nation's most far-
reaching program for federal aid to
urban mass transit systems.
On a 64-17 vote, the Senate

approved a six-year, $11.8 billion

package, fashioned by the ad-
ministration and congressional
negotiators.

Despite the size of the Senate
vote and the backing of Ford, the
bill remained threatened by a

procedural squabble in the House.

Auto insurance rates
may increase soon
NEW YORK [AP] - Despite a

nationwide drop in the number of
automobile accidents this year,
auto insurance rates are almost
sure to go up soon across the
country, industry spokesmen and
observers agree.

Industry spokesmen say inflation

has sharply increased medical and
repair costs this year, but auto
insurance premiums actually have
declined slightly.

The industry spokesmen said the
lower accident rate after nation-

wide speed limits were lowered to

55 miles per hour did not save
enough money to offset current
loss payouts.

Traffic deaths for the first nine
months of this year declined about
20 per cent, according to the
National Highway Traffic Safety
Bureau.

The National Safety Council said
the total number of accidents also
declined, but by a slightly lower
percentage. Those figures will not
be made public before the end of
the year, the council said.

In addition to the higher costs of
medical treatment and repairs, the
slumping stock market has reduced
the value of insurance companies'
holdings and higher premiums are
being sought to offset some of the
market losses.

^
A spokesman for the Insurance

Services Office, an industry-owned
data gathering group located here,
says, "We've already begun to file

in all 50 states for a higher factor on
auto insurance increased limits
tables." That means that the more
insurance a customer has, the
higher the increase being sought.

AEC says cracks fixed

in 3 nuclear plants
WASHINGTON \UPI) - Small

cracks found in cooling system
pipes iii three nuclear power
reactors have been repaired and no
cracks were found in 18 other
reactors of the same type, the
Atomic Energy Commission said

yesterday.

The cracks were discovered in

September at two plants in Illinois

and one in Connecticut. The AEC
ordered inspections at the other
reactors of the same boiling water
type.

General Electric Co., the reactor
manufacturer, said the cracked
pipes were manufactured from the
same batch of steel and a
preliminary investigation indicated
that stress assisted by corrosion
was the cause of the cracks.

The cracks were found at

Commonwealth Edison Company's
Quad Cities Unit 2 and Dresden
Unit 2 in Illinois and at the Nor-
theast Energy Company's Millstone

Unit in Waterford, Conn.

Prior to the recess for the Nov. 5
elections, which ended Monday,
the House Rules Committee
refused to clear the bill for floor

action because of a feud between
the Banking and Public Works
Committees over which should
have jurisdiction.

Supporters of the bill hoped the
impasse could be broken, and the
bill passed and sent to the White
House before the end of the year.

The bill is in two sections and
provides:

— $7.8 billion over six years to
transit systems for construction
and improvement programs, with
the federal government paying 80
per cent and the local government
20 per cent.

— $4 billion over six years for

either operating costs on a 50-50
matching basis or for construction
and improvement grants on an 80-

20 basis.

The $7.8 billion would be granted
on a case-by-case basis, but the $4
billion would be allocated on a
formula based on population and
population density.

Cities, such as New York which is

desperately trying to hold subway
fares at 35 cents, could use con-
struction grant money for operating
costs if they agreed to repay it

within two years.

Sen. Harrison A. Williams, D-
N.J., in reference to difficulties the
bill faces in the House, said, "It

would be tragic if during the limited

time available this year the
Congress failed to act on a com-
prehensive long-term transit
program due to procedural dif-

ficulties and technical haggling.

"To take no action in response to

M.V.S.E.
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the combined transit and energy
crises would be, in effect, to
condone further deterioration.
Affirmative action is imperative if

we are to provide a better way of
life for all of our nation's citizens."

The Senate had approved

for operating costs five previous
times but the House broke the
barrier only in 1973.

The final bill was worked out with
Ford's blessing and included his
demand for a long-range program
held under $12 billion to meet

legislation authorizing federal funds judget requirements.

Inaticnation and world]

Deficit hits $31 6m
BOSTON \AP\ - Secretary of

Administration-designate John R.

Buckley said yesterday that the
state has a $316 million budget
deficit.

Buckley said, however, that he
still believes it is possible for the
state to make it through another
year without new taxes.

Buckley announced the deficit to
newsmen following a day-long
meeting with the current Secretary
of Administration David R. Mar-
chand.

The size of the deficit has been
the key issue in determining
whether new taxes will have to be
raised.

Gov. - elect Michael S. Dukakis
made a no-tax campaign pledge,
but after the campaign he said the
pledge was made with the un-
derstanding that the deficit would
not exceed $100 million.

Coal pact delayed
WASHINGTON [UPI] -

Possible snags that could push the
nationwide coal strike into
December were reported yesterday
as the United Mine Workers
bargaining council gathered to
resume the first step in the contract
ratification process.

Union sources said they ex-

pected the bargaining council to
recommend sending some sections
of the new 175-page contract
agreement back to negotiators for

revision. The possible sticking

points were not listed.

Marijuana laws o.k.'d

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The
Ford administration is not ready to
support removal of criminal
penalties for possession of
marijuana for personal use, a White
House official told Congress
yesterday.

Instead, it is watching the ex-

perience of Oregon, New Mexico
and other states which are trying,

with variations, to discourage
marijuana smoking with a fine but
no criminal penalties, said Dr.

Robert L. DuPont, director of the

Special Action Office for Drug
Abuse Prevention.

N-plants vulnerable
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - A small

group of armed men-as few as two
or three-could seize a nuclear

power plant and release radioactive

materials into the neighboring area,

a government report warned
yesterday.

The General Accounting Office

said the take-over of a power plant

would pose a threat to public

safety, especially if it occurred in a

metropolitan area.

King asked to quit
BOSTON [AP - Edward J. King,

controversial director of the
Massachusetts Port Authority, was
given an ultimatum yesterday to
either resign or be fired.

King's annual salary of $59,500
makes him the state's highest-paid
official.

Nixon agrees to exam
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Former

President Richard M. Nixon has
consented to a physical
examination by a court-appointed
panel of doctors "if they really feel

it is necessary" to determine if he is

able to give testimony for the

Watergate cover-up trial, his

lawyers reported Monday.
In a formal "interim report" filed

with U.S. District Judge John J.

Sirica, Nixon lawyer Herbert J.

Miller Jr. said Nixon's consent was
"conditioned on the fact that the

examination and consolution with
Nixon's doctors will be conducted
at absolutely no cost or expense"
to the former president.

YOU CAN LEAD A
HORNY BULLTO WATER,
BUT HE'LL MAKE YOU
BUY THE DRINKS.

The Montelomu Horny Bull

1 oz. Montezuma Tequila.

5 oz. CONCENTRATED ORANGE
BREAKFAST DRINK. Over ice.

It's sensational and that's no bul

UlnntEzuma
TEQUILA

. • Bo
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ADVANCED TEACHING PRACTICUM:
In pre school classroom for more info

call 545-2403 mornings or 584-6742
evenings or come to Skinner Hall, room 27
at noon.
ALCOHOL DISCUSSION GROUP:
Anyone interested in any area relating to

alcohol is urged to attend. Meeting will

begin at 8 p.m. in C.C. 903.
AMATEUR RADIO LICENSING CLASS:

Tonite, 8 p.m. at the ham radio station,
ELAB 109.

ARTS IN ACT/ON:
Margot Willett, Coordinator of the Arts

in Action project in Hadley will offer a
workshop on Perception, Sat. 11-7 from 9-

12, School of Ed. 226-228. Sign up rm 2,
Sch of Ed.

ASIAN AMERICANS:
Meeting in 419 and 421 New Africa

House for Student Association. Anyone
interested, welcomel
BICYCLE CLUB MEETING:

Tonight at 7:30 in C.C. 178. Everyone
invited to a discussion of Spring Semester
plans, races possibly intersession and
spring break trips.

BOTANY COLLOQ:
Dr. Kenneth V. Thimann, Univ of Calif

Santa Cruz, will be guest speaker at the
Colloq, 11-21 at 4:30 p.m. in 203 Morrill
Science Center.

Topic will be "Some Experiments on
Leaf Senescence" This Colloq is

rescheduled from 10-17.

BIBLICAL EXPLORATION:
Tried to read it alone? Turned off by

Proof-texts and coercive demands to
"believe the unbelievable"? Weds, eve
from 10:00-10:55 in 316 Hampshire House,
sponsored by United Christian Foundation.
BREAD AND WINE:

The sacred in the secular, mysteries in

simplicity -that's part of what Holy
Communion is about. Join us Weds. 11:00
p.m. to 1 1 :30 p.m. in 316 Hampshire House
for this brief but deep sharing. Sponsored
by UCF.
CAMPUS SCOUTS:

There will be a meeting in the C.C.
Thurs., 7-9 p.m.
DIVORCED-SEPARA TED:

Meetings of support group held Mon
eves. Call Student Development Ctr. 345-
0333 between 3:30-4:30 for further details.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION:
Weekly meeting of E.A. will be tonight

at 7 in the S.U. Council Chamber. The
progress of the Energy Conservation
Committee, and other business will be
discussed.

FAST. QUICK:
Fast to experience hungerl Find other

hungry-looking people and share your
experience. Caring, Unity and Support, all

on Thursday.
FILMS:
Thorn Thompson, artist in residence, at

Butterfield House will have a showing of
his films today at 8 p.m. Thompson Hall
106. No charge.
FRATERNAL DUMP ASSOC:

Attention members. Sign ups for
summer airtrip to Ancient Mayan Dumps
will close Friday. Charter flight will be
cancelled if insufficient interest.

F. S. AND N. 102:

World Food Habits, 3 credits will be
offered Spring semester. Time, location,
schedule No. will be announced later in the
Collegian

FREE FILM:
Sweet Charity starring Shirley MacClain

and Chita Rivera, choreography by Bob
Fosse, to be shown Weds., 7:30 p.m. in

Bartlett Aud. Courtesy of Dept. of
Theatre's Musical Comedy course.
GREEK AREA WOMEN ADN MEN:

P.S.E. presents "Lady Beware a Rape
Workshop", today at 7:30 p.m. at lota
Gamma Upsilon, 406 N. Pleasant St.
HANG GLIDING:

H. Parker Herschel, President of Boeing
Aircraft will talk on "Hang Gliding The Art
of Sky Surfing" tonight at 9 p.m. on 19th
floor Washington Tower. All welcome.
MASS PIRG:

Local chapter meeting, 434 S.U., 7 p.m.
Weds, night. All welcome.
MEDICAL SCHOOL:

Ed Harrington, former UMie, now at

Tufts Med School is coming to speak
today at 7 in C.C. 105. All welcome.
NEW ENGLAND NEED A VETERINARY
COLLEGE:

Meeting Fri. night 6-7, C.C. 904-908. We
will pass out Bumper Stickers and pam-
phlets for weekend work.
NUCLEAR LOBBYISTS:

Important meeting of all serious lob-

byists at 7:30 tonight C.C. 177. Know the
Art of Persuasion! Bring a friend....

PHYS ED MAJORS:
Second meeting of Phys Ed. Majors

organization will be Thurs. 7:30 p.m. in the
Lounge of N. Phy Ed. Bldg.
PRE MED FINANCE COMMITTEE:

Meeting for members and those in-

terested in joining Tues. at 7:30 in 19th
floor lounge of John Adams Tower.
RALLY:

Fight forced dorm livingl Come to a rally

between the library and pond and march
with us to Whitmore. The administration is

counting on our apathy. Come be therel
SCUBA CLUB:

Important meeting tonight to discuss
club's constitution and future dives. Curry
Hicks rm 16, 7 p.m. Bring suit and-or
equipment.
SQUARE DANCE:

Friday from 8:30 11:00 p.m. in Alumnae
Gym, Smith College. Presented by the
Smith College Outing Club.
STAR PARTY:
We're having another I Tonight at the

Orchard Hill observatory from 6:30-11:30
p.m. Free refreshments. If the weather is

inclement, party will be Sat., same time.
STUDY IN GREECE:
A Representative from a semester

program in Greece, Study in Greece, will

be at the International Programs Office in

239 Whitmore at 4:30 Weds, to speak with
any interested students.
UXil "/'MEETING:

Organizational meeting of the Un-
dergraduate Loathsome Youth scheduled
for tonight in Mackimmie, 4th floor lounge.
All elected members should attend. Ap-
plications available.

UMASS BOXING CLUB:
Will hold a colloquium meeting tonight

at 6:30 on the 19th floor Washington. All

members please attend. Foi info, call Neil
549 0524.

UMASS TABLE TENNIS:
Annual Tournament will be in WOPE

Gym Dec. 7, 8. Both mens and womens
events. Follow Collegian for further info.

WRITERS!:
Looking to be published? Spectrum, the

undergraduate Arts magazine, would like

to help you out. Bring whatever you have
to 407 S.U. Do it NOW!
FOUND:

Small grey cat in S.W. area. Approx. 5
mths. Call Ted 6-7597.

LOST
Grey smoked rim glasses. Cash reward.

John Moronev 546-8983
LOST:

Coruus No. 322 calculator. Initials E.H.
on black surface. Lost in library, 7th floor.
Please contact Evan 546-4367 if you have
info. Generous reward.
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University patrolman Jim Turati and his trusty mount Thunder take time out fora cnat and a bit to eat before heading for the stable after a rough day on the trail.

Newman Center's Father Quigley

feels religion is humanizing
By JOHN MIKOLAJCIK

Staff Reporter

"Religion is a humanizing ex-

perience. It teaches us to use our
heads and our hearts," said Father
Joseph Quigley, the senior member
of the group of three full time
pastors at the Newman Center here
on campus.

Father Quigley has been at

UMass longer than any other
minister now on campus. He's been
here almost fifteen years since April

1, 1960, "April Fools Day," joked
Quigley. He was here in April of

1964 when ground was broken for

the Newman Center and is probably
a major reason for its being there.

Quigley describes the Newman
CENTER as a Catholic cultural

Center.

'I'm a liberal with a reat respect

for tradition," he says of himself.
"If we forget where we came from I

think we lose something," he said.

Quigley knows where he came
from; an Irish immigrant family
which settled in Massachusetts
about four generations ago. His
father was a dentist and his mother
a graduate of Smith College in

1904. An ancestor of his said the
first Catholic mass in Amherst
many years ago.

"We've done some controversial
things here," he said of his work at

has game rooms, reading rooms,
and a library for student use.

When asked what the purpose of
religion was, Father Quigley replied

"The purpose of religion is to
challenge a person to ask himself
Who am ITWhere do I come from;
What is my purpose?and how do I

realize that purposeTThe purpose of
religion is to liberate us," he added.

Is the environment of a college
campus different from the real

world? "A college campus is an
artificial atmosphere," said Quigley.

the Newman Center, like having "There are so many young people
women distribute Holy Communion
and having some laymen say mass.
You would be surprised how upset
some people get about these
changes," said Quigley.

In addition to holding Catholic
masses the Newman Center also

that the students aave little op-
portunity to relate to some one with
real-life experience so they turn to
their peers who may be just as
confused as they are."

Faculty Senate prevents Ricci

from challenging hiring policy

Infirmary

(in An

Emergency)

9 549-2671

cont from p. 1

personnel policies." He concluded,
the Rules Committee has power to

determine problem areas. It

historically listens but results in zero

action. There is no mechanism for

feeding into the system."

Booth suggested that in lieu of

Ricci's address to the entire Faculty

Senate, the separate issues of the
case could be farmed out to dif-

ferent committees, although he
admits the possible ineffectualness

of the system. "What is to be
gained by circumventing the
system*We have a laborious system
for resolving problems but the
machinery sometimes moves so
slowly that by the time a decision

results, it would be moot."

Ricci expressed his willingness to
separate the issues and submit
them for consideration of various
Senate committees however, "The
School personnel voted in favor of
the appointment but it is still not

out of committee,
time frame."

And I can't set a

The issue of the appointment of

Ariel had previously been submitted
by Ricci to the Senate Grievance
Committee chaired by Gordon
Sutton of the Sociology depart-

ment. Sutton admitted "we (the

committee) have set this case aside
because the School Committee is

not finished with it yet."

Although Sutton confirmed
willingness to move on the issue,

Ricci countered saying, "There is

nothing that can force it out of the
School Personnel Committee."

Sutton agreed that traditionally

the School Committee has "been
extended great courtesy" but it was

not impossible to extract an issue

from the Committee for con-

sideration by other committees. He
promised, "We'll get moving if in

fact there have been serious

delays."

Typing Supplies

paper, carbon,

ribbons

A.J. Hastings

45 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.

Now There's A Difference At Mt. Sugarloaf!
Court-appointed management with resident manager.
GUARANTEED security deposits held in an interest bearing

escrow account.
ONLY one month security deposit required with 4 month or less

lease.

Located on FREE UMass bus line.

Dishwasher, self-cleaning range, disposal, air-conditioner, and
plenty of closet space.

Two bedrooms at $220 — ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED.
Conveniently located on Rte. 47 off Rte. 116.
Call 665-3856 ... or take the free bus.

Take A Few Minutes To See The Difference!

Five College January Flight

Seats are still available on the Five College flight
Boston-London Jan. 3, returning Paris-Boston Jan. 23
round-trip $240. TWA Boeing 707. Prompt signup is

urged. Contact INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, 231
Whitmore, Univ. of Mass., Amherst, tel. 545-2710 for
application.
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BNS on the scene in Boston

Black News Service
The Black Women's Conference

which took place Saturday,
November 16th at Boston
University was an experience which
should be duplicated in as many
areas as possible. It gave a chance
for Black Women to come together
to exchange ideas on primarily

defining what Black women should
be about in order to help perpetuate
the struggle of the total liberation of

our people.

Just as reality in all realms of the
Black existance, there were many
diverse and conflicting ideologies

participating in the conference. But
one exhilerating quality of this set

was the ability for ail these dif-

ferences to consolidate so that

there was not necessarily a

universal ideology put rather an
understanding of each other's

differing ideas.

The Conference opened with
Margaret Sloan, President of the

National Black Feminist
Organization. Her emphasis was
placed on a need for Black Women
to become aware of the sexism
which confronts them everyday.

Miss Sloan presented herself from a

seperatist point of view, in that she
felt "women should not allow

themselves to get into love
relationships with men because
they are essentially oppressors of

Black women, and there can be no
love where there is no equality".

Although she agreed to certain

problematic changes which have to

be alieviated between the Black
man and Black women, she did not

see a need for the Black man and
woman to resolve these problems
in a collective manner. On the

contrary, she explained that she felt

it was necessary for these
resolutions to be obtained
separately.

Although the need for a unified

effort on the part of all Black people
be it Black woman, man, or child -

was overlooked, she did give some
incite into some real problems
women face, which can be at-

tributed to their "double jeopardy",
as Miss Sloan explained, "the
reality of being both Black and a

women". Miss Sloan expressed a

real need for more day care centers
and a vital need for female
protection against rape and other
forms of female abuse. She also

Women
phenomena. What we as Black
people should be about is trying to
develop a consciousness of the
causes of these crimes. We should
be having consciousness raising

sessions to teach not only the
oppressions opposed on jjs as
women, but more importantly the
suppresion, exploitation and
degradation which is inflicted on us
as a people." Sister Sadiqua went
on to say that "we as Black people
should be about not trying to create
diverse and dividing forces in the

black affairs

delt with the reality (which is

consequently not an isolated
problem of women) of "Black
women going off to college,

becoming educated, and
developing an elites attitude and
completely forgetting their roots."

In response to Miss Sloan's

constant reiteration of the need for

consciousness raising sessions
where women are taught to

become aware of the sexism which
exist, and especially the need for

female abuse control, Sister

Sadiqua H. Abdur-Razzar, a

member of the Black Women's
Collective who helped sponsor the

program, expressed a need for

Black women to be taught
awareness of not only the crimes in

the Black community which effect

just women, but to become
knowledgeable of the many forms
of crime prevelant in Black com-
munities. Sadiqua explained that

"Rape is only a miniscule fraction

of the whole encompassing

ONLY THE NAME IS THE SAME

BRITTANY MANOR
Now court-appointed management, on site, professional

personnel and maintenance staff.

GUARANTEEDsecurity deposits held in an interest bearing
escrow account.,
Only one month deposit required with 4 months or more lease

available from Feb.-May.
All-modern conveniences, tennis, 2 pools.
FREE UMass bus service from property.
Large, one, two, three bedroom apartments from $200 00

Call 256-8534 (or take the free bus).
Summer rentals available at reduced rates.

DEALING STRAIGHT - A PLEASANT CHANGE!

struggle, but trying to unify so that
as a people, we can move together
in a unit."

^
In view of the fact that Miss

Sloan's presentation was the first

event of the conference, there
seemed to be undertones of her
speech existing in parts of the
second session of the conference
which consisted of five workshops.

In the workshop entitled "Men
on Women" the session began with
some women expressing their

discontent with Black men, and
basically just reiterating old gripes
such as the 'black men and white
women syndrome'; black men and
thejr ego's and other derogatory
aspects of Black men. After much
discussion and disagreement
between members participating, an
unidentified sister who was also a
member of the Black Women's
Collective at Boston University put
the session back in focus by ex-

plaining, "we as intelligent Black
people know that there are
problems which exist between
Black men and women, what we
should be doing here is not
necessarily bickering and reiterating

the problems. What we should be
doing is trying to find a solution to

those problems." So with this note,

this particular workshop began to

deal with finding some positive

solutions to specific problems.

In another workshop entitled
"Black Women and the Media",
Jacqui Adams from WNAC-TV in

Boston, Sarah Ann Shaw, and
Vicki Jone, both from WBZ-TV,
and Barbara Barrow, Associate
Producer of 'Say Brother' from
Channel 22, discussed the
responsibilities of Black women in

the communications field. They
collectively agreed on the fact that
the communications media play a
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very intregal part in the oppression
of Black people. They seemed to
feel that the communication media
have great potential in becoming an

.

educating, motivating, and uplifting

force for Blacks. "One problem is

the reality of inaccessibility to these
media," said one of the par-
ticipants. In addition to trying to
create programs to instill self-

respect, self-direction, and identity
in Black people as a whole, we as
communication specialist should
also be involved in the education of
the masses, in making them aware
of their inherent right of access to
these different media. We should
be about trying to educate the
community to the appropriate
channels which have to be gone
thru in obtaining adequate input

order to make themselves feel

better"

The conference came to a close
just as excitingly as it began with an
award given to Melenia Case. Mrs.
Case who was introduced as a
Black woman of love, one of
strength, and the Martin Luther
King, Jr. Afro-American Center for
her outstanding work in the
community for well over 25 years.
Sister Case closed the conference
with a very enlightening speech.
This short but concise address
essentially wrapped up the
resolutions of the entire day by
expressing "There is no universal

definition of the Black woman. You
are the image of the woman you
want to be, and unless you are that
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"American Standard"
Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's
Flea Market, only 12 miles
from Whitmore!

Ploatf of Room k Boo§iol

TUES. & WED. — No Cover

THURS.-SUN., $1.00

Sunday Beer — 25c — 9 to 1 : 00

Phone (617) — Just Over Line — 544-6028

Margaret Sloan, President of National Black
Feminist Organization at recent Black Women's
Conference held at Boston University.

into the media, and mobilizing

different community organizations

to deal with this very pressing and
detrimental issue.

image, who knows what you are?

Marcia Ann Gillespie, editor of

Essence Magazine who is directly

responsible for the editorial section

entitled 'Getting Down' was
another speaker. She rapped on the

need for Black women to "get into

themselves". She said that Black

women must first learn how to

respect themselves. After they have
obtained self-respect, then they can
expect to receive respect from
Black men, and if any specific Black

man is ignorant enough to

disrespect, it is our duty to demand
that respect. For by expressing

disrespect and ignorance, he is only

degrading himself. "It has to be a

sickness for someone to have to

tear another human being down in

It is what you are that I believe in,

what he believes in, but you'll have
to reflect that image in every way."

Although it was the end of the

conference, it was in actuality just a

beginning for the hundreds of Black

women who actively participated in

the conference to take with them
what they learned and pursue their

different goals caring with them the

positive image of the Black woman
— an inage of self-respect and
constant struggle.

Rape line

545-COPS
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BIA head calls for probe
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One dies in Pine Ridge Reservation shooting
: RIDGE. S.D UJPI\ -Thp wounHfirt „ „.:__ TT «• . . . .. , -„-.~ .

.*^PINE RIDGE, S.D. \UPI] The
chief federal officer on the strife-

torn Pine Ridge Indian Reservation
Monday called for a Justice
Department investigation into a
shooting incident Sunday which
left one person dead and five

wounded.
Bureau of Indian Affairs

Superintendent Albert W. Trimble,
in a telegram to Attorney General
William Saxbe and Commissioner
of Indian Affairs Morris Thompson,
said "There is an element of the

BIA superintendent
says U.S. aid needed

By GAIL SULLIVAN

Wounded Knee Support
Committee

Albert Trimble, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs (BIA) superintendent
of the Pine Ridge Reservation has
callld for a permanent presence at

Pine Ridge of the Justice Depart-
ment and the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights. Agents of the federal

government have been called into

the reservation in the past when
trouble has arisen between Dick
Wilson's tribal government and
members of the tribe. In February,
.1973 after a protest demonstration
led by the American Indian
Movement (AIM) at Custer, SD,
about 50 miles from the reser-

vation," and after members of the

Buddy. I stopped believing in

them." Nobody has ever been
charged with the slaying of Buddy
Lamont, or Frank Clearwater, the
other Indian killed during Wounded
Knee.

On October 17, 1973, Pedro
Bissonette, the vice president of
OSCRO who was accused of being
a leader of the Wounded Knee
siege along with Means and Banks,
was killed by a BIA police officer.

Although the Justice Department
sent an investigator, he stayed only
24 hours and did not talk to any
witnesses besides the FBI and BIA
agents. Over one year later there
have been no charges brought for

Bissonette's murder.
In January, 1974, Russell Means

brought a complaint before the

Commentary
Oglala Sioux Civil Rights
Organization (OSCRO) attempted
to impeach Dick Wilson, Wilson
requested and received U.S.
Marshalls and FBI agents in Pine
Ridge because he feared a takeover
by AIM of the BIA building there.
Two weeks later OSCRO and AIM
members liberated Wounded Knee
and were surrounded by the federal
agents. Although the siege of
Wounded Knee ended in May, 1973
the FBI has maintained 50 agents in

Rapid City, 80 miles from Pine
Ridge (there had previously been
two), who have frequently visited
the reservation.

Many residents feel, however,
that the federal agents do more
harm than good. Agnes Lamont,
the 80-year old mother of Buddy
Lamont-one of the two Indian
persons killed by government
bullets during Wounded Knee, said,
"I don't trust those FBI and
Marshalls. Ever since they killed my

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
charging that Wilson had illegally

won the election for tribal

president. Again investigators of
the Justice Dept. went to Pine
Ridge, as did investigators for the
Civil Rights Commission and the
Wounded Knee Legal Defense-
Offense Committee. Although all

found evidence of fraud, deceit,

intimidation and bribery, no new
election has been brought. Gladys
Bissonette, a leader of both the
impeachment drive and Wounded
Knee, said "We knew the govern-
ment wouldn't let Russell win. They
want Wilson in there because he's
their puppet."

Federal agents have traditionally

been brought to Pine Ridge to
appease the people and give
support to Wilson's government.
Such an attitude will not ease the
tension on the reservation, nor do
anything to alleviate the problems
which cause it.

More Service This Fall

Peter Pan Takes You
Fast And Frequently

RIGHT FROM

The University Campus

TO BOSTON
Natick— Worcester— Springfield

ALSO TO NEW YORK
Hartford— Albany— All Points

with New Service Direct to
Hyannis and Cape Cod

New hourly service departs 7 a.m. thru 5 p.m., plus extra evening
service. Natick and Boston non-stop trips every weekend.

For Tickets And Information Contact

PETER PAN BUS LINES
Campus Center Hotel

Univ. of Mass.
Tel. 545-2006

(If no answer tel. 549 6000)

CHARTER BUSES AVAILABLE TO ALL
DESTINATIONS

population of Pine Ridge which
regards itself as exempt from the
laws and statutes that all Indian
people must live by."

His call for help came after Jess
Trueblood, 25, a BIA policeman,
stormed into the residence of
Chester "Dutch" Stone Sunday
and opened fire with a shotgun,
wounding Stone, his wife, their

stepdaughter, Debbie Richards
Mousseau, Mrs. Mousseau's 3-

year-old son, John Joseph, and a
house guest, Louis Tyon, BIA
police said.

Globe reporter

dies; was to

lecture here
WASHINGTON [AP] - Darius

S. Jhabvala, The Boston Globe's
diplomatic correspondent since
1965, died in his home here
yesterday of an apparent heart

attack. He was 46.

(Jhabvala had been scheduled as
a speaker at a public lecture at

Amherst College next Monday
titled, "The Presidential Crisis: View
from the Press." The 5-college
lecture series has been scheduled
twice monthly since September
with staff reporters of The Globe.)

Jhabvala had become a friend of
Sec. of State Henry Kissinger while
reporting the secretary's many
flights to the mid-East for The
Globe. He was a diplomatic
correspondent for the New York
Herald Tribute before coming to
The Globe.

A former employe of the United
Nations, he was later an assistant
editor of Newsweek magazine and
had written extensively on foreign
affairs for national magazines.

Mrs. Stone was treated at the

Pine Ridge hospital and released.

The others were flown to Fitz-

simmons Army Hospital in Denver,
Colo., where they were described

as in good condition.

Trueblood was found later in his

car, mortally wounded. He died en
route to a Rapid City, S.D.,

hospital.

Del Eastman, special officer in

charge of BIA police on the

reservation, said "no clear picture"

had emerged as to why Trueblood
attacked the Stone family. He said

there were no leads in the search
for Trueblood's killer.

There has been tension on the

reservation since the 71 -day armed
occupation of the reservation
village of Wounded Knee in the

spring of 1973 by members of the
American Indian Movement. The
occupation was bitterly opposed by
followers of the Oglala Sioux tribal

government under President Dick
Wilson.
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The New Africa House

Black Cultural Center

Steering Committee

proudly presents

Vocalist

LEON THOMAS
at Bowker Auditorium

with

Neal Drique, piano
Merwin Brunson, bass
Sadiq Rahman Shabazz, drums
Sonny Murray, drums
Black Arthur, alto sax

FRI., NOV. 22, 7:30 Donation at Door $1.50
PMH r-i-r^tf. rinr^m

December 5, 6, 7, 8, and 12, 13, 14, 15

A fine tradition of Ihi- I ni\irsit\ of Massachusetts at

Viuheist is the Mailriyal Dinner sponsored each \ear
ilui inu the Christmas season h> the (am pus (enter
Kood Ser\ice and the I nixersiu of Massachusetts
Madrigal Singers. This \ear it has heen eWended to
run eight nights over a (mo week period.

The cathedral eeiliiiKcd ( anipus
< en(er Auditorium. colnrfulh
decorated with hanneis and heraldic
shields, provides the setting for the
heautifullv costumed Madrigal Singers,
creating an atmosphere reminiscent of
the Kith ( en(ur> Christmas reasts in

Knglaud. The fanfares, (he March of
(he Comestibles, the huge platter with
the Knar's Head, (he Sparkling Wassail
Howl, the K laming Plum Pudding, (he
Madrigal Singers, the Jugglers and the
.les(ers are all par( of (he pagean(r\ of
(hose ancien( times.

Call 545-0418 for Reservations

and Information.

American Friends Service Committee director

Schneider describes Vietnamese destruction
SyPAULJ/MERSON ...„„ . .

~" ^•WM^eTi IByPAULJIMERSON
Staff Reporter

Lou Schneider, executive
director of the American Friend
Servie Committee (AFSC) in
Philadelphia spoke Thursday night
to a small group at Wright Hall at
Smith College on the role of the
AFSC in Vietnam.

Schneider was a member of a
delegation of American journalists,
educators, and "friends" who
recently returned from a tour of
Vietnam to assess their aid efforts
and investigate the possibilities for
another large-scale relief program
for Vietnam.
He said that 18 months after the

peace talks were signed, the AFSC
hospital in the Quang Nhi province

was still receiving 95 patients a
month, the same number admitted
during the heaviest concentration
of fighting of the war. Schneider
stressed that American policy in
Vietnam must be altered, to bring
about an end to this "mindless
war" more than two years after the
peace agreement was signed.
Up to now, the efforts of the

AFSC in Vietnam have been largely
in the area of providing medical aid
and prosthetics-artificial limbs-and
the training of midwives and
"barefoot doctors," who go out
into the villages to help war victims

In 1969, the AFSC made a
decision to provide the NLF with
medical supplies, the only aid given
without the permission of the U.S.

government. After serious
deliberation, the AFSC decided
they had an "obligation for
reconciliation, Schneider said, that
went above and beyond concern
for the political interests of the U.S.
government. In response to what
Schneider called the continued
U.S. war effort and the intensified
bombing, the AFSC launched a
"Make Your Own Peace" cam-
paign, coupled with an in-

tensification of peace education in

the U.S., which raised $800,000 in

medical aid for the NLF and North
Vietnamese forces.

Schneider and the delegation of
Americans visited North Vietnam
and talked with educators while
visiting schools and hospitals. He
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said that under French colonial rule,

85 per cent of North Vietnam was
illiterate, but since independence
under Ho Chi Minh there is

education available for young and
old. He also said women in North
Vietnam were able to vote "in-

dependently and wisely" for the
first time.

The undaunted spirit of the
Vietnamese people is evidenced by
their long, slow efforts at rebuilding
their villages and restoring their

land, he said. The Vietnamese
people have collected small nails

from antipersonnel weapons for

use in home repair and rebuilding.

The nails were intended to lodge in

the softer areas of the body when
the weapons explode near ground

level. Wire from the McNamara
Line in the DMZ, used for detection
of those crossing the DMZ, is on
sale in the Saigon streets for
general household use.

Travelling down Highway 1 from
Hanoi to Saigon, Schneider said he
saw the immense destruction of the
war, something which he felt few.
Americans could ever really ex-
perience. Forced to get out and
walk at one point by a burned-out
truck body in the road which their

jeep couldn't pass, the group set
out on foot. Walking down High-
way I, through the DMZ, Schneider
said he really experienced the
impact of the war. The decimated
rice paddies, the bomb craters,
dislodged plane engines scattered
about the fields, tangled barbed
wire, burnt-out tank and truck
bodies, and empty canisters
scattered about the landscape.
Schneider described it as a
"moonscape." 75 per cent of the
forests of Vietnam have been
defoliated, and 597 of the 600
villages in the Quang Nhi province
were bombed by U.S. forces for
security reasons - suspected NLF
fortresses, he said, and the sur-
vivors were relocated in con-
centration camps.

Anti-dorm and
meal ticket

rally tomorrow
A rally and demonstration to

protest forced dorm living and meal
tickets will be held at 2:30
tomorrow afternoon and people are
being asked by organizers to meet
between the library and campus
pond and they will then march to
Whitmore.

Speakers from the Revolutionary
Student Brigade at UConn will talk

about their experiences at that
school.

The UMass Revolutionary
Student Brigade, who is calling for

the demonstration, said all ad-
ditional help will be welcome.

Television Tonight
5:30 GREEN ACRES "No

Trespassing." (18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (571

GOMER PYLE Dynamite Diner."
(27)

HOGANS HEROES "How To Cook
A German Goose By Radar." (30)
NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (40)
GILLIGANS ISLAND "Invasion."
156)

6 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

SPECIAL: KIDNAPPED (18)
THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)
(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION (271
NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)
BONANZA "Five Into the Wind."
(40)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)
MAKING THINGS WORK (24)
MOVIE "Hitler." (27)

BEWITCHED (381

ZOOM! (57)

6:45 HUMAN GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT (24)

6:55 NEWSBEA T NEWS (40)
7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH

WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH CR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "The
Alan Brady Show Goes To Jail."
(18)

THE BIG NEWS (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

UNTOUCHABLES "Portrait Of a
Thief." (56)

THE ROMAGNOLIS' TABLE (57)
730 NAME THAT TUNE Tom

Kennedy, host (3)

JEOPARDY (8)

DEL REEVES COUNTRY CAR-
NIVAL (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (22)
BOOK BEAT (24)

ANIMAL WORLD "Outlaws Of the
West." 130)

ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW (38)
ROOM 222 "The Sins Of the
Father." (40)

(8)

Who

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8 00 CBS SPECIAL 'Donny Osmond
and Friends." (3)

THAT'S MY MAMA "Tracy's
Trouble." (8) (40)

SHARING OUR FAITH (18)
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
"The Raccoon." (22) (30)
FEELING GOOD (24) (57)
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES (38)
DEALERS CHOICE (56)

8 30 MOVIE "Panic On the 5:22
(40)

UNTAMED WORLD (27)
GREEN ACRES (38)

DINAH' (56)

9:00 CANNON "The Man
Couldn't Forget." (3)

LUCAS TANNER (22) (30)
CRIMINAL JUSTICE TEST (24)
THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)
THE LIFE OF LEONARDO DA
VINCI (57)

9:30 PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO "Bilko Goes to Monte
Carlo." (27)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)
10:00 THE MANHUNTER "The

Carnival Story." (3)
GET CHRISTIE LOVE' "Bullet From
the Grave." (8) (40)

FAITH FOR TODAY (18)
BOB HOPE PRESENTS THE 1974
LAS VEGAS ENTERTAINMENT
AWARDS (22) (30)

BEHIND THE LINES (24)
WORCESTER NEWS (241
MOVIE "Night After Night." 138)
HOLLYWOOD'S GOLDEN YEARS
"Mr. Blending Builds His Dreem
House." (56)

10 30 MAYOR S HALF HOUR (18)
THE ELDERS (24)

ELDER AMERICAN (27)
GODSPELL GOES TO PL 'MOTH
(57)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)
NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (8)
(18) (22) (27) (30) (401
CAPTIONED ABC NEWS (57)

1130 MOVIE "Way.. Way.. .Out." (3)
WIDE WORLD SPECIAL (8) (40)
THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)
CHARLIE CHAPLIN "One AM "

(27)

I
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Letters to the editor

Collegiate Flying Club needs funds
To the Editor:

Two recent events have lead me to the conclusion that the

MDC is unwilling to recognize the existence or the value of RSO
groups. Since the beginning of the academic year the Collegiate

Flying Club has been working on two very important projects: 1\

acquiring the funds to purchase a club aircraft, and 2} planning for

the semi-annual club flying meet. To all club members, to other

university flyers, and to those who have always wanted to fly,

these activities are important.

On many occasions the club has notified MDC when our
meetings were to be held and asked that a reporter report on our
activities. No one came. Finally, one of our members wrote an
article for the Collegian and submitted it. It didn 't get published.

In the November ~\ 1974 edition of the MDC there was a small

article noting that our flying meet would be held on Sunday, Nov.
10. For that we than. you.

It would seem that if you could publish thai an event was going

to take place, that you could also publish the results of that event.

B :t, that's not what happened. On the following Monday, we

called with the results of the Flying Meet and were told that they
might not be in Tuesday's paper but they would be in Wed-
nesday's edition. As yet, they have not appeared.
Members of the Collegiate Flying Club are skilled pilots or

student pilots who are working hard at acquiring an interesting
skill. As part of their fees they are paying for the expenses of
operating the Collegian but you have elected not to provide them
with the services that they pay for. Do you do this for all RSO
groups? Don't you think that we have anything interesting going
on?

I might also add, that we believe that you have used us as well.

On one occasion a club member flew one of your photographers
around the university to take some aerial pictures of the campus.
Although the cost of the airplane was donated when one of the
pictures appeared in late October no mention was made of who
the pilot was or his generosity. Talk about rubbing salt into an
open wound

Leslie Ball, Vice President
Collegiate Flying Club

United States capable of feeding many more
To the Editor:

There is a worldwide food shortage that exists. The United
States is the leader in food production, as the Arabs are the
principal producers of oil. The Arabs are fortunate to have im-
mense oil reserves while we have a variety of climates to produce
a substantial variety of crops. We are capable of feeding the
215,000,000 inhabitants of the United States and many other
countries too. How many of us really know how much food is
wasted daily in this country even with the immense food reserves
we have. It's regrettable when it comes down to economics and
profit making decisions rather than being more concerned
whether people starve to death.
Most of us here at the UMass campus take it for granted where

our next meal is coming from but what of those who can 't be this
fortunate. In the meantime we disregard the fact that most of as
over eat or take too much food on our plates and end up throwing
some away. Even if we throw away a trivial amount of food
multiplied times 23,000 you have a substantial amount of food
wasted.

All of us know what I'm saying here is true but you're probably
thinking, so what, why write this article if we all know the facts.
The facts are that if maybe the issues are put down in writing,
maybe some of us will think about this dilemma a little bit more
seriously.

David Rosenberg

Electricity no trivial matter
To the Editor.

/ am writing in regard to what I believe is a great waste of
electricity in John Adams Tower. If this appears to be an in-
significant matter to write a letter on, consider the fact that
electrical consumption is increasing at quadruple the rate of
population. Why, when we were so conscious of energy con-
servation last winter, are we so wasteful now?!
On virtually every floor in John Adams, on the floor area outside

the stairwells, there is a light switch controlling the lights directly
outside the elevators and inside the stairwells. These lights, in my
opinion, are totally unnecessary. When turned off theypose no
inconvenience or safety hazard - the areas are illuminated by other
lights. And yet these lights are on sixteen out of eighteen floors!

It is not uncommon for the fifth floor lounge lights to be on

A CC experience
To the Editor

/ had the unfortunate experience of working for the Campus
Center from June 2, 1971 through Oct. 1972. When I showed up
for my job Don Witkoski put me up for the night in the hotel and
then into the dorms. My job was writing time cards. I was in
structed by Don Witkoski to not write time for over 40 hours, but
to keep it on file and add it to other weeks which were not 40
hours. The actual cards I wrote are more than likely in the Amherst
town dump.
My employment records state I started work June 20, 1971

There were three weeks I was not paid, but instead at the end of
the summer Witkoski gave me a three week vacation From Sept
1971 until Oct. 1972 1 had the position of tel. op. at the hotel I did
the same work as the male desk clerk but was paid less. A dif-
ferent title does not a/ways mean different work.

Heidi Weissbecker

when no one is studying there, and I have come back from classes
to see the balcony lights on at 2:30 in the afternoon. The lights in
the fifth floor "candy machine" room always seem to be on. On
one occasion I found four unnecessary lights on the fifth floor.

I don't even dare to guess how much electricity is wasted in
floor lounges, but I can testify to the fact that at least one floor
lounge's lights are on all night three or four times a week and I

think that it is asinine.

If this is a stupid subject on which to write a letter to the editor,
then the amount of electricity wasted in John Adams is even more
stupid! Trivial or not, too many lights are on and too many people
are too lazy to turn them off evidently.

Robert Eastman

Hitching a ride

To the Editor
The next time you pass a hitchhiker, think-how hardened you

have become to your brothers and sisters. Insensitivity and-or fear
blind your directed vision.

And think as you pass by - who is the driver, and who is the
driven? And think-how you're polluting our earth in your own
private car.

Think - and perhaps, a spark will arise in you, in us, to stop the
forces which are driving us apart, which are destroying our earth
Let us control and not be driven.

Give us a ride or take a bus or help change this damn economic
system.

Pat Walker

Parking policy unfair

NO TICKETS NO POWER
To the Editor

/ was delighted to read in the Collegian [ 1 1- 18] this
morning that the Department of Public Safety will no
longer be ticketing cars that are parked in lots that
they were not assigned to. I've been waiting for2Vi
months now for a lot closer to my dorm but due to the
high cost of close lots I have been unable to afford
one.

I think that is absolutely ridiculous for Mr. Johnston
to think that people wiN not park their cars in the very
closest lot availab.'j to them, especially if they have
been told that they will not be ticketed. I feel that if
this policy is carried out it will create a very serious
injustice to those people who have a/ready paid a high
price for a choice lot. To me, this new policy means
first come-first serve. Now tell me, just what is the
sense of having different priced lots at all?

I sincerely hope that you arrive at work very early

Mr. Johnston, I would hate to see you walking to your
office from the stadium parking area/

David Daigneauh
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Students denied rights?
By MARTHA CREEGAN

It is distressing to hear that people have (name changes, small claims)
already accepted the limitations set down unless the client has almost no
on the Legal Services Office by the chance of success without a lawyer.
Administration. These specific limitations We have established a referral system to
being: criminal litigation and litigation handle cases which we can not handle due
against the University are not finalized, to the amount of time involved or other
Furthermore, what we are finding is that conflicts. I wish to impress the fact that

this office will attempt to meet all of the
needs that it is confronted with. We can
advise students in all cases and if the case
requires action that we cannot provide we
will refer the student to other legal counsel
where the fee will be commensurate with
your income. Therefore don't assume that
we will not represent you in your case

students. We do not accept the scope of this without first speaking to our staff.

the Administration, who Dr. Gage has
acted on behalf of, has very little legal
background to support its restrictions.

It should be stressed at this time that the
Legal Services Governing Board feels
there should be no limitations upon this
office; that students should not be denied
constitutional rights due to their status as

office which Dr. Gage and possibly
Chancellor Bromery has taken the liberty
to define. We are waiting for legal in-

terpretations to be final ized but this should
not deter anyone from coming in and

The students should decide what
limitations, if any, are placed on our
retained counsel. Dr. Gage has no right to
usurp this authority to determine the
services we wil receive. The attorneys,

seeking legal counsel. The only limitations ours and the University's, are presently
that have been finalized by the Board are involved in the process of determining the
the following

No cases that would involve a
student vs. student conflict
No real property transactions
No cases which a member of the
private bar can handle on a con-
tingency fee basis. Cases in this
category can be taken if the Board
determines that the case is of
campus-wide significance
The lawyers will advise but not
represent in cases which the clients
obviously does not need a lawyer,

legality of our actions as a Student Legal
Services Office. Ultimately, if we, the
students are dissatisfied with the solutions
offered by the University, the courts will
be requested to make the decision. The
Legal Services Governing Board is the
Student Body that has been established to
insure the protection of our interests. If

there are any questions or requests, please
feel free to contact us in Room 922,
Campus Center.
Martha Creegan is a Member of the Legal
Services Board

opinion

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all letters to the editor. They must be signed and include

the author's address and phone number. Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces per
line, and no more than two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they must include a name and phone number for reference pur-
poses.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

C
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Student rip-off rate rising

According to UMass police records, students are ripping each
other off more than ever. To those students that live on campus,
this is increasingly becoming a fact of life. The posters that are
scattered throughout the dorms which emphatically say LOCK
YOUR DOORS, do so for a reason. If you leave your room for
thirty seconds, lock your door. If you want to give your 'money
away, you can probably find a worthier cause.

I guess that I've been naive in

thinking that since we're all in this

together, we'll work together to
make the best with what we've got.

So much for the golden rule.

Evidently that went out with the
sixties, along with hippies, smoke-
ins and Clean for Gene.
Some people feel that they can

ease the rising cost of living by
shoplifting. Whether its pocketing
an item, exchanging price tags or
lying to Bell Telephone, its stealing,

and it only hurts the people that are
forced to pay the higher prices. This
is as true on campus with the dining
commons as it is at Stop and Shop.

For people without power, it is

very hard to find a villain in the
system to fight. As the economic
situation worsens, more and more
people lose faith in our system
which hurts first, those that have
been hurt the most all along. It's

unfortunate, but people without
power tend to take out their anger
and frustration on other people
with power.

When situations like this have occurred in the past, numerous
attempts have been made to find scapegoats. In Germany, the
economic chaos was blamed on the Jews. At other times and

places, most minorities have served the same purpose. It's a
vicious and devastating phenomena. It's so much easier to blame
those that are least able to defend themselves.
By the way - don't just lock your door if you're not there. There

have been numerous incidents on this campus of people being
ripped off while sleeping when they had left their door unlocked.
One gentleman confronted as he examined a television in a dark

room in the wee hours of the night
declared he was in the wrong room
and left. Many simiLr incidents
don't end so nicely.

If you do get ripped off, notify
the police. Also, let people know,
such as your head of residence, and
the janitors. You may be lucky as I

was. When I left my purse in a dorm
class, it was later found intact
except for the money. Even if all

one's money is stolen, it's a lot

easier to replace than such other
things as Driver's License and
Student I.D. If you don't have these
items, you virtually don't exist.

I hope that the person that stole

my money enjoys spending it. I also

hope that the person that stole my
broken alarm clock was late for

something really important. I hope
that whoever stole the girl down
the hall's pants while they were in

the dryer found out that they didn't

fit. I also hope that some of these
people either get caught or quit

stealing. It's too bad, but I suspect that those of you that have
read this far are probably those of you that have been ripped off,

not those that do it. So it goes.

Chris Dillard is a Collegian Columnist

Bill Densmore

Choosing a decision-maker
It's easy to see that the world is presently in a sad state what

with economic chaos, starvation, environmental degredation and
a general resurgence of man against man conflict. It's only logical

to ask why. The answer, for my part, is in the way we make
decisions, and especially in the selection process for the peopfe
who make them.

To understand the problem of decisions and decision-makers,
you have to take a certain of factors for granted:
~ that the social process by which people become leaders of

government and industry discriminates in favor of those who have
demonstrated competence in a traditional sense. Those who
successfully channel intelligence towards society's ends will

become successful. A merely brilliant person will not succeed. He
must conform to established norms.

-- that the leadership caste tends to perpetuate itself by
recognizing and promoting those individuals who most closely

resemble it in character, normative assumptions and appearance.
- that the leadership caste in government, and especially

business, is predominantly white, Protestant and-or Jewish and
are largely offspring of first-generation independently successful
traditional capitalists.

- that in order to make decisions which represent the best
compromise between popular belief and rational public interest,

the decision-maker must have as wide a variety of personal ex-

periences and value associations as possible in one individual.

-that most decision-makers have an insufficiently wide-range
of personal experiences to strike a fair balance between rational
public interest and popular sentiment. They come down on the
side of one or the other consistently and in so doing, formulate
"bad" policy.

-- that the judgment of "good" and "bad" policy is itself

dependent on the personal experiences of the judge. However,
since we do not have the benefit of omniscience, or a time-

machine that permits a glimpse of the future, we must each
choose our own judge. There is no escape from this variable.

Taking those six things for granted, which is a whopping
amount, here is what I see as the result:

- the best decision-makers are those whose lifestyles, friends,

homes and lovers have constantly changed in a continual process
Oi metamorphosis up to the point when they are asked to become
leaders.

-the chances of such a person assuming decision-making

power of any substantial impact on society is virtually nil in a class
society. Present leaders will refuse admission to the caste.

Such a person would be poor, because he could not hold a job.

He would undoubtedly be a vagrant, since he would quickly grow
stagnant in a given location as he developed a routine and stimuli

to growth and change diminished. He would have few lasting

friends to recommend him. Small wonder a leadership caste
accustomed to permanence and steadiness would exclude such a
person.

How many travelling short-order cooks have ended up in major
decision-making roles?

A bigger problem comes out of the first one. It is that, decision-

makers may not be an appealing role to those who are likely to

make the "best" decisions for society as defined earlier. Or,

simply, how many short-order cooks would wish to be President?

We don't know, since no one has asked and it is likely that any
short order cook asked that question would laugh at the absurdity
of it. That isn't the way things work, he would say.

Even if the cook were brilliant, he probably would have been
conditioned to believe he is not competent to make society's

decisions.

So we have a decision-making caste based not on intelligence
and variety of experience, but on the continuance of an elite in

terpretation of competence - stability and ability to perform in

society's elite institutions.

A more suitable procedure for selection of decision-makers
would be an open application proct,ss for each job. The applicant
with the highest intelligence, knowledge of current affairs and
breadth of experience should hold the decision-making power -

not the Harvard graduate who has interned in business.
Over generations, such a procedure would break down the

leadership caste and create a new one based on merit and range
of experience. Coupled with income redistribution and some
means of radically altering child- rearing, it could open the way to a
"classless society" - meaning one based on new classes
separated by intelligence and richness of background rather than
ethnicity, heritage or family status.

Of course the present caste will argue that such a proposal only
substitutes one imperfect system of decision-making for another
one. They perhaps don't realize that the one described here is the
one they profess to represent - based on equality of opportunity.

Bill Densmore is Managing Editor of the Collegian
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Freebies

anyone?
By GILBERT J. SALK
Special Correspondent

There is a major life-resources

service that many of us know little

or nothing about. It's a valuable

service which does not get the

attention or publicity it should.

Believe it or not, I'm talking

about the United States govern-
ment.

Our government produces a
wealth of printed material-which is

available to any of us. Much of it is

directly aimed at what you need to
know.

Government literature covers
every imaginable subject, as well as
some unimaginable subjects. It

ranges from simple, easy-to-read

pamphlets to highly technical
journals. And in most cases, things

are surprisingly inexpensive.

There's a simple way to find out
what is generally available. All you
have to do is send your name and
address to the Superintendent of

Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402. Tell them you want to be put
on the mailing list for "Selected
U.S. Government Publications."

It's free, and will be sent to your
home every other week.

Every issue of this handy little

catalogue lists nearly 200 books,
pamphlets, posters, etc. published
by the government. Each item is

described in a little blurb, so you
have some idea of what it's about.
Prices range from as low as a dime
to as much as twenty dollars or
more, but most items cost about a
dollar.

Samole titles in the latest issue
include: Exploring Occupations in

the Natural Resources, Im-
peachment: Selected Materials on
Procedure, State Veterans' Laws,
Properties of Imported Tropical
Woods, How to Buy Food, and
Economic Problems of Women.

Whatever you're into, there's a
strong likelihood that this will be of

interest to you. Even if you don't
order anything, it's something of an
eyeopener to see what the
government studies and writes

about. It's a side of your tax dollar

about which you don't hear much.

Another way to get your hands
on some of these goodies is

through your congressperson. The
Department of Agriculture in

particular makes a large number of

publications available, at no charge,

through members of Congress.

For example, I wrote to Silvio

Conte for information about this,

and he sent back a 7-page brochure

of freebies he can provide. The

subject list is fascinating. There are

booklets on building materials,

maintenance, and protection, on

canning, freezing, and storing, on

fruit, nuts, and grain, and on

livestock and poultry. You can get

pamphlets on sewing or vegetable

and herb gardening, or on rural

committees, insects, or irrigation.

And they are all free.

To get the list, write to your
congressperson and tell him you'd
like the booklet on USDA
publication you can order from her
(or him.)

The various federal departments
produce all of these items, and
much can be ordered directly

through them, though they will

frequently refer you back to the

Supt. of Documents. If you are

interested in a particular subject,

such as penal reform, for instance,

you might write to the Dept. of

Justice and ask what publications

they have available. The State
Dept. would have information on
any other nation in which you
might be interested. Health,
Education, and Welfare would have
information on health, child-

rearing, and other areas which fall

under their jurisdiction. You can
use your imagination to figure out
which agency would produce the

information you want.

The important thing is for you to
realize that these services exist.

They constitute a possible major
resource for you.

I'd like to review a couple of

books I've obtained from the

government, mostly to give you a

better idea of the type of thing you
can expect.

The Handbook for Building
Homes of Earth by Lyle A. Wolf-
skill, et al. ($6.00, U.S. Dept of

Commerce, No. PB179327) is a
book about using dirt as the basic
building material in houses. It

devotes particular attention to use
of pressed earth blocks, adobe, and
rammed earth. There are chapters
devoted to stabilizing soil, building

foundations and lightweight roofs,

and other problems. It includes
discussion of methods which are
suited to rainy climates. It is packed
with technical information as well
as readable chapters on the general
problem. It is a book which would
be a how-to for anyone who
wanted to beat high construction
costs by using his or her own
muscle-power and the dirt in the
backyard. It is possible.

Of more general interest is a book
put out by the Dept. of Agriculture.
Handbook for the Home 1973
Yearbook of Agriculture ($5.70
USDA) is a large collection of
articles concerning nearly all

aspects of the home. A sampling of
article titles show items on home
safety, money management, home
repairs, camping, furnishing (from
drapes to appliances), and com-
munity programs. Most of the
articles are either entertaining or
informative-or, frequently both.
Unfortunately, there is a somewhat
sexist tone to it. (For example, one
article is entitled "Handmade
Fashions in Doubleknit for the Man
of your Life.) But if you can tolerate
that, you should find the book very
useful.
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A shadowy experience occurred in the Student Union Ballroom last night whenEd and Lorraine Warren came and talked about haunted houses and ahosts See
story, page 2.

Major problems beset miners
With the recent coal

miners' strike this
winter, the threat of
another energy shortage
is upon us again. One
UMass student worked
as a miner; perhaps we
can gain some insight
into the life of a miner,
and find just why they
are striking.

By CALVIN LAYTON
Staff Correspondent

The coal mines of West Virginia
are a long way from Magma Copper
Company in San Manuel, Arizona,
but when one is underground the
view is the same. Three years ago I

was 2015 feet underneath the earth
mining copper.

Miners are the same all over the
world, trying to earn a living at
frightening risks. Concerns of
inflation and the energy shortage
have brought this strike to national
prominence. They have little to do
with the cause. The reasons
originate underground in the drifts

and tunnels. Increased safety won't
change the inherent dangers of
mining. The men want to be
compensated for the risks en-
countered.

Copper mining is cleaner and
safer than coal mining. The San
Manuel mine, where I worked, was
considered one of the safer mines.
The rock we were tunneling in is

somewhat safer than coal. In San
Manuel there was no danger of
methane gas, flooding was a minor
danger.

Most of mine safety is due to the
miners own alertness. At times
even being alert will not help a man.
Once I was blasting a rock jam. I set
three charges of dynamite up in the
rocks, with electric blasting caps,
and wired them up. As I walked
away there was a noise behind me,
I turned to see the rocks cave in on
the charges. I could only stand and
watch. They didn't go off.

The pay is low considering the
risks involved. The most I ever
made was $4.27 an hour. This was
three years ago and the rate has not
gone up significantly since. The
work week was seven days straight
before one had a day off. This
meant one's day off was different
each week.
The mine is fifty miles from

Tucson which is where most of the

miners lived. Twelve hours had
gone by from the time we left in the
morning until we got home at night.

Half of the miners were Mexican-
Americans and half were Anglos.
Most of the men were barely high

school graduates. I had had two
years of college behind me, and
because of this I almost didn't get
hired.

Talking with the miners is

somewhat depressing. They all had
their hopes and dreams, but you
knew and they knew that they
would always be miners. Some of
the miners were Christians. There
faith in God gave them an ability to

deal with problems of being miners,

which included the management
trying to prohibit them from reading

their Bibles during work breaks.

When it comes strike time,

miners usually stay out until they
get what they want. Ore shortages
aren't important to them, and
inflation is minor compared to

getting paid for the risks.

Copper mining was bad enough
without having to face Black Lung
disease, cave-ins, flooding, gas,
and fire. Be ready for a cold winter
if the coal companies don't give the
miners what they want.

RECIPE EXCHANGE
By SUE K/ERAS and SUEDUCHIN

Staff Writers
What is the first ail-American meat you will pick up at the grocery

store? It's probably sitting in your refrigerator right now. Hamburger
is the most common source of meat in our diet and most people
don't even know how to prepare or buy it.

When purchasing hamburger, keep in mind that three ounces of
lean meat is considered a nutritionally adequate serving. To get three
ounces of hamburg requires one person consuming 26 per cent of a
"lean" pound. This means that approximately four people can be
nutritionally fulfilled with one pound of "lean" hamburger.
Most consumers will pick up the cheapest hamburger in sight.

Prices per pound range from .95 to 1.39. Little do they know the
difference in the proportion of fat to lean meat. There are no FDA
requirements that this percentage be labeled and so we must take it

for granted that the more you pay per pound, the leaner it is. Your
best bet in finding good quality hamburger, is to shop at a market
where the meat is freshly ground. Smaller markets such as
Watroba's or Louis can just about guarantee satisfaction.

However, if you must purchase your hamburger at a large
supermarket, make sure it is stamped by the USDA. This will assure
you the meat is what it is labeled.

What we have for you is a no-goof recipe that takes about an hour
to prepare and bake.

HAMBURGER PIE
1 lb. lean hamburger
1 onion (diced)

1 green pepper (diced)

margarine

1 % cans of tomato sauce (8 oz.)

K c. cracker crumbs
'/> c. grated cheese
2 c. cooked rice

Mix the hamburger with % can of tomato sauce. Sautee the onion
and peppers and onions in margarine. Add them to the mixture, (add
a pinch of thyme.) Now pour the mixture into a 9" pie plate. Mold it
in just like a pie crust. Next pour in the rice and cover it with the rest
of the tomato sauce. Sprinkle with crumbs and cheese and bake at
350 degrees for 25 minutes.
Hints: Use minute rice to save time.
A pinch of thyme adds wonderful flavor.
This meal serves 4 people for approximately $2.46.
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BEAU Britches.
Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.

Japanese Quaker talks

on Korean resistance
Nicola Geiger, a Quaker from

Japan active in the Japanese Peace
Movement and the Korean
Resistance Movement, will speak in

the Five College area today and
tomorrow. The slide-talk, "Non-
Violent Resistance in South
Korea," is slated for Wright Hall,

Smith College, 8 pm today and the

UMass Colonial Lounge 7:30 pm
tomorrow.

In Japan, Ms. Geigei has been
active in helping Kim Dae Jung,
who was kidnapped in Tokyo and
placed under house arrest in Seoul
for his strong opposition to the Park
Chung Hee regime. Last summer,
she coordinated the International

Committee to Save Kim Chi Ha, a

young poet sentenced to death.

During her talk in Honolulu, Ms.
Geiger compared the reign of

South Korean President Park to

that of Hitler in Germany. Ms.

Geiger maintains that both Park

and Hitler rounded up religious

leaders and intellectuals "very

cleverly and very quietly" until the

people were left without leadership.

Now 55, she was born in Germany
and once was a member of Hitler

Youth. Realizing Hitler's real ac

tivities and plans, she joined the

resistance movement from 1940-45.

In 1950, Ms. Geiger came to the

U.S. and worked with the Friends

Peace Committee and other peace

and civil rights groups.

She has been in Japan for seven

years, one year at Friendship Center

in Hiroshima and five years as

Director of the East Asian Center of

Friends World College in Kyoto.

Her deep commitment to Korea

stems from friendships with many
members of the South Korean

resistance movement.

Panel debates today
abolition of counties
The issue of "Should County

Government Be Abolished?" will be
debated at the regular monthly
meeting of the Hampshire County

now appearing at the

hide-a-way

Bill

Chinnoek

and bit Blues Band.

Appearing Wed. thru Sat.

$1 cover Wed. & Thurs.

$1.50 cover Fri.& Sat.

And remember, every

Wed. night is Schlitz Night.

12 oz. drafts for only 40c.

Rt. 202 in Granby
1 mile off Rt. 116

Tel. 467-8393

Democratic Association at 7:30

tonight at the World War Two
Club, Conz St., Northampton.

Northampton's Ward 2 City

Councillor William Ames will speak
in favor of abolishing county

government in Massachusetts.
David Musante, chairman of the

Hampshire County Commissioners,
will debate in opposition.

Mrs. Jay Judge of Southampton,
chairwoman of the Democratic

association, will preside over the

meeting.

The public is invited to attend.

Greeks plan

rapeworkshop
for tonight
The Greek Peer Sex Education

Team and the Greek Area are

sponsoring "Lady Beware-A Rape
Workshop" with guest speaker

Diane White, from the University

Police Rape Squad and possibly

someone from the University

Health Services. The film "Lady
Beware" will be shown. The
workshop will discuss such
questions as: what is rape? who
commits rape? what kind of

evidence do the police need to

convict a rapist?

The Rape Workshop will be held

today at 7:30 p.m. at lota Gamma
Upsilon, 406 N. Pleasant Street. All

Greek Area women and men are

invited.

For the most in precision built Hang-Glider

• SALE • SERVICE

Distributors of: • Sky Sports

• Seagull
• Eipperformance
• Rogallo type kites

Call:

EC0-FLIGHT
( Ecology & Economy)

Tel:

Robert Stewart — 253 5852

Peter Perkins — 533 8730

AN EXHILARATING EXPERIENCE
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Classics Dept. offers new Greek study option

»

The Department of Classics is

introducing a new option into its

courses for this Spring. Students

enrolling in Classics 100, Greek

Civilization, may choose between
the regular class on Greek art,

literature and society, to be taught

by Niki Stavrolakes, an ar-

chaeologist, who also teaches

courses in Mediterranean and
Underwater Archaeology, and a

new class, Classics 100A: Greek

Civilization - Mythology.

The new class is for those

students who need a background in

the Greek myths seen in Greek

literature or in the underlying

foundations of Greek and western

thought. Professor Robert Dyer,

who will teach the new class, also

teaches a more advanced class The
Deep Structures of Greek Thought,

which explores the ways In which

the Greek mythical or "pre-

rational" thought limited and
shaped later "rational" philosophy.

The new course has no

prerequisites, and may be of special

interest to students in an-

tnropology, folklore, sociology and
psychology, who are interested in

the role of myth, heroic examples,

and traditional structures, in the

formation and problems of identity

in a particular society. Greek myth
is of special importance to us, as it

has remained an important element
in western literature and philosophy

down to the present day.

Its study allows us to examine, at

a certain distance, some of the

"irrational" background of such

modern cultural concepts as

democracy, harmony, love,

competition, progress through
strife, maturity, and thus con-

tributes to a study of oneself in

society.

The class will not be com-
parative, as its purpose is to

discover, in the myths and in the

treatments of myth in Homer and

the Greek tragedians, those

elements which determined the

peculiarly Greek features of Greek

values and behavior. The textbook,

Edith Hamilton's Mythology,
reflects outmoded attitudes to the

Greek myths and can be examined

for what it reveals to us about

possible modern interpretations of

myths. Students will be en-

couraged to rewrite Greek myths to

reflect their personal values, as a

way of comparing Greek cultural

values with their own.

Planahead foryourThanksgiving Feast!

Now is the time to get all the good things you need for your
Thanksgiving Feasting. Let Finast help you in getting the
very best for less the Finast Way!

IT PAYS TO SHOP THE FINAST WAY SUPERMARKETS

Boneless
Shoulder
Roast
Beef - Chuck

Stock up on Frozen Food The Finast Way

Finest - In Butter Sauce

Vegetables
Green Beans

i

Corn, Peas
or Mixed 3^ $1oo

Pumpkin Pie!".

Mince Pie sm^i.

Turkey 'N Gravy »**.

Cooked Squash*;

99«

Eya

2 lb

pkg

IZ 1.09
2 lb

pkg 1.69
4 7 Ol OQ<

pkgs 09

Quality Meat from the Best Meat Men in the Business - More Reasons It Pays to Shop the Finast Way!

YoungToms-16lbsandup

Turkeys
Young Hens
10 to 14

lbs 51 lb

Turkeys
_. With Pop Up
FmaSt Sell Cooking Timer Toms 16 lbs

Young Hens *& 57e
ib <*"<* up

Vl ISplaTAVfi v
W ' ,;S

S
L"'erba

"„ SI' Toms 16 lbs

49* Extra Trim Steak
Beef Rib Bone. In

Large End Ribs
6 to 8

449
S lb

lb Ground Beef
gfe^/ Fully Cooked U|a ajajma^

Smoked llalTIb
Shank Portion Butt Portion

73? 83*
Chuck

5 lbs or More 95' m 98<=

Shank Half * 88c Butt Half 98' Center CutttT »t.18
Beef Chuck Bone In

Underblade Pot Roast
Natu'sll* <>9td

tot tenotrneis
..'ill Havaf 99?

Sausage Meatus . t.59'

Treaf Your Family to Our Deli
Favorites the Finast Way

Imported Ham t,1.69

Amer. Cheese t>1.29

Pastrami « 1.59
Cooked Salami Sen .» 1.59

Available in Stores with Mr Del.

Favorites from the Seven Seas

Shoulder Steak „S

Beef for Stew Br

onetess
Beef Chuck .lb

Chuck

1.59
1.29

Short Ribs &•'..
.» 99«

Top Blade Steak B2rS * 1.59
Cube Steak bITc^ ,1.59
Rib Eye Steak^r* „ 2.69

Oysters .&&
Shrimp*,^
Scallops T.;'

Cln I. I m
Shrimp 5 XTr 3i m 1.49

1.49

S lb Boa $7 25 >h

tea

. lb

Green
GiantNiblets Corn

Vlasic Pickles
Fruit Cocktail
Cranberry

3
Sweet
Mixed

Finast

Sauce
Finast Jellied

12 oz
cans

qt

jar

16 oz
can

16 oz
can

89«
790
35°
25«

N-to W»

18
s-

rnmgT Nar*i

Hudson Napkins *.«,^ ... ^.8 49* Green Beans tS 3 c
6
.o,'1.00

Quality Produce from Finast, Proof It Pays to Shop the Finast Way

Florida Large Size

Tangelos

12 69*
Washington State

Red
Delicious

US#1
2%" Min

Apples

3 69°

Grapefruit £&£?*•.. . 4 » 59«

Yellow Onions'. 5*b 49*
White Onions ,b 29*
Yellow Turnips ,b 12f

Sweet Potatoes 2*. 39e

Blend 'O Fruits .

.

Fiesta Salad
.cup 09
9 ot 49*

Imported String Figs »g*69°

Sunrise Fresh Dairy the Finast Way

Chiffon Soft Whipped

Margarine
69*1 lb

Pkg

Ballard Crescent Rolls "p°« 35«

Orange Juice mm S." 69'

Cottage Cheese am «T 59«

American Cheese *m ZV 95*

Baked Fresh with Natural
Ingredients the Flnaat Way!

Stuffing
Bread

1 lb

pkgs

Schwartz ££,

Pan Buns T*E5\

.

Mince Pies

79*
. . . 2 \S 99*

49*

We Reserve the Bight to Limit Quantities

15 01
pkg

'iV 89'

Hudson
Facial Tissue

With
this

Coupon pkgs
200

UM
and A Purchase of $5 or

SMore Limit One Coupon
H7~~1702 Valid thru Nov 23. 1974

M

Save 20
With This Coupon
on on* lb can

Maxwell House
Coffee

^ _-_- _ H677 Valid thru Nov ?3
, ,„ |B1|,

Save 25
With This Coupon
one io lb bag

g Gold Medal
Flour

Save 25
With Thu Coupon

on any three

,- , Durkee Spices
™" or Extracts

iiMi*__ ^*!li ,n,u Nov ?3 M680

H678 Valid thro Nov ?3

I

Save 10
I Save 10

W
"ll'

,

L\
CO

,

U
n
POn

I w,m Th" Coupon°"* p,, ,0
I . on. 14^ oi oka
'H6»2,

on* 14'* o» pkg

|hmi Hefty Trash Im Keebler C.C.

\mgfm Can i-'nersl
~

JBIggs Cookies
|Wffl?. _Vjll.dJho r^v^QBT Vtw lhru^ ?3 .

Prices Effective tr7r7s7t"*Nov~23" 7974

UOUNIAIN FARMS fOUH 514 9153 ***'* ,um •m

1974s MOST HILARIOUS

WILDEST MOVIE.

IS HERE!

tt

tt

a

»*

May be the funniest movie of the
I

year. Rush to see it!" m nneaPO i s r bUne

A Smashing, triumphant satire:*
— Seattle Post intelligencer

Riotously, excruciatingly funny"
—Milwaukee Sentinel

Consistently hilarious and
Dniiiant. $ it . ^ 0l ly Perprd

Insanely funny, outrageous and
IllCVuICnii — Bruce W : arrson--r". '• v'S'iv MAGAZINE!

I,

i.
*>vt. ™

A GREATMEW
BtWLIOM PICTURECOMEDY

/

Ken ShapirTj

Film

Color

Hilarious.

Left me hungry
for more.
When was the

last time that

happened in

the movies?
—Ooma M<ll«.

Wuhinrjton Star Np»«

Produced and Directed

py Ken Shapiro

• Written Oy

Ken Shapiro «*
Lane Sarasohn

* K S Production

A Syn Fran*

Enterprises

P'tsenution

O'Stnouted by

i«vir Picarrun

film Corporation

HURRY - FINAL WEEK
TODAY — 4:45-6:15-7:45-9:15

Twi Lite Hr. — $1.25 — 4:15-4:45 Only

UUO.rt* -r»»r

Wak
— "ANDREW'S •—«- FUHiMER

TODAY — 5:00-8:15

Twi-Lite Hr. — $1.25 — 4:30-5:00 Only

RICHARD HARRIS • OMAR SHARIF

TODAY — 5:00-7:00-9:15

Twi Lite Hr. — $1.25 — 4:30-5:00 Only

The Trial!

Billv,Jack
PG, TODAY — 5:45 9:00

No Twi-Lite Hr.

BILLY JACK MAT PRICE $2.00

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN
15

AMHERSTCm***
AMITY ST. 253 5426

BERNARD VERLEV • Z0UZ0U
puV ERIC R0HMER m,, . ,_..,. "A sheer delight!"

Hua*MC»lMaaaMi

'u0S TRUFFAUT

Sodi

Chlor U* the

Selected to
open the '0th
New YO'k
Fiim Festtvji

aGcogeorjs
R

KdLiteMe
Evet. - Chloe, 7:00 — Such a Kid, e 45

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITEi • ALL SEATS SI 00

CALVlN]&e
KISI.SI SORt HAMPTON 5812310

JACK NICHOLSON
FIVEEnsy PIECES
KAREN BLACK ^SUSANANSPACH
s«..w, », ADR1EN JOYCE *..» »,SOS RAFELSON
ADRIEN JOYCE .«„t«„B08 RAFELSON

"sasissw

Eety Rider, 7:00— Five Easy Pieces, •:«
WONOAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS Jl 00

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -
AMHERST CINEMA -
Chloe - 7:00
Such A Kid - 8 45

CALVIN -
Easy Rider - 7:00
5 Easy Pieces - 8:45

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
The Way We Were - 7:00-9:15
Frankenstein - 7:00-8:46
Gambler - 7:00-900

MT. FARMS 4 -
Groove Tube - 4:^-6:16-7:45-

9:15

Sound Of Music - 5:00-8:16
Juggernaut - 5:00-7:00-9-15
Trial Of Billy Jack - 6:46-9 00SHOWCASE -
Fantasia - 7:15-9:20
Longest Yard - 7:30-9:46

illv Jack - 7:00-10:00
Draculi
Airport 1975
Harry 8- Tonto

7:30-9:30

7:30-930
- 7:30-9:60

TONIGHT!
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

FRENZY
Wednesday, November 20, 1974

CCA. 7.9. 11 Adm. $1

DON'T MISS IT!!

r» in

§LMCHC4§I
:
'X:::^ f .^. .. 5SSS TEL 7" S131 g"01"51^ "tCCNING ROCKING CHAW LOUNGES CHAW*
'-•'•'$•'<'•'•'•'• '''''• '•'•'•'''••••'-••••'•-•-•-•^•••••--••- , •••.-•

,
•.•••: .:..••.•... '

.
'
. .r^^>—^ r»~^w—^^:

.•yjr "*<:::::•j>« ' " ••.•.....•. ^
An all NEW film

inspired by Che
novel. AIRPORT
by Arthur Hailey.

AIRPORT 1975
mm wskhi

WW MB MB Hal i

—
W9M A\WW Eves.

fWMnWlBIJ SUSMQia.
' 7:30-9:30

acmstf iiwinip iif

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
"FAR AHEAD OF ITS TIME BEST AUDIOVISUAL
EXPERIENCE IN TOWN!" w,n,am vygif. Cue

HARRY

TONTO

TIMES:
Mat. — 2:00

Eves. — 7:30 9:50

TheTrial

BillyJack
i

pc
Eves.

7.00-10:00

SEE A0 ELSEWHERE
ON THEATRE PAGE

•atiMiT i aaaar ftaaetTtt

BUOT REYNOLDS
M
THE LONGEST YaRIT

r v ifr Evw
a»l fi | 7:30-9:45

\
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Greek study program to meet
today to discuss course plans
A representative from Study in

Greece, Inc. will meet with in-

terested students today at 4:30 p.m.
in the International Programs Office

at 239 Whitmore. Sophomores and
juniors are urged by organizers to

attend.

Inmates get

awards today
Sheriff John Courtney and

Berkshire County House of
Correction Supt. William Jones will

be guest speakers at an inmates'
award night at the UMass campus
center tonight. The evening begins
with a dinner-reception at 5:30. The
speakers are scheduled at 8 p.m.
Inmates will receive awards for their

work at the Belchertown state
school.

Study in Greece is a small

program of 25 students from across
the nation. Most students par-

ticipate for one semester. Courses
are taught by Greek nationals and-
or Greek Americans in Athens.
Some unique aspects include living

with a Greek family for a month in

rural Greece to learn Greek

language and to experience the

Greek culture. Courses are taught

in Athens but are held at times

outside of the regular classroom
structure. For example, an ar-

cheology major might work directly

on a site with an advisor or an art

history would study in a museum
with a staff member.

STREISAND
aREDFORD- -
TOGETHER! m

'

«•** 7 I 1:18

THEWAYWEWEREi
Hndv

uJdrhols Trankcnstcin

The qonest

<nd until
Frankenstein

ever filmed

7:00

I

1:45

^ INGMAR BERGMAN'S

"He* BIBI ANDERSSON LIV ULLMANN
* and

THE SHAME
Liv Ullman — Ma x Von Sydow

Eves: The Shame — 7:00, Persona — 8:45

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NirFS • ALL SEATS Jl 00

Cflm PUS (?H**M4

ROUTE 9

AMHERST HADIEY LINE

Dollar Nights

i Mon. I Tues.

Show*, at 7 I •

thorn thompson

artist -in -residence

butterfield house

a shoaiing of his films

nou

thompson 1

mMOC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collcfian Office between
• Mam and 3 4S p m Monday
Friday
The deadline is J 4J. rwo days

before the day your ad is to

appear
The rates art
Daily * 30 par Una*
Weeklv » 2S par lina*

Monthly * 20 par line*

*Two lines on form
apprommaia one lina

FOR SALE

Uitd guni'i bought and aold

The Guitar Workshop. Amhinl
Carriage Shop* S49 1729

Coats Midi luade coat, midi
dungaree coat rabbit fur lecket
and navy blue leather .achat Call
Margie 548 7649

Worth $600 RMi Accordian 120
bale S75 Kodak M SO movie proj

S2S S46 9762

Fraternal Dump Assoc T shirts
tor nale Cell Top of Brown Club 6
'•866

1 tires 16S 13 with 2 rims 8 S20
rfnd 4 hubcaps for same S10 Call
Sally See 4219 latter S 001

Trumpet
S?S 6 8723

perfect for beginner

Thorens T012SAB trntble 3 mo
old Part cond Tracks too S G
lighted strobe Megnetic anti
skate Full warr New S460 asking
•?6S IC Spaed Control 549 6146

Contrabass good condition vary
low price Call George 323 4248

Sonsui Receiver 4000 X used •
mos Only best offer over $290 Call
467 9863

8 Percent over cost 21 31
percent off on Kenwood. Sher
wood Pioneer Sony and Marantt
Sound and Music Co Op 247 5870

Skiis Spalding 20S Siderels.
regularly S170 will sail tor »46 Call
John 1 863 9428 Keep calling

Marantt 2240 4 chan decoder
<*mp brand new. never used
Warranty $200 283 783*

P. an. i lor sale $150 549 0727

Bad $10 549 0727

Allan Univers bike/ack holds 3 4
bikes Fits any type vehicle $22
new $20 or beat, offer Used 1 X
Rich 546 7462

Moving must sell complete
waterbed with raised frame See
Steph 5 1344 8 5 p m

Wooden flute 7 key ivory heed
Antique Range C to G $7*

Patrick 253 9989

Ramovab'e hardtop tor Triumph

Spitfire W II tit M 67 or 68

mayb* other yrs Best offer 549

6737

Woman* brown suada lecket

we 11 12 *35 Call Imda 6 7237

TC 160 <essette recorder 6

,„o.)-hs. old, $125 549 6962 Ric

FOR SALE
Floor type Jack loom. 36 wide

Jutl built 253 3341 Call after 4pm
Drums for sale $100 5 pc 2 torn.

hat cymbal Good cond
Iridescent 546 5253

STEREO small. efficient
Sylvenia BSR. 2 tweeter. 8

woofer $200 new $100 firm Call
546 4652

AUTO FOR SALE
I960 TR3 TR4 engine Good

shape many aires, but needa
radiator $500 665 4183

1970 Porsche 914 $2500 firm 6

S37«

59 Int I Camper steepa 4. stove.
vnk everything rebuilt All new
lues $700 or best offer This runs
reel nice Jane 586 4182 after 5pm
1947 Overland Willys Jeep

pickup 17 000 miles, hydreulic
snow plow excellent shape Larry
545 2303 Room 411

TR 3 needs work $300 1950 Plv
Sw 323 7327

64 VW Greet condition $300
S49 6843

67 Scout 25 000 mi . emec mec
i ond 4 cyl Call Ken 584 3402 $525
firm

62 Chevy Bel Aire runs, snow
tires sticker $50 00 Call 594 8515

85 Chevy Impala Wagon,
rebuilt trans . snows Worth
seeing' $275 Cell 256 8Mft

Cheap' 1994 Plymouth Fury. VI.
.iuto Call 993 9097 after 5

Triumph MG. Healev pent
Doors, starters, etc Tom 247-5197
or Bob 594 5547

69 Impala custom coupe.
dependable transp Best offer Dan
253 5449

1997 Porsche 912. 5 speed, reblt

i-ng radials esc cond Cell eves
753 7231

61 Fiet 1200 Best offer Call 549
4514 after 6pm Running con-
dition

67 Ford Econolme Ven Body,
tair engine good New exhaust,
shocks Carpet and drapa* Is
tires $400 Call 546 7169

1994 Falcon excel cond New
tires (snows too) Call for details

599 1559

66 Chav Belair Sta Wagon small

9 ryl radials all around Good to

have Call546 9997 Ask for George
•.400

/MDC CfaMM
Room and board in quiet home in

Northampton in exchange for 20
hours per week child care, four
mornings per week We seek
mature person for longterm
arrangement Call 596 4213

1 bdrm TH in Rivarglade Apta
starting Jan or Fab Rent $195 inc

util If interested, call Al 253 5191

SAVE RENT Scenic North
field Attractive 2 and a half rm«
privacy Single $100 couple $136
Electricity 549 0387

WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

2 Males tor Jen
253 7848

Brittany Manor

Need own rm in apt on bus rt

Jan 27 May 30 $60 $90 Quiet F

546 7288

Married couple needs home for
Spr Sam 1 Br Apt or will share
house with other couple 666 3661
evenings

Interested in renting your apt
over mtersetsion? Call Suianna
546 7189

2 males for Jan Brittany Manor
2*1 9441

TO SUBLET

4 bdrm house $300 range 546
5350

Double bed mattress $10 or less
Jene 596 4182

BOB STILL WANTS TO BUV
YOUR AILING OR DECREPIT CARl
Any make, modal, year Unload
vour headache for $$$$$ 263-7241

12 string guitar 268 7990

Wanted Riderlsl to Kansas or
thereabouts 3rd wk of Dae 263
9677

Folk singer wants lobs and agent.
Call 546 1133. ask tor Wayne.

Couple recently married seek
apt in area in $160 to $196 range
Will consider room with kitchen
priv Bill 546 2304

Feminist women - bass, piano,
guitar for R B Band Cell Maria 739
9349 aft 6

TRAVEL

Charter flights to Europe and
California Call Campus Travel 646
0600

Low price trips to Mexico.
Floride. Caribbean Call Campus
Travel 5450600

Ski the Canadian Rockies -
Banff $389 Call Campus Travel
Center 545 0500

College week in Bermuda. March
23 30 $299 plus $25 tax and service
8 days 7 nights Contact Teri

Jones Neylon Ins Agcv 6 6441.

549 3989

SERVICES

HELP WANTED
Can you draw? Do you have a

sense of humor? The editorial

pages need five cartoonists to do
campus humor Call Deen Tucker
5 3500

Sublet 2 br
busline Jen 1

FOR RENT
2 bedroom includes utilities

erpeting on UMass bus route no
pets $220 in Sunderland 665 2562

Furn apts One two two end e

hell rms Modern air cond pool
parking TV near shopping utlities

mc Leese to June 1975 Amherst
Motel !<>pp 2avre si

House for rent looking for 2

people to till up a house Call 594
2949

' *
'

'

apt ell utilities. ?n
to May 31 $206 per

month 665 3661 eveninga.

2 br apt in Sundld 5 C Lantern
Ct For sub lease from mid-Dec
Jen 31 with option to renew, w vk

carpeting, elec heat, diahwaehr
665 4949

2 bdrm Townhouse. Squire
Village Sunderland on UMass bus
route Dec 1st 996-4792

2 bedrm apt . CliHside 6196 per
mo . utilities meld Jan. 1 Sap 1

Call 996 3139

2 br apt . Sunderland on bus rt.

Avail Dec 1st Call 996 3993 after 9
Dm. 6206 incl util

HOOM WANTED

Mala wanted to share 3 br apt
cooparetivety 256 9099

f wants rm in apt. Jan May
$60 $90 Call Sua 649 4170

ROOMMATE WANTED

To share houae in Hadley near
Campus Call 599 2915 after six

Housemate wanted for Co-Op
house in Amherst Own room in six

C.nM°9
m
66

h

9r'
R#n

'
"*°nm*

F wanted to shsre 3 bdrm apt
Own rm $70 mc heat, kitchen. Ivg
rm end beth 549 0196

Rmmt wanted st Dec 1 9 mi in
i ountry w 4 grade Susan 549 1224

Rabbit Free to good home Ce
Mark at 6 9775

Men s blue sweater in Herter
Gallery Reward Ph 545 006

1

TYPING
Typing for students - Papers

Cell 263 7454 or 263 7146 Off
campus

Pro typing: Theses, papers Raas
rates Cell 694 6417

RIDE WANTEO
To Boeton (Eiton John concertl.

Nov 20 Call Shelley 9 9419

2 women need ride to LA Dec
29 Share $ and drive 9 5799 or 9
5939

To Michigan Thanks GV Susan
253 7725

To California after Xmas Share
$. driving Cherl.e 6 9493

To Washington or Maryland.
Nov 22 or 23 Will share $ Call
Elaine 546 6978

To Jax . Fla around Dec 21 Will
shsre expense and driving Call 666
4214

2 went ride to New York or
Philly Nov 22 Call Joanne 6 7449

To Missouri or Illinois for Xmas
Cell 649 9675

To Florida over mtersession 6
7649

RIDERS WANTED

Round tup riders to Orlsndo.
Floride Leaving approx Dae 29
Coming back Jan 7 Share $ plus
driving call 256 6208

Rod trip Oregon Dur ss»m brk
537 0784

PERSONALS
To the Popcorn Kid happy

birthday from 3N Field Good luck
and bast wishes

FREE ROOM AND BOARD
available for January in exchange
for part time help in household
with 2 girls, aged 2 and 4 Must love
children E 49 6086

To Frank Happy Birthday Love
from Seta and the girls from Leach

See Kurt Vonnegut Ji'i Happy
Birthday. Wanda. June Sat Nite
SUB 7. 9. 11

To ell those who attended the
surprise birthday party last

Friday night. 6 Mt Sugarloaf Apts
Thanks Doug

McGarath Warning It could be
embarrassing to loae your ID in
the sewer 1 O B

Heppy Anniversery. Doll. Many
more B S

Clothes' Worn one time or not at
all sis 11. 12. 13 Shoes - sis 9
end 10 some nerrow I nd. $ for
next ttm and will sacrifice at 90
percent off orig cost Jann. 9 7497

Tom. Happy 20th to my Pooh-
fece Love you always. From your
brat

Diamonda - all sires and
shapes, very reasonable pricee and
ell stones fully guaranteed
Student representing large
wholesale company For further
information call Bernia et 269

Bewere'M The Freemesdna are
welching you 1

SERVICES
Profaseional guitar repair* by

guitar maker Michael Millard
Mon. Wad, Fri al The Guitar
Workshop, Amherst Carriage
Shoos 649 1729 Free eetlmetoa

Pessport Photos' Fast service,
reasonable prices Cell Chris at 649-
9534 or Dick at 5 2942

Oatsun Toyota. Volvo and
domestic automobiles repeired and
maintained at reesonable prices
Plenty of experience end equip
ment Phone Russ Baca •>.*. 1777

Recycled Tires' Firestone
Town and Country retreeds Seme
lubber and treads as new tires
Guaranteed life long FREE
replacement if they ever fail tor any
reason Low as 2 lor $25 (exchange
Plus texl LEON S TIRES New
used, summer and snow IReerl291
Federal next to McDonald s Gfld
/73 8838

I Auto Body Co Complete body
repair Custom painting, insurance

i estimetes. Located on 476 Hodley.
|
596 0673

I Paeeporta - Fast service Lang's
Photo Hours 9 6 Tel 263-3149

Term pepersl Canada a largeet
service For catalogue sand 62 to
ESSAY SERVICE. 67 Spadlna Ave
No 209. Toronto. Ontario. Caneda.
Campua franchises available.
Pleese write.

Accounting end Finance Majors
Let us help you Plen eheed to
become a CPA The Becker CPA
Review Course Boston 617 536
1440 Our successful students
represent one quarter of USA

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? BOB
will still fix it right No iob too
smell Foreign or domestic No big
overheed 253 7241

Campus Clubs and
Organizations, Do you want tp
publish high quality newsletter,
pamphlet, magazine or booklet???
Let the Meeeaga Company help
you write, leyout. design end print
itlt Reeeoneble fee*. Contact Jerry
at 263-9999 for information

Paasport Photos Call Joe. nighta
at 549 6599 24 hr service.

ENTERTAINMENT
The Skylend Bend takae off at

the Bluewell. Wednesdey through
Saturday this week from 9 to 1 The

I Hatch has the throb of the
Dynamic Sex Mechlne Thursdey
thru Saturday, joined on Fridey end
Saturday by the inimitable style of
Sweet Pie. 9 1

Kurt Vonnegut a Heppy Birthday.
Wanda June Sterring Rod Steiger.
Susanna York. Sat Nite SUB. 7. 9.

11

Perty Ven Meter Study
Lounge. Fri . Nov. 22. to 1. Beer -
Cens 30 cents. O J Contests
Greaser Hour. No cover. Coma
have tun'

Come to Lewie Houae Perty. Set .

Nov 23rd Bend. Beer end Boogie*
8 30 100"

Indie Night A colorful
presentation of Indian culture thru
classioal. folk dances, music on
sitar and other attractions
Remember. Set . Nov 23 at 7 p m
• n C C Aud Tickets avail. $1 In C.C
Concourse See you on Sat

CALCULATORS
Calculator Sale - College

Calculators offers lowaet pricee
envwhere All model* avalleblol
Texas Inst. Hawaii Packard.
Unicorn All machlnaa new and
guar with 2 month replacement
warranty Before you buy a
calculator, call me I cen boat any
price anywhere Look for my
posters eround campu* for details
Then call Bob Crowed at 649 1319

MISCELLANEOUS
Registration Rhetoric Exemption

Test Begin Mon Nov 11-22 deily
9 30 12 00 and 1 30 3 30 Bert 308<*
Info in same office Bart 308C
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

WEDNESDAY. NOV. 20
— Born today, you have a
tendency to be diecontented
with life in general, and with
your particular niche in it

specifically So discontent
doe* not eerve you ill.

however, for it force* you
periodically to take an inven-
tory of your poaaaaaiona —
both material and spiritual —
and yourself. Than, whan any
of theae u found 'wanting (as,

in your caae, with your
eeeential attitude of diaeatia-

faction. one or more of them is

bound to do), to set about the
business of improvement

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 211
— You will have to resolve
difficulties on the employment
scene if you are to get ahead
with your present project.
Don't expect an easy way out
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22

Dec 21) — Although you are

bound to view things from a
reasonable point of view, you
might do well to add a bit of

Bw Stellm Wider

heart to the proceedings.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan

191 — Your present method of
operation may leave a good bit
to be desired insofar as results
are concerned. Try something
different.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
18) — Keep your social life

from encroaching upon your
career opportunities, especial
ly now that you have vital
decisions to make regarding
the latter

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20i
— Today's prospects can
materialize into bona fide
projects yielding exceptional
gains — if you are wise enough
to lake advantage of a head
start.

ARIES (March 21 April 19)
— Business deals must not be
allowed to hang fire (on long
Now is a good lime for signing
papers Be prepared for a

small battle in the afternoon
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

— Personal matters must take
a back seat to employment
problems otherwise you will

find yourself without a solu-

tion to either at the end of the
day
GEMINI I May 21 June 20

1

— Loose ends could spoil your
plans for a successful journey
Take the time and make the
effort to get things right the
first time around.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)

— Avoid taking part in t host-

activities which by their very
nature would slow down your
progress where your career is

concerned Weigh difficulties

LEO (July 23-Aug 221 -
Clear your desk of all matters
extraneous to your immediate
goal. You will regret not
having done so should you
allow distractions to interfere

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221
— A good day for making up
for time lost yesterday.
Introduce another to the joy*
of a new activity. Take care
not to cross elders

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221 -
A day which favors commer-
cial projects even as it yields
encouragement for the strictly

creative Don't think the dav
is over with the setting sun'
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Nighi of the

Living Dead

Thurs., Nov. 21

CCA

7,9,11

ACROSS 47
' Pdrtdkc

ot 49
5 TracKman s 51

goal 54
9 Balcony 58

14 Russian c/ar 60
15 Oreot

Labrador 61
16 Unusual art

item
17 Shining 63

brilliance

18 Salad 64
ingredient 65
2 words 66

20 N Amer
Indian 67

21 Claire, Wis
22 Forced out 68
23 Trap
25 Incline 69
27 Sever
29 Malt liquor

30 Modern dance
34 Hudson Bay 1

for one
36 Back Prefix 2

38 Maple Leaf
Gardens 3

39 Of certain 4

mathematics 5

42 Artist's

accessory 6
43 Meditator
44 Building wing 7

45 Scheme
46 College

degrees Abbr

Scfui

harshly

Gin mixer
Silk fab'ic

Make Certain
Vehicle

Victor Borge
'or one
Non rustmg
conveyor 2

words
Ending with
cub and cant
Shopworn
Swiss rivet

Snowmobile s

predecessor
Ecclesiastical

council
Military

platoon
New York
team

DOWN
NYSE
statistics

Par By air

mail

City of Chile

Complete
Rubber
product
Panama Pres
Arnulfo

Jarz player

2 words
Compass
point

day s Pur/le Solved
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9 Sentinel
10 Droning

sounds
'

1 He was Latin

12 Stone Suffix

13 Nourishment
19 Shade of color

24 Sign up
26 Plant genus
28 Eur nation

30 After Thurs
31 Container
32 Single

33 Liver bile

34 Gait

35 Pertaining to

an era

37 Speak as
man

38 Rich tapestry

40 Secure
41 Third Prefu
46 South African

48 Extreme
cruelty

49 Cornered
Informal

50 Italian island

52 Estuary
53 Requires
54 New

Testament
book

55 Vitriol

infused tarth
56 Turn
57 Not

scratch

59 Sugar sourer;

62 French river

PIANUTS
UJHEN A SKATER IS FE6UN6
LOW. SHE SHOULD BE ABlE TO
CR^f ON HER PRO'S SHOUlPER
I CAN'T EVEN DO THAT

HOO DON'T have
ANY 5M0ULPEf?5///

Women's Caucus

airs sexism

issue Friday
The Women's Caucus of the

School of Education is holding an
open meeting Friday, at noon in 455
Hills South.

The purpose of the meeting is to
discuss strategies for ending sexism
within the School of Education. All
Ed School students, staff and
faculty are urged by organizers to
attend and relate ways in which
they have observed and ex-
perienced sexism within school of
ed programs and rructure. The
Women's Caucus plans the
meeting to initiate action and
accountability for such issues as
hiring practices, teacher
preparation program content, child
care, secretarial work, and,
educational goals. The Women's
Caucus has an office in 450 Hills
South. Call 545- i 345 for more
information.

Progressive Party

seeks members
Students interested in joining the

Massachusetts Progressive Party,

an organization designed to work
for and to support progressive
candidates and causes, should sign
up tomorrow morning, 9-11, in the
Student Union's pinball machine
room, or call Ralph Cohen evenings
at 549-3592.

\

WMUA
Here's today's schedule for

WMUA, 91.1 FM:
The disc jockeys will be Laredo

until 10, Ragtime Duck going from
10-2, then Stu MacDonald goes
until 6, followed by Cliff Brennan
for four hours. Barry Williams hosts
Uujamadrum until 2, and Jon Haber
goes through the night. Ken Irwin
takes tomorrow's first shift.

Things which make WMUA
different:

8:30 a.m., High Tides, The moon
is in Aquarius, see what happens,
and listen for what should happen!

7:00 p.m., Women's Special,
"Nice Work If You Can Get It" is

the first of a two part series,
highlighting women vocalists of our
time.

10:15-11:00 p.m., Gaybreak.
Programming for the gay com-
munity.

N

WFCR
12:30 Calendar — A round-up of

cultural events in the area

12:45 This Week At The United
Nations

1:00 Firing Line - With host,
William F. Buckley

2:00 Pedal Point

2:10 Haydn: Quartet No. 77 in C
2:35 Tchaikovsky: Piano

Concerto No. 1 in bb
3:10 Bernstein: Dybbuk
4:25 Strauss: Tod und

Verklarung

5:00 Things Considered —
Unique an/ news magazine
6:30 New Dimensions of

Education

7:30 Que Tal, Amigos?
8:30 Great Black Music
10:30 Women's Forum —

produced by Janus Ingrid Adams

Rape line

545-COPS
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It's a tie

in NE poll
BOSTON \UPI\ - Boston College

is on a tear and Yale still hasn't lost.

So who is the No. 1 major college

team in New England?
Both teams, that's who. Sixteen

coaches participated in the weekly
UPI coaches poll. Eight rated

Boston College, 6-3 and No. 2 last

week, as the region's top team.
Eight voted Yale, 8-0, as the best
team. In every case, Yale and
Boston College were one-two on
the ballot, which resulted in both
teams receiving 72 points.

The tie could be broken next
week after Yale meets Harvard in

the Ivy League title game and
Boston College travels to

Massachusetts.

Yale has a right to be No. 1, with
its nation-leading defense that has
allowed just 5.8 points per game.
But the Eagles, in winning four

straight, have outscored their

opponents 162-13.

The coaches were more sure of

the region's third place team.
Harvard, an upset loser to Brown
last Saturday, earned 40 points.

Massachusetts, coming out of

the woods of a mediocre season,
dumped New Hampshire to tie for

the Yankee Conference title and
earned fourth place with 16 poin
Holy Cross, with its second straight

win, took fifth place with 14 points.

Points are awarded on a
descending scale, with first place
votes worth five points.
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DEFENSIVE END Junior Ah You of the Montreal
Alouettes reacts angrily to coach's plea that he suit up
for practice.

J I >M W •

Scheduling hassles
By MIKE BERGER

Sports Staff

So, you want to become
assistant athletic director at UMass?
A nice easy desk job. Call up your
cronies. Shoot the bull.

"Hey Joe, how about if we play

you November 15th at 2:00 in

Alumni Stadium?
Sorry to burst your bubble, but

assistant athletic director Bob
O'Connell and head basketball

coach Jack Leaman daily are

deluged with phone calls, have
desks typical of Oscar Madison on
the Odd Couple, and have worries

about such sundry items as the

1980 UMass football schedule and
players missing classes.

Both Leaman and O'Connell
agree that there is an economic
crunch, what with scholarships and
the cost of just running the athletic

program here. UMass-Amherst has
23 intercollegiate sports with ap-

proximately 35 teams. This kind of

program rates in the highest 10 per

cent bracket in the country.

Inflation has certainly hurt the

program but O'Connell maintains
that the university will desperately
try not to cut back on the in-

tercollegiate level.

The best example of the effort

put in by O'Connell's office in trying

to schedule games outside the

Yankee Conference was the
planned North Carolina Stste-

UMass basketball game supposedly
to have taken place in Madison
Square Garden this year. However,
three hours after an agreement was
reached, N.C. State backed off for

financial reasons.

In football this year, Villanova,

Dartmouth, Colgate and Boston
College represent teams outside the

Yankee Conference. One can
expect to see Rutgers and Harvard
University on the footb-* l

< schedule

again in future years.

West Virginia, Niagara and
Fairfield will face the UMass
basketball team this season.
Duquesne, Villanova, and Fordham
are possible opponenets for the

Minutemen in upcoming years. In

addition, UMass was chosen as one
of the four teams in the annual

ECAC Holiday Festival in 1977-78.

The problems encountered by
both men in finding national teams
to play are the following:

1. The amount of money
involved in travelling.

2. Players missing class.

Leaman has emphatically

promised the parents of all

his players that "every

single one of his team will

graduate."

3. Leaman also feels that

his team could not
physically compete on a

national level day in and
day out. For example,

playing N.C.State one night

and then playing UCLA the

next night would be
comparable to going over

Niagara Falls in a barrel and
then coming back for a

second try the next time.

4. Need for better home
facilities. Schools across

the country will not come
here because of the size of

Curry Hicks. Financially

they would take a beating.

Starting eight years ago and
continuing to the present, there

have been serious discussions of

building a sports complex similar to

that of Notre Dame. The state of

Massachusetts 8 years ago was not

ready to finance such a venture.

When the idea of adding an ad-

ditional student athletic fee to help

finance the complex was brought
up, it produced negative reactions

from the studejpt body.

This proposed facility would

house an approximately 8,000. It

could possibly also include an
indoor track and house band
concerts as well as the year-ending
convocation and graduation.

When asked about the rest of the
country's viewpoint of the quality

of athletics at UMass, both men
agreed on the following:

In basketball, UMass had played
nationally-ranked Providence every
year and has appeared in 4 national

tournaments. In football, both
Leaman and O'Connell feel Boston
College is trying to go on a national

level (B.C. -Texas, B.C. -Notre
Dame) and is unconsciously pulling

other teams with them. They feel

that B.C.'s recruitment program
has been given a shot in the arm
and their fan interest is growing. On
the other hand, both coaches agree
that most New England college

objectives are academically-
oriented. Added to that the
aforementioned problems and you
can see that New England is not
100 per cent for going national.

Notice
PHYS. ED — The second

meeting of the Physical Education
Majors Organization will be held
Thursday, November 21, at 7:30
p.m. in the Lounge of North
Physical Education Building.

We are going to finalize plans for

a faculty-student gathering, hear
from student representatives on
departmental committees and
develop plans for future op-
portunities for student input,

majors are welcome.
All

UMass swimmers
open season today

The UMass Women's swim team

will be competing against Smith

and Mt. Holyoke in its first meet of

the season this Wednesday at the

North Physical Education Building.

The team started informal work-

outs in September under coach Pat

Griffin. The practices were low

pressure and distances, with

emphasis on stroke technique. The
team is presently working a total of

two hours a day - a half hour of

stretching and land exercises and

one and a half hours of speed work
in the pool, averaging 3500 yards.

The standard meet events, swam
in a twenty-five yard pool, are: 200

yard Medley Relay, 50, 100, 200,

and 400 yard Freestyle, 200 yard

Individual Medley (50 yards of

butterfly, backstroke, breaststroke,

and freestyle). Diving, 50 and 100

yard butterfly, backstroke, and

breaststroke, and 400 yard freestyle

relay.

The mmet starts at 7:00 p.m.

There is no admission charge.

WMUA
The Minuteman hockey team

season opens tonight with an 8
o'clock encounter with New
England College. Hear all the action
beginning at 7:50 on the Voice of
the Minutemen, WMUA 91.1 FM.
Paul Allan, Eilish Broderick, and
Glenn Poster will bring you all the
action.

Witchcraft & Demonology

IMcubph: I

Again features

Steak & Alaskan King Crab Legs
For your dining pleasure.

A long, sad year
ByBILLEDELSTEIN

Sports Staff

The Yankee Conference has
finished another campaign, and it is

one the conference might like to

forget. UMass (definitely not one of

the strongest teams we've ever

seen) and UMaine (the same team
that UMass defeated 42-0 this year)

have a share of this season's

YanCon title.

The final standings read: UMass
4-2, UMaine 4-2, UConn 3-3, UNH
3-3, URI 3-3, BU 3-3, and UVM 1-5.

These standings imply that UMass
and UMaine were the best teams in

the YanCon , UVM was the worst,

and everybody else was equal.

They are misleading; in this

year's Yankee Conference everone
was equal. To put it simply, UMass
and UMaine finished in a tie for

first, UConn, UNH, URI and BU
finished in a tie for second, and the

third place team, UVM, is dropping
football altogether (unless some
alumni come up with $200,000).

UMass has gained a share of the

YanCon title through a season of

successes and frustrations. The
first conference game the

"Volks-Service"

specializing in

VOLKSWAGEN
Part Salts & Repairs

REASONABLE PRICES
RELIABLE WORK

605 North King St.

Northampton, Mass.

next to the

State Police Barracks

Tel. 584-7550

Minutemen played was against co-

champion, Maine. UMass was the
contest 42-0 and the Black Bears
gave no sign of sharing any sort of
title at all.

The Minutemen then hosted
Vermont, and handed the
Catamounts their lone seasonal
(and perhaps last) Yankee Con-
ference win by playing as poor a
game as you'll ever want to see.
The UMies then faced Boston

University, and after a brilliant frist

half showing, tried to give the
Terriers the victory in the second
half, but failed when a BU last-ditch

pass was knocked away by the
UMass secondary.

Next, the Minutemen carried
their 2-1 conference record to
Rhode Island to face the Ram6.
UMass again jumped off to a first

half lead only to be given a second
half scare by URI.

The Minutemen hung on to win,
though, and upped their con-
ference record to 3-1, setting the
stage for the Big Game; UMass
versus UConn. The winner of this

match-up supposedly had the
Yankee Conference title all to itself.

This was not to be*. Although the
Minutemen, leading 9-0, blew the
contest on a bunch of turnovers,

10-9, it was UMass that shared the
conference title while UConn
finished either third or sixth,

wherever you'd like to put them.
By the time UMass got around to

playing UNH, peculiar things had
transpired in the YanCon; Maine
had defeated UVM, insuring itself

of, at least, a part of the YanCon
title, UConn had lost to BU, in-

suring itself of, at most, a part of
the title and UNH had posted the
same record as UMass (3-2) going
in to the final conference game,
insuring a hell of a mess.

For the Minutemen the whole
year was filled with second half

impotence, garnished with tur-

novers and topped off with a title.

XEROX BULK RATE
Gnomon Copy Service, in Amherst, is of-

fering a bulk rate of two cents flat for Xerox
copies. To qualify, an order must meet the
following conditions: (a) 5 or more copies of each
original (b) unbound originals only (c) two-sided
copies* (d) $5.00 minimum (e) allow 24 hours.

Orders meeting these conditions will be Xeroxed for

two cents per copy. Collating and choice of regular,

three-hole, legal, or colored paper are free. 25% rag

paper is V* cent extra per sheet. Gnomon is open 7
days a week. Phone 253-3333.

'For copying onto one side only, add % cent per copy.
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8:30 a.m. — HIGHTIDES — A weekday show
featuring your horoscope — what will be
your fate? Tune in to Jeff Jawer's
Hightides and find out.

7:00p.m.— "NICE WORK IF YOU CAN GET
,T" — First in a two-part women's
special, highlighting women vocalists of
our time.

10:15 p.m. — GAYBREAK — Demian hosts
discussions, interviews, poetry readings
geared toward the gay community —
every first and third Wednesday.

1 1 :00 p.m. — BMCP — Barry Williams brings
you soul music and readings to entertain
you.

Listen for details of "Tne Laugh Bag",
WMUA's new contest. Lots of prizes and
laughs, starts today.

Xl V ^f * _
REDOUBTABLE JIMMY TORRANCE breaks through horde of New Hampshire

defenders (including one evil Wildcat with hand grasping Torrance's facemask) to
score first of his three touchdowns in Saturday's win.

Freshman harriers place

fourth among JV IC4A's
By SCOTTHAYES

Sports Staff

The UMass freshmen cross
country team captured fourth in the
IC4A junior varsity championships
held Monday afternoon, after the
varsity's exciting triumph. Com-
peting against the top JV runners in

the East, some of which were
sophomores and juniors, the first-

year harriers performed well over
the demanding five-mile Van
Cortlandt Park course (the same
course used for the varsity meet.)

Cliff Staples led the runners by
taking second with a time of 25:57,

thirteen seconds off the winning
pace set by Jim Kelly of Naby. In

fact, had Staples run in the varsity

race, his time would have been
good enough for fifty-ninth or

sixtieth. Of course, although
Staples ran the same time as Tom
Maguire, the fifth man on the
varsity squad, external factors such
as pressure and the pace set at the
start of a varsity race are not taken
into consideration.

It's NCAA soccer
STORRS, CONN. [UPI] - The

Universities of Connecticut and
Bridgeport will open the New
England NCAA University Division

Soccer Tournament Wednesday,
each team only five victories away
from the National Championship.
UConn, 16-1-1 for the season,

handed a 2-1 loss in its season
opener, but the Knights are favored
on the basis of scores in games
against the same rivals.

Staples felt that he ran a good
race, and stated that he felt less

pressure and more comfortable
running up front in the race. "I tried

to run with the leaders," com-
mented Staples who just tried to

hold second" once he found
himself behind the pacesetter.

Staples added that he liked the

course, a statement which hun-
dreds of other runners wish they

could boast after running what may
be considered the toughest course
in the. East.

Bobby Neil of UMass finished

twelfth and teammate Rolf Meyer
took eighteenth. The fourth UMass
runner to cross the finish line was
Frank Carroll in the twenty-ninth

position while Dave Kramer
rounded out the top-five with a

sixty-first place finish.

Navy won the team title with 43
points, using the same tight group
running that the varsity Mid-
shipmen utilized. Villanova was
second with 80 points, while

Fordham nipped UMass for third

place, 112-114.

Thomson calls ski ad
a bad ethnic slur
CONCORD, N.H. [UPI] - Gov.

Meldrim Thomson says the New
England Regional Commission is

planning a skiing advertisement
that contains an ethnic slur because
it ends a lot of words with the
suffix, "ski."

"When you ski New England,
you get more than a mountain," the
proposed ad says. Some of the
other things it suggests you get are:

"Cheapski, antiqueski, kidski,

relaxski, springski, maple syrupski,

sightski, familyski, Walden Pondski,
partyski, chowderski, tour-ski." It

suggests that readers "writeski" for

information.

It also contains an apparently
Polish text extolling the virtues of

New England skiing.

He called the proposed ad "one

of the worst ethnic slurs that has
ever come to my attention." He
protested the use of federal
regional funds to back the ad.

Rev kept faith
ABILENE, TEX. [UPf[ - The Rev.

Jack Ridlehoover, Pastor of the
Pioneer Drive Baptist Church, and
Baylor fan, decided the church
should deal with worldly problems
for a time last Sunday.
He .told his congregation from

the pulpit: "Some of you may
wonder at the relevancy of this, but
I consider what I'm about to say
highly relevant."

And then he said it: "Hey, Hey!
Ho, Ho! The Green and Gold in the
Cotton Bowl!"

t0^0M^>t0V «*»- «--<

Rte. 9, 529 Belchertown- Rd., Amherst

House
65 University Drive

<**
+ FAST COP

b PRINTING SERVICE

* BINDING OF REPORTS

AND TERM PAPERS
i,\BLACK/HALFTONE

AREAS I.E. PHOTOS

ALt TYPES OF PAPER b
*'PAPE\SUPPUES

Telephone 256-0553
»'
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Notice
There will be a baseball meeting

Nov. 21 at 4:00 p.m., room 227 in

Boyden for all those players listed

on the current JV and varsity

rosters. Please brinq pencil.

The Dial Tone
Discotheque

Mon.. Tues.. Wed. Nites are

Beer Nites 25*
Plus specials on pitchers,

bottles and all drinks.

TUES. NITE
is Oldies' Nite

THURS MTE
is Ladies' Nite

HAPPY HOt R
every nite. 6-8: 30

DJ's play what you want to

hear — " nites a week, 8:30-

1:00.

Rtr.S, North Hatfield

Dance Floor (iame Room
*rm
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All about the IC4A champion
By SCOTTHAYES

Sports Staff

Before Monday's IC4A Championship race, I was walking along tne
gravel path at Van Cortlandt Park, that marks the final half-mile of the
tough course. It was about noon, and I thought to myself that in ninety
minutes the path would become a battleground as hundreds of runners
attempted to exceed the state of exhaustion for a desperate, final kick. A
team place or even the championship can be lost on that four-foot wide
strip of gravel that leads to the finish line. There are so many runners at the
IC4A's that five or ten runners can easily pass a runner during the last 880
yards, and that means that a team loses five or ten points.

Within the next hour and a half, the battle took place. When it was over,

the UMass cross country squad became the first New England team to win
the IC4A title in 31 years. Dartmouth won the coveted title in 1943, but
until the Minutemen runners earned the gold IC4A trophy on Monday,
IC4A supremacy by a New England school was non-existent for more than
three decades.

The distancemen finally put everything together and were victorious as
the result of a strong team effort. The runners waited all season long for

"their day" and they couldn't have picked a better time to put together an •

outstanding overall showing.

It was a long trail to success for seniors Randy Thomas, Bill Gillin and
Tom Wilson that started in 1971. That was the year Thomas came to

UMass from Fitchburg, Gillin from Holliston and Wilson from Merion,
Pennsylvania.

Three years ago, UMass won the Yankee Conference title as Bill Gillin

placed fourth. Thomas was unable to compete because of sickness and
Wilson didn't run either. At the 1971 New Englands, Thomas finished

eleventh and Gillin captured seventeenth. The team compiled a fine 10-3
record over the dual-meet portion of the season, placed third in the New
Englands and then could only manage twenty-third at the IC4A's as only
two other teams finished behind UMass. In that meet, Gillin finished

eighty-sixth while thomas ended up in the ninety-seventh spot.

A year later, the harriers had a mediocre, 6-5 season, but moved up to

second at the New Englands and tenth in the IC4A Championships.
Thomas placed second and Gillin sixth as UMass won its third consecutive
Yankee Conference crown. Freshmen Tom Maguire captured fifth in the
YanCons while teammates Thomas and Gillin went on to finish fourth and
fifth respectively, at the New Englands. Tom Wilson won the junior varsity

New England race on the same day, running the 3.1 mile course at Franklin

Park in 16:08. In the 1972 IC4A meet, Gillin placed twenty-first. Thomas
wound up in the number forty spot and Maguire was sixty-seventh.

Gillin and Thomas travelled to Texas for the NCAA meet and managed to
finish 88 and 159, as Gillin once again bested Thomas.

Things began to take shape in 1973, the year in which UMass easily won
the Yankee Conference title again. Thomas won individual honors at the
YanCons in Durham, New Hampshire as Maguire, Gillin and a surprising
freshman named John McGrail took third, fourth and eighth. A little more
than a week later, Thomas placed third at the New Englands, and Gillin's

fifth place finish along with the efforts of Maguire and McGrail, who took
eleventh and sixteenth, earned UMass its first New England title since

1962.

Staff Photo by Mike Gillen

The 1974 IC4A Champions are pictured above after winning the Yankee Con-
ference crown earlier in the season. Front row includes (L-R) seniors Bill Gillin,
Randy Thomas and Tom Wilson. In the back row are Coach Ken O'Brien, John
McGrail, Tom Maguire, Chris Farmer, Cliff Staples and Coach Mike Muska.

Thomas and company ran im-

pressively at thelC4A's and were
the first New England runners to
finish. Thomas placed fifteenth,

Gillin twentieth and Maguire
twenty-seventh. McGrail finished in

the number fifty spot, while Wilson
was back in the race at 119.

Spokane, Washington was the
site of the 1973 Nationals, and
although the harriers had some
problems, they placed fifteenth as a
team. Thomas, and Maguire placed
in the top one hundred, but McGrail
and Gillin weren't far behind.

Coach Ken O'Brien has had his

share of success since becoming
head coach in 1968, but this year,

the work has really paid off for

O'Brien, the 1973 New England
cross country Coach of the Year.

In four years, the cross country
team, with Thomas, Gillin and
Wilson as runners has amassed a

33-13 dual meet record, four

Yankee Conference titles, one New
England Championship and most
satisfying, the IC4A Championship.
The UMass squad has developed

into a championship meet team,

able to win the big meets. Thomas
and company proved that Monday
afternoon in New York, but it has
been a long uphill climb. Thomas,
Gillin and Wilson must still

remember when they finished

twenty-third three years ago, in

front of only two teams, but you
can bet they will remember
November 18, 1974 for many years
to come—the day UMass placed
first at the IC4A's, as 23 of the top
teams in the East took a back seat
to Thomas and company.

Pucksters begin the long trek
By DAVE ElBEL
Sports Staff

It seems only yesterday that

John Muse swept around a Ver-

mont defender and beat John Kiely

with a fifteen foot wrist shot to

bring UMass within one goal in the

Division Two hockey semi-finals

last March.

Now Vermont, who eventually

won the title, is competing with

New Hampshire, Cornell, Clarkson

etc. in Division One, and UMass
gets ready to start their 1974-75

season.

Tonight at 8:00 (WMUA 7:50),

the Minutemen open their season

at their home-away-from-home, Orr
Rink on the campus of Amherst
College.

The team they're facing, New
England College from Henniker,

N.H., is an unknown qua/itity of the

first degree. "I don't know any of

their players," said UMass coach
Jack Canniff yesterday. "Their

coach Mickey Brule is a graduate of

New Hampshire and comes from
Canada, but that's all I know about
them."

Canniff also had not decided on
his number one goaltender as of

yesterday afternoon. Bruce

Gledhill, a junior with no varsity

experience, along with sophomores
John Kiley and Dana Redmond
have all looked good so far, ac-

cording to Canniff, who probably

won't pick his starter until right

before game time.

UMass will start the all-senior line

of Muse, Steve Nims and center

Kevin Conners, with seniors Mike

Ellis and Bill Mintiens and on
defense tonight a second trio will

be made up by sophomore M'ke
Merchant who'll be centering Carl

Burms, a sophmore, and freshman
Chris Lamby, the brother of Salem
State's sensational defenseman
Rich Lamby. Another line will be
centered by Ludlow's Scott Mc-
Chesney, flanked by the freshman
twins Billy and Bobby White from

Revere. Junior Billy Harris will

center a line between juniors

Jimmy Lyons and Scott Stuart.

The other defense pairings will

have sophomores Bob Jefferson,

up from last year's JV's, and fresh-

man standout Tim Howes skating

together, while senior Bob Quinlan

will be paired with sophomore Bob

McCormack.

If the Minutemen can adequately
make up for the departure of last

year's starting goalie Chick Rheault,

they will be definite contenders for

the Division Two title, but after

tonight's first game ever with New
England College UMass will have a

pretty good idea of what 74 has in

store for them.

Inside sports

•Edelstein and YanCon

•JV tracksters and IC4A's

•Berger on scheduling

U.S. Court demands AT&T breakup
WASHINGTON (UPh _ Tk. ...~: IWASHINGTON (UP,) - The Justice

Department demanded in court yesterday
that American Telephone & Telegraph Co
the largest privately owned corporation in
the world, be ordered to break up its giant
communications network.
The biggest antitrust suit ever filed in U.S

District Court also charged Western Electric
Co. Inc., which manufactures most of
AT6T's equipment, and Bell Telephone

Laboratories Inc., with monopoly
It accused the three defendants "with

combining and conspiring to monopolize,
attempting to monopolize and monopolizing
the telecommunications service and
equipments market," and asked the court for

"substantial divestiture."

The suit will take at least three years to
come to trail, legal experts estimated, and it

could take much longer than that to exhaust

all legal appeals and recourses.

Meanwhile, in New York, AT&T pressed
astonishment at the action and said it "could
lead to fragmentation of responsibility for the
nation's telephone network."

"If that happens telephone service would
deteriorate and cost much, much more," he
said, expressing confidence the company
has violated no antitrust laws and declaring
that the action "represents an attempt to
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change through the courts what has been
national policy for six decades."

Justice officials declined to predict that
rates would be lowered for telephone users if

the government wins its case, but they said
the public interest would be served in other
ways, such as allowing freer access to
various kinds of telephone equipment by
consumers.

Trading of AT&T stock was suspended on
the New York Stock Exchange at 3 p.m. EST
yesterday until 10 a.m. EST today at the
direction of the Securities and Exchange
Commission. The SEC referred inquiries to
the Justice Department, where an-
nouncement of the civil suit was made
approximately an hour later.

The lengthy complaint included charges
that the Bell System had obstructed at-

tempts by smaller telecommunications firms
to connect with it, and had steered equip-
ment purchases to Western Electric, AT&T's
wholly-owned manufacturing subsidiary.

Frank says program is understaffed

Journalism major splits faculty
By a Staff Reporter rh;innp« in tho nrnnram » - WBy a Staff Reporter

The debate over the future of the jour-
nalism program at UMass continued
yesterday with three sharply differing faculty
positions discussed and the English
department chairman supporting recent

Wood now
approves of

access law
By BILL DENSMORE

Staff Reporter
UMass President Robert C. Wood

yesterday withdrew his request for a six-

month postponement in the effective date of

a law opening up confidential files to

students, saying he supports the law in

principle.

The so-called "Buckley amendment" took
effect Tuesday. It requires colleges and
universities to allow students access on
request to all records and documents kept on
file about them.

"I strongly support the concept of the so-

called 'Buckley amendment,' which
guarantees to students and parents the right

to examine certain files," Wood said in a

statement issued yesterday afternoon.

"There are, however, said to be some
important difficulties with the law as it

presently exists, the most serious of them in

the area of 'third party' material..."

The statement went on to cite: a) letters of

recommendations submitted originally as

confidential and contained in active files,

and; b) parents' confidential financial

statements as examples of such 'third party'

material.

In a letter to Sen. Edward M. Kennedy ID-

Mass.) sent Tuesday, Wood originally had
asked for the postponement of the effective

date of the amendment to July 1, 1975,

supporting the position of the National Assn.

of State Universities and Land Grant

Colleges.

But in his statement yesterday, Wood said

he now believes the "third party" difficulties

with the amendment could be corrected by
HEW rulemaking rather than a change in the

law.

"This approach would not require post-

poning the effective date of the amend-
ment," he said, pledging UMass to the

"spirit of the law" whatever way is chosen to

correct its technical faults."-.

In Boston yesterday, the Associated Press

changes in the program.
Dr. Joseph Frank, the chairman, told the

department's undergraduate studies
committee "the only problem with the
journalism program is it's understaffed."

Dr. Dario Politella proposed that the recent
shift to English-journalism as the only track
for students be reversed and the policy
reinstated of allowing journalism combined
with all major programs.

Politella told the five-person committee,
chaired by Dr. Walker Gibson, that "students
have been ignored in the decision-making

process that resulted in the requirement
changes."

"Students' true freedom depends upon
the maximization of alternatives," Politella

added.

Journalistic studies director Howard Ziff

defended the changes approved at a con-

Staft Photo by Joe martins

Mark Perkins is a study in concentration as he works on his car
at the Student Auto Body Workshop, located in the Campus
Center Garage.

Staff Photo Qaorga Wlthora
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reported that an attorney for several

i-iarvard students was to file a class-action

suit enjoining the school from destroying or

permanently removing "material from their

records.

Alan Caplan was expected to ask U.S.

District Court to restore any records already

removed from students' files.

Officials at several Worcester-area
colleges said Tuesday the law is confusing

and lacks "how to" guidelines. They said

they would use the 45-day grace period

contained in it to figure out how to handle

student requests for psychological reports in

their files.

SGA votes down support for

rally against dorm living

troversial English department meeting last

May.

"The new requirements are preferable to
the old because they leave journalism open
to further growth and align it with humanistic
education," Zitf said.

Frank and Ziff both referred to the "single-
track" major as a step toward establishment
of an independent journalism department.
The plan to establish a new department

was attacked by Dr. Arthur Musgrave. He
said Ziff took charge of the journalism
program in 1971 after being added to the

turn to page 2

Students will

forego food

in fast today
In observation of a nation-wide fast,

UMass students are voluntarily giving up
5,615 meals at campus dining commons
today, according to Arthur Warren, acting

director of Food Services.

Food Services has agreed to donate 75
cents for every meal ticket stub that is not
used to Oxfam-America, an international

non-profit famine relief organization. Warren
said more than $4,200 will be donated.
The meals not eaten today comprise more

than 25 per cent of the 21,000 meals eaten
daily in dining commons.
Warren credited the Center of Racial

Understanding in Southwest as being the
motivating force behind the project.

Elsewhere in the Five College area,
Amherst College organizer Ken Kassler
estimated that 30-40 students from a student
population of 1300 would be fasting.

An organizer at Mount Holyoke College
estimated that 25 per cent of the students
would be fasting.

The Food Services Department at Smith
College was notified too late to organize any
systematic way for students to fast. A fast

organizer estimated that 350 students would
be fasting, out of a population of 2,700.

By CINDYROGERS
Staff Reporter

The Student Senate, last night defeated
28-24 a motion to support today's rally by the
Revolutionary Student Brigade against
forced dorm living.

The Student Senate also passed a
resolution directing the Board of Governors
to delay further action on the installation of
the proposed bank and that the Student
Organizing Committee thoroughly in-
vestigate and issue a report to the Senate.

Other motions passed last night involved
support of popular elections of the SGA

president, and the removal of the statue,

Metawampe from its present position to a

more illuminated and prominent place. The
Senate defeated a motion that would have

permitted RSO groups to advertise in the

Collegian at cost.

The Senate resolution on the Campus
bank was an outgrowth of the Board of

Governor's presentation of the proposed
bank to the Senate last week. The Student

demands are similar to the first demand
passed by the SGA at the town meeting,

weather:

turn to page 2

"A POEM"
West winds gusting to nearly thirty.

Highs in the forties, and that's real

low.

Rain or snow it's gonna be dirty;

Where went the summer we used
to know?
From "The Meteorology of Sch-

maltz"

By Your Friendly Neighborhood
Forecaster
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Demonologists haunt UMass audience
with convincing supernatural anecdotes

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

By P. J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

Demonology and supernatural occurences were the subjects of the
second presentation by Ed and Lorraine Warren, experts in this field, last
night in Thompson Hall. The Warrens were here as guests of the
Distinguished Visitors Program.
The Warrens began by telling the capacity crowd some of their past

experiences with demonic spirits and paranormal occurences. One of their
recent cases of a haunting that occured in a sixteen-year old home in West
Hartford, Connecticut was shown in a narrated slide show, involving an
interview with the residents of the home.
The Warrens attributed the haunting to the use of a Ouija board by

members of the family. When the unexplained occurances began to plague
the family, police were called in, but were unable to find any logical ex-
planations for the events. Tires on their car were repeatedly slashed even
though they were new.
No evidence of vandalism was found. A 400-lb. refrigerator was moved

to the center of the kitchen floor which was carpeted, unexplained noises
and crying sounds were heard, a hole was slashed in a bedroom wall. All
possibilities and logical explanations did not suffice due to the cir-

cumstances of the situation.

There were no clues to justify the events. The Warrens were called in

and finally the house was exorcised in May of this year by a Roman
Catholic priest. The family has not experienced any further evidences of

the demonic presence.

The Warrens feel that many hauntings are the result of an unaccepted
death. This happens when one dies in ati uneasy or confused state and is

unable to accept the death of the physical body.

Often the spirit returns and causes the frightening occurances that have
been experienced by many of people in the Warrens case histories. Not all

of the hauntings that occur are diabolical, however. If a person has died,

and has accepted his death, he is said to have "passed over correctly" and
may return as a helpful spirit, or "spirit guide."

The Warrens also presented some of the work of Dr. Hans Bender of

Frieberg, Germany who has done extensive work in this field and is world-
reknowned. The Warrens, who are board members of the Psychic Institute

in Connecticut have worked on over 3,000 cases in their 29 years of ex-

perience. They became involved in the study of demonology through their

work as professional artists interested in painting haunted houses.

MassPIRG opposes utilities rate hike
By DONALD J. PARSONS

Staff Correspondent
Massachusetts consumers are being socked under by electricity rates

and yet Massachusetts utilities are planning additional rate increases in the
near future. Of the many possible alternatives, MassPIRG's preliminary
research indicates that a system of public power in Massachusetts may be

Faculty disputes
journalistic studies

cont. from p. 1

faculty through "unauthorized
recruitment and hiring policies."

A meeting of journalism students
Nov. 18, sponsored by the student
senate academic affairs committee,
was termed inconclusive by
Politella.

A vote of 18 to 1 1 at that meeting
voiced student support for the
English-only journalism program.

"The fact that only 29 of the 250
journalism students took the
trouble to appear says something to
all of us," Politella said.

In a third viewpoint, Musgrave
urged course offerings in the area

of journalism research and theory.

He said "how-to-do-it" training

should be an extra-curricular ac-

tivity.

The tight job market for jour-

nalists was cited by Musgrave as
reason to shy from vocational
training courses. Politella said

journalists with a specialty, such as

political science, stand a better

chance of getting a job.

"But a journalist most needs an
education that teaches him or her

to read, write and think" according
to Ziff. He said that type of

background is best obtained from
English courses.

The undergraduate studies
commitee expects to make a formal

recommendation to the department
faculty by the end of November. A
faculty meeting may take up the

journalism question during
December.

SGA withholds support

for anti-dorm rally
cont. from p. 1

Ncvemoer 4.

The rally which will start at the
Pond at 2:30 p.m. and will end at

Whitmore calls for abolition of
forced dorm living and meal tickets,

University Support for rent control
and student control of the dor-

mitories. These demands are similar

to the first demand passed by the
SGA at the town meeting,
November 4.

The Senate resolution on the

Campus bank was an outgrowth of

the Board of Governor's presen-

tation of the proposed bank to the

Organizing Committee of the

Senate will make recommendations
to the Senate for specifications on
matters such as "policy control of

bank, officer salaries, loan policies,

investment policy, hiring policy

(Affirmative Action), services

offered, loan interest rates and
savings interest rates." The
resolution also called for recon-

sideration of prior Board of

Governors' action on the proposed
bank.

a workable solution.

Consumers for Lower Electric Rates has drafted an initiative petition
outlining the scope of a Massachusetts Public Power Authority, and is in
the process of collecting consumer signatures in support of such an
Authority. Mass PIRG students are involved in collecting the 56,038
certified signatures required by December 5 which will force the
Massachusetts Legislature to consider the merits of the petition.

It has been estimated that "a Massachusetts Public Power Authority
could save Massachusetts consumers more than 200 million dollars per
year." Here is how:

a) To finance new power plants. Private utilities cover 50 per cent of
their costs with bond sales paying 12 per cent interest. Public utilities cover
100 per cent of their costs with bond sales paying 6-10 per cent interest.

b) Private utilities cover the other 50 per cent of new power plant costs
by selling private stocks paying a 15 per cent yearly dividend. Public
utilities do not sell stocks, and do not pay dividends.

c) Private utilities must absorb the payment of federal income taxes;
public utilities are tax exempt and so need not pay these taxes.
The Massachusetts Public Power Authority would be a state agency

vested with absolute control over the construction and operation of any
new power plants in the Commonwealth. In addition to the Public Power
Authority model, MassPIRG is presently studying a variety of additional
alternatives to the present system of electricity production.

This week students are collecting signatures for the Public Power
initiative petition at tables on the Campus Center Concourse. If you have
not yet signed and wish to do so, you must visit the table either today or
tomorrow. If you would like to help petition over the weekend or would
just like more information, contact MassPIRG at 545-2531.
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$170 tax for on, off-campus students

Whrtmore supports blanket dorm fee
By BILL DENSMORE

MDC Staff
Remarks by Vice- Chancellor for Student

Affairs Robert W. Gage yesterday to a
reporter and remarks from other ad-
ministrators now suggest that Whitmore is

advocating the imposition of a "universal
residence fee" to all 23,000 UMass students
- whether they live in a dorm or not.
The fee would provide the campus with a

way to pay the estimated $7.2 million it costs
yearly to make mortgage payments the some
40 dorms yet allow dormitory rents to stay
low enough to be competitive with private
housing.

But such a universal fee applied to all

students - probably amounting to about
$170 a year - is likely to meet with ob-
jections from married students, young
faculty and off-campus students who will
have to pay it. They will in effect be sub-
sidizing students who choose to live in the
some 11,000 dormitory spaces on campus.

In an interview yesterday with a Daily
Hampshire Gazette reporter, Vice-Chancellor

Gage said:

"The University is going to do nothing to
change the residency requirements until we
are certain we have a system that will insure
full occupancy of the residence halls on a
voluntary basis," Gage said.

news analysis

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery last
week told two reporters after a press con-
ference that it was his aim to try to make the
dorms voluntary by September 1975 if legal
problems could be overcome.
The University administration is faced with

a possible court suit from six students
currently represented by Legal Services
Office Atty. William M. Dorsch. Dorsch sent
a letter to University counsel William
Searson last week saying that the mandatory
dormitory residence rule for students under

21 is unconstitutional.

Gage told the Gazette reporter that the
University is considering reducing room rates
as a means of encouraging students to stay
in dormitories rather than live off campus.
Gage also said that spreading the cost of
dorms among all students is under con-
sideration.

In his press conference last week, Bromery
talked about the possibility of a "universal
residence fee" to spread the cost of living
"so that it doesn't just impact on those that
have to live in dorms."
Bromery said in the conference that asking

for a special appropriate from the legislature
to pay dorm mortgages would be "foolish,"
adding, "you would never get it."

After the press conference, Bromery
suggested the $170 residence fee figure, but
said it might be lower if the cost of funding
the Campus Center were excluded.
The universal residence fee would have

one obvious advantage to the UMass ad-
ministration - it would eliminate the
possibility of a court suit claiming the present

mandatory rule is unconstitutional.

Opponents of mandatory dormitory
residence for undergraduates claim that the
Massachusetts 18-year-old age of majority
also makes it.innappropriate to tell 18-year-
olds where to live, since they are considered
adults in other respects by law.

Aside from any possible criticism that
spreading the costs of the dorms over 23,000
students instead of the 11,000 that live in

them, the universal fee would probably be
held in court.

In addition, there are other precedents on
campus. Students pay a fee for athletics, fine
arts, the Campus Center and student ac-
tivities like The Collegian - even though
they may not use or read them.
The administration, in suggesting the

universal dormitories fee may suggest that it

is only an extension of the same principle
used in the other fees.

And a rejection by the campus of such a
scheme would naturally raise speculation
about the adequacy of the other general fees
presently in use.

Theater Guild has
openings on staff

Whatever happened to the good ol' days, when you could walk into a shop, look
around, and bargain with the merchant? This browser has discovered such a place
on the Campus Center Concourse.

The UMass Music Theatre Guild
is now soliciting applications for

production staff positions for its

Spring show to be presented the
first weekend in April in Bowker
Auditorium.

Carolyn Schade, President, told

the Collegian about 30 shows have
been nominated and are being
considered for the Spring
production. The show to be per-

formed will be selected the week
after Thanksgiving.

Schade said the Guild is now
soliciting applications for the eleven
production staff positions from
anyone in the university com-
munity.

These are: Producer, Director,

Music Director, Choreographer,
Technical Director, Set Designer,
Costume Designer, Lightingf\ I

-. ***m*± costume uesigner, Lightmi

Student fined $250 in false fire alarm incident
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter
A UMass student was fined $250.00 in Hampshire District Court

Wednesday for setting-off a false alarm, according to UMass Police.
Weston F. Lant allegedly set-off the alarm in Cashin Dormitory.
Captain Robert Joyce stressed the serious nature of this act, saying

future culprits may incur jail sentences rather than a fine.
Further security problems included a theft from Hampden Dining
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An explosion in Goessman Laboratory resulted in heavy smoke and toxicfumes, said Joyce. The Amherst Fire Department used oxygen packs toextinguish the f.re, the cause of which is unknown, said police

Designer, Stage Manager, Master
Carpenter, and Master Electrician.

Schade said all of these positions
will be unsalaried since Music
Theatre Guild is short of funds.

Schade said, with the exception

of the Producer's position, ap-

plications will be accepted through
3 p.m. Wednesday, November
27th. Applications for Producer will

be accepted through 3 p.m. this

Friday, November 22.

Schade said they need to select a

Producer directly after the
Thanksgiving recess, with in-

terviews being held the three days
prior to the recess. Interviews for

the other positions will be held after

Thanksgiving.

Contact: Carolyn Schade home
phone 256-8032 or through her

mailbox in the Theatre Dept., room
1 12 Fine Arts Center; Eugene Niles -

office phones 5-2149 or 5-0783 or in

room 225 or in Bowker Auditorium,

both in Stockbridge Hall on the

Campus Center Circle; Avis Yuni -

home phone 6-6227, or through

Campus Mail to room 213 Brett

House or through her mailbox in

the Collegian office) David Sykes -

home phone 665-2435.

Credit Union collects $8,000 in pledges
The Credit Union Coalition announced that it collected more than $8000

in pledges during its first day of signing up potential members. The
Coalition, which is sponsored by the economic development collective of
the Student Organizing Project, started signing up individuals interested in

joining on Tuesday and will continue its sign-up drive through today. The
sign-up table is located in the Campus Center concourse.

"I was expecting support," said Peter Birnbaum, Coalition president,
"but frankly this was even better than I expected. It just goes to show that

students have a real interest in things that can directly benefit them."
According to John Fisher, economic development co-ordinator for the

Organizing Project, "the credit union is just one of the ways that students
can take steps to gain real control over their lives. We are delighted with
response that students have shown.

Fisher added "a great deal of the response we got was due to the
Collegian article."

Collegian to experiment with new formal
By BILL DENSMORE
Managing Editor

The Collegian — as regular

readers know it — will not be
published tomorrow. Well sort of.

There will be a Collegian
tomorrow but it won't look like the

paper you're reading today. As part

of an experiment in layout and
production, the newspaper will

adopt the full-sized format of a

regular newspaper.

Instead of a page 10 inches wide
and 16 inches tall, The Collegian —
for one day — will have pages 14"

wide and 19" tall. The change will

allow for innovative layout and
better display of the annual Fall-

Winter Sports special pull-out

section.

Because of an especially large

edition, 77?e Collegian may not be
available on campus until 10 a.m.

tomorrow.

In any case, don't plan on
reading the paper in class — it will

be too widel

Corrections to yesterday's issue
In a reference to the saying of Mass in a Wed

nesday story about the Newman Center, Father J.

Joseph Quigley was incorrectly quoted.

Quigley said that laymen have taken a more active
part in Newman Center Masses, but have not said
Mass.

"It is a fundamental tenet of Catholic belief that
only ordained priests can say Mass," Quigley said
yesterday. The original story appeared on page six.

An article in yesterday's Collegian stated that
"approvals of the student's advisor and academic

Dean of the College (Provost at the University) are
required." In actuality, the Provost's Office is not
involved at all. Rather the student should get a
signature from the Five College Advisor at the Casiac
Office in Machmer Hall.

The Collegian reported yesterday that Dr. Gideon
Ariel of Exercise Science was named as a defendant in

the Court suit brought by Elizabeth Ebacher against
members of the Whitmore administration. The af-

firmative action policy concerning Dr. Ariel's ap-
pointment is being challenged by Ebacher. Dr. Ariel is

not a defendant in the Ebacher suit.
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U.S., Japan pledge cooperation
in economic and energy matters

Compiled from Wires
TOKYO - The United States

and Japan pledged themselves to
"a new era of creativity and
common purpose" yesterday to
forestall a world economic crisis

and insure rational use of world
resources.

A joint communique issued after

President Ford wound up talks with
Japanese government leaders said
the two countries would seek
cooperation among oil-consuming
nations to meet energy needs while
maintaining harmonious relations

with oil exporting countries.

But as Ford prepared to leave for

South Korea on the second leg of
his Far Eastern visit, indications

grew that his cohost. Prime
Minister Kakuei Tanaka, would be
forced from office by scandal.

There were reports that Tanaka
has already decided to resign as
soon as Ford leaves. His opponents
have suspended their calls for his

resignation during the state visit,

but are all but certain to renew
them when it it over

The communique promised the
two countries would work together
on energy needs and food supplies.

"Both countries agree that further

international cooperative efforts are
necessary to forestall an economic
and financial crisis," it said.

Ford went on national television,

meanwhile, to recite what is fast

becoming his slogan: "I would
rather walk a thousand miles for

peace than take a single step
toward war."

The President assured the

Japanese that the United States

would not take them for granted.

"We will continue to be suppliers

of the goods you need," he said. "If

shortages occur, we will take

special account of the needs of our

traditional trading partners."

But the communique said "both
countries will remain committed to

their international pledges to avoid

actions which adversely affect the

economies of other nations.'

House overrides veto
of information bill

Tap

WASHINGTON (UP/) - The
House yesterday handed President
Ford his most serious legislative

defeat yet, voting by wide margins
to override his veto of two major
bills.

The House voted 371 to 31 to
override the veto of the Freedom of
Information bill — 103 votes more
than the two-thirds needed — and

e indicates Nixon
involved in coverup
WASHINGTON (UP/) - In a defendant John D. Ehrlichman

conversation taped in 1973 and reported he had been unsuccessful
replayed in court yesterday Richard in attempts, made at Nixon's order,
M. Nixon said the crumbling to get John N. Mitchell to take the
Watergate cover-up "involves, us, blame for Watergate. Ehrlichman

said at one point Mitchell had
begun "lobbing mud-balls at the

White House" in return and, in a

subsequent phone conversation

near midnight that day, Nixon said

to Ehrlichman:

"...What in the name of Christ is

this all about. Well, what it involves,

of course, we have to be fair, it

involves, uh, the highest.. .the kind

of the mountain."

"Yeah," Ehrlichman replied.

Mitchell, Haldeman, Ehrlichman,

former assistant attorney general

Robert C. Mardian and campaign
lawyer Kenneth W. Parkinson were
in the 37th day of third trial for

alleged conspiracy to conceal top

level involvement in Watergate.

the highest. ..the king of the
mountain."

That same day, the president had
pledged in a press statement to
condemn any attempt to cover up
Watergate, and he later com-
mented in another tape replayed
yesterday "Well, we got in deep."
The prosecution at the

Watergate cover-up trial introduced
into evidence the tapes of nine
conversations Nixon had with his

confidantes between April 14 and
17, 1973. The tapes played showed
that both of these remarks had
been removed from the transcripts

released by the Nixon White House
last April.

In the April 14 conversations,
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398 tD 7 to override Ford's rejection

of a vocational rehabilitation bill,

128 votes more than needed.
The Senate must still vote by a

two-thirds margin on the in-

formation and rehabilitation vetoes
before the override is final.

Ford had conceded that his veto
of the information bill might be
overridden, since the veto message
came to the Congress only an hour
before the month-long Oct. 17

election recess started.

He claimed however, that his

veto of five other measures in-

cluding the rehabilitation bill, which
came during the recess, constituted

"pocket vetoes" and are not
subject to override. Yesterday's
vote in effect challenged Ford's
stand and paved the way for an
expected court test.

The information bill would
authorize federal judges, if they
choose, to determine the
authenticity of a government
agency's claim of national security

interest in denying a request for

documents.
Ford claimed the provision would

endanger national military and
intelligence secrets and affect

diplomatic relations. News
organizations backing the measure
said there was adequate protection
against such disclosure and the bill

was needed to plug loopholes in the
1966 Freedom of Information Act
which some agencies are using to
suppress information.

Looking for a Science Core Elective?

M.A.E. 101 (E)

ENERGY AND MAN
Learn about the current energy situation.

Find out where all the oil went.

DO YOU CARE ABOUT THESE QUESTIONS?

"Will Dil Shale really ruin Wyoming

and Colorado?"

"How important is energy?"

Then Register for M.A.E. 101

Schedule No. 446306 - MWF 11:15 a.m.

No Pre-requisites - Not open to engineering

majors.
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Kentfield Hardware,
Inc.

63 SOUTH PLEASANT ST.

Suppliers of:

— STUDENT NEEDS
— HARDWARE

. — SPORTING GOODS
— PAINT
— ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Hours: Monday-Thursday A Saturday— 8-5:30

Fridays— 8 a.m. -• p.m.

Semn§ far Hetds for over 100 fart

Common Cause says new House
more likely to favor reforms

f
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WASHINGTON (AP) - A survey
of the newly elected House shows a
big majority in favor of key reforms,
including a move to strip Ways and
Means Commitee Chairman Wilbur
Mills, D-Ark., of control over
committee assignments.
The survey, conducted by the

citizens' group Common Cause,
contacted every congressional
candidate in the country during the
recent election campaigns and got
responses from 344 of the 435
members elected to the House for
the 94th Congress.
Among the Democrats surveyed,

146 said they favored transferring
the responsibility for committee
assignments from Mills' ways and
means group to the Democratic
Steering and Policy Committee.

Only 33 indicated they would
vote against such a switch when
the Democratic caucus meets Dec.
2 to organize the new House.
Another 27 were undecided.

In a statement accompanying
release of the survey, Common
Cause chairman John Gardner also
criticized the congressional
leadership for failing to lead.

David Cohen, chief lobbyist for
Common Cause, named Mills as
one of the chief offenders and
suggested Mills might be one of the
principal targets for removal from a
chairmanship because of it.

"Wilbur Mills has defied the
caucus in the same way that Adam
Clayton Powell did," Cohen said.

"And Powell was stripped of his

chairmanship in the next
Congress."
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if you're an ELECTRONICS ENGINEER who

... loves engineering for its own sake; is a natural-born
tmkerer, just as comfortable with a soldering iron as with a
slide rule.

... wants the freedom to follow your interests as they develop— whether they lead to circuit design, test engineering, field
engineering, applications engineering or software develop-
ment. r
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AllMarathon Sale
FBI. 22nd, 10:00 a.m. until

SAT. 23rd, 5:00 p.m.

Turntables, Amplifiers, Tape Decks, Speakers,
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Cohen and Gardner specifically

criticized Mills for refusing to take
to the Rules Committee for referral

to the floor an energy tax measure
approved by his own committee.

^
Powell, the late Education

Committee chairman, once refused
to take a measure approved by his

committee to the rules group and

was disciplined by his fellow
Democrats.

The survey found 184 House
Democrats in favor of opening*
conference committee meetings
when bills receive their final
drafting before passage. Only 19
said they were opposed to this, and
12 were undecided.

nation and world

Tax rise uncertain
BOSTON (AP) - A hostile

reception is likely in the
Massachusetts legislature if Gov.-
elect Michael S. Dukakis finds it

necessary to file a tax bill after
taking office next year.

Secretary of Administration
designate James R. Buckley has
reported that the state is running a
$316 million deficit. And although
Buckley said money saving
measures will be implemented to
help avoid a tax hike, the chairman
of the Senate Ways and Means
Commiteee said the knife will have
to be applied to programs in welfare
and education to avert new taxes.

Trade bill advances
' WASHINGTON (UP/) - The
Senate Finance Committee sent to

the floor by unanimous vote
yesterday a broad trade bill giving

President Ford unprecedented
authority to negotiate reductions in

trade barriers and give Russia more
favorable trade treatment.

The bill would extend to Moscow
the same terms enjoyed by
America's other foreign trading

partners.

But Finance Committee
Chairman Russell B. Long, D-La.,

told a news conference prospects
were not good for Congress to pass
the Trade Reform Act of 1974
before completing its 93rd session

and adjourning for Christmas

UMW stalls contract
WASHINGTON (UP/) - The

United Mine Workers bargaining
council, in a move certain to extend
the nine-day-old coal strike into

December, yesterday instructed
union negotiators to seek minor
adjustments in the new contract
agreement.

The council took the action after

resuming deliberations broken off

Friday because the death of one of
its members. The 39-member
group, comprising district union
leaders, must approve the language
of the pact before it can be
presented to the 120,000 striking

members for ratification.

"We are confident that the
package we finally approve will be a
contract that our membership will

ratify and accept," the bargaining
council said in a statement.

King vote todav
BOSTON (AP) - The vice-

chairman of the board of the
Massachusetts Port Authority says
today's vote on the ouster of
Massport Director Edward J. King
"could be bloody."

"We're buUding up to a terrible

confrontation that could destroy
the Massachusetts Port Authority,"
Anthony P. DeFalco said yesterday.
He conceded that board

chairman James J. Fay appears to
have the necessary four votes on
the seven-member panel to carry a
motion to dismiss King, who is the
highest-paid official in state
government, with a salary of
$59,500 a year

INow There's A Difference At Mt. Sugarloaf!
Court appointed management with resident manager.
GUARANTEED security deposit* hald in an interest baaring aacrow

account.
ONLY one month security deposit required with 4 month or more
lease.
Located on FREE UMaaa jui line.
Dishwasher, self-cleaning range, dleposal. alr-condltloner, and

plenty of closet space.
Two bedrooms at $220 - ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED.
Conveniently located on Rta. 47 off Rte. 116.
Ceil 665 3856 ... or take the free bus.
Rent now and savel Rent an apartment for second semester and

gat $26.00 off your first month's rentl

Take A Few Minutes To See The Difference!

WMUAoUfm
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21

8:30 a.m. — HIGH TIDES — Uranus enters
Scorpio today, seven years that will shake
the world

9:00 p.m. — THE SHADOW — "Terror at

Wolfshed Knoll" — Margo and Lamont seek
refuge in an old mansion only to discover it

is occupied by two escaped mental patients.

10:00 p.m. — WOMEN'S SHOW — Waitressing
and Unionizing — have you ever waitressed
and felt dehumanized? Produced by Laurel
Chiten and Dale Weinstein.

Listen for details of WMUA's new contest —
"The Laugh Bag". Lots of prizes and
laughs. Starts todav I II It 1

1
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SKI CHAMONIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545-2801
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"Volks-Service"

specializing in

VOLKSWAGEN
Part Sales & Repairs

REASONABLE PRICES
RELIABLE WORK

605 North King St.

Northampton, Mass.

next to the

State Police Barracks

Tel. 584-7550

notices

THE SOLID GOLD CADILLAC
The Granby Homesteaders Community

Theatre presents the Solid Gold Cadillac
Nov 22-23 8 p.m.. East Meadow School
(on route 202) Granby, Mass. For ticket
info call 549 3688 after 5 p.m.

Washington m.
presents "Some of My Best Friends"

Sat.. 11-23 at 9:00 til ?? Hampden Dining
Common. Cover charge, lots of refresh-
ments!

WRITERS
Index needs people interested in writing

for the 75 yearbook. Everyone is welcome!
No previous experience necessary. Talk to
John or Alan in 409 SU or call 545-0848.

FOUND
Orange and white female cat near

Nutting Ave. Call 549-1428 (18 Nutting
Ave.)

FOUND
Pair of glasses near Morrill. Call Mark

586- 1383.

?a00tta
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Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

Milwaukee's Riunite

Best Beer iLambrusco

Two day
demo & used equipment

SALE
Friday & Saturday Nov. 22 & 23

12 oz. Cans 24 oz. Bottle

Case

A PARTIAL list of what

tripodM) AUI)I0
in Amherst is offering includes

SPEAKERS
lis! Salt-

KSSAMI-I Siidl) S390
KSS AM'l'-J SN<!<) S625
AR ia S(>l)0, S290
K li|»h llt-rtM'Y (finished) SAW) $350
Klipsh Hcrcwv (unfinished) S'.oo S290
Dviuto A-2.r> SIHO $100
Small \<1\<ih SI IS $108
KI.II-5 SUM) $220
Kl II h SL'NO $180
K!>l-IOO(Halnut) SL'OO $120
Ktriiiiiu-ar III ShOI) $290

ELECTRONICS
CroHn IK -MM>\ S7MI $575
< roHii k:-i:>o SiJD S290
Kill II (HalnuO S'JIMI $120
Kt-tiHiMtd 1 KM) SI Ml $370
Son? I A-ii.r>ocm/:i() rms> S'-'Til $210
Son* SIM 1 uiut

S'_'7l> $160
S«>n\ SIM 1 uiht

S.17II $240

TURNTABLES & TAPE DECKS
Dual 1*19 wA l.ll SL'Tll SI 25
\R \\ Mllll $65
Dual 1229 S27II S 1

M

1 tat \m •o.o $200

MISC. SPECIALS
l>iM*asl.«is"s9.uu. MiurcJkMIKIM.21.00
S« iimImim i IIDlL'l MM. (Ml I ,,vm-m M.im II Prim around!

Four Seasons

BOURBON
86 Proof

BLACK
HORSE
ALE

V2 Gal.

Almaden Mountain

White

CHABLIS

Four Seasons

GIN
80 Proof

. 1/2 Gal.

59 $

Fire Si'iinhi'iMT or Sharpr headphone for everyone

v.\ho hu>s (1) do/en Maxell cassettes (while the> last!)

Hours 9-9 Friday 9-5:30 9-5:30 Saturday

98 N Pleoiont S»

Amherst

256-6985

Moi

Q "(n-OM.t.

!a*f \ (0061

Krueger
Pilsner
Beer
12 oz. N.R.

Tafelwein

German White

TABLE
WINE
23 oz. Bottle

$149

Wine Paradise Of The Valley
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'Children's hour'
to open tonight
The University Theater opens its second production of the season»X«W!^ The Children

'

s Ho"<&^
of harboring abnormal feelings for one another. Once born he web workof deceit and innuendo builds and grows, demanding su^tenaTedemanding life, dying only by the hand of one of those it has entangledHeading a cast of thirteen are Lyn Nichols and Kathy Foley as the wo

IS NichoTs rh

3nd
f^ S^SbUrY 3S Mary

'

the Student who'iates the

UmWit^nfM
W,fe ,°f Chlldren

'

s *** director, Jeff Nichols, is aUniversity of Maine graduate where her acting credits include feature roles
in such productions as Under Mi/kwood and Twelfth Night

Foley is a second year graduate student in the University Theater actingprogram and head of a student Commedia Delia Arte troupe
Sudsbury a Holyoke native and a transfer student from HolyokeCommunity College, is a senior theater major at the University
The Children's Hour runs through Saturday. Admission is $1.00 at the

door. The theater box office opens at 6:00 p.m. Curtain for all three per-
formances is 8:00.

I notes & quotes
J

Eye bank gives forms
^
A table will be set up in the

Campus Center concourse today
and tomorrow to distribute eye
donor forms and to accept
monetary contributions for the New
England Eye Bank. The table is

being sponsored by the pledges of
Gamma Sigma Sigma and Sigma
Kappa.

The New England Eye Bank was
established in 1946 to provide
facilities for the collection,
preservation and laboratory
analysis of eye tissue, to be used in

e
o
u

o
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>
JO

o
o

CO

the research of various ocular
diseases and in the corneal tran-

splant operation.

A corneal transplant can only
help that type of blindness caused
by disease or injury to the cornea;
the whole eye can't be transplanted
successfully. Surgeons estimate
that thousands of needlessly blind

persons (about 1 in 25) could be
helped to regain their sight through
this operation. Some facts about
the eye bank.

Anyone can donate their eyes to

Sharing your umbrella
brighter.

the eye bank.

There is no disfigurement after

removal of donated eyes.

Wearing of glasses, most
previous eye surgery or diseases of
the eye have little effect on eye
donations.

If an eye is found unsuitable for
transplant it is used in research:
however no eye is used for research

IRS offers tax workshop today
Progressive News Service - The

second annual Federal Tax
Workshop will be offered here

today and tomorrow for tax
practitioners, public and private.

Topics of the four workshops will

be: problems encountered in the

audit of tax returns, technical

changes and new tax develop-
ments, recent developments in

estate and gift taxation, and the
new pension and profit-sharing
provisions.

Guest speaker at today's lun-

cheon will be John E. Foristall,

director of Internal Revenue

Service, Boston District, whose
topic will be "Tax Administration

and the Practitioner."

Tomorrow's luncheon speaker
will be Wayne Hollingsworth,
assistant U.S. attorney in Boston,
whose topic will be "Tax Fraud and
Persecution."

Radio

can make a gray day

if it is suitable for transplant.

The cost of preparation and
transportation of eye tissue for

transplant is $40, but there is no
charge to patients for the tissue.

The eye bank is able to maintain
its services only through individual

contributions.

Correction!
Corrected Course Descriptions -

Comparative Literature

Comp. Lit. 299, "Time in

Literature," Prof. Sara Lennox
MWF 11:15. This course was
mistakenly listed after the graduate
courses in the Guide.

Comp. Lit. 376-676, "Theories of
Comparative Literature," Prof. Fred
Will, Tuesday evening 7:00-9:30.

This course will be taught at both
graduate and undergraduate levels.

Defendant
acquitted in

Knee trial
LINCOLN Today a jury of 12

persons from the Lincoln, Nebraska
area found Stanley Neptune not
guilty of assaulting a federal officer

in connection with the 1973
liberation of Wounded Knee. This is

the first Wounded Knee case to be
decided by a jury.

Neptune was stopped on March
12, 1973, at federal Roadblock 1 as
he was on his way back into

Wounded Knee, having exited an
hour earlier. His car was searched,
and an ornamental knife was found.
FBI agents dragged Neptune, his

wife and child, from the car.

During the ensuing scuffle, the
car rolled forward over the toe of
the boot of Special Agent W.
Edward Humphrey. This was the
alleged assault, although Hum-
phrey himself testified he though
Neptune was arrested for
possession of the knife.

Convicted
defendant
released
YANKTON, South Dakota -

Sarah Bad Heart Bull, convicted
Custer defendant, was released on
parole November 15 from the
South Dakota women's prison

here. Since the day following the
verdict handed down on June 20,

Sarah had been held with no bond
pending appeal of her case.

She was found guilty of riot

where arson was committed in

connection with an American
Indian Movement - led protest in

Custer, South Dakota, on February
6, 1973. Two hundred Indian people
went to Custer to demand justice

be done in the murder of Sarah's
son, Wesley Bad Heart Bull. A
Custer businessman had been
charged with second degree
manslaughter even though
eyewitnesses were willing to testify

it was premeditated murder.

Concepto Latino'airs Thursdays
On every Thursday night, at into "Concepto Latino". Through

1 1 :00 p.m., the third world people's the waves of WMUA, Charlie Mann
program "Ujumadrum" develops and Garry Nunez will be taking their

Program notes today

for WMUA
Here's today's schedule for

WMUA, 91.1 FM:
The disc jockeys for today are

Ken Irwin, Steve Berger, Glen

Manceau, Auntie Andree, with

Mary Lawson going through the

night. Tomorrow starts with Al

Feinberg.

8:30 a.m., High Tides, With
Uranus entering Scorpio, things are

looking bleak. Jeff Jawer will

explain.

7:00 - 8:00 p.m., Filmmaking

Notes, Stan Wiater & Gary
Perlmutter tell something about the

world of cinema.

9:00 9:30 p.m., The Shadow,
Margo Lane accompanies Lamont
Cranston in an old mansion, but
two escaped mental patients had
holed up in the mansion. An in-

teresting confrontation ensues.

10:15 - 11:00, 77?e Women's
Show.

11:00 - 2:00 a.m., Uujamadru,
with Charles Mann as your host.

"The Laugh Bag" has started, be
sure to listen to WMUA, prizes and
laughs galore)

WMUA News is broadcast at 7, 8
& 9 a.m., and at 2, 6 & 10 p.m.

Highlights on WFCR
These are WFCR's highlights for

today:

12:30 - Calendar - A round-up of

cultural events in the area.

12:45 - Arab Press Review

1:00 - Five College Forum
2:00 Pedal Point

2:00 Bach: Orchestral Suite No.

2 in b

2:25 Beethoven: Violin Sonata

No. 9 m A
3:05 - Mozart: Requiern

4:30 - Castelnuovo - Tedesco:
Guitar Concerto in D

5:00 - All Things Considered
6:30 - Tout En Francais - Un peu

de tout. Soiree francoamericaine -

Donald Dugas
7:30 Que Tal, Amigos?
830 - Popular Music - Good Or

Bad? John d'Armand interviews

Hampshire College Professor
James McEwaine on the subject.

11:30 - Music For Night People

audience through the world as the

Latin Sounds and Rhythm.
"Concepto Lation" tries to give

it's audience a broader view of latin

music, as a part of the wide and rich

Latin Cultures, according to Nunez.
Featuring such great artist and
performers as TITO PUENTE, TITO
RODRIGUEZ, RAY BARRETO, and
SERGIO MENDEZ, this program
will take the road that will lead us to

the discussion of the manifestation

of some of the past and pesent
realities of the latin countries and
the latin people throughout the

world.

In this respect and not only

concerned with the tradtional

sounds of Latin American Music
and it's development "CONCEPTO
LATINO", will deal with what is

known as "NUEVA CANCION".
"NUEVA CANCION" or the

"NEW SONG", adds a new
dimension to the latin music by
using it as another way to express
not only the concerns of man, but
to reinforce the positive and real

finalities of man as a being, the
creation of a new society where
conditions will allow every man the
development of his spirit.

Crowe speaks on China today
Frances Crow, local representative of the American Friends Service

Committee, will speak on her recent trip to the People's Republic of China,
today at 12:15 in the Colonial Lounge of the Student Union. Ms. Crowe is

particularly interested in the relationship between freedom and com-
mitment in a socialist society.

The half-hour talk will be followed by a period of questions and open
discussions. This program continues a series of Thursday noon forums
sponsored by the United Christian Foundation IUCF), an ecumenical
campus ministry located in Hampshire House.

Rape line

545-COPS

GOIMG
90^GWrOG

WE CAN HELP!

AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
MAKE HOLIDAY RESERVATIONS NOW

PptprEan.
[ORLD
«L

AMIIERST 256-6704
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Letters to the editor

Killing a fetus is murder
To the Editor:

Killing a necessity? I'm Jewish, not Catholic, and far more anti-

bourgeois than most other supposed Socialists I know. I also

attempt to be consistent and recognize Life as Life and Humans as
Humans wherever and whenever they exist, and not Just when it

suits my particular economic and-orjunior philisophical ramblings.

To be sure it's only a belief that a fetus is human. But to just

include fetuses in your epistemological ejaculations is incomplete.

That anything is human as a belief is more complete. Are Jews
Human? Nazi doctors, medical people who should know, would
say "of course not, a Jew, Human? Absurd." Are Blacks Human?
A White racist Southerner might say, "what, a nigger human?
Absurd. "And you have your Pro -Abortionists saying "What, that

lump of flesh human? Absurd.

"

Of the set of all things known are certain ones labeled Life.

Certain subsets of life are called animals. What separates one
animal from another? Far and away the primary determinant is the

genetic pattern. There are other criteria, but the separating factors

in those arise from the genetic pattern, not vice-versa. So we have
class, genus, etc. down to species. What separates humans from

non-humans?
There are certain clubs which exist. One club, the favorite organ

club, likes the brain. There's the independence club, claiming

humanness is a question of some nebulous, philosophical, in-

dependence. Various racial clubs exist. There are the religious

clubs, the Catholics being fortunately right chronologically but,

unfortunately, for the wrong reasons, the "soul" being the sole

determining factor.

Drawing a case for genetic patterning could seem similar, if it

weren't for several things. All the above, except religious, arise

from the genetic pattern. They are all, ex. religious, subsets of all

the developments of a genetic set-up. Maybe a fertilized egg is

"just" a potential human, but once you allow one particular point

in it's development be the determining factor, you have no right to

deny all the clubs their reasoning, and the results of that are

apparent.

Either you protect all humans under laws [enforcing takes

education] or you have no laws at all. Preferential treatment gave
rise to Nazi Germany and white racism.

Richard Barman

Rally today!
To the Editor:

We've been hearing a lot about forced dorm living this

semester. The Student Organizing Project has been approaching

the administration, has held public hearings, and has been very

effective in publicizing the issue. We feel that this is important, but
that further action must be taken.

The Administration has said that it hopes to lift the rules forcing

on campus living by September 1975, but that it is not sure of

some of the legal issuer. We feel that this is a classic example of

the Administration mouthing rhetoric to divert student concern.

Chancellor Bromery himself said that the issue is, "...not legal but
economic", and yet he still tries to push students into legal

thinking.

The dorms were financed by the selling of bonds to large

financial institutions such as Chase Manhattan Bank. Now UMass
students are forced to live in them, not because they are the best

for the students, but because those institutions must make a
profit. We don't feel anyone should be forced to live in a dor-

mitory, or eat the Dining Commons food, so that David and
Nelson Rockefeller, [David is Chairman of the Board of Chase
Manhattan, and we all know Nelson, nominated now for Vice-

President, and the one who ordered the police to invade Attica

prison and massacre over 40 prisoners and guards], can live in

comfort. The issue then, is economic, and also political.

In terms of who is affected most by this policy, it is clear that

working class and therefore Third World students, who have the

least money are hurt most by their inability to search out more
economical alternatives. Furthermore, the less decision making
power students have concerning their lives, the more susceptible

they are to the reactionary and destructive cultural influences of
the administration. Institutional racism is an important example of
this which must be struggled against.

We have called a Rally for 2:30 on Thursday to show the Ad-
ministration that we mean business, that we will not be fooled by
false or ambiguous declarations of intent. The Administration is

counting on the apathy of students. They willpush students down
as long as students will allow it. We say no longer!

List ofDemands
1] Abolition of forced dorm living.

2] Abolition of forced meal tickets.

3] Student control over dormitories.

4] University support for rent control.

Everybody is urged to participate! Meet at 2:30 on Thursday the

21st between the library and the pond. Then we'll march to

Whitmore. Hone to see you there!

The Revolutionary Student Brigade

Something you can do to fight starvation

To the Editor:

There is a vote on a request of the U.S. Delegation to double

the food aid from the U.S. The countries currently receiving our

aid are-Oot those most in need but rather countries where the

U.S. has political and economic interest.

We, as two concerned students representing a large group in

the Global Survival Freshman Year Program, feel that the food is

needed in other countries now. Other food producing countries

have a/ready agreed to double their aid. If the U.S. doesn't, other

food producing countries may say, "The U.S. has such wealth

and won't double their aid. Why should we?" Thus, this vote is

very important. It is a major step in global concern. The New York
Times said that within the next eight months as many as half a
billion people may starve, in the absence of sufficient aid.

Everyone can help. One proposal is to urge Washington to double
U.S. assistance. A telegram can be sent to President Ford by
calling Western Union toll free at 1-800-257-2221. A sample
telegram: "Save millions from starvation. Double U.S. assistance.

Accept World Food Council delegation request now.

"

Brad Smith

Teach-in worked, no thanks to School of Ed.

To the Editor

The racist violence that has surfaced as a result of busing in

Boston seems to be an issue of major concern to the students of

this campus while the SCHOOL OF EDUCATION in particular -

and the University itself maintain their stance of social

irresponsibility. I am referring to the lack of both moral and
financial support that was received by the Task Force on Busing, a

group of concerned students determined to provide some type of
educational forum around the crisis of the Boston schools. The

teach-in that took place on Tuesday evening, November 19,

happened because of the following student and administrative

organizations, and we are grateful to them: Provosts Office,
Commuter Assembly, Southwest Womens Center, Center for
Racial Understanding, Southwest assembly. Northeast Area,
Central Area, Drum, and Individual Contributions.

The implications of this support are that students on this
campus accept the responsibility to deal with racism, both on this
campus and in the schools thatmany of us are trained to teach in.

Perhaps the University will learn rfrjom this definition of
responsibility, *nd act in a way supportive of progressive at-
titudes. Perhaps....

Task' Force on Busing
Janice Goldman

In protest against Arafat

To the Editor:

We, the undersigned concerned people, deplore the recognition

given to Yassir Arafat, head of the Palestinian Liberation

Organization, by the United Nations. This endorsement given to a

guerrilla organization whose stated purpose is the dissolution of

the sovereign state of Israel, can only further the new immoralit/

of diplomacy by terror. Tactics of bloodshed, blackmail, and
political expediency can hardly lead to constructive negotiations,

but rather to a further deterioration of an already unstable

situation which could plunge the people of the Middle East and
perhaps the whole world, into a bloody war.

Israel can hardly be expected to negotiate its own destruction
The Jewish people are as entitled to live and express themselves
within their own sovereign state as any other people in the world
Any "solution" which compromises this right is unacceptable to
the Jewish people and people of conscience throughout the
world.

Rev. Richard Koenig
Rev. Henry L. Dursch

Mag. John M. Ocaterreicher
Rev. Joseph L. Neil
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Revolutionary Brigade —
a vital ally in the rights fight
By DEAN TUCKER

Last night the Student Government Association
voted 28 to 24 not to support the Student
Revolutionary Brigade's planned rally. The rally will be
held at 2:30 between the library and pond.

It would appear that the SGA contradicted itself by
refusing to support the SRB because the demands
that both groups are making to the Administration are

the same. Either of them support abolition of man-
datory dorm living and mandatory meal tickets, and
both support student control of dorms and the

University's support of rent control.
So what gives? Each group wants the same thing,

but one will not support the other. The situation

shows precisely why things don't ever get done at

UMass.
The SGA is an overstuffed, over committed,

pompous lot of ineffectual crap artists whose
credibility is about at the level of a pork salesman in

Israel. Talk and talk and more talk by a group of

uninformed people has reduced their productivity

level and viability to near zero.

One senator, a senior who was a sophomore
senator and stayed away her junior year said the

Senate is still talking about the same things it was
when she was first elected. That is all very obvious.

Despite the large responsibility of doling out the

nearly million dollars in the Student Activity Tax Fund,

the group is generally ignored and ridiculed. If any

group on campus needs examination and
reorganization it is the organizers themselves.
The Student Revolutionary Brigade is new at

UMass. There are approximately eight people working
together now. Their status is organizational.

Yesterday a spokesman said the groups stand was
anti-imperialistic.

The flyer the SRB is distributing to hype the rally

placed some of the blame for the poor plight of

UMass students on Nelson and David Rockefeller.

The SRB is going to hit the world's problems

broadside, and will probably get knocked flat from the

impact.

But still the Student Government Association and

the Student Revolutionary Brigade have identical

goals on the campus but can't get together.

Dean Tucker is The Collegian

A third and vital factor in the battle for stuoent's

rights is Chancellor Bromery. Rick Savini, SGA
President and Dr. Bromery have worked together on
the right's fight. Much of the work was done behind

closed doors, but the end result was Bromery's recent

statement that dormitory living will not be mandatory
by September 1975. Bromery has also publicly agreed

that no one has the right to tell eighteen year olds

where to live when the law clearly states that they are

among the majority in the state.

There are three factors working for the same thing

and they can't get it all together. The SGA and
Bromery choose to take the diplomats path to

student's rights. The SRB is ready for action, a show
of force by marching to Whitmore today. There is

action coming from Whitmore already, from the

highest of the bureaucrats too, but the SRB does not

trust Bromery's promise. Their leaflet says that his

statements are more handsitting and rhetoric. The
SRB's plea at last night's meeting for SGA support

was a poor showing because they did not realize the

amount of diplomacy used in the fight to this point.

They are a small new group of unknowns asking for

support from the SGA who is protective of their

progress to this point. Bromery, in keeping with the

level of diplomacy does not want the SRB to destroy

the work done so far with a violent display of

demands.

So paranoia sets in. The SGA and Chancellor

Bromery want to accomplish the job temperately. The
Revolutionary Brigade wants to show that students

mean business. A victory team is in the making.

Bromery is the big gun, but to pull the trigger he
needs vigorous support from the students. The recent

town meeting showed that support.

But that is not enough. It took Resurrection City,

The March on Washington and Freedom Rides to

show the country that Blacks were taking no more
hollow promises. It took massive rallies to get

American soldiers out of Vietnam. It takes attention

getting displays to get things done in America and
Bromery and the SGA must recognize this soon. The
SRB should be recognized and utilized in the right's

fight.

's Executive Editor
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Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all letters to the editor. They must be signed and include

the author's address and phone number. Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces per

line, and no more than two pages.
,

Organizations may submit letters, but they must include a name and phone number for reference pur-

poses.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content or space, according to the judgement of the editors.

Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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Peace in the Middle East
By ED COHEN

The*guestion of the Palestinian people, as debated by Yasser
Arafat, spokesperson of the Palestine Liberation Organization,
and Yosef Tekoah, an Israeli delegate, held at the United Nations
last week, is a question which will eventually be resolved, whether
through peaceful diplomacy or violent confrontation.

The whole controversy concerning the people of Palestine first

arose with the birth of Zionism. This concept was initiated by
Theodore Herzl, a Viennese journalist who, in 1896, published a
book titled, "The Jewish State". This manifesto declared that a
Jewish state should be created in order to gather together the
Jewish population of the world, giving Palestine as a possible

place ©^settlement. At this time, Herzl was either unaware, or

ignored the fact that an indigenous population consisting mostly
of Palestinian Arabs resided there. The Jewish population grew
until it finally reached 85,000 on the eve of World War I. By the
time the war hcjd ended, the Jewish population consisted of

60,000 people. The Ottoman Empire was carved up between the
great powers, and Britain came to preside over what was
Palestine. According to the Balfour Declaration, which eventually
became incorporated into the British Mandate over Palestine, a
national home for the Jewish people would be founded in

Palestine, provided that it would not harm the rights of the in-

digenous non-Jewish people and would protect the rights of

Jewish people elsewhere in the world. It infuriated the Palestinian

Arabs, who constituted 90 per cent of the population of Palestine,

because they had no say in the matter. Herzl's successor, Chaim
Weizmann, followed the Zionist philosophy by stating that

"Palestine is to become as Jewish as England is English." The
Jewish population continued to grow, and as it did, Arab ob-

jection grew proportionately.

During the '30's, the Jewish population of Europe felt the need
to escape Nazi genocide, and the fifth Aliya (wave of immigration)

started in Palestine. In 1939, a British document called the "White
Paper" gave the reigns of government and subsequent im-

migration procedure to joint control by British, Zionist, and Arab
leaders, and threatened to strangle Jewish immigration. Zionist

terrorism became a reality during this period, as the Stem Gang,
and Irgun Zvai Leumi began to combat British imperialism. Arab
resistance existed, but was weakened in the period from '36 to '39,

when the British sought to destroy Arab nationalism. During the

war years, violence was committed by both Zionist and Arab
forces, as each sought to resist the other.

Finally, as the war ended the guerilla warfare which dramatically

escalated when the world learned the extent of genocidal policies

of the Axis powers caused Britain to give the problem of Palestine

to the United Nations. According to Don Peretz's book "The
Middle East Today" a partition plan was adopted as follows:

Palestine was divided into three Arab and three Jewish areas,

forming an Arab and a Jewish state, while Jerusalem and its

environs were set up as an international zone. The proposal placed

a Jewish minority of 1 .5 percent of the total population in the Arab

state, and an Arab minority totaling 45 per cent of the population

in the Jewish state. Equal numbers of Jews and Arabs were to

populate the international zone of Jerusalem. Because of their

economic interdependence, however, the seven parts were to be

linked in an economic union."

As the British left, Zionist leaders proclaimed the state of Israel,

and war was declared as the armies of Lebanon, Syria, Egypt,

Jordan, and Iraq crossed the frontiers to battle the Israelis for

control of what was once part of Palestine. The war ended in

1949, with over 750,000 Palestinians now refugees and the size of

the original Jewish territory increased by one third. From this time,

and up until the '67 war, immigration continued, but now was
characterized by 'Oriental Jews', Jewish people from Africa and
Asia, whose identities and cultural values were not able to become
as accepted into the Israeli society as those of European Jews
were before and during this period.

The '67 war tremendously increased territory under Israeli

control and the number of Arab refugees. Israel now expanded
and the country now contained all the land that Britain held prior

to the 1948 war, the Golan Heights of Syria, Egyptian Sinai, and

the Egyptian administered territory of the Gaza Strip.

Since the 1967 war, the place of Israel in world politics is

becoming clear. The Zionist policy which now pervades the Israeli

establishment has driven Israel more deeply into the role of

colonial settler state, which is subsidized by the Western powers,

and oppresses indigenous people. The Palestinian people who
remained in the state of Israel after partition are treated as second

class citizens. Arabs in Israel must carry identification at all times,

and can expect continual harassment and humiliating treatment.

The 'Oriental' Jewish population still has not received full social

and economic equality in Israeli society. The number of 'Oriental'

Jewish people in the Knesset, the governing body of Israel, if

taken in proportion to the 'Oriental' population is far less than

what it should be.

As the state of Israel expanded, it needed also to expand its

labor forces, and it did so using workers from the occupied

territory for most of the manual labor. In 1968, the number of

imported Arab workers working legally in Israel was fifty-eight

hundred, but by 1973, the figure had jumped to 70,000 and

continues to grow. These people are paid at substantially lower
rates than recognized Israeli citizens would be paid. Palestinian

people both within Israel proper and the occupied territories suffer

cultural, social, and economic deprivations.

It is these factors among others which caused the emergence of

the Palestine Liberation Organization and the various Palestinian

movements. These groups have succeeded in keeping the

Palestinian people visible and the Palestinian question alive, and
are now recognized, the PLO in particular, as representing the

Palestinian people.

Since 1948, and especially since 1967, death and destruction

have cast a depressing shroud over the Middle East area Israeli

athletes were killed at the Munich Olympic Games, The Arab
world's beloved poet, Kamal Nasser, was assassinated by Israeli

commandos, liberation forces have made raids on border set-

tlements, and the Israeli government has bombed and napalmed
refugee camps in Syria and Lebanon where PLO commandos are

suspected to reside.

The Palestine Liberation Organization, along with a few
sympathetic non-Zionist Jewish leaders oppose the Zionist

government which has effectively cast Israel into the role of

colonial-settler state. Yasser Arafat's visit brings the liberation of

the Palestinian people into an equal role with liberation

movements throughout the world. The Palestinian people stand

beside the Black African populations of South Africa, Zimbabwe,
Namibia, the people of Puerto Rico, South Vietnam, South Korea,

Chile, and many other areas of the world where indigenous

peoples are exploited for purely economic interests.

The options that the Palestinians have are either acceptance of

a second class existence, or achievement and restoration of all

human rights. The state of Israel has variations on three possible

futures. It can maintain its present unequal and racist system of

government and continue to instigate continual violence. Its

Zionist led Jewish population can leave Israel and assimilate into

other countries, or it can deal with the basis of its inequality. There

Resulli of the 1967 War

Results of the 1967 War
is no need for Jews and Palestinians to battle. Palestinian leaders

and several non-Zionist Israeli leaders have argued that both the

Jewish and Palestinian people are Semites, and violence between

Jewish and Palestinian people is like brother killing brother and

sister killing sister. Israel should form a union with the people of

neighboring Semitic countries, and each should help the other to

advance against exploitation. Such a realization is only possible if

the ideology of Zionism is discarded, and an understanding

reached between the people of the middle-east area.

It will be a major task for the Palestinian people to forget the

atrocities committed against them, but as the Jewish remnants

sought to fought their memories of destruction, so hopefully will

the Palestinians. The Israelis, Palestinians, and the rest of the Arab

world must try to overlook past animosities and work towards a

future of peace in the middle east.

Ed Cohen is a Collegian Commentator.
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furor scribendi ?

Writers: Are you interested in writing news with a definite viewpoint instead of the same old

stuff. The Collegian Editorial Staff is looking for a few good committed people willing to take

assignments covering political, social, cultural, events etc. Some assignments will be worked

by teams, others individually. Some assignments will be investigative and some not. Advocacy

is the name of the game. Come see us. We'll make you famous. Contact Dean Tucker evenings

in the Collegian Editorial Office.
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Sostre attacked by
Clinton prison guard

By BLACKNEWS SERVICE
This article was made possible to

the Black News Service by the

Liberation News Service.

After spending over 16 months in

solitary confinement, Martin Sostre
was beaten for the sixth time this

year when he refused to submit to a
rectal examination before going to

court, where he was charged with
second-degree assault of three

guards.

These charges stem from last

May, when three guards beat
Sostre for refusing to comply with
the degrading search. However, it is

Sostre who is now scheduled to go
on trial next February for allegedly

attacking the guards. If indicated,

he faces the maximum penalty —
life imprisonment.

When Sostre appeared in court,

it was evident that he had received

severe blows on his head and neck,

and he was scarcely able to speak.

However, when he protested the

beatings, the judge refused to

listen.

His lawyer, Dennis Cunningham,
who had flown to Plattsburgh to

appear with Sostre, was denied

permission to speak with Sostre in

court as well as the next day when
he went to visit his client at Clinton

Prison.

Sostre was convicted in 1967 of

the sale and possession of nar-

cotics, inciting a riot, resisting

arrest, and arson — all fabricated

charges stemming from the riot in

Buffalo's Black ghetto that sum-
mer. He was sentenced to 30-41

years in jail.

However, in 1971 the prosecution
witner.s, a drug addict named Arto
Williams, admitted in an affidavit

that he had cooperated with the

police to frame Sostre in return for

receiving probation. He recanted
his confession when he learned that

under New York State law he
would not be granted immunity
from perjury charges if he admitted
having lied under oath.

Sostre's March 10,74 appeal for

a new trial based on Williams

confession was denied and he is

currently working on another
appeal.

In his seven years in prison,

Sostre has been extremely active as

a jailhouse lawyer and in attempts
to form a union of prison workers.
This has made him the target of

MARTIN SOSTRE

prison officials, and also made any
prisoners who supported him
targets of harassment.

James Sullivan has been severely

harassed by prison authorities for

over a year because of his support

for Sostre. In May 1973, just 21

days from parole, he wrote and
signed an official affidavit stating

that he had overheard guards

plotting against Sostre and then

had witnessed them beating him.

Last September, Sullivan's

apartment was fire-bombed. He has

received threats on his life and
parole officers attempted to have

him illegally committed to a mental

institution, by claiming that Sullivan

had "delusions about being a

witness in somebody's case" and
was a paranoid schizophrenic. But

his lawyers argued successfully

against his committment and a

board of psychiatrists judged him

totally sane.

Now, Sullivan is back in a

maximum-security prison, and
there is a strong possibility that a

final parole-revocation hearing held

November 14 will succeed in

eliminating his chances for parole.

black affairs
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Help us help you.
UseZip Code.

\burPostal Service

Bowker Aud— Fri., 7:30 p.m.

Leon Thomas Thanksgiving Concert
By BLACK NEWS SERVICE

Leon Thomas, who is one of the

best jazz vocalists of this era will

w~

Concert at Bowker
at 7:30 p.m. Friday,

November 22, 1974. Sponsored bv

appear in

Auditorium

FS&N 102 WORLD FOOD HABITS 3 Credits

WILL BE OFFERED SPRING SEMESTER 74.

It was omitted due to scheduling error from the
list of courses for Spring Semester.

Time, location, schedule number will be an-nounced later in the Collegian.

Today

f WFCR 88.5 fm
j

12:45 — Arab Press Review
2:00 — Pedal Point
2:00— Bach: Orchestral Suite No. 2

in B
3:05 — Mozart: Requiem
4 30— Castelnuovo-Tevesco: Guitar

Concerto in D
6:30 — Tout En Francais — Soiree

Franco-Americaine
7:30 — Que Tal, Amigos?
8:30 - Popular Music — good or

Hampshire College
>fessor James McEwaine is

rviewed on the subject.

k 8:30 —
S bad '

:

College

Radio

YORK - BOSTON

/hen your future may depend on
"3V2 hour test one Saturday Morning,

luate preparation is your best insurance
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This umque in-depth program is designed to prepare you with
intensive instruction py hi-scormg scholars in LSAT 700-800 range and
eminent attorneys Instruction will feature video tape replay ot missed
classes; speed reading workshop; psychology ot test taking counseling
in choosing the right law school and now toy

—

qualify Individual tutoring also available

GUARANTEE
It. after taking this course yo
satisfied with your LSAT score. A y 581 Bovlstnn St
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Examination
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NYC
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Foronly 35<t
you can introduceMom toyour

new roommate.
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BEAU 3ritche&
Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.

A mnximum of 35c buys you | 1 -minute direct-dialed (station-to-station) call to anywhere outside of Massachusetts in the.
continental United States. Between 1 1 pm and 8 am. Rates do not apply from coin phones or on calls to points within Massachuse tts.

QX) New EnglandTelephone

the Black Cultural Center of New
Africa House. Leon has been aptly

called one of the most versatile

singers in the business and has
made one of the most important

innovative vocal contributions to

jazz. He can lend his deep rich

honey toned voice to blues ballads

as well as display his tonal wizardry

and vocal range through gut
phrasing of pure jazz pieces. Leon is

convinced that the time has come
for the expansion of the voice in the
new music and thinks of the voice

as the primary human instrument.

His delvings into the most ancient

forms of musical expression (what
pygmies and others sing in Africa,

Indian ragas and music of the

Himalayas) is reflected in what is

known as his trademark. ..a

melodious and haunting yodel.

In addition to critical acclaim,
Leon was voted number one male
singer in Downbeat 1970 Readers-
Poll, and number one male singer in

England, Germany and in the In-

ternational Critics Poll 1970 of Jazz
and Pop he was voted best jazz

vocalist.

Appearing with Leon, will be
Neal Crique, piano, Merwin
Bronson, Bass, Sadiq Rahman
Shabazz, Drums and Sonny
Morgan, Conga and African
Percussions and Black Arthur, Alto
Sax. Donations will be $1.50 at the
door. A reception will be held af-

terwards in Center for Racial

Understanding.

Estudaintes

Hispanos
La comunidad hispana de la

Universidad de Massachusetts
recinto de Amherst tiene problemas
reales, economicos y academicos
para mencionar dos areas
solamente. Actualmente el

organismo oficial "AHORA",
creado por nosotros los estudiantes
con el unico proposito de que fuera
un instrumento de ayuda en
nuestro desenvolvimiento dentro y
fuera de la universidad, se ha
paralizado en medio de una crisis

interna. Sin embargo los

estudiantes, el recurso mas im-

portante de esta organizacion y de
la comunidad hispana en general,

no debemos detenernos.

La solucion de nuestros
problemas no debe esperar mas, la

solucion de problemas internos;

ahora es el momento en que los

estudiantes debemos mostrar
nuestro proposito de ir adelante en
la busqueda de nuestro
mejoramiento y crecimiento propio

y por lo tanto de la comunidad
hispanoamericana.

En esta reunion podemos discutir

de manera informal todos nuestros
problemas y buscar alternatives

positivas en conjunto de acuerdo a
nuestros intereses. Esta reunion se
llevara acabo el dia 21 de noviembre
a las 7:00 p.m. en el salon 113 del

Campus Cf»n*«*r.

Bacardi
light rum

for

what?

Enjoy it in Daiquiris

and Bacardi Cocktails,

And use it like gin or
vodka in Martinis,

Screwdrivers,
Bloody Marys,
tonic, bitter lemon.

BACARDI srum.
Themixablcone.
C IMI »»C*»Dl lMPO»IS. >NC..
MI4MI, H.» , «,.,«< SO PHOOf.
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ONLY THE NAME IS THE SAME

BRITTANY MANOR
Now court-appointed management, on site, professional

personnel and maintenance staff.

GUARANTEED security deposits held in an interest bearing
escrow account.
Only one month deposit required with 4 months or more lease

available from Feb. May.
All-modern conveniences, tennis, 2 pools.
FREE UMass bus service from property.
Large, one, two, three bedroom apartments from $200.00.

Call 256-8534 (or take the free bus).
Summer rentals available at reduced rates.

Rent now and savel Rent an apartment for second semester
and get $25.00 off your first month's rent!

DEALING STRAIGHT - A PLEASANT CHANGE!

notices

ALPHA ZETA
Second pledge meeting will be Thursday

at 6:30 p.m. in C.C. 168. Please attend.

BEHAVIOR AND ENVIRONMENT
A.S. Esser, M.D., Pres. of Assoc, for

Study of Man-Environment Relations, w
speak tonight on his work. Herter 231.

Come all.

COIN CLUB
Meeting tonight 7 - 10 p.m., C.C. 808.

Raffle proceeds will be discussed.

NEW YORK CITY SCHOOLS
Dr. Bernard Gifford, Deputy Chancellor

of the New York City Schools will be
speaking in .128 of the School of

Education, Nov. 22 at 11:00 a.m.
Questions, call CUE-TEP 545-1377.

turn to page 13

Pre-Christmas Special at Thompson's.
Our reguiar stock

Cotton - Flannel Shirts are now $9.00 reguiany $12 and $12,501

and $6.50 regularly $9 and $9.50

Thompson's Men's Clothing All Slacks & Trousers

20% Off

13 North Pleasant St. AMHERST, MASS.

(ftMDC Classifieds rtj
To place a classified, drop by

t*» Collegian Office battue*
• »»m and J as p.m. Monday
Friday.
The deadline is 3 It. two days

••ore the day your ad is to!
appear
The rates are:
Dally * 30 per line*

Waak.lv t 26 per line*

Monthly $20 par line*

'Two llnea on form
approximate one line.

FOR SALE
Uaed guitar, bought and aold

The Guitar Workshop. Amherat
Carriage Shopa 54t 1728

Coata Midi aueds coat: midi
dungaree coat, rabbit fur jacket
and navy blue leether jacket Call
Margie 546 7649

Worth $600 RMI Accordian. 120
baae $75 Kodak M JO movie proi
S2S 546 9752

Fraternal Dump Aaaoc T shirts
for sale Call Top of Brown Club S
5866

J urea 165 13 with 2 rima 8 S20
and 4 hubcap, for tame S10 Call
Sally 586 4219 latter 5 001

Trumpet
S2S 6 8723

perfect tor beginner

Thorana TD12SAB trnlble 3 mo
old Perf rond Tracka too 5 G
lighted strobe Magnetic anti
skate Full warr New $460. aaking
$265 IC Speed Control 549 6146

Contrabaaa. good condition very
low puce Call George 323 4249

8 Percent over cost 21 31
percent off on Kenwood Sher
wood. Pioneer Sony and Maranti
Sound and Music Co On 247 5870

Sk'H Spalding 206 Siderals
regularly $170 will sell tor S45 Call
John 1 663 9426 Keep calling

Maranw 2240 4 chan decoder
amp brand new. never uaed
Warranty »200 283 7636

Piano tor tale $160 549 0727

Bed $10 549 0727

Allen Univera bike reck, holda 3 4
bikea Fits any t vp « vehicle. »22
new $20 or beat offer Uaed 1 X
R.rh MA 74112

Moving must sell complete
waterbed with raised frame See
Steph 5 1346 8 5 p m

Wooden flute. 7 key. ivory heed
Antique Range C to G 676
Patrick 263 I

FOR SALE
Floor typo Jack loom. 36)" wide

Juat built 293 3341 Call after 4 p.

m

Druma for sale. $100 6 pc 2 torn,
hot. cymbal Good cond.
Iridescent 546 5253

Stereo equipment - KLH t full
range electrostatics 2 panels $660

i list $1496) Epicure model 1 power
amplifier, list $660 $460 w full
warranty Revox A77 w extras $460
Sanaui SP 1700 apkra. list over
«14«0 $260 Infinity 1001 a. pair $90
Pioneer T 6600 auto reverse tape
deck $200 SAE MK I Preamp EQ
Beat offer Call 542 6332 or 542 6336
until 10

Recorda of all kinda at
reesonable prices Can usually get
any LP in print within a week The
New Record Shop. 197 N Pleaaant
St . Amherst 263 6394

Garmont Ski Boota. size 7 and
one half, exc condition $26 Call
Oemte 6 1435

Zenith color TV, 19 . excellent
condition $250 Octagonal
watarbed includes heeter. frame
liner bag $176 Call 253 5795

Mmuteman SR 2 Calculator
Square squere root, inverse and
memory $60 Call 549 4496

TEAC 6010 tape deck Advent
Dolby Pause end Remote and
Pioneer CS99 spkra B O over $600.
Call 253 3844 after 5pm
Ski boots Rosemonta. aite 8 to

10 Cost $175 sail $45 Kofiach. aite
9 and one half cost $115. tell $25
Skis Hart Jubelie 195 s. Gate
bindings, cost $178 sell $86. Cell
665 3571

AUTO FOR SALF
1660 TR3 TR4 engine. Good

shape, many xtree. but needs
radiator $500 666 4163

MDC CHauikedA
Cheap' 1944 Plymouth Fury. V 8

luto Call 863 9087 after 6.

TR 3. needs work $300 1960 Ply
ISw 323 7327

1947 Overland Willys Jeep
pickup. 17.000 milet. hydraulic
snow plow, excellent shape Larry.

546 2303 Room 411

66 VW. rebuilt engine new tires,
brekee. trans $600 or best offer.
584 8921

4 bdrm
5350

WANTED
house. $300 range 546

'68 Dodge Coronet, runs fine
sell for best offer 266 0141
tsrnoon. p m

FOR RENT

Will

af

64 VW
S49 6843

Greet condition $300

67 Scout 25.000 mi . exec mec
cond.4cyl Cell Ken 564 3402 $625
firm

62 Chevy Bel Aire. runt, tnow
tires sticker $60 00 Cell 564 6616

65 Chevy Impels Wagon,
rebuilt irons., snows Worth
seeing' $275 Call 266 I

Room and board in quiet home in

Northampton in exchenge for 20
hours per week child care, four
mornings per week We ' took
mature perton for long-term
arrangement. Cell 586 4213

SAVE RENT Scenic North
field Attractive 2 and a half rm»
privacy Single $100. couple $136
Electricity 549 0387

1 bdrm TH in Riverglade Apia
starting Jan or Feb Rent $186 inc
util If interested, cell Al 263 6161

2 bedroom includes utilities,
carpeting, on UMass but route, no
nets $220 in Sunderland 665 2562

Furn apts One. two. two and a
half rma Modern, air cond . pool
parking. TV. near shopping, utllties ,

inc Lease to June 1975 Amhertt
Motel lopp Zavre't).

Mouse for rent looking for 2
people to fill up a houte Coll 584
^049

WANTED TO RENT
2 Malet for Jan Brittany Manor

Need own rm in apt on bua rt
Jan 27 May 30 $60$80 Quiet F
546 7288

Interotted in renting your opt
over intarsession? Call Sutanne
5-16 7189

253 9441**
f ° f J*" Bri,t,nv M »nor

Double bed memoes. 110 or less
Jena 586 4182

BOB STILL WANTS TO BUV
VOUR AILING OR DECREPIT CARI
Any make, modal, yoer. Unload
your heedache for $$$$$ 263-7241

Wanted Riderti) to Kensot or
thereabouts 3rd wk of Dec 253
9677

Folktinger wantt Jobs and agent.
Call 546 1133. atk for Wayne

Couple recently merried took
apt. in aree in $160 to $166 range
Will conaider room with kitchen
priv Bill 545 2304

Feminist women baaa. piano

9
B

349".f',

0r

6
R B B " nrt C "" M -"-73t:

Intereated musicians, new music
ensemble situetion The doily
problems of cellists double
bassists. tube. euphonium,
saxophonists, trombonittt - Call
584 6077 between 8 9 pm only

HELP WANTED
Can you drew? Do you have a

sense of humor? The editoriel
pages need five certoonittt to do
£*122?H hum °' Call Dean Tucker
5 3500

Exp waitress 3 or 4 rrforning.. 19am Alao ptime exp cook. Apply
COACH RESTAURANT. Rte 6 and
10. Whatoly

Person wanted to clean
profestionel office in Amhertt 10
to 15 hourt a week 266-8133

TRAVEL

Charter flights to Europe and
California. Call Campus Travel. 646
0600.

Low price trips to Moalco.
Florida. Caribbean Coll Compua

• Travel. 545 0600---J- ______ ... _
Ski trie Canadian Rockies -

Banff $388 Qall Campus travel
Center 645 0600

College week in Bermuda. March
23 30. $299 plut $25 tax and service
8 dayt 7 nights Contact Tori
Jones Neylon Ins Agcy 6 6441.
549 3989

SERVICES

INSTRUCTION

DOG TRAINING Obedience,
problem dogs protection and
socunty 549-1342 days and evet.
VALLEY K 9

Removebie herdtop for Triumph
Spitfire Will fit 66 67 or 68
mevbe other yrt Beit offer 549
6737

Women t brown tueut lacket.
sire 11 12 $36 Call Linda 6 7237

TC 160 cattette recorder. 6
mnn.h, old $126 549 6862 Rlc

Two f 70 14, 4 ply. used
snowtiret $20 Good condition
617 544 6303. 4 10

2 Snow tiret. 14 on rlmt. ttude
uted but gd $10 eo Jim AH HOT

Uaod Hart metal skis w blndirfgs
$39. Buckle boots, site 8M uted
only once, etc cond $60 Pole.
$4 00 Call Pat 646 0024 a m or 631
75*6 p m

UMASS GO CLUB forming initial

mooting at 7 30 Friday. Nov 22 in
the cerpetod aectlOn of the Hatch
Bring board! and ttonat if you
hove them See article In today t

poper or maybe yesterday a

IfWdV ... »
. v»

68 Impels custom coupe,
dapendeble trenao Best offer Oan
253 6449

1967 Portche 912. 6 tpeed. reblt
eng radialt. exc cond Call eve.
253 7231

61 Fiat 1200 Beat offer Call 549
4514 tfter 6pm Running con
dition

67 Ford Econoline Ven Body,
feir engine good New exheutt.
thockt Cerpot end drapea Ex
tiraa $400 Cell 546 7169

1964 Felcon. excel cond New
tnes (snows tool Call for detaila
SM 1668

1968 AMC Javelin. 6 cyl . auto , v.
good $660 or best offer T 549 6423

63 V W
546 9132 I

68 Fiet 660 for sele Bed engine,
good body Beit offer Call 646
6690

1969 GTO 4 spd v depend,
needs minor work, v root 263-6902
evenings

66 Pontiac, gd cond $300 Coll

flf9i7!

TO SUBLET

1 br ept . Sunderlend on but rt
Avail Dec lit Cell 666 3693 eftor 6
p m . $206 incl util

1 bdrm furnished apart Colonial

0367*
9 * Av"",b,« J«" Call 266

ROOM WANTED
Male wanted to there 3 br apt

cooperatively 266 8096

ROOMMATE WANTED
Easy going M F. share 2 bedroom

apt on but route Bund Ellen
3969

?
)

Sunroof Beet offer
"I

1 or 2 femeles to share rm. in 2
bdrm ept $62. util Incl. Col Vil
Semi turn 266 0696

M F. own room. $60 mo $100 aec
Please come 11H Brendywine No
phono

Rmt for 2nd floor apt in
N hampton Own rm $80 per mo
oft 5 566 4340

F wonted to there 3 bdrm aptOwn rm $70 inc heat kitchen Ivg
rm and bath 649 0196

Rmmi wanted at Dec. 1 6 ml. In
country w 4 grads Sutan 649 1224

TYPING

Pro typing Theses papers Fleas
rates Call 564 6417

RIDE WANTED
To Botton (Eiton John concert)

Nov 20 Cell Shelley 6 8419

2 women need* ride to LA Dec.
26 Shore $ and drive 6 5798 or 6-
5838

To Michigen Thanke GV Sutan
253 7725

To Californio ofter Xmas Share
$ driving Cherlie 6 9483

».
T° JJ'»»

r>l'»9 ,on or Maryland
Nov 22 or 23 Will .hare $ Call
Elaine 646 6678

To Jax Fla around Dec 21 Will
•"•re expense end driving Call 666

2 want ride to Now Vort7 or
•hilly.. Nov 22 C.IIJo.nn.6 7446

784*°
Flor 'd *' ov,r '"tersetelon 8

RIDERS WANTED

Round trip riders t Orlondo.
Florida Leaving appro. Dec 28Coming back Jen 7 Shore $ plut
driving call 266 6208

Rnd trip Oregon Dur torn, brif
532 0784

PERSONALS

to the Popcorn Kid - heppy
birthday from 3N Field. Good luck
and beat withet

Darlene Finally it happened to
you Heppy Birthdeyl Vou ere
loved' From Kethy. Barb and Pete

Comedy Special - 3 Stooges
War* Bros. Laurel end Hardy
Maher. Nov 22 7. 9. 11.

To The Champ" from thebottom of the barrel Long live
Brockton High Happy 23rd Luigiand Paaquali

SWEET MOLLV I H.^ U,h,May you have at much happinen
at you have given me. Beahful Boy

Buckwheat Goldie. Frito endCAP Our club will liva forever

When you need someone to loon
on. you con count on me Happy
three end a holt Miltie

See Kurt Vonnegut Jr.'i Heppy
B.rthdey. Wenda. June. Sat NiteSUB 7. 9, 11.

Clothes' Worn one time or not at
all sit 11. 12. 13 Shoot - its. 9
and 10 tome narrow I nd. $ for
next tern and will tacrifice et 80
percent off orig cost Jinn 6 7467

Diamonds all sites and
shapes, very reasonable pricet end
ell lionet fully guaranteed
Student representing lorgo
wholesale company For further
information call Bernle at 256-0606

Beware'" The Freemasons are
watchmg you 1

SERVICES
Pfofeeaional guitar repair, by

guitar maker Michael Millard.
Mon. Wed. Frl. at The Guitar
Workshop. Amherst Caring.
Shops 649 1726 Froo estlmataa

Datsun Toyota. Volvo and
domeatic automobiles repaired end
maintained at reasonable pricet
Plenty of experience end equip
ment Phone Rust Bsca 586 1227

Recycled Tiros". Firestonetown and Country retreads Same
'ubber and troeds as now tirot
Guaranteed Ufa long FREE
replacement if they ever fail for anyraaton Low at 2 for $26 (exchange
Plus taxi LEON S TIRES Now
used, summer and tnow (Raerl 291

i« «•!'•'-• ,0 McOonelds. Gfld
I 'J 8838

..'64V^'y4 hr•..'^•
^n" h,•

Auto Body Co. Complete body
repair Cuatom painting, insurance

|

estimates Located on 476. Hedley.
|
566 0673

I Passports - Fast service Lane's
P
_
noJ°_ Hours 8-6. Tol. 263 3148

Torm paporal Canada , largo.

t

aarvlco. For catalogue send $2 to
ESSAY SERVICE. 67 Spedlna Avo
No 201. Toronto. Ontario. Canada
Camput franchises available
Pleete write.

Accounting end Flnence Majors
Let us help you Plan ahoad to
become a CPA ~ The Becker CPA
Review Course Boston 617 536-
1440 Our successful students
represent one quarter of USA.

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? BOB
will still fix it right No job too
smell Foreign or domestic. No big
overhead 263 7241

Campus Clubs .and
Orgem/euons, Do you want to
publish high quality nawslettor.
pemphlet. mepoiine or booklet???
Let the Message Company holp
you wrlto. layout, design and print
itll Raesoneble fee. Contact Jorry
at 253 9689 for information

Passport Photosl Fast service.
reesonable prices Cell Chrit at 546
9534 or Dick at 5 2642

Rabbit Free to good home Call
Mark at 6 9775

ENTERTAINMENT
The Skylend Bend takat off at

the Bluewall. Wednetdey through
Saturday this week from 9 to 1. The
Hatch hat the throb of the
Dynamic Sex Mechine Thuraday
thru Saturday, joined on Friday and
Stturday by the inimitable style of
Sweet Pie. 9-1

Kurt Vonnegut t Heppy Birthday
Wanda June Sterring Rod Stelger
Susanna York. Set Nite. SUB. 7. 9.

Party Van Meter Study
Lounge. Pri . Nov 22. 8 to 1 Boor -
Cans 30 cents J Content
Greeter Hour No cover Come
have funl

>

~* — — -'— — _ _ —. _
Come to Lowit House Party, Sat

8

N
3°0
V
"«.!,

B " nd "•• , 'nd B00» ,•

India Nigh, _~
A~colo7rlJl

presentation of Indian culture thru
classical. 'folk, dances music on
sitar end other attractiona
Remember. Set.. Nov 23 at 7 pm
in C.C Aud Tickatt avail II in C CConcourse See you on Sat.

Tha Top of the Campus hostsJacob s Reunion thit week
Thursday thru Saturday, from 9 to
1 Lots gat together

CALCULATORS
Calculator Sale - College

Calculator! offers low.., price,
anywhere. All model, ovallablel
Texas Inst. Hawaii Packard.
Unicorn. All machines new and
guar with 2 month replacement
werronty... Before
calculator cell mo.
price anywhere

you buy e
I con beat any
Look for my

poitors around compua for details.Then cell Bob Crowoll et 649 1316

. «i
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9 30 12 00 and 1 30 3 30 Bart 30BCInto .n seme office Bart JOtC
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cont. from p. 12

meeting
Program

of the

today at

DVP
There will be a

Distinguished Visitors

6:30 in C.C. 174.

ED SCHOOL WOMEN
Open meeting to plan strategies for

affirmative action, ending sexism within Ed
School. Fri., noon in 455 Hills South,
Students, staff and faculty urged to come
with ideas.

FIRESIDE
Information about the Bahai Faith on

Fri., 11-22 at 8 p.m. Butterfield Head of
Residence.

5 COLLEGE COURSE
With pre-registration here you might be

interested in taking a 5 college course.
Information can be obtained at Casiac
Machmer E-20.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS
Rap groups will be meeting at 7:30 p.m.

in room 903 C.C. All women are invited
GIVE THE GIFT OF SIGHT
Support the New England Eye Bank.

Information available on C.C. Concourse
Wed., Thurs., Fri., 11-20, 21, ?2. Please
stop by; your pledge may mean sight for
someone else.

INTERESTED IN JUDO?
Any person interested in Judo may pre-

register for the Judo LL class which meets
Tu-Thurs. 7-8:15 p.m. Beginners are
especially welcome.
IRISH CULTURAL SOCIETY

will hold an organizational meeting
tonite in rm. 804 C.C. at 8:00. Everyone is

welcome to join.

LOT 65 WAITING LIST OPEN
The Parking Office has found a limited

number of spaces available in lot 65.
Anyone who has received their third or
worst choice in lot assignment is eligible
for the lot 65 waiting list.

LUTHERAN STUDENTS
Meeting tonite, 8:00, classroom I

Newman Center. Everyone welcome
join in communion and discussions
MED SCHOOL ADMISSIONS

Joel Feinklatt, Dean of Admissions
UMass Med School in Worcester,
coming to speak today, Thurs., 11-21 .

7:00 in C-C- 163-164. All welcome. Pre-med
Society.

MORTARBOARD
Important meeting Sun., 11-24,7 p.m. at

Bark Hansen's, 44A Brittany Manor. Call
253-3987 for more info.

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD
Tonite 7, 9, 11 CCA.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
The bus will leave at 6:30 from in front of

Hasbrouck and at 6:35 from Patterson. All
members please come.
POLYGLOTS SOCCER

Meeting Sat., 11-23 for refreshments
and new elections immediately after
morning play, 12:15 p.m. in Prince House,
Main floor Lounge. All interested
welcome.
PROGRAM COUNCIL MUSIC COMM.

Very important meeting concerning the
Commander Cody Show - all must attend.
SAILING CLUB
The last meeting of the semester will be

held next Mon. 11-25 at C.C. 904 908 7
p.m. Plans for next semester will be
discussed.

SKI PA TROL
Meeting tonite at 6:30 in C.C. Hill course

is this Sun. 11-24 at 9 a.m.-noon in rm. 105
C.C. Attendance is a must, bring first aid
packs.

STUDENT JUDICIARY
Meeting of judges and advocates will

take a half hour to disseminate information
and an evaluation has to be done. Please
attend.

ACROSS
1 Jazz pianist

-Waller
5 "---- or shine"
9 Embarrass
14 Go out on - -

15 City of India

16 African native
17 Snake feature

2 words
19 One playing a

part

20 Bulbous plant

21 Check in

growth
23 Retained
24 Measured by

pacing
-27 Occupancy

fee

29 River

deposits
31 Responds to

stimuli

35 Anglo-Saxon
letter

37 Outward:
Anat.

39 Plant life

40 Midday
42 Great Lake
44 Eng. king of

old: Var.

45 Loved to

excess
47 Having neck

hair

49 Mild oath

50 Increase by
stages 2
words

52 Abhorrence
54 Black: Poet
56 Lodgers
59 Sea bird

62 Sweet -

64 Heathen
65 Leaves out
67 Farm imple

ment part
70 Parishioner's

payment
71 Calif wine

center
72 To —

:

Perfect

73 Winter
forecast

74 Rob
75 Clairvoyant

DOWN
Data
Nearly

Restaurant
meal: 3 words
Zebra feature

Hurrah
Gone by
Metal

8 Lowest point

9 Arab cloak
10 Sass: 2 words
11 Poker stake
12 Cause to halt

13 Make suffer

18 Fruit

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved
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1

4

5

b

7

22 For every
25 Imprint clearly

26 Given
conclusion

28 Ship-shaped
clock

30 Wife of

Abraham
32 Assemble
33 Make level

34 Appease fully

35 Ceases
Sound a horn
Blood
Pain easer

43 Roman
tyrant

46 Name
facetiously

36
38
41

48 Declines
51 "--- Goes the

Weasel"
53 American

Indians

55 Asian

kingdom
-

57 show:
Peepshow

58 Scornful

utterance
59 Small children

60 Mr. Jannings
61 Ceremonial

act

63 Moreover
66 Become fixed

68 Ear: Prefix

69 Intelligence

13

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

THl RSDAY. NOV 21 -
Bom today, you are somewhat
inclined to depend upon the
force of words to ({ojn you your
ends than the force of actions
— which is all well and good if

your only aim is to settle

disputes and avoid the disinte-

gration of arguments into

physical abuse However,
since you have the normal
person's ambition to progress
where your career is con-
cerned, ynu would do well U>
begin to develop at once, if you
have not already done so. the
habit of more concrete reac-

tions and responses to the
demands made upon you. In
short, actions speak louder
than words'

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21

1

ll is viiur own personal
contacts ih;n count today
Dun I ri'ly (in 'illiers to do for

you what you can easily do for

\riurs<>|| Take on responsi-
ble
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22

Dec lmi There is nothing U)
he gained bj flattery alone

You can apply soft-soap

8v Stella Wider

initially . but fur risults ynu
would be write to follow it up
with hard work
CAPKKOHN I Dei JJ Jan

l
ln The kvifte Capricorn will

-tick fairly closi- to routine
today This is no time to
expfru-.i nt either with a

(iriM-i i or a mathod
AQl ARIl'S 'Jan 20 Feb

l
K

i Although you mat
to step out of line ;r> ore-

do a friend a good turn, lor the
most part vou would do well to

kevp (lose to home
PISCES I Feb 19- March 201

Morning hours are not su h

that they inspire confidence
Work through the difficult

hours, however, and vou
should lie able to n,nn lis

evening

ARIES (March 21 Apr'l 191

New developments earlv in

the day make this a Thursday
to remember for a long time
fiet new project underway 3'

soon as possible

TAURUS l April 20-May 2fli

— Refuse to be stopped b\

obstacles that seem to have
arisen overnight You may be

lowed down but you need
not giva in completely

QEMIN1 IMay 21 June 101
- The quickest wa\ to gci

I lungs done is not always the
silfcsl Even if il posl pones the
attainment of vour go<il OSes
the besi method of operation

CANCER IJu« _'l -Julv 221
A da\ which begins with

j flourish - but is very likel)

in end limp!) by petering out
Do rahal you can to explain
.'.iirselt 10 an unbeliever
LEO (Julv 23 \ug 22>

You ,.,n catch up with the
competition today if vou are
quick io tak- advantage of an
opportunity tor gain earlv in

the dax Bestir yourself!
VIROO |Aug. J.'i-Sept 221

I • * io' \ irj,'o w ill take on
•' responsibilities until lie

is certain ihe old ones have
been mei Children may work
hardship in the afternoon
I.IHRAlSept 2! Oct 221

I «k( care of unfinished
business as earlv in the du\ as

possible. Otherwise V( .u will

find yourself under mountain
• 't work S\ week I end

to

at

is

at
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Teeh Hi-Fi
Thanksgiving Special

ONKYO -
A new name to New England, and to the United States. Onkyo
brings Quality and a new level of excellence to the world of audio
components. Onkyo components have the specifications and
performance consistent with Macintosh, S.A.E., and Crown. Now
available in a receiver format.

Some of the fine models from this company are the 7022
Amplifier with 100 watts RMS at 0.2 per cent IM thd. This
phenomenal amplifier is available at only $359.95. For the best in

FM reception you can add the Onkyo T 4055 tuner with specs like

1.8 microvolts FM sensitivity, 1.2 DB capture ratio. You might
expect to pay $400.00. But Onkyo also believes in value. This fine

tuner can be bought for only $219.95. Onkyo also has an unbeatable
five year parts and three year labor guaranty. FOR A
THANKSGIVING SPECIAL, THIS MONTH ONLY TECH HI-FI

TX-330

IN AMHERST WILL EXTEND IT TO A FIVE YEAR COM-
PLETE — PARTS AND LABOR.

For speakers to match the performance the only logical
choice is the Electrovoice Interface: A system. The only true
bookshelf system to have the capability of reproducing a 32 hz
organ note — with virtually flat frequency response from 32 hz to
I6000hz and distortion parameters exceeded by only the finest
electronics. Unlike most bookshelf speakers the Interface .A
system is a true high efficiency speaker system with 15 watts RMS
per channel you can fulfill yourself musically and acoustically
with the Electrovoice tm Interface;A.

The Interface: A system is available for only $450.00 per
system.

BIC 980 TX-440

A A, /*S ^^ <*><*><*> ® ft

A-7055

IS

STADIUM GUARD watches Michigan players head for practice. Security
measures are to make sure no Ohio State secret agents view plays that may be used
in Saturday's clash.

Emporium India
at the

CARRIAGE SHOPS
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Interface: A A-7022
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At Tech Hi-Fi for Thanksgiving we are offering
three systems with Onkyo and EV

featuring

MEN'S

Embroidered

Shirts

- Muslin, Plaid, and

Western Styles -

plus mora.

Stop in and see

what we have

for you.

i

tt

Emporium India —
The Creative Place To Shop

Open 10-6 Daily— Fri. Nights till 7

tt

Electrovoice Interface: A

Onkyo TX 330 receiver

17 Watts RMS at 20-20. OOOhi
Harmonic distortion only 0.8 par
cant
with built in front panal mika
input and 4 channel matrax
circuitry.

BIC 980 Automatic

$450.1

$300.1

$290.1

Programmed, bait drivan I \m\ CI Hilll |

turntabla. complata with "• W w"fV n\
bass, duat covar and Stanton
600E cartridge A professional
quality turntabla.

During Thanksgiving Only

Save $190.00

$
849

95

Electrovoice Interface: A $450.1

Onkyo A-7022 Amplifier

Onkyo T-4055 Tuner

BIC 980 complete

$1320.1

Thanksgiving Price Only
S
J 099°°

SAVE $221.00

Electrovoice Interface: A $450.1

Onkyo 7055 Amplifier $240.1
52 Watts RMS at 0.4% thd

BIC 960 complete $230.1

$020.1

Thanksgiving Price

Only

YOU SAVE $195.00

techhifi
QualityComponents at the Right Price

259 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610 186 Main St. Northampton 586-2552

More Service This Fall

Peter Pan Takes You
Fast And Frequently

RIGHT FROM

The University Campus

TO BOSTON
Natick— Worcester— Springfield

ALSO TO NEW YORK
Hartford— Albany— All Points

with New Service Direct to

Hyannis and Cape Cod

New hourly service departs 7 a.m. thru 5 p.m., plus extra evening
service. Natick and Boston non-stop trips every weekend.

For Tickets And Information Contact

PETER PAN BUS LINES

Campus Center Hotel

Univ. of Mass.
Tel. 545-2006

(If no answer tel. 549 6000)

CHARTER BUSES AVAILABLE TO ALL
DESTINATIONS

Osley waived,

Marshall added
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) -

Corner back Willie Osley, a rookie
from the University of Illinois, was
placed on waivers Wednesday by
the New England Patriots.

Osley was a starting corner back
in the National Football League
team's first four regular season
games this year and played mostly
on special teams for the Patriots in

the last six games.
Coach Chuck Fairbanks had no

announcement as to who would
replace Osley other than to say a
defensive back would try out for
the team Thursday.

Placing Osley on waivers cut the
Patriots' roster to 44 active players,
leaving three spots that can be
filled.

On Tuesday, wide receiver Al
Marshall was called back from the
injured reserve list and will be in

uniform for Sunday's game against
the Baltimore Colts.

Marshall caught nine passes for

123 yards during the Patriots'

preseason schedule. But he was
placed on the reserve roster when
regular season play began.

Burroughs AL
MVP for '74

ARLINGTON, TEX. \UPI\- Three years ago Ted Williams banished Jeff
Burroughs to the Minors, telling the blond slugger to heat his bat and cool
his head.

Burroughs, then 20, had a temper that exceeded his batting average.
During his tantrums he often tossed bats and helmets and kicked water
coolers.

When Williams sent Burroughs to Denver of the American Association
the youngster was batting .185, with just one home run and a mess of
strikeouts. He finished the season in the Minors batting .303 and hittinq 24
homers.

And it was no secret he didn't care for Williams, the Hall of Famer who
then managed the Texas Rangers.

But Burroughs learned and now he praises Williams for helping him
become the American League's most valuable player for 1974.
"We had our differences," Burroughs said of his former manager who

convinced Bob Short to sign the youngster as the team's no. 1 draft choice
in 1969. "But I have to say that Ted Williams taught me to think at the plate
a little more - that hitting isn't just walking up there and taking three
swipes."

The 23-year-old native of Long Beach, Calif., the third youngest player
ever to win an MVP Award, won over three members of the World
Champion Oakland A's and Texas teammate Ferguson Jenkins, who
finished fifth in the balloting by a 24-man committee of the Baseball
Writers Association of America.

"It's the greatest honor a player can get," Burroughs said. "And it

makes it even greater being only 23 years old and in my second year of
major league ball."

Burroughs was the only player named on all ballots and finished with 248
points to 161 K for Oakland's Joe Rudi. Sal Bando was third with 143 %
points and Reggie Jackson was fourth with 1 19, a point ahead, of Jenkins.

Burroughs and Jenkins were two big reasons the Rangers finished just
five games behind Oakland in second place in the American League West.
And Burroughs was quick to credit manager Billy Martin.
"He turned everyone on the club's thinking around," Burroughs said of

Martin. "He taught me and everyone else on the club to think like a winner.
It was really nice to start to win after we had been the dogs of baseball for
two years."

Burroughs hit .301 last season, slamming 25 homers and leading the
league with 118 runs batted in. He played parts of seasons with
Washington and Texas in 1970, 1971 and 1972 before hitting .279 with 30
homers and 85 RBI for the Rangers in 1973.

Gilbert back in goal
BOSTON (UPI) - The harder Gil

Gilbert works the iess chance he's
going to have for a day off.

Gilbert, who played well in two
weekend wins, will be back in goal
tonight when the Boston Bruins
face the California Seals for the
second time this season.

The Bruins had planned to use
backup Ross Brooks in goal against
the Seals and possibly against the
Rangers Saturday afternoon in

New York but coach Don Cherry
changed his mind after Wed-
nesday's workout at Boston
Garden.

"Gilles is at his best when he gets
plenty of work so I want him to play

The Dial Tone
Discotheque

Mon., Tues., Wed. Nites are

BeerHites 25°

Plus specials on pitchers, bottles and all drinks.

TUES. NITE is Oldies' Nite

THURS. NITE is Ladies' Nite

HAPPY HOUR every nite, 6 • 8:30

DJ's play what you want to hear— 7 nites a week. 8:30-1 :00.

Rte. 5. North Hatfield
Dance Floor Game Room

against the Seals," said Cherry.

"He had two superb games over
the weekend and I know he can
keep it going."

Gilbert, making his sixth straight

start, was tough Saturday night as
the Bruins built a 5-1 lead over
Buffalo before lapsing into a 7-5

win. He came back Sunday night to

stop Detroit, 5-2.

Brown, UConn
win in semis
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (UPI) -

Sophomore Fred Pereira, who had
beaten Harvard with a pair of goals
four days earlier, scored three times
Wednesday to give Brown a 5-1

win over the Crimson in the

semifinals of the NCAA District I

Soccer Playoffs.

The victory advances Brown, 13-

1 -0, to the District finals next week
against Connecticut at Storrs.

Connecticut whipped Bridgeport 4-

1 in Wednesday's other semifinal

game.
Pereira, who provided the of-

fense in last Saturday's 2-1 Ivy

League Title win over Harvard,

scored one goal in the first half and
two more in the second half to oust

the Crimson from NCAA play. In 14

games, Pereira has 24 goals.

Other Brown scorers were Tom
Walsh and Jose Violante, who also

serves as placekicker for the Bruins'

football team.

AVAV. i Mn
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Rinkmen check New England, 9-6
By RICH SEVIERI

Sports Staff
It was one of those games that won't help the energy crisis, the red light

was on all night.

When it was all over the UMass Minutemen had peppered two shell-
shocked goalies with 61 shots, with 9 of those finding the strings, for a
hard earned 9-6 victory over a scrappy New England College.
The Minutemen jumped out to a 2-1 lead after the first period and went

up 7-5 after two. New England College right winger Chris Danford took a
pass off his chest and scored at 2:43 of the third period making the score 7-

6, and swinging that elusive momentum back to New England.
After Danford's goal, both teams settled into a close checking center ice

game for the first nine minutes of the third period. The Minutemen's all

senior line of Kevin Connors, Steve Nims and John Muse jok the ice at
the nine minute mark of the third period and for two solid minutes it was
shooting gallery time.

New England goalie John Stevenson made seven acrobatic saves,
spread eagling and diving all over the ice. John Muse picked up a rebound
about 25 feet out at 11:13 and sent a soft, floating knuckler that hit a
defenseman in front and trickled past Stevenson. School was out for New
England.

Defenseman Mike Ellis put the Minutemen into a quick lead at 1:43 of
the first period. New England's starting goalie Paul Morgan made a quick
kick save on Bill Stuart's blast from the right side. Ellis picked up the
rebound in the slot and beat Morgan with a backhander to his glove side.
Ellis sent Billy Harris in all alone at 15:43, for a 2-0 UMass lead. Dave
MacMillan, a freshman from Wayzota, Minn., who had the hat trick, cut
the lead to 2-1, after some sloppy clearing by the UMass defense.
The first two minutes of the second period were bizarre. It looked like

fast break time at the cage. MacMillan tied it up with a power play goal at
the :27 second mark.

Tim Howes took a pass from Chris Lamby and beat Morgan from in

close to put UMass back in the lead at 1:08. Bill Stuart picked up an un-
molested ricochet from a clearing pass 20 feet dead center, and scored a
short handed goal at 2:07. Rusty Collins beat UMass goalie Bruce Gledhill

with a 40 foot slapshot 20 seconds later. After play in their own end the
inability of the defense to clear the puck, New England was back in a tie a
4-4.

Billy Harris scored his second goal and put UMass ahead to stay when
Bob Jefferson's blast from the point hit the post and landed at Harris' feet.

Dana Redmond replaced Bruce Gledhill in the UMass nets mid-way
through the second period. His first save may have been the turning point
of the game.

Bob Brown and Jon Grose broke in on a 2 on for New England.
Redmond came about 40 feet out of the cage and swept the puck away
from Brown. Kevin Conners grabbed the rebound and skated the length of
the ice to score an unassisted goal. Instead of 5-5, UMass had a 6-4 lead.

Freshman Chris Lamby playing in his first varsity game had the 7th and
9th goals for UMass. Lamby's second goal was one of the prettiest of the
night. Mike Merchant fed him a pass directly from the faceoff, Lamby
made two dekes around a pair of New England defensemen and fired a
hard backhander high to the short side.

(A

BILL STUART nets a shorthanded goal for UMass past sliding Paul Morgan of
New England. The Minuteman took advantage of a wacky rebound off the boards to
go in alone. UMass triumphed/ 9-5.

WMUA
WMUA wishes to apologize

to fans listening to last night's

hockey game. Due to technical

difficulties beyond our control,

we were not able to bring you
any of the action following the

first period. Join Paul Allan,

Eilish Broderick, and Glenn
Poster on Tuesday, December
3rd for exclusive coverage of

the game between UMass and
Williams College.

Ben Caswell

Yastrzemski named Sox'MVP
BOSTON (UPI) - First Baseman

Carl Yastrzemski, who led his team

with a .301 batting average last

season, has been named the

Boston Red Sox' Most Valuable

Player by the Boston Baseball

Writers Association.

Yastrzemski,- who has hit over
.300 in six of his 14 season, also

paced the Red Sox with 79 runs

batted in, 93 runs scored, 104 walks
and 22 doubles. He tied third

baseman Rico Petrocelli for the

club lead with 15 home runs and

UPI T«|«photo

"DUCK" CHANEY lays one up past Golden State's

Rick Barry. Warriors topped the Celts, 120-115.

also led the team in times at bat and

most game winning hits (11).

Yastrzemski will receive the

award Jan. 23, 1975 at the annual

Boston Basebal Writers Dinner at

the Statler Hilton.

Barry's 42
sinks C's
120-115
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (API -

League-leading scorer Rick Barry

hit for 42 points, including four

crucial free throws in the final 18

seconds, to lead the Golden State

Warriors to a 120-115 victory over
the Boston Celtics Wednesday
night in a National Basketball

Association game at the
Providence Civic Center.

Barry hit on 17 of 34 shots from
the field. He went into the game
with a 31.5 point average.

The Warriors opened up a 14

point lead early in the fouuth
period, but the Celtics, behind Don
Chaney and Jo Jo White rallied to

knot the score 103-103.

Rookie Keith Wilkes of Golden
State hit two shots and Barry sank
a layup to give the Warriors a 113

109 lead with 1:10 remaining on the
clock. Then Charlies Johnson sank
two foul shots and Barry pushed in

four from the line to ice the game
for the Pacific Division leaders.

John Havlicek led the Celtics

with 23 points and reserve Paul
Westphal added 19.

Golden State outrebounded the
Celtics 52-48 with center Clifford

Ray hauling down a game high of
14.

We have got to know
There are many things we know and many things we do not know.
For instance we know that the football team has won a share of the

Beanpot with a squad that they beat 42-0 earlier in the season. We also

know that the team did not have a good year by anyone's standards.

We do not know if the university got their money's worth this year in

regard to football. We do not know if, in fact, the money that has been, is

now, and will be spent on football is worth it or not. Our co-champions,
University of Maine do not give out athletic scholarships. Football alone at

this university gets more scholarships than all the other sports combined.
We do know that the soccer team had a good season and just missed

out on an NCAA playoff berth. They did it with very little money,
something we can assume to know.
We do not know that soccer as a so called "minor sport" will be able to

survive at the level of competition that it has in the past. Chances are good
that it will though because the New England level of competition for soccer
is quite good. But as a minor sport its future could be hazy.

We know that the cross-country team has had a superb year. We also

know that they too did it without a lot of funds not counting the post
season travel monies that they have needed because they have been so
good. Also as a minor sport their future is in jeopardy related to available

funds for travel in particular.

We also know that men's gymnastics after this year will no longer have a
full-time coach. We know that eventually this decision will reduce gym-
nastics to a club level, if that, on this campus. We know that student
participation in the form of 12,000 petition signatures went almost for

naught in an effort to reverse the decision last spring.

We do not know if any of these decisions made for us related to "minor
sports" is really what we want. Or do we?

With money as tight as it is, every "minor sport's" future is in limbo. It

appears that the budgeting practices of the athletic department have the
university headed for a very limited scope of varsity sports that are of any
worthwhile quality.

Sports that could be on their way to high quality levels not only in New
England, but in the nation are now being stifled because of money factors.
An imaginary ceiling has been set on all "minor sports" regulating them to
a New England level of competition. The desire to really excel is now quite
possibly a non-existent factor.

And money is being soaked into a football product that is not producing
what might have been hoped. To really hit the money brackets in football
you have got to be a national contender. And that takes even more money
than UMass is already giving to football. That stadium has tied us to the
program and the way Vermont b»«* brushed aside football will never
happen here.

Anyway that is not the answer. Of course dropping football would be
absurd, but not so absurd might be a major reevaluation of the program,
where it is headed, and what budget cuts can be made.

Every other sport at UMass could then benefit while football and
possibly some other major sports would not suffer too extensively.

Women's sports are now moving very much more into the university

scene. Sports such as crew, gymnastics, lacrosse and many others are
becoming a part of the university learning experience that cannot and must
not be shunned.

As it is said, it is unwise to put "all your eggs into one basket," just as it

is unwise to put all your money into one or a few sports. This, I hope, wo
know.

•

Splices of life

An Interview with Paul AAazursky
by Stuart Sojcher

Film directing is an occupation not
likely to be found in the "top ten"
listing of financially secure and stable
professions. The line most often heard
in Hollywood concerning film directors
is "that you're only as good as your last
movie." Considering that Paul
Mazursky is a film director; that of his
past films only one has done well
commercially; and that his most
recent, Harry and Tonto, lacks sex,
obscenity and violence — factors that
reasonably assure a film of box office
appeal — one imagines an insecure
individual seriously contemplating
abandoning film while still retaining
his sanity. On the contrary, however,
Paul Mazursky is quite secure, con-
fident and relaxed. Even while an-
swering the many inevitable silly
questions about himself and his films,
AAazursky remained pleasant and witty
during a press conference in Boston
promoting his latest film which he also
produced and co-scripted.

t*

'I was sick and tired
of seeing movies in
which the old people
were either senile
or bizarre.

"

The film, Harry and Tonto, is the tale
of a seventy-two year old retired
schoolteacher, Harry, played by Art
Carney of "The Honeymooners" fame,
and Tonto — a cat who is Harry's
closest friend and companion as they
trek across the country partaking in

many warm and comical adventures.

Old age is a subject rarely examined
in film, nor has it drawn much at-

tention excepting Vittorio De Sica's

Umberto D. AAazursky feels strongly
about the condition of old people in this

country, especially their financial
situation. He claims that old people are
terribly neglected and mistreated and
that once they reach a certain age are
forgotten. "I was sick and tired of

seeing movies in which the old people
were either senile or bizarre."
AAazursky's character Harry, though
Seventy-two, is not about to sit down
and die — he still feels that he has
plenty of life left and wants to ex-

perience some of the things that he
missed out on in his younger days.

Unleashing Harry and Tonto
Mazursky began his career as an

actor doing live television in New York
and appearing off- Broadway before
moving to Hollywood. He went on the
nightclub circuit and began comedy
writing for the Danny Kaye television
show, staying for four years. AAazursky
is able to look back upon some fond
memories, but also plenty of days
where he wondered where "money to
pay the bills would come from."

His film career started when he co-
scripted the screenplay for I Love You,

comes out of real situations in which
the characters find themselves."
"For Harry and Tonto I drew on a

number of people I had known in New
York when I was growing up there, and
my mother had a red cat named Tex
she used to walk on a leash every day in

the city."

In speaking about the film itself,

Mazursky knew that he wanted Art
Carney for the role, though it took a
great deal of convincing as this was

As the film takes place across the
country, it was shot almost entirely in
sequence, unusual for most films,
which gives the actor an opportunity to
become more involved with their roles.

Mazursky spent considerable time in
planning. Every scene to be shot was
sketched out, which came out to over
seven hundred drawings. Time and
money, the movie was shot on a budget
of one and a half million dollars which
is small compared to other films, and
that probably explains the careful
planning.

Wnen confronted by the question of
how well the film would do AAazursky
admitted that he was a bit worried.
Though Harry and Tonto has received
excellent reviews, AAazursky is hoping
that people are tired enough of sex and
violence to view a film that combines
realism, comedy and warmth. He
expresses anger of the "R" rating
given to the picture which was granted
because of a questionable word used in

a non-sexual sequence.

Overall, Mazursky expresses
disappointment over the state of the
film industry in its never ending
depiction of sex and violence on the
screen. Mazursky also took a jab at the
Twentieth-Century Fox public
relations person (the film's releasers)
accompanying the promotional tour for
making The Towering Inferno, one of
the many disaster films soon to appear,
claiming that it's worthless. "When it

comes to so-called 'serious art' films, I

still look to Europe."

a

Paul Mazusky, making it easier for the actor

Alice B. Tolkas. He then co-scripted

and directed, Bob, Carol, Ted and Alice

starring Elliot Gould and Natalie

Wood, and Alex in Wonderland starring

Donald Sutherland. On his own he
wrote and directed Blume In Love
starring George Segal. He acts
regularly in his films, including the

latter two, and also as a male hustler in

Harry and Tonto. Mazursky is anxious
to continue his acting career. "I'd like

to act in someone else's picture. It's too

much when you're also the director and
have to think about every phase of the

production."

Carney's first starring role in a movie
and it requires him to be on the screen
practically every minute while

working on a strict shooting schedule of

nine weeks. Mazursky chose all his

lead characters which include: Chief

Dan George, Ellen Burstyn, Geraldine
Fitzgerald and Larry Hagman. His

cameraman, Michael Butler, who also

briefly appears in the film as a Jesus
freak, was only working on his second
feature length production. After seeing
Charley Varrick, shot by Butler,

In speaking of his own 'younger'
days, Mazursky (forty-four years old),

made mention ot the tact that white "/ write about real people in social situations/
attending Brooklyn college he starred r *

in Stanley Kubrick's first film, though"
you'll never see it as Kubrick owns all

the prints, and who. can fault him as it

wasn't a very good film.

Mazursky sees his material as Mazursky spoke to Don Siegel, who
serious comedies. "I write about real directed it, and Siegel recommended
people in social situations. The humor Butler.

When it comes to so
called 'serious art'
films, I still look to

Europe. "

When asked what young people
should do if they want to enter film,
Mazursky jokingly replied, "Go to law
school." He explained that he had been
asked that same question in the
morning and responded with that
answer. "But in all seriousness, stay in

school," he says, "even go to law
school." "I think that one has to
acquire a knowledge of the world

through literature, psychology, etc. in

order to gain a better understanding of

life and be able to make a competent
film."

After about two hours of con-
versation, questioning and laughs,

Mazursky said that he had to leave. As
I shook hands with him at the door, I

remarked that I had enjoyed his film.

He quickly replied, "The bagels and lox

are in the back Duddy," a reference to

the movie The Apprenticeship of

Duddy Kravitz which is about the
Jewish boy on the make. Blessed with a

quick wit, an engaging personality and
intelligence, it would be a shame for

the medium to lose an individual of

AAazursky's talents simply because his

films lack sex or violence and deal with
real issues. But Mazursky is well

aware of the risks and for the moment,
with Harry and Tonto doing well, he
won't have to revert to playing Duddy
Kravitz either.
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Hot Dogs UPl'Gilwft Light from
the void beyond

Dear Editor,

Being a taxpayer in the state of Massachusetts (and an alumni), I can
not—nay, will not tolerate what your Fine Arts-Real World paper
espouses as fact, but is, in reality, confusing to the mind's eye (do I

mind?). I'll have you know that this trend toward realism, as exemplified
in the condemnation of many of our gratingest business institutes for the
mentally arranged, has left me flabbergasted.
Watching from afar, I have observed a rapid, but unnoticeable decline

in the quality of the writing, the ideas, and the idiots in abundance at our
institute for higher education. Observe this letter—A, e.g., —for example.
Now memorize it.

Did you do what I told you—haha, you lose- 1 didn't say Simon says. My
commendations go out to David Miller for his oh so perceptive review of
the History of the Bonzos LP; Andrew Mackenzie for his innocent and
unrelenting undermining of modern technological media; to the Duck for
his grin; to Jackson from a fan in the attic; to the lovely ladies and fine
musicians; to Providence and fate, for letting me be a poor boy who can't
play electric music for lack of money; to Kostek, for being my roommate
and showing me how truly screwy rock critics are.

Bring back Nesti!

Yours Truly,
Gary Gomes

'P.S. No, I'm not going to pull an Ed Bryant and tell you how much I love
you all—to do so would be hypocritical. I will tell you, however, (much to
the chagrin of Jon Carr doubtless) that the anti-Christ is due to appear
soon, as exemplified by our mass worship of money. And since we pay on
credit, don't despair now—despair later. And thanks to Stan Lee and Jack
Kirby for allowing me to create a new art form—comix letters.

art:

7 Works — Chris Robinson

Corrections screened
Dear Editor:

An article about the Amherst
Film Cooperative appeared in

Below the Salt last Thursday,
November 14. While the Co-op
appreciates the coverage, I must
make two major corrections that

could lead to some misun
derstandings.

First, the film that didn't show at

UMass was Holiday not Cover Girl

and its no-show had nothing to do
with RSO, but rather with a

scheduling misunderstanding.
Scheduling runs through the
Student Activities Office.

Secondly, the Co-op never was
under the impression that RSO
would pick up any losses we made
when we were answerable to that

department. As a matter of fact,

we had hoped to lose no money at

all and were as shocked as RSO
was when we found out how much
was lost. Losing RSO status was a
blow for the Co-op, but, finally, was

a healthy change since our
management became more
responsible. The article states

that, after losing RSQ status, we
changed our objective and market.
Nothing could be further Jr,pm the

truth. We have always been
committed to showing .films of

quality to the area and not just

UMass or single colleges.. Mem-
bership requirements do- not
discriminate between college and
non-college people and never will.

Thanks,
John D. Morrison
Coordinator

Below the Salt

Volume 2, Issue 11

21 November 1974

pathological

rhetoric
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David Miller
Ken Blanchard
Linda Sherksnls
Hugh Owen
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''We respect diversity and uphold the right of
students to their own language/'

Mike Kostek II
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Below The Salt has been the
kind of magazine that would
print peculiar work. We
pledge to uphold this tradition,

but can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Yours
must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday; but you can write to

us anytime.

"The truth was doomed to die-

It was being downtrodden,
was being drowned, burned,
ground to ashes. But look — it

has survived, it lives, it has
been printed, and nobody ever
will be able to wipe it out."

Below The Salt is a weekly

fine art real world magazine

of the UMass Daily Collegian,

student newspaper, Amherst,
Mass.

Plan Your Holiday Parties Early at

BMp:
Rte. 9, 529 Belchertown Rd.

Our wood shed room is available contact
E. J. CALLAHAN or
KEN HAWKINS

256-8551
for banquets, special occasions.

by Anne Hamburgei

Last week in the Student Union
gallery, Chris Robinson projected
"mass in space" using lazer beams
to form geometric shapes. Each
evening Robinson set up the lazers,

in different formations that made
use of the entire gallery space. A
highly controlled red beam was
projected from a box that
penetrated the opposite wall.
A second year graduate student,

Robinson states, "My work is

mainly concerned with defining
and controlling space with light."

As the viewer walks around the
gallery he is confronted with lazer

beams that disappear and reap-
pear according to his relationship
to the light. This is due to the fact

that light can only be seen in a
forward direction. This principle is

true to all light, but is more ap-
parent with lazer light for the
highly controlled beam does not
disperse with distance, as does
ambient light.

Robinson's "7 works" offer a
series of geometric relationships'
which lead the viewer to question
his perception of light and space.
The work demonstrates the limits

of our perception in that "light
mass" exists in space, that we are
not aware of. This raises the
fascinating possibilities for worlds
outside our perception.

In an age where there is a strong
movement towards art and
technology, Robinson is concerned
about being connected with this

school. He feels that his art does
not revolve around his fascination
for a highly technological tool but
that the lazer is merely a way of

demonstrating his ideas about
space.
By using the lazer, Robinson

enters the realm of the art and
technology school, for he must
grapple with the difficulties that
many artists who employ
technology deal with.
For successful explication of his

ideas, there is need for extreme
control over the environment in

which the work is shown. Light
coming through the gallery win-
dows made the red beams barely
visible. Because the lazer is

potentially dangerous if it comes
into direct contact with the eye,
Robinson was forced to direct the
viewer away from direct eye
contact with the b'eam. These
unfortunate limitations could have
been remedied if shown in a more
controlled environment, and
damaged the effectiveness of the
piece.

Nevertheless, Robinson's subtle
presentation of ideas, force us to
question many of the principles of
perception and space, that might
otherwise be ignored.

"\
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Chapter Two
BELOW THE SALT — a definite decisior.

by E. Patrick McQuaid
Existential Editor
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Chapter 2

On an extraordinary drizzly
evening late in November, a young
student came out of the cubical in

which he lodged in the South West
sector and walked slowly, as
though in hesitation, towards the
library.

Once inside the immense
structure he waited for a
seemingly endless duration until
an elevator finally opened its doors
to him. It arrived quite contrary to
the information related by the
mechanized schedule of lights
along side of the several elevators.
Nevertheless, he stepped in and
pushed for floor 13 as he intended
to procure some Dostoyevsky and
Kafka books.

The car began to rattle and
shake and the lights blinked on and
off until finally he was in darkness.
The speed of ascention suddenly
increased and he was thrown by his
own weight to the floor of the
carriage. The elevator came to an
abrupt hault and the doors slid
open in each direction. A static
shroud of illuminessence and the
silhouette of two men in long
trench coats and black top hats
took form before him.

He suddenly felt a gloved hand at
each shoulder and he began to rise

and stumble out of the elevator
which closed immediately behind
him.

The sound of a crowd and a gavel
hitting a hard surface came to his
attention. He was ushered Into a
smoke filled room that he
recognized as the top floor of the
library.

"Ah, number 6008893!" came a
voice. He turned and saw what
appeared to be a clown in full
make up and costume. "You're a
little early. They haven't quite
finished with this case yet.
Incidently," and he extended his
white powdered hand, "I'i.i your
defense counsellor; your ad
vocate." The student and the
lawyer-clown shook hands and he
then brushed the talc from his own.
"What's going on here," asked the
student as he focused his attention
on the proceedings across the hall.

"Ah, you'll take great interest in
this case, number6--oh, by the way,
I hope you have no objections to the
dropping of formalities. As we
shall be working closely together
on your case, I feel a need to
dispense with them. May I call you
6?"

"Certainly, I agree whole
heartedly, sir! and what shall I call
you?"

The advocate eyes widened and
his brows fell sternly across his
tight, distressed face. "You shall
refrain from referring to me

The Process-
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altogether; you shall have no need
of addressing me by number, you
shall, upon our parting, forget
anything that is said or done in
these rooms. Understood?"

order to make it worth the court's
while to handle the case. Someone,
numberly, 9171896 will perish."

"This is all tripped up!"

"Oh, yes, ot course. I'll i..st
pretend that this is another jour-
nalism lecture and have no dif-
ficulty in forgetting everything
that I'm told."

"Fine, now 6, the process is like
so: number 9171896, here has
charged the Prestigious Periodical
Publications Corporations with
illegal and unconstitutional acts.
Incidentally they are the sole
owners of SGA, RSO. Collegian and
Rockefella, that is, roughly about
3-5ths of the known world. Anyway,
what happens is this. He charges
them but all through the trial he is

the defendant. Not only will he lose
the case but he will conform to the
quota system."

"The quota system?"

"Yes, you see, someone must
die. Someone must always die in

"Yes, isn't it marvelous the way
they've formulated it down to a
science, an art!"

"That's the most ridiculous
ding I evva hoid!" came the voice
of the presiding judge, number
1930512. He turned to his two
assistants and proceeded with the
trial. Number 6008893 watched in
confusion as number 9171896 was
being questioned by number
1930512 amidst a cloud of cigar
smoke and the crackle of bubble
gum.

"Where were you on Two'sday,
the next?"

"Let's see, 8:45 a.m., breakfast
with the security guard; 9:30 a.m.,
coffee with the vice dean, that is

dean of vice and comparative
corruption; lunch at noon with the

eaitors; coffee break at 3 p.m. with
the chancellor; dinner at 6 with my
girl friend; ah, 8:30 made love to
my secretary; 9:30 or maybe 10,

can'tbe sure, I killed a man. Some
plebian. Ah, 11:15 made love to my
secretary again, and at..."

"Come again?"
"Yes, ll:15..oh, I say I killed a

man about..."
"I object!" cried his advocate.

"What does the defendant-
prosecutor's personal life have to
do with his existence?"

"Agreed We will dispense with
any further questioning and
proceed to sentence the defendant.
Number 9171896, I, and an
irresponsible court, find you guilty,

the charges will be made known to

you at a later time, and sentence
you to one afternoon, not to exceed
three years, at Whitmore' A
sudden hush filled the courtroom.
Such cruelty, whispered several.

"Excellent! We accept!" cried
the advocate. He turned to the
former number 9171896 and said,

"You're lucky: you could have
been asked to attempt to cash at
the Student Union, or be made to
spend time at the dining commons.
You're only alternative, as you
may know, is accidental death by
drowning in an empty elevator
shaft off the top floor."

"I/II take the accident..."
"Now, now, son. I know of men

who have come out of Whitmore
sane. ..well, anyway, you can spend
the entire time in their coffee shop
with all the people who are sup-
posed to be getting paid to help the
students. Hey, I tried!" He threw
up his hands as the student was
escorted hastily to an empty
elevator shaft.

"Next!" came the plaintiff's

voice. Number 6008893 was lead
into the courtroom.

ontinued
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Ten-cent Marvels
Origins of Marvel Comics
(Fireside Books) 254 pp. $5.95 by
Stan Lee

review by Jack Cahill

Nearly everyone between the
ages of twelve and thirty Is aware
of, if not familiar with, the
characters and style created by the
Marvel Comics Group. Since their
first pioneering effort during the
early sixties, The Fantastic Four,
Marvel has changed; progressed,
expanded, occasionally lessening,
but more often improving their
quality. By doing so, they have
established comics as a legitimate
and respected combination of
media and art and turned out the
most intriguingly fantastic stories
imaginable as well.

Marvel's multi-colored pages
abound with kings, sorcerers,
gods, demigods, gods-to-be,
mutants, heroically vicious bar-
barians, androids, synthazoids,
undersea races, underground

races, insane geniuses (offset by
sane ones), galactic surfboard
riders, all-powerful demons, black
heroes, blind heroes, cosmically
aware heroes and a growing
number of vampires and cyborgs.

Stan Lee, Marvel's guiding light
since he was hired at the age of
seventeen, initiated the Marvel
Age of Comics by proving that the
public most digs the fantastic when
it is realistic: despite the fact that
a ridiculously improbable super
being is attacking him, the
"Human Torch" is worried more
about his $110 suit he accidentally
destroyed. Smiling Stan was the
master of making characters
exude empathy and identification,
but now he is just the name above
the title, foregoing all scripting and
editing chores. His absence makes
the writing in this book even
sweeter to veteran Marvel ites.

Stan's written pages comprise
little of the book. Essentially, as
the title says, the book is concerned
with origins, reprinted in color

from the old'comics, the Fantastic
Four, the Hulk, Thor, Spiderman
and Doctor Strange. Stan adds an
informative preface to each and
includes a latter day story of each
character, showing the changes
wrought from 1962 to 1968.

Origins cf

MARVEL COMICS.
ty

Stan Lee

Th« duit i.ov.r of OBIGIN6 OF MARVEL CQkltCS
by SUn I.**, publmhed by Sunon ana 3crm»Ur.

The actual origins, as conceived
in Lee's brain, are intriguing; the
Hulk, for instance, being a mixture
of Frankenstein's monster and
Jekyll and Hyde; and Spiderman
as a reaction against obnoxiously
unrealistic sidekicks (Robin, Kid
Flash, Bucky Barnes et al.). Even
more interesting is the selection of

artist and how that artist presents
the yet to be visualized story line.

The two main men on the early
Marvel staff were Jack Kirby and
Steve Ditko diametrically opposed
in their approaches, but both
vastly talented in the comic
medium.

Kirby, the Bach cum
Michelangelo of his field, splashily
aggrandized the FF and Thor,
making everything look larger
than life. His view of Asgard,
Thor's mythical homeland, is

gloriously awesome and leaves
nothing to the imagination. Steve
Ditko was not ore to reach for the
heavens. His territory Spiderman
covered seamy New York
warehouse districts, cheap hoods
and shadow-hidden figures. This

formula worked well on Spiderman
and even better on Dr. Strange. The
latter character, a master of the
mystic arts, is featured here in

three intensely eerie stories that
show why he was and is one of the
most individual and well-done
heroes in comic history.

There is actually not much to this

book aside from all the excellent

artwork, but the best way to deal

with comics is in comic form.
Looking at it that way, the book is

colorful, entertaining and in-

formative to anyone who is curious
about this ever-growing Marvel
comics mania.

Words, Words, Words

Strictly Speaking By Edwin Newman
193 pp. $795 Bobbs Merr i II

reviewed by
Don Aucoin

Err ..ahh...umm... (cough cough). ...harrumph!
How does one go about reviewing a book when the
guilty blush has not yet faded from one's cheeks?
When a lifetime of work at compiling an Impressive
vocabulary has been ridiculed, spat upon, trampled
in the dirt? When every word of description that pops
to mind is pretentious, supercilious, and futhermore
not viable? Beats me. Here aoes, though...

"Will America be the Death of English?" Edwin
Newman opens the book with that line, and it's on the
cover too, beneath a picture of the author, his eyes
narrowed, his lips curled In a contemptuous sneer.
Come on, you fool, he seems to be saying. Turn the
page and meet your doom. And so I did, and was
treated to the funniest, and most painful analysis of
contemporary language I've ever read.

Here's from a dissection of the New York Times:
"From James Reston, a reference to a serious
economic crisis facing Egypt. For the Egyptian's
sake, I hope so. A serious crisis is the only kind to
have. Crises that are not serious are not worth the
trouble. It's like the true facts politicians so often
demand or, conversely, Insist that they are giving us.
True facts are the only facts worth having. False
facts are no use at all, a point that escaped a State
Department spokesman who said of an article in
Foreign Policy: 'Some of the facts are true, some are
distorted, and some are untrue.' " Nice, very nice,
n'est ce pas? But doesn't it also strike uncomfortably
close to home?

As a person who suffered through four years of high
school with a coach who was fond of saying that we
were in a "tension situation", and who last year
listened to a professor, In attempting to clarify a mix-
up in pages between her book and ours, say (without
batting an eyelash), "Is there a pagination dif-
ferential?", I suppose I should be grateful that
Newman has decided to take on the clowns who are
determined to destroy all meaningful com-

What?
Sip Bacardi

before
you mix it?

munication. Among those he makes fun of: Nixon,
Ziegler (of course), the whole Watergate crew,
Rockefeller, Howard Cosell, Columnist Joseph Alsop,
William F. Buckley, Jr. (yay!), and soon and so forth
- you get the idea. No Institution escapes his scathing
eye. The section on sports, "Is Your Team Hungry
Enough, Coach?", should be must reading for all
aspiring sportswrlters and sportscasters. (You might
even want to mimeograph this section and send It

along to Dick Young, Chris Schenkel, or any other
Cliche King of vour choice.)

Newman deflates ail pompous political double-
speak, cites the destructive influence of the media,
notes the strange things done to words in the guise of
"customs". He is not vicious or vindictive, though
god knows he has every right to be, considering how
difficult It must be for a man who can speak correctly
in today's world to maintain his courage. The follies
of current jargon are dealt with in an amused,
detached fashion, but a very real concern for the
state of language is evident. And he is right. When a
Ron Ziegler can say to the world that "all previous
statements on Watergate are "inoperative"; not
"wrong", not "lies", but "inoperative", a critical
examination of what people are saying is needed.
After reading this book, I guarantee that you will
never again say "be supportive of" without feeling a
chill at the base of your spine, and any "y'know's" in
your speech will be followed by a nervous apology. A
tic may develop whereby you will not be able to say
"you better believe it" without your fist leaping in-
voluntarily to your mouth. So anyways, for sure, in a
manner of speaking, this tome is a virtual master-
piece.

Having finished Strictly Speaking, I get up, stretch,
grab the paper and turn to an article about Nixon's
illness. His lawyer, one Herbert Miller, is talking,
"underscoring", the Globe says, "the seriousness of
Nixon's condition". To wit: "This postoperative
complication was of such a magnitude as could have
resulted in a terminal event".

Terminal event? Terminal eventl Newmannnnnn-
nnnn!

This book is available at the University Bookstore.
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by Lawrence Kornfeld

Our society puts a great deal of
emphasis on self improvement
through learning. That Is the
supposed, purpose of this univer-
sity. Not just to train us for jobs,
but to rpake us more well rounded
human beings through education.
This Is a flawed approach. What

universities offer Is not true
knowledge. The problem Is that the
human state of consciousness is so
limited no one can really know
anything no matter how many
books he reads or lectures he at-

tends unless he rises above that
level of consciousness.
We follow our physical senses

blindly believing everything they
tell us. Yet it's been proven that
they lie to us all the time. Just as
an example, take a piece of
granite. You're senses tell you the
granite is solid through and
through. Yet any physicist will tell

you that, because of the structure
of the atoms, there is more empty
space in the rock than matter. In
fact there is so much more empty
space than matter it's very hard to
believe.

But even the idea that there is

empty space in the rock is not real
knowledge, because the scientist
that made this "discovery" had to
rely on their physical senses to
make their observations in the first

place. Yet we are so obsessed with
the pleasures these senses provide
we go on passively accepting their
lies anyway.
The only way out of this trap is to

rise above what we call the "real
world". Then we may know all

things, not by books, but by direct
perception.
This world is only a training

ground to prepare us for entry into
subtler levels of creation. In fact it

is the grossest and most negative
of all worlds. To think we are "well
educated" when we know only this
level is absurd. Of course I cannot
prove any of this to you, but you
can prove it to yourself by ex-
periencing the subtler levels of
creation yourself.

The fastest and safest way to do
this is by a path called Eckankar or
the "Path of Total Awareness." It

involves leaving your physical
body and travelling through
subtler and subtler realms until

you leave the negative worlds
completely and reach the "pure
spirit worlds," where you attain
self realization and the knowledge
that you are eternal.

This is called the art of dying
daily, because you leave the body
just as you would when you die,

only vou control the comino and
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total awareness
going.

Through Eckankar you can
break the karmlc cycle of deaths
and rebirths and become
established in the higher planes
permanently. Trying to do this by
other means will take a great deal
more time and can get you trapped
in one of the lower worlds.
This is because you are un-

familiar with the higher worlds
and don't know the traps that await
you there. That is why there is an
Eck master. He acts as a guide to
start you on the right path and
show you the way through these
worlds.

The worlds are divided into
twelve planes. These planes are
divided into two grand divisions.
The lower division is the
"universal mind" or negative
worlds. The higher one is the pure
spirit worlds. The plane we are
living on now is called the physical
plane and is at the bottom of the
negative worlds.

In Eckankar one travles to
progressively higher planes
gaining increased freedom and
illumination as he goes along.
Each plane brings the Eckist
closer to god and thus greater
purification and self knowledge.
When one reaches the soul plane

which is the first plane in the pure
spirit worlds he is beyond all

limitations even those of time and
space. The culmination of this is

the god realized state or total
awareness.
The techniques used to leave the

body are called the spiritual
exercises of Eck. Anybody who
practices these exercises sincerely
can experience the higher planes.
The lower worlds are called

"negative" because they are
controlled by a lower deity called
Kal Niranjan. It is his duty to keep
us trapped in the lower worlds until

we find the Eck master and
escape. He is here to make sure
that when we leave we are purified
enough for the pure spirit worlds.
Kal sends us many false prophets
and religious leaders who tell us
that their path is best. In reality
they are hiding the truth to keep us
trapped, often without their
realizing it.

Kal has many other tricks to trap
us in, but his main one is at-

tachment. As long as we are at-

tached to anything on this plane,
whether it's money, luxuries, or
even people, we will never escape.
The way we become purified

enough to leave these worlds is by
experience not knowledge. That is

our purpose for being here to
develop ourselves by experience
until we are ready to return to the
qod realm.

The ultimate purpose of all this is

to become a co-worker with god. To
do this one must spend millions of
incarnations on this earth.

Eckankar provides a short cut to
this goal. When one meets with the
Eck master for the return journey
to the god realm that person has
come to the last incarnation here.
Part of this return trip is

spiritual liberation here and now.
Spiritual liberation is a freedom
that goes way beyond the scope of
any political freedom. It means
freedom from death and rebirth,

attachments, passions of the mind,
and the sufferings of this world.

It allows you to realize your
spirit or frue self. This self Is in-

destructible. It cannot be injured,
starved, or imprisoned in any way.
It is eternal.

The present Eckankar
movement was started in 1965 by
Paul Twitchell who was Eck
master at the time. It has since
grown rapidly and now claims
millions of followers around the
world.

bckankar itself is an ancient
teaching that pre-dates the
founding of all today's religions.
The Naacal records, the oldest
religious scriptures known to man
contain references to It. Yet It has
remained obscure most of these
years because it is not for the
masses. Most people are too
steeped in materialism to take an
interest in it le: alone follow It

faithfully.

Success or failure in Eckankar
doesn't depend on any special
talent or training It is a matter of
attitude. One must have the right
attitude to give up attachments,
become disciplined, and wish to
serve god. All of these things are
essential. Ut'tlm*tefy everything
depends or. ycr attitude.

For* r^ore information on
Eckankar vvr'te.

Eckankaf
P.O. Bo 5325
Las V^gas, Nevada 89102
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What have happened down here
is the wind have charged

BELOW THE SALT — a definite decision

by Mike Kostek
he embellished several of his

fans' favorites ("Comin' In On

Sanderson
Springfield

Theater,

Are there any two 'pop'
musicians keener on crafts- Z*
manship than the two won- g*^
ders that came to play at the ©'

half-full Sanderson Saturday "§[

night? Randy Newman 3nd Ry
Jj'

Cooder exhibit s<r\ unfailing ear <
for the guts of fheir musics, ^
and are able to fill a hmH as solo x
performers with as much of the £
true spirit of music is a few*
million bland i>a id aggre

jjj

gations. a
Ry Cooder brought Mi good

humored yet serious blues to

life with a deft hour of high
class singin' and playin'.
Switching between six-string

guitar and mandolin all night,

Ryland P. Cooder opens
musical doors with his man-
dolin.

A Wing And A Prayer",
"F.D.R. In Trinidad", "I'm a

Fool For A Cigarette", "One
Meat Ball") with some playing

that bordered on the monster
class. Always a great time with

Ry.

Randy Newman looks like a
curious combination of an
eagle and a turtle squinting up
on stage. Sitting alone at the
piano, he was nervous and ill-

at-ease most of the night until

he detected a true appreciation
for his craft from the crowd.

And craft is the word to

describe his music. Not a word
wasted, not a note awry,
Randy plays his songs in

concert with even less frills

than on record, down to a

seemingly sparse average
time of about two minutes
each. Since Springfield is a
minor stop on his tour, we did

not get to hear the fourty piece
orchestra that backed him up
in Boston and New York. But
that's perfectly all right, as we

got a lot closer To

through just his voi

piano.

Randy Newman gazes
and outward.

Kandy Randy's piano playing is a
ce and model of perfection in its

restraint, mainly from the
Stephen Foster - Scott Joplin
mode, conveying a rolling,

ever-steady back-up flow. But
it is his voice and lyrics that
make him exceptional. He is

able to sing us songs of love,

both perverted, mislaid and
true, songs of bums and winos,
songs of midgets, shucksters
and kingfishes, songs of nor-
mal lover's prayers, having
tea in Dayton, Ohio — 1903 and
God's song. And he makes
them all work through brilliant

voice inflections, pauses and
em-pha-sis on the right sylla-
ble. Mighty mighty is the
sensitive power of what surely,

is one of the finest tunesmiths
of our day.

upward A most memorable evening
¥ of some of the highest class,

highest quality music ever
heard in this area.

In Concert:
Donovan
Sanderson Theater. Springfield

IS November

If Donovan has never been a musician, in the
technical sense of the word, neither has he ever
tried to create the Impression that he was. In
fact, up until two or three years ago he wasn't
too proud to be seen playing his guitar with a
capo. A great singer? Uh-uh, although his
phrasing has usually been impeccable — And
he's not a great composer-lyricist certainly,
and so the inevitable question: What makes
him stand out among the many who possess the
above mentioned talents in so much greater
abundance than he?

I think his 'secret' if any, lies in his delivery;
even in these latter days, when he's moved
away from the simple subject matter which
lent itself to his style so well and addressed
himself to more worldly topics, he manages to

carry off even those pretentions by the sin-

cerity he brings to them — Not attempting to

convince with the weight of hie seriousness, but
childlike, simply expecting to be believed
because he himself believes it.

Mr. Leitch's capacity for bringing a touch of

innocence to unwieldly situations and subjects
has certainly been stretched to the limits for
the "concept" presentation he's touring with, a
musical discussion of our generation and the
world it lives in, from beginnings in the fifties,

through the disillusionment and seeking of the
sixties, to an optimistic projection for the
upcoming generation bringing the world
together in spiritual unity. Strangely enough,
such a concept, and its accompanying gim-
mickry (scenery, back-up band, dancers, and
in a couple of cases, pre taped orchestrations)
was not at all offensive, except in the lamest
spots, where it leaned just a wee bit toward an
adult Sesame Street roadshow. Belief is con-
tagious.

On the other hand, it was not in any way
uplifting; I doubt that anyone walked out of

there reassured about the future of mankind —
This is because Donovan's main strength is

also his greatest weakness. The very
casualness of his delivery which allows the
audience to at least suspend its disbelief
prevents him from having any emotional
impact at all. Likewise, the sets and theatrics
removed his subject from the realm of reality,

making the entire production pleasant but
without personal relevance, like listening to

mommy and daddy reading to you long before
you could understand the story-line. It was the
presence that mattered, not the meaning. And
it was in that sense that I enjoyed the concert —
as an echo of the days when our generation was
in its 'childhood' and the spirit of our innocence
was embodied by our humble minstrel.

—Your Sacred Cowboy

In Concert:
Beach Boys
Roger McGuinn Band
Springfield Civic Center
17 November

The fastest "sell out" concert in the history
of the Civic Center turned out to be quite an
event. For some reason, the powers that be
deemed to cover half of the floor with seats (in

the past, the floor has either been totally filled

with chairs or totally empty) which meant that
those who got there too late to get the precious
seats had no choice but to stand all night. It was
a thoughtless set up, and one which was really
inexcusable.

Roger McGuinn opened the show and was
heartily received. He was spectacular, soun
ding looser, more relaxed, and projecting

Post no headlines here
better than he ever did with the live Byrds.
With a fine newly assembled back-up group
(including guitarist Richard "Big Bad John"
Bowden, an old Linda Ronstadt sideman and
part time comedian), McGuinn Ricken
backered his way through fifteen songs, only
three of which were post Byrd compositions.
From the opening notes of "Ballad of Easy

Rider", McGuinn was in complete control,
receiving such Byrds standards as "Lover of

the Bayou", "Wasn't Born to Follow", "Mr.
Spaceman", and "You Ain't Goin' Nowhere".
His singing just hit the spot and was especially
strong and moving on "Chestnut Mare" and
"The Lady". Stronger than ever. His encore
consisted of "Eight Miles High", "Tiffany
Queen" and an abundance of humble thanks.
Welcome back Roger, we missed you.

MCGuinn is back in.
But the crowd, mostly between the ages of 15

and 19, was there to see the Beach Boys, now a
nine man group. As a result of the astounding
success of Endless Summer (a collection of

their early surflove songs released early last

summer and ironically, their first number one
album), the Beach Boys have never been so
popular. Just the mention of their name
brought a standing ovation. Only seconds into
"I Can Hear Music", the first number, many of
those fortunate enough to have seats were
standing on them, clapping along. This music
buff has seen Dylan, the Who, and the Stones in

similar settings and has never experienced
such a complete and continual crowd frenzy.
The crowd clapped along, sang along, stood on
their chairs and on each other, and basically
lived the Beach Boys for two solid hours, only
quieting down somewhat for the more ob-
scure (to these younger, johnny come lately
Beach Boys fans) "Feel Flows" or "I'm
Waiting For the Day". Otherwise, the ex-
citement kept building and building, with the
crowd, as one, going completely coo coo on "I
Get Around", "Good Vibrations", "California
Girls", "Surfln' U.S.A.", and "Fun Fun Fun".

After almost thirteen years, superstardom
has finally come to the Beach Boys, and it isn't
the result of their real musical masterpieces
(Surf's Up, Pet Sounds, Smiley Smile) but of
their simple, catch teeny oldies. The crowd
went crazy at the mention of the Endless
Summer album, but was silent at that of Pet
Sounds.

All night long, I expected Mike Love or Carl
Wilson to ask "Where were all of you during the
sixties?" but the elementary school truth
would have been too telling.

—David Sokol

Live Music:
Jerry Garcia 8, Merle Saunders
Paul's Mall, Boston
14 November

Known as the Group, and with little advance
notice of their appearance except for a few ads
billing Jerry Garcia of the Grateful Dead as
apparent sole performer, this aggregation sold

out Paul's Mall three consecutive nights.

Undoubtedly most of the audience went to

hear Garcia perform, aware that the Dead had
only recently played their farewell-to-the-

stage-for-a-year -or -so-concert.

What they saw and heard was a fine show in

which every member of the band shared the
spotlight.

Organist Merl Saunders contributes a unique
jazz-funk-rock style' to the band's sound, a
derivation of his rhythm-and-blues and rock
roots. The rest of the band keys around
Saunders, picking up on his riffs and extending
them further.

Their jamming is loose and characteristic of

most of their music. Leads switch from
Saunders to Garcia to saxophonist Martin
Fierro, who appeared on the Dead's Wake of

the Flood album.
Drummer Bill Humphries, who replaced

regular drummer Bill Kreutzmann after the
New York show for unexplained reasons, gets
in a few solos, demonstrating a fine drumming
style. John Kahn (who spent three years with
Michael Bloomfield and has backed Paul
Butterfield, Brewer and Shipley, and Maria
Muldaur) seems content to stand in the back-
ground, everpresent cigarette hanging from
his mouth.
They opened with a Dylan tune, "It Takes a

Lot to Laugh, It Takes a Train to Cry", from
their latest album, Live at Keystone. Fierro put
in a fine exhibition on sax in this one, giving
way to a good lead performance by Garcia on
guitar and vocals.

"Expressway (To Your Heart)", from the
Group's first album together, Fire UP,
followed. They brought their loose lamming
style to songs like "That's What Love Will
Make You Do", and "The Night They Drove
Old Dixie Down." The music was quick and
lively, drawing on all the musicians to put in a
good combined effort.

The show lasted for one hour, too short to

please the appreciative crowd. For those who
waited five hours to get front row seats, or two
hours for back row center, the show was well
worth the wait and the ridiculous drink prices
Paul's Mall is known for.

—Hugh Owen

MANFRED MANN'S EARTH BAND — THE
GOOD EARTH — (Warner Bros. Records BS
2826)

As relevant as its title suggests, t.iis disc
begins with the sound of a rooster crowing. As
it goes into the first cut, "Give Me the Good
Earth," you could take the first few bars of it

and use them as the background music for an
advertisement. It grows from there, producing
diverse variations of sound.

That's what this whole record is all about. I

would not consider it full of songs for just plain
listening (although it definitely put some life in

a rainy afternoon), but it gives me the idea that
there is some story behind the arrangement.
You could almost close your eyes and dream up
some kind of animated action taking place on a
screen as it plays, perhaps a terrestial version
of Yellow Submarine.

Yes, this is the Manfred Mann who was a
figure of the teenybopper rock of the Sixties. If

the name sets off a twinge of nostalgia, better
get ready for something else!

—Linda Sherksnis

In Concert:
Raspberries — Albatross
November 16

Amherst Cinema

The Cinema was the place to be the night of
the 16th if you wanted to hang loose, listen to
some rock and have a really gay time. Sure, the
cheering section for Springfield's Albatross
could have turned this thing into an R rated
affair, but the younger crowd most likely was
unaware of their beer flowing-resultant at-
titude, as the bands had them dancing on their
feet.

The local group tried to keep the crowd from
getting restless during a fuse blowout that
delayed things with a display of drumming
delights. When the amps were ready, Albatross
smothered the hall with ripping raunch. Their
jumping antics clicked with a restless light
show privided by a capable pair, one fifteen
and the other sixteen years old.

"Go All the Way" was the degree to which
the Raspberries went to put forth a significant
show. Lead guitarist Wally Bryson said that the
aim of the group was to share feelings and
communicate with their listeners through their
songs. There could hardly be a better example
of reaching out, touching and moving! As they
are both performers and persons, they are not
moody. After their first performance (they put
on two shows that night), the four Raspberries
were in an energetic mood in their dressing
room, knowing they got waht they had sought
in their musical message
A version of "Let's Pretend", much more

subtle than the version recorded in summer '73,

was the opening number before the group
jumped climatically into the recent "Overnight
Sensation". This was easily their most ef-

fective act of the night, involving mellow to
charging transformations wi*h sound and body.
Vocatlist Eric Carmen and his microphone
dominated the front stage at every angle in the
first mentioned song.
To sum it all up, this is the kind of thing that

you would like to continue al! through the night.
At 1:45a.m., is there such a word as "tired" in
the front rows?

—Linda Sherksnis

CLIFTON CHENIER — OUT WEST ( Arhoolie)

Art Van Damme may deny it, but accordion
is eminently suited to playing blues. The more
folksy sounding accordion is a welcome relief
after listening to endlessly repetitive whining
guitar cliches for so long. Clifton Chenier plays
Cajun blues accordion, singing in French, and
has been attracting police the last few years.
This album features a very complimentary
band that includes the other Steve Miller on
piano and guitarist Elvin Bishop.

All the tunes are spirited
and honest with some
straight from the soul tenor
sax fills by John Hart.
Saxophone and wash board
add to the ensemble sound.
Clifton's hard on the be
accordion solos sway you
forcefully into that basic
rhythm and you will soon
find yourself just a — sitt«v
and a — rockin'.

This and Clifton's previous
albums for Arhoolie are all

highly recommended to any
type of music listener. H »Jp

free the accordion from the
bondage of champar"-
music and trhnfc dd

, —Ju.KCahhi

Firesign: The Bluish Persuasion
by David Miller-

EVERYTHING YOU KNOW
IS WRONG
The Firesign Theater
Columbia KC 33141

Total Playing Time: 42:00

It happens every time'. The
New Firesign Album arrives
and I wind up saying the same
things as I did the last time.
"This album is the most this,

this album is the most that, and
the biggest since Bozos-
Dwarf—Not Insane." Well, I'll

tell ya, I'm right every time,
but I'm also wrong every time
because they generally top
themselves with every new
release. So it is that
Everything You Know Is

Wrong has been sitting on my
turntable tor near two weeks
betore I can begin these self-

indulgent lines to you. 'Cause
I'm not hot-doggin' ya — this
record is the scariest and most
dramatically powerful of all of
the group's work to date, with a
mix of comedy and gravity
which ought to please anyone
who's ever enjoyed the
Firesign Theatre.

Our guide and narrator is Dr.
"Happy" Harry Cox, Jr.,
trailer park resident and ex-
plorer into the unknown , the
originator of such mind-
breaking records as Strangers
At Our Door and Gas Music
From Jupiter. He's in-

vestigating rumors and
suspicions that the aliens have
landed among us (as a matter
of fact, the folks in the trailer

next door are aliens), but first

he's got some things to fill us in

on. We're talking about altered

—Your Sacred Cowboy

consciousness, not just
psychedelic, but social and
historical as well. There are a
lot of things that we don't
know; facts and experiences
which have occurred and been
real; but our carefully
structured worldviews won't
let them in. As a result of this

distortion, everything we do
know is wrong, or out of its true
context. When you realize that
our American Forefathers
smoked dope, what do you then
think about the Revolution?
"Happy" Harry Cox knows
about this consciousness con-
flict, and much of Side 1 is

given to Cox' historical ex-
ploration of facts and ex-
perience which we don't know,
including an Indian wire
recording of a performance of
"Doctor Firesign's Eclectic
Buffalo Show" at the end of the
last century, a demonstration
which ended with the unin-
tended but irrevocable con-
sciousness-expansion of the
two "medicine" hucksters,
Drs. Archer and Bowman.
But Cox has more to talk

about than that, and
Everything You Know is much
more than an elaborate lec-

ture. Cox has also been
checking out stories of ap-
pearances of aliens, stories in

existence for about a century
now. In this he is aided by "The
Mindboggler" Nino Savatte
(who's mind broadcasting
from a steel box in Russia) and
his nudist landlord Art
Wholeflaffer. His evidence in-

cludes newspaper stories, an
episode of the TV travelogue
"The Golden Hind", and
recorded messages left with

his answering service. And
while he's on the trail of that
puzzle (Have the Aliens landed
among us? What do they
want?), there's also the
problem of daredemon Rebus
Knebus and his leap into the

paradise at the center of the
earth. And just after all of
human civilization has
followed Knebus in to Fresh
Air and Breakfast, the real
extraterrestrials land, greet
the solitary Cox and ask where

center of the earth, it seems
that a huge comet has
burrowed its way toward the
center, and Knebus intends to
jump in. Only one problem:
there's supposed to be a sun at
the center, and Knebus might
not make it back.

Well, naturally things tie

together somewhat. Just as
Cox and Wholeflaffer are
uncovering proof of an alien
culture, Knebus discovers a

everyone went.
OK, so we are under attack

from Superior Consciousness
and that is what Everything
You Know Is Wrong hinges on.
Once again bending an old
cliche to their own purposes,
the Firesign Theatre has taken
the usually scary image of an
alien invasion and made it into
a positive metaphor for new
and unifying systems of
thought and perception. Thus

Everything You Know Is

Wrong
Firesign Theater
(Columbia KC 33134)
Playing Time: 41:58

This is no record; this is real.
Too Fucking Real, if you ask
me. The Firesigns have always
been ones for tinkering with
media, but this time they've
gone too far. I hope.

It's just a little bit too weird a
coincidence that this album

should come out the same
week, and in many cases the
same day, as the big UFO story
in the news a couple of weeks
back. If it had been just any
typical UFO-sighting type
story I could have written it off
as a Firesign-of-the-times, a
cosmic quirk; but the
correspondences between
news story and album force me
to suspect, and indeed, to
honestly hope, that this is some
sort of hoax for album

publicity purposes.
The news items alleges that

the government has been in

possession of the wreckage of a
crash-landed UFO, and the
twelve or fourteen bodies found
therein, since around the late

1940's; the bodies are little and
blue. The aliens of Everything
You Know Is Wrong are
likewise little and blue (Gee,
they, don't look bluish), and,
according to one source within
the 'documentary' context of

the album, a large group of

them have been living out in

the Arizona desert since ...

1949.

The news story also predicts
that the government will

confirm the story in mid-
December and further, will ask
the nations of the world not to

fire upon UFO's in the future
because they are friendly. The
Firesign album's back cover
features the Theater members
grouped around a "Welc^mp

the comet which burrows into
the earth is not (as in so many
Sci-Fi movies) a source of des-
truction, but the source of a
pathway to heaven; the
resident and currently
"Invading" alien cultures are
not potential slavemasters but
new sources of enlightenment;
and our worldviews, if they
don't take these new alter-
natives into account, are not
only incomplete but (along
with our knowledge) wrong.
Recorded at the Warner

Bros, facilities in Burbank, the
production of Everything You
Know Is Wrong is superb.
Worth noting especially is the
background music, licensed
through something called
"Music Industries" and first

used by the group on Phil
Austin's Roller Maidens From
Outer Space. The dramatic
structure of the record is tight,

with scenes shifting back and
forth, delaying the climaxes
until they cannot be contained;
the settings are wifhin the
media, as is always ap-
propriate for our time. Comedy
continues throughout the
record; old Firesign fans
should especially appreciate
the Bear Whiz Beer and Magog
Bros, commercials, as well as
the whole "Golden Hind"
sequence. Firesign "analysts"
(such as myself) will discover
several important trains of

thought continued from the
preceding albums, especially
those beginning with TV Or Not
TV.
Everyone will be Freeked

Out. Our brain is not the boss;
there is no one to blame and
nobody to scare! And there are
still many things we don't

" know.

Aliens" booth which also
sports a banner which reads,
"The Inter-Galactic Friend-
ship Convention." Well,
seekers, all qf us want to know,
just as much as I want to
know: Who's responsible?

I hope to God the Firesigns
started all this; I hope so for
their sake. How would you like
to be in their shoes right now if

they didn't? How do you know
they wear any? Don't accept
bjue_moss from strangers.

forever an act, a dumb act
In Concert:
THE CHRIS RHODES BAND
June Miliington and Second Wind
Hampshire College
Nov. 15

Most concerts get off to a late start — but this
late? What was publicized to begin at 8:30
actually got started at 10:45, with June
Miliington and Second Wind, and The Chris
Rhodes Band didn't take stage until 12:50.
As If that in itself wasn't enough, there were

horrendous sound system hassles (the cause of
the initial delay, supposedly) that plagued the
entire evening and, to my mind, utterly
destroyed what could have been a truly worth-
while event.

I could say that the entire mess was
outrageous, amateurish and inexcusable, but
why should I be nice about it? Actually, the
people in charge seemed to be trying their best
to deal with the apparently insurmountable
problems.
The warm-up band's set was laid waste by the
poorest quality sound mix imaginable, causing
them to resort to obviously unrehearsed im-
provisational material that they were evidently
uncomfortable with. And, to the indifference of_

of the audience, they trodded
on. Perhaps some other time.

During the commotion (a

surprisingly well attended
commotion, by the way) X

made way to the "press
room", where I found
guitarist David Landau and
the sax player for Chris
Rhodes working on the
opening number. I couldn't
believe my ears. They were
tightening up some really
inventive lines, and fulfilling

my wildest jazz fantasies.

And what an amazing guitar
player! I knew right then

all the hassles will have been worth it — they
were going to come out soon and absolutely
blow the audience away in amazement.

It's ten minutes to one and The Chris Rhodes
Band is on stage— go! Wait a second, why does
everything sound so muffled? Oh my God I

can't hear the guitar player ! The crowd in front
of the stage is dancing — they must be able to
hear something. The sound system crackles,
then everything sounds good. At last — see I

told you they were gonna be dynamite! What
happened to the vocals? Not again.
Since I'd already been there for five hours,

anJ a few songs later the sound system was still

terrorizing us, I left, unable to bear seeing the
superb Chris Rhodes Band victimized. I hope
things got better after I left. Nevertheless
don't you dare ever miss hearing Chris Rhodes.

—Ken Blanchard

Live .nusic:

Sonny Terry and Brownie McGee
The Rusty Nail
Nov. 17, 1974

Sonny Terry and Brownie McGee put on
nothing less than a great show Sunday nite at
The Rusty Nail. There was some doubt that it

would come off though as someone had the poor
foresight to place Fat and their highly-
amplified music on the same bill with the
slightly amplified blues sound of Sonny and
Brownie (and Candy McDonald on drums).
But, as it turned out, the dancers ended up
sitting on the dance floor and totally ap
predating these famed blues men.
Their history is basically unimportant to the

new comer, but it is interesting to know that
Sonny (World's best harp player and
showman) used to play with Woody Guthrie,
Cisco Huston, and others, and joined up with
Brownie and guitar (which he still plays though
it is pretty taped up) around 1940.

What is important is their inherent ability to
radiate (even the AEC couldn't ignore their
gammas). From the time the almost-blind
Sonny was led to the stage and gave us one of
his laughs with his hands held straight up in the
air, everyone knew their geiger counters
would be blown off the scale. What's amazing
about these men is that their records give off
the same great feelings of two dudes having a
hell of a time playing their music (the blues
with a smile). I had a chance to meet these men
after the show, but because they were tired
and, more importantly, because I felt that I

already knew them from their records (their
old ones are hard to find, but keep trying), I felt

that a few hellos would be basically
meaningless.
The thing that is most appealing about their

music is that it isn't all straight blues. They tell

stories, before and during songs. Sonny layed a
good one on us Sunday before he sang "Mah
Baby Change da Lock on da Doh." In other
songs, on their discs, like "God and Man", they
take parts'and weave a story through the song.
Or they can be iust wroopin it up like Sonny
showed us on "Sonny's Thing". He said "Dar's
25 different hoots in dis thang", and he
preceded to show us his hoots and fantastic
hand motions that bring added enjoyment to
his harp playinq.

1
1
was a testament to tneir music that iust 20

minutes after bodies had been flailing to Fat,
these same people >vere sitting and singing
along with Browne on "Walkin Blues", a song
which they added new verses to from the LP
version. I highly recomment their latest LP
which is had easily on A&M records. It's You
Bring Out the Boogie in Me and, among other
people besides Sonny and Brownie, it includes
John Mayall, Arlo Guthrie, and Sugarcane
Harris.

'Wichita John Wassell'

DUCKS DELUXE — DUCKS DELUXE (RCA
LPL1 5008) time 39:30
Funny deal hear, as this is the way Chuck

Berry and Velvet Underground are played in
bars in these decade decadence 70's. Where
before the good old English lads would listen to
Chuck and Muddy Waters and then go out and
play in groups called Yardbirds and Blues
breakers and try to be like their inspirators,
these ducks use (need?) a shine, a sheen to go
along with their Roxy mannered vocals, flash
splash playing a good humor. Thang is, these
guys are smarter than your avg. blues rocker
and therefore got more of a View on the sitch.
Don't mean they hafta play bener tho', but they
do in spots. Hot Pub Rock, marred mainly by a
lack of definite personality. An 'almost ducky'
C+ .

DEATH WISH — HERBIE HANCOCK
(Original Soundtrack Recording) (Columbia
PC 33199) time 40:31

Herbie's new found 'music to listen to without
paying attention' (Head Hunters, Thrust) suits
him well here, as he has crafted a soundtrack
that is as even-edged and congenial as your
usual Quincy Jones conglam glomeration.
Not to say Herbie's fallen to the bland level of

Quince, but a lot of Death Wish's music sounds
in the great' "turn off your mind, relax and
float downstream — let the music .say it for
you" Hollywood tradition. Now this of course
benefits film as narrow-minded and socially ill-

at ease as Death Wish. However, the
possibilities for expansion are outlined in the
title theme, a swirling expanse of lines and
tensing emotions that sums up the entire
potential of film, which does throw some good
gut punches along the way. The rest of the time
is spent in the 'here he moves there' syndrome.
Wait for the single. A well-done plerg C+

.

—Mike Kwak Korti' Kostek
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duck's cat or

running into time
An upset of leaves

go scrabbling across the ground
ahead of the wind.

THE MAD CAT

Don't let It rain on my kitty. How absurd. That fucking cat really pains me in the ass. Strutting
around as the 'almighty highness' after she was pregnant seemed like the only right thing to do. After
all, she had seen it all. Now.

There it goes again. Lying on her back with her bent paws waving "Hi", demanding attention;
receiving praise; laughing at those who try to 'humanize' her. Sure enough. "Oh, look at Kitty. Ain't she
so cute when she tries to act sexy?" Turns the old bag on.

Got enouqh kicks vet, cat? Must have. Goino down cellar. It must either be qettinq sick of this old
lady or going down cellar to get warmed up. Jump on the washer, then jump on the water pipes, then
crawl along the water pipes to the furnace pipes. Big deal. You might think the cat finally decided to talk
to us as the old lady said she did one night while it was napping. What a laugh.

Fifty-five bucks tied up for the cat's bed and she sleeps down on a furnace pipe. I'll fix her.

Work of arte
wayne DUCK dejnak

ELECTRIFIED!

hearing Barbarellas
with patent leather breasts
yawning through the flash of lights

and jolt of bumbers
kick a silver ball

to tally points

legs apart
volted fingers shake the oblong world

clicks and clocks
bells and bangles
if I can only score
a little more

hot flash-spinning wheel
neon flicker of my mind
(Joy — I am beating the machine!)
demonic rage >

thumps at my wizardry
delights in rewarding replays
( I will be plugged into this thing for hours)

—Christopher Leighton

niversity of massachusetts
arts council
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HOME COMFOK I RESTAURANT
bv Frederic C. Weiss

When Elliott Blinder and his

friends moved to the Greenfield
area a few years ago, they couldn't
find a place to go out and eat tasty
natural food. In response to this,

they opened up Home Comfort
Restaurant at 25 Bank Row in

Greenfield.

It is difficult enough to get a total

picture of any restaurant in one
surprise visit. This problem is even
more acute in the case of Home
Comfort, because the restaurant is

so versatile, serving different
types of food throughout the week.
On Wednesdays they serve in-

ternational cuisine (from Italy,

China, France or Mexico). On
weekends the menu is standard,
dealing with dishes like eggplant
parmigiana or shrimp et scallop
newburg. Whenever you go, you
are missing some of their
specialties.

We went on the night they were
serving "Cuisine of China".
Starting with such appetizers as
Spinach Soup, Braised Eggplant
Salad, and Sweet and Punget
Cabbage Rolls, the food was
clearly in the tradition of Home
Comfort: well prepared, com-
plementing each other, and sur-

prisingly tasting like the original
ingredients. The latter cannot be
taken for granted. In many
Chinese restaurants there are so
many chemicals (like MSG) that
after you eat something you find
yourself saying "that was..."). For
better or worse, you can never say
that about Home Comfort.

For example, I didn't like the

Braised Eggplant Salad, I felt it

was too soggy, and not tasty

enouqh. In fairness I must point out

Comfort Table
that I don't like eggplant normally,
and Carolyn Hull-Ryde, who
reviewed the restaurant with me,
thoroughly enjoyed the Eggplrnt
salad. Both the soup and Pungent
Cabbage rolls are warm and
yummy.

For the main course we had
Deep Fried Szechuan Fish ($2.75 a

la carte, $3.95 for the dinner). Both
were well-prepared and quite
tasty, but we felt that the Fried
Szechuan Fish, although cheaper,
is much better. Quite simply, there
isn't enough to the Sweet and Sour
Shrimp to justify such a lofty price.

The fried Szechuan fish is not as.

good as the fried seaweed of New
York Chinatown fame, but for

Greenfield it is just fine. Both
dishes were especially cooked for

each person (no food just hanging
around waiting to be ordered).

movies while you eat, or on
Monday night, when there is live

entertainment. It is hard to keep up
with the menu because every day
there is something new. Perhaps it

is best to call Elliott Blinder at 774-

3930, and he'll tell you just what is

going on.

THE LATIN SOUND THAT
WON'T LET YOU SIT DOWN

Sunday November 24 8pm
Student Union Ballroom

TICKETS: $4 genera I, $2 umass students

ON SALE 125HERTER HALL, UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

Economize at the

Wine Chariot!

The meal was tilling, and by the

time that we got to dessert we were
hesitant. However atter some
pondering, we ordered pumpkin
pie and walnut pie. The latter was $
territic, and it you go up to Home $
Comfort don't miss it. Note: the $
apple pie also looked quite good. $

$
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• Lasagna
• Spaghetti & Meat Sauce

Home Comfort is a nice place to

go to. But while the place is homey,
there is nothing homey about the

price. An evening at Home Com-
fort can take a chunk of money out

of your pocket. To eat as well as we
did would cost you ten dollars for

two people. Also, the restaurant's

location (20 miles north of

Amherst) creates the situation of

having to go there, and not just

drop in.

The best nights for students are
Thursday night when they show

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Real Tears appearing

Thurs., & Sat., Nov. 21 & 22.

Time Being appearing Sat., Nov. 23 at

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802

Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

!
$
$
$
$

Tues. Night $1.00

Wed. Night: Dinner for (2) for the price of (1)

• Egg Plant Parmigiana — $4.00

• Chicken Parmigiana — $4.00 • Baked Scrod — $4.00

Thurs. Night: Our regular menu will include:

ft liter wine or 1 pitcher beer (per couple).

Fri. Night— Lobster Special
Ala Carte— $3.95

Sat. Night — Prime Ribs and

Baked Stuffed Lobster for (2)! 89.95

Sun. — Family Day

Children under 10 — $1.00 specialty of the day. Thanksgiving Special —
complete Turkey dinners — $3.95, children under 10 — $1.95.

Everybody's
Restaurant
Reservations

Suggested 12-6 p.m.
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Freedom of the Press is a column in-

tended to present different opinions from
people working and or connected in some
aspects with any type of mass com
munications. As the readers can be aware,
Freedom of the Press was born with the
American Revolution, and had become a
distinctive aspect of this society.

Dean Tucker - Executive Editor • Uaily
Collegian. Former Editor - Harvinger
Gardner Community College.

Freedom
of the
Press
by Luis Manuel Medina
Photography by Bill Howell

Bill Oensmore — Managing editor

Collegian.

"In mass media I prefer newspapers
especially the editorial pages, because
think that in the most part it: 1. Presents the
opinions of each writer. 2. Has more in-

tellectual value than the new stories. 3.

Some people like pool, but I like to read
writers' opinions."

In molding public opinion — "I'm not very
satisfied in the way that free enterprise
works. I think it is not as free as the name
suggests. Very large business organizations
mislead the public a great deal, taking great
advantages of the wealth to guide the
opinion with few considerations to the
common man."

I think any newspaper is responsible to its
audience to inform, entertain and persuade
Theoretically, a newspaper is to inform and
tell what to do and present all points of view
and editorialize, molding public opinion on

"I think at the present time the press have
more morality than government institutions »We need to make pub|ic inf |uence jn the
nave

- opinion and editorial pages."

Copi Machineachine

In molding public opinion: "The
newspaper should report as many issues,
as should be important."
On Campus issues: "The most important

thing is to reconcile if the university is going
to be like Harvard as an institution of
quality and not quantity. For students in
general, the dorms and dining commons and
how the classes are."
On Non-Campus news: "What we are

going to do concerning the energy crisis,
how we are going to do about a generation of
shortages."

Jerry Lazar — Collegian's Editor In Chief
The Collegian "should represent the

student voice perspective in UMass life,

culturally, politically."

wmm
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their many roles, not only reflected in the
community, but to lead the community."
Fred Weiss — Collegian Columnist - Below
The Salt - Assistant Editor
"Freedom of the press means giving

newspapers the right to print whatever they
feel is relevant to their readers.
"The reader's question is: 'What is

relevant?' a hard question to answer
directly. But briefly it is to publish the news
that affects the people who read the paper,
and have as much other news as possible."
"On the other hand, newspapers must be

responsible for what they print. The word
'freedom' doesn't give any paper the right to
libel any individual.

"Perhaps the most important thought,
because it is so rare indeed, is that in
covering the news, newspapers must
remain independent from outside pressure
groups for the same reason that the
Government cannot blatantly censor
anyone. Small, but powerful interest groups,
should not be able to 'censor' news coverage
indirectly."

The following letter was found in our
office by Elan Dresher.

To the editors:

I wish to register a complaint con-
cerning the three copy machines in the
University library. It is not just that
these machines do not work properly I

claim that they are in collusion to rob
and humiliate the public that they are
.supposed to serve.

Several days ago I badly needed to
copy an article. The hour was late, the
copy services were closed. I went to the
machine on the first floor. Please copy
this article — there was no answer, it

wouldn't even take my money. A clever
ploy, I found out later, to rattle me and
put me off my guard as I approached the
machine on the second floor.

The second machine was humming,
its buttons were lit. Thank God! Here is

a quarter, please copy this article — the
machine took the money, did a little

dance, and stopped. Maybe it's stuck, I

thought in my head. Here is another
quarter, please copy this article. This
time, it not only kept the money, but in

addition it tore up the first page of the
article. Then be damned, damn you, I

don't need you, I cried, and then I

rtc.ized that I had but one machine left.

I was now at the mercy of the last copy
machine.

The third and last machine is high on
the twenty-first floor. You have to go out
of your way to reach this machine. It

knows that if you come to it, you have
already tried the other two machines. It

knows that only desperate people will

bother to make the trip just to get

something copied.

The third machine did not look eager
to copy. "I only copy articles that I

like," the machine told me.
Shocked, I answered:

copy what we give you.
"Perhaps you would

"Your job is to
ft

like to try the
machine on the second floor instead?"
the machine smiled. I showed it the
article.

"Maybe I'll copy it — I stress maybe,
the machine said blandly. "By the way,
I only take nickels."
"Nickels? Only nickels?" I was

outraged. "This is a thirty page article.

Who walks around with thirty nickels?"
"If you don't like the way I do my job,

I just might resign completely," the
machine snorted. "Say, I bet you need
that copied pretty badly, don't you?
Maybe the other machines will do it for

you."
I was licked. I took the elevator down

and went out on Pleasant Street begging
for nickels. It was a cold night. The wind
was blowing. It was raining. My article

got wet.

Why does the University tolerate such
things? The library staff is obviously
intimidated by the machines. When
asked, they will refuse to reveal the
truth about them. Is the first floor

machine broken? They don't know— "It
was working yesterday, I think" is the
reply. Does the machine on the twenty-
first floor make change? "I don't know.
I think so." Do you have change, just in

case? "No." Do you know where I can
get change? "No." Hasn't anyone
complained about this before? "I don't
know. No. Excuse me, I have work to

do."
Of course, there have been com-

plaints, and library staffers have good
reason not to want to discuss them. Last

year, three students wrote a letter to the
Collegian complaining about the
machines. Since then, they have "with-
drawn" from the University. Their
whereabouts are unknown. Another
student who complained publicly has
also disappeared. Authorities say she is

taking her junior year abroad, but ifs
easy to see through that one — she's not
a junior. A member of the ad-
ministration who circulated a
memorandum proposing to revamp the
entire copy service of the library was
shortly afterward sent to Brazil on a
university advisory commission. He was
soon arrested on trumped up espionage
charges, and his name has recently
appeared in an Amnesty International
report on torture. The memorandum has
been forgotten. The administration
refuses to discuss the matter. The police
will not investigate.

What is the source of the power that

these machines have? How they have
been able to go on year after year,

silencing all who dared oppose them?
Their chief weapons are our fear and our
silence. For we outnumber them, seven
thousand to one. The time has come to

stand up to the machines. We must
refuse to carry nickels; we must refuse

to be intimidated; we must unite to drive

these nefarious machines out of our
community. I, for one, will work un-

ceasingly toward that end.

Sincerely,

John Zolaski, Pierpont

Postscript: We attempted to contact Mr.
Zolaski in roder to discuss certain parts
of his letter with him, but we have been
unable to reach him. He has not been
seen in his dormitory, or in any of his
classes. His friends, who wish to remain
anonymous, do not know where he is.

Administration officials insist that no
one by that name has ever been
registered at this University. We have
been advised to drop the matter. The
machines remain as they were.

"The left will finally succeed when
they find a mimeograph machine that
works."

Alwin E. Schmidt Jr.

Appearing

Thurs. - Sun.

Clean Living

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$

Rusty Nail

Inn

m< . 47

Sunderland

66.1-49:17

COMEDY SPECIAL

3-ST00GES MARX BROS.

LAUREL & HARDY

CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton

54th Member of the World Famous
Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an average

spending of $2.25

Your Host, Carlo, is a special

student at UMass

FRI., NOV. 22 7,9,11

2 HOURS OF FUN

*%»>'.< .. '{ttt&m -m<«v
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DRAGON FLY — JEFFERSON
STARSHIP (RCA BFLI - 0717)
Total Playing time: 42:00
The dwindling number of Jefferson

Airplane hanger oners are in for

another schizoid offering. It seems
that whenever Kantner, Slick or the
entire Starship conglom (here in-

cluding John Barbata, David
Freiberg, Papa John, Pete Sears,

and Craig Chaquico) get the in

spiration to really get behind what
they're doing, it's only short lived
and surrounded by overly familiar,
repetitious drivel.

None of the post Airplane efforts,
individually or collectively have
come close to having that something
extra which abounded from
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THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
FAR AHEAD OF ITS TIME

EXPERIENCE IN TOWN*

BEST AUDIO VISUAL

Will.«<n Wolf Cur

AFTER ANDY WARHOL'S FRANKENSTEIN:

AWDY WARHOL*

DRACULA'
PAUL MORRISSEY

I MO ONE UNDER IS \0MrrTED

TheTriaH

BilryJack
a ehe Kves.

ON THEATRE PA« 7:00-10:00

BURTHEYWLDS
"THE lONttST YARD"

Surrealistic Pillow, After Bathing At
Baxters and Crown of Creation.
Aaaah, those were days. So in the
tradition of Manhole, Baron von
Tollbooth and so forth, Dragon Fly
has its moments of being good, of
being tolerable, and of being bad.
"Ride The Tiger" is a beautiful

ethno cultural love song with typical
but exciting music by Kantner, and
"All Fly Away" is an infectious time
space fantasy with lovely vocals.
Otherwise, the songs, while in-

strumental^ smooth, are ultimately
unexciting and at times shallow.
"Caroline", a Kantner-Balin com
position featuring long-lost Marty
Balin on vocals is a disappointing
drag, with a lyrical and spiritual
naivety which befit the sixties but is

dated and out of place today.
Grace Slick is still singing well,

though it seems as if she is trying too
hard at times, and both Chaquico's
guitar work and Papa John's fiddling
are impressively tasty. The Starship
are known for their live shows and
should release a concert album which
would assuredly be more fulfilling

than their continuing series of half-
flights.

An "I never grade 'em" B-.
—D'Oedipus Sokol

Film Times
AMHERST CINEMA -
Chloe - 7:00
Such A Kid - 8:45

CALVIN -
Easy Rider — 7:00
5 Easy Pieces - 8:45

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
The Way We Were - 7:00-9:15
Frankenstein — 7:00-8:45
Gambler - 7:00-9:00

MT. FARMS 4 -
Groove Tube - 4:45-6:15-7:45-

9:15

Sound Of Music - 5:00-8:15
Juggernaut - 5:00-7:00-9:15
Trial Of Billy Jack - 5:45-9:00

SHOWCASE -
Fantasia - 7:15-9:20

Longest Yard - 7:30-9:45
Billy Jack - 7:00-10:00
Dracula - 7:30-9:30

Airport 1975 - 7:30-9:30
Harry 8- Tonto - 7:30-9:50

AMHERSTOema
AMITY ST. 253 5426

BERNARD VERLEY ZOUZOU
V ERIC ROHMER , / ,.,,.„,

"Asheerdelighr
-JUDITH CRIST, N*» Vo,

21 November 1974
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Film

Ev»v — Chlo«, 7:00- Such a Kid, 8 45

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NIIES • ALL SEATS S1.00

CALVIN]&£
MM. SI NORIHAMPIOS 584 7310

JACK NICHOLSON
\

FIVEEHSMPIECES
KAREN BLACK .„„ SUSAN1ANSPACH
sc:.-.«,\, ADRIEN JOYCE si~,t,BOB RAFELSON**
ADRIEN JOYCE >.<.»,, 8O8 RAFELSON

COLO*

r ""ass/ass

Eves— Easy Rider, 7:00— Five Easy Pieces, 8 45

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $1 00

Friday

Late

Show

i^^qgguggy*
».• /;

. . . sensual movie of

the year . . . what you
see will be on your mind
for weeks!"

RATED

Shown

A ]:30i

AMHERSKW
AMITY ST. , AMHERST

253-5426

call os

-

256-8914- •* 256-0473
55 Ohiivgrsitv Dr. io3n. pleasant st

t e a op

ALL SINGLE ALBUMS

H27 each
LATEST RELEASES TOP ARTISTS

WE TAKE TRADES

233 N. Pleasant Street

in the Carriage Shops

Mon. - Fri. 10 - 9 Sat. 10 - 6

ALSO QUALITY INDIAN JEWELRY
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THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT

Reviewed by Judith Wolinsky-
Soloway

Not many movies can boast a
cast that includes a 12-year old
Judy Garland, Clark Gable singing
and dancing, Esther Williams
swimming with Jimmy Durante
and Gene Kelly dancing with
Jerry, the Mouse of the Tom and
Jerry cartoon fame. But then the
MGM lion has finally reached his
50th birthday, and what would be a
nicer birthday present than to put
all these stars into one film.
The newspaper ads announce

"boy do we need it now," as if the
depression and breadlines are just
around the corner and there are no
escapist, fantasy films, like those
popular in the 1930's. True, there is

an appalling lack of film musicals
these days, but today's audiences
wouldn't sit through vapid plots of
college "rah-rah" campus days or
scenes of cowboys singing while
the stagecoach rides into town.

What was most interesting about
watchingThat'sEntertainment was
learning about the history of
American film musicals through
"mini-lectures" with examples, by
such leading figures as Frank
Sinatra, Michey Rooney, Debbie
Reynolds, Fred Astaire, Gene
Kelly, and Elizabeth Taylor (yes,
there are even two scenes of her
singing!).

Did you know that the first all-

dancing, all-singing musical was
made in 1929 and featured the song
"Singing in the Rain" (a song
which popped up in several MGM
musicals)? Or that when "sound
films" became the wave of the
future, many silent film actors
who, it turned out, lisped or had
foreign accents lost their jobs?
This led to the influx of stage ac-

tors from "back East" seeking
stardom.
Because of the immense

popularity of musicals in the
1930's, serious actors and actresses
found themselves in musicals due
to contractual arrangements. Few
even reached the high level of

mediocrity.
That's Entertainment showed

such actors and actresses as Jean
Harlow (Reckless), James Stewart
(Born to Dance), Clark. Gable
(Idiot's Delight), and' Joan
Crawford (Dancing Lady) making
determined efforts.

Who can forget all those Andy
Hardy movies with Mickey Rooney
and Judy Garland? One of the best
edited segments of That's
Entertainment was a collage of

scenes from these films, several of

which were directed by Busby
Berkely.

What movie about Hollywood
musicals would be complete
without the perfection, class, and
creativity of such master per-

formers as Gene Kelly and Fred
Astaire? Whether their partners
were Ginger Rogers, a coatrack,
Leslie Caron, or each other, they
were always flawless.

Two classic scenes in American
cinema, both included in That's
Entertainment are Kelly's dream
sequence in An American in Paris,
considered to be MGM's
masterpiece, and his rendition of
"Singing in the Rain" in the pic-

ture of the same title. The full

perspective of these two works on a
full-size screen but loses that
perspective on a late-night
television show, which un-
fortunately is about the only place
they can now be viewed.
Because of the short sequences,

it was hard for the,audience to get
involved in a scene. Instead the
audience could look at the
costumes, makeup, (remember
red lips and fingernails), and
whether Garland was really
concentrating on a scene — (she
was in the Wiiard of Oil)
There was a note of sadness In

the midst of the merriment. The
once thriving huge backlot of
MGM, where a New York Street
sat next to a French chateau, is

now the site of high rise buildings
and decaying lots.

•

SKI CHAM0NIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545 2801

Movie scenes, such as from Good
News with Peter Lawford and The
Bandwagon with Astaire were
followed by the performers talking
to the audience in front of what
remains today of the sets used in
the movies.
The film might have a family

look, after all, Judy Garland,
daughter Liza Minelli, husband
Vincente Minelli, and Jack Haley
all appear or are mentioned in the
film. That is because Jack Haley
Jr., Liza's husband is the editor,

writer, and director of That's
Entertainment.

In spite of what some critics
might call nepotism, Haley has
done an admirable job. He sifted
through thousands of feet of film
and included many outstanding
moments that are part of the
history of musical films.
Whether or not MGM can match

its past accomplishments in film
musicals is debatable. What it does
have is a righ history captured on
film.

That's Entertainment . . .

"rich history captured on film . . .
M

SANDERSON
THEATRE
1700 Main St.. Springfield. Mass.

Formerly the Paramount

LIVE IIM CONCERT
Friday, November 29 - 8 PM

Preservation'
A THEATRICAL COM f BT

Saturday. November 30 - 8 PM

CHICK COREA
SPECIAL GUEST

GARY BURTON
QUINTET

Tuesday. December 3 8 PM

NEW RIDERS

I PURPLE SAGE
Friday. December 13 8 PM

BILLY I0EL
Sunday, December 15 - 8 PM

DAVID BROMBERG
SPECIAL GUEST

JONATHAN EDWARDS
f'CHt! S6 50 $6 $5 r: :- Ai mf% reserved

A.*ljt>ie a? ail neutron cur'eis *:* SS2W91
Ifa datable at SaitJr- '"••a'-e Ben OffiCf

Bytnail. send ce^t check or meney order with

stamped self addressed eny to Sanderson

Theatre. 1700 Mam St Sp^eid Mass.

For further information, call (413) 734 5603
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Collegian annual winter sports spectacular inside

inside
President Wood says he's

misquoted. ..page 11.

Man's best triend is his own worst
enemy. ..pg. 7.

More too. In today's GIGANTIC
Daily Collegian.

THE MASSACHUSETTS
weather

in a word: bewitching. Cloudy, cold
and windy today. Tomorrow cloudy,
highs in 40's Low 20's tonight. Good
night to sit around with friends by a
fire.
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Search warrants
sought for JQA

By JAN ALEXANDER
Staff Reporter

The heads of residence of John Quincey Adams dormitory are

currently in the process of obtaining search warrants from the

student attorney general in order to search dorm rooms and con-
fiscate furniture taken from dorm lounges.

Orchard Hill Area Government was prevented from conducting
room searches due to a restraining order brought against them by
Student Senator David Pike through the student judiciary. The
search will be conducted during intercession when "students are not

renting the rooms," said Pike.

According to Student Attorney General Cindy Iris, obtaining a

search warrant or waiting until intercession are the only legal

methods of searching rooms and repossessing furniture.

Iris stressed that the warrant must go through the proper channels

and be issued to authorized officials. "In asking for a warrant," she
said, "they must show 'probable cause'.

"This means that a floor counselor must sign a statement
declaring that he saw lounge furniture in a particular room.

"I can issue a warrant to an area director," she continued, "or

even a head of residence, although that's stretching it a bit. I can't

give one to a floor counselor."

Iris can not issue a House Warrant which would be a blanket entry

into all rooms, although there is a possibility of a corridor warrant. It

is more likely that individual warrants will be issued after probable

cause for particular rooms is shown.
'Due Notice' must also be given dorm residents after the warrant

is issued. This is usually four or five days.

"I'm impressed that people are willing to take the right steps,"
said Iris. "Before they were just searching rooms with no legal

authority to do so."

The three heads of residence are Phil Chanin of Lower JQA, Eileen

Stewart of Middle, and Jean Davis of Upper.
According to them, dorm furniture in private rooms was not a

problem in past semesters. "The situation became acute this fall,"

said Davis.

In explaining why they decided to get a warrant rather than wait
until intercession, Chanin said, "We've been trying to do something
about it for about a month. The sooner we get this over with, the
better."

"There were at least eight couches in one of the lounges in the
beginning of the year," he continued, "and now there aren't any."

Stewart said, "I think most people would say they'd prefer to have
the furniture in the lounges, rather than in individual rooms."
She said her floor counselors were willing to sign a probable cause

statement.

The heads of residence stated that all the floors voted on whether
to allow furniture from lounges to remain in individual rooms.

"If people keep taking furniture back after it has been taken from
them," said Chanin, "we'll have to find another way.'

Student Senator Pike said he is presenting an amendment to SGA
which would bar area governments from searching rooms.
"A university official would have to get a search warrant," he

explained.

"I hope this isn't over yet," Pike said. "I hope someone picks it

up."

Money woes mount

With more efficient ways of producing power today, Man's faithful workers of a
bygone era can spend their days peacefully grazing in this pasture east of Tillson
Farm.

UMass students join

in nationwide fasts
From Wire And Staff Reports

Thousands of Massachusetts

students and Americans around

the nation joined at least 3,000

UMies yesterday in a "Fast for a

World Harvest" sponsored by

two international famine relief

groups.

A "hunger banquet" was

scheduled for last night at MIT

to end a day of fasting there and

at up to a dozen other Boston

colleges, including Harvard,

Wellesley, Boston College and

Boston University.

Oxfam-America. one of the

famine groups which will collect

and send food to drought

ravaged areas of Africa, said

about 200,000 persons

nationwide participated in the

fast. About 5,000 students

participated in Boston, and

another 1,000 fasted at Holy

Cross College in Worcester.

Winchester High School
enlisted sponsors to donate

money for each hour students

there went without food. But an

Oxfam spokesman said there

was no exact figure on the

amount of money that would be

collected.

In May, $150,000 was raised in

a less well- publicized effort.

Officials of Oxfam-America
and Project Relief nationwide,

co sponsors of the fast, said half

a billion people are chronically

malnourished around the world

and "half of these are children,

whose growth and mental ability

are being permanently af-

fected."

Nathan Grey, a national

Oxfam spokesman said there

was no way to tell how many
participated nationally. "When

Miller defends
new contract
CHARLESTON, W. VA. \UPI\

- United Mine Workers

President Arnold Miller came

home to the coalfields yesterday

to defend a proposed new

contract he said was excellent

but widely misunderstood by

striking miners.

"I think it's fair to say the

rand-and-file membership of our

union don't know what is in it,

he said.

But Miller said no when asked

rf the brief visit to his home state

was an effort to circumvent the

union Bargaining Councils

directive of Wednesday to seek

changes in the proposed

agreement with the Bituminous

Coal Operators Association.

Miller, after holding a news

conference, returned to

Washington, D.C., for con-

sultations with the council to

determine when to return to the

bargaining table. An aide said

talks would probably resume

today or tomorrow.

The strike by 120,000 union

members, under way since Nov.

12, was expected to drag well

into December because of the

delay in submitting the tentative

agreement, reached last week,

to the rank-and-file.

US. Steel Corp., the nation's

largest producer, has already

laid off 13,700 workers because

turn to page 5

the figure comes from us it's

always conservative. We can

hardly handle the phone calls.

We've got friends of friends

calling friends," he said.

Gary Goodrich, Boston
coordinator for the campaign,

said 250,000 participated based

"on calls we've gotten from

schools, both high schools and

colleges. Also a smaller number
of businesses, churches and

small town newspapers from

Atlanta to San Francisco have

been phoning in all week," he

added.

Gray said governors in

Tennessee and Utah issued

declarations of fasting for the

day. Oxfam blames part of the

world food problem on the fact

that Americans eat too much
meat. It takes about eight

pounds of grain to make one
pound of beef.

At UMass, about $4,200 is to

be Jonated to Oxfam because

on campus UMies chose not to

eat 5,615 meals yesterday. At

the five colleges up to 1,000

more students were reported to

have fasted yesterday.

Meanwhile, a Collegian

campaign to raise money at

UMass for famine plagued areas

of the world moved into its third

day yesterday.

By Tuesday of next week, a

table will be set up in the

Campus Center concourse to

collect donations from com-
muting students who will not be

solicited via a dorm-by-dorm
canvas by Collegian staffers

next week.

The Collegian is seeking $1

from every UMass student,

according to news editor Mike

Kneeland. Kneeland has put

aside his duties as news editor to

head the campaign

Donations will be given to

Oxfam-America, Kneeland said.

Compiled From Wires

Prices rose again in October,

wages shrank further and
thousands more people lost their

job*. mudOtdina ut> oov«/<~ii«ifit

and industry reports yesterday.

The Bureau of Labor
Statistics reported the Con-
sumer Price Index rose 0.9 per

cent in October and 12.2 per

cent over the past 12 months.
Prices in the past year rose

three times faster than the 1970-

71 inflation that led to wage-
price controls. It was also the

highest inflation rate since 1947

when the end of World War II

price controls sent consumer
prices up 9 per cent.

The government said the

purchasing power of average

workers was down 0.3 per cent

from September and 4.9 per

cent from October, 1973, despite

pay increases, averaging 8.8 per

cent.

Average weekly earnings of

$158.84 last month could buy

$103.68 worth of goods after

adjustment for inflation and

taxes. In October, 1973, average

weekly earnings of $147.63

could buy $106.07 worth of

goods.

Chrysler Corp., which has

already announced plans to idle

64,200 factory workers before

Christmas, confirmed yesterday

it will lay off "substantial

numbers" of white collar

workers.

Chrysler spokesmen said the

exact numbers of clerical and
other white collar workers who
will be laid off had not been

determined.

But United Auto Workers
Vice President Douglas A.

Fraser said a figure of about

15,000 might not be too far off.

Higher prices for food,

automobiles, clothing and
housing were behind the in-

crease in consumer prices, the

Labor Oapmrtmmnt amid.

Some prices did decline in

October, notably for meat,
which was down 1 per cent, and
gasoline down 2.7 per cent to an
average of 53 cents a gallon for

regular and 57 cents for

premium. Fresh fruit prices also

fell.

But over-all food prices in-

creased 1 .3 per cent in October,

with prices of cereals, bakery

products, eggs, prepared foods,

sweets and non-alcoholic

beverages leading the way.

Food prices in October were

11.9 per cent above a year

earlier, the Labor Department

said.

The consumer price index in

October stood at 153.2 of the

1967 average of 100, meaning
that goods which cost $100 in

1967 now cost on the average

$153.20.

New auto prices were up 4.5

per cent unadjusted in October,

and 1.1 per cent adjusted.

Clothing prices were up nine-

tenths of one per cent unad-

justed and one-tenth of one per

cent adjusted.

In other economic
developments yesterday:

— General Motors said it will

suspend production at 9 of its 22

U.S. auto assembly plants for

from one to two weeks in

December, laying off some
30,000 workers.

- A United Auto Workers

official predicted deep layoffs in

the auto industry after Jan. 1

that could push the number of

idle workers above the 150,000

that will be out of work before

/-dfiwK,;
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Take your pick.
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Christmas. Industry analysts

concede layoffs will be sub-

stantial because of the 1.6

million unsold cars — enough to

last 80 days at current sales

rates.

- The U.S. Labor Depart-

ment says retail prices increased

2.2 per cent for consumer goods

in the past three months in the

Boston metropolitan area.

- The Ford Motor Co., which

earlier this week quietly in-

creased average prices of its

cars by $75, said it was dropping

the price of its two-door sub-

compact Pinto by $150 to

stimulate lagging sales.

— New labor contracts

covering 4.7 million workers to

be negotiated in 1975 will

probably include basic wage in-

creases of at least 10 to 12 per

cent, the government's top labor

mediator said.

William J. Userv Jr., director

turn to page 3

Veterans expected for conference
By JOE COTTER

Progressive News Service

Some 500 veterans are expected to attend the Northeast Con-

ference of Veterans being held in the Student Union tomorrow. The

conference it an attempt to "form a more cohesive framework of

New England Vets", according to Pat Power of the Veterans

Coalition for Community Affairs.

"We hope to provide an exchange of information on the

availability of alternatives to the existing inadaquate programs", he

said. "The conference will also be geared toward those veterans in

the community who aren't exposed to centers of information such

as those you find in a university."

The Veterans Coalition sent speaking invitations to the

Presidential Clemency Board; Senator Vance Hartke, heed of the

Senate Veterana Committee; Commissioner Boone, past head of the

Mass. Department of Corrections; and all 16 of the U.S.

Representatives and Senators in Massachusetts.

None of these people will attend

Pet Power explained how their negative responses re-enforced an

attitude that many vets hold toward Washington. "I think it's typical

of what the veteran has received since the inception of the Vietnam

War" he said. "We are tired of getting the mn around concerning

our problems from a rhetorical group of paper shufflers. Before the

etections we received numerous verbal agreements for attendence,

but now that the elections are over it's a whole different story. All of

a sudden prior committments have arisen for these individuals. What
it amounts to is that we are forced to organize ourselves with no help

from congressional leaders or traditional veterans organizations."

However the conference will have speakers and workshops

covering everything from jobs and upgrading discharges to vets

movement history, organizing and lobbying.

"We would especially look forward to seeing people from the

community who are not veterans" said Power, "as many of the

workshops concern all people, particularly those on prisons, tenants.

amnesty, racism and sexism. We hope to remove some of the

stereo-types people have of the Vietnam Vet as a killer and a drug

addict."

The list of attending speakers includes a representative from the

Gold Star Mothers for Amnesty.

There will also be representatives from the State and National VA
offices, State and National Departments of Labor, Urban Planning

Aid of Boston and the Local AFL CIO as well as three inmates from

the Hampshire County House of Correction.

The conference will begin at 9 a.m. with an informal meeting in

the Cape Cod Lounge. The speakers will address the conference in

the Student Union Ballroom at 10 a.m. and the workshops will be

scattered between the Colonial Lounge, the Commuter Lounge, the

Cape Cod Lounge, and the Dukes Room for the remainder of the

day. Schedules are available in the Veterans Coalition office (411

Student Union).
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Playboy director says
competent people needed

By PAUL BRADLEY
Staff Reporter

Donald L. Parker, director of training for Playboy
Enterprises, said in a recent speech that there is a
real need for competent people to fill management
roles in the business world. Speaking before about
200 School of Business Administration students and
faculty as the keynote speaker at the SBA's Career
Conference held yesterday in the Campus Center,
Parker said business "really needs effective

management people and today's students are in a
good position to fill these needs."

Parker said business needs people who want to

be held "accountable and responsible for their

actions and careers. He encouraged students to
"steer their own careers and not simply be a victim

of circumstance."

Speaking about his own company, Parker said

the hospitality business "is an industry that has a
tremendous potential" for young people and noted
that there are currently over 100 management
trainees on the payroll at Playboy.

Parker also encouraged students interested irf the
management end of business to try to get practical

experience in a business establishment so that they
can apply the theories that they have learned in the
classroom.

He said students should seek a job close to the
one that they really want, but that they should not
expect a "perfect" job, but instead be willing to
learn from other jobs before advancing in their own
fields.

Parker spoke as the guest of the SBA Ungraduate
Advisory Council, sponsors of the Career Con-
ference. According to Phil Verdi, a member of the
Council, the conference gives SBA students "the
chance to interact with members of the business
community. They can learn more than they do in

class, because they can apply theories that they
have learned."

The Conference consisted of seminars with
members of the business world. Students had the

opportunity to meet with the guests o an informal

basis, as well as hear prepared remarks and hold
group discussions. Any recruiting was done on a

strictly informal basis.

Guests at the conference included represen-

tatives from Merrill- Lynch, Polaroid, Compton
Advertising, the IRS and the Government Ac-
counting Office, as well as local businesses.

Representatives discussed what the opportunities in

their companies were and the job prospects for the

coming year.

Two strange looking animals quietly walked into the student union and left without a wimper.

UFW boycott discussed
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NOW APPEARING AT

Powerhouse Blues Band
TNURS. - SAT.

Happy Hour - Mon. - Sat. 4:30

in the Speakeasy Lounge

7:00

Scrt'in£ mitiir

25 liiuik- Ron; Cm nfield, Massachusetts, 01301

SPECIALS
FRIDAY — CHEESE ENCHILLADAS

SATURDAY— FRESH LOBSTER QUICHE
live entertainment both nights

MONDAY — Live Music From
Ball Farm, 8:30-11

Free choice of beverage with this ad and dinner. We have a wide
selection of imported beer and wines.

Regular Hours:
Mon Thurs — 11 a.m. -8:30 p.m.
Friday — 11 a.m. -9 p.m.
Sat. — 11 a.m. -9:30 p.m.

Sun., 4-9 p.m.
(Family Style Dining)

Closed Tuesday
Tel. 774-3930

Super
Pizzeria

Specializing in —

PIZZAS
(large and small)

SPAGHETTI

GRINDERS
(the meatiest Roast Beef

Grinders in the area)

FREE DELIVERY
(Now delivered in Sunderland also!)

Open 11 A.m. - 1 a.m.

17 Montague Rd.

N.Amherst 549-0676

Next to the N. Amherst Post Office

By ELLEN GAVIN
Progressive News Service

A meeting was held yesterday between two Clergymen sup-

porting the UFW boycott of non union nr»rw»R and the manaaer nf a

Springfield Big Y Supermarket. Rev. Ken Childes and Rev. Jerry

Spaford represented 23 Clergymen who had written a letter in

support of the grape boycott.

According to Rev. Childes, Bib Y would not reverse their policy of

selling non union grapes, however they are negotiating with Steve

notes & quotes

Concerts, lectures and cultural programs are
scheduled for this week in the 5 College area.

FRIDAY
11 a.m. — lecture. Dr. Bernard Gifford, dpty. chancellor, New

York City Schools. School of Education room 128. Dr. Gifford has a

PhD. in radiation bio-physics and has worked at the Rand Institute.

Free.

7:30 p.m. — Club meeting. Meeting of those interested in forming

UMass "GO" club; meeting in carpeted area of the Hatch. In-

structions available. GO, an oriental game, is played on 19x19 line

grid with black and white stones. It is like chess but harder.

7:00 p.m. — cultural event. India Night, a traditional event

sponsored by University students and the local Indian community to

present the cultural heritage of India. Classical and folk dances and

vocal music on instruments like the sitar will highlight eh program in

the Campus Center Auditorium.

9:00 p.m. — rock concert. The Rock Group NRBQ will play at

Hampshire College's dining commons and the concert is open to 5-

College students for $2.50 each.

SATURDAY
10:00 a.m. — meeting. The Amherst Welfare Rights Organization

will discuss welfare services, vendor problems, food stamps,

Medicaid and welfare works at a public meeting. The meeting will be

at the Village Park Apts. community center, apartment No. 111 on
East Pleasant Street in Amherst.

An all day "Career Exploration Day" for women at the Smith
College Field House in Northampton will be sponsored Saturday by

Everywomans' Center at UMass. The workshops are aimed at

assessing "skills, options and feelings about work for womerl in all

situations. Cost is $12. For information, call Everywomans' Center at

545-0883.

SUNDAY
8 p.m — concert. Ismael Rivera will present a Latin-American

concert and dance program. Rivera has performed in major cities

across the United States and in Central and Southern America. He
has earned four gold records. His concert, in the Student Union

Ballroom, is sponsored by the UMass Fine Arts Council. Admission.

All day — deadline. Sunday is the last day to make reservations for

cocktails a speech by a nationally known small sailboat racer. John
Collins, who has raced "Lightning" class boats nationally, will speak

Dec. 6 in the T.0.C banquet room at 8 p.m. For reservations, call

Philip Sundenfield or Donald Scott at 5-2441 or 6-9641.'

Sunday is also the deadline for registration in the "Library

Research Methods" seminar sponsored by the University library.

The seminars and min courses will be held from January 20th

through January 24th. Credit is available. Registration forms are

available at the Reference desks on the main floor of the University

library.

12:00 noon — art show. An art show and sale will be held from

noon to 5 p.m. Sunday at the Hampden Dining Commons in the

UMass southwest residential area. The show will consist of batiks by

Hyde Meissner and pottery by Janice Gregory. It will be held in the

Communit" Resource Center. Refreshments served. No admission.

Rivers, head df the Springfield Boycott Committee and there will be

a statement forthcoming.

The meeting grew out oi an incident Saturday when five UFW
supporters were arrested at the Wilbraham Road Big Y for

trespassing and disturbing the peace. The picket was organized

because Big Y apparently went back on a verbal agreement they had

with the UFW.
Frank Dorman, a member of Clergy and Laity Concerned, was one

of those arrested for what he called "an act of civil disobedience

protesting the availability of scab grapes at the Big Y."

According to Dorman a group of 20 people were picketing and

leafletting outside the store. Five people entered the store, spoke to

the manager informing him that they would not leave until the

grapes were removed. .

The manager contacted the Big Y regional manager who refused

to act on their demand.
Thirty minutes later the police arrived and arrested Frank Dorman,

Steve Rivers, Kathleen Duffy and Tom and Valerie Booth.

They were locked up in Springfield Jail and bail was set at $35.

They remained in jail for 3 or 4 hours.

On Monday they were arraigned, and each of the five pleaded

"not guilty." At this point the group was allowed to make a

statement concerning their actions. A trial date was set for Dec. 10.

Seminars explore
Jewish women's role

Real Tears appearing

Thurs., & Sat., Nov. 21 & 22.

Time Being appearing Sat., Nov. 23 at

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0X02 b& Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

This weekend there will be a
series of programs and seminars
exploring the roles and feelings
of. Jewish women. On Friday
night there will be services
planned and conducted by
women students at UMass. The
"Welcoming of the Shabbat
Queen" will begin at 7:00 p.m. in

Campus Center 105.

WFCR
Friday

2:00 Brahms: Clarinet Sonata in

Eb
2:30 Strauss: Accelerationen
3:30 Purcell. Ode on St.

Cecilia's Day
4:20 Mozart: Sancta Maria
5:00 All Things Considered

- A unique daily news magazine
8:30 - The World of Women
11:30 - Sounds of Jazz
Saturday
7:00 - Morning Pro Musica -

Host. Robert J. Lunsema selects a

program of music in observance of

St. Cecilia's Day.
1:00 - Folk Music and Bern-

stein - "Can't Keep From Cryin"
Maury offers topical blues on the

death of John Kennedy.
2:00 Opera Theatre -

Berlioz: "Damnation of Faust"
from the Cincinnati May Festival.

8:30 Boston Symphony
Orchestra Seiji Ozawa con-
ducting.

10:30 African Rhythm Show
Sunday

7:00 - Morning Pro Musics -
Popular favorites including: Bach:
Brandenburg Concerto and
Tchaikovsky: Serende for Strings

1:00 Pacifica — Features
"Women in Middle and Rural
America ", and a speech by
Theodore Sturgeon, noted science
fiction writer, before The Star Trek
Convention in L. A on the future of

Mankind.
4:00 Towards a Multicultural

Society - A one hour
documentary examining inter-

cultural co existence and
cooperation.

6:30 - Classical Music and The
Afro American - With Henry
Lewis, conductor of the New
Jersey Symphony.

Following regular Saturday
morning services and kiddush at

10 a.m. in SU 302, there will be

an afternoon of seminars and
celebrations. At 3:15 p.m. Shifra

Deren, a chassidic woman, will

speak on "The Role of the
Woman in Traditional Judaism".
The third Sibbath meal will be
shared, followed by small group
sessions and the havdalah
ceremony, marking the end of

Sabbath.
On Sunday, Rabbi Sandy

Eisenberg Sasso, the second
woman rabbi in America, will

speak' on "Women in Judaism:
A Feminist View." This brunch,
as all of the weekend's activities,

is open to both men and
women, both Jewish and non-
Jewish. All activities are free,

except for the brunch.

WMUA
Here's what WMUA, 91 1 FM,

will be doing over the week-end:
Friday, the disc lockeys will be Al

Feinberg in the morning, Mark
Nathanson from 10-2, Crazy Nance
goes from 6-10, Andy MacKenzie is

on from 10-2, with Susan Schader
taking you through the night.

8:30 a.m.. High Tides. Things are
getting interesting in the stars,
listen to Jeff Jawer's explanations.

6:15 7:00 p.m., Sports Talk.

Hosts Small and Convoy talk with
Coach O'Brien, Randy Thomas and
Bill Gillin of the IC4A Champion
Cross-Country team.

7:00 p.m.. Special Programming,
Sue Loveioy and other members of
the Chestnut Hill Commune
discuss the nuclear referenda The
Fight Against Nuclear Power Is

Just Beginning
News is broadcast at 7. 8 and 9

a.m. and 2, 6 and 10 p.m.
Saturday
The disc lockeys will be Steve

Berger, Vinny Peruzzi. Ken Irwin,

Louie Cronin and Randy Richard-
son.

12:50 Football Report, George
Geer tells about Boston College.

1:00 Football Game. Russ Small
and Larry Convoy tell play-byplay
action of the big game. If you don't
make it to Alumni Stadium, be sure
to listen.

2:00 6:00 p.m., Uuiamadrum.
with Barry Williams.

Sunday
6:00 10:00 em;, Gospel Show,

with Charlie Mann.
10:00 2:00 p.m.. Classics, with

Bob Charrtet, and Dana Irlbacher.

2:00 6:00 p.m., Rural American
Music, with Berman.

6:00 7:00 p.m., Sunday News
Collective

7:00 1000 p.m., Japanese
Music, with Mr. Mann.

10:00 2:00 am.. Jubilation Jan.
with Mr Brennan.

2:00 6:00 a.m., John Haber.

1975 KAWASAKIS
ARE HERE/

SA VINOS NOW ON ALL
74s IN STOCK
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Stamp log jam cracking
By CHRIS DILLARD

Staff Reporter

The UMass Food Stamp Program expects to clear up its backlog

of applications by the beginning of December, according to John
Fisher of the Student Organizing Project. (SOP)

This reversal came about in a telephone conversation with Jerry

Dunn of the Springfield Area Office when he told Fisher Friday that

the area office would send one of their employees to pick up the

applications and to restart the official interviewing.

According to Fisher, the welfare office plans to have the situation

cleaned up by December 1. "I take that with a grain of salt, but at

least things are moving," he added.

Should the situation get bogged down again, Fisher said a lawsuit

would be used to apply pressure to get the situation cleaned up.

Fisher explained the lawsuit was a harrassment measure that would
be used as a last resort. He said the possibility of a lawsuit was what
had probably stimulated the area office to act last Friday.

The lawsuit is ready to go now, Fisher said. "We have enough
plaintiffs to go to court. It certainly won't hurt to put pressure on

Governor Sargent because it affects everybody on welfare, not just

students.

Fisher said a food stamp official told him that interviews by a food

stamp employee will still have to be held. This is in addition to the

screening interviews conducted by work-study employees in the

UMass Food Stamp office. There is a possibility of some sort of

mass interview being conducted to speed up the process.

A forward adjustment allowance is also being considered for

students whose applications have been delayed by the welfare

department. It would allow students to receive a proportionately

greater bonus during the first few months of receiving food stamps,

as a partial reimbursement for the delay. Then, the student would

pay the originally determined amount of money for the monthly

supply.

Another option for students suffering from the delay in processing

of applications, is an appeal for retroactive food stamps. This

procedure takes about two months, but Fisher said he thought

students would receive the retroactive stamps. "It is important for

people to appeal and to keep us notified."

Fisher said students who are going to be away from the address

they have given to the Food Stamp Office for intercession should

make arrangements to have their ATP (Authorization To Purchase)

forwarded as it is illegal for the U.S. Post Office to do so.

Staff Photo by Bob Stovana

For all you nostalgia freaks, the Revolutionary Student Brig attempted to bring

back a bit of the sixties with yesterday's protest against the present student

housing policy.

Rally protests forced dorm living

By LAWRENCE KORNFIELD
Staff Reporter

A group of about forty students marched around

campus for over an hour yesterday to protest

mandatory dorm residence, in a rally sponsored by

the Revolutionary Student Brigade.

The police responded by locking all the doors to

Whitmore and refusing to let demonstrators in.

Several officers were on hand, two on horseback.

Charlie Richardson, one of the demonstration's

organizers, said; "It shows that the administrators

are afraid of student activism."

Artist stresses energy, freedom

Demonstrators marched through the Campus
Center three times chanting slogans like "Students

United can't be defeated;" and "UMass get off your

ass."

Richards said he was not disappointed by the turn

out. "This is just the beginning of the fight.. .Ifs

always hard in the beginning for people to come out

and make a statement."

The demands listed in a leaflet passed out by the

demonstrators included the abolition of forced dorm
living and meal tickets. Student control over dor-

mitories, and University support for rent control;

Selectmen may decide

future of cable television
By AL COLARUSSO

Staff Reporter

The future of cable television

at UMass will, in all probability,

/

be decided at a meeting of the

Amherst Selectmen on Monday,
December 2 according to Cable

Advisory Committee member
John Caldwell.

The Advisory Committee will

on this date report to the town's

selectmen its assessment of the

area's cablevision needs over

the next 10 years.

"We want to explain what we
think the town should have,"

said Charles Keenan, another

Committee member.
The public meeting of the

selectmen will be in the form of

a question and answer session.

UMass students will have mn
opportunity to voice their

opinions concerning cable
television and public access at

the University.

The Advisory Committee
plans to recommend that five

access channels be set aside for

schools of higher education in

the Amherst area.

UMass would, if the plan is

adopted, have complete control

over one of the access channels.

This channel would be

available for use by anyone of

the various student

organizations involved in the

broadcast media.

The access channel would
give interested students a good
chance to gain valuable ex-

perience in video programming.

Since the December 2

meeting will have an impact on

the extent of the cable system at

UMass, "a show of force on the

part of University students

would probably have a favorable

influence on the selectmen"

according to Caldwell.

By ANNEHAMBURGER
Staff Correspondent

Evolution naturally brings us to a higher state of complexity,

conserving the previous organization. True or false? Donald Burgy, a

conceptual artist who appeared at Herter Hall Tuesday night,

believes advanced technology will open the way for greater

freedoms.

Segments of three video tapes were shown. In the first Burgy

drew an analogy between the functioning of the tree and the func-

tioning of the artist. Before the tape was shown the statements of

two artists, Cezanne and Klee, who had previously drawn this

analogy, were mentioned.

Burgy restated Klee, "I'm just the trunk of a tree. I take in a kind of

energy from my ground. It rises through me, branches out, and

becomes something entirely different from what it was.

Burgy stated his concept of the analogy "Trees live by in-

tercepting energy gradients that flow from above as light, and below

as nourishment from their roots from the ground. Artists live the

same way by intercepting energy gradients that flow from above as

money or information and from below as nourishment through their

roots."

The first video visually shows Burgy walking through the forest,

spouting philosophies on the functioning of the artist in comparison

with the tree.

Every artist must confront the nature and rational behind the use

of material or medium, to present an idea. In Burg/s first piece, he

did not make use of the beauties of video, and the private personal

way it exposes emotions. Film could just as easily been used.

In the second video, Burgy philosophized on the artist's relation to

evolution. He said, "Art is the forward leading edge of evolution, and

he saw the artist as participating in the origination of new ideas for

progress. In the second video the audience sees scenes of Burgy

discussing his ideas, as well as scenes of a man and woman having

intercourse. The video took on an air of absurdity and dry humor,

which the audience did not respond to.

Some of the ideas presented are so obvious that to repeat them

leads to triteness. Thus, since triteness was not intended on Burgy'

s

part, there was confusion as to whether this dry humor was.

The most interesting ideas conveyed were presented in the third

video in which the nature of the artists' involvement with creating,

burgy believes, that if the artist successfully portrays his needs, the
art becomes a means for satisfying them.

was discussed, as a pregnant woman was shown taking a bath. He
stated, "A man only becomes an artist; to be an artist is to fail at art.

Brite Unklers in an article called "Art and Information brings up an
interesting point. There are significant ideas and intelligent ideas just

as there are bad paintings and good ones. The time has come it

seems, that the new non-object art can be judged in terms other

than novelty and artistic license."

One of the things Burgy failed to do can best be said in a

statement by Jack Burnham, "The revelation is the essence of the

art"

Tuesday night was a combination of "good and bad paintings."

What Burgy needed, was less of the interesting ideas that we are all

aware of, and more revelations.

Black, white

bus boosters

hold teach-in

The Annual UMass. Table Tennis Tournament

Wope Gym Dec. 7, 8

Men's or Women's Events

Winners will represent UMass in the Eastern

Collegiate Tournament.

Sign up in Studenf Union Game Room

Staff Photo bv Bob Stovone

What's inside the window? Who knows? But it reflects the ever changing look of

UMass. .

Students assaulted with starter gun
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By ROBERTA MARTONE
Staff Reporter

Two youths, using a starter

pistol, harrassed students in

Cashin dormitory Tuesday night,

said Captain Robert Joyce of the

UMass Department of Public

Safety.

The starter pistol is not a real

gun, but resembles one closely,

according to Joyce.

"It only fires blanks, but it

sure can scare people,'' he said.

The two youths, who are non-

students, were charged with

assault and battery with a

dangerous weapon, at Hamp-
shire District Court, Wednesday.

The disposition of their cases

has not yet been determined,

UMass Police said.

Police records also report a

two car accident in lot 66 near

Mark Meadows Elementary

School. There were no injuries.

Damages to the vehicles are

valued at $700.00.

UMass Police also recovered a

stolen motor vehicle Wednesday

night.

Officers observed a car in lot

22 without its headlights on. The

vehicle started up when police

approached it. The officers

pursued the car down Rt. 9 to

the intersection of Rt. 9 and

West St. in Hadley, where the

stolen car hit a telephone pole.

Two male youths got out of the

car and fled on foot.

"We have a pretty good idea

who the youths are because of

identification left in the car,"

said Joyce.

Investigation on the case is

continuing. Joyce said there will

be warrants out for the arrests of

the youths shortly.

About this issue
This is an experimental

Collegian. It is produced on

full sized 14" by 21" pages,

instead of the smaller

"tabloid" size.

Also contained in this issue

is a 16 page supplement, the

"Winter Sports Special,"

produced annually by The

Collegian sports staff. The
special was edited by Dave
Eibel, with the assistance of

Walt Powers and Jane
Mason.
The Collegian will resume

its regular format on Mon-
day.
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By CINDY ROGERS
Staff Reporter

Pro-busing supporters ad-

dressed 100 students here

Tuesday r ight on the issues of

busmg anc racism. The teach-in

was organized by the Task

Force- Boston School Crisis and
was moderated by Michelle

Frank of the Center for Racial

Understanding at UMass.
The six participants in the

panel discussion were: DdrT

Halfkeeny, a member of the

National Alliance Against Racist

and Political Repression; Linda

Lawrence, a white Hyde Park

High student who went down to

North Carolina; Victor Texiera, a

student who is bussed from
Dorchester to Roslindale High;

Michael Weir, a black UMass
student; Lee Grant, a white

mother who is active in the Hyde
Park Grass Root Community
Group; and Pat Bonner Lyon, a

black mother who works with

the Task Force on Education.

Issues discussed were: racism

and the political machine that

enforces it; the need for white

parents and white students who
are tired of racial violence to

stand up against those opposed
to busing; the need for unity of

black and white people to

change the situation in Boston;

the need for better quality

education in the Boston

Schools; and the role UMass

students can take in seeing that

every child has a right to a

quality education.

Halfkeeny explained that anti-

Busing people have been

organizing for over ten years. He

also said "Boston schools in

Roxbury and the South end

have always had white students

in them but there has never been

a major problem any more than

with white people living in the

Black Community.

Weir said "students have

been bussed for quite a long

time. White students have come

into Boston Tech in the very

heart of Roxbury for a number

of years and that community

hasn't been violent and those

students were not attacked." He

also called for a mass movement

of black and white people to

support integration.

Linda Lawrence said the

Boston School Committee
asked the four students not to

go to North Carolina. "We (the

four students) failed our first

term and are failing the second

term because of our in-

volvement."

She also described the en-

vironment in North Carolina as

"incredible. The schools are like

college campuses." She also

safcf sfie brought bock a lot mf

ideas but the School Committee

is making it difficult to do

anything. "We are pretty much

powerless," she said.
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Economy
continues
downward
cont. from p. 1

of the Federal Mediation and

Conciliation Service, said 1975

could almost be viewed as a

"breathing spell" if it were not

for the state of the economy.
- Budget Director Roy Ash

told Congress government

regulation is costing the

American consumer as much as

$16 billion a year in higher

prices.

Ash told a hearing into the

question of regulatory agency

reform that estimates of the in-

flationary costs of government

rules range from $8 billion to as

high as $16 billion.

Sooner
or later

you'll

come to

SEAU Hrilch^
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Nixon told

Dean testimony impeaching
WASHINGTON IAP) - A

deeply worried Richard M.

Nixon was told in April, 1973

that John W. Dean's disclosures

might lead to his impeachment

"on the ground that you
committed a crime."

Nixon reacted by working out

a story to protect himself.

"I have got to put the wagons
up around the President,"

Nixon was heard telling top aide

MR Haldeman on a tape

recording of April 25, 1973,

played yesterday for the

Watergate cover-up trial jury.

Ironically, what seemed to

concern Nixon most was that

Dean might have taped a

conversation a month earlier, on
March 21, when they discussed

the blackmail money demands

being made on the White House
by convicted Watergate burglar

E. Howard Hunt, Jr.

"I just wonder if the son- of-a-
bitch had a recorder on him,"
Nixon said. "I didn't notice any,
but I wasn't looking."

The playing of four recor-

dings, none made public
previously, ended the govern-
ment's use of tapes as its chief

witness against Haldeman, John
D. Ehrlichman, John N. Mitchell,

Robert C. Mardian and Kenneth
W. Parkinson — all charged with
conspiring to cover up White
House involvement in the
Watergate affair.

Nixon is an unindicted co-

conspirator in the case but
President Ford's pardon makes
him immune from criminal

penalty.

Dean, who had been the

President's counsel throughout

the Watergate turmoil, had gone
to prosecutors early in April to

spill the whole story.

Part of that story was that

Nixon had said in the March 21

conversation that there would

be no problem in raising a million

dollars to keep the Watergate

defendants quiet.

In the first of three April 25
conversations played for the jury

Ehrlichman told Nixon, "I think

it's entirely conceivable that if

Dean is totally out of control and
if matters are not handled
adroitly that you could get a

resolution of impeachment in

the Senate."

Nixon said: 'That's right."

Ehrlichman continued: "On
the ground that you committed
a crime and that there is no
other legal process available to

the United States pedple other

than impeachment. Otherwise)

you have immunity from
prosecution."

"Right," said Nixon.
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Claims service will cost more
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AT&T head says case hurts consumers
Compiled from Wins

New YORK - The Ford Ad-
ministration's anti-trust suit
agetost American Telephone &
Telegraph Corp., if successful,
could destroy the company and
result in poorer telephone
•ervice at a higher coat, AT&T
Chairman John deButts said
yesterday.

"We'll fight this one to the
end," deButts said.

He said the anti-trust suit filed

by the Justice Department could
hurt consumers as well as stock-
holders.

AT&T is the world's largest

and richest publicly owned
corporation and has three
million shareholders, the most of
any U.S. corporation.

The stock market bounced
erratically in a narrow range
yesterday, registering no clear-

cut reaction to the Justice
Department's anti-trust action
against American Telephone &
Telegraph.

The Justice Department
accused AT&T and its 23
operating companies of re-

straining competition through
monopolistic practices in a U.S.
district court suit. The govern-
ment demanded the com-
munications network to divest

Senate overrides Ford vetoes;

information bill becomes law

"When it comes to separating

seeds and stems

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The

Senate yesterday easily

overrode vetoes of two major

bills, dealing a serious blow to

President Ford.

By one-sided margins, the

Senate refused to sustain Ford's
vetoes of an $851 million

vocational rehabilitation
program and an expansion of
the 1966 Freedom of In-

formation Act.

House approves bill

for mass transit aid
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The

House yesterday gave final

congressional approval to a

$11.8 billion mass transit aid bill

which President Ford endorsed.

The six- year aid bill, passed by

the Senate Tuesday, now goes

to Ford who said in a telegram to

House leaders that he would

sign it.

"It represents a responsible

step in our efforts to reduce

energy consumption and control

inflation," Ford said.

The 288-109 House vote
surpassed the hopes of the bill's

sponsors, who had feared a

"squeaker" vote because of a

dispute between the House
Public Works Committee and

the House Banking Committee
over whose transit aid bill should

be considered.

But Transportation Secretary

Claude S. Brinegar, and the

mayors of New York, San
Francisco and numerous other

cities made a last- minute lob-

bying push, pleading that the

death of the bill would mean
higher transit fares or reduced
services.

The bill could grant $7.8 billion

funds for transit construction

and improvements, to be
handed out on a case-by-case

basis.

Another $4 billion would be
distributed on a population

formula basis to be used at local

option either for construction or

for 50-50 federal operating
subsidies.

This money for operations

was considered the key to the

bill by many big-city mayors
whose transit systems are in

financial trouble. The larger

construction fund can also be

used for operations if it is paid

back within two years.

Ford flies to Korea
after sightseeing day

Compiled from Wires

KYOTO, Japan - President

Ford had a "wonderful time"

yesterday sightseeing in this

ancient imperial capital before

heading for a day of official

business in South Korea.

Ford ignored scattered
demonstrations by anti-

American hecklers in Kyoto, and
his Korean plans were not
deterred by a rash of protests in

Seoul designed to call his at-

tention to what dissidents said

was the plight of political

prisoners there.

A top member of Tanaka's

ruling Liberal Democratic party
said Prime Minister Kakuei
Tanaka had decided to resign

because his support had eroded
over inflation, the issue of U.S.
nuclear weapons in Japan and
whether Tanaka used his office

for personal gain. No resignation

date was set.

The President was in apparent

high spirits as he completed his

historic visit to Japan, and his

press secretary, Ron Nessen,

told reporters, "He's having a

wonderful time." He quoted

Ford as saying the entire trip to

Japan had been "inspiring as

well as productive."
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The Senate voted 65 to 27,

three more than the required

two- thirds, to override the veto

of the Freedom of Information

Act amendments and 90 to 1 to

reject the veto of the vocational

rehabilitation program. Only
Sen. William L Scott, R-Va.,

stuck with Ford.

The House Wednesday
overrode the two vetoes by

huge margins.

Since taking office Aug. 9,

Ford has vetoed 18 bills but only

three have been overridden.

Ford said expansion of the

Freedom of Information Act,

giving individuals greater access

to government information,

could jeopardize diplomatic

relations and national security

secrets. He said the vocational

rehabilitation bill would
duplicate existing programs.

The legislation making
government information more
accessible to the public was
vetoed before Congress went

into a 30-day election-period

recess and now becomes law.

But there is a dispute between

Congress and the ad-

ministration, which may go to

the Supreme Court, over the

rehabilitation program.
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I highlyrecommend

the Grass-hopper."

so. This man knows a good thing when
e sees it.

And it's not his style to hassle with outdated
sorting methods.
He wants to come clean quickly, with a fair

measure of style and be on his way.
That's why he likes Grass-hopper.
Crafted of Mahogany, it makes short work

of sorting the smokeable. Its Portuguese cork
bottom holds the smokeable, but allows seeds
to tumble down and out the adjustable bottom.
Quick and efficient.

To make friends with your own
Grass-hopper, and save a buck in the process,
fill out the coupon and send it along with $8.95.

Well quickly return your Grass-hopper,
instructions and FREE Grass-hopper papers
to get you on you r way.

GIVE TRAVEL FOR
CHRISTMAS!

nc.
79 SOUTH PLEASANT STREET
AMHERST • TEL. 256-6704

itself of Western Electric, its

manufacturing subsidiary, and
Bell Laboratories, its research

arm, along with its long-distance

telephone operation.

DeButts told a news con-
ference AT&T is one of the most
efficient and profitable com-
panies in the world and said he
could not understand why the
government took the action at a

time when President Ford was
urging business to become more
productive.

"It was in the public interest.

Congress ruled, to have a
telephone monopoly," deButts
said, adding that the principle

had been upheld by Con-
gressional committees,
regulatory agencies and the
Justice Department itself.

Student demonstrators rescue a wounded comrade after they clashed with riot
policemen yesterday in Kyoto, Japan, to protest the visit of President Ford.

Maine governor urges N.E. states

to form regional power pool
BOSTON [AP\ - Calling for

the New England states to band
together to regulate energy,

Maine Gov. Kenneth M. Curtis

told the New England Council
yesterday that energy is too
important to leave in the hands
of others.

Speaking at the council's

annual meeting, Curtis said New
England and New York state

should follow the example of the

electric utilities, which have
formed regional pools.

"The safety of our people and
the preservation of our land,

water and other natural
resources are too important and
the cost of our electricity is too
high," Curtis said, "for officials

to any longer accept without
question forecasts of energy
demand determined exclusively

by private industry."

Curtis said such a compact of

states also could regulate off-

shore oil and natural gas drilling.

The federal government would
fail to provide sufficient en-

vironmental safeguards, he said.
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Miller meets miners
to explain contract

from p. 1

nation and world

cont
of a dwindling coal supply.

However, there have been no
announcements by other major
producers of layoffs.

Miller said he came to

, .^-.- ,«.<,,,,-j.^jj

Charleston to try to explain

some of the contract terms to

miners.

He said there had been some
minunderstanding because the

UMW Constitution prohibits

releasing the contract until the

council approves it.

Miller said there were about

10 areas pending "where we
hope to make some im-

provement," but he did not

elaborate. However, he called it

a "very good tentative

agreement, one we should have

had 20 years ago."

*•*•••

Suspects charged
NEW BRITAIN, Conn. \AP) -

A burly, onetime bar bouncer
and a companion were charged
yesterday with murdering six

people in a bakery just over a

month ago.

In a courthouse filled with
police, Ronald Piskorski, 25, and

Gary B. Schrager, 31, both of

New Britain, were ordered held

on $500,000 bond.

The owner of the Donna Lee
bakery, a clerk and four
customers were shot at close

range on Saturday night, Oct.

19. Called about 9 p.m. by
someone who found the door
open, police found cars running
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A Statement Of Concern
We, the undersigned concerned people, deplore the recognition given to Yassir

Arafat, head of the Palestinian Liberation Organization, by the United Nations. This en-
dorsement given to a guerrilla organization whose stated purpose is the dissolution of the
sovereign state of Israel, can only further the new immorality of diplomacy by terror.
Tactics of bloodshed, blackmail, and political expediency and can hardly lead to con-
structive negotiations, but rather to a further deterioration of an already unstable situation
which could plunge the people of the Middle East, and perhaps the whole world, into a
bloody war.

Israel can hardly be expected to negotiate its own destruction. The Jewish people are as
entitled to live and express themselves within their own sovereign state as any other people
in the world. Any "solution" which compromises this right is unacceptable to the Jewish
people and people of conscience throughout the world.

1

Sev Richard Koenlo
Rev Henry L Dorach
Mae- John M Oaatarraichar
Rav Joaaph L Nail
Rav. J Joaaph Quiglev
Robert M. Goldman
John P. Panilca
John Catrano
Nancy levin
Chuck Bajor
Brett White
Oeve Geener
John Kineary
Norman D. Cooper
Craig Brown
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ANTHROPOLOGY DEPARTMENT

SPRING SEMESTER

COURSE CORRECTIONS

Thr official Schedule of Courses, Spring Semester, states

id -it students enrolling in the following anthropology courses
Ml ST also preregister for Honors Sections. This information
is INCORRECT. Students enrolling in the following courses
M \Y also preregister for additional honors credit:

103 Introduction to Physical An-Anthropology

thropology

Anthropology 228 — Images of the IS Indian

Anthropology 270 — Caribbean Cultures

Anthropology 290K — Seminar In Physical Anthropology

Anthropology 2901. — Proseminar in Human Growth
Anthropology 315 — Primate Anatomy
Anthropology 370 — North American Indians

Anthropology 37fi — South American Ethnology-

All of the above courses are open to any students. An
additional one credit of honors work is available In each for

students who so elect and also preregister for the honors

work.

There are also errors in the Student Course Description

Guide. Only those courses listed in the official Schedule of

Courses will he offered in the Spring semester. If vou have
any questions please call the Xnthropology office, .".45-2221

. or

the Director of I ndergraduate Studies. 545-287*. for further

information

outside, apparently belonging to
some of the victims.

Mondaie drops out

WASHINGTON [UPI] - Sen.

Walter F. Mondaie of Minnesota

yesterday took himself out of

the running Thursday for the

1976 Democratic nomination.

"Basically i found I did not

have the overwhelming desire to

be President which is essential

for the kind of campaign that is

required," the 46-year-old liberal

told a hastily called news
conference in a crowded Senate
hearing room.

N-plants liable

WASHINGTON [UPI] - In a

victory for environmentalists.

Congress has abandoned for

now its attempt to set limits on
how much money atomic power
plants would be liable for in the

event of an accident or other

nuclear catastrophe.

The Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy said Wednesday
it is dropping the matter for now
and would not attempt to seek

an override of President Ford's

earlier veto of the legislation.

Blasts kill 14
BIRMINGHAM, England

\UPI] - Bombs shattered two
crowded pubs 100 yards apart

within two minutes yesterday
night, killing at least 14 persons
and wounding 70 more. Others
were reported missing in the
rubble.

Police said seven persons
perished in each of the ex-

plosions, the first in the
Mulberry Bush and the second
in the Tavern in the Town in the
Bull Ring district of this in-

dustrial city 110 miles north of

London.

MPA fires King
BOSTON [AP\ - The board

of the Massachusetts Port
Authority voted yesterday to fire

Executive Director Edward J.

King. The position will be filled

temporarily by the authority's

secretary-treasurer, Edward T.

Hanley.

The board voted 4-2 in a
closed session to "vacate the
position of executive director."

now appearing at the

hide-a-way

Chinnock

It4 hit Blast Bins1

Appearing Wed. thru Sat.

$1 cover Wed. & Thurs.

$1.50 cover Fri. & Sat

And remember, every

Wed. night is Schlitx Night.

12 oz. drafts for only 40c.

Rf . 202 in Granby
1 mile off Rt. m

Tel. 447-0393
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Privacy for whom
Tuesday was landmark day for American

students. That was the date on which a federal

law passed last year went into effect. The law

guarantees parents and students the right to view

any and all files on them maintained by colleges,

universities and schools they attend.

The law, quickly dubbed the "Buckley

amendment" after its sponsor, Sen. James
Buckley (R NY.), has provoked widespread

confusion at campuses statewide and is the

subject of a court suit by six Harvard University

graduate students. UMass President Robert

Wood, in an on-again, off-again stance toward

the law at first asked that its effective date be

postponed. Then on Wednesday, he waffled and

said that he thought the law was sound and could

be adjusted by HEW rulemaking.

The reason University administrations are

concerned is simple: they do not dispute in

principle that individuals should be able to inspect

records maintained on them for truthfulness. But

they are upset about the law implications on files

maintained before it went into effect.

For instance. Suppose you were a guidance

counselor in a Massachusetts high school. As a

routine matter, you write recommendations for

students of yours and send them to colleges.

There are two questions raised by the privacy law

in such a situation.

- What effect will it have on the recom-

mendation if the guidance counselor knows that

it will eventually be read by the student?

•- Should recommendations written by

counselors prior to Tuesday be now considered

public and available to students? Remember that

the counselor wrote it thinking it was confidential,

fidential.

Of course there is a tremendous difference in

magnitude between the problems Harvard has

with the law and the problem UMass faces.

UMass, because it is a large, state institution,

does not rely heavily on confidential information

in admissions or in other areas.

However Harvard, because it is highly selective,

and because it is private, can and does rely on
confidential information -- not just from guidance
counselors but from private citizens. What about
their right to privacy?

Ralph D. Jones, UMass registrar has suggested
the plan UMass will follow. When students

request information which was originally sub-

mitted as confidential, the person who submitted
the information -- usually a guidance counselor ••

will be asked in a letter whether he wishes the

material viewed.

Of course if the guidance counselor refuses to

yield the information, and UMass abides by the

request, it will be in clear violation of the Buckley

amendment as it now stands.

The law states that federal funds shall be

withheld from an institution which "effectively

prevents" students "the right to inspect and

review any and all official records, files and data"

related to them, including all material that is

incorporated into each student's cumulative

record folder."

The law says such material shall include:

academic work, level of achievement, at-

tendance, test scores of any kind, interests,

health data, family background or teacher and

counselor ratings.

"Laws," as older members of the system tell us

students, "are not made to be broken." To refuse

to release any information to a student 46 days

after the students requests such data is against

the law. We support the action of the six Harvard

students and wish them success in their suit.

While the law stands, it should be enforced.

However, we seriously question whether it should

be retroactive. Not only the privacy of students is

at stake - but also the privacy of those guidance

counselors who have submitted information to

their files believing it would be confidential.

We support an amendment to the privacy law

to exclude documents submitted before the law

was passed in the Senate last spring. Meanwhile,

the law is the law. Let it be enforced by the courts

if necessary.

Letters to the editor

No football is a good idea

To the Editor:

New Englanders are known for being practical,

which was again proven last week when the

University of Vermont decided to drop their

football team for the 1975- 1976 season. Why
practical? They will save 1.5 million dollars, that's

why. I wonder how much UMass could save from

next year's already impractical budget if we
followed Vermont's impressive decision. The

amount of money put into our football team,

aimed at their apparent "big time" aspirations,

could easily be redirected to other sports, or even

that reason why we are all here, education. If

Vermont will save $1.5 million, a school of our

comparative size might be in a range of

somewhere near $3 million. Whether this is way
out of line or not I don't know, but even $1.5

million saved would satisfy me. The $74,000 taken

\
from our $30 annual athletic fee alone is only a

starting place for the possible money to be saved
from other budgetary sources for equipment,

trainers, travel, food, scholarships, printing, and
the salaries of seven 1 7] coaches.

The football team could survive here on the

club level, such as the crew team, and enjoy great

success and even national prominence such as

the crew, at a fraction of football's present cost.

We can take the money saved and put it towards

paying off one of the school buildings or the

dorms, increase teaching positions or course

diversity, and even redirect the money to all other

sports and keep men 's gymnastics. Our priorities

have to change.

Many people have pointed out to me the

tremendous improbability of a decrease in

football expenditures because of the stadium.

The stadium is probably the most impractical

structure on campus. For an additional fee during

it's construction it could have been fitted with

astro -turf and lights, then it could be used all year

and for other purposes such as soccer, lacrosse,

rugby, and intramurals. As it is now, the stadium

is used five or six times a year for home games,

while most of the people entering it then have

free tickets anyway. If football were a club sport

they could charge admission for everyone to help

defray expenses and pay for the stadium.

I'm calling on all students to take a good hard

look at the football program as it exists today, at

its inflated cost. Is it worth the price of other more
beneficial student oriented projects compared to

those benefits reaped by playing a major

collegiate football schedule?? I think it's time we
used this large sum involved} in football for the

mutual benefit of all students. It's also time a lot

of students woke up to the impractical use of

funds on this campus, and joined together to

direct them toward the best interests of as many
people as possible. Face it, football today is a

luxury we can ill afford, at least with the big

business aspects it has here at UMass. Yes, today

even football has become an unnecessary luxury.

Tom Fancy

More for poor Thanks for blood

To the Editor,

/ think the Dining Common's management
should be commended for enabling students to

donate their meal tickets Thursday in order to

raise funds for "Oxfam America." But, perhaps
more could be done. There are times during the

semester when I realize I won't be using my
tickets on a given day, and I'd like to think that

someone could benefit from them. If Thursday's

D. C. plan were in effect all semester, students

could turn in tickets before their scheduled day of

use and a portion of the meal's cost could be
donated to a hunger prevention fund. Students
cannot be reimbursed for unused meal tickets,

but it wouldn't seem so wasteful if the needy
could in some way benefit. People are starving aH
year round, not just on a particular Thursday in

November.

Cyndy Adam*

Welcome
To the Editor.

The Student Government Association of the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst extends

its warmest welcome to the members of the state

legislature Welcome aboard and have a good
time.

Rick Savlnl

President 80A

To the Editor:

Last week the Red Cross Blood Drive at the

University of Massachusetts collected a total of

1315 pints. This is a record volume, and those

who made it possible, donors and workers alike,

can take pride in the fact that they have con-

tributed generously and unselfishly to one of the

most humanitarian of causes.

We would like to thank the senior citizens and

members of the Junior Women 's Club who made
the sandwiches and ran the centeen; the

members of the University women who took care

of publicity, registration, reception and other

clerical duties, as we/I as acting as donor aides

and canteen helpers; the members of Gamma
Sigma Sigma and Alpha Phi Omega who worked

before and during the drive, and the volunteer

nurses, student nurses, doctors and Red Cross

personnel. Most importantly, we wish to thank

each and every donor; it was their response, after

aH, that determined the success of this com-
munity endeavor.

Mrs Carl P. Swimon
Blood Drive Chairman for

University Woman

Reverse education

To the Editor

Now that people from the South have come
here to show us how to integrate our schools,

why don't we re'urn the favor and send some
people there to show them what books to read?

Russell Faria
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Pastors of journalism
''One good
schoolmaster is worth a

thousand priests.

"

—Robert G. Ingersoll

If one good schoolmaster

really is worth a thousand

priests, then there are three

thousand priests teaching

journalism in the basement of

Machmer Hall.

It's a shame that people like

me wait until there is some sort

of trouble to write a column
about three really fine professors

like Howard Ziff, Larry Pinkham,

and Ralph Whitehead of the

Journalistic Studies Depart-
ment. The trouble referred to is

the current hassle over the

single track, Journalism-English

only major that has been
supported by these three as an

interim program on the way to a

full Journalism major at UMass,
something we have never had.

Fortunately, the students
majoring in Journalism who

attended last Monday's meeting

of the Student Senate
Academic Affairs Committee
recognized the importance of

the JS- English proposal to the

future of Journalism at UMass
and voted to support it by an 18

10 margin.

It was a victory that Ziff and

company deserved. They
comprise about 95 per cent of

the work behind the Journalism

program at UMass, a program

encompassing some 240
students. For three people to

teach, counsel, and try to find

jobs for a body of students that

large is quite an achievement.

For it to be done as well as it is

done is amazing.

From the point of view of

student input the department

has been one of the most

responsive on campus. Ziff has

sought student opinion on
everything from the hiring of

new personnel to the strong and

weak points of courses he has

wanted to propose. He has

instituted courses that students

have expressed a need for, such

as an investigative reporting

course last Fall and this

semester's course in editorial

writing taught by Pulitzer

prizewinner Roger Linscott of

the Berkshire Eagle.

Realizing that as yet the

department does not have
enough personnel to give

everyone the complete jour-

nalism education they need, Ziff

has urged students to take

advantage of other university

programs that emphasize their

particular needs, such as the

Outreach program. I utilized this

program myself, spending a

semester in Washington to gain

insight into my interest in

political journalism. My post

internship study is being

sponsored by Professor

Whitehead, a one on one course

on the topic of political morality

which integrates my
Washington experience with

new learning.

It has been a hallmark of theaa

three professors to dig in end
get involved with students, and
their contact hour* with
students probably rank among
the highest on campus. To add
to all this, at least one of them is

teaching a course overload this

semester. All three will be

overloaded next semester.

In short, Howard Ziff, Larry

Pinkham, and Ralph Whitehead
have gone the extra mile for

students on this campus who
are interested in Journalism, and
it's time they received a little

recognition for it. Let's hope
they're allowed to continue their

work without anymore hin-

drance, and that one of the few
good things in the world of
UMass academics meets with
the success it without doubt
deserves.

Steve Tripoli is a Collegian Columnist

I
Gerry3 Cataldo }

Waiting for Rocky
I might have doubted it a few

weeks ago. but now it seems
that Nelson Rockefeller has won
over the Senate Rules Com-
mittee. They'll undoubtedly
recommend confirmation either

unanimously or with one
dissenting vote. Rocky is a

heavyweight, of that there can
be no doubt. That book of

Lasky's about Goldberg
could' ve cost the Rock the Vice

Presidency, but he had his

answers all ready for them.

When Goldberg took the stand I

thought to myself, this is it, it's

all over. But his testimony was
relatively tame, and the book
issue became less and less

important. The money give-

away is still a hazy area, and I

imagine the House Committee
will try to go into it even deeper.

To be generous is certainly no
crime, unless of course there are

ulterior motives involved. But it

seems that, as far as the Senate

Committee is concerned, the

issue has been resolved. No
matter what they brought up,

Rocky had the answers, or he

knew where to get them.

Senator Scott kept bringing

up the overworked point that no
one on the committee was
asking questions concerning

Rocky' s views on the burning

issue* of the day. a* if hi* views

would make a big difference on

the question of confirmation. If

all they had to worry about was
Rocky's ability to perform as

V.P, he would have been

confirmed weeks ago. There

aren't too many people in public

life today who couldn't do that

job. That is not to say that the

Vice Presidency is irrelevant. I

think that events over the past

ten years have proved other-

wise. But it is a fact that a Vice

President is whatever the

President wants or needs him to

be In the case of Ford and
Rockefeller, the word is need
rather than want. I think it safe

to assume that Rocky will be a

"working" V.P.

What is lacking through all

this, of course, is public ap-

proval. Rocky has learned from

past experience that this can be

more important than testifying

before a committee about loans.

This concern about confirming a

man for the Vice Presidency,

who hsd run unsuccessfully for

the top spot previously, was
brought up by Senator Pell. It

was a good point, and one, as I

pointed out in a past column
should be given serious study

and reflection. But typically, the

issue seemed to bounce off the

heads of the other members of

the committee. We mustn't give

them anything too difficult to

think about, especially ethical

problems that are not spelled

out in the Constitution. The
Senators should remember that

no matter who they are in-

vestigating, the main concern

should be the people. I think the

people haae given their verdict

on Nelson Rockefeller before, at

least a couple of times. This

obviously carries no weight with
the committee.

It is clear to me that changes
must be made in the 25th

Amendment, which, I might
add, was drafted by Birch Bayh
at a time when our leaders were
standing around wondering
what the hell to do about having

no V.P. The Amendment had
nothing but sensible and good
intention behind it, and to call

for a change now does not
discredit Bayh in any way. (And
as long as people are
speculating about possibles for

1976, don't overlook Bayh.) Of
course no one could possibly

have foreseen events similar to

those of 1974. The reason

behind any vacancies in the top
offices should have an effect on
how those vacancies are filled.

In other words, the Constitution

should perhaps regard vacancies

due to abuse of office in a

separate light from vacancies

due to poor health or death. Or
perhaps an appointed Vice

President should not be allowed
to assume the Presidency
permanently, but serve a* an
acting President until elections

can be held. The newly elected

President and Vice President

would then serve a full four year

term, and not simply the
remainder of the previous term.

There are several versions of

proposed changes being
discussed, and while the debate
goes on we await the arrival of

Vice President Rockefeller. No
one will be more eager to see
him take the oath than Pre*.

Ford. Let's face it, he needs ail

the help he can gat right now,
and if Rocky has any ideas than
let's hear them. I'll never be
convinced, however, that
Rockefeller should be the V.P. I

don't care how many millions ha
gave away, or how many damn
books he had written. The larger

issue is that ha la attaining a
position through highly irregular

meens, when he could not attain

it by the will of the people Ford

is in the same boat of course, so
they'd make quite a pair. And
that's probably the only thing
that the two have in common.
But. you know, rt'd all be worth
while rf they'd just introduce
Ford to Rocky's tailor. Like I

said, he needs alt the help ha can
get.

Food shortage and dog days THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

By MURDOCH MacRAE
AndJOYCE KOSOFSKY

Staff Reporter
Man's best friend may be his

own worst enemy in the world's

food shortage problem.

In Amherst alone, the pet
population is a staggering figure.

All you have to do is visit an
apartment complex, dormitory
or walk downtown and you can
picture the situation for yourself.

Meanwhile, the World Food
Conference in Rome is trying to

keep the world from starving. As
the world's supply of food
diminishes, the current pet

population increases at 10-20

times faster than the human
population.

Here's where the connection

comes in.

Common house pets, cats and
dogs, are of a monogastric
mammalian species. That is,

pets need the same dietary type

of nutrition as humans.
Last year $1.5 billion was

spent on pet food in the United

States. However, 40 percent of

this figure was bought for

human consumption. The pet

food was bought by low income
or welfare tecipients because of

the poor welfare system and
because of inflated food prices,

especially meat goods.

Pet nutritional requirements

for specific protein types and
elements, such as phosphorus,

nearly equal those same
requirements for humans. With
the pet population continuing to

grow as such, it becomes just a

matter of time before these

animals evolve as a direct

source of competition for food
with the human population.

All is fine if you love your pet

and can take good care of it. But
this is not always the case. What
happens after the cuteness of

the puppy is gone? Often, these

pets are left to fend for them-
selves. In such a case, the

animal becomes what is known
as a feral dog. (A domestic dog
gone wild). The feral dog, as it

becomes wilder and hungrier,

will even kill for food. A while

back a pack of feral dogs
simultaneously crawled under a

fence at the Franklin Park Zoo

and attacked a deer.

Perhaps this should be taken

into consideration the next time

you see a cute kitten or puppy.
Think of the animal's welfare.

How many places will you be

living in over the next five years?

How cool is it to keep a dog in

downtown Manhattan or

downtown Southwest? How
cool is it to keep your dog tied

up outside the Campus Center

barking while you're cavorting

through the Bluewall? Let's be
realistic and humanistic about
the situation. With a shortage of

food in the near future, will you
be able to take care of yourself

along with your pet?

As animal lovers, this situation

upsets us. We offer no true

solution but we do have a few

suggestions:

— If your pet has just had a

litter, talk to the people you give

them to. Find out where they

live and if you think that'll be a

good home for the animal. Also,

ask them to have the animal

spayed or fixed.

— If your pet has had litters

already, unless you're breeding

it, have it spayed.

With a little caution and
consideration perhaps there will

be no feral dogs and no animals

competing for your dinner. With
a little care, we will just have our
favorite house pets.

as

(Go>lfe#&ffi\

LIFE/STYLE

CASIAC offers info
So you're a liberal artist? So

by choice or by default you've

found yourself in the College of

Arts & Sciences majoring in it,

or one of its happy tributaries.

Well what now? Preregistration

is again upon us and another

bout with education looms

suddenly. Decisions have to be

made. Decisions affecting the

very core of your future

existence, or decisions affecting

no more than the hours you'll

catch some Z's next semester.

That's up to you.

Believe it or not, there are

some people in the vicinity who
are paid to help you through the

process. Some of them live over

at CASIAC, the letters that

stand for the College of Arts &
Sciences Information and
Advisory Center which is

located in E-20 in beautiful

Machmer Hall, just a twelve

second walk due west from the

Student Union.

Change your major? Well you
can start the process at CASIAC
by picking up the necessary
paperwork. Also available are

add drop cards, late add-drop
cards and authorizations, with-

drawal forms not to mention

overload and underload cards

and authorizations. Besides

these and other bountiful

burocratic manipulations,

CASIAC also serves as a

clearinghouse for other

programs and academic en-

deavors. Aside from all of the

traditional majors within the

broad realm of the College,

information about University

Year for Action, Honors. BDIC.

Outreach, UMass 200,

University Without Walls,

Womens Studies, In-

terdisciplinary majors, is dutifully

available. CASIAC also serves as

the center for Five College

Information at UMass. Here you
can find which course you want
and how to get it at those four

other eager institutions of
learning just waiting for UMies
to come.

Advice? Do you need advice?
Well you're in luck because at

CASAIC we have an army of

eager and well trained students,

faculty and academic deans to

talk to depending upon the

nature and breadth of your
problem. Our Graduate School
Advisor (Pat Rector), Pre Law
Person (John Brigham) and our
foremost Education Man (John
Adams) are also available on
demand. And so don't despair,

help is available.

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian

Columnist.

IS HAVING A

SALE
Nov. 23rd
through

Nov. 27th

Gro-Lites
j

Now your plants

can grow without

I
sunshine!

No need for - «
fluorescent $ 1
fixtures! I

$*J99
160 Wattfc

Pre-Seeded

HERB GARDENS
Seeded-Fertilized

Now you can grow your $
own herbs indoors!

Macrame' and Rope

Plant Hangers

Brackets

too!

Pre-Seeded
Tomatoes

99°
Venus Flytraps

99°
Cactuses

$149

PLANT
POTS!

Clay Pots

4" - 56c

6" - 'J
18

8" - '240

10" - •#

HANGING CHAIN

ot LAMPS
chain

Ski Gloves

Ice Skates

Ski Poles

Reiker Boots

Some NewJ
Some Used

Northland

INNSBRUCK!
DAVOS SKIS

Only

Amber
Green
Gold

PlaStiC PotS (with saucers)

4" _ $1M

5 - *1 49

7 - «3P
Dish Gardens 5 |

10

50%- 75%

RUG
4' 8" x 6' 8" y

Your Choice

of Size

& Color

Only

All Sizes and Colors

CERAMIC
GLAZED POTS

Handmade and

hand-painted in

MEXICO! .

A variety of sizes,

designs and colors!

Pressed Wood

SHELVING 8 ft. length;

DESKS &
SHELVES
(Unfinished)

$025

Reg.
$35 Reg.

$35

SALE

PRICE

74 - Bookcase

23%" x 9'/," x 36"

Knotty Pine

Reg.

$25

SALE

PRICE

$
19

99

We also carry a

complete line of

Hardware, Plumbing
and Electrical

Equipment for the

do-it-yourselferl

1202- Bookcase
30" x 12"x36"{

Knotty Pine

76 - Bookcase

35Vi" x 9V/' x 36"

Knotty Pine

L

\

Reg. $6500

SALE
PRICE

i]

1S41/61 - 4 Drawer Desk and Chair

36V x 16V x 30"

Knotty Pine

All Merchandise in Limited Quantities!
SALE ENDS NOVEMBER 27th, 1974

ROCKY'S
299 Russell St. (Rt. 9)

Hadley, Mass.

Just after Mountain Farms Mall.

Mile from UMass!

Gerry Cataldo is a Collegian Columnist

»
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Pre-vets stop fowl delays

Little plug
Staff Photo bv Joa Martina

For one potential UMie a fire hydrant is a simple shelter from a vast expanse of

wet pavement outside the Student Union. Photo was taken from the second floor.

Bitch box siphons off beefs

By BILL PARENT
Members of the UMasa Pre

Vet Club attended a meeting of

New England State colleges last

weekend in Bedford, New
Hampshire in an effort to begin
lobbying procedure for the

establishment of a Veterinary

School in the six state area.

Corliss Bautin, President of
the UMass organization said
that "the needs for a
Veterinarian School are so
critical that even if we do have
this school built by the projected
date (Sept. 1977) it still won't
fulfill the overwhelming need for

veterinarians."

The purpose of the Bedford
meeting was to discuss ways of

informing people of the need
and to develop ways to pressure

representatives to take action on
the problem. Bills are currently

being drafted for presentation to

all State Legislatures in the New
England area.

"The main problem" Bautin
said "is reaching the people and
building their awareness."
Presently there are only 1000
veterinarians responsible for the
care of a quarter of a billion

livestock in the area. Last
summer alone at one dairy farm
in Oeerfield over $5000 worth of
livestock was slaughtered due to
a lack of sufficient medical care
for the animals.

Another problem faced by
aspiring vets is the almost
impossibility of entering out-of-

state colleges for animal
medicine. The organization cited

that there is now a 95 per cent
rejection rate and anyone with
under a 3.7 cum shouldn't even
apply.

The Pre Vet Club is now in the

process of distributing pamph-
lets, bumper stickers, and

king coverage by the local

news media in an effort to in-

form the public.

In conclusion Bautin said "the

volume counts, and we would

like to see students take some
action in the form of letters to

local legislators."

IHb MASSACHUSfcl la DAILY M 'LLfcOlAN

COMEDY SPECIAL

niversity of massachusetfs
arts council

presents

ismael

THE LATIN SOUND THAT
WON'T LET YOU SIT DOWN

Sunday November 24 8pm
Student Union Ballroom

T ICK ETS : $4 genera I

,

$2 umass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL. U MASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

3-Stooges Marx Bros.

Laurel & Hardy

2 HOURS OF LAUGHTER

MAHAR
FRI., NOV. 22 7,9,11

The New Africa House

Black Cultural Center

Steering Committee

proudly presents

Vocalist

LEON THOMAS
at Bowker Auditorium

with

Neal Dnque, piano
Merwin Brunson, bass
Sadiq Rahman Shabazz, drums
Sonny Murray, drums
Black Arthur, alto sax

FRI., NOV. 22, 7:30 Donation at Door $1.50
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An AM NEW f.lm

•n«ptr«d by the

novel AtPPOfiT
bv Arthur HawWy.
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AIRPORT 1975

By BRUCE FREDERICK
Staff Correspondent

"What, my frland,

what are you going to

do with this bitch?"
— Marquis da Sada

The Student Senate Com-
munications Committee offers a

last resort complaint service for

students who have any

problems with the University.

Students with a problem or

complaint, or who don't know
where to go, or who aren't

getting results through "normal

channels," may be helped by the

Committee's Bitch Box.

Student* should writs down
their complaints, names, phone
numbers or addresses, and put

them in the Bitch Box located in

the Student Union Lobby next

to the Collegian stacks.

Students who would like to

remain anonymous, don't have

to sign their names, but the

committee probably won't be

able to do much without it.

Quicker, more personal help,

is available in their office within

the DVP office in the Student
Union Building, according to

committee members.

Keep in mind, however, that

the committee cannot do
anything about academic
problems, such as student-

professor hassles. These
automaticaaly go to the Om-
budsman. His name is Jay

Savareid, and his office is in Rm.
919 Campus Center. If you have

any problems with grades, in-

structors, etc. you should see

him. He can and will help you.

What our Committee may be

able to help you with is a

problem with dorm living, a

question about the Campus
Center, or a beef about the way
the University is run in general. If

we .pan't get any direct action

ourselves, we can at least refer

you to somebody who can.

In the month or so that the

Bitch Box has existed, we have
received several complaints, an
assortment of trash including

cigarette butts, and a gum
wrapper containing a gross
looking, unidentifiable sub-
stance.

We might have received more
problems, but some moron
ripped- off the wooden box we
were using. We replaced it with

a cardboard carton, then
another Idiot gripped the table it

was on. Finally somebody with a

real problem stole the cardboard
carton. We have just recently

acquired a new metal ballot box
from the Student Senate, which
should be securely installed in

the Student Union Lobby by the

time you read this. We're hoping

that the chain and padlock will

keep it where it belongs, since

our request for a guard dog and
machine guns was rejected.

Actually, the grievance
service is just one pert of the

Communications Committee's
job. We are also responsible for

keeping lines of communication
open between different groups

in the University, and letting

students know what the

Student Senate is doing. We
also hope to give a lot of at-

tention to commuters and their

problems.

Up to this week, we have
been fairly unorganized since we
have been without a chair-

person, permanent office,

telephone and typewriter.

However, our first organizational

meeting was held last Monday,
and we have gained seven new
members, so we're starting to

roll.

By November 18, we should
be permanently settled into a

corner of the DVP office on the
balcony of the Student Union. If

you think we can help you, or

you think you can help us, stop

by. We're always open to new
members, and since we are open
to new directions and ideas, the

committee might be the place

CALIFORNIA

MOTORS

5861841

Repairs

We love BMW-Fiat-
Jaguar and some other

imported cars.

Keep Your Eye

on

4o£call
Amherst's First Optician

for all your

Optical Needs

LOWEST PRICES
in the area

SHOP & COMPARE
56 Main St. 253-7002

3HD -am raBjsrclMij GK0?$
S CJMfiKfl HnaMS %j(fess§Ki

for you to start your pet project.

Besides, it'll look good on your
records.

*mw Mi >•>*.'

m'm:' • is !
step wru mm*'

Eves.

7:30-9:30

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
FAR AHEAD OF IIS TIME BEST AUDIO VISUAL

EXPERIENCE IN TOWN!" w,ii,amwpi, cue

The Dial Tone
Discotheque

Mon Tues.. W>d Nites are

leer Rites 25'
Pins specials on pitchers,

bottles and all drinks.

TUES. NITE
is Oldies' Nlte

THURS. NITE
is Ladies' Nile

HAPPY HOUR
every nite.S-8: 30

DJ's play what you want to

hear — 7 nites a week, 8:30-

1:00

KtiV North Hatfield

Dance Klixtr Game Room

u#"
T/1NGOS jm?f*

Chelsea /fi-fise i •*.
Dennis 5 d£R/

rflat
the jeaxis store

CVBARs
House

201 n pleasant st. amherst
i a rarfieW Mai chicopee

HARRY

T0NT0

TIMES:
Mat. — 2:00

Eves— 7:30 9:50

TheTrial

Billy Jack
SEE A0 ELSEWHERE
ON THEATRE PAGE

Eves.

7:00 10:00

BURTREYNOtOS

"THE LONGEST YARD"

Looking for a Science Core Elective?

NULL 101 (E)

ENERGY AND MAN
Learn about the current energy situation.

Find out where all the oil went.

DO YOU CARE ABOUT THESE QUESTIONS?

Energy Conservation Fact or Fiction?

What happened to John Sawhill?

Then Register for M.A.E. 101

Schedule No. 446306 - MWF 11:15 a.m.

No Prerequisites - Not open to engineering

majors.

Student Specials
for Mid-Term Break

Three greaf sfudent packages
are available exclusively

through your nearby Peter Pan
World Travel office.

Pick up an information packed
brochure. Hurry! Reservations

are limited

* Ski Austria

* Caribbean Vacation

• Dayton Beach
Contact the Peter Pan World Travel office near you.

Pstar Pan World Travel
Old South Street
Northampton
Tel. 586 1030

Peter Pan World Traval
79 South Plaaaant Straat
Amharat
Tal. 266-6704

Patar Pan World Traval
1778 Main Straat

Springfield
Tal. 781-3343

Patar Pan World Traval
1607 Northampton Straat

Holyoka
Tal. 936 5330

SUPER-WEEKEND
00 OFF

ANY Large

1 Item

DOMINO'S PIZZASAVE FRIDAY!

SAVE SATURDAY!

SAVE SUNDAY!

NEW HOURS!

Sun. - Thur. 5 - 1:30 a.m.

Fri. & Sat. 4:30 - 2 a.m.

B
DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Call 256-8587

3 DOMINO'S
ft

DOUGH C

"DOMINO'S SPECIALIZES I

•N SUPERB PIZZA

AND FAST

jFREE DELIVERY,

w

Good towards
^ny large, one item
Domino's pizza.

I Name _«.,

fPhone

in |"" Pi//S
ptaaM, |l>aoks

I To validate coupon fill irw/
nam* and phone [ft f I »",]

lumber

Good Until 11-24-74

notices

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
The bus leaves for Belchertown at

12:45 from the front of Whitmore.
Keep on coming. There is only a tew
Saturdays loft I Don't let your friends
down 253 2722
BICYCLE CLUB BIDE

Ride Sunday meet in front of SUB.
IIOOi destination Shutesbury Rd .

Quabbin or by group decision
CASIAC TUTORING
CASIAC has tutors available for all

disciplines at a minimal fee. For in

formation, call 5 1404, ask for Jams
CHRISTIAN WORKSHOP
Sunday, 5 30 p.m.; Informal

Communion. Bible study, and dinner;
led by Episcopal Bishop Alexander
Stewart at home of Episcopal
Chaplain, the Rev Bo Denig, 758 N
Pleasant St. near Grad Research
Center Welcome'
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS
WANTED
TO KNOW ABOUT SEX
With Woody Allen Nov. 26. Mahar

Aud., 7. 9, 11.

HELLENIC AMERICAN ASS PARTY
The Hellenic American Assoc, is

holding its pre Thanksgiving dance
and party on Sunday Nov 24, 8-12
p.m. in Farley Lodge. There will be live

Greek music, Greek food and drinks.
Entrance fee all are welcome.
HILL EL BRUNCH
Sunday brunch with Rabbi Sandi

Sasso, the second woman rabbi in

America, who will speak on "Women
in Judaism; a Feminist View". 11:00
a.m. m Colonial Lounge
HOUSE CHURCH UCF
The UCF House Church (depth-

encounter with spiritual search) meets
tonight at 7:30 p.m. at 559 South
Pleasant St., Pete's Place; 5th house
on right after Jeffrey Lane 545 2661
INDIA NIGHT

Don't forget. Sat night is India
night A colorful presentation of Indian
culture. In C.C. Aud. at 7:00 p.m.
INDOCHINA PEACE TASK FORCE
Sunday night at 7:30 m C.C 803

Plot, plan support group, get
educatedl All this for an hour or two
JEWISH WOMEN'S WEEKEND

Friday night services at 7 (planned
by women) Saturday morning services
10 am. (S.U 302). Saturday afternoon
at 3:15 p.m. Colonial Lounge. Shifra
Deren will speak on "The Role of the
Woman in Traditional Judaism"
KNOWLEDGE
Mahatma Adharanand, an instructor

of the meditation of Guru Maharai Ji,

will be speaking tonight in C.C. 101 at
730
LEWIS HOUSE PARTY
Come party with the Church, Turner

and Schroeder Band. Plenty of beer
and boogie, catch them on their first

stoponaNE College tour. Sat. 11-23
8:30 1:00.

NEW JOURNALISTS
Got a hot story? We got a hot

magazine. Send us your scoop, shoop.
SPECTRUM. 407 S.U

PRE DENT CLUB
The first meeting of the newlv

formed UMass Pre Dent Club will take
place ivjonaay at » p m. in C C. 803
Anyone interested in Dentistry
welcome.
SATURDAY SHABBAT PROGRAM

Regular morning service and kid
dush in 302 S.U. at 10 am followed by
an afternoon of seminars with Shifra
Deren 3.15 p.m in Colonial Lounge.
SCIENCE FICTION EXEC BOARD

Meeting Saturday Nov. 23. 6.45 p.m.
Officers should attend.

SEND FREE MESSAGES
By ham radio, today, 2-5 p.m in the

S U Lobby. Sponsored by UMass
Amateur Radio Assoc.
SHABBAT SERVICES

Special services tonight
"Welcoming of the Shabbat Queen",
planned and conducted bv women,
C.C. 105 at 7 p.m.
SKIERS

All people who are planning to go on
the trips during semester break must
have their deposits in bv Nov 26 next
club meeting Nov 26, 8 p.m. Thomp
son 102. All welcome.
SOUTHWEST RESIDENTS

Apply now tor SW representatives
to the Campus Center Board of
Governors. Hampden Planning Board,
SW Budget Committee. Academic
Planning Task Force (for credit).

Audio Visual Director (for pay) and
Communication Committee. Ap-
plications available in SW Assembly
office. JQA.
STAR PARTY
We were rained out las usual) Wed

night So we'll try again tomorrow
night. Sat Nov. 23 from 6:30 11:30

p.m. at the Orchard Hill observatory
Don't forget the free eats.

SW WOMEN
All SW Women invited to attend a

support group orientation meeting,
Sun Nov. 24 at 4 p.m. at the SW
Women's Center. Please come and join

a group to discuss our lives as women.
TOYS AND CANNED GOODS
Toys and canned goods drive

continues at the Newman Center. If

you go home for Thanksgiving, you
could give a little thought to the
Christian spirit and bring something
from home.
FOUND

Dog. small female, terrier lie, brown,
grev with white spot on chest Flea
collar. If yours, or want her call 6 4749
Found in S.U 11 20
FOUND

In SBA 120 valuable camera lens.

Call Peggy or Sandy 5 2484
LOST
Brown leather hat lost in Coffee

Shop on C.C. Weds, night. My head's
getting wet. Call Jeff Jawer at 253-
7976 O' contact thru WMUA.
ENGAGEMENT

Janice Blauer, '75, 107 C Brittany
Manor.

Stanley Goldstein, '74, Waltham

SUNDAY
Goodtime Hour

J

4-8

'0* *
J

Quart Pitcher Budweiser

$1.00

The

Great Pretenders

9 - 12 Cover $1.00

EATING & DRINKING

AMHERST

STREISAND «
8 BEDFORD^ -

TOGETHER!
art . i v- Skiai it

T • 1:11

THE WAY WE WERE

HiKh

lUarMs Trankcnsiein

tin tiff**

if WIMM'

ROUTE*
AMHIRS1 HADtlY LINI

Dollar Nights

Men. I Tats.

Sktaa at 1 I I

L
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Television Tonight
6 0V EYEWITNESS NtWS 131

ACTION NEWS 18)

SPECIAL THE PRINCE AND
THE PAUPER 118)

THE BIG NEWS 90 122)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

IS7)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Tha
Organ Fund " 127)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL 130)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
138)

BONANZA "Thunder Man." 140)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) 130)

ZOOMI (24) (571

MOVIE "Love That Brute." 127)

BEWITCHED (38)

6 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

700 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES
Bob Barker, host 18)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

AVIATION WEATHER (24) (57)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry

Moore, host 130)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

SPECIAL "The Prince and the
Pauper " (58)

730 WILD. WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS "African
Waterhole." (3)

LETS MAKE A DEAL Monty
Hall, host (8) 1221

THE PORTER WAGONER
SHOW (181

BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS 124)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (30)

ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW (38)

NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
1401

MARTIN AGRONSTfY
EVENING EDITION (571 *

8 00 PLANET OF THE APES "The
Tyrant." (3)

KUNG FU "Besieged: Cannon at

the Gates " (8) 140)

BILL Y GRAHAM CRUSADE (18)

BELL SYSTEM FAMILY
THEATER "Great Ex
pectations." (22) (30)

INWASHINGTON WEEK
REVIEW (241 (571

OL D TIME GOSPEL HOURS (27)
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES 1381
DEALERS CHOICE (68)

8 00 WALL STREET WEEK (24)

157)

GREEN ACRES (38)

DINAH! 1581

9 00 MOVIE "C C And Company "

13)

THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR
MAN The Deadly Replay " (8)

140)

MOVIE "Special Delivery." 1181

THE LIFE OF LEONARDO DA
VINCI (24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

MASTERPIECE THEATRE "A
Change Of Scene." 1571

9:30 PHIL SIL VERS A S
SERGEANT BILKO "Bilko's
Television Idee." (27)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

10:00 JOHNNY CASH RIDIN' THE
RAILS THE GREAT
AMERICAN TRAIN STORY 18)

140)

POLICE WOMAN (22) (30)

SOUL TRAIN 1381

HOLLYWOOD'S GOLDEN
YEARS "Captains Of The
Clouds " (56)

DOWN THE ROAD (57)

10:30 NEW DIRECTIONS (18)

MASTERPIECE THEATRE "A
Change Of Scene." (24)

IN SESSION ROCK CONCERT
(27)

WESTERN MASS. BUSINESS
JOURNAL (57)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS 13)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (81

1181 122) 1271 130) (40)

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS 157)

11 30
t
MOVIE "The Men Who

Understood Women." (3)

WIDE WORLD IN CONCERT (8)

(40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW
STARRING JOHNNY CARSON
(22) (301

CHARLIE CHAPLIN (27)

LAUGH CLASSICS (381

12 00 NEWS (38)
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1974s MOST HILARIOUS

WILDEST MOVIE.

IS HERE!

nee

"May be the funniest movie of the

year. Rush to see it!" m nneapc s !***• [

"A Smashing, triumphant satire"
III Post inteti'tje^rp'

"Riotously, excruciatingly funny."
Milwdukue Sentinel

"Consistently hilarious and
brilliant!' h, ••,«.«««

insanely funny, outrageous and
irreverent, bi v. ,m«.i ^-bovacazinbi

A GREATNEW
*>* L, MOTION PICTURE COMED Y

Hi#H dMfirfl

Hilarious

Left me hungry

or more
When was the

last time that

happened in

the movies?
Oor..a Mill

*txjuc»a *w Oecttti

•« Ken Shapiro

• Written 0»

Ken Shapiro **

Lane Sarasohn
» « s feoeucno"

a Syr* *'««.

l"lt>0"W.

r^iventatto"

Dut'itvIM 0.

.*»'!• PiC*<W*«

N*) CorporilOT

|[R)

HURRY - FINAL WEEK
TODAY — 4:00 6:00 8:00 10:15

Twi-Llta Mr. — 3.30 4:00

to
^^r — omiLiv ——ruNM

TODAY — 5:00-8:15

Twi-Litc Hr. — 4 30 5 00

RICHARD HARRIS OMAR SHARIF
"I

TODAY — 4: 00 4. 00 8: 00- 10:00

Twi Lite Hr. — 3:30-4:00

The_Trial|

Billv\Jack
PGl TODAY — 41:00-7:00-10:00

No Twi Life Hr.

BILLY JACK MAT PRICE $7.00

ACESEEIGHTS
9-1 at HAMPDEN Q)MM0NS

ADMISSR)M-4r\.50

II EVERBOOf ^, WELCOME ^
FREE KER!

KURT VONNEGUTS

Happy Birthday

Wanda June
*

Starring

Rod Steiger Susanna York

Sat. Night S.U.B

7 p.m. 9 p.m. 11 p.m

AMHERSTf>*«t
AMITY ST ?S3 5476

couihm ncruais tmrni BERNARD VERLEY Z0UZ0U

...V ERIC R0HMER SJ5WL., . - ''^.^ei.ght'-

PLO*

I —JUOITH CRIST Htv YOfk Utftl'f
cawaMrCTuanewm

TRUFFAUT

Sctfi

aGageous

Evn Chl»,l» Suchj Kid I Ai

VONDA.y H 1UfSD*r BARGAIN MIFS • All UMS 1100

CALVlNl^ie
Now y<yiit{|ip>ffl!ipiiiiyipff Now

f
JACK NICHOLSON
FIVEEHSyPIECES
KAREN BLACK „SUSANANSPACH
t ..., ADP1EN JO YCE i..,..808HAffi.SONw

AORlEN JOYCE ..,..,.... 808 R4F£LSON

COlO* P

««JW»
Ev.l — Easy Enter, 7 00 — Fl»« Easy Pi*c«s, I M
VUN09I 1 lUISDHt BARGAIN N|T[<, . AX SEATS SI 00

Film Time*
AMHERST CINEMA -
Chios - 7:00

Such A Kid - 8 46

CALVIN -
Easy Rider - 7:00

5 Eesv Place)* - 8:46

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
The Way W* Were - 7:00-8:18

Frankenstein - 7:00-8:46

Qamblar - 7:00-8:00

MT. FARMS 4 -
Groove Tube - 4:00-8:00-6:00-

10:16

Sound Of Music - fi-oo-i ik

Juggernaut - 4 00 6 00 8 00

10:00

Trial of BHry Jack - 4:00-7:00-

10:00

SHOWCASE -
Fantasia - 7:16-8:20

Longest Yard - 7:30-6:48

Billy Jack - 7:00-10:00

Oracule - 7 30 9 30

Airport 1878 - 7:30 830
Harry 6 Tonto - 7:30-8:60

L
.

,r.MDC Classifieds Pay
To ylac* a <iatti*i*x) tfrojp fey

the? C0llt>4J t «n OHlCOJ fesltW—

W

I » 8 m |M)4Um M»fWte>y

PfMM
Til* tfjcaoHint M ) *s N»o «ivi

»••*» m« tf«V your ftdj i, lo

•pOTft-r
Th#? rain art
Ha,i, I M P8>» '"•*

Aw.KI. 12% P0)' ""•'

Monthly • » P«* kWC
'Two iinai on larm
-i,i. ii -•• -• •

MDC Cku\k£cLT~

Used luniri bouiht and sold

Tho GuiUi W..r*i»hop Amhtvil
Ca*ria«« Shop* Ml i72fl

("•it Midi suada coal rnuft

dungaroa coat rabbit fur iachot
and navy biua laatha' iachot Call
M6i|i6 S4I 7M»

Wurth »M0 RMI AaordiBn 170
fiat* »7S Kodak M M movie ptot
1» S*« ft'*}

Fiatatnal Oump Abboc T ehirtt

tot sale Cell Top of l>own Club •

I ti'et lib 1) w.ih 2 nmi 120
and 4 hubcaps to* seme tlO Cell

Selty MO <2il tafte* 4 001

Thorens TO12SA0 trntblp ) mo
old Perf iond Treed* too % G
hrjhted itrob* Miinslic enti
-,>>• full WOfl feenNi »4»0 M>m|
M$% IC Speed Control Mt 0140

Cnntrebet* good c ondition werw
tow ur.ee Ceil Qso'is 321 424t

ibul Speldme. 20( Siderela
• egulerlv >170 «v>M sell for Mb Cell

l.»hi> I M3 M20 Keep caihne

M«rent/ 7240 4 than decoder
4m m bte'id •'•«"» never uBed
VVerrentv 1200 743 MM
Pteno for sale tIM M* 072?

B-.1 *10 Mt 0127

Allen Univers bihe 'eck holds 3 4

ii.kn 8-t* env tvpe vehicle 122

n««w t70 or beet offer used ' X

R.ch M« '4*7

Movmf mutt sen complete
weterbed with reited ireme See
Staph * 1340 t P m

Woodirt flute 1 hev <VOry h«ad
Antique Renaje C to G t7b
P«ii.,k 7S3 MM

i( 1*0 . esaeite recorder •

r.,.,nthi old t17« MtfJObS Rk

Two f70 14 4 pi* u**d
mowi'tii 120 Good condition
ill M4 030) 4 10

2 Snow tire* 14 on rtm* stud*
used hut ed 410 ee J<m MO 4M7

\J**d Man metal Bit* w bindings
MS Hucii* boot* Bin |M uted
• ihIv unce esc cond IbO *>ole*
U 00 Cell Pel Mb 0024 e m or f*M
>b«b p m

UMASS GO CIUI forming initial

•neetint *t 7 M Fnaiev *lo* 22 tn

• he retpeted section of the Hatch
Bring boerdt end Btone* rf vou
heve ihem flee eitlcfa in todav*
paaei or mevbe vattardev *

Drums tor «*l* 41QO S pc 2 torn
hat cvmbai Ooad cand)
indetcent Mb 47S3

TIAC 4010 tap* deed Advent
Oolbv Pauta and Remote and
Pioneer CSflt tphr* over MM
Call TflJ 3044 efter 1pm

Germont flhi boot* alia 7 and
on* heit eic condition 4M CoH
Oeni** • 14M

Zenith color TV it aaeal ant
c andifion *2b0 Octet at al

weterbed incfwdaa haatar frame
liner beg »17» Cell 7«J flTflf

Itereo eaulpmant KLH f full

•*nga *l*ctro*ietic* 2 panels 8tb0
ii*t I14M I Cpicure medal 1 power
amplifier li*t *0M 84bO w full

werrenty Rtvui A77 w eatrat 8440
San*ui SP 1700 tplit* llet over
M400 I2M Infmitv 1001 * peir 400
Pioneer T MOO euto ravaraa tape
deck 4200 SAE Mb I Preemp tQ
Bett offer Cell b42 5337 or M2 1334
until 10

New Army tieepmg beg Good to
degree* MO MM 14b

fliuffed emmel* one half price
43 111 Up tp 3 ft taalna >•

believing beep vou warm at

night Good for the erotic minded
Cell SM 4731

Sofa matching chair end tebte
double mettreea and bo* spring
No phon* See et 142 I trltt

Manor after S

Peneconic SC MO am fm atereo
'adio record changer, stereo
ie***tte Cell Mb bflTfl even 112b or
H O

RevoB A77 reel to reel teae dec*
84M TtAC AN1W Oolbv 122b
.OHM piut laar 42b0 ppr pair
Can Tbbtm A*b for latter

AUTO FOR SALE
ISS0 T*] TIM «"g n.

th.p. many .if.. but
•adlatof ISS0 SSS 41S1

Boom .nd Oo.'d .n .ul.l hcml in 4 M(m (,OUMj «J0O one* SOS '

3Mhampt.fi in ..chant, tor tt »JS0
NMS ear waa. chIM car*, tom I -__.-----_--
orninea par wreak Wl •...

|
Ooubla baa minnii IIS or laaa

• i«'i paraan (or lone term j.ne SSS41S2

Ofoat condition 1)00Sa VIM

07 Seoul MOOOmi e.ec mec
...mi « c.l Call Ken M4 3402 tin

•2 Chevv Bel Aire rune inoor
lire. .lick.. IS000 CallM40SI>

SS Chaw impale Weeon
lObuill Irene inowl Worth
.e.in.' I27S Call >M SSSS

OS impale cuetom coupe
l.p.ndeb'e Irenep Beet otter D.n
!ii M4S

1M7 Coreche 012 i ipeed rebu
fna redlale e.c cond Cell evee
«J 72 It

Ct r.et 1200 Beel olter Cell S4S
4SI4 alter p m Bunnlne con
ilition

1*S4 relcon e.col cond Not*
lire. Itnowi tool Cell tor detelte

ISSa AMC Ja.elin S c.l auto . v
oood >tS0 or beet otter T M0 0*21

03 V W Sunroot Boat otter
MS 01)2 IS4MI

BS t.et BBS tor eel* Bed SeelBB
good body Bool otter CeH MS

1»S0 OTO 4 ion » depend
neede minor oorb v reee 20)0002
.v.mn*t

-AJf*"'*** 0d cond MSB Call

VV* 07 Sunroof, rune perfectly
tIM or beet offer M7 2400 tflar S

'2 MOB OT clean em fm Win
•.entice »? tse*. .iter 4pm

tSBS Volvo t«B uraeon I ISO M0

St V* cheep CeH Jaenie BOB
tart

OB VW r*buih *n*lna. new fir**.

brekee Irene 4B00 or beet *ff*r

SSOodteCoronel rune tin* WriH
•ell lor beat after IBS Bltl af
tarnoon e m

*ii. ne.in.nl Cell 000 42U

SAVI MINT Scenic North
hold Attrecllve 2 ond e helf unl.
priwecv Stnei. ItBO. cewpl* ItSB
flectricit. M00M7

1 bdrm TH In NI<rer*Mlda Apt*
tienin* Jen or fob Bent HOB inc
util If intareetad cell At IB) 0101

2 bedroom include, utlllliee

cerpetlnp on UMooe bue rout*, no
i>. t. 4220 in Sunderlend OSS IBB!

Furn epte One two two end e
helf rme Modern, air cond pool
eer.in* TV neer chopping, ullrtl**

nc loaee to June 1070 Amheret
Motel loop 2. vi. el

Houee tor rem lopkln* for 2
peopt* to mi up e houe* CeH SS4
Ml
Boom IBS SO p*r month, utllill.a

included Stop bv ov*nln§e .01 20

Umw Perk Bt Amh
WANTED TO RENT

Need own rm in apt on bu* rt

en 37 Mev 30 IbO 44)0 Quiet f

Interetted in ranting vaur apt .

over inteteetefanr Caff lurenne
Mb 7in

2 melet tor Jen Brittany Manor
7b3M41

Jan only need own room In

apl or houte Coll flueen Mb 73M
Prat on but rt

PN
In.

FlorM*
Travel

TO SUBLET

2 br ept Sunderland on bue rt

A.eil 0*c tat Call BBS *tU *tt*rS

p m I2BS mcl util

1 bdrm furnletved open Colonial
Villeoe A.eueble Jan Cell 2SSM

BOB STILL WANTS TO BUT
<OU« AILINO ON DICBIOIT CAMI
An. make model v*or Unloed
vour headache tor 00000 20) 7241

Foik.ineer wrante tob. end ae*nt
Celt M0 11)3 aeb lor Wayne

Couple recently married aeek
at In .... in IttO t* not ranea

Will concider room with kitchen
are Sill Mt 2)04

Famimet women - beee. oi.no
eulter for a B Bend Cell Merle WJB
OMO alt

Iniereeted muelcione. new muelc
eneembt* elluetion Th. dally
problem, of r.lll.t. double
beeeiete tub*. *uehonlum.
•e.ophoni.te. trombomete - Cell
SM 0077 heiwaan It * m only

HELP WANTED
Can vou draw? Oo vou have a

unit of humor? The ednoriei
pege* need five cerloonlete to Jo
cempu* humor Cob Deen Tucb*r
S3B00

Exp weitrett. 3 or • morning*. 1

tem Also ptirn* *ap cook Apply
COACH RESTAURANT Pile « end
10. Whately

Per*on wanted tb clean
profe**ionei office In Amheret 10
to IS hours e weak 2MH33

Pro typing Th**** oapprt ftaat
ratea Call M4 M17

RIOE WANTE O
To Boston (Elton John concert!

Nov 243 Cell Shelley bMIt

2 women need rtde to L A Oec
2fl Shore 4 end drive t STfO or t

To Michigen Thenh* GV Susan
7*3 772»

prlc* trip* ta Me«leo
Caribbean Call Cempu*

INSTRUCTION

OOG TRAINING Obadlanea.
problem dogt protpctlon end
security Mfl 1342 devt end eve*
VALLEY K »

PERSONALS
To the Popcorn Rid - heppv

birthdev from 3N Field Good luck
end be*t wi*he*

Comedy Specie)
Msra Bro* Laurel
Maher Nov 72

3 Stooge*
end Hardy

fl. 11

SWEET MOLLY Happy Tfllhl

May vou have at much happineet
a* vou have given me Baahfui lov

See Kurt Vonrteeut Jr * Happy
Birthdev VYanda. June flat N.t*

SUB 7 fl. 11

Cloth**' Worn on* time or not at
all ttt 11. 12 13 Shoe* *t* •
and 10 some narrow I nd 4 for
na*t tem and will sacrifice at BO
percent off orig coat Jenn t 74437

Diamond* all s-i** and
shape* very reasonable prices and
ell stones fully guerantaed
Student representing larfla
wholeaele company For further
information call Sarnie el 2fl4) OflOb

Molly Sweet Heppy Iflth on flun
Love you daarty Vour Bear. Yogi

Open meeting to plan ttrategiee
for efflrmative action to end
temitm m School of Ed . Frl . Nov
72 noon Rm ebb Hillt flouth Ed
School Women

Auta body Co Complete body
repair Cuttom painting. Inaurance

I

estimates Located on 47b Hedlev
Ibfltosn

f Pa**parta - Faai earvfee Lang*
Photo Hour* 4 4 Tgl. 2*2 3144

Tarm paparal Cenada'e torgeet
service Far catt'ogut send 47 to
ESSAY SERVICE 47 flpadlna Ava
No TO* Toronto. Ontoria. Canada
Cempu* franchlaa* available
Pteeoe writ*

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? BOB
will still In it right Ma lob too
smell Forelfln or domeetic Ne b'e
overhead 7*3 7241

Campus Clubs 41441

rigtiiHtttfBt. Do V4U wont 4J>

DubHah high qu*lrtv nav»*let1*r
pemphlat. maoMitlne or boobi*i777
Lai tha Maaea#a Comttny help

vesj writ* layout deeifln and print

144 1 Reasonable fee* Contact Jerry
et 1*3 bMt far Information

Passport PhotOtl Fatt service
lettoneble price* Call Chrie at Mfl
9*34 or Dick at * 2*42

Profeetlonel guitar repeir* bv
guitar maker Michael Millard
bton. Wad. f'i at Tha Ouittr
Workshop Amherst Carrlege
Shaat flafl 17M Free aatlmatae

Passport Photot Call Joe nighte
24 hr tervico

RGC
70th end
forever

Heppv Birthday Your
our first Mav it 'est

CHffelde 2 bdrm 41*1
•nciuda* utilittae Jan
CeH tfl* 2fl2t

par month
I Sept 1

Ta Washington
Nov 27 or 23 Wi
lie.-* MflflflTfl

ar Maryland
there t Call

ROOM WANTFO

Mala warned *o *har* 2 br apt

cooearaatvefv 2flfl flflflfl

Mate ttudent taabi aurat ream
with kitchen near town center CeH
Mt 37*3

ROOMMATE WANTED
laev going M F there 2 bedroom

ept on but route flund Ellen bflfl

1 or 2 femelet to there rm in 2
bdrm ept 4*2. util met Col VII

flemi furn Tflfl 00*4

M F own roam tfl* mo 41A0 tec
Pieete rente 11H Brandywin* No
phone

F wmtad ta there 3 bdrm opt

Own rm ITfl inc haot kltchan hrfl

rm and bath bbfl-fllflfl

Rmmt wtnted tt Oac 1 fl ml in

cettntrv w 4 grade flueen Mfl 1724

Anerchtat f am mitt mpta. M.
wentt raammata far 2 bedroom
Oft N thhemp tflfl CeH Jerry flfl*

2244

Ta shft haute net' campua
biaaa4 aall ttt Hit Aveilebla
Oecembor I,

To Jet Flo around Oec 21 Will
there espentt end driving C alt tfl*

4214

To Florida over tnteraeeelan fl

7M«

To Long Itltnd or New York City
on Nov 22nd or any day af-

tarwerdt Will there 44 Call Laurie
et 4 4*07

RIOE RS WANTED

Round trip ndpra to Orlando
Flotilla Laavmg appro* Dec Tfl

Coming back Jan 7 Share t plus
driving cell

Rnd trip Oregon Our tem brk
S32 07M

Baaca far 1 or 2 mora Itpraet
ven trip Calif Leaving and finelt

rttum before n*mt **meeter Cell

2fl3 3**1

Collegt wtek in Bermuda March
73 30 47*9 plus 42* tea end tervice
• day* 7 nightt Cantaet Ten
Jonet Nevlon ina Agcv t M41
Mt mt
Bbi tha Canadian Roek-et ~

Benff »344 Cell Campua Travel
Center MtOflOO

Chertet fbghta 44 furopa 444
Cabfarnla CallCamput Travel 444

Ellen Weil hares vaur ppr
tonpl Don t tav never gave vou
anything fl O

Robin - Have a Meeav 20th flee

vou hed nothing to worry about
What era frienda for enyweyl Love
Sue AFA

JJO JJ Bewora band benauett
Stberien cold fronts and white
shorts UMMB

Robin Oon t forget Tuaa . 11

74 I won g SMR

Molly Roomme.a* who go
together attv tc gather Happy Iflth

Muffin Love vou 2 Bingo Happy
Bdav Mucho Amor flueanai

Heppy Bi'thdav Eavore And it a

to be e tpecipl tart of party,
baceute it t beceute of what you
did when you did whtt vou did to
aava "7' from tha flood ' Love
from your Pooh friend*, Pig Rob
end Tig'

Tha Bead of Perfection tleept
within every human being
Awaken to the love thet you era
Rm 101 CC 7 3B tonight People
who look for oeece ggt tt

Thg simplest thingt in Ufa are
often the moat profound Mthttmt
Adheranend epeeke tonight on
Guru Meherai J< a Meditatten Rm
1(1 CC 7 30

Dataun Toveta Volvo end
domattic eutomobilet repeired and
maintained et reeaonabie pneet
Plenty of etpenence and eautp
ment Phone Butt Baca *•* 1777

Recycled Tire* Ftrattene
Town end Country rttretdt flame
rubber end tread* aa naw tirae
Gutranteed life long FBII
repiacament if they aver fell for env
••ton Low et 2 for 42* letchenge
piut test LEONt TiREfl Naw
uted summer and snow iReer) 7*1
Ftderti neat to MrOonelb t Gfld

lost A block 3 fold waHel wit

cradontiele and impanam pepert
Loot near Worcaetar Comme nt

Pleeee call John at Mfl 0*** or

return ta lost end Found Na
quaetione etbed

ENTERTAINMENT

The Skylend Band takes off et
the Bluewall Wednetdey through
Saturday this weak from fl ta 1 Tha
Hatch hat tha throb of tho
Dynemic Set Mechine Thuredev
thru Seturdev. toinad on Friday and
Saturdey by the -nint.ttble ttyle af
Sweet Pie. fl 1

Kurt Vonnaout t Happy BirthdPy
Wanda June Sterring Rod Steiger
flutenne York Set Nite SUB 7 t
11

Party Ven Meter Study
Lounge Fri Nov 22. • to 1 Bet'
Cent 30 centt O J Contests
Greeter Hour No cover Coma
have fun'

Come to Lewi* Moult Party. Bat ,

Nov 73rd Band Beer end Boogie
• 30 100'

India Might A calarful
prptPntPtlon of Indlen eufture thru
eletticel folk doncat. muekt on
titer end other ettractiont
Remember flat . Nov 23 Bt 7 p m
m C C Aud Tickptt avail 41 in C C
Concourto flee you on flat

Tha Top of tha Campua hottt
Jacob * Reunion thi* week.
Thuridev thru Seturdev from fl to
1 1 et t net tnge-.her

CALCULATORS
Calculator Bala - College

Calculator! offert loweet pf%9—
anywhere All madale avaltablaf
Tames inn

, Hawaii Packard.
Unicorn All machine* naw and
•uar with 2 month replacement
warranty Befere van buy t
cafculatar. cab ma I can beet any
price anvwhera Look for my
poetert eround ctmpus for detella
Then call Bob Crowed at Mfl 1314

MISLE It ANFOUS
Registration Rhetoric Eiemotion

Te*t ftegm Mnn Nov It 22 deify
• 30 12 B0 end 1 JO 3 30 Bart BBBC
Infa In tame office Bert 30*0
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Spokesman asserts Wood misquoted

ACROSS
1 Young
animals

6 Actress
Louise

10 Strikebreaker

Informal
14 Lifeless:

Archaic
15 Makes a

hole-in one
16 Miss

Fitzgerald

17 Salad
ingredient

19 "King --•

20 Spade's
relative

21 Star-shaped
23 Treat leather

further

25 Sellout sign
26 Color
27 U.S. mil.

group
29 Short whip
31 In addition

33 Communion
cup

34 King of Judea
36 Unsophisti-

cated
40 Curbs
42 So. Amer.

mammal
44 Kind of fabric

45 Trapped aloft

47 Evil spell

placer

49 Color

CGSunit
Plot of lend
Guido's note
Auditor
Abbr
Skill

U.S. missile

Arduous toil

2 words
Prayer book
Unusual
person: Slang
Along about
January
Boy's
nickname
Fencing
sword
Overnangs
Killed

Wind
instrument
Clothing

DOWN
Society's

rules

E. Indian

nurse
Auto caravan
Mark over a

vowel
Make taut

Roofing
material

Decorates
a cake
Birds'!

structures

Maintain

yesterday s Pl: tie Solved
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A University spokesman said
yesterday that President Robert
C. Wood was misquoted in

Thursday's edition of The
Collegian.

Peter Gluckler, a University
spokesman at the Campus News
Bureau, said Wood has not

withdrawn a request made in a

letter to Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy (D Mass) that the
effective date of a new* privacy
law be postponed six months

In a letter to Kennedy
Tuesday, Wood said the law
should be postponed because of

11 Bright

12 Having wings
13 Unmasked
18 Bordeaux

product
22 Diving bird

24 Feminine
name

27 Sodium
chloride

28 Afghan title

30 John. Pius
and Leo

32 Durable wood
35 Ipse :

Unproved
assertion

37 Concentrated
38 Medicine

bottle

39 European
volcano

41 Perceive
43 Clock again
46 Tie game
48 No longer

working
51 Farmer
54 Minces
55 Switchboard

part

56 Sharp ridge

58 Meat dish

60 "
Is Born'

62 Attracted
63 Animal joint

65 Actor Leon

66 Lower in rank

69 Dancer —
Shawn

Smith College Rec. Council

presents:

EDDIE KENDRIX
in Concert at John M. Greene Aud.

General Admission

$3.50 in advance

$4.00 at door with I.D.

ambiguities in its interpretation

But Wednesday, he issued a
statement of clarification from
his .Boston office saying the law
could probably be corrected by
HEW rulemaking rather than
amendment.
A Collegian story Thursday

stated in the first paragraph that

Wood had "withdrawn" his
request. According to Gluckler,

the request has not been with-
drawn.

The exact text of Woods

second statement was:
"I strongly support the

concept of the so-called
Buckley amendment, which
guarantees to students and
parents the right to examine
certain files. Indeed the
University of Massachusetts has
for some time made it a practice
to make most such files

available.

"There are, however, said to
be some important difficulties

with the law as it presently

^«=

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 22
— Bon. today, you potseen
many talents and a variety of
interests to go with them It

will not be easy for you to
decide upon which of many
possible goals to set your
sights, for you will be
attracted to many at the same
time that you will realize that
you are not one of those who
can follow more than one bent
at a time. Indeed, unless you
do make such a selection, you
will see many of lesser talent

titan you possess passing you
on the road to success And.
once made.* the decision must
suck, to change your mind
could mean to forfeit success
after all

You possess phenomenal
powers of memory, particular-
ly when it comes lo knowledge
gained about other people
You have been known to
impress, shock, and surprise
people by your ability to tell

them about themselves Even
so, it is to be hoped that you
also are wise enough lo know
when to keep what you know
lo vourself. for there are times
when to display loo much
knowledge about another can
be more damaging than not.

particularly when it is

another's vanity that comes
into play.

Because it is easy for you to
acquire knowledge, whether
through books, experience, or
word *•! mouth vou may have
less than a tolerant attitude

*9v S lefts Wider

toward those who find the
learning experience a difficult,

pcrhap* tn en an impossible
one You would do well to

spend Minn- time developing
vour natural compassion — an
aafWtf •( vour character which
m.. »\ Imw been overlooked in

the r.iie i.. make gains in other

aveaa

sAc.m ARii s [Men tt-

Dec 211 Kinancial matters
m.iv MUM vi.u si mie MtebaV
r.ivsment bodary, but vou can
overcome >our difficulties by
letting the facts Ik* known

t \I'KI( oh\ Dec .>-• i..n

)Hi Make everv effort to

pull the budget back into line

You may have been giving In

too easily to temptation
laielv. mend vour wavs'
AQUARIUS (Jan 30 Keh

181 — You would do well to let

others know where you stand
on issues vital '.o your own
advancement on ihe emplov
ment scene Listen to CO
workers

PISCES i Feb 19 March 201

If you are engaged in

building of an\ kind, this is an
excellent da> for moving
forward Don t stand on
ceremony with old friends

ARIES I March 21 April lyt

Kfficienry counts for more
than anything else today if

you're in the running for

advancement Don't make an\
plans without consulting
others

TAURUS (April 20 Mav J0i

In both thought and deed
make it a point to be
constructive This is especially

irue if >ou attempt to criticize

another's work
QEHINI (May 21-JumSOI

Concentrate on being

CTMtiva in your approach to
the day s labors and all ihouU
go well A business association

may prove difficult

CANCER (June 21 .Julv SSI
You can count on present

difficulties working them
selves nut in time ^ ou can
hasten things along, however.
by gaining knowledge of the
problem
LEO (June* 23 Aug 22l

Be wise, don't push your luck
where solutions to present
difficulties are concerned
lake another's advice where
the voung enter the picture
VTRC.O (Aug 2.1 Sept 221

- You can ill afford to make a
mistake on the employment
scene Do what you can to
enlist the aid of those with
experience in your line of
work
LIBRA (Sept 21 Oct 221 -

A matter of health comes in

for more than its usual amount
of attention Don I lei momen-
tary comfort mislead you into
lowering vour guard
SCORPIO (Oct 21 Nov 211

- This may be an excellent
dav for the Scorpio with no

health problems For all

others, however, it s definitely
time to guard against upsets

St. Regis Restaurant
28 Pleasant St., Northampton

S nuil I in Size

Great in Quality and Service

Good Food is not Really Expensive

Different 99c
Special

Monday - Friday

Open fi a.m. -9 p.m., Monday-Saturday
7 a.m. -II p.m. on Sundays

Tel. 584-1543

exists, the most serious of them
in the area of 'third party'

material, such as letters of

recommendations, submitted in

the expectation it would be kept
confidential. There is also some
concern about availability of
information about parents'
financial status.

"Accordingly, at the request
of the National Association of

State Universities and Land
Grant Colleges, I asked Senator
Kennedy to consider supporting
a resolution to postpone the
effective date of the amendment
for several months, in order that

these technical difficulties can
be resolved.

"I believe, however, that

these difficulties could also be
addressed effectively through
the process of regulations to be
issued by the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare,
and this approach would not
require postponing the effective

date of the amendment.
"In any case, I repeat my

strong support for the intent of
this legislation and my deter-

mination that the University

operate within the spirit of the

legislation whatever method is

chosen to correct its technical

faults

MDC
classifieds

sell

dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson

BLATZ BEER
24- I2 0Z. N.R. Bottles

LIQUOR
SUPERMARKET

SPRINGFIELD
UATDCC BRECKWOO0 BlVD

AV.Kfcb W.lMa.HA.MD.0

BIG Y SHOPPING CENTER — MEMORIAL DRIVE, FAIRVIEW

NORTHAMPTON
DQIITC C NORTH KING ST

MUNICH BEER
24- 12 0Z.NR Bottles

99379

-f-anSatMrs.^

RED LION WHISKEY! RED LION VODKA
80 PROOF - QUART J 80 PROOF - QUART

My' mom made fOU A
5kATi\(5 PKESS 3ECXJ5E ->"HE

KNEinJ I aJASN'T REAi.L'i 6O1N6
"IC BE ABLE TO DO IT RidHT

SHE SAID rMc AiSO MvtOit
1?

HW PJN'T HAVE A SkATlNG
.VOTHEe TO tEhJ OUTftTS FOR
HOV, AMD SHE 0\NT* -Q0 TO
LOOK oJOD IN THE COMPET.TiON

t parkfr mnd Johnny

399
CALVERT'S GIN I TANQUERAY GIN

80 PROOF - HALF GALLON I 94.6 PROOF - HALF GALLON

8991339
Sandy Scot - Vt Gal. T Cutty Sark- Vi Gal.
Scotch Whiskey - 86 Proof

Sco,ch whj$|c<sy _ g6_, pm>f

B.C.

twt Bee.Ni our
PPIMKIMG? .'

by johnny hart

TRASH WWC0U0U6
r hmetM ev&n
LEFT YST7

^7

99914 ii

MILLERS BEER
24- 12 OZ. CANS

COLT 45
24- 12 0Z CANS

II u 549499
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Minutemen face Eagle steamroller
By STEVE DECOSTA

Sports Staff

What's everybody worried about?
The Boston College Eagles have only won six of nine

games this year, including their last four by the combined
scores of 162-13.

And so what if the Eagles have not allowed a touchdown
in their last three games.
BC quarterback Mike Kruczek only has a completion

average of 68 per cent.

And who cares that Keith Barnette is the leading major
college scorer in the nation with 104 points in nine games.
So what's the big deal anyway?
The big deal is tomorrow when the Eagles bring their

flying machine to tiny, out-of-the-way Amherst for what
they fully expect to be at least as big a rout as last year's
UMass BC debacle, which ended with a 69-14 advantage
for the Eagles.

Coach Oick MacPherson haa his own pet name for his

arch-adversary: "the big bully on the block."

"They're very big, very rich," says Mac, "and when they
get you down they stick it to you. They don't ask for any

mercy and they don't show you any either."

The fact is, the Minutemen seem to be in the running for

at least a little show of mercy, with the ranks of their in-

jured growing by leaps end bounds.
At one point in last week's game with New Hampshire,

four UMass running backs, Jim Torrance, Rich Jessamy,
Jerry Mondalto, and John Romboli were sidelined.

Jessamy and Mondalto are still listed as doubtful per-

formers this week, and Romboli should be available to punt

but probably won't see action in the backfield.

With Romboli and Mondalto, the number one and two
punters on the squad, injured at the same time, Mac-
Pherson was in a bind. "John Van Buren walked up to me
and said 'I can kick, coach' and thank God they didn't have

a rush on. To my knowledge," said Mac, "that was the first

time he kicked a football all year."

The defense is also hurting injury-wise, with starters Paul

St. Onge and Todd Holt on the wounded list.

Holt, a freshman who has started the last two games,

sustained a broken hand in the Thursday practice before

the UNH encounter, but kept the injury to himself. The

hand didn't seem to bother the defensive back too much

against the Wildcats, as he picked off one Jeff A Hen

and knocked away several others. But now there is

speculation that Holt may have broken the other hand

during the game and he is definitely on the shelf this week.

There is also serious doubt about the status of middle

guard St. Onge, bothered with an ankle problem. "We're

looking into the possibility of Paul playing on crutches,"

said MacPherson, "and if we can clear it he'll be out

there."

The Eagles have some injury problems of their own, but

none as serious as the UMass situation. Mike Esposito, the

premier running back in New England, is still sidelined with

a shoulder separation and isn't expected to play. But as his

coach, Joe Yukica says, "You can never tell about that

guy. It wouldn't surprise me if he suited up and got into the

game."
The only other major injury problem for the Eagles is

guard Steve Schindler, who will definitely miss the contest.

The primary concern of the Minutemen will be stopping

the Eagles' kicking and running games.

Fred Steinfort, the son of German immigrants, handles

the BC place-kicking chores. This season, Steinfort is 29-31

on points after and 8-11 on fiefd got**, including New

England record 56-yarder against Tulane.

The Eagle attack concentrates It potency on the ground,

with Bsrnette and Earl Strong picking up the stock left by

the loss of Esposito Barnette, who has already picked up

936 yarda on the ground, gets better every week, ae he

carried for 196 against Syracuse last week.

Even though Kruczek's passing stats- are so good, the

Eagles throw only occasionally, usually to break the

monotony. The junior signal-caller has thrown an average

of only 12 passes a game, moat of them in the direction of

junior wide receive Weft Zumbach.

Despite the on-paper edventege the Eaglee hold,

MacPherson is far from willing to throw in the towei, but he

knows it won't be easy.

"We have to go after them end not give them an inch,"

said Mac, "because if you do, brother, they etick ft right in

your face."

"We've gotta be better than we've ever been before,"

the coach continued, "and we've gotta tackle better than

we've ever done before."

Well said, coach. Weil said.

Minuteman quarterback Mark Tripucka is rushed by UNH defender as he

prepares to unload in last Saturday's game. In foreground, back Jim Torrance

adds blocking protection. Operating against the BC defense this Saturday should

be pretty difficult,

games.
as the Eagles have allowed only 13 points in their last four

Skaters face Lowell
By RICH SEVIER/

Sports Staff

The UMass hockey team
travels to Tyngsboro's
Skatethree Arena on Saturday
night to faceoff against Lowell

Tech, and the word from coach
Jack Canniff is "we've got to

tighten up our overall defense."

The pucksters opened their

1974-75 season with a 9-6 win

over New England on Wed-
nesday night, but Canniff was
far from pleased with what he

aaw happening on the ice.

"Only the outcome made me
happy," said Canniff. "When
you play that poorly defensively

you're lucky to get a win. We're

in trouble if we can't hold other

teams below six goals. We've

got to play better in our own
zone."
Lowell Tech is the second

straight new Division II op-

ponent on the Minuteman
schedule. Lowell has looked

impressive in pre-season
scrimmages with Boston
College and Northeastern. Last

season they pulled the Division II

upset of the year with a decisive

7-3 victory over Salem State (20-

3).

Canniff was pleased with his

teams offensive showing. The
Minutemen were encamped in

the New England end of the ice

for most of the game. They were

able to set up and fire almost at

will on the New England net-

minders.

But, as Ken Dryden recently

remarked, "playing shoot-em-

up, and last goal wins, is not

sound hockey."

Goal Judge Verdicts.... Lowell

Tech is the first of three road

tests for the Minutemen, St.

Anselms and Williams are on the

agenda for next week. The next

UMass home game is Dec. 6,

against Norwich.

rm
is

Cowens back;
Downing cut

BOSTON [UP/] - The Boston Celtics activated Center Dave
Cowens Thursday, and placed second-year foreward Steve
Downing on waivers to make room for the 6-9 pivotman.

Cowens, out since preseason with a broken bone in his right foot,

could see action in Friday night's game with the Phoenix Suns.

Originally, Cowens was told by team officials he would have to

wait another weePf before his return to the Celtic lineup. But the

redhaired Center was in such good shape, after working out at the

local YMCA, that it didn't take him long to get into playing shape
once he started working out with the team.

Cowens broke the metatarsal bone in his right foot in an exhibition

game against the Milwaukee Bucks after coming down hard off the

boards while chasing a rebound. The Celtics have been alternating

between Jim Ard and Hank Finkel at Center in Cowens' absence,
and the team has a 9-8 record.

Mermaids place 2nd

UMass forward Steve Nims is congratulated by a fan after Wednesday's
victory over New England College. (Staff photo by Daniel R. SmitM.
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By LAURIE WHITING
Sports Staff

The UMass Women's swim
team placed second in its first

meet Wednesday against Mt.

Holyoke and Smith. The strong

Mt. Holyoke team won first

place title, with a score of 104-

83-32. It was an exciting meet
with many close races, par-

ticularly the relays.

Swimming in her first meet for

UMass, junior transfer student

Penny Noyes won both the 50-

and 100-yard backstroke events

in pool record times of 30.1 and
1:06.0 respectively. Penny also

anchored the 400-free relay

team of Cindy Whiting, Laurie

Whiting, and Reenie Groden to

an exciting come-from-behind
win, with a 100 yard split of :57.

The relay team set a new pool

record of 4:05.5.

Returning stand-out,
sophomore Cindy Whiting, took

a first in the 200 yard freestyle,

and a second in a closely

contested 50 yard freestyle.

Cindy was the lead swimmer in

the winning 400 free relay.

An outstanding performance
was displayed by Carol Griffith

in the 400 free, as she won the

event in 5:01.1, a time almost

equal to her best of last season.

With a fine show of pacing

control, Carol came from behind

to win the event.

Other high point scorers for

UMass were: Reenie Groden in

the 50 yard butterfly and 50 yard
backstroke, Diane Perry in the
50 and 100 yard breaststroke,

and Karen Johnson in the 50
and 100 yard fly, and the 200
yard individual medley. Diver
Carol Canterbury took second in

the one meter diving com-
petition.

B's lick Seals 4-2
BOSTON \UPI\ - Dave

Forbes scored two goals and
passed for a third Thursday
night as the Boston Bruins
defeated the California Golden
Seals 4-2 in a National Hockey
League Game.
The loss extended California's

winless road streak to 18 games,
dating back to March of last

season.

Forbes scored the first Boston
goal at 2:48 of the first period

when he tipped in a slap shot
from the blue line by Bobby Orr.

Dave Hynes put the Bruins

ahead 2-0 at 16:27 of the period,

skating from behind the net and
picking his spot with a 25 footer

that went inside the neer post.

Forbes made it 3-0 at 14:46 of
the second period when he shot
from a bad angle while Seals
Goalie Gary Simmons was out
of position.

Two for the price of one
By SCOTTHAYES

Since the Collegian will not be published a week from today due
to the Thanksgiving vacation, some long-range predictions are

necessary. So without wasting any additional space, here are the

picks through December 2.

Saturday, November 23
BOSTON COLLEGE 45; UMASS 19

The Minutemen will be up against a quality team, aa typified by

Fred Steinfort, the BC placekickar who can reach from 60 yarda out
Hopefully the Eagles won't run up the score.

Sunday, November 24
BALTIMORE COLTS 20; NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS 17

The injured Patriots will watch their problems grow as Colts try for

third straight win.

CINCINNATI BENGALS 28; KANSAS CITY CHIEFS 24

Partisan Riverfront Stadium crowd should aid Bengal victory.

BUFFALO BILLS 24; CLEVELAND BROWNS 16

Bills should rebound after tough losa to Dolphins last weak.

DETROIT LIONS 13; CHICAGO BEARS 10

This one may be decided in the last two seconds, aa waa the

Giants- Lions game, but Detroit will be victorious.

ST. LOUIS CARDINALS 28; NEW YORK GIANTS 17

Cardinals should have an enjoyable Sunday at the Yala Bowl.

MIAMI DOLPHINS 20; NEW YORK JETS 14

Jets have improved since early season, but Miami is stronger.

WASHINGTON REDSKINS 24; PHILADELPHIA EAGLES 6

Super 'Skin defense looks like a good ticket to NFC Playoffs.

HOUSTON OILERS 26; DALLAS COWBOYS 21

Make it five straight "upset" victories for the Oilers.

GREEN BAY PACKERS 21; SAN DIEGO CHARGERS 14

John Hadl has the Pack on the move, aa Chargers will discover.

MINNESOTA VIKINGS 13; LOS ANGELES RAMS 7

Fred Cox may be the difference in what promises to be a battle.

OAKLAND RAIDERS 35; DENVER BRONCOS 31

Raiders should become the first team to win ten gamaa.

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS 28; ATLANTA FALCONS 13

San Francisco will most likely extend Atlanta's sloshing streak to

six games.
Monday, November 25
PITTSBURGH STEELERS 21; NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 17

Pittsburgh defense should help return Saints' offense to

fectiveness.

Thursday, November 28 [Thanksgiving]

DENVER BRONCOS 27; DETROIT LIONS 23
Broncos spoil Thanksgiving dinner for Detroit and fans.

DALLAS COWBOYS 21; WASHINGTON REDSKINS 19

Dallas won't fall 28 points behind this time.

Sunday, December 1
'

BUFFALO BILLS 20; BALTIMORE COLTS 14

Bills end the good times of coach Joe Thomas and aquad.

GREEN BAY PACKERS 13; PHILADELPHIA EAGLES 10

Victory may rest in the foot of Cheater Marcol or Tom Dempeey.

PITTSBURGH STEELERS 21; HOUSTON OILERS 16

Hanratty, Bradshaw or Gilliam at QB should make little difference.

ST. LOUIS CARDINALS 17; KANSAS CITY CHIEFS 9

Don Coryell and the Big Red just keep on rolling.

LOS ANGELES RAMS 28; ATLANTA FALCONS 6

Maybe the Falcons will manage to put soma points on the

scoreboard during their second meeting with the Rama.

OAKLAND RAIDERS 42; NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS 27

A long trip home from the coast for New England, attar

challenging one of the most physical teams In the NFL
MINNESOTA VIKINGS 17; NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 13

New Orleans will have plenty to worry about

NEW YORK GIANTS 28; CHICAGO BEARS 27

Not the championship confrontation that marked the 1930's and

40' s, but it should be an interesting game.

NEW YORK JETS 31; SAN DIEGO CHARGERS 28
If it's possible for both New York teams to win on the same

Sunday, this will be the time.

CLEVELAND BROWNS 23; SAN FRANCISCO 48ERS 20
Brian Sipe should win the battle of young quarterbacks.

Monday, December 2
MIAMI DOLPHINS 21; CINCINNATI BENGALS 14

Miami's versatility and depth will be Bengals' downfall.

LAST WEEK: 6 8 .429

SEASON: 80-42-1 .650, including five exact

inef-
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M inutemen cagers are
potentially "best ever"
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By STEVEDeCOSTA
Sports Staff

Looking back at the years
1968-72, sports historians will

probably call them the golden
years of UMass basketball.

In that span, the Redmen-
Minutemen had a combined
record of 96-34, four NIT ap-
pearances, and three Yankee
Conference titles.

The golden years have been
fashioned mainly by three
persons; Julius Erving, Al
Skinner, and Jack Leaman.

Erving left Amherst three
long years ago and has gone on
to be one of the premier players
in pro basketball today.

Skinner is recently departed,
following the footsteps of his

predecessor to the New York
Nets.

But Leaman remains to
continue his role as the most
succesful basketball coach in

UMass history.

An Leaman is determined that
the golden years go on. "We
have the potential to be one of
the best teams ever at
Massachusetts," he says
confidently. "We have better
material than we've ever had in

the past."

Leaman makes these claims
despite the loss of three starters
from last year's squad; Rick
Pitino, Peter Trow, and leading
scorer and rebounder Skinner.

Perhaps the major influence
on Leaman's optimism is Alex
Eldridge, a 6'2" high school All-

American from New York.
Eldridge has not been par-

ticularly impressive in practice,

but that's all right by Leaman.
"He has trouble getting start-

ed." says the coach. "He's like

Al Skinner, he's not a practice
player."

But the freshman has looked
good in game situations. Ac-
cording to Leaman, "he's the
type of player the crowd will

make better."

The Minutemen have more

reason for optimism than just
the prorrtise of a single fresh-
man. The squad will feature a
nucleus of returning veterans
that would make many an
opposing coach green with
envy.

For starters there is Bill

Endicott, possibly the best guard
in New England. A pure
shooter, the senior tri-captain
averaged 14.6 points per game
in last year's banner season.
John Murphy should be aided

by his move to forward, a more
natural position for the 6'8"
senior. His uncanny soft
shooting touch, a definite asset
for one so big, resulted in last
year's scoring average of 14.6
The switch to forward should
also improve Murphy's board
work. Instead of battling seven
foot centers, Murph should have
a rebounding feast against
smaller opposition.

Another Leaman experiment
will move Jim Burke, formerly a
guard, to the other forward slot.

Burke, known primarily for his

defensive prowess, was plagued
with illness last year but is

reportedly in excellent condition
this time around.

The only real battle for a
starting spot is at center where a
pair of 6'8ers, Jim Town and
Steve Mayfield, are rated just
about even. Mayfield saw some
action as a reserve forward in his
freshman year, while Town will

be making his first appearance
as a Minuteman following a year
of ineligibility.

The Minutemen should also
be stacked in regard to bench
strength. Greg Duarte will lead
the reserve list, followed by
experienced veterans Mike
Stokes, Joe Semder, and Joe
Artime.

Besides Eldridge, there are
several other freshmen of note
who should make their presence
felt as the season progresses.
Derek Claiborne, a high

school teammate of Eldridge has

Staff Photo by Dtnnii Conlon

Senior John Murphy fights for the ball in last year's
NIT with Jacksonville's Leon Benbow. The
Minutemen lost their opening round match with the
Dolphins, 73-6? in overtime.

Players toWatch
Alex Eldridge — guard

Jim Town — center

Jim Burke — forward
Bill Endicott - guard

shown a lot of poise in the back-
court and, according to Leaman,
"he runs the team very well."

Mike Pyatt, another New York
City protege, stands 6'5" and is

a remarkable leaper. "He has a
lot of raw talent," says Leaman.
"He just needs some seasoning
to be a standout ballplayer."
The : only frosh standout of

local note is Chuck Stevesky of
Auburn. "He's a good shooter,"
admits Leaman. "When we
recruited him, we figured he
could help us a lot in a couple of
years."

Teamwise, the Minutemen
figure to be more explosive
offensively, but could fall prey to

some defensive shortcomings.
"It should be the type of team

students love," says Leaman,
"but gives coaches gray hair."

Leaman has always been the
type of coach that puts a
premium on the fundamentals
such as rebounding and
defense, so it comes as a slight

shock when he says "we should
score a lot, but we'll also be
scored on a lot. But that makes
for excitement."

With the upgrading of the
schedule, excitement will

probably be the rule rather than
the exception. The Minutemen
will, as usual, face such New
England powerhouses as
Providence, Boston College, and
Connecticut, but this year have
added such notables as Fairfield,

West Virginia, and Duquesne.
Add to this the quality of teams
like Centenary, North Carolina-

Charlotte, and Dartmouth in the
season-opening Hall of Fame
tournament in Springfield, and
the schedule looks formidable
indeed.

The fact of the matter is that
nearly every opposing squad has
improved since last year.

"It's all a relative thing," says
Leaman. "The thing is how
much do we improve against
how much everybody else
improves plus what did they
start with."

"We won't have the
quickness of last year's team,"
the coach continued, "but we
have more overall size. "Per-
sonnel-wise, I would say that

Massachusetts is very much
better than last year."

It remains to be seen if the
improvement is for real.

Leaman, usually a man of
reserve in regard to com-
pliments, is ready and if his

optimism is any indication, the
golden years of UMass
basketball should continue.
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A reason for optimism? Alex Eldridge
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By RON ARENA
Sports Staff

For those who manage to
squeet* into "the Cage" this
coming season to witness the
hopeful heroics of our beloved
Minutemen, a new face should
quickly strike their attention.
That face belongs to a freshman
flash named Alex Eldridge. and
in combination with the rest of
his body provides a bright new
star for Coach Jack Leaman.

Eldridge, a 6' 2" guard and an
all-American from New York
City, is expected to see a great
dead of playing time even
though only a first-year man. At
Taft High School in the Bronx,
Alex averaged 20 points and 7
assists per game. He captured
numerous awards in his high
school career: all-America, all-

city, all-Bronx, and top 100 prep
school all-American. Perhaos
juSt one award would have been
more suitable- "all-everything."
A highly sought-after athlete, in

addition to UMass. Eldridge
received offers from Tennessee,
Marquette, South Carolina, St.
Johns, and Hawaii.

One might ask why. all the
recognition for a 2d-pqmt
player? In a league very
competitive for a high school'
level, more impressive than his
scoring was his ball-handling
and his leadership on the court.
Replied Eldridge when asked
what his best asset was, "The
ability to control the tempo
of the game. I like to handle the
ball. That's my philosophy,
control the game." Adds Coach
Leaman, "He handles the ball
well and runs the taam well.
He's quarterback of the offense.
He's not. an overpowering
scorer, but his job is to get the
ball to the shooters, and he does
that as well as anyone I've

seen."

Many feel Eldridge will be the
next UMass basketball star,

following in the footsteps of
Julius Erving and Al Skinner.
But Eldridge regrets any
comparison to other players
stating "I'm myself. I don't like

to be compared with anybody."
And as far as joining Erving and
Skinner in the pro ranks, he
responds, "I'd like to make the
pros, but if I don't, I'll just do
something else. You can't play
forever." This easy-going at-

titude also contributes to his
potential of being a star. Says
Leaman, "He has the right kind
of Attitude to make it."

Another factor on his
seemingly naver ending
repertoire of qualities, arrives
from his non-shyness to play
under clutch situations. "I love
pressure" he claims. If any

upcoming games resemble
those against Providence
College and Boston College last
year, Eldridge should receive
ample opportunity to perform
under these pressure conditions.

On this year's squad, he feels
"We're going to surprise a lot of
people. My personal goal is for
us to win the N. T. T. Again the
unselfish attitude of Alex
prevails.

Now! UMass goes to town
By GLENN POSTER

Sports Staff

Jim Town will be playing
basketball for UMass this year.
Town, a sophmore from Glens
Falls, New York, sat out all last
season because of a discrepancy
in his high school transcript.
NCAA probation would have
put the UMass athletic
department in an embarrassing
position had Town played.

Heading into 1974-75, Jim
Town suddenly finds himself
with a new role. "I'm basically a
rebounder. I'd like to help out
John Murphy on the boards.
Right now I'm not doing as good
a job as I'd like. My offensive
work will come around with
game experience-something

I

haven't had in two years. And
I'm still learning new things here
like how to box out my man,
something I didn't do in high
school."

Town was also a versatile
athlete in the small community
of Glens Falls, located just
outside Albany. He played three
positions on the football team-
tight end, lineman, and punter'
Th.s fall D.ck Macr-nerson
decided to go with John
Romboli as the Minuteman

punter instead of Jim Town.
"John is really a great guy.

He beat me out tor the jod and
he deserved it. Coach Mac-
Pherson knew what my position
was He wanted me to go out
for basketball,' said Town.

There were other schools in

the country who were interested
in Town's football services. "I

got a lot of Letters from 'schools
where football was the big sport
on campus; places like
Arkansas. SMU, and Tennessee
which wanted me for basketball
as well. I also heard from
schools in the greater New York
area around Manhattan."
Now the question arises as to

how Jim Town found out about
UMass. "Coach Gaudette came
to a tournament game my senior
year in high school. He didn't
get a chance to talk to me, but
he left some information. I knew
that Julius Erving had come here
so I came to look at the school
and really liked what I saw."
What factors influenced Jim

Towns final decision to come to
UMass? "It had a good
basketball tradition. Tennessee
was a good football school, but
its basketoall team doesn't go

anywhere. UMass goes to the
NIT."

Some feel there may be
pressure on Jim to perform last

year after hearing so much
about him through the local
press. But Jim says that it

doesn't bother him, he's had a
lot of publicity since his high
school days. "Right now I feel
glad to be back in the swing of
things. I enjoy the competition. I

felt a part of the team last year
because Coach Leaman always
has a great bunch of guys. And
it's the same on this team."
Finally Jim related his

frustrating experiences of last

year. "The decision came as a
surprise to me. Naturally I was
disappointed, but I couldn't do
much about it. Appeals were
made to the NCAA. It was very
tough having to watch a game
knowing that I could contribute
to the team effort."

And this year: "We have a
talented squad. The defense and
rebounding are coming around.
We'll score a lot of points. And
we'll handle the big men. Last
year, especially against Jack-
sonville, the big men handled
us."

But Mark Donohue must
play the waiting game

Oh

Yes!

By JAY LUPPOLD
Sports Staff

Mark Donohue wants very
much to be with a winner.
He wants to be with a winner

so much that he passed up a
Dartmouth education and
everything else that comes with
being an Ivy League graduate to
play basketball for the University
of Massachusetts.

But you won't see the 6'8"

native of nearby Greenfield on
the court w/th the Minutemen
this season because of one of
those funny NCAA eligibility

roles that says a transfer student
has to sit out a year before he
plays with his "new school".

Donohue is willing to make
the sacrifice though. "I can't
wait to be a part of it, but I can.
It's like a sacrifice of the im-
mediate future for the long
range future. It will be two years
to look forward to," reasoned
Donohue.
He will still have two years to

play at UMass, however, even
though he also played two at
Dartmouth. The year of
ineligibility does not take off any
playing time.

It was a very hard and thought
out decision for Donohue to
leave Dartmouth; he loved it

But for the reasons of a tem-
porarily troubled basketball
program and a very sad
situation, Mark decided to take
the step. And judging from the
frame of mind that Donohue is

in now, he made the right choice
and he is going to make the best
of it.

The situation at Dartmouth
really got me down," he said,
"the basketball program up
there was at a bfi time. There
was a new coach, Tom
O'Connor, who at 25 was one of
the youngest in the country and
on the varsity there were four
sophomore and only one
senior," he went on.

So, what eventually resulted
from a hopeful season ended up
with Big Green finishing with a
4-22 record, and it was a tough
situation to live with. Everyone
on the team got down on each
other, it was a young coach, and
it was a miserable situation.

Donohue scored 10.7 ppg and
had about eight rebounds a
game including three games
where he scored 31 vs Penn, 28
vs Harvard and 25 against
Boston College in a schedule
that included some Big Ten
action and some other very

impressive clubs.

"We were pretty young and
had to do some traveling. We
lost the first couple of games
close, but before we knew it we
were 0-8 and it was all downhill
from there," the likeable center-
forward to be pointed out.

Oddly enough the hardest
transition for Donohue to make
at UMass, besides all those
other cliched problems, is the
fact that he is living at home.
The social life that he had at
Dartmouth is no longer there,
and it will take a while for him to
get settled. "But the guys have
been great, this is a great bunch
of people here and a great
program that is on the up and
up," he added.

Coach Jack Leaman couldn't
be happier to have Donohue.
"Mark is a class kid and we're
proud to have him with us. He
has been tutoring some of the
freshmen and he has fit right
in," said the boss.

"Primarily right now I want to
be a great basketball player
playing for a great team and I

totally believe this will happen,"
said Donohue.
Who could ask for anything

more? Right, Coach.

Again in '74 UMass rocked NYC
with another NIT appearance
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Skaters shoot for division II playoffs
By RICH SEVIERI

Sports Staff

The UMass hockey players slowly filed out of

the visitors dressing room at the University of

Verrnont.

"Wow," said Minuteman forward John Muse
as he approached a Collegian reporter. "We went
this far this season and we're only going to lose

two regulars. Pretty good, huh? You know I'm

already looking forward to next year."

Next year is here. The "this far" that Muse
spoke of was a near upset of Vermont, the 5th

ranked team in the nation, in the semi finals of the

Division II playoffs. Vermont, the eventual

Division II champion, will not be a problem for the

Minutemen this year. Ex-Collegian hockey scribe

Bill Balou called Vermont, "the Rockefellers of

Division II." "The Rockefellers" have moved up
to the higher rent district of Division I. Filling the 4

X 6 hole that Chick Rheault's graduation left is the

problem.

Rheault, who played most of last season' with
limited use of his left arm, was the man who was
counted on to make the big save, and he usualiy

did. Playing with pain he inspired his teammates,
and was the man they looked to as their leader on
the ice.

Coach Jack Canniff has whittled the seven
candidates for Rheault's vacated goaltending

position down to a more workable three. Canniff

is undecided on his final selection, but is op-

timistic.

"We have not settled on who is going to stand
between the pipes, but we are confident that all

three can handle the job," said Canniff. "I've got
a feeling that one of these kids will come through
for us," he added.

All three candidates for the job lack one basic

ingredient - experience. The three are: senior

Bruce Gledhill (Needham) who has never played

in a varsity game, and sophomores Dana Red-
mond (Bedford) and Tim Riley (Arlington).

The Minutemen are deep at defense, led by
senior Mike Ellis (Springfield), who has been a

regular for two seasons and may be one of the

best in the division on the blueline. Sophomore
Tim Howes (Marblehead) back after a sensational

freshman season will be paired with another

sophomore Bob Jefferson up from the JV squad.
Senior Bill Mintiens (Lynnfield) and sophomore
John McCormack round out the top five spots.

Canniff plans to use an alternate sixth defen
seman, and that job is up for grabs. Holdovers
Bob Quinlan and Dave Allesandroni and
sophomore Tim Sweeney will be the grabbers.

Up front, the Minutemen have the potential to

light the lamp at ? steady pace. Canniff has been
skating five lines during the preseason and plans

iO skate four on a regular basis to wear down the
opposition.

Kevin Connors (Arlington) will center an all

senior line with John Muse (Brookline) and Steve
Nims (Auburn) on the wings This should be the
Minutemen's best two-way line.

Billy Harris (Framingham) will center an all

junior line flanked by Jim Lyons (Medford) and
Scott Stuart. Harris skated on Pat Keenan's line

as a freshman and had 12 goals and 22 assists last

year.

Sophomore Mike Merchant, who tied for the
team scoring lead as a freshman, centers a line

with sophomore Carl Burns (Arlington) on the
rightwing and freshman Chris Lamby. Canniff on
Lamby - "He's one hell of a good hockey player
— when he gets some experience, watch out."

Scott McChesney will center an all freshman
iine with identical twins Bill and Bob White
(Revere) as his wings.

"The White brothers are real aggressive hockey
players," said Canniff "They go charging into

those corners and make things happen. And I

don't know if they have a sixth sense, or what,
but they always seem to know what the other is

going to do. Both have great anticipation."

The Minutemen have a 13 record in pre-season
scrimmages, but Canniff has been using five lines,

eight defensemen and three goalies in a constant
rotation. UMass dropped their initial scrimmage
to Boston College 8-6. And the Eagles edged
them in overtime last Saturday, 7-6. They had a

sluggish outing at RPI resulting in a 5 1 loss and
beat a team of ex-New England collegiate stars 5-

4, on conditioning.

"This is the best skating club I've had since I've

been at UMass," said Canniff. "If the forwards do
their job and give the defense and goal time to

mature, we'll be in there when playoff time rolls

around."

The Minutemen will be playing a more ex-

tensive Division II schedule this year. They open
their season with two new opponents. New
England for their Orr Rink debut last Wednesday
night, then travel to Lowell Tech on Saturday.
Coach Canniff believes that the extra Division II

games will benefit the Minutemen in the long run.

"The more wins you can get against Division II

teams, the better the seed you get at playoff

time," said Canniff.

The Boston Globe predicts that "Merrimack
will be the super team in Division II of the ECAC
this season." Merrimack coach Tom Lawler has
Bill Pieri back in goal. Rick Kerrivan anchoring the

defense, and two superb lines.

Salem State, with All American defenseman
Dick Lamby, will also be tough. Coach Canniff

thinks that Bowdoin may be the team to watch.
Army has stepped down from Division I and will

also be in the fight for a playoff spot.

Staff Photo Bob Gamacha

UMass defenseman Tim Howes (4) goes to block a shot in a game last year with Merrimack, one of

UMass' more formidable competitors in Division Two of the ECAC.

Goa/tender job is still wide open

UMass hockey recruiting
ByDAVEEIBLE

Sports Staff

Excellence in college athletics

depends a lot on recruiting. If

you want to have a good
football, basketball, or hockey
team, you want to try and get

the high school athletes who
would do the best job for your

team.

Russ Kidd, the amiable pipe-

smoking assistant coach of the

UMass varsity hockey team is a

key member in the UMass
hockey recruiting effort.

Although head coach Jack

Canniff has the final decision on
all recruiting decisions, Kidd,

who is also the JV hockey

coach, does most of the

scouting of players. Canniff is

the varsity coach and just can't

take that much time away from

his main job to scout players

throughout the state of

Massachusetts.

Recruiting is a difficult job.

Since most of the good high

school hockey is played in the

eastern part of the state, in and
around Boston, Kidd's got to

make several long hauls a year

to scout players.

"If you're coaching in Boston,

you can pop over to a high

school rink and catch a game,
but I have to go over a 100 miles

to see games."
For Russ, Intersession is the

busiest time of the recruiting

season. "From the start of finals

to the beginning of the second
semester I make trips almost

every day. It's difficult to make
too many trips during the season
since I have a team of my own to

coach."

When recruiting a high school
player, a recruiter points out the

good points of a school. In

UMass' case Kidd stresses the

school's good academic
reputation, its rural location, and
lively social life. But since

UMass doesn't play in a rink of

its own, a severe recruiting

problem exists."

"People can't believe we
don't have a rink of our own. It's

awful hard to explain why we
don't. We have a lot going for

us, but if we had our own rink,

it'd be great.

But the lack of an on campus
rink is not the only thing that

causes recruiting problems.
UMass is Division Two in

hockey and as such must
compete against Division One
teams like New Hampshire,

Harvard, and Boston University

for players.

"If we could show a kid a nice

ice palace, it would make him
feel good. He could picture

himself out there. If you're a

recruiter for a school that has a

nice facility of its own, that can

really help you sell your team.

But we're also in Division Two.
A Division One team means
more ballyhoo and more
recognition. If a Division One
school wants a kid over a

Division Two school, they'll get

'em. We're good but the dif-

ference between us and a

Division One school is that they

have two or three blue chip-

pers."

Pat Keenan, a native of

Weston Ontario, is the all-time

Umass hockey scorer. He
graduated in 1973, and ts also

the last hockey player from

Canada to play for UMass
"It costs a lot of money to go

up to Canada. Our recruiting

budget is somewhat limited so

we've got to recruit in

Massachusetts, and make our

scholarship money go as far as it

can. If we give a guy a full ride

and he doesn't make the team or

leaves school after one year, we
lose the money which goes back
into a general fund. So
recruiting someone from
Canada is a shaky proposition."

Recruiting like anything else

has its rules of conduct. A
recruiter can't talk to players at

game sites, and usually you have

to get the permission of the

coach to approach a player.

Russ Kidd's philosophy about

recruiting is a very simple one.

"I'm not like a big time

recruiter. I don't promise anyone
cars or money or anything

ridiculous. It's like a detective

doing legwork. I don't come on
phony to anyone. I try to be fair

and honest to everyone."

The recruiter has a simple test

by which he measures his

success or failure: the team's

performance on the ice. And in

By TOM CROWLEY
Sports Staff

In hockey, the goalie is analogous to the center in basketball and
the quarterback in football. They are supposedly the dominating

position and a team can't win without a good one. But for the

UMass hockey team, no one has dominated yet.

Bruce Gledhill, Jon Riley and Dana Redmond are the goaltenders

for this year's hockey team and any of them could end up being the

number one goalie.

"I hate to go into the season not knowing who the number one
goalie is," said hockey coach Jack Canniff. "Last season, we knew
who our number one goalie was. Even though he was out in the

beginning of the season with a separated shoulder, Chich Rheault

was our number one goalie."

There should be some evidence of who the number one goalie will

be as the hockey team played last Wednesday night against New
England College. And Coach Canniff is not an advocate of the "in-

out-in" use of goalies

"It just hasn't come to a head yet," Coach Canniff said of the lack

of an apparent number one goalie.

"We've played in three game situations so far," Dana Redmond
said. "Each of us felt we played the best in them."

Junior Bruce Gledhill was on the varsity last year but played very

rarely. Sophomores John Riley and Dana Redmond are used to the

competition for the starting not after last year when they did the

same on the JV's.

Perhaps because of this tight contest for the number one post, the

******************
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goalies have responded.

"The goalies have been better than I thought before the beginning

of the season," said Coach Canniff. "The defense in front of them
has collapsed before they have.

Even though the three have very little varsity experience among
them, John Binkoski is teaching them some of his.

Binkoski played frequently last year for the varsity and played at

UMass for four years.

"Last year I developed a close relationship with Coach Canniff and
I wanted to help by working out with the goalies," Binkoski said.

During part of the practice, Binkoski takes the goalies aside and
works with them. i ^ r,

"They practice all the phases; cutting down the angles, handling

lot shots from both sides, agility drills and recovering from weird

positons," Binkoski outlined.

In practice, he stresses talking to the defense and knowing what

to do in a game situation.

"It's more mental than anything else," Redmond said. "We're

playing on a different level now."
Riley said, "He points out what we're doing wrong and tries to

keep us from screwing up."

"He keeps us talking to the defense," Gledhill added.

The protection of the crease will rest on one of these three for the

season, and, hopefully, the post-season, too, but the toughest

competition they face so far could be from their own teammates for

the number one spot in goal.
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the case of Russ Kidd, the man
who does most of the scouting

and Jack Canniff who has the

final say, the result of their

efforts has been five straight

Division Two playoff ap-

pearances and a championship

in 1972

That record speaks for itself.
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Jack Canniff: He
realized a dream

By RICH SEVIERI
Sports Staff

The year was 1967 and the UMass hockey
program was about to awake from a long restless

nightmare. It took a man with a dream to do it, but
he did. That man was Jack Canniff.

In 1966 the UMass hockey team was 3-16. The
program was dying. There was no recruiting

program, no ice facility, and only a handful of rink

rats wandered into their games by mistakes.

Canniff would change that. He felt he could build

a team to compete with any in New England. He
had a dream and he had a plan. The plan worked,
the dream lingers on.

Canniff has been successful in hockey at every

level as both a player and a coach. He played for

EDDie Burns New England champion high school
team at Arlington in 1949. From the tutelage of the

most successful high school coach in the history of

Mass. Canniff moved to the most successful college

coach ever.

Canniff began an 11 year coaching tenure at

Gloucester High in 1956. He came to UMass in 1967
after compiling a 104-30-22 record at Gloucester,

and nine berths in the Mass. state hockey tour-

nament.

The plan that Canniff had was to recruit the

quality Massachusetts hockey players that weren't

scooped up by Harvard, BU, and BC. Another part

of the plan was to instill that winning tradition and

attitude of his into the UMass hockey program.

His dream to bring this winning program into a

new arena before packed houses of screaming

UMass fans. Canniff was sure the dream would

materialize. The athletic department had been

talking about building a rink and 1970 looked like a

reasonable completion date.

After two losing seasons in 1968 and 1969,

Canniff has led his team to five consecutive Division

II winning seasons and playoff berths. The winning

attitude and tradition had been established.

In 1969 the Minutemen had a 10-8 record, their

first winning season in ten years. Canniff led UMass
to their first Division II playoff ever in 1970. In 1971

the Minutemen coasted through the playoffs to

capture their first division championships. That year

Canniff was awarded the Edward Jeremiah trophy

as the NCAA College Division Coach of the year.

One aspect of the UMass hockey program that

has not changed during the Canniff regime is the

long awaited hockey arena. The UMass hockey

team still remains a group of rinkless vagabonds.

The month long intersession will once again turn

them into a band of wandering gypsies scouring all

over Massachusetts for ice time.

This is not the dream I had when I came here,"

said Canniff. "But with what we have to work with

and the way we do things here, I have to be satisfied

with the accomplishments that we have made."

For Mike Ellis college is

more than just hockey
By JAY LUPPOLD

Sports Staff

For defenseman and co-

captain Mike Ellis of the UMass
hockey team, helping other

people is a very big part of what

he is doing today and what he

will do tomorrow.

He is a physical education

major. Right there a lot of people

may say, "of course, what other

athlete up here isn't". Well, first

of all, that is not a correct

assumption and Mike Ellis

doesn't fit into that "skating his

way through college" bit.

Ellis' concentration is physical

therapy with the handicapped

and retarded. Last semester he

did his actual student teaching

at BelcHertown State School

and now this semester is

working at the VA Hospital in

Northampton Monday through

Friday from 8:30-3:00. "I really

do enjoy the work, the people

have touched me in a big way,

they are really accepting and

you can appreciate how they

need someone when you help

them", said Ellis.

Ellis, a solid 5'11", 180

pounder, is able to appreciate

what it means to be down and

out and to need somebody. He
had been through four

operations up until last year for a

tumor behind his ear on his

neck. And finally at the end of

the fall semester last year he

spent four more weeks in the

hospital after a 7 Vi hour
operation to finally rid himself of

the problem.

"That was a tough time back

then, I was emotionally messed

up and about the only things I

cared about were my family and

hockey", he related, "and they

both came through for me to get

me out of the doldrums". Coach
Canniff was there to tell me that

I had a place on the team when I

came back, which was very

important to me", he concluded.

Staff Photo ov bod uinni.il>

Hockey at its roughest,

front of the Merrimack

And Ellis thinks it was those

bad times that prompted him to

be able to relate to and enjoy

what he is currently doing. "I

wouldn't change my field for

anything now", he said.

Kevin Conners (22), Mark Sullivan (3) and John Muse (21) take part in a jam in

goal. UMass won 2-1.

As for hockey, after being all-

Western- Mass for three years at

Classical High School in

Springfield he elected to come

to UMass, and after a lot of hard

work and tough times as

mentioned above, has come far

enough to co-captain what he

thinks is "the most exciting and

quickest team" since he has

been here.

The senior defenseman views

his role as a co-captain (John

Muse is the other co-captain) as

a kind of middle man type of

thing. "I kind of look at it as a

meditating role more than

anything else", he explained.

"I think the added speed we
will have should also help out a

lot in defensing teams because

with the speed we will be having

the forwards being able to get

back more to backcheck to help

out", he added.

And with the promising young
talent that has been admirably

recruited by coaches Canniff

and Kidd for this year, Mike Ellis'

counseling and mediating along

with John Muse will likely be

noticed for the 1974 Minutemen.

Minuteman hockey records
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A falling Mike Ellis just grazes the goalpost with a shot in last year's opening-

night loss to Salem State, H-7.

John Muse: Canniffs type of player

Johnny Muse rejoices after a

New Hampshire
UMass goal against

By WALTPOWERS
Sports Staff

One of eight hockey players in

a family of eleven, co-captain

Johnny Muse plays a nard-

hitting close- checking brand of

hockey that has characterized

teams coached by Jack Canniff.

John, a gregarious, 5'8"

senior with an elfish grin plays

right wing on a line centered by

Kevin Connors with a burly

Steve Nims on the left wing. It is

a hard checking line by Connors,

perhaps the team's most
consistent scorers in the games
that count.

Muse has never been an

overwhelming scoring threat

even in high school, but he

possesses a hard, fairly accurate

shot. He scored just seven goals

last year, but two of them

figured heavily in dramatic

games. The first was against

Merrimack with only 1.50 left in

the game, tying the score 1-1 in

a game UMass eventually won
in overtime. The second was the

last goal of the season for

UMass, and he scored it against

Division II Champion Vermont in

the Division II playoffs. It came
with just 2.50 left and narrowed

the heavily-favored Catamount's

lead to a 4-3 in a game that

UMass came heartbreakingly

close to winning.

John sees this year's team as

more aggressive, better

forechecking than last year's,

and he cites three veteran lines

and the loss of goalie Chick

Rheault as the reasons.

"We depended on Rheault to

make the brilliant save a lot last

year, and knowing he won't be

back there to save us will keep

us more. alert," he said.

Elected co- captain by his

teammates, Muse sees his role

mainly as an example setter. For

the 22-year old Brookline native,

the honor is especially

significant because he spent

most of his Freshman year on

the bench.

"I guess I took it for granted

that I'd make the team," he

confesses, "and I showed up for

practice way out of shape. I

busted my hump the next

summer, though, and it paid off

Cage renovation doubtful for now
By Dave Ostrander

Sports Staff

Since April of 1972 there have been plans for renovation Of Curry

Hick's Cage. The onry roadblock holding up progress is financial.

Does anyone have $1,750,000 to spare?

That was the price tag given by Mr. "Bud" Cobb, assistant to the

dean, responsible for upkeep of the three physical education

facilities on campus: Boyden, Northeast, and the Cage.

He explained that the chances for any renovation looked

"doubtful" in the immediate future, but explained that it was an

uncertain matter that depended upon the state legislature's view of

educational priorities.

Back in 1972, a study group was organized to look into Cage

improvement, since the building of a convocation center, which had

been in the works since 1966, seemed to have faded into the

Western Mass. sunset.

The study group came up with the 1.7 million figure, which would

be used to renovate many of the antiquated facilities that the forty-

five year old Cage had to offer.

Priorities (I think I've been in Whitmore too often) were given to

improvement in toilet, electrical, heating, and locker facilities.

As for seating expansion, this would only take place after these

other areas were taken care of, In the plans the capacity would be

increased from the present legal level of 4500 to 5600.

Mr. Cobb posed the question of whether the Cage would become
a single sport facility, namely basketball, if the improvements were

accomplished. Presently the Cage houses baseball (in early spring),

basketball, track, concerts, and other types of public gatherings

(would vou believe a circus?)

Since 1981, when previous Athletic Director Warren McGuirk said

the Cage would have to be replaced soon by a combination field-

house-assembly hall, the UMass students have waited through a

number of plans and years for a decent place to watch campus

sports. That facility has been denied them due to past ad-

ministration's hesitancy to act. True, the present athletic fee has not

risen since 1982, but when the opportunity to acquire state funding

was there, it was not taken advantage of.

For now, though, we have the Cage, and what it lacks in qomfort,

it compensates in atmostphere.

Those already indoctrinated to the Cage know of the electric

feeling that courses through the rabid UMies. This year should be no

different.

Compiled By
GLENN POSTER

Sports Staff

INDIVIDUAL
POINTS

Game: 9 Russ Kidd vs. WPI
1956 (7 goals-2 assists)

Season: 65 Pat Keenan 1973

(43 goals 22 assists)

Career: 180 Pat Keenan 1970-

73 (105 goals-75 assists)

GOALS
Game: 7 Russ Kidd vs. WPI
1956

Season: 43 Pat Keenan 1973

Career. 105 Pat Keenan 1970-

73

ASSISTS
Game: 4 Dan Reidy vs. Holy

Cross & Lowell Tech (both

1971); 4 Don Riley vs. Holy

Cross 1971; 4 Bob Bar-

tholomew vs. Holy Cross

1971; 4 Jack Edwards vs. AIC
1971

Season: 28 Pat Keenan 1971

Career: 75 Pat Keenan 1970-

73
GOALIE SAVES

Game: 79 Gene DeMasellis vs.

AIC 1956-57; 79 Ed Sanborn

vs. New Hampshire 1966-67

Season: 712 Charles Rheault

1973-74

Career: 1306 Pat Flaherty

1969-72

LOWEST GOALS
AGAINST AVERAGE

Season: 2.80 Pat Flaherty

1971-72 (25 games-70 goals)

•Career: 3.05 Pat Flaherty

1969-72 (58 games-177
goals)

HIGHEST SAVES
PER GAME AVERAGE

Season: 37.3 Peter Scoville

1967-68 (19 games-708

saves)

Career: 33.0 Charles Rheault

1971-74 <3#- games-1253

saves)

TEAM RECORDS
GOALS

Game: 17 vs. Connecticut

\

I

UMass freshmen hockey twins, wingers Billy and
Bobbv White.
1932 (17-0); 17 vs. Holy Cross

1971 (17-0)

Season: 156 1971-72

ASSISTS
Game: 23 vs. Holy Cross 1971

(17-0)

Season: 204 1972-73

VICTORIES
Season: 19 1971-72 (19-7)

Consecutive: 7 1970-71 (14-6-

1)

LOSSES
Season: 16 1965-66 (3-16)

Consecutive: 9 1965-66 (3-16)

Hockey players to watch
•John Muse - forward - co-captain

•Mike Ellis - defense - co-captain

•Chris Lamby - forward - freshman

• Tim Howes - defense - sophomore

•Bob Jefferson - defense - sophomore

•Billy Harris forward - junior
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Key could be tremendous depth
For all-arounder Jeannine Burger

FRIDAY
^
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Women gymnasts defend eastern title
By WALTPOWERS

Sports Staff

Women's gym coach Virginia

Evans has a problem: How can a

team that loses four seniors

holding every individual scoring

record successfully defend it's

Eastern title?

The solution, at this point,

seems to be depth.

"This year will be tougher in

that I don't have the people we
know could have a good year,"

Evans says, "but hopefully with

our depth, we'll Iways have six

healthy people around who can
do the job."

The graduation of Heidi
Armstrong, Betsy East, Margie
Combs and Anne Vexler marked
the passing of an era at UMass,
an era that brought Eastern

(1974) and National (1973) titles

to the school for the first time.

East, Combs and Vexler were
recognized all Americans and
Combs and Vexler each hold

two of the team's four individual

event records. "There's no
ouestion that we'll feel the loss

of their leadership," says
veteran Assistant Coach Mike
Kasavana.

The loss of these seniors, plus
Jodi Hitt, who left the team to
concentrate on her dance work,
however, should not remove
UMass from national con-
tention. A talented group of ten
freshmen, largest in the
program's . history, led by a
small, championship-seasoned
coterie of veterans will take care
of that.

Jeannine Burger will be the
key performer on a team
composed primarily of all

arounds. An AIAW ail-American
in 1973, the senior cc- captain is

coming off an outstanding
season that saw her capture the
Eastern all-around title and a
fourth-place finish in the AIAW
nationals in vaulting. She could
be hard pressed to retain her title

by Sue Cantwell, a freshman
ranked 15th in the nation by the
United States Gymnastics
Federation. Sophomore Linda
Nelligan, coming off a wrist

operation that will keep her off

the beam, is the team's other

returning Eastern finalist.

Injuries could affect all the

remaining veterans except
Junior Gail McCarthy, who is

having a good fall training

season on bars and vaulting.

Junior Alicia Goode is coming
off a leg injury that required

surgery, and injuries have kept

senior Gail Hannan out of action

for over a year. The most costly

injury could be that affecting co-

captain Marion Kulick, whose
sub-par ankle makes her a

question mark.

"I don't like to use injuries as
an excuse, because they hit

everybody," Evans said. "But

they're certainly not going to

help us."

But the freshmen. Ah, the
freshmen! This is the deepest,
strongest crop of frosh the team
has ever fielded and it is on their

efforts that the new era in the
women's gymnastic program
will be established. Besides the
aforementioned Cantwell, All-

arounds Pam Steckroat, a
Pennsylvania standout, Diane

Lovato, one of New Jersey's
better gymnasts last year, and
Margie Magraw, the star of the
Massachusetts High School
State Meet last year, have had
extensive competitive ex-
perience, and Cheryl Smith,
Keely O'Rourke, Regine Har-

Mike Kasavana: male

in women's gym
ByJAYLUPPOLD

Sports Staff
Mike Kasavana is the assistant coach on the women's gym-

nastics team. This winter he will be going into his fifth year at the
position, but his tenth here at UMass. He graduated in 1970 after
captaining the men's team both his junior and senior years.

He stayed on to receive his Masters in Business and then his
Doctoral in Information and Control Systems in SBA, but the girls
don't call him doctor.

Now 27, Kasavana has not

wasted much time, always
keeping himself busy at one
thing or another.

With the above doctoral

he has helped food services with

statistics, and with the fiddling

around with computers he
helped to come up with a

system to evaluate judges for

the United States Gymnastics
Federation.

Among some of Kasavana's

other different time consumers
are him membership on the

AAU TramDoline and Tumbling
and the United States Trampoline Association (USTA). Oh, and he
is also the 1971 National YMCA trampoline champion.

In the summer, Kasavana is a camp director at a gymnastics

clinic which is called the Catalina Island Gymnastics Clinic.

Some of Kasavana's weekends are also spent tumbling around,

besides coaching the girls on Sunday (the team practices six days a

week excludinq Saturday). He teams up with a gymnast from UCLA
named Steve Lerner in a trampoline act at Zelda's in Northampton.
He doesn't waste a minute.

Kasavana is presently working on a manual on gymnastics

safety and corrective spotting, which is what those people do who
stand aside the gymnasts while they are performing.

One of Kasavana's primary objectives of being involved at
the gymnastics program at UMass is that he would like to get people
"to understand gymnastics, to try to get a mental as well as physical
appreciation for the sport".

"In three to four years the women's gymnastics team has gone
from a knitting circle to a national championship", pointed out the

multi-talented Kasavana.

People would often think of a guy coaching a women's sport as

different anyway, and Kasavana is well aware of this. "But I view

women as athletes, of course we are all friends, but it is a

professional relationship. And I think people all see this just by
looking at what we have all achieved", reasoned Kasavana.

Something in the back of Kasavana's mind now is the idea of
maybe getting together a traveling human circus. Sounds wiia

doesn t it, but don't put it past him. "I can think of it as being a

feasible idea around 1976. It would really be something around the

bicentennial, wouldn't it". It would be something around the idea of

having traveling gymnasts, and wouldn't it be something around the

bicentennial for the women's assistant gymnastics coach who has

just recently taken up juggling?

MIKE KASAVANA

Faces to watch
Susan Cantwell

BEAMIN' ON THE BEAM - Smilin' Cheryl Smith,
one often freshmen on the women's gymnastics team
practices her beam routine.

The Leaders in Travel Present

' SKI CANADIAN
ROCKIES-BANFF

Package Features:

Bused on dnubl* occupancy

Round trip an transportation on Air Canada
from New York to Calgary.
Round trip transportation from hotel to slope for
six days.
Seven nights lodging at hotel of your choice.
Six days of inter changeable lift tickets. Tax
included

January 5 12, 1975

8 day 7 nights

Priced from S388.00 per person

P'mih call for 'starvation!
and or information

Cimpui TravalCantar
Umvaraitv of fvlaaaac huaatta
Amhirit MA 01002 546 0600

Cantral Traval Bureau
222 Wortlnngton St
Springfield. MA 01103

781 1680

Carlo of Naples
Stair Str«*«*t, Northampton

54th Member of the World Famous

Restaurant International

Our Menu Consists of

6? Items

(Italian Food Only)

and an average spending of

8
2

25

Your Host Carlo is a 'special I Mass student.

time, Debbie Law, Cindy
Severyn, Debbie Sargeson,

Anne Olson, an exchange
student from Oregon, all have
the potential to contribute.

The start of the season is still

two months away and as yet
there is not set lineup. "We're
not looking at total routines
yet," Evans said. "Right now
we're working on the big tricks,

and we don't know yet if all the
gymnasts can make them

without a spotter." Both Evans
and her assistant Mike
Kasavanna expect more twists

off the bars and vaults and more
tumbling on the balance beam
than ever before. And with the

influx of qualified freshmen,
Evans has placed a' greater

emphasis on all-around, though
this does not mean they all will

necessarily compete as all-

around.

As in the past, the key meets

of the season will include the

National and Eastern Cham-
pionships and dual meets
against Southern Connecticut,

Springfield, and this year, Penn

State. On February 15th. the

gymnasts will battle Springfield

at the Cage in the continuation

of a fierce rivalry that dates back

to 1963, when the two teams

met in the first women's dual

meet ever held in New England.

February 1st, they will take on

a revitalized Penn State team in

a revolutionary co-ed meat at

Penn State in which the men'e

team will also participate.

Because of scheduling problems

A first place finish in the

Easterns and a third place finish

in the nationals is a tough act to

follow and Evans isn't expecting

miracles, but she's far from

pessimistic about the coming
season.

they will not face traditionally

strong Clarion State this year.

"With all the depth we have,"
she says, "I think we could have
a pretty good year."

Competitive athletic background

makes gym coach Evans unique
By WALTPOWERS

Sports Staff

With a background in both gymnastics and
organized team sports, Women's gymnastics
Coach Virginia Evans is unique.

Evans, a slender, athletic brunette, has coached
gymnastics for seven years, the last two at

UMass, and in that time her teams have captured
two national championships and never finished

out of the Eastern top five. Virginia, though, is a

relative with the sport until her undergraduate
days at Springfield College.

Coaching has always been an

ambition of Ms. Evans. "I got

turned on to sports in when I

was in junior high school," she

says, "and since then I've

always wanted to coach or work
with women's athletics."

Before attending Springfield

College, Ms. Evans, who admits

to being 33, started in field

hockey, basketball, lacrosse and
track at Central Morrisville High

School in New York. "Ifs near

the infamous Colgate," she

jokes, referring to the football

team's recent defeat.

It was her basketball expertise that landed Ms.

Evans her first coaching position after graduating

from Maryland with a masters in phys ed. At

Towson State College she served a year as an

assistant basketball coach before transforming a

club gymnastics program into a competitive one.

The team qualified for the DGWS Division II

nationals in her initial season and won them in

1968.

In her final year at Towson, the 1971 Eastern

Championship Meet was held there, and Evans
******** ********

VIRGINIA EVANS

served as the meet's director. She then joined the

UMass faculty as a phys-ed teacher and assistant

coach.

"Kitty Kjeldsen (Founder and coach of the

UMass program) wanted an assistant" she says,

and the only way she could get the phys-ed

department to hire me was to sell me to the

administration as a teacher."

When Kjeldsen retired after the 71-72 season,

Evans took control of the team. In the 72-73

season she coached the team to a stunning

victory in the IAIW

National Championships and

last year the team upset

Springfield College to win the

Eastern Championship meat.

Both were firsts for the program.

Gymnastics, by nature, is not

a team sport, and one of her

primary objectives as a coach la

the development of team
awareness among athletes who
had trained independently in the

past. She encourages self

responsibility, and long range

planning, which means, for

instance, that if a gymnast is

hurt, her practice time is spent nelp«ng

a teammate. "I've got the ultimate respon-

sibility", she says. "But there is a lot of group
input concerning our training procedures. I try to

establish » hierarchy."
fcvans, who is currently enrolled in a doctoral

program in Sports studies in addition to har
coaching duties, says she likes the university, and
has no present intentions of leaving "— Well, I

guess everyone dreams of coaching the Olympics
at least sometime," she admits, "But I've got to
be realistic,

J UMass +
*

J gymnastics j

Spacisltirt in quality lightwelfM
<re,» country skiing, kayaking,
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Your Complete

SKI TOURING
CENTER
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One East Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002
(413) 549-6904
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Tha Sundin Cable Package
reg. sale
$49.90

Sundin Ski

ABC Binding Cable
Jofa Binding

Tha Bushwackar 67.40 5B.SO
Skilom, Jarvinen, Kongcberg, Blue or

Sundin Ski, Dovre Sport

Jofa Pole, Dovre Binding

The Dovre 80.85 63.00
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Dovre Alu Pole, Dovre Binding
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Rustad Ski, Dovre Binding, Tonkin
or Jofa Polo, Dovre LT. Boot

Tin Super 104.50 92.95
Head Ski, Dovre Racing Pole, Alfa
Boot, Villom Binding
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add It up, take 10% OFF

FREE Parsfin, Mounting, Base Prep
All accessories in stock

BICYCLES
Hercules 10 speed 19" 21" 23" frame

reg. sale
$120.00 $109.96

BIKE REPAIR
Winter Overhaul Seocial 27 00 16.98
Pirelli Tir.i Reg. $5.60 $3.89 Tubas Reg. $2.40 $1.6S
Winter Storage Plan S months plus safety check
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UMass was definitely the right choice

Senior Jeannine Burger strikes a pensive pose while working out on the
beam in preparation for her final season as a UMass gymnast.
Jeannine, a native of Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania will compete in the All Around
bracket.

By Dave Eibat

Sports Staff

She's a small package of dynamite and after Joe Namath she's
probably the second most famous athlete to come out of Beaver
Falls, Pennsylvania fifty miles north of Pittsburgh

She is senior woman gymnast Jeannine Burger, co-captain of this

year's UMass women's gymnastics team with Harian Kulick.

Last April, she sat in the back of a Ford station wagon driving
through the palm- lined streets of Sacramento, California and cried
her heart out after the team had finished third in the National
Women's Gymnastics Championships at Cal State - Sacramento.
But now, seven months later, Jeannine can look forward to another
shot at the championship.

"I was disappointed that we lost. We didn't hit as well as we
should have. And in a meet the team that hits is the team that'll

win," said Jeannine prior to a practice this week.
Jeannine's beginnings in the sport can be traced to her par-

ticipation in Turners Club back in Beaver Falls.

"I started in it when I was six. The club practiced marching and
drilling but it wasn't really gymnastics. When. I was eleven I tried out
for the club gymnastics team that competed with other Turner's
clubs in western Pennsylvania."

Jeannine started competing in grade nine, and finished third place
•n the all-around category in Pennsylvania three years running. She
then applied to UMass, Springfield, and Southern Illinois University
and four years later is happy she came here.

"Herb Vogel (the coach of SIU, the defending national cham-
pions) told me to go somewhere else, but t heard him talking to

some people in Sacramento during the Nationals, and he said that

telling me that was his biggest mistake. UMass has been great

academically and competing in gymnastics at such a big school has
been really exciting."

This year the UMass team will find itself beginning a new era of

sports. Anne Vexler, Margie Combs, Betsy East, and Heidi Arm-
strong, who helped UMass to its first-ever national championship
graduated and Jeannine finds herself the only senior on a team, the
majority of which is made up of freshmen.

"It'll be really different not having those guys on the team this

year. Those are the guys I competed with for three years, but
potentially this will be the best team ever."

And although the nucleus of the team is made of up freshmen,
Jeannine doesn't think inexperience will be a problem.

"I really don't consider any of these girls inexperienced since

they've been through so much competition."
Jeannine could be a potential world class gymnast but at this

point she'd rather avoid the heavily politicized Olympics or Pan Am
games.
"The trials for the Pan Am games won't take place until March or

April of 1975. If I go to graduate school at a place without gym-
nastics I probably wouldn't have a chance to try out."

"I wouldn't like the pressure and the politics of world competition.

I've always enjoyed the sport and I wouldn't want to walk away from
the sport disliking it"

Ms. Burger would have had a great chance of being an in-

ternational class gymnast if she would have attended one of the

many professional gymnastics clubs around the country. Penn-
sylvania has several excellent ones, but she says that going to

college suited her needs much better than the rigors of a gymnastics
club.

"At the collegiate level I feel gym is part of my life but not my
whole life. I don't have to spend eight hours a day working out like

I'd be doing for a club. I wanted a degree and I gained a lot more
from college than I would have from spending four years in a

gymnastics school."

The highlight of the season for UMass women gymnasts could be
February first at State College Pennsylvania when UMass will face

Penn State in women's and men's gymnastics on the same bill

before what should be a capacity crowd of 10,000.

"It'll be the first meet that the girls are competing with the guys.

At least five of the girls on the team come from Pennsylvania, in-

cluding myself, so it should be a sort of homecoming."
And knowing what Jeannine is capable of on the balance beam,

vaulting, uneven parrallel bars and floor exercise competitions, her

competitive homecoming ought to be a happy one.

Now There's A Difference At Mt. Sugarloaf!

Court appointed management with resident meneger
GUARANTEED security deposits held In an Interest baarlng escrow

account.
ONLY ona month security dapotit required with 4 month or more
leese
Located on FREE UMass bue Una.
Dishwasher self cleaning range, disposal air conditioner, and

plenty of cloeat space.
Two bedrooms at *220 - ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED.
Conveniently locetad on Rta. 47 off Rta. 116.

Call 665 3856 ... or take the fraa bus.
Rant now and saval Rant an apartment for second semester and

gat *25 00 off your flrat month s rentl

Take A Few Minutes To See The Difference!

Women loopers rebuilding

UMass sports

theare

greatest show
on campus

By LINDA MACKLER
Sports Staff

There were sixty-five people at basketball try-

outs Monday afternoon and because they are still

in process, this season's team is not established.

Coach Carol Albert is choosing the team on the

basis of this week's performances.

"Nobody has a position locked up," Coach
Albert said, "but the team should be decided by
the end of this week."
'One veteran will not be returning and may be

sorely missed. Jenny Edminster, last year's top

scorer and rebounder, has transferred to

Southern Connecticut College. She had set a 12.4

scoring pace and taken 10.3 rebounds per game.
The team had a 7-5 record last year and won

their first round game in the Regional Tour-

nament at New York. They lost their second
round competition, though, to second-seeded
Queens College.

Coach Ablert says that she is looking for speed
and jumping ability. There is not a lot of height.

The three tallest possible players are only b' 10"

tall.

"But," the coach said, "there is a good deal of

mobility, so there will be better playing height

than actual physical height."

She plans to concentrate on the fundamentals.

Coach Albert expects to build the team this

season.

"I think we have the nucleus for a strong

team," she said, "that can be developed over the

seasons."

The competition this year presents the same
powerhouses as usual. Springfield College is a

strong and traditional rival.

Southern Connecticut College is extremely

powerful. They have been one of the top three

nationally rated teams for four years.

On February 12th, for an interesting interlude,

UMass will face an Australian touring team in the

Curry Hicks Cage at 8,00 p.m. Coach Albert is

also hoping to schedule a pre-season scrimmage.

Year after year, semester
after semester, the

CollegeMaster'from
Fidelity Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all over America.

Find out why.

Call the Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster"
Field Associate
in your area:

Ronald J. Nathan Agency"
ft Mem St . Amherst

Tel IM41S)

GbfegsMascr'

Handballs, Handball Gloves,

Squash Balls, Squash Rackets,

Table Tennis Supplies, and

other Sporting Goods.

A. J. Hastings
45 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.

Co-Captain Marian Kulick gets help on a Deam
dismount from women's gymnastics Coach Virginia

Evans. Marion will share the duties of team captain

with Jeannine Burger.

Women swimmers are

strongest in 4 years
By Linda Mackler

Sports Staff

"This is the strongest team I've had in four years," Coach Pat
Griffin said preceding her swim team's opening meet tonight.

"There are better swimmers and divers than ever before."

This statement will be tested at 7:00 p.m. against Smith and Mt.
Holyoke Colleges in the north pool.

The UMass swim team was one of the top five colleges at the New
England Championship and placed fourteenth in the Easterns. Their
dual meet record of 4 - 6 is not truly representative of their talent,

because they were competing against the four other top teams in

New England.

The returning members include last year's individual MVP, Mary
Ellen Dash, senior Laurie Seluk, sophomore freestylers Cindy
Whiting and Carol Griffiths, and diver Carol Cantebury. There are
two transfer students who appear to be promising newcomers.
Junior Penny Noyes from Gardner College is a backstroker and
freestyler. She qualified for the 1972 Olympic trials. Reenie Groden
from Walpole University specializes in the butterfly and freestyle.

Mary Ellen Dash, on an exchange program at the University of

Alabama will be back next semester for the majority of the meets.
She was the New England champion for the 200 yard Individual

Medley and remains the record holder with a time of 2:21.1 At the
Nationals at Pennsylvania State University last year, Mary Ellen

placed fifteenth in the 100 yard Butterfly, seventeenth in the 100
yard Freestyle, and nineteenth in the 200 yard Individual Medley.
Along with Mary Ellen; Cindy Whiting, Carol Griffiths, and Laurie

Seluk represented UMass last year at Penn State for the National

Collegiate Championships.

The four divers include Carol Cantebury, who took sixth place in

the New England competition on a one meter dive, Karen
Mastrobattista, Linda Schuld, and Janine Wong.
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Wrestlers outside hopes for New Englands
By JOHN BOCK
Sports Staff

An appropriate name for last

year's Minuteman wrestling

team might have been "The
Miracle Workers." After a 9-6

dual match season, third place

finish in the Yankee Conference

Tournament, and a 37-3 pasting

by Rhode Island, their first place

finish in the New Englands was
nothing short of a miracle.

There is a chance that the

1974-1975 version of UMass
wrestling might have to do the

same thing. For a team that only

lost two seniors to graduation

out of ten starters, the wrestling

room in Boyden Gymnasium has

an awful lot of mat space for

rent. Returning veterans at 126

pounds, 142 pounds, and 190

pounds have fallen to injury or

personal mishap. Dick Muri,

fourth at 126 and a senior injured

a leg in a motorcycle accident

and then separated a shoulder.

Doug LeMire, third at 142, was
forced to leave school for

personal reasons. Robin
Osborne, second at 190 and a

very bright prospect, has been
sidelined with a mysterious

nervous affliction.

While the 1974 season ended
on a good note the recruiting

season was a lot less successful.

Some very bright recruits chose

at the last minute to take their

talent elsewhere. As in the past

the line of drop outs from the

program could have filled a bus.

Some forty wrestlers came out

for practice in October and the

squad is now down to about

twenty-five. Football will send a

few heavyweights but the in-

juries thus far in preseason have
been plaguing the depth-poor

light and middle weights.

"This is the most skillful team
we've ever had at UMass and
how good we will be depends on
how tough we are," speculated

Coach Barr.

"We have no depth but fairly

good balance and it is going to

be really tough finding JV's to

fill some of the weights," he

said.

Toughness is a matter of

personal physical attributes and
a positive mental attitude. That
is one thing that the Minutemen
have enough of. A look at the

line up reveals: Peter Sachon at

1 18 pounds is the man to beat. A
sophomore from Somers, New
York, Sachon is probably the

strongest man on the team for

his size and weight, and employs
a super-aggressive wrestling

style that gets him into trouble

sometimes but always provides

an exciting bout.

Paul Rodriguez, a junior from
Valley Stream, Long Island, saw
some limited varsity action as a

freshman but was sidelined with

injuries and academics last

season. He has shown much
improvement on his feet but

needs work on his mat
wrestling. He will be pushed by
Sophomore Greg Tallon and
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Frosh Ed Sunter. Junior Steve
Ruggeri was looking good up
until he contracted
mononucleosis and was ben
ched until December.

The 134 pound weight class is

one of the bright spots on the

team. It will be very solidly

ancnored Dy senior co-captain

Russell Chateauneuf. Russ is the

defending New England
University Wrestling Association

Champion (NEUWA) in the

weight class and a top fifteen

finisher in the NCAA's last year.

He sat out his sophomore year

with a knee injury after a brilliant

freshman year capped by his

first New England Champion-
ship at 134. Last season he
wrestled most of his bouts at

142 but saw the pot of gold was
going to be at 134 and dropped
the weight. Any opposition at

this class might come from frosh

Tom Hill.

The 142 pound class is the

dartboard of the team. Leading

contenders might be senior Alan

Elmont, junior college transfer

Bob Bennett, sophomore Dave
Schutt, and freshmen Tim
Fallon and Don Michaelson.

Elmont may lack, finesse but

more than makes up for it by
way of sheer physical punishing

that has earned him the nick-

name "Ali". Bennett comes to

UMass from Farmingdale Junior

College on Long Island and
looks good on his feet and better

than average on the mat. Dave
Schutt is by far and away the

tallest middleweight and this

height gives him an advantage
on his feet. Tim Fallon comes
with impressive credentials from

New England power, Lowell

High School. Finesse and quick-

ness make him a contender but

he could definitely use more
strength.

At 150 pounds sophomore
Steve Jabaut has set himself up
as the man to beat. A third place

finisher at 167 in the NEUWA,
the Glens Falls, New York

grappler looks better than ever

at his best weight. He has the

best high crotch single leg on
the team and is probably the

most agile man in the line-up. He
will see competition from Jimmy
Jordan, a junior from Garden
City, Long Island who sat last

year out with injuries and
academics. He is much im-

proved in his mat wrestling and

has been one of the few con

ditioning fanatics on the team.

Kevin Griffin out of Brookline,

might work in at 150, also.

The 158 pound class may be
another bright spot if junior Co-
captain Cliff Blom can overcome
a knee injury to fill it. There was
no doubt in anyone's mind that

he was ready to wrestle three

weeks ago but an injury incurred

at the Colgate Open (where he
placed second) has kept him off

the mat for more than a week. If

his knee is healthy then he will

be at 158, if not then freshman
Preston Kise may fill it or

sophomore Mike Twardy. Both
New York wrestlers, Kise comes
with a very fine high school

record. His only loss his senior

year was to the state champ in

the sections. Twardy saw JV
action last year and has potential

but is fighting to get down to

weight.

A transfer from Montclair

State College in New Jersey has
established himself at 167. Tom
Smith, a high school teammate
of Jim Jordan, comes from a

really good program at Montclair

and brings his outstanding
takedown ability with him.
Depending on who URI and BU
can field, Smitty may be a shoe
in for top New England honors.

Freshman Frank Kenney has

proved to be good competition

for Smith but needs experience.

Another veteran from the '74

championship team will

probably anchor at 177. Bob
Spaulding, sophomore out of

East Greenbush, New York took

a fourth at last year's New

Englands and seems to be the

most improved wrestler

returning to the squad this year.

A man with an excellent duck
under, Spaulding has boosted
his mat wrestling ability and
conquered the weight problem
of last year. He will be pushed by

Bill Fickert, a freshman from

Hampshire Regional who had
the unusual distinction of

placing third two years in a row
in the Massachusetts State High

School tournament while
wrestling as an independent.

The 190 pound class is still a

contest between seniors Bob
Konowicz and Tom O'Connell.

Konowicz has seen limited

varsity action in the last three

seasons but looks to be gunning
for the number one spot this

year. Strength and an
awareness of mistakes are his

prime assets. Junior College

transfer O'Connell sat out last

year with a severe shoulder

separation but has come on
quite strong this season.
Defensive minded on his feet

and a head-hunter on the mat,

Tom admits that getting off the

bottom is his main problem.

A team is sometimes judged
by whethe: or not they have the

big boy at heavyweight. UMass
is ajudged quite sound because
they have defending New
England Champ Dennis Fenton
at heavy. Currently on loan to

football, Fenton brings a sigh of

relief to everyone. His only

losses as a freshman were to

Ray Miro of URI (whom he

Men's gymnastics situation remains static
By BEN CASWELL

Sports Staff

When the semester ended last

spring the future of the gym-
nastics program was up in the
air. During the semester a
committee supporting the
gymnastics team has solicited

about 12,000 petition signatures
that they presented to the dean
of the School of Physical
Education David Bischoff,
Chancelor Bromery, and
President Wood. The petition

called for the hiring of a full-time

gymnastics coach after this

season which the Athletic
department, under the direction

of department head Frank
Mclnerney, did not plan to do.

Over the summer nothing
changed except that premier
gymnast Gene Whelan trans-
ferred to Penn State so that he
could attend a school where he
could be assured of quality

coaching and competition. Also
most of the recruits, 10 of 12 to

Weekend Pay
of Evening
classes avan

THE CHOKER — Co-Captain Russ Chateaneuf displays one of the holds that

made him the New England Champion at 134 pounds last year.

subsequently beat in the NE's),

All-America Tim Karpoff of Yale,

and Don Mayorga of Hofstra,

who narrowly missed placing in

the NCAA's. Senior Steve
Swartz has worked more than a

little in hopes of giving Fenton a

run for it.

As tar as tne New England

wrestling scene is concerned it is

still the Big Four - UMass, URI,

and BU for the University

Division and perennial toughs

Springfield College in the

College Division. UMass will

have five home duals this season

and highlighting these will be

matches with Boston University

(the season opener on
November 26), Rhode Island on

December 4, and Springfield

College on February 8. All home
matches are in Boyden Auxiliary

gym and begin at 7:30 p.m.
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Every speaker system has a "woofer." It's the large speaker that repro-

duces the bass. It has to be larger so that it can move enough air, because

the lower the note, the more air must be moved to reproduce it. Which is

why so many people who like bass will size up a speaker by the size of its

woofer. (A bigger woofer can move more air with a smaller motion.)

But a big woofer can introduce Big distortion. Especially at

loud volume when it can't get out of its own way. (That's called

"cone-flex," when the edge of the woofer can't keep up with

the center.)

Happily, there is a way to get better bass from a smaller woofer.

By increasing the distance it can travel in and out. We can move
the same amount of air, without the same amount of cone-flex.

The bass actually comes out better . . . more crisp and clear.

And that's the whole secret behind the EPI 90. It contains some

of the first successfully designed "long-travel" woofers. Small

enough to eliminate cone-flex (8-inch with a S'/i-inch cone diameter), but

very compliant (it can travel a full /2-inch, whereas most woofers that size

will only move 1/200-inch).

At Fred Locke Stereo, we've put the EPI 90 into a system designed for those

who love smooth bass. The receiver is from KENWOOD ... the KR
4400 ... a well built model with sensitive FM and all the power you'll need

for exceptional bass (25 Watts ASWP/channel at less than .5% distortion

from 20-20K Hz). The turntable is from BSR . . . their new model 2520W
changer . . . complete with walnut base and ADC K7E cartridge. And of

course the EPI 90 speakers (also available in walnut as the EPI 100).

For a long time people who liked bass have heard that "bigger is better."

EPI 90 system is better than its biggers.
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be exact, that Coach Tom Dunn
was trying to get to come to

UMass went elsewhere because
of the uncertainty of the future

of the gymnastics program here.

As the situation stands now
there are plans by the Athletic

Department to hire a part-time

gymnastics coach after this

season. Present coach Tom
Dunn has been put in charge of

the search to find someone
willing and suitable for the job.

Early this fall before ass istant

Athletic Director Bob O'Connell

went to the ECAC league

meetings, the men's gymnastics

team decided that they would
like to remain in the EIGL. Those
teams therefore have been
scheduled for next season also.

This scheduling is in line with

the New England level provision

that all minor sports at UMass
will be abiding by from now on.

Gymnastics will be in the same
situation as all the other minor

sports in this respect.

As of right now, Coach Dunn
has had about 15 people contact

him regarding the position as a

part-time coach. About five of

these people, Dunn said, he

would regard as good for the

job.

The position, as it is now
proposed, would be simply that

of a part-time coach with no
faculty status whatsoever in-

volved. It could be that the

person would be a graduate

student whose pay would be in

the form of a stipend paying for
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school or it could be a non-

student who is employed
elsewhere in the area and can

work in the time to give to

gymnastics.

Obviously, this situation

means that the caliber of the

men's gymnastics program will

not be where it was at in the

past. With only a part-time

coach, it is unlikely that the time

needed in practice hours to

develop a top team will be
available. More important,

though, is the recruitment

factor. A part-time coach will be

paid basically for the practice

hours. The time that recruitment

might take up would probably

be optional to the person who
takes on the job. It is possible,

though unlikely, that someone
could take the job that would be
willing to put in that extra time.

But the way the Athletic

Department seems to be feeling

about the gymnastics situation it

seems that anyone in the part-

time position would find no
encouragement or motivation to

do that.

With the matter of a full-time

coach for gymnastics now a

thing of the past, it can be

expected that some of the top
gymnasts that will still be here
will be seriously considering

transferring to schools with
what will then be better
programs.

If recruitment is, in fact, non-
existent than the caliber of

gymnastics here will go into

such a nose dive that soon the
program itself might be non-
existent.

For now though, this season
is at hand for this year's gym-
nasts. Being in the EIGL again
next year and having a part-time

coach makes it appear that there

will be a solid gymnastics
program, but it is one that really

has many question marks.

BIG MAN ON THE BARS — Co captain
Brouillet does his parallel bar routine.

<1

Bill

JOHN QUINN

Coach Dunn may
leave sinking ship

By BEN CASWELL
Sports Staff

Men's gymnastics coach Tom Dunn is the commander of a

sinking ship. After coming here three years ago and building the

Gymnastics program to a national level he will most likely leave here

next year seeing his efforts disintegrate into big time sports ethics

and economic uncertainties.

Originally Tom Dunn came to UMass on a one year stint filling

in for former gymnastics coach Eric Kieldsen who left the job to go
on sabbatical. The one year turned into three and the program and
Dunn were probably both the better for it.

Born in California, Dunn's family moved around a lot before
settling in the suburbs of Chicago. It was here in his junior high
school days that Dunn got involved in the fine gymnastics programs
that these schools had to offer. "My first contact with gymnastics
came as a result of my interest in pole vaulting," said Dunn. "I read
where a gymnastics basis would help pole vaulting so I enrolled in

the gymnastics physical education program the school had rather

than the regular physical education program."

From there it was all uphill in gymnastics for Tom Dunn. His

family moved to Indiana where he won six state individual high

school championships.

Dunn then went on to Penn State where he did his un-

dergraduate and one year of graduate work. At Penn State he was
the team's captain in his senior year and in that season also captured

the NCAA championship in the parrallel bars.

In coming to UMass to coach lorn was hoping that he could

add to his collegiate experience and to his academic credentials.

Coaching would give him a new dimension of gymnastics and from

the looks of his success it is a dimension that he dealt with quite

adequately.

In his short time here at UMass, Tom has done with his program
what other coaches have taken years to do. The development of

men's gymnastics here was aiming for top qualities. Now with the

coaching situation and all the problems that result from it, it is likely

that the caliber of men's gymnastics will fade.

Tom Dunn could be here next year aithougn it is unlikely. As for

the future Dunn said, "I would like to stay at the college level,

coaching and teaching gymnastics. But the job mark*" is very bleak
right now so I really don't know about next year. It could be early

yet, things could open up somewhat in the spring. I could end up in

the high school level but before that I would probably open up my
own private gymnastics school

"

As the economic crunch comes down on us all, it comes down
just a little harder on Tom Dunn. Had it been a different time and
place based on his performance thus far he would have himself a

secure coaching job here at UMass for some time to com», if he
wanted it. But it seems not to be, for a number of reasons but the

overriding one being that unfortunately ever-present money factor.

So the future is uncertain for him but the present season is at

hand and in a nature that seemed true to him Tom Dunn said that is

what is most concerning him now.

Swimmers enter 1974-75 season

with sense of quiet optimism

BEN CROOKER
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By BOB HIGGINS
Sports Staff

You can feel it when you enter

the Boyden Pool area during a

men's swim team practice.

There is a feeling of unity and
quiet optimism that has been
missing in recent years. No,

nobody is predicting cham-
pionships or even New England
recognition. But there is a

general feeling that, after last

year's achievements, the team
has turned the corner and is on
the road back to respectability.

Last year was a big year for

the swimmers. After a couple of

disastrous seasons (including a

1-11 1972-3 year), they turned

things around and wound up
with a promising 6-7 record.

Along the way they set five new
school records and scored 20
points in the New England
Championships. And the general

attitude among the team is that

this year could be even better.

"At this point we're in a better

position thn last year at this

time," said second-year Coach
Bey Melamed. "Last year we
were averaging about eight guys
at each workout. This year we're
averaging around fifteen."

Only two simmers were lost to

graduation, which is usually a

good sign. However, the two
men who graduated were the

co- captains, George Kwiecien
and Dick Blaisdell, and both
were important to the team.

Blaisdell was a steady performer
in the freestyle sprints and the
relays, and Kwiecien, besides

being the team leader, was a fine

backstroker and a cog in the

medley relays.

the loss of Kwiecien leaves

the team weak in the backstroke
events, according to Melamed.
"We're going to have to give up

points in the backstroke ana the

medley relays, he said.

We have one excellent one

(Dave Boucher), but we don't

have a second."

Coach Melamed feels that one

of the team's strong points is in

the long distance events, and it

is not hard to see why. Last

year's freshman phenom, Ben
Crooker, is one of the best in the

New England, and now has a

year of experience. "He's one of

the best things that 'happened to

us last year," said Melamed of

"Iron Man" Crooker. This year,

however, he has some com-
petition in the persons of Harry

Blyden and Mike Kerwin

One area in which the
aquamen performed com-
paratively well last season was in

the diving events, but that may
not be this year. "It appears that

Jeff Crouse will not be with us

this year," said Coach Melamed
of the talented diver

The Minutemen have a

relatively tough schedule to

contend with as well. They open
with Wesleyan, a team which
they almost beat last year. Later

meets include UConn, Maine,

and Vermont, all of whom,
Melamed admits, "we can't

come close to."

Still, there is a good chance to

improve upon last year's record,

and this is the attitude among
team members. "I think we're
better than last year," said

Crooker. "At the beginning of

last season there was a feeling

that the team wasn't worth
much, after what happened the
few previous years. During the
season last year we built a
feeling of pride and enthusiasm,
and this year we're starting out
with that," ha said.
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With problems and several new faces

Gym-men look for 74-75 success
By Ben Caswell

Sports Staff

Gymnastics preview - Caswell

The Men's gymnastics team,

with some new faces and some
old faces, is looking to another

successful season despite

money and coaching problems

that will come in the future.

Personnel-wise the team is

not in as good as shape as they

were last season resulting from

graduation and trouble with

recruitment.

Gene Whelan and Steve

Scuderi were the team's top all-

around men last year and they

are both gone. Whelan trans-

ferred to Penn State, a move
that no one can fault Gene for, if

they realize the future of

gymnastics at UMass. Whelan,

even if he were still at UMass
would not have competed this

season anyway because with

just one year of eligibility left he

is saving it so that he can

compete next year. Scuderi,

along with last year's co-

captains Jay Thompson and

Rich Seikunas were all lost

through graduation.

This year coach Tom Dunn

has three or four men that he
will be counting on to take over

the all-around jobs. Co-captains
Bill Brouillet and Roy Johnson
are two of the definites at all-

around. Brouillet was the
squad's number two complete
performer last year to Whelan.

Johnson was red snirtea last

season, sitting the year out with

a dislocated elbow.

The third all-around spot will

be probably shared between
brothers Steve and Paul Marks.

At the present it appears that

Paul will be the starter as Steve
is sidelined with a broken finger

he suffered last week. Paul has

been hampered by a back injury

since the second week of school

and he is just now finishing his

recovery from the effects of it.

Although Paul has not been able

to train as he would like he will

still have to be relied on for that

third all-around spot at the

present time.

A new rule introduced into

dual meet competition this

season states that only twelve

men, rathe* than fifteen can be
used. Where before a team

UMass lifters no. 1

The UMASS Olympic weigh tlifting team is No. 1 in the state.

Also, one of the lifters is No. 3 in the country, that being Doug
Cooney. The team can't receive acknowledgement by the school for

funds due to the N.C.A.A. It is considered too dangerous a sport, as

well as boxing. Also working against the team is required mem-
bership in the A.A.U. Thus all Meet expenses must be personally

covered.

Team members include middleheavyweights Doug Cooney
(captain), Eric Wiseman (pictured) Rudy Woloss, and John Donelly.

Other members include Brian Wiseman, John Kennedy.

§ With the American Olympic tryouts coming up, there is a good
chance two of our lifters will be representing the U.S. in Montreal in

1976.

Women skiers

lack team depth
Peter McDonnell

Sports Staff

Coach Marcy Wertz of the
Women's Ski Team is hoping to
direct her team to a Women's
Intercollegiate Ski Conference
championship following three
consecutive second place
finishes.

Radcliffe, which has won the
title for the past ten years, has to
be favored to take it all again.

However, Ms. Wertz, whose
teams have drawn increasingly
closer to Radcliffe in her three
years of coaching, is confident
that UMass along with the
University of New Hampshire
and Southern Connecticut will

give the champs a good run for

their money.
The women skiiers will also be

accompanying the men's team
to both of the Can - Am series
and are expected to make a
good showing against the
Canadians.

From last year's team, Ms.
Wertz has lost Betsy Hussey and
Galen Good to western schools

with more competitive
programs. Hedda MacConnell,

another excellent skiier from last

year's team, has been
graduated.

Returning is Rachel Courtney,

outstanding last year as a fresh-

man, along with sophomores
Debbie Mellett and Theresa

Hutton.

Also returning is senior Jean
Hayden, and Betsy Fulter, a

junior, both of whom had some
very good races last year.

Coach Wertz is hoping io

recruit a few more good skiiers

before the start of the season.

"One thing we don't have is

depth and we are willing to take

a look at anyone who thinks she

can help the team.''
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could have three all-around

competitors and two specialists

in each of the six events, now
with the three all-around men
there must be a few people that

are multi-event competitors.

The sophomore Marks
brothers could see some action

in the multi-event role but the

key multi-event man will be

senior Tim Beasley. Beasley will

compete in the floor exercise,

still rings, and the parallel bars.

A shoulder injury though has

slowed his workouts on the

rings. Another multi event man
will be junior Jon Brandon. He
will perform in the long horse
vault, the parallel bar, and the
high bar. It is possible that

Brandon will only go in two of

those events depending on his

performance and other team
members status regarding in-

juries.

Other possible multi-event

men include two freshmen,

John Forshay and Dave
Kulakoff, both from Long Island,

and a transfer student Joel

James. Forshay is not expected
to see any action until mid-

season while he recovers from
an achilles tendon injury. His

event man, those being vaulting,

and the high bar.

In addition to the all-around

and the multi-event men the

team has a well rounded squad

of specialists. Junior Charley

Faces to watch
• Bill Brouillet — all-around

• Roy Johnson — all-around

9 Andy Hammond — bars

• Tim Beasley — multi-event man

events will be floor exercise and
vaulting Kulakoff's areas of

concentration are the pommel
horse and the parallel bars.

Jam*»s could possibly be a two

John Hake, sophomore Henning

Geist, and junior Dan Barter are

all high bar specialists.

This years squad will be

counting on people that have

Hall is the floor exercise man. On
pommel horse is sophomore
Chris Brown. Still Rings
specialist is another second year

man, Peter Lusk, who was
outstanding as a freshman last

year. Senior Jack Fabbricante
will be doing the long horse
vaulting. Junior Andy Ham-
mond is the parrallel bars

specialist. In the high bar

competition is where the team
has its greatest depth. Transfer

not yet proven themselves.

Injuries will also be a bigger than

ever factor because the team
lacks the depth to replace

people adequately.

UMass is still in the EIGL this

season and will also be in it next

year. Their competition will not

be as difficult as in the past with

Penn State out A the EIGL.

Temple and Southern Con-

necticut will be the teams to

beat in the league, with the

league winner qualifying for the

NCAA's.
At this point the team is

hurting with some injuries. Their

first two meets of the season are

against Boston State and Lowell

Tech though and they should be

able to get by them. Army is the

last meet before Intersession

and that one could be tough.

The time between then and the

next meet after semester break

will be well-accepted by the

team to get everyone into shape.

Winter intramural preview
TOM CROWLEY
Sports Staff

As the weather gets colder,

the Julius Ervings and the Mark
Spitzes start coming out of the

woodwork and playing their

talents down at Boyden.
Yes, the winter season for

UMass intramurals is about to

get under way.
The Co-Rec Relay Swim team

competition will start Dec. 2 and
run through Dec. 4. This con-

sists of relays, a 200 yd. free

style, a 200 yd. medley, a 100 yd.

butter-fly, a 200 yd. backstroke,

a 200 yd. breaststroke and a

"novelty" stroke for 100 yds.

The application date has

already passed by as this event
opens the winter season.

The Volleyball playoffs wifl

start in the next two week.
Teams from men's, women's,
and Co-Rec will compete in Wilt

Chamberlin-like fashion, in their

respective divisions, for the

campus title.

Basketball, one of the biggest

sports as far as intramural

participation goes, has an entry

due- date of Dec. 5. This is for

both women and men's

basketball. But Co-Rec
basketball is being introduced

this year and has a entry date of

Feb. 7. The guidelines will be

available at a later date.

Play does not begin until the

second semester for all

basketball action. Men's and

women's begin on Feb. 3 while

the Co-Rec begins Feb. 9.

Squash entries are due at the

beginning of next semester by

Feb. 5, and play begins Feb. 17.

Then for all you male
chauvinists and Bruno

can easily get into, wrestling has
a deadline date for entry to Feb.

6. Restricted to men only,

matches will begin on Feb. 26.

Mermaids or mermen have till

Feb. 20 to enter themselves and
races begin around March 10 for

swimming action.

The last winter intramural

sport is bowling. Entries are due
Feb. 27 with the Co-Re-: teams
splitting the pins starting March
10.

For information and entry

forms, go to the Intramural

office in Be, Jen.

Labels for Less
Sportswear

([imuii ana Juniors

25% to 50% off rea. pru

hours 10-6

Fri.til9

rtce

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst

CaftA': _
256-89J4-*256-0£73
55WV6RstTy or

They're free but

we're cheaper.

THE
CHEESE

mi BARN
SgffiTCBi^ 584-6735

1st Anniversary Thank ion" Specials:

Jarlsberg lb. $1.49

King Christian lb. $1.49

Provensal (herbs) each 99c

Reintroducing:

Our own cheese balls, Haagen Dasz each $2.19

We also have:

11 kinds of coffee beans
gourmet foods
fresh peanut butter

Thank You! Danke! Thank You! Merci!

WINTER SPORT SPECIAL

The biggest

winter season
ever

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22. 1974 ,,

Amherst Gulf
48 N. PLEASANT STREET

Sale

Anti-Freeze
$£00
\3 a gallon

Dry Gas 50*

Brand New

Snowtires
$OQ00

plus tax

Tel. 256-8417

hockey
Basketball
gymnastics

swimming
skiing

wrestling

track
weightlifting

,
i

: i

I

i\

Winter sports schedules

DECEMBER 1974

SUNDAY

1

8

MONDAY TUESDAY

Hockey vs. Williams, Away —
7:30

Track vi. Rhode Island, Away
— 7:00

JV Hocley v». Williams, Away
— 4:00

10
Basketball vs. Holy Cross,

Homo — 1:00

Swimmlnff vs. WPI, Away —
7:M

Man's Oym vs. Lowell Toch,

Homo — 4:00

JV Basketball vs. Holy Cross,

Homo — 4.00

WEDNESDAY

Swimmlnfl vs. Wosloyan,
Away — 3:00

Wrestling vs. URI, Home —
7:90

Men's Oym vs. Boston State,

Away — 7:00

Women's Swimming vs. UNH,
Home — 1:00

11
Hockey vs. Merrimack, Away
— 0:00

JV Hockey vs. Harvard, Home
— 4:00

THURSDAY

Basketball vs. Harvard, Away
— 0:00

12

FRIDAY

Hockey vs. Norwich, Home —
0:00

JV Hockey vs. RPI, Away —
3:00

SATURDAY

Basketball vs. URI, Home —
7:30

Swimming vs. Amherst, Away
— 2:00

Wrestling vs. MITWesleyan,
at Westeyan — 1:00

Hockey vs. Middlebury, Home
— 3:00

Track vs. UConn, UVM-UNH
at UConn — 1:00

JV Basketball vs. Spfld , Home
— 5:30

13
JV Hockey vs. New Hampton,

Away — 7:00

14
Basketball vs. Siena, Home —

7:30

Hockey vs. Army, Home —
1:00

Men's Oym vs. Army, Home —
3:00

JV Basketball vs. Siena, Home
— 5 30

*,
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Support

UMass winter sports

TOffiffiTRTO^

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CHARTER FLIGHTS

California - M99.00 Uaaea - *tH.0O

Unmbaura - '258 00 Amttaraam - *276.00

Also available special trips to:

MEXICO JAMAICA .»

PUERTO RICO BERMUDA
MIAMI BEACH MARTINIQUE
FREEPORT _^__——
CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

CAMPUS CENTER 3rd Level

545-0500

All Single Albums

$A27
"T each

LATEST RELEASES TOP ARTISTS

WE TAKE TRADES

233 N. Pleasant Street

Carriage Shops
Mon.-Fri., 10-9 Sat., 10-6

also

QUALITY INDIAN JEWELRY

The UMass wrestling team is

shooting for their second straight

New England title this season

CDPIONEER
I TP-232. Mini 8-track stereo player.

If you've just quit smoking and don't

know what to do with your ash tray, take a

tip from Pioneer. Install a TP-282. It's

really tiny for an 8-track stereo player (you

got it; small enough to lit most ash t rays).

And what it doesn't have in sheer hulk, it

makes up in sheer features.

7.() waits RMS, 15 watts peak power.

Track indicator lights. Automatic and
manual program .change. Separate volume,
balance, and tone controls.

L

<2J]SAVER >
NORTHAMPTON
GREENFIELD
HOLYOKE
CHICOPEE
SPRINGFIELD

tHI CA I A LOO INOWtOOH / WAKIHOUU

"Help the

Hungry"

JANUARY 1975

SUNDAY

DfCCMICI

S m I » 1 F \

i i i 4 i a i

i » io ii i; ii u
is u i? it it X II

n ?) U n it n it

n m ii

MONDAY TUESDAY

IIIIU.il

s » i « t ( s

I

; i . s « ? I

» 10 1 1 u Ii << H
It 17 l| II 70 !l 11

!1 H IS ?* 77 71

12

19

13 14
Basketball va Ver
mont. Away 7:30

20

26

Hockey v« Babaon.
Away 7 45

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

MIKE STOKES
UMass Basketball

Basketball vs.
Virginia. Away

8
w.
800

JIM TOWN
UMass Basketball

Basketball vs
Away 8 00

21
R.I.

Help the Hungry . . . give on* i

dollar to your Collegian

"

^i'.'i'jj'ji
dormitory representative lor

rellel to famlnestrlckan

countries.

THf MASSAC MllS* T TS CMA

C M -

i.

Skiing UMass G S
Lyme. N H.

27

22
Hockey va. North-
eastern. Away - 8:00

FRIDAY |

SATURDAY

4

10 11

Skiing - U. Toronto.
10-12. Quebec

16
Hockey vs. Yale. Home
- 8:00

23

17

Basketball va.
Duquesne at
Springfie.u - 8:00

28
Basketball vs North
eastern. Home - 8:00

J V Basketball va.
Housatonic. Home -

600

29

24
Wrestling
Away -

vs Wilkes.
8:00

18
Basketball va.
Providence. Awav -
8:00

Hockey vs. New Haven,
Awav - 7:30

Skiing - Edelweiss
G.S.. 18 19, Charle-
mont. Ma.

25

30
Hockey vs. Hamilton.
Home - 4 00

Swimming vs. Coast
Guard. Home - 700

J V Hockey vs Mt
Hermon.Away - 8:30

Basketball vs UNH.
Home - 8:00
Women's Basketball

vs. UConn. Away —
8:15

Women's Swim vs.
UConn. Away - 7:00

Women's J. V B ball vs
UConn. Awav — 7:00

Men J V B ball vs
New Hampton. Home
600

31
Hockey vs. Colgate.
Home - 8:00

Gymnastics vs. Pitt..

Awav - 8:00

Hockey vs. Boston
State. Away - 7:30

Skiing vs. Amherst.
Lyme. N.H.

Women's Gym vs.
Towson State. Home
- 2:00

January

The women's gymnastics team won
the Eastern title last year. The year

before, they won the Nationals.

TRIPOD AUDIO

9b North Pleasant St.

AMHERST
253-3039

219 Main St.

NORTHAMPTON
584-6040 J

Why trade in your old

mattress for another
"old" mattress?
If your old mattress is in bad shape — sure,

go ahead and |unk it. It's probably obsolete

anyway. But don't just replace it with

another obsolete mattress. Examine, test

and compare Neptune Waterbed. It's a

decision you'll have to sleep with.

TRY A TEST REST!

Visit our Bedroom Shop and see the distinctive

Styles available

Future Furnishings
103 N Pleasant St

Amherst

PACKAGE STORE

PACKAGE STORE
BEER WINE LIQUOR

"The Wine Paradise of the Valley"

ICE COLD KEG BEER

Rt. 9, Hadley

At Mt. Farms Mall 584-8174

uuimtpr SPORT SPECIAL THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

The Happiest of Happy Hours

Dinners

Mon.-Thurs., .V.,lo-HJ:U0

Fit, 3::i0-ll:ik>

Sal., .vim-iiiMi

Sun.. 4.00-10:00

Tjfe

Our Woodshed
Room is available

for banquets,

special occasions

For Further Information

Call

E.J. Callahan or

Ken Hawkins

Rte. 9, 529 Belchertown Rd., Amherst

COLLEGE STREET EXXON
381 College St. (Rte. 9) AMHERST

Amherst's Wheel Alignment Specialists

Wheel Balancing

Experts on Both American and Foreign Cars

Complete Automotive Service
ATLAS TIRES— BATTERIES— ACCESSORIES

Open for repairs

Mondays

thru Saturdays

1 7:00a.m. 6:00 p.m.

256-8787

E*ON
The UMass hockey team is

shooting for its sixth straight

playoff appearance this season

FEBRUARY 1975
SUNDAY

JANUAIT

S M T v T f J

12)4
S I 7 • • 10 II

U 11 H IS It 17 II

II 70 71 77 7) 74 ?S

7* 77 71 ?* » Jl

Skiing - Bentley G.S..
Charlemont. Mass.

Women's Ski - UMass
meet at Mt. Tom

MONDAY TUESDAY

MASCH

S M T 8 T f i

I

7 J 4 5 | 7 •

I 10 II 17 1} 14 IS

16 17 II II .'0 71 77

73 74 75 71 77 71 71

30 11

Hockey vs. Providence.
Awav - 7:30

Women's Basketball
vs. Keene St.. Home
- 7:15

^2
JOHN MURPHY

UMass Basketball

WEDNESDAY

DERICK CLAIBORNE
UMass Basketball

Wrestling vs. Suny at
Albany - 4:00

Track vs. Dartmouth.
Awav - 1:00

Women's Skiing vs.
Welleslev Coll. at
Tenney Mt.. N.H..
Feb 8 9

16
Women's Skiing vs
UConn at Berkshire
East. Feb. 15 16

23
Skiing Boston Col
G.S. at Waltham.
Mass.

Women's Skiing vs.

Radcliffe. Feb 22 23

%
JIM BURKE

UMass Basketball

17
Women's Basketball

vs. UNH. Home -

430

24
Basketball vs UNH.
Away - 800

11
Basketball vs. Boston
U Awav - 7:30

Women's B ball vs.
Spfld Away - 8:00

Men's Gym vs. Spfld..
Home - 8:00

Basketball vs. Boston
Collage, Home — 8:00
Wrestling vs. W.P.I
away - 7:30

Swimming vs. URI,
Home - 4:00

Women's Basketball
vs. Northeastern.
Awav - 6:45

Women's Gym vs.
Salem St.. Away
6:00

J.V. Hockey vs.
Deerfield. Away -
4:00

THURSDAY

JOESEMDEH
UMass Basketball

J.V. Hockey vs. Har
vard Fr.. Away 6:00

FRIDAY SATURDAY

MIKE PVATT
UMass Basketball

1
Basketball vs.

Niagara,

Away 8:00
Swimming vs. MIT.
Awav 2 00

Wrestling vs. Coast
Guard. Away - 2:00
Hockey vs. AIC. Home

800
Track vs. Northeastern.
Awav 100

Skiing vs Tufts.
Charlemont. Mass

Men and Women's
Gym vs Penn St..

Away 8:00
Women's Swimming
vs UNH Maine
Burlington 3:00

12

18
Basketball vs. Ver
mont. Home - 8:00

Hockey vs UNH. Away
- 7:00

J.V. Basketball vs.

Amherst - 6:00

25

Hockey vs. UConn,
Home - 8:00

Men's Gym vs. So.
Conn. Away - 8:00

Wrestling vs. UNH and
Cent. Conn. Home -
6:30

Swimming vs. UNH,
Home - 7:00

19
Swimming va. Holy
Croaa, Home - 7:00

J V. Hockey vs. UConn.
Awav - 6:00

26
Swimming vs. Tufts.
Away - 3:00

Women's B ball vs.

Bridgewater St.. Away
- 7:30

Hockey vs. Merrimack,
Home - 8 30

13
Basketball vs. Maine.
Home 8:00

J V Basketball vs St
Thomas More - 6:00

Hockey vs Salem St .

Awav 7 00
Women's Basketball
vs. Cent Conn..
Home 8 00

8

14

20
Women's B ball vs.
Worcester St.. Home
- 7:30

Women's Swimming
vs. Northeastern.
Awav 6:30

27
Women's Basketball

vs. Fitchburg St
Away - 7:30

Hockey vs. Colby.
Away 7 00

Women's Basketball
vs. Vermont. Home
800

J.V Hockey vs R.P.I..

Home 4 00

21

28
Basketball vs Boston
U. Home 8 00

Women's Gym vs So
Conn. Away 7 00

J.V. Basketball vs
Thames Valley 600

Wresting NEUWA at
Brown. Feb
March 1

28 and

Basketball vs UConn.
Home - 7:30

Hockey vs Vermont.
Home - 8 00
Men's Gym vs. Dart-
mouth. Away - 2:00

Track vs UNH. Away
1 00

Skiing vs. A.I.C. at
Warren, Vermont

Wrestling vs. Spfld..

Home 2:00

Swimming vs. Maine.
Home 1:00

Women's Swimming
vs So Conn., Away

200

15
Basketball vs. UConn.

vs
Away

Hockey
Away 7

Men's Gym
Away - 2

Track -Y

00
Bowdoin.
30
vs. Navy.
00
Cons at

Rhode Island
Wrestling Yan Cons

at Rhode Island
Swimming vs. Cent.
Conn. Home - 2:00

Women's Swimming —
New Englands.
Brown

Women's Gym va.
Spfld . Home 8:00

22
Basketball vs. Fairfield
at Madison Sq.
Garden. NYC - 3:00

Hockey vs. Boston St.,

Home - 8:00
Men s Gym vs. Cornell.
Home 8 00
Skiing vs Northeastern
at Waltham. Mass.

Swimming vs. UConn,
Away 2:00

Women's Swimming
vs URI. Home - 1:00

J.V. Hockey vs. Boston
col . Home - 4:00

February

The men's ski team defends their

New England title

THE FOUR LEAF WINDOW
For M# mt BANK, BBiR, *** <•*& * ** MASS AREA,

corned fry the FOUR UAF WIMPOW, Rt.m H$* Sikm,

M 12 MILBS FROM WHITMORt! ^^ ^
- Just over line -

544-6028

Rt. 202, at Truman's Flea Market

Plenty of Room to Boogie

TRIPOD

98 North Pleasant St., Amherst
253 3039

219 Main Street, Northampton
584 6040
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-' Help the Hungry . . . give one

' ''''
' '•'• ' V'Tf stollor to your Collegian

P
relief to famine-stricken

countries.

Join Our Clothes Club
*» f V

Buy $100 worth of merchandise

in a year and receive $10 worth

free. Ask for details —
)

Mountain Farms Mall Rte. 9, Hadley

360SITEAC *379.50

|*KAi I roduced 'he 1">". n i assette deck
:.-- w< rt' -inlil<'iii\ -

ptrrformrti, never mrnd i
" t'f '>'['»- <l tlftwi lf"< rrVck*.

Th< '"- nov. followinir the lender You still icet tlie

sanu tr;i norl drive xystem that produces an

im-ivdilfli i»i vvov, and fluttei i l> — than 0.07C,

WKMS And all the other enKineerinu nceoinplishment5

(hat first made cassette decks respectable In nophiaticated

s\ ^lcin~

Thin).' like Dolby* circuitry, enhanced by a torn' gener-

ator mid calibration controls, peak indicator light, tape

memory and automatic shut-off,

We'd !»• happt to (rive you a demonstration of the U60S.

The major difference between it and the l
r
»" is price

Whicl iki it leadei Is owi rifrbt

<2JSflVER
TNI C A TAlOC 1NOWIOOM - *«IKOUil

NORTHAMPTON
GREENFIELD
HOLYOKE
CHICOPEE
SPRINGFIELD

The Finest
in

Casual
Clothing

Next to McDonald's

Rte. 9. Had lev 584-9690

SUPER PIZZERIA
Specializing in —

PIZZAS (large and small)

SPAGHETTI
GRINDERS (the meatiest roast beef

grinders in the area)

FREE DELIVERY (Now in Sunderland Also)

Open 11 ami a.m.
17 Montague Rd.

N. AMHERST
549-0626

Next to the N. Amherst Post utKce

fr i
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"Help the

Hungry"

M«tp th* Hungry . . . gj ivt> on*

dollar to you' Cotloglon

dormitory roarotontatJvo for

r*H*f to lomlrto • trickan

counlriti.

'MlHUU.MilVMMjMi

\lnns
OU "I m,."IfAM 10

°"

Almy Charge

BankAmericard

Master Charge

THE FULL LINE

DEPARTMENT STORE

WISHES THE BEST TO

ALL THE UNIVERSITY

OF MASSACHUSETTS

SPORTS TEAMS FOR

1974-1975

*'«&>

a*:$$>

fyiritftiw

Package Store

Special i

LAAf
**usco

$&
&

360 COLLEGE ST. RTE.9

WINTER SPORT SPECIAL

All Pizza is not

created equal!

Bell's is the

superior recipe.

Free Delivery On Campus

256-8011

UNIVERSITY DRIVE

The indoor track team has
the best distancemen

in the east

mJmsmJK ~j^
I Mile

from
UMass

MARCH 1975
SUNDAY

HltVUIT
I M T t f i

I

I I < 1 t 1 I

* 10 II II 13 14 IS

14 ir it i« n >i n
n u n it v n

"Goten Steak House"
OF JAPAN

COMPLETE

DINNERS

Hibachi Chicken
Sukiyaki Steak
Hibachi Sirloin
Steak

Filet Mignon
Hibachi Shrimp

55 50
$6 25

$6 96
$7 25
$6 30

LUNCHEON

MENU

Fried Rice ' $1.96
Fried Noodles S 1 95
Teriyaki Steak $2 50
Tenyaki Chicken $2 26
Tempura $3 50

Luncheon Special Served:
11:30 a.m. -2 p.m.

Dining Room Hours
Mon Sat. 5 30 10 00
Sunday, 2 p m 9 p m

Women'i Skiing vi.
Merrimack at Tenney
Mt.. N.H.. March 1-2

Women'* SKilng wa.
Boston U. at
Waltham

MONDAY

•

I I 1 4 I

4 7 1 I 14 II l|

I) 14 IS It (I II II

» 21 11 I) 24 2S 24

27 21 21 M

TUESDAY

Woman's Basketball
vs. Smith. Away -
7:46

10

Enjoy Steak, Chicken, Shrimp, prepared Japanese
style right at vour table.

Rte. 116, Sunderland, Mass. 665-3628

BREAKFAST
24 HRS.

Juice

2 Egst

Home Fries

Coffee

99
Also — sandwiches,
dinners, and creamy
rich country style ice

cream — no artificial

flavors.

Tues.-Sat— 24hrs.
Sun. and Mon. till 11 p.m.

253 2291

Take-Out Service

16

23

30

UMass Basketball

Basketball vs. Maine.
Away - 7:36

WEDNESDAY

BILL ENDICOTT
UMass Basketball

SONRAY WILSC
Asst. Basketball Coach

ARNOLD JOHNSON
UMass Basketball

24

31

STEVE MAYFIELD
UMass Basketball

25

FANGAUDETTE
Asst. Basketball Coach

ALEX ELORIDQE
UMass Basketball

26

THURSDAY

ARTIMfc
UMass Basketball

Men's Swimming —
New England* at
brown. March 6-8

"V. •

13
Man's ijym -r EIQL
Championships at
Springfield Collage.
March 13 15

LHUCK STEVESKfcY
UMass Basketball

27

FRIDAY

Man's Skiing - NEISC
Championships at
Mt. Washington
Valley. N.H.. March
7-9

14

SATURDAY

1

Basketball vs. lona.
Away - BOO

Track - New Englands
at Tufts

Man's Gym vs. Temple.
Home - 2:00

Men's Swimming vs.

Vermont. Homa —
2:00

Woman's Basketball
vs. So. Connecticut.
Home - 2 30

J.V. Basketball at
Dartmouth - 6:00

8
Man's Qym va.
Syracuse. Homa -
2:00

Women's Gym va.
Westchester St..
home - 7:00

15
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Track squad hopes to better mediocre season
By SCOTT HAYES

Sports Staff

If leadership means anytniny

to a team, then the UMass
Indoor track team has an edge
before the season even starts.

The trackmen will be co-

captained by harriers Randy
Thomas and Bill Gillin, who led

the Minutemen runners to the

IC4A Championship last

Monday.
The team is similar to last

year's 3-5 squad that placed

second in the Yankee Con-

'erence ne«' and fourth in trie

New Engianda. The strengths of

this year's team lie in the

jumping of the Adamson
brothers, Mike Geraghty and
Pete Ryan as well as the

distance events, which are
bolstered by the entire cross
country team.

A group of freshmen and the
fact that all except five team
members are returning (five

trackmen graduated last year)

this season, should make the

1974 indoor squad considerably

stronger.

Once again, coach Ken
O'Brien will be depending on the
jumping events and the distance
events as his main point
producers. Freshman Joe
Martens, a 6'6" high jumper
should compliment senior Mark

Hughes, who has cleared 6'5" in

(he past.

The pole vault, which was a

very weak event last season and
may have cost the Minutemen
one or two meets, will be much
stronger this year. Dan Grigus,

who improved throughout the

1973 season to establish a new
school record at 14', will have
some help in freshmen vaulters

Ted Powers and Marty
Clevenger, as well as Dean
transfer Eric Gudmand.

In the distance events, the

cross country team will fill most
of the spots, as the veterans and
freshmen will be used in-

terchangeably, according to

O'Brien. Devin Croft, Chris

Farmer, Thomas, Gillin and
Robb Leary most likely will begin
the season running the two-
mile, and drop to the mile or 880-

yard run as the season
progresses.

Sophomore Tom Lonergan,
an improved and versatile

weightman, should be the
team's mainstay in the weight
events. Lonergan will see action

in three different throwing
events, the shot pi •, 35-pound
weight throw and the discus.

Although Lonergan will be
backed by Gary Graves in the

35-pound throw, the weightmen
don't have the necessary depth,

and it's likely that the throwing
events will be a major weakness
this season.

Speedy Toney Pendleton
leads the sprinters and should
receive support from Tom and

Larry Beland. The team is

perenially strong in the springs,

and the 1974-1975 season
should be no different.

The hurdle corps lost its

leader with the graduation of

Jim Hennessey, one of last

year's co-captains, and although

it is tough to replace a com-
petitor like Hennessey, four of

the top five hurdlers will be
returning. Consistent Curt
Stegerwald, Pete Famulari, Al

Suprenant and Skip Cobb
should provide a solid group of

hurdlers.

Steve Crimmin, runner-up in

tha New England 440 last

season, paces a fine group of

middle distance runners.
Crimmin is a co-holder of the

school record in the 600-yard

run with a time of 1:12.3.

Crimmin, junior Mike Gillen and
sophomore Jim Hunt have
experience in the middle
distances, and freshman Mark
Healy from Portland, Maine, a

1:12.8 600-runner, leads a group
of impressive freshmen. Pete
Bloom, Dave Lupinski, Steve
Ridge and John Tsoukalis
represent four of the eight

finalists in last year's 880-yard
run at the high school state

meet. Mark Hansen, a runner-up

at the high school New
Englands, round out a collection

of middle-distancemen that will

rely strongly on its depth.

Because of the many middle
distance events, a good team
needs depth, and the runners
wi'l probably be shifted around
in the 600, 880 and 1000-yard
runs.

The team goal for the indoor

season is to get ready for a

maximum effort as the outdoor

season approaches. For the new
team members, the indoor
season provides an opportunity

to find their relative abilities,

gain experience and become
physically conditioned.

The trackmen are hoping to
place third or fourth at the New
Englands, and send several
individuals to the IC4A com-
petition. The biggest task for

O'Brien will be keeping the team
together and ready to compete
after the month vacation that

splits the season into two parts.

If the team can keep its early

season momentum through
semester break and not have to
start all over again in February,
the season, which begins
December 3 at Rhode Island

could be a very successful one.

Bob Adamson flies through the air on one of his
many jumps last season. Bob, his brother Ken
(background), Mike Geraghty and Pete Ryan are the
leading jumpers, who are part of the track attack.
(Staff photo by Joe Martins)

Skiers open defense ofNew
England crown in Canada

Just say freestyle.
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On Columbia Records

Dick McWade of Groton, a senior tn captain is a
picture of determination as he races in a slalom
event. The men are the defending New England
Intercollegiate Ski Champions.

ONLY THE NAME IS THE^SAMlf

BRITTANY MANOR
Now court-appointed management, on site, professional

personnel and maintenance staff.

GUARANTEED security deposits held in an interest bearing
escrow account.
Only one month deposit required with 4 months or more lease

available from Feb. May.
All-modern conveniences, tennis, 2 pools.

FREE UMass bus service from property.
Large, one, two, three bedroom apartments from $200.00.

Call 256 8534 (or take the free bus).
Summer rentals available at reduced rates.

Rent now and savel Rent an apartment for second semester
and get $25.00 off your first month's rent!

DIALING STRAIGHT - A PLEASANT

Only one New England basketball
team has been to 4 N/Ts

in 5 years — the Minutemen

• TERRARIUMS & SUPPLIES
• MINIATURE PLANTS
• POTS, SOIL & PLANT FOOD
•LIGHT GARDENING

SUPPLIES & ADVICE
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103 N. PLEASANT AMHERST 256 8810

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

253-8587
Vi hour Hot Free r

Delivery a

WATCH!!!
,. for up-to-date
sports action on
the sports pages

COLLEGIAN

Store Hours
M-W-S, 10-4

Th-F, 10-»

Plenty of Parking
in rear

We've lowered our
prices on Rock.
Blues, Jan, Soul
and easy listening.

Check it out.

Dave Mason
including

Give Me Some Affection

You Can t Take It When You Go
* All Along The Watchtower
Relationships Get Ahold On Love

By peter McDonnell
SPORTS STAFF

The big news from the 1974-

75 University of Massachusetts
Ski Team is that it is one of

seven American schools to be
invited to compete in the Can-
Am Intercollege Alpine series of

races. The team will be racing

against seven Canadian
universities at Mt. St. Anne,
Quebec, on Jan. 9-11 in a series

that preceeds the UMass regular

season schedule.

The team has also been in-

vited to a second Can-Am series

at the conclusion of the season,
Mar 14-16, to be held at Sunday
River in Bethel, Maine.

Meanwhile, the team has a

New England Intercollege Ski

Conference championship to

defend. UMass competes in the
Southern Division of the NEISC,
where UMass has captured
either the divisional or con-
ference title for the past five

years.

Even though the team will

miss the excellent, all-round

performer, Kurt Syer, who has
been graduated and gone on to
the Air Force, this year's team
strength is its depth. Seven
veterans of last year's cham-
pionship team will be back, in-

cluding Tri-Captains Dick
McWade, Steve Tonelli and Jim
Hawkins.

McWade, a senior from
Groton, was Coach Bill Mac-
Connell's most dependable
skiier last winter and expects to
have another good year.

Shrewsbury's Steve Tonelli, a
junior, should be better than
ever after recovering from a
successful summer knee
operation. He raced much of last

year with a nagging bone chip in

ms OPEN DAJLY

lOa.m.-lO p.m.

MTN. FARMS MALL
yOU RE //Vtp,

OCTANT TO°-

2S7 Triangle St.

549-4433

SALE WILL RUN NOVEMBER!
22nd to NOVEMBER 25th.
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"The key to success is early

rigorous training to get the team
up for an international race so

early in the season. Last year the

team peaked late; barely in time

to win the conference cham-
pionship. This year we need to

do it early and have made
careful plans for that."

The dry-land training which
consists primarily of running and
weightlifting, began on Nov. 15

and will run for a month. The
snow training will hopefully

begin Dec. 23 at Haystack and
run to Jan. 24, with time out for

the Can-Ams and a Dual Meet
with Boston College, Jan. 19.

The team will train all day every

day Monday through Friday and
take weekends and major
holidays off.

Coach MacConnell's record
for his 12 years with the UMass
Ski Team shows a better than
six-to-one win-loss ratio.
Besides which his teams have
never finished below the top
third of competing schools in

the conference.

his knee but still managed to win
two races, one by an incredible

margin of five seconds.
Jim Hawkins, of Greenfield,

another junior with an ex-

ceptional 1973 season will round
out the nucleus of this year's

team.

More outstanding potential is

the Peck Brothers, Gary and
Larry, who along with Bill

Nebesky and Ben Frrris gave
outstanding performances last

year.

Two freshmen with half a

lifetime of distinguished amateur
ski racing behind them will add
strength to the team. Dale
Maynard from Williamstown is a

veteran Tri State racer and Arne
Hammerlund of Brattleboro
raced competitively in the
Vermont League for the past

several years.

Because of the Can-Ams, the

season will start earlier than

usual and Coach MacConnell
wants his team ready for a good
performance in Quebec.

Jim Hawkins, from Greenfield, one of this year's
tri-captains, performs in the slalom.
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Winter Sports Special 1974-75

Pull out the

four page section

pages 11,12,13,14

with complete

schedules of

all sports

See complete

previews

and profiles

of all varsity sports

basketball pages 2,3

hockey pages 4,5
i women's gymnastics pages 6,7
women's basketball page 7

women's swimming page 7
wrestling page 8

men's gymnastics pages 9,10

men's swimming page 9

• winter intramurals page 10

i weightlifting page 10

men's skiing page 15

i indoor track page 15

t.
V



Ford, back in U.S., hails military food talks
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near Vladivostok with Soviet Communist
leader Leonid Brezhnev went "very, very
well" and that the two found "a large
measure of agreement" on the important
issue of further limitation of strategic arms.
"We discussed the issue fully, and, in the

end, we established a sound basis for a new

agreement that will constraint our military
competition over the next decade," he said.
"We often agreed, but not always. When we
did not, we stated our differences quite
frankly," he said.

See story page 4.

UMass hosts vets conference
By Progressive News Service

Some 200 people representing 40
veterans' organizations throughout
New England attended the New
England Regional Veterans Con-
ference Saturday, at the Student
Union.

The conference, sponsored by
the Veteran's Coalition for Com-
munity Affairs, began at 10:00 a.m.
with introductory speeches from
Pat Power of VCCA, John O'Keefe,
VCCA, Brian Mulcare and William
Stewart, WSO. The conference
then divided up into workshops

situated throughout the Student
Union building.

The morning session was
devoted to workshops on veterans
benefits, prison reform and
discharge upgrading.

Jim Readon coordinated the
benefits workshop which dealt with
the existing bill now on President
Ford's desk and what specific
cutbacks Ford had asked Congress
to implement.

Pat Johannesen, VCCA, con-
ducted the prison workshop
through the use if video tapes taken

Brian Mulchare, UMass student and former Marine
Recondo, speaks to the Vet's conference on the Post
Vietnam Syndrome.

in the Union St. Jail in Nor-

thampton by inmates. Present at

the workshop were three inmates
from the jail who were able to
answer questions as to their needs
as prisoners and society's
responsibility to them.

Russ Wild, coordinator of the

discharge workshop, said the

meeting was both productive and

educational. "It brought to light the

many flaws that exist in the present

setup for a veteran to get his

discharge updated and a number of

suggested improvements were
aired," he said.

The afternoon session began

with a workshop on Amnesty
conducted by Charlie Atwood,

VCCA, who recited portions of a

letter received from the Clemency

Board explaining the President's

rational for the Board's existence.

Atwood went on to give the

Veteran's Coalition stand on

amnesty and the reasons behind it.

Pat Simon, President of Gold

Star Parents for Amnesty showed a

30-minute amnesty film and gave

her reasons for promoting a

campaign asking for unconditional

amnesty. "Only 11 per cent of all

draft age men served in the

military," she said. "Ten to 20

million people legally avoided the

military and nobody's talking about

their motives."

Dave O'Connell, VCCA, along

with guest speakers from the AFL-
CIO, the US Dept. of Labor and The
UMass Career Placement Office

addressed and fielded questions
from the audience at the jobs for

veterans workshop.

John O'Keefe, VCCA, addressed

the tenants and housing workshop

organization on the state level

rather than the regional or national

level," he said.

An organizational meeting of all

state and local veterans groups will

take place at UMass- Boston on

December 7th. As a direct result of

veterans' ndiSs brought out by
Saturday's conference.

John O'Keefe gave his view on
the reasons the VCCA started the
conference, and where they will go
from there: "The Veterans Coalition

sponsored this conference in order
to provide informative dialogue on
substantive community issues, as
well as focusing on veteran- related

matters. We will continue to direct

our efforts toward these goals," he
said.

Collegian seeks student donations
for overseas starvation fund
Indications are the Collegian's "Help the Hungry"

campaign will be a success.

The Collegian is asking every student on campus to

donate one dollar to the fund which will be used to

buy food for those starving overseas.

Although the campaign is not scheduled to go into

full swing until next Monday, campaign organizer
Mike Kneeland says about $100 has already been
given by students who've stopped by the
newspaper's office.

Next Monday and Tuesday a commuters' table will

be set up in the Campus Center Concourse to collect

money from commuters who wish to "Help the
Hungry."

Nearby, Kneeland said, a "dunk-a thon" will be
going on where for 25 cents, students will have the

opportunity to pour a bucket of water over the heads
of such people as Zamir Nestelbaum, Fred Weiss, Nat
Clark, Dean Tucker, Jerry Lazar, Rick Savini, Don
McGilvray, Joyce Kosofsky, Mike Kostek, Kris

Jackson and two football players yet to be named.
In comniis dormitnr<n«! representatives will be

knocking each door asking for the one dollar con-
tribution.

Kneeland said, however, that volunteers to collect

money are still needed in the following dorms: Brooks,
Chadbourne, Crabtree, Dwight, Field, Hamlin, James,
Johnson, Lewis, Mackimmie, Mary Lyon, McNamara,
Melville, Moore, Prince, Thatcher, Thoreau, Webster,
Wheeler, John Adams, and Washington.
Those interested should call Kneeland between 11

and 1 today at 545-3500 or leave a message with the

secretary.

Posters and fliers advertising the campaign will be
distributed through Wednesday.

Kneeland said next Monday is the ideal day to begin
the campaign. "Coming back from the Thanksgiving
holidays," he said, "students will realize how thankful

they ought to be and they won't hesitate to part with
a dollar."

Kneeland will be a guest on WMUA's "Focus"
tonight from 10:20 to 11:20 p.m. Hosted by Ken
Mosakowski, the entire program will be devoted to

area fund raising campaigns.

and pointed out the need for local

voter registration from UMass as
legislation is needed to provide
tenants with the tools to deal with

landlords effectively.

The minority veterans workshop
was conducted by Joe Andrews, a

UMass student. The workshop
exposed the problems of racism
and sexism in the military said

Andrews.
The conference wound up with

an organizing workshop on the 10th

floor of the Campus Center. Frank
Harrison, organizer at the VCCA
explained the thrust of the meeting.

"Because of the peculiarities of

individual state legislatures, there

exists a need for some sort of

communication network or

Credit union
pledges taken

By LA WRENCEKORNFELD
Staff Reporter

In three days members of the Credit Union Coalition collected close to
$15,000 in pleges to a potential student owned credit union, according to
John Fisher of the Student Organizing Project.

"A credit union is a cooperatively owned and democratically controlled
financial institution chartered and supervised by the National Credit
Union Administration, an arm of the Federal Government," said Peter
Birbaum, president of the coalition.

"It's essentially equivalent to a bank, only owned by depositors," added
Fisher.

Fisher and Birbaum agreed the $15,000 was a lot more than they ex-
pected to get by setting up a table on the C.C. concourse for three days.
Said Fisher: "Still we haven't begun to do more than scratch the surface
here."

The credit union, once opened, will be governed by a board of directors
elected by its members.
"The SOP has been the original source to get it stated. Our role is not to

run the credit union.. ..We will instead operate as a resouce," explained
Fisher.

"The credit union is required to insure all deposits by law." Fisher added:
"The Federal Government keeps a fairly tight watch on all credit unions."
The union will make money for its members by providing loans for

members at a set interest rate.

Birbaum said: "The actual decison as to whether all income above basic
expenses would be used to pay dividends to shareholders or whether some
of it would be diverted toward developing other student services is one of
the directors of the credit union would ultimately make."
The credit union will also sell food stamps and provide certain types of

insurance. Fisher expects the credit union will offer life insurance at about
$20 a year. How many and what kinds of insurance to be provided will be
determined by the directors.

A search is being conducted to find a room in the Campus Center
complex for the union to operate out of.

INSIDE:
black affairs - p. 14

project pulse survey results - p.

national sports results p. 15

WEA THER:
High temperature Monday 45 to 50 and lows Monday night in

the upper teens inland to the uppei 20's down along the cape.

Wish I was there.
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Clinic handles disorders
By PATTY MORIN

Staff Reporter

Of the several free clinics on
campus, one of the least known
and appreciated is the Com-
munication Disorders Clinic,

located on the first floor of Bartlett

Hall.

According to Professor Charlena

Seymour, director of the clinic,

three purposes for the clinic are:

— to provide free service to the

College community as well as

outsiders with speech or hearing

disorders.

— to provide a training program

for some 350 undergraduates and

30 graduate students in speech

pathology and audiology.

— to provide a source for

research into methods of therapy as

well as training for students.

Audiology deals with the deaf

and hard of hearing, and the effect

of hearing on speech. As many
speech problems are the result of

hearing problems, all patients are

given hearing tests at the clinic,

from with specific recom-
mendations are made, e.g. hearing

aid or speech therapy. A member of

the faculty at UMass, recently

saved himself from having an

unneeded ear operation, after

having been tested at the clinic and
given a recommendation.

Speech pathology studies

problems such as, articulation,

stuttering and vocal disorders.

These may be the results of aphasia

(brain damage) or larangectimies.

The clinic is a non-profit

organization, staffed basically by

qualified students. Graduate
students are the actual therapists

with certified supervisors and
consultants available at all times.

Although most clients are

children referred to the clinic by

schools and hospitals, some adult

clients are self-referrals. They are

usually hard of hearing or have

speech impediments such as,

stuttering or lisps. Many Theatre

Senate schedule
Monday
Communications Committee 7:00

SU 415

Student Matters 7:30 802 CC
Rents and Fees 7:00 check CC

schedule

Academic Affairs 7:00 SU 403

Executive Committee 4:00 Suffolk

Room
Tuesday
Budgets Committee 7:00 102 CC
Organizing Project 7:00 check CC

schedule

Wednesday
Governmental Affairs 6:00

Finance Committee 5:30

Human Rights 6:00

Senate Meeting 7:00 101 CC
(note: if the meeting place is not

listed, check CC schedule or the

Senate office SU 420.)

and Communication majors go to

the clinic to improve their speech.

When a person goes to the clinic,

he will first be evaluated to find the

nature of the problem, and
recommended an appropriate
therapy based on those findings.

People requiring individual therapy

meet with the therapist for an hour

twice a week. People with similar

problems can help each other

through group therapy which

meets for an hour once a week.

Methods of therapy vary with

each individual case, considering

age and problem, but in groups,

patients may practice relaxation

exercises to release tension that

may cause stuttering, or reproduce

sounds for the development of

articulation.

Therapists feel there are many
students on campus with speech
and hearing problems who don't
realize help is available to them at

no charge in the clinic. Such
students should call 545-2565 and
make an appointment to be
evaluated or to see a therapist right

away.

Thomas performance brings

low turn-out big turn-on
By PAUL KONTRIMAS
Below the Salt Reporter

Leon Thomas played to a half-

filled Bowker Auditorium Friday

night, but neither he nor the

audience were concerned about the

small turn-out.

Thomas was there to perform,

and the audience was there to

witness the voice that had won jazz

listeners' acclaim for it's incredible

strength, range and agility.

Playing with Thomas this

evening were Neal Creaque (piano),

Mervin Bronson (bass), Black
Arthur (saxophone), Sadiq Rahman
(drums), and Sonny Morgan and
Baba Semi (percussion).

After a warm up improvisation

piece, with each member of the

band taking the opportunity to solo,

Thomas began with Song for my
Father, his rich voice acting as a

vehicle for the inciteful lyrics as well

as an instrument for scat-like

improvisational vocal acrobatics.

The high point of the first set was
a departure from what one would
expect would be in Thomas'
repetoire-no one was disappointed.

He sang "You Are The Sunshine of

My Life" in a very slow, ballad style,

putting a new light on Stevie

Wonder's popular tune. At times he

sang acapella and other times

almost spoke the verse as if he

Southwest theatre ensemble

sponsoring dance workshop
Two professional dancers will

appear here this week as guest

artists of a dance workshop
sponsored by the Southwest
Theater Ensemble.

Timothy Ney, artistic director of

the ensemble, announced that
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The Collegian is a school.

Participation for the purpose of

learning all aspects of

newspapering is open to all

readers, although primarily for

students. Visitors are always
welcome to our offices: 2nd floor,

UMass student union.

Christine Juffs and Sara Henning
will perform at various locations in

the area today, tomorrow and
Wednesday.

The schedule of the workshops is

as follows:

Today - "Ballet" (beginner's

level) 5:30 at Wesley Methodist
Church, 365 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst.

"Improvisation and Com-
position" 7:30 at Crew House
Smith College.

Tuesday "Modern
Technique" (beginners) 10:30 at

Hamden Student Center in South-
west.

"Modern Mixed Bag" 7:30 at

Wesley Methodist Church.

Wednesday "Modern
Technique" 10:30 at Hamden

"Children's Dance" 4-5 at

Wesley Methodist Church.
Ney urged all interested people to

register soon because attendance is

limited. Registration is handled
through the Southwest Assembly
Office (545-1552)

imagined himself actually talking to

the woman he loved.

The second set began with a

tune that pleased many members of

the small but happy crowd. Several

yipped and yelled upon recognizing

their old favorite instrumental,

"Straight, No Chaser". Without a

doubt, the musicians also were
enjoying themselves, and all,

particularly saxophonist Black
Arthur, were inspired to create fine

solo improvisations.

As had happened in the first set,

Thomas joined his fellow musicians

after they were given time to warm
up to their instruments. He began
with "one" from his album entitled

Spirits Known and Unknown,
asking the question why all men
cannot live in peace. Then came
one of the highlights of the second
set, highlighting Thomas' mastery

of Chicago Blues style singing on

what was obviously a spon-

taneously created song, entitled

afterwards as "Baby, If it's Over,

Why Don't You Let Me Go."
It was here that Thomas showed

his open, free-wheeling approach
to performing by offering the

audience dancing and a somewhat
tongue-in-cheek, mock phone
conversation. It was obvious that

Thomas was having as good a time

as anybody else.

As happens whenever Thomas
does a concert, the audience

demanded his song, "The Creator

Has A Master Plan". Thomas
closed the performance with a

succinct, if over-abbreviated
version of this tune that had
brought him so many new fans. All

in all, it is safe to say that Leon
Thomas and his group of fine

musicians brought to the University

a high point in entertainment on a

night that offered such diverse

entertainment as Commander
Cody, Skyland (at the Wall) and
Sweet Pie.

Looking for a Science Core Elective?

M.A.E. 101 (E)

ENERGY AND MAN
Learn about the current energy situation.

Find out where all the oil went.

DO YOU CARE ABOUT THESE QUESTIONS?

Who's afraid of the Big Bad Nukes?

Solar Energy is it for real?

Then Register for M.A.E. 101

Schedule No. 446306 - MWF 11:15 a.m.

No Prerequisites - Not open to engineering

majors.
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ALL SINGLE ALBUMS

$427 each
LATEST RELEASES TOP ARTISTS

WE TAKE TRADES

233 N. Pleasant Street

in the Carriage Shops

Mon. • Fri. 10 - 9 Sat. 10 - 6

ALSO QUALITY INDIAN JEWELRY

Career counseling need cited
By ROSEMARIE ELLIS

Staff Reporter
Project Pulse reports the majority

of sophomores here are very
concerned about securing a career
after graduation and therefore,
need better academic and
counseling.

Project Pulse, sponsored by

career

Student Affairs Research and
Evaluation Office, (SAREO), is a

student opinion survey organization

that is run on a Gallup-type

telephone survey system. Each
week a random sampling of some
200 UMass students are selected to

voice their opinions on a variety of

issues. The Pulse office, directed by

Ann Luciano, employs work-study
students.

At the beginning of this

semester, a survey was conducted
with sophomores about career

preparation. Thirty-eight per cent of

those who have chosen a major

selected that department
specifically for its prospective job

opportunities. Forty-four per cent

chose a major linked to a career

primarily for interest.

Very few of the 20 per cent who
have not yet chosen a major have
looked into the alternatives on
campus or talked with faculty about

career options.

Forty- one per cent of the entire

Prof sees no cure
lack of resistance

for Dutch Elm,
in local trees

By ELIZABETH CORELL
Staff Correspondent

While elm trees across America are dying of Dutch Elm Disease,

scientists are offering small hope that a resistant gene for cross-breeding

can be found.

Dr. Terry A. Tatter, assistant professor of Plant Pathology here, says

there is "little hope of curing or stopping the disease, since American Elms

have no resistance."

Last yea/alone, he said, 5,632 elms died in Massachusetts alone, 216 in

Amherst.

Tracing the disease to Europe in the early 1900's, it has been found that

the disease.is caused by a fungus, Ceratocuistis eulmi, came in on logs for

war reparations.

Contrary to public impression, it is known as "Dutch" Elm Disease

because the Dutch worked aggresively in pathological studies in the

1890's.

The American Elm is geographically isolated from the European Elm and

as a result has no natural resistance to the disease.

The elm had been chosen by city planners as a desirable street tree and

had been planted heavily. It grows fast and has a strong wood which

resists the strain of wind. The elm puts forth a shady canopy atop a tall

trunk. Most significant of all, the elm can survive many abuses incurred by

man — curbs, short water supply.

Mass PIRG lobbies

against atomic power
By DAVE KOWAL

Staff Reporter

"The development of atomic power plants must be stopped because of

the potential threat which they present to the public," said Charlotte Allen,

a coordiantor of a MassPIRG atomic power lobbying group.

The MassPIRG group will be lobbying against atomic power throughout

Massachusetts in the near future.

At a meeting of the group last Wednesday evening, a score of UMass

students were given a lesson in lobbying by Jonathan Souweine, Staff

Attorney for the Amherst MassPIRG group.

Souweine said, "Persuasive speaking is always the same, but we're

looking at it in a political spectrum."

Souweine said the important thing is to work together. The group did

some lobby role playing, one person playing the part of a lobbyist and

another person playing the part of a congressman.

The lobby group will be meeting every Wednesday night at 7:30 p.m. to

prepare ,for upcoming lobby. Those interested are invited to attend,

ocations will be announced in the Collegian.

Collegian Staff

ELECTIONS
FOR EDITORS

Thursday, Dec. 5

7 p.m.

CC. 168-170-172

(Nominations due Dec. 1)

Tatter said that the disease is spread by the European Bark Beetle, an
insect which was brought into the country. Fungus kills the tree. The
beetle is attracted to the weak tree and lays its eggs in the sticky spores of
the tree. The adult beetle becomes infested with spores contaminated by
pathogens. It leaves to feed on a branch crouch. By eating the bark, the
tree becomes inoculated with the disease.

The fungus moves into the vascular system (similar to our circulatory

system), giving it the name Vascular Wilt Disease. The function of the
system is to move water from the roots to the leaves, and nutrients around
the tree. The fungus grows in the vascular tubes, preventing water intake

and causing the branches to wilt.

The "flag", a tiny branch at the top of the tree, is the first to die. At this

stage, the disease can be most effectively stopped. Otherwise, it continues
to spread slowly until it becomes systemic and chokes the entire tree.

An elm can die in the course of the summer depending on the nature of
the wood formation. In May and June, the tree is active and putting out
leaves. The vessels are large and highly susceptible. By July and August,
the vessels become small and the fungus can no longer move. For this

reason, the tree will not get the disease if it has not been infected by
August 1.

sampling felt that there is a need for

better academic and career

counseling, while 30 per cent don't

even know the name of their ad-

visor. Fifty-six per cent expressed a

need to speak with faculty from

other departments about
preparation for a career and op-

portunities available.

An overwhelming 75 per cent

have never experienced any type of

career counseling, however, 65 per

cent don't know of the Career

Planning Center, which exists on

campus to help students.

In addition to the questions, an

idea suggesting a program, in

which second semester
sophomores could visit classes in

departments of their choice, was
proposed. Faculty from each
department would be selected to

discuss the consequences and

opportunities of each major.

Eighty-five per cent of the

students felt it would be helpful and

successful. Of the departments

tentatively chosen. Psychology was
selected most often. Following in

popularity are Political Science,

Sociology, Zoology, and Education.

Education.

Complete and detailed copies ot

the results are available at the

SAREO office in Whitmore, room
245.
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"Hey, which end of this thing do you look through?" About 60 people braved the

cold on Saturday night to attend a Star Party held by the UMass Astronomy Club.

The event took place at the Orchard Hill Observatory.

National attention now focused

on cancer surgery and research
By BARBARA ESTABROOK

UMass Infirmary

In the past few weeks, national attention has

focused on breasts, a result of forces even stronger

than the fashion industry or Playboy. Surgery per-

formed for treatment of breast cancer on several well-

known women has prompted a tremendous increase

in demand for information and medical services

related to cancer. This two-part article examines the

current state of know/edge about breast cancer, its

detection and treatment.

Cancer of the breast is the most common cancer

among women, and will strike 1 out of 15 women.

It's usually found in women over 40, occurring

rarely in women under 35, the age range in which the

majority of women in this campus fall. Less and 2 per

cent of breast cancer-caused deaths occur in this age

group, and the risk in this group may be decreasing.

About 1 per cent of breast cancer cases occur in men.

Because of this rarity, symptoms in males are usually

undetected or ignored until the cancer is too far

advanced for effective treatment.

Possible causes of breast cancer, and the relation of

certain conditions to it, are the subject of much in-

vestigation. Research has established that a blow to

the breast will not cause cancer. Oral contraceptives

do not cause cancer. The cancer may be linked to a

virus, and seems to have some connection with

hormonal functions. There are a number of factors

which seem to be connected to higher risk of the

disease: single marital status, older age, few

pregnancies, first pregnancy over age 30, and family

history of breast cancer.

Rates of the cancer very among races and

nationalities with highest incidence found in

Caucasian Americans. Low rates in Oriental women
have been variously attributed to diet lower in animal

fats, and more widespread breast feeding. Very low

rates have also been measured in Africa, but risk for

American Black women is close to that for

Caucasians, and seems to reflect racial admixture in

various parts of the United States. Higher socio-

economic classes show higher incidence of breast

cancer. It appears the cultural factors resulting in

these reports are unclear.

Certain natural breast structures can feel lumpy,

and other lumps in the breast are common, but very

few of them are cancerous. In younger women, lumps

are likely to be cysts (packets of fluid) or solid lumps

called fibroadenoma, both of which are almost always

benign. Cysts often disappear on their own, and both

conditions can be cured by simple surgical means.

Currently, around 95 per cent of all breast cancer is

discovered by patients themselves, but in the majority

of cases the discovery or reporting of the condition is

too late for adequate control.

Tomorrow, Part If will look at self-examination and
other detection methods, and techniques of control

cancer.
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Breakthrough to be announced

Ford flies home after arms with Brezhnev
Ford left Vladivostok in icy

Siberia near the Chinese border

shortly after 6 a.m. EST. With only

a brief refueling stop in Anchorage,

Alaska, about noon, Air Force One
was scheduled to arrive in

Washington at 7:30 p.m. EST.

Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger, who remained in the

Soviet Union for a short time before

flying to Tokyo and Pekina. told

newsmen the agreement "marks

the breakthrough in SALT
negotiations that we have sought in

recent years...We have achieved a

cap on the arms race if we can

solve the technical problems." He
said he believed that "with goodwill

that should be possible."

Details of the broad agreement

will be given to congressional

leaders starting tomorrow.

Essentially, it is believed to involve a

stabilization based on continued

Russian numerical advantage and

continued U.S. technological

superiority.

On a train ride from Vladivostok,

where the agreement was signed in

a second-floor solarium of a health

spa, Ford told newsmen the 24-

hour marathon summit was "just

good negotiating — good give and

take."

Ford said in a speech just before

the agreement was signed that

both nations should "get on with

the business of controlling arms-the

business in which, I think, we have

made rather good progress in the

last 24 hours."

Soviet Communist Party Leader

Leonid I. Brezhnev told Ford that it

a final nuclear arms pact is signed

"you and I will be thanked by all the

peoples of the world. I think we
have done a good job in this

respect, here in Vladivostok."

After the signing was sealed with

champagne toasts, Ford and

Brezhnev took a 75-minute tour of

the once "forbidden" city close to

the Chinese border. The Tass News
Agency said thousands of Soviets

waved flags and cheered as the

limousine passed.

Upon his departure aboard Air

Force One, Ford told Brezhnev,

"Good-bye and God bless you."
Kissinger told newsmen the

formal pact probably will be signed

when Brezhnev visits Washington
next June if strategic arms
limitation negotiators have com-
pleted the detail work. They are

scheduled to begin in Geneva in

January.
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Wallpaper & Paint Store, Inc.
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Bold and Bright Colors

Big business finds nation's

mood very uncomfortable
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President Gerald Ford jokes with Soviet Communist Party chief Leonid
Brezhnev in Vladivostok after signing an agreement on guidelines for the SALT
negotiations.

Usery, Simon confer with leaders

in attempt to end coal strike

POSITION AVAILABLE

TITLE: Interim Executive Director. Committee for the Collegiate

Educetion of Black Students (CCEBS). University of Massachusetts
Amherst.

The Executive Director is directly responsible to the CCEBS Board of

Directors in carrying out the functions of the position.

FUNCTIONS: Responsible for the overall direction of the program;
staff selection and development (with Board approval); supervision and
development of program components; preparation of the budget;
securing funding for the program, etc.

QUALIFICATIONS: Wide college-level and-or University ad-

ministrative experience, with prior work. In black student programs;
graduate degree, preferebly Ph.D. or equivalent.

SALARY: Dependent upon experience and background.
NOTE: This position will terminate August 31, 1975, at which time a

permanent Director will be appointed. A SEARCH COMMITTEE FOR THE
PERMANENT DIRECTOR WILL BE SET UP. AND THE INTERIM DIRECTOR
MAY BE A CANDIDATE FOR THIS POSITION.

Please submit resume with references, by November 28, 1974, to:

Julia A. Fata, Secretary
CCEBS Board of Directors

E22 Machmer
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Plan now for

Your European

Week-A-Way!

learning experiences in

Ran.

Amherst 256-6704

NEW YORK <AP) - Except

perhaps in terms of profits, these

aren't very comfortable days for big

business.

The utilities are under attack

from customers, ecologists,

politicians and others. The
automotive companies are

criticized for their pricing policies

and polluting ways. The biggest

railroad, the Penn Central, is being

operated in bankruptcy. Some
airlines are in a regulatory bind.

Health insurers know all about
the troubles that bigness can bring.

They are in a fight, as they view it,

for their very existence, a fight that

if lost might reduce them to mere
clerks in a national health insurance

program.

Nothing crystalizes the fight that

big business is in more than the

government's antitrust action

against American Telephone El-

Telegraph, a company that serves

80 per cent of Americans and which
is financially more powerful than

most nations of the earth.

AT&T is the symbol. It is huge
almost beyond comprehension. It

employs more than one million

workers. Its assets exceed $67

billion. It has raised its net income
every year but one since 1947,

earning $2.95 billion last year.

Whether the attacks against big

business today are based strictly in

the legalities-in an effort, that is, to

preserve the pre-eminence of law

over individuals or corporations-will

WASHINGTON (UP/

J

Treasury Secretary William E.

Simon met yesterday with seven
top coal industry officials in an
attempt to help miners and
operators end a 13-day nationwide
strike that has severely damaged
the nation's economy.
The government's top labor

troubleshooter, William J. Usery
Jr., also summoned representatives

of both sides to an urgent af-

ternoon meeting aimed at settling

the dispute.

Nicholas T. Camicia, chairman
of the Bituminous Coal Operators
Association, said in a statement
handed to reporters at a downtown

hotel that Simon requested the

meeting with industry spokesmen
because of increasing "gravity of

the present situation."

"Mr. Simon impressed upon the

committee the seriousness with

which President Ford and other

administration officials view the

coal strike," said Camicia's
statement. "He urged us to seek an
early resolution of the problem."

Usery, director of the Federal

Mediation and Conciliation Service,

also attended the meeting in ad-

vance of a 3 p.m. EST session with

industry and UMW negotiators.

Camicia said, "We told Secretary

Simon that representatives of the

BCOA would meet with Mr. Arnold

Miller and other UMW officers

today for further discussions."

The industry advisory committee
and union officials got together at

noon for an informal closed
session, following two such
meetings Saturday lasting tnree

hours.

The delays will push the strike

into December, since it will take 10

days or more for a ratification vote

even after the bargain council

demands have be3n satisfied and

the contract submitted to mem-
bers.

year of study for college students

If you desire advanced Judaic/Hebraic and Israel

study, or intend to pursue a career in Jewish teaching
or Jewish communal service, a year of study at the co-
educational Hayim Greenberg College is for you.
The curriculum includes Hebrew Language, Literature,
Bible, History, Education, Philosophy, Sociology, Tal-
mud, workshops and field trips. Credits for courses
are offered by leading universities with Judaic or
Hebraic Departments. Generous scholarships avail-
able.

For information on Hayim Greenberg or other educational programs contact:

wso
WORLD ZIONIST ORGANIZATION
Department of Education & Culture
515 Park Avenue, N.Y.C 10022.

(212) 752-0600 ext. 384/385

WHAT?AROOM WITH
NO HAME V.

*£CM

ANTHROPOLOGY DEPARTMENT

SPRING SEMESTER

COURSE CORRECTIONS

The official Schedule of Courses. Spring Semester, states
that students enrolling in the following anthropology courses
MIST also preregister for Honors Sections. This information
is INCORRECT. Students enrolling in the following courses
MAY also preregister for additional honors credit:

Anthropology in::

thropology

Anthropology 22S -

Anthropology 270 -

Anthropology 2!)<)K

Anthropology 2!)0l

Anthropology SIS -

Anthropology ;170 -

Anthropology :?7fi -

— Introduction to Physical An-

- Images of the I'.S. Indian
- Carihbean Cultures
- Seminar in Physical Anthropology
- I'roseminar in Human Crowth
- Primate Anatomy
- North American Indians
- South American Ethnology

All of the above courses are open to any students. An
additional one credit of honors work is available in each for

students who so elect and also preregister for the honors
work.

There are also errors in the Student Course Description

Guide. Only those courses listed in the official Schedule of

Courses will he offered in the Spring semester. If you have
an> questions please call the Anthropology office. S4S-U2I, or

the Director of I'ndergraduate Studies. :>I.'»-2X7!». for further

information.

REMEMBER THE LAST TRIP HOME FOR A HOLIDAY

the lines at the airline ticket counter

the overdue flight that is finally cancelled

the crowded, smelly bus — the crowded, smelly station

an endless ride that arrives at 3 a.m.

Why not let Northeast Atlantic Airlines take you away from all that^
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We can transport up to five people from Northampton or Westfield Airport to: New
Jersey, or Washinqton, or Cleveland, or Anywhere, at more or less reasonable rates.
Morristown, N. J. — $140.00 Washington, D.C. — $370.00 Anywhere— $???.??
(individual cost depends on the number in the group. Five people to Morristown —
$28.00 each)

CALL US at 1-203-763-0106
We'll get you home for the holiday in a mood for a holiday.
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continue to be argued.

Most of the attacks, from
wherever they originate-consumer,

ecologist, elected representative-

eventually take a legal form. But
this doesn't disguise completely the

likelihood that political motivation

might lay at the base.

To attack big business today
seems to be good politics. A good
poition of the public feels it hasn't

performed as effectively as it

should in holding down prices or in

serving the public. It is too non-

competitive, too burdened with its

own bureaucracy, too self-serving,

the critics says.

While many companies consider

themselves marvels of managerial

and technological efficiency, the

public often has a different attitude,

viewing them as dinosaurs

possessed of ravenous, ruinous

appetites and selfish disdain.

nation and world

Arabs free hostages
TUNIS [UPf] - Four Arab

gunmen in a hijacked British airliner

yesterday swapped all but three

hostages for seven freed guerrilla

prisoners and then threatened to

blow up the plane with all persons

aboard unless they got guarantees

of a safe getaway.

Faced with a refusal by Arab

nations to grant them asylum and

threatened with reprisals by irate

fellow Palestinian organizations,

the four gunmen said they will call

off their threat to blow up the plane

with themselves, their colleagues

and three British pilots only if they

get firm guarantees of freedom.

Bus strike over
PHOENIX, Ariz. \UPI\ -

Greyhound buses began rolling

around the nation yesterday
following tentative settlement of a
six-day-old strike, the bus line

reported.

James L Kerrigan, president of
Greyhound Lines, said the ap-
proximately 16,000 drivers,
baggage handlers and terminal
employes returned to work pending
ratification of a new agreement.

Drivers and other employes
walked out Nov. 18 at noon. Buses
pulled to the nearest terminals,
stranding passengers across the
country.

State ranks third
BOSTON \AP\ - Massachusetts

had the third highest unem-
ployment rate in the nation during

October with 7.4 per cent of its

potential work force of 2.6 million

persons out of work, the Boston

Globe reported yesterday.

The rate is the same as that

reported by the state for Sep-

tember.

The latest report was based on

statistics compiled by the U.S.

Department of Labor that have not

yet been made public, the

newspaper said. Only Hawaii and

Alaska had higher unemployment
rates.

The statistics showed that

Massachusetts led the industrial

states in unemployment percentage

rates.

A state government sample of 5

per cent of persons collecting

unemployment insurance the week
of Aug. 18 showed the segment of

the population hit hardest by the

weak economy are between the

ages of 25 and 34.

King dissatisfied
BOSTON [API - Edward King,

ousted last week as executive

director of the Massachusetts Port

Authority, says he fears two major

projects will go uncompleted if he is

not allowed to regain his position.

King, who received $58,500 a

year as executive director, was
ousted by a 4-2 vote of the

Massport board. He has said he

would fight the dismissal.

In an interview on WEEI radio

broadcast yesterday evening, King

said he feared his plans for a new
Boston container port facility and
for n offshore oil receiving ter-

minal would be left unfinished.

I

A LITTLE
SOMETHING
FOR A
LITTLE SUM THING

now thru Dec. 21 get
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Late additions to course description guide
Anthropology 372-672
Human Variation J. Haat

Office: 103Machmer
Office Hours: MW 1:30-3:30

Organization: Lecture discussion

Aim: This course views human
biological diversity in <erma of

microevolutionary theory. The
major focus of the course is the ex-

planation of human variation as

adaptations to various en-
vironmental stresses. The approach
will be that of human ecology,

keeping in mind the interaction of

the physical environment, -human
biology and culture.

ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL
IDEOLOGIES AND SOCIO-
ECONOMIC CHANGE
Office: 910 Thompson
Office Hours: To be arranged.

Organization: The course will be
organized into roughly an hour and

a half lecture and an hour and a half

discussion, subject to alteration

with changing topica or student

desires.

Aim: The course will be aimed to

acquaint students with a variety of

economic and political ideologies,

in both their theoretical and
practical forms — for example,

Marxism Leninlam and Bolshevik

practice, Maoism and Chinese

Communist practice, etc. — and to

then critically examine each with

reference to past accomplishments
and possible future applicability to

the U:S. context.

FISHERY BIOLOGY 272 Prof. C.F. Cole

INTRODUCTION TO MARINE
FISHERIES

Office: 317 Holdsworth, 545-2821

Office Hours: MWF 9-12 or phone
for appt.

Organization: 2 lectures, one 3-hr. lab.

Informal lecture course usually, but

depends upon size of group in-

volved. Normally only 10-15
Fisheries Seniors in course.

Aim: To survey factors regulating

marine habitata; ecology of

estuarine fishes; limited exposure to

economic and political factors that

regulate exploitation of oceanic

fisheries resources. A survey of the

national and international regulative

agencies and treaty-based
organizations controlling in-

ternational fisheries. Half of course

is devoted to a review of particular

world and east coast fisheries.

Laboratories deal partly with a

mathematical approach to fish

population exploitation.

FISHERY BIOLOGY 392 Prof. C.F. Cole

SENIOR SEMINAR
Office: 317 Holdsworth 545-2821

Office Hours: MWF 9-12 or phone
for appt.

Organization: Seminar while eating

your lunch.

Aim: To expose undergreduates to

current literature, problems or to

research programs underway in

fisheries biology and to provide a

forum for interplay of ideas be-

tween students and faculty.

FISHERY BIOLOGY 270 Staff

ECOLOGY OF FISHES
Office: 31 3A Holdsworth Hall

Office Hours: MWF 9-11 a.m.

Organization: Lecture— discussion
depending upon size of the class.

Normally 10-15 fisheries majors in

the course.

Aim: To relate fish to their en-

vironment. Topics to be covered in-

clude: adaptation, dispersal,

competition energetics, speciation,

hybridization, population dynamics,

and community relationships. All

students will also work on a special

field problem utilizing the Mill River

as an aquatic ecosystem.
Food and Agricultural Engineering

Advanced Process Engineering

786 Henry G. Schwartzberg

Office: Aaric Eng 309

Office Hours: TU 9:00-11:00. 2:30
-4:00

W9:00- 11:00, 1:25-4:00

TH 9:00-11:00,2:30-4:00

Aim: To analyze and evaluate various

food processing operations in-

cluding: thermal sterilization,

thermally based fla-or development
radiation processing, freeze drying,

non-conventional dehydration
techniques, membrane based
process, controlled atmosphere
storage.

Food and Agric. Engineering
Applications of Food Engineering

684 Henry G. Schwartzberg
Office: Agric Eng. 309

Appearing

TON1TE:

SWEAT BAND

Tl'KS. &VVED.

Mama's Little

Jewel

at

Rustv Nail

Inn
Rte. n. Sunderland

BG5-4M7

Organization: Lecture, recitation,
discussion problem sessions.

Aim: To train students in the design
and operative theory of various
food processing and food waste
disposal operations including;
reverse osmosis, ultrafiltration,

electrodialyais, ion exchange,
crystallization, glass (sugar) for-

mation, freezing, encapsulation and
enrobement, freeze concentration,
cleaning, effluent treatment and
disposal, fermentative treatment of

effluents.

Forestry Et Wildlife Management —
Wood Science and Technology

Primary Timber Conversion 202—
502 William W. Rice

Office: 126 Holdsworth Hall

Office Hours: MWF 9-12

Organization: Three lectures per week
deal with equipment and operating
systems used to harvest timber,

break down logs and process the
resulting wood material up to the

point where it is ready for

secondary manufacturing.
Graduate students study selected

areas in depth.
Aim: Survey of methods used to

convert the forest resource into

primary products useful to man.
Forestry and Wildlife Management —

Wood Science and Technology
Wood Machining Technology 206—

506 William W. Rice

Office: 126 Holdsworth Hall

Office Hours: MWF 9-12

Organization: Two lectures per week
deal with problems encountered
and systems used in mass
production wood machining. One
three-hour laboratory per week
used for practical machining ex-

periences and for field trips to area
wood industry. Graduate students
study in selected areas in depth.

Aim: Study of the fundamentals of

cutting action as applied to wood,
survey of commercial wood
machining equipment and
processes.

F & R Ec 705 Elmar Jarveaoo
Reseaach Methods in Agricultural,

Food and Resource Economics
Office: 315 Draper Hall

Office Hours: 10-12 daily

Aim: To familiarize students with the
basic principles and requirements
for acquiring reliable knowledge,
with its applications in agricultural,

food and research economics
problem solvings. Selection and
planning of research projects, and
conduct of research projects, and
conduct of research will be em-
phasized. Briefly, the basic aim of

the course is to train students in

logical thinking.

Wildlife Biology 261 A, 261 B F. Greeley
Principles of Wildlife Management

Office: Holdsworth Hall

Office Hours:
Organization: Wildlife 261 A (3cr. of

lect. and lab.) restricted to majors in

Wildlife Biology, Fisheries Biology
and Forestry; Wildlife 261 B (2 or.,

lect. only) is open to students from
all Five-College campuses. Two
lectures and one lab. weekly. The
lab. includes 5-7 field trips, films,

and discussion. Lab. fee required

for 261 A.

Aim: To develop a knowledge of the
application of basic ecological

concepts to the management of

wildlife habitats and populations,
including game and non-game
species, rare and endangered
species and economic pests. The
history of wildlife habitats change
and population exploitation and the
development of wildlife

management agencies and policies

are also discussed.
Home Ec 211 A.T.Miller
Economics of the Family

Office: 206 Skinner
Office Hours: By Appointment

Organization: Lecture and Discussion
Aim: To acquaint the student with the

role of the family as consumer in

the economy and to develop
principles to help families solve
their economic problems.

Home Economics 240 S. Hawes
Textiles for the Consumer I

office:316 Skinner
office Hours: To be arranged.

Organization: Two 1 hr. lectures, one 2

hr. laboratory.

Aim: To study the interrelationships of

fiber content, fabrication methods,
finishing processes, design ap-

plication as well as legislative

actions which determine consumer
satisfactions with quality, per-

formance, care requirements,
safety and cost of textile products.

Home Ec 319 B. Murphy
Consumer Behavior

Office: 204 Skinner Hall

Office Hours: To be arranged
Organization: Lectures, Discussion and

Field Experience.
Aim: To relate consumer behavior

theories to food, housing, clothing,

and community services.

Home Economics 342 S. Hawes
Textiles for Consumer II

Office: 316 Skinner

Office Hours: To be arranged.

Organization: Three 1 hr. periods —
Seminar format.

Aim: An investigation of current

developments and— or research in

the field of textiles affecting

consumer satisfactions with
product serviceability and
legislative protections.

Home Economics 363 S. Hawes
Apparel Design II

Office: 316 Skinner
Office Hours: To be arranged.

Organization: One hour lecture, two 2

hr. laboratory periods.

Aim: Experimentation, execution and
evaluation of comparative methods
and materials used in the custom
tailoring process are the primary

goals of this course.

Home Ec 365 C.Porter
Perspectives in Clothing Profession

Office: 105 Skinner Hall

Office Hours: To be arranged.

Organization: Seminar
Aim: To acquaint students with

professional options available to

them as clothing and textile majors.

Qualifications necessary to assume
various careers are discussed plus

the work involved in each
profession. Group discussions,
guest speakers, and a field trip are

included in this course.

Marine Science 301 -601 Staff

Biological Oceanography
Office: Grad. Research Center, 545-

0666 in care of Ms. Bryant — Dean
Camerino

Organization: Three 1 hour lectures

Aim: This course is provided for upper
level undergraduate science majors
and for graduate students as a

vehicle to cover the biology and
habitat requirements of marine
organisms. It is not open to non-

majors and should not be chosen
by those interested in a broad non-
science major survey of the sea.

Students with this goal in mind
should select MAR Sci 225 In-

troductory Oceanography and
choose the section whose in-

structor most closely fits their

interest.

Legal Studies Program
Special Problems in Police Practices

385G
D'Errico and Walgren

Office: 112 Hampshire House
Phone: 545-2000 and 2001

Organization: This individual studies

course will be a one-to-one relation

between you and your advisor.

Aim: The course joins hands between
Amherst town government and the
University. The Law Enforcement
Study Committee is charged to

recommend police practices that

will assure maximum protection for

your civil liberties. You will choose
a topic and produce a report to be
used in the Committee's final report

due March 24 in preparation for

Town Meeting. Topics: (1) Police-

Community Relations (with groups
in conflict with or needing police

services.) (2) policy and procedures
(innovations in pursuit of civil

liberties.) (3) Hiring and training (of,

minorities, women and students.)

(4) Civilian boards '.to advise police

on policy and to review citizen's

complaints) (5) Victimless crimes

(legalizing dope and sex)

Physical Education 290C
Group Process and Leadership in

Sport E- Kjeldsen

Office: Hicks 9B
Office Hours; By appointment

Organization: Lecture, discussion

Aim: Growth in awareness of the

research on group process and
leadership and consideration of

possibilities for its application in

sport.

Physical Education 200
Sociology of Sport and Physical

Activity Erik Kjeldsen

Office: Hicks 9B
Office Hours: By appointment

Organization: Lecture, discussion

Aim: Growth in awareness of the

interconnections between the
world of sport and society. Social

processes and contemporary social

problems will be examined for their

interactions with soort.

Food & Resource Economics 226 B.

Field

Environmental Economics
Office: 303 Draper 545-2493

Office Hours: Anytime
Organization: Lectures MWF 9:05 -

9:55 a.m ., Flint 2

Aim: To examine the problem of

environmental degradation in

this country and the functioning

of the economic system that

brings it about. To look at the

present structures of economic
incentives and the way they

lead to environmental
deterioration. .. To identify

alternative institutional
arrangements that can reverse

the trend and stop people from
ripping off the environment.

Home Ec 255 J.A.Pullen
People and Clothing

Office: 122 Skinner Hall

Office Hours: M. 11:00 a.m. -

12:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m. -2:30 p.m.

Tu. 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Organization: 3 lectures

Aim: The impact of clothing and
textiles on the individual and
society; psychological,
sociological and economic
implications as seen in

historical and contemporary
perspective.

Readings: Horn Marilyn J. The
Second Skin Additional
readings from various sources
to supplement text.

Requirements: 3 exams, 2 papers
Prerequisites: Sociology 101;

Psychology 101, or An-
thropology 101

Minimum of 2 of above.
Added Notes: Lab Fee $2.00

Home Ec 385 H J.A.Pullen
Special Problems in Draping

Office: 122 Skinner Hall

Office Hours: M. 11:00 a.m .-12:00

p.m.
1:30p.m .-2:30 p.m.

Tu. 10:00a.m. -11:30a.m.
Organization: 1 lecture; 1 lab (2 hrs.)

and additional lab time to be
arranged.

Aim: Development of com-
prehensive understanding of

theory of apparel design
through the draping method.
Problems include a notebook
containing theory and methods
of draping, the construction of a

dress form , and the creation and
execution of original designs.

Readings: Sheldon, martha G.
"Design Through Draping"
Additional readings from
various sources to supplement
text.

Requirements: Comprehensive
Notebook; Completed Dress

Form; 2 original creations,
draped and constructed.

Prerequisites: HOM EC 259A; HOM
EC 361.

Added Notes: Course can be costly
with purchase of dress form
materials as well as fabrics for
draping.

HomeEc259A J.A.Pullen
Quality Analysis of Apparel

Office: 122Skinner Hall
Office Hours: M

. 11:00 a.m -12:00
p.m

.

1:30 p.m .-2:30 p.m.
Tu. 10:00a.m. -11:30a.m.

Organization: 2 lectures; 1 lab (2

hrs.)

Aim: Analysis of quality standards
in apparel; emphasis on
aesthetic design and creative
expression; fundamental
characteristics and satisfac-
tions of construction and
materials, as well as economic
factors of cost and main-
tenance.

Readings: Musheno, E.J. The
Vogue Sewing Book Additional
readings from varius sources to
supplement text.

Requirements: 3 exams. Notebook
of Construction Theory and
Techniques; Construction of 2
garments.

Pre requisites: students not
passing Clothing Pre Test given
during first lab must sign up for
special 1 credit individualized
modular program. Clothing
Clinic 391B.

Economics 391D: Economic
and Political Ideology and
Socio-Economic Change.
Meets tentatively, subject to

alteration, Mon. and Tues.
19:00-20:30 - Michael Albert.

Organization: Lecture-Disc-
ussion, a high emphasis on
participatory approaches to

study and to decisions.

Aim: To familiarize students

with a variety of revolutionary

political -economic ideologies,

to evaluate those ideologies

historically and with respect to

relevance in the United States

here and now, and, if there's

time, to extrapolate from
criticisms of old ideologies to

the outline of possible new
views.

Because of a misprint in the
course schedule guide for spring
pre-registration, students in

Human Development who have
already filled out their coding
sheets may be registered in-

correctly.

Two courses were listed in-

correctly. The date and meeting"

times and course numbers were in

error. The corrected listings are:

-HD300-600 (lex 4881) meets

MWF at 9:05. Title: Human
Development in Infancy. Prof.

Roberta Col lard.

--HD270-570 (Lex 1655) meets

MWF at 1:25 p.m. Title: Child

Development. Prof. Roberta

Col lard.

PRE-THANKSGIVING
JOHN

DAWSON
WINTER

III

including

Roct> 4 Boll People

Mind Over Mallet

Golden Otden Day*
Of Rock S Roll

Lay Down
Your Sorrow*

Pick Up On
My Mop

So 98

List

riRESIQN THEATRE SEZ

you kntvc* anew?

LADIESLOTEOIJTLAWI

IndianMmm From Wtctttta

Cs#*m On Mo 1 Hobo's MsndoMn
Peipradoa Watting for The Tram

DAN FOGLLBtRG
SOUVENIRS

including

Pari Of The Plan Better Change
Illinois Changing HorMS

There > A Place In The World For * Gambler

$049 S598 *049

On Columbia Records '** and Tapes

S598

List

257 Triangle Street

AMHERST
M W. 10 6

T-F, 10 9 S. 10 6

PLUS:

Hundreds of

Red - White Tag

SPECIALS'!

All Stores Open Tues.&Wed. Night. Closed Thur. Thanksgi_ving Day.

Fresh
Mexican

Sweet and
pleasing.

176 Sue

Tangerines
12 69c

Holiday Gift Trays

...liiijk

,

With this coupon
and a purchase of $5

Western Anjou
jW( SunGlorySoda
I y^f

.' yv 28 Oz. No Return Bottle, Ass't. Flavors

lO 89
12

PTJ* $249 18
p,e
F"r' $349

Special treats for the holidays
Anise, Artichokes, Chestnuts, Kumquats,

Persimmoms and Prickly Pears.

if tP • f » Mum Plants

Qgp Your choice of Jp ^s^v?
irted colors. VJ ea

WSfflBMBmMKmBBRMmmSm

Limit one btl per cutt Good Mon Nov 25 - Sat Nov. 30

.vA'ffllSt

253§
With this coupon
and a purchase of $5 r»

Jell-o Gelatin
3 Oz. Package, Ass't. Flavors g

Limit one pkg per cust Good Mil . Nov ?5 - Sat Nov 30

Skp •
** — a— — -» —» -aem. •* «•-» — e-a> *•* M SH Mi •»> *a>>«WiMkMa«MiejiMi MBB I

Come GetTfourStopc*Sh€mswwrth fori j i

ThanksgivingDay!

^HolidayChecklist
D Green Beans 4 '£? s

1
Stop & Shop Cut or French Style

Cranberry Sauce 4 &£ $
1

Stop & Shop

Fruit Cocktail s°p*s»°p 1

L°n
z 35c

Pie Crust Mix ?« 3^89*
Kosher Dill Spears^Tte
Stop & Shop Whole Onions ,4

J . ,* 47c

Whole Sliced Mushrooms %S M 29

Chef s Finest

CranberryJuiceCocktail s
!r *ir69c

Stop & Shop Tomato Juice

Large Pitted Olives

Stuffed Spanish Olives

Instant Coffee

Aluminum Foil

Flako Pie Crust Mix
Pillsbury Bread Mixes
Stop & Shop Instant Rice

Stop & Shop Spinach

Stop & Shop Potatoes

D Cranberry Juice

Early
California

4

S.°n' 49°
6 or
Can

Gloria
5 oz Jar

Taster s Choice

Slop & Shop
200 Fl Roll

6 01
Jar

5 Variatiat
MVi oj Pkg

14 or
Pkg

49c

49c

S049

J-|69

3 10 or $-1

Burn I

65c

49c

Sliced oi Q16 or QOc
Wtiole OcarjOC?

$-|89

89c

S-J19

79c

79c

69c

Select Pitted Olives u—, %V» 49c

Luncheon Napkins Kn^g 39c

Stewed Tomatoes *•»> » »•»- 3 &". 89c

Ocaan Spray
Gallon Jug

CH Spaghetti Sauce mmmtttmtm j*'

Stop & Shop Mayonnaise V
Sweet Mixed Pickles =>•"» "J*

Bond La Petite Pickles

D Kosher Dill Pickles *. V
6 OI

Lindsay (;,„

Thanksgiving
) Frozen Food

Specials!

Pie ShellS Oronoque Orchards 'fif 79c

Sara Lee Pumpkin Pie ¥«? 89c

Mrs. Smiths Apple Pie ft? 79c

Mrs. Smith's Mince Pie ?.,' 99c

S3t Peas 4 1
2 16 01

Pkgi 39 c

Stop & Shop Squash
Newton Acres Corn

Newton Acres Peas

Stop & Shop Chopped Onions ti 29

Baked Stuffed Potatoes -"•••«•< VVe' 59'

SO 01 CQc
Bag J3

"8.? 59c

Regular with Chive or w>ih Bacon

Orange Juice
3TStop 4 Shop 100%

Orange Juice
from Florida

Birds Eye Sweet Potatoes i

Green Giant Le Sueur Peas

12oz
Can

in Butiar Sauca
Oraan Giani

In Butiar SaucaBroccoli Spears

Birds Eye Cauliflower

Peeled & Deveined Shrimp

Sliced Strawberries

VVg' 49c

past 89°

Pkgi 89C

VVg' 39c

Carnation S099
16 oi Bag aC

p 10 or

p 10

Cei-Treel
310OI

HM>% Natural
1IceCream

Assorted Flavors . . . V> Gal. Tub.

Ice Cream Cake Roll

39

IS 99'

NEWiButter Makes 'Em Better
Stop & Shop Butter Basted Turkeys!
Remember, when you were small, how good grandma's turkey tasted? She

basted it constantly with real butter as it roasted.
Today, you can enjoy the same richness, juiciness and flavor in a butter basted

turkey . . . without all the work of basting! New Stop & Shop Butter Basted
Turkeys are plump, meaty, U. S. Grade A turkeys . . . turkeys that baste them-
selves with real creamery butter! Butter that bubbles

^jjjjjjjjj ^-.-j-j-ji
all through the tender turkey meat . . . butter that M W Mm£
turns the skin a beautiful brown.

a^aata^a^T a« ^^

Stop & Shop 16 to 22 lbs. ^^fc^^fc

Turkeys

r

ButterBasted HenTurkeys 1

?»" 59'

y#w Our own Stop & Shop oven ready^X Turkeys '»*
^.jj^U^ Toms 16 to 22 lbs.^m^ and other fine U.S. Grade "A" Toms

White Gem Hens

43
and other fine

U.S. Grade "A" Hens 10-14 lbs. 51

JBkButterball CC
'jaMMf ' Toms 16 to 22 lbs. +dr%mf
>bm ppf Perfect turkey for the bride.

Swift Butterball Hens d«»p *»" 1 ° * " "»-63'

V%FreshTurkeys CC<
/^mm Armour Star 16 to 20 lbs. %W+* W

lb.

Fresh
Self Basting Toms

Armour Star Self Basting Hens f

tt? 69
We also have a complete line of . .

.

Ducks, Geese, Capons and Boneless Turkey Roast

"Quality-Protected" Beef Naturally Aged

BeefRibRoast fl9
LargeEnd a

sT «l
Beef Rib Steak Large End 4th & 5th Ribs

Bona-tn

lb.

1 29
lb

Simply Super— Uniformly good everytime.

s&g&Ground Beef
, 9l0^0^z/I 'Simply Super regular ground bee' contains not more tnan 26% ol tat ^^g^paaw *

Simply Super . . . the ground beef you can
depend on. Ground beef that's consistently

lean, fresh, juicy and flavorful! 89
Cheese specials

at Stop & Shop
this week!

JallS P'°»olone
*i

<•

Edam Cheese Balls 12
Holland Styla

Cheddar Cheese*£&* *K

Cheese

Cheese Nut Roll
Cheddar
3 Lb Pkg '3 <n

Sliced to order in our Deli-Hut!
Ava^abia m stores 'ejtur'no, a Se'vc* De''

Handschumacher
Bologna'Large

Carando B fi"4
Arti'-cte 1 Caa<ngGenoa Salami

Carando Brand Pepperoni

Dak Danish Salam Ptg

l-j'9

H99
lib

l-j«9

Starts Mon., Nov. 25 - Sat., Nov. 30
m tairnaaa to an cf our customers, we reserve the right to lirr

tales to three packages of any item eacepl where otherwii

noted items o»ered tor sale not available in case itts or lo

other retail dealers o> wholesalers Most items specaiiy sale

priced, tome at our everyday low pr.ces Bakery prices effec-

tive Monday thru Saturday

V
From our Dairy Case

Sour CreamJ J
Stop & Shop — 8 ounce cup ^^

Cottage Cheese
Light n' Lively Yogurt

Wispride Sharp Refill

l. g»i' a' Lively

Alt'! O III
; >avori O

Cup OS

Cup a 89°

VVg
1 89s

Minute Maid
Orange Juice £LCkc

from concentrate — 1/
2 Gal. Cont. ^J mmW

Cream
Cheese

e oz
Pkg

16 OZ
Cup

59c

85c

Temptee Whipped
Breakstone Ricotta

Cinnamon Rolls •«•«»»«• 3 'p.,,

7 M

From Stop & Shop's own bakery!

Pumpkin PierTOc

Stop & Shop 22 oz. Package • ^^
Stop & Shop Squash Pie }

k\' 79°Pkg

SourCremeDonuts •*
s
a?$4

k
9« 59°

Blueberry O' 16 oz QQcNewfangled Muffins lllT&l Pka

Honey Wheat Bread "Vee?"* ?. .^.M
Oatmeal Bread *%!£- 2 &S.»1
Butter Top Bread $2*20: 2&£.*1

From our own kitchen!

Potato SaladCQ
OrColeSlaw — 2 Lb. Pkq. We^Pkg

Parfaits 3 Flavors

Gelatines 6 Flavors

Stop & Shop Meat Loaf

i oz
Coot 4^

2 14 OI QQc
Conta OS

f'onn s-igg
: Pound Pkg

g a aarv.ee deli

FREE! Vi lb. Grape Nut or

Custard Pudding 7q (

When you buy one pound at Ihe I ^^
regular price (11.19 Value). ^^

Imported Danish Glazed Ham
Chinese Style Pork Roll

Sei' Service Delicatessen

SausageMeat£QC

Rathor Armour— 1 Lb. Roll %J •aaF'

69c

69°

Picnic Pac Franks t-|69

89°

5'oc & Snor
2 Po^d Package

Stop & Shop Hot Dogs p.,

O' Bee' Franks or Mild Fran**

Meat or Beef Bologna or l£S£ ,1"
or PAP of Sccec Lu"Cn«on Loaf Stop & Shoo

Merit Sliced Bacon £ *V 9

•"• 49cStop & Shop Cold Cuts Pkg

r a PSP O .* or P.. ' *n «tya loal

Catch these great values!

HalibutSteak
Frozen ^^49

Enjoy baked or broiled. I It

J-JJ9

Peeled & Deveined Shrimp
l j J s p - a* T ci Bat) 3* 35 CotJii

Fresh Opened Oysters

Cooked Mini-Fish Cakes

Jumbo Cooked Shr!mp36-40 13
$1"

"> » QQc
Pkg 3CJ

ras
,-*

'«*. Plan a meal
//>, around a

^delicious ham!
Stop & Shop

3 lb. Canned Ham $4 4

.

q

Stop & Shop

5 lb. Canned Ham $6"
3 Pound Can
Swift Canned Ham $4 6

.

9

3 Pound Can
Rath Canned Ham *4£.

5 Pound Can
Rath Canned Ham $7 59

can

Savings on health & beauty aids!

Earthborn Shampoos 79c
Apricot Avocado or Green Apple

Miss Breck Hair Spray ^Qc
15 Ounce Can \J\J

i • » • > . > . .*
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Letters to the editor }

French Corridor: Beaucoup de merde
To the Editor:

We feel that the article in last Monday's Collegian poorly

depicts what living in the French Corridor of the basement of

Moore House is really like. The article paints a picture of numerous

people floating about sprouting forth French and in between

running the business of the floor, attending the numerous wine

and cheese "soirees" andplays. WELL, LETME SAY IT AIN'T SO
SAM!

First of all, only 12 cf the 27 people in the Basement are

members of the "French Corridor", rarely do we even hear French

spoken here. Seldom is the President of the French Corridor to be

seen. Many people on the short side of the basement corridor

have never seen or spoken to the French T.A., in English let alone

French

The fact of the matter is that there is little interaction between

the members and non-members of the French corridor. Most of

the hardcore members of the French corridor stick to their little

groups. Few attend floor meetings, which are intended for all, but

seem to draw only those interested in the activities of the floor,

still even here a small number of representative people from the

French corridor appear.

Mainly, this letter is to let it be known that there is another

group present in the Basement of Moore House and if the

Collegian is going to run an article on what it is like living here,

they should interview more than one non-member before it makes

any conclusion. WE ARE THE MAJORITY.
C'EST TOUT [PARDON THE FRENCH]

John A. Burke
et. al. 9 signatures

Collegian full of Woodwards and Bernsteins
To the Editor

Re: Leslie Ball's letter 11-20-74

Dear Leslie

You complain thst the Collegiate Flying Club receives no

coverage, that your articles do not get published, and that the

Collegian uses your services with no acknowledgement. I think

you are being too harsh. I feel that you are losing sight of one very

important fact that must be considered whenever dealing with the

Collegian.

It's a rag.

I agree with you that the CFC is an interesting organization

worthy of coverage. I feel that there are many people on this

campus who would be more interested in reading about its ac-

tivities than about Christine Dillard's last bus ride. But how can

you expect even one column inch when the Collegian's staff of

aspiring Woodwards and hopeful Bernsteins is busy uncovering

such earth shaking events as The Great Parking Ticket Scandal

and the Mr. Greek Pageant?

The Student Senate Handbook lists 191 campus organizations.

But outside of a few well known and-or well funded groups like

the VVAWor Index, could you name ten that have been covered

in the Collegian this semester? I doubt it.

You fly airplanes. I, and several others on campus, jump out of

them, but how many people are aware of the Sport Parachuting

Club? Or the Sailing Club? Or any of the other dozens of minority.

special interest and religious organizations? Any one of them

could probably fill up a page with fairly interesting material, but

the Collegian rarely devotes any time or space to them.

This problem of coverage is just one of many things that is

wrong with the Collegian. And the poor quality of the Collegian is,

in turn, just a symptom of a larger problem on this campus: the

lack of a quality Journalism Dept. The Journalistic Studies

orogram at UMass., while an improvement over the past, is still a

farce. Therefore, there is a lack of people with real journalistic

ability attracted to this campus. And, therefore, the people on the

staff of the Collegian all too often have little interest or know-how
in producing a quality paper. And to make matters worse, some
actually think that they do.

Compared to real life, very few sensational newsworthy events

actually happen on a college campus. But a lot of people seem to

hink that journalism is synonymous with Jack Anderson, and

hese people are always trying to get the big scoop, to uncover the

ensational scandal. The unfortunate result of this kind of thinking

j that fairly unimportant issues get a lot of space, while

lewsworthy but less exciting subjects take a back seat, if, indeed,

hey get into the car at all.

You want coverage, Leslie? Start a rumor that your planes are

muggling cocaine across the border for Pres. Wood's personal

tash. I guarantee you at least five reporters and a photographer.

Bruce R. Frederick

Happy Anniversary you creeps
To the Editor

While even the making of the film, Executive Action was in

questionable taste, the fact that some campus organization has

chosen this particular date, Nov. 22, to show the film sickens me.

This is the nadir of an incredibly insensitive and taste/ess act.

Naturally the people showing the movie waited until the night of

the 21 to publicize it, and whoever conceived the idea of showing

the film on this date is sick enough to think it was a good idea. It is

one that people the likes of Chuck Co/son could appreciate I am

sure. Well, enjoy the anniversary you creeps.

Craig Roche

$170 tax for all unacceptable
To the Editor:

The Administration HAS to be kidding about a $170 tax for all

U.M. students for the upkeep of dorms. Why, in the name of

Jesus should anyone pay for something that they in no way use or

even want?
Iam under 21, and have received an exemption from dorm living

regulations because of financial reasons! / can barely scrape up
the $300 per semester to pay tuition and other enforced fees. To
load another $170 on my shoulders would force me right out of

the university or to pay off loans for the next five years, which is

just totally unacceptable to me. I just could not swing it! I know
there are many others in similar situations. I don 't know where the

administration gets off even CONSIDERING such a thing! No one
has money to pay out for something that they don't even use or

give a shit about.

The other enforced fees are different in that students at least

have the opportunity to take advantage of campus activities, the
Infirmary, etc. They can at least get something from their money
payed out. [All fees should be optional anyway. I A BLANKET fee
of $170? What the hell can an off-campus person get out of
THA 77//// The other fees are also a lot less than $170. Where do
these high rollin' officials think regular people, already hurting
because of lack of good jobs, high food prices, gas prices, book
prices, EVERYTHING prices are going to come up with an "extra"
$170 to pay for absolutely nothing as far as they are con-
cerned!!!!!!!!!!

Let dorm living be optional and those who choose to live there
pay their own damn price!

Sincerely,

Catherine Sherlock

S.P.O.N.G.E. demands MUA time
To the Editor:

After listening to the "Busing Teach-In" on WMUA on
November 19th, we "The Concerned Citizens of Dorchester,

Massachusetts" were pissed off at the biased presentation of this

program. People wonder why there has been such strong

resistance to forced busing in Boston. We demand equal time and

proper representation of the issue at hand.

S.P.O.N.G.E.
[Society for the Prevention of Negroes Getting Everything]

William Dpnovan
Joseph Horrigan

Mark Shea

U.S. should require self help for food
To the Editor:

It might be better for everyone if the poor nations of the world

turned their energies to increasing their food production and
controlling their populations rather than castigating the United

States for hogging the food and resources of the world. If India

has the money to go to war with Pakistan and to build atom
bombs, then it should use that money to reform its pathetically

inefficient agricultural economy and to promote modern birth

control methods rather than beg for American handouts. The

People's Republic of China, with a much larger population and

less arable land, has done just that. Thus, it can be done.

One questions whether increased American aid will help anyone

anyway. Food sent from the United States to Biafra and

Bangladesh rotted on the docks or wound up on the black market

rather than feeding the starving people of those countries. The

same thing happens in other parts of Southeast Asia and Africa.

Frequently the people who steal the food are the political and

military leaders of the countries who are now agitating for in-

creased American aid. Why should we contribute if our gifts will

tmwmmum rumplmmmx*&m wat wrpem
miuw mredmmFROHmmmmmtiMMKiwmtis!

Rocky: A view from fun city
By BENITA PULLARA

When I was growing up in New York, almost

everyone believed in Rockefeller. Even staunch

Democrats, like my parents, voted for "Rocky" as he

was affectionately called. Of course, this was many

years ago, before the exposure of damaging material

that has thrown a dubious light on "Rocky's

character. Even so, I feel I am slightly betraying one of

my childhood values since I sympathize with the ant>

Rockefelller sentiment.

Although at first Rockefeller

seemed like a sufficient choice for

vice-president, mounting evidence

since the nomination has put a

different perspective on the support

of his confirmation. All these

"gifts" that Rockefeller and his

family have generously donated to

public officials and politicians are of

a highly suspicious nature. This

includes the fifty thousand dollars

that Rocky gave Henry Kissinger,

when Kissinger was experiencing

financial difficulties due to a

marriage break-up. The fact that

two hundred thousand dollars from Rockefeller's

family was given to Richard Nixon's campaign fund,

has been revealed at a most inopportune time, for

these days any gift to Nixon's 72 campaign is viewed
skeptically. There are countless other "donations" to

officials and politicians that Rocky might have trouble

explaining.

Most disturbing is the matter of the nearly one

million dollars in back taxes that Rockefeller neglected

to pay. Since Rockefeller is certainly wealthy enough

to afford the best lawyers and tax auditors, it is dif-

ficult to imagine how they could overlook such an

extraordinary sum. Indeed, it is difficult to envision

anyone making such a mistake, unless, of course,

they were looking for every possible borderline case

and loophole that would allow them to pay less taxes.

Even Rocky's offer to remedy the matter by paying

Splitting hairs and a fine
toothed comb.

these taxes cannot erase the unethical overtones of

this inaccuracy.

There was also the problem of the book that author

wrote about Arthur J. Goldberg, who was Rocky's

rival in the 72 campaign for governor. The book,

which was a degrading biography of Rockefeller's

opponent, was supported by sixty-thousand dollars

donated by Rockefeller's brother, Laurence. Many
compare this to the dirty tricKS of the Nixon ad-

ministration, though the initiator of

the book, Jack Wells, denies

Nelson Rockefeller had any in-

volvement.

In addition to the evidence that

has developed in the past months,

there have been several reasons all

along as to why Rockefeller should

not be vice-president. The most

prevalent, of course, deals with

power and its' distribution. When
we think of Rockefeller, visions of

Standard Oil, Eastern Airlines, and

all the many Rockefeller owned or

partially controlled companies

come to mind. We all must consider

if it is possible for a man with these many business

interests to put them aside and do what is best for the

nation. It has been said that the Rockefeller family

owns what may be one of the ten companies that

control the world. Do we really want to give someone
who has this much power any more?

We are trying to recover from the largest scandal in

this country's history. It would seem that what we
need least right now is a vice-president with any hint

of unethical behavior. This just isn't the time to

consider someone who may or may not be guilty of

criminal charges. If Americans are ever to have faith in

their politicians again those who hold high offices

must have reputation beyond reproach. Somehow, it

would seem that Nelson Rockefeller does not possess

this qualification.

Benita Pullara is a Collegian Commentator

Ghetto living at UMass

never reach the hungry?
If the United States continues to give away food without

requiring that the recipient nations institute drastic reforms in

order to become self-sufficient, we will only compound the

problem. The population in the poor nations will continue to grow
at an exponential rate. Eventually the demand for food will exceed
the capacity even of America to produce it. Then you will see real

starvation.

It may be cruel to allow a mother in India, Chad or the Ivory

Coast to starve to death. But isn 't it even more savage to allow her

to go on and have six or eight more children, when there is no
food to feed them? I think so.

Until the poor nations of the world show that they are willing to

really tackle their problems, or until the United States shows that

it intends to demand compliance as a condition for aid, I do not
plan to support relief efforts.

See you at dinner.

Donald F. St. Mary

By RICHARD WRIGHT
A lot of things on campus seem contradictory in

and of themselves. Thousands of young people

gather together at an institution of learning for the

purpose of absorbing the knowledge that has

proceeded us in order that we may function ef-

fectively within the society that has assimilated this

knowledge, and the practices and beliefs this

knowledge dictates. The added dimension of a

University is a partially sheltered testing ground for

new concepts and ideas. A place where scholarly

activity is rewarded as an end unto itself. Research for

it's own sake so to speak. The University is also a

place for group response for or against something
that violates the basic concepts that would have us to

believe that knowledge is worthy of preservation an*
development. Having said all that it occurs to me thai

the undergraduates are not so dissimilar to another
institution in our country. They share many of the

same distinguishing characteristics. Poor housing.
Poor food. Poor health. And a lot of despair at an
inability to do anything about it.

Poverty is often treated as something that is over

there, on the other side of the tracks on the fringe of

our consciousness. In reality it permeates every inch

of campus life. High-rise ghettos multiply the suicide

rate, rapes and assaults, unhealthy refuse disposal,

and general loss of self-esteem and pride. The

residents are subjected to the inevitable personal and

community horrors that tends to dehumanize

everything and everyone who comes in contact with

it.

Poverty is the internalizing of those emotions and

dreams that distinguish humans from the animals. As

your horizons shrink so does the will to see any further

than the next closest moment of happiness that one

can eke out his existence. Fantasies remain just

that, and never mature into aspirations that might

drive one on to grasp his share of the blessings that

abound'for the few at the expense of the many.

There is no worse poverty than that of the student

cheerfully marching into his ghetto to suffer the

miseries of university anonimity for four lonely years.

Before the nations poverty car be chopped away, the

student must overcome his own enslavement.

Richard Wright is a Collegian Columnist.

{
Nat Clark

}

Decent exposure
While re-reading Point of Order, a documentary on the Army-

McCarthy Hearings, yesterday I came to the emotional climax that

always strikes me. Joseph Welch turns to Joe McCarthy in a fit of

frustration saying, "Senator, you have done enough. Have you

left no sense of decency?"

The word decency has always meant a great deal in a civilized

society, and yet it is a concept often overlooked and not acted

upon. In this community we see continual examples of indecency.

When we see a male and female out together in public and one is

obviously mistreating the other we can see that something is

wrong. The concept has come to exist and be revered that it is

"cool" to mistreat one who is somewhat dependent on you. It is

also of course very respected to see how often one can have sex

and with how many different people. What is indecent is that

there are expectations that come with something like the sexual

act which must be dealt with. Decency become a key issue if a

happy resolution is to be reached. Yet people refuse to deal with

these expectations.

Perhaps the greatest area for indecency is the dormitory. Every

day we see cases of people mistreating people. When people

somehow believe that their stereo is their property and that they

can play it as loud as possible at will, indecency is present.

Students should learn in college that living in a community is a

difficult and confining experience. One must accommodate

oneself to the needs of others. This is a university and people have

a lot of work to do. No one should be put in the position of being

forced out of their room regularly due to being unable to con-

centrate with all the noise. Decency demands that before you turn

on or up your stereo that you consider the people around you and

their needs.

Years ago dorm heads and the Dean's Office enforced rules

which were very confining and strict. It was a time of "enforced"

decency. Those times passed and students were put pretty much

on their own. Students have done a pretty poor job of it. We must

return to a situation where decency in the dorms is re-established.

There are many other cases of indecency that we both see and

put up with. When a student is impolite to a dining commons
worker, he or she should have their face slapped; when a student

steals mugs from the Pub he or she should be punished; when a

person is being ugly to another in our presence, we should speak

up. It is time that students realized that having the privilege of

living and interacting with others deserves and requires decency.

Students are not the only people in the world and they should be

learning how to live among others in peace.

We as a university must accept that responsibility now. We as

educated people should be a model of decency and consideration.

Instead we appear like a group of selfish people all rushing for a

goal while stepping on people all the way.

Manners and politeness are not "repressive" concepts but

vehicles that make life alot more pleasant. When someone is polite

to you don't immediately look for an ulterior motive. When
someone holds a door, a coat, or lights a cigarette for you, don't

kick that person, swear at them, or get mad and insulted but learn

to accept and give kindness by habit. Decency is simply the way
of life that is the most pleasant for all concerned.

Nat Clark is a Collegian Columnist

Jerry n Lazar
}

Students: Input or control

Imagine your younger brothers and sisters calling an after-

dinner meeting of your parents, at which all family plans are

presented by your father, elaborated upon and confirmed by your

mother, and then voted upon by the kids. Imagine your little

brother, say, delivering a proposal for what he considers the

proper upbringing of youth, which receives applause and approval

by the rest of your siblings, and is then handed up to mom and

dad in the form of an advisory motion, which must be taken into

consideration when future family decisions are being discussed

and made. Such may be the shape of things to come.

I envision a time in the not-so-far future (before the year 2000

for sure) when such things as "minimum age requirements" will

be a laughing stock of the past. 'Ageism' is getting its start on the

West Coast, with equal rights for senior citizens as its target, and

it won't be long before the under-20 set will be squaloring suc-

cessfully for their fair share too. The obvious setbacks - political

inexperience, economic dependency, and parental dependency —

will be outweighed by a growing educational sophistication and

awareness which has been seeping from universities to high

schools with startling momentum for the past decade. "Ageist"

remarks ("What does he know; he's just a kid") will replace or join

sexist and racist remarks in a nationally piqued consciousness as

downright abhorrent.

The roots for such a movement are here at UMass and on

campuses nationwide where students are demanding input into

decisions affecting where they sleep and eat and what courses

they take and who teaches them and how they are graded and,

when it comes right down to it, control over their own lives.

We've been hearing a lot about these sort of things here in

Amherst lately, and observers of these movements like myself

have been hearing a lot about these sort of thing every year since

our high school days in the late sixties. But the main difference

this year is that talk is being followed by action. For the first time

in my educational career, I witnessed two clashing factions of a

department plead their case last week to the students of that

department, the ordeal ending in a student "advisory" vote.

I refer to the Journalistic Studies department's current internal

dispute and the resulting Academic Affairs Committee —

sponsored meeting to solicit student input in determining whether

or not Journalism majors should be forced into an English major

(as opposed to the previously dubbed "double major"). The

particulars of this episode are not important; what is significant is

that if five students had voted the other way, the vote would have

been reversed and the plans and goals which the head of the

department was hired to achieve and had worked towards for two

years would, if the students' voice was more than a token, be

toppled.

The outcome of that meeting meant a lot to some people and

absolutely nothing to others. But the meeting itself set a

precedent of sorts and was a small sample of things to come, of a

time When more professors will be phoning their spouses in the

afternoon: "Go ahead with dinner without me, hon. I've got to

play 'firing line' with the students tonight."

That meeting was a germinal example of a time when

professors will be evaluated annually by students, and the

evaluations will be more than just a chance for pissed-on students

to get their kicks in; instead, the evaluations will be statistically

compiled and used, if not for firing and-or reprimanding, for

forewarning prospective students. In any case, that meeting was a

preview of a time when formal student input into all academic

decisions is a recognized responsibility of both faculty and

students.

The notorious Wellman Document, issued in 1972, guaranteed

such student participation in academic decisions on all levels, in all

departments, and the Academic Affairs Committee is currently

conducting a survey to determine which departments are abiding

by the Wellman Document and how they are going about it. The

results of the survey are not yet available, but the committee

intends to find out just how much say students have in policy-

making decisions including curriculum reform, grading systems,

and new courses.

"We don't want to be over the faculty," contends Maureen

Barry, a member of the Academic Affairs committee. "We just

want to be equally respected for our opinions."

How times have changed. Six short years ago, a 40-member

student committee was voted into existence by the English

Department faculty and granted the authority to investigate

departmental affairs as they pertained to students, help shape

curriculum, rate teaching effectiveness of professors, and exert

influence on course content. A year later, the committee

disbanded for lack of student interest. Apparently, some members

of that committee - the English Department Undergraduate

Council (EDUC) - felt that the power to recommend and not to

act wasn't enough, and labeled it "tokenism."

Which is what worries me. I'm all for student input into

academic decisions. Maybe we can get rid of some of those self-

serving, self-righteous professors whose mile-long book lists,

weekly exams, 25-page term papers (all for the sake of books-

exams-papers) and mandatory class attendance, were the bane of

my UMass existence. I'm not sure, however, I would want my

classmates to have total control over how and what I am taught. I

have long realized that if there's anyone to whom I am ac-

countable for the quality of my education, it is myself, and

therefore I would be hypocritical if I said I didn't want any part in

choosing my teachers and their teaching methods.

On the other hand, however, I am willing - perhaps too willing

— to adhere to faculty-established curriculum requirements, and I

feel safe rationalizing it with, "they've-been-through it-so-they-

know-what-l-need." Perhaps I'm conditioned into acceptance,

having come from a small high school where course selection was

limited to whether you took Physics before Biology or vice versa.

(By comparison, UMass is to my high school what the Miss

Florence Diner menu is to McDonalds'.) Perhaps I'm too lazy to

figure out how I would change the educational system here and

would rather my teachers did it all for me.

In my case, I would hate to think that, as in the case of the

Journalism Department, the direction of an entire department can

come down to a vote of the students within that department.

That, I think, is dangerous. Conceivably, a minority of students

can lose out if an unpopular but educationally rewarding program

is voted down by their peers.

Student input is one thing; student control is another. Perhaps

I'm premature in forewarning the dangers of the latter, but I'd hate

to see the day when students are so cocky and self assured as to

think they should have or deserve entire control over their

education.

Jerry Lazar is Editor-in-Chief of The Collegian.
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UMass sociology department

selected as research center
The UMass sociology depart-

ment has been chosen to serve as

the national training center for a

new research specialty which in-

volves the evaluation of public

policies in terms of their stated

objectives and unintended con-

sequences.

For each of the next four

summers, UMass will be the site of

an eight-week summer institute

designed to train scholars in new
research techniques.

Beginning in the summer of 1975,

the sociology department will host

a group of 25 graduate students,

Outing club presents lecture

on techniques of survival
Tonight the Outing Club presents Joe Freitus, a special guest lectuer

from Groton, Mass. Freitus is the coordinator of the Outdoor Program for

the Westfield Academy and it is his position to establish survival living

courses at the school.

Through these courses students are introduced to the beauty of the

out-of-doors and taught techniques of survival. The presentation will be at

6:30 p.m. in 101 Campus Center.

1004 - 1100 lb

The student inmate component of the Model Education Program at the

Berkshire County House of Correction has openings for students for the

Spring semester.

The student intern spends 90 days living as an inmate within the con-

fines of the House of Correction. The practicum offers 15 education

credits. Independent study credits may be negotiated in other depart-

ments. There will be a program overview Tuesday evening at /:3U in room
811-815 of the Campus Center. For further information concerning the

program contact Bill O'Leary of 364 Hills South at 256-0602 or Larry Dye of

466 Hills South at 545-0636.

Two weeks in El Salvador

recent doctoral degree recipients,

and established scholars who will

get together to learn and further

develop a variety of skills and

methods to assess policies in such

varied areas as energy con-

sumption, health care, police and

fire protection, and education.
The program will be lead by Peter

H. Rossi, UMass sociology

professor and director of his

department's Social and
Demographic Research Institute.

Associate program directors in-

clude Professors Ronald Ehrenberg

of economics and Sonia Wright of

sociology.

The National Insitute of Mental

Health through its Center on
Metropolitan Studies is supporting

the four institutes with a $300,000

grant.

According to Professor Rossi,

"This is one of several projects

which now mark the University of

Massachusetts as a major national

center of policy research. In

responding to policy issues at local,

state, regional and federal levels,

the department of sociology is

developing a unique combination of

efforts to serve the objectives of

scholarly research and public

service simultaneously."

Wildlife prof, offers fish biology course
Professor Charles F. Cole of the

Department of Forestry and
Wildlife Management will be
conducting a two week January

short-course (Fish Biology 386A-

700A) in El Salvador for students

interested in potential Peace Corps

service in Central America.

This course is designed to in-

troduce potential Peace Corps

volunteers to ongoing fisheries

research and management
programs now being operated

cooperatively by Peace Corps
volunteers and by the Salvadorean

Ministry of Agriculture.

Following an orientation the

students will be split into 2 groups,

Corrections internships open
The program will be lead by Peter

H. Rossi, UMass sociology

professor and director of his

department's Social and
Demographic Research Institute.

Associate program directors in-

clude Professors Ronald Ehrenberg

of economics and Sonia Wright of

sociology.

The National Insitute of Mental

Health through its Center on

Metropolitan Studies is supporting

the four institutes with a $300,000

grant.

According to Professor Rossi,

"This is one of several projects

which now mark the University of

Massachusetts as a major national

center of policy research. In

-responding to policy issues at local,

state, regional and federal levels,

the department of sociology is

developing a unique combination of

efforts to serve the objectives of

scholarly research and public

service simultaneously."

Peer sex education program
seeks Greek area applicants

The Peer Sex Education Program

presently is accepting interested

applicants for participation in the

PSE Program in the Greek Area.

PSEers provide information,

counseling and referral services as

well as set up educational

programming. Developed and
sponsored by the University Health

Service, PSE has provided service

in the Greek Area since fall, 1973.

Selection of new PSEers will be

conducted following personal

interviews held the 2 weeks
following Thanksgiving. Anyone
interested in participating in the 3

credit spring pre-service training

program should call the Health

Education Office at the Health

Services (545 2671) or contact one
of the Greek PSE members.

one group of which will work with

Dr. Cole as he assists in the

Salvadorean mangrove-estuary
assessment program while the

other group will spend a week
working one-to-one with other

volunteers in the country as agents

at Fish Cooperatives, River

Assessment Team members etc. At

the end of the first week, these two
groups will exchange assignments.

The expected cost will be ap-

proximately $250 for group air fare

to and from Kennedy and an

estimated $50 in-country living

expenses. Participants will be
accepted, in so far as ac-

commodations will permit, from

majors in the biological sciences or

in resource areas such as forestry,

fisheries and wildlife. Students

going should have a genuine in-

terest in seeking Peace Corps

Volunteer service following

graduation.

Those interested in further details

should contact -

Dr. Charles F. Cole,

317 Holdsworth Hall (545-2821) or

Peter Phillips (same address). There

will be a need for considerable pre-

planning from now through early

January. The expected departure is

January 18 with a February 1st

return.
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12:45 — Japanese Press Review
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2:00— Borodin: Symphony No. 2
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2:35— Beethoven — Piano Sonata

No. 8 in C
4:30 — Hummel — Trumpet
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5:00 — All Things Considered
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program performed by the Berlin

Philharmonic. College
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

MONDAY. NOVEMBER
25 Horn loda> you ari- noi

one of (hose for whom
(ji'incsl icit y has a great
appeal In fact, your pref-

erence is for life outside the

home and for people outside

the domestic circle For this

reason, it is doubtful if you
will wish to mam at any time
before middle-age when, if

time and fortune act in their

customary ways, you will at

lust mellow enough to be able

to be happily involved in the

domestic scene

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22
Dec 211 - A stimulating

beginning to a new work-week
Don't allow yourself to lake

sides when n conies to an
argument on the employment
scene

CAPRICORN I Dec 22 .Ian

191 - The wise Capricorn will

express his true feelings on a

variety of subjects today.

Refuse to bottle up your
emotions; only frustration can

result

By Siella Wilder

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb
18) — If you are tactful
enough as you make your
request you should be able to

see your wish granted by day's
end. A day in which diplomacy
pays off.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)
— Personal happiness enables
you to bring joy to a number
of people today, particularly to
those who depend upon you
for their well-being.

ARIES I March 21 April 19)
— Social contacts made early

in the day may prove
beneficial to your dealings in

business or profession toward
day's end. Be diplomatic.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
— Be sure to schedule periods
of rest and relaxation through-
out the work day Otherwise,
you may be exhausted by
day's end and miss out on
evening fun.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— Chances for argument with
higher-ups are good. To avoid
difficulties, keep clear of all

who might have opinions
different with yours

CANCER (June 21 July 22l

I'lace a guard on both \our

tungue and vour temper This
iv no time to allow yourself the

luxury of emotional fireworks,

keep responses at a minimum
I.EOUuly 23-Aug 231 - If

w>u neglect to thank those

who have served you well, you
may build up ill will against

yourself Make it a point to be

extra courteous

VIRGO I Aug 2;i-Sept 221

— Complications on the

employment scene may cause
dissension among coworkers
Do what you can to grease the

wheels of progress especialU

Miur own
LIBRA iSept 2:l-Oct 221 -

\n exceptionally good day for

the Libra who accepts the aid

ottered by friends and rela-

tives. There is no need for you
go it alone

SCORPIO t Oct 2:i Nov. 221

You mav be called upon to

explain your own and
another'- behavior todav He
surrinri but mm to the

point ol muddving under-

-landing wnh brevity

1

5

9

14

15

dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson

>WMH'I
ML! iTS-HEYl \M*>

THAT ?\ SOME DKT OVER VoO* UP?!

to OOLDN'T GK£Xa> A, rfcOSTftCHE

CA0>£ |TU TAKE IHKEF TtAfS

Till you CAN EVEN Grtek,

WBttto\

IWTrM

ACROSS
Church
service

Ed'C poem
Utters

abruptly

Ope-atic
highlight

Mature
16 Ciiy ol Japan
17 Three

Musketeers
friend

19 Inclined

20 Zonal
21 Happy

occasions
2 words

23 Furnished
with staff

25 Sober
26 Chilled

28 Crumble
32 Laughed.

sort of

Horse's cry

Seed vessel

Peace
symbols
Recent form
Prefix

Book of maps
45 Appeasers
48 Teeter

50 Asian
country

51 Stenographer

37

38
39

41

42

Informal

54 Plot

58 Lingerers

62 Roof edge»
63 Exceedingly

Archaic

64 La/y

66 Move
'aterally

67 Large book
68 Sea eagle

69 Advance on
wages

70 Cob or pen
71 Changes the

color

DOWN
Call me
Macaw
Temptress
Of the devil

Work Prefix

Bullet sound
Gems

8 French upper
house

9 Status

10 Working 2

words
Actor
TamiroH
Heavy beam
Heavy
drinkers

18 Smart ---.

Conceited
person

-- - 9
|

-. - L -'-

1
- M P T A C

-

L

-
I »

;
j it . 1

1 1

r " ^
.

•7

1

- 1
1

'

. r
I -

I

1

r
—

"
£'*

A

i

. -
"

N .-.

1 V
"

1 r P 1 - - s 1

'

T ••
|

: T" • '.

IJ i
'

1 t I
•

C • I • • I T :

1
;. N

M -'

1

K I "
1 s ft .

\ • -
> 1 N

r^"
1

*

[
-

1

J '

• • - ;

i
•'.

'
:

• - * - :

D II I '. ''

11

12

13

22 Foal s parent
24 Act
27 Rapid descent

29 Have dinner

30 River to the

Elbe

31 Greek letters

32 Resort

centers

I0U '•"

relative

Unemployed
35 A Gabor
36 Tenth Prefix

40 Noblemen
43 Assaults

44 Fabric

46 Aspect

33

34

47 Breathed in

49 Old Eng
letter

52 Lairs

53 "I don't know
when -

55 Each and all

66 Intermediate

Law
57 Feminine

suffixes

58 Carpenter's

tool

59 Arab
governor

60 Invented

61 Igneous rock

65 Bog

DARK, ITJ T^ THE fl* fcnfe THAT

I'VEBEEMACrt&teY FKtntvT«E"

IHSAMEpoF TO.NG.TrWT AKD
ALL T GET ft A KUNED

Kampus Kapers By Kris Jackson

AS u£ L£A\JE VLADIVOSTOK UE HAVE s6£N

MANY
1

OF THE MWtVS cf MODERN CNH*
IZAflOL ImE'ME iSEEN BRINGING HbU

THE FRESinENT'S TKlP \% HE lb

vr
_

i^KED ¥>Y rtGTWN JETUNiEisS, BY
r\6M»S OF HIGHLY rt\IELOPEI>

CoMrJllNlCrVnortS SYSTEMS, INCLUDING

SATELLITES THAT CAh 5£Ni& A TV.

S16NAL Mtpurtb THE vjof^n, K5 TriE^E

TmOc RXjEKFUL LEKfKS MET. EACH

LHOSE COuttTM HAS THE ADVANCED

TECHMtO&Y ID FORrHEK PEACE OR
TD AMrWLME yif*JhJNDl ^

A LOT TO 8E SMD
TOR THE EAKf AGE3|

i

Trf DRVER..N'C».RIZ1U"-': T~. . .\W)« -

'I

1

"..TT«».-r, * sc«M* e*V*rrt «"«--•»
Ij

PI AM IS Va
F m GONNA

LOOK NICE FOR THE

5KATIN6 COMPETITION

MAKCIE, YOU'LL HAVE
TO HELP ME (ikTH

MY HAIR

£\ WELL, PERHAPS life CQViP glftT

OF PULL IT &ACK A LITTLE ON
30TH £IDE£ ffl, AMP FASTEN

IT UlTH (W6R BANPS...

IF IT DOESN'T d£RK OUT.

U)E CAN ALUlAYS TRY
60/WE THIN6 EL$£...

by johnny hart

CO >rt>U REAAEfABQ?
THE DAY X PBDPOS6D
toyou r

DOiP.itwas
THE rWO^T BEAUTIFUL.
rADfWENrOF rWY LIFE-

'

WFCR
12:30 Calendar - A round-up of

cultural events in the area.

12:45 Japanese Press Review
1:00 - Options

2:00 Pedal Point

2:00 Borodin: Symphony No. 2 in

b

2:55 Schoenberg: Chamber
Symphony

3:50 - Liszt: Piano Concerto No. 1

in Eb
4:45 - Bach: Chromatic Fantasy

and Fugue in d

5:00 All Things Considered -

Peabody Award-winning program
that explores beneath the surface

of the news.

7:30 - Que Tal, Amigos?
8:30 - Concert of the Week -

Mendelddohn: Violin Concerto in e;

Bruckner: Symphony No. 3 in d.

Berlin Philharmonic

11:30 Music for Night People

WMUA
This is WMUA's schedule for

today:

The disc jockeys are Marc

Bauman in the morning, Scott

Bacherman from 10-2, Ken Irwin

goes from 10-2 in the morning, and

Jude Kaitz takes you through the

cold night.

Listen to 91.1 FM today for:

8:30 a.m., High Tides, This week
starts with the moon in Aires, be

ready to do things. Jeff Jawer will

explain.

2:00 - 6:00 p.m., Uu/amadrum,

with Brother Charles Mann hosting

music for your soul.

6:20 - 7:00 p.m., Off The Hook,

An informative show which invites

you to call and ask questions or

state an opinion. Eilish Broderick

hosts.

7:00 - 7:15 p.m., Quarter Banana,

15 minutes of poetry-culture.

7:15-10:00 p.m., Flashbacks,

Host Vinny Peruzzi tonight goes

back a decade, to the time when
the late Pres. Kennedy was
assassinated. Join Vinny for the

years 1963 and 1964. Listen for

music, news and sports.

10:15 - 11:00 p.m.. Focus, Ken
Mosakowski hosts his weekly
informative show.

WMUA News is broadcast at 7, 8

and 9 a.m., and at 2, 6 and 10 p.m.

"The Laugh Bag" continues.

Prizes galore as well as a lot of

laughs. Anyone can win, so listen

for details.

Notice

WMUA will be holding

elections for the position of

Station Manager at their next

station meeting. The date is

Tuesday, November 26, 1974,

at 8 p.m. in the Colonial Lounge

of the Student Union.

Attendance is mandatory for

all station members, other

interested people are welcome
to attend.

The Dial Tone
Discotheque

Mon.. Tues.. Wed. Nile* are

BMrNitts 26*
Plus specials on pitchers,

bottles and all drinks.

TIES. N1TE
is Oldies' Nite

THl'RS. NITE
is Ladies' Nite

HAPPY HOI R
every nite. 6-8:30

D.is plav what you »ant to

hear — 7 nite* a week, h 30-

1:00.

Kir. I. North Hatfield

Oance I l<»>i Game Room
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Abortion rulings explained
By USA M. ERDBERG

Staff, Legal Services Office

In 1972 the United States

Supreme Court finally agreed to

reconsider a challenge to restrictive

abortion laws. The decision which it

handed down in January, 1973 —
Roe v Wade, 410 U.S. 113 - ef-

fectively invalidated the restrictive

abortion laws existing in almost

every state, including Massa-
chusetts.

Prior to this case most states had

laws prohibiting abortions unless

necessary to preserve the life of the

mother, or in cases where the

pregnancy was a result of incest or

rape. The Massachusetts statute

(Ch. 272 S 19) was fairly typical of

such laws:

WMUA presents

'Breadbasket'

documentary
On Tuesday, November 26 at

7:00 p.m., WMUA will present

"Breadbasket," a documentary
concerning the plight of the Grain

Belt farmer in America today.

This special pre-Thanksgiving

program, narrated by WMUA
newsman Charles Pellett, deals

with the story and problems of a

small, fertile Kansas farming
community and its people.

Please tune into "Breadbasket"
Tuesday evening at 7:00 on
WMUA, 91.1 FM.

••**•••••••••••••*

J WOODY ALLEN'S J

* "Everything Vou Always *

t Wanted to Know \

About Sox" J
Nov. 26th J

Mahar Aud. — 7,9, 11 *
75c *

*••••*••••••••••*

"Whoever with intent to

procure the miscarriage of

a woman, unlawfully

administers to her, or

advises or prescribes for

her, or causes any poison,

drug, medecine or other

turn to page 13
M i

Smith College Rec. Council

presents:

EDDIE KENDRIX
in Concert at John M. Greene Aud.

AMHERSTC"***
AMITY ST. 253 5426

coiumbm noun p im>h BERNARD VERLEY Z0UZ0U
14 COir QnwMED '"' '"">' " "A sheer delight!"

M COHMMPduMSrnMii

Chloe in the

sCkxcteous
opt* f• '0th X — _ _ ^

<,U°S
TRUF

Sorfi

/ TGdUk&Me
Eves. • Chloe, 7:00— Such a Kid, 8:4}

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $1 00

L

Friday

Dec. 6

8 p.m.

==M W

General Admission

$3.50 in advance

$4.00 at door with I.D.

=H= =K: Jfc

STREISAND
BEDFORD

THE WAY WE WERE i
Hndv

UljrMs Trankcnstcin

The qoriest

and idlest

Frankenstein

ever filmed

7:00

i

1:45

Cflmpus (+ne»ta4

ROUTE 9

AMHERST-HADLEYLINE

Dollar Nights

i Hon. & Tues.

*

*

*

For S10.000 they break your arms
For 120 OOO they break your legs

Axel Freed owes S44.000.

he(5ombl

Television Tonight

Sho«n it 7 I 9

5:30 GREEN ACRES "Home Is Where
You Run Away From.

-

' (18)

VILLm ALhURE (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Here Today, Gone
Tomorrow." (27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "The Return
Of Major Bonacelli " (30)

NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

GILLIGAN'S ISLAND "Gillioan
Goes Gung Ho." (56)

6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH "Acts Of
War." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22) •

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "The
Great Race." (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA "Rich Man, Poor Man."
(40)

STAR TREK (56)

6.30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

ERICA (24)

MOVIE "Target Zero." (27)

BEWITCHED (38)

ZOOM! (57)

6:45 HUMAN GROWTH
DEVELOPMENT (24)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS
WALTER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, Host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
Pills For Purple Parents." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

SPECIAL\ "Treasure Island."

THE SCIENCE AND ART
FOOTBALL (57)

7:30 NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

POLICE SURGEON (8)

WILBURN BROTHERS (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (22) (30)

ANTIQUES (24)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW (38)

POLKA (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING

AND

WITH

"Pink

Garry

(56)

OF

EDITION (57)

8:00 CBS SPECIAL: "Mysteries,

Monsters and Myths." (3)

THE ROOKIES "The Old Neigh-

borhood." (8) (40)

PASTOR'S PERSPECTIVE (18)

BORN FREE "The White Rhino."

(22) (30)

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
"Preservation Hall Jazz Band." (24)

(57)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES (38)

DEALER'S CHOICE (56)

8:30 SAFARI TO ADVENTURE (27)

DINAH' (56)

9:00 MAUDE (3)

NFL MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
GAME (8) (40)

THE OTHER SIX DAYS (18)

MOVIE "Kings Of the Sun." (22)

(30)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

9:00 RHODA (3)

CAUGHT IN THE ACT (24)

PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO "The Son Of Bilko." (27)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

ABOUT THE HOUSE (57)

10:00 MEDICAL CENTER "Three On a

Tightrope." (3)

CHALLENGE OF TRUTH (18)

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK
(24) (57)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

MOVIE "I'll Get You." (38)

HOLLYWOOD'S GOLDEN YEARS
"None But the Lonely Heart." (56)

10:30 CONNECTICUT REPORT (18)

WOMAN "Blue Collar Women."
(24)

PORTUGUESE AROUND US
BEHIND THE LINES (57)

; 1:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS
(22) (27) (30)

CAPTIONED ABC NEWS (57)

11:30 MOVIE "The Sheepman." (3)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN "His Trystring

Place." (27)

LAUGH CLASSICS (38)

11:45 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

12:00 ACTION NEWS (8) (38)

(27)

(18)

I^MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified drop by

the Collegian Ollice between
t JO a m and 3 si p m Monday
Friday
The deadline rl ) 45 two days

before the day your ad is to

appear
The rales are
[in!, S 30 per line"

A . ,.m, S 25 per line*

Monthly "> 20 net ime"

•Tvvn lines on form
approsimafs one lmn

FOR SALE
UMid uuitar* bought and sold

The Guitar Workshop Amherst
,

Carnage Shops 549 1728

Coats Mid. suede I oat midi

riunuarae < out rabbit tur tacket

.mil nnvy blu« 'HHther iBrket Call

Morg.e 546 '649

I tirsrt 165 13 A.th 2 nms 8 S20

end 4 luibi aps tor sunn- 510 Call

Satis SB6 4219 mtter 5 00i

SkM> Spalding: .'05 Siderals
riMiiil.irl, $178 will sell 'or S45 Call

I
I 86.1 9426 Keep '

ailing

W iiiiian Hut* 1 key ivory head
At. hum H nine C to G *75
I'.iiri.k 253 9668

t/w<i 1/0 14 4 pt« used
snosvliraa S20 Good i ondition

Sir 544 6303 4 10

I Slum lues 14 on rims studs
,,si.,l Lot nl S10 ea Jim 546 4567

Used Marl niHtal skis w bindings

I
1

. Buckle boats sue 8M used
i,i, onea e«< cond *50 Poles

4 00 «... ill "l ii 545 0024 a m or 538

/595 |i m

Drums lor srtle »100 5 pr 2 lorn

i, .it ivmhal Good cond
In. Ins. ant 546 5253

TIAC 6010 tape deck Advent
(.i.ilbv Pause and Remote and
P.cmeer CS99 stakes BO over »500

( ill 253 3844 .ifter 5 a Pit

G.irmont Sk< Boots site 7 and
nrie hall >at i ordituin 425 Call

().M,.se 6 1435

fenith . olnr TV 19 e«ce.'ent
ondition S250 Oi.tago.ial

vv,it«r|ieil mi lodes heater Irame
lo.er bag S175 Call 253 5795

Sony TC 66 CassrMte rp. order 2

,,i-1 L,l.e n,.* S60 6 5495

Head K,H ¥ 500 208 CM Marker
« h boots

B O 586 4315

W^a' 50 s Persian Lamh
^(eMe'>t oerfei-t i ondition
B^itf'l satin linod I ,irg*» si/e 545

I eli Sushi bit, 8931

Trtn Pi'eii, 165 14 ".'lidded snow
Itl MGB Wire rims Call 549

.'844

'. •—' J a q u n -
, . I s h • 1

1

,n» (, i
'. IMC ' H O Dave

;,46 9063

12

I 546 8641 S60 00

FOR SALE
Stereo equipment KLH 9 full

range elei. trostatics 2 panels 4550
'•st S1495 I Epicure model 1 power
.imphlier list $650 $450 w full

warranty Revox A77 w extras $460
Sanatii SP 1700 spkrs list over
,1400 $250 Infinity 1001 s pair $90
I'looHHf T 6600 auto reverse tape
ilOCk $200 SAE MK I Praamp FQ
Best offer Call 542 5332 or 542 5336
until 10

New Army sleeping bag Good to

degrees 546 5866 $45

Stuffed animals one half price

$3 $11 Uu to 3 ft Seeing s

believing Keep you warm at

night Good for the erotic minded
Call 584 4731

Sofa matching chair end table
double mattress and bos spring
No phone See at 142 E Britt

Manor after 5

Panasonic SE 990 am fm stereo
radio record changer stereo
i assette Call 546 6925 even $125 or

B O

Revo* A77 reel to reel tape deck
$450 TEAC AN180 Dolby $225
70HM B plus spkr $250 per pair

Call 256 6793 Ask for Letter

AUTO FOR SALE
1960 TR3 TR4 engine Good

sheoe many alias but needs
radiator $500 665 4183

63 V W Sunroof B-est offer

546 9132 184381

68 Fiat 850 for sale Bad engine
.mud body Best offer Call 546
6690

66 Pontiac gd cond $300 Call

756 0278

VW 67 Sunroof runs perfectly

$250 or best o'fer 367 2096 after 6

1965 Volvo 122S wagon $350 549

6944

65 VW i heap Call Jeania 546

6878

66 VW rebuilt engine new tires

brakes trans $600 or best offer

•,H4 8971

68 Impale lustom coupe
.lp|inncl,*t)!p iransp Best offer Dan
.'53 5449

1967 P.ifsi he 912 5 speed reblt

,'ini initials eac i ond (.all eves
753 7731

HADC CkuifaxR
AUTO FOR SALE

66 Mustang 6 cyl 3 spd . new
trans and clutch Sticker Will sell

lor $395 253 7241

66 Chev
runs well
753 7241

4 fir automatic. 6 cyl

Will sell lot first $295

64 Chevrolet Wagon runs well 6

i vl automatic, power steering
$195 253 7241

68 Dodge Coronet, runs fine Will

sell for best offer 256 0141 af

lernoort p m

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1973 Honda 100 CC excellent
ond $400 Call 546 8069

ROOMMATE WANTED

Rmt lor 2nd floor apt in N h

mpton Own rm $80 per mo aft 5

586 4340

Own room in house near
Hampshire College $68 Avail Dec
1 Rich or Dave 256 6090

Interested musicians, new muaic
ensemble situation The dailv

problems of cellists double
bassists tuba. euphonium,
saxophonists trombonists Call

584 6077 between 8 9 p m only

Couple recently married seek

apt in area in $150 to $165 renge
Will consider room with kitchen

priv Bill 545 2304

TRAVEL
SAVE RENT Scenic North

field Attractive 2 and a half rrrtl.,

privacy Single $100 couple $135
Electricity 549 0387

Low price trips to Mexico.
Florida Caribbean Call Campus
Travel 545 0500

Garber Travel Spring Vacation
Program Bermuda $199 plus
Puerto Rico $269 plus. Ft

Lauderdale $149 plus Call Rich at

256 6090

College week in Bermuda March
23 30 $299 plus $25 tax and service
8 days 7 nights Contact Ten
Jones NevJon Ins Aqcy 6 6441
549 3989

Ski the Canadian Rockies
Banff $388 Call Campus Travel
Center 545 0500

PERSONALS
To the Popcorn Kid happv

birthday from 3N Field Good luck

imd best wishes

Robin Have a Happv 20th See
you had nothing to worry about
What are friends for anywayl Love.
Sue AFA

f<
SERVICES

\
FOR RENT

House for rent
liooplsl to fill up a
7049

looking for 2

house Call 584

Furn apts One. two. two and a

half rms Modern, air cond . pool,

parking TV near shopping, utlities

nc Lease to June 197S Amherst
Motel i"pp Zayre'sl

WANTED TO RENT
2 Males for Jan Brltteny Manor

253 7848

Need own rm in apt on but M
Jan 27 May 30 $60 $80 Quiet F

546 7288

Jan only need own room in

apt or house Call Susan 546 7394

Pref on but rt

WANTED
Bob still wants to buy vour ailing

or decrepit car' Any make, model,
year Unload your headache for

fast $ 253 7241

Wanted any bands wishing to

play for publicity on Dec 6 Please
contact Janet 6 5697. Bob 6 5778 or

Ted 6 5694 Please leave a message

Foiksmger wants jobs and agent
Call 546 1133 ask for Wayne

INSTRUCTION

DOG TRAINING Obedience,
problem dogs, protection and
security 549 1342 devt and evea
VALLEY K 9

1964

HI 'M

I New
Can for details

1968 A M(. Jayslin 6ryl auto v

,.,,,( IH0 01 best offer T 549 6423

TO SUBLET

2 br apt . Sunderland on but rt

Avail Dec 1st Call 665 3693 after 6
p m . $206 incl util

Cliffside 2 bdrm $190 per month
includes utilities Jan 1 Sept 1

Cell 665 2829

ROOM WANTED
Male student seeks quiet room

with kitchen near town center Call

549 3793

ROOMMATE WANTED
1 or 7 females to share rm in 2

i.ilrm ,ipt $52 util incl Col Vil

lomi I,"" 756 0596

Anarchist Feminist male 24

wants roommate for 2 bedroom
apt N thhamo $85 Call Jerry 584
2244

To share houte near campus
Please rail 586 2815 Available
l)erember 1

HELP WANTED
Eap waitress. 3 or 4 mornings. 1

9am Alto ptime exp cook Apply
. COACH RESTAURANT Rte 5 and
I 10 Whatelv

Can you draw? Do you have a'

sense of humor? The editorial

pages need five cartoonists to do
campus humor Call Dean Tucker
5 3500

Person wanted to clean
professional office in Amherst 10

to IS hours a week 266 8133

RIDE WANTED
To Boston lEiton John concert!

Nov 20 Call Snellev 6 8419

2 women need ride to L A Dec
26 Share $ and drive 6 5798 or 6
5838

To Michigan Thanks GV Susan
253 7725

To Ithaca. Elmira Corning Wed
a m or later Will pev help dnve •

Cell Mickie 253 9524 evenings

To Jaa . Fla around Dec 21 Will

share eapense and driving Call685
4214

RIDERS WANTED

Space for 1 or 2 more Express
ven trip Calif Leaving end finals

raiurn before next semester Call
253 2681

Riders wanted to Wash D C 11
27 74 Call Chas 253 3059

PERSONALS

Clothes' Worn one time or not at

all sis 11.12.13 Shoes sit 9
and 10 some nerrow I nd $ for

next sem and will sacrifice at 80

percent off orig cost Jenn 6 7467

Jack Leaman and Company All

prepared for 1974 75? We are 1 Good
luck next Friday in Sptld WE LL BE
THERE' The Midcourt Madmen

Jan and Stan Thank you for

the good news Best wishes 1 With
Love. Amy.

Jack two days later happy
birthday, many, many happy days
it s been years now. you know, and
hope it ttayt lor gettl happv > like

you torn suaan.

Laurel The frigid, rigid and
neurotic Swede you re great
Love. Kurt

Need home for male altered cat
for over intersession Will make
financial arrgt Call Andrea 546
7415

HOP BROOK COMMUNE GAY
PEOPLE In the country P O Boa
723. Amherst

Chicken Little was a Freemason'
Palm stoops to conquer 1 Deatn to
Freemasons

To all the wonderful Mr Greek
reps Many thanks from the Sister*
and Pledges of Sigma Delta Tau
Sorority

LEARN FRENCH IN FPANCE
Intensive semester program at
Chateau in Normandy Equivalent
two years college French credits
U of Caen For inf call 253 9995
mornings up to 11. evenings bet 7

10 exc Thursdays

Syer Here s your personal
Better late than never Happv
Rirthday DMB

Auto Body Co Complete body
repair Custom painting, inturance
estimates Located on 476 Hedley

586 0573

Passport Photos' Fast service
reasonable prices Call Chris at 546
9534 or Dick at 5 2642

Datsun. Toyota Volvo and
domestic automobiles repaired and
maintained at reasonable prices
Plenty of experience and equip
ment Phone Russ Baca 586 1227

Profettional guitar repairs by
guitar maker Michael Millard.
Mon . Wed . Frl. at The Guitar
Workshop Amhertt Carriage
Shopt 549 1728 Free ettimatat.

Passport Photos Call J oa. nights
at 549 6598 24 hf service

Recycled Tires " Firestone
Town and Country retreads Same
rubber and treads as new tires.

Guaranteed life long FREE
replacement if they ever fail for any
reason Low as 2 for $26 (exchange
plus taxi LEON S TIRES New
used summer and snow (Rear! 291
Federal next to McDonald's. Gfld
773 8838

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob
will still fix it right No iob too
small Foreign or domestic No big

overhead 253 7241

Passports - Fast service Lang's
Photo Hours 9 6 Tel 263 314*

Campus Clubs and
Organitationa, Do you want tp
publish high quality nawslattar.
pamphlet, mnga/me or booklet???
Let the Message Company help
you write, layout, design and print
it'l Reasonable faes. Contact Jerry
at 263 9869 for information.

Lost A black 3 fold wallet with
credentials and important papers
Lost near Worcester Commons
Please call John at 649 0699 or

return to Lost and Found No
questions asked

Lost Sm gray male cat. red
collar Nothern Sunderland 665
4609 RWD

CALCULATORS
Calculator Sale - Collage

Calculators offers lowest prices
anywhere All models available'
Texas Inst . Hswall Packard,
Unicorn All machines new and
guar with 2 month raplacamant
warranty Before you buy a
calculator, call me I can beat any
price anywhere Look for my
posters eround campus for details.

Than call Bob Crowed at 649 1316
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Table Tennis Supplies

balls, Paddles, Nets

A. J. Hastings

45 S. Pleasant St.

AMHERST, MASS.

BEGINNERS BALLET .

Guest artists of Southwest Theatre
Ensemble will be doing a ballet class tonite
at 5:30 in Fellowship Hall Wesley
Methodist Church 365 N. Pleasant St.

Attendance is limited so please register by
calling 5-1552.

BOARD OF HIGHER ED. SCHOLAR-
SHIPS

Many (not all) of the general and honor
scholarships for the fall semester have
been received from the Board of Higher
Ed. Any student whose semester bill has
been otherwise paid may pick up his-her
award after 11-25 at the Bursar's Office in

Whitmore.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
The Christian Science Organization on

this campus maintains a study room in

Goodell Library (main floor) where there is

literature on Christian Science as well as
Bibles and the Christian Science Textbook.
All are welcome!

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
Meeting tonite at 6:15, rm. 911 CC. All

are welcomel
COMMUTERS MEETING
Commuter Assembly Executive Council

turn to page 14

Ski The French Alps
— EARN TWO CREDITS—

Details at UMass Ski Club Meeting

Tues., Nov. 26

8:00 p.m.— Thompson 102

EVERYONE INVITED

Supreme court rulings had impact

on Massachusetts abortion laws

CHARCOAL BROILED

SIRLOIN STEAK 12 «.

Broiled Halibut
Broiled Swordfish
Broiled Haddock in cream sauce
Sauteed Shrimp "New Orleans" style

Sauteed Chicken Livers

'3.75

3.50

3.75

3.25

4.50

3.50

I
CURRIED SHRIMP AND EGGS u

All dinners include choice of soup or salad, potato and vegetable

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 fc$ Serving Dinner

5 - 8:30 p.m.

cont. from p. 12
noxious thing to be taken

by her or, with the like

intent, unlawfully uses any
instrument or other means
whatever, or, with like

intent, aids or assists

therein, shall, if she dies in

consequence thereof, be
punished by imprisonment
in the state prison for not

less than five nor more than
twenty years; and, if she
does not die in con-

sequence thereof, by
imprisonment in the state

prison for not more than

seven years and a fine of

not more than two
thousand dollars."

Hospitals usually had a board to

approve requests for so-called

therapeutic abortions. If a woman
could get three doctors acceptable

to the board to certify that the

SKI CHAM0NIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545-2801

abortion was necessary to preserve

her health, she could obtain an

abortion. In practical terms, this

meant that a more affluent woman
was able to obtain an abortion fairly

easily, as she could usually find a

co-operative psychiatrist and two
other doctors who would state that

continuation of the prevnancy to

term would endanger her health —
in this case usually her mental

health. This involved a fair amount
of hassle and there was always the

risk the board wouldn't approve the

request, but an affluent woman
was certainly in a preferred

position.

The Supreme Court's decision in

Roe v Wade opened the way for all

women to have access to such
abortions. The Court established a

timetable to govern the extent to

which the State legislature can

regulate abortions: during the first

trimester the State cannot interfere

at all -- the decision and its im-

plementation are left totally to the

woman and her doctor; during the

second trimester the State may
make reasonable regulations

regarding the performing of

abortions, provided such
regulations are related to the

woman's health — e.g. requiring

ONLY THE NAME IS THE SAME

BRITTANY MANOR
Now court-appointed management, on site, professional

personnel and maintenance staff.

GUARANTEED security deposits held in an interest bearing
escrow account.
Only one month deposit required with 4 months or more lease

available from Feb.-May.
All-modern conveniences, tennis, 2 pools.

FREE UMass bus service from property.
Large, one, two, three bedroom apartments from S200.00.

Call 256-8534 (or take the free bus).
Summer rentals available at reduced rates.

Rent now and save! Rent an apartment for second semester
and get $25.00 off your first month's rent!

DEALING STRAIGHT - A PLEASANT CHANGE!

sHWAUINHVM/UK ?
\HOL"( \ nrvFUOAlf OP «>t SOlO r^* i ( f •JTrf»r*TTS auw*w«;

Al Of- rt »(»|| i k.mTfo P«*ftieet. Meaftrti TO ft* FBCtU&iVI Of CI
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nov* AHBPOQT
t>V A'thor Hattcy

AIRPORT 1975

:*( m: I J> <« 7::io-»::tn

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
f AR AHEAD OF ITS TIME

EXPERIENCE IN TOW*'

BEST AUDIO VISUAL

IrV.il.im Wall Cu*

AFTER ANDY WARHOL'S "FRANKENSTEIN:.

'<»

K\rv
:3t-l:M

andy Warhols'

DRACULA
PAUL MORRISSEY

NO ONE UNDER 1* ADMITTED

The Trial

Bill" Jack
ii;

SEE A0 ELSEWHERE
ON THEATRE PA6E
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that they be performed in hospitals;

in the last trimester the State may
impose substantial restrictions on

the right to abortion, even to the

point of prohibiting abortions

altogether unless necessary to

preserve the woman's life or health.

The Massachusetts legislature

passed a law which was to go into

effect on November 1 requiring

parental consent for abortions for

women under eighteen. A federal

district judge enjoined the en-

forcement of that statute, so that

the young women involved were

able to obtain abortions in time.

There will be a hearing by a three-

judge federal panel on the con-

stitutionality of that statute. In at

least one other state a similar

consent statute was held not to

comply with Roe v Wade.
In an extremely controversial

case the Massachusetts Supreme
Judicial Court ruled that a husband
and potential father had no right to

prevent his wife from obtaining an

abortion. This issue was explicitly

left open by Roe v Wade.
While the Supreme Court's

decision made safe abortions far

more available, poor women once

again are finding themselves in a

less favorable position. While
Medicaid pays the costs of carrying

a pregnancy to term, many states

are refusing to make medicaid

payments for abortions. Some of

these cases are now coming into

the federal courts. In addition,

currently there is a movement in

Congress to include in the Social

Security appropriations a provision

forbidding the use of those funds

for abortions.

Finally the whole notion of a

woman's right to abortion is

continuously under attack, backed

by a powerful lobby, in both state

legislatures and the national

congress. What many people see as

basically amounting to a women's
right to make her own difficult

decision in a tough situation is seen

by many others as a fundamental

question of morality, to be

legislated and imposed on all.

Sports

hotline

5-3500

Film Times
AMHERST CINEMA -
Chloe - 700
Such A Kid - 845

CALVIN -
Easy Rider - 7 00

5 Easv Piecee - 845
CAMPUS CINEMAS -
The Way We Were - 7:00 9:15

Frankenstein - 700-845
Garner - 7 00 9 00

MT. t . . ,S4-
Groo e Tube - 4 46-6:15 7:45-

9 15

Sound Of Music - 5:00 8 15

Juggernaut - 500-700-915
Trial Of Billv Jack - 6:46-9:00

SHOWCASE
Fantasia - 7 15920
Longest Yard - 7:30 9 45

Billv Jack 700 10 00

Dracula 7 30 9 30

Airport 1975 - 7 30 9 30

Harry ft Tonto - 7:30-9 50
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Leon Thomas - a musical experience
By BLACK NEWS SERVICE

Opening the concert Stan Kinard stated,

"The New Africa House Steering Committee

is proud to present Leon Thomas for the

cultural enlightenment and edification of the

community". In the course or his per-

formance Brother Leon aptly demonstrated

that he had in fact come to enrich our

musical experience.

Many folks are unfamiliar with Leon

Thomas, because he has consistently

refused to commercialize his work hence

becoming a cult figure. This limited exposure

rebounds to the detriment of folks unaware

of Leon Thomas, for he is definitely an ex-

citing artist both live and on recordings.

The performance began with a pair of

selections from the rhythm section which if I

may say, would have provided a good

evenings entertainment themselves. The

tunes allowed the group to expose their

abilities, the solos were strong and the

audience was receptive. The strength of the

introduction signalled to me that this was the

best acoustics system I had ever heard at

Bowker and I prepared for Leon Thomas.

Leon opened the first set with his vocal

arrangement of Horace Silver's "Song for

My Father" proceeded into "Shape Your

Mind to Die", "Love Each Other" and tunes

from his previous albums. Leon's style is

remarkable, vocally the brother has been

described a yodeller, but that is a restrictive

definition that could never reflect the

complexity of his music. Infact Leon Thomas

whistles, moans, yodels, laughs, screeches,

cries, raps and just sings his heart out. Leon's

rendition of "You are the Sunshine of My
Life" had me thinking of my sunshine.

An important facet of Leon's performance

is the percussion arrangement. Appearing

with Leon were two master percussionist

Black Affairs

Sonny Murray and Baba Feme. Leon

Thomas is one of the bonafide pioneers in

the use of the percussion instruments from

the cultures of the world. Many artists

currently dealing heavily with percussion owe

dues to Leon Thomas for creating an at-

mosphere of acceptance for this idion.

The second set was for me a journey of

recognition into the music of a giant. I

thought that many people who missed the

concert due to unfamiliarity with brother

Leon would be saying "He's the brother who

made that tune." Leon performed "China

Doll", "Boom Boom Boom", "Pieces" and

"Creator Has a Master Plan" to the hap-

piness of me for one and the audience as a

whole.

It would be remiss not to list the personnel

in Leon's group: Neal Preque, piano; Merwin

Brunson, bass; Sadiq Rahman Shabazz,

drums; Black Arthur, alto sax.

I enjoyed the show and applaud New

Africa House for presenting Leon Thomas

who justly deserves the recognition. Using a

term that I never really understood, but in my

relations with words defines Leon Thomas is

purist; mainly because in the context of his

music he does purely whatever is his desire

to do.

Fast revenue:Where did the money go?
By BLACK NEWS SERVICE

Last Friday the benevolent

assistant director of the university

food services Arthur Warren agreed

to donate .75 cents for every meal

ticket stub that was not used,

according to Thursdays Collegian.

Now the average cost of a meal

in the dining commons is about two

commentary
dollars and fifty cents. Elementary

substraction reveals that there

should be one dollar and fifty cents

left remaining. The question is

posed, where does that $1.50 go?

One would think that folks were

generous enough to donate $2.50

to Oxfam America they would

receive change from their money.

In which case all those who-NOT

FASTED-but did not go to the

dining commons yesterday should

expect to be reimbursed $1.50 from

the UMass food service dept.

Failing that, one would think that

it should go to some other form of

third world representative project,

better yet why not send the whole

thing to Oxfam-America. I know

that the residents of the Columbia

Point project in Boston would sure

appreciate such a donation towards

operating their alternative school,

so that they wouldn't have to get

their heads busted bothering them

nice white folks in South Boston,

and it wouldn't leave you liberal

white folks embarrassea about the

actions of your brothers.

cont. from p. 13

meets tonite at 500 in Commuter Lounge.

All are welcome.
DINNERS FOR TWO

Raffles are now available on CC con-

course and throughout campus offering

marvelous romantic dinners for two at fine

restaurants throughout the area.

DOORS
to vour mind can be opened like the

pages of SPECTRUM we are vour vehicle

of expression-send vour grev matter to rm.

407 S.U.
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION.

meeting tonite at 7 p.m. in Council

Chamber rm. 423 S.U. Discussion of

revision of "The Sleeping Pill" and
suggestions for Spring lecture series

program. Also feedback from the Public

Relations sub-committee meetings of the

Energy Conservation Committee meeting.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
meeting tonite at 6;30 in rm. 102 CC.

Manv projects to be discussed Christmas

notions workshops to be held afterwards.

Bring materials

GSS MEETING
Graduate Student Senate meeting will

be held on Mon. 1 1 -25 at 6:30 p.m. in CC.
163.

INTER -VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

Meeting in CC. 811 at 7:30. Romans 8

will be studied. Come and fellowship with

us in the Lord!

MICROPROCESSORS
"Survev of Microprocessors", Prof.

Robert Glorioso. Dept. of Electrical and
Computer Engineering UMass. Grad
Research Center T 1, Tuesday 11:15 a.m.

NUCLEAR POWER PEOPLE
Meeting tonight in CC 177 from 8:30 -

9:30. Don't forget vour questions.

OPEN MEETING
Anyone interested in working on the

To those of you who gave up

your meal ticket yesterday I have a

question, why did you do it? You
might all have different answers but

none of you, I am sure, would give

up your meal ticket to make a

$5,000 donation to the universities

food service. Maybe I am wrong, it

:mmm;mm;m-w™&>&&$? ««•-*:I*™™
"Next thing you know you see

something on your semester bill

summarizing that you have agreed

to donate one meal ticket per

semester to some third world

cause, while they pocket the dif-

ference."

really did not realize that they

would be profiting once again at

the expense of third world people,

not to mention at your expense and

generosity. If it is an oversight I

expect that you will immediately set

in motion such actions that will

remedy the mistake.

Seems to me tnat if you let this

stand the way it is the university is

going to think that they can get

away with anything. Next thing you

know you see something on your

semester bill summarizing that you

have agreed to donate one meal

could be a tip for the delicious

meals and wonderful services they

have performed.

Now I am just wondering if this is

an oversight on your part, that you

notices

Bitch Box" or other communication
functions can attend this mind expanding
session free food and liquor.

ORIENTATION MEETING
UYA Center for Experimental Education

will hold its orientation meeting, Monday
at CC 907 at 7 p.m.

OUTING CLUB
Special meeting tonight at 6:30, CC

101. Come hear Joe Freitus speak or

Outdoor Survival. It will be interesting.

PRE DENT CLUB
The newly formed UMass Pre Dent Club

will hold its first meeting, tonight at 8 in

CC. 803. All welcome.
PRE MEDICAL OFFICE

Pre Medical Advisory Committee
(Dental. Veterinary) has moved to

Goessmann 206. New phone number is

545 3674

PRE MED FINANCE COMMITTEE
Meeting for members and those in-

terested in loining on Tuesday at 7:30, 19th

floor lounge of John Adams Tower.

PRE VETS
Past President and now Veterinary

student Jim Flemming will speak and give

slide show today at 7 p.m. in CC 917. Be
there.

SAILING CLUB
The last meeting of the semester will be

tonight at 7 p.m., CC. 904-908.

SKIERS
Used and new ski Sale is coming, Dec.

5, 6, 7 at Watts Complex -CC Equipment
drop off Dec. 2, 3, 4 from 10-4 CC
Concourse.
SKI CLUB

Meeting of the UMass Ski Club Tuesday

at 8 p.m., Thompson 102. Used Ski Sale,

will be discussed. Door prizes, new
membership taken

Make A Gift!

BEADS— EARWIRES— RAWHIDE
CANDLE WAX— WICK— SCENT

THE MERCANTILE
9 E. Pleasant, Amherst

GIFTS— TOYS— CARDS

CLOTHING at Lower Prices

JEWELRY - MUGS- PLANTERS

ticket per semester to some third

world cause, while they pocket the

difference. That's not a bad idea,

just make sure that what you
donate is what «s received.

Now I know how you all don't

like anyone taking advantage of

you, you always say how much that

"pisses you off." I guess if you
don't do anything about this it

means you condone the act cause it

doesn't "piss you off."

That's a shame, if thats the case,

I kinda thought you were a little

more aware.

STOCKBRIDGE ALUMNI
Class of 1970, reunion times is coming

up fast We need complete up to date

addresses in order to pass on the details.

Please bring or send yours to J. E. Wheeler
c-o STK Office, Stockbridge Hall, UMass,
Amherst, Ma. 01002.

SUPPORT BOSTONS BLACK COM
MUNITY

Emergency committee for a National

Mobilization Against Racism on Dec. 14,

mtg. tonight to build support in the

Amherst area in CC at 8. Check list for

room.
ATTENTION WOMEN SKIERS

There will be a meeting of all women
interested in becoming members of the

Women's Ski Team. We desperately need
new members. So please come and
support your school. Tues. 6 p.m. in

WOPE Lounge.
YEAR ABROAD

Meeting Tues: from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. in

the 3rd fir. lounge of Herter for students

interested in learning about the Year of

study in Paris of 1975-76. Prof. John
Macombie will explain and answer
questions.

FOUND
1 Lady's Timex watch near the Grad.

Research Bldg. Only half of the black wrist

band is attached. If yours, contact 546-

5818 Ask for Tom.
LOST
Chem III Notebook and Rhetoric

notebook, Franklin Dining Commons 11-21

lunchtime, Diane Skomre, 704 C Brown 6-

5830
Female Irish Setter, tan collar and recent

cut above eye. I have borrowed this dog
from mv voung cousin and must return

before Thanksgiving. 6-8280.

Breakfast 24 Hrs.

Juice

2 Eggs

Homefries

Coffee
99c

Also — sandwiches, dinners and creamy rich

country style ice cream — no artificial flavors.

Tues.-Sat.— 24 hrs.

Sun. and Mon. till 1 1 p.m.

168 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

253-2291

Take Out Service

Station Meeting

WMUA
Election for Station Manager

all Third World People and women are encouraged to

attend

Tues., Nov. 26 at 8:00

in the

Colonial Lounge
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Pats capitalize, subdue Colts
BALTIMORE ' \UPI[ - Jjm

Plunkett passed to a linebacker
turned Pass Receiver John Tanner
for one touchdown and plunged for

a second to lead New England to a
27-17 win over the Baltimore Colts
Sunday and keep alive the Patriots'

flickering hopes for a playoff berth.

Ending a three game losing

streak, the injury-plagued Patriots

took advantage of two big breaks
after a scoreless first period to
saddle Baltimore with its ninth loss

against two wins.

After Patriots' linebacker Rodrigo
Barnes recovered a fumbled Dunt

by Cotton Speyrer at the Colts' 17,

tiny running back Mack Herron
slashed three ties to the Baltimore
two.

The Pats, who have lost a flock

of pass receivers to injuries, then
sent in Tanner, who lined up as an
eligible receiver and snared a two-
yard toss from Plunkett for the first

score.

After Toni Linhart kicked a 25-

yard filed goal to narrow the Pats'

lead to 7-3, New England got a

second break when Colt defender
Nelson Munsey was called for pass
interference at the Baltimore one.

Plunkett climbed over a stack of

defensive linemen to score on a

quarterback keeper.

John Smith added a 34-yard field

goal just before the intermission

and the Pats led 17-3.

Midway through the third

quarter, Colt halfback Lydell

Mitchell scampered 31 yard for a

score to bring Baltimore to within

seven points.

But Herron dived one yard for

touchdown in the final period and

Jack Mildren intercepted a Marty

Domres pass and returned it 41

Ohio State voted to bowl
CHICAGO (AP) - The Buckeyes of Ohio State, for

an unprecedented third straight year, will carry the Big
Ten colors in the Rose Bowl game New Years Day
when they play Southern California.

The decision was reached Sunday after a secret
ballot of conference athletic directors following Ohio
State's 12-10 victory over Michigan Saturday, which
left the two teams tied for the conference cham-
pionship.

Each athletic director was given a ballot with 10
choices. Each made a selection and then turned in the
unsigned, but sealed ballot.

Conference Commissioner Wayne Duke and a
conference attorney then counted the votes before
announcing Ohio State the winner. Duke did not
reveal details of the voting.

The only thing anyone can be sure of is the vote
had to be an Ohio State majority. If it had been a 5-5

tie, then Michigan would have been selected since
Ohio State last represented the Big Ten in the Rose
Bowl.

Duke said there was no set criterion for the voting.
Each athletic director made his own decision after a
discussion and a review of movies of Saturday's
game.
Asked if the conference would change its

procedures to determine the Rose Bowl team from
"most representative" to a hard set of rules, Duke
said, "We have a committee which constantly reviews
our policy." All 10 teams were on the ballot because
each was eligible to be selected.

Duke added that there is some sentiment for

allowing Big Ten teams to go to more than one bowl,
but there are "many factors involved."

It was the second year of voting heartbreak for the
Michigan Wolverines who were shut out of the Rose
Bowl last year following a 10-10 tie with Ohio State.

Jets upset Miami
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Joe

Namath fired a 45-yard touchdown
stiike to tight end Richard Caster

with 5:05 remaining Sunday to lift

the New York Jets to a stunning 17-

14 upset over the mistake-prone
Miami Dolphins.

Namath's touchdown pass came
only 1:38 after Bob Griese had put
Miami ahead 14-10 with a six-yard

swing pass to Jim Kiick.

A pass interference penalty
against Miami's Tim Foley gave the

Jets possession on the Dolphins' 45
and on the first play Namath fired

to a wide-open Caster over the

middle and he raced to the end
zone untouched for the winning
score.

Namath threw three yards to

Caster in the second period to give

Now There's A Difference At Mt. Sugarloaf!

Court-appointed management with resident manager.
GUARANTEED security deposits held in an interest bearing escrow

account.
ONLY one month security deposit required with 4 month or more
lease.
Located on FREE UMass bus line.

Dishwasher, self-cleaning range, disposal, air-conditioner, and
plenty of closet space.

Two bedrooms at $220 - ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED.
Conveniently located on Rte. 47 off Rte. 116.

Call 665-3856 ... or take the free bus.
Rent now and savel Rent an apartment for second semester and

get $25.00 off your first month's rentl

Take A Few Minutes To See The Difference!

the Jets a '7-0 halftime lead and
Griese tied the score with a six yard

scramble early in the third period.

Rookie Pat Leahy gave New York a

10-7 lead early in the fourth period

with a 34-yard field goal before

flanker Nat Moore threw 31 yards

to Paul Warfield at the Jets' six and
Griese put Miami ahead four plays

later.

The victory was the Jets' third in

a row and fourth against seven

losses. The loss dropped Miami to

8-3.

The Jet Defense played its best

half of the season in the first two
periods, holding Miami to just 60

yards and two blown scoring

opportunities prevented New York

from breaking the game open.

Pro scores

Buffalo 15 Cleveland 10

Detroit 34 Chicago 17

Washington 26 Philadelphia 7

St. Louis 23 NY Giants 21

Cincinnati 33 Kansas City 6

NY Jets 17 Miami 14

Dallas 10 Houston
New England 27 Baltimore 17

Green Bay 34 San Diego
Los Angeles 20 Minnesota 17

Denver 20 Oakland 17

San Francisco 27 Atlanta

Correction
The hockey player in the page 12

photo in Friday's Collegian was not
Steve Nims, but Tim Howes who
wears number eleven.

CALIFORNIA

MOTORS

586-1841

Repairs

We love BMW-Fiat-
Jaguar and some other
imported cars.

' M i 'i'r i v . ir .
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yards to set up a 28-yard field goal

by Smith that iced the game.
Domres engineered the Colts'

best sustained march and capped
the 76-yard drive by diving the final

two yards for the last score of the
day.

The Patriots, who got a club
record 57th punt return of the year
from Herron, upped their record to
7-4. New England trails Miami and
Buffalo, co-leaders in the Eastern
Division of the American Con-
ference, by one game.

Inching through a sea of bodies, Pats' quarterback
Jim Plunkett sneaks over goal line for touchdown in 27-

17 victory over Baltimore. Win kept New England
playoff hopes alive. upi Teiephoto

Harris lifts Rams
LOS ANGELES (UP/I - James Harris found veteran Jack Snow all

alone in the end zone with an eight yard pass with 1:14 left Sunday to give

the Los Angeles Rams a come-from-behind 20-17 victory over the Min-

nesota Vikings.

Behind 17-6 after three quarters, the Rams rallied behind'the passing^ of

Harris in the last period to pull out their eighth victory in eleven starts. They
moved to within a New Orleans loss to Pittsburgh Monday night of clin-

ching their second straight NFC West Championship.

Harris, who suffered an ankle injury when tackled by Alan Page early in

the third quarter, hit ten straight passes in the fourth quarter to lead the

Rams to two touchdowns to overcome the Vikings' seemingly in-

surmountable lead.

Ending a five-game losing string to the Vikings before a crowd of 90,266,

the Rams bottled up Minnesota quarterback Fran Tarkenton, who com-

pleted 16 of 26 passes for 219 yards and one touchdown in the first half.

Los Angeles' winning touchdown drive started with only 3:53 left to play

and consumed 69 yards in 7 plays.

The Rams, after a seven-yard punt return by Cullen Bryant, started on

their own 31 and went all but six of the 69 yards on Harris passes. Snow's

touchdown catch was his seventh reception for 91 yards in the hard-

fought game.

B's down Canucks, 7-4
BOSTON \UP/\ - Phil bsposito

and Don Marcotte scored two goals

each Sunday night as the Boston

Bruins defeated the Vancouver

Canucks 7-4 in a National Hockey

League game.
The loss snapped Vancouver's

unbeaten string at seven games

while the Bruins extended their

winning streak to five.

Walt McKechnie put the Bruins

ahead 1-0 on an unassisted goal at

4:44 of the first period and

Esposito's power play goal at 19.28

gave the Bruins a 2-0 lead.

After a power play goal by AB B
Demarco, Marcotte got the first of

J nat
his two when he deflected a shot by g racer wj| | speak at a Five CoMege

1 £ Sailing Club banquet hosted by the

8 UMass Sailing Club. It will be held

/ Dec. 6, at the TOC at 8 p.m.

t Con act Philip Sudenfield, 546-

f °641. or Professor Scott, 545-2441,

£ nfore November 25th. s

Al Sims at 8:43 of the second

period.

In the third period, the teams

broke loose for seven goals.

Esposito and Marcotte each scored

once more. Also scoring were

Gregg Sheppard and Terry O'Reilly

for the Bruins, and Don Lever,

Andre Boudrias and Garry

Monahan for Vancouver.

Notice
John Collins, UMass grad and)

competitive sailboat!

SKI CHAM0NIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545-2801
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BC humiliates UMass, 70-8
Tenant assoc. requests more info on finances

By STEVt DECOSTA
Sports Staff

Fred Steinfort approached the

football. His left foot sank deep into

the pliant pigskin, sending it ar-

ching lazily toward Bill Coleman

behind the goal line.

Coleman gathered it in two yards

deep, started his jets, and began

racing straight upfield.

Roger Reddick, steaking up the

sideline on the coverage team, saw

his opponent break toward the

middle, and angled in himself.

Reddick met Coleman at the 18

yard line, blindsided him, and the

ball popped loose. Steve Sciaballa,

right on top of the play, landed on

the fumble. For all intents and

purposes, the games ended right

there, even though it was only the

first play of the contest.

The Boston College Eagles went

on to score that time and the next

five times they had possession to

roll up a 42-0 first half lead and, in

the end, hand UMass its worst

humiliation since 1956, 70-8.

"The special team and offensive

mistakes were the key," said

UMass coach Dick MacPherson

after the debacle.

The Minutemen fumbled six

times, losing five, and threw three

interceptions, allowing more than

enough leeway for the potent Eagle

offensive machine to operate.

But somehow the real key was
more intangible than that. BC
roamed the gridiron with reckless

abandon, looking mechanized in

pursuit of points and red shirts

carrying the ball.

"They're extremely well-

coached," said MacPherson, but

somehow, it was even something.

more than that. They were simply a

squao that belonged together,

adept at maiming, brutalizing,

destroying, carrying the football

into the end zone.

Obviously, as the score indicates,

the game was absurdly one-sided.

The Eagles picked up 477 yards in

total offense while holding UMass
to just 162. The vaunted
Minuteman running attack was
held to 30 yards ir. 36 attempts, not

exactly a respectable average.

Overall, the Eagles only punted

three times during the afternoon (all

in the second half) and made only

one mistake, a fumbled punt, that

led to the sole UMass score.

John Romboli got off a very

short fourth quarter punt and short

man Reddick attempted to field the

ball on the run, but it skittered off

his fingertips and was fallen on by

Don Sokolnicki.

Pete Colton, the third in a string

of UMass musical quarterbacks,

wanted to go on top right away, but

his bomb to Ron Williams was short

and the freshman had to come back

and catch the ball while on his

knees at the BC 13.

After being sacked for a loss of

eight, Colton was again under

pressure but eluded the blitz long

enough to find Lee Harriman open
in the corner of the endzone.

But it was only a drop in the

bucket compared to what the

Eagles were up to.

Keith Barnette kept up his

phenomenal scoring pace with

three touchdowns. The markers

gave him 122 points for the year

and kept him well in the running for

the national collegiate scoring

championship.
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Minuteman running back John Romboli (36) falls victim to a sure B.C. tackle

made by Alex MacLellan (37) as UMass ground game managed by 30 yards in 36

attempts.
Minutemen by far their best field

position of the day. But ap-

propriately enough, a penalty flag

back at the 32 yard line signalled a

clipping call, putting UMass right

DacK wnere it spent most of the

dismal afternoon, in a deep hole.

Despite a 42-0 halftime lead, BC
opened the third auarter with its

regulars. On top of that, Yukica had

his quarterback, Mike Kruczek, who
had hit six of seven first half tosses,

run ten straight pass plays.

Running up the score, you might

say. Not so said Yukica. "The field

was wet and we had planned to

pass before the game started,"

rationalized the coach. "The
footing wasn't good enough for a

sound running game."

The defeat dropped the UMass
record to 5-6 and marked the first

time the Minutemen have suffered

a losing season since 1970.

•nfcfc. w» mm
Bill Gillin, shown here Ln last week's IC4A's will be

One of three Minutemen seniors running his last

collegiate race today.

Skaters succumb, 5- /

in Lowell Tech upset

Barnette's running mate. Earl

Strong, was the game's leading

rusher with 83 yards in 12 attempts,

along with two six-pointers. The

other BC scores were spread out

among five players.

There was little in the form of

excitement for UMass, but even

when there was, it didn't count.

Rich Jessamy pulled hamstring

and all, carried a BC kickoff for 56

yards in the third quarter in a play

which would have given the

Harriers enter Nationals

with high hopes for many
By SCOTTHAYES

Sports Staff

The collegiate cross country careers of Randy Thomas, Bill Gillin and Tom Wilson will come to a close today in

Bloomington, Indiana, where an expected 300 of the nation's top runners will be competing m the Nat.onal

Collegiate Athletic Association Championships.

The harriers are entering the biggest cross country meet in the Untied States w.th optim.sm. Last weeks

performance at the IC4A's was a great confidence booster," commented the squad's premier runner, Randy

Th
T°hTmas added that his last cross country meet will mean much more if he runs well. "I won't be thinking about

itKCI?1S^ oVlh. uniform, but when I sit down to take it off after the race, H means

,00

Tte
9
rac
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wiH «to pK^'ESn. University Golf Course, where 30-35 teams will be battling for national

supremacy WestemKentucky, Oregon, Washington State and the University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) appear

?o beThe stmngest teams, w'ilh Eastern New Mexico, UMass, Providence and Eastern M.ch.gan expected to

a

TdTvidua..y WeltTrn Kentucky's Nick Rose, who placed second a year ago behind Steve Fontaine may be

coS^Se^Sll favorite" Challenging Rose for NCAA honors will be John Ngenc>of ^JfSiSK
tnH nrpnnn's Paul Geis Geis beat Ngeno by thirteen seconds in the Pacific-8 North meet, but past statistics

TlaU?Z«^XbSS*£g meets sJch as the Nationals usually result in some^j"T^™
The co^rse^M be six miles long, a mile longer than the harriers have been running all season. The UMassteam

Jm^Smm'WSr. a
9
nd since the meat will be held on a hilly coun*. the diatancemen are lookmg

*T^.nd^Gfc th. number one and two runners for UMass will be competing with All-America honors

a«th«iraoal The tOD twenty-five runners earn the title of All-American.

A^veafago^^some unusual circumstances prevented Thomas and company from running as well as expected.

Thnl!t ioS hifshoe at the start of the race, but braved the chilly wind and 30-degree temperatures of Spokane,

wXg°on Jo f nish 78^h John McGrail, competing as a freshman in 1973, fell with one and a half mites tc

yp
oTJoTover and come within four seconds of Tom Maguire, the number two UMass runner ,n the NCAA s

'^"finished a disappointing 127 after running impressively for the first mite of the race. GiHin^who^was

fiahtino sickness at the Hangman Valley Golf Club in Spokane, can be expected to run with the same com

S^tamS his performances and those of teammate John McGrail throughout the season.

^TomW^son Tom Maguire, and freshman standout Cliff Staples will be the other three Minutemen runners in

the race hS highlights the college cross country schedule. Wilson has been improving ^JJJ^^J
Maaurie has been trying to attain his running form of 1973, when he was the th.rd runner for coach Ken O Brian

Certalnirprevioul results can be forgotten and national rankings disregarded as the finest d.stancemen gather,

some for the last race of their college careers, with hopes of earning national recognition.

RICH SEVIERt
Sports Staff

On a Saturday the UMass sports

fan would rather forget, Lowell

Tech hockey fans were talking

about, "the best game that Tech

has ever played."

The underdog Terriers parlayed

four power play goals, a stellar

goaltending performance by Mike

Gerogosian and tenacious

forechecking, to upset UMass, 5-1,

before 1000 ecstatic fans at

Tyngsboro's Skatethree Arena.

The Minutemen were doing a

good job of killing off Tirp Howe's

tripping penalty that carried over

from the first period, when Bruce

Hutchinson cruised inside the

blueline on the leftwing and rattled

a slapshot off the farside post,

inches below the crossbar at 1:24.

Twenty two seconds after Kevin

Conners went off for tripping at

8:59, the Terriers had their second

power play goal of the period.

Bruce Hutchinson took the puck

away from the UMass defense in

the corner. Hutchinson centered

the puck to linemate John Nagle

cutting through the slot. Nagle beat

Redmond with a hard backhander

to the stick side.

Mike Ellis went to the box for

charging at 13:41. Twenty five

seconds later the Terriers had their

third power play goal of the period,

and a 3-0 lead. Lowell Tech
defenseman Scott McKay caught

Redmond moving the wrong way
on a skimmer along the ice from the

left point.

Gerogosian, who was an all -

scholastic at Stoneham, had 29

saves, many of those bordering on
larceny.

The Minutemen finally managed
to beat Gerogosian when Mike Ellis

scored on a power play at 9:11 of

the third period. Ellis stuffed home
an uncovered rebound in the

crease, after consecutive save by

Gerogosian off of Harris, Stuart,

and Lyons.

Ellis's goal cut the Tech lead to,

4-1. Hutchinson's second goal of

the night at 4:52 of the third period

had given Tech a four goal lead.

Hutchinson and both of his

linemates were left uncovered in

front of Redmond.
Lowell Tech's fourth power play

goal of the night at 14:52 of the

third period came on a great in-

dividual effort by Dave Desmond.

Rosemary Whittaker, Pat Walker, and Roger Cruff discussing the Married
Student Housing budget at yesterday's meeting.
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By DEBBIE SCHAFER
Staff Reporter

Representatives of the UMass
Tenant Association met with

Residential Life officials yesterday

for further discussion of the married

student housing financial structure.

Among those present at the

meeting were four tenant

association members, Residential

Life directors Ken Dean, Roger

Cruff, and Director of Married

Student Housing Donald Pelkey.

The meeting was held in

response to the tenants' request

that they be given more specific

information regarding the finances

of Lincoln, University, and North

Village Apartments. At a meeting

held on November 15, Residential

Life administrators were unable to

answer many of the tenants'

Questions.
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Selectmen appoint town-Univ. liaison
By JUDY BOUCHER

Amherst Board of Selectmen last

night followed a move the

University made last September by

appointing a liaison person to

improve town-gown relationships.

Selectmen voted unanimously to

appoint Town Manager Allen

Torrey as the liaison person for

from UMass,
and Hampshire

communications
Amherst College

College.

As official liaison person Torrey

will be making a record of all calls

the University makes to his office,

logging subject matter, name of

caller, the time and the date.

Selectmen told Torrey that "this

Grad Senate discusses
housing, campus bank

By E. B. Brody
Staff Reporter

Vice Chancellor Robert Gage spoke at the Graduate Student Senate

meeting last night. One issue raised was the dropping of dormitory living

requirement for undergrads. "It would be irresponsible to make living on
campus optional until it is made more desirable; this would keep rent down
for married students who must live off campus," Gage said.

The Senate also discussed a proposed bank in the Campus Center,

financial aid for grad students, and a new system of approving theses.

Gage said UMass must meet the debt payment of 6-6% million dollars a

year with a ten percent increase for this year's budget. He said this will pay

off the loans taken out to fund the construction of the residence halls,

dining commons, and the Campus Center.

One Senator asked Gage if good students were being ignored by

financial aid. He agreed that they were, but added most grad students hold

either teaching assistantships or associateships, both salaried positions.

The majority of the senators present indicated that financial aid should

give preference to Undergraduates.

Members of the Board of Governors of the Campus Center, Mike
Curran, Arthur Strohl, and John Clausson said the space for the proposed
bank in the Colonial Lounge would be both rented to and developed by an
independent bank. They said the proposal would involve at least 40
thousand dollars annually.

"For the banks, this is a political issue — for us, this is a financial one,"
said Curran.

An announcement was made that the Dean of a given department now
has an arbitrary power of approval of theses, assisted by an anonymous
committee in the appraisal of said theses.

would not require fancy, lengthy

reports."

In addition, Torrey will be

responsible for channeling all

pertinent information to the Board

as well as other appropriate town

committees.

The University's liaison person

from Whitmore is Gerald Grady.

Grady was appointed community
coordinator last September and has

appeared before the Board stating

University's position on sharing

fiscal responsibilities for fire ser-

vices.

Selectmen also made a request

via Grady's office for providing

professional assistance in the study

of a report presently before the

Board on solid waste management.

Professors in the civil and en-

vironmental engineering, landscape

and public health departments will

be asked to comment and make
recommendations on the choice of

the landfill site, criteria for a landfill

site and the best method for solid

waste disposal for Amherst.

Those members of the UMass
community who wish to help the

town decide what is the best way
and the best place to get rid of

waste materials will form an ad hoc

committee. This committee will not

exist for more than 90 days.

The recommendations from local

experts will probably be presented

to the Board sometime in February.

Barbara Stack presided over the Grad Senate

meeting last night.

UMass Harriers 8th in nation

At that time. Ken Dean blamed
the lack of data on a new ac-

counting system, and the transfer

of Charles Hampton to another
department. According to Dean,
Hampton "prepared all of our
financial data for a number of

years," and his transfer "has
caused some problems."

"I would tone that down a little

bit for The Collegian, and I wouldn't
even want that personnel transfer

in the paper because it's unfair to

that individual. We . as ad-
ministrators work with these things

every day."

Hampton was present at

yesterday's meeting to answer
questions. Previous to the meeting,

tenants were given copies of

documents which supposedly
provided a greater breakdown of

the housing budget. Tenant
Association lawyer, David
Sheehan, called the information

"just generalities."

"Only about three out of eight

questions we asked have been
answered by this documentation,"

said tenant organizer Patrick

Walker at the start of Monday's
meeting.

But some questions were an-

swered at the meeting, which
lasted nearly two hours. "We're
trying to get a clear idea of ex-

penses and operations," said

Tenant Association chairperson

Rosemary Whittaker.

turn to page 2

Sirica acquits

Mitchell of

minor charges
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Judge

John J. Sirica directed acquittal of

John N. Mitchell and John D.

Ehrlichman on lesser charges in the

Watergate cover-up trial yesterday

but left standing other major

charges against them.

As the government rested its

case after eight weeks, Sirica

denied motions by Mitchell,

Ehrlichman and two other cover-up

defendants that all charges against

them be dismissed.

With the jury out of the cour-

troom, Sirica directed the acquittal

of Mitchell and Ehrlichman of

charges they lied to the FBI in

unsworn interviews during its

Watergate investigation, saying,

"I'm not satisfied with the

evidence." He said he was making

the acquittals as "a matter of law."

The ruling came after the

government rested its case as the

ninth week of the trial began and

defense attorneys made their

verdicts of acquittal. Only

defendant H. R. Haldeman did not

ask to be acquitted at this time.

Lawyers for the four other

defendants — Mitchell, Ehrlichman,

Robert C. Mardian and Kenneth W.
Parkinson — all argued un-

successfully that the government

had not presented sufficient

evidence for the case to go any

further.

Left standing against Mitchell

and Ehrlichman were charges of

conspiracy, obstruction of justice,

and perjury in the cover-up of the

break-in and bugging of

Democratic National headquarters

June 17, 1972.

By SCOTTHAYES
Sports Staff

BLOOMINGTON, Indiana -
Twenty-eight teams battled on the

Indiana U. par-three golf course

yesterday, hoping to capture the

coveted number one spot among
the nation's top cross country

teams.

Oregon successfully defended its

NCAA cross-country championship

on the punishing six mile IU course,

placing three runners in the top six

for a winning score of 77.

The UMass harriers, ranked no

better than thirteenth throughout

the season ran a fine race, finishing

eighth. The thirty-sixth running of

the NCAA meet did result in some
disappointments for the members
of the team, who felt they could

have done better. Placing eighth in

the country, however, is an in-

dication of success that reflects the

relentless work of Coach Ken

O'Brien and his dedicated runners.

Randy Thomas, in his final

collegiate race, earned All-

American honors placing twenty-

seventh overall. Bill Gillin finished

one spot behind Thomas, as both

runners achieved a goal of All-

American set before the trip to

Bloomington. "I should've been

sixteenth or seventeenth," stated

Thomas, who was in fifteenth place

at the three-mile mark. "The team

could've done better, but we can't

be disappointed. You have to

expect losing by a narrow margin

against the best in the country."

Thomas was timed in 30:37.7,

while teammate Gillin followed

closely at 30:39.4. John McGrail

was sixty-third with a time of

31:11.9., as teammates Tom Wilson

and Tom Maguire placed 100th and

137th, respectively, rounding out

the top five UMass finishers.

Wilson was clocked in 31:38 while

Maguire completed the demanding

layout in 31:56.7. Cliff Staples, the

only other Minuteman harrier, was

the 227th runner to finish the race.

turn to back page

INSIDE:

Breast Cancer Report, page

three

Black News Service, page six

Life-Style, page seven

WEATHER:
Cloudy tomorrow with

chance of showers or flurries.

Daytime highs in the 40's, 20's

in the evening.
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Drive for extended
rent control underway

By JOE COTTER
Progressive News Service

An initiative petition and voter registration drive will begin this week to

bring rent control into towns surrounding the university.

The drive is in conjunction with a state wide effort initiated by the Rent

Control Task Force of Mass.

John O'Keefe, a member of the Commuter Assembly and tenant's rights

activist, explained that the local work will be coordinated through the

Commuter Assembly and the VCCA.
O'Keefe said "The Mass rent control law is due to expire next April. We

have to contact individual legislators in an attempt to get the law extended

at least through the next state wide election day so the rent control already

in existence will not be abolished.

At that time, a referendum will hopefully appear on the ballot requesting

that chapter 842 of the Acts of 1970 Mass. General Laws, Sec. 1, be

amended to include both cities and towns regardless of population, and

that Sec. 2 be abolished as a qualification for rent control. Eight per cent of

the registered voters are needed to sign the petition to get the referendum

on the ballot."

According to Section 1 Ch. 842 a serious public emergency exists with

respect to the housing of a substantial number of citizens in certain areas

of the Commonwealth but especially in the cities regardless of population

and towns with a population of fifty thousand or over. The situation has

been created by housing demolition, deterioration of a substantial portion

of the existing housing stock, insufficient new housing construction, in-

creased costs of construction and finance, inflation and the effects of the

Vietnam War, and has resulted in a substantial and increasing shortage of

rental housing accommodations for families of low and moderate income

and abnormally high rents.

The section also states that unless residential rents and eviction of

tenants are regulated and controlled, such emergency and further in-

flationary pressures resulting therefrom will produce serious threats to the

public health, safety, and general welfare of the citizens of the

aforementioned communities and in other communities adjacent to them;

that such an emergency should be met by the Commonwealth immediately

and with due regard or the results and responsibilities of its local com-

munities."

Sec. 2 of Ch. 842 states "This act shall take effect in any city and any

town with a population of fifty thousand or over on the thirtieth day

following the acceptance of its provisions."

O'Keefe told why rent control legislation is needed in the very near

future. "We have to get rent control to deal with the end of mandatory

dorm requirements," he said.
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"If those women from JQA know we have a whole

keg tonight, they'll definitely be here/' The load is

carried by Bill Lavigne and Bob Oksa.

Tenants continue rent hike appeal
cont. from p. 1

However, Roger Cruff felt the

solution to the tenants problems
was not to be found in any detailed

exploration of the budget. "The
quickest and most highly profitable

course of action for relief of the

problems caused to individuals is

through a financial aid analysis,"

Cruff said. Tenants should work out

their money problems "as a group,

with the financial aid office," in-

stead of concerning themselves

with the rent increase, he added.

Also discussed at the meeting

were notices of administrative

withdrawal which many tenants

received this week. According to

University policy, students may be

administratively withdrawnPolice Report

Weekend crime

(student status terminated) by the

Registrar, only after two attempts

have been made by the Married

Student Housing Office to collect

rent. Pat Walker claimed the letter

he received from the housing office

was misleading and intimidating.

"If I just read that letter and
didn't know about the proper

procedure, I'd think my student
status was taken away today," said

high
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter

Football weekends usually have a

high rate of crime, and this one was
no different, according to Saul

Chafin, assistant director of the

UMass Department of Public

Safety.

The Southwest tunnel was the

scene of an armed robbery,

Saturday at 12:35 a.m., according

to Police reports.

An unidentified male threatened

a girl with a pocketknife. while

demanding her to turn over her

money. When the assailant

discovered she had no money on

her person, he forced her to turn

over two rings, said UMass Police.

The identity of the assailant is

unknown. The case is currently

under investigation by the UMass
Police.

Other security problems included

operating under the influence of

alcohol, theft from motor vehicles,

and theft from unlocked dorm
rooms.

Four students were arrested for

operating under the influence this

weekend, UMass Police report.

"I would like to advise, especially

the students, that this violation is

stringently enforced. We are

65 University Drive

• FAST
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AND TERM PAPERS

thinking of forwarding these

violations to the dean of students,

in the hopes that something

positive can be accomplished,

besides the usual court action,"

said Chafin.

There were seven thefts from

motor vehicles, and several dorm
thefts also this weekend, according

to reports.

Chafin commented on the

problem: "We want to emphasize
that car owners shouldn't leave

their tape decks, and cameras in

their cars. These are the items

being stolen. We also want to

stress the idea that the students

lock their dorm rooms whenever
they leave."

Larry Holmes, technical assistant

in the department added: "What
else can we do to get through to

the students the importance of

locking their doors? We've posted
signs, given dorm demonstrations,

but nothing seems to help."

Walker. He added that many
students are unaware that a cer-

tified letter from the Registrar is the

only legal notice of withdrawal. He
asked that housing director

Pelkey's form letter be re-worded in

a less intimidating manner. "The

way it is now, it's pretty un-

derhanded," he said.

Since the rent strikers are paying

their rent into a special escrow

account, they are already at one

level of appealing their ad-

ministrative withdrawal. "You
should not allow yourselves to be

intimidated either by the University

or the system established," ac-

cording to lawyer David Sheehan.

The Tenant Association will meet

today with a liason committee who
will determine if the strikers' case

should be brought before the

University Board of Trustees. The

liason committee is made up of

Chancellor Bromery, Vice-

Chancellor Robert Gage,

representatives from the Graduate

and Undergraduate Student

Senates, and a faculty member.

"They can decide if we go on to

the Board of Trustees, or if we
settle this thing right here," ac-

cording to Rosemary Whittaker.

The group will meet in Chancellor

Bromery' s offices at 4:30 this af-

ternoon.

The Tenant Association hopes to

obtain a rent rollback to the six per

cent cost of living increase,

whereas present increases are from

15 to 39 per cent.

+ \ BLACK/HALFTONE

AREAS IE PHOTOS
ALtTYPES OF PAPER t

:PAPEqjUPPllES

Telephone 256-0553

ONLY THE NAME IS THE SAME

BRITTANY MANOR
Now court-appointed management, on site, professional

personnel and maintenance staff.
GUARANTEED security deposits held in an interest bearing
escrow account.
Only one month deposit required with 4 months or more lease

available from Feb. -May.
All modern conveniences, tennis, 2 pools.
FREE UMass bus service from property.
Large one, two, three bedroom apartments from $200.00.

Call 256-8534 (or take the free bus).
Summer rentals available at reduced rates.

Rent now and savel Rent an apartment for second semester
and get $25.00 off your first month's rent!

MAUNG STRAIGHT - A PLEASANT CHANGF'
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Cody concert:

Unoriginal, mediocre
By CRAIG ROCHE

Below the Salt Reporter
Friday night an audience of about 700 people got together in the

Student Union Ballroom to dance to the music of the Outer Space Band
and Commander Cody and His Lost Planet Airmen. It is becoming too
typical for concerts on the campus to attain a measure of mediocrity and
this one proved to be no exception.

Both the bands have roots in similar music. Outer Space played a short

and tuneful opening set that was somewhat hindered by poor sound
reproduction. And while Commander Cody and hie band were probably
making 10 times what Outer Space made, in no way did their performance
merit it. People shouldn't have to pay $4.00 to sit on the cold and dirty SUB
floor.

The Lost Planet Airmen, particularly Billy C. Farlow, carried the first half

of their show as the Commander remained behind the piano, his back to

the audience. Two truck driving tunes including a forced version of Little

Feat's "Willin". I think the band, particularly the Commander, could have
cared less where they were (as revealed in one member's question to the BredSt CSfiCef
same effect). Both Merle Haggard and the Dead do better versions than
these boys did on "Mama Tried". They followed that by doing rough
versions of "Blue Christmas" and "Daddy's Drinking Up Our Christmas."

It was a few tunes later that the band began to warm up, when three

members picked up a trombone, sax, and trumpet to do a stomping "Milk
Cow Blues." After a Bob Wills song it was time for the Commander to take
the stage.

I'm drinking wine, I'm drinking gin, and I'm lost in the Ozone again". Com-
mander Cody and his airmen were well into the Ozone by the time he stepped to the
mike for his hit, "Hotrod Lincoln".

Self-examination advised

Finally, at least half way through their time on stage, the Lost Planet
Airmen got off the ground. Starting with Cody's rendition of "House of
Blue Lights" the band got most of the crowd dancing. Well, shuffling. Very
little material is written by anyone in the band, and the songs they chose
were unoriginal choices, such as "Cryin Time AGain", "I saw the Light",
and 2 of their hits, "Hot Rod Lincoln" and "Riot in Cellblock."
Andy Stein on fiddle and sax, and Ernie Hager on pedal steel carried the

band instrumentally most of the night. Hager's consistent level of taste
made up for other member's lapses during the night. Billy C. Farlow, the
front man of the band, seemed to have a good time as an imitation Elvis,

complete with an acoustic guitar prop during the closing songs, "Too
Much Fun", "Don't Let Go", and "Jailhouse Rock."

Called back for the obligatory encore, the band did average versions of
"I Gotta Woman and Lost in the Ozone." This band would have been a lot

of fun in, say the Hatch Celebrity Series, but they really are no concert
band. This reporter's final impression was a reflection of the state of 'rock

biz'. ..that such bands can command outrageous fees and not give an
audience anymore than what we can see on a good night at the Wall. I

hope all who went got their money's worth.

WMUA to air show
on farmer's plight

to insure early detection

At 7:00 p.m. tonight, WMUA will

present "Breadbasket," a

documentary concerning the plight

of the Grain Belt farmer today.

This special pre-Thanksgiving

program, narrated by WMUA

with the story and problems of a

small, fertile Kansas farming
community and its people.

Tune into "Breadbasket,"
Tuesday evening at 7:00 on

newsman Charles Pellett. deals WMUA, 91.1 FM.

Collegian Staff

ELECTIONS
FOR EDITORS

Thursday, Dec. 5

7 p.m.

C.C. 168-170-172

(Nominations due Dec. 1)

By BARBARA ESTABROOK
UMass Infirmary

This is the concluding
section of a two-part
article about breast
cancer. Part I, What We
Know, examined current
research findings about
breast cancer and its

incidence. This section
deals with detection and
treatment of the cancer. .

Monthly self-examination of

the breasts is recommended for all

women by the American Cancer
Society. It should be done just

following each menstrual period, as

normal changes occur in the tissues

prior to menstruation.

It can be difficult to discover

cancerous lumps because they

usually cause no pain (cysts are

frequently painful). There are signs

which are indicative of a tumor: a

hard and irregular lump, seemingly

near to the surface; a flattening,

retraction, or puckering of the skin

or nipple; difference in shape of one

breast, and other changes in the

nipple (discharge when squeezed,

scaly crust or reddening, hardness

or inelasticity, or nipples pointing in

asymmetric directions).

Changes such as these should be

checked for in front of a mirror,

with arms at sides, again with arms

raised, and a third time with palms

of the hands pressed together.

Then, you should lie down with a

towel under the shoulder. Put that

arm under your head, and examine

the breast on that side, using the

flat of the fingers of your opposite

hand in small circular motions.

Follow a spiral pattern moving from

the armpit in to the nipple. Repeat

the procedure for the other breast,

and then repeat for both breasts
while sitting up, for better access to

the upper surfaces.

Self-examination is most ef-

fective for smaller breasts, but it is

important that all women make a
habit of it. About 10 per cent of
cancers are missed by all other
methods of detection, and cancer
can grow very rapidly over a brief

span of time making regular checks
between professional examinations
even more important.

In addition to manual
examination, an x-ray technique

called mammography is widely

used. The breast is x-rayed from

two angles, top-to-bottom and

side-to-side. Mammography seems
to be most successful for large and
fatty breasts, and for women aged
50 to 59. Thermography, a recently

developed technique, used infrared

rays to record heat produced by the

breast. Cancerous cells will produce
a "hot spot."

If a lump is found with the

characteristics of cancer, a biopsy

is performed: the lump or a portion

of it is surgically removed, and
microscopically examined. If cancer

does exist, surgery is most often

the course of action taken.

Usually a radical mastectomy is

performed, involving removal of the

entire breast, supporting muscles

and the lymph nodes in the armpit.

In a few cases less extensive

surgery is performed. The choice of

method is dependent upon the

extent of the cancer. Women
should be aware that there is

debate within the medical

profession concerning optimal

surgical procedures. For very

advanced cases, radiation therapy

or chemotherapy may be used
instead of or in addition to surgery

to temporarily halt the spread of the

disease.

Fears about the surgery, and
about possible effects on lifestyle of

the loss of a breast, are very real

factors in a woman's decision to

examine her breasts and-or seek
professional screening or treat-

ment. But early detection can make
a significant difference in treatment
and in survival 85 per cent of

women treated surgically in earlier

stages are free of the disease after 5
years as opposed to 53 per cent of

those in whom the cancer was
more widespread.

Again, it should be highlighted

that breast cancer is very rare in the

college age group. Share this in-

formation with your mother and
other women friends.

If you would like more in-

formation about breast cancer and

self-examination techniques,

contact the Health Education

Division of the Health Services,

549-2671.

Brett thefts article

termed misleading
By AVIS YUM
Staff Reporter

Ralph Hawkins, Head of Residence of Brett Dorm in the Central
Residential Area, told the Collegian an article it printed last week con-
cerning thefts in his dorm incorrectly implied that a master key was used to

get into the student rooms.
Hawkins said early Saturday morning, November 16, between midnight

and 5:30 a.m. an unidentified thief robbed over ten students in Brett of a
total of about $200.

"Students who were ripped off, in every case, admitted to the in-

vestigating officer that they had slept with their doors unlocked," Hawkins
said. "To my knowledge there is only one master key for the dorm, and I

have that," he said.

"It's unfortunate that the wording in the article relating to the thefts

leaves people to believe that a master key was used. With everything that I

know up to now, this is untrue," Hawkins said.

He said, "I don't leave out the possibility it could be someone living in

the dorm." Hawkins said he and the counsellors have tried to tell everyone
not to sleep with their doors unlocked but "some habits are hard to break."

Hawkins said in one instance the thief stepped over three students who
were visiting friends and sleeping on the floor, committed the act, and left.

He said the thief went through stacks of clothes in another case and in a
third tobVa' guitar into the halfway to check it.- • ...
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Bearing on Watergate trial

Court-appointed doctors examine Nixon
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. \UPI\

Former President Richard Nixon

was examined by court-appointed

doctors in his walled seafront estate

yesterday to get an opinion on

whether his health would be en-

dangered by testifying for the

Watergate coverup trial.

Three doctors named by U.S.

District Judae John J. Sirica drove

here from Long Beach, Calif., in a

U.S. marshal's car after spending

the morning going over Nixon's

written records at Long Beach

Memorial Hospital.

The head of the "outside" panel,

Dr. Charles Hufnagel, refused to

answer any questions from
newsmen about their preliminary

findings. They are under orders to

report back to Sirica by Friday.

Sirica had indicated that

depending upon their findings he

might transfer the entire case of the

Watergate trial to San Clemente
temporarily to hear Nixon's
testimony.

The visiting doctors were ac-

companied to San Clemente by Dr.

Eldon B. Hickman, the surgeon

who performed the operation on

Nixon Oct. 29 to prevent the

movement of blood clots from his

left leg to his heart and lungs.

Hickman and Dr. John Lungren,

Nixon's personal physician, both

have reported previously that Nixon

came close to death in a relapse

following the surgery and should

not be submitted to stress for up to

three months.

Hufnagel spent more than three

hours going over Nixon's records at

the hospital.

Hufnagel refused to give any

indication of the type of

examination they gave Nixon at his

home-whether they simply talked

with him, or conducted medical

tests on him.

When Nixon was released from

the hospital earlier this month after

a 23-day stay, Lungren said the 61-

year-old former president was

endangered by even small amounts

of stress and that a medical

examination in itself might be

stressful.

The head of the court-appointed

medical team, Dr. Charles A.

Hufnagel, said after arrival here

Sunday that the doctors would not

call on Nixon if his medical records

showed the stress of an
examination would endanger him.

Hufnagel and the other two
doctors, John A. Spittell Jr. and
Richard Starr Ross, have until

Friday to report back to Sirica

whether Nixon really is too sick, as

Lungren has said, to give testimony

in the Watergate cover-up trial.

If the doctors report that Nixon is

unable to travel to Washington,
D.C., to testify, Sirica could
proceed with several options if he
felt that the former president's

testimony was vital in the trial, as

the defense attorneys have con-

tended.

o
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Norway and the Soviet Union began talks yesterday on disputed frontiers across

the Barents Sea. The region is particularly sensitive because of the presence of oil

in the region and because the Soviet navy's northern fleet, which includes atomic

submarines, is based in the Murmansk Inlet.

Summit agreement to limit MIRV
warheads seen as important step
WASHINGTON \UPI\ President

Ford and Soviet leader Leonid

Brezhnev appear to have taken an

important step towards bolstering

Soviet-American arms control

negotiations, but many problems

still beset detente.

Probably the most significant

development to emerge from the

weekend Vladivostok meeting was
the determination of both sides to

limit the number of multiple nuclear

warheads (MIRVs) which the

United States and Soviet Union

may deploy on their missiles.

The development .and

deployment of MIRV warheads has

been a central element in the

continuing arms race, with both

sides rushing to perfect them.

The MIRV warhead, whose
individual parts may be directed

against as many as 16 individual

targets, has long been held as a

special U.S. advantage.

The United States perfected the

MIRVs before the Soviets, and has

deployed them on landbased and
submarine based missiles.

Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger has said that U.S.

superiority in MIRVs makes up for

the numerical advantage in overall

missile force which the Russians

maintained under the 1972 U.S.-

Soviet strategic arms agreement.

The Soviet American statement,

issued at the conclusion of the

Vladivostok meeting, indicated

both sides also want to agree on

total numbers of delivery vehicles

for both the United States and

Soviet Union.

A major question on the minds of

such critics as Sen, Henry M.

Jackson, D Wash., will be whether

the Soviet Union will retain

superiority in overall numbers of

missiles as it did in 1972.

Under the 1972 agreement, the

United States was allowed 1,054

land based missiles and 656

submarine based missiles. Russia

got 1,410 land-based missiles and

950 submarine-launched missiles.

U.S. -Soviet arms control is a key

element of detente between
Washington and Moscow, but

another part which remains
troublesome is the fact that the

administration has not been able to

make good on the 1972 promise to

give Russia non-discriminatory

trade treatment.

Rockefeller's wife has
cancer surgery again
NEW YORK \UPI\ Margaretta

"Happy" Rockefeller underwent
her second breast removal
operation for cancer yesterday and
her doctor said she has a 90 per

cent chance of full recovery over 10

years.

Dr. Jerome A. Urban, head of a

four surgeon team which removed
Mrs. Rockefeller's right breast less

than six weeks after her left breast

was similarly removed, said "It's

out and that's the end of it."

Urban, acting chief of breast

services at Sloan-Kettering
Memorial Hospital where the

second operation for the wife of the

Vice-President-designate Nelson

Rockefeller was simpler than the

first and preliminary lab reports

were that the cancer had not

spread to lymph glands under her

arm.

"She's O.K. It's all over,"

Rockefeller said minutes after

visiting his wife in her room. "I'm so

relieved. I'm so grateful. I'm

thanking God and especially the

doctors and the nurses."

Rockefeller said his wife regained

consciousness in the operating

room, looked up at him and said,

surgery was performed, said the "Thank God."
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REMEMBER
Until December 6 bring your toys and

canned goods to The Newman Center

on behalf of the Spanish Community

of Springfield.
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Former UN secretary

general U Thant dies
UN/TED NATIONS [UPI\ - U

Thant, the self-effacing Burmese
schoolmaster who became the third

secretary general of the United

Nations, died yesterday in New
York. He was 65.

Thant died at 1:30 p.m. EST at

Columbia Presbyterian Hospital, a

U.N. spokesman said.

The former secretary general had

been suffering from cancer of the

cheek and was in and out of the

hospital a number of times since his

illness was first known about three

years ago.

He entered the hospital the last

time on Nov. 22, the spokesman
said, and contracted pneumonia
during the past three days.

Since his retirement as secretary

general on Dec. 31, 1971, Thant

lived in suburban Harrison, N.Y. He
is survived by his widow, a

daughter and son-in-law and four

grandchildren.

Quiet, contemplative and
physically small, Thant assumed
the top U.N. post as acting

secretary general after Dag
Hammarskjold's death in 1961. A
year later, he was unanimously
named secretary general in his own
right and he insisted that his five-

year term be dated back to the time

he first went in^o the office.

Re-elected to a second term, he
retired from his "lonely frustrating

job" at its conclusion on Dec. 31,

1971, having served longer than

anyone as U.N. chief executive.

Thant was born on Pantanaw,

Burma, on Jan. 22, 1909, the son of

a Burmese landowner. He was
educated at University College,

Rangoon, and became headmaster
of the national high school at

Pantanaw in 1931 after a brief

schoolteaching career there.
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Sales lag behind inventories

Government reports more layoffs, higher prices
By United Press International

Government reports signaled
more layoffs and even higher food
prices, and the chairman of Ford
Motor Co. charged Washington
with sitting idly by in the middle of a

recession.

"We're in the middle of a

recession and we just can't sit

there," said Henry Ford II. "I don't

see anything specific being done in

Washington."
Ford spoke out in the wake of a

mid-November sales period that

showed auto sales drop 35 per cent

from the depressed levels of a year

ago. It was the worst mid-

November sales period since 1970.

The Agriculture Department said

the cost of feeding a theoretical

family of 3.2 persons rose $4 to a

record $1,779 in October, 9.8 per

cent higher than a year ago. And

economists estimated food costs at

the end of the year will average 20
per cent above 1973, the biggest

one-year increase on record.

President Ford's Council on

Wage and Price Stability, opening a

two-day hearing on the 400 per

cent rise in sugar prices, said sugar

prices would rise even more.

The Associated Retail Bakers of

America said as many as 15,000

neighborhood bakeries may be
forced out of business if sugar

Automakers report 35 p.c. drop

from last year in overall sales
DETROIT \UPI\ - The four U.S.

automakers reported yesterday

Miller asks council

to reconsider pact
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - United

Mine Workers President Arnold

Miller summoned his rebellious

bargaining council back to

Washington yesterday to rule on a

revised coal contract worked out

under the gaze of Treasury
Secretary William E. Simon.

Council members, who refused

last Friday to approve an initial

contract worked out Nov. 13

between Miller and the Bituminous

Coal Operators Association, were

expected to begin studying the

rewritten pact today.

Approval by the 39-member
council is the first step required to

ratify the contract and end the

nation-wide strike that has kept

120,000 miners off the job since

Nov. 12.

Simon, whose participation in

the renewed negotiations forced

him to drop plans to join other

Cabinet members in welcoming
President Ford back from the Far

East, described the revised contract

reached Sunday night as "an

improved package."

Neither he nor any of the other

participants in the negotiations,

however, would comment on the

new terms.

Miller had called his initial

contract "probably the best

agreement in any industry that has

been made in modern times." But

he said in a terse statement Sunday
night the second round of

negotiations had been "time well

spent."

Union sources said bargaining

council members were summoned
to Washington by telephone and

probably would meet Tuesday
afternoon. The council includes the

three top executives in the union,

the 18 members of the union's

executive board and the 18

presidents of union districts where
there are bituminous coal con-

tracts.

mid-November sales were down
almost 35 per cent from last year's

already depressed levels.

Ford Motor Co. Chairman Henry
Ford II said the bottom of the auto

slump has not yet been reached.

General Motors, Ford, Chrysler

and American motors said

domestic sales in the Nov. 11-20

period totaled 190,093 cars, off 34.7

per cent from 258,818 in mid-

November last year. There were
nine sales days this year and eight

last year.

While not as sharp a drop as

industry executives had predicted,

the mid-November sales were the

lowest for the industry since 1970,

when a strike hampered deliveries.

Chrysler Corp., which will close

five of its six U.S. assembly plants

from Thanksgiving to Jan. 6,

reported a 41.7 per cent drop in

Nov. 11-20 sales. American Motors'

sales were down 38 per cent,

General Motors reported a 34.3 per

Republicans accuse
Democrats of delay
WASHINGTON [UP/] - Senate

Republican leaders accused
Democrats yesterday of delaying

President Ford's economic
program, but 12 Democrats an-

nounced they would seek swift

approval of a tax overhaul going
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beyond Ford's program.

Sen. Hugh Scott, the Senate

GOP leader, charged the

Democrats with stalling action on

Ford's proposals while taking the

"coward's way out" by calling for

standby wage-price controls.

"We can't just stand around

issuing manifestos," Scott said.

"There is no bread in rhetoric."

Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, D-

Minn., said the Democrats must

seize the initiative and establish the

government's economic policies

because of Ford's conservatism.

"I am not so naive as to expect

the President, a lifelong economic

conservative, to reverse his

philosophy, despite the evidence of

the failure of the current policies,"

Humphrey said in a speech

prepared for the National Council

for Urban Economic Development.
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cent decline and Ford Motor Co.

said its sales dropped 31.3 per cent.

Up to 200,000 U.S. and Canadian
auto workers will be off for parts or

of December as automakers try

bring their huge inventory of
unsold cars into line with slumping
sales.

While small car sales continue to
slide, luxury models were selling at

a near-record pace.

Cadillac sold 9,731 cars in mid-

November, just 2.3 per cent off the

record for the period set last year,

and Imperial sales so far in the

1975-model year are within 19 units

of matching the year-ago pace.

The Ford chairman said he feared

it would be mid- February before

Congress took some action on the

economy that could improve
consumer confidence.

"I'm not convinced it's bottomed

out yet," he said. "We're in the

middle of a recession and we just

can't sit there. I don't see anything

specific being done in

Washington."

prices keep going up. Five to 10 per

cent of the nation's 20,000 bake

shops already have closed their

doors, a spokesman told the

council.

The Consumer Federation of

America, which claims to represent

30 million consumers, called for a

nationwide boycott of sugar Dec. 1

to 10, blaming high sugar prices on
"bungling" by the government,
"windfall" sugar company profits

and poor worldwide production.

In an indication that more heavy

layoffs in the months ahead, the

Commerce Department reported

that sales are running far behind

accumulation of inventories.

The department said

manufacturers hold an average

$1.77 in inventory for every $1 in

sales.

Huge stockpiles of inventories is

a major factor leading businesses to

layoff thousands of workers to slow

or stop production until sales can

catch up.

Companies with a vast ac-

cumulation of unsold products,

especially in the auto, appliance

and electronic industries, have idled

hundreds of thousands of workers

in pre-Christmas layoffs and more
production cutbacks were ex-

pected.

The lingering strike of 120,000

coal miners also has resulted in

thousands of layoffs in the railroad

and steel industries. The steel in-

dustry alone has idled 21,000

workers because of short coal

supplies.

And government officials said

400,00 workers would be idled in

various industries if the strike

continues for another two weeks.

nation and world

Drilling delayed
BOSTON [AP\ - Interior

Secretary Rogers C. B. Morton has

delayed the start of environmental

hearings on offshore oil drilling for

at least 60 days, the Massachusetts

attorney general's office said

yesterday. Morton acted after

meeting with representatives of

Oregon, Washington state,

Massachusetts and the city of Los

Angeles, who threatened to seek an

injunction to delay the hearings.

Henry assures China
PEKING \UPI] Secretary of

Hijacking ends
TUNIS, Tunisia [AP] - Denied

asylum by the Arab world, four

Palestinians ended their three-day

siege of a British jetliner yesterday

and surrendered to Tunisian

authorities. West Germany said it

may ask extradition of the hijackers

for the murder of a German
hostage.

The four gunmen walked out

with three crewmen, the last of 48

hostages, and seven ransomed

Arab guerrillas after the Tunisian

government announced it would

grant them asylum.

State Henry A. Kissinger assured pnnn o||v tr ja |
«pt

Chinese leaders yesterday the ^Onnailiy trial sei

three-year-old diplomatic thaw

between the United States and

China is firmly part of President

Ford's foreign policy and will

continue.

In a state banquet toast at the

huge Peking Peoples Palace, the

secretary said the improvement in

relations was "one of the most

significant initiatives in American

foreign policy."

He said it "has not been a matter

of expediency, but of fixed principle

of American foreign policy."

Today •
WFCR 88.5 fm

12:30 — Calendar — round-up

cultural events in the area.

2:00 — Pedal Point

2:00 — Haydn: Symphony No. 100

in C
3:30 — Smith: Concerto for Jazz

soloist

4:05— Beethoven: Piano Concerto

in D
6:30 — Tout en Francois — songs by

Charles Aznavoor
30 — Five College Concert Hall —
from Smith College, a recital by

Soprano Adrienne Averswald.

WASHINGTON \[UPI] - A
federal judge yesterday granted

separate trials for former Treasury

Secretary John B. Connally on

charges of bribery and perjury in

the milk fund case and scheduled

the first of them to begin in

Washington next March 19.

Connally, who was indicted last

July on five counts in the biggest

remaining Watergate related case,

had asked for separate trials to be

held outside the District of

Columbia.

Boycott started
BOSTON [AP\ - Opponents of

busing for school desegregation

began a week-long school boycott

in South Boston on yesterday as

200 white students walked out of

classes at South Boston High.

About 230 of the 400 whites who
normally attend classes at the high

school's main building came to

class, a school department

spokesman said. Approximately 25

whites and 150 blacks remained in

class after the peaceful walkout.

Five
College

Radio

AMHERSTCHINESEFOOD
99c Lunch. 11 30

3

Mon.. Tues.Th-jrs.. Fri.

62 Main St.. Amherst
Belchertown Bus Stop
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Immediate need for

unity, organization
By Black New Service

Middle class white America has

begun to feel the pressure of in-

flation. Their reaction can be seen

in their increased hostility to aid

being given to minority student

groups. It boils down to the needs

of minority students, and unless

minority students make an im-

mediate move to organize and unify

themselves middle class white

America will delete their presence.

Here at the University the lack of

unity and organization is very

apparent. Black students

organizations continue to have

internal conflicts. With the echo

that they are representative black

student organizations they refuse

to recruit new members, control

and leadership of these groups

being dictated by a few.

None of these organizations has

a membership capacity greater than

thirty. Elections of officers for

positions representing an entire

community is done at times with six

or seven people present at the

meeting.

Just recently the leaders of these

organizations came to the con-

clusion that the struggle in Boston

was over so they refused to give

any aid. When will they realize that

the struggle is not over in Boston,

just as it is not over in Charlotte, nor

in Louisiana, nor all over the world.

An organization is as strong as

it's members. Where membership is

lacking there can be no effective

organization, and that has been the

septic of these organizations thp

leadership must wake up!! There

can be no progress without

struggle and no struggle without

unity.

The legacies of the sixties have

expired. The power structure will

relinquish nothing if they aren't

forced to. Our leaders don't seem

to understand this, and that is why
minority students are in such a sad

situation in the 70's.

There has been a marked decline

in minority student admission into

college campuses, because of

financial aid cutbacks minority

students have to once again set

their goals away from the expense
of college. The number of minority

freshmen dropped from 14.8

percent last year to 13 percent in

Seotember.

Third World students, the

Chinese could never have defeated

the Japanese if they weren't

organized; the Vietnamese could

never have defeated France, the

United States and it's allies if they

weren't organized.

In Guinea-Bissau and

Mozambique they couldn't have

defeated, I mean defeated the

Portuguese and it's allies if they

weren't organized. A good solid

organization which includes

maximum membership is one of the

keys to waging a successful

struggle against the oppressive.

Third world students, WAKE
UP!!! Get involved, get organized if

the leaders of the various

organizations refuse to come to

you, it is your duty to go to them.

They represent you, their letters to

the oppressor are backed by your

voice, you should get up and hear if

what you are saying is represen-

tative of you.

One cannot favor freedom and

yet deprecate agitation. The
struggle may be a moral one; or it

may be a physical one; or it may be

both moral and physical, but it must

be a struggle.

Power concedes nothing without

a demand, it never did and never

will. No ruling class in history has

ever relinquished it's rule without

putting up a fight.

In light of the lessons of history,

to continue in the way we are,

advocating struggle without

organization is the same as not

advocating struggle.

Ismael Rivera and his band came to UMass Sunday
night/ and brought "the Latin that won't let you sit

down."

Philosophy

and opinions
The following are excerpts from the teachings and

thoughts of Marcus Garvey.

"There can be no peace among men and nations, so long as the

strong continues to oppress the weak, so long as injustice is done to other

peoples, just so long will we have cause for war, and make a lasting peace

an impossibility."

"Education is the medium by which a people are prepared for the

creation of their own particular civilization, and the advancement and glory

of their own race."

"Let Africa be our guiding STAR-OUR STAR OF DESTINY."
"So many of us find excuses to get out of the Black Race, because we

are led to believe that the race is unworthy - that it has not accomplished

anything. Cowards that we are! It is we who are unworthy because we are

not contributing to the uplift and upbuilding of this noble race."

"How dare anyone tell us that Africa cannot be redeemed, when we
have 400,000,000 men and women with warm blood coursing through their

veins?"

"Wake up Ethiopia! Wake up Africa! Let us work towards the one
glorious end of a free redeemed and mighty nation. Let Africa be a bright

star among the constellation of nations."

*******************************

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE !

PIZZA - GRINDERS - SPAGHETTI *

ALL PIZZAS ARE

NOT CREATED

EQUAL

CALL

256-8011

^.FREE DELIVERY ON CAMPUS
B

M J UNIVERSITY DRIVE

» *<**************************** *

'/>

Leon Thomas, described as having a voice finer than any instrument, provided

the audience with a

strong performance
Friday night at Bowker.
He and members of his

group gave a well

balanced concert,
weaving sight and sound
into a musical tapestry.

The Dial Tone
Discotheque

Mon.. Tues.. Wed. Nites are

IttrNittt 25*

Plus specials on pitchers,

bottles and all drinks.

TIES. NITE
is Oldies' Nite

THURS. NITE
is Ladies' Nite

HAPPY HOI R
every nite. 6-8: 30

DJ's play what you want to

hear — 7 nites a week. 8:30-

1:00.

Htr. V North Hatfield

Dance Kli»nr <irfwne Room

Looking for a Science Core Elective?

M.A.E. 101 (E)

ENERGY AND MAN
Learn about the current energy situation.

Find out where all the oil went.

DO YOU CARE ABOUT THESE QUESTIONS?

Does anyone care about her/his

grandchildren's energy future?

What happened to the energy crisis?

Then Register for M.A.E. 101

Schedule No. 446306 - MWF 11:15 a.m.

No Prerequisites - Not open to engineering

V»7.
majors.

i ' /

,

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

The Rational Dance
'Company of Senegal
Friday Decembers 8pm Amherst High Auditorium

TICKETS: S4 and S3 general $2 and si. 50 umass students

ON SALE 125HERTER HALL, UMASS AMHERST (413)545 0202

J

Service to the letter
By JUDITH

WOUNSKYSOLOWAY
Below the Salt Staff

A visit to the UMass Mail Room
to learn how it operates is like

falling down the rabbit hole in

Alice's Wonderland. The visit

results in unexpected and pleasant

surprises.

Hidden in the bowels of Whit-
more, Central Mail is a busy place

with 11 friendly employees, a

strange assortment of machines,

and an unusual decor. On a busy
day, 19,000 letters, cards, and
packages coming from and going

to places all over the world pass

through this windowless world.

The clatter and rattle of the

metering and mailing machines
compete with the workers' voices

while the mail is being processed.

Between mail deliveries, the pace
slows down, the machines are

silent and the noisy office roar

becomes a quiet hum.
According to Gene "Buddy" St.

Germain, Central Mail Supervisor,

there are 11 full-time employees
and 30 work-study students to

service 24,000 students and 6,100

faculty and staff. When mail comes
in to be sorted, everyone pitches in

to help, resulting in a hectic but

efficient operation.

Richard Chiriboga, a work-study

student, was helpful in explaining

how mail is processed. He said that

three kinds of mail are processed in

Central Mail: incoming, outgoing,

and campus.
Incoming mail is delivered to the

Mail Room by the Amherst Post

Office three times daily, at 11:45

a.m., 2:00 p.m., and 4:00 p.m. The
mail bags, which have already been

separated into Whitmore mail,

dorm mail, office mail, and
"mixies" by the Post Office, are

taken to the appropriate section of

mailboxes and sorted for delivery

by one of three campus mail trucks.

There are two types of outgoing

mail picked up by the campus mail

truck drivers on their runs, those

already with stamps and depart-

mental mail which is unstamped.

Unstamped first class letters are put

by the handful into an automatic

"postage meter machine" which

not only can stamp envelopes but

also seal them. Special types of

letters and all packages are

weighed and stamped by hand.

The third type of mail, campus
mail, is brought to Central Mail by

the campus mail trucks, sorted and
sent out again on the trucks.

A huge "mail inserting machine"
that runs the length of two walls

handles outgoing bulk mail. The
machine can fold, address, seal and
stamp large numbers of bulk mail,

such as flyers and pamphlets, at a

high rate of speed. The "mail in-

serting machine" is also responsible

for stuffing and sealing the blue pay
envelopes that many persons get

each Friday.

"Mixies," mentioned earlier,

Chiriboga said, "are letters with an
incomplete address." Addressers
try to locate a correct address from
campus directories and housing

lists. Dorothy Brown, an addresser

who was diligently poring through

four books trying to locate a

particular name and address, said

that if she cannot find a name, the

letter is stamped "return to sender"

Positive message draws results
By LILA DENHAN
Staff Correspondent

With bread going for half a buck,

the economy faltering, and the

world is a food crisis, who wants

religion?

"No one," answers Reverend

Paul MacVittie, pastor of College

Church in Northampton.

Then is it personal charisma that

each Sunday draws 600 persons to

hear him give a sermon (when most
of the student population is barely

awake)?
In a telephone interview, the

pastor attributed the "Success" of

College Church to the positive

message it proclaims.

"We deal in the realities of life,"

Mac Vittie said emphatically. While

people are bombarded with bad

news, we talk about the gospel of

Labels for Less
S, *fol\pori5wear

lor

tutors

25%

lA/oinen and /im

to 50% off rcy. prk

hours 10-6

Fri.til9

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

•••• TEAR THIS OUT, SO YOU'LL REMEMBER •••••

i GOOD GRADES COME EASY
TO FAST READERS

THE LAZY WA Y TO SPEED READING
let's you read 1000 words in 30 days

You and I, like everyone else, were taught HOW to read. Then

J our teachers quit but they gave us more and more to read, bog

• ged us down with all that reading material and "I" have done

Z something about it.

I will tell you, show you and you will do it too. Just 15 minutes a

• day for 30 days that's all you need.

Revolutionary NEW speed reading course - NOW in kit

form - Complete with electronic device - ready to GO!

Reread your text materia/ twice - HOURS before your exam

Reread your notes 15 times - MINUTES before your exam

• The equipment I guarantee. You will have to guarantee to your-

self that you will follow and stay with my instructions, and they

• are SIMPLE, and in doing so you CAN NOT FAIL to substantially

• increase your reading rate.

The money you pay for this KIT will be a drop in the bucket com-

pared to the rewards you'll reap - just ask someone who reads

1000 words per minute or better. But they did not do it in 30 days

the way you will.

MAIL COUPON AND CHECK TODAY^ WHY WAIT?_

Richard L. Edwards
5325 Newcastle, Dept. 22

Encino, California 91316

Dick I want to improve my reading rate. So, please send

me THE LAZY WAY TO SPEED READING kit for $29.95

( f $1.80 tax for California Residence) which is enclosed.

The KIT THE LAZY WA Y TO SPEED READING & the

includes: Electronic Device (complete ready to go)

Name

Address

City State Zip

SPEED READING KIT

wOon©r
or later

you'll

come to

BF.AU 8nlche<

and sent back to the Post Office.

She advises that a full name and
address be included on all incoming
and campus mail.

Chiriboga followed this up by
suggesting that students notify the

Housing Office of any change in

their local address. Also, he said

that departmental offices and
faculty should notify Central Mail of

any address changes or additions.

After spending an hour during a

busy morning watching the Mail

Room employees and the machines

at work, the halls and offices of

Whitmore seem to be in a different

world.

So it was discovered that a letter

dropped down the mail slot in

Whitmore, which connects to the

Mail Room, won't be disappearing

into thin air. It could be on its way
down to the Mad Hatter's tea party.

Jesus Christ, and that is always

good news."

With a large and enthusiastic

congregation, College Church

sounds like a clergyman's dream.

Pastor MacVittie said it hasn't

always been that way.

At its birth in April 1972, the

Church could claim only four

members and $10. Within a year,

between 400 and 500 people came

regularly each Sunday.

"And they keep coming back

because they are challenged. Being

a Christian isn't easy, but it is

fulfilling. Students wouldn't return

if God was not reai to them. In a

college community, going to

Church is not a habitual Sunday

morning thing."

MacVittie continued
energetically, "I spend hours a day

studying. The Bible is the most

important resource, but I have to

read other things too, like Time

magazine. I can't sound like an

achin' idiot, you know," he gave a

short laugh and went on.

MacVittie is looking forward to

this Sunday's "One on One"

program, when each person who
usually goes to College Church will

bring a friend with them.

"The term 'One on One' comes

from basketball, he explained.

"Although the congregation is

large, we don't want the

newcomers to feel like just one out

in the crowd."

RECIPE EXCHANGE
By SUE KIERAS and SUE DUCHIN

Staff Writer

For those of you who want to bring home a nice surprise for Mom,
what could be nicer than using some rosy, plush cranberries to

brighten up the Thanksgiving dinnerTThis cranberry treat is simply a

matter of mixing and pouring. The result is a chewy, luscious

dessert.

ROSE'S CRANBERRY CHEW
Equipment: 7" by 9" shallow baking dish & small mixing bowl

Ingredients: 2 c. Ocean Spray fresh cranberries

3-4 c. sugar or 5-8 c. honey
1 c. flour

1 egg (beaten)

1-2 c. margarine

Optional: 1-2 c. chopped walnuts

Grease the pan well. Spread cranberries over the bottom. Sprinkle

with 1-4 cup of sugar OR a little less than 1-4 a cup of honey. In a

bowl add the rest of sugar OR honey to the egg. Blend in the flour

and shortening. Pour the batter over the cranberries. (Sprinkle

walnuts on top.) Bake at 325 degrees for 45 minutes.

To save money, use canned cranberries. The sugar is already in-

cluded and you don't have use as much of the expensive $3.39-5 lb.

sugar.

Now if you don't have the time to bake, you might consider

bringing home a bottle of "Cranberry Cordial" or some vodka and
cranberry juice to celebrate the festive occasion. Cranberry Coodial

can be served on the rocks.

CAPECODDER
1 1-2 oz. vodka
2 oz. cranberry juice

ice

Mix all ingredients together in a tall glass and garnish with a lime.

Plan Your Holiday Parties Early at

"PutyScunt:
Rte. 9, 529 Belchertown Rd.

Our wood shed room is available

for banquets, special occasions.

Contact

E.J. CALLAHAN or

KEN HAWKINS
256-8551

,:,*tfMAW »«.><>..
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Taking up where Cohen left off

To the Editor

/ would like to add a few comments of my own to Ed Cohen's
editorial of Thursday. Nov. 21. I believe that Mr. Cohen has
neglected the initialreason for the founding of the state of Israel. I

am speaking, of course of the Nazi genocide of European Jewry
during World War II. Perhaps the world has forgotten that be-

tween six and ten million Jews were starved, gassed and burnt to

death for the crime of being Jewish.
They were murdered before the eyes of the world. Hitler made

his intentions known in his book, Mein Kamf. In later years he
requested any nation who would do so, to please let the Jews
emmigrate. No one took him up on it.

America was no exception. Boatloads of Jews, upon arrival in

New York were shipped back to Europe to be humiliated and
eventually killed. And the Germans were not the only ones tc

participate in this spectacle of horror. The Checks, Poles,

Hungarians, French, Rumanians, Russians, etc., all joined in with

relish. People who did not actually slaughter merely kept silent.

So, after World War II it was decided that Jews should have a
homelandand Palestine was chosen. However, the British and the

Arabs did not want a Jewish State and did everything possible to

prevent it. Terrorist groups, such as the Stern gang, sprung up.

Eventually there was a full scale war, and Israel became an official

country. Since then there has been repeated warfare.

Why? Well one reason is the Palestinian refugees. Why are

they refugees? Because they fled from their homes. And why did

they run? Because the Arab governments told them that the Jews
would kill them if they did not. And they also promised that

another war would be waged in which all the Jews would be sent

away from the Middle East. Nassar promised them, "We will drive

Israel into the Red Sea.

"

But when they fled, they ended up on the borders in refugee

camps because the Arab countries refused to let them enter. For

the past 25 years, Palestinians have lived in squalid refugee

camps, fed on hatred for Jews and the Jewish State.

Now I believe that sooner or later a Palestinian state should be

founded, probably on some portion of the occupied territories.

But it cannot be the state of Israel. And it cannot be established

until the Arabs are willing to recognize Israel and agree that it

belongs in the Middle East permanently. And that is a concession

that Yasser Arafat has not been willing to make.

I would also like to comment on the charges that Arabs and

black Jews are 2nd class citizens in Israel. It is true. And it is as

ugly as the racism anywhere else. But this has no bearing on the

status of Israel as a nation. Because Arabs and black Jews are

discriminated against, should Israel cease to exist? Should Syria

cease to exist? I ask because the Jewish population of Syria it

severely oppressed. Should the USSR cease to exist? Three

million Russian Jews are continually oppressed and harassed by

the government's anti-Jewish policy.

Yes, the internal politics in Israel need revision. But that is for

young Israelis, who are extremely aware of this problem, to solve.

In the meantime, the Jewish state is in existence because history

has time and again proven the necessity for such a state.

Diana Karsh

Zapping Zi\

To the Editor.

/ must answer Ziff's token-dangling letter of November 18 with
some questions.

In the realm of sensitivity, [which is often considered irrelevant

to academe, but which is particularly relevant to a discipline like

journalism] how does Howard Ziff normally introduce members of
thejournalism department? Does he normally say "...and here are
our special consciousness people, a Pulitzer Prize-winning Black
and a P. P. -winning Woman?" Do the signs on these professors'
doors or desks read "Black Pulitzer Prize Winner" and "Woman
Pulitzer Prize Winner"?! Or do they have names, are they in-

dividuals worth being introduced as such?
I've heard Prof. Ziff's opinions at meetings. I'm familiar with his

belief, as stated at a meeting preparing the Collegian's Black
Affairs position, that a journalist is a "Man of Letters. " Well, I'll

never be a "Man of Letters". I've had the unpleasant experience

of a personal encounter with Prof. Ziff in which he asked me if I

was trying to pass as male, since I often use the nickname
"Denny". Well, he might just as well ask my mother that one. I

mention this incident to point out that Prof. Ziff has no respect for

people, individuals, or human values, whatever his "professional"

credentials might be. He does not even have the sophistication to

show common courtesy to other people. Furthermore, how can
Prof. Ziff defend himself on the question of student input by
stating that the decision was made at a department meeting in the

ENGLISH department? English majors are not the ones being

drastically affected by Ziff's inexcusable maneuverings.

I suggest that, in view of the farcical goings-on in the Jour-
nalism department, a student would be better off taking a
completely separate major with a few electives in JS and par-

ticipation in campus media.

Denise S. Mattaau

CC workers get what they asked for
To the Editor.

Recently, letters have appeared in the Collegian condemning
the policy of not paying overtime to students, especially in terms

of the Campus Center and its accommodations manager, Don
Witkoski. I would like to remind people, especially Ms.

Wisebacker, that students working in the dorms were told, when
hired, that work time over 40 hours would be carried. At that time

no one quit or complained about the policy. It actually proved
beneficial to many workers who counted on the carried hours to

cover during slow weeks. It wasn't time and a half, but we all

knew that. As for Mr. Witkoski. I found him to be an easy person

to work with, and if problems arose he could be counted on to

help out, even if that meant changing linen or answering the

phone. The reference by Ms. Wisebacker to switchboard operator
pay vs. desk clerk pay was also very misleading. Any switchboard
person male OR female receives the same pay. At busy times an
operator may perform duties usually handled by the desk clerk,

but never does the ultimate responsibility lie with that person.
Some people are not capable of handling those responsibilities,

and that is why they do not receive the pay, or the position.

Harriet Lipnik

French corridor, Chacun a songout
To the Editor.

John Burke's letter against the article depicting the French

Corridor [ 1 1-25] surprised us, to say the least. Yes, it is true that

only 12 out of 27 people in the basement of Moore belong to the

organization, [a/though others who don't speak French join in our
activities] but that was the purpose intended in publishing the

article, i.e. publicity. Our membership is reduced to 12 due to

graduations and the computer-run system used in assigning

students to the rooms. At the end of last year, we were promised
all the rooms in the basement for our purposes. Due to the

computer, people were assigned to other places, and of course,

once settied, did not want to move again.

At a floor meeting earlier this year [where many non-French
Corridor people were absent], we explained that the French

Corridor was simply a club [for it is an RSO organization], and that

we are all residents of the same corridor, and did not intend to

become a faction aimed at separatism.

In conclusion, the purpose of the article was to obtain some
publicity for the French Corridor, so that others might know we
exist. It was not an article depicting life in the basement of Moore
House. We are not "numerous people spouting French", just a
group of students, like you, who are trying to personalize our
education in this impersonal environment. It is unfortunate that

Mr. Burke et. al. feels that other individuals [minority or not] do
not have the right to pursue a common interest.

Sheila Yaffe, president
at. al. 14 signatures

Tell Ford to forward the food
To the Editor

This week the World Food Council meeting in Rome is waiting

to hear whether President Ford accepts the request of the U.S.

Delegation to the Council. The Delegation has asked Mr. Ford to

announce now that the U.S. will double its contribution to the

starving countries of the world. Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz

feels that our aid cannot be doubled. The President so far agrees

with him. According the The New York Times (November 12),

without this aid from us and other food producing countries, one
half billion people, or, one eighth of the world's population, may
well die of starvation within the next eight months/ We urge

everyone to make known his-her concern. If the U.S. doubles its

aid, other food producing nations will follow suit. A letter or

telegram counts as a representation of a certain amount of people.
A telegram or mailagram sent to President Ford in Washington,
D.C. would be very effective. Do people in the University really

care? Then they should call Western Union and send a message.
Tell the President to save millions from starvation.

S. Bradford Smith
Richard O. Ulin

Mark D. Wllhelm

More letters on page 10
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Sensitivity of UMass men
By MARYDRISCOLL and MEREDITH MANNING

PNS is a collective interest in social
change. It la a channel for community
groups to feed information from a non-
traditional perspective into campus
media. It is located at the UMass
Veteran's Coalition, 2nd floor Student
Union.

The women's liberation movement. Do the words
turn you off? Does the image of an amazon who eats

college men for breakfast come to mind? Or are you
bored already?

The current women's movement has been with us

for over a decade and it is still surrounded by con-

fusion, mixed emotions and a large scale refusal - on
the part of many men - to listen to its central

arguments. Complaints about women's liberation,

from men on this campus, are usually the mocking
verbal thrusts of those characters for whom raised

consciousnesses are liabilities and ignorance is bliss.

Yet, it seems to us there exists a miniscule but

resounding caucus of UMass men for whom the

myths of awareness have developed into conscious

recognitions that the movement is a profound
response to our history of oppression. It is becoming
easier to detect a growing male sensibility to the

causes and significances of the woman's movement.
Previously, male attitudes towards feminism have

been appraised in two extreme positions: either total

chauvinism or banal indifference. It is interesting that

certain groups of males seem to be seeking a reliable

approach to the issue of women's liberation. Often,

one finds, in discussions with some male friends,

attempts to redefine their once silent voices in the

struggle against sexism.

One could almost generalize that Americans are

taught to hate and fear the opposite sex. This is

because traditional success in the realm of sexual-

romantic interaction found its sole measure of worth

in self-centered pursuits; the ego-mania of having

someone's crotch under lock and key. This is a human
model some men are trying to unlearn in their per-

sonal relationships. For these people, as for con-

temporary feminists, it is a painful identity crisis. As a

woman, I now find it important to reevaluate what I

expect from certain male attitudes. Men are ex-

panding the limits of male-female communication in

search of a direction for genuine institutional

rebellion. One becomes concerned about women's
rights only when one perceives that few personal

advantages are to be gained from accepting

traditional female roles. It is time for women to

reconsider the assumption that all men are oblivious

to their sexism. There is nothing achieved from a

failure to understand the overlooked beginnings of

male awareness. This onset of men's responses may
ultimately add valuable dimension to the women's
struggle.

Mary Driscoll and Meredith Manning are Com-
mentators from the Progressive News Service

Sing a song of Southwest
By JIM PAULIN

At 7 o'clock p.m. it's a stream flowing into the

library.

During the warm season, it's a cacaphony of

packaged music and preconceived hoots tightly

packing the outside air, encircling the towers with
spirals and engulfing the lowrises with the fat of the
body bellow.

It's crucified bulletin boards.
It's broken fluorescent tubes beneath JFK

alongside fragments of spent molotov cocktails and
outstretched pumpkins.

It's the tranquility of the eight o'clock class at

breakfast.

It's a mocking tunnel which shouts back at you.
Blinking crimson beacons beating away propellers.

Teams of champs from high schools with sewed-on
years, numbers, letters, balls, signatures, towns, from
the gyms and fields of applauding families, neighbors
and sallow sports pages.

Quickly KO-d newspaper- next to the salt shakers
absorbing milk and ketchup from the formica tables of

the Dining Commons.
Wives from Northampton with ladles and plates

wearing white clean suits servicing Bellys.

Big tall holes in the sky flailing shadowc.
Walls of bricks, tightly organized bricks kept in line

with concrete chains. Rained on bricks, bricks

throwing shadows, shadows sleeping on bricks. Walls

of bricks reaching out of the valley, rivaling the

Holyoke Range.
Piles of little boxes containing desks, chairs, beds

and a unique smell and arrangement.

Smells-Hot plates heating up non meal ticket meals,

Incense woven into rugs, clothes and curtains, often

intermingled with past and present smell of hand
rolleds.

Hundreds of shoe feet behind a checkpoint waiting

to get through, lines of shoefeet shifting, bobbing up,

dropping down waiting for processing at the check-
point.

Water dropping beneath the towers creating as
many ponds as islands, creating a Southwest ar-

chipelagos which don't treat the students like the Red
Sea treated Moses. Treats them like the Pharoah's
troops.

Hundreds of janitors rearranging dirt.

Exalted stereos with turntables in perpetual motion
except during power failures.

Electric alarm clocks and electric time. Four hour
power failure in the night equals four eliminated hours
made up during morning class time.

Party, party, party. Party for breakfast, party for

class, party for homework, party during power
failures.

Elevator on a string, elevator up, elevator down,
elevator up and down like a yoyo.

Jim Paulin is a Collegian Commentator

{ Fred 5 Weiss }

Life for the living
There has been somewhat of a controversy in the pages of the

Collegian these past few weeks, over the issue of abortion. Is

abortion "murder"? Or is it the prerogative of an individual to

terminate an unwanted condition brought on by accident?

Richard Berman, a dear friend and fine gentleman stated last

week in these pages that just because a fetus is not yet born, it

doesn't mean that it is inferior life. Richard then went on to op-

pose abortion on moral grounds. Richard's opposition surprised

me, because up to that time the only people who I knew to be
against abortion were militant hypocrites, caring more about the
unborn than those already living and starving on the earth today.
Many a time a car would go speeding by me on the highway with
two signs back to back on the fender: "Win in Vietnam" and
"Abortion is Murder". Because of this simplistic hypocrisy, I

tended to dismiss anti-abortion critics as "dupes" of a backward
church, never having to develop any substantial argument to back
my pro-abortionist view.

Now Richard calls my bluff, and I must come through. The
reason why I am for legalized abortion is twofold. The first is a

moral question: People should not have to have unwanted
children. It isn't good for the child. It is a terrible burden for the

parents. A woman who is brutally raped, should not be forced to

bear a child whose very conception is due to an act of violence. To
those who would call my arguement a rationalization, I respond
that almost any contact involving an individual's sexuality has the

potential to create life. Is the man who uses a prophylactic to

prevent a pregnancy with a partner, stopping the process that has

the potential to create life? How about the woman who decides

that she wants "the pill"; is she involving herself in a process that

stops "life"? If you take the anti-abortion stand to its most logical

extreme you have an absurd "Yes". Almost everything that you
do, from the first day that you reach sexual maturity denies life in

some way, simply because you have the potential to create life?

There are more important things to spend our energies on.

There are people alive on this earth without food, love or hope.

These are people who are alive but dying. They're not all in India,

some are as close as Appalachia, even Springfield. Use your

energies to help the living.

Life is a precious thing. To be brought into this world, when
there is someone there to love it. Someone there to help it grow.

Agreed, abortion is a terrible thing. It is bad for the individual

involved, and in all cases people should use birth control to

prevent such a traumatic experience. Still, morally there is no way
that abortion is any more immoral than birth control, is it just one

step further along the trail.

For Richard Berman to compare abortions to the racial and anti-

semitic tirades against the Blacks and Jews in the world argues on
the absurd. We aren't talking about races, or any other

classification of "living" individuals. I'm talking about the unborn
fetus, which the individuals involved do not wish to bring into the

world.

If a baby is a mongoloid, or has no chance to live any productive

life due to physical defects, it will become a drain on its parents,

without having any chance of having any emotional happiness,

should it be brought into the world?

If a woman is raped, and impregnated; should she have to bear

a "child" that she does not wish to bear? Even if such a process

would cause her a great amount of mental agony?
There are many more questions that could be asked, but my

wish is not to make this into a verbal sparring match. Even if you
are against abortion morally, realistically you cannot be against

legal abortion. Everyone has the right to decide what is best for

them in the case of abortion.

Whether abortions are legal or illegal they will not stop. They
will only become more expensive for the rich and more dangerous
for the poor. Hacks will once again drive sports cars to dark alleys

where scared women will wait and hope. The legality of abortion

should be without question, just as the legality to avoid "forced"

abortions should be.

It gets me angry to see people ram down their morality down
other's lives. Too often a small active minority has done this. First

to limit access of birth control (not realizing that stopping birth

control dosen't necessarily stop sexual acts), and then tried to

stop abortions when their attempts to limit birth control suc-

ceeded.
In all fairness to Richard Berman, he is not that type of person.

A vegetarian on moral grounds, Rich doesn't eat meat because'
animals are sacred life as well. Yes Richard, life is precious, let us
put all of our energy into the living. Make sure they have enough
to eat. Enough love to survive. Clean air to breath. And a smile on
their face. The issue is the quality of life, and not the technicality
of "when life begins", for as mentioned earlier that question goes
back to the beginning of one's sexuality.

Please don't consider it simplistic to settle on considering
something alive when it has the potential to live a normal life in the
final stages of pregnancy or upon birth, and not get caught up on
the argument of "potential" for life.

It is the only reasonable solution to a painful dilemma.

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist

{
Re/'d a Fishman i

Hard times America
Fred Astaire twirls again as Bobby Orr scores and Lawrence

Spivak asks unanswered news about what's really been bothering

everybody anyhow. A lawnmower can be heard through Jim
McKay, who stands on a Swiss mountain and describes "the thrill

of victory and the agony of defeat" in smiling monotone. Staring

to the lone fixture in a strategic living room corner, Henry An-
drews watches the lives and deaths of pressed people and thinks

about money and things. "What the hell does he know about

defeat?" mutters Henry.

Cables pull Frisco cars through the evening fog, and Betsy

Franklin returns to her Berkeley apartment after another searching

day. She's been out of school for two years and was laid off by
Burger King last week, and any paycheck would be reasonable at

this point. Her mother thinks she should get married and let a

husband support her.

Kansas cattle move slowly through the fields, preparing

themselves for slaughter to feed the fed. Tom Grandsler bounces
down the path on his trotting Roy Rogers palomino. Like Alan

Ladd in his powder white shirt and brown overalls, he surveys the

motion of his faltering livelihood.

And in a midnight corridor of Chicago, Bobby Whitlock slithers

quietly towards his victim. At fourteen, Bobby was pressed into

the service of a street gang, and he's become a master of ghetto

trades in the years since. He's learned how to control his hard

times.

Chosen preverts preach to a hollow hall on the need for truth

and the responsibilities of a super nation. Gerry Ford practices his

golf swing and scrambles eggs in golden cookware. And Nelson
Rockefeller mourns his losses and gives Christmas presents to the

military.

As Santa Claus parades up and down the street asking for

donations, the world finds itself slightly less convenient in its fear.

There's nothing new about hard times and there's little doubt that

American affluence is still a worldwide controlling factor. We're
just not used to going down so hard, so fast, so foreign, so
familiar, so foreign, so hard.

Paul Warfield catches his Sunday passes, and reruns of Dragnet
still find forgotten children drowning in the bathtub. Henry An-
drews turns the knob on the set, in search of other days and stops

to look and listen as a beautiful woman turns to board a waiting

plane and a familiar, immortal face stares sadly and repeats,

"Here's looking at you, kid."

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist

I

furor scribendi ?

Writers: Are you interested in writing news with a definite viewpoint instead of the same old

stuff. The Collegian Editorial Staff is looking for a few good committed people willing to take

assignments covering political, social, cultural, events etc. Some assignments will be worked
by teams, others individually. Some assignments will be investigative and some not. Advocacy
is the name of the game. Come see us. We'll make you famous. Contact Dean Tucker evenings

in the Collegian Editorial Office.

9
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More letters to the editor

Off campus students unrepresented?

To the Editor

This letter is an appeal to the SGA, SOP, Collegian

and all the other so called student organizations to

begin and represent the entire student body.

My mistaken belief was that these organizations

were supposed to represent all students, not just

those residing in dormitories. There are approximately

23,000 students at U.Mass. and only 11,000 of them

live in dorms. This leaves over half the student body

that have nothing to do with dorms or the dorm way

of life. Yet to read the Collegian or listen to these so

called student organizations' demands, one would be

inclined to think everyone attending U.Mass lived in a

dorm.

The present issue of forced dormitory living is an

excellent example of biased representation by these

student organizations. The administration has been

forced to give up this policy at least partly because of

pressure exerted by the SGA, SOP and SRB. Un-

fortunately the ending of this dormitory requirement

will undoubtedly raise rents in the area. So far,

though, these organizations have paid only lip service

to the question of rent control, thereby neglecting

over half the student body. The SRB is a case in point.

Their views as stated in the Collegian included the

issue of rent control, but none of the posters plastered

about campus even mentioned this issue when ap-

pealing for a large crowd to march on Whitmore. A

group can say anything but the proof of its com-

mitment is in its actions.

This whole issue is being further distorted by the

one sided reporting of the Collegian. There have been

numerous articles and opinions expressed in favor of

the abolition of the dormitory requirement. The

subject of rent control is barely mentioned if at all in

any of these articles and opinions.

The news analysis that appeared on November 21

of the blanket dorm fee proposed by Whitmore is a

typical example of the dorm mentality of the

Collegian.

In short the article states that adding $340 a year to

off-campus students' fees to subsidize the dorms is

all-right. Of course the off-campus students will

object, but you can't have everything. This is in-

credible, nowhere was there a mention of the impact

this would nave on off-campus students, and

equating a $340 dorm fee to the athletic fee is absurd.

Does this mean that dorm students will have to

subsidize North Village, since it is going broke? Your

reporter's ready acceptance of this innane and unjust

plan shows the Collegian only considers issues from a

dormitory point of view.

In conclusion, I am not advocating that these

organizations recommend that students be forced to

live in dorms or abandon the dorm students with their

many just complaints. I am only saying that these

organizations stress the dorm students way of life and

point of view to the exclusion of over half the student

body. It is time these organizations realized this fact

and began speaking for all students, dorm and off-

campus.
Michael Carroll

S.P.O.N.G.E. all wet
To the Editor:

After reading the letter from SPONGE in Monday's

Collegian, / had to sit down and think of what could

possibly be done with people suffering from such a

total lack of awareness... and I came up with nothing

save writing this letter.

The blatant absurdity of their contention that blacks

are getting everything staggers the imagination. A
mere review of basic statistics revealing the increasing

discrepancy between black and white median income

and the disproportionate ratio of black to white

unemployment is testimony that whites are con-

tinuing, if not strengthening their superior economic

position.

If the authors of the letter believe that busing is

somehow "giving" the blacks something, perhaps
they should remember that equality of opportunity is a
right not a privilege, and that a correction of injustice

is not a concession to be granted but a responsibility

to be accepted. SPONGE, why won't you open your

eyes to the very real oppressive force of institutional

and personal racism that is, and has been operating

against the black people for hundreds of years in this

country? And while you're at it, why don't you open
your hearts to some human understanding, the best

cure for paranoia and bigotry that I know.

Sincerely,

Betty Londergan

Food Services speaks
To-the -Editor:

, , ,

Any food service establishment, whether a snack bar, supermarket,

restaurant, or dining commons, has many costs besides food. Buildings

must be paid for and maintained. Employees must be paid. Accounting,

printing, administration - all generate costs which are paid by the

customer. At University Food Services, all the expenses of operating the

dining commons are paid by the fees paid by meal ticket holders.

One guideline for efficiency of a food serving establishment is that its

food cost is approximately 38per cent of all expenses.

The amount of money contributed for each meal a student fasted was

$0. 75. This is our average food cost per meal served. It is derived by taking

the total fooo expense for a period and dividing by the total number of

meals served. It is only an average and does not recognize the different

costs attributable to a breakfast, a lunch, and a dinner. Cash prices do

recognize this difference, hence the different rates for each meal. Using

the cash prices and the 38 per cent food cost, the 3 meal contribution to

OXFAM would be about $2. 19. Three stubs represented a contribution of

$2.25. When students took part in the fast, a full and fair value for their

stubs was given to aid the starving people of the world.

Some seven thousand students did not take part in the fast. They, too,

fund the boarding halls, and their money cannot be reallocated because

others want to contribute to a cause. Everyone on board plan pays for all

the expenses of the department. The fast reduced only one category of

expense for a relatively small group of students. For those who took part,

full value of their reduction in food expense was contributed to OXFAM.
Sincerely yours,

Arthur H. Warren
Acting Director of Food Services

Comment on Cohen
To the Editor:

/ would like to know to what extent the article by Ed Cohen in the issue

of Thursday, November 21, 1974, is abstracted from Arab [such as Black

September] propaganda materials.

Shalom Eliezer

Dorm tax unfair to all

To the Editor:

In the Daily Collegian of 11-25-74 Catherine

Sherlock wrote that those who live off campus should

not have to pay the extra $170 fee for the upkeep of

dorms. As far as this goes, it is true.

But to this I would like to add that I see no reason

that those who wish to live on campus should be

penalized for doing so. Just as those who fought to

receive their right to live where they choose regardless

of age had a good. reason for doing so, so too do

those who desire to live on campus. Those who live

off campus should not have to pay for the upkeep of

something they do not utilize. Nor should those living

on campus be penalized because those under 21

chose to fight for a right that should have been theirs

long ago.

There must be a more fair way of collecting the

money they need to keep the dorms. Perhaps some of

the money collected under other worth/ess fees —
such as the Athletic Fee [which only a limited number
of students utilize] could be channeled into this.

"Let dorm living be optional" but collect the money
for the upkeep of dorms in a fair way, rather than

shafting a section of the student body. We must unite

and fight this rather than divide and let them conquer

a small faction of the student body.

Bryan Schultz

Rape line

545-COPS

Appearing

Tonite:

Mama's

Little Jewel

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47

Sunderland

665-4937

i
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UJMUA
8:30 a.m. — HIGHTIDES - WMUA'S resident

astrologer tells us that it will be spacy around 2,

electric after 3, type of day.

7:00 p.m. — BREADBASKET — A WMUA special I

documentary concerning the plight of the grain

belt farmer in America today. Narrated by

Charles Pellet, this pre thanksgiving program

deals with the story and problems of a small,

fertile Kansas farming community and its people.

8:00 p.m. — STRAIGHT NO-CHASER WAAUA
rebroadcast of the famous Proctor and Bergman

WAAUA insanity. Don't Miss It.

9:00 pm —NATIONAL LAMPOON RADIO HOUR
more funnies for UAAies.

10:00 p.m. — TOMMY JOYNER with 4 hours of soul

music.
WMUA's LAUGH BAG — every 3 hours beginning

from 6 a.m. until sign off. Clues are coming!!!

Keep listening!

CHARCOAL BROILED

SIRLOIN STEAK i*«.

Broiled Halibut
Broiled Swordfish
Broiled Haddock in cream sauce
Sauteed Shrimp "New Orleans" style

Sauteed Chicken Livers

j
CURRIED SHRIMP AND EGGS

'3.75

3.50

3.75

3.25

4.50

3.50

£1
All dinners include choice of soup or salad, potato and vegetable

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 m Serving Dinner

5 - 8:30 p.m.

Super Pizzeria
Specializing in —
Pizzas
(large and small)

Spaghetti

Grinders

«

(the meatiest

roast beef grinders

in the area)

Free Delivery — now in Sunderland

also!

Open 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

r*

17 Montague Rd.

N. Amherst
549-0626

Next to the N. Amherst Post Office

Telephone Company promises
to make cheating difficult
"SHOPLIFTERS WILL BE

PROSECUTED" is a familiar
warning posted in clothing,
department and grocery stores in

an effort to curb thefts.

New England Telephone wants
to curb toll call fraud - another
kind of stealing.

The company will seek
prosecution of anyone caught
billing calls to an unknowing third

party or using an unauthorized
credit card.

In Massachusetts, a convicted
toll cheater can be imprisoned for

up to 30 days or fined up to $100 —
or both.

It is also illegal to publish the
number or code of an existing,

cancelled, revoked, expired or non-
existent credit card or coding
system which is employed in the

issuance of such credit cards.

If convicted of publishing such
credit card information, a person
could face a $2,000 fine, im-
prisonment up to 12 months, or
both.

"We don't want to have anyone
prosecuted," local telephone
manager Lorraine Maynard said,

"but fradulent billing is stealing.

People should understand that
when they make fraudulent calls

that they could be jeopardizing their

career or their future. If we closed
our eyes and did nothing, all

telephone users would have to
shoulder the added cost caused by
these abusers.

"Most of these calls are made
from coin telephones. In some
locations we have been forced to
remove all coin telephones because
of high revenue losses. This is not
only an inconvenience for many

people, but our other customers
have to absorb the losses."

This summer the telephone
company introduced a new method
of detecting fraudulent use of credit

cards. The operator has immediate

access to computerized information

to check credit card numbers.
This new method -- along with

the electronic detecting equipment
already in use - promises to make

toll cheating difficult.

"We have a unified program of
security and centralized ticket

investigation of toll fraud and we
will prosecute offenders, "Miss
Maynard said

Nicola Geiger seeks support for

So. Korean resistance movement

WMUA
Here is what WMUA, 91.1 FM, will broadcast today:
The disc jockeys will be Stu MacDonald, Rocket Rick, Vinny Peruzzi and

John Greeley.

WMUA Specialties:

8:30 a.m., High Tides, Quite a day, with several interesting aspects.
Tomorrow the moon will be in Taurus, Jeff Jawer will explain what it all

means.

7:00 p.m., Special Broadcast, "Breadbasket," a documentary about the
condition of the Grain Belt farmer. Charles Pellett narrates the story of a
small, fertile farming community.

8:00 p.m., Straight No-Chaser, Tonight a rebroadcast of the Phil Proctor
- Peter Bergman fiasco. Listen 'til 9.

9:00-9:30 p.m., National Lampoon Radio Hour
10:00-6:00 a.m., Uujamadrum, Eight hours of soul, as hosted by Tommy

Joyner.

WMUA News can be heard at 7, 8 & 9 a.m., and 2, 6 & 10 p.m.
The Laugh Bag continues on WMUA. Prizes and laughs.

ByMARYDRISCOLL
Progressive News Service

Nicola Geiger is a Buddist, a

Quaker, a former actress, a world
traveler, a philosopher. Nicola

Geiger, on a two month speaking
tour across the U.S., works full time
for the American Friends Service

Committee seeking support for the

South Korean resistance
movement - a faction of students,

clergy, workers, and people of

South Korea silenced in their

opposition to the repressive rule of

U.S. supported President Park
Chung Hee.

She says her mission as an at-

tempt to awaken American con-

sciousness to the plight of
numerous religious and intellectual

South Korean leaders, incarcerated

and tortured for opinion and
dissidence counter to the skillfully

manipulative Park dictatorship.

She has been living in Japan for

seven years: one year at the

Friendship Center in Hiroshima and
five as director of the East Asia

Center of Friends World college

there. Her deep involvement with

Korea stems from friendships with
many members of the South
Korean resistance movement.
From her time spent in South

Korea comes her experience to

express the history of the freedom-
loving passion of Korean people
and' culture. In her documented
talk, Ms. Geiger outlined the

sequences of Japanese and
American colonialization of Korea.

She explained how Korea was ruled

hv tvranniral dynasties beforp the

Japanese occupation which lasted

from the end of the Russian-

Japanese war in 1905, until the
United States and the Soviet Union
divided Korea at the end of World
War II.

Ms. Geiger pointed out how the

rule and purge their political op-

ponents.

In 1960, Park, then a Major
General, staged a coup d'etat

bringing the country under his rule.

Deceitfull to the hopes of the

people that a democracy could

prevail in South Korea, Park has

shown himself to be a ruthless

despot, gradually inflicting his

power to declare "states of

emergency". Park has amended the

constitution abolishing the limits on
his presidential stay in office. He
has made it illegal for workers to

go on strike, for students to gather

in public or miss classes at the

Universities, or for any citizen to

speak against the constitution. He
has mobilized the Korean CIA as his

tactical police force to round up
dissidents and has used it to kidnap

a political contender, Kim Dae Jun.

Ms. Geiger, in an interview,

discussed speculations about the

role of the South Korean CIA in the

assassination of Park's wife, several

months ago.

Ms. Geiger showed slides of the

Korean country side, cities, in-

dustrial areas, and poor and
starving Koreans forced to work in

the foreign owned factories of

Seoul. It is important, she said, to

understand the economics of the

country. Because South Korea
provides a tremendous resource of

cheap labor, — the agarian
oriented Korean people, dislocated

by war and Japanese and American
industrialization, - the country is

infested and controlled financially

by opportunistic businesses, the

allies of President Park. Ms. Geiger

showed pictures of Korean cities,

known to be the worst polluted in

the world.

Ms. Geiger urged the need for

American support of the political

prisoners held in Park's jails and
recognition of the deplorable state

of government and living con-

ditions in South Korea. She is

working especially to help free a

national poet, Kim Chi Ha, arrested

and sentenced to fifteen years for

criticizing Park's method of

democracy.

NICOLA GEIGER
United States established a so-

called democracy controlled by
Syngman Rhee as the first elected

president of South Korea -

fashioning a constitution much like

America's own. Yet, the beginnings

of political corruption came with

Rhee and the fabrication of

"communist agression" from the

North. This ploy was used by Rhee,

his successors Yun Po Sun, and
Park as excuses to affect military

e'J* i
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WED. and THUR. NITE

"Scorpio"

»
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Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's
Flea Market, only 12 miles
from Whitmore!

TUES. —No Cover

THURS. SUN., 51.00

Sunday Beer — 25c — 9 to 1.00

i

Pit/iff of Room to Boojit! Ph0ne (617) -Just Over Line -544-6028
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It feels sooo Gooooood to express

yourself. Got a story? Got a poem? Send it

to SPECTRUM, rm 407 S.U. Do it now?
ALPHA ZETA:

Third pledge meeting today at 6:30 p.m.

in C.C. 168. Please attend.

ASTRONOMY CLUB:
Officers' meeting at 7, followed by

regular meeting at 7.30 in Hasbrouck 22.

Discussion of telescope rip-offs.

ASTROLOGY:
The university community is invited to

an Astrology Open House tonight at 8:00

p.m. in Room 113 Campus Center. The
Open House is a free exchange between

the community and visiting astrologers,

who will answer questions concerning

astrology. There will be $1.00 charge for

personal chart erection and interpretation.

General admission is free.

BOTANY:
Botany Collq at 4:40 p.m. today in 203

Morrill Science Center, "Modifying

Hormone Action with Inorganic Solutes",

by Dr. A. Carl Leopold of Washington D.C.

CASIAC:
Freshman Seminars, 15 people each.

Topics: Organizations, Climate,

Socialization, Eskimo and Indian Cultures,

The University. Pick up registration at

CASIAC.
CORRECTION:

The Student Senate will NOT meet

Weds, as reported in the Monday
timetable.

DANCE WORKSHOP:
Guest artists' classes today only:

Modern Technique for Beginners 10:30

Hampden; Ballet (Upper Level) 5:30

Wesley Church; 7:30 Modern Mixed Bag

for ensemble members Wesley Church.

Register by calling 5-1552.

FREIBURG ABEND:
Tues. Dec. 3 at 8 p.m. the annual

"Freiburg Abend" will be in the 6th floor

lounge, Herter Hall. All grads and un-

dergrads invited to learn about UMass

Television Tonight
6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS 18)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS 122) (30)

THE BLACK EXPERIENCE (24)

MOVIE "The Lieutenant Wore
Skirts." (27)

BEWITCHED (38)

ZOOM! (57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

700 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WALTER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob

Barker, host (8)

SPECIAL: ' Dino At the Piano."

118)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

UNTOUCHABLES (56)

WOMAN IS (57)

7:30 GOOD TIMES (3)

LETS MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall,

host (8) (22!

THE FOURTH STATE (24)

MASQUERADE PARTY (30)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW (38)

ROOM 222 "What is a Man." (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 NEW ENGLAND WHALERS
HOCKEY (3)

HAPPY DAYS "Big Money." (8)

(40)

THIS IS THE LIFE (18)

NBC SPECIAL: "Winnie The Pooh

and the Blustery Day." (22) 130)

AMERICA "A Fireball Fireball In the

Night " Part I. (24) (57)

OF

8 30 MOVIE "The Godchild." (8) (40)

LEARNING TO LIVE (18)

MOVIE "Death Stalk." (22) (30)

EVENING AT SYMPHONY (24)

(57)

NEW WORLD COMING (27)

GREEN ACRES (38)

DINAH! (56)

9:00 SCIENCE AND ART
FOOTBALL (18)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

HOGAN'S HEROES (38)

9:30 AMERICAN SKI SCENE (18)

WITNESS TO YESTERDAY (24)

PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO "Rock 'n' Roll Rookie." (27)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

WOMAN "The Remarrieds." (57)

10:00 MARCUS WELBY, M.D. "The

Last Rip-off." (8) (40)

WASHINGTON DEBATES FOR
THE 70's (18)

POLICE STORY "Love, Mabel."

(22) (30)

SOUL I (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

MOVIE "Man From Cairo

HOLLYWOOD'S GOLDEN YEARS
"This Land Is Mine." (56)

SOUNDSTAGE (57)

10:30 MASH (3)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS
(18) (22) 127) (30) (40)

CAPTIONED ABC NEWS (57)

11:30 MOVIE "The Gazebo."

overseas program in Germany. Light

refreshments will be served.

GAY LINE:
The Student Homoohile Leaaue

rovides hotline and confidential couns-

elling services to those in need. Please call

545-0154 8-11 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.

GO CLUB:
Meeting at the Coffee Shop in the C.C.

on Sunday 12-1 at 7:00. Go-come to piav;

come to learn.

INDIA ASSOC:
Thanks to all those who directly or

indirectly helped in India Night to make it a

great success.

MASS PICKET FOR JUSTICE:
Sav no to Big Y lies. Local United

Farmworker Supporters at Northampton

Big Y Store, rte. 5 fct 10. Tonight 6-9 p.m.

POETS. POETRY
Traditional, erotic, traditionally erotic,

concrete, confessional, historical,

narrative, etc. ...actually any poem will be

considered by SPECTRUM
PROGRAM COUNCIL:

Music Committee meeting Tues. at 7:30

in S.U. 415. Topics: N.E.C. evaluations for

CC OSB light and sound. Jaimie Brockett.

RACISM BOSTON SCHOOL CRISIS:

A meeting at 7:30 tonight in C.C. 165 to

organize a contingent from UMass to

march in the 11-30 demonstration in

(38)

(8)

(3)

Film Times
AMHERST CINEMA -
Chloe - 7:00

Such A Kid - 8:45

CALVIN -
Easy Rider - 7:00

5 Easy Pieces — 8:46

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
The Way We Were - 7:00-9:16

Frankenstein - 7:00-8:46

Gambler - 7:00-9:00

MT. FARMS 4 -
Groove Tube - 4 45 6 15 7 45

9:16

Sound Of Music - 5:00-8:15

Juggernaut - 5:00-7:00-9:15

Trial Of Billy Jack - 5:46-9:00

SHOWCASE -
Fantasia - 7:15-9:20

Longest Yard - 7:30-9:46

Billy Jack - 7:00-10:00

Dracula - 7:30-9:30

Airport 1975 - 7:30-9:30

Harry & Tonto - 7:30-9:50

Boston and to plan for an ongoing

communications network.
ROISTER DOISTER:

Meeting tonight at 5:30 in C.C 804 to

form Screening Committee for show
proposals and other business.

SKI TRIPS:
Deposits for the Sugarloaf Ski trip and

the Sugarbush trip sponsored by UMass
Ski Club are due 11-27. Accepted 11-26 at

meeting.
SOUTHWEST ASSEMBLY REPS:

There will be a SW assembly meeting

Tues. 11-26 in Hampden Student Center,

Southside.
SOUTHWEST RESIDENTS:

Applications are available in SW
assembly office in J.Q.A, lobby for: C.C.

Board of Governors, S.W. Budget Comm,
S.W. Media Ctr. Director (paid), Hampden
Planning Board, and Academic Planning

Task Force (credit avail.) Deadline 11-27.

SQUARE DANCE:
Don't fall behind in lessons. Make sure

to come tonight. All Club members and

other graduate dancers can come and

anoel.
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WOODY ALLEN'S

"Everything You Always $

Wanted to Knott }

About Sot" }
Nov. 26th J

MaharAud. — 7,9,11

75c

*****************i

THIRD WORLD ORGANIZATION:
"I Into History Now", reading and

discussion of Carribean Literature by poet,

editor and critic Andrew Salkey., at

Hampshire College Dec. 7 at 7:30 p.m.,

East Lecture Hall of Franklin Patterson

Hall. Reception for Bro. Salkey after

lecture.

TWO UNDERGRAD T.A.'S NEEDED:
For a student teacher Practicum in a pre-

school. Must have completed student

teaching in a pre school program. For info

call 545-2403 mornings, 584-8665 eves.

UTOPIA MAN'S SEARCH:
Unified family presents a stimulating

history and analysis of mankind's search

for Utopia by Anthony Guerra in 902 C.C.

at 7:30 tonight. All invited.

UMASS SKI CLUB:
Meeting today at 8:00 in Thompson 102.

Drawings for door prizes will be made and

a film shown. Ski trip deps. to Sugarloaf

deadline.

LOST:
Blue, hard covered notebook and

paperback text, "Therapeutic Recreation

II", last week in Old chapel or Boyden.

Whole semester is in notebook. Call Terry

or Charlie at 253-7818 please.

LOST:
Contact' lenses in yellow case. Blindedl

Please return to C.C. lost and found.

LOST:
Person who stole my telescope at Star

Party, Sat. please return it. Call Chris 6-

9534. No questions asked, Reward for info.

FOUND:
Green leather wallet in N. Amherst on

Monday. Call 549-3611.

FOUND:
Grey female kitty in J.Q.A. Call 546-

8331.

FOUND:
Male sheepdog puppy outside Wor-

cester Dining Commons. Need positive

D. of dog for protection of animal. Call

546-6810. Kate.

AMHERSTC*""*
AMITY ST. 253 5426

cowmbia piciu«spr«.w5 BERNARD VERLEY-Z0UZ0U .

'"a cdip DnuiMEB "»'•""» »• A sheer delight!
Film BY thlL< nUnlVltn V»NghljlMjuOs 1 Cwt\»m .—JUDITH CRIST. Niw York Utgti

Chtoeinthe

Selected to

open thi '0th

Ne/w York
Film Festival

R-Sr

p\.Vl*

Scdi

aGoigeocs

KdLlkBjVfe

Eves. Chloe, 7 00

MONDAY fc TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $100

(nMDC Classifieds Pay
To place a ctaiiilied. drop by

the Colie«,i«n Office between

• Mam and 3 4i p m Monday
Friday
The deadline it 3 4V two day*

before the day your atf it to

apooar
The rate* art
0«iW * 30 P»' ""•
WaehW »" per line*

Womhlv » 20 P" "•
•Two tines on form
a pproi im ate one line

FOR SALE
Uaed guitert bought end Bold

The Goiter Workshop. Amhertt
|

Camese Shops MS W2S

Coats Midi suede coat midl

dunaaiee coet r«btnt lui lechet

and navy blue leather lecket Cell

Marg>t 546 7649

J I. res 16S 13 with 2 urns 8 120

rt nd 4 hubcaps tor same »10 Call

Sally ?>86 4219 Istter 5 001

Bhiii Spalding 206 Siderala

rnuulnrlv 4170 will sell tor »46 Call

I,, hi. 1 863 9426 K aep telling

W . ..i|«m flute I key ivory heed
Antique Range C to G »75

Patrick 253 9668

Tw.i. f 70 14 4 ply used

iltowtwet *20 Good condition

617 544 6303 4 10

U<«(1 HhM metal skis w bindings
S35 B.nkla boots sue 8M used
..nlv nine eiL cond »50 Poles
,4 00 ( nil Pat 545 0024 a m or 538

7595 |. Ifl

pttimi lor tale *100 5 pc 2 torn

hat ivmbal Good cond
IrtdMi ant 546 5253

TtAC 6010 tape deck Advent
n,.ibv Pause and Remote and
PlonOOl CS99 spkrs B O over *500

Call 253 3844 alter 5pm
(ijrrn.Hi! Ski Boots sue 7 end

one hall esc condition $25 Call

Uenise 6 1435

/emtb i olor TV 19 ence.'ent
i audition *250 Octsgoi.el
wiiierberi includes heeter frame
imer bag «175 Call 2S3 5795

Sony TC 66 Cassette recorder 2

mo old Like new »60 6 5495

Head Killy 500 208 CM Marker
Stepin Trappeur buckle boots
B O 58* '5

Real in s Persian Lamb coat
.. a i e 1 1 e n t perfect condition
Belted satin lined Large sue 546

Call Susan 546 8931

Twi. Pirelli 165 14 studded snow
tires cm MGB wire rims Call 649

2844

Fender Jaguar guitar hard shell

ase Gd cond »200 or B O Oave
546 9063

Stuffed animals one hell price

»3$11 Up to 3 It Seemo is

believing Keep you werm at

night Good lor the erotic minded
Cell 684 4731

Records ol all kinds at

reasonable prices Can usually get

any LP in print within a week The

New Records Shop 197 N Pleasant

St Amherst 263 5394

FOR SALE
Stereo equipment KLM 9 lull

range electrostetics 2 penels S660
i list 51495 I Epicure model 1 power
amplilier list »650 »450 w full

warranty Revox A77 w estree 4480
Sensui SP 1700 spkrs. Met over
$1400 5250 Infinity 1001 s. pair 490
Pioneer T 6600 euto reverse tepe
deck 5200 SAE NIK I Preamp EQ
Best oiler Call 542 6332 or 642 6336
until 10

Stove relrig . weshar dryer. 5

pc dining rm set dishes Call 549

6698

300mm Rokkor telephoto
Maranw 2230 receiver. 3 veers, on

guarantee Two AR3 speekers

Dual 1215S turnteble and cover

Shure M75EO type 2 cart All top

cond Reas 323 4416 or 323 4823

Two snow tires 6 95 14 tubeless.

studs good condition 410 eech

256 8730 week days alter 5 00 p m

Live Xmas trees, choose and tag

at our Tree Farm eny sue. 47 77 L

Bluniak 133 Bay Rd Hadley Open
eves also

Applications being accepted
RN 3pm 11pm. 4 evs per

wk LPN 7am 3 p m 4 days per

wk Nurse aides pert end lull time

7am 3 p m . 3 p m 11pm Apply
in person Amherst Nursing Home
150 University Or 9am 3pm

Panasonic SE 990 am Im stereo

radio record changer, stereo
cessette Call 546 6926 even 4125 or

B O

Revos A77 reel to reel tepe deck
5450 TEAC AN180 Dolby »225

20HM B plus spkr 5250 per peir

Call 256 6793 Ask lor Lester

~MDC ClmiHedjr
AUTO FOR SALE

66 Musteng. 6 cyl . 3 spd .
new

trans and clutch Sticker Will sell

tor 4396 253 7241

66 Chev 4 dr automatic 6 cyl .

runs well Will sell lor first $295

253 7241

64 Chevrolet Wagon, runs wall 6

cyl . automatic, power steering

$195 253 7241

1965 Volvo 122S wagon 4360 649
6944

65 VW
6878

cheap Call Jaania 646

gd cond 4300 Call66 Pontiac
^56 0278

66 Rambler American 100 As is

536 0308 It runs good 67 VW Bug
with parts Needs valves. 4200

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1973 Honda 100 CC. excellent

cond 4400 Call 546 8069

ROOMMATE WANTED
Own room in house near

I Hampshire College 468 Aveil Dec
|1 Rich or Dave 266 6090

To lhara house near campus
Please call 586 2815 Available
December 1.

Interested musicians, new music

ensemble situation - The daily

problems ol cellists, double
bassists. tuba. euphonium,
saxophonists, trombonists - Call

584 6077 between 8 9 pm only

Couple recently married seek
ept in area in 4160 to 4166 range
Will consider room with kitchen
priv Bill 645 2304

Housemate wanted st Dec 1W4
grads Huge house. 6 mi. in

country 4100 not incl util Robin
549 1224

Male wanted to shsre 3 br apt
cooperatively 256 8098

Own room in three bedroom
house, lurnished. quiet neigh
borhood Cell 253 3428

TRAVEL
SAVE RENT - Scenic North

lield Attractive 2 and a half rms.,

privacy Single 4100: couple 4136.

Electricity 549 0387

Low price trlpa to Mexico.
Florida. Caribbean. Call Campue
Travel 646 0600

Garber Travel Spring Vacation
Program Bermuda 4199 plus.

Puerto Rico 4269 plus. Ft

Lauderdale $149 plus Cell Rich at

266 6090

College week in Bermuda. March
23 30 $299 plus $25 tax and service

8 days 7 nights Contact Ten
Jones Neylon Ins Agcy 6 6441.

S49 3989

Ski the Canadian Rockiae -

Banff $388 Call Campus Travel
Center 545 0500

INSTRUCTION

DOG TRAINING Obedience,
problem dogs, protection end
security 549 1342 days and eves
VALLEY K 9

PAUL S HERE Tve been
spending money like a

drunken Pentagon official and
we re up to our eerlobes in ell

kinds ol niltv lurniture.
unusual bureeus. stoves,
cheirs etc plus we re selling

cheap stull we re sick ol

especially clothing and chairs

PAULS OLDTIME FUR
NITURE behind Aubuchon's
Amherst 253 3511 Best wood
stoves around

AUTO FOR SALE
I960 TR3 TR4 engine Good

shepe menv xtres. but needs
radiator $500 666 4183

68 Impale custom coupe
dependable transp Best oiler Dan
253 5449

1967 Porsche 912 5 speed reblt

ene. radials exc cond Call eves
;53 723'

66 VW rebuilt engine new tires

brakes trans $600 or best oiler

584 B921

1964 falcon excel i ond New
lues snows tool Call lor details

686 1658

1968 AMC Javelin 6 cyl auto v

good $550 or best oiler T 549 6423

VW 67 Sunroof runs perfectly,

$250 or best oiler 367 2096 elter 6

FOR RENT

Furn apts One two two end a

hall rms Modern, eir cond pool,

parking TV. neer shopping, utlities

mc Lease to June 1975 Amherst
Motel lopp Zeyre'el

1 rm in Cntry Hse , 5 mi Irom
UM 230 ecres $100 util incl

Female prefrd 263 7887

Spacious 2 bedroom apt on bus
rte in Belchertown Carpeting.
$190 plus electricity Pets welcome
Call 546 5425

Apartment 4 rooms in

Amherst in older building $165 per

month Call 323 7893

A So Amherst Ferm House
Woman pralerred 839 Bey Rd Call

253 2646 12 1

WANTED TO RENT
2 Males lor Jen Britteny Menor

253 7848

Need own rm in ept on bus rt

Jen 27 May 30 $60 $80 Quiet F

546 7288

Jen only need own room in

apt or house Call Susan 546 7394

Pral on bus rt

WANTED
Bob still wants to buy your ailing

or decrepit car 1 Any make, model,
veer Unload your heedeche lor

last $ 263 7241

Wanted any bands wishing to

plev lor publicity on Dec 6 Please
contact Janet 6 5697. Bob 6 5778 or

Ted 6 5694 Pleese leave a messege.

Folksinger wants lobs and agent

Call 546 1133 ask lor Wayne

Musician needs piece to live.

room to play, possibly people to

play with next semester Call Mike.
546 5253

PERSONALS

Steven. Don't be tuelish! Have a
Happy Birthday 1 604 and 605

Dear Yogi. Susana. Bashful. Bok.
Muffin Thank you all for making
me so happy I Love You. Molly

Hey Toots Heppy Birthdev from
Tits. Dash and Bustoll

Bubbles and Barthe are the
zanniest duo around Fred

To my girlfriend SP Heppy B
Day from your boyfriend PF Yes
Siri

HELP WANTED
Cen you drew? Do you have a

sense of humor? The editorial

pages need live cartoonists to do
campus humor Cell Deen Tucker
5 3500

Happy Birthday to my speciel
Iriend This time I didn't lorget
With Love. Marilyn

Jack Leaman and Company All
prepared for 1974 75? We are 1 Good
luck next Friday in Spfld WE'LL BE
THERE' The Midcourt Madmen

Jack two days later happy
birthday, many, many heppy devs
it s been years now. you know, and
i hopa it stays (or gatsl happy i like

you tons susan

TO SUBLET

2 br apt Sundarlend on bus rt

Avail Dec 1st Call 666 3693 altar 6

$206 incl utilr m

Clillside 2 bdrm $190 p<

includes utilities Jan 1

Call 665 2829

ir month
Sept 1

ROOM WANTED
Male student seeks quiet room

with kitchen neer town center Call

649 3793

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 oi 2 lemales to shere rm in 2

bdrm apt 462 util incl Col Vil

Semi lurn 256 0696

- * * •

RIDE WANTED

2 women need ride to L A Dec
26 Share $ and drive 6 5798 or 6
5838

To Michigan Thanks GV Susan
253 7725

To Ithaca Elmira Corning . Wed
a m or later Will pey. help drive

Call Mickie 253 9524 evening*

To Jax Fla around Dec 21 Will
share expense and driving Cell 666
4214

RIDERS WANTED

Going to Ithaca. NY? Need a

ride? Leaving Nov 28 Call 253 7796

Need home lor mele altered cat
lor over intersession Will make
financial arrgt Call Andree 546
7415

HOP BROOK COMMUNE GAY
PEOPLE In the country P O Box
723. Amherst

Chicken Little was a Freemason 1

Palm stoops to conquer 1 Death to
Freemasons

Clothes' Worn one time or not at
all sis 11. 12, 13 Shoes sis 9
and 10 some narrow I nd % lor
next sem and will sacrifice et 80
percent off ong cost Jenn 6 7467

LEARN FRENCH IN FRANCE
Intensive semester program at
Chateau in Normandy Equivalent
two years college French credits
U of Caen For ml call 253 9995
mornings up to 11. evenings bet 7
10 exc Thursdays

Syer Here's your personal
Better late than never Heppy
Birthday DMB

PERSONALS
To the Popcorn Kid - happy

birthday Irom 3N Field Good luck

and beat wishes

Robin - Have a Happy 20th Sao
you had nothing to worry about.

What are frianda for anywayl Lova.

Sue AFA

ENTERTAINMENT

Party with the Dynamic San
Machine and their Funky Home at

Quicks. over Thanksgiving
weekend. Nov 29 end 30

SERVICES
Auto Body Co Complete body

repeir Custom peinting. ineuranca

estimate* Located on 476 Hadley

586 0673

Passport Photosl Faat service,
reesonable prices Cell Chris at 546
9534 or Dick at 5 2642

. Datsun. Toyota. Volvo and
domestic automobiles repaired and
maintained at reasonable prices

Plenty ol experience and equip
ment Phone Russ Boce 586 1227

Profaaeional guitar repair* by
Duller maker Michael Millard.

Mon. Wad.. Frl. at The Guitar
Workshop Amherst Carriage
Shop* 649 1728 Free estimates

Passport Photos Call Joe. night*
at 549 6598 24 hr service

"Recycled Tiro*" Firestone
Town and Country retreeds Seme
rubber and treads as new tiro*
Guerantaed lite long FREE
replacement if they ever feil for eny
reason Low as 2 for $25 lexchenge
plus taxi LEON S TIRES New.
used, summer and snow iReerl 291
Federal next to McDonald'*. Gild
773 8838

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob
will (till fix it right No job too
small Foreign or domestic No big
overhead 263 7241

Paeeporta - Faat service Lang'*
Photo Hours 9 6 Tel 263 3148

Campus Club* and
Organization*, Do you want tp
publiah high quality newsletter
pemphlet. maaeiine or booklet???
Let the Messege Company help
vou write, layout, design and print
itll Reesonable fooa. Contact Jerry
at 263 9869 for information.

I "si A black 3 fold wallet with
credentielt end important paper*
Lost near Worcester Common*
Pleat* call John at 6490699 or

return to lost and Found No
questions esked

Lost Sm gray male cat. red
collar Nothern Sunderland 665
4609 RWD

CALCULATORS
Calculator Sale Collage

Calculetors offere lowoat prices
anywhere All models svalleblel
Taxes Inst . Hawaii Packard,
Unicorn All machine* now and
guar with 2 month replacamont
warranty Before vou buy a
calculator, call ma I can bast any
price anywhere ,., Look for my
poster* around campus for deteile
Than call Bob Crowall at 649 1316
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

TUKSDAY. NOVEMBER
26 - Born today, you art a

demanding person whose atti

lude is such that those who
don't know you well are

inclined to think you extreme-

ly difficult to work for or with

Somewhat prone lo asking of

others the same approaches

and beliefs as your own - that

is. if they expect lo work by

your side or with your
approval — you may at limes

run into great opposition

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22

Dec. 211 — Make no effort lo

hide your feelings from mem-
bers of your own family today.

Now is an excellent time to let

others know your objections

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan

19) — Friend and foe alike

must be made to understand

that under no circumstances

can you act against the

principles of a Lifetime.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.

181 — The best course of

Bv Stella Wilder

action when in doubt as to
what to do is no course al all.

In other words, make no move
until you are sure of your
direction.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 201
— Allow time lo solve your
present problem, but you can
get where you're going faster

if you give time a hand.
ARIES (March 21 April 191

— There is much about a new
situation which may make you
feel uneasy. Such feelings are

only temporary, however;
don't let them get you.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201

— There are rewards in store

for the Taurus who can play a

new part as if he were
experienced in the role. Attend
lo details.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
— A day when you may find

your memory playing tricks on
you. Be sure you know what
you are actually seeing before

you comment upon it.

"CANCER (June 21-July 221
— A new friend may not have
as much of a sentimental

nature to offer as an old one -
but there is much to be gained
in his or her company at this
time.

LEO (July 23 Aug 221 -
So long as you and your
associates are happy with the
present circumstances sur-
rounding a new project, all

should go well Don t rock the
boat

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 221
- Be sure to consult with all

concerned when it comes to
making decisions regarding a
new endeavor Otherwise you
may make false promises in
another's name
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 221 -

Instinct is as valuable as
knowledge gained from books
and experience as you go
about the business of deciding
a basic issue today
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov 21

1

— It is the Scorpio with high
standards of behavior and the
courage of his own convictions
that stands the best chance of
gain by evening. Refuse to
falter

dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson
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Kampus Kapers By Kris Jackson

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS 49

1 Mild oath 60
b Brass 51

instrument 53
10 Mr Carnegie 5b
14 Teased 56

Informal 61
16 Ohio city

16 Man s name
1 7 Geography

dictionaries

19 Notify

20 up 1

Hutry'

21 Cooling drink

22 Stake

23 Throws things

at

25 Command to a

dog
26 Seed tuft

30 Head gesture
31 Mansions
34 Island of

Sweden
36 Befitting a king

38 Ending with

bishop and
elect

39 Alberta, eg
2 words 7

42 • Vegas
43 Crownlike

headpiece 8

44 Salt water
body 9

45 Trapped 10
47 Sixth sense 1

1

Abbr.

i ?

Irish lake

Galahad
Savory |elly

Tiade
Pub notices

Biead units

Clever

accomplish
ment
Primitive

missile 2

words
Plead
Almost
Too
Deceased
Splits

Merited gilt

Archaic

DOWN
Units in

physics
Zodiac sign

Tool
Situated far

down
Prosper
Music maker
Informal

Calamity ol

the '30s: 2

words
The
Prayer

Noun ending
Delay
Church area

2 words
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12 Happy tune
13 That girl: Fr.

18 Gratuity

24 " Doone
25 Simultaneous

gun
discharge

26 Monks'
garments

27 City in N Y
State

28 No. Amer.
rattlesnake

29 Against
Prefix

31 Chiang rival

32 Costa
Central

American
33 Locale
35 Hinder

37 Comprehend
40 Free

41 .- hockey
46 Slashed
48 Licensed

fliers

51 Building

material

52 Cheat
53 Wind-driven

mist

54 Had on
55 On - -• with
57 Economist

Smith
58 Dale

59 Irish-Gaelic

60 Danish
speech
sound

63 Soap bubble

14

20"

26

IT

39"

53

6'

64

67

123"

27

54

28

50

2°

':. .-:

46

18

23

35

43

40

68

24

36

5i

47

8

H
37

HP
63

3'

.

48

56

K

Ai

5?
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10

16

19

22

41

49

57

66

69

11
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31

58

12

3?

59

13

33

60

B.C. by johnny hart
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Women's
conference
planned

for January
The UMass Women's Con-

ference is being planned for

Tuesday January 21-Saturday,
January 26 at the Campus Center.

The conference is for staff, faculty,

students, and wives to examine
issues that affect women in this

University.

The conference will meet from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. daily. A detailed

schedule of workshops will be
published later. As well as
workshops there will be cof-

feehouses, poetry readings, films,

and art exhibits.

The first four days of the con-

ference will be a sharing of

knowledge and discussion of ideas.

Saturday will be focused on
plaaning for action on these issues.

The conference hopes to bring

together older women coming back
to work or school, unorganized
clerical and university staff, un-

dergraduates, faculty women and
faculty wives, as well as present

women's groups.

Housing can be arranged for the

length of the conference. Women
who know they will be needing
housing should contact Margie
Posner at 546-4554. Day care will be
available. It is possible that credit

will be awarded for a certain

number of workshop hours.

Proposals for 1, 2 or 3 hour
presentations are not being
solicited. If anyone is interested in

presenting a workshop contact the

following people for each of these

conference issues: Health Issues-

Althea Smith 5-0883, Employment
Issues-Sally Freeman 5-0333,
Education Issues-Jean Leppaluoto
5-2554, Suuvival Issues-Jo-Leslie

Hirsch 549-0912, Communication
Issues-Barbara Melrose 5-2403,
Creativity Issues-Merrill Pellows 5-

0883, Alternatives and. ..-Joan
Sweeney 5-0883.

Feminist forum
on arts tonight
The second Fo rum c. the Arts

sponsored by e Feminist Arts

Program of Everywoman's Center

will be held this evening at 8:00

p.m. in Rm. 101 Campus Center.

The evening will be facilitated by

Lianne Brandon, filmmaker and
Assistant Professor of Media
Studies at the School of Education

at the University, showing
Anything You Want To Be, Betty

Tells Her Story, and her most
recent film Not So Young Now As
Then. During the evening, the

following topics will be discussed:

Aspects of commercial films box
office esthetics and profit oriented

politics; Creating our own images-

what can we do?; and Filmmaker-

fantasies and realities.

«\ has no <
.^»<.

sex

GUYS 8. DAMMES
(all lengths of hair)

WheMfceir is our only thing.

and meet the cropper.

Hair Styling

Center

Lord Jeffrey Inn

Amherst, Massachusetts

"What you want is what you
get"

Wm. F. Kennedy, proprietor

253-7082

no meter parking
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Ranger reigning rook
NEW YORK [UPI\ - First

baseman Mike Hargrove, an oil

driller a year ago and not even on
the Texas Rangers' Spring training

roster last April, was named the

American League's Rookie of the

Year for 1974 Monday in a runaway
vote by the Baseball Writers

Association of America.

The honor gave Texas two of the

three main BBWA Awards for the

season. Last week, Outfielder Jeff

Burroughs was selected as the AL's

Most Valuable Player.

The 23-year-old Hargrove of

Pern/town, the Rangers' first native

Texan on the roster, received 16V2

first place ballots from the 24-man
voting committee. Shortsop Bucky
Dent of the Chicago White Sox was
a distant second with three votes.

George Brett, a Kansas City Royals

third baseman, drew two votes for

third place, shortstop Rick Burleson

of the Boston Red Sox finished

fourth with 1 Vi and Hargrove's

teammate, catcher Jim Sundberg
collected the other first place vote.

Hargrove drove in 66 runs and led

Texas with a .323 batting average

after hitting .351 with Gastonia of

the Western Carolina League in

1973, his second season of pro ball.

"I was really excited when I

learned of the award this morning,"

Hargrove said. "At first it was a

little hard to believe.. .you never

think it's going to happen to you.

Gee whiz, last year I was working in

the oil fields in the Texas
panhandle, freezing to death and
now here I am in Dallas playing

'Catfish' in court
NEW YORK [UPI\ — Can a Major League baseball contract be declared

in default?

Jim "Catfish" Hunter and Oakland A's owner Charles 0. Finley will

argue that question Tuesday before the American Arbitration Association,

with the Cy Young award winner claiming Finley failed to fulfill his

$100,000 contract for the 1974 season, and Finley arguing that the contract

is not in default.

Both Hunter and Finley were to be present at the hearing, but their

arguments would be made by Marvin Miller, Executive Director of the

Major League Players' Association for Hunter, and by John Gaherin,

representing the 24 major league club owners.

Hunter claims Finley's default in effect makes Hunter a free agent, and if

Peter Seitz, chairman of the arbitration panel, finds for Hunter, an entire

new era wculd be at hand for organized baseball.

"This is the first time," Gaherin said Monday, "That there is an

allegation of contract default. It is the most important hearing on con-

tracts that baseball has had to face."

There have been many challenges to the basic major league contract,

notably the Curt Flood case of several years ago, but Gaherin feels that this

charge of Hunter's is unique, dealing as it does with the contract payment
structure.

Merwomen down U.Neb.
The UMass Women's Swim

Team downed the University of

Nebraska Women's Swim Team on
Friday afternoon by a score of 64-49

in a telephone meet. ft-

In a telephone meet, both teams
swim in previously arranged events

in their own pools. So, while UMass
swam here in Amherst, Nebraska
was swimming in Lincoln. After the

Bowlers
roll along
The UMass Intercollegiate

Bowling Team competed in the

eleventh annual Pioneer Valley

tournament this past Saturday. In

the team event the women's team

led by Karen James (518) and

Nancy Heglin (507) captured first

place. The men's team led by Dave
Dimmick (632) and Barry Witt (584)

finished in a tie for second place

behind a very strong performance

by Cornell.

In the league competition the

women's team easily outdistanced

Central Conn. State by a 20 to 4

margin. The men's team put on its

finest performance in many a year

by never giving up and defeating a

strong Lowell Tech. team by a 17 to

7 margin. Going into this tour-

nament the men's team was in first

place in the league.

Members of the women's team
were: Nancy Heglin, Sue Lind-

strom, Barb Holt, Cyndy Adams,
Karen James and llene Dishler.

Members of the men's team were:

Paul Doherty, Barry Witt, Bill

Fisher, Brian Elsden, Steve Mann
and Dave Dimmick.

meet, coach Pat Griffin of UMass
called coach Pat Sullivan of

Nebraska to exchange results and
to see who won.

If that doesn't sound strange

enough, Mary Ellen Dash, UMass
standout on exchange this

semester at the University of

Alabama, also swam in Alabama
and phoned in her times to coach
Pat Griffin.

Individual standouts for UMass
were Penny Noyes with first place

swims in the 50 free and
backstroke, 100 free, and 400 free

relay, Cindy Whiting with firsts in

the 200 freestyle and 400 free relay,

Mary Ellen Dash with firsts in the

100 butterfly and 200 individual

medley, and Carol Griffiths with .

first in the 400 freestyle.

Second place winners for UMass
included Diane Perryin the 50

breaststroke, Roxanne Balducci in

the 100 Backstroke, Reenie Groden
in the 50 freestyle, and Roxanne
Lacoste in the 400 freestyle.

The women's team will host

University of New Hampshire, live

and in the flesh on December 4 at

5:30 p.m. in the North Pool.

professional baseball and really

enjoying life."

Hargrove said he had no specific

goals in 1974, "Except to hit about

.300 and play well defensively."

Hargrove's .323 was second in

the A.L. to the .364 league leading

average of Minnesota's Rod Carew.

Burroughs batted .301 as Texas
finished runnerup to the World
Champion Oakland A's in the

American League West.

"I think the award tells you that

we have a pretty good ball club,"

beamed Hargrove. "Whenever you
get an award like this, it's more of a

team award. With Jeff hitting in

front of me and getting all those

RBI's, it made my job a whole lot

easier."

"You've got to be thankful you
played for a good team because
that's what made it possible."

The honor was actually the

fourth for the Rangers this season.

Ferguson Jenkins earned UPl's

major league comeback of the year

award and skipper Billy Martin was
the UPI manager of the year in the

American League.

Dent was closely scrutinized by

the BBWA after he batted .270 for

the White Sox. Brett hit .282 for the

Royals, Burleson .284 with the Red
Sox and Sundberg .247 at Texas.

Hargrove's major league debut

was an instant success. He batted

.371 through his first 59 games.

taff Photo by Donnli Conlon

GARY MIKA tries to grab a pass over BC's captain
Ken Ladd in last Saturday's farce at Alumni stadium.

Ready or not: League V-ball
LOS ANGELES \UPI\ - Is the

public ready for a volleyball league?

Ready or not, one has been

formed — the five-team Winston

Volleyball League — and it's

scheduled to open Jan. 17.

Ducan McFarland, the MVP in

last year's NCAA Volleyball

Championships, will play for the

San. Diego team against Los

Angeles, Santa Barbara, Anaheim
and Santa Monica-Long Beach.

"I don't know if the public will

accept us," said McFarland, 24,

"But if they give us a chance I

know they'll really like the sport."

Perhaps. But whatever happens,

the former San Diego State athlete

noted, the league will be a shot in

the arm to volleyball in the United

States. A badly needed shot in the

arm, he said pointedly.

The players in the Winston

League will maintain their amateur

status and thus the new venture

has the blessing of the U.S.

Volleyball Association. America's

athletes- still can compete in the

Olympics.

"Most of the guys will get about

$200 a month," McFarland said.

"It's not a lot of money but,

considering what we've got in the

past, it's a pretty big step forward.

"I think the prevailing feeling is

one of disillusionment with the

USVBA. We don't feel it's done
much for the athletes. We think it

should go out and try harder to

raise money for our volleyball

program.

"Our players have to have time to

practice if we're going to compete
at the same level with some of the

other countries."

McFarland, who grew up in

Manhattan Beach, Calif., was a

member of the 1972 U. S. Olympic

Volleyball Team which failed to

qualify for Munich.

How about America's volleyball

chances of qualifying for the '76

games at Montreal?

"If we can be subsidized
enough," McFarland replied, "I

think we have a good chance. It's a

simple matter of getting our

athletes together long enough."
The 6-1, 180-pounder helped San

Diego State beat Long Beach State

in the NCAA finals last year.

Ski The French Alps
— EARN TWO CREDITS—

Details at UMass Ski Club Meeting

Tues., Nov. 26

8:00 p.m.— Thompson 102

EVERYONE INVITED

Station Meeting

WMUA
Election for Station Manager

all Third World People and women are encouraged to

attend

Tues., Nov. 26 at 8:00

in the

Colonial Lounge
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Stuff Photo dv hod uamache

MIKE ELLIS (14) scores the sole goal in the third period of last Saturday's 5-1
loss at Lowell Tech. Tech goalie Mike Greogosian watches helplessly as the puck
slides by. Jim Lyons signals the goal he assisted on good.

UMass soccer: Credit is due
By BILL DOYLE
Sports Staff

Forward Tom Coburn, halfback

Jim Vollinger, and fullback Dean

Lungu of the UMass soccer team

were named to the All Yankee

Conference Soccer Team, coach Al

Rufe announced.

This is the second straight year

that Coburn has been selected for

the all star team.

Also, Rufe announced that

Coburn and Vollinger were elected

team most valuable players by the

squad. Coburn, a senior from

Chicopee, led the team in scoring

for the third straight year with 9

goals and 7 assists. He set new
school records for goals scored in a

career (37) as well as points tallied

in a career (50).

Vollinger, a senior from Nor-

thampton, was co-captain of the

team along with Carl Vercollone.

Bill Belcher, a junior from
Lexington, was elected as the

most improved player.

The team elected Dan Ouellette,

a junior from Ludlow, and Gary

McKenna, a junior from Nor-

thampton, as team co-captains for

the 1975 season.

Rufe expressed pleasure with all

the selections.

The booters, who finished this

season with a record of 8-3-1 for

the most successful season in the

44-year history of the sport at

UMass, will lose 11 seniors and

possibly their coach.

Coburn, Vollinger, Lungu,
Vercollone, Kenny Banda, Tony
King, Steve Sormanti, Alan Long,
Bill MacDonald, Mohammad Oth-
man, and Paul Peloquin are the

graduating seniors.

Coach Rufe, who doubles as

soccer coach along with his

position as financial manager, may
not be back next season as soccer

coach.

Someone that can devote his full

time to the coaching position may
be sought after.

Vercollone, who missed the first

six games of the season due to a

shoulder separation, established a

career record for most saves by a

goalie (258).

Bill Edelstein

Look on the bright side
All right. So B.C. beat up the UMies 70-8 last Saturday. Sure, the

Minutemen looked disorganized. O.K., the team was outclassed. But there
are two sides to every story (or debacle, as the case may be) and the one
just stated is the pessimistic side. The season, however, has been rough
this year for the Minutemen and too much pessimism has already been
expounded, so let's look at a few points of the B.C. game with optimism:
— The B.C. offense might have worn out their cleats in gaining a game

total of 477 yards and hence, will have to play Holy Cross in their stocking
feet this week.
— UMass scored more two point conversions than B.C.
-No Minuteman will lose sleep over any particular play, since no

particular play would have changed the outcome of the game.
— B.C. couldn't have won without UMie help (Massachusetts lost five

fumbles and was intercepted three times for a total of eight giveaways).
— UMass held B.C. to only two thirds of their first half scoring output in

the second half (only 28 points as opposed to 42 points), while themselves
scoring infinitely more points in the second half (8) than they did in the first

(0).

The UMass defense was consistent; the first six times B.C. had the ball,

they scored.

Since half the fans were blitzed after B.C.'s third TD, the game will be
difficult to remember (if there's anyone that wants to).

— Since there are no classes the day after the game, the fan can sleep
off his stupor.

—The basketball season starts this weekend.
— The game was at Alumni Stadium, so the Minutemen didn't have to

suffer through a long bus ride home.
— The UMass band was excellent.

— Half the spectators were still in the stadium after the start of the fourth
quarter (the drunk half).

— As far as the final outcome of the game was concerned, UMass
finished second and B.C. finished second to last.

— The hot dogs weren't bad, either.

— B.C.'s opening game next year is against Notre Dame and the Eagles
still won't have extricated their butts from the turf by the time they face the
Minutemen.
— UMass played so poorly that there's nowhere to go but up.
— The season is over and no one can bring it back.
— Thanksgiving is coming soon; maybe your favorite high school team

will be on the right side of a massacre.
— All films of the game will self-destruct in four quarters.
— It gives meathead reporters something to write about.

Wrestlers open season

BU flexes muscles

Bob McChesney was second to

Coburn in scoring with 3 goals and
5 assists. Mohammed Othman had
3 goals and 4 assists, Tony King
had 5 goals and Bill Belcher had 4
goals.

It was a season of many
memories: The debacle against
Keene State, the whipping of WPI,
BU, and UNH, the goals scored by
Lungu and Parsons into their own
net, the fine but vain performance
against UConn, the slip in Vermont,
and the snub by the tournament
selection committee. Now the

season is over and with 11 seniors

graduating and the possible loss of

the coach, next year's team ap-

pears that it will have very different

memories.

C's try to mend wounds
BOSTON \UPI\ - The Boston

Celtics will be coping and
recovering when they take the

home court Wednesday night

against the Seattle Supersonics.

Chief Coper will be captain John

Havlicek who will adjust his shot

and his body positioning to

overcome a painful right knee.

Havlicek, who fell on the knee

last Friday night against the

Phoenix Suns' had x-rays taken

Monday. The results were in-

conclusive, showing the 13-year

veteran most likely has calcium

tC cord s

ALL SINGLE ALBUMS

$427 each
LATEST RELEASES TOP ARTISTS

WE TAKE TRADES

233 N. Pleasant Street

in the Carriage Shops

Mon. - Fri. 10 - 9 Sat. 10 - 6

ALSO QUALITY INDIAN JEWELRY

deposits and spurs on and around

the knee.

"There's a very remote possibility

of torn cartilege but it is a

possibility," said Team Trainer

Frank Challent after conferring with

club physician, Dr. Robert Leach.

"John says he has no trouble

running on the knee but the injury

does affect his shooting."

Havlicek, who practiced Monday,
was told not to work out prior to

the Sonics game.
Improved shooting will be center

Dave Cowens' goal in Wednesday's
game. Cowens will be playing in his

third game since coming off a

broken right foot. Cowens has

made six of 14 field goal attempts

since rejoining the team.

Forward Don Nelson, nursing a

muscle spasm under his left

shoulder blade, also is expected to

play as is flu-bugged Paul Silas.

Coach Tom Heinsohn, who
stayed away from practice Monday
to keep from spreading germs to his

players, is expected to fend off his

month-long bout with the flu to

direct from the bench.

By JOHN BOCK
Sports Staff

It won't be the same thing that

the Minutemen wrestlers are used
to. It won't be easy and it won't be
short. It will, however, be com-
petitive. VERY competitive.

"IT" is the first wrestling match
of the season and "it" takes place

tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Boyden
Auxiliary Gym. The UMass
wrestling team opens defense of its

New England Championship by
hosting last year's second place

team — Boston University.

The Terriers come to Amherst
highlighting one of the most
talented and experienced group of

lightweights in New England
collegiate wrestling. In the first five

weights they have two New
England Champs (back to back at

142 and 150, no less), two runners-

up at 126 and 134, and the third

placer at 118.

In the same classes UMass can

only come up with one champ.
Thank Dan Gable, though, that the

champ in question is team captain

Russell Chateauneuf. Chateauneuf

is twice New England Champ at 134

pounds and a top fifteen finisher in

the 1974 NCAA's. He steps out on
the mat tonight against the man he

bested in an overtime referee's

decision to win last year's title. Sev
Popolizio is a quick and smooth

r
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sophomore that wrestled the New
England's with a hernia. Some
people claim that Chateauneuf's
victory was somewhat tainted by
that hernia. Chateauneuf is at a

weight that he seldom sees before
the New Englands in order to prove
that he deserves the title.

At 118 BU's Jeff Lambert will

wrestle UMass' Peter Sachon in a

battle that will have to be no
mistakes for both grapplers. Greg
Tallon. sophomore from Glens
Falls, New Y.ork, will wrestle Mat
Thomas of Boston U. The 142
pound bout features BU's Guy
Bercier against Minuteman frosh

Tim Fallon. Another freshman for

UMass will be Kevin Griffin at 150
who drew the Terrier's best in two
time. Champ Tom Kryzak.

Steve Jabaut has moved up to

158 to fill in for ailing Cliff Blom and
might meet Gil Hoy or Cliff Whelan
from BU. Talented Tom Smith of

UMass might draw one of BU's few
freshmen at 167 and this bout could

prove to be Waterloo for both
teams. Another NEUWA Champ
for BU is at 177 and this same Mark
Jones will wrestle UMass' Bob
Spaulding. The 190 pound bout
sees Tom O'Connell for the
Minutemen against Mark Lindstrom
for the Terriers.

And at Heavyweight the
Minutemen will send Steve Swartz
against George Casagne. New
England Champ Dennis Fenton is

nursing football injuries received

courtesy of BC's Al Krevis.

SKI CHAM0NIX

FRENCH ALPS

Earn 2 P. E. Credits

Call Peter Graham 545 2801

'
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Harriers go
out in style
cont. from p. 1

Wilson, the fourth UMass
finisher, noted that the results were

a little frustrating because only

thirty-two points separated
Providence College, the fifth-place

team, and UMass. "It was so close

that two or three of us could have

made the difference," commented
Wilson, also in his last race wearing

the maroon UMass uniform.

Nick Rose, an Englishman who
placed second behind Steve
Prefontaine in 1973, lowered the

course record to 29:22. The long-

haired Rose opened an early lead

on Washington State's John
Ngeno and widened the margin to

100 yards at the four-mile mark.

Cold and windy weather
prevailed until thirty minutes before

racetime, when the sun broke

through the clouds and warmed the

multitude of excited fans.

The layout enabled several

thousand fans to witness most of

the contest, in which more than 250

harriers competed. Eighty colleges

were represented at the meet,

which had been threatened by two
previous days of rain. The rain did

cause some muddiness on the

course, and the relatively slower

times were due to the slippery

footing.

Providence was the top eastern

team to finish, totalling 225 points,

while the Minutemen runners

compiled 257 points. Although the

Friars had some fifth man trouble,

Mike O'Shea led the way by

capturing seventh place. O'Shea
commented, "I was just happy to

be in the top ten." The New
England champion said that the

dipping hills reminded him of

Ireland, his birthplace, and ob-

viously it was just like home for the

PC sophomore.
Stetson Arnold, the third Friar

runner across the finish line,

referred to the huge crowd saying,

"It was a great spectator race."

"The crowd was everywhere,"

continued Arnold, who placed fifty-

sixth.

The Friars had a good day, much
better than last Monday, when they

placed second in the IC4A's to

UMass.
Coaches and runners agreed that

the top four teams were un-

touchable. After Oregon, Western
Kentucky, aided by a large cheering

section, finished second. Texas - El

Paso was third, and Washington
State captured fourth, 81 points

ahead of Providence.

Rounding out the top ten were
Eastern Michigan (229), George-

town (243), UMass, Wisconsin

(258), Penn State (279), finishing

tenth for the second consecutive

year.

Skaters duel Hawks
By GLENN POSTER

Sports Staff

Looking to rebound from a tough

defeat at the hands of Lowell Tech
last Saturday night, the UMass
hockey team travels to Manchester,

New Hampshire tonight to take on

the Hawks of St. Anselm's.

The ranks of the Minutemen are

still depleted with the absence of

the White brothers because of a

death in the family. Coach Jack

Canniff will have two players from

the JV's dressing to take the places

of Billy and Bob. Bill Flynn, a

winger from South Boston and

Steve Sikalis, a center from
Framingham both saw spot duty

Saturday and will be ready if

needed.

This will be the first regular

season game for St. Anselm's. The
Hawks scrimmaged four teams and
didn't win any encounter. They
managed to tie Salem St. 5-5, but

fell at the hands of New Hampshire,

Providence, and BU.

St. A's strength is in goal with

senior co-captain Tom Gavin. This

is one area where the Hawks will

have an advantage over the

Minutemen as far as experience is

concerned. Coach Caniff hasn't

named his goalie yet. Dana Red-

mond went the distance against

Lowell Tech, so the only netminder

who hasn't had any ice time thus

far is John Riley. Riley, a sophmore
from Lexington who teamed with

Redmond on the JV's last year,

dressed as the back-up goalie on

Saturday.

The Hawks have two excellent

goal scorers up front. Mike Gavin, a

senior, made the Boston Globe All-

America team last season. (Gavin is

a brother of the goalie and though

they are both seniors, they're not

twins.) Their other big forward is

Natick's Jim Morris. Also a senior,

Morris is a good skater with ex-

cellent speed. Both Gavin and

Morris have been the two leading

scorers on the team for the past

three years.

Steve Daigle is the number one

defenseman for the Hawks. He is

an offensive defenseman who likes

sports J
to carry the puck. Daigle will be

paired with St. Anselm's top recruit

for this year, Steve Tryder a fresh-

man from Charlestown.

ICE CHIPS - The last time the

two teams met, UMass won 7-2 in

the opening round of the

Merrimack Tournament a year ago
with all the Minutemen goals

coming in the second
period...UMass holds a 4-1 edge in

the all-time series between the two
schools.. .St. Anselm's was hoping

to have its new rink ready for the

game, but opening has been

delayed until January, so the battle

will take place at the ancient JFK
Colisseum. The last time a UMass
squad played there was three years

ago when the players had to

change in the men's room.

Inside sports

•Grapplers BU preview

•Soccer captains named

•Edelstein on bright side

taff Photo by Mike Glllen

BILL GILLIN STRAINS to get in front of the pack as the senior captain finished

his UMass career yesterday as he finished 28th in the Nationals.

BC vs. UMass: Some gloomy

facts to increase the pain
By S TEVE SARACENO

Sports Staff

Fullback Keith Barnette of

Boston College entered Saturday's

game as the nation's leading scorer.

He didn't hurt his cause any against

UMass, scoring three touchdowns

on runs of one, four, and three

yards.

Considering the final total of 70

points for BC, one would think he

might have scored more. However,

Barnette didn't carry at all in the

second half and ended up with only

57 yards.

Barnette held the scoring lead for

awhile early this year, then fell

behind, but a few weeks ago

emerged back on top. And he

wants to stay there.

"Oh, I want that badly", says the

articulate line-buster of the scoring

title, "but, it's got to come natural.

What I mean is, it has to benefit

both myself and the team. If I get a

chance in near the goal and score,

that's great, but if somebody else

scores instead, that's O.K. too."

Barnette's accomplishments
went largely unnoticed until Mike

Esposito was injured. He's not as

much a ground-munching back as

Espo, but as his 122 seasonal points

will attest, he's unrivaled at

bringing the ball to pay-dirt.

Earl Strong, his backfield cohort,

stole some of the limelight away
from him Saturday with 83 yards

and a pair of TD's on only 12

carries. "Earl and I flip-flop", "Earl

blocks for me and I block for him.

He's been a great help."

There was some talk that B.C.

coach Joe Yukica had his men run

up the score, but there really was
no motive for it. The bowls passed

BC by, so Yukica couldn't have

been trying to impress anyone.

"You can't prepare for a game
one way and then change halfway

through," said Yukica of his second

half policy of playing his starters for

half the third quarter-and passing

often even with a 42 point lead.

"We were going to play the first

string for the opening seven

minutes of third quarter regardless

of the score. As for the passes -we
were completing them! If we
hadn't, it might have been a dif-

ferent story. But, if they give us the

pass, we have to take it-even if it

looks bad."

The way the team is playing now,
would the coach like that Texas
game back? "Texas...and a few of

those other teams we lost to earlier

in the season."

Though BC has scored 115

points in the past two weeks,
Yukica singled out his defense as

the ones responsible for their recent

success.

"Those are the guys who've
been doing the big job. That's the

difference from the start of this

year".

UMass coach Dick MacPherson
didn't really think the Eagles were
trying to put it to his team, but he
did say with a wink, "I kinda wished
they'd worked on their punting a

little more in those fourth down
situations."

As for the debilitated status of

the Minutemen (which must have
accounted for some of that huge
deficit) the coach sighed, "The high

number of injuries is nothing new.
Just the same as what we've been
going through all year.

"The defense never had a

chance," he said, alluding to the

fumble of the opening kickoff and
subsequent errors that repeatedly

gave BC the ball in UMass territory.

And whenever a BC crunching
such as Saturday's occurs there's

the query: "Should BC put New
England teams on an otherwise
national schedule?"

"Yes, I think so," reasons the

coach. "UMass and Holy Cross (the

Eagles' lunch next Saturday) are

natural rivals for BC. They (BC)

should be our last game, just as

they should be Holy Cross' last

game".

Finally, he commented on a less-

than-fulfilling season: "It's been a

pleasure, anyways. The kids have

done what I've asked them to do,

and I only wished they could have

had more success. They deserved

it."

LATE HITS - Several writers and

fans called BC the hardest hitting

team they had ever seen. The

belting of Bill Coleman by Roger

Reddick on the opening kick and

the upending of Bob Zawada on

UMass' next kick return (following

.the touchdown resulting from

Coleman's fumble) served to

bolster their belief....

The halftime skit involving a

vidian tying a damsel to train tracks

ranked second in wierdness only to

the final score... BC's next op-

ponent after Holy Cross is Notre

Dame-no, not a bowl game, but as

next year's opener...

Senior QB Fred Kelliher, lost for

the year via a shoulder separation

way back in Game 1 , has been red-

shirted and thus will be back in

'75...

That little crowd pleaser by the

cheerleaders wherin they take turns

somersaulting over an ever-

growing line of hunched-up bodies

finally ended up with someone not

making it and (much to this writer's

content) getting nailed.. .Heh, heh...

Full program review possible

School of Ed funds probed
By DONNA FUSCO

AND BILL DENSMORE
Staff Reporters

The University Administration

yesterday announced a full scale

investigation of allegations of

possible misuse of funds at the

UMass School of Education.

In addition, the fund dispute is

understood to have resulted in a

complete review of School of

Education programs by top ad-

ministrators in the school.

The announcement came in the

wake of newspaper disclosures that

Robert Suzuki, School of Ed
associate dean in charge of ad-

ministration, has retakied counsel
in the funding dispute and that his

home has been vandalized.

Announcement of the in-

vestigation came from Associate
Provost David C. Bischoff in

Whitmore Hall, and School of

Education Acting Dean Earl

Seidman. Neither gave any in-

dication of the amount or kind of

funds involved, except to say they

were probably not state funds.

Seidman said some information

gathered in the probe will be made
public "within a few days."

We're going to call in outside

people if we need them," Bischoff

said, adding, "The University is

concerned about the allegations

and so is the School of

Education. ..but we shouldn't
overreact."

Seidman said a review of the

situation is underway with the

cooperation of Whitmore. Seidman

'Hey Artie, you watch that way, I'll watch this way, and if that bastard with the

axe comes back.." Actually, these birds (a couple of real turkeys) are among the

fortunate at Glenn Shaw's turkey farm in Pelham. They will definitely not be on
your table tomorrow.

Physical Plant prepares itself

for first snowfall of winter
By BOB PAQUETTE

Staff Reporter

The UMass campus got its first

look at snow for this winter

Monday night. And soon, the white

stuff will be falling a lot more
regularly and the problem of

clearing it away will start all over

again.

Kenton H. Billings, Head of

Grounds and Services at the

Physical Plant Dept., is one of the

first to receive warning that a storm

is on the way. The warning could

be placed on his desk at work, or he
could get a phone call during the

night. When that happens, he and
other members of the department,

and the plowers must get down to

the campus to begin the process of

clearing the snow away.

Monday night, for example,

Billings received a phone call at his

home, despite the fact that all the

area received was a light dusting.

However, since there was some
rain mixed in with the snow, Billings

ordered the roads around the

campus sanded; and the trucks

were out that night at 12 o'clock.

UMass has twelve pieces of

equipment, consisting of ten trucks

and 2 front-end loaders. There is a

driver and an alternate driver for

each unit so that no one will have to

work more than an eight-hour shift,

if possible.

In addition, UMass hires a

contractor to do some of the

periphery lots around campus.
Student parking fees pay for the

contractor, who provides plowing

by 2 trucks and one front-end

loader.

The University is a subscriber to

the Northeast Weather Service,

which provides a bulletin in the

form of a phone call before any

major storm, or before weekends.

.

This is the service which notified

Billings of the storm Monday night.

The University can also call the

service at any time to get an ac-

curate forecast.

The moment roads get slippery,

sanders are sent out. When snow
accumulation reaches about 2

inches, plowing begins.

The campus is divided into four

areas, in terms of priority for

plowing. The first priority areas are

the essential roads — those roads

turn to page 3

works for Bischoff.

"A review is underway,"
Seidman said in a tersely written

statement delivered to a Collegian

reporter. "There have been
questions of irregularities in the

management of external funds. I'm

conducting a review of the situation

in full cooperation with the
Provost's office."

The funding dispute has ap-

parently been boiling under the

surface at the School of Ed for

several weeks, according to

sources consulted there yesterday.

But it did not become public until a

story was published in yesterday's

Daily Hampshire Gazette, a Nor-

thampton afternoon daily.

The Gazette reported School of

Education Associate Dean, Robert

Suzuki, had made allegations

charging misuse of School of Ed
funds.

Peter Gluckler, University News
Bureau spokesman, outlined the

events leading up to the in-

vestigation:

Two weeks ago, Dean Seidman
acting director of the School of Ed
reported to Dave Bischoff that

Robert Suzuki had raised questions

about the possible misuse of funds.

Suzuki coordinates the ad-

ministration of funds in the School.

The material was then submitted

through campus administration

attorney Sidney B. Meyers to

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery.

Bromery sent it down to Vice-

Chancellor Robert Gluckstern
Friday, Gluckler said.

At Bischoff's request, Seidman
compiled the information.

Yesterday, Bromery appointed
Seidman to continue the in-

vestigation, Gluckler added.

Suzuki's information was in the

form of a series of questions about
funding policy, making specific

reference to individuals he alleged

had misused School of Ed grant

money, according to sources at the

School.

It is understood that five

questions were submitted by
Suzuki to Seidman, the sources

said. One source who may be
personally involved, said the
allegations were in the form of

questions so as to make legal action

against Suzuki by those named
difficult.

Suzuki has planned a suit against

the University because of salary

inequities in the School, according

to another source. But his lawyer,

Attorney David Burres of Amherst
refused to comment on any aspect

of the case yesterday.

The Gazette also reported that

"vandalism" had occurred at the

home of Suzuki last Tuesday af-

ternoon. Police Chief Donald N.

Maia refused to comment on the

vandalism. Although Allen H.

Torrey, Town Manager, confirmed

turn to page 2

Study reaffirms

smoking hazards
By MARK CITRON

Staff Reporter

California medical researchers

have announced results of research

which shows cigarette smoking
more hazardous than has
previously been shown — even
non-smokers.

The three University of

California-Berkeley researchers

made the findings in research based

on a single inhalation of cigarette

smoke. Their findings were printed

in a recent National Academy of

Sciences publication.

The researchers showed that

small amounts of cigarette smoke
cause mutations in genetic

material. This genetic material is the

building block of life in all

organisms; and mutations in human
genetic material have been linked to

both cancer and birth defects.

Albey M. Reiner, noted UMass
geneticist, said "The significance of

this research is that there is new
evidence that the greater danger of

cigarette smoking might be for

future generations."

"It also raises the question of

government regulation," Reiner

said, "because it's one thing to do
harm to yourself by smoking
cigarettes, but a mutagenic effect

has implications to others in society;

Reiner went on to explain that

there is often no obvious short-term

effect of a genetic mutation, but

genetic mutations tend to add up in

human populations and there might

be "grim implications" to our

descendents for many generations

in the future.

The announcement by the
California group comes on the heels

of growing evidence that in-

dividuals merely in the presence of

someone smoking a cigarette, such
as the children of heavy smokers,

can suffer the same harmful effects

as the one inhaling the cigarette.

turn to page 2

INSIDE:
Students are warned not

to shoplift from the Campus
Center Bookstore, because the

security is waiting for suspects.

See page 4.

President Ford announced
his budget, which includes cuts

in spending, mostly in social

services. See page 5.

WEATHER:
Today will the same as

yesterday, with the high in the

30's. For Turkey Day, it should

be cloudy and warmer, with the

temperatures in the 40's.
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Amherst officials

eye housing issue
By JUDY BOUCHER

Staff Reporter

The University is reviewing its

mandatory dormitory residence

policy and town officials are in the

process of taking a position in case

a change occurs.

The town is concerned that if the

mandatory policy is rescinded, a

sudden influx of students moving

off-campus would upset the

housing market, driving up rents

and adversely affecting persons on

fixed incomes and low income

families.

Selectwoman Nancy Eddy said

the town's concern is not an un-

welcoming gesture to students who
want to live off-campus but the

possible repercussions on rents and

Amherst's open space.

Vice Chancellor Robert Gage and
Gerald Grady, community coor-

dinator, met yesterday with Eddy
and a member of the Planning

Board, Amherst Housing Authority

and the Landlord-Tenant Relations

Committee to inform the town on
the movement toward abolishing

the dorm requirement.

Grady said "Amherst will be
facing an increasing demand on
local housing even if we do not

change the dorm policy."

Grady reminded the town of-

ficials that the current leveling of

enrollment at 23,000 students is

only for fiscal year 1976. In the

future the town can expect an

additional 2,000 when the

University moves to a 25,000

enrollment ceiling.

ISMAEL RIVERA

University to probe
School of Ed funds
cont. from p. 1

the "vandalism" had occurred he

referred all questions of detail to

Maia.

A reliable source told the

Collegian last night that a note was
left during the "vandalism" saying

if he didn't "let off he was next." A
UMass administration source
would only say that a window was
broken but he had no knowledge of

any threatening note. The Amherst
Police, in charge of the in-

vestigation, did not confirm there

was any correlation between
Suzuki's charges and the incident

at his home.

At a regular meeting of the

School of Ed faculty. Earnest

Washington expressed concern for

Suzuki's welfare. After Gluckstern

and Bromery left the meeting he

made a statement asking Seidman
to do something to protect Suzuki.

Suzuki has been instructed by his

lawyer not to comment on the

situation.

Administrators at all levels were

completely closed-mouthed about

the funds in question. Any
suggestions by reporters that the

fund dispute may be an indication

of deeper felt philosophical dif-

ferences among faculty was cast

aside in a series of interviews with

administrators.

However, rumors have circulated

through the School that at least

some of the funds involved are

federal "AID" an acronym for

"agency for international

development."

The agency is a part of the U.S.
Foreign Service. Created during the
Kennedy years, it spends
Congressionally allocated money to

assist educationally-deprived
developing countries. It may be
used on projects overseas or in the

U.S.

The School of Ed is the recipient

of "AID" funds, along with other

programs on campus, although it

could not be determined last night

how much.

The School of Education has

been controversial and progressive

in educational concepts since Dean
Dwight Allen assumed leadership in

1970, and disputes over educational

purpose have been frequent among
its faculty. Allen is on a sabbatical

year off in Africa and the School
has been headed by Seidman in his

absence.

Study claims smoking
hazardous to many
cont. from p. 1

The three California researchers,

Larry Kier, Edith Yamasaki, and

Bruce Ames, noted that there were

over 1,200 different chemicals

isolated from cigarette smoke and

that many of these chemicals,

individually and in combination

with one another, could cause

these dangerous effects.

Reiner said he was not surprised

by the results, especially since

cigarettes had already been shown
to cause cancer, but the fact that

the researchers were able to show a

mere 1-100 of a cigarette puff

sufficient to cause serious effects is

Course correction
English 125-2 is an honors

section (4 credits) and must be

taken for honors credit. Sections 1

fct 3 are regular sections.

"incredible research."

An important aspect of this

research is that it avoids the

controversy over "tumor causing"

effects of cigarette smoke. Past

evidence of smoking hazards have

come under fire by the tobacco

industry because laboratory

animals were used to show
cigarette smoke causes tumors.

Industry spokesmen claimed such
evidence to have "no relevance" to

humans, and that tumor causing

activity in animals was not suf-

ficient to show any danger to

humans.
Scientists agree the results of

these tests are "pretty straight-

forward." The technique used,

developed in the last two years bv

Berkeley scientist Bruce Ames, are

currently being used nationally at

facilities such as the Oak Ridge

National Laboratories.

Five College lanuary Flight

Seats are still available on the Five College flight

Boston-London Jan. 3, returning Paris-Boston Jan. 23,

round-trip $240. TWA Boeing 707. Prompt signup is

urged. Contact INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, 8t
Whitmore, Univ. of Mass.. Amherst, tel. 54.V2710 for

application.

Ismael Rivera plays

Latin music for crowd
By Black News Service

y mientras el

"nazareno" llevaba su
melodia los cuerpos se

movian en un son, ritmo

de pueblo que a tiempo
cadancioso. son de
quinto y clave se unen
unos con otros en el

difrute de los sentidos,

del ritmo, de la melodia,

el "nazareno" estaba
con nosotros

Sunday night, Latin music lovers

enjoyed the performance of no. 1

"guaguanco" (Afro-Cuban rhythm)

singer Ismael Rivera with "Los

Cachimbos" "Yo estaba en un

vacilon " on top of heavy latin

beat.

Ismael moved his voice with

Latin grace, assuring his tempo
with His body, as he himself

travelled into the sounds of the

quinto and the tumbador. Being on

the top for his time requires more
than common knowledge. It

requires what we latins call

"mana" is the way to it.. .is the

way this man knows he's been in

and out of the music scene, and in

it again, every time for better. By
Sunday we were all enjoying and

feeling his experience and his

knowing of the Latin way, as he

signaled the brass section for a

backup melody, as the drum beat

took you higher and higher

Ismael Rivera has been around
for some time now. Since his old

days with Mr. Rafael Cortijo, he's

been the beloved of the Latin

people, whom he treats in such a

humble manner. He's been all

places where Latin music is played

and his talent recognized
everywhere.

Now Ismael is working together

with "Los Cachimbos", a new
promising band, combining ex-

perience with talent. Led by Jose
Madrid, pianist and arranger, "Los
Cachimbos" features Sammy Ayala

on vocals, an experienced man,
Johnny Rivera on bass, Johnny
Ross on congas, Vitin Gonzalez on
bongos and CArlos Malcom on
timbales. On the brass section

Hector Veneros on sax, Antonio

Montagna on trumpet and Harry

Aguilar on trombone. This com-
bination has come for good.

And so the band played on, his

voice moved and the bodies moved
together until the last beat of joy, of

union vyith each other, the per-

former, the public, all in one divine

beat

Sunday night was a heavy
happening for Latin-music lovers,

the man and his friends were with

us and we all enjoyed each other.

Ismael Rivera can be heard on his

latest release "Traigo do Todo".

Now There's A Difference At Mt. Sugarloaf!

Court-appointed management with" resident manager.
GUARANTEED security deposits held In an intaraat bearing eacrow

account.
ONLY one month security deposit required with 4 month or more
tease.
Located on FREE UMass bus line.

Dishwasher, self-cleaning range, disposal, air conditioner, and
plenty of closet space.

Two bedrooms at $220 - ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED.
Conveniently located on Rte. 47 off Rte. 116.
Call 665-3856 ... or take the free bus.
Rent now and savel Rent an apartment for aecond semester and

get $25.00 off your first month's rentl

Take A Few Minutes To See The Difference!

i

Looking for a Science Core Elective?

M.A.E. 101 (E)

ENERGY AND MAN
Learn about the current energy situation.

Find out where all the oil went.

DO YOU CARE ABOUT THESE QUESTIONS?

Who cares about entropy?

How can we conserve energy?

Then Register for M.A.E. 101

Schedule No. 446306 - MWF 11:15 a.m.

No Prerequisites - Not open to engineering

majors.
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Tenants', Trustees' groups
cooperate during meeting

By PETER MUELLO
and DEBBIE SCHAFER

Staff Reporters
A spirit of cooperation

characterized last night's meeting
between UMass Tenant
Association (UMTA) represen-
tatives and the Board of Trustees'
liaison committee.
According to Chancellor Ran-

dolph Bromery, the liaison com-
mittee is "a conduit of sorts" set up
to screen proposals for con-
sideration by the Board of Trustees.
The committee will determine if the
UMTA has exploited all available

means towards the solution of the
current rent dispute. It can also

recommend whether or not the
UMTA demands merit Board
action.

UMTA lawyer David Sheehan
presented the tenants' case to the
committee. "The tenants feel the
18-39 per cent rent increase is

completely uncalled for and
completely unjust," he said. UMTA
members contend that the rent

increase was voted in without

student representation.

"We see the vote as being
railroaded through with no con-
sideration for the tenants," said

Rosemary Whittaker of the UMTA.
Sheehan also questioned the

legality of grouping rents from
Lincoln, University, and North
Village Apartments together into a

single trust fund. The Lincoln and
University complexes together have
generated between 15,000 and
35,000 dollars annually in surplus

funds, while North Village has been
losing money. Last year, 17,000
dollars of Lincoln and University's

net gain went towards paying off

North Village debts.

"It's not clear if the University

has a legal right to regroup the trust

funds in this manner," Sheehan
said.

The UMTA presented the
following proposals for "a just and
equitable settlement of the con-
troversy for all parties concerned:"

1) A rent rollback to pre-1974
rates, allowing for a 6 per cent
annual cost of living increase for

Student Senate allows
study of campus bank

By LAWRENCE KORNFELD
Staff Reporter

The Student Organizing Com-
mittee (S.O.C.) has been authorized

by the Student Senate to in-

vestigate a proposed bank for the

Campus Center.

"We're considering the financial

and social impact of locating a

commercial bank in the Campus
Center complex," explained John
Pepi a member of the S.O.C.

"We're especially concerned
with the loan policies of such a

bank," he added.

"The student body has the right

to put policy specifications on any
bank that is applying for a license to

operate within this complex," said

Don Wilhelm another S.O.C.

member.
Pepi outlined the major questions

the S.O.C. will consider:

a.) What will be the loan policies

of such a bank?

b.) Will the bank award loans to

students proportional to the

amount that students deposit in the

bank, or will the bank invest the

deposits all over the country?

c.) How much rent can we get
out of these banks to contribute to

the debt service payments?
d.) Will the bank be hiring

students?

e.) Will the bank have service

hours beyond the traditional 9 to 3
banking day?

f.) Weighing all the above, will

the bank be a general benefit or a

general sore spot to students?

The committee will be seeking

advice from professionals in

economics and business in order to

make their recommendations to the

Student Senate according to Pepi.

"The Campus Center Board of

Governors cannot go ahead with

the procedure until it gets the

approval of the Student Senate.

Once that approval is given or

withheld, Chancellor Bromery
promised that he wouldn't
superceed the Board of Governors

decision," Pepi said.

Collegian Staff

ELECTIONS
FOR EDITORS

Thursday, Dec. 5

7 p.m.

C.C. 168-170-172

(Nominations due Dec. 1)

Lincoln and University;

2) A freeze on rents at North

Village for the academic year 1974-

75; and
3) Recognition of the UMTA as

"the exclusive representative of the

tenants at University, Lincoln and

North Village," and required ap-

proval of the Association for any

disbursement of funds from the

Married Students Trust Account.

"The question is what the duty of

the University is as trustee of this

account," Sheehan said, "whether
it is to provide good low-income
housing for students, or to juggle

funds at student expense to cover
losses due to shoddy construction

and mismanagement."

The liaison committee will now
decide whether or not to recom-
mend review of the UMTA petition

by the Board of Trustees. UMTA
organizer Patrick Walker said that,

at this time, the UMTA is prepared
to present their case to the Board of
Trustees.

David Sheehan summed up the

tenants' feelings by saying, "The
real consideration has to be for the

students themselves. Students just

cannot afford to pay those sort of
rents."

You've been sitting backstage all your life waiting
for someone to say, "You're on/'

Campus Travel Center creates

on-campus car rental service
By JIM KASSNER

Staff Reporter
Last Tuesday, the Campus Travel

Center, located in the third level of

the Campus Center complex,
became a car rental agent for

Thrifty Rent-a-car.

Steve Lepow, Director of the
Campus Travel Center, said initial

response to the action has been
"enthusiastic".

"There is no other car rental

agency in Amherst, so if you
wanted to rent a car you would
have to go to Northampton, or

someplace like that. This (car

rental) could be a good service to

the University — I think it's a real

need," he said.

Lepow also stated that he
thought there was an advantage to

using Thrifty Rent-a-car as opposed
to other companies.

"Their (Thrifty's) rates are lower

than places like Hertz or Avis. They
also provide automatic insurance

for $100.00 deductible. For an
additional $2.00 you can get full

coverage, so you wouldn't have to

pay anything in the case of an
accident," he said.

Lepow said initially, only "a
couple" of cars are being garaged
in the Campus Center Garage on a

permanent basis, but added that

additional cars could be obtained

for meetings, or conventions within

a day's notice.

"Because you have to be 21 to

rent a car," Lepow said, "we ex-

pect that mostly faculty members
and seniors will use the service,

although it is open to the entire

Amherst community." Lepow also

noted that under 21 drivers can
sometimes get authorization to rent

cars, but these are "special cir-

cumstances" requiring individual

attention.

Rates for the car rental service

range from $12.00 a day for a

Correction
In yesterday's Collegian article on

the Graduate Senate meeting, it

was reported the majority of

senators present indicated financial

aid should be given preference to

undergraduates. Graduate Senator
Howard Levine, who was present at

that meeting, says there was no
such indication given and that most
of the senators, in fact, felt no such
preference should be given un-

dergraduates.

subcompact car (Vega, Pinto) to

$18.00 a day for a station wagon.
Hourly rates begin at $2.40 for

subcompacts and increase to $3.60
for station wagons. There are also

two and three day plans available as
well as special vacation packages.

In addition to car rentals, The
Campus Travel Center also acts as
a travel agent for the University,

and the Amherst area.

"We book air reservations
anywhere in the world, cruises, and
hotel reservations, as well as rent

cars," said Lepow. "We're also a
ticketron outlet for concerts, and
things like that."

During intercession and summer
vacations, special trips are often
put together for students. This
intercession, for example, a trip to

Luxembourg is being offered Dec.
26 - Jan. 24, for $258.00. There will

also be charter flights to London
and Amsterdam for $276.00 during
the same period.

Pre-Christmas travel programs
include trips to such places as
Honolulu, Jamaica. Miami Beach,
Puerto Rico, Venezuela, Paris, and
Freeport. Information on these and
other trips is available at the
Campus Travel Center, in the
Campus Center, or call 545-0500.

Physical Plant ready

for first snowfall
cont. from p. 1

that circle around the campus, such

as North Pleasant Street and
Massachusetts Avenue. The
second area covers all remaining

roads, the third area includes the

essential parking lots — those used

by the physical plant crew and the

food service workers; the fourth

priority areas are all the ramaining

parking lots.

Billings estimates that, on the

average, these areas can all be

cleared in about four hours. "But
it's nothing you could put a definite

time limit on."

Billings agrees it is difficult to

plow the parking lots because of all

the cars-left in them overnight. Yet,

he feels the students do their best
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The Collegian is a school.

Participation for the purpose of

learning all aspects of

newspaper mq is open to all

readers, although primarily for

students Visitors are always
welcome to our offices: 2nd floor,

UMass student union

in assisting the plowers "In areas

like Brown, Baker, and dorms with
small parking lots in front of them,
the students will be notified that

someone is going up to plow, and
they'll move their cars, let us plow,

and then move them back," Billings

said. "They give us great
cooperation. You can't beat it."

In areas such as the larger lots

around Southwest, it is impossible

to have all the students move their

cars. "We'll just have to wait until

intercession to clear those com-
pletely," he said. But he said, in the

meantime, those lots will have
paths cleared.

Students wondering whether
school is going to be cancelled

anytime due to inclement weather,
should listen to one of the radio

stations in the area, he said, and not

call the university.

Financial aid
If you are still in need of money

for the second semester it is not too

late to apply. If you have not

already applied for this year you
have until Wednesday, December 4

to file an application in order to be
considered for scholarships, work
and loans. Funding of eligible

applicants cannot be guaranteed
for those applying after December
4.

Information about the aid

available and all the necessary

forms are available in the Financial

Aid Office, Room 243, Whitmore.
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CC bookstore has strict security

Students warned not to shoplift on campus
By JIM STARR

Student Legal Services Staff

During these times of high prices

and questionable profits, those
latent urges to get something for

nothing which exist in most of us
begin to surface.

For some, that urge manifests

itself in an attempt to shoplift

something from the local food,

book, or department store. Without

getting into the pros or cons of, or

the rationales for shoplifting, it

would seem useful to advise folks

as to what they can expect if

caught shoplifting in the Campus
Center bookstore or other stores in

the Amherst area.

If your target is the Campus
Center bookstore, you're likely to

get caught. The store has from
three to five security people on duty

during all open hours. These guards
will usually wait until you get
outside the exit (turnstile) or cash
register area before apprehending
you, and may do so within the store
if you attempt to conceal any ar-

ticled) in a pocket, or otherwise.
You will then be taken to the
proverbial "back room" where you
will be asked for your identification

and requested to turn over the

Spectrum magazine continues here

with student aid and without ads
By DIANE M. BELLAVANCE

Staff Correspondent
One of the few magazines ever to

survive without income from ad-

vertisers is making it into its

seventh year.

Spectrum. UMass' creative

nation.

Judged alongside many
professional publications from
across the country, in May of 1971

Spectrum won the Printing In-

dustry of America award.

Editor Bill Whitman says, "You

single sheet inserts, Whitman says,

"The staff has also experimented
with four-color four page fold-outs.

This year, Spectrum plans a center
cartoon-art section."

Besides art and photography,
Spectrum is also winning notice for

literary magazine, has a circulation

of some 10,000 copies. Supported
by the Student Activities tax,

Spectrum is distributed free to

undergraduates of the university

and to persons whose material is

published in the magazine. It has
also been distributed to a number
of colleges, as well as underground
and "straight" presses around the

don't have to be a university

student to submit your creative

works. Past issues have provided

people from the academic com-
munity and around the nation with

an outlet for many modes of

thought and expression."

Pointing out that Spectrum last

year experimented with a portfolio

format that contained a poster and

Music Dept. offers

Afro-Am. church music
New Course
The Music Department is of-

fering a new course next semester
called "Afro-Am Church Music,

Music 290D. Inadvertently left out

of the Course Description guide, it

will be taught by Horace Clarence

Boyer, Assistant Professor of

Music.

The course which qualifies as a

"Core C" requirement, will focus
on the history, analysis and
sociological aspects of Afro-

American Church Music and its

influence.

It will begin with a short review of

religion and music in West Africa in

the 17th and 18th centuries and
proceed through the music of the

major religious denominations in

the black community.
Special attention will be given to

the music of the several Methodist,
Baptist and Holiness
congregations, with some em-
phasis on such groups as
Spiritualist congregations, Black
Muslims and Black Jews.
The course will meet on Mon-

Wed-Fri at 1:25, schedule number
499887. Course requirements in-

clude reading, listening and two
short examinations.

For further information, contact
Professor Boyer at Hilton House,
Room No. 4, 5-2227 or 5-2279.

its fine fiction and poetry. Article

topics have ranged from "Waiting
List," about an aged man; to

"Entrechats and Tansy Tea," a

fantasy. Poetry topics have been
just as varied with such titles as
"Portrait of a Fat Lady" to

"Seduction: My Daemon Done'
Come and Gone."
To encourage writers to donate

their works for publication in

Spectrum, the editors reassign

copyright so that their article may
also be published elsewhere. Some
of the previous years' material has
been printed in other publications,

such as a Harper and Row an-

thology, National Lampoon,
Chelsea, and The Transatlantic

Review.

"Spectrum is always looking for

new materials," adds Whitman.
The article deadline for the next

issue is December 31. Photography,
art and cartoons will be accepted as
late as the third week of January.

Manuscripts should be typed,
double-spaced, and include a

stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Send them to: Spectrum, Room
207, Student I Inion Building.
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We love BMW Fiat -

Jaguar and some other

imported cars.

CALIFORNIA

MOTORS
service

30 N. Maple St.

Florence, 586-1841

XEROX BULK RATE
Gnomon Copy Service, in Amherst, is of-

fering a bulk rate of two cents flat for Xerox

copies. To qualify, an order must meet the

following conditions: (a) 5 or more copies of each

.original (b) unbound originals only (c) two— sided

copies* (d) $5.00 minimum (e) allow 24 hours.

Orders meeting these conditions will be Xeroxed for

two cents per copy. Collating and choice of regular,

three-hole, legal, or colored paper are free. 25% rag

paper is Vi cent extra per sheet. Gnomon is open 7

days a week. Phone 253-3333.

'For copying onto one side only, add V* cent per copy.
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suspected stolen article! s).

If you're an undergraduate, you
are charged with violating the

"Unauthorized Removal" section

of the Student Code of Conduct
and the guard wil| refer your case to

the student attorney general. The
attorney general gives you the

option of pleading not guilty and
appearing for trial before the

student court, or pleading guilty (or

nolo contendere) and paying a five

dollar fine. If you choose to ignore

this procedure, you can be
"separated" from the university.

If it is your second offense you
are summoned to appear in the

district court at Northampton to

face criminal prosecution for lar-

ceny under chapter 266, section 30
of the laws of the Commonwealth.
You have a right to a show cause
hearing if requested by you within

24 hours of the alleged offense, but

you will almost certainly be bound
over for arraignment.

The typical disposition of a first

offense for shoplifting in that court

is a continuance without a finding

for a period of time usually ex-

ceeding three months, and
assessed "court costs" of from
$5.00 to $100.00. This is ordered

after you plead not guilty. The
effect of this is that you keep your
nose clean for the duration of the

continuance; the charge is dropped
and you have no conviction record.

On the other hand, if you are

caught again within the con-

tinuance time period, you will

probably get the shaft.

// you're a graduate student, your

fate lies in the hands of the

management of the bookstore.

That discretionary decision always

leads to a summons to appear in

the district court of Northampton

and you will be treated similarly to

your unlucky undergraduate
brothers and sisters in that court.

As a graduate student, you have no

student disciplinary proceeding in

this situation because the graduate

student senate decided in 1973 not

to provide one.

If you ever find yourself sitting in

the "back room", keep quiet!

Cooperate in giving your iden-

tification and handing over the

article(s) requested. Any attempt to

exonerate yourself will probably

only aggravate the guard and

subsequently your sentence. If the

item(s) seized are lawfully yours,

wait to explain the situation to the

student attorney general, or the

court clerk if you have a show
cause hearing.

For your information, if you

become a punished undergraduate
shoplifter, you will be among the

250 or so that were caught last

year. You are as likely to be a man
as a woman, and you will probably

have taken something for less than

five dollars.

Beware the eyes of the guard!

Library announces schedule
MAIN LIBRARY
November 22, Friday

November 27, Wednesday
November 28, Thursday
November 29, Friday

November 30, Saturday
MORRILL LIBRARY
November 22, Friday

November 27, Wednesday
November 28, Thursday
November 29, Friday

November 30, Saturday
MUSIC LIBRARY
November 22, Friday

November 27,

November 28,

November 29,

November 30,

PHYSICAL SCI
November 22,

November 27,

November 28,

November 29,

November 30,

PHYSICS LIBR
November 22,

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Saturday
ENCES LIBRARY
Friday

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Saturday
ARY
Friday

November 27, Wednesday
November 28, Thursday
November 29, Friday

November 30, Saturday

8:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight

8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
CLOSED

8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

CLOSED
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

& 7:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

CLOSED
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

CLOSED
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

& 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED

why does a man

join Maryknoll?
There are probably as many answers

as there are individua 1 Maryknoll

priests and Brothers. Some men are

deeply moved when they hear of

babies dying in their mother's arms

because of hunger or disease Others

are distressed by the growing an tag

onism and separation between the

rich and the poor nations. More are

concerned about the great iniustices

that have been inflicted upon the

poor by those who possess wealth

and power to an excessive degree

Others look to learn from peoples

who have grown up with a different

mentality than that which is theirs.

All feel that the only solution to the

crises that threaten to split men
asunder is the love of God as shown
in the life of His Son, Jesus Christ.

This love of God urges men to go

forward and be missioners so men
can love one another What could be

your reason for joining Maryknoll'

If you keep saying you want to do something

with your life - here's your chance to prove it

For information, write or phone to

MARYKNOLL MISSIONERS 50 DUNSTER RO
CHESTNUT HILL MA 02167 (61 7} 2328050

Dear Father

Please send me information about becoming a

Maryknoll Priest Brother Sister

UOM

Name

I do want to

do something

Address

City

Age

State

Phone .

Z»P

1

• » i »

Most cuts in social programs

Ford advances $4.6 billion budget cuts
WASHINGTON [UP/\

President Ford proposed a $4.6

billion cut in federal spending

yesterday to slow inflation, but his

budget director said the reductions

would boost unemployment and
have little immediate impact on
rising prices.

About 75 percent of the cuts

Ford proposed in a special message
to Congress would come in

socially-oriented programs,
although direct aid such as social

security and welfare still would
receive about 20 per cent more
funds than last year.

The President asked for a $1.7

billion reduction in the health,

education and welfare budget; a

$1.1 billion cut in spending for

veterans; and a hike in the price of

food stamps to make them cost 30
percent of a recipient's income —
the maximum allowed by law —
next March 1.

The defense budget would be
reduced almost $400 million beyond
what Congress has already cut, but

still would be about 6 percent

above last year's level.

In all, Ford asked Congress to

take 135 separate "difficult" ac-

tions. One was the enactment of

the 5 percent income tax surcharge,

which has been in trouble on
Capitol Hill ever since Ford
proposed it Oct. 8.

If Congress went along in every

case, which appeared unlikely, it

would reduce the federal budget for

the current fiscal year to $302.2

billion — $4:6 billion less than

former President Richard M. Nixon

proposed last winter, but still above
the $300 billion ceiling Ford has

advocated since taking office.

Budget Director Roy M. Ash told

reporters the new spending levels

would cause 40,000 to 50,000

workers to lose their jobs. Almost
all would be non-government
employes.

Ash said the job loss figures were
based on the assumption that

unemployment would continue
climbing, going as high as 6.7

percent by the end of the fiscal year

next June.

The spending cutbacks, Ash
said, would have "only a fractional

effect" on the rate of inflation in the

immediate future. But he said there

would be an important long-term

trend toward "holding down in-

flation in future years."

In defending his proposals, Ford

told Congress: "I have tried to

eliminate the less essential and to

overcome inequities.

nation and world

Mitchell testifies he
vetoed burglary plans

WASHINGTON [UPI] - Former
Attorney General John N. Mitchell,

testifying on his own behalf in the

Watergate cover-up case, said

yesterday he rejected on three

You Be The

Judge

RENT NOW AND SAVEI

Planning to make a move for the second semester? Come see

us first. We offer all the advantagea of off-campus living. PLUS a

$25.00 REDUCTION on your first month's rent.
- Court-appointed management with professional. On-aite

personnel.
- SHORT TERM leeses available for the second semester.
- With ONLY one month's security deposit If you quality.
- Security deposits GUARANTEED in writing and held in en

interest bearing escrow account.
- This offer is good for applications made from November 18th

through December 20th, 1974.

Dealing Straight - A Pleasant Change
BRITTANY MANOR MOUNT SUGARLOAF
Tel. 266-8534 Tel. 666-3866

Summer Rentels Available et Reduced Retea

Brittany Manor Mount Sugarloaf
Brittany-Manor Drive

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Route 47

Sunderland

all men's &

women's boots

• hikers

• work-boots

• sno-boots

• fashion boots

• muk-luks

*ijf WFCR** S8.6 fm

12:45 — This week at the United
Nations.

1.00 _ firing Line — with
William F. Buckley Jr.

5:00— All things considered— A
unique Daily News Magazine.

8:30 — Great Black Music

10:30 — Women's Forum

occasions the plan that culminated

in burglary of Democratic national

headquarters.

Mitchell, first of the five

defendants to take the stand

following opening defense
arguments to the jury, said the idea

for a $1 million program of kid-

napping and surveillance was first

broached to him by Watergate
mastermind G. Gordon Liddy.

He said he told Liddy at the

meeting on Jan. 27, 1972, "to take

that stuff out and burn it."

A second meeting with Liddy

came about a week later, Mitchell

said, and was terminated by him

and White House counsel John W.
Dean III "who said this was
something not to be discussed in

the office of the attornev aeneral."

Finally, Mitchell testified, deputy

re-election campaign director Jeb

Stuart Magruder presented him

with a modification of the Liddy

plan in Key Biscayne, Fla., on

March 30, 1972. "As I recall," he

said, "I threw the paper back at

Magruder and said, 'Not again!'

Magruder took his papers and left.

ft.lt.!.
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Ford vetoes vets

WASHINGTON [UPI]

President Ford reluctantly vetoed

yesterday a bill providing 23 per

cent increases in veterans benefits.

He said it would have added
another "half-billion-dollar load to

the already overburdened tax-

payer."

In his veto message, Ford said he

considered the increase in benefits

excessive and said his decision not

to sign the bill "has not been an

easy one."

Ford said that veterans benefits

"should - and can-be improved"

and that he would support a Gl bill

providing for an 18.2 per cent

benefit increase rather than the 23

per cent in the bill.

"Such action would be in

keeping with the need for fiscal

responsibility while recognizing the

nation's special debt to' our

veterans."

Coal pact rejected

WASHINGTON [UPI] - The

United Mine Workers Bargaining

Council opened the way to ending

the 15-day-old coal strike yesterday

by voting to send the new three-

year contract to the membership

for a ratification vote.

UMW President Arnold Miller

announced in late afternoon that

the council had approved the

contract language after voting

earlier in the day to reject it for the

second time.

Miller said the union will speed

up the ratification process, which

earlier had been expected to take

up to 10 days, and he hoped the

contract could be submitted to the

120,000 members by Monday.

William J. Usery, director of the

Federal Mediation and Conciliation

Service, stood by in Miller's office

while the council acted favorably

on the contract in late afternoon.

Later he told reporters he had just

talked with President Ford and "he

is delighted."

PLO hits hijackers
BEIRUT [UPI] - The Palestine

Liberation Organization will execute
the four Arab hijackers of a British

jetliner if they are turned over by
Tunisia, PLO sources said

yesterday.

The sources said the hijacking of

a British Airways VC10, in which a

West German passenger was shot

to death and his body dumped on
an airport runway, was in effect a

challenge to the authority of the

PLO.

Nixon health secret
LOS ANGELES [AP] - Three

cardiovascular specialists said

yesterday they had reached a

unanimous decision on whether
former President Richard M. Nixon

is fit to testify at the Watergate
cover-up trial, but they declined to

announce it.

The doctors said their report was
confidential for the trial. Dr. Charles

A. Hufnagel of Georgetown
University, head of the court-

appointed team, said their

examination of Nixon on Monday
took about an hour. "We met with

and examined Mr. Nixon with his

consent and cooperation."

Pay phone hike asked
BOSTON [AP] - New England

Telephone Co. asked yesterday for

permission to double the charge for

pay phone calls in Massachusetts

to 20 cents as part of a $210 million

rate increase package.

The rate increase, filed with the

state Department of Public Utilities,

would raise the cost of phone
service for most residential

customers* from $1 to $2.40 a

month, the company said.

Arms limit set
WASHINGTON [UPI] -

President Gerald Ford agreed with
Soviet leader Leonid I. Brezhnev to
restrict the United States and
Russia to "a rigid ceiling" of less

than 2,500 strategic missiles and
bombers under a 10-year strategic

arms accord.

PRterEan.
[ORLD
AVEL

GIVE TRAVEL FOR
CHRISTMAS!

79 SOUTH PLEASANT STREET
AMHERST • TEL. 256-6704
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The true meaning of Thanksgiving: Thanking God
To the Editor:

What is the meaning of Thanksgiving? For most Americans all it

means is that the family will be together and everyone will stuff

themselves with turkey and all that goes with it. I think that there

should be more to Thanksgiving than that. When the pilgrims

celebrated their first Thanksgiving they were thanking God for

what they had for that year. This is the way I feel that

Thanksgiving should be. Too often we as Americans take for

granted the things that we have, and we have who is the supplier

of all our needs, God. Thanksgiving should be a time for us to stop

the hustle and bustle of everyday life and thank God for the things

we have. There are people that don 't have it as good as we. For

the most part we Americans have enough food to eat, we have

clothes, we have a roof over our heads, and we have our health,

and for these things we should be extremely thankful.

As I said in a previous letter, I don 't think that is the political

scandals we have had that have brought this country to the state

it is in today, it is the fact that this country has for the most part

forsaken God. Whenever a nation does this it will always be in the

soup. In Jeremiah 2: 13 it says "My people have committed two

evils; they have forsaken me the fountain of living waters, and
hewed them out cisterns, broken cisterns that can hold no water.

"

This is what this country has done and that is why it is in the shape

it is in today. It has forsaken the principles that it was founded on

and started to hew out its own broken cisterns. The only hope this

country has is to get back to trusting God, and it will once more be

a blessed land.

Ken Fonda

SOP represents all students
To the Editor:

In response to the letter from Michael Carroll in today's

Collegian [November 26], I would like to clarify a few points. What

I am saying I know to be true as far as the Student Organizing

Project is concerned, and I believe that it also applies to the other

groups concerned.

The SOP does indeed represent all students. At no time did it

ever "think everyone attending UMass lived in a dorm." I am
aware that there has been a recent move on the part of those who
fear students getting together to try to divide the student body on

the lines of whether they live on or off campus. Mr. Carroll may
have heard those who would divide the student body say that the

SOPand other groups are not interested in commuters.

However, if he would check the records of every statement we
have ever made on housing — and listen to the transcripts of the

housing hearings — he would note that we have repeatedly

stressed the absolute necessity of protections against windfall

profits on the part oflocal landlords. Furthermore, it is clear that it

would be as completely unfair to penalize students living off

campus for the mistakes of the administration during the 1960's as
it presently is to arbitrarily and illegally force a group of students to

live on campus to cover those mistakes. It is not a case of people
on campus trying to get those off campus to pay for their needs. It

is a question all students banding together to obtain fair treatment
from all landlords, whether the landlord is the University or some
private group.

Students have two choices. They can either stand together and
become a force to be reckoned with or they can fight among each
other and remain weak. On-campus students need the support of
off-campus students, and off-campus students need the support
of on-campus students. Neither group should accept any sort of
general fee without the full participation of both groups in the

decision making. Students must support each other. It's as
simple as that.

John Fisher

SOP Staff

Rotating tri-semesters: A solution?
To the Editor:

I've got a few things to say. First-most students deserve to live

on campus. If you really couldn't take the dormitory environment,

you'd find a way off by one of various legitimate means, or leave

school. You'd find that dealing with all types of landlords and

keeping yot self alive might be a real challenge, something in-

capable of sheep and bovine creatures. Especially when this new
barrage of demanding individuals set loose in this area would raise

rent prices. Remember supply and demand, kids? Better to stay

with the cows and plants in Southwest than hamburger in the

competitive world.

The solution is not off-campus housing but re-planned housing.

The human density particular to Southwest is a mental drain and
is unhealthy. It breeds mediocrity. Who would be crazy enough to

actually live there? As a former resident of Southwest, I know.

The planners made a mistake and the students shouldn't have to

pay. I would recommend lowering enrollment to ease the

population strain in Southwest. Or even better-have three

rotating semesters In this way, the empty campus of the summer
months could be put to use economically. This would reduce

tensions and allow for more creative special use of University

facilities and rooms all year round. Teachers could also rotate.

Classes could be smaller and off-campus programs for credit

nould be initiated by students. A source book of available

educational work or study could be compiled or sought out by the
student. Or the usual vacation work time could still ensue. As the
students would be distributed as suggested, empty rooms could
be used as studios for artists, photographers, dancers, musicians,
study halls and so forth. UMass could use some culture,
something that is not encouraged due to the lack of studio space.
Too much emphasis is placed upon the business of running
UMass and not upon the actual education, by the officials here.
Students are not here to be financially exploited for the benefit of
the corporations that built UMass.

A reversal would be we/come. A realistic approach to the
problems here is needed to satisfy both sides. A rotating trimester
system \3-four month semesters] could achieve this and is a real
possibility that ought to be studied and refined. Business in the
UMass area would appreciate this change as summer is very slow
and virtually profit/ess. The change of program will be difficult to
initiate and poses new problems, yet it would be a worthwhile
effort. All students should consider this plan and construct a
committee to explore the possibilities rather than complain and
expect preferential treatment that is unfair to those a/ready off-
campus. You have a chance to change things here, but you must
organize and act. Let us resurrect student activism for a cause to
improve our community.

Susan Cabral
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Croo-Croo
To the Editor:

After finishing a sumptuous meal
of greasy chicken at Worcester
Dining Commons, I began won-
dering about a subject that comes
to my mind each time chicken is

served at the DC.
Where are all the pigeons on

campus???
Every time I go home [Boston]

for a weekend, I am completely
freaked out by the billions of

pigeons everywhere. Yet, when I

return to UMass, I would believe
that pigeons were extinct. Except...

Except that 2 or 3 times a week,
Food Services seems to be well

supplied with baked chicken, fried

chicken, chicken cutlets, chicken

soup, chicken-a-la-king, etc.

Where are all the pigeons on
campus, Arthur Warren???

Rosemary Schwartz

SOfflHM TELLS ME WAT THESE AREN'T WE SAME IHMNS
THAT U/E MET LOHEH ME ARRIVED HEREl

Prisoner in the dorms
By BOB FOSTER

So, you want to move "off-campus"; that infamous
heaven where peace and tranquility transcend the

pressures of classroom madness. And yet, you're only

19 years old, or you are not eligible for any type of

waiver, and you are not married, and you are not a

senior. Further, you can't seem to find any of those
loopholes that your former next door neighbor found
last semester-the "never-to-be-consecretated"
marriage or the series of nervous breakdowns
(documented by a physician's letter, of course)! Thus,
you find yourself in one of those double binds that

Psychology 101 prepared you for. You desire to

honestly expand within the framework entitled

"education" and yet, the requirements of a plastic,

compartmentalized life-style suffocate you.

So, what do you do? Naturally, you admit defeat

and live in a concrete box for a semester or two or

three or four. But, the Whitmore curse is not through
yet. No, they must add insult to injury. Not only is the

"box" the required mode of living, but five days a

week, you are fed food that becomes addictively

nauseating. Your stomach cries for tasteful, ap-

petizing nutrition. On occasion, they fulfill some sort

of random reinforcement schedule and create meals
that taste good. Yet, it is all part of a devious plot. The
next day, you feel the nausea strike again. The
previous night's meal loses its effect and you again
face pallid potatoes and paltry meatloaf.

So what do you do about it? Naturally, you con-
tinue to admit defeat. But, it bothers you just a bit

more now. You are no longer the meek and timid

recipient of fate's decree. Instead, you question the
need for. such a system. You wonder why it "must"
be as it is. And so, another year ends. Summer, with
all its fantasies, allows you to forget the fall and
spring. Yet lurking deep within, you know something
is unfair, indeed unjust. You haven't quite understood
what it is, but you know it's there. It gnaws at your
conscience and tears at your stomach lining like a
crazed squirrel. Soon, it may reach for other, more

vulnerable extremities-like your mind!

You return for another year. The life-style is the

same, perhaps the tortures are even more expensive.

But nothing has really changed. You wonder about
the laws of supply and demand that Economics 103

taught you about. If it's all so very bad, then why
doesn't the system just collapse? But further con-

templation reminds you that you are a member of an

oppressed minority, a second-class citizen. There is a

fixed supply. Demand is artificially created by
restrictions and regulations. You are a member of a

captive audience of sorts—a guest at your own
funeral. So what do you do? Nothing of course.

There's always the Bluewall, the Hatch, and the TOC!
You avoid your sorrows by drowning them in kegs full

of fantasy and false consciousness. And, inevitably,

another year passes.

By now, you have reached the ultimate privilege.

You are no longer 20; you are 21 ! Better still, you're a

senior and you're even married and you belatedly

discover that you lived within the 40 miles radius all

this time anyway. So you move to that heavenly

abode and sip nectar with the gods. And finally, you
forget. Yes, you lose all recollection of your former

life. You laugh at the poor slobs who must live "on-

campus". And you forget that you were once one of

them. And so, life with the gods continues. You
drown yourself in kegs of happiness and apathy. All is

good that can be forgotten.

But alas, this very year, you are no longer allowed
to forget. A union is forming, a union that expresses

those very inexpressible feelings that gnawed at your
soul as a sophomore. And so, no longer allowed to

forget, you walk blindly among the tortured slobs.

You can no longer see yourself in the faces of others

who must live as you once did. You force yourself to

be blind to those around you.

Don't slip into the blindness of apathy. Support
those who wish to gain control over their lives. Give a

damn!

Bob Foster is a Collegian Commentator

opinion

Letters Policy

The Stone (wa ID ing of Nixon

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all letters to the editor. They must be signed and include

the author's address and phone number. Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces per
line, and no more than two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they mast include a name and phone number for reference pur-

poses.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content or space, according to the judgement of the editors.

Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

{ Zamir Nestelbaum
}

Why do Polish farmers wonder?
Amherst is like anyplace. No better, no worse. Any place like

Bedlam, Belfast or Cuyhoga County West Virginia. Much of the

populace is teeming with such an intransient madness that is such
a contradiction in terms with these sleeping Berkshire hills

peopled with Polish farmers who vainly wonder what those crazy
hippies are up to these days. Members of the State Legislature

traipse about filling these "halls of knowledge" with words of

patronizing intonations, while members of Academia laugh at

them with scorn and cry out in anguish about politics and
hypocrisy. Meanwhile some are denied tenure and others are told

they are not up to caliber. Enough of them.

It seems that though an element of sanity exists somewhere
(perhaps the Pope knows). Those that inhabit these wastelands
are in various stages of insanity leading up to an inconsequential

end (No, not all of the truly insane end up committing suicide.

Most remain to screw up another day.) The following is a com-
pilation of those degrees, but rest assured that the author is

beyond all of them, so the reader need not take anything seriously

outside of his-her own personal instability.

Stage One — The acceptance from the University has arrived

and the victim sends in the deposit. Sheer lunacy. Victim suffers

from the "high schools", a dreaded disease that includes

cheerleaders, national honor societies and math meets. Victim

often mumbles senseless things like "Oh Well, UMass is almost as

good as Princeton" and is filled with a desire to come to college

for the total experience, ie, to get drunk, get high and get laid.

Stage Two — Choosing a major in the illusion that the student
can find a job in the real world. Or at the very least some ap-

preciation for said noble effort. Ah but there is no tenure in that

dream. Students suffer from open faced innocence and naivety

and are often mumbling things like "LSAT's" and "but I want to

major in Greek!"

Stage Three — The attendance of classes in the expectation of

a miraculous transformation to what the world so caustically
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describes "an Educated Person". This is closely related to Stage
Two and transition is usually rapid. Students in Stage Three suffer
from pale complexions gained from massive seclusion in libraries.

Other telltale symptoms include a fast paced stride, calculators

and thesaurae strapped to their midriff, and frequent circular and
obfusscating questions in class. These types are sociologically

very menacing.

Stage Four — Activities such as writing angry letters to the

Collegian fasting for Hunger and Masturbating for Birth Control,

running for Area Governments, telling Library jokes, going to the
Bluewall on Friday nights, and defending Frank Bellotti just

because you're Italian and a Columnist. Students suffer in this

stage from the "get involves", a severe illness that attacks but a

few, who wander about in the delusion that they are ac-

complishing something other than self flagellation.

Stage Five — Looking outward. Reading the wanderlust
diatribes of a Jack Kerouac or a Hunter Thompson in a world
really filled with Samy Yortys and Meldrim Thompsons (Hi Mel!).

Students suffer from glazed eyebrown stapled to their skulls and
waxen expressions mumbling things like "Tahacha-pee to Tona-
paw" and "gonna take me a year off". Off from what!

Stage Six — Graduation. A product of the previous five stages.
Many thousands advance to this stage every June, in the local

area. A conveyor belt to madness.

Stage Seven — Making arrangements to stay here after

graduation by either going to graduate school here, or by kissing

enough ass and selling out enough brothers and sisters to land a
job with the local bureaucracy.

Vonnegut is right. We should all be voluntary firemen. (On the

Cape).

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist.

{
Bill 1X Parent

>

Thanks for the memories
Already a winter, a spring, a summer and an autumn has passed

here it is again another turkey day. Time to go home and attend

that annual high school football game, sit down with the family to

stuff yourself while that eccentric Aunt Ethel asks you questions

about the drugs and sex situations at UMass.
"Oh what is your position on sex?" she so innocently asks. And

how hard it is not to give a good quick answer, so many come to

mind. But you reserve yourself and say something like "Aunt
Ethel, I really think all that is out now, sex just isn't "in" anymore.

Students can't get up for it these days. I guess they realize it's

nothing."

After that, Uncle Oswald the alcoholic is sure to ask about the

mary-huanna situation. "Alot of kids are still addicted to that stuff

aren't they". You just keep eating at that line wishing you didn't

drink so much of whatever was in that flask at the game this

morning.

But still it is Thanksgiving a time to give thanks in a world where
there doesn't seem to be that much to be grateful about. A world

where you can't help feeling guilty about stuffing your face with

fowl and cranberry sauce while the newspapers are filled with

pictures of starving children with big bellies and match-stick legs

and accounts of rats eating all the donated grain in Calcutta. A
world where all the bills, all the rhetoric still hasn't erased op
pression and hate.

"Last week we had a fast at school and everybody gave up their

meals for the starving, Oh yes I'd love another helping."

There are some things, though, we do have to be thankful for,

some things that have occurred in the past year that we can't let

go unnoticed. So, as I for one, sit back overstuffed tomorrow
fondling my snifter of Creme de Menthe these are the things I will

be thankful for. My apologies to Squanto and the Pilgrims.

In the thanks for honesty and integrity in government depart-

menL there are some people who can't go unnoticed. I

thank the Argentine Firecracker for exposing the ways and means
of Wilber Mills. Michael Dukakis also deserves recognition for

riding the trains to work. If nothing else,maybe he can at least get

Charlie off the MTA. I thank God too, for the Wollensack Tape
recorder company who, in conjunction with former president

what's his name, proved that as long as executives lie, magnetic

tape doesn't.

In the freedom of the press department, one of my favorites,
there are also many things we should sit down and be grateful for.

First, thanks should go again to former president what's his name
who single handedly made it possible to read such words as shit

and bastard even in the most conservative of public newspapers.
Thanks too for the Collegian's own version of the Spotlight team
who led brilliant investigations on overcrowding of local drinking
establishments. So what if they made up the figures it was still in

the general good interest. But the big thank you goes to the three
national networks and their computers who took all the fun and
drama out of election night by giving complete national results

. with only .00001 per cent of the votes tallied.

Of course one can't neglect some of the institutions of UMass
which deserve gratis. First, this year I thank Whitmore for being

such a bureaucratic mess that if you're sleazy enough and con-

vincing enough gives you the opportunity to change, add, drop
and make up courses all the way up to exam week.
The Student Senate too, for always being there with their

impending threat to accomplish anything, for always giving

Collegian writers an endless barrel of material to write about. I

thank God too, for the Physical Plants, the workers of the campus
who have to be the best dig-a-hole and fill it in for time and a half

crew in the world.

But finally I have to thank everybody who bothered to read all

the way through this snotty column.To both of you - thanks.

Bill Parent is Assistant Executive Editor of the Collegian.
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WMUA
Here is what WMUA, 91.1 FM, will be

doing over the Thanksgiving break:

The current 24 hour format will be kept.

WMUA produces:
Tonight:

10:15 • 11:15 p.m., Gaybreak. Demian
tonight hosts a discussion, "Socialist

Revolution b Gay People" with guests

Teresa and Robin. Teresa recently

returned from a month in Cuba.

Thursday
9:00 - 9:30 p.m., The Shadow
10:15 - 11:00 p.m., Womens Show
Friday

6:15 - 7:00 p.m., Sports Talk

Saturday brings 24 hours of music, with

a few breaks for news.
Sunday
6:00 - 10:00 a.m., Gospal Show
10:00 - 2:00 p.m.. Classics

2:00 6:00 p.m.. Rural American Music
6:00 7:00 p.m., Sunday News

Collective

7:00 - 10:00 a.m.. Japanese Music
10:00 - 2:00 a.m., Jubilation Jazz

News is broadcast every weekday at 7, 8

& 9 a.m. and at 2, 6 b 10 p.m. During the

weekend, news is broadcast at 2, 6 & 10

p.m.
Laugh Bag continues, win great prizes,

heard about once every three hours.

Home economist

society seeks

members now
The drive for student mem-

bership in the American Home
Economics Association (AHEA) has

begun and will continue after the

Thanksgiving holidays on
December 2 thru 6. A table will be

located in Skinner Hall and
students from the Home
Economics department will be on

hand to assist in the filling out of

the application form.

THE AHEA is a professional

organization for all persons with

declared Home Economics majors.

Included in the membership fee

of $5.00 is the Home Economics

Journal which is issued monthly.

(10 issues yearly.)

A small group of Home
Economics majors met with Dr.

Helen Vaznaian, Director of the

Division of Home Economics, last

Wednesday and plans were
finalized for the drive and for the

wine and cheese party which will be

held on Wednesday, Dec. 4, from 4-

5 p.m. in the Skinner Lounge. Alice

Kane will be presenting a creative

needlework exhibit during the

social hour. Both members and

non-members of AHEA are invited

and a special invitation is extended

to the faculty.

Projects to be considered in the

near future are invitational coffee

hours within the department,
assistance to the Butterick fashion

show and a professional career day
with successful home economics
graduates.

Mrs. Joann Pullen will be the

faculty advisor.

People with any questions or

ideas may contact Ms. Dianne

Snow at 253-9745.

Register...Win '

(

Mechanical
Pen set
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS 43 Cheated Vesierday's Puzzle Solved

1 A lot: Informal

b Jason's ship

9 Group of

plotters

14 Queen of

Jordan
15 Dest>rn
16 Not

Minor
1 7 Bring ill to

Informal

18 Additiona 1

19 Sprinkle

20 Presidential

nickname
21 Cut to size

23 Chronicle

25 Remain
unsettled

26 Tint

27 Layer

29 — Wednesday 63
32 Gamble
35 Signal

system
36 Theater

group: Abbr
37 •• • now

Currently

38 Pulled along
behind

39 Flat bottomed
vessel

40 Deposit of

mud
41 Noted

essayist

42 Cut of beef

44 Mild oath
45 Owing
46 Pass over

lightly

48 Looks
skyward 2

words
52 Shutterbug

words
56 Cuckoo
57 Place in a

row Var
58 As quick as

59 Small piece

cut off

60 Hand
coverings

61 Golden shiner

62 Group of

Suffix

Attitude of a

people
64 Winter vehicle

65 Token of

mourning
DOWN
Indian prince

Excuse
Penalizes

Sales •-

Regard with

pleasure

Spacious
Pierce

Portend
More
comfortable
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10 Scottish river

11 Rural affair

2 words
12 Awry
13 Obscene
21 Severe
22 Hasten
24 Larceny
27 Videlicet

2 words
28 Thought
30 Ancient

Greek walk
31 Falcon
32 Neighbor of

B.C
33 Where Hanoi

IS

34 Jewelry maker 55 Ending with
35 Kind of pop top and log

36 Flower 59 Make a seam

38 Mater
Mother Earth

42 Took to court

44 Coercion
45 Banged in

47 Slow: Muck:
48 Public

security

49 Health
French

50 Cause to

adhere
51 Conveyed

water
52 Befell

53 Came down
54 Temporary

fashions
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Bom today, you are one of

those individuals who, gifted

with many talents but plagued

by a lack of self-confidence,

frustrates himself and others

by refusing to take the bull by
the homs where a new or

different project is concerned.

Rather, you are inclined to get

everything in readiness for

lifting a new project off the

ground and then, succumbing
to a wave of self-doubt, to

back away from that first,

all-important move that will

set in motion all your plans.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22

Dec. 21) - Today's upsets are

more routine than they may at

first appear to be. Don't

become overexcited at the

prospect of failure; it will

probably not materialize.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

191 - Unless you fail to keep

your final goal in mind, all

should go well today. Outside

interference may cause mo-

mentary panic sometime in the

morning

By Stall* WHtftr

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb.

18) - Take care that you do
not over-react to a lack of

response to your new plans

which is only imaginary. Gain
support through giving
support.

PISCES I Feb 19 March 20
— You should have little

difficulty coming to a decision

regarding children Now is a

good time to clear the air on
the home front. Set forth your
views freely.

ARIES (March 21 April )
-

Practice smiling — regardless

of how you may feel about the

present situation at home or

on the employment scene. You
may have to go some to fool

another!

TAURUS (April 20May20)
— Co-workers, family, friends:

all of these may be counting on
you for moral support during a

time of crisis. Lend a shoulder
to cry on.

GEMINI (May 21June20)
— Be ready with an alterna-

tive plan of action should your
present one fail to grant you
the satisfaction you'd hoped
for. Decide an issue by
evening

CANCER (June 21 July 22)

— You would do well to try to

make do with things as they

are — at least for the time

being. Don't press another for

an open expression of his point

of view

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) -
The present situation on the

employment scene may not be

conducive to career advance-

ment. Do what you can to

straighten things out with

co-workers.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22)

— Make plans now for the

coming weekend. Otherwise,

you may find that you are

forced to abandon an excellent

plan for joint enterprise with

family and friends

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 221 -
It is important to your
happiness that things go well

after hours this week. Don't be

alarmed should friends offer

more advice than you've asked

for.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21)

— Be wise; save your
ammunition. If you insist on
living in a glass house, be sure

you don't deliver stones into

the hands of your enemies!

Kampus Kapers By Kris Jackson
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HIM UE'RE FRiENPS AND THAT
tUEVE PLWEP BA5E3ALL TOGETHER

'i -XII

DOM T TELL HIM H0i>) I
ALWAYS STRIKE H0V OUT,
TH0U6H, CHUCK.'

B.C. by johnny hart

You'll never BeueVE. it,

MAUpey I NAAOE 12.

^TfcAlOHT PASSES.

YOU PROMISED V\E

YiOU'D NEVER .

GAMBLE- AeAlN/

vVHOS
<S*MBUN<b? CO^B.O\ INL6*IRLS /

li-ll pt

Room choosing begins
Room-choosing for the Spring

Semester, 1975 will be held the

week of December 2-6, 1974. The
following general schedule will be

followed by residence halls. Check
with the head of residence of the

residence hall you wish to reside in

for more complete room-choosing
information.

Monday, December 2 —
Students who wish to remain in the

rooms they are currently occupying
may sign up with their heads of

residence on this day.

Tuesday, December 3 —

Students who wish to move to

available space within the residence

hall or residence area they are

currently residing in may sign up
with the head of residence on this

day.

Wednesday, December 4 — Only
students moving from Hamlin
House to residence areas other
than Northeast may sign with a
head of residence on this day.

Thursday, December b — An
other students wishing to move to a

residence area other than the one
they are currently residing in may
sign up with a head of residence on

this day.

Friday, December 6 - All

students currently residing off-

campus who wish to move on
campus for the Spring Semester,
1975 may sign up with a head of
residence on this day.

IMPORTANT - Students who
are planning on either not returning
to school or residing off-campus for
the spring semester must fill out
notification of these plans in the
Housing Office before December
16, 1974, in order to be eligible for a
refund of the $100.00 Room
Security Deposit.

k:-' UIM: *p»
4~i

LIQUOR
SUPERMARKET

SPRINGFIELD
\m\ A#"DEC BRECKWOOD »IV0

MV.KEJ WILBRAHAMRD

BIG Y SHOPPING CENTER — MEMORIAL DRIVE, FAIRVIEW

NORTHAMPTON
DfillTC C NORTH KING STRUU I C J BIG Y SHOPPING CENTER

CANADIAN CLUB
WHISKEY

86.8 PROOF - FIFTH

MUNICH BEER
24 - 1 2 OZ. N.R. Bottle*

379
RED LION

Manhattan or Martini
48 PROOF COCKTAILS

FULL QUART

575 259
Canadian ChampT GILBEYS GIN
Whiskey 80 PROOF HALF GAL 86 PROOF - HALF GALLON

88949
HA^!.Y„f^TOL I FELLOW'S VODKA
24 OZ. Bottle - 20% Ale. 80 PROOF - HALF GALLON

99 759
Riunite Lambrusco WEDDING VEIL

24 OZ. Bottle LIEBFRAUMILCH • 24 OZ. Btl.

79275

notices

BAHA'I FAITH
Informal gatherings are held every

Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock at the

Caban home, 64 Van Meter Dr. All are

welcome.
BASIC AUTO MECHANICS
Bob Coven's Basic Auto Mechanics

Course will meet in CC 803 on Nov. 27 at

6 p.m.

BUSSES
There will be NO bus service anywhere

on Friday, Nov. 29. Friday is only an
"Essential Services" day.

DANCE WORKSHOP
Guest artists series today: Modern

Technique - (Upper Level) 10:30 Hamp-
den; Children's Dance Workshop 4 - 5 p.m.
Wesley Methodist Church 365 N. Pleasant
St. Register by calling 5-1552.

FELLOW HERBALISTS AND NATURAL
HEALTH SEEKERS
Anyone wishing to share knowledge

and-or ideas on Herbs and-or Herbal
medicine contact Terry Morin R.N. 733-

4598 evenings best.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS
Rap group will not be meeting Thursday

because of the holiday.

MUSIC THEATRE GUILD
There will be a vital meeting to select our

Spring show and Producer on Mon. Dec. 2
at 5 p.m. in CC 172. All members,
especially voting members, please attend.

OUTING CLUB
Jim Dokoozian will present a Winter

Mountaineering slide show tonight at 6:30

in CC. 105. Don't miss it.

PRE MEDICAL ADVISORY
Office of the Pre Medical Advisory

Committee (Dental, Veterinary) has moved
to Goessman 206. New phone No. is 545-

3674. Dr. W Brian O'Connor is new
chairperson, and Mrs. Karen Zukowski is

secretary.

TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT
UMass tournament will be in WOPE

Gym Dec. 7, 8. Men's and women's Events
sign up in S U. Games Room.
TUTORS
Anyone interested in tutoring Zoo. 101,

Chem 111,112 and related courses should

go to CASIAC, see Janice Bookman. (For

this semester)
LOST

Tl SR 50 calculator, lost 11-25 in front of

the main entrance of Hasbrouck. Call 6-

4370 or 6-4371, 509 C McNamara, Sylvan.

LOST
2 yr. old orange and white male cat, Fat;

vicinity of Lincoln Ave. 253-3254
LOST

Lime green glasses case w-gold rim

glasses; w-pr. of mittens. In front of

Sylvan. Reward. Call 6-4305, 402 Mc-
Namara.
ENGAGEMENT

Dejah Thoris '76 Barsoom, Montana.
John Carter '66 Burroughs, Virginia.

BUS SERVICE
No bus service on Friday, Nov. 29, an

essential services only day.

Applications available

for student exchange
Applications will be available

from Nov. 29 until Feb. 14, 1975 in

the Admissions Office, Whitmore
Hall, for any undergraduates in-

terested in going on exchange

either semester next year. The
participating institutions for 1975-

76 are: Bowling Green State

University, California State College

(Bakersfield), Illinois State

University, Jackson State

University (Miss.), Montana State

University, Moorhead State College

(Minn.), Morgan State College -

(MD.), New Mexico State Univ.,

North Texas State Univ., Oregon

State Univ., Rutgers College,

Rutgers Univ., South Dakota State

Uniy., Towson State College, (MD),

Tfct Nnr Rtetrd Sbap

If7 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394

West Chester State College (PA),
William Paterson College of N.J.,

Univ. of Alabama. Univ. of Alaska,
Univ. of Delaware, Univ. of Hawaii
(Hilo or Manoa), Univ. of Idaho,

Univ. of Maine - (Fort Kent or

Portland - Gorham), Univ. of Mass.
- Amherst, Univ. of Montana, Univ.
of Nevada, Reno, Univ. of Oregon
Univ. of South Florida, Univ. of

Utah, University of Wisconsin in -

Green Bay.

The Student applying for an
exchange should be a sophomore.
The exchange would be during his

junior year. The student must have
at least a 2.5 cumulative grade point

average.

Students who are interested in

participating in the program next
year must complete an application

and returrT it to Mr. Loder, Office of

the Registrar, no later than the

deadline of Feb. 14, 19" 5. Final

selections, including a list of
alternatives, are expected to be
completed by March 31, 1975.

Television Tonight
ACRES "How To
TV Without Really

5:30 GREEN
Succeed On
Trying." (18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)

'GomerGOMER PYLE
Maneuvers." (27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "It's

Dynamite." (30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

GILLIGAN'S ISLAND "Court
Martial." (56)

6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

THE CHAMPIONS "To Trap A
Rat." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA "Little Man- Ten Feet

Tall." (40)

STAR TREK (56)

6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

MAKING THINGS WORK (24)

MOVIE "Operation Secret" (27)

BEWTICHED (38)

ZOOM! (57)

6 45 HUMAN GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT (24)

700 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (221

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry

Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

MILES SHOWCASE THEATRE
"CanCan." (561

THE ROMANGNOLIS' TABLE (57)

7:30 CHANNEL THREE SPECIAL:
"The Thanksgiving That Almost
Wasn t. (3)

JEOPARDY (8)

DEL REEVES COUNTRY CAR-
NIVAL 1 18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (22)

BOOK BEAT (24)

ANIMAL WORLD Elephants Of
Thailand." (30)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW [M

ROOM 222 'The Fading of the

Elegant Beast." (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8 00 CBS SPECIAL: "The
Thanksgiving Treasure." (3)

GODSPELL (8) (401

SHARING OUR FAITH (18)

ROBINSON CRUSOE (22) (30)

FEELING GOOD (24) (57)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES (38)

8:30 UNTAMED WORLD (27)

GREEN ACRES (38)

9.00 PRISONS INSIDE OUT (24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

THE LIFE OF LEONARDO DA
VINCI (57)

9:30 GE THEATER "Things In Their

Season." (3)

PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO "Bilko's Black Magic." (27)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

SPECIAL: "This Is Music." (56)

WOO ANNIE AND THE HOODS (8)

(40)

FAITH FOR TODAY (18)

PETROCELLI (22) (30)

BEHIND THE LINES (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

MOVIE "Unholy Four." (38)

DINAH' (56I

IN RECITAL (57)

10:30 MAYOR S HALF HOUR
MELE HAWAII (24)
THE ELDER AMERICAN (27)

BOOK C ">T (57)

11.00 fV ft. NESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, \\ JATHER. SPORTS
(18) (22) 1271 (30) (401

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS (57)

11-30 MOVIE "Interrupted Melody."
(3)

WIDE WORLD EVENT (8) (40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

THE ELDER AMERICAN (27)

LAUGH CLASSICS (38!

HOLLYWOOD S GOLDEN YEARS
The Magnificent Ambersons ." i56)

12 00 NEWS 138)

1 00 NEWS i8> (40!
."•• Snyder host

1221

1 20 N£ VVS. WEATHER (31

2 00 NEWS (22J.I30)

H8)

(8)
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Roister Doisters seeks Ideas
for intersession drama rehearsals

The Roister Doisters' Drama
Society is now accepting proposals
for its winter production to be
rehearsed during the intersession

recess and performed January 31,
February 1 and 2 in Bowker
Auditorium in Stockbridge Hall.

Mark Cuddy, President, told the
Collegian Roister Doisters is open
for proposals for any type ot snow.
Anyone from the Five College area
may make a proposal, he said.

The deadline for the proposals is

5 p.m. December 2 since auditions
for the production will be held on
Monday, December 9th, Cuddy
said. Auditions will also be open to
anyone in the Five College area.

Cuddy said that each proposal
should contain the show's title,

access to a script of the show, and
the names of people who will head

the Production Staff - Producer,
Director, Technical Director,
Publicity Chairperson, and
Designers (Set, Costumes,
Lighting, etc.).

He said that all of the Production
Staff heads need not have been
chosen at the time the application is

submitted, but before the proposal
is finalized they will all have to be
included. Cuddy said Roister
Doisters will help the -proposer find

Production Heads that haven't
been determined.

He said the proposal should also
include a monetary budget for the
show. Cuddy said that for budget
information, further information
concerning proposals, and for

submitting proposals people should
contact:

Mark Cuddy - home phone 256-

8833 or through his mailbox in the

Theatre Department, Room 112
Fine Arts Center; Tom Keegan -

home phone 253-2755; or Avis Yuni
- home phone 546-6227 or through
her mailbox in the Collegian Office

or through Campus Mail to room
213 Brett House.

^

Sooner
or later

youll
come to

fiEAU 9rUc*r\

NOW

GEORGE G SCOTTi
a MIKE NICHOLS mm

THE DAV^eDOLPHIN
THE OAY OF THE DOLPHIN' TAKES OFF LIKE A

BLAZING FOREST FIRE, WITH A THRILL A
MINUTE. THERE IS STILL MAGIC IN THE MOVIES '

.

-Ret Reed. New Yotk Duly News

Eves: Day of Dolphin 74« Fri., Sat. & Sun., Mat. 1:30

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $100

UIMUA
8:30 a.m. — HIGHTIDES — The moon's in Taurus
— get your feet back on the ground! Tune in to

Jeff Jawer's Hightides!

10:15 p.m. — WE THE PEOPLE — An alternative

news, in formative discussion program every

2nd and 4th Wednesday of the month.

11:00 p.m. BMCP — Barry Williams brings you

some soul and poetry readings.

+ Listen for clues to the "Laugh Bag" — WMUA's
new contest. It's every 3 hours from 6 a.m. 'til

sign-off.

11.1 FM

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR 5Q.A Q1R^ MfHiNTA'N URMS MAI IOH-7IUO ho Tf <-. haOlE> Mass

GOWBCrY
PL US THIS HILARIOUS CO HIT

IjKfj «, *it0lsi.eys G

*\ Absent-minded Pfofes

O Professor 2:15, 6:15

Cowboy 4:00, 8:00

Twi Lite Hr. 5:45, 6:15 only — $1.25.

FINAL

WEEK
A

Km Shapiro

Film

A GREAT NEW Q
MOTION PICTURE COMEDY

™

R
Groove Tube 2:00, 3:30, 5:15, 7:00, 8:45
Twi-Lite Hr. 4:45, 5:15 only — $1.25

JRICHARD HARRIS • OMAR SHARIF

)

r>

THE GREATEST
SEA ADVENTURE IN HISTORY

HAS JUST BEGUN!

pc;

Juggernaut 2:00, 4:00, 6:15, 8:45

Twi-Lite Hr. 4:30, 5:00 only — $1.25

The Trial

Bill?.Jack

nr OHf.S TAYLOR

rUM LAI jGHLIN

PIS

Trial of Billy Jack 2:00, 5:30, 8:30
No Twi-Lite Hr.

(T\MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

tn* Collegian OHice between
• Mam and 3.45 pm Monday
Friday
The deadline is 3 45. two days

botore the day your ad it to
appear
The rates srt
Duly > 30 par lint*

Weekly * 26 par line*

Monthly 120 par line*

*Tw,o lines on form
approximate oni lint

FOR SALE
Used suitors Bought and sold

The Guitar Workshop. Amherst
Carnsgs Shops. Ml 1721

Coats Midi suada coat, midl

dungaree coat rabbit fur lacket

and navy blue leather isckst Call

Mare. a 546 7649

J tires 166 13 with 2 rims 8 »20
and 4 hubcaps for same 410 Call

Sally 5M 4219 Isftsr S 00!

Skua Spalding 20S Siderels
ragularly 4170. will sail for (46 Call
John 1 963 9429 Keep calling

Two F70 14 4 ply used
snowtires 420 Good condition

617 544 9303 4 10

FOR SALE
Starao equipment KLH 9 full

range electrostatics 2 panels 4650
Hist S149S I Epicure model 1 power
amplifier, list 4660 MM w full
warranty Revo* A77 w extros 4400
Sansui SP 1700 spkrs. list over
"400 »2S0 Infinity 1001 s. peir 190
Pioneer T 6600 auto reverse tepe
deck $200 SAE MK I Preamp EQ
Bast offer Call M2 6332 or M2 5336
until 10

Live Xmas trees, choose and tag
at our Tree Farm, any size 47 77 L
Bluniak 133 Bay Rd Hadley Open
•ves elso

Applications being acceptedV .»J p m n «> <" 4 evs perwk LPN 7am 3 p m . 4 deys perwk Nurse sides part and full time7am.3pm. 3pm 11pm Apply
in parson Amherst Nursing Home.
150 University Or 9 e m 3pm

MDCC^ijjue*
66 Musteng 6 cyl . 3 spd . new

trens end clutch Sticker Will sell
for 4395 253 7241

1965 Volv
69M

JSwigon 1360 M9

66 Rambler Americen 100 As is

536 0308 It runs good 67 VW Bug
with ports Needs velves. 4200

65 VW cheep Cell Jeenie M6
6878

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1973 Hondo 100 CC. excellent

cond 4400 Call M6 8069

Sony TC 66 Cassette recorder. 2

old Like new 460 6 M96mo

Two Pirelli 165 14 studded snow
tires on MGB wire rims Cell M9
2M4

TEAC 6010 tape deck Advent
Dolby Pause and Remote and
Pioneer CS99 spkrs BO over 4600

Call 253 38M after 5pm
Garmont Ski Boots, siie 7 and '

one half esc condition 426 Call i

Oemsa 6 1435

Zenith color TV. 19'
. excellent

i ondition 4250 Octagonal
watarbed includes heetor 'mh
liner beg 4175 Cell 263 6796

Stuffed emmals. one helf price
43 411 Up to 3 ft Seeing la

believing Keep you worm et
night Good for the orotic minded
Call 584 4731

300mm Rokkor telophoto
Maranti 2230 receiver 3 veers, on
guarantee Two AR3 speekers
Duel 121SS turntable end cover
Shure M75ED type 2 cert All top
cond Reas 323 4416 or 323 4823

Panesonic SE 990 am fm stereo
rsdio record chsngar stereo
cassette Cell 548 8926 even 1126 or

B O

Revox A77 reel • reel tepe deck
4460 TEAC AN160 Dolby t." .

<

20HM B plus spkr 4260 per pair

Call 268 6793 Ask for Lester

PAULS HERE I'M been
spending money like e
drunken Pentagon official and
we re up to our eerlobes in ell

kinds of nifty furniture,
unusuel bureaus stoves,
choirs, etc plus we're selling
cheep stuff we're sick of.

especielly clothing and chairs
PAUL S OLDTIME FUR
NITURE. behind Aubuchon s.

Amherst 2S3 3911 Best wood
stoves around <

Ans 12 string w case Good
.nape 460 5M 7912 nights

AUTO FOR SALE
1960 TR3 TR4 engine Good

shepe. meny xtros. but needs
rsdiator 4600 '66 4183

68 Impala custom coupe,
dependable transp Best offer Den
253 M49

M Pontiec
256 0279

ed cond 4300 Coll

1968 AMC Javelin. I cyl . outo . v
good 4660 or best offer T M9 M23

70 SAAB 99
"850 M5 3614

70K mi 28 mpg

1964 K •)!#« Meilven needs
ttarter but works fine if you cen
ttert .! »10 Must get it out of my
yarn 527 5369

MChev 4 dr eutometic. 6 cyl
runs well Will sell for first 42*6
253 7241

M Chevrolet Wagon runs well 6
cyl eutometic power stoenno
»1»S 253 7241

FOR RENT

Furn apts. One. two. two end o
helf rms Modern, eir cond . pool,
perking. TV. neer shopping, utllties
<nc Loose to June 1975 Amheret
Motel lopp Zeyro'sl.

Spacious 2 bedroom apt on bus
rto in Belchertown Carpeting
»190 plus electricity Pets welcome
Cell M6 M28

Apertment - 4 rooms In
Amherst in older building 4166 per
month Cell 323/893

A So Amherst Farm House »

Woman preferred 839 Bev Rd Call
253 2648 12 1

WANTED TO RENT
2 Males for Jen Brltteny Menor

263 7848

Need own rm in ept on bus rt

Jon 27 May 30 » 60 480 Quiet F

M8 7288

Jan only - need own room in

apt or house Cell Susen M6 739«

Prof on bus rt

ROOM WANTED
Msle studsnt seeks quiet room

with kitchen neer town center Cell
M9 3793

ROOMMATE WANTED
1 or 2 females to shore rm in 2

bdrm apt 462. util incl Col Vil
Semi furn 266 0596

To shore house neer campus
Pleose cell 516 2616 Avelleble
December 1

ROOMMATE WANTED

Housemate wanted st Dec 1W4
greds Huge house. 6 mi in
country 4100 not incl util Robin
M9 1224

Male wanted to shore 3 br apt
cooperatively 256 8098

Own room in throe bedroom
house, furnished, quiet neigh
borhood Cell 263 3428

Couple recently merrled seek
apt in areo in 1160 to 1186 range
Will consider room with kitchen
priv Bill M6 2304

Interested mueicions. new music
ensemble situetion - The doily
problems of cellists, double
bossists. tube. euphonium,
saxophonists, trombonists - Coll
5M 8077 between 8-9 pm only

TRAVEL
SAVE RENT - Scenic North

field Attrectivo 2 end o holt rim,
privacy Single 4100: couple 4136
Electricity 549 0387

Low price tripa to Mexico.
Florido. Coribboen. Coil Compus
Travel M 5 0600

Gerbor Trevel Spring Vacation
Progrem Bermuda 4199 plus.
Puorto Rico 1269 plus: Ft
Leuderdole 4149 plus Cell Rich at

256 6090

College week in Bermude. Merch
23 30 4299 plus 425 tex ond service
8 days 7 nights Contact Tari
Jones Neylon Ins Agcy 6 6441
M9 3989

TRAVELING IN GREECE? We
specialize in good trevel deols for
students and teechers Consoles.
102 Aedlou Athens Greece

ENTERTAINMENT fi\
Porty with the Dynamic Sex

Machine and their Funky Horns ot
Quicks. over l hank solving
weekend. Nov 29 and 30

I SERVICES

WANTED
Bob still wonts to buy your oiling

or decrepit cor' Any make, model,
yeor Unlood your heodoche for
test 4 263 7241

Wonted any bonds wishing to
ploy for publicity on Dec 6 Pleose
contoct Jonot 6 5697 Bob 6 5778 or
Tod 6 5694 Pleose leove o message

Musicion needs piece to live,

room to ploy, possibly people to
ploy with next semester Coll Mike.
546 5263

HELP WANTED
Con you drew? Do you have o

sense of humor? Tho editorial
poges need five cortoonists to do
compus humor Coll Deon Tucker
5 3600

Responsible person wonted to
bobysit20hrs per wk in exchange
for room and board and 420 par wk
Prefer older person w un
demanding of children Should bo
neot smart and a reader of Catch
22 N Hamp Twnhss Joe 5M 2072
Cookie 253 9817

RIDE WANTED

2 women need ride to LA Dec
26 Share 4 end drive 6 5798 or 6
5838

RIDERS WANTED

Going to Ithece. NY 7 Need a
ride? Leaving Nov 78 Coll 263 7795

INSTRUCTION

DOG TRAINING Obedience,
problem dogs, protection ond
security 549 1342 dove and eves.
VALLEV K 9

PERSONALS

Jock Leomon and Company All
prepered for 1974 75? We Orel Good
luck next Friday in Spfld WELL BE
THERE! The Midcourt Madmen

Bubbles end Bertha ere the
tonnioat duo oround. Fred

Need home for mole altered cot
for over intersession. Will moke
finonciol errgt. Cell Andreo 546.
7416

HOP BROOK COMMUNE - GAY
PEOPLE In the country P O Box
723. Amherst

LEARN FRENCH IN FRANCE
Intensive semester progrem at
Cheteeu in Normandy Equivolent
two veers college French credits
U of Caen For inf coll 253 9996
mornings up to 11. ovenings bet. 7-
10. exc Thursdovs

Svor Horo's your personol
Better loto then never Heppv
Birthdov DMB

Scott Happy Birthday, silly Miss
you and Lovo you Judi

To Rose. 9C Brendvwine - A
rose is s rose is e rose You ve got
me ell wrong I like pitta How's
thot for a common!?

To tho Popcorn Kid hoppy
birthday from 3N Field Good luck
and best wishes

Auto Body Co. Complete body
repair Custom pointing, insurance
estimates Located on 476. Hodlav
586 0673

Datsun. Toyoto. Volvo and
domestic automobiles repeired and
maintained at reesonoble prices
Plenty of experience ond equip
ment Phone Russ Bace 586 1227

Professions! gultor ropolrs by*
guitar moker Michael Millard
Mon. Wed.. Frl. at Tho Guitar
Workahop. Amherot Corriege
Shops M9 1728 Free estimates

Recycled Tiroa \ FirestoneTown and Country retreads Soma
rubber end treoda oa now tlreo
Guorenteed life long FREE
replacement if they ever foil for ony
reason Low as 2 for 426 loxchenge
Plus text LEON S TIRES New
used, summer end snow. (Rear) 291

77,
d
•.^l

n •',, ,0 McOoneld-e. Gfld
773 8838

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob
will still fix it right. No lob too
smell. Foreign or domestic. No big
overhead 283 7241

Passports - Foot service ling i
Photo Hours 9-6. Tel. 263 3148

Campus clubs and
Orgam.atione, Do you went tP
publieh high quality newsletter
pamphlet, mapailne or booklet???
Lot tho Meaaage Company help
you write, layout, design end print
it!

I
Reesonoble fooe. Contoct Jerry

at 263 9989 for Information.

Lost - A block 3 fold wallet with
credontiols ond important popore.
Lost neer Worcester Commone.
Pleese coll John ot 949-0999 or
return to Lost ond Found. No
quoetions asked

Lost. Sm. groy mole cot. rod
collar Nothorn Sunderlend 686
4609 RWD

CALCULATORS
Calculator Sale - College

Calculators offore lowest prices
enywhero. All models available!
Texas Inst. Howoll Packard.
Unicorn All mochlnoa now and
guar with 2 month replacement
warranty.. Before you buy a
calculator coll me I can beat any
price enywhero ... Look for my
posters eround compuo for detells
4»on coll Sob Crowoll at 949 1119
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By SCOTTHAYES
Sports Stafl

Amidst the flatlands of the

Midwest, which are covered by

endless cornfields and cows in

every direction, was the Indiana.

University Golf Course. There the

careers of cross-country runners

Bill Gillin, Randy Thomas and

Tommy Wilson came to an end as

the distancemen captured eighth in

the nation.

With the inhabitants of

Bloomington still debating whether

or not the Big Ten was justified in

its decision to send Ohio State to

the Rose Bowl and wondering how
Indiana once again failed to beat

rival Purdue, the NCAA cham-

pionship meet brought the 1974

cross country season to a close.

It was a season in which the

harriers eased through the dual

meet schedule, compiling an im-

pressive 9-2 record. Only powerful

Providence and tough Manhattan

managed to defeat the Minutemen
runners. The Friars stopped UMass
with a convincing win early in the

season, while the Jaspers nipped

Thomas and company by one point

on the home grounds of Van
Cortlandt Park.

For the fifth straight year, UMass
won the Yankee Conference title,

then looked ahead to the New
England Championships and a

second meeting with Providence.

The result was that PC, dependent

on its trio of Irish runners, displayed

some awesome running on the

Franklin Park course to win the

New Englands.

A week later, the IC4A meet

provided the biggest victory in

UMass cross country history.

Harriers finished on upsurge
According to sophomore runner

John McGrail, winning the IC4A's

"was definitely the highlight of the

season." The harriers finished well

ahead of national-ranked

Providence, Georgetown,
Manhattan and William and Mary,

as team leader Randy Thomas was
bested by only one runner-—

Army's Dennis Trujillo. Teammate
Bill Gillin ran a spectacular race in

New York as well, placing fifth.

Coach Ken O'Brien and his

runners prepared for the NCAA
Championships with optimism,

hoping to place in the top five. The
top four teams in the national poll,

Western Kentucky, Washington

State, Oregon and Texas El Paso

appeared unbeatable going into the

meet, and proved their strength, as

no other team managed to score

less than 200 points. Oregon, led by

Paul Geis, was impressive, cap-

turing fourth, fifth and sixth to win

the meet with a total of 77 points.

The battle for the number five

spot, behind the nation's four

powers, proved to be a tight one.

Unfortunately, Thomas and Co.

lost, as the challenging course

reminded PC's Irish runners of their

homeland, spurring the Friars to an

exceptional performance and fifth

place. Georgetown and Eastern

Michigan also managed to finish

ahead of UMass, but only thirty-

two points separated the four

teams. All of the seven teams that

compiled lower team totals than

UMass were ranked in the top ten.

The real story of the NCAA title

race was the domination by

foreigners. Englishmen, Kenyans,

and Irishmen were among the top

finishers and one look at the rosters

Junior blademen
win scorefest 8-7

By TOM CROWLEY
Sports Staff

Chris Crown fed forward Jim

Scanlon at 13:05 of the third period

as the JV hockey team beat the

Chicago Minor Hawks last night at

Orr Rink 8-7. Crown dug the puck

out of the corner, passed to

Scanlon who went by one

defender, faked the goalie way out

of position and put in an easy

backhander.

The game was as close as the

score indicated as UMass only

outshot the Hawks by two, 34-32.

The biggest margin of the night

was in the beginning of the second

period when UMass was up 5-3.

The period ended at 6-5 and

Chicago tied it up at 7-7 at 8:02 of

the final period and set the stage for

Scanlon's winning goal.

The outstanding offensive player

for the JV's, however, was Tim

Howes who scored 4 goals, two of

them in the second period.

Defenseman Daniel Mark scored

the first UMass goal and forward

John Archer scored the other two
for UMass.

Both Phil Scavone, the starter,

and Paul Murphy were both sharp

in goal.

Overall, it was an exciting game
as the result was in doubt the entire

game. Both teams played sharp

which is surprising for the junior

Minutemen as this is their first

game. There were 43 minutes in

penalties in the game and both

teams had numerous power plays.

WMUA
Minutemen basketball returns to

WMUA this Friday and Saturday

night with the Hall of Fame tour-

nament from the Springfield Civic

Center. Tournament coverage
begins at 8:30 Friday night with

Larry Convoy and Russ Small

calling the action as Massachusetts

takes on Dartmouth.

ANNUAL SKI SALE
BY U.MASS. SKI CLUB

DEC. 5, 6, 7

10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Lower Level of CC.

NEEDS $ ?

Sell your used equipment.

Drop-off CC. Concourse

Dec. 2. 3. 4 10 4

of the best NCAA teams explains

why these schools are on top. The
only foreigner on the UMass varsity

is Wilson- -that is, if you consider

Merion, Pennsylvania a foreign

land. Every other member of the

varsity is from Massachusetts,

which is simply another tribute to

O'Brien's program, which develops,

not "buys", runners.

The eighth place finish was the

culmination of four years of work
and self-sacrifice by Thomas, Gillin

and Wilson, not to forget the rest of

the team members. The season will

long be remembered by cross

country followers, and the only

regret is that the three seniors must
depart in May, leaving several

openings that will be very hard to

fill. Any team that loses two All-

Americans will be weakened, but

the graduating of seniors is a major

factor in college athletics. It is up to

O'Brien and assistant Mike Muska
to find several solid freshman

runners for the 1975 season, but IF

the 1974 team had one more season

left together-well, who knows?

Correction
Mike Ellis did score the

UMass goal Saturday night vs.

Lowell Tech, but he was not in

yesterday's hockey picture on

page 15. Number 14 for the

Minutemen is Scott Stuart.

UConn wins
STORRS, Conn. \UPI\ - The

University of Connecticut won the

New England Soccer Cham-
pionship Tuesday in the third

overtime period of a 3-3 deadlocked

game, beating Brown 4-3.

Connecticut's Don Fehlanger

out-mudded the Brown University

defense to move the Huskies to the

quarter finals of the NCAA Division

one soccer championship.

The Huskies take on the winner

of the Cornell-Hartwick game to be

played at Oneonta, N.Y.

In the third of four 15-minute

sudden death overtime periods,

Paul Hunter of UConn took a direct

free kick from 30-yards out. After a

scramble in front of the goal with

UConn attackers and the Brown

goalie, Mike Hampton, on the

ground, Fehlanger came up with

the ball and scored the winning

point.

All-American Bill Gillin (193) fights to stay with

Dwight Kier (160) of Kent State/ as Gary Bentley (461)

pursues. The NCAA meet was held on the Indiana

University golf course in Bloomington with a large

crowd in attendance.

Kentfield Hardware,
Inc.

63 SOUTH PLEASANT ST.

Suppliers of:

— STUDENT NEEDS
— HARDWARE
— SPORTING GOODS
— PAINT
— ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Hours: Monday-Thursday & Saturday— 8-5: 30

Fridays— 8 a.m. -9 p.m.

Serving Your Mads hr over 100 inn

AMERICAN
PARTS

AUTO
PARTS

rk«fltmrt8 Specials ^Spl all offers good
CKSSta?Sices now! %/ und, Dec . 3 l, 1

Give him the tools the professional would buy.

SlacJckausb »*» D TOOLS

_ » 18-PIECE

SOCKET SET
oat includes 3/8"
reversible ratchet

1974

^feanj,H.TJai,d^

ANTI

FREEZE

TESTER

POWEREADY

LIFETIME

BATTERIES

\l6ea
^S

j. $39.63

SAVE '22.88

9-PIECE METRIC SET

$785
I reg. $16.53

i?*;

3/8" drive sockets 6mm u '. imm SAVE S.6S

reg. $2.85

ball type for

ethylene glycol

SCRAPER SQUEEGEE
with snow
brush 24"U.13

reg.

$2.00

1

SHOP WHERE THE PROS SHOP

jff^ ALLIED MOTOR PARTS
^£^«£A\ 319 Main St

American paptb' AMH E RST 256834 1

POWEREADY Lifetme

Batteries are nieondi

tionally guaranteed

to last as long as

you keep your car.
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St. Anselm's
on top, 4-2

By GLENN POSTER
Sports Staff

MANCHESTER, N.H. - Arising

here at JFK Coliseum late due to a

lack of a bus, the UMass hockey
team got ready to take out its

frustrations on the Hawks of St.

Anselm's 45 minutes after the

original starting time. 60 minutes of

playing time later it was St. A's

(CdUtegj&ifc

sports
wmmr

which had frustrated UMass, to the

tune of 4-2. It was a see-saw battle

decided in the second period when
the Hawks scored three times —
the only stanza in which they
controlled the play.

Right from the opening face-off,

the Minutemen took the play to the

Hawks. As a result, the Hawks had
trouble getting the puck out of their

own end. This led to the first goal of

the night, which went to Chris

Lamby at 5:42.

Carl Burns stole an attempted
clearing pass from Hawk defen-

seman Dave Lanoue and fed Mike
Merchant back of the net. Mer-
chant found Lamby all alone in the

slot and goalie Tom Gavin was
beaten. The score was the third of

the year in as many games for the

freshmen from Auburn.

Just after Bill Mintiens stepped
out of the box (holding sin) in the

second period, John Powers
knotted the score for the Hawks
when he cut in behind the UMass
defense, took a pass from Jim
Morris and beat goalie Dana
Redmond to the short side.

At 16:40 of the second period,

Minitiens was again penalized, this

time for delay of game. Less than a

minute later at 17:38 when they

scored the eventual game winner.

John Cahill beat Redmond
following a scramble in front of the

Minuteman net when the defense
had trouble clearing the puck out of

the zone.

In the third period UMass cut the

lead in half, when Carl Burns
banged in a rebound off a shot by
Merchant.

Finally, at 16:22 St. Anselm's Bob
Kearns was called for holding and
the stage was set for UMass.
However, the Hawks survived and
three seconds after Kearns stepped
back on the ice Bob Burke took a

slapper from the right point that

stayed low along the ice and found
its way past Redmond.

Staff Photo by Dan Smith

Forward Scott Stuart has the goalie buffaloed in action against New England
College last week. The Minutemen went down to ST. A's last night 4-2.

Tough Terriers tear matemen;
rebound hopeful vs. Yale

Inside Sports
Harrier's season a fine one

JV pucksters grab wacky win

UConn wins in soccer tourney

ByJOHN BOCK
Sports Staff

There is some good news and some bad news
concerning last night's wrestling match with Boston
University. First the good news - UMass scored nine
points. Now the bad news - BU scored 31.

Instead of the forecast "competitive match", the

Terriers yawned their way through eight victories

(including two pins and a superior decision) before a

surprisingly large pre-Thanksgiving holiday crowd of

300 in Boyden Auxiliary Gymnasium.
The truth of the matter is that neither team wrestled

to their best abilities but BU wrestled a little better

than UMass. Coach Homer Barr said, "I really wasn't
too displeased with the wrestling for the first match of

the season. But we do need work on weights and
some work on being determined."

Jeff Lambert led things off for BU by docking
UMass' Pete Sachon at 6:23 in a bout that could have
been highly see-saw had the referee felt like calling a

lot of reversals. Then Mat Thomas picked up a

superior decision at 126 pounds over Greg Tallon, 16-

2.

One of the evening's highlight matches ended in

disappointment for Russell Chateauneuf as he was
upset by BU's 134 pounder Sev Poplizio, 7-3.

Chateauneuf had bested Poplizio in last year's New
England finals, but this time was out maneuvered and
outridden by the talented BU grappler.

Terrier Guy Bercier demonstrated that New
England championship at 142 came because he could
really move on his feet and that is exactly what he did

in besting frosh Tim Fallon, 13-4.

Minuteman Steve Jabaut was one bright spot on
the evening as he beat Cliff Whalen, 8-5, by virtue of

three takedowns and some nice riding ability. Then
Tom Smith really gave UMass some hope when he
registered UMass' only and the evening's quickest,

pin as he stuck 169 pounder Gil Hoy in 1 .04.

BU came roaring back with a pin of their own as
their other co-captain and New England Champ, Mark
Jones, pinned Bob Spaulding in 6:33 at 177.

The Minutemen hope to rebound this Saturday
when they journey to New Haven, Connecticut to

take on defending Ivy League Champs Yale and a

revitalized University of Connecticut team. Match
time is 2:30 versus UConn" and 6:00 versus Yale in

Payne Whitney Gymnasium.

Cagers open in hall tournament
By STEVEDeCOSTA

Sports Staff

The UMass basketball season
gets into swing this coming
weekend when the Minutemen play

the host role in the Hall of Fame
Tournament in Springfield.

UMass meets Dartmouth in the

nightcap of the Civic Center double
header, with Centenary facing

North Carolina at Charlotte in the

opener. The winners of the opening
round play for the tourney crown
Saturday.

According to Jack Leaman, the

Minutemen are hale, hearty and
ready to go. "I think we're playing

as well as I could have hoped right

now," he said.

"In all probity," Leaman con-

tinued, "We'll be starting two first-

Staff Photo by Dan Smltn

BILL ENDICOTT waves good-bye to helium-filled basketball as it floats toward
rafters during Minuteman practice. Standing by pensively are (L-R): John Mur-
phy, Glenn Cooper, coach Jack Leaman, assistant Fran Gaudette, Steve Mayfield,

Greg Duarte, and Joe Artime. UMass opens Friday vs. Dartmouth at Springfield.

year men," meaning Alex Eldriege

will get the nod in the backcourt
and Jim Town will start at center.

The rookies will join the trio of

captains, Bill Endicott, John
Murphy, and Jim Burke, in the

starting lineup for UMass.

The Dartmouth squad is

something of a mystery at this

point. The Big Green have ten

lettermen returning from a 1st

year's disappointing 4-22 team, but
Mark Donahue, Dartmouth's
second leading scorer last year, has

left for the greener pastures of

Curry Hicks.

The Green also open the year

under new tutelage. Marcus
Jackson, fresh from two nationally

ranked seasons at Coe College,

takes the reins from Tom O'Conner.

Adam Sutton, a 6'5 forward, is

the only real Dartmouth standout,

as he led the Ivy League in scoring

last year with a 19.6 per game
average.

Real sparks should fly in Friday

night's opener between two teams^
which will never be known for their

defensive ability. '

UNC-Charlotte returns four of

five starters from a squad that went
22-4 last year and led the nation in

scoring margin. The Forty-Niners

(so-called because Route 49 runs

through the Charlotte campus) are

led by 6'6 center Jon Heath and

George Jackson, a 5'11 guard.

The Gentlemen of Cantenary also

sport a strong nucleus of returning

talent, with eight of the top nine

men. back from last year's 21-4

record.

The only reason the Gents were
not involved in post-season play

was some ungentlemanly recruiting

practices.

Centenary's big gun is 7'1 Robert
Parrish, an almost unanimous pre-

season All American choice. He
carries a twenty point scoring
average, plus a sizzling 15 rebounds
a game, into his senior year.

Leon Johnson is another bona

fide All American candidate.

Nicknamed "Black Magic,"
Johnson has been described as the

most exciting Gentleman ever.

So all indications point to an

exciting tournament and a vicious

pair of opening games for the

Minutemen.

Tap-off for UMass-Dartmouth is

scheduled for 8:45, with the prelim

getting underway at 6:45.

Tickets for the Classic are on sale

at $3.50, $3.00 and $2.50, General

Admission, at the Civic Center, the

Basketball Hall of Fame and the

University of Massachusetts, with

student tickets available for $2 in

advance with I.D. cards.

One free live jive turkey!!!!!

and a porkchop in a peartree

and I think a bowl of borsht

very cyclicle

Come Closer

command. Your wizards then con-
vinced you it was for the best, since we
were supposed to have power. It was a
lie. We had-have no power. Whatever
power we possessed came from you.
Why did you not let us go?

We acquired power. Power through
sacrifice of your toil — your animals'
blood. It was sweet to taste at first — so
very sweet. But, having tasted this, we
required more. We required your
blood. Your blood was delight to us.

Then came the sound.
The sound was the one thing my

breed could not endure. The sound of

the celestrial orchestras...
defeated. ..and ended our lives on the
lower spheres. Your sound helped us to
live, rather than capsulize. I am one
such who was hurt so. But, after
awhile, we all succumbed. Some of us
were awoken by the sound, and joined
the cosmic all. The others. ..slept. ..for a
time.

Sleep stemmed in sleep steeped In

-^ sleep, suppressed in sleep.

They awoke...and they were hungry
when they awoke.

by Gary Gomes

I am here to tell you a story. Oh, I

almost forgot. ..Hello. Is that right? Is

that how you life forms greet each
other? Is that right?

And I suppose I should tell you my
name, and where I'm from? I come
from a different sphere — and my
name is of no consequence, since we
parahumans very rarely use them. You
may call me '11'. It doesn't matter. I

am a.. .a.. .a... I am.

And what time capsule do I come
from. You people are a little too fond of

capsules. You put your minds in

capsules, your spirits, your bodies,

your shells, your' thoughts. I am now. I

am here to tell you a story. I won't give

you a capsule you can lock me in.

Forgive me. I don't mean to chastize.

I am here to tell you a story.

NOW. ..silence breath silence breath
silence breath passed away past away.
No past. ..here and now. Past is death.

Past was. Death is was. All hear, here
now. Do you understand?

We cipher. ..excuse me, I mean
siphon. ..off your energy. I do not
lie. ..not now, at least. I will refer to
past — my death. It is hard for me, but
"will" be easier for you. For I have
been with you for long cycle. So very
long, I cannot remember.

I used to siphon off your energy. So I

could grow.

I used to feed on your souls. It was so

easy. Now that I view, I am surprised
that you let us do it. I question — Why?
Were you past? That's right — of

course you were.

We were once Baal — the fishers

worshipped us. Until we devoured
them. Then they let us go. We fed on
souls. We were cast off a million worlds
until we came to yours. And you
welcomed us. Why did you not let us
go?

Now I remember (it is very dif-

ficult. ..to remember). ..you like cap-
sules, don't you? Capsules that lock the
mind in barriers, until you find your-
selves suffocating. The capsules
provide comfort, it is true. But your
comfort often suffocates you, as well as
I. Already it becomes difficult to

breathe. Why did you poison us as well?
You fed us poison, and we took it. It is

so easy to poison. A spirit wants more
and more.

You question me. You want to know
how this is all possible. Very simple —
you see only what you want, and not

what you need. Very well. I shall ex-

plain.

When your world was evolving — not

naturally, since evolution is an in-

vented process, a result of the weakest
of the time triumvirate — the sidereal,

as your wizards. ..uh, scientists call it,

time sequence — we were here, in a
sub-world, below your spectrum.

Before you had atmosphere, we are.
Since you developed intelligence (as
your wizards so quaintly called it), you
could call us. And, for a time, we were
awakened from the barriers by sound
— and the expenditure of your
energies.

Soon, we began to evolve from taking
your energies, and began to feed upon
your pains. Your growths were ours to

It has been so long that I begin to

hunger, but I dare not, for I would die

again. Or worse, I would sleep. No. I

will not sleep.

Your young ones try to contact us
with the old ways. That is not wise, but
they are young, it is true. We would
rather devour them outright, rather
than waste our energy.

I said, "We"!

This is not fair. I have left your
ranks. I am not a parahuman. Let me
go! You must let me go!

It's your fault. You would not let us
go. You would not give me sound, so I

have lulled, and they are trying to
make me one with them again. I will

not die again!!

Why will you not help me? I was once
such as they, but you freed me. Are you
in league with the demons? Are you?
ARE YOU?

J

Hunger, as when you awake. Mor-
ning. Mourning for you.

When they awoke, they needed food.

So they gave your magicians
machines with which to reap the
human harvest. But, your wizards
were not to blame, for they too were
hungry. And they found men willing to

reap the human harvest. They were so

eager to feed those below. Why did you
not let us go?

Ahhhh....l see that you have come to

tell me a story, human. That is good.
Come closer human. ..come closer.

So that I may devour you.

very cyclicle

What
is the

sound .
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Freedom of the press
by Luis Manuel Medina

Photographs by Bill Howell

Ric Savini — President Student Govern-
ment Association On Media And Govern-
ment:
"Newspapers are not a tool of govern-

ment, but can be used to show which
directions government is going and show
what people in the government are doing to

those people that elected them."
"The importance of freedom of the press

tends to give the press 6.1 adversary
relationship to government. Any type of
media in this type of adversary relationship
is a system of checks on the government.
What it does is brings government to the
people, to show what the so-called
representatives of government are doing."
"People get in the news the climax of what

happens in government."
On College Newspapers:
"From my perspective, the role of college

newspapers is to inform the community or
how it is being affected; and tend to be morp

political. There is a great deal of idealism at

this particular time. I think that that

idealism and action could be part of higher

education.
Newspapers play an important role in

campus politics, as well as world politics."

On Other Press' Roles :...."Another role

for the press, besides government, is what
happens around you in life. There should not

only be bad news, but papers should present
also that people can live together.
Newspapers support social change, helping

people to interact with each other, keeping
open communications between people,
organizations and society."

"A lot of people underestimate the power
of the press. Other people would like to

subvert the power of the press, for their own
ends; I think in Spiro Agnews."
"We will be in a very bad position if we

don't have Freedom of the Press. This is an
important part of western civilization."

Mike Kneeland — Collegian's News
Editor. A. P. Stringer. — Former Editor U.

S. Coast Guard Magazine.
"Freedom of the Press means to

responsibly say what you want to say. The
reason I use the word responsibly is because
Freedom of the Press doesn't mean you can
libel any one.

Newspapers can very easily mold people's
minds, and the people don't know they are
being molded by the newspapers in many
cases. That is another reason I said,

"responsibly say."

different people, but they didn't give the

historical background that one needs to

understand what is going on in Boston; they

didn't describe the politics, or the economics

of the situation. They discussed the fact that

racism was used to manipulate Whites

against Blacks, when the real issue is

quality of education for all people. It also

obscures the needs of other people, like the

Chinese, but the attention was focused on

the dramatics of race riots."

I don't consider underground newspapers
to be responsible, and I don't consider many
left wing and right wing newspapers to be
responsible. They distort the news too much.

I consider A. P., and U.P.I, to be classical

examples of a responsible press.

Freedom of the Press doesn't mean you
can print classified government in-

formation."

Patricia Saunders — UAP — UAPA
Member— The Silent Have a Right to Speak
"Freedom of speech is not limited to those

who are physically capable of speaking. The
'retarded' people in this nation have the

same right. People in nursing homes,
prisons, mental health institutions.. .all

who are physically or mentally unable to

have this same right."

To be able to communicate is a blessing,

and with it goes an obligation to speak for

those who are unable to for whatever reason

it may be."
"Without compassion and concern for

those who are unable to cry out against

indignities done to them, we, who are
healthy, may also lose our right to freedom
of speech."

Margaret Cornell — Women's Media
Project. — Pacific-Asian Coalition.

"The media on campus needs to change. It

doesn't do enough to confront racism,
sexism and imperialism.

Freedom of the press in this country
means the freedom to exploit people, the
freedom not to investigate the problems that

confront this society, the freedom to

describe the symptoms when they need to

describe the disease."
"Like busing in Boston. They described

the confrontation statements made by

Volma Lai.ioreaux — UAP's Secretary.
"Letters to the Editor provide an effective

way to call attention to civic problems, or
express appreciation to a leader or helper
for outstanding service."

"Many responses come in, proving that

people do read such letters, and often, their

carefully considered opinions furnish a
springboard toward solution."

"I'm glad that our newspapers allow any
citizen who desires to communicate in this

way to do so."

Advice to Weiss

Below The Salt
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"We respect diversity and uphold the right of
students to their own language."
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Below The Salt is a weekly
fine art - real world magazine
of the UMass Daily Collegian,

student newspaper, Amherst,
Mass.

"The truth was doomed to die.

It was being downtrodden,
was being drowned, burned,

ground to ashes. But look — it

has survived, it lives, it has

been printed, and nobody ever

will be able to wipe it out."

Below The Salt has been the

kind of magazine that would
print peculiar work. We
pledge to uphold this tradition,

but can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Your's
must be typed, double-spaced,

at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous

Tuesday; bui you can write to

us anytime.

Dear Editor:

First we have to read about Fred
Weiss flunking the LSAT's. Then
we have to read about him taking
some snob to dinner in of all places,

Greenfield. During this review we
are treated to a transcript of

conversation between the two
diners about cold eggplant.

First of all after having read
Waiss' columns for a year there is

no surprise in his failing the

Law SAT's; the logic displayed
there wouldn't qualify him to

defend parking ticket defendants.
Who gives a shit if Weiss doesn't

like eggplant. Further, who gives a
shit if Carolyn Hull-Ride does. I

don't like eggplant either. Is this

worthy of a fine arts paper?
I can't wait to read Weiss's next

attempt at writing. What's it going
to be about. Shopping for un-
dergarments at Woolco?

Kevin McCarthy

The Dial Tone
Discotheque

Mon.. Tues., Wed. Nites are

Beer Nites 25*
Plus specials on pitchers,

bottles and all drinks.

TUES. NITE
is Oldies' Nite

THURS. NITE
is Ladies' Nite

HAPPY HOUR
every nite. 6-8:30

DJ's play what you want to

hear — 7 nites a week, 8:30-

1:00.

Hit. '..North Hatfield

Dance VUtnr Game Room

PMIMeJIe

Again features

Steak ft Alaskan King Crab Legs
For your dining pleasure.

j

Rte. 9, 529 Belchertown Rd., Amherst

TRYAN
AZT€C MARTINI.

Tequila Martini

Montezuma Tequila,

2 parrs. Dry Ver-

mouth. 1 parr
Vanilla extract.

2 drops.
Stir with ice. Strain

into chilled cocktoil

gloss.

OC€LOTL
THE JAGUAR)

symbol (or rhe 14th day
of rhe ancient A*tec wprK

10/4 SO Proot Tpqu,Io Oorrc.n D.st.Hors Import Co New York Nov, YorK

painted pictures from tainted minds
Student Union Beelines

To even make headway every single
human has to engult the hive, absorb
the heavy reek ot many breathing; un-

washed socks
stitle us but we are unsurprised in elevators.
The tlux and stagnancy of our haunts
never comes across, mixed into buildings
and figured by architects as a stress factor.

An interminable weight of chairs.
A sequencial life of chairs and wax filled

ears,

chalkdust we brush from our clothes
like vermin and the knowing dims fast,

the professors speak in cadence, we are
backed

to a wall but our bodies pass the bullets

the maggot moon

and we shrug noncommital and never bleed.

There is no vidian, Hitler cannot
be dragged out of cold storage again
and the marxists sound tinny like cheap

radios.

Cause and effect would find some
alter pinned goat, some past faults

to tattle on, but those methods shove away
this moment in the S.U. when my head

aches,
and the minions of a diffuse king who list

ever
toward lessons. Our ruler has never shown
but we are true to his law; we rule
lines of least resistance and walk on them.

Christopher Boyd

tonight there are worms in my heart

maggots in my coffee

the deadman came to visit with his silk

white skull

black planets in the hollow of his eyes
swollen grubs for lips

a red blood-sucking leech for a tongue
"what's my name?"
call me demise

finality

banality

or lack of immortality

semantics roll off my razor back like ducks!
his grin revealed his mouth was stuffed with

dimes
wristwatches and eels slithering medusas

(sickening
strings like pale spaghetti) and news:

starvation plagues africa

plagues and floods in bangla desh
corpses litter india

seeds rotting in the dust
while farmers shoot the brains of calves
plucked from their mother's udders
cash registers chime in the air

bullets bite the dust
a baby sucks deserts from its mother's tit

Aida Gonzalez

CHARCOAL BROILED

SIRLOIN STEAK it„.

Broiled Halibut
Broiled Swordfish
Broiled Haddock in cream sauce
Sauteed Shrimp "New Orleans" style
Sauteed Chicken Livers

| CURRIED SHRIMP AND EGGS

'3.75

3.50

3.75

3.25

4.50

3.50

All dinners include choice of soup or salad, potato and vegetable

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 mt Serving Dinner

5 - 8:30 p.m.
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uPatrickanRose"
Turkey cupcakes and candles

418'$ purple doorway

led to two

days and a nisht

two years and now

babes

can't always say it

don't always stay it

then and now

love you

I do

remember

A THANKSGIVING

NOVEMBER 28, 1972
AMHERST CHINESE FOOD

Mon., Tues.. Thurs., Fri.

62 Main St.. Amherst
Belchertown Bus Stop

kris jackson

aew»3«k^MM*»jwM*3*3*jw»a*^«3kj»^%j«wk^^
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"tonight" "Scorpio"

"FRI. - SUN. - Some off my Best Friends"

Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's
Flea Market, only 12 miles

from Whitmore!

Pfi/tfy of Room to Boo§lo!

OPEN OPEN

\ i t r /

TUES No Cover

.cord «A^

ALL SINGLE ALBUMS

$427 each
LATEST RELEASES TOP ARTISTS

WE TAKE TRADES

233 N. Pleasant Street

in the Carriage Shops

Mon. - Fri. 10 - 9 Sat. 10 - 6

THURS. SUN, $1.00

Sunday Beer — 25c — 9 to 1 :00

Phone (617) — Just Over Line — 544 6028

ssssssssssxssssssskks^^



BELOW THE SALT — A cultural imperative.
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The Kins is dead

In Crimson's Wake
by Your Sacred Cowboy

RED
KING CRIMSON
(Atlantic SD 18110)

Playing Time: 39:43

The King is dead, or has lost

the will to live, at least. They
were disbanded by founder-

lead guitarist Robert Fripp

about a month ago, and this

album is their final word on the

subject, although there is

rumored to be a live album in

the can, awaiting January
release. This is to be hoped,
because if you never saw the

last King Crimson (Fripp is the

only remaining member of the

original group) live, then
you've never heard them at

their spontaneous (as in

combustion) finest.

A prime example of this, in

the negative sense, is the title

cut of the album, which opens
side one: the word 'obligatory'

immediately comes to mind.
"Red" borrows heavily from
its siblings "Fracture" and
"Larks' Tongues in Aspic Pt.

II", and the way Fripp chops
out the guitar rhythm reminds
me of some of Hendrix's last

concerts, where he'd seem to

be saying 'Is this what you
want?' as he grounds out

"Purple Haze" or "Foxey
Lady" for the umpteenth time.

"Red" is peculiarly lifeless for

such a high-energy cut; even
percussionist extraordinaire
Bill Bruford seems to be
pounding rather listlessly. The
bowed bass in the middle is a
nice touch, though.

Another Crimsoid
anachronism is the ballad,

which is always placed directly

following the opening 'power'

cut for balance. This is almost
invariably the low point of any
Crimson album, due to Fripp's

penchant for sugary
arrangements to contrast with

the bands usual rough energy.

"Fallen Angel" succeeds
better than any of its

predecessors by means of

production which maintains

the album's metabolic rate on

a much higher level than usual

— the support instruments are

solidly clustered, the vocals

(by bassist John Wetton) are

powerful, and the solos, in-

cluding Marc Charig on cornet,

are excellent.

"One More Red Nightmare"
works up a considerable
amount of the old Crimson
steam, particularly Bruford,

who, I think, had the strongest

emotional commitment to this

band at the end. However,
there is still a very strong

sense of having heard it all

connected with this cut and it

seems poorly engineered
besides. Ian McDonald does a

nice guest shot on alto sax,

though.

Side two takes the album a

variety only more so. Much.
This cut pulses with all fhe life

and energy that was lacking

from side one, see-sawing back
and forth between Cross' solo

passages and the 'I dare you'

sort of group dynamics that

King Crimson got too big

long way down the road to

redemption; violinist David
Cross, reduced to guest status

by the fact of leaving the group
with the album only half

recorded, turns in one of his

finest performances with the

group to date on "Providence",

a group improvisation of the

"Starless and Bible Black"

for leader Fripp (glassed).

made "Starless and Bible

Black" so interesting, par-

ticularly the Fripp-Cross tug-o-

wars. Eight minutes is much,
much too short, though.

Finally (what a horrible

word), finishing off the album
and the studio career of King

Crimson, the cut which was

originally intended as the title

piece of their previous

album,with name shortened tc

a simple "Starless." It opens,

appropriately, with a wistful

echo of the days of In the Courl

of the Crimson King and In the.

Wake of Poseidon, complete!

with huge washes o ,:

mellotron'd strings and the?

quiet weeping guitar tone that

Fripp used to use. In keeping

with the spirit of the piece,

John Wetton manages to

suggest the style of Crimson's

original vocalist Greg Lako
(forgot about that, didn'r

you?). The band move:.
gradually away into an im-

provisation and resolution thai

can best be summed up bv

saying that it sounds like thi

last Crimson's approach t«>

playing like the first Crimson;
in the nature of a partin-

salute.

Ah well, gone (Groon?) bu
not forgotten, and all that; no
a loss but a change (that's thi

way it is with energy). Fripi

hasn't run out of things to say

but he doesn't want to shou
them any more. For a goo<

idea of his new direction look ii

the import bins of your loca-

merchant for an album calleo

Fripp & Eno. Fripp says it'.-

the best thing he's ever done

blank announcement routine
THE NASHVILLE HIT MAN — CHARLIE
McCOY (Monument KZ-32922) Time 27:28

If you had hit as hard and as suddenly as

harmonica wizard Charlie McCoy did two
years ago, winning multi awards and selling a

mess of records after years and years of

thankless (albeit peerless and well-paid)

session work in Nashville, you'd think twice

about messing with a success formula like that.

Until (if ever) Charlie does, we're stuck with

a crop of country hit remakes slightly above
the Muzak level (the playing's better on here,

but the arrangements aren't) but yet below the

level of such fiery originals .as Streisand's

"The Way We Were" and Olivia Newton John's

"Let Me Be There". The only times the old ears

can perk up is when Charlie really steps into a

full blown rule, and that's either during

breakneck cookers ("Fire Ball Mail"), funky

saucy McCoy originals ("Keep On Harpin'") or

one of the bandmember's tunes ("T.B.'s

Boogie").

A 'too many covers, not enough time' C

SHANKAR FAMILY & FRIENDS (Dark Horse
— A&M SP-22002) Time 49:28

A suitably dignified approach to the vast

Western Pop market, Shankar Family &
Friends is mostly light Indian music played in

quite recognizable ways for Avg. West Young
Guy-Gal to easily get charmed with. Already a

single from here, "I Am Missing You" is rising

across the water.

There is a large number of family and friends

on here (48 or so play 38 or so different in

struments). Not all at once, seekers, but rather

in a skillfully woven manner that is usually a

joy.

Side one is tolerable, except when that in-

fernal Tom Scott sneaks in his Sensitive

business sax like we've heard at least once too

many times already. There is also a strange

shizoid character to this side that makes it hard
to appreciate. "I Am Missing You" would be a

wonderful 'novelty' holiday treat on Top 40,

marred slightly by erratic singing.

Side two is the main call, being music for an
unwritten ballet. The story is slight (Dream,
Nightmare & Dawn, acted by Man Woman,
Boy Girl), but the tuneful spirits playing carry

it off in a light yet affecting manner.
A fine gift B.

— Mike 'blood on the brain' Kostek

ROCK AND ROLL OUTLAWS
FOGHAT (Bearsville)

Anyone who has seen the band Foghat knows
ha hey are a rocking high energy band with

he power to bring a crowd to its feet and boogie

"all night long". However, like another high-

energy band, J. Geils, Foghat is plagued with

he problem of getting all that energy from

ins rument to vinyl. This, their fourth attempt,

falls shorl of that goal. The idea of rock and roll

ou laws is not at all new, but does offer a

challenge *o interpret that Foghat can't meet.

Mos ofhe lyric content serves only as a bridge

o some a'fractive and exciting guitar work,

bu until Foghat can come up with a studio

approach compatible with both studio and

performance, we must endure more albums

like his one.

A boogie all night long C-.

—Craig Roche

BEDSIDE MANNERS ARE EXTRA —
GREENSLADE (Warner, British Import)
SPYGLASS GUEST — GREENSLADE
(Mercury)

Back in 1972, Greenslade's first album went
relatively unnoticed. So unnoticed in fact, that

Warner Brothers Records (USA) hastily cut

them from the roster. Their failure in America
is typical of many good British bands playing

music not consistent with the popular trends

and lacking a superstar. What made success

even more difficult for Greenslade in the States

was that they lacked a guitarist. You know an

Eric Clapshit virtuoso RIPPING DA SHIT
OUTTA HIS AXE. So the two keyboard bass

drums lineup of Greenslade headed back to

England where they were more appreciated.

(As usual)

Their second album, Bedside Manners Are
Extra was released the following year and
represented another step forward for the

group. The majority of the material was ex-

cellent, especially "Pilgrim's Progress" and
"Chalkhill". Both songs really bring out the

excellent keyboard work of Dave Greenslade

(formerly of Colosseum) and Dave Lawson.
The title cut lives up to it's name, beginning

with lush bassy piano and Yes like harmonies
by Lawson. The foundation behind the

"keyboard twins" is happily brought out of the

closet. "Drum Folk" is a place for ex King

Crimson percussionist Andrew McCulloch to

show us his talents. Bassist Tony Reeves,

another Colosseum outcast, turns in some
impressive bass patterns, adding almost a

third layer of melody to the compositions.

Dave Greenslade & Greenslade.

On the strength of those two Ip's, Greenslade
built a substantial following in England. Ob
viously Mercury Records saw fit to give the

group another chance here in the States, and
signed them to their roster five months after

the release of the band's third disc, Spyglass

Guest, perhaps their finest recording to date.

Not only has the keyboard dominence con

tinued, but for the first time, Greenslade
makes excellent use of guitar, sax and violin

for a couple of cuts. The use of outside in-

struments in no way alters the main keyboard
concept, but it reflects the extreme versitility

of Greenslade's material. The best songs on the

album are "Siam Seesaw" and "Joie De
Vivre". "Siam Seesaw", written by Tony
Reeves, uses acoustic guitar blended with

glockenspeil and clavinet, creating a simple,

yet ear catching melody. In keeping with the

title, the mood of the song changes to a fast

guitar break (by Clem Clempson of Humble
Pie), giving away to keyboards, coming full

circle with the original melody. "Joie De
Vivre" is great, making maximum use of the

ivories and "recorded church noises". Also,

some beautiful violin by Graham Smith tops off

the number. Every song on Spyglass is a

standout in its own way. "Little Red Fry UP"
(Lawson tour de force), "Spirit Of The Dance"
(Adapted Irish jig by D.G.) and "Rainbow"
(recorded "rain" and unbelievable imagery
portrayed by ARP Synthesizers) are other

prime examples.
After three discs, Greenslade has proved that

you don't need a guitar to be exciting and
imaginative. People who appreciate what can
be done with keyboards in rock know that

already. The trouble is that most so-called rock
fans need a stupid guitar to pacify them and
Greenslade, along with others of similar
nature, are ignored. Hopefully, those disen-

chanted with the technology of EL&P and those
desiring something inventive, will make
Greenslade's second change a success. They
certainly deserve it.

—David Santos

LOVE IN US ALL —
PHAROAH SANDERS
(Impulse AS D 9280)

Playing Time: 40:48

Pharoah Sanders is still a very vital presence

in today's music, and while this album is far

from being innovative, it fairly glows with the

fusion of reverence and joy that is the essence

of all music. Side one is a celebration in the

most heartfelt sense of the word — Pharoah

Sanders and friends shouting "Love is

Everywhere" for the world to hear, in the

simple call and response of the old gospel days

No personnel listings on this album but the

pianist (Joe Bonner?) contributes a lot of the

warmth and high spirits that are so uplifting on

this cut.

Side two, on the other hand, features San

ders, an unknown flugel horn player, and the

band at the height of wailing madness in a

piece dedicated to Coltrane, entitled simply,

"For John". To call it a powerful experience

an understatement on the level of being

trapped in a railroad tunnel with a freight train

bearing down on you. A+

WITCHI TAI TO — JAN GARBAREK—BOBO
STENSON QUARTET (ECM 1014 ST) Playing
time: 45:46.

Personnel: Jan Garbarek, soprano, tenor

saxes; Bobo S'enson, piano; Palle Danielson,
double bass; Jan Christensen, drums.

This Norwegian(?) quartet has put together
an album of mostly other people's com
positions, including Carla Bley's "A.I.R.", Don
Cherry's "Desireless", and the title cut by Jim
Pepper. Their music is deceptively trans

paren'. The opening statement of each piece is

usually somewhat over simplified, and in f;cl

hey never really shake themselves loose from
i's structure, but this becomes their virute;

•heir playing is very much in the warm, feeling

style of 'he Coltrane quartet of the early 60's.

Garbarek in particular produces the most
sympathetic tone I've heard since the days of

"After the Rain" and "A Love Supreme".
Easily accessible and thoroughly enjoyable. A.—Your Sacred Cowboy

STREETLIFE SERENADE
BILLY JOEL
Columbia Records

Billy Joel reminds me most of Elton John
without Bernie Taupin. Still very capable of

good songs, but striking out lyrically. Despite,

however, the lyrical deficiencies in Mr. Joel's

albums, there is something about him that

makes his Ip a pleasant addition to one's

collection.

Streetlife. Serenade continues with the same
winning formula that made last year's Piano
Man disc such a success. A majority of the

material has. singles potential. Three songs
stand out as being rather excellent: "Streetlife

Serenader"* "The Entertainer" and
"Roberta". "Streetlife Serenader" is basically

structured like "Captain Jack", the best song
on Piano Man—Joel opening aJone on piano

with the band joining him with some power
chords. "The Entertainer" is a fast paced song
and a definite AM hit given airplay. "Roberta"
has a catchy and haunfing melody, one of his

better love songs.

No matter how bad his lyrics, Billy Joel still

remains quite interesting. No doubt the

material is AM-Pop oriented, but taking into

consideration what AM radio has been over the

past year, Billy Joel looks mighty good. (B)
—David Santos

PAPER MONEY —
MONTROSE
(Warner Bros. BS 2823)

When Ronnie Montrose went about forming a

new group a year ago, after leaving Edgar
Winter, he stated that his primary goal was to

bring back the good, old fashioned hard rock,

high energy music. With their second release,

Paper Money, that is exactly what Ronnie and
his group have done. From the first guitar-lick

on side one to the final drum beat on side two,

the group shows us that they have what it takes

to make Montrose a success.

If you don't like your music loud, then you
won't appreciate this album. But if you do, it

should prove to be a joy to your ears. Montrose
is cast out of the same mold as Aerosmith:
high, piercing guitar arrangements which are

the perfect complement to the leather lung

vocals rendered by lead vocalist Sammy
Hagar. When they switch to a slower, softer,

style, as they do in "The
Dreamer," the results are
equally as impressive. The
album's instrumental
piece, "Starliner," features
impressive guitar, as well

as synthesizer work.
It's too bad that Montrose

is not already an
established band. If they
were, chances are Paper
Money would take its place
as a top LP. But with mass
exposure via radio's air-

waves currently being so
tough to come by, it will

probably go unloved and
un noticed by the great

I
populace.

—ROSS Nerenberg
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The powersoul of Veedon Fleece
by Mike Kostek

VEEDON FLEECE
Van Morrison
Warner Brothers BS 2805
Time 46:51

After an extended bout with
absenteeism in the form of

misplaced earnestness (Hard
Nose The Highway) and
overpriced, overplayed live-

ism (It's Too Late To Stop
Now), the Van they call The
Man has returned to his nor-

mal cruising speed of splendid.

But with a few distinctions:

No Top 40 hits. No blues kake
wales. Not much musical
'variety' here. This isn't en-

tertainment!

Veedon's closest kin is

Astral Weeks, the brooding,
'all-turnative' theme-concept
album from the days and ways
of 1968, described correctly as
'an album that sat on the shelf

and sort of tranced you into

playing it once every week for

the first six months you owned
it.' Right said, and like Astral

Weeks^ the low-keyed veneer of

Veedon Fleece makes it a slow-

rising ticket with lots of

patience required, but a riser

still, ascending a short ways

below the mighty perch oT
Astral, one of rock's finest

works.
Veedon Fleece is better

sculpted: Van's voice is clear

(yes, just like ringing a bell)

and his singing has never been

the song along, in the fullest

sense of the word. Van's
musical emotions demand that

he free himself from the bonds
of our arbitrary vocabulary
and send himself into a
musical-spiritual realm,

m:mm
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Van Morrison's business may not be pain, but it's not pleasure.

better. His timing, phrasing,

chanting, yowling makes life

hard for humble reviewer
bringing Truth to 25,000

harried readers, but they
serve, as usual, to really 'sing'

giving the words (fine lyrics as
usual) depths of perception not

usually found, and certainly

impossible to script on paper.
Incantation. The playing
behind him (it really is mostly

Van's album) is marvelous in

its flow and ebb, as Van's
studio band keeps up with
style. Strings are used to ex-

cellent effect. Morrison is one
of the few in rock who knows
where and when to tie in a big

side of sound in his picture. He
uses them when they're
needed.

But yes, not a total success.

There are definite gaps in the

middle of each side that are
dramatically overshadowed by
the fine material around the

edges and middle. Best of those

are:

"Fair Play" — a lovely lilt

about Getting Direction. "...

and there's only one mellow
way to go, and we say
'Geronimo'."

"Streets Of Arklow" — a
look back to precious times in a
town of magic: "... our minds
were filled with poetry ... and
our souls were clean ...". A
pensive piper and marvelous
welling strings clear the way
for one of the best melodies on
here.

"Country Fair" ends the
album on a hopeful note. This
takes "Slim Slow Slider's"

musical linear progression
(string bass again providing
much of the support) into

another homeward
reminiscence that turns into so
much in his gifted perception.

"You Don't Pull No Punches,
But You Don't Push The
River" is the topper on here.

There aren't many people who
could pull off this 8:48 of rite-

tite intensity and filtering love

vs. the apocalyptic visions of

William Blake and The
Eternals standing with the

Sisters Of Mercy. The song is a
reminder for everyone that we
may be as forceful as we
choose, but we don't push the

river or run the show.

Stretch yourselves out. Get
next to some Irish soul. Van
Morrison already has.

rite-tite

intensity

Feral/Ferbam Fecund
TASTY — GOOD RATS
(Warner Bros. BS 2813)

Total playing time: 39:03

Tuis m< s' impressive comeback album for

Gf < d Ra s comes a 'he mos' inopportune time
fir an unknown band. Every year, around
Oc < ber and November, 'he big Christmas
rec< rd push begins with record companies
releasing and concen'ra'ing 'heir big promo
campaigns upon important 'sales produc ",

usually meaning he sure-selling heavies. And
ne unin en ional resul' is ha a lot of good new
music ge s overlooked.

G <d Ra s is a five man band who combine
ne bes elemens of good, clean good-lime
rganic music (you know, like NRBQ) and high

energy rock. Lead singer Peppi Marchello
wri es all he maerial and sounds a li'tie like

Bur i n Cummings, vocalis for the Guess Who;
indeed, G< od Ra s sounds qui'e frequently like

an inspired, je -propelled Guess Who.
Tne ma erial on Tasty ranges from he club-

jazz flavor or "Fred Ups'airs" and "Tasty" to

Si lid nigh powered rock and roll. Marchello is

an in eres'ing lyricis , wri'ing abou such
diversi ies as he band's evolu ion and getting

caugti wi h ano'her woman. Three par har
m nies are in evidence hroughou as are he
fine, seemingly unlimited guitar chops of

bro her Mickey Marchello and John Gallo.

(inser e hnic slur)

Tasty needs < nly be heard o be apprecia'ed
and liked. Now, Where's 'ha hi single? and

Merry Chris' mas. — Solid Vodka

MOTHER LODE—Kenny Loggins and Jim

Messina (Columbia PC 33175)

Mother Lode grows on you. And grows some
more. Yea, sure, but I'm not giving you some
shit about albums that don't make it and
become SI .98 specials.

When you listen to Mother Lode for the first

time, you will probably start off listening

defensively, in a pissed-off mood and, if you
have a lot of money, will probably bury it in the

backyard. But those twelve musicians and
assorted engineers who put this albumn
together come back with their music. It's

growing.
You see, Mother Lode, at first couple of

spins, is not very impressive as far as musical

composition is concerned. But — Mother Lode
has been performed and produced very well.

Extremely well. The musicians entice you to

give it another listen. And it grows more and

more.
Loggins and Messina are kind of con

servative on Mother Lode, not that they stick

with oast musical successes so much, but they

follow a successful format
which makes them sound like

so many other groups trying

their best to get on the

Newsweek front cover with

their easy listening and
acoustical playing. But Ken
and Jim (not to be confused
with Barbie's boyfriend and
Jungle Jim) grow on you.

Now that you've put up
with my review, why don't

an apple from that tree that's

been growing in the
backyard and listen to the
new Loggins & Messina
album, Mother Lode?

wavne DUCKY demak

LIKE CHILDREN —
JERRY GOODMAN AND
JAN HAMMER
(Nemperor NE 430)

playing Time: 38:16

There are so many pitfalls to be avoided
when one or two people do an album entirely on
their own it's a wonder anyone even tries.

Usually such efforts fall prey to such
phenomena as over overdubbing, to make up
for lack of production, which in turn results in

lack of spontaneity and lifelessness. Also, very
few people have the virtuosity to play enough
instruments well enough to create a really full

and varied sound, not to mention the problems
of composing material that will suit the

musician's abilities without becoming
repititious. I'm pleased to announce that these

two graduates of the Mahavishnu Orchestra
have produced the most successful album of

the genre I've ever heard, an unbelievably

tight and lively presentation.

Listening to this album one understands how
they might have been somewhat frustrated

with John McLaughlin: Hammer in particular

demonstrates a hitherto totally unsuspected

variety of talents; he wrote most of the

material, supplied all of the bass and per

cussion (seems he picked up quite a bit from
his association with Billy Cobham), and about

two thirds of the leads, all with same wacky
sense of humor that restored so much balance

to McLaughlin's heavy handedness. Jerry

Goodman is somewhat over shadowed here, but

he too seems to blossom forth in unexpected
ways, providing beautiful multi-layered
backgrounds as well as fiery leads on both

violin and (would you believe) guitar, the latter

more in the style of a Jeff Beck than a

Mahavishnu. Neither one of them can sing or

write lyrics worth beans, but this is something

of an asset on an album as essentially light

hearted as this.

Production on this album is a marvel ; almost

every cut has at least four overdubs per

musician and yet maintains a very high

vitality — It takes real skill to keep the light

touch while creating a full sound with just two

musicians. Their compositions don't have

much depth, but they are superb at creating

lively and unusually varied musical en

vironments.
This album will probably be among my picks

for best of the year, but I hope they don't try to

do it again, a second effort would probably

wind up spoiling both. I do hope they stay

together though, preferably with a few more
musicians to keep things from getting stale. A.

—Your Sacred Cowboy

SHEET MUSIC — lOcc (London U.K. AUKS
53107) Total playing time:

Representing a furthering of the cute-witty

sarcastic catchy name dropping British style

which surfaced in lOcc's debut album last year,

Sheet Music is fun and lightly enjoyabJe but

ultimately reduces to a level of high brow
bubblegum. Their lyrics, vocal harmonies, and
music are all filled with little twists which are

initially interesting but time makes them
mushy. At least they're trying to be interesting

and different and we'll give them credit for

being unique. Who else would sing "ticka,

ticka, time bomb" eighteen times in one song?

Hmmmmmmmm?
A "guaranteed for five listenings" B-

—David Sokol

INMEMORIAM-
MODERN JAZZ QUARTET

(Little David)

The MJQ is now defunct, but their recorded

legacy is strong indeed. In fact, this final

album is one of their finest. In Memoriam is

another quartet orchestra collaboration and,

because of the group's experience in this

context, it succeeds admirably.

Side one is taken up by pianist leader John

Lewis' piece "In Memoriam," in two

movements. Quartet and orchestra move as

one through the gushy but pleasant thematic

statements, then Lewis and vibist Milt Jackson

are freed to investigate the material on their

own terms with intermittent comping from the

strings. Each man's solo is remarkably well

constructed, especially Lewis who interacts

precisely with the orchestra. Movement two

is in a decidedly more modern style, deep anc

intriguing with a bright up tempo solo by

Lewis and Bags (Milt Jackson) mixing

sublimely with the symphonic backup as they

chy„rn to a climax.

T*ie MJQ> no longer
on view

"Jazz Ostinato" is orchestrally swinging
jazz, familiar despite its new setting, and is

very rewarding. As if in counterpoint to this,

the group then performs "Adagio from Con
certo de Aranjuez" by contemporary Spanish
composer Joaquin Rodrigo. Here, The MJQ
concern themselves mainly with the graceful

Spanish classical feeling of the piece. Bags'
rippling lines highlight this excellent in-

terpretation.

As proven in their previous "Blues On
Bach," the MJQ are adept at integrating

classical ideas and jazz feeling; they respect

the former, imbuing it with a subtly solid ryth

mic drive that complements rather than
detracts. A truly fitting final effort, this, and
eminently diggable besides.

Jack Cahill

7-TEASE—DONOVAN (Epic PE 33245)

Playing Time: 41:48

Donovan has been something of a recluse for

the last few years, I guess sorting out possible

ways of getting back in touch with a generation

whose changing musical tastes had passed him
by. An album here, an album there, would
flicker briefly across the show racks of the

record stores, mostly unnoticed and rightly so
— The light heart had been retired in favor of

the heavy hand, the flute for the horn section,

and cheerful whimsy for topical satire. And 7-

Tease is no different, or better.

However, Donovan is touring to promote this

one, touring for the first time in years because,
he said, "This year... I feel my music is needed.
I need it and the people will need it." Damn
right they will, but not these heart-breaking
attempts to cater to punk-rockers and boogie-

bums. Poor Donovan: Unbeknownst to him,
musical tastes have shifted again, somewhat,
and if he'd just strip down to his humble six-

string again, and let the awe-at-beauty-of-it-all

back into his voice and writing, he'd find his

audience waiting for him, flowers in hand,
wearing their love like heaven, or at least

smoking bananas again. First there is a guru,

then there is no guru, then there is....?

— Your Sacred Cowboy

FEEL — GEORGE DUKE (BASF Records)

Aside from his chores as keyboard man for

the master of the bizarre, Frank Zappa, the

talented George Duke has had a rather under

stated but successful career, performing in the

capacity of studio musician, jazz trio leader

and, as evidenced by what he offers us in his

last two releases, a studio technician and
producer who has his capable fingers to the

pulse of contemporary music, and I mean
like, now!

Feel, his newest release, is a refinement to

what Duke was attempting to do on his first

solor disc for BASF — integrate layer upon
layer of his keyboard output into complex, con-

structed musical statements. He does this

much in the same way Stevie Wonder put

together Music of My Mind and Talking Book,

where one man laborously records track on top

of track until virtually every sound on the

album is a result of that one man's thinking.

Perhaps this phenomenon is the result of

technology: The average keyboard player

today is not the same manic over in the corner
of the stage slamming out chords on an upright

piano. Instead, he is the technician filtering the

output of his sine wave generators through a

ring modulator on his twenty-thousand dollar

moog synthesizer, or the man who has his hand
on the intensity control of the echo plox or

vibrato box or phase control. Sheeshh! How
about putting those hands back on the old

ivories once in a while?
Fortunately, Duke is not one of the prime

offenders in this respect relative to other
contemporary keyboard artists; Keith
Emerson, Herbie Hancock and Roger Powell
are the ones who really make me feel like I'm

listening to 21st century muzak.
And fortunately, Duke takes on a few ?ble

musicians to help bring different ideas to the

music. Airto and wife Flora Punim contribute

humaness to the sometimes overbearing
synthesizer sputterings, burps and sizzlings.

Frank Zappa himself lends his intensely hot

guitar soloings on two cuts, "Love" and "Old
Slipper"(stink foot?).

Everybody has his opportunity to wheel a

solo at one time or another. Many times the

tunes on this album exist only as vehicles for

solos, as I seem to feel about "Funky Feel".

Zappa just literally takes off on his generous
flight in "Old Slipper". Duke himself takes

good advantage of his solos, most notably on
"The Once Over." But in general, he seems
content to allow the others to handle such
chores, while he concentrates on setting moods
and meshing textures for others to bounce off

of

Even in spite of a few small personal

dislikings, which I have tried your patience

with, give the album the once over. B.

— Paul Kontrimas
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COLLECTABLES — JERRY
JEFF WALKER (MCA)

Jerry Jeff Walker is a great one
for suddenly emerging with a

sudden stroke of musical genius

usually hidden behind somebody
else's voice then disappearing into

a faraway corner of middle
America: a world of women who
say they don't but do, of bar Bud
bottles lined up all in a row, of

freight trains and broken
promises.

Jerry Jeff doesn't really care, he

goes on playing his music messing

around with rock and roll, gospel,

and folk.

His voice is low, rarely beyond
monotone, and his words are

slurred so that he sounds like that

guy who was sitting next to you last

year in Quicksilver who you were

waiting for to puke all over the bar.

But like that guy never puked

either does Jerry Jeff. And like the

lovable town drunk, this album has

to grow on you before you get to

like it.

Every song on the album has its

own merits. Some of the songs you

never hear no matter how many
times you play the album, but then

you start to listen and the song hits

you over the head like a broken

bottle of Jack Daniels. And the

next time you hear it, it's yours.

Side one of Collectables is fun to

listen to with, the highpoints being

"I Like to Sleep Late in theMorn-
ing", a bouncy tune that will

never get you out of bed. "My Old

Man" is a really great song, and
kinda reminds you of "Mr.
Bo jangles." Tom Rush or

somebody will make a lot of money
off it someday.
Jerry Jeff really had fun

recording side two. You can tell

because everybody is always
laughing and everything between

cuts. I'll bet they were all getting

really drunk too. Jerry rock and

rolls too much on this side probably

because it's an easy way to get out

of working hard. The last song,

"Headed for the O.D. Corral"

could become one of the greatest

songs-before you pass out-on the

floor tunes you will ever year.

I can see Jerry Jeff now, stand-

ing in front of some bar saying to

some woman of fading moral

standards "Yea, I went out and did

an album (urp) it was good enough

(urp) you're a purty girl...."

And speaking of fading moral

standards, next week Maria
Muldaur gets it from Me.

—Bill Parent

LIFE — JOHNNYCELEBRATE
NASH
(Epic PE 32828)

Total playing time: 39:11

NOW APPEARING AT

G00DF00T
WED., FRI. & SAT.

Happy Hour— Mon.-Sat. 4 : 30-7 : 00

in the Speakeasy Lounge

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

t
*

._ _ .

The National Dance
'Company of Senegal
Friday December 6 8pm Amherst High Auditorium

TICKETS S4 and S3 general S2 and $1.50 umass students

ON SALE 125HERTER HALL. UMASS AMHERST (413)545 0202

*
*

During his lengthy recording

career, Nash has been hailed as the

new Johnny Mathis, a reggae

proponant, a soul singer and a pop

vocalist with great potential.

Exhibiting a greater consistency

than his first two Epic albums,

Celebrate Life shows Johnny's

continuing versatility and maturity,

and showcases Nash as a strong soul

rock reggae easy listening vocalist.

Smooth mellow and thoughtful, all

rolled into one. Thank you.

—Dipthong De&okol

Film Times
AMHERST CINEMA -
Chloe - 7:00

Such A Kid - 8:45

CALVIN -
Easy Rider - 7:00

5 Easy Pieces — 8:46

CAMPUS CINEMAS -
The Way We Were - 7:00-9:15

Frankenstein - 7:00-8:45

Gambler - 7 00-9.00

MT. FARMS 4 -
Groove Tube - 4.45-6:15-7:45-

9:15

Sound Of Music - 5:00-8:15

Juggernaut - 5:00-7:00-9:15

Trial Of Billy Jack - 5:45-9:00

SHOWCASE -
Fantasia - 7:16-9:20

Longest Yard - 7:30-9:45

Billy Jack - 7:00-10:00

Dracula - 7:30-9:30

Airport 1975 - 7:30-9:30

Harry & Tonto - 7:30 9:50

More Service This Fall

Peter Pan Takes You

Fast And Frequently

RIGHT FROM

The University Campus

TO BOSTON
Natick— Worcester— Springfield

ALSO TO NEW YORK
Hartford— Albany — All Points

with New Service Direct to

Hyannis and Cape Cod

New hourly service departs 7 a.m. thru 5 p.m., plus extra evening

service. Natick and Boston non-stop trips every weekend.

For Tickets And Information Contact

PETER PAN BUS LINES

Campus Center Hotel

Univ. of Mass.
Tel. 545-2006

(If no answer tel. 549-6000)

CHARTER BUSES AVAILABLE TO ALL
DESTINATIONS
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That

OTHER
Crusoe
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so good or so
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-I am not a crook
>>

I AM NOT A CROOK
by Art Buchwald
G.P. Putnam, Publishers
250 pages $6.95

Reviewed by Dean Tucxer

Watergate is somewhat behind
us now. When Nixon quit the
climax ot the attair was spent and
when Ford pardoned him so he
could get sick in Calitornia the
thrill ot seeing a criminal
President impeached was taken
away. Too bad.

Except tor watching what
happens to all ot the Nixon
regime's underlings there is little

to do with Watergate except tor

turning it into an academic at-

tair... and no academic study ot

government should be without
humor.
Art Buchwalds latest com-

pilation, I Am Not A Crook is the
satirical answer to All The
President's Men. Crook takes
readers through the last days of
Watergate to Nixon's resignation
in Auaust. No one is spared Buch-

wald's rath; he openly admits that
he was out to get the president. In
his words, "I had an open mind
until the enemies list was printed
and I wasn't on it. This caused me
anguish and embarassment and
hurt mp orofessionallv in W**hino.

ton. When an eighty seven year old
women in Peoria made the list and
I didn't, it was just too much. I

decided, that does it— no more fv\r.

Nice Guy."
Many of the pieces (which are all

reprinfpH trom his syndicated

WATERGATE? Isn't that a hotel in Washington?

newspaper column) show a par
ticular satirical genius whose level
of humor rises in proportion to the
level of the seriousness of the
Watergate Affair. Other pieces
show that indeed doing something
funny about government everyday
is too strenuous for anyone.
The book is not strictly

Watergate. One of the funnier
Stories, "Waiting For Gas",
suggests whet to do with one's time
while waiting in gasoline stations
lines during the gas crisis
(remember it?) ripoff. Among
them are:

"Enroll in a college correspon
dence course, and do all the work
In your car. One woman, Buchwald
claims, finished her master's
degree before she got to the pump.
Count the number of foreign cars

maT pass while you are in line. If

you reach five hundred, you win.
The best Watergate satire was

called "Expletive Deleted" which
gave a history of Richard Nixon's
cursing career, in 1960 Nixon spoke
of the offensiveness of salty talking
presidents, saying that a president
should be someone parents will

hold thp children of America up to

Yes, I'm President, but I

was only following orders.

se*e Buchwald's personal disap-
pointment with the ex-presidents
foul mouth came when he
discovered that holding his twenty
year old son up to see a clean
talking president was a sham.

The book is excellent. Its pieces

take two or three minutes to read.

Readers who find sanctuary in the

bathroom rejoice! Throw away
this month's Reader's Digest. Start

your day with a laugh at good ol'

Tricky Dick, and the rest of the

American zoo.

+This book is available at the
University Bookstore.

"Humble Howard" not so hot

LIKE IT IS

by Howard Cosell

$8.95 303pp.
Playboy Press

Reviewed bv Ed Smith

Howard Cosell should have quit
while he was ahead.
The first book he wrote, Cosell by

Cosell, was interesting, funny,
provocative and even philosophical
in places. While not the greatest
autobiography of the twentieth
century, Cosell's first book seemed
to be an honest attempt to relate
some of the incidents in his career
as a sports broadcaster.

Like It Is, Cosell's second book,
inspires cynicism and a sense of
disappointment. An insatiable
suspicion arises that this book was
motivated by two things: greed
and vanity. First it seems that
Cosell is trying to capitalize on the
relative success of his first book by
putting out a second just a few
strategic months before Christ-
mas. Actually, it is probably not all

Cosell's doing; Playboy Press is

famous for publishing trash when
there appears to be biq market.

Cosell's vanity also seems to
have gotten the better of him in this
instance. What "Humble" Howard
seems to have forqotten is that no
matter how good a journalist you

are, you cannot hold the spotlight

alone.

Journalists are, as a group,
parasites who live off the stars of

our society; the sports figures, the
politicians, the oddities and all the
other people and incidents which
make up the news. There is cer-

tainly nothing wrong with this. It is

one of the vital and indispensable
professions of modern society.

However, the role must be kept in

perspective and it is obvious that

Cosell has lost the ability to do so.

About two-thirds of the book
deals with Cosell's own wandering
reflections on his background,
prejudices and opinions on the
sports world. It gives one an
overpowering desire to call

Howard and tell him to save those
stories for his grandchildren. Just

Physically perfect pooches
powerfullypounding past

painted posts, pursuing
possible prey, perennially
paying pocketfuls plus
pocketfuls of pesos.

J-Iinsdale
New Hampshire

near Brattleboro • 3 miles off Rte.(9j) • EXIT 1

to say, "Howard, take a dime and
call somebody who cares."

What made the first book good
was that Cosell gave the readers a
peek into the backstage of the
world of both professional and
amateur sports. It was that of-

fering of personal knowledge about
otherwise unapproachable figures
that made Cosell interesting.
Somehow, Cosell got the idea that
people were interested in him.
Consequently, in Like It Is, we get
several chapters of "most asked
questions." These are, Howard ex-

plains, questions that people are
constantly asking. This section of

the book is in close competition
with the Congressional Index for

the most boring piece of published
writing for the year

The first few chapters of this

book are not too bad. They prove
that Cosell can be interesting if he

tries. However, as one gets into the

second third of the book, it is as

though he has run out of material

and is just filling space.

In a way it is really sad that
Cosell has published this essen-
tially worthless tract. I think it will

have the effect of lowering his

esteem as a journalist. The man
has undeniably done miraculous
things for sports broadcasting.
Rather than being content with the
mindless praising of sports figures ,

he has engaged himself in con-

troversial issues, criticized when
he has seen problems and put his

own reputation on the line when he
thought he was right. This is a
remarkable track record for any
journalist, let alone the
traditionally impotent sports
broadcaster.

The respect that Howard Cosell's

work has inspired in some people

will no doubt be destroyed by this

book. Rather than reading this

book, watch Cosell on Monday
Night Football. You can't get a

refund on the book, but you can

always turn off the television.

-(-This book is available at

University Bookstore.

the

One, Two, Three . . .

THE EXPRESSWAY
260 Cottage St. Corner Robbins Rd.

Spfld.

(Near Industrial Park)

Lloyd Baskin Band
featuring

Lloyd Baskili; formerly with Sea Train

Loil Terniciail former piano player for

Bonnie Raitt

NOVEMBER 28, 29, 30

Thanksgiving NHt

BEER PARTY 25c a glass

RUM & CAKE 60c a glass

BUMP CONTEST

ADMISSION $1.00

Appearing

Ton ite:

Mama's

Little Jewel

at /

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rle. 47

Sunderland

665-4937
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HELP!

Fond Memories, Installment: C
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Remember tne week before
finals when you trudged down to

the library with your knap sack
and sleeping bag? To prepare for

this you spend $25 in canned goods
and promptly forgot the can
opener. You sent cards out to all

your friends saying, "Change of

address: 906 McNamara to 18th

floor, 3rd booth University
Library." You keep a list of their

new addresses close at hand and
every three hours run screaming
from your floor to their floor to

seek solace in your mutual misery.

Within 24 hours you know the

location of every water fountain

and rest room. In about four days
all of your canned vegetables start

tasting alike, your eyeballs are

fried, but when you find that the

IJUUUU ULM kMJUUUUUUUULM ***

Honkeys on parade. BELOW THE SALT photo by Bill Howell.

The Weekends In Film
Compiled by Mike Kosfek

ABSENT-MINDED PROFESSOR.
Alphabetical first of a slew of holiday weekend
Disney kid movies. Mt. Farms 4. + + +
AFRICAN QUEEN With reality on holiday,

glamour (Katherine Hepburn) falls for gruff

ness (Humphrey Bogart). Bewitching in its

consumate atmosphere, floating down a jungle

river. Glpve, N'Hamp. (7 & 9:15) + + +
ALICE'S RESTAURANT. More reality gone

away in Arthur Penn Warren's version of

hippieness and hippiedom. Arlo Guthrie is star

and symbol, but his humanistic evocations get

lost in a confused vehicle. Too forced. Dec. 3,

(7-9-11) SUB + +
BANANAS Reality murdered by Woody

Allen, and laughs have fun. Laughs have fun?

Sure,they're not mannered or aimed, just in

spired and insane. Amherst Cinema + + + + +
CASTAWAY COWBOY More kid Disney. Mt.

Farms 4. + + +

DAY OF THE DOLPHIN. George C. Scott

stars in this directionless film that needs more
of a script and a director. About dolphins, man,
and one's inherent superiority over the other.

Not a mystery. Campus Cinemas (7 & 9) + + +
THE GAMBLER. Campus Cinema (7 & 9)

+ + +
GROOVE TUBE Much more good than bad,

this film begins to explore the universe of satire

easily aimed at the boob tube. Writer -director

Ken Shapiro fashions inventive skits dealing

mostly with unreal TV turnabouts that in-

terestingly end with the 'what would happen if

you acted out a movie in real life' skit. Get it

from both sides. Mt. Farms 4. + + + +
JUGGERNAUT. One of the better of the

current disaster series of movies, mainly due
to Richard Lester's directional skills. + + +
KING OF HEARTS. One of the most over

rated and deceptive films of all time. This is a

sentimental, unreal 'isn't life too bad' over

simplification that does all the thinking for you.

You don't have to do a thing but sympathize.

Made for nineteen year-old females living in

female dorms to fall in love with, remember as

a fond college memory, but never, never live

by any of the values of the film! Campus
Cinemas (7 & 9) + +
THE OWL & THE PUSSYCAT Naughty, but

how naughty can this tale be with Barbara
Streisand in it? And Blood, Sweat & Tears

doing the soundtrack? At least it has Walter

Mathau. Dec. 1, (7 & 9) SUB + +
THE SHAGGY DOG More and more Disney

while you're away playing with THE BEARS
AND I. See what you're missing? Academy of

Music, N'Hamp. 4- -f

SLEEPER Woody goes way ahead, but

leaves something behind. It's still funnier than

most, but he relies too much o,i his abilities as a

slapstick artist to compare favorably with his

others. Amherst Cinema + + + +
THE TRIAL OF BILLY JACK Brains take a

holiday as God and simpleton love continue to

triumph. Very restful. Mt. Farms 4. +

twi b flTnnnnnnrc ranrnm npnr
hum of the fluorescent bulb sounds
like "If Not For You", you know
that you've really had it. You leave
to take your exams and the
security guard frisks you, your
sleeping bag, your empty
vegetable cans. You get home after

the final final and in desperation
turn Deep Purple on full blast

before collapsing. The dude across
the hall who you know hasn't
cracked the spine on any of his

books and always plays Led
Zepplin full blast when you're
studying, saunters in and turns off

the stereo with:

"Don't you ever study?"
—Pepper

Blood from the eve of a needle

CONCERTS
(T indicates Ticketron tix on sale in CC Hotel
lobby)

mMHERST
National Dance Company Of Senegal — Dec.

6, Amherst High Aud., ($2).

BOSTON
Candi Stanton Nov. 27, Paul's Mall.

Blue Magic Nov 27 Dec. I, Sugar Shack
(10 & 1 a.m.)
Milt Jackson — John Klemmer — Nov. 29

Dec. 1, Jazz Workshop.
Johnny Nash - Nov. 29 Dec. 1, Paul's Mall.

Robert Klein — Eric & Tina — Nov. 29 & 30,

Passim Coffeehouse (8 & 10)

Marvin Gaye — Nov. 30, Boston Garden.
Kinks — Dec. 1, Music Hall, T.

Bobby Blue Bland Dec. 2 8, Sugar Shack
(10 8. 1 a.m.)
Grover Washington Jr. — Dec. 2 8, Jazz

Workshop.
Billy Cobham Dec. 2 8, Paul's Mall.

Gregg Allman Show — Cowboy — Dec. 3,

Music Hall, T.

Harry Chapin Dec 4, Music Hall, T.

Aerosmith Dec 5 8.6, Music Hall, T.

Labelle — Dec. 6, Orpheum T.

Genesis — Dec. 9, Music Hall, T.

George Harrison— Ravi Shankar & Friends

Dec. 10, Boston Garden (4 8,8:30), T.

Yes — Dec. 11, Boston Garden, T.

NORTHAMPTON
Eddie Kendricks Dec. 6, John M. Greene

. Hall, Smith ($3.50 8, $4)

PITTSFIELD
Keith Jarrett - Dec. U, Berkshire Com

munity College (7:30 8. 10)

ART
Area Exhibits

Leverett Craftsmen and Artists Inc. Armand
Cottrell and Barney Zeitz Pottery and stained

Glass, Nov. 15-26.

p.m.
Springfield Museum of Fine Arts work from

students at Springfield College featuring
prints, drawings and encaustics.

Pottery by David Halsey, salt glaze pottery
reflecting the artists intent to make individual
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LOCAL MUSIC
Below The Salt photo by B.J. Levine

Clean Living Hide A Way, Nov. 27, 29, 30.

Mitch Chakour Rusty Nail, Nov. 2v Dec. 1.

Good Foot Steak Out, Nov. 27, 29, 30.

Momma's Little Jewel — Rusty Nail, Nov. 27.

Jean & Lee Shilling Chelsea House Cafe
SPRINGFIELD

Kinks — Nov. 29, Sanderson T.

Chick Corea — Gary Burton — Nov. 30,

Sanderson, T.

New Riders Of The Purple Sage — Dec. 3,

Sanderson T.

Billy Joel - Dec. 13, Sanderson, T.

David Bromberg — Jonathan Edwards
Sanderson, T.

Richie Havens — Sanderson, T.

Bachman-Turner Overdrive Dec. 10, Civil
Center, T.

WEST HARTFORDMUSIC HALL
Billy Cobham — Average White Band —

Montrose Nov 29

Aerosmith — Average White Band — Mon-
trose - Nov. 30

J. Geils Band — Dec 6 8. 7

Quicksilver — Canned Heat Dec 13 & 14.

Joe Cocker — Dec. 18.

James Cotton Band— Chambers Brothers —
Dec. 20 8. 21.

Mahavishnu Orchestra - Dec. 22.

and Folklore Center, W. Brattleboro, Vt.,

Nov. 29, 30.

Ed Vadas & The House of Cranus

Steak Out, Dec. 2, 3.

Some of My Best Friends — Steak
Out, Dec. 4.

Little Fire Bluewall, Dec. 4.

Airborn The Pub, Nov. 29.

Discotheque at the Dialtone

Nov. 27 Dec. 4.

Doc Sullivan The Pub,
Nov. 29 (3 6 p.m )

Great Pretenders —

The Pub,

Nov. 30.

mary 1805 0424

visual objects with function a secondary
condition. Halsey is presently teaching at

Leverett Craftsmen and Artists Inc. Both

exhibits through Dec. 1.

"Lalique Glass" work of Rene Lalique

foremost designer of glass through the 20's and
30's will be on exhibit through Jan. 5.

Five College Exhibits

Amherst College. Mead Art Gallery
drawings by e. e. cummings, Fairfield Porter,

Tibetan paintings on canvas.
Photographs by Andrea Alberts, Frost

Library, through Nov. 30.

Hampshire College "Irish Directions"
traveling show of painting, sculpture and
prints, previously at the Worcester Museum of

Fine Arts through Dec. 1.

Mt. Holyoke. "Miss Cogswells Retrospec-
tive" through Dec. 9.

"Garbardos Mexicanos" Mexican graphics
from 1839 1973 through Dec. 9.

Smith College Museum "Eqyptian Art" from
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston through Jan.

5.

- Video As an Art Form an
anthology of videotapes, 1969 1974. A series of

six video programs daily at 2:00, Dec. 3 8.

Lecture programs by Hermine Freed, Fri.,

Dec. 6 at 8 p.m.
UMass. Herter Hall Gallery Print Show.

Through Dec 8.

New Africa House Gallery "An Homage to

Duke Ellington Simon Governeur with Nelson
Stevens through Dec. 3.

Middletown, Conn.
Wesleyvan Potters Inc. 19th annual

exhibition and sale, a diverse representation of

crafts on view, promises to be very interesting

for the craft oriented visitor. Nov. 30 Dec. 8, 10

a.m. 8 p.m. daily.

Northampton
Elliptical Constructions. Robert Mansfield.

The Collector Galleries, 11 Bridge St., through

Dec. 7.
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93 perish in year's worst air disaster
From Wire Services

UPPERV/LLE, Va. - A Trans
World Airways Boeing 727, battling
heavy rain and turbulent winds as it

neared Washington's Dulles
airport on a flight from the Mid-
west, slammed into a mountaintop
yesterday and killed all 93 persons
aboard.

Capt. William Carvelle of the
State Police declared "there are no
survivors" after rescue workers had
combed for hours through the
wreckage on Mount Weather, a
foothill of the Blue Ridge Moun-
tains.

It was the worst U.S. air disaster
of 1 974 and the second major crash
of the year involving a TWA flight.

The three-engine jetliner,

carrying 86 passengers and a crew

of seven, gouged through trees and
burst apart against a rock em-
bankment only a mile and a half

from the top-secret Mt. Weather
underground government base.

Rescue workers found the

woods littered with broken bodies,

blazing debris and splintered
timber. The only indentifiable parts

of the shattered silver jet were part

of its tail, imblazoned in red with
the letters "TWA," and one section

of the fuselage with four window
frames intact.

One eyewitness compared the

smoky, fog-shrouded scene to

something out of World War II.

"There were absolutely no sur-

vivors and it will be difficult to

identify many of the remains
because of their condition." said

Dr. George Hocker, the Loudoun
County medical officer.

The plane, TWA's Flight 514,

was inaugurating the winter season
addition of Indianapolis, Ind., to a

route that earlier had linked

Columbus, Ohio, with Washington.
Airline officials said 39 of the

crash victims boarded the flight at

Indianapolis and the rest got on
when it stopped in Columbus. A
spokesman said three stewardesses
were from Kansas City, while a

fourth was from Chicago. The
cockpit crew was from Los
Angeles, the spokesman said.

Identities of the victims were
withheld pending notification of

their families. But a TWA
spokesman in Indianapolis said

there were no congressmen, no

election officials and no other

"prominent persons" aboard.

A decision to return to the East

Coast early and attend the Army-
Navy football game probably saved
the life of Rep. William Bray, (R-

Ind.), whose son said the

congressman normally would have
been aboard the flight that crashed.

The worst previous U.S. air

disaster of the year was the crash

Sept. 11 of an Eastern Airlines DC9
near Charlotte, N.C., in which 70

persons died. Three days earlier, a

TWA jetliner plunged into the

Ionian Sea off Greece and killed 88
persons.

Flight 514 went down yesterday

about 45 miles west of Washington,

turn to page 2

Upperville, Virginia : Rescue workers survey the wreckage of TWA flight 514 en route to Washington from
Indianapolis that crashed 20 miles from Dulles airport yesterday. All 93 passengers and crew members
aboard the Boeing 727 were killed.

For decent housing

SOP reveals 6 point plan
The preliminary findings of the

Student Organizing Project's

(S.O.P.) investigation of student

housing at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst have

been completed, student member
John Pepi announced yesterday.

As a result of the investigations, the

S.O.P. is now calling upon
students, faculty, the university

administration, the communities of

the Pioneer Valley, and the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

to endorse and help implement a

Six Point Plan for Decent Housing

outlined below.

The S.O.P. said they have found

no obstacles, of either a legal or

principled nature, to any part of this

plan. Pepi said the S.O.P. has not

only to be in the interests of

students, but to be totally con-

sistent both with the educational

mission of the University of

Massachusetts and with the best

interests of the people of

Massachusetts."

"We recognize, of course, that

there may be some individuals in

positions of authority who would

like to pay the price of their past

mistakes by picking the pockets

which are most readily available —
those of students — and who may
consequently oppose the financial

aspects of this Six Point Plan," he

added.

A few others who have become

accustomed to exercising

illegitimate authority over the

personal lives and living en-

vironments of students may resist

the provisions regarding self-

governance, according to Pepi.

"But the opposition of the few
cannot stifle the will of the many.

Students are united in their support

of all points in the following Six

Point Plan for Decent Housing, and
urge its swift implementation," he

said.

1. An end to mandatory on-

campus housing and meal ticket

requirements for students under 21

no later than September, 1975 (We
urge an immediate, unequivocal

commitment thereto by the

Wilbur Mills appears on stage,

says Fanne Foxe can be a star
By SETHMYDANS

Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) - Rep. Wilbur D.

Mills, D-Ark. f
who appeared on

stage Saturday night with stripped

Fanne Foxe, said Sunday he's

written a film for her called "It's Not

Burlesque" and thinks it will make

her a star.

Mills was in Boston to see Miss

Foxe, whom he called "my little

Argentine hillbilly," as she closed

out a two-week engagement at

$3,000 a week at the Pilgrim

Theatre — her first performance

since she was involved with him in

an incident Oct. 7 in Washington.

"This won't ruin me," said Mills,

whose career had seemed en-

dangered after the Oct. 7 incident

at the Washington tidal Basin.

"Nothing can ruin me."

"I've been an angel to a lot of

people," Mills said. "I'm going to

make a movie star out of her. She's

better than Gypsy Rose Lee."

The chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee said he also

has written a script about former

President Richard M. Nixon, which

is in the hands of a movie producer.

Mills was first spotted by an

Associated Press reporter as he

peered from behind a backstage

door, wearing large dark glasses.

He told the reporter he was trying

to escape unnoticed from the

theater following an article in the

Boston Sunday Herald Advertiser

that he had made an on-stage

appearance with the stripper

Saturday night.

He confirmed that he appeared

on stage following Miss Foxe's final

curtain call after which she told the

audience:

"I'd like you to meet somebody.

Mr. Mills, Mr. Mills, where are

you?" she asked. Mills was led on

stage and left minutes later, arm in

arm with the 38-year-old stripper.

Mills, who appeared on Sunday
to have trouble with his balance

and asked for a chair while being

photographed, said he was under

heavy sedation for a heart con-

dition. He said it was his second

attack.

Asked about his medication, he

said, "I don't know what it is but it

makes me drunk."

In an interview in Miss Foxe's

dressing room, Mills told The
Associated Press his movie ideas

had been submitted to Lou

turn to page 2

university trustees in order to avoid

the initiation of a civil rights lawsuit

in federal court against the

university.);

2. No increases related to

residential life costs in students'

rents, fees, or tuition. (Implicit is the

unacceptability of any new fee

assessments.);

3. Stringent, effective, en-

forceable rent control for Amherst

and surrounding communities by

September, 1975;

4. Construction of 500 units of

student-owned cooperative
housing in unused university land

originally planned for residential

life, to be completed by September,

1976;

5. Total and autonomous student

self-governance of all residential

housing and residential life policies

by September, 1975; and

6. Significant increases in future

fiscal years in monies allocated to

physical improvements and

educational programming out of

both the residential life and

academic budgets of the university.

At hearings held last month, the

Student Organizing Project called

upon various University officials to

testify on student housing. They

were asked to explain university

residential life policies in six

regards: 1) to defend the overall

desirability of the living en-

vironment afforded students, in-

cluding its conduciveness to the

primary educational mission of the

university; 2) to demonstrate the

university's commitment to making

centers of student life into centers

of learning as well, i.e. to the so-

called living-learning concept; 3) to

defend the governance process by

which decisions concerning

residential life are made; to defend

the policy which requires students

under 21 to live on-campus; 5) to

defend the financial policies under

which residential facilities and

programs are paid for, and the way
in which the costs thereof are

distributed; and 6) to justify

university policy with regards to

influencing the general desirability

of off-campus housing in terms of

costs, habitability, and learning.

The inadequacy of the univer-

sity's response on all of these items,

admitted in many cases even by

those who testified, led directly to

the recommendations in the

Student Organizing Project's Six

Point Plan, Pepi said.
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weather:

By now you should have

noticed at least some indication

of the snow everyone has been

predicting for today. Periods of

rain are more likely tonight and
Tuesday. Temperatures will be

in the 40's today and tomorrow.

And there might be winds in the

20 to 30 miles per hour range.
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Ate on Thanksgiving

UMass sophomore ends two week fast
Mary Colwell, the 23 year old

UMass sophomore who was fasting

in protest to the world-wide famine

conditions, ended her two-week
fast on Thanksgiving Day, 25

pounds lighter.

Colwell, a nursing major, had
been drinking only water during the

previous week, and only fruit juices

during her first week of fasting.

Because she has not eaten any
solid foods for two weeks, she said

she would drink juices for a few
days until her system readjusted to

solids.

"The experience changed my

life," Colwell told a Hampshire
Gazette reporter Friday. "I was sick

of reading about hunger and not
doing anything about it," Colwell

explained. She said she and others

were proposing that Americans eat

less and waste less to relieve the
food shortage.

She said she and her husband,
A. J. LaFleur, had agreed to cut

down on their food consumption as
a result of the fast. LaFleur did not

take part in his wife's fast, but he
did cut down on food during the
two-week period. c

The couple has also decided they f
u

will not eat meat any more as a

result of the experinece. "There are

plenty of substitutes for meat,"

Colwell said. She said she plans to

substitute with soybeans, seeds

and nuts for her protein

requirement.

One dollar sought
from each student

"Help the Hungry" represen-

tatives are beginning today to

collect one dollar from every

student on campus for relief to

famine-stricken countries.

While representatives are

knocking on each door in dor-

mitories for the donation, a table

will be set up today and tomorrow
in the Campus Center Concourse
where commuters may donate a

dollar to the campaign.

In addition, a "dunk-a-thon" will

be held on the Concourse where for

25 cents students will have a

chance to pour a bucket of water

over the heads of such campus
personalities as Don McGilvray,

Fred Weiss and Mark Tripuka.

I See page 10 for the complete

listings of those who'll be dunked
and their times.]

The week-long campaign is being

sponsored by the Daily Collegian.

The money collected will be given

to Oxfam-American, which
operates out of Boston.

The non-political relief group
uses a minimum amount of funds
to operate their organization so that

nearly all of the money goes into

relief projects.

The organization gives money to

needy people regardless of the

country or the people's political

affiliations. Funds raised by Oxfam,
for instance, have already been
used for a mountain village in

Honduras, buffalo farmers in India,

and starving people in Ethiopia.
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In addition to providing food for

the people, Oxfam also uses the

money to help the "general
situation" which causes the famine:

helping Tuareg tribesman in

Ethiopia to construct stone walls to

halt wind and water erosion, and
getting irrigation into drought
areas.

Help in the campus campaign
has been given by the Freshman
Global Survival Program and
Campus Center workers who'll set

up the "dunk-a-thon" today.

Other newspapers have also

reported the "Help the Hungry"
campaign, including the Boston

o
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Colwell confessed she was
becoming weak during the last few
days of the fast, but she had had a

"good reaction" from other UMass
students.

Colwell said her concern with the

food problem grew out of publicity

on the recent World Food Con-
ference in Rome and was inspired

by the one-year fast of comedian
Dick Gregory in protest of the

Vietnam War.

She said she publicized her fast

because "I realized it wouldn't do
any good unless it was publicized."

But she said "it's an individual

thing," adding that each family

must decide how they can go about
reducing food consumption in their

own way.

Colwell's fast coincided with the
nation-wide student one-day fast

for Oxfam two weeks ago.

Mary Colwell

Jetliner crash kills 93
cont. from p. 1

five miles north of Upperville and 20
miles from Dulles. The plane had
been diverted to Dulles from
Washington National Airport, its

planned destination, because of

bad weather.

Dr. George Hocker, Loudoun
County medical examiner, said the

plane hit just below the summit and
cut a swath 60 to 70 yards wide and
about a mile long. "There were just

chunks of metal and total

destruction," he said.

The Federal Aviation Ad-

ministration said there were no

unusual communications from the

plane before the crash, "just

routine flight conversation."

A Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration spokesman said the

first hint of trouble came when the

big plane disappeared from radar

screens about 11:10 a.m. EST.

Emergency vehicles from three

counties rushed to the crash scene

a desolate region of 1,700 foot

mountain ridges dotted with only a

few isolated farm houses but with-

drew when they found no sur-

vivors.

Wilbur Mills visits Fanne

Don Mc Gilvary

Globe and the Daily Hampshire

Gazette.

The drive will end Friday. A
complete breakdown of how much
money was given by the com-
muters, individual dormitories, and
area businesses will be published.

Collegian News Editor Mike
Kneeland, the campaign's
organizer, says he's not setting any
money goal. He expects, however,

that the campaign will be a big

success.

"The cause is certainly wor-

thwhile," Kneeland said yesterday,

"and I'm sure everyone on campus
will gladly give the one dollar."

Donations, he said, have already

been received in the Collegian

office via students walking in and
the mail.

cont. from p. 1

Wasserman at Universal City.

The interview in the bare, brightly

lit dressing room, was conducted in

the presence of Miss Foxe and her

estranged husband, Eduardo
Battistella.

"This is Miss Foxe's husband,
who's my best friend," Mills said.

"He came at my request." Mr.

Battistella said he had flown from
Washington Friday with Mr. Mills in

a private airplane.

Miss Foxe, whose real name is

Annabel Battistella, and her

estranged husband repeatedly told

Mills to be more guarded before a

reporter.

"Aw hell," Mills said, gripping

the reporter's knee, "I like you."
Mills later embraced the reporter,

and offered him a job in

Washington.

Mills said he had launched the

stage careers of 14 or 15 other

performers, but declined to name
them.

"I'm always interested in a piece

of property," he said. "The last one

flopped. Shirley MacLaine just

flopped." He would not explain his

statement or say if he had spon-
sored Miss MacLaine.
(Whether or not the man making

the comments yesterday was
Wilbur Mills was raised by another
wire service and some newspapers,
but an editor in New York said the

AP "will stick by our Boston
bureau."

(AP national desk editor Robert
Weller said a photograph taken

yesterday confirmed the man's
identity as Mills. He said the AP's
Washington bureau was at-

tempting to talk to Mill's wife.

(The Arkansas Congressman was
believed to have left Boston by air

for Washington yesterday af-

ternoon, but both Washington
airports were closed by bad
weather, making landing im-
possible.

(It was not immediately known
where he was last night or where he
had stayed while in Boston.

Christmas

The very special way to remember . . .

available at

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

Open
Wed. Nite

'Til 8

The morning after the night before
By TED SMITH
Room to More

Have you been hung over lately?

For those of you who drink moderately, and on occasion have overin-
dulged, you may have found the following morning to have been most
disagreeable. This disagreeable condition, commonly referred to as a
hangover, does have a physiological basis and is not necessarily a
manifestation of guilt or anxiety feelings stemming from what may have
occurred during the night before (although this, too, may enter into the
overall gloom experienced during the following day).

The five most common symptoms experienced during the hangover of a
moderate drinker are: 1) nausea and upset stomach; 2) fatigue; 3)
headache; 4) thirst; 5) irritability and jittery nerves. Let us now look at each
symptom and its causes. It should be noted that the cause of some of
these symptoms is based more on hypothesis than fact.

Nausea and upset stomach. Alcohol is a gastric irritant. The con-
sumption of even moderate amounts causes local irritation of the mucosa
covering the stomach. It has also been suggested that acetaldehyde, a
byproduct in the breakdown of alcohol in the body, can cause nausea.

Fatigue. Alcohol, which is almost entirely oxidized within the body, is a
source of energy which unlike food, cannot be Stored by the body in the
form of fat. Fatigue then, can result from a higher than normal level of
activity while drinking. This frequently is a reaction to a decrease in

inhibition and a readily available source of energy.

Headache. Headache may be a reaction to fatigue and to a low blood
sugar level. One of the effects of alcohol intake is to increase the blood
sugar level until about one hour after ingestion. This is followed by a
decrease several hours later to a low blood sugar level. The headache may
also be partly due to an allergic reaction to congeners, some of which are
quite toxic.

Congeners are natural products of fermentation and are found in every

alcoholic beverage. Congeners are what make the various beverages

different in smell, taste, and color.

Thirst. Alcohol acts on the brain to decrease the output of anti-diuretic

hormone (ADH). This in turn, increases excretion of more bodily fluids

than is taken in with the alcoholic beverages. Alcohol also causes fluid

inside the cells to move outside the cells. This cellular dehydration, without

a decrease in total body fluid, can be the basis for an increase in thirst.

Irritability and jittery nerves. Irritability and the accompanying jittery

nerves may be due to the fact that alcohol disrupts normal REM (rapid eye

movement) sleep. REM sleep is associated with dreaming, and the

placement of data acquired during the conscious state into different levels

of memory storage for future reference. Experiments have shown that lack

of REM sleep can indeed cause irritability, and depending upon the

duration of this disruption, can bring about acute metal agitation. Bar-

biturates are also known to interfere with REM sleep, which has caused

many physicians to reassess their prescribing drug products with such

properties.

Some authorities are quick to point out that a hangover is merely a set of

side effects encountered after the desired effects of an ingested drug
wears off - the drug in this case being ethanol (alcohol). Others have
described hangover as a mild form of withdrawal sickness. Medical
science, with all its advances, has yet to come up with a cure for the

hangover. It would seem that a before the fact approach is well advised.

Simply stated if you don't overindulge you won't be forced to endure the

consequences. Much of this information is taken from Chap. 6, Drugs,

Society & Human Behavior by Oakley S. Ray - 1972. C.V. Mosby Co., St.

Louis, Mo.

Room to Move will be conducting discussion groups, in the near future,

for individuals interested in any area related to alcohol. Watch for an

announcement as to the time and place in the Collegian notices section.

Campus book warehouse

has new annex manager
What does it take to manage a

book store stocked with thousands

of titles which make up a list 200

pages long?

"Broad shoulders and a sense of

humor," according to Ann G.

Broga.

Broga is the new text book annex

manager. She's just arrived from

running a book store at Westfield

State College one tenth the size of

the UMass facility.

But there she did it all and here

she's a specialist. She's running an

8000 square foot, warehouse-like,

million-dollar department that

profits little and serves many.

Books are ordered on the basis of

faculty needs. These needs are

determined by requests for books,

estimates and historical data. The

books are sold to UMass students

with a 5 per cent discount for

hardcover texts.

There's a hitch. The books that

aren't sold are returned to the

publishers. If the books are out-

dated the publisher may refuse

them. As a result, the book annex

will lose money.
What profit is made is returned to

the students through the reduction

of the campus center fee.

The trick is to move fast, ac-

cording to Broga. Overall, the

operation is one of the soundest

among universities in the United

States.

Broga has some changes in

mind, however.

She plans to rearrange the annex

so it will be easier for students to

find the textbooks they need. She's

going to look for more used books

for which demand exceeds supply

at bargain basement prices.

Most importantly, Broga's going

to establish a closer relationship

with the faculty so she can meet

their needs efficiently.

In the meantime she's getting

some help from the University

computer. It's being programmed
for inventory control and text book
ordering. Thumbing through cards

to ascertain usage will become a

thing of the past.

"It's a big challenge and I love

challenges," Broga concluded.

Graphic by Gary Howe

Project PULSE

Survey results indicate

students like Collegian
By a Staff Reporter

A random telephone survey of 140 UMies on

Wednesday November 20 shows undergraduates

generally satisfied with the content of The Collegian,

survey results made available last week reveal.

The survey, conducted by Project PULSE, showed
that a statistically-random sample of undergraduates

generally support inclusion of non-campus news in

the paper, and would favor additional 5-College and

town news in addition to campus coverage. Only 4 per

cent said there should be less AP and UPI news.

PULSE is a student opinion survey project which

provides polls on a variety of campus issues. Funded

by- the administration and based in Whitmore, it is

directed by Ann C. Luciano.

The Collegian survey was conducted by PULSE at

the request of the managing editor to assess

readability, funding and the Below the Salt sup-

plement. It is comparable to a similar PULSE survey

done last spring.

Of 242 students sought by phone, 95 were not in, 7

refused to answer questions, and only 7 of the other

140 said they do not read The Collegian. 133, or 95 per

cent were readers.

Questions were designed by the editors, Luciano

and Prof, of Communications Theory Jennings

Bryant.

Among significant survey results:

-92 per cent of the undergraduate respondents

would rather have the Student Senate continue to

subsidize The Collegian - over half the students

rejected the other options.

-54 per cent believe the Collegian to be biased in

some way and 83 per cent believe it should strive for

"objective" reporting.

-55 per cent read the news sections of the paper

first; 17 per cent the sports section; 14 per cent the

editorial section; 7 per cent horoscope, comics and

crossword page. Last spring, only 28 per cent read the

news section first.

--31 per cent of the respondents cited The Collegian

as their "major source of all news" and 67 per cent

said it was their "major source of campus news but

not of non-campus news."

-63 per cent said Below the Salt is a valuable sup-

plement to The Collegian and should be continued.

However, 27 per cent said they seldom or never read

the Thursday arts-life supplement.

Undergraduate support for continued senate

funding for the newspaper comes at a time when

elected editors are considering eliminating the $80,000

senate subsidy the paper asks each year. They say the

paper can support itself on $170,000 of annual ad-

vertising revenue alone.

Respondents rejected increased advertising in the

paper to eliminate the senate subsidy by a 2.1 margin -

- 62 per cent to 38 per cent. But by a slimmer margin

(58 per cent to 42 per cent) they said they would

accept a paper reduced in number of pages in order to

save the $80,000.

However, only 40 per cent of those responding said

they would be willing to pay a nickel day to support

publication of the paper if the senate subsidy were

wiped out. If all then bought the paper, the circulation

revenue would not make-up for the lost senate funds.

Current circulation of the Collegian is 18,500. If only

40 per cent of 18,000 undergraduates read the paper,

circulation would drop to about 8,000. With 7,000

papers bought daily, e&ch costing a nickel, $350

would be realized.

With 150 issues per year, the newspaper would

retain $52,500 yearly in circulation revenues. The

figure compares with the present $80,000 senate

subsidy.

In order for the $80,000 to be equaled by circulation

revenues alone, 10,600 undergraduates would need to

subscribe to The Collegian at 5 cents per day. That

corresponds to 56 per cent of the undergraduates are

subscribers, as compared with the 40 per cent who
said they would.

A decreased circulation (to 10,600) would decrease

newsprint costs, but advertisers would also be ex-

pected to be less willing to buy ads at ;he current rate

because of the smaHet audience.

In this survey, 55 per cent of the respondents read

news sections first. An identical question asked on a

similar survey of undergraduates last spring showed

only 28 per cent reading news first. In that survey the

favored section was editorial (34 per cent) with sports

almost equal to news (22 per cent).

But 60 per cent said there is "too little" Amherst
and 5-College news, while 31 per cent said there was
the right amount. A small majority of students 56 per

cent felt the amount of photography is "about right"

while 41 per cent thought there should be more.

45 per cent of the undergraduates surveyed said

The Collegian has "generally" been "somewhat
sensitive" to Black, Third World and feminist issues,

and an additional 32 per cent think the paper has been

"sensitive".

54 per cent believe the paper to be biased. Of those
approximately half the paper's readership 82 per cent
felt the paper biased on campus issues, 25 per cent
town; 31 per cent state and 46 per cent national

issues.

The percentages add up to more than 100 because
many respondents indicated bias in more than one of

the four subject areas. Since the percentages only

include the 54 per cent who thought the paper bias in

some way, only 45 per cent thought it bias in campus
news.
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U.S. Congressman Wilbur Mills, (D Ark) visits stripper Fanne Foxe in her

dressing room prior to her appearance on stage at the Pilgrim Burlesque Theatre.

Miss Foxe, better known as Mrs. Annabel Battistella, who was accompanying Mills

during the infamous tidal basin incident in Washington was promised a movie
career by the Congressman.

Mr. Mills says he can get

Ms. Foxe into the movies
BOSTON (AP) - Rep. Wilbur D. Mills, D-Ark.,

appeared on stage Saturday night with stripper Fanne

Foxe, calling her "my little old Argentine hillbilly" and

saying he can get her into the movies, the Boston

Sunday Herald Advertiser reported.

The surprise appearance of Mills came at the end of

Miss Foxe's final performance at the Pilgrim Theatre

burlesque house, where she has been doing a $3,000-

a-week act.

Although Mills' career had seemed endangered

after he was involved in an incident with her in

Washington Oct. 7, the chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee showed little hesitation about

•Jentifying with her during an interview with the

newspaper.

"She's my little old Argentine hillbilly and I've come

here to see her dance. She has a wonderful act and if

she wants to, I know I can get her into the movies,"

Mills said in the interview.

The Herald Advertiser said Mills arrived in Boston

1976 may bring jam-ups

to historic East coast
WASHINGTON \AP\ - Millions

of tourists may have more trouble

getting to the 1976 Bicentennial

celebrations in the East than several

hundred British troops had getting

through Lexington and Concord
200 years ago.

This is the implication of a report

by the Washington Center for

Metropolitan Studies on problems

faced by the states of the "Colonial

Corridor," where the bulk of the

Bicentennial programs will be held.

"It's a warning of possible

widespread inconvenience,
congestion and irritation," said the

Bicentennial Council of the Thir-

teen Original States, which
commissioned the study.

The Bicentennial celebration, as

planned, will be a loosely structured

series of events at historical sites

throughout the country. The report

predicts the total attendance
figures for all the events will be

between 550 million and 750 million

persons.

The massive influx won't be
accommodated unless public
transportation and tourist in-

formation centers are upgraded,
the report says.

A key problem is the possibility

that a gasoline shortage will send
visitors flocking to trains, planes

and buses, which are now in

woefully inadequate supply to carry

the enormous crowds expected,

the study says.

In addition, the loose planning

and sparse information now being

given to travel organizations will

harm tourists' ability to coordinate

their trips to take advantage of all

the activities available.

MDC Classifieds
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Friday night to watch her performance. At the end of

Miss Foxe's final act Saturday about 11:30 p.m., she
took a final curtain call and then told the audience,

according the the Herald Advertiser:

"I'd like you to meet somebody. Mr. Mills. Mr. Mills,

where are you? she said into the darkened theater.

Mills then was led onto the stage and minutes later

he left arm-in-arm with Miss Foxe, 38, known as the

"Argentine Firecracker."

Referring to the Tidal Basin incident in Washington
before the election, Mills said "This darned publicity

didn't hurt me a bit. ..if anything it helped me," the

newspaper quoted him.

After the incident, Mills had conceded he should

have "avoided foreigners who drink champagne,"
referring to Miss Foxe, and made repeated apologies

to his wife and his constituents.

Miss Foxe, divorced and the mother of three, wore
a red wig as she sat beside Mills for the interview in

the theater office.

Looking for a Science Core Elective?

M.A.E. 101 (E)

ENERGY AND MAN
Learn about the current energy situation.

Find out where all the oil went.

DO YOU CARE ABOUT THESE QUESTIONS?

What happens when the wind stops blowing?

Did demoting the energy crisis to a

situation really solve it?

Then Register for M.A.E. 101

Schedule No. 446306 - MWF 11:15 a.m.

No Pre-requisites - Not open to engineering

majors.

You Be The Judge
- RENT NOW AND SAVE! -

Planning to make a move for tha second ••matter? Corns soe ua first. We
offer all the advantages of off-campus living, plus a $25 00 reduction on
your first month's rant.
— court appointed management with professional, on site personnel
— short term lassos available for the second semester.
— with only one month's security depoeit if you qualify.
— security deposit guaranteed In writing end held In an interest-bearing
escrow account.
— this offer is good for spplications mede from Nov. 18th through Dec.
20th. 1974.

- DEALING STRAIGHT - A PLEASANT CHANGE! -
Summer Rentals Available at Reduced Rates.

Brittany Manor
Brittany Manor Drive. Amherst

Tel. 256 8634

Mount Sugarloaf
Rt. 47, Sunderlend

Tel. 666 3866

135 varieties from around the globe

Come in and sample a few

The NEW management invites you to drop by

" 26 Main Street, Amherst 253-2760

^ Monday -Saturday 9 30-600
Hi tffi

GS&SlS

UMW head predicts approval

Miners vote today on contract
CHARLESTON, W. Va. (UP/) - The

United Mine Workers yesterday put on an
11th-hour, radio-TV informational blitz to
persuade striking coal miners to approve a
new three-year wage contract granting them
a 64 per cent increase in economic benefits.

For the first time in the union's history, the
120,000 miners will vote today on whether to
ratify or reject a working agreement.
The results of the secret-ballot vote may

be known Tuesday at the union's
headquarters in Washington.

If approved, as predicted by union leaders
despite pockets of opposition, the miners

could be back to work this week, perhaps as

early as Wednesday. They went on strike

Nov. 12.

UMW president Arnold Miller predicted a

"yes" vote of at least 60 per cent. Union vice

president Mike Trbovich said the agreement
would be approved handily if "the miners

understand it."

Toward that end, the union arranged for

radio and television announcements
throughout the day explaining contract

provisions to the rank and file.

Miller, Trbovich and other UMW in-

ternational and district officers traveled

through the coal fields, speaking at meetings
and talking with miners on the streets.

The informational blitz was concentrated
in the coal fields of Appalachia, particularly in

southern West Virginia where the union's
two largest districts were located and where
the most vocal opposition to the contract
emerged.

Dissident miners traveled roads in Raleigh
County, W. Va., with "Vote it down" signs
attached to their automobiles.

They protested mostly over the lack of a

right-to-strike clause in the proposed con-
tract.

The contract would permit individual
miners to walk off the job if a safety hazard
were detected, but the dissenters wanted the
right to strike en masse if a danger arose in a
mine.

Scattered opposition also was reported in

Illinois, Ohio and some other states.

In weekend travels through West Virginia,

Miller told miners the union negotiators "got
as much as we can get" and cautioned that
rejection of the contract could result in the
strike lasting at least five more weeks,
draining UMW funds and dealing a severe
blow to the country's sagging economy.

Bus objectors march on Dukak/s l House reformers lobby freshman
BOSTON [UP/] - About 5,000

anti-busing demonstrators
motorcaded to the home of Gov.-
Elect Michael S. Dukakis yesterday,
demanding an end to Boston's
court-ordered public school
desegregation program.

Police reported that traffic in a
number of areas in the city, in-

cluding heavily traveled Storrow
Drive, was badly jammed up as
between 2,500 and 3,000 cars
journeyed to Dukakis' Brookline
home in a number of motorcades.

In most cases the cars were

decked out in American and Irish

flags and anti-busing posters as

they made their way through
Sunday traffic, headlights on and
horns tooting.

The first demonstrators arrived at

the Dukakis home about 1 p.m. and
the last of them were gone by 4

p.m., police said. Although many of

the demonstrators left their cars to

stand outside the home, Dukakis

did not make an appearance.

There

arrests.

were no incidents or

Collegian Staff

ELECTIONS
FOR EDITORS

Thursday, Dec. 5
7 p.m.

C.C. 168-170-172

(Nominations due Dec. 1)
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RESTOURANJ

Serving natural, organic and ocean foods

25 Bank Row, Cm nfield, Massachusetts, 01301

Bhagavan Das
will perform and talk with a limited

AFTER SUPPER AUDIENCE

Admission $2.50 Dinner Reservations seated first

Monday/ December 2, Show Time 9 p.m.

Dinner served 5 1 30-8 : 30 featuring

INDIAN SPECIALTIES

as well as our regular menu

Tickets will guarantee your table

774-3930

WASHINGTON (UP/) - Congressional reformers

lobbied the freshman class of 75 House Democrats
yesterday to support a host of proposed reforms for

the 94th Congress.

The new members - elect, along with 216 in-

cumbent Democratic carry-overs, meet in an un-

precedented early party caucus Monday to get a jump
on organizing the House before the 94th Congress
convenes Jan. 14.

The 144 House Republicans in the new Congress
also meet Monday to decide a five-way race for Whip,
the No. 2 House GOP leadership post, and a two-man
contest for chairman of the Republican Conference,
the No. 3 spot.

The early organization plan, adopted this fall,

applies only to the House. The Senate plans to do its

organizing as usual after the new Congress convenes.
Only House incumbents and new members can
participate in the organization meetings - retiring or

defeated incumbents are barred.

Democrats will decide one crucial election-caucus

chairman-before taking up controversial reform

proposals put forth by the Democratic Study Group, a

private organization of about 150 moderate to liberal
House Democrats.
The DSG executive committee invited new

Democrats to a reception Sunday to urge support of
the following reform proposals the group will put to
the caucus:

-Take committee assignment power away from the
Democrats on the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee, who have traditionally had it, and give it to the
Democratic Steering committee, a 21 -member group
of leaders.

-Enlarge Ways and Means, the tax-writing panel,
from its present 25 members to at least 37. Chairman
Wilbur Mills, D-Ark., supports enlargement to 31
members.

-Require that all recorded votes in closed-door
caucus sessions be available to members, meaning
they would be made public.

-Make it easier for freshmen and junior members to
get the subcommittee assignments they seek.

-Restore proxy voting in committees. A committee
reform resolution approved in October banned proxy
votes.

Power struggle seen as Dems meet
WASHINGTON (UP/) - This is the week the

Democrats hang out their laundry in Kansas City.

Their leaders are hoping the display won't be as

tattered as the last display two years ago at Miami
Beach.

The 1974 Conference on Democratic Party
Organization and Policy, which everyone is calling the
"mini-convention," convenes Friday with 2,035
delegates eligible to vote on the details of an official

Democratic charter, the first formal constitution any
major U.S. political party has attempted to write.

The meeting, through Sunday, is expected to draw
5,000 persons from all over the nation.

There is more than enough in the 17-page draft

charter prepared for the mini-convention by a special

party commission to ignite the usual Democratic
family fracas. But a good deal more than haggling

over words is at stake: beneath the surface there still

is a bitter struggle underway for control of the

nation's majority political party.

Before 1968, Democrats used to fight about civil

rights at their national gatherings. Six years ago, they
began battling about the Vietnam War as the specific

issue in a general disagreement over the U.S. role in

world affairs. The sides that formed then-regulars

who backed the thrust of the party's post World War
II Cold War policies, and reformers who demanded a

top to bottom reappraisal of the nation's foreign

policy-remain as the core of internal debate within the

Democratic Party.

This party schism now has permeated practically all

Democratic affairs. What began as an essentially

white, middle class protest against an unpopular war
began, attracting allies in other movements and other

groups - among blacks seeking to translate their civil

rights efforts of the 1960's into political action and
influence, among women responding to the surge of

liberation and among young people told that politics,

not campus uprisings, would change the world.

Lockheed rejects Arab investment bid
BURBANK, Calif. [UP/] -

Lockheed Aircraft Corp., the
nation's largest defense contractor,

confirmed yesterday that it received

but turned down an offer by an
Arab group to invest $100 million in

Lockheed for controlling interest.

"The offer was made about nine

months ago, but it's really a piece

of ancient history now," said

Wiiliam D. Perreault, a Lockheed
vice president.

"The offer was not taken to

Lockheed's board of directors and
it wasn't discussed with the

Defense Department" he said.

The Washington Post reported

Sunday that the Arab investment

plan was confirmed Friday by

Roger Tamarz, a Harvard-educated heads the First Arabian Corp. in

Lebanese investment banker who Beirut.

Israel says guerrillas sought hostages
By THOMAS ACKERMAN

TEL AVIV (UPI) — Arab guerrillas who killed a Moslem Israeli and
seriously wounded his wife in a northern border village were bent on
capturing Jewish hostages for the release of their jailed comrades, military

sources said yesterday.

Israeli gunners shelled two areas of southern Lebanon Sunday with

120mm mortars in routine preventive action against suspected guerrilla

bases.

Two Hebrew-speaking guerrillas of the Al Fatah organization surren-

dered to Israeli troops early Sunday after telling a daughter of the couple

they were sorry after they discovered the family was not Jewish, local

residents said.

The military command in Tel Aviv said one of the Arab gunmen was
slightly wounded, apparently from one of his own ricocheting bullets.

Bus Driver Training

Program

during January.

Applications at FINANCIAL AID OFFICES

AT ALL Five Colleges.

For information call 256-8316.

Rape line

545-COPS

Christmas Cards

Hallmark, Caspar!f

Gordo* Frasor,

Mrod Mainzor

.

A. J. Hastings

45 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.
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Afro-Am now in process of revitalizing itself
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The Afro-American Society is

now in the process of revitalizing

itself in order that it may better

serve the community. Towards this

end we need the time and support

of all the Black students on
campus.
The Afro-American Society

organized in 1966 under the
leadership of Cheryl Evans with
approximately twenty members. In

the fall of 1968 membership grew to

one hundred-twenty. This group
marched on Whitmore with twenty
demands some of which were, a

Black Studies Department, Black

Cultural Center, the hiring of more
Black administrators and faculty,

etc.. Most of these demands were
agreed to and more or less paved
the way for the present Black

community in Amherst which
consists of the Black Cultural

Center, the Black Studies
Department, Black Mass Com-
munications Project, Black ad-

ministrators such as Chancellor

Randolph Bromery, and all other

Black organizations on campus.
The society was also instrumental

in petitioning for more funds for the

CCEBS program during a period

where it was indefinite as to

whether the program would be

Students must
support march
against racism

Today in Boston, a facist school

boycott, weekly mass demon-
strations against "forced bussing",

and racist taunts and violence

directed at Black students are the

cornerstones of a movement which
seeks to roll back and defeat

desegregation of this city's schools.

What is at stake in Boston are

gains won through years of

struggle by the civil rights

movement of the 1960's. The
events in Boston are of national

significance.

The civil rights movement that

defeated Jim Crow in the south
was aided by students all over the

United States. A national
demonstration against racism has
now been called for Dec. 14th bv
Senator-elect William 0wen3 and a

broad range of civil rights, union
and other community leaders. A
local demonstration to help build it

has been called for November 30th.

As students we have an obligation

to help build this national action.

Our actions can be a substantial

contribution to the success of the

December 14th national
mobilization.

A national student Teach-in
should be held on Dec. 13 to help

build the Dec. 14 national
demonstration. Such a teach-in can
dramatically explain why we march
and help to mobilize the Boston
community to participate in the

demonstration. By featuring
national and local civil rights, union,

student and other figures, it can
help get publicity and focus at-

tention on the Dec. 14th march and
rally. It can help to unmask the real

aims of the so-called antibusing

movement and it can play a

significant role in convincing the

honest and decent forces in this

area that they can and must stand

up against the racist offensive.

The student movement must
rekindle its support to the struggle

for equal rights for Black people.

The racist offensive is a challenge

to us. Come to the National Teach-
in Against Racism on December 13;

ALL OUT FOR THE DECEMBER
NATIONAL MARCH AGAINST
RACISM to show the world that

the bigots do not own the streets of

Boston.

Shumway's

Wallpaper A Paint Stort, inc.

320 COLLEGE STREET

Bold and Bright Colors

refunded for upcoming years. It

was involved in sponsoring such

projects as an annual Black Arts
Festival, was part of the seven
college Afro-American Coalition,

involved in various community
projects and gave it's physical

support to the Afro-American
Societies at Amherst, Smith,
Mount Holyoke and the Springfield

Colleges.

The purpose of this organization

is to provide a cultural and political

environment within which Black

students can develop an un-

derstanding of the necessity of

social change, and begin to cope
with the realities here and in the

Black community.
Last year the Afro-American

Society sponsored such activities

as: 1. a rally insupport of the

National Anti-Imperialist Con-
ference that sponsored referen-

dums of support for African

Liberation Struggles, 2. Co-
sponsored the Winter Carni with
Webster Lewis and the National

Mime Company, 4. the purchasing
of art from the works of Valerie

Maynard, 5. a political seminar with

students from Staten Island

Community College, 6. the Black

Musicians Conference, 7. the co-

sponsoring of the Roy Ayers and
Creative Source concerts for

homecoming week.
With the hope that we might

create a more unified feeling

amongst the Black population of

the university we have tentatively

planned such activities as: 1. area-

sponsored Dinners, 2. art shows, 3.

a phone-in center, 4. a Black phone
book, 5. films, and 6. cultural and

political trips. Our first event will be

a Black community dinner spon-

sored by the Afro-American
Society on February 16, 1975 at

which time we will hold a large

community meeting open to all

concerned Black students in-

terested in becoming active

members of the Afro-American
Society.

Remember this is your
organization and in order for it to
best serve you we need your active
support and participation.

Tanzanian Minister on lecture tour
Derek Bryceson, a member of Parliament of

Tanzania and Director of National Parks, will speak on
"The Serengeti" on December 5 in Gamble
Auditorium at Mount Holyoke College at 8:00 p.m.

Mr. Bryceson is presently on a lecture tour of the
United States, sponsored by the L.S.B. Leakey
Foundation offering illustrated lectures focusing on
Tanzania's magnificent animal resources as well as
the challenging economic and political aspects of life

in a newly independent African nation.

Born in Hankow, China, Mr. Bryceson was
educated at Cambridge and later served as a pilot in

Britain's Royal Air Force. In 1947 he went to East
Africa where he farmed for several years. His
nomination, in 1957, as Assistant Minister to the
Ministry of Social Services of Tanzania, was but a
prelude to the years of public service that followed. In

successive years, he has served in the Ministries of
Mines and Commerce, Health and Labour

Agriculture, and Health, and in the elections of 1960,
1965 and 1970 was elected as a Member of Parliament
for Dar es Salaam. His career climaxed in 1972 when
he was appointed to his present post as Director of
National Parks in Tanzania.

His discussion on "The Serengeti" will provide a
description of the game, the habitat and the animal
migrations in the Serengeti Plain and the establish-
ment of the Park System, the ecological situation, and
the relationship of agriculture and grazing in Tanzania.

Mr. Bryceson has recently inaugurated a ranger-
training program which has a three-fold purpose: to
help protect endangered species, to instruct native
rangers in habitat management, and to encourage the
collection and understanding of information about
animal behaviour. What is more, under his leadership,

Tanzania has now banned all forms of hunting. The
public is invited to attend the lecture.

IN STOCK OVER 10,000 ITEMS

SAVER
DISTRIBUTORS

THE CATALOG/SHOWROOM / WAREHOUSE

MFG. SUGG.

LIST PRICE

'424"

COMPLETE
SYSTEM

289
SAVE *13575

The PIONEER XS-434 is rated at 15 watts RMS per channel with a low harmonic distortion of less than 8 per centFM has a Signal to Noise Ratio of 70 dB, usable sensitivity of 1.9 uV, muting to eliminate inter-station noise. Other
features include a tape deck, magnetic turntable, hookups for two pairs of speakers.

The CREATIVE 222 is a two-way speaker system with 6" Woofer, four layer voice coil for low Freqencies and 3"
Tweeter for mid and high Frequency ranges. Oiled walnut case wjth matching grill cloth.

The BSR 260—AX has a full size steel platter, counter balanced low-mass, adjustable anti-skatinq and cup—pause
control. Shure M-81 cartridge, base dust cover.

1351 Mom St

SPRINGFIELD

87 Mam St

GREENFIELD

1 504 Northampton St

HOLYOKE

BURT S MINI PAYSAVER
Century Center

< WEST SPRINGFIELD

Hamp Ploza

NORTHAMPTON

705 MEADOW ST
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INDEX editor announces senior portrait bid awarded
The INDEX announced last week

that Purdy Studios of Boston has
been awarded the senior portrait

bid for the 1975 edition of the
yearbook.

According to John Neister,
editor-in-chief of this year's book,
the entire staff is very impressed
with the quality and co-operation
that has been exhibited by Purdy
thus far. Equally impressing is the

reputation that Mr. Norman
Benrimo, the photographer who
will shoot all of the portraits here at

UMass, has gained for his work at

other colleges such as the
University of New Hampshire.

Kermit Plinton, this year's

business manager, pointed out

that, as last year's senior section

editor, he received many com-
plaints about the way the senior

Dortrait photographers from
Chicago treated the seniors and
their proofs. "This should definitely

not happen with Purdy Studios.

Their quality and proof mailing

system is infinitely better than the

last company, so everyone is

guaranteed satisfaction."

Mary Skowera, the 1975 senior

section editor, is askina seniors to

f notes & quotes ]

Flexible curriculum

offers alternatives
Listed below are Education Learning Experiences that are now available

t
under the School of Education's Flexible Curriculum. The purpose of the
Flexible Curriculum is to provide alternative choices when developing a
program of studies.

By maintaining a modified record-keeping and scheduling system within
the School of Education, which supplements the University's system, it is

possible to have courses which break away from the three-credit, full

semester standard. Registration is in Room 151 Hills South. For additional
information call the Flexible Curriculum Office, 151 Hills South (5-1557) or
Academic Affairs Office, 123 School of Education (5-0236).

No. 3045 - spec. Prob. in Ed: Values Clarification for the Helping
Professions - Section II, Dec. 2, 4, 9, 11, 7-9:30 p.m., 15-100 mods, S.
Simon, Holds 203.

An introduction to the theory and strategies, thus learning them for use
with people we help.

No. 3046 - Spec. Prob. in Ed: Values Clarification for the Helping
Professions - Section II - Brief Intro to Values Clarification, Dec. 2, 7-9:30,
15 mods, S. Simon, Holds 203.

An introduction to values clarification strategies.

Winterbreak flight to Rio

planned by UMass-NECLAS
UMass and the New England

Council of Latin American Studies

(UMass-NECLAS) is organizing a

charter flight to Rio de Janeiro,

Brazil for its members during the

Winter break.

This flight leaves December 31
from New York to Rio and returns
on January 21. Price of the flight is

$330.00 plus a registration fee of
$10.00.

Optional features are hotel ac-

commodations in Copacabana and
a three-credit course offered

through the History Department on

Brazilian Civilization and taught in

English by Brazilian scholars. This is

the second year this charter is being

offered. Last year's flight sent 142

people who enjoyed a rich ex-

perience during the high summer
season in Brazil.

For further information contact:

Prof. Antonio Andrade, Jr.,

Department of Spanish and Por-

tuguese (545)0613 or 545-2887), 408
Herter Hall.

UJMUA
8:30 a.m. — Hightides — Jeff Jawer, MUA's

resident astrologer says that the moon is in Aries

today, so get up and go.

7 p.m. — Quarter Banana Poetry Show — Poetry to

soothe the working UMie.

7:15 p.m.— Musical Flashbacks— This week Vinny

goes back to 1972.

10:15 p.m. — Focus — Ken AAosakowski looks at the

rising problems of alcoholism among youths.

Guests include members of the staff of room to

move.

11.1 FH

submit a candid, black and white

glossy photo, since "ihe idea and
layout seemed to be very popular in

last year's book." She is also asking

seniors to submit their favorite

quote that is "hopefully original and
unique" to be added to the section

for the 1975 book.

Sittings for Senior Portraits beoin

this week for Januarv 1975

graduates and will run through the
middle of next week. Several night

sittings will be held for those
students that are student teaching
off campus during the day. Ap-
pointments can be made outside

the Index office on the balcony of

the Student Union (Room 409) or

by calling 545-2874 in the af-

ternoons.

Staff Photo by Chris Bourne

After all that good food and good times, back to the harsh realities of UMass.

New two year advisory program

will provide aquatic information
A two year program called Aquaculture Engineering

Advisory Services has been initiated by the

Aquaculture Engineering Laboratory, according to

Professor John Zahradnik, project leader for UMass.

The program is supported by the National Sea
Grant Program, U. S. Dept. of Commerce. The ad-

visory services include technical and scientific aquatic

information, bio-engineering systems, educational

programs and Youth Sea Farm Institutes similar to 4-

H Clubs.

The services are expected to aid shell fishermen,

related industries, municipalities and other,
organizations.

The program was undertaken by the laboratory in

cooperation with the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

Professor John Huguenin has been assigned to the
services headquartered in Wareham.
New to UMass, he was affiliated with Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institute where he was an engineer in

the biology department. He was responsible for

managing the planning, design, construction and
operation of the aquaculture research complex at

Woods Hole.

His experience includes culturing shellfish, shrimp,

lobster, seaweeds and salmonid fish.

Human sexuality weekend workshops

scheduled by Ever/woman's Center
Registrations are still being

accepted for the Human Sexuality

Weekend which will be held on

December 7th and 8th. This is one

of the several workshops offered

through the Days and Weekends
Program which is sponsored by

Everywoman's Center.

This workshop is designed to

help women explore the myths,

social pressures and previous

experiences which have influenced

our sexual selves. Work will be

toward increased self-awareness,

clarification of individual values and

increased appreciation for

sexuality. Organizers say they will

share, support and explore

sexuality, masturbation methods,

patterns, fantasies and delights.

w,

ANNUAL SKI SALE
BY U.MASS. SKI CLUB

DEC. 5, 6, 7

10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Lower Level of C.C.

NEEDS $ ?

Sell your used equipment.

Drop-off C.C. Concourse

Dec. 2, 3, 4 10 4

For further information call

Everywoman's Center 545-0883 or

come by, Goodell Hall, Room 598.

Annual event
on overseas
program set
On Tuesday, December 3rd at 8

p.m. the annual "Freiburg Abend"
will be held in the 6th floor lounge,

Herter Hall. All graduate and un-

dergraduate students interested in

learning about the UMass overseas

program at the University of

Freiburg, Germany and urged to

attend.

Former participants will be

present to discuss their experiences

in the program and to answer

questions. Slides, reflecting life in

Freiburg will be shown. Light

refreshments will be served.

Sooner
)

or later

you'll

come to

SCAB SriMeS "
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Bicycle paths being considered
Senator William M. Bulger ID-

Bos) announced recently that he is

studying a new program to con
struct bicycle paths throughout

Massachusetts.

The proposal if implemented,

could provide a strong new in-

centive to expanding traditional

uses of bicycles and to encourage
their use in urban areas as an

alternative to commuting by
automobile.

Bulger stated, "The -bicycle can

be a tremendous way to get to

work as well as great recreation for

families. The problem is that

bicycles are not compatible with

cars. Anyone who has ridden

around Boston knows how
dangerous it can be to ride on city

streets."

The program would establish a

Bicycle Path Fund to be used

exclusively for constructing paths.

A city or town would be able to

receive up to 80 per cent reim-

bursement for the cost of building

bike paths that have received prior

approval from the Commissioner of

Public Safety.

A variety of funding approaches

are being looked at including a

small charge on bicycles costing

over $100, increasing bicycle

registration fees, and increasing

fees on other recreational vehicles

such as snowmobiles and trailbikes.

Approval for reimbursement would

be given only if there were enough
money in the fund at the time. The

Peace Corps

and VISTA
reps here
Peace Corps and VISTA

representatives will be back at

UMass on December 3-5 from 9

a.m. -4:30 p.m. at the Campus
Center Concourse. Seniors and

graduate students can sign-up for

interviews at Berkshire House.

Representatives are speaking to

interested students about what
alternatives are open to them upon
graduation.

Mary Martha Beaton, a recruiter

from the Boston office states, "Our

October visit was a tremendous

success. We spoke to over 250

students about programs available

to them and helped 43 students

complete applications."

Mary-Martha, a Peace Corps

volunteer who served two separate

terms in Thailand and Morocco
says, "It's important to complete an

application early. There is no

obligation involved and it does give

students another alternative to

consider when they graduate. If

invited to a program, an individual

can either accept, decline or

postpone an invitation. The main

problem is that it takes 3 months to

process an application and as long

as 6 months for placement."

There is no formal interview for

Peace Corps or VISTA. Everything

is based on what a person says on

his application.

Sue Alley, a former VISTA
volunteer and alumni of UMass
asserts that UMass students have a

strong commitment and interest in

volunteer programs. Peace Corps

and VISTA are two programs

which allow students to expand on

these interests and share their skills

with others.

Peace Corps is a two year

program in 61 undeveloped
countries in Africa, Asia, Latin

America and the Pacific. VISTA is a

one year program in the United

States. Both programs furnish

substance living allowances, health

benefits, transportation and

vacation time.

money would then be set aside on a

project by project basis, so that it

would be impossible to overdraw
on the account.

"We are anxious to have input

from interested people," Bulger

said. "Europeans have extensively

used bicycles for a long time

showing that it can be done safely

and inexpensively. I think that

imaginative programs like this could

be a stimulus for saving energy

while having fun."

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS
COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT TRAINING ACT JOBS

The Town of Amherst, Massachusetts has created severel temporary,

full-time public employee positions for the period December 1, 1974

through November 30, 1976 under the Comprehensive Employment
Training Act of 1973.

The following positions have been created: Library Assistant.

Secretary. Resource Msteriels Assistant, Speech Thereplst, Parking

Ticket Clerk, Counselor, Staff Architect, Planning Aide.

In order to be eligible for any of these positions an Individual muat

1. Reside in Hampshire County
2. Be unemployed for thirty days
3. And fall into one of the following categorlee:

a. Minorities
b. Handicapped
c. Veteran who served in

Indochina after Auguat 5, 1964

d. Manpower Trainee
e. High School Dropout
f. Limited English Speaking
g. Technologically Displaced
h. Offender or ex offender
i. Over age 46
j. Under age 22
k. Welfare Recipient
I. Female Head of Household

For epplication forms, qualifications for individual poaltiona. Job des-

criptions, determination of program eligibility and further information,
contact Thomas Trabucco, the Tower Room, Office of the Town Menagar,
Town Hall, Amherst, Massachusetts 01002. Telephone 263-9708.

The deadline for submission of applications will be Friday, Dec. 13th.
1974.

The Town of Amherst ie an Equal Opportunity Employer and
welcomes all eligible applicants irregardlees of age, race, creed, color, sex
or national origin.

Migrant worker cause draws support from many

The Austrian
alternative

Apply now to experience one of the most exciting year abroad'

programs available, centrally located in Bregenz, Austria, near

Europe's finest winter sports areas.

Live with an Austrian family • No language requirement for

admission • Learn German by using it • Independent travel

and organized excursions throughout Europe • Skiing and ski

instruction • Fully accredited • Transferable credits.

Curriculum includes Humanities. Social Sciences and Physi-

cal Education.

Open to sophomores, juniors and seniors

from all accredited colleges For details write:

WAGNER COLLEGE
STUDY PROGRAM
WAGNER COLLEGE
Staten Island, New York 10301

(212) 390-3107

ByCARLLUKENS
Staff Reporter

Over 300 people from varied

areas and walks of life participated

in a demonstration of support for

the migrant worker cause in

Chelsea last Tuesday, strategically

taking place two days before
Thanksgiving. It was the first time a

group of people supporting the
grape and lettuce boycott gained

access to the New England
Produce Center, Chelsea Market,

without being arrested, as was the

case four years ago.

The demonstration was an at-

tempt to discourage the buying of

grapes on the wholesale level

according to march organizers. This

march, the periodic picketing of the

Market, and other actions like them
elsewhere, such as the picketing of

the Big Y supermarkets a week
after they broke their 3-week old

commitment and began selling

scab grapes, have apparently been
successful.

The marchers were told by Mick
Jones, the coordinator of the New
England Boycott at the end of the

demonstration that "80 per cent of

the grapes sent East by the grape
growers were on consignment,"
meaning the growers were selling

the grapes for* whatever they could

get.

BREGENZ
13th YEAR

A Hewlett-Piackard
pocket calculator is a gift

for a lifetime.

news

analysis
niversity of massachusetts

arts council

presents

The National Dance
'Company of Senegal
Friday December 6 8pm Amherst High Auditorium

TICKETS: S4 and S3 general $2 and 51.50 umass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, U MASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

J

Other signs of success for the

farm workers were stated in a AFL-
CIO United Farm Workers
phamphlet: USDA unload figures

show that grape shipments to the

East are down 45 per cent-50 per

cent from last year. USDA also

reports that there are more grapes
in cold storage than in 1969, when
the boycott was first won. At
present, there are 8 million boxes of

grapes in storage. Last year at this

time there were only 4 million, in

1969, 5 million.

The demonstrators, despite the

wind, slush, cold and snow,
assembled at Everett Station in

Chelsea at approximately 6 a.m., at

which time protest placards and
signs were passed out. The group
of marchers were aligned in a

column approximately 5 abreast,

and led along the route and in

different chants by marshals, most
of whom were AFL-CIO members.

The group of marchers included

clergy, the Elderly, union people

and people of other causes,

students, workers, and even a small

family — people from varied walks

Of life.

The March then proceeded for

about 6 city blocks to the New
England Produce Center, where

they encountered little opposition

to their entrance. 'After marching

along the loading docks of the

Center and avoiding the many
trucks and fewer cars coming and
going, the demonstraters
assembled outside in 3 rotating

rings of more than 100 each. They
picketed the entrance to the

Produce Center without physically

inhibiting the flow of vehicles in and
out of the entrance.

The police did not come in any
strength until after the marchers

had been inside the market, when
they placed themselves between
the 3 groups of picketers and the

entrance to the Market.

The Marchers received varied

reactions from the truck drivers and

the loading dock workers to their

march around the Center. Some
workers expressed either

amusement, indifference, or less

often disturbance, but most
seemed to respect the sizeable and

strong group that almost con-

tinuously chanted and marched,

despite the wind and cold.

Chants such as the following

could be heard from numb lips:

"AFL-CIO says scab grapes have

got to go," "We shall not be

moved, we shall not be moved, just

like a tree standing by the water, we
shall not be moved," "Don't buy
lettuce, don't buy grapes, don't buy
wine that Gallo makes," and "1-2-

3-4, don't buy grapes anymore, 5-6-

7-8, get Gallo to negotiate, 9-10-11-

12, get the grapes off the shelves."

During the demonstration, some
of the representatives from other

causes passed out literature on
their respective causes.

"Probably the most ' successful

and beneficial aspect of the march
was the prevalence in the air of a

sense of brotherhood and optimism
held by the marchers for one

another," said one marcher from

UMass, wishing to remain
nameless, adding, "I got caught up
in the whole thing".

The student went on to say that

he "left the demonstration with

respect for and admiration of the

friendly people" with whom he

marched.

When asked about the reactions

of the workers on the loading

docks, the student replied, "I think

some of them realize that they have

a common cause-that of the

working class".

Nature center brings people

closer to their environment
The Long Plain Nature Center is a small non-profit organization whose

main purpose is to bring people into a more personal relationship with their

environment. This is accomplished by bringing together people who
already know something about the natural environment with those who
want to learn more.

One of the projects this year is to bring interesting people into the

Amherst elementary schools to broaden their natural science curriculum.

They say they are especially interested in live animals or small exhibits

which can be brought into the classrooms to show the kids.

Anyone who feels they have a special interest in some aspect of natural

science and would like to share it with others in this way, should call Jackie

Speeter (at 665-3463) or Gordon Schimmel (at 545-3480).

The Nttf Retire
1 *•*

Iff Ho Piquant St.

Amherst 2J3-SJN

The HP-35 Electronic Slide Rule
Performs all basic arithmetic, trig and
log calculations automatically

Has an Addressable
Memory, displays 10

digits m fixed

decimal or scien-

tific notation,

automatical'y

positions decimal

point throughout its

?00decade range.

Cost, $225*

The HP-45
Advanced Scientific
Performs 44 scientific

functions including

vector arithmetic,

rectangular to

it conversion,

meanandstandarddev
ation Has9 Addressable
Memo- I

programmed calculator foi all

scientists, engineers and students

of science and engineering.

The HP-65 Fully Programmable.
The world's ou\\ fully programmable pocket

calculator. You can write, edit and record

programs up to 100-steps long. You can take

advantage of HP pre-recorded programs,

,ou gam the speed/accuracy benefits

' A programming without writing your own.

Performs 51 pre-programmed functions.

Cost, $795*

Make this a special Christmas. Ask for an

instrument crafted to last your working lifetime and

designed to solve the problems you can expect to

encounter throuahout that lifetime.

All models in stock:

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Confer
Open Wed. nite 'til 8

The HP-70 Business.
Performs all sorts of general business, in-

terest, financial management, lending,

borrowing and saving calculations —
precisely, quickly, easily. A Finan-

cial Memory Bank lets you enter

numbers in any order and
change them anytime.

Has 2 Addressable
Memories and
a very affordable

price. $275*

TheHP-80
Financial.
Performs virtually

all time/money
calculationsmsec-
onds. Has a 200-

year calendar, an
Addressable
Memory. Lets you

make new kinds of

management calculations

that enable you to make better

decisions. Cost, $3

9

'All HP pocket calculators have Hewlett-Packard's

patented RPN logic system with 4 Memory Stack.

Prices exclude state and local taxes.

HEWLETT
ft

PACKARD

Sales and service from 172 offices m 65 countries

[*>iv ' PfunerKlqe Ave Cupertino. CA 16014

TAKE COMMAND OF YOUR FUTURE
The Opportunity to be a COMMISSIONED OFFICER is available to all qualified students. The Navy is currently accepting

applications for a variety of interesting and challenging OFFICER positions for COLLEGE STUDENTS with different academic

backgrounds. YOU may have what it takes to qualify for:

NUCLEAR POWER NAVAL AVIATION NAVY LINE OFFICER NAVY NURSE CORPS

SEE YOUR NAVY INFORMATION TEAM ON CAMPUS

Date: Dec. 3 & 4 Location: Berkshire House or call 518-472-4424 today
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Letters to the editor }

Ed Cohen - half truth artist

To the Editor:

Ed Cohen's commentary on "Peace in the Middle East" is a

skillful collection of half truths about Israeli history and

defamations of Israeli society followed by a sanitized statement of

support for the PLO and other terrorist groups. He concludes with

the earnest hope that Jews will discard Zionism (a term Cohen

never defines) andjoin Palestinian Arabs and surrounding nations

in an affirmation of common Semitism. Lest we construe this

vision to be racist, we are assured that "each should help the

other to advance against exploitation."

No doubt Cohen's motivations are noble. Apparently they were

sufficiently noble for him to feel justified in magnifying Israeli

social problems and insensitivities while ignoring those of Israel's

adversaries. Consider the historical record:

Cohen mentions the 1917 Balfour Declaration promising the

creation of a Jewish Homeland in Palestine as a unilateral blow

against Palestinian nationalism. He neglects to mention Britain's

subsequent creation of the Arab state of Transjordan five years

later, a state containing 80 per cent of the land in the Palestinian

Mandate. While he mentions British restrictions on Jewish im-

migration to Palestine, he does not mention that Arab immigration

was completely unrestricted in this period and that the non-

Jewish population of the remaining portion of Palestine doubled

between 1922 and 1947.

Cohen's article contains remarkable examples of un-

derstatement. He tells us that "The Jewish population continued

to grow, and as it did, Arab objection grew proportionately.

"

In 1920, 5 Jews were killed and 200 wounded in a pogrom in

Jerusalem. In 1921, 47 Jews were killed in similar riots. In 1929,

133 Jews were killed and 339 injured in Safed and Hebron. The

"Zionist" victims of these pogroms were orthodox Jews whose

communities dated back to the 16th Century and before.

Britain reacted to these events by restricting Jewish im-

migration. With the dawning of Nazism in Europe, immigration

was further reduced.

The article proceeds to leapfrog over the Second World War,

the refusal of the Western Powers to accept Jewish refugees, the

annihilation of European Jewry, and the refugisation of the

remnant that survived. Since Cohen is intent on establishing the

guilt of "Zionists" for the enmity between Jew and Arab, he

chooses not to mention the role the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem

played in collaboration with the Nazis, culminating in his address

to a 1943 rally at Nuremburg. Moreover, in his subsequent choice

of population statistics for the partition, he chooses to ignore the

fact that 100,000 Jerusalem Jews (out of a total citizenry of

165,000) were trapped and placed under seige in an "in-

ternationalized" Jerusalem. Nor is mention made of hundreds of

thousands of Jews kept in refugee camps in Europe and Cyprus

for three years because the British would not let them enter

Palestine. No mention is made of the genocidal rhetoric of the

Arab leadership at that time and the effect it had on Jews with

fresh memories of genocide from three years before. On May 15,

1947, the Secretary General of the Arab League made the in-

famous statement that "This will be a war of extermination and a

momentous massacre which will be spoken of like the Mongolian

massacres and the Crusades." Surely such a statement by a

member of the anti-Zionist leadership shows at least as much
insensitivify as Cohen's quotation from Chaim Weizmann.

Cohen tells us of 750,000 Palestinian refugees. He does not tell

us of the evacuation of 700,000 Jews from the Arab world

to Israel in the face of pogroms in Libya, Iraq, and Egypt. We read

instead a vague allusion to ""Oriental Jews', Jewish people from

Africa and Asia. " His purpose in mentioning these Jews at all is to

refer to their difficulty in entering Israeli life; he does not deem it fit

to mention that Iraqi, Syrian, Egyptian, and Yemeni Jews had

their property confiscated upon leaving those countries, that upon

entering Israel they were housed in refugee camps, that those

camps ceased to exist twelve years ago because of a tremendous

national effort towards assimilation.

Further allegations are made regarding Israel's treatment of its

Arab citizens and of Arabs in the occupied territories. We are told

that Israeli Arabs must carry identification papers at all times. We
are not told that all Israeli citizens are required by law to carry

identification, as is the practice in many countries. No mention is

made of the fact that Israeli citizens, Arabs and Jews, participate

in a democratic government in which minority and religious rights

are constitutionally guaranteed. Israeli society is far from perfect;

however Cohen presents his case against Israeli society only to

deny the right of that society to exist. There exist genuinely op-

pressive states in the Arab World, feudal monarchies and military

dictatorships, with enormous social problems. Their right to exist

is not an issue, nor is the persecution of Jews still remaining in

Iraq and Syria even alluded to in Cohen's article.

Cohen's talent for understatement reaches new levels when he

tells us that "...the Palestinian Liberation Organization and various

Palestinian movements...have succeeded in keeping the

Palestinian people visible and the Palestinian question alive..."

Palestinian terrorist groups have killed 52 and wounded over

100 people at Kiryat Shmona, Ma'alot, Nahariya, and Shamir. The

"Zionists" murdered were as often as not women and children.

They include Israeli Arabs as well as Jews. This is visibility.

On July 23, 1968, the PLO hijacked an E1A1 plane to Algiers.

Since then 38 civilian planes have been attacked or hijacked by

terrorists. At Lod airport (May 30, 1972) 26 passengers - mostly

tourists from Puerto Rico — were slaughtered and 80 more in-

jured; in Athens (August 5, 1973) 5 people were killed and 54

wounded; in Rome (December 17, 1973) 31 were killed and 30

wounded. The Palestinian Front For the Liberation of Palestine, a

rival to the PLO, claimed responsibility for the 1970 explosion of a

Swissair jetliner that took 47 lives.

Terrorists have also hijacked a train carrying Russian Jewish

refugees, grenaded an Arab market in Gaza (2 dead, 42 injured),

the Tel Aviv bus station (12 dead, 50 injured), the Cave of Mach-

pelah in which Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are buried (48 injured)

and they have blown up a school bus in Eilat (2 dead, 28 injured).

Israeli responses to this terror against Israeli civilians have been

retaliation via aerial bombing of guerrilla bases and refugee

camps. These responses have been ineffective, senseless, bloody,

and cruel. They have also been condemned as such by the United

Nations and much of Jewish world opinion. Palestinian terrorism

has not been condemned in the UN or, to my knowledge, by any

Arab government except Jordan. Last week such terrorism was

legitimized and praised by the UN.

Which brings us to the.last point Cohen raises. "The Israelis,

Palestinians, and the rest of the Arab world must try to overlook

past animosities and work toward a future of peace in the Middle

East. " It is still possible to envision a Palestine in which Israel is at

peace with her neighbors, including a Palestinian Arab state, a

Palestine in which the endeavor of building societies of com-

passion becomes the focus of national energies now devoted to

national survival. I cannot believe, however, that this end is served

by telling half of a history, as Ed Cohen has done, nor is it served

by legitimizing terror and murder by the world community.

Vic Elias

Dorm a dump, food repetitive
Td the Editor:

/ am writing this letter in regard to the housing policy here at

UMass I feel that it is both unfair and unconstitutional that we
should be forced to live somewhere because of poor judgement
on the part of the university.

It is my understanding from talking to many people that when
Southwest was built, huge loans had to be taken out. Along with

huge loans come huge payments. These payments cannot be

made unless the dorms are kept full. This is the reason for the

stringent regulations and the very infrequent exemptions.

I have lived on the same floor for two years now. There are

stains on the rugs, writing on the walls and broken windows in the

lounge that have been there as long as I can remember, and who
knows how long before that. The grafitti on the bathroom walls,

long outlasts the people that wrote it. And by the end of the week.

Give to Globe Santa
To the Editor:

It's almost that time of year again. ..friends. Time to start saving

money for gifts, holiday cards, decorations and so forth. Soon it

will be the season of high spirits, "peace and goodwill towards

man. " Think of how fortunate you are to share and enjoy the

holiday spirit. Well, a lot of families are not as fortunate as yours

and mine. During the holiday season, some of these families will

not be receiving gifts, eating big dinners and getting new clothes.

Let's help out these families, especially the children. Starting on

December 2, we will be having a fund-raising drive for the

"Boston Globe Santa" in the campus center. The "Boston Globe

Santa" raises money for needy families every year at this time. So

I ask you from the bottom ofmy heart to think about this and help

us out if you possibly can. Any contributions will be greatly ap-

preciated. Thank you.

Louis F. Ueitao

Globe Santa Fund

the trash room on the floor smells worse than the town dump. Not
to mention the conditions on weekends. The bathrooms become
disgusting and the blacked out elevators are even worse.

Unfortunately, along with living in the dorms we are forced to

ea{dining commons food. It is not uncommon to eat chicken two
or three nights a week and see the same vegetable two or three

days in a row. By halfway through the semester, most students
dread meals rather than look forward to them.
When you add it all up, it comes out to this: we are forced to live

in dirty, poorly maintained, cramped quarters with no privacy and
forced to eat lousy food. I know that I could live much better than
I am now for the amount of money that I am forced to pay. I think

that it is about time that the University did something about it. It is

up to the students to put the pressure on them.

Peter Dupuis

/ did not write it!

To the Editor:

A letter appeared in the Daily Collegian of Monday, November
25, 1974 purportedly dealing with the food crisis in some Third

World countries. My name was attached to that letter. I did not

write it and I wish to totally disassociate myself from the naive and
insulting statements made in it.

I would appreciate your giving an explanation of how this

happened.

Donald F. St. Mary
Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Dunkathon Today
The Collegian drive to help the hungry is sponsoring a dunkathon today on the Campus

Center Concourse. The dunkees are listed below with appropriate times. It will cost twenty-

five cents to soak the heads of these campus ne'er-do wells. The money will be used to feed

the hungry.

Times

11:30 to 12

12 to 12:30

12:30 to 1

1 to 1:30

1 :30 to 2

2 to 2:30

2:30 to 3

3 to 3:30

Today
Dunkee

11:30 to 12

12 to 12:30

12:30 to 1

1 to 1 :30

1 :30 to 2

2 to 2:30

2:30 to 3

3 to 3:30

Kris Jackson, MDC Cartoonist

Jerry Lazar, Editor-in-Chief, MDC

Don McGilvray, MDC Cartoonist

Dean Tucker, MDC Executive Editor

Fred Weiss, MDC Columnist

Steve Tripoli, MDC Columnist

Zamir Nestelbaum, MDC Columnist

Reid Fishman, MDC Columnist

Tomorrow

Mark Citron, Co-chairperson,

Student Health Advisory Board

Martin Miller, Chairperson,

SGA Academic Affairs Comm.
Rick Savini, SGA President

Steve Saraceno, MDC Sports Writer

Dave Eibel, MDC Sports Editor

Mark Tripuka, UMass Football QB

Dennis Kiernan, UMass Football

Co-captain, Linebacker

Steve DeCosta, MDC Sports Writer

{ Zamir Nestelbaumm ¥

The Icelandic Connection
The White House disclosed today the signing of a new Arms

Limitation Pact with the Peoples Republic of Iceland. Press

Secretary Ron Nessen elaborated on the details of the plan at a

News Conference earlier this morning.

Q: "Mr. Nessen, does the Arms Limitation Pact signed last

week with the Soviet Union have anything to do with this new
one?"

Nessen: "Why yes it does have some bearings as to the

agreement reached by Ford and Brezhnev in an exclusive

sanitarium outside of Vladivostok last week. Some people

discounted the pact saying it was signed by a bunch of crazies in

Siberia, but will thats what they might end up!"

Q: "What about the details of the agreements — how are they

alike?"

Nessen: "They are alike in several ways. In this pact with

Iceland, we have agreed to set a ceiling on all our nuclear

weapons. Since we have a clear superiority on all fronts over the

Icelandese, the terms of the agreement allow them to catch up to

us in these areas. Once they have achieved parity — Thats It."

Q: "Do you mean to maintain that the road is open for Iceland

to build its own nuclear devices and warheads and in-

tercontinental ballistic missiles to deliver them?"
Nessen: "Not only Iceland but Greenland if they want. Its only

fair. After all we ARE ahead and shouldn't they be allowed to

reach parity. Our security in the vital North Sea is at stake!"

Q: "How will they do it? The Peoples Republic of Iceland or

even Greenland lack the facilities to launch such a massive new
program of arms production."

Nessen: "Ah! Thats where the second part of our agreement

comes in. Much thanks is owed to the patriotic qualities of some
of our big companies like Boeing, Lockheed, Dupont and ITT who

Zamir Nestelbaum is a

have stepped in and volunteered to supply Iceland with all of the

essentials. ..all the way from napalm to Trident submarines. Its

wonderful what these loyal corporations will do for American

Foreign Policy."

Q: "But these companies will be supplying a nation who could

conceivably use these weapons against us!"

Nessen: "A mere technicality. The important thing is to live up
to our agreement with the Icemen in good faith. That's whats
made America strong.

Q. "Are there any other terms that we should know about, or

haven't you already done enough."
Nessen: "Why yes, as a matter of fact there are. Since the spirit

of these agreements with Russia and Iceland is to reach and
maintain a common ceiling of weapons beyond which no one will

venture, it has come to our attention that Iceland has one
superiority over us.."

Q: "Whats that?"

Nessen: 'They have more handguns and tommyguns than we
do. And so, in order to reach that parity that we must to achieve

world peace, a handgun will be issued and mailed to every man,
woman and child in America. That loyal and patriotic organization,

the National Rifje Association has volunteered to oversee the

distribution to make sure that everybody gets a rod.

Q: "What will turning America, Iceland, Russia and Greenland

into armed camps accomplish."

Nessen: "It's simple. As long as everybody builds up to the

maximum ceiling of arms there are in the world, and then no more,

world peace can surely be kept and nurtured. After all, what sane

and logical man or woman would blow his neighbors head off,

when he or she knows that his neighbor could easily do the same?
It all makes so much perfect sense."

Collegian Columnist.

{
Christine 3 Dillard

J

Thanksgiving in retrospect
Sometimes, it's hard to feel thankful at Thanksgiving, but

maybe a sense of perspective will help to spark a bit of that

holiday spirit. After all, being thankful can be a relative thing.

For example, many of us are not exactly thrilled with President

Ford. But then, we don't have Nixon to kick around anymore.

That may not be much, but it is something.

For those that fasted November 21, perhaps that one day of self

imposed hunger made that turkey dinner all the more, enjoyable. It

wasn't all that hard to go one day without food. One thing that

made it easy was the fact that food was obtainable, and that the

hunger was a matter of choice. For myself, at 12:25, I was able to

eat in the campus center coffee shop and enjoy it as never before.

Unfortunately, the real world hungry aren't half so lucky. When I

think about them, I begin to feel thankful. •

A cynical friend of mine commented that Americans wasted

enough food on Thanksgiving to have fed most of the world's

starving. I question the statistics about that, but it does seem that

Americans really waste an incredible amount of food. The Boston

Globe series about Tuscon trash and the percentage of edible

food thrown out is enough to make one wonder whatever hap-

pened to the value of thrift.

On a very small scale, we on campus students can feel thankful

that for this little vacation we woke up in a room outside of a

Chris Dillard is a

dormitory. Four days away from roommates, loud stereos, lousy

elevators, and from a stair case that has shit in it. A whole
weekend without facing bathrooms that make one retch! Then I

imagine what it would be like to be a janitor in one of these dorms
and I feel really thankful.

For all of us at UMass, Thanksgiving is the beginning of the end

to the Fall semester. Midterms are over, and finals about to begin.

Those major papers are due with exhausting frequency these

days, along with the lengthy lists of books to be read. The number

of days left to procrastinate with are becoming few. For some of

us, Thanksgiving is a looked forward to time to catch up with all

that work. For others, it is a time to forget what it means to be a

college student, and get some badly needed rest.

Being a student is in itself something to be thankful for. At least

for the time being, all of us are not forced to work full time as

secretaries, waitresses, construction workers, or assembly line

workers. Although with the economy going the way it is, we may
not be so lucky when we graduate.

If it seems like I'm looking for things to be thankful for, I am.

The reason is that after these few days of being thankful, we all

have to face those things that I've been comparing our blessings

to. I hope everyone had a happy whatever.

Collegian Columnist

The blob devours the S.U.B.
By THOMAS BARRESI

The collapse of the Student Union Building on Thursday

(November 21, 1975) was a terrible shock to us all. Who would

have thought that a huge fault would develop in the center of our

own UMass campus and threaten to draw us all into its slime. The

causes of this phenomenon have, until now, been withheld.

It has been reported by Professor Robert Would that the huge

fissure where the S.U.B. once stood is now filled with a gooey

colloidal substance mixed with various solids causing the disin-

tegration and decomposition of the surrounding land masses. This

colloid (apathic sulphate) seems to be in a huge pool at the former

site of the S.U.B. and is seeping below the earth's surface,

causing the rest of the campus to flow towards, and eventually

into, this fault. This astounding phenomenon threatens to suck

almost the entire campus into a pool of goop. The only part of the

campus that can possibly remain intact is Fort Whitmore. This is

due to its solid foundational structure as well as its geologically

strategic location; it is built upon a mountain of bullshit, which is

resistant to the colloid.

The organic substance in question, known as spiritus initiatum,

is consumed in large quantities by FELIX, especially during

September and January. The process by which it is extracted

involves the introduction of a catalyst known as represton, which

produces a destructive by-product, apathic sulphate. Up until

now, the extraction process had been conducted in secrecy with

no indication of the disaster to come.
The only possible way to counteract apathic sulphate is with a

foreign agent called activisma concenite. The use of this com-

pound would, however, chemically bond with spiritus initiatum,

forming a new compound, democrappy concernum, to which

FELIX is violently allergic. Since the administration at Fort

Whitmore is run by FELIX, it is logical to assume that no action to

neutralize the incipient by-product will be taken. FELIX lives by

ingesting spiritus initiatum and would shrivel up and short-circuit

without this staple, which would create havoc within the ad

ministration.

Different theories concerning how to solve this problem have

been proposed. The S.G.A. (Student Gackers Association) is in

favor of attempting arbitration with FELIX. A conference has been

scheduled for December 10, 1975. The greatest criticism of the

S.G.A.'s method is that since FELIX was programmed to the new
B.S. programming system, a highly advanced software package

emphasizing inconsideration, he has had an enormous appetite.

For this reason, there seems to be little hope for this method.

Another organization, R.S.B. (Rebirth of Student Balls), is in

the process of mobilizing a militia. They, quite suitably, are

planning to storm Fort Whitmore. Upon occupation, they plan to

immediately decapitate King FELIX (And perhaps his Queen
Bromery too; we wouldn't have to eat d.c. cake anymore!), and
then set up an improvisational dictatorship. This plan seems to be

as futile as the former. It is doubtful that any volunteers, let alone

weapons, could be effectively assembled and trained before the

entire campus is devoured. And, of course, it is common
knowledge that Fort Whitmore is guarded by an I.C.B.M. system.

The S.O.P. (Sucker's Orgasm Project) is likely to have the best

possible solution. Their primary concern would be to form a

student union, and to arouse peoples' interest to the danger. After

attaining campus-wide support, which is the fatal weak point of

the solution, they would rally and be sure that appropriate action

would be taken.

I'd like to emphasize the fact that this situation is a real threat to

us all. There is no warning when this dreaded hole will strike again

and devour another UMie. It doesn't matter what plan is used;

each one of us should get all our shit together! If each of us goes

out and gets some activisma concenite together and throws it into

the fault, we could keep the ass-holes under control.
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Winter warm-up event
first of annual series

Wednesday, December 4, the
Campus Center Concourse will be
alive and bustling with the first

annual "Winter Warm Up".
Sponsored by the newly formed
Outdoor Interest Group, the ac-
tivities will include films and slide

shows related to conservation and
opportunities in the outdoors.
The various films will encompass

winter touring in the wilds of
Canada by John Greene, expedition
slides from Hampshire College, and
Northwestern mountaineering films

by members at the University of

Oregon.

Educational seminars will be held
for those interested in learning

about techniques in winter hiking,

ski waxing (by E.M.S.), winter
survival skills, and more.

Information concerning the times
and places for the workshops will

be available at various booths on
the concourse level. Speakers and
course instructors will be available

for conversation in outdoor ac-

tivities and ecological topics.

The Winter Warm Up includes

the first day of registration for

Winterim. Thereafter, one may

register until Dec. 11, through Peter
Temple in the Student Activities

Office.

This year, over intercession,

organizers say Winterim will fill the
educational gap with seminars and
colloquia in environmental skills

and applications. Courses will vary
in subject matter from Outdoor
Education to Problems in En-
vironmental Administration.

If successful, this idea may be
developed into an extended six

credit course next semester,
organizers say, besides these
seminars offered through Winterim,
other departments will sponsor
their own classes ranging from
Problems in the Environment to

Ski-Race Officiating.

All of these seminars will offer

between one and three credits, and
participation is greatly encouraged
for those remaining in the Five-

College area during January.

Winterim and the December 4
Winter Warm Up are but two
catalysts working towards the

establishment of the UMass
Outdoor Program, organizers sav.

turn to page 14
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Smith College Rec. Council

presents:

EDDIE KENDRIX
in Concert at John M. Greene Aud.

Friday General Admission
"

Dec. 6 $3.50 in advance

8 p.m. $4.00 at door with I.D.

Outlet: Campus Travel Center week of Concert.

"But Prof my house really did burn down!" Firefighters extinguish house fire in

New Salem where four UMass students lived up until last night.

Make A Gift!

BEADS— EARWIRES— RAWHIDE
CANDLE WAX— WICK— SCENT

THE MERCANTILE
9 E. Pleasant, Amherst.

GIFTS— TOYS— CARDS
CLOTHING at Lower Prices

JEWELRY— MUGS—PLANTERS

FLItl!! • mm >• Woo. mgJM HM %M p.m.

Fiitm •» •• ••» w»«. MMh.i hm tm .

Alcoholism
discussion

on WMUA
Immediately following tonight's

10 p.m. News, WMUA (91.1FM)

will broadcast a discussion on the

rising incidence of alcoholism

among young people.

Tonight's program is being
presented as a special feature on
"Focus," WMUA's weekly public

affairs series produced and
moderated by Kenneth
Mosakowski.

Mosakowski's guests for the live,

60-minute forum will include staff

and volunteers from "Room To
Move," the University's drug
counseling center.

Interested listeners are invited to

call in questions during tonight's

live broadcast.

WMUA
Here's what WMUA, 91.1 FM,

will broadcast today:

The disc jockeys are Marc

Bauman from 6-10, Scott

Bacherman from 10-2, Charles

Mann hosts the Drum from 2-6,

Ken Irwin from 11-2 in the morning,

and Jude Kaitz takes the snowy

cold shift from 2-6 tomorrow.

WMUA Specialties:

8:30 a-.m , High Tides, Jeff Jawer

explains what s happening

astrologically.

6:20 - 7:00 p.m.. Off The Hook,

Eilish Broderick hosts a show which

invites listeners to call in.

7:00-7:15 p.m., Quarter Banana,

15 minutes of poetry.

10:15 - 11:15 p.m., Focus,

Tonight zeroing in on another

subject of interest.

WMUA News can be heard at 7,

8 and 9 a.m., and at 2, 6 and 10 p.m.

From 7:15-10:00 p.m., Vinny

Peruzzi hosts Musical Flashbacks;

this year in review will be 1972. This

is the second to last episode of the

semester long series. Listen for the

best in music of 72, as well as the

news and sports of that year. The
last half hour will be the top ten

hits.

• \
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Group sponsors Winter warm-up
m ' ^ £ rontpr fr>r infnrmatinn on All AflVOne who WOUld like fui

cont. from p. 13
The program is for people in the

University community who have

collective interests in the outdoors

and its innumerable educational

and recreational activities.

To be incorporated are those

physical, emotional, and mental

learning experiences which are

seldom found within the boun-

daries of a classroom presentation,

according to organizers. Curricular

and extracurricular activities will be

oriented to the human need of

being with nature and the im-

portance of the individual role in the

decision making process of his

experience.

The "Common Adventurer"

concept is what the Outdoor

Program is all about. It is for those

people who choose to interact with

a particular wilderness en-

vironment, and to assume full

responsibility for their own actions

in dealing with that environment.

Another goal of the Outdoor

Program is to become a resource

center for information on all

aspects of outdoor activities,

organizers say. In addition to

initiating its own activities, the

Program would be a central source

for information on existing

academic and recreational outdoor

activities which are scattered

throughout the Five-College area.

Anyone who would like further

information, or who is interested in

helping with this program, should

contact Peter Temple at 545-2351,

in the Student Activities Office,

Student Union.

Peter Temple
Jill Cochrane

Student Activities

AMHERSTC****
AMITY ST. 253 5426

dy THaqe v.

Gestalt art workshop
set for next weekend

Woody

Allen's

"nruTj 514 J1S3 mnTJ+p HuiWlMHOl 't

1974s MOST HILARIOUS

WILDEST MOVIE.

IS HERE!

The New England Center

presents a workshop in Gestalt art

during the weekend of December 6-

8 to be led by Pellar Marion.

Participants will learn how to

relate what one does in art into

one's behavioral style and then how

to relate these skills to mental

health and educational settings. For

more information call the New

England Center, 549-0886.

Fritz

is coming

I

Film Times
AMHERST CINEMA -
Sleeper - 8:25

Bananas - 7:00

CALVIN -
Day of the Dolphins - 7:00-9:00

CAMPUS CINEMA -
Day of the Dolphin - 7:00-9:00

King of Heart3 - 7:00 9:00

Gambler - 7:00 9:00

MT. FARMS 4 -
Castaway Cowboy - 4:00-8:00

Absent Minded Professor -
2:156:15
Juggernaut - 2:00-4:00-6:15-8:45

Trial of Billy Jack - 2:00-5:30-

830
Groove Tube - 2:00-3:30-5:15-

7:00 8:45

SHOWCASE CINEMAS -
Taking Of Pelham - 1:30-3:30-

5:30-7:50 9:40

Dracula - 1:30-3:25-5:20-7:40-9:30

Longest Yard - 2:15-4.50-7:20-

9:55

Trial of Billy Jack - 1:00-3:55-

7:05 10:00

Airport- 1:30-3:20-5:10 7:10-9:20

Lt. Robin Crusoe - 1.00-3:10-

5:20-7:30-9:40

gcHJ55 cngAnamu-itt j

Vmmio >mt , k»'H>——* » i. » v Ml

,,tl ,1*111 hrtp~l

».. - NEW —

unto mmt mm* tui*
iuwi jw;* f** mu mmt

tm

r
1

VWALT CKSMY

I IXKOH1N
j ckusoiuisn

%*

7::to-9::Mt

IT'S
VURVIVAL
OFTMf
FIERCfST.
AMD THE
FVMMIEST.

BURT » twins

-TNI LONGEST MR0"

theIXking,,
*

OF
Pelham
one -

Twn
THREE

tverfont rejrf if Mow you cm hvt .

TH| IAMN!.<]f «LH»M DN1 TWO THRU
A'MTIH MATTHAU RDBIfiT ,H«* MARTIN 8AISAM
HI! FljH I.LI7UND0 • *"

('JL
TheTrial

Billy Jack
U1UILIMNII —

ANDY WARHOL'SMaPl*

cuu*
AFIM Br

PAUL MORRISSEY
CCXOH AtWTANS'ONPiOUfttStftlASt

"May be the funniest movie of the

year. Rush to see it!" *-**<«*—r&>t Triune

nA Smashing, triumphant satire!'
- '."••aine Post intelligencer

"Riotously, excruciatingly funny."
—Milwaukee Sentinel

"Consistently hilarious and
brilliant!' *:-*. -*m,*#r««

"Insanely funny, outrageous and
irreverent. -Bruce W 3rrsor-.-r\-.>3"> MAGAZINE

(.
A GREAT NEW

^ U MOTION PICTURE COMED YV m

I i «•

Fttai

SALE

Beautiful clothes

Low Rise

Corduroy Flares

reg.
$
13

Corduroy Rivets

(Straight Leg)

reg.
$
13

Color

Hilarious.

Left me hungry

for more.
When was the

last time that

happened in

the movies?
—Oonia M.'U

W«»h««glo« Siai M.-

Produced and r>Kted

»y Ken Shapiro

• Wrmen By

Ken Shapiro «*>

LaneSarasohn
»«S "foduciion

A Syn f'tnk

(mil pnses

P»ti«nt*IK>»i

OiSlnoulM by

»evif Picumjn

Film Corporation

HURRY - FINAL WEEK
[R| Groove Tube — 2 : 00-3 : 30-5 : 1 5-7 : 00-8 : 45

mm Twi-Lite Hr. — 4:45-5:15 only $1.25

How On Sale;

wwrwsNPf
THE woowatoNs- /*

OgRWAV
GOWBOY

TECHNICOLOR*®**
Cowboy — 4:00-8:00

Professor — 2:15-6:15

Twi-Lite Hr. — 5:45-6:15 only $1.25

Walt Disneyfc

Tf.e Absent-

minded

Sfe53 PfofesW*

FIRST LINE MERCHANDISE!

RICHARD HARRIS OMAR SHARIF

Juggernaut — 2:00-4:00-6:15-8:45

Twi-Lite Hr. — 5:45-6:15 only $1.25

in

If

*rifche&.

TheTrial

BillyJack

Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.

PGj Trial of Billy Jack — 2:00-5:30-8:30

No Twi-Lite Hr.

BILLY JACK MAT PRICE $7.00

notices

ALL HOME ECONOMICS STUDENTS
The American Home Economics Drive is

this week. Join your professional
organization in Skinner today.
ARTISTS
Come pick op your art work, we can't be

resoonsible for it after this semester, and
bring us this year's edition of your work
SPECTRUM.
IN TERVAR SITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

Meeting will be in C.C. 811 - 815 at
7:30.

LOCAL CHAPTER MEETING
MassPIRG, 434 S.U. 7 p.m. Monday

night. All welcome.
MUSIC THEATRE GUILD

There will be a vital meeting tonight at 5
p.m. in C.C. 172 to select our Spring show
and Producer. All members, especially
voting members, please attend.
PIONEER VALLEY CHILDBIRTH ED.
ASSOC.

Will have a Public Film showing on Dec.
3 at 8 p.m. at the Amherst Regional High,
room C6. Dr. Jean Anderson will answer
questions following the film. Members
admitted -

free of charge. "The Story of
Eric" and "The First 2 Weeks of Life."
POLISH AMERICAN CULTURAL ASSN.

Will have a meeting in 344 Morrill IV,

Public Health Center, tonight at 7 p.m. Will
include business social hour, Christmas
carolling and pictures of members. All are
invited. DOBRZE?
PRE DENTS

Important meeting of the Pre Dent Club
will be Thursday at 8:30 in C.C. 904.
Anyone interested in Dentistry is urged to
attend.

PRE MEDICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Has moved to Goessman 206. Dr. W.

Brian O'Connor is the new chairperson and
Mrs. Karen Zukowski is secretary, 545-
3674.

PRE VETS
Important PUSH meeting tonight, come

find out what YOU can do for our N.E vet
school.

OUTING CLUB
Jim Dokoozian will present a Winter

Mountaineering slide show tonight at 6:30
in C.C. 105. Don't miss it.

LOST
Golden retreiver, female, 2 years old lost

outside C.C. Tues. nite. Answers to
"WINDY". No collar. Tom Glynn 665-
7076.

ister..Win
Mechanical

Pen set

16 Main St./256-0325

Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program

If you're one off tomorrow's physicians,
there are some things you should know
today.

For instance. You should know about the op-
portunities offered by Armed Forces Health
Care. As an officer in the service of your
choice you'll work in modern facilities. With
up-to-date equipment. And modern, up-to-
date professionals in every area of Health
Care.

For example. You should know that
Armed forces Health Care offers opportuni-
ties for initial training and advanced study in

practically every specialty. Not to mention
the opportunity to practice it.

You should know, too, that we make it

possible for you to pursue a post-residency
fellowship at either military or civilian insti-

tutions.

And if all this strikes a spark, then you
should certainly know about our scholarship
program.

If you qualify, the tuition for your medi-
cal education will be covered fully while you
participate in the program. And during that
time you'll receive a good monthly stipend.

Just one more thing...we think if you
know all the facts, today, you may want to be
one of us tomorrow.

Find out. Send in the coupon and get
the facts... today.
There are limited openings for academic year 1975-1976.r——— —— — —— ___ _j
Armed Forces Scholarships ».cn i»*
P.O. Box AF
Peoria, 111.61614

e information for the following program:
Anny~ Navy£ Ai'Fo'ce^ Medical £
Dental Veterinary" 3 Pod.atry f~. Optometry C
Psychology (PhD) C.

Name

Soc. Sec. ~_

Address

City

Iciease print!

.Phone.

State. -Zip.

Enrolled at

To graduate in.

Dale of birth

(school)

(month) (year) (deg'co)

... ,
(nunthl (day) (yrarl

•\pte>n,uy no! a iiljble in Na.y Program.

Armed Forces Health Car*
Dedicated to Medicine and the people who practice it

% * » «. » . . . » • % > < ^ j . - V
MM

•> .^ *"*£»*<-VN5
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Winter baseball meetings open
NEW ORLEANS [UP/] - Trades

and expansion were the main topics

of discussion as the major league

clubowners gathered here Sunday

for the annual week- long winter

baseball meetings.

With many clubs pairing their

rosters three and four players below

the required 40-man limit prior to

the meetings, a flurry of big trades

was anticipated, with superstars

Reggie Jackson, Tony Perez and

Dick Allen all figuring prominently

in the preliminary bartering.

Oakland A's owner Charles O.

Finley reportedly has made it

known that Jackson, his rightfield

superstar, is available for the right

offer. The Baltimore Orioles, rich in

pitching but noticeably devoid of

quality sluggers, have shown the

most interest in Jackson — but

have been reluctant to yieid the

pitching Finley is asking in return.

Perez, the 32-year-old slugging

Cincinnati first baseman, is a more

likely swap figure. The Reds,

seeking a front line pitcher and a

third baseman, are ready to

surrender Perez. The Red Sox and

Orioles in the American League are

the early bidders.

Allen, the moody White Sox first

baseman who only two years ago

was the American League's most

valuable player, has apparently

ended his brief "retirement" of last

September, but the Chisox are not

all that eager to have him back.

Presumably, if a front line pitcher

were offered, Chicago Genera'

Manager Roland Hemond will send

baseball's highest paid player

packing again for the fourth time in

his career.

Amid all the trade talk, the

owners will also be entertaining

bids from a half dozen or so groups

seeking expansion franchises. The

lords of baseball have tentatively

agreed to expand again in the near

future and Toronto, Denver,

owner Calvin Griffith is losing his

battle to have a new ballpark

constructed in the twin cities while

Giants' owner Horace Stoneham,

beleaguered by the attendance

drain caused by the Cross-Bay A's,

has openly been eyeing New
Orleans, among other cities, for a

possible shift.

The major league draft was the

first big order of business

scheduled for Monday.

NOW APPEARING AT

Ed Vardas and his house of Cranus

Mon. & Tues.
Happy Hour— Mon.-Sat. 4 : 30-7 : 00

in the Speakeasy Lounge

(GdLfegk^

GJrv
:^M ring

sports

Washington, Seattle and the host

city all have representatives here for

that purpose.

One roadblock to any expansion

plans, however, could be the

continuing attendance problems

facing the Minnesota Twins and

San Francisco Giants. Twins'

Trade in on all High School or Jr. College rings accepted

(Dec. 3 and 4 only)

$10.00 deposit required with order
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Interested in a challenging career |

in the Jewish Community? |
s

Brandeis University now offers a two year |

graduate training program (M.A.) §

in |

Jewish Communal Service
|
i

* i

Jewish Education. 1s
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|TUES. & WED: DECEMBER 3rd & 4tl

9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

5% DISCOUNT

ON ALL ORDERS

university
Campus

Center store

MDC Classifieds Pay
To puce a <!•**'•'«* i ro*> **

Mm CoUtffian OMie* *•*»•*"

• Mam and ) «S P m Monday
Friday
Ttw deadline it 1:41 two day*

me day your ad is to

Th* rata* art:

Dally • 30 P»' »"• .
W..WI, »2» per <M

.

Monthly »J° por line

•Two lln.t on form
• pproMimai. ono line

FOR SALE
Ueed oultere bou«ht and .old

Tha Guitar Workehop. Amhaf.t

Carriage Shop.. MeVIWi

"coat, mldl

d.wrVt "co".t. "rVbblt fur jacket

and navy blue leath.r (achat Call

Marala Me 7848

Skua Spaldine 206 S.derala

,a«ula.lv »"0 will a.ll for »4S Call

John 1 B6J*42a Keep calling

Slutted animate, ona half price

»3»11 Up to 3 tt Seeing ia

believing Keep you worm et

night Good for the erotic minded
Cell 584 4731

Panaaonic St HO am tm etereo.

radio racord chenggr. etereo

ceaaette Cell 848 8828 even elM or

B O

Raven A77 rael to reel tepe deck

i4M TEAC AN180 Oolbv I22S

20HM B plua epkr 4280 per pelr

Cell 2M 8783 Aak for Leater

Live Xmae treee. chooae end tee

at our Tree Ferm. eny tire »7 77 I

Bluniak 133 Bay Rd . Hedlev Open
evet elao

Application, being eccepted
RN 3 p m 11 p m * ova per

wk . LPN. 7 e m 3 p m . 4 deve per

wk. Nuree eidea. pert and full time

7 em 3pm.3pm11pm Apply

in peraon. Amh.rat Nuraing Home.
ISO Univer.itv Or Sam 3pm

FOR SALE
vw atudded enow tlree on

• 30 5488440

Stereo tuner end turnteble tor

aele Maeterwork Both need work

»SS Bill 545 2304

Weterbed •?2fl
?2i

Guaranteed Queen eito »100 Cell

Pate 886 3084

Parfect dorm avatem Pioneer

PL 12D Turnteble w ehure MI1EO.
Pioneer SX 434 receiver. Inta. audio

(Boaal epkra All new »360 or BO
Need * Cell • 6167

Motorcycle cer reck »30 new
Ueed once, now »16 Call 644 6427

All typee of etereo componenta.
• per cent over coet. Sound tt

Mualc 247 6670 or Campue Center

Lobby Mon b Wed

Tee Inet 8A SO 6130 Coll 283

3478

Pioneer Tunner. MS Matching

amp »«6 Sony 134 ceee. deck, haa

Oolbv. Fa.rite heede ft more 4130

Sony 121 ceee deck »*6 one F.PI

apkr 128. two AR4X as* re 478 All

•gulp in aacollont condition Aleo

tepee for »2 Phone 8-8883 otter 6

Heed Kllly 800. 208 CM Merger
Step In Treppeur buckle boote

B O 688 4316

CfaMfefJ
FOR RENT

Spacioua 2 bedroom opt on bue
rte in Belchertown Carpeting.

»1»0 plue electricity Peta welcome
Cell 648 6426

Room 182.60 per month, utll

incl. Stop by evenlnge. Apt. 28.

Unlv Perk. Rt. 8. Amh.

Furn epta One. two. two end a

halt rma Modern, eir cond .
pool,

parking. TV. neer ahopping. utlltlea

mc Leeae to June 1876 Amheret
Motel lopp Zeyre'e).

In houee neer Campue
mo 646 0064

480 per

WANTED TO RENT
2 Melee for Jen Brltteny Manor

263 7848

Need own rm in apt on bue rt

Jan 27 May 30 MO -880. Qulgt f

S46 7288

PAULS HIRf I ve been
.pending monay liko a

drunken Pentagon official and
we're up to our eerlobea in all

kinda of nifty furniture,

unuaual bureeua. atovea.

chair, etc plua we're aelling

cheep etutf were aick of.

eepeciolly clothing and chair.

PAUL S OLOTIME FUR
NITURE behind Aubuchon'a
Amheret 263 3611 Beat wood
atovee around

AUTO FOR SALE
1660 TR3 TR4 engine Good

ahape. many itrae. but needa
radiator MOO 685 4183

70 SAAB 88 70K mi 28 mpg
51860 666 351*

62 Oodgg Wagon Gd. running.

»100 268 78S0

IMS GTO. 4 apd V depend,
neede minor work. Reeebl 283-6802

evenings.

Van - 71 Ford Superven Fl»ed

for camping Juet like home 12100

TO SUBLET

2 bedroom apart to aublet over

interaeealon Nego_ CallSSS 2M7

Furnlahed efficiency for Jen. -

Jung to tubleeae Cell 6M-6708. If

no one., cell collect 1 417 Mi 6004

4 rm ept. In Amheret near bue rt.

Available Jen 1. »190 per mo Call

2833170

To eublat. 2 bdrm. Townhouee.
Squire Village. Sunderlend on
UMeea bue route. Jen. let. 446

4782. Will negotiate Heve to »

relocate.

ROOM WANTED

Male eenlor eeeke room In or

neer Amheret Cell Steve 8M 8848

ROOMMATE WANTED

Own room in three bedroom
houae. furniahed. quiet neigh

borhood Call 263 3428

To ahare houae neer cempue. •

Plaeae cell 666 2816 Aveileble
December 1

Couple recently merrled eeek
apt. in aree in *160 to »186 rrnga.

Will coneider room with kitchen
prlv Bill 646 2304

Intereeted mueiclene. new muelc
eneemble aituation - Tha daily

problema of cellleta. double
beaaiete. tuba. euphonium,
aaaophoniata. tromboniete - Cell

584-8077 between 8-8 p.m only.

Wonted: Quiet mele. pret. gred or

upperclaee. no dope or tobecco. for

own room in Rive. glade at 4120

month. Soon ae poeelble. no leeee.

Cell 266 8020 between 12 end 2 In

afternoon.

ROOMMATE WANTED

\

1870 white Nova 88 3M. 88V cond
6 MM

66 Rembler Americen 100 Aa ie

536 0308 It .una good 87 VW Bug
with parte Neede velvee. 1200

•6 VW cheep Call Jeenle 646

6876

Alio 12 alung w ceae Good

shape M0 564 7912 ni»Me_

Beeutlful houee In Gey Heed.

Me. the a Vineyerd 3 bdr lend

•40 000 CellefterSpm Jenny 644

6968

Oelmonlco Refrlg 6 cu

266 814 7

ft «66

For rent 2 rme In quiet Coop
houee neer UMeee 22 or over »100

incl utll Pleeee cell 283 2842

2 rm cottege in Bernerdeton,

refriggrgtor end atove gee end

electric heet. 4100 monthly w o

utilitiee Avail immedletely Cell

6MS2M

,'o ahare houae. own room end
atudy 627-8741 Eaathompton

f to ehare 1 bdr apt. In '

Riverglede. Jen to Mey or Sept
»90 per mth. util. incl Furn Bua
line Call Terry or Wendy. 263 7818

Need pereon- people for one
bedroom In large ept. IB mln. from

cempue 480 par mo tor one. 4106

for two. M or F Invited Call MS
6068

Be our pert-time roommete In

Sunderlend on buellne. Cell 666-

2M7

2 bdrm ept. tor Spring Semeeter

M7 per mo. 6 mln frm cempue
263 7646

Mole wonted to ahere 3 br opt

cooperetively 286- 8068

F for own rm in 3 bdr. ept on

bua rt Sq Vill 6663228 Cell

anytime

WANTED
Wanted eny bende wishing to

play for publicity on Dae 6. Pleate

contect JanetS MB7. Bob 6 6778 or

Ted 8 6664. Pleeee leeve e meeeege

Mu.ician needa place to live,

room to play, poaelbly people to

play with neat eemeeter. Cell Mike.

MS 6283

~F~M to eea USA with over tn-

tereeeelon. Cell or eaa Hi. 121

Wheeler. 6-2420

Compoeer neede place to

practice rock band. Plaaee cell

Mike 281 8013

Piano In playable condition,

around 4100. Aleo. utility trailer.

4XS or larger. Leeve meeeege for

Fred Lenherr et 646-2744.

People intereeted in coordlnoting

volunteer octlvltigg et Nor-
thempton Stete Hoep - contect

Cerl 8-8044 or Deb 6-8487.

2 VW. enow tlree. gd cond. 266-

Deeperetely wonted - Ueed
couch. EG condition for Lounge.
Cell John MS 2308 deve or nlghte

Keep trying

F needa piece to live Spring

Semeeter Not too expensive MB-

HELP WANTED
Can you drew? Do you heve e

aenae of humor? The editoriel

pegea need five certooniata to do

| campue humor Cell Oeen Tucker
S 3600

HELP WANTED

Reaponaible pereon wanted to

baby ait 20 hra per wk in aichange
for room end boerd end 420 per wk
Prefer older pereon w un-

daratanding of children Should be
neat amart end e raeder of Catch

22 N Hemp Twnhee Joe 584 2072,

Cookie 253 9817

RIDE WANTED

2 women need ride to LA Dec

26 Shere * end drive 6 5764) or •

5638

TRAVEL
SAVE RENT Scenic North

field Attrective 2 end e halt rma.,

privacy Single 4100: couple 4138

Electricity MS 0387

Gerber Trevel Spring Vecetlon
Program Ba.mude 4189 plue:

Puerto Rico 4288 plue. Ft.

Leuderdele 4148 plue. Cell Rich et

256 4090

College week in Bermuda. Merch
23 30 »2M plua 425 tea end aervice

8 day. 7 nighta. Contact Teri

Jonee - Neylon In. Agcy 6 6441.

549 3989

TRAVELING IN GREECE? We
epecielize in good trevel deele lor

ttudente end teechere Coneolee.

102 Aedlou. Athene. Greece.

Ski the Cenedlen Rockioe -
Benff 4388.00. Cell Cempue Trevel

Center •*-«»*

rNSTRUCTION

DOG TRAINING Obedience,
problem doge, protection end
security MS 1M2 deye end evee.

VALLEY KB.

PERSONALS

Gey-llne roferrole end coun-
aellng Mon Thu 8-11 p.m. 646

01M. 413B SU.

Fear not Zoomlee and Bleatee.
Rumor hee it the Yonh Ie In

Cellfornle end planning a return
engggement ne»t eemeeter. The
Wild Women of Dickeneon
returneth

Moo and G.etchen Woofl RSVP.

Nancy Sieko ig thg moat
baeutiful pereon In the world.

Need home for mele eltered cet

tor over intoreeaaion Will moke
financiel errgt Cell Andree 546

7416

PERSONALS
To the Popcorn Kid happy

birthdey from 3N Field Good luck

end beat wiahea

Sver Here a your peraonal
Better lete than never Happy
Birthdey OMB

HOP BROOK COMMUNE - GAY
PEOPLE. In the country P O Boa
723. Amheret

ENTERTAINMENT

Butch Ceeeldy ft The Sundence
Kid ie ahowlng et 7. 9 end 11 on Frl .

Dec 6 - Mehgr.

SERVICES
Proteeelonel gutter fepelre by

gutter maker Micheel MIHerd.

Mon. Wed.. Frl. at The Gulter

wo. k. hop Amheret Carrlege

Shope 6M-1728. Free eetlmetgg.

Peeaport Photoa Call Joe. nighte

at 549 6598 24 hr aervice

Peeeporte - Faet eervlce Leng'e
Photo. Houre 8-6. Tol. 263 3148

Campue Clube end
Orajanliaojeaa, Do yau want u>
D-jblleh high quality neweletter.
pamphlet, megailne or booklet???
Let the M.aeage Company help
you write, lovcut. deelgn and print
Itit R.a.on.bt. feae. Contact Jerry
et 281-8886 tor Information.

FOUND

Sheepdog puppy outelde
Worceeter Commone. Need
poeltlve ID Cell 6414110 Koto.

Loet - A black 1-fold wallet with
credential, end Important papere.

Loet neer Worceeter Commone.
Pleeee call John at MB-0SSS or

return to Loet and Found. No
quaetione aeked.

Tl SRSO Calculator, loet in front

of Heeb.ook 11 26 74 Rwd Cell 6-

4370 or 8-4S71.

Loet 8m. gray mala cat. red

coder Nothern Sunderlend 686

4808 RWD

CALCULATORS
Celculetor tale - College

Calculator offere loweet prlcee

enywhere. All modele avalleblel

Tea.ee Inet.. Howell Peckerd.
Unicorn. All mechlnea new end
gugr with 2 month .eplecement
warrenty ... Before you buy e

celculetor. call ma. I can beat any
price enywhere ... Look for my
poatere eround campue for detalle.

1>on call Bob Croweli at 848-1816.

Sports

Roundup

Cashman out

for 6-8 weeks
BOSTON [UP/] - The Boston

Bruins scrappy winger, Wayne
Cashman, will be sidelined for six

weeks after undergoing surgery for

a ruptured disk at Massachusetts

General Hospital, according to

team spokesmen.

Cashman was operated upon
Saturday after a week of

examinations.

"As far as we know right now,

the operation was a success," said

Dr. James I. Huddleston, who
performed the surgery. "A disk in

Wayne's back has ruptured and a

piece had broken off and was
pressing up against a nerve,

causing severe pain. We were
fortunate to find the piece right

away and so everything went well."

Cashman, barring complications,

was expected to begin skating in

three to four weeks.

UConn out in

NCAA soccer
ONEONTA, N.Y. (UP/) - The

Hartwick College Warriors ad-

vanced to the semi-final round of

the NCAA division one soccer

tournament Sunday by beating the

University of Connecticut, 2-0.

The semi-finals and cham-
pionship matches will be played in

St. Louis, beginning on Dec. 7.

Early in the game, pressure by

UConn's aggressive offense forced

a foul by Hartwick in the home
team's penalty area. However, the

Huskies star forward, Frantz In-

nocent, missed with the penalty

kick and Connecticut's best scoring

opportunity of the game went by

the boards.

Hartwick followed with two

quick scores, as Jeff Tipping

headed a direct kick of Duncan

McDonald past the Huskie goal

keeper at the 28:28 mark of the first

half. Less than five minutes later,

Art Napolitano tipped a Ron Hardy

corner kick between the posts to

give the Warriors a two-goal

margin.

Hartwick outshot UConn 15-13,

although UConn had more corner

kicks.

Saturday's

grid scores
East

Boston College 38, Holy Cross 6

Delaware 35, Youngstown 14

Ithaca 27, Slippery Rock 14

Navy 19, Army
South

Florida 31, Miami, Fla 7

Georgia Tech 34, Georgia 14

Louisiana State 35, Utah 10

Mississippi 26, Tulane 10

Tampa 35, Florida AErM 10

Tennessee 21, Vanderbilt 21

Midwest
Cent Michigan 20, Boise State 6

Cincinnati 20, NE Louisiana St 7

Oklahoma 44, Oklahoma State 13

Tulsa 30, Houston Univ. 14

Southwest
Arizona 10, Arizona State

Baylor 24, Rice 3

Texas 32, Texas A&M 3

Far West
Southern Cal 55, Notre Dame 24

Hawaii 28, Rutgers 16

IM Hoop
notice

All intramural basketball notices

are due by 5:00 p.m. on Thursday

December 5th in the intramural

offices.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Badly Prefix

47
49

4 Where Cardiff 50
is 51

9 Measures by
steps 52

14 ' you
there' 54

15 Discharge

16 Electron tube 58
plate 60

17 W German
city 61

19 Courage
20 Gives off 62
21 Male cat 64
22 Elderly

23 Scandinavian 66
24 Campus

bldgs 67

26 Eight Prefix

29 Actor -•

Wallach 68

31 Upset
32 Pate de toie 69

70

33 Russ dictator 71

36 State of

agitation 1

38 Precognition

eg 2

39 Hit a four 3

bagger
41 Arrange in 4

classes 5

43 Inspire

reverence 6

44 Sterile

46 Extinct 7

primates

Seedless plant

Eggs
Irish river

Couple plus

one
Stupid ones
Slang
Wiley
Amer flier

Milk source
Patriotic

group Abbr
Numerical
prefix

Humble
Highly self

centered
Bed sheets.

etc

Ben
Scottish

mountain
Boundary
Comb form
Brag
Garment
Final

DOWN
Macedonia
Abbr
Bouquet
Russian
revolutionary

Moistens
Turkish

general

Musical
direction

Guards of

honor

Yesterday's Puj/le Solved
ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
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8 Checking
9 The peacock
10 Kind of

computer
11 Complexion

aid 2 words
12 Old name ;or

Tokyo
13 Sun speech
18 British

essayist

Peruvian

monetary
units

25 Some punts
27 A of

Honey''
28 Poplar

30 Italian coin

33 Tunnel
34 Rise

24

35 Lore of the

US A
37 Recording

medium
40 Stockholder's

concern
42 Make more

intense

45 Destructive

person
48 Snares
53 Substantiate

55 Gibson
ingredient

56 Look fixedly

57 Not spoken
59 Proceeded
61 Go beyond
62 Vestment
63 Life: Prefix

65 Evil: Prefix

14

17

43

47

51

33 34 35

62 63

66

69

58

18

29

48

15

49

52

21

40

59 60

64

36

53

65

\6

19

37

10 11 12 13

26

54

38

27

56

71

MONDAY. DECEMBER 2

- Bom today, you cannot

know happiness unless you
also know Rood relationships

with other pwple You are not

perfect, you do not know
perfect people — but you are

wise enough to set yourself a

few rules to offset these

imperfections You never let

the sun (?n down on your

anger to begin with; you

make it a habit to count to 10

before reacting outwardly to

anything which touches your

emotions in an adverse

fashion: you never stand on

ceremony when apologies are

in order, hut are willing to

initiate proceedings

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22

Dec. 211 - Make the

transition from one project to

another as easy as possible.

Don t rush into the future

without being prepared. Take

your lime!

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan

191 — A day when effective

work habits really pay off.

Benefits from projects re-

cently completed begin now to

appear on every level of your
life

By SieH» rV«r
AQUARIUS Uan 20 Feb

181 — You should be able to

reach the point where light

shows at the end of the tunnel.

Don't be alarmed should
expected successes take longer
than you'd hoped.
PISCES I Feb 19 March 201

— Divide your time between
work and play and you should
he able to accomplish all that
you wish today. Don't depend
upon a co-worker to speak for

you
ARIES (March 21 April 191

— You must exert your
independence today if you are

to progress as planned. Rely
on your own judgment Don't
be set off your stride by family

arguments
TAURUS (April 20-May 201

— Recent changes in your life

have a single, underlying
cause. Discover that cause and
you can have things straight-

ened out in no time.

GEMINI (May 21-June 201
— Your present position has
both advantages and dis-

advantages; it's up to you to

weigh both and to make your
decision regarding change
accordingly

CANCER (June 21-July 22)

— There are definite problems
inherent in the project you are

presently engaged in. Don't
allow your enthusiasm to blind

you to that fact

LEO (July 23 Aug 221 -
Although you must do what is

required of you this morning,
you would do well to do
nothing further Wait for

instructions from one in

authority.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 221

— Community enterprises
may demand your attention

today Don't expecc others to

lake on those responsibilities

which will suffer should you
fail ihem.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -

Treat co-workers as indi-

viduals If you insist on
lumping them in a heap, you
cannot expect to gain from
them separate reactions and
responses.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21

1

— Personal relationships on
the employment scene im-

prove markedly today Make
it your business to find out
where you stand in the opinion

_of higher-ups.

dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson

HE^fowy ! *Oe back,! h<xo uvi<»'

TOOK "WWJKS6NING? DID <iv SfcT,.

AiU V»oK uoKk DoNC, SINCE Vto^

WERE HERE ML rVCfJLP

Soke itf6 au>t on r.
«j , huh?

~\

do Voo Gerrc-seE all the' J
SHoi^S VbO loAUTED Tt> 5££ f

)

1 I

Kampus Kapers By Kris Jackson

THESE. DAW?

TEENY TINY
C«MHICS
GUEAT WRITER e&httU, WK

•S-r people: F>Re.
STawaw- oehiMDOuss
jno GET HIGH A/OW/

m

/MARTHA DISGRUNTLED)
:«,V5TAL AA/N1C

WELL, I uJOULDMTSAV
5HC WAS E.XACTL\C

iGHONTL&O}

IjiJZX^I

EDGAR HO01/ER VAccOl«0GLeiU/lRS
leiV'tTCi VXKJ-TOCAULS^SOS-OOroft A^

EE DEMONSTRATION
INVOUft OtoW H( ' "

Cflfd VOODO
8£TTER THRhi
THIS? SEND lN

VDLlg {DEfl CO*
P STRi?- GCPCWA,

~Rot> "BvavclV sacsi rices

HiHiCLP To SOLVE THE CASE

.

Ay L00KIT ME..

NO HANDS-.

VOC SAVS X
Iff ANY'Hlrtf

ovee ten "Bounds.

PI AM IS

EjJ
'/the barbek
/TH0U6HT YOU U6f?E

I A BOY? THAT'S
\TE(?(?lBLE,5l(?!

A U)I6?HOU60U6HTAU)I6
THAT'S A 6REAT iPEA SlK!

NO, I PROMTS NOT TO L.AU6H

NO, I PROMISE ...I REALLY CO.

I PROMISE ...YES. I REALLY
PROMISE ...YES, I PROMISE
NOT TO LAU6H...YESSIIM
REALLY REALLY PR0M&E

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart

THE HUNSAKB^
COMIH&...WHBRE
THE HECK IS
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Coming through is Bears' quarterback Bobby

Douglass (10) to score from the one-yard line against

the Giants in Chicago helping the Chicagoans on their

way to a 16-13 win over New York. Mirro Roder won the

game with a last minute field goal from 22 yards out.

N.C. State, UCLA win big

College Loop roundup
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer

Tennessee Tech had the

"pleasure" of opening Indiana's

basketball season and got caught

with its points down.

"This was a case of bad

scheduling," said Tennessee Tech

Coach Connie Inman after his

Golden Eagles were embarrassed

113-60 Saturday by Indiana, the

nation's third-ranked team.

The Hoosiers used everyone

except Coach Bobby Knight as they

got their 1974-75 season off to a

flying start.

North Carolina State, the

nation's No. 1 team, also got off

winging with a 98-81 victory over

East Carolina.

Elsewhere among the Top Ten,

No. 2 UCLA trimmed DePaul 79-64;

fourth-ranked Maryland routed

Richmond 106-81 and No. 6 Kansas

whipped Northeast Missouri State

65-50.

Among the best of the ranked

teams, 11th-rated North Carolina

defeated Biscayne 101-74; No. 12

Notre Dame trimmed Valparaiso 91-

80; 13th-ranked Purdue stopped

Indiana State 98-80; 15th-ranked

Memphis State smashed Montclair

State 96-60; No. 16 Kentucky

turned back Northwestern 97-70;

No. 17 Michigan tripped Toledo 78-

64 and 18th-ranked Minnesota

crushed North Dukota State 80-47.

Scott May scored 22 points and

Steve Green added 20 to lead

Indiana past Tennessee Tech. The

underpriveleged Golden Eagles

were never in the game as the

Hoosiers scored the first 12 points

and had a 20-point advantage

within the first seven minutes.

David Thompson, last year's

Player of the Year, scored 33 points

to lead North Carolina State over

East Carolina. Thompson scored

many points on his patented "alley-

oop" layups, soaring over the

basket after taking high lobs from

teammates.

UCLA broke open a close game
with two minutes left in the first

half and coasted over DePaul.

Forwards Richard Washington and

Dave Meyers scored 20 and 18

points respectively to lead the

Bruin's second triumph of the

season.

John Lucas scored 17 points in

the first half before leaving the

game with a broken collarbone as

Maryland beat Richmond.

Kansas held Northeast Missouri

State without a field goal for 11

minutes later in the second half and

beat the Bulldogs behind a

balanced scoring attack led by Rick

Suttle's 14 points. Dan DeMartin

had a game-high 15 for the losers.

Pats locked inStable-r, 41-26
Mathematics the only
thing on Pats' side

Basketball breakfast Thursday
The first ever basketball break-

fast will be held Thursday, Dec. 5 at

7:45 a.m. in the Kopper Kettle

restaurant. "The breakfast," says

the UMass Marketing and
Promotion department, "is to bring

together student fans, faculty,

staff, and the 1974-75 Minutemen

team.

Coach Jack Leaman and his

entire club will be on hand to

discuss what looks like one of the

most promising teams in the

University's basketball history. The

basketball breakfast will be an

opportunity to meet the people

involved in basketball as well as to

learn something about logistics,

administrative aspects and
relationships involved in a quality

program such as scheduling,

recruiting and financing.

The cost of the breakfast is 99

cents and the promotion office asks

that you contact Wally Novak at 5-

0398 by Tuesday, Dec. 3 so that

they may approximate attendance.

Peter Damman Quartet appearing

Wed. & Thurs., Dec. 4 & 5

Sundance appearing Fri., - Sat.,

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
580-0802 lm

Dec. 6 & 7

Serving

Food and Liquor

from II a.m.

NFL Scores
Buffalo 6 Baltimore

Philadelphia 36 Green Bay 14

Houston 13 Pittsburgh 10

Kansas City 17 St. Louis 13

Minnesota 29 New Orleans 9

Chicago 16 NY Giants 13

NY Jets 27 San Diego 14

Cleveland 7 San Francisco

Oakland 41 New England 26

Los Angeles 30 Atlanta 7

\

The Canon F-i.

images arewhat it's all about.
Photographic equipment can

be a trap. Sometimes, you can get

so involved with it that you lose

sight of your real purpose—
making photographs.

The Canon F-1 can help you
forget about equipment and
concentrate on images. It was
designed, and functions, as an

extension of your photographic

vision. It's responsive in a way that

you must experience to appreciate.

And since it was conceived as a

system camera, every part works

together with effortless smooth-

ness, from the more than 40 Canon
FD and FL lenses to the over 200
accessories.

The heart of the camera is it's

central spot metering system.

With it you can use anyone's

exposure system, no matter how
critical, since it only measures the

central 12% of the finder area-

regardless of the focal length used.

So if you're spending too much
time lately worrying about your
equipment, it's time you stopped,

and took a good look at the Canon
F-1 system, and Canon's other

fine cameras—the automatic,

electronic EF, the full-feature FTb,

and the TLb. If you're interested

in images, Canon's your camera.

A System of Precision
Canon

Canon USA. Inc . 10 Nevada Drive, Lake Success, New York 1 1040
Canon USA, Inc . 457 Fullerton Avenue. Elmhurst. Illinois 601 26

Canon USA, Inc.. 123 East Paulanno Avenue. Costa Mesa, California 92626
Canon USA. Inc ,

Bldg B-2. 1050 Ala Moana Blvd
, Honolulu. Hawaii 96814

Canon Optics A Business Machines Canada. Ltd . Ontario

Let me go! Patriots Mack Herron is caught by his
linebacker Dan Conners during first quarter action
loss to the Raiders. The loss gives the Pats only a m
playoffs.

jersey in the grasp of Oakland
Sunday in the Patriots' 41-26

iniscule chance of making the

vw SNOW

TIRE SALE

Size

5.60 15 *2250
ea.

Plus $1.78 F.E.T.

First Line Blackwall

Allied Motor Parts Inc.
319 MAIN ST., AMHERST

2344941

Television Tonight

;

5:30 GREEN ACRES "My Son The
Barber." (18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Proxv Poppas."
(27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "That's No
Lady, That's Mv Spy." (30)

NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA "Four Sisters From
Boston." (40)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

ERICA (24)

MOVIE "Invaders From Space."
(27)

BEWITCHED (38)

ZOOM! (57)

6:45 THE HUMAN GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT (24)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
"How To Spank A Star." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry

Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE SCIENCE AND ART OF
FOOTBALL (57)

7:30 NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

POLICE SURGEON (8)

WILBURN BROTHERS (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (22) (30)

ANTIQUES (24)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW (38)

POLKA (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

AT THE
Queen."

WEEK

8:00 AFTER DINNER SHOWCASE
"World At War: Wolf Pack --

September 1939-May 1943." (3)

THE ROOKIES "A Test Of
Courage." (8) (40)

PASTOR'S PERSPECTIVE (181

NBC SPECIAL: "The Wild Places."

(22) (30)

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK "Cuba
The People." (24) (57)

COLLEGE BASKETBALL (27)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "Greeting
From the President." (38)

8:30 GREEN ACRES (38)

9:00 MAUDE (3)

NFL MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
GAME (8) (40)

THE OTHER SIX DAYS (18)

NBC MONDAY NIGHT
MOVIES "The African

(22) (30)

SPECIAL OF THE
"Hanakkah." (24) (57)

9:30 RHODA (3)

CAUGHT IN THE ACT (24)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

ABOUT THE HOUSE (57)

W00 MEDICAL CENTER "Midwife."
(3)

CHALLENGE OF TRUTH (18)

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK
(24) (57)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

MOVIE "Bread Peddler." (38)

10:30 CONNECTICUT REPORT
WOMAN (24)

PORTUGUESE AROUND US
BEHIND THE LINES (57)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS
(22) (27) 130)

CAPTIONED ABC NEWS (57)

11:30 MOVIE "The Main Attraction."

(3)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN "The Ad-
venturer." (27)

LAUGH CLASSICS (38)

11 45 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

12 00 ACTION NEWS (8) (38)

(18)

(27)

(18)

Bills nip

Colts 6-0
BUFFALO, N.Y. [AP\ - John

Leypoldt booted two fieid goals

that stood up for Buffalo as the Bills

turned back the stubborn Baltimore

Colts 6-0 Sunday and strengthened

their bid for a berth in the playoffs.

The victory boosted the Bills'

season record to 9-3, while the

Colts suffered their 10th setback in

12 games.

The contest was a battle bet-

ween defensive units.

Buffalo's O.J. Simpson battled

for 67 yards and passed the 1 ,000-

yard mark for the third successive

year. He ended the game with 1,004

yards.

Both of Leypoldt's field goals

came in the second period, one
from 29 yards and the other from 31

yards.

The first field goal was set up by

David Lee's 15-yard punt, which

gave the Bills the ball on the Colts'

24. The Bills got to Baltimore's 6-

yard line in six plays before Coach
Lou Saban sent in Leypoldt, who
made it 3-0 at 7:36.

Another six-play sequence by the

Bills later in the period was halted

by the Colts on their 13, and again

Leypoldt came through, this time

with 1:53 remaining in the quarter.

The nearest Baltimore came to

scoring was in the final period when
quarterback Bert Jones marched
the Colts from their own 42 to

Buffalo's four. Jones missed on a

third-down pass there and the Bills

stopped Lydell Mitchell at the two
and took over the ball.

By ERIC PREW/TT
Associated Press Writer

OAKLAND (AP) - Ken Stabler threw four touchdown passes, opening
with a 67-yard completion to Cliff Branch, to lead the Oakland Raiders to a

41-26 National Football League victory over the New England Patriots

yesterday.

Branch, the former football and track star from Colorado, also caught a

19-yard touchdown pass from Stabler in the third quarter. He finished the

day with season receptions totaling 1,032 yards for 11 touchdowns, both
NFL-leading marks.

Stabler completed 16 of 21 attempts, with his other touchdown passes
coming in the second period on tosses of 12 yards to Fred Biletnikoff and
five yards to Bob Moore.
The Patriots, whose chances of making the playoffs virtually vanished

with the loss which made them 7-5, trailed 20-19 early in the third quarter

after quarterback Jim Plunkett threw a 59-yard touchdown pass to Randy
Vataha. But they failed to tie the score as John Smith's extra point attempt
was blocked.

The Raiders, with a 10-2 record which is best in the NFL, then pulled

away on Stabler's fourth touchdown pass and a 22-yard touchdown run by
Skip Thomas on an interception return early in the fourth period. Plunkett
threw his second touchdown pass, to Al Marshall, as the Pats cut the
margin to 34-26, but the Raiders drove for a final touchdown with reserve

quarterback Larry Lawrence running the offense.

The Patriots took the opening kickoff and moved 55 yards before set-

tling for a 22-yard field goal by Smith. But Oakland struck back quickly,

Stabler throwing for a touchdown on his first pass of the game, and the

Raiders never trailed from that point.

Another Smith field goal made the score 7-6 at the end of one quarter,

but Oakland drove 74 yards and went ahead 13-6 on Biletnikoff's touch-
down catch. George Blanda missed the extra point attempt, which allowed
New England to tie the score a few minutes later on a six-yard touchdown
run by John Tarver, completing a 71 -yard drive.

Plunkett was sacked and he fumbled late in the second period, Otis

Sistrunk recovered at the New England 15-yard line and the Raiders went
ahead to stay four plays later on Moore's touchdown.

Marshall's touchdown catch, his first reception as a pro, came on a pass
which Oakland defensive back Nemiah Wilson tipped into his hands. But
Wilson got even shortly after, intercepting a Plunkett pass that bounced
off the hands of New England's Bob Adams. Wilson returned the in-

terception 34 yards to the New England 44, where the Raiders started their

final touchdown drive.

Missouri title won
by Chiefs over Cards
ST. LOUIS [AP] - Mike Sen-

sabaugh and Willie Lanier picked

off second- half passes by an erratic

Jim Hart and rallied the Kansas City

Chiefs to a 17-13 victory over the

St. Louis Cardinals Sunday.

The interception by the Chiefs

defenders, both setting up touch-

downs, thwarted a bid by the

Cardinals to wrap up their first NFL
division championship since 1948.

Despite the setback in swirling

snow flurries, the Cardinals gained

at least a wild- card playoff berth by

virtue of the Philadelphia Eagles'

36-14 victory over Green Bay.

St. Louis' record in the National

Conference Eastern Division dipped

9-3 as Kansas City, an 11 -point

underdog improved its record to 5-7

in the American Conference West.

Preceding the interceptions, only

the punting of Jerrel Wilson and

aroused defensive line had kept

Kansas City in hailing distance of

the Cards.

St. Louis drove 65-yards to score

on its second possession but Jim

Baaken missed the extra point

attempt.

The Cards' offense then bogged
down early in the second quarter

but Kansas City showed little spark

until Sensibaugh intercepted a Hart

pass early in the third quarter and

returned it to the St. Louis 32-yard

line.

The Chiefs moved to the 11 on a

Len Dawson-Larry Brunson pass

and scored three plays later on
Dawson's four-yard pass to Jeff

Kinney. Jan Stenerud's conversion

put the Chiefs ahead 7-6.

Then Lanier swiped a Hart pass

deep in St. Louis territory at the

outset of the final period, and

Wendell Hayes slammed in for a

touchdown from the one as Kansas

City went ahead 14-6.

Stenerud made it 17-6 with a 22-

yard field goal.

Han swept the Cardinals to a

final touchdown with 2:49 to go.

Oilers resurge 13- 10
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Skip

HENRY IV

BY PIRANDELLO
PRESENTED BY THE AMHERST MASQUERS

DECEMBER 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15

8 p.m.

KIRBY THEATER
AMHERST COLLEGE
SEATS $2.50. RESERVATIONS 542-2277

Butler kicked a 34-yard field goal

with 2:32 left in the game to give

the resurgent Houston Oilers a 13-

10 victory over the Pittsburgh

Steelers Sunday.

The victory, earned in a steady

freezing rain, was the fifth in the

last six games for the Oilers,

boosting their record to 6-6.

Pittsburgh fell to 8-3-1 and had

its AFC Central Division lead

trimmed to one game over the

Cincinnati Bengals.
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Drop Hall of Fame finale to UNCC, 87-59

UMass splits opening pair
By STEVE DeCOSTA

Sports Staff

Before the basketball season began, UMass coach

Jack Leaman was worried about his defense.

Now that the season is officially underway, Leaman
is still worried about the defense. And if he isn't

worried about his offense, it's not for lack of reason.

In all fairness, the Minutemen did look like a solid

team in knocking off Dartmouth 86-59 in the season

opener Friday night, but all the solid impressions they

had created were quickly brushed aside as a quick

defensive University of North Carolina at Charlotte

squad dominated the Hall of Fame Tournament

championship match-up, 87-59.

"We just had a bad game," said Leaman following

the defeat. "Nobody played well, but maybe it's good

that we got it out of our system early."

Leaman was almost right. John Murphy was the

shining Minuteman light, hitting on 13 of 19 shots en

route to a 30 point, 12 rebound performance.

But beyond Murphy, there was only disap-

pointment. No one else reached double figures, with

Jim Town coming closest with nine points.

The Minutemen were done in by a quick pressing

team defense, and an almost unbelievable shooting

performance by senior guard George Jackson.

The Forty-Niners employed a man-to-man press for

the entire game and it unnerved the Minutemen to the

point where they turned the ball over 29 times.

"Their defense bothered us a great deal," Leaman
said. "It forced us out of our defense and made us

play their game."
The 6'1 Jackson was nearly a story in himself,

hitting 13 of 22 from the floor and a perfect 5 for 5

from the line for 31 back-breaking points. Jackson ran

rings around the UMass defense, consistently getting

open for jumpers from the 15-foot range.

John Heath poured in 18 Forty-Niner points, even

though playing only slightly more than half the

contest. Cedric Maxwell, a dominant force at center,

added 15 and freshman Lew Massey chipped in with

10 points in only 15 minutes.

The same began as a shooting match between

Jackson and Murphy, with little to choose between

the two. Jackson hit four straight hoops to put UNCC
up 10-4, but Murphv came right back to knot the

count and Town hit a three-pointer to put UMass on

top. As it turned out, it would be the only time the

Minutemen led all night, as Jackson came right back

with three more quick hoops and the Forty-Niners

were never really challenged as they ran up a 39-27

halftime buldge.

UMass looked better in beating Dartmouth in their

opener, but the Big Green are not the type of team

that will strike fear in the hearts of many opponents.

Dartmouth may even win a game this season. In

overtime. Against a school for the blind.

Murphy was again the big UMass gun, as he found

the nets for 21 points. This time, however, he had a lot

of help, as Greg Duarte flipped in 13, Town chipped in

11, and Bill Endicott and freshman Alex Eldridge both

added 10.

Town scored six of the first twelve UMass points as

the squads traded hoops for the opening three

minutes, but then Murphy, Eldridge and Duarte

tossed in twelve unanswered markers and the Big

Green could manage to get no closer than 10 the rest

of the way.

Adam Sutton was a one-man gang for Dartmouth

with a game-high 24 points.

TICKLING THE TWINE - Centenary College of

Shreveport, Louisiana knocked off Dartmouth 98-62

in Saturday's consolation game.
Jackson was named the tournament's most

valuable player and was joined on the all-tournament

team by teammate Maxwell, Minuteman Murphy, and

Robert Parrish and Leon "Black Magic" Johnson of

Centenary.

Eldridge made the defensive play of the tour-

nament, turning his back to a Dartmouth inbounds

pass, but whirling as if on cue to pick it off and go in

uncontested for the layup.

Next opponent for the Minutemen is Harvard in

Cambridge this Thursday. The Crimson gave UMass a

tough time in the Cage last year, and this time it won't

be Tom Sanders' coaching debut. Harvard has a good
one in Lou Silver, who's been named to the All-Ivy

team in the last two seasons.

The Minutemen make their home debut Saturday

night against a much-improved URI squad. The Rams
knocked off Barrington 98-83 in their opener on
Saturday.
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John Murphy (52) pops one from the outside in the Hall of Fame Tipoff Tour-
nament finale against the University of North Carolina at Charlotte. Murphy
scored thirty points in the game to earn an all-tourney berth at a forward spot.

Inside

Sports

•Patriots erased 41-26 by Raiders

•Cashman out for 6-8 weeks

•UConn eliminated in NCAA soccer

Staff Photo by Bob Stevens

Jon Heath (42) of UNCC goes up against Minutemen
Steve Mayfield (42) and first-year center Jim Town
(44) as Bill Endicott makes sure his man won't be a

factor. UMass bowed 87-59 in the game.

beat UConn, edged by Yale

Matmen split

triangle meet
By JOHN BOCK
MDC Sports Staff

Saturday's triangular wrestling match with Yale and the University of

Connecticut proved two things: 1) Yale has the horses to repeat as Ivy

League Champs and improve their standing in the EIWA, and 2) UMass
has a better chance at retaining their New England Championship than
their match with Boston University showed.
The Minutemen split the weekend tri-meet at Yale by thrashing UConn

40 9 and droppinq a close one to the Bulldogs, 21-25. Four Minuteman
wrestlers finished 2-0 on the day. Peter Sachon (118) and Dennis Fenton
( eavyweight) pinned both of their opponents .in aggregate times of 5:21
and 2:53 respectively. That dynamic duo from Lowell, Mass., Russell

Chateauneuf and Tim Fallon, won both of their bouts over stiff opposition
at 134 and 142, respectively. The Yale bout saw co-captain Cliff Blom
return to action after a three week absence due to a knee injury. Blom gave
up twenty pounds to wrestle at 177 because "I had to see if my knee would
be good enough to get ready for Rhode Island (this Wednesday) and the
rest of the semester."

The UConn match was kind of an exercise in the application of cradles

as a means to pinning. UMass won bouts at 118, 134, 142, 158, 167, 190,
and heavyweight while dropping a decision at 126, collecting a forfeit at

150, and getting pinned at 177. Kevin Griffin accepted tne torteit trom

UConn's Scott Casper who was out with an impacted wisdom tooth. Bob

Spaulding was leading at 177 against the Huskie's George Murray until

Murray caught him on his back. Greg Tallon was decisioned 7-5 at 126 by

Dave Penchoff of UConn. Collecting pins for UMass against UConn were

Sachon, Fallon, Steve Jabaut at 158, and Fenton. Tom O'Connell picked

up a superior (< ver 10 points) decision while the rest of UMass' team

points were a result of wins from Chateauneuf and Tom Smith at 167.

The Yale match had UMass in the lead 12-3 until the Minutemen hit the

Eli middle weignts. Yale opened up with both barrels at 150, 158, and 167

as they grabbed two pins and a superior decision. Kevin Griffin briefly met
Yale's very talented Jim Bennett who Harvard dragged Griffin to the mat
and pinned him at 1:03 of the first period. Steve Jabaut ran into the

Bulldog takedown machine in Yale's Marty Schwartz who collected a 21-8

superior for his team, by virtue of six takedowns. Tom Smith was just not

ready for Yale's team captain, Jamie McEwan, and fell victim to a cradle in

the second period of the 167 pound bout.

Cliff Blom decided the only way to make up for the weight advantage he
was giving was to be all over his man from the first whistle. He succeeded
nicely as he picked up a 5-1 win for UMass. Tom O'Connell was a lot less

fortunate as he met a very mean Neal Brendel, Yale's quarter finalist in the

1974 NCAA's. "Irish" Tom put up a good struggle but saw the lights in the

second period of the match.

Heavyweight Dennis Fenton scored the final points for UMass as he
pinned Yale's Jim Simpson in 1:30. Denny went out, ricked up the kid's

leg, set him down, turned him over and called it a day.
'

PIN POINTS Frosh Tim Fallon beat an Iowa state runner-up with a year's

college experience when he beat Yale's Roger Morrow. ...Chances.are Cliff

Blom will be back in at 158 and Steve Jabaut at 150 when Rhode Island

comes to town on Wednesday... Speaking of URI, they open their season
tonight at BU as they hope to take the number one ranking in New England
with them on their Western tour. ...Wins over BU, UMass, and Springfield

would assure them of a better reception when they hit Michigan State.

Opposes gas tax increase

Ford; curbing recession a high priority
By HELEN THOMAS

WASHINGTON (UP/

)

President Ford said last night that
unless there is another Arab oil

embargo, the United States should
experience no gasoline shortages
this winter.

In answer to a question at his
news conference, Ford also said "I

don't see any prospects of gasoline
going to $1 a gallon." Ford said the

nation's motorists were using less
gas than experts had predicted, and
"the net result is that we have more
gasoline in storage today than we
had a year ago."

This is not enough to carry the
country through an oil embargo,
"but we are in a better position
than we were a year ago," he said.

"We don't anticipate at this point
under any foreseeable cir-

cumstances" either gas rationing or production, slow rising prices, or
shortages, he said. head off predicted increases in

Nevertheless, he said, "we must unemployment. His prepared
keep the pressure on" to conserve remarks were similar to those

el " accompanying his economic

see related story on page 6
Ford, in a nationally broadcast

news conference, offered no new
proposals for action either to boost

statement to Congress late last

month.
He called for "special and im-

mediate attention by this
Congress" on four major areas, —
to cut federal spending, expand
assistance for the unemployed,
pass the trade reform bill, and
approve a tax reform measure
cleared by the House Ways and
Means Committee.

turn to page 5
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Bromery requests audit of school of ed budget
By DONNA FUSCO

Staff Reporter
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery

yesterday asked the University Treasurer in

President Robert C. Wood's Boston office to
conduct a complete audit of School of
Education finances.

University spokesman Peter Gluckler said
discussions on the exact details of the audit
are being discussed between Bromery and
University Treasurer, Kenneth W. Johnson.
Under University regulations, requests for

such an audit must be formally made to
President Wood's office, so the audit will not
be started until Wood gives his approval.

In a memo to Associate Provost, David C.
Bischoff last Wednesday, Earl Seidman,

Acting Dean of the School of Ed., requested
the University Administration to conduct the
audit, following disclosure of charges of

misuse of funds made by Assistant Dean of

the School of Ed, Robert Suzuki.

University officials refuse to disclose

specifics on the funds in question except to

say they are not state funds.

Seidman said he asked for the audit

because "we must be allowed to deal with
facts, not rumors, and professional inquiry

not innuendo."

Last Tuesday, Bromery appointed David
Bischoff to conduct a "complete review of

the allegations made by Suzuki."

The audit, according to Bischoff is part of

that review. "The investigators from the

Treasurer's office will start with the charges
and investigate them completely. If it seems
wise to go further they will," he said.

He stated that his role now was to wait

and see what the auditors come up with

before continuing with his part of the in-

vestigation.

When asked how many years back the

auditors will go, he said, "as far as they have
to."

The audit is the result of charges made by
Robert Suzuki, coordinator of the ad-

ministration of funds in the School of Ed,

that certain individuals had misused School
of Ed grant money. Submitted three weeks
ago to Earl Seidman, his charges were posed
in a list of five questions concerning funding

policy.

Suzuki on the advice of his lawyer, David
Burres of Amherst, has refrained comment
on aay aspect of the case.

Three weeks ago, before submitting his
questions to Seidman, Suzuki submitted hit
resignation saying he wanted to return to
teaching.

In his capacity as Assistant Dean of the
School of Ed, Suzuki makes an annual salary
of $22,864.92. Assistant Dean of Un-
dergraduate Programs, Richard J. Clarke's
annual salary is $26,652.60, and Assistant
Dean Norms Jean Anderson has a salary of
$27,797.12 a year. All are Assistant Deans In

the School of Ed.

Confidential requests

go through Boston
By BILL DENSMORE

Staff Reporter
The University administration yesterday said all student requests for

confidential personal files made under a recently enacted law will now
have to go through the President's office in Boston.
The ruling has the immediate effect of restricting rather than easing the

availability of some records to students on campus, because it requires

clearing the request through Boston instead of acting on it immediately.
Ralph D. Jones, university registrar for the Amherst campus, said the

policy "doesn't change the operating procedure we have set up." He said

only certain documents contained in students original admissions folder

are the ones affected.

"Everything else is non-confidential and there is no change in the policy

that we've had here for years," Jones said yesterday, adding that financial

aid and health records are more sensitive.

Richard A. Dent, director of Financial Aid, said the Educational Testing
Services' "parents' confidential statement" is affected by the Buckley
amendment or the administrative policy.

He said the statement contains a checkoff where parents may indicate

whether or not they wish their son or daughter to look at the statement.

Dent said the office has about 4,000 statements on file.

"The statement is not the property of the student, it is the property of
the parent," Dent said, adding that Financial Aid officials will discuss the
policy Thursday.

Dr. Barry C. Averill, director of University Health Services on campus,
said the infirmary has a routine policy of making health records available to

the student involved. "All the discussions we've had so far have no
significant effect on our policies," Averill said, adding that a student

turn to page 2

SOP says bonds
unfair to students
The Student Organizing Project

(S.O.P.) has charged the University

administration in letting the con-

cerns of the rich absentee bon-

dholders take precedence over the

concerns of students for justice and

decent housing in an 8-page report

on student housing released

yesterday.

The report outlines the
preliminary findings of the S.O.P.'t

turn to page 6
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Staff Photo by Fran Olavin

Tania Del Va He of Puffton Village wants the rain to stop because she gets awfully

tired holding up that big umbrella.

Inside:
Town Meeting — Page 3
Dunk-a-thon photos — Page 7

weather
Connecticut Valley today, mostly cloudy with occasional ffuniea

likely. Highs in the 30s. Northwest winds 20 to 30 miles par hour and

gusty. Probability of precipitation 60 par cant.
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Dunk-a-thon Day 1

collection a success
Campus Center travelers poured $63.74 worth of water clunks over the

heads of Collegian personalities yesterday in day one of the week long

"Help the Hungry" campaign.

The dunk-a-thon will conclude today with such personalities as Rick

Savini, SGA president; Mark Tripuka, UMass football quarterback; and

Collegian Sports Editor Dave Eibel taking 30-minute turns under the

bucket.

The commuters' table, set up next to the dunk area, collected more than

$110 tor the campaign. That table will be set up for the last time today, by

the dunk area again.

See Photo Essay on Page 7

Campaign organizers are asking all commuters to make their one dollar

donations there.

The dormitory collection effort will conclude Friday. The money will be

be counted over the weekend and a check will be sent to Oxfam-America,

in Boston, on Monday.
Collegian News Editor Mike Kneeland, the campaign's organizer, said he

was "very pleased" with the campaign today.

"I'm sure we're going to raise a lot of money," he said. "The backbone

of our campaign lies with the dormitory donations and most of our

representatives are doing a good job...even with papers to do and finals to

start worrying about."

Kneeland said he was disappointed that no one volunteered to head

collection efforts in about seven dormitories.

(A complete listing of all representatives appears on page six.)

Those dorms could have turned in a lot of money if someone there would

be willing to take the time, he said last night.

He added, however, that those interested in volunteering could still do

so by calling the Collegian.

Confidential requests...
cont from p. 1

wishing to view his records may do so in the presence of the doctor in-

volved, in order to have questions answered.
But, Averill said, "in the area of mental health we have had a policy of

not having the student look at the records because it may not always be in

the best interests of the student in a therapeutic situation."

Averill said some mental health records contain hypothesis about a
student's mental condition which is being tested therapeutically by a
physician.

He said a student who insists on seeing his records will be asked to put
the request in writing and the request will be handled under the new policy
announced yesterday.

In an interview on November 18 — the day the Family Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974 took effect - Registrar Jones said UMass would
comply. But he cautioned that his office would consider .previously
confidential material like guidance counsellor's recommendations to be the
property of the sender.

At the time, Jones said only the original admissions folder — one of
three files kept on campus students - has regularly contained confidential
material from guidance counsellors.

He said an academic record card (transcript), and counselling folder are
non-confidential.

Yesterday's announcement raises the possibility that students will be
temporarily denied access to records that have previously been open while
the request is submitted to the President's office.

The policy released read:

"A student wishing to inspect his or her records should submit a written
request to the custodian of the records in the particular school or office
where such records are kept.

"The student should also send a copy of the request to the Secretary of
the University, Office of the President, One Washington Mall, Boston,
Mass. 02108. Upon receipt of the copy of the request, the Secretary of the
University will render a decision concerning the request.

"This policy is in regard to the new Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974, PL 93-380."

University News Bureau spokesman Peter Gluckler said the policy was
contained in a memo from campus attorney Sidney B. Myers to Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery and Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs Robert W.
Gage.
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WMUA has a new station manager, Marc Berman. It

may have a new studio soon, too.

WM UA elects

Station Manager
By P.J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

WMUA has elected a new Station Manager. In a special election held
last Wednesday night Marc Berman was chosen to replace Jack Harper as
station manager.

Harper, who was elected at a special election last December, then re-
elected in March, will be unable to finish his term as manager.
Berman was elected by 24 of 34 station members present at the meeting.

The meeting was an open-format and discussion. According to Scott
Bacherman, Production Manager of WMUA "Marc will be more involved
in programming and working more in production than any previous Station
Manager."
Berman has had a great deal of experience with college radio before

coming to UMass. He has also had professional experience in radio in
Wyoming and New Hampshire. Last summer Berman and Bacherman
taped a documentary in Washington D.C. concerning the resignation of
President Nixon.

"In the past, the responsibilities of the Station Manager have been
undefined; they need to be clarified so that the station can operate more
smoothly," Bacherman said.

Another consideration of the station now concerns moving WMUA to a
larger and more central area. Right now the station is pressed for space
and is seeking a new on-campus location.

Cosmonauts rehearse
for summer docking

By GERARD LOUGHRAN
MOSCOW (UPK - The Soviet Union sent two veteran cosmonauts into

orbit Monday aboard the Soyuz 16 spaceship in a dress rehearsal for next
July's docking with an American Apollo vehicle.

U.S. ground stations tracked the flight and American and Soviet space
officials were in telephone contact about it.

Flight commander Anatoly Filipehenko said the space voyage would last
several days and its main object was to test the docking gear.
He said the spaceship was identical to that to be used in July and would

fly the same orbits, testing all procedures for the joint project.
"In principle, there may be discussions with Houston," Filipehenko, 46

and the father of two boys, said in an interview with Tass news agency
before blast-off. But the discussions will be indirect because Soyuz does
not carry the very High Frequency equipment needed to talk* to the
Houston space center from orbit.

Nine American tracking stations followed the flight. Soviet space of-
ficials kept their American counterparts informed of the progress of the
mission and promised to give the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration precise directions to track the Soyuz between its 41st and 56th
orbits on Wednesday.

Peter Damman Quartet appearing
Wed. & Thurs., Dec. 4 & 5

Sundance appearing Fri., - Sat.,

Dec. 6 & 7

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-080?

Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

Yale professor

drowns in Leverett

which had supported other skaters all afternoon
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Weiskel was born in Hackensack, N.J., earned his B.A. at AmherstCollege ,n 1967 and his PhD. at Yale in 1970. He had taught at Yale since
1970, specializing in romantic literature.
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Burial "» be private. Calling hours w¥be a°the Douglass Funeral Home, 87 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

at
™ fami,y requests tnat memorial gifts be made to Food for the Hungry

at Yale University in care of Rev. William Sloan Coffin.

Police radio

stolen at Grayson
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter
The UMass Department of Public Safety has requested the return of a

portable radio stolen from Grayson dormitory, last Tuesday.

According to Captain Robert Joyce of the department, the radio used
by security guards in the dorms on campus, is worth about $1300.

"We aren't interested in prosecuting anyone, but we need the radio
Communication in the security field can be a life and death situation "

said
Joyce.

Joyce cited a similar incident that occurred at the Amherst Fire
Department, at the beginning of the semester.

Saul Chafin, assistant director of the UMass Police Department
stressed the idea that these radios are used for the protection, welfare and
safety of the students and staff on campus.
Any information concerning the whereabouts of the radio would be

appreciated by thp department.
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Town votes for elections in session
By JUDY BOUCHER

Staff Reporter
With the prime interest of

students in mind the Amherst
Board of Selectmen last night set
the dates for next year's town
elections.

Notices that are required by law
to be published, filing dates for
nomination papers, town caucus
and the day of the election will all

fall while Amherst College, Hamp-
shire College and UMass students
will be in Amherst.
The Board passed a policy

statement in 1972 declaring that all

election affairs will be held when all

the colleges are in session.

At that time Eric Walgreen
challenged the constitutionality of
holding the town caucus during
intersession when the majority of
students were away and could not
vote. Walgreen was running for
Selectman and was defeated in the

caucus.

The courts have ruled in favor of
the town, but Walgreen has ap-
pealed the case to the Circuit Court
of Appeals.

Town elections are non-partisan
and officers to be elected are Town
Meeting Members, Town
Moderator, two Selectmen, two
Jones Library Trustees and one
Housing Authority member.

In order to register you have to
be 19, a resident of Massachusetts
and lived in Amherst for at least six
months.

The last day to register before the
election is March 19 and the
election will be held on April 8.

In other action the Board granted
one day liquor licenses to John
Quincy Adams Middle House for
December 6, John Kennedy Lower
House for December 7, Calvin
Coolidge Tower for December 6
and the Southwest Cultural and

Collegian Staffers
If you never come to another Collegian meeting

come to the staff meeting Thursday. This is your only
chance to cast votes for editors who will serve for the
next year.

7 p.m. CC 168-172

Tomorrow, a complete staff list will appear on
page three. If your name is not on it/ see your editor.

Otherwise you may not be allowed to vote Thursday.

AGENDA:
1

)

election of new editors— nominations received Dec. 1 to be

listed tomorrow. Floor nominations accepted.

2) Discussion of proposed new constitution — sets up Life

—

Style editor, gives managing editor autonomy from editor-in-

chief who would be called "publishing board chairman."

Proposed vote on constitution.

3) Analysis of PULSE survey

If you cannot make the meeting, absentee ballots

for the editors' election are available from Jerry
Lazar.

Staff Photo by Dale Griswold

Soon winter's icy grip will reach out and touch us all.

| MDC Classifieds

really work

Program Committee for December

In addition, Town Manager Allen
Torrey reported to the Board that
Mr. Gerald Grady, the University
liaison person, has set up a meeting
with the Director of the Institute for
Man and His Environment for
December 5. This was done at the
Board's request so that various
University skills and personnel
could be utilized in reviewing a
report on solid waste disposal.

Torrey also passed down an
administrative order to all town
Boards, commissions and Com-
mittee Chairmen concerning the
availability of public records,
assuring that all town employees
comply with a new law which took
effect on July 1.

This law. Chapter 1050, defines a
public record and set down specific
rules concerning their availability.

A "reasonable fee" and a
"search fee" were established. The
first copy of a public record is .50
and a certified copy will be $1.00. A
charge of $5.00 will be levied for
each search hour spent locating a
public record.

The law is basically a further
extension of the Open Meeting Law
guaranteeing to the public the right
of access to records and
documents of State and Local
government.

TODAY'S STAFF
Mary Vorderer
Issue Editor

Bob Gamache
Bob Norcott

Dale Griswold
Fran Glavin

Photo

Tom Crowley
Sports

Glenn Poster
Ad Layout

Bill Parent
Editorial Layout

The Collegian is a school.
Participation for the purpose of

learning all aspects of
newspapering is open to all

readers, although primarily for
students. Visitors are always
welcome to our offices: 2nd floor,

UWfl« sUiripnt union

Infirmary

|
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j Emergency)

I % 649-2671
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Sirica reaffirms Christmas deadline

Ehrlichman asks trial delay until Nixon fit
WASHINGTON (UP/)

Defendant John D. Ehrlichman

asked yesterday that the Watergate

cover-up trial be suspended over

the Christmas holidays until

Richard M. Nixon is well enough to

testify. But Judge John J. Sirica

declared, "We're going to finish

this case by Christmas."

Sirica earlier promised to hear

arguments on the question
tomorrow, but at the end of the

long day, the 44th of the trial, he

announced his intention to finish by

Christmas.

Ehrlichman's lawyer, Willaim S.

Frates, said it was a "common
sense" proposal to recess the trial

and let the jury go home until Nixon

is well enough to give testimony for

the defense.

Three court-appointed doctors

who examined Nixon at his San
Clemente, Calif., home reported on

Friday that he is too ill to come to

Washington to testify and that he

would not even be able to give a

deposition until Jan. 6.

Ehrlichman has not yet taken the

stand in his own defense.

Former White House chief of

staff H.R. Haldeman acknowledged

under cross examination Monday
by Assistant Watergate Prosecutor

Richard Ben-Veniste, that he had

not told the federal grand jury

about the White House taping

system.

"I was under orders of the

President of the United States that

it not be disclosed," Haldeman
said. "It was not a matter of my
hopes; it was my instructions."

Ben-Veniste said that Haldeman
no longer was a presidential

assistant on May 5, 1973, when he

withheld the information from the

grand jury.

"I was not employed by the

President," Haleman said, "but I

still considered myself subject to

the orders given to me during the

term of my service to the

President."

Haldeman testified he had "no
recollection" of telling his former

aide Gordon C. Strachan after the

break-in to make sure their files

were clean of any material relating

to the Watergate burglary.

Haldeman also testified that he

believed he did not learn of the

destruction of any documents until

Strachan testified about having

done so at the Senate Watergate

hearings in the summer of 1973.

Weather slows voting

on coal miners' pact

UPI Telephoto

Local residents in the Massachusetts community of Cohasset view the 45-foot

ketch Badu that was blown ashore by 50-mile per hour winds yesterday.

Sugar price increases lead

climb in family grocery bill
By The Associated Press

Sugar price boosts of more than

50 per cent in a month pushed up
the family grocery bill in November,
offsetting declines in meat and
eggs, an Associated Press
marketbasket survey shows.
The increases came amid new

government hearings into soaring

profits for sugar refiners whose
earnings have been boosted by the

growing worldwide demand for the

sweetener.

Amstar Corp., the nation's

largest cane sugar refiner, an-

nounced Monday its first reduction

in the wholesale price in more than

a year and a half. The company cut

the wholesale price of grocery

sugar by $5.20 per 100 pounds to

about $3.47 per five-pound bag.

Because sugar now on grocery

shelves was processed several

months ago and does not reflect

recent wholesale boosts, the $3.47

wholesale price is actually lower

than the retail price in most areas.

Supermarkets have urged
customers not to buy sugar and
some stores are limiting purchases.

Many people already are boycotting

sugar.

The AP drew up a random list of

15 commonly purchased food and
nonfood items, checked the prices

on March 1, 1973 at a supermarket

in each of 13 cities and has

rechecked at the start of every

month.

The latest check showed sugar

increased in every city except

Dallas, where the specified five-

pound size was unavailable at the

r
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supermarket used for the survey.

The monthly increases ranged from

21 per cent in Chicago, where the

price went from $2.39 to $2.89, to

55 per cent in Miami, where the

cost jumped from $2.13 to $3.31.

Because of sugar, the total

marketbasket bill also jumped
sharply in every city except Dallas,

rising an average of 6 per cent

during November. If sugar was
removed from the total, however,

the average increase was only

seven-tenths of a per cent and the

bill in 6 of the 12 cities declined.

A comparison of current prices

with those at the start of the year

showed the marketbasket bill up an

average of 20 per cent, with sugar

contributing a disproportionately

large share of the increase.

Most authorities say food prices

over-all will rise in the beginning of

next year, partly because of

smaller-than-expected crops this

year and partly because farmers,

who claim they are losing money,

are cutting back production.

David Stroud, president of the

National Livestock and Meat Board,

said in Columbus, Ohio, on Monday
that meat prices will go up next

year.

The items on the AP checklist

were: chopped chuck, center cut

pork chops, frozen orange juice

concentrate, coffee, paper towels,

butter, Grade-A medium white

eggs, creamy peanut butter,

laundry detergent, fabric softener,

tomato sauce, chocolate chip

cookies, milk, all-beef frankfurters

and granulated sugar.

The cities checked were:
Albuquerque, Atlanta, Ga., Boston,

Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, Los
Angeles, Miami, New York,
Philadelphia, Providence, Salt Lake
City and Seattle.

CHARLESTON, W. Va. (UPI) -

Striking coal miners cast secret-

ballots yesterday in historic United

Mine Wrokers contract vote slowed
by a severe snowstorm in the

eastern coal fields.

First early returns from five locals

in Pennsylvania and West Virginia

showed a slim 587-542 margin in

favor of the new three-year

agreement, providing a 64 per cent

increase in wages and fringe

benefits.

It was the first time in the history

of the UMW the membership wted
on a contract. In the past, the

union's leaders made the decision.

Many members of locals

reporting early failed to cast vote

due in part to the worst snow storm

in seven years in the eastern coal

fields Sunday. An additional 6 to 12

inches was forecast by nightfall

Monday.
Because of the bad weather,

UMW president Arnold Miller

extended the voting through 8 p.m.

EST tomorrow.

"We want to maximize rank and
file participation in this, the union's
first, ratification vote by allowing
every member the opportunity to

exercise his democratic option,"
Miller said.

About half of the 120,000 coal

miners, on strike since Nov. 12, live

in areas affected by the heavy
snow.

More than 600 miners failed to

vote in four Pennsylvania locals

reporting total returns of 514-512

for acceptance.

- TONIGHT -

JOHN MORGAN
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If you need to remember
numbers, commit them

to memory . . .

Texas Instruments
electronic calculator

with memory
TI-2550

• full memory system

• percent key

• rechargeable

• AC adapter/charger included

• constant

• decimal selection

2 • 4 • or • full-float

• 1 year warranty

now available at the

UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

Open Wed.
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Investigators find flight

recorders at crash site
UPPERVILLE, Va. (UP/) - In-

vestigators digging through snow-
covered wreckage yesterday found
two flight recorders they hope will

give clues to what caused a Trans
World Airlines jet to crash near here

Sunday, killing all 92 persons
aboard.

The recorders were found as
search teams continued removal of

fragmented bodies from the crash
site on Mt. Weather, about a mile

from a tightly secured facility where
government officials would take
refuge in time of nuclear attack.

At last report, about 85 bodies
had . been taken to a makeshift
morgue in the little town of

Bluemont following resumption of

the search at 6:30 a.m. The
operations had been suspended at

8:30 Sunday night as an electrical

storm passed through the area,

followed by two to three inches of

snow.
"Hopefully we'll get all the

bodies recovered today although
the snow has hampered the

recovery operation," said Thomas
Kunkel, a special FBI agent
coordinating the search. "It's very

difficult. We are finding bodies
£ today that we overlooked

Daylight view of the crash site in Upperville, Va.,

where 92 people died in a plane crash Sunday. The

impact point is at the bottom, while part of the fuselage

can be seen at ths upper left.

yesterday."

It was the worst air disaster in the

United States this year.

The Boeing 727, on an inaugural

flight from Indianapolis to

Washington by way of Columbus,

Vermont faculty union struggle

erupts as cutbacks expected
BURLINGTON, Vt. (UPI) - A

union organizing fight, with

possibilities of large scale faculty

dismissals in the background, has

erupted at the University of Ver-

mont.

The American Federation of

Teachers (AFT) had been cir-

culating representation petitions

since last spring, with little suc-

cesss, but the university's financial

crisis has drastically increased the

chances of the faculty voting for

collective bargaining.

"In the last two or three weeks,

the situation has changed entirely,"

chemistry Prof. John Kice said

yesterday.

"Faculty members feel very, very

insecure. We now think they will

vote for collective bargaining."

The cause of the insecurity is a

meeting of the board of trustees set

for Dec. 6 and 7 at which decisions

on how to reduce next year's

budget by $1.2 million will be made.
Everyone agrees that most of the

savings will be made by reductions

in personnel.

The American Association of

University Professors (AAUP),
headed by Kice, decided last week
to enter the contest, and is now
also seeking to represent the

faculty.

Both faculty groups have gone to

the National Labor Relations Board
as part of the fight to win
recognition.

The eventual election, which"

both sides expect, is not expected

to come until next spring at the

earliest. NLRB rules allow a union

to ask for an election when it has

signed up 30 per cent of the em-

ployes, but in practice unions

UIMUA
8:30a.m.— HIGHTIDES— Listen to what the

heavens have in store for you.

8 p.m. — STRAIGHT NO-CHASER — Variety

of something for everyone.

9 p.m. — NATIONAL LAMPOON RADIO
HOUR — More nonesense to laugh at.

FH

usually wait until they have majority

support.

With rumors flying around
campus about who will be laid off,

the announcement that a new
position of executive assistant vice

president was being created
angered some faculty.

"We're told the president needs
the person," said English Prof.

Signey Poger, who heads the AFT
organizing drive. "We need some
of the people they're going to let

go."

Poger said his union would seek

to have cutbacks in the ad-

ministration made when cutbacks

in faculty hiring were ordered.

No one knows what criteria the

trustees will use when they decide

who to dismiss. "There are a great

many rumors of people whose
tenure may be broken," Poger said.

"The administration has hedged
on the question of tenure," Kice

said. Some faculty members fear

that "people who in one way or

another have irritated the ad-

ministration" will be fired, he said.

University regulations, which the

trustees can change, make it dif-

ficult to dismiss tenured professors

unless whole programs are

dropped. The dropping of some
programs is considered possible.

The first complaint to the NLRB,
filed by the AFT in May, was
dismissed recently. It concerned a

decision to allow the AAUP to hold

meetings on campus while the AFT
could not, but the real purpose was
to secure a decision that the NLRB
had jurisdiction.

Similarly, Kice said his

organization's complaints would
probably be dropped after it was
included in all discussions between
the administration and the AFT.

Ohio, slammed into the mountain
on a landing approach to Dulles

International Airport where it had
been diverted because of severe

winds and heavy rains which had
closed Washington's National
Airport.

Federal investigators said they

had found no probable cause for

the crash, which occurred about 20
miles from the main runway at

Dulles. But Bill Weston of the

National Transportation Safety
Board told reporters that both the

plane's flight recorders were found
intact.

Ford airs arms pact
at news conference
cont. from p. 1

Ford recalled that he had
recommended a 31 -point program
Oct. 8 to deal with inflation,

recession and shortages of energy
resources. But he complained
much of the program still waited
congressional action and said:

"Times are nowhere near
desperate to paraphrase President
Franklin D. Roosevelt's great
rallying cry that the only thing we
have to fear is fear itself. Still it is a
good thing to remember.

"But I do want to say to my
fellow countrymen that our
greatest danger today is to fall

victim to the more exaggerated
alarms that are being generated
about the underlying health and
strength of our economy.
We are going to take some lumps

and bumps, but with the help of

Congress and the American people
we are perfectly able to cope with
our present and forseeable
economic problems."

"But action is more helpful than

criticism at this stage and every

week the Congress delays makes
the prospects a little bleaker."

The government, in its most
recent reports, said unemployment
stood at 6 per cent, inflation had
increased 12 per cent during the

first 9 months of this year, that the

Gross National Product had
declined three consecutive
quarters, and that industrial

production continued to lag.

In his statement, Ford said in-

flation, recession and the energy
situation pose "three serious
challenges" to the nation. He called

inflation "a deadly long range
enemy that cannot be ignored,"

and said recession is a serious

threat that already has hurt many
citizens and alarms many more."
He said "hopefully it is a shorter

range evil but neither can it be
ignored, nor will it be."

As for the fuel situation, he said:

"assuring adequate energy will

require the best efforts of all

Americans to overcome.

nation and world

House elects leaders
WASHINGTON (UPI)

Reflecting last month's election

trends. House Democrats and
Republicans yesterday rejected

conservative contenders and in-

stead chose moderate to liberal

leaders to head their party policy

councils next year.

Rep. Philip Burton, currently

chairman of the moderate-liberal

Democratic Study Group, beat

fellow Californian B.F. Sisk, 162 to

111, for the chairmanship of the

Democratic Caucus, the party's

policy-making organization for all

House Democrats.

On the Republican side, Rep.

John B. Anderson of Illinois turned

back 85 to 52 a challenge from Rep.

Charles Wiggins of California for

leadership of the GOP Conference,

the Republican policy-making

organization.

The actual administrative

leadership of the party

organizations in the House was
unchanged, except for the filling of

a vacancy, since Speaker Carl

Albert of Oklahoma, Democratic

I. Y.S.I.
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Leader Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill of

Massachusetts and Republican
Leader John J. Rhodes of Arizona

all were unopposed for re-election.

Boston troopers go
BOSTON (AP) - State police

confirmed yesterday that 300
troopers are being phased out of

duty in South Boston, where they

were deployed Oct. 10 at the

request of Gov. Francis W. Sargent

to enforce desegregation of the

schools.

State police Capt. James Oteri

said Boston police are taking over

the assignment at South Boston
High School and its two annexea-

the L Street and the Hart-Dean.

By yesterday, the state police

contingent at the three schools had
shrunk to 120.

Israeli power noted
By United Press International

Israeli President Ephraim Katzir

said yesterday he told visiting

American and European science

writers that Israel's nuclear

potential should be a subject of

concern for the world. But he said

Israel would not be the first to bring

atomic weapons to the Middle East.

Reacting to an account published

by the newspaper Ma'ariv of

Katzir's remarks Sunday, the

president's office in Jerusalem said

he had been referring "to the

general potential in Israel of

scientists and general scientific

technological experience that

objectively could be implemented if

Israel so desired."
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SOP discusses bond holders in housing issue

cont. from p^1
investigation of residential life. It

concludes there are serious

inadequacies in the present policies

regarding student housing.

The investigation charges that

the primary reason for the

"exorbitant" costs of living on

campus was "a financing

arrangement which amounts to

nothing but an elaborate tax-shelter

for a small number of super-

wealthy individuals and interests."

The S.O.P. says that substantial

portion of the rent paid by each

student each month goes into the

pockets of the top 1 per cent of the

nation's wealth-holders. These

individuals hold tax-free bonds

received in return for making idle

monies in their possession available

to the state for construction of the

dorms.

"These individuals will receive a

return of over two times their

original investment, entirety tax-

free, not counting the return on
their reinvestment of all this student

money," the report states.

The S.O.P. is also charging the

university has been aware that the

mandatory residence requirement is

illegal since 1970. Also, Michael

West, assistant dean of students

admitted its illegality at hearings

devoted specifically to the con-

stitutionality of the requirement last

month.
Both the Vice-Chancellor for

Student Affairs, Robert Gage and
the Director of Residential Life, Ken
Dean, have suggested that student

self-governance was precluded by

the terms of Chapter 75 of the

General Laws of Massachusetts,

which established the university.

"However, other than this con-

elusory assertion that self-

governance is illegal, the university

did not credibly support this

proposiition with specifics," the

S.O.P. charges.

As a matter of fact, the opposite

appears to be true. While placing

ultimate responsibility over trust

fund operations with the Board of

Trustees, Chapter 75 specifically

authorizes them to designate
students to receive and disburse

funds, according to an investigation

conducted by the S.O.P. Moreover,

delegation of decision-making
authority is nowhere precluded,

they say.

Also, Massachusetts federal

court interpretations of statutes

which are similar to Chapter 75
support the legality of student seif-

governance, and even suggest that

it may be illegal for the Trustees to

interfere with student decisions

relating to student life.

So the report says, "quite the

opposite of the view presented by

administrators, the university may
presently be operating outside the

bounds of the law, by not insuring

student self-governance."

In addition they say one major

cause of present high rents is the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts'

lack of support for even the

maintenance of the residential life

system. The mechanism designed

to finance construction of dorms is

also used to finance their entire

operation, they charge. This is

termed "self-liquidation", meaning

that students pay the whole bill.

"And once the bill is paid, the

buildings become the property of

the state, and in several cases have

been converted to use as academic

than as residence halls," the report

charges.

Finally, the report concludes that

there is no justification for the

creation of the type of residential

environment which exists on

campus.
"Acknowledging the university's

obligation to insure the existence of

adequate housing for its students,

the question arises why peniten-

tiary-style barracks were created,

fostering crowded conditions, lack

of privacy, and a generally poor

quality of life by all accounts.

"Tbe only answer to this

question is one rooted in outdated

in loco parentis rationales regarding

the need for close administrative

supervision of students, forced

separation of the sexes, and

atomization of the student com-

munity, rationales to which even

the university administration no

Ford terms arms accord
"a real breakthrough"

By FRANCES LEWINE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (API
President Ford said Monday night

his strategic arms accord with the

Soviet Union would allow the two
super-powers arsenals of 2,400

nuclear missiles and bombers
apiece, and called it "a real

breakthrough."

Ford said the agreement, still

subject to more detailed

negotiations to "convert this

agreed framework into a com-
prehensive accord," would allow

the United States and the Soviet

Union to put multiple warheads on

1,320 of the missiles in each

nation's quota. The agreement
would run from 1975 to 1985.

The President announced details

of the terms arranged last week at

his Vladivostok conference with

Soviet leader Leonid I. Brezhnev,

and told a news conference the

agreement is a sound one that will

gain support of the American

people.

"This does not permit an agreed

buildup, it puts a cap on future

buildups," Ford said, "and it ac-

tually reduces a part of the buildup

at the present time."

However, Ford said he intends to

push U.S. strength up to the levels

contemplated by the agreement,

which covers intercontinental

ballistic missiles, submarine
launched missiles, and long-range

bombers.
"I intend to stay below that

calling, that's the agreement," he

•aid. "But we do have an obligation

to stay up to that ceiling."

The President said his defense

budgets will be designed to keep

U.S. strategic forces at or aimed at

that ceiling. He also said his ad-

ministration may, if it deems
necessary, act within the accord to

increase the explosive power each

U.S. missile could deliver against an

enemy.
Ford insisted the agreement

would limit, not re-open, the arms
race, despite the contention of

congressional critics that the terms

would open the way to a new round

of weapons-building on both sides.

Ford also said the Vladivostok

agreement does not affect the U.S.

system of bases overseas, including

carriers.

Also, there is no limitation on the

development of weapons programs

already being planned or con-

structed. This applies particularly to

the new B-1 bomber and the

Trident nuclear submarine.

The President said these new
programs, plus the encroachment

of inflation probably will drive up
U.S. defense costs in spite of the

agreement.

A questioner asked whether if

the cost range of reaching the

ceiling would be about $18 billion.

"It's in that ballpark," Ford an-

swered.

One leading critic, Sen. Henry M.
Jackson, D Wash., said in advance
of the President's news conference

that he found the MIRV figure

astonishingly high.

Jackson has been calling for a

mutual phased reduction of

strategic arms and said the accord

"will make possible the addition of

thousands of nuclear warheads."

Ford is bound to run into strong

opposition in the Senate to the

ambiguity over verification of the

agreement. The Senate must
confirm any treaty ratifying the

agreement.

Asked if the ceilings would
eventually produce a financial

savings, Ford responded sharply,

"very definitely."

Otherwise, he said, there would
have been a continued arms race.

This would have required the

United States to "substantially

increase" its weapons ex-

penditures. "Mr. Brezhnev and I

agreed that we first had to cap the

arms race...we've done that."

Ford also said his negotiations

with Brezhnev included discussion

of the Middle East situation. He said

he and the Soviet leader discovered

their differences on the Middle East

are not so major as they might
appear.

He said they agreed it is im-

portant for negotiations between
Israel and Arab states to continue.

"We also agreed that at a certain

point, a Geneva conference might
be the final answer," Ford said. But
he said that for the present, he and
Brezhnev support "our step by step

approach" of continued
negotiating efforts.

On the strategic arms accord,

Ford said the Vladivostok
negotiations were "a long step

forward toward peace, on a basis of

equality, the only basis on which
agreement was possible."

or administrative buildings, rather longer subscribes.

Dorm reps listed

for hunger fund drive
Dormitory Representatives

for Collegian

Fund Drive
NAME DORM
Kathy Horan Brooks
Tony Battista Greek Areas
John Bock Baker
Ben Caswell Bret

Dave Ostrander Brown
Brad Smith Butterfield

Michael Massi Cance
Mimmi Michaelson

Chadbourne
Cathy Kozell Cashin

Carol Desousa
Dick Leonard
Judy Rice
Steve Tetreault

Ed McQuaid
Linda Brower
Larry Geller

Jim Paulin

Joe Martins
Jann Adler

Paul Bradley
Jeff Briggs
Jim Gibbons
Donna Fusco

Gorman
Greenough

Johnson
JQA

Kennedy
Know Iton

Moore
Pierpont

Patterson

Thoreau
Washington

Webster
Wheeler

Van Meter
Chris Dillard

Hal Schatzoff

P. J.Prokop
Lloyd Adalist

Sandy Carlin

Coolidge
Crabtree
Crampton
Dickinson
Emerson

Representatives are still

needed for those dorms not

listed -- contact Mike
Kneeland at the Collegian to

volunteer.

Mortar Board movie today

HAWACKS &
BOOIWAtiS

Camptrails
Cannondale.
HFrnalayaa.

Nar*ona. I

flDoorttaViProducts

The Who - What - Where - When
- Why and How of Mortar Board,

the national senior women's honor

society, will be described on film

during continuous showings in the

Campus Center Concourse, Dec. 4-

5-6, from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Showings have been arranged by

the local chapter, under direction of

Barbara Hansen, president.

The purpose of the showings is

to recruit the juniors who will be tne

Class of 76 of Mortar Board.

Current members will be on hand at

a Concourse booth to explain

responsibilities of membership.

Mortar Board was founded in

1918 as the first and only national

honor society for women in the

United States. The UMass chapter

was chartered in 1955. Total

membership nationally is 59,000.

Membership is based on
scholarship, leadership and service.

A minimum number of members
may be inducted annually from

each campus chapter. Members
must be elected from the top 35 per

cent of their class in scholarship

and must meet a minimum
scholastic average of 3.2.

"We are looking for the best all-

around juniors on campus to carry

on our slogan, 'To be honored, and
to pass it on'," Ms. Hansen says.

PROTECT YOUR BOOKS
amd suppues from

| the weather..,
And 6ime your
AKAI A ReST •

Mow in STOCK-

University Store
'Campus 'Center

'*"'

Public bathing

in Campus Center?!

ii

UNITY THROUGH DIVERSITY

All races, cultures, religions, ideologies,

sexualities, ages, nationalities, etc.

This is for everyone!

Friday December 6,

7:00 p.m.

Newman

Center

Staff Photos by Bob Gamache
and Bob Norcott

They're all wet.

Getting the dunk from
top to bottom (left to

right) are Steve Tripoli,

Dean Tucker, Zamir
Nestelbaum and Jerry

Lazar.

Admission:

Bring a dish from

an ethnic background.

)o you sing?Do you dance?Do you do poetry?

Do you have something to offer to this affair?

Call 546-4538 256 0378 546-4543

AH IHTERCUiTURAL AFFAIR

Plan Your Holiday Parties Early at

Rte. 9. 529 Belchertown Rd.

Our wood shed room is available

for banquets, special occasions.

Contact

E.J. CALLAHAN or

KEN HAWKINS
256-8551
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Area Notice Roundup
Hampshire College

sponsors craft show
Hampshire College invites you to submit work for

this third annual craft show. All craftsmen and artists

are invited to bring their work during the week of

December 2nd through December 6th, 1 p.m. to 7

p.m. to the Gallery, in the Library Building.

We assume all responsibility of sales and receive 15

per cent commission. All work submitted will be fully

covered with Insurance. We also reserve the right to

reject any items not acceptable for the show. For

further information contact Bobbi Miles, Gallery

Coordinator, 542-4833.

Public skating at Orr Rink
Amidst the discussion of a new skating rink in

Amherst, the Amherst College Orr rink is still going

strong. Numerous clubs in addition to the University

and College teams will be utilizing the facility again

this winter.

The public skating hours can be obtained by calling

549-6430. Admission rates this year are 50 cents for

children through high school and 75 cents for adults.

Students to examine
health services budget

Students will begin a thorough examination of the

University Health Services budget in December,

according to members of the Student Health Advisory

Board.

The Board evaluates the budget annually, and is

currently accepting any students who want to par-

ticipate.

The Board will meet this Thursday and will also

discuss the current grievance mechanism for student

complaints.

The Board is open to all students who have paid the

mandatory health fee. The meeting will be in Room
917 of the Campus Center beginning at 4:30 p.m.

AHEA membership drive
Membership drive of the American Home

Economics Association (AHEA) is presently taking

place in Skinner Hall and will continue thru December
6.

The AHEA is a professional organization for all

persons with declared Home Economics majors.

Balanced
transit

crucial
HOUSTON (UP!) - A balanced

transportation system is a crucial,

priority for a mobile society, Sen.

Lloyd M. Bentsen, D-Tex., told

officials of the nations' cities

Monday.
"Not since the 1920s when we

became aware of the need for

interstate highways and good city

streets has this nation confronted

such a compelling need for im-

proved mobility," Bentsen said.

"Transportation has become one
of the major issues of the 70s, as

more and more of us are forced to

ask serious questions about how
often we travel, what type of

transportation will be available and
how we will get to work.

"Americans deserve balanced

transportation as a national

priority."

Bentsen, chairman of the Senate
Transportation Subcommittee,
made the remarks before the 50th

annual convention of the National

League of Cities.

The Urban Public Transportation

Act of 1974 signed by President

Ford last month, he said, offered

some long range solutions to the

problems facing urban areas.

He said when the bill is im-

plemented — through distribution

of $11.8 billion — balance will be
achieved by blending all modes of

transportation with local govern-

ment deciding which form best

suits its needs.

"When we talk about programs
of this magnitude, we tend to think

of them in terms of billions of

dollars when we should be thinking

in terms of people," he said. "This

is a common feeling in

Washington."
Bentsen said he was undecided

about seeking the Democratic

presidential nomination.

Included in the student membership fee of $5.00 is fhe

Home Economics Journal which is issued monthly.

Invitational coffee hours within the department and

a career day with successful home economics
graduates are a couple of the projects planned for the

Spring semester.

Mrs. Jo Ann Pullen will be the faculty advisor for

this RSO group.

People with any questions or ideas may contact Ms.
Dianne Snow at 253-9745.

Head of Residence
applications available

Information and applications for Head of Residence

positions for the 1975-76 academic year are available

in the Office of Residential Life, 223 Hills North.

Head of Residence positions are full-time, live-in

professional appointments for 42 weeks from ap-

proximately mid-August to mid-June at a starting

salary of $5,670. Duties include counseling,- program
development, administration, group work.

The deadline for applications is March 7, 1975. The
Office of Residential Life is an Affirmative Action-

Equal Opportunity Employer.

RSO public relations

assistance available
Spring Semester Public Relations Assistance

applications are now available to all interested RSO
groups. Groups who need help in informing the public

of any aspect of their organization should drop by the

Student Senate Communications Committee office

located in Room 415 of the Student Union and apply

early.

Alternative Career

Conference con't.
The last of a series of Alternative Career Con-

ferences will take place on Orchard Hill Residential

College this week. On Wednesday Dean Marcus from

the School of Engineering will speak on alternatives

within his field on both a national and international

scale. Thrusday Gerald Zeisel from the School of

Business Administration will speak on alternative

career opportunities in the field of Accounting. Both

forums will be held in Field 434 at 8 p.m. Gerald Zeisel

was originally scheduled for today. Please note the

change in date.
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BNS on the scene: Boston revisited

Note:
Boston vs Springfield school desegregation

Despite the fact that our major

newspaper feels that the situation

in Boston has come to an end, we
know different. We know that the

busses transporting black students

to South Boston high is still being

stoned, students are still being

harassed. Tension still reigns

supreme in the public school

system. Students and teachers

complain that the atmosphere is

not conducive for studying. All day
the agents of oppression can be
seen patrolling the corridors or

outside the building.

The school committee members
and local politicians are now
focusing their attention on how to

implement Phase two of the

desegregation process without
bringing the walls of the city down
on themselves. The agreement for

reduce coverage by the news media
removes them enough from public

view to wrestle with the problem.

Certain active groups such as the

National Mobilization Against
Racism have continued the job of

keeping the issue alive. Last

November 30th, a preliminary rally

was held in Boston to draw at-

tention to the large National March
and Rally Against Racism, to be
held Saturday, December 14th at

the Boston Commons. It is in-

tended that this march will show
that the vast majority of people
stand on the side of human rights

and justice and oppose mob
violence against all school
children.

"

Today the Black News Service

begins part one of a two part series

"Boston Revisited.

"

By Black News Service

The struggle, by Black people,

for the right to equal and quality

education has been a long, difficult

fight. Since the U.S. Supreme
Court struck down school
desegregation in 1954, local

policemen, state guardsmen, and
federal troops have had to in-

tervene frequently in situations

concerning court ordered in-

tegration and 'busing'.

Thru all the brutal, racist prac-

tices perpetuated in the south,

many people failed to see that

segregation prevails in practically

every school in northern cities. The
repulsive chants of 'nigger, nigger,

nigger' were not only heard in Little

Rock in 1957, Oxford, Mississippi in

1962, Birmingham in 1963, Selma in

1965, but more recently, these

racist slurs have been resounded in

northern cities such as Pontiac,

Michigan in 1971, Brooklyn, N.Y. in

1973, and, the most recent outburst

of this pandemic syndrome, in

Boston - 1974.

Considering all the instances of

resistance to the implementation of

forced integration, many often

wonder why this was not the case
in the recent desegregation of

schools in Springfield, Mass. There
has been many conflicting reasons
as to why this phenomena did not
occur in this moderate size New
England city. Let us consider a
comparison between Springfield,

and the most recent incident of

violence in Boston, Massachusetts.
The peaceful desegregation in

schools of Springfield, Mass.
compared to the disturbance and
violence during the attempted
desegregation of schools in Boston,

Mass. can be attributed to the basic

differences in the number and age
of the children who were affected

by this change, as well as the

district and unique composition of

the two cities themselves.

In Springfield the only schools

which were involved in the forced

court order were 20 elementary

schools consisting of a total of

6,500 students. Junior High schools

in Springfield were integrated prior

to the court ordered busing
referendum. This process was
completed by the closing of

Buckingham Junior High School in

Winchester Square in 1968.

The high schools which exist in

Springfield have been integrated

since they opened. This is primarily

due to the specialized courses

which are found in centrally-located

buildings in each school. For in-

stance, if a student knows by the

time he reaches senior high school

that he will be seeking further

education once he had completed
that phase of school, he can enroll

in one of the high schools in

Springfield which offers a pre-

college curriculum — or one that

gives preparation for the mandatory
college board examinations. On the

other hand, if a student feels he will

be pursuing a business career, or

interested in learning a particular

skill or trade, he would enroll in the

appropriate school specifically

designated for this purpose. Other

students have the option of at-

tending parochial schools which
offer a diverse curriculum.

Boston, which experienced utter

chaos and turmoil with the im-

plementation of busing, was forced

to integrate not only elementary

schools, but all grade levels, in-

cluding junior and senior high

schools which consisted of a total

of 200 different schools, and 18,000

students. Before 1971, school
officials and committee members
opposed any end to the policy of

open enrollment of high schools in

Boston because it would interfere

with white transfer students from
Black schools. On June 29, 1971, a
member of the Boston school
committe, Joseph Lee, described

any limit to open enrollment as

"imprisoning white kids in Negro

schools." Since then, Boston has
had in effect, a Controlled Transfer
Policy. The Policy does not allow
the free choice in attending any
high school as in the case of
Springfield, but a policy that has in

fact reinforced segregation in the
schools.

The basis for this policy is the
Feider Pattern system, which has
been used by the Boston School
Committee to increase segregation
by manipulating school capacities
and attendance zone lines. An
article published in Struggle , a

a deliberate effort on their part to

keep Boston schools segregated,

and the number of permanent black

teachers at a minimum. This is

evident in the manipulation of the

Feider Pattern system of tran-

sferring students from junior to

senior high school, as well as hiring,

assignment, and reassignment
practices towards black teachers.

These racist and attitudes are not

only instilled by the school com-
mittee of Boston, but local

polititions such as Luoise Hicks,

Kevin White, who claimed that the

community based periodical,

discussed a clear example of the

conscious segregation by the

Feider Pattern in the manipulation

of certain schools in the Black

community.
It stated that, "Girls High

(Roxbury High), English High, and
Jerimiah E. Burk High Schools are

predominately Black schools.

Assigned to these schools in 1970-

71 were eight junior high schools,

five predominately Black, and three

predominately white. The School

Committee in the second year,

1971-72, gave the three

predominately white junior high

schools the right to transfer to

mostly white schools such as South

Boston High. In place of the three

white junior high schools, the

school committee placed three

predominately Black schools. They
did this with the conscious plan of

allowing white students to leave

mostly Black schools, thereby

increasing segregation.

So as we see, the Boston School

Committee has had a history of

racist policies relating to the

education of minority children.

There has been and continues to be

situation was interfering with his

possible VP nomination - have been
accused of perpetuating and en-

couraging the racist attitude of the

white community. The most
prestigeous Democratic politician in

the country, Senator Edward
Kennedy, told reporters that the

white racists "feel strongly about
these issues; they are entitled to

their views."

The population of Boston is a

more politically active than that of

Springfield. There has been far

more pressure from the Blacks of

Boston, including outright

challenge of the Racial Imbalance

Act. The Black community of

Boston has been aware of the

Racial Imablance Act since it was
incepted in 1964. Some community
based organizations such as

Freedom House which is located in

Roxbury, have been holding classes

and disseminating pamphlets and
other informative materials con-

cerning the Racial Imbalance Act

long before the order actually went
into effect.

Such community organizations

and various individuals have aided

the Bostonians in recognizing

innate racist overtones which the

act itself perpetrates. For example
the act allows a school to remain all

white, but makes it illegal for a
school to remain all black.

Differences in the age of the

children in the two cities accounts
for some of the reaction to the

busing order. Elementary school

children generally are considered

virtually incapable of great or

organized violence because of their

tender years. Older children are

capable of inflicting great harm on
property and on fellow human
beings.

In Springfield, with elementary

youngsters, who are less inclined to

challenge the established order of

parents, teachers, policemen and
others, success was reasonably

assured. High school aged children

(as in Boston) are more aware of

the existence of different issues.

Parents, teachers, politicians and
other authority figures have a

greater influence on their actions.

Parental resistance and violent

reaction to busing in Boston
detrimentally influenced the at-

titudes of the pupils.

In addition to the variation in the

age, number, and awareness of the

students affected by the busing

plan in Boston and Springfield and
the cooperation or lack of

cooperation of school department,

public officials, and parents, the

most important difference in the

reactions of the two cities to

desegregation of schools stems
directly from the unique and
distinct differences in the general

residential makeup of the two cities

themselves.

Boston is a city divided into many
sub-areas which are each occupied
by a different ethnic group. Hyde
Park, Dorchester, Roxbury,
Mattapan, Columbia Point, South
Boston, are only a few of the many
sub-areas which have distinct

ethnic make-ups. 'South Boston',

occupied by low-income Irish

families, is where the initial

disturbance related to forced court

ordered desegregation took place.

Springfield, Mass. does not have
similar neighborhoods with such
strictly defined boundaries. In

Springfield, there is a general area

where you may find a predominate

community of Blacks (as in any
city). But even in these

predominantly Black populated
areas, you can find poor white

family residents. So essentially the

residential pattern in Springfield,

Massachusetts is a more integrated

one — a situation which exist

throughout the city. Boston's Black

populated districts (i.e. Roxbury,

Dorchester, etc.) are distinctly and
exclusively Black.

Boston English plagued by many changes

FUtll • f* mi W»4. miUi WIMIij

By BLACKNEWS SERVICE
After long months of disruptions,

demonstrations, and boycotts, the

controversy over school bussing

has been slowly removed from
public focus. For the moment the

boycotts and demonstrations
which left Boston in a state of

combat has subsided. But un-

derneath all the controversy . is

something that hasn't been laid to

rest, the effect of the school

bussing conflict on the participants.

Boston English High School is a

unique high school. It has the

distinction of being the oldest

public high school in America. Next

to Boston Latin, it has graduated

more men who continued and

completed their education at

Harvard University than any other

high school. Within the last ten

years, Boston English has gone

through a great many changes.

Located within one of the oldest

sections of the city- Roxbury— it

was at first comprised of a

predominantly white male

population, reversing slowly to a

predominantly black male
population, a typical pattern for

most urban high schools.

A second change occurred when
the Supreme Court ordered all of

Boston high schools with men only

"If it weren t for the

State Supreme Court,
which saved Boston
English from being
swindled out of a brand

new high school, morale
would be even lower."

George Johnson
Vice Principal

to admit women. Over the months
all of the changes, plus

desegregation and bussing have

affected the operating pattern of

Boston English. In a recent Black

News Service interview George

Johnson, vice principal of the«

school, said, "actions of the school

committee and the whole issue of

bussing has lowered the morale of

the student body." Johnson went
on to say, "If it weren't for the state

supreme court, which saved
Boston English from being swin-

dled out of a brand new high

school, morale would be even
lower."

According to Johnson," with all

the problems of bussing in South
Boston, apprehension has settled in

the school population of Boston
English". Some students said that

with all the violence that occurs, at

times they are scared to come to

school. Sporadic incidents of

fighting have marred the school

since opening day. Up until last

week, the ringing of fire alarms was
a commpn practice among
students.

Truancy is another problem

facing Boston English. A number of

students live in South Boston and
do not wish to come across town.

In the classroom itself, one teacher

told us "tension is so high between
blacks and whites that it is hard to

conduct the class properly".

With so many problems at-

tending integration, Johnson was
asked about community control of

schools as an alternative to in-

tegration. Mr. Johnson replied,

"Community controlled schools do

not work. The only thing that they

accomplish is keeping people in

their section of the city, thus

creating fragmented societies".

Johnson went on to say that his

school is an educational institution.

"We are sup0osed to create

awareness of the real world, and

the only thing that community

Black Affairs

controlled schools do is hide

awareness. Regardless of all the

problems facing Boston English

and the city of Boston," Johnson
stated, "every member of the

teaching staff is dedicated to seeing

that every student learns."

Despite the latter statement by
Mr. Johnson it is a fact that the

famous school spirit of Boston
English is non-existent. One long-

time teacher at the school was
asked about school spirit, and he
replied flatly, "There is no spirit, not

here anyway", and with that, he
refused further comment.
One of the main problems faced

by the school is the over crowded
conditions. The school's capacity is

between 2200-2400 students, yet

with a 20 per cent absentee rate the

school is carrying 2500 each day.

With such an overload of

students, the facilities in this 38
million dollar school do not serve

the students in the proper manner.

Classes that are equipped to hold

30 students quite often are found to

be carrying as many as 40.

Integration appears to be a vary

minor requirement which can divert

attention and energy from major

educational needs. The teachers

and students of Boston are

wrestling with such a situation

today.
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{ Letters to the editor y

Shooting down handgun stingers

To the Editor:

As a representative of People vs. Handguns, I would like to clear

up a few points raised by W/adyslaw J. Zielonka in his letter of 1 1-

1-74.

First, there is no constitutional right to bear arms in this country.

Literature put out by the Mass. Council on Crime and Correction

makes this very clear. "The Second Amendment to the U.S.

Constitution guarantees that 'A well regulated militia, being

necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to

keep and bear arms shall not be infringed'." The amendment
refers to the State Militias alone. The National Guard is now the

union of State Militias, and thus this body alone, outside of the

regular armed forces, has the right to bear arms In the U.S.

there is a collective, but not an individual, right to bear arms.

...The U.S. Supreme Court affirmed this last in 1939, when it

upheld the constitutionality of the 1938 Natl. Firearms Act.

"

Outlawing handguns will have to prevent many criminals from

having them. Most of the guns used by professional criminals are

lost by or stolen from registered owners [500,000per year], so let's

cut off that supply. Granted, some criminals might still get hand-

guns despite a law. I don't deny the possibility of a black market

in handguns. But the total number of handguns around would

greatly decrease, and thus this country would still be a safer place

to live in than it is now. Police would still be armed to protect us.

Accidents, mistakes, and spontaneous murders by good citizens

would sharply decrease. Where gun ownership is high, both the

per cent of murders committed by handguns, and the general

murder rate are high. Thus the key is to severely restrict the supply

and availability of handguns, which gun registration laws just

don't do effectively.

Handguns are hardly deterrents to crime in the home. The

Eisenhower Commission Staff Report on Firearms and Violence

concluded that firearms have little use in these cases because a

robber has the advantage of surprise. Only 1-2 per cent of robbers

and burg/ers are ever shot. How couldguns conceivably stop such
intruders? Authorities tell gun-owners to keep handguns safely

locked up. So what happens when an armed robber enters? Is the

victim supposed to tell him, "Wait a minute, my gun 's upstairs.

Let me go get it?" And even where a citizen does confront an
armed intruder with a handgun, someone will surely get shot and
killed. But if handguns were restricted, outlaws would be much
less likely to use their guns if they have nothing to fear from

victims they know to be unarmed.
Right now, rather than being a deterrent to crime, handguns

make criminals out of previously law-abiding citizens. 75 per cent

of the 25,000 yearly handgun homicides occur as accidents or

crimes ofpassion. We have to disarm ourselves to make the death

rate go down.
Mr. Zielonka 's talk of outlawing knives, lamps, autos, pot

roasts, etc., cannot be compared to the handgun isaus). First, such
items normally serve practical purposes. Further, the handgun is

unique, in that it can cause death with dead certainty and ef-

ficiency, with no exertion in a moment of rage. These other items

cannot be used that way. In a passion crime, the time it takes for a

person to find a knife, go after his victim and get close enough to

attack him would allow that person enough time to cool off and
regain his senses. The handgun is too quick, too easy, and too

readily available.

Finally, I want to caution against unwarranted paranoia. People

vs. Handguns is not interested in taking away citizen's rights.

Rather we want to see everyone able to enjoy the right to live in

safety, without fear of the threatposed by the handgun.

Steven Sacks
People vs. Handguns

/ like UMass dorms...
To the Editor:

In the past few months a lot has been said to the effect that

students should be allowed to live off campus. However, there are

a few things that dorms have going for them that living off

campus just can 't compete or compare with. Here are a few of

them:
The convenience of the dorm is one aspect beyond compare.

Even from Butterfield or VanMeter, the dorms the farthest from

the center of campus, a walk to the Campus Center is a mere ten

minutes. That's WALKING. No worry about missing the bus, or

where to park a car. If you live in an outlying area off campus and
you miss the bus either you wait a few hours, hitch, or you don't

go to school. Once you're on campus, you're stuck here until the

next bus out. In between classes it's either the Hatch, the

Bluewall, or the library. If you wish to participate in the campus
night life and you don't live in a dorm either you hang around

campus all day, or you don't participate. In contrast, "home" is

only a short walk away when you live on campus.

The living-learning experience that a dorm provides is superior

to many courses offered at UMass. Where else but a dorm can so

much be learned about racism, sexism, and drugs, either pro or

con? The only other area I know of is the Combat Zone in Boston.

The effects of living with over 150 other students can help a

person learn more about himself and how to deal with situations

that only arise when there are 150 other views to be dealt with.

Many dorms have a sense of community that supports the dorm
and make it desirable to live there. Butterfield has just that. Some
say Pierpont does also. In Butterfield, every evening 120 students

sit down and eat together from food prepared in a STUDENT run

kitchen. Because of this you know your neighbors as people, not

just faces to grunt to when you pass in the hall. If you're living off

campus you only know those living with you. Maybe four at the

most.

Finally, no where but a dorm are small group activites more
apparent. The intramural sports at UMass are based upon this

...I think they stink
To the Editor:

/ am a concerned freshman student living in Orchard Hill.

Because of the existing law which requires me to live in a dorm, I

have been subjected to a very dissatisfying experience. Though

I've only been in Webster one semsster, I find a definite lack of

privacy. I know that being surrounded by rooms containing twice

as many people is unavoidable, but one should be able to retreat

to one's room and be at peace.

It has been decided, that to persuade students to stay in the

dorms, more attractive living conditions must be constructed. This

would be very valuable when in reference to light sleepers like

myself. I was unknowingly placed in a corner room located next to

the bathroom on my corridor. Aside from the fact that people

continuously troop in and out till 2fl0 a.m. every morning, such

obscene noises as people "going to the bathroom", filters right

into my room. I wouldn 't mind this so-called "natural sound" if I

was a Biology major studying Human Necessities. But I'm not, so

why should a light sleeper like myself, lose valuable resting hours

every night? If the University had the foresight to construct walls

more than one cinder block thick in rooms that need it; [such as

the ones located next to the bathrooms and lounges], maybe I'd

consider staying in the dorms. Sounds of running water and
people taking showers are also commonplace noises; not to

mention fighting between the roommates next door or across the

hall. The added "gift" of hollow, paper-thin doors that the

University has also donated to us, does not remedy the existing

situation. More sounds leak through the doors than the walls; I'm

surprised people can 't see through them too.

The University doesn't understand these situations. After all,

it's feasibly cheaper to construct dorm rooms a single cinder block

thick, and to install hollow doors. But I'd like to see someone from
these construction companies sleep in our rooms for a night. I'm

sure they'd change their minds about staying here, in a hurry.

The administration wonders how many students will actually

stay on campus if the new policy giving us the option to leave is

passed. As the situation now stands, I'd rather take my chances
with a bitchy landlord in an apartment complex.

Susan M. Lunter

concept. In a dorm if you want to have a football game it is just a

matter of walking down the hall picking up players as you go. The

colloquia offered in the dorms are also an example of this. Small

group activites may be coincidential of dorm life, but fraternities

and sororities have built upon activities for generations. This is

apparent now where TEP has won the intramural football

championship for the past three years.

I most definitely INSIST that students, as adults, have the right

to choose where they want to live, off campus or on. Not all

dorms are showp/aces. Many dorms in Southwest look like Watts

in 1965. When confined to a 20x20 room unrest is inevitable. This

is why Monday morning many dorms are a shambles. In many
dorms residents don 't give two shits for their neighbors, let alone

the building.

With the option given to students to live where they wish the

quality ofdorm life can only improve. It has been estimated by the

administration that approx. 5 per cent of students will move off

campus if allowed. This will get rid of the overcrowding in the

dorms and free up many rooms. Rooms that can be combined

with others so that claustrophobia doesn't set in when you study.

Rooms that can be made into singles for those who desire them.

The dorm atmosphere can only improve, for now students will be

living where they want to, not where they are told to. Students

will realize that the convenience of a dorm and the living-learning

experience that a dorm provides are invaluable to an education at

UMass. Of course, the administration has to realize that students

won't live in dumps. Renovations of dorms must be stepped up.

Students must be allowed to put input into what a dorm will look

like, and how it will be run. Decisions concerning dorm residents

should be made with student input, and not unilaterally on the

part of the administration.

I sincerely hope that with these aspects in mind the dorm will

continue to be a valuable part of the UMass campus.
Bruce Corwin

{ Fred S Weiss
}

Victor discovers the moon

good or ArteztcAM AM£W£SS/

Dunkathon Today
— Continuing —

The Collegian drive to help the hungry is sponsoring a dunkathon today on the Campus
Center Concourse. The dunkees are listed below with appropriate times. It will cost twenty-

five cents to soak the heads of these campus ne'er-do wells. The money will be used to feed

the hungry.

Moving highways. Cars jammed up on Thanksgiving day,
slowly hedging to thousands of turkeys that tasted the same.
Susies and Bobbies and Freddies all over the country hedging
towards the dinner table. In the car, stuck on the Long Island

Expressway, my mother gave me a "briefing" on the state of the
family. Yes, my cousin Victor was almost three, and growing all

the time. Smart boy that Victor, a good boy, friendly and good
tempered. The last time I saw Victor was several months ago, and
I wondered if he would remember me.
Then my mother moved on to other topics. Uncle Steve lost his

job, and things weren't going very well for him. His wife started

working for a real estate company. Remembering Steve from my
earliest youth, he was the epitome of the hard working puritan.

Philosophizing how in this great country "Any man can make it, if

he is willing to work", I felt bad for the man. No doubt things were
tougher now, and he must be finding hard keeping up the stan-
dard of living that he had worked so hard to build up.

Remarking, half in jest, that her tales were like a "Diplomatic
briefing", I told my mother that the news she was telling me was
most useful. You can't take too many things for granted these
days, and you really have to know just what is going on in the
family. Where once before the simple question, "how is

business", was as polite as hello, now it could bring on certain

embarrassment. People were losing jobs, and families were
breaking up. The social strata of the middle class seemed to be
breaking apart like a misty cloud in the sky; always moving apart

and thinning out.

Yet as I walked into my Aunt Sadie's house in Long Island the

past came back like the smell of old cranberry sauce. When I was
younger, say three or four, Sadie's Thanksgiving feast was an
annual ritual. While Sadie and her husband Milton were now
twenty years older, I tried hard not to notice. Sadie is my grand-

mother's twin sister, and along with the other brother and sisters

in attendance all share a strong resemblance to the Bussian stock

that they emigrated from (and with) Kishinev in 1905.

Laughter and toasts with expressive harmony of souls. A
football monotone in the other room leaked through walls of brick.

The family was divided between nostalgia and futuristics. For

diversion, several members watched the Detroit game, only to be
further diverted into watching Mighty Joe Young during the

commercials.
My grandfather, hair graying gracefully forgot to bring his

mandolin, and instead spent time bouncing his "other" grandson,

11:30 to 12

12 to 12:30

12:30 to 1

1 to 1 :30

1 :30 to 2

2 to 2:30

2:30 to 3

3 to 3:30
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Victor on his knee. Things were moving too quickly, and I was
thankful for this day with relatives whom I had not seen enough of
over the past few years.

Time moves on. Victor, hammered out a three year old's version
of Stravinsky, on the same piano that fifteen years before my
cousin Lisa and I smoothed through duets. But now as I watched
Victor's fingers not-so-gently hammer on the keys, while his legs,

too small to touch the ground, dangled in the air, I realized that
Lisa was at the other end of the room talking to her husband
Bruce.

The family ritual was repeated in the house, as it was in

thousands of others that day. The table, filled with tur<*y,

cranberries, sweet potatoe, and stuffing, while not original, was
good. The ritual served as a reminder for all the previous years,

and smiles.

Times were rougher now, with family disasters and unem-
ployment. Yet perhaps Thanksgiving served as a cheerful

moratorium on the pessimistic grip that seems to be hovering over

a nation. Coaxed off the piano stool by a grandmother bearing a

glass of "Coca Cola", Victor stares out the window. A rubbery

young arm points out the large clear opening to an outside fan

tasy. The smile of a three year old interrupts the pace of a football

game. "It's a fooo mooen.." exclaims Victor. The little boy
repeats, "look at the fooo mooen. .",A happy grandfather picks up
Victor and says, "A full moon?", pointing at the perfectly round
yellow disc, that always seems to be smiling from the black sky. A
head bobs up and down, "A fooo mooen!". With a smile, the

grandfather picks up Victor and "sings", "boom didy-boom-

boom - boom - boom - di - boom - boom - boom - boom - di - dy -

di - da - boom - boom -" The tone was the same, as the one he

sang to Victor's father, thirty years before, or that of his own
father's sixty years ago. "Boom - di - di - boom - boom," and
Victor was smiling and giggling.

Realizing that twenty years before that day, I was giggling too.

The smile on Victor's face, and the warm beam of my grandfather

helped me to better appreciate what Thanksgiving is all about, and
why we must work to make sure that there are Thanksgivings for

many years to come.
Some find Thanksgivings to be trite, and tolerate the ritual. B'jt

the beam of a grandfather and the giggle of a child are subtle arid

gentle reminders of where we are coming from, and fill us wr**\

smiles to get ready for where we are going to.

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist

Mark Citron, Co-chairperson,

Student Health Advisory Board
Martin Miller, Chairperson,

SGA Academic Affairs Comm.
Rick Savini, SGA President

Steve Saraceno, MDC Sports Writer

Dave Eibel, MDC Sports Editor

Mark Tripucka, UMass Football QB

Dennis Kiernan, UMass Football

Co-captain, Linebacker

Steve DeCosta, MDC Sports Writer

{
£ Patrick I McQuaid }

Ford's continental caddie
If during the past week or more you have managed to sever

yourself from the brig of upcoming finals and occasionally take a

scant glance at the national headlines, you will have found that

amidst the plugs of famine, busing, and rising living costs, our

illustrious pasha, gallant, galavanting Gerry Ford has been the

biggest blurb.

U.S. representatives to the World Food Conference report "no
word" from the White-House-in-transit, wherever it is now,
concerning executive permission to increase foreign starvation

relief. Meanwhile in the papers, Ford is seen soiling his tie in a

fatuous attempt to dine with Japanese chopsticks while two
women stare at his performance with lampoon-like glare. The
cutline should read: Galloping Gourmet Gerry Gourges as Geishas

Gaze.

That same day the world quaked when it was disclosed that
rord had greeted Emperor Hirohito earlier that week wearing

baggy trousers, not to mention the suave pearl-gray doeskin

weskit, stiffwinged collar, and his debonair ascot. Obviously he's

got his ass caught in the public image with the sudden

metamorphosis from country football hero to continental

diplomat. Such an abundant lack of couth — a cad!

Sunday, two weeks ago, Gerry again grabs page one crowned

in a furry Cossak cap — good evidence; they'll get him in a few

years for that. The headlines proclaim a focus on the limitation of

strategic arms; page two, famine.

Where is the American consciousness heading? Is it the press or

the people who are applauding our prestigious president every

step of the way? A few days ago the World Food Conference took

page one precedence; why? Because it sold, interest was high

and people wanted to read about it. While a good percentage of

the nation fasted, Ford ate his way across Europe and Asia.

It is also noteworthy to consider that this whole fast business

began one week before an immeasurable tonnage of food was

consumed and thrown out. On Thanksgiving day the spirit of

America stuffed its belly, putting aside its responsibility. It is also

interesting that some three hundred years ago the presumably

founders of this nation were starving and the country's original

tenants, now a minority, supplied them with both grain and the

knowledge to grow and cultivate a harvest.

Recently we read that Wilbur Mills, sixty-five-year-old chairman

of the House Ways and Means Committee, Democrat from

Arkansas, graced our state capital with his presence. "A most

unusual visit" reads a Boston Globe headline; a most unusual

article. Wilbur's sexual fantasies have taken page one priority over

war, famine, and inflation. One of the most powerful men in the

United States government rose before an audience at the Pilgrim

theatre and bowed along side of Annabel Battistella, alias Fanne

Foxe, alias the "Argentine Firecracker".

Over the weekend we have seen Ford flipping the coin that was
to determine the opening play at the Army-Navy game; probably

the biggest decision that he will be confronted with this year, not

to mention the chance method he employed in his monumental

decision making.

Americans bear a warm smile when they learn how the news of

Michigan's loss to Ohio State was broken to Gerry gently at

Vladivostok, USSR in the wee hours of the dawn. With such

pressures on his mind and heart, Ford marches on.

Is this the face that could launch a thousand missiles? This man
is the United States as far as foreign diplomats are concerned.

Elsewhere in the news is a full length feature article on the

numerous winners of the Massachusetts State Lottery. Like Ford,

their sudden leap in social status has changed their outlook on life.

Some become overnight philanthropists; others do what they've

always wanted to do, and famine descends another page deeper

into the media.

Well, Ford had a better idea. The latest in the continental look

turned out to be a caddie in disguise. You think you're getting a

good deal at the used car lot and look at the cost you end up

payingl Remember who sold us that used car? Who forced it on
us? Remember the old (is it that old now) saying, "Would you buy
a used car from this man?" Well we did.

Is it possible that we could ever nave a puppet government?
Everytime someone pulls his strings his pants would rise three

inches. No; not possible. No, Wilbur Mills could never get any
higher in the nation than he is now. Can he? And could the

"Argentine Firecracker", like Peron's wife take over? No, it can't

happen here. It isn't happening here. It can't... can it?

E Patrick McQuaid is a Collegian Columnist

Dean Tucker gtts ready to give roommate Jerry Lazar a "much needed bath'

the Dunkathon.

at
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More letters to the editor

Mother and child have same right
To the Editor:

This letter is in response to Lori Zuroff's tetter on
abortion. In her letter, she asks previous "pro-life"

supporters what right they have to determine a
woman's right to have a child. Nowhere can I find

anything arguing this point. She later asks another

question closer to the issue, "...why should women
who getpregnant go thru the pains of having the child

Just to give it away?" The answer to that should be
obvious. Women should go thru the pains of having

the child because this child has at least as much right

to live as the woman has the right to have it. She talks

about the value of human rights going down. If she
wants to talk about rights, why not begin with the

most basic right of all - the right to live? Who has the

right to take that away?
Zuroff's attacks on Christianity and it's worth could

be debated forever. However, her stand on abortion is

very arguable. She seems to make her stand not on
whether the unborn child is actually alive or not, but
on whether the mother wants to bother having it. She
does not even consider the argument that abortion of
a living fetus is willful murder. That specific argument
aside, do not the poor in society have the same claim

to life as the rich? Why shouldn't those given life

under unfortunate circumstances have the same right

to live as those given an ideal one?
Finally, she sees the birth of illegitimate children as

a "production" that must be checked. Perhaps if it

was her life that was "checked", and her thoughts still

reached the editorial page somehow, they would
reveal a different point of view than the one stated in

Tuesday's letter.

Bernard Devidow

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

The Rational Dance
'Company of Senegal

Friday December 6 8pm Amherst High Auditorium

TICKETS: S4 and S3 general S2 and SI. 50 umass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

LOVE PIZZA

-

BUT FIND THE
ATMOSPHERE LACKING?

.... Call Domino's Pizza and put an end to hard

benches, loud music and noisy neighbors.

When you call Domino's they'll deliver a delicious,

hot pizza just the way you like it ... . and you can

enjoy it in the atmosphere you like best - your home:

So call Domino's tonight . . . and create your

own atmosphere.

WE SPECIALIZE IN DELIVERY!!

DOMINO'S
SPECIALS!

SAVE 30

One coupon
per pizza

off any large 16" pizza.

Call 256-8587

Tuesday 12/3
LOne coupon Ca || 256-8587

Tuesday 12/3
per p,ZI?

mmA A t##J9

2 Wednesday 12/4

SAVE 60°
2 FREE PEPSIS

with any order over $3.00

FAST* FRESH* HOT DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Don't forget us Denny
To the Editor.

The undersigned would like to note that through some regrettable

inadvertence our names were omitted as co-signers of a letter cited by Ms.
Demise S. Matteau as the basis of a personal attack on Prof. Howard M.
Ziff in a recent issue of the Collegian.

We merely wish to correct the record, and to let your readership know
that it is not only Professor Ziff who las Ms. Matteau would so shrilly have
it] is racist, sexist, and Pulitzer Prize-ist. We stand, unequivocally, in the
dock with him.

Prof. Lawrence Pinkham
Prof. Ralph Whitehead Jr.

Educate
To the Editor:

/, amongst numerous others on
this campus have just about taken

all we can about this "Help the

Hungry" and fast campaigns on
campus. Have you really sat down
and thought about what's really

heppening? It takes no genius to

understand the problem that exists

in these countries that are un-

derdeveloped. Lack of education,

and people to educate these

starving peoples.

There's a lot of aware people on
this campus who won 't turn in their

meal tickets, not because we're

cheap but that it's the principal

behind it. The Monday after

Thanksgiving will not be any more
of the ideal day to get a buck out of
us ignorant morons than a
Saturday nite at the Blue Wall.

First of all by sending food there

is no guarantee that it will ever
reach these starving people, and
what good will that be? All that

we'll be doing is "prolonging the

cancer that now exists! It's like

handing out contraception devices
and saying to illiterate people,
"Don't Produce!" Without
education to the fact why they
should use them or how we'd be
accomplishing nothing!

I'm all for helping the starving

peoples, in fact I'm here at this

university to educate myself in a
career of International Agriculture

so that I can productively help
these people. I feel it's first

necessary to first educate these
people in farming techniques, and
buying seed and machinery so that

they can help themselves. Agreed
this will take a long period of time
but the results will be in the long
range and the people more ap-
preciative knowing that they are
being taught how to survive by
themselves rather than waiting for

generous countries to send over
care packages.

Birth control is another of the
major problems of these starving
countries. By increasing their food
intake for a short period of time we
will be offering them the increased
opportunity to reproduce more and
in the long run to increase massive
still births and severely
ma/nourished mothers.

If we could use our energy and
money to support the Peace Corps
and help establish learning centers
equipped with a staff of technical
expertise in various fields we'll be
doing a far greater act of mercy
than sending over food that might
not even reach its supposed
destination.

Assuming this campaign tor
hunger will continue, all I'm asking
is that people involved will change
their attitude to the abstainers. By
singling out and condemning, even
embarrassing people to donate is
no way to run a campaign for
hunger. When approached by
crusaders I, amongst others will

politely say no, and I ask of you not
to disturb any of us who tack this
article on our doors when your
campaign begins.

If a campaign to help educate
these people is conducted I'll be
more than glad to help out, till then,
I'll join Donald St. Mary at the
Dining Commons.

Bill Drummond

FREE DELIVERY

Peace Corps VISTA
Peace Corps and Vista representatives will be on campus tomorrow

through Thursday from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on the Campus Center Con-
course.

Seniors and Graduate Students can sign up for interviews at the
Student Development Center in Berkshire House.
The representatives are being brought to campus by Alpha Phi Omega,

the National Service Fraternity.
eeeeeeeeee

The Massachusetts Chapter of A!H ;,U Zeta, the National Honorary
Agricultural Fraternity, will sponsor a special lecti re by Ed McLaughlin, the

Area Agricultural Representative for ACTION-Peace Corps-VISTA, today

at the Campus Center. McLaughlin will be on campus in conjunction with

his engagement to be on the Campus Center Concourse to talk with

students and graduates interested in ACTION.

notes & quotes

January Law Conference scheduled
The Legal Studies Program will

sponsor the third annual January

Law Conference at the University

from January 13-21. The con-

ference, entitled, "The State of the

Law of the State," will offer a

variety of modular courses by

university faculty, local attorneys,

scholars, community workers,
prisoners and politicians from the

five college area and beyond.

Students may earn up to 2

credits for participation in the

conference. Registration will be at

the Legal Studies Office, 112

Hampshire House, December 10

and 11.

A special feature

ference will be a

within a conference'

new developments

of the con-

"conference

dealing with

in biology,

Looking for a challenging

alternative to your traditional

course load?

Interested in working in the area of Juvenile Delinquency?

The M.A.R.Y. Program offers 12 credits for a semesters

committment working with teenagers from the Dept.

of Youth Services.

Call 5-2361 or come to 381 Hills South.

Applications close Dec. 9th.

medicine, psychology and social

control. This mini conference,

"Law, Science and Ethics", will

begin January 20. Faculty or

students wishing additional in-

formation should contact Skip

Singer at 5-2000 or John Bon-

signore at 5-3536.

The main conference will include

topics such as: "Computer Data

Banks and Privacy," "An Inside

View of the State Legislature,

"Police Brutality on Trial" and
"Massachusetts Mental Health

Law -The Insanity of Com-
mittment." A number of the

modular courses will make use of

videotape and movies, including

"Softening Up The Citizen-the TV
Cop and the Constitution," a

review of instructional movies on
capital punishment, and the

showing of several films by Fred

Wiseman.
As in the previous January Law

Conferences, "The State of the

Law of the State" will provide a

largely informal opportunity for

people interested in law and society

to meet each other and discuss

issues of current importance in a

non- traditional framework. Modular

courses will be supplemented by

several wine and cheese parties.

The general theme this January

concerns legal and extra legal

attempts to bring behavior and
information under state control.

Further information can be
obtained by contacting the Legal

Studies office at 5-2000 or at

registration time, December 10 and
11. Any member of the five college

community is eligible to attend.

There is no fee.

WMUA
Here is today's schedule for WMUA, 91.1 FM:
The disc jockeys are Stu MacDonald from 6-10, Rocket Rick from 10-2,

Fran Dance from 2-6, and John Greeley goes through the early evening, 6-

10.

Today on WMUA
8:30 a.m., High Tides, Jeff Jawer explains what's going on with the

stars.

8:00-9:00 p.m., Straight-No Chaser
9:00-9:30 p.m., National Lampoon Radio Hour
10:00-6:00 a.m., Uujamadrum, Tommy Joyner hosts eight hours of soul

music tonight.

WMUA News can be heard at 7, 8 & 9 a.m., and 2, 6 & 10 p.m. News
headlines are broadcast at 8:30 a.m., just before High Tides.

"The Laugh Bag" can be heard on the hours of 3, 6, 9 &• 12, (eight times
daily.)

SALE
IP
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Beautiful clothes.
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Low Rise

Corduroy Flares

reg.

Corduroy Rivets

(Straight Leg)

reg.
$
13
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How On Sale:
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FIRST LINE MERCHANDISE!

•N SERVICE AREA

• BANKAMERICARD

• MASTERCHARGE

This sale ends Dec. 7, 1974
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'ritche&
Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.
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Continuing ed offers

course in senility
A course on the Psychology of Senility will be presented by the Division

of Continuing Education Wednesday and Thursday. This session is

designed to benefit all who work with, or find themselves in a relationship

with the aged.

This course, taught in a non-technical language, explores

psychosomatic medicine, psychology of death and sexuality as they relate

to the issue of senility, and as concepts to be used in preventive medicine.

Topics the course focuses on include: the latest findings of Masters and

Johnston in the area of aged sexuality, ideas, attitudes, and actions that

affect our relationship with death and recent medical and psychiatric

research in psychosomatics.

Course instructors are: Dawna K. Jenne and Clinton F. Jenne. Ms.

Jenne is a marriage counselor for the Roman Catholic Diocese of

Springfield, a private counselor for aged couples, and a nursing home

consultant. Mr. Jenne is a staff member of the Regional Nutrition Program

for the Elderly, a visiting lecturer at he University of Massachusetts and a

nursing home consultant.

This course has been approved by the Massachusetts Board of

Registration of Nursing Home Administrators for 15 classroom hours of

credit toward re-licensure. This is the second of five times that the

Psychology Senility course is being offered <§ different locations

throughout the Commonwealth. The Dec. 3 and 4 session will be held in

Woburn, with upcoming sessions in Worcester on Feb. 18 and 19, Holyoke

on April 15 and 16, and Fall River on May 27 and 28.

For further information contact the Division of Continuing Education,

102 Hills North, 545-3410.

Univ. chorus tonight

MDC Classifieds pay

IS*

rinf

The UMass Chorus and
Women's Choir, both under the

direction of Wayne Abercrombie,

will present a joint concert tonight

at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

The program is open to the public

free of charge.

The Chorus will be assisted by a

double Brass Choir for the per-

formance of the featured work of

their program, Daniel Pinkham's

"Christmas Cantata".

They will also present "Glory to

God in the Highest" and "Alleluia"

by Randall Thompson, "Lark" by

Aaron Copland, and "0 Clap Your
Hands" by Ralph Vaughan
Williams.

The Women's Choir's program
will feature "A Ceremony of

Carols" by Benjamin Britten with

Anita Titsworth assisting on harp.

"Fancy's Knell", a work by music

faculty member Charles Fussell, will

be performed along with "Psalm

150, op. 67" by Benjamin Britten

and "Do Not Go" by Bela Bartok.

•••*••••••••••••••

J Annual Student J

j Christmas Sale *

Pottery and Glass J
Munson Annex J

Dec. 5th and 6th J

$ Thur. and Fri. 5|

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Trade in on all High School or Jr. College rings accepted

(Dec. 3 and 4 only)

$10.00 deposit required with order

ITUES. & WED: DECEMBER 3rd & 4tl

9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

5% DISCOUNT

ON ALL ORDERS

I

*
*

*

university

store
Campus

Center

*•••••••••••••••*•

Juniors/Seniors
Earn Over $500 Per Month

NUCLEAR POWER OPPORTUNITY
If you qualify, you could earn over $500 per month during your senior year with guaranteed Nuclear Power Training.

Be a Commissioned Officer and work in the Nuclear field. Starting salary is over $11,000 per year with rapid advancement to

over $18,000 per year. Excellent fringe benefits, and continuing education.

Prerequisites: one year of college physics, math through integral calculus.

In keeping with our All Voluntary Force Concept, you incur no obligation.

See Your NAVY INFORMATION TEAM
on campus.

DEC 3. 4 at BERKSHIRE HOUSE
Please send me information on the Nuclear Power

Program:

Name

Address

Phone

Grad Date

Major

Send to:

LT Don Harbison

Navy Information Team
Albany, New York 12210

or call (518) 472-4424

collect.

Marijuana 'busts'

up in the state
BOSTON [AP\ — Despite a decline in drug arrests, more people are

being arrested in Massachusetts for smoking marijuana than were busted a

year ago.

Drug complaints in the district courts fell 6.4 per cent to 14,921 in the

year that ended June 30.

But a study by Deputy Probation Commissioner Walter Murphy showed
marijuana cases were 56 per cent of the total this year compared with 48

per cent the year before.

Murphy sampled all drug cases reaching the courts by studying those

from one week in each of ^April, July, August and October in 1973 and
again in 1974.

If his results hold for the 12-month periods ending in June, about 600

more marijuana cases reached the courts.

Coinciding with this 18 per cent increase in marijuana arrests was a 28
per cent decline in herion arrests.

Experts have different interpretations of these figures, and only one had

a firm conclusion about marijuana.

"Marijuana has finally reached the boondocks," commented Rep. Barry

Frank, D-Boston, sponsor of unsuccessful legislation to remove criminal

penalties for marijuana use.

Frank believes marijuana arrests in big cities have declined but have
more than been made up for by arrests in small towns and rural areas.

"With marijuana at $35 an ounce, a six-pack of beer is the economic
alternative," he said.

Lt. Dan Delaney, head of the state police drug control unit, says his men
are as active as ever "and it could be we've made inroads on the (heroin)

traffic."

He does not believe addicts are turning away from heroin, and notes

laboratory analyses show a recent increase in the purity of heroin seized in

arrests from 3 to 11 per cent.

"We concentrate on heroin," commented Delaney's counterpart in the

Boston Police Department, Lt. Ed Connolly.

"Most of our marijuana arrests are made by divisional patrolmen—an
officer gets a cail that some kids are shooting craps in the hallway of a

housing project, and he goes there and he finds them smoking marijuana

too. Of course he arrests them."

Both Connolly and Delaney say they concentrate on "making the best

cases against the biggest (herion) dealers we can."

Murphy thinks the wide variety of community-based treatment

programs have made a real difference, at least for heroin addicts. "New
York state built buildings; we contracted out for services and got

something for our money," he said.

As a matter of fact, there are so many programs there are not enough
hard-drug addicts to fill them. Arthur H. Rosenberg of the state's Com-
mittee on Criminal Justice estimates the vacancy rate at 30 per cent.

Rosenberg thinks drug usage of all kinds has leveled off.

FRITZ IS

THURSDAY

Library tours
Been lost lately? Tours of the

UMass Library building are given

each Wednesday at 2:30 p.m.

Anyone interested in attending

should meet in the first floor lobby.

Rape line

545-COPS

Plain &Fancy
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Printed^

G-lifrered
Seined
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Campus group meotinga, non-profit
events. To list notice of your group or

event fill out fro* format Th* Collegian
office. 2nd floor. UMass Student
Union. Mail noticss to "news editor."

AHEA.
A Wine and Cheese Party for faculty and

students of Home Economics on Weds.
12-4 in Mitchell Lounge in Skinner Hall

from 4-5:30. Join us and find out what
AHEA is all about.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1974 THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN 17

Sports

hotline

5-3500

FRITZ IS

THURSDAY

ALPHA ZETA:
December meeting of all members

tonight in C.C. 101 at 6:30. Peace Corps-
representative to speak. Attendance
mandatory. Last meeting of the semester.

ASTRONOMY CLUB:
Important officers' meeting at 7

followed by regular meeting at 7:30 in

Hasbrouck 22. Bring Cosmos articles. Oh
come, all ye faithful members.
ATTENTION WOMEN SKIERS:

There will be a meeting of all skiers

interested in joining the Women's Ski team
on Tuas. 12-7 at 6 p.m. in WOPE lounge.

Ski Camp will be at Haystack Mtn. during

intersession with the Men's team. New
members welcome. Support UMass.
BETTER HURRY:

Deadline for Spectrum Magazine is

nearing. We still need photography, fic-

tion, poetry etc. ..you name it, we want it.

407 S.U.B.
CALCULUS HONORS SCREENING
TEST:

Dec. 3, 7:30-9:30 p.m., GRES. 201. Open
to all students who have taken or are

notices

currently taking the first semester of

Calculus or its equivalent only.

CHANUKAH:
Chanukah candles and menoraha

available in S.U. 302.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION:

Meeting tonight at 6:15 in C.C. 911. All

are welcome.
CHUG IVRI:

Hebrew speaking group today. S.U. 302.

COFFEE HOUSE:
Anyone interested in playing at a

Melville Coffee House Dec. 14, please call

546-7363 as soon as possible.

DRIVERS MEETING:
Mandatory bus drivers' meeting Dec. 5,

Thursday, at 7 p.m. in C.C. 163.

HILLEL CHORALE:
Hillel Chorale meeting tonight in Mach-

mer E 37.

HOL Y COMMUNION:
The Holy Eucharist will be celebrated

according to the rite of the Episcopal

Church on Weds. Dec. 4 at 12:55 p.m. in

the chapel of the Newman Canter.

Welcome.
JR. WOMEN:

Mortarboard, the Senior Women's
National Honor Society is accepting

applications for its 75-76 membership.
Information and applications are available

Dec. 4, 5, 6 at the C.C. Concourse or

anytime in 229 Whitmore.
THE LONE RANGER RIDES AGAIN:
"The Legend of the Lone Ranger", a full

length movie, starring the original Lone
Ranger and Tonto (Clayton Moore and Jay
Silver-heels) will be shown Weds, at 7, 9,

and 11 in the S.U. Ballroom. Speedy
Gonzalez and roadrunner cartoons tool

POETRY READING:
William Moebius, Elizabeth Hanson,

James Sacre will read from their own work
tonight, 8 p.m. Memorial Hall Lounge.
Free.

PRE DENT CLUB:
There will be an organizational meeting

of the Pre Dent Club Thure. Dec. 5 at 8:30

p.m. in C.C. 904. Anyone interested in a

Dental Career is invited.

SQUARE DANCE:
All beginners and graduatea pleaae

attend the lesson tonight. Discussion of
party next week.

STOCKBRIDGE CHRISTMAS PARTY:
Thurs. 12-5, 8 p.m. til 1 a.m., 10th floor

C.C. Buffet served, beer, cash bar. Band-
Cricket Hill. For tickets go to Student

senate S.U. 424 10 a.m. -2 p.m. or Stock-
bridge Hall Office 2 p.m. -4:30 p.m. Salea

close Thurs. 12-5 at 4:30.

LOST:
18x24 sketch pad, call collect Helen

Powell. 1-448-8519.

LOST:
Men's plain gold wedding ring, loat 11-

27 in C.C. IBIuewall) Call Bob Sheehan
617-394-3150, call collect. After 6 p.m.
FOUND:
Wedding band in the Bluewall Weds,

afternoon. Leave name and number in

Union Lobbv Counter Office.

Labels for Less
S5port$isweat

lAJonten ana Aante

25% to 50% off reg. ptice

intors

Film Times
AMHfcRST CINEMA -

Sleeper — 8:25

Bananaa — 7:00

CALVIN -
Day of the Dolphina - 7:00-9:00

CAMPUS CINEMA -
Day of the Dolphin - 7:00-9.00

King of Hearts - 7:00-9:00

Gambler - 7:00-9:00

MT. FARMS 4 -
Castaway Cowboy - 4:00-8:00

Absent Minded Professor -
2:15-6:15

Juggernaut - 2:00-4:00-6:15-8:45

Trial of Billy Jack - 2:00-6:30-

830
Groove Tube - 2.00-3:30-5:15-

7:00-8:45

SHOWCASE CINEMAS -
Taking Of Pelhem - 1:30-3:30-

5:30-7:50 9:40

Dracula - 1:30 3:25-5:20-7:40 9:30

Longest Yard - 2:15-4:60-7:20-

9*55

Trial of Billy Jack - 1.00-3:56-

7:05-10:00

Airport - 1:30-3:20-6:10-7:10-9:20

Lt. Robin Crusoe - 1:00-3:10-

5:20-7:30-9:40

hours 10-6

Fri. til 9

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR 5QA Qlf^T MO.'N'A N U«MS MA
O*-* JljJ UQ f { '• m40l(* MAS

A.wurixsNEr'--
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Ateent-min<te<* Pfofesop
Professor lis, * 15

Cowboy 4 00. » 00

Twi Lit* Hr III. i It only - SI IS

FINAL

WEEK
k

Bus Driver Training

Program

during January.

Applications at FINANCIAL AID OFFICES

AT ALL Five Colleges.

For information call 256-8316.

A GREAT NEW
MOTION PICTURE COMEO,M88Ve

C=3 C=7Wa7tt
AMHERSTtV^

Groove Tub« 2 00. 3:30, SIS, 700. 1:4$

Turn Lift Mr 4 4J. i 15 only — *l »

^RICHARD HARRIS OMAR SHARIF

TMSalLlMe GREJTEST
SEA ADVENTURE IN HISTORY

HAS JUST If.GUN'

Juggernaut 1:00, 4:00. ..IS. » 45

Twi lilt Hr I M. S M wily — SI IS

The Trial!

Billv.Jack

rrc

Trial of Bilty J.ck J 00. 5 30. a 30

No Twi Lit* Hr

NOW AMITY ST. 253 5-426

'Woody cDiane v.

cAlleit^ 6Keaton^J\

Eves: Bananas 7 00, Sleeper 8:25

MONDAY & TijfSDAr BARGAIN N!TFS • ALL SEATS $100

<nM0C Classifieds Pay
To place a classified drop by

the Collesjian Office between

I Mini and J 4J p m Monday
Friday
The deadline is J «s two days

before the day your ,ad is to

appear
The rates art
Daily » 30 par •!"•*

Weekly *25 par line*

Monthly 20 par line*

"Two linaa on form
approximate one line

FOR SALE
Ui.d guitars bought and told

The Guitar Workshop Amherst I

Carnage Shop. Mt 172S

Coal. Midi suede coat midi

dungaree coat rabbit tu. .achat

and navy blue leather iackat t-eii

Margie S46 7849

Skns Spalding 206 Sideralt
regulnrly S170 will sail for $45 Call

Jnhii I 863 9426 Keep calling

Stuffed animal* one half price

S3 til Up to 3 ft Seeing is

believing Keep you warm at

night Good for the erotic minded
Call SB4 4731

Revoa A77 reel to reel tape deck
$460 TEAC AN180 Dolby »225

20HM B plus sphr 82M per pair

Call 266 6793 Ash tor Lester

Live Xmas trees, choose and tag
at our Tree Farm any sue. S7 77 L

Bli/mak 133 Bay Rd Hadley Open
eve* also

Application* being accepted
R N 3pm 11pm. 4 ev* per
wk . I PN 7 a m 3 p m 4 day* par
wk. Nursa aide*, part and full time.
-7am 3pm 3pm 11pm Apply
in person. Amherat Nursing Home.
150 University D» 9 a m 3 p m.

FOR SALE

VW atuddad anow tire* on rims

»30 549 6440

Stereo tuner and turntable for

tale rVtasterworh Both need work
$99 Bill 545 2304

Waterbed complete
Guaranteed Queen sir. $100 Call

Pete 665 3084

Perfect dorm system Pioneer
PL 12D Turntable wahure M91ED
Pioneer SX 434 receiver Interaudio

iBoael spkr* All now »360 or B O
Need 8 Call 6 5157

Motorcycle car rack 830 new
Used once, now IIS Call 548 6S27

All type* of stereo component*.
8 per cent over cost Sound ft

Music 247 5870 or Campus Center
Lobbv Mon h Wed

MT)C CkuikedA
Spacious 2 bedroom apt on bu*

rt* in Belchertown Carpeting.
$190 plu* electricity Pet* welcome
Call 546 5425

1 li d rm
6099

apt $130 plus elec 527

Furn apts One. two. two and e
half rms Modern, air cond . pool,
parking. TV. near shopping, utlitie*

mc Leaae to June 1976 Amherat
Motel lupp 2ayr.il

In house near Campu* 180 per
mo 5490064

WANTED TO RENT

ROOMMATE WANTED
Couple recently married seek

apt in area in 8160 to $185 range
Will consider room with kitchen
priv Bill 645 2304

Inter. stad musicians, new music
ensemble situation - The daily

problems of cellists double
bassists. tuba. euphonium,
saxophonists, trombonists - Call

584 6077 between 8 9 p m only.

F yrad student seeks Co op. non
.milking roomie near UMass Call
S49 1666

HELP WANTED
Can you draw? Do you have a

sense of humor? The editorial

page* need five cartoonists to do
I
campus humor Call Dean Tucker
53600

Responsible person wanted to

baby sit 20 hr* per wk in exchange
for room and board and 820 per wk
Prefer older person w un
rierslanding of children Should be
neat smart and a reader of Catch
22 N Hamp Twnhse Joe 584 2072.

Cookie 253 9817

2 Males for Jen
253 7848

Brittany Manor

Bedroom
rent Cheap

n Belchertown for

Please call 323 4530

TYPING

Pro typing Theses, papers, reas

rates Call 684 5417

Tex
3478

Inst SR 60 8130 Cell 263

Pioneer Tunner 166 Metching
imp 866 Sony 134 ess. deck, ha*
Dolby Fernte head* b more 8130
Sony 121 (in deck 8S6. one EPI
spkr 125 two AR4X spkrs 876 All

equip in excellent condition AI*o
tepes for 82 Phone 6 6583 after 6

AUTO FOR SALE
I960 TR3 TR4 engine Good

shape, meny xtra*. but needs
rediator 8600 686 4183

70 SAAB 99
1850 665 3514

70K mi 28 mpg

62 Dodge Wagon
8100 268 7SS0

Qd. running

PAUL S HERE I ve been
spending money like e

drunken Pentagon official and
we re up to our earlobe* m all

kind* of nifty furniture,
unuiual bureau*, itove*.
chairs, etc plue we re selling

cheap ituff we're sick of.

especially clothing and chair*

PAULS OLCIME FUR
NITURE behind Aubuchon s.

Amherst 263 3611 Best wood
stoves around

19S9 GTO. 4 *pd V depend
need* minor work Reesbl 263 6902

evening*

Ven - 71 Ford Superven Fixed

for camping Just Ilk* home. 62100

cheep Cell Jeenie 64665 VW
6878

Ann 12 string w cese Good
eSjsjpe ISO 584 7912 nights

Beautiful house m Oav Heed.

Martha* Vineyard 3 bdr .
land

140 000 CellefterSpm Jenny 544

Delmonico Refrlg , 6 eo ft 8fi

264 8147

Records of all hinds at

,aattav<abie price* Can uiuallv get

any LP in print within a week The

New Record Shop H7 N Pleeeent

St Amherst 253 5164

Two studded E7S 14 snow tire*

with rims Ixc condition J9jS S731

•«t 5 840

66 Chev 4 dr ', automatic 6 cvl .

uns well W.ll sell for first $296
253 7241

66 Mustang 6 cvl. 3 spd . new
Irene b < lutch sticker Will (oil

$395 253 7241

64 Chev Wagon good runner. 6
i yl .lutometic power steering
$196 263 7241

FOR RtNl
For rent 2 rns*. in quiet Coop

house neer UMih 22 or over 8100
incl utll Piaeae cell 263 2S42

2 rns. cottaee in Bernerdaton
refrigerator and stove, see end
electric heet. 6100 monthly wo
utilitiea Avelt immediately Call

Need own rm in apt on bus rt

Jan 27 May 30 $60 880 Quiet F

546 7288

TO SUBLET

2 bedroom apart to sublet over

mter****ion N.go Cell 666 24S7

4 rm apt. in Amherst neer bu* rt

Available Jan 1. 4160 per mo Cell

2533170

To sublet 2 bdrm Townhouse
Squire Village. Sunderland on
UMsss bus route Jen 1st 666

4782 Will n.gotiste Have to

relocate

ROOM WANTED
Single wonted in apt or home.

Must be within walk distence ol
UMass Needed for Spring. Cell
Cindy at 5 0939

Mele senior eeek* room In or
neer Amherst Cell Steve 546 6849

ROOMMATE WANTED
To there house, own room end

study 6276741 Eaithempton

F to shore 1 bdr ept. in

Riverglede. Jan to May or Sept
$60 per mth utll incl Furn. Bu*
line Cell Terry or Wendy. 263 7818

Need person people for one
bedroom in large apt 16 mln. from
campu* 080 per mo. for one, 6108
for two. M or F Invited Cell 641

In

One or two female roommates
needed to share a two bedroom
apt in Amherst Available Jan 27
or before On bus route Call
• venings 253 5937

Roommates one or two
people to share 2 bdrm apt Call
785 1413 days or stop by 156 E Brit
Manor Eves after 7pm

F wanted to share room in

Brandywine starting in Jan Call
K.i thy 549 4484

Roommates wanted to share a
Brandywine Apt Available for
second semester Rent $63 76 Call
S49 4484

fl
WANTED

Wanted any bands wishing to
play for publicity on Dec 6 Please
contect Jenet 6 6687. Bob 6 5778 or
Ted 6 6664 Please leave a message

Mueicien need* place to live,

room to play possibly people to
plev with next semester Coll Mike.
546 5263.

F m to eoe USA with over In-

ter*e**lon. Cell or see Lit. 121

Wheeler. 6-2420

Compoeor
practice rock
Mike 263 6033.

need*
bend

place to
Please call

People intereeted In coordinating
volunteer activities et Nor
thempton Stote Hoep - contact
Carl 6 5044 or Deb 4 9497

2 VW. anow tiree. ad. cond 256

TRAVEL
SAVE RENT Scenic North

field Attractive 2 and a half imt„
privacy Single $100: couple 8136

Electricity 549 0387

Garber Travel Spring Vacation
Program Bermuda $199 plus:
Puerto Rico 8269 plus: Ft
Lauderdale 8149 plus Call Rich at

256 6090

Ski the Cenedien Rocklee -
Banff $388 00 Cell Campus Travel
Center 646 0600

College week in Bermuda. March
23 30 $296 plus $25 tax and service
8 days 7 nights Contact Tori
Jones Neylon Ins Agcv 6 6441.
549 3989

TRAVELING IN GREECE7 We
specielize in good travel deel* for
student* and teachers Consoles
102 Aedlou. Athens. Greece

INSTRUCTION

DOG TRAINING Obedienci
problem dog*, protection and
security 649 1342 day* and eves
VALLEV K 9

MUSIC MAJORS non motors
who need a tutor Cell 527 2209

PERSONALS
HOP BROOK COMMUNE GAY

PEOPLE In the country P O Box
723. Amherst

To the Popcorn Kid happy
birthday from 3N Field Good luck
and belt wishes

Need home for male altered cet

for over intersession Will meke
financial arrgt Call Andrea 546

7415

Fear not Zoomiea end Sleeie*
Rumor ha* it the Yonk I* In

California and planning e return
engagement next semester The
Wild Women of Dickenson
returneth

ENTERTAINMENT

Butch Cassidy 6) The Sundence
Kid i* showing at 7. 9 and 11 on Fri

,

Dae 6 - Mahar

SERVICES h
Professional gutter repolro by

guitar maker Michael Millard
Mon. Wed. Fri. et The Guitar
Workshop. Amherst Carriage
Shop* 649-1728. Free eetlmetee.

Patsport Photo* Call Joe. night*
at 549 6598 24 hr service

Passports Faat service Lang's
Photo Hour* 9 6 Tel. 253 3148

Campus Club* end
OrganitetJone

t Oo you want tp
publish high quality newsletter,
pamphlet, mosatine or booklet???
Let the Meaeaoe Company help
you write, layout, design end print
ittl Reesoneble fees. Contact Jerry
et 253 9069 for Information.

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? BOB
will still fix it right. No job too
small Foreign or domestic. No big
overhead 253 7241

Sheepdog puppy outside
Worcester Commons Need
positive ID Cell 546 6810 Kate.

For Rent 2 bd rm ept Cliff

side $185 a mo . utilities incl On
bu* rt Jan Sept $100 Sec Dep
Cell 68)6 3136

Be our pert-time roommate
Sunderlend on busline Cell 466
2467

2 bdrm ept for Spring Semeeter.
867 per mo 6 mln. frm campu*.
263 7646

Male wanted to share 3 br apt.

cooperatively 266 6066

F for own rm In 3 bdr. apt. on
bu* rt tp VIII. 606-3226 Call

anytime

Own room in three bedroom
houae. furnished quiet neigh
bo.hood Cell 263 3420

Desp.r.t.iy wonted - Ueed
couch. EG condition for Lounge
Call John 646 2308 days or nights -

Keep trying

BOB STILL WANTS TO BUY
YOUR AILING OR DECREPIT CARI
Any make, model, veer Unload
your heedeche for test 8 263 7241

Want to buy used 3 or 6 mm SLR
for 6100 or less Prefer Per.tsx No
Firstflex s please Call Erath et 649
1269 and leeve info

Used ski boots Woman's 6M
756 6731

Furnished efficiency for Jan. -

June ta subleese Cell 546 6706 If

no ana . ceH corvee t 1 617 I

PERSONALS

Happy Birthday to my Uncle Bill

Hope it ends in a drunken stupor
XO Tooth Feiry

Happy 20th Uncle Bill No
•natter whet you say. you will
always be my IP I Love You -

I2BO

Happy Birthday Michael L (Mill
From the obnoxious Go Gloid Bitch
(???'!

Dave I307I Happy Birthday 11 Ber
12051

Want extra cash for the holidays?
I want a 70 Van (front eng I Will
pev $8 41000 44 end one heM
Amherst Motel. Rt 9

Tl SRS0 Calculator lost In front

Loat Sm. pray male cat. red
coller Nothern Sunderlend 666
4606 RWD.

CALCULATORS
Calculator Sale - College

Calculators offera loweet prices
enywhere All models evallablel
Texee Inst.. Hewall Raehard
Unicorn All machlnea new and
guar with 2 month replacement
warranty Before you buy a
calculator call me. I can beat any
price enywhere ... Leak for my
poeteee around eempue for dotetfe
Then cell Bob Crowell at 646 1316

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

TUESDAY. DECEMBER 3
— Born today, you are a
highly imaginative person who
is capable of sustaining long
periods of thoughtfulness
along a single line of inquiry.

Your ability to take the facts

and figures of a case, bring
them to the point where the
whole case takes on an original

and charming air is a talent

that will stand you in good
stead throughout your life.

Not only will it spice up the

mundane, it will bring you to

the attention of those who can
add luster to your career

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22
Di-c. 21) — Keep your wits

about yntj when switching
from cine project to another.

Olherwisr vou may find

yourself confusing ap-

proaches.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan.

191 — Tnkt vour time moving
out ut rate project and into

.•inoihor It vou make a change

too quickly, you will have
difficulty adjusting.

f*V$remt Wider

AQUARIUS I Jan 20 Feb
181 — If you practice good
work habits you should be able
to attain at least one of your
many goals by evening Don t

hesitate to ask for help
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20

1

— If you are careful to look
only forward today, you will

be able to see before you ihe
end of the present road
Nightfall brings contentment
ARIES (March 21-April 19l

— Make every effort to remain
independent of outside in-

fluences today as you come in

decisions on several matters
vital to your career and happy
home life.

TAURUS (April 20-May 201
— If you have doubts as to

what is best for you today,
consult one who has been your
mentor in the past. Don't rely

on a faulty memory.
GEMINI (May 21 June 201

— Divide your time realisti-

cally and you should be able to

find the hours needed for

work. play, and proper rest.

Resist an offer that would
dishonor.

CANCER (June 21 July 221
— Overdo on one level of life

to l he detriment of the other
levels There is little you can
do to keep another from
making his own mistakes
LEO Uulv J3 Aug 22) -

All efforts in socialize should
Im? kepi within a small group
It is of little value to please the
many by displeasing separate
individuals

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 221
— Problems inherent in the
present project musl noi be
allowed to blind you to the
good to be gained once thi-\

are all overcome.
LIBRA iSept 23-Oct 22i -

A good day for proving
yourself before a large audi-
ence. Only take care that you
are not taken in by your own
publicity before the per-
formance
SCORPIO (Oct 2.1-Nov 21

1

— The wise Scorpio will be
prepared tor setbacks on the
one hand hul also for new-

beginnings on the other Don't
allow fear to keep you from
progressing

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson

ACROSS 47
1 In advance 51

6 Tourists' aids 52
10 Microorganism

Abbr 54
14 Work for 58
15 Rat A 59

noise
16 W Samoan 61

seaport
17 Snoops 62
18 Feminine

name 63
19 Irritate

20 Ascended 64
22 By necessity 65
24 Travel by

wagon 66
26 Powerful 67

speaker
27 Struggling 1

31 Deposit 2

32 1776 writer

33 Social 3

structure 4
35 Insane 5
38 Like tailing off 6

39 Remained 7

valid 8
40 Sugar sou'ee
41 Tennis gear 9
42 Ship's officer 10

Informal
43 Squander 1

1

44 Killer whale 12
45 Refined

Divert oneself

Loud spech
Toward one's
dwelling

Establishes

Debtor
Theater
seating group
Accustom
Var
Tra

Musical refrain

Olympic
Games event
Fortification

Adjective
endings
Month Abbr
Trunks
DOWN
Horned vipers

Priestess of
Aphrodite

Silkworm
Preventing

Earn
Irish name
prefix

On top of

Removes
outer skin

Scared
Noble's
landholding
To one side

Great Lakes
fish

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved:
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13 Small candle
21 The gods
23 Terror

25 Speed units

27 Breadth
28 Revelation

29 Revelry

30 Assemblage
34 One who gives

35 Livestock food
36 Price

37 Legal paper
39 Xanthippe s

husband
40 Rhythm

instrument
42 Forehead
43 Cold seasons

44 Carmen and
Faust

46 Spanish
article

47 Wild dog of

India

48 Des Moines
resident

49 Small food
fish

50 Rubbish
Informal

53 Profound
55 Uncouth
56 Streetcar

57 Coins of

Japan
60 Soak flax

Kampus Kapers By Kris Jackson

PI \\l I s

I
IUELL,MA(?CIE,
'M OFF TO

THE SKATl N16

COMPETITION

6000 WQri.ffcJM Wi fOli'Ll

IMPKESS THE JI/P6E5...THEVRE

PflDBASLY ALL 600V ^KATEKS
THEM5EIVE5, AREN'T THEY?

ACTUALLY .VUKClE SOME 0t TH£/M

V0H1 KNOU MOIa) TO £kATE AT
ALL....UHICH IS SOMETHING
I'VE NEVER (JNPERST00P...

THE UOKLt? \$ FILLED 10ITH

I'NMARRIEP MARKIA6E CODN5EL0K5

6IR...HAVEA 6000 TRiP.'

THX WIZARD OF ID by Brstait povrker and Johnny hart

B.C.

C
YOU A^e A ToTA,L BORtr>R£~~) TOTM. IMPLIES PERFBCTToi/

IF BY THAT Y^u Mf=ANl ID &AY
r AM A PERFECT Sorb,

ppf}

il i

<=ee what
r mean p

by johnny hart

t ^uPFbse
ONE cSOULD D6f?tve
^ATtSFACTfOM PRC*A
"HE F^fTTiAr

$v-

Legislation

deadline

tomorrow
The deadline for filing legislation

to be considered by the 1975
session of the Massachusetts Great
and General Court is 5 p.m.
tomorrow.

Under Massachusetts law, any
resident of the Commonwealth may
file a legislative petition with his or
her state representative or state
senator.

A telephone request for

legislative petition forms made
yesterday morning by William
Thompson, head of Government
Documents at the University
Library, prompted State Pep.
James Collins (D-Amherst) to mail
out extra forms from the State
House in Boston. The forms should
be available in the Documents
Library (Level 21 of the University

Library) by early this afternoon.

Collins said yesterday that he
welcomes proposals for legislation

and that he will be in his office on
Beacon Hill today and tomorrow to

receive last-minute legislative

petitions, dictated over the
telephone if necessary. Collins can
be reached in the State House at 1-

617-727-8946. Those petitioners

who do not have access to a WATS
line may reach him by dialing, toll

free, 1-800-392-6250, and asking for

Extension 8946.
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One of track's "main men //
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN }9

Stegerwald: Mr. Versatility

Cross-country quiz

TORTOISE AND THE HARE? Randy "Rabbit"
Vataha grabbed this pass and raced past Oakland
Raider Skip Thomas for a 59 yd. TD in Sunday's 41-26

loss at Oakland.

Cowens ready to run;

face Lakers tonight

3

BOSTON (UP/) - Center Dave
Cowens is reportedly ready to go
the full 48 minutes Wednesday
night when the Boston Celtics

entertain the Los Angeles Lakers in

the first meeting between the two
teams this year.

Cowens, injured during the pre-

season, has been used in spurts

since his return to the Celtics'

lineup two weeks ago. Both Paul

Silas and Don Nelson are also on
the mend, and coach Tom Hein-

sohn hopes to have his most
healthy team since the last game of

the NBA Championship series.

Silas, bothered by a charlie horse

last Friday, will be 100 per cent for

the Lakers game, while Don
Nelson's aching back is normal.

The Lakers aren't so lucky. After

getting guard Lucias Allen to share

backcourt duties with Gail

Goodrich, Los Angeles lost

Goodrich with a twisted right ankle,

and he'll be a doubtful starter

Wednesday. Also injured is Cazzie

Russell, sidelined with a leg injury,

which has forced Stan Love into a

starting post up front. The Lakers

do have a healthy Elmore Smith at

center and an equally healthy

Connie Hawkins at forward, along
with Happy Hairston, Bill Bridges,

Zelmo Beatty and Kermit
Washington.
The Celtics are still struggling

with Dave Cowens in the lineup,

and have needed last quarter rallies

to win the last two games. They
trail the first-place Buffalo Braves
by four games in the NBA Atlantic

Division.

The Lakers are rebuilding, and
have a 9-12 record thus far, six

games behind the pace-setting

Golden State Warriors in the Pacific

Division.

UMass Sportsweek

Tuesday - Varsity hockey vs. Williams - Williamstown, Mass. -

7:30

Varsity Indoor track vs. Rhode Island - Kingston, R. I. - 7:00
JV hockey vs. Williams-Williamstown, Mass. - 4:00

Wednesday - Varsity wrestling vs. Rhode Island - home - 7:30
Varsity swimming vs. Wesleyan - awav - 3:00
Men's gymnastics vs. Boston State - away - 7:00

Women's swimming vs. New Hampshire - home - 5:00

Thursday - Varsity basketball vs. Harvard-Cambridge, Mass. - 8:00

Friday - Varsity hockey vs. Norwich - home - 8:00

JV. hockey vs. R.P.I. - away - 3:00

Saturday - Varsity basketball vs. Rhode Island - home - 7:30

Varsity hockey vs. Middlebury - home - 3:00

Men's Swimming vs. Amherst - Amherst College - 2:00

Wrestling vs. M. I.T.-Wesleyan at Wesleyan - 1:00

Varsity indoor track vs. UConn, UNH, Vermont at UConn - 1:00

J.V. basketball vs. Springfield - home - 5:30

ANNUAL SKI SALE
BY U.MASS. SKI CLUB

DEC. 5, 6, 7

10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Lower Level of C.C.

NEEDS $ ••?-

Sell your used equipment.

Drop-off C.C. Concourse

Dec. 2, 3, 4 10 4

ByMIKEBERGER
Sports Staff

As Jim Plunkett is the basic

keystone of the New England
Patriots, Curt Stegerwald is just

one of the "main men" in the future

of the UMass Indoor Track Team.
You really can't pinpoint Curt's

main event because Coach O'Brien

has plans for Curt in either the 600
yd. run, the 60 yd. High Hurdles,

and also the 440-(a man) relay.

When Curt graduated from his

high school in Connecticut, he
accomplished the feat of becoming
4th in the state in the High Hurdles.

His best times recorded in the 120

H.H. and the 180 L.H. were 15.2

and 21.4 seconds respectively.

The junior (forestry major) last

year reached the semifinals in the

New England College Cham-
pionships in the High Hurdles. Mcs
best times since he came to UMass
have been 15.1 and 54.1 seconds
for the 120 yd. H.H. and the 440 Int.

H.H. respectively. Curt has also>

been a valuable member of the 440
Relay team where he has been
timed in 49.3 seconds.
Track in college is quite different

from that of high school track. In

high school, the team met and
practiced as a whole and under the

proper organization became quite

cohesive. At UMass, the team only

meets as a whole during meets
because of clas conflict. As a

result, Curt and members of his

event must try to practice together.

In a situation like this, it's people

like Curt Stegerwald, (the up-

perclassmen of each event) who
are assistant coaches and "leaders"

of the team.

UMass unfortunately does not

have an adequate indoor track

facility that can be used as a home
field for the Indoor Track Team's
home meets. As a result, all of the

team's meets are on the road.

Curt feels that a home crowd can

make a big difference in a close

meet. But if a team is ready, both

mentally and physically, it can

overcome the crowd noise and not

let it affect the performance of each

person's event.

For Curt, the toughest aspect of

his event is finding out what he has

to concentrate on. For each event

mentioned in my second paragraph

has its certain intangibles and little

nsyches that have to be mastered

before one can truly excel in it.

If you notice a person running in

the cold, rain, or snow, or through

the muddy I.M. Field at 8:00 a.m. or

even up 20 flights of a Southwest

tower, try to remember that it's the

dedication of people like Curt

Stegerwald that have made the

success of the Indoor (Without a

Home Field) Track Team in

previous and hopefully in suc-

ceeding years.

WFL ends season
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. (UPI) - Well, it's about time.

The financially-troubled World Football League plays its final game of a

nearly five-month season here Thursday night when the Birmingham

Americans host the Florida (Orlando) Blazers.

The WFL, which started the season with dillusions of grandeur, is

calling its final playoff game the "World Bowl". The original idea was that

the World Bowl would be the WFL's version of the NFL Super Bowl.

But somehow, it's hard to imagine a "World Bowl" between teams from

neighboring states, especially when one of those teams (The Blazers)

hasn't paid its players in more than three months.

Many of the owners say it isn't so, but it's possible that the first World
Bowl could also be the last. There's no assurance at this moment that the

WFL will be in action in 1975.

Only 10 of the original 12 teams made it through the first season, and
four others changed addresses after the league was formed.

Detroit and Jacksonville (Fla.) fell by the wayside; the New York

franchise switched to Charlotte (N.C.); the Houston Franchise moved to

Shreveport (La.); The Memphis (Tenn.) Southmen were originally the

Toronto Northmen; and the Blazers moved from Washington and Norfolk

(Va.) before settling in Orlando.

Memphis, which had the best record (17-3) during the regular 20-game
season starting back in July, was eliminated from the playoffs last Friday in

an 18-15 loss to the Blazers.

The Southmen had been one of the very few solvent WFL teams and the

Blazers had hoped their playoff game there would produce enough
revenue to meet long past due bills. But the game drew less than 10,000.

The other semi-final game here, in which the Americans beat the

Hawaiians 22-19, didn't do much better -- drawing slightly more than

15,000.

The WFL got a lot of pre-season publicity by signing a lot of NFL players

for the 1975 or 1976 seasons. This was especially true for the Northmen
Southmen who reportedly laid out $3 million to woo Larry Czonka, Jim
Kiick and Paul Warfield from the NFL Champion Miami Dolphins.

SUBS&PIZZA
56

UNIVERSITY Of
Amherst Mass.
TEL. 1S4VS914 103

NO.PLEASANT Sf
Amherst Mass.
TEL. 2S60473

(fcukU Tk#Ck«4N0rs) (•cross from Louie's)

Who's that UMass thinclad?
By SCOTT HAYES

Sports Staff

This quiz should indicate just how closely you have
followed UMass cross country during the past three

months.

1. The harriers finished the 1974 cross-country

season with a record.

a. 11-0

and , earned

15-50 shutout of Boston College. True or false?

14. The NCAA Championships were held in.

b. 9-2 c. 7-5

2. The team's co-captains^.

All-American honors at the NCAA Championships,
a. Randy Thomas, Bill Gillin b. Tom Maguire, John
Scheer c. John McGrail, Tom Wilson

3. This team defeated these distancemen 26-31,

early in the season.

a. Boston College b. Harvard c. Providence
4. Coach enjoyed his most successful season

as cross-country mentor.

a. Dick MacPherson b. Al Rufe c. Ken O'Brien
5. The runners captured their consecutive

Yankee Conference title during the season.

a. third b. fifth c. second
6. This UConn runner still holds the UMass course

record.

a. Bruce Clark b. Ken Hylwa c. Nick Rose
7.

, a freshman, ran well throughout the

season and earned a spot on the varsity squad for the

NCAA meet.

a. Cliff Staples b. Jim Scheer c. Bob Neil

8. UMass placed in the New Englandt.

a. first b. second c. fourth

9. UMass won the IC4A meet for the first time ever,

with a team score of .

a. 78 b. 45 c. 106

10. Randy Thomas finished. .at the IC4A's, to

lead his teammates to victory,

a. second b. first c. ninth

11. The eighth-place finish in the NCAA's was the

best ever by a UMass squad. True or false?

12. The following senior(s) will not be returning

next season.

a. Randy Thomas b. Tom Wilson c. Bill Gillin d.

Devin Droft e. all of these

13. Thomas and company opened the season with a

a. Spokane, Washington b. Bloomington, Indiana c.

New York City

15. Throughout the season, the team was ranked
in the national cross-country poll, printed in

Harrier.

a. thirteenth b. tenth c. fifth

16. was the only team to finish ahead of
UMass at the New Englands.
a. Northeastern b. St. John's c. Providence

17. The runners defeated 26-31 at Van
Cortlandt Park during a five-way meet, but lost by one
point to Manhattan.
a. Navy b. William and Mary c. Georgetown

18. This sophomore harrier was a consistent per-

former for UMass, complementing the frontrunning of
Gillin and Thomas with his solid running.
a. Chris Farmer b. Mike Gillen c. John McGrail

19. After the loss to Providence, the team won
seven straight meets, including the YanCon cham-
pionship. True or False?

20. During the past four years, UMass has captured
major championships. (For example, YanCon,

NE or IC4A)

a. four b. two c. six

GRADES:
18-20 Cross country and track fanatic
15-17 Runner
12-14 Faithful reader of Collegian sports
9-11 Typical UMass student
6-8 Read only two or three Scott Hayes' articles

3-5 Freshman who never heard of Collegian
0-2 Addicted to football and in serious trouble

ANSWERS TO QUIZ:

NOTE: PRINT ANSWERS UPSIDE DOWN
NOTE NOTE NOTE

1-b, 2-a, 3-c, 4-c, 5-b, 6-a, 7-a, 8-b, 9-c, 10-a, 11-

True, 12-e, 13-True, 14-b, 15-a, 16-a, 17-b, 18-c, 19-

False, 20-c.

JON HEATH SNAGS (42) a rebound over Greg
Duarte while Cedric Maxwell (33) boxes out Steve
Mayfield in a demonstration of defense in last Satur-
day's loss to UNCC.

Berger's bag of goods, bads

UIMUA
•1.1 FM

Tonight the Minuteman
Hockey Team takes on
Williams College in a 7:30

encounter. Join Paul
Allan, Elishe Brodenck,
and Glenn Poster at 7 : 20 o.i

the voice of the Minutemen
WMUA.

UVM stricken
BURLINGTON, Vt. (AP) - The

University of Vermont Faculty

Senate has voted 11-8 to support
UVM President Edward Andrews'
decision to drop varsity football.

At meeting Tuesday, several

faculty members supported the

entire $1.5 million worth of cuts
proposed by Andrews. However,
several professors defended
programs in their own departments
slated to get the ax.

HPT.
B-H WETTING
SOLUTION

201 7
$1.25i

Neutrogema
Soap'

Reg.f 75*IAcne

A few

specials from

last week!

NIVERSITY= STORE
CAMPOS CENTER 11- '

Open
Wed.
Nite

'til 8

ByMIKEBERGER
Sports Staff

Good morning all. And as my
esteemed colleague (Steve

Saraceno) would say, why not go
back for seconds of pancakes,

french toast, eggs, or what have

you, as your stomach continues to

plod through the semester.

Remember-your digestive tract has

just about 35 days to get back to

normal before the grind begins

again.

As this holiday season draws

near, let us take some time to

remember the sporting world and

its constituents. For without them,

life would be dull, commonplace,
and in short, I would be out of a job.

So, isolating myself in the Collegian

Sports office for a period not

withstanding 30 minutes, I have

assembled Berger's Bag of Goodies

for all those somehow affiliated

with the wide and wonderful world

of sports. So without further adieu:

1. Mack Herron:

A 6 month vacation to Acapulco.

You have certainly earned it. And
as a bonus, I'm throwing in the long

playing record of "Let's hear it for

the Little Guy" sung by the

Patriot's front office.

2. Chuck Fairbanks

Why not follow Mack and please

don't watch Medical Center, Dr.

Marcus Welby, or General Hospital

in your spare time. Also deep inside

your stocking are 6 foot receivers

who come with plastic arms, wrists,

and assorted appendages which are

guaranteed not to twist, tear, or

break.

3. Tommy Heinson:

A healthy and revitalized Dave
Cowens.

4. Don Chaney:
A book of 1000 and 1 jokes,

because the thought of you leaving

the Celtics for the Red, White, and
Blue, is not very funny.

5. Red Auerbach and Coach Dick

McPherson:
Full size autographed pictures of

officials Mark Schlaffman and Don
Cody respectively. Enough said.

6. UMass Marching Band:

A football team matching your

halftime spectaculars.

7. The Percussion Section of

above.

Game films of Assistant B.C.

coaches and players pushing and
shoving tim-tom players, bass

drummers, cymball players and

snare drummers, as they (B.C.)

relentlessly try to practice 3 more
running plays before demolishing a

football team. (Rumor has it that

the Percussion Section is favored

by 3 points in next year's B.C.-

UMass pregame festivities due to

reasons beyond this sportswriter's

precognition.

8. UMass Basketball team.

Lotsa Luck and a f*»w breaks

because you certainly have the

talent.

9. Coach Jack Leaman:
A best selling novel by Johnny

Most called "How to Prevent
Laryngitis" during 26 tension-filled

basketball games.
10. W.F.L. owners:

A primer on Economics 101 with

a 30 million dollar grant donated by
Pete Roselle and the N.F.L.

11. Reggie Cleveland of the

Boston Red Sox.

Dr. Spillman's Vegetable (water)

Diet or the bestseller "How to Lose
Weight" by Totie Fields and Jackie

Gleason.

12. Outgoing Sport's editor Dave
Eibel:

Memories of the "FAKE
SPORTSWRITER."

13. Muhammed Ali

What else can I give you when
you have your own training camp,
heavyweight title and your own
bus.

14. To the New England Sport's

Fan.

Patience

The day is not too distant when
in all 4 major sports, championships

will be achieved in one season. But

even so, I'd like to thank the Red
Sox, Pats, Celts, and Bruins with all

the excitement they have provided

the sports fan this season.

You Be The Judge

- RENT NOW AND SAVE! -
Planning to make a m'ovi for the aacond semester? Coma aaa ua flrat. Wa
offar all tha advantage! of off cimpui living, plu* a $26 00 reduction on
your flrat month* rant.
- court appointed management with professional, on site personnel
- abort form laaaaa available for tha aacond semester
- with only ona month s security deposit If you qualify.

- security dapoalt guaranteed in writing and hold in an interest bearing

aacrow account.
- thla offar ia good for applications mada from Nov. 18th through Dae.

M'h

- 0EA1ING STRAIGHT - A PLEASANT CHANGE! -
Summar Rentals Available at Reduced Rates

Brittany Manor
Brittany Manor Drlva. Amherst

Tal. 266-8634

Mount Sugarloaf
Rt 47 Sundarland

Tel 666-3866
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Pucksters collide

with tough Ephmen
By DAVE ElBEL
Sports Staff

Tonight at Williamstown, Mass. UMass faces the Williams College Eph-

men at 7:30, hopeful of a good performance that could turn the early

season doldrums of the Minutemen around.

UMass opened the season by beating New England College 9-6 at Orr

Rink in a game devoid of defense. However, in their next two outings at

Lowell Tech, and at St. Anselm's, the Minutemen were losers by 5-1 and 4-

2 counts, respectively. The problem according to Coach Jack Can n iff,

cognizant of the fact that the best defense is a strong offense, does not lie

with the blueline corps.

"Our biggest worry is that we're not scoring goals like we should be. I

hope our backchecking will improve, because our forwards aren't helping

out the defense enough."
The Minutemen will have Dana Redmond in the goal tomorrow night.

Defenseman Timmy Howes will be back with the varsity after sitting out a

one-game suspension incurred in the game with Lowell Tech. Howes
played with the JV's the night of the St. Anselm's game and scored four

goals in -UMass' 8-7 win over the Chicago Minor Black Hawks. Wingers
Billy and Bobby White will rejoin the team after missing two games due to

a death in their family.

Williams has only played one game thus far, defeating American In-

ternational 5-3 last Saturday. The Ephmen of Coach Bill McCormick come
off a 13-5-2 record last season and a playoff appearance. The Ephmen,
seeded sixth, were eliminated in the first round by Salem State.

Williams is led up front by co-captain Jim Harkins of Duluth, Minnesota,

who scored eighteen goals last year. He's paired with Dennis Cahil and Ed
Spencer on what constitutes the Ephmen's most potent line.

Seniors Angus Morrison and co-captain Joe Hamline anchor the

Williams defense. Canniff singled out Hamline as a "really good defen-

seman."
Tonight's game looms as a big one for the Minutemen who find

themselves in what will be the tightest race for playoff berths in Division

Two in years. With Norwich and Middlebury, two perenially strong teams
visiting Orr Rink this coming Friday and Saturday, a UMass win over

Williams would fill the doctor's prescription perfectly.

Harper stolen from Red Sox lndoor traek starts

o
o

ACTION STOPPED MOMENTARILLY as Billy Harris scored a goal against
New England College earlier this year. Billy hopes to collect a few more tonight as
the hockey team travels to play Williams College tonight at Williamstown, Ma.

NEW ORLEANS (AP) - Out-
fielder Tommy Harper became the
first name player traded at

baseball's winter meetings Mon-
day, and there was speculation that

the deal would touch off more
swapping action.

After a day-long lull that
produced only rumors of trades
with names like Rusty Staub, Bob
Boone, Mickey Stanley and Tony
Oliva mentioned, the Boston Red
Sox finally completed a deal, send-
ing Harper to California for infielder

Bobby Heise.

Harper, 34, is a 12-year major
league veteran who, led the
American League in stolen bases
with 73 in 1969 and again with 54 in

1973. He swiped 28 last season
when he batted .237 for the Red
Sox.

"He gives us additional speed,"

said Angels Manager Dick Williams.

"He's stolen a lot of bases. I'm not

sure whether I'll use him in the

outfield or as a designated hitter."

Heise has spent parts of eight

seasons in the majors with the New
York Mets, San Francisco,

Milwaukee and the Angels. He hit

.267 in 29 games for California last

year after he was purchased from
Tulsa of the American Association

where he hit .326 in 58 games.
"With Dick McAuiiffe retired, we

needed another infielder," said

Boston Manager Darrell Johnson.
"Heise gives us good flexibility

because he can play second or

third."

Earlier, Milwaukee sent rookie

pitcher Roger Alexander to Atlanta,

completing the swap which
brought all-time home run king

Hank Aaron to the Brewers.

URI "rams" open door to season
By SCOTTHAYES

Sports Staff

A year ago, Rhode Island cap-

tured nine first place finishes

against the UMass Indoor Track
team and won the meet 64-54.

Today, the trackmen hope to

prevent the same from happening
as they travel to Kingston for the

season opener.

The two teams appear to be
evenly matched. The Rams will be
hoping to pick up points in the

hurdles and pole vault, while the

strengths for UMass lie in the

distance events.

URI has several outstanding

competitors, including Gary Hague
and Paul Piliero, the top two
harriers during the cross country

season. Hauge, a 4:12 miler, and

Piliero will be battling a number of

strong UMass runners, depending
on which event they run. In the
mile, New England finalist Devin
Croft, Weeden Wetmore, 1973
Vermont mile champion Jim
Scheer and Robb Leary will be the
UMass participants. Two-milers
include Chris Farmer, Phil

Broughton, Frank Noto, John
Scheer and freshman Matty
Mangan, all of whom were
members of the cross country
team.

In the middle distances, URI
boasts the talents of sophomore
Warren DiClemente and John
Quirk. Coach Ken O'Brien plans to

counter with Mike Gillen, Mark
Healy and another first-year runner,
Pete Bloom.

Staff Photo by Dan Smith

CO CAPTAIN JOHN MUSE stick handles past a New England Collage defender in that 9 6 win and
hopes to do the same tonight against Williams College.

The Rams also feature a strong
hurdling corps. Gary Heckler, a
New England finalist last season,
leads the hurdlers.

In the weight events, Tom
Lonergan and teammates will have
plenty of competition. URI
weightman Ian Pyka, the number
two shot putter in New Jersey a

year ago, threw the shot over 60
feet in high school. Coach O'Brien

noted that Lonergan has improved
greatly since last season, but Rhode
Island should jump to an early lead

as the result of an edge in the

weights.

The Rams have one of the top
pole vaulting groups in the East.

Mark Jerro and Bill McCracken
have both cleared 16 feet, and three

impressive freshmen vaulters make
this event one of URI's weapons.

O'Brien pointed out that the
team has to hold together during

the middle of the meet, something
his charges failed to do last year

against URI. If the team does so,

"we can come back to win," added
O'Brien. The UMass coach also

stated that the team is well-

conditioned.

Ailing Bruins

face les Habs
MONTREAL (UPI) - Wayne

Cashman is a projected starter in

February, no one knows for sure

when Bobby Schmautz will be

ready, and as a result the Boston
Bruins will be in Montreal playing

the Canadiens with two patched up
lines.

Cashman, the "digger" on the

high-scoring Phil Esposito line,

underwent back surgery last week
to correct a ruptured disc. Although
the operation was successful,
Cashman won't be able to skate for

another six weeks, and might not

be able to play full-time until

February.

Schmautz is still recovering from
a broken hand he suffered in a fight

against the New York Islanders last

month. He was supposed to be
ready for Wednesday's game, but

now doctors say he'll be out for

another two weeks.
« i

sports line 545-3500

Congress overrides veterans veto
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Claims he never endorsed products

Ariel files joint countersuit
By DOROTHY L MULLER

Staff Reporter
A UMass professor, who claims

he never endorsed products for a

California based company, has filed

a joint countersuit for 33-million

dollars in California with the same
company against the company's
competitor, a Florida millionaire.

Dr. Gideon Ariel who claims he
never "received a penny" for

consulting work for Universal

Resilite, a subsidiary of Whittaker

Corporation, has joined in a

countersuit against Arthur Jones
and Nautilus Corporation of Florida.

Jones has filed 10 million-dollar

suit against Whittaker Corporation

and Universal Resilite, for libel,

slander, and unfair and deceptive

trade practices. Although Ariel is

not a defendant in the Nones suit,

he is mentioned in an ad-

vertisement in Athletic Journal paid

for by Jones and Nautilus Cor-

poration. In the ad Jones accuses
Ariel of misrepresentation. Says
Jones, "A few months after that

telephone conversation, Universal

suddenly sprang their "Hero" onto

an unsuspecting world. ..the 'great

doctor' Gideon Ariel, according to

their ads, had invented a new
exercise machine with variable

resistance. Which variable

resistance, of course, was "exactly

correct."

"Well the facts are that Gideon

Ariel is an outright fraud...and.

rather than providing perfectly

balanced 'variable resistance,' their

machine DOES NOT VARY AT

ALL,' remains absolutely constant

in all positions."

Jones continues, "When I first

met Gideon Ariel I didn't know him
from Adam's off ox.. but it didn't

take long to check him out.. .and, in

any case, it was obvious at first

glance that he was either an utter

fool or guilty of criminal fraud; if he
really believed his statements, then

he was almost unbelievably
stupid..and if he was aware that his

statements were, lies, then he was
guilty of criminal fraud. Take your

pick, there is no other choice, fool

or fraud.

A News release from Whittaker

Corporation alleges that "an article

by Mr. Arthur Jones in the

November, 1974 issue of Athletic

Journal contains statements about

the plaintiff which are false and

defamatory and that the article was
published maliciously in order to

drive away customers of Universal

Athletic sales."

Jones asserts that copies of a

magazine Muscle Builder-Power

WHAT IS IT? The first person to correctly identify the subject of this photograph

will get his or her name published on the front page of tomorrow's Collegian. Drop

your guesses in the "What Is It" box in the business office of the Collegian.

Amherst selectmen set

date for elections
By JUDY BOUCHER

Staff Reporter

With the prime interest of

students in mind the* Amherst
Board of Selectmen last nigh* set

the dates for the next year's town

elections.

Notices that are required by law

to be published, filing dates for

nomination papers, town caucus

and the day of the election will all

fall while Amherst College,

Hampshire College and UMass
students will be in Amherst.

The Board passed a policy

statement too in 1972 stating that

all elections affairs will be held

when all colleges will be in session.

At that time Eric Walgreen was
running for a Board member but

the caucus was held in during

intersession and he challenged the

constitutionality of holding the

caucus when students could not

vote. The cause is presently before

the Circuit Court of Appeals.

Town elections are non-partisan

and officers to be elected are Town

Meeting Members, Town
Moderator, two selectmen, two

Jones Library trustees and one

Housing Authority.

In order to resigster as a voter

you have to be 19 or older and have

lived in Amherst or resident of

Massachusetts and lived in

Amherst for at least six months.

The last day to register before the

election is March 19 and the

election will be held on April 8.

Inside:

Part two of the series on

busing in Boston appears on

the Black Affairs page; page 10.

Windmills may be used for

power in New England. See

page 17.

weather

It will be cold, windy, and

snowing (flurries that is) today.

Tonight it will be in the teens,

so put in your antifreeze.

Thursday it should be another

somewhat cool day, with

temperatures again in the 20's.

were distributed to prospective

customers and that the contents

were false and fraudulent. Jones
further states that he has been
libeled and slandered "as
everything from a heroin smuggler
to a Mafia assassin," and that the

advertisement and the subsequent

libel suit are attempts to publicly

defend himself.

He concludes the advertisement

with "I remained silent in the face

of Universal's tactics so long as

they were directed against me
personally, or against my products

but I have now been forced to

speak up by their attacks against

others, against research scientists

and medical doctors that have

contributed to our work at

Nautilus."

Jones cites a specific example,

accusing Universal of attacking Dr.

Elliott Plese of Colorado State

University of being a homosexual.

He says, "Well, if so... then he has

fooled me, and fooled his wife and
six daughters as well."

Parking complaints

said to be few
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter

Complaints have been few,

regarding the new parking ticket

policy, said Al Gross, a member of

the Parking and Transportation

c Council at UMass.

| The main parking problem,
« according to Gross, concerns lot

o 50, one of the more expensive lots

8 located near Whitmore.

% People who have special stickers

t for this lot are sometimes unable to

t find parking spaces, because

; people without these stickers are

parking here, he said.

Gross also added that he had

received complaints from the

Physics and Astronomy depart-

ments on campus, who pay for

parking spaces in lot 63, (located

across from the Campus Center).

At night, this lot is often

"overflowing with Blue Wall

visitors" he said.

In an attempt to remedy the

situation, Gross said people with lot

63 stickers are trying to extend the

sticker hours beyond the usual 8:00

a.m. to 5:00 p.m. time limit.

He added that he could sym-

pathize with these people because

they often had heavy research

equipment that made convenient

parking necessary.

Gross cited one incident where a

woman, who had paid for a sticker

enabling her to park behind Draper

Hall, was unable to find a space in

the lot. Eventually, she had to park

at t parking meter.

When asked if he thought there

had been a noticeable change in the

number of parking tickets being

issued in the last few weeks, Gross

said"

"People are still being

ticketed. ..it is selective, random

ticketing, just as it is any place else.

There just isn't enough manpower
to do otherwise."

However, he added that every

action will be taken to see that fines

are being paid.

"If anyone thinks they can

escape paying tickets altogether,

they are in for a rude awakening,"

Gross said.

Gross hesitantly added there is a

very slight possibility that the

University may return to towing.

He stressed that the possibility of

this action is very slight, and then,

only if there is "no other alter-

native".

The main purpose of the Parking

and Transportation Council is to

serve as an advisory board to

Chancellor Bromery, said Gross.

"For instance, we urged the

Chancellor not to tow for illegal

parking", he explained.

The group also acts as a "buffer"

between opposing groups, in

relation to parking issues.

"We have periodic meetings and

try to get people with opposing

views together", said Gross.

In conclusion, Gross repeated

that complaints have been minimal.

Attention
The names of all the Collegian

staffers appear on page 12. If your

name isn't on the list, see Jerry

Lazar today, or you will not be

eligible for voting in tomorrow's

elections.
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Seeks patent for it

I

Thatcher resident invents camera
By MICHAEL J. MASSI

Staff Reporter

John Guera lives in Thatcher,

which is about 600 feet from the

Observatory. This fact would not

seem surprising, or even remotely

newsworthy, were it not for the fact

that he has recently invented a new
telescopic camera which may
revolutionize the amateur stargazer

world if he can patent the camera.

John, a member of the

Astronomy Club, explained the

camera's workings as utilizing the

process of Cryogenic photography,

which uses cold temperatures to

expose film plates. The process has

been used for many years in the

large observatory telescopes, but

they have been too bulky to use in

smaller, privately-owned star

glasses. "The process involves

applying a cold chamber to the

back of the film plate," John, in his

junior year, said.

"This chamber is then filled with

dry ice or liquid nitrogen, which

freezes the film." This freezing

stabilized the ASA rating of the

film, which would normally drop

when exposed for long periods of

time, such as two hours, which is

the usual time it takes to

photograph the heavens.

"Color photography is different,"

John said. "Each layer reacts

differently, resulting sometimes in

untrue colors, not really accurate.

Freezing the film makes the ASA

more natural, thus ensuring a

clearer, better picture." To make
his own photographs clearer, John

invented a new camera case which

is smaller and more compact than

one made some years ago by a man
in California.

"The process itself I did not

invent," he explained. "I invented

the design of the camera, which

consists in part of using silica gel

packets instead of plexiglass to

absorb moisture," which would
damage the film. "Usinp silica

packets cuts down on the cost,

since plexiglass is very expensive."

The camera is shaped like a box,

with a tube on the faceplate which

inserts into the eyepiece of the

camera. On the side are buttons for

on-off— brightness and to control

the angle of reflection of the lenses.

In the back, on a hinge, an

aluminun plate cools off the film

plate. Valves are set into the

camera to release the buildup of

gases which may collect during the

filming which takes place.

"The film holder is about 216 x

314, the camera is thus about 3 x

5," John said. "I've been selling a

few of them already. I can make —
well, over the summer, I was
working forty hours a week, so I

only made five in two weeks."

What must happen, in order to

protect himself in the future, is that

the camera must be patented. But

the process is complicated and

Community volunteers

need help in Britain
The Agency of Community

Service Volunteers in Britain is

accepting students from UMass for

placement of one semester to one

year beginning this January.

The Agency assists in such

projects as running Welfare Rights

Stalls, making deprived groups

aware of their rights, working with

physically disabled persons,

organizing projects of en-

vironmental improvement and anti-

pollution in areas of industrial

neglect, helping to run adventure

playgrounds, working in a hostel for

alcoholics, and many others.
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The Collegian is a school.
Participation for the purpose of

learning all aspects of

newspapering is open to all

readers, although primarily for

students. Visitors are always
welcome to our offices: 2nd floor,

UMw sturlppt union

1

Although students will be

charged a 50 pound administrative

and supervisory fee, the Agency
will provide room and board and a

3.50 pounds a week per student

pocket money. Students will be

interviewed and placed within three

weeks after arrival in_ Britain. The
Agency has supervisors of

volunteers at each project and

UMass will provide a liason person

to deal with personal and work

matters of the students abroad.

Students can arrange for

academic credit while participating

in the program. The details of

credit, such as how many and in

what department, should be
worked out by the individual and
his-her advisor. The Outreach office

can also assist students with this

matter.

Interested students should

contact the International Programs

Office in 239 Whitmore for ap-

plications which must be com-
pleted within the next two weeks
for a January placement. Those
interested in later placements
should also contact International

Programs as soon as possible.

Correction
Yesterday's paper reported the

wrong requirements for voting in

town elections. To register to vote
you have to be 18 by the date of the

election and there is no residency

requirement.

What About the PS I Portide?

COME FIND OUT!

The Friends of Physics are please to present:

THE UNIVERSE:

ITS MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE

A talk for inquisitive individuals by David Griffiths of Mt.
Holyoke. Prof. Griffiths excels at explaining the latest

discoveries and theories of the universe understandably to

the general public.

THURSDAY 8 p.m. HASBR0UCK ROOM 134

Free Refreshments at 7:30 p.m.

regimented. The parts that John
has invented can be patented, not

the whole process.

"I have to read all the rules and

regulations, leave nothing out,"

John said about the process of

patenting. He has to fill out official

forms and get them notarized, then

send the forms in to be approved.

"It can be a rough process."

John's invention should enable

the star gazers who watch the

heavens from he Observatory near

Northeast to take clearer, more
valuable, more informative pictures

of the twinkling points of light

above our healds which fascinate

mankind. The small size and low

cost of the camera should appeal to

a University hard-pressed by in-

flation and a limited budget. It is

functional without being bulky, a

quality which should interest those

astronomers among us who desire

equipment that is easy to carry and

store.

John Guera feels that his in-

vention has potential. "It won't

make very exciting news," the

Physics major said, but it might if it

gains acceptance within the

astronomical community, and if

there is a rnarket for the camera.

Cores can be waived

with inquiry program
Special to Collegian

By Inquiry Program Staff

At just the time when freshmen

are beginning to feel the academic

blues, as the end of their first

semester approaches, a little-

publicized university option for

individualized study its opening its

application period for second
semester.

The Inquiry Program is its name,
and its "special program" status at

the University is based on its waiver

of core requirements and on its

flexibility in the award of credit.

An information table for both the

Inquiry Program and Project Ten,

which is its residential base, will be

in the concourse of the Campus
Center (Thursday) today from 10

a.m. to 5 p.m. The deadline date for

freshmen to apply is Friday,

December 13, with notification of

acceptance coming during

January.

"The Inquiry Program is now in

its third year and enrolls nearly 100

students," says Charles Adams, the

program's faculty director, "but we
think that there must be many more
students here who could take

advantage of the flexibility and
room for self-directed learning we
can offer."

"The most flexible aspect of the

program," he stressed in a recent

interview, "is the portfolio system

we use," through which method
students document work done
•each semester, and which they

present at the end of their time in

the program to a committee of

faculty."

"We are really the freshman-

sophomore version of the

Bachelor's Degree in Individual

Concentration," Adams explained,

"in the sense that students in both

programs individually negotiate the

way they want their studies to be

conducted."

"By this means," he added,

"students can complete 60 credits,

which ordinarily requires four

semesters of coursework, in as few

as two semesters," though he

conceded that it is more common
for students to spend three or four

semesters before completing the

program.

Students "graduate," he said,

with 60 credits guaranteed them,

even though they may not have

completed 20 three-credit courses.

He explained that "it's the portfolio

system which makes this possible."

"If the faculty committee in

reviewing the student's work is

satisfied that the person has

reached the level ordinarily ex-

pected of someone beginning their

junior year, we arrange with the

Records Office to assure that the

student has 60 credits registered on

his or her transcript."

Interested people may pick up

application forms either at the

Inquiry Program office in Pierpont,

or at the Campus Center in-

formation table this week.

Sooner
or later

youll
come to

BEAU SrUche s
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Head notes increased interest

Flying Club may expand to train pilots
By HUGH OWEN
Staff Reporter

The UMass Flying Club, primarily

a social club for students already

skilled in flying, is looking to change
its directions as a student organized

club.

"We have tried to keep the club

on a low scale, more as a social club

for people interested in aviation and
who already have a pilot's license.

This semester I have noticed

considerable interest from people
who aren't pilots and would like to

be," Flying Club President Rich

Gardner explained.

As a result of this increased

interest in flying by non- pilots, the

Flying Club is looking at the

possibilities of offering inexpensive

flight instruction to students.

Gardner stressed the importance

of offering inexpensive instruction

students could afford. Airports

charge approximately $1400 for the

forty hours instruction required for

a pilot's license, a sum, Gardner

said, students could not realistically

The advent of cold weather always leads to the appearance of that ever-popular winter sport, street

hockey. Here the tennis court near Sylvan gets chopped up by a group of aspiring Phil Espositos.

UMass faculty has 5 experts

Students urged to study folklore

BEARER PRODUCTIONS INC
, 8200 Hompson SI , NeivOrteons la (504) 524-W6

« i i i (f • n/ > i .

By HANK BARTLETT
Staff Correspondent

"Step on a crack-break your

mother's back".. .."kill a snake and

he won't stop moving till sun-

down"...."a penny saved is a penny

earned". ...familiar sayings like

these are fragmentary components

of a vast body of legendary beliefs,

proverbs, expressive art forms and

traditional behavior patterns

comprising American folklore.

The UMass faculty with three full

time and two half time folklorists is

encouraging students to explore

this fascinating and important field

of cultural forms.

Texas-born Rayna Green, an

assistant professor in the English

department, brings to the teaching

of folklore not only a wealth of

personal involvement and scholarly

competence but also a seemingly

effortless brilliance and charm in

lecturing.

After receiving her B.A. and M.A.

from Southern Methodist

University, she taught American

literature in a Dallas high school, in

Bishop College, and with the Peace

Corps in Ethiopia, where she

trained teachers.

Dr. Green (or Rayna, as she

prefers to be called) responded to

an early and abiding desire to study

folklore.

"It seemed a far cry from the

writings of Henry James," she said,

but I felt at home in this new field.

My family was very much involved

in the things I teach about."

Her maternal grandmother was a

great singer and story-teller. She

was known in the South as a

"granny woman"-a midwife and

herbal doctor. Rayna's mother was

German Jewish and her father a

Cherokee Indian. Hence she brings

not only academic training to the

teaching of folklore, but also a rich

natural endowment. Like all the

women in her family she sings. She

also plays the guitar and has given

numerous professional concerts as

a traditional singer, in fact, she

partly earned her way through

college with this talent.

After Rayna completed her

Peace Corps tour. University of

Maine professor and famed

traditional singer, Edward (Sandy)

Ives, whose son Rayna taught at an

academic summer camp, urged her

to enter the folklore field. Feeling

that this career change was right

for her, she earned her Ph.D. from

Indiana University with distinction,

doing her dissertation on a

fellowship at the Smithsonian

Institution in Washington. She

taught folklore at the University of

Arkansas before coming to UMass
three years ago.

One reason for this teacher's

convincing display of competence

and professional knowhow is that

she brings an amazingly broad

interdisciplinary experience to the

teaching of folklore - including

linguistics, antrhopology, theology,

sociology, psychology, art, music,

and literature.

This would help to explain why
Rayna, who recently returned from

the annual meeting of the American

Folklore Society in Portland,

Oregon, is so well known in her

proxession. She is Book Review

editor of the Journal of American

Folklore, a consultant to the

Smithsonian and to the American

Association of the Advancement of

Science, with particular reference

to Indian education. She teaches

nine hours, serves on committees,

and travels in search of material for

her teaching and writing.

"I am a field folklorist," said

Rayna, "not one of the armchair

(BDIC) as it applies to folklore. The
library has a good beginning

collection but field work equipment

is practically non-existent. Approval

of present grant applications

submitted to the Bicentennial

Commission would give us valuable

impetus and encouragement."

variety, though I've often been too

deskbound for my taste."

All folklorists at the University

share Rayna's enthusiasm for the

development of this discipline.

"We all have a commitment to

outreach and public service," she

said, "most of us are deeply in-

volved in schools, community
colleges, and. historical societies."

Asked why folklore is a subject

offered by the English Department,

Rayna replied, "It could ap-

propriately be listed in a number of

departments, but the English

department seems to be the most

flexible, forward-looking, in-

novative one on the campus-
constantly moving its boundaries to

include many aspects of artistic

performance. This university has a

fine opportunity to become a real

center of folklore study.

Students at the Five Colleges are

responding to the Bachelor's

Degree in Individual Concentration

Outdoor group lists

winter warm-up events

manage.
The alternative to high airport

instruction fees the Flying Club has

come up with is to acquire a plane

for the club's use. This step, ac-

cording to Gardner, would not only

substantially reduce the cost of a

pilot's license to about $450, but

would also attract more student's

attention to the Flying Club.

"I am sure if the University had
its own airplane you would find

more people interested in learning

to fly," Gardner maintained.

According to Gardner, the club

has three options for obtaining a

plane. The club could lease a plane

for a year, arrange a lease-purchase
agreement where the club would
have the option to buy the plane

when the lease is up, or forfeit the

lease if the arrangements have not

worked out to the satisfaction of

the club.

"We have the available man-
power to do it right — the in-

structors, the people to run the

club. Now what we want is the

people and the plane. How we get

the plane is up in the air.

"The main thing is to have the

asset at your availability and to use
that asset to your advantage."

The Flying Club will meet at 7:30

a.m. today in Rm 905 of the

Campus Center to discuss some of

the questions which have arisen

regarding the future of the club,

and to decide which direction it will

take in organizing itself.

"If we are going to stay a social

club we will not want people who
don't know how to fly," Gardner
said. "I don't want to see the club

go in this direction."

Remember this?

The record for human memory is

held bv Mehmed Ali Halici of

Ankara, Turkey. On Oct. 14, 1967,

he recited 6,666 verses of the Koran
from memory in six hours. The
recitation was followed by
Koran scholars.

six

Faculty member aids

in atomic discovery
By JUSTIN MILLIUN
Staff Correspondent

A UMass assistant professor is

one of a group of scientists who
have discovered a new subatomic

particle that could prove to be a

major scientific breakthrough in the

study of matter.

James T. Dakin, as part of a

"Winter Warm-Up" sponsored

by the Outdoor Interest Group will

present a series of presentations

today.

10:00 a.m. - Rm 162-75 CC - A

Three church groups

support busing rally

Three loca

groups today

church-related

announced their

support of a "FREEDOM MARCH"
in Boston on Saturday, December

14th. Community Change, Inc. and

Clergy and Laity Concerned, both

with offices in the First

Congregational Church of Amherst,

and the United Christian Foun-

dation, an ecumenical ministry at

the Universtiy of Massachusetts,

have chartered a bus to leave

Amherst at 9 a.m. and return at 6

p.m. at a cost of $3.75 per person.

State Senator-elect William

Owens, a member of the Black

Legislative Caucus and the

Emergency Committee for a

National Mobilization Against
Racism, has said: "The eyes of the

nation and of the world are" now
focused on Boston. On December
14th, we must demonstrate against

racist violence to show that the vast

majority of Bostonians - black,

brown, yellow and white — stand

on the side of human rights and

justice and oppose mob violence

against school children. We also

call on justice loving people from all

the 50 states to come to Boston

and join our Freedom March."

movie "The Flooding River"

1:00-3:00 p.m. - 1st fl. Concourse

Ski Waxing Seminar

1 :30 p.m. - Rm. 162-75 CC - Slide

Show "Expedition to Alaska"

presented by Hampshire College

2:30 p.m. - Rm. 162-75 - Slide

Show "A Summer on Mt. Logan in

the Yukon" presented by Casey

Stengle

4:00 p.m. - Rm. 162-75 - Movie

"The Grand Canyon"
7:00 p.m. - Rm. 917 CC - Slide

Show "Cross Canada and Nature

Shots" presented by John Greene

-Rm. 168-70-72 - Winter Survival

Workshop Ski Touring, Winter

Mountaineering, Frist Aid Trips

Continuing Events

U. of Oregon Outdoor Program
Multi-Media presentation "Ski

Touring, Winter Camping, and Ski

Mountaineering" 2nd floor Con-

course

178 CC - Video Tape Display by

Jeff Bacal - Existentialist Thinking

in the Outdoors.

Stanford University collaboration,

has been working on project

SPEAR (Stanford Positron Electron

Asymmetric Ring) since he joined

the UMass physics dept. along with

another UMass physics professor,

Michael N. Kreisler.

The newly discovered particle,

which that team calls "Psi", ap-

pears to also have been discovered

independantly by researchers at

MIT, who are calling the particle

"J" and a third group of resear-

chers in Italy.

Indications are that the Psi

particle is three times more massive

than protons, positively charged

particles in the nucleus of atoms,

and neutrons, neutrally charged

particles also located in an atom's

nucleus.

More importantly, the newly

discovered particle has a lifetime

that's 100 times longer than would

be "expected" from a particle of its

mass.

This seemingly indicates that Psi

possesses some previously

unobserved physical property not

possessed by any other particle. It

also appears that this new property

is unique in that it is not affected by

the strong attractive forces that

hold an atom's nucleus together.

In what has turned out to be a

timely moment, the UMass Physics

Club is sponsoring a lecture

tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in

Hasbrouck 134 on "The Universe:

Its Microscopic Structure." The

subatomic physical world, including

its newest member, will be

discussed by Mt. Holyoke's

Professor David Griffiths. Everyone

is invited to attend.
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Mills enters hospital for exhaustion

House Democrats vote to cut Mills' influence
WASHINGTON (UP/) - Rep.

Wilbur Mills entered Bethesda Navy
Hospital yesterday, complaining of

exhaustion, as House Democrats
voted away more of his power as

chairman of the Ways and Means
Committee.

'I'm terribly tired," colleagues stage with stripper Fanne Fox in

quoted Mills as saying shortly after

the Arkansas Democrat left for the

hospital in suburban Bethesda, Md.
"I'm exhausted."

Speaker Carl Albert disclosed

that Mills — who appeared on

Boston during the weekend
confided to him on Monday that he
was ailing.

"I asked him, 'Wilbur, are you
sick?'" Albzrt said. "He said, 'Yes, I

am sick."

o
c
Q.
«

3

Workers begin decorating the Christmas tree outside the White House yesterday.
The 42 foot Colorado Spruce was selected at the foothills in Pennsylvania in

October of last year.

Haldeman asserts CIA's motive

In limiting FBI was security
WASHINGTON (UP/) -

Watergate cover-up defendant
H.R. Haldeman testified yesterday
he asked the CIA to head off an FBI

investigation in 1972 only because it

would have been politically em-
barassing and could have un-

covered sensitive national security

matters.

But Haldeman, the former White
House chief of staff, denied under
cross-examination that he tried to

block the FBI inquiry because it

would have disclosed a link bet-

ween the Watergate break-in and
President Richard M. Nixon's re-

election campaign.

Haldeman made his approach to

the CIA on June 23, 1972 - six

days after the Watergate break-in
— and following a White House
meeting in which Nixon approved
the idea.

The FBI investigation involved a

check from a secret Nixon donor
that was "laundered" through a

Mexican bank and eventually
showed up in the Florida account of

one of the Watergate burglars.

Haldeman also said there were
other campaign donation activities

in Mexico that would have proven
embarrassing to the Committee to

Re-elect the President had the FBI

investigation been pursued.

The prosecutors maintain
Haldeman's motive was to keep the

re-election committee from being

linked with the burglars. Haldeman
insisted this was not the case,

saying that in addition to the secret

donations, Nixon had national

security concerns because of other

activities — such as the Bay of Pigs

invasion — in which Watergate
conspirator E. Howard Hunt had
been involved.

Assistant Prosecutor Richard
Ben Veniste, cross-examining
Haldeman, asked, "Isn't it a fact

that you did something you had no
right under the law to do — to

misuse your position in the
government and misuse the CIA in

a way to defraud the CIA and the

FBI in taking action in a political

investigation for reasons you knew
not to be in the national interest?"

Haldeman replied, "I had no
intention of acceding my
responsibilities to my job. I had no
intention of defrauding and
misusing the CIA or the FBI. I had
no intent of obstructing the in-

vestigation they were engaged in."

"Isn't it a fact," continued Ben-
Veniste, "that the entire reason for

bringing the CIA into this matter
was to obfuscate the fact that it

was the White House and John
Mitchell and CRP that wanted this

investigation curtailed?"

"No," snapped Haldeman.
Mitchell, former attorney general

and one of five cover-up defen-
dants, was head of the re-election

committee at the time of the break-

in.

Looking for a challenging

alternative to your traditional

course load?

Interested in working in the area of Juvenile Delinquency?

The M.A.R.Y. Program offers 12 credits for a semesters

committment working with teenagers from the Dept.

of Youth Services.

Call 5-2361 or come to 381 Hills South.

Applications close Dec. 9th.

Disclosure that Mills had entered

the hospital came after the

Democratic Caucus, comprising all

party members, elected to the new
Congress, voted with no audible
dissent to increase the size of the

influential Ways and Means
Committee from 25 to 37.

This opens the way for increasing

the liberal bloc on the committee
and diminishing the power Mills has
wielded. At the same time,

members have concluded privately

that Mills' recent activities have
made it likely he will be removed as

chairman of the panel.

Mills has appeared despondent
since his return from Boston where
he appeared with Miss Foxe, the

entertainer who jumped from his

car then into the Tidal Basin in

October after the speeding vehicle,

with its light off, was stopped by
police.

He made no effort to prevent
action against him by House
Democrats, who voted on Monday
to strip his committee of the power

to make House committee
assignments, which it has held

since 1911.

Mills had used this authority to

sway members who feared they

might otherwise be assigned to

minor committees with little in-

fluence.

Many members of Congress have
suggested his removal as com-
mittee chairman, and members of

his own panel have met to discuss a

possible changeover to Rep. Al

Ullman, D-Ore., the next in line for

the chairmanship.

"Everyone sits down, almost

cries, and says he has to go," said

one committee of Mills, who won
re-election in November after telling

voters he was embarrassed and
humiliated by the Tidal Basin in-

cident.

"He's obviously sick," said

another, speculating that Mills

might be suffering from com-
plications of surgery last year for a

back ailment.

JUST ARRIVED!
A large shipment of

adidas

Gazelle & Tournament

39 S. Pleasant St.

Tel. 256-6374

Super Pizzeria
Specializing in —
Pizzas
(large and small)

Spaghetti

Grinders

(the meatiest
roast beef grinders
in the area)

Free Delivery — now in Sunderland

also!

Open 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

17 Montague Rd.

N. Amherst
549-0626

Next to the N. Amherst Post Office

Ford to submit added appropriation

Congress overrides veto of veterans bill
WASHINGTON [UP/]

Congress rode roughshod over

President Ford's veto and enacted

into law yesterday a bill increasing

veterans' educational benefits by

nearly 23 per cent.

The White House said Congress

would have to pay $814 million for

the extra benefits in the bill.

The vote in the House was 394 to

10. In the Senate it was 90 to 1

.

Anticipating a strong vote

against the veto, presidential press
secretary Ron Nessen announced
Ford would send Congress a
request for $814 million in sup-
plemental appropriations to pay for

the increases.

"If they override, then Congress
can vote to put up the money to

pay the bill," Nessen said.

The 22.7 per cent increase in

veterans educational benefits is the

largest since World War II and Ford

has called the bill inflationary.

The Vietnam veterans who
fought in "that horribly, muddy,
nasty war" had a more difficult time

than any other American veteran

and should be helped in their efforts

to readjust at home, said Rep.

William Jennins Bryan Dorn, D-

S.C.

"We cannot delay any longer,"

Dorn added.

The measure would increase

education benefits for a single vet

from $220 a month to $270. A
married vet with no children would

get proportional increases.

Veterans could collect the

benefits for 45 months instead of 36

and would get $600 in education

loans if other federal loans were not

available.

Ford said in his veto message
Nov. 26 that his veto was not an
easy one, "but it is necessary if all

of us are to operate with essential

budgetary restraint."

Private task force recommends
integration of veterans' programs

6 IS - PUBLIC RADIO

Designed to serve the community

with programs for

all listeners.

*«= =*!= **

Smith College Rec. Council

presents:

EDDIE KENDRIX
in Concert at John M. Greene Aud.

Friday

Dec. 6

8 p.m.

General Admission

$3.50 in advance

$4.00 at door with I.D.

WASHINGTON (UPI) A
privately financed study of the

nation's veterans programs
recommended yesterday that many
of the $15 billion in benefits be

integrated into the general social

welfare system of the United

States.

But the study, prepared by the

20th Century Fund Task Force on

policies Toward Veterans, drew

back from recommending im-

mediate dismantling of the

Veterans Administration, although

one task force member recom-

mended such a course and another

indicated that could be the result of

the group's recommendations.

The panel made no estimate of

the cost of its proposals nor did it

make any comparison with costs of

present programs.

In one of its key recom-

mendation, the task force said it

believes "as a general principle,

society should rely on benefits from

general social welfare programs to

meet the non-service connected

Outlet: Campus Travel Center week of Concert.
— i h N n n

N.Y.S.E.
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needs of veterans."

It said the two most important

non-service connected benefits

were pensions for wartime veterans

and their survivors and medical care

for non-service connected health

problems.

On pensions, which involve some
one million veterans and two million

widows and surviving children, the

task force said it believed "non-
service pensions should be paid

only to wartime veterans and their

survivors with incomes below the

poverty level — not as a supplement
to adequate Social Security
benefits or other government
retirement system benefits."

It said it believed it was necessary

to maintain an "income test for

pensions" and that if this was done
the pension program will, in the

future, "pay benefits to only a very

small number of needy veterans

and survivor beneficiaries."

nation and world

Trade bill pushed Acupuncture hit

WASHINGTON (UPI)

Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger told Congress yesterday

the United States should grant

favorable trade status to Russia

despite that country's failure to

formally guarantee easing of its

emigration policies.

Testifying before the Senate

Finance Committee, Kissinger

acknowledged that the Kremlin had

made no concrete commitment to

let Jews and other dissidents leave

the Soviet Union freely.

But he said "any attempt to nail

this down as a formal obligation is

likely to backfire," and that the U.S.

position in world commerce and

diplomacy would "be most severely

jeopardized" if long-pending trade

legislation is further held up for this

reason.

Rate hike asked

WESTBORO (AP)

Massachusetts Electric Co. said

yesterday it had filed for a rate

increase that would boost the

power bills of its average customers

by about 55 cents a month.

The request amounts to a 2.6 per

cent increase, or $22.7 million.

Massachusetts Electric, the

second largest electric utility in the

state after Boston Edison, serves

customers in the central, Northeast,

northwest and southwest sections

of Massachusetts.

BOSTON (AP) - Practitioners of

acupuncture in Massachusetts will

be severely limited by new state

regulations in 1975.

The state Board of Registration

of Medicine, which licenses

doctors, and the state Department
of Public Health are ready to

declare the Chinese medical
science "experimental" rather than

a "practice of medicine."

The new standard would limit

acupuncture practice to hospitals

and medical schools for research

purposes. The 18 to 20 acupunc-

turists believed to be practicing in

Massachusetts would no longer be

able to treat patients in doctor's

offices.

Acupuncture in the Chinese

practice of anesthesia and medicine

involving the strategic placement of

needles in the body.

Ethiopia besieged

ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia (AP) -
Addis Ababa went into a virtual

state of siege yesterday as

Ethiopia's military government
arrested eight more persons in the

continuing hunt for terrorists

setting off bombs in public

buildings.

Heavily armed troops patrolled

Addis Ababa Government buildings

were under heavy guard and some
were closed to the public. Employes

were searched by soldiers as they

reported for work.
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Small power users may be hit with surcharge
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

BOSTON \AP\ - People who
don't use much electricity may be
hit with rate surcharges because
they are not paying their fair share
for power, according to the new
chairman of the state Department
of Public Utilities.

Barbara L. Hassenfeld, named
DPU chairman last week by Gov.

Francis W. Sargent, said the

surcharge prospect has resulted

from "shocking" information

presented at continuing depart-

ment hearings on the electric

companies' rate structure.

She said the DPU and electric

firms are not now considering such

a surcharge, mainly because it

Simon says Treasury

to sell gold in 1975
WASHINGTON (UPI)

The Treasury will sell 2 million

ounces of gold bars from the

national stockpile in early January

to meet an expected demand from

American citizens entitled to own
gold for the first time in 40 years,

Treasury Secretary William E.

Simon said yesterday.

However, few individuals will be

able to afford the minimum pur-

chase of one 400-ounce bar. At

current prices of about $187 an

ounce on the London and Geneva
gold exchanges, a 400-ounce bar

would cost about $74,800.

The entire quantity to be auc-

tioned by the General Services

Administration on Jan. 6 from

bullion repositories in San Fran-

cisco, New York and Denver would
have a current free market value of

$374 million.

The ban on private ownership of

gold, imposed in 1934, will be lifted

Dec. 31 and a number of banks and

fine metals dealers already have

announced plans for gold sales in

much smaller amounts, giving less

affluent U.S. citizens a chance to

pick up some of the glamor metal.

Simon said there were two
reasons for the sale:

Increasing the supply available

for purchase domestically when the

ban is lifted may dissuade

Americans from seeking to buy
gold on foreign markets which
would tend to worsen the U.S.

balance of payments.

Since gold in national stock-

piles is, by international agreement,
priced at $42.22 an ounce, sales at

the much higher free market price

will earn a tidy profit for the

Treasury. This will reduce the

government's need to raise money
in the private market to finance its

day-to-day operations, "thus
leaving more funds available for

private investment in industry,

housing and other activities."

Treasury officials strongly denied
that a related aim was to drive

down the free-market price from its

current record levels.

The U.S. position in international

monetary negotiations has been
that gold should play a lesser role in

monetary affairs. The record runup
in gold prices in the past year has
reflected investor disenchantment
in the value of hard currency,

securities and other traditional

forms of investment and, in the

eyes of some officials, frustrated

U.S. attempts to "demonetize" the

precious metal.

Simon indicated that additional

small sales from the U.S. gold
stockpile might be held in the future

.md he downplayed the effects of

these public offerings.

Pioneer 11 bypasses

Jupiter successfully
MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. IUPI)

— Pioneer 1 1 sailed away yesterday

from its successful encounter with

mighty Jupiter's radiation belts

toward the first spacecraft look at

the loveliest of celestial bodies,

Saturn and its three rings.

After passing within 26,000 miles

of Jupiter's cloud tops Monday
night. Pioneer took advantage of

Jupiter's gravity to give it an assist

toward Saturn. The Jupiter feat

proved that it is possible to use the

planet's .orbital motion as a

slingshot to toss future spacecraft

to the outer planets.

Until Pioneer 11, man did not

know if a spaceship could safely

approach close enough to the

radiation-shrouded planet to make
use of its gravity. Now scientists

have a fairly accurate map of the

radiation regions and can program
spacecraft to avoid them. They can

also build spacecraft much larger.

"This verifies that if you want to

get close, you can come in at the

south pole, zip up through the

magnetic equator, where peak

radiation exists, and escape over

the north pole," said R. W. Fillius,

of the University of California at

San Diego.

John H. Wolfe, chief project

scientist, said the peak radiation

OSCAR'S father

The modern computer was made
possible by the invention of the

paint-contact transistor by John
Bardeen and Walter Brattain,

announced in July 1948, and the

(unction transistor by R.L Wallace,

Morgan Sparks and Dr. William

Shockley in e^-ly 1951.

"was like a blowtorch - and you
can run your finger through a

blowtorch if you move fast

enough."

Pioneer was moving at 107,000
miles an hour at its closest point to

Jupiter.

Saturn is a yellowish orb of gas
700 times the size of earth. Like

Jupiter, Saturn wears horizontal

bands resulting from high-speed
gas currents.

The banded effect is dramatized
by the three rings around the

planet, a unique feature. Scientists

suspect the rings are composed of

flying ice chunks and rocks.

In a few months the Space
Agency will decide Pioneer's
trajectory, and whether it will fly

between the rings in its approach.
The voyage to Saturn will take

until 1979, and the color pictures

which will be made should be more
spectacular than Pioneer's orange
and gray photos of Jupiter.

Late Tuesday, NASA's Ames
Research Center said Pioneer was 1

million miles away from Jupiter. If

Pioneer's plutonium power supply
does not decay too fast, scientists

said that after the Saturn visit, it

may be possible to send the

spacecraft to Uranus - a trip of

several years beyond 1979.

OSCAR'S mother
The oldest operative computer in

Britain and probably in the world is

Witch, built at Harwell in 1949-1950

and still in service at the

Wolverhampton and Staffordshire

College of Technology since 1957.

would hurt the poor and elderly the

most.

However Mrs. Hassenfeld said

the only other alternative in the

future would be to encourage
smaller users - largely apartment

dwellers - to cook and do
household chores that require

electricity at non-peak'usage hours,

after 6 p.m.

The DPU hearings on rate

structure began last month and will

continue into 1974.

What surprised the DPU, the

new chairman said, was in-

formation from the utilities tha f

commercial stores pay almost three

times as much proportionately for

power as small users, those who
average about 250 kilowatt hours a

month or about $12 in electric

charges.

Mrs. Hassenfeld said single

family households, which average

about 600 kilowatt hours a month
or $30, are providing utilities with a

fair share of needed revenue, based

on current rates.

A spokesman for the Massa-

chusetts ' Electric Co. said the

problem with small users is that

their power usage does not pay for

the high cost of providing service to

them.

However Bruce McCarthy said

his company is "not in any way
suggesting that their rates be

raised. There are social con-

siderations "for the poor and
elderly."

The rate hearings, first of their

kind in the state, were initiated by

former DPU Chairman Robert L.

Meade who resigned his job last

week, but will remain on the seven-

member DPU commission.

The aim of the hearings is to

determine the fairness of various

electric rates charged to different

customers.

Mrs. Hassenfeld said a major

Collegian

elections

are this

Thursday.

Staff list

appears

on
pg. 12-13.

If your

name does
not appear

there,

Jerry Lazar

today.

reason for huge rate increase

requests by electric companies is

their need to expand service at peak
hours.

The DP-U chairman said

householders may have to learn to

cook meals for the next night late

the previous evening, or use
washing machines at 9 p.m., in-

stead of 5 p.m.

Mrs. Hassenfeld, a Sherborn
resident and lawyer, said utilities

need some rate relief.

Pending before the DPU is a $70
million rate request from Boston
Edison Co. and a $22.8 million

request from Mass. Electric.

Moore House students
elect own counselors

ByJANEHOLZAPFEL
Staff Correspondent

While most heads of residence

are graduate students selected by a

Personnel Committee for the

specific residential area, Moore
House, in Southwest, is one of

the only dorms which elects theirs.

"Moore is one of only three

dorms that are student-run," ac-

cording to Sellinger, head of

residence. "It is unique in that both

counselors and heads of residence

are elected by the dorm."
Sellinger is an undergrad, class of

'76. Elected by the dorm last spring,

both he and the Co-head of

Residence, Jeffrey Cohen, un-

derwent intensive training in

August for their positions.

"The training session covered
the counseling, administrative, and
actual running of a dorm,"
Sellinger said.

"Being a head of residence is a

twenty-four-hour job. I have to

constantly be aware of the

responsibility. This also means that

I had to rearrange priorities bet-

ween my personal life and the job

I can't just take off for a couple
of days anymore."

There are pros and cons to being

an elected undergrad head of

residence, as opposed to an ap-

pointed grad head. Sellinger

believes one advantage is that other

students in the dorm feel com-
fortable in coming in to see him,

whether with a problem or just to

socialize.

"I'm a full-time student, just as

they are, and have some of the

same problems they do. At the

same time, a student needing
counseling must feel that I'm a little

removed from that, or he might not

think I'm capable of helping him
out," Sellinger said.

"Counseling can be one of the

most rewarding aspects of the job.

When I have helped someone solve

a problem, it makes all the petty

hassles that come with the position

less significant."

Getting feedback from Moore
residents is necessary for his ef-

fectiveness in the position. Ac-
cording to Sellinger, one of the

most important aspects is 'in

house' performance.

"I like to know how people feel

about how I'm doing my job. If

people don't feel I'm handling the
job effectively, I want to know. This
week, I'll be giving out an
evaluation form to all the residents.
I'm hoping to get a good response

if I get back only ten of fifteen

forms, it will be from the people
who either really like or really hate
what I'm doing - but I'm hoping to
get a response from everyone."

Maine students seek

ping pong marathon
HOULTON, Maine (API- Four

Ricker College students, loyal to

their financially-strapped school

and eager to break a record, began
a marathon ping pong game
yesterday.

The students opened their

doubles match at 9:35 a.m. and
planned to play for 48 hours, with

respites five minutes every hour
and 30 minutes every six hours.

One of the players, Bill Stapleton,

18, of Barrington, R.I., said the

present world record for doubles
ping pong listed in the Guiness
Book of World Records is 42 hours,

one minute, set at Kent, England,

last year.

Ricker College, on the brink of

financial disaster this past summer,
said an official from Guiness is

expected at the school Wednesday
to view the last day of playing.

Stapleton said he and the three

other students, Kevin Ziese, 17 of

Seldon, N.Y., Kip Sowell, 20 of

Simsbury, Conn., and Noel Kart-

man, 18, of Downers Grove, III., are

all "pretty good ping pong players.

"We just wanted to do
something. ...wanted to break a

record," Stapleton said. "But we're

also trying to raise money for the

college." He said they had $50 in

pledges by noon Tuesday.

He said contributors may pledge

so much money per hour so the

longer the game goes on, the more
money Ricker will reap.

"But even if we don't make any

money, we will try to get into the

record books," Stapleton said.

Ricker, located in this northern

Maine border town, is a four-year

liberal arts college with about 250
students.

College officials said last summer
the school would not open in the

fall unless over $150,000 could be

raised.

An emergency fund-raising drive

was successful and the school

reopened in the fall.

However, it appeared doubtful

Ricker could depend on too much
additional revenue from their ping

pongers.

"Right now we want to get this
thing over with," Stapleton said.
"We've been playing for two hours
and are tired already."

Two receive life

terms for murder
BOSTON (AP) - Two young men

who pleaded guilty to the murder of

a Boston police officer have

received five concurrent life sen-

tences each.

The men from Boston's Dor-

chester section were sentenced in

Suffolk Superior Court on Monday
on second degree murder charges

in connection with the Nov. 30,

1973 holdup of the Suffolk Loan

Co. in which Police Det. John D.

Schroeder was shot to death.

Anthony J. Irving, 18, and
Nathaniel Williams, 21, also pleaded

guilty to four counts of armed
robbery.

The men had testified for the

state last week that Ella Mae
Ellison, 27, formerly of Dorchester,

had driven them to and from the

holdup.

LIFE/STYLE
This week, on campus students will be signing up Tor the rooms

they will be living in next semester. Some can't wait to get back to
the old corridor after that long intercession, but^for many, a change
is desired. If you have been thinking about moving to a different
area on campus, perhaps these "nutshells" will help you decide.
Each writer is a resident of the area about which he or she is

writing.

Photos by Mark Biletch and Sally Eldridge

Southwest

It's not too bad
W&m

By BONNIECHWAUK
Stiff Writer

Living cin the most densely populated quarter mile of land on earth
with 5,6QQ other students as neighbors, can be chaotic and certainly
requires some adjustment. Just forget ail the bad things that are
circulating about Southwest for a minute, and consider some of its

good qualities. You maybe surprised at how many there are.
Because it houses one-hatfof the undergraduate population of the

university. Southwest is able to offer much in terms of diversity of
living, interests and lifestyles. There are eighteen dormitories to
choose from, thirteen low-rise, and five towers. A student can opt to
live co-ed, or to live with his or her sex. (Melville, fcmerson are all

women; James House is all mm. Each dorm is unique in ftself and
offers a different group of people to become acquainted with.
Southwest offers a diversified selection of academic programs

and learning experiences. Some of the newer ones being offered this

semester are:

—A special First Year Program made up of Rhetoric courses,
(Cooliclge, John Adams, Patterson)
— Courses of special interest to'women and Third World People

offered in the Southwest Women's Center and the center for Racial

Understanding.
— Courses and colloquia dealing with the quality of life in Towers
— Courses, workshops and resource people and equipment for

people interested in the arts and crafts. (Cance House)
—A French Corridor (Moore House)
— Courses in community studies and personal growth and

development (several high and low rise dorms)
—A day care nursery, where students may work with kids ages 1-

3, for academic credit (Melville)

In terms of location, Southwest has just about the best ac-

cessability to a large portion of campus. The Athletic Fields and
Boyden Gym are closest to here than any other section of campus.
The fields to the west of Southwest offer much room and open
spaces. This is especially beneficial in the Spring and Early Fall,

when outdoor picnics from the Dining Commons are often held out
on these fields. Also the fields are used for Spring and early Fall

outdoor concerts such as Spring Fest and the end of the summer
cot* oert this year. (Who said Southwest is all cement?)

Southwest is also easily accessible to Amherst center and Hadley
Shopping Centers. Depending on which side your room faces,

Southwest offers the most scenic view of mountains, farms and
fields in the Connecticut Valley than any other residence area on
Campus, or perhaps anywhere in Amherst.

Orchard Hill

Do what you want
' «/' / By TIM WALSH

j Staff Writer^sKad&jfcl \
Tha Orchard HHI Residential College consists of four dormitories:

Dickinson, Webster, Grayson, and Field. They are situated at the

summit of a ridiculously steep hill, affording an excellent com-
bination of exercise and fatigue.

The main features of the Hill include its superb colloquia program;

with courses ranging from automotive mechanics to peer sex

education, and its environment; which allows for both a con-

siderable amount of studying, (if so desired) and a healthy quota of

partying. ^RVPt*
Sure, climbing the "mountain" is a drag, but once you're there,

you'll discover a community of self sufficient individuals with a wide

variety of academic and social interests.

Hill facilities are as follows:

— Dickinson contains a Third World Center and a Liberation

corridor..

— Field House features a women's center and an Arts corridor.

— Grayson offers a weight room, music room, ceramics room,

sewing room, and a Third World Corridor.

— Webster has a library, food co-op, darkroom, and a Third World

Corridor.

Also, resident faculty teach departmental courses in . Afor

American Studies, English, History, Legal Studies, Political Science,

and Public Health, along with interdisciplinary courses on a veritable

plethora of subjects.

On the home front, the rooms are fairly large and well laid out with

enough room for even the largest of stereos, two typically un-

comfortable beds, and plenty of wall space for your favorite posters.

Also, each floor has a spacious lounge for your booking pleasure.

In short, Orchard Hill has a lot to offer to many different types of

people. One can be one's self without fear of aggression or

repression. The atmosphere is "laissez faire" and the people (in most

cases) are friendly.

We aren't exactly "one big happy family," but then, who is?

'van

Some like it, some don't
By RON CHAITE

Staff Writer

A crowd of students stumble home from the

Blue Wall. Focusing their attention on a nearby
eight-story building, the decide to test their lungs.

"What's the color of shit?" they ask loudly.

"Brown!" someone yells from the dorm coin-

cidently of the same name. Then the students

continue on their way, happy at receiving the

expected response.

Sylvan - it's been called a lot of things.

Concrete City. Little Southwest. New Paradise.

Land of the Little Cubicles.

Yet if the compliments have not exactly been
falling from the trees, it is because Sylvan is. just

not well-known outside of its own three-dorm area.

(Brown, Cashin, and McNamara).
Sylvan, because of its relative!/ small size (about

1 ,400 students), can hold area-wide activities on a

more regular basis than some residential areas.

Newt Night, a party held in Cashin, has become a

monthly favorite. wqay ^^
Area Staff and Government personnel are easily

accessible, again because the area is not that large.

Intramurally, Sylvan sports teams compete at all

levels, McNamara traditionally finishes high in the
campus standings.

However, it is the suites which set Sylvan apart

from ail the other residential areas. Alternately

cursed and praised, the suite system has been a

subject of 'controversy, yet most Sylvan residents

seem to I Nice it

"It feH9 more ttke an apartment than a dorm,"

McNamara's Teri Gottschalk said. "And if you
don't like your roommate, you're not stuck because
there's still the other people in the suite to know."

Suite residency ranges from six to eight persons
(one or two in "single" rooms), who share a lounge
-- and a bathroom.

"That's why I came to Sylvan," admitteu Robin
Patterson of Brown. "You don't have to trudge
down the hall carrying all your things."

According to Jack Sheehan, who lives in Cashin,
the arrangement of the suites brings those inside

closer together, but meeting others is "a little more
difficult than a hall situation." Floor parties are a
common means of breaking the ice.

Many persons are misled by closed suite doors.

Usually they are closed to shut out the noise of

corridor fans and not to scare away visitors.

Sylvan's facilities and programs include:

-Radio station WSYL, 97.7 FM, on the air for a
third consecutive year.

-The Sylvan ftychment, a weeflly paper which
keeps the area informed, featuring photos and a
paid news staff.

fiter""%3
-The Subway, posslfciy; Jhe most successful

residential area snack bar on campus.
-A colloquia program with a wide*range of

courses, from Human Awareness to Friebee

Dynamics.

In addition, area residents Nrvir access to their

own computer terminals, darkroom, aqd (soon)

closed circuit television station, W$YL-!fy.
Sylvan * It's not for everyone, but it has a lot to

offer.

'TVo need to discuss it

think it's time for a change //

Central i

A house on the hill, maybe?
By CHRIS POWERS

Staff Writer

Central Area, like Rome, is based upon a foothill.

Unlike Rome it is somewhat lacking in architectural

splendor. The dorms of Central maintain the
outward appearance of the Concord Reformatory,
and the intaiior specifications of a hospital, yet
despite these harsh conditions, the residents stay
on. At first, I attributed this phenomena to a
combination of fortitude and masochism, but after

living there for awhile, more appealing reasons
became apparent.

First, the very fact that Central is on a hill gives
everyone a reason to be happy. Those who live at

the top can rejoice in their commanding view of all

that happens below; those who inhabit the
lowlands can rejoice in their commanding view of
the hill people trudging up to their dorms from
classes, from supper, from the Bluewall, etcetera. I

might also mention that the hill provides some of

the finest cafeteria tray tobogganing in the world,

(although some of the thrill is gone since a ten foot

"sewerage ditch at the bottom has been filled in)

Another reason why leading psychiatrists

recommend Central 10 to 1, is the amount of grass

which still remains. Residents of Southwest are

welcome to come up and see the stuff if they do
not believe it still exists. Then again what they

might see is an amount of mud, a material

synonymous with fall around here.

Of course, physical description of an area tells

nothing about what it is like to live there, and it is

equally fruitless to describe a group of people
having more than fifty members. If you really wish
to find out about the secret orgies and rampant
intoxicants that are the lifesblood of the Central

community, jump right in, the ambience is fine.

Northeast

Small area^close to campus
tJUDYFRIEDLAND

Staff Writer

Northeast, nicknamed "the Quad", the smallest

of the five areas, has a repiftation of being the most

quiet and least involved. Although lacking the unity

of other areas, the nine dorms in the Quad are

tightly-knit in themselves, each having a unique

identity. Four dorms — Crabtree, Dwight, Johnson

and Lewis are coed; three — Knowlton, Leach and

Mary Lyon are all-women; and the remaining two

dorms — Hamlin and Thatcher are all-men.

Grass is abundant in the Quad and, on a clear

day, the sharp outlines of the mountains and valley

provide a striking backdrop for the relatively older

dorms, some of which date back to the '40's. There

is a renovation program underway, however; two

dorms. Thatcher and Lewis have already been

rejuvenated and Hamlin will be renovated next

semester. Located near the School of Education,

NOPE, and the Graduate Research Center,

residents usually eat at Worcester Dining Com-
mons.

Its size, reflected in a budget which is smaller

than the other areas, prevents Northeast from

running programs as extensive as those in the

larger areas; however, there is a wide variety of

resources available to those students who seek

them, such as a dark room in Knowlton, a sewing
room in Leach, a carpentry shop in Crabtree and a

Women's Center in Lewis House.

Over 97 per cent of the Quad's 1500 residents are

white; students and staff have responded to the

need tor cultural diversity by organizing C.O.P.E.

(Combatting Oppression through Peer Education),

a group open to the entire University, committed to

dealing with oppression and creating a more
diverse living-learning environment in Northeast.

The Quad also offers an expanding number of

educational experiences to University students.

This semester, residents had 55 colloquia and 3

collectives from which to choose, on crafts, human
awareness and practicum. During intersession,

students will have a chance to L.E.A.R.N. (Living

Easily Amid Rising Needs) in the Quad, L.E.A.R.N.,

an accredited program will offer colloquia and

panel discussion focusing on how to successfully

survive in contemporary society.

Dorms in Northeast on the average are the least

expensive of all University housing; one pays

approximately $307, and as some of the dorms do
not have room phones, there are no phone bills to

pay. One can surmize that The Quad environment

is pleasing by its relatively small turnover and long

waiting lists. •
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Amherst College play

probes real/unreal

i**sfpf
n""

Food inflation figures for selected countries of the world show that the United

States does not have the worst rate of inflation (10.5 per cent). The range is from

41 9 per cent in Brazil to a low of 3.8 per cent in West Germany.

The conflict between illusion and

reality- -what seems real and what

actually is— is the underlying theme

of the Amherst College Masquers'

production of Italian playwright

Luigi Pirandello's "Henry IV,"

which will be presented in the

College's Kirby Memorial Theater

on Friday, Saturday and Sunday

evenings, Dec. 6, 7, 8 and 13, 14,

15.

1934 Nobel Prize winner

Pirandello's script suggests the

conflict in people's ordinary lives

when they create a role for

themselves. This philosophical

dilemna is particularly theatrical,

explains director Helene Keyssar-

Franke. "This is a play which enjoys

the fact that it is a play." Guest

designed Paul Steinberg's set

accentuates Pirandello's theme.

The set is an abstracted version of

an 11th century throne room with a

dominating arch that mirrors the

characters' movements on the

stage.

Director Helene Keyssar-Franke

is a Visiting Professor of Dramatic

Arts, who came to Amherst from

Pittsburgh, where she taught at

Carnegie-Mellon and the University

of Pittsburgh. She holds a Ph.D.

from the University of Iowa in

Modern Letters, which is a joint

program in English and theater. Her

major interests are theater, Black

Studies and literature. She has

taught at Atlanta University, the

largest complex of black colleges in

the country, and appeared last year

in an NBC television special entitled

"Woman, Is Fine."

Ticket sales for the Masquers'

production of "Henry IV" go on

sale Monday, Dec. 2. Admission is

$2.50, and tickets can be obtained

at the Kirby Theater box office daily

from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

State senate will study
offshore oil development

Senator William M. Bulger (D
Bos.), Chairman of the Special

Legislative Commission on Marine
Boundaries and Resources, an-

nounced that hearings on offshore

oil development will resume as a

result of a recent disclosure that the

U.S. Department of Interior has
scheduled Georges Bank for leasing

in May of 1976.

Christmas Cards

Hallmark, Cttpari,

Gordon Frasar,

Alfred Mafour

A. J. Hastings

45 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.

Peter Damman Quartet appearing
Wed. & Thurs., Dec. 4 & 5

Sundance appearing Fri., - Sat.,

Dec. 6 & 7

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 m Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

Senator Bulger commented, "I

am very disturbed by this disclosure

and must unhappily conclude that

the Federal government in its

apparent lack of direction in energy

matters is committeed, as are the

major oil companies, to increasing

in a mindless manner that supplies

of oil without rational consideration

of energy conservation."

"National experts and officials

will be invited to place before the

public the many facts particularly

relevant to Massachusetts
surrounding offshore oil

development that have been in-

tentionally in some cases obscured
to serve the purposes of the
majors."

IT PAYS TOSHOP
THE FINASTWAY

Aerosol sprays can

increase skin cancer
WASHINGTON (UP/) - The

National Academy of Sciences has

ordered an investigation into the

possibility that gases from
household aerosol cans may
damage the atmosphere's ozone

layer that protects us from solar

radiation.

It was learned recently that the

academy's governing body acted

on the recommendation of a special

five-member panel of scientists

who agreed the matter poses a

serious threat to the environment

and warrants immediate attention.

Donald M. Hunten, chairman of

the panel, said he believes the

investigation by the National

Research Council's Climatic Impact

Committee probably will lead to a

recommendation for restrictions on

manufacture of the propellant

gases known as flourocarbons.

"My personal feelings are it really

is serious and drastic action is going

to be necessary within a year or two
unless there is some completely

new factor about the chemistry of

the stratosphere that no one has

thought of yet," he said in a

telephone interview from his office

at the Kitt Peak National Ob-

servatory in Tucson, Ariz.

The concern is that the gases

used in hair sprays, deodorants,

insecticides and the like are building

up in the upper atmosphere where
they can destroy much of the ozone

layer. The flourocarbons, most

commonly known commercially as

Freon, are harmless in themselves.

But their reaction with sunlight

releases chlorine atoms, which in

turn break down ozone molecules.

It is the ozone, a form of oxygen

concentrated 15 to 30 miles high,

that screens out nearly all of the

high intensity ultraviolet radiation

from the sun. It has been estimated

that a 5 per cent reduction in ozone

would increase the incidence of

skin cancer in the United States by

anywhere from 8,000 to tens of

thousands of cases a year.

Intensive Language Programs
FRENCH I, II

SPANISH I, II

GERMAN I, II

ITALIAN I

CHINESE I

ESPERANTO I

RUSSIAN I

JAPANESE I

PORTUGUESE I

January 6 to January 24

April 7 to April 25

July 7 to July 25

August 4 to August 22

Small class instruction

• Emphasis on spoken language
• Multinational campus in rural setting

• Six semester hours credit

All-inclusive fee for 3-week course $432

CONTACT THE SCHOOL FOR
experiment's INTERNATIONAL TRAINING

BRATTLEBORO, VERMONT 0530.1 • TEL 8022577751

Foronly 35<t
youcan call Daddy and tell him

all about your violindebut.

Schlitz

case of

24
12 oz cans

MunichBeer case of 12 oz
24 btls

s399

Italian Swiss Colony
•

Register...Win

'

-^ ~ax\ Mechanical

16 Main St. 256-0325

A maximum of 38f buys you a 1 -minute direct -dialed (station-to-station) call to anywhere outside of Massachusetts in the

continental United States. Between 11 pm and 8 am. Rates do not apply from coin phones or on calls to points within Massachusetts.

(S) New EnglandTelephone

J

Burgundy, Chablis, Rose
half

gallon249
PaulMassonssi -?1"

Mountain
Farms
Mall

Hadley SUPERMARKETS

The weather's been great since we got bock, hasn't
it? Well/ cheer up, only four more months of this before
things will stiff warming up again.

Outdoor group seeks

to make cold exciting
By BARBARA SOBACINSKY

Outdooor Interest Group
It's getting mighty cold outside

and some folks are content to stay

inside a warm room. But some folks

(whilst they vegetate in front of a

television) cannot remove from
their souls the excitement of the

outdoors. Yes, they simply refuse

to allow nature to go untended,

unloved and wasted. Their souls

swell with the desire to have an

affair with nature.

If you might be one of these

people (or think you might like to

see if you're one of these outdoor

folks) then don't let the frigid

weather frustrate you. Some
people who have found out that the

"out-of-doors" always has open
arms have gotten together to create

an "Outdoor Interest Group". The
group is planning to give birth to a

University Outdoor Program in the

near future.

The Outdoor Interest Group is

sponsoring some Winterim
colloquia for the January term.

These will be mostly one credit

colloquia, workshops and seminars

giving you the chance to ex-

perience the natural environment.

The outdoors becomes the

classroom. These courses attempt

to incorporate all the facets of

education - intellectual, physical

and personal development - into a

single learning experience in our
outdoors environment.

JS to offer

courses on

photography
William Curtis, a photographer

with The Boston Globe, will offer

two seminars in photojournalism

during the Spring, 1975, semester

as part of the Journalistic Studies

Program.

Enrollment in the seminars, one
at the beginning level and one at

the advanced level, will be limited

and by instructor's permission only.

Curtis will be available in Room
EI2S Machmer from noon until 3

p.m. on Tuesday, Dec. 10, to

discuss the courses with
prospective students. Those
wishing to enroll are urged to bring

portfolios of their photographs with

them for their interview with Curtis.m ... r$d^ or Mtj the SBKWs dlrrcd

upon us. Cum \xcM2t for ideas &
Cbri)er£> QQJU<.
deportment 0c!

01 Jlfletmt

Prices Effective thru Dec. 7 We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities
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BNS on the scene - Boston revisited Part two

Rumors pervade the Boston Crisis
By Black News Service

During the recent violence in

Boston, following the court ordered

school desegregation plan, much
false virulent "hear-say" passed

from person to person. When one

girl had a minor scuffle with

another student in which her

clothes were torn, a prevailing

rumor announced "a girl got

raped". In another instance a

policeman was reported to have

been killed by a truck. In fact he

suffered leg injuries only when
another person fell upon him.

These and other hideous rumors,

in addition to the inaccurate ac-

counts of events circulated t\ the

local news media, prompted groups

of concerned citizens to develop

alternative means of informing the

public. Thus, several information or

rumor control centers were im-

plemented, providing prompt
factual information concerning
different incidents related to the

desegregation and busing situation.

One such concerned group is

Fredom House, a community based

organization interested in assisting

Blacks and other low-income
families with housing, education,

and other problems which directly

affect them. Fredom House has

existed for 25 years. Within the

Fredom House structure is the

Institute of Community Education:

the program directly responsible for

the inception and operation of the

rumor control center located in

Roxbury.

This rumor control center was
started in September and, like other

rumor control centers, it was
primarily incepted in order to

present official, accurate reports on
runners which were perpetrated

throughout the community. A hot

line service gave information about

schools the students were going to,

pick-up and drop-off points for

buses, any services which were
available in the public school

system, and just about any other

information that would be of in-

terest to a parent or student

concerning conditions related to

bussing.

The center was operated by 5

staff members, and many volun-

teers, who actively took part in

answering phones, tracking down
information, or actually reporting

information to the rumor control

center.

Sources used in verifying the

credibility of rumors were police

reports, City Hall information, and
workers on the scene.

The most pertinent source of

accurate information, however,
were those reporters who actually

went to the particular areas where
events transpired. These members
had constant contact with the

control center through the use of

an electronic paging device which
they carried. This device emits a

beeping sound when a signal is sent

from the central office. The reporter

would then find a telephone in

order to contact the center to find

out what information was needed.

These reporters were a great asset

to the center because of their first

hand account nf any happening.

and also because they were actually

a part of the community, and were

able to deal with the situation more

readily than someone from outside.

The rumor control center af-

filiated with Fredom House in

Roxbury provided a vital service to

the people of Boston during the

recent crisis. But this information

center is not the only one located in

the Boston area. There are others in

areas such as South Boston,

Rosindale, Hyde Park, and at City

Hall.

In view of this fact Dennis Roach,

media coordinator for the institute

of community education at

Freedom House, was asked in a

recent interview whether there was
a possible divergence of interest

because of the numerous in-

formation centers located in one

city area having the same function.

Mr. Roach stated that he did not

see any problem at all, "with more

than one information center, there

was always a place a person could

call and receive prompt service. At

the beginning of the Boston

bussing situation there were ten

phones in operation at the Freedom
House and they all were constantly

The Dial Tone
Discotheque

Mon.. Tues.. H>d. Nites are

Bttr Nites 25'
Plus specials on pitchers,

bottles and all drinks.

TIES. MTE
is Oldies' Nite

THIRS. MTE
is Ladies' Nite

HAPPY HOl'R
every nite. 6-8:30

I).Is play what you want to

hear — 7 nites a week. H:30-

1:00.

Hi. .North Hatfield

Uance Floor (fame Room

ringing. There definitely was a need

for more than one information

center, to take some of the load off

the other center."

Beside the necessity of a divided

work load which enabled more

people to be informed, Dennis

Roach also explained "with the

presence of more than one center,

we are also able to check with each

other and work collectively in

getting to the root of many of the

rumors that were started.

Since violent incidents related to

bussing have been reduced to a

minimum, media coverage have
discontinued. "I guess since there

is no violence occuring," explains

Mr. Roach, "the media don't really

feel that there is anything to write

about, but it's still a boiling pot. It

just hasn't exploded yet. If the

other half of the bussing plan is

implemented — Phase two which

will include schools in East Boston,

Charlestown, and other parts of

Boston — is implemented, then the

whole thing will rise up again, and

the need for control over the city

will be mandatory once more."

SBNIOR PORTRAITS
only chance for January Grads.

Dec. 2 to 6 Dec. 9 - 11

Nights also!

Sign up outside SU 409 or call 545-2874
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Report from Charlotte
In a recent telephone interview

and in previously published news
stories, two of the four Boston
students who travelled to Charlotte,

North Carolina last month said that
they benefitted from the ex-
perience. Eighteen year old Robert
Messisa of Hyde Park said, in a
telephone interview that there were
many ongoing projects in the
Charlestown High Schools that
should be implemented in the
Boston school system.

Among the programs are "The
Aires Project", in which
"responsible high school students

get together with elementary
school kids," she said.

Messisa flew to Charlotte with

three other students, Dana Gonsal,

18, of Mattapan, Linda Lawrence,

17, of Hyde Park, and Barbara

Steer, 18, of Mattapan. All attend

Hyde Park High and all are on the

Bi-racial Committee.

The students arrived in Charlotte

on October 21st accompanied by

two male observers, one black and
one white, giving the delegation

equal representation in terms of

race and sex.

Robert described the trip as "non
stop rapping with black and white
students, faculty, and school of-

ficials who would listen". He feels

that many Boston parents aren't

helping the situation. "If the kids

were left alone for a week, perhaps
things would calm down."

Eighteen year old Barbara Steer

of Mattapan feels that there is a

definite lack of communication in

the Boston school that she attends.

After her return from Charlotte,

North Carolina she complained of

conditions in Hyde Park High,

which she feels compounds the

integration process. Steer men-

tioned the over-crowded cafeteria

and toilets without doors.

"Policemen in the halls," she

added, "make it hard to study."

We enjoyed our stay in Charlotte.

The people were warm, hospitable,

understanding, and treated us with

respect," she said. They really

prepare students for college down
there. The Charlotte schools have

more programs, special audio-

visual facilities, mandatory driver

education, and special literature

programs such as Women's
Literature. Steer added that she

would like these implemented into

the Boston School System.

Messina also commented that

rennovation of the Boston schools
would help. In a Boston Globe
interview, he remarked that the

Boston and Charlotte schools are

only similar "in that they both have
blackboards and chalk."

West Charlotte High has a 60 per
cent white student bcdy, tne
students there appear to fully

accept integration. It may appear
that all is not well in North Carolina.

We read that the Bostonians' trip

was cut short due to what other

resources describe as a "racial

unrest". However, Messina says
that students at West Charlotte told

her the unrest at Olympic High was
drug related.

The trip was financed by the

students in the Charlotte schools

and the Charlotte community.
According to the Boston Globe, the

Boston School Committee had
nothing to do with the trip, except

voting to recall the students in view
of the Charlotte disturbance.

Commenting on the inadequacy
of public schooling in general, Steer

said, "It's here and we have to

solve the problems and get down to

the business of education."

issmssm

Staff Photo by Ed Cohan

Part of the crowd at the pro-busing rally held in

Boston on November 30, at which Mrs. Coretta King
was one of the principal speakers.

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

Anti-racism rally planned

The Hational Dance
'Company of Senegal
Friday December 6 8pm Amherst High Auditorium

TICKETS: S4 and S3 general S2 and SI. 50 umass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, UMASS AMHERST (413)545 0202

BOSTON [LNS\ - A massive

"Boston Freedom March for

Human Dignity" has been called for

December 14 at Boston Commons
by black and trade union people.

The national action is planned to

counter the mobilizations against

school desegregation and busing

that have been gaining momentum
in Boston.

to the Emergency
for a National

Against Racism, a

broad- based ad hoc coalition of

groups that is sponsoring the

demonstration, "We believe that

of the situation

broadest possible

bringing together

number of people

who are against mob attacks on

black school children and who are

for the right of these children to go
to any school in safely."

Announcing the action at a news
conference on November. 20,

William Qwens, the first blatfk State

Senator-elect from Massachusetts,

said that the action would say "no
to institutionalized racism, no to

racist mob violence, no to racism in

education, and no to the Boston

According

Committee
Mobilization

the urgency
requires the

demonstration

the maximum

School committee."

Among others announcing the

action was Dennis Serette, Vice-

President of Local 1101, Com-
munication Workers of America,
and President of the New York
State Coalition of Black Trade
Unionists; Reverend Weeks and
Reverend Codman, black chur-

chpeople in Boston; and Leo
Fletcher, President of the United

Community Construction Workers.
The Emergency Committee for a

National Mobilization against
Racism during its few weeks of

existence, has reached many in-

dividuals and organizations who
have agreed to join together in

sponsoring a peaceful mass action.

Among initial endorsers- are

William Lucy, President of the

Coalition of Black Trade Unionists

and National Secretary-Treasurer

of the American Federation of

State, County and Municipal
Employees; Rexford Weng, Vice-

President of the Massachusetts
State Labor Council AFL-CIO; and

Fred Punch, District 1199E —
National Union of Hospital and
Health Care Employees, Baltimore.

People in various organizations

are building for the demonstration.

Endorsers at this point include:

Virginia and Walter Collins,

Southern Conference Educational

Fund; Clyde Bellecourt and
Leonard Crow Dog, American
Indian Movement; Reverend
George Webber, Clergy and Laity

Concerned; Brother Big Black and
Herbert X. Blyden, Attica Offense-

Defense; Minnie Player, Cleveland

Welfare Rights Organization;

Geraldine Roberts, Domestic
Workers of America; and Bill

Worthington, Black Lung
Association.

For more information about the

march and local committee in your
area, contact the Emergency
Committee for a National
Mobilization Against Racism, 634
Massachusetts Avenue, Room 207,

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
or telephone (617) 876-9296

Paul Harrison honored
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2 EGGS
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99

The faculty and staff are cordially

invited to attend a book party

honoring Professor Paul Carter

Harrison, professor of Afro-

American Studies and Theatre. The
Party will be held December 8th

between 3 and 6 p.m. at the black

cultural center at Smith College.

Professor Harrison is the editor of

the latest title on Black Theatre-

Kuntu Drama: Plays of the African

Continium (Grove Press). His intent

in this effort is to demonstrate the

influence of Africa on the sen-

sibilities of Afro-American
playwrights as reflected in the

contemporary forms of Black

Theatre.

Professor Harrison is also the

author of The Drama of Nomme.

Also — Sandwiches, Dinners, and

Creamy Rich Country Style Ice Cream

— no artificial flavors.

Tues. - Sat. — 24 Hrs.

Sun. and Mon. till 11 p.m.

168 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst

2532291
Take Out Service

SKI SALE
(sponsored by UMass Ski Club)

NEW ft USED SKI EQUIPMENT

$150,000 INVENTORY

Boots, Skis, Poles, Bindings,

Clothing & Accessories

DEC. 5 12 noon - 10 p.m.

DEC. 6 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

DEC. 7 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

LOWER LEVEL CAMPUS CENTER
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{ Letters to the editor

Facts vs. distortions
To the Editor:

First of all, Ed Cohen deserves a great deaf of credit and
gratitude from all of us in any way concerned and-or interested in

the Mid-East situation. For too long, too many people have

allowed themselves and others to be fooled by the distortions,

ignorance and avoidance of the truth, and outright lies on the part

of both the Israeli and the Arab governments (to say nothing of

U.S. and British fabrications).

Last week, I wrote a letter to the Collegian running down many
of the facts vs. myths. Fortunately, Ed Cohen's article was much

better written and more complete, presumably explaining why
my letter was not printed. There are still a couple points that

should, at this time, be added to the raging controversy. Shalom

E/iezer's letter (?) was a nearly worthless addition to the debate,

wd certainly no contribution to informing the public about what

has really been going on for the past 30 years in the Mid-East. To

Diane Karsh (both Eliezer's and Karsh's letters appeared in the

Nov. 25 Collegian ) I have this to say: Her point about how "the

Arab governments told them (Palestinians) that the Jews would

kill them if they did not (flee)", was just another of the gross lies

fosteredby Israel and its supporters. During the initial Israeli-Arab

war, radio broadcasts told Palestinian villagers that Israel was out

to kill them, and that they should come to the neighboring Arab

countries, where they would receive land and shelter. As it turns

out, the British government finally admitted, only a few years ago,

that these broadcasts were made, not by any Arab country, but by

the British Army itself as part of their official program to drive out

the population of Palestine in order to impose a Jewish state on
heir home/and.

Also, Ms. Karsh makes mention of Arab-Palestine terrorist

jroups, specifically the Stern "gang. " Why does she choose to

eave out the Israeli-Zionist terrorist oroups who, armed by Britain

and the U.S., literally wiped out entire villages (not 6 people, not

one airplane, but entire 3 and 4 thousand-year-old settlements) of

Palestinians who wouldn't leave under the "advice" of phony
radio broadcasts and rumors. Maybe neither side is blameless on
the question of senseless terrorism, but let's at least weigh the

facts before inventing heroes and martyrs.

Now we hear from Ms. Karsh that the World War II Jewish-

German casualty count has gone up to 10 million. Is this because
people are beginning to realize that Hitler's murder of 6 million

Jews is irrelevant to the position of Jews today, and thus the

figures must be raised in order to regain the shock value of the
Nazi atrocities? Let's have some more facts, Diane.

Final point: How different is the Palestinian situation from that

of the Native American ("Indian") populations of North and
South America, who were brutally slaughtered and left to rot on
the worst land of the continents by the barbarians from Europe?
The same mentality, the same attitudes, and therefore the same
people, are doing the same thing to the Palestinians — claiming

their "manifest destiny" justifies the oppressing and murdering of

Palestinians, after ruthlessly robbing them of their lands and
livelihoods.

Let us also not forget that, in spite of Palestine's mention in the

Bible, it was the last choice (after sections of Germany and
Ethiopia) of the Zionist Congress for a place to impose a Jewish
state. Zionism is preached as a basic tenet of Judaism, just as

papal infallibility is passed off as the fundamental cornerstone of

the Vatican and Catholicism. But, if we were to go back a mere
100 years in the lifetimes of these two ancient religions, we would
find that neither of these "Truths" were in existence yet. Fact, not
distortion.

David Schwartz

Not all voters support nuclear power plant
To the Editor:

'

David Kowal's letter in last Tuesday's Collegian expressed an
informed awareness and healthy concern about the effects of
nuclear powerplant radiation. However, he closed his letter by
saying that, "from the recent election results, it is apparent that

someone isn't doing their job." I would like to bring some ad-
ditional information to his attention and to the attention of
everyone interested in the nuke issue.

First, the results of the referendum have in some places been
represented as a victory for the proponents of nuclear power. The
correct information is that 47.5 per cent of the voters in the
Franklin-Hampshire-Hampden County district oppose the con-
struction of the Montague plant, and 33.2 per cent call for the
immediate closing and dismantling of the plants at Rowe and
Vernon.

The significance of these results lies in their political impact: on
both questions, voter support turned out to be much, much
greater than expected. One out of every two voters opposes the
Montague nuke, one out of every three demands the immediate
shutdown of Rowe and Vernon. Even in the town of Montague
itselfsupport for the plants diminished from 3-to- 1 last spring to 2-

to- 1 last week. And opposition is still mounting.
Second, the results of the referenda turned out as well as they

did only through the hard work of dozens of people throughout
Hampshire and Frank/in Counties. It was the Alternative Energy
Coalition who placed the questions on the ballot. Starting last

spring, we framed the questions, printed hundreds of petitions,

and spent the summer gathering over 3,800 signatures, more than
enough to get the two questions before the voting public. We
then conducted a drive to get residents registered to vote and
initiated a campaign to inform voters of the referenda, counteract
preconceptions about nukes, and provide the public with the full

story on nuclear power. We distributed thousands of pieces of
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literature, produced radio spots, engaged in debates, addressed
numerous area groups and meetings, and finally organized one of
the most comprehensive canvassing efforts ever to be undertaken
in this district. On campus MassPIRG recruited students to

participate during the weeks prior to the election. Throughout the

campaign, the Alternative Energy Coalition provided speakers and
news articles to the Sunday News Collective and the Progressive

News Service to keep the student body informed.

Third, last week's referendum was the largest nuclear power
referendum ever to be held in this country. The results showed
that the anti-nuclear movement in this area has grown to even
greater proportions than was anticipated, and that nuclear power
is already becoming one of the major issues of the 1970s. The
Collegian's coverage of the referenda results, however, was
surprising.

The Nov. 7 issue carried nothing more than a 3-inch AP
wirestory with the headline: "Local residents endorse NUKES.

"

No attempt was made to examine the implications of the

referenda or place their significance in any social context. For the

Collegian to provide this kind of coverage on a major issue is

superficial and careless journalism — a disappointing oversight on
the part of the editors.

The Alternative Energy Coalition is presently gearing up to use
the referenda results to their greatest effectiveness in promoting
the anti-nuke movement and supporting energy-related legislation

on federal, state, and local levels. In addition, we are continuing
our effort to provide the public with full information on nuclear
power and the advanced energy system alternatives.

I invite David Kowal and everyone else concerned about this

issue to help us do our job. Contact the Alternative Energy
Coalition in Amherst, 253-2564.

John Buscaglia
Alternative Energy Coalition

Situation reversed?
To the Editor:

First of all, how are facts biased? Or are they only
biased when they don't fall into your neat little ideas

of right and wrong? (assuming you do know the
difference.

)

Do you call a chance for equal education, the right

to know and be proud of a Black heritage and the
natural right to be accepted as a man or woman
regardless of color everything? WeH, you are right, it is

everything — but we as white Americans take it for

granted. No-one has ever forced on US the idea that
we're inferior, that we have no place in history, that in

asking for basic rights we want EVERYTHING. Damn
right! ! Because we've been ve-e-ery careful to make
Blacks feel like non-people, either acknowledging
them with hatred or ignoring them a/together.

Now things are changing — we have forced busing
in Boston, in the liberal North — and Boston school
kids have to go down to South Carolina to see how
THEY get along witff fellow students of another color.

Isn't that insane?

Okay, now you want the other side of the busing
issue - well, there was no one at the teach-in who
said "we don 't want busing because we don 't want to
go to school with Blacks." Now you don't have to
wonder why there has been such strong resistance to
busing in Boston. It's all here in Black and White.

Susan Fernald
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Collegian Staff Elections

Following is a list of all Collegian staff members. To be eligible to vote in Thursday night's election of editors,
your name must be on this list. If it is not on this list and you think it should be, see your departmental editor by 5
p.m. today or you may not be eligible to vote. Signed absentee ballots may be submitted to Jerry Lazar by 5 p.m.
Thursday.
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NEWS AND LAYOUT
Fred Nobles, Debbie Schafer, P.J. Prokop, Judy Boucher, John Pepi, Craig Roche, Steve Tetreault, Linda

Brower, June Valliere, Tyla Michelove, Judith Zorfas, Nancy Grusheck, Lydia Yasigigian, Jim Paulin, Robert
Hamilton, Kathleen Flynn, Sue Kieras, Avis Yuni, Cindy Rogers, Roberta Martone, Rick Ducey, Donna Fusco,
Lawrence Kornfeld, Hillary Martick, David Sand, Jerry Rogers, Lynn Dolinski, Luis Medina, John Kimball, Sandy
Carlin, Michael Massi, Patty Morin, Al Colarusso, Jim Gibbons, Dave Kowal, Mark Citron, Mary Lawson, Eric
Walgren, Chris Williams, Patti Kelleher, Larry Carpman, Bill Gonet, Ann Bosyk, Hugh Owens, Tony Battista,
Rosemarie Ellis, Mara Klein, Judith Soloway, Jan Alexander, Donna Diodati, Kate Steinert, Sue Adley, Dorothy
Muller, Carlene Murphy, Martin Waters, Judy Studley, Catherine Kozell, Lisa Sammet, Dan LaBonte, Mark
Backer, Miquel Rivera, Ellen Gavin, Denny Matteau, Debby Dimassimo, Martin Smith, John Butler, Jim Kassner,
Bob Paquette, Lana Fischer, Fran Brock, Kerry Mello, Grace Greenside, Paul Logue, Sheila Lovely, Brenda Ciak,
Paul Bradley, Lila Denham, Anne Hamburger, Judy Epstein, Robert Shemeligian, Dennis Suman, Dennis McNally!
Mark Backer, Peter Muello, B.J. Roche, Robert F. Sullivan, John Mikolajcik, Calvin Layton, Larcy Convoy, e!
Patrick McQuaid, Paul Connelly, Kathy Sheehan, Frits Geurtsen, Mike Kneeland.
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Alexander, Steve Tetreault, Jane Mason, Gail Sullivan, John Pepi, Ellen Gavin, Joe Cotter, Sue Keiras, Sue
Duchin, Jerry Lazar.

EDITORIAL
Margaret Cornell, Richard Wright, Dudley Philips, Fred Weiss, Zamir Nestelbaum, Reid Fishman, Don

McGilvray, Jo Ann Waide, Stephanie Welch, Eric Fleet, Paul Goslin, Rachel Naismith, Mark Sheehan, Robert
Shemeligian, Anthony Barnes.George Phillips, Karen Miller, Dave Freid, Nita Pullara, Steve Tripoli, Jim Carson,
Charles Camelopard, Ed McQuaid, Luis Medina, Nat Clark, Jerry McCallum, Paul Bradley, John Warren, Joyce
Kosofsky, Gerry Cataldo, Kris Jackson, Chris Dillard, Jack Haskell.
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Dave Eibel, Steve Saraceno, Steve DeCosta, Tom Crowley, Scott Hayes, Ben Caswell, Linda Mackler, Bill

Edelstein, Ron Arena, Steve Tetreault, Art Seznovich, Jay Luppold, Bill Doyle, Bob Higgins, Peter MacDonnell,
Mike Berger, Walt Powers, Cindy Whiting, Glenn Poster, Dave Ostrander, Rich Sevieri, John Bock.
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Israel's side; an ancient story

By SHALOM EL/EZER

I. A history more than thirty-five centuries long

One of the myths related to the Arab-Israeli conflict is that Israel

and the whole of Mandatory Palestine before it, was stolen from
the Arabs as a result of imperialist machinations and settled by
alien Jews. The fact is that until the defeat of the Ottoman Turkish

Empire during World War I, there was no geopolitical entity called

Palestine, no Arab nation lived on this soil, and no national claim

was ever made to the territory by any group other than the Jews.
During the whole period of recorded history, Palestine was never

ruled by the Arabs of Palestine, while Jewish rule of Palestine

extended over a period of some 1350 years (1350 B.C. to 70 A.D.

with the exclusion of the Babylonian conquest from 587 B.C. to

538 B.C.). For 1878 years, from 70 A.D. to 1848 A.D., Palestine

was ruled by foreign governments and never by the people who
lived in it. Its frontiers underwent changes according to the ad-

ministrative interests of the ruling power. Its name was also

changed by successive colonialist rulers. Roman (70 A.D. - 395
A.D.), seeking to destroy the Jewish identity, changed its name to

Palaestina, after the long vanished Philistines, one of the Aegean
peoples. The Byzantines ruled the country from 395 A.D. to 636
A.D. until It was conquered by the Arab empire (636 - 1072). The
Arabs divided the country into two military districts, on both sides

of the river Jordan. One was called Filastin, the other Urdun.

Subsequently Palestine was conquered by the Seljuk Turks (1072-

1099), the Crusaders (1099-1291), who named the country

"kingdom of Jerusalem", the Mamluks (1291-1516), and the

Ottoman Turks (1516-1917). The Ottomans had no name for the

territory as a whole, and it was an intergral part of their empire.

The British (1918-1948) renamed the land Palestine. In 1922 the

British partitioned the Mandated territory into Palestine (west of

the Jordan) and Transjordan (east of the Jordan). All Jewish

immigration to Transjordan was prohibited.

To the Jews, this land has been for over thirty-five centuries the

core of their national life, and the center of their aspirations. Jews
have lived continuously in this land for over three thousand years.

For many centuries they were independent, for many centuries

they were subject to foreign rule, until they became a minority to

their own land.

During several centuries of Arab rule a process of Arabization
and Islamization took place. This process was strengthened by
immigration from Arabia and Egypt. The total population at the
beginning of the nineteenth century probably did not exceed
250,000. During the second half of the nineteenth century, both
communities, Arabs and Jews, began to grow. Today, in the
historical land of Israel, also known to history as Palaestina,

Filastin, Kingdom of Jerusalem, etc, which encompasses both
Israel and Jordan at the present time, live almost three million

Jews (2,930,000 in Israel) and about 2.4 million Arab Palestinians

(390,000 in the Gaza strip and Northern Sinai, 470,000 in Israel,

640,000 in the West Bank of the Jordan River, and 900,000 in the
East Bank) a population twenty times larger than that of two
centuries ago (see Time Maq . Nov. 1974).

History has dealt harshly with Jews and Arabs dwelling on this

land today. It is very important to know and to appreciate this

history, but we also have to live in the present and for the future.

The present facts demand the beginning of negotiations for

peace, peace for a land that has not seen peace for two millenia of

foreign conquest and warfare. The present also demands
recognition of the fact that Israel is a land and a people.

// The Israelis and the Israeli Way of Life

Israel has regained its independence to become a homeland for
the Jewish People. Inspired by the prophetic vision of the
ingathering of the exiles, Israel has provided a home for almost a
million and a half Jewish immigrants since 15 May, 1948, of whom
more than half a million were forced to flee from Arab countries.
The movement for the return to Zion, a mountain in Jerusalem
which symbolizes Jerusalem and the Land of Israel, was
motivated by various forces of which the most powerful was
cultural. The Jews in Israel are living in their own land, speak their
own language, and are masters of their own fate. The simple and
self-evident fact that Israel is a nation like all nations has to be
understood. We do not have an "ideal" society and we are not
an "ideal" people, although we strive to realize the visibn of social
justice of our Biblical prophets.

Although thai majority of its population is Jewish, Israel is a
pluralistic society where different cultures, social traditions, and

languages co-exist. Israel ensures equality of its citizens before the
law without distinction of race, religion, or language, and affords

its minorities (Moslem, Christian, Druze etc.) every opportunity to

maintain their own cultures and traditions. Jerusalem is a living

example of this fact.

Israel is a democratic state based on principles of social justice.

In income distribution, Israel is one of the most egalitarian

countries in the world, more egalitarian than all communist
countries. The wage differences between professionals and
workers, between professors and farmers, between the skilled and
the unskilled are the lowest in the world. Furthermore, about 80

per cent of the Israeli population are wage earners. For all twenty

six years of its existence, Israel has been led by Zionist socialists.

All Israeli parliaments have had socialist majorities, and all prime

ministers have been socialist. The Israeli economy is a mixed
economy, containing a public sector as well as an equally strong

private sector. Israel is presently the most socialized democratic

country in the world. For example, the labour federation of Israel

(Histradrut) dominates more than half of Israeli economy.

/// The Palestinian People

The existence of a "Palestinian problem", the blame for which
was placed on Israel, was exploited by the Arab countries as a

pretext for continuing the policy of belligerency and for refusing to

make peace. Whatever the "Palestinian problem" may be, it is not

the problem of a people expelled from its homeland, since the

great majority of Palestinians (2.4 millions out of a total of about 3

millions) continues, to this day, to live within the bounds of the

territory of Mandatory Palestine, which originally included what is

today Jordan. Nor is the problem, in essence, a refugee problem,

or one of homeless families. Most of the Palestinians, including

those living in the Israel-administered West Bank, are citizens of

Jordan, and are well integrated in the social, economic and

political life of that country. Mr. Anwar Nuseibe, a prominent

Palestinian from the West Bank, stated on October 23, 1970: "The
Jordanians are also Palestinians. This is one state. This is one

people. The name is not important." Certain Palestinians might be

unhappy with their system of government, with the constitutional

structure of their state, or with its leadership. This, however, can

in no way substantiate a claim that the Palestinian Arabs have

been shorn of their rights as a people. The problem is to negotiate

an acceptable border between Israel and its eastern neighbor, the

Palestinian state of Jordan, so that both people, the Palestinians

and the Israelis can live in peace in their own countries pursuing

their own ways of life.

However, the "Palestinian problem" as now represented by the

Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) is to "restore the

legitimate rights of the Palestinians" through the establishment of

a "secular, democratic Palestinian state". Who are the Palestinian

"spokesmen"? These "spokesmen" proudly claim responsibility

for such acts of "national liberation" as the mass killing at Lod

Airport and the Munich Olympic Games in 1972, the murder of

three diplomats (two of them Americans) in Khartoum in 1973,

and this year, the murders of entire families at Kiryat Shmona,
Beth Shaan, and the massacre of twenty four children at Maalot.

What do these "spokesmen" mean by the slogan "a democratic

state"? They mean the total elimination of the State of Israel. The

PLO covenant of 1968 states in article 20, that Israel has no right

to exist as a nation. These aims were elaborated upon in the 10

point program adopted by the PLO in Cairo on June 8, 1974. Point

3 of this program is "the PLO will struggle against any plan for the

establishment of a Palestinian entity if this would require

recognition (of Israel), conciliation (with Israel)" in any form of

boundaries. The desire to destroy the Jewish state was confirmed

by the PLO leader Yasser Arafat in his speech to the United

Nations on November 13, 1974. Concerning this basic aim of

destroying Israel, there is full agreement between "extremist"

George Habash and "moderate" Yasser Arafat.

IV What Next?

For the benefit of all the people living in the Middle East, for the
benefits of our children and for the next generations, the only
possible solution is peace between Israel and all the Arab nations
including the Palestinians. A new war will not solve anything, it

will bring only agony and destruction, perhaps not only to the
Middle East, but also to the rest of the world.

The existence of Israel, like the existence of the Palestinians, is

not negotiable, and it is impossible to change these facts by new
wars. Reason leads to peace. Emotion and fantasy lead to war. I

hope that reason will win.

Shalom Eliezer is a Collegian Guest Columnist
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More letters to the editor

The football myth
To the Editor:

In response to Tom Fahey's letter of Friday

(November 22). Football is the object of much
criticism at UM largely due to the tremendous cost of

supporting a first rate team. The arguments in defense

of a large football expenditure has traditionally been

that football "supports the rest of the athletic

program", draws alumni support and gives the

University some favorable publicity. That football

supports other sports at UM is fast becoming a

"myth". Football may be "revenue generating" but is

by no means self sustaining let alone able to support

other sports. The fact is that football costs at least

twice as much as it makes. The arguments for alumni

support and public recognition for the university are

perhaps more valid.

Athletic interests at UM are growing - the students

desire to participate is increasing. At present the

university cannot even maintain present programs

(men's gymnastics) never mind increase their sports'

offerings. It is unlikely that the University Athletic

Department will have more money to work with in the

near future. It is also very unlikely that football will

even become a "real" money maker at UM. In view of

this, I strongly support Mr. Fahey's plea for students

to evaluate the present athletic situation and to make

their feelings known to those in authority. I am not

suggesting an end to football at UM - 1 am suggesting

that there may be a need to restructure the athletic

priorities. Are the majority of students given what
they want for their athletic dollar? How does the

administration determine what the athletic priorities

will be - students, coaches, alumni, tradition, public

relations impact. . . .? I firmly believe the individual

athletic interests of most students would be better

served if less emphasis was placed on one sport and
money was spent to ensure quality athletic op-

portunities for more UM students. There are many
genuine athletic interest groups on campus who could

benefit greatly with money unwisely spent. We are in

a recession and as a "practical New Englander" I feel

we can get a lot more "mileage" from our athletic

dollars. Trading in our present Football program for a
"compact version" would be a practical move. I

realize UM's football program may be modest
compared to that of other schools - but, our purpose
here is not to "keep up with the Jones" in football -

but to serve the students first. Yes, Mr. Fahey,

football in its present state at UM is a luxury we
should all question.

Frances Pocock

Blacks still discriminated

Dog lost

To the Editor:

Last Tuesday evening, Nov. 26, I

lost my dog from outside the

Campus Center Bluewall entrance. I

had tied my dog to the railing on
the stairway there, and when I

returned from my meeting, the dog
was gone.

Since the rope with which she
was tied was also gone, I am led to

the conclusion that somebody took

her. This is understandable since it

was a cold night and the persor
may have felt sorry for the dog.

I've called the local veterinariam

and police and they have not

received any word on the

whereabouts of my dog. If anyone
out there knows anything about my
dog, could you please get in touch

with me?
"Windy" is a three year old,

spayed female Go/den Retriever.

She had no collar. She is a bit timid,

but, at the same time, affectionate.

I'm a little worried that she may be
getting sick. For some time now,
she has been living outside in a dog
house and a sudden, drastic change
in her environment (i.e. being in-

doors a lot) might screw her

metabolism up a bit.

If you know anything, please get

in touch with me, Tom Glynn 665-

7076.

Thanks.
Tom Glynn

To the Editor:

After reading the letter from

SPONGE in Monday's Collegian, /

had to sit down and think of what

could possibly be done with people

suffering from such a total lack of

awareness...and I came up with

nothing save writing this letter.

The blatant absurdity of their

contention that blacks are getting

everything staggers the

imagination. A mere review of basic

statistics revealing the increasing

discrepancy between black and

white median income and the

disproportionate ratio of black to

white unemployment is testimony

that whites are continuing, if not

strengthening their superior

economic position.

If the authors of the letter believe

that bussing is somehow "giving"

the blacks something, perhaps they

should remember that equality of

opportunity is a right not a

privilege, and that a correction of

injustice is not a concession to be
granted but a responsibility to be
ac.ceoted. SPONGE, why won 't you

open your eyes to the very real

oppressive force of institutional and
personal racism that is, and has

been operating against the black

people for hundreds of years in this

country? And while you're at it,

why don't you open your hearts to

some human understanding, the

best cure for paranoia and bigotry

that I know.
Sincerely,

Betty Londergan

*••*•••••**••••***

J Annual Student J

Christmas Sale*

*
Pottery and Glass

Munson Annex

Dec. 5th and 6th

Thur. and fri.

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.4
$*••••••****•••*••

r
Television Tonight

Allocation vs. recognition
To the Editor:

The football team gets a good sum of money to entice "good" football

prospects to come to UMass. The University Chorale gets NO recruiting

money. The football team desecrated the UMass name last Saturday. The

Chorale has brought nothing but glory to UMass. In the Spring of 1973,

when its Director, Dr. Richard duBois, went on sabbatical, the Ad-

ministration completely forgot that the Chorale even existed. It was just as

if there never was a UMass Chorale, as far as they were concerned. We got

not a cent and not even a mention of the name! I wonder if Dick Mac-
Pherson ever went on sabbatical if the same thing would happen to

football.

It strikes me funny that despite all its recruiting to get such profound

players, that the football team is so mediocre. Yet, the Chorale, with its

maximum "recruiting" done through posters on campus and the

Collegian, gets the average singer and is molded into one group that gives

pride both to the University and to the group itself. Match the amount of

pride the Chorale brings to the University compared to the amount of

money it gets. Then do the same for the football team. Yet, every year

football gets a good chunk of money, no matter how they perform.

Chorale gets forgotten despite a consistent excellence in performance.

This year alone, we have had to sing with lack of music booklets due to

lack of funds to buy them. Every year the girls of the Chorale have an out-

of-pocket cost to buy material for their gowns and still have to put in time

tu MAKE them. There is a meager pittance for travel expense for the

Chorale. Most of the time we have to drive our own cars and with 72 of us

that's a few cars. Another out-of-pocket cost. How many football players

would endure an out-of-pocket cost for such items?

The football team charges admission into its games (except for students

who get hit nevertheless). Chorale Concerts are free to the public.

Dick MacPherson doesn't have to worry where his next dollar is coming

from. He only has to worry about how good his next performance is going

to be. Richard duBois doesn't have to worry about how good his next

performance is going to be. He has to worry about where the next dollar

will come from in order to get music for a performance and even in order to

GET to a performance.

So again, with a measure of performance, the UMass football team

would be massacred by at least a 70-8 score if it matched the UMass

Chorale.

I've been with the Chorale 3 years and Equipment Manager fast year. I

know that everyone in that group works super hard and does this despite

lack of recognition. And no one deserves more credit than Dr. "D" for

holding the group together and trudging onward despite the lack of funds.

Few people realize how hard it is to put that little extra effort into it. But in

the end the greatest satisfaction of them all is gained: the self-satisfaction icxxsxxxsxxs*SXXXSX3^^
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5:00 THE RAYMOND BURR SHOW
"The Best Laid Plans." (3)

THE REAL MCCOYS (18)

THE BIG VALLEY (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGH-
BORHOOD (24) (57)

F TROOP (38)

5:30 GREEN ACRES "The Hungarian
Curse." (18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE (27)

HOGAN'S HEROES (30)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

THE CHAMPIONS (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA "The Oath." (40)

6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

MAKING THINGS WORK (24)

MOVIE "Hell To Eternity" (27)

BEWITCHED "The Return Of
Oarrin the Bold." (38)

ZOOM! (57)

6.45 HUMAN GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT (24)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Scratch
Mv Car and Die" (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE ROMAGNOLIS' TABLE (57)

7:30 NAME THAT TUNE Tom
Kennedy, host (3)

JEOPARDY (8)

DEL REEVES COUNTRY CAR-

NIVAL (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (22)

BOOK BEAT (24)

ANIMAL WORLD "The Ad-
ventures Of Zorro." (30)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW (38)

ROOM 222 (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 NEW ENGLAND WHALERS
HOCKEY GAME (3)

THAT'S MY MAMMA "Clifton's

Gun." (8) (40)

SHARING OUR FAITH (18)

LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
"The Voice Of Tinker Jones." (22)

(30)

FEELING GOOD (24) (57)

BOSTON BRUINS HOCKEY (38)

8:30 MOVIE "Only With Married
Men" (8) (40)

UNTAMED WORLD (27)

9:00 LUCAS TANNER (22) (30)

ENERGY CRUNCH (24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

THE LIFE OF LEONARDO
DA VINCI (57)

9:30 PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO (27)

10:00 BILLY GRAHAM'S 25TH
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
(8) (22)

FAITH FOR TODAY (18)

BEHIND THE LINES (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

PETROCELLI (30)

GET CHRISTIE LOVE! "Deadly
Justice." (40)

IN RECITAL (57)

10:30 MAYORS HALF HOUR (18)

MELE HAWAII (24)

THE ELDER AMERICAN (27)

BRUINS WRAP-UP (38)

BOOK BEAT (57)

10:45 MOVIE "Doctor Without
Scruples." (38)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

of knowing that you've accomplished something with the odds at your

back.

I'm asking the Administration to open their eyes -and allocate some

money to the people who upgrade the UMass name, be it Chorale or some

other group. Chances are, these are the groups that will be shunned in

these belt-tightening times. Yet, these are the ones who do the most for

UMass. Do the belt-tightening elsewhere this time okay?

Finally I'd like to give a word of appreciation to the members of the

Chorale both past and present who have made my stay most enjoyable.

Most of all, I'd like to thank Dr. "D" for bringing the Chorale through the

tough times and mostly for giving me a chance to belong to one of the

qreatest groups on campus.
Carl Kaliszewski

XEROX BULK RATE
Gnomon Copy Service, in Amherst, is of-

fering a bulk rate of two cents flat for Xerox

copies. To qualify, an order must meet the

following conditions: (a) 5 or more copies of each

priginal (b) unbound originals only (c) two—sided

copies* (d) $5.00 minimum (e) allow 24 hours.

Orders meeting these conditions will be Xeroxed for

two cents per copy. Collating and choice of regular,

three-hole, legal, or colored paper are free. 25% rag

paper is M cent extra per sheet. Gnomon is open 7

days a week. Phone 253-3333.

'For copying onto one side only, add K cent per copy.
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"WED. - SUN."

"BEBEPIN0!
ft

(Bouncing Blues)

Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's
Flea Market, only 12 miles

from Whitmore!

TUES. —No Cover

THURS. SUN., $1.00

Sunday Beer — 25c — 9 to 1

1

00

Pfoaff §f Room h Boo§lol Phone (617) — Just Over Line — 544-6028

UMass professor receives

patent for computer aid
A 22-claim patent has been

issued to UMass professor Kenan

E. Sahin for a computer network

named for his wife.

Sahin, inventor of the Selcuk

(Sel-Chuk) system, also has patents

CCEBS hosts career

day on Saturday
The annual Minority Career Day,

sponsored by CCEBS, is being held

Saturday, December 7th, at the

New Africa House. The free career

day is for all western

Massachusetts third world students

to come and explore opportunities

available to them.

We love BMW - Fiat -

.Jaguar and some other

imported cars.

CALIFORNIA

MOTORS
service

30 N. Maple St.

Florence, 586-1841

The career day will be open from

12:00 until 4:00. During that time

representatives from business,

industry, the military, federal

government, law schools will be

available to answer questions and

to tell about opportunities in their

field for minorities. There will also

be the continuous showing of the

film "Do they really want me."

Dick Ray of Ray-Black

Associates and Rosalind Matthews

of KGA Personnel will conduct

workshops on resume writing and
' effective job interviewing skills, as

well as hold a discussion on what to

expect on a job search.

CCEBS hopes the event will

prove valuable to students looking

for jobs before graduation and help

other students decide on an

academic program which would

help obtain employment, once they

graduate.

6292SG 11.00

QDDDD
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now only

$
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BowmarBrain.

Eight function, feature packed electronic calculator

with dual memory, square root, automatic reciprocal,

automatic percent, and powerful Omni-Constant.

Algebraic number entry sequence and extra large 10-

digit display for greater accuracy. Worldwide 1 15-

230V adapter-charger.

Features:
• Dual memory, (memory plus, memory minus,

memory accumulate!

Extra large LED 10-digit display

|

• Full floating decimal
Automatic % , J\ , t*

Omni-Conjstant (The automatic constant with a brain

. Rechargeable and AC operation
• 1 15/230 V switchable worldwide adapter/charger

[• Algebraic operation with + - exchange
available at the

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

TheS Bowmar Brains
We're Always Thinking

pending in the United Kingdom,

Canada, France, Italy, Germany and

Japan.

"The invention is a novel solution

to a crucial problem in routing

information through a computer

network after an information

request is broadcast from a par-

ticular computer. ..getting the

responses from informed com-
puters to the source of the

request," said Dr. Michael Arbib,

chairman of the UMass Computer
and Information Department.

The Selcuk system eliminates the

need for a central router or swit-

chboard. A user can interogate an

entire network without identifying

his computer's address or those of

the potential response sources.

Dr. Arbib said the importance of

the invention is in management
information systems, and for in-

formation retrieval on the basis of

content rather than location. The
invention also has applications to

automated pattern recognition.

Legal work for the patent was
carried out by Dr. Robert H. Rines,

dean of the Frankly Pierce Law
Center in Concord, N.H., and
formerly a lecturer on patent law at

Massachssetts Institute of

Technology.

Dr. Sahin's work on the invention

began at M.I.T. and was completed

at UMass.

Dr. Sahin received his bachelor's

and doctoral degrees at M.I.T. He is

currently an associate professor in

the UMass School of Business

Administration. He is a native of

Turkey and taught at Robert

College after several years at M.I.T.

He has received several awards.

His wife is also on the UMass
faculty.

UMass Professor Kenan E. Sahin, right, and his

wife, who recently received a patent for a computer
network.

Kim named as liaison
Penelope Kim has been ap-

pointed to the post of staff

assistant in the Center for Com-
munity Renewal Studies, Institute

for Man and Environment, CCRS
Director Raymond Werbe has

announced.

Her duties will include working

with various Massachusetts
communities on their redevelop-

ment projects in association with

the director. She will also act as a

liaison between community

projects and the multidisciplinar

resources of UMass faculty an
students.

A sociologist with a doctorat

from the University c

Massachusetts, Mrs. Kim's majc

interests have been in the areas c

minority communities, soc'u

organization, and soci;

movements. She was formerly a

assistant professor of sociology <

Mount Holyoke College.

bxtoffic* r

Open Friday Till 9°° P.M.
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Seek new strategies

Area welfare recipients unite in movement
By BOB GARDNER

Amherst Welfare Rights

Organization

The Progressive News
Service (PNS) is a

collective interested in

social change. It is a

channel for community
groups to feed in-

formation from a non-

traditional perspective

into campus media. It is

located at the UMass
Veteran's Coalition, 2nd
floor Student Union.

Area welfare recipients have

banded together recently in an

attempt to resurrect remnants of

the now defunct National Welfare

Rights Organization (NWRO), and

to map new strategies for change in

the anti-poverty movement.

The group, organized under the

name Amherst Welfare Rights

Organization, has been at work
since October 15th in an effort to

establish community support and a

common base with other recipients

in the Amherst area. Four meetings

have been held to date in the

Village Park Apartment Complex,

with another scheduled for 10:30

Saturday morning, December 14th

in the Community Room at Village

Park (room 111, East Pleasant St.,

Amherst).

Chapter 766, the new state

educational Act for children with

special needs, will be the main topic

of discussion, with presentations

and talks by Jane Holappa of Office

for Children, and a yet-to-be named
representative of the Amherst
School Department. The meeting is

URPE conference

meets this weekend
By ALICE SUNSHINE

URPE
Trie Union for Radical Political

Economics will hold its annual New
England Regional Conference this

weekend, Dec. 6, 7 and 8.

The opening address will be

"Report from China" given by

Harry Magdoff, a co-editor of

Monthly Review., the independent

Socialist Journal. Magdoff, who
has written extensively about

imperialism, has recently returned

from China.

This address will be in Johnson

Chapel at Amherst College, 8 p.m.

this Friday.

All day Saturday, beginning at

9:30 a.m. URPE will offer

workshops on topics in political

economics. Among the 21 choices

will be workshops in "The Current

Economic Crisis: Domestic

Aspects", "Political Organizing

Around the Current Crisis",

"Feminism and Socialism",

"Alternative Economic Systems",

"The Political Economy of Health

Care" and "Energy Crisis: A Matter

of Profits".

Many UMass people will be

involved in workshops including

Sam Bowles, Mike Albert, Jim

Crotty, Herb Gintis, and alot of

others. There will also be people

from the New American
Movement, the Communist Party

and the Revolutionary Union giving

a workshop on their organizations.

Also on Saturday, the film

"Political Prisoner in America" will

show at noon, one, two and three.

This film is about the plight of

Martin Sostre, a black political

prisoner who was framed for

running a political bookstore in the

ghetto.

All the workshops arid the film

will be at Hampshire College in

Franklin Paterson Hall.

Registration begins at 8:30 a.m. and

the Saturday program costs $3 for

low-income people, $6 for high-

income people. Free child day care

will be provided.

Sunday will be left open for

informal discussions. People from

out-of-town can arrange for ac-

commodations Friday night at the

Magdoff talk.

open to all interested parties,

whether on welfare or not.

Although primarily a welfare

group, AWRO wishes to deal with

all the varied problems of the

working poor, and not just the poor

on public assistance; plus deal with

the various welfare-related

problems in the school system,

business, or in the labor unions, etc.

Among the problems slated for

discussion and action are the

problems of locating quality

daycare-babysitting in the Amherst

area, the various tenant-landlord

difficulties of low-income or welfare

people. They will also discuss the

problems connected with the staff

shortages in the Welfare 'Depart-

ment, including long waits for

appointments, the inability to

contact a worker for services or

emergencies, and the logjam of

applications for food stamps.

According to some observers,

including the late George Wiley,

activist and ex-director of NWRO,
the National Welfare Rights

Organization suffered because of

its limited scope and its one issue

program. Wiley advocated the

forming of an economic alliance

with labor and other middle and

lower class groups, which the

membership rejected.

Amherst Welfare Rights hopes to

avoid this and the many other

pitfalls of the NWRO, including its

frequent ideological and political

schisms. Beyond dealing with the

basic bread-and-butter issues,

AWRO will be attempting to cope

with the psychological problems of,

and public attitudes toward welfare

recipients. The greatest single

problem of recipients according to

AWRO is the stigmatization,

degrading treatment, and the in-

timidation of those "on the rolls"

by administrators of the Welfare

Department, and the public in

general.

In the eyes of group coordinator,

Kathy Perry, "dealing with the

reactions of friends, relatives, and

the family doctor to being on

welfare is a far greater trial than the

task of "making ends meet" on the

pittance from Welfare." Nearly all

recipients of aid have been met
with sneers from across the counter

at the neighbor pharmacy, or in-

sults and abuse at the local Welfare

Office. It is the intention of AWRO
to counteract these biased attitudes

through education, publicity,

advocacy for individuals facing

institutions, confrontation if

necessary, and the development of

support and consciousness-raising

groups to help recipients overcome
the barriers they encounter along

the road to self-respect and in-

dependence.
Inquiries about this project, or

requests for welfare information

can be directed to Kathy Perry at

549-6420, or Bob Gardner at the

Student Organizing Project (545-

2415) or the Amherst Community
Resource Center (253-2591

»

ttmpmm
AMHERST CHINESE FOOD

99c Lunch. 11:30-3

Mon., Tum.. Thur».. FrJ.

62 Main St ,
Amherst

Belchertown But Stop

SKI JACKETS
Two pc. Hunting Suits

All are medium size, brand

new and warm. My prices

cannot be matched. Hurry

as I have a limited supply.

Call Steven 546-5327

From 12-5.

A'NICE'Place to live/

Puffton Nillage
UNDER NEW

MANAGEMENT
549-0145

SEGLIRB §ur¥Widin§s

Pass on the Christmas Spirit

w»th CARDS DESIGNED BY C^m&m^tee^d

available of the UNIVERSITY STORE
Open Wed. Nite 'til 8

Campus Center

NASA sponsors research

New England may develop windmills for power
BLOOMFIELD, Conn. {API - A

modern version of the centuries old

windmill may be appearing on the

New England landscape, if a

research project underway meets
with the approval of the National

Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration (NASA).
Kaman Aerospace Corp. has

received one of two $500,000

grants to study the application of

wind power to the country's energy

problems.

The research will be entirely

theoretical now. But if successful it

could lead to another grant to build

windmills, a spokesman for Kaman
said.

Windmill power will never
replace nuclear power, according to

Weston B. Haskell Jr., director of

public relations for the parent firm,

Kaman Corp. of Bloomfield. He said

windmills might serve small

communities or farm cooperatives

or might be an inexpensive sup-

plement to other types of power.

"The major problem is that you
can't depend on the wind. It

doesn't blow steadily," Haskell

said. That means if a homeowner
used a windmill as the sole source

of power, the electric lights would
fade in and out as the wind blew.

The job of Kaman engineers is to

find out how to make a windmill run

at constant speed, according to

Haskell. He suggested this might be

done by devising a means to store

power or tilting the angle of the

blades.

Windmill blades are practically

identical to those of helicopters,

which had been Kaman's major

product before it diversified.

"In fact all of aerodynamic

research is in effect a kind of

research into windmills," Haskell

said. And the reason the govern-

ment just now has become in-

terested in the company's research

is that the need didn't exist until the

energy crisis, he said.

A Vermont power company used

a windmill to decrease oil con-

sumption during World War II, but

that urgency passed, he added.

Now that there is a worldwide

energy shortage, it is essentia! that

research be done into alternative

power sources, Haskell said.

That research does not threaten

power companies at all, he said. To

the contrary, Kaman will use

Northeast Utilities engineers in the

study to understand better how
generators work. Northeast is the

parent company of Hartford

Electric Light Co., Connecticut

Light & Power Co. and Western

Massachusetts Electric Co.

Kaman will study the con-

struction of windmills that would be

100 kilowatts, for use by small

communities, up to three

megawatts, for possible connection

into the power networks of large

utility companies.

"There aren't going to be

windmills in Bloomfield now, but

there may be, if we come up with

interesting results and NASA likes

our work," Haskell said.

The Nnr Roteirf Shop

1*7 No PlMMfltSt.

Amherst 2S3-SW4

Detroit snow stops

school, trial, murders

COmFORT6COriVErilEMCE
>tt Puffton Nillage t^^
IPUfIfTON 2&l--heat included
UNDER NEW MANAGMENT 549-0145

DETROIT [UP/] - Funerals were

postponed. Schools, banks, offices,

stores and factories closed. The

newspaper did not publish. Milk

and mail were not delivered. At

one murder trial, neither the judge

nor the jury showed up.

It was the worst snowstorm in

Detroit since 1886. The snow of-

ficially measured 18.9 inches, the

most since April 6, 1886, when 34.5

inches fell.

Eighteen persons in Detroit died

of heart attacks suffered Sunday

and Monday as they attemtped to

shovel sidewalks and driveways

clear of snow.

Detroit police said streets were

so blocked that emergency am-

bulance services ran two to three

hours behind.

All public schools in Detroit

remained closed yesterday.

Police said the storm cut crime to

a virtual standstill - with Detroit

going 42 hours without a homicide.

It ended with a shooting Monday
night over a parking space.

Thousands of offices, banks,

stores and plants closed Monday
with some companies buying radio

time to tell workers to stay home.
Even funerals were postponed, and
court officials said at one murder
trial neither the judge nor jury

turned up.

The Detroit News did not go to

press for the first time in its history

because there was no way to

deliver the newspapers. The storm

also stopped or disrupted deliveries

of mail and milk.

Again features

Steak & Alaskan King Crab Legs

For your dining pleasure.

Rte. 9, 529 Belchertown Rd., Amherst

r

Beautiful clothes.

Low Rise

Corduroy Flares

reg.
$
13

Corduroy Rivets

(Straight Leg)

reg.
$
13

Now On Sale!

for

FIRST LINE MERCHANDISE!

• BANKAMERICARD

MASTERCHARGE

This sale ends Dec. 7, 1974 Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9 tiadley, Mass.

VitcheA
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Documents now in Washington

Nuclear advisor seeks local data on Rowe plant
Dr. Larry Gay, a Marlboro,

Vermont, resident and science

advisor to the New England
Coalition on Nuclear Pollution,

recently, requested that a local

Public Document Room (PDR) be

established for Yankee Atomic.

Yankee, a nuclear power station

with an electrical output of 185

megawatts, is located in Rowe. The

Westinghouse-designed reactor,

the third commercial reactor built in

the United States and the first in

New England, became operational

in July of 1961.

Karl R. Goller, Assistant Director

for Operating Reactors, said in his

letter to Dr. Gay, "Local PDR's for

the use of the local public in the

vicinity of proposed nuclear power

sites have been established since

1972. With respect to plants, like

Yankee-Rowe which were already

licensed to operate in 1972 and for

which there were no public

hearings scheduled, local PDR's
generally were not established.

"However, in response to your

request, which indicates a growing

public interest in the Yankee-Rowe

plant, we are now looking into the

possibility of establishing a local

PDR in the vicinity of the site. This

local PDR would be supplied with a

copy of the Yankee-Rowe license

together with the Technical

Specifications, and documentation

of all recent and future licensing

actions and other matters con-

cerning the health and safety of the

public."

Until now, documents for

Yankee Atomic have been available

only in the Atomic Energy Com-
mission's Public Document Room
in Washington, D.C. Final

arrangements, such as the location

and opening date of the PDR, have

yet to be made.

Enast
SUPERMARKETS

There's no
Place Like Finast

for the Holidays!
Family, friends, lun and feasting. They all go better

with good food from Finast ... And Finast is making

sure you'll get the best values for your money in every

department From soup to nuts, turkey to trimmings, it

pays to shop the Finast way And all of us at Finast wish

you and your family the happiest holiday season

See Our Big
12 Page Full

Color Circular Full

off Holiday Values
from Finast! More
Proof ....

IT PAYS TO SHOP
THE FINAST WAY

Quality Meats from the Best
Meat Men In the Business!

Beef Round

chicken£2I£5

Finast

Pot Pies
Beef, Chicken,

Turkey 4 89°

Bottom Round Roast
Boneless

Formerly Called
Bottom Round

Roast

Freezer Queen t

Cheese Pizza
Whip Topping C

F

:

Pumpkin Pie

M- II

ntrees

John s

Finast

eem
Sara
Lee • .

99*
59*

2 9 01 AA
cms 99

99«

2 lb

pkq

13 < 01
pkg

9 °* i Q
cms
2 lb

pkg

Why shop all over town? Save on health and

beauty needs the Finast way!

Toothpaste

79*6.4 oz
tube

Alka Seltzer "? 55*

Contac Cold Capsules^9 1.79

Listerine *«»

Boneless - Formerly Called Top Round Steak ^k A*t tQ

Beef RoundTopRound Steak 1°

*

Boneless - Formerly Called Top Round Roast gjfl
aaaa CI

Beef RoundTop Round Roast 1 T
mm mmm< mmmv Formerly Called Eye Round Roast JB .*"% d**4»\

439 Beef Round 489
I lb Eye Round Roast I »

_JH _*))> JfJxaV Formerly Called Back Rump Roast Mk\ _m\ ^g_l

469 Bottom Round 449*
I; |b RUmP ROSSt Rotnd |b | J

Formerly Called Full Cut Round Steak

Beef Round
Steak Bone In

Fresh Tasty Chicken Parts

Fresh Chioken
Leg Quarters

49*With Back

Breast vjf*
q

Quarters

Formerly Called Top Sirloin Steak

Beef Round
Tip Steak Hii-i. •!.'. .

Smoked Pork Shoulder Picnic
Finast

Whole-Water Added
$ Formerly Called Smoked Shoulder

Formerly Called Smoked Shoulder

Smoked Pork Shoulder Picnic "*iwM*. ib

'Colonial Ready to Eat - Water Added

63*
Colonial Master 7Qc

Treat your family to •

Mr. Deli specials

Baked Ham
Freshly
Sliced to
Order

Swiss Cheese imported id 1.59
Bologna

Smoked Ham Portions sem. Boneless t.1.29

Betty Crocker - Layer

Cake ixes 2
Star Kist

ChunkLight Tuna
Facial Tissue
Tomatoes

I8Y2 oz
pkgs

6V2 oz
can

Vanity pkg
Fair 134 ct

Montini Italian 35 oz
Style Peeled can

89«
49«
39c

63"
Grape Jelly

Deviled Ham
Tomato Paste

2 89*

4 89 e

Spaghetti Sauce Bu

Disinfectant
Victory Cherries .

.

•toil • cln
73'

1.77
49*

Sunrise tresh dairy features the Finast way'

Befit Yogurt
99% Fat Free
All Flavors

Baked fresh with natural ingredients

the Finast way'

White Bread
2-79°Finast

Enriched

Orange Juice rm... . . . "r 69« English Muffins^'. 3 T 1.00

Cottage Cheese^., . B
*'

g 1.05 DonutsWgr 2 PT 99'

Remember to Order
Your Holiday Party

Platter Early!

Mr Del

iLiverwurst"
'alami Carando hall

4

Id Id III I Genoa AC lb I •
Available in Stores with

Mr Den Depts

Size
Full of

Vitamin
"C"

Family Pak
Tomatoes

Red
Ripe

Delicious

24 oz
pkg 59c

Proof It Pays to Shop lor

Quality Produce the Finast Way!

California Navel

Oranges

4 89°
Delicious Apples

29c
Red or Golden
US #1 2V4 " Min

Washington State
ib

Christmas Bouquets
Foliage Plants Assorted i mch Pols ea

99*
89'

Anjou Pears , 29'

Cucumbers 2 .or 29'

Yellow Onions 3 &, 39'

Christmas Centerpieces -1.99

Save 20
W.th this Coupon
One 1 Ib can

Maxwell House
M Coffee

i^Bi v,,| 'd ,n,u d*c " ,9?4

Save 30
With this Coupon
One pkg 100

Red Rose
Tea Bags

Valid thru Dec 1974

x
i

i cup

With this Coupon
One S Ib bag

Gold Medal
Flour

«#. "***'v« fi« R>gn.t to Limn Quantities

Valid thru Dec 7. 197*

Prices Effective thru Dec 7, 1974

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR
In nn» snrrn splendor...

- Thr most magnilirrnt
pinuir evr!

DA* 1 1 tt. Y "' .... ....

"GONE WITH
THEWINir

tL\KK<.AI,I.K

\IMIM1K.II

Limited Gone With The Wind — 7:00

Frvja^rm'nt' no Twi-ute m-.

t< 584 9153 yg'.y
*

A . • V .\
•

RICHARD HARRIS OMAR SHARIF

Wt*^'^ THE GREATEST
™

SEA ADVENTURE IN HISTORY
HAS JUST BEGUN!

P(; Now In It's Final Week

Juggernaut — 6:15-8:45

Twi-Lite Hr. — 5:45-6: 15 Only — S1.25

"Consistently hilarious and
brilliant!'

HOT SHOOT!
The greatest specific impulse of

any rocket propulsion fuel com-
bination is 435 lbs. -f. -sec. per Ib.

produced by lithium fluoride and
hydrogen. This compares with a

figure of 300 for liquid oxygen and
kerosene.

15-man camera

The largest camera ever built was
the Anderson Mammoth camera,

built in Chicago in 1900. When
extended, it measured 9 *eet high, 6

feet wide and 20 feet long. Fifteen

men were required to work it.

« Km
Shjpro Him

K
The Groove Tube — 5:30 7:15-8:45

»Twi-Lite Mr — 5:00-530 Only — SI .25

l'f.

vr g Attention - Times Change Dail

I lie Trial

Billy Jack
Dl LORES TAYLOR

T Of.' . A: J(_,H[ IN

Trial of Billy Jack — 5:30-8:30

No Twi-Lite Hr.

aT*.

SZity

<^

TJCHiLDRENS MATiMIIS

ZS

All Seats 90'

»JAH»t. ,.-.

Sat. and Sun.

at

1:00 and 3:00

*Oa/*/I FVLL-LENGlnrMf^J
/^C* . STARRING *{\
****• CLWJON -Y\0OU

I JAY S.LVERHHElS -,—"H THE ORIGINAL lj^

tji LONE. RANGER L.

5.U.& rrw
* J~ Dect 50*

(ftMDC Classifieds Pay
- To place a classified, drop by
the Collegian Office between
• :M a.m. and 3:45 pm Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 1.45. two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates »rt:
Daily * 30 par Una*
Weakly * 25 per Una*
Monthly » 20 par line*

•Two linea on form
approximate one line

FOR SALE
U.ed guitar, bought and told.

Tha Guitar Workehop. Amharat
Camay. Shop. 64» 1728

Coeta Midi' euede coat mldl

dungaree coat, rabbit fur lacket

and navy blue leather jacket Call

Margie 546 7649

Skiia. Spalding 20S Siderala.
regularly $170. will aell for S45 Cell

John 1 863 9426 Keep calling

Stuffed animal, one-half price
»3 »11 Uo to 3 ft Seeing if

believing Keep you warm at

night Good for tha erotic minded
Cell 584 4731.

Revox A77 reel to reel tape deck
S450 TEAC AN180 Dolby 4226:
20HM B plua apkr 4260 per pair.

Call 266 6793 Aak for Leeter

Live Xmaa treea. chooee and tag
at our Tree Farm, any fixe. 47.77. L
Blizniak. 133 Bay Rd.. Hadley. Open
evaa. alto

Applicationt being accepted:
R.N. - 3 p m 11 p m . 4 ava. per
wk . IPN 7 a.m. -3 p.m , 4 daya par
wk: Nurse aide., part and full time.
7 a.m. -3 p.m.. 3 p.m. -11 p.m. Apply
in parton. Amharat Nuraing Home.
ISO Univaraity Dr. 9 a.m. -3 p.m.

FOR SALE

Stereo tuner and turntable for
tele Metterwork Both need work
$99 Bill 545 2304

Waterbed complete
Guaranteed Queen sire $100 Call
Pete 665 3084

Perfect dorm tyttem Pioneer
PL 12D Turnteble w thure M91ED.
Pioneer SX 434 receiver. Interaudio
IBotel tpkrt All new. $360 or B O
Need $ Call 6 6167

Motorcycle cer rack $30 new
Uted once, now $16 Call 546 6627

All typet of atereo component.
8 per cent over coat Sound ft

Mutic 247 6870 or Cemput Center
Lobby Mon b Wed

Tan Intt SR 60 4130 Call 263
3478

MDC Cku\k&a
65 VW cheep Cell Jeenie 546

6878

62 Dodge Wagon Gd running
$100 268 7880

1969 GTO 4 tpd V depend
needt minor work Reetbl 263 6902
eveningt

FOR RENT
Spaciout 2 bedroom apt on bus

rte in Belchertown Carpeting
$190 plut electricity Pets welcome
Call 546 5426

1 hdrm apt $130 plus elec 527
6099

For rent 2 rmt in quiet Coop*
home near UMatt 22 or over $100
incl util Plaaaa call 263 2842

ROOMMATE WANTED

!

Couple recently merried teek
apt in aree in $160 to 4166 range
Will contidar room with kitchen
pnv Bill 545 2304

Interetted muticient new mutic
ensemble situation The deily
problems of celhttt double
bassists tuba euphonium
saiophonittt trombonists Call
584 6077 between 8 9 p m only

Bi-droom m Bnlchertow." lor
teni Cheap Please call 323 4630

One or two female roommates
needed to share a two bedroom
apt in Amherst Available Jan 27
or before On bus route Call
•vemngs 253 5937 *

Roommates one or two
iieople to share 2 bdrm apt Call
785 1413 davs or stop bv 166 E Brit
fifanor Eves alter 7pm

PAUL'S HERE I've baan
spending money like a

drunken Pentagon official and
we're up to our aarlobea in all

kinda of nifty furniture,
unuaual buraaut. stoves
chaira. ate. plua we're Bailing

cheap fluff we're eick of.

eepecially clothing and their.

PAUL'S OLDTIME FUR
NITURE. behind Aubuchon'f.
Amherft 263-3611 Baat wood
atovaa around

Pioneer Tunnar. 466 Matching
amp $66 Sony 134 cats deck, haa
Dolby. Farrita heed, b mora $130
Sony 121 cast deck 466. one EPI
apkr 426. two AR4X apkrr 476 All
equip in excellent condition. Alao
tapes for $2. Phone 6 6683 after 6.

Irish Setter pups AKC Show or
hunt Shott. wormed $75 $100 253
5380

Couch for sale Call 649 1446

Columbia 27". 10 speed Aris
driving lamps Call 532 7586 attar 6

p m

One pair Lane Comp ski boots
Nina and one half $35 6 4717

Typewriter. Jutt serviced Call

649 6366

HOUSE FOR SALE
Beautiful house irt Gey Head.

Martha'a Vineyard 3 bdr land.
$60,000 Call after* p.m. Jenny 648
6968

AUTO FOR SALE
I960 TR3-TR4 angina Good

shape, many xtraa. but need.
radiator $600 666 4113

70 SAAB 99. 70K mi.,
$1850 665 3514

29 mpg

Delmonico Refrig
26*8147

6 cu ft $66

Two studded I 78 14 snow tiret

with rims Exc condition 256 6731
aft 5 $40
-•— ____ — _ — — — -

TEAC 3300 tape recorder EC and
Guild D40 Acoustic Guitar EC 586
2457 Very reaaonable

' Exit USA Need $ BO for 67

Ford conv Blue Star skis 205 w
bindings and h m turn Call or

come sea Bob. 16 Swiat Vill 253
5707 Leave Jan All items ex cond

Skis New Spaulding GS. uted
Dvnattar men s length Will

sacrifice 546 8719

Two F78X14 snow tires, used
3 000 mi Mtd on Chevy rims $20

each 6 7781 eves

Zenith color TV. 19'
. exclt cond

$225 Octagonal water bad in

eludes frame, liner, bag. heater

$175 253 5795

One half carrot perfect diamond
ring plus Mftf wedding bends
Never been worn Willing to sell at

wholesale price Call Jim 546 5750

15 Brdgstn tn rad with ttuds. 1

seat old Worth $80 new selling 2

for $50 Alto 3 gait SAAB nil for $6

256 0268

Skis for sale Rnssignol 185 CM
Strain AR i Nevada look bindings
Good cond $60 or ba$t offer Call
Bob 549 131*

English Sheepskin coat w dark
brown wool and suede finish Sr
40 «. Call 545 2889 369 4001

Van - 71 Ford Supervan Fixed

for camping. Juat Ilka home. 42100
666 3084

66 Chav . 4 dr . automatic. 6 cvl .

runt well Will sell for first $295
253 7241

66 Mustang. 6 cyl . 3 spd . new
trans Ct clutch, sticker Will sell

$395 753 7241

64 Chev Wagon good runner. 6
cyl .

niiinniii power steering
4195 253 7241

68 Catalina Conv dk green w
black int am fro, ps pb. loaded
Studded snows $795 or B O Call 6

5080 eves

73 Honda Civic. 30 mi gal Silver

14000 mi Excel cond $1860 Call

665 3409

65 Chevy Impela Wagon reblt

trans tnowt. runt like e top $225
Call 756 8688

'61 Valiant Slant 6 70 000 miles
It speaks for itself $160 Cell oves
665 7075

68 Ford Station Wagon. 8 cyl .

radio, excellent condition Leaving
country Must tall Call 253 5646 6 8
p m or 253 9698 anytime

2 rm cottage in Barnardtton:
refrigerator and ttove. gat and
electric heat. 4100 monthly wo
utilities Avail, immediately Call

6489296

Furn aptt One two. two and a

half rms Modern, air cond pool,

parking. TV. near shopping, utlltiaa

inc Laaaa to Juna 1975 Amhartt
Motel lopp Zavre'al.

Looking for a nice place to live

during tha January break? Vou can
have your own room in a beautiful

house on Rocky Hill Rd in Hadley
Contact Fred at 253 7692 Price

,

negotiable.

$795 per semestei Room, social

activitiet. 7 day meal plan Call 545

2163 Atk for Rod or Rick

Farmhouaa. 5 bdrm . semi turn .

ww. mod. kit , one and one-quarter
acrea. 4270 plua util 617 644 6303

Rm in house on but r:e $62 per
mo. plut util. Call 256 8688 nitea

4 bdrm farmhouaa 349 River Dr .

N Hadley 1 open rm $32 50 a mo
wo util. No phona. dirt rd Right
tide going N Stop by

Jan 1 Large 3 bdrm apt. in

colonial house Sunderland $190

par mo plut utilities 665 3219

1 bdr apt . E. Hemp $120 586
4026 eves

F wanted to share
Brandywine starting in

Kathv 549 4484

room in

Jan Call

Roommates wanted to share a
Brandywine Apt Available for
second semester Rent $63 75 Call
549 4484

Female apt mate wanted Share
with 2 grad students Pn bedroom
in 5 room apt $45 per mo plut one
third utilities Call 684 7*42

F roommate wanted for 2 bdrm
apt near Amhartt Ctr 4100 incl
util Call 266 8763 after 5pm

F. for Brandywine $70 mo
2645

549

F to there 2 bedrm
256 8467

apt. Suaan

WANTED TO RENT
2 Malet for Jan Brittany Manor

253 7848

Need own rm in apt on but rt

Jan 27 May 30 $60 $80 Quiet F

546 7288

TO SUBLET

2 bedroom apart to tublat over
intertetiion Nago Call 666-2487

4 rm apt in Amherft near but rt

Available Jan 1 $190 par mo Call'

253 3170

67 Chevy 6 cvl $250
after 7

367 9982

'71 VW SQBK new rad AM FM
Jutt tuned Call 584 4907 aft 6 pm

Must sacrifice 73 Audi 100IS 7
dr 4 spd AM FM tinted glatt
wsi proofing, tleal radialt $3400
566 1089 alter 5 30 p m

To tublat 2 bdrm Townhouaa.
Squire Village Sunderland on
UMatt but route Jan let 666
4792 Will negotiate Have to

relocate

mi , 1st floor of house
Amherst Rt 9 on UMaii route
Call 256 8079 $185 per mo

2 bdrm Clifftide $190 per month
includes utilities Available Jan 1

665 2829

ROOM WANTED— Ill—
Single wanted in apt or home

Musi lie withm walk distance of
UMass Needed lor Spring Call '

Cindy at 5 0939

Male senior teekt room in or

near Amhartt Call Steve 64* "849

F wanted for own rm in nice
country home, nr Sunderlend Ct
w friendly people Call 6*6 2287

M or F to there apt . own room,
on but route, temi turn., starting
Jan 1 $76 Call Bob 323429*'in
Belchertown

To there houaa. own room and
atudy 627 6741 Eaathampton

F to share 1 bdr apt in
Riverglade. Jan to May or Sept
$90 per mth util. incl. Furn But
line Call Terry or Wendy 263 7818

Need parton people for one
bedroom in large apt 16 mln from
camput $80 par mo for one. $106
for two. M or F invited Call 64*
6089

Be our part time roommate In

Sunderland on bualine Call 6*6
24*7

2 bdrm apt for Spring Semester
$87 per mo 5 min frm camput
253 7549

Male wanted to there 3 br apt
cooperatively 266 8098

F for own rm in 3 bdr apt on
bua rt Sq Vill 685 3226 Call
anytime

Detparataly wanted Uted
couch E G condition for Lounge
Call John 646 2306 dayt or mghta
Keep trying

WANTED
Wanted any bands wishing to

plav for publicity on Dec 6 Please
contact Janet 6 5697 Bob 6 5778 or

Ted 6 5694 Please leave a message

I

BOB STILl WANTS T V BUY
'OUR AILING OR Of CRFPIT CAR'
Any mafct model year unload
vou headache lor last > 253 7741

W.mt 10 hnv used .1 or 5 mm SLR
lor S100 or less Prefer Penta< \
lirstiie*

i .rase Call Irath at 549
1769 itnd leave mfo

WANTED
F M to see USA with over In

tarsettion Call or tee Lit 121
Wheeler 5 2420

Used ski boots Woman s 6M
756 6731

Furnished efficiency for Jan

June to tubleaae Call 546 6768 If •

no'ant call collect 1 617 9*9 6008

Need me to take your part time
10b m Jan 7 Sue 549 6642

Double mattrett or bed im
mediately Call nitat Sua 367 2671

HELP WANTED
Can you draw? Do vou have a

tense of humor? The editorial

pagat need five cartooniatt to do
camput humor Call Daen Tucker
5 3500

Free meals 7 days a weak in

return for part time kitchen help
For mora info call 545 2163 Ask for

Wendell

TYPING

Pro typing Theses, papers raat

ratet Call 584 5417

TRAVEL
SAVE RENT Scenic North

field Attractive 2 and e hail rm*.,
privacy Single $100. couple $136
Electricity 549 03*7

Ski the Cenedien Rocklea -
Banff $388 00 Call Campua Travel
Center 646-0600

College week in Bermuda. March
73 30 $299 plut $25 tax and tarvica
8 dayt 7 nightt Contact Tan
Jonat - Naylon Ins Agcy 6 6441
549 3989

TRAVELING IN GREECE? We
specialne in good trevel dealt for
studenti and tetcher. Conaolat.
102 Aadlou Athene Greece

INSTRUCTION

DOG TRAINING Obedience
problem dogt protection and
security 549 1342 dayt and avet
VALLEY K 9

MUSIC MAJORS non maims
who need a tutor Cell 527 2209

PERSONALS

Spotty Lou Happy Birthday
Love Marilyn and Ollie

Lou Happy Birthday You re
now legal 1 A F

Come to Santa s Workshop' AH
university women invited tonita at
7 30 Rides provided at 7 15 at
Wope Thoreau Dickinson Van
Meter and Newman Hn Ho Ho
Go Chi O 1

Riles have a very happy birth
day' vou hot thlt old mini Did
I say that' Guess who?

To Super Sportswriter Happy
Birthday You deserve it Glenn

Happy 20th hirthday Frai iSlow
down «m1 rake it easy the next
twentyl iVou are making me
tired and you know that doasn t

take mui'hi

Mce end Gretr.' «n Wool' PSVP

PERSONALS
HOP BROOK COMMUNE GAY

PEOPLE In the country P O Box
723 Amhartt

To the Popcorn Kid - happy
birthday from 3N Field Good luck
and batt wiahat

Need home for mala altered cat
tor over interteeaion Will make
linancial arrgt Call Andrea 54*
7415

Fear not Zoomlea and Sleates
Rumor haa It the Yonk la In
California and planning a return
engagement next temeatar The
Wild Woman of Olckanaon
returneth

ENTERTAINMENT

Butch Caaaidy ft Tha Sundance
Kid ia thowing at 7. 9 and 11 on Frl .

Dec 6 - Maher

SERVICES
Ty^Profeaalonal gutter repair*

gutter maker Mleheel A4lllerd .

Mon Wed, Frl et The Oultar.

Workehop. Amharat CarrlageC

Shoot 64* 172* Free eellm.tee •

PattoortPhotoa Call Joe nlghta
et 549 659* 24 hr tarvica

Paaaporta - Feat aervlce. Lena/a
Photo Hour. 9* Tel 763 314*

Cempua Ulube and
Or»enl .aetata t Co yau wxtejt Be
publish high quality ' newsletter
pamphlet, megattne or booklet???
Let the Meeeaee Compeny het)<

'

vou write, layout deelgn and prln
till Reaaonable feet Contact Jerr
et 263 *•*» for Information

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? BOB
will still fix it right No job too
smell Foreign or domett. c No bio
overhead 263 7241

HAiir'J.T^
0000 ""x^asivEHAIRCUT? Cut and blow dry »3 00Male end female Experience

Reference! Salon D Italia end
Salon Boccaccio of Botton Call
Fran at 54* 8295

HELGA SEWS TO OROER Longgownt long skirtt dreaeet and
Penta Beoulifully finiahad
European touch Vogue McCall
and Simplicity Really raaaonable
Can ma at 6*6 3298

Tl SR60 Calculetor loat In front
of Haabrook 11 28 74 Rwd Call*
4370 or • 4371

Lott Sm gray male cat red
collar Notharn Sunderland 666
4609 RWD

Lott 18X24 sketch pad Call
colled 1 448 8519 avemngt

Help' I left my glattet while
hitching in r yellow Dattun 2402
w th Mama platat on Wed 11 77
You dropped ma off at Rt 2 and
495 Plaate call Tom 54* 7622

lott Young female blue point
"^emese rat m the vicm.ty of
Bnttany M.nn. Pewtrd Call 263
7584

CALCULATORS
Calculator Sale Collage

Calculator! offers toweat prtcee

tnywhgt* AH modalt avaiiebiei

Ttxat Intt Hewai Packard.
Unicorn An machines new and
guar with 2 month .placement
vterrentv Before ton buy a

cairulof'i can ma I can beet any
price mi where look for my
coat*'* erourtrt camput for de-.'i.

Then , » " v i - . •• *4» 1|1|
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Campus group meetings, non-profit
events. To list notice of your group or

event fill out free form at The
Collegian office, 2nd floor, UMan
Student Union. Mail notices to "news
editor."

ALCOHOL DISCUSSION GROUP
Those interested in any area relating to

alcohol are urged to attend — course

being offered next semester will be

discussed Meeting starts at 7:30 in C.C.

915
AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC

Meeting tonight at 9 p.m. in C.C. 803.

Mandatory meeting of all. New key policy,

and some routine business. Sorry about
time, Ladd.
ARMENIANS'
We are participating in an inter-cultural

affair sponsored by the University through

Diversity Committee on Fri. 12-6 at 7 p.m.

in Newman Center. If you are interested in

participating, please call Carole Hzadian

546 7273
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Meeting Dec. 5 at 6:30 p.m. in C.C. 917.

BOTANY COLLOQ
Dr. Beryl B. Simpson, Botany Dept.,

Smithsonian Institution in Washington will

be the guest speaker at the Colloq on
Thurs. at 4:30 p.m. in 203 Morrill Science
Center. Her topic will be "Breeding

Systems of Desert Scrub Perennials."

Coffee at 4 p.m.
BOXING COLLOQ

There will be a boxing colloq meeting

tonight at 6:30 on the 19th floor of

Washington. All members please attend.

For info, call Neil 549-0524.

BIBLICAL EXPLORATION
Free, open, exploratory encounter with

the Bible Your own experience and
perceptions are taken seriously. Tonight

from 10-10:55 p.m. in 316 Hampshire

House For info call 545 2661. Tran-

sportation available.

BREAD AND WINE
Life-death, mystery meaning, ab-

straction-concrete reality in the sharing

of this simple candlelight Communion in

the round some of those distinctions

vanish in the immediacy of experience.

UCF, 316 Hampshire 11-11:20 p.m.

tonight.

BRIDGE
Bridge lessons tonight in C.C 904-908 at

6.00. Regular bridge game at 7:00 in C.C.

102. All welcome.
CARIBBEAN STUDENTS MEETING

There will be a meeting of the Caribbean

Student Association on Thursday at 8 p.m.

at F 13 North Village Apts. Hope to see all

members, please.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
There is a room on Campus for the

Study of Christian Science. It contains

current literature, as well as the Bible and

the Christian Science Textbook. All are

welcome to come in and read. The room is

in Goodell... follow the signs.

COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN

Fred Weintraub, director of Govern-

mental Relations of the National
Headquarters of C.E.C., will speak on the

Council's Position on mainstreamin of

education. Marks Meadow Aud. 12-5,

2:30-5:30.

DVP
Meeting of the Distinguished Visitors

Program today at 5:30 in C.C. 805-809.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
The weekly meeting will be held at 7

p.m. tonight in the Council Chambers, 423
of S.U.B.
FASHION COUNCIL BOARD
The last meeting of the Fashion Council

Board is Thurs. 12 5 at 7:30 p.m. It will be
short, but important — just to go over a

few things for next semester and old

business from this semester, try to come.

Local VA hospital

sponsors art exhibit
In an effort to provide members

of the community an opportunity

to more clearly understand mental

illness and how it may be treated,

the residents and staff of Ward 12

at the Northampton Veterans
Administration Hospital are inviting

the public to a unique art exhibition

and open house to be held

December 7 and 8 from 1 :00 to 5:00

p.m. Several patients, who are

talented artists, will be exhibiting

their work. Exhibit items include

oils.pen and ink drawings and
works done in a variety of other

mediums. In addition to the art

exhibit, there will be tours of the

ward, refreshments, and an op-

portunity to talk informally with

staff and residents about the

hospital, its treatment procedures

and how the community can

support individuals when they leave

the hospital.

The idea for the art show and
open house grew out of a patient

and staff feeling that much of the

news about people with psychiatric

problems concerns those who fail

in their attempted return to society.

The failures are actually in the

minority. Many more patients

return to home, family and suc-

cessful employment.

EATING & DRINKING

wXH^^

DINNER N 9 SHOW
Every Wednesday

Fried Boneless

Chicken
with Spaghetti

Tossed Salad

Bread & Butter

Ice (ream

$2.95

Charcoal Broiled

Sirloin Butt Steak

Choice of Potato

Tossed Salad

Bread X Butter

Ice (ream

$3.50

Ticket Price Included In Special.

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
ROUTE 9-HADLEV

SHOWS STARTING

NIGHTLY AT 6:00

NOW THRU TUES.

1. Gone With The Wind

2. The Groove Tube

3. Juggernaut

4. Trial of Billy Jack

Skinner 119.

FLYING CLUB
The Collegiate Flying Club will meet

tonite at 7:30 in C.C. 805. All flyers and

interested flyers are encouraged to attend.

GAY LINE
The Student Homophile League

provides a hotline and personal counseling

service to those in need. Call 545-0154,

Mon Thurs., 8-11 p.m. or come to 413 B in

SUB.
NUKES KOOKS

Meeting tonight at 8 in C.C. 801. Will be

working on questionnaire.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Angry at the world? Shoot a picture -

and send it to us, SPECTRUM, 407 S.U.B.

ROISTER DOISTERS
There will be a vital meeting tonight at

5:30 m Machmer W 13 to vote and select

the January Show. All members,
especially voting members, please attend.

SAILING CLUB GUEST SPEAKER
Anyone who is interested in hearing

Nationally recognized sailor, John Collins,

at T.O.C. 1 101 Friday night at 8, call Phil 6-

9641. He will speak on racing tactics, hill

designs and I.O.R. ratings. Cocktails will be

served.

SCIENCE FICTION CLUB LIBRARY
Today is the last day for members to

sign out books from the club library. All

books must be back before intersession.

SCUBA CLUB
Last meeting of the semester tonight, to

discuss constitution and plans for dives

next semester. Curry Hicks rm 16 at 7 p.m.

SKI SALE
Ski sale sponsored by UMass Ski ClurJ:

new and used equipment; Dec. 5, 6, 7, C.C.

Lower Level.

CHILD CARE IN JAN
Staff needed to care for children during

Feminist Conference during 3rd week in

Jan., Tues Sat. If interested, contact Betsy

Blain, 545 2466 by 12-11.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
The Board will meet Thurs. beginning at

4:30 p.m. in C.C. 917. Anyone interested in

Campus Health Issues is invited.

SNO MEETING
Rm 403 of Morrill Science Center, 6

p.m , Dr. Trail, guest speaker, 12-4.

TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Dec. 7, 8 WOPE Gym. There will be an

entree meeting Thursday Dec. 5, 7 p.m.

S.U Games room.
THIRD WORLD ART EXHIBIT

There will be a Third World Art Exhibit

and Sale on Sun. Dec. 9 from 12:00 noon
to 5 p.m. at the Southwest Resource

Center (Hampden CDC.) Paintings,

drawings and photos. Refreshments to be

served. All are invited to come, look, and
buy!

ZAZEN
Thurs. 4:00 in C.C. Room to be posted.

Everyone welcome.
LOST

Small black male-terrier. Lab mix-last

seen on W. Pelham Rd. Shutesbury on
Tuesday. Please call 256-0551. Answers to

JED.

LOST BUS DRIVERS MEETING

Navy knit hat while hitchhiking in van in
Mandatory driver's meeting Dec. 5 at 7

North Amherst. Contact Renee at 5-2141. D m ,n cc 1bJ

FREE CRAFT SHOP SEMINAR
ON

COPPER/SILVER ENAMELING
AND

CLOISONNE

THURSDAYS — 5 to 8 p.m.

Pay only for supplies.

Great for Christmas presents.

OPPORTUNITY

KNOCKS!
The Navy

is interviewing today, 4 Dec. 74, in

Berkshire House for Commissioned

Officer positions in Nuclear Power,

Civil Engineering, Line Officer,

Aviation and Nurse Corps.

HANllkl<AH CARds
(A£efimM

UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

Open Wed. Nite'tilS

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

WEDNESDAY. DEC. 4 -
Horn today, you are a very
domestic individual. All
things concerning home and
family appeal to you greatly
— and all things outside the
home, though you will no
doubt be successful at any
number of them, must by that
very fact mean less to you
than they probably do to

others. Man or woman, you
will take tremendous joy from
your role as a parent —
whether to your own children
or as surrogate father or
mother. You have a knack for

taking pleasure from simple
things: cultivate it.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22

Dec. 21) — Community events

need your help if they are to

gel off the ground gainfully.

Do what you can to advise

without seeming to take
charge.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan

19) — There is much to be said

for your being relatively

inactive today. especially

when it comes to routine

chores around the house.

Bv SteH. Wilifrr

Conserve energy.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb
18) — Interests are such that
you may find yourself in
conflict with several good
friends. Do your best to
smooth things over before
day's end
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20|

— This is an excellent time to
contemplate your own future
— and in so doing to plan for
the initial stages of a new
project in the making
ARIES (March 21-April 191

— Chances occurring in your
everyday life have a single
underlying cause Discover
that and you will have
discovered a way to new gain
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

— You should be able to set
things up in your own favor
today. A draft of plans for the
future should find a friend in

one who is in charge.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20)

— Your present position on
the employment scene may
not carry with it the prestige
you would like to enjoy Take
heart, however: time is in your
favor.

CANCER (June 21 July 221
— Don't overlook the ad-
vantages to present conditions
on the home front Small
matters carry with them large
responsibilities at evening
LEO (July 23-Aug 221 -

Coworkers can do much to
put you and your work in a
good light with those in
authority Do nothing to block
developing friendships
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22)

— If you make it vour
business to do what is asked of
you this morning - hut no
more - you may well succeed
by day's end but it won t be
spectacularly!

LIBRA (Sept. 2.1-Oct. 22) -
Fear that you mav he placed in

a compromising position on
the employment scene must
not be allowed to keep vou
from moving ahead in your
career.

SCORPIO (Oct 2.1-Nov 211
- Personal relationships
should be improving |ust
about now. Take care that
your efforts to make friends
are not mistaken for forward-
ness

dizzy and paul- Bv Jim Carson

55

ACROSS
1 Portion

6 Places
10 Performs
14 Synthetic fiber 55
15 Algerian city 60
16 Hoof part

17 Mock
18 Oceans' con

tent 2 words
20 Dry. of wines
21 Provoked to

anger
23 Miss Castle
24 Among:

Prefix

26 Yields

28 Rides a bicycle

30 Parts of shoes
31 Open

mouthed
32 Major floods

36 Lion

37 Number
38 New type:

Prefix

39 Activates

42 Transporter of

furnishings

44 Moved in a

curve
45 Useless
46 Seed of flax

49 Throws off

50 Sprang up
51 Relative

52 U.N. agency

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved:

61

62
63
64
65

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9
10

11

12

13

19

22
25
26

Summertime
refresher: 2

words
With the voice
Endtng with off

and pret

- --- (none s

bonnet

Latitude

Tinter
••— business?
Portions of

medicine
DOWN

Cooking
vessels

Dies—
Clarify

Swindle
Qualify

Failure

Toward the

moutn
Where Frisco is

Banker sabbr
Beloved
Of a certain

cereal

Main
Dries Var

Lures

Legal matter

Sleep briefly

Popular

flower

A H E A M A <•

s
B A c T

T F R V f A T A ' A P 1 A

P H I E s c R A R A ', P

I A R E D P E P F R c E

T R
|

K i
T

I N T R

s 7 R I V 1 N G I A Y

T A I N I R DJE *_i M A

T L c | C A N E

N E T |7 s U N 3 A r T E

V R c p 1 1 S H E

D I S p R T R A N T

h" M 1 u A R 9 s t A R T s

w f R T 1 E R F N U R F

r A L A F P F E R E A N

r N T S S F P T s T E M S

27 Style

28 Stride

29 Actor
Richard

30 Having
specified

dimensions
32 Slept fitfully

33 Pictures

mentally
34 Fast dance
35 Offended

Informal

37 Gambling
cubes

40 Grunt and
Groaner

41 Avarice
42 Condiment
43 NY Giant

great

45 Cooling device
46 Attacked

verbally

47 Satire

48 Lasso feature
49 Salad ^ .

ingredients

Informal

51 Once more
53 Snow vehicle

54 Poems
56 Hurrah
57 African native

59 Thai language

Kampus Kapers

20

28

3!

36

39

46

50

55

24

29

47

60

63

11
25

48

40

44

21

*
:

It
-.

22

41

—.

136

' •:

37

15

18

iH
26

ass
32

56

61

64

57

30

51

27

49

1

23

10

16

'2

33

18

<j\\\

45

- -:

sP-sss

4?

58

62

65

43

59

52

|4

13

.

35

53

"^

54

By Kris Jackson

TODa*'* st*» Uas u»HTT<^
«av J*""*) LaiW'i to LiKom
ix h>o \i~ a t*ery*a ly

V^pp4#\A*A/ ^
Sen* irxijiidP Cr«^<xr> «Jta?-t

PI- ANUTS
YES, MA'AM
'M HERE FOR
THE SKATING
COMPETITION..

T MOlU A80VT PfCACTiCE TIME
MA'AM ? NODJ ? GOOD .'

I'LL PUT M SKATE5 ON...

UiHAT ARE
YOU LOOkiNS
AT, KIP?'

B.C by johnny hart

f 1 &ZT A LITTLB AM^R^US
r Ron into a clairvoyant"

WMUA
Here is the schedule of WMUA,

91.1 FM of today:

Today's disc jockeys are Laredo,
Dick Moulding, Stu MacDonald,
Cliff Brennan, Barry Williams with
Uujamadrum (10 p.m. - 2 a.m.) and
John Haber through the night.

Things to listen for today:

8:30 a.m., High Tides, Jeff Jawer
explains what ought to happen
because of the heavens.

10:15-11:15 p.m.. Gay Break,

"Socialist Revolution and Gay
People" is tonight's subject. Host
Demian has guests Teresa and
Robin. Teresa was in Cuba for a

month recently.

WMUA News, Weather, and
Sports can- be heard at 7, 8 and 9
a.m., and at 2, 6 and 10 p.m. News
headlines are broadcast at 8:30 a.m.

right before High Tides.

Yoga Club

sponsors

Yogi Bhajan
Yogi Bhajan, founder and

spiritual guide of 3HO Foundation
(Healthy, Happy, Holy
Organization) will speak on Friday,

December 6th at the Engineering-
East auditorium here. Sponsored by
the UMass. Kundalini Yoga Club
and by the Guru Ram Das Ashram
of Montague, Yogi Bhajan will

discuss the subject of Con-
sciousness and Spiritual Evolution
for the Aquarian Age.
Over the past five years Yogi

Bhajan has worked to lead people
to their highermost levels of
awareness. A Master of Kundalini
and White Tantric Yogas, and a

native of New Delhi, India, he has
introduced to students in this

country a way of life v. nich em-
phasizes Yogic practices for per-

sonal development group unity,

and an honesty a.id righteousness
in daily activity. As a result of his

teachings there are now over one
hundred-ten 3HO communities in

this country, Canada, Europe.and
the Orient.

Yogi Bhajan's lecture is open to

the general public, and a donation
of a dollar-fifty is requested. Foi

further information call the Guru
Ram Das Ashram at 367-9586.

now appearing at the

hide-a-way
blues 9ri$t

Luther

Johnson
Dec. 4 - 7

Wed. - Sat.

t
MTHOtVMC*.

ft**
A-Kky

~if
BHgejTjit

i
TXE NOTCH

V
The Hide A Way

"Don't just go to a club, go to

one with good music."

1 Mile Off Rt. 116

;vt 202 in Granby
Tel. 467-8393
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Baseball trade

market begins
NEW ORLEANS (UP/) - Dick

Allen, turned down by 20 other

clubs, finally landed with Atlanta in

a feverish day of wild trading at the

winter baseball meetings Tuesday,

with Tug McGraw, the New York

Mets' "Ya Gotta Believe" relief ace,

going to Phildelphia and slugger

Dick Allen

Lee May moving to Baltimore in

another pair of multi-player swaps.

Allen, who will doubtlessly end

his controversial "retirement"

shortly, and pick up a $250,000

salary again next year, was peddled

by the Chicago White Sox to the

Atlanta Braves for cash and a

player to be named later.

It was the fifth major league stop

for the 32-year-old Allen, who won
the American League home run title

this year despite his dramatic

"retirement" Sept. 14.

McGraw, who popularized the

Mets' 1973 pennant drive rallying

cry, "Ya Gotta Believe," was sent

to the Phillies along with outfielders

Don Hahn and Dave Schneck in

exchange for centerfielder Del

Unser, relief pitcher Mac Scarce

and rookie catcher John Stearns.

The Orioles then got caught up in

the fever and obtained May, the

slugging first baseman, from the

Houston Astros along with out-

fielder Jay Schleuter for first

baseman Enos Cabell and rookie

second bas'»rn
'1,r, Ron Andrews.

"We traded Allen bacuse when
he failed to formally retire, he

violated his contract," explained

White Sox General Manager
Roland Hemond. "By doing that he

let us down."
Although Atlanta became the

fifth stopping place for Allen in his

stormy, 11-year major league

career, Braves' manager Clyde King

was not immediately concerned

with the Slugger's troublesome

reputation.

"I managed Hank Aaron and

Willie Mays - both players with

gifted abilities," said King.

"I treat all my players equally and

I don't want to make a big deal of

this. If I felt he would be a problem,

I wouldn't have gotten him. I'm

certainly not going to try to change

Dick Allen after all these years."

The Braves don't expect any real

problem about Allen reporting,

especially since the power-packing

first baseman, who hit a league-

leading 32 homers in 74, was
quoted recently as saying, "I'll play

anywhere, even in Jenkintown

(Pa.)."

The 30-year-old McGraw,
baseball's highest paid reliever at

Lee May

$90,000, fills the Phillies' bullpen

needs and also gives them a new
rallying cry to go with second

baseman Dave Cash's "Yes we
can" of this past season.

AMHERSTC^^
AMITY ST 253 5426

THE KING LOVES THE PEOPLE!

Come early stay late enioy

THE KING AND HIS LOYAL SHORT SUBJECTS

BAMBI M(US COOZIllA THANK T0U MAS* MAN llfnn, Buie

KING OF HEARTS
This Micky na/y beautiful Mm has awakened become j

giant and turned the movie world upside down

There is one reason lor this phenomenon people love the King

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NlTES • ALL SEATS $100

BUTCH CASSIDY AND

THE SUNDANCE KID

starring

PAUL NEWMAN • ROBERT REDF0RD

Fri., Dec. 6 at 7 - 9 - 11 IN MAHAR

FRITZ

ALMOST HERE

Sports in

a bunch
BOSTON (UPI) - Boston

College, winner of its final six

games by outrageous scores,

has captured the UPI New
England Major College Football

Poll by a unanimous vote.

TheEagles, who finished 8-3,

received all 15 first place votes

cast for 75 points. They topped

the weekly poll the final month

as they outscored opponents

270-27 over the final six games.

Harvard, third place in the

poll every week until beating

Yale in the finale, finished

second with 56 points. The

Crimson were 7-2 on the

season, boosted by southpaw

quarterback Milt Holt and Harry

Agganis Award winner Pat

Mclnally.

Yale, undefeated till the

Harvard game and the weekly

poll winner through mid-

November, dropped to third

with 49 points.

Brown, winner of its last four

games in a turnaround season,

picked up 19 points to edge

Holy Cross for fourth place. The

Bruins finished 5-4.

Holy Cross, with its crushing

38-6 loss to Boston College in

the season's last game, finished

fifth with 17 points.

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (UPI) -
The University of Connecticut

Huskies, winner of the District 1

NCAA Playoffs Jast months,

have taken first place in the

final New England Soccer Poll

for the second straight year.

The Huskies took all 12 first-

place votes. Runnerup was
Brown University, which lost to

UConn 4-3 in triple overtime in

the NCAA Playoffs.

Springfield was third in the

voting, followed by Keene

State, Massachusetts,
Bridgeport, Westfield, Harvard,

Babson and Worcester.

FOXBORO, Mass. (UPI) -
Reserve running back Josh

Ashton, like seven New
England Patriot teammates
before him, will be sidelined for

the rest of the season, the club

announced Tuesday

Ashton, New England's ninth

round pick in the 1971 draft,

suffered a fractured left forearm

in Sunday's 41-26 loss at

Oakland.

Seven days in sport

Pats, hoopsters flounder

By STEVE SARACENO
Sports Staff

Good morning-afternoon! Today's exotic DC lunch menu includes rosy

onion and homemade turkey soup (in whose home was it made?), B.L.T.

sandwiches, and, just what you've been craving, chicken chow mein.

Inspiration Ernie Roberts will undoubtedly have oatmeal hotcakes,

wherever he might be...

Moving right along. ..here are (trumpets please) THE BIG STORIES OF

THE PAST WEEK: The Patriots lost 41-26 to those Oakland hoods, but

tfiey played well, considering half the team has been rubbed out; and the

Minutemen finished second in the Hall of Fame Tipoff Tournament to

North Carolina (at Charlotte), A poor second...

Ohio State's Archie Griffin was named winner of the

coveted Heisman Trophy yesterday. He is the first

junior to win it since Navy's Roger Staubach in 1963.

Archie Griffin voted

best college player

Charlotte Lettis of the Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club, shown here leading the

pack including husband Tom Derderian (3rd), recently placed fifth in Women's

AAU cross country championship.

UM distance woman Lettis

finishes fifth in nation

Notices
There will be a mandatory held

for all intramural basketball ».

ficials on Thursday December 5 at

7:00 p.m. in room 253 Boyden. All

must attend.

Freshman Crew — All freshmen

members of the crew team are to

report to NOPE for practice.

Workouts will begin between 3:30

and 4:30 for the remainder of the
comoctpr
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For $10,000
they break your arms.

For $20,000
they break your legs.

Axel Freed owes $44j

NEW YORK [UPI[ - Archie Griffin

of Ohio State, whose consistency

as a runner is unmatched in college

football history, Tuesday became
the first junior in 1 1 years to win the

Heisman Trophy and, true to the

teachings of his Coach Woody
Hayes, the 5-foot-9 running back

said he would galdly trade the

bronze statue for a National

Championship.

The Columbus Comet, who
established an NCAA Record this

season by rushing for more than

100 yards in 22 consecutive games,

won college football's most
coveted honor by a landslide over

another 5-9 "Mini-Back," Anthony

Davis of Southern California. Griffin

was the leading vote-getter in each

of the five geographical sections of

the nation and received 1,920

points to 819 for Davis.

Griffin, who finished second

nationally in rushing with a 147.3

yards per game average, is the first

junior to win the Heisman Trophy

since Navy's Roger Staubach in

1965 and is only the fifth un-

derclassmen to capture the prize.

Other were Doc Blanchard of Army
in 1945, Doak Walker of SMU in

1945 and Vic Janowicz of Ohio

State in 1950. All were juniors and

none ever repeated.

Joe Washington of Oklahoma,

another junior, was third in the

voting with 661 points followed by

Senior Quarterbacks Tom Clements

of Notre Dame (244) and David

Humm of Nebraska (210). Roun-

ding out the top 10 were quar-

terback Dennis Franklin of

Michigan, Linebacker Rod Shoate

of Oklahoma, Quarterback Gary

Sheide of Brigham Young, Outland

Trophy Winner Randy White of

Maryland, a defensive tackle, and

quarterback Steve Bartkowski of

California.

Sky-high bitch

The greatest altitude attained by

any animal is 1,050 miles by the

Samoyed husky bitch fired as a

passenger in Sputnik II on Nov. 3,

1957.

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -
The Gambler - 7:00 - 9:00

AMHERST CINEMA -
King of Hearts - 7:00 - 9:00

CAMPUS CINEMA -
Gambler - 7:00 - 9:00

Mr. Teas; Girls of West - 7:00
King of Hearts - 7:00 - 9:00

MT. FARMS 4 -
Gone With The Wind - 7:00
Groove Tube - 5:30 - 7:15 - 8:45
Juggernaut - 6:15 • 8:46
Trial of Billy Jack - 5:30

SHOWCASE -
Airport 1975 7:30 - 9:30
Klansmen - 7:30 - 9:40
Longest Yard - 7:30 - 9:45
Lt. Robin Crusoe - 5:20 - 7:30
Trial of Billy Jack - 8:00
Taking of Pelham - 7:30

By SCOTTHAYES
Sports Staff

Competing against two hundred

other women cross country run-

ners, Charlotte Lettis of the

Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club

placed fifth in the Women's AAU

cross country championships, held

last Saturday in Dayton, Ohio.

UCLA won the team title, while

Lynn Bjorland of the Duke City

Dashers captured individual honors
by completing the challenging

three-mile course in 17:31.8.

UIMUfl
8:30 a.m. — HIGHTIDES — your asfrological $j

forecast as predicted by host Jeff Jawer.

10:15 p.m. — GAYBREAK — This week
Demian hosts a discussion on the Socialist

Revolution and Gay People with guests

Teresa and Robin.

11:00 p.m. — BMCP— Barry Williams hosts a

program filled with soul and poetry. Tune

8:30

9:40

9:30

h James Caan
Mon.-Tues. — Dollar NightPC

w

You Be The Judge

- RENT NOW AND SAVE! -
Planning to make a move for the second semester? Come see us first. We
offer all the advantages of off-campus living, plus a $25.00 reduction on

your first month's rent.

- court appointed management with professional, on-site personnel.

- short term leases available for the second semester.
- with only one month's security deposit if you qualify.

- security deposit guaranteed in writing end held in an intereat-bearing

escrow eccount.
- this offer is good for applications made from Nov. 18th through Dec.

- DEALING STRAIGHT - A PLEASANT CHANGE! -
Summer Rentals Available at Reduced Rates.

Brittany Manor
Brittany Manor Drive. Amherst

Tel. 266-8534

Mount Sugarloaf
Rt. 47. Sunderland

Tel. 665-3866

Lettis was the first Eastern runner

to finish and noted that the course

was a difficult one. The layout

consisted of two loops, each one

and a half miles long and included

an eight foot water jump. Muddy
conditions made the footing tough

and at race time it was cold. Lettis

added that the cold weather may
have been a slight advantage for

her because, as the UMass senior

stated, "I'm used to it."

Bjorland simply outclassed the

field in winning the race. Julie

Brown of UCLA was second,

behind the speedy, 16-year-old

winner with a time of 17:41. Francie

Larrieu, considered by many as the

best female distance runner in the

country, took third in 18:03. Debbie

Quatier of the Falcon Track Club

was fourth in 18:10 with Lettis two

seconds behind. Lettis was in ninth

place at the halfway mark and in

seventh with 100 yards to go. The
attractive harrier outkicked two
opponents at the finish, however,

to account for her impressive fifth

place performance.

Most of the participants in the

race were former Olympians or

among the top distance runners in

the country. Lettis, who has run the

mile in 5:01, was up against runners

who had been clocked in 4:40 or

better for the mile.

WMUA
The Minutemen travel to

Cambridge to take on the Crimson

of Harvard tomorrow. Join Larry

Convoy and Russ Small for all the

action beginning at 7:50 p.m. on the

Voice of the Minutemen, WMUA,
91.1 FM.

FOOTBALL - New England's gloomy defeat by the Raiders was

enlivened a bit by John Tarver's burst for negative 15 yards to his own 1,

whereupon he wierdly threw the ball over his shoulder and out of the end

zone. Twas the funniest play since Garo Yepremian's Super Bowl Nutty

Pass...

Earlier, on Turkey Day, Clint Longley popped oyt of one of Tom Landry's

computer slots and threw for a late TD to bring Dallas over Washington in

a crucial one...

Basics buffs can enjoy pineapple juice, cream of mushroom soup,

soybean loaf, and kale. Guesses on what kale ts can be mailed to the

Collegian. Winner gets an extra portion...

Upset: Steelers (by Oilers, 13-10) and Cardinals (by Chiefs, 17-13). Very

Upset: Giants (by Bears, no less.) And for the fourth straight game in the

final seconds. All of which explains why so many members of that ill-fated

squad are going around giggling and knocking their heads against walls).

Very, Very Upset: My stomach after this meal.

Monday night, Miami beat the Bengals, and now the Pats will waltz into

the playoffs, providing of course, the Colts upset the Shula and Co. next

week while New England beats Pittsburgh and, alas, Miami...

On the college front, USC crunched Notre Dame's national title hopes,

55-24. The Irish looked so bad in the second half that, as a last resort, ol'

Ara almost put in the seldom used reserve he usually keeps tied up in the

campus chapel bell tower. Yes, that redoubtable Hunchback...

The sandwich bar features egg, tuna, and cream cheese and olive

sandwiches...

And for the first time since early last September, the UMass football

team did not play...

If the above remark has no significance, then why is it there? Ponder that

over some peanut butter cookies or chips...

PRO MISCELLANEOUS - The Celtics went 1-1 on the week, as did the

Bruins. The C's topped Bill Russell's SuperSonics, and then lost to the

Knicks. The B's triumphed over California (mean feat) and then were

shutout by the division leading Los Angeles Kings...

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar started wearing goggles to protect his healing

eye, and looked very silly. ..Bake McBride was named NL Rookie of the

Year...and the World Team Tennis owners met for a player draft and ended

up picking Elton John, Bill Cosby, and Johnny Carson. It's all business in

the WTT...

And the Sox traded Tommy Harper for Bob Heise of the Brewers. If that

is all Boston got then you are a stupidhead, Dick O'Connell...

CAMPUS MISCELLANEOUS - UMass topped Dartmouth 86-59 in the

Hall Tourney opener, and then lost to UNCC and guard George Jackson

(31 pts), who gives the medium-range jumper a good name. John Murphy

was the only standout for the Minutemen...

The hockey team lost to St. Anselm's 4-2. The wrestlers lost to BU 31-9,

and then split a triangular meet, beating UConn and losing to Yale...

Eat your dessert. It's lime jello and grapefruit halves. Yum. If you're still

hungry ya might be able to scrounge up some seconds on that soybean

loaf-

Finally, the junior Wademen (that's sportswriter lingo for JV hockey

team) eked out an 8-7 win over the Chicago Minor Hawks, whose name is

a complete mystery to everyone...

Little Minutemen
thwarted, 5-3

WILLIAMSTOWN, Ma.-- The

UMass JV's saw a 3-2 second

period lead dwindle away as

Williams College scored three

unanswered goals to upend the

junior Minutemen 5-3 last night.

Bob Dailey put Williams ahead at

6:56 of. the first stanza, but at 9:17

Dan Mark knotted the count for

UMass. Williams' Ken Norton and

UMass' Chris Crown scored later in

the first period which ended at 2-2.

UMass' Billy Devine scored at

4:54 of the second period to give

UMass their only lead of the night.

He took a pass at the faceoff circle

and then tucked it in as he skated

through the crease. But Bob Nooze

scored four minutes later to tie it up

for Williams.

Jim Walsh rounded out the

scoring for Williams with two third

period goals.

JV coach Russ Kidd thought his

club played a strong game but the

JVs failed to capitalize on several

excellent scoring opportunities

especially in the third period. One
Minuteman breakaway which could

have changed the complexion of

the game midway through the third

period was thwarted when the

Williams goaltender, caught out of

position, stopped a sure goal with

the butt end of his stick.

• • •.-.-.».*»»»*.».'JBJBSMSMM
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Williams catches UMass 6-5
But not New England Veterinary School

Staff Photo by Dan Smith

SLIDING TOWARD GOALIE in previous action, an unidentified

UMass skater watches flight of puck. The puck didn't fly right for

the blademen last night as Williams blitzed the Minutemen for

three late goals to grab a 6-5 win.

By DAVE ElBEL
Sports Staff

WILLiAMSTOWN, Ma. - Two different

hockey games were played last night at

Williams College. In the first game, which

lasted fifty-eight minutes and thirty-five

seconds, the UMass Minutemen played

superb two-way hockey and won 5-3, but in

the second game, which lasted one-minute

and twenty-four seconds, the Williams Eph-

men hung all over the Minutemen and won
3-0.

And that was shocking, illogical story of a

game that all of the 3,000-plus in attendance

felt was a sure UMass win, but turned into a

6-5 loss to Williams.

UMass found itself down early in the

match when a wide open Ed Walsh took a

pass from the corner off the stick of Jim

Spencer and beat goalie Dana Redmond. At

7:33 Carl Burns tied it up for UMass when he

picked up a rebound off a Bob Jefferson

drive from the point and beat Ephmen goalie

Chuck Cremens. Mike Elkind scored only a

minute and twenty-nine seconds later to put

Williams back in the lead, but Scott Mc-

Chesney, who sprained an ankle in the

second period, scored on a second chance

rebound off a shot by Bobby White.

UMass went ahead 4-3 after two periods

on goals by Steve Nims, and Scott Stuart,

who scored on a power play. But co-captain

Jim Harkins put Williams right back in the

game with a tip-in at 10:06, only 27 seconds

after Stuart had put UMass up by two.

The Minutemen went up by 5-3 when
Nims scored his second of the night, con-

verting a perfect pass from John Muse at

1:26 of the third period. Muse laid a perfect

cross-ice pass on Nlm's stick and "Nimbo"
lifted it in from the edge of the faco-off circle.

Then came seventeen minutes of wide-

open hockey with Williams turning all the jets

on to get back in the game and the

Minutemen playing sound two-way hockey.

Goalie Redmond was especially brilliant

during the period, thwarting numerous
scoring threats. His finest hour occurred

during a Williams power-play midway
through the period. He stopped a point blank

slapper off the stick of Dennis Cahill through

a maze of legs and Harkins, who came in all

alone off the left wing.

UMass thwarted the power play and
seemed home free, but at 18:36 Ed Spencer,

left all alone in front of Redmond, tipped in a

cross-ice pass from Dan Yeadon with the

UMass goalie having no chance on the play.

Only fifteen seconds after Spencers marker,

defenseman Joe Hamline picked up a loose

puck in front and beat Redmond through a

screen with a wrist shot to tie it 5-5.

But the incredible turn of events had not

run its course. With 30 seconds left, UMass
attacked one last time, as the hearts of

Williams fans could be heard murmuring. A
rolling puck came back to Jimmy Howes,

who fired a fifty-footer, which was blocked

by the ever-dangerous Harkins, who swept in

over the UMass blue-line leading a three on

one break. With the seconds ticking away he

let a wrist shot go which Redmond blocked

with his left arm, only to have the puck roll

down into the nets with only seven seconds

left in the game, completing the improbable

comeback.

For a goalie who'd played so well, it was a

tragic way for Dana Redmond to lose. For

the rest of the team, now 1-3, they've got to

put the game behind them.

But asking that might be asking too much.

UMass wrestlers host URI
By JOHN BOCK
MDC Sports Staff

The friendly confines of Boyden Gym will be

witness to the battle of New England Wrestling Co-

Champions, Massachusetts and Rhode Island, tonight

at 7:30 p.m.

Last year the Minutemen came from out of the pack

to wrest a share of the title from odds-on favorites

URI. The two teams tied at 139 M points apiece but

UMass crowned four champs while Rhody mustered

two.

The Minutemen return two of the champs while the

Rams come to Amherst with only one. URI outlasted

Boston University 20-11 in a Monday night clash that

saw the match tied at 9 all with four bouts remaining.

URI swept three of the four and tied one against the

same BU team that handed the Minutemen a 31-9

pasting this week.

The Rams seem to be quite strong in the light-

weights. They have former New York State Champ
Rich Applebaum at 118 and he will wrestle UMass'
Peter Sachon. Smooth as silk two-time 126 pound

New England Champ Scott Pucino will be favored

over Minuteman Greg Tallon. At 134 pounds Scott is

joined by brother Frank Pucino, a talented freshman

that gave BU's Sev Popolizio all he could handle

before bowing 9-6. His opponent will be UMass'

defending New England Champ Russell Chateauneuf.

The Minutemen have Tim Fallon at 142 and he will

face Mike Willner, a freshman whose high school

distictions included a New England HS Title. Steve

Jabaut has dropped to 150 for the match and will see

the Rams' Marty Pereira. Co-captain Cliff Blom will

rejoin the line-up tonight at 158 and will wrestle URI's

John Richard, a New England Runner-up at 142 in

1973. The 167 pound bout has UMass' Tom Smith

wrestling freshman Eric Shodel.

The 177 pound class is anchored by Stu Horowitz,

New England champ in 1972 and 1973 and a quarter

finalist in the NCAA's in '73. His UMass opponent is

Bob Spaulding. The Rams have senior Tad Sargent at

190 while frosh Bill Fickert fills in for an injured Tom
O'Connell.

Gymnasts open vs. Boston State

i

This is a scene that the Minutemen wrestlers hope

will prevail tonight when matmen host New England

co champs URI. Clif Blom shown here from meet last

year.

The UMass gymnastic

Minutemen open their 1974-75

season tonite when they travel to

Boston State College to take on

BSC in a dual meet.

Although a lot of minor injuries

are somewhat hampering the

Minutemen coach Tom Dunn said

the team should not have any

trouble with a lessor quality Boston

State squad.

"We don't expect too much
competition against Boston State,"

said Dunn. "What we want to do is

find out what we ourselves have

got."

Coach Dunn plans to go with two

different lineups in each of the

season's first two meets. The
second meet is against Lowell Tech

and that one should also be non-

competitive for the Minutemen.
After that meet and tonite's BSC
meet the best combination will be
put together and that one that will

go against Army when they come
to Amherst a week from Saturday.

That meet will provide the UMass
gymnasts with their first tough
competition of the season.

Tonite coach Dunn plans to go
with Co-captains Roy Johnson and
Bill Brouillet along with Paul Marks
as the all-around performers. His

specialty men will go as follows:

Charley Mall, Tim Beaseley-floor

exercise; Chris Brown, Dave
Kulakoff-pommel horse; Peter

Lusk, Tim Beaseley-rings; Jack
Fabbricante, Jon Brandon-long
horse vaulting; Tim Beaseley, Dave
Kulakoff-parallel bars; John Hake,

Henning Geist-high bar.

"We'll go with this lineup tonite

and then we will make some
changes against Lowell Tech," said

Dunn, "then we will see what is the

best for Army."
FLYING FINISHES - In the

injury department Steve Marks is

out with a broken finger and will

not see action until after semester
break. John Forshay is out with
torn knee cartilage and may be out
for the season. Just as in football

long time players often have beat

up knees, in gymnastics long time

gymnasts often have beat up
shoulders. Such is the case with

seniors Brouillet, Beaseley and
Johnson. Next meet is Tues. Dec.

10 versus Lowell Tech in Boyden at

4:00 p.m.

Wood favors vet student aid
By FRED NOBLES

Staff Reporter

New England residents may soon be able

to attend veterinary school at either Cornell

University or the University of Pennsylvania
following approval and funding of a program
by -New England state legislatures.

UMass President Robert C. Wood said

sixty spaces for New England residents,

tentatively available in September 1975, are

being negotiated with the two schools.

Wood made the statement at a regular

meeting of the Trustees yesterday in the

Campus Center.

In an interview following the Trustees

meeting, Howard White, a spokesman for

the President's office, said "The underlying

issue is whether the state legislature will see

to the funding of the program."

White pointed out that each of the sixty

openings "is going to have a specific price

tag on it." He said each state participating in

the program will have to pay UPenn or

Cornell about $13,000 for each student

accepted into the program.

White said if the program is approved, it

may open the way for "the possibility of

short and long term arrangements" to meet
the needs of Massachusetts residents in-

terested in veterinary school.

The issue of faculty workload was also

discussed at the Board meeting and a motion
was passed that would certify to the

Massachusetts Senate Ways and Means
Committee that UMass at Amherst and
Boston are in compliance with workload

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
TELEPHONE 545 3500

guidelines established by the Board.

The Trustees' action was in response to

the Massachusetts General Court's demand
that UMass comply with recent State

contact hour legislation.

Trustee Frederick Troy, Chairman of the

Faculty and Educational Policy Committee,
said, "The total average workload for

teaching and equivilancy workload at

Amherst is 12.7 hours and at Boston it is 9.4

hours."

Troy went on to say, "The faculty of

Amherst and Boston have been upset by
what they see as an intrusion by the General

Court into their affairs." He expressed his

belief that UMass professors, now and in the

past, have surpassed the minimum workload
guidelines the General Court is enforcing.

The trustees also passed the Capital

Outlay Budget for fiscal year 1976. The
budget includes $7.4 million for renovation

and remodeling. Most of the money will be

spent to remodel Goodell building and
Draper Hall.

turn to page 2
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Staff Photo by J. Martins

SUNLIGHT EXPLODES behind the Southwest tunnel, and an outbound cyclist is momentarily isolated in its qlare.

Ariel present at Universal salespitch
By DOROTHYMULLER

Staff Reporter

Dr. Ariel a professor of exercise science at

UMass claims he never endorsed a com-

mercial product for an exercise machine

company. However, when the company

presented it's salespitch to Boston College

last spring, Ariel came along.

Dr. Ariel states he "never received a

penny" from Universal resilite, a subsidiary

of Whittaker corporation, and manufacturer

of exercise machines, but according to Joe

Daniels, assistant football coach at Boston

College, "Ariel never actually came right out

and said you should buy it (Universal) but it

was obvious he was selling for Universal."

"When a salesman for Universal called us

up I told them that we had already made up

our minds to buy the Nautilus machine,- we
were in the process of buying the Nautilus. I

told him we had had one (Universal machine)

before and we were not impressed.

However, they told us that they had a new

machine, the Centurian."

When the salesman came, Dr. Ariel also

delivered a program of slides "designed to

show the difference between Universal and

Nautilus machines. I can't honestly say he

acted as a salesman but everything in the

presentation pointed to the fact that

Universal was superior to Nautilus."

The day Ariel and the salesman came to

Boston College they also brought along a

Universal machine. They left the machine

there and suggested the school try it out for

six weeks.

Says Daniels, "At the end of that time the

salesman called and asked how we like the

machine. I told him we're sti!! going with

Nautilus."

Ariel is currently jointly pressing a 33

million dollar suit with Universal Resilite, a

subsidiary of Whittaker Corporation against

Florida millionaire, Arthur Jones and
Nautilus.

The Ariel suit comes in response to a paid

advertisement by Jones accusing Ariel of

misrepresentation and Universal of false

advertising. Jones, who owns Nautilus

Corporation, has filed suit against Whittaker

and its subsidiary Universal, for 10 million

dollars. He accuses them of advertising

fraud, libel and slander.

Inflation, expansion,drive State budget

requests up 40 per cent over last year
BOSTON \AP] - Budget requests for the

fiscal year starting in July are more than $1

billion above the current state outlay — a 40

per cent boost to approximately $3.9 billion.

Requests from the state agencies provide

the raw data from which Gov.-elect Michael

S. Dukakis will frame his budget message to

the legislature next month.

In a recent campaign, Dukakis ran on a no-

new-taxes platform but inflation and built-in

expansions without a corresponding increase

in revenue could dampen his enthusiasm.

Dukakis is also considering severs!

hundred million dollars in deficiency requests

for the present fiscal year which will take

priority in legislative action, narrowing
.
the

gap somewhat in budget escalation.

The budget requests, state house sources

indicate, include allowances for the con-

tinuation of services covered in deficiency

pleas.

Costs for welfare - representing more

than $200 million in deficiencies - will

continue to zoom. Welfare Commissioner
' Steven A. Minter has recommended a $1.56

billion appropriation for fiscal 1976, roughly a

half-billion above his current allowance.

The state's 10 cabinet secretaries are

expected to trim requests before the pleas

are moved along. How much they will cut,

however, remains in doub*

One of the secretaries of a major spending

agency seeking a large increase said very

little can be removed from the budget

without reducing mandated public services.

Transportation Secretary Alan Altshuler

has gone through the $137 million sought by

his agencies and reportedly removed only $7

million - 5 per cent. Most of this affected

the Department of Public Works.

The energy crisis is continuing to add to

state costs, a big factor in anticipated deficits

as well as higher requests. Debt service -

repaying of the state's borrowed funds -

will be up more than 10 per cent above the

current appropriation.

INSIDE
ELECTIONS! - Tonight the

Collegian will elect a brand new
Board of Editors. For complete

details see page JO.

WEATHER
Good news for Jane; it ain 't gonna

rain, while the sun is shining and

there's gentle wind. While most

life's below, it ain't gonna snow,

but highs near low thirty will burn

your skin!

WHAT WAS IT? Frank Baker of

333 Puffton correctly identified the

think on yesterday's front page as a

water tower [photo was taken with

a fisheye lens, looking straight up].

Congratulations! And you thought

you'd never win anything.
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Collegian Senate provide exposure

By CINDY ROGERS
Staff Reporter

The Student- Senate last night passed a motion to allow the Senate

referendum to be voted on by the student body next Monday and

Tuesday. The referendum is on whether or not there should be mandatory

dorm living and if a popular election of the SGA president should be held.

• Barely passed was a motion for the Senate to require the Campus
Center Board of Governors (BOG) to hold off further actions for the

proposed Campus Center Bank until the Student Senate and the B.O.G.

review the preliminary findings by the Student Organizing Committee on

the proposed bank.

Also passed was a motion to appropriate $6.00 initial expenses for

charter of a student credit union to the University Federal Credit Union

Association.

The Senate voted to support the December 14 march by the Student

Committee for the National March Against Racism and allocated $500 for

their resources and activities on December 13 and 14.

The motion to allot the Collegian $9,341 for the purchase of production

equipment and $11,200 for the cost of personnel and materials was tabled

because the Finance Committee had not received it for report.

The Student Senate Referendum contains three questions:

1) Do you think there should be a popular election for the office of SGA
President?

2) If there is a popular election, how shall it be financed? Choices given

will be: By an equal allotment form the Student Senate to each candidate;

State may help vets
cont. from p. 1

$3.1 million was also budgeted
for "campus improvements and
necessary relocation of facilities."

This expenditure represents a step

toward the eventual closing of

North Pleasant Street to vehicular

traffic.

The remainder of the Board
meeting was devoted primarily to

issues affecting the UMass Medical

School at Worcester.

President Wood said, "We are

committed to the July 1 opening of

the teaching hospital."

Wood went on to call actions by
the Commission of Higher

Education which are delaying the

procurement of equipment
necessary for the operation of the

new hospital as "irresponsible

acts" that "represent a covert

intrusion into the opening of the

teaching hospital."

The Trustees voted to appoint a

search committee to find a Dean for

the new Med School. Chairman of

the Board of Trustees Joseph Healy

said the person selected will

eventually become Dean and
Chancellor and that the search

committee will be made up of one
student, two laymen and two
Trustees.

'Help the Hungry' reps

continue dorm canvass
Representatives for the "Help the Hungry" campaign are continuing to

canvass their dormitories asking one dollar donations from each student.
The campaign will officially end Sunday night on campus.
The reps will then bring the money to the Collegian office where it will be

counted so that a check may be sent to Oxfam-America which will use the
money for famine relief of those starving overseas.

Commuters who still wish to donate to the fund may do so at the
Collegian business office on the second floor of the Student Union Bldg.

The "dunk-a-thon," in conjunction with the nearby commuters' table,

raised some $300 Monday and Tuesday.
About $100 has been given at the Collegian office.

A complete break-down of all donations will appear in Monday's
Collegian.

UMass will enforce towing
The UMass Department of

Public Safety would like to

remind and forewarn students,

faculty, and other involved

parties, that tow zones on
campus will be strictly en-

forced.

Vehicles parked in tow zones,

fire lanes, and access lanes,

(particularly in the area of the

Southwest parking lot 50), will

be towed, police said.

Correction to yesterday's issue
The news editor goofed. He

erroneously published an old,

outdated story by Judy
Boucher on page one
yesterday. Voters, as Judy had

noted in a newer article, mus\

be only 18 by the date of

election and there's no
residency requirement to vote

in town elections.

by an allotment from an Area Government to the Candidate; by the

candidate him- herself; and various combinations of these three choices;

and
3) Should dormitory living be mandatory for those students now

ineligible for exemptions?

Dorm residents will vote in their dormitories and Commuters will vote in

the Dukes Room in the Student Union, (subject to change.)

It was proposed that the referendum be held off until the beginning of

next semester. Others argued that candidates for SGA president would

have too little time for their campaigns then.
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Groups can gain recognition 2 ways
By BRUCE R. FREDERICK

Staff Correspondent

Any and all RSO and Five College groups
who feel that they could use some
recognition now have two ways to get it.

First of all, the Collegian, with the aid of

the Student Senate Communications
Committee, will publish a two page sup-
plement at the start of the next semester.

This supplement will list and describe the

activities of any group submitting a short,

typewritten, double-spaced description.

The description should include:

1) The official name of the group;

estimated number of members; and the

names, addresses, and phone numbers of

the principle leaders.

2) Sources and amount of funding, and

membership dues (if any).

3) Examples of specific activities.

4) Customary meeting times and places.

5) Signature and phone number of the

chief coordinator.

These descriptions should be deposited in

the Communications Committee mail box,

located in the Student Senate office, by

December 21.

The SSCC also provides a press release

service throughout the rest of the year for

any organization that would like coverage for

specific events or activities. The Committee
will take information concerning the activity

and write it up into a neVvs article for the

Collegian, WMUA and-or any other media
outlet which may be appropriate. To take

advantage of this service, a representative

for the organization should come to the

SSCC office, located in Rm. 415 of the
Student Union.

The Committee would also like to remind
students of its Grievance Board service. Any
non-academic complaints or problems with

the University should be deposited in the

Bitch Box located in the lobby of the Student
Union. Complaints may also be brought in

person to the SSCC office. Problems of an
academic nature should be reported directly

to Ombudsman Jay Savareid in Rm. 919
Campus Center.

The SSCC strongly encourages groups
and students to take advantage of these

services

Next semester, the Committee is starting a

publicity campaign to encourage students to

take an active part in student government, to

be aware of current issues, and to have a say
in their life at the University. Any person who
would like to work on this, or any other facet

of the SSCC is welcome to join the Com-
mittee.

Frat Managers
Board holds

first meeting
By TONYBATTISTA

Staff Reporter
The Board of Directors of the Fraternity Managers

Association (FMA) held its first meeting Tuesday at 3
p.m. in the Fraternity Managers Association office.

According to its constitution, FMA is designed to

"promote and maintain a high degree of financial

competance in the policies and operations of social

fraternities and sororities at UMass."

The constitution also states, "the corporate
powers, property and affairs of FMA shall be exer-
cised, conducted, and controlled through the Board
of Directors".

According to Rob Hopkins, a member of the Board
of Directors, the board has control over FMA. "The
students tell us what they want and we in turn bring it

to Joe Sexton, who is in charge of FMA", Hopkins
said.

The Board of Directors is comprised of six un-

dergraduates, four alumnae, and Joe Sexton and Ed
Bowe who are the advisors.

Ray Schow, the President of Delta Chi fraternity,

was elected chairman. Tim Mackie, an alumnus, was

elected vice-chairman. Steve Falconer, treasurer of

Delta Chi, was elected secretary-treasurer.

Plans were made at this meeting to update the FMA
constitution. The current one was drawn up in 1960.

The board also discussed the relationship of FMA
with the Greek Council. It was agreed that FMA
should be a separate entity since not all houses which

belong to FMA also belong to Greek Council.

The possibility of conducting meetings between the

businesses which deal with FMA and the treasurers

and kitchen stewards of each of the houses was also

discussed. The purpose of these meetings would be

to discuss new products which the houses might be

interested in.

The next meeting will be held January 30, 1975 at 7

p.m.

Other events coming up in the Greek Area include a

"gripe session" to be held at 7 p.m. today at Phi Mu
Delta. At this session, anyone with a gripe about

Greek Council or the Greek Area as a whole can be

heard.

This meeting is a follow-up to one held at Sigma

Kappa sorority where people aired their gripes

concerning Greek Council. At this meeting Rob

Hopkins, former president of Phi Mu Delta, charged

the Greek Council with not meeting the needs of all

Greeks.

It is hoped that some action can be taken on the

gripes aired at this meeting before intersession.

Tonight at 9, the Greek Council will sponsor a

Christmas party at the Quonset Club. Admission will

be by the special stickers distributed to all Greeks

which should be attached to the back of your ID card.

Music will be provided by Fate.

Joe Kos entertained friends, strangers, and
stragglers with his art of cooking in the Student Union
Art Gallery last Tuesday with a cabbage and kielbasa

supper.
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Ombudsman
slices through

UMass red tape
By MARA KLEIN
Staff Reporter

Situated in an office high in the Campus Center is a

man who can help solve many of the bureaucratic

problems at UMass. Jay Severeid, the University

Ombudsman sees himself as a "grievance man",
someone to respond to the UMass community when
regular channels don't work.

Although he is a faculty member, he seeks to help
people with problems against the University or a
UMass agency. This service is available to all un-
dergraduate and graduate students, faculty and
administrative staff. He said graduate students should
have more need for the Ombudsman's services, since
they have less options open to them than the un-

dergrad does.

If he finds merit a student's problem, he functions

as an advocate, by trying to get the best possible

hearing.

Many of the residential areas have Ombudsmen
who work with Severeid in a voluntary capacity. They
deal with the matters brought before them, if they feel

they can help. If they can't help you they'll send you
to someone who can.

As in past years the most prevalent problems are

housing assignments, off campus housing and
financial aid. These problems seem to persist over the

years. At the present time Severeid's assistant Phyllis

Foster is working with the administration to resolve

the forced dorm living policy. Other problems which
have recently come up are that professors are

scheduling exams before finals, thereby creating an
overload of exams during the last week of classes.

Another problem concerned a female student who
was propositioned by one of her male instructors.

Plagiarism is another problem handled by the Om-
budsman's office. Two cases involving academic

grievances now under .eview are the Journalistic

Studies controversy and the Fashion Merchandising

problem. Both of these situations concern retroactive

policy and departmental requirements.

A graduate of Northwestern University and Cornell

University, Severeid has been a member of the

Communication Studies department for eighteen

years. For the past two and a half years he has been

the University Ombudsman, succeeding Prof.

Ellsworth Barnard.

The Ombudsman serves a two year term, but he

can be reappointed once. The appointment is made
by the President of the University upon a recom-

mendation of a selection committee comprised of

three faculty members, two undergraduate students

and one graduate student. Since he is appointed by a

varied committe, with no political pressure, so that he

can act as an independent agent for anyone he feels

has been treated unfairly„by the University.

Jay Severeid is someone that UMie's should know

about and feel free to talk to.

Current Goya exhibit highlights New England's Latin scene

sponsored by the Program Coundl& the AsOT^rrwriccrStutlenlsAssocirjttn

By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA
Staff Reporter

GOYA EXHIBITION

BOSTON'S FINE ART MUSEUM is

showing an exhibition of the famous Spanish

painter Francisco Goya. The exhibition that

started Nov. 25 will be closed on Dec. 29.

The paintings are from the period of 1800-

1820.

DOMINICAN REPUBLICAN SEEKING TO

INCREASE TOURISM
Pedro Morales Troncoso, director of the

Tourism Department of the Dominican

Republic, had been visiting the Eastern

United States, from Florida to Boston, in an

effort of that country to increase U.S. in-

terest in their tourism industry.

According to Morales Troncoso the effort

is to create an awareness among Americans

and U.S. Spanish Speaking that life in

Dominican Republic is not as presented by

political adversaries and the American press.

According to Morales Troncoso the

present government had created more
hospitals, schools and employment op-

portunities. He expressed hope that the

Dominican students in United States, when
they returned to their homeland could

proudly said "Tengo una Patria.'

LATIN SOUL
The 'America Theater' in Boston

presented this past Sunday, two of the best

exponents of the Puerto Rican folkloric

music, Odilio Gonzalez, 'el Jibarito de Lares',

and Ms. Ernestine Reyes, 'La Calandria'.

Henry Moran, a TV comedian from Peru,

also appeared. Some of the new Technicolor

movies filmed in the Republic of Colombia

were also shown.

FELICIANO IN BOSTON
Jose Feliciano, the singer of the Two

Americas was presented this past week in

the Boston Symphony Hall.
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Prosecutor charges

Nixon offered $300,000 to Haldeman, Ehrlichman
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The

prosecution charged yesterday that

President Richard M. Nixon offered

H. R. Haldeman and John D.

Ehrlichman up to $300,000 legal

expense money if Watergate cover-

up revelations forced them to

resign their White House posts.

Cross-examining defendant
Haldeman at the cover-up trial,

assistant prosecutor Richard Ben-

Veniste said tapes of an April 17,

1973, meeting among Nixon and his

two top aides showed they were
"all in together and the President

was willing to provide money if they

needed it."

Acknowledging defense ob-

jections, Judge John J. Sirica

eventually instructed the jury to

regard Ben-Veniste's remarks as

argument and not evidence, but not

before the prosecutor had gotten

his allegation into the record.

"Is it not a fact," Ben-Veniste

asked Haleman, "that in the

conversation with President Nixon,

President Nixon told you that there

was funds available in cash to be
made after you leave the White
House for your benefit and ex-

pense-$220,000 to $300,000 from
persons who received favored

Albert suggests that Mills' term

as Committee Chairman is over
WASHINGTON [AP] - House

Speaker Carl B. Albert indicated

yesterday he believes that
hospitalized Rep. Wilbur D. Mills'

tenure as chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee is

over.

Albert, L kla., was asked at a

news conference if he assumed
that Mills would not be chairman if

he returns to Congress.
"I think that's a pretty accurate

statement," he said, but indicated

the problem of selecting the
committee chairman for the 94th
Congress would be treated
gingerly.

"We don't want to hurt a man
who has done so much for

Congress for 36 years," he said.

"He has a great record. He is one of

the greatest congressmen of our

Boland hits Mills

SPRINGFIELD AP - U.S. Rep.

Edward P. Boland said yesterday he

wants to see Rep. Wilbur D. Mills

replaced as chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee.

Boland, D-Mass., did not refer

specifically to Mills' involvement

with striptease dancer Fanne Foxe,

but instead criticized his behavior in

a general way.

"His repeated public actions raise

the possibility in my mind that some
untoward influence might be
exerted on him or his legislative

actions. It could be injurious to the

nation," Boland said.

generation but he is a sick man."
Rep. Al Ullman, D-Ore., the

committee's acting chairman and
Mills' most probable successor,'

said: "He is a very sick man and I

think the odds are that he will not

be" able to continue.

Democratic colleagues of Mills,

65, have said they don't think he

will remain in Congress if he loses

the position that has given him
wide-ranging powers over the

nation's tax, Social Security, and
health insurance legislation. Mills

has been chairman of the com-

mittee since 1958 and a member of

the House since 1939.

Meanwhile, Annabel Battistella,

the stripper who ran from Mills' car

and into the Tidal Basin last Oct. 7,

said she hoped to visit the ailing

congressman at the Bethesda
Naval Medical Center. She left her

New York hotel yesterday af-

ternoon but her destination was not

disclosed.

Mills' illness was not diagnosed,
but the hospital reported he was in

satisfactory condition.

Sources say miners

accept new contract
CHARLESTON, W.Va. [UPI] -

The nation's striking miners have
ratified a proposed contract with

soft coal producers to end a 23-day
walkout which threatened to

worsen the nation's economic
woes, a union source said

yesterday.

"It definitely has passed," the

source said. "They are already

celebrating in Washington."
The source, who declined to be

identified, said the vote in UMW
districts across the country was
running 56 per cent in favor of the

pact. The only exception was in

southern West Virginia's District 29
where "just a dribble" of returns

had come into union headquarters

in Washington.
"Even if all of District 29 votes

against it, it is still passed," the

source said. He predicted the final

margin of approval would range

from 53 to 60 per cent.

Results of the balloting, which
ended at 8 p.m. local time last night

for the 22 UMW districts, were to

be announced Thursday by UMW
President Arnold Miller at an 11

a.m. news conference in

Washington.

However, even with ratification it

probably would be Monday at the

earliest before mines could resume
full production.
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treatment over the years?"

Before Haldeman could answer,

Sirica asked Ben-Vensite what the

"materiality" of his question was.

"This tends to show that Mr.

Nixon, Ehrlichman and Haldeman
were all talking about what their

strategy would be - what their line

would be and Mr. Haldeman went

up and testified falsely before the

Select Senate Watergate Com-
mittee," Ben-Veniste said.

"They were ail in together and

the President was willing to provide

money if they needed it," Ben-

Veniste said.

Haldeman and Ehrlichman, two
of the five defendants at the cover-

up trial, did resign from the White
House staff about two weeks after

the April 17 conversation, at a time

when the cover-up was collapsing

because of John W. Dean's

cooperation with investigators.

Nixon fired Dean at the same time.

Defense lawyers said Ehrlichman

had refused Nixon's money offer

and Haldeman, when finally

allowed to respond, said he did too.

"It seems to me e highly un-
savory connotation has been put
upon it in the way it has been
raised," he said.

Ben-Veniste also introduced
previously unpublished tape
transcripts which recorded Nixon's
early reactions to the news Dean
had begun to cooperate with
Watergate investigators.

In the transcript of a Nixon-

Haldeman talk on April 24, 1973,

Nixon said:

"Well, I think he's out to save

himself if he'll, he's gonna play

every card that he can, and uh, a

desperate man he may wanna bring

the president down too, but in this

case then, Bob, there's no, no other

choice, it's to fight, to fight like hell.

This is an evil man, you know."
"My own belief at this point is

that," Nixon said, "that we just

gotta stand goddamn firm today,

tomorrow, Friday, the weekend."
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A Pioneer Stereo
Show

The Pioneer Stereo Company

is coming to Hamden Dining

Commons in Southwest

Saturday, December 7 from

12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

They will have all the

equipment needed to test your

stereo components free of

charge. Free refreshments will

be served. See you "Saturday.

Gtech hifi]
Quality Components at the Right PrHmm^

259 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610

186 Main St. Northampton 586-2552

Hartford students #
plan campus fasts w

HARTFORD, Conn [UPI] - A
hunger banquet in Hamden and a

fast by students in the Hartford

area planned for today represent a

growing movement across the

state to help feed the hungry
people of the world.

About half of the student body at

Trinity College will take part today
in a campus wide fast to raise

money to feed hungry people in

America and overseas.

Trinity Hunger Action Project, a

student group, said about 800
persons have signed a pledge to go
without at least one meal.

the Rev. William Sloane Coffin

Jr., Yale University chaplain, will

address the participants today at 4
p.m. in the Life Sciences
Auditorium at Trinity.

Coffin started a similar program
that was launched last month at

Yale.

The Trinity sponsors said Sage
Foods Inc., director of the meal

plan at the school, has promised to

contribute a large portion of the

cost of the unused meals to the

project.

The Horace Bushnell

Congregational Church Pantry, an

emergency relief agency, will

receive 75 per cent of the con-

tributions and the rest will go to

Oxfam America, a relief

organization for famine victims.

Padre Humberto Almazon of

Cromwell, known as the movie
priest, will speak at a Hunger
Banquet where the main course will

consist of rice and tea.

An international movie star of the

1950s who has played opposite

Ingrid Bergman, Sophia Loren,

Anna Magnani, and Jeanne
Moreau, he is currently featured in

two movies to be released soon
starring Ernest Borgnine. By
coincidence, the banquet will be
held in Hamden where Borgnine

was born in 1917.

Scheduled for 8 p.m., at St.

Rita's Church, it is sponsored by
the Marriage and Family Apostolate
of the Archdiocese of Hartford to

dramatize the "reality of the

nutritional inequities in the world."

The Apostolate says the rice and
.tea menu represents "what most of

the world might be served as a

meal."

Yale's undergraduate orchestra

will hold a concert Friday

"dedicated to a world without

artificial boundaries and without

hunger.

Han Hsu, Deputy Director off the Peoples' Republic off China Liaison Office in

Washington waves as he ushers David Rockefeller/ chairman off the Chase
Manhattan Bank.' China hosted a luncheon for Rockefeller.

US requests Canada
to keep sending oil nation and world
WASHINGTON [UP/] - The

White House said yesterday the

United States still is importing more
oil than it should and appealed to

Canada to continue its present level

of shipments in case other foreign

sources should dry up. Before

President Ford met with visiting

Canadian Premier Pierre Trudeau,

press secretary Ron Nessen said

the administration hopes Canada
will change its mind and at least

Logs?THg?
Powers?
Rockwell has
IheAnsver.

fg| *****«»
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agree to a more gentle phase out of

the crude oil now especially vital to

the American Midwest.

Canada announced plans on
Nov. 22 to cut its oil exports to the

United States starting Jan. 1 from

900,000 barrels a day to 800,000

with a view to ending all exports by

1982.

"The United States is disap-

pointed to learn the Canadian
government does plan to shut

down production of some of the oil

and reduce its supplies to the

United States more rapidly than

was suggested by Canada's
National Energy Board," Nessen
said.

He said the phasing out period

was nncessary so that the U.S.

Midwest, chief users of Canadian
crude oil in this country, could

secure new supplies and processing

facilities.

However, speaking of all in-

ternational suppliers of petroleum

to America Nessen said, "Progress

toward reducing oil imports has not

been as satisfactory as the

President hoped for." He gave no
figures.

Nessen also reaffirmed President

Ford's often- repeated opposition to

raising the gasoline tax to reduce

consumption.

House bans busing
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The

House voted 212 to 176 yesterday

to accept a House- Senate com-
promise which could effectively

ban the busing of school children to

achieve racial desegregation.

The amendment, attached to a

supplemental appropriations

measure providing in part for the

funding of the Health, Education

and Welfare Department, would
prohibit any of the $5.8 billion for

HEW over next two years to be

used to classify or assign students

or teachers by race, sex or religion.

Vets funds sought
WASHINGTON [UPI]

President Ford asked Congress

yesterday for $813.7 million to

finance the Gl Bill it passed over his

veto, telling the lawmakers their

action will cost the nation an extra

half billion dollars.

Ford presented the supplemental

appropriation request 24 hours after

the House and Senate voted

overwhelmingly to override his veto

of legislation boosting education

benefits for Vietnam-era GIs by

about 23 per cent.

Power unit backed
boston [upi\ - supporters of Food stamps attacked

an initiative petition calling for

creation of a Massachusetts Public

Power Authority yesterday filed an

estimated 90,000 certified

signatures with the secretary of

state.

The proposal, sponsored by U.S.

Rep. Michael J. Harrington, D-

Mass., and co-signed by a number

of state leaders and consumer

advocates, calls for creation of a

state authority to build and operate

all new power plants in the state.

61R Advanced Slide Rule
Electronic Calculator.

% Qo95
The Answer. 8"

The Rockwell 61 R Advanced Slide Rule

can handle trigonometric, inverse trigono-

metric, logarithmic and inverse logarithmic

functions. But that's not all. This easy-to-

operate electronic calculator computes

roots, powers, reciprocals, squares, sum of

the squares and more. All this plus a full

accumulating memory.

%

University= STORE
'CAA»^OS CENTER^

open Wed, nite til 8

More Service This Fall

Peter Pan Takes You

Fast And Frequently

RIGHT FROM

The University Campus

TO BOSTON
Na tick— Worcester— Springfield

ALSO TO NEW YORK
Hartford— Albany— All Points

with New Service Direct to

Hyannis and Cape Cod

New hourly service departs 7 a.m. thru 5 p.m., plus extra evening

service. Natick and Boston non-stop trips every weekend.

For Tickets And Information Contact

PETER PAN BUS LINES

Campus Center Hotel

Univ. of Mass.
Tel. 545-2006

(If no answer tel. 549*000)

CHARTER BUSES AVAILABLE TO ALL
DESTINATIONS

WASHINGTON [UPI] - The
Agriculture Department yesterday

took the first formal step toward
reducing food Gtamp benefits for

many needy families March 1

despite warnings that the move will

face a strong challenge from critics

in Congress.

Department officials announced

that a formal proposal to raise the

amount of cash which poor people

pay for food stamps will be

published Friday. They said public

comment on the proposal will be

accepted until Dec. 27.

Plane crashes
AMSTERDAM [AP] - A Dutch

charter plane with 191 persons

aboard crashed in the central

highlands of Sri Lanka, the Mar-

tmair company announced last

night. The company said it was
carrying Indonesian Moslems on a

pilgrimage to Mecca.

PHI DELTA THETA

on campus!

Phi Delta Theta
Fraternity, an in-

ternational social
fraternity, has been

selected to begin a chapter

on the UMass campus.
B

An organizationa I

meeting (informal) will be
held in the Campus Center
on Thursday, Dec. 5, from
7:30-8:00 p.m. for the
purpose of familiarizing

students about the Phi

Delta Theta Fraternity.

.Interested un-
dergraduates are asked to

contact Cary R. Buxton,

Campus Center, Room 505

for additional information.
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Report released on Maine Indians

Maine legislators mock Indian describing injustice
AUGUSTA, Maine [AP] - A

Passamaquoddy Indian chief, more
fluent in his native tongue than in

English, was mocked when he tried

in a faltering voice to tell a state

legislative committee of social

injustice.

"I understood what he said, and I

believe that most of those people
also understood what he wanted to

say, but they didn't make any
attempt to understand, they
laughed."

That testimony came from
Robert Newell, a former tribal

councilor of the Passamaquoddies,
and is contained in a report on

Maine Indians released yesterday
by the Maine Advisory Committee
to the U.S. Civil Rights Com-
mission.

Newell said there exists a great

frustration among Indian leaders

who are more fluent in Indian than
in English.

Elaborating on that incident in

which his chief spoke to the
legislative committee, he said:

"I saw these people, I saw two
people elected to this legislature,

one person nudge another person
and sort of smile or laugh at this

person who was trying to express
himself, trying to relate Indian

Dukakis hints at cuts
in state spending
BOSTON [AP] - Gov.-elect

Michael S. Dukakis said yesterday a
"meat cl ver" cut in state
government programs might be the
only alternative to a budget deficit

that would otherwise require new
taxes.

At an informal news briefing the
governor-elect said despite the
$300 million deficit now being run
by state agencies, he is still

committed to a campaign pledge of
no new state taxes "if humanly
possible."

Dukakis said that starting soon

M.V.S.E.

Valine Prof lie

•OW JONES AVERAGE
30 ladistruls

his fiscal officials will begin
studying where cuts in state

programs can be made without
eliminating social services.

He also said he is committed to a

fiscal 1976 state budget which
limits stage agencies to present

appropriations if possible.

Dukakis said it would be two to

three months before he knows
where cuts can be made and that

he does not know if the reductions
can stave off a deficit.

He suggested that one possibility

would be to reduce the state

general relief rolls which are fully

financed by Massachusetts, by
moving recipients more quickly into

welfare programs that are 50 per

cent reimbursed by the federal

government.

Dukakis said that there will be "a
serious slowdown in the growth of

social services, not cut-

backs.. .There will be some tem-
porary contractions in the next 12

to 18 months in some program
areas."

problems to the people."

The committee, which spent

more than a year collecting such
testimony from Maine Indians,

noted that the tribes have produced
many forceful and articulate

spokesmen, but "it is clear that

Indian voices are not being heard."

The 108-page report is filled with

testimony of injustices,

discrimination and humiliations
experienced by Maine Indians. It

points to "a long and tiresome

struggle against the insensitivity of

agencies and the callousness of

men in power."
The committee also noted the

unique problem experienced by
Maine's estimated 4,000 Indians in

being classified "state Indians,"

which denies them federal benefits.

"The dilemma of Maine Indians is

worse than that of many other

Indians, because even though

Maine Indians experience problems
identical to those of other Indians,

the federal government has
systematically denied Maine In-

dians the protection and services

which it provides other Indians.

State services to Maine Indians are

inadequate and applied unevenly.

Consequently, they are left to

struggle with other for non-Indian

programs which are limited," the

report said.

One such area was Indian school

programs that were obtained by
non-Indians without the knowledge
or consent of the Indian school

boards involved.

Mary Altvater, head of the

Pleasant Point Passamaquoddy
School Board, told the committee:
"Maybe our proposals would not

be as eloquent or as good; they

might not conform to.. .the rigid

standards that they ask, but it

would be our proposal and it would
be our program... if you are not

learning your culture you have no
basis to be proud of your heritage."

A large section of the report

focused on the Indians' long battle

for tribal autonomy and self-

determination. Testimony of that

struggle was given by Richard

Hamilton, the Penobscot tribal

director of a cultural program at

Indian Island in Old Town.

"Since the Anglo-European
invasion, Maine Indians have been
subject to continuous and
unremitting social and economic
injustices."

What?
Sip Bacardi

before
you mix it?

Sure. It's surprisingly
dry, not sweet. Light-

bodied, not heavy.
Delightfully smooth.
And so good mixed,
it's got to be good
unmixed, right?

Try it.

BACARDI rum.
1174 BACARDI IMPORT -

., INC .

MIAMI, FLA. RUM 80 PROPf
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These horses at Tilson farm would probably prefer a little summer sun to the winter

breeze that was blowing yesterday here in Amherst.

Exchange program offers low-cost study abroad
UMass and other Valley students

have the opportunity of a cultural

and academic alternative to that of

the United States by participating

in one of the international exchange
programs. While in attendance at

the following foreign institution,

students earn a year's academic
credit toward their home degree at

little extra cost beyond that of an

equivalent time period on the

Amherst campus.
The tour of options open to

juniors and seniors with at least a

3.0 cumulative average begins in

Great Britain. In England, UMass
has linked up with the Universities

of Keele, Lancaster, East Anglia,

Northeast London Polytechnic, and

Sussex. With the exception of

Northeast London Polytechnic

located in the city of London, these

schools are situated throughout

England in more rural settings yet

accessible to larger and more urban

areas by reasonable and frequent

public transportation systems.

Students are housed in either
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Now On Sale

Now There's A Difference At Mt. Sugarloaf!

Court-appointed management with resident manager.
GUARANTEED security deposits held in an interest bearing escrow

account.
ONLY one month security deposit required with 4 month or more
lease.
Located on FREE UMass bus line.

Dishwasher, self-cleaning range, disposal, air-condit'oner, and
plenty of closet space.

Two bedrooms at $220 - ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED.
Conveniently located on Rte. 47 off Rte. 116.

Call 665 3856 ... or take the free bus.
Rent now and savel Rent an apartment for second semester and

get $26.00 off your first month's rentl

Take A Few Minutes To See The Difference!

univerisity residence halls or flats,

and fully integrated into the

structure of the host university.

UMies will carry a full course load

and earn 30-32 credits. The cost

should not exceed that of one vear

at the Amherst campus, excluding

air fare.

Students can also consider the

University of Stirling in Scotland or

the University College Dublin in

Ireland. Stirling is especially strong

in history and sociology and Dublin

in Philosophy, Literature and Celtic

Studies. These programs also grant

a year's academic credit at no extra

cost beyond that of international air

fare.

The University of Helsinki,

located in Finland's capital, is ideal

for the student of Scandinavian or

Russian studies. Its location offers a

unique opportunity for travel

throughout Europe and Russia. A
knowledge of Finnish is recom-

mended but not required as course

and examinations in English are

given. Students live in university

accomodations.

FIRST LINE MERCHANDISE!

BANKAMERICARD

MASTERCHARGE

This sale ends Dec. 7, 1974

iiu Pitches.
Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.

TRIMS,
The very special way to remember . . .

UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

Open Wed. Nite til 8.

Moving south and into another

continent, the University of Lagos

exchange in Nigeria is an im-

pressive program for students of

African Studies or for persons

interested in African culture but

with majors in the Arts, Social

Sciences and Natural Sciences.

Lagos is located in Lagos, Nigeria,

the capital city with a population of

665,000 and the judicial, com-

mercial, industrial and international

center of that country. Here too

students are fully integrated into

the greater University body and

housed in its residence halls. After

the cost of air travel, the year

should not exceed by more than

$200 that of one at the Amherst

campus.
There is also room for a

Massachusetts student at the

University of Sydney in Australia.

The University of Sydney has

opened its faculties of Arts, Social

Sciences, and Science to qualified

applicants. Accomodations for on

or off-campus housing can be

contracted for the year in Australia.

Students who want to spend the

year a bit closer to home can

consider the University of Victoria

in British Columbia and the

University of the West Indies in

Jamaica. The University of Victoria

is located in the outskirts of .Vic-

toria, the capital city of British

Columbia, at the southeast tip of

Vancouver Island.

The temperature is mild and it

hardly has snow in the wir.ter, the

city's atmosphere is Brit-sh-like,

and former participants In this

exchange have remarked on the

subtle yet numerous differences

between life and the university in

the United States and Canada. A
variety of courses are offered in the

faculties of Arts and Sciences,

Education and Fine Arts.

The University of the West In-

dies' Mona campus, the largest of

this University's sites, is located

seven miles from Kingstown, the

capital of Jamaica. There are

faculties of Arts, Education, Natural

Sciences, and Social Sciences. The

University is equipped with

residential facilities for foreign

students.

Applications for the University of

Sydney must be completed by

January 6. All other applications

must by in by February 14. Ap-

plication forms are available at the

International Programs Office in

239 Whitmore.

The shoe that works
with your body.

This shoe is

different from any
shoe you've ever
worn. It's the

EARTH* negative

heel shoe. The shoe
designed to work in

harmony with your
entire body.

The heel of the

Earth" shoe is

actually lower than

the toe. This allows

you to walk natu-

rally. Like when you

walk barefoot in

sand or soft earth

**W,SM«.>

P"- 9k If *

and your heel sinks

down lower than
your toes.

The entire sole

of the Earth shoe is

molded in a very

special way. This

allows you to walk
in a gentle rolling

motion. And to walk
easily and comfort-

ably on the hard
jarring cement of

our cities.

But remember,
just because a shoe

looks like ours

doesn't mean it

works like ours. So

to be sure you're

getting the Earth
brand shoe, look on
the sole for our
Earth trademark
and U.S. Patent
#3305947.

Your body will

thank you.

Shoes, sandals,

sabots and boots for

men and women.
From $23.50 to

S42.50.
'EARTH is ii registered

trademark of Ku!s+
Systewet, Inc.

I
1974 Kaht

Systemet, Inc.

2M North I'lrsisanl SI

XmhiTsi. Mm.MM
1 413) I9S-S9II
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Amherst Store Hours Hratile Arcade

Mon. - Sat. 10 5:30; Fri. 11 to 7 Cambridge. Mas*.
• K17 > 4<C-t>tMW
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Recommends new assistance system

Congressional study proposes

welfare programs be scrapped
WASHINGTON \AP) - A three-

year congressional study recom-

mends ending most public welfare

programs, including food stamps,

in favor of tax credits, new sub-

sistence allowances and work

incentives.

The study, released Wednesday
by Rep. Martha W. Griffiths, D-

Mich.', also calls for an end to state

control of welfare programs in favor

of a federally administered system

that would be run by the Internal

Revenue System.

"Let's junk the whole thing; it's

impossible," Mrs. Griffiths said at a

news conference at which the new
proposal was released. She said she

was introducing a bill Thursday for

the new system.

At the sam^ *ime, the Agriculture

Department v.nounced proposed

new regulations to force poor

people to spend more for food

stamps. The higher cost of food

stamps would save the government

at least $645 million a year, the

department estimated.

Under the plan, families would

pay 30 per cent of their net monthly

income beginning next March 1 to

receive food stamps. Currently, the

cost averages about 23 per cent.

The nation's 14.7 million food

stamp recipients presently pay

about $2.5 billion for approximately

$6.5 billion worth of coupons.

The welfare report, prepared by

the subcommittee on fiscal policy

of the Joint Economic Committee,

recommended a system of tax

credits of $225 a person to replace

the current personal exemption of

$750 a person on federal income

taxes, and a subsistence allowance

to poor families and individuals that

would be reduced by 50 cents for

every dollar earned by recipients.

Mrs. Griffiths said the total value

of grants and tax credits would

come to $3,600 for a penniless

family of four with two adults and

$3,000 for a family of four with one

adult.

She said the new program would

cost the federal government $157.4

billion annually, compared with the

estimated $142 billion being spent

in the current 1974-75 fiscal year on

social service programs such as

welfare, health, education and

Social Security. The current federal

budget totals slightly over $300

billion.

The report recommends
beginning the new program in 1977

but says that it could be phased in

beginning this fiscal year. Mrs.

Griffiths said it could be financed by

a normal growth in tax revenues.

Existing programs of aid to

families with dependent children

and food stamps would be

scrapped under the proposal, but

the supplemental security income

program for the aged, blind and

disabled would continue.
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Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Ml. Farms Mall

Which
Bacardi

for screw-
drivers?

Bacardi light

rum's subtle
flavor won't
overpower or
get lost in

Screwdrivers,
Bloody Marys,

Martinis or tonic.

Just use it like gin

or vodka.

BACARDUrum.
The mixable one.

ister..OTin'
Mechanical

Pen set

16 Main St./256-0325

MILLER'S

BEER
12 oz. Cans

$E89

RE AL
SANGRIA

33.8 oz. Bottle

Case

Paul Mosson

Cabernet
Four Seasons

BLENDED
Sauvignonl WHISKEY

86 Proof

V2 Gal.

49 $

Tango

TEQUILA
SUNRISE

GENESSEE
BEER
12 OZ. N.R.

Labatt's Canadian

BEER & ALE
11 V2 OZ. N.R.

Riccardi

ASTI
SPUMANTI

24 oz. Bottle

Wine Paradise Of The Valley

Continuing Education

ffers 40-course fare

for Winter Session
A series of over 40 courses, specifically designed to meet the

educational and leisure time heeds of Amherst and surrounding com-
munities, is offered by the Division of Continuing Education here this

January.

Winter Session 1975 gives participants the chance to learn a new skill, to

broaden their knowledge, and to meet new friends with common interests,

through mini-courses that meet anywhere from once, to once a week,
during the four-week January session at various times during the day or

evening.

A sampling of courses: Massachusetts Taxation, designed to educate
people regarding laws and the preparation of their own tax forms; Home
Instructional Skills for Parents, an introduction to techniques that will

enable parents to assist children with homework and study skills; Chapter
766, designed to acquaint people with the recently implemented legislation

concerning the education of children with special needs; Cancer Early

Detection Means Early Prevention, a series of three workshops offered in

cooperation with the American Cancer Society; and Real Estate Clinic,

designed to educate the novice home buyer.

Also: Basic Auto Mechanics, Practical Carpentry, Serf-Helf Workshops
for Women, The Role of Exercise in Health and Fitness, Stop Smoking
Clinic, Weaving, Photography, and many more.
Winter Session 1975 runs from January 6 to 31 and registration can be

done by mail or by stopping by at the Continuing Education office on
campus. Courses are open to the general public. Moat classes will have
limited enrollment, so early registration is encouraged.

Further information, a catalog, and registration materials are available

from the Division of Continuing Education, 205 Hills House North, UMass,
Amherst 01002, 545-0905.

\Summer Counseling Program

\accepting student applications
Applications are now being

I accepted for student group leader

positions in the 1975-Summer
Counseling Program. The program
will operate from June 3, through

Bacardi
light rum

lor

what?

Enjoy it in Daiquiris

and Bacardi Cocktails.

And use it like gin or

vodka in Martinis,

Screwdrivers,

Bloody Marys,
tonic, bitter lemon.

BACARDIsrum.
The mixable one.

&V.A.RDI

, 1972 BACARDI IMPORTS, INC

AMI, FLA*, RUM 60 PROOF.

July 31, 1975. Ten sessions for fall

entering freshmen will be held,

along with five transfer programs.

Training sessions for the thirty

selected counselors will be held

during the latter part of the spring

semester and the week of June 3

through June 6. All positions

require residence in an assigned

residence hall and meals in the

dining hall for the nine-week period.

Summer counseling positions

require full time participation.

Summer school courses cannot be

taken.

Qualifications for counselor

positions include successful work
experience, a positive attitude

toward University life, knowledge
regarding academic course
planning, high energy levels, a

willingness to accept job per-

formance standards and to attend

the spring training sessions.

Interested and qualified students

may obtain an application from the

Student Development Center, 102

Berkshire House. Applications must
be returned on or before February

7, 1975. Selections will be an-

nounced during spring break.

Television Tonight
6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

THE BLACK EXPERIENCE (24)

MOVIE "Hell To Eternity." 127)

BEWITCHED 138)

ZOOM I (57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7.00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "The
Return of Edwin Carp." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

READY OR NOT (24)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Gerry

Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

UNTOUCHABLE (56)

WOMAN (57)

7:30 SECRETS OF THE DEEP "Under
The South Sees." (3)

$25,000 PYRAMID (8)

THAT GOOD OLE NASHVILLE
MUSIC (18)

HAL STANTON PRESENTS "Horn
Blows At Midnight". Starring Jack
Benny (22)

HANUKKAH (24)

THE NEW TREASURE HUNT
Geoff Edwards, host )30)

DRAGNET (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 THE WALTONS "The Depar-

ture." (3)

SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO
TOWN (8) (40)

CHURCH WITH A VISION (18)

BILLY GRAHAMS 25TH AN-
NIVERSARY CELEBRATION (22)

THE AY IT WAS (24) (571

NASHVILLE AT THE GARDENS
(27)

SIERRA "Giant." (30)

DEALER S CHOICE (56)

8:30 ONE REACH ONE (18)

RELIGIOUS AMERICA "Kun-
dalini." \24\ [57]

DINAH! 156)

9:00 CBS SPECIAL: AMERICAN
PARADE "The General." (3)

THE STREETS OF SAN FRAN-
CISCO "License To Kill." (8) (40)

WORLD FOOTBALL BOWL (18)

IRONSIDE (22) (30)

A SOLDIER'S TALE (24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

SOUL I (57)

9:30 PHIL SIL VERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO (27)

10-00 CBS REPORTS: "Caution: The
Water May be Dangerous To Your
Health." (3)

BILL GRAHAM'S 25TH AN-
NIVERSARY CELEBRATION (8)

MOVIN' ON (22) (30)

PRIMATE (24) (57)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

BRUINS WRAP-UP (38)

HARRY O "Forty Reasons to Kill,"

Part I. (40)

WFL FOOTBALL (56)

10:15 MOVIE "Cry of the Wild

Geese."* (38)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (8)

(22) (27) (30) (40)

11:30 MOVIE "Dangerous Days of

Kiowa Jones." (3)

WIDE WORLD SPECIAL "The Dick

Cavett Show." (8) (40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

CHARLIE CAHPLIN "Dough
Dynamite." (27)

11:45 LAUGH CLASSICS (38)

CAPTIONED ABC NEWS (57)

12:00 NEWS (181 (38)

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Svnder,

(22)

; 15 NEWS, WEATHER (3)

2:00 NEWS (22) (30)

and

host

ANGLES AND LINES ON THE NEW AND OLD - Library and Old Chapel in

September
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{ Letters to the editor }

Poles respond to Karsh
To the Editor:

We cannot allow one small but not insignificant comment by

Diane Karsh to be printed in the Collegian without protest. In her

Tuesday, 26 November letter to the Editor, [Taking Up Where

Cohen Left Off], Ms. Karsh states that "The Checks [sic], Poles,

Hungarians, etc., Joined in [on the Jewish extermination] with

relish. People who did not actually slaughter merely kept silent.

"

Her statement is an irrationally emotional ethnic generalization

which is as near the truth as the word Czech is correctly spelled.

May we inform Ms. Karsh, and indeed the University com-

munity, of the position of Poland, one of these alleged per-

secutors, during World War II. Merely twenty years prior to the

Nazi invasion, Poland had at last become a free state after 123

years of political non-existence which was accompanied by

massive immigration from a socially and economically shattered

home/and.

She is obviously unaware, for instance, that six-mi/lion Polish

citizens [one fifth of the population] were destroyed in Poland

alone during the years 1939- 1945 and that three million were not

Jewish. Many East Europeans were slated for destruction, unlike,

'or example, the more celebrated Dutch w w had fewer Jews

imong the'- to defend. Our people fought alt ng wfh heir Jewish

brothers [/. e, we suggest she read Tuwim's "We, the Polish

Jews" and the concentration camp poetry of Issak Kacenelson]

putting aside age old quarrels only to be maligned today.

Poland emerged out pf the war 20 per cent smaller in territory

and one third reduced in population with Warsaw, its capitol, 85

per cent uninhabitable. Our families, too, knew the death camps

and the humiliation of the enemy all too well. Many Poles today

bear their identification numbers permanently tatooed on their

arms with bitter memories of the same war which so brutalized the

Jewish people.

Nevertheless, heroic attempts to protect Jews were carried out

by a great number of sympathetic Poles at the risk of losing their

own lives. Priests falsified baptismal records while others dug

tunnels into the Ghetto hell of Warsaw However, efforts to save

the Jewish ten -percent of the Polish population were self-

defeating.

We sympathize with you, Ms. Karsh and others, in your longing

for a gathering place for ALL the lost tribes of Israel, but to say

that the Poles relished the genocide of Jewry during WW II is to

admit an unawareness of Poland's own awful state of destruction

and to profess a cruel form of self martyrdom.

We -espectfully suggest that Diane Karsh acquaint herself with

more facts of history, especially the history of the forgotten other

half of Europe. We suggest that she search a bit more rigorously

for insight into the sacrifice of others before making such im-

pressionable comments.
Polish American Cultural Association

A "Rocky" road to the SGA?
To the Editor:

/ am writing concerning the upcoming referendum about

popular elections for the office of president of the Student

Government Association. It is my sincere belief that the choice of

popular elections should be voted down as it has been three times

m the past. In the most recent election, helo :n 1972, the voters

clearly mandated to keep the election as it was then and as it is

today, an electoral college. I am basing my opinion on what I see

to be the major problems that could arise if the election is held on

a popular basis.

The first major problem is one of funding. By law the candidates

for the office would have to fund their own campaigns. This could

run into a large sum of money if you consider the size of the

constituency and amount of work that would have to be done if

every voter was to be contacted by a candidate.

The undergraduate population numbers 23,000 This is larger

than most districts that a state representative would have. In some

campaigns candidates for state representative have been known

to spend 5,000 dollars, or more. I am certainly not suggesting that

a candidate for SGA President would spend that much but the

prospects of a candidate even spending 400 dollars is not un-

foreseeable. This prospect frightens me. Could the SGA
president's election be a step towards rule by the elite? I would

hate to think so but the prospect must be considered. Very few

students at this campus could afford to run a 100 dollar campaign.

never mind a 400 dollar one. With the high price of printing and
the ad rates charged in the Collegian the wealthiest student on

campus could very easily get to be the best known. I would hate

to see Nelson Rockefeller Jr. become president, not because he

was qualified, but because he had the bucks.

The SGA president who in the recent past, has often been a

commuter, would be at a distinct disadvantage in his-her attempt

to become president. With the popular election the candidate who
has a strong political base, such as a dorm with which to work
from. The dorm resident would merely use the people on his

corridor or in his-her dorm as a stepping stone to the presidency.

For the same reasons the veteran would be eliminated from any
possibility of becoming president. The vet who even after the

recent Gl billpayment hike is receiving a mere pittance for what is

needed to live on, certainly could not afford the short term-high

cost of an election. What it will boil down to is the wealthy on-

campus undergraduate who will be the primary candidate for the

SGA Presidency. I do not feel as I hope you won't that this is the

type of person who you want to be the sole type of individual

running. Can this type of person represent you effectively at a
tuition -raise hearing when he doesn't have to worry about tuition?

For these reasons I would hope that the people who plan to

vote, will vote no to any attempt to place the S.G.A. presidency in

the hands of the rich and out of the hands of the average UMie.

Jon Hite

S.P.O.N.G.E. racist garbage
To the Editor.

After reading the letter from S.P.O.N.G.E, which appeared in

the November 25th issue of the Daily Collegian, / v as totally

dismayed. I am appalled that the Collegian's staff would print a

letter from such a racist organization. In representing the interests

of the students on this campus you people have the responsibility

of rejecting such racist garbage. I will agree that the content of the

letter was one of constructive criticism, but it makes me ill to think

that there is such a group of people who have the nerve to go
under this title. This organization is not worthy of any publicity,

much less space in the student's paper.

If S.P.O.N.G.E. would come up out of its ocean long enough, it

would see how many times the media has given biased presen-

tations on their side of the issue. It is about time that someone
give a presentation in favor of busing. I hope S.P.O.N.G.E. will

note that I have said busing and not "forced busing" as they put

it. If they are to resist busing on the grounds that it is forced, then

for the same reason they should resist every other law that has
been passed down by the Supreme Court. Why not refuse to pay
forced taxes or refuse to accept forced social benefits such as
social security if this is the case?

The mere name of this racist organization implies that they are a
group of socially unaware people. To think that the members of
the Black Community have receivedmuch more than they deserve
is a great misconception on their behalf. The truth is that they
have very little, much less than what they should have. The little

they do heve has come about thro*.*' great struggles.

S.P.O.N.G.E. members would see this if they would investigate
the housing facilities, job statuses and family incomes in the Black
communities. As equal members of the human race Black people
are entitled to all the rights of the White people, and this means
quality education.

John Rivera

Are pro-lifers pro-starvation?
To the Editor:

Reading a letter discussing a pro-life abortion position, I cannot
help but wonder how pro-life the position is. Certainly taking the

life of a fetus must be a difficult and hesitant decision, but the

decision should be made in the context of the circumstances of

which it is a part. The world situation at present threatens mass
starvation due to food shortages and overpopulation; starvation

has already begun. As much as we may share and stockpile our

food supplies, we cannot guarantee the weather will allow our

efforts to succeed. Overpopulation, however, is a matter with

which we can deal; with great effort, perhaps, but with some
chance of success. Contraception is a necessary first step, when
that fails, abortion is the next step. Not to be forced on those

against it, abortion should nevertheless be available to those who
desire not to contribute to the overburden of people existing.
Nature has a simple method of dealing with overgrown
populations; be it rabbits or people, when the system can no
longer support them, they starve until enough have died to again
become supportable. We are overabundant as a species, and we
begin to starve. I suggest we all take a pro-life stand; let us save
our children from the agony of starvation and the fear of death.
Let us choose to abort some of our unborn, before nature chooses
to abort us all.

By the way, if Jesus had been aborted, perhaps we'd all be
Jewish...what's so bad about that?

Ellen M. Cohen

furor scribendi ?

Writers: Are you interested in writing news with a definite viewpoint instead of the same old
stuff. The Collegian Editorial Staff is looking for a few good committed people willing to take
assignments covering political, social, cultural, events etc. Some assignments will be worked
by teams, others individually. Some assignments will be investigative and some not. Advocacy
is the name of the game. Come see us. We'll make you famous. Contact Dean Tucker evenings
in the Collegian Editorial Office.
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Collegian staff elections tonight

in CC 168 - 170 - 172 at 7 P.M.

By BILLDENSMORE
The following is an alphabetical listing of all Collegian staff members eligible to vote in tonight's elections and on

ballot questions. By the paper's constitution, only UMass undergraduates may vote. If your name is not among staff

members and you think it should be, see Jerry Lazar by 5 p.m.
Absentee ballots on elections and ballot issues are available from Editor in-Chief Lazar or from Managing Editor Bill

Densmore before 5 p.m. at The Collegian offices. The staff meeting will be at 7 p.m. in CC. room 168-172.

AGENDA:
1. Election of new editors to serve from January 1976 December 1975. Nominations may be accepted from the floor

and write-ins will be accepted. The announced candidates and the positions they seek:

EDITOR IN CHIEF: Denny Matteau, Bill Parent; MANAGING EDITOR: Frits Geurtsen, BUSINESS MANAGER.
Steve Ruggles; EXECUTIVE EDITOR: E. Pat McQuaid, BJ Roche; NEWS EDITOR: Richard Wright; SPORTS
EDITOR: Ben Caswell, Steve Saraceno, Scott Hayes; PHOTO EDITOR: Dennis Conlon, Ed Cohen; BELOW THE
SALT EDITOR: Tyla Michelove; BLACK AFFAIRS EDITOR: Sherwood Thompson.

Balloting for each office will be held separately so that an unsuccessful candidate for a higher office may run for a
lesser one.

Each candidate will be allowed from 3 to 5 minutes to speak. At the end of speaking for an office, candidates will be
asked to leave the room. A period of staff discussion about the candidates will follow. Finally, the candidates will be
invited back into the room and balloting taken.

Ballot referendum questions will be distributed to staff members as they enter. Among ballot questions will be:

a proposed change in make-up of the editorial board.

—a proposal to abolish the existing Publishing Board Constitution and set up a new one.

—a proposed plan for allowing staff votes in the future by ballot referendum to eliminate the need for holding staff

meetings on minor decisions.

Listed below are College staff members:

Jan Alexander, Bob Almeida, Alan Anastos, Ron Arena, Don Aucoin.
Mark Backer, Tony Barnes, Tony Battista, Wayne Bedell, Sue Belliveau, Mike Berger, Mark Biletch, Ken Blan

chard, John Boch, Ann Bosyk, Judy Boucher, Patty BraJley, Fran Brock, Ellen Brody, Kathy Brown, John Butler,

Rodney Byrd.
Sue Cabral, Jim Cahill, Sandy Carlin, Larry Carpman, Jim Carson, Ben Caswell, Jerry Cataldo, Brenda Ciak, Linda

Cioffi, Mark Citron, Nat Clark, Gary Clements, Ed Cohen, Alan Colarusso, Dennis Conlon, Paul Connolly, Margaret
Cornell, Joe Cotter, Tom Crowed, Tom Crowley.
Steve DeCosta, Wayne Dejnak, Lila Denham, Bill Densmore, Carol DeSousa, Oris Dillard, Debbie Dimassimo,

Donna Diodati, Lynn Dolinski, Bill Doyle, Mary Driscoll, Richard Ducey, Sue Duchin.
Bill Edelstein, Dave Eibel, Sally Eldridge, Rosy Ellis, Judy Epstein.

Dan Finneran, Lana Fischer, Reid Fishman, Eric Fleet, Ed Fleischer, David Freid, Peter French, Judy Friedland,

Norma Friedman, Donna Fusco.
Ellen Gavin, Frits Geurtsen, Jim Gibbons, Fran Glavin, Bill Gonet, Fred Gosiewski, Paul Goslin, Dave Greenslit,

Dale Griswold, Nancy Grusheck.
Anne Hamburger, Bob Hamilton, Betsy Harkins, Jack Haskell, Scott Hayes, Larry Hershkowitz, Bob Higgins, Bill

Howell.

Chris Jackson, Sherry Jacobs.
Jerry Kassner, Pat Kelleher, Sue Kieras, John Kimball, Mara Klein, Mike Kneeland, Paul Kontrimas, Larry Korn

feld, Joyce Kosofsky, Mike Kostek, Dave Kowal, Cathy Kozell, Geoff Kurinsky.
Dan LaBonte, Jerry Lazar, Janice Lazzaro, Lori Leiderman, Dick Leonard, Paul Logue, Jay Luppold.

Todd MacAlister, Andy MacKenzie, Linda Mackler, Hilary Martick, Joe Martins, Roberta Martone, Jane Mason,

Michael Massi, Denny Matteau, Jerry McCallum, Peter McDonald, Don McGilvray, Ed McQuaid, Luis Medina, Kerry

Mello, Tyla Michelove, Michael Migliori, David Miller, Karen Miller, Thomas Miller, Patty Morin, Carlene Murphy.

Rachel Naismith, Ross Nerenberg, Zamir Nestelbaum, Fred Nobles, Bob Norcotte.

Padmore Onara, Dave Ostrander.
Mike Pappas, Bob Paquette, Jim Paulin, Louise Pearson, John Pepi, Dudley Phillips, George Phillips, Jeff Polman,

Bruce Pope, Glenn Poster, Walt Powers, P J Prokop, Benita Pullara.

Betty Ramsay, Maria Richmond, John Roche, Ernie Rotman, Steve Ruggles.

Lisa Sammet, Dave Santos, Dave Sand, Steve Saraceno, Terry Scanlon, Debbie Schaffer, Rick Sevieri, Art

Sesnovich, Kathy Sheehan, Robert Shemeligian, Chris Smallis, Rod Smerling, Dan Smith, Ed Smith, Stu Sojcher,

David Sokol, Gina Starodoj, Bob Stevens, Joe Stoddart, Judy Studley, Gail Sullivan, Bob Sullivan, Alice Sunshine.

Steve Tetreault, John Thompson, Sherwood Thompson, Mike Tiberio, Steve Tripoli, Dean Tucker.

June Valliere, Mary Vorderer.
Joann Waide, John Warren, Marty Waters, Sheila Watson, Fred Weiss, Steve Welch, Cindy Whiting, Cal Whitworth,

Chris Williams, Gary Williams, Judith Solway Wolinsky, Richard Wright.

Lydia Yasigian, Avis Yuni.
Judy Zorfas.

{
Steve S Tripoli _}

Reading between the lines
"All I mean by truth is what I can 't help thinking.

"

-Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.

Anyone who reads newspapers at all should be moved by the

above quote, as most news takes some reading between the Ijnes

if one is interested in discerning the truth behind any given story.

Perusing newspapers over the last week or so has given me some

food for thought about the "story behind the story" in most news,

and that's what I'd like to pass on here.

The first story that grabs my attention is the one in which

President Ford stated that there would be no gasoline shortages

this winter unless there is another Arab oil embargo. He also

stated that he doesn't see "any prospects of gasoline going to $1

a gallon."

It would seem if one looks between the lines that Ford is plainly

speaking through his hat, saying what the nation needs to hear at

this time. After all, the Arabs get one hell of a lot of blame for our

energy woes considering that they supply less than 10 per cent of

our oil. Furthermore, if the real causes of energy shortages and

resultant inflationary prices is the big company conspiracy that

many people suspect, then Ford has about as much power over

this winter's energy situation as Richard Nixon had last year.

Well, they needed to hear the Ford statement in Peoria, so

Middle America got what it wanted.

There were two local stories that caught my attention this week

also. The first concerns the Amherst Board of Selectmen's

decision to hold all elections next year while the Five Colleges are

in session, thus assuring that students registered to vote in

Amherst will be around when the voting happens.

This is a nice liberal thing to do, and the local press, including

this newspaper, have been very kind to the selectmen in their

coverage of the vote this week. What they fail to remember is that

the action comes about two years late, after the 1972 defeat of

Eric Walgren in an intersession election which, whatever you think

of Walgren, was nothing short of election fraud, if only in a

passive sense.

Whether or not the student vote would have helped Walgren is

questionable, but also not at issue. Students deserved a right to

their voice in 72, and it was a year in which they were speaking in

what future years will probably reveal was record numbers.

The last story that caught my eye was the one which stated that

"The University administration said all student requests for

confidential personal files made under a recently enacted law will

now have to go through the President's office in Boston."

This is a typical example of the University's inability to deal with

people. The Amherst campus seems to be, either for reasons of

personnel or inability to comply, unwilling to let you see the files

that they must now by law release to you.

Naturally enough (to anyone used to living in this country)

Whitmore's response was to try to bureaucratize the problem out

of existence, figuring that if folks had to hassle all the way to

Boston for their files they'd probably be too busy to see it through.

It's really kind of a damn shame that we're forced to put up with

this shit, but we don't have the guts or numbers to stand up and

bitch. It's still a ripoff.

I guess the thing to look for in all these stories is the bias of the

people or organizations being covered. The watchword to all this

is a quote that Bill Clay, a black Congressman from St. Louis, laid

out two years ago. Simply stated, it goes like this: "There are no

permanent friends and no permanent enemies, just permanent

interests."

It's something you should think of every time you hear, see, or

read anything.

Steve Tripoli is a Collegian Columnist

{
Joyce w Kosofsky

}

Casserole me over
Realizing that the world's supply of food is at a minimum, I

began to wonder.

When certain foods run out, someone somewhere along the

way will probably invent some garbage-like processed, synthetic

substitute and we'll forget all about the real thing.

It has also come to my attention that when certain foods

become extinct, certain expressions will no longer make sense.

Food. If we can't eat it, we can at least talk about it. You know,
sort of keep up the memory.
Or else.

Or else when someone says that something is American as

apple pie, no one will know what they are talking about. Or if they

mention that something was as easy as pie, they'll still be

misunderstood. When the food supply runs out, whaf II the new
expression be? It was as easy as polysorbate 60?

It won't be a marshmallow world in the winter when there are

no longer any marshma Ilows.

When describing certain colors, you won't be able to make
sense when you say lemon yellow, orange orange, milk white or

chestnut brown. Perhaps potassium citrate or sodium carbonate

will best describe them.

Fifty years from now, when your roommates told you that they

heard something through the grapevine will your kids know what

they are talking about?

Sexists won't be able to say that a woman is a good looking

tomato any longer. Lovers, when they tell each other that their lips

are like cherries, or call each other sugar or honey will probably be

misunderstood.

Instead of someone being as slow as molasses, how about as

slow as sodium benzoate (less than 120th of 1 per cent).

Who's going to know what you're talking about when you say

that someone is nuts, bananas or just pla-'n nutty as a fruitcake?

I guess that we are going to have to go back to swearing

because when you tell someone that they are full of baloney

they're going to look at you as if you're full of coconuts.

My mother won't be able to say "oh fudge" or "oh sugar".

Sorry, Ruthy, but you're going to learn how to swear.

You won't be able to feel like a piece of shit anymore, because

when there's no more food, you won't be able to shit.

So, the next time someone tells you that things are just peachy,

or that they just can't cut the mustard, or that you're the cream in

their coffee try and remember what the/ re referring to.

And "if I were to forget about my second favorite pastime

(eating, that is), well, that would just casserole me over.

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist

China's not the only country in Asia

By GAURI BHATIA
I was going through that intermittent best-seller, the "Course

Description Guide" in my usual frame of excitement (It's a 10:10,

I'll take itl). What should I come across but a section entitled

"Asian Studies."

Asian Studies! 1 1 My brain fel* its first tingle of excitement. I'm

Indian. That's part of Asia. Maybe I can learn something about my
own country!

I began scanning the pages. Elementary Chinese II didn't sound
so hot. Trying to make letters that look like the drops in egg-drop

soup wasn't particularly appealing to me. Just because India and
China are neighbors seems no reason to learn the language.

My eyes continued down the page. How about Contemporary
Chinese Literature, Intermediate Classical Chinese, Intro, to

Chinese Philology and Bibliography (that's a course entirely

devoted to the footnotes in Confucious) Surely something

would have caught my interest by now?
I was shocked and dismayed when I turned to the Hotel and

Restaurant section of the "Course Description Guide." No course

is being offered in Chinese Cooking (Reading list: Sweet or Sour;

A Philosophical Discussion; Eggs: To Foo Young or not to Foo
Young].

Now you may think I sound bitter - that's not fair to me. I realize

fully what a great heritage China has - what fine literature, art,

even food.

What I want to ask the power-that-be in Whitmore is "What
happened to the rest of Asia?" Malaysia, the Philippines, India,

Korea, Pakistan - are they now states of that conglomerate

China?

I realize I've been away for a long time, but I'm sure somebody
would have told me if I didn't have a country anymore.

What happened to India? I know we don't have a hell of a lot of

food, but culture we've got oodles of - artists, writers, the whole

wonts! And our own language even!

Admittedly, there are a few token courses concerning other

parts of Asia now being given on campus. An "Art of India"

course that focuses on two defunct temples each semester, and a

Hindi language course that has to meet in the lobby of John

Adams.
So really folks, I'm not knocking China, but how about giving

the rest of Asia a chance? We don't ask for much. A classroom for

my Hindi course to meet in, an occasional mention in the Course

Description Guide.. It's not all that much for 563,490,000 people to

ask for, is it?

Gauri Bhatia is a Guest Collegian Commentator
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Southwest holds black

UMass artists' exhibit
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SENEGAL DANCE COMPANY

Senegal Dance Co. to

perform in Amherst
The National Dance Company of Senegal will appear in concert at

Amherst Regional High School Auditorium Friday, Dec. 6, at 8 p.m. This

event is sponsored by the University of Massachusetts-Amherst Arts

Council as part of its Dance Series.

The Company, under the direction of maurice Senghor, nephew of

Senegal's poet-laureate, President Leopold Senghor, first appeared in this

country in 1971 as part of New York's Afro-Asian Festival. They have since

presented about 300 performances in major cities in the United States and

Canada.

In honor of the 15th Anniversary of their touring, the Senegalese have

prepared a new program for the Troupe's 40 singers, dancers, drummers,

musicians, acrobats, stiltwalkers, and a "living, dancing haystack." Mr.

Senghor, as he did when he first created the Company, has again covered

10,000 miles throughout Senegal, searching out the most varied in-

digenous talent in his country.

The new program includes batteries of drummers from four different

regions of Senegal performing on the Diakhanke, Soce, Wolof, and the

Diola. This year's performance will include, for the first time, an authentic

talking drum. Few artisans of this art form still exist in Africa today.

During this tour, the Company will perform at the United Nations

General Assembly Hall before the UN Diplomatic Corps - in honor of

Human Rights Day. In addition, the Troupe has been invited to represent

Africa as part of the Bicentennial international dance festival in

Philadelphia and other pioneer cities.

Tickets for the Concert by the National DAnce Company of Senegal are

on sale at the UMass Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall (545-0202)

and are priced at $4 for the general public; $2 for UMass-Amherst
students.

The Southwest Resource Center

(at Hampden Dining Commons, in

Southwest) is proud to present the

collections of some of the

university's fine, black artists.

James Hinson, a graduate student

and doctorial candidate from
Boston, Mass., has done most of

his work in wood, oils, acrylics, film,

and photography. On Sunday, Dec.

9, 1974, he will present a collection

of photographs, mainly black and

white, dealing with the subject of

Image. He characterizes his work as

being "compositions; reflections of

reality..."My works are worlds in

and of themselves, fragments of

images of what is." Mr. Hinson is a

member of the Boston Negro
Artists Association, Black Artists

Union, and National Center for

Performing Arts. His work has been

exhibited at the National Center for

Afro-American Artists, John B.

Hynes Civic Auditorium at the

Prudential Center in Boston,
Northeastern University, Emerson
College, Boston State College,

Massachusetts, College of Art, and
Anthony's Pier 4 Restaurant in

Boston, Mass.

Drawings and paintings will be

presented by Clinton Carter, Donna
Jones, and Carl Carter. Clinton

Carter, an artist from Boston, is a

B.F.A. graduate of Massachusetts

College of Art and at present, an

M.F.A. candidate at the University

of Massachusetts. Most of his work
has been done over the past four

years, his paintings consisting

mainly of the Black Art theme,

varying in all types of sizes and
medias. Most of the work to be

presented will be oils, some
acrylics, pen and ink, and washes.

"I cannot say that I have a par-

ticular style because I am still

experimenting, learning, and trying

to grow, as in life.. ..that's what it's

all about." Mr. Carter has exhibited

his paintings at Boston State

College, Northeastern University,

Massachusetts College of Art, the

Afro-American Art Association,

and the Roxbury-North Dorchester

A.P.A.C.

Ms. Donna Jones is a sophomore
at the university and a B.F.A.

candidate, from New York. Her art

work consists mainly of oils and
acrylics, and deals with a variation

of themes, such as still life, ab-

stract, portraits, and African

sculpture heads. "As a student of
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the arts, I am dealing with many
media and methods, experimenting

to find the best way to express my
message.. .What I have to say is

influenced by my love for beautiful

things and my background, being a

woman, being Black, and existing

in the 20th century."

Carl Center, "self-taught" black

artist, also from Boston, will

present his paintings, which will be

mainly in acrylics. Mr. Carter is a

member of the Afro-American

Artists Association and is presently

working with M.I.T., as a designer.

His work, done mainly in the Black

Art theme, has been on exhibit at

the John B. Hynes Civic

Auditorium at the Prudential Center

in Boston, and at the Afro-

American Association. As an added

attraction, he will be doing portraits

upon request, during thu exhibit

The exhibit and sale will be on

Sunday, Dec. 9th, 1974 from 12

noon until 5 p.m., at the Southwest
Resource Center (located at

Hampden Dining Commons in

Southwest). Spend an enjoyable

afternoon browsing and talking

with the artists. Refreshments will

be served and everybody is en-

couraged to come, look, and buyl

BMCP meeting

There will be a meeting of the

Black Mass Communication
Project tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

room 114 New Africa House.

Black Affairs

The end of the semester is

here, as such this will be the last

meeting of the semester. It is

imperative that all members and

interested students of the third

world community be in at-

tendance.

SKI JACKETS
Two pc. Hunting Suits

| All are medium size, brand

new and warm. My prices

{
cannot be matched. Hurry

!

as I have a limited supply.

I

Gall Steven 546-5327

From 12-5.

Staff Photo by Bob

High above these Hadley greenhouses is that floating orange hue in the Southwest

sky.

Chile expert gives speech today
Since the September 11th, 1973

overthrow of the democratically

elected government of Dr.

Salvadore Allende in Chile and the

seizure of power by the Chilean

military, news of the human
atrocities committed by the forces

of General Agusto Pinochet against

the people has reached individuals

the world over.

Today at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center Room 165, Mr. Charlie

Rankin (National Director of the

National Coordinating Center for

Solidarity with Chile) will speak on

the topic of: "The Significance of

International Solidarity with The

Chilean's Anti-Fascist Struggle".

Buckley to speak in S.U.B.
Today, at 12:15 in the Colonial

Lounge of the Student Union,

Sheriff John Buckley of Middlesex

Make A Gift!

BEADS— EARWIRES— RAWHIDE
CANDLE WAX— WICK— SCENT

THE MERCANTILE
9 E. Pleasant, Amherst

GIFTS— TOYS— CARDS

CLOTHING at Lower Prices

JEWELRY— MUGS— PLANTERS

County will speak on the problem
of handguns in the Com-
monwealth. Sheriff Buckley, was
was re-elected to that post last

month, is the founder and president

of "People Versus Handguns", an
organization working for more
effective control of the sale of

handguns.

Steve Sachs, a UMass student

who is the local organizer for the

campaign-, will also be present to

make suggestions about what can

be done locally. Sheriff Buckley will

also speak tonight at 7:30 in

Pierpont Lounge.

This is the sixth in a series of

Thursday noon forums presented

by the United Christian Foundation,

an ecumenical ministry located in

Hampshire House.

Staff Photo by Joe Martin*

It isn't the Celts agaisst the Bucks, but in a Southwest
pick-up game the action can get pretty heated.

Saving natural, organic and ocean joods

25 Hank Row, Gro nfield. Massachusetts, 01301

PINNER SPECIALS

THURSDAY SCAMPI
Friday CLAMS CASINO

SATURDAY

FRESH SOLE BERCY
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Telephone 774-3930

Women's center to

present workshop
With Thanksgiving over, the holiday season is off and running. And

many of us now are whirled into preparation for those few short days in

December which are invariably circled as "big red letter days".

There are some of us who have already rushed into the apartment

stores and opened our new-gala 30- day charge account or finished

compiling our lists of gifts to be put on Lay-Away. Still others have already

begun invading the craft shops and art stores for styrofoam balls, glitter,

white glue, and authentic 'antique' Christmas prints. There are those who
have collected several hundred pine cones and along with aerosol cans of

gold and silver spray paint and bunches of dellarobia fruit are now set to

create their Christmas wreaths.

Some people make wreaths for their own homes and others make them
to sell at Church Christmas bazaars and fairs. And of course there are

many of us who each year religiously frequent the holiday fairs held in and
around Amherst.

And finally there are those of us who. have all we can do to stop our-

selves from tearing the page of December off our calendar and from telling

our children that Santa Claus has died or from boycotting the department
stores for daring to put up one candy cane or decorated artificial Christmas
tree on the day after Halloween!

Yes, Virginia, some of us do indeed dread the holidays. Whether it's

Christmas, Hannakuh, or the general holiday season itself, it can be a most
difficult and depressing time of the year. We dread the anxiety brought
about from wondering how we will be able to afford what the folks on
Madison Avenue advertise this year as the "big toy on the 74 season'.

We dread the loneliness that many of us experience as we celebrate the
holidays alone or with our one child in our four-room apartment. It's not
everyone who fits the description of the perfect American family, like the

Waltons or the Apples, who celebrate the holidays with parents, grand-
parents, children, and long-lost aunts and uncles - all brimfull of Jove,
kindness, and good cheer.

We dread the artificiality of plastic tinsel, styrofoam decorations, and
'stocking stuffers.' We abhor the value placed on one day, the 25th day of

one particular month on which all people are expected to wish others

peace and good-will, to enjoy being with our families and to remember
these whom we care for by giving them gifts.

Many of us are tired of buying the plastic. We are tired of being told to

'deck the halls' but don't have anybody to deck them with. We are tired of

feeling depressed by four o'clock on Christmas afternoon. Usually by that

time we have picked up the last of the torn and crumpled wrapping paper
and have collected the stray bows from packages and have put them away
for next year.

By late in the afternoon we can usually find ourselves helping Johnny or

Patty hunt for the missing battery for the new toy train which simply can't

run without those four D-cell batteries. And that's when we hear ourselves

whisper, "Is that all there is?"

There are reasons for why so many of us feel low at the holiday season.

A lot of us know what is wrong; some of us know what is missing. And a

few of us have some ideas about ways in which we can change a lot of the

plastic and artificiality of the holiday season. We can help ourselves to

experience more genuine caring, a spirit of friendship, and a more loving

holiday.

We want to share our ideas with other women who also want to enrich

their lives and the lives of those whom they love during this season. For

those who now anticipate the blues, or loneliness, or frustration as the

holiday season gets underway come spend a day with other women as we
learn ways in which we can support and help one another.

"EVERYONE HAS A HARD TIME AT CHRISTMAS" is the title of a day

workshop to be held on December 14 at the Farley Lodge on campus. The

workshop is sponsored by the Days And Weekends Program of

Everywoman's Center. Registrations may be made by dropping in at the

Center, Goodell Hall, or by calling 545-0883.

'W

UIMUA
URSDAY, DECEMBER 5 *sa

35 _ hiGHTIDES — listen to Jeff Jawer every weekday^' '

morning after the 8:30 news headlines for what's going

on in the world of Astrology.

30 — SHADOW — this weeks' expisode is fitted "TheH
Shadow's Revenge" — two vindictive convicts escape \ *§&{{
for only one purpose — to kill the shadow. ,1'- i

7:00— FILMMAKING NOTES — this week open forum — Ib^j

"The Cult of Film". Join hosts Stan Waiter and Gary 'V-

Perlmutter in their amazing Cinema Information/

Center! Call in!

»:50 — MINUTEMEN BASKETBALL — The Minutemen
take on the Crimson of Harvard in Cambridge. Jo

Larry Convoy and Russ Small for all the action.

Following the Game — WOMEN'S SHOW — an interview

and music with anti-war singer Holly Near.
- Listen to MUA for more clues concerning our contest

"The Laugh Bag". It's aired every three hours at 6, 9, 12,, C

3, 6, 9, 12 and 3.

f:

'^%

' %
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For military service experience

Undergraduate veterans may receive extra credits
Amherst hosts Radical Economics Conference

Veterans who attend UMass as regular

undergraduate students may now, in most

cases, receive some academic credit for their

service experience.

Veterans who are applying for credit must

submit a legible copy of their DD214
seperation paper with their student number
written on the top to the Registrar's Office.

Students who have other than

dishonorable active military service of six

months to one full year, including the

completion of basic or recruit training, may

be accepted as meeting the requirements in

ROTC at the freshman level (two "military

science" credits). Military service over one

year will be accepted as meeting the

requirements in ROTC at the freshman and

sophomore levels (four "military science"

credits).

A veteran who has been commissioned as

an officer by completion of a program such

as OCS is eligible for eight "advanced
military science" credits. In addition, credit

may be given to veterans who have attended

certain military schools while in the service. If

the veteran wishes to pursue this he must

bring to the Registrar's Office a legible copy

of this DD214 and Diplomas of Certificates of

training for courses completed as proof of

completion of such training. The Veteran

who wishes to pursue this credit must also

be present when the forms are turned in at

the Registrar's Office so that he can interpret

any unclear abbreviations or numerical codes

and provide a course description

necessaary.

Credit may also be given for on the job

training received in the service. However, the

veteran must request the related academic

department to examine-evaluate his

knowledge or skills in that area.

Any veteran who wants to have his forms

checked for possible academic credit should

bring them to Bill Staton at the Registrar's

Office any week day between 11 a.m. and 3

p.m.

The Northeast Regional Conference of the

Union for Radical Political Economics will be

held in Amherst today through Saturday.

Harry Magdoff , co-editor of Monthly Review,

author, and teacher will speak on his recent

trip to China at 8:00 p.m. Friday, in the

Johnson Chapel on the Amherst College

campus.
A coffee hour and registration for the

conference will be on Saturday morning at

Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire College,

between 8:30 and 9:30; registration fees are

$6.00 for high income persons and $3.00 for

low income persons. Free day care service

will be provided.

The Saturday sessions of the conference,

also at Hampshire College, will be a 9:30,

1:00 and 3:15 and will include various topics

on the current economic crisis, the political

economy of health care, Marxist feminism,

workers' control and industrial democracy,

regional Third World political action groups,

United States economic involvement in

South Korea, the energy crisis, Marxist

political theory, and working class culture.

Among those speaking on Saturday are

Mike Albert, Zoe Best, Sam Bowles, Eli

Chinoy, Jim Crotty, Ken Dolbeare, Jean
Elshtain, Jane Flax, Laura Henze, Charles

Johnson, Berteil Oilman, Harry Magdorr, Bill

Tabb, Stanley Warner, and Alan Wolfe.

Sunday morning will be reserved for informal

workshops.

UMass Symphony Orchestra
Dmpletion of basic or recruit training, may military science" credits. In addition, credit and provide ' a course description if p.m. ^^k//\ ^^Vl O I &\ £2 X"\ I A 1 1^f\ #* ^^\ V\ M f^ L\ &

UIVI8SS oKI LrlUD T9C6S TnrOUCjn 3CTIV6 SGiTieSIcr I
Music Department events at phony No

4

by C hr.es *-. »**,&****»*+*<**
The UMass SKI CLUB is off to a

great start again this year with

many exciting activities planned for

the University Community. The
membership drive was a

tremendous success and so have

subsequent meeting sign-ups

resulting in approximately 550

members at the last count.

A trip was taken to the Boston
ExpoWinter Ski Show and on
November 18 the Ski Club hosted

the Chevy Ski Show featuring an

on-campus display of ski equip-

ment and performances on the Ski

Deck.

The next big event to be laun-

ched by the Ski Club will be the

Annual Ski Sale and Show to be

held in the WATTS Complex of the

Campus Center on December 5, 6]

and 7, to give the entire University

Community te opportunity of

outfitting themselves for the

coming winter recreation season.

There will be a tremendous array of

new and used equipment to suit

Amherst College presents program

on Mid-East tensions tonight

anyone's taste and ability.

According to Phil Saluter, the Ski

Club President, there will be ap-

proximately $150,000 worth of

equipment as well as a represen-

tation of Ski areas of New England.

The prices will be very reasonable

to suit the pocketbook as well.

The Ski Club is very optimistic

that it will be in December- before

the holidays-that they will be able

to take their first Saturday Wine

An Amherst College Assembly to be held tonight at

7:30 p.m. in Johnson Chapel will discuss the topic:

"Israel, the Palestinians and Prospects for Peace in

the Middle East." The program is open to the general

public at no charge.

Speakers for the evening will be Professor Donna

Divine of Smith College and Professor Gordon Levin

of Amherst. Both are experts on the Middle East and

its problems.

Following the brief presentations members of the

audience will be invited to comment or ask questions

of the speakers. All points of view will be welcomed.
The Assembly has been arranged at the suggestion

of the Religious Advisors of Amherst College, who
include the Rev. Richard E. Koenig, Rabbi Yechoiael

Lander, Father Joseph Quigley, the Reverend Charles

Farrell and the Rev. James Clark, in order to facilitate

considereation of the Middle East situation in the

interest of peace and justice. The Reverend Richard

Koenig will preside.

Typing service provides key solution
Do you need a paper typed or are you looking to do

some typing? Term papers are coming due soon and
not being able to type is a problem.

To help this situation, the Commuter Student
Affairs Office, 229 Whitmore, has just started a

Typists' Notebook to help students locate a typist and
to help typists find work. Like the Babysitters-

Housekeepers Notebook, the Typists' Notebook
seeks to match people to jobs.

If you fit either category, typist or person seeking

one, stop by the office from 8:30 - 5:00 daily, and take

a look through the notebook. At this time, typists are

particularly needed.

Applications available for students interested

in 1975-76 college exchange opportunities
Applications are available from

Nov. 29 until Feb. 14, 1975 in the

Admissions Office, Whitmore Hall,

for the undergraduates interested in

going on exchange either semester

next year.

The participating institutions for

1975-76 are: Bowling Green State

Unviersity, California State College

(Bakersfield), Illinois State

University, Moorhead State College

(Minn.), Morgan State College-

(MD.I, New Mexico State Univ.,

Nursing honor

society inducts

26 members
26 new members were inducted

into Sigma Theta Tau, the national

honor society of nursing. Those
inducted included students, faculty,

alumni, and local members of the

nursing profession.

Dr. Ira Trail, dean of the Division

of Nursing at UMass was the guest

speaker at the induction.

The Beta Zeta Chapter of Sigma
Theta Tau was established at

UMass in April, 1972. Selection for

membership in this honor society is

in recognition of high scholarship,

leadership qualities, and com-
mitment to the ideals of the nursing

profession.

North Texas State Univ., Oregon

State Univ., Rutgers College,

Rutgers Univ., South Dakota State

Univ., Towson State College, (MD),

West Chester State College (PA),

William Paterson College of N.J.,

Univ. of Alabama, Univ. of Alaska,

Univ. of Delaware, Univ. of Hawaii

(Hilo or Manoa), Univ. of Idaho,

Univ. of Maine - (Fort Kent or

Portland - Gorham), Univ. of Mass.-

Amherst, Univ. of Montana, Univ.

of Nevada, Reno, Univ. of Oregon,

Univ. of South Florida, Univ. of

Utah, University of Wisconsin -

Green Bay.

The student applying for an

exchange should be a sophomore.

The exchange would be during his

junior year. The student must have

at least a 2.5 cumulative grade point

average. Students who are in-

terested In participating in the

program next year must complete

an application and return it to Mr.

Loder, Office of the Registrar, no

later than the deadline of Feb. 14,

1975. Final selections, including a

list of alternatives, are expected to

be completed by March 31, 1975.

Kentfield Hardware,
Inc.

63 SOUTH PLEASANT ST.

Suppliers of:

— STUDENT NEEDS
— HARDWARE
— SPORTING GOODS
— PAINT
— ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Hours: Monday-Thursday & Saturday— 8-5:30

Fridays— 8 a.m. -? p.m.

Serving Voir Needs for over 100 Years

ffton Nillage has it all /

PUFFTOM
oil utilities included

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT
549-0145

and Cheese Bus Trip to the north

country to hit the slopes. During

the intercession there will be trips

to Sugarbush, Vermont; Park City,

Utah; Chamonix, France; and a

Special College Week at Sugarloaf,

Maine. Evening bus trips will be

going to Mount Tom and Berkshire

East and again this year Berkshire

East will be conducting a Ski In-

structor's Course.

Program Council Music Committee

presents

JAIME

BROCKET!

IN CONCERT

Friday, Dec. 6 at 9:00 p.m. S.U.B.

Tickets $1.00 available at the door.

8NB
J -AN

ONLY CHANCE

siqn"up

outside Qndex office

409 S.U.

or call

545-2874 afternoons

Music Department events at

UMass this week include a concert

today by the University Symphony
Orchestra at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium. The concert is open to

the public without charge.

The hymn, "Ein Feste Burg ist

unser Gott" (A Mighty Fortress is

our God) will be the theme of the

concert to be presented by the

University symphony Orchestra.

Under the direction of Ronald

Steele, the orchestra will perform

Cantata No. 80, "Ein Feste Burg"

by Bach, Symphony No. 5,

"Reformation" .by Felix Men-
delssohn, and Fugue from Sym-

phony No. 4 by Chrles Ives.

The soloists in the Bach cantata

will be Dorothy Ornest, soprano,

Phyllis Elhady, contralto, John
Humphrey, tenor, and Rodney
Gisick, bass. The chorale used by
Bach in the cantata was also used

by Mendelssohn in the finale of the

Reformation Symphony.
The Fugure by 'ves opens with

Lowell Mason's hymn "From
Greenland's Icy Mountains" and
includes portions of "All Hail the

Power" and "Joy to the World".

notes & quotes

A compendium of ideas,
directions, rules, dates,
programs and occurances about

the 5 college and UMass area.

See 'calendar' for events listing

service.

Revenue from Equal Rights bracelet

supports passage of amendment
"The E.R.A. bracelet is aga*in

available," reports Connie Bunker

of the Amherst League of Women
Voters. "E.R.A. stands for the

Equal Rights Amendment. The
League is selling the bracelet to

Which
Bacardi
for cola?

Bacardi dark
rum's smooth,
underplayed
flavor is perfect

with cola or

for use like

whiskey on the

rocks, in high-

balls, Sours,
Manhattans.

BACARDI rum.
Themixableone.

raise money to support passage of

the constitutional amendment."
The bracelet is a band of nickel

silver with the letters "E.R.A."

pierced into it. It is purposely

neutral in design so it can be worn
by men and women. All monies

raised from the sale of the bracelet

are used for ratification activities in

non-ratified states. A total of thirty-

five states have passed the

amendment which states: "EqJality

of rights under the law shall not be

denied or abridged by the United

o
u

>
.o

States or by any state on account

of sex. o

"Only three more states are a.

needed for passage and they are 3=

going to be the hardest," says w
Bunker, "they will need our help.

Buying the bracelet will show our

support. Over 67,000 bracelets have

been sold nationwide. Many of the

women's organizations as well as

magazines are with us on this."

The bracelets are $3.09 (tax

included) and can be ordered from

Connie Bunker - 549-6159.

The Student Committee for a National March
Against Racism is holding an organizational meeting

tonight at 8 p.m. in Rm. 904 of the Campus Center. All

individuals and organizations interested in building the

December 14th demonstration in the Amherst area,

organizing transportation to Boston, and building

publicity for the National Teach-in and March are

urged to attend.

Sheriff Buckley speaks at SW seminar
Middlesex County Sheriff John Buckley will be a featured guest speaker

at tonight's meeting of the Project Ten Political Campaigns Seminar at

7:30 p.m. in Pierpont Hall.

Buckley won re-election to a second six-year term as sheriff last

November 5th, running on a strong reform platform of stricter gun control

in the Commonwealth. The Republican sheriff's appearance at the

Seminar this evening, and an earlier speaking engagement at 12:15 p.m. in

the Colonial Lounge of the UMass Student Union, are being sponsored by

People vs. Handguns, a statewide gun control group.

Tonight's session in Pierpont Lounge will be the final meeting of the

Seminar this semester. Seminar instructor Kenneth Mosakowski urges all

participants to turn in their self-evaluations at tonight's meeting.

Rape line

545-COPS

Freiburg program accepting faculty applications

UNITY THROUGH DIVERSITY

The Freiburg Committee is now considering ap-

plications for the Freiburg Program Staff for 1975-76.

This exchange program for both graduate and un-

dergraduate students also offers opportunities for

faculty to participate in the academic activities of the

University of Freiburg.

The directorship, for a 12-month period,

necessitates fluency in German; two one semester

guest- professor positions generally demand ability to

lecture in German (depending on specific depart-

ment). Direct professorial exchanges may be worked

out between UMass departments and their Freiburg

counterparts.

For further information regarding the program and

the possibility of teaching at Freiburg, call W.E. A.

Bernhard, Chairman Freiburg Program, Herter618 (5-

0835) or Barbara Burn, I. P.O. Whitmore (6-2710).

Applicants are requested to send a curriculum vita

and a statement of their teaching interests to the

above.

CCEBS Minority Career day held Saturday

Admission:

Bring a dish from

an ethnic background.

Do you sing? Do you dance? Do you do poetry?

Do you have something to offer to this affair?

Call 546-4538 256 0378 546 4543

AN INTERCULTURAI AFFAIR

NOTICE
The University community is

invited to CCEBS Minority Career

day Saturday, December 7th, from

1200 until 4:00 tn he held at New

Africa House. The day is offered as

an opportunity to explore career

options with representatives from

the world of business, military,

federal government, graduate

BELL'S PIZZA
• s HOUSE

NO Cooks

l

tfUM
MUSI

10 Dishwashers

10 Waitresses

reasons why we

can offer such a

fine product at a reasonable price.

FREE DELIVERY ON CAMPUS

schools, and to get answers to any
questions you might have. There

will be movies, video-taping,

workshops on resume writing and
innerviewing skills. CCEBS wants
to increase minority students
awareness of opportunities

available to them and actively

encourages all to attend this im-

poratnt event.

***** *********
* Annual Student *

*Christmas Sale!

256-8011

#
*
*
*

*
*

*
*

Pottery and Glass

Munson Annex

Dec. 5th and 6th

Thur. and Fri.

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

University Drive | $*************£
• -WW
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Campus group meetings, non-profit
event*. To list notice of your group or
event fill out free form at The
Collegian office. 2nd floor. UMm
Student Union. Mail notices to "news
editor."

ATTENTION
The Lewis House waiting list is now

open. Anyone interested in living in Lewis

may sign up at the lobby.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
Christmas "get together" at the state

school. Buses will leave at 12:45 from the

front of Whitmore. See you there. Bring a

friend.

BOARDERS WANTED
Anyone interested in boarding at Pi

Lambda Phi Fraternity 14 Elm St. for the

spring semester please call Dave or Don at

256 6837 for info.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS: OPEN
MEETING

Elections of officers. Student Em-
ployee Committee Payment, Vending

machines and much, much more.

CHANUKAH
Candles and menorehs available in SU

302.

COIN CLUB
Meeting tonite rm. 901 7:30-10 p.m.

All winning silver dollar bidders can pick up
their coin at this meeting.

DRIVERS MEETING
Mandatory drivers meeting llt-6 at 7

p.m. in CC 163.

FOCUS ON FIRSTS
Liane Brandin's film-making class

students show their short films Thurs.

12:30 rm. 21 B School of Ed basement,
GA Y DANCE

SHL-GWC will co-sponsor a Gay
Holiday Dance on 12-6 at Farley Lodge 9-1

a.m. BYOB.
GAY WOMENS CAUCUS

Film "Genesis 3:16" which centers on
the womens movement in Boston. It will

be shown free of charge on 12-5 at 8 p.m.

in rm. 803 CC. All women are invited.

HANDGUN CONTROL
Sheriff John Buckley of Middlesex

County will speak on handgun control

tonite at 7:30 in Pierpont Dorm Lounge
Southwest, freel Come with questions and
comments.
HAPPY HOUR

Hampden Dining Commons, 12-6, 4-7

p.m. Free admission.

HSMA
Seminar with Dave Dorf HSMA

Educational Director. 3-7 p.m. 12-5 217

Chenoweth. Free punch and snacks.

MARINE SCIENCE FACILITIES AT CAPE
ANN

Committee of administrators, faculty

and students from the three UMass

notices

campuses is forming recommendations for

acquisition, improvement upon, and
programmed use of coastal research

facilities in the Gloucester area. Students
interested in the future of these facilities or

having a strong opinion about the use of

UMass funds to operate them, may
contact David Reynolds student rep. for

this campus in 5 Goessman 5-3446 or

address comments to him at P.O. Box 10;

Montague Ctr. 01351.
NATIONAL MARCH AGAINST RACISM

All people organizations interested in

building 12-14 Boston Freedom March are

urged to attend a planning mtg. tonite in

rm. 908 CC at 8 p.m.
NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS

Bus will leave at same time tomorrow
is the last trip. All members please be
present.

PRE DENT CLUB
Will hold an important meeting tonite

at 8:30 in CC 904 for organization. All new
members welcome.
RADICAL ECONOMIST TO SPEAK

"A Radical Economist Looks at

Regional Planning" is the title of a lecture

to be given by Herb Gintis tonite at 8:00

Herter 231. All welcome.
RUGBY CLUB

Important meeting to discuss spring

semester, spring trip finances etc. on Mon.
Dec. 9th 8 p.m. CC 168-170. All new

players welcome.
SHABBAT DINNER

Sign up at Hillel Office, SU 302.

SKI PATROL
Meeting tonite at 6:30 in CC, check

schedule sheet for room assignment. We
will discuss and finalize plans for group trip

durina intercession.

SKI CLUu
Skiers: there will be new and used

equipment on sale in the CC lower level

today, Friday and Saturday.

SKIERS
I need 7 people to help share a motor

home for 3 weeks of skiing the Rockies in

January. The cost is comparable to a 1

'\o«k ni' ••« Call Jeff at 546-9251 for info

or come to 2213 Washington Thurs. nite at

7 p.m.
SONGWRITERS

Rhymin lines? Croonin tunes?
Spectrum is considering publishing a few
lead sheets this year-bring up your ballads,

rock, classical, folk etc. rm. 407 SU.
STAR TREK LIVES

Last meeting of the semester, 12-9 at

7:00 rm. 903CC.
STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD

Open meeting today beginning at 4:30

in rm. 917 CC.
THE UNIVERSE

Talk by David Griff itia on the

Universe: its microscopic structure, tonite

Hasbrouck 134 at 8:00. Refreshments will

be served at 7:30.

^MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
• :M am. and 34S p.m. Monday
Friday.
The deadline is J 41, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:
Daily - * 30 par line*

Wsekly 25 per line*

Monthly - * 20 per line'

•'Two lines on form
approiimate ore tins.

MDC CIma

MDC Classifieds

really work
ffQOOOOOQOOOOQOOQQOOOOvOQOOvQOvQQyQQQQg]

FOR SALEr\
Used guitars bought end sold

The Guitar Workshop. Amherst
Csrrlage Shops. 641-1728

Coats Midi suade coat; midi
dungaraa coat: rabbit fur jacket
and navy blue laathor jacket. Call
Margia 546 7849

Skiis. Spalding 206 Sidarals.
regularly $170 will sail for $46. Call
John 1 863 9426 Kaap calling

Stuffed animals, one hall price
»3 »ll Up to 3 ft. Seeing ia

believing Keep you warm at

night. Good for the erotic minded
Call 684 4731

Revo* A77 reel to rael tape dack
S460 TEAC AN160 Dolby »226:
20HM B plua spkr 1260 par pair
Call 266 6793 Ask for Lester

Live Xmas trass, choose and tag
at our Trae Farm, any size. $7 77 L
Blimiak. 133 Bay Rd , Hadlay Open
avas alao.

Applications being accepted
H N 3 p.m. 11 p.m. 4 avs par
wk . LPN. 7 am 3 p.m . 4 days par
wk Nurse aides, psrt and full time.
7 a m 3 p m . 3 p m 11 pm Apply
in parson Amherat Nuraing Home.
160 University Or 9 s m 3 pm

FOR SALE

100 PER CENT GOOSE DOWN
QUILTS, all HAND MADE to order

bast quality material, all double
stitrhed variety of colors Nsdine
268 3239

Goota Own Jacket Mans Sm
Bought new never worn Orig 160

•all 4 one half pr or best offer Call

546 5103

Mens Wetsuit. used only five

times Sirs Isrge S50 new. sail for

*30 or B O Call Jerry 545 2304

Martin 12 string D12 35 Call 584
2554 after 8pm
Treadle heavy duty leather

machine S60 Call 367 9953 Ask for

Nina Lv nm and no

Acre Wtrtt 3 bed home. Yarm
ns $25M SR11 S55 Sears Cat
Recorder $40. Bred Potts. Bos 168

Amh

Calculator Unisonic Vs V »
'

Memory $40 or Best offer Csll

Denny 253 5385

Ticket to Harrison Boston Dec
10 Call 253 3002 Mick

Gibson Les Paul Gold Top. 2 yrs

old $325 or Best offer Csll 549
0873

Records of all kinds at

reasonable prices Csn ususlly gat
any LP in print within a week The
New Record Shop. 197 N Pleassnt
St Amharat 253 5394

Ladies beige suade coat, sire 10

12. one season old Cost $100 Beat
offer Call Patricia between 7 8 am
or leave Tel at 345 2512

AUTO FOR SALE

Must sacrifice 73 Audi 100LS. 2

dr . 4 spd AM FM. tinted gless.

rust proofing, steel redials $3400
586 1089 after 5 30 p m

TO SUBLET

floor of house,
on UMass route

$185 par mo

Used ski

256 6731

WANTED
boots Womsn s 6M

62 Dodge Wagon
$100 268 7880

Gd running

1969 GTO 4 spd V depend.
needa minor work Reasbl 263 6902
evenings

1963 Rambler 6 cyl Best offer
Call 253 9659 Denis

71 Pinto AT disc brakes fold
down resr sest alwsys gsrsgsd
$1175 549 6185

64 Chevy II 6
$150 323 7507

cyl si gd cond

1971 Galaxy 500 $750 Csll 1 732
0025 Leave nsrne b tal no Will
return call Leaving state must bs
sold by Fn 5 00

64 VW Sunroof, excellent
condition Rebuilt angina, snow
tires 263 2607

64 Rambler American, body b
«i«ch cond good Fall inspec Call
after 5 772 6304 $125

67 Pont Sm Wgn
ii $325 546 5819

6 AT 20

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Must sell my 73 and one-half
Honda 360 imm Will take $750 or
best offer by Dec 24 Also, have
450CL $775 Olaf 665 3224 avas

Delmonlco Refng
266 8147

6 cu. ft. Refng . 3 cu ft.

Best offer 549 0393
hardly used

Exit USA Need $ BO for 67

Ford conv Blue Ster skis 206 w
bindings and h m. turn Call or

come see Bob. 16 Swiss Vill 283
5707 Leave Jan All items ex cond

Two F78X14 snow tires, used
3.000 mi Mtd on Chaw rims »20

each 6 7781 eves.

Zenith color TV. 18". exclt cond
$226 Octagonal water bed in-

cludes frame, liner, bag. heeter
$175 253 5786

One half carrot perfect diamond
ring plua MftF wadding bands
Naver been worn Willing to sail at

wholesale price. Call Jim 546 5750

16" Brdgstn an. rad with studs. 1

sees old. Worth $80 now. selling 2
for $50 Also 3 gels SAAB oil for M
264 0258

Skia for ssle Rossignol 1S6 CM
Strato AR s Neveda look bindinga
Good cond $60 or best offer Call
Bob 648 1316

Stereo tuner end turntable for
aale. Maeterwork. Both need work.
•88 •»!. 648 2304

Weterbed complete
Guaranteed Queen size 1100 Call

Pete 846 3004

Perfect dorm system Pioneer
PL 12D Turntable w shure M91ED
Pioneer SX 434 receiver. Intereudlo
(Boss) epkre All new. 6310 or BO
Need $ Call 6 6167

Motorcycle car rack. 630 new.
Used once, now »16 Cell 648 6427

Kmssi Whits Stars 210 CC
Supermatic bindings skies, used
only 8X $45 00 incl sire 12 boots.
Csll 253 2941

Used Hart metal skis. $20 Buckle
boots, si 8. axe cond $25. polas
$4 Everything tor $46 Pst 546 0026
a m or 538 7595'after 6pm

For Sale Integral systems Amp.
Ace Audio Preemp. both im
maculate 666 2368

600 MARVEL COMIX 4 sale $200
or bast offer 1983 70 Fins cond
Mike 546 5253

Bear 46 LB Fibergleaa bow $35
546 4012

One pair studded snow tires,

slmost new. 14" Esc cond 1 pr.

8 26 14 snows $60 and $30 549-0842
Keep trying

HOUSE FOR SALE
eeutiful

Martha's Vi
house in uey Heed.
ineyerd. 3 bdr.. lend

$80,000 Cell after t p m Jenny 646

All types of stereo components.
8 per cent over cost. Sound ft

Music 247 6870 or Cempus Center
Lobby Mon 8) Wed

Pioneer Tunner. 616 Matching
amp $66 Sony 134 cass rtsr-k has
Dolby. Ferrits heeds 8) more $130
Sony 121 cess deck 686. onm EPI
spkr $26 two AR4X spkrs $78. All
equip In excellent condition Also
tepes for $2 Phone 6 6683 after 6

Irish Setter pups AKC Show or
hunt Shots, wormed $75 $100 263
5380

Couch for tale Call 649 1446

Columbia 27 10 speed Aris
driving lamps Call 532 7688 after 6

p m

New Texas Instruments SR 50 s

$130 Call 263 3478

One pair Lenc Comp ski boots
Nine end one-half $36 6 4717

Typewriter Just serviced Cell

AUTO FOR SALE
I860 TR3 TR4 engine. Good

shape, many xtrea, but needs
radiator $600 648 4183

Van - 71 Ford Superven. Fixed
for camping Just like home. 62100
846 3084

66 Chav . 4 dr . automatic. 6 cyl .

runs well Will sell for first $285
263 7241

66 Mustsng. 6 cyl 3 spd new
trans b clutch, sticker Will sell

$395 253 7241

64 Chev Wagon good runner. 6
I
yl automatic, power steering

$195 263 7241

88 Catalina Conv . dk green w
black int. em Im, ps pb. losded
Studded snows $786 or B O Call 6
5080 eves

73 Honda Civic 30 mi gal Silver
14000 mi Excel cond $1860 Call
665 3409

65 Chevy Impale Wagon, rablt
trans . snows runs Ilka s tpp $225
Call 266 I

61 Valiant Slant 6 70.000 miles
It speeks for itself $160 Call eves
665 7075

68 Ford Ststion Wagon 8 Cyl .

rsdio. excellent condition Leeving
country Must se ll Call 283 6448. 6 6

p m or 263-8888 anytime

67 Chevy. 6 cyl . $260 387 9882
efter 7

71 VW SQBK. now red AM FM
Just tuned Csll 584 4807 aft 6pm

FOR RENT
1 bdrm apt $130 plus elec 527

6099

2 rm. cottage in Bernardaton;
refrigerator and atove. gas and
electric heet $100 monthly wo
utilities Avail immediately Call
648 9288

Furn apts Ona. two. two and a
half rms Modern, air cond . pool,
parking, iv near shopping, utlities

inc Leese to Juns 1876 Amherst
Motel lopp Zeyre'sl.

Lookint ur a nice piece to live

during the January break/ You can
have your own room in a beautiful
house on Rocky Hill Rd.. in Hadlay
Contact Fred at 263 7692 Price
negotiable

$786 per semester Room, social
activities. 7 day meel plen Csll 546
2183 Ask for Rod or Rick

Fsrmhouse. 6 bdrm . semi turn .

ww. mod kit., ona and one quarter
acres $270 plus util 617 544 6303

Rm in house on bus rte $67 par
mo plus util Call 254 8688 nites

4 bdrm fsrmhouse 349 River Dr.
N Medley 1 open rm $32 SO a mo
w-o util. No phono, din rd Right
side going N Stop by

Jen 1 Large 3 bdrm apt in

colonial houae Sunderlend $190
per mo plus utilities 646 3219

ROOM WANTED
Single wanted in apt or home

Must he within walk distence of
UMass Needed for Spring Call
Cindy at 5 0939

Male senior seeks room in or

nesr Amhsrst Csll Steve 548 6849

F wishes own room in apt W F

on bus route Call Sussn 546

5368

ROOMMATE WANTED
Couple recently msrried seek

apt in area in $160 to 1166 range
Will consider room with kitchen
priv Bill 545 2304

Intarestsd musicisns. new music
ensemble situetion The deily
problems of cellists, double
bsssists. tubs. euphonium,
saxophonists, trombonists - Csll
584 6077 between 8 9 p m only

Hoomiiidtes one or two
lutofjlR to share 2 bdrm apt Call

/|5 1413 days or stop by 156 E Brit

rdwnor Eves alter 7pm
F wanted to share room in

Brandvwine starting in Jan Call

Kathv 549 44B4

Roommates wanted to share a

Brandvwine Apt Availsble for

second semester Rent $63 75 Call

549 4484

Female apt mate wanted Share
with 2 grad students Pri bedroom
in 5 room spt $45 per mo plus one
third utilities Call 584 7642

F roommate wonted for 2 bdrm
apt near Amherst Ctr 6100 incl

util Csll 266 8763 after 5pm

Furnished sfflciencv for Jen
June to subleese Csll 646-6768 If

no sns csll collsct 1 617 888 6008

Need me to teke your part time

ion in Jan 7 Sua 549 6542

Doubla mattress or bed im
mediately Csll nitss Sua 367 2671

Wanted Responsible parson to

fly with 3 smsll boys from Brsdlsy
Field to Sslt Lsks City. Dsc 14

Return Jsn 14 Will psv full fsra.

round trip 549 6273

1 1 75 4 bdrm abod quiet

responsible stdnts Will do upkeep
Pref on bus route $350 msx Csll

665 3224 665 7089

Wanted 5

Reas cond
eves

or 10 spd
Call John

bicycle
5490066

HELP WANTED
Can you draw? Do you have a

sanss of humor? Tha aditoriel

peges nssd fivs certoonists to do
| csmpus humor Csll Dssn Tucker

5 3500

Free mesls 7 dsys s week in

return for part time kitchen help
For more info cell 546 2163 Ask for

Wendell.

- I RIDE WANTED

F for Brandvwine $70 mo
2645

549

F to share 2 bedrm apt Susan
256 8467

F wanted for own rm in nice

country home, nr Sunderland Ct

w friendly people Cell 686 2287

M or F to share apt . own room,
on bus route, semi turn . storting

Jan 1 $75 Call Bob 323 4288 in

Belchertown.

Ride wented to Chicago anytime
Call 584 2554

I need a ride from Amharat to
Holvoke and back Mon Fri next
semester Will share driving coet
Call Kathy 253 7723

West to warm climate or to Fie
Will share expensss Csll Bob 266
6445

RIDERS WANTED
Shsre driving Line Cont to mid

Florids Lsaving approx Sun p m
Abil to show jumping horses pref .

but not essent Fem pref Call 1

732 0025 or Apt 3010 Hampton or
office of same Leeva name b tal

no Will return call

California round trip during
semester break Cost $12600 Call
253 2681

Two riders wented Leeving for

Florids (St Augustinol. end of

Dec . returning end of Jan Share
driving b expanses Sslly 688-4216

To shsre house, own room
study S27-6741. Eaathampton

ind

Need person-people for one
bedroom in lerge apt. IB mln. from
campua $80 par mo. for one. 8108
for two. M or F invited Cell 648

TYPING

Pro typing Theses pepers. reas

rstss Call 584 5417

1 bdr apt

.

4026 eves.
I, Hemp $120 586

Room 15 X 16' to rent Lerge
house with fireplace in Conway
386 4077 or 773 8748 Maria.

Apt for rant, ona bedrm. kit-

chen, living rm 2 mi to UM $163
Call 649 1682 after 9 p.m. Available
Jan 1

Rm for Jan in Apt Fem Joan
264 6821

Room to rant for January
253 9827

Csll

Save rant 2 bedrms in houss on
leke Fireplece. bus line For Jen
323 4338

WANTED TO RENT
2 Msles for Jen Brlttsny Msnor

263 7848

Need own rm in spt on bus rt

Jsn 27 May 30 $80 $80 Quiet F

546 7288

2 bdrm opt for Spring Semeoter.
87 per mo 6 mln frm. cempus
263 7646

Male wented to share 3 br apt
cooperetively 284 80*8

F for own rm in 3 bdr. apt on
bus rt Sq VIII 666 3226 Cell

anytime

Desperately wonted - Used
couch. EG condition for Lounge
Call John 546 2308 days or nights

Keep trying.

F roommste wsnted. own rm ir

lovely, old, furnished hse. ir

Conway 20 min to campus Wssh
dry Csll Judith 388 8381 or 388
4024

One or two F. roommates for '.

bdrm Th $66. util incl 548 8861

Housemsts wsnted. femeli
preferred. 26 or older 2 mi fron
UMass. rural setting 549 2867 I'

bedroom cape)

3 bedroom houae in Florence
Qussi country setting $70 mo plui

util Csll 584 1148

TRAVEL
SAVE RENT - Scenic North

field Attractive 2 end e half rms.,

privacy Single $100: couple $136.

Electricity 646 0387

Ski the Cenedien Rockies -
Bsnff $388 00 Cell Cempus Travel
Center 64

College week in Bermuda. March
23 30 $299 plus $26 tsx snd service
8 days 7 nights Contsct Tori

Jones Nevlon Ins Agcv 6 6441
548 3889

TRAVELING IN GREECE? We
spscisliie in good trsvsl dssls for
studsnts snd teechars Consolaa.
102 Aedlou Athens. Grsoce

Bermuds Spring Vacation From
$199 Csll Csmpus Trsvsl 646 0600

Low pries trips to
Florids Csribbssn Csll
Trsvsl 545 0500

Mexico.
Cempus

Shsrs house
room Plesse
Available Jsnusry 1

in Hsdlsy. owi
csll 586 2616

TO SUBLET
4 rm. ept In Amherst neer bus rt

Available Jen 1 $180 per mo Cell
2633170

To sublst. 2 bdrm Townhouse.
Squire Village. Sunderlend on
UMsss bus route Jan 1st 886
4782 Will negotiate Hove to
relocate

2 bdrm Cliffslds $180 per month
includes utilities Available Jan 1.

886 2828

WANTED
F M to see USA with over In

tsrssssion Csll or see Lit. 121
Wheeler. 6 2420

Wented sny bsnds wishing to
play for publicity on Dae 6 Pleass
contsct Janet 6 6887. Bob 6 5778 or
Ted 6 6884 Please leave a massage

BOB STILL WANTS TO BUY
YOUR AILING OR DECREPIT CAR'
Any make, model, year Unload
your headache for fast » 263 7241.

Charter flights to Europe snd
California Csll Csmpus Trsvsl 546
0500

INSTRUCTION

DOG TRAINING Obedience,
problem dogs, protection and
security 648 1342 deys snd sves
VALLEY K 8

Flute lessons Cell 266 6238

Classic guitsr lessons evsil
UMsss Prsp Div by Nsil
dsrson Hsrtt Collage grad
7434 for info

thru
An

PERSONALS
HOP BROOK COMMUNE - GAY

PEOPLE In ths country P O Box
723. Amherst

Ths grsstest Isgel blrthdey to e

fantastic lionl You're a whale of a

person' Ths best of luck elwevsl

Lovs snd Fnsndship. Micky Mouse
and ths Dolphin

Need Money 1 Will take over

anybody s iob during vacation Call

Chris 6 8394

Babs Good luck and have fun In

Colorado Will miss va and be
waiting for your return Oh, but

lhay re so spaced out B B Benny
and Tha Jets 1 Beeutyl

Cathy Jeenne Merie Sarah Try

tha Grad Research Graffiti Wall

Love Mebb

To Super Sportswriter Hsppy
Birthday You deserve it Glenn

Moe end Gretchen Woofl RSVP

To the Popcorn Kid - happy
birthday from 3N Field Good luck
and best wishes

Need home for msle sltsied cot
for over intersession Will mske
finsnciel srrgt Csll Andree 648
7415

ENTERTAINMENT

Butch Csssldy b The Sundence
Kid is showing st 7, 6 and 11 on Frl..

Dae 6 - Maher

Party with tha Funky Horna of
the Dynemic Sex Machine. Dae 6
at Barkshirs Dining Commons SW
D S M is available for dorm par
ties Dsc 10 14

Third World Art Show b Sale
Paintings drswings. photos Sun .

Dsc 9. 12 noon toS p m Southwsst
Resource Center. IHampden C.I.

SERVICES
Professional guitar rspslrs by.

gutter maker Mlcheel fVtlllerd -

Mon. Wed . Frl. at The Guitar

Workahop. Amherst Carriage',
Shopa 648 1728 Free eetlmetee

Paasport Photos Call Joe. nights
at 546 8688 24 hr service

Passports - Feet service. Lang'e
Photo Hours 9 s Tel 263 3148

Campua lilube end
OrgeMsesJgras. Do yeu »eat «*>

publish high quality newsletter
pamphlet, megorlne or booklet???
Let the Meeeega Company help
you write, layout deelgn end print
nil Reeeoneble fees Contact Jerry

'

et 253 8849 for Information '

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? BOB
will still fix it right No job too
small Foreign or domestic No big
overhead 263 7241

NEED A GOOD INEXPENSIVE
HAIRCUT? Cut and blow dry $3 00
Mele and female Experience
References Selon D Italia ond
Sslon Bocceccio of Boston Cell
Fren et 846-828*

HELOA SEWS TO ORDER Long
gowns, long s..irts. dresses end
pants Beautifully finished
Europeen touorS Vogue. McCall
and Simplicity Really leesonobls
Csll mo st 84

Lost Sm grey mele cot. red
colter Nothern Sunderland 686
4808 RWD

SR11 Calc Lot 31. Call Phil

7594

Lost* 18X24 sketch pad
collect 1 446 8613 evenings

Cell

Helpl I left my glosses while
hitching in e yellow Dstsun 2402

with Msine pletes on Wed . 11 27

You dropped me off st Rt 2 end
496 Pleess csll Tom 548 7622

Lost Young female blue point

Siamese cat in the vicinity of

Britteny Manor Reward Call 263
2584

MUSIC MAJORS non majors
who need e tutor Call 527 2708

CALCULATORS
Calculetor Sale - College

Calculetors offere loweet prices

enywhere. All models evelleblel

ta.as Inst.. Hawaii Packard.
Unicorn All mechlnee now and
guar with 2 month repleeement
werrenty Before you buy e

calculator call ma. I can beat any
price enywhere ... Leek far *ny

posters eround csmpus for details

Then cell Bob Crowed at 648 U16
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
THURSDAY. DEC. 5 -

Born today, you are one of

those natural-born students
who finds it a simple matter to

learn anything required of

him. For this reason, it may be
that you will have difficulty

discovering precisely what you
want from life, it being
probable that you will be
fooled by the ease of any given
thing into thinking you are

truly interested in it. Make an
effort to know yourself, to

realize that simply because
vou are capable of learning a

thing does not mean that you
will also wish to incorporate it

inio your life's work.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22
Dec. 2 1 1 — Keep an open mind
and you will be able u> take

advantage of suggestions
whether they come from
friends nr enemies. Children
speak well of you.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

14) — Make an effort to

understand the whys and

wherefores of another's be-

havior. If you can fathom how
he thinks, you can com-

By SreH* Wilder

prehend what he does
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb

18) - Flexibility is the

key-word today. Schedule
your activities to lake ad
vantage of the moment;
long-range planning is "out"

for the time being.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20

1

— You can accomplish more
than usual on the employment
scene today if you will take the

time to discuss your plan;--

with co-workers.

ARIES (March 21 April 191

— Problems of long standing

seem suddenly to be solving

themselves. Allow another the

time he needs to conclude

things peaceably.

TAURUS (April 20-May
201 — Younger family mem-
bers may need your help more
than they admit. Make an
effort to read between the lines

and you will do all involved a

favor.

GEMINI (May 21-June 201

— Think things through as

carefully as possible. Don't

expect another to be able to

solve your problems for you

CANCER (June 21 July 22l
— Take care that the person
you emulate is deserving of

such imitation It may be that

you have looked onlv at Oft*

side of the matter.

LEO (July 23-Aug 221 - If

you are clever enough to

discover ways to encourage
another to help himself, you
also will encourage yourself

Discover hidden talents.

VIRGO (Aug 2:i Sept 221
— This should be a successful

day on every level Career
matters come to happy con-

clusions as you learn LA >-wiin

with the current Don't
overdo
LIBRA iSept . 23-Oct. 221 -

Genuine accomplishment may
be difficult to recognize amidst
all the sham Make an effort to

see things as they are. not a->

you would like them to he.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21

1

— Taking a leaf out nf

another's hook may not be m
admirable as you think. You
would do well to check the

outcome nf another s efforts

first

dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson

ACROSS
1 Human head:
Slang

5 Seashore
10 Little devils

14 Italian river

15 Appraiser
16 Breakfast

17 Marching
formation: 2

words
19 Equal: Prefix

20 Climbed
21 Appeased
23 Eager

25 of David
26 Concealed
30 Places in a

grave
34 Flammable

liquid

35 Colleen

37 Soft mud
38 Owed as a

debt
39 Seared
42 Mimic
43 Biblical region

45 Observer
46 Many times
48 Relate again

50 Shortest and
stoutest

52 Be in

readiness

54 Fisherman's
necessity

55 Biblical

condemned
robber

59 Located
beneath

63 Culture
medium

64 Lubricant: 2

words
66 Jejune
67 Annoy
68 Poses
69 Boys
70 Natural fat

74 Weight
allowance
DOWN

1 Singing voice

2 Mr, Ambler
3 Indian coin
4 Sunglass

feature: 2
words

5 Bookkeeping
entry

6 Stupid
person

7 On tiptoe

8 Vends
9 Discourse
10 Bestows
11 Forte: Slang
12 Remove by

cutting

13 Coasted
18 Simple

machine

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved:
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22 N. Amer.
nation

24 Hinder

26 Jewish feast

27 Composition
28 Dishonest
• person
29 Passe

31 Raise in

spirits

32 Heavy cords

33 Used up
36 Bush
40 Bachelor
41 More stupid.

Slang
44 Profits

47 Most suitable

49 Chem. class

51 Farm trough
53 Strains

55 False god
56 E. Indian

carpet

57 Surprise

attack

58 Narrow
strip of

wood
60 Barber's

concern
61 Italian royal

name
62 Snooze
65 Inhabitant:

Comb, form

1 43

Kampus Kapers
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VVMUAJ
Here's the schedule of WMUA,

91.1 FM, for today:

The day's disc jockeys are Ken
Irwin from 6-10 in the morning,

Steve Berger from 10-2, Glen

Manceau next until 6 p.m., Auntie

Andree goes from 6-10, followed by

Brother Charles Mann with

Uujamadrum until 2 tomorrow, and
Mary Lawson is on through the

night, until she is relieved by Al

Feinberg.

8:30 a.m., High Tides, Jeff Jawer
tells all to take care of details. Listen

for more complete information.

6:30 p.m., The Shadow, Two
convicts escape from prison with

one goal - to kill the Shadow. Tune
in for "The Shadow's Revenge."

7:00-7:50 p.m., Filmmaking
Notes, Stan Wiater and Gary

Perlmutter host an open forum with

"The Cult Film," listeners are

encouraged to call in.

7:50-10:00 p.m.. Basketball

game, Larry Convoy and Russ
Small describe the action when the

Minutemen take on the Crimson of

Harvard.

WMUA News is broadcast at 7, 8

& 9 a.m., and at % 6 ft after the

game. Headlines can be heard

before High Tides.

No one else
cangive us
what you can.
(Join Us. Please.)

Nobody else in the world can give us

what you can A pint of your blood

And your gift has never been more im-

portant Because blood from healthy donors

who freely donate their

blood is 10 times less likely

to cause infectious hepa-

titis m the recipient than is

blood from many commer-
cial sources Thmk about

that

The need is urgent

and continuous

Help us Join us

Today

+ ThcAmencan
Red Cross.
TheGood
Neighbor.

James Brolin says:

"Birth defects
are forever
• ••unless
you help."

Give to the

March of Dimes
THIS S'ICI CCN»« lultD SV TMt rull'IMU
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McNally to Expos

Birds trade

for Singleton
By BILL MADDEN
UPI Sports Writer

NEW ORLEANS [UPI[ - The Baltimore Orioles, moving boldly and

swiftly to re-establish themselves as the Class of the American League

East, acquired their second "Big Stick" in 24 hours Wednesday by sending

former 20-game winner Dave McNally to the Montreal Expos for switch-

hitting Ken Singleton in a five-player swap.

The Orioles, obviously concerned over their closest rival New York

Yankees' acquisition of Bobby Bonds, added the 6-4, 27-year-old

Singleton, a 23-homer, 103 RBI man two years ago, to their booty here that

already included slugger Lee May from Houston a day earlier.

"We wanted bonds and the fact that we didn't get him made us realize

we had to get someone else awfully quick," revealed Jim Russo, Orioles'

Assistant General Manager.

"I don't have to tell you it was a great wrenching to trade McNally who

has meant so much to the success of the Orioles," said Baltimore General

Manager Frank Cashen. "But we needed more power and Singleton in

right field can provide that."

According to the terms of Wednesday's deal, the Expos, who do not

have an experienced lefthanded pitcher on their roster, get McNally, a 20-

game winner in four of the last seven seasons, outfielder Rich Coggins and

Minor League pitcher Bill Kirkpatrick. The Orioles, in addition to Singleton,

obtained right handed fast-baller Mike Torrez, who will replace the 32-year-

old McNally in their starting rotation.

The addition of Singleton, who tailed off in production this year to .276

with nine homers and 74 RBIs, gives the Orioles a nice blend of power and

speed in their outfield which already includes Paul Blair and Don Baylor.

Torrez, 15-8, was the co-leader in victories on the Montreal staff this year.

For the Expos, desperate for lefthanded pitching, the inclusion of

McNally, 16-10 in 1974, was a must. Coggins, who slumped to .243 after a

.319 Rookie Campaign in 1973, will add a stolen base threat to the Montreal

lineup.

"It's not big secret that lefthanded pitching is our specific need at these

meetings," confirmed Expo General Manager Jim Fanning. "McNally :the

third $100,000 ballplayer to be dealt at the meetings) was the key for us,

but Coggins will also be every day player in right field."

Allen declines offer;

Braves retain optimism
NEW ORLEANS [UPI\ - The

Atlanta Braves got a polite "turn-

down" from Dick Allen Wed-
nesday, but club general manager

Eddie Robinson still expressed

optimism that the moody slugger

would report for the 1975 season.

Allen, in a message left for

Robinson at the winter meetings

here, said:

"Received your message,

however at this time I must decline.

Thank you for the interest you have

shown in me and I wish you

continued success."

According to Robinson's in-

terpretation of the message, the

key phrase was "at this time" and

the Braves' GM cited numerous
reasons for Allen's initial turndown.

"All the phone calls and the

conjecture I'm sure has got Dick a

little confused as to what he wants
to do right now," Robinson said.

"At any rate, we still want him, if

he wants to play. It's still up to

him."

Allen, baseball's highest paid

player at $250,000 a year, "retired"

unofficially from the Chicago White
Sox last Sept. 14 and could
possibly be holding out for a

renogotiation of his contract.

UMass hotline starts Monday
AMHERST, Mass. - Daily in-

formation regarding the twenty-

four intercollegiate sports included

in the University of Massachusetts

athletic program will be available to

the public by simply dialing a

telephone from anywhere in the

United States beginning Monday,
December 9, 1974.

"UMASS SPORTSLINE" will

provide a one-minute taped report

on happenings on the University of

Massachusetts (Amherst) athletic

scene with the emphasis on the

sports which are "in season".

"UMASS SPORTSLINE" can be

reached by dialing 545-2210 in the

Amherst- Northampton area, 1-545-

2210 from within the Western
Massachusetts area and 1-413-545-

2210 from anywhere else in the

United States.

The messages will be produced

in the UMass Marketing and Sports

Promotion Office and updated daily

by 10:00 a.m. Sports news of major

importance will be aired when it

breaks.

Notice
INTRAMURALS - There will be

a mandatory meeting for all in-

tramural basketball officials tonight

at 7 p.m. in room 253 Boyden. All

must attend.— — -^—

»

What About the PSI Particle?

COME FIND OUT!

The Friends of Physics are please to present:

THE UNIVERSE:

ITS MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE

A talk for inquisitive individuals by David Griffiths of Mt.

Holyoke. Prof. Griffiths excels at explaining the latest

discoveries and theories of the universe understandably to

the general public.

THURSDAY 8 p.m. HASBROUCK ROOM 134

Free Refreshments at 7:30 p.m.

UP! Telephoto

HEY KIDS! HOW YA DOIN'!-- Kareem Abdul-Jabbar will now groove to the big

sound for three hours each Saturday afternoon at Milwaukee radio station WNUW-
FM. The Bucks' center will act as disk jockey and jazz commentator, including his

taped interviews with jazz recording stars on the program.

The Adamsons:Determination
By SCOTT HAYES

Sports Staff

Anyone can tell that Bob and

Ken Adamson are determined to

win— to be the best in whatever

they do—simply by talking to them.

The Adamson brothers are different

from the many athletes who want

to win but never achieve greatness,

because they are willing to work; an

ingredient that separates the

winners from the losers.

Last season, the physically-

similar brothers bolstered the track

team's jumping attack, along with

Mike Geraghty and Pete Ryan.

Bob began jumping in junior high

after Ken led the way. I practiced

and found out I could jump pretty

well. It's something I can do well,"

said Bob, referring to his first years

as a jumper. The older of the two
brothers, Bob, notes a rivalry

between Ken and him, as well as an

air of competition among all the

jumpers that helps improve in-

dividual efforts.

Both jumpers point out that

coach Ken O'Brien's training

techniques have paid off for them.

"Our workouts, which include

sprints, add endurance to the

spring needed in jumping,"
commented Ken, who feels the

indoor season will be no more than

a continuation of last year's out-

door track schedule. Ken's best

long jump has been 22'11 3-4",

while his best triple jump has been
47'5". The sophomore leaper

trained through the summer, as did

Bob, and both are looking to im-

prove their best individual per-

formances.

Ken, who also runs the 60-yard

dash during the indoor season and

an occasional relay outdoors, feels

that the jumpers can learn from

each other. "We can help each

other out, by checking each other

to make sure of good takeoffs,"

added Ken.

Bob stated that aggressiveness

plays a big part in jumping. "You
have to make up your mind to be

aggressive on the first three jumps

in order to reach the finals. You
have to have one of your best

jumps at the start so you can relieve

some of the pressure." He was a

seventh place finisher in the long

jump, at the IC4A's last spring.

Bob continued, "I'm ready for a

good season," and the junior

trackster said his goal for the

upcoming schedule would be to

place in the top three at the IC4A's.

Set on qualifying for the Nationals,

WMUA
The Minutemen play host to the

Rams of Rhode Island on Saturday

night in their Yankee Conference

opener. Listen to Larry Convoy and

Russ Small on the Voice of the

Minutemen, WMUA 91.1 FM.

Bob believes that the first few

meets will result in several ex-

ceptional performances because

O'Brien is looking for entries in the

Millrose Games, to be held in New
York. "I think that will be a

motivating factor early in the

season." Providing competitors like

the Adamson brothers, with a

motivating force, may just make it

that much tougher for opposing

long and triple jumpers.

Slap on wrist
DENVER [UPI] - The Univerpity

of New Mexico basketball program

Wednesday was censured and

prohibited from making more than

five initial scholarship grants during

the next year because of recruiting

violations.

The Lobos were penalized for

providing Moses Malone a rental

car while trying to recruit him and

also for contacting Jerome Shanks

of Arizona Western College without

first contacting the junior college's

executive officer or his

representative and explaining the

purpose of the call.

UMASS TABLE

TENNIS TOURNAMENT

Meeting TONIGHT 7:00 p.m.

in Student Union Game Room.

Rules, Playing Times, and Entree Fee of Si.50

will be due

The HP-70 Business.
Performs all sorts of general business.

nterest. financial management, lending,

borrowing and saving calculations— pre-

cisely, quickly, easily. A Financial Memory
Bank lets you enter numbers in any order

and change them anytime. Has 2 Address-
able Memories and a very affordable price,

$?75:
* All HP pocket calculators have Hewlett-

Packard's patented RPN logic system with 4
Memory Stack. Prices exclude state and
local taxes.

HEWLETTM PACKARD^

available at the UNIVERSITY STORE campus center

CHRIS FARMER, shown here in cross-country

action, led a UMass indoor track sweep in the two-mile

yesterday. Minutemen triumphed 70-48.

"Folly Floater" man hired
NEW ORLEANS [UPI] - Steve Hamilton, former "Folly Floater" relief

specialist, rejoined his former New York Yankee manager Ralph Houk
Wednesday at pitching coach of the Detroit Tigers.

Hamilton, who made use of his unorthodox Folly floater slow pitch while

toiling as a relief ace with the Yankees, filled the vacai.cy on Houk's Tiger

staff that was created when last season's pitching coach, Cot Deal, was
tired in September.

The holdover Tiger coaches are Joe Schultz, Jim Hegan and Dick

Tracewski.

'TjFjg&f-

SKI SALE
(sponsored by UMass Ski Club)

NEW * USED SKI EQUIPMENT

$150,000 INVENTORY

Boots, Skis, Poles, Bindings,

Clothing & Accessories

DEC. 5 12 noon - 10 p.m.

DEC. 6 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

DEC. 7 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

LOWER LEVEL CAMPUS CENTER

Jumpers lead tracksters'

romp over Rhody, 70-48
By SCOTT HAYES

Sports Staff

With its jumpers showing the

way, the UMass indoor track team
successfully opened the season by

stopping Rhode Island 70-48 in an

unusual night meet, Tuesday in

Kingston.

The jumpers set two records at

the URI facility, better known as

"the bubble" and swept the triple

jump to give the tracksters an early

lead. Tony Pendleton, a state

champion in the long jump during

his senior year in high school, set a

new long jump standard of 23 feet,

bettering teammate Bob Adam-
son's jump of 22'11 3-4", recorded

a year ago.

Pendleton has always been a

good jumper, but due to a ham-
string injury last year, the out-

standing dashman didn't get many
opportunities to jump. The team

had a good group of jumpers last

season, so there was no reason to

take any chances overworking the

sophomore speedster.

Pendleton, however, was not the

only pleasant surprise for UMass
coach Ken O'Brien. Also setting

new records were standout Curt

Stegerwald, Joe Martens and Mark
Healy. Stegerwald, who was
beaten in the 50-yard high hurdle

trials, came back to capture first

place in the finals and better the old

record in doing so. Stegerwald was
timed in 6.4, one tenth better than

the previous mark, shared by

Stegerwald, Jim Hennessey and

Jim Graves. Martens, a high jumper

and member of the UMass
basketball team, cleared 6'7 1-4" to

better the 1970 record held by Cal

Carpenter by a foot. Martens

doesn't practice with the track

team, but rather gets all the work
he needs jumping against the

Celts, Cowens
top LA 101-90
BOSTON \UPI\ - Center Dave

Cowens scored eight of his game-

high 32 points in the final period

Wednesday night as the Boston

Celtics took control of a see-saw

contest and crushed the Lost

Angeles Lakers, 101-90.

Cowens, in only his second start

since returning from a foot injury,

scored most of his baskets on long

jump shots and hook shots in the

lane over LA's 7-foot-1 Elmore

Smith.

Cowens has ejected from the

game, along with the Lakers'

Kermit Washington, with 49

seconds remaining following an

alteration under the Los Angeles

basket.

Guard Lucius Allen led all Laker

scorers with 24 points, despite

being hampered by a sprained

ankle.

Los Angeles emerged, leading

64-63, after three periods in which

the lead had changed hands 13

times.

Don Chaney, who scored 15

points, put Boston ahead to stay

after 1:16 of the final period, 70-68,

with a pair of free throws.

hoopsters. Healy set a precedent in

the 600-yard run, lowering the

freshman record in that event to

1:15.

Overall, everyone did well, with

the freshmen receiving a boost by

performing respectively in their first

college meet. As usual, the distance

runners were impressive, providing

the only other sweep in the meet as

Chris Farmer, Phil Broughton and
Frank Noto combined to take the

top three spots in the two- mile run.

Farmer was first with a time of

9:23.4, iust one tenth in front of his

two teammates.

Tom Lonergan was the only

weightman to place, taking second
in the shotput with a throw of

47'4", the best ever for the

muscular sophomore.
A new rule was put into effect at

the meet. The rule erases the

possibility of a false start, because
should a false start occur, the

runner is disqualified. Only one
runner was affected by the change,

and that was Pendleton of UMass,
who jumped the gun in the 50-yard

dash finals.

Jackson price at $2M;
Sox offer $ for Bando
NEW ORLEANS [UPI] -Charlie Finley has turned down a legitimate $1

million offer for Reggie Jackson.

The offer was made by Ewing Kauffman, owner of the Kansas City

Royals, and his wife.

When he heard the Kauffmans' bid, Finley said, "No, what I said was I'd

take two million."

Later on Finley also said he would take the same sum for Sal Bando, his

third baseman, and when that information was relayed to Boston General

Manager Dick O'Connell, he thought a moment and said:

"We'd be interested in Sal Bando for that price. I'm completely serious."

Presumable, O'Connell then went to Red Sox' owner, Tom Yawkey, to

see if the Red Sox owner felt the same way.

Steelers to key on Herron
PITTSBURGH [UPI] - Pitt-

sburgh Chuck Noll indicated

Wednesday that the Steelers would
attempt to blunt New England's

running attack Sunday by keying

on Mack Herron, the club's leading

receiver and leading punt return

man.

Herron, nicknamed the "Mighty

Minimack," is second in rushing for

New England and third in scoring.

He gained 245 yards last Sunday in

a losing cause at Oakland.

Quarterback Terry Bradshaw,

who suffered bruised ribs in the

Steelers' 13-10 loss to Houston,

tested his throwing arm in practice

Wednesday. Noll said Bradshaw
would start the Patriots if he is

healthy.

Rookie linebacker Jack Lambert
missed Wednesday's practice

because of a virus.

CELTICS' DAVE COWENS (32 pts.) battles Lakers'

Connie Hawkins in win last night. Redhead later

battled Kermit Washington for real/ and was ejected.

UNION FOR RADICAL

POLITICAL ECONOMICS

presents

REPORT FROM CHINA

By HARRY MAGD0FF

Johnson Chapel — Amherst College

FRIDAY, DEC.6at8p.m.

plus

Workshops all day, Sat., Dec. 7 at Hampshire College.

Registration 8:30-9:30 a.m. at Franklin Patterson Hall

(A.B. 1).
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Men gymnasts cakewalk over

lowly Boston State 147- 1 1

1

By BEN CASWELL
Sports Staff

BOSTON — In gymnastics, a big win is usually by
three or four points, so last night's 147-111 UMass
opening meet victory over Boston State College was
ridiculous.

The Minutemen completely outclassed Boston

State although UMass' performance fell short of

spectacular. The margin of victory was due to more a

mediocre Boston State team than a superior UMass
squad.

Being the first meet of the season, some of the

minor breaks in performances by UMass gymnasts

could be expected. Coach Tom Dunn said, "We've

got a lot of work to do. If we'd gone against a team

like Army today, we'd have gotten beaten."

Individually for UMass there were some good

performances. Co-captains Bill Brouillet and Roy

Johnson took the all-around honors, scoring 50.10

and 45.95 respectively. Brouillet's parallel bar and high

bar performances were standouts, and Johnson also

shined in the high bar and the long horse vault.

Brouillet, although satisfied with the win, said h\$

own performance could have been better. "There's

something about this gym," said the senior co-

captain, "I didn't do well last time I competed here

either, but that's no excuse."

In specialty areas still rings standout Peter Lusk

gave what was probably the best individual effort of

the night. He scored an 8.7 out of 10.0 in his routine

and he would've been over 9.0 if he'd been able to

hold his dismount. As he hit the floor he had to take

steps to catch his balance — that cost him precious

points.

Freshman Dave Kulakoff was the individual winner

in the pommel horse with an 8.0 score. He also "hit his

routine", as coach Dunn put it, in the parallel bar, and

his score of 7.25 was somewhat harsh on the judges'

part.

Paul Marks started in the all-around competition

and his floor exercise and still rings performances

were good. During the rings, though, he aggravated, a

back injury that he is still feeling the pains of, and he

sat out the rest of the meet rather than risk further

injury.

The Minutemen's strongest event scorewise was
the long horse vault where their team score was 26.5.

The other event scores were: floor exercise — 24.7;

pommel horse — 22.15; still rings — 25i3; parallel bars

- 24.2; and high bar - 24.5.

"We did a pretty good job getting through out

routines," said coach Dunn after the romp.

"Everybody made some minor form errors, though,

and had some minor breaks in their routines. Thafs

what we'll have to work a lot on... not missing

anything."

FLYING FINISHES - Bill Brouillet would've been

over 9.0 in his floor exercise had he not stepped out of

bounds.. .If Peter Lusk had "stuck" his dismount he

could have possibly had a 9.5 score.

...When UMass goes into their EIGL League

competition the top four scorers will be counting in

the event team totals, so depth is something the

Minutemen will be striving to achieve. As assistant

coach Bob Koenig said, "We need that fourth man to

hit". ..The Minutemen's next meet is in Boyden
Auxiliary Gym next Tuesday, December 10, at 4 p.m.

against Lowell Tech. ..Their first league meet is at

home against Army a week from Saturday (Dec. 14)

at 2 p.m.
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Now on sale:

Staff Photo by Jot Stoddart

THE PAINED EXPRESSION of UMass wrestler
symbolized night for Minutemen. They were
pulverized by Rhode Island, 38-8.

FLYING BILL BROUILLET, over the watchful eye

of coach Tom Dunnin an earlier meet, led the

Minutemen last night in romp over Boston State.

Hoopsters travel to Cambridge;

Silver, Sanders, Crimson hosts

B's late rise

ties Habs 4-4

By STEVEDECOSTA
Sports Staff

While the American public looks

forward to owning gold, the UMass
cagers are setting their sights on

Silver.

No, not the precious metal, but a

67, 200 pound bruiser who dons a

Crimson uniform and throws
basketballs through a hoop.

First name, Lou, and last year he

led Harvard in scoring with a 16.2

average and was named All-Ivy.

He's the top man the Minutemen
will have to contend with tonight

when they travel to Cambridge to

take on the Crimson in an 8 o'clock

start (WMUA, 7:50).

Harvard returns almost the same
line-up that gave UMass a scare in

last year's season opener, losing

only two lettermen in Tony Jenkins

and Ken Wolfe.

But the most important returnee

is Tom Sanders, who is back for his

second year as Crimson head

coach.

Sanders instilled some pride in a

rag-tag program, and though his

record was a not too impressive

(11-13), Satch did make good with

the talent he had on hand.

And this year, Sanders brings

back with him seven of last

season's top nine players.

Len Adams and Bill Carey will

probably join Silver up front, but

sophomores Brian Banks and Walt
Hines could also see a lot of action.

The Harvard backcourt will be
manned by Arnie Needleman and
Mike Griffin.

For the Crimson, it will be the

second game of the season, as they

knocked off Springfield 83-70 in

their opener Monday night.

The Minutemen will be trying to

overcome the after effects of an 87-

59 loss to the University of North
Carolina at Charlotte in their Jast

outing. The 28-point difference was
the worst defeat for a UMass team
since a 90-49 pasting by the real

North Carolina in the 1971 NIT.

UMass will need a more balanced

scoring output if they hope to

accomplish anything this season.

So far, in two games, only two
Minutemen are averaging in double

figures.

John Murphy had games of 21

and 30 points to pace the squad,

but the next player in line is Jim
Town, who has tossed in ten per

game.

The biggest disappointment so

far has been the inability of Bill

Endicott to find the mark. The
senior guard has tallied only 13

points in the two games, which is

below his per game mark of last

year. Endicott is shooting a miserly

35 per cent from the floor, hitting

five of fourteen shots.

After facing Harvard, the

Minutemen come home to Curry

Hicks, where they haven't lost since

January 1973, to open the defense

of their Yankee Conference title

against URI dh Saturdav niaht.

MONTREAL I UP/) - Johnny
Bucyk and Carol Vadnais scored

goals only 18 seconds apart in the

final two minutes of play Wed-
nesday night, enabling the Boston
Bruins to gain a 4-4 tie against the

Montreal Canadiens.

Bucyk's goal was his second of

the final period and came just

shortly after the Bruins had lifted

their goalie for an extra forward.

Only 64 seconds remained in the

game when Bucyk notched his

sixth goal of the season to tie the

sports

contest.

Vadnais' goal at 18:38 of the final

stanza was his fourth of the
campaign.

Until the final two minutes of

play the Canadiens had the game
well in hand thanks to a pair of

goals by veteran defenseman Guy
Lapointe.

Lapointe opened the scoring at

5:26 of the first period when he

lifted a shot past Boston goalie

Gilles Gilbert and Canadien
teammate Guy Lafleur put Montreal

ahead 2-0 when he scored his 17th

goal just 52 seconds later while the

teams were playing five a side.

Terry O'Reilly scored for the

Bruins later in the same period as

his weak shot trickled by Montreal

netminder Ken Dryden but the

Canadiens upped their advantage

to 3-1 at 1:50 of the middle session

when Lapointe got his second goal

of the game even though the

Canadiens were playing short-

handed at the time.

Montreal got a power play goal

to go ahead as Yvan Lambert

scored after just 21 seconds of the

final period but the Bruins cut their

deficit to 4-2 Bucyk tallied a power
play goal at 14:01 of the final

session.
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The CIA, The Kinks , Dracula, David Letters

& all the betters
A UMass Student Union? Why have one?

Inside:

Springsteen, Joplin, California Split

& George Washington

The power of 20,000 of U

r»I.J RKht:

Students As People
French, BDIC, Phy. Ed. no matter what your

major
.
t«x, or musical tastes, one thing Is

probably certain: If you are a student at
UMass, you have or have had a complaint
about something around here. The Student
Government seems unresponsive, the
Collegian loses your letter to the editor, the
Administration Is no help, and there seems to
be no alternative route to Improving con
ditions. On student organization is working
toward an alternative, and Its success depends,
to a large extent, upon the responsiveness of
me student body.

The Student Organizing Protect, (S.O.P.)
began work last Spring on the organization of a
Student Union on the UMass campus. The
rationale for the union Is that it provides an
effective voice and bargaining power for
students in dealing with the administration.

ministration. Its main power would be the fact
that students would be solidly behind any
demands made.

A question which has arisen is that of how
much actual power the Union would possess.
and whether or not a Union would settle Into the
complacency of the Student Senate. S.O.P.
worker Nesta King replied "It would be Im
possible, since the Union would be Independent
of the Administration." She pointed out that the
SGA is an advisory body to the Administration,
and possesses no real power. "It students had
the right to collective bargaining, they would
have a real source of power. A Union would be
an autonomous organization."

The Proiect Is involved In many other,
activities, all relating to student Interests. One
undertaking is that of an Investigation Into the

In addition, the Project Is working on a law
suit contesting the residence requirement
' 'There is a strong Indication that the residence
requirement may be abolished by next fall."

said Pepi. Tenants Union, on and off campus,
appear to be another possiblity for the Project

Another activity of the S.O.P. Is the
development of a Credit Union tor students on
campus The Credit Union would provide loans
and savings account services, at Interest rates
which would be slightly lower and higher,
respectively, than commercial banks. The
Credit Union will be a democratically run
organization, with members making fun.
damental policy decisions.

The Charter Is presently waiting for the
approval of the Federal Government; tt had

Hope on the horizon?
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The organization of the ur on is still in the
planning stages, it is hoped by the Project that
a founding conference will be held the weekend
of November 23. Much ol the planning will be
left up to the students themselves, according to
Alwin Schmidt, a worker for

-
the Project

"Hopefully, several hundred people will take
an interest, thus giving us a wide range of

students and varied interests. There will also
be representation on terms of special groups,
for example, Spanish speaking students." Sch-
midt termed the need for a solid backing as
being the most important factor in the
organizing of the Union. Once organized, the
Union's actions will be determined by its

membership, possibly serving as a regulating
body, holding hearings, making Investigations.

and making recommendations for action either
through the SGA or directly to the Ad

& **

on campus housing situation. November 4 8.

the Project will be holding hearings In each of
the residential areas Present will be Project
members, members of the administration,
faculty members with special interests, as well
as residence area directors.

"There is a general disgust on a large scale
regarding housing, and it should be dealt
with," said organizer John Pepi. adding that
individual cases may be responded to. The
intended effects of the hearings will be a
concrete set of grievances to present to the
administration, as well as pressure for some
type of response

Students are urged to attend the hearings
in their areas, to air complaints and meet the
Administrators who make the rules.

been examined by Atty. Bill Dorset), who
foresaw no major difficulties In getting it

passed Once approval is received, the Credit
Union wih become a member in a statewide
group.

All of these projects represent a positive
step forward tor students, a student Union
v.ould provide a different, new kind of voice for

the student body, and many people believe It''

worth a try.

Next week, a look at Student Unions across
the nation, as well as the Administration's
views on the subject.
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"PoweA cowiuptA, and absolute. poweA coMupte* ab6oZutejLy." W

Student
power

just3
play?
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by John Fisher, SOP Staff

The present relationship between
students and the University is a classic

example of the inherent instability of

one-sided power relationships between
two parties. On the surface such

relationships at times may appear to

be (and in fact may be) mutually

beneficial, but this state is subject to

abrupt and drastic change by the

stronger party at any point.

Whether the relationship exists
between two individuals or between
large interest groups, the potential for

injustice to the weaker party by the
stronger party is almost directly

related to the degree of power that the
stronger party has over the weaker.
Even when the stronger party is

highly benevolent and has the best of

intentions toward the weaker party,
there is no way for the weaker party

to be assured that this situation will not

change with the changing interests of

the stronger party. Nor does power (or

lack of power) imply morality on the
part of either party. Having the
strength of ten because one's heart is

pure may work nicely for slaying
dragons, but it clearly doesn't stand up
well against a stronger adversary.
Of course it is probably never

possible for any two parties to be
totally equal in a given situation.

Likewise there are cases where
inequality may be temporarily
beneficial and totally unavoidable,
such as the relationship between a
parent and a very young child, but I

consider these more the exception than
the rule.

And even in such cases there are
limits to the extent of this benevolent
inequality. To some extent most
societies recognize this in laws
(however poor) such as those con-
cerning child abuse and incest. One of

the essential struggles of "growing up"
is almost always that of the parent
being forced to recognize that the
nature of the parent-child relationship
is different at age 16 from what it was
at age six.

It is interesting to note that the
relationship between students and
administrators was originally an ex-

tension of the parent-child relationship.

The concept of "in loco parentis" was
based on the assumption that ad-
ministrators stood "in the place of

parents," looking after the wellbeing of

the immature students. The en-
franchisement of 18 year olds dealt the
final death blow to this outmoded
concept.

We are continually surrounded with
examples of unequal-power
relationships: rich versus poor, white
versus third world, men versus women,
straight versus gay. While an im-
pressive case could be made to suggest
that the basic causes of these
inequalities are ultimately economic, I

do not propose to discuss that here and
only note that the inequalities exist.

Cooling It

Quite often both parties assume that
their unequal relationship is "the
natural order of things," but this order
clearly benefits one party (the
stronger) more than it does the other.

Sooner or later, one party or the
other will probably realize that
something isn't quite right.

If it is the weaker party that comes to

this realization first (and expecially if

the weaker party understands that
there is some real hope for change), all

hell is likely to break loose. Sometimes
the stronger party is totally surprised
and hurt by the weaker party's
ingratitude. ("What do these women
want anyhow?" or "But I loved the soft

sweet singing of the darkies.")
If it is the stronger party who realizes

that the inequality between parties
might not necessarily be mandated by
God, the stronger party is faced with
essentially two choices: to maintain
the existing situation or to adapt to new
patterns of relating. For the stronger
party, the first choice is virtually
always seen as preferable ("damned if

I want to pick all that fucking cotton").

This reaction can take many forms.
If the weaker party hasn't caught on
yet, the stronger party can just "cool
it" and not say anything. (A nice
example of this tactic is the fact that
students seem to have been the last to
find out that mandatory dorm
residence was illegal. Only when the
Student Organizing Project and others
raised the possibility of a challenge to
this policy, did it become clear that the
administration had been meaning to

"speak to us about that.")
If cooling it doesn't work, the

stronger party can either use massive
repression (a risky thing since the
weaker party might perceive itself as
having nothing to lose and turn nasty)
or it can try cooption ("Look here,
we're both reasonable, instead of
fighting to get real power why don't you
play with this shiney new toy I've got
for you."). The "toy" can be token
positions on an advisory board or any
other offer that will keep students busy
and out of administrators' hair — so
long as no real power is associated with
the positions involved.

Cooption can sometimes be the result
of good intentions on both sides, but as
long as a substantial inequality exists,

the toy can be taken away as soon as
the stronger party feels things have
quieted down.
And the situation isn't usually as

simple as a two-party model might
suggest. In real life there are almost
always many parties involved in a
given power relationship. Fur-
thermore, parties with little power are
likely to perceive the party just slightly
better off than they as their oppressor
when in reality their adversary may be
someone who is less visible but who is

directly oppressing both groups. In

fact, any powerful group worth its salt

can usually save itself all sorts of
trouble by playing the disadvantaged
off against each other — poor whites
against poor blacks, for example.

Students as a Power Group
Here is where "student rights" come

in.

Until the 1960's, the universities
related to students in the role of parent-
surrogates. With the doctrine of "in
loco parentis", administrators were
the guardians of students, in the place
of parents. When the administration
was benevolent, students were treated
well. If the administration was hostile
to students, it was too damn bad. You
either put up with it or got the hell out.
Considering the societal, economic,
and parental pressures involved,
neither choice was exactly optimum.

Student government existed, but at
best it was an advisory group. If those
in power liked an idea, fine. Otherwise
forget it. After all, you could always
stage a panty raid.

Gradually, students began to per-

ceive themselves as an interest group
and started to become rather un-

pleasant if their requests weren't

responded to. They were noisy and
disruptive — sometimes even
destructive. But the disruption was
that of the relatively powerless against

continued on page two

UPRAISED STICK AND LEG of Gilles Gilbert failed to stop shot by Montreals
Guy Lafleur in last night's tie. Even Orr's (4) powers failed.
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UMass comes of age
relatively powerful. Since they had no

mechanism for being recognized as a group

with real rights (even though by this time

"in loco parentis" was dead), they

sometimes resorted to extreme tactics — a

phenomenon which has been traditional for

the powerless.

In response, administrators sometimes
have tried repression, but generally they

granted the students' basic demands and
often threw In a touch of cooption. The
"shiney new toys" students were given to

play with were the inclusion of students on
certain committees, the establishment of

coed dormitories, and occasionally even
going along with a few student ideas that

administrators didn't like but felt they could

live with.

However, the important thing to realize is

that the basic power relationship between

students and administrators was not

changed. Unless students resorted to ex

treme disruptive tactics that were often

harmful to all parties, they were not taken

seriously. While they might gain on specific

issues, they were subject to the goodwill of

the administrations. All "student rights"

were subject to cancellation without notice.

All one needs to do is to read the con

stitution of almost any student government
to realize that it has no actual power.

Legally student governments are subject to

ultimate control by the trustees.

Furthermore, it must be realized that

while students are a group with no real

power, administrators are subject to

pressure from groups that actually do have

power. If forced to choose between the

desires of a group of students who can only

pass resolutions or a legislature that can cut

one's budget, there is little question as to

which group has real clout.

Finally, students are often guilty of

assuming that their weak position Is a

"natural" one. (After all, how can we be as

competant as those wonderful people who

planned the Campus Center? Usually only

the pentagon can get away with such ef-

ficiency as a more than-lOO percent cost

overrun.)

Another student problem has been the

tendency to compete with one another for

the few crumbs available to them. It is often

easier, for example, for white students to

argue against increased budgets for Third

World groups than it is for all students to

join together to gain a real base of power.

In short, "student power" Is presently

nonexistent. Until students develop an

actual power base with real recognition,

they will never be considered equals In

negotiations with the administration or any

other power group. This Is why a student

union (or call it anything else you want to,

the concept Is the same) that can enter Into

enforcable contracts Is a necessity. The
struggle to establish this right may be a long

one, but is a prerequisite for students finally

being able to have some real control over

their lives— and to become a force that can

aid others in similar struggles.

Unionism is not an issue. It is the issue

that makes discussion of other issues

possible.
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Peter Damman Quartet appearing

Wed. & Thurs., Dec. 4 & 5

Sundance1 appearing Fri., - Sat.,

Dec. 6 & 7

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-0802 b& Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.

"Film has always been deep in

my heart", says Paul Kontrimas—
Below The Salt's Film Censor,

"but I never realized that my heart

sounded like a film projector.'
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The Dial Tone
Discotheque

Mon., Tues., Wed. Nites are

Beer Nites 25°

Plus specials on pitchers, bottles and all drinks.

TUES. NITE is Oldies' Nite

THURS. NITE is Ladies' Nite

HAPPY HOUR every nite, 6 - 8:30

DJ's play what you want to hear— 7 nites a week, 8:30-1 :00.
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The Kibitzers

Club hears about

Telephone Historv

Bill Howell
Dick Leonard
Debbie Schater

Jeffrey Polman
Craig Roche
Karen Miller

Ken Blanchard
Bill Parent

Bill Densmore
Zamir Nestlebaum

John Fisher

Edward P. Smith
David Hoffman
Michael Lowey

Christopher Leighton

James Onessimo
Luis Medina

Below The Salt has been the kind
of magazine that would print

peculiar work. We pledge to uphold
this tradition, but can't promise
everybody's peculiar work will fit.

Your's must be typed, double-

spaced, at sixty spaces to the line.

The deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday; but you can write to us
anytime.

MikeKostekll
Editor, Music & Omnibus

David Sokol

Vice Ferbam
TylaMichelove
General Editor

Fred Weiss
Books & Assistance Editing

Andy MacKenzie
God & Laffs

Paul Kontrimas
Filman

Gina Staradoj

Art Star

Wayne Quack Dejnak
Ducks & Ducks
DonMcGilvray
Boats & Dinghys

E. Patrick McQuaid
Nothing Editor

"The truth was doomed to die. It

was being downtrodden, was being

drowned, burned, ground to ashes.

But look — it has survived, it lives,

it has been printed, and nobody
ever will be able to wipe it out."

Below The Salt is a weekly fine

art - real world magazine of the

UMass Daily Collegian, student

newsDaper, Amherst, Mass.

CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton

54th Member of the World Famous

|
Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an average

'• spending of $2.25

B. Your Host, Carlo, is a special

student at UMass

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

n

presents

The National Dance
'Company of Senegal
Friday December 6 8pm Amherst High Auditorium

TICKETS: S4 and S3 general $2 and $1.50 umass students

ON SALE 125HERTER HALL, UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202
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3700 Miles & One Million Smiles
byMikeKostek,

The four trailer trucks roared down the

salt flats in an eerie, timeless, apparently

motionless fashion. There are no trees, no

banks along the road. Only the salt flats

stretch out beyond the pavement. The lone

figure skating down the side of the road in

front of them notices their coming. He
braces for their passing, unaware that they

are travelling at least thirty miles faster

than he anticipates.

One million smiles along 3700 miles.

That's what 26 year-old UMass junior David
Letters listed as his objective when he set

out last May (see "8 Wheels and 15 Credits,"

Below The Salt, 2 April, 1974) on a journey

via roller skates across the United States.

When Letters set out, the feat had never

been accomplished. But Cliff Shaw, who had
cross-skated Canada previously, set out a

few weeks' time before Letters and made a

2800 mile trek in 77 days. "He went for the

speed record.", says David. "I picked out

the most interesting route. Shaw went on all

the interstates."

The force of one trailer truck going 55

MPH on a highway is enough to knock you

off your feet. The four trucks in Nevada
were going faster than the 55 MPH speed

limit. Much faster. Just how fast was im-

possible to tell, because with no trees or

other points of reference, it becomes ob-

vious how relative speed is.

"All across the country, every area has its

own character and charm. It's a thrill to

skate all day through forty miles of nothing

but nine foot high corn stalks and then come
to a town — bar, barbershop, gas station,

store and church. That's the center of the

area.

"Any bar I would skate into would be good

for free drinks all night long."

With two backers, the Monument Federal

Savings Bank and Eastern Engineers 8.

Extruders, a recycling concern, David set

out for San Francisco May 24. He had

trained rigorously, and after a while, found

his body to be the perfect machine. "I really

got into my body to the point that I could

skate sixty miles a day and be ready to

party at night. Being outdoors skating all

day was the highest high I've ever had. It

was magnificent."

The first truck's turbulance spun the

surprised Letters around. The second's blew

him off his feet, spun him over in the air and

flipped him on his back. David felt

something very wrong with his right leg.

A friend drove along in a Volkswagen van,

meeting him each night, when they camped
at the side of the road. "

I slept inside a motel

only three nights. I took 500 photographs and
made over 300 pages of notes.

"Anywhere along the way I wanted to visit

I did. I went to Snake Canyon to see Evil

Knevil's jump. A crazy, bizarre event.

There was too much violence, too much mob
control. It was a hustle, a pure hustle. I

respect him for the hustle."

Before his injury, David had been going

40-60 miles a day, at an average of 8-9 MPH;
his top day was 70 miles, and his top speed,

was 38 MPH, clocked on one of the hills

David stopped to savor several times on the

way. On one of the hills, he got caught in a

freak ice storm (he had walked up the hill in

the sun with his shirt off) . Coming down, the

wind and the ice made it impossible to stop,

and he rolled through a farmer's herd of

cattle, thus disproving Roger Miller's

axiom that "You can't roller skate in a

buffalo herd."
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David Letters is one of those people who
exude life, making as much if not more love

than they take. His articles, ranging from
the beauty of the fall foliage to covering the

New Africa House to reviews of Buddy
Miles, graced the pages of the Collegian and
Below The Salt last year. "My goal was to

make people smile, a million of 'em. And I

far exceeded that. 1 wanted to give people

some good news to read about, and the

people really responded. I got lots of en-

couraging letters. Practically every news-
paper in the country carried my story. Just

about everybody along the way was very
enthusiastic."

So it was a great thrill for David when,
last October, decked out in top hat, tuxedo
and silver skates, he rolled across the

Golden Gate Bridge, it was 133 days after he

left Gloucester (88 davs actual skating —
David spend one-third of his time touring.)

Other people want to spread his story: all

the Boston talk shows and some in New
York; the Tonight and Tomorrow shows are

interested, as well as various publishing

concerns interested in a book and who speak

of movie rights.

David will be back in school next

semester. Physically, that is. "I learned

more in those four and one-half months than

I have in any classroom I've ever been in."

David earned fifteen credits for his 133 day
roll-stroll. "Would I go again? Give me
backers and I'm gone. In a minute."

3700 miles and a million smiles. David Letters, the People's Skate.

There it was. Eighteen miles east of

Wendover, Nevada, 123 miles from the
nearest doctor, Letters' leg was messed up.

The machine needed repair. When David got
to the nearest doctor, in Salt Lake City, he
was told the machine needed two months
solid rest. "It was just about impossible for

me to skate. My tendons and ligaments were
in bad shape. But I couldn't quit then, after

3000 miles and with less than 700 to go. So I

walked across Nevada." And California.

The main problems he found were cars

and dogs. Besides his major accident, he

was hit in the foot in Ohio by a car, and the

motor vehicle presented him with a general

problem all across the nation. "Out in the

country, the people driving by were real

friendly, asking if you wanted a ride and
how you were doing. But I could always tell

when I was within twenty miles of a city, as

people in cars would yell at me, throw
firecrackers, try to run me off the road."

As regards the Roche
Dear Mr. Craig Roche:

In regards to your ridiculous article concerning the Commander Cody

concert, if nothing else, you proved you know nothing of the Commander's

music or even the courtesy some bands extend when they play at the

university. I have seen C.C.L.P.A. numerous times in Boston, as well as down

at the Cape, where there were at least 5,000 more people per concert than there

were last Friday night. They knew before they arrived that there would be a

maximum of 1,200 people and they sacrificed the almighty dollar to play here,

a nice gesture on anyone's part these days. Your irritation at having to pay

$4.00 is unrealistic. Did you expect them to pay you for the privilege of your

review?
In regards to the concert itself, you seemed distressed that "The Com

mander" didn't take lead solo until midway through the concert, and then

sang only several songs. Did it ever occur to you that in four albums Cody only

sings three songs? If you want to see him sing more often, I suggest you visit

him while he is in the shower. If you had read the back of any album, you

would know that Billy C. Farlow is the lead singer, not Cody, and he was not

"carrying the load" for Cody, but doing his job. The only sense I saw in your

article was the praise for Hager and Stein. They are tremendous musicians.

And finally, how can you cut down their style of music or even the fact that

many of the songs were not originals? You don't go to a concert if you don't

like the band's music, you go because you like their music, and I'm sure the

seven hundred people in attendance did enjoy the show.

Since you seem to think that the bands at the Blue Wall are on a par with

Commander Cody I suggest that you limit your reviews to the bands at .he

Wall, a place where you obviously spend too much time as it is.

Michael Lowey
CRAIG ROCHE REPLIES

I'm glad that one person got their $4.00 worth. While I respect Mr. Lowey's

opinion, I'm sure the two bands on campus this weekend, Fat and Little Fire,

will give more for our money. _______^^——————
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PRESENTED BY THE AMHERST MASQUERS
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It p.m.

R1RBY THEATER

AMHERST COLLEGE

ruture Furnishings
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Rte. 9, 529 Belchertown Rd.
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for banquets, special occasions.

Contact
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256-8551
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CIA: Treacherous Cult.

The CIA and the Cult of In-

telligence

by Victor Marchetti and John D.

Marks
Knopf publishers, NY $8.95 398

PP-

reviewed by Frederic C. Weiss

As smooth as a novel and
thrilling as a detective story, The
CIA and the Cult of Intelligence is

both compelling and frightening,

because it is so real. Victor Mar-
chetti, the main author of tt>e book,

served in the CIA tor fourteen

years, and the information that he

decided to put into this book was so

threatening to the CIA that they

went to court to censore Mar-
chettl's work.
Their attempts to seek "justice"

through the Courts has given this

book an ironic twist, and made it

an even m * compelling book,

because it serves to substantiate

what Marchetti tries so hard to

illustrate: The CIA is a top secret

super government, that is more
than an intelligence seeking
organization. It does more than

find out what is going on in the

world, it creates at least half the

chaos that it tries so hard to find

out about.

The book is filled with gaps in the

text. Where the CIA court

challenges were successful,

Marchetti and his publisher Alfred

A. Knopf, have left big gaps on the

page, and printed simply in bold

type, DELETED. Where the CIA
tried and failed to get something

censored, the publishers have
printed the passage in bold type.

This sets an eerie mood for reading

this important book, and further

illustrates what Daniel Ellsberg

said at the University a few weeks
ago, that the CIA is taking part in

"murder around the world."

Marchetti's book takes you to

Cuba where the CIA under rule of

Allen Dulles decided to put

together a arouD of exiled Cuh*ns

CIA had told him that Castro's
relative popularity among the

Cuban population was impressive
and not deteriorating in the least.

Despite these reports, Dulles, in

the tradition of blind opposition to

the myth of "monolithic com-
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and invade Castro's Cuba. This
CIA caper, known as the notorious
Bay of Pigs travesty is the perfect
example of the CIA setting policy

and no simply finding out the
proper intelligence to help the
President set policy.

In telling both Presidents
Eisenhower and Kennedy about
the plan to let Cuban "freedom
fighters" liberate Cuba from
Castro, Dulles pointed out that the
Cuban people hated Castro and
would immediately desert him if a
"democratic" alternative was able
to invade Cuba. Dulles interpreted

the facts, and twisted them the way
that he wanted to, because various
intelligence networks within the

Madness:

The Twisted Ehzyme?

Madness and the Brain by Solomon H. Snyder, M.D. McGraw Hill $8.95
292PP

Reviewed by David Hoffman
Madness as a category of "abnormal" behavior is labeled as either

manic depressive psychosis or schizophrenia by the psychiatric
priesthood. It is also the great questionmark of modern theories of con-
sciousness.

To the central tradition of Freudian analysis madness is primarily
psychological in nature, the result of severe emotional disturbance or
anxiety within the unconscious. As advanced within the therapeutic work
of R.D. Laing, this Freudian approach has become ir verted into "an-
tipsychiatry": madness is no longer seen as necessarily harmful, but is

instead regarded as offering an epiphany from the "normal" world of the
divided self and alienated institutions, especially the family.
Another approach is more sociological, suggesting that persons who

exhibit behaviors regarded by the dominant culture as deviant may be
punished by the diagnosis of madness. Such a view is found in the work of
Thomas Szasz and Erving Goffman, who have argued that the act of
labeling a person "sick" Is to assign that person a social role. In both
Laing and Szasz asylums are seen as "prisons."
The most influential approach, as measured by research funding,

however, is, the psychiatric "medical model," which is itself a departure
from Freudian orthodoxy. Inspired by new research evidence discovered
within the past decade, the medical model appears to confirm earlier
hunches that both manic-depressive psychosis and schizophrenia have all

the markings of a hereditary disease, one passed from parent to offspring
as an aberration of biology rather than as a psychic injury. Taking the
place of various versions of the "devil theory" is, simply, the theory of
the twisted enzyme.
Untwist the enzyme— or so the medical establishment promises— and

the future of all persons afflicted with madness may be brighter.
Replacing years of hospitalization or psychoanalysis, wherein cures have
always been elusive, may be the simple removal of a toxic substance or
the supply of a missing chemical as the means to reverse the disease.
The "dopamine theory" of schizophrenia, which is one expression of

the medical model, has been given a lucid account in layman's language
by a young neuropbarmacologist at Johns Hopkins University, Solomon
H. Snyder, in his study, Madness and the Brain (McGraw-Hill, 1974,
$8.95). Snyder's thesis is that hallucinogenic and amphetamine drug
experiences offer Insights into the correct biochemical theory of
emotional disturbance. Yet lest the reader be anxious that abstruse
technical detail from neurochemistry and biological psychiatry clutter
the pages of Snyder's text, have no fear. His writing is a model of the
exposition of complicated material.

Although the principal burden of Snyder's analysis is to show how the
basis of psychological disorder is metabolic, with the corresponding
treatments serving to correct the biochemical deficiency or anomaly, he
is alert to recognize that such illness, although organically caused, may
in fact require treatments which are not solely organic but must also take
into account matters of upbringing and environment. Indeed, as many
researchers now recognize, there is no "either-or" nature-versus-nurture
antithesis, since severe emotional disturbance may indeed provoke
metabolic changes. The ticklish issue, however, is whether in all cases to

prescribe the pharmacological treatment.

But even so, what remains undeniable is that the brain and the mind
are now becoming understood as a single entity, on however rarefied a
neurochemical basis. The elucidation of this perspective is Snyder's
great accomplishment.

-I- This book is available at the University Bookstore.

munism" set out to deceive two
Presidents into invading Cuba: an
invasion leading to a major em-
barrassment to the Kennedy ad-

ministration and Dulles' own
subsequent "retirement".

Marchetti's book illustrates

numerous incidents of deception

and intervention. Did you know
that the CIA was fighting a secret

war in Laos even before the Tonkin

Gulf resolution gave us at least

paper legitimacy to enter the

tragic war in Vietnam? Did you

know that the CIA was actively

involved in infiltrating and ex-

posing coun ter - m i I i tar

y

organizations in South America?
Did you know that the CIA was
involved in infiltrating and
betraying counter-military
organizations in North America?
Marchetti points out that "The

cult is intent upon conducting the

foreign affairs of the U.S. govern-

ment without the awareness or

participation of the people. It

recognizes no role for a questioning

legislature or an investigative

press. Its adherents believe that

only they have the right and the

obligation to decide what is

necessary to satisfy the national

needs."
The CIA has taken Machiavelli's

"The end justifies the means" and

stretched it to the limits of

hysteria. In the name of the "free

world" we have overthrown freely

elected governments, most
recently in Chile. Marchetti's book

gives a thorough documentation of

what went on in the "top forty"

committee, chaired by Henry
Kissinger, and their decisions

concerning Allende's Chile and

how to sabotage it. As Jack An-

derson exposed, and Marchetti

elaborates, the CIA had tried to

stop Allende's election by pouring

great amounts of monety into the

coffers of his opposition, and later

using money to keep Allende's

government from reaching any
kind of real stability. Marchetti's

book shows how the CIA worked
with multinational corporations

like IT8.T to try to overthrow

Aliende, not because he was a

threat to the American people, but

rather a threat to the interests of

IT&T.
Marchetti's book was censored

enough to leave questions about

how extensive CIA involvement in

the murder of Aliende was.
However, it leaves no doubt that

we were involved up to its neck.

The CIA has become a sub-

versive "cloak and dagger"
operation, unregulated and
morally corrupt. When the CIA has

followed its mandate, and worked
exclusively to find out "what is

going on" rather than determine
"how to change things", they have

been competent, sometimes ex-

cellent.

The CIA found out that the

Russians were building missle
bases in Cuba early enough to alert

President Kennedy, and give him
time to work out a policy in

response. The CIA also recom-
mended against heavy in-

volvement in Vietnam.
However the CIA more often

than not, has gotten involved in the

deadly world of international in-

tervention. Setting up phantom
organizations to cover for them,
the CIA has been involved all over
the world spreading fear and
leaving a trail of blood. .all in the

name of "freedom".
On the domestic front they have

been involved in the infiltration of

National Student Association, and
have subsidized numerous
Colleges and Universities
throughout the nation. Their in-

volvement in domestic spying is

both a violation of their original

charter and until recently (the

Watergate fiasco brought on
much unwanted publicity to their

domestic intelligence game) a

growing reality.

Marchetti's book is a must for

anyone who cares about what is

going on in this country, and what
we are doing to the rest of the

world. It is both a thriller and a

citizen's handbook to better un-

derstand the horror's that are

being committed in the name of

preserving something once
beautiful, but now becoming a

myth — real freedom in the United

States. This freedom has become
conspicuously compromised by
organizations such as the CIA,

born under the paranoia of the Cold

War, and growing throughout the

tense realities of power politics.

This book will SOON be available

in the University Bookstore.

Hampshire College Committee on Community Activities

& Dakin-Merrill Houses

presents

Room Full of Blues
and

The Magic Music Band
At the Dining Commons 8:30 p.m. December 6

Adm. Hampshire Students $1.00 with I.D.

Others $2.00
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"BEBEPINO!
n

(Bouncing Blues)

Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's
Flea Market, only 12 miles

from Whitmore!

TUES. —No Cover

THURS. SUN., $1.00

Sunday Beer— 25c — 9 to 1 : 00

Pfittff $f Room h Boo§i$! Phone (617) — Just Over Line — 544-6028

Film .

by JEFFREY POLMAN

DIRECTIONS:
Andy Warhol's Dracula
Written and directed by Paul
Morrissey; produced by Andy
Warhol starring Joe Dallesandro,
Udo Kier

Owing to the controversial
subject matter of this film, the

following review will be split into

two parts, one for those who are
horror film fanatics, the other for

those who wouldn't know the

Exorcist from the Song of Ber-

nadette. Please read the review

which applies to you.

For those who know nothing

about horror films and take life

very seriously.

Andy Warhol's Dracula, the

eventual "sequel" to his highly

successful Frankenstein, is an

orgy of sex and violence which
leaves one's supper screaming for

the nearest aisle.

Udo Kier, who plays Count

Dracula in this total abortion of

Bram Stoker's classic novel,

should have rehearsed his lines

before aoina on camera, and the

Andy Warhol's Dracula

same can be said for every other

character in the movie. Joe

Dallesandro, who plays the "sexy"
farmhand, is more interested in

copulation than pronunciation.

The story starts off well with

Dracula and his assistant, Anton,

journeying by car (this is 1907) in

search for a virgin bride, but once
the director lets the stars get

carried away with their bloody and
fleshy activities, everything just

goes downhill.

All in all, Warhol's Dracula is a

moviemaking disaster which is

about as entertaining as watching

Monday Night Football in black-

and-white.

and unusual but innovative script,

expert deliv

But wait a minute. Why do all the

characters sound like they're
reading the lines off of their con-

tact lenses? Why does Joe
Dallesandro have a Brooklyn
accent if this is Romania? I can't

remember one instance throughout

the entire film where two lines of

dialogue were overlapped; even

so, it is always possible that people

in the 1900's talked like that.

The other explanation, and one
that should be clearer if you take in

a viewing of Andy Warhol's
Frankenstein, is that director-

...Our in residense schizophrenic reviewer

looks at Dracula from two perspectives...

AWD 3 FROM ANDY WARHOL'S DRACULA. A BRYANSTON PICTURES RELEASE.

And now, For those who are
horror film freaks

Andy Warhol's Dracula (re-

named from the Italian title, Blood
for Dracula) is a film whose initial

reaction is to surprise the eye.

Could this be a "B-movie", a low-

budget, blood and gore Roger
Cormanesque production? Here we
see plush, elaborately-decorated

Gothic interiors, Bergman-like
cinematography, melodramatic
characters (their faces coated
from fang to fang with emotion),
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writer Paul Morrisey (he spoke on

campus last year, by the way) is

actually interested in lampooning
the horror movie, particularly the

excessively violent Hammer
releases of Great Britain, France,

and Italy. He tries to fool us with

his half-serious tone and his in-

tricate technical devices, but once

we see Dracula's assistant googie

his eyes, once Dallesandro opens

his mouth, and when we notice that

the Count is taking a little too much
time to upchuck all that non-virgin

blood into the bathtub, any reac

tion other than a good old ordinary

laugh signifies you are taking the

film for something too much or too

less than what it's worth.

Morrissey knows how to inject

subtle but outrageous humor into

our brains, but isn't it about time

filmmakers stopped making fun of

specific genres and started seeking

either originality within those

genres or entirely new ones
altogether? Other directors (i.e.,

Polanski, Friedkin, Roeg,) have
shown that horror, or the

schizophrenia of the human mind,

can be dealt with intelligently and
humanely. Morrissey, using his

Gothic lighting, sets, and bizarre

scripting, could pull off the same
thing; but would he still be an

underground filmmaker if he did?

No, because underground film

makers have to keep shocking

their audiences.

This is why Morrissey takes

raunchy sex and puts it on the

same level with his guginol
violence. Unfortunately, though, at

the lush cinema complex in

Springfield where I saw the film

for three bills, the three biggest

Dallesandro lesbian love scenes
had been moronically edited out of

the print. Once again, America's
backwards morality shines
through: snip the fornication but

spare the amputation. Merry
Christmas, dudes.
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Below The Salt — the new speak news peak

Hot wax stax o' trax

5 December 1074 5 December 1t74
Below The Salt — the new speak news peak

Kinks Koncert Kontained
by Mike last of all Kostek

Happy Together Again!

The Turtles

(Sire SASH-3703-2) time 79:22

Gotta Take That One Last Ride

Jan & Dean
(United Artists UA 342-H2)

time 57:33

History of British Rock, Vol. 2

Various
(Sire SASH 3705-2 time 77:40

There is a mess of stuff here,

and in more ways than one.

Pick hits! Stax o' wax! Top of

the pops! Middle and late

sixties nostalgia has crept

slowly around (Endless
Summer, Nuggets), but

nothing Serious has hit yet. In

the case of these three hefty

double record sets, they

represent too much quality to

need any twinge of nostalgia to

make it (unlike some farces

such as Freddie & The
Dreamers or The Kingsmen).

There's big pieces of the rock

on here.

Leading this cavalcade is a

class collection of one of the

finer Top Pop hitsters, the

Turtles. Fans who followed

faithfully through their

misunderstood salad singles

days as well as folk who
discovered main Turtles Mark
Volman and Howard Kaylan

through their 1971-72 stint with

Frank Zappa will both be

satisfied as there are plenty of

hits (both sappy & solid) and
plenty of their peculiar

boilermakers.

Collections of this type need

three ingredients to go well:

1. Completeness. Happy
Together Again! has all the

hits.

2. Packaging (liner notes and
photos). Snappy job here, with

that is one of those three-year-

old-in-her-topless-suit teases

until we get to the punch and
find Granny, 94, doing the

Watusi on the golden sand. But

if you listen too carzfully,

you'll get hooked on the fun fun

amazing chart detailing the

facts for each song, including

each's girlfriend and hot rod at

the time.

3. Collector's cuts. Since Jan

and Dean albums are pretty

scarce nowadays, anvthina not

The Turtles, Jan and Dean,

notes by Mark and Howie, two

of the most lucid popsters ever

Cover could be better tho'.

3. Collector's Cuts. Good
number here, with six

unreleased tunes and a rare

pseudonym single (the

Dedications).

Shakiest item on this list is

the peculiar case of Jan Berry

and Dean O. Torrence. Sort of

the poor man's Beach Boys,

Jan and Dean usually come
down to a love 'em or hate 'em
split among listeners (ask Bob
Estelle). Strictly out of the Surf

City — Drag City — Two Girls

For Every Boy City mode,
their weaknesses crop up all

over here: too cute lines, too

easy fills and occasional lapses

in brains, such as in "One
Piece Topless", a 1964 ditty

English Rock 1961 - 1969 . Hot blasts from the past

tun magic of Southern
California, with "Dead Man's
Cur)" reaching a splendor as
good as anything else com-
parable.

on Anthology is rare. Thus

there's ten rarities on here.

1. Completeness. This

overlaps a bit on the excellent

Anthology album released in

1972 (10 cuts worth) and is in

fact, United Artists' answer to

Endless Summer, being all

summer songs. We pick up

some gems in the exchange
("Bucket T.", "Summer
Means Fun") and lose lots of

early hits ("Linda", "Jenny
Lee").

2. Packaging. Not much
besides some great surfing

shots. The Anthology is the one

to have here as it has pages

and pages of history and an

Wish as they might, there's

no surfing to be found in

England. And no cotton fields

either. So they listened to a lot

of our rockers and gave the

music a new flavor by mixing

pop and blues, produced with a

substantial force and spirit

that must be reckoned with and

appreciated. To get the full

impact, imagine how sterile

and limited the rock scene

would be without an England.

Sire issued an excellent and

flawed Volume One of English

Rock last year, flawed because

there is so much to cover.

Volume 2, taken in conjunction

with One begins to close the

idiosyncratic gaps, but on its

own, it can't expect to speak

for all the peaks.

1. Completeness. Trying to

go from 1961 to 1969 is near

impossible, but this is a good

try, with music from The
Beatles to Chad and Jeremy to

Elton John, going from hits

("Bus Stop" by the Hollies) to

the great obscurities ("Lazy

Sunday" by the Small Faces).

2. Package. A bit skimpy,

with good individual liner notes

for each cut and a good

Memory Maker pull out.

3. Collector's Cuts. Several

gems on here. A 1966 Rod
Stewart single, "Little Miss
Understood", a 1969 Elton John
single, "Lady Samantha", and
the rare single of Julie Driscoll

with Brian Auger and The
Trinity doing Dylan's "This

Wheel's On Fire". Also
noteable are the British-only

stars, the Cilia Blacks, the

Sandi Shaws, the Billy J.

Kramer and The Dakotas that

we never heard over here but

always saw in the Top 5 over
there.

RATE-A-RECORD:
Turtles — Happy Together

Again! A- (92 — you can thrup

to it.)

Jan and Dean — Gotta Take
That One Last Ride. B+. (86 —
you can sidewalk surf to it.)

Various — History Of
English Rock Vol. 2. B+. (87 —
you can reminisce and gear to

it.)

seduced by a ficticious Analogy
In Concert:

Chick Core*
with Return to Forovor
Gary Burton Quartet +1
Sanderson Thoator, Springfield

30 November

Gary Burton has a lot of talent, as evidenced
by his recent releases in conjunction with
composer -arranger Michael Gibbs, and, to a
much lesser extent, by his performance
Saturday at the Sanderson. Unfortunately, his

own group sound hasn't changed since the days
when he was working with the then unknown
Larry Coryell, some five or six years back. The
concpet of using electric instruments, no
matter how subdued, to play jazz was then

considered rather daring — these days, the

combining of electric guitars with an in-

strument of such unique potential as a
vibraharp effects the listener as not only
limiting but downright irritating in places,

particularly the lackluster group he's working
wjth, old-timer Steve Swallow (bass) the ex-

ception.

Burton's one unaccompanied solo was the

highlight of the performance, but he was right

in thinking that an hour or more of solo vibes

would be something of a strain on audience
attention span. What he could do to update
himself and indeed perhaps even make a name
for himself again would be to follow the group
Oregon's lead and get together with people who
play other unusual acoustic instruments (oboe,

say, and maybe a couple of strings, and piano)

and work on creating a truly unique sound.

Chick Corea and Return to Forever are

rapidly approaching the peak of their

popularity, if they haven't reached it already.

Of course the word 'peak' implies very definite

directions: Straight up and straight down. The
band has a very clear, usually tight and often

somewhat complex sound, but is almost totally

lacking in real musical guts and is very rapidly

running out of ideas. They sound like the old

AAahavishnu Orchestra run through the

washing machine once too often. All of them,

particularly Corea, have the habit of finding

riffs they like and getting stuck on them;

Corea's writing for the group tends that way
too. Much, much too much funky filler.

Redeeming factors include bassist Stanley

Clarke, who, although limited by the group's

style, provided a lot of humor with his musical

non sequiturs (To hear Clarke in better cir

cumstances try Illusion Suite by the Stanley

Cowell Trio — ECM 1026). Also it must be said

that they really do seem to enjoy what

they do; ihat in itself is fun to watch, and the

audience responded appropriately.

Like Gary Burton, Corea seems to do best on

his own; his solo albums, Piano Improvisations

Vol I and Vol II, show both imagination and

real emotional depth. And strangely enough,

Chick Corea and Gary Burton released a

beautiful duet album not too long ago on ECM,
called Crystal Silences. It's really a shame that

they couldn't have played together here; it

would probably have been the height of what
was otherwise a somewhat unsatisfying
evening. —Your Sacred Cowboy

HEART LIKE A WHEEL
LINDA RONSTADT

(Capitol ST U3SI)

fal playing time: 32:23

Linda Ronstadt and her good new essence.

Below The Salt sketch by Karen Miller.

Although Linda continues to do the same
kinds of songs which she's done so frequently in

the past, she's singing and interpreting with

greater conviction and ease here than on her

last couple of spotty outings. Good, solid vocals

with strong backing throughout by some of the

California heavies give this reco: d the extra

boost from tip to toe. Standouts include the

rocking rollicking Phil Everly classic, "Wher.

Will I Be Loved' and a beautiful version of the

James Taylor ballad, "You Can Close Your
Eyes".
Heart Like A Wheel closes out Ronstadt's

long career with Capitol on the good foot.

A "bordering on nookie-rock" B

THIS IS THE MOODY BLUES — MOODY
BLUES (Threshold 12-13 Total playing time l

94:19

The classic case of a group which outli.cu its

usefulness, the Moodies had the fortune to

become incredibly popular at the same time

that their stagnation became unmistakable. At

first, the Moody Blues showed flickerings of

real innovation : They used a full orchestra on a

"concept album" long before it was common,

and were the first band to make extensive use

of the mellotron. Moody Blues music was also

spacey enough to be the fave-rave of many
young and naive drug beginners.

But even in this group, a band in which every

member was a sonqwriter, the sound rapidly

became overly familiar, overly trite, and

overly pretentious. Only an occasional "Ride

My See-Saw", "Gypsy", "Question", or "Story

In Your Eyes" or an interesting record jacket

saved the group from total depths and despair.

This Is the Moody Blues is the disc which

could replace all those dusty catalogue Moody
albums, and lighten up the loads in those

burdened record collections. Different mixes of

some of 'em, but all the hits are here as well as

a few misses and some other Moody memories.
This is, this was, this am. Gone but not

missed.

REEL TO REAL— LOVE ( RSO SO 4804 Total

playing time: 33:31

Expecting the kind of eclecticism which
marked so much of Love leader Arthur Lee's

earlier works, it's disappointing to find such a

limited musical array as is evident here. Reel

To Real is the first album by the newly formed
Love, and Lee's first recording since his solo

hamburger breath stinkfinger Vindicator of a

couple years ago, a record which caused him to

lose a good few of his ever dwindling loyalites.

With a couple of exceptions (most notably, a
lively reworked version of "Singing Cowboy"),
Lee has gotten himself into a deep soul-rock-

funk rut which doesn't do his usually

sophisticated writing justice. Indicative of

Lee's new direction is his choice to record a
cover version of the million selling "Be Thank
ful For What You Got", a song which was
overplayed by AM radio, and one to which
Love's version adds little.

There's barely a trace of that old Forever
Changes, Four Sail ingenuity.

A "Love it to Death" C-f

David Sokol

THE JEWEL IN THE LOTUS
BENNIE MAUPIN
(ECM 1043)

Playing Time: 43:25

An album of potential which suffers mainly
from lack of direction. At times this aimless

quality gives a kind of shapeless beauty to the

music, particularly on the title cut, but for the

most part the album seems to be a collection of

unfinished compositions and or undeveloped
ideas. Some of the ensemble pieces work well,

though. Maupin plays reeds with a beautiful

sense of tone and Herbie Hancock plays
keyboards like his old non commercial self. An
interesting album (Now there's a discerning

comment) but I'd say wait for the next one. B.

—Your Sacred Cowboy

CHAPTER THREE —
VIVA EMILIANO ZAPATA
GATO BARBIERI

I

(ABC ASD 9279

Repeated listenings changed my mind, but ai

first I didn't like the sound of Gato in a big band
context. His big, earthy sound seemed out of

place. But now I see the contrast as a com
pletcly successful union of emotions, and as a

unique musical dimension. The album is a

musical exposition of the Hegelian doctrine of

thesis, antithesis and synthesis — an exciting

synthesis.

The orchestra, arranged and conducted bv
Chico O'Farrill, includes impressive

musicians like Randy Brecker, Grady Tate,

Eddie Martinez, Ron Carter, Howard Johnson
and fifteen other flavors.

The fervent lyricism of Gato's tenor sax,

made famous in his scoring of Last Tango In

Paris, is comparable in power only to Rahsaan
Roland Kirk's version of "If I Loved You" on
his Bright Moments LP, But Gato's style is

continually persuasive, and if you let it,

becomes downright infectious.

My two favorite cuts on the record reveal my
weakness for songs whose beauty comes
through via heart breaking qualities' of the

melody. One is the album's opener, "Milonga
Triste", a tangoish Argentine melody; the

other is "Cuando Vuelva A Tu Lado", an old

Latin bolero that was adapted into an
American standard called "What A Difference

A Day Makes".
The notes regarding the actual stereo

reproduction and mix can be applied to the

album's musical content: "When heard on any
high quality playback or broadcast system, it

should provide an exceptional and provocative
listening experience." Viva Gato Barbieri.

—Ken Blanchard
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by Mike K. Kostek

In Koncert:
The Kinks
Sanderson
Springfield

29 November

Theater,

One of the finest and in turn
most distinctive aspects of the
Kinks (aka Ray Davies) is

their — his inability to be real

show biz troopers with their

'act' down cold enough to be
able to grind it out record after

record, show after show.
Above all, Davies has stub-

bornly remained human,
pervious to all that goes on
around him. He hasn't
retreated to any pop star
wonderland miasma of useless
unreality. If Ray & Krew
aren't feeling right on one
night, they — he can't just

force it. They'll play, and it will

be measurably good, but it

won't be from the heart. And
the Kinks have to play from the
heart to move it; they deal with
too many real and varied
emotions to fake it. They're not

good enough in any single

aspect to get along on blind

skill.

Last Friday night in

Springfield the audience
served as enough of a negative
force to keep the Kinks & Ray
from catching fire. In the
house of a little less than 2000,

about a third seemed Kultists

(at least as Kultist as you can
get in Springfield, maybe
knowing the words to
"Celluloid Heroes"), a third

somber walnuts sitting
peacefully, and a third had
apparently heard of the band
before and were out for a good
time. It took Ray a few songs to

suss this, and where he had
been putting odd little fillups

and extravagant motions into

his labors ("Still the greatest
ass in show business!", he
proclaimed to a silent house),
he got nothing back in the way
of appreciative recognition,

and instead garnered plenty of
abuse ("Take off your
clothes!" urged some fun-
loving patrons behind us,
speaking to the female
chorus.) Ray krawled into his
Kink shell, acted a bit fey, a bit

gay, a bit outrageous, all

enough to win the night, but far
from his limits.

The night was divided into

two parts. One was a normal
kurrent Kinks set of "suc-
cessful and unsuccessful
songs", mainly from the RCA
days ("Alcohol", "Celluloid
Heroes", etc.) with "Lola",
"Victoria" and "You Really
Got Me — All The Day And All

Of The Night" for spice. By the
time they reached "Alcohol",
there was a definite change in

Ray's weather. Where
"Alcohol" is normally an
extreme wreck of an epic with
the front row ending up with
booze-spattered laps, this eve
saw a quite restrained story of

the "slave to demon alcohol".
An intermission and

Preservation was the concern.
During the first numbers, the
lovely "Morning Song" and
"Daylight", problems in the
sound system (evident, at
least, half-way up the balcony
which is where your intrepid

correspondent was seated due
to the Sanderson's 'sit where
they ain't' plan for the working
press. With this, we got to sit

where no one else was. Not
good.) became clear. Or is that
unclear? There were usually a
large number of Kinks on stage
(fourteen at times) playing
horns, bass, drums, guitar and
keyboards, and singing in

multi-voiced choirs. All of
which too often came together
in combinations the PA system
found untransmittable, ren-

dering the delicate mix into a
thin roar. Which is a real

shame, because in their in-

dividual spots, all elements of

the band were in great form,
shooting out their lines with wit
and power. And saddest of all,

the lyrics got tossed about, too

often lost in .the flood.

Davies' production of
Preservation is interesting,
seeing that it is fully three
records in the home. A mm-

the Village Tramp, the only
character in the production
with some sort of rational
alternative ground viewpoint.
One of the subsequent
weaknesses of this is that Rav

The clever slants of Ray Davies and The Kinks warmed the

Sanderson last Friday.

bination of lights, costumes,
film backdrops and full use of

the fourteen Kinks as
characters does a reasonable
good job. For reasons of time
and space, the story is reduced
to the struggle between Mr.
Flash, the greedhead, corrupt
current leader whose penchant
is buying property cheaply
through official force,
demolishing the buildings on it

and erecting ugly new concrete
structures at treble the profits.

A moralistic uprising led by
the most upright Mr. Black
("Here comes that Black
mutha" cried the folks behind
us) occurs and Flash is

deposed into another of the
mindless Artificial Men of

Black's scientifically perfect
regime. And yes, Black's
"Salvation Road" victory
theme is the same as Flash's
"Demolition" sound. Davies
has eliminated almost entirely

the interestino interjections of

is left playing only Flash and,
at the end, Black, and
therefore is off stage almost
half the time as the others
characters (Spivs, Floozies,

Vicar, Housewives, Black's
Do-Gooders) plot Flash's fate.

The stand-ins are tolerable, but
they aren't the same. Not
enough Heart.

The story was told with
projected titles, and slides

helped outline each song's
portent. Especially effective

were a series of turn of the
century nudes during
"Shephards Of The Nation", a
number of amazingly fetching

old photos of poor children
during a new number called

"Slum Kids" (which took the
place of "Second-Hand Car
Spiv"), and films of mindless
sorts during the "Artificial

Man" spot were of gleeful

Communist Chinese and
astronaut-worshipping New

Yorkers. It was also quite
kinky to see Dave Davies,
Dalton, Avory, Gosling and the
horn players dressed as
Flash's henchmen a la the
cover of Preservation Act 2,

playing away during Flash's
reign, then donning Black's
black military garb and
Artificial Man masks when the
Black mutha rules. Ray comes
out as Black, announces the
new purity is in effect, and,
unfortunately, there will be a
curfew and rationing. Effec-

tive immediately. "Fuck
you!" cried the put-upon folks

behind us, who obviously
yearned to live free.

The best songs on stage were
the best on the records.
"Daylight", "He's Evil",
"Demolition", and "Salvation
Road" were all quite powerful,
and "Flash's Dream (The
Final Elbow)" was the best

piece of theater. During this,

Flash is awakened by his soul

and appraised of his sins and
the coming storm. The lights

and music created lovely
flashbacks and shadows of the
future.

Preservation is a play that

needs exploration and forceful

steps made in its presentation.
The material isn't good enough
to stand on its own, and a live

show has great potential in

flushing out the karacters who
emerge so flat on the records.
Five minutes of Davies
sputtering and leching as
Flash did more to define
Flash's character than twenty
listenings disc-wise. And this is

where the line between
goodness and greatness must
be crossed. Davies can do it,

but this normally shy in-

dividual must be moved on
stage into becoming the human
swamped by earnestness who
penned the heart-felt lyrics

against the greed of Mr. Flash
and the pompous sterility of

Mr. Black. I'll bet in Boston, a
true Kultist town, they knocked
'em dead.

What to do when you set 'em naked
MIXED BAG II — RICHIE HAVENS (Stormy
Forest SFS 4201)

This is only the latest in a string of mediocre
albums from a major folk-rock artist of the late

sixties who has lost spark and direction in the
musical non-direction of the seventies.

Havens renders creditable versions of eight

songs by other writers and lyricists, including
Dave Mason, Neil Young and Paul McCartney.
He does an unusual piano and harp treatment
of Dylan's "Sad-Eyed Lady of the Lowlands"
and Curtis Mayfield's mellow "The Makings of

You".
In the "back-up musicians we've heard

before department", Jeremy Steig plays flute

on Haven's "OOh Child". The original, written

by Stan Vincent, was a huge top 40 success (if

you can call it that) by the Five Stairsteps.

it you nxe Richie Havens you'll probably like

this album. It's nothing new. But if you want to

buy a single album find a copy of the old Verve-

Forecast release, Mixed Bag by Havens. It's

his best yet.

—Bill Densmore

GOT TO FIND A WAY
CURTIS MAYFIELD
(CurtomCRS-8404)

time 33:51

Curtis has been lost ever
since the smash success of

Superfly, producing two duds
in the interim (Back To The
World, Sweet Exorcist). Got
To Find A Way is more of the

same along the dud lines.

Not to imply these duds
were bad. They were well

performed, but they lacked
distinction and significance.

Nothing on this record has
the trim style of the Superfly

hits or the beauty of one of

his old Impressions ballads.

Six cuts on an album?
Average time of each over 5

minutes? Drowned!
A 'still got to find a way' C
—Mike 'Sam Bolt' Kostek
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BLUEJEANS A MOONBEAMS
CAPTAIN BEEFHEART
(Mercury iKM 1-1018)

time 34:24

The Captain says his avant-garde days are

over now. The Captain says he wants to "Hug
the world" now. The Captain is trying to build

an animal preserve in Northern California.

When last heard, Beefheart, who has long been
one of the most engaging, undeniably brilliant

musicians in the world, had slipped to his nadir

in the form of Unconditionally Guaranteed, a

weak album with thin songs and matching
performances.

J*

SORCERY
JACK DEJOHNETTE

(prestige Pi 0081)

31:04

Drummer Jack DeJohnette's first solo effort

is fraught with inconsistancies, whatever that

means. The album revolves mainly around
DeJohnette, bassist Dave Holland and a loose

aggregation of soloists, and was recorded
mostly in somebody's living room. This makes
for a very sparse sound, perhaps too sparse in

places, even with DeJohnette doubling up, and
fairly well, on keyboards. However, the

combined inventiveness of DeJohnette and
Holland on their respective instruments make
worthwhile listening and "The Reverend King
Suite", inspired by John Coltrane's com-
position, is an honest, mpving tribute. A little

more production and a lot more planning next

time, please. (B)
—Your Sacred Cowboy

Captain Beefheart is up to snuff, but is that

enough?

Bluejeans and Moonbeans is a quantum step

over that, being superior in every phase of

production. What this album does is establish

Beefheart as a highly competent rocker,

rocking and rolling in his distinctively strong

style.

"Party Of Special Things To Do" is the

closest he and The Magic Band (all

newcomers, most of whom played on his tour

earlier this year) get to the intense glories of

yesteryear. "Same Old Blues" is a J.J. Cale
song fortified by one of Beefheart's 7"j octaves

in his voice. While some of the music on here
sloshes aimlessly, the band has improved
markedly, especially guitarist Dean Smith.
The overall tone on here is a mellow one, in

the style of the lighter moments of Clear Spot
or Strictly Personal. The most effective songs
Beefheart (Don Van Vliet) is writing now are
hypnotic, loping lullers like "Observatory
Crest", "Bluejeans and Moonbeams" and,
from the last record, "Upon The My-O-My".

Satisfied with Captain Beefheart's playing
"competent rock and roll?" Not on your patoot,

but like Don said way back in 1966 in "Elec-
tricity", "Friends don't mind just how you
grow". Give the Cap time,he'll have them sun
zoom sparking before long.

A 'he'll always be the Good Captain' B-.

—Mike 'three years on' Kostek

ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL (Epic KE 33097)

Wheel is yet another Texas group that Kostek
wants me to tell you about, so I will. Their

music is often times similar to Dan Hicks'

without the bite that Hicks and the Licks

usually put in a song. Their roots are in Texas
swing from the 1940's, best exemplified by Bob
Wills and the Texas Playboys.

"Choo Choo Ch'Boogie" opens the album and
is a good tune to start the day with, as someone
at MUA knows, I hear it often there. "Jumpin'
at the Woodside," a Count Basie tune, "I'm
Gonna Be a Wheel Someday," and "Don't Ask
Me Why I'm Going to Texas" are other roses

among such thorns as "The Kind of Love I

Can't Forget", and "Our Names Aren't

Mentioned Together Anymore". Perhaps it's

just the singing on these cuts, done by Chris

O'Connell who sounds like all the rest of the

women country singers none of us can tell

apart. One song, "Dead Man" is so ludicrous,

we all should hear it, but only once. Seen live, I

can bet these people would go over well,

especially in a drinking atmosphere. That
presumes that the band would have enough
sense to stay away from the leaden melodies

and banal lyrics found in half the songs on this

album.
An average white C.

—Craig Roche
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Freedom of the Press
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
by Luis Manuel Medina
Photographs by Bill Howell

Martin Miller - Chairperson
Acadeic Affairs Committee -

Student Government Association

Member of the Committee that

publishes the Course Description

Guide.

"You have to look at the press on

a community level, anybody that

has something to say should have

access to the press. The press

should serve the community. The
press should be free from
bureacratic control. The Collegian

should be considered like a

government unit. In the sense that

as a policy, it doesn't direct the

type of information that gets

dispersed to the community, but

provide access, a vehicle for the

community to confront itself."

Kathy Sheehan - Collegian's

Assistant News Editor

Photo by Dick Leonard

"The First Amendment
Freedom of the Press singles out

newspersons as responsible

members of our government.

W. Blosson AmherstRobert
Record
Amherst and the Press

"Amherst is an unusual com-

munity, with very liberal town

meetings and a clean government

very open to the newspapers.

Freedom of the press should be

total, we can not censor what

anyone wants to say. The press has

a lot of responsibility."

Along the line of the Newspaper
Shield Laws, I think the First

Amendment protects journalists

from revealing confidential

sources. In order to truly have

freedom of the press, there should

be a Federal Newspaper Shield

Law."

EQUAL TIME SPACE BILL
"I don't think that politicians

should have the same right to the

same space."

Bill Parent - Collegian's Assistant

Executive Editor.

"I view Freedom of the Press as

the greatest safety valve in any
society calling itself democratic. If

it weren't for the press, we may
never have learned of the

wrongdoing of the past ad-

ministration."

ON CAMPUS
"I think that campus

newspapers should give the op-

portunity for students to freely

exercise themselves jour-

nalistically while always keeping
in mind responsibility and fairness

toward the University."

Michael Shor - Advertising Con-

sultant, Amherst Record

"The newspaper's advertising

performs a definite service to the

readers; an example is its

providing a directory of

businesses, making the purchases

of goods and services easily ac-

cessible. Free press is certainly

necessary both within our com-

munity and elsewhere without

which there would be a definite gap

in media services."

Bill Ballou - Former Collegian

News and Sports Editor.

Amherst Record Sport Editor.

"Freedom of the Press in the

sense that is used daily is freedom

from economical control rather

than government control. The
majority of the papers in this

country operate to make a profit.
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The British and Canadians have

presses freer than ours. The
newspaper job is not to make the

people happier but to inform."

SANDERSON
THEATRE
1700 Main St., Springfield, Mass.

Formerly the Paramount

Special Savings
on all

John Denver, Lou Reed,

David Bowie on RCA
PLUS

DRAGON FLY , the newest release

by the Jefferson Starship —

All $6.98 List LP's

LIVE IN CONCERT

Tuesday. December 3 - 8 PM

NEW RIDERS

PURPLE SAGE
OF

THE

LVJ

Friday. December 13 8 PM

NRBQ

with

BILLY JOEL

Sunday, December 15 - 8 PM

DAVID BROMBERG

SPECIAL GUEST

JONATHAN EDWARDS

T ckets S6 SO $6 $5 and S- An seats reserved.

A. stable at alt Ticetron outlets 617 542 5491

Also available a! Sanderson theatre Bo« Office.

By mail, send cert check or money order with

stamped self addressed env to: Sanderson

Theatre. 1 700 Mam S t.. Sprin gfield. Mass.

For further information. Mil (413) 734 5603

Only

$rs

SPECIAL PRICE ON

TAPES WHILE THEY

LAST!

$7.98 List only $5.99

$12.98 List only $8.99

nc/i

Featuring: Annie's Song
Thank God I'm a Country Boy • Eclipse

Back Home Again • Sweet Surrender

CPL1-0548

ncn UKiRggp

Include* Caroline Sayt The Kidt
S.d Song Mtn of Good Fortune

$3.89

$11.98 List LP's

only

LOU REED
Berlin

RCA APL 1-0207
$2.19

RCA Records and Tapes

what yoa want...

M - W 10 6 S 10 - 6

T- F 10 9

257 Triangle St. 549-4433

iffe^discountf
recordso

blown by
cold
winter wind
and
frozen souls

A SELF — CHARACTERIZATION

I was an offering on a plate
By choice
All took, enjoying, they took more
No one gave
My way of life was sincere
But simple
Trying to reach out, I was drained
Near completely
I clutched all that was left

As always
They denied, after their repast
All bellies full

The parasites were removed for awhile
Watching
Building myself up was a trying task
Of time
Only to be attached once again
Unending cycle
To stop it, I must die inside

Becoming hollow
When I am empty, they will pass me by
Others are
Like trickling water, more of the same
Blank feeling

I am deep in my well now
Far from danger
But the sun's rays cannot reach me
Down so low
While I am slowly sucked to the heavens
Through a straw
I have lost the marrow of my self

My soul

The wall I have built around me
So thick

Is the mast I hide behind
Pseudo — protected
When only a drop of me remains
What then?
I become only molecules of dust
Neatly
Contained in my stone shell

Stagnant
Which is all I ever was
Anyway.

James Onessimo

retreat into winter
rip into snow-baked woods
where silence hung
on spiked white air

drops to crunch of snow

trudge all day
with aching boots

ice cube toes

feel neon sunset

rifle all home
to fire-placed camps
and fifths of V.O.

Christopher Leighton

•>!» m <> tt.tiiTVt'A • »»v.**«*»«*

End of the Fall

Cold night bones creaking in first morning consciousness,
Chilling before flesh freezes in a winter storm.
Dark-white shadows rule days of soon to be,

Turn people off from touching in rush or play tasting

colors on forms.
Shadows without forms penetrate homes of human types here

in and out

For a moment long as days into months...
Months into fears.

RrAVFR PRODUCTIONS INC 8200HompsonSt NewOrteons. La (504)524 1696

now appearing at the

hide-a-way
Matt ariitt

Luther

Johnson
Dae. 4 - 7

Wad. - Sat.

MT MOOfOfct

X

J£ &1

"If
AMHeftst*

IMC NOTCH

fit

The Hide A Way

"Don't just go to a club, go to

one with good muaic."

1 Mile Off Rt. 114

Rt. 202 in Granby
Tel. 467-8393

snow
greyed by its path
through the city sky
sticks to curbs and hydrants
waiting for dogs and drunks
to color It

and salt trucks
to add their bluing

the open eyes of

a young one's first snow
nose pressed on steamed pane
tongue warming the frozen
glass tasting the fingerprints

of yesterday's view

how desperate the city

for beauty
that this bastardization

of nature
breaks the monotony of concrete
alone

$***»

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

SKI THE OLYMPIC ALPS
Austria January 4 — January 12 $436

Trip Includes
• Round trip jet transportation via KLM Royal Dutch Airlines

• 7 nights accommodations at first class hotel in Innsbruck,

Austria

•Continental breakfast and full course dinner daily

• Tyrolean evening of entertainment in Innsbruck
• Round trip transfer from airport-hotel/ hotel-slopes

• Fully escorted tour with bilingual guide
• All taxes (except $3 international airport tax)

For all students, faculty, relatives and friends

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
Campus Center 3rd Level

545 0500
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PIZZA-RAMA
355 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst

specializing In

PIOUS, HOT OVEN GRINDERS

snd SPAGHETTI

STORE HOURS: Sun. Thurs., 11 a.m.-Midnight
Fri., Sat., 11 a.m.-l a.m.

Call 253-3808

FREE 0EUVER1

between 5 p.m. -Midnight, every night

Best Food in Town - and the Lowest Prices

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -
The Gambler - 7:00 - 9:00

AMHERST CINEMA -
King of Hearts - 7:00 - 9:00

CAMPUS CINEMA -
Gambler - 7:00 - 9:00

Mr. Teas; Girls of West - 7:00
King of Hearts - 7:00 - 900

MT. FARMS 4 -
Gone With The Wind 7:00
Groove Tube - 5:30 - 7:16 - 8:46
Juggernaut - 6:15 - 8:45
Trial of Billy Jack - 5:30 8 30

SHOWCASE -
Airport 1975 - 7:30 • 9:30
Klansmen - 7:30 - 9:40
Longest Yard - 7:30 - 9:45
Lt. Robin Crusoe - 5:20 - 7:30 - 9:40
Trial of Billy Jack - 8:00
Taking of Pelham - 7:30 - 9:30

BUTCH CASSIDY AND

THE SUNDANCE KID

starring

PAUL NEWMAN • ROBERT REDFORD

Fri., Dec. 6 at 7 - 9 - 11 IN MAHAR

AMHERSTfV**
AMITY ST. 253 S426

THE KING LOVES THE PEOPLE 1

Come earty sl»y late en|0» ,

THC KING AND HIS L0VAL SHORT SUBJECTS

8AMBI WHS tOOVlUA tHA*« TOO MAS« MAN ll.nn, Bcucfi

KING OF HEARTS
Ibis inif cili|, beautiful him lias aaatened become i

fiint and turned Ihe mine morid upside do«n

There is one reason lot this phenomenon people love Ihe King

' "rfrftfLjATES
'Or'SNJITH COLLEGE

iOOEMY:
MLSC

!

NORTHAMPTON

—NOW— 7:00 & 9:00

For $10,000
they break your arms.

For $20,000
they break your legs.

Axel Freed owes $44j

k James Caan

Mon.-Tues. — Dollar Night

•III

TONIGHT
SUNDAY, 8 DEC.

7,9:15, 11:30 S.U.B. 75 s

7 ft 9:15

S.U.B.
*

WOODY ALLEN
TAKES A
NOSTALGIC LOOK
AT THE
FUTURE. ,,

••**&:, V

76'

Ms)

The Bozo. You Love A Lot on Film In Movies Here

The Firesi^) Theatre

FIRESIGHFVNNIES
A full length,extravaganza featunnq Three (count em)

piece., such as MawHej §pmCm Party starnng Ihe whole gang
La*^IsHaur«J«eO«4 starnng Peter Bergman as NasiGoreng (Love Crazed Gorilla) and TV ear NerfTV starnng Phil
rTocfor and Peter Bergman in a massacre of the tube

MMM*>

e>rVSody*
<S
^iaiie

<v\Uen"
rfe
Keaton

"Sleeper" ^
^^^^ijmmmw.tmmmmmm United Artitrrs

Below The Salt photo by Bill Howell

Weekends in Review
Repiled by Paul Kontrimas

AIRPORT '75. No better, no worse than

Airport '72. Starts this weekend at the

Showcase Cinemas in West Springfield. + +
BUTCH CASSIDY AND THE SUNDANCE

KID. The electric combination of Paul
Newman and Robert Redford nudge this movie
along its zany plot. An entertaining movie to

see, and one of the best bets of this weekend's
campus film offerings. At the Mahar, Fri., at 7,

9, and 11. + + +
FORBIDDEN GAMES. Saturday, at Merrill

Auditorium, Amherst College 7 and 9:15.

FIRESIGN FUNNIES. Andy, where are

you? Thursday, at the SUB, 7 and 9. Three
short Firesign Filmic Freakouts including

Martian Space Party, T.V. or not T.V. and Love
Is Hard To Get, featuring Peter Bergman as

Nazi Goreng. + + + +
THE GAMBLER. James Caan stuck in a

downward spiral of life as a compulsive
gambler. Directed by Karel Relfz. At the

Academ" of Music. + + +
GONE WITH THE WIND. The old classic

which was stirred up the legions of decency in

the Thirties. The big breakthrough in color

film. It won a slew of Oscars. Mt. Farms 4.

++ + +
GROOVE TUBE. Much more good than bad,

this film begins to explore the universe of satire

easily aimed at the boob tube. Writer director

Ken Shapiro fashions inventive skits dealing

mostly with unreal TV turnabouts that in-

CONCERTS
(T indicates tickets available at Ticketron in

CC Hotel lobby)

UMass
Jaime Brockett — Dec. 6, SUB ($1.00)

Dancers Of Senegal — Dec. 6, Amherst High
School Auditorium

Classical Japanese Concert — Dec. 7, SUB
(free)

University Corale, Annual Winter Concert —
Dec. 11, Bowker (free)

AMHERST
Improvisation Ensemble Concert — Dec 10,

Buckley Hall, Amherst College

SPRINGFIELD
Bachman-Turner Overdrive — Bob Seger —

Dec. 10, Civic Center T
Billy Joel — NRBQ — Dec. 13, Sanderson T
David Brombert — Jonathan Edwards —

Dec. 15, Sanderson T
Richie Havens — Dec. 21, Sanderson T
Shawn Phillips — Jan. 1, Sanderson T
BOSTON
Grover Washington Jr. — Dec. 5 8, Jazz

Workshop
Clean Living — Dec. 5 8, Bunratty's I

Bobby Blue Bland — Dec. 5-8, Sugar Shack
(10 & 1 a.m.)

Billy Cobham — Dec. 58.6, Paul's Mall

Labelle — Dec. 6, Orpheum T
John Lee Hooker — Dec. 7 8. 8, Paul's Mall

Genesis — Dec. 9, Music Hall T
Mighty Clouds Of Joy — Dec. 9 14, Sugar

Shack (108.1 a.m.)
Charles Mingus — Dec. 915, Jazz Workshop
George Harrison — Ravi Shankar & Friends

— Dec. 10, Boston Garden (4:30 8. 8) (8 sold

terestingly end with the 'what would happen if

you acted out a movie in real life' skit. Get it

from both sides. Mt. Farms 4. + + + +
THE IMMORTAL MR. TEAS AND THE

WILD WILD WEST. According to one of the
*3W people in this office who has seen it, this

moldy piece of celluloid claims that it deals

with a man who obtains x-ray glasses and dies.

Reputed to be one of the earliest soft core porn
movies. At the Campus Cinema with The Wild
Wild West.

JUGGERNAUT. "A brilliant British mad
man loads a 1200-passenger British ocean liner

with seven bombs. Object: ransom. Directed
by Richard Lester as a clockwork thriller, the

clockwork being the defusing of the bombs by
Richard Harris." Now playing at the

Showcase, W. Springfield and MF4. + +
PSYCHO. One of Hitchcock's MORE

GRIPPP PPppp. Playing at Merrill Center, at
Amherst College, Sunday at 8 and 10.

KING OF HEARTS. One of the most
overrated and deceptive films of all time. This

is a sentimental, unreal 'isn't life too bad'

oversimplification that does all the thinking for

you. You don't have to do a thing but sym
pathize. At the Campus Cinema. + +
KLANSMEN. Tense social intercourse be

tween an Alabama town sheriff and part-time

Ku Klux Klansman (played by Lee Marvin)

and an eccentric town aristocrat and part time

dance instructor at Arthur Murray Studios

(portrayed by Richard Burton). A timely

vision. + + +
LAST TANOO IN PARIS. Yes, it were a good

film long long ago, before all the censor's cuts

and edits obliterated the thing. The last oc
cassion I viewed the butchery, it made ab-

solutely no sense, and edited down to all of 55

minutes. Gato Barbieri wrote the soundtrack.

+ + + +
THE LONGEST YARD. An odd mix of prison

melodrama and football myths, a tricky

maneuver but a clear touchdown under Robert
Aldrich's brutal and brutally funny direction.

With Burt Reynolds macho perfect. Now
playing at the Showcase in W. Springfield. + +
MR. MAGOO'S CHRISTMAS CAROL. Nice

adaptation of The Christmas Carol into cartoon

form, as far as contemporary cartoon tech

niques allow. Jim Backus speaks for the

dwarfish Mr. Magoo. At Smith College's

Wright Hall, Sat. at 2 p.m. + +
REPULSION. Early Roman Polanski, and a

strange treat. At Amherst College's Merrill

Auditorium. Sunday at 8 and 10. + + + +
SLEEPER. Woody goes way ahead, but

leaves something behind. It's still funnier than

most, but he relies too much on his abilities as a

slapstick actist to compare favorably with his

others. SUB Sunday at 7 and 9:30. + + + +
TAMARIND SEED. Love story plunked

down against the backround of A Cold War
Julie Andrews is one of the lovers, and at times,

tinges the mystery and intrigue with her

chastity. At the Calvin Cinema. +-f +

^yOUt) T
1 Yes — Dec. 11, Boston Garden T

TAKING OF PELHAM, AND A ONE, UND A
TWO, UND A THREE. Technology takes off in

the form of a high jacked New York City

subway car. A film well done, depicting the

helpless New Yorker and their city's

provocative sense of comedy. Walter Matthau
and Martin Balsam. At the Showcase, in W.
Springfield. + + +
TRIAL OF BILLY JACK. "Naivete mer

chandised and marketed with the not so

-

innocent vengeance that is associated with
religious movements that take leases on places

like the Houston Astrodome." +

LOST HORIZON. This is the original Frank

Capra production, made in 1937, of James
Hilton's novel of Shangri-La. The opening

sequence is regarded as one of the best

photographed in cinema history. Fri., Dec. 6 in

Thompson 104, 7:00, 9:15, and 11:30.

"1

& DA TQS

Duck's D. ITS. AND D.A.T.Q.

Ross Nerenberg — Below The

Salt's very own record reviewer

and tune hummer, "Sitting on a

corner, watching all the girls go

by."

by David Sokol's

LOCAL MUSIC
Luther Johnson — Bill Colwell — Hide A Way,
Dec. 6,7

3adio King & His Court of Rhythm — 5th

Alarm, Dec. 5-8

Fat — The Hatch, Dec. 5-7

Babe Pino Band — 4 Leaf Window, Dec. 5 8

Chris Rhodes Band — Hotel Monat, Dec. 8

Mitch Chakour — Rusty Nail, Dec. 6 8

Luther Johnson — Hide A Way, Dec. 5-7

John Lee Hooker - Homecookin' — Hide A
Way, Dec. 11

Little Fire — Bluewall, Dec. 5 7

Room Full of Blues - Magic Music Band —
Hampshire College Dining Commons, Dec. 6

(S2)

Cricket Hill — Rusty Nail, Dec.

Ed Vadas & the House of Cranus

Dec. 9,10

Fat - Dynamic Sex Machine -

Berkshire Dining Commons, Dec.

Paleface — T.O.C., Dec. 5 7

Discotheque at the Dial Tone — Dec

Ellis Hall Band — Hotel Monat, Dec. 5 7

Some Of My Best Friends — Steak Out, Dec.

5

Chops & Stanley — Chelsea House Cafe and

Folklore Center, W. Brattleboro, Vt., Dec. 5,6

Aces & Eights — Rusty Nail, Dec. 10

Walnut Band — Rusty Nail, Dec. 9

Doc Sullivan — The Pub, Dec. 5,6 (3 6 p.m.)

D.J. — The Pub, Dec. 6

Great Pretenders — The. Pub, Dec. 7,8

John Morgan — The Pub, Dec. 10

I Free Juke Box — The Pub, Dec. 11

11

— Steak Out,

& Others —
6 (8p.m.,S2)

5-11

ART
'Amherst College permanent

collection on view

Mt. Holyoke College Exhibition of

the history of Mexican graphics.

Retrospective exhibition of paintings

by Dorothy Cogswell both shows

through Dec. 9.

tienoral Huerta by Jose* Guadalupe Posed.

Smith College Egyptian art from

the museum of Fine Art, Boston,

through Jan. 5. The Seeyle Years

memorabilia from the years 1879

1910during the tenure of Smith's first

president, through Jan. Jean
Dubuffet, prints through Dec. 20.

Video As An Art Form anthology of

videotapes 1969 1974 six video

programs daily at 2 p.m. through

Dec. 8, lecture program by Hermine

Freed Fri. Dec. 6.

U Mass Herter Hall examples of

graphic art through Dec. 8.

New Africa House Gallery Latin

American graphic arts by Pedro

Alcantara through Dec. 13.

Student Union Gallery

"Photographic Images" represen

ting five college area photographers

through Dec. 8.

Munson Hall Annex Christmas

pottery sale Thjrsday and Friday

this week.
Leverett Craftsmen and Artists

Inc. Armand Cottrell pottery.

Middletown, Conn.
Wesleyan Potters Inc. 19th annual

exhibition and sale promises very

interesting to the craft oriented

visitor daily through Dec. 8, 10 a.m. 8

p.m.
Northampton
The Collectors Galleries Eliptical

Constructions, Robee, Mansfield 11

Bridge St., through Dec. 7.

• >

i
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Pucking around

Stickmen get stuck
By Luke Lingus
Sports Staff

Frits Lubejob loped through the sieve-like defense
of the University of Massachusetts Varsity Lacrosse
team with 1:58 left to play and slammed the winning
slug past the beleagured UMie netminder Jock

O'Mindlessone, giving the Crackerjacks from San
Clemente Senior High School a 15-1 victory. It was a
tough battle all the way, but the Redmen found the
going too rough in the minefield that those bastards

from San Clemente laid all over the field. The result
was that while the Crackerjacks knew where the
nines were, the Redmen didn't, and nine of them were
blown into hamburger. "They will be out for the
remainder of the season", Coach Garble announced
at the mass funeral yesterday morning.

Outside of this minor mishap, the Redmen ran into
a series of haymakers and were threshed by the fiery
Cracker jack defensemen. Everytime one of our men
had offensive visions and wasn't blown up by a land-
mine, a stick would come out of the sky and fling his
ear toward our net. And the referees were counting
these as tallies and valid scores. Not since the Indians
invented this brutal sport of Lacrosse has a game
been played with so much fire. Bits of limbs, kidneys,
and other flesh littered the field. Our Redmen did
much to disgrace their creative forebears.

Coach Garble called it our worst effort of the year.
"How are we gonna get to the Nationals if we can't
even beat a fuckin high school team. We've got a lot of

pussies on this team, and you can bet your bippy that
some of them will be off the team and back to trip

books, before our next game against Tallahassee
Tech.

When asked what specifically went wrong, Garble
replied: "No Offense, No Defense. No Fucking
Minesweepers! Kowalski shouldda put his head down
and blowed up all the mines. With his thick skull, he
nevah would have felt it."

Actually there were some bright spots for the
Redmen. Bruce "Sweet Hips" Shampoo showed some
nifty footwork as he swiveled thru the Crackerjacks
here and there. In fact, the only Redmen score came
as a result of a Shampoo bump followed by a wicked
grind that sent the Cracker goalie to the ground
screaming and clutching his crotch. Shampoo just
kissed it and rolled her home. Lamont Lump also
displayed some fine potential in the way he dodged
flying bits of ears and human pulp. In fact Lamont
even got his stick into the action two times. One by
accident the ball richocheted off of his stick into the
Redmen net, and on the other he decapitated an
especially obnoxious Crackerjack who had started a
cookout in midfield with all the loose flesh. It was a
scene from Fellini.

"I dunno wha happened," moaned the hapless
Kowalski. "It wa wuz like in Nam. Ya nevah could
tell when de fuckers were gonna frag ya. We gotta
start and rebuild so's we can be in dem dere
nashunals in Dunghill, New Jersey next month."

Whether to Dunghill or just to the Infirmary, the
Redmen are certainly having an interesting season,
thus far. More interesting certainly than this
ridiculous sports page.

Wake up! Wake up! They're playing our song. sratt pnoro by Bill Howell
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Atternoon Sports Fans! Isn't it great to be alive-and a jock at UMass
Yessiree Bop! It certainly is.

'

Football is a GGREAEATTT GAME!!!! Everybody should play
football. The hell with the books - it's football that is the reason that
we're here. As far as I can see it, we are students here at the University
for several important reasons.

1 To pay an Athletic Fee so the great and glorious Athletic Department
can spend our money to aid Football including money for oranges before
the big games and senoritas (virgins all-nine times over) after.

2. To buy (thru our fee) tickets for every seat at all the home football
games, and to make sure that most of us don't go so that they can resell
our tickets to our great and good alumni, to which we are all indebted for
our opportunity to pursue ourselves. But some of us have to show up and
yell and scream and get drunk and act like assholes in the great traditions
of school spirit, fight songs and nookie in the stands.

3. To act as a shield pretending that we are really students at a large
University so that football players can say they go to one, and are
students too. If we all make like we're going to classes, no one is gonna
notice a couple more oversized hulks dozing with the rest in the back.
Who'll suspect that outside of figuring out their own statistics and reading
the Great and Good (holy be thy name) Collegian Sports Page, these
brutes couldn't make it past a Mongolian Idiocy Primer.

4. To become alumni when we graduate so that we can donate money to
the football team, argue with the bum next door who went to B C , and
slap each others asses when we beat power house Vermont. Not to
mention Homecomjng Game where we yell and scream and get drunk
and act like assholes in the great traditions of school spirit, fiqht sonos
and nookie in the stands.

These things are not enough. We must do more to make football an
integral part of the students life. The University should not accept
anybody who can't run a decent square out, or kick a ball thirty yards
Football should be made into a University Core Requirement for all men

-and Cheerleading for the girls, requiring eight semesters to fulfill.
Calisthenics must be attended by all, every morning at six down by the
stadium, and spring drills should be run for two weeks in April for every
student If everyone knew the playbook cold, then any team coming to
Amherst would be playing the entire student body. Why everybody could
come ir and block. UMass could then rally kick ass. UMass would be
mentioned m the same breath as Ohio State, Penn State and State Penn.
If we do al of these things and more, then maybe Coach MacPherman
can finally lead us to at least one fuckin win.
Remember what Rocky says:
When its fourtn and forty Don't fool around Drop back and PUNT" '

for chrissakes.

CREDITS
This mammoth waste of paper was provided to you with im-

Homril. and made possible thru your Athletic F«' We Jhank yo"

Sirica rules Nixon testimony 'not essential'
WASHINGTON (UP/) - U.S.

District Judge John J. Sirica ruled

yesterday that former President

Richard M. Nixon will not testify in

any form at the Watergate cover-up
trial because his testimony is "not
essential" and would be viewed
with suspicion.

Sirica ordered the trial of five

former Nixon aides to proceed
without interruption, meaning it will

likely be completed by Christmas.

In summary, Sirica said the ailing

Nixon's testimony would merely
duplicate that available from other

witnesses and would have to be
viewed "with caution" since he has
been declared an unindicted ac-

complice of the defendants.

He ruled out even the possibility

that Nixon might be required to

answer written questions in his

home, saying "Mr. Nixon's
testimony is not essential" to

ensure that justice is done.
The decision overruled the

request of defendants John D.

Ehrlichman, H. R. Haldeman and
John N. Mitchell that they at least

be allowed to take Nixon's
testimony by deposition at a court
near his San Clemente, Calif.,

home.
"The witness is simply

unavailable to be deposed," Sirica

said. "The court will not issue an

order to take the deposition of Mr.

Nixon while it appears that he is so
ill that the taking of such a

deposition could seriously

jeopardize his health.

"Nor will the court issue an order

granting leave to take such
depositions on Jan. 6," he said,

eliminating possibilities of a holiday

adjournment of the trial which was
in its 48th day Wednesday.
A court-appointed medical team

that examined the phlebitis-stricken

Nixon had said he would be suf-

ficiently recovered by Jan. 6 to give

a deposition, which is a response to

attorneys questions taken outside

the trial court and sent there as

evidence. Shortly before Sirica

announced his ruling however,
Nixon's attorney said he could not

be adequately prepared to supply a

deposition until well after Jan. 6.

Ehrlichman, formerly Nixon's No.

2 aide at the White House, had
argued Nixon's testimony was
indispensable to his defense to

show he was unaware of some
Watergate decisions allegedly

made by Nixon and Haldeman.
Sirica flatly rejected this argument.

"Certainly Mr. Nixon's
cumulative testimony on this and
similar points is not indispensable

or necessary to prevent a failure of

justice," he said.

"...The value of Mr. Nixon's
testimoney to the defendants
should not be unrealistically

overestimated. Mr. Nixon himself
has been named by the grand jury

as an unindicted co-conspirator in

this case. Thus he has been ac-

cused in effect of being an ac-

complice of the defendants.

The other defendants on trial for

allegedly conspiring to cover up
White House involvement in the

Watergate break-in are former

assistant attorney general Robert C.

Mardian and former Nixon cam-

paign lawyer Kenneth W.
Parkinson.
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A grandmother and a grandson were seen Christmas shopping the other day.

UMass fund transfer protested
By Staff andAP Reports

The president of the Massachusetts State Em-
ployees Association yesterday protested the transfer

of campus funds from salary (01) to heating (08)

accounts.

Francis J. Sullivan said the action of the university's

trustees constituted "callous disregard for the right of

the employes and the laws of the commonwealth."
Involved in the objection was a fear that the

university woujd not have funds available for an

anticipated 11 per cent cost of living raise in January.

"Food is more important than fuel," Sullivan said.

A spokesman for the university said the trustees

authorized the transfer of $1,250,000 from the salary

account to the heating account, pending a deficiency

appropriation being sought early next year. The move
came at an Amherst meeting.

The trustees were advised that the heat and

electricity account will run about $2.5 million short

this fiscal year. The original appropriation was $3.34

million. The salary account was $50.6 million and the

spokesman said it was being spent at the rate of

slightly over $1 million per week.

The spokesman said a deficiency appropriation

would be needed for the virtually automatic pay raise,

even without any transfer of funds.

The motion transferring the funds was
unanimously approved by University Trustees at last

Wednesday's meeting. The text of the motion read in

part: "the transfer can only be considered as an

emergency and temporary action."

Referring to increasing fuel costs, Trustee George

Pumphret of the Committee on Finance, said at the

meeting that, "This is not a problem unique to

Amherst. Fuel problems are being experienced at

Boston and Worcester as well."

After the Board meeting, Howard White, a

spokesman for UMass President Wood, stressed that

the transfer of funds was only temporary and that

ways to restore the funds to the salary account were

under consideration.

The University is understood to have set up the

fund transfer because of increased fuel costs in the 08

fuel account. Now, instead of requesting the money
from the legislature for fuel, it will be asking for

salaries.

Misuse of funds

Bromery says
no specifics

known by him
By DONNA FUSCO

Staff Reporter

Chancellor Randolph W Bromery said at his press conference yesterday

that he does not know the specifics of the allegations made by Robert

Suzuki, Assistant Dean of the School of Education regarding misuse of

funds in that school.

When questioned by several reporters as to why he would order an audit

without knowing what the allegations were that prompted the audit, he

said his primary responsibility is to make sure the funds were issued

correctly, and to protect the people in the university.

"Unless I have a reason to question the Dean, (of the School of Ed) I

want to keep an open mind. I don't want to prejudge anyone," he said.

"The audit will uncover any procedural or managerial conflicts if there is

any."

The audit, which he said would begin within 60 days, is "being given top

priority in the University Treasurer's office. We want to clear this up as

quickly as possible," he said.

"Once the auditors investigate the funds in question we'll take a look at

the information. If there's more out there we'll go after it."

"When the audit is concluded we'll release all information." He also

said, "If they have to investigate the whole School of Ed it could take up to

a year."

Bromery also said "the charges are general and do not name specific

people."

David Bischoff, Associate Provost, who was put in charge of the in-

vestigation, confirmed that the allegations were made against specific

programs not individuals. "But.'' he said, "it follows by implications that

the charges were aimed at the people in charge of the programs."

He added that when the problem was confined to the School of Ed a few
weeks ago, the people in charge of the programs were given a chance to

respond to the accusations. "But since there is going to be an audit it is

now irrelevant."

Bromery said the allegations were first brought to Staff Attorney Sid

Meyers on November 13. Based on discussions with the Attorney and
Provosts he made his decision to order the audit. Under University

regulations only the Chancellor can ask for a special audit.

Layoff of janitors announced
George Norton, director of the physical

plant, announced yesterday that nearly 100

custodians, primarily in the residence halls,

will be laid off for one to three weeks during

intersession.

University officials say the move was

necessary to avoid a rent increase for

students living in residence halls. By laying

off a total of 96 janitors, a savings of $32,000

is expected.

In addition to the custodians, who are

being laid off for the first time during an

intersession period, some 250 dining

commons employees will be off for the third

consecutive year during parts of January.

There also may be a few layoffs at the

Campus Center according to John Corker,

Campus Center director. However, this will

depend on business and budgetary con

siderations, he said.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery said he

was sorry "that some people will suffer in

these difficult economic times."

Norton said a total of 90 head janitors,

janitors and institutional domestic aide out of

a custodial work force of approximately 400

will be laid off on the basis of seniority.

A factor in the layoffs according to H. J.

Littlefield, planning director, is that students

have not requested the janitors to clean

individual rooms as is normally done during

intersession.

Rising utility costs and labor salaries which

include cost of living increases also figured in

the decision, he said.

During the first two weeks of intersession,

from December 20 through January 3, all the

residence halls (except Prince House) will be

closed, and the custodial force will do

cleaning and maintenance of the public areas

of the dormitories.

For the remaining three weeks, about half

of the residences will be closed while the

custodians are laid off. Sixty-six will be out of

work for the entire three weeks, for January

3-27, and 30 others for only the first week,

from January 3-10.

Littlefield said the decision was made by

the administration as well as by the Rents

and Fees Committee and the Office of

Residential Life as a means of avoiding a 30

dollar increase in dormitory rent.

Employees getting layoff notices also have

the option of taking vacation time during the

layoff period.

The decision drew criticism from the

employee labor union. Carol Drew, president

of local 1776 of the American Federation of

State, County and Municipal Employees said

the layoffs "came as a shock. ..and we're

protesting them."

She noted that those employees being laid

off who are not eligible for vacation time, or

do not choose to take it, will miss at least one

full week's pay. There is a one-week waiting

period before a person is eligible for state

unemployment benefits, she said.

Drew also questioned why janitors were

singled out for layoffs if Office of Residential

Life personnel, faculty and their secretaries

would continue to work during intersession.

In his statement of "deep concern",

Bromery said the university "has tried to

diminish the impact as much as possible"

through the utilization of the seniority system

and offering the option of taking vacation

time.
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Student co-op proposed

for motorcycle repairs
A sample walk around the dorms on campus reveals a lot of motor-

cycling students. Motorcycles are an effective solution to today's high gas

prices, and are easier to fix than a car. There are about 150 motorcylces

registered for the UMass campus, as well as several hundred more that are

unregistered.

A preliminary proposal has been made asking for a student-run

cooperative that would provide low-cost motorcycle parts and repairs to

students. The cooperative would also show students how to make their

own repairs.

Interest has already been expressed by students who want a place to

work and learn about their machines. Since motorcycles are small, the

space required for such a shop would not have to be as large as an auto

garage.

Students using the cooperative could save a great deal of money. By
buying wrecks and tearing them down, the motorcycle cooperative would
be able to sell parts at less than half of today's retail prices. The price paid

for the used parts would be almost insignificant to the selling price of the

parts.

The cooperative could be open initially for about four hours a day, and
would operate under the voluntary supervision of Harry Sanders. Sanders
is a junior who started working on motorcycles when he was ten years old.

He opened the People's Cycle, located at 421 A Watertown Street in

Newton. Sanders operates the shop during the summer, next year will be
its fifth season.

In addition to Sanders, one paid manager and one or more volunteers

would operate the cooperative.

Students and student employees would be eligible for a mark-up of only

10 per cent above cost, while members of the UMass United Student
Federation would qualify for a mark-up of 7 per cent above cost. Em-
ployers and volunteers of the cooperative would be able to get parts and
accessories at cost.

A minimum start-up location would include a secure storage area, and a

space in the Campus Center garage, or a basement storage room in one of

the dormitories.

Sanders said, "We don't have the place as yet nor the support prin-

cipally because no one knows about what I would like to do. I would like it

to be a service to the students, for a change, and would like the co-op to be
non-capitalistically oriented in its prices.

Staff Photo by Dick St«v«n«

Natural beauty abounds in the valley area. Much,
like this Sunderland waterfall/ goes unnoticed.

Women's studies program result of women's efforts
By ANN EMERY

Staff Correspondent

The Progressive News
Service (PNS) is a

collective interested in

social change. It is a

channel for community
groups to feed in-

formation from a non-
traditional perspective
into campus media. It is

located at the UMass
Veteran's Coalition, 2nd
floor Student Union.
Two years ago, a group of

women in the Connecticut River

Valley, when analyzing the courses

in Women's Studies offered at the

University of Massachusetts,
discovered the need to coordinate

and give direction to the intense

interest, the extensive resources,

and the range of informal programs

that already existed.

The result of their efforts is the

Women's Studies Program that

began this year.

The Women's Studies Program
is a two year pilot project. At

present a course of study in

Women's Studies may be ap-

proached in either of two ways:

1. A student may earn a Cer-

tificate in Women's Studies which
would be equivalent to the

recognition of a minor con-
centration (this is in addition to a

student's regular major).

2. A student may major in

Women's Studies in conjunction

with BDIC. The plan of study must
be acceptable to both BDIC
regulations for the major and the

Women's Studies Policy Board.

Although the plan of study is

flexible and individualized, each
student must enroll for one
semester in a basic inter-

disciplinary course, "Issues in

Women's Studies." This team-

taught course is designed to in-

troduce the student to several

related lines of inquiry, to the

methodology and resources ap-

propriate to various disciplines, and

to the ways in which they may be

applied to the study of women.
Towards the end of their study,

students will be required to par-

ticipate in an integrative seminar.

The purpose of this seminar is to

provide a forum for advanced

students to share their knowledge

and insights through engagement
in work or research of mutual in-

terest; faculty and students par-

ticipating in the seminar will design

it themselves.

The Women's Studies Program

is characterized by a flexible,

faculty-monitored interdisciplinary

plan of study that draws upon the

full resources of the University.

Credits for courses from the Five

Colleges are also valid, and anyone
from the Five Colleges can earn a

Certificate in Women's Studies.

Anyone interested in beginning

work towards a Certificate should

contact the Women's Studies

Office as soon as possible. More
information on any aspect of the

Women's Studies Program can be

obtained at the Women's Studies

Office, 508 Goodell, 545-1922.

In recent years there has been

remarkable interest in the women's
movement. Both research on
women and study from a female

perspective have been substantial.

Currently 1300 students are

enrolled in Women's Studies

courses at UMass.

Many colleges and universities

across the country have already

instituted degree-granting
programs in Women's Studies.

Four years ago there were fifteen

Women's Studies Programs; lasj

spring there were ninety. Now the

University of Massachusetts can be

added to this number.
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Passion leads handgun crimes
By HUGH OWEN
Staff Reporter

Crimes of passion outrank all other crimes
committed with handguns in the United
States, a trend which has grown yearly since
1965.

These deaths by handguns, according to

Middlesex County Sheriff John Buckley,
involves people who often do not realize

what they have done until after they have
pulled the trigger on a handgun and killed a

person.

"Handguns are weapons of passion
because they are a small, easily conceivable
weapon," maintained Jan Wohlberg.
Wohlberg spoke with Buckley in the Colonial

Lounge of the Student Union yesterday
advocating the restriction of handgun use in

Massachusetts.

This misconception, she explained, results

from the Hollywood image of an actor dying
on a television show and reappearing later

that night on a talk show.

Fifty-four percent of all murders in 1972

were committed with handguns and seventy-

four percent of these handgun deaths were

crimes of passion where the murderer

personally knew the victim, according to

figures quoted by Buckley.
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Middlesex county sheriff John Buckley (right) spoke yesterday
in the Colonial lounge on the issue of hand gun control. Also shown
are Steve Sacks and Jan Wohlberg.

People vs. Handguns, a non-profit group
established last March by Buckley and
Wohlberg, is concerned with educating

people on the dangers of handguns and
obtaining support for a bill they have
proposed for the 1974 state ballot.

The proposed bill would ban the sale and
possession of handguns in Massachusetts,

with the exception of possession by law
enforcement officers and antique guns
dating prior to 1898.

"The public will vote favorably for this

bill," Buckley affirmed.

The main purpose behind the bill, ex-

plained Buckley, is not to eliminate crime but

to decrease the numbers of deaths by

handguns. "If we save 25-50 lives a year with
our bill then we will consider it to be ef-

fective," Buckley added.

Laws banning sale and possession of

handguns are not unconstitutional as many
people believe, Buckley said. In fact, he
continued, the Supreme Court has on four

separate occasions ruled that the second
amendment 'regarding the "right to keep and
bear arms" pertains to the National Guard,

not private citizens.

Massachusetts only existing law regar-
ding handgun possession concerns
registering people, not handguns, and the
requirements for obtaining a permit vary
locally, according to Buckley.

People vs Handguns, realizing the
proposed bill will ,,ot rid the state of black

market handguns, is conducting a program
to educate people on the dangers of han-
dguns and, according to Wohlberg, is

gaining support among the people they have
come into contact with.

A local organization of People vs Han-
dguns is currently centered in Amherst.
Organizer Steve Sacks is focusing on UMass
RSO groups in an attempt to gain support
from then of the UMass, and may be reached
at 256-8584.

Parent wins editor-in-chief

Next semester's Collegian Editor-in-chief Bill

Parent kisses next semester's Executive Editor B. J.

Roche.

By MIKE KNEELAND
Staff Reporter

The Daily Collegian staff last

night elected Bill Parent, a 19-year

old political science major from
Wakefield, as its editor-in-chief for

the next two semesters.

Other editors elected by a

majority vote were:

— Frits Geurtsen, managing
editor

— B.J. Roche, executive editor

— Don McGilvray, business

manager
— Richard Wright, news editor

— Sherwood Thompson, Black

affairs editor

— Dennis Conlon, photo editor

— Ben Caswell, sports editor

— Tyle Michelove, fine arts

editor.

The second sophomore to be
elected to the paper's top position

in the past three years, Parent

promised to give more space to

news stories by "consolidating

ads."

Parent, who served as assistant

executive editor this semester, said

he also hopes to "build up the staff

to achieve a wider range of student

views."

In the closest election of the

evening, McGilvray beat out Steve
Ruggles, the present photo editor,

for the business manager's
position.

After being elected on the fifth

ballot, McGilvray told the

Asian students

conference here
A New England Asian Students Conference is being held through

Sunday. The conference is a teachin of Asian Students and Asian peoples

can have a dialogue about the history ot Asian Americans and the struggle

against racism that has been waged by them since they first arrived in

America in the 1800's.

Also to be discussed is the possible organization of Asian Students in

public schools, where the all-white atmosphere neglects minorities.

The conference will also host presentations of Asian cultures, arts, and

tradition.

The conference is co-sponsored by the Five College Asian Coalition, the

Pacific-Asian Coalition of New England, and New England Regional Asian

Students Coalition. Below is a schedule of remaining events.

assembled staff he did not intend to

serve the one-year term as the

business manager but would "meet
with the other editors and together

find a business manager, or two if

necessary, and then we're going to

put it up for a vote to the entire

staff."

Saying he was going to make it

fun once again to work for the

Collegian, the Fine Arts major and
creator of UMies said "we're going

to have a party."

B.J. Roche, a second semester

sophomore from Marblehead
majoring in English-journalism, will

be in charge of the editorial pages

which publishes letters to the editor

as well as the columnists' articles.

Roche said she hopes to make a

stronger editorial voice in the paper

by coordinating the news depart-

ment with her department. She is

presently the paper's assistant

managing editor, laying out the

Lifestyle page.

Former assistant news editor

Frits Guertsen faced no opposition

in the managing editor's election.

The 21 -year old English jour-

nalism major from Holliston said he
wants the paper to get more staff

oriented.

"I like the outside projects," he
said, "but we have to think of

UMass first."

Geurtsen, who is a first semester
junior, lives in Baker Dormitory.

Working under Geurtsen as the
news editor will be Richard Wright.
He is a former communications
analyst in the Air Force and
presently a BDIC major in social

administration.

Wright, 24, is from Worcester.
"I'd like to expand the input

across the campus so that everyone
feels they have access to the

paper," he said after being elected.

Correction
The third paragraph of an

article on the Student Senate,

which appeared on Page 2 of

yesterday's Collegian, inad-

vertantly read "Also passed

was a motion to appropriate

$6,00 intial expenses...". The

figure quoted should have been

$1,600.

''A.

Next semester's
Donald McGilvray.

Collegian Business Manager,

Black people on campus.

Dennis Conlon, a 21 -year old

chemistry major from Worcester,

said after his election that he hopes

to "continue to teach people to be

good photographers and supply the

paper with the photos they need."

Promising to invesitgate certain

"goings on" in the athletic

department, Ben Caswell beat two
other candidates for the sports

editor position.

Caswell is a 21 -year old English-

journalism major from Randolph.

He said he also wants to get more
women on the sports staff and to

get a Black point of view into the

Collegian sports pages.-

As the new fine arts arts editor,

Tyla Michelove will be the editor of

Below the Salt. She is presently an

assistant of that weekly magazine

supplement to the Collegian.

Michelove, 20, is a sociology

major. She lives in Greenough
dormitory. She said she hopes to

experiment with layout and
graphics when she assumes her

position when this semester ends.

Sherwood Thompson, a public

health major, was elected inab-

sentia as the Black affairs editor, a

position he also held this semester.

The first Black affairs editor the

paper has elected, Thompson
believes the Collegian should be

more responsive to the views of

Madrigal meals

still have space
A fine traditon of UMass is the Madrigal Dinner sponsored each year

during the Christmas season by the Campus Center Food Service and the

UMass Madrigal singers. This year it has been extended to run eight nights

over a two week period.

The cathedral-ceilinged Campus Center Auditorium, colorfully

decorated with banners and heraldic shields provides the setting for the

beautifully costumed Madrigal Singers, creating an atmosphere

reminiscent of the 16th century Christmas Feasts in England The fanfares,

the March of the Comestibles, the huge platter with the Bear's Head, the
Sparkling Wassail Bowl, the Flaming Plum Pudding, i ne Maangai singers,

the Jugglers and the Jesters are all part of the pageantry of these ancient

times.

The dinner will be held Dec. 5-8 and 12-15. Anyone interested should

contact the Campus Center Food Services in Room 822 of the Campus
Center.
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Coal miners accept pact

increasing benefits by 64%
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WASHINGTON (UP/) - Coal

miners accepted a new contract

yesterday, boosting their own
salaries and fringe benefits by 64
per cent over the next three years

and ending their month-long
walkout which idled 120,000
strikers and cost the nation an
estimated $6 billion in production

losses.

Arnold Miller, president of the

United Mine Workers, called a

news conference to announce
approval of the contract by a vote

of 44,754 to 34.741.

After signing the new contract,

Miller instructed workers to return

to their jobs. He said they would
start back at 12:01 a.m. EST today
and he expects the full membership
to be back to work by Monday.

"I don't consider this agreement

Ford, Schmidt confer

on economy and energy
WASHINGTON (UPI)

Meeting a major European ally for

the first time since taking office,

President Ford yesterday discussed

economic, energy and peace
problems with West German
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt.

Schmidt received a 21-gun
welcome from Ford, Secretary of

State Henry A. Kissinger and 1,000

Arab oil producers with such

sometimesbreak-away Atlantic

partners as France.

Both leaders said only through

stronger trans-Atlantic cooperation

can the Western nations solve

today's problems. "We are resolved

to do this," Schmidt said and Ford

nodded.

Ford prepared to host a White

West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt and
President Gerald Ford during yesterday's discussion.
Schmidt is the first leader of a major ally to visit Ford.

others on the South Lawn at the

start of the German's two days of

White House talks. In his

welcoming address, Ford called it

an historic occasion.

Both men listed these things as

the chief topics of their discussions
- the economy, the energy shortage

and the Atlantic alliance's part in

peace-seeking East and West.
U.S. and West German

diplomats said there is no major

problem between the two countries

but that Schmidt, as leader of the

most powerful of America's
European allies, could help Ford
align the U.S. global policies on
such matters as how to handle

House dinner for Schmidt last

night. Actor-singer Joel Grey, star

of "Cabaret," was scheduled to

entertain after dinner.

Ford and Schmidt talk again

today and the German leader flies

home tomorrow.

In other White House
developments:
— Press Secretary Ron Nessen

said Ford has thought about a tax

cut to fight the recession, but it is

still only an idea and is far from a

decision. "He's aware of the idea,

the concept of a tax cut ... but it has

come no where near a decision."

Nessen said a tax cut now is only a

theory not even a proposal.

inflationary," Miller told reporters.

"We had 20 years to catch up."

NT. Camicia, chairman of the

Bitumonous Coal Operators
Association, said after the signing

that the operators are "naturally

pleased that the new agreement

has been ratified," and added:

"The new three-year contract,

while a very costly one for the

industry, is a very forward looking

agreement and will be of great

benefit to the miners."

Asked how the new contract

would affect the price of coal, Miller

said: "We are aware of how much
the price of coal has gone up. We
don't know how much it will go
up."

Miller and UMW secretary-

treasurer Harry Patrick are

scheduled to enter George
Washington University Hospital

Monday for physical checkups.

Patrick said both are exhausted,

and Miller described the 80-day
negotiations as "one of the hardest

experiences I ever had."

The new pact provides a 64 per

cent increase in wages and fringe

benefits over the next three years.

Top miners who made $50 a day
under the old contract will get an

immediate $5 a day raise. The
contract provides a 10 per cent

increase the first year, 4 per cent

the second, and 3 per cent the

third.

It also contains a cost-of-living

increase which is the first for the

industry. It provides one cent an

hour for each 0.4 rise in the

government's Consumer Price

Index up to 8 per cent. The ad-

justments are made every three

months.

Other contract improvements
include higher pensions, paid sick

leave for the first time, more
vacation time, improved health

coverage, and increased safety

measures including the hiring of

7,000 to 8,000 helpers on com-
plicated mining equipment.

Miners also negotiated an im-

proved grievance procedure plus

the individual right to leave the job

without fear of reprisal when they

feel they are in danger.

The strike which started No. 12

bad widely reaching economic
effects. Economists estimated the

walkout cost the nation $5 billion in

lost production.

Several thousand crews on coal-

hauling railroads were laid off.

Officials of the Penn Central and
the Norfolk and Western said the

two railroads each lost about $5
million a week.

General Meeting For All Commuter Students

There is a general meeting of the Commuter Assembly
Monday, December 9th at noon in the Commuter Lounge (next to
Hatch). This meeting is specifically for the commuters at large.
The following issues will be discussed and voted on

:

1) Weekend and late night bus service

2) The car pool system

3) Rent control — and the impact of the end of mandatory dorm
requirements

4) Office campus housing office -

5) Mandatory health fee

6) Salaries for the commuter assembly officers

Also whatever you as a Commuter are concerned with that
has not been listed above.

Your participation is needed so come and relax and join us.

Free Coffee and Donuts will be available

The ORIGINAL
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Harrington gains 95,000 signatures in state

Public power plan to face legislature test
Compiled from Wires

BOSTON - Advocates of a
public power authority responsible

for financing and operating all

future generating plants in

Massachusetts showed enough
support yesterday to compel the
legislature to vote on their plan in

the upcoming session.

Congressman Michael J.

Harrington, D-Mass., leader of the
public power drive, said more than
95,000 certified signatures were
filed with the secretary of state's

office. Only 56,038 signatures are

required to force the legislature to

vote on the initiative petition.

If the proposal is rejected by the

legislature, Harrington said the

supporters would have no trouble

obtaining an additional 9,340
signatures during June to put the

issue on the 1976 general election

ballot for voter ratification

He said, however, he preferred to
see the legislature approve the
public power plan contained in the
initiative petition or an acceptable
alternative.

The bill now goes to the
Government Regulations Com-
mittee for study. Its chairman, Rep.
Robert B. Ambler, D-Weymouth,
has proposed similar legislation in

the past.

Further support is expected from
John R. Buckley, the administration

and finance secretary of incoming
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.

The Public Power Authority,

under the Harrington plan, would
be run by a board of seven
members appointed by the
governor. He also would designate
one member as chairman.
The power authority would be

I
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7:00 - Morning Pro Musics — The Canterbury Country
Dance Orchestra performs live.

2:00 - Metropolitan Opera - Gounod: "Romeo et

Juliette"
8:30 Boston Symphony Orchestra — Michael Tilson

Thomas conducts Stravinsky.

SUNDAY
1:00 Pacifica — Interview with Dr. David Reuben and

two radio drama performances — "The Cask of
Amontillado" and "The Monkey's Paw"

4:00 — The Socialist Alternative — "Women and
Socialism" is discussed by Ann Ferguson —
Professor of Philosophy at UMass

5:30 - A Chanukkah Program — Franz Schubert:
"Miriam's Victory Song"
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responsible for establishing and
operating "a bulk supply system to

supply wholesale power to utilities"

throughout the state.

The Harrington bill says "the
authority shall have as its primary
purpose the provision of bulk

power - with the minimum ad-

verse impact on the environment."
Harrington said in addition the

authority likely would be able to

show a significant reduction in the
cost of electricity.

"The MPA," Harrington said,

"will assure that the important

decisions regarding load growth,
fuel choice and rates are made in

the public interest, and not dictated
by the constraints of the profit

motive."

The authority would raise capital

through the sale of revenue bonds
which are taxed at a lower rate than
non-government bonds.
The Harrington initiative

threatens investor-owned utilities

and they are expected to mount a

vigorous campaign of opposition in

the legislature.

New York in the 1950s created a

public power authority similar to

the one proposed by Harrington

and in Nebraska the state controls

all power generating.

Asked why similar plans were
rejected in past years in the
Massachusetts Legislature,
Harrington said there were two
reasons; First, "the legislature has
been effectively lobbied by some
time-tested and effective methods.

"Also, until last season there was
no constituency for this" kind of

proposal, the Congressman said.

Boston Police Superintendent Charles Barry, right, speaks at a news conference

after having been named Secretary of Public Safety by Gov. -elect Michael

Dukakis, who is seated next to Lt. Gov. -elect Thomas O'Neill III on the left.

State auto insurance companies
request $130 million rate hike
BOSTON (API - Officials of

Massachusetts auto insurance

companies told state regulators

yesterday that inflation requires

premium increases of more than

$130 million in 1975.

Testifying at the opening day of

hearings before Insurance Com-
missioner John G. Ryan, lawyers

for the companies also blamed

changes in state law which increase

insurance benefits to motorists.

Ryan said if the full increase is

allowed, it could mean a $70 to $80

annual rate increase for more than

two-thirds of all drivers.

Drivers who buy optional

collision and comprehensive
coverage, in addition to the

required bodily injury coverage,

would be hardest hit.

The hearings are scheduled to

continue today and for most of next

week. Ryan, who will leave office in

Januray, will set rates for 1975
before the end of the year, based
on this year's accident statistics.

Ryan froze auto insurance rates

in 1974 at 1973 levels.

But he told The Associated Press

that if the companies' accident

statistics are correct, motorists will

have a big jump in premiums.
"In fairness, you have to

recognize that if all the data they

have proves to be accurate, then
you are dealing with mathematics,"
Ryan said in an interview. "If all the

data is right, you could expect a

sizeable increase."

Attorney Acl>eson H. Cbllaghan
Jr., representing the insurance
firms, said ^yesterday that the
companies' rate request can be
blamed on rising costs for medical
care, automotive parts, and repair
shop labor.

Ullman expects Mills

to resign panel seat

R.Y.S.E.
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WASHINGTON (UPI) - Rep. Al

Ullman, D-Ore., next in line to be

chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, indicated

yesterday he expects ailing Wilbur

0. Mills to resign soon as head of

the tax-writing panel.

Ullman, second-ranking
Democrat on Ways and Means,
said the committee membership
would make no effort to oust Mills.

But he said it would be only a

matter of several days "before he,

Mills, will be in a position to indicate

that he will not be a candidate for

chairman next year."

Mills, 65, is confined under heavy
sedation at Bethesda Naval
Hospital, where he checked in

Tuesday following weekend ap-

pearances in Boston with stripper

Fanne Foxe, with whom he was
involved in the Tidal Basin in

October.

Ullman said that if Mills does not
resign, he expects the Democratic
Steering Committee, which will

select committee chairmen next
year, "to nominate somebody else

in accordance with what the
speaker said yesterday. He was
saying that with some authority."
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Government investigators hint

that pilot error caused crash
WASHINGTON (UPff

Triggering an angry outburst from
pilots, government investigators

indicated yesterday pilot error may
have caused the crash of a Trans

World Airline jet on a mountain
near here Sunday killing all 92

persons aboard.

The National Transportation
Safety Board preliminary report

said TWA's flight 514 descended to

1,800 feet in an area where these
minimum safe altitude, indicated on
charts aboard the plane, was 3,400

feet.

Although the report did not say

so specifically, it indicated that pilot

error lay behind the crash.

The Boeing 727 jetliner flew

straight into the side of Paris

Mountain just below its top and a

mile and a half from a secret

government base designed to

shelter government officials in

event of a nuclear attack.

Angered by the board com-
ments, the Air Line Pilots

Association demanded in a letter to

nation and world

Bottle law attacked

MONTPEUER, Vt. (AP) - Op-
ponents of Vermont's beverage

container deposit law 'hope to

replace the year-old antilitter

measure with a statewide recycling

program.

State Rep. John Mulligan, D-

Castleton, said yesterday he has

prepared a bill to eliminate the

minimum nickel deposit on all beer

cans and soda bottles sold in

Vermont. Mulligan proposed to

place a 1 V? mill tax on all containers

sold in supermarkets and grocery

stores. There are 10 mills in one
cent.

He said the tax would raise about
$5 million annually to fund six

recycling centers throughout the

state.

The tax would apply to plastic,

metal, glass and paper containers,

he said.

Airport collapses

TEHRAN, Iran (UP/J - The roof of

the main terminal at Mehrabad
International Airport collapsed with

a roar "like hail and brimstone"

under the weight of an overnight

snowfall yesterday, killing or

trapping up to 60 persons.

A government spokesman said

20 persons were confirmed dead.

Hushnang Arabi, director of

Iran's Civil Aviation Board, said

between 50 and 60 persons were
under the roof when it gave way
without warning about 4 p.m.

191 victims sought
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka (UP/) -

Rescue teams dropped from
helicopters struggled through rain-

soaked jungle yesterday to bring

out the bodies of 191 persons killed

when a chartered Dutch DC8
jetliner flying Moslem pilgrims to

Mecca smashed into the side of a

mountain.

It was the second worst aviation

disaster in history.

The four-engine jetliner was
carrying 182 passengers and a crew
of nine Wednesday when it struck a

sheer rock wall at 1,000 feet, 80
miles east of Colombo on the island

republic of Sri Lanka, formerly

Ceylon.

U.S. to ration opium
WASHINNTON (UP/) - A critical

shortage of legitimate opium will

force rationing early next year of

codeine and some other pain-killing

prescription drugs, an opium im-

porters' representative told

Congress yesterday.

Except for wartime emergencies
it could be the first rationing in the

United States of a drug in short

supply, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
D-Mass., noted at a Senate
hearing.

The pharmaceutical industry will

be able to meet only about 80 per

cent of next year's projected

demand for opium derivative drugs

such as codeine - according to

testimony by Jane Lang McGrew,
an attorney for the three registered

importers of crude opium.

Not Only AUDITIONS But Also

- Special January Workshop Production

- Undergrad and Graduate Credit

AS V0U LIKE IT
by William Shakespeare

Directed by Ed Berkeley, Staff Director
Papp's, N.Y. Shakespeare Festival

Monday, December 9th, 9 a.m. - 12, 1 - 4 and

5 - 7 p.m. Tryouts in Fine Arts Center Room 204

Rehearsals Daily January 13 thru February 5

Performances from February 6 thru 22.

Please prepare specific selections

ROLE ACT SCENE LINES

Duke Senior ll. I 1-19

Frederick 1, ii 211 18

Frederick ill. i 1-12

ONvat IV. ill 98 121

Ph*4>« III. iv 109 35

Rosalind Ml, ii 396413
Rosalind III. iv 36 64
Orlando 1. i 1 24
Orlando II. vi 422
Charles 1. i 11629
LeBeau 1. II 24973
Adam II. ill 2 56
Corin II, iv 73-86
Jaques II. vii 139-66
Touchstone III. ii 12-21

Calia III. ii 44-69
Calia III. ii 12466
Jaques da Boys V. iv 146-64
All others II. i 26-66

For further information call 5-3490

President Ford yesterday that board
Chairman John Reed be removed
"in the public interest."

The pilots' organization said it

was "shocked and saddened" and
that Reed had violated his agency's
own rules by commenting on
circumstances surrounding the
crash before the completion of an
accident report.

There was no mention in the

board's report of the high winds
and driving rain through which the

ietliner was flying.

The Dial Tone
Discotheque

\1<m Tues.. W<»d. Nites are

Beer Nitts 25*
Plus specials on pitcheis,

bottles and all drinks.

TUES. NITE
is Oldies' Nite

THURS. NITE
is Ladies' Nite

HAPPY HOUR
every nite, 6-8:30

DJ's play what you want to

hear — 7 nites a week, 8:30-

1:00.

Hie. :•. North Hatfield

Dance Floor Game Room

t*a

ONLY CHANCE FOR
JAN GRADS

Dec 9-11 CC 809

sign- up outside
Index office 409 S.U.
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Rally in Boston

or

545-2874
call

afternoons

Intensive Language Programs
FRENCH I, II

SPANISH I, II

GERMAN I, II

ITALIAN I

CHINESE I

ESPERANTO I

RUSSIAN I

JAPANESE I

PORTUGUESE I

January 6 to January 24

April 7 to April 25

July 7 to July 25

August 4 to August 22

Small class instruction

• Emphasis on spoken language
• Multinational campus in rural setting

• Six semester hours credit

All-inclusive fee for 3-week course $432

CONTACT THE SCHOOL FOR
experiments INTERNATIONAL TRAINING
BRATTLEBORO, VERMONT 05301 • TEL 802-257-7751

«MEST
CHRfcTrfAS
GIFT TRIMS

JjHff*
n

The Fresh Idea Company . . .

UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

Coretta King is dwarfed by media people as she spoke at City Hall Plaza. She said
her husband "would have wept" over the violence which accompanied im-
plementation of school desegregation.

TEXTBYROBIN RICH AND ED COHEN Staff Photos by Ed Cohan

Education is the issue
INTEGRATED QUALITY EDUCATION

A rally and march was held

Saturday, November 30 in Boston
only supporting, not busing, but
quality integrated education for all

children, regardless of color,

identity, or present social or

economic condition. Speakers at

the rally included Mrs. Coretta

King, widow of the late Dr. Martin

Luther King, Thomas I. Atkins,

president of the Boston chapter of

the NAACP, U.S. Representative

Robert F. Drinan, Rabbi Roland
Gittleson of Boston, Polly

Halfkenny of the National Alliance

against Racism and Political

Repression, and Boston school

students Gwen Reed and Linda

Lawrence.

A contingent of UMass students

attended the multi racial and ethnic

rally, which first formed on the

Boston Commons before marching
through downtown Boston to City

Hall. Almost 5000 people listened as

the speakers discussed the issues

of racism and education in Boston.

Some of the main points made
by the participants and speakers

were:

— Boston public schools are

terrible for all children, but
especially bad for non-white
children of various regions of the

city. Parents sending their children

to private schools and who con-

tinue to support the Boston School
Committee are showing tragic

disregard for all the children at-

tending schools in the Boston
school system.

— Despite state and federal laws

based on studies that show

segregated schools to be harmful
for all children, the School Com-
mittee and several political leaders

in Boston have presented in-

tegration as "forced busing";
something to be feared and fought.

The attention of many white people
has been diverted from the quality

of their schools to the false promise
that integration would never come
to Boston.

— Desegregated schools do not
mean a loss of identity for any
student. On the contrary, Polly

Halfkenny described quality in-

tegrated education as
"multinational" education;
education which wouldn't harm
any identity, either socially or

culturally. She said that another
step toward quality education
would be hiring more black
teachers since presently 1 per cent

of Massachusetts teachers are

black.

— The white institutional racism

which exists, and is being taught in

the Boston School System, and
advanced by various opinion
leaders only seeks to divide people
from battling very visible economic
problems.

Mrs. Coretta King, as she stood
on a City Hall balcony overlooking

Government Center Plaza, said:

"As soon as the first stones were
thrown at buses of black children it

was no longer a peaceful protest

against busing. The issue is racism,

not busing." Mrs. King urged "that

everyone, including the timid,

oppose attacks on school children

and integration."
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Campaign seeks pledges

for emergency food relief
By DAVID ST. GELAIS
Staff Correspondent

A campaign to last the duration

of the current academic year is

being sponsored in follow-up to

recent campus drives for

emergency food relief. Pledges for

Global Commitment can be made
today from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

in the campus center. Thereafter,

they can be made each Wednesday
from 10:00 to 4:00 for the remainder

of the year.

Meeting the emergency needs,

the symptoms, is of utmost

urgency, but so also is developing

the ongoing personal commitment

that is needed to solve the

problems — the problems of a

generation not a semester. One's

commitment is expressed by filling

out a pledge form to be retained as

a reminder. This is one step in

forming a life style suited to the

needs of the age.

Individuals are being challenged

to witness their global food and

population concerns. Since World

Population Day, people have been

personally pledging to try and help

world food and population

problems toward their solution by

various individually held changes in

their living patterns.

Money saved from meals or meat
not eaten is contributed to UN ICEF,

with 6 per cent of it going to hungry

people in the U.S. and the rest of

the world's hui.ger. People are

giving up one or more meals or

avoiding meat ore day or more a

week, until the world hunger

problem is solved.

For them, Monday becomes fast,

or "meatless" Monday. (Americans

feed 85 per cent of their grain to

animals; and it takes 21 pounds of

usable protein from that grain to

produce one pound of protein from

beef.) Going meatless or fasting

one day or more a week is a strong

first step toward adopting a lifestyle

which is more globally just.

The fasting is both a spiritual and

charitable act and a personal

commitment for changing old

patterns to live less grandly on the

food chain. Other ways to reduce

consumption in other aspects of

lifestyle — driving cars less, using

electricity less, and reducing

consumption of luxury items in

general are encouraged.

An action network through

which these ideas for continuing a

globally aware lifestyle is being

formed and sustained by the

national sponsors of the Global

Commitment Pledge. Suggestions

and ideas are being solicited to

make a more successful campaign.

Also, books such as Diet for a

Small Planet (a guide in layman's

language to sensible, meatless

eating), penodicals, publications

relevant to a globally aware
lifestyle, and organizations active in

evolving progressive alternatives to

globally counterproductive in-

stitutions and systems are

becoming more open and ad-

vertised. The national sponsors of

the pledge for global commitment
are the Coalition for Population

Year, and Action for World
Commitment of the World
Federalists of the U.S.A. (1424 16th

St. NW, No. 301, Washington D.C.

20036 (202) 483-0552.)

World starvation and population

are currently topics of discussion

and theorizing on campus. Deeds,

not words, are called for. Mass

famine is not a subject of idle talk.

U.S. citizens are daily insulated

from the grim conditions of our

brothers and sisters worldwide.

Many factors insulate us:

selective media coverage, careful

politicians, sheer physical

separation and, for students, the

added barriers of artificial university

life. In spite of our lowered sen-

sitivity, the realities must be faced

as if the suffering were in our daily

presence. Our individual good relies

on the good of mankind which

ultimately rests on the well-being of

all of its parts.

The overwhelming, mind-

boggling nature of the changes

called for to re-order the culture of

our nation and the world, in order

to achieve a more just balance in

the consumption of resources

results in many and varied

responses from the students and

citizens.

— Rationalization is fed by
popular falacies such as that

starvation is unavoidable, is

nature's way to control the en-

vironment, or that people of

"exotic" religions do not mind

dying and seeing their children

suffer.

— Retreat into obsolescent
traditional formulas gives escape

through racist, supremist doctrines.

— Simple-minded optimism is

encouraged by bombastic political

speeches, impressive advertising

and flasn-in-the-pan campaigns.

And finally, profound apathy is

fed by the unending panorama of

industrial and governmental
mismanagement, corruption and

serving of special interests. It finally

adds up to a denial of mankind's

ability to adapt culturally to ever

changing conditions, an ability that

is the hallmark of our kind.

Popular approaches currently

voiced by politicians, conferences

ThellEUIPufftonUillage

newmanagement
workingfor your comfort

CONVENIENT LOCATION NEAR UMASS

FREE BUS SERVICE

CLEAN, SECURE SURROUNDINGS

FREE CABLE TV IN ALL UNITS

1,2 A 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS STARTING UNDER *200

PUFFTON I - all utilities included

PUFFTON II A III - heat included

1040 N. Pteasant S«re«t, Amherst 549-0M5

and the media imply that it is

sufficient for Americans to give

only crumbs from our table, the

"cream off the top", without

endangering the life-style to which

we have grown very comfortable

with. Reasonable reflection though,

discounts this faulty belief — the

type and magnitude of the

problems demands such a change.

As Ghandi put it, "There is plenty

for everymans need, but not

everymans greed."

This is not a call for asceticism,

Puritanism or the adopting of

"holier-than-thou" attitudes, but in

a call for moderation, for more just

consumption patterns, formed in

light of the needs of our age.

Moderation in sharp contrast to the

single-minded pursuit of pleasure is

characteristic of the gluttony of

declining Rome.
There is the possibility of finding

psychological and emotional

escape in withdrawing, imagining

ourselves separated from the family

of humanity, or isolating our nation

from the interdependent global

commonwealth of nations.

But it will not work. Com-
placency is suicide.

The University of Massachusetts

Baha'i Association is sponsoring

the drive for world commitment
pledges. The goals of the campaign

are paraded with some of the

principles basic to the Revelation of

Baha'u'llah, who forewarning

mankind over 100 years ago of its

impending calamities, outlined the

means by which they could have

been averted. Also, one of the Bah'i

beliefs is that one's spiritual destiny

is determined by the motives and

reactions of our daily lives.

For information call 256-8208.

See fact sheet at campus center

table.

***************
* Annual Student *

"Christmas Sale*

GIVE

*
*
*
*
*
*

Pottery and Glass

Munson Annex

Dec. 5th and 6th

Thur. and Fri.

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

*

*
*
*
*
*
*

"These boots are waterproof!
tt

• Before you go home see our selection — all

lypesof boots for either sex: Fryes, Dunham "Waffle
Stompers", Clarks of England, Tretorn, Desco and
more!

»0U£& SHOES
*2 Locations

•8 MAIN ST., AMHERST
HADLEY VILLAGE BARN SHOPS, Rte. 9, HADLEY

***************

REMEMBER THE LAST TRIP HOME FOR A HOLIDAY

the lines at the airline ticket counter

the overdue flight that is finally cancelled

the crowded, smelly bus - the crowded, smelly station

an endless ride that arrives at 3 a.m.

Why not let Northeast Atlantic Airlines take you away from all that<

&

-.u •—,!/ •j"<tii yw.w*y

:%wsmmm® %

We can transport up to five people from Northampton or Westfield Airport to: New
Jersey, or Washington, or Cleveland, or Anywhere, at more or less reasonable rates.
Morristown, N. J.— $140.00 Washington, D.C. — $370.00 Anywhere— $???.??
(individual cost depends on the number in the group. Five people to Morristown —
$28.00 each)

CALL US at 1-203-763-0106
We'll get you home for the holiday in a mood for a hotiday. -

Snakes in SW!
By DEBBIE SCHAFER

One of the nation's largest Boa
Constrictor snakes lived in a South-

west tower this semester. Lenny
Alsen, owner of the 11 foot long

Boa, also kept a large Anaconda
snake in the tower room.

"I didn't want to leave home,
because nobody in my family

knows how to take care of them,"

said Alsen. The two snakes require

a great deal of care, according to

Alsen, and he did not feel safe

leaving them with inexperienced

handlers.

The Boa Constrictor, because of

it's size, is worth approximately

3,000 dollars. The Anaconda is

worth 1,500 dollars. "Un-
derstandably, I try to take good
care of them," said Alsen.

Alsen has owned the boa
constictor for nine years. "When I

first got it, it was only a foot and a

half long," he said. It is now one of

the largest Boas in the United

States.

Both the Boa and the Anaconda
are among the most difficult snakes .

to keep in captivity. Since they are

tropical snakes, and cold blooded,

room temperature is usually not

warm enough for keeping them.

Both snakes are "picky eaters' and

sometimes must be force fed in

captivity.

They're not an easy pet to keep,

and I definitely would not advise a

novice to go out and buy one,"

Alsen said.

Alsen has had a lot of experience

with wild animals, mostly from his

job with a wild animal importer. He

worked for six years helping to

import animals from South
America. His experiences have
given him a good working
knowledge of tropical snakes, and
he has lectured at several colleges

with his pet snake.

"I've been associated with wild

animals all of my life," Alsen told

The Collegian in an interview.

Robbie Noller, Alsen's room-

mate, didn't mind the fact that he

lived with two huge snakes all

semester. In fact, Noller and Alsen

grew up together and share a

common interest in wild animals.

The two men plan to go on a wild

animal collecting expedition in the

Phillipines this summer.
Alson said the Head of Residence

"has been a pretty nice guy" so far,

but has warned Alsen against

bringing his snakes back to South-

west in the spring.

Floor residents have gotten used

to having the snakes as members of

the community. "Now I don't even

think of the Boa as being a snake,

it's just like having a dog around, or

any other normal pet around," said

one floor member.
Another resident of the all-male

floor said the snakes are a good
curiosity item, "very good for

getting girls onto this floor."

Alsen said that many people

were afraid of the Boa at first,

because of it's huge size, but that

most people are used to it now.

"The snakes are completely

tame," Alsen said. But still. ..ask

yourself, reader, ....would YOU
want to live next door???

>
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Banking? Check around first

T.ac. CtuiWE

By JERRY ROGERS
Staff Writer

Where does the average student bank? Amherst

has five banks for students to choose from (though

Pioneer National Bank is new). Is the choice that

simple?

Although consumer groups don't preach about the

workings of banks, banks are business establish-

ments. The average student who must get the most

for the money really ought to look seriously at banks

and do a little "shopping" before deciding which

establishment to do business with.

* For example, which would serve better, a N.O.W.

account or a regular checking account? Which "free"

checking account is the least expensive? How long

must a student wait after depositing a check before

writing a check on it?

In recent years banks have, like most other

businesses, been forced into competition; and those

"grand old institutions" are even resorting to hard-sell

advertising. And that's when the student has to look

closely at what's being offered.

Price leading started in banking about six years ago

when a bank in Boston began offering free checking

accounts when the account holder held a minimum

balance of $100.

That seems to be the norm for checking accounts

now, but look a little deeper before accepting such a

bargain.

Pioneer now offers totally free checking accounts

— no service charges, per check fees, etc. But what

about purchasing a packet of checks? That's

something the consumer should look at. Also, how
much will a bookkeeping error cost? A vice president

of the First National Bank of Amherst, Walter A.

Whitney, Jr., pointed out that some banks with totally

free checking accounts might charge more for that

error because "they have to make their money
somewhere".

What about that waiting period before writing a

check on a deposit. True, it doesn't involve making or

losing money but it would seem to be an advantage if

a student could write that check after waiting only

four days for it (a deposit made by check) to clear,

rather than ten days. This is the service aspept that an

account holder must look at, pointed out the Hamp-
shire spokesman.
Another example of service is the N.O.W. account.

This is a combination checking-savings account now
offered at Amherst Savings and Pioneer. The account
holder receives interest on the balance, yet can also

write checks on it. Seems like a good idea but what
about the charges on the checks written on the ac-

count? The charge may run as high as 15 cents per

check. Then there's the psycnological aspect voiced

by Whitney, who explained that although the account

is convenient, the student who would like to save

some money will find that he'll save less because his

savings money is so easily withdrawn on a "fling".

He continued, "We'll probably offer N.O.W. ac-

counts in the future though, if that's what the

students want."

The Hampshire spokesman said the same.

At Amherst Savings Don Vickowski indicated that

despite the popularity of N.O.W. accounts his firm still

does a good amount of savings account business. In

this area one should look for interest, of course; but

don't avoid the service aspects concerning deposits,

withdrawals, etc.

Check charges, interest rates, minimum balances,

services, etc.; they're all tools used in banking

competition. But they're not the only aspects: the

prospective account holder would be wise to look a

little deeper and ask some questions before deciding

what type of account to use and what bank he should

hold it in.

Caviat Emptor — it applies to banking, too.

The HP-35 Electronic Slide Rule.
Performs afl basic arithmetic, trip and

log calculations automatically. Has an

Addressable Memory, displays 10 digits in

fixed decimal or scientific notation, auto-

matically positions decimal point through-

out its 200-decade range. Cost. $?25;

*AII HP pocket calculators have Hewlett-

Packard's patented RPN logic system with 4

Memory Stack. Prices exclude state and

local taxes.

HEWLETT ihOj PACKARDa

available at the UNIVERSITY STORE campus center, open Wed til 8.
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RECIPE EXCHANGE
BySUEKIERAS

Staff Writer

Today we have a simple one-dish meal that is from Linda Fuller of

Gorman. It is important to remember when buying chicken, the

cheapest way is to buy in pieces. Legs and wings are least expensive

and can easily be used in this dish. Remember to allow J4-1 lb. per

person.

Sweet and Sour Chicken

Ingredients:

1 bottle Thousand Island dressing

1 packet Lipton Onion Soup
1 jar apricot or peach jam

as much chicken as desired

Equipment:

Shallow baking dish, large enough for all the chicken to be baked.

Mixing bowl.

Mix 1st through 3rd ingredients in a bowl. Dip chicken in sauce

and arrange in baking dish, (no grease necessary) Pour rest of sauce

over chicken. Bake for 1 hour at 350.

Note: The marinade may congeal or blacken while cooking but

this does not affect the taste. While the chicken cooks, you can

baste it, or turn it over, or just leave it alone. It can be served over

noodles or rice.
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Traditional Japanese music
feature of planned concert
Saturday evening there will be a

concert of traditional Japanese

music. The concert will feature

Namino Torii on the koto, a 13-

stringed instrument of the zither

family, and Shudo Yamato on the

shakuhachi, the Japartese bamboo
flute.

Namino Torii is a leading

musician on the Yamada style of

sokyoku, classical Japanese music

for voice, koto, and ihoniisen.

Shudo Yamato is the leading

- member of the Kotobuki Kai, a

shakuhachi study group led by

Judo Notomi of Tokyo, he is active

in performing and teaching the

Kinko style shakuhachi in Tokyo,

Fukuoka and Kitakyushu.

Included in the program will be

Midarc-Rinzetsu, Kumoi no Kyoku,

Yugure no Kyoku
<
Sekiheki no fu,

Kingyo, Shika no lone, and
Azuma-Jishi. Several of these

Tryouts set

for original

Norrick play
Tryouts for an original play by

Brad Norrick wHI be held on

December 9 and 10, at 7:30, in

Fayerweather Theatre, Amherst

College. The play is part of an

Independent Study Project in co-

operation with the Amherst College'

Dramatic Arts Department.

The project is interesting for a

number of reasons. Most im-

portantly, a video-tape will be made
of the play; making the project a

good opportunity for actors in the

area to gain experience in film

technique in contrast to stage

technique. Also, the nature of the

play is such that it demands a great

amount of movement (dance,

mime, clowning, and acrobatics),

and is wide open for imagination

and improvisation.

The project . requires ap-

proximately ten people, probably

half men and half women, who will

be called upon to play multiple

roles. Musicians and persons with

circus, magic, and movement skills

are particularly needed. There is

one role for an actress or dancer

who can play violin.

The tryouts on December 9 and

10 will be rather unique. Because of

the play is more of a score than a

script, readings give way to im-

provisation and movement.
Rehearsals will begin over interterm

(January 5 or so), stage production

is scheduled for early February,

taping will hopefully be finished by

mid-February.

Interested persons who cannot

attend December 9 and 10, or for

more information, call Brad Norrick

at 542-3086 or write Box 1457, No.

2, Amherst, Mass. 01002.

pieces will consist of poems sung to

the accompaniment of the in-

struments.

Both Namino Torii and Shudo
Yamato are presently artists- in-

residence at Wesleyan University.

They will be accompanied by

Ayakano Read and Ralph
Samuelson. This concert is

sponsored by The Program Council

and The Asian-American Students
Association, and will be held at 8
p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom. Admission is free.

SUNDANCE
Appearing Fri. and Sat.

Dec. 6 & 7 at

243 Pleasant St.

Northampton
588-0802 taet

Serving

Food and Liquor

from 11 a.m.
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UAtl
presents
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The Student Video

Project and C.C. Food

Services present a

UMass double-header:

Harvard &
Rhode Island

Sunday, Dec. 8, 7:30

5 college photo exhibit opens

Student Union galleryin

BICYCLE STORAGE

Why drag that bike of yours home at the end of the
semester? End the hassle, the potential rip off and the
ravages of winter by storing it at PELOTON, INC., 1 East
Pleasant St. Ask about our winter maintenance and FREE
safety check. Storage charge is $5.00 for three months or
longer up to sixteen weeks. Phone us: 549-6904.

By MARTIN STEIN
Staff Correspondent

The first photography exhibit

representing Five College area

photographers opened December 2

in the Student Union Art Gallery.

The organization of the exhibit

constituted seeking out the

photographers on an individual

basis, as there exists no real

community of photographers in this

area. Fifteen people exhibited. No
works were judged by any person.

The selection of images was solely

up to the photographer, and space
limited the number of prints.

Black and white dominated
except for one solargraph and two
gum-bichromate prints. The images
ranged from straight, i«n-

manipulated prints, including

portraits, landscape of various

kinds, and abstract pattern and
design, to the manipulated print.

The print quality was impressive

as were the visual images. Out of

the contingent of prints no two
were alike, some were similar, but

»H

Staff Photo by Jo* Stoddart

Area photographers exhibited their work this week
in the Student Union gallery.

only in
#

.terms of visual concepts.

The images themselves were
decisively striking and unique.

Those exhibiting their works

shared the belief that with the

growth of photography more
exhibits wfll occur at the university

and more people will become in-

volved. Active interest will initiate

decisions for accommodating
future exhibits.

There will be future exhibits.

Watch notices in this paper for

information.

Mechanical engineering

Women don't know the opportunities

at the

hide-a-way
Benefit for

BILLY COLWELL BLUES BAND

Who recently lost their stage equipment in a fire.

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

BIUV COLWELL blues band

and

LUTHER JOHNSON blues band

$2 cover charge to be donated to Billy Colwell.

the hide-a-way
1 Mile off Rt. 116

Rt. 202 in Granby
Tel. 467-8393

By MIKE KNEELAND
Staff Reporter

Are enough women going into

mechanical engineering? Definitely

not, says mechanical engineer

Maryann Doherty, a 1962 UMass
graduate now living in Scituate.

"Girls think they might be able to

be an electrical engineer or a

chemical engineer, but they don't

H CHARLIE RICH
THE SILVER FOX

including:

I Love My Friend/Pieces Of My Life

Your Place Is Herewith Me/Break-Up
My Elusive Dreams

PE 33250

Columbia has

some of the

BEST jazz,

country, and

rock. Here are a few;

come in and let us show

you the rest!

discount
records

2 RECORDSET

GET UP
WITH IT

including:

Red China Blues

Billy Preston

He Loved
Him Madly

Rated X

Calypso Frelimo

KG 33236*
jA specially priced 2-record set

jThis exp'osivp now two-record set is on
f the most electrifying and profound al

urns ever recorded by "The Foundin
ather." Miles Davis. Together with such

fop names as Herbie Hancock, John Mc
aughlin. and Billy Cobham, Miles has

Siiiirtiiittmlfuiiliiiiimmiiii(irtltiiiimi«iMiii.ii

Ity^tfo

ins & Rita return to lock with this brand
Inew Nashville recorded and flavored al-

)um. More than ever, Nashville's favorite
:ouple sound alive and well as they
Jounce their way through the albums

"The Silver Fox" is the Charlie Rich album des-

tined to keep Charlie in awards for yet another

year!

M-W, 10-6

T-F, 10-9

S, 10-6

257 Triangle St.

AMHERST
549-4433

S6.98 List
$399

$6.98 List
$399

We have marked down hundreds of albums and tapes to
wholesale prices. Take a look at them while they last!

Keep Your Eye

on

Aon call

Amherst's First Optician

for all your

Optical Needs

LOWEST PRICES
in the area

SHOP & COMPARE
56 Main St. .253-7002

know about mechanical
engineering," she says.

And that's why Doherty was here

yesterday: to educate women on
job opportunities as a mechanical

engineer.

Generally speaking, Doherty said,

a mechanical engineer works with

machine design. But a mechanical

engineer might also find herself

coordinating the construction of a

new building, or designing a heat

shield to protect vehicles returning

from space.

At UMass, there are only two

women undergraduates studying

mechanical engineering compared

to 250 men.

There are, however, 53 women

studying some sort of engineering

here and many of them have not

yet declared what field in

AUTO
PARTS

Inu^fitmiift Specials *?cv all offers good
CjKSPETlo??£» now! J/ untU Dec . 31 , 11974

Give him the tools the professional would buy.

BlcLckkaurk h * nd tools

,_ =, 18-PIECE

SOCKET SET
set includes 3/8"

reversible ratchet

SAVE

$39.63

22.88

ANTIV

FREEZE\

tester!

POWEREADY

LIFETIME

BATTERIES

« T

3/8" drive sockets 6mm to 14mm

9-PIECE METRIC SET

$785
I reg. $16.53

SAVE '8.68

reg. $2.85

ball type for

ethylene glycol

SCRAPER SQUEEGtt
with snow
brush 24"H.13

reg.

$2.00

1

SHOP WHERE THE PROS SHOP

jff^ ALLIED MOTOR PARTS
/fL^J^s, 319MamSt

<L~s^ AMHERST 256-8341

POWEREADY Lifetime

Batteries are uncondi-

tionally guaranteed

to last as long as

you keep your car.

AMEPICAN PABTB

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

9 549-2671

engineering they plan on studying.

Doherty said a mechanical

engineer will usually get a starting

pay of $12,500.

Dohe'ty said that when she was

month old son, Doherty spent most

of her post-graduate time working

for the telephone company.

Roister Doisters

Drama Society-

holds auditions
Auditions for the Roister Doisters

Drama Society production of the

Off-Broadway hit "Adaptation-
Next" will be held Monday and
Tuesday, December 9 and 10

starting at 6:30 p.m. in rocms 165-

169 Campus Center (CO, and
Wednesday, December 1 1 in rooms
168-170 CC at the same time.

"Adaptation-Next" are two one
act comedies which were per-

formed successfully Off-Broadway
as a double bill. "Adaptation" was
written by Elaine May and "Next"
was written, by Terrence McNally.

Auditions are open to anyone in

the Five College community. The
show to be directed by Ronnie

Marshak, will rehearse during the

January intersession and be per-

formed January 31, February 1 and

2 in Bowker Auditorium in Stock-

bridge Hall.

THE CHEESE SHOP

8 VARIETIES OF DOUGHNUTS

all homemade 79C for 1/2 doz.

also FRUIT 8 NUT BREAD and BLUEBERRY MUFFINS

i

la.

26 Main Street. Amherst 253-2760

Monday -Saturday 9 30-600 Wfe^
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School of Ed disclosures not new
To the Editor:

There have been events occurring in the last few weeks at our

supposed innovative center known as the School of Education

that I am sure are going to reach a magnitude far beyond the

imagination of our greatest expectations. At first glance it appears

that it is the simple alleged mismanagement of funds, or the

jockeying of certain individuals for positions of leadership, or the

improvement of administrative competency from within that or-

ganization. These recent exposures are not new. They have been

known tor a long time in various circles of the University com

munity, but have not had the proper forum to be presented. It

appears that each time problems involving certain minority groups

for the change of the quality of education as it relates to the

solving of problems of the beleaguered came to the fore

for serious consideration they were avoided. Additional

commitments also pressed for by doctoral candidates in the

School of Education which culminated in a set of demands being

presented to the administration of the School of Education, ended

up being a complete "white wash". Now the chickens have come

home to roost. While the past administration of the School is

basking in the suns of Africa the troops at home are finding the

going a bit tough. So what do they do to resolve the present

problem? The cover up of cover ups. At one time there were many

programs in the School of Education that offered some kind of

hope for the Third World community, namely, a program known

as COP. But it didn 't take long before it was squashed out and its

dedicated members cast to the winds in utter frustration and

despair, and there have been numerable problems for persons

who have come directly from the Third World community to

change the quality of education and the quality of life at the

School of Education only to have been met by the forces who

were in power who had no background or understanding for what

was being presented. Everything was simply touch me, feel me,

and everything will be all right. But now an opportunity is at hand

for a full exposure and house cleaning to take place from the very

skin of the apple to it's core. Strategy...who is to investigate

whom?And what information is to be released to the public? With

the current events in Washington, we know what happened with

that idea. I hope that the public is not as naive in this instance.

There should be a thorough investigation of the books, both sets,

and this information should be released to the public. I would

advise everybody in the University community to follow these

events very carefully so that the air may be cleaned once and for

all.

Bill Hasson

Polish anti-semitism
To the Editor:

/ have never been more profanely shocked than upon reading

the reply of the obviously absurdest Polish American Cultural

Association. To even mildly insinuate and imply the humanity of

the Polish people to their Jews is the most degrading and base

distortion of historical reality.

There is in Poland prior to Nazi Germany, the largest Jewish

population in the world save Russia's. Absolutely no where were

the Jews more persecuted, however, than in Poland. The bit-

terness that many Jews have for Polish people is a sort of heritage

passed down that that is the result of this brutal history. The Jews

were herded into ghettos, made into third class citizens, legislated

against and periodically killed and raped. It is beyond my com-

prehension how this can be overlooked by the "proud" Polish

Americans.

The actions of the Poles in World War II was a logical sequel of

their barbarism. The death camps all over Europe were manned

not by Germans but by Poles. The Germans may have been the

Kommandants but the Poles were the guards and the exec-

tutioners. And they relished it. There is as strong a resentment

Pathway dangerous

against the Poles as there is against the Germans for their

genocidal role in the war. The isolated examples of humanity
dredged up by this local organization is nothing more than prime
bullshit. My entire family was harrassed and then butchered by
these "good people". Many Poles were ardent Nazi and if one
looks at The History, when very late in the war many Poles

miraculously became Allied sympathizers and awaited the im-

minent arrival of the Russians. Meanwhile the Russians [their

Racial brothers I held up their invasion of Poland to let the Nazis

"process" the local heroes. Incredibly enough there exists even

today an hysterical Government approved move form of Anti-

Semitism in Poland directed against the remaining three thousand
Jews, from a population of many millions thirty five short years

ago.

I can sympathize with any group searching for a cultural

identity. There are no doubt countless decent and very humane
Polish people. And I applaud the aims of this movement. But if

this is done at the expense of a massive distortion of history then

no further credit can be allowed to this movement.

Zamir Nestelbaum

Blacktop fetish

To the Editor:

As a resident of the Sylvan Area, I feel it is about time that something is

done about the path leading from Eastman Lane to Thatcher Way. It is

ridiculous. Every day, the 1400 residents of the Sylvan Area use this path to

travel to the Worcester Dining Commons and their classes in the main part

of the campus. Every day. these same people risk their necks walking

down a five foot embankment which has nothing but three concrete bricks

to form a stairway.

EveryVme it rains, the path and embankment turn into a quagmire, with

about three inches of slippery mud. If you have nothing better to do, it's a

lot of fun watching people slip and practically break their necks trying to

negotiate a safe path through the slime.

Sylvan Area residents pay the highest dorm fees on campus, yet don't

even have a decent route to class. It would not be such a great expense to

the University to build a small stairway at the foot of the path. It has been

done successfully behind the library. Why can't it be done, on a smaller

scale, on this unnecessarily dangerous path?

In the interest of safety, and to spare any future embarrassment to those

who will continue to fall, I ask the University to look into this matter.

Bill Molloy

No help to hungry

To the Editor.

Referring to the letter of Bill

Drummond (Dec. 3).

I have read your letter several

times and I do hear what you are

saying, but I'm afraid that by the

time you get to the famine areas

with your "career of International

Agriculture" that most of the

people there will be dead/ These

people are dying right now.
Perhaps you could tack this cartoon

on your door alongside your letter

so you won't be made un-

comfortable by people collecting.

Jim Carson

To the Editor:

/ love blacktop. The Amherst area has been in the

past sadly deficient in this one area. From the Top of

the Campus you could look in any direction and with

the beautiful exception of Zayre's, nothing but thin

strips of beautiful black. A tragic sight, considering

our times. We are one of the most advanced nations

in the world and are living in one of the most civilized

areas in the nation and what do we have to show for

it... GREEN! What's worse, is that in the winter it is

white. I'm sorry, enough of my ravings, I have not

written to praise Caesar, but to bury Caesar.

Pavement lovers rejoice the tide is turning!

As of last year, we cleared a magnificent victory,

the Mall. It's very name a tribute to the blacktop that

covered the green. Up to this point, we couldn 't even

widen a few of the blacktopped areas we had [Rt. 9)

never mind our innovative plans for a black swatch

through the unending greenness of Hadley. Now we
have some 20 odd acres of pure blacktop. Why, you
would hardly guess there was so much green behind it

[because you can't see it!]. Bonus Time: with the

increased traffic flow on Rt. 9, there is an excellent

chance they are going to widen Rt. 9. Now, who could

have guessed this would happen [Hee Heel Un-

fortunately, this story isn't all sunshine and asphalt.

The Mall has since its first days been on the edge of

financial trouble [some say disaster) and if they were
to experience a lag in sales by a sizeable portion of

their market [the UMass people] not shopping there,

then the Mall could be a financial disaster. Bad in itself

it probably would curb attempts to build another one
behind the Steak Out adjacent to Bell's Pizza.

So remember, pavement people, get out there and
spend every possible cent at the Mall, boycott all

those little specialty shops in Amherst [they're so
inconspicuous, it will be easy if you try], and while

you 're down at the Mall, if you see any of those little

green blemishes breaking through the macadam, tear

them out. Remember: green belongs only to those

who like it, but blacktop belongs to everyone.

Charlea 0. Caron

6U/MT (jtMS mTMOiSE?

Getting arrested;

you could be next
By BOB FOSTER

Arrest. It's a surprising shock that can quickly suck

you from the womb of your dormitory or apartment

into the cold, harsh reality of the world outside of the

University. It's a three dollar scarf stolen from a local

clothier. But, stolen is not quite the proper descrip-

tion. The marvel of the modern world, the electronic

screen, bagged you as you left the store. How could

you have known that the price tag is actually a key to

an electronic sensor? Merely by passing the tag

through the field blanketing the doorway, one cap-

tures oneself. How ingenious! Yet, how unfortunate

for those caught.

Arrest is the drunken attempt to add a few
decorations to your barren room walls. But little did

you realize that someone was watching as you at-

tempted to tear down those tow-zone signs. How
unfortunate that you were caught.

Arrest is a dozen or more other mistakes that any of

us might happen to make on any given day. The
"borrowed" lounge furniture, the forged inspection

sticker, the drunken brawl-they're all potential

arrests. But, only suckers are caught, right? Only the

ignorant who can't run or talk fast enough are nailed,

right? Not so!

Each day, a few Joe or Susie Averages are brought
to court for any of a multitude of crimes. They're not

hardened criminals, recidivists who are addicted to

prison life. No, they're just like you, and you, and you,

and me. They had too much to drink or made a sad
error in judgment. They didn't calculate the odds
accurately. They didn't expect the unexpected. And

so, they got caught. Not because the police were out

to get them as an individual; but only because

policemen are paid to do a job.

If such an error of judgment allows you to become
another statistic on the docket list of the local court,

what do you do? As a University student, who can

you turn to? When the penalties could possibly

amount to five years in the state prison as they can for

forging or altering an inspection sticker, are your

friends worthy and sufficient legal advisors? Or, as

common sense seems to indicate, should you search

for more qualified advice? And, what about the

parking ticket you wish to appeal? How do you go

about appealing? What if the University Parking

Appeals Board denies your appeal?

These are the questions that face a number of

students each year. Most, unfortunately, do not know
where to turn. Most tend to plead guilty and let the

system grind on.

What was once true is not necessarily eternally

true. There are people currently involved in an ad-

ministrative battle to bring the power to handle

criminal cases to the University Legal Services Office.

If such power was obtained, there would no longer be

the scared, unadvised student defendant in court.

What can you do about it? The answer is a political

cliche, yet remarkably effective. Write your

representative! Hassle your student senator. Torment

your Area Government. Who knows? Someday, it

may be YOU trying to decide whether to plead guilty

(and sell your soul to the priest of justice) or plead not

guilty and battle, if necessary, to the Supreme Court.

Bob Foster is a Collegian Commentator.

opinion

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all letters to the editor. They must be signed and include

the author's address and phone number. Also, all letters must be typed, doubie-spaced, at sixty spaces per

line, and no more than two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they must include a name and phone number for reference pur-

poses.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content or space, according to the judgement of the editors.

Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

< Reid a Fishman >

Dog poisoning: Was it deliberate?
It was morning and Skip went out for one of his frequent jaunts

around the neighborhood. It wasn't too unusual for Skip to be

running in and out all day. After all, there's not much else for an

Irish setter to do. Besides, he really enjoyed traipsing around

Fearing Street and checking out all the other dogs to see what
they were up to.

But when running up to John that morning, Skip didn't seem at

all comfortable. All his muscles had tightened up and he was
panting for no apparent reason. He was extraordinarily high

strung, and it seemed that every movement became harder and
harder. John noticed the settler's discomfort, but this seriousness

of Skip's condition didn't become evident until the dog fell trying

to make it up the back stairs.

It only took Susan a moment to realize that her loving com-
panion was seriously ill and had to be taken to a veterinarian

immediately. John picked Skip up and brought him to the car and
the three made an emergency visit to the Hampshire Veterinary

Hospital. Skip died that morning.

Dr. Katz, who examined the dog, immediately recognized the

symptoms of poisoning - a poison that was anti-coagulant in

nature, causing bleeding and convulsions as could be the case

with strychnine.

On November 19, Dr. Katz reported to the Amherst Police that

three such poisonings had been treated by his clinic during that

week and that all three had occurred around the Fearing Street,

Nutting Ave. area. He reported that all the symptoms had been

similar and that there was a good possibility that the dogs had

been poisoned intentionally.

The police have received no such reports since then, and the

mystery still remains whether or not the dogs were poisoned, or

just happened to pick up the poison somewhere on the ground. In

either case, dogowners living around that area, or even in South-

west, should realize the potential danger and be able to recognize

any obvious nervous changes their dogs might experience. The
poison acts quickly and some of the apparent symptoms are

jumpiness, fidgeting, labored breathing, weakness and paleness.

Any dog exhibiting these symptoms should be taken immediately

to a veterinarian for examination.

Living in Amherst, we sometimes think that we've completely

discarded the dangers of the big city. We think of ourselves as

"the privileged few" who get to romp and play in "Happy
Valley". But looking closer at all that surrounds us, we find that

we're not so immune to depression, to pollution and water

shortage, to housing and transportation problems, and to rape

and murder. We find it necessary to begin taking the precautions

that must be taken in a big city. If we are to experience the

benefits that are available to us, then we also must guard against

the dangers.

One can only offer his-her condolences to those whose dogs
suffered from poisoning. It's unfortunate that any animal should

die in such fashion and that the loss of such animals should have

to cause so much grief to a lonely few.

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist

The importance of policy
By DUDLEY C. PHILLIPS IV

The current issues between the administration and students

about compulsory dorm living and an on-campus 'living-learning

experience', illustrate how student requests are handled generally.

The importance of a policy which pretended to be responsive to

the idealogical and physical environment needs of students under

an educational philosophy, is now exposed as purely a financial-

economic consideration on the part of the administration. The

'new' view of issues is involved with how to pay for the dorms, not

the dorm as a constructive 'living-learning experience'.

The liberties the university takes with the 'policies we live by'

shows policies to be at the convenience of the administration.

When it becomes inconvenient for the adm.nistration to 'uphold a

policy', they change it. When there was no more justification for

dorm living as a constructive experience, they merely made the

issue a financial condition. It is an economic justification for

compulsory dorm life, administration's 'new' policy.

The university does not focus on the quality of dorm living or

provide a way for students to govern themselves and create a true

practice of 'residential colleges'. In many instances the university

has not cared for the physical needs of building maintenance.

Monies have been approved and allocated for student interest

improvements in dormitory life. The money got stuck in ad-

ministrative inroads and interests.

As the contradictions between policy and practice eroded the

justification of 'the dormitory as a living-learning experience', the

administration chose to admit its irresponsibility in fulfilling this

policy. But the university is not required to do anything about

problems it sees. The compulsory nature of the dorm living was

converted to a financial consideration, 'we have to pay for it'.

Who is this 'we?
The financial question is a real problem, but it is the ad-

ministration's problem. The planning, hiring, financing, pro-

moting, estimating and representing to the legislature, etc., are

administrative responsibilities. Over a rapid growth period in the

last nine years, the building of dormitories by bond sales has been

based on growth plans and the administrative prerogatives in

estimating needs and accommodations. To grow and pay for

growth has been the ambition. Policies of 'living-learning ex-

perience' and the quality of the physical environment are attempts

to 'cover their tracks', an over-extension.

The discussions about paying for the dorms, 'legal con-

siderations' (Bromery), and administrative-governmental hassles,

are avoidances of speaking to the 'living-learning' questions of

dorm life. The students who rapp about the enormous cost of

dorms and the campus-wide 'we' who must pay for them, are

insensitive to the actual dorm conditions and the number of

people they affect, the tangible problem. The administration is

happy to talk finances; they can share their problem.

The university has created a local 'population explosion' where
the number of students accepted is far in advance of available

housing. The surrounding towns have 'speculative housing' and
predatory rents. The rent charges are calculated on the basis that

students will double-up and cram lodgings. The justice institutions

between landlord and student are inefficient and unorganized.

Everything is not solved by changing the compulsory nature of

dorm living.

In one sense, the pros and cons of the dormitory issue are

irrelevant. The solution would assume that there are living

quarters in range of the university. The 'idealogical' direction

would be to take the 'living-learning experience' into the realm of

student interest and self-governing. At that point, each residential

coilege could be its own director in a negotiation relationship to

the administration rather than slave. Students would reclaim the

dorms tfjey are paying for.

The dorm issues are met by the same academic rhetoric and
abstractions we are used to. When an admission of problems and
delinquent solutions are inconvenient to the administration, they

sweep aside the policies and redefine the issues. This is

manipulation, but it also exposes the 'policy fraud'.

The coercive effect on a student is that if he withdraws from a

dorm life, he has broken a rule, he ceases to be registered, and his

possibility for a degree is postponed. By controlling the curriculum

and academic process, registration, and degree rules, policy

making and financing, the administration is into your life. By being

able to define 'a degree' in this way, a dispute over any particular

aspect of this gigantic definition is reflective upon the bestowal of

the degree'. The administration is able to control this by holding

reins over what education is, by definition.

The dormitory issues are illustrative of 'policy fraud' and the

inability to do things about student problems, based on overt

expression of student need.

The present attempt is to get the entire student body to pay for

dorms by increased fees in the event the compulsory stipulation is

'lifted'. We will not pay for the administration's poor planning and
ambitious growth estimations. Neither will we speak of the

justifying of a policy facade of 'living-learning experience' policies.

To negotiate the self-government and proper funding, may
reclaim the control dorm dwellers have over their lives and
education.

Dudley C. Phi/lips IV is a Collegian Commentator.

Don't stand around while the racists take over Boston. Go demonstrate there December
14. Read details next week.
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Globe D.C. bureau journalists

face panel of UMass questioners
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CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton

is

B.

Thomas Oliphant

"The University Meets the

Press" will be presented Monday,
Dec. 9, at the University of

Massachusetts-Amherst with

members of "The Boston Globe's"

Washington Bureau.

A panel of UMass journalists and

political scientists will query the

Washington correspondents about

national and international matters,

including the Presidency. The event

will be at 8 p.m. in Thompson 106

and will be broadcast live over

public radio station WFCR (88.5

FM), and the audience in Thomp-
son will have a chance to ask

questions of the panelists.

The session is the last of a six-

lecture series entitled "The
Presidential Crisis: View from the

Press" presented by the "Globe" in

conjunction with the University of

Massachusetts-Amherst jour-

nalistic studies program and with

the cooperation of the Five

Colleges (Amherst, Smith,

Hampshire, and Mount Holyoke

Colleges, and UMass.)

Prof. Howard Ziff, UMass
director of journalistic studies, will

moderate. UMass panelists will be

Asst. Prof, of Journalism Ralph W.
Whitehead, Jr.; Assoc. Prof, of

Political Science Jerome M. Mileur;

and Bill Densmore, managing editor

of "The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian," the UMass student

newspaper.

Members of the "Globe's"
Washington Bureau include:

Robert Healy, Martin Nolan, Sal

Micciche, David Nyhan, Stephen

Wermiel, Richard H. Stewart, and

Thomas Oliphant.

Robert Healy is also executive

editor and political editor, com-

muting regularly from Boston to

Washington. He has covered
Presidential terms since

Eisenhower. Martin Nolan has been

Washington Bureau chief and a

syndicated columnist since 1971.

Sal Micciche, a lawyer who
covers the Supreme Couut, has

been writing about the Cons-

titutional aspects of impeachment.
David Nyhan, who became the

"Globe's" labor writer in 1973 and
joined the Washington Bureau in

January, has covered Congress, the

House Judiciary Committee, and
Watergate.

Stephen Wermiel followed the

Walpole State Prison controversy

and the struggle for prison reform

in the State, in 1973, and then

began covering members of New
England Congressional delegations.

Richard H. Stewart, the "Globe's"

national editor, responsible for all

wire dispatches relayed to the

paper, in 1968 covered the

Presidential Campaign, and in 1972

was press secretary for Sen. Ed-

mund Muskie. Thomas Oliphant,

54th Member of the World Famous

Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an average

spending of $2.25

Your Host, Carlo, is a special

student at UMass

David Nyhan

assistant metropolitan editor, in

1973 accompanied a group
parachuting supplies to Indians

occupying Wounded Knee and
later indicted on three Riot Act
charges which were dismissed.
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8:30 a.m. — HIGH TIDES — The moon will enter Libra

Saturday evening — excellent for social contacts. /

,i6:15 p.m. — SPORTS TALK — Russ Small and guests

^

discuss the womens' sports scene at UMass.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7

7:20 p.m. — MINUTEMAN BASKETBALL — The
Minutemen play host to the Rhode Island Ramslj
Saturday night for their Yankee Conference opener.
Join Larry Convoy and Russ Small as they call all the

action. Game time is 7:30.

.SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8

10:00 a.m. — CLASSICS — Join host Bob Charette for

classical music until 2:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. — SUNDAY NEWS COLLECTIVE — WMUA's

alternative news show — reporting on people's

struggles for self determination.

+ Follow MUA's contest— "THE LAUGH BAG" — listen

for the clues. Lots of prizes and fun.
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"WED. - SUN."

"BEBEPIN0!
If

(Bouncing Blues)

Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's
Flea Market, only 12 miles
from Whitmore!

No CoverTUES.

WED.-SUN., $1.00

Sunday Beer — 25c -- 9 to 1 1 00

Phone (617) — Just Over LinePlttitf $f Room to Boo§iol Phone (617) — Just Over Line - - 544 6028

\e

Smith College Rec. Council

presents:

EDDIE KENDRIX
in Concert at John M. Greene Aud.

Friday General Admission

Dec. 6

8 p.m.

$3.50 in advance

$4.00 at door with I.D.

Outlet: Campus Travel Center week of Concert.

ii n r

If you need to. remember
numbers, commit them
to memory ...

««

EMPORIUM INDIA
at the Carriage Shops

Now Thru

Christmas

MEN'S MUSLIN SHIRTS
only

*1000

WOMEN'S SHIRTS Reduced to

*600 and *800

A Buy You Can't

Afford To Miss.

Open 10-6 Daily

Television Tonight
6:00 EYEWIRNESS HtWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "The
Tenant." (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA (40)

6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC EVENING NEWS (22) (30)

ZOOM! (24) (57)

MOVIE "The Final War." (27)

6.55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "October
Eve." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

AVIATION WEATHER (24) (57)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

UNTOUCHABLES (56)

7:30 CHANNEL THREE SPECIAL: "A
Christmas Story." (3)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall,

host (8) (22)

THE PORTER WAGONER SHOW
(18)

BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS (24)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (30)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW (38)

CHRISTMAS IS (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 PLANET OF THE APES "Up
Above The World So High." (3)

YES, VIRGINIA, THERE IS A
SANTA CLAUS (8) (40)

BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE (18)
SANFORD AND SON "The
Merger " (221 (30)

WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
(24) (57)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "The
Social Climbers." (38)

DEALER'S CHOICE (56)

8:30 THE MAN WITHOUT A
COUNTRY (8) (40)

CHICO AND THE MAN (22) (30)

WALL STREET WEEK (24) (57)

GREEN ACRES "What There's A
Will." (38)

DINAH! (56)

9.00 MOVIE "The Carey Treatment."
(3)

MOVIE "Three For the Show." (18)

THE ROCKFORD FILES (22) (30)

THE LIFE OF LEONARDO DA
VINCI (24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

MASTERPIECE THEATRE "Rose's
Pidgeon." (57)

9:30 PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO "The Big Scandal." (27)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

10:00 KOLCHAK - THE NIGHT
STALKER (8) (40)

BILLY GRAHAM 25TH AN-
NIVERSARY CELEBRATION (22)

MASTERPIECE THEATRE "Rose's
Pidgeon." (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

POLICE WOMAN (30)

SOUL TRAIN (38)

HOLLYWOOD'S GOLDEN YEARS
"Bullets Or Ballots." (56)

10:30 NEW DIRECTIONS (18)

IN SESSION ROCK CONCERT (27)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (8)

118) (22) (27) (30) (40)

CAPTIONED ABC NEWS (57)

11:30 MOVIE "Voyage to the Bottom
Of the Sea." (3)

WIDE WORLD IN CONCERT (8)

(40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN "The
Champion." (27)

now available at the

Texas Instruments
electronic calculator

with memory
TI-2550

• full memory system

• percent key

• rechargeable

• AC adapter/charger included

• constant

• decimal selection

2 • 4 • or • full-float

• 1 year warranty

Summer program seeks staff
Continuing Education is

assembling an academically
comprehensive program to take

place from 2 June to 20 June, 1975.

It will be called Summer I. We can
include any presently approved
undergraduate or graduate course
from 1 to 3 credits which can be
adopted to a three week or shorter

schedule. In addition, we can give

credit or non-credit courses
especially designed and approved
for this program.

Qualified graduate students,
faculty, and staff are eligible to

teach in Summer I. Instructors

receive $333.00 per credit to teach
courses with a paid enrollment of

17 or more students: That is, to a

normal maximum of $1,000.00 to

teach a three credit course (45

contact hours) in three weeks.
If you are interested in offering a

UNIVERSITY STORE
Open Wed.

campus center

1975 KAWASAKIS

ARE HERE/

SA VINGS NOW ON ALL

74 s IN STOCK

*ALLEY MOTOtSPOtTS INC.

Ml KING ST NORTHAMPTON SM 7303

course during Summer I or know
someone who would be, I can be
contacted at Continuing Education,

545-3410 or 545-3411. I would be
pleased to talk with anyone who
wants information about course
design, teaching methods, and the

paperwork involved in offering a

course through Continuing
Education. Contact John Muller.

Vaughn Bode
presents free

cartoon concert
Vaughn Bode, famous un-

derground cartoonist, creator of

Cheech Wizard in the National

Lampoon and Deadbone Erotica in

Cavalier is presenting his Cartoon
Concert, free, Saturday, Dec. 7th,

at Johnson Chapel at Amherst
College. All UMass students are

cordially invited.

Bode wowed a capacity crowd
here at the University two months
ago with his Concert. He presents

slides of his best and funniest

comic, and provides voices,

characterization and background
himself. The show will be at 7:30

p.m.

Bode has presented his show at

dozens of University campuses
across the U.S., and is generally

believed to be one of the most
rockingly funny and generally

irreverent lecturers in the world. He
presents outrageously erotic ad-

ventures in a world all his own.

For those who missed Bode's last

performance, and for those who
want to catch it again, this hour-

long show is the perfect study-

break, date, or way to maintain

sanity during final exams. Don't

miss it.

SALE

Beautiful clothes.

Low Rise

Corduroy Flares

reg.
$
13

Corduroy Rivets

(Straight Leg)

reg.
$
13

Now On Sale

for

FIRST LINE MERCHANDISE!

• BANKAMERICARD

• MASTERCHARGE

This sale ends Dec. 7, 1974 Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9
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Visiting artists in residence help

prepare for "Henry IV
Two visiting artists are currently

in residence at Amherst College's

Kirby Memorial Theater-sewing

costumes and directing the con-

struction of the set for the Amherst

Masquers' upcoming production of

Luigi Pirandello's "Henry IV." The

Nobel Prize winner's play will be

directed by Visiting Professor of

Dramatic Arts Helene Keyssar

Franke. The show will run Friday,

Saturday and Sunday evenings,

Dec. 6, 7, 8 and 13, 14, 15.

New York-based designer Paul

Steinberg has designed both the

set and the costumes for the

production. Steinberg graduated

from the Pratt Insitute in New York

and went on to study theater

design at the Central School of Art

in London. He designed at the

Crucible Theater in Sheffield,

England on a grant from the British

Arts Council and spent a year as

designer at 'Habimah," the Israeli

National Theater at Tel Aviv

University. In addition, he has been

company designer for the Augusta,

Georgia Opera Company and has

designed productions for the

Washington Opera Society. He will

return to "Habimah" next fall.

A designer by profession, Cheryll

Lovett is in residence as costumer

for the Amherst production of

"Henry IV." Her responsibilities

include the construction of the

costumes Steinberg has designed.

She received a Master's degree in

production design at Ohio

University and has studied at the

Fashion Insitute of Technology in

New York. She has been a

professor of design at Kansas State

Teacher's College, and has worked

at the Mummer's Theater in

Oklahoma City, the Front Street

Theater in Memphis, Tenn., the

Juliard School of Drama in New
York and with famous designer Joe
Papp with the New York
Shakespeare Festival. She iast

designed three shows, currently on

tour, for the National Shakespeare

Company.
Steinberg's idea behind his set

for "Henry IV" is to make some
kind of statement about the play,

rather than only give it a setting. He

has abstracted the essence of

Romanesque architecture without

duplicating it. "The main structural

element of the period was the

arch," he explains, "and a

reflecting arch dominates this set."

The reflecting element of the huge

arch coincides with the prevailing

context of Pirandello's script-the

contrast between illusion and
reality, what seems real and what

actually is.

Steinberg's costumes are not

authentic reproductions, but

SHL— GWC

presents

a

GAY

HOLIDAY

DANCE

Farley Lodge

Friday, Dec. 6

9 p.m.-l a.m.

75c— BYOB

CO***
TECH HI-FI

PRESENTS

A Pioneer Stereo

Show
The Pioneer Stereo Company

is coming to Hamden Dining

Commons in Southwest

Saturday, December 7 from

12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

They will have all the

equipment needed to test your

stereo components free of

charge. Free refreshments will

be served. See you Saturday.

[tech hifi)
^Quality Components at theMfht Prlce^a^

259 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610

186 Main St. Northampton 586-2552

overlay a Victorian theatrical image.

The 11th century begins as a

pageant in Pirandello's script, and

the whimsy element in the

costumes is intentional. Ms. Lovett

finds his designs interesting, and

building 1 1 costumes from scratch

a "workable number."

Both artists like the show; it is

one of their favorites. They have

found the Kirby Theater well-

equipped and cooperative, and

working with Prof. Keyssar-Franke

rewarding.

Pre-Christmas Sale

• 25% off
Von prescription sunglasses and

sunsensor lenses.

IS

A perfect gift for a relative or friend

Amherst Optical Shoppe
195 NORTH PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST, MASS.

1 v d [jjjlj uwm.
./\ irlfjV ,*

li»r

LIQUOR
SUPERMARKET

SPRINGFIELD
Ui/>rtrr breckwood blvd

ALKCj wilbrahamrd.

BIG Y SHOPPING CENTER -MEMORIAL DRIVE, FA1RVIEW

NORTHAMPTON
BAIITf C NORTH KING ST

KUU IE J BIG Y SHOPPING CENTER

TUBORG BEER
24 12-OZ. CANS

BUDWEISER BEER
24 12-OZ.N.R. BOTTLES

CANADIAN RARE
WHISKEY

80 PROOF • HALF GALLON

GRAVES DELUXE
WHISKEY

86 PROOF • HALF GALLON

SMIRNOFF VODKA
80 PROOF • HALF GALLON

SEAGRAMS
7 CROWN WHISKEY
86 PROOF • HALF GALLON

9991029
BEAM B0URB0NT F0

^
U
H
R
,J E

S
Y
ES

80 PROOF • HALF GALLON I 86 pR0OF • HALF GALLON

999
paulmasson T BACARDI RUM

BRANDY '
DM^MRUI *w '

80 PROOF • HALF GALLON 80 PROOF • HALF GALLON

Program Council Music Committee

presents

JAIME

BROCKET!

IN CONCERT

UMass receives

national grant
U.S. Rep. Silvio O. Conte, R-

Mass., and Sen. Edward W. Brooke

announced that the National En-

dowment for the Humanities has

awarded a $9,612 grant to UMass.

The grant will support the

production of a film and ac-

companying educational materials

which will relate 19th century

Shaker society to the 20th century

art of Constance Rourke, Charles

Sheeler, and Aaron Copland.

Friday, Dec. 6 at 9:00 p.m. S.U.B.

Tickets $1.00 available at the door.

Sooner
)

or later

you'll

come to

FINEST
CHRJS1MAS

9910.29
,

ikirxaxAvxAVA /a
«««•*•-

open Wed.
nite

fill

"t the'gates •

OK SMITH COLLEGE*

:ACADEMY:
MUSE I

1 NORTHAMPTON
• • •

—NOW— 7:00 & 9:00

For $10,000
they break your arms.

For $20,000
they break your legs.

Axel Freed owes $44j

James Caan
Tnes — ItakJUr MkIi t[nm

I notes & quotes
J

Joint effort on Sunday
presents concert of wind music

Members of the University Wind
Ensemble will present a first per-

formance of Philip Bezanson's

Petite Suite for Wind Septet on
their joint concert with the

University Symphony Band
December 8. The Bezanson is

comprised of four short

movements: Overture, Night Song,

Minuet, and Finale.

The Wind Ensemble program will

include the Symphony in B flat, by

Paul Hindemith; Hammersmith-
Prelude and Scherzo, opus 52, by

Gustav Hoist; and Rossini's

overture to the comic opera, The
Italian in Algiers. William Bellows, a

graduate student in the Music

Department, will conduct the

French National Defile March.

The Symphony Band will play

Pageant, opus 59, by Vincent

Persichetti; a transcription of the

Bach Prelude and Fugue in D Minor
for organ; and Two Revolutionary

Marches, by Bedrich Smetana.

Tony DiBartolomeo, a senior in the

Music Department, will conduct the

l?7 Mo. Pt««unt St

Amherst 2S3-S394

band's performance of the Suite

Francaise, by Darius Milhaud.

Church fair

to support
ABC program

Grace Episcopal Church,
Amherst, will hold its St. Nicholas

Fair on Saturday, from 10 a.m. to

2:30 p.m. in the parish hall, 16

Spring Street. Proceeds from the

Fair will go to the Amherst ABC
program.

The Fair will feature holiday

cooking and homemade foods, a

handwork boutique, a craft table,

white elephants (old and new),

Christmas greens, a mitten tree,

foreign gifts and a promise tree.

The children will have their own
Christmas shopping center and a

grab bag. Luncheon will be served

and babysitting is provided.

Silent auctions will be held on
several handsome items from the

handwork boutique, including a

mohair stole, and on a Troll House
from the craft table. The lucky

purchaser will be announced at the

close of the Fair.

Mrs. Eleanor Darling and Mr. and
Mrs. Reginald French are co-

chairmen of the St. Nicholas Fair.

WE WANT

youi
To Work For US.

If you are eligible for

work/study and have clerical

or research skills — come

on over to Room 919 in

the Campus Center or Phone

5-0970.

GRADUATE STUDENTS URGED TO APPLY

PAUL NEWMAN & ROBERT REDFORD
in

Butch Cassidy and

^the Sundance Kid
with

Katherine Ross

\ TONIGHT
at 7-9-11

in Mahar
*> +>*** * ^«.*-#* ** *• r *\»*v i* <• **
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Mackimmie house offers program

over intersession on awareness

AMHER$T#«*<*
AMITY ST 253 5426

. By BILL PARENT
Staff Reporter

Mackimmie Humanity House in

Southwest is presenting another

Intersession program this year from

January 14-28. The courses will

deal in awareness along the lines of

Racism, Sexism, Third World
Community, Feminism and Political

Oppression for one and two credits.

Students will be living in

Mackimmie for the duration of the

program and the courses will also

be meeting there.

The program is open to the entire

University and registration will be

held next Wednesday, December
10 from noon until 10 p.m. in the

Lobby of Mackimmie. There will be

a registration fee of $5.

Courses being offered tentatively

include the Dynamics of White

Racism, Third World People and

the Law, Women and Madness,

Women in Society, Cuba and the

Revolution, Cuba Since the

Revolution, Black Theater,

Socialism, Marxism, Man in Society

and others to be announced.

Nan Cook, one of the coor-

dinators of the program said that

"The courses offered present a rare

chance for people to learn about

themselves in modern society in

relating to other people."

There will be a $10 course fee

which will also cover social events

and movies to be presented during

the two week period.

THE KING LOVES THE PEOPLE'

Come tut} slay Lite tn\oi

THC KING AND HIS LOTAl SHORT SUBJECTS

MM6I Mil IS &00/IU* IHMK TOU MAS* *U» llrrin, glutei

KING OF HEARTS
This asr.tr ciuj bewlitut Mm has lasttflrd brcome *

runt and turned Hit mo«* wxtd upside does

There it ok reason lot this phenomenon people love the Kint,

Chanukah celebration here Sunday
Freedom is one of the central ideas which

Jews affirm on their Chanukah holiday which
begins on Sunday evening, December 8. It is

at this time of year more than 2000 years ago
that the Jewish people in the land of

Palestine struggled for and gained religious

freedom. Since that time Jews have com-
memorated that struggle by lighting the

menorah, a nine point candelabra, during the

eight days of the chanukah celebration.

The five college Jewish Community is

therefore sponsoring an area wide Chanukah

celebration in support of Israel. This even will

again affirm the central ideas of religious and
political freedom.

This celebration, which will include spirited

singing and dancing, short talks by Prof.

Haim Gunner and Sholom Eliezer and a

candle lighting ceremony will take place on
Sunday, Dec. 8, at 4:00 p.m. in Memorial Hall

on the UMass campus. All are invited to

celebrate Chanukah and support Israel at

that time. For further information call Saul
Perlmutter at 545-2526.

CUETEP presents: Bracey MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS SI 00

The Center For Urban Education

Teacher Education Program will

present John Bracey, Chairman of

the Afro-American Studies

Department at UMass, as the third

resource speaker in its film and

Colloquium series on Tuesday at

7:00 p.m. in the Marks Meadow
Auditorium, School of Education.

Dr. Bracey who has had the task

of developing the young Afro-

American Studies Department here

is a former Professor of history at

Northern Illinois University and the

University of Rochester. Nationally

known for his contributions to the

study of the "black experience",

Bracey has reviewed and written

numerous publications in this area

as well. He has also been a con-

sultant to several publishers on

books, manuscripts and other

educational resources in the field of

Afro-American history.
MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

Sfld-QTil "M" 1 * 1 " EARMS MALIDO* 3 19 |0UTE j-kaOUY. MASS

AMHERST CHINESE FOOD
99c Lunch. 11:30-3

Mon.. Turn*.. Thar*.. Frl.

62 Main St., Amhirit
B*lch*rtown Bus Stop

1974's MOST HILARIOUS

WILDEST MOVIE
IS HERE!

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -
The Gambler - 7:00 - 9:00

AMHERST CINEMA -
King of Hearts • 7:00 - 9:00

CAMPUS CINEMA -
Gambler - 7:00 - 9:00

Mr. Teas; Girls of West - 7:00
King of Hearts - 7:00 - 9:00

MT. FARMS 4 -
Gone With the Wind - 9:00

Groove Tube - 4:46-6:15-7:46-

10:00

Juggernaut - 5:00-7:16-9:30

Trial of Billy Jack - 4:00 7:00-

9:00

SHOWCASE -
Airport 1975 - 7:30-9:30

Klansmen - 7:30-9:40

Longest Yard - 7:30-

Lt. Robin Crusoe - 5:20-7:30-9:40

Trial of Billy Jack - 7:00-10:30

Taking of Pelham - 6:00-10:15

"May be the funniest movie of the

year. RUSh tO See it!" —Minneapolis Tribune

<( »>A smashing, triumphant satire!
—Seattle Post Intelligencer

"Riotously, excruciatingly funny."
—Milwaukee Sentinel

"Consistently hilarious and
brilliant. —Baltimore Daily Record

Insanely funny, outrageous and
ft

.»»

irreverent.

§hO»CA§EONEHASM3456J
Kan Shapiro

Film

ROUTE 5 RIVEROALE RO WEST SPFLO GIFT CERTIFICATES ALWAYS AVAILABLE
CHARGE VOOR

TICKETS Of! MASTER

:RES OF FREE LIGHTED PARKING 24HR TEL. 733 5131 EXCLUSIVE reclining rock ing chair lounges ^r.-

'•'•'
i'-'i'i'i'i

•'•'•'•'•'•'•'•''•'''•'•'•'•'• '•••••••••••••^••••••••'••••••y*y*v-y*jjjj:
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An all NEW film

inspired by the

novel AIRPORT
by Arthur Hat ley.

AIRPORT 1975
1 IpgIMl HtSION

MJRMlM Mi l« MM* 7:30-9:30

WELCOME TO SCENIC ATOKA COUNTY
Pbp. 10 0O0. Cross burnings. Rape Anon. Murrle. „

Its o great peace to live HTHIY let you

A Pstrsimotinl R*1«

A WILLIAM ALEXANDER BILL SH1FI RIN PRODUCTION

Color

Fri. — 4:45-6:15-7:45-10:00

Twi-Lite Hr. — $1.25 — 4:15-4:45 Only

RICHARD
LEE BURTON

MARVIN
A TIRI N< I VOUNO FILM

iy{|3i:4ir.v^r
fKi

7:30-9:40

SURVIVAL
OF THE
FIERCEST.
AND THE
FUNNIEST.
riitMnnncTeMi rusiits

timmM s MMMM 1

M

BURT REYNOLDS

-THE LONGEST YARD"

innirT i i um V.-.-.V***'''**•''•'*'*'•*•'***'•*'v
t

mm*.
•

R tSKM
'''-'•'''-'-'•'•'•'''''•'''•''*V*'

1

7:00-10:00

»
LJJtOBN
CHUS0E

VAN DYKEIlLIwan
TECHNICOLORCOLOR-lICK I

mmN ti itM MM o..' **»-•- C* •* t 6t*M *.*»• Pi iSXs ti— 1

DAVID OSELZNICKSproouctwof
MARGARET MITCHELLS

ihhbewith
thewdht

One Show Only
at8:00

No. Twi-Lite Hr.

RICHARD HARRIS • OMAR SHARIF ml

III
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m
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One of the most excltimj pictures of the year.*£gf

[PG)

THE GREATEST
SEA ADVENTURE IN HISTORY

HAS JUST BEGUN!
FH. — 5:00-7:15 9:30

Twi-Lite Hr. — $1.25 — 4:30-5:00 Only

The Trial of

Billy Jack H
SEE AD I ELSEWHERE ON

THEATRE PAGE

6:00 10:15

THE TAKING OF PELHAM ONE TWO THREE
WALTER MATTHAU • ROBERT SHAW • MARTIN BALSAM

frrm , >w>mh *»» a * *» -«». .-»—»

[QCMINGFCfi

pacino decis

TheTrial

BilryJack
Fri. — 43:00-7:00-9:00

No Twi-Lite or Discounts

007-MAN
EARTHQUAKE

. .WERNO*AUL NEWMAN!DEC.2Q

WITM TMCOOLDCN OUH- DEC It

CMrMonHMlon

^ .__»TMEBEAH.
<nm LITTLE PttlNCE D6C2S

DEC 20

DEC 25

KID SHOW - SAT. & SUN

/ MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Oflice between
• Jo a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday
Friday.
Tha deadline is 3.4$. two days

before me day your atf is to
appear
The rates are
Daily - » 30 par lino*
Waakly - 28 par Una*
Monthly - * 20 par Una*

'Two lines on form
approximate ona line.

r\ FOR SALE
Uaad guitar* bought and told.

Tha Guitar Workehop. Amherst
Carriage Shop* Mt 1728

Coats: Midi tuada coat; midi
dunsaraa coat, rabbit fur jacket
and navy blue leather Jacket Call
Margie 546 7649

Skiit. Spalding 206 Sidarali.
regularly $170. will tall for $46 Call
John 1 863 9426 Keep calling

Stuffed animals, one half price
$3 $11 Up to 3 ft Seeing is

believing. Keep you worm at
night. Good for the erotic mindad
Call 584-4731.

Revo* A77 reel to real tape deck
$450: TEAC AN180 Dolby $226;
20HM B plus apkr $250 per peir.
Call 266 6793 Atk for Lester

Live Xmas trees, choose and tag
at our Tree Farm, any size. $7 77 L
Blizniak. 133 Bay Rd . Hadlay. Open
eves also

Applications being accepted:
R.N. - 3 p m 11 p.m.. 4 evs per
wk.; LPN. 7 am. 3 p.m., 4 days per
wk; Nurse aides, part and full time,
7 am -3 p.m.. 3 p.m. 11 p m Apply
in person. Amherst Nursing Home.
150 University Or 9 am. -3 p m

Dalmonico Refrig.. 5 cu. ft.

266 8147.
$86

Exit USA Need I BO for 67
Ford conv Blue Star skis 205 w
bindings and h. m turn. Call or
come see Bob. 16 Swiss Vill. 253
5707. Leave Jan. Alt items ex cond

Two F78X14 snow tires, used
3.000 mi. Mtd on Chevy rims $20
eech. 6 7781 eves.

Zenith color TV. 19". exclt. cond.
$225 Octagonal water bad in

eludes: frame liner, bag. heater
$175 263 5795

One-half carrot perfect diamond
ring plus MtrF wedding bands
Never been worn. Willing to sell at

wholesale price Call Jim 546-5750

15" Brdgstn sn. rad with studs. 1

seas old Worth $80 new. selling 2
for $50. Also 3 gals. SAAB oil for $6
2560258

Skis for sale ..Rossignol 185 CM
Stroto AR's Nevede look bindings
Good cond. $60 or best offer. Cell
Bob 549 1316

Stereo tuner and turntable for

sale. Masterwork. Both need work.

$99 Bill 646 2304

Waterbed complete
Guerenteed. Queen siie. $100. Cell

Pete 665 3084

Perfect dorm ayatam - Pioneer
PL-12D. Turntable w-ehure M91ED.
Pioneer SX 434 receiver. Intereudlo

(Boaal apkra. All new. $360 or BO
Need I. Cell 6-6167

Motorcycle cer reck. $30 new.
Used once, now $16 Call 648-6827

All types of stereo components.
8 par cent over coat Sound b
Music 247 6870 or Campus Center
Lobby. Mon 6 Wed._

Pioneer Tunner. S66. Matching
emp $65 Sony 134 ceaa. deck, has
Dolby. Farrlte heeds ft more $130.

Sony 121 cees. deck $86. one EPI
spkr. $25 two AH4X epkre. $75 All
equip, in excellent condition. Aleo
tapes for $2 Phone 6 6583 after 6

Irish Setter pupa. AKC Show or

hunt. Shota. wormed. $75 $100 253

5380.

New Texea Instruments SP.-80's.

$130 Call 753 3478 _

High performance bike parte.

Cotterleea cranka, Oeralleura
stems, huba. pedals. Cell Andrew
586 2645

One peir Lane Comp ski boots.
-Nine and one-half. »35 6-4717.

Typewriter Just serviced Cell

649 6356

10 speed French racing bike
Brand new Sam Benoto Cezenave
$100 549 8620

Snow tlree 660 13 two for $34
Ski boots. Relker buckle, 10 and
on. half MO. Cell after 4:30. 263
3324

Skis. K2 3. 1SS CM. $120 Never
used. Net. $180. 2M-S4S4 evenings

Zenith It" Sew TV. ex. cond.
$60 Call Jon after at 763 2006 A
reel buylll

Two Seibarling four ply rayon
cord anew tlree. elxe A7S-13 (Pinto
eiiel. Uead two eeeeone. $76 Aleo
women's fur coat. $26 Call Kathy
266 8210.

Hard shell gulter cess, fits SO
perfectly 61S. John 6 6424

Maranu 2230 received. 3 year* on
guarentee. Two AM speakers -
Duel 1216S turntable It cover,
thure M7SEO type, one-half cart
all top cond. Reae. 323 4416 or 333-

FOR SALE
100 PER CENT GOOSE DOWN

QUILTS, all HAND MADE to order
best Quslity materiel, ell double
stitched, variety of colors Nadine
268 3239

Goose Own Jecket. Men's Sm
Bought new. never worn Orig $60.
sell 4 one half pr or bast offer Call
546 5103

Martin 12 string D12 35 Call 584
2554 after 8pm
Treadle heavy duty leether

machine $60 Call 367 9953 Ask for
Nina Lv nm and no

Acre Wtrft 3 bed home. Yarm
ns $25M SR11 $55. Seers Ces
Recorder $40. Brad Potts. Box 168
Amh

Calculator Uniaonic Vx 1/ x '

Memory $40 or Best offer Call
Denny 253 5385

Ticket to Harrison. Boston. Dec
10 Call 253 3002 Mick

Gibson Les Paul Gold Top. 2 f/rg,
old $325 or Best offer Cell 549
0873

JADCCh^M

Records of all kinds at
reasonable prices Can usually get
any LP in print within a week The
New Record Shop. 197 N Pleesent
St . Amherst 253 5394

Ladies beige suede coat, sue 10
12. one season old Cost $100 Bast
offer Call Patricia between 7 8 a m
or leave Tel at 345 2512

Refrig
. 3 cu ft . hardly used

Best offer 549 0393

Knissi White Stars 210 c.c
Supermatic bindings skies, used
only 8X $45 00 incl size 12 boots.
Call 253 2941

Used Hart metal skis. $20 Buckle
boots, sz 8. exc cond $26. poles
$4 Everything for $45 Pet 545 0025
a m or 538 7595 after 6 p m

For Sale Integral systems Amp.
Ace Audio Preemp. both im-
maculate 665 2369

600 MARVEL COMIX 4 sole $200
or best offer 1963 70 Fine cond
Mike 546 5253

Bear 45 LB Fiberglass bow. $35
546 4012

One pair *tudded snow tires,

almost new. I
." Exc cond. 1 pr.

8 25 14 snows $50 and $30 549 0842
Keep trying.

Advent 201 ceasette tape deck
with a built in Dolby New $300. sell

tor $175 Gary 666 4197 eve

Five cu ft fridge. $90 Cell Barb
546 9875

Cer battery new 22FC Seers
Dieherd 12V Call 549 6483

YES Concert tickets. New
Haven. Dec. 10. Limited supply. Cell

now 323-4681. Excellent seats.

Smith Corona typewriter, needs
cleening end new ribbon. Electric

with manual return $26. Cell Bob
549 1316

For Sele - 1 pr. Lenge Com-
petition Ski Boots, excellent
condition. Used 2 seeeone. Also 1

pr Lenge Spoilers. Will sell

separately or together Cell Dick
545 2642 Rm 416

Releigh 10 speed Csmpegnolo
Stronglight. 23 end one half frame.

$200 Call Andrew 586 2845 Cot
terless crenke, 631 tubing. Greet
touring bike

PAUL HERE We've still got
lots of neet stuff. Bureeus.
cheirs. old postcerde. e
Pertridge in e peer tree.

PAUL'S OLDTIME FUR
NITURE behind Aubuchon.
Amherst 263-3811

HOUSE FOR SALE
oeoutirui house in oay Head.

Martha s Vineyard 3 bdr . land
•80.000 Call afterS p.m Jenny. 544
8868

AUTO FOR SALE
1880 TR3-TR4 engine. Good

shape, many atraa. but nar.oa
radiator $600 686 4183

'88 Chev 4 dr.. automatic, 8 cyl.,

runs well Will eell for flret $286
283 7241

'86 Mustang. 6 cyl.. 3 apd.. new
trans 6) clutch, sticker. Will sell

$386 2S3 7241.

'84 Chev Wegon. good runner. 6
cyl, automatic, power steering

$196 2637241.

61 Valiant - Slant 6. 70.000 miles
It speaks for itself 8180. Cell eves
686 7076

'88 Ford Station Wegon, 8 cyl.,

redio, excellent condition. Leaving
country. Muat eell Cell 2*3 8846. 6-8

p.m. or 263-8888 anytime

'67 Chevy. 6 cyl..

efter 7.

71 VW SOBK. new rad. AM FM
Just tuned Call 684 4807 af • 6 p.m

Van - 71 Ford Super-van Fixed
for camping. Juet like home. 42100.

"66 Chevy Impale Wegon. robtt

< trans., enowa, rune like e top. $226

C '" "*—'

AUTO FOR SALE

Must sacrifice 73 Audi 100LS. 2
dr. 4 spd . AM FM. tinted glees,
rust proofing, steel redials $3400
586 1089 after 5 30 p m
1989 GTO. 4 spd V depend,

needs minor work Reesbl 263 6902
evenings

64 Chevy II. 6 cyl . st . gd cond
5150 323 7507

1971 Galaxy 500 $750 Call 1 732
0025 Leave name b tal
return call Leaving state
sold by Fri 5 00

no Will
must be

'64 VW Sunroof, excellent
condition Rebuilt engine, snow
tires 253 2607

64 Rambler American body b
mech cond good Fall inspac Call
after 5 772 6304 $125

67 Pont Sm Wgn
mpg $325 546 5819

6 AT 20

66 VW rebuilt engine, new
brakes, tires transmission $450
Sally 545 0883 days

1971 VW Bug. runs fine, but
needs body work, breke job end
stuck plug Compression OK $500
or best offer 545 2221. 9-4.30. Leave
name or 5 3147 anytime

67 Austin Heeley Sprite $375
Joe 6 6361

1966 Mustang $200 or bast offer
Good running condition Cell Diene
545 0082

1964 Econoline Ven. $275 69
Honde $275 or $500 for both 263-
7193 after 5 6

67 TR4A New eng radiala
paint, batt . AM FM Must sell to
stay in school A steal at $1200 Call
Lisa 263 3549

71 Pinto. AT. disc brskes. fold-
down rear seat, always garaged
$1175 549 6185

64 Dodge Station Wagon Runs
except needs new distributor. Hove
done work on engine. Kinde nice
cer Best offer Kelly 586-2646

'73 Toyota Hilux Pick-up. Ex-
cellent condition Automatic
Northfield 498 5995

1963 Rambler. 6 cyl Best offer
Call 253 9659 Denis

62 Dodge Wegon Gd running.
$100 268 7880

68 Catalina Conv . dk green w
black int. am Im. ps-pb. losded
Studded snows $795 or BO Call 6
5080 eves

73 Honda Civic. 30 mi gal Silver
14000 mi Excel cond $1850 Call
665 3409

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Must sell my 73 and one half
Honde 350 imm Will teke $760 or
best offer by Dec 24. Also hsve
450CL $775. Olef 666 3224 eves.

FOR RENT
2 rm. cottege in Bernerdston;

refrigeretor end stove, gee end
electric heat $100 monthly w-o
utilitiea. Avail immediately Cell
648 9298

Looking for a nice piece to live
during the Jenuery breek? You con
have your own room in e beeutiful
house on Rocky Hill Rd.. in Hedlev
Contect Fred et 263 7692 Price
negotiable

$796 per semester Room, sociel
ectivitiee. 7 dey meel plan Cell 545
2163 Ask for Rod or Rick.

Fermhouse. 5 bdrm.. semi-furn .

ww. mod. kit . one end one quarter
acres $270 plus util 617 644 6303

Rm. in house on bus rte $62 per
mo plus util Cell 256 8688 nites.

Jen. 1. Lerge 3 bdrm. ept. in
colonial houee. Sunderland. $190
per mo. plus utilities 886-3219

1 bdr. apt..
4028 eves.

E Hemp $120 586

Room 16' X 18' to rent. Lerge
houee with fireplace in Conwey.
389 4077 or 773-8748. Maria.

Apt. for rent one badrm. kit-

chen, living rm 2 mi to UM. $153
Cell 549 1582 after 8 p.m Available
Jei: 1.

Nm for Jen in Apt. Fern. Joan.
268 8821.

Room to rant for January - Call
253 9827

_
Apt. for intersession $136 283-

3777

Looking far 3 non smoking older
quiet livers to shsre No. Amherst
home Private bedroome w cable

TV. Share on* and one- half bathe.
kitchen laundry den. living room,
parkin*. AH utilities paid. On
Cempue bue route. 4100. 4120 end
$140 per mo. Cell 848-1223 or write
» A. N. Amh.. Maas. 010M.

Couple needed for large rm. 4100
plus util. In household with four
other people. Washer, dryer
downsteirs No phone. Try us gt
night. Loceted near C. Dickinson
Hosp 349 Prospect St.,
Northampton.

ep-Two bedroom, carpeted.
nliancas. on bus rout*. No
$220 incl utilities in Sunderland

FOR RENT
Furn epts One. two. two end e

helf rms Modern, air cond . pool,
parking TV near shopping, utlities
mc Leese to June 1975 Amherst
Motel lopp Zsyre si

Four room ept Two bedrooms in
Amherst on S Eest St $186 per
mo . no util inc Cell 323 7893

TO SUBLET
4 rms

. 1st floor of house
Amherst Rt 9 on UMass routa
Call 256 8079 $185 par mo

2 bdrm Clitfside $190 per month I

includes utilities Available Jan 1

665 2829

Room sublet or house sit during
intersession F gred 546 9981 (Not
in Dec 71

1 bedroom apt at Cliftsids.
Sunderland $160 par mo with
utilities Available Jen 1 Cell 666
3243 after 8

For intersession Own rm in furn
apt on bus rt Rent negotiable 263
7752

On busline, pets OK 2 bedroom
$215 00 323 7418 after 5 Keep
trying

Eesthempton. 3 rm ept $110 plus
util Cell 256 0584 Leeve neme.

ROOM WANTED
Single wanted in apt or home

Must be within walk distance of
UMass Needed tor Spring Cell
Cindy at 5 0939

Male senior seeks room in or

neer Amherst Cell Steve 546 6849

F wishes own room in apt W F
on bus route Call Susan 546
5368

Looking for room in house or ept
for Jen 1 Prefer Sund or bus
route Can spend $75 per mo Hove
cat Call Miles 686 4846

Rm in ept or house within
walking distance of UMass
Wanted for Jen Cell Edie. rm 314.

545 0791 Leeve message

Famele looking for room
roommate apt for 2nd semester
Cell 546 8444

ROOMMATE WANTED
Couple recently married seek

apt in aree in $160 to $165 range
Will conaider room with kitchen
priv Bill. 545 2304

Interested musicians new music
ensemble situation - The doily
problems of cellists double
bassists. tube. euphonium,
saxophonists, trombonists - Call
584 6077 between 8 9 pm only

Hoommates one or two
people to share 2 bdrm apt Call

785 1413 days or stop by 156 E Brit

KAanor Eves after 7pm
F wanted to share room in

Brandywine starting in Jan Cell
Kathy 549 4484

Female ept. mate wanted Shore
with 2 gred students Pri bedroom
in 5 room apt $46 per mo plus one
third utilities Cell 584 7642

F roommete wented for 2 bdrm
ept neer Amherst Ctr $100 incl

util Call 286 8763 after 5pm
F for Brandywine ».

2645
mo 649

F to shsre 2 bedrm ept Susen
266 8467

F wanted for own rm in nice
country home, nr Sunderlend Ct
w friendly people. Cell 686 2287.

M or F to shsre apt . own room,
on bus route, semi turn . starting
Jen 1 $76 Cell Bob 323 4298 in

Belchertown

To share house own room end
study 627-6741 Fast hem pton

Need person people for one
bedroom in lerge ept. IS min. from
cempue. $00 per mo. for on*. 6108
for two. M. or F invited Call 549

2 bdrm. ept for Spring Semester
$87 par mo 5 min. frm. campus
283 7648

Mat* wanted to share 3 br. apt
cooperatively 254 I

F. lot own rm. In 3 bdr. apt. on
bw* rt S* Vill 4*6 3226 Call
anytime.

Desperately wanted - Uaad
couch, EG condition for Lounge
Call John 646 2304 days or nights
Keep trying. t

F roommate veanted. own rm. in

lovely, old. turniahed hse. in

Conwey 20 min to cempus. Wesh-
dry Call Judith: 300-8381 or 368
4024

One or two F roommates for 2
bdrm I* 406. etil incl 644 98*1

Housemete wented. female
preferred. 26 or older. 2 mi. from
UMass rural setting 649 7667 14

bedroom cope)

3 bedroom houee in Florence
Quesi country setting. $70 mo. phis
util Cell 884 114*.

Share houee in Hadlay own
room PI**** call 6*8-2816.
Available Jenuery 1.

88 wented Amherst hou ee. own
ati tamBiseW^'l' ital MssL

ROOMMATE WANTEDf ivhvrnin . f . i iiirtw,
Need couple - People to shore 2

|

bdrm ept m Belch Pets okev I

Available Jen lor Feb 1 Cell Llnde
323 4004 On bus route

Grad 2nd senior seek M F gred
for rm in house nr cempus $80
plus Quiet 2636276 6 0080

F to shore 3 bdrm opt in house. 1

mi from UMass $63 s mo Cell 263
3598

Two people needed for furnished
house one and one helf miles to
csmpus Own bedroom Good deel
Lesse expires end of 2nd semester
756 0559

Grad looking for one or two
'mates Split $186 util pd On bus
rt 665 4708

Quiet male pref gred or up
perclaas No dope or tobecco For
own room in Riverglade et $120 per
mo Soon as possible No leeaa
Cell 256 8020 between 12 end 2 in

afternoon

On busline pets ok Own room
$107 50 323 7418 after 5 Keep
trying

Two rms eveil in 3 bdrm house
Less then 2 mi from cempus New
hs in Hsdlev Lse ends in Msv Cell
756 0669

WANTED TO RENT
2 Males for Jen Brltteny Menor

253 7848

Art student needs studio or sm
apt $80 or less a mo 685 2737 669
3973

Study Carrai in Litfrary 12-9-12-
18 Call Doug 253 7818 anytime
Keep trying

Responsible couple seek 1-2
bdrm rurel hae or spt w in 16 mi
UMass No pets: will sssums Isese
Pleese cell 549 1332 efter 6.

WANTED
F M to see USA with

tersession Cell or see
Wheeler. 5 2420

over in-

Lit. 121

Wanted any bends wishing to

play for publicity on Dec 6 Pleese
contect Jonet 6-5697. Bob 6-5778 or

Ted 6 5694 Pleese leeve a message

Furnished efficiency for Jen. -

June to sublease Call 548 6768 If

no am, call collect 1 617 969 6006

Double mattress or bed im
mediately Cell nites Sue 367 2671

Wanted Responsible person to
fly with 3 small boys from Bradley
Field to Salt Lake City. Dec 14
Return Jen 14 Will pey full fere,
round trip 549 6273

1 1 75 4 bdrm abod. quiet
responsible stdnts Will do upkeep
Pref on bus route $350 max Call
665 3224 666 7089

Wanted 5 or 10 spd bicycle
Reos cond Cell John 549 0066
eves

BOB STILL WANTS TO BUY
YOUR AILING OR DECREPIT CAR'
Any make model year Unload
your headache for fest $ 253 7241

HELP WANTED
Cen you drew7 Do you have a

senss of humor? The editoriel
peges need five cartoonists to do
campus humor Csll Deen Tucker
5 3500

Free meets 7 devs a week in

return for pert time kitchen help
For more info cell 545 2163 Ask for
Wendell

RIDE WANTED
Ride wented to Chicego enyti-ne

Cell 5*4 2554

I need e ride from Amherst to
Holyoke end beck Mon -Fri next
semester Will shore driving cost
Csll Kathy 263 7723

West to worm climete or to Fie
Wilt shore expenses Csll Bob 268

To Atlanta after Xmes Shore $
phis. 648 8676

One rider to Fie over Xmee
break 440 532 07*4

RlDERV WANTEO
*ere driving Line Com to mid

Florida Leaving *ppr*x Sun p.m
Abil to show tumping harsee pref
but not assent F*m pref Call 1-

732 0026 or Apt 3010 Hempton or
office of same Leave neme h tel
no Will return coR

California - reuaet trip during
semester breek Cat! tlOBOO Cell
26328*1 .. ^

aving far
end of
Shere

Two riders

Florids Itt
Dec. returning
driving b

SAVE RENT «> aTrenic North
field * ttr.ctiv* I a«d e hell ,e»*,.

nriveev Sing** HeBV r apple $136
Electricity " ~

Charter flight* to Europe end
Celifornie Cell Cempue Trevel 646

Ski the C. nadlan Rockies -
• enff 43*8 00 Cell Cempue Travel
Center. 686 0*08

TRAVEL
College week In Bermude. Merch

23 30 $299 plus $26 tsa end service
8 devs 7 nights Contect Tori

Jones Neylon Ins Agcv 6 6441
546 39*9

Bermude Spring Vecetion From
$199 Cell Cempus Trevel 646 0600

Low price trips to Mexico.
Florida Ceribbeen Cell Cempus
Travel 546 0600 .

INSTRUCTION
DOG TRAINING Obedience.

'problem dogs, protection end
'security 549 1342 devs end eves
VALLEY K 9

Flute lessons Csll 268-8238

Ctsssic gun*' lessons svell thru

UMass Prep Oiv by Neil An
derson Hsrtt College gred 646

2434 for info

Need own rm. in ept on bus rt

Jan 27 May 30 $40 $80 Quiet F I

546 7288

PERSONALS
HOP BROOK COMMUNE

PEOPLE In the country P
723 Amherst

GAY
O Box

FS Your blrthdey wee
Tuesdev It s not over yet Love. R

To Russell Andrews In Hsmiln
The time end effort you took to
return my lost drawing la greetly
appreciated Thenx Pern Welner

Congratulations to George
Sobekeeny and Calie Buaaiere for
winning the turkeys from the
Council tor Exceotionel Children. U
of M

Tn Super Sportswnter Heppv
Bir, .day You dsserve it Glenn

Moe end Gretchen. Woofl RSVP

To the Popcorn Kid - happy
birthdey from 3N Field Good luck
and best wishes

Need home for mele eltored cet
for over intersession Will meke
finenciel arrgt Call Andree 544
7415

Need Money' W<ll teke over
anybody s 10b during vecetion Cell
Chris 6 8394

ENTERTAINMENT
Butch Cessldy b The Sundence

Kid is showing et 7. 9 end 11 on Frl
Dec 6 - Mshsr.

Party with the Funky Horns of
the Dynamic Sax Machine. Dec 6
at Berkshire Dining Commons SW
D S M is available for dorm par
ties Dec 10 14

Third World Art Show b Sale.
Paintings drawings, photos Sun
Dec 9 12noonto5pm Southwest
Resource Center. IHampdon D C I

SERVICED
Profeeelonel gulter repairs by

guitar meker Mlcheel MiHerd.
Mon. Wed Frl et The Ouitar
Workshop. Amherst Csrrlegg
_Shops 546 1726 Free eetlmetea.

Pessport Photos Csll Joe. nights
at 549 6598 24 hr service

Passports - Fast service Lang'e
Photo Hours 9 6 Tel 263 3144

sndCampua Clube
Organiza tions, Oo yev
publish high • uelttv newsletter.
pemphlet. me* tine or booklet?'?
Let the Meeeigg Cemeeny help
you write, levo it, dowlge and print
itll Reesoneble fees Consect Jerry

J

et 263 9849 for intormesJan '

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? BOB
will still fix it right No 10b too
small Foreign or domestic No big
overhead 253 7241

NEED A GOOD INCXPENSIVE
HAIRCUT? Cut and blew dry S3 00
Mala and famele Eaperience
References Salon Italia and
Selon Bocceccio of Beaton Cell
Fran at 546 8295

Cross country ski boss prep
sending $2 00. hot swia 64 00 Some
pick up and del CeH 2*3-946(

Ometrica Astrological services 6month proiectien personal
analysis ate Wrle* *o> 341
Amherst or cell 6*8 8743 or 649
0006

MOVINQ7 Need help One men
end ven will help taajgHoncod.
reesoneble rates CeH *e*nce 64*.
0613

SR11 Calc Lot 34. CeH Phil 636
2694

Loot 18X24 efceech p*e Cell
collect 1 448*619

>l I left my
hitching in yelfe
with Maine pie tee en
You dropped me **f
496 Pleese carl Tom

Loot - Young; femi
Siamese cet in Hat
Britteny Manor Ri

26*4

Fa>o..te floppy XXI Norm
Thompson hat. N Pkeaeant St.
Tues Reward.

C«; fu
Calculator Bale -

Calculator offers
anywhere. AN
Tea** If***., HeweR
Unicorn AN mc
guar with 2 month
warranty Before t

calculator cell me I I

price anywhere ... i
poetere around e*mpej
Then •**) •**> Crewe* *4 84* 131*

College
price*

aveilebief
Packard.
$*•*» snd
>secernent

bay a
beet eny

I for my

Swk^W&W^^

•
WJM/. im&UM/4*/tj>* '^
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Traffic Committee meeting reviews Northeast Bypass
The Traffic Circulation Committee will

hold a meeting on Wednesday, December

11th at 7:30 p.m., in the Conference Room of

the Physical Plant Building on the University

Campus. The basic design of the Northeast

Bypass will be on display at that meeting and

will be reviewed by the Committee. Com-

ments and suggestions from the public will

be welcome.

The Physical Plant Building is located on

the western edge of the campus, its driveway

being located being located off the entrance

road to the Campus Center Garage,

entrance road to the Campus Center Garage.

The Northeast. By- pass, to be constructed

*w thp State Dept. of Public Works, will run

from College Street to East Pleasant, North

Pleasant, and to Route 116. On the basis of

its construction the Town Meeting has

agreed to close a portion of North Pleasant

Street through the University campus. The

Traffic Circulation Committee will make

recommendations on its design to the Board

of Selectmen. The Town Meeting placed

responsibility for approval of the final design

of the By-pass in the hands of the Select-

men.

A map showing the proposed basic design

of the By-pass should be available in the

Town Planner's Office, Friday, December

6th.

Campus group meetings, non-profit
events. To list notice of your group or
event fill out free form at The
Collegian office. 2nd floor. UMaas
Student Union. Mail notices to "news
editor."

CAMPUS SCOUTS
Don't forget there's a Christmas Party

Sun. 12-8 5 p.m. at 99E Brittany Manor.

Bring a small gift, vour imagination and

Christmas spirit. See vou therel

CHRISTIAN WORKSHOP
The Lord Jesus is comingl Get ready for

Christmas at the Ark; informal Com-
munion, supper and fellowship at 758

North Pleasant St. Sunday at 5:30 p.m.

CHRISTMAS PARTY
Come decorate the Xmas tree and wrap

the gifts for the Spanish Community.

Friday, today, at 7:30 in the Front Lounge

of the Newman Center. Sponsored by the

Newman Club.

COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN

General meeting, Sunday, CC. 917 at 1

p.m. Topics: Role of Student Council of

Exceptional Children Chapters in

legislation and in education & Issues of

National Convention. State representative

will speak and answer questions about

C.E C
CUTEP

"Issues in Urban Education" presents

John Bracey, Chairman of the WEB.
DuBois Dept. of Afro-American Studies,

University of Mass, on Tuesday 12-10, at 7

p.m in the Marks Meadow Auditorium.

DANCE FREE
Release end-of semester tensions. ..LET

YOUR Body, mind and soul Dance Free.

Friday 8:30 p.m. CC. Check info desk for

room no.

GSS MEETING
Grad. Student Senate meeting, Mon-

day, 6:30 p.m. in CC. 101.

INDO CHINA TASK FORCE
presents 12 8 at 7:30 in CC. 903 movie

'Viet Nam Dialogue" by David
Schoenbiun. Dec. 15 C.C. 168-175 at 7:30

Prof. Richard Minear will speak "Viet Nam
1964 through the Peace Agreement".
Meeting after lecture. I.C. Task Force is

organizing study in action because of

approaching anniversary 1-26-75.

INNKEEPERS
Important meeting, raffle, elections,

Monday 7 p.m. in 227 Chenoweth. Beer

and Munchies
HOUSE CHURCH - UCF

Meeting tonight at 8:00 at home of Joan
Chadbourne, No. 10 Chadwick Court,

Echo HiM For info or a ride cali Pete Sabey
at UCF 545 2661

POLISH AMERICAN CULTURAL
ASSOCIATION
Come to Herter 444 at 4 p.m. today to

practice Polish Christmas Carols. We'll be

singing for local nursing homes.
Anybody's welcome. Dzien dobry.

RACISM
Workshop for White Awareness. Course

to look at Racism will be held twice next

semester for 3 credits. Dates are: Section I,

Feb. 7, 8; Feb. 21, 22. Section II March 14,

15: April 4, 5. For further info call Judy
Katz 5 2041 or 549 1051.

READING AND LECTURE
Reading and lecture on Caribbean

poetry, "I Into History Now" by Jamaican

poet, novelist, editor and broadcaster

Andrea Salkey, Sat. 12-7, 7:30 Hampshire

College, Main Lecture Hall.

RECORDER PLAYERS
The Amherst Recorder Society is

sponsoring an all day workshop on
recorder playing and performance.
Dickinson Hall, Hampshire College, rm 4,

9-5 Sat. Dec. 7. Beginners welcome.
SHABBAT

Sign up by noon for Shabbat dinner

tonight. Services at 7 p.m. in CC 105.

Saturday morning services 10 a.m. in S.U.

302.

SKI EQUIPMENT:
For sale in the CC lower level today and

Saturday.

STEREO SHOW
There will be a Stereo Show Saturday

from 12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Pioneer

Stereo Co. will test AH Equipment for you
FREE. Refreshments served.

TUTOR NEEDED
The Upward Bound Program is looking

for tutors in all academic areas to assist

Western Mass area high school students.

Bi Lingual tutors are encouraged to

participate. Contact the Upward Bound
Office, 205 New Africa House 545-0230.

UCF WORK PARTY
United Christian Foundation goes to

work at 10:30 a.m. tomorrow. Sat., 316

Hampshire House. Dress comfortably and
plan to work for 2 hours at most.

UNITARIAN: SOCIETY OF AMHERST
Service it 11. Ms. Mabel Garis of the

Amherst Bahai Group will speak on
"Human Rights". Child care provided

during the service.

FOUND
Organic Chemistry Book. Tell me

location lost and I will return. 6-6735 ask

for Kenny.
GO CLUB

According to R.S.O. Office, you don't

exist.

VW SNOW

TIRE SALE

Size

5.60 15

ea.

Plus $1.78 F.E.T.
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First Line Blackwal!

Allied Motor Parts Inc
319 MAIN ST., AMHERST

256-8341
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
FRIDAY. DECEMBER 6

— Bnrn today, you possess
one of those magnetic per-

sonalities that draw people
with little or no effort on your
part and little or no resistance

on theirs. You will never know
these fears which strike the
lonely: you will never know
the longing which arises from
a lack of company. On the
other hand, you may well

know the frustMtion of not
being able to find enough time
ro be alone, the tension that
develops from being forever

surrounded by other people.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22
Dec 211 - Those areas of

study necessary to the suc-

cessful attainment of your
present goals should be looked
into without delay. Reconsider
prior decisions.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan.
191 — Your own speciality

may be enough to keep you
interested - but it may be

leaving another quite cold.
Make an effort to please an old
friend.

Bv Stttfm wider

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb
181 — If you would make this

day one of professional suc-
cess, let your conscience guide
you to the right decisions
Don t worry about the past
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20

1

— Today's ups and downs
follow a distinct pattern with a
meaning all its own Under
stand the significance of the
day's events and you gain
much
ARIES (March 21 April 191

— There is much of an ad-
vantageous nature awaiting
the Aries who is clever enough
to find the source of the
present difficulty.

TAURUS I April 20- May 201
— Self-discipline is the key to
the day's success. Don't delay
should another ask you for

your help Participate in a
community project.

GEMINI (May 21-June 201
— Although you will be
tempted by an offer of escape
from tedious duty, you would
be better off doing what you
must do quickly and
efficiently

CANCER (June 21' July 221
- The day's setbacks an- not

of such a serious nature that

you need to be depressed by
them Seek encouragement in

another's experience
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22

1

You can overcome disappoint-
ment quickly simply by trying
once again - and achieving
Don't be too sure of another's
ability to advise vou well

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22

1

- A day for exceptional gains
Realize a small ambition
during morning hours- and a

large benefit during afternoon
and evening Direct your
attentions homeward
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oci. 221 -

Advertise your own best
qualities — and forget about
the rest You can make the

impression you want - and
need! II you will be riWrinu
naling

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 \ov 21

1

- A day of great social

pressures which you can
overcome with little trouble if

you will be selective in vour
choice of friends

dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson

w^m^) f\
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Kampus Kapers
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U/M£*E T*ES THIS

C«M»C STRIP QO
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By Kris Jackson

ACROSS
1 Torper
5 French city:

2 words
9 Eludes
14 Away from

the wind
15 IOU signer

16 Quinine water
17 Jack --- :TV

entertainer

18 City on the

Truckee
19 Feminine

name
20 Obtained by

coercion

22 Ran
23 Spades, e.g.

24 Short note

25 Small beard
28 Turned aside

32 Zones
33 Landed estate

34 Miss Gardner
35 Just elapsed

36 Make tardy

37 Card game
38 WW II zone:

Abbr.
39 Bishop's hat

40 Shoemaker's
material

41 Dispossesses
43 Made leather

44 Bills

45 Hairless

46 Informed
49 Written

agreement

53 Chancel
feature

54 Meat grade
55 Steel girder

56 Lasso
57 The very best

58 Author ----

Roper
59 Guardian

spirit

60 Watch part

61 Calendar abbr
DOWN

1 of Good
Hope

2 Evergreen
genus

3 Edible flesh

4 Dirigible,

•or one
5 Military

action
Bird sound
Make loans

Mountain:
Prefix

Ship
Fear
---- cost; Cost
per item

12 Appealing
13 Saurelfish

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved:
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6
7

8

9
10

11

21 Regrets
22 English county
24 Underground

worker
25 Stared

wondermgly
26 Speak publicly

27 Author of

fables

28 Fruit

29 Hoodwinked
30 Escape

cleverly

31 Passe
33 Spouses
36 Subsisted
37 Miscellaneous

items

39 Inorganic

substance
40 Sodium

chloride

42 Alternate

43 Bicycle built

for two
45 Daniel :

Amer. pioneer
46 Kind of rubber

47 Man's name
48 For men only

49 Surf duck
50 Skillful

51 Wilderness
abode

52 Jog
54 Nitrogen, e.g.

14

17

20

25

32

35

38

41

46

53

56

59

26

47

27

48

23

—

42

44

21

m
39

15

18

36

33

54

57

60

49

24

m
45

22

43

16

19

40

145

10

37

55

58

61

29

34

12

30

U

31
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PI AMIIS

Once there were two
mice who lived in a
museum.

iZ-t, A- *
': \

One evening after the
museum had closed, the

first mouse crawled into

a huge suit of armor.

Before he knew it, he
was lost. "Help!" he
shouted to his friend.

"Help me make it

through the knight

f

B.C. by johnny hart
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?
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THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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WMUA
Here is the week-end schedule of

WMUA:
Friday:

The disc jockeys today are Al

Feinberg, Mark Nathanson, Crazy

Nance, Andy MacKenzie and Sue
Schader.

8:30 a.m., High Tides, Jeff Jawer
explains how the heavens will

influence the earth.

2:00 - 6:00 p.m., Latin Contrast,

with Tommy Joyner.

6:15 -7:00 p.m., Sports Talk, Russ
Small and Larry Convoy tonight

talk about women in sports.

News is broadcast at 7, 8 and 9
a.m., and 2, 6 and 10 p.m.

Saftyrf/ay:

The disc jockeys will be Steve
Berger, Vinny Peruzzi, Ken Irwin,

Louie Cronin and Randy Richard-

son.

2:00 - 6:00 p.m., Uujamadrum,
with Barry Williams.

7:20 - 10:00 p.m., Basketball

game, Larry Convoy and Russ
Small describe the action when the

Rhode Island Rams come to the

Cage.

News is broadcast at 2, 6 and 10

p.m.

Sunday:
6:00 - 10:00 a.m., Gospel Show.

2:00 p.m., Classics.

6:00 p.m., Rural American

7:00 p.m., Sunday News

10:00 p.m., Japanese

10:00

2:00

Music.

6:00

Collective.

7:00

Music.

10:00 - 2:00 a.m., Jubilation Jazz.

2:00 - 6:00 a.m., John Haber
hosts music.

WFCR
The 1974-75 season of the

Teaxaco sponsored Metropolitan

Opera Broadcasts will begin

Saturday, December 7, with a

performance of Charles Gounod's

Opera, "Romeo Et Juliette."

Air time is 2 p.m., and WFCR
(88.5 FM) will carry the program,

the first in a series of twenty

marking the start of the 35th year of

live opera broadcasts, locally.

Veteran announcer Milton Cross

will be back to narrate the opera

plots while Soprano, Judith Blegen,

and Tenor, Franco Corelli sing the

title roles.

Henry Lewis will be conducting.

Rape line

545-COPS

Itfe True/

£wnit^O%OFF
Trvae?/^**11 Dec. 21

J

AmHERST V- %\
ART iUPPLV It

Register...Win
Mechanical

Pen set A
16 Main St 256-0325

«'
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Expo Willie Davis

shipped to Texas
NEW ORLEANS [UPI\ - Centerfielder Willie Davis became the ninth

$100,000 player to be traded since the end of the 1974 season and the

fourth here at the winter meetings Thursday when he was dealt by the

Montreal Expos to the Taxas Rangers in a three-layer swap for righthander

Don Stanhouse and infielder Pete MacKanin.

Davis, 34, who only a year ago was traded by the Dodgers to the Expos

for National League Cy Young Award winner Mike Marshall, batted .295

with 12 homers and 89 runs batted in this year.

It was the first major deal in which Brad Corbett, new owner of the

Rangers, was officially involved in, and he was delighted by the acquisition

of Davis.

"We got a fellow who can still run and play centerfield," Corbett said.

"He had a helluva season this year. We finished second with a patched-up

outfield. Now with Davis, we've solidified our outfield."

Davis who broke into the Majors with the Dodgers in 1960, will play

centerfield for the Rangers and will be flanked in rightfield by Jeff

Burroughs, the American League's MVP this year. Either Tom Grieve or

Cesar Tovar is ticketed for leftfield.

The Expos became somewhat disenchanted with Davis when he issued

an ultimatum to them the day before the season ended. He insisted the

Expos give him some assurance he would not be traded. Jim Fanning, the

Expos General Manager, had two separate meetings with the $110,000-

salaried outfielder, and told him he was in no position to do that. Davis

turned around and told a TV broadcaster that if the Expos were unable to

guarantee he would remain in Montreal next year, he might quit baseball.

Besides Davis, the eight other players earning $100,000 or more who

have been dealt since the end of the season were Hank Aaron, Joe Torre,

Billy Williams, Dave McNally, Lee May, Dick Allen, Bobby Bonds and

Bobby Murcer. McNally, May and Allen were traded during the baseball

meetings which opened here Sunday.

The Expos were especially eager to land the 23-year-old MacKanin who

had an excellent year with Spokane of the Pacific Coast League. The £
young power hitter is slated for a shot at Montreal's regular second base

job next season.

O'Malley proposes
three league plan

Diver Karen Matiobatista seems to be about to crash on diving board during

competition between UMass and University of New Hampshire Wednesday night.

This "board's eye view" shot was taken at NOPE.

Baseball meetings roundup

A precendent-shattering
proposal by Walter O'Malley, aimed

at relieving baseball of two of its

most pressing problems, Thursday

called for the immediate creation of

a third major league.

O'Malley dropped his bombshell

during a private get-together

Wednesday between Com-
missioner Bowie Kuhn and the

owners and since his suggestion

came near the conclusion of that

particular session, it was discussed

in more detail Thursday.

In a nutshell, O'Malley's plan

called for baseball to buy the

Oakland A's and move the fran-

chise to Seattle, and to also pur-

chase the Baltimore Orioles and

move them to Washington.

An alternate plan proposed by

the Los Angeles Dodgers' board

chairman was to establish a third

major league comprised of fran-

chises in Seattle, Washington, New
Orleans, Toronto, Buffalo and

Denver.

Under O'Malley's proposal, the

franchises would be developed for

three or four years and then em-

braced into the present World

Series-type structure.

The plan met with a mixed

reaction among the big league

officials.

"Who's gonna put up the

money?" said one American

Leaguer. "Where are they gonna

get the ballplayers?"

Seattle operated temporarily in

the American League before the

franchise was moved to Milwaukee

in 1970. Since then Seattle civic

officials have brought a multi-

million dollar suit against baseball.

Washington has been without

baseball for two years, and as

recently as Wednesday, Kuhn

declared he was anxious for Major

League baseball to return there.

Kuhn met with the owners again

behind closed doors Thursday and

although everybody was tight-

lipped at the conclusion of the two-

hour session, UPI learned that

O'Malley's plan has been turned

over to a committee for further

study.

Bradshaw to face Pats
PITTSBURGH (UPI) - Pitt-

sburgh Steelers Quarterback Terry

Bradshaw threw the football with

more authority Thursday and said

the soreness in his bruised ribs had

lessened considerably.

"They weren't as sore as they

had been," Bradshaw said. "I was a

lot looser and I could throw more
easily and without pain."

Bradshaw, who suffered the

in the loss to the

Vk

Houston Oilers, will start against

the New England Patriots Sunday

at Schaefer Stadium.

Coach Chuck Noll received some
bad news, however, when he was
informed that Offensive Guard Sam
Davis was listed as questionable for

the game with the Patriots. Davis,

the team's offensive captain,

suffered a sprained left foot in the

New Orleans game two weeks ago.

Other happenings at winter

baseball meetings in New Orleans

yesterday:

On the player trading front, the

Texas Rangers picked up a left-

handed starter they had sought,

while the New York Yankees

obtained a utility infielder to spell

veteran Sandy Alomar at second

base.

The Rangers, with youngster

David Clyde the only quality south-

paw starter on their- roster, sent

right-hander Pete Broberg to the

Milwaukee Brewers in return for

former 20-game winner Clyde

Wright, a lefty.

Wright, 31, was one of the few

20-game losers in the majors this

year, finishing up at 9-20, with a

somewhat more respectable 3.38

earned run average.

Broberg, 24, divided the 74
season between the Rangers and

Spokane of the Pacific Coast

League, compiling a 0-4 major

league mark with a 4.40 era.

The Yankees, meanwhile, ob-

tained some infield insurance in 28-

year-old Eddie Leon, who came
over from the Chicago White Sox
for right-handed reliever Cecil

U pshaw.
Leon hit a meager .109 for the

Sox this season but saw action in

only 31 games. Upshaw, 32, a lesser

figure in this summer's big seven-

player deal between the Yankees

and Cleveland, was 1-6 with a 3.06

era.

In a meeting of the major league

playing rules committee, the rule

was amended so that pitchers

would be ejected from the game for

the mere possession of a foreign

substance such as vaseline grease

or sandpaper. In the past, ejection

would follow only if the pitcher was
proven to be using such substances
in doctoring the ball.

o
c
a
®
<B

All American forward David Thompson of number
one ranked North Carolina State drops in two of his 57

points in game against Buffalo State. Point total was
an Atlantic Coast Conference record.

Walton to

retire?
PORTLAND, ORE. (UPI) - Three-

time All-America Bill Walton is

thinking about quitting pro

basketball after only two months in

the National Basketball

Association, it was learned

Thursday.

Walton has spent the last three

days in Los Angeles deciding his

future, said Sam Gilbert, Los

Angeles-area contractor and

Walton financial advisor.

Gilbert said Walton is troubled by

conflicting life-styles demand by

the NBA and what the 6-foot-11

Rookie Center wants out of life.

Walton has left behind by the

Portland Trailblazers who are

making a four-game road trip. He
has missed the team's last four

games because of a bone spur in

his left ankle. He was also sidelined

two games earlier this season

because of a dislocated left little

finger.

Walton won the Sullivan Award

in 1973 as Amateur Athlete of the

Year and three times was named

UPl's player-of-the-year during his

collegiate career at UCLA.

Scott Hayes

Swimwomen crush records
By LAURIE WHITING

Sports Staff

The UMass Women's Swim

First

Draft

to

Finished

Thesis
'each copy looks'

typewritten

Rapid Reproductions

Monday 9am " y i

Saturday 9.m-7Pm

Sunday 11.m -7Pm

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
233 N. PLEASANT ST 549-0566

75%
Rag paper
available

J

We love BMW - Fiat -

Jaguar and some other

imported cars.

CALIFORNIA

MOTORS
service

30 N. Maple St.

Florence, 586-1841

Team has an official 2-1 record after

their decisive win over the

University of New Hampshire
Wednesday night.

Pool records have been being

broken .since the team's opening

meet, but they really took a beating

Wednesday, as four new records

were established. The 2X Medley
relay record was the first to go as

Penny Noyes, Diane Perry, Reenie

Groden, and Roxanne Balducci

were clocked at 2:07.0. Relay

member Penny Noyes also set pool

records in the 50 and 100 yard

backstroke at 29.9 and 1:05.3

respectively, taking firsts in both.

Reenie Groden shot the last record

Labels for Less

Women and
,

Juniors

25% to 50% off rey. pi-ice

hours 10-6

Fri. til 9

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

with an impressive 50 yard freestyle

time of 27.0. Reenie also won the

100 yard free.

Diane Perry had a good night as

she placed first in her specialties;

both the 50 and 100-yard breast-

stroke events. Karen Johnson also

placed first in the 200 I.M. UMass

divers dominated as Carol Can-

terbury and Janine Wong placed

first and second. Carol dove well,

though she hasn't been able to

practice because of a sprained

ankle. Taped ankle and all, she

finished with a point total of 159.10.

Helping to pile up points were

second place finishers of: Cindy

Whiting in the 50, 100, and 200 yard

free, Lee Hart in the 50 and 100

breaststroke, Doreen Walsh in the

50 fly, Carol Griffiths in the 400 free,

and Laurie Whiting in the 200 I.M.

This meet was the team's last

before intersession. Until the team

comes back on January 13, team

members will practice at their own

at home. January 13 will bring two

practices a day for the swimmers as

a heavy February meet schedule

follows.

Coach Pat Griffin, confident of

the team's efforts says: "I'm very

happy about our times so far. We'll

be better still next semester."

Lucky number thirteen
The semester is coming to a rapid close, and most likely the emphasis is

on studying for finals; but nevertheless, here are the weekly pro football

picks just in case you decide to take a "study break" and spend some
time watching NFL games this weekend. By the way, this week marks the

lucky thirteenth week of the NFL season. Maybe the Patriots can utilize a

little luck and overcome the Steelers to insure a winning season.

Saturday, December 7

MINNESOTA VIKINGS 13; ATLANTA FALCONS
NFC Central Division champions tune up for the playoffs at cost of

hapless Falcons.

DALLAS COWBOYS 24; CLEVELAND BROWNS 9

Clint Longley proves that his Thanksgiving day performance was more

than beginner's luck.

Sunday, December 8
NEW YORK JETS 21; BUFFALO BILLS 20

The Jets have won four in a row and Joe Namath has been on target.

Therefore, there's no reason why the New Yorkers can't do it again.

SAN DIEGO CHARGERS 17; CHICAGO BEARS 10

Chargers are due for a win and costly Chicago turnovers should give San
Diego its fourth NFL victory of the season.

DETROIT LIONS 34; CINCINNATI BENGALS 30

Inconsistent Bengals fall victim to the much-improved Lions.

GREEN BAY PACKERS 28; SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS 24

If Green Bay has recovered from fumblitis, the Pack should be "healthy"

enough to stop 49ers.

DENVER BRONCOS 35; HOUSTON OILERS 31

Denver has the NFL's leading rusher in Otis Armstrong, and with gutsy

calls like the onside kick that turned tide versus Detroit, Denver will rule.

MIAMI DOLPHINS 21; BALTIMORE COLTS 7

Dolphins move into first in the AFC East with this victory.

OAKLAND RAIDERS 34; KANSAS CITY CHIEFS 27

AFC Western Division champs have lost only two games, and odds are

Kansas City won't be the team to change Oakland's number in the loss

column.

PHILADELPHIA EAGLES 23; NEW YORK GIANTS 20

Giants have been susceptible to last minute losses and Tom Dempsey
will be ready to bounce New York if the game is tight going into the final

minutes.

PITTSBURGH 28; NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS 27

Sure to be a close battle, but Steelers mu^: win this contest to keep

playoff hopes alive, while ailing Patriots have less at stake.

ST. LOUIS CARDINALS 20; NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 10

Cards won't be beaten by sub .500 teams on two successive Sundays.

Monday, December 9

WASHINGTON REDSKINS 16; LOS ANGELES RAMS 14

If 'Skins can stop LA ground game in this Monday night finale, George
Allen and charges can top the NFC Western Division titleholders.

LAST TWO WEEKS: 18-9 .667

SEASON: 98-51-1 .653, including 8 exact spreads

Paterno proposes

one-platoon football

UNITY THROUGH DIVERSITY

RjctyScuHW:
Again features

Steak ft Alaskan King Crab Legs

For your dining pleasure.

NEW YORK (UPI) - Joe Paterno,

the Penn State Football Coach,

thinks college football teams can

find the answer to their financial

squeeze right in the NCAA Rule

Book.

An old rule book.

"I don't know whether one-

platoon football would be less

exciting or if it would be discernibly

poorer play," Paterno said Thur-

sday. "But I don't think it would

hurt to try it."

Paterno is one of the nation's

most successful coaches, with only

15 losses in 100 games, all of them

played under the unlimited sub-

stitution,, two-platoon rules that

have been in effect since the early

1960's.

But he's ready to change back to

imited substitution or one-platoon

;• •;•.••'• •;•:

Rte. 9, 529 Belchertown Rd. f
Amherst

an ethnic background.

Do you sing? Do you dance?Do you do poetry?

Do you have something to offer to this affair?

Call 5464538 256 0378 546 4543

AN INTERCULTURAL AFFAIR

NEW & USED SKI EQUIPMENT

$150,000 INVENTORY

Boots, Skis, Poles, Bindings,

Clothing & Accessories

DEC. 5 12 noon - 10 p.m.

DEC. 6 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

DEC. 7 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

LOWER LEVEL CAMPUS CENTER

ball, in which the players must play

both offense and defense, because

it requires fewer players--and

expenses under the current rules

are driving college athletic

departments near bankruptcy.

"An athletic director has to be

judged today on how good a

businessman he is," Paterno said.

The biggest expense a college

football team has is the scholar-

ships for its players. Current NCAA
regulations limit a school to 105 but

Paterno figures that could easily be

cut to 75 if they went back to one-

platoon.

He remembers, for example, as

an assistant coach in the early 60's

when a traveling squad in those

one-platoon days sometimes
numbered only 38 to 40 players.

"This year we took 68 players to

Pittsburgh and 60 to North Carolina

State," Paterno said. "In the old

days, you'd pay maybe $7 for a pre-

game steak, now it's probably $12.

Rooms on the road used to cost $8.

Now they're $18. Uniforms cost

more, our light bill costs more, the

ball we play with costs more, the

uniforms we put on our back cost

more, even the grass seed for ihe

field costs more than it used to."

>

Outing Club Members
Compare our

E.M.S. You'll

packages to

be surprised.

One East Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002

(413) 549-6904
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Hoopsters slip by Crimson 74-71
Layoffs possible

By STEVEDECOSTA
Sports Staff

CAMBRIDGE - Last minute heroics by Alex

Eldridge and Bill Endicott and a balanced team attack

led UMass to a 74-71 victory over Harvard here last

night.

The Minutemen scored 11 unanswered points

points late in the game, and then held off a last-

minute Crimson comeback attempt to carry home the

win.

With UMass leading by two, Endicott picked off an

errant Harvard pass and fired downcourt to Eldridge,

who was fouled on a lay-up for a three-point play.

A pair of free throws by Endicott with five seconds

remaining settled the issue.

John Murphy again led UMass with 19 points. But

this time he had plenty of help, as Jim Town added 16

and Eldridge chipped in with 15.

The Minutemen somehow managed to win despite

losing the battle of the boards by a whopping margin,

and shooting only 39 per cent from the floor, com-
pared to 44 per cent for the Crimson.

UMass hadn't been able to grab the lead in the

contest until Murphy hit a jumper with 1:47 left to

send his mates up by two. Eldridge then went into his

act, but Harvard came back with four quick points.

But the Crimson couldn't handle the UMass stall, and

were forced to foul Endicott.

UMass looked sluggish in the first half, letting

Harvard roll up what was once a nine point lead. But,

sparked by Eldridge and steadied by another fresh-

man, Derick Claiborne, the Minutemen chipped away
and came back to knot the count at 39 at the half.

Lou Silver was the big Crimson gun with 18 points

until he committed his fifth personal with 3:55 to go. It

is certainly not circumstantial that the Minuteman
surge started with the departure of the Harvard big

man.
Brian Banks was also a big factor in the Crimson

attack, dropping in 16 points. Jonas Honick put on a

sideline shooting exhibition, throwing in 14 points

from the corner.

Jack Leaman shook up his starting lineup in an

effort to get more punch into his attack. Steve

Mayfield and Greg Duarte were surprise starters, but

UMass failed to mount an offense until the subs,

mainly Eldridge, Claiborne, and Town made the

scene.

The loss dropped Harvard to 1-1 on the season,

while the Minutemen now stand at 2-1.

UMass comes home to the Cage Saturday night for

its Yankee Conference opener against Rhode Island.

Skaters return home to

vie with Vermont powers
By RICH SEVIER/

Sports Staff

After three straight road losses, the third when your

opponent scores three times in the final 1:35 of the

game to make up a two goal deficit, there's only one
thing to do. Click the boots of your skates together

three times and repeat over and over again... there's

no place like home... there's no place like home.
UMass will be trying to end thac losing streak when

they return to the friendly confines of Orr Rink for two
games this weekend. Those two perennial strong

skating clubs from Vermont, Norwich and Mid-

dlebury, will be the opponents.

The Norwich Cadets will take a 3-4 overall record

(1-2 Division II) into tonight's game (8:00) with the

Minutemen. Norwich's lone Division II win came in

the opening round of the Skatethree Tournament
over Lowell Tech. They gave Merrimack a tough time

before bowing in the tournament final, 5-3. Merrimack
blew them off the ice, 11-6, on Tuesday night.

Norwich's top line is centered by Mike Stephenson,
who already has 15 points (5 goals, 10 assists) in the

young season. Ken McGreagor and Ed Kadigan are

the wings on the prolific scoring all-junior line.

Norwich's weak point so far this season has been in

goal. Jay Peacock, who replaced little all american
Billy Cantwell in the nets, has been beaten for 40 goals

in the six games that he has started. The loss of No. 1

defenseman Jeff Baldwin with a broken collarbone

has hurt the Cadets in their own zone.

On Saturday afternoon at 3:00, UMass will face-off

against an undefeated Middlebury (3-0) team.

Middlebury may be the surprise team in Division II.

They swept a two game swing through Quebec, with

wins over the College Militare Royale and Canadian

Air Force, and on Tuesday night, upset Salem State

(rated No. 2 in Div. II) 4-3.

Middlebury is a young team with two well balanced

lines. Team captain Fred Bredman centers wings

Peter Prescott and Jake Leary on a checking line. The

second line of Randy Sedarski, Harry Crump and

Brian Matson have been doing most of the scoring for

Middlebury.

Middlebury has also been having trouble finding a

goalie. Greg Adams, a junior from Montreal, will be in

the nets on Saturday afternoon.

UMass will have to tighten up their penalty killing

and get solid two-way performances from their

forwards over the weekend. Even at this young stage

of the season, anything less than a split will put a

damper on the Minutemen's playoff chances.

Scott McChesney, UMass's freshman center from

Ludlow, will be out from 4 - 6 weeks with a hairline

fracture of his* tibia.

Senior co-captain Bill Endicott, shown here in

previous action, combined with first-year man Jim
Town to pull out a come from behind 74-71 victory over

Harvard last night. Endicott made a crucial steal and
sank two foul shots late in the game to win it for the

Minutemen.

Rhody buries matmen;
MIT, Wesleyan next

By JOHN BOCK
Sports Staff

There is very little that can be said in the way of post-mortem after

Wednesday evening's 38-7 napalming that the Minutemen wrestlers

received at the hands of Rhode Island. There were only three bright spots

the whole evening for UMass and strangely enough they coincide with the

7 points that UMass put on the board.

Steve Jabaut defeated Marty Perriera at 150 by virtue of two takedowns,
as escape, and riding time. The 6-2 score was not really indicative of the

bout as it was one of the few times that UMass was not having its face

shoved into the mat, but was doing the shoving instead. Co-captain Cliff

Blom, wrestling his first match at 158 since his knee injury at the Colgate
Open, pressed URI's John Richard the whole match but could only wrestle

to a 2-2 draw.

Dennis Fenton, still feeling the effects of a season of football, outlasted

Ray Miro in the third period and earned a draw after Mire had taken him
down with seconds left in the first period. The last time these two
heavyweights wrestled was in the finals of the New England University

Tournament and Fenton was the victor by a 13-4 margin.

Overall the Rams were rewarded by being the aggressor to the point that

UMass looked like they would rather observe the match than wrestle. The
stats were horribly one sided. Eleven takedowns for URI; six for UMass.
Eight near falls for the Rams; one for the Minutemen. And last but certainly

not least - FOUR pins by Rhode Island and a big for UMass.
The next time the Minutemen face URI will be in February at the Yankee

Conference Tournament to be held at Boston University.

Saturday UMass hopes to rebound against MIT and Wesleyan
University in a tri match at Wesleyan. The scouting report on MIT reveals

them fairly strong at 118, 177, and heavyweight. They have a really BIG
boy in heavyweight Erlin Van Lithe-de-Jude. The 340 pound youngster
placed third in the small college New England's and looked very good in

pre-season against Hofstra's All-America candidate Don Mayorga.
Wesleyan has lost Coach John Vino, and a few starters to graduation.

UMass will go with the same line-up except Tom Hill will fill in for the
injured Tom Fallon

i at 142 pounds. Fallon tore ligaments in his ankle and
has a knee ailment, too.

Dionne nets hat trick,

Wings clip B's, 6-4

CALL TO ARMS: Flailing arms fill the air during series of fights at Boston

Garden during second period of last night's Bruin's- Red Wings game. Involved in

the fracas are Bruins Andre Savard (No. 11), holding Wings' Bryan Watson, and

Dave Forbes (No. 14) fighting Detroit's Earl Anderson flew past the Bruins, 6-4.

BOSTON (AP) Marcel Dionne
scored three goals and rookie Earl

Anderson two Thursday night in

sparking the lowly Detroit Red
Wings to a 6-4 National Hockey
League victory over the Boston
Bruins.

Dionne scored his 11th goal on a
power play in triggering Detroit to a
3-0 first period lead. He hiked the
count to 4-0 in the second period
and then added an insurance goal
at 18:32 of the finale after Boston
had closed to within 5-4.

It marked the third time in his

NHL career that Dionne had scored
three goals in a game.
Anderson, a young right wing,

scored 39 seconds after Dionne's

first goal. He then tallied his third

goal of the season with 40 seconds
to go in the second period.

The Bruins, who outshot the Red

Wings 42-22, were first-rated by

goalie Doug Grant. Boston got only

one goal on 26 shots on net in the

first two periods, Bobby Schmautz

tallying at 13:08 of the middle

session.

Johnny Bucyk, Don Marcotte

and Dave Forbes scored for Boston

in the third period.

The victory was only the third in

the last 12 games for Detroit. The

loss was just the second in 13 home

games for the Bruins.

Target figures' show budget slash
By BILL DENSMORE

Staff Reporter

The $305 million fiscal year 1976

budget request for Massachusetts
higher education - including UMass
- will be cut to $164.2 million under
"target figures" for administrative

agencies announced Friday in

Boston.

The top budget advisor for Gov.-

elect Michael S. Dukakis, in

confirming the higher education

"target figure" said yesterday the

slash will mean no new jobs at

UMass-Amherst if it is met — any
may spell layoffs.

In a telephone interview with a

Collegian reporter, Sec. of Ad-
ministration and Finance John R.

Buckley said UMass faces a 35 per

cent cut over present expenditures.

"There will be cuts across the

board, including the University of

Massachusetts," Buckley said by

phone from his Abbington home.
Campus officials were not

available for comment yesterday.

Howard White, a spokesman for

UMass President Robert C. Wood,
said the University would have no
immediate comment on the
proposed target figure.

It is difficult to tell how firm such
a target figure is in the minds of

Dukakis aides. The figures
distributed to cabinet-level un-

dersecretaries of the new ad-

ministration Friday reflect 30 per

cent cuts in human services as well.

In Massachusetts, higher
education policy and budgets are

:•. -:*-

Massachusetts is
not the only state
facing budget cuts
this year. See
related story on
page 15.

torrnulated by the State Board of

Higher Education. Patrick Mc-

Carthy is the executive director of

the Board, made up of private

citizens appointed by the governor
for limited terms.

The University of Massachssetts
trustees, another lay board,
technically must submit its budgets
requests through the Board. By
law, the requests then go to the
Governor's desk rather than
through the Secretary of
Education.

McCarthy said the Board of

Higher Education would have to

interpret the effect of cutting their

$305 million request to $164.2
million.

"Obviously it's a drastic cut. I'm

not going to guess at the effect. It's

too serious to guess," he said in a
telephone interview yesterday. He
said the $305 million request is what
is "needed" for public higher

education - including the $116

turn to page 2
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UMass booze problem decried
ByMARKVOGLER

AMHERST- Health officials,

administrators and students at the

University of Massachusetts say

alcohol abuse tops all other

troubles on the college campus
today.

In fact some authorities estimate

that as many as 3,000 students in

the Five-College Area are having a

drinking problem. A small per-

centage are candidates for

tomorrow's alcoholics.

What has become one of life's

pleasures for approximately 80 to

90 per cent of the university

community-according to Barry W.
Averill, director of UMass Health

Services-is potential poison for

about 10 per cent of the student

population.

The consensus of his colleagues

is that the student drunk is not

limited to the city-like atmosphere
of UMass, but also inhabits the

neighboring colleges of Amherst,

Smith, Hampshire and Mt. Holyoke
with proportional frequency.

In Averill's view, "there are

probably no more than two per cent

alcoholics on this campus." That

would mean that approximately 460

Is drinking a problem or a necessity on campus?

INSIDE:
The Democrats closed their

mini-convention yesterday on a

note of unity and with reform

proposals. The Republicans
also announced plans for in-

creased minority represen-

tation. For more details, see

page 6.

Black affairs — page 9
editorial and letters — page

12

national and local sports —
page 21-24

WEATHER:
Today will be windy and cold

with high temperatures in the

low AO's. Tonight it will be fair

and continuing cold through

Tuesday. The winds will be

northwest 20 to 30 m.p.h. The

probability of precipitation 20
per cent today and tonight.

Beginning today in a
three -part series former
Collegian investigative and
political reporter Mark
Vogler will take a close look
at the drinking scene in the
Five College Area.

The UMass graduate-
now a free lance writer-

decided to explore problem
drinking after a summer's
learning experience. He
was convicted twice during
a two-month period of
driving under the influence
of alcohol.

UMass students are addicted while

1840 others may be headed down
that road.

"It usually takes 15 to 20 years

for a serious problem to manifest

itself, but there are some students

who really work at it and become
dependent upon it physiologically

and mentally," Averill said.

"Some of the risks these people
face in later life are cirrhosis of the

liver, heart problems and social

disruption of their families— not to

mention serious harm they may
cause themselves and those around
them."

The U.S. Department of Health

in its second special report to

Congress last July disclosed that

drinking among American youth
has increased dramatically.

According to the 219-page
document, preliminary findings

from the 1974 National survey of

junior and senior high school

students indicates that among
seventh graders, 63 per cent of the

boys and 54 per cent of the girls

have naa a drink.. .the proportion of
teenage drinkers increased with
grade to 93 per cent of twelfth-

grade boys and 87 per cent of

twelfth-grade girls.

The drinking dilemma of the
college scene is a fairly new
phenomenon which is only
beginning to come into focus.

Not until the legal drinking age
was lowered to 18 on March 1, 1973
did officials in Massachusetts begin
to diagnose the problem— in terms
of "carnage on the highways."
A study compiled by three MIT

researchers determined the new
law to be responsible for a 40 per
cent increase in the number of
young drivers involved in fatal

accidents and reported to have
been drinking.

According to statistics provided

by the state Registry of Motor
Vehicles, 3.8 per cent of the high-

way deaths (994) occurring from
March 1, 1972- Feb. 28, 1973 in-

volved 18 to 21 -year-old drivers

under the influence.

During that same period im-

mediately following the lowering of

the legal drinking age, 9.2 per cent

of all traffic fatalities (972) resulted

from drunk drivers in the 18 to 21-

age bracket.

Acting in response to criticism

from the state's Department of

turn to page 16

Collegian supplement

RSO groups to be listed

The Daily Collegian, with the

Student Senate Communications

Council, will publish a two-page

supplement at the beginning of

next semester listing and describing

the activities of all UMass and 5-

college groups, Editor-in-Chief

Jerry Lazar said recently.

Only groups which voluntarily

submit reports on their activities to

the Communications Council by

December 21 will be listed in the

special supplement, Lazar said.

Material must be submitted

according to standard format. 77?e

Collegian does not have sufficient

volunteer staff to solicit or write the

material independently.

If there is a large response to this

request, data from groups will have

to be shortened to fit the two
pages. The entire report should be

no longer than one page, double-

spaced typed.

— list official name ot group,

estimated number of members,

names, addresses and phones of

principle two leaders.

— list source and amount of

funding. Membership dues (if any).

— requirements for membership

(if any).
— examples of specific activities.

— customary meeting times and

dates.
— signature and phone number

of President or chief coordinator.

UMass sociology prof,

died suddenly Friday
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter

UMass associate professor in Sociology, John F. O'Rourke, collapsed

and died Friday at 9:45 a.m. on North Pleasant St. in Amherst, according to

the Amherst Police Department.

An unidentified observer said she saw O'Rourke, who was in a car, pull

over to the side of North Pleasant St. in front of Arnold Hall. He then ran

across the street towards the Graduate Research Center, where he fell, the

observer said.

O'Rourke, 43, of Pratt Corner Road, Shutesbury, joined the UMass
faculty in 1962. He received his BA from UMass in 1956, and his doctorate

at Yale in 1963.

O'Rourke is largely responsible for the development of a graduate
program in sociology at UMass. When he died, he was director of graduate
studies.

His concentrations in sociology were the demography of aging, and
social interations and small groups.

O'Rourke was a member of five professional associations including The
National Council on Aging. He was a member of the New England

Regional Advisory Committee on Aging, and the permanent advisory

subcommittee on research and evaluation for the State Office of Elderly

Affairs.

O'Rourke was also consultant to the Amherst and Holyoke Councils on
Aging.

He leaves his wife, Janet, and three daughters, all at home.

Car and truck owners
reminded to register
BOSTON (UP/1 - The

Massachusetts Registry of Motor
Vehicles reminds motorists that all

truck, trailer, tractor, bus and other

annual registrations expire on
December 31.

Registrar David Lucey said over

the weekend passenger car plates

which end with the letter "Y" and
have a green decal showing an

expiration date of December, 1974

also must be renewed for 1975.

Owners whose motor vehicle

registrations expire December 31st,

wno have not received a com-
puterized renewal form, should

notify their insurance company
immediately.

Renewals by mail must be sent to

the Registry of Motor Vehicles at

100 Nashua Street, Boston 02114.

Holders of 1974 registrations who
do not intend to renew for 1975

must return the registration plates

and certificate to one of the registry

offices so as to insure against

possible continuation of insurance

charges and additional excise taxes.
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Hoopsters slip by Crimson 74-71
Layoffs possible

By STEVE DECOSTA
Sports Staff

CAMBRIDGE - Last minute heroics by Alex

Eldridge and Bill Endicott and a balanced team attack

led UMass to a 74-71 victory over Harvard here last

night.

The Minutemen scored 11 unanswered points

points late in the game, and then held off a last-

minute Crimson comeback attempt to carry home the

win.

With UMass leading by two, Endicott picked off an

errant Harvard pass and fired downcourt to Eldridge,

who was fouled on a lay-up for a three-point play.

A pair of free throws by Endicott with five seconds
remaining settled the issue.

John Murphy again led UMass with 19 points. But

this time he had plenty of help, as Jim Town added 16

and Eldridge chipped in with 15.

The Minutemen somehow managed to win despite

losing the battle of the boards by a whopping margin,

and shooting only 39 per cent from the floor, com-
pared to 44 per cent for the Crimson.

UMass hadn't been able to grab the lead in the

contest until Murphy hit a jumper with 1:47 left to

send his mates up by two. Eldridge then went into his

act, but Harvard came back with four quick points.

But the Crimson couldn't handle the UMass stall, and
were forced to foul Endicott.

UMass looked sluggish in the first half, letting

Harvard roll up what was once a nine point lead. But,

sparked by Eldridge and steadied by another fresh-

man, Derick Claiborne, the Minutemen chipped away
and came back to knot the count at 39 at the half.

Lou Silver was the big Crimson gun with 18 points

until he committed his fifth personal with 3:55 to go. It

is certainly not circumstantial that the Minuteman
surge started with the departure of the Harvard big

man.
Brian Banks was also a big factor in the Crimson

attack, dropping in 16 points. Jonas Honick put on a

sideline shooting exhibition, throwing in 14 points

from the corner.

Jack Leaman shook up his starting lineup in an
effort to get more punch into his attack. Steve
Mayfield and Greg Duarte were surprise starters, but

UMass failed to mount an offense until the subs,

mainly Eldridge, Claiborne, and Town made the

scene.

The loss dropped Harvard to 1-1 on the season,

while the Minutemen now stand at 2-1.

UMass comes home to the Cage Saturday night for

its Yankee Conference opener against Rhode Island.

Skaters return home to

vie with Vermont powers
By RICH SEVIERI

Sports Staff

After three straight road losses, the third when your
opponent scores three times in the final 1:35 of the

game to make up a two goal deficit, there's only one
thing to do. Click the boots of your skates together

three times and repeat over and over again... there's

no place like home... there's no place like home.
UMass will be trying to end that losing streak when

they return to the friendly confines of Orr Rink for two
games this weekend. Those two perennial strong
skating clubs from Vermont, Norwich and Mid-
dlebury, will be the opponents.
The Norwich Cadets will take a 3-4 overall record

(1-2 Division II) into tonight's game (8:00) with the

Minutemen. Norwich's lone Division II win came in

the opening round of the Skatethree Tournament
over Lowell Tech. They gave Merrimack a tough time
before bowing in the tournament final, 5-3. Merrimack
blew them off the ice, 11-6, on Tuesday night.

Norwich's top line is centered by Mike Stephenson,
who already has 15 points (5 goals, 10 assists) in the
young season. Ken McGreagor and Ed Kadigan are

the wings on the prolific scoring all-junior line.

Norwich's weak point so far this season has been in

goal. Jay Peacock, who replaced little all american
Billy Cantwell in the nets, has been beaten for 40 goals

in the six games that he has started. The loss of No. 1

defenseman Jeff Baldwin with a broken collarbone

has hurt the Cadets in their own zone.

On Saturday afternoon at 3:00, UMass will face-off

against an undefeated Middlebury (3-0) team.

Middlebury may be the surprise team in Division II.

They swept a two game swing through Quebec, with

wins over the College Militare Royale and Canadian

Air Force, and on Tuesday night, upset Salem State

(rated No. 2 in Div. II) 4-3.

Middlebury is a young team with two well balanced

lines. Team captain Fred Bredman centers wings

Peter Prescott and Jake Leary on a checking line. The
second line of Randy Sedarski, Harry Crump and

Brian Matson have been doing most of the scoring for

Middlebury.

Middlebury has also been having trouble finding a

goalie. Greg Adams, a junior from Montreal, will be in

the nets on Saturday afternoon.

UMass will have to tighten up their penalty killing

and get solid two-way performances from their

forwards over the weekend. Even at this young stage

of the season, anything less than a split will put a

damper on the Minutemen's playoff chances.

Scott McChesney, UMass's freshman center from

Ludlow, will be out from 4 - 6 weeks with a hairline

fracture of his* tibia.

Senior co-captain Bill Endicott/ shown here in

previous action, combined with first-year man Jim
Town to pull out a come from behind 74-71 victory over
Harvard last night. Endicott made a crucial steal and
sank two foul shots late in the gamp to win it for the
Minutemen.

Rhocly buries matmen;
MIT, Wesleyan next

By JOHN BOCK
Sports Staff

There is very little that can be said in the way of post-mortem after

Wednesday evening's 38-7 napalming that the Minutemen wrestlers
received at the hands of Rhode Island. There were only three bright spots
the whole evening for UMass and strangely enough they coincide with the
7 points that UMass put on the board.

Steve Jabaut defeated Marty Perriera at 150 by virtue of two takedowns,
as escape, and riding time. The 6-2 score was not really indicative of the
bout as it was one of the few times that UMass was not having its face
shoved into the mat, but was doing the shoving instead. Co-captain Cliff

Blom, wrestling his first match at 158 since his knee injury at the Colgate
Open, pressed URI's John Richard the whole match but could only wrestle
to a 2-2 draw.

Dennis Fenton, still feeling the effects of a season of football, outlasted
Ray Miro in the third period and earned a draw after Mire had taken him
down with seconds left in the first period. The last time these two
heavyweights wrestled was in the finals of the New England University
Tournament and Fenton was the victor by a 13-4 margin.

Overall the Rams were rewarded by being the aggressor to the point that
UMass looked like they would rather observe the match than wrestle. The
stats were horribly one sided. Eleven takedowns for URI; six for UMass.
Eight near falls for the Rams; one for the Minutemen. And last but certainly
not least - FOUR pins by Rhode Island and a big for UMass.
The next time the Minutemen face URI will be in February at the Yankee

Conference Tournament to be held at Boston University.
Saturday UMass hopes to rebound against MIT and Wesleyan

University in a tri match at Wesleyan. The scouting report on MIT reveals
them fairly strong at 118, 177, and heavyweight. They have a really BIG
boy in heavyweight Erlin Van Lithe-de-Jude. The 340 pound youngster
placed third in the small college New England's and looked very good in
preseason against Hofstra's All-America candidate Don Mayorga.
Wesleyan has lost Coach John Vino, and a few starters to graduation.

UMass will go with the same line-up except Tom Hill will fill in for the
injured Tom Fallon

i at 142 pounds. Fallon tore ligaments in his ankle and
has a knee ailment, too.

Dionne nets hat trick,

Wings clip B's, 6-4

CALL TO ARMS: Flailing arms fill the air during series of fights at Boston
Garden during second period of last night's Bruin's Red Wings game. Involved in

the fracas are Bruins Andre Savard (No. 11), holding Wings' Bryan Watson, and
Dave Forbes (No. 14) fighting Detroit's Earl Anderson flew past the Bruins, 6-4.

BOSTON (AP) Marcel Dionne
scored three goals and rookie Earl

Anderson two Thursday night in

sparking the lowly Detroit Red
Wings to a 6-4 National Hockey
League victory over the Boston
Bruins.

f Dionne scored his 1 1th goal on a

| power play in triggering Detroit to a

? 3-0 first period lead. He hiked the

J
count to 4-0 in the second period

3 and then added an insurance goal
at 18:32 of the finale after Boston
had closed to within 5-4.

It marked the third time in his
NHL career that Dionne had scored
three goals in a game.

Anderson, a young right wing,

scored 39 seconds after Dionne's

first goal. He then tallied his third

goal of the season with 40 seconds
to go in the second period.

The Bruins, who outshot the Red
Wings 42-22, were first-rated by

goalie Doug Grant. Boston got only

one goal on 26 shots on net in the

first two periods, Bobby Schmautz
tallying at 13:38 of the middle

session.

Johnny Bucyk, Don Marcotte

and Dave Forbes scored for Boston

in the third period.

The victory was only the third in

the last 12 games for Detroit. The
loss was just the second in 13 home
games for the Bruins.

Target figures' show budget slash
By BILL DENSMORE

Staff Reporter
The $305 million fiscal year 1976

budget request for Massachusetts
higher education - including UMass
-- will be cut to $164.2 million under
"target figures" for administrative
agencies announced Friday in

Boston.

The top budget advisor for Gov.-
elect Michael S. Dukakis, in

confirming the higher education
"target figure" said yesterday the
slash will mean no new jobs at

UMass-Amherst if it is met — any
may spell layoffs.

In a telephone interview with a
Collegian reporter, Sec. of Ad-
ministration and Finance John R.

Buckley said UMass faces a 35 per
cent cut over present expenditures.
"There will be cuts across the
board, including the University of
Massachusetts," Buckley said by
phone from his Abbington home.
Campus officials were not

available for comment yesterday.
Howard White, a spokesman for
UMass President Robert C. Wood,
said the University would have no
immediate comment on the
proposed target figure.

It is difficult to tell how firm such
a target figure is in the minds of
Dukakis aides. The figures
distributed to cabinet-level un-
dersecretaries of the new ad-
ministration Friday reflect 30 per
cent cuts in human services as well.

In Massachusetts, higher

1 "Cat,on po,icV and budgets are
--•.•.*.>•.'-.-,••»••

Massachusetts is
not the only state
facing budget cuts
this year. See
related story on
page 15.

Torrnulat'ed by the State Board of
Higher Education. Patrick Mc-

Carthy is the executive director of
the Board, made up of private
citizens appointed by the governor
for limited terms.

The University of Massachssetts
trustees, another lay board,
technically must submit its budgets
requests through the Board. By
law, the requests then go to the
Governor's desk rather than
through the Secretary of
Education.

McCarthy said the Board of

Higher Education would have to
interpret the effect of cutting their

$305 million request to $164.2
million.

"Obviously it's a drastic cut. I'm
not going to guess at the effect. It's

too serious to guess," he said in a
telephone interview yesterday. He
said the $305 million request is what
is "needed" for public higher
education - including the $116

turn to page 2
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UMass booze problem decried
By MARK VOGLER

AMHERST- Health officials,

administrators and students at the

University of Massachusetts say

alcohol abuse tops all other
troubles on the college campus
today.

In fact some authorities estimate

that as many as 3,000 students in

the Five-College Area are having a

drinking problem. A small per-

centage are candidates for

tomorrow's alcoholics.

What has become one of life's

pleasures for approximately 80 to

90 per cent of the university

community-according to Barry W.
Averill, director of UMass Health
Services-is potential poison for

about 10 per cent of the student
population.

The consensus of his colleagues
is that the student drunk is not
limited to the city-like atmosphere
of UMass, but also inhabits the
neighboring colleges of Amherst,
Smith, Hampshire and Mt. Holyoke
with proportional frequency.

In Averill's view, "there are

probably no more than two per cent
alcoholics on this campus." That
would mean that approximately 460

Beginning today in j
three -part series former
Collegian investigative and
political reporter Mark
Vogler will take a close look
at the drinking scene in the
Five College Area.

The UMass graduate-
now a free lance writer-
decided to explore problem
drinking after a summer's
learning experience. He
was convicted twice during
a two-month period of
driving under the influence
of alcohol.

m

Is drinking a problem or a necessity on campus?

INSIDE:
The Democrats closed their

mini-convention yesterday on a

note of unity and with reform
proposals. The Republicans
also announced plans for in-

creased minority represen-
tation. For more details, see
page 6.

Black affairs — page 9
editorial and letters — page

12

national and local sports —
page 21-24

WEATHER:
Today will be windy and cold

with high temperatures in the

low 40's. Tonight it will be fair

and continuing cold through

Tuesday. The winds will be
northwest 20 to 30 m.p.h. The
probability of precipitation 20
per cent today and tonight.

Collegian supplement

UMass students are addicted while
1840 others may be headed down
that road.

"It usually takes 15 to 20 years
for a serious problem to manifest
itself, but there are some students
who really work at it and become
dependent upon it physiologically
and mentally," Averill said.

"Some of the risks these people
face in later life are cirrhosis of the
liver, heart problems and social

disruption of their families— not to
mention serious harm they may
cause themselves and those around
them."

The U.S. Department of Health
in its second special report to
Congress last July disclosed that
drinking among American youth
has increased dramatically.

According to the 219-page
document, preliminary findings
from the 1974 National survey of
junior and senior high school
students indicates that among
seventh graders, 63 per cent of the
boys and 54 per cent of the girls

RSO groups to be listed

The Daily Collegian, with the

Student Senate Communications

Council, will publish a two-page

supplement at the beginning of

next semester listing and describing

the activities of all UMass and 5

college groups, Editor-in-Chief

Jerry Lazar said recently.

Only groups which voluntarily

submit reports on their activities to

the Communications Council by
December 21 will be listed in the

special supplement, Lazar said.

Material must be submitted

according to standard format. The

Collegian does not have sufficient

volunteer staff to solicit or write the

material independently.

If there is a large response to this

request, data from groups will have
to be shortened to fit the two
pages. The entire report should be
no longer than one page, double-
spaced typed.

— list official name ot group,

estimated number of members,

names, addresses and phones of

principle two leaders.

— list source and amount of

funding. Membership dues (if any).

— requirements for membership

(if any).

— examples of specific activities.

— customary meeting times and

dates.

— signature and phone number

of President or chief coordinator.

have haa a drink...the proportion of
teenage drinkers increased with
grade to 93 per cent of twelfth-
grade boys and 87 per cent of
twelfth-grade girls.

The drinking dilemma of the
college scene is a fairly new
phenomenon which is only
beginning to come into focus.

Not until the legal drinking age
was lowered to 18 on March 1, 1973
did officials in Massachusetts begin
to diagnose the problem -in terms
of "carnage on the highways."
A study compiled by three MIT

researchers determined the new
law to be responsible for a 40 per
cent increase in the number of
young drivers involved in fatal

accidents and reported to have
been drinking.

According to statistics provided
by the state Registry of Motor
Vehicles, 3.8 per cent of the high-
way deaths (994) occurring from
March 1, 1972- Feb. 28, 1973 in-

volved 18 to 21 -year-old drivers

under the influence.

During that same period im-

mediately following the lowering of
the legal drinking age, 9.2 per cent
of all traffic fatalities (972) resulted
from drunk drivers in the 18 to 21-

age bracket.

Acting in response to criticism

from the state's Department of

turn to page 16

UMass sociology prof

died suddenly Friday
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter
UMass associate professor in Sociology, John F. O'Rourke, collapsed

and died Friday at 9:45 a.m. on North Pleasant St. in Amherst, according to
the Amherst Police Department.
An unidentified observer said she saw O'Rourke, who was in a car, pull

over to the side of North Pleasant St. in front of Arnold Hall. He then ran
across the street towards the Graduate Research Center, where he fell, the
observer said.

O'Rourke, 43, of Pratt Corner Road, Shutesbury, joined the UMass
faculty in 1962. He received his BA from UMass in 1956, and his doctorate
at Yale in 1963.

O'Rourke is largely responsible for the development of a graduate
program in sociology at UMass. When he died, he was director of graduate
studies.

His concentrations in sociology were the demography of aging, and
social interations and small groups.
O'Rourke was a member of five professional associations including The

National Council on Aging. He was a member of the New England
Regional Advisory Committee on Aging, and the permanent advisory
subcommittee on research and evaluation for the State Office of Elderly
Affairs.

O'Rourke was also consultant to the Amherst and Holyoke Councils on
Aging.

He leaves his wife, Janet, and three daughters, all at home.

Car and truck owners
reminded to register
BOSTON (UPI) The

Massachusetts Registry of Motor
Vehicles reminds motorists that all

truck, trailer, tractor, bus and other
annual registrations expire on
December 31.

Registrar David Lucey said over
the weekend passenger car plates

which end with the letter "Y" and
have a green decal showing an
expiration date of December, 1974
also must be renewed for 1975.

Owners whose motor vehicle
registrations expire December 31st,

wno have not received a com-
puterized renewal form, should
notify their insurance company
immediately.

Renewals by mail must be sent to

the Registry of Motor Vehicles at

100 Nashua Street, Boston 02114.

Holders of 1974 registrations who
do not intend to renew for 1975

must return the registration plates

and certificate to one of the registry

offices so as to insure against

possible continuation of insurance

charges and additional excise taxes.
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Students and friends gathered last night to celebrate the first night of

After the lighting of the first candle, the crowd dances in celebration

thousand year holiday.

Chanukah.
of the two

Globe panel
of editors

here tonight
By BILL DENSMORE

Editors and reporters from The
Boston Globe will join two UMass
professors and a student editor of

the Daily Collegian tonight to
discuss national and world
problems, including the Presidency.

The group will appear as part of a
panel discussion at 8 p.m. on
Thompson Hall, room 106. The
panel discussion, open to the
public, will be broadcast live over
WFCR radio.

Executive editor Robert Healy
and Globe staffers Thomas
Oliphant, Martin F. Nolan, David
Nyan and Steven Wermiel will join

professors Ralph Whitehead of
journalism and Jerry Mileur of
political science. Outgoing
Collegian managing editor Bill

Densmore will also be on the panel.

An informal get together with the
Globe staffers will be open to

Collegian staff members after the
panel. The meeting will be about 9
p.m. in 1002 Campus Center.

J

Dukakis 'target figure' seen causing

staff layoffs, fund cuts if adopted
million UMass budget request.

"The board of Higher Education

will very carefully examine the

budget and tell the governor and
his staff what the effect of such

cuts will be," he said. The
examination would be in terms of

"programs lost, students lost and
educational opportunities lost."

McCarthy said if Dukakis sticks

to the $164.2 million figure, "it will

not be a question of what new jobs

will go, it will be a question of who
he is going to fire."

He said it was the reponsibility of

the Board to tell the Governor what
is needed. "Now the Governor, in

his political judgement, will have to

decide what he can afford."

Buckley said a final budget for

higher education will not be

submitted by Dukakis to the

Legislature until all segments of

higher education are consulted.

"We will seek input from the

Board of Trustees, the students,

the faculty - wherever we can get

it," he said.

He said higher education might

be spared if greater cuts were made
in other programs. "We're just in a

terrible bind budgetwise...the state

budget has been allowed to grow
without check for ten years,"

Buckley said. He said growth in

education will have to be "re-

examined."
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The Collegian is a school.
Participation for the purpose of

learning all aspects of

newspapering is open to all

readers, although primarily for
students. Visitors are always
welcome to our offices: 2nd floor,

UMass student union.

Asked if the 30 per cent figure

will be adhered to, Buckley said: "It

better be." He said new taxes will

be inevitable if it is not.

In another development, State

Rep. James G. Collins, (D-Amherst)

said yesterday he would seek a

meeting with Dukakis to talk about

the massive proposed cuts. He said

if such cuts become a reality,

Dukakis will almost surely lose

much of his support on Beacon Hill.

Collins was Dukakis' campaign

coordinator in Amherst for his

November landslide victory over

Republican Gov. Francis W.
Sargent. Dukakis won Amherst by

nearly 3 to 1 in that election.

"If he really does this, he's

broken some promises," Collins

said. The $164.2 million figure, if

adhered to, would spell layoffs and

firings in public higher education, in

the view of Patrick E. McCarthy,

chancellor of the state Board of

Higher Education.

Under the target figure, "there

would have to be attrition in some
other area of education" to ac-

commodate new positions need at

the UMass Medical School in

Worcester so that the teaching

hospital can open, Buckley said. It

would appear to rule out receipt of

78 new staff positions requested by

UMass Amherst in its fiscal 1976

budget.

CORRECTION
The Mackimmie Humanity

House intersession program will be

held from January 13-16. The

Registration period is tomorrow,

Tuesday from noon to 10 p.m. in

the lobby of Mackimmie. The
registration fee will be $5 which will

cover courses and board during the

program.

The target figures are part of a

publically voiced Dukakis attempt

to trim the state budget by about

$100 million for the next fiscal year.

Staffers have talked of trimming 15

per cent from the total state budget

including inflation.

higher

million

education

and $305
This years

budget is $231 million and $305

million request for fiscal year 1976

to the Governor, according to

McCarthy.

The "target tigure given to

cabinet administrators Friday was
$164.2 million a 29 per cent slash.

Buckley said it was about 35 per

cent. Public health was slated to

drop from $67.1 million this year to

a "target figure" of $48.8 million.

The mental health budget would
be $133.4 million. This year it is

$192.9 million. Included in mental

health is the budget for the

Belchertown State School for the

Retarded. Collins was also critical

of cuts in this area, saying the

Belchertown budget should be
increased, not cut.

Buckley saia no budget cuts

would exceed the target figures.

"These are the target figures we
need to begin the exchange to see

wwere we're at and where the

options are," he said.

Told that Collins would seek a

meeting with Dukakis, Buckley

said: "we're going to have a lot of

angry people in here over the next

eighteen months."

"In two weeks' time, we've
asked the undersecretaries to come
back with their specific recom-
mendations," Buckley said.

Education policy is difficult to set

because the Secretary of Education
has no budget-setting authority, he
added.

NOTICE
Tonight there will be a

referendum election held on
campus that will address the

issues of whether there should

be a popular election of the

student government president

and mandatory dorm living.

Dorm residents will be voting

in their respective dorms and
commuters will be voting in the

Colonial Lounge.

U1MUA
8:30 a.m. — HIGHTIDES — The moon enters Scorpio

this afternoon, and there'll be high Uranian energy
at 3 p.m. Tune in and hear what the stars have in
store for you!

6:30 p.m. — OFF THE HOOK — Eillsh Broderick hosts
next semester's station manager Mark Berman and
current program director Scott Bacherman in a
discussion about MUA. Phone in your questions and
comments!

7:00p.m. — MUSICAL FLASHBACKS — Vinny Peruzzi
takes you on a journey through the golden years in
music and news of 1955 1962. This is the next to last
show of the semester, so don't miss it!

10:15 p.m. — FOCUS — Features tonight are taped
excerpts of last Thursday's remarks of gun control
advocate Sheriff John Buckley. Ken Mosakowski
will also interview Steven Sacks of People vs.
Handguns.

+On Nov. 30 MUA held a taping session at the San-
derson Theatre. This Wednesday MUA will be
airing the live performance of Chick Corea —
Return to Forever Concert taped a week ago last
Sat. Don't miss the fine performance, upcoming
details will be provided of both time and date.
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Jaime Brockett
well received

By DEBBIE SCHAhER
Below the Salt

Musician Jaime Brockett performed before a two-thirds capacity
audience at the Student Union Ballroom last Friday night. The per-

formance, presented by the Program Council Music Committee, lasted for

three an,d a half hours and was well received by the audience.
Brockett, who has played at UMass several times in the past, built up a

good rapport with the audience during the course of the evening. He
mixed his humor and philosophy with the music he played, putting the

audience at ease and relaxing with them.
"If I ever get it together, I'll come back here to UMass first," Brockett

told the crowd. "You've really got a lot of class," he said after someone
handed him a can of genuine Coors beer.

Brockett played a variety of music, the majority of which he ap-

propriately termed "acoustic boogie." The songs ranged from a dulcimer

solo, to works by Tom Paxton, and Dylan's "All along the Watchtower."
Brockett returned for two encores, but refused to do his noted "Legend

of the U.S.S. Titanic". He explained that he was really sick of the song;

"and if I'm fucking me, then I'm fucking you too," he said.

He seemed honest about himself and honest about his music, but

without taking himself too seriously at the same time. "Life is a series of

humorous pitfalls," said Brockett.

The music was good, the atmosphere congenial, and despite the

physical setting of the S.U.B. Brockett's concert was most enjoyable. And
it only cost a dollar — you can't beat that.
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Jaime Brockett played some fine acoustic boogie music at the Student Union
Ballroom Friday night, and everyone there had a good time.

Justice served: Northampton district court
By JIM KASSNER

Staff Reporter

The judge is an ominous site,

dwarfed by the hundreds of

volumes of books behind him. He is

(or appears to be) listening intently

to a court appointed lawyer arguing

a shoplifting case for a young
woman. The woman sits quietly at

the front of the courtroom, her

toddler son playing peacefully at

her feet.

The attorney finishes speaking,

and suddenly, all eyes turn to the

judge. He speaks in a slow

monotone, almost instinctively as

he recites instructions he has

recited a thousand times before:

"Do you want to say anything in

your own defense?" he asks. The

young mother is startled. She rises,

begins to speak, but stops, seeing

the eyes of everybody in court upon

her. Finally, she says softly, "My

son was freezing. I didn't have any

money, and he needed that

sweater."

She sits down quickly, exercising

her right to remain silent. Now, as

always, attention shifts back to the

judge, as he prepares to deliver his

opinion...

This is a scene from the Nor-

thampton District Court, a scene

that is acted out hundreds of times

daily. The court is a busy place,

Kosher food served at Hampden
Kosher meal service will be available at Hampden

Dining Commons beginning Spring semester. The
program will go into effect if there are enough
students taking part in the plan to make it workable.

The Hillel organization and University Food Services

worked together to design this service for students

who wish to eat kosher while at the University.

A special meat kosher kitchen has been installed to

provide kosher dinners 5 days a week. Times for

dinner are: Monday through Thursday--5:00 to 6:30

p.m. and Friday--5:30 to 7:00 p.m. Lunch service is

available as part of the Dining Commons Basic Foods!

service.

Since kosher meals will be available, no kosher

exemptions will be granted.

The preparation of the food will be supervised by

Rabbi Derin, a Chassidic rabbi and director of Chabad

House. He is also assisting in establishing the specific

foods to be used for the program. The menus have
been developed through the combined efforts of

students interested in the program and University

Food Services.

Anyone who wants to take part in this program
should sign up before Wednesday, December 18,

either at the Hillel Office or the Worcester Dining

Commons Main Office. The cost of the kosher plan is

the same as the regular 10 meal plan.

When paying the semester bill, students should

purchase a 10 meal board plan for next semester.

When picking up the ticket at registration, students

should indicate they are on kosher plan and the meal

book will be stamped accordingly. A kosher meal
book may be used on all dining commons Basic Foods
lines. A book not stamped kosher will not be honored
at the kosher dinners.

On campus Subscription Form, Spring Semester

For the fourth year, the Daily Collegian is being

delivered to buildings on campus as a service to the

faculty and staff.

The Collegian will be delivered to your depart-

ment every day between 8— 10 a.m. for less than 7c

per copy.

It you are interested in this service, please fill out

the form below and return it to the Collegian office by

campus mail, or leave it with your departmental

secretary.

Thanks

people are constantly entering and
leaving, as case after case is

presented before the court.

On any given day one is likely to

see all types of people awaiting

their turn at due process: young
parents with children, business

executives, blue collar workers,

students. All are here because they

failed to pay a $10.00 parking ticket,

got caught driving under the in-

fluence of alcohol, or any other of

the hundreds of offenses that are

committed each day throughout
the state. Whatever the case, a law
of some sort has been broken; and

is here where guilt or innocence is

decided.

Although the Constitution
provides that a lawyer may be
appointed to a defendant even if he

cannnot afford one, some people

choose to waive that right.

Essentially, they are their own
lawyers, a potentially dangerous
situation.

Even if you are found guilty of an
offense, there is still hope. You may
appeal any court decision, or in

fact, any sentence, fine, or bail

imposed if you feel that it is ex-

cessive, or unjust. For example, one
UMass student appeared in court to

appeal a traffic violation he received

for parking in an unauthorized lot

on the UMass campus.

Pleading his own case, he felt

that the violation was unjust; he

believed that his car was not in the

parking lot at the time but actually

three feet before its entrance. The
only witness against him was the

police officer who had given him

the ticket. After hearing both sides

of the case, however, the judge

ruled against the student; he would

have to pay the $10.00 fine.

Although it can be argued that it

is hardly worth the trouble to

appeal a $10.00 parking violation,

many people choose to go that

route. They feel that they are in-

deed "in the right" and the appeal

costs nothing but the time it takes

in court.

It can be intimidating to be in

court with dozens of eyes staring at

you, and with a judge wrtfc- may
appear as if he's sick of the whole

thing; you may wonder just hhat

kind of chance you have. If you are

in court for a relatively minor of-

fense (such as a motor vehicle

violation), and have a clean record,

there is a good chance that your

case will be continued to a later

date.

This basically means that if you
stay out of trouble for the

designated time period (which may
be from 3 months to a year), your

case will be dropped.

JS-English linkage

gets endorsement
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By KATHY SHEEHAN
MDC Staff

The Undergraduate Studies Committee

has unanimously endorsed that Journalistic

Studies "majors" be limited to an English

track.

In its report to Professor Joseph Frank,

head of the English Department last week,

the committee reaffirmed the recom-
mendation made by last year's Un-

dergarduate Studies Committee, and urged

the defeat of the pending motion to

reconsider the English departmental vote of

last spring which established the single track

English-JS major.

The committee also recommended
securing new personnel of all kinds for

journalistic studies, but specifically the

appointment of a faculty member for

professional counseling in journalism.

The committee gave four reasons for

endorsing the controversial English JS
major.

First, the committee said the step was an

"interim condition" that relieved the JS
program from its present role as a "service"

to several different departments, and "it

permits some immediate building of a

coherent, separate curriculum," developing

towards status as an independent depart-

ment.

Students were previously allowed to have

a minor in JS even though their major was

no English. Such double majors as Political

Science-JS and Psychology-JS were
allowed before this ruling.

The committee also said they were im-

pressed by the students' vote of confidence

of the proposed major at a November 18

Academic Affairs Committee meeting
although only some 30 students out of

approximately 200 JS "majors" appeared at

the meeting.

A third reason for their decision was their

belief that the new program would be more,

not less, flexible so far as election of courses

in the social science and elsewhere because
the new program requires only 33 credits in a

joint major instead of the old requirement of

30-plus credits in a complete major plus 15

credits in journalism.

Finally the committee "urged great candor
about the actual availability of jobs for

journalism graduates," saying "we have
heard with some sympathy warnings about

journalism study as a viable preparation for

actual journalism careers."

Rather than giving the students
professional training in journalism, the

committee said, "the goal of the JS faculty

must be exactly what a principal goal of the

English Department is: the development of

rhetorical sophistication.

The committee's report will be submitted

to the English Department during a meeting

Wednesday morning.
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Disunity threatens return to coal miners
Less than a week after ratifying

what officials said was the best

contract in United Mine Workers

history, the union struggled

yesterday to keep unity in its ranks

on the eve of a general return to

work.

Miners who approved the three-

year pact by a 56 per cent margin

last week were torn by tradition,

inflation, and loyalty as they

prepared to resume full scale coal

production for the first time in a

month.

UMW officials met during the

weekend with representatives of

6,000 mine construction workers

who have blocked a return to work
because they believed they were

ignored in contract talks. The
construction workers threatened to

set up pickets nationwide if UMW
bargainers failed to reach a set-

tlement on their separate contract

by midnight last night.

Traditionally, miners refuse to

cross picket lines, as shown by

frequent and extensive wildcat

HEW proposes new
abortion restrictions
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The

government yesterday proposed

new restrictions on federal

financing of abortions for needy

women.
The Department of Health

Education and Welfare published

proposals that define for the first

time those "family planning ser-

vices" which must be offered under

Medicaid programs of medica* care

for the poor.

The definition includes volur.*9ry

sterilization and contraception-but

not abortion-under the services

states must provide in order to

qualify for the full 90 per cent

federal matching aid Medicaid

allows.

This would not prevent states

from providing abortions under

public health programs, as they

have been doing extensively, but it

would reduce the amounl of federal

aid available to pay for them and

thus require the states to foot more

of the bill themselves.

"Abortion doesn't seem to me to

be a family planning procedure,"

HEW Under Scretary Frank
Carlucci told UPI when asked for

comment on the restriction.

HEW said it would accept public

comment on the proposals for 30
days before issuing final rules

governing Medical "family planning

services." As now written, the

proposals state in part:

"The services and supplies must

include at least physician's con-

sultation, examination and con-

tinuing supervision; necessary

laboratory examinations and tests;

medically approved contraception

through chemical, mechanical or

other means; and surgical

procedures for voluntary

sterilization...

It said family planning services

under Medicaid must be available

to all individuals of child-bearing

age, including sexually-active

minors.

Rockefeller expected

to pass test tomorrow
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Nelson

A. Rockefeller's nomination as vice

president comes before the Senate

today, with an overwhelming vote

for confirmation of the former New
York governor expected tomorrow.

In the House Judiciary Com-
mittee, which votes on Rockefeller

later this week, an informal UPI poll

shows no more than 10 of its 38

members opposed. A final con-

firmation vote by the full House

was scheduled for next week.

If Rockefeller is confirmed as the

nation's 41st vice president, he will

be the richest person ever to hold

public office in the United States.

The immense Rockefeller family

wealth - placed at well over $1

billion - has been the main source

of controversy during the nearly

four-month investigation of the 66-

year-old former governor.

Last month the Senate Rules

Committee unanimously voted to

send the Rockefeller nomination to

the full Senate, saying it found no

"bar or impediment" to his being

vice president.

The committee said it focused on

five major issues — Rockefeller's

tax returns, his campaign spending,

potential conflicts of interest

between his wealth and the vice

presidency, his gifts and loans, and

his role in a book critical of a

political opponent.

The committee's final report said

only one of these five areas still

concerned the members.

Rockefeller used "poor

judgment," the report said, in

giving tacit approval to a biography

critical of his 1970 gubernatorial

opponent, Arthur Goldberg. But, it

said, this was not serious enough to

bar him from the vice presidency.

strikes caused by roving pickets.

However, after a month without

pay and with the approach of the

Christmas season, many miners

were anxious to return to the

shafts.

Tom O'Brochta, president of

local 6330 near Marianna, Pa., said

his men were "ready to go to work.

It's Christmas and the men need

money for their families."

"Why couldn't they have settled

this when they settled our con-

tract?" he asked.

O'Brochta's local refused to

cross picket lines at Jones and

Laughlin Steel, Corp's Vesta No. 5

complex, saying it was "an un-

written law." A J&L spokesman
called it an illegal work stoppage.

The problem was compounded

during the weekend when fac-

tionalism, which once led to murder

within the union, showed itself

again as a small group of Western

Kentucky miners campaigned
through the coal fields against the

major contract covering 120,000

miners.

"We may be going back to work,

but we're going back under
protest," said Ernest Moore, of

UMW District 23, a stronghold of

former union president W.A.
"Tony" Boyle. Mctore said current

president Arnold Miller used "scare

tactics" in telling miners the strike

would drag out for several more
weeks if they didn't approve the

last offer.

"Miller said he had restored

democracy to this union, but this is

more of a dictatorship than we've
ever had," said Moore, who ac-

cused union officials of influencing

the voting last week by leaking

favorable ballot counts.

Moore said his group contacted

miners in Illinois, Pennsylvania,

Wyoming, Arizona, Kentucky and

West Virginia, urging them to

honor all picket lines and en-

couraging construction workers to

"picket everywhere" if they don't

have a settlement by tomorrow.

It was the first visible evidence

that anti-Miller forces still had a

foothold in the union. Miller

defeated Boyle two years ago in a

court-ordered election with the

support of followers of the late

union reformer Joseph A. "Jock"
Yablonski.

FEA oil program should save

New England consumers $150 m
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

Federal Energy Administration's

new oil price equalization program
should save New England con-

sumers between $100 and $150

million a year, according to an

analysis by the New England

Economic Research Office.

The estimated saving is con-

siderably less than the $360 million

drop in oil prices predicted by FEA
and Interior Secretary Rogers C.B.

Morton for the Northeast region.

The FEA estimate makes it appear

that New England is benefiting

more than other regions of the

country.

"It is not correct - or in New
England's interest - for it to appear

that the region has made
disproportionate gains from this

program," the analysis states.

The analysis by Paul A. London,
head of the Economic Research

Office, points out that the FEA
estimate lumped New York
together with New England* Ac-
cording to London, New York by
itself consumes almost as much
residual and heating oil as New
England.

If New York had been put in its

traditional slot as a mid-Atlantic

state, London contends, the
Northeast saving would be about
$15 million a month while the mid-

Atlantic saving would rise to about
$21 million.

The price equalization program
adopted earlier this month attempts

to close the price gap between
foreign and domestic crude oil by
distributing rights to the lower

priced domestic oil equitably

among all refiners. After a con-

centrated lobbying effort by the

New England congressional
delegation, the program was
changed to take into account that

some regions of the country, most
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notably New England, which are

heavily dependent on imported

petroleum products, would receive

little or no benefit from a program

geared only to imports of crude oil.

New England uses about 160

million barrels a year of residual oil,

most of which is imported. Under

the new price equalization system,

residual prices should drop about

70 to 80 cents a barrel for a total

savings of about $114 million,

according to London's analysis.

London says that almost all of

the savings on residual oil will be
passed directly onto consumers in

the form of lower utility bills. The
heating oil reductions will avoid any
recurrence of last winter's two-tier

pricing problem in which in-

dependents forced to rely heavily

on imported oil charged much
higher prices for their product than

did major oil companies with their

own supplies of domestic fuel,

according to London.

STATION MEETING

Election for

Tech Trainer

Tues., Dec. 12 at 8:00 p.m.

Rm. 172 C.C.

Women & Third World People

are encouraged to attend.

Republic supported overwhelmingly

Greeks reject proposal to restore monarchy
ATHENS (UPI) Greek voters

yesterday overwhelmingly rejected

the monarchy and chose a
republican form of government,
spoiling former King Constantino's
bid for a return to the throne.

With results from 10,208 of the
12,500 polling booths in the
nationwide referendum, the vote
for a republic was ahead 2,471,735
to 1,157,021 votes or 68.2 against

31.8 per cent.

Interior ministry experts said the
monarchy may finish with only 25
per cent of the vote, since most
urban results were yet to be
tabulated. In Athens, Constantino

was polling only 20 per cent and in

the suburbs he was getting only 10
per cent of the ballots cast.

Jubilant crowds gathered at

downtown Constitution Square
and outside Athens University,

carrying blue and white Greek flags

and shouting slogans like, "Let's
turn the palace into a school" and
"The German dies today."
The latter was a reference to

Constantine's German-born
mother, controversial Queen
Frederika, who became a target of

the republicans in the campaign
because of her autocratic behavior

during Constantine's 1964-1967

reign.

"We don't need a king, we want
to be free," said 19-year-old

student Nicos Georgopoulos.
No violence was reported during

the voting, which was favored by
sunny but cold weather throughout
Greece.

A government source said
President Gen. Phaedon Gizikis, the

last survivor of the military regime
which collapsed in July, would
soon resign, paving the way for the

appointment of a temporary

president of the republic.

The source said a full-term

president will be elected after a new
constitution is drafted, which may
take several months.

Constantine, 34, who has in-

dicated that he wants to return to

Greece even as a private citizen,

had no immediate comment from

his home near London. A
spokesman for him said earlier he

would have nothing to say until

Monday, win or lose.

Constantine left the country in

December, 1967, after an abortive

counter-coup against a military

regime which has seized power six

months earlier.

The ill-fated Greek monarchy,
one of the youngest in Europe, had

been junked in a 1973 referendum

called by the former military regime.

When that regime fell earlier this

year, new civilian Premier Con-

stantine Caramanlis decreed a

return to the constitution that was
in effect before the 1967 military

coup.

[nationation and world

Rent control backed

BOSTON (AP) - Rent control

has reduced evictions and slowed

rent increases, and there is no

evidence it does more harm than

good, a consultant to a legislative

study commission has reported.

Harbridge House Inc. said the

local-option law, now available to

communities of more than 50,000

population until the end of next

year, should be extended to cover

all cities and towns for the next five

years.

The report, re'eased Thursday,

concluded, "None of the available

data demonstrates rent control

harms more people than it helps, or

that it significantly impairs the

supply of rental housing."

The law excludes two-and three-

family owner-occupied buildings,

cooperatives, housing maintained

by nonprofit organizations, public

housing, transient housing and
buildings completed after Jan. 1,

1969.

African blacks hit

JOHANNESBURG (UPI) -
South African Prims Minister John

Vorster yesterday blamed "external

forces" for the failure of talks aimed

at settling the nine-year dispute

between Rhodesian blacks and

whites. He pledged continued

efforts to resume talks because

"the alternative is too ghastly to

contemplate."

"It is clear that external forces

exerted by certain circles in the

world, in African states, in

Rhodesia and in South Africa,

militated against the attempt to

reach a settlement," Vorster said in

a nationwide broadcast.

Food control urged
BOSTON (AP) The

legislature's special commission

which has been investigating food

pricing in Massachusetts will

propose that the state Consumers'
Council be given the power to

ensure adequate competition
among food retailers.

A rough draft of a commission
report to be submitted to the

legislature soon says that, "a fairer

allocation of resources by the food

industry in Massachusetts can only

be accomplished where the level of

competition within the various

segments of that industry is in-

creased and made fully effective.

Although the commission's draft

report said the high price of food in

Massachusetts is caused for the

most part by conditions the state

cannot control, a co-sponsor of the

legislation, Rep. Peter A. Velis, R-

Westfield, said, "there are a

number of immediate steps state

government can take to help keep

down the cost of food."

Japan approves PM
TOKYO (UPI) - The Japanese

parliament today formally elects

Takeo Miki as prime minister

pledged to tackle 25 per cent an-

nual inflation and to maintain close

relations with the United States.

Miki, 67, was elected president of

the governing Liberal Democratic

party Wednesday by acclamation.

This automatically insured his

election as prime minister because

the party holds an absolute majority

in parliament.

Soviet author Alexander I. Solzhenitsyn and his wife Natalya are shown sight-

seeing in Stockholm, Sweden, yesterday. Solshenitsyn is in Sweden to receive his

Nobel Prize tomorrow. He was awarded the prize for literature in 1970, but chose

not to leave the Soviet Union for fear that he would not be able to return. The
Swedish foreign ministry announced yesterday that representatives of six Com-
munist countries would not attend the ceremonies to protest the presence of

Solzhenitsyn.

Palestinians to charge hijackers

of British plane with murder
By United Press International

Four Arab gunmen who hijacked

a British jetliner to Tunis last month
are in the custody of the Palestine

Liberation Organization and will be
tried on murder charges,
Palestinian sources in Beirut said

yesterday.

The four guerrillas, who killed a

West German passenger before

surrendering, were released by the

Tunisian government Saturday
along with seven of their comrades
who joined them from jails in Egypt
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and Holland as part of the bargain

to release the British Airways VC10,

its crew and passengers.

The Tunisian government said it

released them after they promised

"io put themselves at the

disposition of the PLO."

The Beirut sources said they

probably flew to Cairo and the PLO
was still abiding by its decision to

put the four guerrillas on trial for

murder.

It was not clear whether the

seven other guerrillas, convicted of

killing 32 persons in the Rome
airport massacre a year ago and the

burning of a jet in Amsterdam, also

would be tried by the PLO.

Abou lyad, member of the PLO
central committee, said in Tunis,

"Let this hijacking be the last to be

committed by Palestinians," he

said.

In Israel, military sources paid

Israeli gunners continued sporadic

preventive artillery fire yesterday

into suspected guerilla-occupied

areas of southern Lebanon.

Israeli foreign ministry sources

said the depth of any Israeli with-

drawal from the Sinai Desert in a

second-stage disengagement
agreement with Egypt depends on

how long such an accord would

stay in force.

They said Foreign Minister Yigal

Allon went to Washington this

weekend with a free hand to

discuss disengagement plans with

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger

but the longer any second-stage

accord with Egypt lasts, the more
Israel would be willing to withdraw

from present lines.
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Advocate reforms, economic controls

Democrats display unity at mini-convention
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI) -

Newly united, jubilant Democrats

concluded America's first mid-term

political convention yesterday

confident they are on the road back

to the White House.

The three-day convention, which

many had feared would rekindle the

bitter feuds that have savaged the

party, ended with a fragile, newly-

forged harmony that party leaders

pray will endure through the

presidential elections of 1976.

The 2,500 delegates and alter-

nates adopted the party's first

charter-filled with many of the

reforms advocated by George S.

McGovern and his troops two years

ago - and approved a resolution

demanding the toughest economic
controls since World War II.

The convention also turned into a

round-the-clock search for support

by announced and unannounced

presidential candidates, who mined
delegate caucuses in mini-

campaigns that served as a stage-

setter to the 1976 nominating

convention.

But the biggest ovations were

reserved for some of the party

titans of the past, including

McGovern, who led Democrats to

their most disastrous defeat in 1972

and who announced at the con-

vention that he would not seek or

accept the nomination again.

The smooth-running convention

'was orchestrated by National

Chairman Robert S. Strauss, who
came to the convention determined

to leave with a unified party and
engineered a back-room deal at the

last moment which averted a

walkout by blacks and their allies.

Strauss, speaking to an almost

empty auditorium at the start of the

final session, declared "we have

brought the National Democratic

Party back to political life and we
have united factions behind

principles of common decency.

"We have shown that the

Democratic party is ready to govern

again," Strauss said.

The final day's session was anti-

climactic after Saturday's bitter

behind-the-scenes bickering that

almost resulted in reformers bolting

the convention before the charter

was approved on a roaring voice

vote.

There were no impassioned

speeches yesterday, no efforts by

delegates to be recognized. The

mood was relaxed and informal,

and it was clear many of the

delegates had not shaken the ef-

fects of "unity and harmony"

parties the night before. Many
others did not show up at all.

Only old-guard labor barons and

old-time southerners, once two of

the mainstays of the party, were
shut out in the compromise that

opened the party doors wide to

minorities. Party leaders sacrificed

them as the price of a peaceful

reconciliation.

Yesterday's session ended so

Ending on a happy note, Democratic National Chairman Robert Strauss waves to

the delegates at the Democratic mini-convention. Strauss was celebrating his

second anniversary as chairman of the party.

Reformers reject mandatory quotas

Republicans to attract minorities
WASHINGTON (UPI)

Republican reformers yesterday

approved a voluntary "positive

action" program for attracting

women, youth, minorities and the

elderly into party counsels in a

compromise described as "The
strongest proposal we could get."

It rejects quotas and provides an

escape clause for state party

organizations that fail to recruit

with sufficient zeal.

Searching for strategies to wipe

out the political stain of Watergate

and broaden grassroots support,

the GOP's Rules Committee also

strengthened its recommendations

for party control of the candidate's

purse strings in the next

presidential election.

On the second, and final day of

its meeting, the 43-member
committee unanimously approved a

compromise plan encouraging - but

not forcing state party

organizations to "demonstrate
efforts of positive delegate-

recruiting action" to the Republican

National Committee by Feb. 1,

1976.

The proposal rejects quotas for

expanded minority participation in

the national convention delegations

and provides reluctant states a way

Business to oppose

Democratic program
NEW YORK (AP) - Big business

quite likely will find itself in direct

opposition to many proposals in the

Democratic party's "economic
recovery" program, enunciated in

Kansas City last week.

On some issues the cleavage

never seemed wider.

The Democrats declared
themselves in favor of wage-price

controls. Corporate officials not

only are opposed to such measures
but believe they might worsen
economic troubles.

At the annual meeting of the

National Association of

Manufacturers last week, controls

were termed an economic per-

version by some executives, an

intrusion into the decision-making

process by many, and a cause of

marketplace distortions by almost

all.

The Democrats spoke of "ex-

cessive, and sometimes windfall,

profits." While big business cannot

deny that many profits were very

high this year, they argue that great

misunderstandings exist about

corporate finances.

Profits, the executives argue,

were distorted by inflation, aren't

likely to continue two years in a

row, and are actually depressed in

terms of the return on investment.

Big business is especially

disturbed about what it feels is a

failure of the public to understand

the role of profits. They say that

while return on sales might be high,

return on investment is shrinking.

Because of this, they claim it is

increasingly difficult to attract

investment capital. And without the

capital, they say, industry cannot

fulfill the production demands
made upon it.

Referring to his frustration in

conveying the message, Harold

Shaub, chief executive of Camp-
bell Soup Co., told newsmen: "We
in industry have done a lousy job in

explaining it." He asked the

newsmen to help.

The Democratic program states:

"For too long our people have
suffered the inequities of a tax

system that needs reform." But

they were referring to injustices to

individuals. Big business feels it is

the group treated unjustly.

out by saying: "The fact that a state

or political organization has not

conformed with the positive action

provisions.. .shall not be deemed to

be evidence of failure to comply or

make good-faith effort to comply
with the requirements."

This means state delegations that

fail to take "positive action" to

include female and minority-group

delegates will not necessarily be
unseated by challengers.

"This was the strongest proposal

we could get with any chance of

being approved by the 1976
Republican convention," Rep.
Margaret M. Heckler of

Massachusetts, a leader of the

"positive action" faction, said just

before the approving vote.

"I cannot invision further
compromise at this point," she said

afterward.

The Republican national
chairman, Mary Louise Smith,

agreed. "I think we have a good
rule here and there is the basis for

broad participation," she told UPI.
"It indicates the spirit we have here
and its whole thrust is to encourage
the grass roots organizations."

Under the positive action
proposal, states are requested to
publicize requirements for par-

ticipation in party delegate
selection; hold informational
meetings "to acquaint all citizens

with the delegate selection
process," and publish a free "how
to become a delegate" pamphlet.
The proposal will have to be

approved by two other party

committees and the 1976 con-
vention.

In another reversal of Saturday
action, the committee unanimously
approved a substitute rule giving

the national GOP committee direct

control over spending by its

presidential candidates.

quickly that Rabbi Maurice
Weisenberg did hot make it to the
rostrum in time to give the final

benediction.

A series of speakers outlined

Democratic programs to deal with
the nation's most pressing issues —
ranging from the economy to

foreign affairs — which are ex-

pected to serve as a basis for the

party platform on which the 1976

presidential candidate will run.

Their words often were lost in the-

din of delegates wandering around

the floor, congratulating them-

selves on their Saturday session.

The most active of the

presidential prospects were Rep.

Morris K. Udall of Arizona, the only

announced candidate; Sen. Hanry
M. Jackson of Washington and
Sen. Llovd Bentsen of Texas, who
set up headquarters and made the

rounds of delegates.

Albama Gov. George C. Wallace,

who originally only planned to stay

overnight, was so enthused by his

welcome that he remained 48
hours. Wallace held court for

delegates and other visitors in his

hotel suite.

Also on the go were Sen. Robert

C. Byrd of West Virginia and Gov.
Jimmv Carter of Georgia.

The issues:

Minorities,

primaries
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI) -

Highlights of the charter adopted at

the three-day mid-term Democratic

convention:

-Provides that states must in-

stitute affirmative action programs
to open party affairs to minority

groups, but specifically prohibits

"mandatory" quotas.

-Declares that all convention

delegations and party caucus, if

challenged, must provide the

burden of proof that they opened
their affairs to minority

representation under affirmative

action.

-Leaves to the discretion of the

national committee whether future

mid-term national conventions
should be held.

-Creates a Judicial Council to

settle party disputes.

-Bans unit rule vote and winner-

take all primaries in choosing

delegates to national nominating

conventions, and provides

proportional representation to

reflect the support a candidate

receives in state primaries or state

nominating conventions.

-All party meetings must be open
to the public, and secret voting is

prohibited.

The charter will go into effect for

the 1980 national convention.

Democratic issues panel favors

social spending, handgun control
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI) -

Democratic issues panels, reporting

to the mid-term convention
yesterday, called for more social

spending and less defense spen-

ding, control of handguns, a

stronger nuclear arms agreement,

and basic shifts in American
priorities.

The reports refleqted general

agreement that human needs and
protection of the environment

should be given priority, and that

the changes in the American

political system spawned by
Watergate should be continued.

And it was suggested that the oil

depletion allowance and other

special oil industry tax breaks must
be ended, with the huge oil

companies either broken up or

nationalized.

The Pentagon bore the brunt of

many of the panels' attacks.

"There was general agreement
that the local governments were
like hungry dogs fighting over bare

bones while the Pentagon was
living high on the hog," said

Milwaukee Mayor Henry Maier,

who presented the report of the

panel on federal power and state

and local government.
Maier said the estimated cost of

the Pentagon's weapons systems
for the next 10 years is $100 billion,

the same as the cost of cleaning the

environment." Why are we
committed to the weapons systems
and not to operating a living en-

vironment," Maier asked.

The reports simply were
presented to the convention, not

acted upon.

the top recom-
of the eight panels

Among
mendations
were:

— Social services should be
financed not by local property
taxes, but through the federal

income tax, "the only progressive
tax available to all."

— Gradual replacement of some
local government functions with
regional planning and solutions.

— Deep coal mining should be
favored ovef strip mining, and no
strip mining should be allowed
where the land cannot be
adequately restored.

— Nuclear energy development
should continue, but not on a large

scale until "we are certain beyond
any doubt that nuclear wastes from
such processes do not offer a threat

to our health and environment.

Collegian news pages have high 'fog' index
By MARTIN J. WA TERS

Staff Reporter

A study of the level of how hard
to read The Daily Collegian

shows the news pages are difficult.

Sports is much easier and the

editorial pages have an in-between

index.

A method called the "fog in-

dex," named for linguistic

fogginess in writing, was applied to

in issues of The Collegian
published during October and
November 1974.

A reading of 15.2 for the main
news section of the newspaper is
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•
#

well above the 13.0 figure called the

"danger line of reading difficulty"

by Robert Gunning, the researcher

who developed the fog index.

The index includes the average

sentence length and number of

"difficult words" used. Gunning

says most words of three syllables

or more are difficult.

Excluding letters, The Collegian

has an overall fog of 11.9.

Time magazine has an average

fog index reading of 10 and the

Atlantic Monthly gets a 12. The

section entitled "eating" in this

year's University Directions, a

handbook for students, has a fog of

HOLIDAY SALE
SELECTED

SWEATERS SHIRTS PANTS

20-50 % OFF
^«HEi?S7

ONLY

PVBARs
HOUSS

201 n. pleasant St. amherst

ft Fairfield Mall/ chicopee

DAWAffllS &
IIOOKBACiS

Camptrails
CannondaLe.
Hunalayaa

• National
• rPoorrtaTnProducts

protect your books

and supplies from
the leather
And 6ime your

ARM A REST *

• • •

A GRFA1 S«#f
Mow IH STOCK.-

University Store
'Campus Tenter y

only 8.6.

The Collegian news pages show
a much longer average sentence

length than Time. The Collegian

averages 26, Time 16 or 17. The
percentage of difficult words
carried in The Collegian news
stories is slightly higher than in

time: 12 per cent to 10 per cent.

The sports pages compare
favorably with the norms set by

Gunning. The fog index is 10.8.

Average sentence length is still

long: 23 words, but a low 4.5 per

cent of the words are of three

syllables or more.

With a fog of 11.5, columns on

Summer counselors needed:

Applications now being taken
Applications are now being accepted tor student group leader positions

in the 1975-Summer Counseling Program. The program will operate from

June 3 through July 31, 1975. Ten sessions for fall entering freshmen will

be held, along with five transfer programs.

Training sessions for the thirty selected counselors will e held during the

latter part of the spring semester and the week of June 3 tnrough June 6.

All positions require residence in an assigned residence hall and meals in

the dining hall for the nine-week period. Summer counseling positions

require full time participation. Summer school courses cannot be taken.

Qualifications for counselor positions include successful work ex-

perience, a positive attitude toward University life, knowledge regarding

academic course planning, high energy levels, a willingness to accept job

performance standards and to attend the spring training sessions.

Interested and aualified students may obtain an aaplication from the

Student Development Center, 102 Berkshire House. Applications must be

returned on or before February 7, 1975. Selections will be announced

during sprinq break.

MDC Classifieds

really work ex

learning experiences in

the editorial pages in the center of

the newspaper are judged more

readable than the letters to the

eaitor, which get a 14.5 reading.

The letters score lower than the

news pages, however.

The major problem of accuracy in

the survey stems from apparent use

of incorrect capitalization of words.

The fog method excludes

capitalized words from the difficult

category, no matter how long they

are.

Writers capitalized many words

in The Collegian sample which

usually are not. Examples include

use of "Program Officer" and

"Financial Manager" as titles for

persons working at UMass.
Use of lower-case letters in all

such examples would increase the

percentage of difficult words and

the overall foq index.

The Collegian writers are not

alone in the fog. High readings on
the index also are found for two of

the major 1974 news stories in other

newspapers.

The New York Times of May 1

carried the report of the release of

the White House tape transcripts.

The fog index of the story is 13.2,

slightly above the difficulty line.

The Springfield Union report of

Richard M. Nixon's resignation as

President on Aug. 9 gets a 16.8 on

the fog index, much above The

Collegian reading.

William Densmore, The Collegian

managing editor, says: "The only

thing to do is better editing."

The fog index is a good way to

gauge how hard a newspaper is to

read, according to Densmore. The
use of it can bring unexpected
results, however.

The country's leading journalism

review magazine, the Columbia

Journalism Review, scored a very

high 17.4 on the fog scale with a

sample of the cover stories in the

November-December 1974 issues.

year of study for college students

If you desire advanced Judaic/Hebraic and Israel

study, or intend to pursue a career in Jewish teaching

or Jewish communal service, a year of study at the co-

educational Hayim Greenberg College is for you.

The curriculum includes Hebrew Language, Literature,

Bible, History, Education, Philosophy, Sociology, Tal-

mud, workshops and field trips. Credits for courses

are offered by leading universities with Judaic or

Hebraic Departments. Generous scholarships avail-

able.

For information on Hayim Greenberg or other educational programs contact:

wso
WORLD ZIONIST ORGANIZATION
Department of Education & Culture
515 Park Avenue, N.Y.C. 10022.

(212) 752-0600 ext. 384/385
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Bikeway plan will serve UMass

"I hope the bike path they build in Amherst is better

than this (expletive deleted) one."

By HUGH OWEN
Staff Reporter

A plan to serve commuter and recreational bicycle

traffic in Amherst is being formulated by the office of

the town planner as an alternative means of non-

polluting transportation.

The bikeway, plan, according to Wendy Lindquist,

a UMass student working as bikeway planner, will

meet the transportation goals the Select Committee

on Goals has set for Amherst.

One of the goals of the bikeway plan is to link the

various villages in Amherst, facilitating commuter

traffic from areas of high population density to the

center of Amherst and UMass. Eight village centers

with a concentration of population and services are to

be connected.

Part of Linquist's master bikeway plan will include

proposals for the section of the five - college bikeway

that will connect UMass and Amherst and Hampshire

Colleges.

The state has designated the five - college area as

one of three to receive bikeways. Others are a

designated Concord - to- Cambridge route and one

for Martha's Vineyard. The state has received a

federal allocation of $1.4 million to be used for their

construction.

Three different types of bikeways are to be used in

the Amherst plan. They will share the roadway with

other vehicles, use road shoulders as bike lanes and

follow paths separated from the road.

The specific type of bikeway to be used will depend
upon bike counts to be taken this fall, traffic volume
and speeds and the existence of sufficent right of way
to allow construction of paths.

Bikeways laid out on town land, conservation land,

right of way along power lines and telephone, sewer

and water easements in Amherst will be used

specifically for recreational use. Their purpose is to

provide cyclists with routes for day trips in Amherst.

Funds for the bikeway plan probably will come from

four sources, according to Linquist:

— The National Highway Act of 1973 allocates

funds to states for repairs to roads which are found to

be sub-standard. One such road in Amherst is Route

9.

— The federal Department of Housing and Urban

Development (HUD) provides money to states for

commuter routes.

— Amherst has capital and maintenance budgets

previously used solely for sidewalk repairs that will

now incorporate bikeway construction.

— The subdivision of land for new houses may in

the future require bikeways to be included in the

development plan

Bicycles have become an alternative mode of

transportation in the United States quite rapidly,

resulting in bikepaths being built in many cities.

Mt. Holyoke senior now serving

in New Hampshire legislature

SOUTH HADLEY (UP/) -
Weekend trips are traditional for

New England college students, but

not the type that led Katie Hanna

down the campaign trail to the New
Hampshire legislature with more

votes than two incumbents, one

her high school principal.

Actually, Ms. Hanna, 21 , a senior

at Mt. Holyoke College, one of the

academically prestigious seven

sisters, is used to it. Last year, while

her classmates were off on social

visits, she made weekly treks home
in a longshot campaign that saw

her beat Keene, N.H.'s mayor for a

delegate spots to the state con-

stitutional convention. Before that

she was a delegate to the 1972

Democratic National Convention.

Nevertheless, when the state

House of Representatives convenes

in January, she'll look like

everyone's little sister among a

group of older men. But then, that's

the way she planned it.

A liberal Democrat in a staunchly

conservative GOP state, she won
apparently by taking her cue from

the McGovern and McCarthy 1972

and 1968 presidential primaries, in

which the two liberal Democrats
attracted unexpectedly sizeable

votes by grassroots campaigning.

New Hampshire, with the largest

legislature in the western
hemisphere, and the smallest

legislative districts, may be one of

the few places where Ms. Hanna
could have met her campaign goal

of knocking on every voter's door.

Once there, always in a skirt and

sweater, never jeans, she sold her

image as the girl next door, unless

the constituent wanted to talk

issues, in which case she was more

than happy to oblige.

The original plan was for me to

run as the good kid down the block

and win on my smile," she said.

"After a while, however, I couldn't

The original plan

was for me to run

as the good kid

down the block

and win

on my smile...

however, I

couldn't stand it

so I started

talking issues/

stand it so I started talking issues."

Hanna, who stressed land use

planning and tax relief for the

elderly in the only state in the

nation without sales or income
levies, said that most voters didn't

want to talk issues. Others, she

.said, only wanted to discuss her

age and tax.

It was at the constitutional

convention, to which she was sent

by a 3-1 margin over Keene Mayor
James A. Masiello, that she argued

successfully for an 18-year-old age

requirement for gubernatorial

candidates.

The resulting publicity, plus that

given her as the nation's second

youngest 1972 Democratic con-

vention delegate, made some
constituents wary, she said. She

dealt with the problem by stressing

the contributions a young woman
could make in a male dominated

body whose members averaged 67

years of age during the last session.

She said she's looking forward to

the session, although there may be

one problem.

"Most of the real caucusing is

done after the close of the session

at one of the bars," she said. "I

imagine I'm going to have to carry

proof of age with me."

Keep Your Eye

on

Aon call

Amherst's First Optician

for all your

Optical Needs

LOWEST MUCES
in the area

SHOP & COMPARE
56 Main St. 253-7002

TheHEW Puffton Uillage

dew management
working foryour comfort

CONVENIENT LOCATION NEAR UMASS

FREE BUS SERVICE

CLEAN, SECURE SURROUNDINGS

FREE CABLE TV IN ALL UNITS

1,2 A 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS STARTING UNDER $200

PUFFTON I
- futilities included

PUFFTON ll&lll heat included

1040 N Pleasant Stnwt , Amherst S49 - 0145

Town of Amherst

1975 ELECTION CALENDAR

Official Public Notice

Additional Notice

* Last Day to file Town Nomination Papers

for Certification

Caucus Call

* Last Day to Register before Caucus

Town Caucus
* Last Day to File Town Meeting Member

Nomination Papers
* Last Day to Register Before Election

TOWN ELECTION
Town Meeting Warrant Closes

TOWN MEETING

Dec. 9, 1974

Feb. 5, 1975

Feb. 14, 1975

Feb. 17, 1975

Feb. 12, 1975

March 4, 1975

March 11, 1975

March 19, 1975

April 8, 1975

March 31, 1975

May 5, 1975

(•Up until 4:30 p.m., in Town Clerk's Office, Town Hall)

Town offices to be filled at town election (plus town meeting

members): Moderator for one year; selectmen, two for three

years ; school committee, one for three years ; elector, Oliver Smith

Will, one for one year; Jones Library Trustee, two for three years;

Housing Authority, one for five years.

Town Election, April 8, 1975 will be held in the seven precincts

with the polls being open from 12:00 noon to 8 p.m.

Town Meeting, May 5, 1975 will be held in the Anherst Regional

Junior High auditorium at 7:00 p.m.

why does a man

join Maryknoll?
There are probably as many answers

as there are individual Maryknoll

priests and Brothers. Some men are

deeply moved when they hear of

babies dying in their mother's arms

because of hunger or disease Others

are distressed by the growing an tag

onism and separation between the

rich and the poor nations. More are

concerned about the great injustices

that have been inflicted upon the

poor by those who possess wealth

and power to an excessive degree.

Others look to learn from peoples

who have grown up with a different

mentality than that which is theirs.

All feel that the only solution to the

crises that threaten to split men

asunder is the love of God as shown

in the life of His Son, Jesus Christ.

This love of God urges men to go

forward and be missioners so men

can love one another What could be

your reason for joining Maryknoll?

If you keep saying you want to do something

with your life - here's your chance to prove it

For information, write or phone to

MARYKNOLL MISSIONERS 50 DUNSTER RD
CHESTNUT HILL MA 02167 (617) 232-6050

Dear Father:

Please send me information about becoming a

Maryknoll Priest D BrotherQ SisterO

UOM

Name.

Address.

do want to

do something.

City

Age-

State. Zip.

Phone

South Africa:
i

In retrospect

Claudette Saunders, a senior from Rockland, and her father, Edward, left, talk

with Asst. Dean Lawrence Johnson of the School of Business Administration after

she received a second $3,000 grant from the American Cyanamid Company.
Claudette entered UMass through the CCEBS program of which Dr. Johnson is a

founder.

$3,000 grant to CCEBS student
By Black News Service

Being awarded a $3,000 grant is

"terrific" for a college student.

There may not be an adjective to

describe a second, completely

unexpected grant of the same size.

Ask Claudette Saunders, a senior

business major at the University of

Massachusetts-Amherst.

Claudette entered UMass
through its CCEBS program

(Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Black Students) and

took advantage of the tutoring and

financial help offered her. In May,

1974, she received a $3,000 grant

for a minority student from the

American Cyanamid Company of

Wayne, N.J.

So, she sat down and wrote a

thank you note to American

Cyanamid, expressing the desire to
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BowmarBrain.
Eight function, feature packed electronic calculator

with dual memory, square root, automatic reciprocal,

automatic percent, and powerful Omni-Constant.

Algebraic number entry sequence and extra large 10-

digit display for greater accuracy. Worldwide 115-

230V adapter-charger.

Features:
• Dual memory, (memory plus, memory minus,

memory accumu late >

|

• Extra large LED 1 0-digit display

Full floatingdecimal

[• Automatic ft, fy , t
I

• Omni-Constant (The automatic constant with a brain

)

Rechargeable and AC operation

1 15/230V switenable worldwide adapter/charger

Algebraic operation with + - exchange

available at trie

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

TheE Bowmar Brains
We're AMayi Thinking

go on to graduate school and the

need for a summer job. She was
surprised by a second $3,000 grant,

this time not for a minority student
to be selected by UMass officials,

but instead especially designated
for her.

Claudette was also offered a

summer job (for last summer), but
she turned it down becuase she had
already accepted a job at a

hometown bank she had worked at

in previous years, and felt it would
be unethical to leave the bank for

American Cyanamid.

Claudette is the daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Edward Saunders of 805
Hingham St., Rockland. She en-

tered UMass in 1969 and took the

1972-73 academic year off, for

financial reasons. She is majoring in

urban and regional management
through the UMass School of

Business Administration, and
hopes to be a "policy maker."

By Black News Service

The history, as recorded by the

western world, of South Africa

began around 1488-1600 with the

Portuguese and 1652 with the

Dutch East India Company. They

established themselves on the land

of the predominantly Bantu people,

initiating a "company" system of

control and exploitation.

The white population (1652-1795)

composed of Dutch, French, and
German ancestry became known as

Afrikaners. They united, or had to,

in order to maintain strength and

protection against the indigenuous

black — the beginning of apartheid.

The Afrikaners were Calvinists,

extreme conservatives, liberal

believers of the Bible, who believed

that they were God's chosen

people-divine rights. The policies

they adopted were very similar to

Hitler's: antisemetric, race

supremacy, and fascist — (com-

munism because it allowed the

fraternizing of races.) The fact that

the Afrikaners have a deep belief,

conviction, dedication to race

superiority, and that it is their duty

to suppress black people, is one of

the major causes for no progress

being made, or foreseen, in the

advancement of the black masses.

Around 1795 the British became
interested and conquered the Cape

Colony.

During 1800-1902 (Boer War
1899-1902) there was a conflict

between the British and the

Afrikaners which caused the Great

Trek — a movement of a large

group of Afrikaners to the interior

rather than be ruled by the British.

In 1910 they agreed to become a

united South Africa, the Union of

South Africa.

CHRISTMAS CARDS
HALLMARK, CASPARI,
GORDON FRASER,
ALFREDMAINZER

A. J. Hastings
45 S. Pleasant St.

AMHERST, MASS.
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Tht social structure has whites (4

million) as first, coloreds (2 million-

mulatto) as second, asians (one half

million) as third, and the in-

digenuous (16 million) as fourth

class citizens. The apartheid system

determined one's social status, that

is, whites controlled all, the

coloreds and asians were mid-

dlemen, and the blacks were the

baisc, cheap resource. The land, 87

per cent (good, fertile) was
reserved for the whites while the

remaining 13 per cent (arid, poor,

unproductive) in isolated, widely

scattered areas were set aside for

the black peoples — Bantustans.

The rule of 18 million by 4 million is

maintained through balkanization,

pass systems, police statehood,

dehumanization, and numerous
other methods as means of con-

trolling, and manipulating the

people.

South Africa is wealth; it is the

richest, economically most
developed country on the con-

tinent. It possesses vast natural

resources — diamonds, gold, coal,

etc. but most importantly the

underpaid African, whose labor

provides the ruling European
minority with highest per capita in

Africa and the fourth in the world.

Many countries (specifically the

U.S. and European Common
Market participants) investments

and involvement contribute to its

perpetuation. The accounts and

documentaries on the life style and

conditions of black miners and

fellow workers should make one

who is at all human despise the

action and existence of such a

government. (See How Europe

Underdeveloped Africa-Walter

Rodney) the Military has the latest

and best in equipment, well-trained

personnel, and is supported
materially and politically by many of

the world's leading powers.

Resistance has existed since the

coming of the white men. The

Africans did not allcv themselves

to be duped and pushed away as

easily as most historical information

implies. They fought long and hard,

but weapon superiority won out.

Nevertheless the struggle goes on.

These people started by fighting for

their respective ethnic groups.

However, in 1912 the African

National (People) Congress A.N.C.

was formed as a way of protesting

non-violently and as one voice.

After an incident in Sharpville in

1960-1969 Black lives lost in

peaceful demonstration — the

passive movement became one of

armed revolt and the formation of

the Pan-African Congress — P.A.C.

Many Africans and their groups

have different ideologies, in-

terpretations, interests, etc. (A.N.C.

vs R.A.C.) of what is necessary for

liberation and how to approach it.

As a black man in this country,

South Africa is extremely

significant to me. I see all activities

of the two countries' governments

us one; the similarities and in-

terrelationships were astounding.
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3 Oz. Pkg. Stop & Shop
\ j

:

: 1 :^|s 11b. Can
! All

I

Grinds 89
Limit on* p*a p*r customer

Good Man.. Dec • - Sal . 0« 14 I
Limit on* c*n p«, cuiiomn

Cooo Moo D*c 9 - Sal . D*c 14

|$PfrW»W -vvvwwMMJl^i^Hl

271 12
j

49oz*Tide I

f Juice

^ With this

§; coupon and

§ a IS purchase

Detergent

79°49 Oz.

Box

limit on* boa per customer
Good Mon 0*c S - Sal 0*c 14

Limit on* can p*» cuiionm
Good Mon . 0*c • - Sat . Dec 14

CornOil
Maargarine

49°
on* pkg p*r customer

GoalHoo Dk t-Sai Ok 14

%mm&mi^v..' i.'.'Bfj^w;.".' Btr^i __^tJL" __„„.._^_-?!?i-------------5•"•"•""••"""•"•"•» ———-••— »•» «• ~~Anyor all coupons may be redeemed with only on* IS purchase ^^^

AM week savings on the rib roast>.

and on porterhouse... and
on coupons and on

foour
Jewish friends

Happy
,.Chanukah

May this joyous festival of lights

bring happiness to you and your family.

Golden Crown

AtioMfjd
FUvo*t

Lemon Juice

Verifine Applesauce
CriscoC.i

Minute Rice Mixes
Stop &^hop Dry Milk

Lime Liquid Detergent

Buitoni Spaghetti Twists

Cranberry Sauce s.o<.asr-«>

1? 01
an

JSci
Jai

49c

59c

a J189
Bll I

3»oi S4
Ma*

JOqi S049
Pkg O

Stxetx.t'i CCt
?? 01 Bll DO
A 3 •>' II
** Cam I

A ? "' $ 1** Ci»i I

SwansonDinners
Chicken, turkey or Salisbury

1

1

',, oi.. Meatloal 10*4 oz or

Cnopped Sirloin 10 oz.

Pka59
Roman Lasagne
Celeste Deiuxe Pizza

Baby Lima Beans n*

Birds Eye French Fries

Seafood Platter

Haddock Dinner t..,.os..

Ian* Saa

2? 01
Pkg

10 or
Pkg

10 01
Pkg

inklt Cut
01 Pkg

lot
Pkg

Soi
Pkg

SI 19

89c

27<

39c

75c

65c

Natural Ice
Milk Light N' Lively

V> Gal Canon
Ass I Flavors r*

Birds Eye Awake
Aunt Jemima Waffles

Coffee Lightener

Sara Lee Cakes

3911? OI
Can

v; 59c

P0>y.Pa)ra
i« ot
Carton 27 c

10 oi QQc
Pkg 99

lawt Oram* 0*vrt*d Food. Choc or Carman Choc

"pk .* 89<Hendrie's Popsicles

American Slices

8*Kraft

Processed Cheese Food
12 oz
Pkg

Light n* Lively Yogurt £5. 3 IZ. 89c

Cracker Barrel Variety Pack VV,' MM

American Cheese Loaf JSL 18 *24'

£ 89*
r«s
Can

Kraft Velveeta

Cream Topping
Whole Milk Mozzarella

R^iai RMs 69c

I* 01° oi *4
CaiaSro Pkg *|$139

DaisyBread3 • ?1
1 Pound loal— Sliced White

sioo a mh 01 ti
C. Pkga

Cmn H*i*m. CHaddai Ch**a*. Bacon or Biu.e*rry liavorad

ShoeFlavored Eng. Muffins
CtAA Haiaw. Cheddar 0«*m Bacon o»

Honey Wheat Bread s.w i »~ 2 l««*1

Cracked Wheat Bread *
sr..

1 2^*1
Countrystyle DOfMlttstS ttSL'V 55c

Stop & Shop Lemon Pie

Pound Cake sio* a s**c
O oi. or Manila

19M.
P»».

11 M.

83c

59s

Available in stores featuring a Service Deli Oept

German Style
Nepco
Bavarian

Vi lb.

O.rman Styl* V, CQe
• a.a.ian lb OJNepco Salami

Nepco Liverwurst XSS* 99?,

White American Cheese cAT'.. » 59°

Fk-eshMushroom
1 lb Sua Stop & Shop

Sold In our

Meat Oept.Pizza
Macaroni & Cheese

DelmonioC °otatoes

Macaroni & Beef

9*
Shop Pkg 0»
siop a lib CO/
Sn*» fkg OW
sto« a i *
Shoe Pkg 89*

When you spend dollars for beef, make sure you get great

beef . . . Stop & Shop beef. It's naturally aged for

tenderness and flavor, guaranteed
fresh, juicy and delicious ... or your
money back. No other supermarket
can match the consistency of quality

in our great beef. Taste for yourself.

"Quality-Protected" Beef Naturally Aged

BeefRibRoast
LargeEnd $H9^^ 6th & 7th Ribs Bone-m

• ••

Beef that's naturally tender, juicy and flavorful. lb.

Beef LoinPorterhouse s

gg«.j.^v^B»,^a». Great beef 1 Naturally tender beef! "Quality-

OlCcUfc protected "beef at Stop & Shop'

Beef Rib Steak Large End
Simply Super- Uniformly good everytime

GroundBeef89Simply Super regular ground beef contains not more than 28% fat.
^^ ^H^*^

4th & 5th Ribs
Bone-In

ground I

White Gem Chicken Parts Sale!

Chicken Breast us Grade a 89'

Chicken Thighs
U.S. Grade "A" "7Qc

Moist, flavorful and tender. / \J\b

Self-Service Deli!

Child Mild
Franks « 89c

a 01 CQc
Pkg. 03Child Mild Bologna

Gem Beef Salami

Oscar Mayer Weiners
Oscar Mayer Bacon

Drumsticks
U.S. Grade "A" QQc

Great with barbecue sauce. \J\j<*

Catch these values!

Cod Fillets
79!
F.oi.* 79 t̂t

'Pk°. 65c

o> Baa< Fianka $4 OS
1 Ik Pkfl I

t lb Pug I

Frozen
Great with Slop ft Shop French Fries

Dressed Smelts
Cooked Fish Cakes i •» •»

Cooked Deep Sea Treats 99°
Tana O Saa i ib Pkg

Peeled &Deveined Shrimp ?

B .°,'
*2"

Laura Pr>4« SO '0 Count

Tatte OSlI CQc

Available *f\ stortt featuring a t«rvtc« d»n

Save SOc Per Lb. thisweek
in our Service Deli!
R03St B66f "Quality-Protected" Beef

Imported Honey Glazed Ham s
shoP

&

Roasted Turkey Breast white Gem

Stop & Shop Meat Loaf

Chinese Style Pork Roll stoP *shoP

Regular
Price

$Q96

*2..
9

$Q96O lb

•IP
$Q16O lb

Sale
Price

*3P

*2P

*3P

IP
*2P

In our Service Deli ...We give you Press 'N Seal

Bags to keep cold cuts fresh longer!
The cold cuts and cheeses you have sliced to order will stay fresh and
tasty in our waterproof, air-tight Press n Seal Bags. And you can use

these strong plastic bags again and again ... to store hot and cold foods
— even hot soup! Crush cracker crumbs in them. Turn them into dandy

tobacco pouch, shaving kits, bait bags, make-up kits, change purses

Many more helpful, useful ideas printed right on each bag!

Stop & Shop Potato Salad Greek Style Rice Pudding
We make this ourselves

in our own kitchen. 39 Great values from our

Service Deli Department oy i-

Starts Men., Dae. 9- Sat., Dec. 14

In fairness to Ml of our cuetomere, in reserve (he right to limit

•ai.a to three packages of any Item encapt wn*r* otherwise

noted Hams offered for sale not available in caaa lots, or to
other retail dealers or wholesalers Most items specially sale
P'ic.d soma al our everyday low prices Bakery prices effec-
tive Monday thru Saturday

J
Savings on Health & Beauty Aids.

Crest Toothpaste

Vi***
8V4 oz. tube
Limit 3 tubes
per customer 69

Lavoris
Mouthwash

40 oz bottle

Gillette
5 Count
Package

aaaaaaaaa

tagi taqt Edge
Bonus Pack

Deodorant
6 So- if|

99c

Trac II Blades

69c

Shave Cream

2 a 69c

Right Guard

69c

Baby Shampoo
Stop & Shop A QC

i6oz Bn ^tCI/

stop & Shop Aspirin

2 for the 0!2°H7C
price of 1 ^Blf

Knee Hi Stockings ££. 3*"" '1

No Nonsense Panty Hose 79p..r
Regular

L'Eggs Panty Hose <SZ *4

Give holiday gifts

in the best of
taste.

stop a
Shop Gift

Certificates
' are the gifts

everyone can use.

They're redeemable for thou-

sands of quality items at any Stop a Shop
supermarket any time through December 31,

1975. Make your holiday gift shopping easier.

Buy Stop a Shop Gift Certificates in $5, $7.50

and $10 denominations at our customer serv-

ice counters. Today, more than ever, good
food is a welcome gift.

Fresh Florida Citrus Sale!

Tangerines

Indian River Juice

Indian River White Seedless

Grapefruit
^\ aaajBT goodness 1 ^W^ ,or

J^^

Fla Green Peppers
Serve in a salad or fry and make OQ C

a submarine aandwich. a— v7 lb

Fla Tomatoes
A great buy at OQ

ce aCv7this low price

Holiday Cactus Plants 3* p<" 991.

Holly Rant For Someone Special' £ *1"

Teacher certification

available for grads
The Division of Continuing

Education in cooperation with the
Teacher Education Council of the
School of Education, announces a
program for post-baccalaureate
students leading to teacher cer-

tification in elementary and
secondary education.

The program offers certification

in the areas of agricultural
education, foreign languages,
music, home economics, physical
education, interdisciplinary
education, elementary education,
urban education, math, social

studies, science, English, in-

ternational education, cooperative

education, early childhood
education, and bHingual-bicultural

education.

Most of these areas require a
two-semester commitment, with
course work taken the first

semester and student teaching
completed the second semester.

Prospective students are reminded
that this is not a graduate program
but is designed only for teacher

certification.

Deadline for applications for

admission to the spring program is

Dec. 20, although late applicants

will be considered on a space-

available basis. Further information

is available from Ruth Greene, 106

Hills North, telephone 545-3410.

Staff Photo by Chrla B

Somsak Naviroj (left) makes a vain attempt to return a shot by Mike Blauer
the semi-finals of the UMass Table Tennis Tournament, which was held <

Saturday at WOPE. Blauer won the Men's Singles and Lyn Russel won tl

Women's Singles.

Career workshop scheduled for intersession
On January 13-17, a group of

faculty, in collaboration with the

Resource Network, and a number

that THE VILLAGE SKI SHOP
32 MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON

Carries
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SPAULDING

and

FORMIDABLE

50% off
THF VILLAGE SKI SHOP

Downstair* in Western Auto

of participating students, will

sponsor a workshop, in the Campus
Center, entitled, MAKING A LIFE,

MAKING A LIVING: Career
Development, An Obligation of the

Changing University?

This is an opportunity for faculty,

staff, and students to focus
together on an issue critical to the

University's future.

The design of the week is such
that participate may choose to

come for just a morning or an
afternoon, for two full days, or for

the entire week. Also built into the

session, for those who would like to

carry their involvement with the

subject into the spring semester, is

the opportunity to help create and
implement a new system for career

counseling and placement involving

the whole University. (University

deans have already received a

memorandum from Sally Freeman,
the director of the Student
Development Center, to this ef-

fect.)

The title of the opening address-
JOBS AND THE LIBERAL ARTS
TRADITION: CONFLICT OR
C0EXISTENCE?-indicates the
sessions point of departure. There
will be a nationally recognized

e A'v^lafaP • • - •

FINEST
CHRlSffAAS
cm- TRIMS

Viee&7gM
The Fresh Idea Company . . .

UNIVERSITY STORE

speaker talking on the general topic

and a member of the faculty

commenting with special reference

to the local situation. The following

list of sample issues gives some
idea of the range of topics to be
raised.

-What should be the respon-

sibility of departments toward
career advising?

-What difference will growing,

numbers of "non-traditional"
students make to the role of

faculty?

-Must educators choose bet-

ween preparing students for "a
good life" and preparing them for a

career?

-How can students, in their

concern about careers, help make
the University as effective an in-

stitution as possible?

-Should there be an opportunity
for faculty to consider "retooling"

for changed student needs?
-Has the University been

overbrought or oversold as a life-

long income producer?

-How is career development
affected by the University's
responsibility to affirmative action

and equal opportunity?

turn to page 17

Outing club sponsoring

free-climbing advocate
American climbing has been in the throes of a major revolution during

the last 2 years. With the introduction of new equipment, attention has
swung from big aide routes to free-climbing.

Henry Barber, a 20 year old Boston student, is one of a small group of

American rock climbers who has brought a new level of keenness and
dedication to free climbing. He is a climber of superior ability with a
singular approach to rock climbing. Some even consider Barber a prophet
of the new attitudes to climbing.

A major concern for him is maintaining aesthetics, preventing piton

damage and preserving the mountains. When asked why he has such an
appetite for hard climbing, Barber replied "I like to climb, but I don't think

the competitive factor is important, I just like the freedom of climbing, the
flow of it. And it doesn't have to be 5.10".

During the course of one year Henry Barber has done about six hundred
routes - most 5.8 and upwards. If you would like to meet this amazing man,
this new breed of climber, come to the Outing Club meeting tonight at 7:30
in the S.U.B.

EVESvtJVRTH

4.V.H4 SiW>

AND vjEXje c^qT SorAE F0^ <q\<^S...
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Goodbye Alumnus

To the Editor

As a graduating senior this semester, I had promised myself to

write an essay-of-sorts summing up my experiences over the past

four years here. Now my time is a/most up, and I just thought I

would tell you some ofmy thoughts about things here.

First of all, to the women of the UMass community, I must tell

you that I did in fact receive an education in feminism, although

sometimes I was against learning, and at other times I learned

without realizing it. My education was largely through one

woman, but also because of the oftentimes inescapable logic

presented by women with regards to our "liberal" and "liberated"

society. The injustices which have been perpetrated against the

female sex just do not make sense. I for one am aware of this. It is

hard to discard my chauvinistic background, but I am learning.

More or less the same illogical and inhumane treatment has been

extended to our Third World brothers and sisters, and I just wish

that more people could be aware of the wastefulness, ignorance,

and stupidity of denying fellow humans "life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness.

"

One thing which I have seen much of but still do not understand

is vandalism. Why people destroy, steal, throw stuff out windows,

and generally make life more miserable for others is something I

cannot grasp. There are many other topics I would write about,

but because of space limitations, I cannot. Subjects such as the

dining commons, the infirmary, athletics and jocks, social clicks,

dormitory life, and student politics are all relevant and con-

troversial current topics on campus, but no matter what I might

say about them, who would listen?

People can never completely agree on any controversial sub-

ject, and only time can , on out problems. So with this reasoning

behind me I tend to adopt a non-committal attitude that ignores

the confusion around me. Deplorable, you say? Perhaps so, but I

am not alone. I am representative of the new "apathy" and

"discouragement" of the 1970's. With everything in shambles

around us, can you blame me? At least I have finally taken the

time to write this one and only "contribution " to the Collegian in

four years.

Many years from now, when I look back on my college days, I

w^n't remember classrooms, exams, or papers, but I will always

cherish the memories of the many friends land even some people

who were not friends] I made. From rapping all night with my
roommate about Nixon, girls, whiskey, penal systems, music and

other stuff; to watching unbelieving while a kid took a shit in my
room; to getting high as a kite; to a catstrophic "relationship "; to a

case of frosties in one day; to blue collar summers and

Dostoyesvsky autumns — these are the memories I will always

carry with me. As to getting an education, UMass succeeded

almost despite itself. At least I know how to roll a joint!

UMass is a "circus" because as my Random House dictionary

says, a circus is "a large public entertainment featuring per-

forming animals, clowns, feats of skill and pageantry, etc. " An
almost perfect description of UMass. Because there are all kinds

of people here, I tend to regard UMass as a microcosm of society

in general, hence the subtitle to this letter.

I clearly remember four years ago when my father said to me
"Well Bob, I guess you are starting out on a new adventure in

life." If only he knew...

Bob Shay

A farewell to arms ?

To the Editor:

In regard to your letter on December 2, Mr. Sacks, you should

definitely look into your facts.

First, there is no National Firearms Act of 1938. The National

Firearms Act was passed on June 26, 1934. This act applied to the

registration, taxation, and inter state transportion of rifles not

hand guns. Nowhere does it say anything about the regulation of

hand guns.

Many states now have laws concerning the control of hand

guns. The Taylor law of New York, for example, provides for the

registration of newly made hand guns and the transfer of hand

guns between private parties. The problem is that a/though the

laws now could partially control the illegal use of hand guns, they

are generally not enforced.

But think about it, if you are a "professional criminal" you

wouldn't buy the high priced target pistols which are normally

sold over the counter, but a cheap black market variety, usually of

foreign manufacture.

Tell me Mr. Sacks, how by disarming the general public will you

prevent handguns from falling into the criminal's hands?

If you will look back through history, the first thing taken away

from a people moving into a police state was their right to bear

arms. If you don't believe this look back to the time Hitler was

taking over Germany.

Lastly, the second article of The Bill of Rights states, as you

have said, "a well regulated militia being necessary to the security

of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall

not be infringed. " You are wrong though, as to its interpretation.

William 0. Douglas, in 1961, stated that the article also applied to

the individual citizen.

Instead of trying to take away yet another right of the people,

let us try to enforce the already adequate laws on the books.

Thomas Knecht

S.P.O.N.G.E. replies

To the Editor:

Collegian, Susan Female John Rivera and Betty Londergan

listen to what is happening to our city of Boston. Don't accuse us

of being socially "unawaro" in regard to forced-busing in Boston,

because you impress us as being totally unaware of what Boston

is made of. Do you people know why there is such strong op-

position to forced-busing in Boston ? Don't take the "unaware"

position of blaming all the violence by anti-busing people due to

their prejudices and racist attitudes.

What you people fail to realize are the motives and life styles of

people in neighborhoods like South Boston and Dorchester. If you

think that poor housing, poor education, poor environments and

meager incomes are only limited to "minorities", look again at the

people of South Boston and Dorchester. It's working class people

who happen to be white and working class people who happen to

be black. ..poor people. ..both of whom are very hard pressed

neither of whom have got much leverage on anything. They are

both competing for a very limited piece of pie, the limits of which

are being set by the larger limits of class which allow them damn

little if anything.

The thrust of our argument centers on the uncontestable fact

that suburbia has fashioned a law designed uncontestable to ease
Pharisaic consciences, as it postulates absurdly that a Boston
school with 51 per cent non -white student population is in

violation of the Racial Imbalance Act while a suburban school with
per cent or 1 per cent non white student population is in

compliance with the law.

We appeal to the common sense of people to stop and
reconsider. Will shipping blacks to white schools and shipping
whites to black schools bring about quality education? Shouldn't
we work within the system rather than using forced-busing which
tends to create more harm than good. Stop and think who is

behind forced-busing and why! Call us S.P.O.N.G.E. or anything
else you please, but at least consider what we have to say and
more important, why!

William Donovan
Joseph "Hipcheck" Horrigan

Mark Shea

Expression repression
To the Editor:

It seems that in just about every branch of artistic form that

comes out, it cannot get away with the omission of criteria for its

moral, sexual or whatever -it-may-be content. And I'm not talking

about the two most controversial cartoonists around here. What I

have in mind are the visual arts that were meant for public en-

joyment, not to slander society.

Normally, the poet, photographer or artist gets his own train of
thought c jut how he perceives his subject. The idea of its beauty
or grossness is his and his alone. The trouble is, a lot of people are

just too inflexible and consider only their own morals when seeing
the works. I have seen numerous art exhibits taken down because
the fact that the artist found beauty in a penis or breast had its

moral values placed in front of its artistic value.

As a member of the Spectrum, / have read works from past
issues about subjects that may be considered morally uncouth,
but the wording and expressionisms produced amazing effects. In

a society like today s, namely in the view of our generation, it is

just natural to have access to these relevant experiences that ideas

naturally flow from them. When you pick up an issue of the

Spectrum, just remember the purpose why such a thing was
written, drawn or photographed. That's for the very same reason
that I don't like people laughing atJohn Denver's music, calling

his mountain stuff wishy-washy. They should talk! When
someone does his own thing, you 've got to accept him for how he
does it.

Linda Sherksnis

A question
To the Editor

/ would like to ask Bill Drummond if he has ever studied crop rotation while starving to death?

Patrick Walker

I

U.S. wrongly accused?
By ERIC

The Third World Nations are smothering in the vile

corruption of their own excrement. Millions of in-

nocent people are starving to death, victims of

defunct political, economic and social systems. In an

attempt to hold their people in servitude, the dictators

have used the United States as a scapegoat, blaming

"U.S. imperialism" for their, economic failure. They
have been joined by the jealous nations of western

Europe and their affiliated institutions in a massive

character assassination based on jealousy, greed and

hate. It is a time for America to let the truth be known
and stop taking such abuse from people we have

helped so much in the past.

The U.S. has been generous beyond all imagination

in dealing with hunger. Between 1965 and 1972, 84.4

per cent of the grain donated to poor nations came
from America. The Soviet Union, Canada, Australia

and the other grain producing countries contributed

the remaining 15.6 per cent, and yet they have the

audacity to demand more from this country. The truth

is that the American farmer makes up 1/10 of 1 per

cent of our population yet feeds 25 per cent of the

world! One quarter of the earth's population eats

American food and the forces of international jealousy

dare to demand more, let alone blame America for

hunger.

The majority of Third World nations are run by
corrupt regimes which have no desire to share their

wealth with their own poor. These dictators have a

financial stake in perpetuating starvation and poverty

and will continue to do so. Whenever the masses
become discontented they find a scapegoat to detract

from their own responsibility. Genersi Amin of

Uganda is a fine example. Not too many months ago
he expelled all Asians from his country, claiming that

they, his country's most prosperous citizens, were
responsible for poverty. Now, a new scapegoat must
be found. During the Biafran War, America sent tons

of wheat to Nigeria. The grain was sold in the black

market to the ruling class. In India, Mrs. Ghandi has

spent billions in the development of atomic bombs,
and still she expects America to feed her people.

For Americans to send grain to these countries,

who are now reaping what the rulers have sown,
would be to support the oppression of millions. We
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would only be aiding the dictators in passifying their

vassals for a few months longer.

Suicidal rates of proliferation are also forced upon

the people by the ruling classes in order to prevent

class mobility and obstruct economic progress among
the peasants. Latin American countries presently

enjoy an economic growth rate of 5.7 per cent per

year. Yet, the populations germinate at rates of 12 to

15 per cent annually. No wonder poverty cannot be

eradicated. All countries receiving American aide

should be required to implement extensive birth

control programs among the people. If this is not

done, the populations will continue to grow while the

economies stagnate and even bigger famines will take

place in future years.

America should demand social justice in return for

wheat. Ruling cliques should be made to either share

with their people. For America to feed these people at

a subsistance level is only to prolong their struggle for

justice. If the rulers reform, our aid will booster a

growing society and speed its way to development. If

they refuse, our denial to beat them in their crime will

speed the necessary revolutions which must take

place and inevitably will come to pass.

In reference to the World Food Conference in

Rome, Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz is reported

to have told a joke going around the city about the

Pope's stand on birth control. Supposedly, a mythical

Italian woman was heard to say, "He no playa the

game, he no maka the rules." Certainly, Mr. Butz is

guilty of an indiscretion and nothing more. What
should be met with outrage is the attempt of the arch-

bishop of New York to blow the incident out of

proportion for the benefit of the political party he

favors. As a Catholic and a Conservative Republican I

must disown the statement made by the good Car-

dinal Cooke. "If Mr. Butz can speak that way and

remain in your cabinet," declared Cardinal Cooke,

"Catholics, Italo-Americans and the starving people

of the world will know how poorly they are esteemed

by your cabinet." Terrance Cardinal Cooke is a good
friend of the Kennedys and a known Democrat. For

him to abuse the church through partisan politics is a

disgrace, and he should be duly reprimanded.

Eric Fleet is a Collegian Commentator.

Interested in the Collegian?
There will b*4 a meeting Tuesday night for all in-

terested in v. rking on next semester's editorial

pages. We are looking for writers, cartoonists and
layout people to give us new ideas and more input.

Come and meet a few of the new editors and give us
your ideas. The meeting will be held in the Colonial

Lounge, at the Student Union, at 7:00.

Tomorrow Zamir Nestelbaum casts the future

of Wilbur Mills as Ambassador to Uganda.

{
Dean w Tucker h

TOC: Take our cash
Contrary to printed rumor T.O.C. does not stand for Top of the

Campus... it stands for Take Our Cash. Besides probably being the

only local drinkery where one could die of old age between or-

dering a drink and having it served, students are forced to insult

themselves by becoming "members" of that prestigious in-

stitution for the nominal fee of one dollar in return for which we
receive mediocrity.

Last Thursday night the Collegian held its annual editorial

elections. They are tedious, tense, and more boring than a class

taught by Dean Albertson. This year they were held in one of the

rooms in the Campus Center meeting room complex. [Down the

escalator]. These rooms have no windows, too much heat, all

white walls and rude flourescent lights.

They are a claustrophobics nightmare... and when people sit in

them for three and a halfhours for an election they are ready to go

OUT to drink.

Not out to have a couple of cocktails, cross your legs and
ponder the state of the world, No, out to celebrate the passing of

editorships to a group ofpeople who like those on the way out will

in one years time have put in a full days work plus school, given up
most of their personal lives, lost girlfriends, gone broke, seen their

cum. drop and aged three years in 9 months. So the group is ripe

to get all screwed up; falling down, mad/happy drunk because for

some it is over, for others it is just beginning. Some feel like they

will conquer the world others wish they could have while editors...

but it doesn 't matter. The elections were over, the paper at the

printers and we wanted to celebrate.

Some people suggested Mikes...

a good idea because it is still the

only saloon in town where twenty

people can arrive at the same time

get a drink in five minutes and

celebrate, really celebrate, without

some pompous ass telling you how
to behave. Mikes place is a veteran

of thousands of UMass
celebrations. They know how to

handle a crowd without stifling it.

There were not enough cars for

twenty people, so the idea was
scrapped...

When the group of twenty

student journalists were vomited

from the elevator and herded into

the big bold glass and cement room
[that says something in itself] the

well polished staff reacted like

Sonny Barger and the Hell's Angels

just rode into town on their

motorcycles. Security went up and
the familiar "humor them" look

was attached to the normally

painted on smile, and the smile

became more painted on when our

first order, five pitchers of beer and
a tray of glasses, was placed. The

beer lasted ten minutes... people

who had lingered after the election

began to arrive and get cheers,

more tables were pulled up... the

cry for beer went out... money was
on the table in piles... someone
Some people suggested Mikes... a good idea because it is still

the only saloon in town where twenty people can arrive at the

same time get a drink in five minutes and celebrate, really

celebrate, without some pompous ass telling you how to behave.

Mikes place is a veteran of thousands of UMass celebrations.

They know how to handle a crowd without stifling it.

There were not enough cars for twenty people, so the idea was
scrapped...

When the group of twenty student journalists were vomited
from the elevator and herded into the big bold glass and cement
room \that says something in itself] the well polished staff reacted

like Sonny Barger and the Hell's Angels just rode into town on
their motorcycles. Security went up and the familiar "humor
them" look was attached to the normally painted on smile, and
the smile became more painted on when our first order, five

pitchers of beer and a tray of glasses, was placed. The beer lasted

ten minutes... people who had lingered after the election began to

arrive and get cheers, more tables were pulled up... the cry for

beer went out... money was on the table in piles... someone
finagled a bottle of champagne [seven dollars a ripoff] from the

barmaid. That lasted two minutes from cork time to emptiness...

and we wanted more, more beer, more bubb/ey, more. We waited.

The snotty cocktail waitress, who eventually ripped us off for at

least six dollars, said "you 'II have to wait your turn. " We waited

through a set of fifties tunes played by the worst band in the area

while a few overstuffed conventioneer types sipped their Gibsons
and talked about the big sales meeting or other such bull drop-

pings. Our waitress, and we should have had three because we
were drinking and spending like there were forty of us disappeared

to consult the tie wearing manager about the horrible

drunkgetting Collegian people who were hollering and screaming
now because we had waited for an incompetent waitress to bring

us our beer, or our money or some semblance of service. A
second bottle of champagne came and went in a slurp... but no
beer, and no service.

Lo and behold Miss cute britches ba/lette the waitress tells us
that the place is out pitchers. Moments before we sent her away
with three or four empties but they got lost in the twenty foot

distance between our table and the service bar. She still has our
money, but we don 't want it, we want beer. We would have spent

a hundred fifty dollars there if the hired help was smart enough to

sense a celebration. People even began to join our crowd... we
were the center of it all.

It comes from all quarters of the world that a bunch of jour-

nalists is a bunch of fools, but not a bunch of big fools. The pit-

cher trick did not work, in fact it brought indignation from even

the dumbest. So Miss cute britches sidles away, getting mad now
because she is an amateur in the presence of professionals, still

with our money, but we don't want it, we want beer... and comes

back to tell us the T.O.C. is out of beer; can you believe it. We get

our money back minus six dollars and then leave for the Blue Wall.

We just got shut off, and it cost us six dollars to find out that the

best minds of the T.O.C. management knew how to take care of

the students, who were all bonafide members of the T.O.C. when
they came to their club in their building, on their campus to have a

good time. They shut us off. That's how to take care of students.

Screw them.

The T.O.C. is a curious sort of organization. It is located in a

building that is being paid for by the students, but will be owned
by the state when the note is paid off. The T.O.C. is part of

Campus Center Food Services who also operate the Hatch, the

Coffee Shop, a catering service and the Blue Wall among other

things. When the Campus Center was planned it was hoped that

Amherst would become a Las Vegas east, but it flopped worse

than the World Football League. The food service establishments

are carrying the weight for the building note, with the help of

students who pay an obnoxious over sixty dollar a year fee to use

it, even if they never do.

The myth that we will become a convention center is talked

about, but that is all. It is kept alive by the attitude maintained at

T.O.C.

It is true that the prices there are moderate, there is a discount

for students who dine there, but the student dining is not en

couraged. The discount is mentioned in parenthesis on menus and

ads. The money is still made from outsiders... faculty, staff etc.

who pay full price.

The moderate price of dinners at the T.O.C. is maintained

because the students who flood the Hatch, Coffee Shop etc. are

subsidizing the T.O.C. with revenues from those places. The
T.O.C. offers the non-student good dining at moderate prices at

the expense of students who are subjected daily to the poison in

the Hatch, or Coffee Shop.

Lunchtime at the Coffee Shop is packed with students. A
hamburger, small milk, yogurt, salad and fresh fruit costs $1.89.

You have to wail in line for it, and sit at a trash laden table to eat it.

The T.O.C. has a daily special for $1.95 served. It is hot, and

usually good. The catch at T.O C. is the "quickie lunch" where
one can stand in line cafeteria style and get Hatch/ Coffee Shop
fare at slightly inflated prices, served by yourself at a unclean

table. Its the same old crap... once out of the elevator economy
minded students are shuttled to a back room for more of the

same.

Why isn't the quickie meal served in the regular dining room.

Perhaps because a bunch of students there would be a

discouragement to the conventioneers, or President Wood who
drops in from time to time, or anyone else that expects deluxe

service... at the expense of students who are subtly kept away, or

in the case of the Collegian people kicked out of a place they have

paid stock in.

The Collegian moved itself to the Blue Wall, where despite the

crowd not only were welcomed, but encouraged to have a good
time. The management knew what was going on, and the bar-

tenders did too.

In retrospect the Blue Wall was probably the place to go in the

first place... but we pay for the other dump too. We should get to

choose, not be treated like dirt.

Dean Tucker is Executive Editor of the Collegian
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sponsors bottle bill
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The UMass Fraternal Dump
Association has gone on record as

a sponsor of the Bottle Bill

Legislation to be introduced in the

legislature by State Rep. Lois Pines.

Thomas P. Driscoll, director of

the UMass chapter FDA, today

conceded the failure of FDA's
Litterbug Amnesty Program, and
called for strong government
measures to control non-returnable

bottles, which account for a large,

visible share of the state's litter.

A similar proposal in last year's

legislature was unsuccessful. This

year's bill is supported by a broad-

based coalition of ecology-minded

groups, including the Mass. Public

Interest Research Group
(MassPIRG)

Container legislation has been
successfully implemented in

Oregon and Vermont in the past

several years, but is being strongly

resisted by labor and manufac-
turing interests. FDA researchers

have concluded that the benefit to

the public of such laws strongly

outweighs any minor economic
dislocation which might occur.

Savings would be great of natural

resources, energy and public ex-

penditures to control litter, they

say.

Graduate receives medal

for service to UMass

Robert J. McCartney

Library announces exam week schedule
MAIN LIBRARY

December 1, Sunday, 10 a.m.

to 12:00 midnight; December 2,

Monday through Friday, December
6, 8 a.m. to 12 midnight; December
7, Saturday, 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.;

December 8, Sunday, 10 a.m. to 2

a.m.; December 9, Monday through

Wednesday, December 18, 7 a.m.

to 2 a.m.; December 19. Thursday,

The Fixer free

here Tuesday
The Fixer, which won the

National Society of Film Critics

Award, will be screened on
Tuesday, December 10 in CC 101,

at 9:00 p.m.

Starring Alan Bates and Dirk

Bogarde, the film is set in Kiev

during the Czarist era in Russia.

The Fixer was adapted from the

Bernard Malamud novel and was
directed by John Frankenheimer.

The screening is being sponsored

by Hillel and admission is free,

although donations will be ac-

cepted.

Para presents

de Chardin film
The Psychical Awareness &

Research Association will present a

film and tape presentation of

Teilhard De Chardin's,

PEHNOMENON OF MAN
tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m., in

Herter Hall, room 231.

This presentation is a cooperative

production of the 'Phenomenon of

Man Association" and the

"Fillmore Foundation".

Phenomenon of Man presents a

graphic introduction to the ideas

contained in De Chardin's works
which revolutionized and awakened
the academic and religious com-
munities to man's relationship to

the universe.

Para is dedicated to the study,

exploration, investigation and
unfoldment process of man
through the PSI faculty. Meetings

and programs are held monthly,

open to the public for a nominal

donation. Anyone wishing further

information, may contact Claudette

L. Kiely of Granby.

Sooner
or later

you'll

come to

v

BEAU SrMes-S/

8 a.m. to 10 p.m.; December 20,

Friday, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.; December
21, Saturday, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
MORRILL LIBRARY

No change in regular hours
MUSIC LIBRARY

Regular hours through
Tuesday, December 10th.

December 11-13, Wednesday-
Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and 6
p.m. to 11 p.m.; December 14,

Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.;

December 15, Sunday, 2 p.m. to 5
p.m. and 6 p.m. to 11 p.m.;

December 16-18 Monday-

Wednesday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

and 6:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.;

December 19, Thursday, 8:30 a.m.

to 5:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. to 9:00

p.m.; December 20, Friday, 8:30

p.m. to 5:00 p.m.; December 21,

Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

PHYSICAL SCIENCES LIBRARY
Regular hours through

Thursday, December 19. December

20, Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.;

December 21, Saturday, 9 a.m. to

12 noon.

PHYSICS LIBRARY
No change in regular hours.

Thirty-three years ago Robert J.

McCartney received a bachelor's

degree from what is now the

University of Massachusetts
Amherst. This week he received

The University Medal for Out-

Standing Service for his dedication

to UMass.
At the UMass Campus Center

where the award ceremony was
conducted Wednesday, Dec. 4,

Mrs. McCartney, Norma, accepted

the award for her husband who was
hospitalized at Peter Bent Bngham
in Boston. From his hospital bed,

McCartney spoke via telephone

hook-up to the group assembled to

honor him in Amherst.

The medal was authorized by the

UMass Board of Trustees in 1972 to

bring special recognition to persons

who have given "significant and
exceptional service" to the

University. Eligible to receive the

honor are students, alumni, faculty,

administrators, staff, legislators,

government employees, and friends

of UMass.
McCartney has been several of

those from the late 1930's when he

began as a student through to the

1970's when he served as secretary

and director of university relations

and now as the president's

assistant for liaison service.

Having graduated in 1941, he

spent four years with the Army

Signal Corps and then returned to

UMass for graduate school. He
became news editor of UMass in

1948, and was director of

publications and news from 1953 to

1956. During those years he

founded and edited "The
Massachusetts Alumnus"
magazine still published today and

mailed to thousands of UMass
graduates throughout the world.

McCartney moved to the

University of Maryland where he

was director of university relations

from 1956 to 1964., when he

returned to UMass as secretary and

director of university relations. As
secretary he worked closely with

the Board of Trustees, and as

director of university relations he

coordinated communications in

news, radio, and television.

In July, 1973, McCartney was
named assistant to the UMass
president for liaison service, and as

such has been President Robert

Wood's representative on the

Amherst campus.
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a fresh idea
for everyone
on your

shopping list
SPECIAL TITLES

Fine Folks

House to House

Neighbor

Reunion

AHORA
Hoy Lunes en Southwest

George Washington, piso 19

Muy Impor.tante!!

Tax revenues slump

AND SAVE
STUDENTS SAVE EVERY
DAY AT BROMLEY ...

especial ly Jan. 6-10,
13-17, Feb. 3-7, Mar.
17-21, 24-28.
50% off:::

4-DAY OPTIONS: lifts
only, $18, lifts and

lessons, $22, lifts,
GLM lessons and all

equipment, $30.

For more on our
inflation fighter
deals for students,
fill in the coupon
below.

bfomleu
Vermont'

ByG. DAV/D WALLACE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (API - Higher

fuel prices and a slumping economy
trimmed sharply the rate of growth
in state tax revenues for 1974, the

federal government reported
yesterday.

The Commerce Department said

tax income for all 50 states totaled

$74.1 billion in 1974, compared to

$68.1 billion in 1973. That worked
out to an 8.9 per cent jump for

1974, compared to a 13.7 per cent

growth the previous year. The
totals did not include income from
federal programs and other
sources, such as lotteries.

Since the prices that states must
pay for goods and services go up
along with everything else, the fact

that the 1974 growth in tax revenue

was below the 10.9 per cent rise in

prices during the same period

means state governments are

generally under pressure to make
ends meet.

Federal tax receipts for the 1974

tax year, which ended June 30,

were $264.9 billion, a jump of 14 per

cent over the previous year.

The sharpest blow to the states

was in gasoline and fuel taxes

which normally provide them with

about 12 per cent of their tax

revenue.

With sharply higher gasoline

prices and the Arab oil embargo,
motorists cut back on con-
sumption.

Thus, revenues from fuel taxes

increased by only 1.8 per cent to

$8.2 billion, even though income
from drivers' licenses fees jumped
nearly 3 per cent.

In the 1973 tax year, income from

fuel taxes had increased 12 per

cent.

General sales tax revenues, by
contrast, were up 14.2 per cent,

largely because they are a fixed

percentage of the inflated costs of

goods. They totaled $22.6 billion, or

30.5 per cent of state tax income.
But the economic slump took

considerable steam out of state

income taxes, which normally

account for 31 per cent of state tax

revenues. Individual income taxes

were up 9.2 per cent to $17 billion,

compared to a 20 per cent increase

in 1973. The 22.8 per cent rise in

corporation income taxes paid

states in 1973 slowed to a 10.9 per

cent rise for 1974 and a total of $6
billion.

Connecticut, with a 4.4 per cent

drop in revenue to $1.1 billion, was
the only state to suffer a decline.
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Christmas

The very special way to remember . .

Cartoonist Don McGilvray is sponsoring a day of activities for all toe" y at the
Campus Center, room 11 3. Beginning at 12 is the "Artz Gallery/' a colleciion of

photography, paintings, sculpture and various student
works. The "Gallery" will run until 6. At 7:30, the
Cosmic Circus begins, featuring jugglers, clowns and
cosmic entertainment. There will be a special guest
appearance from an "internationally famous
celebrity." It's all free, and all are welcome!

UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

College Calculators

End of Si

Save Mow o.

metier Sale! 1

» all Machines!

Texas Instrument

SR-50/H1 $14-V95

*« •• m

'
otM 1 O 1 1

SR-10 $59.95
SR-11 $69.95

- ~!

Commodore

Melcor 535 I S1QQ9S
Comparable to

SR-50 & Parenthesis!

"986GLR" — 4 function, per cent, constant, largel

green display, only $39.95
"987GLR — 4 function, per cent, constant, M+, AA-,1

MT, MR, exch. key, large green display *Ca ap
only 50Z.W

'Novus 850" — 4 function, 8 digit hand held machine*]

$29.95
lAll Machines (except Novus) include 1 year man warranty — 2 month I

replacement warram ,- if defective, AC adaptor, and carrying case!

I

carry all machines at discount prices, call me first.

Bob Crowell 549-1318
[Sale Endt 12/13/74

battery oper., only
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UMass drinking problem
nont. from p. 1

Public Safety, a special legislative

commission investigating drunk

driving is considering the feasibility

of repealing the lower drinking age.

On campus, though, Averill

maintains that the problem is the

same as it has always been, "only

our awareness of it has increased.

"If you draw a graph to the last

25 years, with the exception of four

or five years in the late 60's when

there was an emphasis on mind-

expanding drugs, there would be a

fairly straight line.

"Certainly with the availability of

liquor having increased, there is

more intensive use of it. But the

number of people using it is still the

same."
The availability of liquor at the

University of Massachusetts has

indeed increased. The campus

center's drinking establishment

boasts a booming beer business—

a

volume increase of about 112 per

cent since the lowering of the

drinking age. Its gross profits on all

liquor has shot up 47 per cent

during that time (to about $600,000

per year;, according to Phil Amico,

food services director of the

campus center.

UMass management feels that

the 2,700 gallons of beer served in

the center each week "probably

tops all other bars on the entire

eastern coast of the United

States."

Amico says the university has

one of the largest on-campus

beverage operations in the country.

With the majority of the patrons

being students, it would seem to

create problems for the local town

police.

Amherst Police Chief Donald M.

Maia says a drinking problem

among a substantial number of

college students "hasn't shown its

head" as far as his department is

concerned.

"They're (students) not coming

off the campus as much as they did

in the past, there's more drinking

going on at the university that

would have been off-campus

before the drinking age was
lowered," Maia says.

"I don't think it is a problem in

this community. At least it hasn't

come to our mind at this point in

time."

The UMass Department of Public

Safety sees things in a different

light.

"It's not a problem to them

because we're picking up the

slack," said one UMass officer.

"Fifty to 60 per cent of the dorm

damage is alcohol-related. ..most

broken windows caused by people

with too many cocktails.

"And with the decriminalization

of public drunkenness, some
people get the vague idea we're

having a picnic. What's happened

is that we've turned into a regular

cab service for the weekend

drunk."

While the state highway fatality

records are not reflective of the

university vicinity, most accidental

deaths occurring on campus have

reportedly been linked to drinking.

"For someone walking around in

a stupor at this place, it's

dangerous.. .don't kid yourself,"

insisted a dormitory janitor.

"Falling out of the balcony of a

high rise tower; getting trapped in

an elevator or suffocating in bed is

all very possible here when
somebody gets looped."

Mrs. Evelyn K. Duston, director

of health education for the UMass
infirmary, believes that a con-

siderable amount of injuries and

illnesses are related to drinking—
but adds that hard data is lacking to

confirm this.

"We see a lot of students coming

in with alcoholic-related problems,

but it's just not going into the

record," Mrs. Duston says.

"Too much of a moral issue is

involved. Denial is a very big

problem. Physicians will frequently

explain away or cover-up any kind

of behavior when somebody is

drunk because it's a big decision to

lay on somebody in our culture.

"It's not easy to say to somebody
'you're an alcoholic' Nobody
wants to label some one as such

until they're long over the line,

approaching a gutter drunk."

Yet, according to several studies

conducted— only five per cent of

America's ten million labeled
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alcoholics are skid row derelicts.

Dr. Robert W. Gage, UMass vice

chancellor for student affairs, says

he is disturbed by "the pre-

occupation of so many people upon

alcohol; a slavish dependence by

students.

turn to page 17

The HP-35 Electronic Slide Rule.
Performs all basic arithmetic, trig and

log calculations automatically. Has an

Addressable Memory, displays 10 digits in

fixed decimal or scientific notation, auto-

matically positions decimal point through-

out its 200-decade range. Cost $225*

*AII HP pocket calculators have Hewlett-

Packard's patented RPN logic system with 4

Memory Stack. Prices exclude state and

local taxes.

HEWLETT JlD] PACKARDQ

The HP-80 financial.
Performs virtually all time/money calcula-

tions in seconds. Has a 200-year calendar,

an Addressable Memory. Lets you make new
• kinds of management calculations that

enable you to make better decisions.

Cost, $395*

"All HP pocket calculators have Hewlett-

Packard's patented RPN logic system with 4
Memory Stack. Prices exclude state and
local taxes.

HEWLETT-PACKARD

available at the UNIVERSITY STORE campus center

available at the UNIVERSITY STORE campus center, open Wed 'til 8.

IT PAYS TOSHOP
THE FINASTWAY

The Canon F-l.

images arewhat its all about

From
Our
Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe

Schlitz

case of

24
12 oz cans

Photographic equipment can

be a trap. Sometimes, you can get

so involved with it that you lose

sight of your real purpose-
making photographs.

The Canon F-1 can help you
forget about equipment and
concentrate on images. It was
designed, and functions, as an

extension of your photographic

vision. It's responsive in a way that

you must experience to appreciate.

And since it was conceived as a

system camera, every part works

together with effortless smooth-

ness, from the more than 40 Canon
FD and FL lenses to the over 200
accessories.

The heart of the camera is it's

central spot metering system.

With it you can use anyone's

exposure system, no matter how
critical, since it only measures the

central 12% of the finder area-

regardless of the focal length used.

So if you're spending too much
time lately worrying about your
equipment, it's time you stopped,

and took a good look ai the Canon
F-1 system, and Canon's other

fine cameras—the automatic,

electronic EF, the full-feature FTb,

and theTLb. If you're interested

in images, Canon's your camera.

A System of Precision
Canon

Canon USA, Inc , 10 Nevada Drive. Lake Success. New York 1 1040
Canon USA, Inc

. 457 Fullerton Avenue, Elmhurst. Illinois 601 26
Canon USA, Inc . 123 East Paularmo Avenue. Costa Mesa. California 92626
Canon USA, Inc

.
Bldg B-2. 1050 Ala Moana Blvd , Honolulu. Hawaii 96814
Canon Optics & Business Machines Canada. Ltd . Ontario I

Champagne
Paul Masson
Rose Garden

Paul Masson

Mountain
Farms
Mall

Hadley

Chateau
Suzanne

Rose"

24 oz
btl

half

gallon

1
89

Liebfraumilch 23 oz

White Rhine btl

Rose" Burgundy qt

Chablis btl

329

4 89

1 99

SUPERMARKETS

UMass drinking
cont. from p. 16

"People unconsciously see this

as a temporary solution to the

problems of discomfort," he says.

"I think students today are faced

with more unpleasant realities of

the competitive society they're

placed into.

"The crucial part of turning to

alcohol is the acceptance of

competition and more socially

acceptable forms of risk taking."

Dr. Gage says alcohol was not as

pervasive in the protest days of the

Vietnam War era "because they

were economic good times when
people could afford to take risks"—
using marijuana and mind-

expanding drugs as a primary high.

Why has alcohol drowned out

the use of psychedelic drugs?

"Alcohol is cheaper, legal and

safer than speed and LSD," says

Mrs. Duston. "The dangerous

drugs seem to have gotten people

scared." She adds that pot is still

popular, though.

Several students at Room to

Move, (RTM) the drug drop-in and

counseling center for UMass, also

agree that heavy dependence upon

alcohol as the choice drug reflects

the retreat of student activism.

"It's part of a depressive mood,"

says RTM director Ronald C.

LaFrance.

"Alcoholism and problem

drinking is purely symptomatic of

the times. A lot of things students

should have control over... like

money, food and courses.. .they

don't.

"The major social norm on this

campus is to drink at least three or

four days a week to a heavy level of

intoxication."

Since the drinking age was
lowered, "bonafide party nights"

have progressed from weekend
evenings to a Wednesday through

Saturday night routine as local

bands attract students into the

campus center, LaFrance suggests.

And now with 25-cent beer

specials being offered at several

area bars at the beginning of the

week, one can find the college

drunk frequenting the campus even

on these "off-nights."

Last semester RTM handled an

average of 20 alcohol-related

problems a month.

"A problem," as defined by

counselor James E. Byrne, "is

when your drinking adversely

affects you socially, financially,

emotionally or morally.

"When you talk about alcoholics,

though, you're not normally talking

about your 18-year-old college

drunk. Most of them will grow out

of it before they hurt themselves or

somebody else.

But if the trend in alcoholism

holds nationwide, then I think the

University of Massachusetts is

going to produce more than its 4.5

per cent share of alcoholics."

While the drinking problem at the

university is not acknowledged
elsewhere in the Five-College Area

where 30,000 students live, UMass
sociologist Peter Park thinks it is

merely better hidden at the smaller

schools.

"My impression is that the

problem is just as pervasive in the

more prestigious schools," Park

says.

Career
workshop
offered
cont. from p. 11

-To what extent does the

University encourage faculty and

staff to be responsive to student

needs?

-What sense of control do

students, staff, and faculty have

over their work, education, and

future development?

-What responsibility does the

University have for creating new
careers for new social conditions?

-Can the University community

set an example for other institutions

in its response to social change?

All staff, faculty and students are

welcome. For more details on the

program and registration in-

formation, please call the Resource

Network, 224 Berkshire House

(50851-50333) Judy Davis.

Resident students who plan to

participate must sign up for

housing immediately (by Wed-
nesday, December 11) with their

Head of Residence (if the dorm is

going to be open) or with the area

director's office if their dorm is

going to be closed during January.

For more housing information, call

Marjorie Lenn, Office of Residential

Life (51960).
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notices

Campus group meetings, non-profit
event*. To list notice of your group or
event fill out free form at The
Collegian office, 2nd floor, UMih
Student Union. Mail notices to "newt
editor."

ALPHA PHI OMEGA:
Important meeting; election of officers

and initiation of new brother. All brothers

are requested to attend, 8 p.m. in Memorial

Hall, please use basement entrance.
ATTENTION: INTER VARSITY:

Don't forget the Christmas party tonite!

Rm 811-815 CC at 7:30. Come and
celebrate the Lord's birthdayl

AUDITIONS:
Auditions for the Roister Doisters

production of the off Broadway comedy
hit "Adaotion-Next" will be held Mon.,
and Tues. 12-9 and 10 starting at 6:30 p.m.
in 165 169 CC and Wed. 12-11 in 168-170

at same time.

COMMUTERS' GENERAL MEETING:
There will be a general meeting of the

Commuter Assembly at noon today in the

Commuter Lounqe. free coffee and
donuts will be served. All are welcome.
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA:

Meeting tonite at 6:30 in rm. 902 CC. All

sisters and pledges please attend. Also we
will have a meeting next Mon. 12-16 at 6:30

in rm. 901 CC.

GAY LINE:
The Student Homophile League and the

Gay Womens' Caucus offer confidential

counseling and referrals for Gay-related
issues in person or by phone, 545-0154,

413B SU Mon-Thu 8-11 p.m.
INNKEEPERS:

Important
Mon. 12-9, 7

and munchies.

meeting, raffle, elections
p.m. 227 Chenoweth, beer

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS:
Professor Sheldon Frankel of the

University of Puget Sound Law School will

be available to speak to students on law

school admissions in Berkshire House from

9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. on Dec. 11.

MUSIC THEATRE GUILD:
There will be a meeting at 530 tonite in

Herter 209 to elect three Production <!ta«

turn to page 20

finast
COUPON VALUES
THE FINASTWAY
Save ... With These Valuable Coupons from Finast!

One 10 3'4 oz can

Campbell's
Tomato
Soup

w
Tomato

VVilh This Coupon & Purchase of $5 or More
BjSftPM Limit one Coupon per Cusotmer

Valid thru Dec 14 H749 E

B&M Pea Beans
Brick Oven ^%, a ^mMf\f\

Baked Pea BeansJ j." °_z^W
Tomato Catsup
Del Monte 38 oz

m9^%(t
Fancy Tomato D tl m 29

Chunk Tuna
Del Monte 6' ? oz4RC

Ll9 ht can 40
Fabric Softener
Finast ^tl quart Ck \^C

Goff Cat Food
5 ra« 400

cans 1

One 26 oz ctn

Finast
Salt

Plain or Iodized
^With This Coupon & Purchase of $5 or More

f>Je«ieJ6% Limit one Coupon per Customer
Valid thru Dec 14 H750 a

12
With This Coupon

On One 16 ox package

Pillsbury "Z'ZT
Potatoes

Valid ttvu Sat . Dec 14

Hungry
Jack

®

15
With this Coupon
On 4 pkqs - 3'« oz

Jello

Pudding

Save 12
With This Coupon
On one 16 oz ctn

Liquid Woolite
g^ m̂ Cold Water Wash
IfjQ^J Valid thru Sal Dec M l-~~^~~^/ |m]

O fl fflSave 13
With This Coupon
On One ?? or bll

r*j«

Lux Liquid &%&

With This Coupon
On One quart tar

Kraft
Mayonnaise

UUiUI_ _yaW^Sa^ _Dec_ M__J^r^b"^r_ iPi^"?*?— I**™**. _Oec_
I4_ _Z_^ 1!

Save 10

l^^i

With This Coupon
On One 10 lb baq

Pillsbury
Best Flour
Valid thru Sat Dec 14

j.
ijj piaoua

if saa wsaa

LmJ

10
With This Coupon

On One 5'i oz pkg Scalloped

Betty Crocker
ijsy»v| Potatoes
*••' Valid thru Sat Dec 14

rrrm Cookies
Jffi^_^i^,^,_sa._n_

:l
_4____V3^ pi

10
With This Coupon
on One 8 oz btl

30
With this Coupon
On One 64 OZ Ctn

NuSoft Fabric
Softener

10 ttigrd Hjart

With this Coupon
On One 6 02 ctn

lrtipil

Wizard Solid
Air Freshener

Valid thru Sal Dec 14

Save 12
With this Coupon
On One 4 oz can

Right Guard

-' H

Lycaj. Detergent LUX (WX ]«&*. Deodorant * S L-^ Hair Spray 133 !

With This Coupon
On One package 100 ct

Tetley
Tea Bags

With This Coupon
On One 14 oz pkg

Keebler *»«»%?«-»

Pfeiffer Caesar

Hffil
Dressing

»*eess»»* Valid thru Sat
, Di Sat . Dec 14

30
With this Coupon
On One 9 oz cm

Klean 'n Shine

rr.Tn Polish
ltUfcj_1»__ Vrtd lhruSat_ Dec_M _-_ J_

Jjjj

30
With this Coupon
On One 157 oz ctn

Concentrated all

Detergent
liT^Ta1

Valid thru Sat Dec 14

12
With This Coupon

On One 7 oz can Gillette

Dry Look Men's

All

Varieties

Finast Soup £55
Cream of

oom 95*

Vegetable Soup c.»eb..t.5'c'.'ni"95*

Tide Detergent T
?V Ott

abel

84 o<
pkg 1.80

Rug Cleaner ££. ""1.39

Stock Up on Frozen Food the Finast Way

Celeste - For 23 oz
Snacks or Parties pkg

•|89
Chopped Sirloin Salisbury Steak Turkey

Swanson Dinners .... "p.,™ 69*

Apple Pie *.«.. %? 59*pkg

16 OfStrawberries US, »V 55'

vjreen Beans or french styte 3 pkg* 89

Sunrise Fresh Dairy the Finast Way

Cottage Cheese

«££ Finas, '««59C
Orange Juice ram ,'.'' 69'

Pillsbury Biscuits B
suC^2 IZXF

Corn Oil Margarine «.«.,, p.* 63*

Health and Beauty Aids the Finast Way

'-'--- Hair Spray
B-.BvBv|

' Miss 13 ozUWm^%Jl
Breck can g «2bT

Quality Meats from the Best Meat Men In the Business!

Pork Loin Assorted
Chops (Formerly Called

Quarter Loin
Pork Chops)

Equal Amount of Sirloin Hip
& Center Cut Chops

Formerly Called Pork Roast Rib Portion

PorkLoinBlade Roast er76^
Formerly Called Port* Roast Loin Portion ^^^ ^^^

Pork LoinSirloinRoast 86°
Formerly Pork Roast Rib Side 7-Rib 4 to 6 lb»

Bone In

Hall <bPork Loin Blade Roast
Formerly Country Style Pork Ribs „

Pork Loin Ribs
Cou
*Zl f**

88'
Formerly Pork Roasl lorn Side 4 1^ 6 lbs

Pork Loin Sirloin Roast H
n
.V

n
,„ 98'

Formerly Pork Roast Rib Side 7 Rib

Boneless
Beef Chuck
Shoulder
Roasts

Tender, Juicy Family Favorite

i 98* Pork Loin Top Loin Roasteoneie«, b1.38

Pork ShoulderArm Picnic
Fresh Tender, Tasty Pork - Bone In

Formerly Called Fresh Pork Shoulder - Bone In 68?
TVeaf Your Family

To Mr. Dell Favorites!

Formerly Freah Spare Ribs Forme-.v Fresh Pork Butt

Pork Spare Ribsuonem ,„ 98' Pork Shoulder Roast
B"

Formerly Reel Stemr *»«* Formerly Ground Chuck
Beef for Stew aoneie« cn Uck b 1 .29 Ground Beef Chuck s <o*
Formerly London Broil Boneless »4% Formerly Boneieas Blade Steak

Beef Shoulder Steak chuck . . « 1.59 Top Blade Steak Be^c*," .

Bone in . ... it, gg
or more 95- . . . |b 99'

Impcrted Ham
American Cheese .

.

Dandy Loaf c*.**,.
. .

.

Kahns
A/CLiverwurst K

T 89'

b 1.29

. ,b
89'

. ,b
89«

..ib 1.59 Roast Beef
Available M Stores with Mr Deli Dept

t 79«

ONLY THE NAME IS THE SAME

BRITTANY MANOR
Now court-appointed management, on site, professional

personnel and maintenance staff.

GUARANTEED security deposits held in an interest bearing
escrow account.

Only one month deposit required with 4 months or more lease
available from Feb. May.

All-modern conveniences, tennis, 2 pools.
FREE UMass bus service from property.
Large, one, two, three bedroom apartments from $200.00.

Call 256-8534 (or take the free bus).
Summer rentals available at reduced rates.

Rent now and save! Rent an apartment for second semester
and get $25.00 off your first month's rentl

DEALING STRAIGHT - A PLEASANT CHANGE!

Playtex Tampons .

.

Denture Tablets p,***.

DOi
. M

DOi
. 40

1.69
99«

VI ^ - "Iceberg Lettuce

^aaaikaaa^^ ^Q^ ***** ^amaW ^ l
Jumbo Celery 3 $ 1°°
California Lemons. . 6 » 49' Red Radishes ^,"10*

In-Store Bake Shop

Hard Rolls
French
dozen

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

69*
Rye Bread

L Lf umpernickle *%B^C
Jg& ^^1 lb loaf ^^P^^P

Parking tickets: What me worry?

(ftDC Classifieds Pay
* To place a classified drop by
tho Collopian Office between
:N a.m. and 3:4$ p.m. Monday
Friday.
The deadline is ]:4S. two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates are:
Dally - * 30 par Una'

' Weekly - • 26 Per line*

Monthly - *M par line*

'Two lines on form
approximate one line.

Prices Effective thru Saturday December 14. 1974

FOR SALE
Uaed guitars bought and aold.

The Oultar Workshop, Amherst
Carriage Shopa. MI-1721.

Coata: Midi suada coat; mldl
dungaree coat; rabbit fur jacket
and navy blue leether lacker Call

Margie 546 7649

Skiia. Spalding 206 Sidarals.
regularly »1 70 will sell for »46 Call
John 1 863-9426 Keep calling.

Stuffed animala. ona-half price.

S3 »11 Up to 3 ft Seeing is

believing. Keep you warm at

night. Good for the erotic minded.
Cell 584 4731

Waterbed - complete.
Guaranteed Queen sixe. 1100. Call
Pete 666-3084

Live Xmaa trees, choose and tag

at our Tree Ferm, any size. »7 T7 L.

Blizniak. 133 Bay Rd.. Had ley Lien
evea. alao.

Applicationa being accepted
R.N. - 3 p.m. -11 p.m.. 4 eva. per
wk.; LPN. 7 a.m. -3 p.m.. 4 daya par
wk; Nurae aidea. part and full time.
7 a.m. -3 p.m.. 3 p.m. -11 p.m. Apply
in paraon. Amharat Nursing Horns.
160 Univeraity Or. 9 a.m. -3 p.m.
_
E«it~USA

_
Need . BO. for '97

Ford conv. Blue Star skis 206 w-
bindings and h. m. turn Call or
come see Bob. .16 Swiss Vill. 253-

5707. Leave Jan. All itama ex. cond.

Two F78X14 snow tires, used
3.000 mi. Mtd. on Chevy rims. »20.

each. 6-7781 evea

Zenith color TV. 19". exclt cond
S226. Octagonal water bed in

cludaa: frame, liner, bag. heater.

$175 253-6796

One-half carrot perfect diamond
ring plua MCrF wadding bands
Naver been worn. Willing to sell at

wholesale price. Call Jim 546-6750

High performance bike parte.
Cottorless crenks. Derelleure
stems, hubs, pedels. Cell Andrew
566 2646.

Typewriter. Just serviced Call

549 6366.

10 speed French racing blka.

Brand new. Sam Banoto Caieneve
S100 649 6620

Snow tirea 660-13. two for »30

Ski boots. Raiker buckle. 10 and
one half. *40 Call after 4:30. 263

3324

Skie. K2-3. 196 CM. $120. Naver
used. Reg. $180 266-6424 evenings

Zenith 19" BfrW TV, ex. cond.
$60. Cell Jon after 5 at 263 2806. A
real buylll

Two Selberllng four ply rayon
cord snow tires, size A 78 13 (Pinto

size). Used two seesons, $26. Also
women's fur coet. $26. Call Kathy
256 8210

Hard ahell gutter ceae. flta SO
perfectly $16 John 6-6424.

M rent/ 2230 received. 3 yeera on
guerentee. Two AR3 speekers -
Duel 1216S turntable b cover.

Shure M76ED type, one half cart,

all top cond. Reea. 323-4416 or 323

fatal.

All types of stereo components.
6 per cent over cost. Sound end

music. 247-6870 oi cempus center.

Mon. and Wed.

Sony HP486 Amp.. Oererd Turn,

Sony turner, ell mint ehape. Aak

$226 Need caah. Call Steve 263

7421

Blow dryer for heir, good con

dltlon. beet offer. Cell 648-4738.

86 VW Bug new: radial tlraa.

• tarter muffler brekee. king plna. 60

horae. body and engine good. Call

Lannie 773 8838 $660

One peir CCM Muetonge alza 7.

one end e helf Y.O. Good ahape.

$20 00 Call Ed 84826.

HEATING STOVE. Horliontal.

heevy conatructlon. Burna 24 Inch

wood 684 7304

Aldan ocean ahell-portable

oarlock rlggare high and low

sliding seets. spruce spoon oers,

complete $876 607 3700

One eilver necklece with

dlemond chip. $30. end e smoky
topaz ring $60 $76. Cell 648 091

6

Willing to bergeln.

2 6 96.14 (D7B-14I Studded snow
tires, good. Call 686 4202 efter 8

p.m. $18.

Used hockey sketee. tacka CCM
«i« and one half 5 2188

FOR SALE
100 PER CENT GOOSE DOWN

QUILTS, all HAND MADE to order,
bast qi allty material, all double
stitched, variety of colors Nadine
268 3239

Goose Own Jacket. Men's Sm
Bought new. never worn Orig $60.
sell 4 one half pr or bast offer Call
546 5103

One pair studded snow tires,

almost new. 14" Exc cond 1 pr

8 25 14 snows $50 and $30 549 0642

Keep trying

Ladies beige suede coat, size 10

12. one season old Cost $100 Best
offer Call Palncia between 7 8 a m
or leave Tel at 345 2512

MDC ClmiHerU
AUTO FOR SALE

Refrig . 3 cu. ft..

Best offer 549 0393
hardly used

Knissi White Stars 210 cc
Supermatic bindings skiaa. used
only 8X $45.00 incl size 12 boots
Call 253 2941

Used Hart metal skis. $20 Buckle
boots, sz 8. exc cond $25. poles
$4 Everything for $45 Pat 546 0025
am or 538 7596 after 6 p.m

For Sale Integral systems Amp.
Ace Audio Preamp. both im-
maculate 665 2369

600 MARVEL COMIX 4 sale $200
or best offer 1963-70 Fine cond
Mike 546 5263

Gibson Les Peul Gold Top. 2 yrs

old $325 or Best offer Call 549

n873

Calculator Unlaonlc
Memory $40 or Beat
Denny 253 5386

Vx 1/x

offer Call

Martin 12 string D12 36 Call 584

2S54 after 8 p.m.

Advent 201 caaaette tape deck
with a built in Dolby. Naw $300. sell

for $175 Gary 666-4197 eve

Five cu ft. fridge. $90 Call Barb
546 9875

Car battery, new 22FC Seera
Diehard 12V Call 649 6483

Smith Corone typewriter, needa
cleening and new ribbon. Electric

with manual return. $26. Cell Bob
549 1316

For Sele 1 pr Lange Com-
petition Ski Boota. excellent
condition Used 2 seesons. Also 1

pr. 'Lange Spoilera. Will sell

seperetely or together. Call Dick

546 2642 Rm 416

Raleigh 10 speed Campagnolo
Stronglight. 23 and ona-half frame.

$200 Call Andrew 586 2646 Cot
terleas cranks. 531 tubing Greet

touring bike.

Pedel steel guitar, double-neck

vintege Harlin Bros Model, w
case Call David 546-6671 anytime

Keep trying

Sony TC 66 porteble ceeaette

recorder. 2 mo old. rerely uaed. like

new. coat $70 Will aell for $60 or

BO I need the $ Cell Doug 66496

Nikkor lenses 36mm f2, $160 106

mm f2 6 $126. 200mm f4 6 $160 All

prectically brand new 686 3260

Raleigh Pro. ell cempegnolo.

including brakes Frame 23 inch

Naw $626 688 3260

1987 Opal Gaa Saving Carolyn

2639306

Ski equipment: Boota. size 8 for

$10. 200cm wood skia for $6, 200cm

metela. w size 8 boots and blndinga

for $20 Come to Collegian and eak

for Dennis in photo. If not there,

leeve mesaage.

" Muakret Fur Coat, red wool cepe.

beby cerriege end atoller In one.

two mobiles infant seet, Jolly

Jumper 649 3969

AUTO FOR SALE

1960 TR3-TR4 engine Good
hope, meny xtres, but needs

redletor. $600. 686-4183

1988 Pontlec. Very rable cell 268-

0278
8 -8

70 Gremlin Very good condition,

new tires. 6 cyl. std. 3 spd 20 mpg
locel Cell for info $876 or BO 266

67 Sunbeem Alpine excel cond

Must see $800 687 0184

1989 Ford Galexcv Candyapple

red. ex. cond. Cell 646-1310.

84 Chev Wegon. good runner. 6

cyl. eutometlc. power steering.

$196 263 7241

88 Muaten» 6 cyl.. 3 epd. new
trene. end clutch. Sticker. Will sell

$396 263-7241

86 Chev. 4 dr.. automatic. 6 cyl .

runs well, will sell for first $296. 263-

7241

66 Chaw Impale Wegon. reblt

trene.. inowi. runs like e top $226

64 Chew II 6
S150 323 7607

cyl st . gd cond

64 VW Sunroof, excellent
condition Rebuilt engine, snow
tires 263 2607

66 VW. rebuilt engine, new
brakes, tirss. transmission $460
Sally 545 0883 days

1971 VW Bug. runs fine, but
needs body work, brake job and
stuck plug Compraasion OK $600
or bast offer 546 2221. 9 4 30 Leave
name or 5 3147 anytime

67 Austin Healav
Joe 66361

Sprite $376

1966 Mustang. $200 or beat offer
Good running condition Call Diane
545 0082

1964 Econoline Van. $276 69
Honda $275 or $600 for both 263
7193 after 5 6

67 TR4A New eng . rediels.

paint, batt , AM FM Muat sell to
stey in school A steel at $1200 Call

Lise 253 3649

'64 Oodge Station Wagon Runa
except needs new distributor Hevo
done work on engine. Kinde nice

car Best offer Kelly 586 2846

'73 Toyota Hilux Pickup. Ex-

cellent condition Automatic
Northfield 498 6996

1963 Rambler. 6 cyl Beat offer

Call 253 9659 Denis

'73 Hondo Civic. 30 mi-gel. Silver

14.000 mi Excel cond $1860 Call

665 3409

Von - '71 Ford Superven. Fixed

for cemping. Just like home. $2100

666 3084

68 Cataline Conv . dk green w
black int.. am fm, ps pb. loaded

Studded snows $795 or BO Call 6

5080 eves.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Must sell my 73 and one-half
Honda 350 imm Will take $760 or

bast offer by Dec 24 Also heva

460CL $776 546 6086 evea.

FOR RENT
Coupla needed for large rm $100

plus util in houaehold with four
other people Weshor. dryer
downsteirs No phone Try ua at

night Located neer C Dickinson
Hoip 349 Prospect St..

Northempton

Two bedroom, carpeted, ep
pliences. on bus route. No pets
$220 incl utilities in Sunderland
6652562

OFFICE PRIME LOCATION,
Furn.. uti' Alao baeemt area Shop
or mirage Immed occuponcv 263
9884 ample parking

2 bdrm Cliffalde Apt $186 mo.,
util incl $100 sec deposit. Jen. 1 •

Sep 1 666 3139

Attractive furnished opt to rent

over Break Puffton Village Price

nee Call morn or aveninga. Al Lou
549 2854

2 rm opt Northfld. no dogs.
Single. $100 married couple. $136
Electricity 5490387 Privecy.

Beet high rent - 22 ml North -

Northfield: 2 bedrm. duplex, car

peted. weaher. dryer hookupa
Stove refrigeretor. dlahwaaher.
Assume loose thru June 30. $160
mo plus security dep. Cell 6460984

Farmhouse. 5 bdrm . semi-turn .

ww. mod. kit., one end one quarter
seres $270 plus util 617 644 6303

Four room apt. Two'bedrooma In
Amharat on S Eaat St $166 per
mo

. no util inc Cell 323 7893.

Jan 1 Large 3 bdrm apt in

colonial house. Sunderland $190
per mo plus utilities 866 3219

1 bdr apt

.

4026 eves
I. Hemp $120 586

Room 16' X 16' to rent. Large
house with fireplace in Conway
369 4077 or 773 8749 Marie

Apt for rent, one bedrm. kit
chen, living rm 2 mi to UM $163
Cell 549 1582 after 9 p m Available
Jan 1

Rm for Jan In Apt Fern. Joen
266 6821

Room to rent for Jenuery - Call
253 9827

Apt for intercession $136 263-

3777

Looking for 3 non-smoking older
quiet-livers to shore No Amherst
home Prlvete bedrooms w coble
TV. Shore one end one- helf beths,
kitchen leundry. den. living room,
perking. All utilities paid. On
Cempus bus route $100, $120 end
$140 per mo Cell 648-1223 or write
Box A. N Amh . Maee. 010*6

FOR RENT
Furn apts One. two. two and a

I halt rmi Modern, air cond. pool.

periling. TV near shopping, utlitles

mi. Lesse to June 1976 Amherst
Motel lopp Zsyre si

Looking for a nice place to live
during the January breek7 You can
have your own room in a beautiful
house on Rocky Hill Rd . in Hsdlav
Contact Fred at 253 7692 Price
negotiable

TO SUBLET
2 bdrm Cliff aide $190 per month

includes utilities Available Jan 1

665 2829

1 bedroom apt at Cilffaide.

Sunderlend $160 per mo with
utilities Available Jan 1 Call 666
3243 after 8

For intersession Own rm in furn
apt on bus rt Rant negotieble 263
7752

On busline, pats OK 2 bedroom
$215 00 323 7418 after 5 Keep
trying

Eaathampton. 3 rm apt $110 plus
util Csll 256 0664 Leave nemo.

Two bedroom cilffaide. $180

month, util incl Avelleble Jen Cell

666 2642 after 6 p m

ROOM WANTED

F wishes own room in apt W F

on bus route Call Susan - 546
5368

Looking for room in houae or apt.
for Jan 1 Prefer Sund or bua
route Can spend $76 per mo Have
cat Call Miloa 686 4946

Rm in apt or houae within
walking diatance of UMaaa.
Wanted for Jen Cell Edie, rm 314
546 0791 Leeve meaaage.

Femele looking for room
roommate apt for 2nd aemeater.
Call 546 8444

ROOMMATE WANTED
Couple recently married seek

opt in ores in $160 to $166 renge.
Will consider room with kitchen
[••- Bill 5452304

Your own tiny rm. in dntn. opt.

$46 plus util no phone; drop by

em. 6 p.m.. lete p m 613 Main
Street 2ft Neer High St RRXX

F roommete wanted for 2 bdrm
apt near Amherst Ctr $100 incl

util Call 256 8763 after 5pm

F for Brandywine $70 mo 549

2645

Hoommates one or two
peop*le to share 2 bdrm apt Call

785 1413 days or stop by 156 E Brit

lyj.m " Eves after 7pm
F roommate wanted, own rm in

lovely, old. furnished hse in

Conway 20 mm to campus Wash
dry Call Judith 369 8361 or 369
4024

Housemate wanted, female
preferred. 25 or older 2 mi from

UMass. rural setting 549 2667 14

bedroom capel

3 bedroom house in Florence

Quasi country setting $70 mo plus

util Call 584 1149

Share house in Hadley. own
room Pleese cell 666 2816

Available January 1

Need coupla - People to shore 2

bdrm opt in Belch Pets okey
Available Jen 1 or Feb 1 Cell Llnde

323 4004 On bua route

Gred 2nd senior seek M F grad

for rm in house nr cempus $60

plus Quiet 263 6276. 6 0080

F to shore 3 bdrm opt in house. 1

mi from U Mass $83 e mo Cell 263

3598

Gred looking for one or two
rmetes Split $186. util pd On bus
rt 666 4708

M wanted Amherst house, own
rm neer cempus Call 263 3326

Quiet mole, prof gred or up
percleas No dope or tobecco For

own room in Rlvorglede at $120 per

mo Soon es possible No lease

Cell 266 8020 between 12 and 2 in

afternoon

On busline, pete ok. Own room
$10760 323 7418 after 6 Keep
trying

Intereated mualclana. new music
ensemble situetlon - The dally

problems of cellists, double
bassists. tuba. euphonium,
sexophonlsts. trombonists - Call

664 8077 between 8 8 p m only

WANTED TO RENT

Study Carrel in Library. 12 8-12
16 Csll Ooue 263 7816 anytime
Keep trying

Responaibla couple seek 12
bdrm rural hae or ept win 16 ml
UMass No pets, will sssume loose

Plesss call 549 1332 after 6.

Amherst two badrm apt $186

renge 686 3026

2 Melea for Jan Brittany Manor
263 7848

NSTRUCTION
OOG TRAINING Obedience,

problem doge, protection and
security 648 1342 devs end evee
VALLEY K 6

Classic guitar leaaona evell. thru

UMaas Prop Div by Nell An-
deraon Hem College gred 648-

2434 tor info

Gutter leaaona. folk bluee

country. Brooke. 884-8144

Need own rm
Jen 27 Mey 30

546 7286

in apt on bua rt

$80 $80 Quiet F

Art student needs studio or sm
apt $80 or leas a mo 686 2737 669

3973

WANTED
Wanted any banda wishing to

play for publicity on Dec 6 Ploaaa
contect Janet 6 5697. Bob 6 5778 or

Ted 6 5694 Please leeve a messege

A single lana reflex cemere Csll
Leon after 6 30 p m . 773-8838 Xmaa
Breed

Feminiat woman beaa. piano,
guitar for R and B Band Call Marie
739 9349 efter 6

Two lerge advent apeekera. 648
4426

Want to buy uaod 36 mm SLR for
under $100 Prefer Pentox Cell

Erath at 649 1268 and leeve Infor

BOB STILL WANTS TO BUY
YOUR AILING OR DECREPIT CARI
Any meke. model, veer Unload
your heedeche for feet $ 263-7241

Old pedeatal drawing table. An
eeael alao Call 263 8276

Wanted Reaponaible oeraon to
fly with 3 small boys from Bradley
Field to Salt Lake City. Dec 14
Return Jan 14 Will pay full fare,
round trip 549 6273

1178 4 bdrm abod. quiet
responsible stdnts Will do uokeeo
Pref on bus routs $350 mn
665 3224 665 7089

Wanted 5 or 10 spd bicycle
Reas cond Call John 5490066
eves

HELP WANTED
Can you drew? Do you have a

sanae of humor? The editoriel

pegea need five certooniets to do
campus humor Cell Deen Tucker
5 3500

Person wanted to feed won-
derful cat and water plenta - Ap-
pro*. 12-21 16 neer cempus on Bos
Route Renumeretion efter 6. 646

2812

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Chicago anytime

Call 584 2554

I need a ride from Amharat to

Hoiyoke and back. Mon Fri next
semester Will share driving coat
Call Kathy 253 7723

West to worm climate or to Fla

Will share expanses Csll Bob 266
6445

To Atlenta after Xmea Share $

plus 5466675

One rider to Flo over Xmaa
break $40 532 0784

Ride needed to Phllly. Dec 13 or

14 Will ahare $ Nancy 61486

Ride needed to lowe (Chicago ia

cloae enoughl before Dec 18. Will

shsre expense, driving Cindy 646-

2818

I need ride Atlente efter

Xmes Will share $ etc 648 8676

North toward Cape Breton. N S
Leeve efter 13 Shore driving end
expenaee Ginny Box 439 Hemp
ahire 642 6682

RIDERS WANTED

Two riders wanted - Leeving for
Florida ISt Auguatinel. end of
Oec returning and of Jen Share
driving £» exoeneos Solly 686-4219

Share driving exp to Orl Florida

Dec 19 Cell 686 2816. evea

TRAVEL
SAVE RENT Scenic North

field Attrective 2 end e half rm.6.,

privacy Si igle $100; couple $136
Electricity 649 0387

Bermude Spring Vecetion From
$199 Call Campus Travel 646 0600

Low price trips to Mexico.
Morula Csribt'sen Call Cempua
Travel 546 0500

Cherter tlighta I* Eurooe end

California Call Cempua Travel 646

0600

Ski the Canedlan Rockiae -

Banff $388 00 Cell Cempue Travel

Center 8480600

PERSONALS
HOP BROOK COMMUNE - GAY

PEOPLE In the country P O Box
723. Amherst

To Super Sportawriter Happy
Birthday You deserve it Glenn

M C F FARMER Umlevllle

won't be the aeme when you're

gone

May you have e semester of Ripe

Potstoes Who else et el

I went to worship the devil.

Show me how Sincere P O Box
193 Amherst

Congrata to Jan grade. Jenla

Bergman Jane Felienl. end Ellen

Newell We will mlee vou Love
Suaan. Donna and Loretta.

McGerth Heppy 18th Blrthdey

vou fruit loop! Love from your

intimetea in 604 end 808

Wend. Heppy let Anniversary .

wanna try for another? Your
Capricorn

To the Popcorn Kid - heppy
birthdev from 3N Field Good luck

and beat wiahea

Need home for mole altered cat

for over intersession Will make
finencial arrgt Cell Andree 648

7416

Need Money 1 Will toko over
anybody s 10b during vecetion Call

Chris 6 8394

ENTERTAINMENT

VES Concert tickets New
Haven. Oec 10 Limited supply Csll

now 323-4681 Excellent seets

SERVICES
Profeeelonol guitar reoeire by*

guitar maker Mlcheel Millard.
Mon. Wed. Frl. et The Gutter

Workshop. Anstteret Cerriege
Shops 646 1728 Free eet^netee.

Psssport Photos Cell Joe. nights
st 549 6598 24 hr service

Passpons - Fest service. Long's

Photo Hours 8-6. Tel 263-3148

Campua Clubs and
Orgye H iaojaai, 4>o you eaaajt 8*
publish high quslltv ' newsletter,
pemphlet. magazine or booklet?"
Let the Meeeege Compenv help

vou write, leyout design and print

itll Reesonsble fees Contact Jerry
j

st 263 996$ for information '

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob

will atill fix it right No lob too

small Foreign or domeetlc No big

overheed 263 7241

Croaa country akl baae prep
sending $2 00. hot awix $4 00 Some
pick up and del Call 263 I

Ometrica Astrological services 6
month projection peraonal
analyaia ate Write Box 341.
Amherat or call 648 6743 or 648
0006

MOVING? Need help One men
and van will help Experienced,
reeaonable retea Call Bounce 648-

0813.

Lost - Young femele blue point

Siemese cot in the vicinity of

Bnttsny Menor Reword Cell 263

2S84

Fevorlte floppy XXL Norm
Thompson hot. N Pieesent St.
T
lal1

"»— »•

CALCULATORS si-
'

ialculetor Sele - College
Calculators offers loweet prices
anywhere All models evellebtel
'mi Inst . Hewall Paekard.
Unicorn All mschlnes new end
guer with 2 month replacement
werrenty Before vou buy e
celculetor. cell me I cen beat eny
price enywhere Look for my
postere eround cempue for detslte
Then csll Bob Croweii et 64$)- UU,

MISCELLANEOUS

Auditions for the Roister
Ooieters Production of the Off-

Brosdwev hit Adeptotlon Nest"
will be held Mon end Tues
December 9 and 10 starting at 6 30

in 168 186 cc end Wedm
December 11 In 1$

aame time
170 cc et the

Wednesday la our rest
publication day Today la the
finel deedllne for ell

cleselfieds Hove e good In-

to reeeelon ]
-V

*&/
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noticesices
j

cont. from p. 18
Head positions and decide which Gilbert

and Sullivan production will be done this

spring. All members please attend.

OUTING CLUB:
For all you rock climbing enthusiasts and

anyone interested at tonite's meeting the

amazing Henry Barber will appear. The

time: 7:30, the place: S.UB,
PE G4

Orienteering will meet Tues, 12-10 at

9:30 in AVH Room. If you wish a grade or

to know how grading will be done - come.

STAFF NEEDED FOR CHILD CARE IN

JANUARY:
Staff needed to care for children during

Feminist Conference during the 3rd week

in January, Tues-Sat. If interested contact

Beaty Blain, 545-2466 by 12-11.

STAR TREK LIVES I:

Meeting tonite rm. 903 CC at 7:00. Come
join the fun!

FOUND:
Ring (black onyx) at the Newman

Center. Call 6-6777.

LOST:
Dog, black female Shepherd-Labrador

with silver choke chain. Please call 628-

3292. Keep trying!

LOST:
Gold watch - Bulova, has engraving on

back. Reward, contact Corrine 545-3420.

LOST:
I left my book bag in your car when you

picked me up hitchhiking and gave me a

ride to Hampshire at 2:00 Thurs. Give me a

call at 546-6618 or return it to 409

Dickinson Dorm, UMass.

LOST:
Silver bracelet circles linked together,

has great sentimental value, please return

to Karen, 546-5252.

LOST:
Wool cap, brown and white with some

yellow, a tassel of brown and white,

handmade. Lost. a week ago near South-

west (?). Reward, call Tim, 546-9938.

CANOE WANTED:
Desperately needed; one used damaged

canoe in any condition. Will pay. Please

contact Rick McManus at 546-9550,

Wayne D'Agostino at 253 9419 or Prof. D.

Harris at 549 2833.

NAIADS
Important meet.ng today about next

semester. Come 4:30 6:30.

WMUA
Here's what will be on WMUA,

91.1 FM, today:

The disc jockeys today are Marc

Bauman in the morning until 10,

followed by Scott Bacherman from

10-2. Charles Mann hosts

Uujamadrum, four hours of soul

from 2-6. Vinny Peruzzi goes from

7-10, Ken Irwin from 10-2, and Jude

Kailz goes through the night until 6.

8:30 a.m., High Tides, Jeff Jawer

explains what will be happening.

Tomorrow, Jeff will explain, is a

good day for research.

qq6:15 - 7:00, Off the Hook, Eilish

Broderick hosts a discussion with

Mark Berman (next semester's

WMUA Station Manager) and

Scott Bacherman (Program

Director.) Other guests will include

News Director Tom Kolodziejak

and Black Affairs Director Barry

Williams.

7:00 - 7:15 p.m., Quarter Banana,

Poetry in its highest form.

7:15 - 10:00 p.m., Musical Flash-

backs, Vinny Peruzzi hosts the

next-to-last program of the series.

Tonight, a special presentation - the

years 1955 to 1962 in review. Eight

years of gold.

10:15 - 11:15 p.m., Focus, Ken

Mosakowski will interview Steven

Sacks of "People vs. Handguns"

and will play exerpts of Middlesex

County Sheriff John Buckley's

speech when he was at Project lo's

Political Campaigns Seminar.

WMUA News is broadcast at 7, 8

and 9 a.m., and at -, 6 and 10 p.m.

News headlines can be heard at

8:30 a.m.

"

Rape line

545-COPS
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Shumway's

Wallpaper * Paint Store, inc.

320 COLLEGE STREET

Bold and Bright Colors

20

22
23

ACROSS
1 Impartial

5 Challenger

10 Pharmacy
Abbr.

14 Attract by

wiles

15 Harden: Var

16 Capital of

Italia

17 Preposition

18 Optical

devices
Sameness In

sound
Prankish

Public

disturbance

24 Appeal

25 Quicker

28 Counter-
poised

32 carte

33 Surgical

thread

35 Strong will

36 Poem; Var.

38 Removed
moisture

40 Center of

authority

41 Like

from the blue

43 Land mass
45 Fruit drink

46 Distinct

48 Movie maker

52

55

59

61

62
63
64

65

50 Overhang
51 At liberty

Golfer's

concern
Household
appliances

Kent cathe

dral city

Woody plant

Cupid
Tint

Alaskan
governor
Nevada tourist

center

66 Spirited horse

67 Firearms:

Slang
DOWN
Deception
Same: Prefix

Ore of

Labrador
Common talk

Took an
indirect route

Concerning
Govern
Previous to

Convince
anew
Shows
irreverence

Indian

language
12 City in Iowa
13 Impetuous

Yesterday'st Puzzle Solved:

c 0. M A 5 T L s H u N i

A 1 E E V E R T 5T 1 C

P A A R R E N E R i C A

T X T '6
1 Y E D

(D
I

A R T E

s U T M

|G |0 1

A

T E E 1 V I R T |E ID i

UUtfUfcJ U'JUUU UI!I'J

p A s El

El

L A T E In

tl

5

D

K

c

A T

FT
E p i V E S A N N E

N E S B A L D

T 5 T E D N T R A~ C T

V L T A 1 1 B A R

V | A T A A N E E L M

A N G E L S T E M S E P T

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8
9

10

11

19 Not dirty

21 Digits

24 Jury
25 Electrical unit

26 Assused
person's

defense
27 Greek island

28 City of Idaho

29 Dairy product

30 Baffle

31 Dissuade
34 Overused
37 California

city: 2 words
39 Satisfied by

payment
42 Minute

quantity

44 Cravats

47 Turns out

ward
49 Written

speech
symbol

51 Counterfeit

52 Disfiguring

mark
53 Submissive
54 Soon
55 Harmony
56 Work: Prefix

57 Study
58 Cambodian

monetary
units

60 Sma
amount

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

MONDAY. DECEMBER t
— Born today, you have what

amounts to a genuine talent

for organization Gifted with

a completely logical mind,

you should be able to succeed

in almost any kind of business

or profession — providing

you do not go so far as to fail

in sensibility by going over-

board in sense. You thrive in

any activity that requires

meticulous planning and
scheduling. You are particu-

larly adept at maneuvering
people and their lives — for-

tunately — in a way which, in

general, they do not resent.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 211 - Make it a point to

be noncommital today. If you

give away your position now
you may be unable to catch

another's interest later on.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan.

19) — Avoid what could be the

serious consequences of an

argument with higher-ups.

0, $.##• Wrft/ev

Keep your adverse opinions to

yourself Cooperate.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Peb.

181 - A day when duty must

come first. You may be

tempted to shirk reapunsib-

bility in favor of personal

pleasure: refuse to succumb.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20)

— Honor is served when
modesty wins s minor battle.

Don't allow yourself the

luxury of a slackened pace —
at least not for the time being.

ARIES (March 21-ApriI 19)

— The directives given you on

the employment scene at

morning may not become clear

until much later in the day.

Make an effort at compromise.

TAURUS I April 20 May 20)

— To move ahead with only

half-knowledge would be a

serious mistake. Make certain

you have all the information

you need to get a project off

the ground.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20)

— You accidentally may cause

damage to another's prop-

erty this morning. Should this

be the case, move immediately

to make repairs. Offer com-

a|i<a

pensation.

CANCER (June 21 July 22)

— Prove yourself worthy of

another's confidence. Act on

what you know — but in no

way give away the source of

your present information.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
There is much to be gained

later by being hospitable

today Extend the hand of

courtesy even if you can't feel

friendship. Look ahead.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

— Those seeking solace may
find themselves weeping on

your shoulder today. Make it a

point not to ignore any who
come to you for help. Give

support

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22) -
You have an ingrained sense of

honor. Employ it now when
you are tempted to absent

yourself from your place of

dutv without sufficient cause.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211

— There msy be incon-

venience attached to success

to dsy. Put up with it

graciously: it will be well

worth it by day's end. Get an

inside track.
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Walton decides not to retire
PORTLAND, Ore. (UP!) - Bill

Walton is not quitting professional

basketball and "he will be back in

the lineup as soon as he is healthy,"

the Portland Trail Blazers an-

nounced Sunday.

"I got word from club officials

today that Walton is not retiring,

said John White, publicity director

for the NBA team. "He will play as

soon as he is healthy. I can't tell you
when that will be."

Outgoing club president Herman
Sarkowsky came to Portland

Saturday and got together with

Walton and ironed out any
problems that might have existed.

Walton had returned to Portland

from a trip to Los Angeles where
Los Angeles Lakers team physician

Television Tonight
5:00 THE RAYMOND BURR SHOW

"The Helping Hand." (3)

THE REAP MCCOYS (18)

THE BIG VALLEY "Devil's

Masquerade." (221

MISTER ROGERS NEIGH
BOR.HOOD (24) (57)

F TROOP (38)

THE FLINTSTONES (56)

5 30 GREEN ACRES (18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE Gomer Overcomes
The Obstacle Course. " 127)

HOGAN'S HEROES (30)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

GILLIGANS ISLAND "Beauty Is

As Beautv Does." (56)

6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION (27)

NIGHTLY NEWSREEL (30)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Bad
Reception In Albany." (38)

BONANZA "Unseen World " (40)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

ERICA (24)

MOVIE Who Stole The Body."

27)

BEWITCHED (38)

ZOOM' (57)

6 45 HUMAN GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT (24)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WALTER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Dear

Mrs Petrie Your Husband Is In

Jail " (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

UNTOUCHABLES (56)

THE SCIENCE AND ART OF
FOOTBALL (57)

7:30 NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

POLICE SURGEON (8)

WILBURN BROTHERS (181

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (22) (30)

'

ANTIQUES (24)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW (38)

POLKA With Frank Knight (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57)

8 00 AFTER DINNER SHOWCASE
"World At War: Red Star 1941

1943." (31

THE ROOKIES "The Assassin." <8)

(40)

(30)

"In

(57)

127)

-</./.

THE
Fair

HASWH i tthSPECTIVE 1 18)

ITS A STEA! K <-»th Silver, host

(22)

AN EVENING U> CHAMPIONSHIP
SKATING 124)

BORN TREE "The Raiders.

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES 138)

DEALER'S CHOICE '56)

SPECIAL OF THt WEEK
Performance At Wolf Trap

"

830 SAFARI TO ADVtNTURE
GREEN ACRES (38)

DINAH 1 (56)

9 00 MAUDE (3)

NFL MONDAY NIGHT F(>:
"'

GAME (8) (40)

THE OTHER SIX DA 18)

NBC MONDAY \IUHT AT
MOVIES Conclusion of "My
Lady" (22) (30)

IN PERFORMANCE AT WOLF
TRAP (241

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

GREAT PERFORMANCES (561

9 30 RHODA (31

PHIL SILVERS AS SERGEANT
BILKO Bilko Acres." 127)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

WOO MEDICAL CENTER "Kiss And
Kill." (3)

CHALLENGE OF TRUTH (18)

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK
124)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

MOVIE "Die Monster Die." (38)

HOLLYWOOD'S GOLDEN YEARS
"The Bachelor And the Bobby
Soxer." (56)

10:30 CONNECTICUT REPORT
WOMAN (24)

PORTUGUESE AROUND US (27)

10:45 THE BIG NEWS (22)

WHNB TV REPORT (30)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS

M8I

(3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (18)

(22) (27) (30)

CAPTIONED ABC NEWS (57)

11:30 MOVIE "Invitation To the

Dance." (3)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN "The Rink."

(27)

LAUGH CLASSICS (3)

11 45 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

12 00 ACTION NEWS (8) (38)

12 15 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 1974

HIGHLIGHTS (40)

12.30 DON KIRSHNERS ROCK
CONCERT (8)

100 TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host

(22) (30)
•

1:15 NEWS, WEATHER (3) (40)

2.00 NEWS (22) (30)

Dr. Robert Kerlan looked at a bone-

spur near Walton's ankle that has

had the former UCLA three-time All

American out of action.

While in Los Angeles, the story

broke that Walton was disen-

chanted with pro basketball. The

source was Walton's friend and

advisor Sam Gilbert, a Los Angeles

area contractor who has been an

adviser to many former UCLA stars.

But White said Sunday, "He

never really was considering not

playing."

Walton, according to Coach
Lenny Wilkens, had been
depressed over his injury, described

as rather common, not serious, but

painful. Walton, 6-11, said he

couldn't cut or run as well as he

liked because of the injury and the

Blazers left him at home on a recent

road trip.

He received permission to go to

Los Angeles to see Kerlan, who had

treated him at UCLA. Kerlan arrived

at the same conclusion about the

injury as had .Portland team
physician Dr. Frank Smith.

—NOW— 7:00 &tt:IM)

For $10,000
they break your arms.

For $20,000
they break your legs.

Axel Freed owes $441)00

k James Caan
Mon.-Tues. — Dollar Night»j

Bill Edelstein

The budding Buffalos
The entire city of Buffalo, New York, could very well be the next sport's

dynasty; the football Bills have compiled a 9-4 record in the NFL, the

basketball Braves are 16-6 in the NBA (and own a 1 Vi game lead over the

New York Knicks and a 3Vi game margin over the defending champion

Boston Celtics), and the hockey Sabres (20-4-4 for 44 points) lead the

second place Boston Bruins by 14 points.

. The Bills have already assured themselves of a playoff spot. These are

the same Buffalo Bills that, as the New England Patriots know too well,

defeated the New Englanders by a total of three points in two games. If so

much as an athletic supporter had snapped, the Patriots might now sport

the Bills' 9-4 record, with Buffalo inheriting New England's 7-6 matk. The

mere fact that the Bills won both close games, however, indicates that

they are winners and, since the Bills' starting quarterback (Joe Ferguson)

is only playing in his second season and O.J. Simpson, almost the entire

offensive line, receivers and defensive secondary are young, the Bills will

be winners for an alarmingly long time.

In basketball, the Braves start the same five men who took the World

Champion Celtics to six close playoff games last vear before succumbina

to two foul shots with no time remaining in the sixth game. As a testimony

to their depth this year, the Braves have accumulated half their league-

leading, 17-7 record with starters Ernie DiGregorio and Jim McMillen on

the shelf. The Braves have two ex rookies of the year (DiGregorio and Bob

MacAdoo), and these men have played in a total of only three full NBA
campaigns. Since none of the other starters (McMillen, Randy Smith and

Gar Heard) have been in the league very long either, John Havlicek had

better play ten more seasons for the Celtics to give the latter a scratch,

scramble and rambling chance (as Johnny Most is wont to say).

Switching to the wonderful world of hockey, the Sabres' entire first line

(featuring Giles Perreault and Rene Robert) is both young and talented. If

the line can be salvaged from the grasps of the expansion draft, it alone

could spell years of victory in the famed Adams division of the NHL (a

rather long phrase to spell).

One could look at things this way: since the Celtics, Bruins and Patriots

(when they're healthy) are all contenders, and all are in the respective

divisions the Buffalo teams are in, there are all the makings of one nasty,

little inter-city rivalry between Buffalo and Boston.

West: "I might like

to become a coach.
ff

MORGANTOWN, W. Va. (UP/)

Former Los Angeles Superstar

Jerry West is thinking about tur-

ning to coaching.

He says he especially gets that

feeling when he sits in the stands

and watches a basketball game.
"I sit there and watch. ..and I

think I would like to have a team
that could do certain things that

other teams are not doing now.
"I really think I might like to

become a coach."

AMHERSTOe**
AMITY ST 253 5426

THE KING LOVES THE PEOPLE!

Come urty Slav late, enioy

THE KING AH0 HIS LOYAL SHORT SUBJECTS

BtMBI Mtl'S GOOZIll* IH»H« r(XI M»S« MAX ilpno, h.„. ,

KING OF HEARTS
Thi »*fct (mi beautiful Mm has mkened taomt i

fujnt and turned Hie movie wortd upude do*n

There is one reason tor this phenomenon people love the Kjaf

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS Jl 00

4 ŜIOH IM 4 ISI H YViy t< H
\ BOUT* I

Vacws Of

West discussed the subject

during a weekend round of ap-

pearances in his honor at West
Virginia University, where he was
an All-America player for the No. 1

ranked Mountaineers in the late'-

1950s.

He said he had been offered a

coaching job in the American

Basketball Association but turned it

down earlier this year.

West said he decided to end his

brilliant pro career with LA this year

because "I felt like I had played

enough."
He plays golf now every chance

he gets, he said. West is a scratch

golfer and has a 14-year-old son

who plays to an eight handicap and
hopes to turn pro someday.
West Virginia University

proclaimed 1975 "Jerry West Year"

at the campus.
A proclamation was announced

at WVU Basketball Reunion Dinner

honoring West and other former

mountaineer stars.

A crowd of 300 gave West a

standing ovation when the

proclamation was presented by

Lysander Dudley, head of

development at the University.

"Jerry, I know of no individual

who has the love or affection of the

people of West Virginia more than

you do," Dudley told West.

The Trial of

Bilk Jack " ;

SEE AD ELSEWHERE ON
THEATM MH

&•«»%
THE TAKING OF PELHAM ONE TWO THREE •

l» rtxrwi unt inu innu >— ra
I ROBERT SHAW MAHTTN DAlSAn J-%

(miasm wcwo osc*
» mnmo*m* "r•£L•5,

OOTMAN WIT* THt OOtflSWOWfOSC •

Sports Staff meeting

Wednesday at 4:00.

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -
The Gambler - 7:00 - 900

AMHERST CINEMA -
King of Hearts 7:00 9 00

CAMPUS CINEMA -
Gambler 7:00 9:00

Mr Teas; Girls of West 7 00
King of Hearts 7:00 9:00

MT FARMS 4 -
Gone With The Wind 7 00
Groove Tube 5:30 - 7:15 8:45

Juggernaut 6:15 - 8:45

Trial of Billy Jack 530 8 30
SHOWCASE -

Airport 1975 7 30 9:30

Klansmen 7:30 9:40

Longest Yard 7:30 9 46
It Robin Crusoe 6:20 7:30 9:40
Trial of Billy Jack 8:00

Taking of Pelham 7:30 930
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It's official as UVM trustees

vote to kill football program
BURLINGTON, Vt. (UPI) The

11-yeat football history at the

University of Vermont came to an

official end Saturday as its trustees

voted to kill the program and save

$200,000.

Money was the official reason,

but student apathy played a large

part.

"Student interest in football is

almost non-existent," said trustee

Francis R. Peisch. "Only the alumni

care."

The trustees voted 12-7 to ap-

prove an administration decision to

drop football as part of a budget

cutting package. They rejected a

plea from Athletic Director Denis

Lambert to merely deemphasize the

sport.

"They made a terrible decision,"

said football coach Carl Falivene

after the vote. "The personality of

this university is going to change,

regardless of what the students and

faculty say."

The football players had sought

to rally support for the program in

the six weeks between the an-

nouncement of the university's

plans and the trustee vote, but

failed.

Only 1,300 of the university's

8,000 students signed a petition

backing the sport, and student

leaders joined the faculty in sup-

porting the football cut as an
alternative to further reductions in

academic programs.
School officials said two alumni,

who had planned to leave the

school between $700,000 and $1

million, had notified the university it

would not receive any money.
The $1.3 million package of

reductions approved by the
trustees included the elimination of

several graduate programs and
budget cuts for ' almost every

academic department. The trustees

rejected a recommendation to

eliminate a nursing program.
"I guess we all expected it," said

Rocky Thompson, a sophomore

flanker from Newburgh, N.Y., who
had cried in the iocker room

following the team's last game.

"The economy the way it is, they

had to cut something, and football

did cost a lot of money."

Players with scholarships will be

allowed to use them to complete
their education, but Lambert and
Falivene said they thought most of

the players would transfer to other

schools.

The team's star quarterback,
junior Bob Bateman, urged the
trustees to keep the sport. "We
love the game," he said. "It's not
the scholarship money." Bateman,
does not have a scholarship.

Vermont finished last in the
Yankee Conference this year with a
4-6 overall record and the lowest
athletic budget in the conference.
Attendance in 10,000 seat Cen-
tennial Field ranged from 3,500 to
9500

UMass basket-box
UMass: Burke 1 4-46, Murphy 9 4-5 22, May*ield 5 1-4 11, Eldridge

4 0-4 8, Endicott3 1-3 7, Town 5 0-0 10, Duarte2 1-2 5, Claiborne 2-

2 2, Stokes 0-0 0, Johnson 0-0 0, Pyatt 1 0-0 2, Totals 30 13-24 73

URI: Williamson 3 3-5 9, Wright 2-7 2, Soares 1 2-2 4, Taylor 5 0-

1 10, Cizynski 2 V-2 5, Hughes 0-0 0, Lopes 5 4-4 14, Wildes 0-0 0,

Levane 1 0-0 2, Minetti 3 2-4 8, Bird 1-31, Smith 1 3-4 5, Totals 21

18-32 60.

Fouled out: Soares, Mayfield, Cizynski

UMass 32 4173
URI 2139 60

JV hoopsters victors

in 86-84 barn burner

o—
o

a
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What seems like a rest period actually resulted in a goal here as Terry O'Reilly

(not shown) scored for the B's. Andre Savard (11) assisted.

Attention Collegian Sports Staffers
Sports Editor-elect Ben Caswell will appear at a

meeting for all Collegian sports staffers Wednesday
at 4:00 in the Collegian office.

Thursday night at 6:00 for all.

Steak and Brew

JV skaters fluked over by RPI
By TOM CROWLEY

Sports Staff

A flukish third period goal

negated a 3 goal third period

comeback as the UMass JV hockey

team lost to the RPI JV's 9-7 last

Friday at Troy, N.Y.

A shot from Bob Driscoll of RPI

hit the top bar on the goal crease

and fell in. RPI scored an insurance

goal but the eighth goal by RPI

broke the junior pucksters backs.

Bill Sherlock added an insurance

marker late in the game.

All the scoring in the first period

took place in a two and a half

minute span.

Brent Miller scored for RPI at

12:09 and Don Armstrong knocked

in a back hander for the Engineers a

minute later.

UMass then got on the board as

forward Pete Garibotto notched

one from in front. Linemates Chris

Crown and Ed Stuber got the

assists.

Garibotto then got a penalty and

RPI scored on a power play at 14:43

to end the scoring for the premiere

period at 3-1.

In the second period, Bill Cupolo

scored on a breakaway at 3:40 as

two minutemen players fell down.

Ther UMass rp*^nded with three

cons ive

Q r o!tfi < r,
's second of

the , if
"
t . i a long slapshot

from .ne yoalie's right. Kevin

Thompson got the assist. UMass

then scored a power play goal by

Kevin Sullivan on a wrist shot. The
score came at 12:01 with assists to

forward Bill Devine and defen-

seman Dan Saunders.

Faking out the goalie and sliding

it underneath him, Bill Flynn tied

the score at 4-4 at 14:54 with

forward Steve Sikalis and
defenseman Dan Mark assisting.

RPI then went on a three goal

scoring spree of their own. Bill

Sherlock scored at 15:36 on a

breakaway. Armstrong scored
again. This time on a tip in at 18:55.

RPI scored right after the face off

as Pat Valiquette scored six

seconds later.

In the third period, the JV skaters

answered with their own 3 goal
spurt and set the stage for the fluke

goal.

UMass scored two goals 1:16

apart. Jon Archer faked the goalie

John Coundon in for starter Gary
Feceau, and slid in a back hander.

The goal at 5:28 had Dave Drake on
the assist. Then Bill Devine scored

on a breakaway and made the score

7-6. Kevin Thompson had the

assist. During both of the goals,

each team only had 4 skaters.

Steve Sikalis tied the game at 7-7

when rebounded Dan Mark's shot.

This score came at 13:21 and RPI

was down two men.

By MIKE BERGER
Sports Staff

When they (UMass) were good,
they were really good and when
they were bad, well... In summary,
the J.V. victory over Springfield

(86-84) was a game that saw
nervous first year players making
rookie mistakes on defense dotal of

49 fouls called), missed easy shots,

bad passes, and poor execution. On
the other hand, UMass displayed a

7-minute stretch which demon-
strated a tenacious defense, great

offensive and defensive rebounding
and nice execution.

The 1st half ended sluggishly for

UMass in a 44-40 deficit, as

Springfield shot close to 50 per cent

from the field. However, coming
out of the locker room in the

second half, UMass exploded for a
28-15 spurt contributed by a quintet

of Bill Byrd, Dave Strader, Joe
Martenz, Mike Pyatt and Rick

Taylor. With approx. 7 minutes to

go in the game and ahead by 15

points, Coach Gaudette rested his

regulars and brought in a fresh

group. Unfortunately, Springfield

Bruins nip

Pens' 3-2
BOSTON (UPI) - Bobby Orr's

goal at 15:33 of the third period

Sunday snapped a tie and led the

Boston Bruins to a 3-2 win over the

Pittsburgh Penguins in a National

Hockey League game.

Boston center Gregg Sheppard

won the faceoff and passed cleanly

back to Orr who took a slapshot

from the blue line that beat Pitt-

sburgh goalie Gary Innes on his far

side.

The Bruins took a 1-0 lead at 7:16

of the first period when Bobby

Schmautz scored on a pass from

John Bucyk. It was Bucky's 700th

career assist.

Pittsburgh took a 2-1 lead in the

first period on goals by Lowell

MacDonald and Ron Shock.

Terry O'Reilly tied the game for

Boston at 7:02 of the middle period

after Andre Savard took a rebound

from a Carol Vadnais shot and

passed to O'Reilly in front of the

net.

got hot and UMass, continuously

threw the ball away. The result was
an 86-84 lead with 1 minute to play.

A controversial travelling violation

gave the ball to Springfield with 30

seconds to play. Springfield missed

2 chances and UMass' Chuck
Stovetsky came down with the

rebound for a climatic victory.

Stuff Shots: Outstanding
contributions were seen from
freshmen Mike Pyatt (21 points),

Chuck Steveskey (14 points), and

Bill Byrd (20 points).

Coaches Wilk and Gaudette,

respectfully, for Springfield and

UMass agreed that officials were a

major factor in the outcome of the

game. Wilk maintains that

Springfield outplayed UMass for 33

minutes and that UMass was very

suspectible to a zone press.

Meanwhile Coach Gaudette while

pleased with the victory com-
mented that quite a deal of work in

blocking out, execution of offensive

plays, team communication, and

team defense were needed before

the team could really jell. All in all a

worthwhile lesson for both teams

as each realized what it's like to be

way behind, and to be in a pressure

situation.

1975 KAWASAKIS

ARE HERE/

SAVINGS NOW ON ALL

74 s IN STOCK

VALLEY JtOTOftSPOtTSMC.

Ml KING ST NORTHAMPTON SM 7303
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ICOLLEGETOWN ~ "

183 No. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-9884

The SCIENTIFIC APPROACH to HAIR
WATCH

Make A Gift!

BEADS— EARWIRES— RAWHIDE
CANDLE WAX— WICK— SCENT

THE MERCANTILE
9 E. Pleasant. Amherst

GIFTS— TOYS— CARDS

CLOTHING at Lower Prices

JEWELRY— MUGS— PLANTERS

FREE LITURATURE ava.lab.e from

SCIENTIFIC
HAIR. CARE
CENTER**

your local RK dealer. See HAL at

Collegetown. Christmas Gift
Packs in stock.

IMmWMMINMMlii

Steelers end Pats hopes, 21-17
FOXBORO, Mass. \UPI\ - Franco Harris ran for 136 yards and a touch

down as the Pittsburgh Steelers benefitted all game from excellent field

position to whip the New England Patriots 21-17 Sunday and clinch the

AFC Central Division Championship.
With the victory Pittsburgh raised its record to 9-3-1, 2M? games ahead

of Cincinnati-which lost 23-19 to Detroit-with one game left for each
club.

The Steelers, who led 21-10 until late in the game, started three of their

scoring drives from inside the New England 38 yard line, taking advantage
of a fumble, a short punt and shaky play by the New England special

teams.

Harris, who has 927 yards on the season, put the Steelers on top 4:25

into the second period with a two-yard burst. The touchdown, which gave

Pittsburgh a 9-7 lead, came five plays after defensive back Mel Blount had

scooped up a Mack Herron fumble at the New England 19.

Roy Gerela added field goals of 40 and 27 yards, Lynn Swann caught a

seven yard touchdown pass and L.C. Greenwood tackled Patriot Quar-

terback Jim Plunkett for the other two points. The Patriots' points came on

a 17-yard pass from Plunkett to Herron, a five-yard run by Herron and a 20-

yard field goal by John Smith.

The Patriots, who chose to kick with a gusty 35 mph wind to start both

halves, took a 7-0 first period lead but their offense blew away along with

the wind advantage.

The Steelers, taking the ball on their own 36 late in the first period, drove

41 yards to the New England 23, their longest march of the day. The first

quarter ended and kicker Gerela rode the ball 40 yards through the

uprights, aided by the tail wind.

Pittsburgh went ahead to stay 3:35 later after Blount picked up, drop-

ped, and regained Herron's fumble deep Patriot territory. Defensive end

Donnell Smith blocked Gerela's conversion try and the Steelers led 9-7.

Four and a half minutes later the wind killed the Patriots. A Dave
Chappie punt traveled just 16 yards to the New England 29 and Gerela

turned the advantage into a 27-yard field goal. Smith's field goal late in the

quarter brought New England to within two at 12-10.

New England, which eliminated itself from the playoffs with the loss and
is now 7-6, was dormant through the second half at least until the game
was out of reach. The Steelers iced the game when Swann returned a

Chappie punt 15 yards to the Patriot 38 and later scored on a driving catch

on the riaht side of the endzone.

Lions stay alive,

23-19 over Cinci
CINCINNATI (UPI) - Greg Landry

fired an eight-yard touchdown pass

to Charlie Sanders with just 29

seconds remaining to rally the

Detroit Lions to a 23-19 upset over

the Cincinnati Bengals Sunday,

keeping the Lions' Slim playoff

chances alive for the NFC Wild

Card Berth and killing the Bengals'

playoff hopes.

Detroit's game-winning drive of

73 yards in five plays came after

Cincinnati fullback Ed Williams had

scored a touchdown on a two-yard

burst with only 1 :27 to play, lifting

the Bengals to a 19 16 lead.

But Landry quickly moved the

Lions into scoring position and
climaxed the desperation drive with

a perfectly thrown eight-yard pass

to Sanders in the end zone.

The Lions, upping their record to

7-6, also scored touchdowns on an

18-yard reverse by Ron Jessie and a

three-yard run by Altie Taylor. Erroll

Mann added a 42-yard field goal,

his longest of the season.

In order for detroit to win the

Wild Card spot, Washington must
lose to Los Angeles Monday night

and next Sunday against Chicago
and Dallas must fall to Oakland
next Saturday.

BICYCLE STORAGE

Why drag that bike of yours home at the end off the
semester? End the hassle, the potential rip off and the
ravages off winter by storing it at PELOTON, INC., 1 East
Pleasant St. Ask about our winter maintenance and FREE
safety check. Storage charge is $5.00 ffor three months or
longer up to sixteen weeks. Phone us: 549-6904.

ALLIED MOTOR

PARTS
Doctor up pur ear with

Complete

Domestic

ft y.W. Parts

319 Main St., Amherst 256-8341

IT'S DOUBLE TROUBLE for Steeler quarterback Terry Bradshaw as he tries to

escape grasps of Patriots Steve King (L) and Julius Adams (R). Bradshaw failed

ajid was thrown for a 10 yard loss.

Red-hot Jets upset Bills, 20- 10
NEW YORK \UP/\ - Joe Namath, playing probably

his last game in a New York uniform, threw a 36-yard

touchdown pass to Jerome Barkum with four minutes

remaining Sunday as the Jets stretched their winning

streak to five games with a 20-10 upset of the playoff-

bound Buffalo Bills.

Veteran Linebacker Ralph Baker put the game out

of reach with 2:05 remaining when he returned an

interception 67 yards for a touchdown.
Baker picked off a deflected pass at the Jets' 33 and

chugged down the right sideline untouched for the

clinching TD.

Buffalo guard Reggie McKenzie and Jet Defensive

tackle Carl Barzilauskas were ejected in the fourth

quarter for fighting.

Namath, who said before the game it was
"doubtful" he would return to the jets next season,

capped a 72-yard drive by throwing to Barkum, who
made a leaping catch between two defenders on a

third-and-10.

Buffalo led 10-6 on Joe Ferguson's 41 -yard to TD

pass to J.D. Hill and John Leyroldt's field goal with

6:25 to play when Namath, who earlier a 19-yard TD
pass to Rich Caster, connected with Barkum after

being stunned by a vicious tackle two plays earlier.

The Jets, who lost seven of their first eight games,

gained their sixth victory, while Buffalo, which

clinched a playoff Berth last week, dropped to 9-4.

After a scoreless first half, Ferguson, who threw
very little in the first half, caught the Jets napping on a

third-and-one and fired to Hill on the New York 25.

The Bills receiver spun away from Rich Sowells and
raced in for the score.

Namath brought the Jets back with a 19-yard TD
pass to Rich Caster, but cornerback Robert James
blocked Pat Leahy's extra point attempt and Buffalo
held on to a 7-6 lead. Leypoidt, who earlier missed on
attempts of 40 and 45 yards, connected with 6:25 to
go in the game after punter Greg Gantt fumbled on his

own 22.

College hoopsters rolling on
(UPI) - North Carolina State and

UCLA scored expected victories

Saturday, but Indiana and North

Carolina achieved the day's big

triumphs.

The top-ranked Wolfpack got its

Atlantic Coast Conference, was off

to a good start with a smashing
101-72 victory over Virginia, while

rival North Carolina successfully

invaded Houston's Hofheinz

Pavilion with a 96-87 victory over

the 18th ranked Cougars.

Phil Spence, a 6-foot-8 forward

forced into the center by Tom
Burleson's graduation, supposedly

was the Wolfpack's Achilles heel

this seaosn. But he continued his

excellent play in the middle

Saturday and scored a game-high

26 points in State's fourth straight

victory of the season.

David Thompson, coming off an

ACC record 57-point performance,

added 24 points as the Wolfpack

had little difficulty in ruining

Virginia Coach Terry Holland's

Conference debut.

North Carolina, meanwhile,
flexed the muscle the fifth-ranked

Tar Heels are depending on to

unseat N.C. State.

Mitch KupchaK, a strong b-lU

center, scored 31 points to lead all

scorers, but also shut out

Houston's 6-10 Maurice Presley in

the second half, aided by 6-10 Tom
Lagarde and Walter Davis. The Tar

Heels' freshman Guard Phil Ford

scored 22 points, while Louis

Dunbar led Houston with 26.

It was only the Cougars' fourth

loss in Hofheinz Pavilion in six

years.

UCLA's Marques Johnson,

coming back from a mild case of

hepatitis, scored 13 points Saturday

in leading the second-ranked Bruins

to an 82-51 victory over Oklahoma

State. The 6-6 sophomore was

playing in only his second game of

the season and shared high-sccring

honors for the Bruins with

sophomore guard Jimm Spillane.

Another Sophomore, Walter

Olinde, had 10 points.

Indiana breezed to a surprising

98-74 rout of Kentucky. The third-

ranked Hoosiers ran up a big

enough lead to send in the subs for

the last nine minutes against the

11th-ranked Wildcats. Kent Benson

led the Hoosiers with 26 points,

while Scott May added 25 and

Steve Green 15.

But Kansas bounced back from

that defeat Saturday by crushing

20-th ranked Iowa, 89-54. Reserve

Center Danny Knight scored 17

points to lead the Kansas attack.

Sixth-ranked Southern California

demolished previously unbeaten

Utah, 102-82, as Trojans' forward

John Lambert scored a career-high

29 points. It was the third straight

victory for USC and the Trojans

have scored more than 100 points

in each game.
No. 7 Alabama defeated East

Carolina, 99-86, and eight- ranked

South Carolina lost to Oklahoma
90-86.

Ninth-ranked Marquette used a

balanced scoring attack to bury

outmanned St. Mary's of California,

93-66. Bo Ellis and Earl Tatum each

had 17 points, while Lloyd Walton

added 16, Freshman Butch Lee 15

and Jerry Homan 14.

Now There's A Difference At Mt. Sugarloaf!

Court-appointed management with resident manager
GUARANTEED security deposits held in en interest bearing escrow

account.
ONLY one month security deposit required with 4 month or more
lease.
Loceted on FREE UMass bus line.

Dishwssher. self cleaninp range disposal, air condiv oner and
plenty of closet space.

Two bedrooms at 1220 - ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
-onv eniintly loceted on Rte 47 off Rte 116.

Call 665 38S6 or take the free bus.
Rent now and savs! Rent an apartment for aecond semester mn<i

get $26 00 off your first month's rentl

Take A Few Minutes To See The Difference!

NFL Scores

Minnesota 23 Atlanta 10

Dallas 41 Cleveland 17

Sunday's Results

NY Jets 20 Buffalo 10

Detroit 23 Cincinnati t9

Philadelphia 20 NY Giants 7

Pittsburgh 21 New England

17

New Orleans 14 St Louis

Miami 17 Baltimore 16

San Diego 28 Chicago 21

Oakland 7 Kansas City 6

San Francisco 7 Green Bay 6

Denver 37 Houston 14
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Cagers down URI in

home debut, 73-60
By STEVE DECOSTA

Sports Staff

UMass is a team of almost unlimited potential.

Rhode Island is a team of the future.

So when the Minutemen opened their home season

against the Rams Saturday night the immediate

deficiencies of both squads were readily apparent.

Suffice it to say that UMass is a little further along the

road, resulting in a 73-60 winning margin.

Eight first-year men took the floor in the contest,

including four starters, as Ram coach Jack Kraft went

with three freshmen. The result was a dull, low

scoring first half, which saw the Minutemen limp to a

32-21 lead.

In the first twenty minutes, the young Rams missed

six of eleven free throws, shot 32 per cent from the

floor, and committed a ghastly number of 14 tur-

novers, resulting mainly from a UMass full-court zone

pass.

The Minutemen played their best defensive game of

the young season, drawing applause for their efforts

which allowed URI very little penetration and forced

the Rams to shoot from the periphery for most of the

night.

While the defensive looked surprisingly good, the

offense continued to look almost equally-surprising

not so good.

Sure, UMass hit half of its field goal attempts, but

that finely patterned offense that has become a

trademark of UMass teams of the past just didn't

exist.

The attack was basically one of non-movement and

a case of being in the wrong place at the wrong time.

But, despite it all, the Minutemen did put 73 points

on the board and a win is a win is a win.

Alex Eldridge, in his Cage debut, drew the oohs and

aahs of the 4200-plus in attendance with his

authoritative drives to the hoop. The freshman

finished with eight points, several key steals, and a

place in the hearts of Cage fans.

And then there was John Murphy. The 6'8 senior is

not what you'd call flashy, but he gets the job done.

Almost anonymously, Murphy poured in 22 points

with a 9 for 16 shooting performance.

Steve Mayfield and Jim Town were the only other

Minutemen in double figures, with eleven and ten

points respectively.

The Rams were led by a pair of veterans. Nelson

Lopes fired in 14 points in a reserve role, while Noel

Taylor added 10.

The game was the conference opener for UMass,

while the Rams dropped to 0-2 in the YanCon and 0-3

overall. The Minutemen now stand at 3-1.

The Minutemen host Holy Cross in the second leg

of a three-game home stand tomorrow night. The

Crusaders are perfect on the year at 3-0.

TICKLING THE TWINE - Bill Endicott continued

his disappointing season to date by hitting only three

of nine shots for seven points.

Jack Leaman has shown high regard for freshman

Derick Claiborne, sending him in at crucial junctures in

both of the last two games.

In their final game before the semester break, the

Minutemen entertain Siena next Saturday night. That

contest should not turn out to be as much of a lark as

some expected. A recent issue of Basketball Weekly

named Siena as the fourth best college division team

in the country.

Skaters defeat Middlebury, 8-5
By RICH SEVIER/

Sports Staff

UMass ended a four game losing

streak with a four goal explosion in

the third period against previously

undefeated Middlebury for an 8-5,

victory Saturday afternoon at Orr

Rink.

UMass had lost their fourth

straight on Friday night, when
Norwich scrapped back from a 3-0

deficit to post a 4-3 win over the

Minutemen.

It looked like an instant replay or

the Norwich game when UMass
jumped out to a quick two goal lead

over Middlebury, and gave up two

sloppy goals to tie the score before

the end of the first period. The

Minutemen, who had a three goal

lead at the 13 minute mark on

Friday night only to lose, scored

two goals in the first five minutes

against Middlebury.

Bob White scored from in close,

and Mike Ellis blasted in a 60-foot

slapshot to give UMass it's quick

lead against the Panthers. Bob

Connerty and Newell Woodworth
countered with markers for Mid-

dlebury. And when Jim Lyons

received a five minute major for

butt ending late in the period,

UMass was in trouble.

Outstanding penalty killing by

Burns, Conners, and Merchant up

front, and Ellis, Mittiens, and

McCormack on defense, and a

number of fine saves by goalie

Bruce Gledhill (playing in his first

game since the season opener) and

the Minutemen survived' the five

minutes unscathed.

Bob White scored his second

goal of the game a minute after the

penalty was killed to put UMass
back in the lead.

Chris Lamby dug the puck out of

the corner to White who cut around

one defenseman and fired a hard

backhander past the stick side of

Middlebury goalie Jim Brimsek

(nephew of ex-Bruin great Frank

Brimsek). The all freshman line of

the White twins on the wings and

Lamby at center was flying all

afternoon. Every shift on the ice

they had good scoring chances.

Lamby scored his team-leading

sixth goal of the year at 18:54 with

assists going to Ellis and Mintiens

for a 4-2 UMass lead.

Billy Harris scored on a partial

breakaway at 00:48 of the third

period. There would be no third

period doldrums that have plagued

UMass throughout the young
season on this day. Billy Stuart

scored twice in the period, and

Mike Merchant had an unassisted

goal late in the game.

Freshman Alex Eldridge, in an impressive home

debut, races in for an uncontested layup.

UMass sprinted into a 3-0 lead

against Norwich on Friday night

and then played lethargic hockey

until the final five minutes of the

game.

Steve Nims scored at 6:45, and

Chris Lamby tipped home a pair of

goals twenty seconds apart in the

middle of the period.

Norwich's goalie Jeff Peacock,

who was knocked slightly un-

conscious after Lamby's second

goal, was unbeatable the rest of the

night.

Mike Stevenson scored the game
winner for Norwich at 13:36 of the

third period. UMass put the

pressure on for the final minutes of

the game, but couldn't put the puck

past Peacock.

Matmen with two wins

Freshman winger Bob

Middlebury goalie Jim
White (10)

Brimsek.

watches puck crash into

Photo by Bill Howell

the twine past

By JOHN BOCK
Sports Staff

Christmas came early to the

UMass wrestlers and Coach Homer
Barr as they brought their season

record to 3-3 with wins over MIT
(25-13) and Wesleyan (45-9) on
Saturday at Wesleyan. This closes

out the first semester of wrestling

for the Minutemen as they turn into

students and prepare for up-

coming exams.

The end of wrestling for this

semester happened none too soon

because at the rate of two injuries a

match UMass wouldn't be able to

put a full team on the mats come
next week. Against URI
Minutement Tim Fallon (142) and

Steve Jabaut (150) were made
unavailable. Fallon has torn

ligaments in the ankle and a knee

problem, while Jabaut incurred a

displaced vertebrae at the base of

his neck. Couple this with injuries to

Bill Fickert (190), Cliff Blom (158),

Tom Smith (167), and Tom
O'Connell (190) and there goes the

lineup. Saturday saw Fickert break

his ankle in the match with

Wesleyan. Blom is still recuperating

with the torn knee ligaments and
Smith tore some cartilage in his

chest against Yale and it has been a

reoccurring problem.

Despite the injuries UMass was
relatively impressive against the

Engineers. They won 7 of ten bouts

and had a pin and a superior

decision. Winners for UMass in-

cluded Greg Tallon at 126, Russell

Chateauneuf at 134, Kevin Griffin at

150, Blom, Smith, Preston Kise at

190, and heavyweight Dennis
Fenton.

Outstanding bouts were wrestled

by Minutemen Griffin, Blom, Smith,

Kise, and Fenton. Griffin rallied

from a two point deficit to pin

MIT's Joe Scire at 7:41 in the third

period. Cliff Blom displayed a

mastery of takedowns, on the way

to a 5-2 decision over John Thain.

Tom Smith had quite a few TD's of

his own as he bested Peter Haag
12-4 in a match characterized by

Smitty's willingness to give Haag
the escape in order to get the

takedown.

Bill Fickert broke his ankle while

wrestling against Wesleyan and
was not available for the MIT bout,

so 167 pounder Preston Kise

stepped in and did the job. Kise

held MIT's Darwin Fleischaker to a

draw on his feet and then

proceeded to escape and ride the

Engineer out for a 3-0 decision.

Kise's riding ability earned him the

point for riding time.

At heavyweight UMass' Dennis

Fenton made his record 2-0 against

the biggest heavyweight in New
England - MIT's 340 pound Erland

Van Lithedejude. Last year Fenton
beat him 6-1 and this year he was
the 3-1 winner of the bout. Neither

man scored on takedowns and both
were penalized for stalling. Fenton
escaped in the second period and
rode the gentle giant out in the

third.

Wesleyan University is not going
to win too many matches this year.

They only have five men out for the

sport and thus forfeit five weight
classes every time they wrestle.

Minutemen Sachon (118), Tallon

(126), Griffin, Spaulding (177), and
Fenton picked up forfeits for

UMass while Mark Vanchesi (134)

and Frank Kenney (167) collected

pins over their opponents. Van-
chesi, in his first varisty bout,

pinned Rich Kozlowski at 3:46 in a

wild bout that finally ended with

Mark catching the man on a roll.

Unfortunately Vanchesi suffered a

torn tendon during the bout and
goes on the disabled list. Frank

Kenney, also in his varsity debut,

decked Jim Washington at 5:21 of

the third period as he caught him
with a headlock.

Walgren files suit in Amherst
to increase student representation

By BILL DOYLE
Staff Reporter

Eric Walgren, organizer of the

Amherst Human Rights Party, has

filed suit against William Fields,

UMass Dean of Students and

Amherst town meeting moderator,

to reapportion the town meeting

membership to allow more students

to be represented.

Walgren, 35, a 1965 Amherst

College graduate and 1968 Rutgers

Law School graduate, made the

announcement in a press con-

ference along with Paul Besnia, 19,

resident of 309 James House,

yesterday at the WMUA studio.

The Human Rights Party is an

unincorporated political association

for the purpose of encouraging

student participation in Amherst

town government.

At present there are only 6 town

meeting seats held by students, out
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Tom Quine, pursued by a bevy of linebackers from Baker Dorm, goes down for a

loss in a recent Mud Bowl held in Central Stadium.

of the 240 seats, Walgren said.

"Students comprise about 60 per

cent of the population of Amherst,
but hold only 3 per cent of the

seats," Walgren explained.

Walgren said the college

students in Massachusetts are

recognized by state law as holding

the option of claiming habitation of

their college town for purposes of

registering to vote.

"For a variety of reasons,"

Walgren said, "student inhabitants

of Amherst have not registered to

vote in proportion to non-student

inhabitants. As a result the Amherst
town meeting is 'mal-apportioned',

meaning that the student
inhabitants do not have town
meeting representatives in

proportion to their numbers."

Walgren stated that the US
Constitution requires that ai

representatives to the legislatures

of local governments be ap-

portioned according to population

instead of registered voters.

"Thus", Walgren said, "a
precinct in a Massachusetts town
must receive town meeting seats

according to its per cent of

population in relation to the total

population of the town."

Contrary to law, Walgren em-
phasized, but in accordance with

the Representative Town Meeting

Act of the town of Amherst, 240

town meeting members are ap-

portioned among 7 precincts ac-

cording to registered voters.

"The town has had actual and
full knowledge of its legal duty to

reapportion since December 1,

1972," Walgren said.

turn to page 3

Alcohol and academia - Do they mix?
This is the second three-

part series. Former
Collegian investigative and
political reporter Mark
Vogler will take a close look

at the drinking scene in the

Five College Area.

The UMass graduate-
now a free lance writer-

decided to xplore problem

drinking after a summer's
learning experience. He
was convicted twice during

a two-month period of

driving under the influence

of alcohol.

By MARK VOGLER
Ted started drinking "for the

high" at 13, helping himself to a

supply of hard liquor from his

father's bar.

Life of Horrors

Thirteen years later, a self ac-

claimed alcoholic, he tried

desperately to shake off a life filled

with horrors.

"I had myself to the point where I

couldn't stop throwing up in the

morning," he said in retrospect,

recalling his bout with the DT's

(delirium tremens).

Without warning, and in a

sudden state of confusion,

frightening hallucinations would

take hold of him.

"The walls around me would be

breathing, the refrigerator would be

floating.. .and the only way to stop

it was another drink.

"Demon Was Bottle"

"It got to the point where I

actually believed I was possessed

by a demon. .and the demon was
the bottle."

Life went on like this for William

(Ted) Smith until June 4, 1973 - a

turning point - when he swore to

never drink again.

So far he has managed to survive

in a world without alcohol. But he

will be the first to admit that the

comeback has not been easy.

At 27, Smith is now on the road

to recovery, using his own ex-

perience to warn others of the

dangers involved in alcohol abuse.

Alcoholism is one of the nation's

leading health problems behind

heart disease and cancer. It is the

underlying cause of thousands of

deaths annually attributed to

cirrhosis of the liver, certain kinds

of heart disease and even brain

damage.
Law officials consider alcohol

abuse to be a national killer.

In half of all murders in the

United States, either the killer or

the victim - or both - have been

drinking, and at least half of all

automobile deaths each year are

attributed to alcohol.

These grim statistics are available

from the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare's national

Institute on Alcohol Abuse.

Smith is currently working on a

master's degree in alcohol coun-

seling at the University of

Massachusetts.

"My trying to help other people is

helping me," he said.

"Not Social Toy"
"Alcohol is not a social toy, it is a

very dangerous drug which can

only be handled responsibly."

Of the 23,000 students at the

UMass campus, 10 per cent are

problem drinkers- potential

alcoholics. Health officials estimate

that 80 to 90 per cent of the college

population consumes alcoholic

beverages.

Yet, only a minority of those

students experiencing a problem

will admit it. Room to Move (RTM),

the UMass drug drop-in and

counseling center of which Smith is

a member, handles an average of

only 20 problem cases a month.

Hard to Admit
"It's really hard to admit you

have a problem. You get into a

really big self-denial thing where it's

all inward," Smith pointed out.

"I guess I really never learned

how to drink.. .I'd gulp it down, sort

of like double-fisted drinking. I

almost used to say that my ideal

death would be to drown in a vat of

beer."

Fortunately for Smith, he'is alive

today to tell his own story.

Growing up in Worcester, he

drank his way through school,

downing as much as half of a pint

of whiskey a night.

First Auto Accident

His first of five car accidents

came at the age of 17 and he noted

he held in the liquor "pretty well."

"It was Palm Sunday eve in late

March. .the roads were very slick..

I

smashed into another car and the

doors blew open," he recalled.

"I landed 75 feet from my own
car and ended up with a black and

blue mark on my shoulder. The car

was just about demolished. My
friend hurt his back and nobody

was injured in the other car. ..in all, I

was very lucky."

Heavy drinking was responsible

for poor grades and Smith's

dismissal from St. Anselm's College

when he was 19.

In October of 1968, he volun-

teered for the U.S. Army where he

steadily advanced-not in rank-but in

a problem that was getting out of

hand.

"When it came to the brass of

the Army and the amber of the

bottle, it was the amber that always

won," Smith said.

When he was 23, Smith admits,

he could not live without liquor.

However, he was reassured by an

Army psychiatrist that he would not

become an alcoholic if he "stuck to

Army food and did my work."

Departing from the Army in the

summer of 1970 he decided to

enroll at UMass, a liberal, per-

missive campus which brought out

the drinking in him even more.

"I had short hair. Everybody

thought I was a fed (narcotics

agent). It was really hard to make
friends, so I felt alienated," Smith

said.

"In the Army, I drank out of

boredom. Here, it was out of

loneliness."

But when the loneliness wore off

he reigned as "King Ted, the

Tequila Monster."

"I was getting into serious

blackouts by now and urinating all

the time...different mornings I

would get up and my bed would be

soaking wet," he said.
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Is alcohol the bane of some student's existence? Evidence seems to point in that

direction.

The Black Athlete on this

campus - does discrimination

exist in the locker room or

office? See page 7.

Teamsters may be putting

pressure on local liquor stores

boycotting Gallo wines. See 1

page 11 for details.

weather:
today and tomorrow. Daytime
highs mostly in the 30s and 40s.

Overnight lows in the 30s to low
40s cooling to the 20s to low
30s.
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SOC unanimously recommends
no further action to set up bank

By LAWRENCE KORNFELD
Staff Reporter

The Student Organizing Committee, which has been authorized by the

Student Senate to investigate the issue of a Student Union bank,

unanimously recommended a halt to any further action to set up the bank.

This recommendation was made in a report to the Student Senate by

the SOC, last week.

The report said; "...the process by which the bank proposal has been

brought forth and carried almost to fruition is so inadequate in terms of

student power as by itself to be reason enough to warrant a re-evaluation

of the entire matter."

The report also charged; "No consideration has been given to whether

or not the business, profit making aspect of a bank in the Student Union

would be, or could be, carried on in a manner in the interests of students."

It noted that the following were also lacking:

a. A study of the student need for a bank

b. A guarantee that the bank will mean a lower Campus Center fee

c. Consideration of the bank's effect on the campus environment

The report listed 15 "unanswered questions" on the issue. Among them
were the following:

a. "If the bids are invited are they to be open and competetive, or with

some bank having an inside track?"

b. "What is the Board of Governors power over this matter, and are they

aware of their power?"

Bicentennial Comm.
urges campus input

By ROBERT SHEMEUGIAN
Staff Reporter

The University Bicentennial Committee is urging campus-wide in-

volvement in efforts to organize programs celebrating our nation's 200th

birthday.

The committee urges all portions of the campus community including

students, faculty, professional and non-professional staff, and ad-

ministrators "to think of innovative ways in which the University may best

mount a distinctive and appropriate Bicentennial effort."

"Your Bicentennial Committee has a coordinating and advisory role,"

said chairperson, John W. Lederle. "We are trying to stimulate the

departments on their own."

The committee is asking that each department, through a reallocation of

its funds, create special courses, symposia, lectures, seminars, and media

projects "that would contribute to a recognition of the American heritage

and a consideration of America's future."

Both State and Federal funds are being sought for the Bicentennial

effort along with a reorganization of money the university already has.

The university is complying with the national divisions of the Bicen- £
tennial effort. They are Heritage 76, Horizon 76, and Festival 76. Programs

affiliated with Heritage 76 will focus on the American past and how it

affects the present. "Programs should grow out so elements of the

American tradition, the American Revolution, America's national

injuries, according to Police reports.

Two cars were stolen, and two
others recovered this weekend,
Joyce said.

c. "Where did the proposal for the bank in the Student Union

originate?"

d. "What is the rental being contemplated for the bank?"

e. "...how much of a reduction in the Campus Center fee is planned as a

result (of money from the bank's rent)?

The SOC complained of conflicting answers to the last three questions.

A proposal was made in the report that the bank be owned and operated

cooperatively by the students.

Among the guidelines listed as "minimal specifications necessary for a

commerical bank in the Student Union to be considered, on the balance, a

net asset to students;" are the following:

a. That two full students be on it's Board of Directors, with full voting

powers.

b. That ten per cent of it's total loans and investments be placed in the

student controlled credit union.

c. "The bank shall make a concerted effort to hire University students

and should follow Affirmative Action policies."

d. That it's lease be for only one year and that the lease require approval

of the grad and under grad Student Senates and Stockbridge Senate.

Dreams of Santa Claus bring all those long awaited
toys and games will soon be a reality with Christmas
just a few weeks away.

Police report
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter

A fight involving 25 to 30 people

occurred at 2:00 a.m. Monday, in

lot 63 (near Worcester Dining

Commons), according to UMass
police.

Six of the involved parties

alledged reciprocating charges
according to Captain Joyce of the

UMass Police Department.

The case is currently under in-

vestigation. Complaints will

probably be issued in court, said

Joyce.

Other security problems this

weekend included a car accident

and stolen motor vehicles.

A two-car accident at University

Drive, at the Southwest mall,

Sunday, resulted in $575 worth of

damages. There were no personal

Off-campus
housing
The Off-Campus Housing Office

will be open Monday, January 6th

through Friday, January 31st. This

office will be responsible for

compiling listings of many available

rental units (houses, apartments,

rooms) within the Amherst area (ie.

within a 20 mile radius of the

UMass campus). An attempt will be

made to match the student's needs

and finances to area housing that

best fits those needs and means.

Information on roommates, leases,

furniture, and other renter's

concerns will also be available.

STATION MEETING

Election for

Tech Trainer

Tues., Dec. 12 at 8:00 p.m.

Rm. 172 C.C.

Women & Third World People

are encouraged to attend.

The Off-Campus Housing Office

is funded by the Commuter
Assembly and the Financial Aid

Office with space made available by

the Commuter Student Affairs

Office. It will be located in Room
229F Whitmore and will be open
from 9 a.m. through 4:30 p.m.,

Monday through Friday. If you have

questions about housing, or need
to locate housing, please stop by or

call 545-2300 or 545-2145.

Chick Corea

On November 30, WMUA held a

taping session at the Julia San-

derson Theatre in Springfield.

Tomorrow, WMUA will be airing

the live performance of Chick

Corea- Return to Forever.

Don't miss this fine performance,

recaptured on tape, Wednesday
evening at 8:00 p.m. The Gary

Burton Quintet was also taped at

the Sanderson Theatre. WMUA will

soon be providing details of time

and date of that airing.

Collins wants
janitors on

State Rep. James G. Collins (D-

Amherst) has said he wants to see

96 janitors being laid off by

UMass stay on the job. But he said

he fears the administrative decision

to lay off the janitors in January to

save $32,000 is "fairly firm."

Collins said he will be speaking to

campus Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery today for the second time

since Friday.

The announcement that about 30

janitors would be without work for

one week and 60 for two weeks in

January came Friday. The ad-

ministration says the lay offs are

necessary because dorms main-

tained by the workers will be closed

in January for fuel conservation.

H. Jack Littlefield, the man in

charge of physical plant operations

also said the money saved would
help keep dormitory rents down
because the janitors are payed out

of student trust funds.
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MassPIRG claims 13 banks
state misleadina rates
AMHERST (AP) - A consumers group

says 13 banks in Massachusetts continue to
state their interest rates in misleading ways
despite being warned about the practice a
year ago.

Officials of the Massachusetts Public
Interest Research Group (MassPIRG) said
yesterday the banks are in apparent violation
of state and federal truth-in-leading statutes.
They urged Atty. Gen. Robert H. Quinn to
take immediate legal action.

^
Herbert Goodwin of the attorny general's

Consumer Protection Division said the
agency had conducted an independent

Globe Bureau
views presidency

probe of the banks named by MassPIRG. He
said the evidence was being studied to see if

legal action is merited.

Ronald E. Bogard, executive director of
MassPIRG, said his group identified the 13
banks through a follow-up survey of 155
banking offices that were found to be
quoting misleading interest rates on loans a

year ago.

The follow-up investigation showed that

nearly all of the 155 earlier violators were
now following the law, Bogard said, but 13
were continuing to confuse customers by
offering what seemed to be bargain rates for

installment loans.

In those cases, he said, the banks generally

were stating an interest rate figured by the
"add-on" or "discount" method - a flat

comparison of total interest with total

principal. For example, a one-year $100 loan

with $10 interest added on was said to carry
a 10 per cent interest rate.

In contrast, the legally required method of
calculating the rate is the "actuarial"
method. It takes into account the fact that
the principal is gradually paid back through
the entire period of the payments. But that
method, a person charged $10 interest on a

$100 installment loan would be regarded as
paying several percentage points more than
10 per cent.

MassPIRG lawyer Jonathan Z. Souweine
said there is nothing- inherently wrong with
one method or the other. When the two are

used interchangeably, however, they make
comparison shopping for credit virtually

impossible.

Banks were warned a year ago not to use

"add-on" or "discount" rates by both the

attorney general's office and the state

banking commissioner.

turn to page 6

By HUGH OWENS
Staff Reporter

"One delegate said he had a
feeling the real candidate for '76

isn't here as a candidate," reported

Robert Healy, referring to the

Democratic mini-convention held

last weekend in Kansas City.

"None of the present crop of

presidential candidates took part in

shaping the compromise: they
didn't want to get burnt," con-
tinued Healy. Florida Governor
Rubin Askew, who worked to

shape the party program was a

possibility Healy cited for a '76

presidential candidate.

Healy appeared along with
"Boston Globe" Washington
Bureau members David Nyhan, Sal

Micciche, and Steve Wermiel last

night in the conclusion of a six-

lecture series entitled "The
Presidential Crisis: View from the

Press." The series was presented

by the "Boston Globe" and the

UMass journalistic studies program
with the cooperation of the Five

Colleges.

Healy, who was present at the

past weekend's convention, said

"What was accomplished out there

was pretty important. They
( Democratics) had some of their

basic arguments and solved them.
It was pretty important for them
because in 72 the Democratic

convention was pretty destructive.

You had groups not representing

the country as a whole. This year

the blacks and women were pretty

mature, and what they wanted
done was in a political sense, and
the party is in good shape for 76."

Jerome Mileur, Assoc. Prof, of

Political Science, who was part of

the UMass panel questioning the

"Globe" members, asked what
happened to the forecast by the

press of a "bloodletting con-

vention."

Nyhan replied there were "no
punches thrown out on the political

floor" because "the party heads
didn't want the women, black and
liberal caucuses walking out, so

they went along with the reforms."

Mileur further asked if the

Democrats could rally for 76, to

which Nyhan responded "They did

a good job on the (platform)

process, got the party back
together again," but "dont't have a

leader."

On the question of George
McGovern and his position as

presidential candidate for 76
Micciche answered "While the

convention didn't applaude
McGovern they gave backing to

McGovern's plans."

To this response Mileur said "It

sounds like you're saying
McGovern lost but the

McGovernites won."

.

Healy replied "Yes."
Nyhan, speaking in reference to

the Republican convention which
met in Washington during the

weekend, said "When the

The Boston's Globe's Washington Bureau- From left to right: Sal Micciche,
Stephen Wermiel, Robert Healy and David Nyhan.

Republicans met in Washington it

was like a show that closed last

week. There was no line outside the

box office because there was
nothing going on inside."

Micciche added there were 43

persons representing the

Republicans at the convention, and
they decided what was best for the

party. He continued, however, that

the "Republican party irt 76 will be

the party Jerry Ford wants it to be."

The difference between the

objectives of the two conventions,

Nyhan explained, was "the
Democrats met at Kansas City to

decide who to bring into the party,"

while "the 43 Republicans met in

Washington over the weekend to

decide who's going to spend the

bread."

Prof. Howard Ziff, director of

journalistic studies at UMass, the

panel moderator, said it appears to

him the Republicans have one thing

the Democrats do not — a can-

didate.

A situation occurred in Kansas City

where it appeared the blacks,

women, and liberals were going to

walk out of the convention. Nyhan
said he thought Senator Kennedy,

who was present, would get up in

front of the convention and make

the regulars listen to reason, but did

not. He continued "What this party

needs is a leader to get up in front,

and no one did. I see no leader-

ship."

Asst. Prof, of Journalism Ralph

Whitehead and Collegian Managing

Editor Bill Densmore were also part

of the panel present in Thompson
106 last night at the 8 p.m.

discussion.

Questions were received from

the audience following the panel

discussion, and an informal

gathering was held after the

meeting in Campus Center Rm.
1002.

University Women's Conference to be held in January
By MARY VORDERER

Staff Reporter

The University Woman's
Conference will be held during

January in order to share and
examine issues that affect all

women in the community and at

the University whether staff,

faculty, students or wives.

The purpose of the conference

will be not only to share knowledge

of issues that affect women but

also to hopefully create the positive

conditions necessary for' achiev-

ment of women's goals through

cooperative action. Through
contact with other women ideas

can be developed to create a

university community that

realistically meets the needs of

women.
Scheduling is for Tuesday,

January 21 through Saturday,

January 26 in the Campus Center.

Workshops on the first four days

will focus on issues and sharing-

knowledge that affects women.
Saturday's workshops will be

devoted to planning for action on

issues and ideas raised during the

week. Workshops will be facilitated

by UMass staff faculty, students
and other women.
The following is a list of topics

and workshops planned thus far.

Specific, detailed scheduling will be
available in January. Although
many proposals for presentations

have been submitted, those women
who would like to facilitate a

presentation should contact the

person coordinating particular

issues as soon as possible.

HEALTH ISSUES, contact
persons, Althea Smith 545-0883, or

Janet McDonald at 546-4332.
Women and Alchohol, Feminism
vs. Childbirth and Breastfeeding,

Psychological origin of women's
problems and feminist counseling,

Breast self-exam, Psychosocial
origins or women's problems, and
Massage Masturbation: self-

knowledge in sexual relationships.

EMPLOYMENT ISSUES contact

person, Sally Freeman at Student
Development Center 545-0333.
Women and the New Depression,

Economic aspects of sexism-
employment discrimination and
Career counseling and develop-
ment for women.
EDUCATION ISSUES contact

person, Jean Leppaluoto, Provost's

Office, Whitmore 545-2554. Third

World Women: Survival at the

University and the Poor Women's
Task Force at Everywoman's
Center, The "Dawn-Bringing of the

Puerto Rican Women, Sexism and
Language, The Formation of a

Woman's Group, Racism workshop
for white feminists, Admissions for

women, The older woman student,

Educational alternatives on
campus, Academia and the

feminist, Women in graduate study,

and Working against sexism in our

classes.

SURVIVAL ISSUES contact
person, Jo- Leslie Hirsch, Central

Area Student Affairs 549-0912.

Small claims court, Assertiveness

training, Women and values
clarification, Women and housing,

Self defense, Organizing food co-

ops, Women in crisis, Gestalt art,

Walgren claims underrepresentation

Single parenting, and Alternative

life styles.

COMMUNICATION ISSUES
contact persons, Barbara Melrose

at 253-2098 or 545-2403 Erika

Wollaur 546-4305. Effective public

speaking, Video and newspapers,

Film, Small group communication,

and Cross-cultural communication:

foreign and American women.
CREATIVITY ISSUES contact

person Arlene Ryan at 545-1922.

American Indian Women, Water
color, Weaving, Rya knot tying,

Creativity workshops, Films, Art as

a political tool, Theatre of spon-

taneity.

ALTERNATIVES AND.. .contact

person Sheila Watson 549-4452.

Designing alternative structures,

Non-Heirarchical model of

structure, Socialist feminism,
Power and leadership, Local

politics, Panel on brands of

feminism, Women in power (panel

of University staff) and Women and
the maritocracy.

The 1-3 hour workshops will run

from 9 to 9 daily. In order to reach

more women, some workshops
may be repeated during the week.
Credit is available for un-

dergraduates of one credit for every

15 hours of workshops attended.

There is no pre-registration or fee

for attendance. Daycare will be
offered free for the length of the

conference. For those women
returning to campus early to attend

the conference housing will be
available in Southwest.
Arrangements can be made by
contacting Margie Posner at 546-

4554. University buses will be on a

partial schedule for those women
living in the area.

Tomorrow at 1:00 there will be a

meeting in the Campus Center to

discuss planning and administration

of the conference. If any woman
has time between now and
January, help is needed in daycare,

housing, publicity, and other areas

of administering the conference.

Any further questions can be

directed to Everywoman's Center,

Goodell Hall, 545-0883.

during the spring
and not during in-

COnt. from p. 1 elections

Walgren explained that the semester

complaint is "step two of a tercession

process," that began with the filing The complaint calls either for an
of an election complaint by order to reapportion or to re-draw

Walgren, two years ago, against the the precinct lines so that thev

town of Amherst to hold primary contain equal numbers of

.... .

inhabitants including dormitory and
off-campus student inhabitants,

which shall have approtioned to
them a percentage of the fixed 240
town meeting seats.

The suit was filed in Federal
District Court in Boston.
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Ehrlichman memo denounced
as 'charade' during trial

Thousands of miners

idled by new strike
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Defendant sought

to blame Mitchell

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Special

prosecutors yesterday denounced a

long-lost Watergate report written

by John D. Ehrlichman last year as

a "charade. ..the ultimate in pulling

the wagons up around the White

House" to protect President

Richard M. Nixon ond his closest

aides.

The hand-written report, sup-

posedly drafted for Nixon in mid-

April of 1973, painted John W.
Dean III and John N. Mitchell as the

real vidians behind the bugging and

its cover-up, while absolving the

White House inner circle of any

blame.

Prosecutor James F. Neal

erupted when Ehrlichman's at-

torney sought to introduce it into

evidence at the cover-up trial, now
in its 11th week.

With the jury out of the cour-

troom, Neal termed it "phony.. .one

co-conspirator giving a self-serving

statement to another co-

conspirator so they could rely on it

if things ever came unstuck."

"A charade to help protect each

other once the cover-up started

falling apart— that's what it cer-

tainly appears to be," Neal said.

"It's the ultimate in pulling the

wagons up around the White

House and shoving Mr. Mitchell

out."

Ehrlichman attorney William S.

Frates, who revealed recently the

report had just been found buried at

the bottom of a box of papers at the

White House, protested it was a

"good faith report" written at the

former President's request. He said

it was "the clearest evidence that

John Ehrlichman was not trying to

cover up" but was laying all the

facts out for Nixon.

U.S. District Judge John J.

Sirica, troubled by damaging
hearsay references in the report to

other defendants now on trial with

Ehrlichman, said he would rule

today whether to let the jury receive

it as evidence.

Taking the witness stand in his

own defense-the third of the five

defendants to do so-Ehrlichman

said that within hours of the June

17, 1972, Watergate arrests, Nixon

press secretary Ronald Ziegler

asked him of the whereabouts of E.

Howard Hunt Jr.

The reference was puzzling,

since Hunt no longer worked for

the White House and his con-

nection to the bugging was not

known until two days later, the

same day Ziegler publicly dismissed

Watergate as a "third-rate burglary

attempt."

Ehrlichman did not elaborate, but

his testimony appeared to indicate

that Ziegler either knew of or

suspected Hunt's involvement in

Rockefeller support

rises for Senate vote
Confirmation due

this afternoon

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Vice

presidential nominee Nelson A.

Rockefeller received strong Senate

support yesterday in favor of his

confirmation, with a Democratic

leader predicting he will be over-

whelmingly approved.

Rockefeller was hailed in Senate

debate on his nomination as

"highly qualified" to be vice

president and Republican Leader

Hugh Scott said he expected no

more than "a baker's dozen" votes

against the nominee.

Assistant Democratic leader

Robert C. Byrd, Rockefeller's most

critical antagonist during his

confirmation hearings, announced

he would vote for the former New
York governor.

"I'd say he will win over-

whelmingly here," Byrd said.

The Senate vote on Rockefeller is

set for today at 3 p.m. EST while

the House Judiciary Committee is

expected to give its approval

tomorrow or Thursday. Final House

confirmation is expected next

justice.

Opposition to Rockefeller came

from Sen. William L. Scott, R-Va.,

who said he could not support the

nominee because of his gifts and

loans to political associates, his

views on government spending,

and role in the Dublication of a

derogatory book on his 1970

gubernatorial opponent, Arthur J.

Goldberg.

Scott said he had "serious

doubts" over "the potential

conflicts of interest" arising out of

Rockefeller's vast wealth.

Sen. James Abourezk, D-S.D.,

also said he would vote against

Rockefeller because of the

nominee's traditional support for

strong defense spending and the

use of "covert operations" by the

Central Intelligence Agency.

Abourezk said he also was
troubled by Rockefeller's views on
nuclear arms and the use of anti-

trust laws to brdak up monopolies.

Sen. Howard Cannon, D-Nev.,

chairman of the Rules Committee
which conducted an un-

precedented three-month probe

into Rockefeller, said the in-

vestigation had uncovered nothing

that would bar the millionaire

Republican from assuming the vice

presidency.

Cannon said that suggestions

that Rockefeller place his stocks

and other holdings into a "blind

trust" - as the nominee has pledged

to the Judiciary Committee - were
"meaningless" because of the

vastness of his fortune.

Cannon said the committee haa
concluded that Rockefeller had

exercised "poor judgment" in

asking his brother Laurance to help

publish a critical book about

Goldberg, a former Supreme Court

justice

the bugging almost immediately.

He also denied using the CIA to

stall a crucial early phase of the

FBI's Watergate investigation. But

he said Nixon told him on July 6,

1972, that he believed CIa officials

were "covering up" their activities

and that a vigorous FBI probe

might be "to the jeopardy of the

national interest."

Before Ehrlichman ever took the

stand, Frates complained his client

was "not getting a fair trial"

because Sirica on technical

grounds had forbidden three

witnesses from testifying in Ehrlich-

man's behalf.

Liddy asks

his conviction

be overturned
WASHINGTON (UPI) - G.

Gordon Liddy, who helped engineer

the Watergate burglary, asked the

Supreme Court yesterday to

overturn his conviction on grounds

U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica

made important trial errors.

The court "probably will decide

early next year whether to grant

Liddy's appeal and schedule his

case for oral argument and a

written decision.

Liddy is the only one of the

original Watergate break-in

defendants who has not

cooperated with the Watergate

prosecutors. He was sentenced to

an indeterminate term of from six

years, eight months to 20 years in

prison and a $40,000 fine for

conspiracy, burglary and attempted
wiretapping.

The U.S. Circuit Court of Ap-

peals for the District of Columbia
affirmed Liddy's conviction, and
said any errors by Sirica during the

trial were unlikely to have in-

fluenced the jury's decision in the

case.

By United Press International

Thousands of the country's

120,000 coal miners due to return to

work after settlement of their nearly

month-long strike were kept idled

yesterday by a strike by 6,000 mine

construction workers.

As is their custom, the miners

declined to return to work at deep-

mine and stripping operations

picketed by the construction

workers, who like the miners are

members of the United Mine

Workers but are not covered by the

miners' contract.

Mine closings resulting from

picketing by the construction men
were reported in Pennsylvania,

West Virginia, Ohio, Virginia, Illinois

and Indiana. Most mines were

operating in Ohio and West
Virginia, according to UMW
spokesmen.

Negotiations on a separate pact

for the construction workers, who
build new mines and perform

construction repairs at established

mines, were to resume later in the

day at Washington. A union

spokesman said some progress was
made in an all-night session which

recessed at 7 a.m. EST yesterday.

The shutdown was widespread in

Pennsylvania, where a union miner

was killed in an underground ac-

cident in his first day back on the

job. The mishap occurred at U.S.

Steel Corp's Maple Creek No. 2

mine near Bentleyville, south of

Pittsburgh.

The Washington County
coroner's office said Arthur
Gaudiano, 60, Uniontown, Pa., was
operating a mine locomotive
pushing six loaded coal cars on an

upgrade in the Cherokee shaft of

U.S. Steel Corp's Maple Creek No.

2 mine near this community south

of Pittsburgh.

I he shuttle cars jumped the

track, crushing the operator, the

coroner's office said.

The coroner's office said the

company was cited for improper

maintenance of the track. It said six

cars were too many for the operator

to keep under complete control.

Yesterday was the deadline for

return to work of the country's coal

miners, who last week ratified by a

vote of 44,754 to 34,741 a new
three-year contract granting them a

64 per cent increase in wages and
fringe benefits. They showed up for

work wherever there were no
construction pickets.

Greek Parliament convenes

for first time in 7 years
ATHENS (UPI) - The Greek

parliament met yesterday for the

first time in seven years and its 300
members swore allegiance to the

new republic the voters over-

whelmingly chose Sunday over

monarchy.

From exile in England, 34-year-

old King Constantine said he hoped
history would justify his people's

decision to abolish the throne.

Before the Sunday referendum
the king had said he would return to

Greece as a private citizen if the

referendum went against him. He
made no reference to this in his

statement yesterday.

Parliament was dissolved in 1967

following a military coup. It was
inactive throughout the seven years

of military dictatorship that ended

last summer.

In the Sunday referendum,
3,244,748 or 69.2 per cent of the

ballots were cast for a republican

form of government. Monarchical

democracy drew 1 ,445,857 votes or

30.8 per cent.

Although the republican side had
been expected to win, the low
percentage won by the royalists

indicated a guarantee of future

unity and stability, government
officials said.

King Constantine said in a

statement from his residence
outside London, "True normality,

progress and prosperity for our

country demand that national unity

must come first.

IS - PUBLIC RADIO

Designed to serve the community

with programs for

all listeners.

Favors delay in tax reform

Dukakis emphasizes balanced budget
Compiled from Wires

NEWTON - Massachusetts
must concentrate on balancing its

budget and delay reforming its tax

system, Gov.-elect Michael S.

Dukakis said yesterday.

Any major effort in the state to

shift the tax burden from high-

income residents to those in low

and moderate brackets will have to

wait two or three years, Dukakis

said at a meeting of the

Massachusetts Newspaper
Publishers Association.

At the same time, Dukakis

reaffirmed his commitment to avoid

new state taxes next year by

balancing the budget even if it

requires pruning state programs

and the state labor force.

Dukakis said he would do his

best to avoid the need for new
taxes, "but we are faced with

tremendous fiscal and economic

problems." He said he would

submit a preliminary budget to the

legislature in late January, but

would reserve the right to submit

amendments and a possible tax

increase at a later date.

"I hope we can avoid massive

layoffs," Dukakis said. In response

to a reporter's question, he said

that some officials in his new
administration are already fielding

inquiries from workers worried

about their jobs.

The governor-elect said,

however, that state taxpayers

cannot afford $100 or $150 apiece

in new taxes to make up the

projected budget deficit of more
than $300 million.

"Our people are living with the

worst peacetime inflation in history

and we must show businesses that

we are not kidding and that we can

live without our income," Dukakis

said.

Asked if he favors a program of

tax relief for low and moderate

income residents, Dukakis said, "I

don't see any prospect for the

development of a tax program

shifting burdens from one area to

another" for the next two to three

years.

Dukakis said he expects to keep

state aid to local communities at its

present level, with some modest
increases over the next few years,

despite his statement last week of

possible massive cuts in state

programs.

Christmas hiring

in state declines
BOSTON (AP) - 'Tis the season

to be jolly, unless you are looking

for temporary work in a

Massachusetts retail store, says the

state Division of Employment
Security.

"We would normally expect

3,000 to 4,000 people to be hired in

the eastern part of the state for

Christmas trade in sales and

warehouse positions," said John

Rappolla, deputy DES director,

"but this year we haven't been able

to find it."

A soured national economy,

combined with a short Christmas

shopping season because of a late

Thanksgiving, has resulted in a

hiring cutback by hard-pressed

merchants.

Many Boston-area retail store

presidents declined to discuss their

Christmas sales. Several who
would were guardedly optimistic.

Stanley Feldberg, president of

the Zayre department store chain,

said "We've got to cram a lot of

business into a shortened season.

Things are looking OK, but at the

moment, every day is crucial...

"We know we've got two things

running against us — consumer

attitude, which is dismal, and the

impact of the economy, which is

factual."

Christmas hiring at the other

,°tail giant, Jordan Marsh, is

following last year's policy, ac-

cording to vice president Lee

Slayton.

The stores' optimism was
countered by Rappolla. "They have

the same policy, they just don't

have the same numbers," he said.

"We have not seen the increase in

job placements that we would

normally see in the Christmas

season."

The United Nations voted yesterday to make the

Middle East a nuclear free zone. The vote, as can be

seen on the scoreboard, as 128 to 0/ with 2 abstentions.

Israel and Burma abstained.

Two oil executives reaffirm

plans to build N.E. refinery
WASHINGTON (AP) -

Economic conditions which are

forcing oil companies to cancel

their refinery expansion plans will

have no effect on efforts to con-

struct a refinery in New England,

according to the testimony of two

area oil executives.

"There are favorable economics

for construction of refining capacity

on the East Coast and New
England," Herbert A. Sostek, an

executive in the New England

Energy Co. venture seeking to

construct a refinery in Sanford,

Maine, told the Federal Energy

Administration yesterday.

N.R. Dorrance, vice president of

In-O-Ven Corp., which is planning a

refinery in Connecticut, said that

the decreasing growth of oil

consumption cited by several

companies in cutting back their

refinery construction plans

"doesn't bother us at all."

Our plans are for a refinery in an

area that is starved for fuel at a

reasonable cost, Dorrance said in a

statement submitted to the FEA as

it opened three days of hearings on

the problem of expanding domestic

refinery capacity. Additional

growth in demand would only be

"frosting on the cake" Dorrance

told the panel.

The testimony of Sostek and

Dorrance contrasted sharply with

that of Fred Dennstedt, vice

president for refining for Exxon Co.

U.S.A. He argued that inflation, oil

price controls, the uncertainty of

imports, and a tapering off of

demand have resulted in profit

margins that "are clearly

inadequate to justify the higher

level of investments and operating

costs faced by refiners planning

new facilities."

Sostek said New England energy

already has spent $2.5 million on

engineering for its proposed
250,000- barrel-a-day refinery. The
hearing's lead-off witness, Sen.

Thomas J. Mclntyre, D-N.H., said

limits should be placed on the size

of any oil refinery built in New
England region.

"The largest refinery in this

country has only about 250,000

barrels a day capacity," Mclntyre

said. "Why should we in New
England end up centralizing ac-

tivities in a 400,000-barrel-a-day

refinery?"

"These boots are waterproof!
ft

Boston longshoremen

strike, closing docks

* Before you go home see our selection — all

• ypes of boots tor either sex: Fryes, Dunham "Waffle

Siompers", Clarks of England, Tretorn, Desco and

more!

aoLUi SHOES
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BOSTON (AP) - Work at

Boston's nearly-deserted docks

was halted yesterday by picketing

dockworkers striking for a better

guaranteed annual wage clause in

their contract.

About 1,000 members of four

International Longshoremen's
locals, without a contract since

Sept. 30, went on strike at midnight

Sunday night.

Boston's last longshoremen's

strike, in sympathy with a New

York City walkout, lasted two

weeks in 1971.

No new negotiations were

scheduled after the Boston

Shipping Association's latest offer

was rejected by union members
464-4 over the weekend.

The picket lines were honored by

10 other unions, according to a

union spokesman. About 40 men
picketed port facilities in the East

Boston, South Boston and
Charlestown sections.

The picket lines were honored by

10 other unions, according to a

union spokesman. About 40 men
picketed port facilities in the East

Boston, South Boston and

Charlestown sections.

Kissinger silent

WASHINGTON (UPI) -
Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger and Israeli Foreign

Minister Yigal Allon described their

seven hours of talks yesterday as

satisfactory and helpful, but neither

would say specifically what they

talked about.

The marathon session forced

Kissinger to cancel plans to appear

before a House committee to urge a

delay in iia'.ting U.S. military aid to

Turkey.

"I am satisfied with the talks,"

Kissinger told reporters later. "We
reviewed the whole range of

bilateral relations and also ex-

changed ideas on the next step

toward peace in the Middle East,"

S. Africa changes

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa

(AP) — The South African army

announced its ranks to black

soldiers in still another move away
from strict race separation, known
as aparthied.

Maj. Gen. J. R. Dutton, acting

chief of the army, told a news
conference the black soldiers will

be allowed to carry arms and will be

paid the same as equivalent ranking

whites. For the time being, he said,

there was no plan to create black

officers and the highest rank to

which Africans could advance was
sergeant major.

The army's step comes on top of

other recent shifts from strict

separation of South Africa's 18

million blacks, 4 million whites, the

2 million of mixed race and 650,000

Asians.

Rape study may pass

WASHINGTON (AP) - After

years of lobbying by women's

groups, Congress is expected to

pass legislation this week
authorizing the National Institute of

Mental health to study ways to

curtail rapes.

This would be the first major

national effort to deal with the

crime of rape, said Mary Ann

Largen, coordinator of a national

rape task force for the National

Organization for Women.
The legislation would authorize

$20 million for the first two years for

a rape study unit within the NIMH.

The NIMH study would include

research on the ways to curtail the

crime itself, help the victims and

their families and rehabilitate the

offenders.

Hub students fight

BOSTON (AP) - Four white

girls were injured, one requiring

brief hospitalization, during racial

fighting at South Boston High

School yesterday.

Alice McDonough, 16, of the

South Boston section was treated

for facial cuts at Boston City

Hospital, then released. She was hit

with a padlock by a black girl,

according to school officials.

Assault complaints were sought

in South Boston District Court

against two black female juveniles,

police said.

Puffton Village
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 549-0145

KIDROOM ABUTMENTS
rounder $200amonth.
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cont. from p. 1

Smith's alcunol problem peaked

to the stage where he was drinking

heavily, but not eating anything. By
now the problem had become
apparent to him.

After several trips to the in-

firmary, totally run down and

suffering from malnutrition, he

started on antabuse-a drug that

causes nausea, palpitations and

anxiety at the first whiff of liquor.

Banks
misleading
cont. from p. 3
MassPIRG lawyer Jonathan Z.

Souweine said there is nothing

inherently wrong with one method
or the other. When the two are

used interchangeably, however,

they make comparison shopping
for credit virtually impossible.

Banks were warned a year ago
not to use "add-on" or "discoutn"

rates by both the attorney general's

office and the state banking

commissioner.

MassPIRG said it found the

deceptive practices were con-

stinuing by having college students

solicit loan information from banks
over the telephone. The research

group said it had notified the 13

banks of its findings, suggesting to

them that "prompt remedial ac-

tion" was in order.

The 13 offices cited by
MassPIRG include:

Harvard Trust, Belmont; Lynn
Institution for Savings, Lynn;
Worcester County National Bank,

Auburn and Worcester; Worcester
County Institution for Savings, two
Worcester offices; Guaranty Bank
and Trust Co., Worcester;
Blackstone Valley National Bank,

Millbury; City Cooperative Bank,

Holyoke; Chicopee Savings Bank,

Chicopee; Chicopee and Berkshire

Bank and Trust Co., North Adams
and Stockbridge.

Officials of most of the baaks had
no immediate comment. A
spokesman for Berkshire Bank and
Trust said his institution was
reviewing the study, but added that

its employes had been fully briefed

on the truth-in-lending provisions.

MDC
classifieds

sell!
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Classes and cocktails?
He stayed dry for seven weeks

before he took a drink and got sick.

Giving up antabuse, he went two
more weeks without a drink.

A final binge and Smith wound
up in the emergency ward of St.

Vincent's Hospital of Worcester
from where he was transfered to

the counseling ward of Rutland

Heights Hospital.

"There, a mental wreck, I swore
if I could stop, I could put my life

into helping others," he said.

"It's taken me a year and a half to

get my priorities in order: the right

amount of food and proper diet, the

right amount of sleep and the right

type of clothing - everything I

ignored when booze was Number
One in my life."

Today Smith weighs a healthy

140 pounds, a great difference from

when he had a fatty liver and
weighed 170 pounds.

Smith has been jailed on several

occasions, frequently misplaced

and smashed up a few automobiles,

beaten up girl friends, made
enemies of friends for no apparent

reasons and has often made a

public spectacle of himself - all

because of alcohol.

From Day to Day
For Ted Smith, the worst is over.

Or is it?

"Sometimes I get the urge for a
drink, and if I do I just say to myself
"having gone all this time without
one, just wait 24 hours and see how
I feel."

The Dial Tone
Discotheque

Mon. Tues.. Wed. Nites are

Beer Nitet 25'
Plus specials on pitchers,

bottles and all drinks.

TUES. NITE
is Oldies' Nite

THURS. NITE
is Ladies' Nile

HAPPY HOUR
every nite, 6-8:30

DJ's play what you want to

hear — 7 nites a week, 8:30-

1:00.

Ktr, '.. North Hatfield

Dance Floor Game Room

The HP-65 Fully Programmable.
The world's only fully programmable

pocket calculator. You can wnfe, edit

and record programs up to 100-steps long.

You can take advantage of HP pre-recorded

programs, so you gain the speed/accuracy

benefits of programming without writing

your own. Performs 51 pre-programmed

functions. Cost, $795*

All HP pocket calculators have Hewlett-

Packard's patented RPN logic system with 4

Memory Stack. Prices exclude state and

local taxes.

HEWLETT JW, PACKARD&
available at the UNIVERSITY STORE campus center
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The exploitation of the black athlete at UMass
Anyone who has objectively

followed athletics at the University

for the past several years can attest

to the fact that it has been one of

the most lacist athletic depart-

ments in the country. The
basketball team under Coach
Leaman reflects this racism very

openly. For the past eight years

they have had one Black super star

on the team who was responsible

for them 1) winning the Yankee
Conference 2) going to the first

round of the NIT and 3) then losing

which apparently is enough for

Jack Leaman to get his contract

Labels for Less
Sportswear

[AJoinen and AnnwrS

25% (o 50% off rcg. price

hours 10-6

Fri. til 9

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

renewed. These super Black

athletes have been Billy Tindall,

Julius Erving, Al Skinner, and now
Alex Eldridge. They accomplished

this mission and are directly

responsible for UMass' national

reputation.

At Saturday's game I witnessed

an event that told me that things

were not going to get any better

and that the Black athlete was
being exploited and utilized as a

tool at UMass. A Black disabled

member of the team was turned

away at the door by one of the

ticket managers and told that there

were no more seats, and he could

not enter because he was not

playing that night.

The athlete, Glen Cooper has

given two knees to the UMass
athletic department. This is the

same athletic department that

Immediate availability at -^
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Plan Your Holiday Parties Early at

JtetyScuppa:
Rte. 9, 529 Belchertown Rd.
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Large Pizza
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Small Pizza

Offer good only on Deliveries; Dec. 12 - 20
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UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center for Christmas shopping

open Wed. nite 'til 8

allowed Artie Harris, who was rated

as a potentially great football

player, to be expelled from the

school for a crime that he was

eventually cleared of. As a result of

Artie's suspension from school and

from the team, he transferred to

another school and was killed in a

plane crash. It was the same
department that expelled Earl

Brown from the football team for a

crime he was never convicted of. It

was the same department that

didn't know how to handle Tom
Gilliams. Sure it can be said that

Tommy had problems but his

greatest dilemma was that he

wanted to play basketball and Jack

Leaman did not allow him to do so

for one year which all but destroyed

Tom Gilliams both emotionally and
academically.

shot a phenomenal 10 for 12 from

the field scoring 20 points all in the

second half. Mike saw no playing

time in the next seven games. In

another game Greg Duarte went 6

for 6 from the field and was taken

out of the game with over thirteen

minutes left to play. Could it be that

Coach Leaman knows the

capabilities of his black ballplayers

and is unjustly denying them

playing time at the expense of his

white ballplayers? Certainly both

Mike Stokes and Greg Duarte have

shown through their dedication and

play that they should be in the

starting line up.

Under Jack Leaman's system

which is at least outdated, UMass
has not won any big games in the

past few years. Last year they lost

all of their big games to Providence,

black affairsirs I

At present there are seven Black

athletes on the UMass basketball

team. Coach Leaman is once again

trying to win with his quota of one

Black star playing at a time. This is

no reflection on the white athlete

who is also a cohesive part of the

unit. If you have even followed

basketball here you have witnessed

the double standard. One for the

White and one for the Black

athlete.

If a black ballplayer makes a

mistake he is immediately taken out

of the game and severely

reprimanded and is not allowed to

play in the next game. If a white

ballplayer vakes the same mistake

he is allowed to continue playing

until he gets it together. An

example of this double standard

has been clearly observed in the

manner that Billy Endicott has been

handled this season. His play has

been extremely poor yet he is

allowed to continue to start. When
Mike Stokes misses a shot he is

taken out of the game immediately.

John Murphy very rarely runs the

offensive pattern and he shoots the

ball at will. This is overlooked and

encouraged by Coach Leaman,

however, when Greg Duarte takes a

shot out of Coach Leaman's

pattern he is taken out of the game.

In a game last year Mike Stokes

who was rated as the best guard in

the Philadelphia high school system

B.C., UConn, and Jacksonville in

the Garden. Neither Duarte nor

Stokes played in any of these

games. Both of these talented

young men plus the UMass student

population is being shortchanged.

Greg and Mike have suffered the

psychological effects of sitting on

the bench for a team that they both

have a valuable contribution to

make.

This article is not an attempt to

cause dissent'on on the UMass
basketball team but rather to make
the campus community aware of

these racist actions and hopefully

they can begin to encourage Coach
Leaman and company to become
more just, humane and professional

in his handling of the Black athlete

at UMass...

The argument here is not against

recruitment because we all know
that Asst. Coach Wilson has done

an outstanding job even though he

had very little to attract the athletes

to this school except for the fact

that a couple of Black players made
the pros with Julius Erving leaving

in his junior year. What is being

questioned is potentially powerful

resources that Coach Leaman has

riding the bench. Go to a varsity

practice or drill and you will see

what I am talking about. As a

stauch basketball supporter and

follower I call upon Coach Leaman
to come forward and prove himself
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Super Pizzeria
Specializing in

Pizzas
(large and small)

Spaghetti

Grinders

(the meatiest

roast beef grinders

in the area)

Free Delivery — now in Sunderland

also!

Open 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

17 Montague Rd.

N. Amherst
549-0626

Next to the IN. Amherst Post Office
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{ Letters to the editor V
U.S. should feed its own first

To the Editor
This is in reference to the numerous editorials and articles

appearing in the COLLEGIAN supporting the idea that it is

America's responsibility and moral obligation to feed the rest of
the world. These articles generally badger the student into feeling

guilty for not donating to their ceuse. As a student who didn't put
a penny into the campaign to feed the world, I would like to say I

don't feel the least bit guilty.

I think feeding th~,se wat gre unab/e t0 fee(j themselves is an
excellent idea, b have set our priorities in the wrong order.

My understan 'hat the money that has been collected
recently on r is going overseas to feed the victims of
Jamine. WrV the hungry children in our country? What
about the Ina nervations in New Mexico? What about the
kid with the n j in the streets of Harlem? Their hunger is

just as real and s ;y. If you don't think there are people
dying of hunger An Jday, just ask a coroner in any large
city or in Appa

The victims ofhunger that are dying in Africa or Asia are merely
following through with a pattern that has been with them for ages.

Their ancestors lived and died following the same pattern. In most
cases this is all these people have ever known. They're happy in

their ignorance of better things. It's when we go into these areas
and feed them that they realize there might be a better life.

Suddenly they are unhappy and will not be satisfied. That's what
starts bloodshed.

In contrast, the hungry in America are surrounded by affluence.

They are constantly tantalized by the very same things they so
much desire. Frustration breeds anger. The key to solving our

nation's racial and social problems is to give the poor Americans
what they so need to survive: food, clothes and shelter.

Surely this cannot be as Herculean a task as feeding the rest of

the world.

Thank you for a/lowing me to express my opinion.

Dennis M. Wagner

Sc/tnce and law symposium to be held
To the Editor:

There is clearly a need to awaken ourselves to the "biological

revolution " whose progress is not too far from hitting home.

The miraculous biomedical innovations, such as the organ

transplants, mind and mood changing drugs, and the "mercy

killings" that you grew up to on a diet of Ben Casey and Dr.

Kildare are here to stay. These advances, along with countless

others are setting-off a flurry of interest and speculation about

where biomedical science and technology are taking us.

The adverse affects of drugs like thalidomide promoted public

demand for more thorough investigation and control over the

products of our new scientific knowledge. The disclosure of

severely deformed infants being "allowed" to die in a New Haven
hospital and the arrest of a chief medical resident from Boston

City Hospital for obliging a mother's request for an abortion have

provoked lega and moral concern for instituting some
mechanism ot 6 icial control. The issues of totalitarian, genetic

and behavioral, manipulation reminiscent of Huxley's Brave New
World or Orwell's ^34,/where techniques will become available

allowing people to manipulate others for purposes they consider

'important') are moral questions that challenge the human im-

peratives of life, healtn and death.

The biological revolution is a radical development in man's

control over himself. The rate of this scientific change and its

pervasive effects have elicited a heightened awareness for the

need to anticipate the social problems which will arise. The

capability of abusing and misusing man's knowledge is never

more evident than in the areas of biomedical research. Because of

this I believe that we should be more informed about the

"biological revolution" so that we do not do to our bodies and
minds what we have a/ready done to our environment as a result

of scientific technology.

A Symposium of Law, Science and Ethics, as part of the

January Law Conference, will be held during the January in-

tersession to discuss these topics. The Symposium, to be held

January 21st and 22nd at the University, will allow students and
faculty to share their views on such contemporary areas as

genetic engineering and counseling; behavior control and
modification; population policies; abortion; sterilization; human
experimentation; behavior, I.Q. and race. Panels and group

discussions led by faculty from many departments will be of-

fered.

One credit is available to all students attending for both days.

Registration will be at the Legal Studies Office, 1 12 Hampshire
House, December 10 and 11.

Any students or faculty interested in additional information

should call me. Skip Singer at 5-2000 or Prof. John Bonsignore at

5-3536.

Skip Singer

Don 't eat at Henri's
To the Editor:

This letter is written and sent to several organizations and in-

dividuals to register our complaints against our former employers:

Henry Parris (former owner), Jim Pieri (present owner) and
Norman Brown (manager) of Henri's Steak House Inc., Amherst,

Massachusetts.

We, the undersigned, do hereby condemn the firing practices of

this enterprise for being unjust to its employees. This injustice is

exemplified by emphasis on individual appearance and personality

rather than job performance as cause for employee dismissal. In

addition, such firing is frequently executed on the spot with no
prior warning or discussion with the employee. This on the spot

dismissal is never accompanied by back wages and the employee
ts never reimbursed for an additional four hours work if he or she
has come prepared to work only to be told of his or her dismissal.

We do acknowledge the lack of legal basis for our complaints

but in the interests of better business and better working
relationships between management and labor we felt our

grievances should at least be known. Unlike a great segment of

the American labor force, most restaurant workers are without

organized representation and legal protection. Therefore, it is

crucial that labor protest unfair management practices when they

occur and if such practices persist should then initiate union
activity.

If restaurant employers would rather not be faced with

unionization of their businesses and would like loyalty and
cooperation on the part of their workers then their relationship to

their employees should strive for honest communication and
equitable treatment. Management such as that practiced by
Messrs. Parris, Pieri and Brown is in complete opposition to this

doctrine.

In the interest of fair business policies and better working
conditions for all we do call for the abolishment and con-
demnation of practices like those exhibited by Henri's Steak
House Inc. It is management, such as this, which most effectively

undermines the integrity of American business.

Therefore we hope that members of the community, sym-
pathetic to this issue, will refrain from patronizing or working for

this establishment. Join us in our protest of unfair business

practice.

Janet Bernstein
Donna L. Fox

Venessa Maria Lewis
et al 7 Signatures

Mackimmie intersession program corrections
To the Editor:

This article is in response to several previous notices in the
Collegian which have been in error.

Pre-registration for MacKimmie Humanity House intersession

program will be today from 12 noon until 10:00 p.m. Students
wishing to take part in the program must enroll at this time. A five

dollar course fee will be charged. The program will run from 1- 13-

75 through 1-26-75 in MacKimmie Humanity House.
Any questions you have can be answered during the pre-

registration period. Come to the main lounge of MacKimmie
House in Southwest to enroll or further inform yourself about the
program today from 12 noon until 10p.m. The following is a list of

proposed courses for the intersession program:
BLACK WOMEN IN PR/SON
THE DYNAMICS OF WHITE RACISM
THE POL/TICS OF BEING A WOMAN
SURVEY OF MINORITY RIGHTS IN THE LEGAL SYSTEM
MASCULINITY -DEBUNKING THE MYTH
APARTHEID SOUTH AFRICA
THE IMAGE OF BLACK WOMEN IN CONTEMPORARY
THEATRE
THE STUDY OF CAPITALIST DEVELOPMENT

Ashton Hart
Mackimmie Intersession Committee

Corrections of "distorted facts
f/

To the Editor

/ was stunned by the angry tone in David Schwartz's letter

"Facts Versus Distortions. " Please accept these two corrections

of his facts.

ff) The Stern gang was a Jewish organization and not Arab, as

his fetter states. It was never subsidized by either the British or

American governments. In fact, the British actually executed

members of the Stern gang.
12) The correct number ofJews who died in Europe during WW

II lies somewhere between six and ten million as I said. We will
never know the exact number ofpeople who perished in the death
camps, but I definitely don't feel that this astounding event is

"irrelevant to the position of Jews today".

Diane Karsh
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Equality:

Support through action

With

Education should be a certain
awareness. Along with that awareness
there is the ideal of care for a fellow
person.

Whatever happened to the moratoriums,
earth days, and demonstrations? There
are still worthwhile causes, perhaps more
understated by calm. We remain in the
"ivory tower," comfortable.

An idea that
warrants our at-

tention as people
seeking change is

that of quality
education for all, race
regardless.

On November 30, a
rally in support of

integrated schooling

was held on the

Boston Common.
Among the 5,000
people attending the

rally was Mrs.
Coretta King. In a
speech to the crowd,
she stated, "As soon
as the first stones
were thrown at buses
of black children, it

was no longer a

peaceful protest
against busing. The
issue is racism, not

busing."
Twenty years ago,

the Supreme Court
declared "separate
but equal" to be
unconstitutional. Yet
here, now in 1974, we
still live in the
ignorance of
prejudice. Is there
any solution?

One group is striving to heighten our
understanding of the situation in Boston.
The Emergency Committee for a National
Mobilization Against Racism is sponsoring
a second demonstration on the Boston
Common, December 14. The demon-
stration will be preceded by a nationwide
Teach-in Against Racism at Harvard
University on Friday, December 13.

FRLDEC.13 7PM: COME TO THE

NATIONAL TEACH-IN
AGAINST RACISM

_SALDEC.14
NATIONALMARCH
AGAINST RACISM
ASSEMBLE: NOON '

TheFenway '

I

MARCH BOSTON COMMON ^ RALLY 130 PM
Hi i : I .
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The Committee has the support of a wide
variety of people, ranging from Gary
Trudeau, creator of Doonesbury, to Ron
Dellums, state representative from
California.

We support it. It has won the en-
dorsement and approval of represen-
tatives from colleges all over New
England.

We are seeking
your endorsement. In

the words of the
President of the SGA
at Roxbury Com-
munity College,
Willie McKinney,
"We must be about
'he mission of

removing one of the

standard obstacles
that so often are a

barrier to people of

color in their pursuit

of quality education.
Let our voice be
heard. Every citizen

should be able to walk
the street in peace
and not in fear. We
must come together,

give our support to

insure that every
citizen be given an
equal right to have
access to equal op-

portunities and a first

class education."

Someday we will be
the lawmakers and
enforcers of our
society. We will also

be raising children in

the society which we
make for ourselves.

We owe it to our chil-

dren of the tomorrow as well as today's
children to not only strengthen our
awarenesses, but do something about the
race problems facing us.

We are on the final level of our
education, but now the trip has just begun.
Now there is no excuse for inaction. As
Rap Brown so aptly put it, "If you're not
part of the solution..."

win I

ThomasAtkins Julian Bond WilliamOwens

HARVARD UNIUERSITY/BusnessScN

BURDENHALLAUD/SOLDIERS FIELD RD,
ALLSTON TEN MINUTE WALK FROM HARVARD SO CAMBRIDGE

{
Zamir Nestelbaum77-fc

Wilbur Mills exposed
"The University Distinguished Venereal Persons (DVP) program

is proud to bring in, as its last speaker of the semester, the

illustrious Wilbur Mills, former Chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee and presently Ambassador to Uganda. Am-
bassador Mills is also President of Uncle Wilbur's Productions
which produces South American firecrackers. Mr. Mills, as you no
doubt know has achieved notoriety of late for his philanthropic

dealings with one of our friends from South of the Border. We will

entertain questions from the floor aimed at Mr. Mills."

Q: "Mr. Mills...."

Mills: "Call me Wilbur. Call me Will. But just don't call me late

for dinner."

Q: "Wilbur, we've heard so much about your escapades of late

and your exhaustion and the bickering about your Chairmanship,
indeed your membership...."

Mills: "Lies! Lies! Every one of them. Our taxes will go up BUY!
SELL! BUILD HOUSES and then HOTELS!!"

Q: "YYess.... Well can you explain what you were up to?"

Mills: "Why er yes. I was involved in a top secret high level,

national security operation in ferrin diplom'cy with Argentina. You
see, my instructions from Dr. Kissinger were to entertain our guest
from the Pampas and to keep her company during this delicate

operation."

Q: "What operation! With a stripper?"

Mills: "Ms. Foxxe happens to be a late escort of Juan Peron!"
Q: "OH!"
Mills: "And if you buy that I got some real estate for sale in

Florida!"

Q: "Mr. Mills, I see you've expanded your field to take in

Uganda!"
Mills: "Yes! Yes! President Ford has appointed me to as part of

his National Amnesty Program. He also muttered something

about 'damn Taxes'! I take it my mission is to raise taxes in

Uganda. That oughtta alleviate our national debt!"

Q: "That would be tribute! That hasn't been done since Roman
times."

Mills: "Well yes, Idi Amin (President of Uganda) and I have

made a deal. He'll collect taxes for us, and I'll supply him with a

lifetime supply of Arkansas cornpone. It's a fair trade. I've done it

in Congress for years."

Q: You'll probably have a good working relationship with Amin,

then?"

Mills: "Yes, he's a lot like I am... Strong, powerful and with a

taste for the good life. It's not any man who can make all of his

peasants wear their underpants on the outside and change the

national language to Swedish. It's remarkable what he's done.

And I'm proud that President Ford has asked me to be the

American representative to deal with him. We'll see eye to eye."

Q: "What about your latest venture - this South American

firecracker business?"

Mills: "Yes my Uncle Wilbur's Productions. We are producing

firecrackers and other exploding devices in our plant in Buenos

Aires. But don't worry, they have no lead paint on them so kids

can eat them if they want."

Q: That's horrible. How can you advise little children to play

with Argentine Firecrackers?"

Mills: "I did! And it was quite a BOMBSHELL!! Ho! Ho! Ho! Ho!

snicker snicker."

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist

{ Fred S Weiss
}

Enemies with the same foe
The bright orange of his hardhat mirrored the image of the sun,

while the eyes of his fortieth year slumped deep in the sockets. A
fleshy chin did little to detract from his massive frame. The
roundish girth above his belt didn't minimize the steel of his

shoulders. Al Sita was a laborer in New Jersey, and the year was
1972.

"McGovern, McGovern, he wants to give the blacks everything.
He's gonna stop the war. Everybody is gonna have a thousand
bucks a year, while I'm breaking my hump every day. McGovern,
you can take your McGovern and stick.."

It was only through time that I began to better understand these
men of steel. There were many workers building the United States
Postal Center in Jersey City. Hundreds. They'd come everyday in

their cars, from different places in Jersey. Few had ever been to
college, and yet they knew the kind of things that you don't learn
out of text books. The simple act of trying to balance their budget
was much more important than any Koynsian economy.
The alienated middle class, these men had become prime

candidates for Nixon's silent majority. Working with them over
three summer vacations, the questions would shoot forth:

"Freddy, why do they burn down the schools? Just answer me
that one question. Why do they burn down the schools?" The
question was said earnestly, by men who couldn't understand
what they perceived to be purely destructive acts. "If someone
doesn't want to go to school, they should leave. But how does
burning down the school end the war?"

I never could understand how these men became so con-
servative. Basic Political Science 101 would show that people who
are getting oppressed should unite to oust the oppressors.
Weren't these lower-middle class workers resentful over the
political inequality in this country? "I don't like Nixon" Al would
answer, "But let me tell you this, he's getting us out of Vietnam
and he's not taking any crap from you kids."

Like millions of other Americans, Al was playing a numbers
game. Trying to stretch a salary that doesn't grow as fast as in-

flation. Al lives in suburbia, made the big exodus from the smog of
Jersey City to "give my kids a better life". To get to the job he
drove sixty miles a day.

Al did vote for Nixon, as did most Americans. Nixon won,
America lost. As the Watergate scandal was about to break full

force, I came back to work for a few weeks and I needled Al Sita.

"You sure picked yourself a winner Al baby!" I said once during
lunch. "They all do it", was Al's response, buying the Nixon
defense much the same way that he bought the Agnew in-

dictment of the media a year earlier. "The only politicians who
aren't crooks, are the one's who ain't been caught!" He em-

phasized as if he started to do an Archie Bunker imitation.

Yet as the days went on, Al's sense of betrayal came to the

surface. He'd laugh at the Watergate headlines in the Daily News,
but sometimes he'd pull me aside and say, "You know Freddy, we
hated Nixon all along. Why can't the Democrats give us a can-

didate we can respect, not like that McGovern?"
Confused, there were no answers. For the same reason that I

couldn't make him understand the frustrations that made possible

certain irrationalities that came out of the anti-war itil 'ement, I

couldn't fully explain why we are on different sides of t..e fence.

However, after three years of working with Al, and other

construction workers, I had a certain real respect for them that

was lacking in my view of many of the second guess, all rhetorical

sages of the new left. The political consciousness of these men
would be an important issue in determining the future course of

this country. Despite tough talk and crude jokes, most of these

guys had a lot of heart. They also shared more common decency
towards each other than you'll find in the back rooms of many of

the "progressive" movements.
They have no time to deal in theory; their lives depend on a

constant adjustment to reality. Now that both the students and
the hard hats realized that Nixon was no good, maybe, just maybe
they could find the room to see something good in each other.

Perhaps they could work out a mutual dialogue of understanding.

It won't happen if the new left keeps talking down at the

workers as if only the new left has the key to class consciousness.

And it won't happen if an elite group feels that their cause is so

holy that they try to co-opt any co-operation unless they can have

complete submission to what they consider "proper ideology".

As the unemployment lines get longer, and we move on
towards 1976, the potential for such a productive dialogue in-

creases. After that will come the hard but necessary political

coalitions that provide perhaps the only opportunity to unite this

country once again.

There was a picture in the paper of George McGovern speaking

to the Democratic Min-Convention in Kansas City the other day.

Al probably picked up a copy of the paper and saw the grim faced

McGovern urge Democrats on to progressive politics. Somehow it

is doubtful that Al was cursing or laughing this time. It is even
possible that Al read about McGovern's speech while standing on
the unemployment lines.

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist

Editorial meeting tonight

There will be a meeting tonight at 7:00 in the Colonial Lounge
for all those interested in working on next semester's editorial

pages. We are looking for cartoonists, writers and layout people.
Come and meet the editors, have a cup of coffee.
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Alternatives
SOP intersession

The Student Organizing Project is offering

an Intersession Program for academic credit,

with grants of up to $125 to participants.

SOP Research Coordinator Nesta King

stated, "We can accept up to thirty students,

and we are providing the grants for students

who could not otherwise involve themselves

in our program."

Students involved in the program will work

on a variety of projects and research topics.

These include working for improved housing

with the SOP Housing Research Group, and

for improved financial aid for students

through the Financial Aid Task Force. Some
participants will be involved in creating and

putting together a Whole University Catalog,

which will list resources and alternative

learning experiences available at UMass.

Others will participate lobbying effort around

issues affecting students' interests. Other

topics will include the problems of student

workers, women students, and Third World

students on campus.

An integral part of the Intersession

Program will be learning organizing skilL

relating to communications, research, and

the legal system. The focus of the program

will be the experience of working with a

community of people on the common goal of

developing the foundation for a student

union here at UMass.

The program will run from January 6 to

January 24, without cost. Free housing is

provided. Applications can be obtained at

the Student Organizing Project office (428A

Student Union Building), the Campus Center

Information Desk, CASIAC, the

Everywoman's Center, the Southwest
Women's Center, New Africa House, the

Center for Racial Understanding, and

Student Volunteer Services. Applications

will be accepted at the Student Organizing

Project offices until 5 p.m., Friday, December

notes & quotes

banjo, concertina, and jews harp with talent

and expertise. He often sings the songs of

Leadbelly and Malvina Reynolds, as well as

irish ballads and drinking songs.

The concert will be held in the Hampshire

College Dining Commons, at 8:30 p.m.

Admission is $1.50.
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residents on college, university, and

secondary school campuses for 6 to 8 weeks

in the summer. During the academic year the

Upward Bound Caseworkers continue to

meet the student's needs providing coun-

seling, tutorial sessions during the week, and

periodic cultural enrichment programs.

Presently the program is in need of

academic tutors. If you have skills in Math,

English, Biology, History, Spanish, etc. and

would like to volunteer some of your time to

Upward Bound students please contact our

office at 205 New Africa House on the

UMass campus.

The office telephone number is 545-0250.

Tutoring sessions can be arranged to be

offered on or off campus. The Upward

Bound Program encourages bi-lingual, bi-

cultural students frrm the Hispanic com-

munity to come to aid our Spanish-speaking

students. Upward Bound needs your

assistance and participation.

Volunteering

13th.

Upward bound
Upward Bound is a pre-college program

designed to generate the skills and

motivation necessary for success in

education beyond high school among high

school students from low-income

backgrounds who have inadequate

secondary school preparation.

Projects must make arrangements to

include a curriculum designed to develop

creative thinking, effective expression and

positive attitudes towards learning needed

for post-secondary educational success.

Almost all Upward Bound students are

Are you having trouble finding classes that

sound interesting for next semester? Or have

you been dissatisfied with your classes

lately? Perhaps helping out at an agency

where you are really needed and are

providing services for some one else while

gaining some practical knowledge and skills

would be a better type of learning for you.

The following agencies need and want

Outreach interns for next semester. The
Springfield Welfare Office needs people to

do social work. The Easthampton Com-
munity Center needs people to organize

activities, set up a recreation program, and

set up arts and crafts programs. The Youth

Resource Bureau needs people to do

counseling with high school aged people.

Belchertown State School needs people to

work in sensori-motor, Physical therapy,

communication disorders, and many other

activities. Family Planning Council needs

women to aid in staffing and handling some
phone counseling. A group home, for the

mentally retarded needs people to work in

outdoor activities, arts and crafts.

The HCAC preschool program needs

interns. CSIA in Springfield needs people to

work in placing childrin in foster homes,

especiaaly Spanish-speaking people. The
Western Mass Student Service Center needs

someone interested in educational change.

Northampton Nursing Home needs
someone to do reality therapy with elderly

people. Everywoman s Center needs

someone to work on writing and

publications. The Amherst Common School

needs people to work with children.

For more information on these and other

internships, pllase call Outreach at 5-2021 or

2024 and ask for Kathy or Wanda. We can

only take a limited number of people so come

soon.

Lectures
Biochemistry

Dr. Luther Williams o* the Department of

Biological Sciences at Purdue University will

speak on Repression Control Elements for

Expression of the Isoleucine, Valine, and

Leucine Operons and the Structural Genes

for the Branched-Chain AminoAcyl-tRNA
Synthetases at 4:00 p.m., today in Room 203,

Graduate Research Center Tower.

Coffee will be served.

Dr. Georg Stoffler of Berlin will speak on

the Localization of Proteins on the Surface of

the Ribosome of Escherichia coli by Im-

munoelectronmicroscopy at 11:15 a.m.,

today in Room 201, Morrill IV.

JFK assassination
A new analysis of the 1963 assassination

of President John F. Kennedy will be

presented at the December meeting of the

Hampshire County Democratic Association

tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. Keynote speaker for

the event will be David R. Joyce, a history

student at UMass who has just completed a

major research project examining the JFK

assassination.

The meeting, to be held at the World War
II Vets Club on Conz Street, Northampton,

will be presided over by Mrs. Jay Judge of

Southampton, chairwoman of the

Democratic association.

The public is invited.

Music
Michael Cooney
at Hampshire

Hampshire College will host a folk music
concert Thursday featuring Michael Cooney.
Proceeds from the concert will support the

Five College Folk Festival each spring.

Michael Cooney has been on the national

folk music scene for many years. He is an

accomplished musician who plays guitar, Amherst.

Local news
Northamp mayor

considered by Dukakis
An aide to Gov. -elect Michael S. Dukakis

confirmed by phone yesterday that Nor-

thampton mayor Sean M. Dunphy is being

considered for a cabinet post in the new
administration, probably Secretary of

Communities and Development.

David Sugarman, Dukakis' chief press

spokesman told The Collegian:

"He's been recommended by a number of

people in groups," Sugarman said, adding

that he was not sure if Dunphy has any

"inside track" with Dukakis.

Sugarman said Dunphy would be a good

candidate because "he's had experience in

local-state relations."

A past president of the state League of

Cities and Towns, Dunphy is a three-term

mayor of Northampton. The secretariat for

which he has most often been recommended
is involved with funding for urban renewal

and industrial development in Northampton.

Sugarman said he did not know when
Dukakis would announce the appointment to

Communities and Development.

Phonothons raise

over $35,000
Two UMass Phonothons have raised over

$35,000 in pledges from alumni.

The Phonothons were conducted in

Springfield and Amherst during the Fall. A
total of 230 volunteer callers reached more

than 3,700 UMass graduates in the two

areas.

In Springfield 52 per cent of those reached

pledged an average of $20.01 to make up

$17,530. Thirty-nine pledged a total of $4000

qualifying them for membership in the

Second Century Club, an organization of

select givers.

In Amherst 47 per cent of those reached

agreed to give a total of $17,853 or an

average pledge of $18.29. Forty Second
Century Club members pledged $4,300.

The funds are contributed to alumni

scholarships, special programs in academics,

library acquisitions, fine arts, athletics and

the marching band, campus access signs and

the Institute For Man and Environment.

Phonothon chairmen were Edmund J.

Struzziero, class of 1950, for Springfield, and

Dr. William J.# Mellen, class of 1949, for

Forest research society

first UMass chapter formed
Students majoring in wood

science and technology at UMass
have formed the first UMass
student chapter of the Forest

Products Research society, with a

charter granted by F.P.R.S. In-

ternational Headquarters at

Madison, Wis.

Officers of the chapter are

Michael Hill of Ashfield, chairman;

Paul Whitehouse of Tewksbury,

vice-chairman; Allan Bessette of

Chicopee, secretary; Roger
Sherman of Wakefield, treasurer;

N. England Center Series
The New England Center presents a workshop in Transpersonal

Psychology, Spiritual Psychotherapy and Meditation next weekend led by

Joseph Dellagrotte PH.D. and Ronald Leifer M.D.
Participants will experience techniques of Zen, Psychic Concentration,

and Meditation and will explore the subconscious mind through music,

dreams, hypnosis and other altered states of consciousness. For more
information write The New England Center, Box 575, Amherst, Mass.,

01002. or call 549-0886.

and Bradford Armstrong of

Winchester, activities chairman. Dr.

R. Bruce Hoadley, associate

professor of wood science and

technology is faculty advisor for the

34 students and six faculty and staff

enrolled as charter members.
The Forest Products Research

Society is an international

organization with membership
embracing education, government,

and industry sectors of the forest

products industry. The new student

chapter will serve as the primary

student organization representing

wood technology majors in the

Department of Forestry and
Wildlife Management at UMass.

You Be The Judge
- RENT NOW AND SAVE! -

Planning to make a move for tha second semester? Coma aoa us flrat. We
offar all tha advantagaa of off campus living, plus a $25.00 reduction on
your flrat month's rant.
- court appointed management with professional, on site personnel
- short term leases available for tha second semester
- with only ona months security deposit if you qualify.
- security depoait guaranteed in writing and hald in an interest bearing

aacrow account.
- thia offar ia good for applicationa mada from Nov. 18th through Dae.
20th. 1974

- DEALING STRAIGHT - A PLEASANT CHANGE! -
Summar Rantala Available at Raducad Rates

Brittany Manor
Brittany Manor Driva, Amherst

Tel 266 8634

Mount Sugarloaf
Rt 47. Sunderland

Tal. 866-3866

r&vb? rvoymows, inc.. la.NavOrlocns.'x SOOKMY05

Local liquor stores boycotting

Gallo feel Teamster's pressure

I

By STEVEROWLEY
PNS

On November 5, Local 404 of the

International Brotherhood of

Teamsters sent the accompanying
letter to those liquor stores in

Western Massachusetts which are

honoring the United Farmworkers
boycott of Gallo Wines.

The letter attempts to threaten

the store owners into returning

Gallo Wines to their shelves.

Carmin Napoli, President of the

local, said there are over 3500

Teamster members in the area who
patronize business establishments.

It is hoped, he says, "That it will

not be necessary to communicate
with them as well as other AFL-CIO
members as to (the store owners')

specific actions regarding these

products... should (the store

owner) decide to continue to

discriminate against the Teamsters

Union due to pressures from the

UFW AFL-CIO by keeping Gallo

wines off the shelves, (he) will leave

no other recourse other than

exercising all legal and economic
action available to the Teamsters

Union."

This letter, according to one
store owner in Amherst was ac-

companied by verbal threats of

having his liquor license revoked

and of a boycott of beer deliveries

to his store. Another liquor store

owner, upon questioning the local's

lawyer was told a meeting could be

arranged between Gallo

representative Roger Liss and local

UFW supporters.

Liss is involved in public relations

work for the winery. The attorney's

aim was to have such a debate
convince the store owner of his

injustice to the Teamsters Union.

Nevertheless, Liss was unable to

make the proposed meeting. A
store supervisor for another liquor

mart in Chicopee said that his copy
of the letter was also accompanied
by verbal threats. These included

threats of violence against his

workers, a Teamster boycott of his

store and a ban on deliveries of all

liquor to his store.

In hopes of convincing the store

owners of their injustice to the

workers now employed by Gallo,

Mr. Napoli's letter stated the

following:

"For six years the UFW
represented Gallo Farm
Workers. In 1973 the

majority of the Gallo farm

workers chose Teamster

representation and a

contract was negotiated

and ratified by the Farm-

workers. These Farm-
workers are paid a

minimum of $2.89 per hour,

with rates of up to $3.75 per

hour. The average pay for a

permanent Gallo Farm-

worker was $7,785.00 last

year, with seasonal workers

averaging $278.00 per

week. In addition, the

contract provides for

overtime pay, paid

vacations, paid holidays,

paid health insurance, paid

life insurance, paid pension,

and paid unemployment
insurance.."

While the letter stated that the

contract was "negotiated and

ratified by the farmworkers" a

statement by Chris Hartmire of the

Farmworker Ministry differs. He
explained that "Gallo farmworkers

were never given the opportunity to

ratify the Teamster contract. They
were striking for renewal of their

UFW contract when Gallo made its

deal with the Teamsters."

Hartmire argues as well that

"contacts inside Gallo... say that

the winery's actual wages are $2.48

an hour." He says that although

Gallo contends its permanent
workers averaged last year $7,785

annually, seasonal workers $278 per

week, the UFW challenges Gallo

show how these averages were
computed. A Gallo check stub now
in the possession of the UFW show
that a Gallo field worker took home
only $1.10 for 27 hours of work."

The minister said under UFW
contract those benefits which the

Teamsters offer are also available.

He stated that in addition to these

Anti-Zionist Israeli

point of view presented
The events occurring in the Middle East today are

of vitPl importance to everyone. Unfortunately we in

the United States only get to hear one side of the

story. That is the point of view of the Israeli govern-

ment and its supporters in this country.

Not only do we hear very little of the viewpoints of

the Palestian Arabs, but we don't hear anything about

the opposition movements within Israel. There are

Israelis who do support the rights of Palestinian self-

determination and national liberation.

There are Israelis who oppose the racist European

centered culture and policy of the Israeli government.

These people, Jew and Arab alike who are

struggling for a just peace in the Middle East.

truly

Today in room 805 Campus Center Shulamit

Yarkoni, a Sephardic Israeli Jewish student, will speak

on "Israel Today and the Struggle for a Just Peace".

She has been active in the progressive and peace

movements within Israel and will present the point of

view of anti-Zionist Israelis.

This is sponsored by the UMass Committee on

Poverty and Amherst Young Workers Liberation

League.

Here is what will be on

WMUA, 91.1 FM, today:

The disc jockeys will be

Stu MacDonald in the

WMUA
morning, Rocket Rick until

2, Fran Dance from 2-6,

Cliff Brennan until 10,

followed by Uujamadrum,

Amherst Music Group
The Christmas meeting of the Amherst Music Group will take place on

Monday evening, December 16th, at 8:00 p.m. in the home of Mrs. Linda

Greenebaum, 203 Rolling Ridge Road. The program includes both in-

strumentalists and vocalists. Stephen James, pianist, will perform the first

movement of Schumann's Faschingsschwank aus Wien and Chopin's

Waltz in F Minor. Elsa Brown, violinist, Jonathan Kramer, cellist, and Paul

Larson, pianist, will perform movements 1, 4, 5 and 6 of Dvorak's Dumky

Trio. Tom Keedy will sing 19th century German lieder by Brahms, Schubert

and Schumann; Marion Brown will accompany him. George Ayoub and

friends will perform Christmas vocal music and lead the group in singing

some favorite Christmas carols. There will be refreshments at the end of

the meeting. .

The Amherst Music Group meets once a month and is open to all in-

terested musicians and listeners. Musicians of every level of expertise are

welcome to participate. We need all types of performers (they need not be

group members). If you are interested in either joining or performing,

please contact Peggy Davidson at 549-6751.
oincereiy,

(Mrs.) Peggy Davidson

with Barry Williams as host

until 2 in the morning. John
Haber goes through the

night.

8:30 a.m., High Tides,

Today the moon is in

Scorpio, but tomorrow
Mars enters Sagittarius.

Jeff Jawer will explain

what it all means.
9:00-9:30 p.m., National

Lampoon
WMUA News, with up to

the minute reporting of

local, national and in-

ternational events is

broadcast at 7, 8 & 9 a.m.

and at 2, 6 & 10 p.m.

the UFW offers pesticide controls,

job security protection against labor

contractors, toilets and drinking

water in the fields, and worker

in contract

and grievance
participation

negotiations

procedures.

All store owners contacted said

they would take a wait-and-see

policy with regard to the threats.
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November 5, 1974

Gentlemen

:

It has been brought to our attention that you have stopped

putting Gallo Wines on your shelves as a result of pressure

from the UFW-AFL-CIO. By this action, it seems to us that

you have sided with the AFW in their dispute with the Team-

sters Union. The AFL-CIO has not endorsed the boycott of

Gallo Wines, whose wines are all union-made; not only

a Teamsters contract with Gallo covering Field Workers, but

there are also contracts with the Distillery, Rectifying,

i. Allied Workers International Union AFL-CIO, the

Blowers
The UFW is so

is there
t
Wine

Bottle

ssociation AFL-CIO, the Mold-Makers Union AFL-CIO.

irresponsible that it is conducting this

knowing full well that
affiliated unions.

it is at the expense of other AFL-CIO

and lettuce.
The AFL-CIO has only endorsed the boycott of grapes

No boycott of any individual wine retailer has been endorsed by

that organization. As a retailer, you have the obligation to

merchandise products fairly for your customers. We believe that

the action you are taking is not based on a full knowledge

the dispute which exists between the Teamsters Unic and the UFW.

In 1973,
represen-

and ratified by the
a minimum of $2.89

For six years, the UFW represented Gallo Farm Workers,

the majority of the Gallo Farm Workers chose Team!

tation and a contract, which was negotiated
Farm Workers. These Farm Workers are paid

per hour, with rates of up to S3. 75 per hour. The average pay

for a permanent Gallo Farm Worker was $7,785.00 last year, with

Seasonal Workers averaging $278.00 per week. In addition, the

contract provides for overtime pay, paid vacations, paid holi-

days, paid health insurance, paid life insurance, paid pension,

and paid unemployment insurance. This contract oetween the Team-

sters and Gallo Wines is a legal and binding contract, which

cannot be abrogated by either party until May, 1977.

We hope we have given you a fuller understanding regarding this

dispute.

There are over 3,500 Teamster members in the Springfield, Amherst,

Hadley, West Springfield, Chicopee, Chicopee Falls and Holyoke
Metropolitan areas who patronixe business establishments. We

sincerely hope that it will not be necessary to communicate with

as well as other AFL-CIO members as to your specific actions re-

garding these products by the labor of Teamster members.

Should you decide to continue discriminating against the Team-

sters Union due to pressures from the UFW-AFL-CIO by keeping Gallo
wines off your shelves, you will leave us no other recourse other

than exercising all legal and economic action available to the

Teamsters Union.

If you have any questions with regard to this matter, please feel

free to contact the undersigned.

thei

1
> LOOVL UNION NO./'I (J y r

Carmin P. Napoli
"

President
Executive Officer
Business Representative

404

CPN:n
CERTIFIED MAIL NO. 394172
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Univ. of Mass
Thompson 102

Tuesday, Dec.10

8pm only
AMHERST FILM CO-OP

AMHERSKV**
AMITY ST 253 5426

THE RING LOVES THE PEOPLE!

Con* early »t»y latt enioy

THf KING M0 HIS LOYrU SHORT SUBJtCTS

MUM «UIIS COO/Ill* tM*** 'OU M»S» ia* i Irion ».u<f

KING OF HEARTS
Ihti atctr ciuj b**uti*ul Mm rut Mi^fnKl b»<om» »

Tr*r« it on* mux lor Iriu phenomenon stop* lo»« It* Hint;

M0NDM * TUfSDA* BaRT.AIN NITfS • *U SCATS JIM
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notices

Campus group meeting*, non-profit
events. To list notice of your group or

event fill out free form at The
Collegian office. 2nd floor. UMass
Student Union. Mail notices to "news
editor."

ADVENT WORSHIP
The Holv Eucharist will be celebrated

according to the rite of the Episcopal

Church on Wed., 12-11 at 12:56 p.m. in the

Chapel of the Newman Center.

ADVENT WORSHIP
The Lord Jesus is comingl Get ready for

Christmas at the Ark. Informal com-
munion, supper and fellowship at 758 N.

Pleasant St. Sun. 12-15 at 5:00 p.m.

ARTISTS:
A Spectrum is made of many colors. So

far yours is missing. Bring us your stuff.

Rm. 407 on the Student Union Balcony.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
If you've been devout all semester,

come and enjoy yourself in Hasbrouck 22
starting at 7:30. Promises to be the most
prosperous meeting of the semester.
FREE MOVIES
The Hellenic American Association is

presenting on Thurs. 12-12 at 7 p.m. in rm.

113 CC two free films "Rendevous in

Greece" and "Hill of the Gods". Have a

turn to page 13

(AHOC Classifieds
D
i»

To place a classified, drop by
the Collegian Office between
• J0 a.m. and 3:4$ p.m. Monday
Friday.
The deadline is 1:41 two days

before the day your ad is to

appear.
The rates are.
Daily - 30 p*r lino'

Weakly - »26 per lino*

Monthlv - »^0 por lino*

•Two linos on form
approximate ona Una.

FOR SALE
Used guitar* bought and sold.

Tho Guitar Workehop. Amherat
Carries* Shop*. S4t-172S

Coal*
-
MidT suede coot, midl

dungeree coot; rabbit fur jacket

and navy blue leather jacket Call

Morale 54* 7849

Skits, Spalding 206 Siderels.
regularly S170. will sail for S46 Call

John 1 863 9426 Ksap calling

Stuffed animals, one helf price
IJ-111. Up to 3 ft Soeino is

believing. Keep you warm at

night. Good for the erotic minded.
Call 5S4 4731

Watarbed complete
Guerantaed. Queen sire. stOO Call
Pete 665 3084

Live Xmea traea. choosa and tag
et our Tree Form, any siia. 67 77 L.

Bllmiak. 133 Bay Rd . Hadlav Open
eves, also

Applications being accepted
R.N. - 3 p.m. -11 p.m.. 4 avs per
wk.. LPN 7 am 3 p.m., 4 day* per
wk; Nurse eides. pert end full time.
7 a.m. -3 p.m.. 3 p m 11 p.m. Apply
in peraon. Amherst Nursing Home.
160 University Dr 9 a m 3 o.m.

Two F78X14 snow tires, used
3.000 mi. Mtd. on Chevy rims 520

each 6 7781 eves

Zenith color TV. 19". elicit, cond.
S226. Octagonal water bed in-

cludes: frame, liner, beg, hooter.

*17B 253 5795

One-half carrot perfect diemond
ring plua M6F wadding bands
Never been worn. Willing to sell et

wholesale price. Call Jim 546 5750

High performence bike pert*.
Cotterlass crank*. Derolleura
stems, hubs, pedels. Cell Andrew
586 2646

Typewriter. Just serviced. Call
549 6366

10 speed French recing bike.

Brand new Sam Benoto Csieneve
S1O0 549 6620

Snow tirea 650 1. two for 130

Ski boota. Ralker buckle. 10 and
one half. MO. Cell oftor 4:30 263
3 24

Skis. K2-3. 196 CM. »120 Never
used Reg »180 256 6424 evenings

Zenith 19 BfaW TV. ex. cond
*60 Cell Jon oftor 6 et 263 2906 A
reel buylll

Herd shell gutter caee. fits SG
psrfectlv 616. John 6 5424

All types of stereo components.
8 per cent over cost Sound end
music 247-6970 or campus center.

Mon end Wed

Sony HP4S6 Amp , Gererd Turn,

Sony turner, all mint ahape. Aak
S226 Need cash Call Steve 263
7421

Blow dryer for hair, good con
ditlon. best offer Cell 649-4739

46 VW Bug new radial tiro*,

starter muHler brakea. king plna. 60

horse body and engine good Call

Lennie 773 9939 (660

One peir CCM Muetenga slie 7.

one end e helf V O Good shape.

S20 00 Cell Ed 44429

HEATING STOVE Horliontal.

heavy construction Burns 24 inch

wood 694 7304

Aldan ocean shell portable
oerlock rlggera high and low
sliding soata. spruca apoon oars,

complete *376 647-3700

One silver necklace with
diamond chip. 130. and e smoky
toper ring »50 »75 Call 649 9919

Willing to bargain

2 9 96x14 (078 14) Studded anow
tires good Call 446 4202 after 9

p m S36

Used hockey skatoa. tacks CCM
six and one helf. 5 2198

Broadmoor Sol. Stat Receiver
w 8 treck player. Garrard TT w
cover, pick con. 2 epeakar* Nice
pros for younger kin 949-3970
eves

Women's Frye boots, laceups,
new Site 7 154 Call 269 9099

Yamaha
moe New

Roc CR 400 SOW
Save Ron 247-6674

Pair Wrangler Men's Boot*. 7 and
one-half D worn only once. »28
Worth M0 639 4190

10
SIM

apd men*
M9 4M7

Full. exc cond

Record* of all kind* at
reasonable price*. Can ususlly get

any LP in print within a week Tho
Now Record Shop. 197 N Ploacant

St Amherst 263 63*4

~ Muskret Fur Coat, rod wool cadT
'

baby carrlege and atoller In one.

two mobile*. Intent •eat. Jolly

FOR SALE

100 PER CENT GOOSE DOWN
QUILTS, all HAND MADE to order
best qrslitv malarial, all double
stitched variety of color* Nedine
268 3239

Goose Dwn Jecket. Men s Sm
Bought new. never worn Orig S60.

sell 4 one half pr or beat offer Call

M6 5103

Ona pair studded snow tires,

slmost new 14 Exc cond 1 pr

8 25 14 snows S60 and S30 549 0*42

Keep trying

Rafng . 3 cu ft . hardly used

Best offer 549 0393

Knissi White Sters 210 cc
Supermatic bindings skies, used

only 8X $46.00 mcl siie 12 boots

Call 253 2941

Used Hart metal skis $20 Buckle

boots, si 8. exc cond $26. poles

$4 Everything for $45 Pat 546 0025

a m or 538 7595 after 6pm

For Sale Integrel systems Amp.
Ace Audio Preomp. both im

maculate 665 2369

600 MARVEL COMIX 4 ssle $200

or best offer 1963 70 Fine cond

Mike 646 6253

Gibson Las Paul Gold Top, 2 yrs

old $325 or Best offer Cell 549

0873

MDC Chu ijiedi
AUTO FOR SALE

Jumper M9 3949

Calculator Unieonlc Vx 1/

x

Memory $40 or Bast offer Cell

Danny 263 5395

Martin 12 string D12 36 Call 584

25M after 8 p m

Advent 201 caaaette tope deck

with e built in Dolby New $300. aell

for $176 Gary 646 4197 eve

Five cu ft fridge. $90 Cell Berb.

544 9975

Cor bettery. now 22FC Seer*

Dioherd 12V C*H M9 4443.

Smith Corona typawriter. needa
< laming end new ribbon. Electric

with menuel return $26. Call Bob
549 1316

For S-.a - 1 pr Langa Com-
petition Ski Boot*, excellent
condition Used 2 seasons Also 1

pr Langa Spoiler* Will tell

seperately or together. Cell Dick
545 2642 Rm 416

Releigh 10 speed Cempagnolo
Stronglight. 23 and one- helf freme.

$200 Cell Andrew 586 2M5 Cot

terless crenka, 631 tubing Greet

touring bike.

Pedel steel guitar, double- neck
vintage Herlin Bros Model, w-

cese Cell David 644 4671 anytime
Keep trying

Sony TC 66 porteble ceasette

recorder. 2 mo old. rarely used, like

new coat $70 Will aell for $60 or

B O I need the $. Cell Doug 66496

Nikkor lenses 36mm f2. $160. 106

mm f2.6 $126. 200mm f4 6 $160 All

practically brand new 586 3260

Raleigh Pro ell cempagnolo.
including brakea Frame 23 inch.

New $625 544 3260

1967 Opel Gea Saving
253 9306

Carolyn

Ski equipment: Boot*, size 8 for

$10. 200cm wood ski* for $6, 200cm
metals w sirs 9 boota and bindings

for $20 Coma to Collegian and eak

tor Dannie in photo. If not there,

leeve messege

65 Chevy Impele Wegon. reblt

traea., anow*. run* lik* e top $226

Call 266 8488

63 Felrlene 4 cyl.. good cond
Best offer Cell Stove 54* 13*6

M Dodge $300 Good condition.

Need* some minor work. Call 323

42M after 9 p.m.

'67 VW Bus. 33 ml gel., eng. 40K
mi good cond. $600 Call 6 00*4

Ives. MS 0243

M Cetelme Conv . dk. green w
J block Int.. em-fm. pi pb loeded
Studded snows $796 or 8 O Cell 6

5090 eve*

Ski* New Spsulding GS. used
Oynostor men's length Wilt

•ocrifice 644 9719

t-ighsh Sheepskin coot w dork
brown wool end auode llnteh. Si
44-42 Cell 544 2999 MS 4001

ROOMMATE WANTEO

Two people needed for furnished

house one end one belt mile* to

camou* Own bedroom Good deel

Lease expires end of 2nd seme*t*r
756 0669

64 Chevy II 8 cyl

SI 50 323 7507

gd cond

64 VW Sunroof, excellent
condition Rebuilt engine, snow
tires 263 2607

66 VW rebuilt engine, new
brakas. tirea. transmission $460

Sally 645 0883 dava

1971 VW Bug. runs fins, but

needa body work, broke iob end
stuck plug Compression OK $600

or best offer 545 2221 9 4 30 Leeve
name or 5 3147 anytime

47 Auatin Haalay Sprite $376

Joe 6 6361

1964 Econolino Van $275 69
Honda $276 or $600 for both 263
7193 attar 5 6

47 TR4A New ang . radials.

point, ban AM FM Must sell to

stay in school A steel et $1200 Call

Lisa 263 3649

64 Dodge Station Wagon. Runa
except needa new distributor Have
done work on engine Kinda nice
car Best offer Kelly 586 2646

73 Toyote Hilux Pick-up Ex-
cellent condition Automatic
Northfield 498 5996

'73 Honda Civic. 30 mi gal Silver
14.000 mi Excel cond $1860 Call
665 3409

Van - '71 Ford Superven. Fixed

for comping. Juat Ilka home $2100

666 3084

1963 Rambler. 6 cyl

Call 263 9669 Denis
Best offer

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Muat sell my 73 and one helf

Hondo 360 imm Will teke $760 or
best offer by Dec 24 Also hove
460CL $776 644-6044 eves

FOR RENT
Couple needed for lorge rm $100

plus util. in household with four

other people Wether, dryer
downstairs No phone Try us at

night Locoted neor C Oicklnaon

Hoap 349 Prospect St..

Northampton

Two bedroom. carpeted ap

pliancea. on bua route No pets

$220 inci utilities in Sunderlend
665 2582

OFFICE PRIME LOCATION.
Furn . util. Alao boeemt. oreo. Shop
or storage Immed occupency. 263-

9844 ample parking.

2 bdrm Cliffsida Apt $166 mo.,
util inci $100 sec deposit. Jon. 1 -

Sap 1 646 3134

Attroctivo furniahed apt. to rent
over Brook Puffton Village Price
nog Coll morn or evenings Al Lou
649 2854

2 rm opt Northfid, no dog*.
Single $100 married couplo, $136
Electricity 549 0387 Privacy

Beat high rant 22 mi. North -

Northfield: 2 bedrm duplox. car-

peted. washer dryer hookup*.
Stove rofrlgpretor. dishwasher
Assume lease thru June 30. '140
mo plus security dep Coll 646 0944

Farmhouse. 6 bdrm . semi fu -n

ww. mod kit . one and one quarter
acres $270 plus util 617 644 6303

Furn apt* Ona. two. two end a
half rms Modern, oir cond.. pool,
parking. TV. naor ahopping. utlltlea

mc Loose to Juno 1975 Amherst
Motel (opp Zeyro'sl.

Four room apt Two bedroom* in
Amherst on S Ee*t St $146 per
mo

. no util me. Coll 323 7993

1 bdr ept
4026 eves

E Hsmp $120 596

Room 15 X 16' to rent Lorge
house with lireplece in Conwev
369 4077 or 773 9749 Marie

Apt for rent, one bedrm. kit

chen. living rm 2 mi to UM $163
Call M9 1592 after 9 p.m Available
Jan 1

TO SUBLET
2 bdrm Cliffsida $190 par month

includes utilities Available Jen 1

665 2829

1 bedroom ept e> Cliffsida
Sunderlend $160 per mo with
utilities Avsilable Jen 1 Cell M6
3243 after 8

For intorsession Own rm in furn
apt on bus rt Rant negotiable 263
7752

On busline pots OK 2 bedroom
5215 00 323 7418 after 5 Keep
trying

Eesthampton. 3 rm opt $110 plua
util Call 256 0684 Leeve nemo

Two bedroom cliffaida. $180
month util inci Available Jan Call
665 2542 after 5 p.m.

Four rm ept . Puffton Vlg Jon 1

Sept 1 $174 per mo plua acty
649 0825 Keep trying

Sublet 2 bdrm ept. $174 mo
Puffton VIII Call 549 6887 Fob 1

Apt sublet over intereesaton

666 24*7

Two bdrm Townhouaa. Squire
Vill . Sund on UMaaa bua route 2v
Jon-Fob. Cell 966 3444 after 6.

ROOM WANTED
f)

Rm for Jan in Apt Fom Joen
.'56 6621

Room to rent for Jenuory Coll
253 9927

Apt for intersession $136 263
3777

Looking for 3 non smoking older
quiet livera to shore No Amherst
home Privoto, bedrooms w coble
TV Shore one end ona half bathe,
kitchen, loundry, don. living room,
perking All utllitie* paid On
Csmpus bus route $100. $120 end
140 per mo Coll 549 1 223 or write
Box A. N Amh . Mess 01069

Studio spoco to shore Lorge end
well lighted. Locoted in Amh
Center Call scott 644 3469 or

Llndeav 549 8346

Furnlahad country houaa to
•hare on Lake Pleoaant. 12 mile* N
ofUM***on63 Prefer conalderoto.
graduate students, people, pets

OK Coll Steve 5*8 0429 Keep
tryin end tryln'

Looking for o nice piece to live

during the January break? Vou con
heve your own room in a beeutiful

house 6*1 Rocky Hill Rd . in Hedlev
Contoct Fred et 263 7692 Price

negotioblo

W Wtd hous* in Amh St Coll

7M0M9

F wishes own room in ept W
on bus route Call Susan 546
5368 . _____ _

Looking for room in houaa or opt
for Jan 1 Prefer Sund or bua
route Con spend $76 per mo Hove
cot Cell Mijea M6-494S

Rm in ept or houao within
welking diatance of UMaaa
Wanted for Jen Cell Edio. rm 314

546 0791 Leeve messsos

Female looking for room
roommete apt for 2nd •emesler

Coll 546 M44

ROOMMATE WANTED
, •_

Vour own tiny rm. in dntn. opt.

$46 plua util no phono: drop by

e m , 6 p.m.. late p.m. 613 Mein

Streot 2IL. Noor High St. • RR*X

F roommete wonted, own rm. in

lovely, old. furnished ha* in

Conway 20 min to campus Wash
dry Call Judith 369 8361 or 369
4074

Housemate wanted, femele
preferred. 26 or older 2 mi from
UMass. rural setting 549 2657 (4
bedroom cape)

3 bedroom house in Florence.
Quesi country setting $70 mo plus
util Call 544 1149

F roommate wonted for 2 bdrm
apt naer Amherst Ctr $100 inci.

util Call 256 8763 after 5 p m

F for Brandywine $70 mo 549
2645

Meture M or F roommoto to
ahare 3 bedroom Townhouaa $106
per mo Bob 263 7241

Need couplo People to ahare 2
bdrm apt in Belch Peta okay
Available Jen 1 or Feb 1 Cell Llndo
323 4004 On bua route

Gred 2nd aenior aoek M F grod
for rm in houaa nr compua $40
plus Quiet 263 6276: 6 0060

F to share 3 bdrm ept in houao. 1

mi from UMass $93 a mo Call 253
3698

Grad looking for one or two
rmetea Split $196. util pd On bua
rt MS 4709

M wanted Amherst house own
rm neor cempus. Coll 761 it?6

Quiet mele, prof grod or up
perclass No dope or tobacco For
own room in Riverglodo at $120 per
mo Soon aa possible No loose
Cell 256 8020 between 12 end 2 in

afternoon

On bualina, peta ok Own room
$10750 323 7418 offer 5 Keep
trvino

WANTED TO RENT
Study Carrel in Library. 12-9- 12-

19 Call Doug 263 7919 anytime
Keep trying

Reaponaible couplo aoek 1-2

bdrm rural haa or apt w in 16 mi.
UMaaa No pats, will assume leese
Plaese cell 649 1332 otter 4

Amherst two bedrm ept. $196
range 946 3026

2 Melea for Jen Brlttony Manor
253 7848

Need own rm In opt on bu* rt

Jan 27 May 30 *M $40 Qulot F

546 7288

Art student needs studio or am
apt $90 or leaa a mo 446 2737 669
3973

ENTERTAINMENT
Savages an allegory on aox

and greed beina shown by tho

Amherst Film Coop In Thompson
102. 4 o.m. only. Tonlto.

WANTED
Warned eny bends wishing to

ploy for publicity on Dec 6 Pleese
contect Jenet 6 5697 Bob 6 6779 or

Ted 6 5694 Please leave a meeaago

A single Ion* reflex camera Coll

Leon alter 6 30 p m . 773 8438 Xmaa
Breed

Feminist woman baa*, piano,

gutter tor R end B Bend Cell Merle
739 9349 alter 6

Two large advent speeders 546

M26

Want to buy used 38 mm SLR for

under $100 Prefer Pontes Cell

Ereth et M9 1299 end leeve infor

BOB STILL WANTS TO BUV
VOUR AM 'IMG OR DECREPIT CARI
Any moke, model, veer Unlood
your headache for feat $ 263-7241

Old pedeatal drowing table Ar
easel alto Coll 263 9279

Wanted Responsible person to

fly with 3 small boys from Bradlav
Field to Selt Lake City Dec 14

Return Jan 14 Will pay full fare,

round trip 549 6273

1 1 76 4 bdrm abod. quiet

responsible stdnts Will do upkeep
Prat on bus route »350 max Call

665 3224 665 7099

Interested muaiciana. now muaic
ensemble situotion The doily

problems of cellists, double
bessists. tube. euphonium,
sexophonist*. trombonist* - Coll

684 60 7 7 between 8-9 p m only

Foreign Coin* - I pov high
pricae. Tony 549 0999

HELP WANTED
Cen you drew? Do you hove o

tense of humor? Tho edltoriol

peges need five certoonist* to do
campus humor Cell Deon Tucker
*-*M_ ____-_----
Person wonted to food won

dsrful cet and wotor plants - Ap
prox. 12-21 1-6 noor compua on Boa

Route Renumerotion efter 6. M9-

2912

summer camp employment -
Program director, experienced
with Jowiah culture background
and art* and crafta director
needed Smell Jewish boys
overnight cemp noor Cope Cod. For
info coll Tom et 546 6092 Good
kida and pov.

Good opportunity for business
r-indad hordworklng groduotlng
seniors end greduoto students.
$400 monthlv storting alery to

reproeont o moior corporation
locelly Estsblishsd resident
capable of assuming raepon-
sibilitie* Call 2M 4631 am for

interview

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Chicogo anytime

Call 584 2554

I need a ride from Amhorat to

Holyoko and back. Mon Fri next
umtilii Will share driving coat
Call Kathy 263 7723

One rider to Flo over Xmea
break S40 532 0784_

Ride needed to Phllly. Dec 13 or

14 Will shore $ Noncy 61466

Ride needed to lowo (Chicogo I*

.lose enough) oefore Dec. 18 Will

shore expense, drlying Cindy M9-
2616

To Chicogo or Milwaukee Will

share $ 644-M16

RIDERS WANTED
Two riders wanted - Looving for

Florido ISt Augustine), end of

Dec .
returning end of Jon. Share

driving _ expenses Sally M4-4219

Share driving exp to Orl. Florido.

Doc. 14 CaJI 6BS-2S1«._*v*a^

California Round trip during
inter Coat $126 263 2681 by Super
Van

TRAVEL
SAVE RENT - Scenic North

fiold Attroctivo 2 and a half rms.,
privacy Single $100: couple $136
Electricity 549 0397

Bermude Spring Vacation From
S199 Call Campus Travel 646 0600

Lew price trips to Moxico.
Florido. Coribbean Call Campus
Travel 645 0500 _ _ .__.

Cherter flights to Europe end
California Call Campus Travel 545

0500

Ski the Canadian Rockloo -
Banff $34400 Coll Compua Travel
Cent**

INSTRUCTION
OOG TRAINING Obedience,

problem dogs, protection end
security M9 1342 dsvs and evoa.
VALLEV X 9

WANTED
X C Bindings and boots

woman's 9 and ona half Call Rosy
684 2700 XM7 or X347

Single wanted in on apartment or
home Prof on bus lino or walking
dist for Fob 1 Neet. quiet, need
peece of mind Sue 263 7307 after
10

One or two twin mottro****
needed Call Sandy 6M MM or
Devoroh 544 9822

GIVE YOURSELF A
PRESENT Develop s music
skill in keyboard jail im
provisstion. ssrtrslnlng
thaory. composition piano,
recorder. Muaic Lit Offered
thru Muaic Dopt Opsn to all

5 2013

Guitar l***on* folk blue*
country. Brooks. 6*4 8144

Moth Help - Experienced
teochor will tutor Math-Stot $7 por
hr Ron 268 8*62

Classic guitar lessons avail thru
UMass Prep D.v by Nell An
derson Hartt College grad 546
7434 for info

PERSONALS
HOP BROOK COMMUNE

PEOPLE In tho country P
723. Amhorat

- GAV
O Boa

Marry Chrlstmss
Dude* and Chlckl**

to oil you.-
- MAS

John Pineou - important nowa
Cell Ken before Friday 644 1211

Jimmy - Confe) to bonlto fell!

snnlvsrsa'rlo notollclo deianove -
Sue Moti Brovlo

Joe Adorns Vou still owe u*
tan minutea. whon you're aoborl

Heppy Birthday' Brit end Rock

To Mr Elf who come to tho
Co//*0/an VOU SUCK

Two B1 Guys look for fun. Bill.

Bob 6 1177

Oick. Fiti Steven. Herohov end
Piston Thanks for the greet

teem Sorry I wa* so obnoxious D

Muskrat - I'm lete es usuol but
Happy 21st - TTOFN - Quock.
Quack

Good opportunity for business
mindod hardworking groduotlng
seniors end greduoto students
$400 monthlv alerting oolerv to
represent e motor corporation
locelly Established resident
copoble of oeaumlng reapon-
sibllitlos Call 2M-BB31 am for

interview

My roomie. Hero* vour very own
Heppy 21*1 on tho 24th. merry

26th end good luck on tho 27thl

Love. Vour Roomie.
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
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TUESDAY. DECEMBER
14 — Bora today, you have
tremendous powers of per-

suasion. Your ability to sell.

whether the product be of a

material or spiritual nature,

is w great that you never

have to fear getting your

points across You may find

that actual selling is not for

you, in which cam. you may
turn to a profession which de-

mands the same talents; the

law. for instance, would suit

you well, as would upper-

level teaching. Writing is

another of your strengths,

and you may well combine
teaching, or the law. or even

selling with it - much to

your advantage.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22

Dec. 21) —When community
projects seem to need a hand,

offer yours. There are
abilities you possess which no

one else can hold a candle to.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19) —A solid wall of argu-

ment may greet your new
proposals on the employment
scene or at home. You might

Bv Stelh Wi/tfer

be wise to hold back for a
while.

AQt ARIU8 (Jan. 20- Fe-
ll! -Give a word of en-
couragement to those strug-
gling to gain a foothold.
There are new vistas opening
to you — but you must be wise
enough to see them
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20)

—There are rewards to be
gained by quick action today,
chiefly of a spiritual nature
Keep aware of benefits

ARIES (March 21 April 19)

-Take care of routine mat-
ters early in the day. You
should find a free afternoon
much to your liking — and, in

the end, much to your profit.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20)
— Though there may be a
number of incentives to
socialize, you would be better
off sticking strictly to busi-

ness throughout the day and
evening.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20)

— Keep those in authority
content and you may be able
to make a coup late in the

day. Don't worry about your
motives being questioned.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22)

-Put a period to the day's
work at nightfall Be wise
and don't carry your troubles
home with you Chances for

gain are high
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) -If

you insist upon believing
everything you hear, you are
in for more trouble than you
bargained for Try to hear
things selectively

VIRGO (Aug ,23-Sept. 22) -
Be considerate in both
thought and deed Otherwise,
you will be sure to overstep
the bounds of propriety in one
respect or another
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) -

Start immediately to put
something aside for an ap-
proaching rainy day. You
may not be able to foresee

trouble — but you can avoid

it through saving.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21)

— Take a page from the

child's book and enjoy a bit of

adventure today. The early

hours are best for new ex-

periences: late hours are for

savoring

dizzy and paul- By Jim Carson

ACROSS
1 Burial place

5 Concealet
10 Recedes
14 Fiber source
15 Accustom

Var

16 Happy song
17 Auto

accessories

2 words
19 Bloodsucking

insect

20 Offer to give

21 Organization

23 Perfumer's

necessity

26 Cruces,

N M
27 Good looking

30 With
difficulty

34 WW II alliance

35 Egg shaped
37 Indicating

maiden name
38 Compound
39 Contests
41 Disabled

Amer. Vets
42 Brewery

product
43 " Foolish

Things"
44 Ascent
45 Accountant's

hook

47 Spread out

rays

Exist

Barber s

accessory
Skillful

flattery

Louisiana

dialect

Direction

Household
accessory 2

words
Grafted Her

Give consent
Historic

periods

Free of bias

Value setter

69 Depress
DOWN

1 Suit of armor
skirt

2 Evergreen
genus

3 Comedian
Sahl

4 Kills by
decapitation

5 head
Kind of battle

6 Worldwide
Abbr

7 Owing
8 Uses poor
judgment

9 Faithful

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved:

50
51

52

56

60
61

64

65
66

67

68

F A 1 1 D A R E R p H A' R

L U k F E N 'J R E R M A

T Y . f> T t I F ! f F 1 ii

TT N 6 T 6 u E

T
E L f T I H

R u T L E A

_FjA 5 T E A A l A N T I U

T I
'5'

H t jT \l 1

T I M E R 1 f D
C
a E A T

TT 6 L 1 I L I T D t

D i i r p. E T! r i L HI E R

t A V I » R E E

T T i K E I 1T 1 ! T E R ',

r I u T I 1 1 D B V T R I E

T M D P T 1 N - 1 E . A U

f F N
1

B s
T

! E D R ^ s

10 Mischievous
11 III temper
12 Fruit decay
13 Stop moving
18 Adjective

endings
22 Garments
24 Love, in Rome
25 Changes
27 Asian porter

28 Situated in

the axis

29 Denied Slang

31 Asian nation

32 Smallest in

magnitude
33 Pier

36 Turn awav
39 Inflexible

40 Kind of garage
44 Matured
46 Order of the

48 Bowman
49 Dickens

character

52 Meat
53 Flannel

54 Italian

commune
55 Hindu

philosophy
57 Brutish person

58 Gaunt
59 Formerly

62 Craft

63 Golfer's

prop

M C F

won't bs
son*

FARMER Umlsvllls
ths **m* whan you rs

May you hav* a semeater of Rip*
Potatoes! Who alaa at al.

Congrat* to Jan graa*. Jania
Bargman. Jan* Falianl, and Elian

Newall Wa will miss you. love
Susan. Oonna and Loratta.

To Super Sportawriter Happy
Birthday Vou deserve it. Glsnn

N**d Monayl Will take over

anybody* iob during vacation Call

Chria 6 8394

(Jay-line Rafarrala and court

sailing. Mon -Thu.. B-11 P m •*•

01M.412B.su

Happy Birthday Sul Why don't
cha glmm* a call aometlme?

FOR SALE

PAUL'S HERE. I've been •pend-
ing money like a drunken Pen-

tagon official and wa're up to our
aarlobea in all kind* of nifty

furniture, unueual bureaue.
atovea. chalra. etc. plua we're
selling cheap *tuH we're alck of.

eepaclallv clothing and chair*.

PAUL'S OLDTIME FURNITURE*
behind Aubuchon'a. Amherat.
253 3611 Beat wood atovoa
around.

SERVICES
Proteaalonal guitar repair* by

guitar maker Michael Mmard.
Mon. Wad. Frl. at The Guitar

Workahop. Amtteret Carriage

Shop* _Mt 1T2t Free ootlmotoe^

Passport Photos Call Joa. night*
at 549 6598 24 hr sarvlce

Psssports - Feat aenrlce. Lang'*

Photo Hour* 9 8 T*l 263 31*8

t
(XMSe THE WD A

I Wc*E THE &J\J<J

^M____f
2-I0

Kampus Kapers By Kris Jackson

>U)IFT

"" Csmpus Club* and
O-aanlaaOaa*^ Oo vau wsst to
publish high quality ' newsletter,
pamphlet, maee.lne or booklet???
Let the Meeeaee Compeny help '

vou write, layout, deelgn end print
itll Reasonable tee* Contect Jerry 1

t 253 »f« 9 for InformatlAn I

CAR REPAIR HASSLES? Bob
will still fix it right. No lob too
mall Foreign or domsstlc No big

overhead 253 72*1

Cross country ski baae prep
sanding *2 00 hot (wis MOO Soma
pick up and del Call 263 9469

Ometrica Astrological aarvlcea. S
month project >n personal
analysis, ate Write Bos 341
Amherst or call 549 6743 or 549
0006

MOVING? Need help One men
and van will help Esparranced
raaionabl* ra.ee. Call Baunce 649
0613
______________HV^______5_____ >MH WnSBLWttm

)

Lost Young female blue point

Siameaa cat in the vicinity of

Brittany Manor Reward Call 253 '

2584

Favorite
Thompson hat.

Reward 549 07*0Tuss

floppy
N

XXL Norm
Plasssnt St.

foW'S Tetrwj

T>«j mas b-1^
We s rer^yj waTSjOVfi*-

Rftr _o f f Sfcs-. boj\e,

X.vcA

uS
\^ 1 (

r$
_$ t

uJOOPSTOCK 5 STORES AluJAWS

STAKT OFF GOOD, BUT THEN
THEf 6ET VEJfc SAD..

B.C.
by johnny hart

FOR A. LOUS/ 7^MB-7fcK,r HAVE

TO KILL- 5 INDIANS.

CALCULATORS
Calculator Sale Colleae

Calculators offer* lowest price*
anywher*. All modela avallablel
Tasa* ln*t . Hewell Peekerd.
Unicorn All machine* new end
«uer with 2 month repleeement»
warranty . Before vou buy e
calculator call me I cen beet eny
price anywhere ... Look for my
poetars around campus for dstslls
Then call Bob Crowell at 64* 11W

cont. from p. 12
break from your studies and come to enjoy

the movies. All are welcome.
LS 6 S DEPARTMENT

There will be an end of the semester
Christmas blast for LS Et S students, staff

and faculty on Dec. 11 at 7:30 p.m. at the

Steak Out. Come and have funl If you
need a ride meet in front of Hicks at 4 p.m.

SEE SAVAGE''
Support the Amherst Film Coop's effort

on this Campus See "Savages", an
allegory on sex and greed, a capsule rise

and fall of civilization. At 8 p.m. only,

Thompson 102, tonite.

SMALL CLAIMS COURT COUNSELING
Wed. Dec. 11 will be the last day for

Small Claims Court Counseling on campus
this semester. If you need counseling call

MassPIRG in town at 256-6434.

SQUARE DANCE
All club members please remember to

wear square dance outfits tonite. All

people try to bring some food for the party,

if we are to have one.

WE HAVE AN AIRPLANE
The Collegiate Flying Club has finally

acquired an airplane. Want to know more-
see ad in tomorrow's Collegian and come
to our next meeting. Wed. nite at 7:30, rm.

903 CC.
WORK IN PROGRESS
Southwest Theatre Ensemble rehearsal

tonite 7:00 in Hampden. "Foodstamp
Holiday'' showing Fri. and Sat. nite at 8:00

in Hampden. Guest artist and ex-inmate
Eugene Smith will appear.

FOUND
One pair of gold rimmed glasses near

SBA last Friday. Turned into CC Lost and
Found.
FOUND

Ladies plastic umbrella in the Collegian

Office. Please claim soon.
LOST

In Organic 263A lab, TWR-1; 1105 on
Tues. 12^3, mens Alsem High '73 ring,

initialled R. P. D. Reward, call Rich 6-5906.

_OST
One black key case (double) Boyden

Gym locker room or shower on Fri. Dec. 6,

noon hour. Call 545-2263.

LOST
Blue lindy star ring in S.U. Lobby. Call

369-4022.

LOST
Picket, all me.al, yellow slide rule in

black case. It is very valuable to me.
Contact Herb; 6-5128, 434 Cance.
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Meeting, Thurs. Dec. 12 at 7 p.m. rm.

804 CC.
/ HOPE YOU ALL ENJOY YOUR
VACATION

Meeting during intercession.

NEXT TO THE
POST OFFICE
IN AMHERST
Open 9:30-9:00

FACES
EARTH

*§•
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Walton returns to Portland
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1974 THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

ARCHIE GRIFFIN jokes it up with another Ail-

American, running back Anthony Davis of USC at an
all-star gathering at Miami.

Griffin earns player

of the year honors
NEW YORK (UPI) - Archie Griffin of Ohio State, called by his coach

"The best football player I've ever seen," Monday added another award to

his already glittering collection when he was named college football's

player of the year by the United Press International.

The 5-9, 184-pound junior running back, who only last week received

college football's highest accolade-the Heisman Trophy, was an easy
winner for player of the year honors in a balloting of sports writers and
sportscasters from across the nation. Griffin received nearly six times as
many votes as his nearest competitor, junior running back Joe Washington
of Oklahoma.

Others receiving mention were quarterback Steve Bartkowski of

California, quarterback Steve Joachim of Temple, quarterback Tom
Clements of Notre Dame, quarterback Freddie Solomon of Tampa, run-

ning back Tony Dorsett of Pittsburgh and defensive tackle Randy White of
Maryland.

Griffin, who is the first junior to win UPl's top player honors since O.J.
Simpson of Southern California in 1967, established a record for con-
sistency this year which is nmatched in college history. The Columbus
Comet rushed for more than 100 yards in each of his team's 1 1 games and
set an NCAA record of 22 consecutive games in which he has topped the
100-yard barrier.

PORTLAND, ORE. (UPI) - Bill

Walton was on hand Monday
afternoon when the Portland Trail

Blazers held practice.

He wan't in practice togs, but in

his street clothes he was animated

in his conversations with Coach
Lenny Wilkens during a good part

of the workout.

Walton didn't have much to say

to newsmen who talked with him.

He said he didn't care to discuss

anything in particular about the

2 stories this past week that he was
£ disenchanted with pro basketball.

1 That report came from Walton's
»- friend and personal adviser, Sam
Z Gilbert, a Los Angeles area con-

tractor and adviser to a number of

Weaver hurt
in car crash
WASHINGTON, Pa. (UPI) -

Baltimore Orioles manager Earl

Weaver, his wife and his

parents were among seven
persons injured Monday in a

four-vehicle collision on In-

terstate 70 about eight miles

East of this Southwestern
Pennsylvania community.
Weaver, 44, and his wife,

Marianna, 39, were released
after treatment at Washington
hospital where his parents, Earl

Sr. and Ethel, both 71, were
detained in satisfactory con-
dition.

The three other persons
injured were reported in

guarded condition.

State Police said a pickup
truck was hit from the rear by a

steelhauling tractor-trailer

which in turn was hit from the
rear by two automobiles. The
second auto was operated by
the baseball manager.

Society and sports lectures
The Sport Studies Department of

the University of Massachusetts
Amherst will honor Dr. Horst

Ueberhorst, visiting professor in

Sport History, at a lecture and
reception, Tuesday, Dec. 10.

Ueberhorst is the director of the

Institute for the Study of Sport,

Ruhr-Universitat, Bochum, Ger-

many. He is concluding a semester-

long stay at UMass.
The lecture "Socialization into

the role of sport consumer" will be
presented by Canadian sport
sociologist Barry McPherson at 4
p.m. in the Campus Center.

Dr. McPherson, University of

Waterloo, is a writer and researcher

in the areas of sport role

socialization, minority group in-

volvement in sport and leisure

patterns and aging.

The lecture will follow a

reception at 3:30 p.m. in Room 1 104

of the Campus Center.

Dr. Ueberhorst is the author of

numerous articles and several

books. The most recent book,

Frisch, Frei, Stark and Treu, deals
with the role of sport in the labor

movement of Germany. The work
has won acclaim from sport

historians as an important con-
tribution to the history of labor.

CHRISTMAS CARDS
HALLMARK, CASPARI,
GORDON FRASER,
ALFREDAAAINZER

A. J. Hastings
45 S. Pleasant St.

AMHERST, MASS.
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former UCLA athletic greats.

Walton told one newsman he did

not feel obligated to speak at this

time to remarks made by others

about him.

After he finished his discussions

with Wilkens about basketball, he
sat in a seat in the stands and read a

stack of mail that had come to him
through the Trail Blazer office. The

nature of the mail was not

disclosed.

Wilkens acknowledged that he

was delighted that the Walton story

of the past week was behind them.

Just when Walton Rejoins
practice or game action depends on
how quickly he is relieved of the

pain of a bone spur near his left

ankle. It hurts when he runs or cuts.
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The pensive look on the face of Dave Boucher of the UMass Swim Team could be

due to the Team's 0-2 record. Dave will try and help correct that today against WPI.

Bey Melamed: Rebuilding
By BOB HIGGINS

Sports Staff

Last year, the UMass men's swim

team began to turn things around

after a couple of dismal seasons,

and one of the main reasons for this

was the work of their coach, Bey

Melamed.
Melamed came to UMass last

year as a graduate student in the

Department of Exercise Science, in

which he is still studying. When it

bocame necessary to find

somebody to fill the vacancy as

men's swim coach, he was chosen,

a.id his qualifications are quite

impressive.

"I was good enough, by Israeli

standards, to swim for Israel in the

Olympics in Tokyo (1964) and

Mexico City (1968)," he states

modestly. "In Mexico City, I placed

either tenth or eleventh, I'm not

sure which, in the 100-meter

butterfly." Not bad by anyone's

standards, it would seem.

He also had an impressive

collegiate career at West Liberty

State College, a small college in

West Virginia. He was a three-time

NAIA (National Association of

Inter-collegiate Athletes) cham-
pion, and still holds a record in the

coach of a team that, though it is in

the process of rebuilding, still does

not approach any of the top teams

in New England.

How does Melamed feel about

this? "I feel this is a great challenge

for me," he said. "The challenge is

to take inexperienced swimmers

who have had no coaching and

help them improve."

Of course, he has no dreams of

bringing them beyond a certain

level. "Unless you start swimming

by the age of six, there are certain

things you just can't be taught." he

stated. "Someone who has been

swimming all his life feels certain

things that someone who starts

later can't learn." He then went on

to point out several members of his

squad who did not start swimming,

at least competitively, until the past

couple of years.

Of course, it is not surprising that

UMass does not get a share of the

nation's, or even the area's top

swimmers. "Swimming here is at a
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true amateur level; there are no
scholarships and little other money,
said Melamed. "A swimmer here

has to be an athletic nut, just out to

try to better himself and compete,"

he added.

It will take time for the UMass
program to develop, as it waits for,

as Melamed puts it, "the snowball

to start." In effect, what this means
is that once the school attracts a

few top swimmers and gets a

reputation, more and more talent

will arrive.

But Coach Melamed is not sitting

around waiting for that day to

come. He works his team harder

than any of them have ever worked

before. As last year's co-captian

George Kwiecien said at the end of

last season, "We were in better

shape than any of us dreamed we
could be. I think this was the secret

of the team's success."

However, Melamed doesn't

agree with this for the most part. "If

a swimmer is going to improve, he's

got to be determined," he said.

"Nothing I do or say will help if the

swimmer doesn't have the drive to

improve himself."

The basic areas in which
Melamed tries to help his swimmers

in is style and mental work. "These

are important when you're working

with inexperienced swimmers. The

mental work is very important. A
good, experienced swimmer knows
how to pace himself. It takes

concentration and a lot of mental

work for the inexperienced

swimmer to not be tempted to start

out too fast. He must learn to swim

fast but stay relaxed," said

Melamed.
The young coach has a

refreshing attitude towards the

swimming as a student-athlete.

"There's no way that swimming is

as important as studies," he said.

"If a guy has an exam that conflicts

with a meet, I say 'good luck on the

exam'."

And with a program like the

UMass swim team, that's the way it

should be.

Basket cases
Professional basketball has induced peculiar happenings to three of the

best players in last year's collegiate crop.

John Shumate has had a reoccurrence of the blood clot on his lung that .

forced him to sit out a year at Notre Dame. Mind you, this is no ordinary

injury, it nearly cost Shumate his life, much less his basketball career, and
he has admitted to himself that he will probably have to suffer with the

problem throughout his existence.

Still, Shumate would like to play ball for the team that made him their

number 1 draft choice last season, the Phoenix Suns, but only the doctors
know what future vocation will be in store for Mr. Shumate.

For Marvin Barnes (You remember Marvin. He's the guy who was trying
to guard John Murphy when the latter was pumping in corner shots
against Providence last year.), the decision of a career in basketball is not
the concern of doctors, but is up to his own, eccentric self.

Barnes received a $1.8 million contract from the ABA's Spirits of St.
Louis. Marvin then took his new-found fortune and "bought all the things
he had once dreamed about." When Barnes discovered that these
"things" cost him all the money he had once dreamed about, he left the
team and went back to Providence to hold out for a renegotiation of his
contract.

Last seen, Marvin was back with the Spirits, bringing with him the same
contract and an apology to the team. If things go awry again, though.
Barnes can always open his own tire-iron shop in Providence.
The third disillusioned scholar is the Portland Trailblazers', Bill Walton.

Walton, of course, was the most sought-after collegiate hoopster since the
awesome Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, but now the only person looking for Bill

Walton is Bill Walton. The redhead, sidelined for the last six games with a
bone spur on an ankle, stated his "desire to participate in nature" as the
reason for the soul-searching.

It's not as if Walton is using the injury as an alibi for poor play; At one
point in the season he was the league's leading rebounder and was still

scoring well and playing good defense before his injury.

While Walton contemplates his future role in life, the NBA and especially
the Portland Trailblazers, can only sit and stew, and hope that Bill decides
playing ball has aesthetic value or is organic or something. This reporter,
however, is afraid that the world of professional basketball simply might
not agree with Walton as much as a bowlful of wild hickory nuts would.
One has to wonder what will become of this year's NCAA stars in next

year's pro game.
Let us all pray for David Thompson.

Frazier-AH again*?
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) - Joe

Frazier won't be in the ring this

Saturday in Sydney, Australia,

against Oscar Bonavena, but the

former champion is keeping himself

ready for a possible third go-round

with Muhammad Ali.

"The bout with Bonavena is off,"

Frazier said Monday. "Eddie Futch,

my manager, said that the people in

Australia couldn't come up with the

money. I've been in training now
for four weeks, but that's not a total

loss to me. I'm keeping my weight

down, and waiting for Clay to make
his move."

Frazier, who whipped Ali in an

epic 15-rounder in March of 1971

and then lost to Muhammad over

12 in January of this year, is

convinced the public wants to see

the pair go at it for a third time.

"Sure, Clay draws crowds, but

he can't draw the big money
without me," Frazier said. "It takes

two to tango for the big money.

Look at what happened in Zaire.

The ringside was $250, and the

seats were empty. Look at what

Clay and I did in Madison Square

Garden each time."

Frazier said he had not heard

from the champion, and had not

contacted him.

"I don't know what's on Clay's

mind," Joe said. "I just hope he

makes his mind up. I'd like to know
before, say, June or July. I know I

can whip him again, and get the

title back, but I don't need all this

aggravation of waiting."

Frazier saw little if any point in

Ali-or Clay as Joe always calls him
- fighting Joe Bugner or anyone

else. "He's beaten Bugner before.

There's nothing to be gained by

beating him up again, is there," Joe
asked.

Saying he intends keeping his

weight down just below 220, Frazier

said he would keep in shape by

running and training lightly while

waiting for the champion to get in

touch with him.

"I'm just going to bide my time,"

he said, "I hope to have a nice

holiday season and maybe soon I'll

hear from him."

Women's track

tryouts Thurs.
Try-outs for the UMass Women's

Track Team will be this Thursday,

December 12, at 3:30 at Curry Hicks

Cage. This is for both Indoor and

Spring track season.

The team is on a club-RSO status

and is open to graduate students

and faculty as well as un-

dergraduates.

The team will take on either the

top three finishers in each event or

those who qualify in the event.

The qualifying standards are 35

seconds for the 220, 80 seconds for

the 440, 3:45 for the 880, 7:15 for

the mile 4'3" in the high jump, and

15 feet in the long jump.

There are no facilities for short

sprints at weight events at Curry

Hicks, so there will be no try outs

for them.

Coaches Tom Derderian and

Charlotte Lettis will start practice

after intersession.
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Vincens stars

'Cross "crusades" at Cage
By STEVE DECOSTA

Sports Staff

Sure, Holy Cross is undefeated,

but don't get excited yet.

The Crusaders stand at 3-0 at this

juncture, having knocked off two
Ivy League opponents and a New
England powerhouse, St. Anselm's.

But the Ivies in question are

Dartmouth and Yale. Now we all

remember Dartmouth from the Hall

of Fame Tournament, and, without
presuming too much, it is easy to

put Yale in the same category.

Greg Duarte and Jerry Cizynski are having a tough Mermen dunked
time settling a small question concerning a rebound in +* m .:~~ xQOft VA/DI
UMass' win over URI. TWICe - TaCe VVri

*

Gymmen at home
versus Lowe/I Tech

By BEN CASWELL
Sports Staff

The men's gymnastics team will go against Lowell Tech this afternoon

at 4:00 p.m. in their first home meet of this season.

In their season's opener last Wednesday the Minutemen romped over a

poor Boston State team and today's results could show much of the same.

"We don't expect too much competition from Lowell Tech," said coach

Tom Dunn. "We'll be going with a different lineup than what we used

against Boston State and the better of the two will go against Army on

Saturday.

Against Boston State the Minutemen had quite a few breaks in their

routines and that is something that coach Dunn said the team will be

striving to eliminate this afternoon. "Lowell Tech is a better team than

Boston State," said Dunn. "We should win, but the scores and clean

routines are what I will be looking for."

Lowell Tech coach, Dick Aronson, who will be a judge in the U Mass-
Army meet on Saturday, said that his team "has a couple of guys that will

give UMass some competition in some individual events." If they do then

they will certainly be better than Boston State who didn't have one
gymnast that beat a UMass performer.

The lineup for the Minutemen will be somewhat different from the one
they used at Boston State. In the floor exercise Tim Beasley, Charley Hall,

Roy Johnson, and Bill Brouillet will be performing. On the pommel horse

will be Chris Brown, Brouillet and Johnson again and Dave Kulakoff. The
still rings will have Brouillet and Johnson, along with Dave Douglas and

Peter Lusk hanging from them. Long Horse Vaulting will be Jon Brandon,

Joel James, Jack Fabricante, and all-arounds' Brouillet and Johnson. On
the Parallel Bars will be Andy Hammond, Tim Beasley and Brandon,

Johnson and Brouillet, who will also be on the High Bar with James and

Henning Geist.

FLYING FINISHES Paul Marks is sitting out with a bad back, he will

hopefully be ready for Army on Saturday..John Forshay was working out

yesterday and could see possible Floor Exercise action soon. ..Next meet
this Saturday at home versus Army at 2:00 p.m.

Inside sports

»Edelstein's basket cases

Feature on Bey Melamed

Walton to play

Attention!

Sports staff meeting today

a* <.m. in Collegian office

By TOM CROWLEY
Sports Staff

Coming off two tough losses, the
UMass Men's Swim team is hosted
by WPI in Worcester tonight at

7:30.

The mermen lost on the last relay

this past Saturday to Amherst
College in the battle for the city

championship, 59-54. This was
done despite the great performance
of Ben Crooker.

Crooker set the new record in the

200 yd. free style, formerly held by
teammate Joe Hebert, at 1:53.9.

this was right after he had swam
the most grueling event of the

meet: 1000 yd. free style.

Crooker took first in the 1000 yd.

event but came in second in the 200

yd. free style. Earl MacAllister got

first in the required and optional

diving.

UMass swept the breast stroke
with Dave Boucher winning first at

2:27 and Cnrl Zulick finishing

second. They also swept the 500
yd. free style with Ben Crooker
grabbing first at 5:21 and Harry
Blyden wound up second.

The score was 54-52, UMass,
with the relay left and the Lord
Jeffs won the relay and the meet.
The Lord Jeffs have a strong free

style team, headed by Jessie
Delarama who is nationally ranked.
The Amherst loss came right on

the heels of a tough loss at

Wesleyan College, 4-49.

Ben Crooker led the team again
as the sophomore had two first

place, in the 1000 yd. and the 500
yd. free style relay. Joe Hebert also

got two firsts, in the 200 yd. but-

terfly and 200 yd free style.

UMass had three other first place

finishers: Russ Yarworth in the 200
yd. individual medley, Dave
Boucher in the 200 yd. breast

stroke, and Duncan Lomas in the

100 yd. free style.

So tonight the Minutemen hope
to capture their first win of the

season against WPI at Worcester.

Sports

hotline

5-2210

Now the Crusaders begin the

tough part of their schedule,

namely a visit to the Cage tonight at

8.

Holy Cross is another squad that

is rebuilding this year, and two

freshmen should be in the starting

lineup.

Mike Vicens, a graduate of the

basketball factory known as

Catholic Memorial, is the team's

leading scorer to date.

Another freshman, Chris Potter

(All-New York City last year) will

join Vicens as a starter.

The Crusaders are big up ront,

with 6'7 Jimmy Dee and 6'9 Marty

Halsey patrolling rebound country.

The Minutemen are coming off

two successive victories, and now
stand at 3-1 overall. But all is not

rosy in UMieland.

Oh sure, John Murphy is

averaging 23 points a game, but

there is only one other player in

double figures— Jim Town, who is

scoring at an 11.5 clip.

The biggest disappointments of

the season thus far have been the

other two tri-captains, Bill endicott

and Jim Burke.

Endicott has scored only 25

points in four games, way down
from his 14 point average of last

year. His 29 per cent field goal

average is far below what was
expected from the senior flash.

Burke has been even worse,

hitting on only four of 26 two-point

attempts. Only perfect free-throw

shooting has given Burke his five

points per game.
On the plus side for the

Minutemen have been two
newcomers, Town and Alex
Eldridge.

Eldridge, a freshman guard,

electrified the Cage crowd last

weekend by taking the ball to the

hoop, usually the territory of those

at least four inches taller.

But UMass is a team that could

break out of its doldrums at any
time. Fortunately, the early part of

the schedule is relatively easy.

But, let's not get overconfident.

Alms for the poor

J

As the goyim say, "This the season to be jolly," it is at this time that we
bring you Poster's second annual (and hopefully last) Christmas Gift

Package.

Let's start with the team you all grew to love this fall, the football squad.

To head coach Dick MacPherson, with God's love, home and home series

with Wake Forest on next year's schedule. This group from North Carolina

had an impressive record in '74 of 0-1 1 . They scored 74 points and allowed

300 more, including at least four straight games in which they were shut

out. To Rich Jessamy we give a football to be carried around campus all

day, including to classes so that he learns to hold onto it. To Fred Kelliher

and Ed McAleney: a complete physical recovery so that they can come
back next fall and play up to their potential because of some thing called

the one-game eligibility rule. To Bob Parrott, who intercepted two passes

in the Boardwalk Bowl, an open invitation to come beck next year and help

out in the defensive secondary. To Ron Harris we give a chance to become
the Mack Herron of the team by being a running back — though he does a

damn good job in the defensive backfield. And finally remember that the

Jim Torrance doll will be a part of the 75 edition of the team. You wind it

up and it bowls you over.

To Al Rufe, soccer coach, we give national recognition. Maybe if the Big

Ten athletic directors had voted in New England, the '74 soccer team
might have gone to the playoffs. To that other fall coach, namely Ken
O'Brien, there's only one thing we could give. That's the Coach of the Year
award for the fall season.

Moving over to the winter teams, we first turn our eyes to the hockey
outfit. The natural thing to come out of Santa's bag is a rink, which we
might never have with the current athletic hierarchy. To goalie Dana
Redmond we give a winning game. To the senior line of Kevin Conners-
Johnny Muse-Steve Nims, who on one shift in the St. Anselm's game held

the puck in the attacking zone for well over two minutes, we give plenty of

goals and the chance to perform in front of some pro scouts so that they
can continue their careers next year. The same goes for Mike Ellis and Bill

Mintiens. As a matter of fact Jim Sutherland, a scout from the Seals, lives

in Amherst.

To the basketball team we give a chance to play more post-season
games. The Eastern Regionals of the NCAA tournament are at the
Providence Civic Center this year, but as fans of UMass who support the
team, where could you have a better time celebrating victories, Providence
or New York City? Anyway, to the players we have a few gifts. To Glenn
Cooper one pair of healthy knees. His progress has been hampered
because he had to sit out his freshman year and finally makes the varsity as
a junior. He deserves a chance. To Jim Town we give a chance to star after

sitting out last year because of a stupid high school transcript mistake.

To tri-captain Jim Burke who does those great commercial an-

nouncements on WMUA, the chance to do the same on the local TV
stations for Community Savings Bank. And we have another present for

Jim as well as the other seniors — Greg Duarte, Bill Endicott, and John
Murphy the opportunity to play next year for the UMass Alumni otherwise
known as the New York Nets.

Finally to those who write on these pages, we have some seasonal
goodies. To Steve Saraceno, who turns out to be the hero in all his

columns, we bring in a professional writer to collaborate with him on his

autobiography. To Dave Eibel, who has been in charge of these pages for

the past year, five nights a week of doing layout. To John Bock, who
manages the wrestling team and writes about their exploits, we give a
replacement as John has been their only writer for the last four yea»3. To
Ben Caswell, Eibel's successor, we give a guest appearance on Con-
stipation With, a local Springfield production. To Scott Hayes, who went
with the cross-country team to Indiana, the writer of the year award. To
Rich Sevieri, who writes about hockey, a press pass to cover the games at
the Boston Arena in January because nobody else will dare go there. To
Steve DeCosta, who writes about every team you can think of for various
newspapers, the chance to do the same for the Boston Globe. To Walt
Powers, men's gym writer, a story about him in which the headline is

longer than the article. To Bill Doyle, who writes nasty columns according
to a football player's girlfriend, a book on the history of verbs in the English
language. And finally to Glenn Poster, who also doubles as interview host
on the WMUA hockey team, the play-by-play job for Red Sox' telecasts on
TV 38 next season.

And to all of you who have read this far, good luck on finals so you can
come back next semester to read the many misadventures of Collegian
Sports.
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Would mean classes in January

Miller warns trimester may return
The University administration may

convert the campus back to the tri-

semester system, making students attend
regular classes in January because of lack

of interest in intersession programs, a

student leader said yesterday.

Martin J. Miller, chairperson of the

Student Senate Academic Affairs

Committee, said yesterday the ad-

ministration may use lack of interest in

this January's programs of proof that the

campus should return to a trisemester.

"They will try to use lack of interest to

Parks tapped

as ed head

by Dukakis
From Staff and AP Reports

BOSTON -- Gov.-elect Michael S. Dukakis

yesterday appointed a 51 -year old administrator

of Boston's Model Cities program to be the

state's new secretary of education.

Paul Parks, 51, for seven years a member of

Boston Mayor Kevin H. White's administration,

succeeds Joseph M. Cronin, a Sargent-appointee

who left last month to take a post in Illinois.

The post was created by Gov. Sargent under

his educational reorganization. It is intended to be

the chief policy-making post for state elementary,

secondary and higher education, reporting

directly to the Governor.

However, statutory authority for budget setting

still rests with two lay boards for higher education

and elementary education, so that the post, under

Cronin, did not assume major authority.

Parks, who helped write the 1965 Racial Im-

balance Law, has been active in community and

educational affairs. In a press briefing yesterday,

he strongly favored school desegregation in

Boston.

One of Park's first responsibilities as the new

Education policy-maker will be to oversee sub-

stantial cuts in the proposed fiscal 1976 education

budgets.

In a statement introducing the new secretary,

Dukakis said:

"I believe that we can arrive at a budget that

will enhance education and meet the com-

mitment of no new taxes for 1975."

Parks, during the press briefing following

announcement of his appointment, said:

"In higher education, we must move from an

era of expanded education facilities to one of

enhanced educational quality." Parks said his first

job is "to work out a budget with the vanous

divisions of the educational system."

He said he hoped his lack of formal

qualifications in education would not be held

against him by professional educators - that

"we're past the point where people look at your

qualifications in terms of their own self-interest."

UMass President Robert C. Wood called Parks

"an outstanding leader in the community in

Massachusetts for many years" and said he

looked forward to working with the new

Secretary.

show that students aren't working in

January," Miller said in an interview.

Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Robert L. Gluckstem was not immediately

available to comment on the possibility of

dropping intersession. Gluckstern is in

charge of all academic programs on
campus, including intersession.

But a University news bureau
spokesman said a move away from two
semesters, while not under active con-

sideration, has been discussed in

Whitmore.

"There isn't any real serious work being

done about it," said Peter Glucker, the

spokesman. "There has been some talk of

it but nothing definite," he added.

UMass was one of many colleges and

universities which originally converted to

a two-semester system with a January

break during the late sixties. At the time,

the justification for the switch was that

students would be able to pursue non-

traditional and off-campus learning

opportunities during January.

But for many UMass students, the

January period has been an extended

vacation.

At first, a variety of programs, including

the School of l-ucation Marathon, were

held during the January break to en-

courage participation in on-campus non-

traditional programs. Last year, as Legal

Studies seminar series was held or,

campus.

But in recent years UMies have been

unwilling to take programs on campus or

remain in Amherst during January.

Although a schedule of courses for the

5 College programs is published and is

available at the Campus Center In-

formation Desk, there has been a reduced

amount of publicity of intersession

programs.

Michael Kneeland, the outgoing news
editor of The Collegian, said schedule of

January programs was not made available

by the Provost's office for publication in

The Collegian until last Friday.

turn to page 11

HAPPY ^ationi Rocky OK
bv Senate

as VEEP
WASHINGTON (UPII - The Senate yesterday voted 90 to 7 to

approve the nomination of former New York Gov. Nelson

Rockefeller to be the nation's 41st vice president.

The lopsided vote came despite fears expressed by some senators

that the multi-millionaire's enormous wealth would lead to

unavoidable conflicts of interest.

The seven voting againjt Rockefeller were James Abourezk, u

SD Burch Bayh D Ind.. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Wis., Barry

Goldwater. R Mix.. Je~« H«Wr». »VM.C.. and William Scott, R-Va.

Most senators, however, praised the 66-year-old Republican as a

man who has 'dedicated his life to public service" and many satd he

was the most qualified man in his party for the job.

Ahead of Rockefeller lay two more obstacles before the vice

presidency: the House Judiciary Committee, which is expected to

clear him Thursday, and the full House which is expected to vote

final confirmation next week.

President Ford, in New York to meet with Rockefeller and

members of the former governor's "Commission on Critical Choices

for America." was advised of the Senate vote bv teleohone as he

raveled by car through Manhattan to the Waldorf-Asotna Hotel.

He issued a statement saying he was "gratified by the action of

the Senate. Few Americans have ever been more closely scrutinized

or more thoroughly investigated by the Congress than Governor

Rockefeller...! trust that similar action will be taken as rapidly as

possible by the House of Representatives before final adjournment

Df the 93rd Congress." Aman*
The Senate vote represented the second time the ^bth Amena-

ment - under which vice presidential vacancies are filled - has

been used. Last year, the Senate approved the vice presidential

nomination of Gerald Ford, 92 to 3.

The nation has been without a vice president for four months

since President Richard M. Nixon's resignation Aug. 9 when Ford

assumed the presidency in the wake of the Watergate scandals.

Ford and Rockefeller would be the first president and vice

president in history to hold office without election by the people.

Opposition to Rockefeller came from both conservative

Republicans and liberal Democrats. Most gave Rockefeller s wealth

as the reason for their "no" votes.

Nelson said he opposed Rockefeller because of his fear of

"concentrated wealth and power."

Dean offers a challenge;

Corker some housecleaning

~E^\ campus news roundup
A/« moW oWm/cc/nnc nrnho I ihrarV fillinO UD

By HILLARY MARTICK
Staff Reporter

Ken Dean, director of

Residential Life, John Corker,

director of the Campus Center

(CCJ, and members of the

Graduate Student Senate (GSS)

calmly discussed such con-

troversial campus issues as

mandatory dorm residence,

costs and maintenance of the

CC, and the proposed CC bank

at the Graduate Student Senate

meeting Monday night.

The Senate passed motions

allocating funds from the North

Village Program for Families, a

colloquial program sponsored by

the Comparative Literature

graduate department, and the

prospective student credit

union.

Corker said he wanted to

maintain, if not reduce, the CC

fee, expand the program of

student- oriented facilities, and

repair the physical facilities.

Dean admitted that due to the

high dorm debt service, dorm

residence for September 75 will

be a challenge.

Dean said the University »

looking into the legal and

financial feasibility of levying a

universal resource fee on all

university students. By paying

for the dorms' debt services, this

fee, in effect, woutd give all

dorm residents the possibility of

living off- campus.

"I think the administration is

checking every avenue and

going through the various cost

analysis to show how optional

dorm residence could work,"

declared the Residential Life

director. .

Turning to GSS financial

news, Senate members

allocated $200 for the North

Village Program for Families,

and approved the expenditure of

$200 to cover some of the

operating coats of the student

credit union.

Finally, the GSS unanimously

allocated 1150 to support the

colloquial program offered by

the Comparative Literature

graduate department in con-

junction with Other un-

dergraduate programs.

(Note - The following should

be read with the Star Spangled

Banner" playing in the

backgroundl. Well, friends the

termination of classes for the

semester brings a corresponding

end to publication ct the

Collegian. On behalf of the

entire staff, the Collegian wishes

everybody a successful exam
period and a happy vacation

The Collegian will resume
publication on January 3 V

Notice: Photo Staff dinner

tonight. Leave office at 6:00.

Sports Staff dinner tomorrow

night. Leave office at 5:15.

No med admissions probe
State Rep. James G. Collins (D-Amherstl said

yesterday he will not probe admissions policies at

the UMass Medical School in Worcester. Collins

had received complaints that the school's

chancellor Dr. Lamar Soutter, favors younger

applicants rather than veterans. Collins said after

a meeting with campus officials he did not believe

the evidence suggested discriminatory ad-

missions. - bv Sandv Carlin

Students get overtime pay
The Campus Center will award about S 1 1 ,000 in

back pay to 327 student employees who were

denied overtime pay, personnel directory Timothy

Cox said yesterday. The overtime pay is owed

because of an error in the filling out of time cards

made by the Center. Cox said the students would

be paid from II to 12,500 apiece from time cards

dating back to 1973. - by Avis Yum

Dorsch questions records use

By lawrence kornfeld
Staff Reporter

Student Attorney Bill Dorsh and members of

the Student Organizing Project have charged the

University with violating the students' right to

privacy by giving the tuition and fee recorde of ad

students to the state welfare department

The records enow "what your fee MM was and

how you paid," according to John Fisher of the

SOP

"At beet ifa Inappropriate, even If ifa not

illegal;" Dorah said. "The University should guard

that information of students with some reepacl_

Director of Commuter Student Affairs Helen

Hill, responded; "Ifa a reguax compute* print out

which is public information anyway."

Hilt justified giving out the fee recorde of an

students saying the Buraara Office doeen't have

time to photoatat the recorde of all students who

apply for welfare. She added "I tMnk the

students' quarrel ia with the welfare department

SOP member Bob Gardner described it aa a

low level violation of personal privacy that was

done without consulting the students, that could

become a much greater violation

Dorsh and the SOP said the wetfere depart

ment had no right to demand these records in the

f,rst place. "They don't trust the students enough

to take their word for it the wey the law requiree

said Gardner. _ _
The records are given to all welfare offices m

the area by the Bursar's Office, at ****** of

the regional welfare office M Springfield

Library filling up

Attendance at the University Library has

risen dramatically over the past week aa students

study for finals and papers, George Wright

associate director said yesterday. He said in-

creased use is not in numbers of people, but in

the amount of time students spend at one visit.

He said last year at this time there was a shortage

of study seats. The library will be open beginning

Thursday. - bv Cathv Kozell

Bromery addresses Senate
Campus chancellor Hanooipn W. Bromery will

address the undergraduate Student Senate

tonight at 8 p.m. in Camous Center room

Stockbridge program cut
Tne btockbndge senate will have an

emergency end-of-semester meeting tonight to

discuss budget cuts in the agricultural school

which will force the phase out of three of its

twelve programs. "The programs were phased

out without any public announcement," senate

president Scott Parkin said. The meeting ia in CC
101 at 8 o.m. - bv Bob Pacaumtte

Credit Union gets room
The University r-eoerli Credit Union

Association was granted room 166 of the Campus

Center last night by the CC Board of Governors.

The Association, an RSO group, is coordinating

the estsblishment of s student- run credit union

on csmpus.
Five defendants from the Amherst area were

found guilty of trespassing at a Big Y Super-

market in Springfield November 16 after a

Hampden County Court heard their ceee

yesterday. The five. Frank Dorman. Steve Rivers,

Tom Booth. Vsl Booth snd Kathleen Duffy weie

picketing outside the market protesting setea of

non-Union products. - by Gail SuHven
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A CONFERENCE ON THE

STUDENTS ROLE IN A

UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE
AND CHANGE IN HIGHER
EDUCATION run by the

Academ.c Affairs Committee of

the Student Senate January 13 26

This conference is an ex

penence for students to examine

the issues that effect students at

the university This will initially

provide an experimental format

through which students will be

offered the Knowledge that l»

necessary for them to have m

order to be effective members of

the University community

Discussions will be centered

around the University system and

how it operates, ways In which to

Piled change, and the ideals of

education. The conference will

meet from 10 am to 4 p m daily

A detailed schedule will be

available later There will be

lilms, workshops, classes m
specific topics, and open forum

discussions about the students'

role in the University governance

structure

It interested in presenting a

workshop or attending, call

Barbara Framen, Marty Miller,

or Dudley Phillips at 545 2645, or

jy&asa&dhai

,n person at the Academic Affairs

Office, Rm SU 403, top floor of the

student Union Building

UMASS DEPARTMENTAL
COURSE PROGRAMS

Bilingual Collegiate Program

1 Mathematics in Spanish.

Dates January 13 2»

2 Study Methods m Spanish

Date January 13 29 Credit

none Contact for both courses

Raul Cotto, 545 1987, 5th level

Ooodeil Building.

Zoology Department

1 January Program in

Panama Tropical Biology

Dates December 29 January 12.

Cost S300 $350 Credit 3

Prerequisites consent of In

structor and a strong background

,n Biology and Zoology Limited to

11 students (Sponsored in con

lunct.on With the Smithsonian

Tropical Research Institute).

Contact Professor Alastair

Stuart, Zoology, Morrill Science

Center, 545 0975

2 See attachment

School of Engineering

1 ENGINEERING IN ACTION

A PROGRAM FOR HIGH

SCHOOL STUDENTS AND
FACULTY Theme A HOSPITAL

AS AN ENGINEERING
SYSTEM A two day program

discussing engineering concepts

using the hospital as an example

of how modern engineering in

teracts with problems of society

Discussions and lab demon
strations experiments. Program

will involve 75 junior and senior

level high school students and 25

high school science faculty.

Dates: January 20 21 Contact

Joseph Marcus, Engineering

East, 545 0300

Hispanic Languages and

Literatures

t. Spanish 302 C Bilingual Field

Study January Break Program

m Puerto Rico Dates January 2

23. Cost: $235.00 Credit: 3

Limited to approximately 35

students Contact Professor

Boudreau, Hispanic Languages

and Literatures, Herter Hall, 545

2887

Legal Studies Program
1 January Law Conference A

series of events centering on

aspects of the law. Registration

will be December II 13 in 112

Hampshire House (no fee).

Dates: January 13 21. Credit: by

arrangement with 2 credits

maximum for the entire con

terence Contact Mr Shepherd.

545 2001 or Professor D'Errico.

545 2000, 112 Hampshire House

Examples of offerings Pollca

Brutality on Trial, David Ruck;

Youthful Offender m Connecticut,

Ellen Schall, Computer Data

Banks and Privacy 1
African Law,

Mensa Brown, Drugs and

Hyperative Children, inside View

of Mate Legislature, John Olver,

Softening Up the Citizen T V Cop

and Constitution, Lester Major,

Review of Movies on Capital

Punishment, Steven Arons, Legal

Services for Students, Bill Dor

sch. Legal Services in the valley

Area, Steve Schwartz, Insanity of

Commitment Massachusetts

Mental Health Law, Steve Sch

wartz

School of Business Administration

1 BA 373 673 international

Business Operations Course

includes travel to Europe Dates

January 3 23 Cost $325 Credit

3 Limited to 20 students Contact:

Professor Mary Lou Bryant at

545 2104 or Professor Ula Motekat

at 545 2844

School of Physical Education

1. PE 101 General Ski

ID)&i% fl
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The office of the DAILY
COLLEGIAN is on the second

floor of the Student Union on the

campus of the University of

Massachusetts Telephone: $45

3500
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in Ware, Mass 01082. THE
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the Departments of

Physical Education and

Leisure Studies and Services

join to bid a fond farewell to

M.C.F. & P.A.M.

May they not find themselves

and their Vega up a

proverbial tree . . •

(a N.W. and S.F.S. production!

We Have An Airplane!

The Collegiate Flying Club has acquired a new

1975 Cessna 150

1! you haie •*•* "anled «o learn to fly, now is the

time. You can save 40% over others in the area.

Any faculty member, staff member, graduate student, under-

graduate student and his/her wife/husband of the Five College

Community is eligible to join.

Next Meeting - Wednesday Might, Dec. 11, 1974

Time - 7:30 p.m.

Place - Campus Center UMass Room No. 903

Ch

(jjMekHorng^MgfM
The very special way to remember . .

UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

Program in France Credit: 2

Contact Peter Graham at 545

2693 or Margaret Coffey at 545

2338

2 PE 386 Special Problems Ski

Oftlcletlraj. Cre< it 3. Contact:

William M .cConneli, Holdsworth,

545 1917

Zoology

2 Zoology 285 810, Topics m
Zoology Coral reef associations

Travel Course to Puerto Rico

Credit 3 Limited to 10 students

Contact Professor Larry Roberts,

Morrill Science Center, 545 2010

FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAMS
in addition to the above

January activities at UMass ,

there are a large number of

courses, workshops'. and

seminars that will be available in

the five college area Here are

only a few of the offerings For

more complete schedule in

formation, drop by. Provost's

Office, Room 362 Whitmore or

CASIAC, E 20, Machmer Hall

Hampshire College

Dates January 2 through

January 29 Contact: January

Term Office, Dakin House, D 102,

542 4848 Sample offerings

Careers and Families, Women in

unions and Union Organizing,

Workshop m Greek Drama, Art

Artists Museums Monuments,

Winter Ecology

Mount Holyoke College

Dates January 6 through

January 29. Contact. 586 3100 and

ask for Wmterterm Office

Sample offerings Art in the

Market Place, A Readers Theatre

Production, The Dynamics of

Career Decision Making, Refining

Furniture, Spanish Conversation,

Music Therapy

Smith College

Dates January 6 through

January 24 Contact Class

Deans' Office, College Hall 23 or

584 2700 extension 231 Sample

offerings Tailoring, Bicycle

Repair. Speed Typing, Writers

from Smith, FORTRAN
Programming. Introduction to

Gourmet Cooking

REMINDER: Credit for any of

these courses must be negotiated

through the UMass Registrar's

Office Smith College courses are

not for credit

UMASS DORMITORY
Central Area
Fine Lively and Applied Arts

Program (FLAP) The FLAP
Program is a 3 week (January 6

24) academic program with

course offerings In the humanities

and (me arts Registration:

Please preregister as soon as

possible and register again on

Monday. January 6 in room 114

Hills North. Credit: 3. Contact.

Mr Thomas Trotman, 545 2041.

Sample offerings Art 385A

Visual Arts Workshop Sculpture,

Art 385D Environmental

Sculpture; COMSTU 385A The

Development of the Motion

Picture as an Art Form
Northeast Area
The Northeast Area is offering

colloquia, workshops and panel

discussions on current interest

Spirited

Egg Nog
Niceand

Easy.

I Stir 1 2 o: Bacardi dark rum into 1 qt

ch.ned Borden Err Nor Delicious

BACARDI, rum

will be for one credit and will run

from January 13 24 Contact: Mr

Qt.w«o nimock. Leach House, 545-

0290 Sample coloquia: Macrame,

Ceramics, Racism Awareness,

Mus.c Theory, Self Defense.

Southwest Residential College

Southwest Residential College

will be offering many one credit

colloquia. A listing is not

available at this time but may be

obtained from Nancy Kane, Room

1, John Adams Tower Lobby, 545-

2803 m addition, the following

two credit workshops will be

offered "Southwest University

Without walls Cooperative Prison

Program'' Readings, lectures

and discussions by UMass faculty

as well as inmates. January 13 24.

Boston School Crisis'' workshop

will consist of a "teach in",

readings, and group proiects.

January 13 24 Also contact Nancy

Kane for more information

CAMPUSCENTER MEETINGS
OF INTEREST

international "rograms Office:

Workshop on Cross-Cultural and

Ethnic Studies. "Implications for

Language and Ethnic Studies".

The principal objective of the

workshop is to provide the op

portumty for faculty and graduate

students concerned with language

and area studies, ethnic and

bicuitural studies, and com
munication and inter cultural

studies to exchange their ideas,

knowledge, and experience.

People will attend from outside

the University as speakers,

discussion leaders, and resource

persons A report of the

proceedings of the workshop will

be published Dates January 9-

il contact Ann Gillespie, 545

0019 or Barbara Burn, 545 2710 in

the international Programs Of

fice, 2nd Floor, Whitmore

University Women's Conference

sponsored jointly by the South

west women's Center,

Everywoman's Center, and the

Women's Studies Program

Dates January 21 26. The Con

terence is for staff, faculty,

students and wives to examine

issues that effect women in this

university The Conference will

meet from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m daily.

A detailed schedule of workshops

will be published later As well as

workshops there will be coffee

houses, poetry readings, films,

and art exhibits The first four

days of the Conference will be a

sharing of knowledge and

discussion of ideas Saturday will

be focused on planning for action

on these issues. If interested in

presenting a workshop or simply

attending, contact the following

people for each of the Conference

issues: Health, Aithea Smith, 545

0883, Employment, Sally

Freeman, 545 0333; Education,

jean Leppaluoto, 545 2554, Sur

vival, Jo Leslie Hirsh, 5490912;

Communication, Barbara
Melrose, 545 2403, Creativity,

Merrill Pellows, 5450863.

Alternatives and Joan Sweeney,

545 0883 Housing and Day Care

provided if Margie Posner is

contacted, 545 4554. It is possible

that credit will be awarded if

several hours are spent in

workshop participation. Resource

Network Workshops "Making a

Life Making a Living: Career

Development An Obligation of

the Changing University?"

(borrowed trom the Orchard Hill

Curriculum) If interested,

contact Judy Davis, 5450851.

Berkshire House.
UMASSCONTINUING

EDUCATION
The Division of Continuing

Education will be offering a series

of 38 non credit workshops which

will take place from one to four

times during the month Sample

of topics Winter Sports in New
England. Real Estate Clinic,

Soldier in the American
Revolution, Children's Literature,

and Citizen Involvement in Public

Education
in addition, a one credit

workshop entitled
"Massachusetts Taxation" will be

offered beginning January 9 Dr.

Business Adminl.tr.f on I. the

instructor Contact: 9**
Winner, Hill. North. 54M«0.

(There is a fee for each of these

offerings.) ,,,„.„CAMPUSCENTER
CONFERENCES

University Conference Ser

vices, an organization of the

Division of Continuing Education,

serves as the link between the

academic and service areas of the

University for conferences, short

courses, workshops, and

seminars held on the cempur

Samples of Conferences which
are

open to the public during January

are K.ln Drying Workshop,

January 13 17, Transactional

Analysis for Management

January 14 16. and Economic

Forecasting, January 22. »-or

more information, contact: Mary

Duchi, 545 2591.

SOUTHWEST RESIDENTIAL

COLLEGE JANUARY TERM
PROGRAM
Southwest Residential College

will offer a January Term

Program from January 13

through January 24. The Program

will consist of three types of

colloquia and two credit course
m

offerings.

I PRISON PROGRAM, OPEN
TO ALL UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS:
A two credit, pass fail course

that will focus upon the prisons in

Massachusetts, the program will

be open to all University un

dergraduates. Lecture
discussions will be offered by

University faculty and staff

presently involved with prisons as

well as by State administrators of

Correctional Institutions

(prisons) and inmates There will

be an ongoing, two week show of

prison art and visiting prisoners

will discuss their own work and

the realities of being an inmate

artist inmates, primarily from

Norfolk and Framingham, will

lead discussions on the politics of

prisons, the myth of rehabilitation

and prison reform. Also, there

will be productions of poetry

readings, dance and theater by

inmate groups. There will be

required readings of the writings

of many of the visiting inmate

lecturers as well as other

materials, announced at the

registration office. Registration

begins Monday, December 9, in

Room 1, John Adams Tower.

II. SOUTHWEST HOUSE
COURSES: OPEN TO NON-
SOUTHWEST STUDENTS ON
SPACE AVAILABLE BASIS.

Please contact the houses

where the courses are offered for

registration information.

MACKIMMIE HOUSE is Of

fering a number of 2 credit

courses on Black Women in

Prison, Minority Rights in the

Legal System, Apartheid in South

Africa. Dynamics of White
Racism, and Capitalist

Development. They are also of

fering many colloquia on sexism,

racism, Third World Community,

and the Women's Movement,

along with other colloquia of an

anti imperialist nature. Anyone

wishing to participate in the

program must preregister on

December 10, between noon and

10 p.m in Mackimmie main

lobby Registration fee is $10.

EMERSON HOUSE >s offering

a series uf colloquia on dorm

planning and decorating, and are

restricted to Emerson residents

For more information inquire at

the Head of Residence apartment

m Emerson
PIERPONT (PROJECT TEN)

Intersession program is primarily

limited to Pierpont residents,

information will be available

later this week in the P 10 office.

One colloquium open to Southwest

residents includes "The Bible and

Contemporary Faith
Movements" register in the

Project Ten Office.

PATTERSON HOUSE is Of

fering several colloquia on

Macrame, Needlepoint, Paint and

turn to page 10

SEASON'S MEETINGS

We have the pleasure

of announcing the opening

of Staniey Hyde & Co.

Just in time to dress

up your holiday.

We also carry men's

wrap coats & blazers,

handbags & leather

accessories. Come on

in & browse!

(617) 546-7700

Bearskin Neck

12 South Rd.

Rockport, Mass. 0196

* co.

Leather Mcr-hanu
Sl*t'74

<r\T\
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For treatment of alcohol abuse - j ^ /

Room to Move serves as a national model
This it the third

article in thro* part

series by former
Collegian reporter

Mark Voglar on
alcoholism abuse at

UMass.

By MARK VOGLER
Special Correspondent

Reputed in collegiate circles

to be the party capital of

western New England, UMass
also ranks as a leading think tank

on the ills of alcohol abuse.

Room to Move (RTM), the

drug drop-in and counseling

center for UMass students on

the second floor of the Student

Union seems to be playing a

major role in advancing efforts

to encourage more responsible

drinking patterns among the

young.

RTM director Ronald C.

LaFrance reports that local high

school students as well as other

Five-College area residents seek

alcohol help and advice from the

university facility.

Now in its sixth year of

operation, the center is working

with health officials and ad-

ministrators in putting together

a national model for other

schools to follow.

Two alarming facts have

spurred RTM into action:

- Management claims that

more beer (2700-gallons a week)

is moved by the campus center

drinking establishment than any

other bar on the entire eastern

coast of the United States.

-The decline of illicit drug

use and the lowering of the legal

drinking age to 18 on March 1,

1973 in Massachusetts has

triggered a sharp increase in

alcohol consumption.

Some authorities here

estimate that drinking has

become a problem to 10 per cent

of the 30,000-student population

in this area.

"But it's not just a problem for

those 3000," suggests l

Mellor of RTM
"It's everybody's problem" he

says, "because we're lacking

education as to the effects of

alcohol. Moot of ua are un-

derestimating the potential

danger that accompanies

irresponsible use of this drug."

Mellor, who coordinates the

RTM Education Team, says the

center is taking a "collaboration

approach," in pulling together

diverse segments of the campus

community.
He noted that in July the

University Health Services

hosted a conference on campus

alcohol problems. Seventeen

individuals representing a

number of campus agencies

attended, including the

Department of Public Safety,

Office of Veterans, the Office of

Nonresidential Student Affairs,

Human Services Coordinator for

Residential Life and Room to

Move.
Resulting from the conference

was the formation of a university

task force, headed by Dr. David

Kraft, staff psychiatrist at

University Health Service.

The Kraft team and RTM are

working on a three-year grant

William "Ted"
Smith. ..now a Room To

Move counsellor

proposal for a comprehensive

UMass Community alcohol

action program.

RTM currently offers students

a 24- hour hotline, informative

workshops and seminars, one-

to-one group counseling,

spiritual alternatives, alcohol

education and referrals.

The new program will in-

tensify the availcble services on

campus, according to William

iTedl Smith, a reformed

alcoholic and working member

of RTM.
"We'd not only meet the

needs of the students on

campus," says Smith, "but

would eventually be able to

reach out to the surrounding

communities and even serve the

state to some degree.

"The problem seems to be

manifesting itself at an earlier

age, so I think there is a definite

need for going into elementary

schools.

"At least some youngsters

will be able to figure out why

daddy comes home one night

and beats mommy up and the

nest night brings her home

roses."

Smith says alcohol's

detrimental effects on family life

is one area which formal

education fails to address.

Education is the thrust behind

the alcohol action program.

Rigorous training in counseling

has been proposed for everyone

from the campus bartenders and

bouncers to the dormitory floor

counselors.

Studies done by Mrs. Evelyn

K. Duston of University Health

Service's Division of Health

Education indicate a valid need

to educate floor counselors.

The majority of those

counselors questioned said they

did not see a drinking problem

on their floor, directly conflicting

with the assessments made by

respective heads of residence.

"When a problem does occur,

it becomes quite apparent that

the general consensus on the

floor is "We don't know what to
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Pouring and drinking beers

lowered to eighteen

a common occurrence since the drinking age was

do about it," Mrs. Duston says.

"We really reed alcohol

education on several different

levels. We have to encourage

people to ask themselves how
much they drink and why they

drink.

"Primary education can best

serve as preventive education in

catching the problems while

they're small."

Barry W. Averill, director of

UMass Health Services, says the

"two-prong approach" is the

best method in dealing with

alcoholism.

"We have to keep in mind

that we're dealing with tradition

as old as society itself. We can

despair and say the problem is

terrible - but I don't think that

will change it," he says.

"Education is of the utmost

importance. And if that fails,

then comes the second ap-

proach: identification, referral

and treatment of the problem.

"But you're always going to

have some people who are

unfitted for society - and

alcohol is going to be their way

out.
1

According to several studies

conducted - only five per cent

of America's ten-million labeled

alcoholics are skid row derelicts.

Dr. Thomas C. McBride, a

UMass physician and medical

director of Hampshire College,

suggests that a part of the

problem is coming up with

alternatives to alcohol.

"Where was the last party

you've ever been to when they

didn't serve any alcohol?" he

asks.

"It's become so acceptable

that nobody has any taboo to

hide behind at all. Students are

really at the mercy of peer

pressure all the way through."

At a semester opening

concert in September which

was sponsored by the UMass

Student Government
Association to "promote

campus unity," 2046 gallons of

beer were consumed in com-

parison to 690 gallons of coke.

One police official estimated

that 5000 students attended.

McBride stresses that "too

much fun is equated with the

heavy useage of alcohol.'

"People these days seem to

get some enjoyment out of

getting drunk; and nobody

seems to mind it though. It's

really kind of shoddy," McBride

says.

"My index of digust gets

pretty high when I go to a

UMass football game. They are

really a disgrace. Watching kids

tap a keg in the stands., it's a

hell of a thing to show a pre-

adolescent child."

"A sporting event is

something to do with health and

what does on at the UMass

stadium is not a very good

image of athletics."

For those students who
choose not to drink in the

stadium, post-game parties are

advertised by air planes circling

overhead or by "beer bash"

banners waving through the

stands.

RTM is helping to create a

community awareness to the

alcohol problem by sponsoring

workshops and seminars

featuring distinguished
authorities in the field.

On a panel at the university in

November, Anne Demont of

Rutland Heights Hospital was

invited to participate. The

Worcester facility is considered

to have one of the most in-

novative programs in the

country.

End of Series
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Student Senate organizes conference to .mprove university

a™ ==^.iw in a nntitinn where two meetings, but several topics tuition raise?; The Student behavioral approac
Organizing a course in i

. . nk.n to this Question every day, presently in a position wnere two maai y, ,«.,„ o«„. rfn.c it u,™i, fnr education. r» *,«„ anrt issue
Students who care enough to

do something to improve UMass

have shown some real initiative.

The Academic Affairs Com-

mittee of the Student Senate is

sponsoring, and has organized,

a conference, with its own

"curriculum" and "academic

content", about the University.

The conference is organized

for the two week period from

January 13-25, to be held in the

Campus Center. There is no cost

and credit can be obtained for

participation. The specific aim of

the conference is explained

below.

The H Q. is the Academic

Affairs Office, (S.U. 403). The

program is open for

suggestions, topics and ex-

pertise in related subjects. The

conference is intended to serve

student needs and wishes to be

sensitive in these areas.

There is a "sign-up" book in

the Academic Affairs office

which is non-mandatory pre-

registration", related to a survey

of interest.

"If you do not know how to

govern yourself, who does? The

University is giving answers'
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to this question every day,

whether you know it or not. The

conference intends to describe

both how a university operates

and who operates it." said

Dudley Phillips, assistant project

organizer.

"If you have to miss this

happening, the issues will be

here when you get back. The

administration and legislature

never left," he added.

Send suggestions to the

Academic Affairs Office, or drop

by.

There will be a special

newspaper which will parallel

the conference, named

"Broadside". Its function is to

give a commentary on the issues

and to give a "transcript of the

action."

"Students at this University

interact within a governance

system that is complex, and

resistant to change. Often

students feel powerless in af-

fecting the quality of their lives

here, due to their lack of training

and understanding and

mechanics of communication of

the working system within the

University. Students are

AMS«MlMMIlMIM>l<(n>l

Dan Smith »
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Jay Luppold

Ben Caswell

Sports Staff

Ernie Rotman
Ad

presently in a position where

little information about the

system is made available to

them through any systematic

process and due to this their

effect is minimized within the

University Community," ac-

cording to the rational of the

Conference.

"Historically, students have

been excluded from the decision

making process of the

University, but they have a need

and a right to be included in the

process of management and

change. The University operates

as a governance structure made

up of faculty, students and

administrators and if students

are expected to function in a

meaningful manner within this

system, they should have more

information available to them

about the system and its issues

which will help to develop their

insight into the problems that

they confront," the rationale

continued.

Most topics will be dealt with

through the course of one or

Sooner
or later

youll
come to

two meetings, but several topics

will be handled through

classroom environments that

meet daily over the two week
period. These classes wilt be

designed to meet needs in

particular skill areas that more

advanced students may need.

The conference will be geared to

relate to two target groups, first,

those who are already involved

but lack specific interrelated

information that helps them deal

most effectively with the

system, and those students who

are currently disenfranchised

with the system who would like

to become more involved but

lack the mechanisms to do so.

Proposed Conference Topics

include:

Teacher evaluation, the

history and the student per-

spective; Special Programs and

the change in the methods of

higher education; The Depart-

ment, and how its politics affect

education; Lab Fees, are they a

tuition raise?; The Student

Affairs Office does it work for

students?; Trustees, what's their

role in the university »tiuoiui«J,

Teaching clinics, how can they

become more effective?; Af-

firmative Action, how does the

university respond?; Com-
munications, How should they

be improved?; Use of Com-

puters in Education; and Goals

of the University who makes

them and what are they

responding to?;.

Goals of the Students how

can they best be assessed and

what are they?; Models of In-

novation A presentation of

change throughout other areas

of the country; Faculty

Unionization why, what and

where; Student Dissent and

Apathy Is it real and if so, can it

be changed?; The Dynamics of

Conflict politics at the

University; The Political

Economics of Education; and

The Social Effect of Education A

Education; and Community

Organizing a course in inquiries

into methods and issues.

/Mmo Tha Hmml of t»i»

University; Student as Nigger;

Grades vs Learning do they

relate to achievement?;

Alternative Learning En-

vironments and how to create

them; Researching the

University; and Grant Writing A
how to-do-it seminar.

Also The University, students

and the law; Current Trends in

Higher Education the national

perspective; The Academic

Periodicals and a discussion of

recent articles; The use of

colloquia as a social catalyst;

Collective living another method

of education; The Dorm

Governance System and some

alternatives to the current

systems; The Student Response

to Faculty Unionization - student

unionization; The Sociology of

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)
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Ehrlichman cries as

coverup detailed
Nixon discussed

possible pardons

WASHINGTON \UPI\

John D Ehrlichman wept on the

witness stand yesterday as he

described how Richard M.

Nixon, himself in tears, asked

him to resign last year when the

W.itergate coverup began to

unravel

Ehrlichman's wife, Jeanne,

seated in the front row, also

struggled to hold back tears as

he recalled the end of his

relationship with the former

lent

U S District Judge John H

Sirica immediately called a brief

recess so Ehrlichman, one of five

former Nixon aides now on trial

for the cover up plot, could

regain his composure.

Questioned by his attorney,

Ehrlichman described how he

w.is summoned to Camp David,

Md , On April 29, 1973 fore

w.irned in advance by H. R.

Haldeman that Nixon would

request him to resign He said he

found the president on the

terrace of Aspen Lodge, the

presidential quarters at the

mountain retreat.

Hh said in substance that

this was a very painful con

versation for him," Ehrlichman

said. "He obviously was very

emotionally upset. ..he broke

down at one point .ind cried.

"He said he regretted very

much having to take this step;

that he felt I had tried to be his

conscience. I replied that I

hadn't been as effective as I

would have liked.

"He said in reflection my
ludgment had been correct and

that he would like to help me
with attorney fees if I needed

them. He said he had a large

sum of money that he could

share, but I said I couldn't ac

cept the offer. He asked if there

w.is anything else he could do

for me."

At that point, Ehrlichman s

voice began to break ann his

hand trembled as he reached for

a paper cup of water.

Ehrlichman was the socond

witness at the 11 -week-old trial

to break down on the witnoss

stand. The first, Herbert W.
Kalmbach, Nixon's former
ix'rsonal lawyer, began to cry as

he recounted how he had

hetriiyed a friend by soliciting

money from him that went

toward payoffs for the

Watergate burglars.

Earlier Ehrlichman testified

how Nixon discussed possible

pardons for the Watergate
burglars as he and the former

President walked along a beach

near his Nixon's California

estate

He did not indicate who raised

the issue, but said he advised

the President and Nixon

agreed that granting pardons

to the bugging team would be a

risky business.

Sirica, meanwhile, agreed to

admit as evidence with a

number of deletions so as to

protect the rights of other

defendants notes Ehrlichman

took while investigating

Watergate for Nixon in the

spring of last year and a hand-

written report he submitted to

the President on April 14, 1973.

Ehrlichman testified that he

undertook that task on Nixon's

orders because the President

viewed the upcoming Senate

Watergate hearings as a

"political threat" and wanted all

the facts.

"We were walking on the

beach when the subject of

executive clemency was raised

in the context of the fate of the

people accused in the

Watergate burglary," Ehrlich-

man testified. "That's the first

occasion I first recall any

conversation with the President

on that subject."

He said their talk took place in

San Clemente July 8, 1972.

Government files antitrust

suit against tv networks
Srf oroaram supplier! to

Russian author Alexander Solzhenitsyn bows his

head after accepting his Nobel Prize for Literature

yesterday in Stockholm Sweden.

Solzhenitsyn accepts

award with gratitude
Compiled from Wires

STOCKHOLM, Sweden
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, the

exiled Russian author, accepted

his Nobel Prize yesterday, saying

it had prevented him from

"being crushed by per-

secutions."

Solzhenitsyn was awarded

the prize for literature four years

ago but remained in the Soviet

Union, fearing he would not be

permitted to return once he left.

Last February he was arrested

and forced into exile. He now
lives in Zurich, Switzerland.

The famed author, in a brief

but biting speech at the award

banquet, thanked the Swedish

Academy for granting him the

prize, saying it gave him

"enormous support. ..and

prevented me from being

crushed in the severe per-

secutions to which I have been

subjected."

Solzhenitsyn's $94,000 prize

(or 1970 already has been paid

into a Swiss account. The 1974

prizes were each worth $123,000

but some of them were divided

among one or more winners.

The Communist countries

refusing to attend the

Stockholm ceremony were the

Soviet Union, Poland, East

Germany, Czechoslovakia,

Bulgaria, Hungary and China.

Nixon attempt

jn 1972 rejected

LOS ANGELES \UPI\ - The

Justice Department yesterday

revived civil antitrust suits

charging the three major

television networks illegally

monopolized broadcast time by

producing their own en-

tertainment program.

A federal court here dismissed

similar suits Nov. 13 after

network layers argued the

litigation started in 1972 was a

political reprisal by the White

House for network reporting the

Nixon administration regarded

as unfavorable.

The court dismissed the suits

"without prejudice" so they

could be filed again.

Separate suits were filed

against the American Broad-

casting Companies Inc., the

National Broadcasting Co. Inc.

and Columbia Broadcasting

System Inc.

The suits asked for court

injunctions to prevent the

networks from obtaining

financial interest in any en-

tertainment programs produced

by others except for the first-run

right of exhibition, prohibit

syndication of entertainment

programs, prohibit transmitting

any television programs they

produced themselves and

prohibit them from using their

control of broadcast time to

block competition in any other

field.

Assistant Attorney General

Thomas E. Kauper, in charge of

the antitrust division, said the

department wanted to restore

competitive programming in the

television industry to the benefit

of viewers and advertisers.

The department said the three

networks spent more than $1

billion for television programs in

1973 and received revenues

exceeding $1.4 billion.

The suit said the networks

maintained the alleged

monopoly by:

-Excluding programs in

which they had no ownership

interest

-Compelling outside

program suppliers to grant tha

networks a financial internet in

programs they accepted for

broadcasting.

-Refusing air time to ad-

vertisers and outside program

suppliers who sought to nave

their own programs broadcaat.

-Controlling prices paid for

television exhibition rights to

feature movies.

-Obtaining competitive

advantages over producers and

distributors of television en-

tertainment programs and of

feature movies.

Kauper said the suits do not

affect news, public affairs,

documentaries and sports

programs.

Mills reportedly quits

chairman position
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Rep.

Wilbur Mills, troubled by poor

health and his association with a

striptease dancer, asked

yesterday to be relieved as

chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee, a

colleague reported.

Rep. Joe Waggonner, D-La.,

who was visiting Mills at the

time at Bethesda Naval Hospital,

quoted the Arkansas Democrat

as saying: "I want out."

"And that's exactly what he

said -
I want out," said

Waggonner, who had un-
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dertaken a delicate mission on

behalf of Speaker Carl Albert to

sound out Mills on his plans now
that his association with a

stripper has eroded his power

and prestige.

Albert had announced earlier

that Mills, 65, would be giving

up the chairmanship of the

committee which handles taxes.

Social Security and other

financial matters.

Waggoner said he carefully

questioned Mills as to exactly

what he meant, and that Mills

reilied he was not physically

able to continue as Ways and

Means chairman but would not

decide until later whether he

would retain his 18-term seat in

Congress
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Tentative pact

reached in mines
By United Press International

A tentative contract

agreement for 4,000 striking

mine construction workers

yesterday raised hopes the

country's coal production would

be back in full swing next week

tor the first time in a month.

However, at least about

30,000 of the country s 120.000

miners were idled for the second

day by construction workers

picketing at coal mines. Moat of

the shutdown mine* were in

Pennsylvania. West Virginia and

Illinois.

Leaders of the United Mine

Workers union, which also

represents the construction

wortiers, predicted they would

heed urgings to oease picketing.

"I would think those pickets

would be substantially reduced

later today (Tuesday)," a UMW
spokesman in Washington said.

Coal companies in several

states petitioned courts for

restraining orders against the

pickets.

The tentative contract

agreement for the striking

construction men, who buBd

mining shafts, tipples and

bathhouses, was reached at 2

a.m. EST Tuesday in

Washington. Terms of the

agreement were not announced.

The UMW bargaining council

will act on the agreement today.

Quincy police get

machine guns
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QUINCY \AP\ Quincy

police will be given an un-

disclosed number of machine

guns and shotguns to fight

crime in this Boston suburb, the

mayor said yesterday.

Mayor Walter J. Hannon said,

"We are serving notice on

anyone who decides to commit

a crime, whether it's running a

red light or committing an armed

robbery, that they will be dealt

with severely."

Police Chief Francis Finn cited

robbers' recent use of sawed-off

shotguns and said the high-

powered weapons would give

his men an equal chance in

fighting crime.

Unmarked cars on organized

crime, night surveillance and

burglary duty will carry the

shotguns, according to the

mayor. The machine guns will

be stored at police stations for

use in emergency situations: .
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Hannon said the city would

pay for the weapons, which he

said would "put people on

notice that if they're coming to

Quincy to commit crimes, we'll

be ready for them." He said

armed robberies have increased

by 33 per cent in the last year

John W. Roberts, executive

director of the Civil Liberties

Union of Massachusetts, said

"the introduction of heavy

weaponry into the arsenals of

local police departments

dramatically illustrates both the

need for state weapons stan

dards and the need to involve

the citizenry in the process of

setting policy on police

operations."

Marijuana
enlarges

breasts?
BOSTON \AP\ - Heavy

longterm marijuana smoking

may feminize a small percentage

of the people who use the drug,

according to two Harvard

Medical School surgeons.

Drs. John Harmon, chief

surgical resident at New England

Deaconess Hospital and

Menelaos Aliapoulios, a surgeon

et Cambridge Hospital said the

drug probably affects both

sexes.

They said they are currently

studying and treating 16 men

whose breasts apparently

became enlarged as a result of

smoking marijuana. Tests and

examinations have ruled out

other causes, the doctors said.

They said male rats injected

with marijuana's psychoactive

ingredient, THC, undergo

feminizing changes, as do some

patients who use the heart

muscle stimulant digitalis.

"So, if a woman smoked

marijuana, even heavily, she

might have one chance in 100,

say, of increasing her breast

size," they said.
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Parks appointed

BOSTON \AP\ - Boston

Model Cities director Paul Parks

was named today as the state's

new scretary for educational

affairs
The announcement came in a

pre taped television news
conference by Gov. -elect

Michael S. Dukakis, who ap-

peared with Parks.

Parks, a black, has been in the

forefront of the drive to im-

plement the federal court order

requiring school desegregation

and forced busing in Boston.

He will replace Educational

Affairs Secretary Joseph
Cronin, who will take a similar

lob in the state of Illinois.

Senators denounce
PLO

WASHINGTON \UPI\ -
Reflecting disenchantment with

the United Nations, 71 senators

yesterday declared the Palestine

Liberation Organization "a direct

threat" to U.S. foreign policy.

They called on President Ford to

rally American allies in resisting

"political and economic black-

mail."

Strike continues

BOSTON IAPI - No settle

nient was in sight yesterday as

•Boston's port facilities remained

closed in a strike by the in-

ternational Longshoremen's
Association against the Boston

Shipping Association.

Union officials disagreed

about the national effects the

strike would have.

Longshoremen's President

Thomas Gleason hinted that I LA

members in 34 other ports from

Maine to Texas might strike in

sympathy with Boston members

if the strike here continues.

Buses collide
BOSTON \AP\ - Two buses

taking students to English High

School colled ^^ai
morning, injuring 31 ol me
teenagers, none seriously-

A school department

spokesman said there were 60 to

65 students on the buses when

they collided near the school.

The 31 were treated at

Children's Hospital and

discharged.

A spokeswoman at the

hospital said the most serious

injury was a sprained neck
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The preppie speaks
By BILL DENSMORE

Nobody's perfect and readers surely get tired of

a publication which calls other kettles black or

gets on a moral soapbox. Nevertheless one of the

most serious problems on campus has passed by

this papers Board of Editors virtually without

comment. .

That problem is booze. Not that it exists - that

isn't the problem. Nor is the problem on campus

how people choose to deal with alcohol. At least

that certainly isn't the problem for this paper.

I am not advocating a return to the moral

absolutism of Prohibition. We support and defend

the 18-year old drinking age as strongly as the

spring day it took effect one-and-one half years

ago It is not the function of the state to organize

individual action which has no direct effect on

others. _ , . .

The problem is counselling. For student

alcoholism (which I believe is rare) and student

alcohol abuse (which I believe is prevalent) are

the most obvious and pressing example of the

need for better counselling on this campus.

If there is any way the UMass-Amherst ad-

ministration can be useful, it is by setting itself up

as the willing advisor to student rather than

parent Some administrative areas, like the

University Health Services, are wholly dedicated

to the needs that students express, as opposed to

what society needs of students. This, is the true

mission of a University.

Of 78 new positions the UMass-Amherst

administration has requested in the fiscal 1976

budget, only in the case of three can it be argued

in any way that the new positions will provide

counselling for students.

One is in the Vice- Chancellors' office, one in

Admissions and one is in Financial Aid. Yet only

the Financial Aid position includes direct contact

with students.

The fiscal 1976 budget for the Amherst campus

reflects a 6.8 per cent funding increase for

academic programs, a 19 per cent increase in

academic support programs and a 24 per cent

increase in physical plant operations, mostly fuel

price increases.

Yet services for students will only be funded b.9

per cent more than this year - a total of $4.2

million dollars out of a total Amherst campus

budget of just under $72 million. All the other

student services outside of Whitmore - the

Campus Center, the Student Union, the dorms.

Health Services - are paid for by student fees.

They are not allowed to hire more personnel for

counselling or anything else because they must

balance their budget so there will be no fee in-

creases.

President Wood once said in an interview with

this editor that the function ' educational ad-

ministration so that "somebody who wants or

needs something gats a straight answer."

He said the function of administration is to

provide courses, career and professional op-

portunities and advising. He said an ad-

ministration should make people feel like they are

people.

"The real question is if when you're clear as a

student about what you want, that there is some

way to achieve it," he said.

The sad thing is that what Wood says sounds

exactly like the aims of the Student Orgsnlxlng

Project. By his own words, this campus is not

meeting the needs of a majority of students if

they feel they are getting the runaround, or can't

help, or are afraid of being out of a job, or simply

don't know what they're doing in UMieland.

Do you know what you're doing?

If you don't, be sure not to talk to David A.

Booth, a political science professor and chairman

of the faculty senate. He won't help you.

Both told this editor last month over the

telephone that quality faculty with adequate

support services - meaning paid slaves to do

their typing - is the meat and potatoes of a

campus. Never mind student services.

"All the rest is the means to an end," he said,

asked to comment on why there are no new

positions for counselling in next year's budget

request. Where does he want more growth? "I

would say faculty is where we want to see more

growth take place,'' he said.

And then, incredibly, he made this remark "off

the record." He said:

"I don't see why more money needs to be put

into more student services when students don't

appreciate the services."

Remember, David Booth is spokesman for the

faculty senate, one of the groups on campus

which is supposed to advise and counter the

administration, not become its mouthpiece.

Even Ken Dean, the head of residential life has

sold out to the attitude in Whitmore and the

President's office that academics get money

instead of student services.

"We're not going to build any more dorms or

dining halls," he said in another interview.

"You're looking at a no growth budget in terms of

people."

Remember, Ken Dean is the man in charge of

running the dormitories and dining commons. But

he says he wasn't even consulted when the new

budget was made up last spring. Asked if he

agreed with the budget's priority on academic

support services instead of student counselling

and service, he said:

I haven't seen the damn thing and nobody

told me anything about it." Of course that was

two months ago. Maybe now he has seen the

budget that he was supposed to have had a hand

in putting together

And we wonder why students get shafted.

How could students get more money? Says

Dean: I would think the chancellor making a great

change in his priorities would be all that's

necessary to make that possible."

Perhaps the most clear demonstration of the

administration's lack of merest in developing

student counselling and services are contained in

the public minutes of a November 12 meeting of

the Trustee Committee on Student Affairs,

headed by trustee Alan Shaler.

Present at the meeting were UM-Amherst Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dr. Robert W.

Gage, Mr. Thomas Doolan, UMass-Amherst

admissions director and the President of the

Graduate Student Senate, James Lindsay. From

the Boston campus were several administrators,

including Chancellor Carlo L. Golino, according to

the minutes

The' first portion of the meeting was devoted to

reviewing progress towards the major recom-

mendations of the 1971 report on the Working

Committee on Counseling, Advising and Support

Services, (the so-called Gage Report).

The group began by noting the relative success

of affirmative action, admissions programs and

Bill Densmore is the outgoing Managing Editor of The Collegian

limited success at attracting women to non-

traditional studies programs.

Here are ex: orpts from the minutes:

"Dr. Gage *as asked about the status of

financial 3td to middle-income students. He

replied th it, while the situation had improved,

securing financial resources had proved to be a

difficult problem..."

"Chairman Shaler asked what Affirmative

Action had to do with counselling and advising

which, he said, should be the focus of the report.

He reiterated that an end to the in- house' ap-

proach to counseling is imperative, and that

counseling services should place an emphasis on

"outreach."

"Dr. Gage was asked how many new positions

had been added to the staff since the Gage

Report. He answered that none had been added
- the staff had been reorganized in an effort to

improve services..."

Mind you, this is over a period (since 1971)

when perhaps 300 new faculty were added to the

campus, and a proportionate number of staff

support positions.

Gage went on to say, according to the minutes,

that affirmative action and the merger of personal

and career counseling are the areas of greatest

success over the last few years. He went on:

"The area which he (Gage) felt least satisfied,

he added, was in the recruitment of low- income,

minority and non-traditional students; this was

due, he continued, to a lack of resources.

"Speaking on the positive side, Mr. Preston

(Student Affairs staff) cited the change in the

philosophy of the student affairs staff; on the

negative side, he cited the inability to generate

greater funds for Student Affairs purposes.

The minutes go on the report that Boston

chancellor Golino said there was "nothing done"

in student counseling and advising from 1971

until his arrival on that campus in 1973.

Maybe this isn't typical, but this editor in over

five years on campus never had access to a

counsellor or advisor who he felt could provide

access to campus programs, or even describe

what alternative programs are available. Everyone

knows the CASIAC advising office is pitifully

understaffed. You have to wait in line to talk with

someone about changing a major.

So we all go out and get smashed. And no

wonder, if this is the way life is going to be.

One of the things about being managing editor

of The Collegian is that you get to talk to a lot of

administrative types. And they have to listen

because they know you have the power of the

press behind you. You try to use it responsibly,

not to rock the boat unless it needs rocking.

Well I'm sick of being objective and fair and

accurate. I think a tremendous injustice is being

done to the students who attend this University.

A couple of the myths are:

- the myth that a University education per se

somehow prepares us to go out and get a job.

There are a lot of experiences associated with

going to a University, and going to class is maybe

one third.

-the myth that this campus is non-traditional

and innovative and doesn't want to be like

Harvard. The goal of academics and faculty and

educational administrators is academic excellence

and never mind whether the students care if

they're being taught by John Kenneth Galbrelth

or Milton Friedman. Why does President Wood

want a law school and a medical school and sexy

graduate programs? Because he wants to make a

name for UMass around the country and for

himself. And the only way you do that is by

establishing an institution dedicated to academic

excellence.

-the myth that the function of a University is

to prepare students to fill society's jobs and roles.

As a practical matter, this one is true in a state

institution, however distasteful this may be to

UMies who wish to challenge the world as it

stands. We get our money from the State

Legislature. And the State Legislature, though

operating with the best of intentions, is not about

to challenge the institutions of society.

The myth that the function of a University is to

prepare students to fill society's jobs and roles is

an especially insidious one because it actually

strikes at the heart of the academic process.

We are not here to live up to the expectations

of society. We are here to challenge them. The

only justifiable reason for having great Univer-

sities in the United States, in my view, is to harbor

the leftovers of society. The people that couldn't

make it.

And more to them. Bepause those are the

people who are the future of this country. They

are change. The ones who can't hack the system

and are so sick of the political rhetoric that they

reel when they think of leaving the academic

community head on.

Then there are a few who challenge, who try to

change things. Pity them. There's is a miserable,

fruitless and depressing life. For one iota of

change, for one bright light, for one indication

that man is essentially good and won't serf

distruct - they go on. For them we need the

Universities

The function of administration is to reflect the

fears and concerns of students, to give them

credibility and communicate them to the outside

world. All students need is a little support - a ray

of support - the confidence that somebody up

there in Whitmore once was as scared and

inexperienced and frustrated as them. I see that in

some administrators. But somehow it gets lost in

the rhf ric and the bureaucracy.

What I am looking for is a very simple thing. It

is a willingness to try, to be open to new ideas

however far out. What I want to hear from an

administrator is this:

"Well that isn't our view of what a University is

for, but let's try it out and see if it works."

I'm asking an administrator to face up to the

realization that maybe what seems best is not

what the Legislature is willing to pay for. What

seems best may not be what the citizens of

Massachusetts will support.

I'm asking an administrator to say, "I'm going

to do this even if it costs me my job because it's

what the students want and I agree with it."

That's what a University is all about. Even if it is

state funded.

I can't help coming back to what President

Wood said:

"The real question is if when you're clear as a

student about what you want, is there some way

to achieve it?"

I don't see the kind of leadership which will

challenge society on this campus. So why should

I bother? I think I'll get a job this spring if the

economy is OK and go to work for the system.

And you wonder why booze is a problem?

Letters to the editor f

Good-bye Camelopard
The late George Frazier had a

word for it, he took it from the

Spanish - the word was Duende.

In English, as so many things are

it is a hard word to define. It

connotes distinct individual

character, not necessarily class

because someone could have no

\ class at'Wf-'a'nJf'slltj ftiKtnSa'Vbk.

their daenytf. trailer could only

describe it through illustration

i.e. Ali has duende but George

Foreman does not, Hem-
mingway but not Steinbeck,

John Kennedy but not Ted, Joni

Mitchell displays duende but not

so with Judy Collins. That is the

uniqueness of character that is

duende. Incidently Frazier had it

but Mike Barnicle does not.

And as I sit here watching the

last Collegian of the year come

out while the outgoing editors

clear their desks of memos,

telephone numbers, columns

and memorable photos there is

one person I watch pack it all up

for good with a smile of sadness

For when this man leaves there

is going to be a gap in the staff

which will never be filled again.

For if it is possible to love and

hate a person for the same

unmistakable personality that

person has duende.

Dean Tucker is that man and

I'll be damned if I'm going to let

it go unnoticed.

At the T.O.C. his name brings

disgust. At Ware River News
where the Collegian is printed

the words Dean Tucker bring

fear and trembling only equaled

in, history to the first rumblings

ot the San Francisco earthquake.

At his home in New Hampshire

the mention of his name
probably spurs a "Never heard

of him, go away," type answer.

I first met Dean as a scared

aspiring commentator. Tucker

was sitting in his office a dark,

bearded, fearsome, character

with deep circles under his

beady black eyes. He was

surrounded by an ocean of

papers and overflowed Campus

Center ashtrays of Pall Mall

butts. He read my commentary,

blew his nose and told me to

have one in same time next

week. He then turned back to

his typewriter swearing at the

worn ribbon. I backed out of the

office swearing I would never

return to such arrogance, an act

I must have repeated fifty times

in the past year. But I kept

coming back. I came back and

got to know the man, got drunk

with him, sat up all night

draining bottles of Almanden,

talking politics, talking women,
talking journalism. I yelled at him

over his desk and I listened as he

called me everything from a

journalistic hack to a preppie frat

boy. But those experiences are

all mine and mine alone.

But who is this guy Dean

Tucker? This guy who thrives on

making people hate him. This

guy who keeps American

Tobacco, Anheuser Busch, and

Bayer Aspirin in business?

Some say a frustrated

Hemmingway character, an

Oliver Hardy or Curly, maybe a

Neal Cassidy or a snotty Art

Buchwald. None of these or all

of the above.

I remember the time he came

back from the Senate elections

and wrote a column comparing

the body to a circus company
and Rick Savini to the male

sexual organ. Or the time he told

a bunch of Kappa Sigs they

were just frightened jocks. Once

he answered a call for Bill

Densmore from some high

administration person and told

them to do something obscene

with the phone.

There are some classic Tucker

remarks too; after waiting ten

minutes for a beer at the T.O.C.

he went up and told the maitre'd

that he had a nice place but that

they should serve booze. When
Dean first met B.J. Roche, the

woman who is replacing him as

executive editor, he asked her to

the wrestling matches.

Dean has just a few things in

this world he treasures above all

else m this world, two of which

he put up over his desk -one is a

Nat Hentoff quote about

fighting the battle worth losing

and the other is a capias for his

arrest from the Orleans Police

Department

So this is a good-bye to Dean

Tucker as he leaves this mess. A
good-bye to a respectless, fat,

bearded beer drinking, sexist,

who hits people low so that they

will hit him back. A good-bye to

one of the few student

revolutionaries left who was

nurtured in New Hampshire,

kidnapped by the Coast Guard,

arrested in a peace march or two

during the sixties, and beat up

by a woman of ill repute on

Forty Second Street.

Good-bye duende.

Good-bye Dean Tucker, I'll

see you again unless someone
shoots you in the head first.

BiH Parent has been Dean Tuckers Assistant for the past year and is the new Editor in Chief of the Collegian.

Ed McQuaid

Fear of failing
Alone. Sitting alone at a desk

cluttered with papers, open

books, and bitten styrofoam

coffee cups. Torn sugar packets

and amber stained spoons;

aborted term paper drafts

crumpled, lying in some
forgotten corner of the desk;

thoughts, momentary medi-

tations logged down in some
notebook, never to be recorded

m print, never to be read again.

A continuous sea of book

titles and typed words begin to

fade and blur; a stream of

consciousness becomes a

blizzard of heavy, tearing eyes

and steaming coffee. I let my
arms dangle and lean my head

against the windowpane.

Within the past few hours I

have become the resident expert

on T.S. Eliot. Anything and

everything written by or about

the man was passed through my
hands and eyes. By now my
fingers are too well acquainted

with the typewriter keys. I turn

to them and pound out the last

few lines of my paper.

"Perhaps the most fascinating

aspect of Eliot's poetry is the

symbolic..." My hands think for

me now; they am dismembered

from the rest of my body; they

are a power source in them-

selves.

Dawn. The paper is concluded

along with immeasurable hours

of art history study and

preparation for a final in zoology

dealing with dental structure

and oral hygiene. I drain the last

drop of bitter, acetic coffee and

leave for final classes

People pass by weary-eyed,

trudging through imaginary

snow. There is no Christmas

spirit in the advent of finals.

Bartlett hall; three flights of

stairs. My boots get heovier with

each step. The first of several

chains are broken. I watch the

term paper lay on his desk. A
slight breeze from the heater

flips the leaves over gently one

by one. His hand takes hold and

places them under a brief case.

They are gone from my sight;

from my thoughts.

Somehow I manage to crawl

the short, though seemingly

endless distance to Herter Hall

and collapse into a comfortable

upholstered, lecture chair. My
eyes slowly drop shut.

"I'm sorry the projector isn't

working," comes an all too-

familiar-voice. I rub the sand

from my eyes and perceive the

form, the abstract form, of Dr.

Abacus Groinvault, professor of

Comparative Art History.

I must gather my thoughts

together then. He passes out the

blue books. Let me see; Ti

Watching Hippotomus Hunt,

Old Kingdom, ah, Naumberg

Cathedral sculptures, 1250 to

1260. Notre-Dame, third

E. Patrick McQuaid is a

Dynasty, no, Classical Greek, I

mean, Archaic, no. That's not

right. Maybe he won't ask that

one anyway.

"As we only have one

projector working, I shall show

you one slide and you must

remember all the details until I

show the next one. Or, I can

shov. you one and describe the

other. Or, I can show you one

and you can guess what the

other one is. Either way it in-

volves a lot of guess work on

your part
"

The first slide flashes before

me. I squint. Never seen that

one before. A rather gloomy

looking picture though.

Somehow I remember the title

The Waste Land. Yes, that must

be it. I label the painting The

Waste Land, artist: T.S. Eliot;

fourth dynasty, I don't know.

They never read that stuff

anyway. Fourth dynasty will do.

An essay question. What

now? Let's see: "Briefly com-

pare the sculpture of

Michelangelo to any of his

contemporaries. You may
employ his painting in your

essay also." I hesitate and bring

a worn pencil to my lips. I begin:

"The art of Michelangelo flows

with the same harmony as the

poetry of T.S. Eliot. Perhaps the

most fascinating aspect of

Eliot's poetry is the symbolic...."

The exam is over. By now I

Collegian Columnist

am wide awake and quite proud

of myself on my performance. I

am surprised that I know my
material so well.

Feeling quite confident I stroll

happily over to Morrill

laboratories for my zoology final.

I stop at the campus center and

grab a fresh cup of coffee. I

breath deeply the reviving steam

and sip it slowly, enjoying every

last drop.

I don't bother to look over my
notes for one last time. I observe

everyone else hurriedly scanning

endless pages of anatomy notes.

I am prepared; why should I

worry?

The familiar blue books are

passed out. I am amused at the

startled expressions on various

faces. I smile and turn to the first

question. It is a list of selected

essays; choose three out of five.

What could be easier? I'll relate

them all to one central theme.

"The maximall, mandible," I

cross that out and start again.

"The Zygomatic process,

maxamil," I scratch that one

hastily. "The jaw bone"; yes,

that's good, I settle for that.

After all, that's what it is. I

continue: "The jaw bone is a

most useful element of the facial

structure. Without it one could

not recite the poetry of T.S.

Eliot. For example, the moet

fascinating aspect of Eliot's

poetry is the symbolic..."

Where should we go? Pathways save grass Not the worse problem
To the Editor:

I'm scared I'm Jewish and I'm really Fuckin'

Scared.

I'm only 22, I used to not really be able to

appreciate what life was like without Israel,

without a "Homeland". Sure, I'd read about the

Holocaust, I'd even been to Yad V'Shem and
teared up somewhat. Sure, I'd "known" about
the Russian pogroms and the Inquisition and that

even the Chinese had massacred Jews for just

being Jewish.

But I was comfortable in America. Fairly

comfortable materially, although (Mom and Dad
being in the shoe business) a hell of a long way
off from being "Upper Middle Class Jews" and
fairly comfortable socially. Being Jewish never, in

my mind, set me apart from anyone else, it never
really mattered except instead of celebrating

Christmas we celebrated Chanukah (sometimes)
and we could wet our toes in some of our Ethnic

Background if we wanted to. I only had oc-
casional direct affronts to my being Jewish. They
were isolated and quickly passed off.

The wars go on I cheer on Israel, somehow I'm

Jewish and I intellectually "know" why I do. The
Arab "Oil Weapon". (Read Multinat'l Corporate
Propoganda appears. I'm very Socialist oriented.

I'o consider "Joining Up" if it weren't for

Socialist Organizations pro-abortion and anti-

Israel stands even though I consider myself
philosophically more radical than most of the

socialists I know. Their arguments affect me, the

"Palestinians" (Read: Southern Syrians) have
indeed been shat upon. The Yom Kippur War
breaks out, I get involved and Reaffirm my
support and my doubts.

Now. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

of the U.S. Military makes blatant Anti-Jewish

slurs. Spiced with "ya" know's as if we did. I

finally realize how historically short the period of

Jewish comfort have been, "the Arabs" get it

together.

Yasser Arafat wants Israel replaced, replaced

with a New Palestine. All well and good, I think, if

it weren 't for one thinq. There would then be no
Israel. Where could I go, when, and not if, the

new programs start?

Richard Barman

To the Editor

Doesn't anyone on this campus know how to use a pathway? I

don't think too many do.

In the beginning of this semester the Physical Plant boys spent a

lot of time and worked hard putting down blocks of sod in front of

Worcester DC, in the front of the Campus Center, and in a few

other spots. These new additions were to add some brightness,

some GREEN, some beauty, and a little oxygen to UMass And what

happens to it? Within days people walk right over this expensive sod,

not even giving it a chance. It's bad enough when the weather is

nice, but that stuff really takes a beating on rainy days.

If this senseless and unnecessary destruction continues, they

might as well put Astro turf down around campus. It is not such a big

sacrifice to walk around grass and use the path.

As asked to Stickboy "What do you like better, grass or

Astroturf?" The reply was "I don't know, I never smoked Astroturf.

"

Save the Quad, not pave the Quad. We need to clash with all the

concrete and cement on campus a little greenery. In time. UMass

will look like it did back in the 20's and 30 s.

Russ Hinghay

To the Editor:

While the rest of the world goes hungry, or homeless, or naked; as

the recession worsens, inflation rises, and unemployment climbs; as

people die from gunshot wounds, painful diseases, overdoses, and

tragic accidents, we. too, here at the University of Massachusetts

have our problems.

After all, what could be more heart-breaking, more pressing, more

tragic, than that poor freshman girl living in Orchard Hill who must

listen to "such obscene noises as pecpie going to the bathroom'."

I have written to my congressman about this problem, and he

agrees that something must be done. Meanwhile, he has asked us all

to be very, very quiet.

Stephen W. Doran

j

.

Lesser of two evils

To the Editor:

In reply to Richard Berman's letter of 11-21-74

(I wish here not to defend abortion, the arrest in the development

of the human fetus, per se, but to realize its necessity in man 's social

development. I

From the time man groped and grovelled in tiny bands through the

tropic jungles, he has been preoccupied with actualizing for himself

(and his group) a society governed by all the ideals to which he

aspired. Whether this man existed as a rebel splitting from his

natural society to form a microcosm for his followers, or lived as a

philosopher attempting to explain and repair the nature of humanity,

man has been actively searching for an earthly Utopia.

Through history the regeneration of society into a semblance of

Utopia, has been a painfully slow process; and ever more dishear-

tening in that man has so great a climb before him in attaining

"heaven on earth. " In the time between those dark green jungles of

yesteryear and the cold concrete jungles we frolic in today, man has

been warring, raping, robbing, torturing, burning; and most of all,

hating; and least of all, loving. Killing and destroying in creating a

world of peace.

And still we continue to kill-tor peace-so that our progeny, our

children, may live in a loving world. But mankind is a child, growing

and learning. Mankind may have matured physically, that is, tech-

nologically, but our strength in wisdom has not developed enough

so that we may shoulder ourselves from out of our miseries. Yet you

Richard, and others of like convictions, advocate the sanctity of

human life. No corner of this earth, and no soul within it has become

sacred. We are still foc.sh children. We war, we kill.

May you well chorus the end of abortion as a beginning to the end

of sin. Bullshit, I say. What perverted reward can you receive when

you shout "See those children?" I saved them from abortion'" and

point a proud (?) finger at slivers of flesh and bone starving in the

streets.

Abortion is an evil, yes. But until mankind grows in wisdom and

strength enough to protect the sanctity of all life, ebortion will be the

lesser of two evils.

Nicoli Nikonczuk

Ms. Richmond is hurting in logic

To the Editor:

As I was reading the letter to the Editor by Ms.

Richmond on Wednesday afternoon, I was
bewildered by the fact that she felt like a fat, rich

American. But alas, I realized that she must have,

in someway, gotten off of the meal-plan. Under

these circumstances, she would be able to save

about $ 150 on meals, and since she could actually

eat what she bought, her figurative fatness could

become real. How stupid of met
Now realty. I'm sure all the students at Ham/in

retain a basic perspective on world problems v.

the minor ones. As a matter of fact, a large

number of students are here at the university to

better enable themselves to handle national or

world problems at a later point in time. The

question that now surfaces is whether we should

allow ourselves to be shafted by a "professional

administration" whose job it is to efficiency

house and feed those of us who pay for these

services.

The letter by Ms. Richmond is hurting terribly in

logic. It's logic implies that because the White

House ft»" admitted recession and because

people are starving to death at the rate of 10,000 a

day, we should join the administration in their

cute little game called "collective handsitting"

when the nature of the problem hints of any self

interest.

Without attempting to again clarify the specific

issue at hand, I will simply assure Ms. Richmond
that the students at Hamlin are not really upset at

having to move next semester. The general

consensus here at Hamlin was that it would be
much too noisy to habitate Hamlin during a major

renovation. We are only upset at the manner in

which the relocation of 170 students is being

handled.

What surprises me the most about the letter by
Ms. Richmond was that it was written by
someone who obviously feels that all of one's

energy should be constructively channeled. I

wonder why Ms. Richmond wastes her time at

Economic discussions and writing misinformed

letters when she should be out repairing her

neighbor's roof.

Drew Ryan
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UNIVERSITY OF PARIS S0RB0NNE
SUNY/New Paltz Philosophy Year

Qualified undergraduates in philosophy and related

majors can earn 30 to 32 credits; regular courses at Paris

Sorbonne (Paris-IV). The SUNY Program Director will telp

students secure housing, arrange programs and assist them

in studies throughout the year. A four to five-week orien-

tation and intensive language review will be held at the start.

September 15 to June 15. Estimated living expenses, trans-

portation, tuition and fees 13200 New York residents, $3700

out-of-state, for information, applications, write Professor

Larry Holmes, Department of Philosophy, FT 1000, State

University of New York, New Palti, New York 12561. Tel

(t14) 257-2696.
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Television Tonight
6 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS <3l

ACTION HEWS 18I

/ SPY "Oedipis At

Cononus " 1181

THl BIO NEWS 90 i22l

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY
1241167)
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"
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NlGHTL y NEWSPEEL 1301

DICK. VAN DYKE SHOW
1381
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Terror 1*01

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (81

NIGHTLY NEWS 122) '301

THE BLACK EXPERIENCE

,24 >

MOVIE The Rat Trap' 1271

BEWITCHED 1381

ZOOM 1
1 57

1

6 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS 1401
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TRUTH OR CON
SEQUENCES Bob B»rker,

host 'B)
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."

H8I
THE BIG NEWS 90 1221

READY OR NOT (241

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry

Moore, host <30>

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)
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WOMAN The Marriage

Sayers ' 1571

730 SECRETS OF THE DEEP
Under The Caribbean ' (3)

Sib 000 PYRAMID 18)

THAT GOOD OLE NASH
VILLE MUSIC 1181

THE WAY IT WAS (24)

THE NEW TREASURE
HUNT Geo!! Edward*, host

130)

DRAGNET <40l

MARTIN AGRONSKY
EVENING EDITION 1571

800 THE WALTONS The

Visitor 131

THE ODD COUPLE Oscar

In Love " 181 1401
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H8I
SIERRA The Fawn'' 130)

DEALERS CHOICE 1661

THE WAY IT WAS 157)

8 30 PAPER MOON "Green

Goods 18) 140)
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OLGA 1241

ANIMAL WORLD 127)

DINAH' 1561

RELIGIOUS AMERICA (57)

9 00 MOVIE "The

Professionals'' (31

THE STREETS OF SAN
FRANCISCO The Twenty

Five Caliber Plague' <B> (401

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
"The Christmas Carol' 1181

THE JACK BENNY SHOW
(271

IRONSIDE Sneak No Evil"

i30)

SOUL i 1571

9 30 AN HOUR WITH JOAN
BAEZ (24)

1000 HARRY Reasons To

Kill" (8) (40l

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

MOVIN' ON (22) (301

BRUINS WRAP UP (38)

HOLLYWOOD S GOLDEN
YEARS "Cornered'' (561

NOTHING BUT A MAN 157)

10 15 MOVIE "Godiilla vs. the

Thing " (381

10 30 CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

The Story'' (18)

SOUNDSTAGE (24)

THE JOE HYDER SHOW
(27)

1100 NEWS. WEATHER.
SPORTS (8) (18) (221 (271

130) 1401

CAPTIONED ABC NEWS
(571

11 ?i EYEWITNESS NEWS (31

1 1 30 WIDE WORL D SPECIAL

The Dick Cavett Show ' 181

i«0)

THE TONIGHT SHOW
STARRING JOHNNY
CARSON (221 (30)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN 'Work''

<2> '

Student Organizing

Project

INTERSESSION

PROGRAM

'Academic Credit •Jan. 0-24

.$125 Grant 'Learn useful skills
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•Choose your own topic

Apply by Dec. 13 SOP, 42SA Student Union

A PROGRAM TO RESEARCH & ORGANIZE FOR

CHANGE IN THE UNIVERSITY
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Education cruel enticement
To the Editor:

I'm glad to see that someone is finally taking a sensible attitude

toward the role of the United States as food producer for the world

Mr Wagner should be commended for finally expressing the opinion

which I'm sure many of us hold. Bringing the knowledge that there

are better ways of life elsewhere to people in underdeveloped

countries only makes them want more than they have. This con-

stitutes a cruel enticement, and the practice should be ended im-

mediately, for the take of humanity.

Furthermore, why should we continue to torture the poorer

members of our own society with promises of a prosperity that most

of them will certainly never achieve? A much simpler, and much less

expensive way to end the problem of hunger in this country is to cut

back funds for education and development in poverty stricken areas

By doing this, and by restricting the flow of people and information

into and out of such areas, the mhabitants will gradually forget that

there is a better way of life than theirs. They wll accept starvation

and death as natural parts of life, and will eventually die out, thus

eliminating all poverty and its related crime and suffering from our

population In addition, the funds saved by this course of action

could be put toward much more worthwhile causes

Undoubtedly, if Mr. Wagner were in an important position, he

would be nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize It's time more people

realized that the greatest threat to world peace is a well-fed,

educated lower class.
.

Kevin Erkkila

What's the U.S.E.

Facing realities

To the Editor:

Re the letter written by Bernard Devidow.

First of all, Bernard, I can understand why you

cannot argue whether it is the woman's right to

determine to have a child, because it is a decision

to be made by the two people responsible for the

pregnancy And what do you mean, sir, by saying

that the answer to "why should women who

get pregnant go thru the pain of having a child

just to give it away" should be obvious? You say

this child has at least as much right to live as the

woman has the right to have it" That's a very

nice statement Now let's face the realities.

There's only one good reason why a woman or

a couple should have a child because they want

.„ A rh,ld has the right to come into this world

knowing he or she is wanted and wUI be loved^ A

woman shouldn't have to "go thru *£*•*
having a child" because you, or anyone efse

thinks she should pay her dues.

There are lots of unwanted children m this

world Some of them are suffering because they

carry the emotional and physical scars o lowing

they weren't wanted And there's sUila stigma

attached to illegitimacy, and it's probably people

like vou who keep this "stigma flourishing.

There's a bundle of children and adolescents

hvmg in orphanages because no one rented

them Is this the kind of life a child has the right

to, Mr. Devidow? Think about ,t. ^^

Education in slumber/and

To the Editor: .„ .

This is a letter expressing my sincere Q^titude

to a few people on campus for making this

semester one of the least memorable experiences

of my entire life. ,

First I would like to thank my economics Prof

for helping me catch up on all the sleep I missed

Second, the guy who lived next to me all

semester who played the Grateful Deadend the

"Tn at levels beyond all human listening

capabilities and was the reason I lost all the sleep l

caught up on in Economics.

The author of my philosophy text should not go

unnoticed He made me realize what a problem

illiteracy is today.

Finally. I would like to thank that person on the

Board of Trustees with the white cement fetish

who has made this place such a swell sight.

James Brett
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To the Editor:

The USE. is the Union of Student Employees

The Union of Student Employees is presently no

more than an idea. The idea is to organize student

workers in the Campus Center in order to protect

against cutbacks in hours, our pay rates, and our

jobs The establishment of a group which would

be recognized by the state government as a legal

bargaining agent is the only way to guarantee

some sort of security in these areas

In dealings with the management of the

Campus Center this semester, the student em-

ployees have run smack into an impenetrable

attitude of negligence, msensitivity, and hostility.

We are all familiar with the overtime crisis; *

situation which was only solved after front page

headlines and the possibility of a Federal lawsuit.

Management has demonstrated a sluggishness in

its efforts to correct some of the health and safety

hazards that exist in the restaurant and bar areas

of the Campus Center Finally at the beginning of

the semester, management consciously over

staffed the Hatch and the Coffee Shop, knowing

they might have to cut back people's hours or, in

fact, eliminate whole shifts They did this com-

pletely disregarding the fact that all students are

ineligible for both unemployment insurance and-

or welfare. When cuts m hours finally came they

were implemented without any prior notice to the

students involved, or without any regard to

financial need.

The management has not bargained in good

faith with employees determined to improve their

working conditions; they have broken promises,

failed to uphold their end of compromises,

distorted truths and misrepresented issues

The management oi the Campus Center will

continue to ignore the rights of Its student work

force as long as that work force remains

powerless.

It is clear that we can no longer depend on the

good faith of management to protect our in-

terests. Our only security lies in the procurement

of a legal contract. We can only obtain this

contract through the formation of a Campus

Center student workers union.

Michael Bardslay

Milton Kerstein

Michael R. Bell

Choral

appreciated

To the Editor:

At a time when our

newspapers contain much

discouraging news I'd like to

take this opportunity to com

ment on a "bright note" on our

campus. On Nov. 24 the

congregation of the College

Church in Northampton, Mass.

had the privilege of listening to

selections from Handel's

Messiah performed by the

University Chorale. The per

formance was beautiful and

much appreciated by everyone

present as shown by their

applause. The tremendous

enthusiasm of the Chorale

members and their director, Dr.

Richard du Bois, towards their

music was a pleasure to witness.

We can all take real pride in

having such a distinguished,

hard working group at the

University. I hope the Chorale

will always be an active group

on this campus and wish them

an enjoyable concert season.

For a musical treat I suggest

taking in one of the Chorales'

local concerts they'll lift up

your spirits for sure.

Bob Spousta
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Got a gripe?

Commentary

The jig is up

By ROBERTSHEMELIGIAN
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Send it in

a letter

to the editor!!!
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If you need to remember

numbers, commit them

to memory . . .

Careful separation needed
T

°, £**r« know whether the note which •*«£"»££
December W issue announcing the lecture by an anti-Z,on,st

Israel reflects the opinion of the editorial staff of the Collegian?

This note states (among other things). "There are Israelis who

oppose the

6

racist European centered culture^ P^yofthe Israeli

government" Beside being a blatant lie and a distortion
[

of facts

Lbody m this paper seems to be willing to t^jm*****'*
Since this note ,s neither a letter to the editor nor a paid ad

vertisement I would suggest to the board of editors to make a

cTretuTseparation between facts and opinions in the future issues of

the Collegian j«huda Greener

It's time. The bartender l| yelling "last call," or, in other words --

"the jig is up."

Let the students finding themselves backed against a wall with

piles of work to do and no time to do it, take a little comfort in their

plurality Procrastination seems to be the UMass way of doing

thmgs The term "delay," is engraved in the vocabulary of people

affiliated with campus construction or the physical plant. If these

people are to be reprimanded, however, students are not the ones to

People procrastinate in different ways and in different degrees.

Some do it very little, and it is these people that will probably have a

much better chance of survival in the real world, but the experience

of putting something off is not unfamiliar to anyone.

Upon examination, the act of procrastination reveals itself to be

hedonistically desirable. There is a unique pleasure to putting off

doing anything that might better oneself academically for the sake of

a couple of quick beers. There is a feeling of relief that accompanies

the thought of "I don't have to worry about it until tomorrow." In

short, to delay is probably the easiest thing in the world to do.

There are those who think explanations of human voices don't

make them better. Surely there are many who are disgusted in

themselves for merely putting off that physics journal until the last

day. One may find these Sunday Catholics just leaving the dorm at 3

a.m. in search of that bottomless cup of coffee, or knocking on the

dealer's door in need of about 25 crossroads. All that can be offered

m the way of condolences is a fearful reminder that it will all be over

anyway in about 10 days, or, in the words of a commentator's

roommate, "its just one test in one course in one semester of your

whole college career."

One could look at apathy positively It is a special breed of

students that would go after a fourth free game on the "King Cool"

pinball machine rather than attack that annoying thirty page

philosophy thesis.

There are many reasons for student apathy and academic

procrastination, but the simplest explanation lies in the problem of

the unfortunate student trapped in an atmosphere of an unfulfilling

education. What could be more futile than a university that hands

out degrees like fliers to future gas station attendants and factory

workers. Of course students who devote all their energies to career

planning instead of a desired education will fare better.

Remember UMies, "people who are not serious about the college

learning experience don't deserve to reap the benefits that society

has offered to them through the priceless opportunity of higher

education." These are words that will be shoveled to future

dropouts and college graduates who were not so much concerned

with career planning. The people saying them are sugar daddies who

are sending their kids to Yale before breaking them into the

business. It's these puritanical Poor Richards and their children, and

their children s children that the national testing institutions will base

their optomistic statistics on the high income of college graduates

compared to non-college graduates.

Does anyone know if the physical plant is still accepting ap-

plications for help?

Robert Sheme/igian is a Collegian Commentator

Texas Instruments
electronic calculator

with memory
Tl-2550

• full memory system

• percent Key

• rechargeable

• AC adapter/charger included

• constant

• decimal selection

2 • 4 • or • full-float

• 1 year warranty

AUTO
PARTS

Speed

kills

qaislgg
all offers UixkI

until Dec. .11, 1974

Give him the tools the professional would huy.

BlocJcJiCLULr/(»>"°
roOLS

_. 18-PIECE

SOCKET SET
wt include* 3 8
reveritble ratchet

$1 C75
\ XU re9 $39 63

-> SAVE '22M

\ . J
v I'

now available at the

UNIVERSITY STORE
campus confer

Open Wed.

rY-r-„_TT>PIECE METRIC SET

I f iey $16 53

3 8 ' driva tocktti 6mm to 1«mm Wit 0.00

SCRAPER SQUEEGEE
. with snow
brush 24"

ANTI

FREEZE

TESTER

POWEREADY

LIFETIME

BATTERIES

Sports

hotline

5-2210

reg $2 85

ball type for

ethylene glycol

n.i3
reg.

$2 001

SHOP WHERE THE PROS SHOP

jfiT^ ALLIED MOTOR PARTS
/g>*&^ 319 Main St.

jL~' AMHERST 2S6 8341

POWEREADY Lifetime

Batteries are sicosdi-

tionally guaranteed

to last at lose at

you keep your car.

MUA and the inner space race
By P. J. PROKOP

Staff Writer

The University of

Massachusetts radio station,

WMUA is feeling the Dinch for

space.

The station, since its inception

in 1949 has been located in 42

Marston Hall. In the past 25

years WMUA has expanded and

become a vital communications

media serving the campus and

the public. In January of 1972

WMUA s power was increased

from ten to 1,000 watts,

enabling the station to reach

parts of Vermont and the

Berkshires.

WMUA has long outgrown

the 1,369 square feet of space

they have in Marston. It is

estimated by WMUA's Chief

Engineer Gary McAuliffe, that

the station needs at least 6,000

sq. ft. of space to operate ef-

ficiently and allow for future

expansion. The extensive record

library containing 2b,000 albums
and tapes (with an additional 50

arriving weekly) which requires

1,000 feet of space is now
squeezed into 50 feet of space.

This problem extends through

all parts of the station, with no

space being adequate to serve

the station's needs.

Another major consideration

in WMUA's demand for a move
is the lack of a central location.

"Isolation of WMUA is

detrimental to us now," said

Marc Berman, Station Manager
of WMUA. Berman went on to

say, "We provide public service,

news and educational

programming. WMUA has

ceased to be a station con-

cerned primarily with en-

tertainment. This is illustrated in

our increase in Black

Programming (for which
WMUA has the distinction of

being the only station in

Western Mass. to offer such

programming), the Sunday
News Collective which offers

greater news coverage and more

Women's programming. With

an entire staff of eighty people,

the station cannot operate in the

amount of space now allotted to

it."

"The present location of

WMUA inhibits people from

being involved in the station. We
would like to see the station

moved to the Campus Center, a

central location where ac-

cessability to the station would

be greatly improved. We once

had space allotted to us in the

Student Union, but due to

financial problems and budget

cutbacks we were unable to

meet the deadline for moving

the station, and thus lost the

space to another RSO group,"

said Scott Bacherman, Program

Director of WMUA. "We feel

that WMUA has grown to the

point that it should be con-

sidered as a major media source

and should be on top of the list

for prefered space in the

Campus Center," added Ber-

man. "WMUA, due mainly to its

location, has been alienated

from the rest of the campus
community."

Essential to the success and

co-ordination of WMUA are

people like Barry Williams, Third

World Affairs Coordinator,
Mike Kolodziejczak, New
Director, and Elish Broderick,

Public Affairs Director. Ac-

cording to Backerman, the

proglem is that only certain

people are carrying the work

load because, due to the

station's location, there is not

enough access for everyone to

share the responsibility equally.

"We don't want 'stars' on

WMUA. We want dedicated

people with a sense of

responsibility to serve the

listening audience with

something of value to them,

people with an interest beyond

just programming and playing

music," said Berman and

Bacherman.
WMUA needs room to move.

Statt Photo by Oebbie Schafar

Program Director Scott Bacherman and Station Manager Marc Berman are

responsible for keeping the airways live at radio station WMUA.

St»H Photo by Debbie Schater

Scott Bacherman and Marc Berman know that

WMUA's record library can get crowded at times,

making life difficult for those who work there.
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LIFE/STYLE

Why everybody's

pretending they're

The HEUI Puffton Uilloge RECIPE EXCHANGE

new management
working foryour comfort

CONVENIENT LOCATION NEAR UMASS

FREE BUS SERVICE

CLEAN. SECURE SURROUNDINGS

FREE CABLE TV IN ALL UNITS

1.2 * 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS STARTING UNDER $200

PUFFTON I
- allutilities included

PUFFTON 11*111 heat included

"purrrae.

1040 N Pleasant Street . Amher»t 549-0145 ^'J">m r

By SUE KIERAS
andSUEDUCHIN

Staff Writers

Fred makes fantastic popcorn.

And do you know he makes

even better fondue? Fred says,

"Its simple. All I do is mix it in

one pot over my hot plate." And

if you smelled its aroma drifting

through the corridor you'd wish

Fred had invited you up for sup.

Incidentally this dish is a great

time saver for those of you in the

midst of finals, and a great

pacifier to make it through

them.

SWISS FONDUE
From Fred of Cance

Ingredients'.

1 lb. shredded Swiss cheese

3 tbs. flour

1 garlic clove

2 cu. white wine (dry)

1 tbsp. lemon juice

3 tbsp. brandy

2 loaves French bread- cut in

cubes
Rub cooking pot with garlic;

pour in wine and set over

moderate heat. When wine is

heated (not boiling), add lemon

juice. Meanwhile, sprinkle diced

cheese with flour, and add to the

pot when wine and lemon are

heated, stir until cheese melts.

Bring it to a brief bubble and add

brandy. Lastly, throw in one of

your favorite spices.

Keep the fondue simmering

on low heat. Spear tne bread

cubes with a fork - then dunk

and swirl them in the fondue.

Note: Buy your cheese in the

People's Market you will cut

the cost in half, in comparison to

a Cheese Market.

Tin
when
iHu.iii

was. the only shoe

in the world with
the hee\ lower than
the toe In those

days the otlier

people who made
shoes just laughed
at us

But things have
changed. And now
that you love our

Earth brand shoes

SO IHUch, tile shoe

companies have
stopped laughing
and started copying

But what they

don't understand is

this Meteh lower

inn the heel ol a

slim Isn't enough.
\ih\ imitation the
outside ofour shoe
isn t enough.

Just hei ause a

shoe looks like the

Earth shoedoesn'i

mean it works like

the Earth shoe

it took man)
years to perfet t the

Earth brand shoe.

Ibgel tin an h inst

right, lo make the

toes wide. comfort-

able and linn tional

lo balaiu e the

shoe To mold the

sole In a special way
so that It Will allow

\ou to w alk in a

natural rolling

motion t.entK and

easily, even on the

hard jarring cemeni

ill out i Hies.

And the Earth
shoe is patented
1 iiit means it can't

pe< opied without
being changed.And
it it's, ruuigedltjusl

isn't the Earth shoe
So tolie sure

you're getting the

Earth brand shoe.

look on the sole for

the Earth trade

mark and I ,S.

patent #3305947.
You'll l>e glad

vou did.

Shoes, sandals,

lafaotS and hunts Ini

men and women
1 mm $23.50 to

$42 >"
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PLAYBOY

What?
Sip Bacardi

before

you mix it?

*&t

AMI ni an PABtq

Sure. It's surprisingly

- \ dry. not sweet. Light-

bodied, not heavy.

Delightfully smooth.

And so good mixed,

it's got to be good
unmixed, right?

,4 Try it.M BACARDI rum.

'

'
.'«''

1 ' * £»'>>
4 '

HOLIDAY SALE
#.* X&jtff 's>?VQs

SELECTED

SWEATERS/SHIRTS/PANTS

20-50% OFF

Souse
201 n pleasant st. amherst

Ar«rfieWMa!!_^^

14 Story Street

Brattle Arcade

Cambridge, Mass.

(617) 492-bOOO

Amherst Store Hours

Mon. - Sat. 10 - 5:30; Fri. 11 to 7

264 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002

(413)256-8911

faronly334
wu can introduce Mom to your

new roommate.

January PLAYBOY
An exclusive interview with John Dean

brings the Nixon White House into focus:

George Plimpton tinds being a Playmate

photographer is all its cracked up to be;

Richard Rhodes looks at the expensive lure

o» cocaine; and Br.g.tte Bardot proves age

has nothing to do with beauty Plus, a 14-

page pictorial on the Playboy Mansion

West an encore visit from the past year s

Playmates, and lovely Lynnda Kimball

in the centerfold gives promise of a

fantastic new^ ga|e nawJ

t Html v

'

(2) New England Telephone

. I
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„« „ntuura ed 10

730 pm
PLEDGES

.,,„, submit their

o the pledue

iv»n'i please

•seriously

r«»h look,

I

.i
ab

in the

, smile light

,nd »om« of

mm twites

House. n 1 1 2(J lumghi

HHlLKil
Bridge lessons in C C 902 »1 6 p m

Hnigo Came ,n C C 804 BOB at 7 p m
Atl welcome
UANCl fREC
DANCE f- REE has '.o do with people

ovement It vou like to move to

music your ova-n y»ey end rt you like

people please come
!, Of MICRHRIOLOGY AKU

BIOCHtMISTRY
Joint seminar W.dn.id.v. On IB

,n 201 Mornll IV, 11 00 »m Or Georg

Her Man Planck Insti.ul fur

Molekulare Genetik Berlin. Germany

will speak on "Inceiurtton r;f Proteins

ha Surlace of the Riboso e of

•chia coli by m
munoelectromicroscopy

"

/ r «. AMAKAR DISCUSSION
An open discussion on the ancient

soul travel will be Dec 18 at

i, rn Look up room number on

C C daily schedule

IKH fILM
I sponsoring the pri/e winning

,mi»ntary film M.motandum
Thurs night m C.C 101 Free

i, ay coffee House
.Hi- House at 8 p m 1 1 pm in

h i,n|,|.M Dinmg Commons. SW near

M,. mines f-'ee entertainment.

. i-.-shments served All are invited

OAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS
M.-i-ting Thursday with the Pioneer

/•llty Gay Union in room 911 915 at

Kentfield Hardware,
Inc.

63 SOUTH PLEASANT ST.

Suppliers of:

- STUDENT NEEDS
- HARDWARE
— SPORTING GOODS

PAINT
- ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Hours Monday Thursday a Saturday -»-S: 30

Pridays — 8a.m. -«p m

toning lour Needs for one 100 Van

7 30 p in Everyone it inv'ted

HAPPY HOUR
ti.ippv Hour last day of data**.

Wednesday, Dei 11 48 pm Hemp
den Student Center in SW Free Band
nukes KOOKS

Last meeting before break very

important, please attend C C 901 at

730 pm
PRISON THEATER

Southweet Theater Ensemble is

developing a work in movement,

puppets and improvisation for students

and prisoners Guest black artiat and

h« inmate, Eugene Smith, appears

with ensemble Friday and Saturday In

Hampden
ROLLING STONES

gether no moat spin off vour

creative energies toward* SPEC
TfluM We are open to all your ideas.

407 C U
SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY

The Science Fiction Club wishes the

entire campus the very merriest of

holidays and a Happy New Year

SKI CLUB MEETING
The last Ski Club meeting of the

semester is tonight m Thompson 106 at

8 00 Ski films and door poiea are on

the agenda plua other important »ki

info Everyone welcome
SKI PATROL

Final meeting of this semester on

Thursday at 6:30 p m in C C Will

make arrangements for mtersession

trip

SKIERS
Attention skiers going to Sugarloaf

h Sugarbush important meeting^

Weds m Thotnpton 106 at • pm Trsv

detail*, car pool* and final ostvotit*.

Mandatory meeting

SPECTRUM
Meeting of Poetry staff Thursday at

1 p m m Office

STOCKBRIDGE STUDENT SINATE

A m**im» Speaker* V Chancellor

Robert w Gage and Dean Arksaa A.

Spielman Today in CC 101 at 6pm
Topic 'Phasing out of maior* from

Stockbridge School of Agriculture and

potation of Stockbndo* ptgsint and

future in Univeteitv plant
"

Course opportunities...

cont. from p. 2
Collage, and Social Structures,

Introduction to Audio Visual

Techniques. and Women's
identity. Register in the Head of

Residence apartment In Pat

terson House this week

CANCE MOUSE is offering

colloquia in leathercraft.

Beginning Guitar, Beginning

Chess, Recorder, and Basic

Photography and Dark Room

Technique Regisfre'ion for

CANCE RESIDENTS will be

Monday evening from 6 00 to 900

,n Cance main lobby, if room is

left in these courses after Moo

day's registration, there will be a

registration, open to all students

on Tuesday evening from 6 00 to

9 00

ONLY THE NAME IS THE SAME

BRITTANY MANOR
Now court-appointad management, on site, professional

•JSSZ?*7g£ZS£t* n-—*""

S^'SSi^t require- wi.h 4 months or more .ease

available from Feb. May.

All-modern conveniences, tennis, 2 pools.

FREE UMass bus service from property.

Large onT two. three bedroom apartments from SMO.OO.

Call 2S4M34 (or take the tree bus).

Summer rentals available at reduced rates.

Rant now and sav.l Rent ^JffSSSf^JSST*
""""

and get 123.00 off your first month s rent)

HEALING STRAIGHT - A PLEASANT CHANGjj
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UNIVERSITY WOMIN'5
CONFERENCE will include

presentations on health, em-

ployment, education, survival,

communications, creativity and

alternatives. Workshops will be

running all day, every day from

January 21 to the 2*th on the »th

floor of the Campus Center.

Registration will take place at the

workshops, and for those who

wish to receive credit, the

program carries one University

credit Child care will be

available, (contact Beaty Blaine

52403) and housing will be

available (Margie Posner m
Emerson 546 4554) The Con

ference is being sponsored by the

Everywoman's Center, The

Southwest Women's Center and

Women's Studies

OUTDOOR WORKSHOP IN

CROSS CULTURAL COM-
MUNICATION (one credit

colloquium) involves students

from diverse racial ethnic

cultural backgrounds meeting in

a natural outdoor environment

where they will exchange facts,

values, and feelings about their

cultural hiritage A natural en

vironment and healthy physical

activity (touring and downhill

skiing) arfj essential ingredients

lor the course. Registration in

John Adams Looby after

receiving permission of the in

structor, Jeff Bacal He can be

reached af 50134 or 253 7957

MYTHICAL CONSCIOUSNESS
instructor: Jim LaMacchia, One

Credit, Mon. Tues, Wed. Thurs.,

I 30 3 30 Pierpont. The present

MO»*»O0«CO*lMU*)S o»»
plor.il i« ,»». c«»i^ * o ••"

m Amh.Pi _ _

C.n P.." »•*•»• **** •

age is dom mated by the language

of scientific rationality, but man
nas not alway* conceived of

reality in these potentially

alienating terms. This course will

expiure the dynamics of myth ana

metaphor ic language, and pasit

them as possible alternatives to

contemporary rationality." We
shall attempt to establish the

creative possibilities for human
consciousness embodied in the

multl dimensional language of

myth In addition to an ex

ploration of a theory of

mythology, we shall closely

examine the Jungian approach to

the "hero myth" as a means of

delineating the archetypal pat

tern of self actualization By
examining both ancient and

mootr."1 in«.?3,n.es of myth in

literature, this course will explore

the varied ways in which the

artistic imagination has utilized

mythical language and ar_
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* Cantos
Registration for th.s course in

john Adams Tower Lobby

MOOBRN JAPAN On* credit.

Mon. Thurs, 900 11:00 ••"

A survey ot Japan sine* World

vvar II, including contemporary

Japanese politics, literature, art,

and the psychology of con

temporary Japanese in com

panson to westerners^

Registration in John Adams

L<

LOCAL ENVIROMMCNTAL
PROBLEMS One credit, Mon^

Thurs. 1003 00 p.m. Details of

this colloquia h*ye not yet been

finalized, but will be available at

the registration office, John

Adams Lobby, after Wednesday,

December II,

Trimesters may return Need food stamos for mtersession?
• • ""a*

1 *aT»fta*J a ranrnontatiuA Imm thfi Welfare of

cont. from p. 1

"They should have gotten it in

earlier," Kneeland said.

Miller said the schedule was
brought in earlier and was lost

by the paper.

Intersession programs may
also have become an unwitting

victim of the fuel shortage and
energy crisis which has caused
heating bills at UMass-Amherst
to skyrocket over the last year

and are forcing the campus to

make a $2.5 million dollar

deficiency budget request to the

Legislature in January

Last January, intersession

programs were pared *o only

two weeks so that the campus
could be closed down the rest of

the month to conserve fuel. The
closing came at the height of

last winter's oil and coal

shortage.

This January, H. Jack Lit-

-: itield, director of physical plant

operations, has already an-

nounced that nearly all dorms on
campus will be closed and
unavailable for student
residence.

The dorm closings make it

alrnoat impossible for a potential

intersession participant to live in

a University dorm, forcing them

to find alternative housing for

only a few weeks until the dorms

open for the second semester

Miller, in warning that in-

tersession may be dropped, said

only increased participation in

the few programs offered this

Januaiy will save the program.

The Food Stamp office in the basement of

Munson Hall is planning to racnaifl • pun taring

intercession. Office hours will be 10:00 a.m. to

4.00 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Service for O'Rourke
to be held tomorrow
A Memorial service for Professor John O'Rourke of the UMass

Sociology Department who died suddently last Friday is being held

tomorrow at 11:00 a.m. in the Memorial Hall here on campus. The

service will be an opportunity for those who knew him to pay a silent

tribute.

Jay Demerath, Chairman of the Sociology Department an-

nounced yesterday that a special memorial fund has been

established for the O'Rourke children and that contributions may be

sent in cara of the First National Bank of Amherst.

A representative from the Welfare office will be

available in the Food Stamp office to assist in the

application procedure for anyone interested in

applying.

The HP-35 Electronic Slide Rule.
..... . .<

i
•'•' entii

I

'All HP pocket calculators have Hewlett-

Packard's patented RPN logic system with 4

Memory Stack. Prices exclude state and

local taxes.

available at the

UNIVERSITY STORE campus center, open Wed 'til 8.

J

EATING & DRINKING

IH \M It N 9 SHOW
Every Wednesday

eajafltts

( harroatl Kroiled

Sirloin Hutt Steak

t'i

I iismiI salari

Kread «. Butte I

1 1 1 1 ream

Veal TarmiRiano

&
Spaghetti

I osMil Salarl

Krrad& Butter

lii- l ream

Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

S3.50

Ticket Price Included In Special.
TUBORG
BEER

MOUNTAIN FARMS4

SHOWS STARTING

NIGHTLY AT 6:00

NOW THRU TUES

2. Groove Tube

3. Banana's &
Where's Papa

r
4TTrial of Billy Jack

Riunite

Lambrusco
12 oz. N.R.

case fifth

NEW!!
Four S&ason's

Special Blended

WHISKEY
80 proof

1/2 gal. *•*•

$t»79 $*49

Henri Philippe

Fruit Flavored

BRANDIES
70 proof

qt. fifth

$.#99 $499

nta*n <*»G> and •«•!»• << 'i* *>

SR-16
Texas Instruments

electronic slide-rule

calculator

adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides;

calculates square roots, squares,

summation, reciprocals, natural logs,

e to the x, also has a memory and

rechargeable batteries case and

recharger included.

'99"

NITE

SCHMIDT'S
BEER

FALSTAFF
BEER
12 oz. N.R.

$e89
12 oz. N.R.

case

case

VINATi

SPANISH
WINES

Red - White - Rose

$129
24 oz. bottle

BURNS
SCOTCH

80 proof

V2 gal. qt.

$**79 $i|99

ASTROIOGICAL FORECAST today's cmsswom Ffrnt

Wcdnasdav Dwfmlwr II

sv.ir.-A.Hil s (Nov 12

Dk 21 i -A job well done

will bring you congralula

lions Irom Ini'nds and fo»s

alikt- Accept Ihe accolades

with urace - but don't ex-

peel Iherr. often

CAPRICORN 'Dec 22-Jan

l() -The present situation

may bring you face lo face

with difficulties you cannm
solve alone Have a friend

standing by
AQUARIUS Uan JO Feb

t B i
- Lightness of heart

makes difficult things easier

Don't enpect others lo take on

responsibilities lhat have
been delegated to you

PISCES (Feb 19 March W
-The amateur's nonprofes

sional approach may be very

beneficial Take the time and

trouble to listen to one of lit

lie experience
ARIES (March 21-Apnl 1"

— Keep your mind open lo

suggestion II you insist upon

having your own way you

may do yourself more harm
than good Discover new
methods
TAURUS (April 20 May 20'

-You know best what will

serve you over the next few

dizzy and paul-

Bv Sl.H. Wattffr

days Use your own judgment

and all should go as you have

planned
GEMINI (May 21 June 20>

-An exciting and interesting

day is in store for Ihe ticmini

whi looks ahead far i-nough

to see where he's going Car-

ry yourself proudly

CANCER (June 21 Jul> 22'

-A day for letting your hair

down, whether at home or on

the employment scene Enjoy

yourself with family and

friends late in the day
LEO (July 23- Aug 22> -

Though you may not reali/i- '(

now. difficulties arising this

morning make things easier

• for you tomorrow Believe

yourself gifted

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22! -

A day which can he con

quered by palience and firm

ness Don't be discouraged b\

early morning failure sue

cess is the outcome 'rf the

afternoon's efforts

LIBRA (Sept 23(1,1 221 -

Physical and mental relaxa

lion is required periodically

if you are to get the best from

both quarters Don I hesitate

to point out an error

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 211

-Make an effort lo broaden

the base of your experience

By Jim Carson
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John McGrail: A sleeper
ByJAYLUPPOLD

Sports Staff

Who ever would have thought

that a kid who didn't even finish

in the top seven on his team at

Stoughton High School would

eventually end up at UMass as

one of the best young runners in

New England?

Not many, but you can bet

that the University of

Massachusetts and everyone

else connected with the school

is happy that sophomore John

McGrail is here.

McGrail is a distanceman, a

two-miler in winter track and the

three and six mile in the spring.

Last spring he set the fresh

man records in the three and six

mile with times of 13.56 and

29:11. respectively.

"Running was only in the

back of my mind when I came

up here, I |ust thought of trying

out for the team and making the

JV's," he said.

Which.
Bacardi
for screw-
drivers?

Bacardi light

rum's subtle

flavor won't
overpower or

get lost in

Screwdrivers,

Bloody Marys,

Martmis or tome
Just use it 'ike gin

or vodka.

BACARDI, rum.

The mixable one.

Coach Ken O'Brien, surprised

more than anyone at the way

McGrail just popped up. ->ays of

his prize younj harrier, "When

John came up here hn was one

of the quietest kids on the team,

but now he is setting the

example with his great en-

thusiasm. He very rarely

complains, he's always pushing.

John is a well rounded young

.man and is destined to be

successful".

For training during the season

John runs about 15 miles a day

in two separate sessions. During

the off season he "slows down"

to only about ten a day, and

that's including a two week

vacation from running

John, like |ust about everyone

else on the team credits co

captains Bill Gillin and Randy

Thomas. "They're the co

captains and they deserve it, the

other members on the team look

up to them for the leadership

They keep us loose and set a

,..| example for all of us".

Mi Grail said.

Gillin and Thomas did

something right, but the praise

goes both ways, "John is

Staff Photo bv Scott H«v««

John McGrail

probably one of the hardest

workers on the team and has a

lot of endurance, a fine runner

XBKX
Gnomon Copy Service, bl Amherst. 1

1

of-

fering a bulk rate of two cents fist for Xerox

21 TO qualify, an order must meet the

SEU conations <a» 5 or more -ptes of each

orioinai (W unbound originals only (cl ««°-$,de<1

St? 5 $500 m,n,mum <•) allow 24 hour,.

OrSTs netting these conditions w... be Xeroxed or

SefcU oe^copy. Collating and cho.cej,f regular

hreehole legal, or colored paper are free 25% rag

SlTvi2 extra per sheet. Gnomon ,s open 7

days a week. Phone 25^3333.

•For copy.no onto one ,,d. only, add » c.n, p., copy

LIQUOR
SUPERMARKET

SPRINGFIELD
UA/-DCC aaiCKWooo eivo

r SHOHWOgjNIH 'mSMOWAI DWVE. f******

NORTHAMPTON
nAn*r r NORTH KING SI

ROUTE J BIG Y SMOMMNG CINtM

tTiiiiiinii T N0R,H ,IIDLt
,

MUrllbll I chambhs - Burgundy -Jh ga

24 12 oz. N. R. Bottles
, ^^ gf^ M^

"\ 79 3.29
Hj^fP • I %0r I case of 4 gallons $11.99

. SCHEHLEY'S O.F.C. J MATEUS ROSE WINE

IWHISKEY 86 8 Proof - quart! Imported From Portugal Fifth

10UIS the V COLD DUCkTkUYEN'S FRENCH BRMB'
1 GUWMK Fifth

I ""»<»««<
'
80 p",0, * *

79499
FELLOW'S VODKA
80 Proof • l

? Gal.

D' Amour Flavortd Brandyt

70 Proof • Full Quart

75914
I •

GILBEY'S GIN
80 Proof • '? Gallon

Rad Lion Cocktails

Manhattan or Martini

48 Proof - 1

j Gallon

8884 99

and person", Shin pointed out.—
List fall McGrail finished 16tF

in the New Englands in cross

country, 50th in the IC4A s, and

finished 106th in the Nationals.

Last winter he finished second

in the Yankee Conference in the

two mile with his top time in the

event. 9:10.8.

But nobody is perfect, in-

cluding "Mac" when he

bombed out in the New
Englands and didn't even

qualify. But he came right back

in the spring finishing second in

the two mile for second place in

the YanCon and second for the

New Englands in the six mile.

And believe it or not, it was in

the six mile that McGrail thinks

that the "tide turned" for him.

Then he went out and took 8th

place in the IC4's.

Thus far this fall McGrail has

finished 4th in a five mile tri-

' meet against Providence with

his best time to that date with a

24.09, then fifth in a YanCon

meet. He came in 6th in the New
Englands with his best, a 23:54.

McGrail finished 15th in the

IC4A's.

The upcoming winter season

McGrail thinks the team is

definitely improved and thinks it

will come down to UMass and

UConn for the title.

/
~~

-

Mr. Debonair: Garo Yepremian, placekicker for the ^£*^*JS
before, during, and after a hair replacement operation^*^**J™££Z
businessman again. Although nothing is certain, rumor has it that Garo is about to

sign with Universal Pictures.

Dennis Fenton: tough wrestler

and ferocious defensive lineman

(Ccdlk^aari

sports

By PETER McDONNELL
Sports Staff

To really know Dennis Fenton

you have to go back to last

winter and the New England

Wrestling Championships.

The University of Rhode

Island had been heavily favored

to take it all. but in the semi-final

and consolation rounds, UMass

began chipping away at their

lead until only one point

separated the two teams going

into the final match of the day.

That match pitted URI's Ray

Miro against a freshman from

UMass, Dennis Fenton. The two

had met three times earlier in the

season with Miro winning two

by pins and one by decision.

Fenton came through with his

Dennis Fenton

greatest performance,
decisioning Miro 13-4 and giving

UMass a share of the New
England title.

The quiet. 6'3", 240 lb. Fenton

is also a standout in the

defensive line for the

Minutemen football squad.

Although he'll tell you that the

only reason he's starting is due

to an early season injury to Ed

McAleney, it's hard to believe

that the team would be unable

to find a spot for a man of his

ability.

Vtis list of outstanding

wrestling achievements goes

back to tenth grade at

Springfield Classical High

School where he was the best in

Western Mass. and sixth in the

state in the 185 lb. class.

A year later, he finished

second in both the state and

New England, while maintaining

his title in Western Mass.

As a heavyweight in his senior

year, he attained his goal of

being number one not only in

the state bu' also in New
England.

Through high school

wrestling tournaments held on

the campus, Fenton became

acquainted with coaches Homer

Barr and Dick MacPherson. He

chose to accept an athletic

scholarship from UMass over a

host of other schools because of

the location and atmosphere of

the campus as well as the op-

portunities available in both the

wrestling and football programs.

His only complaint is the

hectic pace.

"It can be a little difficult

when your first wrestling meet is

three days after the end of the

football season and spring

football starts only two weeks

after the wrestling season is

over."

A Hewlett-Packard
icket calculator is a gift

for a lifetime.

The HPvlS Electronic Slide Rule

.calculations.:

displays 10

ion-

t if ic notation.

autom.it

positions decimal

MhrouQhi
inge.

Co- I

The HP-45
Advanced Scientific.

entif

•
. dions in<

•

)

ion

ible

p., prograi

scientists, tngineers and studi

ngmeenng

The HP-65 Fully Programmable.

world's only fu»> progran n ibh

iiator. You can write, edit a:

programs up to 100-steps long \bu

vantage of HP pre- rec<

-

vou gam the speed ac

of programming without wr'il •

Performs 51 pre-programmi\i

'

Cost. $795*

Make this a special Christmas. Ask tor an

instrument crafted to last your working lifetime ai

designed to solve the problems you can expect to

encounter throuahout that lifetime.

All models in stock:

UNIVERSITY STORB
Campus Confer

Open Wed nite'tiie

The HP-TO Business.
oris of general business, in-

St, financial management, 'ending.

• rowing and savmg caiculations-

• •ly. quickly, easily A Finan-

cial Memory Bank lets you enter

numbers m any order and

change them anytime,

as 2 Addressable
Memories and

a very affordable

e. $275*

TheHP;80
Financial.
Performs virtually

aD time/ money
calculations in sec-

onds. Has a 200-

year calendar, an

Addressable
Memory Lets you

make new kinds of

nent calculations

you to make better

decisions Cost. $395*

All HP pocket calculators IsW I

t

M*Pf«**P
patented RPN logic system with 4 Memory StacK.

Prices exclude state and local taxes.

hL
HEWLETTM PACKARD

Sales and se<v<« 'rom W otires, *i (b cou^tnes

UM JV's nip

Cross, 87-85
fly RON ARENA

Sports Staff

in a tension- packed, nail-

biting overtime battle, the

UMass JV's, behind a 30 point

performance from Mike Pyatt,

edged the Holy Cross sub-

varsiry 87-85 last night at the

Curry Hicks "Cage".

With the score tied at 85-all,

the Crusaders had possession of

the ball with a minute left and

planned to hold for a last shot.

But enter Pyatt who stole a pass

and was fouled racing to the

basket with 17 seconds left.

Pyatt sank two crucial

freethrows and then a tough

defense held Holy Cross from

scoring to secure the victory.

The Crusaders jumped out to

a quick 16-6 lead in the first half

before the Minutemen stormed

back to knot the score at

halftime, 43-43. Joe Spallino led

the surge with 8 points, hitting

three outside shots.

Led by an 8-point explosion

by Don Byrd, UMass raced to its

biggest lead in the second half, 6

points. But with the aid of

turnovers, "The Cross" came

back. Then with UMass trailing

by a 78-77 score, Pyatt, as he did

in overtime, sank two clutch

freethrows, but Holy Cross sent

the game into overtime hitting

one of two foul shots. The

visitors had a chance to win it in

regulation time, but a final shot

misspd the mark, creating the

script for overtime heroics.

Pyatt hit 10 of 18 field goals

and sank 10 free throws for his

30 points. Byrd (7-11) and

Spallino (6-8) also hit double

figures for the home squad with

14 and 12 points, respectfully.

Coach Gaudette had praise

for others as well though.

Although scoring only 4 points

each, he applauded the

defensive efforts of two
relatively inexperienced players,

John Bingham and Proctor

Daniels.

Coach Gaudette gave playing

time to 13 players claiming, "If

they practice for me they'll play

for me. Even if some get in for

only two or three minutes, it's

experience, and the next time

they get in, they won't be as

nervous." He also added that

even though he's trying to win,

he feels it is important to get

these players in.

The game marked the second

straight 2- point victory for the

J.V.'s, so very quickly in their

college careers they have been

introduced to that spur-of-the-

moment feeling known as

pressure

Orioles' T. Davis

named as best I

MANCHESTER. N.H.lUPf] -

Tommie Davis of the Baltimore

Orioles, who hit .289 with 83

runs batted in last season,

Tuesday was named winner of

the second annual American

League designated hitter award,

sponsored by the Manchester

(N.H.) union leader.

Davis, a 15-year veteran,

received five of the seven votes

cast by a panel of

knowledgeable sports per-

sonalities, including baseball

greats Casey Stengel and Bob

Feller.

Davis, who appeared in 155

games with the American

League east champions, led all

designated hitters with 623 a}-

bats. He also hit 11 homers.

Detroit's AI Kaline, closing out

his 22-year career, received the

other two votes. He batted .262

in 146 games, with 64 runs

batted in and 13 home runs.

Davis succeeds Orlando

Cepeda, formerly of the Boston

Red Sox, as the top designated

hitter.

UMass skates after the puck

tomorrow night at Merrimack

Bill Brouiiiet and Roy Johnson - gymnast

co-captains providing leadership; ability
. . .. j _ _. ._ As the

By BEN CASWELL
Sports Staff

An elected captain of any

team is someone who is

respected by the team, someone

who can provide the team with

some kind of leadership, and

someone who has the ability to

be a top competitor in that

sport.

Bil. Jrouillet and Roy Johnson

are those someones on the

men's gymnastics team.

Brouiiiet was the squad's

second best all-around per-

former last year and this year as

a senior should be the team's

number 1 all-arounder. Bill is

strongest in his floor exercise

and in the parallel bars although

his performances in the other

events are not lacking.
Bill Brouiiiet

Smokin' Joe wants another

crack at AH the champion
PHILADELPHIA \UPI\ -

"...And when I mean just fight

to the finish," Joe Frazier said,

"I mean just keep right on

fighting from the start. No
rounds, either. The way they

used to fight back then, way

back then."

Frazier was elaborating

Tuesday on his challenge to

Muhammad All to meet him in a

third fight, and to fight this one

out to a finish, until one man
drops.

Ali said Monday that such a

bout was fine with him and

"Let's do it."

"If Clay wants to stop every

three minutes to rest, that's ok

with me," Frazier said. "He'll

need it, not me. I'm younger

than him, I'd have more going

for me. My stamina is better

than his."

For the record, the longest

glove fight "way back then"

was April 6, 1893, when Andy

Bowen and Jack Burke went

110 rounds in New Orleans —
and the bout was a draw when

neither man could continue after

seven hours and 19 minutes!

Frazier, with no opponent in

sight now that Australian

promoters could not come up

with the money for a planned

Joe Frazier, shown
here at the weigh-in in a

previous fight says he

warts another shot at

Muhammad Ali.

Dec. 14 bout in Sydney against

Oscar Bonavena, is keeping in

shape and waiting for definite

proposals from Ali's camp.

"He's stalling me," Joe in-

sisted. "He knows that when he

hears Joe Frazier' s name called,

his heart skips a beat. No matter

where he goes he hears my
name and he gets all excited.

That's because he knows Joe

don't stop and he knows that

the public wants to see the man

who whipped him twice. They

want to see his pants dusted

again."

Of Ali's win over George

Foreman, Frazier merely says

"He got lucky and poor George

just fought himself out. He knew

how to maneuver and he got

lucky cause Foreman whipped

himself by fighting stupid."

And so the war of words
continues. What next? How
about fighting to a finish with

bare knuckles, fellows?

Roy Johnson did not compete

last year, being side-lined with a

dislocated elbow. As a

sophomore two years ago his

strongest events were the high

bar, the pommel horse, and the

long horse vault. He will be

competing all-around this

season along with other co-

captain Brouiiiet.

Bill and Roy both feel that

their roles as captains are

basically ones of communicating

with the team and with the

coach on various aspects of

practice and meets. "We're like

a medium between Tom and the

team," said Brouiiiet.

Both gymnasts have been

somewhat hampered by injuries

this year. Roy's left shoulder

was bothering him for a while,

enough so that he had heat

treatments to take care of it, and

now it seems to be in good
shape. Bill has a case of arthritis

in his right shoulder that is really

a day to day thing.

Regarding the situation that

the gymnastics team is in for the

future, both men felt that it was

quite unfortunate. "If the part-

time coach is good enough,

things could be O.K.," said

Johnson, "but this season has

got to be like any other season,

and we can't let that affect us."

Gymnastics seen as a minor

sport did not really seem to

matter to Bill and Roy. It is their

sport and that is what is really

important to them. "Sure a big

crowd in the cage is nice," said

Roy, "it makes me do better, but

I don't need the glory, I enjoy

gymnastics for the greater

personal satisfaction that I get

out of it."

As the season approaches

these men are working hard to

make it a successful one. They

are doing that because gym-

nastics and being co-captain

means very much to them. In

that light they are certainly men
that their team can respect.
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sadesOh my God! Holy Cross • - *

bv Minutemen 68-62 in SHOCKEK
W r.nr -TA Vicens was the dominant force in the game, as

By STEVE DeCOSTA
Sports Staff

For the first time in nearly three years, a UMass

basketball team lost a game in Curry Hicks Cage,

bowing to Holy Cross 68 62 last night.

Freshman Mike Vicens wreaked havoc on the

Minuteman defense, hitting nine of twelve field

goals and ten of fourteen from the line for a game

high 28 points. ^^
The less than capacity crowd of 4000 was

disappointed by a UMass offense that shot a

miserly 39 per cent from the floor.

The Minutemen broke to a quick seven point

margin, and maintained the lead for most of the

first half.

But the Crusaders came storming back to score

the final ten points of the half to lead 33 30 at

intermission. UMass was never able to recover.

Holy Cross advanced its margin to as many as

13 points in the second half, and a half hearted

UMass comeback attempt was much to little,

much to late.

Bill Endicott led UMass with 17 points, in-

cluding nine in the final three minutes.

The Minutemen were plagued by an in

consistent offense which, on occasion, saw just

about everybody standing around.

Only near the end of the contest did an of

fensive pattern emerge, but it was at a t.me when

the Minutemen should have been shooting

quickly to try and cut their deficit instead of

playing catch around the periphery.

John Murphy had his worst shooting night of

the season, making only four of 16 shots from the

floor for 12 points overall.

Jim Burke and Alex Eldridge tallied nine apiece

for UMass.
The Minutemen were awesome under the

boards, outrebounding the Crusaders 55-28, but

to no avail. ————

—

Vicens was the dominant force in the game, as

he spun past Burke. Greg Duarte. or whoever had

the thankless task of guarding him at the time, for

countless, easy lay-ups.

Bill Doran, an 18-year old sophomore, chipped

in with 18 Crusader points, including 12 in the

second half to help hold the Minutemen at bay.

Holy Cross suffered from foul trouble, as three

starters picked up their fourth personals early in

the second half. But superior ben :h strength, in

the form of Doran, Jimmy Dee, and Ed Reilly,

picked up the slack.

The Minutemen now face the task of

regrouping before a Saturday night encounter

with Siena, the nation's fourth rated college

division team.

UMass now stands at 3-2 overall, and Saturday

night's game is the finale before a two-week

intersession layoff.

TICKLING THE TWINE Jim Burke's con-

secutive free throw string ended at 17, after he

had converted his first five in the game.

Arnold Johnson drew rave responses for a five

minute performance in which he garnered four

points. He was the only Minuteman who showed

any authority in moving toward the hoop.

UMass: Murphy 4 44 12, Town 2 2 3 6,

Mayfield 1 14 3, Eldridge 4 12 9, Endicott 7 33

17, Burke 2 5 6 9, Duarte 1 1 2, Claiborne

Pyatt 0, Johnson 2 4, Stokes 0,

Totals 23 16 23 62

Holy Cross: Carballeira 3 5 7 11, Vicens 9 10 14

28 Halsey 1 2, McAuley 2 2 2, Potter 12 2 4,

Doran 9 1 8, Dee 0-0 0. Gooch 1 0-0 2, Reilly

14 1, Downer 0, Totals 24 20 31 68

Fouled out: Burke, Potter

UMaSS £ 35 SHoly Cross 33 35

St»tt Photo bv D»n Smith

+-
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Minutemen pucksters move

on to tackle Merrimack

Minutemen John Murphy and Derick Claiborne are

surrounded by unfriendly Crusaders as they vie for a

reLound with from left to right. Marty Halsey, Mike

Vicens and Bill Doran. As went everything else on the

night the Minutemen were unable to win out as Holy

Cross went on to defeat UMass, 68 72. It was the first

loss in nearly three years at the Cage for the

Minutemen.

Gymnasts rip

Lowell Tech,
Army next

By GLENN POSTER
Sports Staff

After snapping a four g«TM

losing streak .it the expensr Df

Middlebury on Saturday, the

UMass hockey team travels 10

North Andover tonight to lake

on the top team in Division 2,

namely Merrimack

The Warriors were rated as

the team to heat in a pre season

poll. And so far the theory has

held as evidenced by a 6 1

overall record, including 5 in

the division. Coach Tom
Lawler's men handled New

England College with ease

stomping them into the ground

to the tune of 12 0. Bill Pieri got

the shutout credit as he did

when his teammates poured in

eight goals on American In

ternational Other division teams

which had to play Merrimack

because of scheduling reasons

were Salem St., and Norwich

twice. In battles with Division 1

teams, the Warriors defeated

Dartmouth and lost their only

game in a tough encounter with

Providence 2 1.

The big line for the Warriors

has Bill Dunn centering for Mike

Reynolds and Rick Curran. Dunn

has nine goals in seven games

while- Reynolds has lit the rod

light 10 times. Reynolds also has

10 assists to lead the team in

scoring.

The top two defensemen are

Rick Kerivan and Paul Dunn.

(Merrimack has a brother act

too). And Pieri will most likely

start in goal as he has played all

the games thus far

For UMass there is no

question that a victory tonight

would turn the season around.

Coach Jack Caniff is leaning

toward Bruce Gledhill as the

starting goalie based on a fine

performance Saturday at

ternoon. Gledh.il played his first

sixty minute game and though

he was beaten for five goals,

two of the scores by Middlebury

,n the third period came on

power plays. The Minutemen

were killing penalties iust about

that entire stanza anyway

Tonight Billy Harris and Carl

Burns will be up front on short

handed situations.

The freshman line o! Lhris

Lambv centering for the White

brothers, which connected for

three goals in the last game

returns intact. Bobby White

banged in his first two goals of

the season and Lamby, the

leading scorer on the team,

netted his sixth in as many

qames.
ICE CHIPS The next

-home" game for the

Minutemen will be Saturday

night against Army. The Cadets

are a former Division 1 team, so

there promises to be plenty of

action. ..Seeing as this is the

last paper of 1974, for those of

you who are planning on going

to games over intersession here

is the schedule: Jan. 16th Yale at

Orr Rink. Jan. 18th at New

Haven, for those of you who will

be in the Boston area: Jan 20th

Babson at Natick, Jan. 22nd

Northeastern at the Arena and

Jan. 25th Boston St. also at the

Arena. The first game following

vacation will be Jan. 29th vs.

Hamilton at 4:00 p.m. at Orr

Rink.

I Sports

meeting
There will be a meeting for

all Collegian sports staffers in

the Collegian office today at

4 00 p.m. All present staffers

and any other interested

people are urged to attend.

The Collegian sports staff

dinner will be held Thursday

at the Steak and Brew. Cars

will leave from the Collegian

office at 5:15.

Football

meeting
There will be a football

meeting Thursday afternoon at

430 p.m. in room 249 Boyden

Gymnasium. All potential 1975

varsity football players including

last year's underclassmen

should attend.

By BEN CASWELL
Sports Staff

In their second ho hum meet

of the year the UMass gym

nasties Minutemen crushed their

competition.

The Minutemen beat Lowell

Tech 149 115 yesterday as they

dominated the meet in every

event.

Again, as was the case with

Boston State last week, UMass

was up against mediocre

competition and what coach

Tom Dunn was looking for was

the fourth scorer that will be

essential in league performance.

Our fourth score was way out

of there today,'' said Dunn.

In the Minutemen's first 2

meets only three scores

counted In UMass league

competition four scores will be

counted and the Minutemen will

need depth that they have not

gotten thus far

Lowell Tech provided more of

a challenge than Boston State

but still they were not in the

same class as UMass. The

Minutemen out scored Lowell

Tech in every event and UMass

co captain Bill Brouillet was the

all around leading point scorer

with a score of 51.15.

Peter Lusk's rings, Roy

Johnson's high bar. and Bill

Brouillet's long horse vault were

performances that Coach Dunn

singled out as the most im-

pressive of the afternoon.

Lusk scored a 9.0 in his still

rings routine even though a

mistake midway in his per

formance forced him to "alter''

his routine somewhat.

Co captain Rov Johnson had

the third highest individual score

of the day with the 8 75 that he

received in the high bar.

Bill Brouillet also hit 9.0, his

score coming in his long horse

vault It was the second time in

as many meets' that Brouillet

was the all around winner

"We didn't look all that bad,"

said coach Dunn. "I can't see

Army being much better, but we

can't be sure
."

"It's going to be very close

against Army.'' continued Dunn

According to our per

formances, we've both had two

meets against easy teams, it

appears that Saturday's will be a

tight one."'

UMass' big problem could be

keeping in the league limit of 12

performers that was instituted

this year Last year 15 gymnasts

were allowed to compete in a

meet but that number has been

cut by three this year

Coach Dunn still has some

decisions to make regarding

who will go against Army this

weekend. Paul Marks could be

seen in the all around if his back

is in good shape Just his rings

score is something that the team

could benefit greatly from is he

should be ready to go.

Freshman John Forshay is

another possible for Saturday as

he looked good and healthy in

work outs earlier in the week.

Coach Ned Crossley and his

cadets from West Point are

hoping to break a two year

UMass winning streak. Last year

the Minutemen went down to

New York and defeated Army

157 148 in what coach Dunn

termed a "really hot" per

formance. The year before

UMass beat West Point here

again by a wide margin of 156

145.

FLYING FINISHES
Saturday's meet will be in

Boyden Auxiliary Gym and will

get underway at 200 p.m...

catch you there...

Fanatical football finale

Us been a long and en|oyable National Football League seaso.

with its share of upsets and exciting games. This collect.on of picks,

marks the last issue of 7he Collegian in 1974 as weh as the four

teenth and final week .n pro football's regular season. So, for the last

time ( i * least until next year) here are Hayes' hopeful predictions.

PITTSBURGH STEELERS 28; CINCINNATI BENGALS 23

There s little incentive left for the Bengals, and Steelers will march

toward their AFC Playoff battle against Buffalo.

MINNESOTA VIKINGS 17; KANSAS CITY CHIEFS 9

K.insas City won't be as lucky this week, as they were last

Sunday facing Oakland's number three quarterback. Fran

Tarkenton Vikes' number one passer will be running the show.

OAKLAND RAIDERS 27. DALLAS COWBOYS 24

Oakland was willing to sacrifice victory in Kansas City just to make

sure the team would be ready for the Cowboys and upcoming

playoffs Stabler will resume leadership of the Raider offense and

that s enough for the Cowboys sixth loss Sunday. December 15

LOS ANGELES RAMS 21; BUFFALO BILLS 17

Coach Chuck Knox won't be gambling on fourth down with the

Rams deep in their own territory this week, and Bills just aren t

stronq enough to stay with LA.

WASHINGTON REDSKINS 20; CHICAGO BEARS 6

Redskins will be waiting to take NFC Eastern Division honors,

should the Cardinals lose their third straight game.

HOUSTON OILERS 27. CLEVELAND BROWNS 10 _ „ m

The Oilers finish with a respectable 7 7 record while Cleveland

ends the worst season m Brown history with another loss.

DENVER BRONCOS 31; SAN DIEGO CHARGERS 21

Optimist John Ralston came to the Broncos three seasons ago

and turned the Broncos into contenders This year was a successful

one for Denver end 1975 Iooks even better

DETROIT LIONS 28; PHILADELPHIA EAGLES 14

Lions are much improved since the start of the season, and former

UMass QB Greg Landry has proved a capable leader. The Eagles had

h.oh hopes for this season, but they barely achieved mediocrity.

GREEN BAY PACKERS 14; ATLANTA FALCONS 3

Packers should have little trouble overcoming problem-riddled

MIAMI DOLPHINS 30; NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS 21

The Dolphins use this one to prepare for playoffs and it s hard to

believe the Pats, who started off so well, will finish 7-7.

NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 21; SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS 20

The big thing at stake here is second place in the NFC West. Look

for Saints to surprise Norm Snead and 49ers.

NEW YORK JETS 35; BALTIMORE COLTS 17

This may be Joe Namath's last game in a Jet uniform, so you can

count on his teammates to provide a happy going-away present.

ST LOUIS CARDINALS 21; NEW YORK GIANTS 7

The Cards must win this contest to wrap up NFC Eastern Division

title and aqainst hapless Giants, winning should come easy

PLAYOFF PREDICTIONS

ST LOUIS CARDINALS 24; MINNESOTA VIKINGS 20

OAKLAND RAIDERS 28; MIAMI DOLPHINS 21

Sunday, December 22

BUFFALO BILLS 17; PITTSBURGH STEELERS 16

WASHINGTON REDSKINS 27; LOS ANGELES RAMS 24

Sunday, December 29

AFC CHAMPIONSHIP OAKLAND RAIDERS 27; BUFFALO

BILLS 21

NFC CHAMPIONSHIP ST. LOUIS CARDINALS 28;

WASHINGTON REDSKINS 27

Sunday, January 12

SUPER BOWL IX ST. LOUIS CARDINALS 34; OAKLAND

RAIDERS 30

LAST WEEK: 11 2 846 including 3 exact spreads

SEASON 109 53 1 669 including 11 exact spreads
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I on the Arts - Thanks Through the Ranks
by Sir Real

frnr fr\ftr\ firxftr\ ^jr\frjir%Mk\fB%^^tniV\^W^^M^^^triW
What was rumored for so long is finally

coming true. General Manager and English
General Mike Kostek has announced he is

stepping down to a reduced post at the

paper, as well as two minor-major trades.

The first deal is David 'goo face' Sokol,

basis to Little Fire, a local fleecing concern

for a pair of broken drumsticks and five

free beer tickets at the Bluewall. "What a
deal," exclaimed the reclusive Kostek.

"What a steal ! We unloaded this old stiff and
got some very useful tools in return. David
is 23, you know, and frankly was hurting us
with his high salary, his outside Advocating
and clubhouse lawyering.

In the day's major event, Wayne Dejnak
was returned to the Montague Highway
Department where he had been acquired
two years ago on a trial basis. "We're really

lucky that they're taking him back," said

Kostek, "He's going to be in fast company
there with all the great peopk they have
there, but I hear they'll find a place for him
on their coffee break detail."

Dejnak had been tenatively swapped for a
small bag of leaves, "We told them it was
dope," said Kostek. "and they went coo coo.

Still, Dejnak was the best we could get, and
he just didn't work out. They can keep the
leaves."

by Mike Kostek

Here's a good year gone. My ride in the
i saddle has been a salty one, full of the stuff that

gives humans and life reputations both great
and terrible. But it's time to go. My ha-ha hasty
'thanks go out to the finest, most talented and
farthest ranging staff on the Collegian.

In the Totally Gone section, we have two
•cases of note. The deadwood — ah, great public

servants being clear— ah, retired are two loyal

ind fascinating Joes.

Wayne Dejak has spent an ail-too brief year
here after moving over from Greenfield

Community College, and the Montague High-

way Department, where he was baseball star

and junior foreman, respectively. Wayne has
ybeen Joing a number of things for Bciow the

Salt. Some of which are good, including his

.perceptive and wacky record reviews and

I
Duck's D.I.T.S. & D.A.T.Q. (Duck Introduces

The Salt & Duck Answers The Questions).

r Never known to duck an assignment, Wayne
got his nickname one morning out duck hun-

Iting.
He was waiting by the side of a pond,

waiting for some mallards. Seeing some fly

overhead out of range, he lifted his hands to his

mouth, "Quack!" said Wayne. "Quack,

quack ! " Someone on the other side of the pond
heard all this, stood up and shoot Wayne in the

hand. I guess he forgot to duck.

David Sokol is quite another story. Self-billed

as a "loving, sensitive, benign, existential

ferbam great guy," David has overcome his

varied handicaps to become the paper's first

Vice Editor. After coming from Boston

University, David has been a stalwart music
staffer for a year and a half, and his love for

various English strains of rock & other is

legend. In between grinding slime into his

joysack, David's love for music permeates all.

"Better a day without sunshine than a day
without music," he says. He carries around the

second largest record collection (next to the

Big Boy's) on the staff, and has been one of the

finest friends both I and the paper will ever

have. David, a sociology major, is putting his

studies into practical effect with an Actual

People Fleecing program with a local band
called Little Fire as henchmen.

But thanks through the ranks:

Don McGilvray & Kris Jackson — two fan-

tastic humans whose overall talent and spirit

are boundless.

Bill Howell & Debbie Schafer — Amazing
photogs. Howell is the finest camerman I've

seen here, and Debbie can do the do too.

Fred Weiss & Ed Smith — Books & etc.

Thanks for keeping things flying and helpfully

trying.

Gina Starodoj — for putting her interest into
action, something far too few do.

Tyla Michelove— for a smooth blend of work
and good feelings that stay everfecund.

And the main crazies who really carried the
ride: Andy MacKenzie, John-Jack Cahill, Ken
Blanchard, Paul Kontrimas, David Miller,

Craig Roche, David Santos, Ross Nerenberg,
John Wicheta Wassell, Ed 'tv eye' Fleischer,

Jeff Howard, Maria Richmond, Kit Browne,
David Letters, E. Pat McQuaid, Linda
Sherksnis, Mike Tiberio and the rest. Listen,

this is it! THURSDAY NIGHT, 201

GREENOUGH, UMASS. A HOLIDAY 3ELOW
THE SALT PARTY.

The Final Word
by Daniel Finneran

Two philosophers
and the bricklayer

with thanks to

George Herrieman

Once upon a time there were two
philosophers who spent their days
arguing about the true nature of

the world. One day they came upon
a bricklayer just putting the final

touches on a wall he had been
building. As they neared him, the

first philosopher spoke.

"You realize that this wall you
seem to be building does not true Iy

exist. Nor, for that matter, do any
of the tools or materials you may
have thought you used." J.

"Huh?" said the brickla^lr^iuite

honestly.

"I was simply trying/ to point out

that one cannot trust one's senses.

Everything Is an illusion. Cfily

through the mind can one Ind
reality; all else is false."

"Would you mind moving to^tme

side, you're blocking my light."

"You fool! Can't you understand
what I've been saying? Your s+upid

wall doesn't exist, you only think

you see it. Only by thoughtful

contemplation, usino tho^ rnind

sans senses can orWr^ttdpa to

discover the true nature of the

world. It is all one great mirage,

only the unaided mind can see

through it all!"

"Has your friend always been

like this, or has he had an ac-

cident?" asked the bricklayer of

the second philosopher.

Amused, the second philosopher

' '

replied; "No, he's always been like

this. However, I am happy to tell

you that your wall does indeed

exist. What we sense is what is

real. Our senses do not lie, they do
not lead us astray. If our senses

were false what would become
of..."

But before the second
philosopher could finish the first

philosopher began to refute
everything the second nad said.

The second joined in and refuted

the first the first again refuted the

second, and somewhere in all the

noise ihe.y refuted themselves. It is

likely^friat they would have con-

tinued for days had not the brick

layer^spdken.

"If^llttwant to convince me that

whaf^MpPsay is true, just back up
abouttwenty feet and take a run
into the wall. If the wall doesn't

exist then everything will be fine.

If it does then I'll be happy to pay
afl medlcah expenses."
^uh?" said the two

philosophers. Whereupon they
began to give many reasons why
such a suggestion would prove
nothing. Each one telling the other

why the bricklayer's suggestion
hasn't shaken their respective
philosophical foundations. And in

the middle of the first

philosopher's restatement of why
the bricklayer is just plain wrong,
the bricklayer picked up two
unoccupied bricks and gave them
their freedom in the direction of

the two philosophers.

"Have at you." said the
bricklayer.
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"The truth was doomed to die-

It was being downtrodden,
was being drowned, burned,

ground to ashes. But look — it

has survived, it lives, it has
been printed, and nobody ever

will be able to wipe it out."

Below The Salt has bam the
kind of magazine that would
print peculiar work. We
pledge to uphold this tradition,

but can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Yours
must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday; but you can write to

us anytime.

Duck's D.I.T.S. & D.A.T.Q.

Ben Atkins' dilemma: Should I

have another cough drop or should

I listen to the new Hub & The Tubs.

Ken Blanchard says tha j hand
in the right place is worth two in

the bush.

Andy MacKenzie, Below The
Salt's very own Sacred Cowboy,
has just found out that all shampoo
made from the yucca plant is ail

imported from Yuccavania.

John Cahill's 9 o'clock problem:
"Aw gee daddy, can't I finish

playing Ron Carter's "All Blues"
one more time?"

by Stuart Sojcher

In Hollywood at this time, the major
motion picture studios are probably
listening to Frank Sinatra sing "It Was A
Very Good Year" for the umpteenth time
while the money from this year's films
continues to roll in. Indeed "it was a very
good year" for the film Industry, as ac-

cording to Variety, profits were the highest

since 1946. Films such as The Sting and The
Exorcist are still doing well. However, as
far as quality goes, 1974 was far from being
an outstanding year. Compiling a 'top ten' of

the worst films of the year is easier and
more en|oyable than selecting the year's

best. There is an incredible amount of trash

to choose from, showing that when the
country suffers hard times people go to the

movies. For the most part movies are still

fairly cheap and provide mindless en-

tertainment. According to the ads for That's
Entertainment, "Boy do we need it now."

The following is my 'top ten' — good, bad
and 'what should have been.'

The best: (not in any real order excepting
the first)

Chinatown — Roman Polanski returns

from the depths to create a 1930's Raymond
Chandleresque, The Big Sleep, film noir

mystery—thriller that rings of con-
temporary problems. Jack Nicholson Is

superb as J.J. Gittes, a smooth and tough
private investigator and his love interest,

Fave Dunaway, gives her best performance
since Bonnie and Clyde as a provocative

"femme fatale." The cinematography,
music, setting, acting and direction combine
to make this film the year's best.

The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz —
Richard Dreyfuss creates a comic, arrogant
and dramatic character in the person of

Kravitz, the Jewish boy on the make.
Dreyfuss is extraordinary In the title role

and a supporting cast led by Joe Silva and
Jack Warden is excellent. This could be the
year's second best.

My Name Is Nobody — Produced by the

master of the spaghetti western, Sergio
Leone, this movie did not receive a great
deal of recognition but it's the sleeper of the
vear. Starring Henry Fonda as a famous
gunflghter and Terence Hill as 'Nobody', the

two Navy 'lifers' escorting a young sailor

who had attempted to steal forty dollars
from a charity box. On the surface the film
appears very cold and hard edged, but
director Hal Ashby is successful in con-
veying a sense of pathos and compassion.
Again Nicholson is superb.
The Three Musketeers — Director

Richard Lester changes the classic Dumas
story around and plays it for laughs. A fine
cast includes Michael York, Charlton
Heston, Richard Chamberlain, Raquel
Welch and Faye Dunaway. For pure en-
tertainment It's a great movie and the
sequel which should be released soon will

probably be just as enjoyable.

The Trial of Billy Jack — The box office
receipts are tremendous but why anyone
would want to throw out three dollars for
such a pretentious piece of filmmaking is

beyond me.
Ash Wednesday — Elizabeth Taylor stags

in this soap opera about a woman who un-
dergoes plastic surgery in order to win back
her husband. Well Liz still looks as good as
ever.

Bring Me the Head of Alfredo Garcia — Is
this really a Sam Peckinpah film?
Mame— The idea behind this film was to

bring the family picture back onto the scene,
but isn't Lucille Ball a bit old for doing this
sort of thing especially when the camera

Best—Worse movie of the Year — Death
Wish. Just wait until the sequel comes out,
then they'll be some real action. Maybe
they'll let the audience shoot along with
Charles Bronson.

Bomb of the year
what else is new?

The Great Gatsby. So

SOJCHER PIX

Best Actor of the year — Who else but
Jack Nicholson, with Richard Dreyfuss an
extremely close second.

Best Actress of tha year— Since there are
few females in movies these days, this is

rather easy but until another movie comes
out with a woman who does more than look
good. Faye Dunaway is the winner along
with Mariangela Meleto of Love and
Anarchy.

The Ten That Should Have (come to this
area) — The Conversation— Supposed to be
superb. Badlands — Same thing. (The rest

should be at least interesting as tha direc-
tors are known people.) Armacord — By
Fellini. Stavisky — By Renais. The Phan-
tom of Liberty — By Bur.uel. Lacombe
Luciene — by Matte. Lancelot of she Lake—
By Bresson. Scenes of a Marriage — By
Gergman. (Lenny and The Godfather II)

Should get here eventually

And finally, the most unusual — Zardoz. If

anyone figures this film out they're a genius.

"... for the most part, movies are fairly cheap

& mindless entertainment
»

. .

.

film concerns myths and legends becoming
history. The gunfights are spectacular, the
music is enjoyable and the movie is simply a
lot of fun.

Love And Anarchy — Directed by Lina
Wertmuller, this Italian film is the story of

an uneducated farmer who attempts to

assassinate Mussolini in the 1930s but finds

himself falling in love with two prostitutes.

Characterized by marvelous acting and
good dialogue, Love And Anarchy is a film

not to be missed.
Harry and Tonto— A warm and humorous

film starring Art Carney as a seventy-two
year old retired schoolteacher who travels

across the U.S. with his cat, Tonto.
Occasionally a bit maudlin, this Paul
Mazursky film is still well worth seeing
especially for a beautiful scene where
Carney meets his first love from years back
and they slowly dance in each others arm
while the camera observes them from afar.

The Last Detail — Jack Nicholson once
again dominates the screen in this tale of
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iBeU's Pizza House|

Blazing Saddles — Mel Brooks' hilarious
parody of me old West may offend some but
ifs incredibly funny.
That's Entertainment — This is a

collection of MGM's classic musicals with
such stars as Judy Garland, Fred Astalre
and Gene Kelly appearing in some of their
best films and discussing them. A
fascinating look at the way "they used to
make movies."
Tha Longest Yard — Burt Reynolds stars

in this Robert Aldrich film about an ex-
football player who must endure prison life

in order to understand the meaning of self-

respect, pride and friendship.

Honorable Mention: Sugar land Express,
The Chinese Professionals DON'T Look
Now.

The Worst:
Law and Disorder — A ridiculous plot,

horrible dialogue and overacting combine to

make this the worst movie of the year along
with...

lens is covered with vaseline to disguise her
age?
Escape To Nowhere— Critics called this a

"Hitchcock- 1 ike thriller" but I thought that

thrillers were supposed to be exciting.

Gold — This film lasted for five days at

Campus Cinemas and only seventy-six
people showed up for two shows, on dollar

night.

The Tamarind Seed — Julie Andrews and
Omar Sharif star in this tale of espionaqe
and romance, but who really cares?

Airport 75 — They should have kept this

one in the hangar.
Earthquake — Can you imagine Ava

Gardner who's around fifty years old to be
the daughter of Lome Green who is also

around fifty? Anyway, the special effects

are okay.

Honorable Mention: Billy Jack,
Frankenstein, Walking Tall, Dracula, Daisy
Milter, The Destructors and Return of tha
Dragon. This list could go on and on.
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Come one and all to hear

The Singing Friars

at

The 7:30 Mass.

Saturday, December 14

A Concert following in the front lounge of the
Newman Center.

Donation for Concert — 50c
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Castaneda: Juan For The Road
Year long summary on Books

TALES OF POWER
by Carlos Castaneda
Simon and Schuster

Reviewed by
Your Sacred Cowboy

Even as a long-time spiritual dilettante of
the Richard Alpert Baba Ram Dass school,
believing as I do that in the long run it

makes no difference which 'path' or method
one chooses, be it chanting, meditating, or
writing book reviews, I have nonetheless
been doubtful, or at least puzzled by the
Castaneda books. Up until the third book of
the series (Tales of Power is the fourth) i

had more or less written them off as
'spiritual pornography', that is, I figured
Castaneda to be one of the many who are
cashing in on the rising Interest In spiritual

pursuits by writing kozmic adventure books
about Buddhist monks, American wan-
derers in India, etc., cramming them with
as many references to auras, third eyes, and
astral planes as possible. (For a really solid
example, pick up almost any of the
"Rampa" series — T. Lobsang Rampa's
"autobiographical" accounts of how he
developed his powers in a Tibetan
monastery and used them to battle Com-
munism, or whatever).

The first Castaneda books, being based so
solidly on the idea of achieving realization
through the (wow, man) hallucinogenic,
experience, seemed naturally to fall into

that category. However, If they were being
written for that purpose I think Castaneda
earned whatever he made from them; it

would have been so easy to just write about
clear white light and the simple wisdom of
the Master or any of the usual experiences.
But his experiences are confusing, often
terrifying; his teacher, Don Juan, is both
demanding and devious (very much like the

traditional Zen master who sort of 'tricks'

his disciples into enlightenment), and at the

end of each episode Castaneda assesses

himself as being actually worse off than

before. It is certainly unusual to end a book
about spiritual seeking by having the

author-protagonist break off his discipleship

and run away in sheer horror and total

disorientation, as he did at the end of the

first book, The Teachings of Don Juan.

All right, let's submit the above
paragraphs as evidence that It Just Might
be true. Another factor that leads one to
distrust Castaneda is the simple fact that
these books have been a continuing series,

and this again brings up the concept of
writing to fill a commercial need: A never-

ending soap-opera for the spiritually in-

clined? However, there is some justification
for the series structure: One, apparently
these were being written down and
published more or less as they occurred.
(Throughout the books Don Juan continually
teases Castaneda about his persistent note-
taking and analyzing), which also accounts
for their abruptness and, with Castaneda's
consistently objective reporting of his own
apparent stupidity in dealing with Don
Juan's teachings, gives the books a very
convincing sense of spontaneity. A second
interesting thing is that Tales of Power is

apparently the last in the series; Castaneda
completes his apprenticeship with Don Juan

and becomes a "man of knowledge" In his
own right.

Tales of Power is by far the most coherent
of the four books. In it Castaneda completes
his last tasks, but more Important, he
receives a full explanation from Don Juan
for all of the apparently senseless things
that happened during his apprenticeship,
and a lot of apparently loose ends are tied
together. Interestingly enough, Don Juan at
this point denounces the hallucinogenic
experience that was the focal point of the
first books, saying that he wouldn't have
used the "power plants" at all if Castaneda
hadn't needed to be shocked loose from his
conventional perception of reality. "The
plants are excellent for that, but very costly.
They cause untold damage to the body."
Castaneda evokes a great longing and

sadness as he records the last events, the
day when Don Juan tells him, "This journey
is our last journey together." Don Juan
speaks a moving, though humourous
benediction to Castenada before conferring
the final experience of knowledge on h m,
and he speaks, peacefully, of his own small
purpose in the universe, saying that he
"...will now be like dust on the road;
perhaps it will get in your eyes again
someday." An interesting phrase, that
perhaps it is only when something obstructs
our vision that we become conscious of
seeing.

VISIONS
Summing up the Semester's Art

by Gina Starodoj
If you've ever complained that

there isn't anything different, fun, or
peculiar to do around here, you
missed at least thirty five visual
chances this semester to do it.

If you don't like my writing about
35 shows you didn't see, you are not
alone. I wish I could have printed
information and pictures on every
show in the area in hopes of exposing
people to more art and more art to
more people, but... the old reliable
complaints: my time and paper's
soace.

If contemporary art is your in-

terest, Smith College's Video as an
art form the U Mass student show
and print show. New Africa House's
Homage to Duke Ellington and Pedro
Alcantara's graphic work plus
B.F.A. and M.F.A. thesis shows
would give you a good idea of what is

happening.
For those interested in the history

of art the shows of Hans Hoffman, the
Bauhause. Egyptian art at Smith as
well as the permanent collections of
Smith, Amherst, and Mt. Hoiyoke
museums have invited you to get
your noses out of H.H. Arnason and
H.W. Janson.

If the Fine Arts Are a little too fine
for you there were several
photography exhibitions. Kick
yourself in the ass if you missed the
photographs of Edward Curtis at
MHC. Springfield MFA had photo* of
the West from the George Eastman
House. Also, cartooning may be mor*.'
your speed. We saw the old and the

r.fw in cartoon art this semester. The
World of Pogo at SMFA Vaugh Bode,
and Kris Jackson working live at U.
Mass.

Last, but not least, the category for

those of you who art up a tree and do
not like art at all. You can absorb a
great deal about history through art.

MHC recently exhibited Mexican
graphics that dealt with the political
struggles of Mexico from 1839 to 1973.

Edward Curtis's photographs dealt
with the Indians and the attitudes

towards the Indians of the American
West when photography was a new
art.

Hopefully next semester will have /

more high quality exhibits. Maybe,
I'll get Goo to go to some!
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The Best Books: A Holiday Summary
by Frederic C. Weiss
Book Review Editor

One hundred years ago, books were a
common Christmas gitt. In those days,
betore television, movies, and records
bombarded our senses, tor some, books
provided, the only escape trom an otherwise
monotonous existence. It you have ever
taken the time to look through some old
books at an auction or bookstore, more otten
than not you will read the inscription, "To
Billie trom Aunt Nellie, Merry X-Mas."
For many, books have lost their value as

gift material. Public libraries are more
common now, and the media takes you
places that previously you could only read
about. And yet there is a certain pleasure in

owning your own copy. Ot being able to take
your own time reading it; underlining a
tavorite passage tor tuture reterence, or
letting the book take on the characteristics
ot time. It is tun to open up a Horatio Alger
book from the turn ot the century, and see an
old newspaper clipping used as a book
mark, or a cottee stain, left long ago
remaining now as a silent witness to time.
Being a person who enjoys books, wnen I

was fifteen I used to hang around the old
bookstores on Fourth Avenue in New York.
For any of you who live near the city, or are
planning a trip to New York in the near
future, such a stop should not be missed.
There are over a dozen bookstores within a
five block radius that starts on Fourteenth
Street and Fourth Avenue, and stretches
down towards Greenwich Village. It is in

these bookstores that the past remains as a
living museum. These relics are not kept
from you in glass panels. Rather you can
look through them and catch The delights of
the past, as well as pick up some bargains
trom the recent future.

It you cannot get down to New York, there
is a fine second hand bookstore in Spring-
field named Johnsons. The old bookshop
contains a fine assortment of books, and if

you look around, you might catch a real
bargain.
What might be most fun of all is just to go

through old barns, or stop off at auctions.
Unfortunately due to the highly competitive
market for both antiques and old books, too
often Professionals from the big cities get to

these places before you can, and they buy up
all the really nice things. Still, occasionally
you can pick up a first edition of Grimm's
Fairly Tales, or Robinson Crusoe.
Believe it or not there are some fine

bookstores in the Amherst area. The Lord
Jeff is by far the most enjoyable to simply
browse through. The proprietors rarely give
you a hard time, and the atmosphere is

quite homey. But there are few bargains
here, with only a minimal amount of books
put on sale.

The University Bookstore has no soul, and
the atmosphere there is not the best, simply
because the books mix in with the radios,

T.V.'s and t-shirts in an atmosphere of

buy... buy... buy. HOWEVER you really

can pick up quite a few bargains there. The
bookstore is big enough to attract the at-

tention of clearing houses, who often will

send up a shipment of really fine books for a
fraction of their original cost. It is a good
idea to stop by the University Bookstore
once a week or so, simply to see what books
are available on sale. Certain weeks they
put out tables and tables of books, most of
which are gone by the end of the week.
An example of the quality of the books on

sale are the Art books. They make fine gifts,

and are top quality. A History of American
Painting by Ian Bennett, consists of 236
pages of Americana from Copley to Warhol,
the only gripe being that there should have
been a few more color pictures. The book is

one that must go for aroOnd twenty-five

dollars normally, but it is on sale for around
ten dollars. The Norman Rockwell
Illustrator is on sale for eight dollars. Rock-
well is one of the finest painters to ever hit

the American scene, and this book is full of
samples of his work for the Saturday
Evening Post. Rockwell has a talent for
capturing the subtle aspects of the
American drama. The best of these samples
can be found in this book.
For three dollars you can pick up really

well done books about Roman or Greek
Mythology. These books are perhaps the
steal of the entire sale. For the price, you
cannot beat them. If you like history, the
book sale has loads of American Heritage
specials, one of which, The History of World
War II, is going for ten dollars. While I don't
always agree with the political in-

terpretation that American Heritage qives
American History, they really do know how
to assemble the best pictures and writers of
the time period that they are trying to
portray. If you don't know what to get your
father, and he is a history buff, this book
might just do the trick.
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America from 1932-72, and for the most part
he has succeeded. The book is 1394 pages,
and can best be described as -^'popular
history", short in sociology or ideology, but
long on facts and pithy summations.

If nothing else, Manchester deserves
some praise for endurance. He must have
spent a lot of time in the back pages of every
major newspaper and magazine in this
country. Despite the temptation to dismiss
Manchester's work, it must be pointed out
that for the most part the book is interesting.
Don't look at it as a book, rather consider it

a historical almanac. You can open it up to
any page and be greeted by nostalgia or
enlightenment. Any book that goes from the
depression to Watergate in 1300 pages, and
is clearly written, is an accomplishment in
itself.

For the big spenders, The Unknown
Leonardo, (McGraw Hill, $35.00) is the
ultimate coffee table book. Edited by
Professor Ladislao Reti, the best portions of

the book are the paintings, and samples of
Leonardo da Vinci's projects. The book is

full of Leonardo's plans for things like

Fiction
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CENTENNIAL, by James Michener (Random I
House. $12 50 i Historical fiction about the Amer
can Weil strong on history, weaker on fiction

SOMETHING HAPPENED, by Joseph Heller X
Knopf. $10 The mind of a corporate man a

coruscating read

THE PIRATE, by Harold Dobbins (Simon k I
Schuster, ts 95 I Another machine-tooled Robbins

(fantasy, set in the Middle East

THE SEVEN-PERCENT SOLUTION, edited by S
Nicholas Meyer (Dution. K 95 I Holmes redivivus
and 100 per cent entertaining

TINKER. TAILOR. SOLDIER. SPY, by John le 4
Carr* l Knopf, 17 95) Thinking-mans thriller in
volving the hunt for a Soviet 'mole

."

THE DOCS OF WAR. by Frederick Forsyth •
I Viking, 17 95 i Utterly convincing in detail bul
hollow account of an African coup d'etat.

HARLEQUIN, by Morris West (Morrow. 17 9S i 7
Dirty machinations in the business world a
superior thriller

LADY, by Thomas Tryon l Knopf, $7 95 l She,
an enigma and the suspense builds as the truth
IS slowly revealed

JAWS, by Peter Bcnchley (DouMeday. KHl
Long Island retort townfofk vs big man-eatingMR
THE EBONY TOWER, by John Fowlei (Little,
Brown. |7. (5.) Ftve exercises in the storyteller's
art by the man behind "The French Lieutenant's
Woman."
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BOOKS NOT TO BUY. While you browse
through books like All the President's Men
by Woodward and Bernstein, Victor Mar-
chetti's The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence,
or Peter Benchley's best seller, Jaws just
remember that they are all coming out in

paperback early next year. So if you just
want the book to read, it might be worth
your while to wait an extra month or two.

A Random Sample of Some of this Year's
Books Worth Buying

For anyone who knows an aspiring writer,

Writer's Market 75 ($10.95) is a real treat. It

gives you all the information that you need
to sell that secret poem, or that fantastic
movie plot. In all, 5,202 markets are listed,

and the only information that isn't really
provided is "how to develop a better writing
style." Nonetheless, Writer's Market is a
great book for any writer to keep on his
desk, perhaps on top of the unfinished
manuscripts that remain the difference be-
tween fantasy and fame.

Bits of Paradise, 21 uncollected stories of
F. Scottand Zelda Fitzgerald ($7.95, Scrib-
ners), is full of some of the lesser known, but
in some cases really well written stories by
this most famous writing family. For the
Fitzgerald fanatic, this book might be the
answer to your shopping list.

The Glory and The Dream* ($20.00 Little,

Brown) is William Manchester's
achievement over time. Manchester has
tried to write A Narrative History of

ALL THINGS BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL, hv I t
James Herrtot (St. Martins Press. In 95 i York-
shire veterinarian goes smttin' through life

A BRIDGE TOO FAR. by Cornelius Ryan. (Simon 1 IB
I Schuster. (12 50 ) The Ryan touch applied to a
bungled World War II action

TALES OF POWER, by Carlos Castaneda (Simon 1 S
6 Schuster. 17 95 I The mysterious guru. Don
Juan, leads his pupil down further paths to self-

knowledge

ALL THE PRESIDENT'S MEN, by Carl Bernstein « M
and Bob Woodward i Simon t, Schuster M 95 1

Dogged investigative reporting on ihe Watergate
story.

THE MEMORY BOOK, by Harry Lorayne and S M
Jtrry Lucas I Stein li Day, 17 95 i A number of
lerhntqucs for improving your memory
THE PALACE GUARD, by Dan Rather and Gary IB 1
Paul Gates (Harper 6 Row. MBS ) Personality and
power inside the Nixon While House
THE BERMUDA TRIANGLE, by Charles Berlin 7 «
i Doubteday, $7 95 > Mysterious disappearances of
ships and planes in the Atlantic—and theories why
THE WOMAN HE LOVED, by Ralph C Martin ( 17
(Simon 4 Schuster. S9.B3 > The Windsor love
affair, well retold

STRICTLY SPEAKING, by Edwin Newman • 1
(Bobbs-Mernll. 17 95 i Witty bravsdsid- against
(he debasement of English

MORE JOY. edited by Alex Comfort (Crown 9 II
Publishers, illustrated. $12 50. non-Ulustralrd.
S7 BS I Sexual liberation in the f

bicycles, cannon's, canals, and buildings, as
well as his more famous pictures. Per-

sonally, I don't think that the book is worth
the price, but if you've got a lot of money,
and you have a close friend who is into the

Italian Renaissance, physics, painting,
anatomy, or any of the other characteristics
of Leonardo da Vinci's creative life, you
might want to pick it up. It is a massive
collection, perhaps too massive. There are
549 black and white pictures, 206 in two
colors, and 116 full color pictures.

"The book is the work of ten of the world's
leading Vincian scholars", or so the

publishers advertise. Still, perhaps it would
have been worthwhile if McGraw Hill traded
in one of the scholars for a professional
layout person. The book is so jammed with
pictures, and the narrative passages are so
cut up and out of sequence, that frankly, It is

tough to read in many spots A book this

expensive shouldn't be an eyesore, but too
often the layout is so terrible that it is.

Despite this, the book is so full of quality
prints that any person interested in the topic

would appreciate and should look into The
Unknown Leonardo. ,

Go East Young Man, The early years of

Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas
(Random House, $10.00) is a solid, very
readable and touching political

autobiography. Robert W. Creamer's Babe,
The Legend Comes to Life (Simon &
Schuster $9.95) is quite simply the finest and
most compelling study done yet on Babe
Ruth and the American sports scene during
the first half of this century. A very literary

book that takes a character who has for too

long been exploited in the "jock ethic" and
brought him back to life.

What would Christmas be without Art
Buchwald to kick around anymore? This
year we have Buchwald's "I am not a
crook" ($6.95 G.P. Putnam) a very funny
response to the Watergate seventies. If you
know someone who likes political satire, you
can't go wrong with this book.
Dear Kids, One Man's Journal About the

things He's come to Believe* ($3.50) is a
perfect stocking stutter. A very beautiful
journal about one man's conflict in values
between the competitive ways of his youth
and what he is beginning to realize about the
importance of peace and relaxation as he
reaches middle age. Relevant and eloquent,
a very nice gift for someone who you care
about but are not getting along with par-
ticularly well.

The Poster in History (McGraw Hill,

$17.50), Just someth'ng to see. Colorful and
amusing. Very artistic, but nothing too
heavy. Max Gallo has put together this book
about Posters, and it makes a smart gift for
almost anyone. From bicycle ads to war
propaganda, this book has it all, and in

brilliant color that seems to jump out from
the pages. The posters are at times
frightening in their beauty as you are given
a view of early propaganda techniques. In
living color, a smiling Nazi holds out his
hand to greet you, and shows you a white
"crest" grin. The caption reads: "Germany
is really your friend." Another Nazi
propaganda poster shows a German soldier
without his hat on, smiling broadly and
holding a happy little French girl: "Faites
cinfidance au soldat Allemand!" (Trust the
German Soldier!).
This is but a brief list of books worth

looking into. There are many, many others.
Cornelius Ryan's A Bridge too Far (Simon &
Schuster $12.50) is a gripping World War II

thriller that has all the critics raving, or The
Seven Per Cent Solution "by" Nicholas
Meyer (Dutton, $6.95) where Sherlock
Holmes and Sigmund Freud come together,
on a case, much the same way Batman and
Superman used to in the comic books. A real

_ sleeper in this year's book crop is Alexander
the Great (Saturday Review Press, $14.95)

by Frank Lipsius. It is a thoughtful and
provocative biography of Alexander, the
Macedonian King who quickly conquered
half the world before reaching the age of

thirty and then died at the age of thirty-three

(33), before he could conquer the other half.

Lipsius' study into Alexander's life makes
for some good Christmas reading.

Reflections, or quotations from the
various books of Herman Hesse seems to be
a bit much, but if you know someone who is

really into Hesse, this paperback ($2.65)

would no doubt be appreciated.
A College Album • (McGraw-Hill $8.95) is

a fun book to have around. It features some
of the more orm/rv-»*.»« "f^ry.iiiMi thp
around the various colleges around the

country. There are some funny shots of the
Mt. Hoiyoke and Smith woman during the
first quarter of this century, and the most
motley picture of two UMies dated 1870.

This article cannot give you a complete
summary of all the books on the market this

season. But I do hope that it has served to
wet your appetite for books. If you are in-

terested in knowing more about what books
are available these days, pick up a copy of

The New York Times Book Review every
Sunday, or The New York Review of Books.
Better still, take a walk through a bookstore
or two and browse. One thing is certain: too
often lost in these days of the electronic
media, books deserve a better fate. Make a
personal statement, and give at least one
book to someone during the holidays season.

* Means available at the University
Bookstore.
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Goodnight
Ringo

GOODNIGHT VIENNA
Ringo Starr

(Apple SW-3417)
Total Playing Time: 31: 32

This is a markedly, one might almost say awesomely, uneven album.
Although it never reaches the heights ot pop which comprised most of Ringo, it

contains some nice stuff, but the album as a whole lacks sufficient force or
inspiration to make it a totally satisfying package. Ringo does his best work
when he is surrounded by good material — his personal contributions are
primarily vocals and personality (the latter usually in evidence.) No matter
what the material is, he and Producer Richard Perry are able to provide an
attractive gift-wrapping for it; however, as we must all have learned by now,
the finest arrangement won't do diddly squat for non-existent material. And
non existent is the word for too much of what appears here.

Side One of Goodnight Vienna starts off well enough with the title tune,
"Occapelle", and "Oo-Wee". "Goodnight Vienna" is the opening Lennon reve
up. with plenty of horns and double timed piano, also accordian by Carl
"Weddings and Bar MttcvJhs" Fortlna; "Occaoeii*" ^S*o All** rt*«**int
tune, low keyed but smooth end delicate, with particularly nice becking
vocals, "Oo-Wee" is one of Rlngo's Hollywood "what you done to me" num-
bers, very good of its type and assisted greatly by Or. John on electric Ivories
All of thesev well constructed, but more important, they rest on material
which is solid (though not profound). Things start to turn funny with Roger
Miller's (III??) "Husbands and Wives." Now, this album is not Sentimental
Journey, so what's the point? The interpretation of the song is not perodistic
(although the vocals are quite poor), nothing is done to enhance the song inany way, and it certainly doesn't stand up on Us own, so (once again) what's
the point? The side ends with Elton John's "Snookeroo", another number
which is quite effective— again, due to the quality of the material and to E J
himself on piano.

Side Two is barely redeemed. Harry Nilsson's "Easy For Me" and a
"Goodnight Vienna" reprise constitute the worthwhile material — the former
because of the quality of Nilsson's writing generally, and because of the lush
string-piano writing which fits it so well. And but really, what good ere most
reprises? "All By Myself" and "Call Me" open the side, and both deal with
ordinary rock song emotions in ordinary ways. ("A High Standard of Stan-
dardness"— R. Crumb. ) Now, one shouldn't expect something new with every
song, but what can be expected is an attempt to do something creative with the
old. Here we are treated to "I'm standing all by myself— Ain't got nobody else— All by myself— I don't need nobody" and "We tried but we didn't make it—
Now we don't ever have to fake it." Hum? Hoyt Axton's "No No Song" is cute
but is based on a joke — the one about the guy who has gone on the wagon —
and what happens when the joke wears off? Finally, "Only You" — the current
single (another Why) — is quite thin and unenergetic. Like "Husbands and
Wives", it borders on parody but never becomes It, and it's not a good genre
follow up to "You're Sixteen." In the cases of all of these songs, with the ex-
ception of the last one, the arrangements are very finely done, with par-
ticularly nice work coming from Jesse Ed Davis, Nilsson, Billy Preston, and
Dr. John, but the surface won't create a substance where there was none
before.

Ringo's present position is somewhat tenuous. Ifs clear that his present
musical leaning is that of a stylist of sorts — a role which depends almost
completely on the selection of strong material. That material is largely absent
on Goodnight Vienna: I personally hope that he finds it soon.

—David Miller

11 December 1974
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Oldtime planet dreams
WAITRESS IN A DONUT SHOP

MARIA MULDAUR
i^/ar^r Bros.)

Maria up-to-date; not for Mother.

The first chord of1he first song on the album,
Squeeze Me," sets the mood for the rest of the

alburn. Vou can only picture dear Maria
slipping i ' lock lace nylon leg out from behind

urtal.-* oen that beautiful seductive voice
that beckoned us to the oasis all summer long
r»nps us or any misconceptions we may have
previously had pertaining to the innocence of
the former Maria DiVito.

One can only think back to last summer when
Maria was interviewed by Rolling Stone. She
kept insisting that she didn't like the image of

being a sleazy lady and that she was sorry that
she had portrayed that in her first solo album.
But she must have changed her mind and
returned to the ways of the flesh. Even the
cover of the album is seductive, unlike that
saintly face that appeared in the center of the
first album. That's the way it is, I guess, Maria
Muldaur is not the kind of girl you bring home
to Mom.

But still Maria Muldaur is a classic female
vocalist, in this album she goes back
repeatedly to forties swing arrangements with
sassy brass with light semi bluesy piano, and
you can tell she is having a good ole time
singing the ballroom big band tunes.

"Gringo en Mexico," a Wendy Waldman
piece, is a castanet compliment to the writer of
the song. We should all be glad for one thing —
that Maria brought Wendy into the limelight.

"Cool River" is a nice southern mandolin-
voice arrangement. Maria really doesn't add
much to past versions of "I'm a Woman."
"Sweetheart" and (are you ready for this?) "It
Ain't the Meat it's the Motion" (no kidding) are
more forties type excellently done. Muldaur
would be an addition to any big band of the era
"You don't like my peaches papa — let my
peaches be", she sings in "If You Haven't Any
Hay," — nuff said.

In my opinion, the best song on the album is

"Oh Papa" which was written for Maria about
her ex husband Geoff Muldaur. It is a
tremendous song that no one else will ever be
able to do quite so tenderly, ever
Her "Brickyard Blues" is the best version

done yet. And believe it or not the album ends
with a gospel tune Saints be praised, there is

hope: "Traveling Shoes" is like finding a set of

Rosaries in a brothel.

I keep thinking back to lines in the album like
"I met a man he was big and fat — most girls
don't like to see them like that. But I like to see
them big and tall — the bigger they are the
harder they fall."

Even though you could never bring Maria
home to Mom, even Mom would like the album.
It's a Christmas present and a half.

—Bill Parent

SEPTOBER ENERGY
CENTIPEDE

( RCA CPL 2-5042)

Playing Time: 85:15

This is one of those albums which, by its very
nature, seems destined for an exceedingly
undeserved obscurity. Imagine fifty.odd jazz
musicians (very odd in some cases, but fifty
will do — fifty people, one hundred legs.
Centipede, get it?) in assemblage, performing
a composition written especially for them by
pianist Keith Tippett, loosely based on a poem
by Julie (Driscoll) Tippett, the whole thing
produced (and excellently) by Robert (King
Crimson) Fripp, and you'll have no idea at all
what this "insane travellingcircus"is all about.
Thirteen violins, six cellos, five trumpets, four
alto, four tenor and three baritone saxes, four
trombones, three drum sets, one guitar, five
vocalists, six basses and a piano later (plus
some doubling up on other instruments of
course, they wanted a full sound, by golly), i m
still wondering how to describe this music — it

winds up and down, from solo to symphony,
from tiny to tidal, from simple melody to hard-
core, big band dissonance. Some of it is
charted, some of it is improvised, most of it is

bom, and it is to the credit of both composer
and producer that this album never gets over-
balanced in any one direction, and never relies
on sheer force of numbers to support the music,
tied very nicely, albeit somewhat loosely,

together by Julie Tippetts theme-outline.

The only other thing I can think of to further
recommend this album to you would be to
actually list all the big name jazz folks con
nected with this piece (just the names of the*
composer and producer should give you some
idea of the range) and there's too many of them
to do that. If you're interested in progressive
music of any kind, scope this one out before it

disappears forever. One of the year's best
(A + )

—Your Sacred Cowboy

*****FIND OF THE YEAR*****
Glen Sherley

(Mega M31 1006)
I found this one at Ruby Vine's Railroad

Salvage in Turners Fall for Sl.98 (so youknow it's got to be from the bottom of the
barrel). God only knows when it was
released but it's the best country album I've
ever heard. Glen Sherley is an ex-con who
has been helped along in his singing career
by Johnny Cash, who he calls "the man"
Thjs album was recorded live In prison and
it beats any prison album ever down before
if you don't think country music I elotes to
anything, take a listen to this album and
those screaming prisoners. This album is
rea country, not the hip watered down stuff
that pollutes our airwaves these days
Prison life on vinyl.

—T.V. Eye

W.C. Fields forever indeed
by Mike Kostek

The Great Radio Feuds
W.C. Fields, Don Ameche,
Edgar Bergan & Charlie
McCarthy
Columbia KC 33241 time 46: 45

The Further Adventures Of
Larson E. Whipsnade & Other
Tariddles

W.C. Fields
Columbia KC 33240 time 46: 17

Poppy
W.C. Fields
Columbia 33253 time 44: 37

At last the man they call the
Great One is wellserved on
record. These three items are
from Field's personal
collection, having lain dormant
in his maid's attic for nearly
thirty years. These are
recordings of various radio
shows, mainly from the Lucky
Strike and Chase 8. Sandborn
Shows of the 1930's. Don
Ameche served as announcer
and straight man, and is fine at
both. Guest interlopers are
ventriliquist Edgar Bergan
and his talking, squawking
Charlie McCarthy.

While it is unclear what
posessed anyone to put a
ventriliquist on the radio (sure
can't see his lips move), the
'feud' that developed between
Fields and McCarthy captured
a sort of perfect radio
representation for Fields's
bombasts and diatribes. This
wooden, unreal near-child is

precisely the best sort of target
for Fields: it is a source for
good wood jokes, close enough
to precocious child to be
Fields' natural enemy, a witty
and quick counter-attacker in

BerganV clever mouth, but
moreover, his non-humaness
represented one of the bothers,
both real and imagined, that
plagued Fields' rascallian life.

The bare bones of the feud —
woodpecker jibes and
proboscis pokes — are strictly
secondary, as is the rest of the
scripted 'comedy material' on
here, to the personality of
William Claude Dunkerfield,
perhaps the greatest comedian
of all time. It is the manner of
delivery, the ad-libs, the im-
probable occurrences, non-
sequiturs and mind excursions,
all shaded with his playing of

conventional societal morality
against the drunken and shady
nature of himself and story
subjects that make these
records keystones in American
comedy. Fully as delightful as

his films, Fields' comic timing,
delivery, that incomparable
voice ranging far and wide
over far-blown syntax, is used
both precisely and

• preposteriously. His asides

Ameche/ W.C. Fields, Mc Carthv and Bergan mix it up on
the radio in sessions that are truly classic.

about the show or the lines he
just blew are always funnier
than what the script said. The
Firesigh Theater has nothing
on W.C. for word play or range
of story material.
Two of these three records

are various sketches from the
radio shows while the third,
'Poppy, is a radio recreation of
Fields' hit Broadway play and
movie. The production is quite
good, but still suffers from a
stiffness that binds Fields like
the Marx Brothers in Room
Service and a number of other
W.C. films as well. Of prime
interest though are the other
two, The Great Radio Feuds,
and The Further Adventures
Of Larson E. Whipsnade &
Other Tariddles. Both are
better than the only other radio
record available, W.C. Fields
On Radio which is poorly
recorded and contains mainly
one-liner snatches and
restricting sketches.
This landslide of cultural

enrichment from the Loveable
guttersnipe would be an event
any time, but the Present
Possibilities of this group at
this Holiday time is, uh,
staggering. I thank you.

"Total awareness." Huh? I said "Total awareness!" Huh
In Concert: Genesis
Orpheum Theatre, Boston, Mass.
December 9, 1974

Ninety minutes of Gary Gomes Jeff Clayton
'phoned in banterings concerning Monday
evenings' Genesis concert just couldn't be
distilled into less than a book.

This was Genesis' third major Boston ap
pearance and they're now more sophisticated,
and intergrated than ever, and truly represent
the culmination of British "art rock". Com
parison of Genesis with the late King Crimson,
the Who, Zappa, and a Clockwork Orange
spewed forth from our two frenetic
correspondents.
The entire performance consisted of a

complete presentation of their latest (Gomes
hints "best") and most ambitious opus, The
Lamb Lies Down on Broadway and a re worked
and slower version of "Musical Box".
While the Who tell little passion plays of

working class people, Genesis, in dealing with
middle class beings, fantasize in a more
symbolic, suggestive, Freudian and in-

terpretable manner. Peter Gabriel, now
leather-clad, takes his voice to new zones, and
drummer Phil Collins is more amazing and
central than previously.

Even the rowdies in the crowd were passified
by the group, the performance and the artsie
visuals and props, which included a plastic
eight foot penis from which Gabriel emerges.

It's a big laugh in the face.

EXPLORES YOUR MIND
ALGREEN

(Hi SHL 32087) time 30: 19

Al's still keeping the same time with his

famous non stop beat, but he makes things go
by just fine by wrapping his husky voice around
enough songs in enough great ways to keep
'em flying. This isn't as urgent or as prime
as his early hits (Let's Stay Together, etc.),-
but the man and the musicianship are com-
pelling enough as to make it a good time
one more time.

A 'don't push it too far' B-

THE GREGG ALLMAN TOUR
(Capricorn 2C 0141) time 70:40

THE
GREGG AILMAN

TOWJt

~'\

no name" Sokol—David
DAVE MASON
(Columbia PC 33096)
Playing Time: 32:04

Lord knows I've tried; I've tried to justify
him. When he put out the incredibly half assed
It's Like You Never Left I said, well, he just
switched labels and probably had to throw it

together in a hurry. But with this, his second
release on Columbia, he has made a com-
mitment to punk rock that will be hard to back
out of. His lyrics have reached a new level of
insipidness (Give me some affection, Give me
some direction, You know you're my con-
nection) and there are many other indications
of general lassitude. His song-writing, once
clever enough to stand on its own, has sunk to
the level of using string and horn arrangements
to fill out hollow material. Likewise, the value
of redoing a song — "Every Woman" — from
the album previous (which he did last time with
"Headkeeper") is dubious, to say nothing of
doing a cover version of Hendrix's version of

"All Along the Watchtower" (Remember
Dylan, Nelly?) And even Led Zeppelin put
more meat into "Bring it on Home", for
Chrissakes. (D+)

—Your Sacred Cowboy

Gregg Allman and his new brand of bland.

It's now evident that the real jugularipper in
the Allman Brothers Band was Duane, as since
his departure the band has gotten
progressively mellower, both individually and
collectively. Gregg's solo Laid Back revealed a
new sort of precisely worked blues that tended
to grand scale overwork. This overpriced two
record collection continues Gregg's diluted
fashion, bringing it to new heights of stately
cumbersomeness with up to fourteen people in
his backing band and a twenty-four piece or
chestra. The band, featuring Tommy Talton
and Scott Boyer from Cowboy, specializes in
clean clean licks that build to no real climax,
seemingly made to avoid being bad rather than
daring to be adventureously good. The or
chestra gets, uh, laid back, way way back in
the rear of it all, zumming its way over
Allman's romantic passages. The two cuts by
Cowboy are an interesting change, and contain
more real character than most of Gregory
Lenoir Allman's music on here.
A 'well-done bland blend' C.

BACKTRACKIN'
THEM featuring lead singer

Van Morrison
( London PS 639) time 28: 19

This is a fine second sequence of primal
tracks from Van's early days. Them was Van's
first recording band, and they were a wild
bunch from Ireland working in the same R81B
root service branches as 1965 contemporaries
Rolling Stones and Animals. The best over-all
picture of Them, with their hits ("Gloria",
"Here Comes The Night") can be found on the
excellent Them featuring Van Morrison, lead
singer packages found on Parrot. Backtrackin'
is the more obscure side of Them (several trax
never available on this continent before), and
subsequently more of a Real Van Fan already
item. Anyone initially interested in Van's old
days and ways should try the first one first.

Items of Interest: a blown -out crazed version
of Simon & Gar's "Richard Corey", a solid
working of "Baby Please Don't Go", a full

storm Van vocal on "Don't Start Any Now" and
"Mighty Like A Rose", "Brown-Eyed Girl's"
predecessor.
A 'wild night' B.

SO...WHERE'S THE SHOW?
JOJOGUNNE

(Asylum 7E-1022) time 33:55

More dirt-dripping rockacious charm from
Jo Jo, whose main attribute has always been
Jay Ferguson's strong melodies and good taste

mixed in a stormy hard rock manner
Ferguson, working in the late Spirit with the
talented likes of John Andes, Randy California,

John Locke and Ed Cassidy, fit in well as a
part of a real group that produced an excellent
blend of airy rock that hasn't been approached
yet.

However, fronting his own group isn't quite
as successful a proposition. Jay writes and
sings all the tunes, but isn't shifty enough to get
the diversity and fluidity needed over 34

minutes. As a result, this joins the three
previous Jo Jo Gunne albums in the run-of-the-

till good rock rack. Decent, but no great ad-

dition to the genre. Good bets: "Where Is The
Show?, "S8.M Blvd." and "I'm Your Shoe".
A 'just rock & roll' C+.

HANG IN THERE
HOLLY NEAR

( Redwood Records)

Holly Near, who appeared on Orchard hill a
month ago, is a young second generation folk
singer who plays what was once called protest
music. The subject matter here is mostly Viet
Nam and humanity in general with a shake of
feminism in the eleven songs, nine of which are
Holly's^Everything works reasonably well —
her backing band (piano, drums, bass, guitar.

violin, a few horns) is sympathetic and
arranged well. Holly's singing reveals a voice
with fine depth and a number of interesting

facets, but her inexperience shows in her
mannered, stilted phrasing that shows how
unsure she is in following some of the folkies

before her. "High school Joan Baez" sez Sokol.

Not exactly, but ease and grace as well as a
stvle of her own should come in time. Holly
says she's not interested in being a Star with all

of the life perversions that follow, so she's

selling her music herself in a very com-
mendible manner at Redwood Records, 565

Doolin Canyon, Ukiah, Cal., 95482
A 'hang in there Holly' B-.

JOHN DAWSON WINTER Ml
JOHNNY WINTER

( Blue Sky-Columbia PZ 33292)

time 37:49

No, this isn't it. This is the dullest crank out
Winter album in quite a while, with the thin
raunch of Still Alive and Well the only real
dumb competition. Nothing's very interesting
on here. Allen Toussaint's "Mind Over Matter"
is catchy, and "Raised On Rock" is firm, but
this is a let down after the interesting and
useful Saints & Sinners.
A 'Michael Charles Kostek II' D.

— Mike, 'if I thought it would do any good, I'd

stand on the rock where Hendrix stood' Kostek.

ARTISTRY — DEODATO (MCA)

You know how some artists are better live

than in the studio? Well this is not the case with
Deodato.

This album, recorded live at the Mississippi
River Festival, contains a few previously
recorded cuts and some new numbers.
Deodato, himself, gives a feeble performance
throughout the album, but two songs stand out.
The first "Rio Sangre" starts off with a floating

bass line and bursts into that familiar Deodato
style, but it still manages to be laid back and
shakey. From the second side comes a live

version of "Super Strut", probably the best cut
on the album, but when compared with the
studio version is shallow and weak. The fact
that Billy Cobham doesn't play on this album
definitely took a lot of energy away from this

song. It's the fine guitar work of John, Tropea
that rescues it from the depths of oblivion up to

just mediocre. And mediocre stands out as best
on this album.

—Dave Provost
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MAGMA- KOHNTARKOSZ
by Your Sacred Cowboy

Kohntarkosz
Magma
(A&M SP 3650)

Playing Time: 41:01

Picture: A tomb; huge, dark,
oppressive, like you might
imagine the inside of an
Egyptian pyramid to be. In-

side, . perhaps thousands of

devotees are gathered to pay
tribute to One whom they both
love and fear. Incense flavors
the darkness; They sway with
the hypnotic swelling and
receding of the ceremonial —
arcane, beautiful, brutal. It

builds, aggravating love and
fear into moments of frenzy
where they fuse into a kind of

black ecstacy — a super-
conciousness and an un-
conciousness. Tension and
release, tension and release,
and release...they sink, finally,

into the bliss of Mantra and
then Silence...

This, in essence, is

"Kohntarkosz", a thirty-
minute composition which is

the focal point of the album,
and beyond the subjective
description above, I am almost
totally at a loss for words. How
about this: "Kohntarkosz" is a
composition that few people
outside our generation will be
able to relate to, and that is an
irony — listening to It, one
would never associate it, by the
wildest stretch of imagination,
with rock (or jazz, or anything
else for that matter, except
perhaps Wagner) and yet there

are no instruments used on this

cut which the rock listener
hasn't heard a thousand times
before: Drums, electric bass,
electric piano & organ, electric
guitar, vocals. No string or
horn arrangements; not even a
synthesizer. Yet Magma has
created an expression that it

totally unique in the history of

music, but which echoes and
re-echoes with a primal
something known to even our
most remote ancestors: a
sense of needing to placate, by
self-immolation, if necessary,
an apparently hostile universe.

The power of their music is

not based on speed or size (that
is, large-scale arrangements),
but on relentless rhythmic
pressure— I am almost unable
to listen to this album in any
prone position; the tension has
me standing in minutes,
sometimes without my
noticing it. Magma Is rock
heated past the melting point.

Magma is a French-based
group, led, or rather driven, by
drummer Christian Vander.
Vander was something of a
child prodigy, and a devotee of

John Coltrane from the age of

eleven. Perhaps "devotee"
isn't strong enough — he lived

for John Coltrane, and almost
died for him. On the night that
Coltrane died, Vander was
psychologically shattered to

the point where he could do
nothing for several years. He
finally found his purpose
again; in his own words, "I

was going to try, in all

humility, to go on playing and
to pursue Coltrane's path. My
music is not like Coltrane's,
it's mine, but it is the same
quest, the same course. My
music comes from deep Polish
and Baltic forests... It is deeply
rooted in the German music,
Russian opera, "universal"
music, and tragic music as
well. This is why my music is

not like Coltrane's, but we are
certainly soulmates."

Vander writes nearly all of
the group's material, and
created the language, kown as
Kobalan, in which all of their

lyrics are written. Sfince no
translations of the lyrics are
included with the album, and
since Vander claims that the
language came to him in a
vision at the age of sixteen, I

though it might be interesting
to get an expert opinion on
the language's structure and
roots, if any. So I took one of

their albums and its Kobaian
lyric sheet to Professor Heny of

the UMass. Linguistics
Department, and while he
didn't have time to complete
an 'in-depth study' (He is in-

terested, however, and is going
to study it further) he did give
me his initial reactions. He
said that the language was
heavily influenced by the
sound, although perhaps not
the structure of German, and
that a lot of the words didn't

seem to have 'specific'
meanings— indicating that the
language is perhaps more

conceptual than practical. He
also said that there seemed to

be a lot of unnecessary em-
bellishments and sounds for

the sake of sounds. One thing

that struck him in particular

was the consistency in the
pronunciation, even in rapid
singing, suggesting that they
really do speak the language
frequently. He concluded by
adding that there is a graduate
student from France in his

department who has seen
Magma on stage — he says
they appear to converse in the
language. m
.Kohntarkosz is Magma's
second album to be released
here; the fourth they've
recorded. In "many ways
Kohntarkosz is much more
accessible than their previous
release, Mekanik Destruktiw
Kommandoh (A&M SP-4397).
The band had more members
then, and a large horn-section
was utilized, making for an
even more complex sound than
that of the present album,
although there is certainly no
less vitaliy here — Kohn-
tarkosz is simply more com-
pressed and subtle, not as
operatic in style. Magma's
first three albums deal with a
science-fictorial history of the
planet Kobaia, inhabited by a
group of Earthmen who
emigrated there in search of a
place to set up their Utopian
society, and their con-
frontations with native Earth.
Kohntarkosz is something of an
aside to the main narrative,

containing, in addition to the

title piece, an elegy to Coltrane

and a Tolkien-inspired,
terrifying, "Ork Alarm". The
latter was composed by Jannik
Topp, a bassist with the ability

of a Miroslav Vitous and the

guts of a Jack Bruce (Tony
Williams period). He and
Vander are the main sources of

the band's ferocious intensity.

Vander himself must be a

maniac or better — his playing

is fierce, searing.

"...I cannot leave anything to

chance with my music. Too
many "musicians" play for

themselves, for a few critics

and promoters, not really
caring for the people who listen

to their music. By being proud
of our music and our work, we
hope to persuade people that
they also have the right and the
duty to create, so that we can
be together, and the more we
are, the stronger we will be. To
try to help each other on the
way to our own spiritual
realization. Hopefully, when
people leave a Magma concert
they will have heard something
that might help them to sort

out the mystery of their own
life..."

—Christen Vander

Amen to that, and I'd like to

conclude by saying that I in-

tend to order their first two
albums from France, and that
I think l-would walk to Boston,
if necessary, to see them play.

Lawful behavior erupts at UMasss
MOTT THE HOOPLE LIVE
(Columbia PC 33212)

Total Playing Time: 54:12

Recorded live in London just a year ago and
during Mott's Broadway stint last May, this

latest MTH release has little to recommend it

other than a generous total playing time,

something which the tireless and humble
Below The Salt reviewers lovingly calculate for

you. The sound on this live recording is only

fair, often cluttered and distorted, and the

material is pretty unexciting, culled mostly

from Mott and earlier. The versions of the

Beatles "Get- Back" and of Jerry Lee's "Whole
Lotta Shakin' Going On" are trite and bashing.

Even the quieter tunes grate on.

A "hardly meat quivering" C.

I FEEL A SONG — GLADYS KNIGHT ANO
THE PIPS
( Buddah BDS 5412)

* Total playing time: 34:44.

One of the most consistent and popular AM
radio-soul pop groups in the biz, Gladys and the

boys have racked up a remarkable string of hit

singles. Although their basic sound hasn't

changed significantly since their Motown days,

they are continually able to inject emotion and
sincerity into almost all that they attempt, be it

one of their many Jim Weatherly in-

terpretations ("Best Thing That Ever Hap
pened To Me", "Once In A Lifetime Thing",

"The Need To Be" ) or in their cover versions of

pop soul hits.

Despite suspiciously jivey cover 'art', I Feel

A Song, like Imagination before it, is filled with

strong, not far from easy- listening per

formances, with only a live recording of "The
Way We Were" not up to snuff. Of note is some
real nice Staple Singeresque vocal interaction

on "Don't Burn Down the Bridge." B.

IT'S... JACK THE LAD — JACK THE LAD
(Elektra 7 E-1014 Total playing time: 43:39

A fine selection and collection er rocky

English pub-folk from this Lindisfarne spin off.

Although The Lad writes all of their own
material, there's a significant taste of the

traditic al here which blends tastefully with

the interesting and catchy melodies and an
occasional bito'funk. A Maddy Prior (Steeleye

Span mistress)juest vocal on "Song Without A
Band" frosts the cake.

A "not too folked-un" B+

HELL — JAMES BROWN
(Polydor 2-9001) 2 records
Total Playing Time: 40:20

Very likely the Godfather's most ambitious
recording OF ALL TIME, Hell reflects a

knowing blend of pessimism, humor, and soul

dynamite. There's a wealth of highlights here,

including a 14 minute version of James' mighty
"Papa Don't Take No Mess" (lacking the

overdubbed crowd sounds of the single), a

reworked Latin-like "Please Please Please",
the title track, a great anti-bullshit

testification, as well as two recent chart-disco

favorites, "My Thang" and "Coldblooded."
Lots and lots hot stuff with side one alone worth
the price of admission.

A "soul classic". A

A MOVEABLE FEAST — FAIRPORT CON-
VENTION
(Island I LPS 9285)

Total Playing Time: 47:41

When Sandy Denny returned to the Con

vention after a partially successful solo career

attempt, the group regained much of the vocal

versatility limited by her departure. Recorded

live only months after Sandy's return to the

group, A Moveable Feast is a fair represen

tation of the F'port's current stage doings

which include instrumental and traditional jigs

and reels, as well as songs from the Sandy less

period sung by the boys in the group, and, of

course, the Sandy Denny songs. It is the latter

which are easily the best here with both "Matty

Groves" and the exquisite "John The Drum"

standing out in their beautiful folk simplicity.

The anti war "Sloth", originally from Full

House, the album recorded directly after

Sandy left the group, is given a stunning new
life here. Tight.

Only on the soul standard "Something You

Got" does Fairport sink below par with the

vocal trade offs sounding a little too much like

Taylor Simon for comfort. Otherwise, this

feast is highly tasteful.

A "quasi Angel delight" B +

FIRE — OHIO PLAYERS
(Mercury SRM 1-1013)

Total Playing Time: 34:31

The funky, rhythmic and pulsating

discotheque thang known as progressive soul

has suddenly grown to new levels of popularity,

the result of repeated successes by groups like

Kool and The Gang, Earth, Wind and Fire, The
Isley Brothers, and the Ohio Players. The
players, who have alreadv hit biq with such

power packed movers as ""Funky Worm,"
"Jive Turkey" and "Skin Tight" keep it right

on coming throughout this excellently

produced and recorded record, one ideal for

smoke, drink and parrrrrrrty. The Players

have a refined roughness and toughness and
sound a bit like Sly and the Family Stone at

times. Fire shows them consistently able to

shift gears with ease, with their up tempo
funkifiers blending nicely with their more
sedate mello dious ballad types.

A"disco-delic"B+

THE LAMB LIES DOWN ON BROADWAY —
GENESIS
(Atco SD 2-401) 2 records
Total Playing Time: 95:12

Due to year end deadlines and the like, it's

too early to say anything really in depth about
this just released double record set by one of

rock's most ambitious bands. There's a hell of

a lot going on here, and this is immediately
more powerful than the successful Selling

England By The Pound. Early flashes to

Foxtrot and Nursery Cryme. Watch for further
details, this is going to be a monster.

—David "intellectual formaldehyde" Sokol

DUKES BIG 4 — DUKE ELLINGTON (Pablo

2310703)

TAKE LOVE EASY — JOE PASS & ELLA
FITZGERALD (Pablo 2310702)

VIRTUOSO — JOE PASS (Pablo 2310708)

THE TRIO — OSCAR PETERSON (Pablo)

Four brand new releases from Pablo

Records, all produced by Norman Granz, are

the most exciting things to happen to jazz in a

long time. Give 'em a listen and you'll be sure

to include them in a "Ten Best" list for 1974.

Besides featuring well-known jazz all-stars, all

four albums feature Joe Pass, undoubtedly one
of the greatest guitarists in jazz history.

My favorite is Duke's Big 4, an absolute gem
featuring Duke Ellington on piano, Joe Pass on

guitar, Ray Brown on bass and Louis Bellson

on drums. It contains six Ellington standards
and a Bellson original, all played with a swing
feel. The informality of the session comes
through loud and clear, and gives a perfectly

spontaneous flavor to the improvisations, de
emphasizing "arrangement". And that's what
jazz is all about, isn't it? And rally now, does

anything need to be said about the musicians?
Take Love Easy pairs Joe Pass with singer

Ella Fitzgerald, proving once and for all that

"two's company, three's a crowd". This

beautiful album of slow ballads showcases the

best that these two talents have to offer, and
underlines their sometimes uncanny ability to

be "in tune" to each other. Each anticipates'

the other in a way so musically sympathetic

that it has to be heard to be appreciated.

For an uncompromising album consisting of

fifty minutes of solo guitar, get Joe Pass:

Virtuoso. In each of his twelve solos, Pass
explores chord melodies, executes incredible

single note runs, and, in general, boggles the

mind. When he decides to, he swings — I mean
really swings — in a manner I've only heard

Art Tatum do on solo piano. The Pas* key In

genius with taste.

The last album in this series is The Trio, with

Oscar Peterson on piano, Joe Pass on guitar

and Niels Peterson on bass. I haven't heard this

release yet, but judging by the quality of the

aforementioned three, it can't miss. And I can't

think of a better guitarist to team with Oscar's

full opeed-ahead Inventiveness than Joe °ass

Barney Kes.e! and Herb Ellis included. Thank
you, Pablo Records.

—Ken Blanchard
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What was did — 1974 + wise

1. Kohntarkosz — Magma
2. Planet Waves — Bob Dylan
3. Odds & Sods — The WHO
4. Fulfillingness' First Finale — Stevie
Wonder

5. Roxy & Elsewhere — Zappa & Mothers
of Invention

6. Before The Flood — Bob Dylan & The
Band

7. Feats Don't Fail Me Now — Little Feat
8. Hatfield & The North — Hatfield & The
North

9. Good Old Boys — Randy Newman
10. Preservation Act 2 — The Kinks
11. Mo' Roots — Taj Mahal
12. Grevtous Angel — Gram Parsons
13. Super-Sonic Sounds — Sun Ra
14. Everything You Know Is Wrong —

Firesign Theater
15. Slow Dancer — Boz Scaggs
16. For The Last Time — Bob Wills & His

Texas Playboys
17. Rock N Roll Animal — Lou Reed
18. The Lamb Lies Down On Broadway —
Genesis

19. Roller Maidens From Outer Space —
Phil Austin & FT

20. Hell — James brown
21. Distant Hills — Oregon
22. KC 32744 — Crowbar
23. Starless & Bible Black — King Crimson
24. Normal — Martin Mull
25. Court & Spark — Joni Mitchell

What was dead:

1. Too Much Too Soon New York Dolls
2.iReggae— Herbie Mann
3. Cheech & Chong's Wedding Album
4. Light Shine — Jesse Colin Young
5. On The Beach — Neil Young
6. Burn — Deep Purple
7. Welcome Back My Saps To The Jive That
That Never Slacks — EL&P

8. Home Home On The Road — New Riders
Of The Purple Sage

9. Smiler — Rod Stewart
10. Ian Page

Concerts Not Forgotten ;

Cecil Taylor, Jazz Workshop, Boston
Bruce Springsteen, Sanderson Theater,

Springfield

Gentle Giant, Sanderson Theater,
Randy Newman — Ry Cooder , Sanderson
Song Performance:
Archie Shepp, Voices Of New Africa &
UMass Jazz Workshop on Duke
Ellington's "In A Sentimental Mood"

Sure Shots of '75: Bruce Springsteen, Little

Feat, Gentle Giant

Funny kind of middling
year, with no real Force except for the rock
jazz extensions (Magma, Henry Cow, King
Crimson, Hatfield 8, The North) who just

might be looked back at as the Yardbirds of

their day. Blues & Howlin' Wolf is to the 1974

Rolling Stones as jazz and John Coltrane
are to the 1974 Magma. The blues-rock cycle
is completed and the jazz rock birge has
begun. Space is the Place. Think, don't

stink.
- Mike Kostek

A long year with many memories. As best as
I can see, the following, in order were and will

be the tops of 1974. Keep in touch.

1. Hero And Heroine — Strawbs
2. Before The Flood — Bob Dylan The Band
3. The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway —
Genesis
4. Fulfillingness' First Finale — Stevie Wonder
5. Planet Waves — Bob Dylan
6. Mo' Roots — Taj Mahal
7. Peace On You — Roger McGuinn
8. Feats Don't Fail Me Now — Little Feat
9. Odds and Sods — Who
10. Kohntarkosz — Magma
11. Roxy and Elsewhere — Frank Zappa and
The Mothers
12 Hatfield and The North
13. Learn to Love It — Jesse Winchester
14. Preservation Act 2 — Kinks
15. Good Old Boys — Randy Newman
16. Court And Spark — Joni Mitchell
17. Rock Bottom — Robert Wyatt (Import)
18. Now We Are Six — Steeleye Span
19. Kimono My House — Sparks
20. Paradise And Lunch — Ry Cooder
21. Normal — Martin Mull
22. Starless And Bible Black — King Crimson
23. Okie — J.J. Cale
24. Hell — James Brown
25. A Moveable Feast — Fairport Convention

—David Sokol

Phil

is Wrong — The

,
A. SIGHS OF PLEASURE

The Marble Index — Nico (1970 style)
The Tale of the Giant Rat of Sumatra — The

Firesign Theatre
Roller Maidens From Outer Space —

Austin (and the FT)
Everything You Know

Theatre
Live At the Opera House— The Pointer Sisters
Walls And Bridges — John Lennon
(strike Mind Games from last year's list)
From the Mars Hotel — Grateful Dead
The History of the Bonzos — The Bonzo Dog

Band
Sally Can't Dance — Lou Reed
Court and Spark — Joni Mitchell

B. Sighs of Resignation (necessarily a ranaom
sample)

The Hagers — by the bozos of the same name
Barry Goldberg 1— Grebdlog Yrrab
Mirror Image — Blood, Sweat, and Tears

C. SHOE SIGHS
"Don't need a gun to blow your mind." —John

Lennon
"Maybe someday you'll have a wife, and then

alimony." —Lou Reed
"We are under attack from Superior Con

sciousness." —David Ossman
—David Miller

BEST OF 1974

GROUPS

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10

11
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Money money money was certainly the big winner in 1974, as music became the
wealthiest Art Business in history, with sales topping 5 billions.

Starless & Bible Black — King Crimson;
Hero & Heroine — The Strawbs
The Power & The Glory — Gentle Giant;
Kohntarkosz — Magma
Caravan A The New Symphonia —
Caravan
Hatfield & The North
Distant Hills — Oregon
Turn of the Cards — Renaissance
Spyglass Guest — Greenslade
Red — King Crimson
Tales of Topographic Oceans — Yes

. Live — Genesis
A New Life — Marshall Tucker Band;
Where We All Belong — Marshall Tucker
Band

12. Now We Are Six — Steeleye Span
13. Exotic Birds & Fruit — Procol Harum
U. Odds & Sods — The Who
15. Warchild — Jethro Tull

16. Osibirock — Osibisa
17. That's The Rub — Wishbone Ash
^8. Soft Machine Seven — Soft Machine
19. Welcome Back, My Friends, To the Show

That Never Ends — EL&P

SOLO ARTISTS
1. Echoes Of a Friend — McCoy Tyner
2. Tabernakel — Jan Akkerman
3. Court & Spark — Joni Mitchell
4. Lane Changer — Michael Fennelly
5. Somethin's Happening — Peter Framp-

ton

IMPORT OF THE YEAR
1. No Pussyfooting — Fripp 8. Eno
2. Bedside Manners Are Extra — Green

slade

BESTCONCERTSOF THE YEAR
1. King Crimson — Steeleye Span —

Providence 6-30

2. Gentle Giant — Springfield 10-31

3. EL&p — Providence 7 29

DISAPPOINTMENTS
1. Journey To the Centre of the Earth —

Rick Wakeman
2. Phaedra — Tangerine Dream

JUNK
l Hamburger Concerto — Focus
2. Concert • Focus — Springfield 10-31

—David Santos

Mine own selection — guess the artists and win
the big prize (no order)

iMusa (Ancestral Streams) — Stanley Cowell

jj Musiquedu Bois — Phil Woods
yL. Solo Concerts— Keith Jarrett
j4ln Memorium- Modern Jazz Quartet

jf
All Blues— Ron Carter

2 Love and Understanding— Jimmy Heath
•+ Interstellar Space— John Coltrane
^A Flower for All Seasons— Eddie Daniels
* Court and Spark— Joni Mitchell

^introducing the Eleventh House — Larry
> Coryell

* REISSUE OF THE YEAR -Max Roach Plus 4

See you at Birdland. Jack Cahill

J
*

F*¥¥*¥¥*¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥***¥¥¥¥¥¥*¥¥¥¥*¥*¥¥¥¥¥¥#
DUCK'S TOP TWENTY OF THE YEAR
(May I have the envelope please)

Sacred Cowboy's
Platters that Mattered

' 1974

I

1 Kohntarkosz — Magma
Distant Hills — Oregon

2. Echoes of a Friend — McCoy Tyner
Henry Cow
Hatfield and The North
Solo Concerts — Keith Jarrett
Starless and Bible Black — King

Crimson
Septober Energy — Centipede
Ginesis Live
Love in All of Us — Pharoah Sanders
Sweet Earth Flying — Marion Brown
Everything You Know Is Wrong —

Firesign Theater
3. Wichi-tai-to — Jan Garbarek

Seven Songs — Michael Gibbs & The
Gary Burton Quartet

Piano Improvisations — Chick Corea
Illuminations — Carlos Santana & Alice

Coltrane

A smile and a wink to:

Gentle Giant, Stevie Wonder, Hammer
& Goodman, Rahsaan, Little Feat, The
Who, Stomu Yamashta, Sun Ra & 'Trane,
and all those wonderful people at the
Heaven on Earth barracks in West
Virginia.

Nosedives: Frank Zapp&, Dave Mason.

PLUS
++++++++++++

1. Court and Spark — Miles of Aisles, Joni
Mitchell.

2 Fui fillingness' First Finale, Stevie
Wonder.

3. Paradise and Lunch, Ry Cooder.
4. Good Old Boys, Randy Newman.
5. It's Only Rock and Roll, Stones.

6. Solo Concerts, Keith Jarrett.

7. Learn to Love It, Jesse Winchester.
8. Mysterious Traveller, Weather Report.
9. Sam Lovejoy's Court Victory,

Humanity.
10. Richard Nixon's resignation, Insanity.

Humanity.
MINUS

1. Jerry Ford's Presidency, IT & T, Dairy,
etc.

2. Journey to the Center of the Earth, Rick
Wakeman.

3. Bob Neuwirth, Bob Neuwirth.
4. Elton's Greatest Hits — more money

,$$s$$$s$s$$$$$

5. no new CSNY product, lazy overpaid
men.

This is the only list you can trust, don't

pay no attn. toothers. Believe me cause I'm
always right and I never lie. And don't take
off your shoes.

+ + Craig Roche +

"The Top Ten Albums Released in 1974 or
Who is Joe Pass and Why is He Playing
All Those Wonderful Things For Us"

1. Duke's Big 4 — Duke Ellington, Joe Pass,
Ray Brown and Louis Bellson

2. Seven, Come Eleven — Herb Ellis, Joe
Pass
Take Love Easy — Ella Fitzgerald and
Joe Pass
Bright Moments — Rahsaan Roland Kirk
The Trio — Oscar Peterson, Joe Pass and
Niels Peterson
Headhunters — Herbie Hancock
Chapter Three, Viva Emiliano Zapata —
Gato Barbieri

Hymn of the Seventh Galaxy — Return To
Forever featuring Chick Corea

9. Introducing the Eleventh House — Larry
Coryell

10. Court and Spark — Joni Mitchell

Honorable Mention:
Virtuoso — Joe Pass
Guitar Player — Tal Farlow
Looking Thru — Passport

Mr. Congeniality:
Frank Zappa, for Roxy & Elsewhere

—Ken Blanchard

3

4.

5.

6

7.

8

l Apprentice (In A Musical Workshop),
Dave Loggins

2. Bachman-Turner Overdrive II, BTO
3. Mother Lode, Loggins & Messina
4. Court & Spark, Joni Mitchell
5. Holiday, America
6. Richotte's Zoo, Charles (Rene) Richotte
7 Odds & Sods, Who?
8 Quah, Jorma Kaukonen & Tom Hobson
9. Mind Over Matter, Robert Klein

10. Zewer Rats, Freddie Lego
11 Felix Cavaliere, F.C.
12. Blue Jean Country Queen, Linda

Hargrove
13. Unborn Child, Seals & Crofts
14. It's My Shovel, Hub & The Tubs
15. Serenade, Neil Diamond
16. Not Fragile, Bachman Turner Over

drive
17. Is It In, Eddie Harris
18. Sabbath, Bloody Sabbath, Black Sabbath
9. Hot Cakes, Carly Simon
20. Clam & Duck (Sing America's

Favorites), George Pervere & Me

Really Shitty Albums To Buy Your Favorite
Enemy

1. Born Again, Rare Bird
2. Bob Neuwirth, bn
3. Robert Lamm, Skinny Boy
4. Good Day, Lighthouse
5. ARS Goes To The Bathroom, Atlanta

Rhythm Section
6. Clam & Duck (Sing America's Fa/orites)

George Pervere & Me

con't. on pa$e 10
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Somethiruj ventured - nothing buzzed
by David Sokol

Eldorado —
Electric Light Orchestra
(United Artists UA-LA339-G)

When the Move broke up in

1972, there were promises from
its splintered factions that new
musical vistas weren't beyond
their grasps, and we heard all

sorts of mystical references to

things like 'classical-rock
fusions.'

Move leader Roy Wood
conceived of the Electric Light
Orchestra but stayed with it

only long enough to establish
Jeff Lynne as the leader of the
group. Wood then went off on
his own, pulling a Rod
StewarV-like deal of recording
both on his own and with a
group.

Unlike Stewartv and the
faces however, Wood's
Wizzard was his own group and

-

one for which Wood did all of
the writing, lead singing, and
directing. Wizzard's second
album Eddy and the Falcons,
has just been released in the
States, and is full of Roy
Wood's own updated and
electrified 1950s rock, com-

plete with tear-jerkers and
greased up rocking' rollers.

Although he doesnrt achieve
the same high degree of

eclecticism which was so
apparent on Boulders (where
Wood wrote, produced, and
played all the instruments —
everything from guitar, bass
and drums to 'cello, baritone
and keyboards), Eddy is

certainly well done and
mandatory for all remaining
Move loyalists.

Eldorado is getting the usual
United Artists hype about
being the record to turn the
music world upside-down,
about being the first 'rock -

symphony' and so forth. "Well,
if employing a chorus and
orchestra is enough to con-
stitute a symphony, then
Eldorado certainly is one, but
it doesn't take much thought to

remember several rock pieces
(by Procol Harum, Siegel-

Schwall, The Beatles...) which
also incorporated chorus and
orchestra but weren't as
ostentatious as to be called by
the name of symphony.
While Eldorado is un-

doubtedly Lynne's most am-
bitious work to date, it is

plagued by the same lack of
individuality and originality
which has marked and marred
ELO's previous three albums.
Because Eldorado pretends to
be an epic, it is all the more
disappointing and a source of

frustration. Be it in Lynne's
lifting of classical riffs (as in

"From the Sun to the World"
among others) or his blatant
rock rip-offs ("Ma Ma Ma
Belle" was second-hand
Stones, and even the enjoyable

"Showdown" sounded like a
hybrid of chartbusters 'I Heard
It Throuah the Grapevine" and
"Brother Louie"), there has
always been so much that
wasn't new in ELO's music as
to cloud and often hide their

occasional flashes.

Jeff Lynne is in here,

^ somewhere, but seems to be
o trying to hide under various
2 big name guises by sounding
« like Bowie ("Eldorado"),
2 Lennon ("Mister Kingdom" or
" was that "Across" the
o» Universe"), Harry Chapin

S
1 ("Poorboy") and the
gratefully dead Moody Blues

>. ("Overture"). For the being
° who has ne^er heard the
2 above, Eldorado is an In-

5 teresting rock sampler. But for
a- the continually optimistic
IB Move fanatic, this is just

</i another in a series of Electric

v Light flickerings. Its oc-
£ casional high points are in-

j teresting and catchy but aren't
o enough to overcome the
v pretentions. The orchestra is

used well, but the music...
Deadwood author Sokol is still waiting for thumbthing from Where's that new music, Jeff?

ELO leader Jeff Lynne (on right). You promised.

Steady-state servo-mechanisms

MORE BEST OF'74

THIS YEARS FEAST: FROM SOUP TO
NUTS

COCKTAILS: Good Old Boys — Randy
Newman

HORS D'OEUVRES: Rock n Roll Animal —
Lou Reed

SOUP: Feats Don't Fail Me Now — Little

Feat
SALAD: Stranded — Roxy Music
MAIN COURSE: Secret Treaties — Blue

Oyster Cult

DESSERT: Here Come the Warm Jets —
END

COFFEE: Waterloo — Abba
AFTER DINNER MINTS: It's Too Late to

Stop Now — Van Morrison Suzi Quatro
Quatro — Suzi Quatro Kiss

THIS YEARS BOTULISM DISEASED
CROP: CONSUME AT YOUR OWN
RISK

Anka — Paul Anka.
Dicky Betts, Gregg Allman, Wet Willie,

zzz. .

.

Journey to the Center of the Earth — Rick
Wakeman

On Stage — Loggins & Messina
It's Only Rock and Roll — Rolling Stones

—TV Eye

THE EXCLUSIVE
STOPTHE-PRESS
PICKS OF ROSS NERENBERG
1974 HIGH-NOTES AND LOW NOTES

A Tasty Baker's Dozen.
1. Stormbringer (Deep Purple)
2. Preservation Act 2 (The Kinks)
3. Caribou (Elton John)
4. War Child (Jethro Tull)

5. Bad Company (Bad Company)
6. Welcome Back My Friends....(EL&P)
7. 461 Ocean Boulevard (Eric Clapton)
8. The Hoople (Mott The Hoople)
9. From The Mars Hotel (Grateful Dead)
10. It's Only Rock 'n Roll (Rolling Stones)
11. Street Party (Black Oak Arkansas)
12. Journey To The Centre Of The Earth

(Rick Wakeman)
13. Get Your Wings (Aerosmith)

HONORABLE MENTION
1. Sabbath, Bloody Sabbath (Black Sab

bath)
2. Burn (Deep Purple)

3. Mott The Hoople Live (Mott The Hoople)
4. Not Fragile (Bachman-Turner Over

drive)

5. Odds and Sods (The Who)
6. Exoctic Birds And Fruits (Procol

Harum)
7. Fulfil I ingness' First Finale (Stevie

Wonder)

THE GARBAGE PAIL
1. Shock Treatment (Edgar Winter)
2. Tales From Topographic Oceans (Yes)
3. Nightmares (J. Geils Band)
4. Shinin' On (Grand Funk)
5. Walking Man (James Taylor)
6 Hamburger Concerto (Focus)
7. Smiler (Rod Stewart)
8. On The Beach (Neil Young)
9. Last, and most certainly least, all bub-

blegum music geared towards the
average eight-year old.

Ten Worst Singles

of 1974
1. "The Night Ch.cago Died", Paper Lace
2. "Having My Baby", Paul Anka
3. "I'm Leaving It All Up To You", Donny

and Marie Osmond
4. "You're 16", Ringo Starr
5. "Mocking Bird", Carly Simon and James

Taylor
6. "Waterloo", Abba
7. "Rock the Boat", Hues Corporation
8. "Radar Love", Golden Earring
9. "I Shot the Sheriff", Eric Clapton
10. "The Streak" & "Wildwood Weed" (no

difference)

Albums I Wouldn't Mind
Hearing More Of

1. Court and Spark, Joni Mitchell
2. Ladies Love Outlaws, Tom Rush
3 Hang In There, Holly Near
4 John Denver's Greatest Hits (Oh, shut up,

I like it)

5. On Stage — Loggins and Messina
—Maria Richmond

' In Concert:
New Riders Of The Purple Sage
Sanderson Theater, Springfield
December 3

From the moment that the New Riders Of
The Purple Sage hit the stage at the Sanderson
Theater last Tuesday night, the crowd let it be
known that they were on their side. With no
backup group to draw away attention or en-

thusiasm, the Riders delivered a very
creditable performance. The first set consisted
of fifteen numbers, beginning with 'I Don't

Know You," and rolling along with the likes of

'Lonesome L.A. Cowbo/," "Panama Red," and
R.B. Greaves' "Take A Letter, Maria." It

culminated with a light show, during which
hundreds of light beams encircled the

theater, traveling 'round and 'round in a cir

cular motion. After a well-earned break, they
returned to do fourteen more numbers, in-

cluding "Glendale Train," a song shouted

for all evening. The Riders had the crowd on
their feet several times, and made their exit

amid the crowd's wild applause and thankful
shouting. Brought back for an encore, they

performed an additional two songs. At

evening's end, the Riders had been onstage for

nearly three hours and had made their way
through a total of thirty-one tunes. When was
the last time you heard any group of musicians
go through a set of that many songs?
The Riders are molded in the same basic

tradition as that of their discoverers, the
Grateful Dead. Their down-home music is the
focal point in their show. There are no over-
worked stage theatrics or long, drawn-out
solos. The audience's attention is drawn, not
merely to one or two men in the group, but to all

five; Buddy Cage, Skip Baffin, David Nelson,
John Dawson, and Spencer Dryden. With the
Dead "in retirement" for a year, the New
Riders Of The Purple Sage should be able to

make their musical presence better known in

the world. For if you can't see the Dead, what
better thing is there to do than see their

proteges?
—Ross Nerenberg

WARCHILD
(Chrysalis)

JETHRO TULL

I

Being an avid Tull fan, I went crazy at the
prospect of a new Tull album and tour. And yet,
as much as I am overjoyed to have them back,
Warchild represents the first disappointment I

have ever experienced from Tull. My disap
pointment lies not in the fact that Warchild is a
bad album, but comes from the overall
apathetic nature and predictability that so
distinctly marks the Ip. From the opening beats
of the title cut, to the closing number, "Two
Fingers," you can almost predict to the letter

what is going to transpire. Which I may add IS
NOT what we've come to expect from Jethro
Tull.

The apathetic nature of Warchild is best
evidenced by Ian Anderson's lyrics. For the
first time, they are penetratable at initial

listenings. Where it took weeks and months to
TRY to understand A Passion Play or Thick As
A Brick, it now takes a few days. However, it's

from the lyrics that we gain some insight as to
what is ailing the band these days. Several
references are made to A Passion Play and the
critics. Other lyrics seem to be a self-parody.
What we can get from the lyrics is that
Anderson must feel trapped by the image of
himself and Jethro Tull as a rock band. You
know — Tull must come out with religious-
social commentary essays and on otage — it's

Ian the madman with the flute.

Out of these "requirements", Anderson I

the band have become too mechanical . ,

stage) and with this disc — too lazy -o
challenge themselves. Strange isn't it? T .•

same person telling us in "Wind Up" — tfe*.
cess yeech" is now a victim of it.

I really don't want to be totally negative
about Warchild because there are a few
positive things about it. Musically, the album is

consistent. Yes, they are shallow if compared f

to other Tull songs and a bit commercial, but
overall they are very good. Standouts are "The
Third Hurrah" (A Steeleye Span influenced
number), "Ladies" (one of lan's better soft

songs), "Sealion", "Two Fingers" ("Brick
Aqualung riff Tull"). Also, lan's production
abilities have advanced again.

In summary, Warchild is a good album. It

doesn't come up to previous Tull works due to
the absence of any of the wonderful qualities
that made Stand Up, Benefit, up to "A Passion
Play" so excellent.

A "Gets better with every listening" B-
—David Santos (Who else?)

STORMBRINGER — DEEP PURPLE
(Warner Bros. PR 2832)

For those of you who wrote off Deep Purple
after their rude dismissal of vocalist Ian Gillan
(Jesus Christ on Superstar) and bassist Roger
Glover, it's time to re-evaluate the group. For
while the loss of Gillan may have initially
shown itself via duller concerts, the addition of
David Coverdale and Glenn Hughes has greatly
improved the group's sound on record.
On their last U. S. tour, the Purple, backed

primarily by Savoy Brown, played to one sell
out crowd after another, climaxed by the big
California Jam. Their stage act seemed
repetitious and uninspired at times, owing
probably to the fact that Cov ^rdale and Hughes
were going through the big time concert circuit
for the first time. Nevertheless, the crowds
came and listened, as the two gained in
valuable experience for use on future tours.

Now, Deep Purple has released their second
post Gillan album. Burn, released in early '74,

was a huge money making success, but
Stormbringer is composed of even better
material. It brings across Purple's new sound
in a much better way than Burn, as the band is

now more aware of their own musical strengths
and weaknesses. Ritchie Blackmore plays his
Fender Stratocaster guitar like a wizard, Ian
Paice proves his worth on drums, and Jon Lord
chips in with his usual fine keyboard. Hughes
plays bass and shares vocal honors with
Coverdale. All nine songs on the album com
plement each other perfectly, making it tough
to pick the very best. "Holy Man" features
Hughes doing a fine solo-vocai job. "High Ball
Shooter" showcases a Lord organ solo, and
"The Gypsy" unveils another one of Black
more's stellar guitar solos. The album closes
with "Soldier of Fortune," a slow, serious
ballad sung by Coverdale.
Deep Purple have taken another definite step

upwards in the rock music world with Storm-
bringer. Flip it onto your stereo, turn up the
volume, and enjoy. And enjoy. And enjoy...

—Ross Nerenberg
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Lenny: Still paying dues

ON STAGE:
LENNY
Written by Julian Barry
Starring nUrty Brill

nihiid By Mike Clary
Time Magazine labeled him a "slcknik."

Audiences flocked to his performances. The
mercurial Lenny Bruce Injected into the
system an alien remedy and It was Im-
mediately rejected. For the most part a

satirical humorist, he In the end, became
blatantly vicious. The questions remain
open. What spirit possessed him? What
caused the artist's death.
Truthful to his dictum, all his humor was

based on "destruction and despair." In the
years of Came lot such delving was the
anethema to certain success. New morality
was not in vogue at the birth of the do's and
Bruce did not attain his sought after position
until after his death. Only In the climatic
violence that closed the decade did Lenny
begin tempting the listeners and gain the
receptive air his message ultimately
requU-ed. Achieving this final recognition
cost the man first, any conception of Inner
peace, and In the end, his life. In Bruce
vernacular, he "paid some dues." Whether
the paying of dues was justifiable orflBJa
now Irrelevant, what is important is tfteW
that his prematurity cost him heavily.

Since his post-mortem rite to fame,
various attempts have been made to
properly eulogize him. Several
publications give a brief overview of his
words and life. The recent biography is most
significant. Aside from the potpourri of
available books, mere remains Julian

Sr^8^3* "L^V"' «nd the Bob Fosse
film of the same title.

An intuitive study of Bruce's life, "Lenny"
Is currently Vunnlng at the Charles
Playhouse In Boston. A free evening would
be well rewarded by giving the play con-
sideration.

"Lenny" shocks, surprises and absorbs
the audience. An explosive performance by

Marty Brill deserves an unreserved "well
done." Such a bravura portrayal by an actor
who at last count was entrenched In the
mediocrity of TV sitcoms and talk shows
suggests potential rarely seen. Although
some scenes balance precariously on an
inherently weak script, Brill is catalytic In
redeeming them. One such sequence is
Bruce's first encounter with his future wife
Seemingly doomed from Initiation, Brill
applies a sheen which salvages an Im-
portant but stricken dialogue.
Barry appears to have perceived Bruce's

essence correctly but loses In transferring
this essence to the stage. Glossiness and
raucus bombardment detract from the
concepts Mr. Bruce tried to pervey. Having
few barriers, touching on too many levels,
Barry left room for overacting, and
gaudiness. In some scenes, the Boston
production manifests both. Overshooting the
target results In the loss of some powerful
ammunition. Complete success necessitates
rigidity in some instances. Consider weight
lost where he carries us through the Bruce
bit on Gary Powers, traitors and patriotism.
Control is not negotiated, the audience
misinterprets the message and retreats in
laughter from the belly rather than the
mind. Contrasting this is the piece
questioning the validity of the Lone Ranger.
No contextual loss is available and the
message is received, albeit tardry. Lenny
Bruce wrote the material aired. The
thoughts and lines an his. Barry transfers
them to the stage, and frequently tends to
forget whose material this is. Bruce's
philosophy is sometimes replaced with

Barry's misrepresentations.
Limitations are placed on the cast, as

some portray three or more characters.
Congratulations are offered to all members.
Specifically beneficial are Ron Hunter, Ann
McMerry, and Sid Ben Zali. Multifaceted
Hunter supports all characters well.
McMerry as Lenny's mother stabilizes the
weakness evident when Lenny returns home
with his wife to be. Carrying a total of four
parts, Ben Zali is convincing In all. Suc-
cess's secret is founded on the coordination
of the brilliant cast In this disturbingly in-
tense drama.

Again, the acting" of Brill Is awesome
Bruce's life was overstocked with
frustration, loneliness and remorse. Brill
smoothly takes the audience on a journey
through desolation. Originally a carelessly
ascerbic young comedian, Bruce
metamorphed to a tragic clawing addict.
The final scene grabs at the vitals— Bruce
is slowly disintegrating from the injustices
he so contempted. Brill so effectively ab-
sorbs the Bruce persona that one leaves the
theater feeling he has been the victim of a
well placed kick, the tactical kick so feared
in street encounters. Verbal acrobatics are
replaced with stumbling incoherency. Bruce
becomes the victim of those he so
caustically victimized. The pathos of the

attribute this to Brill, a true professional,
who at last has staked claim on his
profession.

THE PROCESS
Chapter Three

by E. Patrick McQuaid
The Process

Someone must have been telling

lies about student number 6006893.

Yes, indeed, this must be the
reason for his nocturnal arrest; he
has been traduced. He was con-
fused and decided to write a letter

to 6008893 senior; it had been five

years since he had last seen his
father.

'Today I was arrested. Or,
perhaps it was yesterday: I can't
be sure. The note from the police

department says: 'You are of-

ficially under arrest as of today.
Appear in court tomorrow. Sorry,
but that's how it is.' Which leaves
the matter doubtful: it could have
been yesterday."
At his first bearing atop the

library he was told that he would
be notified as to the date of his trial

but he must be prepared to take the

stand at any time, any place. This
made number 6 extremely
paranoid and he observed
everyone he met with scrutiny.
When they came for him they

appeared just as mysteriously as
with his initial encounter with
them. He had gone for breakfast at
McManus's at three a.m. with his
friend, Josef K. He, like many
students, was to have no
recollection of that meal the next
day. Nevertheless, they had
parked the car in 30, across from
Whitless building. K. walked to the
campus center and 6 headed for the
South West sector.

He stepped from the parking lot

and strolled across the grass
among a few small pine trees. He
stopped between two trees to

button up his jacket when a hand

w« ","£;r.„rf

™S^K.y; ?! ***°
.

to •**»"> h«v«r «nd fog WhatZ more astounding waswas startled and feared that he
was being mugged; he wasn't
relieved to find it was the police
either.

They held him closely, so close
that he felt like the three of them
were one massive block of flesh.

They moved hurriedly together
and 6 had difficulty in keeping their
pace. At times he felt like he was
being dragged, yet he walked
freely of his own will. "Where are
we going?" he asked of them

formed in front of his face; he that once inside he found it difficult
noticed that there was no mist to move for it was packed with
from the inspectors' breath. He did people. All the seats were taken
not question them any further
His focus of attention moved

from his arrestors to his
surroundings. He was on the
outskirts of the Southwest sector
and crossing University Drive in

direction of the stadium. His
predictions were correct; they
entered the stadium, which sur-
prisingly was well-lighted for that

and more were added out on the
field around a small clearing
where rested a colossal desk and
two smaller ones to each side of it.

To this small area he was led and
made to sit and wait.

He scanned the crowds and saw
several faces that he had seen
before, but none that he was

°: "L
w ure,u pnsingiy was well-lighted for that mntintioJ ™ » 10
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Sirring natural, organic and ocean foods

CANTONESE FAVORITES
Wed., Dec. 11, 5:30 • 8:30

New Low Prices!

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
Thursday— Bouillabaisse
Friday— Shrimp Creole

Saturday— Fresh Haddock and
Ratatouiile

Thursday — free film: Peter Simon's World — color slide
show and talk by i.uthor of two controversial books on
photography.

Tel. 774-3930

DECEMBER
18-22 "Fate"
26-29 "Fate"

Wil - Si* "ALBATROSS"

New Year's Eve - "AMERICAN STANDARD"

Rt. 202, New Salem at Truman's
Flea Market, only 12 miles
from Whitmore!

JANUARY
2-5 "American Standard"
9-12 "Northeast Expressway"
16-19 "Big Screamin McGrew"
24-26 "Big Screamin McGrew"
31-Feb. 2 "Cleaning Living '

TUES. - No Cover

WED.-SUN., $1.00
Sunday Beer — 25c — 9 to 1 : 00

HiHtf of Roem h Betjit! Phone (617) -Just Over Line -544-6028
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Enter Stage/West

Juicy roles covered by amusing

BELOW THE SALT — the slide for life

jams
Masquerade

Directed by John Ulmer
Music and Lyrics by Thomas Babbitt

Cast: Eric Tavaris, Maryin Brasch,
Michael Forella, Stephen Daley Roy
Brocksmith, Ray Gill, Vinnie Holman, Chip

Lucia, and Heidi Mefford.

Appearing at the Stage-West Theatre in

West Springfield until Jan. 4.

-reviewed by Frederic C. Weiss

How easy is it to describe a musical that is

so similar to the work of Oscar Wilde (The
Important of Being Earnest and William
Shakespere (Romeo and Juliet), and ends
the show- by drawing on audience par-

ticipation to sing a final melody to describe
life, love and the contentment of, "A Pizza

Pie"? But Masquerade is all of these things,

and furthermore one heck of a fine show.

Unlike many shows that appear at various
community theatres throughout the nation,

this musical, written by John Ulmer and
with music and lyrics by Thomas Babbitt
premiered at Stage-West In West Springfield

this weekend. Due to tight scheduling, the
cast for Masquerade did not get to use the
stage for practice till the end of last week
(because That Championship Season was
still playing). In ways this hurt the
production, because the actors didn't
always seem to be totally at ease with the
set. Still, such a problem is only temporary;
by next week, the show will definitely be
tighter and better all around. Besides for the
opening night loose ends, the show for the
most part was excellent.

Based on Carlo Goldoni's A Servant of

Two Masters, the musical deals with the
common themes of youthful love, family
misunderstandings, and the secret subplots
that only the audience comprehend, while
they laugh at the consequential confusion.

Much of this is a credit to the actors; for the

most part, they are excellent. Most notably

Eric Tavaris, as Truffaldlno. Tavaris is a
veteran of sixteen Stage-West productions,
and more than any of the other actors he
seemed totally at home on stage. Quite
honestly, the part of the clever servant
Truffaldlno is a juicy one, filled with humor
that draws on innocence, and a keen in-

terjection of modern political parody. But
Tavaris takes full advantage of his role with
superb gestures,and delivery of his lines. At
times during the play, Truffaldlno parodies
Richard Nixon, not only In the content of his

lines, but in their delivery. When he tells the
audience that now he will tell the "whole
story", and that previously he had withheld
the truth for purposes of "security", the
audience broke out with laughter. But when
several minutes later he got into another
jam where his clever and amusing story
contradicted reality, he told the cast and the
audience that he was glad they asked "that
question", and that now he would tell the

"whole story". Consequently, the entire

audience went wild.

Masquerade is an
that mixes spoof with
the time that you read
the show will be even
because the tensions

the opening night will

resolved.

energetic production
musical comedy. By
this review, no doubt
more worth catching,

and awkwardness of

have long since been

Taking place In renaissance Italy,
Masquarade gives insight into the possible

tragedies that can result from amorous
misunderstandings. Still, the play never
loses a sense of ease that makes it en-
joyable.

The center of the confusion is Truffaldlno,
a clever servant who tries to make more
money by working for two separate
masters. Little does he know that his two
masters not only know each other but are
lovers. By the simple act of mixing up
personal articles of his masters, he is put in

the awkward position of having to explain
the irregularity. Rather surprised by the
intense Interest that each master shows in

the article of the other, Truffaldlno decides
to tell the whole story. At this time ne
proceedes to explain how the "personal
article" belonged to his former master who
how so unfortunately, died.

Both of the lovers, fearing that the other is

already dead, decide to commit suicide. Yet
while Shakespere never dreamed of being so
thoroughly coopted, the play keeps a sense
of movement despite Its lack of originality.

Both John Ulmer, the director and the
members of the cast deserve credit for
being willing to experiment with the musical
and try to combine the morality of ren-
naisance Italy with the energy of the
twentieth century pop culture. Granted,
Masquerade draws a bit too much on the
works of Shakespere and Wilde, for that
matter the cast of Hair. But most of the
audience was enjoyed the show too much to
really care.

Masquerade may not be a production
filled with cultural enlightenment. But it is

an evening of amusing entertainment. For
some people that Is quite enough.
Masquerade will be at Stage-West In

Springfield till January 4.

-continuing process from p. 11-

friendly with. A voice came over

the loud speakers demanding that

everyone rise. Awed by these

circumstances, 6 did not stand and
was sharply reprimanded by
several nearby policemen.

"Ah, 6, glad to see you. Things

look bad, I'm afraid." 6008893

turned and looked into the

Chaplinesque face of his advocate.

"Bad, what can be done?" The

advocate lowered his head and
then spoke slowly, "There's only

one man who can help you now, one
man." "Who?" asked 6. "Orson
Welles, and he's not interested."

Needless to say, he rose. There
was a dead silence from which
could only be heard the squeaking
shoes of the approaching judge. 6

stretched his neck, but in vain; he
could see nothing but the backs of

heads, all neatly cropped hair and
stiff blue collars.

What appeared first to 6 was a

thick cloud of smoke; he did not

smell the tobacco until after the

arrival of the magistrate. His form
took up what little space was left

provided for his passage but people
were quick to step aside and on top

of each other at the sight of him.
The thick bearded, pipe toking

collosus took to the platform and plead?" Every head turned to 6
sat behind his befitting desk. He and he said, "Why, innocent, of

tapped his pipe on the bench and course." There was an immediate
order spoke for itself. In one swift, breakout of laughter. The entire
obedient move everyone sat, ex- crowd was in calamity over 6's
cept for 6 who was still awed by the

presence of this giant.

A small man with a smaller

voice then cried out, "Here ye,

hear ye, this court is now in

session, the honorable Judge Fizz

presiding the case of number
6008893 versus," he hesitated,

"uum, anyway, how do you

PIZZA-RAMA
355 College St., Rf. 9, Amherst

specializing in

POM, HOT OVEN GRINDERS

art SPAGHETTI

STORE HOURS: Sun.-Thurs., 11 a.m. Midnight
Fri., Sat., 11 a.m.-l a.m.

Call 253-3808

FREE OiLMRY

between 5 p.m. -Midnight, every night

But Food in Town - and the Uwtsr Prion

appearing at

the hide-a-way

John Ue Hooker
MmJ

Home Cooking

WED. NITE ONLY - Cover 3.

A fantastic double bill!

THE HIDEAWAY

off Rt. 202 in Granby

Just 1 Mile off Rt. 116

Tel. 467-8393

MTH0LV4ML
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AMHCHSTSt.

IMC MtfTCH

Appearing

Wed., Thurs.

& Fri.

CRICKET

Rusty Nail

Ittn

Rte. 47

Sunderland

665-4937

Music Of 74

by Dee Greaze
Dee Greaze speaks his peaze

13

Dee Grease ponders: Should I

really do this ding for dee editor?

warn zam thank you r-ats

Domino and away.
Greaze viewing the Collegian office

before deadline quickly dabs they

keys with vaseline and flies:

What a year! All the fine sounds

abounds is with a bit of grease —
course He IS listening through the

ears of greaze.

"Rock the Boat" yawls for number

one top 40 listening with lots of

competition from Motown and Philly.

Last year The Three Degrees rated

high with a Greaze review and they

shore nuff topped the charts in soul,

pop and my top 40.. and they same
soft wish to those for this vear

coming.
The pleasure of the OHIO

PLAYERS, Kool and the Gang, Betty
Davis, Cornell Dupree, Graham
Central Station receiving recognition
took Dee Greaze to sauna.
...seeing as Greaze was soooooo

clean he cruised to glitter generation
and wished he'd never fired the lean
off top.Warn — Warn warn — Davia
Bowie's first Boston appearance was
'original' and fair funk. Come about
again and David thinks he is a real
greasser — and fails so baddddd
didly. Flashing on the Glitter Greaze
can only moan.
Greaze can digg theatre — but

wished the music could maintain. It

seems that those jivy dudes sit or act
or play, but never both.
GREAZE FLASH: biggest bum-

mer of 7A- thoesssse artists acting as
musicians pretending to excite
audiences with nrmsic and falling on

The process ends?-

faces — just like Dean Tucker and
three hundred pounds of rising dough
in a VW.

It is Not that Greaze cannot look
through the window panes to 'EX
PERIENce' glitter — it's probably
that he may see too clearly — sorry
glitter freaks — this was Truly a low
year.

But Never lor the BLUEs....ah yes,
did'nt BB King blowwwww your
mird on the tube — same with Wolf...
and never think about late Friday or
Saturday without recalling Little

Richard — who will be exciting you in

Framingham this week.
With the intense R & B and rock

reviving packing the houses one has
to realize: GOMES WAS RIGHT —
the music of today finds its roots in

yesterday — and that is today...

;lton John....about as funky as

Fabian.
Never forget Country and Wester...

filling the juke boxes across the

country and reLATING to the people.

We all get a heart on — so why the
meosage or rock music— lay out that

silly line. Charlie Pride and Rich
UnderSTAND. C & W forecast the

future one bottle of taquilla better

than sad hype layed out by your
super rock who demands — 6-9

dollars and lauff as they take you in.

Never question the power of a
small club and a funky time: Babe
Pino will be back to shake you down
— same with Dee Greaze and funky
rock and rooooool.

The time is near — 74 brought us
closer to understanding that music of

today is FUNK — pure funk.

Too bad James Brown played into

t+"? soundtrack trick. But Stevip

Wonder (FINGERTIPS) shore did
take us away. Same with the
Stylistics, Funkadelics and mavbe
Arthur Brown and his do you believe

— drum machine.
Sokol, Kostek, and you other jive

dudes, lay out re — re — relax, turn

off your glitter rock, psycho music
and return to mother... R & B is here
to stay. ..It was meant to be that way.

In long, you just read it, in short the
answer for pleasure listening is a
happy return to the basics where
music rings and sings.

Last years yunes (rock) will bore
while everlasting funky bumping
sliddddddding greazzzzeoff the mind
will give you more. — NOW MORE
THAN EVER.

statement. His mouth hung open in

bewilderment. Judge Fizz merely
cleared his voice and only the echo

of laughter was heard. A dead
silence and number 6 stepped to

the bench.

The magistrate's firey eyes
glared at him as though 6 were
looking into two furnaces. He voice

bellowed out like a megaphone in

shrill, deep tones that shook the

linings of his listeners' boots.

"6008893, you are a carpenter?"

"No, I am a student." Again his

words were followed by laughter.

Fizz brought his pipe to his lips and
struck a match that brought the

place back to order. "Perhaps,"
began 6, "perhaps, some carpenter

by a similar number is the man you
are after. I am innocent! And
charges...what are the charges?"

"It says here that you are

charged with two crimes, one
parking in a tow zone..." "But I
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iiiti
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don't own a car!" "Are you daring
to say that the court is wrong! Be
still! And two, you are guilty of a
wasted life. Have you anything to

say?"
"I have only this to say: guilty or

not, and to this second offense I am
guilty, I cannot pay your fines. If I

pay them I shall, in essence, be
making a statement on this

system. I shall be agreeing that,

yes, this is the way things should

be, and I don't think that

everything is right here. I offer no
alternatives; I'm not a rebel, or out

to change things; but I most
assuredly do not agree with things

as they are now. It would be a

greater crime if I were to accept

the rulings of this court."

"Do you realize what you have
just done?" asked the judge.

"Yes," answered 6, "I have taken

the full responsibility of my life

upon myself. I am responsible. I

accept this."

With a quick relighting of his

pipe, the judge blew out a vapor of

smoke and pronounced 6 not guilty.

"You have come to a realization

that all men must make. You are

free; now go!" As though the

command of Moses, the crowd
moved in two halves, clearing a

path for 6 and his two escorts. They
moved as rapidly as they had
entered, and in the same block like

procession with each at 6's side.

It was beginning to drizzle but

this didn't seem to bother the two
policemen at all. They pulled their

high trench coat collars up a little

higher and proceeded to escort 6 to

his tower in the South West sector.

They didn't take the elevator, they

walked up thirteen floors and
stopped.

Screaming could be heard and
they left the stair well and entered

the floor. 6's friend, Josef K., was
being dragged to an open elevator

that was dark and appeared to be
minus a car. "What's going on!?

demanded 6. "I am to have an
accident," stated K. "But see, I

shall put this masking tape across

my mouth so that you nor anyone
else shan't hear my cries. This way
you won't feel guilty at doing

nothing and there will be no apathy

on your part." He placed the tape
across his mouth and demon-
strated how his screams could no
longer be heard. He nodded as if to

approve for 6 and then stepped into

the darkness and disappeared.

6008893 then felt his escort-

suhands rise from his arms to his

shoulders. The darkness of the

shaft came closer and closer. He
could see the wires and cables

running up and down the open
shaft; he could hear the electrical

sounds. He no longer felt the firm
grip of authority at his arms and
shoulders. He felt free. Number
6008893 then fell into the abstract

order of things.

FILE NUMBER 6008893 - WITH-
DRAWN - NEW NUMBER : 0000000

AMHERSTCW**
AMITY ST. 253 5426

The scenesmake tastlango
in Ffens look like a sixth grade
dancing class »«* j*'*** i*a.*

Sometimes pornographic

Generally subversive,

but always bnniant.
-«»««.. n.,. a^ k

This "fourtetter ode to arnoralrry

is socked across winning,ly

Going
Places
You'll neversee it onTV

Eves: Going Places — 7 00 4 9:05

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $100

FINALS -SCHEDULE
• THURSDAY, DEC. 12

S.U.B. 7 ft 9:15 75'

• SUNDAY, DEC. 15
S.U.B. 7 ft 9:15 75*

• MON. - WED., DEC. 16, 17, 18
S.U.B. 7, 9:39, 19 $1.99

• THURSDAY, DEC. 19
S.U.B. 7, 9:45, 11 75*

"DULY JACK"

"THE WAY WE WERE"
"MAGICAL MYSTERY

TOUR"

"WEST WORLD"
I
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MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

IWN*.

"One of the
Best Movies

of 1974:
-G«f>« Shalil. NBC-TV

Film Times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC -
Juggernaut - 7:00-9:00

AMHERST CINEMA -
Going Places - 7:00-9:08

CALVIN -
Harry ft Tonto - 7:00 & 900

CAMPUS CINEMA -
Cheerleaders &
Oh Calcutta - 7:00

King of Hearts - 7:00 & 9:00

Chinatown - 7:00-9:15

MT. FARMS 4 -
Harry & tonto - 6:15-8:46

Groove Tub* - 8:30-7:00-8:46

Bananas — 800
Where's Pape - 6:30

Trial of Billy Jack - 5:30-8:30

"Harry
*T0NTO"

Harry & Tonto — 6:15-8:45

Twl-Lift Hr. — $:4$-4:l$ Only — $1.2$

WOODY ALLEN'S

"BANANAS"

PG

I ftUS THIS HIUMHOUS CO NIT
f

George Sejjal

"WHERE'S PAPA"

Bananas — 8:00

Where's Papa — 6:30

Twi-LItt Hr. — 4;0Q-*:J0 Only — $1.2$

CQ/ Q1CO MOUNTAIN FARMS MALLDOH3IDJ RQUTL9 HAQiEV MASS

Insanely funny, outrageous and irreverent."
-PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

A Km
LMbjUNbi

R
NOW III ITS FINAL WEEK.

Groove Tube — 5:30-7:00-8:45

Twi-Lift Hr. — $:00-$:30 Only — $1.2$

The Triali

Billy Jack |
Sta^ng

DELORES TAYLOR
arid

UOM LAUGHLIN
PC,

Trial of Billy Jack — 5:30-8:30

No Twi-Lite Hr.

ti , #
*******************************
t TRY-OUTS

*

! THE BLACK EGG |
i by Mungu Abudu *

$ directed by Paul Carter Harrison
*

* Thursday, 7:00 p.m. Friday, 10:00 a.m. *

* 203 Fine Arts Center J
*******************************
*******************************

DECEMBER 19, 20, 21
£
1

f

§
#

*

5-3511 |

AFTER THE FAIL
by Arthur Miller

* presented by the Department of Theater in the

new STUDIO THEATER, FINE ARTS CENTER

Butterfield Productions presents:

FELLINI'S

lll;IIH<]
T

1

*
*

TONIGHT

* 8:00 p.m.

J For Tickets and Reservations *
*******************************

7,9,11 m
\ ! WW. GATES

' 'r s\ll Hi COLLEGE'

jOOEMil
• f iv /i iv

:udViu
1 NORTHAMPTON

7:00&9:00

W^=sM^\l

WEEKENDS IN FILM
repiled by Paul Kontrimas

AIRPORT '75. No better, no worse than
Airport '72. Starts this weekend at the
Showcase Cinemas in West Springfield. + +
BANNANAS - At the Mt. Farms Cinema.
THE .CHEERLEADERS. A better than

average skin flick, that is, if the average is

Pippi Longstocking. It's fun, though, and that's

what counts, right? Don't forget to bring your
overcoat. Billed with Oh! Calcutta! at the
Campus Cinemas. + + +
CHINATOWN — At the Campus Cinemas.
GODFATHER II — Starts December 18 at

the Showcase Cinemas.
GROOVE TUBE. This video-vision is

relatively unchanged from its origin as a video
tape excursion done by a couple of people from
the Mass. Communication Department at
Boston University. When it was deemed to have
commercial potential by Hollywood film
companies, and only after it received an un-
derground popularity by playing at such small
houses as the Video Theatre in Cambridge, it

was slightly altered and lengthened for release
as a full length film. Reports are that it's still

worth a look! And that the short vignettes that
compose the bulk of this film are still quite
humorous. At the Mt. Farms + + +
HAR RY AND TONTO— At the Mt. Farms. A

contemporary saga of an old man and his cat
who travel across the country searching for a
new outlook on life. Slight rip-off of Steinbeck's
Travels with Charley formula, but when was
the last time you saw a decent film about old
age? Art Carney, as Harry, will most likely win
an Oscar because he's getting old. But he also
does a fine job. + + + +

BELOW THE SALT photo by Bill Howell
Tense social intercourseKLANSMEN

between an Alabama town sheriff and part
time Ku Klux Klansman (played by Lee
Marvin) and an eccentric town aristocrat and
part-time dance instructor at Arthur Murray
Studios (portrayed by Richard Burton). A
timely film.

OH! CALCUTTA! Built up as one of the
raunchiest films in a while, but it isn't. Based
on the fleshy Broadway play, it teases more
than it exposes. But it's teamed with The
Cheerleaders at the Campus Cinemas so you
might as well take it in. + +
THE LONGEST YARD. A fleeting macho

action flick where Burt Reynolds shows his cell
block how much fun it is to be in prison. Eddie
Albert acts as warden, for all you Eddie Albert
fans. Robert Aldrich directed. At the Showcase
Cinemas in West Springfield. ++
MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR. The films that

feature the Beatles acting talents are similar to
the albums that feature Robert Redfords'
singing talents...out to lunch.

CONCERTS

JUGGERNAUT. "A brilliant British mad
man loads a 1200 passenger British ocean liner

with seven bombs. Object: ransom. Directed
by Richard Lester as a clockwork thriller, the

clockwork beinc, the defusing of the bombs by
Richardetarris." Now playing at the Academy
of Music. + +
LAST TANGO IN PARIS. The people at the

Globe Cinema have located one of the unedited
unspliced prints of this film. A good time to

catch a good film.

KING OF HEARTS. One Of the most
overrated and deceptive films of all time. This
is a sentimental, unreal 'isn't life too bad'

oversimplification that dies all the thinking for

you. You don't have to do a thing but sym
pathize. At the Campus Cinema. + +

TAKING OF PELHAM, AND A ONE, UNO A
TWO, UND A THREE. Technology takes off in

the form of a high jacked New York City

subway car. A film well done, depicting the

helpless New Yorker and their city's

provocative sense of comedy. Walter Matthau
and Martin Balsam. At the Showcase, in W.
Springfield. + + +
TRIAL OF BILLY JACK. Sequel time again,

kiddies. This time it's courtroom adventure
with Billy and his organic disciples. If you liked

Billy Jack you'll probably like this, but I

thought Billy Jack was out of date vomit, so

perhaps you should see this yourself and judge.

It has just been released, partly for com
mercial reasons. If you don't believe me, check

out the jacked-up prices when you see it.

Playing at the Mountain Farms Four. + +
THE WAY WE WERE. Barbara Streisand

and Robert Redford in a misty eyed, love story.

But, Barbara is Barbara, and not entirely

serious, which makes this cute little story

better than average. At the SUB 7 and 9:15,

Sunday. + 4-

WESTWORLD. Science fiction died in «the

early sixties, and this filmic mistake is keeping

it dead +

(T indicates tickets available at Ticketron in

CC Hotel lobby)

UMASS
University Chorale, Annual Winter Concert

— Dec. 11, Bowker Aud. (free).

SPRINGFIELD
NRBQ — Billy Joel — Dec. 13, Sanderson T.

David Bromberg — Johnathan Edwards —
Dec. 15, Sanderson T.

Richie Havens — Dec. 21, Sanderson T.

Shawn Phillips — Jan. 1, Sanderson T.

PITTSFIELD
Keith Jarrett — Dec. 14, Berkshire Com-

munity College (7:30 & 10)

BOSTON
Yes — Dec. 11, Boston Garden, T.
Mighty Clouds of Joy — Dec. 11-15, Sugar

Shack (10 & 1 a.m.)
Charles Mingus — Dec. 11-15, Jazz Workshop
Skyhook — Dec. 11, Jack's, Cambridge
Billy Joel — Dec. 12, Paul's Mall
Fat — Dec. 12-14, The Club, Cambridge.
Spider John Koerner — June Millington —

Dec. 12-15, Passim Coffeeshop (8:30 8. 10:30)
The Eighty Six Thousand Four Hundred

Second Party (with NRBQ, Johnathan Ed-
wards, Duke & The Drivers, Travis Shook i,

The Club Wow, Mr. Fingers, Normal Bigelow,
Joel Zoss, etc.) — Dec. 13, B. U. Case Center
(benefit).

—lovingly compiled for the last time by David
"for the last time" Sokol

LOCAL MUSIC
John Lee Hooker — Home Cookin' — Hide A

Way, Dec. 11

Sweet Pie — Steak Out, Dec. 18, 19

Sweat Band — Bluewall, Dec. 11-14

Mitch Chakour — Rusty Nail, Dec. 14, 15.

NRBQ. — Rusty Nail, Dec. 19-21.

Bill Colwell — Hide A Way, Dec. 13, 14.

Real Tears — Steak Out, Dec. 11-14, 31.

Margo Fender — 5th Alarm, Dec. 11-15.

Cricket Hill — Rusty Nail, Dec. 11-13.

Home Cookin' — Hide-A Way, 11, 12.

Time Being — T.O.C., Dec. 1214.
Sambo Strut — Steak Out, Dec. 20, 21.

Real Tears — Rusty Nail, Dec. 17, 18.

Air Born — Rusty Nail, Dec. 16.

Discotheque at the Hatfield Dial Tone — 7 days
a week.

Home Cookin' — Hotel Monat, Dec. 15.

Aces & Knights — Rusty Nail, Dec. 22.

Air Born — The Pub, Dec. 20, 27, 28, 29.

Doc Sullivan — The Pub, Dec. 12, 13 (3 6 p.m.)
D.J. Sullivan — The Pub, 13

John Morgan — The Pub, Dec. 17.

Great Pretenders — The Pub, Dec. 14, 15, 21,

22.

Bill Steele — Chelsea House Cafe & Folklore
Center (West Brattleboro, Vt.), De"c. 13, 14.

Gino Vanelli — Ron Douglas — Dec. 13-15,

Paul's Mall.

Dynamic Superiors — Dec. 13 19, Sugar
Shack (10 & 1 a.m.)
Harold Melvin & The Blue Notes — Dec. 16

22, Sugar Shack (10 & 1 a.m.)
The Miracles — Dec. 20 26, Sugar Shack (10 8.

1 a.m.)
The 11th House featuring Larry Coryell with

Alphonse Mouzon — Dec. 27 29 & 31, Jazz
Workshop
Commodores — Dec. 27-Jan. 2, Sugar Shack

(10 & 1 a.m.
Blue Oyster Cult — Dec. 28, Orpheus, T.
Tavares — Dec. .0 Jan. 5, Sugar Shack (10 &

1 a.m.)
The Ambitions — Jan. 6 12, Sugar Shack (10

& 1 a.m.)
Alvin Lee ft Company — Jan. 10, Orpheum T.
Joe Walsh — Jan. 17, Orpheum T.
John Mayall — Feb. 21, Orpheum T.

*V<4V *OtK»*J*~

ART
U Mass Herter Hall The Great Glass Suable

Exhibit, M.F A. 1st year show in sculpture.
Munson Hall Annex — glass blowing

demonstrations Wed. Dec 11, 7 p.m.
New Africa House Latm American graphics

arts by Pedro Alcantara — through Dec. 13.

Smith College Egytpians art from Boston
MFA.
The Seeyle Years through Jan.
Jean Dubuffet prints through Dec. 20.
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Shapiro takes on dual role
Of. Seymour Shep*o Km burt

earned acting Oeen o4 the laaity of
Natural Science* end Methamette
at tht l>threnjdcy of Maaaawfuaiti*
« Amherst. Ohencador Randolph
W. twoary he* announced
Or Shapiro. heed of the Botany

Depaftiaant. wal mtv* at eeang
<JM" through **e apring eemeeter.
during which time eearch
commrttee i» eapeeaed to

Music anyone?

£a di da

•econvnand « rerrrunent dean to

take otttot in Septernber of 1075

The pnjeent dean MecV. Ida*. j».
Km left die (OK fo« an appctrrmerr.
•1 MIT
Named ke*d of the Botany

Depeftment and profeteor of
botany * 1*64, Or. Shag** he*
erved aa acting dean of tha
Cohage of Am and $c**nce*
Ma ha* t*ao»antt> aerved aa a

modertior and edvttor lo «e
Chanceeor on major cempua

and aa recaftty tataon wrth extdem*
dunrganaofcnam Maajkrpwnet
en occaojDdtng teacher. ec*oler and
edmnatraoor.

Ha aajnrficant and etteptioneJ
aarvioa to tha Urtherety was
racogrwtd laat year when ha wea
awarded tha Urn*r*rrr Madal for

Oetttardng SerWe.
Tha 'acuty of Natural Soancee

and Madtemaace a> ona of tha three
dMatont of *e UMaaa Coiege of
Am and Sconce*. Or. Shacao **

ha new peat Jen. ft
m • .. .

nstrumancal rrtjmc f*ey

iha araat taaching fecufty and
awamrca of tha Uhwaraey of
V.tMachaaatls-Acanarst fteaefc

Oepenynent tha apemg aj—aej ay
raoniomg through Jan. 31 lor

P'ivaca awnacalon a

•n recorder. and

A oouna m beta: rmmotnaNp mm
provide naapjaaiainaf rrainang n
mee* theory, e*r-tr»**ng. *|ghc-

t*g«ng and compo«*en Aa an
eip eaacn of tha program private

gutter laaaona mm now
Performance

t« avaaataa to aaudaraj through

paeircjpatkpn a* acee aad char*6a>

Tha UUeea Mcaec
eoperetion wrtk tha

OMaloa of Ceatinjt*g Education
tponaoft Iha program
Am nlormaava brochure and

fegacrabon lorn may to otaened
hoeta Preparatory Ofviadn.
Oapanrnarrt of Mumc. Drviaon of
:.:fin-« .j irk.:««HXv m<* M t.j»«

Worth UMaaa. Artmmm, OtOOi;
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CITIZENSHIP AND
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MAKING A LIFE,

MAKING A LIVING
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Tam with alaife —
la daera aaaaalac aa la>?

A»«M ramart* —
Take aa Oreaard Nil caaraa.
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M Orchard Hal:
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SOCIETY AND THE

OUTCAST

0»tr 50 3-or«dil courtit lo ohooit lr»m.
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LADIES COAT
SALE

S«re SOS
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winter jackets

M9. 90

OFF

Save 2.99 to 6.99
• •••«

winter jackets

*12.
U t| -*j

A^aA?/ options available

FOOD SCIENCE I NUTRITION

102
(Formerly 190)

WORLD FOOD HABITS
Will be offered:

MWF 12:20 p.m. Bertlelt Auditorium

SCHEDULE NUMBER TO BE ANN0UNCE0

Worn
The Woman* Shjd*e Program

we* ««tabat#d *\ Fef 1974 aa a
P^c< praaKt AaaO>g to Hh propcaat
*o* a fua rraaor •» 10?*.' at provide*
en oppoo^nty tor stod»~t»
^rroant a* >r>4rndba«y Oaajgnad
phn of au>dy * ccnauttaoon atth a
*aPihy HOMor. which may inck>da
nagUar co^raaa ohaeed at tha

UraaaiBhT e*d •« »»« F«i Co*tges.
irdepfndant stidy. ard ftakf wcdi
o« e*a campua md n ira com
muNt* At ;raaant e program <t

Women's Sujdaa may aa ap
paeeche** m aithar of two way*.

A atuOant may ea'ri a C^-
trkato la Wcmar/* Saadlas which
^oUd te eojMhraknt to tha

LIQUOR
KBBLIiT2El^:4 -i fiai
• SPRINGFIELD

BREC KWOO0 BLVD. • WIIBRAHAM RO.

• NORTHAMPTON
YAMf fUZa ft. S. NORTH KlHO ST

• FAIRVIEW
NCXT TO BIO T' MCMORIAl ORIVI

from our well-stocked

LIQUOR, BEER
AND

WINE SHOPPES

CANADIAN RARE OLD MR. BOSTON
OLD ENGLISH MARKET GIN

Half Gallon

80 Proof •orrcoe

TUBORG BEER I SCHLITZ BEER

CASE OF 24

12 0Z CANS
CA\JC*3«
ISdl CAVa

J&B SCOTCH FELLOWS GIN
WHISKIY
II t, KKC
nriM

OUAtt
aaraoor

CARLINGS BEER "*™» "* •• ^i«*

aortui . ^w ...-.Alios

s2
RIUNJTE

IAM8RUSC0

finn

a 101 wiKfimo*
rMA%H«1t#NOKHAH

HALT
GAUOhl

recoa*«o«n of a minor cor»-

ce«re>o* lit** i* n adCkton to a
rafiuar mayyl Tha reqjre* tr«

co^oletK>ri of the bettc ee-

terrj«*cip>nary co.ria and tha
advanced wnm- tn Women*
Sti.oe* e« wat aa 19 eddthonei

>t» i- Wrmen * Srvdea wtekh
mav be earned throoflh CO*****
Onoae- fror* a larpe *4iX»on wed
»n aie Women'* $f»d*« caraiegoa.
fiafd work *»4j >ndapar>dt
atudyara aho aKPiiaged

2) A uudem rray mator n
Wo<*en'« $>«de* n coryanction
wrn BOrC The plan of sttdy maat
be acceptabta to bedh BOlC
raQiiatkon* lor tha ««ator and the
Women'a Side* P'c*jtam t**|or*

rmat take Je OfU* la Women |

Saadaa a* *H a* the baac and
e*r*n<cd *emmanx

T*e Woman'* St.dee Proo/am
offer* epportundbaa tor pract»cal

freed work *«pene»ca r% • %*rmv of

placement*, # •**<^d to *u« the

aaadert'* need* Within the contevt

ol a large urrearaty. the Program a
cemnmed *p «aa Ctaadan of *

program
h«gh»r peraonalirad ai.per>enee

fnApeaatinp onpomg contact
between sponeer* *na aajderca.

AndnrduJl mamtera of «ha ad-

•**ory itaaf are ava*ac4c to covn***
vioi>?-»> at eay tease of th**r

program Par>cpatton at ad **v*»»

of tha Program a encouraged by
the Pefccy Itcnaro. the decepen
rwdrtmg body. corrpo*e>1 of tKuty.
tteAM u-dargt»duate and graduaia
*tudentt and commuvn* reaourca

A deteeed Women* StudMt
cour*e denxnpbon catalogue •
***UiU <\ rhe Wo^en * Studet
oflce 908 Goedea terephona: S*6-

1993 Pfaata feci free to drop by.

MDC
classifieds

sell!
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HI Students!
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HARDWARE
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Winter Equipment

CLEARANCE SALE
Jan. 27 - FEB. 8

20 -25* off Off
ALL SKI PKGS.
DOWN JACKETS

TENTS
DOWN SLEEPING BAGS

DOWN GLOVES & MITTENS
WOOL SHIRTS

ICE AXES
SNOW SHOES
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TONITE

"The Distinguished Visitors Program
M

presents

in a lecture

JAMES BALDWIN
author of
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ANOTHER COUNTRY
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Women gymnasts open season with victory;

whip Towson behind freshmen showings
Pucksters win three
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Inside:

Hamilton Checks rinkmen
;
5-4 More outsiders on our side *

THE BIG PUSH IS ON!
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Mediocrity marks break for hoop, hockey teams

Victory over Yale
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B-ball slump continues

see p. 2
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Help!

Juvenile Opportunities

Extension Program

Needs Volunteers

It work with frtublai ytirth

General Recruitment Meehni
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FRATERNITY RUSH
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The Fraternity System Rush

will be held tonight, Feb. 3rd,

in room 804 of the Campus

Center at 7:30 p.m.
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Workshop aimed at easing

pains of rape victims

614H
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b> ROtitRTA MA*TOH£
Sttit Afpo/tar

T><< t»O0MX CfOllln with n
is si* trvng » got «<** peopfe to

toport them. KOOfdaaa, to Oana
wr.u spacial wwin to tht

UMats po*<4> f^e
Tft* « o*a of tha eorKfefJor*

<oxhad after • t day warUhop en
tap* raid feat WMk «t Brand**
UnwKV Wfeof ww ea*>ng 2ft

cub* poaiDf pfheart Anon srourd

the country »0 parttppst* in thf

wprtaV»P
Taf lapraahop mn *» brat trap

o an attarrp: to futfd thf

rnourtmantt of 4) n«w( «»pa few

Tha **>w law ttates fu* aufry

po*0f departrrarffmw *aw> a rapa

•mrt*i\>jtion unit. w*h officers

fa^fd in «aps <oureal"Q
0n# ratuft o4 tha training

program. »t « hoped, wai ba **

by pesce
of

Otf<fra, u.1mm
Wtfca,
Tha workshop we* sponsored by

it«o MaamhiiWts Camtoal Jusvce

Ti»rwq COMKi. (CJCI. a atatn

jgeKy in Charga of c«Sc# tracing

ecedenfe*. Tha CJC. n rum. ratad

4) co»nsuttr»e Um. known as thf

•anal JuuJce Aneacferas. 10

<ono\Kt thf Mpf tran*g progcam

Accord»rt) 10 WWta. Ifft Oct©bar

tht Crimm* Justice Aaaocunon
conachfd f nawKper of worran

•nvobad tn various aspKts of rap*

K»»t«tk)o and count*
"Wf mat about oncf a w*»* for

tour Months, and adwted tha

Association aa ao what wo thought

shoiid Of included in tap

wo*shop ". sad Wfeaa. who aaa

ona of aha woman oonauhad.

As Pw idea for **• wortahep

o%ol«ed. the Crlmnal Jutoca
Assocwion seat letters to vanoua

poKCf depjflnanit. astong tham to

affect peopfe to parsopeia n tha

wortihop
"Thay wfif opting for a

oeopapho otonbuecn of pfopfe,

with P<e thought that tha ortgvai

fwsnrr f'rvf in thf traUvng program

coufe ffbim to tha* ansa* ard

conduce sartfcf won\«Pcpf.'\ sad

wrwa.
Evtnea of thf workshop woVdfd

fetftrM by ptychotogfis. docwxi.

•nd pfopfe wvosvfd in rapa cnua
^s^^a^^^a^ ~ ^- - 4laIjIBwwl< * - VI *J

Morton 8ant a psrc*o»og«t and

tfw onoirvjtft of tha Ropa Criafe

Uwt in Htm York, IfCbjffd on thf

.«•»* dayaas of ensis sitwftoria,

crsng ropf aa on* of tho moat

w .a*t. fwyding to white
Harold O'fteJry from aha f4«w

Yon\ Poacf DopfnyrwM. ta*ad

aboac proptr hanoVig of a rap*

* Vforrvng bow to asS tha right

duffsons and how to rwjfc* tho

lieffff sfal ffu fappfn ha*, was
or* of tha wost vnporsant tdfo*

orocght o«t n thjf Monro, to ©no
tfcognuaa f>f ttauna thf rapo

vicsm rs going fVcugh". co*s-

mantad \Nt»>a

in foVftiorv a waraan ftom iaa

Rapa Cnab Cantor in tiitin spo*«

on tha options f^ajfebfe for woman
m*m rapa such aa oxnaaNng 906
bcih oonfinoi iflom*bbn.

Snydat. a Oat^ci Aftomey

Diana While/ special eeO %i

,> Now York, h

tfOffinng of t*a rapa

'got to know each other
ft

SOP concentrated on research ,
^./ANAiFXAUnfR RatsPno to aoadamtc attahx - »—*-- • trrii— fn ihr'f-r inft rmir-i -&fJANAiEXAht>€*

Siaffftvporfir

According la feasts King of if.

Studfnt Orgfmxing Ptoiaet ISOP'.

th« purpewa of tha intffOfasion
pcog*«n for SOP nrwibtfS was 10

"gat » know oach other, fearn

orgarurtg and raaoatth Hufts. fed

•ouroaa of «ifor«atierv fnd *Ao*n
thcvmaiVaa on tha wauff affoetng

aludantt

Oanng mtarcaaaion, SOP
concfrtmtsd on tha aaufa of

(turtfnt hojiing lCOnO"i:
cfevftopmawvi probfer-a ot iNr^j

Ratsbng to aoadffsc
IGng said SOP mfmbars reefarcharl

atudamf' safe as oapartrnarnaf

dftiaiori rwjljag, oo»a *)\><mr+m
and taaehft waAiBtions

Tha gtoue aaffry conoVfed
that afjdonts don't hava aocwgh
iafllaawea oafr thfx acedtrrtc

•nrvonmfnt,' she sad. 'Vrf'rf

cortfmirtg 10 wu>. the

t*atna to sfjetnbv"
t ccoomtc Oavflopwfns

dwiasoc John Rahar sad Na gmep
mfnfe concarwsi with thf

We wata ufeng

gatbng a acaaaf appscaoon for a
canpua liQwor stonx" FHh* said

It aon't bf opawwg beforf nf«t

Ul
fahar sad dha hoatinp group

waa iwvaatigating coopa«iova
riowang

PoaaArttas lhay art lookoj nto
incKida fotming ttudantrun
cooparatrw dorrrMeo^as wfh in-

drvldual or canttsl govaming
co»nojaa\ comcruenrg awalt r hmq
onfcs. 9(Hi baymg out houeaa on *a
marVft wh<n wfi be nn by
ui>fents

OMfea. how tha U«wersJty ragaroa

ttudant hffp. 1*e Unrrart

gudalinff for fffirtg cut woma*
and ThirdWorld paopfe fo» *»won
foroa. 9*6 tha posatfe affects of f

OVavarafr budgtt out p tN
sftidawt aork forc«.

"in tha past, fast- food chaira

hava op«ra)ad on a fcigh-fff<ianc*

aal-up/' aad Schrndt "Treta haa

ganairaiff baan axpkslation
aorkarm, and McOonakJa waa
of tha chart lobtyara agarat

TIRED OF DINING

CDUN*ft FOOD?

1

• r

•aukbhf*

1

to 6ee /VfiFCG

ts*iyky of com*

n » in u HSftn a staacfe
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Gilbert ini Sulriw's

Pirates o' Penzance

:
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UMass prof decries aerosols

Propellant gases destroy
ozone, may be banned

8yPJ PPOKOP
5rarY/fepoyrav

A raoar. stMdy Ma shown thai tha use of aaroeoi
sprays nay hava a damaging affect on tna atone in

tfe aarthi avnaajhaitx
AccorfYtg to a aaeewt artiesa n t*a Spmgflald

Urson. tha reeattt of an inwatigabon by tha Hafconai

ffeaaerch Counct's Camsk Impact Committaa <ouW
SO milfcliom on t»a mank/actura of Cha

•>isas known aa ftourccarbona.

The tfi«ocdrbor« «n> dm* for uaa an aptay cans

Thara is vfry tTSf ozona naar du> aarah'a eartaoa. but

if ft increased amounts and baeomaa stronger.

hfjhfr fej the aenofphfrf.

"Offnf is impertfnt tacauaa 4 cuts oat afeaviofet

fays from surtigfe. Wf'd el hava sunburns or cencar

»om tha uieedaaat eflN %oa» the fan. Wa can't atand

feaa otona n tha upper ttwosphaa aarf>f*H> tret

w«M causa damaaa to tha oeone a bad," Suang sad
Tnara m rmch concern about fha arsounta of

Houtocarbons bvisding up n the atmosphara bom tha

aaa of her sprays, daodorantl and of*e» afrosoi

aprays. Tha amount of ffeufocarbons than) haa not

bean naaaured. but Svong uigad thai it ba dona to

chacfc poaatefe damaga
Wa asao don t anow how OAtkAOr tna iouocarbo^f

Icjornmonty known aa fraon) daatroy tha Ifyet of

oaona, and how aanouah/ oxona damaga aril affact

SW Academics face cutback;

minimum student policy suggested

Wellman, Anthony call

for *quick wrap-up'

Whiston says inflation ending
4 Mrpata*

wy
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Ford sees continued recession in this year
Congress dltffl ved
at budget plans

neerenoae to gam psAAc svppart
!.v res eo>*crn>c *rd ortetfs

paogtartv Peed aaad m • ttetermyii

the flit of rrhrton w* arwrage *e

WASHINGTON °f\ Attto ncro lien » par cent" bet

Pteeeiem lord predicted UttorPsy vaoen Oocenter, 1JM, and
mot* aeceeaacn dvough tfTB but » Oecarabor, 7*7* bul waatd lit to

drop ei aVWtbn o*d umraaeaymerr "siapMy nn>r« nan 7 par cent' n
newt year. VJ76l

fj«4y<e Irri'g rjo Ada*!* oo the His Stetenent, detttrod on
*»ra* cr* A senes of pioonwl «p> Sagaane, the tanuAl

€CO*Orr»C Report he sent to

Cease/sea along w»th he* record

*34P bason budget, saad tot* u
C*oduceon wotad nee at mot* Pan
a A pat cam annual tele.

"INa wdi add noma heo meeon
wetter* to taa neboe'a paryroas

ever Paei period, ao dMt unem
payment • thbegh Sid tagh *vP

be 9009 doaaaV"

Whee thaaa protected figures

cireoem no roay p<tu*e, thay

totacaat the real improvement we
aapect in the comma mondia."

ford sead.

,WadJY FfPfJ *-XJ h*

ee *17 e*Hon greater urease

Co-^ess heede ha requests tec

>p«>d>ng 0/1*

In Com/***, die acton re* along

ewo contradictory tadssC there

was danui over t*e we of fha

d*l<* and enojua* ova* fcrd's

ptepos ere to reduce aohedutod

increeen in health, veterans,

edacaoorv waPAte. food end other

huraei rwode prograes* The 10 per

c*nt r^mp n the de4sns* budget, to

404 baton, eao came under ft*.

My Got" sett Hi»p Sam
Cirjbor. Fit. when ne heard

About Fonf pnscSctaxia "It must

c?tm*»d 162 bason detoc could mm% dsat ha is go*g *> be a two-

Breakdown of budget
WASMtKGTON I Oft] Here A

the budget doser would
coma from a*d how it would be
apant under Preside*! Ford s

proposed S34A.4 b*on budget
submmed to Congress y**terde r

W^era it c;<T«t« from'

lAdfodual toomt csaea 30
CANS down )2 oanta tVom 107V

Cetporata ncoma u«ea H
cents down 2 oanta
SooeJ insurance racasjaj - 2S

tents down 2 oanea
So^owmg - l* canst up 12

cents.

Enoee una - 9 oanta *p 3
cams.

MIDDIC6URYC0LLEGC
lANOVA<>€. VCIIOOLS

Other - A cants up 1 cam

Where »t goes:

Benefit payments so tnon«du«hi

39 cents up 2 cents from 1*75.

AUboftAl defense - 27 cants
da»n 2 com
Gtents 00 tuiAA and

16 crnrj detan 1 (*»rt

\^t ptestdanL

H tha ptedtetions hold tsax. ford
wd have to tun (Of the pj-aadtney
n IdTtl wth nAAAy 7.5 mdaon
parsons out of woA.

HtptL AJ UAman. Ote, and
Mamian T. Schnaaf l . R P*. the

aaator manberaol the Ho%ee Ways
And Means Coatrntaee, pradcted
AS tJAion or more would be cut

ton dhe PentAgon's ctopcaad sgg
reojuatt A«d caAad rord
to iha effec*. nfUtwo «nd
were having on people.

Sen. Hubert H. Humphray.
Mm., chairmen of Congraas* Jo«it

(cononmc Commttae, obsected
txai Fords oudgat wotid neen
*A^gh«r unampknrn«nt oentnued

irnation and daepef

"Any piopoaal to leeaun the
hadth of our economy by cuning
back on food stamp* eed social

sacumy m the rwdei of t»e worst
rKesAlon since die 1990s ia

uMCceptabta. unfa*' and w* not be
Approved by Congteas " Humphrey
AJ

I

\

I

la a ceremoarr at the While Host* yesterday.

President Ford signed the economic repcrt ttiif hd will

sand to Congras: today.

Amnesty supporters

canvass Congress
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n Furope
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porters of u#wer*ef. uMeneMsxei
amneaty for wenam War op
ponams s/aai frsmissed
President Ford % «xtins*on of

.a their case »

"A prograrn it a inaoaCMAIi AS

esert wth c jmen be improved

awnpry by aoctondr j
<" s*d Louea

Han»cn\ m lic*d Star aaothar who it

dsfeotd* Of Arnancane for Amneacy.
Aeid a font news

wrti Hap. Beta Atiruu
O.- Aj.Y . author of a broad anvnastv

tap. aa mamfeera of aavaral groaps

tanned out over Csndal Kel to

gather support fa* wiawtrsai AAd
uncondesonaS annaaty.

A apcA,eamai aaad the Houet
Judscrary asibcom--v*^aa on court*,

cavd startsaa and thai idmrmtrescn

Of featce. hoped to Acad neemge
on eanaaty "n httc Fatruary or

earh/ldarch
*

"We'd Mte to Add tnan nhita the

P'taideat'* program re tta m ef-

Sect." the epoMaenan sad. Tord on

Thursday eaxandad h*. imtnd m6
(.unalAxtel cAynancy asagrenb ter

one raonch so March 1 beceueo 1

beievt that reny of tioaa who
r.:«»rl c*<-^-',j t'-m if Mt- i-»'iy r<mm

learnrg of its eppitcaSen to tPA*

b *- •

• ^c»ri»> W

WMUA

News Dept. Meeting

Thursday, Feb. 6,1975

1:00 p.m.

Rm. 176 C C

All third v«ld

ire urjet MMkU'

• spofcesne* for im
Naaonat CounoJ of Cheches said

Amnesty efdemaiion camera he

j

let of young trmn under

*or dna*t eveeon

Correction
In yesterdaf'A CrvTtgian, a

haodeht onPsee A mesasinly sad
thai PunKSacewney Phil, the

giousJhpfl. had aeon rsa stsaPae.

Acsjeay, he dd not sea 4 Ihecesaa

it was clouPit ea spteaj wl be

SORORITY RUSH
Sorority Syaieci Rash will offieiallv »..-

Feb. 6U1, in rtiatti *HH nf the? Canipua <

Ariclilional itaformaiioti about this rush *ao eW

in the Gmk Affpirt Office, room i>6* i

51S-27I1.

L

Edelin explains abortion policies
CampAsdnxm WeVes

BOSrOS - Or Kenneth C.
Statin aeid yeaojrday he *efuses to
padorm etortions Mrtien he believes
me fetus oouAd svrvtve

The 36->ear-otd Boston City

HAfpHif ocaianaoen ipoka in Na
at he trial for m»n

slaughter o aha deal* of » letua ne
aborted n October 1973

1 have nave* parSetrred an
abortion en a vtomtn who we*
carrying a fetus >Nh<h was vtebfe

ha una • And m fact I have »afused
to do abortions on woman 1

CCns+deftd to be carrying | vv»pA>

UMASS

SOPHOMORES

it vae *• e saaasnu re man ^t ****** wfe mt»vrd tte •pp*+***r
t» ta*a Artir HOTC Surtse your IrniniA »m boeheatart year« — ve«
s«va tSe cpasmjaity se aaaay Hr me Vmv ROTC twe-raar pre«raae.

We ere eeeAJee tar tea<U)i p*ce*e — mai»»a#eu mHreitee •« »eer *•

ig mere aaea* me n+mf+r t* Mtt^yl•l Oa4tma. rae Oelfad Siefai
Army.

A>e are aete a set Se erter >ae — e«r*av>ee Miirar« u»*f
ceurtes: chel«ee>ee t»iy#<^rKvu^ AjCttatfes • *4h*t e>»«hte
treve *f Arn» otl*ca#« e*d aea<en.«»»*'ea«4 «l»»<t<* unc+r+i% Irv

tereette in YOUa tblitles eae eeenr tKt*<at ahmiiki aa in

teres**** nmirOne attamettrt »•» emefevmtae attar areOtratlan, ana
tM <K*rKe to wrve ever twe Sanavee mitten amer*cam — a* e cam-

t»eaaeeattctf intSaeti vr AlPay, H+t4r>wr NatioruiOuard.

yaaewe eteysarsaai teaat t*e tacts ApfaJ the twe^r—r ere*r«rn

Oroa bv ead *1MI vt •• me Oaaanneet ot SMI • tr v Vt.*«c* <»*<**e»e
t«e««aeyeMOymaaaSa4mm7«tl9'<elt M>>tti YavrllOa aratcomt.

there •aa't be eey ru«-ereenf . «** aave seme tMwm ter vtv - ana

we're e^ao t**4 *v a cue et ceJaee.

Asserts he wouldn't

abort viable fetus

leius.*"

He suitemant came u-Oar cross

exemnenon Iroen ptoeecutor
raawTTBsn A. Flaaegen, Mho has

sought to sheaa that the fetus

e*vohred ai the case co*e

aved if Edeiei had saved A
Edeeo tesi/ied shet viaMP/

PAt oaaaiH rr for *f* eeejade
• «earaataPv ccntidared aa^ST ^f^W a^aF^aa^ my ^^r™ 'Fit' ^r^P ^w

at aboet 29 laeaaa in

i«*tit»-^*J *j* .ai-rt irrrworr*^ M
eerty a* 24 awefcs. He sad he.

aacarrarujoon sheaved s*e Satua as

the case to be 20 to 22 weaeca oH
Under quastiomrg rom

lljanaoan. t daen , 36, the former

tf reeadeaa ob
Hoaton Cey Hoscttai eeso testified

than ahhoaob ha eebmasad the

Intus'to have beam 22

ejestaeonet aga. he fated <% age as

orfv 20 >vceAs

Fianafen's ndactmeat <ha«c^»

Fdein with kAfng a 24 » 28 «***»

old Setae. He wiinessee hew
^eetrtaad from dvt meoacat record

that r. ave* anywhere frora 1$ to 7$
weeftaoAd

Flanagan eought veeterdey to

tSacreoi f dean's prooadure by

eaftabeerang that no teat wee made
rnmedaetefy before the opetebon to

see whether t*e ietus wee aave.

t don't trerA m the smaaoon it

had Any bearana" EdaAn ataeted

At the parbcular seage of P*»
panicutsr Aborton I didn't the** '

v*es 'ecesAera
'

Eoeain'ft defense coreands tut

PW abonxin was e**eedv «nder way
il the stage, because an aborts*
by saana •ryaceon had been tred

and taaed die day before The fee*
ned been Sound to be aave that daa.

to the

news

summary

Oil tariff fought

WAShttVG rOrV IA" T ho eagft

saates saeaorj to have fteeaJerit

Fold's new *se on imported oi
decisrad PegP Atfced federel court

yeatetdar to haP the t*"*H ^t»e

Indians seek promise
before evacuating

Tee auttJAad by the goaeosprs of

SAAle* on Jen 77. charged the

FYesadent had ertorcached tpon
Congress power to uc by tD

£OS*nj a $1 a barret tarPf on m
parted oA

'Crime does not pay'

low
Mcmominee

GffiSHAM. Vto.

attorney for the
VVarnor Sooar,
evecuaton cf ** Aletdja l

novitiane has been delayed because
he haa been urebte to secure a
pron aaa there wP be nr>t*>c»d*hed
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>m mm rou nw> us rr» m*i ioi

Sat SSi aapSAf, aaa eaaai ataS; ktmm «Sat paa'aa
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matter

whan pie IrxseM svme*de«
The atiornay. f^cbert Brypat of

B'trrvnghsen. Ala . sead h* Kad mad
nmca to contact the shentt to get a
gwetamee the *>*am would not be
harmed when they leave Pa
buddang they have occupied ta*ce

New Year's Day Pryem made **
comment after a two hour meetirig

an nea tit Shaaaaro iMth Cot Huge
Samoneon. commander of fveicnp

Guard saopps haae.

He txscarssd the oatay copsd

mean that the Indesn* «vA not leave

the buApng «n»l today.

Bryant ease sad that ha wee
teefcoa amnaary for those

"We M9 ASiang uonsPate
nesry." ha sad The land « \*>t

the society dese rves."

Attar me*-ng ras sojiernam.

Bryant headed for the abbey.

seyog he was gcang to bnef those

• ris*de on his meH**a with

HOXWiK Ve lUfifi -
VVbrte House aide John W. Dean
Hi under cntxaam about the ataca
ul ceahrtg n an enrranet conduct tn

kVitcrjate scandal, sead

yesfiardey he tiePaiaa thee cneee

does not pay
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aut and a deep tan, h»
undet OMieism for a sn
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Me sad cM<tsm that he t% e.

ptoting Vritergaie may lead him so

the tour.
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[ letters to the editor

An explanation on Miller story

To tht

On ViW.***r O* I f. W* t *—d trOott §&*fd * ft*

CalM0tt ufldW afct rtfr. "MVKtr M«mi t»mw»»r «ty rtfun
"

AVA<^^C^Jrt^eAW^W*y•«».^w«wrITT*«*ym•
6^»,*r MR VUV <m* -^r ft* npufefti Aw £**" &Mf4

by !Tvn<M. wrtW* «t *** *« aritccw**. tm* tMHM /w
'•W*M«J^<vnM»Al»t<Ot'*iptCf*, t f*r*Wd (0 ***** IW
*mjr *< dfcnttetoo*.

r,Wui#c/A# *t«*i 'YrvTswAir- vj AW tAvy w« aftttturtft

t>d K+hmOnj. J 4» n*f new /ottf * Mr. MM* *v*r uMO C%#

rtrm. /m«d^ *> «»**»** rnt*. thouM 6f» protonf As*»«j->^

<kl^y *«/** *cWvw» a* -* «.cv* <*<""*""n£
m«V *tPto*rV Ttv tnw ^vpmi o/ o*l»«n*rv **0HM00n for

On 7\**t9? Owe tit, Mr. m* tnftntf tt* Co*9*n o^cnto

cJ^htf 9*m ^mimntJ (Of pt^too* to IS* Collin. 0v*v? ««

t«t A#*«"S»ato'*66uf ***m*Q* W*^**^^^
/nginri f iTiwrrrrrT^ pwCM

——

*

A*~* nfA '" '*' "h|ftr*M|T- Mr

M**t $m# to*m*CO& 6w& C0nc*Mto o* *********** vsxf

§M JoftJfttvCttfl P/ «*n# «rtrtntOV# »*<>wr> wot** nor »*€*«*» 4

jm»wy o*t* - it****** "*+** ***• to t**» €****** M

r>*r 4*0*ifto» otetn* eh* **6ff*>ct for tft» foito*»*V dty <

VHASS SALAD BAR

WATfftCflttt! HCM u«* Wttifl fll

0£fORE 7H1Y (MM* AHUT ifwW LIffVKC 7

/te>v vv/wr 90*9 on hero?

I
Joyce ^% Kosofshy

Waiting for Kathleen
Kf^nn *t mj \*mv* I ntt hoc hi tht fourth yodt *ht WgliM W^rmw- t .<..,. i+ to^ry l<» '•-

tor ht* w»n 10 *** *i • 0tr» o* jumprop*. I wm n#« n lr« •* but ooddamtt ••* I *•• In *t»«, tht »•*• lHI^| l^ Mtltor« I Ml
tftt WHVtry »i>V botH. »• thtt •• - • m '-*,.•• I «• «t«»#t •<•

Ev^ mt*j \\m known KtcMttn. I v* b«to -*rtr>g for h«r to ic KttM«*n n<« iH my Mi I tm tht i»rMM»t •# «#«• f|Mt trt

ton-^ trrg Of 0*»f Sht f>« »• v*v llow. G*f*«•«

M I ntd t nkUi for «v«v mirwtt fiM l'v» <»mod tor tCatfMttn. $o r.—MtoA ^r tn tM nmM itet I KmH vtttt tnil mtMmt
I'd bt a vory HMlthy ptfMO. wth vou to b» •^If • »«>^ - >«»* y»y tpt U>t»t>Q

y«. btotott tctthittn « to tiow. rvo iwmtd aod 4cn# t \cr. mt t»o p«t4«v« m »*•* mtt» ^ua wttinf iawim iir •

WhOo vwthng lo» K»thknn to tt ttady for «ti«itv« wo mh chtck tt tht tom'i •#!>%• Ttwi* yv» V ••***•* -• k^» do
uippottd to do, rvo ttoo »trntd rtfoitt ptteoot- «vrht torm pt#ort *rvu nMUfir^ itrtM !« W ^ mil tr»

Wh*» wonin9> KmHmn to gtt drotMd, I'vo rttd Crimw ** poitintnt M tht Infantry. T»«t^ tvu t«* k*vh* m «*<t ttXnm
AAnA(rVn«Mf. *trr#d how 90 ctcchtt tfohtnt, bttt dttonsil to t%< up wil^ HM* NtIM
h.*vNi »/.i t * ^vm ^ . - .- _ mmU^>

«n
# •• «r •

{
M*r/'icuu«3

Nattering nebobs of negativism

An apology and sppeat to guy people Making off-campus housing work

Respond and save a life

• ** w

Letters Policy

•

Notable Quote
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7:00 - 9:00 - 11:00
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Dr. Fergus M. Clydesdale

•

Too many people - too little food

Clydesdale predicts gloomy future
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Attft»Vlt TTl r^V gttffi!**
rufclOAY. rCS«UA«Y 4 ws

Friars cook Minutemen 8-4
HEW gives FBI School of Ed Investigation

»yDAV£&8£L
PROV.OENCE It wd 0»v*j

V*fSVS Gol*th Is** nighl it

PiCMdence CoJtoje't

Area*, tut «nfo*tunetefy the
Bawd's ssrg shoe cease up empty,
MPCbMt UMmU
The FrfBfB, rinkad tenth

CXir* Redmond with forty

thOCS. at least hvarty of which
vw« SJbelel And even if ha did

asow oqht goa**, ht ocnsettrrtv
d»ew oohs «nd aehs fro-i the

o*owd widt a scanteaeng par-

sosjaarvco in goal

Prowdenea ted 3-0 barter* tha

Dim* wm atjht rrartusee old on
goals by Den Kannady. Tim
VtTasttr, a*d Ihi lv« of thrwt by
Rk* Catatot Cabafca notched
whs* provtd to be fw wstner m
IM of tha Mcond ee*sse wNn he
ptdtad up a tocaa puci rn ih*

UMm cornsr. whtthd m front end
beat Redmond wtfi 4 b*c*hend*r
IO the ttortuda

Tha MmuMRwotntaV 901 on die
board wrth the* frit {^HK<f>
gcodcppcrtancy lata .n the second
prod With friar. flrad Wasco off

for hooking. Booby Whit* stepped
• cieertng pan at th* bAte a*e a*d
dropped r. back to potnr man |

Howaa. Howes oat an* tht t*0t and
ursaaahwd a tajeng backhander iset

baet Prowtonoa poet* Rick WottfT
to tha fa* ede at U20.
Another UMas* POwerpUjy

chance west fey th* boards in Ha)
4ml seconds of d* period when 14

goeiecor** Cnn* Lernby swept

•round the Friar damn** and tad •
backhand shot off Ska far post waft
Mofiftt beaten

The Mnutarna i lma*y stated to

f^sotth%o-w*yhock*ywhfce7
I defoi n tha Val 1? rrwvsss Of

die gaff*. 8«y turns' an* buued
around sfolfit for aftnoat a minute
btfOft Jm Lyons aoorad on a wrist

Shot win aaaaats from »(a"« and
SoMty Stuart, Friar cepta* Oeve
Keffy sconad tha ascend of Ns two
goals aM&Ot eomaka rh**cor*P 2
Fvovidenea but LfAass got tha last

word «i f>a gams as Booby Whiia
Lyons with his sooofd goaf

cut tha scoring.

I urrr#r NHL coach Larry
Wason's sons, dsltoaomai Ron
and forward end tad tha sconrtg
for PC Brad had throe aaaiata whtls
ha, brother had a goal and two
a***tt* But the Nggset roar of tha
rvoht cams fcr standby goasa Sob
KHty who cam* «i with three
rranuOM SO pfey to saw ha first |
action of the saaaon. Ha got a
ttendng ovetio* whan ha stoppad
a Howe's shot faom dkt pom
However. Lyons' second goaf with

23 seconds feft in the gana on a
orsefcaway ohangad tha o^aars to

U MaesMd 23 shots m*Mgam*
ocsjdkng 12 in Ihs third panod but
onty heff of iham ware teassrs Tha
M*r«i>trren. m toang. saw the>r

over ON record dp to 7 we* and 10
losses, iadudlng ona wm n four
»*0S against dnasion ona op-
ponents. UMaae facas Rhode Isend
at noma tomorrow <ught at Or rtrA.
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You call It. UhrUss hockey Minutemen leading scorer Chris Lamb? gets little

tangled up along the boards In action over the weekend versus AIC.

Women cagers over

Keene State, 82-55
dumg the

tha anal twenty rtsesitaa

By RfCK GUfifGMtAN
SuffAsponw

HaahV Edueadon and Wartsra's Sscunty
and In eehgeiej i Unfi has »ta«q*tpSsd fts

in%eatigat^a roas to the Fadaret Sarseu of
Invsedgaficir i ooncarring tha poaetat asa>
usa of Fadarai funds wttrwi the Uravaraey of
Maaaacftuaatta' School of Educeeen. ac*

cordrtg to an official 01 HCW.
Tha *adarai proba. whkh had bean a ioint

vantura tetwean HCW and tha FBI. now
hssvas Pe FBI as dva aats Mtnt in-

vaatigadag force i»^otVad.

"In at seVness. wt dd have iuoherrent,"
«w tha aouKe ai HEW. "but as of now.

norta IHEW) of its pano-oaf ara ir/vcf«ad m
eat tiwaatgatiori. if tha f 61 has any
Ojuatttonsv wal aueafy ohar our aarweaa; but

as of now. « hat baan tumad over to tha

FBI.*

h a retsted davatopmant. a was taamad
last night that HBrV audtors hsva baan
1

1qmstead by tha F8I to assist in tha probe of

•neataa at tha School of Ed.

Although HEW had dract rtpOf^amwn t.

dua to eeagadont of Fadaraf grarta b*ng
esaAandad at tha School of Eduoason. the

source dtad tha "trnetnaaa'' of HCWs
Security e*d •rvaatoaSon \)r* — ona
teeson behind the FtTI's expand*!

ru*edc^on over the case tut. he added,
"why would ws turn rt over to the FBI artless

something there* EvtdenPy.
amots ssr eva FPi to feat a

moss mosved imaeageiMi * naeded. Aa of

now. «'s bean tumad over to the sv
vestigevve arm of tha Fadarat Go«em<nant.

'

Special Agent Jamas Mewpher of tha

fsoston ormc*v cocrdsnator of the FoTa proba

of the School of fduceoon. dacsnad
oorrmant on the HtW atasseeant. ft haa baan
Isamad thougi>. that r»a FBI we aend e

nunbar of egsrrts to tha Unwerarty to

conduct a detestd m assgahon into fas

of nearfy $15 rn*on in arsnt

Itoda at tht S<^oc< 6i Ed

Inaialittddeveioprrrai-. e atata Bjea Jiamae
Ccans of Amnerst sad ha has warned
'OMsss Prasdant Hob»ft V/nod «nd
Chsneteof Rsndoph Bromary daat any
anenpi to cover up wrongdoing at tha
school woafd resuft in • apacW rrvaanganon
by a* lagelmjra Cotane tokf 9m echoot
oWtfili that

s
e leas than completa &> on

thak part rr»ahl lead »s a aaghSatrva vott thia

year to end reoat autonomy at t^e Urwer-
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Sets aside dorm rufc refitted

UMass gives in to students

Moves to strengthen_Ed schoql seen



State Supreme Court sets food stamp deadline

rise in some summer courses
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Selectmen seek fire fund source
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~~££~ Boltwood project now
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UMass professor seeks a

method for cleaner water
fir*+A*C**€ M

• •

UMass janitor Conway claims

January layoff was forced

VITA tax assistance

begins on Thursday ^§^



Ford predicts economy will improve by ][976^ I Heath quits as woman wins ballot
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House votes to delay
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Ways and Means panel refuses

to end oil depletion allowance

unrrtism court wni **s
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Reports show Wallace

leads fundraisers
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Nurse discredits testimony against Edelin

State may use wastes

to produce energy

Ford admits possibility of war

started for 'immoral' reasons
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lent Dept. Meeting
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NE area seeks colloq teachers
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Befchertown to offer

new problems course
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Art workshops!

start Feb 15 I

N.E.S.
Tutoring in Springfield

n

Recruitment Meeting

Wednesday. February %

7:30 p/n. Room 804-8 C.C
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PROGRAM COUNCIL FILMS

SPRING 1975
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Great Decisions 1975 series

begins tonight in Webster House
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Letters to the editor
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Petition for quatitY in ScAooi of Ed.

U*m

The price of innovation

Hfaltf to bear aims tfrra&ieoecl"¥
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The great american nightmare
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A conservative colloquy
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Workshops for women
I still have openings
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notes & quotes

Amh«r$t Rotanans sponsor "RotOf8Ct"
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Intern program run

by Aoctoboo Society
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TbeAir ForceRDTC
College Program has 3
tiiings to offer that other

college programs (kxrt.

1. Scholarships

2. >IOO monthly aJli'*ttk>

Flyin/lcssorw

in jet treating.
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THE MAft&ACMUVfclT* O.MLV COLL*OiAH

TONITE ^SATURDAY

New England's
#
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Cagemen tangle with Eagles
9,ST6\'£04C0SrA

M#>ba h sat* » ptaeadant.

ThO U*otar«on OtttMlhad
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Defense says fetus had no chance of survival
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Library to aid NE with energy problems
Faster, more efficient analysis possible

A library to help the New England
economy deal with energy
problems has been established by
the New England economy deal

with energy problems has been
established by the New England
Regional Commission in Boston
and at UMass-Amherst.
The library is a comprehensive

collection of books, technical

reports, research findings,

government documents and other

materials on energy generally and
on the energy situation in New
England specifically.

It covers such subject areas as

energy policies, sources and
processes, energy demand and
consumption, electric power,
energy related environmental

problems, energy conservation and

alternative enerqy sources.

The collection is part of the New
England commission's current

effort to help solve energy
problems that stand in the way of

economic development in the New
England region. Housed at the

commission's Boston office, the

library is to serve as a resource for

commission staff, business and

industry, policy makers, public

officials and others involved In

energy decisions.

A basic collection of nearly 2000

volumes has been assembled and

new material is being added to keap

the collection up to date. The

project is directed by the Technical

Guidance Center for Environmental

Quality, an outreach and serv<a

program of the UMass-Amheft
Divisions of Continuing Education

Funding is through contract*

uae*

totaling 538,000 with tha New
Lnglnnd Mttgional CommleeJon

Selection of the library was by a
faculty- student team under the
suparvltlon of Ruth Krapllck,
director of the Technical Guidance
Center. On the team were men and
women with backgrounds in library

science, economics, engineering,

C»
wv«VCf and anvironnentel

eoencaa.

The team conducted afeeery

aearches nabonntdt. oembad
thousand* of abshac* end con-
taclad

Geology Dept. acquires microprobe
An automated electron

"microprobe" ** eeu prodacton
praciaion analysis of tocaa and
mine* alt has been nttatlad at tha

Unrvertity of MassachuMttt-
Amh*r« Geology Dapartna-t

Combining «*i alactton ganend a
h<h speed computer, the machine
can do a complete <hemic*J
analysis of a mineral seme* in as
ittle as Sve* rraneea*. om
result* n mop cases from W0 to

1000 tm« taster than by new

A 190.009 nenn cfr aaatjmera

grart from eh* r*eso*eJ Science

roundatcn hafparf aeojuire the

$100,000 microprobe The
remaining * JO,000 came f«om

UMeee funds Onfy two other fc>

§*tu*oaa n the staee. Harvard and

MIT. h»v* umMi mkropfObo
eoi0n*<nt

Leua an Section rratroaccp*. tho

rracroprob* ahocft* a stream of

laactrora at m *a**psa When (he

aiactrora ha tha aaaipS*, x rays era

grv«r> off that can ba anatyrad ar»d

oounbed by the oompinar to rvvaaJ

tha elrvnent* snd thtir con-

A WORLD
IPHpill] .

I -• * 1 II

SILK-SCREENED ORIGINAL DESIGNS

THfc COYfcit UP
AMHKRST CARRIAGE SHOPS

©39 NJ R~Ba\«A#VJT BT AM^TRfi'

oertystion in tha sample.

The result is rapid end accurate

production oi peochem<al data

be ueed m research en the

and origin of

ejeeVf crinrt. tocaa,

•vseers and rrsnaral leaourcei. add
in anatystt of lunar and pasnatavy

samples.

At UfcAift*. tha rrvctoprobe wel be
tha core ol a Qeochemioei Analysis

f aoktr n the; Geology Department

dMscted try Of. Stephen Naggers*.

Worfcirq clonal > with Hegpsrty wd
be Stearns A. Morse, Paidf

Robneon and Howard W. Jet

Or Hapgarty. who hea. been

do*n9 enalt*** ol tunar r

samelei at other laboratories, we
continue thai wort at UMeat.

Concert to follow

Indochina program
The Velio? Peace Coalition

announced today thai 4» day long

Indochne Otty prop*** writ be br*d

at the UMaaa Campus Center thai

I rtday from 9.00 am. to 4:30 p/n.

and would be IoUowtd **•* evening

by a concert w»lh Koty Meet pad
Jail Lanpayy.

The Coaation is affeiaied wtf* the

indoctana Peace Campaign, a

group dadkaced to eeeainej US
adherence e© ihe 1973 Pane Peoce

Accords
Vo-f nfeeaeSflM ebaui IfM

conference wortcanops and concert

r> avsasfate by caseig 2537946 or

54*2117

•K

I was walki ng mrough flip woods following these giant footprints and I retard a
loud roar r so I stoppad and looked up and, you wouldn't believe wtsaf I saw...

University Day School

offers service Saturdays

Bud Htmelson mys:

"Stop
birth defects

short*"

Give to the

The University Day Seaoof e> e#an ottering day cere for thoee in ead

Amherst area fromdJOs-n to4J0pn\ every Seeurda*

The school m at Bowdrtds Lodpe near the steetwm on cempua- Oadnen
froaa 2 10 $ years are welcome.

For many parents. Sarturdeys twoftre mtrK Cseeee*. fftudyptg or

shoppiro The Sdlerdey Day Care operatae en • dropin basis, atovdna March OI OltTICS
eere#umatnx^Se«ibatr Tha day care has also beeMotrvJ to Unction

ae a Saturday School, prowdro. a nutsery school experience for fOeOfer

chedren Tfere1Ci^arMireiryp«ooremBr«beonWedhtr^«ome^
Tha faedtf d run by Uercdll fptmsn and Suaen Douesn. two srea

rasKJents wrp. etaperience m earfy chaphood ed*cetton. Anyone moarested

n rudjpi rnsrmaoon and reodtraao* may cat We-2«t0 or 41? 644741*

(Wendew. or on Saturdays the lMrvert*y DaySchod r S4o-24oe.

20% Off
Everything
FREE WORK SHIRT

wUhanypurTtoteofSlO.ua or mure

Jeans — Reindeer Sweaters

Leather Jackets — Cowboy Shirts

Maay More Hem*

FOR SALC

Vending machines — 3 candy.

1 seda. > clparerte

Call nisi)}
Mr. Tall

Located at: »$ TBIANGLE STREET
Amherst. Maw. 01MS

una ski

LIBRARY
BOOK SALE

House
65 University Drlva>

STUDENT SENATE^
ELECTIONS

ARE YOU A MEMBER OF:

BAKER ( 2 seats)

CANCE <2»

CASHIN (II

COMMUTERS <4)

COOLIOOE LOW <1)

COOLIDGE MID (1)

JQA LOW (U
KWOWLTON (1)

LEACH (1)

PATTERSON (1)

THIRD WORLD (6)

WASHINGTON MID CD

Nomination Papers Now Available
Rm. 420 Studont Union Due Feb. 11th

Election! Held Feb. 17-16.

PARTICIPATE ond the choice Is yours

DON'T— and the choice is theirs.

HAR BOUND

Qwly

BOOKS

06^ EAck

OmqifNAlly Pmced Up To $15.00

UNIVERSITY STORE

CAMPUS CENTER U.MASS. MON.-Ftl. 9tOO-5lOO

SAT. IHOOOiOO

UAAau Gaolooy Professor* Staphan Hagoerfy, left,

and Staarns A. Morsa diicuss tha Gaoeagy Daearl-

m*t\r% naw awfomalad alactron mlcroproba. Tiat

machine usas an aVrdran gun. center, and a hegh tptad

compotcr. at right, for mass-production analysis of

rock and mineral samples.

UMass makes 'Big 30'
tA4eaerar*a2Dih*>a»arwiionir> of 3.S. Neerly 2 fftfon pan*m
ibar

anrelkd
c< full lime stvOencs
jnd 30ih In total

accordng to tM anr>«ei

Amarcan CoNaga Taatng Program

IACTPI msw
W.th ttt.819 ful-tmc ttudanla M

OieipMeea »n Arr^erat, Soalon &n&

Worceetar. uaaaea wm the orr>

Ne« In&tntt unraereay to be n
cMeO oo the ACTP'e *B*9 »* an
of at« la*peat aducatienai av

aiaiiaO^a •* the <o«r*ry *» terme of

lu» oma avoaiett.

Oh the ACTP total arroameK

eat oWy eoe oo>er Naw ErtgayH)

tv N^reheiaiefrV vaes »r»

aejOanta rxreaaad thaw numbrra

ret

78
by 46 par car* altar trra«

of Oacana.

c*«dad Mith UMaaa in the top 30.

UMaaa ranted 30th a«h 32,231

MuOanta. berwrd 25ehranlied

Nenheeaeern. with 36^14.

The annael enrcarrent aurvay

now «i aa fJOfh year, a) praparaxj by

Or. GartanO C. Parker ol tha

Uravertrty of CaxWujtl
tha earvey ehowed
it for the reporeng

aH over 6 0* mSioo #r>j

niii ta»fiQ<inrr ini *rr"rT"~'

—

feeware I

irouiirxo

beqins J

TlorvJ,

WMUA

News Dept. Meeting

Thur«day, Feb. B, 1975

8:00 p.m.

Rm. 176 C.C.

All third world people and women

are urged to attend!!!
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il Upcoming women's series

T*?z\ focuses on anarchism...
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notices

ALIYAH GROUP
First meeting of Aliyah group today in

SU302 at 4:00 p.m. All persons considering

the possibility of Aliyah invited to attend.

BUSINESS STUDENTS
First Business Club meeting of spring

semester. Campus Center 113 tonightl

7:30 p.m. New members welcome.
Semester's activities will be discussed.

Elections for new officers coming up.

CAMPUS SCOUTS
There will be a meeting Thursday,

Feb. 6, 7:00 p.m. in Room 169 Campus
Center.

COUNSELLING TASK FORCE - UCF
The Counsiling Task Force of the United

Christian Foundation will meet today at
400 p.m. in the Hardy Room 316
Hampshire House. Short film aDout
abortion, discussion, and update on In-

firmary Visitation proposal. Open to in-

terested persons.

EDUCATION OF THE SELF CLASS
Sid Simon's Education of the Self class

has 15 spaces available for students

wishing to add the course. Come to E 37

Machmer, Thursday night at 7:00 p.m.

FOUND
K. Gunther, I have your checkbook

and license. Call 538-9731 before 5 p.m.

INDEX
The Index needs people interested in

writing for the 1975 yearbook. All people

are welcome. No previous experience

necessary. Talk to John or Pam in 409

Student Union, or call 545-0848.

LITTLE BIG MAN
Dustin Hoffman starts in Little Big

Man Get to Mahar Friday, Feb. 7 at 7:30 or

1015. Sponsored by Lewis House.
LOST

Silver wire glasses with blue plastic

case Ca.l Jay Michelman at 546-7462 in

315 Thoreau.

LOST
A red ski hat with emblem in SBA

Tuesday. Feb. 4 between 2 and 5 p.m. If

found, please call Jeff at 546-9251.

ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF IVAN
DENISOVITCH

Will be shown tonight in CCA at 7, 9,

anr/ 11. Don't miss this classicl Sponsored
by Pre-Med Society.

PROGRAM COUNCIL MUSIC COM-
MITTEE

Meeting tonight, Thursday at 7:30

p.m. in Room 101, Campus Center. Peter

Frampton, Winter Carni, etc., to be
riiftr.oBsed. All are welcome.
PARACHUTE CLUB

The club will organize first jump
courses and refresher courses this
semester. Watch Collegian notices for

more information. Due to winter weather,
the jump center is closed until March.
STAR TREK LIVES!

Mini-con, being held on Monday, Feb.
10, at 7:30 in Room 804 Campus Center.
Any questions, call Barbara at 546-6672.
Don't forget your costumes.

STOCKBRIDGE CLASS OF 75
The class of 75 for Stockbridge School

of Agriculture will hold a class meeting
today at 3:30 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium
Stockbridge Hall.

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITY
Challenging teaching-learning situation

in Vermon Conference of United Church of
Christ, paying $600 plus room, board,
transportation. You must have finished

sophomore year. Information and ap-
plications from UCF at 545-2661, 320
Hampshire House, or Sally Aldrich,

Student Development, Berkshire.

TOUCH OF CLASS
George Segal and Glenda Jackson

star in this Academy Award winning film,

on Frdiav, Feb. 7 at 7, 9, and 11 in the

Student Union Ballroom. Sponsored by

the Cinema Club.

TOWING
Towing will begin on February 10, 1975.

All unregistered vehicles, cars parked in

unassigned lots and violators of tow zones,

access lanes, and fire lanes will be towed.

Please register your vehicle and park in

your assigned lot to avoid this penalty -

Department of Public Safety.

TUNING-IN
Tuning in to yourself and others; a

workshop sponsored by Hillel, with Arnold

Nash, director of Springfield Jewish

Family Service meets tonight, Feb. 6 at

7:30 p.m. in Campus Center 905-9. In-

terested persons invited.

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS
ALLIANCE AGAINST RACIST AND
POLITICAL REPRESSION

There will be an emergency meeting

tonight in Room 805 Campus Center at

7 30 p.m All old and new members are

urged to attend. The lives of some of our

comrades are at stake.

OPEN RUSH
The Zeta Psi Fraternity will be holding its

first rush of the spring semester on

Tuesday. Feb. 11, at 7:30 p.m. at 23 Phillips

Street. Call 256-6845 for more information

and rides.

notes & quotes

New theatre

begins tonight

The new experimental theater

will mount it's first production

today at 4:00 p.m. in the Fine Arts

Center, theater department. Every

Thursday at 4 p.m. in the Center's

experimental theater space, there

will be an hour in which students

will design, direct and perform

innovative theatrical pieces. Each

week will bring a new production,

and a new theatrical experience.

Admission is free.

Israeli dance party
On Saturday night, Feb. 8 at 8

p.m., there will be an Israeli folk

dance party in the Colonial Lounge

of the Student Union. It will be just

what it sounds like - a get

together of people who would like

to spend an evening doing Israeli

folk dancing. Free and open to all.

Call Lucy Fisher 549-6746 for more

information.

This evening is in addition to the

regular Wednesday night Israeli

dancing in the Cape Cod Lounge of

the Student Union at 7:30 for

beginners, and 8:30 for advanced

people.

Hillel hosts
Kimmelman

Dr. Reuven Kimmelman, the new

Five College appointee in Judaic

Studies, will be the guest speaker at

the first Hillel brunch of the second

semester, at UMass. Dr. Kim-

melman received his doctorate

from Yale and his rabbinical or-

dination from the Jewish

Theological Seminary. He has

written a number of outstanding

articles on the Jewish tradition as it

deals with Issues of war and peace.

Sunday *ie will speak on "The
Ethics of Protest."

The brunch will take placed on
Sunday, Feb. 9, at 11 a.m. in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student

Union. There will be a fee to cover

the cost of food. All interested

people are inviteo to attend.

Student groups!
Any RSO or Five-College group,

whose description did not appear in

the Collegian on Jan. 30 should

resubmit pertinent info to the office

of Student Senate Com-
munications (Room 415 Student

Union) NO LATER than Saturday.

Unfortunately, a few descriptions

were lost in the hassle of finals

week, last semester, so this will give

all groups another opportunity to

be included.

Bridge play-off

to be held in C.C.

The 27th Annual Intercollegiate

Bridge Championship regional

tournament with finalists from

campus tournaments held earlier is

.one of 15 held across the country. It

is scheduled from 10 to 6 p.m. Feb.

7 and 8 and will be held at the

Campus Center, Room 917. The 15

winning regional pairs, plus one at-

large pair, will receive expense-paid

trips to the national finals, held

April 24-27, 1975, at the Playboy

Towers Hotel in Chicago.

The winning pair in the national

championship will receive an all

expense-paid trip to compete in the

1975 American Contract Bridge

League Summer National

Championship in Miami Beach, and

one year's possession of the

Charles H. Goren traveling trophy.

In addition, the winners' school wil'

receive a $1,000 unrestricted grant

from the tournament's sponsors:

M^nna
Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

RHEINGOLD
BEER

YAGO
SANT GRIA

23.5 oz. Bottle

HELD OVER
Due to the tremendous response to our "Back to School Sale", we are maintaining

ail sale prices until Sat., February 8th at 4:00 p.m.

From 4:00 p.m. until 5:30 we will accept any reasonable offer * for any sale items

in the store, with or without trade, with full guarantees!

The following is just a small sample of the sale items and prices.

ELECTRONICS

Case

FOUR SEASON'S

BLENDED
WHISKEY

PIELS
BEER
12 OZ. N.R.

NIKKOTRM500AMP

TOSHIBA SA 500 REC.

YAMAHA CR 500 REC.

NIKKO4030REC.

List

( N ) $220

( N ) $360

(U) $350

(N) $220

FISHER 601 4 CH. REC. (D) $700

86 Proof

V2 Gal.
Case

CONCORD CR50 REC. (N) $169

CONCORD CR 100 REC. (D) $189

MARANTZ 2230 REC.

JVCTUNER (N) $400

Sale

$150

$240

$175

$179

$300

$110

$100

$325

$150

Isabel Portuguese

ROSE

FOUR SEASON'S

BOURBON
86 Proof

INTEGRAL SYSTEMS <U) $350

Pre Amplifiers and Amplifiers (D) 40% Off

ASSORTED SUPERSCOPE AMPS (D) 50% Off

G.E. (Their World's Largest Rec.) (U) 75% Off

25 oz. Bottle
V2 Gal.

Labett's Canadian Four Season's Special

GIN
80 Proof

TAPE DECKS 6 ACC

List

CONCORD DBA 10 DOLBY (D) $200

TURNTABLES

GARRARD 74-M

GLEN BURN 2155-A

P.E.3012

THORENS165-C

LENCOL75C

TOSHIBA SR 80

List

(N) $175

(N) $105

(U) $125

(N) $230

( R ) $250

(N) $350

Sale

$85

$60

$50

$160

$125

$175

SPEAKERS

ESSHEILS

EPI201

OHMB

List

(U) $638

(D) $458

(N) $450

ELECTROSTATIC RESEARCH (D) $300

ADVENT201T.D.

DOKORDERMK-50T.D.

CONCORD CD 1000 T.D.

SONY 252-D T.D.

(D) $300

( N ) $260

(N) $375

(U) $249

Sale

$65

$225

$200

$250

$100

AR2AX

KLH-6

AR3A

CENTURAV

OHME

SOUNDWEST3

WALDS

UTAH'S

(U) $320

(U) $320

(U) $620

(N) $100

(N) $160

(N) $160

(N) $ 80

(U) $200

Sale

$400

$300

$300

$180

$150

$150

$310

$50

$125

$125

$40

$90

FikAn E»'C APQ

J£
<L-

L
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# You will be surprised to see just how reasonable we can be.

Otech hifi)
QualityComponents at the Right Pricev'**gnt

259 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610
186 Main St. Northampton 586-2552
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Chancellor responds in

School of Ed investigation
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Unionization needs
greater faculty support
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New England coach Fairbanks

1974 Pats' training camp view
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Eagles shot down, 80-71
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8etow Th« ss « Tr» People'* PeOPhSto
4 Febreory lt» 4 February 1t7J ft*** 1*e Sen - Th» Peoptas Peephole

Purl one: Slur Trek

Where no man has gone before
f Bits 0' Hews i

THENNOW
by B«ll FmNt

<P»rt I tr a tortoe cr Ur« «r

tic'** ObOWt the Stor Trek

3*«nom«oo-i : «**• »r» OBOUl

« started and MtMN IT* MM I

You turn on the TV. and there's

4 SOrtO* Oft Nothing 100 U*HOUOl
about that the*es a W K old
show* bong monotonous »u»s on
toe tobd One of the meVx dlf-

VWKM 4Mut *>H SOrlOO l| the*

along win tttWMWMWtii »H
•n* only s^©w mey can't take off

no »r becauto tl pvb«c demand
'•hip* that gives you tusl on ink
ing ol wto* In Irfluerce St4r Troll

»oshed irt me pot* ntoe years t"or

-w« insgM. wo 11 Novo 'O HO't ot

toe begknrtog.

Stor Trel wot 1<rt* conceded by
Com Roddenbe'ry <con*.je<ed by
many to to on imovetrre. crootovt

tonus} It wot to bo o *raf. a

fectviko ly teosOw sCl II series lor

dy toievlsk*. Nobody ttoufht

it would worl^04»tol4TnntKt
ooMy days, tho NBC network.
Olginellp Wiled as 'A Wagonlretn
ol tho Sher* . St4f Troll «** HIM
producing lt» tint pi*, ffunp
critic* Pi* it down to bo onethor

"Lost in Space Troy couldn't
hore been more off base eVPltethe

"Lott In Spoco' tor-ltf woro el

t>.' Aourng In spoco atthou* ony
protoctlon end rlllif-ng (heap
compy script ond collng It *Vc*Ml

Gene Rod00*berry «rd %urt wore
convjlllng scientific 1»»ms ecoes
the country In o p\4y to mefce Star

Trek technically ecc.rate ea w*i
ose*rer*4lrJng This »e« one of *ha

biggoil hassle* Sror Trek *dd with

NBC. Since Star Trek wo* as
or.gnal. everything hod to bo
modo up 0«d creotod from scratch
This moor* StOCH to0*4OS COStU«OS
ond prop* coUdnt bo used, ond
thof ~«om menov tp bwy orlgtool

MUfllll Ldtl o» m»«v MM
tho«MBC was billing to gh»o for

o plkyl. lea atone o soctoe weekly.

8»^t that *4* only tho boglmftg.
Tho footwork ol*0 wonHd to «Oko
progr-jfic chongt* Toolr

H>9QO*"on on tho pilot IncQjiOd

uk* gom* os fo» rid viat

choroctor vsllh tho cors! iW
Spock And only w.ti tho grootesl

dltfkW dd Roddonborry con
vWktd Mm ol tho Irnportonco of

chor*rStr »*© could moko crllk4l

COOMtHMl obOsr tt# h.mon r*c*

from on ohon porspoc<»vO
Dosplto this ond othor »«omir>«ly

rnomoofovo roslstonco trpm tho

>«»-c sovirco. Roddontorry ngrt

oisty prcdvicod th« %*oh vjc-

cos*a>i>v, ho olso «o%ndod on ld»o

fhoi bocomo tho thtmo tor o whoto
9*r«r«tori

Coookdor o«orything sokl SO for,w p small cornor of tho aoMorg
colod Star Trok minlt. ond you'll

»o«o prollminory vkyw of whoi
I I oil obowt Although I am o
groot stickler lor Oefof ond cr r*<ol

comrront oboui Star Trok. I em by
00 mooaa, too o >port on the subject

Throe vry good sourcoo on Stor
TraO are:

1 Tht »AakUg ol Star Trek
t The T reulle wm Tr .boles

3. The WorM ot Sfor Trok
oil ptbfiihed by BoiVa«hno Books

(end ot parti)

n on e*iori to moke mis poper esoro open so the co^mtntty.

I aha tut it onnouncl-o a g/MMei coospehtton. » n'l ni4ona that ony>H
I *Zar*tftV» is invited to Creole o logo tor ony doporlmont wo hove

-r»re Is no lleill to the omou*# ©1 *goe Ihot con be w<>r-lrtoO\ It •*.*

pr^MMybt borotkiai to ovo^ ono tor oo)co deportment, cut Ml is not a

Mcettltv Too*Okod»legO« ,rt1 *« ••»*' for ut, o *«indard procedure tor

su'n-Tsson has been created Pleose try end *W VCMeJeoMwIlhlo too

r>-»euare Attocho cord w>Oi your nemo ond letophono himber toeech

aanl also Intludl** o hhl ot *hol poot »* toooH tor. Anexomple:
Porky Morph S-229toge. eiso including-

The toaos con be tor ptJltko. muse, boocs. creotlvo

art rhootrt MJMasfllM «ood or onytilng ytu Itf wo ahouto tove They

can be drawings, lehorlng* pholeev ony modkjm thai yov fool com

1st table uskso 5n*prr bring your ed up to me socond floor cH fhe SlyMtOl

5SSS i2.3on Fepruary it and pm mom m thtccmfbe a for Below fhe

Soil IrvWwarlkoaconMoVolrodbyCOlll^S^W^^^lr^fer Tyii

—The Sh*t Hirs th£ FAH

Are yoo womar.. mtn. baaik.

•oite. shedos el e/oon? Caa yoo

core what yoo rood oMajt a# onat

your sfudont actNHket tat to towni

en? Are you weltof to make o

small coaimrttmart to yeaM0*O tl

yoe tllak the answer* to sooso at

these qoesttom Is yes thea roaso to

our staff meeeksg. %momm night.

Coll SeS 1SO0 and ass the Ba!»w ih»

Salt otoke for dotal* Ttoe tovtd Bo
yoer space.

Below tho Salt
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T»iO t Mlcftoloa

Askutonl Clltar »pa ttoot

Ancraw MacOOAito

AMlaloal Idltoa end toy**
rVahoot C Ke<«t» i

IrfBjl taaMtOB
•MOO MoradOj

iatwaj Ovt
I art i osoarmon

Hit %milh
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jt^'ey ftolffsBB

•t«l#«t»«l ddhor
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Dance:

Colgate Kamala Troop

Angels and Demons at Play
by Oofkocll

Colgate Kerne >o Troupes
sresontoho* H Soini Tyegere|o*wonra
Prahledo Bhakti Viraya last Mordep *kjt.t

Bj ',rr> *h Co'tega rvos o-« o' "C^ once I- j

llletlme performance*
For thoeo ot you who don't know vour

Korr^otk m»sk history backward* Ond
"lor wards. Tyegorele U»eMBaH was one ot

it. MMtggi ••••It* hies on lorysgatoro>

«»•!•% a |M*iHu>* \erni*4 '
•'•'• "'»" to ojo>

Western «t*irtm*vre»v Boolh

William Skelton. woll known for hl»

eveo'Ch to KarnoUe music ovor the ^\'
decode put toe pertor#r«*ce logotfc*r with

i»0 od tfi merry Cetf** Untvorsity Students

interested ano tratoed lltroug* some time

in rVAdres) In the Indton Arts

The slery to oMV Prahledo. -hose o%4l.

power nung-Y Hlher sors^res his son to try

The Oonte 0*e*««a Prahuato eto

VteotB.awto^altr • Mta •• • *a«ao- •**

Mojo to tvkn Pitt. MSft tetfk ». " •

Mmoo
• '..'•«mon »fi too imiii.i etoto

•Hprpto 94»> r
-> " ..."aira.i -^ •

mo*., .. Wild or pwe
Nat^a. **%» sowejtoei •- ii«^j ••

*M foe* a. o toem v. •• '

niMgi. uM OJ hdhds timos it*
,

e> •••••eal at Bamleto

kamai wan>w» a* *• tor-to* ago o# I

ano at ms auts»o«dH| Bi»««»'» B
.U.*».*a#*a44tMnaia lh»» yea* awa

• •
•• '•

t^^+ e« PetotojM

torvent proyorsef Prahledo and trees Mm,
*r«w ti-i» klling ott the soroonr Special

appteuse to Coutnoy togJehart os Gor«da

£.tn it row are no* an o<W d»-ce ten. rl

am worth ottf'rf rg ,.st to hear Oto

wo*<tons to thegreutl Thovtoo le strksgod

i in. igaal Bntttti ..--. BBtrfdM ItoBoi

•wramemelod- .rOru-onts Tho Kanlura

i.ho»d drum) mrktwhtoea end moddotom
•; larger two hoedod druml loop rhythms

ke'fl :: ' ' and 3 3
" Ihlloroconoanthf

rog r-*b ••>

BM

kojas •>

ihaatrv:

Broadway and Seascapes

By KeVwetdAlbee
IMfstod by Ihe Aelko*

Ihtflor* IM»*t*. flow Ve»k f lly

Bw«u«wi ky Paul rVtoeos

inward Ail..*- I aoo) pie
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Oregon . • . unique on a regular basis

Jack Bruce - not too Dad, no? Huh? Yes!

Bis '*c+ comix

Trasic fate awaits fun*
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The greening of sports
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Of Verbal Mountain Majesty
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Weekend: Where men are men

and sheep are nervous

CC Governing Board votes for more security
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TMt M^&ACHUSCTTSQUIV
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Faculty Senate

group proposes

Ed-School panel

5 2r£j£r.r.2: ;r=: s Daniels support movement
r

plans meeting on Tuesday
Student sustains fracture
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Despite FBI probe

Nominees to continue innovations
BfDOmAtUSCO
Srtfffkow

The ti* ncrrWieef for fre pooaton of actng
OOfn to fro School of Education, eech vowad
yejroidoy tKjt fro School woi centos to go
forward 00 canter «f aducaocnaf if*

At tha ftaeu ty aaaarrtry r-**»na etto-dof

by more ttun *%vhty at tha aaaernbh/a >30

m«Ttt«r^ ncnnta Ham* Jean Ardaraon,

tn-r-a Cappartuwu. Rchtrd JL Clark Loua
>ttrf tv Cttorpa UroY ond SfVo '•Wa
ouAnad w*o*a t?wy ton the daecbon of #10

Softool ond now ihty tew the <ote of actnp

%n»r» «nd added
trtog toonatho 10

ooodomte, eertcnnoi »«d ccrrmtiee work

Sto Md »>« tew fro noto of fra deen on

fou* ktvott "Croat Compaq intar-iafy, on

tCAto end ro>cnai level and aaan on en in

Doen Of underp/OOuOto prosrarra Rcherd

J. Cork warned that "n tho foco of cudpat

OaOJ WA OOI kOO PphC 0* what wara hare for

a-d Ihett Ho uvdenot ' The ouatora tro

wdrkiAQ. fro cob**! O wortag ond iho

faculty oooomoV worbnp, VWva modo

ei a Iho
frano CeppeOucio toil "ptoOtornt thovtd

no? ba curtAAed. Wc WKxid think OOOut

«*;ar»ct\ and intaottOaOl OfOOO ataOt

prow. Shaaad hoi »ht advocated preeter

Ko ofoo tooteed thorn ahcud bo coo

taatency fiom a* Ck>t»en> on aUtamantt of

oorvvvHJOnorvi ond 000% of tht School

PicnotoorA,ou« ftacha* tad 'fro cr*a» a
000 of iho neefthtoci thnpa «hot heva eomo

bv? I Aim to daav to rraaun

Oanjtandrg T»o CVO<whalrur»a rrayOritV 0*

«o tuppon what hot cocao about oaor tho

reen
Saying ht wantad »o 'add rigor 10 tho

vipar". ho added "I want to encourage ot to

901 together socially 04 well 01

orotOOOOnoftY H o arpeeattve 10 pat 10 know

aach othor 00 paoc*e an wart on oducocot

"

AoaooQoa Proioaaor Gaorpe UrCA. Olid rho

« not fro llano for ntynnciAmanL Wo hovn

ctotfO 9n onMronrrnnt of ftonoom I aaorvt to

omh torward mfror than atop."

"four tung$ tht new {tun should do «.

Nro tho moot taaarlad ptopat ho ton 1o4L

ujppori thorn, froo <h«ra to do avhot thoy do
bMt »r*S proUda iMdanh^
SyVn VWra. nho danenboo htfOOft of

nfwcpmpr ond a •atocUnt condidoco toxf

"tho oroof of ©smeuum ond roootroH on)

vr, much nMdtd." Sh* •nohOOOOd thoi

iharo oro too law womon ond tho "School

htt boon fhort an totcim and 00«*m " Mar

r-sr* piuhofr) wo* to put tho achool out

of fhroo CAjftdwpo ond gax nto fro ©on>

ajOJjJll

Aaotat»«t Ootn ffotma Joon Andoroon

dodbod 10 mid a ititcmont oo>v»o 1 con

twaf. »tfv* fro School »n tho rate I'm m now"
(nph*w^>g fro octng doan » on intorvn

po»ocn. Aooociato Pnnroot Oovd Bochotf

ukS t* A^poaHmont wil ptobob* bo for

ono ond a hiff vforo"

Tfeo facuty 0*0 voted down tho
' Wohman propose*", cillino for

•monoomo of the o^^>*y oudhng
proooofT- After a holt hour'e dofoorotioo ond

fOVOOjl chongoo n wordng tho oomttOK/

OOcaSad a monitonno 4 not noodod wtfr $M

th» aatwnai apencioe thei oro now irwotved

down at Brittany

BrOOnOTNYAMJUER
5r*o*nVKHvfw

A combination MMlfrJ
«>hd

policy acno-. «t»on» VI Btifteoy

MM** nm "lunod Iho pfKO
around hnanciOtV **T» All Bo
bo, wt^> rTMnogeo the compae* for

co»*i ante* Hancock
M^naoernant wwit barAiupt.

*n wo camo «i aftor tho

<Otvpony want bankrupt front wero

l» pAoeoctod vooancam "Today.

wo A**0 orrty 41. *ay» Soolnbe.

if. fro oarnmar wa aspoct from

pan cofrenanco about a 60 par cent

vacancy but avo ore hopog h» lowot

rem OA art mccniMi to fray by 920

10 I*
eoeehbe ond WJaorr flyan. who

n ««k> fu^vng tho cone*** under

fro Oaroctiori of the court, aro

rlofriio m totrro of "whae wa eon

•to » OK poopto 10 ttfr" "Whan

w« come hara people part weren't

happy, ety panttKj !» onoonco

way*, ir«ual*r»3 rroro nan a 11.000

i
i

•< trooe to ahand :ha bufda^ia

from tho rood Attar fra aummar,

ho ptaao 10 orgenoe fro compan %o

>fi+r. t»rr.i« vN.th rK«1frn ajM Uv n
one aroo. poop*! w*h paaj* n
anoiho*

Howanrat, thia fai, Br»ttan>

Mmnct wtf ba raquring aaaaaa froan

fraar tanansa. Ajthoogh. thoeo
Tlx'.x -i.f!.ri!hr .. |d -ti-y MfflDJ

wal bo ob*e to raoorve thoar open-

•oooh iho tMirc'
"Eeoontoty wo w* be aeopaAg ihoir

fornejure in storage for thorn uofJ

fro fai so thai they won't have to

roova." aay» Boothba

worth of now OOOdoor i*jhttag.~

say* Boofhoo. "people are

For those lenonit who moved
«yto iho cornpeox after tho ItnnnaaA

Manapemont comportf awmitiood
B bonftfuptcy. "a» f»«.a ineaoft

|Aoa* eoeunty deptnrt aajfaj

Maaaairtaiactto Kteily Cc4Ha*l

COiarnOwr
l*a

fkaal

Spent Cats*

f/mtMeneaa

uctAriOTCi

AfwtOaorv
At*4t*#t M
aimivi f aaaaaVa

ft

Oiftaaao
l«^«a n.t^H.

I.LT17J43S
thaaiaaar

At^ttM oax* An»tnt taaa«

I

ivay towhai ooa* <.—

•

«**«*ii. A**»«»v#*a» .~

VP waoa>a*a^

Ml
Adfriajiaaj Mpaaajaj
fnOicnow Maapajoi
AtNtiiN a 100011 M

• lanat

lOHarle
SoaMa
enata

**y^**An)l

fall

PMuirftYAfV
wolAawari

Mtika»«M«nr**tC a,i|a» j. 4 »^
• •)«»a , a

o«»» 1 ••« a««A-*.t«
OaO*»a*«»' • •

r%«CaAi

' Meerwrhlex occonftng to Boortv

ouontntood ooctow kcou^i Wo rooAArod to do frof, anyway." ba. the court hat 28 accountant*
opa**H horn a conpany frac bap OOOIhoo plans to impfOvO fro "chpaotng down the chacU trpaa

t> baae in CoratoCdPaf. 00 we oro P**toel oaJ^^onmoA| by pOntng Snrtony Manor."

Dorsch memo prompts Dean Field

to recall incorrect records release
AV 1 AMfvya^lA»rVr/,/i

Alt** -*+**y a Mooaptofaluaa H •baft**' Ai

larnay WOaam invearv (loon rrl Atiaaanaj WaMaat
»M4 adapt ooej »" eifOJiaoj H|0ide ralaaaa t»

nartaia *j|amtaa

Ouaoefio •«n*t*aaet*auH« vOhraal fra* tlta i»**e*

hi* a i»'arH#anlaarvanp t*nav> and rm rajaantj af aH

aeWOniatot)«aate«awo<aFaiMn*aH»«*itM waa 'Oa«|of
,

., 1.. |m>

raaortle worv un ivmaajtor pfbH pa*. dajH

aAal —ma alirawil a lat laa woa oraf hnw it woo paart

Wtthai ma iley fro* I ajvneal eal fraj irjajaj ... »

tlapt 10 Aawa fra to<O*0a lataOkaO aa*t to fffft

laauronoo thai m tauro reioaao wf tho earn wanaaf

.^. t*-- eoaj mad
1 ho o awnAaraient with «ur praaaoo ona)

etei i|t»«» Mfrl '»••*• lia^ajaoiHO wHfi ewy

nee re* an awaomoeai aavaodve H Oil own alert-

lenw i» a«SA»,t

Luilani

awt liAai flahaa

yajOoiaan af thai

Outotlttaoa

aafavnem
•i**Al ouenJ fro)

rtl ir*» iiurOloy Amanavnani ihaaa *** iaai anrl Maoaa*p v»4 ...

|M*M*t*Aty yJ

naw itata

ftaaaaofti h ft
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Would be used for highrise buildingsrvuuiu ue useo ror ntgnnse outfotngs

Firetruck purchase contingent upon state funds
Sflaiy/laa^- *^^Jr"rM9t* Wmi>,% *» S*V iaaf. HO OOO taad thp? tV town dOOtn't
*>lVllGOMT
SfsJf /lapprftv

If Iho auto kapitletor 0000 noi eppr
•'tonoy for 4n **Mtr>Q plapprm fc^
IhOTt noodod for tha hto> too buadVtp on
oafrfrio. then fra town wal not buy ono.
aecoroaig h> Stevan $hphV aatnnant towr

Amaoffr fire Otoot John Ooha-:
fra» truck MOukl ba wood to terwoa f ifrjaip
<*f* thrao stcnaa htgh Ho Mid. "'** »aai

prepOAderenco of throe atory buton^a oae

topotod on the UMaat campyt
GoroWJ Gi-Jv urfrAffpily co^mu*

coordkwjtor. tato far ^0 admiratlfab'.-

aeokjn.no top poonry to tpeciai ap
PtoDtlPaOn Of tl&O.CCO for an cfevoatd
pfaoorravuckfcK An^^rr»tryoeoo<tmonL

latt Septernbar, UMott edmrtorratof*
and the bond of V\*«taa* kaoortod frit

naooOM in the Unwwaih/o Wn hwdpei
r«9vaai « tha fact that

eeovtO) paroant oftho caft tnewtfed by tha
A«»r»airt F»ra Oaporrmant tatfO fiom UMaas

**r ynar

"We'at hooefur that wo'lpjo tho mon« .

tad Grady, 'bat »t't up to tto toojoajKnt

no*

FtotantV. tho U«hor»<y poyt the town of

Amhant t»0 CCC In mo form of tawet towed
on tlva Urd occupied by fro Uravonvt^

char ud that trroant wot inodaQgOM
'o pay tor tomcat *\tach fro town provdat
UMaaa It ocotn't ovo* f%0> covor K
parcaft o1 ?>a liMfettononrs tudgat. •

Ma aoo toad trot i*e town dootn't

rooawo any fandt to cover the coot of

tchexAng chtr>en of parents totting at

ur.^*vty tea: otupnpt hooonQ oi the Korfr
VAoae Apaonentt

Grady ecknonftdpad iMt fro Unr#ontn>

nacofooot the iraporuneo Of thit problem
ond toppottt a ptopotal by Rap. Jeaaoo
CoAnt lOAmha*tO. by w*ach tho sttta

wo*kj oaOpolio »*^nktoatlot for tonAbOf
>arga tt«H •rotitutoro,

/n a Belchertown
barn, his sailing

dreams come true
o> ottea sexAfeft

5raWAapcvSar
Jaf4 Hoffman a 22-ynar-cad Untaaa apjdonA. o conatructing a 91-too*.

*Aahogany caUmaran apftuo i for KofTmon. o kfo-k)no embrton it

otJCOfniraj o reotty. ho otoom- - to »ao en tho ocoan Aid too fra world
whn» he ta uo yownp
HcnVno^ ecarpanoar. a buttdaia, fro boot Nrnjof*. Ho hot had hato Vom

hit wife. Karon, ond No boot frond Noel Schwarrx Homnan opat to
launch the boot in Auaviti

The toabcot wil ba worth over f 100.000 who* cornpajcod, bacouaa of
the noftopony conatructton. acccrdng w Hoffmtn It woo donpnad by
Jajltot Whoram, a workj tomout datonor of PoViaatn catamaran
ta-ttoatt who add ftoffrnan fro conouuOflton pona. It m Wharrama
Ujroatl dotipn, tad Hoffman

Aftot rauch raaaarch. Hofknon told ho 0*000 Ait DOOt dtoign bacausa it

•ncoiporatod atl tha faaturot of tohxy. tpood ond tiofcwty that to wantad
'Tho htppana to ba ono of fro moot ttabo caiamarana t*^t aaginl,

•ooaoto of the thapa of iho Natt," tod Hoffman It b otrnoot inpooaofo
for tho boat to capaoa. *o ciaaro,

Hoffmen hat had oaportoxo toXng boott n*d o abo a oartiSad acuba
diva* i »a kvad the ocoon pi aw tit," ho tod. Ho avnt attnar tad aha
hot never baan on a tofooot m ho* Ifo, bvt d tootjAQ forward to tha ex-
pehancaof kvng en a boot "I'm avCnp, to pr^onyfrrnoa try

;

-

ahooddad
Tho Hofffront tvo in a orator n Pofhom now. to reduce row cotto end

tova menay. 'Af of our oatro mo*py poet toward tha boot." Hcmmon
»Od andwotry tokoopOuroJajorOOOdOwrv"

Hcffman a bufdkag tho boot n a vacant Bafchartown %rkay bom
Dump fra waiter rrvvirho. ho o vtoblo to WOO; or

!

University Library is world's largest and
•you guessed it -also the world's windiest

T~

far 'h*..i



Congress not meeting nation needs, says Ford

•:-% *>* m t
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Z House panel approves

mi Sl^tH tax cut for business
•••
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GSA dismayed at reporter's

ability to penetrate security

UJMUA
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Save

Fetus inviable says doctor
»»»
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TrirHrEr FBI wants Ed-School

^___ rS records kept secret

tSoHon
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Dairy cooperatives donate late in 74 races
»%• *• ».

Jackson announce

run for President

•- •«*> ••
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Government to study possible

illegality in Wallace position

•••III* *
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Tenant group & SOP divided over rent control
*
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Clothing drive

aids migrant
farm workers

TT%0 *coraa»v» .Saw* Sarvac* l^W5". a?-

i^rrvft fo prtvtcto arfltftA »w^'*7. *^
*ftaaOgaOYV oapO/H *r AraaS 0< «>C»a/ MKd

pokvcaf conoavta fe> rha (/Ma« coav,it«ry.

Throughout tha month of Faoiuary. Tha Maw
Engtavj Fa*n Workar'a Counci wal ba cono\ico«g •

CVMMD drha to aarva tha naada of 5000 **gi aot tarrr,

WOrtA* Traaapaopa*. mcath/rnai.laavathWhafraA

ar*famAa»knruarto Atoo to work undai CO"*act *0f

Tha Shada Tobacco Grown Aaaociation of *a
Cowacticu; Vabay

Tha vwt4r»iiT«ivi wit* th« Oapartrntnt of labor

* f\>arto ftoo io com* hara *i an affott to aopporr

tha* t*rrMm and cnrumvan? PoartO Rco't u*anv

pfOymant rata of 70 par ctnt Tbay woi n tObaOCO

fraMa. ramrtat arxf frUt and vaoatab* Curt*adon

Cach Match, tha workara ava a> aurthcuaaa that

ratambla army harracaa afd ramain tor tha cannon of

tha# contract M-26wraaaa. Thtworfcartara iM-*g to

virtu* aodat a»d ©JttraJ notation, and a camata

co«Ha*ath*As harah to tha aanVucpteal mn of thaw

Cambaan horrmUm. Tt* ftiQfH worfcajrt bring wffh

than tha onty wort dothaa to which thav a* ac-

cutaomad • aaedata, ahorf*. T tr*»i$ and Agh rm agfct

tiaca*.

Tha workara wal naad aa*** utad doling +* can

Th# NWw firajatvJ Farm Wortar*a Counc* » a

fadaraby fvmdad. non-trrjrlR organisation *n*cn

piovidaa tha migrant wortara with aoucartonai

raiatreat. baafth cant, conw«racar*on and mad*

accaat. ataraoortawn and othar advocacy aarvioat

m dva paat. ganaroua aapcort haa baan racahad

from church and communrfr fjroapa m *• f^onaai

Vafwy TMa yaar. tha Coanaauiar An»if i i haa of-

r«tad tha Convrajtar lounga aa a d»op oh ttaoon kr

doOafg. Tha Lour^a • tocalad ad^acant to tha Hatch

on tha bottom *oor o4 ** Su>5am Ur»ca\

Haaaa ha*p aon>a brothara who ara ftruM^ng to

aurvw*- Oao aft aw warm marVa dOtNng b tha

lotnga 1545 2>46». o» conaacl Lauti Woiniak at Th»

fdaw Enoaa** Fam> Wortafa Cou>c> in Nonhawoton
|

Deerfield conference

will concern women
and legal systems

TMC rAAS*ACHO&£TTS OAILY COLLCCIAN

TrMm <vd ba a Mtoman ani &W
j«w Contaianoa r#ij at Wcotman
mi m DMrfjaM on Fabrumr 28 -

March 2. 1976.

Th# pvirpoaa of IM conhwanca ra

qo pro%tda mn oppoctaacy to

wo«an of tha fou» oourraaa or?

Waattm Maaaa)cKiiacM who ara

•r/i>*«ttMi or irrrovtd »n woman's

tamaa »o com* eogathar io«*anrwi«

*ia raajrtomhaja batw«af» thoaa

actMnaa and tha kigal ayftaav

Wortahopa *ii ba offarad on a

rH^nbar of »op»ca, nciuSng om
plOfTant dttcrtn^natio*. rapt,

young worrajn and tha law. woman
**l wattara On Saturday avwring

1*9n *a ba a nana ckacuaaon on

ifta WOk ^Farraraam and 9m Lagal

Syaia^".
Tha COK of tha confafanoa a

5» 00 par paraorv Tha faa rtdudat

maaa> from Fnday avarang fttOofih

jnch an Sunday, aa wad aa bdgifQ

a« Woolrran Hit

Irot furysar if/ormtbon eewMW
Lynn drton/r Jam Ludt at 774

374J)

siimrncr iesstmh

^europe ^

. HAfll I RS

1 1>3

'-•

| TENANT ORGANIZERS |
i pari lima po***nt opaa for peopia wifh axparianca ^

* *nd4r .Merest in oroanixing fanariH valtay wida ... naatl br J
t abla to commanacaft adeat and faol af «•»« talking io I

' NajML (IS boar* a woa* - ttSO an how. for rest o»
J

* somosfar.) Aapllcahona aa Caanmider Attambfy. Rm. JI6. *

S.U..S45-714S. Daadbna lor filing, THun.. Fob. 1). 5:00 p.m. I

Texas Instruments
fatedroric dbe rule ookxtotor

SR-16

I notes & quotes
J

Marxist economist to

speak at workshop

t]

Holly Near to sing here Saturday

On Saturday, f at> *ir\ tha Vaaay
Paaoa Coaation w« ba praaartng.

aa part of aa wc¥tahopa tt Irv

t.xhfnj Oaya a apacia) addrata by
Edward Sooratain on rho

Baaa of U.$

Sotxittn

$ttyooi of Art

VvOi pwnt^g «rd «rt r«v^or»

a v «c»TW«r t* t%* ii^i*-

C«wrtv* rwar *«*#•<* jvrc n
a >^»r n i>«» r, * % .»«•-••>

c*«V»r» «MWatA*» ++4 >K*+1
o»>ft a«v«ar«»kfaa •*>*%*:*<*
v*>» Atrwv«i«r ««^«d r^vi
•< aaatum »«« i»a^o * aaat
o *«*/*< v«« w^ata^aavait
ar araa»a«t ^*-Vfr«tA« cait
an ««aiaaia ire** Ifntra
Ccaaai •* #*i* r«r » oadl
Aaaaraia* *^*<»^c *«rc

r*** *Mrt «a«r«t«naA
aaaaaaa a*
Cwk« ar (w*» o ( ta«cai%«»
' Bin €oaaa»

D* B«riir>n « a
ratnown oconomst and tha av*or
of Tnafoanooac T'ravipVymaMn o/
Cuba. From 1$*-fj3 ha wxxaad m
•ha Mrcstry of Foraiga COfartarca
«*h Oa Guavaro. and from 1970-

?X ha wortad wrtth Atanda'a
Popular Unrrr GoVt h Chda m a>
araa of aitaiiiaaunaf frtanca and
mrm»Ti •, ^,„ n Ml i»»*f>n

ttw tauat oajp.
Tt»a p*aaorttation «d taAa »W.o

nlXrioom i;a % n rne Carrtuta
Camer Aa «nh at uf \iw
mjHltraaat pi aaamod in 5atirdav4

ra fraa and
to

MoJry Near «* gwa a concart oa
Sa\irday avarang at 800 pm. ia

tha Sndant Uracn Baaroom aa part
of IndoCNna Day.
Har parformanca* a ba»-g

apuwtorad by wthoua campua ar«j

area oipanuatona. Tickats ara on
«afa for «2jOO and can taparchaaad
an tha cortcouraa kvaf of tha
Campua Camar at rha Urnyaratv.
t^a d«ng commona at Amharat
Collaga for tha ihraa daya
pracaacang iha avant and at tha

Uro-Soroa BooKaVMa at HanpahVa
Collaga. Tkkaii will alto ba
ava«aoa at rha door.

Maty Htr haa baan padorming
aa aavan yaara otl faar

aatpananoaa ha»a baan vanad fin,
thaaara »m najaaj lig bad mora
racanta ana hat baaa invtshwd in

tha IrataChana Paaca Carrpaagn
iwt cormatmttfi haa laaan rav tc

Viatnan 4HJ back aoain aa tour r»a

(Mltad Staaaa w»th Jana frvsM and
Tarn Kaydan atngng tt^ qaaawaaj
It cuaaojaa, mm tttn. Churchca
and •

TOWING
BEGINS

MONDAY!

Mo.«\Wy

rlcDotvaU©

J, /) Iks vieek-wbile

«

ftineCul
poi^vaabaHad

d>nw)^>rt

aMaiV MM
Springfield swfcs students

for Bicentennial research
Tf

iiaataji

. r#

..^.., aa

n«

• •

^* O^rKxrrjncJ aaatjn*

•-.

>r

t.

A MINUrtMAN dASKCTtAll

OOUftll MlADfJt

UMAS5

HOITON COILCGC

Ut4A$i

UCOHH

Jin tf •»#
ptoy t» abjj aada*

Sttndny, Feb. 9
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WMUA SBA up for reaccreditation
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Notices

cont. from p. 15
Pmmtm i**h* MaMa
KG t«M Wmm of j

Cmmii MmitKMH ***> rM»vM
A*ra #M. *rM» Va^flMj MaMjM

tsV-SCCO 5Ai fOlvM

s*. CMft

oim'.WiM

•*« *c*mM «« H80 <m> Cm NM
•.tr*** Varx>r<a. fat I ) 7 »Ji Mc-H
413

AC •juc/a «au
Tim* J 11 a> *J0 ft*. CC A.a"

t>*<-<M c>•*:•- •'<> >:'<« • -t )«
llfllli McCW*. Um% Off M» Mm
fnaMfft, h**a «»»«»>«i« »r »*i

ftf©«IO*«>a t* ***** IJ»'. »•

• r»*«l«t Acttor ft Alt'

C<*v*K« rn****** wrn< ***

JM^M MllUl" 5v*»ft»V

aMMj+al 11 «M»«A»». l*v»>*r.

rtfc/rrv pvncrcv* /Of
*»MJ ***** coeorwv*MMfeti +»aa«*
M»t *«*l*ft M44H *»«* t»C
afv****** **#> r»»— **» •**•

CWC*^44 m^*m% ^^Q^*&^ ^^Vw'^p #* •
™

CMum l«xnOA *m9cmw C«*
MC> Ml JA*V ftj MS 2?N 11*

HH
iO$r
M$m*tm9 Ma»»#r i»> , mmm MM
Ifca .**•.« «« *>* "*»M 4»M ••**»« » »•

ft* CmM>« MM <* •a* ** '••'•••»••'

31) M»aMM **>••

CM Nft 1 •* H« A»»»mma • •»*• •**

MM •••••• Pft**"'*' •yi|*<i m
*M#fttf". a*JM~» MaAfcA* cMMf, Wm
««m*>. A»4va«M Mg ••« ••*• *•*••«

Guru disciple

speaks tonight
frataah Bat, a rac»OMY>ad rnadtation natroctor ftfld caoftft daKfelft t*

Curu VjKnt JL wi t» HMftAi^g ftt ftavacM progrft/TM ** *• Ambara!

Northamplso iim IfM) Kftafcand Kftf awbjact «1 fcft thft crMtfod erf

rntdtabon caftad K^OYMftcVfft' wtWlh arubftaa tnft hfWttUfl .© dwactly

«ipar*anc« !* He k«ca wlttta BM J». aa aha • €•••#. w« tpMfc tha

f rHMv ^7^0?^^ town 227. Hirw MMl ftt tfM* l*fcft#*ty. SNvMMo
ptMJe|pm ifi *n Informal p>cg'»m on »pman and H»tf>j9ixy. Sftu^day at

t 30 PM in t^a MamorMt Mil LOmo^. Mao at UMaaa.

Tha wo*d "Bar* maana 'IftmMft MahaiaM". "M**#rr*" « Wn* 4or

ortat aour and a a tf«ft cd rtftftftOt QfVftn >o cartas of Guru MfthvaJ Jf •

iJianriaa who Mama fcftftni«al to laftch <mj —<HiO< ^* i

•

Mmc«>9 •! • or* M<«* 2»m
•0* i»#ft a<aa>« *•* s'w**** Mo i

•* i»»rf !•• M^ftkl «k»4 lK«t •**(
{tl <*n A« ^ •%«*

ir054C

STOSO
da»ia> Sfjftll «*J C«>«e« jkU*i liar

r.iN<lll|W| Am+4 trMm+mm A
Tm<» >l CliW «f M •»* 1 1 m *•
1414

VMINO
C*f4 Tmms wtftc* ^ ft»r*»- Or*MM ft* .' ' - ^uci Mft-tOO

fOVNO
t«m aecxo. ft««aw
o**a ive* »joa ksi

MmH. MMk w*MMm Imw CALL
IAUKA

LOST
i»*«« s«a>« *»h* ta*^ «o
im« *r< Mac* mi<» aa*a
.*%«^ DMJtM a MOT

tojr
»^jnt a*c*^ •••* *aa

cau jmmc aftft49lft #* a>aa at

C.C »e4» «*a"^*i
<d4F

l«y c««1 >*•* *•* fta<*

Ml fr«*« <H( N

town* cM Wa-trtl. Aft»nlC»»»

Ftf nfcvnaiijo aoout h#» p«ogtanift or «m Vjowtadgft* comact iaft

OKatm lofcynatix* Ca^w. 22 ftiOV Ptftoa. NonhMnpeon, 664419a

Film Times
ACAMMV Of MOMC
a*#»»**«Mr I

AMHtMftT CI«MA
waa cnaa roa
1m*»* a»<>t - ftji

a*M>*a h ma
CACVIN THIAIiatt
Law a»a o«>»»c*#» ?aoaoa

CAM»Uft CINIMAS
ia«*v ft*«M PMitafaMM na» *

70ft1ftO»
n.v* «1 Man^n 0*r««««a ftlft

mm >M>aao
va^aa* Aa*** >&

MT. fAHMI »0U«
nmmm ttf-rjftftjt
Harry ,*+ X—— lit-? IftftJt

Mtt»« ft»a«M« locMitja
Chamwf %• a» y*^»> aoftrift
• JO

CAftTtWlO MAIL
Sv«im ra-»a» w m '•>
MMM

SHCTMCARI CMfMAft
M*f«X «• IM <>4aM f i»*mi •

> ia tft
OaaratKa* ran It IftO

Tmh^i l»latf»a >M Iftll

.AMiMtMlM* » aft 1ft II

Akt~, TH*U>
linfavtki >jatM

f AST'ltCO MAll
|«MI '«M#V Rc**4tn Iftft

1>S« »

Praksk Ba>

will dpeak on4l^

MEDiTATiO/J

TV tonight
•.£ -v« «4 4*-rr.» • . Mv

II

.7* in) MUit fw* a tv

»s?z* M0«m

HJHtm* "»»JM AJ

PMA'C^
r»4f AMTI7DMJS (

MP aw* *ncs

Mftl9*ft%*Cl

AO&MTS AffO*
MMX'OD

AflVllt, MfAO40t 5/CW7T M»
CatMOAVJxavtADBB
M»mwt«n AfMft ca
4CDO«AJ¥ff
OMXM OtkOOl ATCM ~M>
ftt**" raa

HCaKMMftOB
$tmtMi/T ftt«D •»*••
WW WM'dPI
AJO«T!VA«U«MMt <»
fvftoa t*sc*n vcM^Oft
ftOMMEAMO
Aovt MajMCavsnt/t

ftJTAac «MNMi *a>a» •
MC MOTC V AIMS <B cs>

amiVG*a*aaf OtjSAOf -
MMQV AM) 90V *QMftn
tar* <-£i cXi

ihiji tm vn imp mtmtw
(MO
TA4f arVOft r >aUJaUJC5 Oft

urAMnofaar mi
ajt oax1 a*c n« amm ki

jtan Out* OS 00
aa**>£8S MVM> AJQMT aCMf

CM>ip ca

»CTH «A; TACMT M 40
aCMriMivaaaMO ,

«

i-t«aftc*o
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Kissinger begins 10th mission to Middle East

Troop withdrawals

sought by Secretary

WASHINGTON \UP)\
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Regulating the regulators

tin) dm *r#ft govtrvtem officio* end h—m po*<* •.*» «•*

ocge»aeO©*ttfe. i***»»**. oorn^g totn ond. For too long i*+ Arrorictn
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..>e o* t chtnot of being corrupt Tht younger cooo/turmn proved
hty. too. 00 not truti tht ofdtr pottteenf when tfley vottd to •*rr.«tr*

"he MTHOMY lYPtm In Congrtt* H tht pfOMOt trend for tnrti *» goveav
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ttpOCted tht l«W tBO«0» 10 MPhOfcJ it ReOOM dOCiaaurot »h9W trong
*0fcttt»nt thtt OMt VMM riot d*e Cttt »n ether orgtnetbon Throughout

Food Science a main course
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Parking bwe&o defies physics
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Rhetoric program not
hurt by budget cut

Oh/er backs

equal legal
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S/xnv Sculpture theme

to be "BtcentenniaT
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THE FINASTWAY
Mountain Farms
Mall in Had/ejg

Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe

Pabst Blue Ribbon

CM* 24-1? Ox
Nc<r ft* bolt to*

Korbel
Masi Soave
Paul Masson
Paul Masson*?
Rose Garden
Rooderust^r
Grunberg or
Sangrolo
Sangria
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Trackmen romp 80-38;

distancemen sparkle
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Task Force to draft UMass guidelines
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Ford attacks US dependence on foreign oil
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Court delays Army proposal

to freeze blackbirds to death
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Art thief incarcerated despite

return of pilfered Gainsborough
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f/Z/ng deadline week away

Spaces remain on Amherst ballot

This student won't rorcatT ttaet towing began

yesterday, since he was one o4 the first lo fall prey to

Parking Office's all-out tight against illegal parkers.

REMEMBER TOWING IS MOW IN EFFECT.

w-th ona weak 10 go before two
»oy for **rq Tow* OaHcar

*omtoe*o* papers tor Amhavara

Aprl 8 To»<> CkCtica aonw amply

remain when* there ahowtd

A» of Thursday. F«6o«y 6, tw©
candidesea have taken ost papers

tor tha one-year Town Moderator

Spot &rm papers have ©e"e Oat

tor two three-year Seecifften

vacancies on* paper for tre dues
yaer School Comrrattee vece*cy.

one for Okver Smr* Wl Bettor,

two tor th« cwo tfirao-yaer larrre for

Jones Library Tnastee. No one has

***0 for tha one- year Jonaa taVsry

Trviaiae vacancy or (he five year

setm tor rnamtar of tha HotaVng

Author try.

Soma eddtonef •ecancta* h».a

occurred in town maatng aaataoer

vecenceja:

Ptaonoti - fneddr»ont©tho9

one year veconpea a ona year tarm

r* %aceac Ory &* cenekaar* rua

raw nv iknj* yaws

Pteainct 2 - Or* ona paper haa

baen take* for throe years - there

ere 12 vecenpee; there ate row two

oaeyear vecencee.

Precinct 3 - Seven papers have

gone out Sor 13 mee-yeer oarm

PtKixt S - Three papara ha**
gone out for II ttvae-year »m
vaeanoes.

Precinct ©
pone out tor

vacenoea

Tan papers hy»o
18 throe-yew aprm

Piaoxt J - Three papara have

Out for 6 trreoyeer term

weXaWlss
Tha leei day to 6es town neeting

member nomwsahon pepera ia

Match II by 4:30 pm wr* the

Town Clark, fateHe M Mstusfco

»Y*cr>ct 4 - frt* papers h».r»

out for t tkrea-yaar term

vacancies; no om boa Mad for a
ore>yeer tscancv

Peace profs meet Wednesday
On VVedneedey, *ebr«ery U.

tharaw* be an open meeting ot tho

f-»a College Chapter of the

American Protaaaora for Peece'en

tha Mricse teat

Tha pupoee of tha meeting a to

plan for an MMmbr> *- March and
to begm a rtecaaaaion of ike

attemstrvee for paeoa i-> tht

WMUA to present

live Parker

Memorial concert

WMUA fM was broadcast a one

hour tve ooncert on Weckseedey.

February 1? at » p.m. Tha concert

wN feaeara Sumy St* on sat.

leg** Work**** on baaa. Sewy
Karria on piano end Ale-> Dawson
on oVwma TNa concert b pan Of

the ChaHoa Parker MofirOttfH

etuwa

Bast
Irmg YaeowU. Protaesor of

MoAory, City Coaaee of New York.

•ni a master Of the Nesonet

SiaanngCortynajDaaof APPMC w«
attand as a raeouKe persen

Ha haa racentfy raojmaO from an
AfPME *l*dy m«a-onm ana MroYJk)

East, wtfch ha tad

AM intaraatad ta<u«^ aiaaaoara

are wafcoma 10 attend Tha
rr+iAnt wal take place in tH Red
Room in Converse Haa. Ar«herst

Cotfege, at 800 pm on Wed

Women to women
wtxkshop Thursday

I uaryiftoman a Canter

for wo»en to exptoro their

aaaponaea to ofker wonan. The e
Spr woaaan who ana mwiaiairg
oe>^^r a^atanaaaaaa^e aana4 eeaiaaaaaaaas^ei^ari tl^iaaif

reaponsea, both avrosonaf and

seaief. 10 OOkajrwoman DunnQ<h«

day tha group we iu$rritrm how 9*»

concepts 0* leebtan«.m an6
biaaauaity apply to tham «a kv

cWttue*
Tha coat of tha workshop » S15

Tha day w* bag** at 9 era. and ond

«t % pm Tha daacSna for

ragtatraoona at Thwraoav, February

1) at noon rntaraaead woman
ahot/d i:op by or cat

Cvarywonan a Canta^ HA OooeaP
Hat.'

K :; fiacntta

t>dtuul of Art

Vw«» o»»»**a *** •»• nv»

Cov»»»¥ •m^ #*o»a«Kt >jtm It

a Att JS L*v* i #
•

oa»> on~»«»»ai'ma •'Wk*^^
v*r,, aefretaar o>«4*« •*v»*
- o* ony«raa »yi»4*g 4 *«•
^ r»Ka»Ha S« «*a«*«raeiMnv
«p ijraovanr «r<mia»ab»» <raa^»

C***r ^ arr#< ^0» «• <»•»
*»*<*• w^M»«^ w^r«f is

Ataaaaa m»m
0M«« at Ca«i^w«« aa^vtr***

kajlra Caa«a*
Itrm. %•* T«ra t«ra*

THE

CLILO
t>. tsow To Save rHonay fly I'•«• Vtaar Iwrai

ISack #> '/I15. tt« brV» «n In *•%» .n a t«^ <ia

r» 1w kadw<i and andad «ah a koaf en aa«
hV m* aI « uk#« • a craji to t*a» I

n addaam i to out near aaak»a»» bw d l«aa

^1|w yc«i Ihr OaiiaaawiCay fta »-V |>

TWinrMn lor |t OTl*amar«JaMry«a#e«:k»
<nd «at jTW year a r>i *!• r*r th» m*

Appearing

Tt KS. & WKI).

Actt i Clfih

Hti-iv Noil

• t;

NOT ON THE

MEAL PUN?
Try one of our SNACK BARS

WHITMORE OPEN: 8-4

WORCESTER 7 • 3

HAMPDEN 7 • 1

NO CAR?

Shop MUNCHIES

rUNprjc* «rt*: 11
ncnecsiot i» 1

FIINCIIH 1] . 7

academ

'Define your terms'
You rnaytt»d you need aalUJ.haakp PPaftenc 3a* IG8&40M for 1-d

ataa aameatar You may wsgh o»ed«a wtach rraQM haap you in

aomaona wouW evpajan to you acounng aono basic ton]

what an iriakroceor -Sana whan ha aauracstion ak*av Thaaawalaraisuda

varttaa Dati^ your oarmsf on rr*r*»courses and indKiJual hasp in

ona of your papers prarrmer. vocaCtitary davtkp*»enr.

ttudy skib and ..lajaujhe CSC at

Tee Comasunioabon Skills aituaiad •> Goodaai 609, bat MS
Canter as otfar»ng a couraa. 0»4. Remerneer so asgasearl

Concepts of cultural pluralism
fc*aw tfMjrM aWaainfl for Scrtna aarred pfknartk/ in ew area d aooasJHaw couraa ollenrg for Spnng asmed prlrnarsty

1076 from School of Education, studaa* Course *a tocwa on racial

tducanonaJ a\aity Ctufiar. Laa no mnontea with soma docuasron ot

622*. nodater OTOdJl 300-400. athnie groups

Introductory

concept of cuW P%3£ a^ **« Tu^Tk^ScIS, JtV

thai «naf cuititukim et ateaaernary 2« *J£°" * *™*"
jf.d *K<*td»7 achocse, sheup>

u///A

Bear Britches

'mad n?oncij

^*rhal$ tZTtXrihoi >'vyzhanriiSe tor t2of
luu i5T> (Ayft ofrncrchanrff$cr$bii± t/Of

But*t/OOworkoffnsrch<xndisttQndStot*Z5j

. 'earn up **>'& *t A-c>:vry^«7e

.

.

' BEAUJWfc&A
I .irni

'Press in Vietnam'
offered by J.S.

1 h| Praaa m Vaat hem'. Ja%a
rusaasc Soudaaa JPir. wfl meet *>

Machanar C10 en f ndaya r«om 10
am unsi 12 p.«. rnroSmarr; has
baen opanasd to mte#aa^ad
students, n panaeal It a a 3 c*adt

The content a a atudy of
PfOpegenda in tha praaa cerrtaang

around V«et Ham Tha poaticat and
p4an'4d SalfJaea of madia in-

tefmatten <s emphaaarad. Tho ckaaa

asAjowre is sewanar.

Frank Fevalnar is teachasp 3&1F.

H«s personal opponent* n v»at

hem madaa and a* US Hews
servicoaataee dus coose tjatneacial

so tha vttaran as we* as those
iseeraaiad a% poktics of madaa and
* aj a" v^ ^^

Caa I nsnk for schaduta and class

information. 447-3479 or tha
Vatarana Coaktion

Aesthetic logic of
Afro-Am culture
EKertvnebon of African

pHkeopfaea end raagiona as a

point of departure for on-

cajrsundang ma aaathytc lOflk of

COniamporary Afro- Amsr can

CAih«rat forma, ta.. theater, denoa.

aawssc. end arc bieajdaa both

foraaof and rVorrrel cuHurai ea-

se AlsoArrancan com-

mu

Sylvan colloquia

The Sylvan Ataa ss ottaring

several •niaratiinj onaunlt

.J-jjj* rh-a '»cr.-o Spac« *«>

avwsaaat as aach course tor non-

Sykva* sTudarrts.

|r<I^Sad *r« corvscuia cr> c*o:

taght craarsng Iground achoof . tarsi

. O haarc dujurtng. com
putara. planes las your room,

Pyelography, tltaamaklng. rodio

tv\»sa#lRGb>
al*sw NUKI fam
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Now it can be done

Letters to the editor }

Rdctotpropoxate - of noblest intent
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4 %•• Call for Congressional action i*™* Wofct
;

W*/cfc "gorflh$"8xe "chkk
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• • Unwritten laws and broken rules
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Volunteers luxnled!
Troff
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0p6V7 records required
cont. from p. 1

appaootafo untf#i the BucsHy
Afrondmant/ 1»0 hseflh aarvice

w-i contnue d»a* pottcy, ryerVg

record* eveiahie »n the pre**** of

• phrsaodn eecapt whsre < ' may
not be n the bast interest Of the

itudint/ SUCh «• narnil »00*i*

records.

rf a a**Oeni wires to see apart*
he tocod «Mth one ufijeidOA 1*0

sfudenc can do to *in*orrnsay\

A«ajtJgajd if ** «tuo«nt wants to

r*»*ev/i1«rfhetC<of PWJ4*. row**'

he%e to sign a iilltn and see the

David Johretcn debtor of

Put** Sanity hare, said 'to one

»** ever regussaed to Mt P0*CO

*e«»XJ» There « no precedent The

records ere tntirery law an-

Iimmmhi nxorde. The oticiei

poeey w* be «o put the regueat In

^..-. f>; .,-.1 1,»:- *: bi mri gn

an iri<*>»<1uai beta.

"The Oecteon we be mods by

the council ruling on con-

roenttearr,~ be added
The draft ate *aeee OAJOStfcao on

let the rreiroenence O* Mcr< type 0*

record, access pu*a*nae and **
procedure ior cfosongrfrg contant

of the education* reccd e*her by

4 forma! or nformsJ hearing

A* to access gurdeanas, thi drtf.

*.--»:«» because sduCOIOft records

efekept»ns*veretrKe6cnt.wecen
r.-iv develop pinoiei eocaae

gjcfeloes for tro UntVtr^CV. WO
each department (hit menta***

recorde hi%e to dtverop the* own
spOnc and pubesh thorn?"

ft, taw. educational irtiinjttxa

cannot reguie students 10 wahe
Ibflr r.ght provided in fhe
HuJrAatrpn. a student may WO** Mi
ecceee to corrfsJaniaf iiaeewoms
The draft MM •"*•*» i*a snV

mats* it deer «hit • *•••

eaecuta i singte *0*or to mm*
category of rastamisii#adU«S. *V

Of infonnitkon to • third pOfy ind

iiimnJ Aocofda

8y low. osch irotitjtion mist

p»oU<H "Otteo to ofofcfo »>Oints

M tiiii smuih n lbs lino^iOi of

t»« itudont. tht tvpM of

cdiCOItonsI rtoyds, tf^nomtiov)

potion of th« dhcsri ri

• no n*e*6ui u< l*wr ^,y •

m»v«( »s «ffoetr«« AfW ri rnsrs »ttf

nontton t>ov» • •wdt«" • -• •OiOisI

vVMts iOfd M < urt»*« of *«»•

•n smpSovor **•*• *vO rw IrH

«sw«r. Tho i»»tiUTSr w^.. ..M f

hsvo • bios, ffltw wo»»h wm
support for «ont^fo«^ •oiom-

msodiboni, Ate the ft«*is> whM
• enfy oooo ss fw«ii u^ww.r^
twiiuitioro mi# #iiite'i Hutsntt

to ova uo thi »«^ of •%*•••

tw^o i foir tho i<u* sofifitM and
trujt cojsJ nogirs iMr sstfiii to*

Charles Parker Memorial Residency
**»nt» piors tgo rwit nonth, Cbirio

Brrf' Pitt* cSiid. wt*oU ths sodOrr thjt

merry fst4 ho dsoortod. At tho an* of his

Ossth, ho wos oonOdorod a ")Mimsn" not a
rruociOAk A "boboppOf , not sn

Dsaprta tho racism, ths Ospandorco on
daugs and alcohol, and ths many othsjr

ppoissrna thai basal him. Parks* rronaoad to

rsvosjuortra muac. and not just jan. but a'l

t>paa of rruac. Ns hsad muaoara frcm \*m

chans of totasamg eha mstOOV ana Ha
rapfaosd r. vsith chorda.

Tr*s not cWy gava tha musream mora
fraadom. but aOaansd tha audonca to aoc-

paranca fko music in a row wtr Ths
hs sought in muse arts ate earned

nto the oeror branches of tho art world

Wt moy bo teeing mvro vl tltoao wMft «ooWf•• •*•

KaM» nut, »hi% air of fa was ctoofod f>V lfv(1oi%tt of
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*Wy Ana* m*fdvxl#d *•*«?**rof*U«>* far fA* AMMT *•*
fntt * poctf ns.tr6*r ©< A-nwrkaru **rf r^WTIP fflii^
j>"V«Vw/» mfft Mr. Sflptrr* j IrfTir o/ f$*. fCt

7A# AKfw a or* th* Ir&'tdn 4W /Vm» £<«*
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One rnonstrosfty is enough!
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The vanishing drug culture

Joyct Ktxvofrky 1

No news is no news
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Look homeward, America
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UMOC cross country

skiing this weekend
This wotfcand pan th* Ouong

CUti lev tMO dayi of crow country

On Safcirdey fabruary 16. that*

mr* bt a racn for tfco mom atnout
sfeasr. *tac* wei bt eon oecorOng b>

tht tosttrn Ski Assoc. Mam.
Sunday, for lh« mora rtkmtd **j

»i thtra**a bt a MM after!

Tropfaaa w« bt twtrotd to f r«i

frmhaai in both miikf ar>i

Mowavar don't

carttVeaftaa of

pa»iK.pilwo w* to arSmaatarod to

ill pOfbcepanta and rofrathton,

oranges vmS bo ttrvad trstnaarda

louring root.

Unpaid bill,

illegal decal

to cause tow
Uapeid tOjdar* Mo set parajag

v*d retail h parbtvj dectfc bevsg

'cporstd 10 Socsttty m assets'.

Veh<**S nrtfs BOfOl dOCO* tTO

vjbjOCt 10 tOWttg, V th* OtOeJ it no
longer w bo used, reojm it to the

OtftfUoOTnf bai wa bo conceded

MdMdudU w»!h orpeJd p**tf>g

eta ood outitonotog dclotti wa not

bo otowtd 90 rtgottr thttr vobiobjo

vatf* tho porting ofnot for Ft* TTT

Tho rooot aro oo bo run on dH
nsvaty arprovad OuOng Oub CrOOt

Country Sti Tr»l *t»ch o kefed
ot tho end of porting lot no**6o» 13

latbaccrit to tht bttobti f'rHdl

Tho trail * eppro*rn»teh/ 3
taomatars long and psQattj tht
•• ' H-atf.

A GO com rtgottabon tee av« b*
charged to help co%or is* coot of

each day* totVibtt. We mo looeine

ronvtrd to htwig t sn* cross

country ski got togtthtr. j>n us

film times
M0U1TAIH '1IMI fOVl
r««u»to • • istJt
M.m, MO l**U I tO •»
tl««i^ t*04)M ttottt
CK»i«ah t» M rr»« • 30 1 30

AMMIAIT C«MVA
Tta tftaa CtA* rOt
Si**** *»••• •»

OnMren si. 23 Alt Sho«*

Coni.StonsQaUy
i M*:1S4ill

Bar*** Ma* TU5*o.n. - tl.ls

lO*1

AMHERSTO^
A^ITY it :sj s«3t 'Oiv

Rome. Before Christ|

**» After Fellini.

*i

Vims romx

SHOWPIACE on
.i •

f>iimi o k

58 1

9153 MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

PC

8 PETER FINCH LIVULLMANN

THE4PIABDICATION

a :30,l:»— Tv«i Life Hour— *1JJ.*iO»-*;» Only

CRITICS MAKE IT UNANIMOUS

. •

" Lr Sex Shop' it not for children, but it it for adults who caa smile

through a nude, but never dirty lampoon of pornegro oiltc movie*

Le Sex Shop' ho* been mode by Claude Bcrri with a twinkle in hit

eye, his tongue in his cheek and laughs

all over the place.

"

-Gto* Sfcolil. V/NBCTV

"Totally A-lijrhtful! There is much nudity

nrid >tmulate<l sex ui thih him, hut if

yoqr wife, or hushnnd hn-s never j«een an
X rntod movie. *Le Sex Shop* » the one
to take her, or him to It is whoksome,
rr-frwhinju and deltoou-sly funny satire.**

-Strwort KWiti, WNCWTV
This charming French comedy, it the

lirst really vonhitfkeated X-rated movie
shown, and proves that sex is not just fun

but that il also can be wtry funny."
-Kevin SarUtrm. WABC-TV:

" 'Le Sex Shop' n the cleanest X-rated

movie I haw ever ween. It's a film that

even the Burger Court could love
"

-Lrontrd Harris. WCBSTV

MMfS

S»09>

6:30,1:30— TwiLito Hour— $1.25,6:0^0; 10 Only

E ULTIMATE EXPERIENCI

:^

mj t> • Oct »- totUbnn- -HAI^e flOwt

JamesCaan^A,anArkin

Freebie and theBean
I St~<To»t*» —

t AaBn

Ubbi
J OM«tM«l4 4

fiaooatKt jiut

Shelburne Falls creative arts festival
Tho UMtli Porcuttron €ntambst

w* bt footurtd in t fiot contort «t

tho MohtM Trtl Rtgtonal rogb

Scfooi kl Shothano Fobs tt 7:30

pin. oa Thursday. Ftoruarr 13. Tho
conotrt it port of Mctsowfc TroTt
second annual Oeativo Arts

Festivat Tho junior Ngh school

band «r> oho parlor**, and an
utrvbition of paWOros. drtwirys.

ptmit. rwoond
design works and photograph* «4
bo Open to tht pubbc On Thursday
evening.

The Ptrcimron Enttmblt't
program nnX inctoda tht Pertussin
Movement fiom Alotandor
Tcawroartrft oY«*hom/ rVumotr

0>w 1 19271; Sft+m by Woven
Sanson 119014; AnaoJhsno*. Oata

51 119691 by Watsm Bursters; and

8 Aacea de (V Caaqpltwn. and

Stomp*' Ttvy ib* Rt4. trro«gad

by Thomas Dave*. The Crass**
Ans Fosi^af «t a wott long

of special ovoact and
croased by the stuosms tf

and by proitoXonaJ and
proSaaPonal anats from tfw rogton

VKh tt th# Urvvtrttty Oancart, «-d

Ins Sfwisv Mottwros. and Axirtos

Ol Stagt West end an orxsnal

cast mambtr ol tht Ou* Gang

oemtdy tanas.

Th« vou*) ans erf*** *> tr»

Rovxro* Coaler v*a be open to tho

pubic on Monday night. February

?. from 039 teO'30 p m . at was at
on Thursday tht 7ik ftotrt the

Thursday towm »nd th« »arVbtt

are op«n
d

io the pvotc hot of

MohaWk Trad fttfSonal H«h
School Is on ftoutt 112 m
Shtfbuma f tat. Maaa. foe rurthar

nlormafton about tha Oattrva Artt

retnvaJ. contact Mavtn Svrot.

Coordanator of Student ActrvrtOO,

at 14131 62S-2S1*.

TV tonight
SJO CVCCrV AQfilS Tn« c—

SwMaOtn* ISS>

iM4a AitvAl (M< ivi
M074a*5 */*ory wmvw
MR
OfWS, »1AJ*S* **0*r* rtM
OA(*SUATS (tiAhP ISO*

«OP Cri+>7+tSS VIW5 Hi
act.q* htwsm
Jr%1 dMAVAOVi TW ta*«v
•*€'• Ittl

rnf tVJ MT*Z t22<

Jnf nrcrnc co-MrAVK t2*>

an
y/aorAvr ***0 *S4m m~>
iaa Haw ' (27/

iCWAHZA Tt* S-ja^ ;>

tov/. a mi.neat S'ril rSSi

« » 4*c fvrmvo Wins M
•k«V MCVrdK AfWJ 22t Otl

rrv rtAC/ti* rfvtrvsyw o«i

**C»wsr B^o»f a^vw'O^ht
*/w/rcHro tan
/OOsn iJTi

a S5 ******** *tws aw
/to cm rvYrVWd nrws raux

r>A:r/p cncvv<tir> tit

ravw oa cov5rourv<yt o*a

$*w*. **<>** >a>

,-j l*v wan ovar snow
-»^«c*«M«ttM »»«»r*» e—a*

'

nti
•mi *« nYW.J «»i

ro 'iti Ml ravff/ Gut,
Mm*, hart Jti

a*C nww Avw$ :ac«

aoatadnotr? raMd tan

;>j K4W/ r»Mr yr,w/

(wvtaOv »a* Ot
«i«.o» Araatso m
OU A11YSS COVHTA"*
mWM Hit

MGuvr»006 dOf/«
r^«r ssatovai. taat 031
tav A\irar#P5/a S aivahac

AAOktJkl WO*tO "Uf>#*

rc^

can

/Mf aaypv Qj«»FirM show

G««*f Ptortw
Hiv.ar «J >Mas»r».
r«aa«" cast

Mtacafr h>t<^* - w%o
Ko»d n»* Ati
arA^nv a6*0*va t iviawti
ctvnov n't

#« rovr 0Ai4«ij>0 aao oawa

aoo -nurov *HO fau rA>" *
•tW
SuaAWO 0U« fAiTN tttJ

crrTir MOusr ot rut paavw
O^aa •. a«r« • t»> Ott

aA4«s av£> 'stare's (2ti i%r,

arvrn; r meea.ti.irs (Mi
aiAis*~i ch&cs tut

add wtoatroar aapwr o* r/ry

nw« r>v •* Hat». • at. its*

arumo 7*t urns ijai es?i
fAVMM iv» va«» 17/1

aoirc* annvs t*oc*rr oa>
cwa«' is«

aoicaavAv tn* s*< u< d<
<4<ad rawar* <wi «w
crYar«rvo#i/anCfS vioin
Oa«»*v tMi rot
ruj u • e/avy jjwiw on

» jo op**ra *n # *o*«m» A**** m«
Sa^OMnrt** Car * t27i

MNaCafaot
GiT CM*iSr<S <OrY* -Mr San.
tW MmO»^» (SI Itti

rav»M roa 7cvs»ar isi

;->V&*0»6S irWCOiV 'Sal
fo**. tavat^t " »» '»'
wn*c# yrra arws «27)

OA^tvaa vvavu " rSSt

a*x r>vw/nyfdS ry*w* oi
«.ms. wrarnca sr*otrs at

oat o?i l» MM
naua* i*-aaa ua tat
mr */5 r or eaot^CM? 'tti
carr.^vro ate
asws aai

" ;c nr^vrspav staax***?
wo** it* Craai *ian nob

wtpr wpaio anrccai as •>

SORORITY RUSH
FOR WEDNESDAY, FEB. 12th
AND THURSDAY. FEB. 13th

CALL
POt
RIDES

WEDNESDAY
Lambda Delta Phi 3S« t PiM<.»nt St. Ml lit*

5:00 DINNER wi SMKtTMU Mat
Kappa Alpha Theta 770 N. Plrmnt St. U7»

7 8. 8:15 - 9:1% IQVt TNtTA 1TYU

Kappa Kappa Gamma 32 Nuttlni ht S0J7.I

7-8, 8:15- lilk nOWilt PARTY

Sifma Delta Tau 4M N. Plannl St. SOS27
I '

Sigma Sigma Sigma lutainilf/feNrtri Park 2SSNM
7 1

Sigma Kappa 19 Afc- It tttt)
8:ta tsf

THJISatl I

Alpha Chi Omega tatsajstt UlM
7 8 ill tt on

Chi Omega Fratemin • San*^ Psi S2tt»

ss»«
fclSt »

lota Gamma Upsilon «tt t. naaamt St

8:i5-9.ii Ptaoaja
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JV courtmen triumph in
tfV NO* AfttSA

muS M«K€ BiffiER
As tf 10 ptOve (hftl &m ftrrifjy

to Ottlfroulh anj UCcon
ta A nttOl Of ft t*jc**>. OMMt

•jftfiQfaftftfrft to 4fc#»Jt

SptrtfifrNJ * Tft*#ft OvffUnft W«

66 4»cfaftftn %o OCo*n toft SftfluifJfty

rn thft UCen* o*YML UMftw
otltfftd ft totfttf toftf* pftffomftocft

e*i*6ft+t in thft tftWK) h**
Ttftftno o*»> by • 4>3I *oo»t. at

h*n>* UMftfti iBftftd to **q**i*v
•fcOCt, Pftftft. 0< itbowtvi d*nog thft

vko*4 nft» (X **••• thrftft h ftftfft,

*tO«u"<*"g Md 90 to th» tftv

th*t cftnftOfcft* i

iftot Mo*0» »^P
lobfOkt

l*ft«t ' Thft In*
trgm«

bftfgl Mo

the* cid

rutno>ftnx«

and «oa-wl

toftdandtftf

mnutm t

ftftftft that Ca*c*
unt of

Mft*

ftiM

H #

Scoreboard

* ft*

(sportsirne

-

-:•

~1T5

i

*• ft# ft*.

. .
-

• i

:r- re lie

III t f r.

Working with Kids
is tttwrt NES is •« about.

II Ytv C4A lO*t» « »ia ftftftt* * »t«+ 00 f#H*
ftr

j chM ift Cyi^lMU.oi c< vai Ibt N.€J8L«fkft.

4«A Stbd#i! Ujw. lei -» t*6 I

TRANSPORTATION PSOWDtO <*€0<T AVA1UUIIC

MUNCHY'S

SPECIAL

MUOEMTS
SALE

Australian stars at Cage

C:r,Uc 10s .«• I

Desitn Skin Lotion S or. .69

Brtck Shimpco 1V> ol .51

MMfMN

FUMUII

OPS* It
II I

11 -9

Vj2 off

SNACK BARS
BOTE* F« 1

HAWKR M
WMTOC** I A

KIT MEALS
DAILY

HOT PIZZA &
GRINDERS

original prico of

all fall & winter

merchandise.

EVERYTHING MUST CO
*um iff Ha tOATf aim ms ur

Campus Plaza
• i;u#«l w. Z§\
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Qualified for World Games From family of gymnasts

Talented Cantwell keys gymwomen
8y8ttO0VU

0*) *Ov ever aaa tha Carta

tOKMKtXW about tha gymnast

v%t»o a) teasing with rm» inmni *rh*»

they botb are vjatcfang has g*
fnand compels' *** aaia h* SaenJ
tOt e#OTher Carta tNCMM ho b
gone in)h4 9i1 Inawd a aanost

done bar return Ha Itiand aav*

that he doae/it naod aacdhar one.

that Cam testa a long vme Aod
him) enough whan the girl come*
njrnng over to hen wrti a mada*

that the wen arotrxf bar f>«t», he

tor and v<aryt*r>g ra o»ay

agar* tamo to UMess locoing for a
women Qetmect so KOto* M »he

taeaaasfco* She ana coupM
others on is* Ua*m ovmnauK*
seem tiMd o*» and she we* selected

w go to fv*w Vor% w do *
•h on]? toot s ds* to do «.' Ma.

Cam*** set*, "and a
worked out the doles* so 1 wouldn't

has bean involved « gyimeetca
sex* she wee sen aad oornaa from

• femey el eight chsdren, an of

m**p> eat oatnnaata Nor aolo*

Jkanet competed n the World

otefcan back

Suaan *»bo*

last

Pti*ao^ph«.

The trvouts lor the

•V* said that gins iw othar

schoces e^ed ovc alvoi »iw.t iha

onty contpeOton that Ma Canhvai

has wo*v as a* her ©nfy

G>n#» ^ If70 and anofhar aatar said aha ceeae to UMaaa BaoauS* ©«

f>ene. ccrnpaeed to* UMees ** her eoter end becatoa cd its QOOd

Y*e*bvioc*eeer^o\seOMdwitha gymnaatice and academic eroa/a-n

UndenjssndebV Suaen said that

e*r pervnia don't Me gym«ostfCI
because of tha rejjnee.

Susan won lha trt> cbem-

ptonehp m hejh school and * en

atse gaajcot but aha says she hee

no Qh/repK aapratoro.

1 oujifMd Sot tha World
UatMiv ihaatafltd. -outlhedw
choose between east and school so

I chose echcot Ohmpiee wOa+d

ntirSan with school ebu

.1

Title IX reshaping sports
UM takes tournament

a* 4*ee*»4 tv 4 sitT.

tot* Hiilf

Ve**t^a?t M»4 I*

t»#H •

* #4 , Ft*- « - Mt Mi.

111411 Of

TW*Ftk. II 7 »Mk- MB
*•«*»• t.v. • •»r««t+M. »•

MINI IIJT.S M CUP

?mtn

m

Yan Con
eoe>o-d-»» • I I

HTIODFt RMaalC MIIS
I

»• *•••%•

tf Ml> l.i^l tw C*-* U+
mm : i

IN

wr^OrvCSOAY.aCBIItMAv 11, < TMt MAiiArn Jit "\ UAILV <UCi.k«#^«r

7^5 a// happening today~]
Swimmers battle UNH;

prepare for Central
aVoXd

Tha man'a

facing the

t

POO*, but don
•hattamg
fUWiinama-

a ••

'

UConn visits Orr I
scsc hosts gymnasts

* ++ a m

a> t
• ««. 1 •/

• I

aaa»

ps«

r^inrgrs SSSfSS Wrestlers in Boyden tri-match;

Oppose Central, New Hampshire
w.

p-:s ui!
nss SIMM

sines uMss
aaUei tiieas

SIliM

01 in «a«»i it

01 I N vi \ 11 K HI
IISRT COMP
x z THIOKM
KISIMiaiMTSINX SI»M

aoeso unuu sou* ii! < smM
Mtaciir its*
Eta* at

mcMi tPtar ss i«w
tent ftataa • in on
ftw sttnrfi ms v tas on

SUSM SIMM
tunes mm

Ijouaf of SLilj^. Inc.

<t

BELLS PIZZA HOUSE
aa,tejrsiiiil« P#T1

19 7ft VIM I ••••• It

Mll>» f *e iata a)

It** Nr Mil's*

*lcJki$§rr<t
.

•ttKIVMH
pVI SlWl • ItlMAM

INK



Minutemen whip BU | SGAJaces deep financial trouble

94-78; Du hits 25

+*m m li »

wm ~*~+~*^mr

v

nfc«a ^AA _

• • *

Gymwomen cruise in tune-up

« H
* *• f

ffcr«*

fvjgr, 4*m* s*
Our of contra/

kVtv • # W Mr/

\iV ^Nttf,

!

I

Ort cmctf MiT
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-
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MSP chooses Frank as temporary president
»ffA£OQOS*£WSXJ

S^Atpovrar
Joieth Ff*r* mm etecied at

ttmpo'i'r prttide*! of iho
Mds**:rr4*tm Society of

Profeeeort iMSPI. end SyMe Wata
ww elected vtco prpadtru in a
meetin* of the voon venerea v .

FrartX MM of the Cngtah
PtpmwH. Jtfoatid O^vtJ Poner,

•ajo of f*t Ergath Department, by
* volt of 30 to 7 Vitro of tho

Education Deppirwenc. fomerty
active in y*e New Engito? F«m
Wortto Union, got bv wo ©on-

da*ermwrtM7vote* Larry Robem
of the Zoology Depenyner* had 14

•0000 and Robert Oyer had It).

Robtflt WOt INrt ovir
whehraagh; elected tecneaary of the

MJP WTfl 26 VOtet. Th» rairrtt

cheattr\gar bod three votoa. ttti

MUean Of Iht Phyac* Oeptrtmert
wot elected Tretaurar by ec-

cUmitoi
Tho ofrtoert dotted lettaiJev* tarve vnti Apr! 15. tt which

tma epw etOCtJone w* bt held by

ftp MIT.
Frank Mrd that tho MSP w*

meet A.rJi iho American
Ataociaion of U-r%trntv
fYofeteon lAAUPt chapter on
ctmpue to attempt to am

volt on faoatty ereonuetion

'£Kh**ru*cerrpe4gaeineuoh
a way— to bo egtinet Pp common
rvemy o»H0d Of each Other."

declared Frank. He edoad that

provtoat totiioi between tha
MSP and d*AAUP have baan hpd
•n on etmosphare ot "total
ilabitv " Fiana * a manr<oa» of
tno executive board of tha AAUP

Srt-ev Wa*tp of tha Spent*
Oeperyneni lead fee naattog of

«bcut 4Q faculty merrbera tm ona
of tha rroin *t%ee facing tiw tecuky

it fee "poiracef irnprtetence with
Oka unrverarty by tha ajgatxure in

Oucorp die bedget and toMott

W eater imptOftd tha meetog 90

"got off thf ground. p<k up tho

pPcwT in order the tht M$P to
f n m ^m m M^ la« ft fi ala

•
'. I •_ • • . | RB '.>. >

ratting that t>o loot election to*

•ecu*? unionjaPtion «movo/ o votv

and a haft opA ouipoihfl pfttidtm
F'K« Fato of tf>t Fronth and Itatan

DoptronnavM tod thai "wo first htvo
to tttabtith ou-otfvaa to t boot

poop, t local verto." Fact
tuopottatl o\tt tho ratton that tht

unior«2t!»on effort foiOtd in

NovoMbar 1973 wto bacauta tha

foo%ffy hod baan trotted 'takfy

pOOO*' by tho tdrrunattatlon and
tht ttprtlatuta.

t ecuty mamboa woro oafcao ro

K*i two comrAfttott In tht MSP
CUt* tha Totk Forct on Adedtrrtc
laauat and Avcodtttie Potcy. wh<h
i» diapM J to formulate a con
ft** to to lha atntentnts of tht
ftctfiy tnd prottnt it to the
unertrtrty

Tht Conrrtttee en Mtjbjj(P
hA eat* >o co<"*tct rnembera of dtt
tac*r7y f* »n tttempi to boctt

aitfOttgatj of d»t MSP. Thia

aopo**s *o bt one of the tnvntcttte

of iho union, to Frank

that "ono of tho functiom
wet bt to b*op in new 'tcee.

New acupuncture
seminar offered

&r M€LAHt£jOWSOH
Stiff Reporter

~Acueunctutt\d^cMaMlermofmedic«>etaown
eo man, • t new oourtt thia ttmeeief offered by
ContirMtig fovcanov at wtl be toupht by O. K. L.

Metamjn m pan of the l»cep/tJ Mecktnt Progrtm.
NeAemjre l» a pnacHcitg doctor of oriental

madietat and acupuncture In Jtptrv and it prefeeeoi

M Meet CoOege of Ontneat MecK>oe Ht recently

tmvod in the Uneed Statet end It totting up o ccdege
or onemti medkme *n Botltn Tho couto wtl meet
twgimno '•6ru*> 22 on otjbt oomecutrvo Satur-

otya from 3&4i» p-, m SBA IC6. Or. KltUmrt
w*l cttojte the Netory end uta of tcupuncojnx oa
well tt rta practtctl tmtXoftJii
AcM>«ncture detee bee* MOO yeera to the Ne

Cnirtg. of y«low rmproet Cltttic Book on Internet

Mtdor* rrt prtncapleo real on P»o betof that energy
flowe through the body in clrcutidng merMane.
Along thete mewdana am over 300 poirtta tt wrueh
lha energy cen bo atlrmAfied when thia "chT flew
beoomee blocked

Acueunctune la done in the Oriont t^oughou t
penon't thavne. In order to koep the energy ttowrg
furthemxira, they btJUrl than 1 m routed when
Oao body « out of Otitnce. Therefore, another pen of
•tt body rrejy be trotted to cure en atmg o*gen
"Weeoen eiedMea it Kmried" toys Am* Frown.
<Unmctot p! the IroemtJ Medline program, bectuae
of m lr»grner<ed approoch to neekng tha body " Mo
seye the ncro poopta art tarreng lo odenttJ med<t>o

Cupid causes catastrophe

in chaotic Campus Center

Parking foil

No dough - we tow
«*« - — ^i n ill i

jearyrrea*mtm

ApproaimatefV it per 90111 rtf euj aiuikmt aevktnf

foot have yet to be pod, t400«dn# W Pwku^j ofhve
f»y.f<n

Bom Mode* a • • $* F«tkwig 0*H* eemj

detpta tht owieianiOnfl ntkannt tht allatilAn wot
oOlier tAar) ttat rta wnen e ne^r ete*ii ertiarn

creoted long met mnerie tht ofhao

Aocordmg to Madttt. udttt the law art eo*L dej

decota become tt»ak«i e*n eie |Mt on to re*gei aor
end tamed o%er hi iht OMoet leeurllv Omenmer*

»earf9wyh*t.HMtetd01di ddlOti
Ofhoer Ai QrrA* ^ we

'urvigOreml " Xo en *v
cAmpuaworrery #
of "wnragOjeered a

'noreeeonior
Acccrdng to

Parking Office ir> «

pm. every

aiSaJS^Strra;^ SOP sponsors stereo co-op
ti-w for reet erd WcroepootOA tunmer for ecthney. ^^
JgtlM lor raednoot end prtptratbn, end «al lor TrwUrtonStarooCoop.
death Oehev nethodt of Moftng Mf poke rejefmg. tameeter.tooordtlttoS.O.P.
acup^ncojro, hertol madcino, and rreeeege. fttble aet up on f>e Cempui Center
The program o MtemtJ Modone at Convulng Sponeorod by tho Student

Muceton preotrtjy offer* oteen other oourott: Sou-d v<\ Muk Stereo Coco of
Acuptneture Manage. 0k> Vopa Tha An of Mervrd co^ocnenia at 40 oer cent off lea
OnentAt Cook** M«m« Tha StMed of *e «^rv TlTgrf liliVl a^lt
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UM^RSITV STORE

Detente stressed in

Great Decisions forum
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* fvAoety beceute of dogma,
portlatr boceuui they're

wd* fornttheig uNtAOwn.'
Ttibmtn pnaeented two views ct

d«ltr*A, porrarg out the ojuettaaa.

*» wa4 m tho 0tfaftf_ of etch raw.
Ted ftp »iew ha prottnied we* the

6yOAV£K0WAL
Stiff ftfxyHf

Detente wot the maf* arte of
<**eut«k>n in atat nght'a Grow
Oecoiorr* forum The Soviet
Union Today
Tht torum took puxt <n Wobeiar iCOaaiger view HOaeaper betevet

Loengtv Orchard ht ad wa hi Soviet Uwion b a dtveaarpu»
teptdcaatad over VWCR aapttatus QiO povaar He li oi

'ha panp fo« tht forim included tpnpting to gel ahem to pUv by our
Joaeph aVodsky of lha Phatian rulot. m doing to we uee toihihe
Oept. at Arrheist College. aVodtky corroi and tfto abpk.
PO dbjikJeni Ruaaan pot Aajo on ' Otterilu m a wob of agroomtnta
•a pent! wora ^SVham TaUbman of which pva aoma hcp« ol t«-t>^-«
:Ka Awhartl College Pollticol tht Soviet Ureon ctoter to tha
Seance Dept. and pwo UtVovi statatquo-''
0«0a>M0r»: Robari H Mefvaal y ^' "rona* Jjijj af

"^ »'^'^ »-. ~
nreja" w» rna erwraariwa laata

A r,ka», ^ ,»v ivW^m
PuHeatl aW<.. i«ati apt Net
•••Nta>«.

aVarltty ta>< ^pgtpiJ' w>

•nil ikfttttla lha whiaa
•rna aha>t*«l i.u ... ,»,.

etf, traf mi un Miimu* ana

Vpiim
'"rra n«A nrtv ant wtf In flap

ire uvt uf Vaanem. K
ahreif mm\ a tag paMa af net.

Wejuaif ead ewtetaa ertt aa
ytajk ru«*«ea tha Ih^aaaia *aaa>

lAtepd ttaiM it iMlUWtr.
aravny ffaH .%mh »a M
•*»• — taif i

fbtVy on yfimenoVnArV ao oa AvsxW ^

Handling of Alumni records unchanged

^a* • -

aaaa»eaau» e»

iSvrrSr-'! ^r^^rT! Ed School TV being surveyed

=fSnZ ^&*yy to determine program impact
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refldem set?

MDC

— try them
they work!
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Kissinger, Sadat optimistic after meeting
Report progress

on disengagement

caw \uft\ Secrete** of

Star* Neary A <.«*'«•» sed *0
en* Efteoen ftoeidftnf An«re>

Sadr rr*d« "orogrete" yosttrdftv

;
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(rrtHpng from four hOUM Of
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'•eiy hMttiV md txl hi w*a
iftoslod

8ofh n>*n s»d the %9k% vwxid

oenwwje d*nng <emer «rt foM^gn

Mntflti l*mft»t FftJvnTt re»derc«

o*d tftftt Sftolfti wouW etteno.
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Military takes over

in Malagasy Republic

Senate panel votes

to rescind oil tariff
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wd *e *OvA0 bO •ftuerftne. to th«
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urvVK when I receive «W biind

Koodoo* O oo fry 10 Sv*ft end
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U.S. role in Ethiopia
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Campus Travel Center Want to work in Europe:?
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2 great floors of pants
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notes & quotes

Room-To-Move
sponsors series
Kooo>ToMov» • pnsasryfrig a

thrao-doy p*og'»m CSllfdJ

KAMA$Tf A !;>TTOoa<»n CO
Conadou* Ltong. beginning on
Thursday (vmng tha Ifrh of

fabrua^

It ^Aral trvofon • w«a of firr».

i*orfcshops and lactuaas In tha ansao

of Huang, caychoicigy and ipsTtetl

coMdcuaMsi «^h<n aro ooan to

«%OtyO*o. Tharo •* 00 ataaan*

ration* in acupuncturo.
horvoopathy. T"ol Ch. Ch am. toga
and 001 itvtoponoAol payeftotogy.

pasoa*. psyc*os»rohasb\ Jvngian

psyohotofy. TiMon Bodohism.

Joanoh mtaticHm. Chtritian

fSySOCtSm And OM^0A>jv

For fumar interrnsson plana
contact Moon>To>M0«O 61 H5-
0*00 o« drop »n at anysma during

tha day or awning

Women's Caucus
needs support
Tha UraVarMty Woman's Caucus

• caSng a Utiimmtf-mim maatfig
to dacuu conoarna and naada c4
woman ftscufcy. ttuoana and statft.

Iha m asorg **1 ba hsld Monday,
'•cryairv 17. 107b at tha Campus
Coarjaa Rqqw 113 horn 10 am to 4

p.m Tfeopwrposoof thomaaOg*
to *Mur« ooarHamod financial

aappon and g*o*th of programs
and aar%tca« for r*oman. Tha
..;*.- 1.- BBMMI tfvji pranfjaj «h<S

••OOHg Is lha put entoJ raducbon in

t*o lAtoarsin/a budgat AJI n

taraamd poop* **t uigad 10 aoand.
R<o*aaa<«awaa from programs

Jtm o*a dasajnad spacttcaty to

maot woM«n'a naadt v*4 daschba
*hat ma* programs a* doing tnd
now i%ay ffOatd bt attrxteO by 4t)

•scosasa or a daenass at tha*
tnanci«l rotourcao. Than,
rJacuasion wal foaow oanoarrsng

thasa yobtams bad issuai

Chile solidarity

group presents:

T rw f va CoMaga C*ba Soadartty

Com*»rtaa w«l sponsor a asriaa of

flams, taaxt and rrupc Owing tha

r>#« flour months ondttad *"l*tn

Amanca In d»a lya of tha
M.r. on*
On Thariday. FObruary 1*r* at 8

P m iso Cobsn-Chaaan pnoducad
fan\ ' iwoducdon to Chat", wbacr
coUna* tha Abenda yaan. ** bo
sho*n aflong with 'M>guol
Emiousi". s fan that roost* tha

stain laadar of tha Mb\ oad "Coup
in Char*, a Cuban production mad*
•ftsw asa

The People's Market

tIs Openl

FRESH PftODttt, €HE€$E

Y06U«T. -«aart .

It RX«J pliC«!

.hjM to b* thS««t

UIMUA
«•

^annttB
Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

. aUhe Ml. farms Mall

RIUNITE

LAMBRUSCO

24 02. bottle

MILLERS
ALE

12 01. N.R

<iu

four S««ton's

Spa<laf

GIN

•. Gal

irajillon SwIm Colony

Silver Soflm

WINE

BALLANTINE
BEER
u tu. a *

t •• vile
!a>**aJ#*tV*9

lt#4le#l •#di

WINE
$#>49

**W. StaffW

HARP
IRISH BEER

BURNS

SCOTCH

^i Oa»

Hlna? Pctradlte Of Th<- Valley
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TECH HI Fl PRESENTS

AD Carslereo

kXMM

If you're into cassettes because of their

commence and sia.% you'll really be able

to get into Pioneer's KP-30O.
It's a compact stereo cassette player

with a built-in FM tuner.

It features FM and FM stereo.

Mono/stereo switch with auto reverse.

7.6 watt* RMS. 15 watts peak power.
But it's still small enough to get Pink

Floyd behind that little closed c < i

.

E
jTUaJf^

\ t-> tf fpvrikcW* • •**>

, i i

Miyb* >\>B aluays thrift i a <«r •«•#•* immM
p tbe ut>der>ul# of tiajr ila«k Or n i«l »if «•!•*«

Would »bj*
With P»c*arV KP-41tf6 M i*atat\

Wh#rrr#r year radio »• •»•«•, IMC* • *•#•» M
atarvo rota. It ha* adjuiUhb niiiiml *Aah*
ao itl (It axartty.

It pUy« »tcrco <aaa«t** hi m
It ha* w»r« twuer thin at > «l raillu . TO w*i •

RMS. 15 «*1L» f**k pOW#i ,1*1. I.I4MI

system that faUurv* faxt ffrvanl rtttUtj an*
xstooatic stop and *jact.

So new, Pioneer 1#>tm im with r*ly am riutn
tot to treat yauraHf wan •» •!*•» .<».» .

*r Hsu ciiRr a fri us if ic:t$iiF t%m toir cir srnr: N[t)<

(tech hifil
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Catfish in the YanCon

WUt a* tha «••< «*9VHJ <*# irtt od tha y*»r rt *>a »pOfti *x>?d

***i ** b^j r«ovt> c^ Catftah M jroar to V* Yantaaa, anoT»ar airraHc rrovo

mwi by aawai s*o*cOcad Yom may rmmbw aia laart ••! ih«t JW«»
toctbal cote* 0*cx MacPharaon vwaa tryir>g to tali Vmtmoet ouanarbatfc

Sot Haoarrar nto bacommeg • tAnutamarv

Sob Aatanan ta oemg to Browr*.

ftnn and Dartmouth wara fit of*** "wo *c^oo*» n Batar*an'a »a»nata

Oacoton *o» a 91/y whovm tha laadoe paaaar in tha Yaruaa Cor/aranoa

taatnaaorx, l«S aaajt* not ba a* pwaa**L UMaaa *ana eta rtoaf a c#«ao.

*a* a/w^oop tax* or Octet*- *** »*• %r*v h*"a* oaRa* «aA#d *«a

• ««w a*

|r " h**bvh>mao iwtn
hiifiarlly Yov CvvlUti I

t

»....'»n...i, CRtKallaU. 1

ailafaK fo tfWa« Itualy
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Australians romp 95-43
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Kostek looks

at Dylan looks at us W ••

Spaces: God as tourist
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Gas dancing and hoot-stomps
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Albrecht terHeyheyhty found dead
In Home Rule Toy Chest squabble
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A Jigsaw for Connoisseurs
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Law Against Cold Rainy Weather
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Stephen Smitti, o< the JFK Library Corporation and MJ. Lit-

tlDlictd. UMass planning director, visited a potential lite for the

JFK museum.library complex yesterday. The site under con-

saderatlon would nsean the removal of these building* in the

Stockb.id^e area o4 UMasv President Robert Wood and Chan-

cellor Randolph Bromery listen intently as Smith responds to a

question at the press conference held in the Chancellor's

chambers prior to the site visit.

'RIOav rcoajAHv u vff*
'Hfc MASSACHO'.t •", OAILV COWLCOIAH

JFK Library head considers UMass sites
^ ._..?.-.— ,***. ~ .„ m. H**h*r Caweua. Smith **d ha aapecosd tht irfaan laernirtQ eanlae.

*tfMONOHL6S
3H*tt>*portm

Suehm $r««n. praaidar* of in*

John * Kacnady i-fc^y Cor-

poration. »aaiairtay toued eve*
vcaa o*wad by tha UMaas ad
•Onwutttn M peaaaoaj kxitim
tor thy Kawnady Littery ar>d

S/rwti charactartaaO two of tha

sitae at "speci»c%ear~. but aa»d

mm ccnnct about tha um oi r*»

»Uc babaien UWjm and d* seam

of A/n*en*
Snath «w«a accompamad on Nt

tour of the %*m by UMaas

Praaident Robert Wood md
Chancellor Randolph Btomaty

Wood a*d he *ert tha Kanntdy

Ifcrary should ba kxa»ad at ore of

or to tha Harbor Caaapua
'

Wood »»d that * a UUeee

campve * aiaactod as * find aite ic

•houtd oet **»• whole pec***
'

Ht wtot on to aoy t*et tha >«ca#vaa

mdmueearaara "maeiai pam~ oi

a wheat w*ch would decrseaa n
rf saparaiad.

s...«h <-i<i h-i axpacesd fJitj

corporation 10 cbcoaa a ate in

•four to fhra momaa or pameps

aoonar."

AccorOVio 10 S*Mh tha cor-

poration art be taking u*» can-

wSarsbon e* fact *vjt tha lata

a daeae 09

thu fere** tocesed as ~m

vrban taarrtng canlar." Ha 1

that community oaacton so tt*

proposed etaa *w« be 'tambty

important
1 '

in rosennce to tha UMaes seat.

Smah aaid. 'There a> dtfYtttty an

advantaoa n tha corpoiaoon'a view

to bainp. aaaeciatad with a

ur»%tr*nV

diare were soma "c<

with t* irwd set. adjacant

FraaarratrSoronty Park.

Onetecaeon
ra a aavan to tan acre atoa rmr
Hoyden Gym bordOfrag on
Cormtonwa*** Avorua. The use

of *mr arta would require tha

lajaaoMl of tha farm buadnpa thai

now. occupy 1

Th« tecond

aneU
*r* tha ttata adueertonal rv

siojtfcx* lapaaanajne as* peccee

ot Uaaaachuaates

Sruh aatd thara are two ¥far

natrrea for *sa abrary now ta»-«

com**/** by tt« corporation Th«

first weutd cai for tha divator, of

tfha archwes from eia rruseam

wr* Harvard Uw^arany prooSoa a

ana for tha atChhaji and aome oasar

tocatcn for t»e muaao-n

Tha aacond altamatrva, at
• aa

•honal rv m m ~ *i

IT Astrology major sign of the

times for UMass students
By THOMAS G BMUe

5rafY Miporrar

Fortune a career r> vrnn. JjrHray Jtm*. Lawranca

$hM and Laaaa M*chaa wal ba throa c/ tour studama

St»aa vad that tha daacsor of B.DJ.C. prograrrx

St»r»<v Most aaaad thara to coma sp with a mora
"spaolk

v
thSs tar thee mater

1 haven't been atat to cats a tpad* a speda Thara

Appley questions entrance policy

Faculty skeptical about School of Ed standards
6VMX QVfKfGHtAS

itandarcto aed Oaoa^aweniai
ira fla moat nacrrr •r^M Of

baa»g CMMoonao aa UU*»
tao.lt, uetttmne from t.rtrw rrr^rviiom d
**^>ad ^rpropr^^aa it tha School of
Educate*.

Analysis

AHto^h ocedamtc rftoarny it tha
School of Edtfcatio* had baan quastionad
baton* n « 1-973 study conducted b-
Groduaea School Oaan Myimt<

unhaadad by schaol ad-

nvnditacor*. according latacUty ttwotv^d *-

the study.

T«o araaa ojaaaoaad ba fo»*>at Omm
*i <%tra ttidam ^dmiiaion raojai^amarci

•"•) laJaareiti monnonng of tha euaity of

stodmi wortc AppSay «aaoriad t«at 52 par

com of trw o-ad^ta fajeanis adrYtttod >a

School of rduceto* had srada pent
•iva*aun balow a»o rraraaujl raouaamarvta of
itteUtr^rMtp AHo. ttuStms raaKtad by VM

** b*d n h^har grasa torn »wi§Q9 m a
•troup than rhoaa who wa«« aocaptad rmo
aha vaduata crogro'

alao e>uMeasjowad tha

n% cou*saa. v\hfcj tha u^trvcy tapaaea at
rtxtwat studama m av««y f«k] 10 ma>rru>o a

at airarapa. it a »mai» m
POSSOV to csctarrrvna wAfthar a ttud*
raear.^j >r««wrajl ^<it/v rtandare*.

ro*«*cr Graduata Schaol Aaanc#ta Oaan
Arthur Gtnta* confamad AcpiaVa n^Snas.
aawr^j. Itm* was r»o «ay bo mentor tiom
tha Outteda aMt U< tl.dcriu wara k
comiaahirig at e»e School ol Education
waa a t*M trmnm ot concarn waao I was
+#t Ganta* added that ahtcuflft tr«
Sosoof odocoad a oeaatel aystar* rat»er
rh»n tho carwe>*6onai gr^dog avvem.
"alrwoa! 00 v*

-gaorad by top uar»a*aly aemnancatons. the
• wm who coteaftartty g»«a stroof

yjpport >o at* rocervsv raaigaad School of
EdvCftSon Oaan Omphl Aaan
Miiabaai pf iha fac.lt» u»d than \JM*n.

»^a»dara RoOert Wood and trove** ftebart
Oackaaam h»*e reaiasad amyta 00 .«**>»»*

'qaalay ccmhoT ' at ifca school of Cducaton
od ana GtucSvseam coetand that as*

acaoel has aeservad th»r aappen a«d. In a
apaach to UMass fKiity r» :J71, Wood said
IfH 'acerc advancaa n tha School ot

aoon are uvSamabty enaa of superb
•movatOft and baa< «H

ra

Burns says political

future in Dems hands

Moderator Field approaches fifth election

Campus police decree students

will need license for booze party
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Ford confident deficit can be financed
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Kissinger delivers

Egypt's peace terms

Turkish Cypriots declare part

of Cyprus autonomous republic

Testimony ends in Edelin trial
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Four nuclear plants

broke down last year I
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Wood spotlights Ed School audit in speech
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Local student wins decision

in class action welfare suit
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Hadley pipeline answer to UMass water woes?
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TV channels garble
*WX£>2D£PSXJ

Ciofcege end TatsMtlfi have two trangs «i common: both any found r»

ttrtuety every Ammcm houtdhced and bo«h sir* But •**> torn ge*

hege o rocycittee. tht rat* that « vomeed ttom * TV eat these day*

««<fv« 4>Jo**VKfat*> t«c«M ol ih« havoc * ajfaeed upon d»e S%ea and

nanda of lis vtcttm*

W*en John Doe cones horr otter e herd dty et tt»e oSSce. COesOtes •«

fro* of If* "*€* ar* Sor the real of fht ev*rw*j * more rrteresosd Ifl it*

tlnaroand 4 «*d *a*pecfi tften hit *r#ti oVn ther** res ouesieea A»o If,

i entott». t»s <^*ntap breaks up es a »e*o* at IM con*a*esJc*beh getx

tt>en**f atMl*JSff**e?0O. He abauid have Snown hen*r

(Kit tvhen John Oofs k«k< *«*• the U»ee«r Pen c* freer thi^2l

^>(^tjtr>g*wfv4t hoMot that noSohov* b0«. pokficed end bltory»eye4.

then daa'a rtiur* one ««y *»* "*•» ** *** ** ** f^mtrnber tho aej each©

.fcxwi lodey* your>g b**ig •ocrwtifrfv I teed**? Wei. no ptoepec? could

bo (nor* fctjt*«yt**g r* v*te» of the m* «J mand* "men's peetcs

kwvenio- r«s boon earning oat »n recent sent*.

1f>iof^tOiiCA*t»»o#ffnnJ»«w^'i»«!«^P»^C t»imjny^imn tho

cSoboec nature -n wfKh r*ei%ejkv. eterte c» de*ee>og Iresaenco on routni

poop*. Sure, eeoe»w hsw iteser« tht rotary* aired rnedem v«m*i of

raaralen •» «Ottig/l to tCWe • krf «JI Of hi* .vd-Ab^lOW*

4KOAfidw4tr i4trxv of moth* thon forces |unioi io face bed m feat dark

#c>omssori*o^ecJ^dendoaMedVetaloeae*v *«*v"

tut more dangerous than iM« omtmi ne/ftmares « tho to^wm
m-ittrr meet of TV end .is praeoeophy of v«tenot end mitc<ue>nv

Jutt aak a fed vMtMt No wonts for M» tMthdrr; ycu'r* not *#ly to «ol «

moro •dofT' or "boW for on m***. tut "OlJoo v»ffi ••rate p* by

lUUnor or * • SchwWi ton sc<«d w»th *r«tn»*i troo ord sptodomonr.'

Oloprttr-Qr Tha toy tnd candy COJMpor«M dQo'1 thnk M, o>Oir fyofltt

Loc yoor a young «jc«T*n w*$ t>#mc #W^ bv youtha r» Soofions Dor

C*mit< Jaj-cl Int aatrmrig port v»a* faM only tho raght before tht *o

odoM ABC •> orai of its typicol cop* W robbtra moMta had dapcted) a

^tadao victim win murdotod n tatcoV tht taant taahorv H vaM
I ahot tht young man had soon tht mov* and had wdtod

i»crti ftfkfoncod by that atd^aac storva

Parfcaps tht stiongaat anjMraant agamt Utavaion laas ri tho van, naturo

ol ** 1 1 a ofuari Tht v^awa* a not in tht aHjhim involvad * fht crattisv

opjl and of tht ootnaauircaiion pnxaaa. As wo^s and <nov«no. pxturoa

ant *aadaV (iroavJad. d*tro • no room ^ imtga>lrvo. arafyi

No KQdor axn iha\ » gavon tht ctorot, you»Qtftdoa<\Aalaa%»1

/

A
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*oh look aors, a yalea ...

o/pr F/fOH we £eypr//ws 7
From our perspective

Support student workers
It M«fns no matter what kind of a m*«$

tha> Administration gets Itself into, H H the

%tud)ent-s who ultimately pay. We pay/ not

only in money, but in overloaded c'eises.

Inconveniences, and poor quality services.

We have gruvrtbaed about it, but we have
also, in the end paid for it.

the students who »ro first to go. The money
Is there, the priorities are not.

Campus Center student workers are

presently exposed to certain haiardous

working conddlons. Non shdanl workers

(union No. 1774) start out ai \7 *0 per hour.

vnftiie Mudavtt workers %\^n at minimum

[Rape line

I

545-COPS

Steve Tripoli

Faculty's requirements off course
"Mas mrrt mr evar aflaiaaa1 tP

jnnar hrnmanf by panoWv^ PV
r/pavtarca of c&mt? Met ainct nv
tvortf t+gs»' H» must pan ttVoofn

rharVa"
- N ofman Ooogfta*

HotainaaaamtkaajaoninpjslhoaviiCSod

up th-s U«rvtrsity can ba. Thsra a»a no two

«at?s Of sarng it so I than . apologia <of

±m vatboot Fucaad up* <h4t
'

a •,l tf>#,# * ,0

.t

At Itta iff* wtt year I yaat an
Waafit^gisfi D C an Outreack. a U

Ml
"*ra was no

and I haat mi Quttta •*
not) aaas a total of fftaon oeoStt. Mr ^
oa>n daparmant and r»r»ai cttOts ul r

bn* ur»»ar»ey ^da .nsbtuaon

Rrafhcim 700 Tho n a mirae

at sojdar«s t*t» »he •»• anpaQtd in

•frs of any titxs

New oa its taca ttm sounds ia«

tfana M>1 whtl tr* rtortor radars*! «a> t

parson anskng en tno uataak {hit teas Oaal

iiaoilanlii i fnr oae monaat that sAftaaa

."uj m 4 craaooi u» tht teeifky «• *•>

Urr»arotr md *crf«lfar<g hafina tit o^aa

«tth*f rOTtaa.

Tht ttaaon Sat iht bad small o asos tht

facuKy of fJait Unrvofxy sra, taSan at %

orouo. <snd wftk tome aosaSw aaotedonai

tht stapaSstt moat rucksd up gtoupel hwv
lowor ttots ivtavaf o-<o*ma»s<l Ts* ceaa
of urates* 200 « boavioM proof of *4 tact

Vcu sat. <n crdtr to paeosoi ihtfc iobt m»*i

isopAakto ihak tether wmeden «aseancat,

it* facUfy of this UrWtfsny have dtonsed

'hat a student may only ba a/emad tht

e>o in%e>iet|li ^thaon/ mpattad » us by

tr«sa sama «dot» *A*o **y n*%o %m troppad

n iv*- ciastrooeia-

14# a fool. I wont **oush anth Hops t

sod 2. thnktrg it ji fof tfo boat at die SaY*.

Thrco^ soma admnafrtva ovtrsigtM, Of

pathaps a rfasundtratanoVtg, I ia*a not 4ws«e

of step i unt« a vary sfcert bmo sgo. wa*n I

too* 9* trouble to tnojum into amy I had*'!

baan credited with the UUaao SCO efOdrH I

-g»j «*--«<J last earnester wiaa 0* com

10 egtaK But tht lnta-gt>a

tseoms •»are enoihtr slorv. Whlo thara, I

learned mora sbout poeaes and tht avprking

of bufaaacracass than *w PoSfioal Sdanot
Oopattnenl could seech mt as a decade, not

so rnsrvson what I taar^ad about oxkdogv,
paychotogy. tacom. r»pr*y. and paopSs m

Fof na factitf to p*asun* that thtv

envtfeng to ofSar ma at »

atshaaeing that aapariaxa * a*

of

a

c
8J Roc**

:

Sugar smack junkies

I oiKQ t*d a in «t*Q efQAsaanf *ha
m afttar find ssit tSaaui • i*teun

de*ugt< Ms w*l»y* •-• •• •has * u*m

*<a 4* 'ysfaSaajs hi • srt »n lha

Letters to the <xfito<

Student tariff excise p&io

*£~ F&rrtete perspective sets new sights
* s

Here's to you, Mr. Robinson
Hem
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University health center aids § £g-

the cold or flu victim
"~~

77n? weekend on 'MUA

• l
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Library hours

this wotfcond

ZJLTZ<ZL' m ^.TCT^rX^ Foreign students oronolrr '££-
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Women skiers in Berkshires
TfrtiH H Ihtro t Werritn't Sti tottn «i UMmo>> II

you wtAt leuor* (ncAiflh lor m* hoto cor>o* ttwi rvjoil

A(«r>eo>MjrjOlV l»0o» mtrrr yoori r«t .1 t>r>oo o*
O^OOt* Vh lOftl. Iho > « d *omotVt tk« lotm Ot
(Mi CCAMjut trvj it Itdt uocn in atoo.1otko lor tboul m>»

yam
UdMt moal Uj*rn iht *• H4vm ttct* lh# t*mt

tompeotors voot*. t**Wr w^ti TImjm «m m a tMflMt

w.lh R»Jc»f*t. 6 U . UCow lotf o*Ll «|ToT*rMjt Inxn B

&t». Ttltt, Mt. HaryOfc*. a*vd MtoitTiick Thcro it nt>

oacegr«)|«ort of t *o*t*V ^m-oo* ol ir*AMi oworrtt tot of

lit* *K<d ol *** utm the *>tw«tt tm ttbultttd And iht

clttmpox) •• twvwanctil

tstl ^oo4*tnd iho> ttot»4 at Ml. Tor* A*d tMVohtd

third en Stturtl** 4r*i j tAtcng «Aoend on Sundov.

onry two 1tnnt ol a tocend torond Iht ItArn K» CAOrA
«%tocn « iMdcHfo They m« bt) At Btiktfoie Eotl ih*

•MoAtnd and tt AltttcrM »AfMct> it an rttw HompofHC.
tho IcHoovinQ »%oo4uor«j They w* Wcih up Ii Mmt «l

$ordrr Hr*w *n tto Can-Am oorrpttrxm wnidN
thoUd tow four CaradHjn and roor AmtnCji^ later.

^amp^^nimps

Tht trtarn « lad to

captaiA and a vanaian d tout taaaont Oihar ovoman

on tht "A- tquAd ara Katw Clarlta. CAihy Oorman.
sni tmo Qtommng toahwornan; Martha Mo*on a-d

Ctot Po*t* Martha hat thovon geaat potential and a

I«m rajajnbftaAinQ tpttt ha** kapt tor Itom IcMtona
twjh among *m laadart Chna a ona of Ito tlrongctl

fttart and ih» Vn-thod ttoti out ol Itoty tot con
tratarvtt on Sordav

JV's impressive in victory
m, miNAHSNA or At.

Tto ft»a> aova i^ioAtM im (hi • • m
. MmIIMIM IVl.ll/MlMlM %M

Ttoattpi Mwi tot ttAjM to mati t *\_rt

i,,,,t ni Ditto »

Thatal to tnoihoc "tog" UVoaa batkottolpm lorrorxnv najti.

* voo 09 to what ootKhaa tall ?ou than ovary ojamt wookj ta a

tog" ona. ton to't loot it. UMtat doaan't pAay mom than loer or

trot "b«4i" 9*mat a yoar.

••rat to Mt dtflna *q- n ttrrm of UAAtat totl trbat A "btg"

rn«»rh.*l }**r^ «, 0H« AtodJl czoi Uirl -- .,:#«• fir^ tngL»-d :'

naiionat prorr»r*erKa ' Garraa aoonat ConoaOKut Holy Cioat.

Boaton Colin , and of cotraa Pto>adanca art toy dattrmnantt of

New rrvgtard tjiai>,attoi ratobgi Tto gtwta agatw taamt ito

Maina. Rhcda ttland. Boawn Uniaaracy. ad nautAX»n\ only M up t

tjaam't tchatMt
But o«/oriuvjtafy UMaao, at laav at tto ptat tvo© oaatcmt, hat

thov^a rnarltd dto*a lor vMrmatg ami -h-g" onoa for tocampta -

CtfM>rAs <7Matf raam Attdt P>v*v**x* CpAtpo oy s***n

po**n iaxA b*r*tf tnpf* than hoe AMnuttv a> fitay ai a govna Anf

v/4Viua«> wo ma 5im'Vn*v C»*« Ctnlor Joetov^ ^Uaat ooroaa

^parr st rt+ laamK. ana* *V aw mmamdar of rna gamr
, ptmt* i*»

ttor >t on anocAar plmn*. ftoy a«d dp JTooang ma gamo 6T oZ? onrf

unit I tf. •*»» 1W»*
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F/Vsf woman administrator To deal with men and women

Vivian Barfield-assistant AD
8vfNCHS€V&U

Be»ie« OlV
develop more *go*essno ftmeles
Woina wr«h eoMdwe who

in* ifrv*ar*t* announced that

sftar*nginp>ot*aof 74. Ira* women
wowld nscewe ful grant irvatis Icy

**d*»Ct end th* panto- of
women's jiNetic drsxtof

\
, \

TM POUtO* WM lor s woman
who could coach, coord n»t»
f^njo/ams, end act «i h Iwa b*-

t**tn the worr*n» «:Hf»ikc

Oapenraent and th* d.r*c*or erf

When s*e «vn c*Vad th* job.

Of Barnes) queatoned w*at sh*
we* suppeead to do Shi be**ved
tfMI Vying *© coach end Of •
coordctaior of programs would
•Mw l«to tm» tor iht *0

pott o* atr-*et»:s

I **petl *** d *»• b» odder lor

tha mqom mrSst** to com
aasrscet* **th mt.* satd f&arfetd
' Th*y doa't opon «ip Jl aauch wtth

J run *nd **0Y kcow I have been

active w*n dve ptomooon of

wow en's ittmmot 01 the cottage

Or Hamad knows thai some
man at* skaphcoi of her efertoon
to th* pOOtiOO Ol ASS*. Athletic

Uwactor Tt«v leer thai stow* tee'

down tht •w* rxogrem*. and
east money and becking 10 the

"Oman's 0*0040**.

i

"A woman should be

allowed to develop ...

and be mottor ol her

own destiny/'

vaiua personal KKavamoH and

hove a strong sense of personal

idenffet

-OawdAuat*'
Of*ctor of Physical £d.

SkpparyAoe*
at it tha way I hop*

dav«j»ter *« ba /' eaad Or Vivian

BorlaaJ" Wr«i « wrong wrh
ajpraaoxt behavior? a «*orn*n

should 00 stowed to develop nor

soiei saif. crtrocaJ aa wed os

mentsi and be mastor erf her own

"I thnk th* LWr*ru?y ao/aad

with ma.* Mid Or tlsrhakl And
iiitac Ftank Mca*en*ey looked over

ds* v»shen. we agreed on
poeixxi ol ooostant rjrtcssr of

Oiwoscs. no cooxaaag, sao a***r*j

an at phases ol the urrae*ety

sport's p»ogren\"

8ar1eid has not made any ram
deoeioas onwas* need* 10 bo done
at UMass 10 comply arias Tide IX.

She i« loOAnp over tha ntalorv of

Iho athletic department *nd
keopng on mar open for idea* from

«*d ttuferct.

Woman »t» not 9*0*19 lor ec|.*f

budp*t dolonx bvtt *oual 00-

po w*d MaM^Ad "Ifntl the

<%crrm» rroo/omf p/OW 10 the

ror« we^ore the oemands aro much
onjeeof odeei money w« «ot be an

Vrv«an 6ar1«*d d the new
Aaeoum Orocrjor of AlNobes St

UMosa. Sfto a in charge of both

maim m'li famda athSoSai and a

I dent l^ncvv M J Mass »ad
the off***abta acbon

of IM| »X yet," adnrvttad

SOrl*4d And rt a SOS too 0*rf> to

mtto «ny (udoamentt about Mharo
rho women'e pipgro**! aro OO^g.
bvt bona and o/om coSogi the

response we be tasdteosi by the

pub*
Or. Bertofd has boon involved n
nurtber of pro^eseonii

crpanuasona for the b*tl*rm*-t of

Shore*
e#

It

e^^mony.provldS^^OQuol ^^^^TZSSJl
oppcrturwry thst wenW! demand ^^^^T.^
mri% atriettcs," she added

•ul OS dsp women's progier-a

e«panct **e oudpet mcrs**«s w<i

come too CrCLA has tapssd iu

women's athlei<s budpat to

SltO.OOC this yoa^. »»d hot
preistssd a women's budget of

KC.OOO in K960L Women, wno
comorao 47 per cent of the tot*

toiOd population at UMasi.
retehrod 4 par ceas of the

umvetsioas' 1560.000 achianc

budptt fnd) year.

UCiA can accoanplah |

bocavse erf 10*90 TV money fm**
revenvo fXOOrCirg foodMd and
bask<o^ai WowcouWUMaes facud
r**h cufOKM in suto fands, a>
crease the women's budgot
^••thost aaifJno the man's
r^ee/ems? Or. Barhekl

tlai il ate wOasarTs p«ogrena
erven battsf procnoson,

and Sfattjag Imn «h*ry too could
orodue* r«v*nu*

loaf/d
for asatf for

faerfreid "The gyna aro

OOtb th* rsph school

i#st*s. and bmg n pood

k-;k

•**>•* a *f ao oseaea ••
, m s.^eV; •*

Tie fhe new aSOetk f/ants for

female atNecos corse from 4IQ.OX)

set asias in the Barber fund. This

reaas die n*rntor of women on
jirsttic sehcaarefK* ot UMaaa %u

nine, tut dua osal fsr tarfwid oth*r

\tm uaryarsisaa. Atobmmm now ha*
forty woman on arOileac achoSaf-

sNps and rsauv Ma*CO twertv cna
Or fssHald a a staunch svoportsr

''My qooI is to bring

the athletic programs of

men and woman Into

equal harmony..."

Br ta*ci»or*tiii and greinf
** %1 aadeix soV4are»*>e as woman, wa

Pbwetl at are eayaa; Ifs at »pm hanoy Eaeef

m sioit cur mtiM neads your

tsssrtt it a value'

Th* eyemti >

movemasi MdiipM
gtsu*«i «at ol Arsettean yaaman a

•ewrfies horn 19D0 to 1DQ Tha
wurmn t i>ov**i*re cf IS* fKfs

b*owght Iti* IS and s tabtrth nf th«

•utfr*U«

th*

Gymnasts battle Navy tomorrow at Annapolis

?- *- *—• * ?*7 TZxF.*'~~~
~" : "•^y.T**^ I

^^fA^di <<osoi n?: BfaTtS I

^s-g- i?
5^"55 ^ 7 P&a»tte-Dart String Baiufl

£££L=£5: wktcrh village

~ $nl SHOP

20% Discount on

111 Jul.

W
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.
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t'eajpej
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UMass teams seek titles
«

Runners try to dump UConn ,
4tSCOTJh

Saturday aftornoon's Yank,aa Coarfaranco
Characacnshp m K.rjigslon ft^od* Island may not ba
a* Seeav* ea die ancient Gtaafc Ctympac Qtmmm., but a
numbat of top athtaiee wal matt with hope* of

achaewng axoaSanca n their raapactrwi mtiti
In th* onptitf OSyaspc Oam*s, wOaoh took paaca

nasrly ttO years B.C. th* arMata* compatad lor a

wraarn ol wad oavaa, rpasboac ol aupramj ,

Tomcnow, tha campaotcas wet b* b*idng lor r>

dM0ftjaj ornlinvri dfJU *% »sfl i» •! iT»;<jrt.(i! -•• irn

in t-# We*S/l t m\

m UMaaa
avamt

I

tha «n

r*c*U ia -
kUi:ii 1 »«::> 1

1 Vf I aed ftsee «*
flo iVtita a

lonSeaanca shut putear at M-4
ment a a vuarafi rrvaaat

th» itot 01 t**» and tajcoaOd 1

as the wa^glTt rnrow Ldri 11

Pysj are rwu noeaftae

T*« iu

M«Hiamon
sou*) -:Rendy

school. Tsa Hussies boast the bast aaay teem
both tie mat and two mat baton events. U/! tho

Mirajterson are ass than two seconds beeand. tesod
on fxevova parfoimancas
UMass hopes tooffsMt its waearass n iho throwing

events arch a seong ahowvtg as tha daianoe rKOS.

• rumping averrts should ba a alondrjrwn benneon

the <crn*ranca * waaiitad laspcrs. Joe Martens op
pasrs 00 hsvo as adga in is* hioh ajtsp. bvt Sseve
LojiIk and Ssra* Lamm] of Mesne may irveJ rjhe

UMass rotoroVsana* for trst pfaoe The v»>o and lorvg

ajmps we bo a ccnfroniason invohisg Minuearnen
laaaj

Tha

rhamas. oacasn.

aenltttnc* haa

dyajogv ardar Jan Tarysar MOia a* av
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Kissinger, Gromyko start work on arms treaty
Disagreement exists

on Mideast plan

LONDON [UP/] - Secretary of

State Henry A. Kissinger and
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A.

Gromyko split yesterday over how
to reach Middle East peace. But

they began work on the next

strategic arms treaty between the

United States and Russia.

In the talks Sunday night and

yesterday in Geneva, Kissinger put
forward for the first time the

American proposals for carrying

out the agreement between
President Ford and Soviet Leader
Leonid I. Brezhnev on the next

stage of limiting nuclear arms.

A senior official with Kissinger

said he believed it could be com-
pleted in two or three months — in

time for a Brezhnev visit to the

United States sometime this

summer.

As expected, the split occurred
over the Middle East, where
Kissinger's step-by-step diplomacy
has frozen Moscow out of the

negotiations.

Even on that issue, the final

communique showed perhaps a

slight relaxation in Russia's in-

sistence on an immediate return to

the Geneva peace conference. It

said the sessions should resume "at

an early date."

And, basically, the two men

A Royal Air Force jet fighter flies over an oil rig in the North Sea, 90 miles east of

Aberdeen, Scotland. Warships of the British Navy also patrol the oil rigs. Fear of
sabotage by the Palestinians is the reason for the newly announced protective
measures.

Texas Sen. Bentsen announces
bid for Democratic nomination
WASHINGTON [UP/] - Texas

Sen. Lloyd Bentsen yesterday

joined the growing brigade of

candidates for the Democratic

presidential nomination and

claimed "strong support" in most

of the major states.

Bentsen, 54, promised to run "an

energetic, national campaign" but

added it would be physically and

financially impossible to enter all

the primaries leading to the 1976

convention.

Bentsen is the fifth Democrat to

formally declare his candidacy for

1976. The others are Sen. Henry M.

Jackson of Washington, Rep.

Morris K. Udall of Arizona, former

Oklahoma Sen. Fred Harris and

former Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter.

Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace

and possibly former North Carolina

Gov. Terry Sanford are also ex-

pected to jump into the race.

Bentsen, a millionaire former

business magnate, said he was in

the campaign for the duration and

told a large crowd of well-wishers in

the Senate caucus room, "I

wouldn't have entered the race

unless I thought I could win."

Asked whether he would accent

IMPROVISATIONAL
THEATRE

I'l'PPETS—GAMES
TRAVEL—
ADVENTURE
— CIRCUS—

Interested?

8 p.m.

Wednesday 2/19

271 Hills South
545-0465

ask for Bro.

the vice presidential nomination,

Bentsen replied: "I should say not."

In a news conference following

his announcement, the senator said

his strongest support was in Texas.

But Bentsen, who has toured 30

states in the last year testing his

prospects, added "I found strong

support in almost all the major

states I've gone into."

Bentsen's announcement mixed
the goals of his candidacy with

strong criticism of the Nixon-Ford

administrations.

"For too long we have been
adrift," Bentsen said.

"This administration, which has

been in office since 1969, has failed

to govern with either wisdom or

foresight. It has bounced from crisis

to crisis.
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agreed to continue detente.

After more than five hours of

talks with Gromyko, Kissinger flew

to London Monday night for a

dinner with Prime Minister Harold

Wilson, who arrived from Moscow
himself shortly after Kissinger's

blue and silver air force jet landed.

Although there were a few stiff

exchanges, the Kissinger-Gromyko

talks in Geneva did not develop into

a tense confrontation as some
American officials expected. The

senior official said they were
slightly more formal than usual but

on the whole "jovial."

Standing side by side in the lobby

of the Geneva Inter-Continental

hotel after their final meeting, both
Kissinger and Gromyko agreed the
talks were "fruitful."

Gromyko added there were some
points on which they did not agree.

The major point was the Middle
East.

But the senior American official

said Kissinger believed there was
less chance than before the talks

that the Soviets would carry out a

determined campaign to block the

new interim agreement between
Egypt and Israel that Kissinger will

try to arrange when he returns to

the Middle East in March.

200,000 blackbirds
killed in Kentucky
PADUCAH, Ky. [UP/] - With

about 200,000 blackbirds dead but

thousands more still swarming, a

city official said yesterday another

attempt may be made to rid the

town of its feathered menace.
"We need to more thoroughly

assess the results before we go
ahead," said City Manager William

Howerton. However, he did not rule

out a bird kill under favorable

weather conditions last night.

Due to poor visibility, a plane

flying at tree-top level Saturday

night was only able to spray 60 per

cent of a 25-acre blackbird roost

that had been estimated to contain

1.5 million biros.

The soapy chemical spray,

tergitol, removes the protective oil

from the birds' feathers, causing

many to die from exposure to

freezing rain.

"It is possible if the prediction is

for more rain and hopefully colder

temperatures we will spray again,"

said Howerton. "We would like for

it to be in the upper or lower 30's

for the best results. Then it would
depend on the visibility for flying."

Meanwhile, 80 miles to the

southeast, Hopkinsville Major
George Atkins was awaiting word
from the Army whether it was
going to go ahead and spray the

chemical on birds roosting on the

Ft. Campbell Army Post.

Army officials in Washington
have been hesitant to order the

extermination following an appeals

court decision last week. The
decision gave them the go-ahead
but suggested the Army further

consult with "impartial" scientists

over the matter.

Doctors say bird droppings cause
a disease known as histoplasmosis

which attacks the respiratory

system but can destroy tissue

elsewhere and even cause blind-

ness. Area farmers complain that

the birds destroy their crops and
cause disease in their livestock.

Howerton called Paducah's
extermination efforts "a limited

success." He said the city has not

received any complaints after going

ahead Saturday night following

favorable court decisions.

"I really expected with all the

nationwide notoriety this thing is

receiving to get all types of letters

and obscene replies but so far

we've had nothing but com-
Dliments," said Howerton.
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Marine Officer Programs

College men who join the Marine Corps Platoon Leaders Class
don't do it for the money. They do It for the opportunity to develop
their leadership abilities before they graduate. All the training is

during the early or late summer only. Upon graduation you are
commissioned a Lieutenant of Marines.

But the money can come in — and it can come in handy:
besides pay during training you are eligible to receive $100 a month
every month of the school year— up to a maximum of $2,700 during
a college career.

The PLC program also welcomes men who plan to continue on to
law school. The PLC program lets you continue your schooling
uninterrupted until your law training is complete.

Your college education could lead to a rewarding association
with the Marine Corps. The PLC is a great way to start. For
complete information see the Marine Officer Selection Team that
visits the University of Massachusetts, Wednesday and Thursday,
19 and 20, February 1975, to discuss officer programs that are
available. The team visiting the campus will be located at the
Alumni House (Memorial Hall) from 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Information on Marine Officer Programs can be obtained by
contacting the Marine Officer Selection Office, 135 High Street,
hartford, Connecticut 06101. Phone 244-2168 or 244-2169.

Doctors criticize Edelin conviction
'Right-to-life'

groups hail verdict

By The Associated Press

The conviction of a

Boston obstetrician for man-
slaughter during an abortion may
have been guided by emotions and
shouldn't scare physicians away
from performing them in the future,

doctors and other leaders in the

medical field say.

But right-to-life groups hailed

Saturday's verdict against Dr.

Kenneth C. Edelin as a return to

"respect for the dignity for human

life" and warned ooctors must be
more careful about performing

even legal abortions.

The prosecution had claimed that

Edelin held the fetus inside the

mother's womb long enough for it

to die before removing it.

"I can envision every abortion

physician looking over his shoulder

because of this case," said Edward
J. Golden of Troy, N.Y., a past

president of the National Right to

Life Committee. "In a sense it

jeopardizes their status as a

physician with a potential man-
slaughter charge."

Ford to decontrol

price of "old oil"
WASHINGTON [UPI] -

President Ford will decontrol the

price of "old oil" even if Congress
does not impose an excess profits

tax to keep oil companies from
getting rich by the action, his

energy administrator said

yesterday.

Decontrol would almost surely

mean higher prices. The action

could be vetoed by Congress.

Frank G. Zarb, federal energy

administrator, told a House energy

subcommittee that decontrol of old

domestic crude oil on April 1 was
an integral part of Ford's plan to

make the United States in-

dependent of Arab oil producing

nations.

"Accordingly," Zarb said,

"congressional enactment of the

windfall profits tax by that time is

urgently required to prevent excess

profits accruing to the industry."

The daily production of oil as of a

certain date in 1972 is considered

"old oil" and subject to price

control.

UMASS

SOPHOMORES

If you are a sophomore man or woman who missed the opportunity
to join Army ROTC during your freshman and sophomore years — you
have the opportunity to apply for the Army ROTC two-year program.

We are looking for special people — individuals interested in learn-
ing more about the mainstay of National Defense, the United States
Army.

And we have a lot to offer too — accredited Military Science
courses; challenging extracurricular activities; a highly qualified

group of Army officers and noncommissioned officers sincerely in-

terested in YOUR abilities and goals; financial assistance; an in-

teresting, rewarding alternative in employment after graduation; and

the chance to serve over two hundred million Americans — as a com-

missioned officer in the active Army, Reserves or National Guard.

You owe it to yourself to get the facts about the two-year program.

Drop by and visit us in the Department of Military Science (located be-

tween Boyden Gym and Southwest) or call 545-2321. You'll be welcome,

there won't be any run-around, we'll have some answers for you — and

we're always good for a cup of coffee.

MUtyj
HEWLETT-PACKARDVA
i; *JdJ Texas Instruments TODAY

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

M^ Student Union Building

^|^ Rockwell International Colonial Lounge

^
Representatives from Rockwell International, Texas
Instruments and Hewlett-Packard will be present to

answer your questions concerning electronic pocket

calculators.

* New Products •

Come in and see the new calculators being offered by

each of these firms. The prices on their older models

have dropped as well. You may be surprised.

• SPECIAL PRICES •

The University Store will have special prices on a few

calculators for this day as well as coupons for

calculators that will be honored till the end of the

month.

a consumer awareness program sponsored by

university store uaptm® <c$u
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Edelin, a 36- year old Boston City

Hospital obstetrician, said his

conviction probably would
discourage other doctors from

performing abortions in hospitals.

But in an interview before the trial

he said, "People are still going to do
abortions - they always have. All

those horror stories you've ever

heard about botched abortions and
rusty coat hangers — they're all

true."

Some doctors expressed op-

timism the verdict will be over-

turned.

"He is a victim of social conflict

and I feel very concerned for him,"

said Dr. Jane Hodgson, a St. Paul,

Minn., gynecologist once cleared of

charges she violated her state's

abortion laws. "The conviction

certainly will be reversed on appeal

but I still feel depressed for him."

"Emotional factors may have

played a large part in this decision

by a lay jury," said Dr. Winfred Lee,

president of the Hawaii Medical

Association. 'The medical
profession anxiously awaits the

final legal decision following ap-

peal."

Edelin "was made a scapegoat

by anti-abortion forces," said the

National Abortion Rights Action

League in Washington. "To the

extent that physicians in

Massachusetts and elsewhere will

be intimidated from performing

legal abortions, this conviction will

contribute to the death of poor

women who will return to the back

alleys."

WASHINGTON \UPI\

Congress' view of gasoline
rationing has changed from the

only way to solve the energy

shortage to something only to be
done in an emergency.

This is now rather close to

President Ford's position, which is

the nation would have rationing

only "over my dead body." Ad-
ministration spokesmen later said

that means only in an emergency.

Earlier in this congressional

session, a few members of

Congress considered coupon
rationing of gasoline the only way
to solve energy and economic
problems quickly, reduce fuel use

and cut out some expensive foreign

oil.

"Rationing has sort of petered

out," said a staff member whose
senator once sponsored a man-
datory rationing bill.

"Nobody is really seriously

talking about mandatory rationing

anymore." said an aide to Rep. Jim
Wright, D-Tex., head of a House
Democratic task force on energy.

Both Senate and House task

forces trying to write a Democratic
energy program talk of rationing

only in a dire emergency-such as

another embargo on Arab oil im-

ports.

The "working paper" from which
Senate Democrats are operating

says it is "imperative" that there be

a standby rationing system to cope
with "a total import embargo" or

similar emergency.
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I WOK RESTAURANT

•'Chinese Home Style Cooking"

Open 7 Days— 5-10 p.m.

No Reservations Take Out ServiceI

I Tuesday Special: Dinners $2.99

I

Rte. 9, Hadley 586-1202

Across from Cumberland Farms

After college,
will you get the job

you deserve?

Let's face it, things aren't equal in today's job mar-

ket. Even with a college degree. But the Air Force

has jobs that fit your college education, on an equal

opportunity basis.

The Air Force is deeply involved to provide un-

derstanding for its people about the sensibilities and

sensitivities of others. Doing its part to make things

better. We're not perfect—yet. But brother, we are

getting there.

There are many job opportunities open to you as

an officer in the United States Air Force. You may
consider being a pilot or navigator.

And don't forget the Air Force ROTC Scholarship

Program. Scholarships that cover full tuition, reim-

bursement for textbooks, lab and incidental fees. Plus

an allowance of $100 a month and flying lessons.

Apply, qualify, and enroll in Air Force ROTC at

Air Force ROTC, Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass.

Call 5-2437

Put It All Together in Air Force ROTC
•*'• '-'•--»'•- «••«» * i i

'
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Congress changes view

on gas rationing

I summary

Wilson wants summit
MOSCOW \UPI\ - Prime

Minister Harold Wilson of Britain

called yesterday for an early summit
meeting to wind up the European

security conference, but indicated

this still depends on Soviet con-

cessions.

At a news conference ending his

four-day visit to the Soviet Union,

Wilson said he hopes the 35- nation

summit will take place this summer.
But he said this depends "on

adequate progress being made at

Geneva," where the security

conference is being held.

Wilson and Foreign Secretary

James Callaghan returned by plane

to London Monday night.

In the past, Britain has insisted

on a greater flow of ideas and

people between East and West, but

Wilson did not refer to that directly.

i

Meany wants tax cut

MIAMI BEACH \UPI\ - AFL-

CIO President George Meany said

yesterday Congress should cut

taxes by $30 billion instead of $20

billion, but added even that won't

stop the march toward 10 per cent

unemployment.

"Events are overtaking not only

the President, but Congress,"

Meany told a news conference after

opening the first of a series of

meetings of the 35- member AFL-

CIO executive council.

Massacre described

ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia [UPI]

Red-bereted government
paratroopers cut off hundreds of

fleeing, unarmed Eritreans who
staged a massive prison break in

the violence-wracked northern

province and mercilessly shot them

down, witnesses said yesterday.

Unofficial reports put the

casualty figure at around 700 and

described it as one of the worst

atrocities in the 13-year separatist

rebellion in the provice of Eritrea.

Government sources said an

official investigation of the reports

has begun.

Georgia defeats ERA
ATLANTA [UPI] - The Georgia

Senate voted emphatically against

ratifying the Equal Rights
Amendment yesterday, responding
to heavy lobbying by women
opposed to it and warnings of

Supreme Court tampering with

state laws.

"We have the most gracious and
beautiful ladies in the South," said

Sen. Hugh Gillis of Soperton, an
opponent of the ERA. "Let's show
the nation that we respect our

ladies."

The 33-22 vote marked the

second straight year Georgia has
turned down the ERA, a 1972 act of

Congress already ratified in 34
states.

It takes ratification by 38 state

legislatures to amend the Con-
stitution.

Camp Winnebago

for Boys

Fayette, Maine

Will be interviewing on
campus Feb. 19, 1975 —
sign up in the Placement
Office now!

Individuals who are in-

terested in children and
feel they have a skill which
they could teach or assist.
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Letters

Reconstructing an image
To the Editor:

On Tuesday, February 11, a
group of undergraduates in the

School of Education met to discuss

both current problems in the

School and ways of dealing \ >th

them. Two basic concerns emerged
from the students pnsent: 1] A lack

of communication dmor>g students,

as well as a lack of readily ac-

cessible information about the

structure of the School and the

offerings of the varioct proy.ams.

2\ A lack of undergraduate input to

the governing structures of the

School. We have begun to look for

ways to meet these needs - but we
can 't as a small group, do it alone.

We would like to encourage all

undergraduates to come to (he next
meeting. Our energies have been
dispersed for long enough, com-
plaining to one's neighbor does

nothing; organizing as a group can

be effective. The School is in a

state of flux; we stand a good
chance not only of not meeting our

present needs, but of losing our

present strengths. We also stand a

good chance of having our future

jobs threatened if the image of the

School does not reflect favorably

upon its students. Administrators

are not the only people who create

an image: we do too!

If you want some say in the

reorganization of the School; if you

have specific needs you want met;

if you want to help create an image

come to the next meeting:

Tonight, Tuesday, February 18th, in

Room 908 Campus Center at 7:00

p.m.

Debbie Lohman
Susie Mosher

Sue Green

Students tow the line!
To the Editor:

I'm writing in regards to the
incidents occurring about the
towing of my car.

My car was towed on February
10, 1975. I feel as though my car

was towed illegitimately. My car

was disabled in lot No. 50, I have a

current parking validation for lot

No. 22, therefore I couldn 't move it

to lot No. 22 before the towing
period began on February 10, 1975.

I left a note affixed on the wind-
shield of the car stating that it was
disabled and I couldn't move it

practically.

I feel this is unfair and unjust

treatment on the part of UMass
police department and Amherst
towing.

Another incident occurring about

the towing of my car happened on

February 11, 19/6 as I went to pick

it up. I he person with whom I was
in touch at Amherst towing was
very offensive and arrogant. The

total bill for the towing and storage

came to $21.00. The actual towing

was $15.00 the storage was $3.00 a

day. My car was there less than 25
hours and I was charged for 2 days

of storage: This (s unfair business

practice in my mind.

Without the car owning students

at the university Amherst Towing

would be a drop-in-a-bucket.

All things considered I feel, I

should be alleviated from paying

the fine, towing, and storage fees.

I'm planning to fill out an appeal

with UMass Police concerning the

$10.00 fine.

I would appreciate any student,

or other persons' response or

support in this matter.

Sincerely,

Michel Y. Rehayem

Vets protest CC action
To the Editor:

The Veterans' Coalition strongly

objects to the tactics taken last

Thursday night by John Corker,

Campus Center Director, at a

meeting of that building's Board of

Governors. The issue was the

arbitrary termination of a student

employee without being-given due

process, or notification of specific

charges. Mr. Corker refused to

answer questions posed to him by
Board members, unless the Board

went into Executive session.

Present also at the meeting were

representatives of the Collegian,

Student Organizing Project,

Bluewall employees [where the

terminated employee had been

assigned] and the Veterans'

Coalition [the employee is a

veteran]. Though these
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From our perspective

Unite and conquer

representatives would be forced to

leave during executive session,

eight professional members of the

building 's -"management team "

would be allowed to remain.

The Veterans' Coalition asks the

Board of Governors two questions:

[1] does the Board feel it best

represents its stockholders [student

fee-payers] at closed door
hearings? [2] does the management
have the right to decide when and
where they will be accountable for

their actions?

We urge the Board to hear the

facts of the case in an open
meeting Tuesday [tonight]. If Mr.

Corker continues to stonewall the

issue, censure or termination
proceedings should be initiated

against him.

Veteran's Coalition

7 Signatures

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's sddress and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they

must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

he editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

The town of Amherst faces a serious

housing crisis now and in the next months.

The crisis affects everyone wishing to live

off-campus, as well as the many people

that already do. This town needs rent

control.

The obvious problem facing the town is

the supply and demand situation in the

Amherst housing market. The influx of

potential renters from the dormitories,

should there be optional residence, will

eventually force rents upward. There is no
control over landlords raising their rents.

At stake are the rights

of every student,
whether they live on or

off-campus; what is

needed is unity. An end
to mandatory dorm
residence and rent
control go hand in hand.
The main emphasis has
to be on rent control

right now, as it has
received far less at-

tention than the dorm
policy.

A direct route to rent control lies in the
passage of bill H. 1957 currently being
considered by the House Local Affairs
Committee. It calls for permanent
availability of rent control for any city or
town in the state that wants it. People are
needed to call their state representatives
and senators to let them know how much
we need rent control here. More in-

formation about rent control bills as well
as grassroots lobbying is available from
the University and State Communications
Council 413A Student Union, tele. 545-0217.

Another channel, and one that could
produce action on a broader spectrum of

issues, is that of local involvement. There
are openings for Town Meeting Members
in every precinct in Amherst. To appear on
the town ballot, it takes just ten signatures
from registered voters in your precinct.
The Town Meeting Warrant will contain

an article which, if passed, will ask the
State Legislature to enact special rent
control legislation specifically for the
Town of Amherst. Since pre-election
preparation and the Legislature's con-
sideration of permanent rent control are
happening simultaneously, it is crucial

that people get involved in both avenues of

action.

If enough students and concerned town
residents run for Town Meeting Member
and win, the prospects of organizing a

voting bloc for the meeting would be very
good. Good enough to try and organize

before the April 8 election. A recruitment
meeting for potential candidates for Town
Meeting member, and anyone else in-

terested in tieing local issues into a new
local "party" platform, is being held

TONIGHT at 8 p.m. at the Hampden
Center in Southwest (in

.
front of the auditorium).
No party as yet exists;

the meeting will be in-

formal, but it could also

change Amherst politics

this year.

In direct relation to the

rent control issue, it is

very important for

UMass students, on-

campus and off-campus,
to register to vote in the

town whose laws most
directly affect their lives. It is a

simple procedure to register here. A large

student turnout in the April election will

put the town on notice that students are
interested in their rights and their role in

this very pressurized community. If you
take the attitude of letting someone else

influence these problems, well, you're
going to pay for it.

IMPORTANT DATES
TUES. FEB. 18, 8 p.m. Hampden

Commons, S.W.— Meeting for prospective
Town Meeting Members, and people in-

terested in developing a local party
platform.

TUES. MARCH 11 by 4:30 p.m. — Last
day to file nomination papers for Town
Meeting Member (call or see Town Clerk,

253-3885).

WED. MARCH 19 by 4:30 p.m. — Last
day to register to vote in Town Election (at

Town Clerk's office, Town Hall).
TUES. APRIL 8 — Annual Town

Election.

MON. MAY 5 — Annual Town Meeting,
first night.

All unsigned editorials represent the opinion of
the majority of the Board of Editors.

Zamir Nestelbaum

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Mudslide campaign predicted
In the wake of other recent announced

bids for the Presidency of 1976, Senator

Roscoe J. Frisbee of Pennsacola has just

announced his candidacy for the office. His

candidacy marks the 72th announcement of

such, with the election still almost two years

away. In his statement, Frisbee emphasized

that the nation has been derailed and that he

would get it back on its tracks and choo-

chooing along.

"What we need is a moral uplifting and

easy money for all. I promise you, that if you

trade in your used Ford and buy a brand new
Frisbee, you'll soon be winging your way to

an America I love. U'll even give you a big

trade in allowance on that Ford. Remember,

if you find a CAH, without Frisbee mini

sticker price tag on it, ASK FOR THE KEYS
ITS YAH CAH! 1 1 My name is Roscoe

Frisbee!!!"

Frisbee's public relations approach will

continue to be one of a used car salesman

asking that his product (himself) be bought.

This despite the fact that it was precisely this

method that was employed by an infamous
recent ex- president.

Senator Frisbee has had a long and
illustrious career and is indubitably qualified

for the task. A graduate of Halibut State

College, he made the Who's Who in

American Colleges and Universities in 1929.

HE was of course Chairman of the Who's
Who selection committee. Later on in the

Senate, he made the Congressional Who's
He list, an award meted out to Congressmen
who've never been to Washington D.C., or

who like Harold Donahue, are there in body
only. Before his career in the Senate, Frisbee

rose to riches while operating a White
Slavery Ring through the Isle of Borneo and
working as a Rumrunner through the Straits

of Bosporus. He then parlayed his con-

nections and was appointed Governor of

American Samoa, without even knowing
where it was or anything about it.

Commentary

Bean
t

own bureaucracy

By ELLEN GAVIN
People in Boston seem to have strong

opinions about things. Take busing for

example. Or abortion.

When the foreman of the jury at the Edelin

manslaughter trial was asked for the verdict,

he shouted "guilty!" in a tone which many

say smacked of vengeance. This was one

strong indication that the guilty verdict

handed down on Saturday was more of a

negative reaction to abortion in general than

an accurate, well- reasoned assessment of

the facts on the part of the nine man, five

women jury.

The six week trial arose out of a grand jury

indictment of Edelin for the manslaughter of

a 24 week old fetus; he allegedly murdered

the fetus during a legal abortion whick he

the fetus during a legal abortion which he

performed on a seventeen year old woman at

The major point of contention during the

trial was whether or not the fetus was a

person, a self-sufficient human being, which

was smothered by Edelin during the course

of the abortion. Attempting to address the

issue of 'when life begins,' the expert

testimony was contradictory, with the

prosecution presenting "right-to-life"

advocates whose biases against abortions

became obvious. The only eyewitness

testified that the fetus showed no signs of

life when it was removed from the patient's

•iterus.

The judge's instructions to the jury

concerning points of law explicitly stated

that "a fetus is not a person, and it is not the

subject of human slaughter." Yet the

prosecution must have successfully con-

vinced the jury that a "person" was born the

moment Edelin detached the placenta from

the uterine wall, and that a living person was

murdered rather than an unborn fetus

aborted. Resorting to a rather despicable

tactic, showing a photograph of the fetus to

the jury, the prosecution successfully created

the illusion that "it looked like a baby." Many

of the jurors claimed that the pictures were

what finally convinced them.

Dr. Kenneth Edelin was a doctor who was

dedicated to the premise that a woman has

the right to an abortion, and that poor

women in particular have the right to safe,

competent care for any medical problem. He

spent much of his time ser/ing indigent

clients for little or no pay: he believed that

people were more important than money.

Over the course of the trial, Edelin was hailed

as both a hero and a tyrant. The trial became

a political forum for the long-standing debate

over the abortion Issue. Yet it was neither the

time nor the place for such a discussion. The

Supreme Court as of January 23, 1973 had

already spoken to the issue of a woman's

right to abortion. A woman's right to an

abortion up to and including the second

trimester of her pregnancy has been

guaranteed.

Even though Edelin was performing what

he believed to be a legally and medically

approved operation, he is now facing a

maximum sentence of twenty years. Edelin is

a black man, and one alternate juror con-

tended that racial prejudice had been a factor

in the decision to convict.

So a jury of Bostonians, and Bostonians

seem to be very sure of a lot of things these

days, took on a task which everyone else

seems to be avoiding. They were arrogant

enough to believe that they could decide

when life begins, and convict a man for

violating their arbitrary distinction. But the

final say - legally speaking that is - does not

rest with the Irish Catholics from Boston.

The Supreme Court will be faced with a

decision which it has neither the will nor the

capability, nor, perhaps, the right to decide.

Ellen Gavin is a Collegian commentator from the Progressive News Service.

Putting energy

into gear

After Frisbee's election to the United
States Senate, he quickly earned a spot of

the Senate Room Service Committee. This

Committee oversees the operation of

brothels and quick-stop motels from coast to

coast. Senator Frisbee quickly became one
of its foremost troubleshooters and was
constantly out in the field doing legislative

research for the Committee. Despite this

hectic and frenetic pace, Frisbee did manage
to co-sponsor a bill, along with Hubert
Humphrey and Wilbur Mills, outlawing the
distribution of Coors Beer to Outer Mongolia.

Senator Frisbee's campaign strategy will

be simple. To hurl and sling mud at his

opponents. He plans to hit President Ford on
his reputed addiction to romilar and on his

reputed inability to think and chew gum at

the same time. One of his biggest gimmicks,
sources say, will be to wear a football helmet

to show the public that his brains have not

been sizzled on the gridiron. Senator Frisbee

will also fire volleys at the other candidates,

accusing Bentsen of looking and smelling

like crude oil, and Jackson of being Warren
Harding's clone. The other 70 candidates will

also get theirs.

Frisbee hopes to capture large chunks of

disaffected Americans on both sides of the

fence, by plopping his large ass firmly down
on it. It is in this manner that he favors gun

control by maintaining that anyone caught

with a gun should be shot on sight. Similarly

he is pro abortion but he maintains that

anyone inclined towards one should be

capitol punishment should be gassed im-

mediately, his position papers state. It is in

the way, Frisbee's is pleasing every one. As
far as forced busing is concerned, Frisee is

dead set against it. He feels that waiters and
waitresses should take up the slack and earn

their tips.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!!!

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian columnist

The right to live?

Where Justice hangs free

By KYRIAKOS KAROUTOS

The State Department, true to its lack of

principles, has refused to allow the

Yugoslavian people to take just revenge

against this criminal. But, what do you

expect of the State Department? Justice?

Look somewhere else for this elusive dream,

for justice has become an ideal instead of a

reality. The fact is, democracy has become

an ideal, freedom has become an ideal, a

government who represents the people has

become an ideal. Noble values have become,

or perhaps remained, ideals while vile

practices have become standardized norms.

Andrija Artukovic is a former Minister of

Justice and Internal Affairs in the Nazi-

controlled Croatian regime of Ante Pavelic.

He has been condemned by Yugoslavia as

being responsible for the deaths of

"thousands of men, women, and children-

Serbs, Croats, Jewish people, gypsies, and
other citizens of Yugoslavia who were often

cruelly tortured and deprived of their

property." Andrija Artukovic is just another

Nazi criminal; he is not unique, he is not

exceptional. The circumstances which
surround him though, do present a con-

siderable basis for critical analysis. Andrija

Artukovic, the butcher, the Nazi, the worm,
lives in the land of "the free and the brave"—
yes, he lives among us, in our country, in our

soil, in the United States of America.

Shocked? You should not be. Artukovic

represents an integral and crucial part of this

country's oppressive policies. He is a

Yugoslav citizen who after the war seeked

refuge in Ireland and Switzerland before he
found it in this country. Ireland and Swit-

zerland, true to their democratic principles,

refused to let him contaminate their soil with

his vile presence. The United States did grant

him refuge.

Do we have justice when the Nixons are

allowed to remain among the living? Do we
have justice when foreign radicals, ad-

vocating constructive changes and reforms,

are being deported while Nazi criminals are

being protected by the most powerful

country in the world? Do we have democracy
when political dissidents are being per-

secuted even though they may constitute a

majority of the people? Did you oppose
Ford's pardon of Nixon? Then, you are a

dissident. You do not have to be a radical, a

leftist, a Marxist, to be considered a

dissident. The majority of the American
people opposed Ford's "gift" to Nixon. So
what? Did this opposition result in anything

constructive? Nixon is still alive, free, and
well, and Ford is still on the throne, er...helm,

of the country. Democracy? Representative

government?

As long as war criminals are allowed to live

upon this globe, there will always exist the

fetus and the consequent rebirth of another

Nazist regime. Artukovic, and his cohorts

must be eschewed as an example of justice

and democracy. Nazi-minded individuals will

occupy some space upon this earth as long

as their idols are allowed to remain alive.

Although Nazism will not be totally

eliminated, a positive and giant step will be

taken when every Nazi war criminal has been

executed.

The Yugoslavian and Jewish people

demand the deportation of Andrija Ar-

tukovic. The obstacle to the road towards

justice must be removed and Artukovic must

faci just punishment for his crimes.
" he Yugoslavs demand justice, the Jewish

people demand justice, the dead victims,

deep within their graves, demand justice, the

international community demands justice,

and I demand justice. Do you?

Kyriakos Karoutos is a Collegian Commentator

By JOSEPH LLAMAS

I ne energy crisis started about two and a half years

ago. Since then all of our lives have been changed.

I've heard that oil and natural gas will run out in about

ten years. If that is true, we must all try to help find

new and better ways to make electricity. I oppose

nuclear power because it would take just one accident

to kill or damage every living organism within about a

70 mile radius. The problem is all of ours, so we better

get to it.

Joseph Llamas, a Student at Amherst Junior High

School, is a Collegian guest commentator.

Notable Quote
"/ concluded that I must be wrong...that

maybe I was myself unconcerned about the

fetus and that this was where my own
feelings were out of order. " John G. Kelly,

juror, explaining his reason for changing his

vote from not guilty to guilty in the Edelin trial.

These are your pages

Atte..uon all Op-Ed staff and prospective members:
special meeting of the editorial page staff tonight at

8:00 in Campus Center rms. 911-915. New members,
women, and Third World people are urged to attend.

Bring your ideas, your gripes, your talents; bring

yourselves! Important!

come and claim them!
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Matman Fenton takes title

By JOHN BOCK
The Boston University wrestling

team came up with a record 187%
points and seven champions to run

away with the third Yankee
Conference Wrestling Tournament.

The Terriers easily outdistanced the

Minutemen who placed third with

81 points and had only one

champion in heavyweight Dennis

Fenton. Defending YanCon
Champs URI were second with two
champions and 144% points.

To try and analyze why BU, a

team that was blasted by URI in a

dual match last semestei, placed all

ten wrestlers in the finals one would

have to look in East Lansing,

Michigan and College Park,

Maryland for starters. While URI

and UMass were on extended

intersession road trips through the

Midwest and the South and in-

curring injuries that woulc come
back to haunt them at this time in

the season, the Terriers were

wrestling out their schedule in New
England and really getting them-

selves up for the tournament.

UMass only had two top seeds in

the tournament in 158 pounder Cliff

Blom and heavyweight Dennis

Fenton. The season has ended

rather abruptly for co-captain Blom.

With a pin over Dennis Gaviola of

UR n the quarter finals and a 7-1

victory over Larry Koleque of Maine

in the semi's Blom severely

Rimwomen
take two

By GREG LEVINS
The UMass Minutewomen

improved their record to 5-2 over

the long weekend with a pair of

victories over Vermont and New
Hampshire.

After thrashing Vermont 93-60

Friday night in the Cage, the

Minutewomen then completed the

sweep with a 63-48 win over New
Hampshire yesterday at NOPE.

Friday night, the turning point

was a scrapping, ball- hawking full-

court press employed by UMass at

the outset of the game. The press
;

had Vermont so baffled that the \

Minutewomen scored the first

fourteen points of the game.

Midway through the first half,

UMass upped its lead to 31-12 and

left the court at intermission with a

53-22 edge.

Early in the second half, Vermont
mounted a mild comeback, but the

closest they could come was 57-37.

UMass roared back though, and

with 6:42 left were in command, 79-

49.

UMass was led by Ann Foley,

who came off the bench to toss in n

game high 23 points, with Nancy
O'Ncil adding 17,

Yesterday afternoon. UMass
committed enough turnovers,

fouls, violations and mistakes in the

first half to last them an entire

season) UMase held a 10-5 ad-

vantage midway through the half

and by thu seven minute mark had

stumbled to en 18-10 lead. The first

half imdud with UMass ahead 28

21.

Whitn play resumed the

Mlnuttiwomen got rolling, jumping

out to a 40-26 lead. That press

which had been so impressivn

•aaJnet Vermontmm now teeing its

Mt on USM Led by Nb-cy O'MeaT*

20 point* end Chrt* Bt*4*'t 13.

UMms .^:*d *• rest of the *tr

dislocated his shoulder in the finals

match against Cliff Whalen of BU.

Whalen took Blom down, Blom
escaped and ihot a hard double leg

which Whalen countered with a

head lock and when they came to

the mat the shoulder came out. It

means a seven week recuperation

in a shoulder sling and no New
England tournament this year.

The Minutemen ended up with

two thirds and three fourths when
the final tally was in. Kevin Griffin

won a forfeit from Steve Jabaut,

also of UMass, in the 150 pound
class Jabaut was second seeded
(each team could enter fifteen

wrestlers in the tournament) but a

nagging back injury caused him to

lose his semi-final match and
consequently forfeit in the con-

solation finals. Tom O'Connell took

a third with a 3-1 decision over

URI's Paul Perino at 190. O'Connell

could have been in the finals except

that he tried a desperation lateral

drop in the semi's against BU's
Mark Nichols and ended up on his

back and dropping the bout, 7-4.

Brian Chew took a fourth at 126

pounds in only his second ap-

pearance in a UMass uniform. Glen

Grenon was the other fourth placer

for the Minutemen in the 134 pound
class.

Tonight at Hanover, New
Hampshire, the Minutemen take on

the Big Green of Dartmouth

o
r

(/:

Guard Joanne Smith
tosses up a shof despite

the efforts of Australia's

Sandra Tomlinson in

last Wednesday's ac-
tion.

College in what looks to be a very
tight bout. The Big Green have
more talent in their heavyweights
than any team in New England.
They have three returning New
England place winners in 167
pounder Kevin Young, 177 pounder
Rick Clark, and 190 pounder Jim
Conterato. Heavyweight Ernie
Williams is supposed to give Dennis
Fenton a hard time and be the
challenge to Fenton in the New
Englands.

Hockey cont.
cont. from back page
Colby was penalized for cross-

checking and at 7:29 Dana Laliberte

tallied from Quintan and Dan
Claypool.

Counihan and Claypool drew fish

hooks with bait and needless to say

the redundant shot at 0:24 drew
thru a screened Redmond's solar

plexus the ending shots were at SB-

SI edge for UM as Co Bo wouldn't

give up the ship. At 6:37 Gallacher

on an even strength went thru

fishers Scott Blackburn and Steph
Werntz on a shot-iambic-

pentameter-along the rte. % way
up the side. At 17:34 under a

minute had passed Doug D'Ewart

found Boothbay Harbor from a map
held by Bob Owens and Bill Regan
on oh vy! an inside -nr. pst, disk

along the short from Ellis who
couldn't hold the bait at the rte. pt.

when by now the legs were starting

to feel weak.

At 13:18 McCormack tallied his

6th from Merchant on another

along the zamboni- cleared ice to

the short side) At 15:26, Billy White,

scored his 4th from Lamby Er

Bobby on the same thing againl

At 5:06 White came the final

game-winner of the journey as

Gallacher from D'Ewart found the

inside post along the ice.

BBall cont.
cont. from back page
TICKLING TH€ TWINE -

Laewen once ago* used Bur**
EnrJeocr, end BeYttoe in the same
flea>up with tech socom undi
Bu*e got meo toet voubt* late in

the fret half.

Etdndge turned n the Offensive

play of 9m game in breaking up
whet looked to be e aura hoop.

UCom'a Iart WAson broke m ©ne-

on-one againet EttSdge on a loot

feet, e^d the rreehma* geard fefl

down But Ekjhdge, in a sitting

po*non. retained hia conpoeure
and tacked the bef ewoy as Weaon
suerroced to .dribble past.
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NOW THE TV CRITICS MAKE IT UNANIMOUS
" 'Le Sex Shop' it not for children, bui it it (or adulu who ran soil*

through • nude, bul nevrr dirty lampoon of pornographic movies.

'Lr Sex Shop* aas been madr by Claude Berri with a twinkle in hi*

eye. his tongue in his cheek and laughs

«ll over the place."

-G*a* Skolil. WNBC-TV

"Totally delightful' There itt much nudity

and simulated sex in this him. !>ut if

your wife, or husband has never seen an

X-rated movie, 'Le Sex Shop' is the one
to take her, or him to. It is wholesome,
refreshing and delirious!',- funnv satire."

-Stewart Klein. WNEW TV

"Thix charming French comedy, is the

first really Kophiilicatrd X -ruled movie
shown, and prove* that sex is not just fun

but that it also can be very funny."
-Kevin Sanders. WABC TV

"Le Sex Shop' is the cleanest X-rated
movie I have ever seen It's a film that

even the Burger Court could love."
-I^onard Harris. Wt BSTV:
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Gymwomen break SC win streak
By BILL DOYLE

The streak is over. Last Saturday

night before a record crowd of over

2,500, the UMass women's
gymnastics team defeated
Springfield College, 104.15 103.10,

for the first time even in a dual

meet. That wasn't the only streak

that was broken through, as the

loss was Springfield's first since

1968, which covered a streak of 40

consecutive dual meet wins.

The victory makes UMass the

number one team in the East.

The Minutewomen trailed 26.65-

26.30 after the vaulting and the lead

stayed the same as both teams

scored 25.65 on the uneven bars.

The turning point of the meet was
Jeannine Burger's balance beam
routine, for which she received an

8.95. Burger went through her

routine with an abundance of

confidence. She had no major

breaks and finished with a flurry.

Even Burger, who never seems
satisfied with her routines, smiled

after her near perfect performance.

Burger's beam routine seemed to

create uneasiness for Springfield,

as none of their women came up
with a really good performance in

that event.

Meanwhile UMass' Susan
Cantwell improved on near per-

fection, as she bested Burger's

score on the beam with a smooth
routine of her own for a 9.15. Cheryl
Smith, who had a strong day for

UMass, also did well on the beam
with an 8.30 to give UMass over a

two point victory in the event and
the lead in the meet, 78.35-76.55.

Springfield scored well in the

floor exercise to take the final event
but UMass still came out on top in

the final score.

The announcement of the final

score was delayed for a while
because Springfield protested the

lowness-of some of their beam and
floor scores. The protests were
denied and UMass handed the

Chiefs their first loss since Nixon's
first election as President.

In the vaulting, Cheryl Smith
came through with an 8.60,

Cantwell got good height and
distance on her Yamashita vault for

an 8.85 and Burger tied Cantwell's

score to give UMass a strong top

three. But Springfield, who was a

much bigger team than UMass,
took the event behind Patti Kural's

9.05, Katherine Kolemainen's 8.80

and Stephanie Jones' 8.80.

the judges. Cantwell stopped once
during her routine but still scored

an 8.6 and Burger scored an 8.7 to

take high honors. Springfield

stayed ahead by tying UMass on
the unevens as Jones, Kolemainen,

and Debbie Dunkley scored well.

At this point, Springfield ap-

peared relaxed, as they were
laughing on the bench and cheering

on their teammates. This all

changes after Burger's beam
routine.

Cheryl Smith received an 8.65 for

her fast paced floor exercise to take

high honors for UMass. Cantwell

struggled a bit but scored an 8.6.

Burger fell hard trying to go into a
front layout after doing a front

handspring, but got up and finished

well. Pam Stechroat, who again

was off a little in her other events,

scored an 8.55 for her floor exercise

to make up for Burger's 7.90 and
give UMass the victory.

Cantwell won the all-around with
her best total ever, 35.2. Burger

came in second with 34.4 and
Kolemainen took third.

Coach Virginia Evans, usually
cautious with her comments,
revealed after the meet, "We won
because we have a better team."

UMass is

Springfield.

now 3-1, as is

Assistant coach Mike Kasavana
said that the crowd was the most
ever to attend a UMass women's
gymnastics dual meet at UMass.

Ann Olson has a fluid routine on

the uneven bars that thrilled the

crowd and received an 8.35 from o
z
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Ur>Aass gymnast Cheryl Smith performs on balance beams in victory over

Springfield College last weekend. The gym women's win snapped a Chiefs winning

string of 40. It was the Chiefs first loss since 1968.

Gymmen sink Navy;
victory a cruise

*r ani ooy
A word of warring ao future

UMet* men's wmneefcct op-

ponent* don't <e*ch che

Miffjiemen. and eepeCffty M
Btou*tt. on the retooo** That to

exactly whet tho US Wave.

Acederrr 4M toft Seno-dey «1

tarnoon, a* BheWttutrntMA, COfftftQ

off a poor pertocmerce in the*

prevout meet with Southern
Conr+cucut, dapni*2 of the

M .nhomen M4.10-llO.6i at

AnMpotf.
UVtm' total MOT only 10 *#h**l

thee beet sow* *%* assign wfreca

:hey touted agem! SpmgfteeJ, Bel

&«ou««S totaled onh; 4903 agenet

Southern but came back with his

cereer feign of $30 aoanat Mevy in

The leineeema* took a ten pom
lead elter the ft** two even* and
crueed «n the rest erf the wav for the

victory.

Many MnuNrn** turned o the*

aeeaoVa baa* pe^Ofmanoee. Coach
(Xinn ae»d. B/oueeTft ftoo* roetf**

*m labeled ea fw beat *** year by

Dunn, a* he scored a 9.0 M tie

N*.yt Was Hal for Nrg** honor*.

S9*«* Maries' side horso ro«6n*

&&. fVcuUtt* side bone HI
Broutet's p-bart IR97I ntouAft'*

hf^beria&i ard Jdtal &j"fdon'»

hfh be* ||.0$ were Mr be**

tcoree #%fjr.

** *ou add up Btoueteta bail

scene* *** eeeson n the varbu*

events. Cn*ch Otm said. "yOu

oet W 15 end he atnoet reeched

*\a\ »n one «*et*'

UM*** came UPwfl* *mt beet p-

bar total* iNt eeaton 0«37l and

en* of their better • nng per-

Iorrrfar*f0e*i34 23l The Mo»r*men
tost ** letl throe events b»t by ttm

Take Command of Your Future

The Opportunity to b* a COM-
MISSIONED OFFICER rt available to

all qualified student*. The Navy it

currently accepting application* for a
variety of Imlcresting and challenging

OFFICER positions for COLLEGE
STUDENTS with different academic
background*. YOU may have what It

takes to qualify for

NUCLEAR POWER

NAVAL AVIATION

NAVY LINE OFFICER

NAVY NURSE CORPS

See Your Navy Information Team on Campus

Location: Placement Center or call 518-472-4424 todai

Date: 218, 2-19, 2-20, 3-11, 3-12

Mevy had a lew pood
ur. ea eotpeeted they ddn't fceve

tht depth w defeen UMaao. Beetfe*

Iter* victory in the floor eMr>6ee.

h» won the *su*tr>g <fc2), fete

Woowter? captured the pber*

19.401. and >ohn Yocfcey took tfw

r*th bar 19330 Navy dkJnt havo

mjdh bacainfl them up, a* in

event* fhat Mdei^pmen
rVWutemen rranaped to ta»e mots
of the aocono* a«d ttwd*

CYM OEMS: UMase o nee. 4 2

oa the reed and ufdefeated v3 *f aft

home wheee they w* play the rest

of the»r meets the) season. Coach
Osnn praoed Oeve Ku^kcff lor

a^pther strong day IM? on the ude
apne and M0 on the pbarsi.

UWa** wtvs off le it* vautorg and

NQh bar to there « eta room fo«

mptowteg tH» tow. Roy Jo*n*on
a«d an off day eteo. loietng only

47.07 m tlw aavaroend*.

WMUA
Tonight WMUA preoenta e

spec** sport* dcubMheadar ,

750 UMae* and Vermont play for

test P«ao» m the Vaee.ee Con-

thence TheA at >ft30 feo*w*g

PKrfioa* the UMaa* pucfceier*

lace the vvadcat* of UNH from

Durham. New Hetepeaire. A
Mtauteman spent OOvb»rr»f>edet on

the Voice of !* kAnatemen.

WMUA
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Vandalism ongoing Fine Arts Center problem
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The UMiu Fine Arts Center has been beset by extensive vandalism
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Moore House student runs

for town meeting member

Doonesbury starts today
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SCER studies show that budget

allocations are inequitable
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Handicapped UMass students

can't find parking spaces
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Ford meets GOP leaders for tariff support Israel may get oil supplies from Iran

Seeks backing

in case of veto
WASMKGTON iUP$)
• slaUM Font appi*Mtf coa-

•rlnCed CongrSOS wO r«f«€< Ml
ncreeted tariff 00 torapn Oi.

worked yoatentey to mus"«"
enough Ruputtcen support oo

•he tike efteoaVe iftroug* a

MMMk
FVesdsntial Ores* $OCr*C*ry Ron

fees*** eold «*pors»rs Ford olio
eap<essed to& GOP senator* and
><y<»n»ww mi mpetence w»th

lewrTUiuora "wtstng tans' erd N*
to conipronvo* to got
endanerg* pn»g*erns

The Whale House sod Ford

eutkned sts* scenario to GOP
IWQUIIliQOOl kStdOtS 01 bcMfcfMl
He expects Congress to poot *

Oil negating fsa or import Ufiff; hi

intends to veto tha to; and he

wont* ftapubacana to tec* him to

9m hat k> Cor grata iu»t thar.

'Wh«t wo rood 90 do O to

>u*tem Ow vote. tr*n lit Congress
pst oo work on e* energy erae/em
md are rrUght to reedy 10 mate
accomodations 90 OOIO*." Ne**e»
Mid lend told the lewrreko**.

The Democratic controlled

o> esptcted lodey eo

ordered 13 a barret

hate «i pi enporc tariff*. Qui Ntiitn
ted recent NY*** House surveys

•how Fo*d*l strength oo the raa.*

•rxreeong -o Gongr***

TreotMV Secretary WHonv 1
non ro*d t*e t««*t»4t meeto?

ccogreee-OAei suggestions thei an
oJ asoeeton <*>c<a sveiew oo
subsntuted <ot Ivgser tehtf* wostd
oest American* 4X.CC0 job* He
•old en etxeoon system would
moon 110.000 serv<e station*

"would have e very cktfieutt time

ssavwtng,*

Wesson told Ford **d ho aides

stressed the svee step *3 e bend
0i tenff bOOM it but en interim

noeeure to Cut dependence on
loreig* e**rgy Neeton said fo-d %

toe< pla* lot making the robon
•nctepenoant of fo*e*jn suppiasrs by
19B5 O the energy propose! suf>

Titled 90 Congrats leet rsonth.

flteseen said Ford bekevea the

Of Ccnjress to act on his

90 work on the lex cms." Netscn

in

itstng efforts to

[Segment end poy fV iKfoesod fuel

Tn« rnwdene tf**s Congress

oeght to soQP costing one oed got

sod fold's ode* told th«
00*^ leedem they e^e oenpow»d
beceuee the tea cets hove «ot vol
emerged from the House We** «i<j

Mfsjne Committee end »h|-
Coogros* has done nothing it^r
onotgy o»otp9 dobsoj Fotxf* erpon
too ordo*

Weather conditions set

for deaths of birds
PADUCAH Kf. \0Pfl - Cm;

Meneger Ween HowO'ton m-1

yostendey weethet oendiSOM loofc

•rod - euUnwmg ie^peatu4es

0«d roei - for enother oneopf W
rfd HO* Oh*0 rho* cry of Oboe* e

mBon tfockf^dt.

Thet's «*ot offloois eey it wd
«oVo before tto birds 25-ecro *oost

con be doused for e second time

wfti torgitol. s soepy <hsm<of weed
m e*te*i*niong the no>oy

oreeiure^ HoMtfton sod the

NViSonef Weether ServCO hod

roneeeet 30 to 30 degroe torn*

peretunss wtti e 30 per oent chenee

of rssrv

Hewovor. Howenon ted the city

OAfy hod 800 or 900 geions of

tergtci loft o«d "once *>e*t gone,

ifvst W»l to it fO« tNt \oe«
"

80 rr»ies to t»>«

southeesi Hoptinswio residents.

wore entiousiy ovvalting the
PentogoA's decision on whether so

»p*»v the cheritcai en en
17.5 mion birds roosting jt

t I CimptWl

Hopiinsville Meyor George
Atkins wes notrlod lite Mondoy by
Undensec*etery of the Army Henry
Koran thet three scientists he*
oompSttid thee reviev* of ft
Cempbftl s bird extefmnstion
piens

A p(oe>«nerY review of the report

>*ows ohete is no ncSceto* wSw
ttsoy ahouti not novo eheed v\

the bed) kJOng effon." A0\o» sod

US Mideast talks

center on oil

PAMS WP> - S ftth
Mof^»mm»o, Rett Pehlevl of Iron
sod yeeierdt, he wfi keep oi
suppees stowing to Isrosf oo pott of

J
new secoenent Secnstory of

Stste Henry A Kieenger is Oying to
negc4iste in the Middls Eest

Tfco Shoh sfeo deoored thet dan
** 'ofuse to tese pen in ony ol
•mbergo.

ti wee teemed met Km**>^<
t'Oufihl up the posobOty of Icon

eepphmg Isrosf wih oi oonv
••^"•iy rf thst country agree* SO
etutn *m cepSifod Abe Rodsss oi
osde to (gyp* oe pert of e re**
•nltrtn peoco SOttlem«-t

it'*** copojted the eefdf In the
MKJ W^Jls Eost wer end owendy
otnens etout 03 per cent of its oi

from the**.

StsrdVtg bSOidO ICOSinger «*. the

tosfsonobss Oofder Oand Hone) m
Zunco efoer their two end e heft

hou* tesvs it* Sheh tofd reporssn
who osfiod sboul oi supptOe to

inset

'Out policy • to sofl o4 so tnoos
who buy it Once the tinker* ere

k»»ded. we dent osnt where a got*
beceuse it n puoesy e cowmsrooi
Ow*soction~

He eddod thei ho counoy kept
cofMeerco o*d poMOc* open Iron

hed twm boyoottsd anyone, he
said, and wo»id not take part n a
new csf ewborgo, which he n
decsted he thought would fa<

anyway because of «n<reosed
irocfrple* of oi
A s inigr American officii!

confirmed that the Unwed Siotes

wasttudyingssoideaof acsngase

President Ford attends the While Howe swearisyg in ceremony for Betty Murphy
yesterday. Murphy is to become the chairman of the National Labor Relations
Board.

Governors discuss economics,

politics at annual conference

X.

3

WA$Hf,\GT0N \UPi\
M«**t«p) Gov rtw-AaV«»j
voanrday he doubts Gov. George
C Wafaxe ofAlabama w*i seek, tht
P'esidency in 19TO - ood
seggsossd Wswaco coukj >x> tonne/
count on the Sotth'e loyotfy.

Waaace, enppted by a befast m
W2, "m not a viable can-
etdae* becauo* of ha> disabi-
W^Ser ma at a news conference at

dss start of the mjd-vmter frakedrsj

of the aetton's gov^mcr*. whose
chief concern was econonUc*. not

tebaoa at rrwrwy "peperlng over tfae

proolmi-

Weeer swd last winter'* eysoam
of affoceton* or evon 'itiomng
- would bo c^ensraoks to fo*f>
progrsm Gov. Ph*p W. Moot of

Rhode Mend said Forde enport
tariff swesosns the axajtance of
•NJusoiai m>gh« of the Horthee*?"

whore mported oaf m used so
genaross ekactrtoty.

Ford plans to sntertOn the
•jovemon at the irVNte House but

rod dow-» mn awaotlon to

dsKusa the govwrnor*s reocdoa* to
ho cconomc a^d energy progriesa.
'# :« Pr«»denc Nelson a
Pock irawsi wo* so prf<h Nt Isr

Ford at VVeoneedar/s workng

The pc*bcat now* came tseto

Wetar'e show of southern
coomese sswerd anofier Wakece
bid fO> She Democ<st< pesioVtiaf
nomnahon

WMUA

EMERGENCY

STATION MEETING

WED. FEB. 19

8 p.m.

MANDATORY FOR All STATION MEMBERS

C.C. RMS. 16ft-1l9

Re-election of Public Affairs Director

Weav said the South wants to
t»« f-wmtream* o«d is

lor canddates
* praoksms of

isnetion, and energy shortage*
which face a* Arnencan*
Preodent Ford's proposed

•okjtlon* come uador rntlcksm at
the conference from ths choi
eaocuti^es. most of thorn

The govemora weae
crfSioal of Fords
end te*fia on oom**K

prop01od taxa*

BUBS I
lit*. 4

—/

p^^^StOtfl*

Take Command of Your Future

tw »t*

The Opa-we^a»e f H iw a <4VkA

all qvalifii

currently aen
variety of -•

t C^ a

•MrVsU ajVlairasV%

HAM • k eaaf Q9 9KMM
%%VT MBit <#in

$N U* Ijij \t*rut*> T(

^^tltl Co^isy h taw 1tM?J 44U Met

CUHc Ml UK ? 31 illm

•oroat against Arab(MA'.ntor to

attack du*ng
(gyptsan PreuStnt Anwer
auggeexod such a
ntenrtyw, TSo offciaf

Unted Ssssm had not yot

a «W>d
Kisftkngot breaAfatted

OfSwin** new woman

hen
eJ tfw

uq

with

of me

Coraervethte opposition in London
vearerdoy momng. then flew to

Zend* so lunch with the S»eh end
ajy flew to Paro Use oigm iD

cSne wtth franch asoeanx

e*n* was the lest stop before he
no* baca te Washington on
Wednesday.

Ethiopian airplanes

bomb Eritrean sites

SKI
-• •

•

Cocqpiftrf/omVlfre?
ADOiS ABABA CoSopien

airplanes pounded Eritrean rebel

position* near Asmara yeaftev
and the rrdfcen, asita aartrhed

rajndred* of fresh ssmtooaf troops
ieao the embattled prov^cs*
capital

tAiltoay Strongnsn Mat
k#engi»tu Haas hiitm** sad he was
prepared to mobOae aia mMon
•^lOmon SO heap crush the lfiiJsr

old uprrsmg aganst the cenrat

in Bsstst, Oaaaan Soto*, a
spokesman for the Eritrean
.twrabon Front, whxh has won
s*e support of Sywo. sak) Tuesday
m easluiiaw guenSsas have sft but

beaten o>o Ithropian army end aoe

dose to wkving thor 13 ywrcid
war for ErOroan asdapendence

s^iepeneanoe msy coma soco

because the Ethiopasn army cannot
C0*6nue much longer in frtvea

it * tuHenng.' he

Amertcan< built fighter-
borr<>oia hosted gverrwa poatipsa
near the town of M* Atel on the
mem supply «ood Inkng Asmara
wth the port of Massewa. the
sousfiaa saw*a^^^ea^^a^^a^as* a^aa^ar*

A third of Etfsopa's mkwary
r*ght as Currsnrfy (ksoVoyed o a war
10 Crush Motltm Eritrsa'e

feeakowav uorasng «ou> Aap

The army t»ote ere soma 20,000
toHiert controls Asmere. the
i -itrea protUoe capital end
Cduopie's second largest otv. with

a population of 200.000. But it ekso

finds 4*011 n koofse lerrisory. it*

wpport often blocked by rebels or

most of she 25 mason tatraane

v.pCOM.'.j U<n\
The Enooan retaakon has asso

droned SkOad manpowar from ths

government, mem Cacraens are the

sAled c^aftunsn and ti

Of Etbopta.

AM that o deercuc about
tevoHjtron t* ts* motto EtfKpw
T sdem. " Ctrkopcs firs* Waps Port

bsgm and end rspsn newspaper and
redo odHonoH

In sweopmg nationalization

deo'ss*. the c^venvnent too taken

crvor oi rnator inoustnaa, except for

tojrom end mining end csf •*-

pkoroson

It as now sirrsng et the feudal

landlord* in a land where $0 par

cant of ths people ere peasant*

moat of them working on 'and ?*ev
do not own.
A land efform decree is in

mnent. prabsoh.

land end radootauting it

A group of army officers stormed

•HO Addo AbSba last February and
took over the function* ol

gemotnmant Tsey oustsd Eflaparor

House to reconsider

racial imbalance law
ut*

9 S

news
I summary
Fair trade laws hit

WA&avcroH iAPI Repeei
of fair trade Ows thst aiow
wonulacturar* and MMaeH to Ih
prices would save Aneriean
COnaumtrs up toSJ b>ason s yOtr, a
Senate panel was w*d vesiodOy.
Ssn toward W Brooke. R-

krVess. urged its fudkiary sub
committee on e*titr*st and
aonoocry to support hie ba\ whkti
would rsmovo foderan aniiovot
esamptons from such fair oode

Trva b* wa be a sasot but
pools**, step toward economic
recovery/* Brooke oioonod "For a*
the raceac rush for rebates irv

cKane*. •educed prioea sfJrnulata

demand And ncraasad Osmand
means increases producdon, which
n a word metra ioos

TWA pilot blamed
WAStMfGTON \UPf] - Fllot

•nor caused the crash a TWA
jetliner which Nt a Virginia

rnourrisei Ooc 1 and taeod si 82
parsons abroad, s senior federal

Avaation Adnvniprsdon pA)t sad
yssrvartlar

Clarence Ft M*n>n Jr . Tosrifying

on the 1W» day of t> •vjmy into

the crash oi Ffgfal 614, rsyacied

arguments by orkne paots that e
common misunderttandng of

CCtnivaing FAA raguktticra eeuaad
the ckoasiar.

Meany hits politics

ACTAMi 3£ACH \UH\ - AMI-
CK) fNosidont George Meeny sad
yo*to*oav labor twona can do at
snay rjasose et posses, but tie AFl
CK) wants no role in the i'torr*

affair* of nctionsf ppttlcaJ pano*.
Meany tofd a new* ccnVence

after a rooming saasson wtth the 35-

membor AFL-CtO executive counci
d>ot "we cam* to the usersmous
doeoion the Ai l CIO hasrodSflsra

9 mav mm w^m^m w wm -^mm mm mmwm %* w«« m •

rptMAf

9f**t+* XOfUu

- i* ^.»*.»
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Judge sentences Edelin to one year's probation

m» .
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'.TJ!7 Italian high court

:r-HE eases abortion ban

East St. Louis, city in decline,

typifies plight of urban areas

N

•

p

!

Amherst area survey

Food costs vary little here
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WtOAftlDAY rC5«0ARV II. ItrS

Menominee Indians demand rights
i VAVUlMviSfT^ P&ILV <OtAt6'**

o> ofecA rWws Saw**
fts* 15 jn op*« anw i« **>"

Srw^vA«^. Maapritw** Mfrrwpr

Saotfy. rvoti iou»s /n*# Saoatto/

G+*fdk#> Cowt **a Spaoaf

a* «a* ft*A '/*** 5#*v»^ <
OSffl*** P>*raaO * mr*f*P* p/

jAaopth «*f!Omr tO *** AttCtt*

*/ fh* rVo/r* Aw»- 'tdYtvt

60*raton Mo*i<***r F*Pt**W Or

V* /**** Snv AVwj
Cori*/e?ai*Soot' on if* occmo-

of you» mova to itpciiMi four

land at*Sv If a nsenaatarY ha* baan

*f*OS*d *>*r*0*. »f* part Cf tht

hit*** Baoj o poaataann *»aara

***** 9 potYtt of the It* It fOU

hadtYi aaot*J * e*d ir«r**d. sun*

41 OOUIt fOf COMMIjOO. m*y WOiW
ravt the nina pO»h*i Of Iha I** and

yd* onfy one. A* < a. th*y wo#ki

h*r* to *o* you 10 OV<« YOU - «
th*> wn tht CM* Of course,

urUn oondtion* may fry* ds**s

tr*ov:us*io<j*tfo*coto*v»civo*

On*y raracra aray tniat iw» and

CO?<lud» tr«i*. «•» w»!h Olhar

nation* Th* who* a n**4n**on*1

mattw Kc trib« a o^itftfad fey

' lappa**.0**1 law to rnaka tr**ba*.

VYMn th* tattaa war* mad*, the

>n»otv*d InOan N*?>coa **t*

'*COg*t**d 09 *JCh. In 1870. P*
U $ dacidtd than thtra wYl bi no
more *>Mrt*t whh IncSara and AM
Indiana ara no kvgar nabora. The,

of court*, a Oagat Instrraxntl

taw MY* nation one* racog-uad M
• nation urtan *och urn it

No nedon hat th* -g fc
f to

daioN* anothar by taction or

an, oina» maara it's qot oo ba

dono by tha eaoon itsatf. U.S.

UJWMU ntUS F*d*r*1 Indan

Law. No naton r«aa «na rtght to

»»v«a law* for anothar naion. but ft

ti tiaeoant and tho othar natpn

accepts, it daftMtonaJfeat *«d i^nt

•# otnar natOA. lnM»As who
accaptad t»# U.S. ^adanf maa*
Law andoi Canada'* irnSan Ao.

» iMMaMionat law

r*K)nai afactioAa. both dt%taad o»

tha «•*•»# man Bvt you mu«t tot

«anouK* ** €hb^aH**H> whkti

»at*had *ran you votad n thaaa

aJbcaon* Wran yo- r*v*va and

i|>lt|AMa tha M*nomna« nahpe

aad 0*9O»a»nm»nt I vadr>cnafi and

*»*fc«j* tt you autorraticaty gh*

p your g.$ CttuartaHp You?

dftp%<» w<th U $• 6*com*» an

»ro*«naocnai "atta*

Ai moan* ahoUd n>**eabk»h

thak own natkyu and nop voorg m
Otha* n*ton# Mactlon* (tact or

appoint C»**% h tha fatStiona)

way If you no long* know how
your tradfeont) govwnniant a
(prmad than ^hy not copy tha

IroflUO* tyttan^ Thay nnrot gaw)

op tha*1 natOnrood.
Th* Wantor $odaty *m iav

ponaM function* to tUM Tha***
CHatgad wtth tha paaca. protacaon

and dManaa of tha natoa. Tha

Mohowt Wamor Socacy •uncto^

doaah; wipk tha Chiaf • Councd and

Clan Morha*» m tha ha« in

batda*X *• Wa» Chaf and ha

•OP* Wa«or* h**a control of

dtoa&Maa^o*. acononap) tnd hoid

onbunata lp»c ai— and nraitonj on

tr+t «n tr>aa couwoat and a»*cu»
ptnahmant^.
Whan wa movad back to

intomm Q*aiaMvah on Mi>
wa had paopM in Now York Gey en

that day da*v**ng Ocr inapt t*

th# Unttd Maaona. ranxidog thaai

at the prnopw of tro UWMd
Nitkoat thtr wvom pupoaa* and

taouaaang tonagn rtatjont wttt

th* covntraa raprt*trt)td by tM
ambaaaador* aaaamMad In 9m
Unitad Maaon* Th* a nacaaur,
ny naaona ra>aatataahwg thanv

*aha* Whan* naw naaon acqutaa

fi tnaaraadonif iagat paraonair*

«hai ba gramad ronUgn ratadora

w<h th* co%mn** n y»t U N. and

tNa rnaan* protaofton in caaa of

aotha
whicb tha

V
^«d^

Pull \Utck

The Police

Demonstration at courfhovse In support orf Mpnomlraf# Indians

Day of Unity
8* A0KtAArwa5annct

0*v of *oJtd*'ir> with tha

Ethop-an PeocAt «\ marrory c* tha

(••st wivittirt of tha Fabnjan;.

1974 r^aopaa' up«ia>ng ww tafca

ptaot frMby. Fab 2»\ 1»To Tha

*v*m w« b* htM at Pa Church of

St John. 1047 Amataroam A%a..

1 10th Strott. Synod Kai Haw York

dtf. haw York.

Tha daxuaaion w« ba on tha

Nasonai Ubatatbn Stngo)a ti tha

Th»d WorSd and aha Road »

FIVE COLLEGE SUMMER FLIGHT

Boston-London round-trip only $215.

June la-August 20, Pan Am EtoainQ 707.

Early sagn-op urood. Contact INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS OFFICE, »• WWtmore, Ttl. 545 2710.

for application. The only authorized Five College
flight.

it a meiaaary to

arond thai tha lands

Spaakara mcluda, Imrrarru

Baraka. charman. Cor grata of tha

A««*an Paoptaa: Maiy Magdoft.

Co-aOtrc. Month*/ naaaw Ian

H«\|l

\IHROH\G

ICijoU >aiJ

nti

••«•» i - r .. i. K 1
•» ii

•oi« hiss os ciarui

rust ii

Pd* Kaaaapp^

Unit - fix 5W

«»•:• ii tt4>a>| |W (ao#4 Ua>

•i *i Ul

a»» iftfttfH* al (at 1

....

I campus carousel
J

** rtrruodtf cHidad *»*oag tfaa*

••VMtChfCt

6VT*av/6ViMvr£
CAtSr TOOTHPASTi P*Ofi7S

"atiad S2C1C00 n ora taar tcr

rncaana Unry*fsh> and t<* thrta

Saeuay who de%*iopad tha hrat

^*ondatod to«hpta)t m tht lata

1940s
According to a paga ora paca in

diO MdVana Omty $to&ntt tha

UrwerSftf hotda tht patant on Ora*

aaothpatn. wr»ca p»raa rgaaar

-on J th* School of D*na*t(y

«av* »ad omtnvi by 19*53

Piocic* and Gambit matkoaad
tho ptodtiCt, pamg l.U rovattas

:hrouph«970.wha*th*U.S. oaiani

«»p«ad Tho Urna»»ty slU aokS*

patents n fhr* roraJgn OOuMnOS.
Royalta* art spit, arih half

po«nq to tha IU Foundarson and

M CAP?fQ\ appttf* in t^

tall' adtion of tht AxSana aawV

$»rf1*t o%ar a» Aaaooatad P**M
dapatch "GoodnawaforcanTa*
January a^gtr cot«t rrart"

ADO CltViHfitSS a sportl

«*«« on tht Moody SroxJ".

campv* pabacation of Moody B4At

Instil*. Chtcago calls ^«s

cofunA. "Th* athaast a Foot
*

Whale population

in severe danger
to Pi7€* LMiDtN

Sp*xa/Co"*ipo*x*tvtf
A what* a not aomtth^g

aanaiaty *** n tha Amh*r*t trat

and it a ParaSara dMfkuit to

**it*n paopa ao tha tnmadait
fjracaarr. crt saving daas. Though
man% p*coa A*va eacoma awa*t

and ar* mak»rg < known that fsty

warn th* tOing e# whaaa atoppad

and though many counvat have

uoocad whasag, J909n. R^aaO.

Ncvway. Tta Btpubho of South
Af«»c*. Australia, and t<*>*nd

osnanuo to hum *****, Japan aad
Rvtaa a*t tha laigasi of tta

wnaatf and tax*H par cant of ad

****** aaad
Tkat t* pi* a***co ira toycort

c*mt«s .>» •>indds*i» products Th*y

ar* b*«i . to fa*i ih* cdfacu of

tha boycott but tha pntaaura must
t>* ice* o" and mota paopa rn*M
loin »n and ba awara nf aha

corrT>ert8 ,r

Y

WMUA
Emergency
Meeting

m •

^ *Thtif& *2£<xy#>cf'ixrvhOrxJiSe /cV<ao
'

<fBuut/OO c*>otihofrrwfi4tK<i<* and****2Qj

Mi.iniMln I JirntH Mall Nl. U Hstrtlcy. Maw.
a*a a* aaaaaa t t^ a aa*

Commuter
elections

fn*Hlf9m

u mm IMI

t>MC4l9^CUM
MMifl

^ .a as ast^ian aPaah av
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Commentary

On the right track

6tMtK£tZD€P$'

Nmv, —!• • «tftt* fiao • ••••^
tnn,». «ii*Mi*r^ A Qtiaan •#*• niit a fAtaa irf

Ahm it %o vaAAt t*l*urt WW t*»*V«*t A* #*•
OMV •»••'»<

i
.'MlA ***»•«* IhA

M anm** nl tha AAtfilW Twlty. *•*• »»»• *•*** •••• 0*»—
mi*»wotiiMii«Wti^llft«MWH^»"
t*aaf>AAa»t ma MAi.mMi' •» |r* Amt*ttAa • V'
I^^Mrf^Aii^'i^^^^ IN noyit*

pAf pAtA* pftft QUltAJfl taa»y»*J a an*> **Hr» ,-••••• * At

• •/OMtypfttftt .!••-' .*4« .It* |AAI hAtAflAAMM

#•11

•ftOdAf A*t »~<
I !•• »Ah /ant OAfl* rA* AT* #• 16 A«N 0#Ayn •# *• lUI**

. ^»^» l» A* «*»<**• InA* '***» «.** <MI m
<«aaa a* triHimiltf wniiMfinMt f in fa*a \A +m

MvmfeJ »it"<*r> «»»a« '•« <f*»* '*.• * '** •» ** ata»

(a* »*»**«» lit AM* af KU» *#t* At«AA. "* * •••*»

M ••* vIKTMl* ft'OWA! M
AnftlNAm AMI ft* tftlWfAt
•wi A* 1^ •

AIM*/** flWS—

THS THUMB)MJ)

THIS fdtf-, fh,

MO (J WRE
jetiQM ir} Keep

IT SMOOTH.

.</«—

•tto-. fan***

1**r '% 6C*7€*
'

Reid Fishman

The badgering badge
Ovmgltm oouim o4 tha pAftt thxaa o1 lour

tOcoOn* Amaneara ha%o wtlchad'

A* IHb

iMOA 0* cnim n tha ttraa* haa ganad
AWpOftftncA thraug'o.t tha country. Ift no

rAOfftr M< **aw York and Chicago, out row,

ev»n tha luAllAft t towr« of ncSOlt Amarca
Aft e*pA»€«non9 ** nw oda of oenvnon

CriMA
The motl wat>k«own f»*l«H. At A*

ItVttX hftVA 0T0OOAA4 'OmAtOAA ftOkitOM 10

bod* *» coHmaac* of Minm aim*
AVArytfw^ ^om poko oVaj aoAAm
taclcAf "y»r»f>o p*cgi»fTA. oVjCIMa hA« fAAly

OW Anw>no 10 OUl I ^ 10

At If* ttfe Of *W lOAd. Ciftful 10 ^AOtAin
if* fQAAd knvi I cnjtso by And ftfftftCO «n«o

lhA WfrtOW. 0#A/ »0 AAA I CO*d AJO€AB>0 1»€A
sfAno9 u<k bl «^ d»foeion

I coniouA on nw dino towoidft UMoti.
wondAfino vinVI bo Ifto trA^ky vicWn of A

VAlfk vroUlion. H ft* AAiTU to m*kA Aonto
now TlA) infifT«dilion ol thil AOUnn aiata

vmaa oely monAftAfY m mr caaa. bui IhtfA

4i» tttaM wvlfin our nAfeon ftOl Art tfOoghl

op to iMr irui suit and iU bodgA ffMI QOM
a ih it Th»*« j»^o that* t

k4t hovt tAOn n
imdiiKl «*ka tM doy thoy wwi bom And

rnfnrotd«n»cnm«i - fotoulaf A.

AJ^AIA

tn/ Aulho«*y A«d th« rowd 10

lipyml Why if it th*1 out pokCA mu»l

•»»«tt H^msAfvAA SO nAt%AV upon ut^

Aft I o«« A^CO A UMam porting lot oad toip

oot of my cor. A ««An vwft a bode* wfttkft up

and lAftftmt I CAn'l pott IAaojl unliw I hovo a

Cm you ftOA Mtitl I'm pAttiAg At? Wi don't

ccnltoJ f»A poaca. Thoy ooniiof oft Wa pvo
thAm ojn> Ahd lol tNm 10 40 <M And
pralACi «C AO thty AffAftl Iht tiOtfiC vtdAtO*
and oAow thA rAAt crmrtAb 00 room thA

AftjfAAJ,

m tha ftflnMtft could da nAArn*

^aM#«

M •

• •

pr*»A«0on. MAybA thAt oHcor woukt Hop a

*0bbA«V V A lApA 04 A rrvjlOAr AAiybt ha
wouldn't At lAAftt •aj'd bt iiara.

In tio mAAHiaio. ParA'ft Milt wo can do
About «t If ft thA*. fAAAtx) of bakftaAAn«aa ttan

makoft mat lcoW>g ol invraftjtion aAAra %o
mucfi I^AfdAi. Wa OAn <n«rtfy wondAr whan
Avanr*nA w4 Ww9> «aaUa 9iaI wa'rt only

protocono, oursohraa « fem our***** «nO that

thA 4y**«"A of aothonty wa uaa tor

proiaooon tit morn $t>s out of data

"TaArA'ft • hokf-up in T* Qrpnx.

B*0Ok*yn a b>>okon out n ^htt
Tho?«'« m vaffc ujm in Martem

Murderer, martyr, hero
Nn a <a

Letters

'Wav" ^ca?s WW Shuttle service too skr//

*«• t

iVJbYHfetofy nW - pess it on
Van needed he defense

[ifctpunhdp^iu.
I L« Zip Code

| HairFatal Senfc*
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Gamma slgma sigma

Gamine Spwe Sv"« « *

national servKe SOronty dadcafted

e* the 4ee*s of service, fnandehp

and egteiry. The attars of OSS
serve the Campus ae *e*J ea th«

Ocmc».r»r> by undertetons auch

preyed* ee book •change btood

drive, heart turd wait, etc II a e

poftcy o< the eoromy *o accept both

tOCift tcrority member* «t wei ea

noo rnembere erd en>or« wdtrtg to

deoVeo* her tin* it vvateomed II

insetested. nftseee cat Precedent Owl
£'C*AT> t/-9B8p.

Wetc* Co<Veg»*" tor coffee

hour*

vctoMtom, and to pertopeM tn tha

ctoaavcuhural workshop program.

Ifui International Prcgreme
Office, loeeoed a? 238 Whimcre.
aaraea tha entire U-worety. For
information about international

programs aludents should contact

fterbaye Bun at 54746. tot fcegn
sfiudw-t ettar*. Frod Sbvlten at b
0019, and for cross cultural

wotatops, Ann Gewap* at S0076.
Tha off roe a cpan f%e days a week,
from 9-6. S'outd ona of tha above
pereons ba a%atiebte. thara aia a
r».fT<:«r 0j| u'.'c »'^i" i' If*? MMd
that can ©Hat eaateie^ce.

flsadente ntereated in foreign

cultural affaire or m patting

I

to pay lha PI«G iee ConttibutO**

ieeoce a Mtme staff oi terryer*.

erv*onmentai*ta>. toutnaliite.

«e*eetcheu who work »n

coopera I» wtth tajderrta Item

pOtliCipabng school* Thro.gh

Haymakers
at»o*rita on

reembata of tho Internabonal

and potty r"0**tQ daostona.

atuOanta gun practical eaperanc*

•n pubkc merest research end oftan

racetve academic credit for lh»c

work

Tha MessPlRG focal Chapter art

UMaa* it%s*YBS*ne •* OfflPt ** Room

4.-U c/ ir* snirieel Uric*. The

oHco acts as a *cel pow* end

••esourca cant, tot Univeraity

Students penkroetaig el «rW
ptoaKl*.

Northampton vol's

Tha fVarthaae/wo* Vtarum>»y* *
an organicaraca of nidania v«ho*a

waaH ta 10 aat wp cna-orvona or

graup raiatonafapa vmtil parMma at

No>thampion Stale Hotpital

Acinittaa H tha hoaptat ate lah up
» tha VcAitoaar. aad may irxauda

afOaac. mu»*c or aanpxy <©•-

vaiaw. Athough no crad* la

offered dfctGHv. manf afadami

arrange indaperdeM aludY

programs Hvough tha achoeas of

Ptych or KkrSrng Tranip9«tatior% *
by bwa, Th^rsdars M 430 p,m
Marrbarthp is epa*oeJrnetety 20

Northern Ed Serv
JMenVreYV? tditcston Savwca a a

studant voluntaar tutoring

cagtnoaoon. whoaa mambara tuttv

»mar oty c**dran in $pflngfle4d

MCI <»orkt out of hap cenre/s

Savn0ha^: one a 0*a>err> School
aad tha ether la the tVonh End
Ceaiaauaita Cerrter.

AHO during the samaasa: NCS
HAH panias and heM tnpa for thn

cnedten and d»a tutprt. For lurthar

information, comae: r»a NES
offtoa. 42SA Ssidam Unicn. Tel

Ha SeS4675: or Janet SrVe<ch M
6454411.

THE FINiVSTWAY
Mountain Farms
Mall in Hadle

Beer
and
Wine
Shoppel

Schlitz
case of 24
12 oz cans

Donelll l.

KorbelVlnRose
Rose <torden
lnglenook
Qold Seal
Almanden
Paul Masson
Isabel Roa6 £z
Ballantine

Beer^

v1 M

um dj

:... 2'*

4 29
SUPEFIMflinKETS

w** Nas 90 V%d ••*•

UPenn minority med
recruiter on campus

Today. M"* 'cna Lylaa, Asaasiant tor ktknontf Affarrs. aril be on tha

UMaaa campus to tecruit rtanorey aladama fbr die IJrav uf Pann Mad.

School
She vwdi dackaa stint and anewr p iaatrana eotsarrtng MadacaJ

School. Dental School and olhar aeead Haafth Flalda el the New M
House horn 2-6 pm.
Share the fVr. rapraaarttauya 4rom a rnadkel echeol is «aart thea campus

vrih the raaponadjasfy of fleeing aath triraerey sfUdarts She najre

therefore be ab»a to enswsr queattoro rranerity sludarrca hare csncarnirg

rvodtcel school tegjramaru. adiiiasasiw end educaoot

Al those studams we«o era mernbara of nurartrr gnxps whs are m
terosssd tn madtone or hsva qjeabom shautd attend tha meaitatg. Vau
r>aed not be e pre-nad acaanca rnafcr roea to banefa from tha appommirr

to dexues the pceeesttlea for vovr fuxite w*h Mn. LySaa

Jtvaiaf

orchestra

phys tonight

notes and
| First meeting

of Rotoraccsquotes

f
#

$€Matamis
| ffTsat«aa*H

•••MttMliiM*

I

g <td ajgaiaasi
l ta«t«««i Ut-^-r a •• r*n»-»

%>tn iiai aJ t urtaj

a tS4 Ar r«:i -an
| Cat *NH w aaa fcy ia. IIS BtltaaM
a itiiiiiiiiiii t • ••»•

Black activist Chavis to speak

• • »

•

Sorority Rush for Tonight

WcdnoidaY, Fee. 19?h

•f ea<ee» wag*1 a
"> "- "**

4 aaewaa awj fww» ^ ^a ^w fc^Ml^ ^^*
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Thante to the tremendous interest in end use of our program, we are able to cont«we to add to m list of pub-

licaliom offered at special rates
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Stu-Sen will discuss

popular election move
Tht pofftifcr otottkin of **

SMdK S)ororto Pitt**** i* »«^^

Of OffAtitfoQ *» SGA Co^i»ojt>co.

tep tht 9*f™U iMft* Oft to*

icrHjut SaxStrr. Sor** »m*i»
A t*>o*otn»rt for f* Seotit hw

vvaatrooy thti %\u&*i* tAcuW bo

ad%O0U tht* 44jpr»oonlJt#vOt CAn

or*. frotA dtltrmcoocnt on w*Al

OOMto- ID Ufa* >f thMf ccn«ti>t«H

nlwm thofft tftOtt tho# .fftOtttt

, •voorirg It acftoduto*

lor MO P.M .o Roo» 113 ol tho

Compto Co***'

Tht Scotto f^Cfcovron tod w***

UuOontt thouW bttp ^Vyn^d on

how **ir np»Mnt»7V9t oro vobng

on such «**-A* *» oudgtl
«*0COtMrov o*d CO>tr tOPAitn*

MttP*
• AM SmtoOo motiingt ft opon So

of ftudonU ond thoif «CtMt por-

tMptton a ancourogod

PETER SELLERS

I Love You Alice B. Tokas

WfcQtttlPAV. I tBHUARV If. >».'>

1 0%-25% OFF
"*ntr alrvmly Ion prirr*

SALE ENDS FEB. 28th.

Hockej Protective Bquipmenl and Sticks

FENTON'S
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES

377 Moin Street, Amherst

826 Main Street, Springfield
(skntr ^liarpt'iiin^ also)

Wednesday, Feb. 19

7 • 9 10:45

MIKE ELLIS

Is. Is. ft.

MINORITY PRE-NED'S

UNIV. OF PENH. HER SCHOOL

MINORITY STUDENT RECRUITER

IRRA N. LTLES

Wed., Feb. 19, 1975

Ne« Africa House

2nd Floor Corf. Rm.

2 - 5 p.m.

DON'T MS OUT!!
COME TO

TRI-SIGMA
and

"Beat The Clock"
with

Minute Man Stars

All University Women Invited

tonight Feb. 19 at 7:00 p.m.

Frat/Sor Park

Call 253-9066 for rides!!

JIM BURKE

JOHN MUSE JOHN MURPH
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C£Q election

results
imt WxiMrtry lht CcMHcn for

Emironm**c*1 Qttility hod its

jnnusl oiKtion 0> Otfietrt. ftttuhi
•vw» Pot«r Mm2«4« os h ooVSorrt,

,

Mchool tap* rtmoMrg «o Vko
PrOMiont. Co»o*y* R060OXA. loot

VOOr. PYoMdOJ'iV MMUffWa tht rot*

Of Trooourof trrf $i»n Nootoo wo»
•*0«»«J *A !«>• 9rOUD'» SoCftUry
or»fl Prottcti Coofdifsoior. A
Rooocrco Coertjanocor portion wot
Titod by Tim StWitv ovJ DotfeMj
FftncM vMtt tttcotd to tovt ot
Ou^ooch CconSrttTO'

Tht Cootton *or C*v^iryvr>tr>u<

Outtty it t tt.dont tM(iponed
R SO group thot r-^ir* W«d
Ottfloyt te 7jO0 pm..n room 423 Ol

the Stodont Ur»on

cont. from d. 15
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JV's dump Amherst,
win streak at four

• •

?]£zrz -kzir.ZZ" UMass' Penny honored as

74 Academic All American+ **•
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After college*

will you get the job
you deserve?
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Unexpected depth key
to Yankee Conference title
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Wildcats too much for UMass;

New Hampshire dominates, 7-0
itMtr

to

Minuteman machine
is primed and rolling
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Cance holdup
victim held

at gunpnmr

Senate budgeting process

questioned by Senator
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to be studied byChem Dept
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Proposed rule changes

Academic Affairs, deans bargaining
9t MlLAMYMAM 7tCK
*•>* WHUAM.WUS

SfNfafXYUn
Academe Affaara Corrmtlee

IAAC I *> cunecdy bergerarg wit*

o*w propoeo3

in mvil KKknc ruk»

thot may effect urde*;rad.erjee.

ka 24pege ropoa UkAeee

undergraduate dura have revised

tho Cmnl Academe RegUetiOfd

eat forth by fae Unrrorarty in 1971.

That* mv»on wil toon bt

oxonood by the A^adooefc Matter*

Counoi ol th« faculty SweOk
Chairman of Undergraduate

Dnhi, Jamoa Shew, said

yoarssrday the report «• it* urv

ritrgortQ roaSeiooe. "Wo ve boon

otiersco?ig to ratJonakoa tho low*

for over • veer «ow, ' Show aaad,

''and we hc*w to harvo another d-

out !• o woo*.*

~We hop* wo con gar. o vo* 00

thooo chengee th* Spring 00 tie

now aegukysom con 60 put otto

rrtlK! noat aernoeser. Show ad-

ded
Sorro of tho rag.iatcna ac-

COrtSng to tho noport are:

- Tho grade T* w* bo ockxSed

in atudonTa curnulativa

roportod « vaotardarf I

-Studanta wM bo eflewed tho

hrat 10 takenJor dove O* tho

aaawaokar so d«cp couroo Couraaa

drocpadbatwoentfw 111* end 28th

caOander days of 9m oornootor wit

bo raconded 00 "W Iwfndrow
dreppod oftor tho 28lh

If doy wil bo roccrdod 00
*

Infirmary appt

hours extended
Tho hour* at which you COT* dot

10 mm\t* on eppoirvieieni at,

t^knrvorarty Hearts Sorvicoe novo

boonoxlondod. floon car 54»290Q

• *VaV art 9

Sl.dO-lS whOM CU*HA*tive

oworooo Sots bekjw 2.0 wfl bo
pieced en Probeird*.

- A studet mty doc* to toko up

10 ofld tooVS-ng frve 0V»were*Y coro

roourtrrdntft peee-fa*

-Mi • pott- to* co%njo I •

peeeng letter grade hot toon grvon

by f»d tfrstructot. tho Record*

Office wil *ocord dehor -P" or "ho

letter p/eee. whichever a» moro
beneficial td U*e cumuleewe
overage of tho ttudom

Studerce may froduot' with

two esajoaj if tho PwdoVc POOJ

of

rkotrnco of KOHHOl roeourca

rorwork tor tho

otudont body."

Savarat ntofx protect* thot tho

AAC w*-ts to wo* on Ohio

semester oro: establishing

procedure* 10 pmlte

ovekjanon Qtodo; puttrtg todOChor

ond tporocnng a couroo (0 **ip

otudonto otong on boordt and
corrmttooo **ork tffotthrory Mtdji

'>:iit> or>d odmnotttuya, and
dova<op«~g o grloaanoa boofd lor

undo-groduolot i*i»r» »^»dowic

Tho Community Organiiing

Pre+act. a nowh/ formod arm pf tho

AAC. wot bo working on gott>g

•tudonta ovofvod m govornonoo

t^uc^u-oo ond dac*aion< mating
proa

-An undargrodadto atudin*.

may audt a couroo and hova thoc

oud4 roccrdod or* %>• fdranonon*.

rocord m an "Aud~ prpvidad no

complioa with tho academic

Tho AAC haa boon worojsg w«th

tho Doon'a council ainCd Novombor

on tho profloood ruta chaofoa oo>d

Jet floii». -colonic Miaotf
rrorrbor. Tho lack of inaa«aatad

ttbdor?ta to work on and rap'aaant

tha 23 000 undarg*aduaia afodarvt

body haa stowed down tho

prograaa of fon^labng. now njlao.

Tho comoiinaa * 0VK*ng to

m*K* atudania o»a»o of ito

MDC advisor

holds colloq

ring lb* bit cold snap th* dam at Factory Hollow

an Arrhcrjt. provided the town with on* of the mo*!
beautiful displays of winter's magic in the area.

CoJayar* nowo adveor Cfvia

Keroaai ** hold o ooriaa of three

sominara on nowi and feature

*nio; for thoao with kede or no
c>»oenorco

The aeooom wil bogn Monday
or. fj. 30 p m o tho Campua Canter,

•a loorre 10 be announcod Second
M*e<o« wa be Wednoodoy at 630
p m . t*e coAC*udkag aaoaxm w1 bo

a week a>pm Monday. 0*0 ot 6JO
pm
Purpoee of the aarlea la to

acouaon thoae who wrto or went

to *rhe with the roqUorreaaa of

venowa cypea ef newa wrong ao

that they can take er. acava part m
the Coaaetae'a co%trage of cernpua

ife ond affoira.

Veterans Coalition-'involved, united'
6rDO#07HYMVlUM

SiMtf rTopcrfev

Pet Power ond Chm Sneaks 999

two u-"de-*gtodua^ea who ore
v»atnam neterana, u an inoarvew

yeaoarday fiev were unenknoua in

atadog akes undl the advent of She

Veierona Coektion heat, "we were
pretrr muph forgone*/' sold

Power.

Their aerdmenta wore echoed by
Frank Mcrneon #••*> wortca in

Veierana CoeStion. The arnauon
here d much tho aeme oa in aha

Main. STa the ooom dWig of tho

Veeenene Affaata offko in Whii*

more- Wo hove good ropport with

them In m*iy cooea they hove

loaegated tracea lor chock*. The
pffoaam m aon^w wti oorA^oon

VNhionore and Boatc»

The PArrery raeponobkkry of tho

veaarena CoaWaon an UMeee. ao>d

Marrdon. * "to hetp Ha con-

s: :.encr B jt the votorikn*

Ceefitioh ia very in*o4ved in

••••jr»?| *«:«v »Vc bWI eajnt

tie oonvnunm/ to oak. 'The/re

working for fhomathM bei wt«i
about uav Moat of the orobkjma

otgertrotone naanasent aomeiNng
we wont a» be a pan ef. They hove
a Mono for God and Country.

Many Vietnam veierana don't
beeeve to God A*d many don't

bekeve la a>e governmem"
1Many of the World War I and II

veierana come from an ere in which
war wee ptorrfiedl For ue * we* .-u»t

a bad dream."

Not Only ere the veterana ot

UMoaa 'Tnounderttootr by tho

odor votarona orga-uaoorta out by

tho atudonu thornaafvea. "Your

Smade feet that they hove much so

otter the aeadenta "They have

theae ROTC volunteer otmy
programs heft. We could otter

efternebve courooking but not too

morw peopka seek «e oef.'

Power.

Srnaeia coroidVa the

octMam of tho Utowersity to heve
dagaroranod oinoe the 60a There

Mt dooan't aeom 10 have the teat

of «w ou*. not aa raoeh rebbkt

rouaing orvj inrovatvo chonga

wh<h tho unhrerarty • aupoooed to

Ojaalty." a>cch agraac* that tho ot-

Students voice opinions on return of the 'F

u

oV PJ PAOKOP
^ra^rTtpcvrar

atudanta had arjrong reeetiona to tho

fi»r«taromem of "Fa" iato tie CumulatMO
average. Although no formal deoeksre hove boon
node. UMaaa acadaaiio deene have decided thot t
could be brought beck <mo the cum.
A random eomoja <ms sakan yeaierday in tho

Carrpue Co-tor and tie Skudent Union

Wayne Fnedon. a aeaaor feving i^ PeJaem aakt 'We
o^vaied<metoaa»rnyfMat teecton wea good m the

sense that siudeme w^o reefy work lot dvjir gnsdaa

should have the fdeftag ol aeccrrojiinmarvt. They
deearve the grade poW overoge they work for. The
adiakoaiilliaii ia prtaaaaaV trvif«g 10 bring up tw
atandard of f>o uVteaaraey rnofba too menr otutka-ta

1*1 a 3.a*

A ot a eiadenta weaiaj

awv^aVatuderna may take a caajeai

OWnj hadry mev I jj«» 'Vjna • • 1

4lea. atttiuvgh I'm a- fever ef paoa- lar

Pm*I Clancy, a eenior King In

tharro

O

bo in die curt tecouoe a lot of people bet out of

coh rooo or cefee courae paaafaJ> and get a O inasaad

of an ». $n-« ttuiontt don't sake it eeriousk/." sard

Tom Richard a aenior iMng kl FdkfL
it snot aucha good dee 1 would*'! be graduating

rl dioy counted To-c aeema »*e a pu««shmeni SOr

acme airier*** »a« Bob KeMey. aeeier eying aa

Pufttcn.

"I bkoit the woy c •>-**>wey you cow take couraea
you rooty looe wehout eke threat of an F. you can't

teko advantage of peaefoi* becauae you con only take

ona couroo that wey.' sakJ Cnce hno, fnsotvrain

hmg m Woah>ngton.
"i don't i*ta c at ai becauae I know rvo gpnan a

coupkacfr'aprdeHy'di
fvaron LiKkVA a

a

• taari ttanke»F
tha ceuraa »ru may be takkkg

"dtako okI ceo raoay hurt sr*.

ejoed poacy, ' aed B>i

Erica Fine, freshman.
"Hike it the way It Is../*

Carol O'eVtert a acathomoe aaetaj ei McNarreaej
"1 dont aayee wHhoVrfa neflae.fi ahoukarti be

boceuee If ttoro'a daYlcutl csaarae and
rou're nee doang waif, on F efasutdn 1 hers your cun."
Chnaiina Pcnovotfv a aoniur fewraj in Brtttany Marat*

taft it ahoutO-'t taa cftargod now-rTa good pokey

tho way rt ia."

*Tm lor tt. I'm not worrtod about fa Thoy ahmAt

1 Uafi a ftnoarwraa~i

j ttiatartt la takt-g a

aomotfang npi raq^lnjd. a* a

gat irtn n how wad »n. •

a fu*io»

"kn

eanelecmry «r

becPiae 1 dwl tank.

Students need more say

/A7 town politics...

oV«ru(JOrVaT
SlfarV maportar

An are>ncoon bo dekky the Amhorat Town klaarug rXaplaaw-aitrya

eaectioa ekttod for Apr* 8, hoe boon teed egoknot tho sown of Amhorat to

tapockooa tho heenng of o maVappcrrnvrartt auc.

Enc Waagron. Pout feoenoj. Vorpruco Lewoj and tha Human nkjhte Parry

have fsed tho aut in order 09 gtve) deirafksfy remlanta a veise In tha

Amhorat sown mooting cropomneee 10 their rajnpoaa.

...And campus affairs

UlVlass, town urged to link on Bicentennial
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Senate passes bill to block Ford tariff power
Ford expected
to veto measure
WASHiHOTON IUH) - Tha

Sanala approved end mm 10 tha

VtfMe Houea reatafdtv la<>eiai<n

*japend>r>g to* 40 d*r» Praaidant

fotdt ttx on MtoOftod oft.

Tta voea we* 66 lo 2*.

Fotd W*a ajpectod 10 awrfOy

vtio lht maaaure tod Democrat*
*aitad the Ptaaident*

could win hrn

aftough Senoto voum to auetein the

veto.

The Sonata approved ihe

ampenuon paased aerhar by lht

HOUM. «ttar r**Ctr»g ftepubfeen

mpvae to alow soma of the taa to

r(«n»r »n aHact

f*y aaacubve order. Ford m
pcaed a SI a banal tax on imported

oJ Fob 1 wtoteh would cemb to tl a
oj'rH Aprtl 1

The threeoar ut wae **poead *
an after! to drrve down CO*
pjaipiton cl o< product*.

"m* voia cama ortfy hours #M*r

Ford and tha rwavayOernocrtic

Ccngreae dbpleyed t*w atronpesc

rtfcettona to tar tret they may bo
moving toward a eomproraiaa on
•renjy 0O«CV.

Demooa*. who cn^netly vwi
COrtadonf, thai Ihey cov*d ovemde

Watergate grand jury indicts two

for backdating Nixon tax form

tha veto, appea'ad muoh less suo

•ftp? Portfi *.h>rhvr>d tobDvteg

<empeK>n
San Hoary aA /ectoon.

Wash, irons* rtotoated <hat

aoma tenatcr* who voiad for d>o

wHKnaion would Ui*» »»ound and

bote. Fo»o*t bd to aufton tha vtio.

A'« v« toot ona Of hvo. hare and

tharo/' JKaaon conceded Ha

jddetflhe VYhfca Mocaa '4 p^rbng

on tho grottos* ryeaau*e ever

"

Cl—niiafi votad 68 to 26 to

it an omondraont by San

K. Jew* R-N.V, 10 Hova

tha term" on oil deetirwd to become

Sana. Edwa*d M Kennedy. D
V***.. end Harry aA. Jecfcaon.

Wash. Pto rra^or sponsors of tha

ajaperek^ HjiaUdtn. attacked

ford*a proorsm

Jecfceon said tha oi tatlff would
• rrpart a ehoce. to our efceady

stagoerin? aconomy fufty oojuet to

7>it •mpoaad iaat yaor by tha oi

cartel." «nd added: "Tbo
Ptoaidanr'f energy propoaab aaean

mora inhaaon and mora unem-

ployment/

Kennedy addad that tha 90-day

dafav woa "m aaaanhai atop to

fjbo ^d anany otcoram

r
• a

ija

Kissinger home; says framework

for Mideast peace advanced

. «r C r ofpUrr+4 +mr*mf

*%4 *Uav /U# gyt$ Ja%i t*»+*ry

Bakcr-WlMB

Jewelers

Americans evacuated

from Eritrean capital

SfRF.Mt

SUBS^ PIZZA
Mi.-^3"

na

I WE BEU¥Ot

It II MllJ> —

aaliit.ililr t%

TAG SALE

M \ M\IIKKI^

I

Mlti IDVI i:< 41 ii

State panel debates public power
Proposed authority

could benefit users
BOSTON \AH - Oftibab of

V«aaac"uaaltt utaty comppitot
ttatnad thair varbai guna yoatotday
en a propoaai to crawta a atoto

Public fowarAutKority which
*oUd OuHd and run atottotttr
oanaraono pto^ta

Aijvocaiaa of *» lag^tbrioa who
riiad an Mtiatrva poin<x\ told ffw

laoia'atu'a'f Govaramam
Afjguliiioaa Comminm dtot a

oubtte avfhofiiy cooW aava corv

tumata 1200 mMon a yaaf. boaad)

»e«j»vi'.y» *»a dint (MM bi n ~

Mvingt a«d that tha lulhotty

vrouto ba an untonf'oUiba

b«raaucracy that cojM not ba

managao by tha atato

Tha tarnj waa at»«h>ad to

cononua tn tha evevawj w«a
ttabmony from tha toJdof powar

Miihantvoacaar. U.S. Rail Mlctoal

j Mar-o^xr Cl-Maaa

Da«moi f Ssaa aomuraaa
>.-v«o- it tin.u BaWUdfi DfliM H
Ha'"*, ••ppottad i^a powat

M« aoaf tf« autho^iy could butd

upwat pantt and franarftoPo* %wa
than pmato trim bocpaaa

• authenm maM ba frujruad by

m *•

banahtt aiiltfili in

uthatiy. Ha takl an

^oiid. taktat p*^atp

who ft ruwag vauba) uaymg to»

pUft cxnttturlrtn aAfaPfty

ian

thmtifh hv4(a

Fprtf mui

ir

*.-•• aa»d ««a o«»f way pnaata »"»<» Paia4

Edelin begins work
at hospital again

•

.

BOSTOtoAP) - Four daya a/ta«

hta nonalPAiyjatai ;onvJca«n fot tha

daalh p« %n arxftort toua. Or.

Kannath C. Edafcn raturnpf to wot
at Boston Dfa Hpjpmt vaatardby

toi wiatwa

unttaiHttn aa

Utl 0:\ 3 H r

aao aaol^w

40^ r*a>J

"

•

III fJfMMTJP HJl^-aT^aaaaT ' ^!S IIS J3* ^S§

signup

outside

»^-

OFFICE

409 SU

545-^074

-ja a aw

• «aaiP

odvonturQ tfQVrt SPR(NC

OAVTONA B£fiCr1 »7?;

JAHRIC/l «er

FRENCH CANROA

FLINCS!

'.«.«>«•

9toS*»]HP"urt



Roister Doisters seeking

ideas for spring production

*
«*•%**•

** i

PIZZA-RAMA

<«ll »>> JiO«

"EXTRl SPEEDT DELIVEHY'
- .

bSki- ! to

DAYTOHA BEACH

h
mi si

FLORIDA

•169
t t«tn

Kftltl

MM ll

fyA It THIS

l#OlOCASOh
HOWCST-COST
rAACS ft TOOP V

tt-

AtWHtS

f>*

ItttBtt ftol SU1 AMI

C««tfr»t ^Ml M»cUIhrji

Ffoam around
Europe all summer

for $180.

bcfUvnlAg Ffeb.12 al8.-00 A.M.
fKXThcthirvtf evm brttcr than a

Vfeahicvgtoa* Birthday Sale.

A Mother of
a Hifi Sale.

Tech pays tribute
to the woman
who made
Washington's
Llirthday Sale
possible

LetS fax ' HH »*t*'l

tot M«y toil VttfeMAO*.

wc wetMrt ton < *
Aj'Atojtoa OrnnfJe
r«o*« WAr«M^ Srtk-

.y bto fetatnttir

Hiv- «... ... »»«***
yrlS I... I>* f«m< </

Hfceft %••*« ito»

cjktf artisan fe» M*
ito«ft utoi «l af. *Mti>.

tr<n»fl «.»f»l

VtottoroliKif S«>

Sale Special*

15% OF

any
Demos

In

Entire

Store

TEAC

EM
2BB

Free Stereo
Buyer's Guide.

qpUMi
\%MI

!

{.CI**.

:•<

-»4 Cl

(vDPIOXt l :

ONKYO Interface: A

All Demos have full Tech& Factory Cuarranty.



TM* m*\SSA<HUSBTTS O.V f,Q. . tG **

commentary

t mar or hatory tea**o« language and othar

afl

».t»e«y.j -'

!t> IMM iMl^teoudy artVch laad to * degree and pr» torai

imm tmmZ w*mjt
ItMphttftcatae rehtr to it aa be>og>pv*cal. «we

world and tha dwkxatxn thSt preceded u*.

aj ua kwcfyad urtteppdy «n the ttudy of arv

Tangbtgti end tnnmnC
OAta of arcwnt fM| in ;<daf to do *W*y wrth

dreedV coon** Yft. it aacoarv that tha o-nanolde of tha tjtu«a trial ba

Km*aking Not Anient G<*thn» 101. *r Ama^iVGnjSfWCor Wcrti

G**tTW 2I0W.

lit ,w jftfaTMrtrtt ftrimhLJftM cov>j «"*> h* ^ *°*y--
MaaaathuMm G*effilli 1830 1980. o* Ba" Tf t*7J->*. or

U*ery GraNfe* tfctS-HMfc Of court* erw^iawoutt bt ttecrixwy tnd
eot aa watt formwlatad aa fcitur* tQjSwe, but twniftttaPt rf*port*nt. Tht

:«c Jt«t he c:o« oC 10 :*« IpOt *t*»u I « rotated tnd 00
Tha rregrr; ateo encou*age

•harat a) kxtteo tnd doMuf riomowork

xj*ege trfcdervse to do a Ma «atf• fof die

aaa^a^aVaaaaV^a#aaaV^aiaaaMB^Bl<ln(V r

tOffchetr«hvfJtcK*.^i »p«-:»^^u^or»a)ob¥teoafy

eochdtoej '"Hj
Tiara aia fflaTH £th*f

wot** bt ttuoem pteeteet and dm >***» Afiar ad, weUdrit you bo

erritojaaatc if • erof*e**yf*a*fo*ing the 0»ef*fti VOU authored m ha) tova

GiatfqaZiaot faaaaaSSj aWlffim MaVI JMJaal A thai MM aaaatl h»—
boeajjio buy - moot wtvfce woetJ ba on hendouta. rralnfy humodry

from • toeat oeeu» copy thai dw pfewSss Br mad* n en axvamah

UltB TAXIfiB CANDY FROM* BA3Y /
** *.

fton? oor perspective

DC tax a piece de resistence

ttrary pal m «*• elevator, and pre** Ifry bunon. C<

wtalt you avail tot tha elevator to retim.

OtttLCaV) COrvHitv rtaatfit UaS.
Ithatcri: thro.g- study of rnodern grammar fhd COffpCOttCO
»mng on one'e own <ki dw apara bathroom, df court*). II dtU

Hat. It caa) fufM a ectenco rf^orti

^effHada)artR
bathroon. oourrary, or
lumriM rr»znt r«

Tf»a NafaaryOfUartfTftb From P»t>CVt W«r CKrhoviMt Id

L

#ao#*>OV<on ma
frafrUti a) MudMl
'OU La

fcon£>«"trCi
Pnv

Wono War II Splltnilal r
210C A ?»»vch€aootarSmdy Of Tht GnfTTTlT c-*rhf Sc • Mi^aM
'048 •- (A CottoquiurTi Mow 10 WVft* €ffaCfrv« G»ifHr> writ • B«:

CornpuaiUx* item 8hataMpaa*# a> tha

H « avtrary now appatrc fd» •» lo tha vatua of groHtti couraatt aad 1

?h*«' *dc<?t^ « tfroogh; tttjW AtlatJaL^lJtl Jand cf A
t>«* bt it MocVi toUdM V^bovttaj a«^furbtvTy»nQ a^cukj ouHafat

UMtr<on Gtimn? -»^T " f

Columnist Steve Tripoli lashes

out at the world —

With th# oboDtlon of the housing

requiremtnf, most studori attentloti

reotfvlly h*s focus#d on living standards

ftnd costs for off campus Ilia. Tha <act

remains, howavar^ that a large amount ol

students will ba living on campus in tha

fall, and must still daal with various
conditions and cost Increase*. One such
increase Is about to be levied bv the state

legislature unless
widespread opposition Is

voiced.

As a means ot in-

creasing tax revenue,V
the legislature heal
decided to tax meal
plans at higher^
educational institutions.

For students on the meat
ticket at UMasSv this will

constitute an increase of

about $20 per year.

Senator Walter Boverinl of Lynn has

filed a bill, $ 1384. whkh would prevent

the Department ot Taxation from such
action. According to Rep. Jim Collins of

Amherst the bill Is In for some rough

going in the Legislature unless the full

supf)ort of students and their parents Is

shown.
In a recent survey of other states having

a sales tax such as Massachusetts, 14 out

ol 16 have a specific exemption for sales of

food furnHhed In 9t\ educational institution

to students under a contract bo d plan. It

should be noted that the

passage of S. 13*4 would
not reduce f^x t***no*.

since the tax has r^v9r

been collected In the

past.

Such a tax would
impose another financial

burden on a group which

Is already under the

thumbs of inflation and
recession: the college

student.

Whether or not you will be using the

meal plan next semester your support is

rocdod Send a letter to your oat\

congressman or to Rep. Jim Collins, House
Lobby. State House. Boston. Mass.

in tomorrow's Collegian.

A0 vm»ft%td td/twish raprcaav* rf* opinton^f
ato ma/enry ot l*» Born* of Afros,

•• Tlt« MOM vaay Editorial Points

.ViS li

lilt A

*VM*MA

af tha waaa pa** In H*aan frxil, «*«.
u—, v<as. tWi •tuavsA hat u***
pMrtfttti Matty !•**«... .laaO J

*h«%j Ha» to ha» BaWat atimv Jarnr e attmv«ig har \t\

htv« tha jwcti ad h*m a#OaS|atg ahf 4*» iff! • aVo
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Retrospect in repast
"I *tirtfc we'vt «eed h up." aeM odUmrvn

J. J. Ftocreti

"HoWt ihr.v '

I o»em>d
"The can*** iht raauet. e^eVt dead.

We've oatd Pem op. Thuwb thro%gh aj«t

years' QaJajaSI copaie. Jua4 took, vo^'l tit

tht tame ootiwax haadtoaa. ttonas Yatr

efStf rear. Item one crew of wrtaxs to fit

neat die eaiae tojff

Tht aaaVMGI came a> at abrupt halt and

waattpptd ouinas tht corridor ttOt I dttt

Mha^a wowart taoMtettd» dajpttry our TOC

Having dona ab we tlicMid evtr to i^o

raataurant doorway and aaktd for t taO*a-1or

two
*W r naa*. tha aaoaa daad ted

ha oonanoad, "and yat thty

thamaarvao tht following tuaiag and why>

Parfupa. " I btgtn. "tha ttma ooiimnt

koap recurrtrtg bactutt tha tt»a ittuta are

•01 treund They haven't been aotttel

notWaVt been done to attviaia tha

proeaimt to tht new wriiere don't naim
what che/rt doing. Half tht ttvdant

popUttion it new end new to tht pratttrna.

eereiatav new se whet*t being **ftttiv~

Pencraft rrathocScaty brought fat opt w
hit apt and ttroc*. t mtteh aofOat at atrvJ

paparad Id. A fAtt fav-a axxlad morneniaftf

and Serad «p and down at he bnatthad

ttvotgh the noorpwea. He thook hit hand

and lat th« malcft ft*
"The war/, piaaao," otme t wjico. Wa

foAowed the raamj-btennq viotnaa to t

In tht comer nter the window. I

the meHj end atrnoet aeaaSdaSSaV
daddtd on ptlrnt rtb, My ayet fei down t?w

cokmn and ttepptd tt tht prct tti

-No. no" ho toefy tttttd "Thing* teva

ohengtd Thare't pitntir to bt written about
Mhhnvnm. *e Khrod tocAt good, whedye
ejejUT

"Tie coHrnve or iht rood?"

"Botl. bet mort imporiam dSnge tftt.

not* or wAHer*
"WeS. it dtptnet N we o*dt* meti or

f eh. bit tt thaat itceA I'm net ture I can
efSerd ftva

ttulttd maehroomA t mutt en «ay

menul I dwfA IK tun w*h e dreh of

s
LocA tt thJa." I poyttad out "It now cottt

an exes fifty cents to tet ttStd here."

*Xh/ytgeoutt lr/t ahveyt been included m
the fete The it too «uoh tht pricet *eva

aky faghl ThJt rteritt t pottery

"Wfv alraady publthtd enough
editorial*, tatttrt, coturtv**, end com
manUnaa on tti* TOCJ Ift fuSIa, our tAorCt

"Tha poopto naadn't taAt thia. They don't

nawd rt Do you know *wt avarything above

ew aacond floor we* not bulk in djalt

mor*tro»ir> w^th tha aojdarCa in mind? tfi *i

tor *«at taacwova* *nd convantion banker*

end dtt lAe who coma hara and apand

money. And who/t ptyl»g oft th* ba? Uti

We ere. eh* ttudenttl"

"Aye you reedy io order. gentitr*enr

We both ttc Qtatdy for t momem Ptrv

craft apote frtL

"YtA li mt ft baked echrod.

rnuahroorna on Pa) aid*, coffee wfp th*

tmii. and a Hematan baf era hand, plattt"
"Ahhmn\ tha ground chudt atatA: ameTt

th*t7"

HamUirpar wtth rrutrrcom*.*

•YJh. h*aiburgar for thia pnp»r I totted

over tha ra*t of th* manu a* *ha imoabarrh

tcrewfed down Ptncttftt order. *vVrwr/t It

opm* oar w^ **k*d 0t rm
*'H*yriourg*r with rwah/eoma. and t get*

ot roae. thank yo*.*
"Ant ether of you having tttadr
"I don't thWt.."
"Ah, fmui iaetriected Pex«ift v**.

both of *t are" Ht d>en tamed » me end
ttk) eoSSy "Oon't make trootaa. yov'r*

gonae end up turwg ft *rrrwey* They
•aetie thai *o aaSSSSI I ahay *mm tht ericet

or not" He *jmed bee*, to th* weayeat and
n*ndad her he m«u. I did t*e tatte.

lattSy we had been petfonuirg dw TOC
m>6 hed rredt tdttfAtge ot tie fret beer

nuot they hed been tuppfyng wfth e oVett

When Percrefft beer had tm\ed we
eeuttted tcwie.

"Od you want * bowf or t cup? Twenty
fv* or t*v*m> nve cents"
w* wtm eomt free beer nuts." tttd

Pexreft
We don't give tnyifvrip twey hate.'*

What rtappened to e\t ftee nutt they

we** gMng ewey lor tha laat monehr'
' Oo yov reefy wtm ma to tat yoa?~ **o

Vmtr atwad fimwtft.
' Th*y-a foat laflovtr* rVom tht Bkwwrt"
"You aiatn theyvt baan giving ua gar

"Yup thtyra fwtt fHty yoart old *n'

thay"ra *y*rt ta get nd of 'an\~

"That m bad now*; page on* bed new* "
i

StJaSfl

"Sure IV retorttd Pencraft "Good riarig

we've got nctttari ot do with tht raws

around he**, huh lrr*g.narth*p*p*n*v*<>

got wind of thl*7'

•u***t*r." I replad,

Th* ground ch«ck ttaak amvad aomt tan*

altar rrinut tfry r*e*mbltnct Of

nuahroow: however, ther* wet t cow
adaratat axftriud* of rioe. I looted trrto

P*nc/etft deh end powetd: "WW* that t

clew in whA th* *hrod devwr? Muet be e

ccrmplete tetrood pitntr " Ha ktanad lor-

werd and made • CiOttr **»mmor tod

repSed "Ne, I beStvt * * tha wafraaft

CMfTVrA" He h**d H up »n the cen olaight and

we were ch*rg*d en aocriion*t frfty cant*

I ahvevt find ft tmtslrtg diet no menr
whet yc*a cekultit for r^owtat. the total

tare it ntvtr wtfhia tan deckrwlt, navar*

theett ten doUart. range of your «*itrnaia*

W* paaed our ptnnia* togethpt

"WcaX whet are your plan* for rri* taat ot

rh* tvarvngr he aeStd of m*
^f"v*gcctcoruwnto«wt*»torwmorTow't

pep** Can't th3rA of e-vriwx) » w*ha about

noogK Ae you've ted we've bitten rh*

eempo* itaua* dry. HedwY aaw. or okj for

that mtner. to writ* about"
"Y*h yah. OaTang Comrnon*. Maying, ew

praaidenL rft all tht tame. Can't Imofttt

whar/t to wrist about
We raft th* Ctmpoa Center and ctmbtd

into hie Dataan. He dropped me off tt tie

rttrmary for ar- apoo^tmant that I had made

I

C n*y*ck aajQaety •* m* Cbaaffcri

You know/' I concluded, "eemehow I've

got tha Itatng that rm gom* get el tha

manaraf I need1or rrry next coiurm m hare.'

headed lor the fc-nmary

Letters

Who will get housing?
To the Editor
No doeef metr of tte CAvvararh/ com-

mvn/ty nee deao ^oaowav m* ****** of

manoarovy aVrm eVme end Anftertr rwtf

oenee/ vwtw ***** «w*/*5f oyer it* parr raw

jevnaaaar*. U4 wfMeef a abvAt tfW9 *
aoimmoritto m* SOP* landecneril efXprrr

so *mta" ifudant* 6pm *oVott*aV un-

ptMaa-rr ntamcriont cvr Ite iVOondt fnertSe

tomrwf agv of rnwo^fy ccvt*fth^CVMe>

proh**9 t*y Untrmmtr from dacrawrrip o*r

acwoaa* / have /jo guaoa/ writi ttm theory

*o/ *St me^t%enon iVewetejr< Aaf m§ ateepfV

a! owe oueeetpn wdh ajaappt w Jm praenca/

ssptct* of tf* *****

A cnricaV/yoCww Deaf w# mat* from m)
of the mor&wy dbvat AVvto

d aW noweese aAarteae *>

AnSaryf. Who t§ pcUna ro pet wriar thane a
evewieVW Aenr control 4oo$ P+ronf lb*

/*aA«v of tttois fyofit or> m* port of !*•&•

*ydi. our at tha tomo Oh**, e r*cop»** one

Of Me m*cAen*xn* for daatnp h«W Ifte

*tVca\Von ot evaXtMr npuaky emonp 0e
vir\M of now prvjepepshw nnfn. Tae

proeAvn /j Mar rhare H too arm* * oamand
tor fha pnwt tvpftfy.

Vmot waT Jbava beat egcerepaaYie^ m
•uofKO? Osto ro rria tock of iupwy. eovof+f

m* aa*** narrow ot owopm who ore *ow
revced to Ave there or ttntro a* pat f>ommg
rrVougYt wn*faver omxottoo srtttm waT go

wro erVecr. The orvy onenp* war 6* at Pke

compoaibon of new oe*>oampuf rooMont$.

tastiod of teraort. pooph ever 2t. morhd
peep*. **c . a* *V «vaa*rtoy m* cete. rn**e

waT 6a Yw> nk*f comer*. ifcOAf leho prv* th*
moaf oo th* a*d*. er rhe rW*Vy cviee wrio
mate y Itoeueyt eW *e\>ceoo*> tytaan. es

oAcr\9*oo tar * tS*areae Jfr*aoVv» wfecn
m*nr ofa» ^af *or Pe ae*> A* aaeWSSaA May
At rne am*p*<r of vot onomtf tro /W.

iSarpmt m* tor my ^mvanca, buf w*ef t§

tr**oyrtwrx4Q**stehOAOtxv:ttoJn&o*)g
aumaY*u* ip rne Ct*h*v*e>, tve tnan»0'/ *^*wi
to *cv*> by rne euae><cont**ct tn*r /eckwet
Me oaeywy cV UrvvaraVy ra$vwjnonA nor*
wriYi motet to roqotrwmmtM rnst we me on
caoepa* uratttt iv* moaf certaVt

i HHjJtati

"

VWr *r* ncv Atroed ro errand rrVj parbctaar
(Mfvormy. cvw7 ^r me noaWi it rwacrW, *
AaroTy eamt aMranrageoMi coeacti'ieA ro

flwo oe> M* /nwrne* p*er«nr*e Met? a* sooo
a* wa db meet Me eoomVorn, we can move
ot* (w«n * /earorojiti cAenev of proc^vrp
/.«ua»y I rpr own/ Me eawrvnpty tvpUMtd
cha*x* of pnx**> Mar t*am* cevtari ro
Ao*\m efrev «ur 'SCwraMv

/Aw nolo/u or roi-t-ofuponACwOcV for AwY

paa^jwty on Ma part of the tforverayy, /anr

control, right* of ftxrtm** to froo&yx. ood
in* At* are fln* An Meovy. Howtvor. I wo%dd
mibim Mer Mpie wAp wuri re a** PVi

tfkeofa A*usr a*jo dee/ wWr Me otoctkof

rawtWeadomi Mef wet roJbw. /wrur* ro do jo

wooAf rnaatT m M* m*o tubtfStufton ot om
tort of wrons* rbr anofnar.

/tttponte*. or afMmsri te reweve «ee of

any lMcewcapOOnt wdunf certavW be
appracajfao

4
.

J.M van To I

ercAatc fyttem oeotuea p*epft everywhere

alt* out at exedeRae hart ttpenewced Me
arc* avfrooty Met cmwtpwyawjrw^<edimaVip
hmz become. Of>d know Mat preoVto to/to§

towefwr* to proeuce twee* copy avrdenrt.

Carboncopy trudenrr are o*t of JfyfA e

arnnory of • poftod ttmori m af rhed^ip be

aperssfVc' art our reaenvtc n*e *oa)nMV

o*yr of aaaVeSStaal o*viav>on*fn era over aecf

the** *** Ma aavy day* of tturrmnam. fho

c**riomrvmotodwOtMtOtuibOC*10Y~rt
• andaor (M4*u ot* of Me p*fure n*tcne*y.

Why /POf wee unefMam c4e*r# b*>V» yov

rtvew> *eor* academe «nrp rhe ran? Why nor
rojo-arn!, homefty and *obn*ry wafaao' of

tpoeVippaopte* net »»>y caraan? Whf net
aak tmftaAjtnf o^emoro cf each oMar rathar

Man jpa*>dknp the ftur payer "t money en
•bs&rd "rtudi**" dowe Pariirid our
cotjutpaet ' back*? And A*MV. Me CotagJen
« ncr m* piece ro dr****wweet runon ood aT.

tOktno+d cencA^ppru; 4m y t*er*rp*t* ever
Apr you'

Kevin Colin*

Former VajPawg Lecturer

Necessity before luxury
To the Easter

'woutf Ate* eogpree* ncy dtdpnr art Me
rtdectueeen of rhe weman"* rotate to Ma
5h»eavv (Avon OtvWv Akrw Mat our

turrounaSAJt A*v* been cApcrorad. dooY >rov

rrW Mat XH fkete ** ntmedV m* rear cAf

Apptiy out of touch

Fear of the truth
To tho Editor.

Ctece eg**) - how mony tmet doe* Md
AWjae? me Arxancen poopfo f»mro Mowr?
thtiwjwVet ro be epiope* ecarrdo/ Ma rmat

and iwed wttb rh* kvrdt of practice* of

»K»*efi AvicAvip* were mod*
7ho etnweoon or £V. AVvietb C fTdetn oo

a rnartaJayabJaV Cfltnje M M* etepM pf an

toortmd foivo it, ej one decrov tterecC "*

trpvooty ot .lattc*," end *j Me mepvcat

cowminfyo a/roodf ntaAnne. waf n*>e r*r-

r**vAana cotaroivncee cvr Me abaYy of

womtn pjrtiruftr/f underprWmtdeed
leemen. ro eOtew tare.

o*

pM&m mm ttotoncoamoctom'******

eotr mucn Aeo and wounf mete ire *n«n

near ler Chnrartttr woman wAo i*f# Ma

STirfenr (Avow on * rejunv baeo. S»*>mw»

pkeaAf A*v* a pndnty ever *eath»«#

Tyl* L Mldhelove

a ccw>«ereen wfven n* Mew wourd be *V
ncvrY wiMcwf the ad ef aatri 'avidance."

AT Me fdaAi oV^crtron tart * pnKedanV, *a

May ganeretV do., wa may eoort find our-

atnwa Pact wihara wa want a ffba over a yaw
ago - wnYi tncanead hoepeatt and oomootont

usf+ocu no fongw otm te porfotm abor-

none, and wnV> women *t AV** once ape* An

Me Aendt ef Me mapveafy viconv*r*nr

aSfee/aaatblpnttts wnp n*»o kftdo* rnpmed
Moutanes ot taomtw. The pto&or* Ian

eerve fovm a* new o/ Me m«moar o/
women* Ave* Mey n*v* riMned at a raaurf of

DAajat wpa* twoStw/- a tabSS*y
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To find out if yov qualify for:

Worldwide Trj.t»l *

f\h+A Otty J
Officer's Pay and Advancement *
SftM Par Manih far Yawr U»t Tw^ Years en Camels
M*ny Othfr BeMeMs

:
Mr 1 *vn M»v*a »>j |f

mm»i. tm>mm Omm . »y

CQBCIU* ^^ m M-M4Mf. *W* W%0 MM '**

CONTACT:
fMlfui CourJfcut $-24)7

^ Ream MS Oicfciaaen Hall
J

Vta'w

koitlvm.
Ihwyuucan

help item.

LIQUOR
•Li

fjajrjfjMjpeM at re ttwajmaaAal II

* MO«TMArVe»TON
niti eaa>ea«aj|l

* fAlfiYtCV

llM ««f wMVlfMiW

LIQUOR.. BEER
AM

WIMESHOPPES

Sejfram't Gin

SlV9

6ilk«r's Vodka

ST99

»rt> • X) U

I

Table Wine ROSE

fa*

UbiHBec

Oee ai H

t

II

$C79

Poltt »»»r

(••4 M M $

Coca-Cola

Cm*

Tribute to f
Malcolm Xl Black Affairs

Notice
TharawM be a 1'twte in nener of

tWatooen X. ino ••ton**'? tnt

maf>t and preaence of Sax*
rrenhcod, 0»veA oo^a#it el 730.

TrM event m« ta*e piece at me
M«tec4-» X Oifurai Cemer. Soum-

ha> kdadom; end laedererap wff be
re-tocamoad r*iMM \* tha carm»t

Of Na MiMorkaf p#rod and It*

tigacy n« left It • importsnt for ua,

in ie?ai, to eartoueV adapt th«

and pealeve v^crtt of me
ftadar. and contaiM y*

struggle for hum»n rtghta.

Th« Mvatv. we iaeture » tart

rttarvMYw with Bro Mak«*rn X. by
M*a Waajca, foaowtr^ tha nrt\

8ro. W/jhimrrad Arvnid nil

recapt.ni th« "Mat *va yaari" of

Melcoin t ettx

Piof »hn Otacey 0* ft» Afae-

Am Studee Oept w« dectea
Makoir* X and «4ack riXonifajm.

Student* eitandnf v#il be abtt te

tocMva a eotet pnoiooftph el

Mateo** X. The event wM cenarry

be arertKwNle end «ery

eduoatcrMt.

The M#4c.>r>i N *l*w M
tcMog tha Maiainv tea *m
tameaiar. VYa tea ft* umn
eajrmg up. ekcuMi rfn en at rw«
at tbe Joan Aden effHe h tiAifV

mmbt. Tee oauteee e*e rt^eai

KducatHin end the i»*e. Itueara.
Women m AVm4 fejrvey at

Mnonty St.de. • i i nie*

pad Ouik

MAD MONEY/
$25fc

'With
,

Beau Brikpes
''mad monccj /

-this *xxt raontff C&fificak andQD&YC

BuutSD okyih of f*)nrc/?cls>dtScrSti#: t/Of

< tt'AMJMMhi
MounMln Farmv >fcili Ri. o MDdlry. »€«••

Tonight

Universal RhyMwnh
Tmajhx Uaiearaal Mtyt^m, •

•f DleiK u.m Cmm
rnihMetein firaarie mm iMoaaxaal

"> itu. Meftajfm •

IpaejdjfM, „t M4Ui#., • 4 ,.t am
•fi" Md

fMeae, •aMted te 0m Nefertaai
.. i^ei Meaaaan * e*ee

andMu«tadMjeilaieit»Ma4iMe dm
f¥uhtrf#tMH Atmail aej aaMaery*
biiuMMilye •*•«! •nluf**atliti

•eniarNnp vuj taea nva yean at
v«4<«a

Iamvwmm nhyevna mm ha **mi
Aii^itt.i' ,m o«vf4)CQWM0A
rM 'Mtu rner haate are fluey

ilpaea and ltM»e#ued Thereeaaai

•hanv te ereanaaraa t., neaaj

^te- f •

$oeMCtton90

*<*

JplnB.NjS

m *> ^ .m e> eaMi

M«k«fVnip^jaa

i
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S*tt*» «« 5«tm ftie** »*»*• **

• J/* r »o:

TN»t» *« *• • **4*0 C*#C* Mt VO.

Pickets expected
to support UFW

•V USA HiCKU*
AqpecAA* Nrta Sr*c0

TMt Stt.fd*y . f*ry H> oo* tono>td {*cc±# «r» «xp«ct«j « • nw p*c*«e

c*»#d by ArrtttrM tuoeOfW* erf tt* U**p* ttrm Wortu^i Union <U» <

ndk*»r% tM mmcrtit M tt# Four Simon* 1<mc* $w» en PH*. »n

Htttfey * 400 pel*.

Str* Otrt, *c<***p»f»6n tor t!» to* boycott «m(rtnn. mW. "W«
i*v* to bcM a fffJMry c«rp»gn *0*mi G«*e. mdgeiN <n%<h twppcrt

«po»fc*ina»dtr»«wMli»«cnx^*n>t1crth»urw P*ep* *n> v*th

mi butM mtd nen> <f*n tymptrhy. * n«#J the* «ovt *ucport Tt#
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Jcm Kobort ond Bon O0C*er Ml now »choo

rocon* M t*0 UMtM mon't va>ti mm ovonod the*

record it 44 wtft • 86V27 V* cvohing of on ur*

cfcrma-noJ »qu»d IfOm Hoh/ OOM lOtt ft^ht 01 *»0

Boydon Pod.

Tho OMtdm, « OApOCMd, newer gov* tho (JMiu
«wimmo<* « nght. Tho Mir«jto*on won oJi bv>c rwo

e%en«. dotpto tho *#et thoi Cco<h Bet Mtfomod dd
01yeotW coot ow*arroro n meny of *» oWJUi

HobOfL wbojuft IMS Stturdoy Oroke nineye* 0**

UMftM tOMCd »A thf 200-YWd buttorfry. WOPPOd *VO-

tonths ofi ooccod o*f tho* mo* •** a b>w of 2: 112.

Tumnili hU«rv Brydon. act nocmoHy • buttorev

900k MttXtf Wtfh 0* W5MM« tiff* 0* ?30 4

«tery * «Mb*o monotonous Bon

Otho* lot poce fWMhoro for UMim were Rom
Yorwor* m tho 2C0v*»d beckotroke C2:!SAI: Oevo

Bouohor r. tho 200 ye* breootoroko 1223*1. end th§

400 frewrote/ teem with oUtm of 3 23.

3

Tho no* meet «0f *e Mr>*ttmeh w* bf foright

ogotret AhedO iMMd (7300, 8cYdO* f>OOl' U*t •

ms<h mo«oved 0%er lM» yoor. Wol novo to work

hord to bott ***.' e*d Cooch Boy Motored Lost

yoor UMMt tfOoftced *M *oo», 75 3*

POOC *LUNG£S Th» r^roiomor. •outt ffco to

toko tho UEI meet to**Qht o*ko oo Seojtdey dtoyw*
tr*v»4 to S»*r» 10 roko on UCom. Tho K>t*«o» ho*
%ory ovong teem, end tho Mfhrtomon wtl bo no

motch for tho Mtor tho uCon* «oot. r* owinv

mon wtl novo ooly «mp moo* to prepe*t fix tho Now
England*. More* 4>* «t Brewn . M diov Mko URI

M^oH #nd Mr^ go n MpOCtod «t Stomx *+t

Bradshaw joins WFL
-

Thts wt>m«n front "down under" goes o#

block a shot. The UMm women's b bo*
Worcester State toniQht at MOPE gym

Women get breather £r ^^3 *££
drCHAsocomo*

\

^ Three Virgins,
>^ interface boogie

Finneran's rainbow,

Cold Walls and Warm Sound

Five College Art Symposium — see p. II
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Oeatfry Kurlniky- Former
B«t>»f»i Manager end Sports

any newspaper be free from
POM eel control erd to bf Ob
|ec1h>e, me bioso* should bo tool ei

• minnnn with Iht exception of
thf editorial papas, where t*w
newspaper mvtl bo responsb* for

I ito*ds O* Oil »SSuf reewspepwr*
VK«."J »<.x tr>c rl;r,- rot *: w.r
ttwr sourcei

Kris Jeclson— Cartoonist
Author Ot Ke **pus fcapfri

«nd

Mink *i could bo ed«onu gipn
It me CcJlecien become ' nencielry
i'dependent ran Itself wtthout any
wbuJoY iStvdont money) As tor

os thf editor a»s go. lnevfrwa*#to
*ee Iho poptr to color to anybody
out itudonti And students sfould
Mvo tola* soy about *nv poos n
trooper Any student should *eve
Jccri* to t«x

B J. Rech* • Collogtaa's riooittvo

Editor, (former stresger tor Mow
Eagland Yankee Pooler. J

Editorial pagos should toko

doti«4to ttends ond Oct as on outlet

for »to vo*Ctf.«f mo StodOnts. They
**et/d provtdo o forsm tor people

to exchange ktoes. e*d ho*o **•

retpomeli»Y to present tho rSSuf*

to students. I oilnk thai fto

ovtorialpagoftarogaseptobetery
teiportent in tho no«t months
because ivdents n»us* become
aware of proo ond com of od
rt *l»tretl»0 progrems which
**otves tooi increase* ond things.

tee* directly effect them.

I tilnt f reedorn of ttw Preset* e
retponibUty to tho roodora to

present retpensftto eed eccvrete
•ews storks, end o 10? of *ory no
Ideas, generally meting the—
aware of thing* which oro not
Alfhn the»r own worlds

I mink mis l» very Important «r\af

Freedom of tha Pros*
Congrarti4a*on* to Oartded tor

becoming dally newspaper
Complete freedsm, anything Arnhersl Record for tho four

except llbtt. Sorneeedy coUd be awards won m tho New EngU^d
u*4 tor ilboir but theuM not bo Pr*%% Holyoko Troourlt
I'oppod tor primioQ it. In tht Mil Totoorom for mo oroftf* o>von to

pUco. I fhtlk WO rood O Shlold thtfcoay loVillfkcalkn Prog'^rr 4*

, A Mor-ptK rr Coltogo CI ntundo tor

looping In bvsinoss Vollor
AoVocot* t> trooping moving

fftEEOOM 0# THE PRFiJ
COMORATULATIOAIS TO THE
FOLLOWINO AtASSCOMM
PCOPtC 0om> fnottou- Oorto

more. Kr^otond.Who* '^ho?

TyU rVich*>0#0. & J Rocho. ClMf
A Roger*. Llndo Mofyt. >onoO\an

Newma* (KomptNro Oorotto).

Alono MdHmon. {LontofO* Art

Cdltor). Howord 21ft..JoM
Som ...Koctor L. Colon. (Short

Otoriotl Rolpf*
WhMoHood Angol Gar
c.» lArhck*).. $onto» Oo U
Por <IAP>. ...C. f\»lom (Long

L«\-e to Conodoi. Atkodo Oo»>

rokt Atoorto Voootto Modor

M*rk .0*»l RMond Mon
Ann Ain'tboM*. Rudy

RodrtfMOl *»i on compvo for

thooo •rltlng tor m# Cofkglan.
Rolow Tho Solf o-d lei
Lo'lno - Morolo*. Mo|iCO.
•AorflrWL Sogorro Ortd, Con
;oltr. tfroro. Etc. Etc.

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
OISLIKE SECTION
To 1*0 Amorlcon ProM which

Ignoro* Spanish SpooKtrtg Itsuos
To Mlgvot fttvoro. o tooxhor ond
mombor ot a» odml*JstroHv*

trooror* on compus tor nf* In.

Itrtoroncoo wtlk tht ut\.

Oorgr*>X«to sfudont FREEprou.

another look at books

toolo Vhioo otd Alio Torrot. konttr), dlroctors of OUE TAL
AMI&OSf. ono of «to toodmg oPjcoIImoI Soonfs* rodao progrant in

Eostom Uiltad Stalot. QUI TAL AMI COS? to brtodcofJ ovory
orantng oy WFCR Roporttr Lull Modlna woo Irdarvlowod aooui
Froodom ot tho Pross among ft* SpotitA SpooMrtf In Mow England o«d
Pt*rto fWeo.
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The Convertable Ashtray
THE <OhV t RTIBLB ASHTRAY

ByJ.WWyfcoolt

MOLT. RINCHART, WINSTON.
MERRILL LYNCH. PIERCE.
FKNMER. SMITH. SACCO.

VANZETTI. OROUCHO. HARPO
CHKO.ANOSOMETIMtS

ZEf>PO

over

'he *os twr now
I onty novo socks
My toco's osleop ond I wont

*ord*id% —

it is certotaOy ono of ts« most
fSOdrtbrooatlng poems I h»vo stir

OJi'v T»,s boos, even more then
hi> first t*o. damensfrotos
W>t<nctr*s (omfloto mastery of the
rechargoobie electric roror
Hik sense ot tho tropic is socond
ontf to that of Joel Boitf's. os
ovldoncod in «he oooot "'Froowoy
to EterrAty ^eod &nt Rest Nett
Etlr ' it tells of hunchboxl aN>

H Is o toucoiag scone that brings
bod nnomonos of -y own youth.
Tho poem ends m*\ I (Mies dooih.

mi witfi mo suggovton RNd he aIII

BftWttB

I B| Co*ver» hie Ashtroy" is the
second poom domondl^g added
•Btenllon. It is tho only politico

11.25

reviewed
Bf Oenitl Vltrnrtn

Ttas pvbllcofdn of Wytoaotrs
lotost OOOk as londmdrk In the
Aorioof pootry. oswefl ostetng on
•mportant stop in the Irrtsdectuol
growm of Wylnctt ^msoH UnUM
his first *wo boo<i — Don't ToAk to
AAo Mf foot Hurt ond Oocks.
Dudes, oad More Dwelt — The
ConverlBAt Ashtrof is not ccn
corned with ony sinp« morno.
Those who rood ho first two books
wMI recoil tho Wpknotts pro
occvipa'ons In thorn wore
rotpectvtly. tho lock of com
*M>nkoikon e>mong «s« dood ond
tho relatoroNp between tho In

dividual ond his or nor fooo.

However, tho themes In this ne«*

book rango from •*« o»dor>Se

coniabJIe fo TchoUovsky's fifth

sympho/Tf to the soctooconcmk
n-p4katloA» InvOfved when dwdrfs

If you con soy I tovo yoe w»*hout
mowing pour lips then you win
what's behind door ****** throe

So begins tho first poom in this

boos. Etfttted "How can you love
ao# when I'vo gkiod your mouth
shut?y,,

. v Is one of the very tow
comptestty origlsol love poems
tho» Y»t crl»c K>\ over road
Written os a ser«* ot soon»lr»gly

minor lecldonts I* the lives of two
tOVOTA the conflict grows unsi the

boy is inabte to jrdertravJ why
the gH Atll not donate her toff SO
that his dog might woJk again Sho
Knotty veaves hln. and In tho lav

eVylnott deaH
lander If with 1t# problems of so*-

•^tllctod wovnds The ordeal mar
two newtywtds toCO trying to

cusdbraofc their Inlaws t\ probed
m oncrher poem "Red lights

tells of the d'tt.cvltes thot

madams have try tog to loop hands
off of Rso merchendse And In

poe—« t%«t I think *s guile profound,
Ayinctt prosanH the tale of a msn
whoso llfo is drastically changed
when a rorsogodo plostk surgeon
roarranpoo tho man's facial

itrvcturo, Thoro ore mtny orator

poems, similar only because of

^kno^rs quaint habt cf us*r>3

> •» bto

yooms to bo the stroightmon in a
comedy toom

Though oil dso poems «r4> well

worth 'eadiro. there *>rt two that

deserve special attemon Tho
f r\i, care and toodng of a toofs-

bt>j%*" <s a moving t rrk abovt Rst

growing pains of a boy forced to

wear iocly shorn *so* aro two
sieestosmall T*o title comes tro«
a line in the poem In which after h<s

first Sf»ual encounter f odle asks:

aught* did I uT yds 7

m*s It ok?
she vd,hs —

yes lave a b*h>er*»y shoot*«g crops

s* wa->

poom In Rse boo*, and one ot *w
tow that W.kncfft has wriestn It

would be useless to fry and
ths poem or Its theme,

il . ill give sanction w*kh
should show w* natvro of tho

poom

Tils is a poBsscol poom
tilled with rOhng boot* 4n6
cjwdiditot.

of men wlthocA lops running tost.

of hatless nngs and campaign
pofw\ dipped In white sauce
A*dai the fnd
si I could find a eVUstd* button -
I could stop thinking.

'» «s a boautitui and brilliant poem!
Bf ufilliing words of a poincai
nature and those words to%nd on
pages 7 >) ard III of The American
rseftope Olcttotstry of tho English

language, Wykaoft croatfs tto

Ctoarost .«*sago Of thf pomkei end
. '• :el -acf ne» IhOl r<l»i in

Arr^icst icday Superbly con
Trusted the ooom d*n IhdKtwarrt
ot a »©r el. thot refuses to hold thf

mayt en »< BLT sondw ch of IHo.

O the wnolo. eVylnoft Is .n
concerned whh ose so caiifd

estab snme»' poetry. Feeling that

hw ten.* » »y to write pechry Is wfto

e pw. nrvknois says "I grow vp
constonftr being told to fie my
tnooo. WeR sarr amen l did grow up
I rVSt wpre SOCkS * ThOUO> Some
too* »toi wVfkno*i .ses too ^arty
lettorv his «mpresston of Kenneth
Tobov is ornoag tt-e best **Jlebl»
Patricia Ht*i is net bad either

Regardless J W. wVsnott r9ms)ln%

one of mo two or throe poets »hoso
fi9m% ends wve> double t's"

A kit 9 xhdjfiro have oone
and foaso over Use yt*r% Mai
ovary oar made tern* kind of

imprnusoA. dad only rtpirtt is

that I can't own mart or find a

vi %y to hunt with mare thaa

at a tinr

"The Cnjdh woo doomed 10 eS'o ft

wo* betaf dewnl^tddrn. wOf OfHf
i'o»r^i. t<iT\rc ,"-i^J roo»Ar«

Put took - il Act ewrvived. it lit**,

it Ac* been pvtwZed. and n*eod>
eeer will be nMe ta wipe at out

"

Below The SaH r-At =«•**- the km
Of mooajine that would prMf
pect> ar »or%. Wo pledge to upnold
tilt tradition, but <an't promha
o^rvbodys peculiar work will fit

Your'* must bo typod.

doubtotpocod, el sixty spaces to

the line The deaovn* tor each
Thursdays edition Is noon the

iccul ttal Fond memories "DM
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Spanning the medieval fountainhead

Steeleye Span, ts*e British

folk—rock group whose album
Bekw thf (IH provides this

publican*! with a nama end
soma traditional lore, com-
pacted a recent tour with a
concert m Ovclln's hietienel

Svadium it was an exciting

eiec'nc^i^xtrtulton me senses

and emotiom. They included in

their ihow everything from
bawdy *umor to pathos to the

power of etectrJc rock.

Their set opened wit* a tlva

minute color movie entitled

he Bold Poachers, Set In

the English country*** of

IKS). was an enactment cA a

ballad by the same narma

whkh served as »he audio The
understated presentation of

tragedy characteristic of this

tradition as superbly inter,

prosed by Steeleye Spen cast

en eerie sadness on the film,

end the audience was moved.
Thus prepared, the group

camt bounding on stage so slip

into a narddrrring number
before the applause had died.

The center of attract ion and
last to make en entrance was,
of course. Maddy Peter, the

female lead sinper. She showed
herself to be the mistress of

stage pretence She knows we i

how to cepture an av&*n<m
with movement, sometimes es
energetic es her dancing,
sometime* as subtle as a twist

of her shoulders, yet alweys
enticingly fascinating.

Everything dene on stage is

calculated for erlect. yet thH
does not subtract from the

impact of the group- Tim Hart,

co-founder l«ith Maddy
Prior), kept stamping his

sMvery platform boots in time.

by Dennis Foley

»he*r histrionics- Gary Glitter

looks like he Is pushing forty

and seems to be in it cnty tor

the glitter of the pounds m
Stirling that accompany thu

screams of the twelve year old

BELOW THE SALT

STEELEYE SPAN
A So*oct*oei of Roeothjo Utei ri taiooajrat

Kick Kemp danced about with

his electrsc bass performing

poses ** hme with the beat like

some of the British pop groups-

He was certainly not as serious

es groups like Gary Glitter and
the Gimer Band art in touting

girls — but met is another

story.

Steeleye Span's sound,
ai'hough It remains distinctly

their own, can be compered to

Falrport Convention when

Sandy Denny ung* with them.

and less accurately to the late

and lamented Pentengle. In

concert the fare was heartily

served with plenty o* full

medieval harmony . Ofsen five

ot ihem wo.ld sing emsemble.
ahheugh If must have been

tour pert harmony. The Quality

of this ensemble »* the real

txvs of their music end I must

admit that I tou.sd the Im-

position of a layer of brazen

rock chords somewhat de>
fract.ro, at times. This may
simpty have been due to ex

cesslve volume, as the a

cepella verses contrasted to

reveal the beevty of their

ensemble As such it is easily

corrected, end does not

represent en Inherent flaw.

a

Textually and melodically

their songs art of covrse

variants of well known Engicsh

and Scottish ballads classified

by Francis James Child in the

late IdOf/s. Harmonvcaity and
rhymiceler (in short In thair

arrangement) »he songs ere

versions of folksong— versions

because ot the electrical

elements of rock and the

presence of harmony, Neither

of these art found in traditional

ballad performance Notable

among the songs «ere
Thomas »he Rhythmer"

("The fairy o/ueen is a tor more
interesting character than

Thomas himself." — Moddy
Prior), "Ur Hugh", and a

variant of "Lamkin" celled

"Long Langkln." ("Beware el

Long Langkln who shies In f*e

wood".)
la the midst of all of this song

we were traated to a Mummers
play, as delightfully bawdy
with cavorting obscenity as

might be axpected. it afforded

a nice break from the music
without leaving the BritHfa

tradition. A nice touch Indeed.

One cannot escape the

surmise that this Is per

formence without a full ap-

preciation ot the folklore

*ithin the songs. Nevertheless

it »s performance that in-

troduces ine realm ot

traditional British folksong to

'•o.vsnd* *ho *o.ld other

wise remen unsouched by Its

fascination Some would argue
that this n popularization at

the price of prostituting an art >

or worse, at the price of the de-

struction of tradition. I cannot

agree, since it was popular

versions of folksong that *ere

my impetus and introduction to

folklore

So to those who may en|or

the Queer and quart lyrics of

Steeleye Spen. thair artful

rhythms and movlno har-

monies, know ye that there b
much more that meets the eer.

and that is saying a lot.

Dennis ratty Is a UMass
sewtor on exchange for a year

in Dublin. Ireland.

Woodi Ishmael - the only name that rang true

•.iLi.:.-a

NUFUi

Virgin on the ridiculous
Rock Bottom
Robert Wyatt
(Virgin VR 1H11)
playing Time 39 25

You
Gong
(Virgin VR 13 12)

playing Time :4I: 10

Star's Ind
Dov.d Bedford
(Virgin VR 13-1U)
Playing Time: AS: 44

It seems the British plot So

subvert and destroy the sanity

of young people everywhere
continues to flourish; the very
existence ot Virgin, a label

devoted to recording nutz like

these listed above and others

like them, to say nothing of the

apparent commercial success
of said label, its en indicator of

how ntmr so the failsafe point

we must be. Tubular Betb
tolled our destiny—it's only a
ma^tr of time before our
brains get sucked Out through
our headphone* end nothing is

left but these kooks cackling in

the vcads of our collective

cranial cavities.
Certainly one of the central

figures in this nhoie English

nut -rock syndrome *s Robert
Wyatt | Wyatt was a co founder
of a prototype nut band, the

Soft Machine, in 1*67. The
Soft's music was actually
serious in terms ot com
position, thai is- well thought
out, semi-jazz semi-rock
oriented, but definitely on the

experimental side. But they

took great pains to be sitty

whenever possible, either es

the philosophical muddling
meanderings of their lyrics,

when they used them, or in the

titles of their works, a la Erik

Satie. Pretend it's loot: you're

the more inventive bands
around, drummer vocalist
Wyatt decided that they had
become too structured tor h»s

tastes and left to form a band
of his own called Matching
Mole (a mutilation of ?*e

By Your Sacred Cowboy

doubt, of hts sudden change Of

lortunes: the sensitivity and
gentleness that was only rarely

glimpsed before comes to tee

surface hare, his rough voice

rakes on a genuine tenderness.
TKs is an album ebeet Robert

And speaking of madmen,
here art some friends of Mr.
Wyetrs who. in the words of

someone from whom I don't

mind stealing, ere not so much
a band as an attitude
laJMude? ) Knot is ihe sound m

Cong's Yovtopian fantasy.

The original Dead End kid.

Well. Wyatt would have
thought it was fenny.

French for 'soft machine').

They made two exceedingly

crary and wonderful albums.

of which onty the second.

Matching Mete's little Red
Recerd, was released in the

U.S. (An Interesting side note:

the Little Red Record was
produced by ex-king Crimson
leader Robert Fripp and
featured ex-Ro*y Mvsix Brian

Eno).

Wyatt disbanded the group
after the second album, and
w*s on the verge of reforming
the band when. In it?J, he fell

out of a window, resulting in an
apparently ptrmA/^nt wast
down oeraWsls- Not much fun

•-
.

i

s

Wyatt- and while not

autobiographical and chest

ber«ig like >ohn Lennon's first

solo album, there is a
similarity between them in the

feeling ot bringing all of one's

talents to beer on capturing in

music that essence which is not

only that person but that

person an retetion to the world

as he sees it.

Of course, humor ts still a big

part of Wyatt and so thrs album
is full of odd touches Itke the

middle part of "Little Red
Riding Hood Hit the Reed .

«herc most of the trecM begin

to go backwards but ere edited

so smoothly and produced so

well that the listener prooebr
won't notice unless trying to

follow the words But despite

the impressive production by
C. Pnk I loyd Nick Mavx..

arei

one hand clapping in ft time?

Zen rock? I don t believe I've

ever heard a group so serious

about being silly In a
meaningful war es Gong ts.

Their albums arm carefully

though! out. spaced ou».

educational cerloens for your

ears end l'%

Musically they are very
much into playing with har-

monics (No. not harmonlcee),
particularly in setting up ever-

changing liny electronic

textures and using them as

both ground anil backdrop for

laixlsh inventions and irr

provisetions (featuring lte«e

K.iiage on lewd guitar and tha

ever popular BAoumo*dO C*ed

de Brass on reeds end wind* i

interpolated ayfetl rhymes-
space-whispers. and

af

Finally, aw album which,
while not entirety successful.

deserves special mention for

being so much more successful
than any of its predecessors in

the genre The genre under
deacvesion is that which seeks
to combine electric music
(reed 'roc* instruments') with

orchestral; almost yearly
there is an attempt by some big

rock name or other who should
know belter, such es the Moody
Blues. FvoccJ Harum. John

McLaughlin, and the Electric

L»ght 6rchestra These hev*
consistently been disasters

smothered in their own
srefenvons. ssstn the evcephm

tne Nice » Br en-

dmburger" «»hlrh sucxawtk-f

by not taking ltset! tert*jity-

Star's End ts evccetslul, by
and large, because III ap
preech ks different, seeking to

bring elvttnc music |in this

case the guitar end bass work
cf Mike Cftatejtd) intu txr

ch«s»rai I the Koyel Ptiilh*r

mon'c Orchestra, conducted by
Vernon Mandleyl. rather than
the other wary ensvnd HHH
rather than ilmpi* laying

dawn the electrir ffarss am
putting in me arrajneemenl

behind them, es has itWeyi
been done in »n» *a%*. II

gutter, while still largaty a snln

Instrument, it »•» TnU •h
part nf the nrche%tra en* the

composition, is nut allowed lv

domtrotr and in fart * na*

even h«ar d in mmf wet teens vf

the piece Yet tha gi»i<»r It

played like a gvUr *•• •

ttrumant of ffw >.t as wa^i as

heert and mind, anil rl Is Ihea.

the actual workinp tyeian at

these twu herelvlvrt wn
blendeble sounds that mesa
this album eutslane#>«i

sing Ioxj irdc

Antoinette Bosco - the only name that rana true
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Doctor will appeal
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As you like it_

The stop ng c*1 At You LIU It It

vary Impressive. It it dona In

-r»d tiona Shakespearian st^ie

which he* become a rather rare

occurence The caat. for w# <no»i

part, and the elroOtr aovlovitr tee
vadHlonai ShaKetpaare at a very

heavy uadartektog Shakaaoaere
did writt comeiWi ttsa* ««re
-neanr to be taken IKjMty. and As
Yae Like It la one of theae 1>«

ichtnea* was mlsaitf In too raany

ji the characfara.

Susan Sweeney in the part of

Rosalind shono. as Rosalind »*tl

i^outd Her »onaJHvify for the part

was atdrodmary aartlcviarSy In

piece* where she received little

weport from •<* ether characters

en ateot Rota'nd'a lffi%

formation I«f0 a young boy la

carried off wail and *ery
betlevabfty Th# lady deearvea a lot

of credit tor fhH persormaxe
Uyitorfunaaety, Jeff Nlchots h the

part of Orlando g*os a#r sme to

nandllng ot a moat dlflicutt

catoractar.

T»e coitumlng is gaudy.
Perhaps the overdone court ciomes
wOiM do bettor n a procankim
vttttng wHeretheautfanca»nqta»
close to tht actors as to this ttvdtp

produc*en.

set i» an .ntereitlng
pat iera of cirice* o* many
<2.lfarfrtl kvelS M kS viry
ptoeatog to the eve. bvt n* torrtoey

practical, as perlormers in io*g
ceafumes tail on s*alr» tit got
caaght o* props more ef me ac
tors' energy could fee demoted to

*>»at they ere doing rt tha tat

etovgnar had taken the costumes
a«d pace of fnepity amo account

playoff ot. Orlando is seen a oetls*

end rregk.Vaherehe is I- agony tor

tore of Hotel nd. ha appaara in |evt
plain agon*. Hit musings rest

dragged.
The other tett ot (overt carried

their parts well. M not atrrtbtr

rtmarkably Tom Keegan. as
Sihtu*. and Veronica Leads, as hit

i««e Pheoe. saved some

Free* left to nght — Barter*
ScNichte as Cell* »n$ Sesan
Swvany at to^lind.

moments In the second act. Ma
Lew.* along *rM* Anna Davit as
Audrey, ere prooetrty ine sfrongett

sacondarv characlers n the play
bcrh woman give their relet great

as well as tympathf

Jaojeee it one of the aardosi pant
In theatre Attar all. he must sov

tha seven ages of rt*n speech
knowing that tto en»*e audience it

fr»»m:llng It under thttr breath

along vwat hm ArVchael Cudo
handled the tpeech and the part

A.th the reserve 11 requires. He
was melancholy, but not mawdlH.
cynical but not bmer. vjperb

»n rough edgat In At Yew
Ltke It, bvt «lth two more weeks In

III r«v\ ttey shoutd be s-oomeo
out. There »rm very dull momtnts.
but «»ere ere also beautiful

touches, as •**• the *«*ssenger
Irom ete duke detcandt m a
batpen Mai e bad *er to spend em
evening

^^doubie vision dance Densmore and Williams on Tap
ccocwpt.ai tap dene* by ctammore
and vraasams —
fab 1A 'VI studerf union gahtry
Omttucfc, I harve dropped all of

the papers Here we have been
mysalvat all firm and statuesque.
0>ng ettVrwncy end a lot of bell

ringing, and what are my reward?
Hi roaatt for weary, I have
dropped a* of the papers. We enter

our notion' t kapha I - \nmll-we.
C — tap dancing down the

corridors Of power ar*d hewing
myaalf at erect as I can as

•mtatlon of me ones I work for. the

be«s In eiy head aMlernallied on
top Of my head Frustration*

mount and I top in circles young
people turn ng egemf other yoeftf

>— tice rna

inspiration tor the tap dance
came to AAs. Densmore directly

through her |ob as One Of the

sec/etories l» too Art Office. The
constantly ringing beilt moun
tains o« meanfgltts papers to be
crganlied. stapled, diatribufed.

cotlecfad. shuttled, sorted, the

maps of bureaucratic and abun
dent ticker tape, flttfulh of C0*>

tottillke cornpvhar punched hoto*.

•to monotor»Ofc<sly even rhythm *>c
warm pattomt which a person In

WCh a 'worktrtf Situation tlndt

themtesf treading and retreadlr^

muHpiatlmat a day <and we mlrA
«• nave It bad as stwdaais, who
only have to vasW these »de* of

raCbeeto

The audience response was
warm and very enthuelee*c Itwos
plain tosee that they wanted more
After the number, many people

expressed a sincere desire to take

up tap dancing.

As things stand now. however,

tap denctog -Hi be impossible to

late here at the university — at

least if its to be done through tha

School Of Phytlcal Cd.catlsn's

Dane* DfvtStOJk Until the dMtor.
becomes a department and to

allocated Sandtog for mora room*,

faculty members, and ac

cernpanylttt, dance classes will

"Y

Howaver. tor

persistent and * o« e«e*t to t»*

marvetous eenetito ft

programs. *n#fe ei

tomething gang on
either In bfKan or In tlarthaatt. to

•ap toUt* Jan- htodern en4

Social Dance are also vary wall

attended datees f»eqverr> ottered

to all of tha live Itvteaj arssat

• itfitnt eato as a
it and at a pure art torml

Set back to

Despise lack of ntoilvahon to

perform u^ So par on the part of fUt

taa* recorder. Isto jenre

Their tecSetloue was precita and
awing, yet tony were as atmlausfy
at acme performing It mat It

•SvHKt tiForlse me shnukf I drop
bf me Art Ot^urhmnt Office and
tee Mt Oemmure tapping around

• • i'ed and harried as tt»«

'."jr*-.*f \h< t-^u** •: litr

f rtatey rvgnr

—ttftan Dmkectl

S^JVT
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12 Below the Salt — frozen rudio
21 February 1*73 Physical Plant uses electric truck

Fixin to be gripped
capturing insanity on film end The Sorcerer's Apprentice, artistic flavor never before

,\\\^\T\w>\\\\v

By Jeffrey Polman

RATINGS

+ + + -t-prime rib

+ + + V4 pounder with cheese
++Hamburger Helper
f dog food

A CLOCKWORK 0<LM4Ge«+~
Stanley SUbrick'i horrorshow

flick ebovt a young *r.x>j w*e
tesMfreat pleasure o toichocktog
prratocfnicks end gcl'-g down for

the etd snout, vntu the milUce"t
toss hm in the staja 'or muffing a
devote*ko A poyernner* plan* to

rework Me gwllver felt, and tie

moknick ve'.es as tool 'o<

political warfe'e «•— eshig
div9.iket.s0tt. mweic {•th rem

canti of *se o*d ludwig Vani
endtcreiiv worth vido>i«g flights-

fkajeVI (CCA. 3-21.4:30 ?. 1t:3fj|.

THE CLO* • f

Not one el Fetllnis beet, but still

vary appealtag la most sudiowc"
Fine costumes ana cir-^me
tograpttf .

1 Academy at mvs*cl

THE DAMNED-

-

Ltcheno vtconhs Halle* flan

(mm tfcexe every eey doubt?)
about Nail Germany during its

prewar yean and ft* fjexsonel

struggles arrftm a woslbhy la.

dusfrujl family Includes tome
weird uwnervtng scenes ibjpliski^

violence. perverson eac.,

resulting In one of Itoe llnesf.

darkest trip* mrouon madness
ever put on tikw. ie«<ept for Ken
ftusseiri the Ovvilt. ** nstnrte If I

billed wlW» el the Anthers*
I

FREtblt AHO THE B6AH
Starring Ale* Arhkn e-d J«nn

Ceen If sfims ifnownei-. Farms
Four)

THE DEVILS
Surety one of She svanger, mare

unsettling filr-s to be released in

the lest rise yeart D reeled by Ken
Russeu (Wornee la Level, it deals
• It* evil possession among a cro.p
of P ranch ntm and hew It Interacts
•its. ttse bottle between chwc* e-d
sfaVt Chock full of macabre tor

hjrsv anil eettosgus Wespherries.
end overall welrdness but evese

•ho aren't lilrlee might want to

merwel 9t the spectacular sets.

costumes, and a branem knock far

on
Appropriately billed with the
Damned at the Amherst Cinema.

EARTHQUAKE • i I

The seats don't vibrato, but your

timpanic membrance will The
wall-to-wall booms are even louder

than John Entwistle's bass, and the

shots of Los Angeles dovnxtntcd

are feats of movie making magic.

The only hinderence, though,
like The Towering Inferno. Is

borirg and contrived characters.

is deector Mark Robson trying to

make some kbd Of pomt about evil

people peying for their sine, or ere

they paying for their neosentnq

never
with M Mouse (Mountain Farmi associated with a "sex movie*

Four). (SUB., TONIGHT. 7 and 101

GODrATHtR II t TT- +
Francli Coppla's final proof of

his cinematic genius, just in case

you missed The Conversation. Al

Paclno takes on the dramatic

substance he lacked for much of

part one. and the results »rt Oscar
caliber. The Idea to widen the

scope by Including scenes of the

Corteones before and after

Michael's rise It unique,
establishing ins as a reel sequel,

not lust a commercial rush fOb

(Showcase Cinemaa).

LE SEX SHOPPK ++ + +
A very funny comedy by Claude

Berrl, obour a man who Invests m
a pronographlc department store.

The F rench view of sex Is 10 witty,

refreshing, and downright humane
that you might even learn

something about your own
genitals IMounte/n Farms Four).

MURDER ON THE ORIENT
EXPRESS

Amidst the lewenng sleeles of Oecedente, test tiame burns en In seerc* el knowledge - Quia

ectmgt Anyway, at least Cewrfen
l '.fflfAiMt* C Inemos)-

V ANTASIA
Re released by Olsrey as a drug

ciltwe met <"the UWenate aj

periance") but it's realty much
rr<re then that So*-* Of bkg most

beautiful animation ever
designed. see to some of the most

UqmHIiI music ever composed
lactate* Nigel on Bald fAeuetein

LAST TANGO IN PAR 1 S • «-

+

Bernardo •ersgiucci's bnsetess

story of two spontaneous levers

and their obscene e*Helr es an
emety Paris apartment. Marlon
Brardo g . »tn a gut •renching per
formance as tn agng pig adso

struggles to <nd love et a totally

lorf^ess world BerSsluccl's
he.mi-g photography end surreal

camerawork o»»e this film en

Culture on the sly

tale about en u«o*rfhed Nail

secre* and the attempt so dscever
.•s meonng Jon Veteht stars as

ese aefempfer with good taste, but

tse length and abundant dialogue

of Ihse Bfm -ipht bPSVr you If

you're expecting a car chase or

somelhiro 1 Campus Ctoemasl.

SERPICO---
ai Packsa g»»es one of tso

greatest performances .ever OS
F>enk Serpico. a New York cop
who si nfle handed ty tries to end
police corruption es s*e city

Loaded with r^w but reallsek

vKabularles, bruMl assaclrs. and
one cor-pe<llH) Kene *t*r the

otser. If you mlM) flUi fieri you
better hevee good reason. (SUB.
2-21 7. 9. and 111

The TOWERING INFERNO*
I can't »Ttegi-» whAt klrd of

people gee o*f on watching eighty

story pheilc sy-bots flame sp and
spout out screaming movie sAers.

bit •hy hee "m stvdkss, fee alone

your best friend would h4^ t*e

gall to put tp money to nsefce 9ils

unoriginal refrse is beyond rre

O J. Simpson is In it. so It might be
worth seeing If your car breaks
down near me tvatre Persona
irwtn Allen should be garrotted
(ihowcesa ClNmm

SPIRIT THE
OF ELWOOD

AAaAos The Snng look tike a
game of Chutes and Ladders.
Albert Finney gives the per
formance of test year as Agatha
Christie's masttrfvt defect.re.
Hercvfe Polrot. Don't buy any
popcom for this one. because you
v>on't ftitrtmbtf you are it.

(SJsowcese Cinemas).

THE ODESSA FILC+ + 4
Frederick Forsyth's espionage

VOICES OF
MEOIUMSMIP
BAIIRITT
A fine documentary f»i**ed

locaefy aboet Etwood Babbitt, a
New Cnglard farmer *hg for

years has been speaking tor fee

dead through spiritual trances A
for those Into psychic

(Globe Theater.
4 oc shows dally

wilii Merch 3)

YOUNG FRANKEN-
STEIN
Mel brooks, who wee retponsiWe

tor laughing convulsions m6 a
coast locoes' bean revival with
Biasing Saedftes. row serves up his

*error movie spoof which will Mi
theatres lesser leers pot smoke for
a Yellete Sebmarlne showing
Done in black e«d white to gve
He) trig's took, if features Gene
Milder es Oec Frankenstein, Pt*tr
Boyle as the rrw^tr «rfke hats

r ppers Instead of stitches, and
Vwrty raidman as the castle geek
Funnier than Niton's resignation
and the Checkers TciQCh com

and proves how muck can be
In me enema even after two

filrds of the cast end crew has
teen declared legally insane
iSnowcese Cinemas!

LOCAL UJUSiC
ear Kvstr tren fetx 2P.»
MttcS CBtHef Yn Alarm ISprmptietdl.

Feb. 2023
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N H
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L'p from the Sky - RvStv K> U
silica caseeer — Rusiv lean *eb 21, M
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o.J. The Pw<k Feb at CMI
iebe Asergaa - The Put. »eb 25

IMMM
e»ttr Prariptcn. Feb Jt. JUB.

AMHK RSTCOLLBCe
Saw. Rivers — Feb. 22. buckler Hot <e) e m 1

MCCev Tswer— Feb. 21 bucsirv He* (2 pm 1

SPRIMCFIILO
> Tsll. March 1 1. Gvtc Cemer . Sold Oet

.

jchm f nutw. Agrfl n. c,,,z cwit»r. t

PROVIOtNCf!
Red Stewan a Feces, Hve Oyper Celt. Tbe

trrtwbt, ^eb 2S, C*v< <.**i*. T

She tee Ne. Feb 2*, P«ie<e Tbee«*e
#ehve Teb. r*e'c* A C»vic Ce-»e». Sold Oil.

T

N*r*%ti Oere. ua-<h M. ci»k Center. T.

Jebn Denver. Aev vk Onter. T
SeaH A Cretls. April <«. Ci.k Center. T.

Prene feebeTBi Mav II Cvfc Cemer. T

James
LOrfelLL.MAtt

It

peAsooy.eMSS.
Thed Jones-Mei Lew*s the 9^^. March 3

Hoioav Im. Route I.

BOSront.MASs
Keel A The deee. Feb 2121 Pevit man
Mese Aiinen >eo 2023. Jim veerxsnep
Hareki meWM 1 Tee Bieeeetes Hb 2t>flu

Sugar Snack
Per m«vi A Orchestra Lena, Pee. 20.

Orrhevm.
jehnMeyall Pes 1 HH ar-Aarayeese leb H

Orpheem. T
Hembtt Pte. *tb 7L Orpneem. t

Two Oeeerat»ees Of bvveeck Feb. 22.

irrrcnorry ***
Orchestra Luna reb 21 COhen Aa*. Tirtts

J' scr-,

birfit NfHsee. Feb. 21 SrmeFony Hell.

Chenbers sVcthrrs. rtb HJAsrc* 7. Pew's
n«ell.

Pheroah Senders. rn> 34AAarc* ?. Mil
WOrkshoo

The eergetso. Feb. 34rwa»ch 2. Vupar
snack.
Ta| rAehal March 11 Peel's Mall.

Hegh Matebella. Marc- 3 e. Jut Worssnep
Al tVttsee. Merer 1. Svge* srwek.

^Jee wahh A Tbe Ptrewbs. Merck 1
Orphean. T.

Coeiraender CeOy A Mo Lest Planet AJresee •

Doc nttsen - Presey Morn March A Harvard
Sqeare Tfeanre.

Roywchaeen - John Brtsrsivwrs Oe. March
I. Orpheum. T
Tbe Fnkibfcs- March IMA Sober Shack
Average White baed. Marc* il< Ow-r»»" T

Asehro Turn. Marcn 12 13. besten Garden
ilngle sears orv.y tor March 12»t. Second etear

eet on sake yot.l T.

ecstasy. Pasalea 4 Pees. March 12-23. Sugar

A«ce Cooper A foil Ouatre. April 31. BfOSpb
Garden. T
Comesg Seen, xri MJisrseli. Jw3v CalRntv

Cat Ste%e«a. The arse. The CrtKcs. feetseng

the Girk I Aooeears mtt\ Roob Tube.

AOOITIONS
8 T fiapress. Msr<h 3A Soger Snack.

Cntce Cerea. Merc* 24. orpnetm. T
svendr Watdmaeand Rireare iehneae. Feb.

» 73. Pass»m Cobee Snoe

Battery-powered Wattswagon the current thing
eV CrVAYS BOU*H£

oVpfT Re^vrer
It wasn't eeydsesg we went pleming on

gettrsg ,c wee pill gYron to us and it *ep
pened so have veorked out. sad Steven
BneioJ Orecw pf motor veSvpssb at the

PTrrscai Pia*i. takog eboui the atecok-
pcrwered 'Wanewpgon''

1*« truck wtsch was bvdl so 1917 es

Cnglard we« donated to the Urr*ers*T» by
fbp Hcryoke Gas b Lyt-i Co »n July pt bet

%,«»< >^«^o t,r C%*« a*b«r»*

Gene Gdncprz, driver of the UhAass YVartswAgon, checks one of the
vehicle's two batteries.

The truck a powered by two bettarvea.

each wesgre^g 500 be .
produong 84 volts

II :*oy coukS lr d a wey so make the bet

tefies s*ujle* rt wotad be a great m
provemeni. ' said Gone Gancarr w*o ueuettv

OYreOS the tfuck

Tht beoehes f charged eecn reght end
4it ukeee> good for the c nrrverda the

end of the day you know you've been uong r

became it won't go as t*r." sad Gen:
On tevet grovind the Stecst baa a top speed

tf about 20 mph. Since esVrtbtng steep hde
drains me batteries faster, the stack is used
meieh; n the art around the kcrery and
VVMrnofO Admesdcrehon Buedesg.

Ottier ^t^ the sknv speed and me lack of

POVeer. drwUtg gsg Puck ipn'l b)0 ess.Ch

dttspttni from dnsseg a rgpolaj Uwtk, sa«J

Gajscen
.re rs no gear shrh instead • sevrxh

comtpis the speed Ttie«e a*en't an? gears.
-

» al done ekKUKaev. sod Ck*c J«
head of the ekecH<e> shop The wck 4 aso
ckseser. OAjajeer. and more eco*om<el than a
tegefer stuck

Smce Srgterfber of last vea». sbg fnxk
t*as teed ssghlty more than 13j00 kacnvbe* pi

ctectroty. At two cents per kisowoTl thai

wtrka out to about four dcdbjo a mgrrh.

cheaper than a gee powered buck.
*VVe had so overrexjl dse bfeajeas and

Chenge eke ffont suspension, wren we 901 It

but other then that we hesgn't had any nrujuor

procierrra wdt- r sad Brtaoot

At pfeeent. the physKaf piam doesn't have
an» ola-o to bwy more of the eieci'C yucks
The corrparry wttch bust psg truck. Bet

bonk Ctectnc Truck Co has recendy
ctpened a plant n the U.S
The batbswes run about S4.000 and me

coot for e new v-uck ss arou-d ST.000

The t»gfc pnee and the kerned versataty

a*e the two major lectors egesrsst dse t?.ck,

BrrSSpL

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY •. Weather

VOvOMC CHI. ISSUC H r viOAV. rCbRUARV 31. W7J

Teesps es sbg tone*
back to November.
And dse snows of Deceeibp*

are hard 10 remember
Southwest A,.nd mekes

-rwse S*ng.

breething kfe 4tto searnh nng
sprinn

Glucksternmay

vacate UMass

Provost post
B> C^**STW£{XOAAO

MPCftetf
UMass V<o CharkOttor of Acaderrec

AFtoirsv Ptovoe* Robert L Gluckasem m
bbtiously being conseSered so heed several

unwefSeSea outside cd New CngsprdL the

Codstgserj has teemed.

In a telephone roervSew am eight
Qkicketern setd that "for some time now I

have been under coeeiderstion at a rtsersbgr

of inaseutkxe and at sees poert fkeee

pcwtjeHejb are rvst being aapVsred.'*

A deletion e especoed by the mlddte of

nasi month
When contacted by telephone yeojsYdby,

Cf»encetky Rertcleph L. bVorrery said

Ihmk he'd make a good cherceitor and t

they contact me I'l grve hies a good
*ecornmertdbdcn.'

*

Iniorned sources say that Ok>ckstem has

been receptve to rob offers since lest spring.

preceding Bag recent cSeveicprsenss as the

School of Cdueevon. Oesen Owgnt w Aban
and Tveo other omedes of the school resigned

in Janupry ptftr reports were pubbahed
stating skge funds may have been

rtsssn^neged.

Sources bbd that Gsjcksoa**> wes upeet pi

the dlegasoni of misuse of tends and tax

academe programs at dse School. In a

recent interview, (j3ucdujbsrn seed stset be
supported the non-tredrtonal programs
which had fecwved fsbionei m
stnee Afan became Dean in ttBB.

Gkickssern, 60, d a wodd
fMCioer pnvsloex and has done nisorch es

thecyeocai r>*cfeer and e^emercery panicle

physksv He pAeduated from the Ocy College

of New York in IS44 with e degree in etec

triceJ ergeteaiswg ,

Frpes there, he went to MfT where he

fdtlv&i Ne PhD

fMom 1S46 so 1960 he deS research at the

Umrereny of Ceknorne) at Berkeery end M
Cornell Uruvsrsny fn i960, he went so Yaks

where he wes a fohjeacii untl he enwbt at

UVaes n 19*4.

Ajs the heed of the pbyakji depertme't at

UMess. Otuekstern recruited -ationslty

kwovns tsewtv and eaisbiehed the phyecs
department es one of dse beet m the neupe,

Oavkd »rsenhouse Cngtl one of the

pvoreers of die atomic bomb is o*e of mese

19)89, Gkjcksiem wee e vtssfJag

et1hal>srrerbty of Tokyo In 1971

he became V<e Chercefksr v^hkf* directly

crestsooa ai ecederrae programs, inefudbsg

the School of Education Smce ther\ he has

ateo been consutant to three major -eoonel

nuclear rpeeerch tboAtee One of tteee

•xkrdes the los Alamos Science labcrsnory

es New Meetoo where the f'nsi atoesic bomb
was

ST*

?

o
I

V
Residents of the fourth floor of Baker dormitory lest tsiglrt turried their

cor r.-dor info a study kvnge in response to a forced seizure of all lounge
furniture from ft* students' rooms by dorm administrators. All
University furnitvre is presently piled in locked study lounges,
unavailable for student use.

UMass officials say dorm policy not illegal

&t JUOYBQUCHifi
UDCSltft

Urtverstty efheess charged es defendants

n a cteee action cut have dened at

seeoei*or* that the mandatory dorrtvSory

poecy e unconsirutk>net

Respxtnee* so the aeegesens rrede m the

Pert were feed ti Federat Oetnct Court m
Session No l^eenng date has been scheduled.

Attorney Thomas leaser, denenckrg the

students named in the case, bbd he eepecii

the court to sehedue itw case as soon es

• SO mat i tgetton may be teaoeebd by

ne<t Sepssmber

The dies acton sut wsa Seed Jan. 2& trxl

the pejintms ere) John the* James Jcedbn,

Karen Zi rrreneiea Stephen Letter end eH

omer unosrgtedveie students on cenpus
The enrversrty oMcifJe - el those in-

volved in the regdtiebon process end pcAcv

enforcement edmrrted the efetejeeone ihet

ei thssr cepejeity they enforce the rngndaicry

dorm poecy wvlh t»w excepbon of Joseph P

tleakw cheimen of the board of trustees

The defendants etep deny the etegsto**

that studems recewe no ed^ceoonei or

socsel benefits from tmng in Ouiealspilem
le addition Chanceapr Rawdpsbh e^omery

dereea o*e absgitionf he •#& cm Ncrverrber

4. 1*34 as a student snenaensd Nenng on
sbg doreretory bwng that sWrtpty kving ei the

donrteones ceukl not be cons*«ered as vs

educational esperence unksse k wee ted b>

acadewec rrogreme

turn to page6
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Ford to veto suspension of oil import fee
H --*-*— k., u;»

Plans to compromise

on energy program
WASHINGTON \UPI\

President Ford indicated yesterday

he was ready to fight congressional

opposition to his oil import fee

increase and at the same time

showed a willingness to com-
promise to get a national energy

crisis program enacted.

Ford said Wednesday night he

will veto a congressional measure

to suspend for 90 days his $3 a

barrel fee hike, despite indications

Congress might override him.

"The President is hopeful his

veto will be sustained," Press

Secretary Ron Nessen told

reporters. "The President is sticking

to his oil tariff increase."

Nessen refused to predict how
Congress might vote, but Senate

Republican Leader Hugh Scott said

there was "rather a good chance"
the Senate would sustain Ford's

veto.

Nessen stressed that Ford in-

tended the $3 a barrel fee hike not
as an energy program, but as a

stop-gap measure to give Congress
time to enact a program for

restoring U.S. energy in-

dependence.

He spelled out four principles

Ford demands for the national

energy program and said,

significantly, the details are
negotiable as long as the four goals

are observed.

Nessen said the principles were
"inviolable" and "he will not

compromise on these goal*." They
are:

-The program must make
America independent of foreign

fuel supplies by 198?.

—The program must encourage
development of more domestic fuel

supplies to replace Arab oil and
other foreign supplies.

— The energy program must be
equitable to all Americans, in all

regions, in all industries.

—It must include permanent
income tax cuts for individuals and
for business, most vitally for

persons in low and middle income
brackets "to make up for the

ravages of inflation" and higher fuel

costs.

Nessen came under heavy

questioning by reporters trying to

learn where Ford might com-

promise to win on the import fee

issue. Nessen did not rule out

compromise but said Ford was

sticking by his executive

raising the fees by April 1.

order

White House sources said for

Nessen to discuss the possibility of

compromise on the tariff hike

would rob the President of any
bargaining power he could use in

getting congressmen to sustain a

veto.

Army freezes half a million birds

in attempt to control population

Kissinger optimistic

about Mideast peace
WASHINGTON [UPI\

Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger gave congressional

leaders a "cautiously optimistic"

report yesterday on prospects for

an Egyptian- Israeli peace accord,

but warned the most difficult steps

were still to come.
Kissinger briefed the

congressional leadership at the

White House less than 24 hours

after his return from a 10- day,

15,335- mile tour of the Middle East

and Europe in search of further

progress towards a Middle East

peace settlement.

Senate Democratic Leader Mike

Mansfield said that Kissinger

"reported that he is cautiously

optimistic, but that the most dif-

ficult period still lies ahead," when
he makes his next visit to the area,

»rofcab% n March.

•see constat) encouraged by

what he had toeey,* Werahetdttd

UPI
Mere!toed reported that K—rgir

mtd&mm to totes* Cotttmt*
on the Mticta laet w* be reaumsd

In t*e near futjre. tfsus grwnQ Ike

Soviet Union a mora deed hand .-

dtptomaic meneuvanrg in fee

On lit return We£n«ad«t,
KiMtogjr sad. We m* stay m

repudiation of the U.S.Soviet wed*
agreement, Mansfield reported,

Kissinger considers that US-
Soviet relations are good.

FT. CAMPBELL, Ky. \AP\ -
Somo two milliof \ bird* survived the

Army's best efforts to freeze them
to doath yesterday.

Thousands of birds grecttet.

sterlings and others perched

atop lea-covered pine trees

yiiMterdey morning while en
nxtirruitmi half a million others lay

froxen to death on the ground
'We dsdn't expect to Ul them

Brig Gen. John H.

maxwit oorrmanos*

of Ft Canpbatl "Our am a so gat

binS popufebon under control,

ft down to rreni

Mansfield also

forthcoming congrm»o-e< fght

over U.S. oil policy would deity

President Ford's project** feet-

finding mission to Sou** VfietnM*

by 20 senators and conyesemen
The State Department later con-

firmed the mission tied

postponed.

said the A/my
woukj spray ** area again.

ShoreV after rsprrTttsI Wad
nVWJvp* xTf%J Mt^HtJT WIQQfleW
sprayed Te*stool a soapy detergent
cnemxat. over eight acres of pine

trees what* the Atiee* **d two
meson to foot easecn birds ware
roofing.' Tmo fire tMOke than

doused there w*h 110.000 paeons
of water.

T>« Ft Campoea t>»d

covers 27 acres, but only eight can

be reached try f re trucks. To SpfV

ine reel. th» Army must wait «©r

•*n when ft not trrnadssasar

forecast.

The Terginat and Miter slrps 1*9

UfOi Of protective 0*11 keSng within

two or three *Owr* in subfteaiing

terrpareraree.

Among observers was Mat Dyer.

«**ts bKSogat ai Cotxedo Stan

Uanonrtry who teetrted e» federal

coert eerier that r#o*th 4or two

environmental groups which

sought to stop the bird tax

•If the Array's goal was to (crock

out ai the bird* in the area, they

obwousfy dej not succeed.'' Oyer

sett Thursdap a* be waited

through the <y pina prove.

When Army Sci'stary Howard

H. Ctssswoy aedHxaed the kit that

weak, he ceMed the brde haatth

haaarda to people and anmeb,
poMntial hateds to evaoon and

damagina to egricUtue crop* in

auftcuftfng area*. The tarda have

bean fastened *or the spread of

reeteplatmosit. a hur**n lung

ailment.

The Ateiy partly attributed the

low faa ratio to the fact that ak
acres ol the rootbru area ware not

wsoared down at hetvey at the

other*. However, one Army official

said fane of the felsaopttt runs

showed than ftodtt of beds tew
from the rooet at each helicopter

peas. Theae birds want sprayed

with Torgeat ban not w*h waotr. ha

Governors

oppose plan

for tariff
WASHINGTON ll/H) - The

rexri a governor's sad yeatardav a
conaerrtton prcyon •'of masaVe
proponons * shcod be grvan a rjnal

tor foe* to eta month* before the

government see** so Pitt) os"

consumption ihropgh harsher

Colby testifies that stories

about CIA threaten agents
WASHINGTON 10*1 - CU

D»«ecior Wriujn* Colby too
yesterday t>« almost hrsierioal

excitement surrounding newt
naports nm agsnoy tptao taagtaven

Americant was endangering the

of u«4e*:over agents enw

Cotty Mid thtf legitimate

American toying oparationt ant

thfeatanad by iataa charge* that hit

agency engigad in missive
domestic rtohgefKe.

"TM almoM hysterical c*

utcrrent that tu*fOundt thy rawsdaat contact with the Sown
It*dsm at we nagotata anothsr story rtwnocnng CIA. has R
step -n s*a M«ti*a Fast and asao in the ouaatbn whothar aacrat h
the p'ttariKo of a hnaf sat- tetl^anca epavabons can be
rierntot conducted by fha Ur**d State*,"

Qesprte the racorrt Sonet Cosby tOtd.

"A number of our trtdhadusl

agarts abroad are o*epty womed
that f^asr name* rrsght be revealed

w«h raeu'tarr. dwger s» thee* Irva*
*

Sirongfy defandng hra

agency , Colby aatd

were few and far tee-

wean" and did not justly th*

outcry raised by new* reports

atmast hysr*nc*f **•

ecrroundtig new* attestt

CiA apyng haa "rawed
o^iaatton* whether sacet n-

tetligenc* operations can ba
conducted by thai United Stars*.

'

The CtA • owng irrve*t»gaied by
a tpaciat presidential cemmataron

IbyVcePrssaderrNessonA.
rri addrtpn. special

Ho\i*e and Senate cornrrMtaaa

created t» »ny*p>gitf

thaagancv-
h testimony prepared for tho

dafe-M subcommittee of the

House Appfoprwton* Corrmttoa.

Ccaoy waapamcuiarvcfirical of lha

Maw York Tmea. whkhon Oac. 22

pruved ftp f**t tfiory of domestic

Spyesg Ha a*»d reponer Seymout
M !4*r*h • mooed and

two teparaos suttect*'

ecovOes and "snoaa few •ciMttaa"

gift m§¥ have bawn aagat

T»o govarnort voted 28 to 12 to

lOin Cone/*** •> cawng lor a 90-day
tutpanaidn of the oil tanft
rVattdant Ford raa irrpceed eWt
9m msrgci wsaa wvo voce* short c/

•the trvwa-Quart*v* majority «ec*i»wd

by ^%9 ruta* of the hittionai

Oovarrpr*' Confcrtnot for formal

adoption of a utakjtion

Thecon^p#c«yie)aadcptad i-ataad

sard the ftetfon hat yet to try ar*

overat bgieaty irregraead effort

to conserve fuel
• Thosewho have ccwefuded that

vokirtary atuan acbcns have PPtn
«thsr too sfpw or nadtquait t*i to

racogsita that wa tienply do not
have a reel program in place," the
gc^wwpr* taM.

DEADLINE
for

RSO BUDGET REQUESTS
today

If jour group desires SS FUNDING %%%

set Kevin Muldoon in the Student Senate Office, Rm. 420

Student Union, before 4 p.m.

NEWI
Campus Center Food Services

announces 2 new entertainment

programs in the Bluewall:

on 8 Sunday evenings 9 • 1

Jazz Jam Session
beginning 2/23

on Monday evenings

IRISH NIGHT
this week is Chris Henshaw,

9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

also:

— Little Village at the Bluewall

— 6 piece Dixieland Jazz Band
"Pzazz" at the TOC

— at the Hatch. Cricket Hill with
Special guest on Friday night

Some of My Best Friends.

Edelin asks judge

to overturn verdict

Cambodian government ralrtforct-rnants and tiatlr dependents await helicopter*

in Dei Eth. Cambodia, yastarday, as fighting lor control of Highway One and the

rVstkong River continues. The Communists yesterday drove off Cambodian forces

trying to land supplies into the refugee swollen capital of Ptinom Penh. The
Mekong is me only river route to the besieged cap city.

Welfare deficiency budget

of $288 million filed for 1975
BOSTON \AP\ - A I29S rrttton

wsifara osfieiancv austgai net bean
4ssd weh *sa eaacutrve Office o»

AJuti iaaeson and Rnaxe by
Human Sarvieea SKresary lacy W,
leneoa.

Tna r*QL»wt dm «%a pceandeJ of

patting ths stsm datcit for tna

tu~tni facai yaar at toma S4&
rnsaon. And John Vtttx. saafcter*

kiman sarv»osa sacrstsrv for Aacai

•ftsirs. s*d sddr>rrit ^trtsre

CARLO *f Niptes SUte Strtett
Northampton

seth Member of the World Fasnoaa

Reslaurarrt Interna Narva I

>

Our ffnenu consists of 62 item

(ItaBai Food oeli) entf »n attrato

tptndinf of $2.25

, Your Host, Carlo, Is a special

student at UMass

i:m*mm**mm+********++++*********

i
The Health Care Svslcms Program announces

competition for finding of research proposals

froei gradoite stsdents.

* Tilt proposals must be interdisciplinary in

f nature and sponsored bj at least one faculty

Minber.

9*1 ft* deparsasanl throofih the

nscai vaar.

As Aar aa tha 1288 ntbn rapjssi

ss coacamad, Pratt sad that Vfth
tha aoonomy bar»g arnat it *, I

don't turk anyona •ra-ts to say rt rs

a oood ftgura that wal get us

through tha yaar " Trsa Fsseai \me
ands A»n* SQ ai thaM amount ot

rh# raav raouaat m approved by tha

lagttiatura. rt muM bring waMara

tpantSng to aoma St.S tatiorv

Ad«nnarrat0n Saorasary John
P Bocklay sad maai-

i^t»sa that tha

M amovnt ot Mrs. ftanaon's

raoorrrnaodarKm i*«uid not ba

luernHwd to »>e isgeajru ra at ona

orre and aitarrga wovikj ba msda
to eat e>

Ha said a we*ara datkeency

wxkM be avbmmad by nad-AAanch,

and rt Ofeoebty svotAd onry ba
sutficianc to carry *»a dapavtrrarrt

thrtxtgh Aadl
~Vf vyil try to pkk Our m+f

stsroagh. a few sseata at a tfma. and

aaa rshat we can cmi out m tha

prooasa,' Buitlay sate\

BOSTON [UP/] - Dr. Kenneth
C. Edelin yesterday asked the

judged to overturn his abortion

manslaughter conviction because
the jury verdict was based on "bias,

misapprehension or prejudice."

The motion based on a little

known state law was filed by
Edelin's attorney William Homans,
who claimed the verdict "if allowed

to stand would work a miscarriage

of justice."

Homans' motion asked Judge
James P. McGuire to void

Saturday's decision of a nine man,
tt«se women jury end $xtm dadar

a

iht 38 year aid Mae* obaiatncaaa

innocent or order a new trial.

Homans eeaan oontrdaring such
a racoo* afcnost rnantSsterv after

tha fury s>»nd Eoeln gutty of

rrerafeugtoer in tha death of a
fetus tn en eteceve abortion on a
worsen ebotft sis norths pregrant.

The precedent <Or Komana*
motten wea a 1044 daceson that

says 'ft is tha ngr* and duty of a
thai judge to sat aside a verdict

wtan m his ..ci;n>arr; t • ao graatty

•ganet tha waajht of tha exdarca
aa *> nduca m has mad tha strong

betef that r rwaa not due to careful

conssOaration of tha e%idanee but

ivr ** was the product of bas\

or praruO>:

tnjs pracadarrv Morrans

argued r> a four page bnaf ' g*et tha

vartSct of ths Edesn fury wee baaed
upen b«as, ma)apprahanajon or

prsn.dc«

V^nwhat. o>e Roman Cathxc
axhdiooaaa of Boston, yesterday

emended the p*tdominantly
Ctaheao iufy.

E-o»g an cdooriai asanoe which

c«)anded throughout tha eat *****

ire*, the etchdaxeee taML ""The

t#o* * not t*e vtsain of the peoa
"

li waa raagcndtrg to CdaSn'a poat

>t->:i •:^>-j« "J>t h\ i»-b*sac >jrs

(e *> Boeton.

An eoMonat as The Aloe, the

orgae of dta arehdkeaaa.
afso Bitfiflaall the praaa for Uaeed
raportog in eeftswje of the 38 yaar

CM bfec* Boeten C*v Moapeai

*tn»i»**~* wo* WM conwetod

Sat»rdev <n t>e deett -j $ tecus as

m afaetiye abortion ha performed

on a woman about da months
pregnant

Tha nine nan. ttvee woman jury

ndaded at leaat raae ftonan

Cst*c*ic*.

Edetm's eitornty. Wlliam
Heasena, has said ts retrospect Na
eie*t mioN have bean better

served rf rw'd *»aorad trsst by fury
1 m m

List teejiaeu arrest/
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it yee are a SaaOavtere •»•• *• wamae w*« ia«isae the aaaertuafty

H raas Army ROTC Oartna yavr f>r«*e**n »t%^ % spas ra are years — yea

. a , ft to yoarsatf te aaar bas% udrs » ate stery tram tse *—9*» wte
haaw *t%% cere.

Vaa are too* to* tec peapls ittcrestta .n taaret*f tt«e trvts jtojt tu
nj.Mtif o» aafttonat Oatame : tha v*e*f**r* <aalr*a« « »<xA»»e far rae.

AaO wa Save a let So eater — wter«*'i *** sarar w%*t tea mlltio
tarilca wan akav peepfe wttrastad »« temMM^rh etr**t a %fv* at

aaaala. act eeppmrtrf h»«hry oualft»«e *»<* »»4 •an<*nr*««*ia^a
•ixmontf tttarrtt»a otly kt lihnt ovt««'» *•* Hti«»e laeieea s«aa •*

tar mitntrt ttao I^ eacpw *t%*rwttt4 * i«<i»m r— the »m*r uda el

tea stary at weft Sa * yee a*aa an itthw* to wrertaetr •<** *****
wlwreeret*nteureev««nr*4ffisften««eby tta v*ter #o-»CMiit»ae*sr

Camrwuwty AMarv %*<*ti4 *% tha Steeant Urven me area*. 9**1+ HI
vau awe it ta aaarsaft ts art tha ixts aba«t a>o iwtt»<v *•

ertera ?ev mase a <am»«ftmrm mat w*l caawee year Ifta pt*+%* Has*

In* a^O sea as If yev aan't yaa"«t atways aw%a ya« »aoi4d have. Vevll ba

wrlcerm anrtma. ttere weat be am ovsxh*

and argued the case before a judge.

A pre-trial poll of 1,000
prospective jurors, taken by
Decision Research Corp. at
Homans' request, found ac-
ceptance of abortion in some form
- if even only to save the mother
— in 85 per cent of persons
questioned.

Veterans' Coalition for Community Affairs

news
summarLJ

Pay hikes considered
BOSTON \AP\ - Gov. M<heei

S. Oukseis probe** wfl dec**e
neat weee: amethar to foreoo this

yaar*a costoflrwrQ pay rssta for

state emploraa. Admintsiteiloe*
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tees thai year and to 10 cents by
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stamp
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Postmaster General Bexaemin F.
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meet ba speeded ep\ Jesse T

Ewopton Jr. tea tanlor saaatant.
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Food stamp applicants must go in groups
ByDAVEKOWAL
Staff Reporter

In an effort to relieve a backlog of

food stamp applications, group
sessions will be held next week for

those people who have previously

applied and are awaiting cer-

tification.

The group applications are the

result of a recent court order by the

Mass. Supreme Court commanding
welfare agencies to reach a

decision on applications within the

30 day federal limit, and to notify by
March 4 those applicants who have
not received decisions within the 30
day period.

The order said, "Some

thousands of applicants have not

been either approved or denied for

food stamps within the 30 days

after application, with some of

them having received no decision

for months after their applications."

The group sessions will be held

Tuesday and Wednesday, 10-12

a.m. and 1:30-3:30 p.m. both days,

Officials deny dorm illegality

cont. from pg.1
Br ornery said last night that he

believes the dormitories do provide

educational experiences, but ex-

periences would increase if physical

changes were made.

University officials also deny that

they repeatedly acknowledged that

financial concerns played a major
part in determining the mandatory
policy.

The response also states that the

court has no jurisdiction because
the plaintiffs have waived any right

by failure to properly exhaust all

administrative remedies available to

them.

The University officials involved

are UMass President Robert Wood,
Chancellor Randolph Bromery,
Joseph P. Healy, chairman of the

board of trustees, Kenneth Dean
head of residence life, and Ralph D.

Jones, registrar.

They are being defended by

UMass-Amherst Attorney Sidney

Meyers and William Searson,
general counsel for the board of

trustees.

in Rm. 113 of the Campus Center.

Arthur Feldman, food stamp

certifier at UMass, said the sessions

will be in alphabetical order. Those

applicants with last names
beginning with AC should report

10-12 on Tuesday, those names
beginning with D-K should report

1:30-3:30; L-Q should come 10-12

on Wednesday, hile R-Z should be

there 1:30-3:30.

Feldman said, "Students should

come to the session with

photocopies or original documents

to establish eligibility." Required

documentation includes: proof of

income in the form of 5 pay stubs (if

working) or a statement of benefits

(if you are not working), and a letter

from parents (if contributing) as

well as a statement from the

Financial Aid Office (whether
receiving grant or not); proof must
also be provided for all claimed

deductions (including rent, utilities,

medical bills, etc.).

Bob Gardner, SOP member, said,

"It would be advisable to bring

along your checking or bank book."
Anyone with any food stamp

"grievances" should go to the

S.O.P. office, Gardner said.

* Public service budget
cont. from p. 3

If the towns decided to adopt
contract service rather than
regionalization, each town would
have access to Amherst's services

for a certain amount of hours with

an additional fee for extra hours.

"Belchertown is happy with its

police department, but we just

started fulltime. We are still utilizing

a lot of Amherst's services and
would be interested in contributing

to the budget," said Parker Ket-
chen, Belchertown Selectman.

He said Belchertown is still

"getting a large number of break-

ins" and could use a larger in-

vestigative team. "We have a lot of

house-breaks, being at the butt of

Amherst. I'm not saying that

students are responsible for all of

them," Ketchen said.

Spanish students give dance
The Spanish Speaking students

on campus will sponsor a dance
this coming Saturday, from 7:30

p.m. to 1 a.m., at the Student

Union Ballroom.

The dance will be featuring

Spanish and Afro-Caribbean music,

by a Western Mass. Spanish

Speaking Band.

The activity is being supported

through Ahora's budget, and
admission is free.

Everybody is welcome. Bien-

venidos. Benveutos.

IT PAYS TOSHOP
THE FINASTWAY
Mountain Farms
Mall in Hadleft

Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe!
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case of 24
12 oz cans

PRIXESA

Take an additional y/iT/i

IQZOtt Iff

24 oz
btl
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Chateau . . . btl
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Navalle - Vin Rose Jero
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EVBARi

ft Fairfield Mall chicopee
201 n. pleasant st./amherst

DOHGlll Lambrusco
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Rose Garden uebfraumnch
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GOld Seal Lambrusco $
Aimanoen sauteme gallono
Paul Masson CaK:a «& 1 ••

Isabel Ros6por

rtu
m
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Ballantine
Beer

case 24 - 12 oz N.R. btls

4 89

-| 89

4 89

599
999
99
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Prices Effective Thru Sat., Feb. 22

Voices of New Africa

Welcome with enthusiasm on tour
Forty-three (43) members of the

Voices of New Africa House
Workshop Choir left the campus of

the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst on Monday morning,

January 20, 1975, for a three-day

tour of colleges in Pennsylvania and
Southern states. The choir, under

the direction of Horace Clarence

Boyer, an Assistant Professor in the

Department of Music at UMass,
was accompanied by Dr. Frederick

Tillis, Professor of Music and
Associate r ovost of Fine Arts at

the University of Massachusetts.

The Voices of New Africa House
were scheduled to arrive at Lincoln

University in Lincoln University,

Pennsylvania at 4:00 p.m., but were
two hours late in arriving on the

campus due to meeting a very

heavy snow storm. Forsaking the

evening meal, though they were

graciously served hamburgers and
drinks by the Gospel Choir of the

University before the concert, the

Voices had a short rehearsal and

summer less than

ineurope
4

CHARTERS
CALL TOLL FREE
I 800 325 4867

REG. FARE

were able to begin the concert at

8:30 p.m.

The Lincoln University audience,

many of which were members of

the host group, the Lincoln

University Gospel Choir, was the

ideal audience for beginning a tour.

They were attentive, appreciative

and wildly enthusiastic in their

applause. This reception inspired

the choir, which rose to the oc-

casion with some of the most

serious singing of this group since

its organization.

Dr. Tillis spoke to the audience of

the graduate programs at the

UMass during the course of the

evening, as he did during the entire

tour. Dr. Branscomb, President of

Lincoln University, met with Dr.

Boyer and Dr. Tillis to express the

appreciation of the University to the

Voices. The audience of three

hundred and fifty persons gave the

choir a standing ovation at the

conclusion of the concert.

The sponsoring organization at

Lincoln began a practice that was

to continue each night of the tour,

for the Voices of New Africa House

were feted with a party of much
dancing to the latest soul songs and

the usual punch and cookies.

Members of the choir shared

sleeping quarters with members of

the University Gospel Choir, and
after a tasty home-style cooked
breakfast, the Voices began their

journey to Richmond, Virginia.

Despite the fact that the room in

which the Voices of New Africa

House presented their concert at

Virginia Union University in Rich-

mond was not constructed for

musical sound, their appearance
there could be called a success for

many reasons.

Unfortunately, the choir at

Virginia Union was not given the

responsibility of preparing for nor
hosting the appearance of the

Voices at the University, and this

disassociation left them free to be
critical of the Voices, rather than

supportive. Though the audience

was less attentive and mildly en-

thusiastic for the first three quarters

of the concert, they tired of that

behavior toward the end of the

concert, and during the last

section gave the Voices tremen-

dous support.

The female members of the

Voices shared rooms with female
members of the Virginia Union
Choir, but the men of the Voices
occupied an unused dormitory. The
Wednesday morning breakfast at

Virginia Union University made up
in taste what the audience lacked in

support, and once again, the choir

boarded the bus for the trip to

Greensboro, North Carolina.

The short ride to Bennett College
in Greensboro, North Carolina

seemed even shorter because the

weather was warm and a bit of

greenery along the highway could
be observed. Upon the arrival of the

Voices at Bennett, they were met
by the President and Vice-President

of the Bennett Choir, both of whom
were female, quite natural since

Bennett is one of the two black ell

women colleges in the United

States, the other being Spelman in

Atlanta.

From the moment the officers of

the Bennett Choir met the Voices of

New Africa House, the Voices

Join B.N.S.

APPEARING
EVERY
FRIDAY
NIGHT

The Fabulous DJ2

THE
PUB
AMHERST

Goodtimes and
Dancing every
Friday night
From 9-1 with

THE
FABULOUS
DJ

The Black News Service is a

student media training and

placement organization. Its func-

tions includes the training and

placement of news reporters,

photographers, graphic-arts, and

lay-out personnel.

Up to this date, B.N.S. has been

operating with a limited staff. As a

result, the news service has noi

been able to service the needs of

the total Third World Community. \*.

is, therefore, imperative that all

Third World Students (studying

and or interest in communication)

join the staff and participate in

informing the people.

Our goals are realistic because

they reflect the conception of those

who are daily involved with media

operations.

The staff and editors of B.N.S.

welcomes all energetic and serious-

minded students to come in and

join our action team. The Black

News Service is located a f the Daily

Collegian Newspaper. 3rd floor

Student Union Building, and in

Room 114, New Africa House. All

phones are 545-3500.

We need graphic artists,

photographers, reporters, layout

personnel, fine arts critics and

writers
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knew they were in good hands. The
itinerary of the Voices and their

sleeping and eating arrangements
were made, all of which was carried

out with professional precision. The
audience of 600, mainly young
women, two hundred larger than

the Lincoln University audience,

was wildly receptive from the

beginning of the concert, and
remain so throughout the evening.

Without doubt, the tour came to a

close on the highest note possible,

created by the wonderful reception

of the Bennett audience, and

hosting qualities which can only be

coveted.

An early morning hearty break-

fast caught the men of the choir a

little behind schedule as they made
their way from the near-by

Greensboro College, where they

spent the night. At 8:30 a.m., the

Voices of New Africa House
departed Bennett College, and with

the exception of a forty- minute

stop for lunch, rode the more than

700 miles to the UMass campus,

which they reached at 11:30 p.m.

that evening.

The members of the choir,

coming from the Unversity of

Massachusetts, Smith, Amherst,

Mount Holyoke and Hampshire

Colleges reported that this tour was

one of the finest experiences of

their lives, and they felt that they

had made a contribution to the fine

reputation of their respective

schools. Needless to say, they,

along with the organist, drummer,

trumpeter, bass guitarist, and

percussionist, are ready to try it

again — soon.

This tour was made possible

through the generous financial

support of several organizations of

the Five Colleges, to which the

Voices of New Africa House extend

a very appreciative thanks.

The program presented by the

Voices of New Africa House

Workshop Choir on the tour can be

heard on Tuesday evening,

February 25, 1975, when the choir

presents its Spring Concert In

Bowker Auditorium on the campus

of the University of Massachusetts

at Amherst. The concert, which

begins at 8:15 p.m. is open to the

public without charge.

••••••••••••••••••••••••a-***********?'

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Social change

60's-70's

On Friday, Feb. 21 - Sunday,

Feb. 23. The Straight Ahead

Executive Committee of Amherst

will be presenting a tribute to

Malcolm X. The subject of this

commemorable event is Revolution

and Social Change in American

60s 70s. This Malik El Shabazz

Memorial Weekend will include a

variety of speakers, Musicians, and

other events.

Included on the agenda are guest

speakers Julius Bond, Alvin

Poussaint, Julius Lester, William

Strickland, Asa J. Davis, Bill Cole,

Nana Nketsia, and Douglas V.

Davidson.

Music will by provided by the

Sam Rivers Trio, Archie Shepp,

Beaver Harris, and there will be

three films shown — "Sisten Son-

Ji," "Malcolm X," and the "Birth of

a Nation." Also La Rocque Bey
Dancers will provide a cultural

exchange.

Don't miss this weekend of

cultural and intellectual

enlightenment. For further in-

formation, contact The Straight

Ahead Committee of Amherst

College at (413) 542-3010 or 542-

3228.

•'V-. V
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Joyfull Israel

Orchestra enchants

Bowker audience
By MARLA RICHMOND
Below the Salt Staff

The Israel Chamber Orchestra conducted by Shmuel Friedman per-

formed for an almost capacity audience in Bowker Auditorium Wed-

nesday. The performance was part of the Arts Council's Celebrity Series.

The program included a Symphony in C minor, No. 95 by Haydn which

had a fantastic cello solo. The cellist's name was not listed in the program,

but she deserves much note for her delicate handling of a beautiful

passage. Also, included were Divertmento for Strings by Bartok and

Symphony in D Major, K. 385 by Mozart.

The high point in the "evening was Variations by Mordechai Seter, an

Israeli composer. This showed the versitility of the orchestra to be able to

adapt to quite modern music. I particularly liked this piece for its

melodiousness, it had shades of Gershwin in parts, and shades of Moog

synthesizer in others. Generally a most pleasant piece.

Shmuel Friedman is an excellent conductor to watch. His movements

varied from a bird in flight to a hunchback.

His obvious rapport with his musicians made for as much enjoyment in

watching as the music gave in listening. The musicians themselves ap-

peared younger than the average American orchestra.

For the listener who was not oriented toward classical music, the music

was alive enough to hold interest. The musicians were obviously enjoying

themselves as they played. The ease and joy of the musicians and con-

ductor produced very fine music. This orchestra is exceptionally gifted.

Weekend conference deals

with 'women and the law'
The Women's Law Association of Western New England Colleges

School of Law will sponsor a weekend conference on "Women and the

Law" on this Friday and Saturday. The conference, which will be held at

the main WNEC campus at 1215 Wilbraham Road in Springfield, is open to

anyone interested in the law and the current legal status of women.
The keynote address by Stanford Law School professor Barbara

Babcock will be delivered at 7:00 p.m. Friday, the 21st, in room 100 of

Sleith Hall. Workshops will cover Title VII legislation, Women in Prisons,

Feminist Law Firms, Women as Criminal Attorneys and Rape.

Workshops will be conducted by 9 members of the National Lawyers

Guild with varying backgrounds including criminal law, labor law and

domestic relations law. One of the participants is Janet Rifkin, faculty

member at UMass.

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

5x2 Dance
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"A CAPTIVATING PROGRAM*
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BPM. BOWKER AUDITORIUM

dZozoman
MASTER OF THE HARPSICHORD

FRIDAY, MARCH ~7

BRM. BOWKER AUDITORIUM

' TICKETS :$4&3 general $2&1.50 umass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, U MASS AMHERST {413)545-0202

ONG
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Package Store

r

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

Karl Von Stetten

MAY WINE
23 oz. bottle

SCHLITZ

Case

BLACK
HORSE
ALE

12 oz. N.R. bottles

Four Season's Special

VODKA
80 Proof

V2 gal.

19 $
Case

FOUR SEASONS SPECIAL

BLENDED
WHISKEY

80 Proof

V2 gal. 01.

$ 079 $ M49

Grey Goose

Liebfraumilch
67 oz. bottle

Almaden

MT. RED
BURGUNDY

Milwaukee's

Best

BEER
12 oz. cans

Vi gal.

Wine Paradise Of The Valley

r T.V. Tonight
6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (8)

ZOOM! (24) (57)

MOVIE "The Snows of Kiliman-

jaro." (27)

BEWITCHED (38)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (18)

THE BIG NEWS (22)

AVIATION WEATHER (24) (57)

TO TELL THE TRUTH (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

7:30 WILD, WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS "Golden Eagle." (3)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL (8) (22)

THE PORTER WAGONER SHOW
(18)

BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS (24)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES (30)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW "Ellie

for Council." (38)

NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
(40)

DRAGNET (56)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 KHAN! "A Game of Terror." (3)

THE UNDERSEA WORLD OF
JACQUES COUSTEAU "The
Coral Divers of Corsica." (8) (40)

THE BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE
(18)

SANFORD AND SON "The
Headache." (22) (30)

WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
(24) (57)

THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES (38)

DEALER'S CHOICE (56)

8:30 CHICO AND THE MAN (22) (30)

WALL STREET WEEK (24) (57)

CHALLENGING SEA (27)

DINAH! (56)

9:00 CBS FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE
"Attack on Terror: The FBI Versus

the Ku Klux Klan." Part II (3)

HOT L BALTIMORE (8) (40)

MOVIE "The Way Out." (18)

THE ROCKFORD FILES (22) (30)

FIRING LINE (24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

MASTERPIECE THEATRE -
COUNTRY MATTERS "The
Watercress Girl." (57)

930 THE ODD COUPLE "Old Flames
Never Die." (8) (40)

GOMER PYLE (27)

10:00 LILY (8) (40)

POLICE WOMAN "The Company "

(22) (30)

MASTERPIECE THEATRE -
COUNTRY MATTERS "The
Watercress Girl." (24)

SOUL TRAIN (38)

PERRY MASON (56)

HABITAT PROJECT (57)

10:30 NEW DIRECTIONS (18)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN COMEDY
THEATRE (27)

BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS (57)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

RIGHT ON (38)

THE BEST OF GROUCHO (56)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
NEWS (571

11:30 FRIDAY SPECTACULAR
"Topkapi." (3)

WIDE WORLD SPECIAL "It's a

Bird, It's a Plane, It's Superman."

(8) (40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

THE BOWERY BOYS (27)

LAUGH CLASSICS (38)

THE BEST OF HOLLYWOOD (56)

1:00 THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL (22)

1:30 THE DON KIRSHNER'S ROCK
CONCERT (8)

1:45 VICTORY AT SEA "Melanesian

Nightmare." (3)

State officials consider energy bill
While the New England

governors fight in Washington to

get their fare share of oil, the

Massachusetts legislators are

acting now for the future by

recognizing the viability and need

for alternative energy sources, such

as wind and solar energy.

The Solar-Wind Technology
Incentives Bill, currently pending in

the Joint Legislative Committee on

Taxation, would make it more

feasible for Massachusetts
businesses and homeowners to

convert their energy systems to

solar or wind.

In an effort to meet the demand

for energy without having to rely on
nuclear power or costly fossil fuels,

S 1385, if passed, would provide

monetary incentives that would
make it more attractive for con-

sumers to invest in solar or wind
power. The revolutionary bill is

sponsored by Senator William M.

Bulger of Boston and Senator John
W. Olver of Amherst.

Everyone is welcome to testify at

a hearing of the bill on Tuesday,
February 25, 1975, at 10:30. It will

be held in Room 443 of the State

House, in Boston.

Hampshire Women's Week'

will focus on current issues
In a continuing effort to bring to

light the needs of women and to

rH-Fri. 10-9

Sat lo-6

Russell St.

HoAley

next {o

Mcttonojdfe

Free Snm

spend'K) al the lodge &odyou'|| dA
4t*e , fall weetooy Tiff fjcket <P

Cro|ctecV Mountoin (to tyancestown w
soa(ftert) H.H) Worth $b end

fonday—Fftty for ft* fesl<ffte

season. Spend *2Q cxocV get fyo

tMfcfs.OiPiH'-t*) per caster).

Awae
f
con a wide wiety of styes

and (rails , Crxfcbed fo&ntavn o^ecs

daily classes (taudht ty certified&
sdjooj Staff), CbctfTugb-speea Jiffs,

sfo renfa} ehop , ca^erta, cocftail

lounge, and pjusjca\ enHoinF)enl

atfarooons and evenings fcefore a
roaring Cite.

So c'non down Cor a day of

ree skiing on ite Israel

Crotched
mountain

The LcxigeW*
full selection of One

frqa d ragged,

totf right C<* *itaey..

o>nrVteofl&,<tetfiin

overdils, on& flannel

Shirts.
{

f

1

provide an outlet for various in-

terests, the Whole Woman Center

at Hampshire College is sponsoring

a women's week from Feb. 22-

March 1.

The week will start off with

dance and music provided by the

New Haven Women's Liberation

Rock Bank on Saturday night.

Following will be films, discussions,

workshops, and presentations.

These will focus on issues such as

the politics of feminism, sexuality,

self-help workshops, values

clarification, relationships with each

other, alternative life-styles, etc.

The films will address these

issues as well and will be sources

for discussion. Also included in the

week's activities will be a women's
poetry reading on Thursday night

and a women's coffeehouse on
Friday night.

All events are scheduled to be

held at Hampshire and day care will

be provided. A schedule of events

will be posted at Even/woman's
Center. For further information or

questions, contact the Whole
Woman Center (542-4624).

Area schools show

Lenny Bruce films

Beginning Febrnry 28th the

Other Voices Symposium will be

presenting a variety of activities

dealing with the arts of San

Francisco from 1945 through 1965.

In an effort to raise money for rhe

symposium, two Lenny Bruce films,

"Lenny Bruce Performs" ard
"Thank You Masked Man", will be

presented in the Five-College area.

On Saturday night, Feb. 22, the

films will be shown in Thompson

Hall at UMass. On Monday night

the films will be presented in the

West Lecture Hall at Hampshire.

On Tuesday night, Feb. 25, the

films can be seen in Merril 1 at

Amherst. All showings are at eight

and ten o'clock and admission is

one dollar.

Neugeboren set

to speak Sunday

at Hillel Brunch

Mr. Jay Neugeboren, an

associate professor of English and

writer-in-residence at UMass will be

the guest speaker at the Hillel

Brunch on Sunday, February 23, at

11 a.m. in the Colonial Lounge of

the Student Union. He will discuss

"The Jew in the Modern American

Novel", including in his discussion

some of his own work.

There will be a fee to help cover

the cost of food.

Holly Near - Live

Holly Near • Hang in There

both albums
available at

The New

RECORD SHOP
197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-5394
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Feminist poet to give reading here
£ilc-> 6*»v whr recently

pubtatoed hsc fnt volume of poetry

U *0T YOUR LAUQHIHQ
0AU6HUR mtth :*m Urrversty of

MMSKrusttt* Fro** I1993J. w* be
1*M*U d DOtVy reeOrg *«Jtv 41

8 CO pm r» Htft*> K*K The
«<s>Ji*0 « being fpo*s««eo

>

by o>e

Everywoman* Cento* end the

lU*e**«y 0* V**MCrH*ttt» **!».
in rM »X>T YOUR lAUGHISG

OAUGHT(R. Bm Quote* A pO*m
I tv fife** RufcevM* \vn*t wi«
1 Npoon .f one »Ktt» 10*3 the tr.tti

a* About her Kit? The ttwtd would
• ipftt open" CI** Bea* embart*
r upoa s search *0i the bvth about

^ her own grow* m a wwnan m 4

*to loM -ry mother I

thOefcJ **t 4 MVChiaitiM
"

zm men tier, (bn *e»

rete>%*d • BA *om Gaucher

CoMlfl . »o MA from Bo*10»
UatVetfilt. end »i p*««smrv et«

wttn? poetry n **ider Creek,

Catforn*

ntnum i

Ml

»ar%*t

CLLCNDAII •«•! tattMrt e*
*<•* 0*1 Wimw a*% (

itfMNtti i<~ ,.

?s & quotes
J

Agricultural honor fraternity

sponsors weekend conclave
tie* f«uet «i lumty, UMm e* as •• «*•

i i.f ir* A/,*«* /** < e»
tUBijrft HH*» dliwi io e* e*

Thursday

BERKSHIRE BRASS QUINTET

IN CONCENT

February 27

UNITARIAN CHURCH

8:15 p.m.

Mjioi* Warthimslai
IMtkireTowiMeiii

••»»* by : Pwel. eons. Jeeev AAevrer. B+*t*1tv tUO.ngi R*<s.

QlUHI
Dotal** 12 W T,<k»ti .uiliblr at «* OwU' Workshop

A«trw>fti A TKh Mi Ti H:rf*4ff*roA

THE
HUNGRY-U

M
'I* V^l «Ma> • i*»ete

Kertesz offers news seminar
Chna Kanew w»t hate • •**• *

t «eeaet*e *• te*n Mietdjr* at 9)0 »«« mti

ae a

*m • •

Tocfcty bst cfay

Vjr submttng

RSO budgets

w

•%•«••

urogram Council Li usic Committee
presents

MT

Ndil

Inn

F

ro

til IrLLLGLl

S1

t*\ I'M.

4SS tottLitdnand at dotccLvailablet

(sj&Gomurse Cmass
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! IT PKfSTOSHOP THE FINASTWAY
Pork Loin

Assorted Chops

Rnast
gjPEHMAnKFTS

Julco

4 89c

Pork Loin Roasts

" 68T7d*.

Pock Loin Contor Cut *&.' A26
7-BorM» Sto«Ac or Ro*«t AQ C

MOM* Blado Steak £3f

78?

Underblade
Stosk oc Roast

Freth
Ground Boot

78
Chicken
Quarter*

. ..

•

.

i*»C 49c

biyVO0Ot3DlOS oSS O^T'i v»j»>_ Chboso

Klssnsx:^ 2»89« il|^109

Campbell w3X.5-s.-89* ^s
BathroomTlssuoHH" ZH
Flnast Sugar <w~-»u 2*«

[

Apple Sauco — 3 1<x> '

HsJImanns «*—. : 133

Pampers "SK" •» 98c

Flnast Butter x: ~ 77*
Sunsweet ^? -" 68°

Cottag* fi^nnmmtOltnt

Tangerines

1259°
M^Bis d

Yellow Onion* ST^
-~ 3 39* f^s^t

•t

J off JO off 2%* en 10 :f* O»10M.*

. . . • —

'

h«» Rod Roso

— . r
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Food deans form
counseling center

4V THOMAS G. SM€
Wh#i ti»dMr«i D«gtn fllOM%H tftto

WNtfK»« M>i CA81AC M*U>0 rOOKTk* BO

•CWtoTMC p«o6t6rT« Iht Ontnt Of tht Co*tgt
of Fo«d «r»J MmhimI R«oou«m doddod to

Immmmmm COu*1mmVij OOnltr.

AMOCitto DoaVM ErrMmt M ftuck and
OoomM ML Mtynand. Mho h*pt>d «KafeUh
fho otrirtr in 102 Stocfctadpt Ktl. fjoy thoy
eon ifrrioat cuttamMf Nip oo anyont wSih

Mtodarnie n'otMMi*
Th« Acad*rric Counaufcip Contor pro^dl

Milormatlon on •Om^M^oni. t'inaloi*

»tui*r.n. ftniicW «ld and acadtmic

In add-on. tht

odMoa to nonaojdontft. earanta. tMtcnavi

Campus worke»rs

?o found union

IViWL7/1 weekend
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WASMWG70H ILVY) - Tha haad 0/ a apactal

»

convnaiobn aaid ThuvcMvy that apcfctaman lor tha nanoi'a

ftrganasbona Kova laiod 10 maloa a conning
Mjiiftliia.

ChaHaa H. Mo^n. who hot* •>• 15 mam6a« ponaf. md
nada up Na Mind on wharf** batting on oaam tpetta ahotM tm
But no wa» taaa than pan»adad by orgMmanta pnaaantad

tmfk of haadnga bv four pno apona coaNnJajionofi and
tha two katdtog amataur apcna cnjajrUjoxya

In roaponaa K a quaabon. Modn aaM: •* thav offafing

•rp^montr? No. thav*ra not. Thar/ea aaytng ihay con Lva w-d>

a'a «agaJ but not t «» *.•<"

•porta

ha naa not

aurxruad
Ou*ng two

d

f/Ve poa/ 3rc/ period

JV pucksters leash Huskies
$co»nf rh*o gaaai in tht thM Kan Htatbai acorad tha auth en a

portod. tf^ ijSA9^ JV tixitt loam powar plary and Ed Stoba app«d in

cut dowr. tha UCo*n JVt 7-2 laat • dotaeaad Bo Oavtna ahoe to and
WMdhMdav m Stoita tho icofino. Bob LaBotha atao

»w*>ad on i»o ooa*

ecrrmenp
parnbaVig V

Tha Woatrtigaon arttomay abo non-morrtod 'What blCQW ahocldngry

it that no ona haa ory tnowAadga of tha amourt of pambang that *

At tho cfeoaig aaaaicn of *o ecmrr.ation, ofYrdala ot tha hrtonai

CoMagiata AthVttic Aaaooation ami tha Amatur Athlatc Union OMcUrtd

tha* oppoation to lapaMiad pa

Robert C. Jamaa, Atkant< Coaat

hCAA "m adarront^ CpCOOad to m*o

atata» which in anlatt appit > to gaw#<aa>aja

aoch oction takaa tfio lofai of

amaoa a taaa than vigotoua anktcaMMj ^
pamcAno

Saruday, tha taam durtad by tha

Vak 9ft 13 5 Paul Muphy pajyad

o>o t«at naff of tha gama and ahut

out Yata Phil Scovona fWahad tha
yam* but tha Oafanao Ht up on him
wtMn tha laad pot to b*a

At tho Mpht nxxm m*fa and tha

aooro tdd at 2 2. UMaaa Kon»d
throa goda in tht naat ttvoa

fMinutaa «o buM a ta#ty tana load

Two mota inaoianoo tattat wora
addad laur in *a panod

IndmdiM'ly, Konn S-jIIivj-

Paal McCam and Paul Munphy
pftayaO w«i m goal, Coach Ktdd
ttiotf/r and two . : tanton

p»pai a good gama. Mia <na aoontd
tout

UMaaa frmpad off » a 2-0

than at tha wk rrinuta nwt, tha Cm
goOMtgot hurt and tatoan out of «ho

fjajajo. Only hawng ona teaJia. Ya«o

'bxy^jwod*' Bob McChatnav horn

Th* w»n Mppad tha taam'a eaco«d
•hdwidualV. Jim Scanton got

hat iK* Oo%* OtaKa got h%o goaKtpyod a thor*. boadad god >o tha ^jyr. y^T TV- liTi ^ f l>w- °** PttKo got two peon

Pistons down,
spark needed
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Scott Hayes

UMass track-money less recruiting

LARRY PECK FLASHESha form which placed him
in the top ten of the conference. The senior from
Andover will compete in his toil regular season meet
at Prospect Hill in Wolthom this, weekend.

Skiers near title
6yP€T6AMcOOHXtU •qu^rnant problems end tees, a*

The UMm Ski <*e*V COCO egan be tfang m the Nun*** 1 OOOtlon

tha ciMi of thaw dhnaion aval be Nh»hN baan a* year

wv+jng » ceptare its toarth Behind ?ht» sold top fhre.

cheiYponsfvp * MecCornal haa Gary Peck andW
festesfcy. Two guys who woetd be

**UeO no wcrae than Ihitd Of

fete*wr^ebou any otrwx seem
competition dafc

• r*»k«n-1 at Prospect MiS -n

Wrrang teams ant the reetft of sound fWnce*1

bating, rajhs? Not ehvarye- for em*r<e4a. Ham at

UVaas. creee COvnirs and track ooech Ken Ql'mr.

has daKOvered that rt ta p oaafc li to biSd • w*ner

w/Skm the aaj of attract** schotereNp money
O'Brlen'a recrutmant phSceophy « i'-ioe and haa

been highly auooaaaM as akjevated by No haters,

Mho won d*e IC4A ChetYs>onstH> dunng ;re 1974

season. QaVan and hia eaeatent. Mkt Muafce work

in numtera, or attempt so OK several ovtssaacVhg

rather than ona •*ter-acstua" performer, aho
a uauafty kjied by tha KhcUnMp o*ara of tha "big

nit*" acheces Whaa th* method tekea kmo*. «» •

no m-ede* success", h t*s *to O Shaw's ptogrsm.

wh<h « one of ieaprovernent and da*a*oo«om

(XBiien tepajirad how ha goes about choosing

what othietee to recru* for track. *H trod, par

iafrnancoaaiamaaairad »n sen*, loat and ncnee You

get a tec ol ifdoimoson by foSowfrfl Ugh ochco* trot*

retuhs- Lattara t?cm coaches and enic*ee ara eao
*«k3lui O'Brien, m hit seventh year of coeening

UMaaa taems. ttaead that moat of tfc* ecoutng"

takes piece wihn New Cngtand and that moat teWte

m% a wafer datamarajnt of athletic abeiv

"When we oat an athleta w*o indicate* pccemial.

wa coniaot tha Ngh school coach or ojidanco orttca

ta find rt a# haa tha acadamc oja/rHatonaM waaL"

convnamad ntt% Naw Engaatyt c*ce* country Coach

of iha Y**r "Naoci <»a aand him 4n aopScanon and

ooaafofyvatft tha tvoT achool » paftcniffy maat hnv
H wo faaf ha'a inoaraaoad and thore't a chonca ol hia

attancSrg UMaaa, wa irytOrm tha amavta of our

crognan, ' conta-oad O'Brian. a rnarnbar of tha NCAA
aaacutrve comaamaa for caoaa cowntfy.

A via?! to tha UMaaa oampua ta «"*^gact and tha

itMete oats a charco to maat aoma of tha laam

rmcrtbeox cSacva* acadamtc anaiaota and hove any

Questions enew*«ad by ih* ooachao or tiackman. Taw
process seamr to be a oacSoua one, but actuary, the

coaches spend more oma coaching and dovetooang

than reouctne accordng to MueaA a New fngfend

raotaaent»tr#e on s*e National Cnses Counory •>».

Some of tha pcoWe-e faced by O'ajrten rxktda

leaaig to tha "traOtion" of other Khocis. which eoaat

captntatng achoiarahipi
Arfyxyh "number one" oo^oedtort may not be a

part of the UMass pfogre*. O'Bron ahapea his

4oundaton for success by b»acSng depth with %*e to

im good erettea Rating runnera • the beoia of

O'firtan's ptogianx and often tha raauk a »n abun

dance of aajostoonat njonore and araefcaseraL O'Brien

ooka for a coraaesotfon of athWtc abety and

•cttorrit espaSff * No proepecta.

o*«*i XaaMaam ajals/ uack co-cap*>»« es •* e«

tftat Brian hat been doing an ln-<v*a*va rOO,

wortong wrh a r%w*m* budgat Thacea a very

tatted fc»c*arafap piogflaair noted Thomaa, baa

tha tiggeet aafSng point e tha knpfovw-ant and

oavefopmem of the indMdaai, Another big thing «
our pnde n each cchan. m the program and In our

KCompaerrnanta. ' Thomas Cfcad Fnjnk Cam>1 at $n

eeoaipSe ol tremendous in^ircvenwtt. A year aero n

h»o> school. Carreer* beat twc-raea bete WO* 9«
Leaa than a voai later, with one cross country seesco

under the ejoderahtp ol O 6>on a*d Wow. Carrot eat

* i*(Vmin rwn-rraa naoord of 905Z bnjsfcng harrier

Tom Meguaa'a m»<k.

VVhca UMass nrack p^obabsy can't appocect> an

jrhbn« ntti a mo*ey OfTer in the *orm of a achoaar-

a sso tredtion aHeody estebSated in oroaa cout

and now e»paneVig into vac* cetya a b^ rota h
roorutng when »nu tus* eaiaaant »ia»|ietiatft ale

ifteAdensMM
insdiion aiaiNt •••••'

trocfc toe**

Cairoa ir«)

ruheer

^aveng, it hjaji.
Tula*', s -ewaoa ol e>e

a iiatatsnOHi *•***••

m*\ vm t iMaas aeAahaa

was more aetsnna i»*r «•!*#«+• »«nJtf«*i MveS*

snowed' Naal A-Mn^ai saa%w tMl nH»an# ait

Carrcsr rtarieetn sa tmaaal UMaaa n>*« daf

rjryWSf |
nAMf i m n*Ol a» i

for detain a li a*r*«e Tha vHft "Oia Uetfe-

•»d Cat>uK ayhu lied nanonaiait o**H) «* lit.ann end

Nonhaaatatn es waa 'ft »cav*m eiutrOaa det"

added ^ I Ml

YMUe siwrta uteaaan aaaamitt ta In/Oi en a »lue»

and corni' liNi*eeiM«. 0* •»-••* M- k

so dadasiia tnayaaahae m «< neaim
Oevokx***. - . *.»meimaa a nva

characrn'oiai et MaSey • tiiaahtaj utsfea • *e>|

death to eua •• • «^'» *ui taaSSNi

;*« <.-. tii , -mi pajeej *»»r^ I Orei •»- geel

eaven es **'t ainse raainsry teams htn
co**P*ed a Ml *•} «t.

,

oeen mffaail »ia>«»(aanahta maaea aa ayaSv aa

thay cepujiad llioi ' '-waHSe

crown iaai anaa*.. Iti laesanaaynan w«r» tn« haw
t>«ei>d and >C4A C»>anvv^f» |

n ihs pesi teas

foeeono end <**•* aenth at tee NCAA Ch>
pioeehioa "• '*»+ tngtana

tide last yeei enrt ahnuM tie awanai tlta aati N*^
wm,v isa upseneao eatdeoi
t.trhaa(XBnon may even he staa ehjasl eaaiuaa shuts*

aJbtfd .tn^wf Ht it* w».^ —t nnee #n^
programs as efhat sshttass ava* la t»m-au u* •rteessd

Iwruch a hwaan aili <0nasseing aa girvavtg

prpblnae rt trtanasng waSajaa afeataei l/Meee w
hatwtn ii.*. lesaag piaarsiaN dnea
•aa a aaaa asa\

srr^s WMUA

.u>

WL'^aOSHS Starve* jnxw >
nttoaic I

Of I"mwast |

iiaaj««* «> n?ioa.»
J

!' i

St. Regis RcsuuTant
SJ*

flrraii'sa \*r*ta

Ae>%
>Nirt4MH

it- ' w

Bail

i VfN»e| Ti|i all) I

o VeVUKro ef ' Ur

ajoTaT> Ol At fV
ts>an M%

a*

m^ssk. ^
W GEORGfS HONOR,

BONANZACHOPS DOWN
CHERRY PIE TO A PENNY.

eirt a lass

lea rati ytu ciaai

% ^»l #w 1 e/ee -/a, v f

pg>|gT|dVi

U » a/d saja^tATS (»QteV

•V-

1.9 M^U-f

.
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Cornell challenges |

gymmenSat. night

Cornea phdes haatt m the fact

rhat it is eeaaino Its eighth aiiaaahl

Ivy tide aa aaatYe gymneetica but

recording to UMaaa coach Tea*

Dojfi las 1^0 R*^ IhmMtfl bs

^n^ch of a chaasnaj for tha

i
• nuiemon whan they meet

Siturfay night ad aOO pm -n daj

Boydan aukSsary gym.

•The tv> leegua onry has two

taema," Coach Oum said. "f*etw
teenacsabia. Comal end Oart

movm' UMaaa VendSad Oart

»oh redder eaaaV two weeks ago

a meet Si

0«#^ «eut trwi i .uran haa liaen

Mieasjaievaaeuitl tfV.,.-. i.

iaeau)i art ta wet alt eui earn I

SpAaiA taeuXti*

.*i* *oa«rujt aa#h iittay hi aaa

aha wa arnnm •• ••••• ~~± •

down mth Ha rSo and haa crdy
practiced once dais week. Pah
hrcenta hurt has wnat n practice
thai «aek eo fas see**) for tha maat
is aaji up in tha sat.

Comets beat gyrrneat. Coach
Ourn said, a 0t%« App% wao waa
a Saidbt at tha Itocr eaercaa r» tha

€ . I GL Chart^asrahajM last year. An
•rajry haa tVxced ham to cornpata

coryontheparaSalbarithniiaaoii
though and Dura* aed dial he a

only fail in that event
CotnaYe beet event a p-bara. or

Hanaccm
rata

f\M Mar** ffuy ^•f»^«-

. av. ma ha Ha aa aiiMnit

Mai»a «i»t suana«A Move

, . ajm |H| aaaa su fa •i.*«

I. .MM

aeainst Camas n*taei#y w* u«i ita kaaaa mm o* .

lagej *j—*t tarr«aa UafVt aae>aaa mm

Gymwomen breeze
gat

BrBtlLOOr.r
Sweeping every evant.

uaieaa wornaa'e gymnaenca

caacaraed with Setam $ceie in

laahjon last nighL gt 06-750. as

Seaen in e two hour and forty Sve

rranuM n>enthon
Aaaatant Coach kldce Keae»ans

aaad thai ^aapeilencad MH»>a2
piecp^etod the o*ost length of the

meat.
*1 guosa it was a oood meat to try

out soma new Iudgae, urcc I

waan t supposed so be a cfcaa meet

anyway," ha explained "Semi of

tha acoraa ware OjuaaSonabi*

The eeonaa night ha*a been

questionable but *>e iupenonty of

tha SAWsutewomen wean't. es

daspns the fact th* Susan Com

were aeo praesd by Kasavane for

rhar parfoimancae OSion edged
out fallow Winuteaonan G»s
HTncn't 83S m vacSang wth aa
&40 to take h>ch hoecre m that

event. ffaaSgan won Ota high bar

wth e M6 end aoorad an UO in

vauting.

The best that Seetm Steta cc*jVs

do <ner»y event'was » tr?h
L

vSjttrtQ.

Afsei Taking e 24 9f>27 39 Hed n
tie frst evaat. UMaaa'•aeSy cpanad

ap a wide merges aa thay beat

Sakyn Stane by afmcet aght pcavta

on the tvgh bar The crry event f-mt

was cioeety contaasad was tha floor

cierooe ol UMaaa took < 21.66-

20.S

Swimmen floathome

Grapplers host Harvard in last dual 3S5S
as ^k^^aas asaaaBia> aaaaa .a^a^aa^aa aVaa^am a aadlaei dBaa^aS aaa^aaaj gaa^dl g^sea^aam #Jk^ax 0^dS> * *jaa> %g^g) W&^P ^^0^ ^fla^L^IB

m» • rv^ e
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Women outshoot

Worcester State
By CHAS O'CONNOR

Nancy O'Neil, sophomore from
Scituate, scored nineteen of her

twenty five points in the second
half as the UMass women's
basketball team beat Worcester
State, 75-67, at the Cage last night.

The Minutewomen had to fend
off a second half surge by Wor-
cester, as they negated a ten point

lead by scoring ten in a row during

a two end a hatl «W»t* stieede.

«rt few. the •drier* hid fveVJ ft 36>

79 «eed at e*e half after cep***nng
O* UMese' fobaiy So put ft ptiftfct

oHftnte together

Our.ng tht optm-g eleven
nenutcs of Ihft lest period. UMaea

outscored Worcester 30-13 to take

the lead, 59-49. After Worcester
tied it up at 59-59, the lead ex-

changed hands a few times before
a short banker by Nancy O'Neil

with 5:17 remaining put them ahead
to stay, 63-61. The lead was
stretched to 71-61, and the out-

come was not in doubt any longer.

The team had the most success
when the trio of LuAnn Fletcher,

Crratna Bee*e end Nancy OHte)
mere «i it* geawj m the Setae tame.

Tna three iftpweftlttl die OOft Of Ihft

UMftss offenave evtftOfc

Ourng tha penpd 0* e*a feme in

when UMass played Ihft mo«
ettectrrft laaSodSne; *»a teem was

beating the Worcester press and
forcing turnovers by the press of

their own.
Much should be said for the

offensive efforts of both Nancy
O'Neil and LuAnn Fletcher. O'Neil

hit on nine of twelve field goal

attempts in the second half to finish

with twelve of nineteen in ac-

cumulating her twenty five points.

Fletcher, in scoring her fourteen

pO»OH ftOOdft seven Of AiftO ft*

Qft**ptS 01 Ihft hOOft.

fancy Barry, fling n fef Pftl

Gftftpri in *>e second hftff. hit on
five of eleven uvea ft* it*

MrMjlrwomftn snot 60 pe» Oftf*

from d*e held

The game ww m»»ftd by w*art

may n>m out 00 Oft ft Vftfv COStry

uevry Sen^ofoo-CftplftinPftnGlfptrt

cwvsted ftn ftnftlft seconds bftfo*» ihft

fWft hftlf coded It 4 not known how
long «h« wal be kept out of action

Hopftft ere thai fhft veal be obit to

pajy n r^wf TutidftVft 0*nio

>,)».-*» Brtafefaeaaa' :;nto

That Tuesday nftjM encounter

•nth BrtOgowoaer Swie w* provide

some «ary sough OppoPtiX) for 1h»

t* 1 MrSvftaveomen Gft**0 SVae If

730

Coach Carol Albert watch** Mlnutevromen standouts

Nancy O'NeH (above right) and LuAnn Fletcher

(below right) in last night's victory over Worcester
State.

Minutemen hunting Stags;

Fairfield hosts at Garden

SETTING A PIC for Alex Esdrsdoo, Jim Burke shows
some wear and tear in last Tuesday's Vermont gjmc.
Jim will probably not look too fresh after tomorrow's
game against Fairfield at Madison Square Garden.

Rinkmen in key tilt

Vs. Boston State

ev srevto+co$ta
Tomorrow rrprt* ihft ftnt mp to Medason Square

Gaadftn for Ihft UMpes besSfttbel teem tree eeeaon.

losing on Ihft Fevftetd Stag* * Ihft ftftcond game of ftn

afternoon doufrsahftOOor.

It easy r*ot Oft ihft left e«o the Mnutemen tea* to

leave Vork this year, but that depends on how th«

tournament stoasben »nfokH
Th« Stage should eMtf tough corrpfttopn. dstsjto

thftr reoord of 1

1

Thfty just got off to • bad Men." said ^an

Gaudetta, ftftabeani coach at UMass. who wacc*ed
th« Stags anne»laie Motsera on a scouting trie last

come on attong recently, as

over Manhenan and Beaten

"What th«v lecfced at tht epgnning was ft point

guard ' Caudattt aasd. But Oftnny Oduma haft come
on eeeng to become ma floor general me team so

OtfPftraiftT* raadftd

Od»mf Ift a Vftrahpr from Auttn Peay. whara ha

to«ed m the shadow of '»V Wasam Now ha haa

com* into his oavn aa the man who aiaftjaa f»n#ir

move
Bui the man who usueftV p%os Fatrfkak) on ma

soofCboaKl o Raieh Rehn. a 67 fccwvrd Muohofane
Stag's ottenae revolves arou«d Rehn. who Gaudftttft

oata "• goeet shooeat."

fleiaiM WaK ITaf> jpial Ollalie ' l^baatoOen «»»o

But FaufWd r^a

by

Owan Maioaa, ftf/S ftoehornorft plan
At cansai for the Stags a Steve OaUur\ a 0*5 ftaafv

m»i Ka • • seong ro»Panow." said Gaudeeift. and

ha plav« a *oai ganw onto th» hoop"
lor tha Mtxtamftn. the gaaie a no? a muat-nm

atiuaicn. beta wctory woaM pufth UMaea «i tha right

ovaxtton - ao

e

ight toward a tOamemaa< or h»o
Ttas is ma toughaw. ar^ouNftr rejaataiao O* rha

aJanuternan aata, and with ma ECAC IftftftCl on

comrrmea maasng a vaaat from Sunday, everythmg

•»1*

In ihft way <A ewteoca, John rvSirphy * sOS UfvUsa

Mv Everything, toepa^g tha aquftd m scoring (Va\2 per

gaaae) and rabounrjavg D0

Jrn Town seems to have ragatnad faa stride, iftasg

ha scoring output oo 1 1 » ajtih nao 22-portt gamai

a row.

Aia» EaSndea. who leads tha loam in tsaad goat

pftfcantage at .St. has uppad Ns averaga to 9 7. and

ea tixsccm who auttated through an eartysaafton
sswnp, a now hcbng tor en even nina poasyj par

TICKLSMC THE TWIK6 - Marphy now has UM3
points n raa tfraa yaar versify career. Pafaftg

eighth place on tha UfVtaaa aS-sma scoring charts

if tha serftor s»nmvd hits raa evatage rt to* nnaf save

•cguar eeeaon gamaa, f*s wss rrova past Ai 2kk*+t

•nd Doug Gruxhnald to tata ovar tea number four

spot on tha preais>ous let

*i:»

aVACrySIMIfirV
Wth a poat^eeaon paayofv poslao* en dw soft, theUMaaa

Uoeton 5t*i» at On Mr* at 800 p^a. Seejrdey night
Tha FCAC OMeion II pSjypfV eomnWtee wtt meat on Sunday rnommg so

ti*tn
A - ttjTtmm Tin nnmpiTii in Tfii rnn nfta Ttn raa it nl irn imitaea

•oaten Statagamft anl piay a part in thsir oacaaon.
UMass w»th »9« record in Ohnftien II a nghting for onaef tha nat thraa

poetfens with Army and lowad Tach Army a »0 in Dhajipn play, tni
Lovaee Teen is 117.

UMaea, w*o was .paat by 8oaion Xrana 4-2. during *tftrcaa#on. can
not a*ord ftrothftr (pas in Ovaacn pssy

Beaton Stata cemm lanpang moo Ovr Rinl( wtthm 8-10 sawft Taak own
pavyoH hopaa daO n January Thftv have been playing ihs toie of spoosrs
uncat^an. Two n ftftsa ego ewy vpeet • eyong St Andems saam, M.
Statae top In* has f*aul Cecemo cemering Swva Woods and Mo* Ir

vtag f>e»4 McOnrvt haa teen hot and ccad «i the nacft.

UMase hopes to rebound from two straight detsisa n tha hands of

BowdON\ end Mew Hampahaa. Tha rVanutaman didn't have tha depth to

afceta with Haw Hampahira *c< thraa parioda Oft Tuesday night Maw
HftmpaMra sftt out four sanlors. and stai demonatad the second and thad

Darted*

OftrM Red«*ond ** be »n the goal tor UMaea on Saturday nght rvbfauir

can be pseeed on Redmond for the hao previous Mrxitaman toeeas

Agaavftt Mesa Mampafara, ha was irrc>iaaai»e ax*aa 42 aavaa n th« first tvao

pertoda

Vcoirraxk (18-29. MidcUabury |ft-3-il. Oovaoom (ML and Salon Suit
(12*61 have tha inside tree* on the four seftded piftyotf poaisone.

Tha aaaaon boas down to one must mn and tha convrvttaa/a decaaion

for Ihft aA^uiamen.

UCONN GOALIE LOU Parker stops a hard shot from Bob McCormack in

previous action ttils year. The AAisiutemen won that game and need a vain against

Boston State Saturday night to get into the Division II playoffs.

UMass student robbed while hitch-hiking
ByBRUCSR, FREDERICK

Staff Report*
An unidantlflad UMaaa atudant

was tha victim of an ormud rebbary
Friday night, according to
Lioutonant Claranca R. Babb of tha
Amhftrat Pollen Dopartmont. Th*
victim's nama was not ral

bacauaa of concern for ha further

aafaty

Tha aiuoonr, a aaass, was aaxfa
haing ssajsJa nuad on RH f n—i
Snaft St. Anhsrat. at 10» pm.
whan ha was piotad up by a wh**
Bucic with four occupantt
Tha ocoupsnis than had the

ssudent et kr*tapc»n; and fttpsftd

ha vaaaat c# ipsa than S10O The
mctan vaaa than ralsftftftd tiom the
car and ha procaadad to noiry iha
oohoa.

Amhartt poaca. avhh a back Up
fcom Ufvuaa peace. sftOppftd tha
uahkSs at yy-M dm r+* Maadow

St . end c«eoad tha occupants
unto custody.

Arraaiftd wera Chriatophar J
RsynoaJs. 72 Edbart Lena, Haho**:
Slft*en A M«au«wicx. 213 famum
0<rve. Hofyoluft: ftnd W«y«a M
lemaa. 363 Jarva Ava.. atao of

MofyCAa

A may tJvmtH was also ciaoad
under arrest, rbaypnida was tha
operator Of tha car

AJI fcur ujtaacts want anuignad
Satuaaay in Hampih>rft County
Osstrtot Court, f\ktt*ama*on. Thay
waie •Heeaad on S230 tea aacrv
end thaii ceaa* warp conaaued

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY •:••< i vn ivjo

weather
/Jaynma ragnaie m VSe iCnVss

Overmgnt Apwv v» t** tottm
hmn ihotaV opnrv?ue a# day
end ngbf MIO Tuetder

voluiwc cm. issue v
-•t »M Mi

SAOftifMV r-heiMUAVV- n, -Jt?i

Student readies rocket

for record launch
dyChUbjgfxuwe"

SfarY Revert*/

H ail goes wee; UMaaa Madaaal wei get a cfvmca so
wttnaasa nKO*d bmaajng avant. "h wH ba tha Dsjgaat
oae ever la«nchad m Maassxhuaatts. aaad^an/
Kitrracaar. who wal ba \»ur*HrQ a 16 foot rocsac ha
tsbuaVing.

Krrnacaer. a Junior geology raptor, wal be breeiung

hiaovanracord. hftseid lest yee». he euei and flaw an
n*jht foot rocket **om Orchard Hit

Tha roefcat was larger than thoaa usad by >ecaat-
pionaar fcoban Goddasd in ha aaparimama n tn«
KXr* wfach waaa carnad out nett Wcrcaaia*

last year's feght wasn't anotsfty eucceaaAjl instead
of shooting straight up. e*e rocket curved and
ctocendftd hio tha traaa "Tha grobSsm was that ona
of thftftnginftftigrWMdbartoratharaat- seal Krvnachar

Tha naw aecicet anl have 10 anginaa veraua ftva for

maotdona 'As f ftr *a Unow no ona e\*€ mad u»r»g

10 anginas on ona model toetatbafora Aa a manar of
tact. I don't thins anyone avar triad uamg f>va ban>a
ether" said Krsssaohar.

UMass rocket builder Gary Kftmachav works on the

tail section of fhe H foot rocket ho hopes to launch later

this semester.

Hadley package store

target of mass picket

Thoaa 10 anomaa shouk) dm* tha cardboard and
i wood roekat, at about 300 mph, to en efcrtuda of

about frva hundred faat. "Thft hgf>«st aftftudft I va

cvar raachad was aboat thraa maaa. That -was part of

a phyaica prcaact in ragn achool'' aaid Kn-ruxnar

iCrtmachar has bean buadsag pad ttymg model
roefcftt* anca ha waa about 10 "Cva leunchad about
SOrocaats and hawan 1 had a con-plata faffurft yat," he
tad. "Im buddrng thaaa larpa rocaaos mainly for

riaplay ard aducaton, not so sat racorda."

According to Kitrnachsr, tha amaSar toeaett Oy soo

faffiooMagcodvsawofttaftght. Bcvoas rocsften/.

hft « aitfttaatpdm oevar typas of taght He is a ffedent

plot end waa a mambar of tha Crvi Air Patrol pat* It

waa csabandad m raa homasoavn of ^nsiafd. aAsea

in 1973. NASA invited him to weneaa tha ieanch of

tha final Siyfeb raaaipn bem Cape Caravftral He haa
amandad ftavarai othar isur<hes and pans so ea ihata

whan tuft* US aarronauos eti o*f tor the ieavi US
Sovnat space rrtiaUn ajear on m«a summar
Khraachar Is adoor of 0* "C0SMDS". a riigifin

pubsahad by tha UaAses Agronomy Club H% hopes
se go *eo eepogaofogy. compming Ne r>iftr«su in

aa»onoaty and gaofogy
For errftjnt interested in learning aeoat modal

•rxkftct. lOrjraaoher. along #*y^ feiow *oc*etaar

R<Ka»d Vaicoun. v*a be oftaring a cotOQatam. weach
yyal stan somaoma in Ms*.

Ttvt ceaoq aval cover the beavoa of euftdmg and
fh/ngmoeelnMe^s/'Aaparto^thecoeoo^n>. aacr>

student wa got a chance to buad eo6 Oy hao modat
rocAets said Kiimachar Tha faght of his 16 foot

»««et wa also be part of tha coftopjiam.

p> TOwf uxCfft
Steff Reporter

Fearing an accident, rftadayy poace kftpt

pkaaoare rneatrtg at euj maaa pictac of tha

Four Seasons peefcege store on rouia 9 si

HadVsy Saturday ehernoon
Pkfeftting in aupport of the boycott of

GaUo wmea, «X) ftupporiftra of the Juan Oe la
Crux ccmwjwa. esamptftd to dissuade

cusaonara aganat pu^haamg Gado winaa o*

pamoruing tha Foar Seasons unH Gatto

winaa ere rarrovad from tha ahetl

Uffey - "I feel I should
provide those beverages
the customers want to

purchase
.//

"Iam aoaftaed by d>e staM so sal atoohotc

bavaragea''. sutftd oavner John Usey, "end I

feat I should provide dtoae beveragea tfuj

cueiomars want to ptschaae."

Ussy furthar atatad torn whan ha waa erst

approachad last spring hft had agraad, at hss

own •lpanaa. to auppry stanrtura of tha

IMfSsd feraa Workars and So aSow com-
mrttftemambars to ptaad thas* cauae wtm has

cuasorrarsi but Oust hp would not ramove
Gasto vasnea e«m has alee "This vaaa

unacoapiabss to tha picaaeara'. ha con

vou ca-not ba neuter' statad Use
Hcaiar. Thay I Four Seasonal afftar aippon
*vs Gafto hd.atnaa or tha UfW. Tha only

way wa ari ramove our pxfcaiers la I CeMo
wviaa are raraovad txm tha ehsfves of tha

Four Saenom
Wa are bamg affftcova, mdscatftd Steve

rtpwiav of die Juan Oe le Crui commftxaa.

"Two wests ago tha esore manager ssaisd

mat ha wee eorry so see us beck for we hurt

business here lest spring." he coftdeuedl

'"Vou cannot rraeaure our smseevsnsea
srvpty by how nvjny cuatomars wa turn

wmft easd Frar* Oerrnan a rraraater lor tha

Uvted Chratian Foundebon at Utvaaa. "It to

«Yp<«imi ihit we re l>a?t «r>d that :»«

pueac seas us".

don't tea erwafty but I do Ste GaSp rVfc

Chabia'V stated Brad Sumer of Hadeey.

deceuae of today' s peftet I wal not bvv N

Tea pksata did not affect buOnsss aast

apnng and ware apt expected W have an
aflact now. rxScated owner Ueev.
The vanea baaig boyooeied include

Thundertard. Ripcas. Boone's Fa*vi. Medne
aladnax Spanede, Carlo Roaal Eden Roc,

Tyroaa. VVott and Sons, Mountain and

inside
prop/am id tateei

see papa AS
. < K ^rvany«h OC? empegeS
Kvt* planr

7

I

i

Sophomore Liz Temby from Needham gives her yosina/er titter

Kate »n assist In some leather crafting during a visit to the
campus this weekend.
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ffSO a/w/ ofiter 5-college group listings - continued

Outing Club

fna UrVfae* Oc.Onp CA*V in-

troduce* one to Pro outdoor*

Tiara ere apprordrnetoty 360 uf>

di||Mi and 90 rOTtradergred

member*. Simon Bynyerd re

praeadant. Mewbeiahd Ittt of ft)

for •ndergrede and 14 for dl adtort

are »o raked upon lor eeppon ol

ttociibaectivitree TltWlMtW
tripe in the area* of caving.

cencoing. roc* dmbn;.

Ski Club

The ourpcee of the (Mfraj Sto

Oko a u> provide the Unrvereky

co***^nitv wrth iha opponunJiy of

ak**g*> the moot KcrMrrtcel and
ervovebte wt? poeefcra. During the

eecend aerroater. they wr8 bo
runr*>9 setvrdey Wine and Cheeee
but Trtos to piece* At Keangien.
Mk. SnoMf and Okamo Evening bu*
enp» w« ba going a* Mi Tom and
frartatare teat nertahue €aat wd
ba eonduceag a SM trtotructore

eoumy efcUng: wortanop* of an

adXittonal net*** men at Vet ato,

raoar; e*d equipment rental.

Ctaaril rneettrag* ara heed en
Monday right* at 6t30 n th«

Carrpua C**t*r. A* tree dm*, tnp*

ara ervnounced end earn* form of

anapTeinmertt la preaentod.

PreDental Club

Tha UMaae/YeOantat CMr ha*

Oub meeting* ara held bf-

laaafy Fsoured at nee* meetinga
ara geeat apaaMra. tkJ *tovfe* end
door prise*. Other benefoa »-<i.d»

daeeourtt* at several local aai shop*
and avadabate of eiy eitormadon

you might naad about piacaa to ai.

lodgeag, afci cordirjQne or just

general trdomation.

The Ski Cub ofkee la kaceoad in

room 309 Sojdam Uraon. Tha
phoro numbar N 5eJ«37.

Tham a*a no duaa and iha Group
receive* 18,000 anrraaty from (ho

Slocibodge Sojdont San** Tha
prmery m Utilise of tho group

include orgerwxaedn of or*d

production of tha yearbook
Maataiga ar« euenged a* raoueod

W.ldl.fe
Th$ UMau WWare Socory * a

atudarvt broach of Tha WadHt
Society, an International,

pra/aaaonai orgenirsrton whoee
member* ara predominately
wsoana ooogan rearaeng rn ova*

€0 coufOiaa. Tha principal ob-

aect*** of both cfpa^tabona ata:

H) to develop and promote

sound atawardahp of wildJNg

raaourcaa m*4 of tha art%4rotvnan<»

upon which n'ltaJEi ond man
dapand.

12) To unoatxaka an aotnra »cra ki

pravantfraf ma#» ^ducad *n-

»

Tha Praodont • Gaeroa L
GraoB, 6-8183 Manbaraha^ dvaa

ara 12 a yaar. Acovbaa nck&t
hom varieua donid

fpi to varioua djpnfji

and hoptng ttudanfj

iniaraatad in dantal c»t—t%.

onca avary two waoka ai iha

Caraaua Cantor. Saa MOTlC€"
of

Rugby Club

rim Anha/ai Cofwoa nYgby (Xb
prayi rugbY aoainat aorao of tha

baat duba in Now England, par

ti:lpataa m toumamanta r* Boaton

and Waahogton O.C. *ad t*%aa a

trip South durmg Spring VacatiO*

and roan poatgama partiaa.

Thav pracoca MWf 3-6 p/n. and
iWadJgjw antf So». «

Parachute Club

Tha UMaaa Sport Paraehuta

Ckib chargaa duaa of $10. wfveh
ptowdaa uaa of ad aoUpmant for

ona yoar. Junpa and iranrtg axtnk

Spacrac Ac*v<Jaa: Frat rump and
advaneod if informal

competition.

OOaaaa take patca on Wad
naadaya m6 Thuradaya. woxh
CoAreg«avi Noticoa aecbon for

spaofVa tama* and piacaa. Junptrg
takaa place Saojfdaya and Sjndaya
during good weather at r^onaar

VaMay Soon ParacfH<ing Cantor m\

Tu^ota Fafb Alport.

Tha proaidant re John Sanded, h
1627 2186.

Stockbridge

Service

Organization

liM

l» To eaoV tha Wghett arandarda

•n ai ectrVWea of thd wdrJHa

The Student Chapter hat aeaorej

programa for tho eemeaeer, They
include a p«aeernaritn by member
of tfo Mote Orvteio* of Raherfea

and Ga^e. a v«ofeadon by two
amber wohoa. aed aeverat lima.

Aiao, teirty eHdenis are worWng on
a reaearch proatot for #aa Depan
mou of rereeery and Wlrjaie

Management on a AS ecn» tnee on
Ncffdraojc Sweet m Amherat.

We wd be providing ban-

apojteoon to the *97B Mortheaat

Rah and WoJHa Conference and
in The NE

Iwaaej'iiga ma hold at raeet once a

monf^ and are poatad around the

campua. fX»ea are #2.00 per

ao-naaaar end anyona may anand or

K»n the Chapter or Socaarty.

AnyquaatkxaNVMkl ba oVacfted

10 Don Hanaon at 6-6842.

Strategy Club

Tha roguiremant a an rMereet at

the fwtd of atrrOabdn garrang

•pacific aciMtiee: a maao>g peace

lor anyona tNereeted in amuajdon

gaming maeting timee. every

Wadnaadev -^ght ft P-m. to rtdrj*

raght and every Sunday 1 pm to

mdnigM (tegular meeting en

Wadneadav)

Volunteer Fire Dept
UW7€D CHMS7IAM fOUN-

DATfOS \UCf\ ptowdaj dvaraa

acrvkaa and prograrre through rta

ecurnemcel campua rraiiaoy to the

entire Unrvonaty oorrmurity. Theni

arena ntoraberatap raqutemerca <y

due*. AH welcome to our aprfcrej

CortYnunrTr (varanga (7 p.m. c^

f-eb ia March IS, Aprf IS. Ma*
»3I: open Bftatod aapkrat-x*

vWedAeedavk 9^6 • IOJ0 pm •

and candraiigeri Comwunio*
\Wad*oadavk ia» • 10.46 pn-

kefd m tha Kardy Memoraai Root*

OH rtornpahke HouaaX A woe**
Hoeae Church meaaa at 8 pm. o»

Frtdeya »n membea' homaa - cat •

you would we a rada l»Cf aponaoa

Failh €>qpaora>ona, a aenee ol one

CtedA colkxaila. Spring 1875 o-

farlaoa ero Jaaut and S«ua»i>.

A Paych* theological lequiry

'^tom Job to Jarur A Chnatir*

Vrew Of Swrnarrngr*; "la Tha« •

C'-tiiien Rteponae to Whraa

Reoiaai> '. Religion ana
Revolution . and "Chritt

Myaltoam'. Couneafing aayvtoea

are afao oiforad (pre-marltar

mairaagax rjeraonei and vocadonaa
with rafarrat aaaiitanea.

Campua rrrraatry team rrrambaea

are Peter Sabey, Bath Feaaenda*

and Prank Oorman. Tha UCF ry

tee* 13*6-320 MerrcarWe rtouao

ata open from 8-30 a.m,-6c30 pja

each weekday: phoraa (SeS-2661 w
546 ??*? are covered from 7 a.m
II pm every day-

United Christian

Foundation

The UMaaa Wa^ycreer Are Otoi

bageia ra ajghaaanth year of

v*ca. Originally formed aa a Ve
orlgada on campua. It grawaato an
active and viabfe pen of the

fWa Department, it la

ernrefy of atuderrta The

fu-ciio» of the UUaaa
although praaandy com
antirelr of Auxllary

nraAgeiara, it ire prevention and

aafety at ddferant campua lux
aorta. Students ant emptoyed aa

Stadeni fre Marehale vvOat tie

current

group.

poaad

• •

RECORDS

Saar>)C*e>

- . .

aaat

tVl l.r

tzciRi aor

•..

S|i|it>fW

i? ficm me sicr

Hu^\ V;«il

lit'

uu nut cjaMtfam

i iuiiud*. 1 itiur r

»c:

hat

Ttttur. rti. »a

an raaea aaatteaaa

inm CiiLUisr •• cimii t

'Experiment fund'

proposal postponed
ByAVIS VIM

•^A>pomjr
A procoad ceebng a fund to auapon eajartraaaial ttMrai aducaton

p*oiecu km been indadruefy poatponad due to rta refaction from tutoing

tfuougk i^a Carnego iretojta. Change » Ub*va rducanon Ptotect m
Waafdagton. DC
Mo raaacn waa gtvan for the tratotubaa feJaara is inotoda the Ulkaaa

•oartnar* fuvf* proceed in rta 17-achool grant proaac*.

John A. Hunt, Acting Aaaocena rVovoa*. for Speod Prognarna, tod the

Coavpan ha bekeaea UMaaa waa retecied becauaa tha Camegaa oHoaea.
upon vititinf UMaaa »n taoa hovaroar. fait mere waa too great a olawKo
teiwaan atodanu and facufcy for tr* ope*r—nt ^«*d" toauocaad .

H.nt add de) Cernegw rnatrxias sent rettore lo 300 hgher ed*

nattuto-a laat Saptembar. inveing them to aubmft eropoaaaj for

aducaraon protecti

Money problems may delay

nuke plant construction

ia *«•**< M «aa\

taiaalM
imti tea-siM

r»a m u. v* <*rt

)$^M0IJNUJNS Jsp MOfd

»e vea«

r«at« «•«

n* aai m

" T rimitTi

Public access needs
public interest

*. . .i

i *.k*jaa

• ara we

.i ii ia* ^e»iM
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Stockbridge - our agricultural school
Thar wort m otttn

brought hack mo t*a clawgnii to
the xtudania gain valuabaa
hnowiadga About n«M tncktg*

Thera a much tvastoc* a»attat '«

(ot axpffnmantauton. »nd th«

ftcaaiaa «t TAaon and South
DtarfaSd pronda -ode*-. »<iut>

mant tor laboratory work Soantnc
rnevch with duck*. 9*k*yt. and
cNdt«m« 4T« a ilahli at TStaon

Buaaas bring m>3«nu a> natgh-

bcrng ftatda to p/acuc* U*t» a*ch
aa prunng. not to^tkno. maact
iJaiyrioaajw aorf ViA*arton. and
OfMrs, wJMph tn »m at* turthav

aa rnarnbtts what thay can

0** job opportunities, and *aar putM
lacturara. At son* 6mt. the ckito

inanga gathatrtgs *tKh unta

ItCaJty and atuda'is Thate ekita

am fumS«J by lh» Saockbndg**

Samca Od*-uii<^ J5T0SO) a

branch o* aha SlOCkbrfcdga Sana**

A <-a*i fenefien ot STOSO a to

bnng togatnar tha student* of both

UUm and StOtAftrtrJga »" •"

itttenpt eo batear natations oarwaa*

|fc#m Thay afro sponsor the g*aat

numbaw ot Stockbndgt iCft**l<as

ru>~** •* i *»i»»r»t| HadWIS Ota

aeiandl such as

and tortures. Thaaa actvttm n

crnav« tha intimacy batwaan
»mrt»M and

convnarc n ojiaftty training, and
pajnjonabla aajrtt la an a«t»tr to

*b*t can tt kujmad «n two vasis

Till vudawos Hvaa w«h skats,

practical oxpenanca. a*d tha abattv

nanom* weft tn iho fteM*

wt*h thaVvt spaciaUad. Tfcey

aMva as a marketable product in a
•navkatabsa industiy

1

1

•MM

• •

Colfisgiftn

LIFE/STYLE

BigWig - politics moves into entertainment
* *>. saa

«a *

la* «v

aft

• •

• -» ••

aa s> • •

Mansfield urges force reduction in Taiwan
aV t**»ad r>a« fa.lasnatto'W

Senata Mafomv leader
Uan*ti**d »rpad tha United St.

Sunday to reduce Us totxe ot 4.fjaa

'nan on Tetwen aa a new st^r

towerde tmprovtog reiattona wa*»

taking.

The ftagasTf Reputes: of China

hopes to tanta the Taiwan **~
paaoafufy, ManalHM said «i a*

•maMtw. and tha Ctvnaaa •n • rmm
paoam psopks. Ba< ha o^aatknaa
how long thair paoanea w« u—

A «•'.!• tawani a
A# V«

A%

•a aa>
• ••

a %

It

ft* <*s

"There's no
such thing as a
free lunch."

V I ) >t

Tin;
"SECRET
TAX"

AMERICA
CANT
AFFORD,

...

i aVa aa>» • U« rvaaV a*
%.

aV W > •

Tw

•afls>

I Pfff
satjasj •

• •V lr^aa4ajo

• —

sa
a^affdaa*^

• •

4a a»4

aaaaV

»« w
f.. #^i

• >

a-»a^ A» 4aJ

t*d V ^ V* • ^
r^cwi #a »v

ir a* **»• • • »r » a* f m aja%M |Ta>%t%a
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Benita Pullara

Longshot on a lame mule
• -* 9% mm

• ••

• % .

•

r»W «4

Luis Medina

e feeling's good
%§ -

•

• • ••

•*• •<

• #r,

MmiinIi^ J fl4t.

km II

Notable Quote
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News* feature

witing course

begins tanij^hr

Colons begin:;

news roundup| w©ekiyottice

hours in area

»^.
- «x Arts and Crafts

Show to b« held

tomorrow

H I offers

one credit

courses

% •

£is3

•%• t.

Health majors

writing course

to be held

• r- * M S.-

*\ • -

-t'po

t*.

^J*
• ,- %***

* «

f O • *•

.^ «x
oc

Resume writing

cours« offered

Support group

being formed

- m* Meeting tonight

rir^SSr^ for Outreach

5R jii nnm— orientation

• Purim to be
• celebrated here

«•» »»rx»

i

INlMlt*

:

FREE LECTURE SERIES
Slop by our »lurc and »ijpa up I

I

l

»

i

!

Mv.ll

¥••*• I

tl».t

*•**• ti

Ul* Mm *.<

[»•'• >—••

•*< rVrrv.i.K. T»4 »•*• t^-. GlMM m«tW Itiwiarfmil 5bMi«iM
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L
asaswH^ Rcr. 9 Hadlr;

rot 3iw

Money savingcoupons, great
andour all-week specials. . .that's
getting yourStop&Shopsworth!

2 lb Entreat
- 99

44*. 49

Ctfls=r»

fibfe^
79

fbaJrtSrif*

Beef Chuck
Blade Steak
© ,. 1555a

Ground Beef79

PorkLoin
Assorted
ay*io*R*Har
X<c to*Stt>nH*

Port LotiSpm lite
Ho* ShMttir A/fr. he** F*rV>

Fnwh HanHanp INy*oa

Hl on Umbo ^uolMy
kttefartt?

r
t|n

RoaatBetf
Roast Turkey
Danish GlazedHam
PorkRoU
McatLoaS

MMf Q*n »V.\r>, ..I"! .*. «-••

^Wi>l

U
or

SoleFil*K»
•p.

i# >• u fcrf #m»



WMUA Picha resigns as

VwTTJI Engineering dean

Mr 9

• M

• •

r

Sating Club

mecttffQ

lorxtv

Sot 10-*

HcDbnolds

Ym: Sam

Crofdbed flavin (tnTVwicrifcwn «

fori*
f
r^i <xvtk why o{ ^pfoe

So c*noo down (cra doy ^
/<*«&<$ on ft* bty!

Crotchcd
mountain
Shifirea

Stat*.

™

One-year programs

offered in Israel

not ices 1—

»M

I*.

#*•«• - _ 1 »
•

• -

• 1

• .

» 1

»- •

* t

, ^_^ , w —j^y ^ ••• vwflB^^^B

FMASTWAY
Mountain Farms
Mall In Hadlw

Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe!&.—

Millers High Life

Beer
COM Ol 24

»*4
• •Ml

Donelli i~**» nrl"
Paul Masson Rosfe. . . fti*
Grunberger *»*->*. . . ,v1
Great Western^ cm^.'sl 7*

Rose Garden
RooderustcryRM
Korbel Chateau a.w . art"
Manischewfa SangrlanM"

Krakus Lite

~2°»

• I.

i

w:: c-itlictutu

»»»i
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Fairfield forward Relptt Kehn Ktmt to be enjoying
himself at he baffles for a rebound with UMass' John
MAirphy. Rehn laughed his way through the whole
game Saturday, scoring 24 points to lead the Stags to a
•'?•!>' wm over the Minutemen. (See story, photo, page
Ml

JV's overcome by BC
in 6-5 heartbreaker

Br TOM CROWLEY
Wth 30 wccoji loft n ovwtimt. BC SCO*to the winning goal and poeatd

a*-*wwpver the uMaaa JV hocaey learn.

Cc*. for BC. wa* hit with a pa** at Iht trfue fee en* want In don* on

904119 Paul McCan*v At Vtm tint. BC w*s ftmm short. •

TN>l»ptftft«co<»dt>#trtirwop^^eitt>efa»^O^ e^ftaOWftr plan.

a

afOfteaMoa*

*# 7**» |%woa>e'*c •drriM^ *

Catholic

Marriage C'ourae

M»»K\4KNI¥Jt

• • • ••*

Men swimmers as expected
sunk by tough UConn squad

8t&>LL£D£lS7£JX
"What *•* your chenc** •pan* Comedeut.

catch*"
w* ehoukJ get sesvgniered."

thus <*d men's *•*** coach. Bey Mteamed, empty
that ft* Wftm mifhl be defeated by ?"• powerful
tfedbea. UConn da) defeat tf»t ArWjIerrwi. but tr«

6647 t\ntt was Sftnt <*ae*<teb*t.

• W.NM in Husfc* lend, began with the hors
taajno tot 400 wrft natWr nOey <• moat nhoapttab*
tferg toOol
U th* S000 yard West**. Ben Cooker, IMow do

rou 14ft rhftt: his n*f+ ©Mn't OW mentioned until me
thmd ful parao/ftoN) lightened 1** count by rot bong
j hngnrnefl Hter At least it seemed that way as

CbOOlDBl vs.- »r. r..;..»i^'t •.».« ft| 10 -Mb t*«t rb«

f%ittio tv ft dg*.
:ut then won th« new foot events 1200

yardfroe.bDy-srdfie*. 200 >ftfd rtoVduftl madfcay end
on* mew oVv*gl. In tht GO vawj hoe, Ron Boucher
turned m h* cost v»* ova* 123.3} and Duncan lomea
wee beaten tv ft tvtffj *ot Rm in tht 200 i»dwtduel
rr*«*ty.

Jot Hftbort ended ihft UMftftft "droughT with e
»k?xou* 300 yard b»CM<tv 2 18 0< and Ron Bouchtr

m w* ceoweeok by tefeno the 100 ire*a*rt»

vs.:- r.s :<n-: *JM e»tty i5VI
UConn. however €•** tight b«ck with two mom

tht 200 yard bedtsirob* end the 600 yard

Tht Miutftmtn Cftfnft on e*ong tt tht trd. wtrong
tht Ifttt OVftt events «nd ftddng tnfti ting* of

itftptctfttaty to ft^e Snftt tOOfft Dftvt Bouchtr'ft 22$

2

lYm thought ran too honens for tht 200 y*rd

bittt r injlut «na Cftfl McAJSfiM eitnotd hts w*y to

4nj| in tht tr#tt tt^t* Owing oon^pttrson. tf i

d*%*q wt» tht beat ht'sOona tor us." irrOu—d ooftcfi

MMamtd 'Kt rtafty h* sowo p*etty one*."
UMms Own took We 4Q0 Iie*vs4t 'ttay

QQMQ n»r 'Mr r.rfp end e<- CmaJdM
prc**d h* w** t%vmi* by being tdotd out in tht SCO
ttMWytt by tht •*«•* algtt h* won by * tht 1000 fit*

'£«»*• an sttd." the coach offend, but eiO
•ftfOftef thnfca Ban wa* Msrtf hit rVgfttnata ounng
OO **a*t.Coach U*ujmtd Cfttmid tht mttt
ir^*3ootr»fl* m n*th*t UMatt no* UCc^n tw*«i then

scronoaat e«*rr*. Tht Mnuwnen. ngu*ng to beat
Tufts Ithb Tuaedty n Jumbo Co^mr,!. f*i to V*#
chx* and eal* Maw Hempaiw*. *r* pnip*fing r\y tht
Mew CnglanOft nQftt now. Th* UVM wt UfWf mttt«
wa b* htSJ *s one ouai ancountajr *t Ooydftn. Match
i

NU offers no challenge as
swimwomen triumph, 82-48

wort lota erf ntw Aeeea in

atdt lea* Thursday
fight aa ejw utMaia vtnonwn a awim

paat

Urtvaiaity 82-46 Mav.ng an-

topatad tht aaay wm. Coach Pat

GriChn aluaWftd tht louaf ftna-up to

rcSjd* rrott of ma awwnm in

thav prwftrTwd imtrc

Tfc* taw mrtnt turned UMet*
rcaerg with a win in th* ?00 medley
teiey r*nnv f^oye*. Oant rVry.
Melon Oath, and Reonit Grodtn
roc* the trw *iihe2004. ttunwd
onfy by tht Mftooeaf QuatfyifO *ee*

I ?000
tft a Ojej

Tb* ahanw tarter* fo*ow*d.

produong thr** tlrat pwc* wtnnara

in Rttft* OVodan^O free i2Mt.
M*to* OafttvQO Oy 129 01 and Oiane

Pctr/50 traasn 136 3*

ptftCtr* wwe Jftfit I

beck and Lawift V\rbJbnfl fOO i.M

Catcf Cantftfbery ftnd Levta

Scfuid pieced tocond end ihaO.

reapecsrvary, m tht ont mttff

denrg «vent

P*eny hToyea proved h*r

tvnnvrerg vaeaasicy *a aba eat uw
n*r uaefti bftckatroke events end

won w* K0 W* with • S6c3 let

spftt Of m**ng * turn"! lAeftjri

DeSh accurr«i*t9d uteend

hwowed Welaet with |

tie;* end rejr beat time tree

Th* bJUnftweet OfW tped to e bat

swot In tht 100 *mrm» fe»it Certn

Jobewan towohed m wcumJ m the

i

wttidle*

Tht th*** mtitt dwiftij eytjnt

atnoti stwewd to be aa eetwvton,

iuwed to a saawet New

Tlej 700
»vr.tng

iVataaK

free iviat teem II

vrewrt Baatu»ci and
dw "ww watt an
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II Bftwawl iMbal |oaa*wwawl mw*

avaa IwWoa*) %* |M|g

• H iWtltb^ Mbeil*

Tflf\ WE NEED YOy< ! e

IwwSIBKIf llUMOw^#MBIMS<Co i i - .***< 0*4 §

Ml eaaff«| It*. Two. IwU e. I «, ||j *j
<*« Ctt 1 C* at I wt>4 iMtog Ht gpjp, j^^^

w% tt Ml* ft*

Jtf Kt «UtaUat #
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Crimson top
tired matmen

§rJ0NN30CK
When the if74-7* MHWag iiinn ands. wtujitwr m*y bt sad ef the

UMaaa mawttn, at ittwt robody can say the: They aSQVt't witttW e^Oiflh
match**. WnH $atu»dav's 23-10 loss to M*rvwd tr* Mntnamtn brought
m*tr record oo 14-T4 Thtyhe** ATtided 21 rime* W4) tftftfton: ten matpbaa
more Vsn «th*r SprrtoAekj or taWd* Idand - rro'e matches rh*r>

fteyone m Mew tn^and Wr»la 14-14 may rot etem to ba %try

f disaopvintwd a record, fan* mgt-t racal thr. they n*v* onfy teen the

WirrJHmm* home lour trree th* aeeeon.
fl UtilorOjrwsaty, IW home mat advantage feted to produce eny ol the 14

£ mw>S and proved tt b* rrore of a int. So rrueh ao that Ufneaa had the

nwKh at sawad up tn ow 190 pou^d bo-t eoftirat Hanmrd. §n5 with tl

138 pounder Steve .*tW
djtctsaon. UnfortursateV.

the Mlnvtamen at tb*

a. a Qa

Gymnasts embarrass CornellzS^^SSS^^^^
Bf Bill 00 VLB

' It we* auch a wea*a mew Ota t

frvs tt Onwua to aay anitheaa

worda of aw
UMftW men a gMeiawbi a caawO aw •

Toet Ounn affWf

n th* Doyde

Otv awe th*

the IUj fled rrf Cnmea ee ^ewi eaw W e* saw** «

1ga\P 101 If. but * ^ a*-... . +* ~m m
tt enwil Wengs hapawnwt a
Riw uf att. W*ta wa* \*>h tbw* ••*

ot the lowai fee* «aa taw ea
las'

Cnech Dunn's ocrreon and a«e
laiancae after tit I aUiul

routan* Abo, Cornea erdv %*a %•»
aaven gymnaata ea <ta aeoend ana
ttard beet al-aroend man. R
Ward and Peaer Pay. and a* law) *wa

Dew* Anpaa

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY

ELECTIONS
' fOV CT# O €«twanevr%av f t#ftja>al ajra* eaoaU \km ha

v • ItMftl wftVd>#tV dlf C3»t <«4> t«'b. <»rs t>^aow># tori

<«**'tl O ******h i 0$alla^t, •*> t%0aw« O f#wr. ^wKa> <r#

Ift #•> t*V# <e>#%w Htl Ala4>«t<fr t<W<itr>t CCwf^l

NOMINATION PAPER

AVAILABLE NOW
C***wttf l»>#»ttt lt«A ilC Sttdwtit Uiten Oe»# ?+% 2&%

tkcttont Ke<* *+ WU'Cii 4|a 4^ 9 ***>
••t^f Coc^a lccr»xo

Hockey seedings set

A** v«v **r«'l l^»» »•W •• is» • <e*«dl

REEDED IMblEDUnLT

Haws ,
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Inept UMass dumped by Fairfield

4MMV +** fht to* «W N** VimI ..*.(•. A.. .-

fc**«M#»« • tin U»v4 tHJttttVtl •*•* • 0»tU$*U •»

>(**** «*| p«« Mi M«**«« 9«rt*»
Or*** Mian 4 mvti* 9min$M mum hah uma

*VAV»» J** 1«»m» *v VJ«»»l*»»#| ut
'

h»i «Mir irHi * lha MniM*. mil %vm4
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•
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•
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Boston State edges icemen;

tournament hopes shattered HES

Inside sports

.'.

by

•A*

Ross death called 'tragic loss for university'

• **.<*»•

iHtwA.ss msnrson.v
weather

•• "*

Student employees
organize union

• r«*> *•

+•* *

4* %

GSS challenges

Tartaglia decision zJt&A
I W%9

1*

z~~~i Dorm rent to rise

\xz~z if fee rejected

I v • I

• •

m*

>• «i
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Vandals, thieves hit Fine Arts
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CtMiii #1 f#*4 4 Vjiuri

THMW

odvonluro trovel spring

OAVTONA BEACH 179* FUNGS!r

1
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SGA seeks access improved communication cited as

to Gulko report

II

requisite for MARY success
*****/• <«U*

• * • •

Ml •

9

Committee recommends

^SHtSHj-^SSiI Hampden expansion
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Greece foils coup attempt by army officers
Plotters loyal

to former rulers

A7H£VS lOfift - Tha
month Old Qr—k democrat*
9t%*rne»ent Mid it foiad « cowp
•Hornet yaataday by army c* co*s
stt KrtS *0 At df«OMd rraltary

dkiatort who ruiad fratct ic*

Evongatoe Ava-ctt's offea with the

MMM
A%aroff ordered llw alert &

jr—ad force* headqtetttn in

Hcaargoa, north of A*»nt, and
rushed lo conta* wrh Prcoxr
Conetemna Caramon!*, iht source

00 tht Grate,

forcee easd the conspiracy
became known »n tht tatty ef

fctrwoon, waan errrad forces
conmsnder lXonyte±* A/bOura
bunt into Detente Mnistar

Tha uurct sod dtt Crffoai

<no« opsins aid tha
autawarea, pornad to stage dee

cowp simultaneously ••» three
pejcaa tha Geo* armor school in

Athens, tha taretroop tremng
center h Asptopytgoa and Second
Army Cdfpt heedquirtera as

Kcuaru.

Tha aoiitca dcj net My w**<
happened lo tha c*o**rs.

A povarnrrant spoeaawen teMl

I ha atuatton • under fa* COnOOf

0> th# government tNovigh tap

anvra rwao*'
Mt t%d Carsmarea crdtred a

panel enwaj foxta eewt Scttowrng

C\»MP»'8tor>el movements by
•meptnttng ohcers related

thott members of tra csctasonai

•eorra tweitng mat

"

CoOfd>natton V*r*tser Paneyot*

PaX^oVM. spot* ing tor Jap

goxornmertt teed pariemtnt «jar

nijht "The* • no ctute ** OetJthrowtna dtmooeiy w*sh it*

,
'.

( u end no rood *» e dabaoa" Apii 21. 1»7. *ata*y taiutevtr of

on tht etitmpi tt demanded by <**«« known aa *»e cokxah
cpposiKX totter George MtvtOS cojp~ end with torturing poteCtJ

and ied<ei !«<!' Andrei*

Armed force* sOuKtt SO** (tta

•mean who planned tht COUP west

1C#* to Bnp. Dmitri* toenrvdes.

termar avonpman and rheiery

aolico commandac, and wanud to

have h»m and hvo c/ Na top

kaxiteftyitt icaaaaodl

ThadwcoartomonQtt manitfi

of fia torn* fjrca new n»lad ard

vwaibng (fill on char^at of

loanndaa ovarthraw foynat*

cactaftor Gaofpa fapadopoviot ir.

Novambar 1t73, but ha* itrongman
rtp^na coMapaod tpai Ajty whan
Ttftoy i^odod Cypmt altar a
CVtot imptfad coup ttfrtpocarty

oxiPMd Ptoaidtm MatVo^oa.

Caftmantlf raojinad horn adf-

mxto in Pant to hoad tht mw
damocratic govtrnmtnt.

Twenty Indians seize

N.M. electronics plant

Atrial view thows tho Siloam Ro*d t«aaV •

colUpsed into the Yadkin River SajncUt

Auttiorfttes blame me collapse on a car wh • % wt a^*

US lifts India, Pakistan arms
embargo; India files protest

Aft yv» >^«««»«« «Mrriarr -

<

<ath«llej

>1arriB|{o> Coarse

MOMAX CKVTKK

»-»

i

IECOROS

TWlM

GET INTO

HAM RADIO
Amwxnt lt*o» u • avail ba>

Caata iar »t^ row "IK n.« fc*a»*

I li ta» l«MT*C.C.

1 » atdtpat

FREE
»**¥**)

Rail plan would close 20 state lines
Thousands of jobs

would be eliminated
80ST0H \Af>\ • Tw*y*y Pann

Ctntiat railroad freight hnao
taVOoghout Maaaachuaacn woulc
00 tbtndof>ad. coating Oxiuaanda
of jotax u-dar praammanr N*f« *c*
•ti abtndorrnant by tha Unt#d
sMtoa Batway AaaooatKn. ttttt
oHoact said yes^arday.

Ptttr aAaij. aVtaattK *tait
OOnaportaton aacrttary. tPd tht
USHA's praOmniiry rtcowv-

mandahons am aohtdMtd to bt
announoad in Waahngton, DC.
toRXKrow and wrd bt v«go»c«>al»

aAau tod that a total cl 256 rvaao

of tcaca, 01 about ona-Owd of %W
Pann CanuaTt aAaattcaVjMUk
oparation. would be abandonad

A: tha aama tma, ha ataJ

»tatn mil taak approval c4

laaaiation wtach would p«u-nda

fXS ndlon rt ttata aubaaiea to

Ime **• propottd
bianch rat bnm In

aAtu takJ toma 2fXOQ0 .

art anptoyad by trmi that uaa tf»a

r*i anta picpotad fo» *ban

donnam If all tha aaaa ware

dioppad. ha tad dtovaanda wtxad

tot* thar toot

Too 20 bianch Irtat a»» acattaatd

tha axaaa. vuab

Tht 0S«A htt baan wotrty on

t ^torgar«Mtton of »•* aaraca in tht

*crttv*e*t *"* hat wjrvayad t total

36 branch liiOl

VMtacf>atoflft

Mat/ aaai ol tha 38 Irwv tova*

hawa afraady baan abondoatd. 14a

uid thaUSAA wd taoorrw«tnd that

11 of the ram»«Ku II to ^<iudtO
n a fuhaa Cthtoadaxd Rat

'Jyitam ICCNNAHr. a tyoiam ihat

maud by atw oo naka a paewt.

Mau was ctotat c/ tht USBA
racowmtwddtions. saying ihov

riatad orry on the proltably en* the

btanch Intf, taHaar lhaa tha

ocoaofrat aad social awptci d
pfoposad 4l*n4c>ar*tt (A oxo

news
i summary

Turkey warns US
ASVCArVA Ica*/j Tuitajw Foreign

Mimttar AAalh Tsinhol said
yaasatday tfaH Ttrkay writ shut
down Amartcan battt d tht U S
matary lur>fv't sblaT/ tv de/tnd
tsarf agaaratt $o%ttl amlajp r .

Aaluad «n an riiarvltw If tht
^i p«mar#> to rroriio*

rrUtary rnovantnif r» raw So»*>t

Ur*cr .^uitotoctottd btxautt of

rha U$ cxr»c/tttionai *tn+r+4

Nitric acid blamed
in Logan plane crash

si 2~rr~ ~v?..
Eastern states argue SSSSSSS
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S.C.L.C. endorses boycott Voices of New Africa
C«aar Chava*' nationwldo

conwn* boycott against Gilo
v^rw won andonaomant from tho

$outharn Chtistion Laodaraht?

Conttnrc* WaoYtoaday during •

wit to tho Uniiad Farm Wortora

boajdojjirlara by SCLC Proaidant

Or. flat* Abotrayhy.

D' Aborthony. in a mooting wtth

UfW P*oaidant Chavai horo. hM
tha XX) chapiara of tha SClC w«
cocoa*** wtth <ho lam wort***'

boycott ao hotp tho UfW win «a

itrfco *g«na« GaSo.

"My pkadga 10 ytio,' P*^ Or

ANmrfry, la to col on Bloc*

poet* and of othara inr*#oaiad In

ptrttmo juatieo into Ama#kon
buaaiaas to Ink ip wra> you aa S*o

boycott Wo wal Of^A r«o moro

h**t como to aoa v*+\ *» jo* to too

bty 10 d© aoparatafy. Fro*! no* 0»

wo w« toko mom and moro unrtad

ociono to ww coneaaia gaina by

O*rrfc»raog our avangfr* In or*

CO«oa ThartioO 0»001 lOVO note
HKKOrnonf, for f> Abomithy »rd

;•< mamory C Of. Mann Luthar

K;ng Tho SClC foundad tho no*

Ot Abomorhy ui«] t»* SClC to

»s*>g **o grto* "umbst of Btootos

*ho pMXhooo wnam a* OoMo to

coopttaia w*h tho V9H in tha

aUSJilt Of o 'tghiae roycott ." Ka

sot* "Wo Of p*r« :: ^»>r^wrn
thto atnVa iQHtSt Gffe **• SCLC
to COftng on *» POOP* throughout

ron-wK*ont rroia rnovomon: «n th*

country ond ahowad wo d»o way
"

Tho Urwtad Farm Wortora <.n*x>

mountod rta boycott aga*Mt GaSo
wnoa oftor tho E€rJ 6olO WVnon/ of

Modoato. CaaVomla rothtod to

iQiabioOtoOJ to! UFW ocntracta in

19731

BUY

in concert tonight

GRAPES

»r.

unol tht
wagon

ihaoing

boycott to uJctDriout--

Tha SCLC toador oddad -Wo
*an1 to hotp yoo 4i your *t~.g9»

andwo wont yo» to hoip ua in our*.

Thia wal bonoflt tM 'v- ^orkora.

ond ua. ond iha andjf naraoo."

Chovai laapondod, Tho
ntocc comnxiNttoo

Notice
BMCP

bo on Wod . «<0 P-m. In

Afhco Houoo Poopai vooraoxod n
comftuhtcdltona aro urgod to

4tt«Od

Tho Vo<o» of Now Afnca Kouao

WorVjhop Choir, a untquo vocoi

group *»om tho fwo Cooogai n tna

Ptonoor Vattay «n apooor to

coneon on Tuoadoy. Fobrvary ».

197S ot Bowfcor AuHorium on tho

ca*tpua of tho Ur»ivorilty of

Voaooc*u*orti art ftiB p.**

Tha *ocol onaamtAa, oompooad

of fifty 1601 atudanta to modo up ©*

tt.dants from H* Urvwor*n> <t

Maaaichuaoita, %t*\iK MooaK
Hofyotua. Amhaat and Maf^>ah*o

Cotoogoa. Foatunng o roportoiro of

aft typoa d AtroAmane*« vxof

riwaie. tha cfrow apoa aloaa m
gospol and aoul acnga. Tho ooncon

w* Opon wtlh group Of wo*-

Knowo Nogro Spitit-Jl». not

potfotmed 41 tha UftaJHtono*

ma*nor. but m tho |ta
! cfernmtf, H**

Roach a Profoaaor in tho Muax
0«por%woni Of tr# Uravoraity 0*

lAaaaoi Umiii who orgaruad ihto

group to »972

Among thooa aaaactiona to f>

unuaual otringomoAl ot "Go
Down. Meo**'. »atra>d Lot Tha

Paopto Go . awongod »n a foac

tampo wto> inaoumtntal fc*artu6oa

foatunng a Uunpoi ao*0

Tho aooond part of tho ooncort

doofo with tho aonga Of tha A*o»

Arr*«-con hahtaoa, ond tocajdoa

wort aonga. ahouaa, hooanx crtoa.

pod on oxampaa of urban bajoa m

Stormy Monday" Tha aoction

comoa to o ctoao wrh a oon-

oamporory oong, "Kaop On Movln"
by Samanyo McCord, o mombor of

t*o choir, waida auma up dia

djlkult arruggaa for aurvrv*: tni
oxoptanco ri tha world of oodfty.

Tho Am half on tho coneon
comoa to a cioao wtth a group of

goapol aonga. tha apactofhy of fftt

t^c»». «Vt»:<>3 trw ao'oocn* »'.

dudod aro Bovorty Gtonn'a "t Wom
To 8o Froo". and tha iamoua.

"raow I Got O^or." by Ctoro Word
Tho fifth oocben of tPio avoning to

oodcaiad to %ocai itti. and opona
with a awircjing arfangaraont by

CaHcrd Jordan of Mafotia'a "Tfw
LcnTa Prayor." Count Boaw'a
*rtMe»9*tn9n * o4 tho bluao.

evoryday I htowo Tho BKtam" wOi

aorvo aa tho wj**do for tha

damonotraden of tho tochrvquo tf

SC9t tirgtng. •nd th# baauttfii

i .arytfang Mur. Chonga," from

Quincv Jonoo aibueo omittod

Body Hoat/' bmga thai oaction to

a ctooe
Tho toat porton of tho coeoort m

grvan ovar to popUor and aout

rHt%K o*d kaojraa amoft grovpo of

afrajora bocaod by tho M chor
Two aotoctlona. aaptctofty wrrttton

for tho Vo<oa of Now Africa Houoa
Choir by tho aoxophondt ontj

compoaor. A^craa Shopp. w4l bo
faoOurod

black affairs

:rw mmek Ntw* Sonnco * a Naw AMoa Hoaoo, Aft phonoa aro

ptudonf rrowMrv •** &*<***** &*63600.

pnjonuafjiow. Aa fvntthn tooWaa IV* rtoavf grppAif avtifff.

rn#Y««wvondp(toct^nanfo/AVwf pAcn^gropnoa napoviaril %Out
rtponara. ptaiop-opAora. ***** po/xowW. *na Srt3 OVDfef ono*m ** toyou p«»»oAoaV. M^art. tot rove A>owaao*x to

Up to doto. B.N.S hoa boon wont'

OPOUjting wtth o arratad aiaff . Aa •

Study in

Guadalajarft: Mexico

.lUAOAlAJAMA SlMUBfR
SCHOOL MrdW

:MH X«W M tt A a p.

Wh^0O»«tf >'
C«>0ftat>y. r-'Vav* r

ant »,wf,mo ana >K«ii^e
a*«ftOflm.$m. tori JX

iSOn wOt IANita» l*»i> V*-
a :rteCvUX3AL»JAMASl»oatP
SCHOOL *)J n#*. f'ircajo«oty.

Ur<%. tt A-.**!* Tu:«-r

Atitonani

*f Kas* -ct t**n at^t 10

i of tho onaro Tr»rd

World Communfry it 'm, Pwoforo
lajajaaraduo that aft Third World

aiudo'ca Ittudfing and- or Ml

toroaoad »n cio«rx,racat»xu ioin tho

%ut1 o*d panc«ona «t irnorn>ng

-s

Our poafta *n roaftatc

tho% 'tflact ma concopttona of

thoao *mo o»a dafty irwrotvod with

Tho duff and Odtoora of B.N S
««kor»« all onorgatk ond
aoncuan>ndad aojdoma to coma m
and rort our pooon laom Wa *c-

copt faculty aaootanc toot

T^o Btoca. Nowa Sarwco •
Iccoiod ot «m Opa> Coo>pajn
rVowvopw 3-a ftoor Studo-»

Urw>» BuMdang. and in Room 11A

ippearin^

T( )N ITE

Mitvh

< hakour

\ear after year, senwster

after semester, the

( ollegeMaster from

FidelitNlnionUfehas
been the most accepted
most popular plan on
campuses all overAmerica.

Find out wh>.

Call the Fidelity I nion

CollegeMastef*

Field Associate

in vour area:

"Ronald J. Nathan Agency"
t*i MMa St . Amhertt

Tai W4VI

(t)lbx.\Vlasu.T

Rusty Nail

Inn

i . SiiinlerlaiiH

f./> . W37

UYA CENTER
for

EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION INTERNSHIPS

AVAILABLE IN

Commuftity Struct Agtncm in Hit lf#M (r*

and Publn WnlUio

UYA Cenlff IaIpmu a>nrn j lull your ol ic

i.

A recruilmtrtt mtttlni wMI b« htW. tttMltt ^ it*— i .W a^ J M t

Campus

Mtfint

Air Forte ROTC...The
colege scholarship

programwith
sky-high benefits.

Some people might need to be- coaxed with

more than a lull coflege schoiarshap to enroll

in the Air Force ROTC Program. So, it free tuitaon,

lab and incidental fees aren't enough ... the Air

Force otters a monthly allowance of $100.00,

tax-1reer in your junior and senior years* even if

you are not on scholarship.

And Hying lessons to those qualified provide the

motf exciting benefit or all. Interested?

rnrturf Air Force ROTC

At Dickinson Hall, Unrr. of Mass., Call: 5 2437

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
IN AIR FORCE ROTC

Study in Paris...no extra cost
If you aro ntaraatad r tpandlno,

a rata* wi Pano aa a UMao* at.dam.

como to tho apacaaf moatng 1o bo

hald today «t 1 JO pm *i tr# thrd

floor cowoqo of Manor Mat. Two
faculty rrmmbmrx from tha Ooatcn
eompuax John MocComcta mm}
Jarry Vcapo aro achadutod to apoafc

on *a> natuna. ttruciaro *r4
raqutramtma Of tMa) UMaaa

»por.«cn>d prcgram *t*ch vM do
onoarng ca teti conaacw9va yoar

of oooroaon
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Commentary - on energy

Commentary on energy will be a regular weekly column in the

Collegian throughout the semester. It will explore the problem of

energy on a state, national, and international level, from en-

vironmental, economic and political viewpoints.

By GREGG WILSON

The U.S. is in the hear of what promises to be an extended energy

crisis. Suddenly a nation long accustomed to exploiting the world's energy

resources is faced with the prospects of real shortages in the future.

Yet today, more than a year after the Arab oil boycott jolted our self

confidence, the realities of the problem have still not penetrated our

consciousness. Example: A simple law mandating a 55 mph speed limit on

our highways is constantly abused by Detroit's gas guzzlers. Cars, which

are for some unknown reason engineered to reach speeds in excess of 100

mph.
Closer to home conservation measures vainly publicized by the

University administration have fallen by the way side. Whitmore's "save a

watt" campaign is a relic of the past. The library even in non-peak hours is

constantly ablaze with lights.

In hope of a more organized response, the public has turned to the

nation's capital for a comprehensive energy development and con-

servation plan. In answering these pleas, President Ford instituted an oil

tarriff program destined to increase inflation while providing additional

profits for the

oil companies.

It is clear the

American

citizenry will

not face the

realities of the

crisis until its

elected officials

provide an
adequate and
logical

response to the

situation.

Energy, be it

solar,

geothermal,

coal, oil, or

nuclear power
will be the

profits for the oil companies. It is clear the American citizenry will not face

the realities of the crisis until its elected officials provide an adequate and

logical response to the situation.

Energy, be it solar, geothermal, coal, oil, or nuclear power will be the

subject of much political debate in the months ahead. The amusing stories

of Richard Nixon and his followers are behind us. Energy along with the

state of the economy are sure to dominate headlines in 1975. So if you're

sick of hearing about it now you better head for the Ozone for there is

bound tot>e plenty more in the months ahead.

In the ivory setting of University life, policies do appear distant and

inconsequential to most. They will however shape our lifestyles for years to

come. Did you realize that the U.S. that the defense budget for 1976 will

approach 100 billion dollars and that energy research and development will

receive only 3.9 billion? Clearly our policies need restructuring.

We must yell, kick, and scream out in protest to make certain that our

nation's leaders provide a program that will benefit the consumer and not

the owners of Standard Oil and Exxon.

The purpose of this weekly energy column is to keep the UMass
community aware of these developments and explore different and often

radical proposals. It will criticize, at times even compliment our politicians'

responses. Give it your attention, or provide us with any alternative ideas

you might have.

Gregg Wilson is a Collegian Commentator

Notable Quote
Every American eventually should be

required to carry a government identity

card-complete with fingerprints— to cut

down on fraud and related crimes, says

Frances G. Knight, director of the State

Dept's, Passport office.

"It is my considered opinion that the US
government owes every American citizen a

true, recorded national identity to protect him

from criminal impersonations, " she said.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all letters to the

editor. They must be signed and include the author's address and

phone number. Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they must include a name

and phone number for reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content or space, ac

cording to the judgement of the editors. Due to space limitations,

there is no guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

| SOUTH M£it UO^i VO*

Letters

Bored of living like chessmen
To the Editor:

i wonder how drastically the present ad-

ministration 's order of priorities would be changed if

the President and his economic advisors were to find

themselves in a situation similar to many of those

constituents whose lives they maneuver daily like so

many chess men.

Let us imagine Mr. Ford "laid off" from the

presidency, and reduced to paying for the things he
has, as we do. Hypothetica/ly, he receives $100 a

week in unemployment compensation, and $180
monthly in food stamps. Out of this, he must pay rent

or a mortgage payment, electricity, and fuel oil. if he
has a car, he must furnish it with gasoline at least —
assuming the car is paid for, which by today's

American standard is fairly unrealistic. He must satisfy

the phone company, and perhaps even an insurance

payment how and then. All this assuming he has no

outstanding bills, such as loans, medical expenses and

the like.

After two or three months of living like this, how
anxious would he be to suggest raising food stamp
prices, oil tariffs, and cutting back on economic
assistance programs?

How many of us who have two rooms in over-

crowded and badly kept apartment complexes would
not gladly trade our nightly Hamburger Helper for

whatever sumptuous victuals are served at the

frequent White House state dinners? How many
would hesitate to exchange a bank owned, ailing

Vo/kswagon for a chauffered limousine? Who pays for

that gasoline?

The expression "The rich get richer and the poor
get poorer" was never as applicable as it is today.

Rob Melacasa

An alternative to the Universal Fee
To the Editor:

Most students here at UMass have had to reside in

a dorm. ' do not need to repeat the complaints of

cramped living, poor food and high fees. Being a

senior > recently escaped the dorm scene and now
reside comfortably in Northampton. The recent

debate over the Universal Fee does concern me even

though i will be long gone when a final decision is

made. ' feel bad for any student that is forced to live in

a dorm because the administration or personal

finances dictate it. Thus I have followed this issue and
offer some ideas.

The administration [Whitmore] is faced with a 2.1-

2.5 mi/lion dollar deficit. >t is not clear to myself nor

many other students where this deficit came from.

But the fact remains there is a large deficit.

it is clear that Gov. Dukakis will not let the State

absorb this deficit in this time of fiscal austerity. Thus

the administration is forced to hit the students. The

plan that has the most appeal is "The Universal

Resource Fee."
This fee would be charged to all freshmen and

transfer students. The fee would be $275 for all

students. But there would be a roll back of $ 150 for

dorm residents. Thus, most students would pay $ 125.

Once again the student is castrated.

All the complaining in the world will not make the

administration deficit go away. >t is up to us, the

students, to come up with an alternative.

Chancellor Bromery has given the ball to the SGA.
He will listen to viable alternatives from the SGA. Rick

Savini is organizing a task force to come up with an

alternative. This committee needs our support.
i feel that the only alternative is to cut out un-

necessary expenses. For example, take dorm
counsellors.

They are granted a tuition waiver of $300 per year.

They are also paid a weekly amount of at least $10.

[These figures are conservative.) Thus total com-
pensation for one ( 1] floor counsellor for two [2]

semesters is approximately $600.

if you multiply that by 20 you come out with

$12,000 which is the cost of counsellors in a high rise

dorm for two (21 semesters. Multiply that by 5 and we
spend $60,000 on counsellors for the five [5] high rise

dorms per school year.

Thus you now have some idea of the cost of
counseling for the entire campus. Then you must
realize that this is a duplication of effort when you
consider we have C.A.S.i.A.C, Room to Move,
Mental Health, Women's Center, etc.

This is just one large area where cuts could be
made. Why do we need so many assistant area
directors? What about the Heads of Residences, etc?

Finally, > ask you to help the SGA task force by
voicing support for budget cuts in areas where we are

wasting money. Let's not leave any stone unturned,
nor make any position sacred. Question every paid
position that exists. And finally cut those positions
and programs that do not serve necessary purposes.
We may have to go without a few of the extras but

'

know i could do without a $275 fee! What about you?

Paul J. Sweeney

Errors noted in budget article
To the Editor:

The article in last Tuesday's Collegian on budget
cuts in relation to the Universal Fee is in error in cer-

tain important areas. The writer describes me as
suggesting cutting salaries for classified employees. I

v/ould never advocate such an idea, especially as

classifieds generally get the worst break of any
employees of the University. The writer also has me
suggesting cuts in the Campus Center reserve ac

counts. As far as I know, there are no Campus Center

reserve accounts of any sizable amount, and my
intention was to cut overall University reserve ac-

counts, not Campus Center reserve accounts. The

writer a/so omitted mention of my proposed cuts in

the trust fund budgeting of the Computer Center.

The issue ot budget cuts in general and in reference

to the Universal Fee in particular is quite an important

one and I just would like to have known my views on
the matter as I had presented them at the time of the

writing of the article. Donald Wilhelm

Zamir Nestelbaum

World quakes at Sirica sentence
The verdict has been in for some time. And now the

sentences have been handed down for the Watergate
big-wigs who masterminded the whole coverup
operation. H. R. (Bob) Haldeman got the most brutal

sentence as Judge John Sirica sentenced him to 20

months hard labor at McDonald's with the harsh

admonition "I'm sending you where all you clowns

belong." Former Attorney General and Head of

CREEP John Mitchell received a sentence worse than

death from the unmerciful John Sirica. Mitchell's

worst fears were realized when Sirica sentenced him

to spend the rest of his days with Martha Mitchell on a

tiny island in the Aleutian chain. Mitchell, upon
hearing the disposition of the court, broke down
miserably as he sobbed and twitched uncontrollably

on the courtroom floor. "Not that your honor. Not

that! I'd rather have the Chair. Give Me The
CHAIR!!!" But instead of a chair, Mitchell was given a

strait jacket and was led away. Former CREEP aide

Robert Mardian was then sentenced to 10 months as

Jeb Stuart Magruder's tennis partner at Allenwood

Prison.

The most significant sentence meted out by Sirica

was to former Chief Domestic Advisor John Erlich-

man. Taking the counsel of Ehrlichman's chief lawyer,

Ira N. Lowe who advised the Judge that "it wouldn't

cost the taxpayers a peso" if John Ehrlichman were

sentenced to public service work among the Pueblo

Indians," Sirica turned dramatically and sentenced

the Pueblo Indians to seven years of John Ehrlichman.

"That he may walk about you and sow his seeds

among your fields, women and even animals."

No sooner had this been said than the shock

tremors were felt in the Capitol and in New Mexico.

As John Ehrlichman ran about hysterically doing

cartwheels on the benches and baying with a savage

frenzy, Washington shook in disbelief. Long a town

used to injustice, even the most hardened residents

broke down in a pitiful weeping at the gross inequity

of the sentence. For what had the Pueblo Indians

done to deserve John
Ehrlichman? For centuries they had
been living peacefully tending their

crops and their livestock, existing

from one season to the next. Now
they would have to bear their

biggest burden since the white man
subjugated them and herded them
into reservations. By shackling

them with the likes of an Ehrlich-

man, Sirica was sentencing them to

seven lean years of famine.

In distant New Mexico, Pueblo

women ripped out their hair and
burned their clothes, while the men
gathered in cellars and backrooms
plotting to attack the viscious white

man who was saddling them with

yet another indignity. War paint

was lavishly donned at the Pueblo

:URTAIN CALL FOQ. THE .
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"THREE BLIND MICE"

at the Pueblo men prepared to defend what was
rightfully theirs. "We could stand Custer, we could
even tolerate the Lone Ranger and Tonto, but we sure

as hell won't sit still for Ehrlichman!!'' roared a Pueblo
Indian who was sharpening his arrows with his official

Boy Scout whetstone.
After the initial waves of disbelief had subsided,

Washington buzzed with questions. Why the Pueblos
and for what diabolical purpose? And then it came
out. In a statement released by the War Department,
it was learned that this was part of a new attack

system, dubbed appropriately enough Demoralization

Warfare. It consists of unleashing the basest, crassest

and most dispicable forms produced in our society

among the enemy, to mate and reproduce with them
and thereby forever weaken them. Thus this would
enable American to remain strong and dominant. Eut

before Demoralization Warfare would be put into

practice among the Chiles and Cubas of the world, it

had to be tested out. And since all U.S. weapons
systems are tested first in New Mexico, it stands to

reason that the Pueblo Indians would become the

target population. "We may be witness to the worst
outrage against our first citizens since Wounded
Knee!" cried out Marlon Brando, who is thinking of

buying Kansas and handing it over to the Indians.

God Save The Queen!

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian columnist.

"We could stand Custer, we
could even tolerate the Lone

Ranger and Tonto, but we sure

as hell won't sit still for

Ehrlichman!!"

Commentary

The property of education
By VICTOR M. GOMEZ

Could a graduate program at the School

of Education fulfill its academic, intellectual

and professional responsibilities to its

students and the University, and maintain its

integrity, and its freedom of inquiry and

scope, while at the same time being a service

organization for this country's foreign policy

institutions? If so, what is the justification for

allowing a supposedly academic institution

to become a tool, a service agency for this

country's foreign policy institutions? Is it that

for International Development (AID). Left to

the resources that the Legislature allocates

for Teacher Training in International

Education, this Center would be a very small

one indeed. This Center has grown because

it has plugged itself into the money market of

grants, contracts, consultant ships.. etc.,

created by the foreign policy institutions of

this country. Thus, it is the State Department

who almost totally determines and shapes

what goes on in this institution.

The objective of the AID grant is Non

. . . bring back the School . . . to a level

of responsible scholarship, independen t research,

and intellectual integrity.

r
at the School of Education people already

gave up on the conception of higher

education as being an independent, free,

responsible endeavor whose ultimate ob-

jective is the search for truth? Or is it that

they are so naive, or ignorant, that they

equate the achieving of the U.S. foreign

policy objectives with a responsible, in-

dependent, competent academic pursuit?

None of these questions have been asked

by the auditors who have discovered a

massive mismanagement of funds, and

administrative corruption in the School of

Education; nor have they been asked by the

people who have rightly accused this School,

of low-quality education.

So, it is high time to put things in their

proper perspective. The "businessman of

education" mentality, the "poverty pimps"

practices that have sadly characterized the

School of Education under Dwight Allen,

have found similar expression in those

"foreign aid pimps" who derive great per-

sonal benefits from the poverty of the un-

derdeveloped countries. Such are the

reasons for the existence of the Center for

International Education at the School of

Education. It is not surprisinq then that many
concerned faculty and students view that

Center as an accurate reflection of the

prevailing mentality and practices of the

School of Education in general.

About 85 per cent (!) of all the resources

that this Center needs to function come from

one single source, and a very political one;

the State Department through the Agency

Formal Education for Rural Development in

Asia, Africa or Latin America. The following

ideological, political and cultural biases

shape the scope of the study or project: 1 -In

defining what "Rural Poverty" is, what are

its causes... etc., the prevailing view must be

that which is put forth by the U.S. or other

Western capitalist nations. For example, the

World Bank-financed book, "Attacking Rural

Poverty," by P. Coombs, a former State

Deparment officer, is being used at the

Center as a textbook for a course, regardless

of the fact that the book has been analyzed

by U.S. and Latin American scholars as

being ethnocentric, culturally-biased, and

basically incorrect in its assumptions.

An alternative view of rural un-

derdevelopment which might be contrary to

the U.S. foreign policy ideology, and political

and military needs, can only be paid, at best,

lip sen/ice. Since the choice of books,

publications, faculty, visitors,. ..etc.,

necessarily reflects the views of the con-

trolling organization (AID), then any

pretenses of providing a responsible

education for the students are invalid.

Thus, we have a blatant example of an

academic institution actively engaged in a

relationship of dependence and complicity

with the State Department.

2 -All the different areas of analysis that

supposedly form the inputs for the education

of the students are similarly biased toward a

conception of underdevelopment that is

shaped by the economic and political needs

of the U.S. Whether the topic is 'education

for development', or 'educational efficiency',

the analysis of this topic will necessarily be a

function of the prevailing ideology of the

controlling organization: AID.

3— The choice of development strategies

must also reflect the dominant political in-

terests. For instance, the socialist strategy as

a valid alternative for abolishing poverty; as

China and Cuba have amply demonstrated; is

directly inimical to AID'S philosophy.

AID's Public Safety Program finances

purchase of weapons and material, conducts

training programs in counterinsurgency, and

even in torture techniques.

4— Many other allegations could be made,

suffice it now to raise the important issue

that in the past, several foreign students, and

black Americans, who opposed the Center

Director David Evan's policies, and his

relationship with the State Department have

been forced to leave the Center as a result of

certain tactics such as isolation, intimidation,

and exclusion from monetary support. Since

the Center for International Education is

nothing but a mere tool and a service agency

for the State Department, those foreign

students who were critical of the Center, its

faculty, and its funding sources, had to be

neutralized, coopted or disposed of entirely.

The complicity of U.S. Universities with

the State or Defense Departments is nothing

new. It has been well documented as in I.L.

Horowitz's study of the famous "Camelot"

project in Latin America. Other examples of

complicity include the utilization by CIA-AID

of Michigan State University professors for

intelligence and cover-up operations in Laos

and Southeast Asia in general. Soon after

these programs were terminated the

President of that University, Mr. Hannah
resigned to become the Director of A.I.D.

In this realm many questions could be

raised regarding the relationship between
AID and CIA and the utilization of the rural

development strategies developed at the

Center.

The questions presented here, and many
others excluded for lack of space, should be

closely analyzed by the Faculty Senate ad

hoc Committee to evaluate the academic

standards and integrity of the School of

Education programs. In the wake of the

shocking revelations of the past few weeks

Chancellor Bromery cannot remain in-

different to these issues, as before, regar-

dless of whether he has worked or not for

A.I.D. in the past.

Similarly, it is the responsibility of the new
Dean Fischer to bring back the School of

Education to at least a minimal level of

responsible scholarship, independent

research, and intellectual integrity.

Victor Gomez is a guest commentator and
former student at the Center for International

Education.
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RAINBOW FILM PRODUCTIONS,

the Porno Kings on tompus

proudly present

lULMl W.lJTfT]

COPS FILTH JITLi;

STAR EATS DOG SHIT

ON SCREEN!'.

SEE FOR

YOURSELf!

Tho iiiohI (lisfiustin

film iwr made"

JUDGE FOR

YOURSELF!

\ \

THOUGH DESIGNATED AUDIENCES HAVE INDICATED THAI

PINK FLAMINGOS INCLUDES SCENES OF EXTRAORDINARY

PERVERSITY AND MAY BE SEEN AS MORALLY AND SEXUAl

OFFENSIVE. WE HOPE THAT YOU ENJOY THE FILM.
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Letters to the Sports^

Don't dunk, Bill!
Dear Sir:

In response to Bill Edelstein's article advocating the reinstatement of

high school and college dunking, we would like to make the following

observations. There are essentially two reasons dunking is presently illegal

in high school and college games: 1 ) to prevent damage to equipment and

2) to prevent injury to the player.

In terms of damage to equipment, the danger is not in pulling the back-

board down, but rather in pulling the rim off the backboard or in the

fiberglass backboard shattering into literally thousands of pieces. The

danger to players then becomes obvious.

Indeed, both damage to the equipment and injury to players have oc-

curred because of dunking. The management of the Chicago Bulls can

testify to the high dollar cost of equipment and medical care resulting from

dunking and shattering the backboard. The player who performed this

"crowd pleasing" act required surgery to remove slivers of fiberglass from

his eyes.

The purpose of pregame warm-ups is to develop and practice skills to be

used during the game. Since dunking is not a skill, and because it is

outlawed during the course of the game, it is similarly an illegal act during

pregame warm-ups. This is precisely the reason Al Skinner last year and

Mike Pyatt this year have been assessed technical fouls for dunking during

pregame warm-ups.

If Edelstein is seeking to criticize basketball rulemakers for taking away

any advantages that may occur to a tall player, he might more properly

look to legislation which was passed several years ago increasing the width

of the foul lanes.
R,CHARD L EHRENREICH

DAVID J. CAMPBELL
Registered members of IAABO

Bridgewater next
BBallwomen foe

By CHAS O'CONNOR
Tonight the UMass women's

basketball team will face one of

their toughest opponents of the

year when they travel to a 7:30

encounter at Bridgewater State.

The Minutewomen will be
looking for their seventh victory

tonight, hoping to continue the fine

play exhibited in recent wins over

Vermont, New Hampshire and

Worcester State.

Senior co-captain Hat (ihspin,

who turned an ankle last Thursday

night against Worcester State, no

doubt will be able to see some

action tonight. How much is not

known.

The coach of the squad, Carol

Albert, would probably love to see

the playmaker in action for most of

the game. Bridgewater State is in a

good position to hand UMass its

second defeat of their season with

or without the help of a UMass

injury.
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Men swimmers face Tufts;

try for winning campaign
By BOBHIGGINS

With the chance of a winning

season waiting just around the

corner, the men's swim team

travels to Medford today to take on

the Jumbos of Tufts University.

The Minutemen, coming off an

expected loss at the hands of

UConn, are now 5-5 on the season,

with three meets remaining. The

chances are good that they will be

able to handle Tufts today, and

then split Saturday's dual meet

with Vermont and New Hampshire.

A year ago the swimmers just got

by Tufts, 62-51, winning the meet

with a victory in the final relay.

However, things should not be as

difficult this year, although the

Jumbos will offer a challenge.

Although the prospect of a

winning season is very important to

the team, Coach Bey Melamed is

busy preparing his men for the New
Englands, to be held March 6-8 at

Brown. One swimmer who is

preparing particularly hard is

distance swimmer Ben Crooker.

Melamed feels that Benjie has a

chance to do extremely well against

the best in New England, and is

preparing him for his best per-

formances.

TAKING A DIVE ... In Satur-

day's 66-47 loss to the Huskies, the

Minutemen turned in some fine

performances. Ron Boucher won
the 100 freestyle with his best time

Matmen vs
Navy Prep
The Minutemen matmen will

wrestle their last match before the

New Englands this evening at 8:00

at Boyden gym, as they host the

Unit** Stltes Navel Pr*perslery

School
Tha USN^S * »n rta last year of

******* 4ft4f *• SChOOl WW
moved from B*nbndge, Md 10

Newport, rP-ode Island. H *
CUftffti b-2. *C4i<*"0 • *** <"*

•ft* US Coo* Guard »era*y.

every I5T.1). Crooker took the 1000

free in 10.44.5, an excellent time,

and Ron Boucher turned in his best

time ever in the 50-yard free ... If

you happen to be heading to Tufts

today, meet time is 3:00 . . . The
UVM-UNH dual meet will be at 2:00

Saturday at Boyden.

a
a
a
E

O
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UMass swimmer Ben Crookcrs gets set 1o talc* off at

UConn Saturday. Swim team lost 64 47, and hope to

rebound tonight in a meet against The Jumbos of Tufts

University.

Madrnl \ aero Praynrl

prornta:

MINUTEMAh

BASKETBALL
•lUlr

Blvewall

Tuesday. Feb. 25

7:36p.m.

Join Mlfc# Harper 6*4 S**»e

Berae* for tic Main*
Vf»rW4t X4IS44V.

Sale

*SOPHOMORES
II Your Map Is:

* Computer Technoloo General Engineering

* Aerospace Eapneeiing Industrial Engineerinf

» Civil Enflneerinf Mechanical Engineering J

J
Electrical Engineering Mathematics er Physics J

*
Too may be eligible for a two-year scholarship

I and a commission in the Air Force -

» Call 5-2437 or stop by Rm. 205 Dickinson Hal.

*******ar***** ************** *********

1 0%-25% OFF
~onr tiln*m1\ rV>ir pricr*

SALE ENDS FEB. 28th.

Hockey Protective Equipment unci Stick*

FENTON'S
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES

377 Moin Street, Amherst

(»kn„- ./mr,»™, ,.l*»)
B26 Moin Srree*. Springfield

Gymwomen to experiment;

tune for Southern Conn.
By BILL DOYLE

It'll be another meet for "trying out new routines

and giving some other gymnasts a chance" tonight

when the UMass women's gymnastics team carries its

4-1 record to Boston State for a 7:00 p.m. encounter.

Although Coach Virginia Evans said that Boston

State has improved over the last few years, she said

she doesn't expect much competition from the State

women tonight. The UMass line-up excludes

Jeannine Burger, Susan Cantwell, Alicia Goode, and

Debbie Law, as for the second meet in a row (the last

one being Salem State) the gymnasts that are

competing will either be working on new routines or

attempting to break into the starting line up with good

Coach Evana aaid diet Keatey OTrtoarke art GeJ

McCarthy have 6 chance to move ue w ** tfnmq
in* up «t* good ptfAxrrtvicto tontjhi on th*

MeC*ftfry. E»»f4 66ML hM the pc**nttfi *nS a good
t4juiir%4> O* 6^0 b#f6 Out ha» t*Kl pr©b4wm puUsrij it «l

together so far.

Ann Olson will get her first try at all-around tonight,

as she will be the only Minutewoman performing in

every event. Regina Hartman, who missed the last

meet with contact lens problems, will be performing in

the floor exercise. Pam Steckroat will be using a new
mount tonight on the uneven bars and Cheryl Smith
has added another back handspring to her beam
routine which she will try out tonight.

The Minutewomen may be able to use this type of

meet to tune-up for Friday night's key encounter at

Southern Connecticut. Coach Evans said that the

Southern meet "should be a close one."

As the season wi»vJs down to the end (there a*e

o*fy two row mm* aft** 6©nigfiil. \H
Moutf*om«n *« be procaine tor the cmi**
rttgtoniJ chan-pore**p4 A good 6*ow+ng th*f*W04*J
ptopal UKUu to the nahoneJ* m Ce^omla 4^*4re tte

Mnutewomen w«jW be thootng tot the*

r»jt>:<ui &*m+z<(*h»p in three vein.

A ref's position on fouls
9yUfKeK\€€LAhO

A turdmovn into «&• pefh of •
4rit&*rvxtC&\f<fOCO</n. W*9*

FoJ* Whe* the home Mim
chorue bieaks km "** *ff btata
h>6 <*W you can bet the ojowd

the »tf needs a set of

When eating fetfc that co-«d

parfiape go either way • offenawe or

6**9n»\m • the raft wet uauaSy too*.

end shcukJera

to detamurva the cat- <$h4rt ookra
don't matter »

It the ri-btier he* pateed an
corona wiH»-«o-\ M K«st» f*

head *n& atoaieai in advance of

harv the *out wal be ceatad on the

dafenah«a m»n
A dr**Ver Ii not aheneed.

howevor. to irv and cfebbts be-

Tn«**n two Opponent* - or an

<jpoonent *r& a tovodary ane - rf

Ihant 4* not avftWiant apace ior him

to 9«* through The Type o* fod
lt*o>**dy oecue when drtbt**ri

try to drive 6p>n*i * zone defenee

A dribWar co^rWts a payye*

control foai ol course, wmn ht
drtves <nio a da4ensh«a pltyer who
has eaucMhed las posrson. That

t mean the person on

has to be ai thai spot for

any tpeciftc length ol tim*.

COUPON
CASH & CARRY

TiVes-6attef»f>5-Shocks or>d
Oil by the Case at

WHOLESflLE PRICES!
with this coupon only thru march 8!

»t»T*.

nee*
eo 6*saei oastet.

«> j-ii»

cess » caaort om> ojbj

Plaza Shell
Rte. 9 (west) Amherst

L
1 Next to th*> Staak-Out Rostaurant I

J?&JflPJL. /

I

I

II

D

D

D

D

D

D

i

I

Oanera»y. at rreen* the riale^aVvt

payyajr baa hear" th* onsneee
o*a>er to the postfOA

Oeapts thasa cjuaaaines asfs

loltow, much ass ultrreoaty «rtS

the >uigamest orl tha indhraliSl

oMapel The aer* n ceaaig 4oula. ard

traa can hardry ba atreeead anowgh,

«con*aifie-.?t r^angmafoulatre
aama msv threvghov^ th* gene

In case one »et csrb 1oJ% "M>
Sstandy'' then another, and tha e
usualv r>c*. tha case. 9* of*teb
aSweya twitch thsir poarson ar\sr

eeoh lotA TNa means omcial A e
rot ahveys at tha top ol *ie toay lor

one Seam end at tha bottom of tha

key for tha of>er team.

Whan %ro fou* «hot? The say to

that o>e*don e whether or not tha

tivw thooeoQ had poaaaaaion ol

the bel vahen ** foul wes com
mined, for pltyer control fouta ere

r+**r "shot

For ***^np»*H Player A i cherpa*

into Bl »amaV ahocOaig, *»e bestet

*%i l oount rf aura, and 81 mtil shoot

^ if i j 1 and L Al daj not h^tm

poaeeseon oi tha bad so r wee not

a patyer control foul

Al charge* hto 61 and rhao

shoots, the fed on A1 natuos the

easy dead amraadattary. Ho beatet

can be scored and 81 v«*1 not

ahoot. At haa comrrrttad a ptayar

control ^oul

* ptayar At shoots end seoraa.

then by hat rraynentun svees
pfayir SI. tha basket b good and
Bl wfl ahoot if there's a 1 and t

Afs *Xf wes not "patysr control^

Player oomroJ oOeen't r»c+—r*,
rneen sue payys* hastatf has

p 00*66*13n of O* bat If At
d'fcbeo* end A2 routa Bl. then A2
has comrnitnad • ptayar oomnot

RBfat

Aa*# Kntitod n • tn*nb* o/
rh# itrsmauwnaV AuockHfrt of
Afiprovo* PeMaraeO 0"YcV*<j
UAA90V

UMASS

SOPHOMORES

- eccraStta* M4ltarv
actl«it»aai a a»*aiy

atftceretv u*

It yaa art a 6Mfaaaai maa or wonin who mhaod S6a opaarliNty
H re«a 4/mt eOTC OvrMf year *»eth«tan an* laehaaiars veers — rae
a«va is* oaacrtMlty re aaafy <*# rae ArmyROTC rwo-yaar pragram.

atr* orm \90knt fer ipaciai 6»*SSI — l«Ci%-(euab aytaraata* la laem*
we aaer* aeevt t6e mairaity ar «iat»anal Oetaosa. th* Una** $tata«
Arrty

A-c ara have a lat ae otftr too
cowraeat ceamnew* attracarrKMar
eroee 9t Arnvy *tn<ora aee naet*mi_.
aeretree as VOUR eMiisea awe aeora- iwarxui •w«i»«ocr aa m-

aarettlaOv rer/*r*l»* eeeraartrra ai araaaeymatt 9tTf ar*aval»es ead

aae ceence a* aerve ever tare baaalral wltaen Awaricana — aa a tern-

<n»»UareO alllcar »• tha achra Army, fttservea er Haiteoal Ouarah

yeu o«e M h> yauraetf aa gal eat la<ra about tha rwayear ew^-n.
Orop £en* vneaeln tha oeparswanior MJirafy 6<»ar<4 «*o<5fdj6-

£iea^aayion 0,rr .n4 teethwoati ar can M» mi. Y<«^ **<«*»£

trwra warn 6o am* rw»ercur**\ wail Ka»a aarre irawar » Hr rae — aee

•N»ar* seed tar a cap af r«*tee.

C4/V SPRING

BE FAR BEHIND?

Wore offering

10% OFF
ofl new If74 Kawatakia
It us4>d Wkes In sloes:

VAU£Y HOTOtSFOtTS
<»

Crmarlofls Letfti (leH) ran a 5:10 milt In capturing
tfw avanf «f th* Amherst Relays, hold last weekend at
Amherst College Chartorte lapped the field en roolo to
tha victory.

ECAC's confusing?

Here's a hoop guide
Confuted-' WeK. yoo'»a e*yt

Tae new po*t-«esson
beajiftbeil w^ama«i acer* even
res ao-ceSad aoqpeas »n a *t*ta of

1

fjeaaaderrntnt in Sunday* Boston
Globe. Joe Conctnnon. vtho
reaUajrty auvays the cottage scanax

metaaenli da*cr<>ed the set kp.

8*. in orosr to raaeve aats* of

Maa eontufio*. here e the toaa*

nerrent picrjure in a <ta*ah<st

Th* first hutdt* that must be
peaaed ia an mrrtaoo- » parbopaea
in 9w New £-t4aru 6CAC pasyotf.

wheh wis ba read on Marcn 6 ard 8

at daa Spnaghafd Cnac Cerojr.

Tha aeiection cornrroae. headeo

by Nofy Cross athtahc drector Aon
Parry. w*l nasi on March 1. IThe

Htm England tcecket «f the ICAC
i* raada up of Bosoon CoMage.

Piovidence CoSage Hofy Cross.

NottheesMfn ott4 the staen
Vottkoo Cofference *choM> •

Irmution* tto schedefed to be
on that data, but tf

mvohwd at*

to ba

summer i&ss m*
•neurope

4

CHARTf
CMI Kt. 'mi
i tti i.nmi

Uda coUd be dassyed unal March 6
»r tha eteat.

The w»mar <0 the sournernarr

wal avoomatcady advance to the

eastern bracSet ot tha MCAA
ptayoMa Tha Now fingfand wivasr

wal iota CCAC warnara frore th*

New Yro* $*ata. Macopdren raew

VerV New Jarsev. and ScMharn
atulaaxe ard caarnpiona item tha

Atlantic Coast. Southern, Eaat

Coast and *ry laegwee «i that east

fenKftet

Th* NCAA aourrement w«l gat

indarw*? on Saojrdev..March 1ft,

wash the sight eastsm guaasers

meatng on naxiorsf coerss The to*
wtnnara w* advance 10 1h* SSSlim
asgaonssi. tobe ptayad on M**cb 20

e*d 22 w tha FrevtoVce Ovk
Censor,

The wtrtaer of the aeatem

rsr>or*al wal ican the other three

racaonaj waanar* m Sen Oego Car

tha nayaond oUvotta on March 27

and 29
The htT ssJ*Cdon corrmttea.

haeded by Fordhema Peta

Cartaaeimo. wa* wave tea tattel

wwnahore on Vwxh rj. but wal not

round out th* IS team ft*ad urn*

March 10l &y thai del*. *H fotr

CCAC regional sournanerm wal

have been -:ompt*'.«d. and
gaseurrebh; aevsrsf ol the losirg

taarre w*S ba n\n+a to Hon Yori.

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

Softball tach lor

Women's Softball Team

eeovites:
eipa«»rw(o tn <«*<run* wonaw'a toiteaii at loctaee aave*

f «por»«rt«> aa a etant *!«*«# or «ent*'t terteeti »» <etiaee »a-*a<

IteewaieaaerrfwaSA. HAOat in auw HvinaM Vft^a'urt

rOSITrO* AVAtVAdLt - AAarch I. lt?S

Canta<i 0> viw4waarhaas(S4S»S4r>
Oae^tmrrr cr Aia»ae<»

Uravaraltyol aAaitacarMfta

aasssesti w*»- otssa

*** ***** » # T»^
—
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Front line kills Cats

Big men score 70;

dance by UNH, 93-71
By STtVtSANACINO

OWtHAU. WW HAMPSMJ&f
For die WSdcata of New

M*mc*h*r* her* *1 Lundhokn Gym
lev **jhi. rt mm «un of ~**hee so

**h**, OW to du«t; # UrAee*'

dbfen** don't gat ya\ as* B*j Mt«

Above tha rot sign* it fwp for Darick Cloibonag.

Abovt right, Jim Burke divas for the ball.

Skiers cop title,

NewEnglands next

A-*1 so it w*nt as rVmutt

forward* frag DuarM Ifujh rrw»

w>th 22 po»«»\ Jahn kAirphy lift,

Jfrn Town (t$l, and Make Pyatt <t04

combined for K points in a 93-71

wofk-a-dav-wotld ••ictory o»er

UNM
T*# boards juat belonged 10

DMna. Tha h%si*bsmen enjoyed o
dB-Jf raboundvH) advantage, md
moored nina lima* on second shots
- cornparod to onca fo» tna

Wedcet*. And onca more. UkAes*

dsoYrt needy take Pwt many aaoand
anota, for that hk a magnetic 57.1

par oar* Irom th* floor.

Its not deet UNH a) awe* up fro*

(tha VYMdcets' front ana etoat

matches UMeeta a was ra*t that

tfrey safaanad a dheSnot tejerti

disadvantage and Otoaght baaing

oat it somtthog you da in a card

board factory.

UNH fist had no business •ode*
tha board*. Onca, when Wedcet
Cnsnnd Sargani ckd nvinege to

snare a dtf*n*rvs rebound. **

wabtd oatl etmost everyone had
ct*e»ed oat before faaanf go an
outlat pas*. Almost. Sargani went
dajough dia mobon. but Mn Town
had stofan die bal and sawpfy HYOd
ona «rt

Tro Minvoaman ntvar staked,

a-d aflat soaring tan straight (from

*ve oWorant plows) to go up 18 €
early in die drst half. *. wee nrvar

improvad pi*y*r on tha taam ovor

It was 46 33 at tha start of d>©

saoond hafl. and soon after thai ft

was iced for tha Vrnjiemen on a
run of nine straight, nva of which
came from smooth** ervJ-srnoother

Ouana, who haa to ba tha moat

t *aa yoar tunc
UMaaa-UNH uaah sma lUMasa
won, Ib44 **rser tm yaar'c. with
many UHH paopw gattsig ak«d
about tha way I'Mm i coach Jack
laarnan kapt Muptiy and Jim
9wrka »nw«h th* aAVHrtarnwi anaad
in tha lata gowtg by 30-odd pointa.

But it was almost worth it

bacausa Borka otasa up wrh a
dafansrHa Rswbrandt when ha
stoppad a vwo on ona break by
osabbng a aaad paas wd
hand, as if he had ofee on if

bad juat ataeJiaJ itsaif to

Perimeter Pope - UMees 4 now
t-2 at tfaa Yankee Conference and
it 7 ova/ad. wtwa UHM drops so 6
if), and 2*0 in aha Yan
Co« Wayne Vomaon, the touted

Mamaehiro beckjoounman.

goad wfa> 9 18 for 20
po<ms..

avpertftmcoohhsu
Tha uMaaa asan'a ski

compktttd regular aaaaen corn-

by wming ttk fOarth

1 Orviawn ttta m tha last five

year* tha peat niakand ttt Proepeet

Mil m VYaafwTv

After s ttrtm djaappocrsng »*th
pi*c« trtsn on Seturday, Coach Bel

MacConneTe akiera

wrth a daoarvt frtt

Sunday Oaannt 1 poueng rein

of fat tmaji daa ot the

best for UMass with seventh Larry

Peck was icm. Sorva Tcnett soc*

17th and J»t» Hawkm ptacsd 24th

Oesp>bt a **c* place fma*\ onty

foot seconds separated them fron

Amherst Coieea. who won tha

D*ck McWede. pa^orming
before his hometown foaoe, had
two r-^a rura Sunday and woutd

have tVaanad near the sop on
Saturday had ha not «a»en on hd
aacond •

Maynafd has been our

Russell Daniels' trial commences Friday
ByJANAitXAWt*

A*0C$t9ft
Tha Staring isr tt# gird of

CoTTVTKrrrwwjrth \% RieaeN W.
r>aniete has bean eat for ft* F#«j» f

»i 10:00 a.m. et SoringhaVj
Suparior Coun
A haaarg le hak) for the purposes

cd aattsrg e oriel oete. ** a ' «•

peeled to be ir#eV and conteetad."

accorctrg to UMaaa piotaeeof

nenujmJa mod PraakJerc of fw
Bekhareown Sttts Sohoaf Fnands
Aeaooetion

RMaset OtntH a a X rear caJ

Bekhanown ti rfdem who was
convteted last sprtng of mu«oariog
en 13 yea/ otd SoringAekJ woman
The State Sugrana Court over-

ojmad t»a convledon tret January,

stiting -hat OaM4s had bean 1

vtotim of 'a rniecarwaga of justice."

mccf ead trwt as • reaut of e
rarscnal eaaKrx savera) minmt
evpionriee htya been found who
w* twttiff as aipan witnessea at

the oriel Some of these era:

- Or, Burton Ban; director of
the dMaion of aaaced adecadon
end rehebatsbon at Swac***
uvwvara-ty.
- Or Herbett Grossmen.

Ar-KtcM of avois Swot Pediatric

irattxios m Chicago.
- Teem* frora Children's

Ko*prtai * ftoston w^qh incWdaa
- Or Bemo Yudawtu. lorenak

pSVCrUstrist

Or. W*t*m Xjeman. foranak
psycAiathat

Or. lud^fk Stemsnakl.
spaciaffit io delinquency and

..t-et we have to do la put

together tha kind* of people who
wii beat mtvt our purpos*L'' sak)

P«coi. Ne added that he has con
tscted eapeni trom Indiine.

Nebraska. Tace*. Monh end Sou**
Ceroana. and Adama. Geo*ga

Rco eaomate* that 1

Oanab Oafenaa fund c/ S3Q0DO
w*1 be raased n die t**rtford.

Spri^iWkj, Boston area ak>ne

- Or. Bruce CusMa. prefeeaor

at Harvard i/nwererty

K.tey »ro Helen Rea* of

Tt»e Boston 6ghf* were »n

Hartfo^. Spri^fkakJ and Arrnerst

reaoafdai. "The B sston DghT is a

fund-rsisirX) group nhkn Is doing

pubac retetion* tor ase D*nt*ta

d«fenes fund. The raoney

wit pay for the eapert wfir

accoralng to Re**.

1 saidm en ^isrview that aba

Kitay had spoken to mad*
in the Hsrtfcrd ere* to

pub*©** die kind

She aeso sekj in the Boeton e*ae

d>e g^oup pam* meargs, taik>g so

peocie and wet show the film A
Nne YearOkJ in HonoA Prison."

'We wit be checong with people
veto "»ea bean ectwa n the pest"
Rea*adde>]

AMhowgh the Boeton Eight is

rrakng a large attort to obtain

fundi from die commurtuee, Rao
sad ma caisges aae our aaejor

souroe of aoane/ih''

Pet* and Kttey ccrnmandad
UWass atudanta on their in-

voharnant In tha case A fluseeJ

Oarejes nigm and saver*! fund-

ren>ng events era plavad for the

UMees campo*.

HB Beaton Eight
tseung so young peop4» at CObSgea
n -to Boason ansa «av sa>d th*
Harvard Cnmacn was doing a p*g*
on the Oajraak) caae and *ea eat up
CObxton boae* *n dcrrnitoriea.

I
ragfn. giev n»*t r«fh ulAi

f*cu*Ty members 'Students hava
shown greet mttrast t*a time he*
coma for the faoefry lo get rv
vdhredT ft*** said.

Baa* called the Dervett caae, "a

lendmark caae. and mould be
treated accordingly. MaaaachsaatU
a ooe of the fwa rernairafg autae
that does not legaA/ maka trw

daatsaction berwean mental *Va*s
«-d nantet retardbden,'' aha ad-

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY 1

VC4.UMF C HI. lV$Jt I* AM»«»

weather
Twal b* btuetary cced Soday.

And equety eo on Th.r*daY

And lo and Banotd in Yonder

Uy
die douda doth blot the aun oat
of my eye

wfOnjeS0Av.P6OKgi.ev3s. i*?i

To become Hampshire College treasurer

Torrey resigns as town manager
BvJVHEVALUiRi

SlarY r*jpcrfw

AHan Terray. Amheraf s town manager,
announced yesterday ha a laafgnkiy from Ns
21 year old administrstive poaition to
eeoojsse ****** at Hampaha* Cobage.
TorraVs re*igne*on wai become errfectrve

Tortty lokmgia, **k* a was "uhl aw* thai

POTpt»driajd*ck)ic*wo*esign. Haari*a.t I

find thtaa good ccoortuorry eo try ********
new, earaar I cabsd ft a midoaraai

.

When eakad M ha had found im*aas ef

fctai* cooaorairvs. Torray anawarwt, >«*,
wa had a ceaaaaat ralatcnaha*. Wave haa
conflict* but wave bean abas 10 sets i~ *

and forth and son* the probaams.* H* said

ad anybody had 10 do waa 10 look around
*-d saa the progress made in the peat 21

years.

ChanceSor Randolph W. Brorrary aaad

Torraya raagnaton came ea a aurpnae. *H
cam* aa a aarpraa* I waa aweneed *ow faa*.

• • feat ?,...

Man eaasaaratrve m warkin* waft gag

, •-• bean good
wish Iuno* end I m getne ta mass y^trbJtif

I
ajaj .. ..ig*d ?,

had tiean laaan managat fur a lertg *m* *r*

tA a •rttaua tarsi set Aweiersi ntrsn s*e sarwn

,, 1- i-m d*raagoad><
brsia T*rray hat liean Tirevn Msratsjat,

Amnarat pokca and fire dapa*tm«nt na*

grown from a hand^jl cf man m more dian

00 people, tha akarnsntary, funaot tod aaracr

»oh» achoob h*v* «xp*r«S*d and he haa

Town Hail etaff of

nweors. end others.

Acpontad by th* board of

rear, r,.^ .— 1^1 ,.

earaierAil srreaa nffits n in* aa

•«»d •*
arrnnsaaa ss

Sv«* ->*4 arba#fi He) k***» 1

And tn ant* ua ths iirrv* •

fbJh some of the town manager's powers in

recant years and plana h#+m deoan-

traftfa^on. The town rnanagars poareon it

vary —uch in cormac*. ' he sad
Toorey wal be moving fron tha rosporv

aMsty of hejtdang the Towns praaont *4.34

budgo* )o e oosf m

Tartsy seas * waa nuti* •
•• it*

tat** 1*

Debate Union suffers budgetary ills

btDAVl KQWAl
StmH toperm

Th* Oabet* Unon 'U

atand* an teat under the grout.

Jd fhjtK president of the urwaA
»a*d vasnerday at a general maathg
Prof Ronoad Matfotx «ji.

carector. said dye dabete urSan

needs 131088 10 meat fca p**-»

the raat of

rail* aaxi iha naheie mm* **»
• ha eaVre^aavstsa*

ta* BBMBfatfJtl '• ••'••••

Onjariuaams ^ftBOr fi* kjniat

. nienay m #^aaatr« l

ikaaaia uNwt haa Hm eh*rr*uv»*

r pan aas

W SVnmsry ta *tw*m sa r^aaabsartt

Wwt«i • Hew %ar« liy t*
•saa tha rra*«aTtr dvaiign nm**

— at -*i*— •

ParmsaH wa unav »

I**** At r iveni. •
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Selectman Bouchard pushes
student municipal input

ttlPttCSOAY, >Et*UAHVH. >fji TH€ MIISSACHUSCTTS DAILY COCLfQlAM

I

I

*rJV0Y8OUCH£A
MOCSttff

leo Bouchard it up flcr "aaJaction m a rn*r»b«f p*
rht Amherst board ol ee*tl* i<n *r*3 feast a* tha Met
ri*a ahoesJ ba nvor*ed in town govemnent"
*HA>ctng the 24,000 UMn» tOidenta

Boirfhard, 48, in an interview dl hto home at 203
•Jidda* Street. Mid e batter avanue for student sv
^rerramef* wouft) bf the nriant Mniit etocang a
»r*n ooord»-«tor

H > dHtcu* qo keep fluffs involved n the sown
and in iha peat tha cemmmet appoeitrnerct war* th«
oafy flying that coekj be dent", ha said

II tha dorrruory pofey chtngat oo a votunttry
pbJsty, Bouchard sett. Jft dfltcut to gauge how

"Wc shll o*a toy proteins...but we are gradually
dJscontliHjiog the use at bontrae turn..." — Maria
Cappadoru.

No meal ticket $

increase slated

u
crt

8mW/mp$t$tf
food Sarvicat haa coenierected cha dtanato feod p»<e in-

ofSMsaat^airandahafbr amafl measure*, and ao ^aal tcsei
>er*e«t haa yat been silted, according to Mtrto Ceppedona,

<%i*co* of eOOd Sarvicat

Coats havaaaan reduced by MaraJfy "teexng t*e*oaong ott tha oatoT
tees Ceppedona. ' Sancvsry, grwg tha tfedentt a cboka between por-
***** a*cae of trotted and unVoatad case amo»r«ed to a aubata-ttsi
aewnga n stgsr ueoga.

'

Student retponae » tse Ofcwg Comment load aootoay progf*n haa
been good, tccorcftng la Ceppeckne lata weatt it roper**, toereayv-g
nrok>^wcovATlcjrV^c^nnr^cfthaama4^ofroodprapar^foro%^mm haa aiao reeubtd h aawge. a** Capoedone.
Soy protaW eran't being uaed at ttaetaVel) at thay vwi two yaat

•go. tad Capptdone. *We tea use toy proiene to statura cur ground bea*
m*l chicken caaaarotaa." tha tekl "but we tia grad^tty decorriruftg i*o
uta of bonoaa ham and tuna seafood.

~

Studente a* -aii-« fewer nee* the) year, said Coppedpaa An et>
te*iee rata a fgured «ao sjha pace of maal defeat*; ttora art no rehjvia
granted tor iriatid maaa> Abo»t 90 ttudantt wh© r*toe maalt becaute of
the* ciaat ttfitifeAat heat ttrtneeiJ *A\h that DC mtraoayt to plot «p boa
ajnchatv aha addad.

mttrt ttoJarnt w« tnov* 0ff>oarrput. 'Thtra it a
i t«a-and€us potantaf impact with a pcomtaJ Ht
» vktimiring tha +4**, %>o Son ncuma 9^C a#X%*
incoma, graduat* ttudantt and tingltparant
ram«at/' tact IVovKhardl

Aecordng to ttuaaaJd, what may happan *
bidding on tpartmantt
Ma taid tt praaant ha doat rot auppon rant cont'd,

but tf a study Moataa that van: control to

«aeaaaary*_ than ha wood andoraa r*r* oamol
Oauchard, who a compaung rat nrtt tarns m

OhVa.takJIhtprobiaratriiMlaeaArrham^thtnaM
rhrta start cononua to ba thoat that hava raauhad
from a long partod of uncontrotad growth now
compoundtd by a down turn in tha aoonorny w<th te
'atutts^g dacrMsn »n ravanutt at a ttna of written "

Bouchard said ha feast tht propoeed toning by.
law* vsVl gjdt eha "unoontoiatsa growth" whara
P<aviouaff "you ooutd bead anything just about
a*Y*hern
h addttior\ Amhtrtt to fteog raw capital ea>

par^rxirstaMrtaultofs^nsAsogrowtK nama>anaw
posca station, tin atttion, waste d4QC—i croiact and
a sewer oroatesaiM pitnt

Bouchord sard tha ursvaraty aJsouM Contrbuta to
tha town'a operating budget Ma hat ptopoaad that
tha tstrvenrty pay 33 par cant ofl tha eown't tre
tJ^artmatyrt budget end soma monay lor iha
propoaal naw poaba ttaboA

Ha taid tor AmneWe core poputoobn of 13Lfl€0
there ' wata torga poaea terca" wMbs UMaat haa no
tociup taoBoaa on campus.

Leo Doutlajrsl
Amherst
reelection

community
regards to

bovchtrd a
who wel ba
Coatpevp, Thsea a»e

thityaar'tApa <
term

yaart tnd to

Sp^nfftosclMe
aovtoory

and format

Sokol outlines Outreach
internship programs to 200

rcj.s^ UP.1ass-Boston looked
^:£rc at for JFK site

**<mm
e •

:

a- f,

StftlWOlI IUUJW iAJOIS ; ^^Sc^ZZ
»e*.

• > »

•

teeea«*eeae«t>eaeaaaee

Director worked at New York's Lincoln Center

Ed Berkeley directs 'As You Like It' at UMass
GyW&\DYG*OSS
iwiiii l/9t mmm

1* •ataasty doat the play "Aa You Laa ir and tha psay doat" €d
BerMtey.

Berkeley, snportad rVom Maw Yort. to oVaotirsg tht Shekaapaarean
ccmady. UMaaT rVat Sordk> 7S producbon si tha Rna Ant Canar.

Berkeley, whan interviewed, to tsraoat ex«terr»aJ about being at.UtVfeat
<Uaybe ne'e e*etemtoi ceuee hit car .uti got oowad and htTa King m
p**Ha Ho.ee and tha "diteeesg room tpaea b tha Frta Ant buectrsg to

ficeah" and prastowa araiuat an hour away and..2
Aakad emy ha a do>ng 'amataur* ootagtota production aera after

d«Kbrsg ptoyt ei placet tuoh at Maw York't Lincoln Caroar. h« sa-d
•Dtvrd IKneutt chsirmtn of tha dapart«sarr0 aakad «a...l had dma..^'
Tr« tenpstobc anawar doaant sxkida dva tare of tha new t to* Ant
hi*Jing. "Tha support facaYttoa a^a poor, the Ightt stent rattoy ready -
(ft tsesoat Bsa tha buajrsg ton't tnahecT But hto ttbtuda wrr» mat a

t

M

gasS-SrlSijSSgg New England suffers brain

f§Sv=5£S5 drain to other U.S. areas

'LIT » (a>«* •

Living conditions of sSrKH
^sse> e sjaaaaj asssi

Indians inadequate

^S^ Prostitution laws examined

op*t*7 » M9# *
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Congress gambles with US future, says Ford
Suspension of oil

tax criticized

Ptaadant Ford too*** Congrtjpp

vtattrday o* rptorg a ganb*s oa
fcwrfv tror ttvpprans Art*** wrtfi

By acting so nsg tnd hp hywi
n g| .rrcort n*pp And by ta*ng 09

aroot A national «im-
"CpsgnasP * pi ftprtH on *

tr»* n«tion'« vufcarabJItr

to future ar*6argoas wt*ch wp
•* •

•ncrpMO tariffs on o* trnporu

Trap 4 * pu*P*V Mtgptftfp action

*rh<h wal tofot m# to oat *•
POWPC Of UPQ9 lor P>«J

»n lhp 9*th Congrppp-

•HKt. thpCongnpppYonpd to

conrjeus for *»a om* bamg oar

pvarinccasoipg departdsncy on
A#ab pad othpr oloroducirtg
nartona This cotraa couW IPAd

Amanca to fJusarar
"

Thsspaach. opaningtwodayPOf
poJrtca and getting in tt*» SAory*

tuburto. maroisd tha Marry S.

Trumjn typ» slumping tha

in

for frt

rrocrsng, a*d hofoVg a

broadcast now* confarpnca.

8utOAfa occasion. Ford w*
tat* ttro out for 18 fcotoP of go*

PbtOl J*c*>,i 5aa><^4 lob Hop*

And trt first Led/. Bitty Ford, was

along, but only for tha aunahos.

not d»a poftteA.

In hss soSAC* to tha corrSatenca

of cmc taadars on eoa*gv probfamp.

ford tasoad aomawndl toughar than

ha hat m Wsal*ngiJOA but on tha

•ana thama - that ht hap pctPd

and Ccngrata fas not

"Naarty stt weo«s pgo.

paasntad an action program to

Congrats - I

aconcmc and snargy p*opopp*V

ha saxI **6af "ha nation ip pal
waring for action by tha Congrppp
— pvpn aueh action ffiac *oukJ
rrafcs Amahcara just ona gpPcn
teas appendant on aaportad oM or

put rv4i II bACK into cttoana'

pocMPj through tF» tax rebeosa i

Daley brushes by Dem
opponents in primary

Vs\**i*k jjfo* .'*
1

••a •**

^•V* to <Vf/ ^

Arms to Ethiopia may
pass, says Kissinger

hid. -m THEATRE papfVlKt l»<t la»4i

p a

AAtjV

GAVWUft*
Sf MA «H«"0*

SB OFF
II

Collegian Staff Meeting

Thursday night CC 113

eft reporters, layout poopfa, photographers,

cartoonists, columnists, 9d reps. 8NS. PNS,

and oil other staffers are urged to etteodf

papgwaj >Pjp5MfJ>Pj| —

Utility will delay Montague nuclear plants

Northeast Utilities

airs 4-year halt

MXWTAGUt \APi - ThaboAfd
of tnjpoppa of NorthpaPt lfe*t«n

dpiawad yaptardPY tha cu-siruttion

of* rwiclaar powpf pfont propoaad
for Momagup for «p to lout yaar*.

•ccordPig to NU
Crvriai Bragg

f>jt tha if iataaa doodad to

coronua work on • third nacalpr

unit at tha Minions Ptam at

WataHord. Com.. I>? j«*d.

Trip Action changad ti» •>

sarvica data* for tha Ua*sach<*astts

unit from T962 and t9f>l to IK*
And t98e\" Brago SAW
"Tha dacttion to dsfof tha two

units At Ifonfipgu* confStmad •

racofsmnnostion aiaaa last F'«**>

by NU Chartmam
Latsn Saan JrS 0tpgg

$san sat* tha canipanyp ph

tnancisi rontsctcfi m msfcog «t

r^ewwry P> poatpsrr* tp« 11.5

bsaon projacr. but ha adead ths

corrp*n» rarnavtp carwsPittPSl to

We faat -^

|ncws
I summary

pa*

Annrr.iiy i»

«*Uk»fd tipwi—

NfMI #pM aa>0a^

Testimony concludes

on offshore rights

Brsgg asid cpeatiuebon PI aVagi «j»*

V/jtsrford wAl nattattia saxaasa thad nudpsa
r>UJhap n.ntKj ttt rraaon a> the yVmprfmd si

profSBt SS^PStfy bf rrorrr- r».

Bragg aacl wttrtrpf this iWt ip tnsnsp
cornpSttsU "rsngaa e»»ci^ an out pStton •
fnsroai soAcy If w* fsot thai W« utr 197B.
tavs suffoard rsapaua and wa sjy sari

hsva tfas Purport of tha goapftv nat&cut

»

«•

PP A

*/: ^rss.'J'JS Boston busing costs

25 $26 million this year

•till ;:ri'
iteiaHst!

fffaVM^i? IIIM
IB

otpi vcas. pAoamusts
sappsio spjucarm

fAsatilSi a AAptApfAOOr
mcon»u«

:».J.«^ ^^.jr.jHouse votes to hire

more social workers :^~
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B.M.C.P. needs you
At yov OHUlWd «i com

rrur*c*>cni> R*d* OfOAdCAatnQ as

partco*? Wriy a«C look imo tra

Stock Mat* CommuMcatiora
Proiactr*

*

8 V C P it I s'.odint

organtrjrxm *Hcri MS prov-dad

HUck «i>*ant» j| tht UovtOitv d
Miu m **l aa 0*0* iniarefiad

paccta *i appoftuxv •» dtvakjp

tracheal afcJ* A »\tAA €0»-

nurtcaoona, wnaa thav p*fa*
tha* ragjlar acadarrvc COatSt
Praaantr. 8 M C P •«

paadonMnantrf invoSad m ta6o
0*OA*CAatlng #rd a raapon*4>* '

0*tr r**nty ho%r» of OUci 0*«iiKJ

«Adk> p»wntH<ft cn radV> Italian

WMLIA
BUCP ^t«rio^a*aiifrti>

*ace^in*ot reaattog Kd*» »i 600
pinfi New A»t<j Mouat I M. AVI

thoaa rMimMd m oorrrnurtcAttofn

ana urgad lo ftiiod aJ %tm ara not

abW »» mike V* iraaong cafl Mb
0106 or coma to our offiot *r*ch 4
corrmiv tocatad n tha Studarc

black affairs

Minority Student Day

•<•

• • •

* *• Si

r

Solidarity with Ethiopia HSSs
^ #« *t

•• t

illWKR V SHOW

»

i

mi«ir»U t.-l-tfr* ft

:

Education is Involvement

!

*» t* • ..

.

•

•

I r*%*
- txit

A "•

M
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tin

TM< MASSACHUSETTS GA LV CO>LtQiAS

/ntf/an //V/hp conditions
cont. from p. 3

w tht stata bow vcbool Tha

kJBftQt »AAfA OCrrwnittad In ha©
Tt Sptodaa n A daaartad

ragton afaqjantad by many
1 4or partong, drirAcng and

pAfTYing Thaaa nrwrdar* warn

vnyaiAJl on*/ In tfiat paraona wara

actually alad and convidAd tec th«

Action* lac* o* knaaogatona
COncarning aucn Mordara aro •

conaian* tcurc* of friction and

motvatkn tor oATKnctueo-A in

fyn> wtA^rn irxUn coamonbAA.
InitAOt Ot MttCtinQ thA aouica of

tH AkonoMim-AMnstton prcbfcm,

poblC »gt*ClOf Mw Another

•OkJtOn: Adoption And *»r/u#Son.

hflinout ffinw of QtoocAti Sovtrti

bAHOVAd *l*fil4«tion ot*»»t'0oi

bav# boon p«rform»d in tto WyMn
KtAlth S«rvlcA MotpflAl In

ClA-emort Okiahon* tAtnJn tf*

TN« op#<A1lenf wort AltKtr

btot«r*l eutMltr llQAtleno or

hf^niwozm^^ co^npkvtt timer/*

oi th« worrb. Tbf Wnm o^mt tr. on a
imtatty rar« «i ."womwi of cn*d
bMrtng so* vnHAA tharA o CAncAT

or otfior modKAf pcoWAmA In moM
modkof oantara, Any hytlAffceomy
urbAr age 40 rrutrl bA rt%i#ArAd by A

rnodkAf rAv«w boAtd." HtwVMt.
*»aaa opATAttoro wtro paiorrfAd

uAudlfy on womAfi in feair 20* ». t
day or to altar harng ©van b«rtK U
iaj wo^» o> Jo*o Davik ^d4n

— r>
t^

• •

f 9m
afaajaJfc •

aaaaklif

« •

• •

mi cHucr simmm putr

'tat

110*011
Tat #*tm

7/?^ dilemma of prostitution
COT*. !»t d 3

§

• •

.

!«• ton

y^ l«^|4H#^f raa>f

a<

Mtaata m

M<l*.t.A.u aj

*• 1. 1 • • a a a% ^ at

Mi

p •
• •
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Ed Berkeley at UNtan

a* eat

WHAT IS YOUR

STUDENT SENATOR

DOING FOR YOU?
FIND OUT TONIGHT

7 P.M. RM. 113 CAMP. CTR.

A STUMHTSENATE MOBTSNC,

tort t.n.KYtfSK:'

«. •

•

COUPON
CASH & CARRY
M

•%• t l a^OO Ci% ft* T>MJa •!

Plaza Shell
Bi«. 3 lMN9»tt rVniaarai
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Natural resources lecture I Prostitution laws discriminate
Or. Irvtog S. GoaJtepj i wot

giftww a toccura to Tho Nrxinji

Raaoucos Seminar Sonaa.orejptd.

Cbtmkaro and Energy 1rom

Wood*. Oh Thvnvdtr. rabruery 27.

«1 4.00 pm to Room XO. Mctdt-

worto Nttucp) neoeurcae Conor.

Or. GotittotoW #jww tha naaart

of cfwnte* and anargv storage to

wood tooao tod too potential at

souko for eajpiacernant of feat*

^idi or for n iipapJi cagerac

materiaes ajch at pUrtc and

rubbor
r> Goidtteto hcMa a t>hO. to

Chamatry treat Merwd Unrvanaty

CEQ lecture
Tht Coofition for ErrWon«trrt*i

Quafcty a ^aponsoreng an ba>

rtonmenra) lecture Striae whl»
Thursday end

e*d * caaaentV Maed of the

Department of Wood and Rapor

SPanco m Norto Ceroaro Sun
Univarairr Ma «* be on MBpM at

a ViMtog Scejntat under sporv

tonjhjp of Tha Society of Wood
SPanca and Tachx*ogy. end wa
oamaot«-vj *<thfpaiky end<

•n Wcod Science art t<

Stu Sen
meets tonight
On tha agenda set for toraghrs

Scudartt Sarura mating it i

motion which, f piml wrd

errpoaatr tha Saneos luaajrer to

freaut. whan he deems naoaaaonr.

any RSO eccoaftt v*t»c*> don*!

rtfwe* eood nneteta* atandng.

Then? should to as»ch ifipatofcn
on tf>a atuo. atoca a dagrao of

aapksotbae power would be a>

•estnd hi tNe otf<o rf eV taotion

Tho firtt presentation wol to by
Etotaator Charkaa t. Carver Jr. and

w« bo on "Tha idartfflcatton of

Poeutton Sources in the Con-

nectcut Rhea rJ»«- by Ai-j
RhoiOQfapfcy." The pfetentadcei

w#l include atdea ohj • decueacn,

and awel bo gfwjn pee Thursday

nigM, FabAiory 27 in T>ornpeon

'CO to 7 pm. Tho entire eeraet fce

coon to d»o pebtc.

Fellowships
offered

There art folowthtoi heat for

reteerch e&xkea m tfw pohrner

iMtJQCil fiHd Tha deeceine for

•ppicjton racaapt a February 2S.

TJ75 FeUowVapt arel to awarded
by Ap* 1. 1975 Fundt vwl ba
a.v.-V*.: »-. vt-rtca o:n:).fn;

during tho aummor vacodon of 1970

or on t part-timo tmm dbnng tho

tdhoot yoar, Comact RQ9tr $
Pontr, httd of Pefyjtar S ciatca

StucWra trt wgod it attr»-<i

f^w and aM othor moating* of tha

Sanato to ordar lo add much
notdtd «npw and aHo to chock. «p
on thai" tapraaanutivot to tot If

vtay art <k*ng ntor toba. Tha

Soaoio cat only work w^hin toa*
untaoa outtidt ptrtrapttnn a
prt%tftnt

Tonight's n^ottirg wii ttkt piact

to room IOC of tht Ctmpva Cantfr

m 7.C0 p.**.. for thaao w«r>r>g to

LECTURE NOTE

PROGRAM

it ••« «M«

it

J.QAbM*

M F 10 t.a. • 4 t n

nntrut) of maasocfiusorte
arts coundl

^irxn-.

if '

5x2 Ba
CcoipAny

yuu-4% ^ radj aoi

•fM

Toornisia

cont. from p. 7

oon»<o>ad ona. and d*tR aha do«
not particpaca to aty ^maf part of

vocitfr Rir^ormoro Na praebcal

argMmant baoad on tho fact idj
puniaVtffi for cuttoman wood
raaurt in pur.thing hatf tho

popuiKO -a qo »a • goff> «t«d>et for

til mtn Tht Knttv rtpont that tht

actual Hwtaaa^fatov clototpthia-

70 par cant of at r*en wart a

pioatnm at toatt onca
Lawt tuch 01 vagrancy, iortartog

and dac*darty conduct art ontn %o

v.V^e tN>; icy pgpjsj :c«j<J t^j

ihVQ$4 u*da« thorn atmpfy for

'looting fuapfctovo". lawt wheh
maho It a crima to 0* a prpttruw

art o«o vagua and undaRnod In

CatToMMX thoasioi Sioaaa Ccut
hatd thai o tow ehargtog otmon* Icr

baino a "comnon ttoinkord" and

torrtron prottihna" wot at>

Conattutonat.

Ltwt agtntt aoooution ty

prewt tirtaa art battd on todMduaV
nr/irt t> ba frtt frott tho Ot-

noyanca) of actcnatien, Mowovar.

atoca aoticnaton occtra in a p%c*c

ptooa to ciwitoaaia < i* to dony %M
nQht of fnaa tptoch M> fto

Couma i%M hotd in

that H a paraon riaa

lo atctpt tht

toaotation, *htro ia ao dtnol of

prhacy. In tha coot of aolchafen
for pnoaotuMn. thoro It Ottoto

opaomjrtcy tor any unwdtng mark
to aacopo h tact. < a ganotaRy

wont*. whathK proattuiaa or not
woo «uf*ar anompiad K»k<ar>oo
ond w^boi abvao on tha at » tat Tha
pcrtamoi violation of a man' a nth:

to pHocy by a prooftuta'a ae-

tomaetd aoic Italian cannot
compare w*n t»o voationa wfach
wontn auflar avoryday to wtAtog
down tho arjtat

LIQUOR
• SPRINGFIELD

lt«KWO0« IIVO. WilliANAM «D

• NORTHAMPTON
NAMP n AZA til 5. notrt IIMC It

• FAIRVIEW
Kill TO 110 "T~ . alUIORI Al Ml VI

from our well-stocked

LIQUOR, BEIR
AND

WINESHOPPES

Canadian Mitt

Maajiaaautr MRtar

9

Bellow*

Partnars Choice
i.i»c< aatan

- $

Schliti

BEER

MECT4 ROSE MILLER BEER

*OJtV

Wfc OMfilOAY. fCBRUXtY 3». ?>'5 "HC MASSACHUSETTS 0**k V COl.i

a09/^fi>7V/5i *#W?0t
4cr»cw %rwji in
r«f CmaM"CA5 tm pan
••< • it)

r*r a»c A/its dJ9>
T*t tltCIPK COUfAHV <a«

ii+ilAhT $\*0 •TS* C«**MT»

a/vwrcK whs iMi
r»V PC» r'A £>VX* r*o»v >)a

MftM l*3i

IC*-/ Au(*CAH srrit

TV tonight
t09 rCWV lir.lV^C AVO 04WW

THAT'S A*f y*V«i '*• W**fmm * pa can
imitate oua r,4ir»* i»oj

il MOuSr 0% Tut KfAi*<

A4AJ5 4AP >SV4/<A| I** l»r
iV nUtOl(>Vf •>•'

OJAUCS c^eve/ in*
tJC ftiXHUM* UQ<* C T»t
Hfr< '1i^m i T#*c»*a il*

tgc aac rrfAWO atwt 'OJ

tacMcw^r a^k-5 2?- im
'TV TtACW «Wr<VW *24l

axs^r m««m) «i vau." tSh

IPOt" nn
$ ai eccwoaiC5 apt i2ai

a» arifsavAr Ami *)•

709 Cti /v/%W«S AVWS WJfA-

»*v a* rjw*toif*c#a t^

a/AW^ r»«f i*i s 1241 ivi
#Rf.V£'S C»' VAN t27>

AM^ 4Ca^J iJtt

• 4M. f)t|

iOC45 TAS+tA (221 lX<
TvjATAt W A%t/r>AC4 C»«*»C

Ga t*^-». <Ni •/
y*«f ji4C>r w*vy ji^;w 7)\

>J0 CCWfA r»rif >2T>

v*paTt

Student support parks bill

£rn>0rtM4S»WJAi<4A<
Sur/AWpomv

A contnpant of aaprotanaMfy 40
UfAtM atwdtntt titvpod to Soitoo

in a show of support tor Stnatt BM
1003. vatach would a*ow citaa and
roajwa to toyla opcratt vt^f

peak and recreation

wahout natd for op
propnanora from ttw ioc4ii u

lna bo aiotid pravart ceaav

rranotnant or contntuton d
daptf procadurtt by pubtc offoata
n tfai dtWtry of Sao orraniod

•tcraoton actiwtrta neajdtog to

Ita^gt t» p^tto chatkirig ttct'jMt v

ixo» finds," Kcorcang to tha
Maaaoctuiatts RKroation and Park

Bttftff
Tho Stnatt local Art^«^.

rxr n«r* win onr# s»oa
r«fir Um <tMit " ma
r*r awa taw j iui
txi rtu tut raurar daa»
umi n«n OB*
itc rvrawo ry/wj Mti
ApatAOaiiuJ .'Aati aPt
tn aaaif fMjr rsw# t«*

omtao r>r/UAKP aa
Oil rhfdwa couonty cat
AW4, its
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r«M. Maotai aaaim
r*y turavtitfnrj 4iar4itajt
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i^aiAi rtpRiit -p— a*
wjan at Alva* iJPt
r^r aaxir am**}* i«o.

•A^tf fa«w a*r^v« u«aa»-* OB
tpptt 127 Taa tftftt* •< Chf^H

»S
— > M,

t+Aa#*r aai

u«»r.ia *«J«C IfATV

to tat up •
aubcorarsatoa to amtnd iha bat

Joat Oohon. a toou* studies pad
atrwettnaaor t«ir*<j i nK
Comrmiaa »r> taoaori of tot bat Ka
aogpaasad ia* b4) «ou» t.K funds
for tha auaht**rr«nt of •aero tOPO.

Or ijrty Mir. Assistant
Pofttaor of tot Otpannani of
La*stnt S»udi-» art Sanxot. who
accoaaparaad tha Laajuo SOKkos
and Sanncat maacrt and Pa«fc

AdmtoaiXatori rraaort on tha ii<>.

taJd uaaalparmT <yi

roeroaftcn in-j pan dapomv«oit of

offor ra<rattion
progiarns >juoap>o*t tha vn-v Ar
pniaont thtaa pesprarra can bo
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Commentary

Pssssssst, look here
By PAUL LOGVt

Tht work) msy be void of el Ml by *e yeer 2000 ! ee»oscf eerie ere not

*nvmtesty btmed, eccortsng » en errics* in kA*«ch 7, 1375 AArw TJreos

magtiino.

F Srwwood Aowkwd. UCLA cOemAoy Protestor, oteovtred that **
rkjoroterbont idles id by the etrotoJ cent dee up mo the trmoephw*
wtw/e itwy wort 10 cJetvoy ehe oto*e nti which cover* the eerbY Otont
protects tfe on earth from herrrfj iitar*rfat*tw toy*rninef from mt
sun

5l£SS THIS MAM,0 LORD, FOR MUCH WEIGHS

HEAVILY U?0H HIS MIHP; THE ENERGY CfUSIS;

the Economy; t«e Threat of War from

without anp Dissension within,- and

HIS G££AT£ST WORRY—

> doc-overy to* been eortiemd by Ihjee other group*, Hfrtrd, tro

Urwws*y of M<A»u*l end <** hlthOMi Center for AtnOOpnenc
RfMWch, The throe* a tod enough but fteeetch for e euro hat not even

begun. In fo<t onto n t wortt wide probteei. nobody ^m put prsemn
on tt« oovofMilOM etooept OuPont wtio Ike work's Urges* producer of

fK#o*ocAft>or& luwwi is oo good e\s* D.Pcoi « btskSng • now I0O

dote* plus tectcry in Corpus Chris*. Tests tAst wsl doobke Ihs tompony's
output by tht 198P&

&sys (Xd'ont t .tnnoc*
tha tsoophort ec?ng to

Reymend L AtcCenhy,
He'

Wis the Owont rv< ttowty wearing ihin sod tht utoeVfc** wevt*

entering the »m©ef;'»»ft el a greater flow, tht ronber of sttn cancer

•lotths sAsy net by V • •» *> ono ystr end 150.000 more moy contract ths

Jsmii This yet* fho irpJwchon o* tbt serosa** wfl freest 10 garran*.

Wnot

A Federal

AArw Tieoas. no

Irisragancy Took Fo*0t on tht t«e©vertent MooWctton of tt*

(nsota In Wtettnpon cr» FtbAitn/ 77 but ocooroVig to tt«

ts opocttO Eoch yotr wo wot mot whit mot*
doom fhtcey tcory. oV

Yoo con rrai« « dHVwKOt Write. cOWt. Of C# your Conpri
RoproiomotAjo or onyont olio w*o mttos »j» lows for us oodvokoyour
<oncor» obout tht itOwO. Tao woAJ wil not wofe.

P*vtlifOT 41 • CoJOpisn flflMHMRMK That's a Hfu of a BAD aw, (1R. rteSiDENT
.'

Save Red River Gorge
Letters

Dancing as art

To tht Editor

AtojnoY * tV ** Cc*W** A>ot. rht

ioi» to »cf. how to ptoiHt. now fo copfero

OA^ fint wt t«

* rAw #* » •

To th« EOHor:
nV, /)» Zonry Loosn. fm rVpm X^ntodky

and I'm up nwo wotrto fno fWo co*tp» ana.
I *•» wo^wvno •; couA* pot r*ur ntO> or»

OfionworwurKt/^isuoAoPifM; |fw ^ooplt o<

A*«ntv<ty tnrf mfso if p*Of* of tnt Uoattf

5rtrot TTbwt^ W9 wot m £tifwn ATtn^cAy

Anown o« rnt /?to*AW Gcrgt. rt a o*t o<

rht <w>fr urtCAswV wo^ ww» «i «*» eooofln/>

7h# 6*ivot Jf to otouttU 6W <r Am Oowt

Sip*-*****

Unjust ticketing?

t* oxn#* oul fmnxt tfm dom oSoo most
(twy t^t Ccvpj w# no/ PcwV AW dwrr

OOCOOOt to fho post whoo o porwjeor op-

POfOtoComtp^OFf whi or Aw taoit. I'ukT

rhoCO^pf OlPOt nor CQ^ttHW tht prpAICf TAu
o wnoro your Ao|i H noeoW.

/Totut wrm» QovffiOf «feOjn Ctwos*

Frankfort. fCantacky. IrhtTf 0# OW 00\*O»

yov noool and tat Am ttur ydw Atvo raacf

QwyOitWAw^f I'flfOJ
rV «w

sw/ rAw r

W/JV MrBSH0 firVW?

r^VSin A/£) increases US influence

Commentary

Homo-Mechanicus

Joyce Kosofsky

Strangetown, USA
Wnthfop ma xrm-Qa town. Wo ill 0*o»

ut wort ouujng ont or both petems The
bocouoo 0»oy oSouQht rt wos ttenormolU
Amhont « a ntranqa uwi No or*

Ufr*ersfTr powers thtl osot try to oomris ••

UMMH trttt 10 te> ui whsrt to o#t. wnM a*a

Vol die University it ebous os stnet os ew
motm#i«u*oMW*o^>odonou^ri,>T>u«w w-
Winihfop • stringt town InWnth-v

cw%hsrwjcutoid>o bioct> iogotr^9h

Am**fU it smjnot town. In Arrhw

cwMwkjcuI oi d»e CtrroosCtmwoo^wa^
If trtyooo Iwn Wnthrop H

wouW ricsnomo thorn OocKr.
work end then pity.

Evoryono in Aoshent it sent enough *• e«sy

doctorttt boeouot thoy know fMy con^ pw
wwt tuw hero end pity*

Prowncttown • t sutngt town In P

with thtr own kberttfon. VwJo n© ono sf I

Amhont b o ostonQO wwn. l«

overyont ekst't kbwtAort WhJt ovoryo-^ $
try to corns off to bsmg fret.

kAottty overyont m Pfevreosewn it

kAotdy overyont hero in Amherst, b
Vtteron's benoAts-

TJuent A e ttrmoM town fiut tt leoot mam ooo

so tney don't n> you oft for ss much os Owe
ArAhortt • • tirengo town. ThortTe w*

morcAonts. to they con try end np you o*

frtfot it woWd town In the mt*»
tooehos * the worW set on Arawksn
tht poopkt who ttty tfwjre and don't

trwA thtVvo toon VenorusU

I trnfoubwd; ticuW^d boeouot you Wt not lam
troubssd beesues you don't csro. you don't gfve e
*Um*. You ore rjtosin. mnssponUbki. ossok b>
divtdutls, foseinotod wdh indr»idusl«m4

mttsnofem, end messvtnct. Your rrwn co-csm is

you: tht worfd bt dtmnsd. Your sfo hoe srowwJ
ir*o A pefksm Of rrnoniipjtts aioni ond nomo.
Vou hsvt btt touch with -•MtTf ; rwJrty hot tscoma
dkMtn* end ctoudsd. your ptciphorsf >ns»n hsa
boon at but ssmrurlsd Your pool • succass;

rothog wrong with that - suocass a dsss siAi by
moot. Yowr ekthruoon of succaas Ctouph, a crude.

pOJYtrss. sgocantne. and matanafcste You tnd
c<Ay you — nobody atsm Axhwvs your mrcaw by

»h)W • sArenaw a

- you pride yourselves w#h opposing wsf. ream.
oppression. Booshit You support f*eet voe
proetiotsv Vou support Ihtm by toowro the irv

sotusons which o^couujge end precKe them to

t»ist You ttow ihew to t»ist bocousO you ere

woA (h*o>tn boeouot you htvt «o <tedi Yes.

you good fee/e*. you rrepht oven buy. tnd pemope
gksfiet over, Mindst InroiuAt. ond die* is e
remote postsW> e>oi you hovt twerd something

•bout iQOspf. AnerchOM. It « feshorot4e

nowoooys to fove some kAsrnsl books on your

bookehtlvos. Yov don't >rtd there, but
nonediestee. Pwy loot. good.

You sre Kypocnoes. rstctionsrws. .rwwsrs ut ths

Rett

fWOD STKMf^ .. Elevator etiquette

Notable Quote

• »«r •

Us4Cr^>CDOON< r»

:

^^budof^rurvrtowalt

20 ytars fercfgBVtoe*

teafjectybu.

onlyMf 3 scttqeks.
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C^ Vf+<r*i»« fj«<ift)*» ftp off*** ««
«• r*«o A« tMMtmut dun «fW*4
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THAI ftOOft » ft* Ctmwt </ fcfttw

c«r»»* *ftM**v ftt IMAftM IftftV*

MilM $t tM SOTOtM
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~« ««u u« uC« i* • •*•»•, —a— •ftAftfttfti

MX**! MCT****! tn C4)*44

notices

ftftxi^f AA»r*j o*0 /<ftO *n*
M««ifti*M(C Mm&
- A3 tft* w » 1» O— w«%

Of wftfttHt • c«rt««r

X*m»%mt*+ *»4 |IQH »» ft* >»4*44<
C*ft «*<•** *M"4 IMmIp* **•
C C IM K^4M V*v *0C»X OftC

It M*» #*4 vtl*

?i Mo««fC f&'

CAi.%0 AUJ*
to* .,* MAIM ?*t 4>.T C«ft*ft

&»*«• C«ftft«ft 0*lft. *>•»•• **• •***»
%**• • (44C4) »• •¥«. *• «A* •*• f— •

•AM* »ft ft**. S<fi*M •»»' »«*»». *
CM4ft**< ft. M^«» «0« «*44 Of »
tomttorv 5<# wv «ft**4» •

-•.*NAW*MJ"5M\»>

•CCftr^ng It ## ir*!^ >1 IN# tftftXeoK
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su«
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turn to page 15
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Tomatoes
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film times
ACAOIMV 0» MUM
*umIi< • •••>< » I- *»«l»v»l 1

iMHlMT ClhtM*
TM M«tt Pmiii ?*» »6t
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Instructor Bob Judd glvas Dick Leonard on mo
ground training.

Photos by

Dick Leonard

Ken Shapiro

Ka*i Shapiro goes through |»r* (HtjM ihatkuul vl h*t«

J

•i*?y

.

t̂

* j

Boog Powell
to Cleveland
MAMt\UH\ - BoogPowaU, (hi

Amanoan Laagu* a moat. «afc*fe*a

t^rt< in 1070 and tha aacond aft-

lima Matin* noma run ntttc in

Bar>n»<a htiory, wm tradad » thuO*aland Indian* Tu**da» in a
fd%r-c*ay*» *v*ap thai tttwqht

Oltthaf Dt\* Duncan va thu

Orteaa*

Don Hoed, • prorru*ng 1*4*

t»*na*d ateftav, **c v*a«* to tha

roatar* *i <ha daai wt<aa «*• Otota*
r+cafrad taino* taagua cuttoajax

as^ lrfcu>*w. who vaal aaocct to
•»»*« n,» \*«»«. i«.„, Mi m Mm

Inbatnatcrial laagua
Th* fada raurtta* floraa*. vwh

Itrrrm taammaoa txwrk RobaiaOft.

now tha managa? «l tha India**.

Tha two »\>m«m war* M*nff*iai
for U* MMont ft 8**J*Mfl
t%*r*gad 56 h«mo#» par

b*fva**n tham
"I kfca *a da*V MM Rofcnaan.
Hood vul bo given a charx* to

siart and t *** ha co**J aiao t»
vaiuabte in tha oU%>*n. Tha trada

ua a aat inauc WUh

SPORTS
STAFF
NOTICE
thaia «d i

•attaa %4 aaa*H§ i.tuv^an
••• • M ••.....,,. ...

"ujradai «• a j»i Ml a**

ai araaam ***** mt any
<***• w|pm*d ******** at*

MftH Ml atiamt |*ai «A*fi

••a w*l l»a iw tianj wt
tnta aiitunminla <* in*

»m««ii» ra»«iv a»d aajv lo

a»a*Mia anma ajtadartwaa

**matt*aj Uaaj| t «•,*<»*• T**)

faadMI %*y 4*

Srs Bruins top Penguins, 6-4

NUGENTS
Rtc. 9 It*<i:4

18

thv pUce

to do

\ tttxr

S
f icing Shopfunx.

«w w wm ^^*

• «:

iv^j'^fz Cowens may be r .-. *

f

b\ bulk in rakr yoar atind offth* *<Pfiam>

a^p*jt>c«crr

MON-CEN MOTORS INC.

**»•%»

ioM|>;

Met*
< knkuur

* ajrvaj '•-* * • - • • • • i - - .

R||0t) Nail

Inn
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Pucksters are primed

with pride on line
With er*r thtc pr«Jt Oft tht f**,

l»* UMest %k*W% dot* out tht

ttaaon unjgfM against r>v»*o

powerhouse Mtrmwck •. Or Rink

ROD p.n\

Tht Mobsmen's hope for *

p*yotf ben* wort down the dftin

wth SotLfdey rigar'a lett miauta

lew to (lotion State. They w4 be

vying 10 avenge a 10-3 wrptout by

Mai iimee* in Decernber.

Morrtnvxk. with a 2T>2 Omwx II

record jrd Iht lop seed «n tr*

ipeomng pityothi ifctlte fbtr

»o*d iriM tour p**t of dtntrv

wmtn. and hat or* of the best

m tha (act

over a goal thai yttr to 5*61. But
thb can be aottbvted to it* rnaa-

whaeltng hecluey No ta*n hat
played in front el him. Morrirnec*.

haa aoonad H7 90a* 10 far tNa
tteton. thirty mora ooab than arry -

Otft*» taam m tht Ohritfon,

Tonghi w» be tr* tnaJ cd«Q4tc

gear* ter tour Minuseman. Stew
Nirm. John Mute. MA* Baa, and

hsto Qunlan ww be donrvng the

UMeea urrfcrm for th* lest time

Ha

goat*, tta Ptaci. wtt a

mmw AJtAnericen choice,

avtrapt haa riaan

Bnx* GledhJl *
rturad Oen* Redmond « the

for the Manutaman. Redttcno.

atong with the team taxing loader,

Chna Lamby, and IV Whjrja rtWtt.

8a and Sob. turned in aooeepbeneJ

pariormances n «he*r freahman

season

S
t
w

I
T
p

s

Freshman Chris Lamby, leading scorer tor in* uMats hockay Minutemen, flips

in on* of his seventeen goals in a cam* earlier Ibis year. The team'* season finale

will be tonagfct at Orr rink against Merrimack.

teve Saraceno

Words to the Whys'

<Xar the pest couple of neat*, the Cc*tpun haa run e aahaa of artkiea

by Me* Knatia-d on baakttfctl -.lot - dopie*rg aontttrta* tricky

ocuabora and *»an t**ng ft** why and how atfieitii ht-oStbam
Snot im a haafctthal wnttr ino anidcartl and aft, tie tenet t*e been of

nitrate to me »-d l\* Utroty thrtSad to the eaptofct of each player* ea
At. 91. and *»e redoubtable Mr. 112 However, rt mutt be noced that

Kneatand htmmM la a tehyee '«a >doJ beano the MQA't atrodowa Ue*
tt»

*• t

Oefending Mew England Hcavywelgfif
John Snyder only seconds away frum hh
second! into the malch. UMatt wun th*

lOri at *t> fe£M

Grappiers beat NAPS 22- 16 ^==2g£S
Griffin, Fenton pin-men

rTr A(tWM#0^
Wrt ii'iiwift iMiart ** i*Ma*t aimii.v »ta»

»• • " ftfti rWdewy avenataMs
eSana ten rtyM n Nnynan M»m
'^^•*t»*n^. r>n>nat Hd aanawe end (r*v*>

•arwtti at »*ev>weajM aee*red ta* Mai..

Waiting, waiting, waiting. ..busts -always coming, do they ever arrivaT

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
•*p
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< Ex-deans
I. salary cut

fir CMto$T&it OttLAfiQ

UOCSftt
The *Our Ottnt W10 ri

<aa*ned t»a«n tht Scnooi of

EOtcatton wd raoeh* outa w\ aeon/

of to per cent or «om. ft*

Godro>an laamtd vttttrd*v.

'The prtparaoont trt in tht

Me*ai *rc aji dettfai ^ ba

worctd ocr. tnd cenfrmed

d4C'itt»ont w«th titm," V«c*

Chanceaor el Acadtrn>e Aflaire,

Roben L €>Kk*Atnru »*d * a

teajptone nttrvtow bat rvghr He

eddad ine ct<* wwrt rttntd ta th*

ttfde'd «adxt»on wtteh ftttlt*

ftvfs goingW a • mo?t» •tfary ^f*n

a 12 Montr, tatary. but wort rot

awtpty tfnat

Tht doart a»e prtMHtr> ttrxrod

faevlryeitw Schoo) of Id. Owiaht

AJtn * e* Hboebcti m Aire*

wt*re he 4 itertng a tttchft

The other former daane affected

by *w tun ere Alton Gentry,

formtlly Attocrtte 0**n, Etrl

Serdrnen. forntrfy eetng d**a. and
tobart SuiUj forrntrty

Faculty rights in danger
6V HtLLANYMARTtCK

^fetYntpOnW
Urrvtrtrff feMfty OttM »0tt

nphtt end re*pon*c>arJat they row
bold, accordiag 10 a UMw»
teechera' group, if pollciee

propottd in e ractntfy raliaai d

•epon 999 n^ptontntad.

Tht 29 page rtport. tonal by the

Ad hoc Muh^ctmput Acodemie

Personnel PotcHt CommttM. hat

tvts mio vocal oapeahon from **
Miasechottttt Sootty of

P'crtaaao** (MSP', a cenput •»

tiiitit of the Meseechuaetu

le cot^rttad often

profeatort tni an aovninoititor

from tht *urnarei cerrput, and

•even coh*n from the Unworthy

adnVrvtvniky and die WrO Odttr

An MSP rotiee w 1k*/t>

mofcers chad tho ••• t+:-*9

end atave aa/taScanoa" of the

proposed dOCurr*ni.

Tht noiice aleraad ^tcutty to

aorr* of the \rnpttcetona" con

titrod n the dooarntot

-t* tewtv/son of "a prc giaai

of tnitrucbon or 4f) entre depart-

tr>d ** r«ring of tl Ue .

- tht rtmovat of trttt of feethy

'pomary natpenufcath/ eftdefnedn

a ma^or govtrronc* dooomtnt
-tht eoopton of "haiojoonal

need" ea a crttanon for acedamk
^ppdrnmenr. end rotppoimmtrL
M&P P.^etident end fngitafi

deaanynir< cr*irm*n ^oeeph Frank

commanied. "The thing I And to

upeenirg abom thH document *
that rt gwea die Preedem tt*

pow** » deSna Our nadOJ ttqttl

An MSP rrtthng w* bt httd at

4 30 pm . March S in tht Ctmput
Canter *«o hatp SpfnUata a tfong

fecthy reeponee to tf* propottd

povpydocu«atc" accoteang to the

MSP notice

Booth, on it* ether hand, fee*

thai Wood's 'aquaei tor

dootmeneed pafceet * a leatoai

dHag for *e P'osdant's o«*ot «a

wo-t 10 do"
O bthaW of Ute Feetfiy Senssa.

Booth ie coordnaofg a propoead

retpons* it d%e report et oen-

awns-ion wth ene Stnaea Ruoe
Commrtiet. Aoedernc P*raonn*l

Po<cy Csnmifttt, end
Gntvanea Cornrn*ttt

Tha document t
tod Boot' thatl w»a arHact the
nttttta of the tnt^e kaativ
Amough < a** been mirjatad by
th* Ad roc comments. **• can'i b*
bretthtd mo rt un*es the Senate
Ktt r. -

'Universal fa*' dilemma

Gage will accept student input

Senate denies added

power to treasurer
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i Torrev's decison^

Hampshire College delighted
*V JUHt VAllltfiS

5*e*fteparfar

H»np»hir« Coltop* »:

maUtrxpore ant deepM*] obMT
Town SAenag* Aden Torrey**

acceptance ol traeeury frtedon *
the cceega what Arr-prp Opwn
ofhcUPnmr I *t toeijntion f*cm
town rronoppmnt

Chalet LongeworPv C*t*-d*nr ©f

Hempetwe Cc*eg*. eeid he "we*
taina tfuit it* ccdagt wee ob
l»mS Torreyt MfYieW wbA*
Kenrph Roterrhd. *ecttt*ry Of

Hemptfiffe Coaeg*. commented
"ha iTocreyl a «r, o*£***/* Choice

for th* coJ»pe
Mched SufPen. chPrrpn of th*

board of aeJectnan, **d ho wot
Pi happy ted eed" » h*p

about TorreVt ia**gn*f*y\ '*

C4frtfiii turpraa," ha ted. "w*
had rw Pea ht ma* tHnkrg about

»evo?
Gps*J Grady. UMaea conmutiff

rotate coorcViepr. aed Ter-rr

had done aa eacPkn- job in

menec>*g Amherp and *> working

w*o> He Unr*erefy.

"Aden Torrey e en o*d Irend, t*n

pliaiid and ppud od he work a)

AmNrp H hi tajl

town n tht US." ht

Grady, who knew Tonay

ht wet town r-a-tagar of

Camden. *Ae-nt eeid Torre/t

deed*** to take ne pop an Hemp-
thite we* per**n*r oat ha a

"ptaattJ Tofttv h Ktytng «
Amham.

Tortey amoutctd Tueedey ht

was raagrarg l»orw he 21 >ear e*J

edn-wetratrve poeiten m sown
manager of Amhant la feecoma

treasurer at Hampehip Coaeg*
Sot-van tad ha dot* not opan

iht lown to encounter any dd-

fteetsea in fating t *aw town
rvenegp. "We expect to receive a
fCO tpptcatcna. Th* it cc*ereP*d
at t lap poaton n tna COahtry

beeeu** ol Anhertt't prong lown

chart* wt»c-- ghrat »*e learn

manager much authority,' ha tad
SiPVen tad another trthoinf

Qudcy to *e poataon a tha tattry.

"Tha talary a corrptbtva Wfft

aimta* potittont atound Iht

<ou»lfy." ha taxi

Stt>« Si-jMct. ataatane town
fftanaoar. w-a ba actng at tan

pOia** town ny»n»gt uatH
aomtont it fecrxJ to rtptaca Tortty

w<n ha itavtt Mty L
Tomty w-a bt movng from tht

ratpontitxlity of -a-dhnQ !t>a

Town't p cjc-t >ai4 milisn
oppatog budgat to t poat at

Htrrpthva CcAtgt in wrtch ht wdJ

<nrttt* t*» cotaga't 5d» mtton

Allen Torrcy in his

office after announcing
his resifnation as
Amherst's town
manager. He moves on
to assume me posit ion of

Treasurer at Hamp
'-hire College.

Ha tttunta **« poat at a t«ra

tthan tha tcrpot it In a ptPOd Of

tafl tghttorg *

la an eerie* interview, Towey
te»d o ttvtte Vanoaav i«yVig tr^tt

balancing Hattpehitt Coltapt t

budget wou)ebt a tough bank but

with a tereng adnwtetatvt iurl

probttmt wt>A] ba wortod out
4'

Garvey—students must

play more active role
Br JUOY 6O0W&*

MOCSlttf

Robert Garvey. one of three cPK«de*et rutaing for aatecrman.

v*«A5 ttudtrta— a aeaouKe and navtr ihougtf axdamt woud take

over tha town.

He ape iht student teniee ahou« taha mora of an ectrve roP in

'ttonmtriAro tl^dentt fo» commtttet W trp board of tale<rr*an

d mere eruderm baoomt twohred, eerrYruiiceoen wdi bt -m

poved bttwetn tht ttuda-c» and the wwn and Up "tNeet

dtujopaae' ta>d Garvey.

Mated * we* mottry the eider town reedtnia «»no »eve aatn

»p#aalor«ttt»eihetvpwt»jd*nt*a»tth»taL

One mut of concern to many tvdenta a fputini. end Garvey

ta>d re ftatt that ttm centred in* a fWtPhety of paatKg in the eteca

lufpteiJH baceuie of d»a 'uripuenete of tha town. Ha added that

tpweu1dtndofta*anr.corm^.but't*nardPaevif rTtrpreteay
"

H 1200 apdtntt att comrg off cafrpva than trwt w» dktertt tcm*

fend Of rw control, he *•*

AooenSng to the rani oor*roi lew, d ceo only appty to chta* ovp

50OX'
Gar^t tPd M fee • raPectad totarve the trrae year term, n* w»a

piopoat a pten wnaraby l*P unrveraty woud pay for "ccpr/acred

tarvicet'' Conpact etwees wouW cover fi»t tervloea rendered and

tee of the -own a tock-up ftcMNa.

However. N tad re vrM "not ovany eonAoeM Ppi irate

f<oWerrt wit bt that easy to iro* Ov*. diey're dodtr and ca*ta

pfoOitrra.

Ht tad if ifp www doetnt racewe eddttoraf reveruet t-om e»a

uevaretv or iheteep leoPatua "vary toon. * Arnhpp wP ba faced

with t 'argt tax iacreeaa''

Another probtem Amhem he* to racluon w*h d ftp aftermaP of

UMaae' gnowth n recent veere,

Gar\ev ta>d "Amhpp was very k--actr*e n pprvtng and preparing

for growtK .t wee noi a euetdon Pet the wrwertrty was growing to

21.000- noonewaniadw face iht aaua"

Garvey. 37. feet at SI Bue Hdt fcoed rth hie «Hfe and two

cNtdten Ht da teacher inti^SoumMedltytcftoof eytiem.

TMC U>SSACnUStiTTS C"A'\Y C0CLC&l»*<

Emily Dickinson house—a museum?
ByH£tOt$7tPS0

Fii~ mi. §04 j. a. r.•«»:

Cngfab pipfeaeor. teya ht would
rfce re see de Emey Dicfuneoa
house convptaj ineo t pubec
rnuteun.

The hojea, kxarad at IfC fwein

St. Amherat. was dedgnatad t

naoorp feeaiorie tit in 19© Here

»h«. w^ete aJ by «ep of hp
ramaong poams and hp lattao.

Hp hcrra pr>/vidad hp watti e

rwfugt egaret toopry and hp

Arrnerp Coaagt purchaaad tht

home from Rev. and Mr* Hervey

Pit* bte in 1)64 Snee fata It hat

beeone pnrrjniy • faculty

However e e open to

vfaJtOP by eppontment each we**.

fltrntrd. who hae tfweya found

har poetry e foy to teach, we*

shocked to ddcovp dp houae wet

Open ro the pubic by tppontmtn*.

only.

Bama»d fed* *a rtoe* rot uani
afore when fee teya. *f>c*ineon a

the gr*eea*t women peat who tea

everyIwedL" Ttpre*o*e. he eefd. a *
not u*eaeenatfe to reoueet dpi
ihe Dieai^eon Koweaieed bt

changed irpo a "attend museum
whkh would be open re vdioor*

idle need for apr*y

Pa through the

omce of the Secretary of Amhertl

Ht he* approacrao Amtartt gr*Pdeat aa 11

went beyond dp decmapn ttaga.

According to nim. "Amherat
CoStae won't gat rrvorvect out to

tht cott of dpee reaovai«on*."

Ht repute that comprdng dte

Ockneon home to a museur* and

Pto a reoouice febrarywoud cc*i t

&*>*** doe* not eapect Anrterw

Ceeega to be ie*eoneott ter »hle

great a financial auidtn RePer he
'^tpecte the oeMtge for ha«^g
ataumed OMreretip of the hou*e
and matang potatP even the

prtaent limited measure of

by the pubec

faemerd d optrPesc abost tha

crl obtairtng mooty
for he propceei He

tuggaptd than perhape pnvate

lounoaboh*, the tow rnptcpla, an
hptonceJ or e group ol fngfeh
teacher* rn^ht ccntrfbut* to the

PO*Kt

Law enforcement discriminates

against the prostitute

Mae*
I4«t» *» c^
MlMftlQ CO»X

. . iwe a*

laeni t<Jr>«

PWf*W
*MV»»> M»'»»'g » t ).•

An •:»-. N«miIMO'I
A»*tt*M getnt !•]•!••

AttbteM h*ttt '
'

'•••

AttbitM r y*
AtMlIM *lKt Alt* .« (3 !£•

.»*«s Bgsliy CoUffgian

tP>«»*M

r-*i.. |p* U*»«t+*
* ii mm Ivi»*m M«- ..•

AtMiiaot A*W^teWg Wi'ioin

ajfepi
l.lhMIM

Fittt#aeibM
gjaeeht

«!£•»« W- .

aa*c*»M*ii
OtrM»Ce»«e"

L V d*p|
Taajaoeea

>liMMr«Wiir'»
PtdfPtltwUl LoiMr-ii.i^

CtrbOPlard
|I|KI Uc0<4««4

>#t* t«v<^««. C*'» «ni«i

0k» leenetd
Ukc»««>C imiii Aaadpw w«.A**»t»«

Ca>WhitwoM^
• •«

e*Afntt**t
Off A*.«^»«
tear Mtrfcvsi

teeKdaaafci

14IC
t iim Ietc<

rooArss^^r

l.*TTM».if»«*w**, 0»*«

PaaH»«A«iWw«
r>ja*ttaa

. * . .
%

.

MndGAH SULUVAN
r^bpyaaeva AVwx £ar>ict

TTu « the tacond pert o< a nx»r

/suur tanev oo ma «tpP aipwcP of

ppppihbw. fVr GV* comPrpd
rna cUcnmnatory xppe a* tVe

Atwa wfucr> edecf prorntuiee. f%e

Atwe a* may now auop are nor

wifprxed epevttr ma protrruVx
easterner. wt»pb teerot oPtaady
oVffvtPfetary, Th* pwr *r* Ntfua

summer
i^europe
CHARTERS
c«u ton >rii

cap

a^ undtnatcC and t»ey 9fipme to

Moatra pmtootl wgAty of e»vacy
tnd few tpmeh.

it me Pws cv» their face era

Pecntnaiafery, aba erdDrcacnanf of
ma bjwv ceo cvsn/ ba renbeeva of
me foct

PART TVyO
Tha dbchrrtnatory naturt cd

Iht tnforoament of taiatng laws
egeraft p^sattulton e even gneatnr

evidence of th* bad faith on dp
part of th* legal typem toward
nacethvp* There t* a v*p gap.
even m the** ttaea* wtpra theft 9f
lews to puneh eupomps between
dp treatment of the peetfote and
ire iroaiwenx of hp client, jndar
ire law

f**w Vvil, Chy lu»

nmuruiar It ajMlfJ I

n m .ei aeftili at aaglnii
rui a irytng ta fpfpi

<*'«awae. 00 iPm
n wve«.< ii. i \*+ .^ i(i

•eye H it' The •ueaawp* at

wfire -- .mm eiieeaad n Ittd
ffpfff . unmartarratiii

nj willi V)00 putllh/P*
H yVeahPaaan, u i * mteattth
••••*'»• •• dtvli

i.u.tianal tiav*.** aa

de»iM«ti*«ifiy erArfuenain Mte
•ndarrmp ^^> eaedfd It)

iff* tre«IMutat> iftd te PP
i Ifittt i»afPO<we4

eijerMit Ii i in trreet

turn to pjiijn t.1

Qdventura travel spring

DAyTONA BEACH S79 FLINCS!
w> e.i«. itji.Djt dvv4

JAMAICA W
•RLNCH CAMAOA

u^/£* elTrPAmt^vtlCsir.
WKjHWHHlMur

/ste-ujo

Cable TV to become accessible to public
Sy MMM COVnif

SrarV Atporter

An ad hoc cemmHiee of Amhertl
dttiaae propoted to th* Town of

ArrParti CebP Advisory Com*
mrpt II the ptptvewy btueprint of

m »nd*fendeni u
oamp
Th* proposed aoeap center

would tvereat eperetion of tee

pubVc acofdf eWwat. aaebn wP
begin oeeretPn in Jure, en fee

Arrderst cebP ctPvleion eyetem
A cubec acceea ehanrpl to

repjPhJ by dp Faoeral Com
mureoteena CcmnaPcri for any
cebP Mieviaion vanchiea oparatr-«

m me top bO rpawaion marxttt

Tha Notton-Worcettp martcat

irtetudta Anrherp Tha franchPt

opertrpr mutt provtda fecfrtp*.
aquprrant^ a tachnloae and at

leeet **• mkmjtm of tree ait tPaa to

any md/viriue' or c«mmun>ty
ccganuttton that atka for iL

John fPcher, an errtppyee of the

Studani Ogarinag P^spct- in*

ttoduced the ptopoea. aeying,

'There rruat ba tent meant of

ctauring thai paopP gp acceea

"

He *a»d the center would fee

cctrnpetery r*p*pende*t of t*e

the da-fy opereocn of ne chanwat a

tuppori cernmrttaa of aboat If

wortthop member* who
advtea tha cootdPace* en
and operedond matte**, and any

othtr intarttted community
mertbera. Support comm-iiee
rrarnbare oouP *erve tpnp of no

longer than aa month* during on*

The propoeod center woud
ooneat of a coordfcnatcr p carry out

John (XKaeta. p-iaftnt of the

UVte** CorYvrtuter Apembli. **d
th* p*epo*ed centp we* orgariied

•* such a we* aa 10 preclude the

peedfdhy of any one incl-vtdval ot

OA*eniaaepn coneoferg die cpmp.
Pete Wtiiice. afao of the

Proposal defeated in SW,
special committee formed

CornmuSer At*emfcp tard anedpr
mattng for aM comvuajtt peecae

irtareeted n forming the center

wouP be held wvthm dp next two
wee** He tap much work had to

bt done to tP up tht censer before

*** eew tceree goat into effect in

June
The hceree of tht oreaeni cable

cpPteor P A rrharp, npneet VaAty

CatlavPion. tspret vn June 3. A
pronPonat teanea wd be grafted

M that tiate. wen a fnd lieeree to

ba granted in July Iff? The teen**

wd b* in effect for Pght year*

Tee Cabt* Advdory CornrPttea

hp already tubmittad a report so

the Board of Sttactrran It e now
heading pubec n earnjt to toecd

crtten naaporee p tht rdat of

puelre aceeat t*l*vition. The
deadene lor franehee appfa^tdon*

rt March 17, with a public ifjffcfj

on at cd the appneaten* echaduPd
lor March »
Several committee mawbare

ujted tht Qjeaoo**- of how p»fc*c

ac<e*e teP%e*m woutrj fee fuAded.
John Cpdwei. ccrrmttte mtrPt
*** ganaref maneger of VtGftY

Itom SpnryiekS <Ch th «ttrra<ad

thP the rmrfum iiwattrnune to tat

vo a taeety wowkl be about

S60000. end that Pa franehee

operator traght only te raqured 10

prowde ft0 000. VVnare ra tha real

Of the money to core* from?" he

Commute menbtr Chtrtet

Ktenan eeead thp peaant *ub
*cnbere p cable toevOJon would
probabfy b* faced w*h faghP
monthly chargee win pubec *CC**a

m affect "H you get acceta.

umeone wA have looey for it," he

Or WJUJAVf M«ll5
5raffA*pcvr*r

SouPwaet Attarrteri oVeaied a

propoed Tuaaday so adotese dlOO

to fund a *a*f-dtfenae cefoepum at

the gpup'e weddy maebng P
Hawpden Student Camp, ac-

cording to Crag Sandareen.

Tie tende weuVJ have been «**d

to pay die insoucior out tnete was
e pceentpl ftom Mudert* to do il

free." Sandereon eaal
The Aaaambly alto decided re

form • tpeoai corn tattoo te

develop pokey gud*Pas for the

Wounded Knee

Banks to revh status
J5 Aeantfe>'» * Vewe 5er**eH ^

Oamd 8t •**, oo-fouadp dflh* Aapdeen inden fVPwxr* n\ I AlMl and

r«-t»-:p»nt r, tr« larTaindPnoccvpatonofVVc-.riif.iKnaa. v. -paw the

trve» oMt Weuadad *.'PS AfiriKPffhj SvTrpoek-»m »*£ a ap^ch n tha

Cemput L.-rrrtyr Aucfesorkn. v. : •*r^Jg^ejv. ^
PdaV^^twoya»i*dCf^pew«.>oerpoe^- ;.>dlr<pnitiona»y

ae a vpceeer«^r*on for tb* Kcfiftn abufju -

v»aadRueaeMeenf *pp farafHiofa^ •'• " Vea-Mrt togeojl trplont

.cure oorpfeecy Itdktnvi .t a ch fBff out of Pe ikaovo- of tha

.%'Airyf*^rOperprr«flon :*-i »-r>« Wdu 'la.-sjsdn on Febn -iry 27.

aW M m4̂
Tr when

funoPg of South-wep courae* t*d

cofkpuw w«h tha Stsderu Ac-

trvtaa Tea.

A SouthweP Voter Mtgip-aton

Taak force »ee formed by rhe

Attembry after th* Studtnt
Govarnrnent AaaocPson reouaasad

-hat e-ch a Sorce be ettabiehed In

Pa ante *t d the ratponppaay of

t**« te*k force to encoureg* aigbe
•bJdent voter* to regtoP vs

Sean of Amherp by IPnatPg e
voter rogpttttpn dmp,
According rp Michael Sufhen.

Che-rman of dp Amntrp Beard of

Sefectmen. very few UMt*e
teueente are reg>*ter«d so voce
H ordp w be were ewer* of

Amherat'* fyopo**** effecong
tludtnt*. Southwtet Assen^y
voted so evabfeh a -ieeon com-
«iitee wiih the sown. Tni*

ittokition wee backed fey the

Student Govpnrnent Aaacoauv*
Freliy. the Aaaarrdlt approved

th* rantP of rt* etvdp cempt for

the ramai-Pp of the 1974-7S

beaitPbat teeeon to the Stadtnt
ViPi-> f'rowet. L

We all knop thai thit H ttse windiest weIkway let

Western Mass., right. Thp evidence is ttib poor tree,

ripped from the ground by yesterday's gaii.

* Finances plague Fine Arts Center

Collegian Staff Meeting

Thursday night CC 113

off reporters, layout people, photographers,

cartoonists, cokrmnists, ed reps, BNS, PNS.

and *Sf otner staffers are urged to attend!

•V r*v.* owe ——?
I
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Tax cut not likely until June, says Ford
.

.

^ . —*^.-. « «fWi rt da* waa* •*
Calls on Congress

to unify programs

President FOfd predicted v**re<de,

oust An t*d reoaiaWn ok cut he
had hoped for by •**) Much now «
i**fy to be cfefered n Congress

^me" Air*.

But ha pronwwd 10 *lue*p. the

P*f**urf on" end credited Ml

1/

estec** on tfM 'CUtKrv tectca of

the lawmakers *»nh having "Posed
mora response from CongiMi then

thev hew* shown n the poet few

ve*
Sc*d mm «i P»orldem port of n*

nstWn*i sefeng campaign wfPch *•

C'OO^td iHlh sputrmj

CO'«j'**$*0*#* mo»err*nt No
enwed hoN Tueedey »nO ettfr *n

afternoon round of golf wuh Jack*
Gleoton end lob Hep*, he
er«ar«ged to t^ bock to Weshngsen

toil r»;'

Repeating h* Cell for A or*Wd
Oernocretic energy end econome;

program w»**i might be teended

with Na own Ford SAW tC new*

'1 with Pwtf wave A eng* pis*

proposed by th* m*jorry party of

Ccogress then we can ait down
end negotu:r

Congreas*onel Dinocrilt
currenpy a*e putting tr* SrtPang

touches on sue* a program. And

aepaoi 90 Ssuih rt

r*e*n»hAs. the p*aePa»< ***

Controwttro*. rnottriQ 4MI OAough

progress on tr* te> rebel* and tix

cut ho tvopceed

"It COufc) take 0"' Junt. no

Mid. bet added a *fw rworwjnss

Ute- (hot he hoped < would nol

take thot tor»9:

•I hop* Cong**** OASaas thf r»«

cut before J*i-« I suborned my
eoxonuc pan on Je* lb -:«d

Mid. Tr* Mouse of Mepws*n

ratvee he* net yet acted Meerng*

Mori ea thf StniW Plr*ne*

Corrmtte* r**t week"
Ho Mid nt hod * hopod Con?ro»*

ootid 001 by mW-Uarth. > *OPP

CongrtOA w« r**Jot th* mod for

Action."

•I hranC » fcOAp thA pr*Alo«C

en, no M<L routing h*
\

ibtd opposition to gooolioo

M>onmg «nd import •f^XiUy-

It*: PCdoomy, ford Hid
rip pgroo trujt tomo

tOltom.ig out of inert**

tnfmpJoymfnr' w*u«d t»fc* p^oca
tr* tr»%j <*• fourth <**%n* of

tso yoor. but mid* no ftmor
pudktfopj thoo dxt
On th* Aubjoct of Ifdochvtfl . ford

Md th« C«nbod*r* w* ooon •

OVt of Arri-^nibon And addfd. "I

punk trujt would b* unfor^niot.^

Ho told fm Mxujtion +> th**.

country * 'vfry ouicAl.'' but "If

IWf Or* Obff 90 rr**npio «#lion*i

rtbey-ilv >jMI th* ond Of dN dry

MMon *** it A OOAoWfcy of

r«*otujtior* 10 ond 1h* wtr in

Plant says it won't

negotiate with Indians
SHlPfffX*.

Snow covorod M1. Washington stands out as tha gvardUn of th* valloy. This

picfur* of th* hNjbast mountain In the east wot taktn In North Conway, N.H.

Senate passes emergency funding

for bankrupt Penn Central RR
PtAJVAPtfV*

h if \um -

Co •nnounofd

a would r*gotWP <*>

long* w»th 46 md*n» oocspying

tns compAny*» Nivoio ipppvartnn

plant *4 «a*a thorn gfrtl € P-m.

Sur^loy to gr out 0/ conofdor th*

faoPty dOfAd indiWnotv

ThA Htvto* *^nod w»ffh nOOP

and t*d by Amttkan indion

Mcw^»*nt oftOoPt IOOA 0u*» P»P

plMt MondAY »nd vowod r<c to

lp»v« untl n*>r dwranda corv

coming h»oW» com and hWng

rcactcoo wt*t m«t
P»rchAd V<0 Pr*pdAnt Fr*d#rkk

M HoAf rrado P* doodfr* •*
nourcavmri. • dAV oSw rrotiing

Of pnxoPUnv. mbo* officWA and

campAny fAp^ooongjivoA- Tribol

ocnooN woPpd out of thooo

#*gcyujtkx« **y»*0 tht ItdNnp

ihould bo nmovod torcibfy.

Indiana baid* dw ofam tettr

io*nod by AmonCAn a#«n
Mc%tm*m Ouumw. John Trudoi

.

atoul 360, through t*rt w*Ak Ovpn

plough tht occupfton cfofod th*

fJtOtfOntCA ff**rnbNt-g piPAt

Ho said * th* cccupNVf OAJ not

Nov* by Sunday. 'Afcchad «ou*d

lay off fl romair^ng omployfA And
cfooo thf punt indofWioty Ho said

no pronnt woa not fupponod by

no Nau«q fmployff at th* plant or

by Put NpuffO naton.

' InAt'rt asking our pooola to fond

n food so us.' t**d apokaamar.

Loranao lauakta "bocausa wo'ra

tipocbng a long stay h**a

'

Lavafdo aaid tho IneWns insido

thf plant now rurtm 46V moro
man doub* th# 3) who took over

the palm
WUbur Atcm>. odnw iaoatrvo

•aPStant to t«aua» Trfbpi ChNrmon
Attar Nr^r>onakl w*Pc*d out Of f

rnaeting with th* oompany and
protoatar* Tu**d*y. saying dta irfoa

od not w«nt tr* pfOlfSSSfi to

^o(u« droopy m*h tw com-

PIZZA-RAMA

rxamm^mmmm
fwrjffipWrB

Tii rtiaa c»» ift>*ai fM#n

:
•

.

-.I tow

t< H >* «ftr ««x tKifl

c*i a»*-3tof
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Panel hears vet school testimony
Spokesman for Wood
hits regional plan

&OSTON \Afi\ -• A ppa ipr a
r«g»onal achOPt to educata
vatarruNana •% New Eng-ard wji
bfo*g»i beforo a atata PguiAnnu
corrvnlttoo yoatorday with
proponents fot thf measure
pecfcng n* hoahng poopv
ThOff tOSlifying btfora tha

(duoascn Com-r»a n favor of

dka b4 iangad from Or. Alan D.

fwguaon of tha New Engtamd
Hoard of Highar education to

college student* aaakirg edmajajQn

tm *i aheady crowOAO voter-

renary KhoOM m th* ration.

Th* Ion* oppoeoon to fuj plan
^n%€) l«em a apofpaaiari for

|

Roben G WOO* pr**»dent of thf

UAhnuety of Maaaachuatitt
Th* merter fu* been before tha

Mew Engtpnd Qovernora Con
ference. with tha regies* cha*f

executives eapteaaing doubts
because of ooonoeMc uncertainty at

a meamg laat Oecemtar.
The bd woukt loeaoa tbe echooi

at tha abandoned Grahon Staoa
Isatpni, About 6 rnfaa from
Worcestfi. Tr* 1,000-acr* aap
aWedy has dormtoriea, k*ch*n

Quincy company fined

for improper dumping
B0S7M W\ - A Oitwy frm

paid a $1,600 ana for dumping
ejej)lo*w*s into tha ooaaa without
properly weighting down the

containers in m apparent violation

of rts Qtean duraping parrrvt

Th* fins; baaaved to be the first

crvil penalty levied for such Mt%

offenee. we* assessed aoainst

Safety froaacta •• fngmeenng Inc

by the (nvtrorvnenteJ noiecPon
Agency

The |PA said yeaifrday children

cPayfng n$9r Sftewfterry Pont N
Schuate last Nov 3 dAxcvanad a
metal drum coniaoog aajPopSua*.

Th* father of one of pv* youngstors

notasad authonties.

The comparry dd have a permjt

H> OPsaiM uf laSffjajlli f» f*f*PtM
Piaarng aapi m thi nnaan

Iffej Mfleilfl wm f«ti*feJ

Pi ifppiatP m a maiM ... »4.

T«^ eettnh Pee iPauiee thai «»t«

m*i«w in HinuNN «> an aye* a f

*< •Nfes if t Una *^Im
narNaaiw Of lie n. ... IgMaff*

• I" A *»t ma a»»i uumiau
aaueipra* laajf '• m
anil af am weaahtau mth ssnI

t>$i . ,.

...

ntarsao attensrvfa e* MnnrA i

4 uae*
wwa mseta rwdhnarrl hmaa aeawt

h retell

auufeftfawi Anrui«ii> n-n'A

J Odrv«. v,

vl / h^tir.yjaalft
^/Af S<fAAnSe*>/

|M| ^tosSrisfW<>

a*r*0*rmj4J
iV^NtrW

^anpj«fce'r>rv t:Ar7at«n
<

Scavenger,

at* tlie >N%J^^ Htorc

a.-.s*
•aV

\uanaaf P
japaadMet chttpee

facAoes 4f*i a power pant.

Or. Ferguson Ii4d tlpct

ntenters that r* **d been "><

.nformed" that ihi fode/al

ycrNwvnont wo%ld fananc* about

80 par cervt of tha vart up of a

vetarnan/ achoot and that ano+w
10 per cent e*gbt com* ion
prr»sle sources

U^oar lite Grafton pwn. pat

beapating New Engtasd aSSSSS

woudsharenthacoatof cporarJn^

the facility. lM>der commitsse
ojuosionino. t> Fo/gusoi adrnJnad
tiwi y*ioa could windtaw feair

Haafso said savel* baa to that

feed in MePaacfnpapp have or

a*a$ a*) fpaP in r^#n*#tuui

W «Na •siaeel arsi Nfny Hawejai

M*»«»W*!ft4Y~ i r^eNNpNrt
a ** I sea fllltuA* luwnP PN
reei are! Appireuh

l>. Ofiifpa 0. yVNtrrey •

wiia4»«s<wii tinm iPfAa* •

ae>«J h n>truai ea lav feaermve In •

DN Phi*> N Good of RendCAph.

extcui>ve secreteri of da*

•Aaasachusetts Farm B«*f*w
Fedeujtion. said pubK support for

the 'ogionai concept was
significant Ha saw he even
ctoccu'eged aome paopf* **m
coeang to tesirty texeus* erf tha

sue of the rwanr^j room Ap-

pioeJmataAy 100 p*r*or* wore *t the

PiOwnco
OonaaJE hkoa. caipman of she

roNi ceeeaoan* coeseaaaae of sjsp

land Grant Unrversnes of Hew
Engpjndl spate for r> Wood

Hfoot saW fas convnepio COtv

c«udea than tha Oafien proposal

not sou«d eco*omica»v or

nofiafy
lv ee»t f.

lltpfhat

news
summary

State evaders return

80STOH \VPI\ - Forty draft

evaders s*om Mesaacrusens ha«e
returned vntit the ciorreney
P'sgram of Pnas-de»4 Fo«d

U S ono-ey Jamas H. Gebnei

saw tow mora potfntiP eppkents
are to raxaat with hiei pus wsea. He
said ihefe were 167 persona eH>C«e
sat •>* progtam. and of that

•««w4wf 71 ant aatad as fugi!***

The tede*P clemency p*egrp**

aPows drph avaders to resem so
normal Off by g*rierring, eremata

rgaj »i«in m fyvervA * .«t*iNAr»

aifiaV t aevvrtwt laplttu irl

pa na aaaaaa afaua

fjrstejn w

struma Ut
• •• ae

» *4 1 1w dCNa/ePSp
lei lie eev

gs\ ,^>>» eased

Arizona defeats ERA
as House women split

lOtfKH. *"f <••

rree. in n
!.*• ml laarie :

SI
ItlllMIIMIIIIII

III

I

BERKSHIRE EAST

MONDAY—MARCH 3rd
ltdcr tscLUhh

M
PRORACE

^ i 4 anI IIP aa>* lot!

n



TMC MASSACHUSETTS OAIUV COCtCG'**<_
TMUMSO*> »tPHljARY », *;> TMUASDAY. FEMUAItY V. »v.«> tME MAAIACXUSL f. hj.i * COLLtS'fc*.

A Five-College symposium . f

'Other Voices: The arts and San Francisco,
A F.vaCdMTga ayrr*o«*jm. Jack Karooac, raadat lb. Sudani ^""j***?

antrfej 'OTHER VOCIS TH8 "bMW". Alon Gifabarg, So* at the Urt>t»*ny ot "wjtfwiw,

ARTS AAJO SAN FRANCISCO Franeaco v a* wccd* tha« «vaa* at 8 p.m Sawday. MM
19^ t966" >a run fh*a» Faj6r«ory n n<«j rr^i^ a *epja *namory o* a QnabawQ ** bo r>nad

^J*—
*

28 tNough Mash M. wai irmodtca pan ara. • »*"* «"«• >"*n h*aafy R ** •nd
*^P

d*' *** °rtD%*,r

10 tha PiX*f#r Vjiay 4 ua*** 1**» P"«. *hen in uphOah*! Of •n^™2?V
/i2!S -«« r *

co4tctftm o* rrfrti tfrtyr, [*•***. *n» and cutuflaHooaa eook p4*:« k
# (aa^atoarg. O»*owi »™i carao

«frnr» and thaatra en«i* The A/nance. No matt* he* obacutoV read-no, « 1* *aco*d_WJ 0* *0

fWOfem v* bt en iroe«e** thy *»• a remembe-ed. *» p*

study ot tht eooti who ***e the eoneloea, art*. a»ue» and teneion*

major forcae behind uhet hae "* be txoooht together t> M
booeata lc<xwwi m ^e San ft^w*- hoocfanum newer banya w»v^***r

r.v:o Rtneivwoc* a ujNy cnu:« ^ '*>• ta%\ Cceet.

TIM Netkx* Bom Aveo/d lor

rottn/ ^inrjer, AJen Grnebavft w»

and a*0 novel, "American r »

opening of *>e an etibfton

AS A MUSCULAR *f

obruery 2a *> *0 Weitete

Geftery at Mourn Horyoae Coflaoa.

Tha aaMMfen ** incJud.

work* ol tan ana** w»o fioosahed

rSanFrox*coaftar World *i> II

GirMba>4 and Coreo 9*a ooro

oeeta of *e ft*at Genartton. Ateoo «v«h tha Cnabarg raadr>j.

SSdh li#r.POta n Sow York in OTHER ^rClSja-i proaa* an

tt**aitvWe.butemar»adoe** "hpreaarvo cornpe*dftjm ol not*

a**I anna va*an thty tmalad baat poaaK WJaon fvareon. Joh*.

to Son Ff^Ktow ka 19» *> K»n V^Nanan ^,^_̂ ^L^Sl
poaia MOaal WkLuta. Oaty Cnaa^y and Oona OJPrtaia. tlrr,

n^ « Sa$aTo*^<v v^han M*aa, Boban Ndaon and Lai,Y

u^vfanoa Fartmahatb triad to Jordwn Ann Ha**n and *o
pub^ G^baig » MOWL*. fWat Oanoor'a Wo»kV»op: and

raadit l* Ste Caaary. *a v*ao novaman! and ^»ir# i, t ,it ,

ajiMMdbi Sanfranooeopcaoaow Gaonjo Haxaaa.

obatamitY (haroaa Tha maVw>v. Th* «"»«* •^ Wtwiton vv<

•^ bfOU*>t natwnal aoarvfcn to ^^^ Ari" Ch«»««- •J** « *•

Looking for a change.

WMUA Themrrography brig(htens

C5onseivotion ptcture

Mlllltt

it P*f*ci

fdj> aVaf W »4|d^ Itf I H I |Wi lCla%Ht» |

| Mttiiil •%# km No -
{

Ui > ttll » iu» if arm m mini JIA •
«J••••••

i

laaaUtaflarh Hirck
0)AW04 AAMIMT

XI Hilt*

New Africa Choir electrify audience
Bt SA\0R4 JACXSON
5WA Av#w< S*/w*

Tha vo«caa of K<» Afrka Houaa
Wofkihoo Cboit icormad iha
audknot ar Bow*ar Aud>»rium kaat

Tuaaday raght. Th» o/ovp ia a

rabitura of Vokaa oo rart. m
aaothi«g ?a( tiay aiarmad #•

m Maa Roach a*d
iwnoaa

9h«tc
v^ava ana*

taynKO y and movlh^ Moa\ "I

doubt whai^«r 8owijar it>3 »•:«• »,o.

hta ttoooad vbraong fro* iha

irtpac* vat

THa augaaca waa modaraat an

wa. but hoga in anthuaiaam. and
tbay roactad to t* aoUVtatino.
footaicm^og aocnda wry ^ttai*«a

and chaara ot

tumiad m+»* "fiitamy Mtmky- dy
aaifaan Baanaainar flat'.

9utam mm doin a w tlaatfh' an ihi

QOipil rantftiorv "I Miam to ba
FfMrMtfu aiaim c^» a^jl Tha
*r»rnnttiuct»on VnieM (Va* ,WMW '

Jaciaw Laa Andataao ami Waltrt O
a^adfanSi cAtaad iha aH># «nth •pan*iea, and *oca< aiaatrr.

•aa* an Tha afoajuM *aa aaa «»nt»rmJ «*aJi tha fiavf akanr ol

amndor in that ima oudhanjm ,f* Voieaa e# htm Afnox awn-
piamar.%«u MM ofaay »wj»

Tha *«aata. paHormjoaa aa ™««^ Canyit-U>»oni «, Or

podutaU ty tha naaaaut irur a^ulfal
Horaa* C. Buyaf. uirJr *'r^»

OWhfMtaacai of mutilans. Dav^ d*acJion tha »c«eaa aoaVM

Jackaan an atgaa, John WaAar Tu pat it nOiS. »n«aahMota '

amiiw^ tn trurr^ac; VVrnm Smtti ahnaV. aaptafad mm anaaant Mff^
ctt laaacaaaittn and Avary Sharpt. I' yo« Manajd t. yow can cafe I

t » baaa ouom A aaajctkan tia»Hhiai it mm on'\Jm»ar*a

•MMMl¥^a>MM*
aasa a

black affairs

Elijah Muhammed •; •

ul OkaU M

Mrxia inr.XDkVoment at B.N.S

a* 1 ••% fM. 14

KmM JMoa^llMdJ a# lW

OVIR EASY

am? anPPfcr #.ir • #F *aa v-a'

aa a^aNa
4j^aAj^^^ i a^aaa

. fcl » •••••«»««•»« • • a>a>a>¥«aTa>¥aTa>a)^T

I FflMtaeUiCC

f AH

\ -M paapk t»*t r«at «
! » Idorn «HT (Mma WJ tka

l?nH CltCTWt*

: WE'RE MEETING AGAIN

TONIGHT
it 6:00 p m.

• ••• M4»H »••'• » M
:aiw ffjPli HrYlTEO TO COM Mllf U$

: iNaurCARCaTCOIPKiCl«ff{.

!

^ :
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The Great American Dream —
By MICHAEL BELL and CHRISTINE ULWICK

Question: What do you think

college Is going to be like?

Rubin (Jrundy: bacramento,

Calif., living in Brittany Manor.

Ten years old. Wildwood
Elementary School. "I am
gonna try to go there after I go

into the Air Force. I guess it's

kinda ha. d and easy. Older kids

go there and study hard trying

to get the basic facts about

whatever to do: like about

people. I would like to study

History."

Pia Weigel: Shutesbury
Elementary School, five years

old. "College teaches a lot.

Older people work a lot. My
daddy teaches psychology at

college. There are big buildings

there and I know a few people

who go to college but never

asked if they like it."

Kevin Silver: Thirteen years

old, Holly School in Nor-

thampton. "I don't know if I

want to go to college. Smart
people go there and work hard.

I want to go into the army."

Mike Laizer: Granby, eleven

years old in the sixth grade.

"College is okay; people are

nice there. People go to college

to learn and get a job. I want to

go to college to get a job too. I

want to study chemistry."

Kevin Kousch: Westfield,

fourth grade nine years old.

"College is nice and I would like

to go there when I grow up.

People that go there ? re nice.

My sister and brother go to

college and they both like it.

The buildings are brick and

warm: colleges look nice the

way they are. Colleges I have

been o are very clean. I would

like to study math."
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The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed and

include the author's address and phone number.

Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two

pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they

must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.

AM letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no

guarantee that all letters received will be printed
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Collegian conservation
The effects of inflation have been felt by just about

everyone at the University, and the Collegian is no
exception.

At this time, the Collegian is funded through the

combination of Student Senate funds, Graduate
Senate funds, and advertising. Last year, a large

portion of the Student Senate funds were turned back
to the Student Senate, from advertising revenue.

Due to the general state of the economy, ad-

vertising is decreasing, yet the Collegian must
maintain such support it it is to go on publishing.

Recently though, there have been many compaints
from various parties that Collegians have not been
available at various spots around campus, and the

Editors are trying to alleviate the problem. An
examination is being conducted of the drop-off points

and possible redistribution plans, and an additional

1,000 papers per day have been ordered for

distribution. This will solve part of the problem, but

there is still the additional problem of student funds

paying for staff members' and faculty's privilege of

taking Collegians.

The Collegian is essentially a student newspaper. It

is written for, run by, and financed by students.

Therefore, it is a basic assumption that students

should have priority access to Collegians. Staff and

faculty members, while being active entities on

campus, do not contribute to its funding, and are

requested to take out subscriptions for themselves or

their departments. It is unfair to place the whole

financial burden upon students.

There are other steps which students can take to

make Collegians go around. Recycle them in the

Dining Commons or dormitories. If you are only going

to throw it away, why not leave it in the Dining

Commons for someone else to read?

The Collegian is "everyone's paper." Lc's share it.

All unsigned editorials represent the opinion of a

majority of the Board of Editors.

Letters

Get out and vote
I am a candidate for Amherst Town Meeting in

Precinct 2. I feel that students should have a voice in

our town government, especially when it is so relevant

to our lives.

With the probable end of mandatory dorm
residency next September, the present exorbitant rent

prices in Amherst shall rise even higher. The com-
petition for apartments will be keen and rigorous,

while everybody will suffer, except the landlords.

Rent-control and the possible formation of a

Landlord-Tenants Relations Board is an issue that

affects all of us living in Amherst. Most of us feel that

Amherst politics have little effect upon our lives, and
therefore, we register to vote in our home towns, or

not at all. Rent prices affect us all. / am attempting to

do something about them but I need your help. I need
the support of students in Precinct 2 [Southwest and

surrounding area], as registered voters in Amherst.

If you wish to vote in Amherst, the registration

process merely requires your signature at the Clerk's

Office in Amherst Town Hall. Those of you who desire

to vote in your home town can easily switch your legal

residence back home, anytime you desire, simply by

re registering at the town hall there. But in order to

vote in Amherst you must register here by March 19.

If you want to use your voting power to protect

your rights and your wallet, then register to vote. If

you do not reside in Precinct 2, register and vote for a

rent-control candidate in your precinct. But do vote or

do not complain about insensitive or complacent

government because I want to change that, and here

is your chance to help. If you need any information on

voter registration, please feel free to call or visit me.

Phillip R. Sellinger

A great loss to UMass
y

To the Editor:

I was greatly saddened to read of the death of Prof.

William H. Ross. His death is indeed a great loss to

this campus.
I consider it a great privilege to have been able to

work with Prof. Ross fifteen years ago, when I was an
undergraduate. He was unstinting of himself in his

help and kindness to me, and to all his students.

To one who remembers him turning cartwheels

down the corridors, and his "figure-8" races through

old Hasbrouk, the ravages wrought on him by arthritis

were most painful to see. Although he has now gone
to rest, he will live on in the affectionate memory of

his students.

Richard A. Hoffman

E. Patrick McQuaid

I am curious (green)

Eet wuz Irrrish nigh' ut th' Bluewul,

doon cha know, und we all gut haf

croacked ta the gills. AVe, we were ta sittin'

thar geetin' stewed noice un mellow like, an'

een wooks ma' goood friend, Stephen
Daedalus.

"Ha-ya Steve, how ere ya, lad?"

"Cut it, willya. I'm not up for it tonight."

"What's wrong," I asked.

"Midterms, of course, There all catching

up on me at once. Papers due, reports,

exams, ah! I need a brew!"

"Aye, then draw oop a char me boy." He
pulled a seat from a nearby table and joined

us taking a draft from our near-full pitcher.

Everyone was silent for a while as the ringing

peal of an Irish tenor, mounted on a high

three legged stool commenced. His fingers

deftly moved up and down the lines and frets

of his guitar and soon he had stirred up the

rowdy crowd into a fit of rythmical clapping.

Our attention was drawn by the sudden
appearance of commentator Norm DePlume.
He strolled over to the table like he owned
the place dressed in his usual decor of

stripped trousers, plaid jacket and a brown
speckled hat complete with a crowning press

pass. He began to pour himself a cup of beer.

"Just came back from the Five College

run."
.

"What?"
"Hot story out at Hampshire and Amherst.

Had to cover it. Just shot it up to the office

and now I'm due for a brew." He brought the

plastic utensil to his lips and made a groan of

relief as he withdrew it running his tongue
across them.

"What a time I had at Amherst College,"

he continued. "All I wanted to do was find

this building. I can't even remember the

name of it for the life of me. Somethin'-

Burrows or-Smyth, with about six initials and
two or three numbers after it; guy musta
been a duke or king or somethin'. Anyways,
I'm lookin' for this place, see, so I asks this

kid wearing a blue sweater, with a white

collar, and carry'n' twenty pencils, no

erasers, I asks him, I did, how do you get to

the somthin-or-other building. He says,"

again the beer went to his parched lips.

"Well?"

"Oh, ya, so he says, it's the large Georgian

semigothic structure with the romanesque
portico, French bay windows, and Doric

pillars!'"

"So what did you say?"

"I asked him how to get there and he says

to 'walk approximately twenty paces
eastward and then turn in a southwesterly

direction. It will be aoproximately seven

years ahead of you. One simply cannot miss

it."

"So what did you do then?"

"I walks around for about an hour 'n' a half

lookin' for this place askin all the Amherst
students an' gettin' the same response left

'n' right. Finally this guy wearin' a UMass
sweatshirt walks up to the bus stop so I asks

him."

"...And?"

"So he says ta me, ahh, it's da big one
width da weird pointy stuff an udda shit all

around it. Dat's it over there. He points to it

and I'm back where I started about an hour

ago."

"Fa Jezzez sake, willya shuddup 'ft let me
sing!" cried the performer. We all turn

aghast and silent. He was leaning across to

our table and brandishing his instrument at

us, obviously inebriated beyond hope. "Ya
stoodents ere all alike! Na coonsider-ation fa'

any 'un buut yerselves!" he proceeded to

reach down to the floor and displayed a

bottle of Jameson Irish whiskey. Next we saw

Bill Parent

the bottom of the container as the contents

disappeared down his throat. The last thing

that I saw was the barreled chest of a

Bluewal! bouncer earning his pay with ex-

treme enthusiasm.

So there we were, a short five minutes
later, standing in the hallway outside of the

Bluewall deciding what to do. J.J. Pencraft

was scanning the sofas and finally turned his

focus to the Campus Assistance Center, also

known as the informa. ^n desk, where three

neatly clad young men, each with every hair

in place, and each with their paisley ties

loosened to give that informal, friendly look.

And each earning God-knows-how-much to

sit there.

Pencraft glanced down to his watch and
then back at the three who returned his gaze

with a well timed smile. He spun about on his

heels and cried: "Do we need this much
information? It's quarter- to- one in the

morning! These guys are gettin' paid..."

"Thank you for paying your student ac-

tivity fees. The door is that way," they

replied in unison like the Rhinemaidens.

God save Zamir Nestelbaum! (and green

beer)

Yours in print...

E. Patrick McQuaid is the assistant

executive editor of the Collegian

The death and resurrection of George McG.
Poor old George McGovern; he was

almost President but he was defeated and

surfaces only occasionally rising to assure his

former followers (the Bobby Kennedy and

the Gene McCarthy people) that he still lives.

Poor old George McGovern. He was once

almost the most powerful person in the

country and would have delivered the State

of the Union to Congress and the people last

month; instead he gave his State of the

Union to Rolling Stone 3-13-75, sharing the

issue with Alice Cooper and Blood on the

Tracks.

"The American spirit is uncertain,"

opened McGovern, and he went on to blame

the forces of "militarism, monopoly and the

maldistribution of wealth." However he

forgot something-politics, the dirty game
which forced his own demise two and a half

years ago. Politics as the distribution of

power was a game George McGovern never

knew how to play. The Rolling Stone article

showed that he is still the pleading, mid-

western individualist who is frustrated and

unsure about what to do about oppression

and injustice. One gets the feeling from his

tone that he was trying to say "see, I really

didn't sell out kids, I'm still with you in the

struggle." But in a newspaper with Led

Zepplin on the cover it is obvious that the

kids are gone.

McGovern still believes that he will

ultimately win by going by the rituals which

have failed before him. "The consumers

money is disappearing somewhere", he

wrote, "...this year the Senate Sub-

committee on Iviutrition and Human Needs

will search out the truth..." But what will

happen then George? What will stop the

lobbyists with their pretty escorts and their

fat wallets from "convincing" the people on

Capital, (er I mean Capitol) Hill that the

farmers and the people really aren't hurting

that bad - "it's just a recession; it will be over

by election time."

The failure of democracy is the failure of

the legislative branch to be an active, vocal

and effective voice in government. The
McGoverns, the Kennedys and the Drinans

are few and far buried in peoples' minds by
images of alcoholics, political opportunists,

kick-back artists and good golfers. The
people are standing in unemployment lines;

George, disillusioned, and craving leadership.

Articles in Rolling Stone quoting facts of

inequality and the failure of the military-

economic elite to serve tne people are as

effective as stealing water from the Atlantic

by the bucket The Senate and the Congress

must assert themselves before there can be

any motion or change in Government.

Poor McGovern; he is afraid of the

collapse of the "citadels of economic

privilege", but the they went down with the

industrial revolution.

Poor old George, he wants to "ride and

reinforce the waves of change," but the tide

has gone out. Ford defends Cambodia and

stays three under par.

Flipping through that same Rolling Stone
you read some new Dylan lyrics just a few
pages away.

Idiot wind-Blowing like a circle around my
skull-From the Grand Coulee Dam to the

Capitol."

Bill Parent is Editor in Chief of the Collegian

. . . and more letters

Are counselors needed?
To the Editor:

Concerning Paul J. Sweeney's letter of
Feb. 25, I must agree with his goals but not
his choice of action. The universal fee is only
one suggestion, and as Mr. Sweeney says,

other courses of action must be explored.

But picking the employment of counselors

for dorms as an unnecessary expenditure is

not a good choice.

First of all, let me state that I am a
counselor from James House in S. W. But I

am not planning on returning in the fall, so
this letter is not just to protect my own in-

terests.

Mr. Sweeney quotes the costs which
could be saved. ..$12,000 a tower, $60,000 for

five towers, etc. But looking on the other
side of the coin, how can a price be placed
on the good they accomplish?

I always hear the remark that counselors
are unnecessary. Yet it seems that it comes
mostly from upperclassmen. How many
Freshmen are saying they don't need their

counselors? Maybe some come into the

University fully prepared to handle the

hassles of this place. But many more don't.

How can you put a price tag on he/ping

someone, who wants out now, talking them
into giving it another go. And someone who
is totally fucked up with personal problems.

He may stay in school and gain nothing. Add
to that all the general administrative duties

[inventory, locked out of rooms, general info

for all] which heads of residences would

have to take over. If you think heads of

residences don 't already have enough to do,

go ask them.

Counselling is not an easy life, as many
seem to believe. $600 is not a hell of a lot,

either. Many schools grant counselors free

room and board, as well as a weekly stipend.

So instead of looking at the $600 savings by

getting rid of these positions, think about the

costs involved.

John Manning

More likely they're looking for that place in

the unemployment lines.

You see, what we have here is an attempt

at survival. We're talking about humans, not

"HOmo-Mechanicus", and a funny thing

about humans - they don 't much like to die.

Can a historian make energy out of the sun?

Will anthropologists grow food in the desert?

Scientists have to do these things now,

because dead people don't care about

freedom, or equality, or Democracy; and
starving people tend to show great

disrespect for such ideals.

Our society is like a suspension bridge,

with the government and the economy two
supporting cables. We all know the cables
are weak, we saw that a decade ago. But you
can 't just cut the cables without losing the
bridge. Perhaps you should take a course in

industrial engineering.

Meanwhile, I'm not saying there are no
questions, only that you didn 't show me any
answers. While you're asking the questions,
don 't stand in the way of the scientists who 'II

answer them.

Samuel A. Stuart

Notable Quote

Karoutsos— living in the past
To the Editor:

Kyriakos Karoutsos seems to be living in

the past — back in the age of affluence. I

think we've gone beyond the "great

awakening" of the sixties. There isn't any
time left for sermons.

Times are getting hard, my friend.

"Carefree and unconcerned?" Take a little

closer look — that's pure fear, and an animal

instinct for survival. Ask a few seniors if they

are looking for that house in the suburbs.

"More money means more arms;

more arms means more killing, and
someday this matter will have to be

resolved by the Cambodians in their

own way. I think the sooner the

better." Senate Majority Leader Mike

Mansfield, commenting on the

proposal for increased aid to

Cambodia.

Register to vote in Amherst!
Wednesday, March 19, is

the last day to register to
vote.

Tuesday, April 8, is the
Town Election day.
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Here's a run for no money
By RICH SEVIER/

The UMass women's track club

is holding tryouts in four running

events this afternoon at 3:30 in

Curry Hicks Cage.

Since this is the first season for

the women's club, all the positions

on the team are wide open.

"There is no limit to the number

of women who can qualify for the

team," said Coach Tom Derderian.

"We have qualifying times in the

events because we want people

who have been training but ex-

perience in competitive running is

not necessary."

The qualifying times for the four

running events are: 35 seconds for

the 220 yard; 80 seconds for the 440

yard; 3 minutes and 45 seconds tor

the 880 yard; and 7 minutes and 20

seconds for the mile.

"Those times should be easy for

women who have- been doing any

running," said Derderian. "Mary

Caldwell (UMass sophomore) ran a

7:20 in the first race she ever ran at

Amherst College last week."

The women's track club receives

no financial assistance from the

athletic department. They are on
their own until interest and par-

ticipation in the team is deemed
worthy of funding by the

University.

Derderian has meets -scheduled

this spring with Springfield College,

Vermont, and AAU sanctioned

clubs. The meets will be held as

part of the UMass track team's

home races.

"The men's coach, Ken O'Brien,

has been very helpful," said

Derderian. "In fact, he's the only

one in the whole administration

that has given us a break."

For the last four years, the

women's track program has been a

one woman operation. That woman

was Charlotte Lettis. Lettis, who
received no backing from the

university, became a nationally

ranked distance runner on her own.
She is now coaching the women's
track team at Amherst High, and
assisting Derderian with the club.

"I'm sure that there are ten or

fifteen women on the campus who
could attain the honors that

Charlotte received in track," said

Dederian. "Just because a woman
is in college and has never tried

track, she still might have the

potential to be a championship
runner, if she would just compete."

The club topped Springfield two
weeks ago with a final event victory

in the high jump and Lettis won the

mile at the Amherst Relays in 5:10

as competition during the indoor

season has been somewhat limited.
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Olympics no "crap game //

CHICAGO [UP/] - Roger
Rousseau, president of the

organizing committee of the 1976

Olympics, said Wednesday that

despite reports to the contrary, the

entire schedule of the summer
games will be held in Montreal at

their scheduled time and sites.

Rousseau said he was "flab-

bergasted" when he read a report

in a Montreal French-language

newspaper (Montreal Gazette)

which said the International

Sports notices
Contrary to the WMUA notice in

yesterday's Collegian, tonight is not
"Senior Night" at the Cage.
WMUA invites you to join Larry

Convoy and Russ Small tomorrow
night at 7:50 for all the "Senior
Night" festivities at the game
between UMass and Boston
University.

The final meeting before the
spring season for the rugby players
will be tonight at 8:00 p.m. in Room
164 of the Campus Center. At-
tendance is required. Practice will

begin Tuesday at 4:30 at Boyden.
All new members should plan to be
there.

The Sugarloaf town and country

10-mile road race will be held
Sunday, March 2 at the Amherst
Regional High School. The race will

finish at the Wildwood School.

K'TherelSa ^

Olympic Committee was aevising

contingency plans to hold certain

athletic events at scattered sites in

the United States and Europe in the

manner of a "floating crap game."
"I heard that report when I

returned from the International

Committee's meeting in Lausanne.

It was very surprising because a

Gazette reporter was there. I can

assure you nothing of that sort was
ever mentioned at the meeting. I

was flabbergasted," he said.

Study in

Guadalajara. Mexico
The GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL a fully accredited UNI
VERSITV OF ARIZONA program.
.-.ill offer June 30 to August 9
anthropology art. education, folk-

lore geography, history govern-
ment, language and literature.

Tuition and fees, $190 board and
room with Mexican family $245.
Write to GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL 413 New Psychology
University of Arizona. Tucson
Arizona 85721

Charlotte Lettis, an outstanding runner for the

women's track club is pictured above in an earlier

meet at the Cage.

PLAYBOYwas there while it was beinq made
AND YOU read it NOW.ATIAIT TOUCAN SUIT*

1 M I
J

starring Andrea True
by Jonas Middleton

KINKINESS IS THE KEY. ILLUSIONS OF A LADY' IS

NO COP OUT ASA CORNUCOPIA OF FORBIDDEN

FRUIT." Bruce Williamson, PLAYBOY

Guaranteed to be the most
pornographic movie ever on
campus.

CCA. Sat., March 1 7:9:1 $1.00

St. Regis Restaurant
28 Pleasant St., Northampton

Home Style Food with Quality Service

Breakfast Special
Country-Style Brown Corn Beef Hash

Served with 2 eggs, any style

Home Fries, Buttered Toast and Coffee

Breakfast served at all hours

Grilled Swordfish, Halibut and Cubed Steak cubed
on the premises.

Specialties of the House —
CANADIAN MEAT PIE,

CHICKEN PIE, BEEF
STEAK PIE, BAKED BEANS (Boston Style)

All Homemade

Open daily 6-9, 7-9 on Sun.

Food fit for a king that a knave can afford.

difference!!!
• PREPARE FOR

: MCAT
: DAT
: LSAT

0GAT
CPAT
FLEX

Over 35 years

of experience

and success

Small classes

Voluminous home
study materials

Tonight© presents:

Courses that are

constantly updated*

Make-ups for

missed lessons

: NATIMEDBDS :
• THOUSANDS HAVE a
J RAISED THEIR SCORES •

; 1 413 7834894 •

I Boston 617-261-5150 •

• 25 Huntington Ave.

EDUCATIONAL CENTO
TfST mfFARATION *

SOCIALISTSMK* »«•

US Cum

EMMIS
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Gymnasts sweep up;

roll over Warriors
By BILL DOYLE

It was the same but different.

Just as they did in their last meet
against Salem State a week ago,

the UMass women gymnasts swept

all four events at Boston State

Tuesday night in a 98.30-78.60

cremation of the Warriors.

Also, for the second meet in a

row Ann Olson took the all-around

honors, while Marian Kulick again

proved that she is on the way back

from her injuries, and Gail Hannan
showed signs of breaking into the

starting line-up in vaulting.

The differences were numerous
but mostly on the good side.

Regina Hartman, who missed the

Salem State meet with contact lens

problems, came up with a strong

floor routine, Coach Virginia Evans

said. Hartman scored a 7.25.

Pam Steckroat and Cheryl Smith,

who sat out the Salem meet, were

praised by Evans for their event-

winning performances.

"Pam scored an 8.6 in a strong

floor routine," Evans said, "and
Cheryl looked good with her new
routine on the beam."

Smith scored an 8.75, her highest

total of the season, Evans said.

Also different from the last meet
was that the Minutewomen had a

strong team total of seven points

higher than against Salem. Evans
had high praise for Olson, who was
competing for only the second time

in every event for UMass.
"She really put it all together in

her floor exercise," Evans said.

"Also, she used a new mount on
her uneven bar routine which really

looked good."
Olson scored an 8.15 on the floor

and an 8.6 on the uneven bars.

Still with the differences, Margie

Magraw missed the Boston State

Air Force ROTCJhe
college scholarship
program with

sky-high benefits.

Some people might need to becoaxed with
more than a full college scholarship to enroll

in the Air Force ROTC Program. So, if free tuition,

lab and incidental fees aren't enough ... the Air

Force offers a monthly allowance of $100.00,
tax-free, in your junior and senior years, even if

you are not on scholarship.

And flyi ng lessons to those qual ified provide the
most exciting benefit of all. Interested?

Contact Air Force ROTC

At Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass., Call: 5-2437

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
IN AIR FORCE ROTC

meet because of an illness; Keeley

O'Rourke improved greatly in the

all-arounds, as she totaled 30.45,

topped by an 8.0 in the floor

exercise; and Coach Evans at-

tended the meet.

Getting back to Marian Kulick

and Gail Hannan, Coach Evans said

that it looks like they both have
good chances to break into the

starting line-up, based on their

recent performances. Kulick, Evans

said, scored a 7.7 on the beam
despite a fall and looked strong.

She also had a floor reoutine in

which she expressed "pure en-

joyment", Evans added. The coach

explained that Kulick just

thoroughly enjoyed herself during

the routine.

Hannan scored an 8.6 to win the

vaulting. That score along with the

8.35 that she averaged against

Salem, puts Hannan into the

vaulting picture for Friday night's

key meet against Southern Con-

necticut, Evans said.

Linda Nelligan placed second in

both her events, vaulting and
uneven bars. She averaged an 8.45

in vaulting and 8.40 on the bars.

Next meet is at Southern
Connecticut, Friday night. Pam Steckroat waves hi to a friend in the stands.

Actually she is performing on the balance beam in a
early season meet.

Swimmen take dive at Tufts
By BILL EDELSTEIN

"Into each life some rain must
fall," but on Tuesday night for the

UMass swimmen who were edged
63-50 by Tufts, it felt like a ton of

bilge water and was even harder

than that to swallow.

UMass (Russ Yarworth, Dave
Boucher, Joe Hebert, Spencer
Sullivan) grabbed the 400 medley

relay and Ben Crooker (yawn) took

the 1000 and 200 yard freestyles as

our watery representatives built up
a modest lead.

Tufts took the 50 yard free and
then copped an unexpected 200
yard individual medley before Earl

AMERICAN
PARTS

AUTO
PARTS

MID WINTER SPECIALS GOOD Til FEB. 28th

HAVE A LEAK?
American Parts

Auto

Weatherstripping
with
cement

rsxtw K
Universal door and trunk.

Fits cars 1948 72.

rec

$4.37

*048
£ save 4.89

NEED A PAIR FOR

SCRAPING?
American Parts

JersevGloves

All

purpose.

9 ot.,

brown.

Knit

wrist

bend.

Standard
sizes.

reg.$1.54'

save 55
'

FROZEN LOCK?
American Parts

LOCK 4
DEFROSTER

• Thaws frozen

locks.

Keeps
locks from
freezing.

• Lubricates.

aAeawl

mmunmm
i

JP COUPON GOOD FOR v"|

$1.00 OFF !

ON ANY PURCHASE OF $10

,
OR MORE /mi >

Ik. (except these advertised specials)/ "

reg. $.79

save 38'

HOWS YOUR OUTLOOK?
you can't drive if you can't see!

CHECK YOUR WIPERS
If they streak, skip or miss re

place them with Anco or Tnco

origainl equipment blades.

EVERYTHING

FOR ANY

GASKET NEED
The Modern Gasket

For Today's

Modern Engines!

nucuRO

M u-'

offer expires Feb. 28. 1975 Touswroi
siorimii

THI ftOSSHOf .

GASKETS

L#3t\ ALLIED MOTOR PARTS^
319 MAIN ST., AMHERSTI AMF RICAN PAPTS

lb]
"The best insurance

against trouble

on wheals."

McAllister put the Minutemen back
in the "win" column with a victory

in the required diving competition.

Hebert then broke a university

record for the 200 yard butterfly six-

tenths of a second with a time of

2:15.6.. .and lost. The Jumbos also

came away with the 100 yard

freestyle (and you thought
elephants couldn't swiml).

Crooker garnered the 500
freestyle and made that event

closer than it should have been.

"Ben swam a smart race," coach

Bey Melamed related. "He set a

slow pace to slow down the field

and let Harry (Blyden) try to place

second." Blyden couldn't quite

catch up, and finished third.

Dave Boucher lost the 200 yard

breaststroke for the first time this

season and Tufts also placed first in

the optional diving.

The score, after all this action,

stood 56-50, Jumbos, with one
event remaining; the winner of that

event to receive seven points the

loser, goose egg. Simple addition

informed the spectator that this

was going to be a bottom- of-the-

ninth- bases- loaded-with-two- outs-

and-a-three-and-two-count-on-the-

batter-finish. The Minutemen set

another university record (3:26.0) in

this final event, but again were

trampled by the Jumbos as the

meet, along with the swimmen's

hopes for a winning season went

down the drain.

LONG WALKS OFF SHORT
DIVING BOARDS - The maet

began at 6:30 instead of the

scheduled 3:00 due to lack of of-

ficials.. .Only the dual meet with

UVM and UNH remains for the

swimmen until the New Englands
- Melamed figures his team will

split that meet and end the season

with a record of 6-7... "Tufts only

sent us the results of the meets that

they did poorly in this season, and
their coach even asked me to take it

easy on him," lamented Melamed.

"It was a con job and I guess it

worked."
The Minutemen placed nobody

in the finals of the New Englands

last year, but coach Bey Melamed
gave Dave Boucher a good chance

to be a finalist in the 200-yard

breaststroke. ..advancing to the

finals...Amazing; one entire article

and Ben Crooker's name only

popped up four times — oops —
make that five.

Notices
The Collegian sports editor is

throwing another fun-filled staff

meeting in the Collegian office

tonight at 6:30. All present staffers

and any other interested individuals

are strongly invited to attend.

The short meeting will be to hand

out some assignments known as

"features" and also to discuss

some procedures concerning best

coverage.

The colloquium in sportswnting,

as promised, will commence
tonight at 7 p.m. in E-10 Machmer.

Only those that have signed up for

the colloquium should come. Sorry,

but there is no room for

newcomers.

PraMikly Worne
Functional & Fashionable Used Clothing at People Prices

Jeans. Pleated Pants, Women's 40s. coats. Jackets. Cor-

duroy Jackets, Silk & Velvet Dresses. Reindeer sweaters.

Western & Corduroy shirts. Vests. Winter Coats on Sale.

"Everyday 's A Sale"

Mon-Sat.
11-5:30

48 Green St.

Northampton
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Skaters tie 3-3!
mackMatchM

DrOAViBBiL
^*CM»P^sayir^<a?'Jeao^ibw9cio*»y.!

- LAtees bectev coach Jec* CMtttil

UUessdkl it lea* raphL punng it all together • fife

100 Idle ep*r«t Ohnston Two pewerbouee Merhrneck.

provvsg ink the pereuSSrre power of phde can dpvr

en e seem to itn( heights ee *>• kAinuoamen sad ito

Warriors 3 3 at Of fW*. nUW« »eeeon fneto

Although UMM* 1 10-M-1 overelD wool make ife

QM^n Two p4aydt*» th* year, and fell deeded

'.'..r.^a 121 I 21 vs.i ^>^-t» ,vn »« : r* M
oeJtYt atop lha e**yjienvjn from Coming «r«^*1 **

Men-mack's R<k Curren. a Toronto. Oreario net™

k-otted the score at nvee at 6 -38 erf :•* eecord penod

on a 30 foot stopehot peat ecreened UMaaa goele

Oana Redmorvj*e flick hand That we* orey tha

suaapoff poW 10* both toeme, aa :*ey ptoved enether

34 rreauie* Of regyasden tana. pus a ojnrreruss

death oversrr* parted, without butong tha

CoaKidantatv. tost sear's UMaaa-Ma^wriack pma
at Or? Raw aaso want into ovaro-* wtd* Tim Howea

icomg tha ***** in • 2-1 UWaaa victory

Scotty Stuart pave tha Mmtdrnen t 1-0 laad at

?32 of ft* test sterna taking a pees from Kevn

Comer* at fW. wehnng around both tAerrtrnec*

defenders and beetng r>eriarth a flip ahot to tha ascd

Tha Werners' Jim Oouee tied it eat rraausea latar

convettmg a paaa o* a J-on-l tree* beeri->g ftedmond

vw th a aoroanw from 20 f«et. Tha gee* cam* M* aftar

UMaaa had rrtoeed en opan rax whan Pam loal eight

of a toose pack >n a eensmbie

Men*mecfc went on top only 43 seoende into tha

seccos frame whan an ortosvered Mdee ftoynokta

alappad an a paaa trom tha skvt peat a startled Rad

mend
But UAAss* rafeaad to fold and mada r. 2-2 * 431

w*en tha a*ac irrprowfg WW* irgthere cort**tol

Bobby Wtwae rushed ins© ffe Mammae* aene and

bom tha tacaoff cede tot go with a hatf-peea. haft-

shot towajrd **s slot Tha hethatf play erred »mo a

100 par cant poai whan the puck urt fiat W*ar» fkaia

and ahoi paat P«*f a abc* hand r»to tha nat

A ittta taaa than two rrWnuwa laiar tha fwr>jrjaman

fo«pad tt-t ^octOia> ionKhacaJcg *no a 3 2 *
va^tan • Scofh; Stuan had ^jtt iaaad 10 tcott

Ua/irg tha tanpth of lha i<0. *>• a^c^jpad a ManWck

paax ac tha ea^ala^ and f'«r«d < t^ww^da tia ki 1 1^« * «af

ftaahman 6a1 Rynn aatrth/ knocked frw puck off tha

attct ol a davdnaa-oo, M*~rr+zk <#+-<*< » an

unoo«w>ad Jm Lvona ».ho taa« Pkari wth a i*-1ooi

9#v^c-a»vovgot tajpahot at 4:1?

h onr/ took Mcwwaack twentyona aaoonfe toknpi

ffe coum aattir^ tha ataga for 34 minutaa of

daadtoefcad hOCkav
hari robfed both Hi WNta and StuarT lata* >n tha

iaaaao wwan both OMaaa axaiara mada admaaang

radhaa and cama n a4 ate* on Marnmock't a*-atar

i^tminfer. Ai dfe gt*t and, Oana Radmand, waannq

nuaafer 12 baca*** taa rwaua* twoaiar «a» teat, waa

rta utual Ckitx*\ urfcaatafela aart in tfe Mnuamm
• dl

Cfv4 Lambv cama witfsn an aydkjaw ol putknQ

UMaaa ahaad and patting Na h*»1 amaahad to

wmh*t*H ruai aa tha parM andad Aftot Pwn had

convrWnaC «rand broany on Bit VWia dfe ewek

boancad iooa» to Lamty wwo hxwual waa robfead on

a bKkha<xlar Jutt aa Chria len po-a4 tha ahot

Ravncada charpad at him and almoat took orV ttw

cantor'* naad w«h a wailmad croatchack Lamty

aptnt twoand Maynaada lout minuaaa lrt «ha urta- for

tha fVacaa .

Tha aaama ptoyad a ca«doua thad parted but

UUaaa aknoat puaad it out in ttva ajat 77 aacorda

+b*\ B4I Mntkana and TW* rtowwt both prajad tha

poaajotT wtf» akappara fVom tha pokit. but tha am«al

Marrkmack-UMaaa ovartima <wat maMtabla

Radmcnd waa amply ouWandog n tha 'o.rth

tr^n^ ro«>ng bahemoth da%tooman Pack (Carom

twtoa in urcaaaior on labafed dhv»« Marmwc*
ouajhot tha Miiaaferay 7 4 in tha a*tra *ratrm, bul

dwaoof thoaa ahotJeaaao wrfvn a 1& aacond apan atl

mfutm ino tha aodro pottod Ptori atoppod a StuaM

bk) for a poal whan ha dvfectad $ccm/a bockhand

bk) from aajht foot out ova* tt# nH aftar Mika Mar

Chant taatad him hem dto pc*m

Any chanca UMaaa had to win tha pama a*de»3

whan Stuart ftcawad »o albowmp cji vsv.^ 1 66 <ft

Catmp a panafty in ovtffeia ta aftnoa*. aa ran aa

todrip tha yVNtmonj ampry at 1100 on a Tuatdfe

lea Capa. Sawiatf Ka?%^ Conwam, 8* Aftatiem.

M*a Ma Slew SVna and 4chn Muaa bd 1arowel to

thair UMaaa akatoj ca^aam tha aho*a wom 37-36

LMiit.H fockay dto»rkiLad#r» 9ava than a« a now

rwat tkttnp out lar a rpufeo baewoan lha second

and thrd penocH

V

Courtwomen plan rebound
6yuVi£t?l£V*V5

Tha UMess
m4 afto^pi to pat back on tha

wflrveMQ track torvfi^X w^an
thay iournay to Fiiehbupp $<*•»

Cofepo for a 7.30 anootnlar.

Tuaaday najhl UMaaa auffarad

onty m aacond aattacfc of tha

year <both on tha rood) at tha

ol Bridpawatar Stale

•n TueadaVa dk a oon>
bmatton of poor ahoottnp and
all ar.urd aloppy play aeac

MgH Nojfe on ttej ihfll cod

of a 7200 covnt, The
Mnutowomen'e ihooang wee
offeheermep^n^andVvahed
with e rviffd 29 pay oem a»om

•to fVwy

Lu Am Fletcher end heney
QtHri each chapped b 11

pomta in the toamg cauaa.

Bridgeweter ptoced three

pteyare n double kpuree

The J.V.'a. down by ea many
aa 14 poima in their game,
adeemed beck m the finet 1 27 of

pkfytopu«outa60S9daowon.
Cere* Mastecouria end Okmy
Pebtfes each had 26 pont» for

UHam
Tonight however, UMaaa

can't afford to make tha aema
mtttekea apamat ^itchbsrp.

AfchcMr^ "Ol cooelderad o«e of

UMaaa' itronger opponent
PitchbL'p het oompriad e

record itygyeeeere anovejh to

Qualffy for tha rep>onel tourney

Senior Co cepiafe Pax Gfepin

dd not tea eny ec>on Tveedey

n>p*x becewee of en ank}% inh>rv

auffarad in pkty edjaVnei

'I Wortpeetor $taoa She wd be
1 out of action kxkrintefy. but

I ahcwld be reedy for ene $mth
I ^ma on March 1

!

LaiAnn Ffetchpr 131) pye^ fhe) bucket •$ Chrivlirto

Resile (43) unci Nancy O'Neil it! in bdekground) look

on.

Icerr-an Billy Sfueri goes acjeinst Merrimack
defeitseman Tom Kilduff in last night's impressive 3-3

overtime tie.

Tracksters chase title

NE set-up
*Y$C0r7>r4V£S

I he New England Chemplonerepa tor Moor creek get underway

lomortow ehamoon at Nonheeeoem end then ahrh w I ulta tor fndoy

r»pht ccrrpeaeidn end Set.rdey*e coedudmp evanis. For the flret tene tn

the neeory of the New Entfende aevaral evema wd be co^c*et»d on the

fbet day of acseon. The SP-yerd deeK «0-yerd hurdkaa, king end tnpla

^n^a.3s-pourejwa^ievowewd the ecAywmitwil be r^ekf Frtdey.

The new eet-up rnakea t»# eeyrty compettwn effcfeat beceuae toem

acotoa was efcaedy be potted at the were o* Saturdey'a evems Boeion

Cekege aa conaeiered dto teem ftevoMe. wtth alcrthaaalar^ UCown end

UMaaa among the top ehekengere Theee «ourwma wai be efier en eertr

jump in order to captuae moreermiaa in tto h«n>day mean.

Taeb.ee*downc4e^wn«er4Jiheeuej«endk^Nerwe^6^
ate a* follow*:

» YARD OASM - A y»ed of daahmen wd benki to- New Enptond

honors Eearom ctajmpkn Harry Reay of lowai Tech «ho haa bee*

decked in O? eeconda for tha 60yerd deah. Pha Hanard of Boeion

Codege. tha Greco* 5oator» champton. and Vankeo CoreVence wanner

Joe M^iena ere the fewmee- AI dhree have run t>o deah n 5 4 eecondaor

better. The event is mpona-»i bacauaa BC end u^Aee* two of the team

revoritaa. are aepecoed to e*e»fv a ru?etar for tha dash Ana*

HUfiOUS (r>3bebryn#asoatwfldeopan event at d>a New Englende

bacauaa fere e> no ndh»to*ai fevo*ke> Ndrtfwaalern'd Chip O'Afaaeandro,
UPla fill Cherron. tha Yankee Conlaranee champion and Mate Rood of

waaema Iteurft +* feaoest New CnptavJ tine of 7.1 Sp^Mjfiakfs Abe
Oevaa ano Jeff Mcftea have ato> been smed in 73 aaconda.

44G. CC& YAMJ2 OASHiS A group Of evorg rurmn mil compeet In

ehUer the 440 o> toe 600 wil* UCorn a tedamed OaryJ Amg leering aha

fVakl Mart Leieh of Northeeetorn end UM irKkraen Mart H«afy. an upeet

p .w*er peer lOog w\ the VenCone, joes ie^dedn'a Leo Pum end Rick Rtiey

• ..« Worceeear Scale the hit tndocr 440 champ, aa tto lop performers. In the

tAQ. John Richards and Curt StoperwekJ ol UMaaa w* compete aa Steve

C>ie¥*Y»r>s4e^stoCtadtoK^tearnfmiertodh/inmeGC0

YARO ffOftS - Of the sop fwe maddai detence fmnn^r^

four ere Item Boston Codege. Outstanding Kei* Ranee) may ran an the

i jOOO li»e has been dmed « 2i)a\4i. but moat kkafy we aee eoon an dto

msa. Jen Goggn tokss tha aacond leasee! New England time Of £10 end

Eegka teemietee Lao Vercodone end Soeve Lowell boeat dto two beat 880

tkrmonSSandfJWreepKtwery MAa Mickey ce* Northeeetorn e capable

ot braekng vq the BC o>enet wtsee Chrss Farmer end Oewn Croft of

UUaaa may etao figure as pse scoring

AfWf - EaaeY the moet aacftlng event of the New Crgtonde, wean an

abundance of top tvnmn m the aema rece Jen Teyor. Boeion Ueever-

em/e sop rrder hee an awcraeeiva 44BJ9 to he credit but BC's F«encie is

ores rhree-senthe of e aacond behind. For UMeee, co cepaeind RendV
Thomas ard t>a dam wei be compeug. ee wed ee Providence's siendoot

ivc**t Mde O'Shea Thomea eel contorarca and UMsee record et she

YinCone. running dto mda an 4r0e\3. aatedarr u*i»jeduji aa expected to

produce e New England neat record end poaefe*/ the fseteejt indoor mea
i ever run in the region

?>vO Afit£ - The big story In the longest running event ta that Tom
weson of UWeee wd not ran due to an eipjry John McGroJ and * rank

Cerecdi wei heve to tceiafjadj eiandout effons H they ere to compeneata

for Waaon'a eteance> The two Minuiemen runners wit be up ageret John

Tneecy. eto taeorna from Providence and Mke BjCkVay of UU.
ftilO €VtNT$ - UMaes hee tour of tha top eight hew England long

oncers n Bob and *en Ade-^aon. Tony PanSkvton and Mrea GetegPKy.

UCorvi's Her4> Oevks wdi be dse touraome's Tien chekangar. In tse trfpe)

fjr«cx SpringAeld'd Abe Oevia. cedar brother of dto M^ety long ,umpar, id

the severe*. fi»«ing jurapad G04 (kiting tha neion. UCcnn'a Dav.a b
second bast, baaed on pnsvioue pe^errrainoeA but dst Adaeaaons ard

Gereghry w»d have their aejNe eat on the real PVee place*. The weighs

eirow id e two-man beitta batwaen a pair of tha counsys sop performers

Oev Ofareaai end Andy Baaeate. NU'a 0>areaai nee recorded the beat throw

n the nation of 66-1 Tnetocwo rtoerywajsghu atoinockajebythomeefvos
URi's Odl Jarrow end Mere MecCrecken. bodi 15-6 pc*e vieUiara ahouM
have Rtna troubia deminasrg the* event
SHOT PUT e> HtGH JUMP m Theee bee fletd events ere separate

bacauaa ekey w« be head Setutdey Len Reo dhovaj tooeNe Bnto op
poeaicn m the ahot put Pee hee heaved tha shot 56-4 and first piece rney

go urcentodtod Joe Mersana should enjoy euprertwey n tfto fefh |ump
ureeea ha hee e bed day of Means/a Steve Leet^e or LCom'd Pat Augert

can oudjamp UM'a aevervfoot hgh Nmper Teammate Reety Kandetl may
chto m by pteong.

RflAYS - Tha fnei two evenaj 19 rotors, end UMasa hopes » doee
weH ee they cad e year ego "The Tworniaa laem hee ** best dme e>oaet

Iff BC end the r«ae reify seem as ranked eeah. but hee d>e penerriet to run

n-th any NE teem.'

b f M.C. Kesiek ^——i
Anerice
Raph Sreedrnan
Straghl Arrow, S19 95
RKk Dreams
Gut Peeleen A Nik Cohn
Popular Library, $7 9$

Doing If Real
Somewhere there ere lost many "line

arts": fdtdlly ruined by the mess
media cultural landslide. One of these
is the ori of illustration — illumination
Photographs, both straight end
creatively doctored, conduct the
reader to a quicker, cleaner, sharper,
easier vleee of wtver the story says than
do lha obviously removed end s^nreat

seem to toft stenches partly because ot
teas reason, bud mainly because thay fit

•n with Mae quaes* atmosphere of tha
megaiine. Tha widest circulated eesd
best peyt*gof the Illustrative tiMds is

the slick Playboy type fill that H
designed mora lo quickly attract the
eve than lo provide any sort ot nslght
•Mo the iicry. These usually ^6nier to
cheap th/41 lechnquet — se»* vielence
or Star syndrcm ism, leav-g a
curiously empty feeling This has.
wnsurprrsingty, beeerne the province of
some of the biggest hacks working an
the country today.

it's hard competing with quick lite,

which is the specially stressed r—h* of

Kentucky Derby, the ItfO Americe's
Cup Race in Newport, the 19;?
Democratic Ccn.entlon and the
SeeYtrner 197J Watergate hearings
That's qu ie a parspechve to get at
America's inner miswordings ^r\^
betrayed ideals. Mttd his various
s de«r ips connected wm the main
evenis Dallas. New York. Sanfa Fe,
D sncylend. Las Vegas - inlendifled

grip on the horror and inanity he
found. The Cenveeitiens and the
Watergate hcar-ngs were drawn for

Railing Stone to *o with Or. Hwnrer S.

Thompson's poison narratives, and
together they formed the most insight-

ful end powerful view of any of the
thousands ot reporters covering the

cerfect n»es with the most herrfeie and
uncontrolled ol blots, splotches and
smudQcs These ^rt especially ef

lect«ve in his kxks j' •: ties, with the
human habitants living *'e*cbed.

unbelieving existences in the canyons
of cold, untovchsbic straight lines Me
makes beautiful eee of grey, totted
backdrops which, used with sparse,
sooty shedrvA- increase the white
blight. Steedmen's brilliance.
however, goes way beyond technique
H*s eye penetrates the farce of

Amertce's lies a Las Vegas cocktail

lounge n nhabited by enesYpvvj beaked
birds, hideous crocodile like creatures
and other tong failed r»ptiiiien beasts

the Kentucky Derby as rvn not by

Dreams & Perceptions:
' \ -N >// O anv\

naiptt >it*^wt»v#r» > nurrur> er utrr

Doing It Real
recyclable

sketches. This Isn t good, this Isn't bad.
it as. Sketches ere used against the

vast detail of a phonograph primarfiy
as a change of pace. Speril Illustrated

will cover, trt%TY four months or so, an
event such as ttto World Series or

Firecracker 600 with sketches that ere
diitr-ent, but also speak more to the
orchvsg spirituality connected v. u

such events, a mysterious quai'ty that

their literal mintSt^ photographers
miss. And this Is it*9 special realm of

the illustrative sketch or painting
so^om seen. A greet drewing

will tfand right alongside a story v

eqi<al weight, and each er-ipiifies the

cfher •&**& a ^Mbtr hitting cf tts#

If

Magazines like The New Yorker

the photo, A good illustrator must
overcome this. deWiryg deeper, into the
eraes the camera cannot go Ralph
Steadmen and Guy Peelaert ere tv*t>

paopee who he*e faced thH problem.
and have overcome »t arlth different
degrees of success. Stoadman
made I ne of drawings mat floods
and attacks the viewer wim per-

ceptions mat go way beyond the
camera's domain into a sort of New
Joorna' s^ non fiction flctton and
Peeiact. /yhose more conventional art

ns deal '4ock & R
trough dstarxo and fant.»

lAViN ^ rt^^tr in for his Own in

'tonaa-
SAfWdrnin Is a jW year old

Engli\hmariwhohj .*d the United
tee enacilv H ^ iw°

debacle Thompson w;as the only writer
te correctly see and record Nixon's
ccdible ev i au»a. and he »rt6 $*+*&
nsan provided the only coverage of me
foul events that was an tfrong as their

subjed matter. The stiffs at the Times
and Pent and New Y§rk9r scribbsed
millions of nicesourvjing platitudes,

but c< iO"-pson and Stoadman
ventured nto real death games in their

copv

S'eadman. who also designed I

.sic Gonicid rations for
i insanity called

$9*r A ng In las Vegas .

dVewtngs uded he«

sees sf%erpi ^ tcochn»:
The mcs» condpeJing .

these t . •t'&il.

horses, who seen- eel too real, but
rather bf the wretched gross, ancient
owners in all their naked finery, foot

loryg cigars and horse cocks included n
the nv»d.

Tne more horrible the Situation, the
farther rteai MeaCataan |

BUdh^d Kisvnc - a Men hr .«-,»
,

as slgnng th- Viet Nam peace
agreerr>en , ^spAatter* snd
alscasagia spidr giant

webof dpo> sa

•

•

djuerda •. . ^
:

.»

giant Ipnft:.
*

'

" « i.V-o 'n . i *. f

continued on page 9
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FRFEOOW Of IMt PRfSS
Bv Lett Menetl V-

Photogreeny *y Bill Moweti

G*crc*n<ola*ripao Former CMi#<rv*7 Yeer
fee A<tkn Vek * feer

comun.4»m de t:.i|M

espe<i.» ite sco»e comunidedts con
N* tongues*

I th** the* the T v thculd have if>:

present more programs about mt ^>*

come communities, speedily about fnose
wtfh « language terror

re«em of It* Pre** rs e pood idea, but I

think e»ore should be mere ntwv about
afcg* a* the common**,end p'OrecS

L.twrtad da> Pronvn *i tan* l|

»fC p»r© C'tO QvO ck<X"»#o **oer
"OtkltSde tep*e pava M >e towundad

r tea protectee.

Me gutntrte war dlf»ren>#t repre*en
*ec«n«i o> le prensa ..*»ondo t«

COmvOidtf V haPftnpo COO Wi ponU

Ei Celttg»on <CeV e* cease IPS

arm** pe'tedKc* del area. nobfen dt re po
a ya et gobierro. a voces da Amh#r\t
aara re cree out deberien cubrp mt^af
»bier de >as com^ded** pebres del

area. etpectalmentr «m elfW »«empos da
irdktic lan. y entocar tn la ger#e del *eftare

v desemfkadot Otterlen enseror vobre las
efAtrnetites y reurso* cxsknles aa al

OAV€ EietL - Ferajter Sports Ed.v>,

fi*j more impor«*n*Y wprtd

latest V*e* Ham. lie middlr I Ml ek

•*oom0"*e' otMr«taMara«al
a dtm.
democracy can *o»r.-i» odor* of

»t#d tie* of deal. a*

ellon-i a tree pe*pk tc mn*e tret chO<es

:? Ptfcmary ws »H»w Thf ^11 Salt foshortico

pecs*FREEDOM OF THt
CONGRATULATIONS TO

Mass Pirg end t* Vtrded tcr good

cowufnrr'i
——"»" To Hikespeper tcr

.mormtl>ori about a/pmc reactors •' *w

.v.m To PtK* d« Ma* tor taetr eracks

eJbeo* the devetopfmrv ot

Soath A/we* <* And to a* f*e dei>r «»^

p..f»<% m Ibc MrpPiK at AA»x<o *»a# *•*

In <oJc<

i lite to sea dttt*<e«* press 'apreseo
leAtve* viMiieg the cem—uainea «nd *alkino

«a tre Pfopla

Ttvt Cfflkgun ts like eny om«f neMrspeper
In the area, tttey talk peMIci and govern
mant, *om*tlrr** AmV<st, roa I mink
thay *«ade good ceveraga bvt ttey sheuVJ
fdNk. nore about surreundln? com
T>.nilkfi toevs on ftie low k<ome com
munit.es in the surrounding areas.
espexiiltf .n eiese nmes oi infkften locus
on people In vclUrv. unemployed. «»c Ttey
should «ho« what type si atnematives and
reveurces <©uMI be louad In me area.

Jorge Msldonedo — Cx VelvaUrk* del
PregrjrM de A«te*. (UYAJ

Vo <rea que la television deber* tener y
presenter mat progremea tabre let

la general the Caflpgian t paid by the
students and ih9%it be ot and t>
sbdents T%e peper net two rrwio

to Inform the tlydemt, lacu'ty and sta*t.

abpwt wbpi It hepeeaJng on campus, and
vecohdty. la have a l#tle bit at inremit too* I

Wt. merwtge to cover est areas **icb
MffPitd tacaver as neil as we can.

on eve etaou* of rroney we fvtve
iliabAtaedftienumbwr ot people •ehtue

MOrking Sor the paper

ft edaaritlt I wovfd lite \> see the paper
taking strong tAptdj as issues relatea St the

CONGRATULATIONS TO ™ 6

FOLLOWING MASS COMM PEOPLE
JOtqo Torres Peoh Jes«s

f>erraj A^n Webb Isrr+r

Qelgaap flgueroa Praf^ Van no

RooViguai Ph-'iipi Coidbro 9«a/

wood Thorrpson Oon Mcgr.l»a>

Oome I'usco Alfonso J LaCo«te
RerAA*ert Hove K. Pierce Of
Freeman Ron Oofie Oervtsio
Vorelet Velma Lamoreppn Pat

Stum***

Below the Salt

volume three

Issue five

97 Februtry I975

Tt me Cdrtar:

At a ttttow lournelist ^\C s'alf

reporter a* «tsa Ccllea*an . I can
orPy say I am apptlltd by me

cr yellow \o\ttnt »—
ethfcited by the testers of ftefew

the Salt and Lu»s Vedirw u
prseling We Artecla on "Preedpm of
the Prpfl br Vodtnt the edrori
sar<«oned ^9 very abuse o4 M
Ireadom s*r<e the article was
merely a smokescreen for s
a/t^fe light

1 s one of the veesf. most In
tktlout tricks that crry a sctrpet
morvflrtg rag wpefd use Lufe,

inoer the Ojise ot a sfwb:
written arncte weich purports to
e*hprt freedom of tte press you
hare detoerastty manpuiafed me
epod tairh of We ed *ort. Ypu ha^e
callously perverted the «ery
freedom of me press pou aatcit to
public ty de*e-« a Vlow Vudent.
Viy»tl Rivera

it Is ,fce most skeme'eit.,
Mtrant hypocrisy Wat yov would
tvbvert esis some veedom ef We
press far yovr awn neAerteus
purpov«s br accusing aHthoul ANY
subslawnation. nfvgvel R>vere. of
certain "interferences with tie
tree prats." (The Italics *rt
fOurt>
Under the poorly masted

pretence of lauding freedom ot *te
press and i»t eKacutprs. you
dbllbererely contrived the
pwrearapr. entitled "Freed** el
tte Fvess OiWlke Sec*o*" le vent
yeir spleen agelmff a man who
^tagreet nsfh yov on issues «l me
Httpaali CommuNty het«
At a tnttt ropcrtor an me

C*l«gitn i accuse the eeStors Of
BeVew me fail oi grott nagl^gtnta
n Pwlr respotibllltlet t» freedom
of the pr»M
As a letlew rOurnaMtl I peruse

ytv. Left, dt committing Ifeal

yAraHw

Editor

Tyta L. ttche*0»e

Atsisttet Cdhar and Head
Andrew MacKenrle

Filet

ielWtrf Pill

o«ma
Sue
AAprta

Wi and VisitsHe
Kris jaesi

Other Voices . .

.

byOeneetAicNallf
Twerry years ago. tte youwg

poett got together to do We Im
possible They wanted to save
Amer lean poetry trpm the Hendt o?
the academic erases wfso Mere then
tutPy engaged In burying it undo-

-•-nfon pf obscenely dUP
rtvrnels The rw>} pot*s wan^c-
to have e poe-' p reading ttat would
not be me usual prtdictabe forte
Of a dlsinguthed ftoothg trmn
wearasg a tweed lacttt worn
lt«ther eibO* palc^ws ^rwdng St
Use chubby eesmetts of tte -«ddk
Class. They an ted people •otwewt
§t a poevy r^mtinf. to chetr and
Nss and cry and be arrpd v*6 be
•* nipped out. tav as 40 occ»— '

set with Chnrlk Partar
nake them. The poets eocceaew*
On me evening of October 7. Peas

ebo^t or* nortdred and fifty pe
Jammed Inrp the Six CpSery In
Francisco and *eard. em
omers VichaelrwcCkjreand
Ci-abarg The audtence-end «w
Kettv for thai mailer we*

nkert, tnd poetry In the Unnw*
S&tfet has ne«er been me taw
srvce. most particularly becevSe
apppoam read that nignr it

"I taw me besi minds ot

generation destroytd bf rradnem.
starvln; hytttricel naked,
dragging themseves mrojgh we
Negro streets a* down tookirq w

angelhaaded 1

for the one

»«ec*y cover wset Alloc Gmtoerg
dees when he glwn yow nn pee'
Met been through a let tl trip* ir

the UP twenty rears nendered
the U S . Europe. India Setntveett
Asia and South Amerira. *hovg»i
he'd met dPnth In pw eiperinnwt
with we hatiuckpgen Yagt on an
Amaitn nver btckwa'or. felt

-self growing into a new ana
mellcwer stale of COrtK<0vv»est 00
t iron s> Kyotl. )^p4t\ fought It
vsve Lerol Jones. Lenny Bruce- We
Ohtcego t. and tse ordnary pet
smoker In the tireet. and *-ost of
all g-ven us his percepflaet. warn,
OtfKrn.'s and tttlonarv — hi*

•e #ew—

vanoe you that he's a^ecred yoer
life, perheps a tirvtl eiarrple will

do M January >N»r. est freaktot
Haksfy Athbwry came together |«r

the Gawering oi the Tr bes. me
Great Huma* Be In In San
FrancrKO Oencng to 1«* music ot

the Grateftl Dead ther
m atremtti#e UN

Ginsberg Ht has pcblo^ed pcefr r

ot hn onn. erd these brief b*ts P*t
of a parcepfkw quite uNikp ybur
own - a sympathy »»^» can
wpnoV l lire *%ckartn crr t—r\ m\

big as his own. Ht doesn't fit

anybody's preconceptions tt
poetrr an<j his unigueressmay tpl

veu t g/oat deal.

rvusajt a Cause a»d trando's Tte
Wild Ones ii also be shown at

'

' ovs pAaces in the Fhe CoMtget
ovwr the two «oek rva. Fpr specWc
•naorneftlow. see the posters or
check ^meow's Cc!*f*an. wtkh
wdJ bt rt/rvnlnpWo tchtdUe again.

Otser evemitfi mr Uk Aoes tt

the Symp ociudes » reading

San Francisco Trip
style thet everyone here ml The seme is true. orlr n^ft St. I

AtaaPerv mmtr el sjvm# aeoArwat %^ -Crw^^ - *** tmm

z£zT " *" "" "^ *~ ** **

• D

al

e*jw

ealSrr th Cdlegt
;•• V.arch V wsd t

• and
Workshop ompany
Awdnetdar Mnrch S

•.• to San
rc as eeytody who s

wr voat tr«

ongry fix.

start burning
feaveaJi/

ttfnomc

T
In tee

to theft
macSinery

l

•nil Po
Pf the Itudant Unw>

Bellroem this Saturday ftkjew.
march t. et | pm Later •*
*3llo«lntj week enolhtr aaa
Gallery ntadatr. nSkhael McClune
• 11 b» readlrsf at Arnharsl Ctlle«w>
AJejsj wtt> poet Cregary Cptw
Pthtr Onortky. Diane OlFvimo
ttcijert Creel r. xsh* aVhnen. *m
rXaw. and cammmtatcrs Jnaw
CbjMon htttmet. Ann Charters, awtt
Oiarles Jarvli. ttey tr9 spmto> m
f Ofapf Vewcesu a
IdbJth It running tt#

Eeflaeaut Cadeg eat

Dance your way to brtaMast

Tfs* John Hill

Bluosfort

rn
wr. Kindling

is til

i 1

WkmiY.
atPtp r r# M « a # a^ #

Inventory Sale

20% Off
FM-rvihint!
run WOtK ^KIRT

w«Ja\pdt>p» -ftdtePee ajp*pg>
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VENTURI

powerhandling capacitywhen the store

PLEASE!
BIC VENTURI speakers are more

efficient . That means they can

deliver more sound, watt for watt,

than other speakers . But- their-

rugged design lets them handle

nore power, toa.

The BIC VKKTURI Formula 6 is a
dramatic 5 times sore efficient

than oost of today ' 8

acoustic suspension

speakers. Yet it handles

ZHt times the power the

others do . That means

BIC VBKTURI can deliver

nearly 13 tines more sound «
power- -enough to blast

But, if all you want to know is

how good is BIC VENTURI ' s st md

,

come in anytime. Because even at

ordinary listening levels, BIC

VENTURI ' s won ' t drive other

listeners away. Instead, they'll

bring thett closer. Cose in and

hear just what we mean.

BIC VENTURI

most custooers cut of our

store . So , if you want to

know how loud " loud real ly

is | cone in some time hen the

store 's empty.

Formula 4

Fornula 2

Model 980

The Ion* anticipated BIC 980 has

now arrived, and with it the concept

of the belt-driven automatic turntable

is finally a reality. The B I C is

designed to do well things no preiious

turntable could do at all. Its belt dine aid

low speed (300 RPM) motor assure rirtually

inaudible rumble, and the unconventional record

changing system allows for more flexibility in

operating modes with greater mechanical simplicity. An electronically controlled variable

speed control with built in strobe allows precise speed adjustments with no mechanical

linkages to wear and cause flutter. Many other sophisticated design features are included

but the ultimate proof of value is in the "human engineering" - this is a turntable designed

to be used by 'people, not admired by technicians A Stanton S00E cartridge is included,

providing flat, low distortion response.

Free Stereo
Buyer's Guide.
I—
I

I

i

I

l

l

I

I
i

Plc;iw Wild mc a free

48 page. 1975 Tech Hifi

Buyer"* Guide f usual l\

veils for Sl.OOl I under
stand it contains every-

thing I need to know
about buying j music
system

^V1I

• MMiRbSS

J
Moil 10:

j
Tech HiFi Advertising

2S9TriongfteSt.

I Amherst. Moss. O10U?

film

They Call Him Laughing Brooks
film

The quality of our laughter

Young Frankenstein
Directed by Mel Brooks
reviewed by Steven Fine

HMiiiiiiiitiiiiiHiiiimHimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiii

Young Frankenstein is in black and-
white... no offense. But why should there be?
For It Is the latest concoction from the
wacky and strikingly inoffensive mind of
Mel Brooks. In The Producers, a stage
troupe performs a number called
"Springtime for Hitler"; in Blazing Saddles.
a group o* cenboy* plays musical <a» »v and
*ew In Yoeeg Frenfce**1em fse mmV
rtpmx M) creak's fiance* So *her it so
stru.ngly inoffemUe? Namely. T»at

^•y otfornise scenes e*e solidly
cngjllad le the t^end of esostentlai good
rut.rev»e<arc<« : 'Mfiareli. everytddy
'errs Mi certainly. If I *ore FrankemttK
you can bei your bottom dollar tset I

wouldn't settle for rw« strangulation So
fortAilh/ dots firoafcscllng *o b>* borntr of
pood nature that e%r responsive rters
induce ft* sober NOW pkfcerart aho
protested «•* portrayal of rape as a
eieevjreble «»pa>re)nce to the status of
elteittt

But I em not FrankomteVi "A men
»ar<hes a movte/' *r:te the fare film crMe
RoOert Wersho*. 'and the critic rru»1
Ascrit the* to is tfcaf mmnr T»jecefore» M
onty for **e sake of tsis crltknm. mt »

exenlne the g«*al.ty of Our lejflhSer. ntkh
i» n> tev «f comedy.
VAy do we lough -ben Fre*herntcln

mounts the tightened, lily-pure fiancee cr
h s creator? Certainty t«w* it it* iron, mat
tho Southern tweetfeeert *ho vnll not
pernlt her fiance It violate *er. nrwst see
hfr preftenvom to chastity, sensitivity. an$
feminity deounked and exposed before me
mechanical Insenvrl** o*sl»>jhl of our
"ero Buiitrsktsst^etkrnontotkscongrulrv
t*en of grotesqueness — Ike display of

f

M«:l SpookJr- 1 -*"rv*rf

mechanical sex land the tubtecueni
reference to m particular orotevHtfy
k-^my mechanical sex> — that provides
the laughs. The eajrnent cf grotosoveness
'*ed not be. much less Cwtrwhet* and
render rr**n ngless mo earment at In

ce*fr<.Hfy Fot it has been n^oked b f a
'-^oral choke to regard »V JpeclfK ectton
1 1^ n spiar ef a se« machine) as grotesque
nrver all. g*e*esooen»ss is. bet a description
of moral ouYage
How Ke*t v*e *'fr,r4 a* this 'moral

choice? Frankenstein yicdi * mor*ter>3uS
retkc'ioe of our nteo tor ve« in a world
than places <nore strictures e* sex. A world
thai abstractly pieces mr* strictures on
vei <s a werkJ of ear making. merely e
te be dettrded as aliowng for cman
geeeynm< r* of Neman nature, as the best o*
pesvbtc worlds The aiolelion in &fi r rape v%

par dally of »» moraiiVy of hu-^an cencacn
n tNat me rapist chooses te live as en .m
POSKbtewerkf of utter no* Kmon free wif
f>jl there is me added CSfdeawatky. th*

added charges of impossibility, absurdity,
fantasy, and grotesquenes> In th» case o* the
mechanical Frankenstein, for his not having
the obstacle of being human to overcome.
*'• «iro jealous of the sexy monster, and so
we stand on our hind legs and bark riqhteou*
mdkqn/ition

Or do we? Actually, we laugh at the rape
scene Wo would be angered, but the
grolo»queness of the sexual Impulse In a

mechanical rr\ar\ is embodied In a vision.
Being a mere vision, we quickly come to
realize. It cannot violate the possible, being

O/Otesoi* i mot s morairy repul»n*e>. a*
nxist rgfy on «*# more on its being a «ision
W* re|C4ce m mis compensatory tacor ev
we mjst not rogo'd •» as each lest •* admt*

te moral owage Theretore. «e latgh
loudly, ttoug*. not wv*»out reservation The
reserveion stems Srqm our Inabiity Sj

laugh 4t pr«cs#iy vmet s projected on the
screen

In ths sense Breeas demean*, the spirit o*
lauchte' We C4fi now conclude +*1 NOW
terves •sore direct^ rand direction is »t\er

d is ad about) as an imfrwmen* of social
dsgage t»an does Ywm Franke«<ttia as a*
iro.vu**tnt of taeghler ft* laughs ttt real
enough but the ie*ghr«* || ^< XCd with and
dii.-ed bf. an epprecte'en of Its reagfret

inificance mat hx tts silliness Had

Brooks considered the lrrp\<etie*s Of ho
acnons, ran^r than meretf spewng forts
•rKongruities and passing mem at k crlf.<s
as janir>ess ando» surreal sm a la tse m.v .

brothers he may have succeeded to as
vesting laughter won e»e sigNhcance I

cV*v,»\ .!•. .» bas< humar rw*s: 0..,i *v ,.

merelf sr*y and inotfenvve. t^ese vrr>
tec tors v.t»c^ are mistake^ by diehard* s>
the sp»c.a/ ajuailfy of the laughfe* t*af .v
its vgait<ance

^ayai^ciW cH r^ f)cee\r>\Mw SNcwSHOfSo /^S y x

>!»»\V:ite T^^y^^J^WefcJi#ito^^ Ao^rdW^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^r^^ ^a<-V^^ \__sS -s^w> -^_J^7,

These Albums

XUaklAIUifk.

'i#«U Su U*mW

•

«» * tAgOMLm.

Dlxftg
k*dUn h)er JUaSM^Oxsear
>» IW I «t»VaVW Moor

THIS WEEK ONLY
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For The Record

in

CirtiidHl
3Si

Faces of Earth

159 N. Pleasant St..

Amherst
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aaaa > "m^
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Queen: Oblivious to Fweep-Fweeps
by David Miller

SHEER HEART ATTACK
QUEEN

Elektra 7E 1026

Total Playing Time: 38:44

Remember the four-piece
band? "no synthesizers", as it

says on the back cover. Queen
is a four piece band of a type
that I personally haven't ex-

perienced since the Who — not

content to boogie, not backed
by a thousand sidepersons, not

self conscious (save for the

ridiculous cover art). They are
four guys who play guitars,

keyboards, percussions, and
sing a lot; they experiment
with great success, move
surely in a hundred directions,

and seem fortunately oblivious
to orchestras and fweep-
fweeps. Sheer Heart Attack is

a fine album, electric and
unified — a none too common
combination.
Adolescence plays a part i'n a

lot of the groups lyric concern:
"Brighton Rock", "Tenement
Funster" and "Stone Cold
Crazy" are full of the kind of

longing desperation which
lit up Quadrophenia. Queen
here is the "young, poor, and
crazy" kid who never left rock
and roll, who celebrates 'cause
his band's gonna "make the
speed of light outta this place".

And light it up because he is

crazy and "gotta get away
from this cold stone floor". The
band here is pulsing (heavy
metal doesn't mean sopors),

complex and sometimes

or else moving to

as in "Brighton
lovely long in-

painful,

delicacy
Rock's"
strumental.

"Killer Queen" and "Flick of

the Wrist" are also songs

ad to Being"
Killer QmWH

eccentric r usic-haJt.

and gMt cpntrapunt
ait k^Sout ^n

imagifflry) ambivalentlj
erof ;

c£ woman — "Caviar an35

cigarettes - Well versed in

etequette... Dynamite with a

lasar beam — Guaranteed to

blow your mind — Anytime".
?pTick of the Wrist" has Queen
bringing all of their force to the

situation, keeping strong and

off the ground, singing an

absolutely savage piece about

the Music Business. It's not

"Don't Call Us, We'll Call

You", but "Dislocate your

spine if you don't sing he says

I'll have you seeing

double. ..Prostitute yourself he

says — Castrate your human
pride — Sacrifice your leisure

days — Lei me squeeze you till

you've dried."

That's about half of the

album. Queen takes off from
there, blowing these Ideas of

wanf and fulfillment to fairly

large ofl jfe, andjj ^
ftL*ta| that final

m
lace

Queen lights it up: "Young, poor and crazy."

VVam

K God
tappinorjnwflwith'fc^t
of Wfr Gods...

LvBfeally, from "I

Hrn open eyes — II ca rr

through stormy skies —
Yollow every course — Ml
kingdom for a horse" ("Lily"!
— to "Whatever comes of you
and me — I love to leave my
memory with you" ("Now I'm
Here") — and to "I can see
what you want me to be — But
I'm no fool — It's in \lne lap m
the gods" ("...revisited"). An
by the way, a side trip into th

Bonzos with "Bring Back That
Leroy Brown", a very fun

piece with the famous con-

trapuntal vocals. And as I said

before, manifold musical
experimentation— "In me Lap
of the Gods'' opens with a
massed vocal reminiscent of

Wagner meets Disney; 'Dear
Friends'' is a solo piano-

accompanied hymn; and
througbjjut, a sense of rhyth-
mic \j#-iabilitf and ei-satility

sujjh M k^ ofl ,DCdt

th^our P\WK B
ical aggeeAere. 1'

fasclnatjH^y Shee

Goodenuff Forum
IN CONCERT:
The Marshall Tucker Band
Elvm Bishop
James Montgomery Band
Springfield Civic Center
Feb. 19

The Finkel Koplik group presented a
Capricorn artist concert to 8500 extremely
receptive fans last Wednesday night. In

keeping with maximum money trends, there

were no seats on the dirt floor, so the die hards
jammed the front of the stage, sardine style.

James Montgomery opened the concert with

typical style, deviating very little from the

music they played the last two times here.

They played to the local sympathies of Ihe

crowd, saying things like how great it was to be
in Massachusetts again, but they really came
off as an true opening band. The original lead

guitarist. Peter Malik, has left the band, and
Jim McCarty. of past Detroit Wheels, Buddy
Miles Express, and Cactus fame, was given a
lot of solo time by the band. He was easily the

musical standout of the band, but I really have
a hard time seeing him fit in with the Boogie

Elvin certainly was the most relaxed per
former of the night, choosing to sit down at one
time to play some slow blues. At this point he
also brought on Toy Caldwell from Tucker for

some exceptionally tasty blues guitar work.
The Bishop Band's set closed with two more
members of the Marshall Tucker Band joining

for what seems to be everyone's old favorite,

"Bring it on Home."
The Marshall Tucker Band got to the stage

about 3 1

? hours after the start of the show and
played for a little more than a hour and a half.

The band played an energetic set, moving
effortlessly from ripping guitar passages to

graceful flute solos. Their choice of material
again seemed none — too adventurous,

choosing most tunes from their first two
albums. So again, that which I had not heard a

lot of sounded best. In this case it was "This Old
Cowboy" which is their new single, and "In My
Own Way", a love song.

As usual, the concert had everyone saying
how they were going to play all night, while in

actuality each group ran through their Stan
dard length sets Also a concert cliche now is

your Traditional Light the Candle Match
Salute at the end, which got me wondering
when was the last time I went to a concert and
this wasn't done.

Craig Roche

«f^^ErE PlCNjI^^RQOUCT^QtlS^1^ Ej

Elvin Bishop: Tasty & poppin'

and Blues that is the basis of the Montgomery
Band. Let it be said he is a showman, a flash
guitarist, and could be what the band needs to

move them from nowhere on the charts
nationwide to somewhere But I doubt I

The Elvin Bishop Band followed with a set of

good time Southern blues. Bishop has moved
around a bit since his days as second guitarist
with BuMerfield's oriqmal blues band Back
then if was unusual, a white band playing
Chicago blues. Today the movement is toward
the Southern rock and blues bands and Elvin
seems to have made the IranSitioA very easily.

The band played most of fhe songs from their

first dlbum, Let It Flow, choosing only one
time, "Wide River", from their new album.
Juke Joint Jump, which will be out in April.

The songs from Let It Flow were basically

unchanged from the album versions with a lot

more mstrumentalising, featuring all the

members of Elvin's band. 'Wide River" gets

into a gospel feel and though it's built around
just a two chord structure, it becomes a hyp
notic, almost religious chant

THE FIRST MINUTE OF A NEW DAY
Gil Scott Heron, Brian Jackson and the Mid

night Band
(Arista A-4030)

If the new thing that we need in this world
could be a group that communicates with
subtle ideas to start a revolution, this group Is

making a damn strong effort to get it qoinq.
This disc also seems to be climatic in this

manner, as each successive cut adds on to the
preach for peace and unity among all men.
What's in it is introduced by a verse in the
opener: "Seasons may change and feelings
may change, but music remains ano if heals
you " From there on, the songs deal with more
serious ways m which we can heal ourselves,
but in no sense >s the instrumental background
serious.

Very smooth, very even rhythm is combined
with the non powering voice of Gil Scott Heron.

"The Liberation Song" is lyrically the most
effective piece. It tells of three colors, red,

black and green, all of which have negative
descriptions on the "flag of freedom" ex
cepting the latter . To throw them all in together

would be an indication of acheiving the social

impossible dream, yet it and all of the following

songs seem to tap us and bring us out of our
seeming unawareness One piece which is

spoken, entitled "Pardon O'T Analysis", gives
us all the fault causing political Smalltalk. The
underlying message is "we beg your pardon
America, because it (Nixon's let-off) is not

your pardon to give". It is informally read, but

probably intensifies the purpose of putting such
a work together. Despite this, I feel that if left

out, the listener wouldn't be lost. It's just that

same old blah blah you've heard at the dinner
table.

There's nothing uptight at all The First
Minute of a New Day is something like the type
of entertainment we hear around the valley
here. The music is relaxing and the words
conveying, so it wouldn't be bad to play for

your crowd if they're into such stuff. Chalk one
up for a soul group that is making a quest for

abolishing pessimism in our generation.

Linda Sherksnis

THE COUNTRY BOY
K.C.DOUGLAS
(Arhoolie 1073)

time 41: 20

Yes fans, Arhoolie has done it again. They
dug up Mississippi bluesman K.C. Douglas in
the Oakland OPW. He and his group play every
weekend, with K.C. plannin on playing full

lime come 4 years and "retirement." Arhoolie
caught him on a weekend last year and got him
to lay down this disc.

Tho K.C.'s lived on the West Coast for 30
years, he's still a "country boy." He picked up
a lot of his blues in the Mississippi Delta playin
with the legendary Tommy Johnson. And tho
he's been long removed, he's still got those
Delta Blues, mama. As his card says, "it's the
blues for every occasion."

Side I is just K.C. ably assisted by Richard
Riggins on harp. "Fanny Lou" opens the side
and sets the pace, not only musically, with K.C.
on accoustic and Riggins keepin the beat with
short chips and wails on the harp, but also
subject wise, i.e., women trouble ("she been
seein that hoodoo man gain").

The second side plugs in and picks up the
tempo considerably. The addition of Ron
Thompson on slide guitar and Jim Marshall on
drums provides a fuller sound. "Mercury
Boogie" (Gotta git me a Mercury Fowd) and
"Catfish Blues" are real cookers. For a slower,
yet rich blues K.C. gives us "High Water
Risin "

K.C. Douglas hasn't recorded much (last
time was 60) as Chicago companies didn't
cross the Sierras. But the folks at the Big A
(they're already there) have got the goods! So
treat your ears to the West Coast "Country
Boy."

Which Wassell

Open, To Love
PAUL BLEY
(ECM1023)

Total Playing Time: 42 32

Paul Bley is husband of Carla Bley, both
modern musicians and responsible for the too
little known classic Escalator Over the Hill

(available by mail, contact Kostek or
MacKenzie for more information) — a
mammoth multi-record set of experimental
jazz (assuming that the word "jazz" has any
meaning at this point — it seems like sound to

me) Open, to Love was recorded in 1972 in

Oslo, and is a collection of solo piano pieces
written by the Bleys and by Annette Peacock —
about whom I know absolutely nothing. It is a
lovely record, continually changing and
moving, but quiet and filled with peace.

Much of the music on this record is truly
atonal — without a key or constant tonal
center, instead, the sound shifts from area to

area, tonality to tonality, accepting whatever
comes in its way. There is an acceptance of

piano sound as sound, and an enjoyment of that
fact. Importantly, there is no attempt to

"justify" the lack of a tonal center through the
use of some fixed system of compositions: the
changes, resonances, and intervals come of

themselves There is also rhythmic and
stylistic modulation — everything changes —
phrases become clusters, strict rhythms
maintain themselves and then disintegrate,
intensity gives way to space and silence (and of

course vice versa for these too). "Closer",
"Started", and "Seven" are particularly
notable for their use of resonance — melodic
fragments, single notes, and clusters are

sustained, creating complex harmonies by
overtones. "Nothing Ever Was, Anyway"
features this as well, particularly through the
note by note buildup of chords. The com
positions also include some delicate work on
the strings of the instrument — only one string
used at a time in most cases.

Another strong current in Open, to Love is

the extension of conventional jazz harmonies —
the basic material of "Ida Lupino", "Started",
and "Harlem". This is achieved through the
asymmetrical right hand rhythms and atonal
melodic lines, which in "Ida Lupino" contrast
with the left hand's fairly constant rhythmic
pulse, and in "Started" extend to both hands,
the pulse being absent. The chords, harmonies,
and cadences are here, familiar, but out or
context, rearranged and moving freely.
".Harlem" is the piece on the record which
comes the closest to containing a riff - it's

based on a song structure with repeating
harmonic patterns. The right hand remains
exploratory nonetheless.

There's a certain amount of environmental
sound present on the album, largely inad
vertant but charming Bley sings along with
himself at many points — not always an easy
thing to do. "Nothing Ever Was, Anyway"
contains the sound of pages turning — an oc
currence which ought to be more frequent on
Piano albums, but somehow isn't. This ac
ceptanceof accident is what makes this album
so refreshing - it is open to love because it is
open to sound.

—David Miller

Roxy Music's Contemptible Brilliance
Country Life

ROXY MUSIC
Atco

By E. Patrick McQuaid

Roxy's latest release may
not be the best English import
of the year but it must surely
rank high among the most
Interesting.

Country Life might suggest
that the album is some sort of
country style music and upon
an initial listen you might
contemplate the British con-
ception of country as opposed
to our established country-
western. You can't really call

it rock, and certainly not jazz.

.

It doesn't correspond with our
ideas of country music either.
It is an entity in itself; it stands
alone and actually cannot be
compared with too many other
albums, especially American
productions.
The most interesting aspect

of the record is probably the
lyrics. Although it has its share
of idealistic romance such as:
"But I know the words you'd
like to hear Are simply 'I love
you'" it has retained a reporte
with the language. In the cut
"Triptych" the listener is

confronted with a somewhat
"wasteland" in song:

"Here the soil is barren
Here — nothing grows
But crosses

They — know not what they

do
You — your forgiveness

Falls as dew"

Needless to say it is the

Christian saga again. The band
draws on antoher hero of the

absurd, Casanova for a cut by
that name.

"You — the hero
So many times
You've loved

And didn't linger...

...Monumental
A precious jewel
Or just a fool"
The record draws on an

endless supply of

mythological, phallic, and
semi-religious imagery to

produce not only some fine

music, but some outstanding
poetry.
"And before you go to sleep

at night
Preying shadows — do they

ask you why?
And in the morning through

the afternoon
Do you wonder where you're

going to?"

In Concert:
Roxy Music
Orchestra Luna
Orpheum Theatre, Boston
Feb. 20

by Michael L.I. Bloom

from kitsch is their honesty.

Their odd situations and
literary allusions are often

used to make a point about
human action and self-

knowledge. In their hands,
Steinbeck's Of Mice and Men

Brian Ferry, lead singer of Roxy music: an old rocker's
transitional values slapped into forced pleasure and nihilistic

sensuality.

If you presume that Roxy
play old movies set to music,
then Boston's own Orchestra
Luna play old music set to

movies. Before founding Luna,
songwriter Richard Kinscherf

and poet-in-residence Peter
Barrett attempted a Broadway
musical, elements of which
remain in their collaborations.

Kinscherf has an actor's
rubber face (prone to em-
barrassing grimaces while he
plays his self-taught piano)

and sings like Rudy Vallee.

Barrett choreographs the
female singers, Lisa Kinscherf

(sister) and Liz Gallagher, and
anyone else who is not doing

anything else at the moment
(including sometimes the
roadie) in little dance routines

or fantasies. With virginal

voices to the fore, the music
sounds much like Gilbert and
Sullivan operas, a precursor

both of Broadway and
Hollywood. But Kinscherf's
writing can take the form of

popular music from any era

but the present.

What distinguishes Luna

became a defense of homophily
and a query into the roots of

terror. The inability of people
to communicate seems to be a

favorite subject, touched upon
in many of their songs but most
prominently in their lengthy

period peice, "Doris Dreams."
Of course, whatever malaise
their weighty subject matter
induced in the audience was
eliminated by their traditional

closing number: a Vaudvillean
treatment of "(You Gotta
Have) Heart," complete with

Barrett's hilarious baseball
satire.

For Roxy to successfully

follow this, the mood had to be

completely transformed form
intellectual appreciation to

instantly emotional reactions.

This was accomplished by
playing These Foolish Things,

the first Bryan Ferry solo

album, over the PA during the

intermission. Hearing oldies

like "The Tracks of my Tears"

and "It's My Party" in ver-

sions so hopelessly untrue to

the original is almost like

hearing them again for the

first time, and the listener

tends to regress to early
adolescence.

The musicians of Roxy took

the stage to the most thun-

derous ovation fifty people can
produce, while the non-
worshippers wondered what to

make of it. Phil Manzanera,
the dedicated hippie guitarist,

wore electric plaid and the

world's most horrendous
sounding Rickenbacker
twelve-string. Minister without

portfolio Eddie Jobson (Eno's
stalwart replacement) wore
formal tails made apparently
of Naugahyde, and carried a
violin consisting only of neck,

strings and steel outline of the

body. Paul Thompson was
behind the drums, only his foot

long California blond hair

visible. Andy Mackay wore a

Robin Hood jumpsuit with his

expanded DA haircut and had
to jump around keeping the

reeds wet on four saxes and an
oboe (he's the world's funkiest

oboeist). Only journeyman
bassist John Wetton looked

halfway normal — since
leaving the ashes of King

Crimson he's taking various

odd gigs to pay the bills, but

he's gotten so good it's scary.

As the band went into the

opening strains of "Prairie
Rose," Ferry oozed out from
the wings in tuxedo and patent-

leather hair. He was chewing
gum, and generally looking his

best to look like he never
finished high school. As he
began not so much to sing as to

spit out lyrics with toal

paraplegic contempt, he took

on more of a reptilian aspect —
Quasimodo cast as a Mafia hit

man. This grew annoying as he
projected this image through
the evening almost without

exception: your reporter had
gone disguised as Rael Im-

perial Aerosol Kid, a persona
Peter Gabriel had borrowed
from old Ferry, and I

remembered thinking that

Gabriel and I were gonna
stomp this wimp's ass.

But this isn't Ferry's true

persona either, but a necessary
consequence of the music he
writes. Roxy is not heavy
metal; rather, it is twisted,

smoking heaps of shrapnel.

The songs follow no accepted
rock pattern, unless they in-

tend to subvert the reasonable.

They start and stop in the most
unlikely places. The in-

strumentation is manic, with

Manzanera's jagged guitars
vying with Ferry's affected

vocalizing for the title of Most
Obnoxious Thing On Stage. All

this is calculated to make Roxy
grate on your nerves, to in-

flame your sensibilities, and
render you more receptive to

Ferry's subtle message, much
as sunburned skin registers

every feather touch.

Pause for comment: While
not what one would call a

cinematic or theatrical per

sonality, Ferry has a great

respect for movies and learned
not only his compositional style

but his emotional manipulation
techniques from them. This is

why his songs tend to be un
supportable romances, and it

also explains "Three and
Nine" on the new album, a
dedication to old movies. His

best moment in the whole
show, besides his desperate
gaiety in "Bitter Sweet,"
occurred at the end of "A Song
for Europe," when he whistled

a few offhand bars, slipped his

hands into the pockets of his

tux, turned and shambled off

just like Humphrey Bogart.
Play it again, Bryan.

The payoff is in the band's
advertising slogan: "It Isn't

Rock, It's Roxy." Ben Gerson
described Ferry as mature,
which is just about correct if

you figure the most adult thing

you can do is to stop whining
and face up to the fact

that. ..whatever. In Ferry's
case, the vestige of greaser in

his act marks him as an old

rocker who has found all his

values to be transitory,
vanishing over the years as
new generations embrace new
trends. Largely he is resigned
to it, but when the loss is too

great to bear (or when his

thrilling romances lack
celluloid perfection) he leaps

into the ritzy, glitzy, roxy
entertainments of forced
pleasure and nihilistic sen-

suality. Roxy Music is

simultaneously the most
contemptible artistic
statement of the rock era —
and some of its most brilliant

music.

Fish WWW
To Be True

HAROLD MELVIN
&THE BLUE NOTES

FEATURING THEODORE PENDERGRASS
(Philadelphia International KZ 33148)

time 38:46

To Be True has four real sharpies — the

moving "Where Are All My Friends?", the

fulsome "To Be True", "Nobody Could Take
Your Place" and "Bad Luck". These are
successful because of the Notes' greal en
semble vocals they are, ah, noted for, as well as
Theodore Pendergrass' heavy leads. The TSOP
band cooks righteously behind, and all moves
like it was born fo. There is however, a bit too

much shading in fhe nice' blending of strings

and massed voices. Things really bog down in

pettiness and overdone syrup on the remaining
four cuts, reaching me diocrity at best, a level

the Notes can easily ao without.
A chippy B

—Mike 'Wisteria or Hysteria?' Kostek

Acquiring The Taste
GENTLEGIANT
(Vertigo VEL- 1005)

Playing Time: 39:14

"It is our goal to expand the frontiers of

contemporary music at the risk of being very

unpopular." (From the liner notes of Acquiring

the Taste, Gentle Giant'* second album,

originally released in 1971). very true and very

prophetic — this album is extremely

sophisticated, even by 1975 standards, and of

course it went nowhere Gentle Giant

remained almost completely unknown up until

late last year when popular music finally

caught up with one of their lesser products, The
Power and The Glory, hence the re re release

of this, their last album for their old label.

Acquiring the Taste is somewhat flawed by
over production and a bit too much self

indulgence, but is perhaps the most thoroughly
enjoyable of their releases to date. Their zany
instrumental interplay is smooth and tight and
contrasts well with the Baroque ish vocal

layerings and the somewhat cluttery

arrangements, particularly on the opening cut,

"Pentagruel's Nativity". If you liked The

Power and The Glory you'll probably like this

one better (B+)
—Your Sacred Cowboy

Equinox Express Elevator

HOWARD ROBERTS
(Impulse ASD — 9299)

This is a pretty weird album for a vahe'y of

reasons. First, it's made by a well known jazz

quitarist (but you'd never suspect as much). It

consists entirely of original material that can't

be categorized, since elements of jazz and
classical music have been blended, along with

Latin styles, the so called "iazz rock" similar

to that of Chick Corea and the zany (but

brilliant) arrangements one would expect from

Frank Zappa
It has absolutely no commercial potential

(unless you can envision titles like "Harold J.

Ostly, The County Tax Assessor" and "Real

Freak Of Nature Historical Monument" on the

Geetarist extroardinare Howard feo+rit
"delightful... pictures for your earv

Top Ten). But it's fun to listen to, and m I

say, "you're cheating yourself if I ooa
enough". One must concentrate •© com
prehend. It's probably unlike anyth.-va %ro ##

heard before. And it's all dedicated x> a oert
Einstein

Good guitar effects through syr
well as some delightful surpr.i**.
arranqement are featured both in **0
"Growing National Concern ". in he Itl

piano, organ and moog synthesizer c>tT nt

woman's (double tracked) voc*
superimposed on some really fine gut'-»'r ».

Roberts. Beautiful.

There are mood and time changes on nearly
every composition on this album ^r>^

something for everybody, and it t.

Words cannot describe such a crea?
but if it sounds intriguing. I'd suggest vCv
up a copy, put on headphones and let *;<>

Roberts make pictures for your earx
—Ken lijr<Mr«

THE BAKER GURVITZ
ARMY

( Janus JXS 7015)

TIME 42:08

Yes yes yes. that Baker, and yes again, the

famous Adrian Gurvitz, 1st it., ex Three Man
Army. Ginger leaves fly high Air Force to

straddle various thangs and now slogs it out in

trenches with Army. What transpires is much
silliness (you'd have thought that old Gin would
nave had his till of dumb gee tarists by now.
Nope. Hasn't Has not), brief bits of fire lit only
by Ginger, who has lost a lot apparently, and
two songs of note. The rest of the record is

"sensitive and straight" — forget it, it's
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Kreem thet is sllen!

irvttee*.
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present your 1. 0. card

to your waiter for
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dinner check
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Whee K'end!
by Jftttray Potman

RATINGS
1 HH V*» Ccgn

« AfcrfUvrarr

A ro*i r«e<y» wail

« Don Mftrtfti

ALICE IN

WO*0E«lANO~-n- +

TkftWa** Dttttty varatari lamotA

Itroujh # cM»- <VufA*n *lQ« v and

• rv»*leo «hor* hc<rt<9 Thort* * V)l

•I v*ts»rna. bvt who « fue*

caraa* Voi f«tl 11* • Milcr

vourafttf. iS.U B .. *J ? *n<J )

hkflh* A-!d l9«r* d brv>c»'% 1.49 A«>3

»i*9 i V*+r+ rvrlnvl C*«<k Ml
9t *»c«itaitfrr **Wd r*Hlrm.
frf%*f keal humtn altuafonv «nd
«l*«rn«lely dtprc^ttrx] o***
l

rih:Aciv» Cta9m»t Wait

»69V*tnlng «toct four own
99«Jr«>v <M*«fftafr« F«crm lou*- )

THE LONGEST YARD f+4
Otrf RvyneJdt An a iocfcy I

1941 •

»«

Iffejfl

vom T*t S199# tae*. Ilk* j

C*m9 «f Chita* and Ladder*.
AJt#rt Mnrvty Qlve* tha> par
IcrmiACt of *H yaar a* Agatha
Chrlftflt'ft -•a'erful datectlva.
Marcvita Polrol. Don't buy * r,Y
papcar* tar tN* on*. bacavte r*«
**oo'l ft*^tmNf 70» *«• II.

lWr*ta*c Cmmij)

THE NIOMT PORTER »+4
V«« itvi tack lite Mv-Ilt

uurkrjul Y9t. Wi It t*# l*it«t

fVy »"» th* Nail No '<• •>*'<* tut
•I dee* contain mct9 dacan* acting
bv Chftrtotte H4rrollf« and Okrk

-

WW 1*9

•**•

• I t •
'N*

•

M9 •ft?
.

• rtiMM.I i

• CTJ:
ar% 9S9). •

• •* .tit MtlA
....

. .. •

%^m
*• • •*»

^P

Soft tubs still hot
A
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Distaste for DC food policy prompts

student to sue school, face expulsion
fly G£dO*AM 6AtMOW* •*AM9.». 49«l|t9« l|| I

r

•*d VMt be fAng ••llftn N9t 9V4NMI «e>,j ^ ln4 II..

-I^SS^L. .

'M V#4,-V Wt99 ft «ft)
i dont 99«ftt to b« AftsftsftMl 'tiilw ifiNtamuLi avi o«*

•Clta* tfttt «Ni **.« l9NMiulUaif.iUi| >i'MM

the M^^tMONusrrrs C¥*y

<1
:'# wcjrhcr w>

w

// treaties are not honored

Banks warns of Indian warfare
*i

*

#> 9f%)t

a"ift% mm 9*

* 0N IY. 4

FacSen appcoves environmerit mapr

^aida. a^ aiM a^^^^^ ^r .^_

.•^--^•^ Board seeks legal opinion on Tartaglia

f •->

^Man
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Non-incumbent opposes rent control
tryJim vAu.w

Oena Romer . ir*« onty »wmn careftdtla and non-*Kumbent #uerang
fo» board of selectmen, a*d she was not « favor of njnt control V4 tr%*i

»ttk> cco« be 4one to eeewste the pfcbkrm muttag from nytcindmj |hj

rnarteeiory dorm policy

ton* w«i though she Ok) favor potciat in hoktr>g rants down »k«
contial a* not thy tduton "Went oanvof wotka uftte wy speohc c#
cimtuncn, such ee cutavg Wand War a\ Whtn people know « wel be
manterwd for 4 e»*>rt om parod. th#y e*t wteog to mete secreYcea,

'

She teal

Rc*»*r said rat* control had baen (md *>> every pert of *e country and
has 'ever wo«fcad" because people ted loop ho*t *e Chirking for My
money Of if Ifey wont dta apartmant hod enough, tenants ore wttng to

"MV aClde* the tabic

Nor aOtulton to Iho roil pfObfcr* o eubesaaed pubkc houpng f« the
otdotty. low income femae* end government aJtoceftonf v **-*• «n*

•

•1h| urtverpt*. ' Worw teal shovei make dOrrrat**
attract** at ^Mf prices.' m* MOitd errice students %

"II « unfair tor Amherst reettkanis SO carry the tan Octda-.Am*^ to Hi. th9\M%*wUif*mHconr%u* *>»**%+•
aae fee dapartrrnit

Another major coot to me sown, wtvch tht invtna* e>

respwofckt is -ha naog school bvdgt* caused by moro •***»*
me»ed wrvvenrty ttudentt *tt*rv*rg Ariaerst's school
8eca\ate marrnd a**dentt aw ranting, thare to no tfratf

'no town.

it dtaatVl seam nght sto tow» afcoutd have so p»vy to> 0ae>

Hotter added Aocceokog to tha csmpetgnaig eesocswoetae ^<e
ffdem govomrr«nt procedure that would pay for the to**** p~* ~*
town should boon to look aito

Aomtf sead aha wvofd baa to aaa more akjdant
town govomnseai "I have kaed hare for twenty year*. 1

1

student poputeeo* grow, the voting age lowered and

taccmng tfiAaretCed n go%*rr*Tent but seedtjne* lac*, tht oipatitnce and
fconwtadtat of how town govefmar* work^" Romar te4

Sana aaid it* haa aaaefed tha Laagu* of Womoa Voter* * ooatpartg a
bOOkiat "<X*» town of Antttar»t whch wtl be ftlUNKaJ by one end ol
Maxh aooplaWag oawn poverrmont, ir>lorrr»ng otuone haw they can
po^oparta m* meuava aown gaaajmraent end t**ng them wraeh «o-

(•>^oe»3arKJet<tf*j>>v^orrK«^iopo»a«f<ir»iato-wa»iYorTTvitK^
Whan people preeerff a peotio* %o tha aown ckaic. p-cbatry tha aown

dark w4i dbtnbwoa a ooepie of pagaa fnyn tjhit boofdat mfwnog tham of

^9*€*Oinm>4Q>^*+imltito9VMtf*1lt<tr*nM9< *0M*a.
"If»*mpo«lartiohava<ti>a>nt»cntr>^comff«na«« Mortar «*d Tha

town k( arwtfi kxacng for atuent to be on oomrrtfteaa, aha added, ntha
he lakttonan have done a good yob of apporting atadanla

•pacfkcatry to comrranaaa".
Roma* tail •urno3•o••^a^^»^xu«*eraAvy*badl^f<UtrdTl^J«

««r ayoroua caaipaajaatg". Sha aad ahy a> rw>irt9 baoauaa »ha bcOavea

Committee formed last night

for Town Meeting candidates

Revised academic rules may be 'retroactive'
aV JANAlfXAHDi* nyvtaad acadarnx •«

Srarf »%«vxvfer be rattoactrve
Charman <* the Oean'a Un- bur ha added die*

dargraduate (leant ComaMtea reguajiayie woukd
MartyMOarvavdaomatraogaina^e mtih t%e claaa «# .

*Environment major z£zrj
com. frcm p. t SSSS^ISJ -— ~"^*
Corvtrattee rrernbeni approved ef Mda n ouaaho*

.kohr

f

•

* Student sues over DC
CC*t 4noaTi p

htmS V5ot

CcnaV.Vxp

t»* tea
SW budget request forms to

be picked up by Wednesday

Mil >

•

»< ••!

^ ••m aTeaaadkX

Rrrnr

r u«n
1 IHtej

HUSIV \;,J|

Officials deny cost loans reason

Money problems delay nuke plant
ByCMASO'CGMOH

Ss*tfAiectUr
Treaauer o? Northpaajt Utaaaaa INU) lacna»d

O'Connor aod yeaiatday thai *eie » no baaaj for a*e)

•lagtoon that tha delay at oonavuctlng fie 1.2 b*on
nucfa^tkower pianti wea prorrptad by tha c*mpe»v'»
ottempta to »acu*a low coat learn
m a daoeion nada Tuaeday. lha board o? truaraea at

NU vcoad 10 deity the contoucuon of tha power fiamt
t«caute of severe financial dflicuftaat However. NU
naaaiiiii Letao F- Saan, Jr , announced yeaiardey rhat dap
^o^a^P^ooadu^arvjthept-n^aaeordaraknwoKtd n
tha ccnttrucoon of tha fac<4tia4 would noe ba potmonad.
creating a doud of coahjfion about tha ooum

aaa ' i a e> «h

that tha deter wee madt ao that NU cowfaj
obtain ow mtaraat ataoa and iedtral leant that would ba

Pretkktrrt Ceroid fo»tft propoaad fn»&

O'Connor noted that tha first eaoeton was prcanpee*
by economa: rteaona and there «as no taddan rneewtog
trrvofved in it. The censnuelton of tha oonttructioa
procaduiaa a a mamor of aagai tiaupa and cwda^it
fonerjht. he eaid.

Tha aoansing procadaret *r* not senpla onee. and
acO>tay irrvolva four taparaoe permits. Tht first ore
woofd eeow d»a oonatractlon ol y*e pitnta so be?"
Foffowing that, a second one muetea otnanad m order so
inah ire oonakucaaan Ova the hUO

bagn openaang *am wiiK a low power outtut A fnal
permi rrutt be obtained to run thetacajseeontut power
The granting of thote varioaa permtt takes plaoa Over

savonn yeara, O'Connor sbd. The tut power fjrm* for
tha Uatstona paint »n Wawford. Connactkcvt was fvti
grarotd recently That (tarn was fswthed ai 1867

Because the hearing tar tha etfiat kcense for the
Montto^e plant has fnaty coma before the Hucteer
^«i|.Li!r. v C-j-fiaw, MClfJI ,VuSr>;ro- H w-jfcj
not be prwdent at the tare to stop tha eppflcehon
process, said OConrot M granted ma panna wouvj be
vesd for a few yeart. aMowUvg NU UtoataStv o deeang
mth the •asut A ecento from asa MIC would not

Studto 75:

more for fans

who Bob it

Prof refuses to sign state minimum hours form

SSrErrS Campus-wide budget slashes
~ to threaten Evervrwomen's Center
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Ford expands study of foreign discrimination
Religions, racial

allegations probed

WASHthCTON I UPS)
President ford yesterday included

the iHMd wvkm n res uv
:•! foraign

The President cedtrsd the Stats.

•Antic* end Conmvea Ospeti-

"*nn Wocfreadey to chsck egoenot

sonatgn b it n easts tnd govsm-
mMmidOKJng^MJt or raced
dracnrwujtion egtestt Anets:asa.
Yesterday, he (DM Oelense
Secretary Jamas R Schtssingor to

dat»rmo» |f mere it foreign
drscrmnstkvt aeeinat A/tvancen

matsry personnel abated.
Whets Kxm PreSS Secretary

Ren rVeeesn ouetctf Pen] a* sayvtg
W(h discrimination .« "toie*y
nspognan lo Air«nciA p*sx»c»**
He 00ft) reporters *tfiet If eta
Prtardentrt pokey on a* mocteu
Hthnet fasten nor the fieaUm

pvtjfacty have sad whet triggered

the investigation. 6* seat came
pnatt reports of A/sb a* oovtnv
menu reAjeevg to do tuarises wen
U 5 oenk* end other compewee
enrctved 4> Ivee* comratsce osd
faience

AndleterirteU.S. ArrnyCcrpeof
crsgeseots ted the Saudi Arabian
gowrrrent bene 'nonata'" from

lo Corpe teems tint oo
it to thet Arsb neton

foreign coenmee ul

coirse neve the right to eacrvde
err* A/nencen they wish 8ut the
Write House n tarts wsth Ford**

ano-dracrmnetitn POUCV. taught
so feed out rhe tacts In any case of
rtAgioes or rscisl dltcnatheiron
egene? Ameticem abroad

In othor White House
doeefau'iHnu

NWoMo of Japan wal moke ra» f»r st

veit to Washington Oct 2 3 e% a
avowee* U $. van. the fni otitis!

sttee va* to America by e
Jepa*eee emperor Hrpivw mot
Preside** Richard M Ntxon brt*%
tours were tgo ai Anchorage.

•nergr-Kcnomic psckage n order

to work out e oomprcrrsse wrh ho
own to get speed*/ e nttdnaJ
program tg»nng unenvjtoymoot
end the <uel ihct»j<
- forced tenjsvef to me new

U.S. irneeedm to BriteK Esot

RicherdeoA. as en Oval Offko ».
rr«r.<t,e meeting etiendod b>
Secretary of Steie Henry A.

KifflAgor. Without pjbtic ex-

planation Koangt* took the chew
fl to Ford ueuoty givert the men

guou et MKh meetinge

Democrats formulate
single energy program

fold neewemen Ford
hod not yot hod tvne to etuOV rt>o

Swe fie eUd ho thonf* Ford coukl
•xemme n ovo* before it get*
Sonoat end HovOt boor votee. ford
»»e» been coMng «ot e Oemocrenc

WASHthOTON \UPI\ -
Rotpondng to crittoon from
rVeoidont Ford, Houee end Senate
teak fortes agreed yetterdey oo en
alternative Oemocrenc energy

But Way rejected fenfe cat for a
-ivKk. sharp cut et oS impom.
The Oereocreoc projnm mouOJ

toensaao gasoSne taaoe by trve

cants a gaton to fnence reeeerch.

•xoJorettsn §nd) conoenotion
eiseeures whic#i m the kjng run
wov*d reduce Amorce's depen-
dence o* evoenod oi.

»Vivatefy. Housa Oemocrets
conceded the rjoripromiee pSan
*•• wttereote to further attack
Item the edewnratretioB on grounds
« wouM do tKtss to »:r»ev» a
redbcoon m imports toon
tut bOS> (ho adrnnoiretdn »nC

•he Oomocrofs eadued comprorrSee
Federal Energy Admnittretor

Fre»A 2arb, n corc.reselo»*l

eestfTtony end later lo e speech,
said both tfdeo should en 4om*
quo! »r to negotiate before
CongnSbS votes on whether to

oyemde Fords eapected vote erf e
taf lo suspend ho c»f Import tarJT

hcreeeee.

Mo* that a Oeaocrst ehimobVe
&* e«ote. "We're hopeful the
President vvd mvtte us oe *»o WNte
rtbeee lo ass if vat can't get
legator.' Son John Pasttre.

f>R.l, totd reponers-

The Democratic pit* resects
most of the key elements in Ford's
energy progrsm. #»hch wse
destgned to curt) comumpbon by
isoog the once of fuel S30 boson a

!

Indians may release

gas if police attack

Hclkopter burns In Ntw York after crttMntj ye»1crday
pH»i arvd his passonger wKt »n|ured In tho crash.

r ttkt East Rtvar. A

• SWPfiOCK NAA \VH\ - A that as our ksst rosort. Our HaH act

C band o« ssdstoa KokSrg a Ssvejo of res4tanco.
v

^ •eservacon eto«etoeica pltnt

vesterday threatoned to ttsssaa 8ut Faoxntd V^e Ptostden*
ladoacrive krypton gas at a "Hnal Frodotidt Hoar d^countad its
act of raaJastnco'' rf poaoa sAad to

House begins debate on rebates;

final vote scheduled for today

by storm
A piarn spokatmae said the gat "H m eseendaty htrrnieea," Hoar

sead 'It would onty be dangerous

tetets.

•

e
a
a

z~ t
•*«'.'

: v
tMSI U

TMt VASVACHUittti OAILV COCCCClAN

Suit filed against dumdum bullets
Plaintiff paralyzed

by bullet in Quincy
aOSTOrV UAPfl - A

pareh/Jtd for Me after bsang eHx
n a dumdum bufssi sssd a 110

maoon sua in U.S. (nsoict Cou*.
yeeoerday chergtog the tf^oobng
vioietad has cooatutdnal righas.

Gey Iwans. 23. of Weymcn.ch
toad the euit agsantt the City of

Quincy. its mayor, poaot cMaf and
the officer who shot him nea/ty a

vaar ego
Event woe shot on Ma? '0. 19?*

by oficer ftoruid HafjgMbd a**
<he mm aAtgedh iaeed to pay a 25
cent t»en*e. fare artd eVad to nee
cvem. kat been bound over to a
SutfcAc grand fery oa ehargot of
•ivvii* • g o i>c*<.fl Bssssai ii

connection wrfb fba inesasnt.

W sua against aViteouma. Bsi

Afst of its ktrd m the nason. net
Med in cortf*nctdn ^irh the CrW
Lraertat Unon of Msestc^nraatn
w».<n hoe bean cartpa»gnnp
agairtst tha use of dum dem butets
for raarfy a year.

The bried *ed in US Oiestct
Court ehargM that Meggbkod thet
Evans ssssti a super Vol 110 gran
sam> rechated soft note puAm witi
a rated muc/taveaocrty c« 1.370 feet

per second* "commonly referred to

aa a dvmdtm"
Jchn Roberts. CLUU exec^Nf

<ArKtcr. said the sur contends
tvons wowld not httO been
pauJsiad if dw poeoe oficer had
used standard pcaaco aasmuniaon

Tia suit caajgea than the bufast

'rrsashaoomad' on atejecs w«h
Evens body arvd "scattered
fregnenis thiouph tto lungs

causing suastamai tseadng *ni
cororuat VOMAIIVJ Of blood

c butot cauoad bsood »eaasss
batraeen the spinel (*r— s-d im
aorta ro iua«u«e irareby stsrvtng

and kaog s»a spesaf mtvmx" tha
bner? continues

Tha sua funster charges thee tha

scans) nerves tied oft Cu»ng a f*s
hour period foeajsytig Ska shoothg
after nhict. he 23 yee* old
plaantff eves pa*etyi*d for Mi

Jossch F Kason of Quncy.
fivore attorney, noted n the braid

doat dum dum butats have been
bonnad tor use m war %nOs# terms

of the 190? Hague Ccnvenson.
Ha charged that use of such

ballets by pstica conititutee
• nssain toroe sancs rta p«rposa
a crcd.<e severe, axstensha %n$

panful wounds and r>'obsble
death |aj osacty force a beyond
tkat necessary to acco-pi^h lawful
potco Purposes
Kraon also Charged rex use erf

ballets conshtuces cruel and
ungual P«rHAmant "and tub

«d vicsava to Summery DSJlMl
r^ent. phrscai abuse, toes erf ife
s*d kmb wrhOil due precast of

news
summary

US launches airlift

of food to Phnom Penh
James Earl Ray loses

bid for new trial
MtVPHiS, rsvso. iupn -

lames Carl Ray, comncted sesestn
ul Dr. Moron Lsther King Jr.. loot e

bd tor e new that yesterday when e

fedora tudgo ruksd Ray's riitai

guilty plea ei the case wss
voluntary and "on 9m advice erf

competent course! of has own

flay cearnsd has famed dsisnoe

attorney. Percy foreman ol

Houston. Tax., rasd cosspromtsed

hks rights 9n4 pleasured rim into

edmssjng rtve IMi murder m order

to piissrvs tha commorcajl vaauo ol

books nHCten about dse murdsr ct

dia ©M rtatyis leader

But U.S. Ossatet Judge Robot
McRse Jr. rejected Rev i

arguments and accepted toasted

the state's oorvssnoon fstt Ra?

made a masoned and isstansbte

decaslon to accept a 99 year

tencerce rasher then nsk t^e daadja

McRas aord n a
"the total cacumetances do net
rsaact e vKtason of the COS-

ttititonat nghss sppscaaas to oee
who ro*-rvt»r#v pludajd guaty on
the sdves of cosipecare counsel of

sua own ehocaatg."
flay • oarvtng has ta^renoa oi tse

mass Tennessee ptiaos in Nashvst
and wea not pattern «or MeRse s

rukng However, ona of tea ihise

dalaase aawyers. Robert LMngatan
of Memphi*. wss o the court
"We have re ceafvaSant at as

about tha fairness of fee court"
IMngston said as ha peeparad to

tsAspsono his faAdev etlomsye -
Bernard Fetistsnseid and Ja=*es

Laser of Waskingtcn - waft the

news
'He ftAed aganet oa. but we

ftave fwo courts upsaaVs the t«h

US Cecxat Coses of »ppaasi n
Cincinnati and 1%m U.$ Supreme
Court dust could nata egsmr

-s-

PSnVCMrf P€W4 lUfil] u.S
commsn^sl prsners dtdging roc •

hro laenched e masshs petJt erf

food to beseged Pheom Penh
\t»ttnssy >n a lestdHca atfampt so
keep CamaocAt from fafkng to pn>
Convnurist rtbtti.

Two Ch assn made 10? wn
rockets rjrspiodod Thursday m sea
grounds erf the Cancer passes

occupied by Caesbadan Preodsnt
L«rs Hoi. but caused only
dsrnege Anccher ssosl

across the Sbaet ftom Carncer.

wousdssg two sotdaenx Cavnbodken
officials seed.

TheU S. facdRigrasescaasoad so
Oertn aWSft proportions even aa sko
Arnencen trrdjasidur to Cernbcdo
womsd tha cOUNry ccukt lei so
pro-Carreytursat rabsss by Apr!
ursatt more U.S. m6 funds are

made svasat+e

Btve* DC8 rtt fsghts by pleros

of taso American convnercisl
companies Thjrsday Hew . more
than XC sons or res to Prvsom
Pmh stem Saigon, landing and
taking off at Pocnentong oepon as
'OCkoti burst neerby

Rebel dinners lir»d

rockets rite the er?ort. kastsj
Mvan pe*ajaa and avoendkng 11

but there avers naUS
orptusslSi.

Hub panel attacked
BOSTON lAP] - The Boston

finance Commisadn recoas-

mended ebotttton of tn# Boston
School Coasnvttss yssttvday and
Commaiee Chairman Jpm j

kicOonosoh sad he wasn't eur-

pnead
Tr*r ve She corrnesssen used

this o
i litigation to atterrpt to

dksctde the School Commttse
beiiceili aactuse comrrrsaion
chevman Rakph Pea's rdsotogy n
terms erf busing drfiers froa the
tenwniM , and the pesetas nl

Ratsan. who rssstffsd lire same
tropesat last yea* f»e seed.

The faasssaaam n s moon
iikaesa d vesterday. said the Schcni
Cnmmittea was t poiiticsiir

dontnated oyster* of patronaga
tni robd ransjatas thai avas
totsanng aducataina) rjuaaty ami

H

"
Thore raora SWU locases on the

frstd." sad t W Meet, of tie*

Cast pact uf the rwsi tsght "R»tit
sas e geod fight Weather eaai
good, and eveie antts

problems at at

Phnom svm can urtf be
by aw> s* sesse Pah €, «

Jobless reach 10%
aOStOM IAJ»i Urtam

ploimsnt tfi MtasatAuMtift
nsachad tftpet rem ei January n>ap>

ions JJiTtD paapss In fka stair

U>»sacn cf Emaatyment Sacanty

Metorg f1r,w

••^r

fiend Mghtlng Wat 'sported
Thursday auend the laat \p%wm
mmt contteaevt irntm 01 ths
Mekong naet. feeas Luang. B mass
southeast r/ Ptoom Penh
The rroe runs by T«r

tsrnatlcnai and Wtr ii a r»mf% DCi
ftts f«om Sasjun ate risjsiieH so
avestuaay trrnrde Phnora rVh e

mo rnfso* tsaaJtetts wth -s» tans
of Amencan 1 tea pe* ties at a cost
of ikO.COO per fsdn

"The Mui«:IumH« utl

utsrvaraBSt lata as new ai at •sjheet

lasai srea Iho last tatJl fdnna
whan tans of titirusettot sd lastfa

robs sssjt oat o ma ilatangs lha

dryairoel seal
' tro»s*er. the <umsjU sl^owtn

net begai 1. auu*uev*

ureanAoyrnSra Of the Ideas

flU - Rockefeller sa\

Rl rebellion mihU
CPAHSWH * <

•ares psacafuty resumes! ta ihte
seas .n h* P^..u ieksr«l Aik#l|

CuwecisauJ histiuaaia «aaaty trfttr

srwoandnnohaftl<raf
il»e igtay -i.rt^ u

-£££hzs' won't run in 1980

esse <- a*

tJfii

a •

#ir ^TTr tTt^ v L2---ls!isU I
irf^ •*•*••• ••

tvassa sS

»*

I.OSSJ

.- han lin
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Student to do

WGBY sfrow
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Strict parting l^JT^wCI-ZJ?
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•u iV tonight
-
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.4 fcCO LATIMO
tafcrutry 3*. ft*

Bienvenidos, Companeros
S> Bertoirnfc Hodrftjuer

Qu*e*0 pprpvecher It opor-

tunldM qMt muy co*Aaij>«rte me
hen <AeC*dO tot dinen-icot V
deoVedct oetuJtomot qut terpen

h fee temp. pe*t a«r 19 tiiiwdi

• todpt A lot

#VtWWKW qUO «•• lot

4» r.oaw© pcra

dto

00* «Ut l "
k or- que K/*

ilH
en at pHi»tnllPP dt matt A

iieftudot (to ittuOVn

tefueuoa y dedK.ec«on que
donioaBtie, on. fttM—M quo pert

li rraapeee Imi imj ej^ptnencai

rue**, dedcer 7 horde ge^ee dt

ettudk) tin otftanor r^edibx No
puado manoe qua pouter que tut

aefuerroa urtdca e loe t*ue er dude
haran Ajtrtn U nrr—*>t que hen

tu^to*cn que peeer >oe pranetot date

dtrieeeideetotoeleeioefnodPdeJ
roepedeto y ot»oe permenoret. Lee
otfte%ttaoet tut*cn defeioot e le

c'dtoKon6n>cd'>deene+otopor
to coti pete It Ur»vertided Le
raaemo temtne que comerutbe ei

(<og«ama fueron dotpodaioi per
tree eemenee. 33 omtltodot dt toe

tettctoe de eereentp y '***»*jE
Etro not htao dttel to riegoctooon

del hoopodojo y let oomidet

Su coopereciSn v etto p/ade de
raac»naa6Adad rca arr^ido mucno a

que lodo aeaere tat oomo at hebCi

ftaniorje Eaeoy muy eerguro que
V eecnftooi lee

«}«ierfl£ wit»ca aecelonea heoie loe

ejeeruer.objetrvseyiue

TenVjian aprovocho oat*

pete ojeaojfjtoj de vorioo reetoraa,

qua aegun nueatre eapanenoo oon
otroa nt.d«nim y lea rueatree

propietan It Uftrvanvdad, craacnoa

pueden afectar tu erabe>o

ain de*ee cue* it

aequo vtriot

ettudtontet ae hen oVOedo de tut

deberot como eatudtontea y hen

utedo met ttompo on drvertiret que

en tad ettudoa. Eew. como ie

paedee meoWw, lee he trekto una

tent de d*cu)tedee. oaoohot de

eaoa. optende por ebondontr le

Urfrertjotod B prootorrex ouendo
co*H*eneto. no tormina en tetoet

dt ie Urwareaied tin© que to

oonvierie in uno met to»o.

M»<hee veoet el. tato, terfn tet el

catOL op opeeone/i tdooia te

eneuentre eonfundtoo ante el

aTbienet que le todee. ee etoate

inutf y hetu Iruevtbo.

El ombtonto urworatoono no
office menoe pioblemee •
ftrutfaocee quo cuetxier o*e
errtoianea A «acaa ie de*ln deteoe

dt taer lot Ibroa, dejtr todo de
manoy andai p-jto nolo

at ttiefdt le

I r. norvpnt del pertonel del 8CP
v en ei mio prcpo, quaao

iptrini

Ta anccntrarae que aklalan toda

data tfe drwanlonet dc*-de

todo el

Ttn piaaaritt oga &r-
daquara que vayat otndraa un relo

y cujnto mat lueret aea el tote

hetat cono; "el rto oon le lutie

oreot, o el mar centra la roco beta."

Te ancontttraa oon una gcaa

cantiiad de HKoe para leer, con
»jnri.-rr«f: de p.T»:^n — At dt
meiernatkca. etpetcii trtgonomtoV
fo—xiaa dt qov-nKa, etc No te

prepet un petn de
eitudlp. Si <«enet prpbiemee
dKidteodo cemp <JMPV el ttonpo

pert eetudier debet eoecfte* It

eyade del Coneeitra Perton*
Reviee y e%eijt tu pejn e menudo
pen apr » ee titpitt e in

po* lot cueiet te adquieeen nuevot

conecinraentce, nuevaa deea. Si

fpppet una cplV,d<iiMi de A, 8.C

o 0. de tu meeevo. ertatu at uniop

Qif debe tiiger ei eee caHtcaoon

ee ruts* o no Wo te aiuafat e f
mt%tro n4 ptwipet que necat le

enqent. CI hecho que tw raotee

uf«e A. no gUort deca* que heyte

edqundo let deatraxta P
conocaniewot neoaaetot aobra tai

P CUtl mtttna. Adtmtt, Ipt

cpaoclnupntot tdquiftdoa en

oVvenet mttenat tlentn yatof aok>

ti ton tcltcibat en pi amndo qua

not rode* Ten pnteenta qu» el

ptpfaaor qut ta da una nont oe A o

8 «n que It neyea oeneoo too te

attt anadlendp e It lew dt lot

pnptnpdpe. No hev dude qut el

promedto et iector dtiemtntme
pert ta eenedd en it Unrvertided,

pan) ouondo ta oonmxnat el

meoedo de trpbeyo y a le

oomuaidpd. le anportanM aarin hm
10 put iC

—an ttn tu

ei aaunto qv«
$t at

penaam«n>o

attet eevdujndo en the vox y en

tut pronoM

aooetu^oftr t tut

tuthottede
7, i ••

« dt

coMpplpote
eetudto

8 T»tu de recofdet eon-
titn)p^entt let r*ton&* pot let

cuettt ttr.it ettudiende la

ooajntPjto. Aai eaitftt mat eon-

ciame de It iatpptteneit del

f. Part mu€hoe pptudiernit. al

Mto del lepu y del papal ee de prpn

eyuda pert oonoenntrte en to qua

tetan eatudtondo

r^^oaa f*f a^arotar At /tttnftdj:

Con rateci&ai habtto dt

dt tut

part aqueiioe qua ye hen
Paten popdo un hpbito dt ettuao,

no tt toe her/ muy dhHcd, pert lot

que no rtenea to tomt etmettonpto.

p^oeeoipmtnie tendren qu9
m»clwe ho«et Me eoui

y

1 A.-*ee de comenjer e eprende*

a^go da mtaorto, or

cutdadoaimtnte pert

eatudantet. el

podtraa concentre* ccnaotuya un
ptobtoma aano y por eeo ee
tunamante mportanat deepnpler
It tabiaiad de conctnrarte

que ap

2. Ute lewbotoo o ebtevton^ret

que m tyvden e rtetsb>er el

eete manMytfeno

3l Trpot de deteaMr up aieiodo

p d

Atojunot cornpenerotcoon uOt
buenp te de eyudene. te hebtoren

da eut eapetienoett poeiUuPt o
Cemo cencanrraria ?Mra

*<v<t>vaa ea le U rtoitrtidal te

hebttran dt tut togrot da tut

htxpaos j-cn to heVMTi *> In
j dt oomo peter una

leci. pare qudn aa debe
rraa, para quin

1 Rtune todot lot iratnjrnamoa

y rrattrleiet que neetehat pert et

4 S*<rf>f% rppeet to que yp
rvayat tpiendMo

p It rimy tnportanta ponet mn
erfcue* inmediarrente It in-

''Desarrollando Conciencia"
w l toto;

lITaia Terrorist act condemned

by PSP Secretary General

rtf—ty at. m% CCO LATINO

Apolitical Intellectuals POESI A
Onvratte h«v> tne PMtof

of pme fo ma /tu>cetontvy teetnani
p/ rne /totacaV ^Ptonpt 0*>erf

.

menc pnamitt o/ tta lepntofdm
** the Tnao* bVpn? 6'oa*ttw

From: /tojejtj Maittat
Boricua tu voz tiene que hablar

AV»«^oCV:»vv#

One day

na tpceucet On that day
irnetontiaai the temple fton wei come. Cemerpdetl

pp ovo el srtpOf my country thoee who had no piece
wei be toterrooateo to the boofct and poemt attt et le ttqptteion

by the arnptoat of dip epoftJoel imaitr nedj de to. toldtrjdPdl
pt our people. but daa> deeaarad eJ tetnoio ceyo

thpt bread tnti mox en epleutot

tP pntndM pt fcrepo da to ttrdtthaa torttoat and tgge,

thoee w*o mended their ctothee.

They wei be eetoed thoee who drove that ppnx
****. thay did rnp cared for their doge end
janan thttr nation dtod out

aewwy.

toot e eweet Are.

9»rtoane.
and worked tor theai.

end thtyn tele

to) eujretion dele ppajbra

en t<tft brutoo aaab a hebtojr

erne* end alone 'Whec dtoJ you do when die poor
aittared. when tendamtee

No one wei pea. them
about dujir dreee.

die* long iiith
*w ejno\

end nip

bu*npd out in then?
PUlRTq, RICO IHOtPCN0»6nfT6

atzt tu puno
no tanoat rraado

e eee meecere que te taptota

no pop« want to know
ebout the* teetite ttnjgglet 1
wrti ttit bat
Pi dip votf' Apoticei imMtctuta 18.000 %ocaa
op pop wd cant about the wey ef my eweet oounry. gntaron en en boaque de eteocton
they or(otog>ca»y ecouwed their fou w* npt bo ebto tp onewor y ortottoa

tandt.

A vutttre of teenot

wei pm your ouu
Thpy won't oe o«etttoned Yout own mtopry 18.000 vocaa
on Creet nythotoov. mi gnaw el your touto. tepeaaenttmat del tprcajr mundo
or ebout the terf daoutt thay rot*.

And you wei be mule amceno
•npn tomtone wffun them n your own aheme. totrtoamertopao

tagen to dto eetyppp
the coward t death •

todo
T»«VN be ettpd no«Wig craceno
ebout their ebeurd Otto Rene CettHo en emxion QthnQA

v te hetlC dp to exptottoon
rtai aNtntodJeme

da to edjpaa»t aureatop
••ei twapa dp to entueee
•»- *v< *to wej

t

•w» ..(, rwft au. Hpffi

do un Muofcte tti %u«
da mi** •••! tti latebte

Veeietotobiutolaertoluetltto»tawi

pMt rnaatn t» ualt tOIIICUA
'•• vanet da tu vw#
mimi i 'A

enajtet'an t deyremer innaitrvat

V e PaHftr la Miya •»• tu ••iwuu

tori

WL •>*•

toilet

T 1

z3 4«.

Puerto
•• •< «. . • • • <

Rico

9 nax v>Aey HiraptV

•,

Terrorist Act
Voni p. J El Grupo Cemi



• 3M»©t/
, eco vfcTtMO

Ayer, Manana y 'Ahora'
djtffO, AtOtot/AO *snw *Vf *KV

fltdfctfotM* *o *•• Am com*» »v

n*to\>.

•M

Al p«r>cp«3 dt mj IfcfO /Wft>
face: H*W* dt Cferaon y

KtXMtftos, Stltn, C«tt*dO 4
'.' itootfn X, not d*£4 vvirtw

irrot •< ptttdo. tfiumet
toc*«J itJpJBI #M
ft tvtot* CO* ti

it »t*6n dt In cot**

r*r© » no coreotmot fi origin.

nunc* tntftftdftftfOt •* p«*to#> dft

«comi .. qutdtMo toiptndkk*
ivt r«a tigunt." £»«» Citft wmt ur>

i,;-*fci<ic MftJ cuiolo ||

icon* dftftftnpio Off
tptnt d*Hio do «•

M*iv«ntd«d. Scntftlit IfM
ff<TiPiir< Utgan nuOvd* COm>
r*»nVot quj m piftgunun • ti

rrttmot. Cutl tft t* Oftftn dftl

P*cgttfnt Bttngut C«Mg*i 18C*)?
CujI m t* erifttn 0#4 poertmt
I1»ngu»-B»ci4turi4 OftnVO dd I*

4* »umXi' 4

*Ckj»rr«tnto Ot napftnot «n **U
v«r»tt»*7 Cuttot dftbftn Mc n*

fttotfttivc* dtnrro dt It unrvtrtijftd?

CiMmN QMO •*»• prtg^niM MO
:>^<m *r> noftttto dtftftrroto con-o

conrw*f*d»d v como putWo
T>«Uf*T»)|,JM», dt ptttftntif *»

»f^»4*» NtHJrtCO Ptf« Ql« ft* ft*

poc«**4o df an iOlW*
COOoc«rMnto tiMtrttt art futfW
iftkft* poflftnx* m** at fuhrfO CO*

confltnift y «n* w»tto mfa <***

Podtno* •n:or.t?«r It con

tifrtlftCO* « 10 «*?«*•* dt ftftW*

P«»|Mnw «n «i ecpom

E»ie ftpcit hm pc«p**i© f^
•Ad MX Connttm lo Revif
Sutut of tht Spftnt* S

Studtnn « tht Oii«ftfWtf#

MftftftfttfHMttlfc Afrthtnl

vcotk* putt c*»!m 1u*o*

Ot Iftt ^tCOn^fO»c»on»*.

CftftCW 0* una CHo-ft

Ot fUriffctCi&i V OmmicAq
I r«c<#r«nOto6r

ttC*t*CJ0«i Oti

QMColt^lBCPl
C»t#C»On Ot un proyin^

r*duttn>tnio tritntivo Otm»t>

conxirtdtod Ntptnt. €l

/?/Ya Guibert
y sus stete voces

4*tWt4M

>:
MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

Wf M05r COHTROWMl
ftLMOFOURIM!

,

• .»

yT*l

THE
MOHT
POUTER

Nil HIS ii

> «4A««M

-HlUKlttK!-•^):!:l-.•;• *•* m 'UTsarumis
IWni»M

n>.

S3(03>

Tlie Grr. Ad>f8tltur6 Of Them All!

Ml

AJbo<

t rwiviiti

;'•: ^

Fr^ebeand
the Bean

IIMI Cilii< M» '
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TMfc MASSACMUSrm 0<MLV COCLCSIA* wiCUV. FftftUAAV SI, Tt?)

Jo/7/7 £oc/r
6y Cuffmm*

A long, tiring lotm^-.p-acua M
400. atvan day* • waak. *>

fjii .cutting waighL.thaat **
tha common danor**ti*xt tthiCft

bnd tha rnarnbart of UMatt

Why do catttin <ndividi»tlt

andora thaat hatdshfa? Parson*
tacogratasn ptayt t t«i) pan in

asot&tiirtg many ttNtota. It it •

fwt parson *ho would davott to

awch bent and ana-fly 10 • sport

wittxwt racanv^j it* tccotntfo*

dut him. due such a pa»t<*> toons

t«t<nd tht *<*•» Of the

avt w r

hour* daty 00 pursng en «mmi acth>t caitar at l.'Maat watting «a«h rwr» tht bast of luck Good
•od wcrtung out win hit tttnv rvansga* Mt adl gradusta tn May Uck. J *
rranaa m ptscftca; ht hat ghan up to purtut h* Muim of OitJrtaaa CAn* atom and Tom CConoad
cotintla-a* mghts tnd •*!•»• Aiiwaaaioason day— tt 6r<gham ajg *r*wits*f of mt l/Mmsa V*tiiry

wrtafcandttotnirvalwJtHhttattito Young Un^MtfY n Utah Ha vVfcssrand rr^r:

moats and lournanart* »*ha#t ha
it * vaj vi UUaat' itprtttntitna M
Iht tooting taba* ht hat tptm
hovft writing pMviaws tnd
summtrits o4 attry wtltllng
match thai haa «Mn piaca tinea

Nt atfh/af at UMtss.
John's dadkabon hat aaadt rwn

known by wratttng ooacnas tnd

.Now appeiirinr. at the

OVER EASY

aflaaaa •*

D Swimmen in dual meet

Good AAv4l< at tha H.M<h

This Wook

Home Cookin'
thru So turdoy

p,m, — 1 o.m.

of *h#

LittloF.ro

\r>C<J*:*: tnit AHMr/nui> %-uroMiVA

An Evening of Film. Muik ond Talk

Native American Pooplo

Ut>Jc*no G^ I t»tr! AIM t##4f

Cranes
U9S PAH*

*iVt fcrc^an TfOVy 1 W tArMMtOtV

:••••» • .*•!%.

TONIGHT — ttOO p.m.

MANAS AUOtrOtUJM

— MHi I
Urn

rptoAV, f^RuJLir^'tt: ?*v

'

TMK MAS&AfXUSBTTS, QAIV.Y COLLt^lAN

Gymnasts in key matches
Men host Temple

1 ••>

aV 6VU £0tt/ tomorrow. PcasoJtaa tor tha ft*
Of taoond spot %ft Matk Cuyjtt. Milt

on tha arm Canton, Bltnt Mts%ttchtA, and
tha UMan man a g>Tmattict ttam Tom Ann. form %#4 ht thinAt it

m+ttsTtmpSa, sornorrow attamoon >*•• ba batwatn Cuyjtt tnd
ot 2<D p.m. at tJord*-.

Women atSouthern
0VAM1 uitrn !«••*• . jtfitt Kttan lafiiaa

Tor»gh: . • ••ra^aiaa *+*
thtUtatt^ihattAMatihtrwnaaii a 1.. 1 i,,. ^
moots of aw fM* fM« tha UKlttt v/amiim • f#av u^<4 «^
•omao gynvtatts tt that aafrtpata • 1 to *i 0«s hvu« tnd *•
tt SoufNti.i 1 ,.m^-h^4 ^^ uw fMI u^ ^^ ttyM-l, f

«t«> -..-^ itti 1 1 aim *

Carw o IM sattnA «Aa faan ^ala^^

Swa a^J fcW«+u »t«wa vraia . »v_^ « m^^^«
•ach itbattri hy many as ita ?T? S" 1

! vf•^•H,w^
b^gaai matt ul Utt ya» lit lift ^ *41^ *

~ s -*"»*
Mriusanff W stt Uai u Pata ' • ,^w,t* MMtlllutit <u«

Stavt OtCoatt

>A« ^/a end* tofvght

Ns*U

Stt. Ustta HI

FttftftQC

Mff

»'hn
%f Matt tail

fflator'i aaitkir tuf rura ah pan

ftsit| dtaa H da? <ar;

Sat* r»ar »**c daaif

a

1LLIED MOTIR MRTS
HI IMI tl

latatH

Crtttofc Paa«st 4 i.W Ptti

BELLS PIZZA HOUSE
taa^at • • m »mi%

I j

1...

cit mam ^ -1
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'Senior night' tonight Final Cage game of season

Minutemen clash with Terriers
This a whet c •! bo* down to.

T*w Minusemen ertertaan BU in

Soraor laght featnnoea rjoeaght tt

Cutrv Micfca Cage before teavsAng

to lone fee a Saturday reght an-

counter

Bat the imt important tap
cf the wtAond w*
in a mearaog *som where

Wet Rer*e\ Ron Pewy, Ulead
BynJL Jm McOem>oc. and tarty

which lour

from New Inland w4 compete tn

the ECAC poA-eeeeoA tcurnarsem

UM»w at on# of *ve to— boAg
considered »0» It* fo*r sports Tta

Mneternen have been tne hocoeA

team in it* area ova tt* AA
r*orrh. wirvtng eight ©1 itn games
10 •eutt i»K0 coMenoon A Yenate

CorAjntwce St*. OTA Step Ctosor

ww\ 4 v<cory over *)U. would do •

k>l 10 boot! the UMw crancee

Tcneght * game «A mart the
tnA Cage tpoctatwcot of four

twtrajteme'v John M*rphy. BA
Incaccrr. Jim Bv*e. and G»*o.

Ouane These four have heAed
keep tan* ft* v*Twg veCW>n
bagm bv JuVus Em>g and At

Skrw*r. but ihey could eeo
echwve rr*e*tones rhet no Akdr
uMm beexetbet tear* hM e>er

l**
lZ

;..
I

IV

Greg Duarte Jim Burke

Th* group of oreeuetint
coteo* becoeee the Cm ova* to

the YenCon crown * each of *t
thrae »ers»f r *eesoro.

Mom 4T0ort»Mfy. AA cctesd bo
tr*fWptirwerj>eMixrerr*^ appear
n • post fee*on tourney in tvee
coneecuth* years.

BU couA p»c o crWo in UUm*
icurr*m*ni plant wkn an upset

torughr. tut arocodtnt nJat out

tuth an occurence Th* net *me
Ufwets tott a Sorter Nighi game
was way beet in 1967. when tho
Hodmen wore trampled by AiC
BU and UMm mat two weets

ago. w»ih the Mrvsttmtn robing to

a 94Tt Atttfy
Ts* Tetrert boaM «n jl Haw

E-.^and caabor guaed n tmvf
Watuar and on* cf tho ami'a

amoothaat mnhm«n m 6^7 cant«r

Curtb VantA-dnghaTi
Th» Saaovday njgrti oama ahoUd

prow «o bo ono o4 thoaa aho«M«p-
fora v*ctoo typ«« Ion* hao
ttoo-<w#d oa « 4-1$ •acord that Ik
th* aaaoon. bua racantry Xfok
fjiriMid nto ovommo bolero

UUaaa coao^ Joe* Loaman »oa
c«nttn««d to play muaieai I roup

•m tmn-m rvcant

bi (ndtoott ttartod ahead of Amk
tktodga o Mondoy r»ght'« vtctory

o%w Hm* HtmpatMai and <U9Q
Ouarto's 22-poMita off th# banch
may mak* tht coach *qM* fwtich

h« starting Ih*

VSn4n tht Mtnv»m*n'i waakand
parform«ncaa >nt< bo c*OMfty

watched bv tha toumay aatKtion

oonmlttaa. there arm alto atvetai

V>i!i-V

Aimy thoutd ptovido Kda op-

•Ofition for the Mc*v C'ooi
n^Momam and BC ihouW rod ova*

UHH. bef It* Other two contindot
iaoa ntoiof huKlbjo.

Connoedcvi awe* w Rhode
hand to WfcO on tha towty Ran*.

Syongo dWnoa co^ baapan at

Money Gym ho**%er. and don't

tofoot a »Kom URI win ova*

p>cnndeoee

Bill Endicotl Murphy

Women swimmers at UPenn for Easterns
ByLAi/mtwHimG

8> the time you mod tha, tmVI

The OMiaayino, manbef of tha
UOAaaa womena awtm aaaai. that

I Tha e/oep )ec* to tht road
yettcrdat. at today n*n\f the fret

day Of t>e two day Women'* mttr
coa«o*te Eaatam champiyer*pa at

the UfWeraay of Pannayhyenm
ib and fmaaa wtf be MM today

and aarnortow Icr 18 r«enta, av
cKidT>g 4 raajyt arm 2

Tha UMeaa awwrmara who fe^a

met *»e mat atandarda by beating

detigneiad cwt-olf ttrrea are'

Kaon* Otodan. Dndv WMang.
'onny Noyce. tAtton \>9tK Camt
Crtfmha. (Ha* Perry, and ta^r*
Whong Judgtog by laat yaar'f

raaot reeuttt. UMaaa awr4mme«s

hove a ahot 4t tome top poeHiona.
Hewng r*gh hopee fo» poiraaaa a

the Hm* IngUrd mco«dbraabr^
•eitv team nt Mtaon Oath. Baanit
G*der\ Cmdy WNtmg. and fVn f

laoyaa. Tt*u time boaif it** ol Utt

yaar'a wimenx but *>t» thb year a
bettar and taa»f corrortiticn. mho

Watar wtw NOyoo. #*i alaaang
two wajlxajaaf evonu h the Maw
England ChamjtonaNpa, wel egaan
Prove to be teugh corrpetttion ^>r

tt* *tot of l*e «0M The apecAc
avaritt anal bo ewrnmfrig a*0
undacadad to far. ae area aua**d
for rrorrv. but it or*> avowed 4
»«on*euei aventa. by meet nA*

OatA a fourth end ittth pace
tnaha* *\ laat yaar'a meat imxl

Iblrd in tha roefa K.ttl. wel bo
swrnmar to look for in

comptthon. aptctficaty tho
•>. 2C0 IM. and tQO t*a

Tn* aophomocaa, C Whrng
and Gnaoan nm\ rapraaant UMaaa .n

tha (realty* eprtntt- Waiting
placed irr)c 0* hnaaa A 1974 and
tad wet n tha year" a HI a Grodan
a another top N.I. icaanor. but it

aetwg taaaam CcAt0ia1O com
pamen tor me flnx try*

Carol OVmtht. Diane Parry, and
leuntWaojag round out the katci

LVm qoJMM IMl ipeiiltw*

are the 400 t*o. tht b-teatal*koa,

and tha 100 I.IA, reapectryerv.

Cntfitha competed an Eastern

compatoen Hal year, but rt wel bo a
newexperanee for Pevry and rnaarV

man Whtng.
"Pnnctton. C*non $Uti and

Ptm $taat wei bo among tha atom
ptaeirhouett parting for moot
henora.' M<d UMaat Coach Pat
Grffin l may be totting • high

•X*i for UMaaa t*nmmert.'' aard

G'tT,., t.jj I 1c* we can ^a:o i-.

#W top Itr

Trackmen, wrestlers compete in New Englands
Bf JOHN BOCK

Two try Leaaue tchoo* wit

preoccupa tt* rniaot ol tt* UMaat
Artotling team chat wcetond.
Ilrown umvoraty H Rhode lettnd a
the aitt of tt* dwd Annual New
England Unnmrtlty Wrettline;
Aaacoation iNCUWAi Tc4i«mrntat
and the « where UMaat Vteoat to

defend rt* New England t*a. The
winner* of tt* tc«un**y in ottti

weight claw wti be thAbng atoac
Princeton UrOaajreity In New Jertcy

where the NCAA (Mivoroifr
charrpay*hip» in wretting Wat be
t*Jd two v*e»t hence.
An uramcretawo dual mmtth

teatcaa. ayurtet. a poor ahewng n
tr* Ya*aao Ccntamneo tournament
theao iKton wete praaarri in both

of the ttat two year* and in both of

dVMe ffit UMaaa wen the New
England OerroenaNp
Bcoion Univ*r*tty *.

nenae>aleaii, a wary strong corv

lanotriowtnv* whole rhng They
tmf mix peace wtnraart b>:4 from
last year's leen tncKxtng dejean
dog champena 0*y Bercier M 142

pound*, Tom »;r,j4e. at 15©
pounda. 9n$ Mark Joaat M 177

pound*. Runner* uo Stv Pcpceitio

at IX Mat Theme* e* \3t\ and
thrd ptar*t Je* Lambert at 118 a
»htre WU'a atjongth has bean tha

veer Thay rreairyjndkad every loam

t*<n. Atesned except Spnngfkak)

Collage and URI and had tt* bet?

•bowing o«*r aa tt* Yankee

Conference Tournament
dsay crowned
tad hod three tooond placer*.

Tt* Uruuenaty of Rhode faaand

bat a very *ticng corongcni of

wresner*. w*o. with a Me* hatp

from their frtaryt*. could wpott BU
for the team -

D*rtmo%Ah Cottage wA once
aajtn pray the ro* of tt* tpoatr at

have four ragNy tatinitd
of knocking eff

anyone troaa DU. U*U tad UMaat
r hery cad not tart wet A dual rr<«^

mas aeaecn becaiaa they Uxkod A*
balance but Ae* top *©u* wvestkra
c*a* through aery weR *or Aom in

Amost oaary coat
The wwght caaaat brat* (khan

aomethng Ae th«.

ItaVsHI't Jeff larraaart « the

favorite bare because ol hit

taaoodinttt and aftM but UMaaa'
Pater Sacncn would have to be
'trod a fairty caoto tttond

12* URI* smooth a* att Scott

Pedno wal be gcang lor tea Ard
New England trta 4* *m boasts an
undaltttad dual marjch aaaacn in

New Enpand Ma compttltton ard

come from BU a Mat Thorns*, who
hat yet to even cone <4ott so

bearing Pucno UMaaa w4l V*J
M*or Saave Rugger! at th* waejht

1J* OUa Sou Popoino cojM
win .e tfiiat pkaong socond 10 Rust

Chaitounevf last year With
Chettltsuuf 90«* from the UMeaa
loam *aAa aotaamc protasrra the

big comptttten
UArs

cow*
TrmrA Pucano. Th* cits* f^%

m very strong sleeoor h MiraaOtrren

Ten fafeon Anoth*r LoweM r-fcjh

School product tke Lambert and
Chateeunauf. f atlon has boon very

dasaj *ju*t*d anoo droppAg Ha
weejr* «o \)4

14? Defending Champ Guy

turn to page 14

OV SCOTTMAV£S
Tt* New England Chi

porerapa. oonaadtrtd the Nghhghl
of the indoor track achadua. wtl
tAe place th* weekend m Nor*
thaaatavn end Tufts Northeastam.
UCcnn Boston Collegt and
Ufvtasa. tt* tour reams Avorvod >n

it* lean bttdo 4 raar ago. tro

tepKfttd to vio for the Now
Engand it* once toaet.

Vast teason at Sierra, tt* NU
sp*ad edged UCc*n 61 80 wrh BC
pexAg awd as it* MinuAman
Qtstarid fourth. NcrAtaaan hat
tht meat bAtnotd team. **urrting

tht iiior »jeat throwi'q aQ.ed and a

eccring attack scattered
mrcoghout the reat of A* event*
Tht BC Capiat have bean a

partraatty strong rrAMtt dJatance

team, and m* yoar * ao esceptJon

8C hat a **> of fW* tprinitrs to

coreplameet itt rnaddta datance
raretart, but beyond that, the
(aglet leek depth "BC thould

eco* Bo per cant of ha poAts A the

spvns and Nirdtaa.'' cornmsncod
track coach Kan O'Braw.

UMasa ard UCom enjoy t more
atfantod attack than BC, but have
acme wesknessa* that tha
delendng cherrc4on* do nor
CYBrten faa* that A tour tatms
have tt* rottaveef to tcoft 40
ooAct. but iht wAAng score wel

PObabfy be A tha wpper fortwa or

fVtiee.

for the Mnutarnan. Aa long
iump. trp* >.mp end met are big

evenos. m wtae-A tht thtAkftan can
coaect a handful of poAis The
eats of iht tvtntt depend on each
•rvKioueJ picking up a pace.
O'BtAn tnpasnad
Tha ajrroanj scored wol last year

writ* Bob Aoarntoa itaing second
»n Aa long fvn-p and laammataa
Pare Ryan and Kan Adtrraon righ*.

60 openings for N.E. students

Vet School applicants must act quickly
BOSTON IAPI New Englarrdar* have

about or* month to act 4 thay went to
•w«ve*pxMtc*89s*Bdertar*xl *A«t the
oafy two neMby vtiannary cdkaoaa

• dear* ol it* two rrAtqet. A tt*
Unrveraty of Perewyrveree and Cornet
Unwarsrty, seed fndey Aaieech can admit as
^rryea30NewingUnda^>oarAtntsiftli, H
tt* euiee pjickty contract" tor it* placet

'-ru>e30ptaceacmhcad.but I can't hoaj
^am foitver " s«Ki Robert R M»ir*hA. c*en
of the vAtrinery cceaage M Panrayhen*

M New a>gtaad can't mate up nsr*nd by

the first Of Atari, we d have » *t them go/
-

t* said.

Without OOatrtct arrangtaeant. New
Englanders vA go nto the poll of A owtof •

ttata raadenls, and char chance* cf m&
miet iari would be amned shsrpry. l* aard

Marshak aad Ae Unwerslty ort Psann

tatrtrut tea 12 appkeanor* lor every pace in

rA vtoarinary coeage.

He and Ideated C Mtaby of ComeA't
vatahnary college warned that Aa New
CapttiiJ atabaa must act ponptty. erthejr

iointty or aeperarAy. or tha reeervad peaces
wfl be Aat

They wee* «n tAttow on r-»rdey lo rrasat

repretantAn** Of tht Nme Engtend
Board of tOgher Education, tt* New EngAnd
and grant uravetfrrie* and the New England
Governor* CcWtrencc

Prter Eoeenen a Ur*vee*tty of
MaaeactTsaait* «r-ce pamdant trWl a r*ws
(.unlrfmce that the urevarscy * tubmttng
kojiakracn which would etow tt* state to
contract for up to 30 vateressry placet neat
lalltndwouSdapAop*tefAM.Ou^r>yii*m

Last year fta *gttltlunt apprcpraoad Tt* r»gher nducancn bewd ha*
«00.000 to study tr*peeaA6ty of buaAng a boedsng a rsyonat Khxf.

roponat eAernary tcnocl A Gmfton That
rnonay was rot afmrt

EckAhtn aeA UMasa * not opposed to tht

POtatAty of bvAdesg a vAennary school m
New England, but that .t * c*rw*ied lo coa
HO mdaon A bufd »nt coup 18.5 rvetaon e
rear to run. and lltawiCPUIStU ptobetfy
wouA heve to pay herf it* coat

Tht pasudtn* of tho ansa's land grant
vnWarsrtaaa tmrnvm recorrvnendad caubaahng
conr>ecu «ith out- of slate veterinary
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Officials in

dispute over

Ed School files
oyeVti OJHSUQMf

Staff f*ntomt
The lAravanur* nay have •oncattl

the staA's open records taw tav

week when it vtrbety reacted e>

three asttancet to auow the

Ce#tfi4* access to School
Eouc4r»x> lajtrdji

Uravertcy oA<AA claened It*

roecedt tad bean ftoren by Aa
FBI A a juatneeooa tor

them But It* FBI dent
irdtnng the records ctoted

Some Unwaraty omc*ts tp
a soar* FBI

to tnaan the

records were closed Bad a UMttt
attorney said yotoardt* trujt was
not tt* nttnt of the *l*o»<

addrCAn to SchoA of

Eduction record*, which ere the

subfect of FBI and MlW probe* of

•unds maute. the Cotbgaai Aso
sought, and was varbeAy rteraed

to >acorde> >n the Oept of

C .r." rum a ftdJsjCAl Otl '•oxr

records has* not bean
acknowledged as unvdA

The staaerrstnt. rtjkattad A tt*

/* of ntere-M «n ScAoo) of

EdAabon deTKutaet Fta> 7. #*»

O* UMas* p*tt biratu sttlAmry.

Thepratt rseaata said.

a Federal Bureau of In

vetOo*te»\ which a preaanlty

foftifliefaiai tha in.atom u nto
aaapad rnauaa oi fadarA ibnda

WTttsn Iht School erf Education tt

the Unnanitv cf Maaaachuaetts

has raqtasned thes at

maintainad by tha

Urwertay wtech fmrtatn to the

tatgeton* not be made e>*i*bej to

the PUlAc \trtm) tt* concAjtAn of

o.est«>atnn
"

turn to page 9

Ricci will stand by

Daniels in retrial

Beats beguile crowd in SUB
BymUtAMs
HOC

AiiftVrtsr can /ratyav

Beat awjtj AiAi
Paa Ofteveky. ttantaj the

-i ainca 1857. -

buarre tniafajAaaat R lur a

Sudant Urean Btatnom Sal

tha tame bed We rust he»»

stageT sakf GMearg. Me Pea*

ttorter prssma beginning «aa
|

etpet*>*s*t wrtttsa 1

t faw tarraa during »-• I

en* a bout wtA the ts.

Joe Martens, UhAau hsgh |ampar

ByJANAieXAAOfff
SiMttAapomr

UMjs* I'rnlesacr 8en*amA Ricci

prasadent of tt* Be*cr*ntown Stalt

School Fnends Associaion atac

yetterdt*. "I wet co^rAot to ad-

vocaie IP Ftadtat Oenats
Tt* Aatawent came as a rataft

of a suggetlion by she oraeaciition

eatea

DenaA a rseujrdad. t* would not be
cepabA of such an act

1 BaVO t*anng was head before

Judge Kant B S«AA at Mprpden
County Supenor Court lo

severA otleme nKAona. A
date writ be set m two waetct a a
second hoa*«vg

According to Rico tha

What •XII >D P«a^dJ 12 ig*"4
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Richard Talbot, Director of ttrc University Library explaining thai it could never
have bocomo a "Towering Inferno."

Universal fee, dorm residency

Area Heads express views

Talbot explains

library's budget,

responsibilities
8v(H90*Af9GAUAGh

Tee major problem of the tryw i^eny besde* securityend badge*, cuti

a

kMpr>a up w*h the krwtedge e*ok»ion'' sad Ptcnerd J. Talbot,

dreoor of tht eprerv

Tetoot tee* tht Unary at a node in **t rtrotmeson network" and eed
that twee tht tbrsry i» pen of a state insbtuson. it shout) be open to »i

Talbot said that orrjcwjcns with the tuopet cut w* net occur uml new
»rv* The badge* of tvee mMon tYtnuety, according to Taboo. »* spread
over three different areas concerned wrft tha operation o* tha tbrery.

About ona w*on a spent on the ecouratcn of new books and mens all,

ha sa<d Tha tbrary, wtxh emptor* Item ifiQ toMO wonc*** in pee*
'•"<< -s responses* tor 30 par car* of tha work stidy load, ha added, and
a great Oca cf tha budget n spent m istsnea. "ocher materials". such m
rvamOership m tha irrer Uxery system at t»a V*ifr and wrfr tha bg av
siJrxito*a in Boston.

Tha tbrsry a cvrrwvty cperevg two crcultOen arystems
aMtoAanaotajhs. Aseooete Owkw tor Petefe Service Ocrdon f retreat,
who was present during tha interview « Talbot's ohce, aaal fteeides t*e
ottrranusl system one Out of fO»f. tbou! 23.9 par cant, or at uenesctrora
ara prccaaa through ate IBM Tata nrooattiTg systan. ha esse: The syster-
a m tha ftru p*e*e of rrepierneratttion wt* about 300 thousand of tha 809
thousand book* aiteedr 'carded*' and pi rr assets* svpugh *>* computar,

BvGUHMAWYMA*
Surf/AVyjonw

Tha araa daactora of tha w
do»m a'cas etpreiaed mned
roacbens when cornactad r*oti.i> r

about tha effect* of a oreeeraef laa
and nanmandatory room end
board wc*e#d hava on the*'

respect** areas
Araa daacoorv Kenneth fomheen

m Svfcran and Thomas Troftetsn of
tha Cermet Araa said tha voiuitarv
opteje at derm Irving m what thay
teal tha student* wans Oernhaen,
Trcrmar. and tree daactor «l 0»
cha/d K4. Michaat Wt*M aajraaaad
'a*er»atiort> about vomou*
prot4ams tha poacv anxtd oaata
Burnham and Trotman said "the

*ma» ** hard" an* f*Jt a urvvaraaf

tarmheanens' of non-
mandatory dorm fcvng He ajftt

'**Voc»> don't react un>4 its too
Moa ^han thay aaa why can r

hava thai or that cueuujJ avant or
why arant thara mora cou***k«v
•»•« ba too »u
Wc4tf ud "Tha tuaara of bl

vructronal program* has got to ba
a furxtfon of ttudant and sta*f

supporL What «« Oont lenow n
hoar ttntd* aSudajnt support tharo

a\
v

Ma adoad an integration of
rtakuctKxai programs and hunan

a what rta at about and
srarft stripped down to a

mnantgn. thayw* ba too buoy 9n4
unaw* to gwo Support oo av
ttracannal o«o<Kaena>

M.»s>ar and araa draclor ol

Wtaaaal rVhard Green aaad ha
'sasn't aaan anything offoal and

rea*y cant sty *hst bed of ettact
voajntary dorm Uymg and maai
ircaata wtl have/* He m******
So«,rtra>e4t task force* that have
bean working sasce August or* long
••nga rjftjnrang. -trwA^g Hard
about tha atlernatrvaa

Staphan Ownock of the fay
siajaat A/aa sard. "Our stUdanu h
Northeast would general^
wekoma a vcauntary board paan,"
*Jd'.j that ha ratt at leaat a
voainiary board plan a pretty
rJteWam.

f

Tha system wtaeh ra part of the gtaatar UrWaraty wvda avnptoyaa-
aaadaac dWoetcry oorrputar ayatarn. maMa eccaaXble to the tarmirai
oparttor* at the checkout daaft the paxrgn'f lOoaf and horrta aodntaa. ««aV
phona rumbars, eat. masor, end c*aee tevel ecfordnj to Fretaatl

rtvpad>aocaaV it m pjaafjli . ha said, tu pWg at, br aaampsa. truj parting
ohVce program, but the aysram rnhexts that baoauaa tsw tavrraaal 0|M«ittrs
don t know tha codes h s rnpoaaaaa tu Iral out a eudam • g-adad Of ary
petfonal infornenon bacauaa tha code a ccnfaaairoat, he aa^i

Tateoc aaad mat a largo problem of day Maary « eacurrrr Daapoa m*
four young lacaes on security at the net," ha sssd. 'w*"v« imcm*** a

signAcant nunbar of OOetpiairtta Itons asuaemtw^ S«^ needed sOcean or
booaa borrowed w*thout leave.'*

Tafjot ataj fc is dfhcuh to dmmmnm 'year to yaw* ew number of bvoaj
ttolan or loat because only two-thada of tfaj invatttary fata *mm enmratted
wnce t%e rrova ttorn OoodaSl h shausj ha r%nai»ed ha aeii. m Ovsejfalrar of
thayaar Tatbet swd a gueaatktujte • of t>e baa rasa cmM baaahignas6
POt CON: over »>a laat Saw years

Turn to page 12
. maywa be too buoy and ^-^ ^^

L±Ti.;Orr sees Credit Union
facing "real challenge

'

Young Fiedler sets his style
dV MlltAMUfUS

leatTllllallel

rTsear RirJai. son of famed Boaton Pope aymphcoy
conductor Atthtr 1+4*. dObded not to foeow t»s
ithars fo«M*ps k> a career of mudc. but to shoot
kc a career In corr/rurvoatons studas.

/J^
45 fi« » •oafy <fig a^aakT add tha young

fiadaar. who formed a 'oca. group lar -J»n..*', it's

my second Isvorha ttsng in laa", ha saJd n a CeaaTflaW
Rtervifsv. ^^

Honveuar. ho said muaic wd atso be ahvays ba «y
hobby, but ary primary ambtkyi la to produce a few
ahowa and get a job in taaawacrv btcadcaatbig

Mow in Na fourth aamaaoar here. § lacier said ha wM
ihvary be Harassed ei music. Td taa so melee mueic
a fultime asing, but right «ow yoo got to be
sorrwthing raaty bg oo met* rL Tha oompaton a)
arftolanttjeiL Ifa Sao rasy

fbcter attended Berkeley Coeege of eweic H
Tha 22-yearoaj Redtar has been ntaraatadw meaie

aexe he was the years old 'Uy btser rrada al of us
IPetar has two otter sbtsrs kvetg n Haw YeriJ taAa
piano leaaons aAan wa were tv* At fv*t I ddn t la*
«. but *i the long un It has raaty pad 0*f " Pttsrpa>rs
piano and organ fpr ha) nawfy formed group"

' i»»u/FadMrru* said thr.Msonfy son oouto make
a career in muse rt his group was ' as good ss the

VVhanaskiadwhathe^t^itr^^paje,^^^^
thjoar proucty Said, "no. He's SIM going strong and
he'l condnua as Ong a* ha can

"

AMhough Peter is oreaerdy ir^wasted in rock and
rot r-uac^ ha trsey* ol knda of music
Somaorraa. e* said ha b latenkig to hit car radao

•nd tbrsta, "Oaa. that's bad," and than the a*
r*r with "that

•J

Corker sees inexperienced -(

student Governors Board ibiuueni governors ooara J

*\OAV£*tiWAl
i . _,__ ^ wje asjes^Bl a» eate^ eata* <W»

>n -ttai
i

cuarttfy weft a syssaw «a aaaaaswas '%* - -~ ^~ *^_T i -!nr --*" •SrẐ J*^*', \\
Canuus Center, sssd Jntm Caaaa " IT "^^T! " "-^* ^^

Corkar, e 4) year okt nadaa at Swa> aw
Sewy. lalnna said Ifa btidyea a
ffrparwd by the Campus
ssjait than.i rrwat ba
tfwaoudom run Board o
Istfuaj a goes to the

oaf ejcenrw*

Carter sad ha ajtaij^a* py aaj
fliiatd of Qs^ernors. out
fir rtm hats tfaj tejsjm n
•VI6 mdann cssanjtayi by

How * n
who are in the

or fose month* to know we

L^sl-f- -—F^ Lost and Found
i
serves public need

FBI confirms at least $ 1 00,000 misused

Phonothon underway tonite

•~ mt •»- X
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Ways and Means drafts plan, says Ullman
Energy plan called

'solid, tough'
WASHWGWM \un - Rep AJ

Ulrren. OOe. chpman of the

Ways end M^*r»* Com
HM yesterday **• penef he*

a eosd. tough' energy

Ptckeoe that co**d be e»e bee* of •
comprornke tutwip

The Uen** pMn mm the thad

N^or energy program m a morih
Checked th* Of

package. a»h<h Mat untitled
• rtdsY, aa bang Manarad down to

die point whera the Way* and
Maana commit Iaa doaan't beleve
thai it we adaqoetefy do the |otov~

A JApega Oamocrabc aepon
d*awn up by "leak forcaa" conv

P'oad of fiambera of Ulman «.

committee abo hany rejected

Fore's propem, which r* baaad on
consjovei eel oJ »n*p<T I

urvW>g "the raat net of

both the edlaeoa and
pressure* eaeling today."

USmao sad me mart poetta of

h* panels plan nckxied:
A it* increase on

use of pjeosne ovar a basic urn
rjtfkvwng «*h e rKfceJ a oaaon and
"Creating to 40 canta a ojMon by
TOB The rwoney panaraied Mould
be pfeced into a fees*, fund tor

eeejrgy lesearch and darwetopment
FsuoSshmert of a fednr*

^aaxaaom Purchesmg Apancy that

MoUd toy tfnpoftrd o* from the
rution mMch suppeed tha temaal

- GreSVal irnaoniMKi of o4
moon <K<ras wth eooef of outing

back w%ot» by cna meson terreh

par day ova* a two to lt*e* y**r

period and further decreases

therestkarunale total of IS per cant

• rducscn a* acoomplohed in tha

tffJO*

A ii« on eutomobSe* wm
poor t«nj accnomr tod *

tax cmd* for those Mith good

A «*<)tet) prants ia« based en,

iha esstrnpiion of ayadoii

<^eg>akdon of oil and nainaf gas
price*

incamvM fo» teseerch and
fl^Mstopraoat of ehetnebve energy

tourcaa and for conversion of

atecihe power piftfilft from oa to

UlaVM't plan. wh<n 4 litatU
Ar>a*Ml%t* for Coaakkraton m

an Ena^v tVogtanV* Mil oat a ful

'•0 b»pyno9 Monday ***m tba

Ways and lAoam Cumrratiea opam
no*»inas on *l f*mo

Ulnvjn. vvno was intarviawad an
CBS 'Fata tnt Nation" in con-

luncfien Midi laloaaa of tha
commtiaa » tntiQy propoaala. «ak1

fM panai *haa ma
lot taading tha way *

thm Congraaa for th* davatopmani
nl aound trt*?1 pokrr

Congressmen confront

Vietnamese Communists

Firefighter? worked through me night after throa axploiaons Saturday destroyed
a sponge rubber plant in Sbelron, Conn. Three workers wtr% abducted by self,
proclaimed revolutionaries before the explosions but were released.

Gallo says its yielding to UFW
would invite Teamsters trouble
MO&tSTO. CaAf ,ii.cy lh# at a park to haar ufW laadar Caaar The mvmtv rapia^

Caa^fWrVoni VSVa*

SAtGOft An otfioal Uj
congnaaioral oaiapjtion mat !>•«»

yaatarday m Comnun H
rapraaartilMM in a haatad c

tfontascn ehat ona laoaiaior aaSd

convwead ram 10 vota in favor ef

convnahg matary a»d lo

dbchma
In fhnom fanh CcmmunW

gumm faad 16 rocJcata «no the

, mm the a>rport than *
frteana. kdlng at kaai tJ c/Miam
and wouvSng 10 other*, mftv
chkoant rapontd

Imp Cambodian govarnmani
annovnoid a ^a ordered at a%e
brooght n*> thecepfce! by tht fo-
dey-okJ American aiffdt wdshakl
komoMfansand used onV to tawt

IH ir it I

a 1 ail »» II

Viet****** ilimmiMi

lav rttanlw't .1 IhJ

••••ra 0flf I

M •• ••»«•« ••hi»

flirkatlil . wruinf tmiw**a<i

-.Maan N- M anwti
ana u* i/wimi *iuiaa

Some ef die kmrmakara Iimi

konh S^etnamaat rapfBaantatvaa

a^ey ware fan ene* murdataza
Rep 6a C^appat. Jr. D^u

accused North V-atnam of mu»eai
•n attatka on Amancan aaarchinf

llai««a«i uui M i| fin haaa»Ml Ma
•up n>fi iw f«ai

•iarraurv *» mw Ifenhj A
«a«aa« *mw ^tvaeajaaati Mjhk

• -Ml U-|»,

t%Ih ii w affi thv ffu 1

!»w aVM ifmihwi af i»m

earv*«>««^ •"•eeooA, tHAieVv

'- Wif"
ttflfffll ^aeilaaje W'ffi N

«!•«• «i»J V>h Cum itflaara

II lah ana Nht* • liaasp tleaa

AIM optimistic that

takeover could end

• .

raaat*
icetai tair

SMA> «^P$

CYMBELINE

vjeeh 7.». 14. IS. 16

aotmr MMU
atnNrtt Caidff

Bills to revive death penalty pending
Dukakis to veto

any State proposal

BOSTON IAP1 - Tba ouaaton
of rainsiasna tha Oaarth panaky m
aaaaaachuatfto r-«y ba oaodad by
a oae or hao vote r*arg« agatn tra»

wah a

10 ba closer eaa aver.

ef stoppatg the
daath panahy ba that raacnad ha>

raoanoiass of tha n»mt»

tAit tka year, backara of cMfntat

purajhaaant plan a banscja of

•HkaV eaNrant ptopoaakv hocano
to paah one of lhaan throafh.

And Opponents ara Hopng for a
US Suprama Coart

by aartf summar.
on whafnar tha daaxh pandty
consiiluias crual and unusual
punishrnant.

IM \m yaar. Ivadanj a# dv
• •• l««l«M«y fj(

Mtvaar* If

ha/aia »ai» - •

die daeih lanaay lm ntu
Of flat Qaym

aajavx lhay m« Maa
m ajnoai ••arlaa> a> aa>

H in iha at

naa an» •- MapV
OUaakra tnt til Ma Vflia

ApSSTy !!•• M* ..I |h|

fa*ehy moj hanp fin a aan
*f •••— n - » u

thavaaadiaMfMSUSMfiaaf a «aa
irwaa auSa mi fw »*«*e» arai

a neaafaa tn rrvaniita a MHa>
Vinaa un Am «h*

11 iraj houaa o%a»v«Ses ma vera
tha Scnaka vota it <apM<tcd to be
very dose to tha ona-vof* <nan>n
fhat sustaaYaa a valo Ua» year.

aiCOkfciB lO Son John J Conta.

Wotceilet. Srnala chaaman of

the Juftbary Cetmtitsa*

l\

IVW H Loch* M

'. aanong suppertar of ih*

a datcrrant ukI
ke wotAJ oppose amaed cataoory
* r anutaa mt oHcunnai-.

1

-ao tha; am>nenal cSmaia of

povvoarv of a tie vola. n wrath
one Servile Pvaataant Kavn II

Harrington says ha would ba kkefy

to cast a oe b^aakar votm agaant
capital puaishmei<

H tr^ itnocaiopory meaaure m
cventoaty aakd. Rap. Mcraai f.

Flaherty, 06u»l« Huuac

a

iha slata at me tn>e of verawaUd
JwaeSfnrteW^ lector necfoaa

*&* on a oeOernaio*ai veto
"What would %p il t% •! ifwr
•eaoaaa senous cnme.^ ha aaad
dcacaman * shot or ifceaa m a

various aaa crane, thai coakl cmata
taasf a oampcMsrir c%nate m

M*acli j mtSo covie be Cr»ai*Oni

aasur^pt
140 CONSTRUCTION

SPENDING

to

news
summary

Rice goes to army
HHMMA PCHH \(JPi\ Tha

Cambockan govarrment has
Oared el not cane*) *to Ptnom
PeWi by the
wire**!, from %u
ehan orvy to the nfctary. a tenjr>

<nv«d sa«S yaatanlis

The tlicaofl fhursvday by
*Ves*kn| ton Not rrtvant iheH Mas
'O raAef m ssghl for starving

*esxk*«s of Iha heswged rap>r^
mmo item bean unebtt to obteai

tha food market*

I Committeeman fears

bankruptcy of Boston S^^i-ti

Morton advises Ford

to share oil revenues

Turnpike? 1.1s

speed control

"

•

SPRING

&AVTONA BIACH 179* FLINGS!
e\e m a> ^mt

JAMAICA «0*
- — • - .

flttftCtl Cf¥(A0A
m/

s4 at T>*Artr**«tCarrt»jr
Shoaam H PtcMun* !st

Court to dec&
on weffere outcrt
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Martin Sostre given

guilty verdict
7M u fart Grtw at * rwo-p&T

***** o»» thm tntt at ttVrvt So*--

Altar • 17 day en* on fetruar,

27 M epproaorraQety ».*> P-m
kAaMn Soetre heard da a* wtsts

lecaion ol 'gutsy" o* three

counts orl second degree aaaauh
WiINn tsconds the tol owing
occurred: Judge Robert leaabesg
began *» ipHk a number ot th»

Martn ScwCre Defense Corrmtie*
stood and be^ga* adorespng those
m the courtroom on bstw*f Of

Mittin $ce*r* Fetnberg order**
that he tKip
Jmnberg yelled that rp was to

coraerrpt ol co%rt and ordered hd
arrest Another member ef the
Martin Sodtre Pat**** Coramjtree

cp*tinu*d tha statement. He wee
charged with contempt at the

enraged judge ordered hd etreeL
T**n tht kjdga Ofdtftd that the

couretoae bo crested.

AAertn ^ostro was too out oy

UK* rue****** Among those in the

courtroom, tome left, toco*

restated a/actlon end oome ted no
tine to leave as (M one women,
four month* pregnant, who has o
haatt condition and

Dance ensemble hailed
o\ SHtHWOOD THOMPSON

due* /V»wj £*n«ce
The Mew Alnca House Theater-

Oonco Iniombte, undo' th*

direction ol Oiena Renos,
prevented an evsrang of cwdsng
emovernent*. sights, and eeu*ds»

Saiurdoy. March 1. an Bowser Aud
Baeusfui Oejna Ramos, together

*nn *h»i*4 Chapped. Vegto* Hex
Ron rteb". €iuek*a Oeaa, Saaefd

Hsghes. Barbara Boothe. Herman
Down, and B ieraetaa* Aeddy:

tOuojh their

ol danca, a profound
knowledge ol Me a perpteenee

The •erenpj opened with a
vtxjte to fXiAoe (Bengion Risjict

0O0O dapley of tynbolaas.
Succeam has a way of camtang oft
and down the »tee*e

The eecto- vr^m for ErK.

•« indeed a very eloquent
ddnwrence of the strange* and
affection of the Buxt woman Tho
coaeajerenon for the "Moorr
arhicb often time* d trvmkxAed
ngeeaeeiJ that there need to bo
greater attention grwm to tho
contribuldne ol ere Black women

In* wodd Tho "Moon" the moot
logical eelenaondthe'Sun": p
a, thet "woman" « me
comparts* •itmaon pf

Together, the two *av* eoeoaactng

Hero,

"Get thee oel in iht

lead coeT' Wefen aaveref rMnuott

ol tho announcerront of Tie guety

wordkt. 12 neopaf were madd
arraated on charge* od tummery
contonot whicb ceocKided any
orottoion lor a hearing, and were
maaa eemencod to 3D d»vi >n iai

later Jfcac %&rr* r»gbe co-couneef

OennH Ct*v^nghem and attorney

tkrafxrt Hnft. etier«picd »o conler

with kUnin Scene, but n«v w<ere

denied a legal v»v
I • «3e* morning. Febraary 29.

Judgo Robert Faebtrg tot Marc*<

24 as toe day to hoar moaona and
March 25 aa the day ol taniendng
for Martin So*** By that lima,

eight ol taa twaha who had
arretted the r«ght before

aVoady n stale vwrecH*. betng
trenaiecad to Aftasy County Je»>

Ansvtag rhera ttee four me* wraat

ondared » tvbest «o the roctaf

tearch The prog/ujr< woman w»*h

a imparl condition d among thoao to

the Atjanv Counry JaU
Monlay. March 3 Attomaye

Oenna Cunnmgeam and t uebath
f'*k wd fla wmta m the Supreme
Court at Plattabtrcto on bshaaf ot

the Ptatbburgh X2. ctiaHaegleg the

->ess atrteta ard masa sentencing
without ahowmo nopno^nlty w
^aar or enawar dujrgea

Tuesday. March 4. Marti* Soaete
wel appear betar Judge Port at a

Can.

: cnEpnol

nuksa

whera the oauea of the

racial tearch wd be argued Maran
Scane waa rra*afarred tovnaddnav
after femng of the March 24 and»
data* to rhe Watenomn County
Mi. He than wd bo transfarrad »
Aabum Pnaon pending heawng
proceedmpa ordarad by. Jud^e
Port

After ana heamg. Maran Sost«e
and aQoomaya wd tutmt ihair

patnon tor a reftiatomg order

whicn would prevent Me^tm
Sosi*e» trant*ar back to Canton
Pwao* where the Itth and mora
baaitog* await Nm from ravangei*!

guard* and retatalory «jrosn and
priaon omoeta Whsirer or not
Martn Soatrn a turned pwft to nil

torturer*, whether or not ho d
beaoen and forpbf> tearchad. he
will tmmadiaitlv begin the
nacaaaan/ research and work of

going «%a/ me trial tranachpta to

prepare motrona and to prepar* .

tight ctailanga aa Ihe gusty vmract
announced by a iud;a ard

fury on February 77.

CHINA MITE
$m ^^

ft idat, Mir. 7

?p.m 9pm. CCA
UMau

Chinaae Shows 4
Refrashmant

Si.SCatCC Concourse
(Mar.)-7)

oral door < Mar. T|

» ^^fltdjal

Star Trek club unites 'Trekkers'
members gather every three weeks
to exchange letters, stories, trivia

Or SUSAN GEMSflr?
TiflaiY fTs/xpiTo

Space - me final frontier Thaaa are lha voyages
of Via atarahp tmarpnaa'. */* ttoyajr mitten ao
t*&of atrangs new wodda. a» aaak out new ale and
new orsoatlona. to boajfy go w*are no m^> has gone

Diana, a rudoWaged taacrer 1'om A>jttraha, a dap
arwtrtV^erolthaWelcommeiee Thdahar hrat yp^o
toe Urated States.

'I came to r-mt the frtanda wto have baooma auoh
o t*g part cf my Ida though Star Trek* the *e»d

Tho Star Trek dub meats one* *ver> thraa
rrd '•-eaaVua atarv w*dn UafJta. a ia«oa pen or

ll2?2l?'£2T2- ^^""^""JUZZ *£* «*** ^^pondaaca antfv^tar Trek ckiba
fVom ether a^hocd. After ttat stoim «r« —teervepon sanas "atar ireaf. ins program

great poputanty wads * was a weekly ofrertng, and
<" reiDOveA from preatT

** la1

...

• •• »••People dl over

dubs. They npdt bf^aa ahou**im %* aeju,«j .

.

•trito-a htfe i- Nvm York $tai T,^ tt*V»«*ek*sj

the form ol booka. pKturaa. aont»«i Vutran
come books, dwefry,

buttona. a»a hot aaaaa Item*
Tea) current totsraat In Saar Ti«4 (»mN^,» abuui

Bormatton pf a Star Trek Club a» iMAssa war yaar I

dub a> compoaad pf age* and iMieseuwda. urmai
mrougha coearnon eytaraat ei »•••« ffH rr^ aaaaa

rogethar a» stare their eipmeanuse avai disuelaa
They are tore! fern, devoted t» add lhaa "ftiai

Trakr wd be rawed es a TV. aa*aaa I er nany nl ma
Cfub raan itw a, Sear Trek a s meju* |m<l %* tire* kt«*

BMaafl a one euch perso-v Irani a'aniimntaar,

workmg on carspus. whp says, "<»jlee*e *l say f#**4?

andjobStarTrektakaaupadrrryiima
St^waertiaitheahr>wcpnar^«r>r emi k a r^arrrei

of vandue "Seat Teak" organ
toce preeident of t»d Scar Trea

u<turaa passed tack and forth, end etonas of at-

•vr>*ng rjayanbor* and rwaettog atara torn tr* caat
Tkav ajkar> «o*v $rer

. Ada
fVair • fraajf reran

'Lj^asaE!!
'* •'••^toia, dasre

Maaam a ksadar ii a am
M««ktne U«^9u ,

mtariitr H
r,a , •••^rttaaaa Care a* *sa

•ear |i*.mi^m».v«
arsi Vi-

tro** fan* en anything part

We get up 10 S00 aataara fa*

lechracai ouaaiiona about ihe

the cast. W* afwaya maka ium
Jrrawars"

JOC/' VtfKVY/arerelsVel

00Oph tVa%^ Cttsf aV^CVaaAaaJat

rlH^^f^H: Student forecasts

^i?§:i-^i5r costs for year 2000
ma
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School of Ed records "frozen
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IT PAYS TOSHOP
THE FINASTWAY
Mountain Farms
Mall in Hadleyt

Beer
and
Wine
Shoppel

Miller's High Life
Beer

12otc*na

Fotonari
Donelll
Folooarl
Rosa Garden
Paul Masaon
Jaequa Bonat
Chlantl-»_
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Commentary

Reform prison reform
*V PAUL BftAOtiY

To anyona cor<a**ad about praon ratorm tha Jaath of j«t>m Outtoo.

u <r*on<tad m ll« Aoaro* Gtoa*. haa to ba a oahaarta-ing «xam?tt of
how maamah tha priao* ayatam hot taaad. Dutton waa * tfeirty yur old
««COm*t who apem rruch 0< tha iMt 16 yaar* n pnaon and who cSad In

'**» 21 dwtg a ihooaout w*h pottea. Oimon nad enad to rob a ImVmm
bOf* •># *» tha pitQUI 4*0* • tatar ioajHaa ind darrandtd S>30,5tt
raaaom fur hac rerun
OuttOA WW 4 taantad Writ* who did 4 Mfitt of «id« for tha 6tooa

laat war concaadag tha ISt «l inntata*. Itafortmatafy. Ouaon could not
bad any bind of ***4>g job, and waa l*4*d praaaad to find a job a* a ba* boy
•"» iaa vim
Pik* *aerav * I "*tH*r of I 4 Maaaachj»«<t* Star* f>4nal Board w>o

*ho was a wctl know? bank lobbor , and onoa a mwrbar erf d*) "tan moat
*antad hat' erf h f 6«. far tram bakrg a ahrtng «aampkt of how wot
i"*cn rahabiitatioct aorta, faaay hcraaM has aad that ra waa mtormtd
« *p*r erf trw vrT*n\ nr* iacauaa ot r. f a«n«y team ovtr 41 yoara n

pnaon and **» n*** tv>jht arrrirmg t*at would Np" Mm op tw on tha

Thaaa two vary dWIi—t narapkaa *">ow aa rt atanda now. tha praon
vf**m

a

4 ootat taaarr iivraHtktam na* tt #oihVg abOvt how **av w*
haws eo Inra on tha out«da> Ona came* «apact that wt gha convict* a
c caag i •duecoon. Out ovan tha moat baa* and ammo* kaamna

about kit oa «a« ououoa am nagtacoadi Aa a raautt raUaaid
*»d* itom batng oooaidamd aaoond-ctaaa ctotana by rha

pubic - acMcm ha%* cenhdarca in rharr,*«fVo» whan they pat out on tha
wroat Soa^aaat out paopia mat tray faaUc*morwt*e wtK and are off

•*uha cttrrtnal trac* agao Something u» 4rmed 'Obbary than tiaaaj Iaa
a logical Map *» maMa and cam* of 4 cnaajnal

What in eunajnamar*. rvnataa a^a navar rooogriizad as *4JHn\*m. t*A.

fcajiaad art aaaipnad a nuwoa/ P'aom*Koan«aan^o ,c«iC«of p»aonar*.

and aarvwai aa an Mhrfdoai on tha cutxda baco^aa ocroa^^y dMculi
la tha UM*, atapa Mn aJd taform of tha praona aaiwaJ 10 b» m»%ing a>

faa rtaht daacacn wftan than Governor Sargant appontad John ioona ao
haad ap tha aaata Cor*Ktion» Comniaaion, 6eo-« mtwtvd programs Mta
runouahslar pWaonanjL adacaoon for tha inmataa. and haHwvr houaaa -
9» 4rfnad at raadytog tha am eon to Ka on tha outadt Boona and ho
program* aft* tal vtctim to pcabca, and Sarpant had to durmp n*t> *\ tha
Iko o1 crn c jaai tton> poatcat faciona. moat nooabhr l»om Ano»na>
G**^*dbmQiM*mi*>tr*dtQn&tt*m**iwth9G<r9*Tw'%ott\ct.
U*» tscta wara thai ova* 69 par com of hrioufihad priaonart rat.mad on

tha rranorcy ^i« atavad a^ay bacama mora wall known,
aaatattc ^han o*o cona-dari thM many fuioughad

no 1nt tk«o *> dacadaa.
noujfa anjoy tha cou*ovcaub *if*a**m* erf a

cordnaMam. tha 'aal proMawa of pnaonara ** pnaon
ralorn «t* baan^ ^norad Tha wJl braad am mora probtama. and tha
nciMS^h hv» *atum rata erf a* cona wM ^awain ao. Wo? aa oonvKtt canba

#rw^>s w »a
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(mu? Itein) (^a^an iT\va3ers exposed^
rcgmpantir^l^ton bite 3uft, at

u
TIUmchL>

)

i

^

7/7e /7/gr/7 cosr of good talent
lo CdrtO*

>thaO\tl»,

Tha* •

What Wj
riMHiurr.

** aemaona wno was rtAminry Jnvofvtif mV*
pafhRv Mf A^rar ffmpton thow on. / av^ac«asa fna
***** *n ro*f iAvKKay'i Ccttapan Cka pc*V o'
ro//n»%on rnar couA/ moiAad paotpw «tfo oaaawig
t^ir Aograyn Cauncrf Afcw Cc/rvrwia* rmw #
Puncn o/ eaah on th« «n«w was r** fr&xr* erf ratio

aaopAa. )S00p*or& m*f Km* *+*% th§ xAow 6uf A**r
off ma rop of *»y naao4. / oafrva rv meva than aYV
*+*) tto one* ,-.<*-. i* \*H<*ftcV SVCCS'tOD

laoAn oh* ma nyr trf hv ajirf tf /«i»«\f *a A^rVor^
VW are jotoav *J»a^aja> A# |h» ^^t wmvr 4

ipwy show in ma iiaaavn «a * awm a>yMi«rr v..

wn>v*V ara mm lajafjaj «^t #n aaVtywrW f.raji/

#50» a naroaaarv Aa rva#a.x • naaaaif «dj|
msHctmi* .^, ^ u ^,ia> to* A4^w. .

CAarcul rnantf Aa/ liy ry*»ohaaa arW a rhjma hr rrr

m# faco/o* fTYOV^f

AV*%rr 6htf aaaf a***** ajaaja yf 4 (#JJ J|

Let him throw the first stone

State of siege
Support for Professor Wcsthoad

Workshop coverrtgc neglected*

Mutable Quote

=l_I laaM 4«r,.t.r#CMlar la mIi!

Benita Pullara

Has starvation vanished?

^Si?^aa^te*ie4.«Mwvi rw^i«.^K^
co^ Though bin- .:< «rd ahpUd conaimy ba eonaidarad a adman, kMcov.raaai>eMtpao4^atarvoacampaignatohaap wfl not hawa any awaadatra aftaci. Tham ara \mmmm^HMiZZmZ

thaKjngry,4ndpU^0UD0naarofgo%amrra»caJ4Mb
**«**• nwa ar« imapaaj AtttcaJ mamodf

to haap n^dy n«tbxa hffva oil but daappaarad Voat
paopta am aodna aa il tha orobvan novor raaty
aafetad It'a —** to pratand rt'a not thara than to

<*4*»aaa onaa mind anrh t%a

u

opiaaaam ihought. Tha
proWam a tar froa baang raaoKad and ao wa muat
MM. +u f iioaa a wo4J rtan waa a>
ta^Mh tha aauatian aJmoai igrv*

H b too aaay tp at? thai the
tha anxiam |att hacarra daoou
fruwMftry uf faaalng tha wheaa waaa
c»na<nry a liaJiaananwg o«a Whao
cu^ntilta dka. tha rror* «nua* naaj
mayajtlajfjifyoaaar'antuda It a ***
tha wad uaariuua^ dk>fo«rlara d^ -

how rramrrwtti tta plrfJaj* WM
arwiJinat with c
One rttist taaiia tha ntiaj

ionm» 10 tha pmbia««« can ba
fuit Itatrgt rrf many tt>a*aa> Aa wa
pan, tha afcw al coracaoLa a ahwan
autrraa of tnajaoaa. but haa IttW
long run A cuvntMlon af a taw
«• • maa tickoi am aft *m a

•Haa af mm auiaania.

Tha onh/ long Iarm •olwdon would ba a total ajtorm
of em worVTa food i»j»tnaJujL food naat ba
coratdarad not tha prhata proparTr 0* 4n> on«
country or eompanr. but tha prooany ol tha antnt
«%ortd TKa UWtad Staiaa and o9ar affluom oountraa
ahouW auppfy rood k* hungry coumAal without tha
aapacutton ol grariiuda h raoum Tha "aran ? wa
JJjhgaJca to you" atttuda of tha past a**4d
Mo;e>aaj ^0:0 vojii bj pjam .._, ..n rajm
•joona wtth tha fuaoAcadan that may. too. a«e
otuana <rf tha ptaaat and aa aoch thay ha%a a rtaK to

41

••<

Inmy-r •*• atataa aa luaaa aa ayaaj a) 0^ • «aw
wava «ah too hptfai

Luis Manuol Mndian

cToi .1 i,\\p^^ niopfffypr

5w»d.iA •••

Or t-r 2S A30 M\VaW .tW

Where North meets South
' - • iaa| Baurmaat a itumU

ago, m»4 - * typtaalut ihai tao*
• naa a attba rMaaai faywawa. than*
hf aj*ai»u** ddal am a
avtHMRtar«i

Water on the brain
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Student Union, CC to have uniformed patrol
e\ eW/Ct** Fft£Q€MCK

Men in e/etn onftatms aval be
petroling CM <ampj* MMM
ItMdWW '.n*0* eOfr**e* atone, aritn

one f^wne poftce officer.

Tht ««** pen o* *•» voted on by
tht c»mpui came* bot-d of

bowwi lor increased potet

Tht pat'ol consist of Ont
poifcomeri art* iiii poke power
And for InwtuKKo- Protecacn
Men who do not ***+ peace
power*.

The i.K.MiA4bt tht tree end

eat of tht u-Aprnad o*f©a* * tad
Capt Jo»c* Al Iv» men *aJ bf n
rad«3 contact with aech other and
a*ep» tht etttbn.

Both Chafe e*d Joyce atfteaed

that est meti purpose of iha patrol

* prevent** The Campv* Center
oonp*M haa rectnty become ooa
of the biaom oimt areet on
ce*K>vf. anil it * hapad thai tht

pretence of onHcrmed eWce* w4
stop pocaniai ptobtomt before thay

occur Most Of thfr */nt wtl bt
taken up varp* regular ptrroi donee

toe* at chadurg tocfct. end &a»ng

avaaabk soptoptt who may need
them. Htr<w»«

; Jovca erd Chain

Sea related

commentary

page 10

set) that sv<t e*Axcomei of tttta

Kj »cr law* ** etee bt a pan of tha

p joftnen't m&k.

Ttee nai only exttde* t»* *erv*c

of ma»onjand druofef. but atoo tuCh

aa ooaar»a*oa of ciotitg

and tab*©, equgr aft tht

prameee
At tht moment, tht of*ca

eaaioned oo ilia baai *a pevotmtn
tAerk LeStench Thorp ara alio

three oiKCf-s In Maining «no m*9
j»oiht eaegf»*e*t at tomt tm# n
tht «vnj*t Than) m» not eaactfy *

mad tush try tht •*<* on d»t tact
to vokiweet tat ma eeeonmant,
m»w? because of iha no*r*. but

S)Ui Chefa*. a vaaaran of mau/r

vetrt, saw ht wetted *o we»t

ta»«r?tr %oa*» vooHH' a*** an

awo-mtot « ma complex Mt

upiantd that (fa out of tht

wtattar. w«h Knt of paopte

around, three Pert, movittv fune

m am) tinea e/e e «ooi ban
there «e loi o* fact to Sece conjett

or»d commun>rt input. "I dent
wont paopi# to aaa LaBntnch

comop and th**. Look out hara

co^^a tht it*: takf Chtnn
At*t j what. I want it io be mora

u.f -uy MaA. whaft hap
pgriMr*"

^oef triumvirate entrances SUB audience
^C« ^>T C^ ^ 5 " ."*

.V ,1* \.

Stolen car blazes,

cops keep distance

•»

Talbot explains budget
9 z — ~

roumtEi
ftrl Sat* 4 !**•

••«M» ft

!• «*.

SNOW
illington

V «*KW

Mtrcha.CCA
r «30 Ml >t,.j

[MY, vah<;h i >>'> TMC MASSACHUSCTTS OAILV «XltMAN t]

Economics prof
offers inflation

interpretation
6> M&K£Of7H WAHMNQ
*o&*save MMM Sanywca

The ward "inftaion* it oantraPy nntl wth *&* ttatanih; bored eight

i«er* ihaaa whaohoetato ionoet it or a stream of ecoaeetiona apariti the

trve* opp«aaa%e svtttw from rigKeoua tirfctM

Wh<*evts tide & tht fence cnt hepptnt to be on, meet wr* admt that

pay ditoaaoon concerrw*o tht aretom economy a moo-begotng so the

aaeujoa sitdett.

ti an tMtrvitw. Mretati Beat of the UMate ioonomes Otpt anpnoftd

and Offered an up to dtna "nftatkon trantatun" fron ha

u*t e-stfs tin tean e* UUeee H»«t not

pp^ Wti m < teat

ttf#i¥i

Furniture

taken from

JQA in

$300 heist

tftyffWAjy/fcoiiA»/s
$ipa**er ComjtpoteVrTf

t«ai itexat of ieu»«jt fum
n^r»mtil7thtl«nr of >shn Qmm

Iprtj ttwtv. we«t «itaen e««

laeaapntt K<n«p^j to A»«
'Uamtinm floor CUtnatHtr

r tuj

s.<

UMass Theater Club
now taking

J

one-acts'

• aa
• •

^ women's teem
• •

a »(

• *ea 4«

Tc%lboolc

Anravi

10- 4

%• te

Rafc ho4lii>c

- M5COPS
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Coach Kidd changes pace

r

8v GAXTAVWU/WMS
SaaV/Tnj&o'trv

When wMJUrrl ceec* fern Kk>3

i*sl stento n« beMeeor* dencing

COU** « epnnq 74, he h*J

•eChrfl p»»ymfrom ihehecfceyend

exmrae mm* to m©p% mouoh
n*ie («r»wt foe the 20 women i*

|he COVM
Th*. wvrmtof with or-roe-v

b*eroom cfcnong toppi*u VJD If*

tOCfUttment hat Hopped). The
inceng eajoBment a net three

nwmw ha* been word -el mou*h
SpirMd bf ttudenU Ihol i

p*ei*eri/ed the uruautf dencing

Senior Ed majors

workshops continue
The Undefgiedu^re Afl.«t»ng.

aMrao* the School of fdveaaon*
ro-hming A* w*rfc.*aoc* for «e**or

education rrefOcv The wortehop*

row resume wntir*). rob fee-Th.

end vMerwewno The KheduVe «

<eone %ed rerVuclOr Ru*» K«XJ

"Sum ft i>w« el *e nefiaHaa

.*L" «pd tihe «»st 0>nfl *•**

bUl M* kite oryOf '* »

ceengeofpeoHo* fC " K»ddMen
>**ani coach to the hockey «"d

i*c*oe* leeme r» addrion to ta»

*#nc*r>g ceiiucbo*.

The courw wj» iteried when
• rjd men&onsd (he soccer cf en

nterteeeon coitoq »r» belroom

dancing et MIT iu EtfMl ^Vme*.

t<*d of the f*hy*caf Educeoon

ittoernnint t'umtt accepted he>

«lee and e*J«»d k>os jo »* »c» «**

nt h*T«*ft

6V«row«g ow record* bom thn

•X ^vy. K<dd argeniied ttw*

.v* on .» decothaqee formel

With theexJo/f otechng AMOV>m
Ketby Thome* Mm d*** hee grown

to it* ptetent sire *** an «*m*
i»unbar ol men end women

Sienoj with e bask Feawot Mm
cim advance* throuoh in
Meuitie end 9 Wilt/ to the more

eMrtciit *teps lee the Tang*.

Bteidee tradMtonet beflroe**

lotvottina to G***n eJffejr end
Beany Oood^en. MM CMMJ hee

leerned en enenjetc Po**, the

Cte-0»e end revnree enftfrood

wfioiiee wMs the TwMl
Many «* th* S^identt eoe feeimtg

*> denoe fey the hitt vrc Some

SMJ crdy edcftng 90 the» <epeito« e
i «*id f»ev 4 coeiMg bert. * Md

j tea dentet. eddng i: | I pood

w.ty » rr«e« tl«ts wMM lw^*-HJ lu

^anoc" A won^n dencer wed.

i m ev>e»ii MMMUd &> Inm
tetfiDB d**c»nrj icr wwMSnyi

vyHr^ir^s.
I «w in

u«t emihe? wue>«n M»d ttut,"

ii*rwv "• uittfi ir>t left nail* nt I

i >«m lUMet tunv. I W»t

iiockbrlrige ftud+nti and «h<md' prepare for mMi
annual Classic

Livestock entries sought
TiM Stodibi^pe Schoo* *A »•**•«* *mtmm. b^t or devr.

A*fcetofe.erK)UM**»*r*K*ftng hotm pony, sheep. ww»«. <* ««n

MM* <0h Annuel L«*ft%ecA Oe»< r««h

en acr' 2Stt« and 2€d>. Arrr few TV- deedW> *s w^-ch smth.

year Arirnel Science metce. end w*en ihent wM be e r«eeincj of e*

Stodbbndoe tojdent, may e*eer o ire «n>en» in the S rccftbndae
member el one el MM <c*o—>q «ced>D •oom. at 7 00 p m

Elevator inoperative,

students complain
BvSVSANGtHttA

SfttKfonv
The oooerebM eMwnef in Jehn Oufncy Ademe dormnerv. cajc ef c*de»

s«Ke OMoember, wM not be r*pe*ed for et Meet two or dvee m****.

*c<OAjr»g to Robert Cewiflet teokeemen for the othoe <* reeidentie) tie.

Tu«»dey, Merch l. iA i

wortcihapaerefro** 6.00 1000pm
n HMi lobby) Decuukme on
neenej wrtng d oHeciMg data K>

h| need dmernnt formkhi 8Mb
tttete. horr. she Career ftervtng

ond liMwmit orifice. e« eseal w4-

tAvch it Job Seerdh and Rote

Pitying of lr«nr%t*w* Seme lerpe

e/o«p rt»jon»on on the dM
• ..- • -.j jnd

n»p if**p*.Yr^^ nt

FOl nietf tntnimeton P1

<cnVKt fhe Mi ^i-.j cittoe.

naeSoutx 5 2701. v»i

Women's network

will meet today

MDC classifieds pay — try themD

The UMeea Women* €
tern* MetwxrK wM eeaat

todey ei ' II tstiywomen'i
i.tnter mCioodel HuMbrg Tup»c»

I tari—fw Mel v<A*de o4e*»-

.% • ••

4 ed*e» i *

•AJ V • .

* .

a M » * CM fJM

WMUA Task Force n«idf volufifl&sr8
k

Ford names DeMott
to Advisory Council

• eMJti

e-
e-ea-l •

Mfe>#»iN

TfM>

m%j M««tn i oi

al

fXM«Mfe> ^%4aj dbfftlpe] la

e>*Mr% ajaaej ea>MF^^t r

C<-flKt i.C.1 • la# Ke»fy

CaVI ?^CT rOM
r#44^rc^ r«r^'K
a C C a> tavi #rre^ft ,»i

w»t M

#Jif#M^efi| Yfa^r

Ua%% ^ at
* fMva

k til U
rdlttej Smi

t^^f^V ra#4 **rw? rvtr •#«

*1i^aA. a^^^LA^^n^ 1^ Ijii

^

••^fe'f rT^Qa>f7M«1 e^ «Aney

^wiK.Ktli A»a
-k V x< -iHK a*M#*MMj

r<fe)*r<K ^# C^^f ^*« >^% r#M«a|

*0*G*f<» 4*4 *W *l H ^#« m4
*+W<mi V»*» <T<iiw<w e>
1*4**

ULLL
iXtirmi.itlekt rWaaMUfW

O 4a-.*

Be»
#

ttf il

15y Jim Ctrion

v,w.^^

Hi! Hi; -
-"

Hit P
53 ;. ~"

HLHI' 1 Br

IHLl^ LUr !
[« » ™ H^ iPWW

E |"H ' aTr H 1 ITT

VourBirthdav

it.

•i m

ttyuwuvviiatt

tomifi •**>• m rmM
.. • «• , e»»w •*•• - *«*•* !»«*•«•> n«f«i*# e

- •

» l» W ••» ww

yw M« r<*« m^ v«m««< lieiJQ kg S V^ 8 -
,. || -<..Vi»fc« fat tWtri«*rM»t«4rtpC!>l»

• «, -. ^ . .»

*mm

«fM •«««* Mr m«

rvnri t**iMi *<ir TW|
• ver «jo» •» A**** •«

Mhiw •*-.< >4MT KafmU' «4 *. *«H t.rn ««««• *•«•
«*C »r*4 l«y W»re«»¥ »nr»nM «t0 iw«w
)»*h»' ^« ^~* » >n "»• «. -<• »••» It
*4r Ir- >«# 4«A eat* T*r |i »>* »w i «• %ir\ • l

rtaraaa.t r»Hjni»e> - «hnwm.« •«••«»

*»» Mnm<n a>%^ a -

Oil»» U*^» a«,4H -

I*
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campus carousel
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fry TONY GAAWTE
WHtAf THiXTS $*AO*£ *

UC*Santa lUrhara, tha OantaPor

4 c<Y*adartrg a propotai CO boM af

Oapartmariti frunciaty taaponafttt

for tht darnaga to floor* and fo*

nt*ra iaoiitng from

According to a paga ©m pilot <n

thf Oaty nWa*. "dtiOCIiOA of

cmandtxj dapartnanb) wal Of
•ccompfcahad through OatJOd-)*

rrporta to tha rapOO'ar'l off<0

tha Campua Fua Mattha» *t than 4i

charga of aWoreing *# potCY

'

*U¥AT A fVOCf THWG TO OO
to STvotNTs department «t

inSan* u. tM Food Sanxoa
coaapuiaa com of roo* and boettJ

on artiopASad aoaanlaaaam #> tht

<tfettiit that

Aooordraj to a ptaca »n tha fr>

4*tnt Oaay Ssuarwir, nj tttotmt
omasa Of) 133 mot* « wNk. And
ah* * what Ihty pay for. aaan
*oooh 20 mMk art awvod
Tht »aat matt go fo aomt*x>OYt

Of tht AdmriitrjroUOA't <mV to tha

candJOAII. Tbtir «MCttOA waa
undarttandabtt Thty mtua-d to

rota tht ttnurod aotftton twd tht

canOdtto rtfutod to acoapt tht

Ottnjhtp A»thout <

S.av ,fj ,0 M Baj Htflati M

r^vnta praaarva ua.

S Otf) W£SS TO 7r/£ HESCVE
Whan UMieh waa nagotiaong with

a f*t>y dam of ibtfat atta to jam tht

•otiWVuvM\ 019 IfSCffl^aO bW)r,

campua raawapaptt. pot wand of tht

fact that ratgottttona i*dudad

lairing htf a*Oi a tan^cad lacutOy

appowaatanT ai toetooY-

Tht story tootad barlort tht

iootogv faou** had baan mfcroad

;/ODEMYi *

\l 4 >* VSI CMEM.V%»l4Vie

noh^-ivpiOw

MOW-roo4« eo

AnadtVEWfi
•Oft t

_j amo x«ai nu. y»so
vcarTtoM tuMTta owaaai '

'
.
'.W.W.U.U. '

.
'A'.U.

1
.

11
-

1

DOLLAR
MOK.-TUts ttajJrt

Tat TTvaao

SUowpldi
DtAf'OA" O* r -••fid

EVES. 7:00 - 9:15

Sat- Sun. Mat. 2:00 p.m.

•AT

r

TV tonight
tOP trt»'TMS5 *V*S iM
ACTION MIfrS ill

rux #.« ^na^s 1231

?M1 HU1KC CQMtAAV |J4>

5/««f4«r a,\*o "taarraat
OticM t>f»— • tTh
«U«fiKWWA 1)1

r*«f p»or yah oy*t t#c# >w
SOMAHZA lco»<>» TraaMr*.*'
140

<ovx Aatvtac^iar $rne ttoi

a Jt 4tc evtNws *rws w
/VJC vOm:i > .v/WS C231 :Xi
riV TtACJtiA iWtk'iVW J4I

AA3VY r»# SMta »H " 12T>

MfWfTCHtO 1J*

145 rrcevvoates xt Oil
.-oc ca$ rvMWS arwi ttrr*

ttAI fl* CAQHI/Tt tl>

r»vr* o« co«UGv4»<it aaa

/M# IXCA VAV £»MT/ SAN^W 'A
Mat • !•** A^ H«( KM 0»*.'

I

?Mf *£ A/W5 (22)

fo r#c< fHt raic/rv o«m
W«*« Kc«< '79*

ABC lViM*6 NTMS MC4
CO«UM*** iUtV.VAt «i7 aVl

?JP rxt Aitw ^aic* as m*H/ r»
7Mf A^W CAAtJC CAAA/A4 'U
tavtotW SHOTM4AS Itaj

'/</ vmrweev tovA*tx
•aaw Mv^Mt. <•» 221 (Xi
Aymaodj 011
JHf A+Vr Q\%*HtN VKTH 'It*
ta»j7i C-y*M*L** OH
pottji v»« r««fA K*«tt« ittt

rAyr.>»Tt WAiMCr/tY lit

7Mf 5M0 T/V|JT4 **01Hi*i
iMOta Si»T«va tor» a
»»«**•« tin (Xi

Tm C*««n Ay«4^ >M»l * OM

?Mf aivltcr M«<4ai(f5 i»
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Swimmers finish with split;

trounce UNH, lose to UVM

Rr.

a«»
a
«

aytKMHfGGWS
If wtt a <<aappo4nt)rig and to a tar# 1

Tfit OMtta man' a awm taam fartahtd tht vtar %Mih

a 6-7 rocofd by apttting S+tundtYt tn-matl taoing
^»>wM*r»p4hfe*1Sy^atkm^flt»thalM\tc»m/of
VarmortL G846i

it vAta ono of d>a taait tmytta^t parforrranoat ?*•

Mkxnamtn htvt turnad \n thai aaaaon. l «aa not
sacaitad with many of tht taratt/ toad Coach Bay
Maaartad tfatr tht mat* at BoyOafi Pool.

"
Sorraomaa

tha lax rvaat of i«o yaar a>Yi at yov hoot 4 m* be
Stat, thaca wa*a tomt 90od ptrfofrnaneat by tha

LfOAaunA^Tmira. PJai Yaf#jOn»>htm tht bttt bmt
for a UMaaa awvrmar n fovr yaara with a 2 14j0 »n 9»o
200-yard bacfcafola Oan Crookar. datp»t txiiraho '**

orm of h» poortr tlmaa m tht 10CO yarnl ftat. twttYi

hit batt trwi tt r»a ytax In thaW0 fVoa IS: 102L
€an McAAatar, parformng 1* **» tan raaot for

UMaaa, oooL aacond In both Grtfa*, tvtnii Ha dM a
groan fob fo» ua th* -raac.~ t*-d MaitmtO 'Wi'n
going to mat ban a lot" ht adoad Taammtia B*
Quim manavojad to grab thmd ti both avaati

Othtf good pa^fJormtncot mtntonad by Maiamad
wort by Jot MothVt. 0l»« Bouchtr. and ha) brofhtr

Ron. who <«««• wtarart axthaj of fMiMng out tht 400
hot At***, ftat rraaaing Ovt win a tiow touch at tht

AaMi

At ioafraejh! UMaaa rMrrmara wM to tjravaang to

Broam tha wtoa; (Thutdtv through Sai.rdtv) <Vy tha

Mtw Crtflandft. Thay art Son Cko*** . Wtrry Bryoan
Ruv» Yan*orth. Oavt and Ron Bo%<har. Ovncan
Lokioi. Joo Habaa €tn WcAMtar. and pooaajat BH
OuWt. What thty aro not in a claa* with tha baft In

Now Enoftintl Maiamod aipacti iomt food par-

iorrrtinctri Vom thoaa imtonmm.

TAKING THE OlVt! Saturdaya moat martcad tha

hnM poHorma««a fo* thnaa awtm man. BatHia

McAJkatar. Andy Ooar and oo-captaan Sparc*
Sijinan w4 o/tduati data yaar. Th«a ahcod laavo a
dacant nuOtvi *Of now yoar't ao>ad .Maiamad
tnpactaCrooltr to broat htj 900 froattylt mark at tha

Htm EngUnda. and akO thnt» that Oavt SoUQhar
coald ma*a fio nnaH In tht 2tX>vard brat)ttH'C*r i

!
Jl/'s annihilate Thames Valley

por-UiMass swimmtr Carl Zuilck r«lax<r> after his
formanoa in Saturday's moot. The swimmers
preparing tor the Mow EngUndt later ttais wook

Minutemen in sweep
cont. from p. 20
Than wh% tha tuba going tf»o taat of tha way, tha Mirutoman turnad

aloppv. m thty oumuttod 23 tjrnoYora of tt<aar own h tha Tmal hwonty

mnutaa
Tha Mtnutaman btociuad a total of aovan MU ^ota h tr-a conoaat, moat

of tham 4> tha aany go«ig Town parapnaih tArtad t««ay thraa attampta.

BU pMcad aa oftYira in doubio hgunaa. IncAidtxj Tom Havaa, who oaao
off tht bonch to fro in 14 point* Othar twin Ogit ooortn for **a Ttmara

antaadad Nai Boma. CaaiHVanlanOnghtm. Walt ChotUv (12 aacfO. Korry

Wattutr <11). and Ha-ry Oownt I10«

Tha victory aaaurad UMaaa of no woraa than a tit for tht YanCon'i top

apot. and tha Maraitamtn can bca. op thaT third ttfiaaht oonlaroAca crown
wrh a win at Mar* tomorrow night

TiCKUNO THE TWIfot - Ouarta hat baco«-o tht taa~'i hot hand) of

•^•IMaa-ar

9rMt*£Be*Gtfi

r «j Thamaa VaMoy Tatoti Tfea#

Out" baSowad tha P A annouKOf
jerKtol an B tttaoht pone o*ptof4>»

tht JV Maaotrnon If Tharnot
Vatay could hava caftod a riano o«t
avary to atco*di. Oat rtauft «aajN
hava batn tha atmt For thero was
no way Thsjaot Vafaty couU htvt
boon owvod tha 9f>6S irafcjjrfcri

Thamaa Vattry. a ^jraor coioga

loam of Soutiarn Comeo<ui
kportinf an t|6 rocord, Intoalh

jjrtcr coMagt vktortaai dad not

cupoct tueh t fait paoad famt
from tt4t Mirtixnien.

UMtsa aphrtjtd out to a 2§>tt

teod wnh 10 ^wuioi ao go «i faa

half MAa Hoify. Gton Tay%» and
Oavt Svador, af poaajbfy pitying

llaOAf Hat JV tanon, camt out am
Njoaut arvJ

raapactvaty io baloon tha Itad 10
3CV27 But Ihon tha "Scheie
Trooc* watoeaiad «i

Ua a
lr«o uq Oavt Ccnvana, convoaad
tlM) board! for 7 raboundt to http
»«t up tho otftnaa tor Ptoetar
DaraaH. 8ob Mrtahan o*4 Cd
Sfwtty Within 2Vi mnulM !ht
i«»d ixreatad to at>» and Thaaaaa
Valty pityora warp trOtr 0>ng of
faiigtfo or wonoartng whan aha nttt
bo* to faorwKh. Conntcncut mm

STitffS+<OT$ e*r*eCtpW. a
5 9 kxAatka for WaK Fra/iar, had

imaa Vasty wrh H poWa.
LrAAtat, Sttvttmy. as par uoaaf.
ahot It for 19 to load to attack wth
22 poena Patxaor Otraota. comaig
off tht bancA. folowad with 13
Comaig out of a ahcotng Pump.
OonfUidaiaoirdthtraam'aDI par
cant thooting with 12 ponta Oavt
^trader, probabty pltyang h« boat
aatrovndpamc. chrx*d o ^h 10
pofhn

T»a aacond half taw tha con-
• rajaajsj g| .hr f.^

f N^ t

Maaalela
,,

. Th*f»o4 VaAay n
atiurod a VS-i dafonaa daaignad to
**** 0^ tampo of Jho pomo. ft

Proved r«Hactrvo at UUaoa «»ta
abtt to contioi die Offonarva board!
for 10 qtKK poaittL
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Gymwomen triumph;

men outscore Temple
By BILL DOYLE

Winning isn't the only thing after all, at least not according to UMass
women's gymnastics coach Virginia Evans, as she admitted that she was a

little disappointed over the Minutewomen's showing against Southern
Connecticut Friday night even though they won, 1CW.70-102 45.

"We didn't score as high as we should have at this point in the season,"

she said, although UMass did total its highest score of the year.

Evans said that the vaulting and floor exercise were especially off, but

that she expects UMass to get on the right track next week against

Westchester State.

On Friday, the Minirtewomer. fee
1

behind. 26 65-26-30 after tho vauttng.

but umj a good uneven bar to* to take the lead. UMesa then won the

by IB points to take e 7S90-7&40 Had Soutnem won the floor

:a* aa Jamww Bvrger and Pern Seeckrost suffered fuel poW loeeea

of felts.

Steckroet wee scheduled to go *i the ee-e<ounda fxt only competed on
the uneven bars and floor beceueed sore wrets. She rasa replaced in t*e

aS-arourd* by Aan Ceeon, who (sashed fourth wrth e 31 36 total

La-da heSigen mwaed the entire rreet ea aha had the 0u
Eve** sad that Southern ween t reefy much co/rpembo except lor a

beet ea-aroand performer. Cola DoweJfcty. Oowafibfy won the a* around*
« aha scored a 930 in vekiting, a 9.20 on uneve-e. a 9.30 on the beam, erd

a 9.S0 on the •oor. for e 37-30 total Susan Centwei and Burger toeeeed

their seeeon'e hegn eteround scopes with a 35.75 ord i 34.96 reapectrvefy

to take second end third piece.

Carrwet wee UMass' too scorer on the beam w«h a 9 < using a new
routine* . nd the floor wh> e 1f> Burger «?» UM«m ragh scorer on the

tnevenev *sh eS. 10 a-d veuksng «th anUK
BOtffeM . just ddh't have the depth on unevene or bsience beam so easy

wrth UMass. Beedee Ooweafefy, tee beat the Owwtiea could mutter wet
an 8.20 for si«th place on utevtne and e 7.96 for fifth on ate beam
Meaffwnaa. Burger came up with har seasons beet bar score, as dd

Caneweiwidsanl8»\ SteoVeet etto fatly e%t ft together to* en 8 66 on
the unevons.

Evans pnaid Cheryl Smeh and Marten Kuatfc for Few pertartatwos*

Smith scored an 875 on the Root and Kufcft continued har impoverraent

of lata w*f» m Mo In veur .

By BILL DOYLE
Sometimes history has a way of

repeating itself.

Two years ago the UMass men's

gymnastics team had to defeat

Temple to finish in a three way tie

for .second place in the E.I.G.L. and

it did. Saturday afternoon UMass
totaled its highest score of the

season to nip Temple again, 207.40-

206.30. this time earning sole

possession of second piece with

It* y<tOry

The Wa-utemtri. whoee previous

nig* eves 204.2& against

$prne4wkl now onfy have 10

defeat tow* logoidod Sr»tu*e on
S*:.fde| t:. ejoa. Up **::<id ;4jtr

and trash wth e 10-2 record

oversa
UMm totaled its aaexon's

htgaeet score in three events etao:

34 4 on the hoc* iprevious Ngh wa»
3385L M25 on so* houses

I previous high was 34 051. en* 35
in tauttng Ifrevous t»o> was
36 701 Alto, set irxWduei high

scores were posted by Minuiemen
Brsdes UMass' top score of the

voer. two key corns hekjwd deode
the outcome of the meat. Temple
side Xrss sb eciali t Gary Xukck did

not compete.
The coach wouldn't 1st me/' he

fotpianed. 'because I dad-'t get my
hair cut I have an appgrwaient to

get 4 cut *axt week but since •

didn't get 4 cut eeeore s*e meat ha
woisdnt let me compt<

Kukc*. was torety meeed ay the

Owts, as they don't have the depth
in hit event. Coach Tom Oum
admitted that UMass may have lost

rf Xuatk was n the bne-up.

Also, another key to «w meet
was the poor rousna of Terrpka'e

Bob Hesderton on the high bar

Hcnotrto* suffered through many
break* In hit routino end tinaiy

slipped oM the bar before hit

dismount. He stalled to wait away
but ha coach made him oonanue
He ooalinued but fei on ha
damount anyway. Mis low score of

895 wheh coenttd was too low
for Tem^e to overcome on ttwtagh
bar decpaa e 9 2 by Tom Kovic and
a 93 by Btjna NiesvOKhefc

The matt went just about ea
Coec*Duropfedict4d»twou4d He
sad last Thursday that Tempts

fe>|*y WirrlH ' W5 TUT MASSACHL^FTT^ CUiU V (C.kfcQlAH It

A UMass gymnast performs on that high bar lit

Saturday's win over Temple, which gave the gymnasts
second pla<a In tfst EIGL.

around score ever wih a 5? Id He
feed ha Nghett acora on the •oor

f4\70l. nr.^s IR7TJI. pban CUR and
H& bar f9.06».

Alto, Dave "aodt ' Kuaj*otf tiedM t«s< score on wde horsa w4h an
8 5 wfKh came at e cn*oaJ rime
since it wee right after Temple s
Wwj Surrvnerheyt scored en &S
Unsei.

woeid wmi the toor euyewe but

that 4te Owia woutdn't score ea
fiejh ea they had m ttv

because of the hard met n Hoyden
it came true at UMass lost the

over* but net by as much at
Trjmaie would Mva hoped. 3S 1f>

34 4 On ode horse Dunn had
predicted e UMass victory mh<h
oassa true in ft* form of Jt 25
33.0&. Rings want to the

MrHAemen fuat as Dam had said

they would, and veuitng waa even,

•gem sjti ea Ounn had predtcned
Tempie won fee p-bers at Oum
had sad he espected On the fsgh

bar. Ounn paedktad a Temfie

Urn is\ /. yU <>« ':• ml P«t-i^j«r

and b*eo» o Ne routne which
would coat Temple the meal, end
of course that was the case again.

The beat way to desenbe the

eja*iuteme>n perfoimance on
Satu^ey was sold few routines

ware nested Peter luaVs fa* on
Ns dajrateu off the rimgs tor an 8 7

was o*o of ihtm
Peut Maitct had hb personal high

on the floor at ha averaged 8*6
Roy Johnson shrugged off a foot

cyjry ha euMsrad teat weeec m
practica at he and Nt beet m-

Kiit ro- n.inether Johnaon
-t w*o came m second tt

the ai-eroundt befsnd Tempia't
Tom Kovic weh a 124S total went
the top gymnast for the
M.rtjtemtw. That honor warn to

Steve Marks, who sooted the

item's highest side horse end
vaulting scores thia seeaon with a
* IS and a 9.40

On s>o sida horse. Marks thread
the crowd end made up for some
char rather weak iAnutemen
scores *i trde horse to gha UMass
the lead «n the meat On hit vault, a
hand aping wash a front sun
rrersaurt he got good height to tw
lusks 94 on the rings egeeist

Spangflafd far the highest acora
'KOhrtd by e Mnuemen *y any
event tfrs

B's explode, 6-2; Celts dumped

Bruins' goalie Gtlles Gilbart makas anomar beg savg
on Black Hawks' Stan Mikita in yesterday's nationally
televised game. Boston crushed the Htwfcs, 4 7,

BOSTONXAP: Wayne Cashman snapped e 2-2 tie

wtss a power play goal in the third period end the

Boston Brueit added three insurance teaea Sunday
for a 2 Heionet Hockey League victory over the
Chicago Bakk. Hawks.

Gregg ^eaoard scored two goats and Hark
Mc*tk. Tervy aave Forbes and Ceehman oae each as
the Bruins ecltnded thee home winning streak to
saj^rtti ga«<rO>

NA*TfO*D. Cone. \Uff] The Seattle Supsr-
aorsca. sparked by Spencer Haywood and Fred
Biown. outscortd Boston 8 2 * the lest terse mevjtea
Sunday for a 104-97 victory over the Cartes

T*e game wet tad tU timet durmg the rmal period
&.t Haywood pet the Sonks ahead for good. W-W.
with about three nWMflet left in the gems The CaftJce
faeed to score, wade the Sorees tatitd eight more
pones to pht up a rsea point kiact 104-99

Bermuda
S199.

1

Puerto Rico
$ 2 H '•%

Ft. Lauderdale
S 2 3 t i

IPNHTI Kf OATI ->

CONTACT:
ALEX SCARR

546-5190

iv real

GARBER TRAVEL
pvruKi ti> pvrvon nieWt to tru*Gjt>y r\pertrn«r

(617) 566-2100 Ex. 189190

AUCTION
ORIENTAL RUGS
ON WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5. 1*75

AUCTION AT 8:0« P.M.
VIFWINGFROM* 30 4 KPM.

AT
COLONIAL HILTON INN
JUNCTION II. ROUTES
NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

K*cr^o Oressecs, keec*antl» is r«w Onentat Reev will tail at
p<Ouc aucnee e meeerS<enf cetlecicn at ever MO all swjrsnssea
*9ti»m »* emer Onerael Rvft. o all vir» erd cofcxi f«ree
catsaoei avslaate at nme el sale.

can
t est Orweeat ftees. M yew ha»t eav ta sell, ejaasaj wrne ej

Kaoud Brothers

JM Boston Post Road
Tel: 1241 ?n<»?44

Ore not. Coast.

Terms: Cash Oeck

New Englands: Tracksters place

fifth; wrestlers capture third
8t SCQ77HAYtS

The UMass ir*3w it

not win t»e seventh Mnn*9t Hew
Unoke-d Chsnipumhps Sstwrdjy
afternoon at Tutu UrwerslTy. tut
that should come as no tuseiee
The Mnluemen nad the»r propttrrov

and failed 10 challenge tv

thaajtajik, Boato* :.:**&*

l>Conn in the tium hettbi bs I

Friday rsc/re The trKir«en
corrpenealtd *x thee earh/

detcit m the two-day meet e*d as e
result firsetsed fifth bet rut

Sprrvjnald. wtsch coeoeicd 20
points on towel tofid par-

Sormanoes.

The sfth place Wish was not
expected, bet rmasiekea were cosey
ks ske rnset won by Horthwattern
The ynming koto waa 54 pcnt» aa
BC was second wlh 43i and
UConn thed with a total of 36 *»v©

cotida't aM»rd to make mrnxmrn."
corrmerotd coaoh Ken O'tnen,
who was rot drspiseaed wtit ho)

team's showog Sprn^need eapod
UMaae for fourth place as the
Mlnutemen managed oaly 16
points.

UCom took 4n tarty

ui events; atl &
completed on Frtday rsgrn The
Hiiskass totaled 20 points; dse to
ths eeHorts of freshrian standout
^9t^ DtvJs. Sprinpnttd hsd 14

points. Northeastern ij ,nd BC 10
or>na into SaturdeVt corKkadJio
competition UMass scored a sojta
point Friday, end that came o the
long jueip m Kan Ademeon cap-
tured hhh wrth a h*ro of 22SJ4".
The Qrackmen had hoped to score
10 pomtt ai the sin events held on
the first day (the two turps,
hurdles. 60 yard daih.
throw and the post veuhr. instead,

the tear-, scored one poeit and
entered Saturday's acson 19 pocita

eehind the Nret piece team
Rrhsrrir>g to she disadvantage.
OBnan sead. "It cosed have ef-

fected the team <n Saturday's
events. We 'telMOd wt were ou of

the team battle.

The most productve STvent lor

'."a UMass spuad was the rrm
Co captai-e Randy Thomas ted

?* Gitri peci>3 t#<rt-!.i .yr,", t'^tj.

BvJOWBOCK
PR0V1D€HCE R I For the fret srr# w the trees year nettory of the
ew eaejeard Uor^vtr Wrearsvg Aaeooation the pn>ioumey faerie

wan the fVew Enr>an(fS. The Boeton Urwerpty Temenj Ked up to theeMag and *ed seven men m the hrats, crowning four chaespiona and
wroeM) whh a record 143 h pc.ru

Oennit Fenton was the onty Champion fot the Mnjtemes wheat lie)
poenoV Peter Sschon pieced teeond It was Fomont second
twf+t*yi title m aa many thee what UMesa frsshed thed in tae-n
scoring wrh 83 ports. If ronton had not won hit stats match egei-r
Crertmouth't Reggie W.tama. then the 8ag Green woukj have ed-*d
UMaae for thed and taken the trophy ekyg wfh it Oerttnosfh ende.* u;
vrti two champions and ft teem corn*

The Mesjtemen wouk) not have fared ea afei.ee they cW had d^a rest of
ths teem not wrestled wan in the comoaoons UMass camt *ome w.t«
Irve fourth placers m>6 a third placer. Steve Rugger! ost a 3 1 deciaon to
uComs DUtr Ludenan in the conaottam bnmt aher beatr>j wreatws
«3em Boston Cottage and Maine to gain the coneolavcn berth Tm Faabn
kat a deputed 74 riding time decascn at 134 pounds to Svown'a Ltit
Cnaffee. fefon psj Chtease on ha back wrh fWe seconds on traovxlt and
thought he had erased dip tiffing fans, but found the ckxfc *ed
mrstariousfy tcked as ChafMee's fe-o- He ended up wth tounh pace.

Meiuw-nan Kev4n GnfTw placed e vary tweang thed at 160 pound* wrth a
j 04 virtory over Otrtmouri'a Kevin Bu*a (aslra^ wn behetdM ei ake
e. sem^nats against URIs Msrty Peners. avl was ocmna beck wtwn ne

Mark Koaly {glasses) takes baton handof f from Johti

Richards irtrVM) In the two-mile relay Saturday
afternoon at Tufts.

upcoming meets.

Joe Martens tied for fourth in the
rV tump by Roppeng f>rj. tot was
co*ou**y cksappcsried wth his

performance. Aher nWssirg res

thad attempt at the nojii height.

Martena (wnaa-wd stjnned »• t»w
t«gh |ump pit The detected
Martens, y^ y^,, t,^^^ ,D Ut-
firtl place, could ore> ait atone an

taspecoveh. as the event v«t*ch

was popue' with the crowd fuat
packed the stands. The meet r*n
tie first tar1 uvea b 100 wtn Bob
Flora of MJ aettsig the pxe.
Thomas second. Cam third and
Ktha Ftanoa of BU n fourth sexe.
Thomas moved into ftst benye the
l^ee quarter mark of tap f%ct and
•enr* ju-rp.3 ro w.y.j ^*»:a
peeed eeea wah Thowaswah220
yards to go lone lap I and ouMggsd
T* UMass dastancenan wrfi has

weight long, smoott Mrfde to win thsrssa
ss 407 a Thomas was clocked r>

400,8 whaa Gasan Vwhsd in 4'OB.
Thomas and GaSn lassd to (nsfce

FraneAi aan their kind of race and
ICaaaaV tiawed the eaerrt astO an
B8C lace by net maearg the iK rah-

ttmr work nerd an the lest half rase.

II was a stranngfc miftakt but
f>6nen was innexeieed veift the
way Thomas went e**f Franca ei

anat)ernpitpwiniht^ace. O^Brien

leea chat M sop two tunnsn are

prtpared la run a great brm in

„ coming back wtwn he
found hensef trapped ei a ceedkf and pinned. UMesa dd rot piece at 142
pounds and 1W pounds, Mke Twardv feasd to vati a match at 142 e*dl<™Srr^»>*1o*&to6mi+jh9ftmm<eo**q rQo»4k>m*m

Frank Kenney was *e ttwd UMaae wreetter to fkid hknaerf grappltna
•Hhout e creek w*en He dropped a 4-1 overtime dscaaon to URIt Moe
Haisap in die cprsxattton fVaJa, W4h 17 seconds H re^ulsoon Base.
Kemey was ahead $-2 whan he was penetoed one poW Hor atainj
Haisap took hem down and with fourteen seconds »tme-*>g. was
eonaleed for statsng The ctock stopped wha^ bod% poaches rjatputed ths
penaktae, and aher a ion nwMjte break, the last touneen seconds avere
xted off a-d the m*x* was pkmged into overtime **ere the refreehec
Haefcp puled it out

JZZlZfZ? *** !? UUM*'

!S Spauidkng pacing foarth for the

4%sbeti^afwrhowM«orced to drop Seakx Tot, aConnei km7* UtZmm^ZnmT^ZZ
dtj of

^
tea compass _won by Oh* Mcoeksf^ SaZ"^J^TSS5UCcn , «?ZS£*T " mT. «aa?J&ai

u«rv «^—

-

t^t ft/*«. ii. i ~~ o 2^7/ vo
fl *•"* at bo could hencSe ma timeMarie Meaty tatd BC a Paul around Hece.<jht M|^e t>- -a shoUdsrs n Grm****** *~* -^ Z J

syrt XT"9 — -*«-»«•.— a •

**feassswttha time Of 1:1J2. The onty
Pfker individual place came »n the
otTryard ruaas Cfrw farmer pttxtd
fmh. Farmer cornasteU the nxe n

The mat relay teem provided "en
useipecttd performance ac
cordng to O Brian, srashssg fourth
n 323.6 John Richards. Mee\. Curt
Stsearwssi and Stave Crrrrrvna
cerabahed lo fresh kisi two tenths
of a second baheat YawCon rrrsi

UConn.
AROUht) TMC TRACK - A totaf

Of 19 teerre soofc pert n the New
Bagtanda wkja Nofy Cross, Rhode
Isvand. Waams. Bcavdeen and
Boston University roundang out the
lop tan fe>rthaealarn won the
neets for the second svaight year
jr<i to* tta t:*jrth tens n the seven

N€ Nssory. The M.skies
H\ every ever* caSpWyng

edge?

Wrth the exception of ewe metch the a/eks ware anyttwng but boHng
Two overdme bouts awre * reeded, s her? doxen ataakng cat* rrede. end

three top seeds having to cor«e from berand made rt e apaclaoor's deigrr.

UMass' Peter Sachon wet once egam a-aed of m)'$ Jeff Lambert but

ended up being aevad. Sachon took le-nowi down n a wftd iftog!

throwing doubet teg. was 'tvtreed. re-reversed Umbert and rode ram the

feoianco of dae penod. Sachon was en top <n the teeond period 9rxS was
ItMl

Denras Feeron dreaded ^et match wt* fteggat Weaarns ever tsnee he
ead with Weasma In the Cunmouth -iatch two weeks ago. It sawad out
that he hed every reason to. because he had to corns from four points
be*«d to aan 7-o ei »Ne last twenty seconds of the fVujas. WSaarra shot a

yf- tfoubw leg and took Fenton down and started piahg up the rtdrnj
tme Fenton managed two escapes wtwa VVaasms picked up another
taaadown ramon was n the top POS«on th*d penod and root Wetw-a

Ibraa aecor^t lo spare to gevune typing point Wssarragst to he
Fenton moved in end packed up the remaining pofcnrwhh a TO

records went to I en Rao of MUC5&-
1

1 S sf»ct potl. taamawie Oev
D.eteaai «67-7Vsl waght throw.
BU a Jim C^rnangham 0$4 r. the
r'jrctetl. Ph4 Kaiard 154 n the
dashv Bel Fksed tied a meet record
wrth a 499 to vein the 440 what
HC't ms> itity team ended Ihs
meet by tvinn the Mf meet rrxo*d
of 3 19?

NOTICE
WMUA wd prsesnt a tpectsl

son of $porte>fe*V torUght

} :: rt ».-..« ths iggun
of the CCAC setection

..-y-mtrrv* .^.r. P.j» Sfvj:

and tarr> Convoy tenaghx on
VaMUA. 9V1 FV

Christ, our superstar,

is coming to UMass.

B* a folio* t*r anil look

tomorrow for time? and place.

a
e
a

:
a
a

:

:
:

:

Fans a bit

too tense
P&tHSAUXtH. A7. J. \UPt) - A

Camden Kgh School athlete was
«n« in she cheat Secudey night
foapwetg a tense cfwjrapionehp
baskeibsj game wth Ateroc Ccy
hkgh School.

CahWn Cook. 10, an A^Amenoan
defense end in footbat. aa ai

senoua condftion Su-dey .n

Ce-Kkan Cooper HosphSt r*OaCe
arreewd James SmeeV 19. of
At ante C<ty in connection with the
>'ootieg a> tht parking apt of
Bahop I wstace Mgh School hart.
where the Sovth Jersey Con-

e

:
e
a

!

:

aeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeaeee

Cook was shot at
busloads of Adastip f4jgb

atudercs ware kjevtng ha parking
oi Two Camden students told

peace the shot wee fired torn the
tus leftelad Mo. 07.

"At test; he thought fce waa he
a stone." pceioe sad. out

t*en he noticed he we
aad ttumbksd cto the

office at Bishop Eueti

*
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EG$0 urges budget hike, deplores service cuts
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UMass convincingly
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Swimwomen eighth in East; Sttsawfi
dash takes 1st in 100 fly v+^m
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Selectmen seek time for zoning revisions

Special meeting date changed
6yJVti£VAtD£f*£

Sftft fttvxttt

Am»**t Bo*-d of Setoct<-«fi

decided H lost rvghts ~«ong to

power* tht stwctol town mooting
*w Mw(h 17 to Aotl 2*
$nm lowonct. chaHptrton o*

tho Flonatog Ootid. ie<>«ef»d s%*

Board nf Sasoctmen change #•
dale c# tho eow* mating btctt««
hot cor*mtt«a utodf r*o«t Mr* 10

rOvioc tho Arrhartt /ortng Qy>

Lows, mof tho trfpraaortcn so

Otodidttt* •• Ihi up:omng
eHxtion. ond to inform obnriA.
"TKO rmponao to Iho /orang &>•

U**«**it*ttheor

eabfr v*owmacooo» so 30 sotrjer s.

Lovnsnot son) trtttharving Botrd

choee lt# April 28 dote "by

itmo%inj ad the other po»e**»

dotes wffc* wtft ..cocoa

becttd* •! contacted w*h mm
JSAm •octbo* and

Acting Cntirr*i»on Mail*
Hmw%> announced tfcot noon Aprd

7 wot*) be tht r*w ctotsng datr lot

mo Airfm: of tha SpocteJ Tow*
Maatng.
John Palatum, cnoaporson of

A-nhnrat Cabas AdvttOty Com
mtloo , StaJ "it a ahuekirtg W US

"

the » # ?ora* Commv*ctton
Cwrmtw Th* FCC SIMM thai

cacet Lv atston nx*x ha** 32
cfieesboni bocaute enc MMitn
»t*j»t be provbad for etch conv
rrmoet broadcaxtno. station

Tht feeroe of flr* pattern cab*
09iHBM h AflftM I'or^. v»t#%

Ctc*e%t»ion, etpirat on JtK« 9 A
cowsiontt kense wtf bf g«t*<*1
4t than !"«•. wr*» 4 rViol kense to

tenanted »'• Juy T*7& Ttukenoa
wei bf at effect for «^u yetrt

Tht Cob* Advisory Comma!**
ptopOM* tO OHOied COCO* >WWI
aoomt to more than 9m 1 1 tiKMro

omwV^i hy v>-

7 i

rueioAr. march *. *»> tWf »% OAH.V CCv. I

SSrH r^H^Erl SHL funds approved by Senate

JFK library staffer

visits Pittsfield

t Four PR students 'disciplined'

charged with participation in ratty

Baker residents sick of living in 'sheer filth'
BrM0OMAH GM LAGH£B
tndMttAttffJOMSSOW

&4rYAf*>vr«rf
Baser Students recHeetnong it* 3*0 nodtmt Of

tht 0*"trtf MM dorni h«v« krU>ot|d OC«Oft <tl4 v*o»k

to imptovt trust **n9 oond^ont Tht tn+* »ob*r\
KOOnJirtf 0> Botusr Hood of ftotdonco l+* Wohon.
• "0 <«•# <A \rmg in shoot Uv
W shots, olong wth Pomto HwtOO. Jim H)r>ddov. a»0

Jo^o MseOonikJ ttudom rocosorcottvo* from tht

dotffl htvo otiondod noraorous rroonings vw^> omo
«nd Uffvorsey o*rirosttstoro omod ojfj oltovtsdng tht

"uf#*ottby • hmg condUon*. tht lock o» "tdoQofto*
socurtry ond *» ptototcs of 'o»o*OtO>d* #octrtc»l

system n tho twomy>^«oo yof old do/n\ Rmsoo m«
A rror^tho confirm o^thorooaonifw wpfomos

MncsJoy sotd. ts tho oio^go o* intA in th« bvhroon*
'Wo Homo otghry |S^»S <r> ++

B^Sot wtsro docutoad w*t% Iht INOO otjdonto. ftp-

co«d>« to Miiims roocn dMod Mtrch 3 tn wnrg Is

jcfeMOto snd sorfo' to oecoowv&dott "norms!
rostdorbo! um ' Tho »toort Mid tht twontt smp tort*
o* tt# oroohs wo»o 'Vs^btr ttiin n Souh^wtt tnd
Orchard HOT' »«ch novo ftftoo* «r«> Imes. It mmti
on to sty that >h« tyoasm wo* ^tvor ioanroJ to
ooeorrmootie tho oioctrcoi fooj^Momtnts <A crosont
<\*s y>idOfrts.'

According to Compcot. tfhf tSHnatod coot of tav

viating o now otoctricai «>»tom i ^60.000
Ssadtntft aro forcod. *XO«OV^ «o MocDonott o

SOOhnmoro from NorworX so mKn hO< Cintt on Ao
w<t*tnd. motor dromon s>« svnsm. bocouoai ol fso'
Iocs c' "odoojoio" krchonmta tocihiot Thtro tr>t

dad stents, sht said, se rcoomnedRt th# r/>ro 350
MudtN dorm

Pt|n» >»«>» dftCtMOd it/ SS# OOMliv "> •

t

FpfiUy

. I

I'03& enator loses seal

toroa .
•' >*^Lyr- in off-campus move

4.1 -

Inmate describes Education-Release program

tsaftaiojossism

*^» OJOMfti ad •»
•

ov
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Ford ^accepts Ullman plan for compromise
Tariff decision,

veto due today
WAStmOTON tUHl - The

White Mouse tead »ee*o**jy that

PVMMMI f6*d had accepted *
Dernocredc plan m • bade for a

POtlble cotT<ptx>ralte on rational

energy pomcv
Pnaee Secretary *o« Nnmd wd

« Oesiiotiettc plan promoted by
Sen. John 0. Paetore d Rhode
hirnd erd Map. Jamea C. Wnght
al Texea led "loo •****» fKitl and
net enough data*" Bui ha said a
plan by Oawma* Rap Al UArten

end hit Ways ana M
T»na« Ofnocrew
phioacohtcal heart

PiwtOmt'% program*

w

CQaj
the

of the

aasd Ford would

ao

er^

ha w*1

daya the

ono*

*no acoe* on wttasg an energy

crog*er* .rro la*

that mean tha Ptaaidc

for corwpternise awh tha

Congress to m*a*
America •ndapandant of foreign of

by 1961 rvdged tha Laewen plan a
tea* for taJfc nhen Uaeaen'a

Comnranaa *t*rts *ntmg, the law?

•«;• Maaaan aepeed.

it * eeeeat for doeaaaien but by
itsert • 1 *, not a sate'ectory coae-
nnvr,^. Nmso told reportera

nounce today

sueperd tor JO to

sacerdendthrdttinc'eaaeeonol Aocordng to Nesscn. the

"^^JfV, ".^LTl'iT Paticna-Wnghi plan ~ptacee an
mo effect Mama 1 and Apm l but qutwn^ JJgvy tu*** on the
Ford asdkeeed Fedey ha nvght ^^ ..

|f
..ditMlor „,,

•• does

iSf^TST/Llf !!^^^ re>tJ^ w wn^iate domaade foe*
gea*jreoogr*«Ur>traeamofetima j^a^c and ***«. aat up a
to enact en energy progaem.

aupai beard.

production tut without en

tworswental protection, leant (00

much to voluntary cpneervotton,

wouM spend to© much money and

reads on en "uttarty unrnaa r

paedction of e 10 per cent growth
ib Amerioa's grots national prodvCC

in the test half of tret year.

On ana other hand, Naai an sard

the prppoael froa* lAenan eccasXt

5uch hesirt ot the mane* Ford
pnnocJcs as using pMoa nateed cr

raoccang 90 Cut gee consumption

and deconttontog oi production

K« sard the Ueeien plan a "ctoaer

to Pres#J*nr s erd mora oornpwt*.'

But ate axpiaiini.
• i»aeeiiarwendOUS04*gsr»r<i in

"ttt ate iergethng

people in Sou*
Camboda)and theydo not

as the war goat en: rhny

ren
<•

,

The delegation rre« pra/asaty later

•n ana day to formulate a report for

rVeeroer* Ford and Ccngram
Sen. Oewey llerttert. R.-Oaoe.. at

a news conference pnor to tha

jWr^jto- » m—

t

r>a, ae«l tta fell

ana UnMd Stttaa had a deiniOf

oornmrtnent 10 South Vietnam to

keep up tha (low crl rniaiary sup

cpjnrrattae ol tt«e Houc Ap
popnatiara Cummttea, ai

maareahee that t>e maa enoouraged
by nrhet hat pe uened aa ^en m

"»'il among
it the need tar

further ttfictije^fy aid to ~ utt

vlatiaMt

Neseen said the deoaaor wet be Maaaan aaid one reeut oi #01
sent to Congress alone vvtTi Ford a plan *>oird be to make 1cra>gn oars

vea^e^abalsusaarYjingforSOdaya more *!l<ec!iv* 10 Amartcare.

he otdeaed <ae fcrmaa. Ford Me also said tee ftataon

u>da»ed ate haiat to tpur Cenytea plan edtoootes more coal

Congressmen shaken after Viet

tour; divided on increased aid
W£S**\\6TQS ICA°t1 €ipht wait aaary eo prodaCO Of+y more

memecra ov uengreaa rc^uneev

yaacarday horn m indocfane feci

faatsng mdaion that aUT ihtae

ahettan by what they taw tut

ramdad on the raaaaaon of ad-

dttonal U.S. martary aid.

Ai *t\ ornotionai news oon-

feronce. Rep. *m Abiug ON'.
denounced the eendaag of (622
emeegenoy rraasary xj »e Sotaji

Vietnam 9^$ Cambodia. tev*ng it

Indians

evacuate
N.M. plant
SHtPfiOCK. nm, iiw -

Aaaaad mam'ban ot the American
ir«i»an Mcmvi^'w'C yeeteroar ^»?^y
m^ ¥waaMonq occcupaton of an
aiactroraca paant under e grant ol

uraondtjonet amnatty to** a*

.dyo ifbe onners
Ourno the day 40 avaena laft the

He atrned. 100, that »l

en a»v>c r naitary supceea avtni

^t vceed by Congress eridies twu
weeai, there's going to be a Mood
berth of major p/oporto**'

eaaj he afeo tented tftat

•vara narttcaitrry •

taraetad an the and nf regrVne ll

mar* !•• n%tf it t*taaae*ii 1

hVs CtrtrWtaeri iiave*nmana fate
ee atvidittti riteaea.

On il tax 11 >• •••

aaravdng ttiip Maajaya tar*wa«i "

h J.H*#»auMaaie -|iMit aHut

tiaye tieeti neatay aheaert try trynel

nlratwi Ileal w '»a|nerag

and .nv Watenng nitenanie

Schaasirgar, foftowing a dos«t
meatina aWth the dJataeaa tub

Hag AJMttg nanad nn eaa Urtnad

llaun «u errdanaae • ytgutvue

fnewai and aaaaimiai nffanalaa

•y »•# eetde tent%nrt«j laral»Sta»»

n inaatarene

Thailand government
asks US withdrawal

Com*TiunJst-lf3d shellng

kills 19 in Cambodia

Abortion regulation bill introduced
Designed to lessen

suffering of fetus

BOSTON tt/P/l w
Meeaechuatnt legieiature
yeetardayy wee ealced 90 reoure
phyaicuana to adopt abortion
procedurea to arenaaaxe »ne pen
and tadfaring of fitjew.

Rep. VVaaam O. OeaahunC, O
OiaXy. spoeeof, aad tne Ml was
not aimed at amhing abortone; tut

m Insuring atouaoe aaoefd be to-

*a» the must humir«

M** urgeg the Health Cart
Committee IP tuppot hit bat,

Dea*unt ocld repenanj sooet»
should be ea concerned vwahnc* t

drapeeee of anannced tttuaea ai >\

e> la unwantad houaahold pan
•Vd coeapare it to tha m-

thhatacbon iaauo^ ha aaad
Though the Ml. fled vaith Rep.

ftaynond Flyan. OBoaton, wee
oppoted by • series ol woman'

a

©rgerweikine and naadcal groopa,
ocrnrertt^ nembc* said aoma
forra of the ajaajfatioa would be e
proved.

1 tt** rt't a nttaonttat Wl." sad

High Court rejects

Jackson State appeal
yVAIrrVrVOrOrV It**] Tha

•eaataawi .eatatday rae>i <

fe iaMa^a a vary afoseaati %lenya%
tee vittima al a hlneev er»ta»a>

•• - '•• ai ( ^» Ifjaj

Cagaga an hiaj imy iu./^^ v**
aJla aVK* • ••<•• 'M.ii^ra

The hraimaa retuaad u\ yarn
n)H«aaa fifed by eun*aa«« gj twa
Twlawgg) WTwV VfWP tMgvf awgfl VfVflf

•mm w4h. aia»« vevar«ar*l a»

uaeaaentnaniry astnl arrawa

An a*)***, aaay «, JinAeuii
Ma*. r4i%sa aa ffnd ajar >.m
ratal admiiinl nnrut %»/<• tftat

», at .. ...^.1 .. mimUh
am ilaana>tl<t <faaar daj yam

• •I <^ m •*«•««*••'• aa)eya|aay ah««

tNr lam aaieiraot'i

lag iiudei »ea}aaga

eaaataateti htati f»fanraa-» Hlahanl
M faann a ttlallfafi ••• - •• n.^ee
•au CeHtnaie end aae ietat

ahan%r«je el *mm haaa» Ini4a*a<

mCaeu.
I*****..* il- t aarralaj

M aidjiti at *»»« iiMt«iM>wre«vn
titaa aavag fwata hrdajght aha**. .—

i»e BMirama Cum

US Court gives state

deadline for hirings

Rep. James Segal. O-Brooeine.

"espociiilr atte« tha Ede»n
decaponr ninamng to goeacn c

Hoephel obasetrician Or. Kerreth

C edetn aaaa found guity laet

month of rreraAeugfnar *n tfat deatJh

of a fetua damg a aacati abortion

Oataaaaftl tad has bd wes aanad
00 paahJbii taane nfusax* ebordont
which eaaohe the iniecaioe of

tefcweaer tote exe sac turroun^ng
dae fotut The tehwtter irducet

mdoarriaga.

ulrMnfuaaOnaleO

aad may jtopardixe the mothe/a

news
1 summary

H« wotad prefer doctor* be

ethtt i»r** and ataaged

chenrceas to induce eoorhone
aedatr than saftnaoer

» OPEC convenes

The National Orgarauetcn of

Women IHOWI, tha Leagua ol

Woman Vooans end R. ftdftpa tX
Slaibfatteai ol Harvard Made*
Sdaooi opposed tha bd on graend*
' rotates tfe 1973 U.S. Supreme
Court opaaion on abortiona.

AcGnSRS IAP1 aAraaiers of

the Orge^toaton ol Panroleum
fxponang Couno*et appeared ai

odda yeesafdejy over how to keep
pneae ragh aa aupajset accumutana
h *m face ol decirang oon-
MT&Kjn m tha Waat.
Informtd sources aaid tha

dJaoord emong cA. tnance end
k<0)gn rraraatara we* over whether
to aaak a

Suez Canal reopening

delayed by politics

Attaiiliaa!

Commuting Student*
eVMdleNddJla Ug>dJ

»•

»t a»4»«»r»a<iMit

NTf
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Wounded Knee assaultsV W KSKAI #WV*- nenpsf tt> be ltt»i »fi Oploswta,

cont. from pg. 1

moepnere m the btsttte **e of

Cotorade. Nebraska, end Sou*
Ojiou riea become et^toarve

On SeOirdev. March V *4>*n

poopfct were arrested by t*« hgn
w»y petrol hi Hot Sonnet, Sou*
CXikou wh«e crcAite ID Ue Pine

Ridge ***«%*<**« Hoi Spring*

w»»<b borders Iht reservtrion »es

been lamed en
~
as*»dJ cemp of

eiA peace" by vx^ otjw,t(i

Among the charge* letted

against tht seven were suspected

of possession of mech-ne 9am;
possesion of condoled tub

trt crfrmel ssmdfcekee*. Crara-tJ

.SCeJenV j Stilt DekOSS

SlKijtf *»r»kir to others wNch tuvt

been drcurtd unocmfttutioojt by

venous Stele Supreme Courts,

*he*eby -esyone found 10 tx

.3*>9 i<W4l.r« <S*ctOS««g. or in

any way comMiuri>:6iniQ the

subversion or overirvov* Ol (he

gcr/emment 11*4 Wony wCAjtion

Tht seven ant being ne*d «i SEO.000

bond each.

On Saturday efteineo*. March 1

OnrujtJ Hraruft^et was arrested tor

turn to page 7

Amherst s Fovorite Submorine Sandwich

THE HUNGRY-U

"Why do you nave sucn a Dag eye, grandpa/' aslcs a young woman on a UMass
bus. "Tht better to see you wtth my 6*ar t

" answers our sneaky wolf.

Collective bargaining clash

!

cont. from p. 1

» -»nk t«<j n# expects the ed-

rranajtraocn 10 c*waango tome erf

trie* votk^ members Uhnkitvee
onry involve a tmeJ peroentaea of

I don't that* *. wH be an

hvMde because I think

wel v*m tnvwey

Bfth estmeted AAUP
berarvp abound 300 out of a leeoJ

faculty poateatien of 1500. Frank

saw he oeaieWi ghe en aoe«rtea

estimate of MSP
because • new an
be/ship 0>%e a >j»I pe*tr>g under
••

Umon*xtlion pe-a and the

ecentry rate* cedemc P«r-

soma! Pokoea documofrt wdJ be
topics of dacussron at tht MSP
meeting the Wednesday. March 5.

< 30 p rrv, CC 102. AAUP'a matting
«« be held Monday. March 10. 7 30
pm.CC f04.

When asttd about his reaction o»
the uruor-ietion oiajgaign.
Chenceaor Randolph W. Btomery
repted -

I ee«v a deciaion the

faculty has to make as to whether

they wysw to be represented by t

ussen or coatinue n the seme
coiigfsti governance ettuc»jre

The fo*t I envision tht ed-

rnircatfaron sho«id ptay m to ntU
at

ccaecth«e baigajra*g agent coeM
fc*» e»em-
frank. I don't ttpact

vWrem oppcehion t*om AAUP. bvf
I do tapect much eppoetfon from
the aoMMst/eacrv. thoegh it >n*a

P^Obabry be sutde
Frank feels die admoetittion is

agafeat dwtacuty having cceecuva
baigainirtg rtgNs because *t wotad
gve facutvy »»erf6a»i soo m*ch
f»eedon\

8«h Frank and Bath eu/ee thtt »

union woutd gne faculty y>e nght

10 bergem mfh tht admoe^reson
over each iasuat a* salary ard
promotion po4ieita. no*king

condrtorit

i

«ertt pay

Holly Near - Live

Holy Near • Hang in There

befhaa>vms
available at

Tht Mew

RECORD SM0P
1*7 No. Pleasant St.

Amhtrsl

fecetty partope^e <n the

end to eeaai them in

their mine* precetfy whet

Attention!

Commuting Students

elections to (ill 4 racancin on the

Commiter Assembly executive council.

VOTE!

Tuetdaj * W«dne*d»r (.TODAY :

9 - 5 p.m., Colonial Lonaga SUB

VOTE

Wr'ttt I* CiitMittt E*t*§rt§i4

We Also Make Some Mighty

Good Big Pizzas

103 N. Pleasant St. . . . Call Ahead

2566350 —
55 UNIVERSITY DR. 256-8914

'eaefftma)

lira/ ieCMV«ffll

m^laJ,—. K

TUCSQAY. AAAftCH 4. ItTf tHI MMV/huMTU tM'LV COLltO'AN
.

I

WMUA: Free-form radio
WMUA. thk hgMy reiactiwe

voce of *e UMasa, rr»a Cofttge.

end 'Oonding convnuta.r*
broadcasts mutic, ntws end
-aarioiif specatl prttenttoons
Tdttntp hours each day from ou»
studios at 42 Martton Kak. Our
•gnat ca»r*s en efface** rtcMted
power of 1.000 weeta. tntbSng us
so reach an eudie-ct thicugnoui
dke Centtat Connectcut Vaaty.
se>efcfvng Vom Souetem Vtrmont
Clown through to Northern Con
r*ect<ut We are located m 01 1 on
voui fM saareo dial

0»r musical iormat a rree^orm
awd rtcafy varied, oo%enng tl areas
of tht mutacal aptcor«m Special
m-ekei programs mes^dt spacMic
r»me Sk)ls for jjj, cotntr> weestm
m%0 ekio/ass. and aoul We ptteen*

eiaaneed new* coverage
througtOat tt»e day. tmployng
netionai and local sources In

preparation fpv Rewtcaits
Alter^atiatt newt preeentatlons.
such as the Sunday New*
Coeectiire ujppejrnenT our regUery
sclrediled newscasts Coordntton
a i •••• Pebfc kJlaVi Dam emu
greater damtraaons to the hews
COvtrage wt** documereery news
produoont Seaturtd

SpeoeJ proyamrrtwg raJwdea
4^h Third Wortd prognems ander
the oVectbn end aporworshp of
She Black Mast C^mmurKettx*
Prceaci AkSA regular tine Sfetl on

air have been secued by

CaybrteA. the Woman's $spw. a
Mebrrw mtaic tho* aVt the

Patgai. a«d a Pnecn shew.

In addtton. WMUA rtnvttnt tjha

%CKe Of UMm sports, featurng

i-ve broadcasts of football,

basketbst. 9nd hockey contests

ga ufhttf ihi Kheoi f »j'

Our AtgUar ssetioA memtatrtvNp

itckedot upwerds of ttxr* U,v

ceocO Ueeiings are hstd on
aterwewg days every three wedka.
and everyone is cordeay invrted to
itimd Ho macaaf what vou«

ttrest >n mecka «s. WMUA would
kke the opponuAiey to offer a
frutfui, «*c<>ng, and eckjeesorvaj

t»ptner<e We nekcorye your
ntereer a^d hope 10 see you soon
i'r>or» %e> ?|nvj

I

Oft wow, all these gadgets to fiddle with, Ml this, set

that, I can't wait 'till I'w old eoouajb to pJLsy wiftfts aM
these toyk.

I Concepto
i Latino

S^rtna tonight on WMUA. 91.

1

I f M. Corcepto laono" begins

s ntw aatton feetunng the sounds of

i the beat mvticai e>p»wpons of the
tann reusic and •!* per^oimars.

laono" wel present
of s%a wah iaaa

The sun casts an avgning light as it sets over lake
Mildred near picrpont in Soufhwesf

Wounded Knee
cont. from p. 6

possession of a concept rt wvapon
>pid Crry. Dakota On th«

Poo»b*j*

WMUA
of ae

*.w . lor*

•dB a-as

• is

-cttxpe
1/2
1. laV

<-

nte>a

eaut. .

saetiees

SriMAOafAii:

FAMioaj SHOW t$4 OISPUY I
~~

^ r fMsA
• f* aa>a sa

Clf

K2t:KI irot

4.r 1:11

<a»aef t. ate)#f>e> |e 9We>e^|

t* mfcrwbe* mi MIS i-mh **

S|«lftatorM IkH I riMMlH

MatVWi Itut \ i:

•Xaa a ati

ell'.
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Letters

A humane approach
To the Editor

Yes, Kyriakos, there is a Santa C/aus; seeing him, however, depends a

lot on how and where you look.

When I was about five years old, my father told me that life isn 't fair.

Now, at 26, I am beginning to learn how to live with the disbalance. Few
individuals can do very much to change the main courses of countries,

politics or students' minds. I have walked in peace marches, written

congressmen and taught [at UMass, even!] so I'm not just talking air. It is

heartbreaking to be powerless and something I struggle with

dairy... but... there are always other individuals.

My mother never had a college education, but she doesn 't have to have

a 8 A. to S** Othor p*optos neods. Sh* has ***** SifiOvSOd a greot and

ahowycsut*. from what t anew fanny thtng. SftoeeA sh* we# up AeOVro

XbWrm#.. * L*b*SdOf and Sewfoundtand b*for* w* eve* h**rO about

hbrrated wbmsn Sh* hat started reboot fb/anss a** sent bundrods of

bwks to totsgo* rou ***** heard of n / p̂sfochis. Sh* has hooped

count/OSS ******* t wcuAd not embanata by nsrr^.y rW. m r psror.tt

eYe»tneivbv*b*snd&s*eornotb**ta^meier*\>'K '^gs

My husband e stout to bn*h coMage eftmr many yen of strvog/e.

fndsy hs'sgoingto spoodth* day moreng en ctd tsdy into another hcvrsr.

someone he doosnt ***** knor*. oimphf because tho phon* fang and ha

wmth*m.r*o.ho'S*Otn)*9ortttgtnhurn*nm

' /ron't rot you stout mrsoft. byt d yoo dmp by som*tjhes ff gho you s
astotps^pMyoym^fta^e^eftsrtpraj^mbg, 7h*r*'s plenty of *M Meat
*tb* UMsst wo*fdsodtbs Teef world", tut en* roads to s**mo*ou*r
bfeossnt than good. f*c*il yoo cony s*o POOpfs wo*hkuf w Bokbartont*
Stat* Schoof. bocsus* *'s not focstsd by to* csmp»s pond. On* garfo/oty

T*s H an amborrasswgry sfmtsnt society itt st it*)* A Am t**n) and
moth of th* youth is SYnX*rr*jp*yenx*enda*rof*Y>c*ota*At*nf. 8*1
I isn't art thoughts of 'Wnn" cnppf* ma, bstsuso thm% my onfy *tcsp*r

my tiny rofiot to inohndusf needs. waYb*weaasned6*yond at*.

Yov may <*oos* to diseoont ny word* After st, tm s women, and ws
ad tnow what m*n Paint of woman's brsMs. G****ai*attom at* pretty

odovt. don't you thist? / hoo* row saw Ssmuef Stuarts last*/ to tn*

edior; t think ho hot tovsrod Other stsot, whith SApioA SSp*Ctt t ho**n t
dm* so cover, fm s working gei now. A/tar sight yoata of tvon*

tBdttaio" *-* » iuln>*c/^w (ce» t^* x>«* fdMeBaftl .

Not much success he/a >n dots/ stfyn and protbg* 801 rfa not what you
know, whom you know, or what too earn, tothow you tb** and Mnt lies*

what you h*w*T that H to m* th* vru*§t and most provisos that Of

kivrdedoe Icon bad from your obssrvsvons that you sr* not stuoMf st sd. I

*v>£* that th? ooTVMfvif wwh**ayou fo*/e*Tvt i\*Tat*YKfy stOht af*.

Journalists unite!
To tt* C<t»r.

Ax concwv+d atvdsxt* of tb* Jovmaeabc Sivdms Department, to*

* mot* jci*w psrtiapsvon by undergrade**** An th* dtoettniorits/

mahng prcc*a woued b* bsnahtaaf to th* gtowtn and gonoraf

wadbasno of Journaaabe Stud***.

last y**r. Jou/nswmvc Slvdee*. *> coryunehort with th* £no**h
DapertsTjan t; docrdbdto saisbamb tngkab aa th* aoa* bock lo • Joo^naSrxr:

truyo*. to fosponao to Iho tngAah dtpartnant daemon, tv* came seethe*

if a m***jna tponaotod by th* Acsdotjac Attmn Commfttoa, bocaua* we
toft the* trndOTOsoduete* bad net boon affactvaty upkrod in th* cvorso of

r*ach*ng that

cv:

Accord*ry to the

Document. " s statement

oottorshy oororrujnc*

end**do*sod br tb* lb*r**vty of

MessotM>s*tt* Boord of Tnjstoss,

f fscuky wdt *a*rc»s* primary

f*4ponbb+ity m such scodomtc
manors ss cyrrfcoAmx tubrstt

mener sod method* of tnsoucbon,

rosoa*c*>. sdmtsstont, absents, and
otbot sspocts of Vnrvarpty M*
w,^cA cbrocMy r*t*t* to the

ecKiCsttdooJ procsn, Sro&ontt
that* this cone*™ and thsy +* ^e
stsurod iht oppotvoestf of pot

tciptiinQ «n 6**tk)Qins) atoOofnc
QtMios and <n estatoaxtv} dOQtoos,

QttQAstts\ snd oou»v»
M. thereto**, foet toot un

dwotodustos hove e tandimate

to doxaonds rxtot*

ecttr* rofom in^r education, and « (act the*

teco*d*9 $9 tb* "MtaMoMD Document." a statement on un*rmjAf
osvomorxc* spprovod sod oodstwod by tb* (Aonvadr of h$»ite*:h\nem
Board of TrustOOS. "tb* tpcyttr wS *tr*rcis* pni%*ry r**pons*dty * such

ecadertvc matters ss cufriCvArm, sybfact matter end methods of «i-

strvebon, rstssttK sdmrssrbAS. eoroffos. and oth*r sspocts of Vhrvorsfiy

its wtvcb dirocify ret*?* to th* *A*4*fenjr* protOSS StvddntS Shor* thH

Cdtkom and Vwy wH bt eaSetOd Iht opponur^cy c/t p*f\)ti*y*btvo. \ts

d*r*k&n9 scadornk ptaabOb and in ***k*atino, dootots. pttQttem . at*

M| ltmtkm, M {r^' ms*tp9Xila*m tatVt * ItQaaaaWi baaTk Attn

+t%cb 10 demond s mors ociM* rota m thaw aducobo*. and w foet tbeir

Thaw* wal &o on orgotutobenet m+et&g tor sM oryfwg*adin^*/oomabam
students on Wsdnotdsr, March &. at 7<J0pm m tb* Campos Com**. Xb
DXcosvoo net ntvohr* Srpynd usuos brpyobt spmtbo **wtf*f**r. sapnf

tor you to bacomotimrohodin ttopoaVctofyooyoddtsaitb,
DombPuho
JmtVtmm
$**Or\nt*m

Gs*

t

vCONrusio -•C

.mnm From our perspective

Contention tilting tourney

The rccenl dec Iston of the ECAC tour-

nament selection committee to exclude
UAA*ss from Its New England area tour-

nament (as explained in yes^day's
Collegian) smells of bad politics.

"They couldn't beat us on the basketball

court so they went into the back room and
took It away from our kids." said a
disappointed Jack Leaman after he
learned of the decision on Sunday n ghi

Leaman also advanced several other

theories about the snub handed to UMass.
including a media blackout, and a Wor
ces^er conspiracy between Ron Perry
(Athletic Director at Hoty Cross and a
member of the committee) and Dee Rowe
(presently UConn basketball coach and
previously head coach at Worcester
Academy.)

But whatever the reason, the decision
made a travesty of the entire Eastern
Col lege Athletic Association set-up.

The Minutemen are. for the third

straight year. Yankee Conference
champions. Yet the ECAC decided not to

Invite the champ, but instead chose
Connecticut, the team which finished In

second place.

Over the last month, the Minutemen
have the best record in New England,
winning 1? or U games. Over that same
stretch. Providence College, one of the

teams Invited, won only five of eleven.
Going back even further, the Friars have
lost nine of their last seventeen game*.

In comparing overall records. UMass
stands at 17-7, while Providence boasts a
slate of 16-9.

Leaman explains. "Some guys who don't
even know what New England basketball
is all about make a decision that we're not
pood enough and there's no way they can
Justify it."

In light of the facts, we agree.

Ad ynbonsd edtonokt represent tbe *t*w of * majo*.Oy of th* board Of rtffo'J.

Act/on speaks for itself

TetfaEaHen
Jt%s is s fotw tbst sboofd not have to t* wrmsn

But th* Boord of Go*omo*s shoufd 0* hoed sc

coymsbf* for the* sxbon. or m thH ess*, tho*

mecboo.
Vmot ta now two neaks eoo. th* BOG tbttd to r*.

a*. jittr Tony Tartepb*. "effocttv* enmsdMStoty, tho*

cneawor&.tamapfleoeng tdthapeophJontha Board

towsheop. to ect ertectveb/ and *i food tatt* What
good is th\* Boord d ad th*y can do tt m*M* paper,

non+eof doc*oo*> es ft ettoctmy poser tor Boord
members to ergs hosty sctfon on *\& doc*stOhs

bocsus* they n*y* * det* wortmo??
tAtat I remind sbo Boord ih*t tho daemon to

ronatoi* Ah>. Tsrtegka d not s trheaf poatt of order,

but s docmbn th*t effects tho fsbanctaf and human

wsbsr* of Mr. Tsrtsgas ond Ail daidf
mat ho. Tsrtsgas ssoks 4 maroty ah* tew

mont by th* Boord and the management of tna

tuAhy bo sorvod for thro* yosrs ft is egs*od upon
poker jo iWV>m> en smpfoy** of tho reasons of his

i*mv>*Mo» of empkymsnt. yot Aft. Corker wal sot
ghofus y***on*'bs<o»s*htshwywaad*xsoh*y>xOt
to. tssdmgmo lo wonder whet recta' he might »**>

Th* Boordof (husrnprt srs eatctod r*pr*s*nt*thm
of this stodom body, yot John Hays, foogsk**
momborof th* BOG, a swor* of thH sltusvbn to hsrd
wc^dorod stood d th* members hen forgotten th*
stvdsmi sod IN* ne*d$ Acbbns spoeb louder and
mors *ebouanety than norxh. John, and th* smwor
SOeomsatot. mpt* fOodty a* each doyPSSSOS

Cr*iQ*och*

James Noilet

Landlord's lament
By JAMES A. NOLLET

As when little boys who upon dying ascend into heaven in order to play

a perpetual game of baseball, so too is there a niche in heaven for

deceased landlords, or at least those who make it through the eye of the

celestial needle. It is called landlord heaven. Landlord heaven is a land-

lord's prayer come true. Therein, he has a limited amount of housing

available for a vast demand, commandments forbidding the creation ot

new apartments in the Mansion of the Father, and total freedom to charge

whatever rent the market will bear.

Well, V.I. Lenin once promised us all a heaven on earth, and as far as the
asndkyds ot Amhani oh concerned, « it heee end it with us Pkewe tftifc

e»tS7P. A/nh«rtth«denap4ftmer«v*c*^r*3eol vt per ceu. eanpnei
to ssntWrhdo Iwill r*H of 6.9 per cent lU.S Camus he/**** Soot iron,

iht engetig erewih of UMtet too tttntoed the p/eeenct of S.000 ts
eUtenel peeplt. ncfKSfg tbadoris. prafenkmei ttttt. er» 'trseaeiy"
sooht* people. Ouring dw Mrm tma. the rumber cA tptroment urvts n
AmhtrN erev* bv orh 1.000 Ithett Him were «6itewe Item "Nor*/
Ambtrst hos Ob Urbpo Probrom'' by Ufty MtgrJ 1 And row. no new
oonttrKtion can occur tt at, beceuta the loceJ eeweee eyiMm it skoady
being used to cepecrr tnd cenooe beer en ncnieee in uiiattJo^. With no
rent control ArrnonXt Unotorde ruty hove rt mede. The toper imrta of

their rttet ere determntd onty by rtett charged by e***y bleteed
competing tendtords, tnd by the greeotr eveeebe^y of sfajilrt ftwapat
housng in more dettent ptecee. These hQurtt tre nomine new. tnd norther

• the tMtndtnt etcry. Amherot httt hcueftg pfoWem.

Theft tre three generstoed eppfoachet towords toMng tie protean,

one tong rang**}, tnd rwo shon ranged The long ranged tokrten •> taeatl

end ctttalet Ftrtdy. tht eovdem errotrneni ehoukj be levettd off tc ti

yoeentfHmbef. in ordtf to trrWl>» dteaen

J

onhoue^g I urdsreiand the

« being oo*e Seoondh/. any pfoWeme prevemng the contirvctton of torn

eptrtmemt, twdh ss it%»eee deAcanc^et, or *onng lows. **>*d be tohed
4 pedtiojety. Adrr*ttedry. this It teeter ted than do*e. bu t that w why "he

eokfeon • lone ranged Then, coretrucdon ef tnother 2.000 or to ueai
jnenAd be coneideitd. Ctpatfcen. or Tht Law of Suppfy Kd Oemaedl
wor^ beM when there etno»erS4(rrjajt of "svcH>»r tnd t coftetpondhg
undereurpkae of *'oemtnd," end gwtn e Static %nivenvTr popuetiorx toch t

echene could not 1si oc produce Itaer prtett then<— now tseetoet. To
be suoe. tw vacancy rsba n Arnhertt rtteff m»gh! not decant - peopttiet

10 be dote to ttm piece of their biaiiett - but it sure woutd in oudyhg
cemmntw, end the ovarauppfy wood have «o effect tht rates b
Amherst taatf.

Ore short range aceuton it reatcontrct. whkttl'I debtee nene^ne. Tht
other short range schocn m reaJfy rot e eoterien aa such, but t stop gap V)

fcaep the siouaion 4rom getting any worae tran a e. It as tht nai<Jemy
dornvory pceicy wrthout wtach. a thould be agreed, the dOrmtoriet covtj
not be teed H the roppanad. the demand for oft camc-it lodging woaM

At everyone knows, the Unfcerelry a Cont«defieg totrdonog tht

preeerrt poSey in favor of e unrvareaj dorm itt. whkh evaryent would pay
regardejet of where they chote to stay. It wo%4d be bvt tnothtr h a aaritt

of atattng feet, to which aa are ob#oied in ejm by aamaore or another
But l pay theMi wtho%t oornpiairtL And why? Because I en not bound to
attend this •rttThvden. and em therefore not bound to pay any of itt feet. V
*e product when I Oh\ racahring a worth the addrxmaJ expenditure ef
etreond tjnda - and oc^ouefy t is, or I wouldn't be here - why then I

neke turn peymtnet in t tparttn rraannot.

There tave been tome pretty lege terra considered for t*e universe)

dorm «**, I have fteard etbmttea ta Ngh ss *275. Horn, given t*e ergMrwrrt

in the pttcedlng ptntgrepfv one mght expect myeaf to be h eccord wth
tny9«ng. even 1275. But euch t Urge turn would be dejertrroaetcry agekitt

ttic WTn.".if, «r>2 a

A mors eawerti lrHer^r<o: «jn ut Bet etgjmsr* wet oven 0* other 6*y
in e letter 10 iht CoA»£«*i by a Mr. J. M. van Tot wto ted, " ...in being

admirjtad to the Urvverety. wa thereby agree to ebidt by the fajaj rontract

that rtOAMsa ehe cfeaying of Unrveraity regutetione...
4

' In ofetr words, rl

sornaont it tifbrrnad that the price of ewileasi.Bi 10 the Uhrveracy a
leeaitei i,e »n Unwarety nouatng tnd he accepts tdn ileum, haan't he

torfeeed any right so cavi ebout rrandticry ratldence? I egret weft Mr

yon ToJ in the regard, and inclotndy hope dttt d>« ttudemt troaged in dw
i-Tr^sot chaaanflt^g the conMe*eeneSty tf mtndeion/ eotrnitory retldenot

Jarr^HoAH*asCk4*^isb C0Jajmnist

Commentary on energy

Oil depletion
By GREG WILSON

Last week the U.S. House of Representatives

showed a willingness to emerge from the doldrums

of political conservatism that has plagued thar

chamber for decades. By an overwhelming major ty

they voted to attach a clause repealing the Ol

Depletion Allowance to a bill providing 21 3 billon

dollars in tax relief to the nation's taxpayers. This is

the first time a move to close oil industry Ota

loopholes has received more than plain rhetoric ri

its favor.

The average American has

subsidized the oil and gas In-

dustry for more than fifty years
Hot onhr though the purchase
of gesoe-a and hone heeing
IMi tt irnated prices, but ttso

whh the so cated "ot deptetcn
itowanoa' bas*cety rt m a «
acantrve tret grvan 10 the el
cempeniee to tilmultet
demeette producton Whan it

ongmeaed * the *9B0't the*t

wet s reeeoneblt case in is

layer.
At Bhtr. ma there waa e fee

Yea, tha moon hat also superenoad ot scarte.ts

ne pear. Congress behevad that provtOVo. a is*

aoantrva to tha ccrrpanajt woUd spur them coo
kinher esporaton and deveopmam

The logic * ewt e»e veto* cA t weB drops etch veer

as mo#e ot e pumped out untl whan t*o ittt drop

a gone a a wonMess- In the rranuttctonng world
the caprttaat faces e einiar prpbttm. They srs

stowed to deduct **o deprecation of machinery
uaad in :** producoon procees from tra>r mcome
belore tssaton Thus tha Cony ass, Mth a cenexn
trroum orl preddtog from the ot corrpanet' lobby,

natmned a method so they too could Senefti from

t eta loophole. b> demng a dapraoaton lor the

tmount of eel ptmped d«ey
neduced she* tax ttbtay They
deduct 22 par cant «f tha.r

groat incone trpn rhak eatable

•rcome. a subsidy watch ia

<acent years bet •ean so 2.1

of oJ shortages.

Secondfy thore had baan e problem wrth the

arbnrary s*aj* pet oa a wal by tha i.R.S. The tt
compeniea tett fhay warp being uMarty testd *•*

caprtal goods'' eoaty dtglstrg.
$0 Ccngreet aetbuitd *»e 0B Oeplei<v*

Atowance Just haw does t*e aeowtnee worV

But the iegic of tht twenties

b Sbotu n tht seventiet The
ca corrparwaa no tongar need
rxantMt 90 fo*Ct them to

ocraata domett< reduction
and ratarvet The# promts froai

t nawh; decovarad weB run mo
the msao** of doaert and

are more ean enough to eecourage them nto
further esploretion and dava^pment The
dapietico atowaece banefta o*h/ one seoor rjr! rha

naton *he paooisun producers.

irtdted the move by tht 93rd Contreat a onty •

smart seep towards reducing these tt* tdvtntegea.

Tht tiese hat cone for is* *gt*iet<ve branch to

damp down on eat eapscnttion of «a eon-

strtuancy The system mutt be changed to recreate

thr 0*1 corporaton s share in tha ta* burden end
dto demand on the average crtaen

L
Grog VWson is s Comgien CommentetO'

Zamir Nestelbaum

Ping-pong diplomacy
Two very rte*ea*ng statements racarOy amerged

from tha WMt House, tnet hee sent veteran ob-

servers <nto t SOU** For the fait Of Our naoon has

just bean dacoad in a great contest rerrunexer* of

Don Ouxxote taking or. tha VVndnvt It waa. Ike Ted
Whhe once remarked, ta If tht dragons wart bartSng

beneath the s.rtace of the water tad el we could eat

to ** top.

rarmnewert ef Vho Ccntone. tht

chaeertged he ptreoneBy tpacamed Veep to the

Btree of e«e Century". «e dtode who would run

la e ttettment raiittid by the Whfee House.

Preadent ford announced that "wrthout any quest on
ol a doubt" he would run h tB?S. Speaking of the

Wht» K^jse ho rame^ad tfw. we thr*. thet t^n a t

great homtu and eatty doea not Hoe to move very

ohsn.~ It was a atetsrrarr. doaiynaJ not orry to oflend

the tarnrtu* moving mduttry, but tbo potent a<

tor tne Becubtican romineton.

High Wnae Mouse teureet deooted that the

President weretd to ewam lor k - across tht

Pcoomac and back. Bat the Vice Pveadent begged off

dimng ha age and tha fact net ht revar teemed to

term m wator, only of. Roctahaaar then suggeeted

that they pkty e geme of Mcnopofy win the fete of

the rvrto* >n t^a beienca

tn another statement Vice Prteldtnt KookefeBtr

ramarkad that, although ha tfweyt wanted w be
PVeaidenr, "f vt got to trucAx whet atta oxAd e man
in sty poeto* hope *o»f But 1 have no protpecis. ne
dieughux ae plans ..I'm net t compttrjve factor

whh eheee bright rterg start/

The great battle feed atraady taken piece, end
Oenetd ford stood vicsprlpyt above th* bitaJng
heaving form of hat Vice Protkjft rt wet truly a fghl

to tht fireah arth riadoaej tlgnncance compartolt b>

that solemn moment when tht crated emperor
Catguej named hit hpte Consul

What had praopearad the outtutt. tuvrcet report.

when the I'raadtm vfetad the FBI Lore> bHl
tootsd up he fee To hit chegnn and tmatemant.
trare waa e compleit compittion of trnbar'taang

aAonenk^4xHKSr^hei.Q..r^eovvkroevaraga, hit

"Bomiltr" edeVboa a»d ohe fact thet he once pieyed

t battering ran it* a High School pity - tana hetmet
ot course

After nervy hoars of begging, the two
dec*ded en a nehesde-barred match of pno/peng.

with Manry KeoJeger at *o tne Judge tnd referee

And to "ht three tynbered «ff so ne OveJ OfBce
wtesh had been cleared end ptpa'td lor na coatett

It was s solemn moment at tha start of tha match
Aher Rebbi KorH reed the beradctcn the Preaoara,

sources oatn. trad to get the paychclogca edge by
banging * Kane Smith to eng Cod Bleat Amerce
Rocky coumered by crffw-ng ford e sock of chewrng

gum. tn offer the Pvtetdent rafutedL munttng
temtthng about chawing and slemmng at tht tama

further enraged. What Hoaee eyeHhert

leaned, won ha found out that tht «ea wet be*g
lept for tra perso-al ute of Wee Pr etrdtrr.

Pockefeter Although thai came ta no reti turprtsa.

Since Rockefetar had long owned the Bureau. Ford

*•**• thet ht had so take mtntrt n hard tn s move

Notable Quote

The rnajeh then progreaaad. each player drwng and
dechng twtstng woienrfy to produce 0>e m*oir*um
sacea end aptna. tech voBey eased rertvept half tn
hour tnd each point wet met wHh curtet. heed
bangsng ard vrtr<*c recket tvovuog often aimed et

the ceponanrs' tenpla, Judge Kee>oe< fVppad hit

head to r/ban in fcaowvvj the fight of tht bet thet

tvenruetv he petted out tnd had to be replaced by
he protege, the S*eh of ftan

After lour days of vtcieus. sseepittt cornpetoon.

what fee efftrt of sitta were Bounderng h the

baanca f crd emerged victcrout by t mart two pom
rrergin, aa one of ne) tremendous stems lodged n the

uyynt of the V<a Preeidant ceuan; tha lesoer to <oae

Ne already hoarse voice It wet a victory for ford and
ro*o-Pce\oon advocacaa

God Save Cfot Choo end Paf^ed Sttveaeiii'

ZanV Sesxetosum is * CoBsgiss Cofummst

'as H rattenttiH dot when wto Uhajsd

and srnrnunraon and
Vlttnem tt MB do
to eeek MbbmBBIbw about the

States It

ft a

h

North MefMimese Cdfphof. n rean/ ro s rogiwat

for nfbreseafew on sn Amohoso sosfOYmtsonj

b rcton. fae svbof roouoit wet mod* by

$sns*ov Oenoy Barbst! lOkltAomel neat*

on s tscf finding mmboo to Sofgtn

Women!
On Friday. March h The Collegian

will feature a special section In

recognition ef International Women's
Day. We would like any women with an
interest in writing, graphics, layout or

general kibitzing lo stop In at the

Collegian Executive Editor office as

soon ai possible. All viewpoints and
ideas ere welcomel
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...and more letters

Commuter Assembly candidate
To the Editor

Commuter Assembly elections are being
held Tuesday, March 4, and Wednesday,
March 5, in the Colonial Lounge of the
Student Union. I would like to inform
commuting undergraduates of my candidacy
and of the issues that I feel to be most im
portant. Of. top priority is the need for

students to know what their Student
Government is doing, and how their money
is being spent. My other main concerns are:

1\ What's going to happen with the
Universal Fee* As it stands now. the com-
mutots att gomj to get the bad e*d of th*

"Professionalism" and investigation

2\ Continued tnemtenent* Of e gootS

J1 Day Car*.

41 Tenant* Aft* pnd fcVwYav* ft^btx

51 Advocacy for women and minorities.

I am presently a commuting un-
dergraduate at UMass. I have had experience
with the Poor Women's Task Force and the

Public Relations Work Groups at
Everywoman's Center, the Day Care Ad-
visory Committee, UMass Women's Com-
munications Network, and other areas of
media such as WMUA and the Women's
Media Project. This experience has given me
some knowledge of how to deal with the

Adminippation. and tamo rrptrtat ri

pubMKy 99 that Students can bocorrv p*mv
ntotmed on wA*fj happening vwfft In*
own that affair rhany.

tt these ar* th* *ssues that cwv*5 yop,
then I woukf appreciate ybur vottf

Ann Emory

To the Editor

It is with much concern that I view the

recent action by the Campus Center Board of
Governors. Is this not a board appointed by
students to represent students?

The case in point is that of former Campus
Center employee Tony Tartaglia. We have
seen the board refuse to stand up for the
rights of a student while trying to preserve
the "professionalism" of Campus Center
Director Mr. John Corker. How about Tony's

|

XKJ THE SJEWSl

professionalism; should not he be extended
at least the same amount of consideration ?

Now we see the board move to soak leqnl

advise on the matte/. Hopefully Tony will p§
reinstated immediately and also raimburxad
for Inxt wages I would olsv hope that tlw

board mutates an immediate invuxtiqiition

into Mr John Corkvi utnl fin, stuff xo thnt thix

typu of nxxitult on students wilt be discon-
tinued

Jwrfmy V Tkhur

To convey and to generate wisdom

Kf^rM&ER FLICS TO MlOtAST

i —^^^— —.I
~ n — — i i,

a

To #w rdttnr

Samtwr* Stuart, ." rVs tail* of februery 27.

optnod ttvar Mr, KtrouttPS' ConvxtAttry of
th*oayb*fot*w*s*nottvorustii.hv Stuart

suggests •*** ** ** at* roo bust setting

svnwpf to *mf$emenr the humanom Mr
Karoutsos pneded tor m hp essay Whd* i

can approcwr* hp artrcutaiton of tt* urvtvif

attvc, I text the utm*antrusm that Pnwod
from ft appatonp

it, a Atstcnavi cannot ***** energy out
Bkt tan and an anVbropohgsst cannot

S)»iw food mi the dtsart U know; t tntd\
granted Bu! the Aujfona* and rt* an
thfOfioJofiil can Aafat nhet went the human
ewpicPbbns of ttchnofog<at aom)robona m
tht past a*y) warn us again* ropaabhg the
seme m»jA»'

Second, tht mot inhtiftbf* ptooMrm
tacmg us now tht human ants, not
rtc*nofog*ctf 0**5. For trpmpit. tht
ct^hSbuhpn of noafth m America is a tocraf.

not a ttcnnotooitafmat** Forthe*. we htvt
in* technology to ******* foodwWrw
and the contraftoihf* ttihnptpgr to chock
poputpMon 0*0*1* Out tenant ip sure to got

an tht deurtpptng countnts, whAt

popuuhoo douMtS Intra every tt year*
Thed, when Mr Stuart we.Vau; I'm not

sarmg that* art no Iftumeel eueshpna; onjy
thotyouo\dn*enowm*any anrwen Wtdt
you'ct asAtng the outshons, dons stand h
tht wty of tht sc*tnt*ti who* answer
*»om.

n n* aoroftm that in* attentats can
*«* and omwer the n»me» ov*stAx\\ MJo
OOvot. tht ~b*st and tht ongnttst" maams
anohsis Iroodscmntists} iohtd the Wetnam
"fifOOftm" m lata, and thmr rocom-
n*enoe1*>ns became ao*cy (or two Ammncan
fxosrdont*. Bot what w*t* t*o Qv*ahvn* thtr
wor* tsajno? W* know OitOdy we* what «v
snswtrt hart boon.
On* of th* onmart ooatt Of a Sbmat

Htocthoo h to convey too* 10 otnertt*
woxtom [not nnt knowtadgt) obOot VW
nMthonthp of SOtnx* to human **hr*». as
iiudtntt an* taivrty, we need to (osier a
cftmat* that w* norm* trs to asA ovtstiont,
atknotoffvtH*..mi cojosoevttw*. eberat
f*o>cafJ even oVftattan - even ootilvni
that cannot o* answered

H*4»M teuHnjhem

of fidftm&mH

•

S.0o\orh6kr\

The media is the medium
To #» EtfHo*

h900n*k*t4f^b*9nanenhjf
*>no nmt oinct oeofift ham heard
the ntwr and ft* rtafty haopt
Tim* >H news run
vxnethma? Mm iVl II Today th*
ffiona Company announced r

plant to try of* Mtrrh Amtrx* 6 t

May. 2\r\*ardtnt ford has ftvtaftd
that ha w* o,vt trt* tamno knaona
S3 at rnernbtrt of Conattss n)t

* favor cf fits arxetyy propose?* 3\

S*** Arab* Ajm <%*** ,« ft* offer

roconify to buy the U S Ar fort*.
A bomb axpfodod in t Tenet

fthntry today hit v>vtco§ dadtrtd
that rwnimtf od txutt wot* tot
ftrtd. Atio Aoir were a do/en ar so
bvmons whKtt nere ta> ,

ttfiittod. 51 A*d jn sports. CaV
VWorr 'tcrnth has ponnased lb*
OtHond A>
What tffoct dots this her* 00

tht poMc? At one foots around,
ttotOS Of menft d*f**s*en pro
tvtrywhor* AW // trifOnt

Register to vote in April town election
\tv*d*mdty. M*»t^ !$. m rhe lam otv to isomer * vote Voter
coo*trrrKo T»4« o*ca at thf T©** Ha*. Moh Si. AntwrsL Of 41 th*
M0findon xattts 10 b* em uo An the C C

.

Tutsoot. Afint &, t% t*o Town V+ctton <U f

U «J»«rrt tea* rwKh ttmo. 4o*mhi com any money GM *k*vtd*n4
voto

womftts first how ooprtssMg
rnassots art. tM they naod to do *S

too* at the siatobcx on stats of
ateohof at tht bars and oMtoa*
rtorps m the proa. H*rt to tht
Qf**mplbrtmnf othce. the packtoe
itorpt art thp hattott boskntsi
around FrM timt cmshnys hay*
beon showing beers of arthn&rt. '

htpr Onptravttew' . *oht *t
to** Seasons soyotat thousand* of
dcoots worth of boor* ar* sofd

tt ad tiht ntwt do** ss dtfiross

P**t&.why&wtnt***htrn*d}*>
rV* nood thp mtdtt becaus* npw
mot* than *ypr no most be *wpt*
cf who/ .j 00*70 on around v% The
*tys of 'rono/tnet a Mm" or*

mm for >tsv> bra bopmoss.
pothc»*ns> t*yf the goYomment fare

*rw<AvnowroxrrcfOoBod'qpnos*s.
but now wt have caught our first

org whdt vtfe can 1 low tht $c*nt

tf wo tt* to rooty prosper too*,
everyone moat cart o bftft. Thn

moon* canng about most than ho
t. atcobot, ogarottos, and drugs
wens tn tht stmt boot as onargy,
fm sure a had tf p Sot asm* peopm
wotAd grvt a damn optut hob

ifmmt* wotAd probobfy
a nabonaf orntrgency. But

tptmy cent be excaptd
CoPeg* font postpones •!

niversify of massachusetts
arts council

presents

Ml

TM £t*\<ooai Cmerth

LENTEN QUIET DAY
StHrfey.M^vhl
t J04.fi ..1

CjII 4*4773 tor inia

j|
ll"

J5IN

Atto. She Hily fiMCftN'ISt.
W»«».. I ?.n . M»«mii Center
IrAxmjl Lort'i %upp%t *r^
dmif Sjrv. t.H pre , Th*

aLf akBQR kYxin
MONDAY, MARCH 17

8 PM. BOWKER AUDITORIUM

Latin Cultural Day
March 15, 1975

ampclcn Dining Commons

i- 2S<i«itrftl.Wmiviio»

« incfcidk* inral + dtm* -* lrclurr%i

I

For Ticket Information Call 546-9220.

tppfaring

rOMTE

\ I It HO It >
• *

"Si

I

J

Rust3 INail

Inn

Rlr IT

Sunderland

665-1937

|

THE INTIMATE ED.Q. BACH
*A HILARIOUS SHOW

"

THUPSOAY, MARCH SO
8PM BOWKER AUDITORIUM

TICKETS :$4*3gmr*. $241.50 unui, WudorPs I
ON&AU l»H€RT(a MALL U MASS AM»4fRST (4tX64V<B»

5x2 company to dance
The 5x2 Dance Compa.iy ol llruce

Jane Kosminsky, hailed by crittca m "mwim ol tht

modern dramatic form," will aooaes In concert at th«

UMass as part of the dance sane* %Qcntcr*xS by the

University's Arts Council.

The performance will be tontjhv March 4, at t p.m
in Bowker Auditorium.

A company of just two -- fruoe BecNer and Jono
Kosminsky --, each an acclaimed eotoesv the 6 a 7

Dance Company has a rnpnrtorv that leect ea bad* to

40 years of modarn dance maaftorpecea and forwattl

to maNterptNcaa of the future

Some of tha country's laadng choreocjrapf«ri ••

among them Twyla Ihnrp arxJ Pau Te/cr - ran*

given them purmmalon to p»*1o— a.c?*. wcria as

Tharp'a "Raggndy Dances" and Tar/or'a daaaae work.

"Duet." and Anna Sokolow ard Lars Lubowch have

cho/eog'aphed works for them
Jpn* Kbsrtirpay. whom Oty Qo/fits, wrthng an

the "New York Tenet." oafttd Passkey" has es>

peered at scMtt erth the Monraan Waloer Company,

the Pto) Tpyky Oenct) Cocrpeny. the Martha Creher?

RecaWMfY Company and the WeaMntjton Oarctm an

Regayiory. Rpoenthy. Kosrrsraky wee n Pana

recontiructino P»A Taylor's beiaat "Aureole' lor

Rudo* H%royoy. Merte PtrK tmi e>a) Rem Opera
BeJatf Company. S^a> ha* been e member of the

tote*) M i»»t npra DMbIm ol fea h*Wmi Bchotl
**KO T97V

Biuoe Btxker. a deoce «we»d wWtef at Mew YorK't

M&i SchOOt of Performing A/H hot tpt***td PS
sotoet >wh the compenee ol Mav O'PonneH. Tamwitv

Nagn and No«m*n Waatf As toodt«\ fotta* wtp\

mo Batahev^ Panoe Co—pan* ol itreeA h» ratsaend e
mUtNjude of important dance rpaaa.

Motad for hat irnag/nrsva vereerttty. he hae ap-

peuared on Broedwey m "Ben rraNdsn n t>ans" and
'PtdkwtpV' He hae choreographed for **xh per

lermerses CNia Rivers. Ga*e Dai tleen arennan,

end Am* Msruj A*>e«ghetti Mr Becker has taught m
\tn Kgh School of Perfprcaang Ana end Uoeh State

Una#era^y. and raoarrty recemed e grant from the

fvenoriel Cndo^rrent tor the Aita to choreograph a

Tldten are on take at the Unrveraeya Arts Ccunel
Boa Omce. T» Heroar Halt, 54eVO0£Ql end are priced

ii M rd »3 for the general pubtax hatfphoe tor

Uyeaa-Arrheret ar>jdents. Spebel group rMat m»y be

mwtmp*

Watergate prosecuter
|
Wrttefs sought

to speak on corruption •:

Anomev Hicherd Ban Venale, a

mayCK rjroeecutrtg attorney Of tt»*

Watergaba Seven oovtrep IfaHi

ajad Med of the Watergate Tes*

POKO endar Special PtoseoaCor

leon Jes%orato, wm tpotk tt

Weerjem Kew Er>uiar>d Coeege

todev, March 4 at S pm Max

bjpnre n Slerlh Hi I 4 pert of e

aertee of progrerro sponfo«td by

the Student Bar Aaaotaatteo of »he

Waastam Mew E^JSand Cobage

School of Ltm.
Thai speech aval cover ten-

Veraeta's espariencos prosecuting

ceeem cf "wtett bb%*T corruption

an government wMott he terms tha

moat coaapkex and sjecaujing to

prosecute. Berlore ptev^g an b>

eegral part in the Waoergett drar-*.

the eggfossive. 31 year-old

graduate of Coajrabej law School

had asteedy carved a rv**e"t career

esiabaaharig hit re^utaden an the

bnbery traal ol Mar»n Swoaj. fOaansr

»ri Haraaaretua aeaawac to eoc-

Spiabar of th* House. John

McCorrrexV The trial reaabad an

comntrien of Saatif on an couna
Ben Veritas, who has baaja

named by Lme magahne at one of

200 nairaj Araedcan leaders of tha

jre. has said he tn>oya
"dehrdag i*a beacon of hyexenav
I-. bbcbbiV In **\ ('.•.••it.n:cr»» ct

'*khap cottar* corrupt>co;

rt a Na beaef that "the

have a say, and rl they express it. rt

does have an effect."

The lecture 4 open to the pvoac,

March lor naw wnting taaaM.

eaher of a nam Mryary

"OQtert* aval be on campus, today

.

Robert G. Bo-derma* a** be
avras writing si«der«* Of D«

Dado P^lajaba in MmMtwr E to at

I1;ff am and 4i banter 446 m
340 pm

BexrW*- itaaher cf Paper' a,

lac. e rraagajrne now n la fourth

cdt»on, a a TS6B UMeaa gaidueaa

and e lormar student ol Or.

"We are aooeing for good
rnetetiat ftom promaiinf young
^titers.' sad Beadcrman

OH Third World center

offers law colloquia
The Orchard Hal Third World

center at currerdy sponsoring a one
credit Social Studies coeoovia Tha
daaa beema today. M**ch 4 an 8O0
pm n Dtcsjnson dorm, loom 114

from tha ret loom.
The course was put together by

tha staff Of the The* Weald Center

WORCESTER SNACK BAR

OPEN 7 3

HOT MEALS DAILY

PIZZA AND HOT GRINDERS

11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

arvd maaebart from the MARY
Prugro

The cease formal will be
preserved by a grpep of people

aaorfainf tOiOfhcr to prOiSOt P*
educated 'esponse to the
prefa6*<aosd problems of our

trx*ety such at the Aastrlcan
Ardkiei prootas Alio amowad in

class oarscaaarsoa wai be the young
men and women from *%* MAPtY
PiOprpm. w*y> tro rasadarct of

Ochsrd Ma
Tha course wal address rtserf so

the vahous Aaaaracan Jud*c»ni

Prison tptprm.

Law and tht court system*.

Education.

PohTOPf essphcahon* It -' .afica

and tht soctaty* n**d to edfurt

to constant soUPf datmmtK
There aval afeo be geeai apeaAera

on several oocottoot Pasttng v, B
thee spaohc am«ohrement and n*

particular mptacation fron their

of study h«..

proem
Tt** PBUJM >a %H> liter- *-.€

eniottrnent

Bermuda
$199.

Puerto Rico
$285

Ft. Lauderdale
i $2:14 1

II PARTI Rl DATI S

MAN IH«1 ..•:.•.••;.' 29< HhK '"* APK b

CONTACT:

ALEX SCARR
546 5190

GARBER TRAVEL
MftfjnRtprrsiaiOufftl iM»lw(\aTnarlhi»aii!

4617) 566-2100 fcn. 1*9 190

A company of

Kosminsky
two; Bruce Becker and Jane)

Food stamp claims
of poor attendance at last weeks o/ouo apoKaoon

for o*j food stamp cltl-t. mo Wea*a«e Oepanment has
acbadjbd growp appscaoont apar> thd aaaek n the Campus Center
Audvtorsinv o» March tdtendtoMTu a«d Wad > at 10 12 ard l 00
300.
Ai apphcan tt rhat ha«e wared over 30 days should have racorved

wrttan notrvatoa coacaming i*e aitaabRty of the groap ep-
pscanor. process and a schacMsd day and tirnax

Oaay 20 tome people took pan m the program last weak, e-d 400
caaraom ratnpnon food ssamp wafrro. >ist» at l/Maas. M mo WeHe/e
Oepertnenc has laaad to notify yo* of a time and date for gepup
ctoceesing. yeu are icMitd to comact the Pood Stamp Program
C**<e * rWk,na>i Kal iW5086o\\

Weftare • agan reootasng that eppKents bring the proper prove
of income and OeO^croM. ¥ they have not do** so akaady.

Fall seminar on Dutch lit

Sr«e >t wit be gwe* ** Ingaah.

OutCh268pO" Are gfcrepse crl

an enpcitent, attaftbire whxh n

gar>arse> ignored due to a teeo>aage

barr<v . Atthesarretme - ^s
:v>*oram< view of tpecrlc in

-ses aAach wa ai share m pur

loty

These axlude * seraaa of awbtk

psychological tiudaa auch aa: tt>«

devastator ol g-4t iCouparual, tt>c

saarn despaa d common people

iCoe- «»" a lethal madness

•esutfrg *>om centnetog moHS
lOudshoomi. to bitter *e>

agakHt tho bus^ess mantattiy

iBeechoii

The course w4 be given tNs Ut
a on< - weal samlnK

lashon. k« the later arhamoon or

eerfy «v«n«H)
) to 2b studems. bhoat

who are i*re««ted art «>rgad 09

*oc\ Professo* E M Beekrr%>-

&22 Hertcv Hot teleprvxe B-0'

DonVletthc
price ofa college
education stop

you.
IV p .» o'llqv CtJMCafiOel Is ^kxrivkcMing.

|
iii.iI.In IfW \r r QfCC lus iktnc vimcihanf !•

Catctl up *»• ilti H I 01 EaTt€ fir ^l hmc, Ihc Am hotXC

RO I ( \.fkiiirNhip% iixludc ibc 2 ptTtpram.

-Hidi nvn jnJ women

If s\iu can qualify ik* rXirFoi »ii |X*> f«x (nefc-

niaafklcr of )our a>lk^c oOuiJhr- Not only do

\r ROT( l "llcpc acholaBTsnip* OOvtf fuD

luitKm. bu nrinii i>vm Aw ic*tNn»k%. lab and

incidental ffx*v. ds vx\\ as ;i lavfrcv -lnifHy x\Uy#-

KCCfSIOOL

To cash n on all this just apply, qualify, and en**
in (he Air Force ROTC at

afs a srrcat way to bntsh yctxr college education in

the money, and buikl si future where ibc *ky\ no

limit ... as an officer in the Air Force.

MAKK TH EMOSTOF IT

#
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Rainbow Productions Presents:

A MkHtXAN 111 MS rtCCJUCnCN
IHOMMVUMONDIA

Late 5( Is cinema horror classic. Now a hilarious comedy!

TONIGHT

7, 8:30, 10, 11:15

CCA

FREE 3-D Glasses at the Door.

YanCon goes to Europe

Gridders to play overseas
By BILL EL/AS

The UMass varsity football team
may be playing in Europe this

spring. The Minutemen, along with
the five other Yankee Conference
teams, will be leaving late in May
for a three week season in Rome,
Venice, West Berlin, Istanbul,
Barcelona, and Munich. Each
Yankee Conference team will

represent a city, playing three
games with the possibility of a

championship game.
The program was initiated by

Robert Kap, head of the In-

tercontinental FootbsJ League of

Oeiea and Venn*. Austiie. <ep
who hop** to t+nt+t*
Europssn pec<*S W»th American
iti>* footbai. ia Mntfrtf
fteences fox rht who** aha*

If sucoaesM Kap wd attempt to
•tart a new prensassond lootbek
league in Eurcpa uidar h.s

gudaacd. A naove of Hungary. Kap
onpetasy approached the Maoon*
Fcotbdl League wtth ha proposal
hoping lo attract toem* of rookies
and hoe events.

ftotaams emeroad because of

the player* sttfc*. ard fodtng
coaches to Kap looked to the
codege*. The Yankee Comerencs
we* tht perfect lelatbon «nc« r

hp* *fr (osmi and Kap. *« cit«»

Aha* getting Suit Department
approval die plan went to the

Yankee Conference Presidents and
Athletic Directors who also sanc-
tioned it.

UMass officials in Boyden
acknowledged the European
Football Cultural Exchange
Program saying "at present all

systems are go." Caution is being
taken, however, until the money
backina the trio is in the bank.

Player reaction to the possibility
of three weeks all expenses paid in

Europe ranged from "it ought to be
wild" to "I guess we'll have to start

working out harder."

There are plans for televising
many of the games throughout
Europe, with a chance for coverage
from ABC's Wide World of Sports.

UMass Senior is

z BBall "Superfan

'

6r$TCVe7£7fi£AUlT
G*f Jtk»:hv rrode h« lata Cage

appaa«ano* teat fwdey n<*t

AAhK^jh not as ft.
*»«»Mrt>a4 *™*** John Murphy.
Am Osaka, Graf Ouerte. and •*

icon. Gary Jakecky ha* been a
torture a* the Cage for tha past fou«

Caga." ha said, UHl as a froshmaa
•nd UCow «a a aopfcomcr*. and
berth of ***** games occurred on
mghta whan I had debate maai*

"•" I pud debete my juracr y«*r
-nd havan ! to^ * K>na gems

Starting with St Ana****'* ti

1970, tho G**y*on r«stdont
oatmataa to hav* *awi Urwt<ti 36
to *0 games ad a iMlm student

' va onfy aaittad hao Qanys at dap

IM Redlights stop hookers
U tea i iaaa to tha woman on thia cenpc* who aaao reed tha *port» papa,

that weeks trrramsof fiery « en woman* a beasartbeA
So, Tuesday rsgpc *.mmdown to Boydan Oy** for • eaxy.

tha way. tvao though the two do go hand In hand in (he <oe< workti. &*ck
10 the gams.
Tha Redltaa from J.QA started tha game oft feet wtech took* to to

•aha* style of play, and too* eoVsmage of tha somewhat neopersinced
Loach teem Widi a tsneck>*t twoone-fwo defense, tha Hooker* had a
hard bred moving tha bad Inside foe a pood shot Tim* and tma ap»n. tho
RerJtoea forced nmovam end ntertepcpd paaiaa

J.QA ran up an rH) load, before isa Leecnettea got two pokit* on tho
bewrd But th* bigOwo^ .no ef!^ again ondsttf*^
rest of the heft

tn feet dip Redeiee contnued tha*r domkieting rota through tho aaoend
H0 aajo. opta* aoowina onfy a ssnpfp baaiaw to tho** opponant*. wMa
OOOdna only atptit porita •h«-'A«r\m

Uoch did play bartiar m tha aacond half, bv»t Lady Ludi muafva boon
boc* at tha derm dame I rg Ihpr dafansa CKKa-3 soma, but tho offarno war*
SOI eprvarxattant

In tha and. tha Radftaa r\ad tho** iourih vktory, and aaayad undafaotod.
vvhaa Loach drcpa to 1-31

Tfcp AnoJ aooro wo* 22 *

Oowa* Court . .Tha Aadataa aro moaPy ai trcm Ir*m*-^n*n\ and p**vod
htgh achoc* taatuafbaat V that ha* *nr.fc*-p todowcth tha loppdaO KO*a.
Thay ovo^'t al play at did aam* tano than*, that la. P»oy c*dnt p*a> »p^Nor
unti thay pot harm ThaVra tootonp fpnuard to tha piayoh*. which start m
two taaaajL Loach had km *oma of rt* boot ptayara dua to achadulng.
Kadty and Koran ftgpa<rorvlook-aaa^TWMHlaoorad *4 of J.Q.A.* pomt*.
Nott waa*c..tha Crabtroa Traoo. May. I hopa this atory raoo nxro i-v

tdroabng than my hrat iwp M It *wa*n i »amorhoor. I OloY^ fo«Cd you to road
thia. Can't be porfooi dl dtt fimp..

Jahaciy show* up opdy lee

oho. i aroand *m» o'clock*
for bq pa— ao. "Ourinp

my fraahmpn year, I want to the
CapcjtJ3)^eProvida»c*9*m«^ *d aha was at raartar.~ ha *a*J

He ho* sat n tha same aoat sinco
Kphomora yoar, n the top row of
the student aoctton n front of dip
raoin batcony onttanoa 1 can see
aweryihiny from v(i top People at

•round me aro cJappop. a«d I feel

mpfd In control of th# ihiPHon "

Grpg Duprte fados away frpm a trailing BU playtr.
Grog didn't fade away from BU as ftp collated II
point) Friday night agaimt them. Grog had a limilar
pdtiormancp against lona Saturday night.

JakaKJcy-* academic edepdpie
tott jro.nd haaietbof

Woman skiers place
• second, third at meet

dio fad. I do ai my
before December, becauae i know
nothing « going to get doao duneg
tha aoaaon m tha aping, moat of
my vaork m put Off unH March.**

Ou'ng the seaoon. the
who r* a aad ocWKted fruttraapp

iocA. paychea himpatf «p waaka **

dwdno* for game* '1 waa up fpr

i-w Boston CcAepe game *mce u«t
yoar. Uauaty I pick out one or two
piayor* on an oppcdffg team and
Nat hate lham. but I hated the
who** 6C ^*m

Jakactcy * hate kst hpa wMto^i
Provwdanca* Me*vi*t barnp*.
Harvord'* Tony Jp-kim, Morr
Ooaa' MAe Won*, and BC'a faul
Sdrwongar.

fm aho aoady oacnaS*. ha
aays . -Whaa other paccwj fj*t dap.
I fond to acreanv I hove come to
•v- My Mry djqog> pdj rr#

tooa*. H aaem* I go through tha
%*tm emotional that* and
Pttulaibn* as they do.' Jakacky
aVnoot got ado a fight with a Mofy
Crop* JV pfpyer when ho etertedmtatywrg out -fceng ppek Kevm
BmtomT at th* ^ea/s gamp.
Slacom tnmatarred from the Cross
10 Prowdonco at the end of he
*C©homore yitr.

i»kpc*y wd) grppePM h June
•"» * degree m Ewwronmemaf
Goology. and hope* to go on to
prod achoot

oVWAy,\Yrrfo^ii
Tha woman** **> aeon raced

tost weekend §t T*nny MouNain h
Plymouth, Ntw Mampshir*
Afp^oughrhpyiadnotpndupaa the
wctors, the toen fsntehpd a ftrong
ocord on Saturday 9M third on
Sunday.
The two pent eajftpm couraea

wore icy but (here were no bent
•POT* and tho run* hdd up wot
StaheWi Mum #*»* mmm%
tough and Cue out of th* seven
Uiers iafi, ceuang UMaaa to fetspt*

15 toconda behind first piece
llnssen LWverftt-

On Saturday Pjo tpom wp* mom
conatnant w«th at fhre "A* reco#s
and We two 6 raoar* fWeshtog ,n

•ho top fwonty. Ann Oeieney. Jean
Mayden. and Beth Curtain par
ncipeted in o strong supporting

O the whole, the *dvidue<
perfoimancea »ero the moot
C<Q*^*ing thmg of fbp waakaad On
Saturday Cathy Donovan and
Keihy Clarke ftnajhed fourth and
fifth toappctrvefy Marrhp Moren
cofpnued her *>aan>laaoVng par-

fo*aaenoa wth a thurj on Saturday
and a ftst place on Sunday Martha
has been the n^mppr one raoar m»
topson long 9n6 rating a mseh-
womsn. she has a bnght kiturp
ahead of her, CNts Pooek. who fell

Saturday, finrtkpd fourth on
fkaailjp

Ho-cl weekond I* the fpat rojaaar

tevan team mtt. it wd bo hafd at

Majoarpl. in Franconex N.M. Tha
chansons leapt* wdJ be an
nounced that Sunday rwght. out

g* k)0k bleak for tie woman
Fir-M ptSOt m itersby *P *ewn «p by
BU However. UMut and Red
cMtp wd) vie for second pteco a^d
*** d the nhg diet wd bo up for

grabs nani weekend.
The last race of9m season wfl bo

the Can Ama on the weekend of
th* Ifyh and t€d> at Sunday n»«,
Mp The Can Am* wd host four

CdsgdkR mtfiBai faaajlcgi tr*r-^

and many of die skier* wdJ be
gattng their frst teal* of n
tarrujdonal competitcn.

SOPHOMORE NURSIN6 MAJORS |

Yow can btcoene an Akr Forco Nurse on campus fhrouph
Air Forco ROTC

UM must play]

IfECACpick '

Pla*a for a woutdo* boycott of
tha ECAC tournament by UMass
were Krepped yesterday, waipi i

wataaa docurgent, bmdrg UMass
to a irjurnamsnt sppoerenco if

eyetsd. was ddcovered
!S*y rwtte us. we have to

p*ey." sad UMaaa coech Jtack

Leaman. if w« dacsna. dip* we
ant not esgibio to play w any other

tOtanements

On Sunday, Laemsn mu guotad
aa aayWg that he would ask tea

laam to tarn down en mvheton ,» t

To find out if you owaMy fpf:

trVorldwfde Travel
Flight Duty
Officer's P9y and Advancement
fapt Par Month for Vaur Last Two Year* on Camput
Many Other Benefits

J CONTACT:
* hka|pf

J
Room J

•** +

5 3437

O^ckinson Hall

J

I
|
3
10

•*#***••*** ppe-eaaj

1>o ECAC selection committee
Sunday oeued bd* to Holy Cross.

Boaton Cotaot m>d CompctiPiL
and arvouncsd th*t P«owdenco
Cosege wputd be n*rwl if they

deleated St Bonevenny* <* a
^ame that waa pteyed last night

If Prowdence tost ttpn UMass
was to hasp been rrveed sp die

tournament, which open* Thursday
flight in Spnngtasd.

sportsline

5-2210
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PC sleazes in

Bitter UM in Maine
#r57#vrofCt>sr4

A bmerty deappototed bend erf

khnulrmcn **rel 10 0*0^0 tonsjhf

so try and sahegs eonethtog oat ©t

has so far bam a wetted

Prevalence Cotegs'a victory over

St. Boneasmire latt nght teaUJ
tra UMin tela. The trers new
advance to the CCAC tourrumaae.

whee UMiw must tsts ha chaxa
wish the NIT. The selection

corBrrstaee for tra Madeon Square
Garden classic meets to asue itt

•nrtai bids ttea Thursday.

A arm tcvught would grae tra

Mrutenaen toear trad coreecutr.*

Yankee Corrksasnco <*amp>cnaha>,

a ana* conacdatton m Ight of tra

CCAC choices.

In a previous matting h tha

Cage. UMaaa Aitoed 10 a* €6 *9

victory over e>e Black Beets.

Maine cscrentfy a mired m tra

YenCon basement daspat the

pretence ef leeovg scorer and
rsOoundsr Bob Werner
The Mrajtemen dd a /Ob on

Werner to thet tVst game, hekthg
Wmioor^ll poksts and bsxshg
lev* of >a> short jumpers.

Coach Jack Leeme* Mill

*obebfy fat) tra ser*e Itoeup that

aat started the last two games,
going weh the tovi seniors and Jim
low*.
Grog Oterte fee* bean the isenVe

hottest player ef an. scoring 54
por»ce in ha laat thee ectasia
The Mtoatomen's rubcouM ttap

detente hat alto bean a lector m
•Kent wto* UMaaa nee opened tra

aat two ganet n tha pnjeevre

daranee. and hat gotten oft to

commanding leads befo*t the

opposition couW adjuat.

The Minjtaman ahcokj not tack

incentive In tcnighf a encourtsr. In

eddtton 90 amrtng tfa cor/sranca

crown* UMaaa aid ba trying to

show tha ICAC that itt Kumamant
taeecbora aara a rrestefce.

TlCKllrVG THE TWINE -
Tomgfvfa gerae a tra thrd n **e
day* for UMaaa, a t:o;h stretch in

wtach tha Mnuterren have spent

no laaa than 12 hours on a bat.

Providence - 82
St. Bonaventure - 69

Win two of last three

UM rally tops Smith
6yGft£GUMS

The UMin Mmutewoman
fought off an riactred Smth
Ccdege Ave lest reght to peat thee

ictoiy in that laat tfeea

Previous*/ UMaaa had
defeated f itchbu-g State Thursday
nejrrt before bowing to Southern
Conn Saturday aflemoon at Nop*
Thursday night the

Mnutrwcme^, led by tha trnefy

atooting of Nancy ONni, Nancy
Barry and Ova ftaaee doubled that

hatftme lead to merge with a 6t-

56 win O'Nat and ttorry toaatd to

|Q ;onii nach w*at» fJeaao added
14

Southern Cornacacut. one Of

cofnendtrt for pott
ecben. brought thee fta*aV

skated acuad to Nope Paced by tha
parformar<ee of thar two At-
AmitKrn* cenckdatea, Lynn Pagnaai
(18 pea) *4i Mary Ann <yCoaner
114 ptai. thay trounced UMaaa M
dt>. UMkaai tu*fe«ed l^mup" .1 very

poor Are* raff, ffttnegmg onN 19
pointa opposite 42 for $ C
Moweuec. Carof Albarfa poaed a%o
came up w<h a stopendoua teoend
%***» pauhng n 41 poinet bat it

Nat watnl enough
UMatd* pair ol super trustee*

tewtyda Nancy ONell and Crete
Bases were the garnet Ngh KOrars
*^tti 23 *n& M poeitv •

laat n^ni at Smdh. UMaaa
r*itm*<j to their wavang ways,
aafatfing t>e homnters €846

AJttioogr* (hey won (fa oonleat by
an irnpatatWS 23 pcant spread, the

game v%ean'i deckstd until tfa hraf

10 rrwrttfes. At the eaid-May mart
of the second haft the scows naa
knotted 414V UMaaa tsaponded.
howovce. by outsconng SaaJsa. 27-4 >.

datlag theshetch. lu Am I letcher
j

ltd at scorer* with 21 bg poem u
Ne-cyONH canned aght posits »n |
the second faff and seeehed with
12 Kothy (VksataY of Smith was
the moat irnpiaaa»a piavar on a>e
COuit. dVOwang in Id porrts. m*f+*
*l\ cucadt shota. Sua ftogftt tod
See MoN each chcipad ei w*h 10

7^ttJr^*dsyreghtUf«es«endt»ts 1
regular isatcry ttaeeang to No*
thsaafaiii for a rnefee-up gene.

Food Service purchasing without bids
tfJUDYffittOtAHO

T»a UMata Food Serwes has been
puncheekag produce unce Septanber ttscn a
dreroneaat auppsar wfthoat first ee~ tng
ccrrpoirwe b«ta t»om other corrparust, a
Kaai^e vcaation ef e stent bar recu'ng
competitive biddUg on at

jd Service* has conferred that 0ay
lava beer. purc»earig fresh truat tad
vajetdbsas ^rom lowed Brodtars Ben;

based on en agri

thetrmt IS per cant pro It on e»
produce ttsta to UMaaa. approamate>/
42000a ~~k

Araair Y^tr^n deactef of Food Saralcet

to withdraw UMess ptoduos pur
hem open NdoVtg m an ehc<

mprova the quattf of foods sarvad m tha
Orang Common* Accotcsng to Warien.
UMaaa wet repaying a lot of garbage.
fceceeta dke tappiars. in tryng to wsa ihe rx)
ware forced 10 hekj their pneet lea *><i

could not offst ragh quetry paoduo*
Tha arrangement with lowal Hrothers b

flak>m one veer aapetenent. accordog to
Weifen

Oanad Matey, dtectcr pt UMaaa Pubic
Alfars, sad that food Sanacat had n»*
<)iMts*rrer*~ that by punchatlag produce on
a one-year beat on the Boston market, the

result would be Q»*iiiv prockjeo at e lower

coat per ponton
The Massachusetts Gtnetei Lews provide

dhat ad state rAitchetas over I5C0 shei.

wherever puxtkebis. »%v<e cewvpaotrve

hds ' The money being spent. KCCadang to

Matey « student Moray horn the trust fund
and not subject 10 Ml vsm

The purchetng agreement came to aght
waan Pinetfett Fttotn Food and Pioduee. a
suppatr in Springf'atd who had been sub
rrmng cads for the past 15 years eased why
bids we*e no longer being accepted

Ttmoihy O'lee'r. UMaaa Aseie*..

"Sd close not 10 cormaat on the

s4uttiorx a* la wot not ferreatr w»th «.'
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weather
Thev'i be Soby Sun * Uv

GitV McClOvd n sky on Thers-

Twdi ekta be coot Wedt tad
Tmas.
bat who can itt to» Fnd»y >

Allen scores HEW policies
By fl»lL 0£rV.SA40rV

SaWrlapdAW
Former School of Educesen Dean Owight W. Alan vaatarday

sctriowsadgsd that ha -ay hews ttepoed on too marry acaderrec toes »r> ha
qpeart for educational change, and cnocbed HCW funding potciet vvhch
he see) arcouraga mouse of gtants

* One of tfa things fvt bean doing a let ef rhiraVng about a the process

of change.'' Attn sad In a two hoar Coeep/en riterview yatterdty at

tarrpon pa ctasput. 'If wo had teen abis 10 achieve tome of the clatgat
with late aeration. I woutts have bean happiar

Asen. who refgnsd te dten J*n. 2S the day before the U-eraraty

iraamssarlgsrl laagan m of tandt rraauas at tffaa Schoot he hsaJed tor vx
yeatt, was bee* in Amharat brafh/ from Lesotho. Asaca. wtare he a on

Tg uy ihit Mike Pyaft can Imp Is mi imi-

dersldfetTtdftf . Tha disappointed hoopstert will have to
be content with the Yen Con crown and potsibla NIT
bid, which art extended Thursday

Hockey: Puck didn 't bounce

to a vvdsiengfng ntervtew which touched on both au> adecatonei
a^uavemana end tbcti eacaaass of the Schoo*. Ajata made gvjat poritf

-Agreed that one fapwtry rntrhbar tt the School "may have had hit

^srd•nrheta*'buttindtrr^osewesno1w^)t«pn>td.
-Said he osltgttad maoft of Nt respcnaoattlet tosostsoawdatris. a*d

crocired HssJUniil academe programs Stvvx)
P^COttett'' in education wee replaced with ralsvtni ones in the Schoof.

"The school, n seating so have enemeive standerdt hat been quoted
M havnjnosurdardaanal Trasateae
"The suffenng proceaa. tfa rtgha of MUbon. tfa puttng students

•rougbdye proceatat - that much I am very math against
On funds rnisuee. Asen said torse asaocatea made mataata. thinkng

dWjy ware oopyng he own "fltaJba)" way of uang grant funds -what |

ahaaya aaad to the ettajtant ^%ts for ad^raatrsoon a 1 don't warn you 10
aver sign a stsrerneM that you CdtYi faabfy or can't see the tghr of dtr
60b K SuTukx asaacar^dean for adrninistraocn at tfa School, resigned

laat Novenber altar sufjrWterg a written hat of aaagaticna ahc«jt funds
rreauaa wh<h triggered Ow Current probaa
On fundng. Aaan saad Ihe COM of edueabng an average Scttopl Of Ed

ttudan; a SiCO. compared to 11.400 in business and 12.100 to engtr»erksg
for en etjurvasent period on campus.

turn to page 17

BrOAveoaa
A year ago at the tent tha UMaaa staters ware

about to entert for Bortngton. Vermont ice d>ev
r*s**on Two tea* Vat game with the UnNersey of
Vermont Cecemourv*. But athcugh Umaas toet ihe
game. 4-3 the pttye** tsns. and coaches must have
come away with tha feeing that re team had shown

Sports anatysis

^I^SSSbzz'^z^z Light voter turnout

marks town caucus

•Other year Umaas would cneSange for tha trte

Sadly li?4-7S wst not bring a hockey trtka so to*
caetput as rw Mnjtemen rraeed the bviaton Two
ptayevfft for the fatt das* in fho year*.

Wo encountered profcttms thai weren't ratty
SSa> enough" teal Coach jack Cennitf to

te of toe laaaora why tfa seam cad rot
gaaJfV '«v aatajaajaj) oajajejligg
Chief among tha urocaama toa team anoctiriered

was the CHficutty Canrttt had to drocakeg a itatviaar

one naajffstodar art toe nutaat af tfa

Started 9w saaaon against Naa
Bruce CwJh*; a furunr. tjeewatn tfa peaa* but before
long aopfeomere Dana Rtsbnctiil wan a daattaft
vctory for toe goeie Criattea, ahea aoptnmonr John
Hiey saw tonited acton

lr was the frat bme I want rrto the i

kaovrtog who would ba ray numbtr
There a no doubt in my raaad thai it I fax
decison who to m»k9 -umber one
neve made tha ptorcnV' said Cannjff to rtomapatt.

tokjhat can afavsyt he a tarter in a team s oar
tormence end m the case uf UMatt thera wave soma
that coud have meda the attterarza trie teatnn
Scott McChesnav e ea^aoerpot dinger pmka Ms tog

Powell claims no voluntary
dorm alternatives existed
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Ford vetoes bill to suspend $3 oil tariff
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L«I Rebels bomb airport

r?5 near Phnom Penh

McOoskey urges $116.7 million

in military aid to Cambodia
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Coalition protests Dukakis plan

T£Z?ZLzfzr.z to deny welfare benefits hike
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Prisoners describe Rl 'bastille'
Dynamite DmnioridH

Site of rebellion

by inmates last week

CXANS70N. Rt IVH) -
Adult Correcbonef institution* ha*

tm* doaortcod at a
Tbe«tM** by

G&v. PhAp *.V, Noel The m^m
»t*> e>* te*^ to rje*efc O/eV waft*

ol the cenxtry ofd tacoty oere

warned by Noel ton week to keep ei

m* oc they woukj be Ofmng tM*r

"Beiore be 9** *eai kjmpe e«d
tunc* *a better gM them ee*ie

Cfethet 00 WW." MM »nm*r*WW vjeOrtean rrMMinC Ot tna

National Pfsone'S RHc«i
Aseoctetton.

Gabnete and severe) oe*> •

rTexe*wejr*a4owed togteea row*
corAerence Mend*? w+thin tie

wgo* of the meornum security

section and dse ever-ndog the«as
at thee? cor»p**inoi »*** loli roes
and tneoapene*oed guard*
Tna new* conference woe held *>

da carpeted prison Wxary. tha oa*v

room with a seablence oi

cnaertUnee*. To get to tea ttxary

tha two doeen reporter* arid

cemaramen were lad staough a
•two of tanad door* end a aotrh

wng caHApe* •tore inmate* ere

aeoond to roam haaty during tke

day.

A atanch of urtna prevented

Moat of tha *aate* ere YOu*g.
tte everege age 29. and a gtaat

proportion any graduate*" o* fa
•or* Traavng School Inmate* «
t»e«eJ) bkxk tsfaed fnotv w«h tt*

Reagan

hits Ford

liberalism
WASMiUGWN IUM) - ftcndd

reporter* and soma helped

eeMiPon canvaraman carry the*

eo»>fjm*nt

% «f*nee* froaa tha moment «

men ***** e*V* e**i wvnara

DonakJ B**m. 'There's cottarg r

nan> lor a mm to do than *« raep

Mai rege* he davy. proeerve ha
v* reepea'

Inmates compsan many of tha

»ob» thay waad 10 do hau*

m o«ar by acaaa

tacaaaa of wo* qhnwncm. ACl
tomaaaa uaad 10 do laundry te« all

ftata trtattodont.

'Wa uaad to haw a garrmnt

(top thac ampiovad 40 poopla.

Thay too* thac »way from u« and it

Mrant 10 prvaoa nduatry," O ibaaia
HM
Wa had farm oanfja ham. *itn

ont of tha baat Mvda arouni Than

Qiw va mfk and aa a m*M «• had
a buxhar a*op. and that «m all

caftan aM«yr from ua. Th« ta an«

tha rroyo* rtoaoni ttr tt« urraat ki

tha mawuhoV h« «jm!

In d»o miwrum wcurrtf ft« ta»d

only 53 nmakaa *r» Norton) Mt d
a papUaiton of 310

Tha NPPA racarufy tted • »«
m*on auft n US D«tnct Court

ctaimno tha fiata « lagaty fescjnd

K> pmvtda vocation*, tUjuou^
prwjram .

M»i tan rt

or not avary («raoncf hare r*

«jppoaad eoturii rohatUHfl^e
program, from the moment, a

par»cn »tap* m tiare ^ «
programmed to be a f»>j»c." Brant

•n crdertf manna'.
"Tha tano has ooaa* for u» 00 art

dovm and caft eo each otfwr «
men. nee at aeimai evjMBar to *e
beeat m h« cteua cage.'

The hmjiaa toit&tiimt that m«
guerde avoftihf in maxlrr

eacvr^ty are the faeat eipe'ia*ced

'The otfroara ^tranael Thay

tee set «p ea o«r foea. tfa a very

urd*a*Ji P laiiattmi.Wnen wo go 10

iem for help or tney tar*, to ue thay

ere fold not to go that far." Brant

On rha w»f out a youtg
vireenag a derirti »urt *>d uwn^
erne for ree«vng itcUn goods
h«*|i«J a teletnsiqn cameraman
cenying acme of ha er>vi4pme«<.

"C^n I he%> hm put th4 uuff .r, r,*

car" tha inmite roki*g> aUed a
ju«rd Fat chance/' rha

Sonny faiftr\ acting preaMent of

teg inoata Afro-American Societ p.

ceded for more Mack ofTirera H»
%ml tfott ar« ro overt afgnt el

•fjartal bbct nr<4«n
but M«f i«*tati

host** dee
tarn anatn."

Juitjce it od dMdnff
ifJadii , ti« tod

Raeening to peaceful

faaneae teat wm*. Paitn aeel he fall

tte tUri ntroaa r«d 1 K
ilttevanut A ttodt temaie weai f«M
a t«mV»t enth • nnrte ewiate teM
utecatl w w^ ogaiiM i and the n»n»
rrrrMla net rat.

Tra rvraen adad for flMejtruje

«rth Wartten Jamm M**.
iiting Gmacaata OrorJor Onnahl
'mfm to oovti out thai

floeuocs
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Senators hope politics don't end here
cont. from p. 3

"The ttudam government got off on the
wrong toot" a»d Cindy McGnth. the
Strum $paeMr. Thee tVat stsdent group
ehe aaptenee. ahouW have demanded
r*cog«raon «n their own tight tidier than

"poadira" k* t

Aaad if tha present Senate etfectrvery

r«p^ar<itt st.denta, McGnyg* anaaared »at
one of ine f>g>ast txoMama in en/ govo«v
mant la co*OTorfeetien w*t\ those *

reptetenti,
'** has to be a ?wo wey atraet' she ie«l

"which ft «ery Aireer ii"

Metcea and pedeeentout from the Solace
ir» a*)amgfa i» efiet acodent teedtoep. ee»d

•totscovar " S^e sard It a tec percepton

trot trare are e tet of ftrt'M »cVt» nmretpre

uapping on eeeh ottor's toes" n tryteg to

lUrdf whet ecton to sake.

il troy cut wyt ovt," she cont^uad. tha

tyeeam wouka be much more emctern e»d it

would n*v9 » tot of money wfxh could than

be put «ito other «raae that reed

t hi AgntfJ **** *•• Commajoee it gytog so

come up *«h vaote ar«a^auVe. to **e

^onersef lae, ee«J tfta Sonata Spoaker.

profile

"Wa aboutd bp*e ar>n«fwv to**1

vooata of student rights and wetfare ei the

i>Wversrti. t>.'. spacne goUa eat fedet>*d

each year with eech row set of oaepfe

foming tha Senate
Our power « aatremefy tented.' satd

Sevini. We ere not tegeteVre. ' Although

the Studan* Seneoa ra def'ned aa the primary

tegotetiva body of tha SOA. Btakt sees fH
•nvolvamari m Mhai ha ceia if* "eoVecacY

oth atfte power in attjet

m
Tlora o a »ar«f<ort ar^erancex" ha

atpteined, adding tsaf tha daTerence a> not

usiolfy "«WAa from Ihe outside."

Savin spot* of tfa Cempua Center Board

oi Governors ea bang under "aubfe but

ovact a^ack" by the Unrva*a*y ad-

fJM

»A rv

SOPHOMORES
H fat* Mta« >»

t

Primary turnout small ' Powell I

com. It*** o
cor* «r^ i^t^ 1
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'Progrsms for Families'

JMorth Village offers program
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Reference Book

Sale

University Store

Books that originolkj sold for up

to 52O.50 ore now reduced to just
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ROTC scholarship

awarded to two UM
sophomore roommates
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University Year For Action

Special Recruitment Issue

UYA! Do it your way
syiAfwvscorr
UYA Ch\W StoH

(MM 1*7* cMcfo in the pabfe
echooJ tyftem* la Heir** and
$pfir

fl|^d were rot p*ovOad with
» *t»btt. phpMcel jJicrt»co
progtem Beceuaa ol Unwararty
Ynw ip/ ACTION Cer.tart com-
rr.tmar* 10 coovTuntty iifwoi,
•w UYA lr<er** Mft piacad m the

VChonll The fWa ir,ltrn»

m*f1tar>ad an
ir*l component «4 • pUtfac

•Choc* «VMCO\ v«Mi earring a HM
>*M 0* credfct toward QtadaQnon

Un«e*e»y Yom tor ACTION
t:«nt#c a rroan j»d qq haip aa*Mate
ffee daacouregna ccn^ncro that

•sim m out otee and inanuocne.
Mid « tha aavae e*w ©pan the

raaourcee of tha UrwwrwtY to tha

, wnttn th#

*3 ancouraga
»-.1 u, !r,; ,.-.,- it..

r

ki

Snot 4% ncapecn at UMaaa la

JuV tf71. mv 400 ttudanta ha»a
•J We opportuncy

oMacad by the UYA Cenoar to ttv

tergrase diet l>*vmvty
>«*e%» paw an aceve aele

•n ravttetiang OfCWaj*vty tarvKe.

I'unng it n %Ory arenpta tarrr*.

Ar na«d Valetana in tha UYA
program. Tht comiUMMi e«wi

varwana vi ft* UYA program

Tht Uhwanaty Year for ACTION
CentW-UMaaa orH«r» the ubram to

tiqptnenoei adocarton to ooncamtd
Vottran*

Vmnrn am otda*, and mmrm
taoojte than tha avaraga MJadaat,

Tht Vetacam caroar plant an?

ucuety. vary daarty dafnad.

Veterans
Veteran, Richard Wrqte tard.

hethaatn yaw wae ooa compaOjr
error e#*M another. Tha Q'artts

watt aengrit but tha ItMhni)

teemed ver/ja and alow. Whan I

htard about tht UYA program e*ny

«1 UMaa* and that * offered tht

opportunity a»

work off Oampua for a yaar a*

ooa of many dfforertt aganoaa,
-» earn 30 cradtta toward my

degrea.

turn to page 11

Juan Nlevea, former UYA Intern at North Berkshire Early Childhood
Development Center, did wonders with a parachute.

UYA recruiting
ORSrVTATION ME€T*eQ8

THradey 6 March 1375
Boon 804 Ctmpuf Ctroar 7."00 pn\
Wadnaadav 1? March 1075
Room 917 Ca««put CtfOt* 7.00 pm.
Tuaaday if MaKh 1*76
Rcon 904 Canpus CehJM 7.00 pm.

Nott Ptacemantt wH ba mada. vpon cajarance. en a vWl cetaax
*n< tarved beak. Tharafort. it a recorrrnanded tw\ appaeanca
atttnd "ha cwaaat ora>-taocn maatng poaabaj.

Spanish students
A: Todsa los ettudiintaa

ubyaduadoa y g/adiadoa:
Cutnlo aabat?
Sabika tu qua du«ar«t af ano

paaado km mtu&mfHm mfiarnot da
WlhUmtmim tfl Mrti m -rt,-f.:

Oa Amharat Won rta^ionaabaja da
U tYpaanwntacaoA y OOONfraaoon
dd program* de aVW leitpairaco
con at Oapt de Rop* Teataaa, y
Amtaanta da U Univ. da Maaa. on
Bakhaaiown Suit S«hoc4

Sataaa tu ajMt eeiudianlta imarnoa
da It Univtrddad de Maaa Moaron
a mpiamanttron programaa y
actMdadat an Ncaiharnpion Soata
Hocphal taaa> OOmo grapoa para
•pevar y eyoOar an
adacecaon ttwediathrt

aaiaaamt. binpo

dt eeae. etc.? Datado a lea

esfMtioa dt aacoa aatudjanaw loe

HTiemoa grupoa raca)aa*cn eyvdt
eoenfJmica: Cry w»de Publk

v*r»g Tananra OroaniMtion"
iadbo 146,000 para provear towiea
a loa guardaa de atguridad.
"Ri%atviaa> Day Cart Caniar"
raot<o S44.0O0 y PUnord
Pananthood Progrem" 144000
Sabiat to oaa aaaea aaeidentaa
hkiaron poetat tJ aamanio dt It

rnjtr^itdatatoo»antaaaun4S

cataa aganciaa y anvon*ertt an eue
atundada* mn ia» con^iydadea
inwaratanaa Ndaooroe mn UYA
Cenitr for Capowttai Cdufahon^
t3podamoa myiMUr a tmayano
Htmoi acomoitdo y con
tinutramoa acomodando
attudunta* oe CCIOS an ttaaa
•ganoaa an una poaofrt pre
proftato n il por ui mo Tu putdes
ganar haata tnatnt cntd<Oi con
dunoaetaa a un gtado acadtrnico.
"Str puartort^uahO." diOt

Gaorga MakSonado. imemo de la

Iih IV da UYA. -me avudS a
antavdar loa probiemat dt loa
puarione«>ianoa y tearhen torn

probtanaa de Ntgros y Banco*."
Maldonedo rrabaj6 como
c<gam/ado' de •nquili*o» an
pBoyectoa dt vAatnae pGbaea en

JoaTOarctt. inwmo da U laaa III

da UYA. Quito vtbmfi como
ttaniKin legal en SpHnQftaML dbca

Qte lot initmof OuO parlanacan a
<y*<K4 nanorhavioa. datado a tut
hataUadet y dtwtnnn. pumdmn
emaw t loa jbVanan an aj

comoradad loa banatoot dt It

educatien y aaatailailut a con
tinufef aatudatndo o ragrttar a aj

eKoaUi Oca, fara loa flruDOt

Women students

If you art in tha qr»d.*r»ng ciaaa

of '7ft or '77 and ara aarouary
rhraiing about j cttaar n Lew,
PuaaiO HatMK ComawrMcatona, or

education, vou ahoiad ba wad
aware ol cowm»nity aerwea
aotneitt such at Wattarn Maaa.
laoai Sar<Kea. iht Urban latgut.
tamey Ranning Covnel of Waatem
Mtatechtoaettt. Otug Abuaa
fc4indaacn of ina ^onear Vatltv

Inc.

AM of He eae*cit* atltd abova
mm non-profit pabao and ootn
mvrwty te'vKe «oen<»tt wlt^
progran* mat dKectfy affect
e>ouaand» of low»xo«e 'amee*,
spactfeaay Iliac* and SpanilK
apeaking famaea the
Waaaajcftutatct commoaay You
thculd ea «v/c«ved n inair lane-

Black

students

^ena r> iher i^nm «oi
munitiaa We. at tht UYA Cenitr
can qmt »ou invohed.
We have pieced, and w« con

trne r placa, CC5BS sludantt r.

tfaae agenbaa aa «+* m oehara. tn

pre (irofeaaionaf peaaaoaa far up to

one calendar yaar You can aavn up
10 30 c*ad)ta towardt ycur dagma
Tht faculty n tha Afro Am

Oepettment heaa made coaa-
•••imtmt to UYA by reharmg
%eidtr*ti in *t ia^i|fam One

•

e*v ••-• iiwwm%'tt tha t«un#rav

• tun*
i ami ajMtwt aM ifan

...

•vajma * iitfi >*,** mm
m*i* mtmtu I apwr-xi i ^m

I in mow iA»ileraa> it ihi
•

• ataaalefaaai eeaieaan
»4«raa»>ai »-wi • • -•

etajttarna
ten •n»eaaaj

rfjrn m the iuv. i a *****
• i ta* m Mi "•* •-*•

•mm at tti

Uaj

Foreign

s\ students

Take part

in UYA IM

Veterans continued
5 <djrit rVaVft t#f« 10

-e 4* — ••
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Commentary

Knock on Wood
*W

»rMC£/ZO£P$Kt
The supreme taboo aroundWhhmoredWM days it eonwawsg

Urwarael Resource f aa* The csero utterance o>l the words
itr,t IKM to QO p**. SO-OS kv |huOO>*S down hVSlJ Covered
Uwrrer*ty oMtctea, w*en cornered on the subject UM00V cssm up

l«\a tir tight cemns, grab lor the neat bos of Weanss to wipe Off the COfd
sweat feerring on their brow., and suddenly aeWiea~fcai a* the vrgeni ap-
pealrMftts t*«y have to keep

fc it a cruet game tha adrntnatfreton a playing art* the sojOsnts. For
vtteaj vorre'ttfy omcals have been dropping cc*n/rants about t'a

rwceaafcy of imposing 1 4m to counteract *w sapecsad mow esodue from
it* 0>*e. The tact that thaea omceta not once ouggoarted an atserrwyve

SO tht fat. lead merry syjowv!* to conclude that roaed their neat earnest*
bet would go up subafan tMrf»y But Or. Bromary mm duck to PU1 th* off

• k«gone ooftebtion

TrW_ adrY*>*tbetdn m«j it welcomed student Input In working out
eltarWrrM to the tea. However, sshan st.6*rr* tying 00 gain more »nsieht

asked iDtMN two co-hdw-tw reports on rw coeta of roeidentJtf Me
wNtt were Ihe beaaa for the Unveraat '** propose** rt wm Ska njrt*e%g

i>garet a trek wal". A-d wm now Or. Com refutM 10 ghe out tht
•Gto.0 report for fear (hat people "who wouldn't u^MU^J It would get
hold Of it

"It Is a crMl game the administration is playing with
flat stodenH."

Ceetd it 0* that VYhrmore it trying 10 hofcj off uerj the lest day of
otsss** when noboov * around 10 protest any more, before announcing
ifflpoatton of the flee? It woo*d b« a typical move,

Obwousty tht praoWco ilwt nirnr t&tdora o+0%t movo off conput
Ortcit 9*9 mandatory dorm pojey . i^q^ j,^^ ri#) i,,^ |n (tct thf
Urnranrty so far Km not p^Manlad ona ahrod o* «v4tnot to tupport thl»
proooon.

In actuatcy, mt ttuOtnt it baang M*od to pay for tht dobt atrviCM on
tho raatdtntOf OaaldVigi ThtM tax I'M rnortpapt) ptyraanta <OMtr 142
r*«*Ort a >Wi art poaJ Ovtr a 30 voar portod 10 tht ufavara** bond hotdtrt
•nd. dMtto ftJW <v**aat tatta, uHtradaty amount 10 oatr hMoa *»o orWnal
coat of tr* OUttopa
Noa If tht Stafit and-or # adarai GovtrrvMnt wara to taa thtM dtbl

Mrvictt, «4«ott httf of thai mona> couM ba racftan-atad * f* pU><c *»
moat of tho bond hofdara ara ao adMing rich that h that incomo tMacfutL
90 oarnt 0U1 Of Ovary dottar tfi*y if** fOM iTMO r+gmn*, AdnWnaotf. Pa)
aduMnw/ouM faojuva naw lagfafation and wocfcl tMa tkna > Kco^saah,
bun it would rroM aflaclhah; do away «Wfh tha abaurdtv of siudaraa
bop^og for r*onay to fti aoma ataadv fat potka*. for do-«a ^ wh<h rnany
of thtfn don't avan aval

Tha raoat ditUrtang tact aboal lha ptoplt aaho njn dHa IMrvaraty a
o>0*r craorac habc to maka V* ttvoant pay for avarythog. «| rha tma. no
maoar whaL rfa ao aaayf

V*y*n Goaarnor Oukakta alaahad tha UMaaa todptt. fVaaoant Wood
novar aa nmen m marnOnad d>a poaaibMty of oaeang doww on daad
wood" in tha ad-«ramtOn Rathor. ha naaamty (and pobabry ir>
uoos^l V^Madaw^r^rgmaawK.iUlat-^^tprocrarTHandPfOjacta.
J%t§\ aaiaaina tw "app> faoaa you'd mo m Whtnora. if. for aaarnpf*, tfw
Studant Opa^tmg tvc4act wora to Iom rta funda: at thai ^rnuddy watar"
down 9ta draht

Wirt shouldn't m*rt>%n of tha ao>*ttj0*»on pay pan of tht dabi
tafvtca bM? $**. thay don't um tht dorma, b%t rvt tamo hoJda trua for
half tha itudam population (onfy lljSOO Ka la #omwX A 6 par cant c%t. of
all pecfaaaionai aiaff tatjnat would moan aav*rgt of ova- 2 mason or
rouphV two tttada of tha dabi aarwea «aal

Tu«*iq bock 10 our batovad praaoant aw budptt for ha ofnetatonaa
•lArMSon f4ow w*h that bnd of «»onay ht could afford to pay oacn of
tha 30 nwrnbort of hia profaaakxai atartf I40.CO0 yaar and toa havt t
quartar of • maaon laft for ha> aacnxarfaax offtea ram avj tha pu*chaM of
COfdtCBHTlAX- aaampaf Out thow im tha urWararty praaidant who

apandt that much monay on profasaonoi tcaff and 1*1 ahow you a nut Tha
quonon than a, wharadoM tht monty 00 to??

Loot at tha adrnraitraoon'a vavai budoat of KM.000 and yOuH wo-
oVttKOa^yPraakfav^Wcod^aalt to fly to Araharat kia^Wtcoptar mtty
70 ooaara »n hour w^anawr ha faaa taa It what dw Oavamor of tht

mak* fhc student pay for everything, all the Nme,
no matter' what. It's so easy!"

CormTOfwaath rtoaa tha MR TA aub 10 wrork to tavt •*• money.
Wouldn't it oa a fak law diet ttacad no taeia tmpfoyee may Mm mora

than tha Covamor/ Ctrranrty tha P'at^tnt of UMtM hM an annual aafavy

that m about taaCtt aajhar than tha S4O.000 of MaaOukakia
SoSjOOO of thy Unr»art*y budget m tat aaida for catabraraona" how

what In the world COaM fiat bo tor? Surafy it act Ipr c^mrTwnoanam

WgQHeifMV. MAftCH S. HW TMr MASSACHUSflTI OAILV COllEOlAH t)
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ex* F •

Mian
From our perspective

from YOUR perspective
The "universal ft*/' what It is. and the

ramifications it holds for UAAass students
is the subject of today's Editorial pages. It

is hoped that the information and opinions
expressed today have provided In
formation and insight on tha subject. The
universal fee presents an interesting basis
for commentary, as It is one concrete
embodiment of the
trend toward whkh the
administration is heading,
and that Is one of arrogance
and disregard tor student
input In policy making
One intended result of the

abolition of the mandatory
residency requirement was
that ctomltory living be
competitive with off-

campus living. If Whitmore
wanted to keep the dorms
filled, if would have to

Hittrt. $0

with a program of Improvements for
dormitory living? Why has there been
MMle effort to make dorm living as good. If

not better, than oH-campus housing? It

can be done.

The lack of creative thinking and actions
on the part of Whitmore suooests that we
ere all being taken tor a ride.

Another Important point
is that of ownership. What
will happen when and If the
dorm debt is paid off? After
the dormitories ^r^ paid
for. they will ultimately
become property of the
stale, whkh may. at Its

discretion, take over the
!:l la nqi tor olh*-.' i^ses

The administration has
used the Issue of the
universal fee as a "divide
and conouer" >«r>ir against

Reid Fishman

Universal compromise
Sunday at 12^5 e afweyt 100 aarty but tha

tattWakxi aaamad appropriate cornparry and
cartawi nttoduceon to dayiana. My Im>
Panaaorac a trustworthy and never tana to
pSrt m* a ckaar pactum ai tht tSck of a awtftch

aad ewre, acting m front of me waa Ai
USmann. Chairman of tht HouM Waya and
Ueana ComrsrttM
How, I don't know what AJ waa

docuaaa>g. P»1 wttran thfto aeconda ol tha
Mrtbch ftc*. ha had used tht word •'com
p*ema»" I want kx*ing for aorrauli^ atea.

Oanaaf ftoona wet *4r*tf raaty any good.
After al. fepw many aYhM can you watch
tomaona noht a baar?

$0 I lumad to NBC and nght rhar*. in
>f*rt>r>; ttack end wtalt, waa Frank G
2arb. fadacal Ena*ey Adrraraatracor. Hit
Iranda cat hkw "thrrfty."

Wad thara ha wet, barnp frank w«h ua.
and baaave It or not. ha did rt too Ha tatdl
'compromaa
oacorrano, eSfhtty fruatratad whh mora

dun taat tht tofeviaion, I awtlchad back to AJ
aad woUOn t you know tit Tha man tekt
'comp•oma,,

wnhai thraa aaconoa
CompromiM it a g/aat word It can mean

luai about enythrtp from tha Yaha Con
Saranoa totw Democraac Convanoon .Mom
Harry Clay to Homy Kraangar. frcm Ganeva
to Mtwkmx
Hut corapromaa navar aohat profJamt, It

only putt twm otf in hopee that "tlaw haett
*^oe*." Nobody m ovar wtaftod wiflh a

And dtat't tha probaam wrw the whoat
'uraVtraat Im" tfang. Whamoit teat ut that
aHhout tha propoaad fen dorm and
apanmant rawa would go at y Iwjh in no time
ai aM. Thay atatt their otfattwaa for

.

"X voluntary touting. 2. vokintary daWig
conamona; 3. rrarfOta preatura on ort
campus tanta; 4. mantain foatonabta lavat of
eduoationai-honan terviot prop/ama; 5
imprort phyakal arw*ron#Wffl by adaojuaot
ftnovetion and ra<«ooa*>>p proflram. <5

rwjnimal anpact on tOadant coat; 7. majet
natitutoaai local oomrr*tr«*nH

If yovi throw out the tVat uk, you'B gat
•iflhl down to thy roaton lor it at. ThaVra
scared Southwest ant paid for yet

Let a faoa tacts It they -ad »nr a#y about
tht firet two obfactrvet. this wote tha>p
wouldn't avan ba corrang up. Thay can't
tepefy keep we o» campus, ao they're going
t» 00 a Inanrtatry

They're try«og to corvpromaa oa. for
once, dw lawa art with tht sCuOanta. and tht
edrrtntataeton a trying to gat around them
Wa don't have 10 settle for thai. We don't

have lo pay tor Southwest. It's not hard to
uaoeratand daax If we aaow tha Im to
oecorna enacted fcs aVt IWtl placa. the
aravarsrty wtl have aha power to raae a at
any tana, fuat Ue tuition and dorm raoat If It

htfpe you a imle r»Jht now. til hurt you a lot

in tha long ru*
There wouldn't be any problem * the

dorma ware at leant
A
lrvaable. " but tfitt a

weak and a half of one of thoae sfatty title

rooms, claustrophobia or intorrota «a
wavatataa to even the moat itarwsn UMia.

T he aotadow thay wia chooae m. out of our
hende We have kUa say over the mailer
Tha actuion they have propoaad k bitatat. H
ara only force tw entire studant popUaoon
ro pay for tho UrrraranYa bogus hcutesg.
We don't have 10 satile for ewt We don't
have to comproeaaa ouraahea

R+# r^snntaed e Cutapan Cot^wvsr

Back to the barracks?
By frank harpason

. vatarant do not
wish to the In Oornvtorkaa tar*acks awnp
pareaatt tha tryadequacaja and objecoone
carranrfy voiced by thoae tOidanta who m»
kvrna on campus aganat their wal Oaaprte
the 'reaMamaluation'' of both dorma and
baaeoka (t*e rrsetary and the uravaraty now
•alar to them m raadance hata) there a a
lack of privacy, edtjta food and oorrmurvty
faaang eapreaaad One drMaranca etitca
Knvevw. the 0.1. it abst to werve the
''orryeepa*' of ttaeping and eettig on base,
and b grven a quarttra aeowence tor v-b
tetanoa off baea That aakywence it sup
poaedry rhe COtt of Wdkm9 $n4 hOutang the
toldsar had heahe remained on base As
erfeaaevottt ea * aounde. the rrdatary
prasenrja a more aquaabia etuerjon lailowaig
tha person 10 maka tha choice ard racerwng
tht reimburaamenti than would the
Urwtraity of Maaaach^ottt (forcmg those
aVfeg o/f<ar»pua to tabadua the Residence
Hal program by peyVig a Un%wsel Rwovrce
Fee).

A« everyone knows, vetaraee eve on
ftoad atOMte. There ra tttie Mcethood of
eroiher ocraeea n aducatkxef benefea to
offset the economic crunch facing tha
veteran studant today. Part tme foba are
nowhere to be found, mni houaing b akaady
scarce 11 par cent vacancy ratti. W.th the
ratrtcbon of mandatoty raa»dency
fOO^ramanos. a flood Of naw tenants wal bt
rssseaed tree the aoaartg rrarkat Oerrend
for housing wvl irsa, with faience* abaty
PttBfJ the O^ierrnjrarg factor rather than

Studtat stales that "the time la

now to estttte lejaaht irmtvamant before
lha herd decajfen is made.'' The carnput
edmiraatrarion must preaart thM pkjn to the
TruaieM before March 20th One racurefy
Mica. "Mm thit hard decaaen eiraady been
made for ua?" SGA Praadent Rick SevM
het propoaad a task force of studenis 10
mfuato aharnathaa to the Ikthersal Resource
Fee. The group must meet •rrrrwcseitfy. end
tdoVesa ftaetf to the probtjm Veterans and
nonraada e atudaros do not went to aae any
ttaOarea avmg m dorww egainat thaw wet
They aval atao resect the oaleroonary aapacts
of a Uravtrtet Retouroe fmm. There mutt
now be a ViaaYteneat for both comrnvWiiM
of ttudemt to eorae togeehar to meet the
ceefienge ereeeeted by the fee Student
Unty meal teteot mora rtien a few poscert.

/raW hWnaowa a CetVoJen Cxmi Com
mw«a*or. 0mf aorks for me \*t#*n'»
Cottootv

from THEIR perspective
A» 1 have sard n «

dsKuaakwa. dsa UVirversel Raaource
Fee a one of me aaore viabta op-
hona taarNned for echiewng aqucy
betwMn off-camput and on-
campus sVng for atueems. It m
curranly »*exed» vwovs «orms at
marrr fr-Ko and pubac COHapea
sod wnjversioes, in partcuta* it aae
Urrvansky of Comacocut. where t

10 be a gaaaraay ec
^ both seaeenta

*»abeeon. Oaapaeaent ate
now underway mvoUln} V.ct
Chancakr Gape end r> GjUo
wram tha apprppnata underaraduaie
snd gtaduaie studant g\v«rrvnenl

JfUl

units and it a poaaata* mat tht
admevteetion propoaal may be
modified 4ndor chawged.
Whatever the outcome, my primary
concerwj are fhtt wa mrw at an
opto* the*. aekM mto coraderaaon
those kw>g in the raa»dar<e hate,
the Commuter st.oantt aad the
envvjarvrwntal concerns of our
nelghbtrvHl corrvrunrtM I surther

racogaiie diet ro aokmon a going
to be completsfy Mcaptabta to
••wyo^e. however, rt a my hope
that lut i*formeton wd ba made
P.>alMle 10 all persona aracrved v»

working towe/4 thar mportani
decmerx"

Chancellor Rendcaph Bromary

Obligations to be met

&tM mW*TGAG£
l^cv-Chancaap/ of
S*ijd»Kt Attvti

neve been
recently on many campus**
reparoVtp the iiget*y of reoutring

students to eat m reaaotnce twb\
jr*d tha ceun decisione have bean
venad. In some stales residence
rao^Merrams based on concarra
for reedtnee hat nnanorg have
bean found urcorwtitutenet, n
others «aourenwr»t» for at least two
veere of ewndatory rtaaderKe hava
been upheld, rscet mcantry at Kent
State.

Firianeeey, raadanca haas faff

short of barng cempetthe w*dt
pnvott apertmaraa. OuaoVg costs
are t»gh becauM of pub*c biASng
specification* and the l«ckiaon of

pabec space eachm lounges, at

mrniwrnnem eerwee* m* costr<

•mi pUac buaokng authemea can't
take •twarr.ege of rha taa breaks
Irom gtnerooi dopraoetion

for the tokison of tht probaam
we have evggttiad severe con-
anon* whxh should be met:

-vokjntary houaing and daaiag

-minimal ptMtura on off-

camput rents

-mawntt awpaet on studWr
coat

-conunuaiion of reasonable
itvaf of educational end run-on

- irrcrowernent of the physxd
envwonnarii by rarovexn and

satafacton of the Lvweisrh/s
facet ooffwratrrants

Savaraf ahtrnao>es have bean
defined, each of aOoch eseets one
or most of the coedaadra:

bladasg contract for each
teadent who rretncUataa to abide
by Unwersfcy raautettona

.-•-.

.•^lsdj I

rz It^G Vn9f*»$
torv»/atCotpfKnVc> w«^ t»/ tnf

aeeaAyCon father th*n cuC trwWf^ej]
Jleytewt tad-^ts.STUsXWSflieVrtV

-cervtvtuatnn of ysa present
rcouaewenls, r«ptng the current
sul wal be aarted »n tavor of rhe

uWsetafti

tOQuirevaaat for Iryihg n
reaaeanea hatss 4 yaers <»th orry

and HO* North and Sovth back into

uaai

-acceptance of votuntety
houttag with no Changs, thes

hnenoaf deiaafc
appropriaeon of ftt.l

per year

-rawaed academic catsnder

-accatomias and program cuts.

inc**d*«g exitnarve lay-oft^

tetafkvj t2.l nson
trwtrset resource Im of S27S

per year applied urey 10 ncorrarg

-urwersat resoutca 1m of StoO
par year tor af students

-universal resource fa* of *»
per year for aa students ptua lay-

offs and cutbacks of 11 mason
-urwersat resource Im of SYSO

for new studant* and ISO lor

returning students pkas 1600.000 of

eatsc* 1 fe of I1» for at

soadants begsvrg n 1(75 and
inoraaang to trJO in four yaers

If tra urwarsal raeosaca fee ''or

some other aftamatrve that a
eo&ariy, econorrweatv. 9mi
poatcaty wabav a not rhe opsoe
taken, then the oormcory naiktants

atone wdJ have to bear thy cvrden
ofeaU»a*emiai«ar**K'se*e Much
m the support of pubac Khoots a
borne by at taapavers ocludesg
thoae tasnavart without ctadren ia

the pubic school tysiem -the
urvvartai reeouxe fee doat spread
the coat of rrsaayiaarawg

haes and dining commons
vuo«f*. irwreby raduorg the coat
per iadrvdual aaar. It would assure
students of having a source of

•ncspanarve hotaog envem/we fpr

ihcaa who wash to um »t lEoch ef
the«rvversaf Im propotaH « oesei
on raoVoffp ratidence hst rent* by
an average of SU6 per veer and
ihv>rt.-g :r* >m»oco)oj ncreas*
for FV7S.I It «eu»d provtda the

'esoitces ttrough when each
resrdance hat coUd ba mproved
subvantWfy in a much shorter tJsse

than the present system of

renovating one dcrrratory per year.

I behave that ever»one is

b^ravng to retspe ho«s compsta
dsa problem a that feces us. Tha
drawback* W>erem in soma of lha

aftematrvM masa them sriaalaut.

tsj
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For yoi/r information

Lltttd betow art tfee aami t end adeVooaot of fht renee*
mtmbm of Iho Board of Trtataea tor tho Univartlfy. Wt >1tangly

if g« ytv to tend votr op* tent. en> or co«. to fee retpecttva Board
"mto/ Yew airaaptoa/tlaa a* * shjeent, tecUfy member, or
i!j«I pertea to

(?@® TOS E>&$? o

JO Oj** /4»*v*#
«*Wi» "*»» rroe?

rflr rmeaai *****

tar****? Mm* 0.0a*

C*rO»». frw# *

<**—.!»**<. Vmj Q\H1

C*Ott> AW 0kW

0e#rA**v* *r«»% iVr/5

ae»e A*ee*-' Ser+tf
Were**** ' toy

M >*Wry ?**««*
> f P#u lVr«f

C»AVm>\ W«*<. MO
W^rUr. KmVOUH AjO#«1 O

•Mat JA*«*
»w«*r **••» 07rW
rOL ,»#** A

>0 MS*.

i

So OMmwtV> 4/* 4* 0/AtJ

r» ^r^^W *•*#
Av»*c«irw »*.*» fnjee

A»iwv\ Mux. OJ.MI

Mm o.njc*

NW

t

I UMICS,ALLU A3355b

t

o

tcm. c*tt*n

AMMCKST

a i

*ll u. umics
^flDODtfAMPDRlV'r

WW IF THE/ CHARGED
A FEE
ANONOWOY PAID 2

Ides of March

GAY DANCE

Friday. March 7, 1975

Farley lodge

nardt

wi*—i>na, .v r rjtts

tot****
, Mcm 0.

V«m JUtto

,,.

Wma ****** a

/»»r. /r*0^r« 5

#mma Mm* 6?rt«

5# ^*of Jiv#i
• >•*! 4/m« PIA09

D M A #M^««' Amu
i*v«*« «mj arm

Confidential forms may be illegal'

COnt. UOm p. 2 (H<K«fcnaS IK* » SCUJCO! ry*j« go

j6*c if/ocrotten to flufcnts so
1Kb! titty mgf n*k*
coun« ctocntom* Afr«-A«wtc«i »tudb«. Ar Forot

Accottirq to 0o»K». it « m «0TC. Atmy MOTC. 00*090 o< kod
oortMtont on th# coe nond fo» Ao jnd nytvnji
tactirr ond «JnWt«ir4to^ to um phJowwhy and ptyO^togy.
tho ro<rf>ot»J dm M fr eni—m SC$n », ^ ptehjcpomfy *t*Hod
ovttoitton toloftaltofi, ond on tho Mi>0ent «MponAiod roooorth contof

m. to 4*9* thot it ia too
rtttfrMfetol ro tCtoMo foe atudont CNpaM *$ <4 *rwirrmll|

tMTTOM

MSKM. inatitigtf

awtmumi
n«viat
lOAAO

KAIL >1«V
w«nvo;AiAL
>T^oourt

-•v^

id Of
iKtUMttlo

ClV.oJ Sjuto>vrr

Ml in ta« witk rrwtC

• wrv
'

Aijclinc

: .;-.

Dontletthe
price ofa college
education stop

TW
t\ N A^|p %0V

o^rofMQD
Hlr*A««to4a1

«to N

stpatrieksiiaY

V ^B «

WMIVIWirv JT05^

•h>; VA,SSACHUSiiTTt 0A»LV CXJLLCGlAN IS

Student Senate meeting agenda
Thie* coniro«ofiiai no*** top tto

90on#d <oi tonight's Student
Stnoot ortMbnQ, wt«ch *4 1

ptoco in room 11) o» tho Conp^o
C«nn« 11 700 PIA
0n# *Holton. ooncomtig o>o

ouchotitotion of tho $o«sato
woooiitti to W«m oni R50 f»
counts vvttiOh don't nfftoct fOOd
hnancoi *lo-0r>j «%m poatpenod

Anctho* itom dooit with tho
afkcotcn of Chawponton aauraa; to
H$0 QHMP*. If traa motion pawwH.
tt voooaj moon that tho Notdtof tfo

vanov5 Student $obooi Com
nUttcos w«i tm wo-krvg marry hooto
a *f<4 »olur<anto.

Tholaatan<toon if* .

mooort «o "advijo Iho Choncoftet to
•dinao tho OookJ of Trutfooa to

•mptomont a ton tJofty oYpoCOttort
toe' 10 at uu*m\% OPPV09 10 fail

UaivotMey, rot |ht purpoot t/

raiting rronay to* OtoObng
progromo."

SWtot Iht 1tamo on eon^/it *

ogonto vw>l aitoct m»*y atodOMJ, I

a aOVraod that anyone oto«ooiod in

ahatrtg ha* or aojr thoofhH00
and other ajom. thovad
Aho mv tt^ctorot intatoetad in

rnu hard. *ow the**

tody" COMXM
•tsee1, are atoo wrgod 10 crtmt
tltarrneKea an tneacht't mtt<if*y

LIQUOR
SUPERMARKETS 1

* SPRINGFIELD
IttCKWOOD 11/0 - WIlltANAM to.

* NORTHAMPTON
1A*P PIAZA Rff S. MOtrH KING ST.

* FAIRVIEW
MEXTTOIIG T MIMORIAl OfflVE

from our well-stocked

LIQUOR, BEER
AND

WINESHOPPES

AmareMo

Di Saionno

CARSTAIR'S

m»:<) "• sett

to rve^

Minos ROSE CtftonlOt Tito}

UNO PIUO

c«m*ic«o. sun

notes & quotes

Mass PIRG report released
VawPino t *«-*••« rr Ataroeta oiaftod oaorgv

Robert Ga^ea today tttotoaoif a Gm^ : . icu**, ^

MaaayiRQt tlneo> otottft tong Gnvetnmcn* »
atodyoftfietovto o# eaetg? ^oalad reduoad toy ervontr %mm tm >

fcv mvo then tm, ^Oiad tftaeja tar aech rodaref bue
ond b«j*«*e»ae% n Botlnr.. u<KV>^arnton»l ^^n »l A »

a*%fOJKO end WffCaWaV. Tito) heoang end -oe
eevemeen ttaga

revagoaaj toe One Can Affn
docemoni» trvo fen •ji
Mm i rhmom ' ccmaiotttof aacrw
a ado>tg too) ecatf oi mmimJ energy
10 tho sAynxBotMQ Wto nn«h

WMUA
m,

$PtO*f»ta»v aevmiy f »»o p«i
cant of toe 1*^,0,0^
aun.wfod were fnitait

CnOOPiltO AIVW**.,*^ aea
of 40 di flrw r wnaa .«m. .

half of It* agM iee>to^« uto
ifcell r^o aot tarvi rrf e^.
uir^evOd ayeto IggaaJ ,M 10 ia

'*<:ei» cf Intorai f«« vr a,.

,r ' f^''»«»-- • h,i gvajj
"The «oac in terttotfTaw* eit

Registrar

closed Weds
Oue to *t* afetianeJf l«e«y

volurr-i r.

erarracpt ian>eejti a
xchnd.le i *iirtiaM Uut

••• to trtli

Vy^JA. ft I PM.
Tade» a raae |ig

hA»cOo« ligyg
nnrgo? fra»

2 4. Man Bagrtv> •

art* Retry Y»t>-

MM lotoJaeVff

• HI ... '. ^
aaatov rlttnaa li<Uha k

HetoheA to** **toaw alaaay

V»
Mf tor ajfojl K« lateral afatojl

Women a* . 0» M«

too ut
n*a)toto yyoi ihj ftoii

li» It* A.

.•tnttam l

I
•« fn >•

i. .

.

^1.(1 it4» £to#A

• • »

*l h* aHatoto br :

j MONtH) TRASH

TONIGHT

1 CCA 7911

• • ^X
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FALL & WIATER

nit k.

fF£ HA VE CLOSED OUR STORE IN
TORRINGTON, CONN. AND MOVED
THEIR STOCK HERE AT DRASTIC
REDUCTIONS.

I

COATS — DRESSES

I

SPORTSWEAR
ACCESORIES

SALE STARTS
THURS. MARCH 6th

COME INAND SEE WHAT WE HAVE FOR > 01 !

m WK
• OlVl Ml 1/

K It 9

*****+++++****+++++***++*+++++*

JOHN TINK FLAMINGOS" WATERS

> presents

DIVINE
at her absolute best in

MONDO TRASHO

TOMORROW NITE CCA. 7 91 1 ,

McGrath and Savini profiles

SHIRTON YOUR
shirts at the
regular

q great safacUo* it «ow
available, but hurry, the
<f*antitt*M are limited' ' the
Wtfittt priced shirt ix the free

mtnmmd

SA1E

UNIVERSITY STORE
tarn. Jpm„ Men. frl,; MflmOpm^,

center

Senate speaker Cindy McGrath

cont. from p. 7
'Yfe've 90: 90 to oogechaf ail our

$ew» tld addos. *»e« aOidfta **** **t a rronth

latt to fo»oa thaaa mom to • hf*
"Stwdfrv* hava oo demonanaee tha* f»ch o tha

UuOant %9v*m pe thf nJm n % r iton **1 ?•*• ov*r tha

vthota bote. * hf *fmad
Saum * team,-** and a $#rw> at UM«u Hf

COrr<* horn Ru*4tfb4f. » vn& town n
Maaaachutftt* K4 <n#)cr * a BOIC n nirtavg via

<nat* coiaancaj^n* Ma hat bean at UMaaa bnce
tta fa* of 197V Oafo«a that *e ettandad na Mew
(npajnd Ae»onavacei inatn/* .o haatHie. He*
Mampaiwa, and alio ape*** two rear* n tha a'mv
Aaa traahman. StwtnJ wa» a aeneror * the S*>dene.

Sanaia Aften»ardt ha bece*M Chitaterton of d»a
Rar«a a«d Paaa Commute*
M hod ro Inranton ot rurrvr^ to* l>TffJdfnV' ha

*e»d But ha Ml ^mae* •« that poaitton" »ixa
fO*ebodv iffaed me into it

ThajobcaVat a kK out of you.' he added*

Ha hopee to mpnte** N» eebvify. ha tail by
working * a pottfcel c—pelf/i aomettee -n thf

tedjie. p«eif«»6v a c<a*«dentai camper
f*:G«eo\ tha Senate SpeeAer. a e*eo a

Uataachjsam raiiwnt. Sha a a fwerwyone yeer o*d

Seoo mefPmo, n Ergaah Sha haa tarvad on vanout

comPMttaaa fhfduahoa*. ha« *x^ yaara at UMaaa.
Sha bacama Praa^ant ot thf Orcna*d Hfi Anaa

Qo*trr4nert 9K thf and C* ha« aochorrwt yaar $ha
ran for 9enttot a ym later

"Tan nwotaa thf I v>»aa aworn w aa a aa-ato*.

'

tha aakl "i bacan-a tha Sanaof Spaafear " $hf addad
that aha had co^andad tor thf pcaHon eq**m four

CfJiar paraona who wara ilmaV m ttif $anaia
1 Quaaa tha> wa*oad a crania. * f%e aad
McGrati aaid aha wovld «*a -» ind a rob n pubic

•nd-or aducafOfi admaraamjdon laadirg to pofttca,

notice
rV-:minat)or«f tot araa

tapraaantat\aa for thf axacytrva
Ixsa^d nt thf IWon of Sfjdant

room 428A. Studart Union, by >^«
ThwKfday QaftOttoQ wMba f r^iay «t
a tabftf >n thf CC

Ex-Dean Allen interviewed
cont. from p. 1

t sarvona aaaa that *a adrwaaKathv favor* ua in tarn* of monay -
that hat to : ;<* t*ov«a! Uu^i n towA

erf tdvoatlO* it adffWfaiarvd any mora ffcOOry
It dfpandf on what yow fooaa oh.' Afan

i don't ttvr* tht School clCdaoaiio*

KAMPUS KALLERS
[

A»fayiS «tfrJr^tr^-.tuo L

nfitn

Alan aaid ha w« ramaan aa laaotho. Aftka'a caprtaf Ot> of Maaura at
«aaat ^noi the fart vst*-« ha a dkaciof tha attaoaanmant of tha counaVa
fn

t pub* laatharm- coaaoo wit> «j« m*on m ^maa from «ha lAitad
Nftiom ** tha Oaraa^ inttmaio** Oavateorrant Aaanty.

Tartaglia decision thought valid

COnt. f ro.nc> p 2
atyi afta* ••

tahia ioa»—

,

-•

Come to Memorial Hall Monday * Thursday, March or April, 1:00 p.m.

Have dinner & beer on us while you solicit sifts from Alumni.

for Info, call 52740

•J»- JMj

a* a*

a-a-^ t*

Htv

VMM »'••

«aaaa«ia

At

•*««»»• !••* »aa

ataay ana •> %a#
Iftai ifaj

fur fUMim

•"S

larllfWiidaiMw • •« *•
•»at Mr* *vm *m

ana io.t»i» w*

Attention!

Comaonttnc Sfu^aah
t*«4») i>vt «KiaoR m ax

u*M.w w««ia t»«ff^ C9t«ca

1

ImUji » ^, -4«l

i i ,», faaaa tap tai

Ifll
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-( notices

A¥C4
1»*» *« fc* Ar AHIA

Com* »>d ++m

AUtOO C*u»
w« ~*«i r , r, », | qj^ vYol. frt_

Strv. &>**»«
AlCtWOl AtfCCfA<» OAT0O*

lftt*~CC 009 A'K«
r> •*> •«•• <|fta>t |» HQftftftl

tt MXCumftM » MMM
A*CA 0*#rVMft/#<
**• «*•* »*%•• W* » Mfc

V«««»ftttft«S HWW, %••*««-. »m
•**MrtW«-«A « V NMMI St ft***]
Imm tit !•«» fftftOAJ*

Q» ^MMMftm IMM|«7 P W MM
i NiMMI (MM mM i*M •

«*4 lft« tof»»'» r«M* •« *••« »1 • to

r - »»r»-.» •«• w«f«ft HMCC
OGMftrr M^r f^UiA3
8* JI **»•• «t •*• &m* «t tnHgi.

imum* Km-. •«-»«*•*»*
tt rr« 9rim*

u/a:;m Ap»\50*r fOAAO

»•» " CC tt) M
U*A#C'£AVC

Tc**o*t te T X * t%» Cftftft CM

V«t »v4 >r> r4 o is* S U •
M7C»*CGCA *«<H\/5
Two «Wm hiin^i %r* Hflftftftl

*•« tftllH *f • C**4 T©r<v r:

*•-<•• 227.

/* l.*OfCO»A0S
**•«•** m* ft* ***M <K4rr r

CC l)lft«»mi»f^m«ftio4iU
i*^<*^ ¥««* wvjtftc MNMtA atm

*»ft» —^ ••« ' » •«•

{v* «ir u*w

Attvtv«r SftMOli- In. *»««i~m
*M M>«MJ M A

A»IC.<, Mr;;AAf»tW»<r/
tmmjhi i*» m»*b )•

ftirft* mm «

U& »•••• MJW M ft»*l

CC

Mlflft| M
• t

•! caf Ojmj» '-

SlliPH mi)
WIVLS .

imjAV AAA? «nr

Im?»*4 »«• I? N

ftMftJur* ftf|Q^»

Slftjfta ll*At*l

"*f *§* Cll'J

.^rsi'irc .T57 vr*"""*
•'. . ISM ».

w^\' % t

mm* *i*t*mi t

• it

r.ift

*>l*/AA\A»U«M^
•n^r «

i

f ill »• m ijm<pt<
H—<M ft •• *• HMIM •* •*• t|Wl»»W

iflftl

M»A*I

Ktl

B mm

—
...

-

*-...

MVlAi A* •••*
i»»HI#MftH||t

• • • «^-A • ft* *MM»* •- y |

^HIIL-. . ^ fworld news
& .^Nb: roriellv — ir

2£^*:trsix"».T3 jthc Collegia
• • % • N I •- •

C#ero# S^ja/. Ruth Gecdon. Trisfi V*o 0*v
Rot Reirttr. «ftd Ron Liciima^ ore
C«oroo Sft^Af. Ruth Om-ooh. Trish V*o CV.m-c i H
Rot ftolotr. 4fnJ Ron LltfcroaA *rt H

-GOING APE" I
Drftcitd by CKl RtjIW I

G»r« Ad* t*»* 70S ?*^

mrgainmus w:^#*jrui% •' *•'«*»

Jesus Christ

Superstar

TONIGHT

1M. n
1:45. S. 11 IS

TV tonight

m
, •

mW §m ***** +m
-•• .

Mi V

-

• *»••

ftV* A.

^•AMMftMM* »•—

-

-

%w «*• •

TMt MAS*ACMl>t€TTt DAILY COLCCCIAM »t

TONIGHT
75 STUDENTS

WILL GET TOGETHER
TO MAKE DECISIONS
THAT CONCERN YOU.

Shouldn 't you be tht?rt?Y

Astrology in Roman life

lecture offered tonite

E««ryo

Tonight ot 8 »/n. m room 162 at

tho C*r*Hj» Comer, ftot Joan
fchvtfeMfcOfHbflftOf CoOftptt. Hmm
Yort Mil (ft* ttctutft on
wwo*o?» «n Ror««n ffo. Prol. 8ton
hot UK4i»t(d r«fm«ctO Mttowca*

Uri Shulavitz

speaks today

on0 A#fiior.y r.1

**»t A|*Mojfe» <KnovvW5gp> ft^om

fhol«>n on* Ifco tfd«olirfton win bo
ffebftinod in thi Spnr^ ot t»T&
Pny. Btftm wO cWKlft hftr hftciUAft

vau p«tta. Them pari of Mr
CCftOftUOOfi mm dftftl MTtt t>«« nUco
od rc*r ot 4»?^>ur •* Mrm*n Mlf.

The «ocor»» »* o%oVt r<r rocom
•>sVihO«« Jr*4 *\+iml firmKUft

Mflomno bOfttvod. Trio tociL**

sr.fMW M 'r«l« •© lh«

ri«M<Ht. hrVtrvlfr Ofd OfttrofetfOt

CMOnjos

PiVDt project

offered

^.*.

(5) f •••••> lf^

"WOMAN AS EXPLORER"

v Dr. Alice McWhinnfe
tlfcr^l MBi' ••> " •>'#

Wodnot^ay, March 3

ikOO fKnv M 1

wnrrvr

•> irxs"
% •

• ••<

- MtB» ^** ^** o*
MDC C»ufli'iA

,

»-£.-. .W3

O^W CB ^^9 o^^0i^mhm> -^w •>*••

l^^W ' m • • —— -

• ,

I—

w «•

arcr

oU4

•

rrr:

rTMBI
«o?

"^ MMMM #• O^^^

CI

•

•

ft ft »
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Fernande Kaeser to perform in recital
fcaaeer. plan**. w«i bt
•I « f»Ci It* lOClfei

ft*0**o»ad by tr« De«er*neni of
W.jvc in BoAiat Auaco'iom
TrHiTedey. March 6 at Ct» PM
Tne rec«a) «*• be open to the
pobbe without che'or Tho

MendeHaxhn

stoHtert«n/« Op «. Liwf* Gienftft

lit** de Pager** NO I «H)
0ft*6tt ol M*tO*S*tt by Kofatf
A neeve of Tunc*. Fernando

Kaeeer **r>ad her rruftfce) fftjdte*

•« *• aga o* ***** $** oeva r»«t

concern vsf-n »ht was la*. Roy* Phthamonc Ofchaatra
Btftxe K»rWig tha Mu*< OtpeM SpeeHmg « berth a partocmoj
ment »t UMm *i 190*70 *** nd iq muaioan Mitt
j*"* *• "**« ** •«**"• <* kmm, *»•**«» tha mpcrtanc. ol
^^•faooaeapbaralriarfofmef one* eaw panonaicy « rnuuc r.
by th« perfectly ol har oachnieut deft*** tha taw* wttwi whK
She a a«aMr> kro«n lor l* paw* Can capend and d».Uop

* No 2. IdHerevraV r,v,i SJSSS^o ^ <^T«^ rW^ S^T m
^i:

,tT0J
»n <no« ooarrttan « vwy personal ftachanga ol h

€u<^er«j hold p*ree 01 th. moat d*eW fee*** at* atateee. Of her
boncrad rn«a< cornpeotcm. $h* pw* pJOoaoph, tha eey* 1 play
'o» pWyad w** in tonoatt and *•« I bete* .n. I do not aim* to
rwfto with e«h pe*! European to Mmmo .n dH mvda ol rmuc
c'Chtauaa «o tha looden SoieV I em fen^ w* lechniqua
RNfterrrorac O^m and Tfte t*,t thai i* not the meet rnporete*

pan 0* rrwak. • Sha aanaaa tihe onaa

v*k>e and wotth of rruac ©amp the

ab>4r» of a pataon to combine Na
<tvKKiMt4t«c* and pataenakty with

tha aaaffe. Th» oofttbnalion than
hoconos "an anptorabon and
c#n<aM ol otowth Mam. KMMrfl
encou*egerneni to dapping
«tud*n* It mow «mpor«antty *»

havt rnowaoon - a dad«jiion

wtas* 4 tota>. teem w**ch talent

and *erl **ny*ct«« + foaiatad

™ c **»*tHUSCTTS fM«LY COLLEGIAN

'• par^o«mar>co

Beavtof Ai*Jtvc*nmw*i praaant j

fVnt oppofturatr lor aoidenta and
pvbac a> enjoy a tru> out

Holly Near - Lift

Ho% Near • Hanf in ThayB

bothaa)oms
ava»l*eeaar

Tilt Ntv
RECORD SHOP
1+7 lea. PlaeienlSl.

Amh(-/-,l

IMtlftP

Representatives needed
for Student Senate
horr«rjtton papera ate currentfy PVerpont I. Waar»ngpon lrw*t* I.

aaaaetaa to thoae aluderta m+hin* WaeUngton Md 1, Waihogtci
»o run for the offico ©I atodenl Urcer I. Wobstar 1, Th«d Wcn^ S.

aanator. f>a»jiaeec<a>a%a> era b*dh/ Comnvien 4, ftKmnf^t l

needed for tha foeowang con Twfi.iv t.vc itunetutta and

The Scuba Club presents

A FREE SCUBA DIVING

DEMONSTRATION

1

Curry Hicks Pool

7:30 p.m. T0NI6HT

ll»*jpr J sewn, that? 1. fttown 1,

D*mvf«4d 1. Cance ?. Chadboij

lavajht 1. lT>araon I. fteej I

Johneon I. JA altddU 1 jA
I1A tower I. JOA UpfMt

1. Kennedy Mid 1. *>«*Mtcr> 1

leech 1. Macnevrar.i 1 Moora 1

awMtftot in (he coneeeumcy you
^OiiW afca lo repreaenc are the one/

reejui^eatefrH. Nc«rtnat»on papaci

be p<ked up in the Student
SoAaie oMce. Room A70 $tudem
UrionenybntedUtngthadBy. They
n*»*t be toiumad by Vueedbv.
March 11"

>'.

s
I

A campot canine admirds hit reflection and Murray
D. Lincoln's reflection in the campus pond. "nAayb* if I

lose some weight.. ."

IT PAYS TOSHOP
THE FINASTWAY
Mountain Farms
Mall in Hadley^

Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe!

Miller's High Life

case of 24
12 oz cans

Folonari
Donelll
Folonari
Rose Garden
Paul Masson
Jacque Bonet
CMantl •*» »

Piel» Beer
vJ m*

425
SUPERMARKETS

Your Birthday »TKe#IUWlMer

• a**» —u. k, d, „ „ . m w « »«a
K*«a

>Sfwr 11.. I>*^« Uj»r
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'* •** ^M* 4 4tlH«t bUI VMM L J J »^l _ .
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'
J ** ^ r- ** a^ v^ e*aa. «j a>
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1 /1 jieu "•*»!• •• x»v« s
"•*•***" u« V«« Aw
»<»^^*l k a*i 1m

«•* •«**< *»*- .. MuifTaaiu*
*^ »• • »n r* f+d *. \r>*4 H*^^ **»

• •* •«• r^., rta< ^*kf *» *»r «••# r»»^B«
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• >-* «i3 ^ •
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Big Du isn't thru,

hottest hoopster
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il Sporting News honors
~ NC State's Thompson
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Trees cut down Hemlocks
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JV Chuck Steveskey,
hoopman with future
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UMass wraps up YanCon
A .

'«.

«• H
• W * - |

>• •*
#>*-••

• I

H

Bur* Saiaoenft

(ktd g9ng out

••
* *% 4 Wf • •

I/Mr. rudwct TOfiicMC

\ ^^

Itl t ^lr«.i.i

1he MASSACHUSETTS &UIY
weather

Involving School of Ed 'mtsconduc \

Grand jury subpoenaes files

Arab guerilla attack:

Invaders, tourists left dead
•*.

^ ** •

•* ••

tS'SPtjbs 'step tow&<d votootzation'

m
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Thrifty' franchise acquired

'Rent-a-car' service arrives
StAtf fUponm

A branch of Trrihr Rent iC^stt
UWw trrough tt* Campus Travel Cemw
Upow. menage*. MS been "very vital**

Sitvn

"Y\\th 30.000 peep)* Mrs end no osr rantel n rr*«

•rn*. I *di a need for <" he said \JM*» « a pood
rite* ^ one so# *'s ccmeracTit

T hrdyy * the only Oaf fartist tht« has s mnmim age
'ac*ruereer« oi corrpanaon to *>e » year old
•Qin.tr ol other deeta*.

"in* is oerserty an advantage n st*s rype of
cornrncnty. becease we>e Mlr»g a bajgar merles."

Th« l*A»s* sii ckjb end debeto teen have used
Ttnfry Rant A Car as a rteens of tfenaportencn.
Many people from dlMaStS and otuta probatory

haven't even ehouflht of using us, theo;h ttn does
*««m l*a a leasable wor to get around," lepcnv

Pat $t*nss*. a Campus Travel OTtptoye*. aed "VY*
hava a rr«!iifn of cuseafsaft. tut sorneteiias th*
•eeuty teds x eee*r Shan siidants to coma up anth
dte oasn nseded i© ianc a cat.''

IJuumaman tr*r» vej4 iha u'^kv »«e not
#*»« that th* serve* eeisis ecconkng ia Upo~
So our mater %aU% a«t w*th ptceeasats 'eco*v

naeatoai a, and seucw-u ha added
Siixompect cars such as Vegas, end vc**«*sorm

almost freqyenth/ ramed for $17. pk»e to cants par
mas, a*d a pas fee, a cusssrnar can ba acconnodeeed
wti* a cat. A "tOO Specter* plea oHtrs tr* ftryt t<X)

rrOea i«ae iof $1& S6 and 10 caros« cnatpad for svary
nrus traveled over the i*r*t

'Wcokeird spec** ate popular They're •Oaal for •
Oip IO Boston and bee*/- sad lepow A $37 «t
pac4spa includes a oar faom r ndey to Mends? soon
nrh tt* fiist 300 mass free

Ths Campus Travel Cantor maaitans tha urpaoop of
thAat cars »n ths Campee Canaar Garage Outness a;

"Van; mspaiic." vwth sometrnaa up ao tan cars tantad
out »n a day. Btedtey Fiatd and SprognaiJ sand ad-
OHom* ortas 9 naadad. Lapov* addad.
Laaow racorwrnsnds potantial cuitomars to »ssarva

ahead. 'Thstas a wat on last mnuta daals I d»Ank »

•M of paopta wM want oars to oo oo flcnda wni
du^r»j vacation, and thara a ont> a ftmnad amouns.
Thosa ttiai book ahaadf pong togiti car." ha

UMass offers pilot English course

to students of foreign birth
construction barriar in tronf of VtH VyfJfA* UfisOft H

lafaaflvitransformed fnfo subtlo gaumalr v Uy fha
<uti.

t niiiin

UMsts is cdMnp a p*>i *>

t«nsh*« course «n EnaMsh to nan*
naifc*. mioxulated students at iha

INNvouiiv, accordinu to f>#.

Otocfomns Cabanas. Oiractor of tt«a

CnpUh as a Second lanpaapa
oimpsnem in tha Rhetoric
Oapaftrnam

&jsad on tha tasufes of tha

coursa. Cstanas bopas to eepand
the •ftlaranw procram, when, h#
vtya, offars "aqud aducason to
foratgn tSidcnta and othar non-
rutrra apaatsrs of IngPsh at tha

'Our 90* re 10 extend thrs

asnnca >e ^9t\ o^atnad parson
nao needs it. Cabanas sad.

The 12 soidents snroasd in the

co«ree r»eet for 6 fours, b days a

According to Cabanst. this

seo>ence has ts*sd 10 meet "the

complete lanpueae needs" of at of

the «on nstr.e speakers of Cnglish

on carrpus Cabanas
naVnovvisd9ad cnjda Ice sennp up
t*a pioe course to Jena
Blankansh«p 4 Acting
r>rector of f*e Rhetorc Depart-
M«nt and John Hunt, fhovoet tor

Spaoai Progrsrra.

Hant used 43800 Ihst mat n

'eserve" after ths 43 par cam
budget oui to fund sea aisanaha
cou<se

"We feet that fiis nveatnant wSI
save money n the td*p run rf

students coUd overcame he
lenguega barnar vnth o*e court

Hunt

Question of 'opon ocoount'

Was bill paid?
ByOa

An open occovnr for thsvaa«sii- 1 • 'laaash flartenu OasjfUfe nt

Rurcaasng dfd Pioduoe SAj-
,

restcrdey by C^aij Stuart, Campus trw ^^nass ntsrauei

Sl«artsa»dnobe1naerocar«adfiN n* / ^1.^ nlaiuuft "^m
bMs ere proposed by ths fcetoaant ilev emt it r*avia esse* mnf *

PUi A"KO, director of Campus Cantat ti«it eerr*** seat he tSeraa imM nes procaesed laet waa*. but n l.o i«h hmm* mmmO r»i

Amieo sakt "A »paoef bit had oe eai rraaa «p taMausaat sjwiat nana
fAr Stafano had ordered Tho b*w«a»« <ne tame
to rrrf afianbon apan "

After a change « parsornef In ApfV«t«4n>«. iv nheM «he ttsnutts t»er
biwe bean dropped

The August H v^addog too* leso* u» itte ua*i fbaa id SNl fsjipa
Canter socctSng 10 the Cewpus t.anisi hiAarfi»S)ig ritl

UMass senior takes up own
inquiry on Kennedy case

lit SOSAN G&fS£R
Sr*<ffUfHYW

Tl>accvarupof Pravdent Ke^oaoYsassasvrarHn
nrculd make tha Waneroate covetup look Ue a tire

essagpde an H bomb." said a UMass senior

be* aliens** research on diemsieneson
of John Kane*dy and iraands to ^die a book 0* die
eebject.

Oevtd Joyce, a hetcry n*fer whose specldkv is the
ts<Ca andftght w*p. potties, believes ti*€1 deflrtfcoV

nes a conspiracy to usssanwie Kennedy and »

covetup Ha sad there eniet certain dsaoros irat can
not be proton, but are ctufce Ofkat

"f thank waatny ex**me datanirvj indned»eH Hi
nacfvad. vnih the poeaMky of «Mi» havna^ccev

• yyfddn On hisSfsfsnvs — u n '

A%y#a 1 niatetleJ •
iiamfciedm yrhan Its watifoe jm
i**na sfnt on tetenaw* a«u
•t«r Wairen CiintPJSHei Ifaj

»*ellaal»»V ttia MMMNelNi -4

Mlih*>eyeeetfi<f« nt**

S»>c«Hon dees noi fuby accept ioyce s proposed

atfjsrn*>va theories but adds "t«s ergjj*eni is in

tiipuino and by no means inpleusote Ha fast needs
«or* seed evoanc* to go afong with the c#
cumsiamol lawdenoal ha il'iidy has*'.

Or* of Joyce's theories ia t*et Oswald was a
n*mb*r of the wtafipence oorrrrmjnJty. and Joyce
feeas then a much evidence so suppen this. He has

aho looked into it* CIA's »c*e «n the e***s**ie>on but

feees PA paurjSvement can n^w be proved They
have or* efheant s»v*ddars than Richard hs«o^
has

Joyce based h* atgurrants largefy on tha 21
Of tr* Warren Corrmavcn He left that die

not wwess pate die aeaessmatio*

m teaaaiifi hs has inim
enouraa h> n>*uMr tin |*auat

iteefs v<

nvmI <t« «M)I ».

fsanrvuh » •seasuranrn anil

tt.

aseata iNrassani enap ttw

*-ti» j*»s\w'% penuasfi* I

David Joyce
A# cowrw •n»»*nmr Afa nnJy

AMi ttg -

M

VVCP aW rrudVntt oi course aaiacfliso

Report to make teacher evaluations pubjic

TartagSa seeks reasons

forte

£-, ,

Vote stalls action on
two Student Senate bills
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requests more emergency and summer jobs
Meets delegation

back from Vietnam

WASHINGTON \UPfl

Piaaid*n Ford aeked Conp/ee*

yeaewday for more then 12 beVon to

attend 310,000 emereency
gcnernme'* joe* si* mote month*
end R> cieate 780jOCO more jobs to*

vOt.ng people the) summer.
ford ebo ordered en leinwdwse

**jdy 0* how (MM SO h*k> unem-

ployed persona whoa* tcilooo

banaftt* how aspired

Free* Secretary Ron fvaaaen awd
> zr<f% actora «B«rt f)C« in tfi

dtcahcn thai urw/nptoyrnsrA It

geteng worae. but were intended to

anaute that he
ptogrerr goat t

AaKto froai

Ford rrat >0*fefOa> *<•> She

cor>grea»tc»-*l delegation newly

returned l*om en inapect>cn snip to

South Vret«*m and Carrfcodia, and
w*h tht loader* of a IcreVoeWvj
Senate study el tha Central *v
eafegence Agency.
Acccwdfeg 00 Neeeen. fotd w*

aak Congraea (or 11.626 baton

more to ctr»tr»urn urwJ Jafy \, 19?S.

the 310,000 pubec aervke job* ha
ekeedy bad budottad M %2 5

baton. Himr mk) tha Labor

Decorum** racofieO !
ke* ;.ni**a it

gats tha a*** wo**V. « woUd have

bo atari phased) out ths 310JOOO

>cha thai Jie>.

Tha •taaidant ebo eeDecte to ee*

Conpreaa for %4t2 eaeacn tot the

790.000 aunmtr youth • jcba

bacauaa aeete and local oo*wn-

mama ba*a taan apendmg 100 *3*e

federal md fuada on tha program

Neeeen eat* %2A bason had baen

aflocated to itaee and local

go»*rnmente fee veiious jco

training «ed ernploymert! project*,

bet tha receaeJon aeonomy forced

too much of tha oonay to be used

OA .term other than aunrrer job*.

tact ye*. be said, federef find*

pekJ fo» 390000 wnvner iota and

the year there wovfd only ba at-

190.COO such*** eve*et*e wtawit

Foirfe action

The 760000 jobs we b* in art

d.Kw to the IpD.OOO Hum* e*kJ

ford aajo ordered eidea 60
complete prompts? e atudy gtowrtj
from ha 'concern about tha

poeaffjaaty of unemployed worker*
eehauebng steer urwmpfoymam
companaahon benefhs.' a gieewng
problem paniculaity In induatnat

ejejeW

Ford tUo met Wedf^atfay
•coming «<*h Sena. FteM Ct»j-r*.

f> Idaho, end John Tower, Him..
to discuss J* Senate inveatajeson

of CIA opetetiona weach began
later in the day

Church, chetmen of the apac^l

mvaai»getir>9 committao. and
Tower, it* tanking OOf me/nbei.

awd they waea aatiafad wtth Fo*eTs

(g^aaaalaj tkaiait
••.•••%i»tMr,„| nm.pi |f|| /„

<w daaale wi W-aaw aaaje

Nhet r*!.Mi*4 ******
. 1. .•

CIA file on Abzug
provokes argument

Room In St. Erik's Hospital in Stockholm is heavily damaged alter a lira that
killed five people yesterday. Trie cause of the blaze was listed as a patient smoking
in bed.

Simon urges increased tax relief

for middle, upper income groups

•

WASHtHGTON \UPI\

ExfatenoaoleClASatcnAep B**e

AbMQ. M.Y . yeebSfdey provoeae

an eagre* exchange betw
OWacto* WVaaa Coby end t%a

oonpaeanowan, who was <**•

a House comaiittoe haai«*e

yeatrtday on privacy nght»

• «| tU^H+ • • •

•y«aatfaMf»ava nan
way* Altaic ana lU^Af luwa ta^t

<A*Uk in* It* |*»hi ft

vlwtt "

WASWNGTON ii/Pt) Ta» s.rno* repeatedly eroded
•abaiee attoufd be cewtajna/tted on queeeJowj. as to whether ha «ovkl
rwooSe end vppw tncoane persona faoommend e %too o» she enai ba rt

because they will buy car*. *w deptetron repeal wee exiuded
ta*r«a>on aets and other items Oeepwt. We Finante Commnee a
»hk-h gyai ee ao*d * eae «eoaejaon aeuon. a Senate floor fight i*

v. fV'.-.j ».t>>' 1 rtdueiefi ^e
purchase of homes and consuaaat

durable goods. euro*. waaMng
machinea. teteviaicne. terVfgwitonx

Thawa &>• STW p«i>*o:t» t%M

M-% Abeag charged the Ci

mtafagatica Agency with foeowwa)

har aa>ca »$tt, whan aha wea a

lawyer m pnwata Ida, and wwa
cpantng har matl

M—nMUm. Sena f rank ChewA
CX Idaho, and John Tower. M T >

won lhaaadent FohTs pkadge

cooparatkon weja a Senate ex

vaeiigencn of the CIA. w*h aw
rwaerveaon Wac he would revw*
any reo>we>e for dC*OS*nonas c-

In r*a fcrmet steoamtnt at aw
coen>ng heanng of the M(

s.-sjri^ Kissinger flies back j^rzx.
on Mideast mission

OUR CLASSROOM

IS

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS

tri* am

th#a e lei ft* •'

M eW

•w •

.1 M

^I^OaaWBaat

i ejr^^Mlalt MfM| «• tl Ml aM-flt at Ml pJ». «J

lockets

va
wUtat <Im but

UMfMJRSJlY
SJORt

Cutting of welfare
Kelly says bill

rolls proposed

will win support

WSTONfAfi) - vagaiatksnte
ifenmaai **ej luJiaJman under aa
unoetermined age ttaw weewe
roaa wa eoo* be prepotad by Gov
khcheel S. DtaaftJ* and wel *in
egafative eoppoa Seaeae Way*
end aAaan* Charman Jama* A
*«ey > *ard yaatireer

foacwing a commnee hearing
on e %}2 aaSon owScency budget
so pay for 256 •ddscnal social

wader poaMona ordered by •
woetai kidge. Ketay eeti h* aapects
tfw legaslaure to teech a ceev
prorraje witt Oukakia on en 90%

veer* n an affott to cut th* gaaeraf
r^-*? eaveJead m aajeavi w ix*

Kefif *t*o ravaeied e n*w
aoratagy for mtacing the coun order

of U $. Otaetct Court Judge Frank
Fraadrnan on fJaatg eat social

worker penisen*
uVtder the pf*A esete worSer*

wbo vwcutd be u>d off the* traaent

toba n mantel hearth or youth
aamce facatta* woUd be tran

aeamad to the WHfara Oaaertment
and tared a* aoceei wortar*.

A US Owtnct Court of Appeaki
daemon tfaa waaa gave rtn elate

unta March V4 to meet freadmana
order 01 auHer the toaa of SO00

in federal wetfano ratm-

the socasad later*1 translers otf

itate workers wa cveniuaey be
reejined » the Ho«ae far con

•ence

To •»•*! Sederel tegeeemants.

end the court o*d*r. *ooaf workers

who new handat General Aaaiei

eaaas • v^hch ewohw no federal

land* woukl be ttansVred to

weffare case* in the An to **<n*«*

M-th Dependent chadwn Aroc
nasgori

Saate Mcrkar* who era UW off

th** present )Qb* woUd dtan be
tranaterrad mso Cenaral nafaat

Ax the seme erne. Ke*y said the
earn wet tec* way* to reduce tha
General Hdef ceaetoed nwich. he
sa>d. a »*ng mawy becajte e0
•ippatentlr illegal addiiiens o'

cetege student*

m apparent lafe^WKO so plan* for

eeduonp the General flsfaef oaee
load. Keey said. 1 thw* wel get
•rao a artaadon Mhere aawbodwd
awn aval Save to work"

AaSed ***** they wovfd And
#b* 4i a period *f Ng* u«ern
pfoymant. iCaty **id. "They wM go
to a*crk ipmawhar* i augeest tha
*-jta prornoa »om* type of em
;*3>TT«nt

news
summary

^-

O'Neill to push busing

bill for House vote

US plane hit

PH04A PfNU luV*| Heavy
Communat ahaeVa npped nbd
fmnom Fanh'a aaport the trahna

ink to tha outaxSa workS yeaUtdav
ttirg a US. awkft f*t and haling

al corrrrarcwJ mt trellte t» the

bawagad Cambodan cepaai

U.S raatary apoSeaman said a
chart*** World Arway* CCS iei

wea tw by rocket shrapnet and
auatetwd enanor darnaOA but hew
bads so Sacjon sareh . The plena

cattying nee. fuel and amrnuwson

4%
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RominaNons close - ttee., march 11 Hi
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Amherst Board of Health
institutes new service
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/4/M member Means
released in Denver
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Letters

On Professor Ross
To the Cdltor
ViVV. the ooeH o/ thitesoot ***,, ft host on Fto*uory Mth tto

oksssoary o/ Mrm*c*iaeti* co*w«n/iy Ami * pr** <***>«, w.wp#u
sspporm andmood, to >** ton$ to t*mtn+~r*i jiy ft* *>+it *tut***t
******* AtupAr daruv Au forr,mo >«w* as a toc*Ay m*mb*r docaaat
Ao root* co/ftf fcr pac*W At* ffore of Avnwtf maH Jba tf*if^j*»»m a»\/•"^^*w*»»Wjfcoi« us**? «%w* way, c/ flsvnwg A»$ *Vo* jc/ou
tojnxVntf £*w*> **io e modes* potto* mA>, w> *9 «na6*yjAo mo/mar
>M!*»»mKT^x*\ioramdofi^cA*wyprya^
nwry mo»t

•»•* * Co*wtoncoa*nl Tho Atate torn* as tYao)ttonaay e tocuit*
mm*** w^ A*j ttcorredih* CAsVsvary's Asdiopaurw Tent** Award

tecsprovt ot th*s horv* He proudh earned cvt Mu as»pux««r w nxoaitWJ OkcpUO ftV f*fSK*t h*nt%X*p of e/ltwto, ono-.n air rho v«V^M
iidoftW wA<A aoom to Aaaui CV»n*on{e**eni.

,_?» ^^w«* compos u/ an. ttvwrpty or A<,»»cAutorr* *o$ rnwif
femjT*tr#JonjN>rWD^nossoja.varAo/

. coNofsuo and fnond West*
m*s Am

Randolph W Uromory
ChancoMdf

Ver school a swindle?
To the Edrtoc

At AP fro*, Boiion was coma* oy too Coaegian cw A***.. AAVCY> ot

WR A enrktoncao' JO oparvnpx tor rVaw tngfand w^to/voary srudtvtts re

MAW Atom the ukssorafy 0/ AanoyiaVoaa
Titos <s ooi po*v '» «oAo «A# pnpptjwst for th* pre %*t*rio*rj student,

r&rrf4fi?**tnllT>0>9vm*a*art^otv+t*n*rws«c\if/M
F«st4***}. the W/Vwi Vtoo/anary School* on ecedrvrvc drodOAon /Of

owvopwdmo * a amy 0/ J*/ *Kcn*dX*on detdute rf dee* *>»f Aeve Ho
tscooos to (dec* Ho jmil onswaf prachoner
(THe states moss to amsneo "avicx»rf«" ttivfi me C/flr<v> StAooA pr*

»**«W> Jtvaonf* wove/ a» tanger Ovoo 60 cona*Sjrotf dy 01*0? V*t
$<M>6hf*4<rt^r,^>^tv^t0{Cwctot**o*n«tow>«1\ these
other ********* ichoao wcuto* vsferw Mo 4*aroy* ftw A* sran? oPeedy
Aes e YomYocf ' mfY» ahwio. mndnot&tvafott thot t*s*rsc&rttm*.

A/SO. V UttiO oonlroces^iMrw /o OO tfsroufr*. fAo «T0A# f#A0OrO/$ vM>tftf

dor ^«WWptr «todom( por yoor fer ¥ vooa. JMftff 0/(NimfrWy »*«** 6*
t#Of*4. for occot*nQ to ttw Nm* toglm* 9ooe* Of High* foWoik*
fiOofOX3outoforonr4of6Soto tvttrvMo ^vntj »* NOT comt both
to t4on £»v<*»%f fw proeUv. T/Uajl nor o«r> mV ^vo do e^tVltdo ^MrtOK.
du mo iMf At*A«vo on inoMwr^g thonwoo ot vets *o Aow fngtiMrf.

46o. mrmwfon oprrpM $C*OOtof \*l*vo^ mV*o<* * ttrrr &&*<*.
no w«i not h*>* tho dugntttK c*Hs on* tnomxfi boMm* 00 bodfr
'OOdW n Aovo £ftglond

*f hop* 0*0top*o*onm*4 tstprrtt* «* 1kX>A 6#<Dro lAtrdj^9 ' irxM

OO OQMMdWO OMtf JKVMMvOA*)? prc^OATidt J««A OS Vdnl*«cft

CorUo Rourto

Women's Day activity
To mm imtot.

m rwcogntoon of folomttwno/ Ws****'s Doy on M*t» 6\ Mo Amhoni
Young Mferfcprr 4xwaffen Loogv* a sywwvio a«» oe Iv«ft today Mo*ch t
xMOpo* M%noom roo*Co*v>u$ C+^f*. AfNflVdOOytAlVif WtoCTon^rAf
^rruy^- rowMrr. Alar>d«W Oottotmo ond Ptoto. " TAmo miTdo tpomkon
on Ho <9i» 0< oo*wv» «t SouIA AVxo. /^orfo ^eo. ft* MtfT«xs rA#

CWtW 5l»f05 *W Codo.' TA# spook** v««r <W vwrA A%o cornU^o 0/
*mmen* toot* COvntnOi os mo# os (To oanlndoflpr? ttoxwi *r»> ptoi**<tt
motino * IA# ^t>%f ogmcnleocnm or»cf aporttmd. nA0o**< oopto*$»on ood
*T#ormfa0K for Ptoco, HoOonM L*»r*Vtxn. ,Y^#p«odeVKO Ortd SottoNsm.

Norm«Fart«

Greeks and "the fee'

To On tditor
TAo*o Aos. d<AsfO. booa**Kh tofk of ttw proposed Unhmtol foo *****

OOtmbM *CO*>on*< roportvurom on (To stuOfr' oodvs*dtft* <Vo#* Arm
*r portKvtt* Cr*n\*o\ oconomic* *r* ******** to rn* srgurxtni *aom$r
JU60 o ft*, dorf <t is our cy*tkv> M«f foonoencf #/onY ih# «tA«dr imvo
Ttmt *r* so moty ofAor f*Qtbfy vo/bo6Ar no>i 40 o^cA Ho (food Ato
ddafln^otO»A9lA#«f«r>AiMV(^dorAtibocoiT«0Hwi^ As
Groofct, om/ as /VwD^rffr 0/ $pm» S^Ai CpcApn r>$Mrr^ 4*tf CJ* Qmo§§
Soronfy, t*o AWflCur t**x* h%* put+ar*d4 bvtnenthmku nob/* moots *rt

10 Hro jQMd of ceaodtaww Ay ovonrooo
7Ao O00A Aroo <omo» inn»ifi»u KS>>COd/p4<osV wdjdJbns for Ho

COmmaarr "or fvonypt*. tvory yoor Ho Sdrtdr ctottos of th* town ore

BEST FJU1ItWreSSSSSw
D'PLENTYKIO'

Notations on Nollet...
To th* F .l.l.j.

/ ****** fo roQjeod lo o Atw 0/ rA# odWlO^Oi *i

Awi Atotof* Tjmfb^« ^omon.* tt4poss**tto
do tohroni w*h mucn of Ho mt%o&d**) rhotorK fhx
th9n*ndmtorrnr*o™cyi*ostwtmprooVcod, toft
t**lh*mv™t*S**i*JWw#t*&*»rt<\'*
potwnco dr -vch fooTs cAo Of Mr AVJors Cdrrvwoff
of 4Uorch

In* gonoral nm**r*%K of nfeott's *ro*rv*nt * Ho
^'^•rm'if roferrafAw Ao <o/s 40 OddO/vo in ho
dncusBOO ot "umpt* s*d (+>r*t*r sokrtioni lo

Arxn+rxf* no*vnp di*mm* Th* noil «t%KVflsvtf of
thtmo* tho on*nhi(h »>ffl diMddo Hoprdqp Hof
ctvxvoir fAo CdaAorvdr o>Hf |A*jo m<Ao o»r cOAlro#sd.
VW of iruoofv* «cmf to Ho (Jhrrtrttty onto o
*irp#cfOVon d' to* S*r»C* ftWIWdOdJ A>
nwev To otwn on omjcotion on** occoptobt* food
ond shofrof nhi* otromptino to o*t ih*t oduosdoa
Srcnry mud* rn* ooosAtv* of Ho voMty of * imm
OOWcofion. *+*+to%n* intjosu* othoowng. ft * h*r*

fhot mo distort* torn* mtoforoof* juprcts Snout*
TAT/hf orUm fOOdtr scon in* Cofligon of M*rrh 4 she
or h* finds thot *6***r rmwdoKts [sroi s*€* of AWlOvt
SAOO/ n/ty.

further ntiosrch tndtcotos tt%at *r*ry toport t4tdon
th* ntstdoncr tyttom Ims^Ano Ho ottdowts of AW
scof ptsmtitfs. spooks of or*rtrow&no. enrvo,

anhoofthy condiUsox ond gtnofof psythofogK*/
discomfort wen ttt* Mostyf** drifted by dorm
rosrdoncy. VWUn » uy^oMon ivtn ss ttus the
rmlosjonsfyp doforoon ooVmvsdrodon ond students
oocorno* o rm*ttd on* * when th* pkyttcof orsf

omouanot rtoods of th* on* or* o%p*od*d hy
m»***rotid*i of oAVodmy wth its orrtwdinr

econtvwc 90*1 tor th*otn*r ( we**d Svoryjtt thst ,

Mr hkssot't tmootnory "ayos* COntrocl" Hocks on
eipk*rono*>*jf.pf)eoPon douso

Th* 000% i$ Ooorh on rAo Uhnmrstty. hlos on*y do
rt>e 'dvMWs^orrArsdboo/IHodYAfoosUo^yo/Ho
stvderMs who ottond thot schoat. but tttor of$o ***rt
ifctonitMog inmsonc* on th* ocononuc ondocofooxst
00J dovno ot mucfi of Ho faeoor V*9*y. WffA thn
power *r hond the fustoos h*v* fomo Optorts for

otUOn on (to arossoyg probhm of *d*oo*to hoasmsp
tor OMoss studsmsm ***•*» mm t

Inondstht,

sappty onough *m** ojOq* *m> #%p^-m * >mm*
or ? ew

comxduoon*k\*
foftod to

*3tfmdM*md

<S ossumpoon **>

<*»t\i tor.

0%\Y*t thot th*

0*r eh* *Htr**r

then thot*

conducrvo to

ten* ifuoo-

hovssng. th*

tmrth turn

(Jnnmthy
*m, rtfOOet

'So*rron

To ?K»
...and more notations

Concorning Jomos A M>*M'< t$i*$t oscopso* *uo
thshrHioftiQifOJtsna shXrtnj* whKh is oe**rntdby

th* it** of 'stdkph ond d*rn**o" U e Cop>u*f»\
iAr **o**t yov hsu* my prHOftit COn*\**ncos

btxousmyou s\h*%f**<tOMSS9bsrmsd yOut*0*7fotb*Mfg

c<*vroA$r first** *+
ter**SwQ dfTdfMm
Osmond on
psopfo Ho cAo^o o m
went to ops*

* tocond d"c\S turns*, b) novo no humon owtOKcy dovoond. iff mo mosm mm

REGISTER

Bill Parent

TMC AAA55ACMUSCTT5 OAILV CQCLCCIAW

Educational ideals: Don't look back
Wrtt ojm» oct rht riso try)

O4bdf1lon on iht cNoppng Uots\ tht tntc

AM COfOd to Sludoms lo sonouuy b^jr
dovck^H) Ihorf rote in th* ptocodurt of
OOddSfTtlC SffiK*.

Any *!ud*nt who Add ovor wondered *try

fov «f« horo, («nd v*o omeng u* doom't
idl «*o thjt cotogonA, rjAou^d t«>o to
wprxxndy oorsUddr oA« infiMt 4 any. wo
hov» In diAwmkning wUh thd UnrvOJSffy

TAdfd as soffoihina wtong wAon sftsdonio

Mdd to Opt fdf Sisitr etodiU n (ho somt aroo

odd Odd vp with A^gOor marts man thooo

vvno ChOdd Iho hordOr cdionnv but peotofery

leoinod mot* front » cowno
Tfcoro a wisJiii^ wrong wAon CMtO

such oo tho dbovo roiu% in an auotaga cunt
ol 30 dt this Ur*dft*y wrdo tnoso who
Sot 1Odd not to OM coursd* pdddfdsl ond
OiftfC out d IWhlUt Of toOft tOd «rp With d
own of Z6L

Troro is *«rmUf9} wioog wKtn much of

thst IfWvorKv m loofcod upon dt d
Oho you teo»rt tht nidd and ddvito short

cuts* you Cdrt dnd up wets\ d NqA orodd mport
for Itrtd nerd &mn watching %Sssyettion and
•itltng 10 know bdttanddrt.

I am not ddVoodtog a rotum to auietot.

mot* ttadttbndkdt adutdlfaifi in dny aorta*, I

would mandy tiko to point otd aomo cf tha

ryjsocn wHctt rmovotion had couood and
pcopooo a moono by wrhxch «t«c>anra could

tanafn on thok own tarma. dwough eom-
potrton wrPOn thflr own vduoa
A» I too a. d Wrwwraity |Acu%J ottrf two

cpxxo. anyond conw>9 horo should to abto

10 obidai kriowiadoa whoHdr »t bt for

profcddlonal f4aoa%tj. or for mm* 00m
panondl QrowtK tf o^o wo>*ij 10 mojo< in art

itto wtkfi roquadd idrict dcoddnwia such dd

pro-nwd, ond should cnly am* to avraota
win hik pOdrs. Ttwt campattxsn ahoutd bo
rough. Out <fw oaaa sOouVS bo rodfcatty

cittvront for oomaona wno conwa to a

u"Wvonur» to purma #ducir:cn foe tha wry

ot pursuit of knowsodga for knowiadga
a corrnkjetory tosrtrucriro And that a

whoro tha nwdakao aro bang mads m out

At any g**n hour whan tchoof Id In

sowlon htax f*aro an at toatt frfty drfforcnt

acojroa. oacusaions and ******** goarg on
sowtwwousty on campus whka dro often

rroro rctownt dnd moid aftrnulatidO dajn
wtastvai ora may bo attandr-u at dial some
lira. Tha f iAaan crodd hour rut a a drog

whkh irrtdjrta parscnai inquattrwnaas and
otan ddjooaragao acatdarna; quascy, Poor**
don't Warn jnythng vraaja thoy want to -
luat try to itaamtdr tho QuooVatic oouaoo"
you momortiod a» high school, or H you am*

malh, try t0to«*omt>or tho aoftng cha« actors

•« Tdst Of Two Ouo«.
An tdaaJ program id ono whore siudoms

Hitfmina tha* goals dnd aro than Wormed
of classes to dttand dnd boost* to road. The
tdudanii rroy then toao part in dariaaitvu
dnd report progree* and new gcan to an

ooVoor teacrar Whan that Hochor ot goat a
efthoustod d new 000 con be fr*»nd

^"odnwfala, the student mutt aao be gwan
chowati through wtsch they can become an
dctha part of die co*»fflu*vTy in an *eiocttr*

way.
Of counjo I'm off fAo waff, auaty 1 m a

SKaanog idedsot. But theaa ***** atari
mart. I got fnomaom Pfaeo. who set the 4*e
Odrttundt ego. When I hear people Ueirg
aaoet toviaing eyataaax, ratumOtg to no ddtt-
ro< and addng fa back to tho o%me duo to

tho taeuraa o! oanon progrorna. I orey tho* rt

it lime fo rorrsnd ouraohat Ot mm rtdton why
wd dro horo dnd what thodd progrdma wore
aanad to acccmcaon And just because they
falod o a no todton to totum to Vicio-an

Thanke to such progremt dd iffA. *Ttr\
the School of Ed BOfC in both mar
and tad^ro. wo have come e ledaand teAjre. wo have como a leda ctoaer to

4*** ddueatjoa.rfd not tamo to rogroet

flaTrVenfh EdnormOaeJ of Ho Ceaa>a"

E. Patrick McQuaid

ender unto Caesar what he seizes
Last Monday the ExocuoVo editor and

myeetf |0*>dy pentad an article encrtsed Slaro

ot Sktg* issu*. Since eo pubkeadon I havo
rVjrthdr Odrtdampiatad fw avana aurroundng
and roada tg up to ts concophon ard trtal

in print Tha auddon arruptton of
trntaraon on tta port of Camput
aoourtry eurefy naxoaotjeee much

more than a naro commentary initiated by a
aram provotad aaaamtlaga of >x>"o*>sts.

Each dny countatt fotters and com
mercanoe peat llvough tho eoHor't rands
and wend thoa* way to thd prateas. Altar an
•ritoJ radding the average tetter or com-
mdntdry oeeeaa to have any atfact on tho

raader. no laitfiatatd the author.

1 tfinQ

But tddr not. for tko ad

c^^anJtaatsora. Amhont Towag (an be

btatgr< offi A Q.^t r^ aaaail tflptd
nonchasdntty into the onver't hand can eave

yoar Car tVorn uncotj soapdratl it heacans

avery day end rocondy >ho aaaars trtada the

matata of propodMoreng e mambar of the

Scott BdCherman.
program ddector at WMUA
dared to defa iho tertorkm
wrtan laet weak he come
upon thorn in tho proceed of

larroiinq hit car. Granted

ha was porkod asspefly, at a
ma caaa m rr>.o t ir>_ocr>.cv

bat thato woa at* enough

for the peace to take hold of.

By eha time station manager Mac ITtrnan

had contacted Coaaaan protographor M
rtowatl and tha photo that apptJaH here wat
tatusn. A crowd began to gdrhor fYettua
wat noing on thd authonriat. Robert fOcea,

o4 Publ.c Safety, epproeched

"If you aould oooparara

with the laa we could avoid

tha weate of tan j Juet pay
us tan dcaara and we't lot

you gr

"Just fat me hose my car

pad I won't haajt* you ony
mora." r»r:r:atj BMhtl

U aaa

lappoood: l besove thoy Cdfl It potoco
The people. * thaft not too cache, do not

Ash* to dttod tar tha* We do *ot want tko

preooM syiitrn to contnuo. in* ,<».os a«f

outiagdoue: tht sorweo Adkutout. Try

digging your car out of a ~p*owad" uataTaj
•j( Hoar much money goaa to the pdHaYaj

o*fco? Some tune dote to a mdedn, dnd try

to dma down behind the Chawscet

aborslonaa, or raer the larrra banind Pat

Tea* 600k Annex area without cri

on ao*i!

The whota
mars parking probtarm It a a downrtgh*

invoacn on our pnvacy and ptweta proparty

A ahort tlrro after anappmg pia]

* » nod mortJ httcrs

Imposed wit/root consent Vietnam stiff in mind
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Anthony Newman in concert

tomorrow night at Bowker
Aathorry Newman. ruype*^v><o*torgon«X w* appear in ox<«n 41 8

p*s. tomorrow. Match 7. «o Bowler Audtcrfcm Th* w»* mitt ehe Aral
performance erf *seHMW In It* Unwsrty c* Mwaechufteii* Arts Counce
C harsher Music $wkee

U 10(7. Wawman ^J| h* *6Ufl debut in reew York.
,,And*ony

Nr**r-an end ft* pedal reypescttyd arrived lea* eight for a jo*** debut at
the Catneg* •achftl MesV' reported the H*» York Tenee. *V>d oarthe* a
kki^r to be forooaan coon Cerserty Mewmn> toehatcef rvsaesery maoefcee
the Owl n the keyboard ftee*"

Nwmin he* teaoed ft* IP ft o* CoVrcssa Records ss«eje%H) THE
004060*0 VAHIATOSS. SIX BRAVOfKHU*::; CCA<!£RTOS *HJ
MUSIC I UM I".: JAN -.-^u p| ,,* M V,,. ,. ., ,xrrs r,-., r, : , B ,„

Ofske. 12S Nw Hal. M602CC. end a*t priced ji M *oi S) f<^ t^
general pubkc ra*tpr<* for l/MeftS Am»<tii atudents

'Astrology in Roman life' tonight

Tonighl at 8 pm *% zoom t€2 of the Camp** Ce*ttr. Phot Jon *hy*
Bram of Henter Cotton Hew Ycrk w« otV a extu* on aatrotogy n
Roman leV Prof »tam has venwlrd I .rrracus Msts*euft' work AAtrhet*
IKoow^Ouel iron rh* lain and this trerabr>cn w* 0+ rubeahed r» the
SftXr.*

Home Ec scholarships available

THl MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COitfOlAit
THUHtOAV. MAR<H #. ff»s

T»o Eastern Muu*:huim:i
Ecooenata Aaaooahon has

available four *2f>0 00
OCfeeUrships for lOT* 79 for

students majonno; in Nomt
Econoetsca. Thaaa w haaenhspe a»e

Hampshire comedy
depicts student life

in campus apartment
"Oh Boo-fiocp de-Ooo " an

OJfcjesoJ mumcM comedy, wet be
t*eeemed a! Hampehre Coeegs
toraght on March 7. ft, end t
VYntben and deeded by Meespehue
student Ami Redd** »• ptey

esrtura* a cast of rsine. dancers,

and a chorus Tap —giant music
wea* compoeod by Sarah Weeks,
and the choreography « by
laomjn. botti i

. BooBocpdeDoo
the fiery of roar urvvetstrr studenta

kvsng n a

a gilt not a loan, and an) agplia'

agaeux tunxm
As<i<«l40na for lh« aenoa>rw^p

•*• o flown 104. Sejnnar Haal

D«wffnt lor Mag your appftcarKn

« M«cn tO. I97S

Reld Nrvoric anyone?
The Women'a $cuda» f>rognvn

uffaa students the oppomjney to

nern LVkveraty credit to* a>onx dor«
r% the conrnuaity. Anyone) kn

tweeted «i do>ng a ftaej work
ptoject Ttn aerneeter or next should
stop by tr* Women's Stodkas oM<«
and check o*t thc«r Mi work
macu*9f eaa 0»k Mejidn r. 1»«

cometarvty «efO»rc« fjeffton. ha>

boan wofiing to cornpea an en

toovtrt resouo) in of fnaatili fnftd

work piaoafnem* in tPe) Aenharat

Nofthampaen atoa, tuaapeq in mind
bht foojft of women'a Hiitea, araea

o1 mijora tnd traroportation

Tt»t pity wA ba prejaannd «t

Emey DkCkinaort Hall FenAornmg
Arta Cornet. Ticket*, at 7S oanta

OetfL n+r be raaarved by eating

642-4630. or may ba puxheeed at

the door. The pWy wil bagkn at i

Pteaae caf Oata at the otftca or

tajtaoa note rf you're ntereatad n a

portion* area lor fteej work aed
want htip knkng an agency to

work n. If you'wj already locaoed a
haftd work pro#att. phMae vtop by
and ptck up the approval form*

LANDRY'S MARKET
The OldestGrocery inAmherst

10%DISCOUNTONALLWINES

Budweiier Betr mm ^ $5.75 : .. # t^M
Gtitisit Bttr B#J nj $3.96 ...

Heinekea Iter

e • ..

• i . •

Mm NH $12.76 ... 53.25

M**»* *Wt» fk»«*«rrv

y»».., 6 85'

—»•—1mi§t it

Ch*^. Ilft %

c^Naaak i 1.
fta*
tm»4 |jel ^«

CaOt« • v •»«•«*! »<^#a
X£!i

. -
1JM -

L

MiiaW^i TT

TltlaUUllto.
Oe >ay

^aB0Uii
Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

It thf Ml. F«r«j Mjll

Miller's

BEER
12 oz. cans

Yago
San't Gria

23.5 OZ. Bottle

Monte Estoril (Four Seasons Special

ROSE
24 oz. bottle

VODKA
80 Proof

M Gal. Of.

Four Seasons Special

GIN
Ballantine

BEER
80 Proof

12 oz. Cans

v» Gal. Of.

19 $

Piels

BEER
•: M stst

V&F Gonzalos

Spanish

SHERRIES
llsi

Wine Pot*odisp Of The Ytillry

THURSDAY. MARCH 4. m$
THC MASSACHUSgTTft OAiLV COtLCOIAN

Israel committee.

Sunday in Union
An lavjat Co-onanatsr^ Com-

mkuea it betM ftormsd to oim and
coordestte aotKabaa n th*ee eroaa
kftraai tadapondenot Ceiebraoona,
*w*f**Q for hnsat, anj con
tnoency k Iiona h caaa of an HraaJ
aesergency.

AM ocooatried peopsa who ant
waang 10 heap any encouraged to
oerno to the 1ral raaeong of Bhe
oafarrtime on Sunday. Menrh 9. at

3 pert in the Cokoresj lounge of ttta

SkiOant Urson.

r=aeaeaaaeaaao«JBpj|
TherelSa *vl

•' difference!!!
J

Oust J) sears

alwmi

SaieKunvra

MCAT

«AI8CQT>aSRaOOPft-S

: 1-413 783 4894
• Boston 617.2*1-5150

a 25 H.nlmglan Ave.

I

M«l tmfAMKm
^o»i<nuia ism

eaaWsMMMMHwiUioMi^d

[meetings]
Progressive Pool

tonight

in Hampden
Tho Ptogrataivt Card da ten

Pox', wtach aj an otgannatkon
promoihg invoftuaesani sn the Town
Meeong Bkactkon in Ambon* w*
matl nvaghr at 700 pn at
»iaa*poan Coaanaorsft in Sotttwoftt.
" •» important tMt every Town
Mtotmg candOaie Iron tho
Urte/tfifcy (jomrrsjfsry anend

Tabic tonnis

balls and paddlos

at

A.J. Hastings

45 S. Pletwnt St.

Amherst

a.fh2r?I!ir^^ DMAML, MAINE: Lawtrocb Smith, an tJectrical conf-acfor here IsSSUBSl dv
1

r,

!l
fl thVf*r«y c

r
,s,s ,l% mt H,e P^10 tak*n 12-1573. smith tuiit

1 n?r V£Lr°
,

C,<
l
Ctn^!a1,0

r
by bulrdi"9 »ht^ 15 H. h.ch dum ^cro« ?hc outlet of

^nh in^.
9
nilw

kM VH!
»*"**<*** «P by N* 6* ft. wid4 dam is more thancno°gh t0 **PPlY W* home In the background wttti powor rhe y«cr round

SOPHOMORE NURSING MAJORS

To Nnd out if yau qvaltry for:

n
1

Workftatde Travtl
I light Duty
Officer's Pay and Advancement
1100 Per Month far Your Lett Tiea rear* an Camput

» AAany Other Baaefita

tf

J
CONTACT:
MaiorGoodtlft yujl

1 Room MS Dickinson Hall H

Here aj today's achaduftj for

WMUA. 91 1 FM
Today ft dsat jockeys w* aa

Hands Rkhafdaon s Mac

t;ris»VH Mann.
8 32 am, M$n r»dw. Jeff Jawer

gkreft today » aatrok>o>cai Ioraoaat.W0IA6 WO pa*.. AV»w
MaaVy Aknaoaf. WMUA'a deey
calender ol corn/nvnjfy event*.

?O0 pm. FtnmatjAo rVbirs.

with hoai Cary ^anyrsjttaf

duDp-o*. P*c*ca
lOcafJ nm. 5ptvt* Tatt. Ruaa

Srrsal and tarry Convoy hoai a task

ftfcow about ftporta.

Correctional

reform

tomorrow in JQA
Rep John Coftrta

tonernooeJ tffotm tagialaHow at a
nseetng at John Qumcy Adams
Tower. Ur«vare*y of
Mmachuexcts.Amhsartt tomorrow.

The meeting take* paxe M 3J0
pm >r the rrffa tpor lounge. It a
tvoraaftd by the Co^ecekxei
f*eforet Logoaiove Lobey. Sw.rh
west ftftssdertui Colstgt Aoademc

DrKaaaion pa«tic«panta are
ctpeoed to examine ways to lobby
for and draft COerecfJorsa' rafoen

Like zxxjlkirin
BQRerrcxjt! OPENING

FRIDAY
MARCH 7

Q0LDEN
•{TEnPLE

:~rf~: » ehpornh

MRkerjstodc

OKkilnol
poocpwirjf

im ifi
. « » • • • v
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Don! let the
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you-
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TMA* MASSACHUSETTS QAILV CCCLfcOiAS !Hl;*SOAV. MA*CM 4. *>*

Turntables, Turntables, Turntables. . .

i

Tech Hi-Fi presents turntables

for everyone and every need • • . •

Miracord

Free Stereo
Buyer's Guide.

Please send me j free

48 paue. !<>75 Tech Hil'i

Buyer's Guide 'usually

sells tor SI.00) I under-

stand it contains ever)

thing I need to know
about buying j musif

. stem

N \MI -

\ODRISS

Moil 10;

TechHiFiMvertiiing

2S9Trioofll»St.

Atrthtrtt, Most. 010UZ

.\'otr if f/te rime to upgrade

your system with a new

turntable . . .

Benjamin Miracord 760
$ 175

Miracord 770 '225Benjamin -

Benjamin - Miracord 50H
Mark II

B.I.C. 960

B.I.C. 980

'150

'200

Phillips 212

list NOW

Toshiba SR-80 $350
$175 t

lit

(Jjrrard 42M j/S.OO

Ciimird 74m/t $110 00

Garrard 82 $|77.|B

Cmard 70 turn

•sir*

•nr-

w&>
V

e ic
Model tsO

;•*

M'eccO
770

I

1 Did you buy your stereo
I

from to**** rV 7 StiM

not woriac^i tbt mt\ rot

cxpcctH • ituiur^ f!

I Pitch Iti-MTiGirJf c«

vvucm

N\MI

H.

\I»I»KI '

It***

<<<*J

IU* M

Quality Components at the Right Price

259 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610

186 Main St Northampton 586-2552

IURSOAY. MAft<H *. %tri TMC MAW>CMV,6fT> DAILY COtCCOtXV

Judo club to test

skills at Temple
©V Wit tUAS

On March 7 and 8 IN UMw
Jjdo Ckib ww" be ttavetng 99
I'hlacWp-ij 00 •«* tha* |MN|
against toMerstfet from tht entw*

Sponsored by Temple Urwwrstty
the Eastern Collegian Judo
Chonipfenahip it drvxSod nto two
days of cempettion. Opening day.
I ndey. w* CO*A*T Of rnadchet from
tht 9* weight dvotont. >33 tee

and *nder. 138 U - \U tea . 1W
too. - US *»„ 166 tot. - 17$ to*.
175 tot Xf> to irui ;ir. t>* .»-«i

p
The tnal day of Ihe tounerntm

Ml n*n*vo team champ«y*ho*
udUirvg Iht Ave bttt Judo pUvw*
*cm oech school- In tfss com
paddon 41 meACfyat are ctiwen at

random with no weight resyvcttons

That «Nni a pity* 120 tot. cou*
be fighting to opponent weighing
220 tot.

Each attach lest* 3 to t- mnvstt
urates a player tatcutat a eaten
dwow leaned an toponi w**ch
i-eion*y mm the mater
Th«K>dockjb at UMatt^at boar*

together lor to rears end com
paling m it* (eaten judo
ChwnpKnaNpi over iha last few
veers It me*** rwioe a week.
Tuesdays and TAursdey*, *i 7jOO h
thr Boydan ovmtaanim Mtntfting

»00*Tt.

Taachtf iSan S#l of tfw cana a
2nd tfagraa feiatk ball BaTy Stavana
E*otm of hoi pupa*, tftnoatm btown
baits will bt compr.og in

PhitadatpH*. Tha compacing
rrambtra art; Adam Ctf*n %n$
Jian Javar* «i tha 138 tot 154

tm dnajaon. Tern; Ron* **d Sca*a
Motjlt m tht IW lbs >HS lb*.

v^t^ght ciatt. K«w> ttomawoad tt*

Jim Young from 166 lb*. - 1 ft tot
and Ray AJlaid at 206 tot. and o%v

JimSo m m Martial an taftjan from
Jujil»o n tha 19th c*»lun/ by
J^QOiO Kano Kano ut«d Iha non-
ajaag aapacts of Jtfajao to form ha
•n. Thii "gtjndt «*aY" cmpfiaaum
ihrowir>g l^^fvc^tt, Kotj downs.
choAaa. and am bars.

Tfit rtnkng twom. wh«t b»T.
«raan bait, brown ball, and btoek
batL « uttd in «OK of Iht marttf
aitA Whnt baht art worn by
Udt>man prograatvto 10 Iht bfiac*

bait rot aapam
Thia ****** acanod long ago

w*on saachar and tludanl prac
6COd outdoor* A Studtnt fust

teaming wntAd a^ava a whitt baft
Tha mora ha pracfroad Iht davtar
tha bat ajoutd gat from contact
^»lh the (round Groan at lot from
the yatt, than gtadaaWy dtrtear and
darker. Whan one wo* waaiaig a
vtry dan bait a wat awdant he had
CAttiosd a great ooal
Foe that Mat or> ha wo* thought

to be expert »n rvt art.

Today* tvaaam if not nearly at
crude, beftt of darker cotor b-
Awordad aftor much practiot and
wortt under tht

Notice

AN IM oerve* and bedmciton
ntrtat a*t deo Thursday. Maroh
*a.fh ai 5 pjm. «i thai IM cdHpa.

All IM »eftbA* and toccar aacnet
ara due on Thursday March 1} ai S
p.m. Ho lata emrtet ao^ciodl

I

Ail ttUIMt*

FREE BEER
j i n*«a* • hH

nti 011

OdiAsat CfiiT SflL }|

•HMl KM

1 z

I
J.V. Ball cont. |

*boati«g. or ptawng defenae. <Say
hallo to Mo*o* WWamt - o
nsbound* m 3 rnntOaA vs. Thanat
Vatey. Jon Bngham* 4-A *hoo*rg
at»o k* Thames Vasty, Bob
MwAian 4 poor* in 1 i-e-uti vs.

$*anns. and Ed ShtAav 3 defamno
•tnato danng the 3rd oietmr

A fcarutr which tavarti J.V.

BAAkeibalt items do not fcAtow it

tha M utAMtion of aha o«iro

*OU*d Whac made dtt tr^to

ovartmt wn ovar SpAogAaid lhat

eauch better wot that UMatt «eed
the erdat agjuad w*JO Spnogfwld
only uaed 9 out of iho* 12 piey***

Acccnl^taCoaohQaudaete, "i a
ctovtr has p*acii*od hard at waoK
flaw ri try 10 lat fsm gat imo tso

gome. Poning somsbody m ooat
not mean an and to tht game, no
matter *het tha score to

"

Tht Inal ngrodaara ntven mate
tha success of the team wot tfe)

players ccntdenoe as

Swimwomen's Griffin

a dedicated coach
By STEM'S 7£r*t

The UMatt woman't adtenc
P^grsm. *cajd>ng tht wom>
fawn toaa*. hot *hown ttatdy
iwtgrett ovar the past ******
ytort. ocoOfdssg to woman * twvn
coach Pat Qi9b\ despot a fataAg
«4 •<**tohon- imposed at a *atult

of tha UMass athletic tecup

According to Griffn coaches of
wotioi * sports are eattgned to the
Ptrysroat Cdfjoaoon Oagaronant and
the coaches cf men tporct to tho
AlNtoc Daparornent As rnaataort

ol «*t PI ttaff. rjv* woman are
aonpected to carry citttot tni do
otortosf won\ bttodtt coaenwg.

*H you're a dedicated coaoV you
wAI tpand much of your tme wth
your team, and toacfang

te<atM* >Av^ 1

HeUxiaH. w be hetd mat wtet m
Ahiona. Thty are Penny Soytt.
V<*y. Oa»l«, Cirufy WhAng and
Reenit Grodtn.
w did oourto of it* rise, the team

rot outgroar* it* tchedul* "We
woetJ lege » expand our tcheduto
neal year, for we have outgrown
the Yerfcee Conferanoa. but fujt

eott* money" »a*d Ontfkn Twa
woman's twvn team hat a badge*
cf I23O0 thai year, as compared to

$700 tour veers ago
She m rersitsnng a budgtt

crease neat year, panfy to upgrade
the team's tchecMe and panfy to
rate an attjatajnt. pnyferabty a drying

coach

Crlffln wat a swimmer at
Ur**r*rv of Maryland during her
cottage dtvt. spttvih/mg in

Hondo, Red key Cchs win . ;ts; it
^*^^* et^e jaasv ^w^^^ae aaa^ ^^ ^. ^ ^ ^^ ^aA^a ow>aw aa as

«m ^m 9^ mm .
hsasaa a* t*« sas • mm»^^ iBiBB^aiaiBSBSte ^ e^s ^aar - — ^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^jb ^p ^bb

SKI SAlf ENDS

SAT, MARCH IS

All llAJtTSKl*

30% err

A 1 1 PAR k AS, SHEATEBS
«**d STWITTCII PA3TTS

30*„ O ¥ ¥

SKI SAM.Lt.tM

issue at ttulrff, Imr,
*a

<* u»*«kj Sti ta ajw
OMscawswo

?IZZA PATROL

w. m-ain
w BMNI

Stftl fltstla^t

•AtVtf aV.
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Swim
women

at CConn

I* it** rifnp <Mi

AM* * MWMtttttl MMilim

•

t:

UMass men swimmers prepare for

New Englands - try for new marks

Expwsionws

2:

Jayvee Bball wrapup,
team of the future

Inside: Walking through legends

—Ginsberg, etc page 3

Music: Notes of import — page 6

Schoeck Unto Hone
*# r< 4«'0»%+«*' i ..•«*/*# t«+4Wtor 4%j

Senate supports

j
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Other Voices Symposium! trends and let downs



Human Prospect: A Dubious Inquiry

max-—-

#w iv

m

Book Corner: New Tides
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, arts counci
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There Is only

one Earth shoe.

To be sore you
ire not beta said

..->

TM> IMiiv.Mi: IM)Q ftACN

R^M
v«

^m*—»
- r

an Imitation

on the sole for the

Earth trademark
and D,S. patent

mmtar 3S08847.
You'll be glad

yrodkl
AvtiUbl* oaty at:

Uti^HltW nt
Ijtt 4|i«t f ft

No more than a Reich Stag
• »*•? H«ll«

• 14

• —

ILT

s'jrsrLT.-.rz/

•

• «* t~*«

—^-^— ***
1t- ^ *»»— * *» *

i

.

The Madmen Meets the Pinball Wizard

• •
i



Rock around the whirled Genesisi Rati takes it on the lam
* • • Mdft
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Bounce over Buffalo - our bison antennial
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Bclsw the Salt — »nvlv«bte ignorance * March lt;$

OeSeMeSePeUeDeMe
continued from

page one

B.T $.: Of whO dOn'l **»* to be
tunny?

UVing. boring unjt 0*4 Merc*
t. I?S7. I uted ro *oni at WAMH.
*ni I leu*d fhift record of N». the
tllle translate*. 'Burked AJh*e" I

pv tr on. end it was real. reel
bc<t--Q RmI, real being And the
cdber tkde «*et fee*, real boring

ecr»+v*<d so—tftffjg beyond the
ordinary. e frue genius a% t*r as
t*e total mattery o* boredom »e*
concerned, end we thought wo
would hoeor th* gentltmen Me
leokt Ilka a creat beh»te« a dtrt|r

old ma* and a pastel ^specter

funny *ow clma musicans •atue

the«v*e<ve* $e*sov*tr I *»** *"*

great that cf***keJ mwi<a<» fake

thtvReefw* seriously, boceuse eft

e aariova bveinee* And ttis should

t* rake* m serous*? btt tea

»»e<« is h*merevi*

VWh: don't *vnt to ba
la Mara of a probtpw

•^vbcOv ***** ta ba tseny. drop
r>etr Instrument*, ptey wrong
notev woar dlft»r#ot colored

•

^•-a

• e* -ee d*

.^Menl^ Zr

lli m% «•«•

i: And • lot o4 m* pieces, like

me Toccata and Fugue ^n Mner.
even though It* being played on
hftoeccordleroand a baa* cl*rlnt/t

enca you gat into n%^a%, ere***
ru^ny at en. they're iutt very. Nee
poce*. The reaction I taw el we
of me ot«»«r Schoeck. concerts we*.
**en you tlr»t tea that a vktin
piece it gotng to ba played on •
xylophone you laugh tone* it

stern to be pieped usually you get
tore It. and **e it. iutt »tue yov
Mould me reguler violin piece
there might ta a gfogst at one

r the end youe«pre*skyi And #r

e*e *e t» er

WirM^

• at

• •

— ' w+ —

• '% tebM 6

cd «M«a a* »

*1T\L

—- - a ta am
• »i »» Thcvjyd ^yuii^rvU:

... , a! iw

7iJ£ fltt&B L>iSS
Seagull

i a iSr ^fwsa 4 ran | i*.*****.

Ui
• •

WHAFS UP TIGER LILT?"

rfein" £* rc^JUfir^
Throe r*Mn> OT deed

•

• ^

Eeer. Ni.'dM . Le>. n ,,,(•.

*<•*• r^#co#

IuckJ^ drtnh daii. ig

> March iv/s

danc«

Harkness Balleti Sensual, tender and absolute
by Wean Oeetedl

The seen t>b» <s*ber«a*d due %
lee* «t tvesds H*rkne«i Beth* g*~«
an liheteo gartarmanca et •'
tortTs Bcahntil TiieaHar ally*
laai frldae nfgftt Directly b«*
trOB ttvlr tirvQttn T«u». t^e

ta be ftwing u« the rrmm
partcrmaaca at ftva

csrr^ienws shert >ut li

•Ittary, «rwh bee>an onlp tt *l

year* ago

•M mm ^
• *

» . •

ea» i^a

«#a>ied

rfa» w

r *T'*»
A b

•y>

(k-^pCeS

CYMBELINE

Mir^T.a 14. 1^ 16

(ItlTTXirtf
|

Ant>tfitC<4ltve I

>ttJt~*t+*»t*»ftg>*»fIT I^g—ad—Mb—*^~*m9mw^m

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE

• ** *•

fm

c«a mun wtMiiMiQ*
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WRKO KINGS ON GANMS
msttr

WHO 11 - MM TW »Wm low

itttttStft

IFI1US- NlMfWlloe Off*
lifrtCU

Wilt » - TW 0*1 to Mm |««

«&t Sit

e«n rii hit tUTt UHi t

Real Class

snpiomi
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1 Amtfki* Hstokt

CfifffH $*h
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THE DAY Of THE
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BttowttM SpH — ignoranco in«*sibi« * Mjrch rt?J

Obfuscations. Partj
(one)

WEEKEND

by J**lrt> Polma

i

4 -f-f ^Harvard

• Peobody Hgr,
U Me*»

AMERICAN GRAF FlTlf 444
A. oo» nVjhl cetobrarfon of youth

* the «r«. directed *y Geco*
ukov Tnclll ro ro*er Mating
*ortr>lili. ondteu crutalrt', rod
hot rrmjoc#, and a pood amount of

hr»Ae'kel hume« sjfueft»»*. o-d
ilUrmmy da?railing, onoo
<Sho»ca»e Cinema*. Wost
$prlngt*d

IADIFS AND OENUEMFN
THE ROLLING STONES* * t- +

about Ion #4 a federal prison AIM
fart dotting Eddie Albert and
fosturet o very funny football
oarr»« »Hch torraho* remind* ma
of MASH i<V«U!. Clr*maf>

MURDER ON THE ORIENT

MAN WITH TNI COLDtM

Roger Moor* who p4eys Jeme*
llovd about at oood a* Helen Keller

p*0y* d*rt», V*«»H th» «M1 wtM
Scaramonga iCtrlsfephor Lao I a*
extromeey boriftg villain In »hi

eight* vMaTf in tha tertpe. A tot of

• •

<ej*

a> I

r>

• P*

p

«_

•c

reflex

TT^TTooiaTTBaaTin^R
process. Raw aicollonea.
f Mourns In ftrt-a Four!

SLAUGHTER HOUSE-S+ + + +
George Roy Hiiii batt nin\

about Silly PlWjrlm. Kurt Von
neget'ft haro. who lima trlee
throughout hit Ufa and end* up ail

another ple«*t with Valeric
Pt*t**. A lljhtly ed-ed ttory
whkh la both hilarious and
depnming Actually It's very, very
ward but Hill rrofcn H to a>
terteJrfng tt-ar It's hard to notlct
Wim a SMne* **m at o* A/*ner»t

% ttNtt a e ii a —aaj* •**» *»•*» e>^e wm I •*•#•*>• I
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Dukakis warns of tuition increases

at state colleges; Bromery opposed

\
i

I

I

6V WnLUArVfMILS
Sitff ntfiorttf

Faced wajs p S42S maon defk*. Gov.
M»chaoi DuLakia has wa^nad thai

"taaaonabta •nooaaa*" *i txHkm H %ur*
ocAagu pad urvvaraiMp o nocaaaatY ri a

RNmad S169 rrvPion put in hifjhar aducauon
COPN cannot bt mada.
Chancolor Randolph Bromery said

vaatanSay »*p o ' oppoppd to p aation «v
craaap bPCPusa dip mora you apiao tha
tutlpn, #d #K»p ypu aiirnirpoa pdopfp who
h«*a rppajntV ooinad accOPP «p

Whan Sovini *%* «M«,t WtdNW* ahp

<3ovpinof iino«a« about thp popo««U
vntvpnpf Sap. Sovini h»n Ou^ava »•

probabfv not await •

A apcAaampn for tt* GcnP/nci. Arthiu

tiaauippUL «Pd ma Govoivh* l«a »«ot or ttto

inn" mada a defnaja dornAV) amaiit thp
tution rdca

Mary tAaaJ. Dutet* a p#a«p *aci»tav>

t*d lata laet ».^,i n*a Guvo*ttta n '

«xWnng man% _vi<^* at a>o uma PaP "np
I rial datarrraaptfpnt w«P bt **mh» ***** Ht«
•Taot* owuo

ttayytp

llmmary
MtwuSad tv tp

axvio r.,i pj
II njiapii

tasad X» par

tutkjvi

|l«ainrT*»nt

!lawa aa»d

5«.rv fia/ta

• to pKAapM - Hi,..*,,

ttdraj tftp mm* raMaia

tras Mla^ilifb* •!**«*# bp
o tiavala»rtaitp Paaraa ana
a«Oad ah*. *0*aul

mmmt at UMoaa it aajy tip

tm. "fjal HtiitM h MIAaaa
l<» taw torn avftani

lo ^a«i wNIi IhAaaai -no
far Manmartl yaatattaty

•ovaaMa aetuuut —

Stefano actions Queried

CC manager may lose job

•#*3

UMass cops

get $ break

on DC meals
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Should course forms be confidential
O, JAKAC£XAAO£*

Ovjncaapr RanO** 8ro*ary aatd last

»•«* ho mm "r<yi 9»w ihr. oourao
oauitxan iorrr* aro oonftoantoi and not
opan %o ttudam .ropoction. Ht addod ho
wt>jW look k«io A **d "%>d out undar what
law thoy vwa rylod conlidomot."

t*s* Dapanynof* Hood Joaopn lw*
S*d *0 vtoukj 9»ve 100 POf 0O»t approval to

•XI f* Iommo availaNo lo asjoamt I
i»<i* wa« Ao *o*H sort of «xpfcnath)A
OOCut how «* cOwftt w*S ftOaflftt. frank »
MO ftwaidant Of tht MooaochviaattB $oc*r>

'ornaoft. » frovip haa6ng a tacUry
t»r«or\.

I

«v»3*MrYira*x'M

• ** 01

•«• w

PCP sees need for voter registration drives

~ aaao *o» »

S —
|

'<» a-o o* 11| Gratf student proposes options

rv^riSZ ^^S^ii 'or controversial universal fee
~\ *
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THE DYNAMIC
SEX MAUIISE

iW PMMiHtXHWSsnd
(ft* PBOGRESSItT. SOUNDS

turn up in r.Si- HA'ft'M

thU ant**, 7W* • Saf.

9 1
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•a* %•**>**
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•
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Tenant group votes on Sunday

Married housing may become co-op
flr 0€8fr€ SCHAflfi

Slttf - tpcvfar
Tr« UMw» Tononts' Aaaodation

IUMTAI w* moot Sunday to vc«a
on tht posotaaty ol Marriad

StudOM Hooting go<ng
COOOHOI» .

IMOA WQ*-umr% loot that to a

cooo. thoy wil bo abm to

"osYraaott <ha axcoaafco costs
•vhieh rtout Inom tho InOHcJanciaa

Ol 9*9 Urvvarafh/t maJntananco
and mifiOQomore."

Warttog coward this gosJ. th»

UMTA praaantad » SMrvriory a*

B'u^ary's *aayro to tOSDCMll 10

Tr* Urwyortitf sdtvnMtssbn has

lturtfi tntotfsgad UMTA to

pt»t»u« tho euntopt of m%-
men*.

UMTA loadara. H

ihay planted u* ttai pant rsata>c^ tt

wmae ba on aliiaaani stf thaa»

aaaj

W»itt»*tt , "ar>0 »o **ajy ara usgtrg

lit to 90 aftaad avth tt« od-oq
Ira *aar vway ol

m tfto avoa c# ttai Ti

tatted

•

IH|l '.

Voter registration drive to begin on campus
••

r* .«

WiNa #0

• •

• CCmanager may lose job
esntfeonr » 1

ssLirr^sa Hampshire students protest... 1

withdrawal of black student

•H

*tw

*«»
•

r^^» O^Jr >

* Police get

break at DC
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news
summary

War called lost'

W4SMWCT0N IC/ttl A
conpieatmen |uif beck from
$CHJ*Oest Ave tfraj ye*r*td*V IP*

<w * *St «n C—sbOCtV* end ft

coHeegut v*ged d* US beck**
go»om*)snt 10 raise a at»* Hag in

surrender

In »l. four ol Ihft *ght
Congir«sv*<on who loved
Southeast Asia recent*/ said

Cen*bedaft President Loo Nd
Shout) bt encoursosd to rengn. so
itvil power could b« aensferted to

the Comttunart-becked Kumar
Rouge rebate or to etted ^tince

ftorodurn Srhenoufc

Freeze proposed

AiGWSlUWl - Leader* of ao
world'* til producing nation*

ye*tcrdev ended i*e* ** sums*
lattng by prooovrg j cordrtonal

trear* on ol once* anting Ike coat

of cW to 1*0 COftl 0< todustnftl im

port* from Western nfttsom.

But such • tieaie. they added,

would dtpood on Western

ep oomerit SO reform tbt world

raonetery system 10 protect d* Ot

raoon's bar* account* and bl

etimere* abroad and *a g»ve

met*** de%etopme*t aid to the

Tr*rd Wortd

Offensive launched

PKNOU PtNH \Lf*(\ - A
Cemootten gov*r»rs*n* teat farce

phrnged '"10 awftrrpUndft

vjrround*g Phoom Penh*
Pochemeng airport i Htoider m •

deeper** count*oh*r*ive seebng

to push back iftbat gurvar* and
keep opan tha caoiiafs oery *upptv

Cambodia rriust survive, says Ford
Oeclares time short

in war-torn nation

COnvsrfftdAroco Wvev
WASHINGTON - Declaring

'lima it running owe." President

ford wamad ratt m;ht rh»t
Congress must voce ertargency
rrvklftry »rd wthm ?wo •***• *
Cemboda a to sunrha the curt**
Communal often*)**.

In a netonety televised and
broadcast -aw* cc"fer**ce. Ford
ftintad tor tha tint ti*e ha was
weang s» aaa ton Nal etep *ada as
Cambodkft'ft *ve*o*nt *> order to

spur naoooattora and and •at he
called "a* unto**.*** *»«*
H0f|
"Time a sftort • »*«• *«e t*o

iNnfi f>a U.S. can dst *ek**i •*•

outcome For my aatt, I * <*•»-

t*%ue s» **** *

tteme*t I eat tse Cobras* to do its

port by provide^ tha ass»tano9
n>q«Mftd to mabft ftubh a saedarnant

"KVft ona should daft* lor a
momar*; thart ms can waix awar
from that wiaiput a daap sense ot

ha **d
tha ten nave 1i iha

tt O a concorn tMI « h«rn»nitpriftn

'cod tpf those Mt»o tw*o*r and
madicet tMPplei for tha trmn,
wwn** and cfadran who an
suffanng s>* ravagaa el nor

' wo*! Uft v. ha easa * «a*
Httsjtwsesl ftaaaa a mm

warausf.. -^.

•• «ea» .» «aal

l .,,.

cpa r**>) eject**

I Mft^Mudl

(WW nw
MU|. Ibacft 1. MIS

rar^LMif

ftta> • %

Public power called

savings to consumer
BOSTON A** Atjddjaseli

oornm«aon sasd yasiswaav a»ai •

pvoftc Q9*m <«4|wa«4n <0<»sa

sava Measachueaiie wan>aff<s %Q)

fftdlon mT*Hnm\ try ttNl Imm

stopped shon af ftrtibsriftsa; tha

eantfovaniat pow*
Tta) commi»s<

former Gov. ff»*m '

last Juty, repotiaa m
Gov M<haai S
Tha panel too* *

venety ort baa pa-eft-a
lagtslatura'a #
Rao^ifftcn

dfnilA. ,N»W« ^...y -p.

anil asars aia erseM ban
•f»iyr ivry aeasusaj

•ha lAmmeann

•

**

HtPP> HOIK
«Pf> HI AH

Friday. Slarrli ?IM

Sigma Alpha Mm
t^^V rV^

pewine. concern n t^a U'-rsed toward ha*»ro. rha Cambocftar.

Staias over Cembofte't pbpae oovatrvnant

fts o—« accant»atod since

we rove seen the hotter saoraa of Ooclned corrvnaK on reporas
recent ^eeks tha wanson use ol the Central knnefcoerKe Aps«xv
rockets n Phnom PeWv" H* sail mar have been mtolvad hi

tf»e*e now was 'a great deal mora" ftssassinatton plots aaarist *ore>o/t

bpimfti eilaraat in Corvsress leaders.

Israeli-guerrilla

battle leaves 14 dead
Cd"V>A»a*M?ro W*m

• e ftaa

rtftftd out any Eoypson invotvament
Me vat a aaaa

r*e k i

HI

• ^ W «^P1«B«V W^«V t^^

TV tonighr
• —

-a eaa%a

tt aaoe -•

• ^

^%e 3
ee » • . • •

__ - e3a •«!••
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UYA worker seeks end to lead paint poisoning

mrPAUt LOGO*

M

SraVAa/Dovrar
EWreaatSon o* lead pe»*t posaonmg a the

target poftit for Paihtia Keanan, a Urevereiry
Veer tor Action vaAiniaar.

Wording out d iha rsampahi* Neigh-
borhood Center ei Northarnptorv *eonen has
fomd two cases so far where cfsftdren have
been poisoned by eaang lead peftit Tha
rasuka of poaorsng oeOd lead 10 con
vuaiora, aroma. »«ntef rasardfttion and
death

"Lead paint poaching, a a ccrroiatafy

rrevenMbla dieaaea. sevs Kaanaa "but the
goftk* eworved m preveroon it ceveing us

A landlord is required under the housing code

not to rent to tenants with a child under six

if there is any lead paint in the dwelling

T»* ),„, tuveva lead ***** **** w

tateng and chopping ahich COuW be 9
poternai danger to* voongassra. accorov^g to

iCsanan Msr»r times wa can't enforce the
lew write soma bd gats coaoned. than action

a sateen" *—m

heftpe peopift in the area ffcxt aubs^ged
boussng |od grves nfornaton on vertOUS
r*etonx in the housing meduje.
"n a% advocsea aho taips people

>r4cceoe. ro t i raassg them and eyirg to f»nd a
»i*t»tie piaca so dsev can mate the *6
fwstment comtortsble " A lanPoid a)
reonboi under the rouaing coda not to t%M
to tena«i» ^tth $ chad under aU H dsare a
•nr lead pant m the rftAabng

Alt narry amtorda w* try to gat around
the law. said Keanan Blood testa im fhan at

the doaeee " Many andsorda ftre rsftjctant to the HurQmhww Neighborhood Canter on
repare m apartraant because of corv Paasant Svaet m Northampton upon
srdarebie coats leojest or people can cat there and ft it

is poaonaa than action poeafeet a volumear can make a vaH so you-ad -We ***+ aaa* ^ a aw a^ #*st es«-e what an* eak au< aensn — - a, s *\ aaa>a e* a*
• e —

WBZ airs UMass prof's film

on women's health issue

SUPER PIZZERIA
CC Jktomow

*f f-U*S»M •• -

fuVAS d>e> «•«*«•!

sptwcm

CtllDU$ UMaaftntaMSItHi
fr<*ftvi a at tail

frgg Ottoiry m litthartt and Su ad"aHand

• «

wit* rfimfw

25* ot

I SMIU Hill

At!* im*%*}%kw*y*

A URGE PIZZA
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Jeep burns near Grad Research Center
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Commentary-on feminism

Why feminist theory?
0> *AS4rV BflHKE £LSH TA£N

Th©** who aipotrta teavrvarn ahoutt be
able 10 d**tnd W«r petitions from thf *n***
out A tirrMii otrapocove whether .t |

redkei *b*t*L or Mmuu a j theorencel

position Man * •eponed to hM x.«.i

fiMfcy doe* not tsefk about with * *t»4-
Thw woane^ ojatesae^, tha*t%e'*cts"oi

I OKmpcn may to a*a»r«4**d into

of « rumher of corepodng rxpUrutory
ttw^wvorl*. We cennot do withou*. theory
Those asnwvata who btlin they ere onky
laying cut the ' tact*' vwl bt tea* capable cl

tefarvkrg the* poeaton* egainat othar* who
may have ckerfted end averrvned •* th#

a**rn*nts in the* n**spectot!e.

Cottsirt key gueston* e*»st bo asked of
coo goo*about tiptoeing con*c>«ong ffor.o^

theories' What a*e tht *uthor*s Msuaajrton*

•bout dsa sources of women* opp'OHlon?

to ««*>uV» end

to understand tht noturo of person* ond of

soci*i*V What laapsceson* fo« tfrevagy end
charge omenta horn the theory? * tht

author's mod*) whet would bo dtfenrnt and
whet ««u4d toy tht ttmt> H thtro a togcei

relationship between IN outhot't
pnyjoavpaons and he* sbatogit k for ctvange*

No fOMMft p*r*p*ctv* should be exempt
f*em Critic** scrutiny

lot* Cftptore bnefty on* version of •
tenv*v*| perapectrve wth the Question* I

h*u* cod in rrvnd. Shutamth Ihsston*. •»

Th* Ooajcm? of Sex. artcutate* *
Imvrvtt perspective (when I

Iron- kb*r«t and Sooekst verpcnt of
tarrvrvaml Tht souroa of vecrnyn's op
pt eaai : i >, *h* anjeOk, ***m natura. rhabattc
rkjekaW from when oppraaaaon apnnge it

'the Mtoual dMticn itftarf
' Human natura *

• tot of Ojnvo* mediated or per-

vor|*d by cutout* rtew** vx*Tf it

domnabon of ono vn ci*s* trnetetl over
another I terrokail, AJ! of cukxjre ond tocitty

art a oWoct outgrowth of tht original

fxaogkoJ ckateam

What ana tie anptcanont of tha coeebtW
H n*nu*e itaaal a eno fuadamantai teaquaity,

n»>i»t mutt b* ch*n9*d Tha focaa of of

font, thawtfora. wtl t* /\M on aooaf

fftfUCfuroa and natituton* but on aftaring Or

mi>pju>g 9i* arltcta of bK^ogy ^a«aton*'»
«corori» for caargo rum aoughfy at frjMowa:

(II trot woman from taofroatcaJ tftanny. l2i

#it aal undanmoa tt^ «oo*ty orpara/ad

•*0o«d bkaoQaeal producaon and tha larrary

which «yil au^omaocaay Ctl aroda tha

«.y*t(ms of ocpraaaaon raarod on Urn lamry

jr«J famalt.

tmxtanM and intfiiationa

nthtfopprotaionofperann*, nal*
Sha b fotcod to adopt

atmtavaa "* ravoXittonan; 41

badroom" H*t th*ory pcthat hat

awoy froaa coMaetrvo rnovomanta for chanpa
10 indrvxliabat aaaariiona of Inaadom bprrt

btotetacaf tyranny ml 10 a nmm ****» »n a
*jtut» iacf'nofogy "gaarad" to aunan

focus en tht pJtaumad c*c*ogioaf

dtcaimmatien of *omi%'t oppraaaiori
*r**Ut*t draws hot afl*n*on away from

ram»r*fcs •Hitl arbcOtOt and dartfy -htir

poanons w onJOt W rocogno* tha mar^ «»

wn<t> rh* *d00Hy» of * ftamiriat parspaOaV*
carrta* w«*» A mc#al and potttcoi *m
pacatkmt Wo cannot, I rapaat do w«i*oul
rhacay

Jhan ihhtmn a* C0*>pon puaaf Com
**f*s*fo/, and a #h>Datso/ «* Mo ftdoicaV
Sc/onca ^apd.

Changing attitudes

#rrj PftOKOP
ft eaVt aosy botng * womtr\ ft

I Quaat it novor WOS. Vat juM notce t mora
now. A* afo bacomot mot* compacatad, it

pats toufhar to oaaf w*h Th* oovsfopmart
of our aoewty. asptooify in *ocom yoars. tht

oonco/n and I
b*s mod* aft of our frvaa,

avsryday protaamj mom complax and i>
tanat than those Our perar— had to rinal

*rh AN ifas b oir angcang aaarcfi tor

"Many poop** f**i 'ft>m»nlsm' H

befog shoved down thoir throats/*

of

a

p*opl* Th* main idoo m km 4% ih* thci
muddftdup rnofhodotogy. and S»*c *
v**st*. If is unnacaasary. it 4 avoidable
Some may arpua thae tunng up emotions

is btnsncial and at taaat Hads to a itoction
•nd hapafuty aome lord of construcov*

I quila agnaa th*t rh* is true in soma
but « other*. 1 Appt tht oppemu

effect -r»ult*. poopto aa* tun* it caat

aueorraticaby wah d^o roocoon. "I fust don't

about K atriQM?
has a numbor of cegartuanom

concamad with women's rights, goafs and
prabteTa, When I first coma to UMeea I p**d

jttmnon » thoso groups, and oftm
at thor progreaa and nthusiasm

They ar* supportive groups, and *ff»ovgn '

«m not KSrVOfy wvOfyad aath any of th*m. I

know n the back of my rrand. they're ^V*tf*
H yo« need them* A nee, secu*t thing to

r o a nst

thare hova bean dttrate attitudnat

»«ony very mport*r* ones, th*** « SfJI*tol
of wort toft to do.
A prana aaampl* rraghf bt on average

UMaaa wafctnd. DOfhjpo with m evening
ipam at th* flbewa*. Hosth Of a dorm party.

Hctr'a th* )*st Wrh *• th* made) con
earning **«>•**. chauvinism, (mala or
femafal. *nd at 4% varioba appendages,
what's sh* guy at tht Wail goaig to do tost?

1) Appionoh th* average looking, or
maybe even offbeat tookkag woman, sit

n>»n and lata, about w*v*re her head's at

2) View aanaabonal koofong women, catrn
Naasoff down ond suaveV swoggot in h*r
cWcticn, sbappang sobght her cigarette with
a corchtt offer of a dar*\ making a pool of

how dut tha bar « getting, test of haarfo?
beck to tha cat dorm'

1-ot taaa aji » ^
,+** «• a/waa

FIND OUT WHAT

STUDOtT GOVEnOJEKT IS AU. ABOUT
— By /aiaiair it —

• a
%oeo-

as • ^^
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in ;. clots ., march lltti

••tdtiPM htli - tugt^, tjtd.
f mar. Urh, 19m
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Women in politics
tr* cum founts r

Th* lBTT/i wtl be m^embeiad so the era of the
POiKOl breakthough for women. A now chap:* ."vas

unfcAJed for the Worvan's lajetabon mevomern. as
*^om *nd mom women advene* imo mayor league
pottos *n botb this country and abroad

In Groat Bier*. *A*>g*ret Thatcher wss elected At
sh* new Tory teoder and ootid very wejrbecoma
Brrain* fret woman Prrne Mriaaser. if *be Term
should win neat yeer'a national election Three weetea
ago. Mrs. Thatcher koprjasd former fhknt Ahnbtar
Edwsrd Heath from he tsnyosr reign as the Con
servetive Party Chief Altar defeating * forrradatAt
array of maka cfujilawgtnj, Mr* Trujrcher hot *f
fKriveky panafated rh* tractor* mate dormnessd
world of pottcs

Tbo growing success of woman in U.Sl pokties war
lost November when both kxet and national

dedttyed several "trsts'' for women cU
Craaao hecor** the Trat women to bo tktctad b> th*
office of Governor, in fajr home stato of Conrvacticut.
Janet Gray rstyea who was elected mayor of San
Jcee. CaAfoavia, « the ftrpt vvemsn mayor of a cey
vath * poptittion over MO.0O0 For she tVst brna, fetw
vo^ors oketssd a woman. Mary Ame Krupaak a*
Ikvuomant Governor, and CaMorniom atacead a
woman. March fono, to bo Secretary of State ka
North Caroans. .Hus>e Sharp b tha first woman Crv*f
Juvice of * State SupTtme Court

Throughout the 1»7Cr$. woman have made per
mantnt oroeds knno the pofrbosf artn* frt lost

Ncvamber-s election, eighteen woman were Oaxted
to th* u S. House ol flearsaattfaovse - two mote than
m the previous Mouse. At the sbasa lev**, the number
cd women ttatt legislators ineraasad from 306 in t£k»
and 4*0 lost yeor to 587 in 107*

This growing array of women pcAttoian* has gfeon
nee toa now sense of posMomAsm Womenartno
longer entering poaocs acaafy for succession p«.r

poses WOows *akng tha tnccrrcwyic r<*-^n ol thee

^ukbands- As n die cat* of Bat Gratso, woman are
•OW being etactad on th*ir own crecteroals The

;

Of prcAtSSaMvsbaea 9nt vvpbkt among da*
aotaieians Many, leoa then of <h*4r met* courntmarts.
K4d law o*vc«s. at ai th* case of" Mary Anne
Knjpset. New York's now lieutenant Govarnor. or
sknpty

. a Uasoars Degree, as in the case of Margaret
Thatch*r who earned a M A n Itarnanura rducaton
The> growing sense of proiaaatanafam has played a
meaor rot* n th* b««*klhrough St poktca for woman

ney Choholm wee tha Wat Black woman ever to
be elected to Congress. Her pcartieef career m aknos*
pstssYd to OUJt Of Gtsot Bnian's fvWjarct Thavner
Chajholm. * sp*ci*Ast m aerty educeVon and chid
warier*, entered pcetics mere or km by public
:«rrw^-d .r, l?»34 wJtBfl ttkl 'in »ucctvi 4

-.IV '.v '*

Srw York Assemtry on tha Oanocratic tcfcnt

1hatch*r entered pottee es * parkavmtcriar y canokdet*
when aha wot a cractcing research cfemtat and part*
trrw taw student. Sh* firuriy reached cabnet rank -n

VaTfX so Mkviatir of Education end Science. Both
woman an* outspoken and «ydep«r>dant nunoed es

Bet most important of •*". theaa two
pm\ of Oh* n*w tr«nd of women

POfaxiSM. have «fTecorve*y antrenched thsraoafvea «i

sve trndioonal matedanareoad world of pottle* Both
wo*w*n have -neda pracadv-it in tha pc-kncel At^>»
and ant reaoonaibta tor tha breakthrough »n pokKsior
woa%en.

As more and more women advance into raaypr

loaguopcajbes. bo* rujtkon*e> end im*m*ticavasY. she
futsjre holds in store a potscaf promee «or women.

.j~y Margaret Thatcher may iadood btcome
fcitesYa fratwoman Prlnrv* Minister Thenow fiend Of
women pottoens has boon grvon a groat boost as
women capture the ntrv-nationel spOSXght as world
leader* - Indkr* Qujndl or Andia and Gofdo Mae of
Isrset

fn tun* weh this new trend of women pcaitosna,
the day draws near that we may have a woman
I'tgMHot It could b* ,osi -v^r it.^ ^.rwry ffjg^

love you
By sreve tmpqu

So tomorrow is knt*rnttion*i

Wuman's 0*y and UMaaa ant
•Jong a ttsng IcAvoaaty) «o
h figums Wt'-weJ secure
m our Nboraksm her* at Happy
Vasty so that our good saostvaons
arekACwnso**; rightr And we are
eal re"\W oro woman, antn't we'
Sou V ate

<kaas is an eMoansmn of that love
$h**s with you almoet conttantty in

your sast years, Si^e cooks kgr you
StO tOfd* your haed when ypu'tO
vck Ai»d wten you hn*ay ^row up
e«d thrit aha' a lost her »*t*va«C0 to
your kfa, ahe reveals sko most
spksndkS tfvng about »OfSOM S^e is

»n opera, oarcepove women who

section on the paper «dev btrong
to •ttnjrkjbvi women They are

Hhuar.: aometines brflianr
They atw tha way you cercarm
reekty, and make you tag them
w~*e they do -i

And the* tttere m that fWef
woaujn. THE woman who »

'»0P«futry part of your mvj Qt\ you
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Where is everybody?
The door m open, but tha office* veuafky *mpTr.
I see a bt of events for gey women evoVing on campus: there are

support groups and coumeiog el Evoryvvomtn s Censer and Sovdhwmt
Women' a Center, leabujn Iterator* courses tn being taught. The second
weekend m Mary aver* wal b* a lesbian Contarenco in the) area.

There am places sor any women to be in * con-eortabte etMamale erv
vitrxwratet The loungaa of She Women's Cenbtf* are roomy. Oerce*
concerts, femireai Corferancos. and pootry i**ckngs have brought wernen
together. Cut w*e* t» ffve*r>g» la th* the wrong erne for gey women »t

UkAtat bt by to term a ccrnmurvry?
When I we* Corning ftjt I w*M*d SO meet Other woman who vn

d^alood n> leWogt; but I wostYi asterested in * courvjaior. a^tt a fnend I

Vetv got tha courage ro gosoa meeting of the Gary Women's Caecus. out
tvrae days th* brave women aren't around to beeraand th* scared ones I

was in a support group for a whda, but now that I hove dv* 'courage of my
convKOcns' I em remnded of how scattered we ere I can't count on
rurong mto woman rvo just began to know, because most k\e off

campus, I feet *w*wetd caiog women I caat only ono*. n^tf mrvd th*
peobktm of trying to find out fhee phone number or last name vwthoul
bwng afrad of seeming too nteresseo*. I mm go to placos wn*re l know
Btj ajassti ajfJbs) fattsH to ttia PMapkTas -•

p*> sag* v -»c.- .jj. ipggsfit
tut i knew that there are hundreds of gay a>d btseauat women around
UW*e«« nmo jus* stay home aton* or put up wwh old cempanions who
wouldn't urafrrate id

la She GayWomen* Caucus th* ptace to nrd the gey wornar^ Where is^ a aw i w- , . , ,4 ,

Ui4n
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Omhm S«*«m tortoti to Ci l ii aa
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Some of my

Bett Friends

Rusty Nail

665-49:17
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Gordon Lightfoo*

CoW on the Shoulder

Emmykxj Harris ^
Pieces of the Sky '^
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cott Hayes

Goaltending: A suicide mission

Junior Arnold Johnson shuttles afttr tho bill. Ho ana
malts woren't among the first four ttams sotoctod to

tna NIT.

Baseball clinic here
Uyt/.'lLDOYil

il Morybcuqutftc lotrmr

8o««on A#d $o« *nd Mtwn Yortt

Y«n4«« 0tC*t«. M« b# l*# tMtu'Ml

*t LiUm' «4ar^ *nr*>»l

oSnio tomoffo*. hton* a.

in Cuay tfccfcs Caot at MS a.«^.

innooocttd Dick BoigQuiM.
tajriMMiinn btaabaa coach and

c**to(s a*o coacftatt atttnone th«

c»*ic m>« •riov ait danonttraocn
aid »VO fl vary •na^tfjrurt;

TS# cSnc - pctnivtr «cr Nfh
*cf>«* r^rjr«jn and cotx-'x* on «l
lovah" Bargr^iw <naaantO Tr««
vm4 be a chtvpp of SI 00 iv pfOyon
«*d si ao e«r coacnas in »» pmi
•M99IIM m-1 4O0TS0

Your -nulon. should you
to iccapt n land you »«

It toquir«i «cut« vision, in

*WiAn«M r^tltatf. «o abuw
dmeo erf MHuiMnnc«. a dawv
iims amtbdf ono a pool oaat ot
Chy»»c<il «rdu>«nc« Your job wif
tasosaopfit fo#»nv m ai cose^,

van il it itmh conaoral «6u»a
Y«u# «nOTvy n n^Sous Imcium
ftu mmy no*mr 949 h oorvtna. it

ca* achvM iso rjoa 00 0*001 is*t it

aacomn <x* a t*M and n c«i
Dowxa Of datoet. Yotr m«on n
ay no nxaaa an «aay ont. af-

am bo «.i^m*v ok^o*o^s. but
o*a 0>ino you mmt n#vc# rotoat «
tujt yout ««irv job « to ihv#»n yt>ut

Tho *»• laihjfman tnot
OMnandati att^npt >o oa«iv out
«v**y ttm th«y ffcata to ihav
^^^d camng anaat^a aaaaa.
T*ti» onamy rh« p^fv can e*
(%aa«v«. That Hat. icunSad pra oJ
aatO rubbtf can aiaa iajurt and no
nulla* hov. much aojufxrani a
ooaaja v—m iu ianpact • Me. in

tact, tomanow iho tkm of a puck
•9MT* tha ooaaVa pwtactad body
oapanaaa tha aiHanaiiio 91^ the
•^if«k* Iff hard to e«p*jtn
want* #w»a than m>m so
motfiay aava

Sx*f>dof on two
e*co|»tMJ I&obs nt 1

nmarrtiaa in. kr«f» mt^,y cwius
act Ljuj thUMty ttraftpad in a stall

on «oodmmgiOMiiy awaitirwj har
para^av 10 hjc a anax tho ajaafta a"W lo h« not aad naisl b»
paoaitt mm ructv to lai *n
by !»«•

Tha
parsonal,

aomatimai ajany loaSartp

ara aa nottraS a» yitu and 1.

Thanatmnjaf te tha baciboxa of

Mhan ha comas «o with a b^tavo rrandar, who a 1 p»co\,.t ot

2*6
k

™TKf,d
' * tapfiomora *** eadfo«d Mgh iiovxa. b sup*

£T??L
,h* lop «wfc»ndSn9 **« lof sotioua Moa many aih«r ooaw Kt

ha UMM M^»ht<^. raab «ujt aaa a pood HkV charm and a hnt<t

^U*?*^^ ***** * Puii^on his lab aftmaoad pad
cornea Item elaytag, good w* ftaj

In oedfr to aiay in ahap«. Rad-
mond pbyi a k* ci *ncm and run*,

but practices Ate Irynp and

UMw coacn Jack CanrvH, tha
1>72 NCAA Cobaoa Orvtaon Coach
a* the Year, ieeh tujt goabanding

InoaMnpthra
dalcema «a

i.it,

taa «Hth moral auaport
cotrectl* •-•
;i:AiJ«nit**4

rzur.r'^ §v^.2«£ Runners eye world record
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Gymnasts host Syracuse;

close out regular season
6y stu oota

Srootrtg tor sht teem s best tegubr anion record
*ia UMm men gymnasts v»*e on Svn

tomorrow jttt«HOn at 2 p.m. b Bu>dan in

Jo*tnaor\ and Tin B tMbV. wSI be gr»;ujtr>g thta

$pormgaP?nrKO*d. t*e MirHecmen w* be Out to

top « 'i 3 race*) tot two veers ego in Coach Tom
DuraVa trat year *t uMm

' i* may bt cbee after tht flm r«« events.'' Dion
Mid iSyracutt ltd Southern Conrocircut titer two
evonts before te»ng to the top teem m the E.I.&D,
but «m ahovkSYr neve any rnxcae after thef."
A txtory for d* Mtnutarnon «•«**) give them a '

I

rocord n the begue and sole coiaeetion of tecord
pkact $w*c%et a ? fj in the league «•*% vbtonoa Over
Pill «xJ Comal

Tha turn racenred tome bed news yesterday aa it

aaeo bamnd thar. Paul Units. at around men, a-d
John fabtoncertt. vti/lf. bOI* may CO lOSX for tht
rernaandar of Sb lootcn wtth bfj*os.
"fWa bod back Km been bedwhng fam," Ouvi

aaidt ' and n mm too so* for him to practice. ^«6
bricema banded n«ong off hi* veufc yesterday and nit

knee popped cot end fien bock b age**
Bot* w*a dffwH>»r mil* tomonow's mMt, Ouran

wO j'.j r»^t^-, the (mj pi Its laPtOP
II aaat aj batter set bade for Febbrtceme tepecbPy as

tomorteaa Moid hove been hit lest meet M ft

Mrxrteman M« along wOpa W 8ro«aest. Roy

There a a chance thai Jchroon may be back prxe
h* haa a year of etgfeftty b* because ha tat out teat

rtar But tinea To» fXmn probabfy won't bt back at
coach. Jdtnaon may not ratum

Broo*tf t atl around 9o<al tgaintt Tavnoat Mta **a
tan* hifhtst total n tht nation that wa<* UrVlaat'

W7 40 total b tanatd 19th r» tht country Ma iaa»3r>
Hay Joonaon abooama up *i* haa btot aftort aoafeat
Tcrrtca> <. tha aP-atOunda.

*abrxaaaa haa baan acortig ctatt to 9 a* fatten
at vvaftioj and 6aaaaayt vamatacy haa addad to rha
taam'a daath.

TomomMw UMaat v*» bt utang tha pyrrnactt wttt

tha baat oampubory lOtaJaaa. Oum taad. n o*oV to

pat «aao> for tha Eatoarnt, wfiadh wtl bt htfd rajgp

>A*aafu»nd Bacauta of hawoa btttar compubonat.
John Stanpon wb ba corrpttna tha bat thaaa avants
and Oavt Oouptat mil ba on tha anpa (ha probabry
*-at btnxr compubonaa **n awan lua*. Ourtt tad)
Chanty Halt, oof tinea Otctmbtr wtth a toraoad

anab. vt« ba in tha fteo/ auroajt m *n aataVtion
routna. Kband Baatby wdl ba compaong to taa who
Mdi 0O M tha Eaattrnt.

Svtu.Wi bate pynnait b Oag CoSnt. dka
.vifockr.j e i.g l chpaap b »-» t™u> Dajm **<
but they btk tha depth and tha aaiioaod rmt\ to
ovartabt OUa

WMUA awarded UP/ prize
for documentary excellence

WMUA sUHtr? (ttft to right) Chtrftt* Pellptt,
flirpcfor pf training and personnal, Marc fiprman,

di eSo
mart^er

' *^ ^^ ^charmap, program

Sra^flapprrtv
A i««> icCOASad documantary madt by UMaat

rtdo %uion WMUA hat won Ur»tad Pitta In-

9ttrut»cnara fU^II trtt proa to* Uoadttttog „
Ltttncam tnaaP ttation docurmrrjar^*. accordtig to

or Manager bb^c Bttmtn.
Ttw decumtnttn/. ''Bntadbattat.' a> a dWfy trvt

moult nxorplng atOut tht Irb of f»a g/ao bttt farmar
fOCuting on lytdon. Kataat It r«tt »nitb«v a«Od Oh
WMUA tavo Otvt btrott TKtrfcagrvUg and
rafaroadeattad rtbatory 4 of traa yaar

jg
Tha prua wnaang dOCumantary *at +.*rvy and

• P*oauctd by $tttO* Manaoar Marc Otrma* and
Program Ovactor Scott Daoharaaan Narrate* « by
Chartct Ptbtt wth tpaxbl narrat%o attauanct it*n\
nbncv Amona.
8cfmar«and Hachnriran tpanc tan dart btt Auguf.

rwth tarrntn) i>6 ranchat n Lyndon. Kansas,
a drought trnct an ag'«.uiu«al oornrnunirv that
tuHtnad mtttn«t pnjctuotpn fdattt, woa»trds of SO pat
COM in earn. tnk> and tOytotn,
Whan atkad about h« bierrrom 6armar> sact • Vic

I

ta» paapb back tost *ti©» i pat^n^ a lul ard
corrobtc pKtu^a of tht food tituttton Tha major
madb Outbtt vtrtra nagbcting !^» ptgfit of tht to

At thai amt tatt tutaaaar soma rancian s shot s^ai
canb dasptrabon rathar than tact lotaat bacauta of
h^ftodeotat. Tha drought abo ttocpad tnf o/aang
that fftgnt abawaoa ftad thortaptt.

Bat] an md to -.•••.»., oaptsudbd ihas ntanaaai
»n Lyndon on Acguti 2t ard warit fo Wast>ngto^
OC to r>jrt»Or d«cuit •*«• vtutlon

fn V/asf>r»pror. !hw» rr^oagao to attotd a cat*
COnfamrKO ard btar mtcoawv DapartrnaJ* of
Agncubjra cMeiab. "a lot <* Ufgot ' aceordtif ta
l!i»-Tw>-

Tht »n>arv>aw» ara a part of l*e tapa fitt inrtjtbt
muK. foa,tatat or* notms
WMOA maabd tho tapa to LfPl wharaupon it *>n

rudgtd * SftaetA* and btaa Boston Tha atahon tatt
notiWd of tha fust prvt by tataphana and a armartng
lorm* rotr^caton by rraal

U»l dafinaa a small ttanon as a-v itaat hat tour or
«*% fuS vma naattman en payacA.

\Last dual for women gymnasts

inside
aaapaoa 5

5*j p*k*o ataaay *

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Paul Marks, pictured here on tha side rtorsa against
Tcmpla, may ba lost for the rest of tht ss^o with a
bad back.

ECACprotestors scarce
By&EHCASWTti

Afcout 50 UMa» hat^erbai supparsart ahonod «p yaaiorday M
ba Spat^gftatd Cmc Can**, fia aba of tha irsx round af ttaa eCAC

ECACa

I

Smaf obbts courr ivodii •

see papa tS

weather
^p '.er*on* msmm

to show cnaa dopioasvra vttti tha
x»sk)n on tho ooumamant partcpant«
Tha protattort atmod at tha Cjvk Cantaa aboat 4M ard marchad
front araj tha st»rt*x> ttrm of tha. r.gha/s, r«si gama (7.00 btrntan

CennaKteut and Bdtton Cotagc
Earty b +* oattonatrafjon thargt wora rtbravehj bra kav wd>

moat of tsa paoab enters oho buapng and
inaa being Center tfAcbb or prata paopta At

not rmxh oteraoon behveen tha UMaiat
fapkt erotnng Pb buatcang

Later Oh though, vvhajn it got ctoat to
fane were tooehtrgng vvordt wteh ttaaasf
Some ekergaa of "tour grapea" ard "aot rpor**
from throngt of wnat npoaared tobt UConnbacktva
Tho protaafiort aaara ahpaang that OUpkbfre taaa ttaj

Tha protattort «en> showmg for dapbaavr* m** aw ILji
CologMOa APiaoe Contortncet' Choice o4 H*» Cream aiaur
CortnocaeaA Breton CcAage, and Providanca r***> *«
ttMmarntnt parecipanta. Tta wanror of that pb*oe» **% a %• -
\M Natonai Cofbpbia APtatic Ataocaatien iMCAaa
Baas Smat organiaer of tht refhy tad t»at htwaa«aaa

wrr\ the Showing. 'Sura, tm oomawhtt
aaut" said SmaaX *i had hcoad for mora pooob'

ffyBfiL DOYLE
Toraorronra. International

Woman's Oay. aaama tha bee dual

meat ef tho season for tha UMaat
women s grrrrruatca team aa ?*av

meat Weae Chtatar Stana at 7:00

pin m Boydarv

Makirg thear Iraf appaaranoa at

doyda- ara oocaptaant Jm»nrttn%

Burgar and Marian KiAc* aacng

Atth Cad Kannan and Ann Ofaon
llurgar. Kuack. and Htmm aat

graduatng +tM Otc.i wil bt
rteurrang to Oregon from which the
rt a rrantter sttdant.

Burgar. wto last year won the

easterns setting the UMaat record

tor the beat at around totaL and
Kuaek. wto hat been abated moat
of that year but haa baan ecmirig

along recordy, toeotdfcng so coach
Vrgraa £v+n bedh »ara raarntajrt

of tbe UMaat national ctam-
prcmra? taam of two yaara ago and
mambara of bet tOSton's Ctetarn

the upper BO'S to low 90*t and
fivena tad aha doesn't eapect a
atausr'tar, but not a

vOLUmc cm. issur

Cfeudv m* cold, agar
w«tdS vrtf atbw

'ramps * tta rfur**
•rttf a good chanre o/ tnv

XWMhs -

VCN3AV. MARCH 10. b7S
J

Karnan was tot back by a knee
trejury tm trtahmon yaar. fj«ens

tod. and a d>*tocerco Ht.jat •apt

her out bat year. Oteoo has been a
aocorrjeg to

Eva«t\Shewasawaaon. who had
et>

Pam Saackroat and Ji

Uurgar wb be tha ocry aParourd
perforrtort for UMaat. Pirn

.Staekroat uauaPy o the ether aV
arounder but tore wrapt v*e) aaop

tor out ef the cutting

Gail rtannaa. Urdb reaftgan. and
Marian Kufack wb compete b
vtubng teaantt Watt Chester ard
tha one w*o comot up w*th tha

boat aeore may go with *»t team to

tha I aatarra n a ccrvpb ot

RSO group loses charter

it tea*

8yD€8&t£MtASSJM0
Siar/nVpcYtw

Senate Treaturor JbcV
Margotsbn btuod an order Fndav
ffteeing the account of Rainbow
Fata Pvodixoona. ah PSO p/oup
ard otnyr-sg tha group l^ntw use
Of RSOaarwcaa

RardxMr ProdUCtbns •rxurrtd a

ba

ftcatavar. Rainbow Producttont

be eaowed to thow a hm
Tueedey najpt which she group had
<vrVyr<1 pajai If ilw BOPPanl Itaail
to co%er tho drlit i «aid

Aceording to Bruce Cowan,
treasure* of Rainbow product*

the mufHte shownga ol the tftn

Assocbsen to ccmpf> «*h #
ri«oposat that RSO groups use RSO
rkfceis n the futjrt to facattaaa

accountng procedures.

.rocpt *mj* raquaed to uta
namberad ticfcatl s*ovded by RSO
and 10 ratum %naaed rjeaett, wa
COukl *tr#y the deposits by tht
numfeor of Sckass sokl.'' taad

ur*nc.& rxobkamt eher 4 p^ f,i Qf

Butatf- wta bet bet spr^g. and
the grcup raat eaaaaaod ee75 by die
fbn companp The bb was paid by
*$0 at a mamer of pokey wP> e>e
undarttandmg ihe Butierf<eld

fh^oductient wood rombjrse RSO
Tha cac%rrasiancet of the Iota ant

Oato Throat

eerneetet. Otap Throae"
was. shown again. Accordk-g to
Corwrn, it rats agreed th»
tarrMTd Prooocborts woatd pay die
cottt ol t rase he t * round -t

itanaportation to Haw York *> rack

-u tha him. andspM the or-z'

avarUy vwen FrrjockOT BaaHailllkl

uri to paaa 3

Cops $ cut

at DC hit

Fiscal autonomy at UMass
may be restricted by state
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Craft shop suits needs of teacher, students
A new fd6 lor a teclnkcef

«Aitt«it.v Mo^M id* chatter

w*h j Ntchhsver.

A new center And • new CJfl
shop fot IMAae* bACArm |

IV&IMJV* tfWOUfifl IhA Cf-AttAT ©I «
NtcnWMf.
F«u« yoers Ago, Penny Worms*.

eeparvfeor of l*o uMm osrhthop.
VMM driving to Harrptrire CoMpi
and fc* the beck seat **»»» wt»t
learner strips 10 instruct studerru r.

her free time on ft* Aft ol be*
makkrtg

She stopped to pck up a h«
chMfcar. w*o then began to taft

abOil teH mek>g jrvd tha new
gtaftdina roemn the student union

btefcfjeg

Tht htcfthfter eepioknad tftac a
cnjtt shop, funds*) by studant

MO*OV Ofcafwaisd through the

Campus Ccfno* . \ms bong opened
'Masa dfcruugh studant damans

Mo %»td bar Ufcfa* was tooting lor

a SUrXnrno- .•
i cow4d tnacn

Mfjia wrneut wry knowledge of

ifO \w« v» wxk y*rt« the*

taMrfj

Wurmen appeasd jnd we* rared.

attd baa baan wrctong at tha cab

«t opened io ti?l.

fn an irftemew w«n ** Coesjan .

Wo/men who ipsxajftjiii in sever,

sard, "the fob tdnety tu^a) my
naods and I sutod the* *^*<h".
She addad crafts bad always baan
Wn for bar.

According to Woman, the Craft

shop ti ilrceay heenr charged'.
the**m»e*Asgs era beeig given tut
mora students *• uong It. better

c»eicy crofts ere bang rrado. anrj a
4tfnr+r* Type erf irettructfen is beng

There aro frva anrepr crafts at fbo
\hnp *,U,.. lAMAVs. I+Othflr.

pottery, pfcoeogrephy. and
woodworking. Numerous
mraprjrlaAOCiu* thngs any bong
dona suob as sstvw Kroaaasf.
oopper. cnamtang block prtrrne.
and nape>«> Kupin ata a bg

>;. said VVormar\ "s*op*
coma in to uaa aha fund too* to
repair ihant gksui, motor cycle

goe»s and saajcavar."

Worman saiJ tha era*: shop had
roecbed «s "saturation p
" 'Tha*a's just no point » eapandng.
wo don't he* tha spec* or hte>.

tha tK.l! » ata adequate but wo
do naad mora hasp;* aha said.

Wnon ti utta buster durinf

WCi^ rot Tt>t r

• SA
S*>l *

«aaja%aja>

• .'^

Chiftmas MMr) Wcrma* u*)
f*v optnad a roon upvasts and
fensdrwomoropoopta. Cirarybody
•n Masaactvsotta trust r-a«o at
laaat two bsfts." sht m«j KOO
bats w«*t n>ado last Chratmsa

"

ShA addad baits ** popular
bacauaa may are caav bo mala
and you can't '*<

Tha crib mop, wheh o»aa>pad
out of stodants ntrrAAsad as

workirg w«b c«bfts M^Avarvw thay
fab fcfca it wiikoul any obagaoon. «
utauad by 90 par cant of tr*

scudantawho ant <^ot oraftsmsn but
fj»t mfiaraasad »n waning so m*k*
scmaiNng. KOOrdnf to Wcrman
She aaks. -rtM year, th* quaaty of
things bawg «ado wtto a lot battar

but I don't know why/*
Tha fast yagr tha craft shop

was opanad. ihara went ganerai
• -iiroctions fc«,t it has boan
changed to ip*c*t*«d sotMUi
V\-o»man ^aks. $ba) aipibnad dutng
pOSIOd bourse sc^donts wvth
prcrVajaoynaavar, kpasbo'. pottery
art paid to natruct

gars tips and
^Tras way bos woriuad

better ' Wcrman aad She addad if

o group of students ar« oi«ested
^ornothng not gtvan. %kt book,

they can ask for it and aomacna w»«
be hired so instruct

&es«kea Worman av*e ate four
studentt And ona prrjrlaaaiooai wfo

>'t (tie crab shop to nAfruef and
S4d mjtcnab Woman sard no
money is nmd9 en Asitenais, items
*« sold a atffa aboua coat to coear
ottur -r«r)AfAAs web as nvats, dys\

j
sawdar ard tk tk

. *Ueh era uaod •
frosty. InAtrucoons am faao.

Tb» crab uxo also rust bewght a J
naw dn» press Olt<r aqucynent i
indudaa hard tooH. fcanca. asrw *

driX kave. sender power tooH.

!

turn to page 9 th* craft shop.

LINDA MORRELL cargftiliy %ruipfvre>f <l«y plaso in

Anthony Newman awes audience

with keyboard classics at Bowker

1
Equipment,

dottes taken
in Boyden

; i KaTKlk-cn

I -n

fii'iraaailiBH
(,.« V.mK.VIi,
rsoajc^okx, AihNii

• •»l.r ( rw

litrreaMdfcali
**i uoe t Atb

1st •«••• cdbee.

WOK KSfrUtlMT

I

I

!

I

• •••». » •-».-. PbrSdJ •

,

T >my% I aaa •

TiMf tftiiilt i

Meeting was 'primarily organizational' says Bromery

Special committee discusses Ed School future
8rP.J.HtO*OP
Suff/trrpcmes

Merrfcers of a spacejl Bk>e
RfUxn coavreitaa st.dyng the
$C*OtJ Of Eikcatron end UVats

vaasaiday tn Soaton soorgnua and
d«cusa s^aw laaanga about tha past
and praaant deoetbns of the
School

Charcellor Rand:lph 'rt

adiiMAvraion and lacuty met Bromsr/ aald tha meetng was

Parking garage may
install tire slasher

6V JIMtt SM7H
Sutf/TryxY**'

don't want to pay lor partung

thay conodar tha a rural area.

lAan Wakoraaa^
•"•nee** tut tfuj .ivTe>i*s

usdfeajar .AHuttrj

•r>tima»t> crganuarxnar'. Out said
he and Prows* P:0on L.

Gaxfcaaem briefv docusaad the*
waws of fho School of Cducaiion
since T968 and 19», wsan Oswald
T*on was Cnancetor. 8roM«ry
said tha School haa Mndo»goAO
•••easandow* changaa*- n the last

few fears. Former $chod of 6d
Daa* Owght Mian c«aatad ^>
enwonmaat of ' pkamad aansion
jrd dvnam< -nn^TAr.- ne
School, m order to sWnvikrte
students. Bromery added
The frra mrmhr< vrfftiAg

coeseaittaa. which was formed last

****- inctudaa f> K

»oa wM.ir.M intdMrng a .u.
«»wt mmtkt aAaaIi i a* lk*es ^
yalnksithat ItVenli rarea

AaUa> lajasa tanatrfasAdm «i^« rsi ir* ,i^,^
#.. gj p^

OarAa.^.,^, ..r,r„. rsstaaa.
imrast vyvsg Mk ksw»«»y •<« ^e^
wtthara i»eyt«y

• rlfaJ«U in Ifaj f^at aw
prvege A>aa aaf %aj hh«« ».. ,

• enttama arse e»t at na
farora t*. aJMaj tl MSty
lam thuuin tha aaaMnns iw
li*uaifnt ihiw • itanaat "m***^
(faj ...... .^

r. ...... ., iM^aHltad Ural

- rjsK

WP tssonaa lUktn m
m ^•«u>«*g «»^ AAA«|sa aeaak

lUr mm SV4»oma.

I" -aai rvrnksm n Ml Ml
•W<VH4u fin iho auAiU ea Ita

tvsAvts nr«»wai aiTran

V* dta Uavp' •

ivyr^u «j tliai thay len* nrairi

Vet school costs |

termed 'too high'

McneAAa of education at Cokambai Education.
university Or. Hasotd C Haukp, Acting School of Cd Oaan loo*
COtanettroner of educaoon in tha focher said tha recant "trauma"
Vrg* Islands, and Or. Carl Mar e*d 0>o focu)tv of the School wwra
tutger. senior sesociais of the

MavoAOl CommMee for Ceitens h turn tO page 9

UMass officials, town
selectmen refuse offer

to buy Hadley water
trvJU\£VAtU€fi£ year According to ABon Tryray.

dkAMraeaaaaem

Means, Marshall

arraigned today

arldd* >:•> ^e-

m letnl>mf)l

Rainbow Films

to be disbanded

— J



Syrian chief voices opposition to Sinai pact
-^ Vfl ZAtX

* ¥ 0m

•m wi

%#«••

l»

maintains

foreigners evacuate Phnom Penh ^

• •

•*4

«* 40

Portuguese Communist
chief sees crisis

-

- •

ttoHlifta*

T»» li.

OFF
jackets

4

Rtpc bfHin?

- S4S-CO#»S

Lifes little

problem

#306:

I.M %•• t— *

** l*t
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*** •«

uinEF.iirr jrtu

lhc

SST issue faces Congress again
:**• r%»f u*J

^t*

• *• — ** .

• •

Tourists vacation in Florida

^ris for escape says psychologist

<*.

|Hin HMil
EMI Mi C»4w

1. J. Mattings

• «^ •

Reproductions

I'iijht of Kxccllcnt
Qualities for I l'vsc>
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Nuclear chairman vows public safety first

New agency designed

to regulate plants

WASrMQTOH\APt- Eton Hit
mssn* <tOtihQ fM natton'a rods*
***** pfcnta h the ftscs o* tsrious

py ihortaosa, «hs chs*m»n of
aw Nudalha n*w Nuet*a» ftspMlatory

C^nvnajsion vow* pubftc haa**
•nd unary w>* come hnt

'Vm fcrnprtllU with ttm rra^n
of aafety b»* mat Mdttat poww
dsr**/* NRC eha*man WaMm
AJlcsi a Mid n an mimvmw.

Bui our job * to nauie pubac
•sahh and aarttty and wsTrs poma
10 tsks whstsvat action •>

ftOOMfttty ID do SMt.~ A/VfelS Mid.
'<pMI*dty ifr-tlay Ml Otter
ration to moM an ixJspentjtht

Tw« NRC tucctsdtd ths
"Ow dstunci Atomic Ensrgy
Corrmdsion, wtacR of** wm

accuaad ot aw regulation

of preoccupation with
nadssr ansrgy,

Ths country now Km mora than
SO nadaar Macro** feenisd to
oerwata «tScm«y Thty sccouttt

4e* ims then 10 p#c corn of tht MMJ
gene<atft->g cap*' 's

Out protsctton* art mors *v#) bo
rscsss^ 3Q0 nudes* plant* by iht
rnid 1900**. supping otool a ttvrd

Of tha nation'% fMcirctty.

Nuclear power citici who
continue eo rf aaajnos rhs denta'
Mfsty and raaeceVr, concsad thee

Qevefrrnent omesss tcmtOty may
**¥• 10 chooss htrwesn saergy
e-vl pubec safety

Andara M»S rf s aenout canity

POMS* were discovered in roc^n
roseto* ""soaring ths* ihutfown,
thty would bs doted
Ms mtvm M MAC chsOTTsn si

the dsee»ra of rhs Breeder*, but
ths r-wvoiry of bens

a cortYosoaUa* ova* reactc* wtitv

bother me one e<" Aadsrt Mid
Ths forms* astronaut, who mm a

member of ma Apofto $ crew that
circled ths rrcon in 1366, said hs
e*d hs teflow commiMOMTt hsvs
f>'*aident rs<df ptrsonsJ
aaaurancea tisf NRC vwf ba
autonomous m it **ou**a tht
frovwrg nuclm power nduitr,

Ths NRC wm OfSSMd iMt Jsn
10 in s 90v*trtfv«nt teor^anustxn

(

Mat sbofcsnsd ths Atomie Ensroy
Commstion »«<j C'CMtsd the
(nsroy R iisti p̂ and Osvefopfrsnt
AdmiMitrsikon Ano>«« hsd Mrvid
M cm ot fit fh* AEC com
nejSMiw stnes mid 1973 fort
<tmod Nm SRC cha*man *

Cradu »i thai ttaccor and ot*sr»

fWst dsisrosd MM Ssdftmbof and
thtn s9#«« Oacsmbsv sassdy hsd

aasrtsd nuclear isscc«# ssitry

fopsrts

"Tns commsssn't sUtf thOHht
thst ths* urdmtanoVig o*7 d>t

cracka wss loss thin thty o«>(a>sty

hsd *»ppo»*d,~ Andsra Mid
5o dM NRC took Ihs un

pntcsosnnad mztKjn of ordsting 23
of ths cotntrys rtsKtors to ahuf

down wvfwi 20 days in inspaei

ntplng. Th» o*dN oo« ths afstntsf

nyoKsd Mrvsral

m a *o 'ofosms rso^iSroi of an
r.JuV.'f (» p«»dncnM<y AM lf

cussd of afMnsMMsy boosing
Myeen Chsny. 9 ChJcago si

tomsy who ottsn f^hti nxiclai

rssctor prcMctt in court, wrest
Artdara Qvwat<rw>} tht itgti baaift

for rht NRC'l compajx stf of
•souiariont. Charry Mid tha
•t^- Jt»0f«> rn.Jht unnflctsainly
'tflsec p«oftuclssr awstp^
wswpona bscsuss thsy mmt%
4omvijtsd whan ths Old A£C hsd
it» du«i j*omot<ru)l %o4

1

m fsosiha ansad *t NRC w*

Andara hsd tssn in oRks only
•«>o Osya Mrfsn <m»l «kKs wtts
rjKOYtrsd in kv> wfcry pioino ** a

I powsr tssctoi w Monift. 14

Boston schools may be forced
to close early, warns McDonough
SOSrOSlAPt - Imtgnt^i of

eation achoofa ass oost tonndi
dtatd%symiyrunouiSlwttnsysnd
htM lo ctoss san> rhs mx»hjl ths
Khoof eommmts chasman ss«j

\kmmM Mfy ->» ".j»»t> rr.:<n

omar kxrew, rhs achoob wtf hsvs
uMdupthsirfMSojicovMsy t, mkJ
Chscman. John J McOcmouoA

Tfcs acnool budosi for ths yssv
seoV*J Juns 30 s t126 mason
McOonoup^ M»d Wii so far, dis
achoo) oommmas hM apsm st
rr«tn on httgnjocn. and rt w*
Navs to »psnd an ssaimatsd 19

by tat and of tht

its, ths acaoci com-
w-4 htM sahauatad as 57B
budget by lAty 1 «niMS an

sotttkmat *17 m>bor« a rsc«v»d to

CSV tC*

f«Sm SOMS Oths*

•SdtfSi, slats or oiy,' hs m*J
if ths tyatam runs out of monsy.

tht comrWttss wsl hsvs to stop

ptrng ths 7r000 school smployss,

McOonsufh asd
Whtn thst happsna, thty rrmy

chooss not 10 svonX and ws wd bs
torosd to doss das aohoobs hs

m«J that unosr

comwwnss ctnsot

I rut r.rrnnt wifgrsnen proy*.
covsrs onh; psn of ths csy A pim

MtaQeats si fas cm/» achoofa s
bsmg drawn up n US Osirtci

Court.

On Saturdsy. C*m*n V. »a'r».

ths ttsls pubac Mftty com
TMsionsr, ssaj NdtfontJ <*>•• d
vnsn htvs "osarsd thss r/snnf)"
n rsosrc wwtas tor postfbfs OOwd
control duty stsn ths achoofa Opsn
Jndwr ths brosdf
etograrrk nsM fal

About 7.000

bsng trsntd S> hands OOwds wHh
so iMtapont ssoapt najNafcli

Edelin gets

hate mail

v^^
v^ Froo Foot! 4 Frt« Sehliti for

UMPUS KALLERS—M tuu $m ia

if t*^» it, tt.st.t)
i >. t. i.M II. 14. It. M. II

fskAxCMSno

Al but ons d ths ptanti now
hava bssn tnspactad and no ad
.-itonsj caaciea wsss four

thin thoM In tht llanos pUni
' fhsn o*dsc couad hsvs

of psopfta a lot of

Ardtfl Said. Ths NNC
nformsd C<x<rrs«' Jc**u Com-
n«zss on Atonx Entrgy snd ths

WhJls Houss on* Sftar dM ordsr

hsd 90ns out "d attd,

Thsy bscksd ut sll mt wtay." hs
Mid

Crrim of ths ACC m MPant ytan
dsplovsd tha sosney'a 4u*

ItiM 19 ptomott nudstr
•gy thfoujh rsssa^ch and

proo/smt snd to

rsgukns rt» uss.

Andt*f it asnaicrvs to
tht NRC'l repulsion

lacs soma couj*

for aooampJa. « must dscida
whtthsr as stow riynrmirfl of

rssctor apsnt fuat rods to SM¥SCt
pAitpraum for rrsnufscojre nto
nsw fjd AOds

Approval would ti^rujl tn«
tsgmmng of wSuji soma a>
»uossnamllata hove callsd s
plutOMium sconomy" that

tvantust/ wsl ass IhouMrKta of

tons of duto*Aim tranaportad

about tht country.

Ths MRC mutt wrsattt with :v
ICuph probaam of whsrt to do wth

wsjatM It alio must
acanswg of tht fVst

rssctor. whoM bOOSMri
ass n as ths totttunnst- of a naw
osnsrsoon of match* issclors

doaang tht COuatry

Campus Center

Egg Roll Day

Wednesday March 10

8 p.m. $t rl# •
«

'

C k

Coiur

Two Great Bands:

Big Screamln MoGre

The Progressors

and the

Progressive Sounds

Froe Egg Rolls

Egg Roll

Eating Contest

lUb. ••** plMM *< S4tl

|M\|||

SEACUU

\{\\*\\ N;nl

UNIVERSITY STORE
C#T Jil ctrfarv



THfc MMV*CHJ«CTTS P*'lV CPU f&'»H
urn n mi , . ...

For over 130 years we've been using

the word Equality" in our advertising.

Once again, we'd like to tell you what

we mean bv it.

<
U*jr fcrp*cr> »n 1X14.

>

Blue Ribbon quality means ihc ben iftvto* Ixct \xn can

b\*l \ quad I Ktaoed only b> u\if$ the fine* iit£rai*cn

and by adhering to the moti r$ul of tvevt: maVd

lr Milwaukee Ike bevr iii of the world. Patet Btoe

RAtan coming rxi tKitectrru helm 1-3 best seller

year nficr year Blue Ribbon ouihIIs us nearest

compctnor nearl> fi*t k> on i -t why uc feel

9t\t earned the fight K» challenge any beer.

So here's the Pabst dnltenfr- Taste and compare

ihc ftiwr uf Bloc Kibbon with the beer ymiV
dri rg and learn what Pabst qualit) in beer

(tout Out don't talc our uord Foi

T*tfc o$r 'aixcJ for it.

PMwL Since 1844.

The qual ity lias al>va\*

ixmic through.

• • •

kit.

ffftl N. Vict troops shell southern post

— •*- k •

i%.

SUPER PIZZERIA

?12A$ la* **$•*!

JfaCMITTt

GtHKRS H • NW M

Frao D«#rorjr is Amherst and Sunderland

IMMM

Speosf committw me&t'noSw k» ;>« i

w*.

Means trial today
5

»lai

•* •• «*

Craft aVrop qualitative

•—m •

0/7WMUA Toc/ay

* ifn n#i <c*

%• »*
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Eating out
As II II wasn't enough that students must pay for the

low quality meals provided by Food Services, It was
reported Friday that they are alto paying for the right
of state employees to eat at the Dining Commons
Under a twenty veer old state law. certain state

employees org entitled to eat at the Olnlng Commons
at a charo* of "not more than thirty cents per meal/'
The Campus Police have been the only known users

c4 the law, although not all of them have chosen to
take advantage of this "bargain." Those that do,
however, pay thirty cents for the same meal for which
a student bays about $1 .». The food cost of a DC meal
Is about do cer.ls, and according to Arthur Warrerv
Director of Foe s Services, the remaining 50 cents. In
addition to the :Ued costs per meal. Is paid for by the
itiidcnts.

Though not all stale employees eligible for the
privilege have tied i l the fact remains that the law is

on the dooaa
The stale ei present gives no subsidies to the Olnlng

Commons system, yet state employees have the use
of Food Services as a contractual fringe benefit.
Students pay far >t

The lncree**\ n board costs over the past twenty
years have b*;?n fa'rly proportionate to costs, yet an
increase in coal* to employees has been overlooked
Why?
The additional financial burden Is placed on the

student with nothing in return. If the state Is unwilling
to oav for its share of the costs, the oollcy should be
stopped. While the Legislature has our budget on the
chopping block, maybe it should look to Itsett ana its

Gileses regarding the University. State employees
ve the Dining Commons fringe benefit at our ex-

pense let the state pay for It!

Ah unsigned editorials represent the opinion of the
majority ol the Board of Editors.

Wars pgo, it uuiVt r/w
to see 4 f>ouctMAA/ pick
hNMM «*W A Ffiutr-
smrt and Mt* off,
orofteouNtfts Acceprep
WfSAS TH( Pfitct Of

Pt£ASE

KEEP
LAIC

Press perverts perspective

fOWiy Trtrftxitf pont Hfive
TO ST€r\ - U>€ Q}JtL
TH6M THfr* /nfALS.

ffitXS Mve
Govt uf"

This Rx* ish^i

'
UH.. rmr

A4m*t**r, rW com* to fnew those
factors whtb hnder the «^aM^« of pf
sonnet Ihet would smtrsfy m* needs of tht
dbm. but t ebo /WW ir behoves most ad
nutotrmlors end or urxon ofhcAh who c*v
effect change to do *p; fcoorvvto that thmr
specie cAvs* « fo ***** OUOfTy **rvrc*ff

prejert? rfwsuoA m* wnn*n wort me KA to tho** who contribute to tho very fact of

TO the t dftof

At my year* of profession*/ employment
endbusiness ratjnunaHst on venous ta**to, /

h*\* found ii most otthcutt to deaf w*th the

Aow t can muuvorprot or
ir ont's wonnng o/ perapecAve )

to ***** a raportar who cos*/

.meat of wear sn* worts to eer across

MHfeo4f bomg preoont on any of the

occeoons *» wwAcA / addrossod a body of
studwes. Af* G#ft\tt caoje re io# wyttt

;

**<f not AMW <^«*t immit%9 Os/kgnmr oe
5itfKKirr. aajnea a«t / «ate^ iltef »W not
iot«rv*w mt. <ltv /JtoiW -n «oVttto» ftSW aftv

m^f o# e«i «w» ecM^or. Tho autwmttt
Ow mvtwtPS to r*+ '* CO* of*r*g *y *S9*
Mr* '* mt ejttmflfte*h+h «w# to .W Mat r

rA*r «xY»fer. / Attn/y ae*fv« rAw into can
t» no insxx:rK* tn*+Mo eAtfttta i^W9 «
KUdmf a '*eu*o4 ond ooos W Acf pfecv
^a«A Iter A*Mf of on Mifttaebo vwScfe
«n»uM mAoem of oHo fSW** boak wvkw
A^r aw xfudWv M«r toot to bof+ta *ou*t
•aim - ano paronis ho arpoct mtnout
rx+rr\runo,

Aa Ham* of AtrtWKe. f otto am acuta*
of how if* sru**iti of takar toaf

Omwqp&s on tna po/f~~*o^
m
ER

ttos. OHi ak+ougn tht a^a*xaoas
whiih rr* bo oortnaaaxf won th* twxto
oa**4 by xmpoufion of a LfttF w4t acmaf
a/mott OMCfwnoFy to lha 6***Ar o* an
ootoroo\*tos. Wntfrvora ofbe+ta roaohAafy
**l*t on dbtanyg lha atodam poouiar&n 45
om eoey. 7hoa tftay pronoaa to ta» me
wnofo for rftt btnoAt of ontf on* pan

tn nn fapff M my tmOmf, wft** K»v QoOUd
41 ro¥t otfkh, Omncmaor fromoy W
fKem^vV parpotootox tfa* laodoncy Ho
tmmt Unat tna fUnaf dactooo on tna fat
S*o*aV ftpfoatni aM tbo contftondaa »•
votvtd' Vtr^tnt foax m ny ^owt toao^tt.

J^^*^^*wb^motmt. k' t V mfood
poaod. oro novot ovoUfOttd Jht onfy v+aj m
wfven 'aM tV CWMArVmcwv v>vofvt%f
banwto from tna ptopoaad plan t§ in iba

™**f**>^oftf»tamfixnMOio*9n%an4
mdapandont anrity. fatotrtofy arvrv^o maw
aiota ntattoftntt. & tfua 4 tnt ground on
****&*>aCM0>ca0orpn>po*astotof>tt tnan

ff^€onutimKmat^9iMat0Ot^batxtandad
to *HArifa tnt aovmfy aiftCtWd staff and
toKxdty bodms dapandont on th* campus, tor
tnt* vory trroahood

A 15 m$ h$p$ tr^t « vrd bm pow&o tor
**<vu*n a^tx* rnattor to ba trxtoood in tna

am a bra** mdhtdoof wXh aomailmng las* s6tH* **»" *^*V ar^monmant Viman ont
fnonan *fo*Otnt »ow of Iba

a fitnon with no ompaehy at aM tor thoaa

y*no **+ and function in that prounwtr to

mo. Thd a by no moans tint cms*
M, fieohnoa for tnt condnton* m tb* dorm

art n*tf» dttpar. lamamnsdnm to both tht

ttvdtnti who m*y rr Bmkar and th* ddomma
too firm** fmnmtr^t staff a m.

wo cmvgf* n a nocui cycJ* and ma
cannot ba paaosd attoo*ih*r wit1

:

thoaa nhoat bvoa dwtcOy ravofvt around X
\Miat imtntod to brook Iht cytmn adoouata
(usfodiat aanfba* and aacondfy though not
ittt important, cooptration and con-

Of thost tho art housmd

taats unmbhy to maht enmnoaa occur for tht
thtn ont nafurmty bmcoma* otthf

fitter mttnyf.* i$ r\:,r

bat ni\mthaa*t* human
naturt The niafcx/ty of tht tiudarxt boro do
cart but to dttt hart 6**n frustratad *i tryw
atttmpH to moat tht* tot bmttar

Too fOammft) hystmncat mWdm* unMch
in tho C wamymti coocomjbQ

*fi eawHMH ta^.tat ptobfamt
not ntcossartf hyttorrcmf acsjons. VSV
muohftdm trying to met**** a camafo which
*s totarobfa on aM jtvmt* to t*os* of us who
Mut boro ond at tha soma Urn* burnt o *OOft
community. Me hava onoagod oumhros in

mooting ton*oM lhaondmyl of tha Grodvobswmm prm#ma x^.^m , imwrtiBm ^eeai Seneas .^o 1 m$$ in 11ma, A-ot cvns*dorod for fittmnut ourpoams. but Othtrt mtaraatod in this tssu*. to ttttryi
o* **o~m with rtgmrd to th* bantfin TlmothrR. Austin

What's at the end of the Rainbow
To th* E4ea#

(tovouafr.noodm^trm^offKmr or umon m»yy^tamgontdiacttssnxu ond art u**i«g
off**/ could optnry atata that throo *> ******* toutti to mchmra our goafs,

dh+duat* no manor how dmgtnt could €,t*# J Wt)»t#rs

moumWf buddmg of 369 roasdtnn mt an *•** o*f Koatdoac*
AiiaaiiaU I WM -*-— - km* 1 mt

mo
Amjono w»0 wont to t*t ?.<X> pm.

shvmng of ft* cr*s of Hot", a nmnbow
f+odvebon t\oamrtaoon, was vtcbro of a
movranp-ott. Thopnct wot n*%orpmtodon
it>* bMa of adv*rtts*ro*nt and tho pdeo did

not appomrw tho ntwtpopar Admnmon wot
a doamr. wbxn m mad wot ndKukut whan
on* thmta of th* good nootfot ahonn tataty

tor tha torn* prico and **s Tht orobJtm
>t**\wosnitkop***ofod0nis*k>n -it was
what ono got for tha doMar. Vmatwagotnms
a taufty aoundtrocA. psctawo that was on
and off tha scroan ovmr a ported of tO

.rM^uias, and ushan mat aooft out >0
gmtaat from us, whan thoodm tho CoooQ+r*
promsmdua "from >0 gtassot ot tht door*
Tho hebot compete*and uthor wort r*do and
ont0O0t>x*C n* to'uodt - not avwi a

\G*t. tht oJossos w<sAS novo bamn
*OT»*tr.r.jni /^^ iyt y^^j „ h* goi np
offod - and twdantty waTt ragrtt woabng
Oar omt and monay, but no dank Rmtnbow
ProdvctroM horn now on ought to tot tho

srudants tha truth and otrt mt fmfaa ad-
vtrttomg. k\ tact. «m» w*n*d no hod
Tint Ram*gos " Watching aammont
dog thdnoutthav* boonfirst as good. Vmat
do you fpoct from tho '^mographic Kngs
Oh Cmmpcdf" Nothing approachng ouatty.

Vickl Fr*f«h
Mich*H*0*rn

K*thl**nKopparm
MoKannm

Bureaucracy bash
Rip-off breaks all records!

To th* Editor.
tn ,n own fvnoMg way. tho urvvormty *"**- "* Whfruyt •$ aboody on tha ngnt

cononua* 4$ offom to bring us ot togtthw. *** **<* rotponto* os'iom sorry bat on
Tho mo* rocont stop in th* dutchon. tha W W of tbo bfut form you hmo
now <curs* change forms, romhrod a *utc*ss rttghctod to Obtoin tht ttgnaturt of your

th* w*d*st dtomms of Ms b**tor's daugbtor-m taw ond wt ca#vx>f

Saturday

tth*f* aft* on 00a compos can you go to

tscapt tht bomdtum axiatanc* of daty

dbsaas, mndhndotofyoorrriands thoro too>
Adrwttndry. tho atmosphmra taft somatbkg
90 bo datdtd. andthty mtsat hmro run oat of

bt*r btfort /got thtre, bur tbmt fkyt ttop hmt

Attendance ot theme oeentr con. mod w*
ho. mcrmased. Bui meet moaburos oro

otbw you to toko t court* oosstmf without

hw^tataporovai.^'inmuroamroarwsBOorof
rtfvter customer* /toot day when ckusot
may bt ropimemd by o Oyntnw. *v» month
tow of duty m $h* Whnytoro brm

Thoro or* tfnmya m tew who wd bdeh
abort onythmg. 4 Apr 00*. rafef tho og
pottonty to offer a hoaru 'Ynjd donaf to

thomon and women rotponptdt for v at

JUn rora

or w»

An adumbration on our part
To th* Idltor btund Odhtr hopafessfy tdmabtht

t should tte tho opportunity to correct phetm idr smmsh, or both,

what may hort tMghdy mecccrot* m- h my tetter. I wot envemng tho Ad-

prospon emitsmd by ydbt bOumbroVon. m an mrxstrahon'z conbnumg tondmncy to omra

ertktt * o rocont CtJamjon. of the togathor graduate ond undergraduate

ojpwntniation bockmg conam ptupotmit / students ma apart from both facxdty ond staff

mod* * a rtttmr to Choncmtbf Bromtry Br tmptoyooa on campus Thus, oAhough tht

rnafofy stmt/ng my x&ggmaobns, ond dohjatng

my rooooht for makvto thorn, youmoo* mom
for a

castonod Ofiry by
foe 15 ot-

th* foot of on wuninoAt

To th* ItMtnino. pobtk
Th* erf*/ ajpromptedby a bad pflhMi

my mend John Ond / hod lost

srrernoon. Morth 1. yu* ooch
album on safe mt "for too ftbcorxT my
Ambtrst. When w* got bott to compos wt
found both albums to b* dmfoctnro. M**
w*s p*cA*g*d imp*optrty. imtssmg * mopos
ikpcorerl and sounded hat a bowt of "r%<t
Kftsprea" btf fhtnd't record had foud
bactground hJas throughout,

V)m*n wo fmt to rgtum mom my w^»
mat by a ourtt trrttabky ybung jJJIJMae. t

povTted out that my dbum was rntsp*ckmo**l

end sounded tory poor, and not grudgmgrj
ghftn another copy \wtuch hot the

oattct* os
thatos/ong
would 6nd them. J

baan tooksng for defect*, but cou/dn'l help
noticsng them when tho rocord J* doartV
pretenfod them to mo. Tht torn tnmt\ then
fold co*. "Yov'ro on obnossou* parson "

I

dsagretd ond wos asatd to ***** the tto*t.

Aa / wos tttvng. my fnood prosotctd hit

otbum to tho smfosman ond 0¥pfomod the
rocords defect, offanng to mt hm [tht
ssasaman] baton to M. Tho iafasmmn did ond
tofd my fritnd that tht record hod bom

Ho then rotated to

rvofeco tht album ond mode amor mot no
txpocttd my friend to mcempt tho UWiltSi
record o/though it hod boon eokf os a ftat

OotHtr a/bum. Whon my fnood brgutd tho
decision, tht seMameo asktd him for hsa
name endaddmss . My frond maked what tor,

mod was tofd thot ho [the snlesman] w*n**d
ip rr^eJ e i*»*/ so ivy frwnd tmbng turn never
fo sot foot m, "bty <*r*,~ e*0sVK Tho
satetmon also smrd that d*S fatter woukt bo
hygoty bmdmg bocauto it would bt on record
with tht pome*

Tma whole occurrence was probabfy
CAuaad by ono of two posatbddfas The toft
*fbam* could have boon sold cheopfy to tho

the first] esong wwt* the odsnet jZtt"*??''!**'™" '**»*• •*« ***
as < looked for how* m thmga, /

n™**m9*°f«' "**» oftared for mod soft.

answorod thot 1 hodni ^T^ "* ***** ***** /WJf cww**n^
"tftewt. t* nrn*r cast tho efbum*
aoidos hrst guotty matoritl mnd should hpro
ottn txckongtd without orgvntnt This

mxadent has assured that w* wont mot hot
™^fton*ord''ogou\,otyd/ounv&o*
foot thot "for th* **ca»d" it far from tbo
most phymsmnt record Store in the are*. Yds
hope thai along mth u% you mt dooda to
pei'cruro a more egroooUe shop.

ftkturtfPfnt
Jofcn Jordan

Benlta Pullara

11

Bookings for

the booked
Th*#* n • new trwai to tn* cat Ammr<mn usuosa

ll b*o>m M 4 arwoyt ha*. oVM* who work herd, sn*
_ }**Oitcm\ Howtrtr. $th*t xhty Mvc mode It to iht
100 Ot ete \addtt th*y heuo anattHt optson Tn*y Cbh
bt exposed at cswimeat m o c*/e*f fuinrs) »car.tti
tuch as Wa>tfu«ir. That «*v seem ie« * i>oa
momoco. bit at it not toci Tn*ro « e whet* o*m
world op*n 00 thorn, end it h+pm. Oy pqbtehng W*W
memoirs mod going on th* Uctm* c**..^
'or all that* wno *vmp«t*j* with it** WtotnjMt

VonsrtWOf*st*i*9wttwyw*mokoo*cHmtM,Ou#o
* no need tb wctry anymore, Shost ot that* sen doma
batter now than ihty mm ham BK»j*t ot ioy»*^
ana kenjr* bookingt hove troughl m * wnd* r*^v
ncomo tor th*m. they ore mating W«t**o*» tn* nooi
wntt*n about *ut»tct at Hi* osttuo
Jo* mmtYl a *ory honoiMng ««p**«nc*, ettutt.

Wah tonodCOurtt. qoH ooiirt*f omS wot to vwit ruyv
it do****! so*nd the a had (Sac* to tp*nd 0*0 *
summer vatstion. Of court*. d» th* Vets wen out *
ttn* to moan iHou lectut booteng*.
ThMo tco tho** Mt* John Oban who atont t*>§1<0

by MSI wrearg th*tr own mamoxs. Hb wnt it wdejsbQ
h*>s, abo Con»d*rng rh*r with book tdttnee* mod.
\Ot\ur* bootrigt Oobt\ wet net ovtr SaOO.000.
WdlttQm may b* tht bigfaM nttancset break, hoorotM

W.iSt wtsseg one's rromCmS htm b*:omt th* Sanest
Amtncmn pttttn*. R<h*rd Sfuon may go on* step
further. T h*r* otoattw *rr*tc njmor* thtt h* n*s>i
isks 9sm opposil* tout* that Ron**) H**oan dd
Sonthow. fS* thought of ftchtrd Mton «% *nie
sctewn and TtChnxotec d*iv*nng tucn Sn*s as. tut
« would be **ong." it r*thw intncestfcift

It tmarn* mat tmtybhb ctn moke o trwotf bang
whan tht %ktM\0*0 art kt out of tht* clOStCS. Jet:

MtcruStr it itSing ttit taetur* tout* and chanott ate
th*t dmo wA toon b* * book out by th* r*»t man 10
to«it • ttng*t *t hit> Whn* Houaa orhca** €vtrron*
wwt amusmd bv S&ro Agn*w't ttajt attempts to wrt*
* novat. but tow w>*»r st« Uughog wn*r» th*y n**rd
that h* wvjs O* hit way to bacomng * mJSonairt w»th
h* rt*J *9tite trn*. trs htrd to r***i * chotSJ*. whan
ont thntt of at Iht poinc^ns tvho have bt#n
a»orfcng to h*Mt and d*ganth/ at t*oso yoart to cover
up that convooom

Tht hu«cr fades whan on* cons*d«r* it appear*,
that en* way C* anothtr comtptor, 000% pay, and **o
b>g wigs oan much mora th*n th* vnsa Ioh Mo
wonder. * sesms that th* Q>k4*st w«y to tn*noeJ
uKCata 4 10 CKg tn* Wa>t«g«te TU Ihaery thtt Iht
r<h and powtfful nmnyr pay for lh** cnm» A
begtwtng to h*vt a rng of iruet to *_

Th* only poaitfrt actions us*n to pra>*nf
Watetaat* v*tt from b*n*fbng from th** own
CC-tuabcn ww taknn by UosSOn (Jnnwratv. when
s»ud*»HS th*r wtthOMw tha* m%ttttion to nonatd
Z-ogear to apeak on campus Sine* cn*t of b** spMch
her* ctuatd th* m*«*vr*i to too** torn* of its *fltd.
* would b* fta 10 ««t*nd Shy tnmsion but w*h no
mora pay than etptrat. W* wdJ men s*a 4 iht ory
tor * fa** Ip—eh a * gtrwtn* ont
Ther* • not much *u* can be dona tbour th*

"anything for * buck" ttritude of pubtoh^t So f»r
'•h* only pl**t to its* action r*#* com* teom ex
McGovem supporters who r**t sagntfy duped by tro
atustion Tht most ttsgx aspect ol Wre**gs\t a
erobetty tea ur*a*w*ss in our juttica' system
Tno*g*\ nothing can bt don* at a least »*#ti »<

.Jn-Otatt we hot to do the* pan by iefus<r>c

these most tbeh colored aocounts ol

Bemia Putera n a CoaVoan columnar

Luis Manuel Medina

! Bravo!

! Bravo!

Orientation, course change cards. Universal fees
**•<*?* ***n I can J

t graduate tttis semester!^~ *
- 1

J

»»» i»n» >crncsicr

:

Mobilize on busing^
m
*^""*<^**>ocl system op*n*4Utt Naa^Of. ha* ~r,>«eaa•j^mceatmoHnaraol WcaanotatT^**^

^rj^zT1^ ""^^ <*^^ *°*-' ,h»«^^

^' ^ W>^ ** th* socaMed ••arTS>buse>ff^ dm* bar* rj.n^^^^cnWatha^icn.ocM^,!,^ •«• »^ .K—ee a

aJ^ZiT.r***". ctn *• «°«*<:1 On the w***end of fob U *r***on*f Conference Agaaw Haoam comtnod to *«***d tht rmstwnoovamawt to dafand <he btack studtnt, * Boston Tlst^reaT^S^
-ttenoed ty ova- 20C*s,udm,s ttomovwVsSS an?f^
TtS^^aotL^r^2^ <* °f ,h<^Kt5^Z
2i* a

llotto- tVAACe. cased for * national <S*rncr>sv*tion to t#ScpSxe m Boston on May 17 Th* HAACP dona hat tr*t\T^tsTesZuli
jroa^thtcounvyanda,*^

^aX^^cĉ ttScT
,,i,on *"^^^^r aodomd by

Ib^w^ f^.2 fWm*° ,hi '»* **«» Corrmtta* Aga^t

aSeaSSbSCii^
c^rliZ^Z^^L7^^"^ "* fcnow •«> t^^aclsm 4 not

.jut u-wertitea Sludtnts * gtnossi. ami *Wa tn*«m» *s panKUtc or*

.^*l„T*7?m*a
i0

'. ^^ S^ ^ 14 seara, Atfrmtt** act

amTl^OS?*^"*»*«»*+ *** n our own cewmumsea, W».r* caang for ycur .>rtNe support t<y the fno Cobagt Ornm*i*7g*Swsm and et actrwnes Off MONOA V MAACHSt AT ?towcrwum IKK Will B€ a MltltNG t6 hiar speakin?FRcSf \%\tMTSONAL COAUTIOS AND TO PtAM >0« ACT.vi tl "JZc5tO TME *ATK)NAl MARCH IH BOSTON OS VA> V
iBAD^ **

WHOA '

Student Sonott
f*togr*ssrue Mows Sorwco
8mct hMus S*r»c*
Commuter Assornbfy
Unted form Workers Support Comnwte*
Southwest Womens Cbrmtr
ffow England Prisoners Assoc
Studont Homophao Imogu*
Gay Wo«na?'r Caucus
Votaron** Coofmbn
V.W.Lt Y.SA Sunddy Htwt Ccdecm*

BftAVt?'

Tito wotk a coopW ol bravos, muu ba te*J
'"me for tha OHC. ir>?a*4i*uon of Patroeun
Ivponer Courinct^ for the* d*os*on *4 nat incaee*
the ca pneas Also, for !** VenaiuKs- dacra«n of
nltnra»g to regUate tha* cat production

Bravo for J+, Ftaaman *ar bar att<l* aboui
lt^*h^U00MLbr^guaQt. Aher at one of tha
»wr^at^t*a<n^ep^w»,>>^paf , <bo^ <try^. e

*»e» tf»d tn* Spanoh x^^wing comr^nrrv cm
campus A conttnoasty mjtjng news

fJlZSp*V
9,J^mos l^cv^ «""»^^

SS^T^7,'^^ •>Aaa» fhxfKtoros de

S-ZEZZ
Y*^**^*^*»sudtcr*»nde

pi*n<nt*r Sa produccKUf d* pttroleo

*£***! i* f"*™*» Por su orticufo sobre of?£*** d* Ingles como Stgundo khdm* Oosputsl**^^""*^*^**- rrwm+ros dt

^a hsponos hacen nohcast todos kxs d+s

shSTlht^STT l*™ 1™ * PuW0 *** "**Vtows th* oeuNry .$ fKr*e*i»g et cencaptt and

^mmm9 *"0** room for dtaoreenant
tn stuacHMt ecxroten Puerto mso o*mx&to oooml

1
'

n" y AS«can<toe/c«Ka»roauia*wstJbA^crvd

m** 1* • cremr ospooo pore dVrwws

nsfiSTilrJuT n^iArrmlC*n ^"^ lhw —
naw2L^^^l^* ,, "fr"*** WH*^ of
btotmrm, to*r*emm>. to th* Urtead Statat' soya bsant
Brmro por as* patos Imimo am*ntano» cut hmn ~n-

^Hl ***** *•* B'*»° •» tha Paopit of tn. n^.^

JtfZr^L?*** "** * ** hfAtwnot r Aermanaa

dobmlTi^l^^^ »"^^<«££<***ttswd*tdfgonos.tomCnj*rt

Oravo to tha Ccmrncnwaalth of Masyachusatts tor
tht 70S Law .r, Educarson A r^olusonary urn
probably urtqut *^ tht entire nason

ooCc*T^Z a £r
tz£rm ~ * * w •»

«A*cac otw A*fec*v**nt* uho do on leyts dotoucmc'On mas Atroa>oanan*ts en todd of pot*
fiiavo for tht at oh* couatwas that caroecw^i SaN* Canbbean andr^K^aTS^gg^ 1

•rate .0 VMt Alegr*. th* Bar^TcKseet,
Ttssuajon Prog/aw. for thwr unitsee agoTooch\boZn

^f^- eeoae to tht UwaaTf^^S^

reAcn^oonT "
C,V!^ ^^^ A4^**

*"*****} Chidron. por rrto*»*r un sc*h*rm*nto

r .mmotn dtbo doc* bravo a tod** tot person**
Pc*fmanco*sbonsndd pa gut lor fujpono j*CY*ealsnie Porgue en osto botoyts bono gut Sober-"txto yetguele* ou* ennan da tn *Ah *-— -

^°^^r *"~ *• * -«^2s
lot sAbnutf nttdmb *s a CoMgAn co/umnxst

. . . and more letters

Re: Amherst towing
To th* Editor
AV tkstncM sMQuuds odnoratf avt /a/

fowmg I wouat like to so* more xfttoh
prmted about the amtged poke* mwrshget+m
of BaJ Mowed eftor he photognjayhed a iw
ronmfl rodent H th* as trot, t thmd
atcQufd shoud have ttaborotod on dm
-wvesngeiion rather than on Avail

onv a towjng gpMIT i a»lOed lo a oeen errestod for /oterfar.ng vtrtfi rh*XB
rMun*cw>rWr\vnMao^dV>oroarc^A*vrA of a poSca anVar. A number of other
roguost [even when tht vehscfo wot not target wourd k**e boon oguoty appAcmbt*
octuaty rowed] In tho cost of an omgady Mmo does AfV nkOuardx fritnd th*\k he a

s*r ppump lt& matoa a*w 1** *>ar Sm *mo

Bathumoni ^r\t 1.. tjajdj

• SeMA I thnt m .s. a<

r^n*V tm ml d ft f\dtywt
' Men Avway Awma A^-

iteiuai wen nsaav n«W aa* n%vi
fnee>

^ A layao waa nuAt

Changes are unjustifind

ii.i..

.

/4 rVovnV dnc/ intc/cstiog point

To tha Cdltor

f /tornrA AfcOua/d's cnSosm 4.r fn* •* BBHB •* eW • - •<

cAMtss D*p*rtm*rx of Pubke SAfbty mmf ifamatb OtsUtftmrnt m AiaA
Annartf r0Mtng ICoatgitn ASarcA •» wyu h*
foiaaV ivaseeJtto /VAvco rejmtn^u asj att^atitaanssttfansstAyiaajr
.>rca*sary for rha aarery and convenes*** a/ «tM»«t»«»« Am .»r

-

a* Th*** nsgvArbons art put mto ***** em
fadartato tho orderly Bow of troth* aw a.
tnsejr* f** *r^ r*sciM $*AicM bt*
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/Wos? of Southwest
crimes attributed

to unlocked doors
BrWttuAM/mts

Despite on e*ije*erva odvtnM«g campaign to ch** th» tsgh nato of

• cn/**«*l. 56 per ceni <rf «* So%m***t tarcm** occur okaus*
•J 1001* dCO»S. dOCOrdof to Larry »4o*ne*. UMrjw D«cn cf

fib*< Safety technfeei ipaciaHtt

0»*r Ihe pe*t »co* 379 c«r»**ei o>d*r<«. »*nt rvc<r»d en $cutrA*«as.

2DS wtto le»oa*»

Moore HoutoandGeorge WeshA*gtO*HA¥|r had thf hgfrffX number ol

ClifMaatl rftCtierrs sharing 34 c«n»» *p*oa. AcoonSng lo Hermes, pnvete

property d*eti 'by la» exceeded fiaaa property tt»rt smpty occAnae

ilu6lKltoW*Kkt**0(K*\ +*»*******•**•room" C*mpu**iH*.n I.—SpUl VWOf,~"— J

.' :••

Amherst College prepares
facilities for women students

nUaMNMP

M+*

Commuter Assembly
seeks student input

to help spend funds
•#

O* •***«•

~ &rrruHr AftttritA/ j~»~
- c+actfoft resufts

• *•

•

••

W M

Sip up for

Egg Roll Eating Contest

f>

\l, r+On*Of I /vim/.'

Sigma /lipha Wti
rr«K(Ulir» AMI VISTA

ttfruur*

• -»nssuvn cf «urM
t>V. MARCH Ills. ISA A Urfc

rs

nwrn

Open Hush

ur %

4%N

WONCMV. AAAJKH 101 Iff* TM| AAASSACHUSfcTTS DAILY COLLC&iAN n

Outing Club to offer
week in Alleghenies
Th#UMaa* feting Ckjt la C*Ving • wnk of backpacking,v^v^

owK**g. c**ng and rock ringing to th« Aleohem Mourtten* of Waal
Vrgtn*. d»rtog if* Spring few*. lAs-ch 77 30

"To fkftd Sp*og for d short rim*/
. * the ertssitlon of lha «e*J*xo. «»d

the group feeder AJ Hosvcroft Aestrfcton w not kniod to O»or« CM)
rn#mt»rf end ftO «tp*-«ne* * r«ce*MrV

..J^!?y * ?* b *"*** ** «***"•»* accord** k> Mowcroft
Ajeady. ht ser*. r« h** to cut off a 1m* paoc*e. he*V>g en* three

»<« rt*l My ifvil he a ntsratSfd. however, in mote ttoOVtt wfeo Aove
•^^^^^^^•ngtetirkrirtiJins Th» dttthr«r»on *» AppfOJomaoirf «n
l| hour 0Vv*t.

A lae of 166 ao eech rtder w« cover ga» »m campk«g oeeda, Stuoema
•aOI t* aupplU vwth CArnpihg gear «rd thf fec*4t«a o* Mroooe* Sttte
l*»rk

f

tar i- ....— i

» . •

.

Hwn&n Interaction course
j

offered to ofKftvgmdwtes

Outstanding women
scholars eligible

for Mortar Board

Arrtottou* -Kinor worran, v^«0

haw tttMnad • cumiltfivt «%«*agt

oi 3^0 «• aftge^r lo p«i Metiar

8o«r0. t*e Hta*»*t Women a

Senior Honorarf Sot*fly

M:«i*r 8oaao «ecograeta o*»

enrrrjrng acheientep, iMU«r«ti«i

and service *m«a m
OHinfuOtied l>nh»»njrv ^^Qam
Eech year, member* of lh« thaplar

Ckfrv rheir own gooW Trm y«» »

chaoit* rs ptanr>ng to tptmnr •

Ce««r Dery a» Aptt
fbrmt

z:

Ptar*toa»dbmt

dumg vocaracn

J^SZH: 'n firnfwy forms new
.•s counseling program

•* ^

v

• •

• - » <ii «»^i

next1
Atahiw Call

mUct

0e\ am%

•>• A

•

aa»

•

Coavns

V»OC*>f

•

r*
^ .^-^ ^-+ + m +

CSC
to ad siudenbi
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Star-Kist

ChunkLight
Tuna ^|^c
Starts

1
• oi can

2 ib Welch's
Grape Jelly

79ttec
»*»

Topen
$k?ps$hppl >;»^(Tiil^

$ev*W*lf»awUja

Wesson

011 *169
3eozboeJe W

Chockfullo'

Th# hfv»uy oaeaV

Stop&Shop
Shortening

3 lb.
$

can I

t^rny pay reere?

Our nan* o*r* label

Minute

Rc«"-fj$t

ScottViva
ins

39
&e* your Stop* StopewO'Tt

Pampers Diapers JSK M"
Beef Stow *-*—• - W
Small Shrimp «—

• IF 89*

Lemon Juice **+— Cat 4*

Pillsbury Bread Mixes

69?.
• 7o« C**™>*^ in«#t

Njlt4nCC|B9

Our Great Beef is one of
your best buys today...
priced lowerthana yearago!
^!?!TTTT^T^^!!!^!% Quality-Protected" Naturally Aged Beef

Beef Chuck
Blade Steak

i

:

20off
*^ MCM09 01MS « 5rx*

(ter

MS

^ ;
; 3 Pack

'• •: ."

Fresh In our OtJry

.

A met*tean SinglcsOAc

Tropcer*Oano* Juice
Son Corn Ol Margarine £2 w

-> tart* Marianne •••• 3fr

WaUmchHtmng
CotomboPtaiiYoQtft 40
Borden Sharp Cheese MNT 79*

A*week savings on I?axon foods.

John's Cheese Pizza

99
T.islf? O Sea R*d Shorrp 89
Test* OSee Coo f,i«<s B
Stops Shop OnonRrtgs 3~

Taste O Sea Cam Platter

Birds E>* Tryy Taior * 5f>

Peas and Carrots — SO
Newton Acres Peas 59
Niewton Acres Cut Com 59
NA»ed Vegetates 90
Snow Crop OrangeJuxc B

B

Sara tea Cupcakes 8*

StopG'Shop
'A Gallon leeCream

l G» :MDt<AMMMrUi«1 ' Vl9

•INlea Cream No«*t>e*
'

Stop 4 Shop Fudge and Pop.

tor***

CtoaMy Prcjoected beef to

o^oriJ. fresh, juicy and
wni tnmmad Great

beef' Only at Stop & Shop

Ground Beef
with t.v.p. CO
reared •eoataba/PKasni?**, o»<cus>rccrooejd *v*r»r*t

Regular" Ground Beef — 79s

Beef Rib Steak

3 1

Siop^Shop Sliced

DaisyWhite

Eno>ShlJurtrr5

NOw^anp^edMufUns -.2
Butvefmrfk. Bread

1
1
B9

upboardOonuH B»
Slops Shop Apnrxftfryvsh ; M-
Stop 4 Shop DaoeNjiB'cad. . 09

Bt^fjerrye* Cherry Pve

KnchenCopbOOfdOonUH ?

^pj t*eJthi Beauty Aide!

ŝ mpax %

129

kts69
*< :c-. - :* • i.<

nrs-eon. c*s

Anchor Hocking

Glass Tumblers
OvThMtocna. •?>• ee»e*o> ^ JPUN •:. .: ..

Funko-Wignalls
Encyclopedias

Try vta^mo1kyor*>4H yd) efV -

IT* eat you ona* rest efllfl .

LargeEnd ^r
^^Pe<%a lora o^a Sunday orM**

Beef Loin Porterhouse Steak
Beef Rib Eye Steak-Boneless
Beef Loin Porterhouse Steak
Beef Loin Shell Steak
Beef Chuck Skirt Steak o******

„..-.

*1 S
!

*25
?

»1«f

•^y
out own lean, juicy and flavorful

•Corned Beef
VacvumPacfcBrisket

Corned Beef Brisket
Napoo Corned Baal Brc«k«t-fiatC«t M

Alpert's Corned Beef Bw,e" ,*^>

99
cu

v Fresh from ourgarden of eetin'

Iceberg Lettuce 3 sl
Florida Green Peppers ~~<*~*~>*~*™> 49t

Arizona Mandarin Tangarines *»*•* 18 v 89 c

Fire Log iCf 79s • Philo °nT<mmPo* »<
•>

•M >*»•*>• V

« W

To help you shop and com-
pare ... New unit price tags

arenowonourshetves.

itape*
MMedli

• Hrx)er. deerer ryv# piwtir c ciUdto
eey wool rub ot. A laeoai tabi*e*» r*e

om tM«v>e pnc« «^a u«t prca en 4#«H o*
•r*<n «t two r»e»Md an ravin A»
soon &s tow«f j«to sm* stock «aone.
wcwiifnotvrHt^

KervL r8tton

€^pogFbod
Tonde/VMIhis iSSC 59*

FVinna Lovn SpoonMa "SSV W
Tabty TreatCalFood rss 4*^r»t

F»pero Tuna Cat Food SV.»t

Colonial Sail Service Oefccaamaen

S^5 Tasty Ten
^Franks ""

Coonitf Boot Frarfcs

Cooflii KnodBaWel

79

Countryfine

%109
f^v..ii5.>:od0»:on !
SvoedBoiogno .^rcrr^ 90/

Koil>er FfrtM^ —•• ^M"
'Ooo y

IMM(*'

Large Bologna
ylt Armour Star QQ

8NirpProo«aedCbee«»e *^ : 7>

White Gem Roasted
Turkey Breast

trnportod Honey 04sied Ham . M»»,

fl»c* Pudding »n^t ffr.

From our * n kitchen?

Potato Salad 4CC

Tapioca Pudding* 2X&
Metaron and Beef ••^••^^ 00^

Catch Bhesa graa< values!

KingCrabClaws

•thar'TurOotRaa^ '— T69"
PilawsOams Cas<no a>tla%« 9fr
EidoraxtoShnmp aWT^T^ •^
Cooked FianCa^os —*»- ^ 6^
FnedCtama m«iw $•

THS MAtlACHUieTTS PAILV CCKLCGlAJM

.r

10 JSiC I

>*OWSHOWINOI*
uraifN

Sma// Claims Court works
but still unused by those it's designed to protect

the

[MOM TUCS - 0*l«r Mi«M

• • • •

Sfsft fiwofr
You'witatQttwtOwr cat • pa«ir

106 cr#y to hew * p***d a«vj

c^tatiJ by $ iwmf^qng .tpmiac
Oar wttfi?

If ftu haw bean taawl short

chaagad, cWoMwd. or rooted dor

4400 or m* and h«v« bmm unabhi

to caaatt Iwm th« waponatoaj

penoA Irxt out about »rr»l derm
courts. <SCCt.

The 5* year ota frfaaaarh 11

small crams court* »v«tom
e§tataehad v> protect peepe* from
e»p*»ta»»t bus«MMa precticaa *rd
shoddy sarvkas, is forgotten,
urioowvn. and unuaed by
peep*, according to a

AMaough the courts 4f
overteofced by ooneimats, they are

overrun «v«h ctaWve tsem depaft

meat stores, utetiea. and other

otedtors M«no emofoy the courts as
c oeecrton aaenc*es Accordng to a

tat sunrey conducr^l

«» cent of til
NcreXernpton

C^a^Mts vraia

eolations.

^ order to rodatm t»«m
ptop)e's CO. IS consumer

aovocates M^ssPIRG and vVestirp

legal Sc«v<es a* t«ov»ov>o

iafait^e
tr« putec thai

Moat paofAe
fWd ihat ttwy psec
Criaingty umr> hi

may Jrtrre in court airr«d with en
eape*<vtced lawyer #»to tvmv cross
AMmine you

Brt'gno atortg tn expert *ttnet*
90 conoao«ltO your taaitmany.

such as an auto mechanic m ase
oeaa.ef a* overpriced brake »ob. «.a
faodtiaie the outcome of your sua

four .i»y ^ court may never
tfe deV^sart makes

J£|he mere sight of ehe

this oocera
settiemert.

Em

fee your sut wah
court ctcrk ot the

HPdMM W<A>eoeme
r^-<w* The enUm cotrt scene »S

vta >*>*+

o^andpra
htava on har.1 »Ke ^^ |f/l>M?i! na^ „

piojtfi :»«t b*nt/t»eedf to Set your

H you are no»fhk5 that y*e ruang
• « your favor, rt ts up to you eo
u*a the otiatrva to ceeect the
'way owed you
You Often what 4 nghttjer

ycure Justice tn motion.
Democracy in action Howavar,
<Wr three courts head Seferdey
*as*»cns Tha makes the courts
rerteesAli to fioae who can't
take time tf durn^ weekday
oviarajsa hours.

To aaevaie tha, MaasPlRG has
otaoad a eel iSanata 912
ttoduced by Sen. V/lun Suh}er of
Boston) whfcft would reou«a each
datnet court to hoej at feast one
sma* ctaans court eaaston on
Saturday or in |k# avsreng every

_^^^^*^*^^B M H a a*

a* ibS Kti ' v

* '^^Aaia^afl B^^ 1 ^k .^^^ai

t^m _^aai _^

^^ad^l ^ j.a^^PO^'^K ^

TONIGHT!
J

Brando Rides Again

in

The Wild One
7-9-11 SUB 73«

dtA»ida*t. the exact err**

wah to »je for. and SIGQ irr *

tee I'tfu-Oed at tne oanine>>

«tpe*ee it you wnl. ..fT akjr*-.)

the docket the derk has.atferbd.

you femm a court

The coert data a
wonih of *ai,haa^ data rnrvi
trra se prapera youtcaee

Put aa of the baa. aapenvand
Other pertrant documerrs together

end rewaw your ssatmo«w This a
rYoasa*< becauaa tha datmoan

t

itOrr ccrncattaV and accuratary. tt

Oy^comtendea to abstan from
a/>y theapaei Va*CS in ehe cour-
vpoax tha Mfce k cencetned onsy

*> the case.

i-<V» rca^sdjac he has
tha necessary »»«o***ation to

* decason. he *lo*n» both
parties that ha ajang wa arrive in

th« oaa. Most racaha | alttaYi a
waaS of the Nuvng

Many wH> have used ?ne courts
ftid a eecaieg and ertoyabkf
seeing all the dasgs they dacussed
n pjr»cr t*^h government cSass
come ro sit

SCC ate lor the

Diary of a

Mad Housewife
Marring: (iarrir Sitnilura-^.

Ktrlianl Id'iijatitiri

pill!*

ROADRUNNER SHORT

Monday, March 10

Coalition Against

Racism meeting
tonite in CC
Jek* the struggka aaavat reca"'

Coese to a maasng of ate Rve
Ceeeae StuStnts Coaatan Agarnn
fuxam today, March tfch. at 730
•n the Campus Censer. A hhhHi
from the Katoaat atsff rnya
Nation* Studants Coalition
Aoaosi Racam wd describe ne
aeuabon in Beaion. Coma brng
your oeas We wd be buaokng tor

die deasonsttafton aparru floston

on May 17e* and for an acton on
campus The attack on our nghts
muff be slopped Work wrh me

Times 7, 9, 1

1

CCA 75r:c

Juniors/Seniors Earn Over $500 Per Month

NUCLEAR POWER OPPORTUNITY
If f euasey. re* ceete ••rn ever stee 9^

dsr^a veer strut veer wHS eaarateeee
Nuci*jr rc»»( rr««*^« D« » Ctrrrr.iucraO O*
9kc«r mi ears in see rvrtter n«ta. Sr*rtt*a tatart «
over tnaaa ear fear *m rmpM lOVMcriiNt te
over » 11*00 ear tt+t tvcclWnt fr.iy* oe>'»ot^i, +>4
<em«»««sa edecattea

PrereaiMrtrs era year ot caSeee aa»sas.
rrvets evsean iMeerai cetcutvt.

in 1*49*% with our AM Vl
c*ft, rov •»<•» ro *k4o<tto«.

Brandon, pioneer

film distributor,

at Amherst tonite
Pioneer sen distributer Tholes

Brandon we be at Ar*he*« Coaeoe
today 10 tea, aboui rss 40 year

ewehawant mM *-** and to

treseni a prop/am of rate social and

potirjeei asva from the '93CTs and

TMCs Tha proe/am wd) begin at 8
prr f Lecture Room I of me
Coaape s Men* Centat.

Brandon a a etlirio** pioneer

of rtdependeni feat drsyaubo
tha US. and was actrve in the

docuraniary fam movement of the

ta»* He founded Brandon Fams.

lonp a major source of foreign fteye

! Amarcan docurnsntanas r->

eaa country.

As early as 1931. ha was worttng

to form the Fern and Fhceo Leaaea
and the National fini snd Photo
Laaaaa

Health help —
call 253-7200

Paeu) irro tee i

Prea/aM

Hem

e» rta Hxteer Pe»tr

Ored OaSe.

See Your Navy InformaHi I

On Cj»pu$ at the Berks***

2/18 r 2/19, 2/20, 3/11, i

Send to:

IT. DON HARtllOrV
NAVY INFORAAATICai
Albany. New York lira
or cad Oil) att-4424

colled.

"reJail+nUV

fiusvurt
• .. 1 1 . - , a

•^•••xt



notices

cont. from p. T7
m*w.vr sr*ttf<&/ /«* *0>vr
•AJRAr

Alt***) MMMHfi XQ&J
ha) • ->mi*wj x cAmi •wowg 5«mm jit . <>m i#
•*•«* •*#< • t|M» p«fW> If
->MM X ml-.MM. (tNM COM4 Of CM

.vrrnoMG ¥i<h7AJKm mrttiftivi
MlMIHH XIWIWI *. • «" p •»

. J »
t% -w- «**V«»w»i ->»(M»l0» WtfW^Q^I

»»^*>^»-^''mM»|MMJAA

thc v*S5A':m JSC'TS DAr.v MXLfGiAK
AAOMOAY. iMAftCM >J IfIS

- »•>»*-- | Mj|
Otl Aw»v 41

>»> *•» m-m M*4>
-v.-ap

tote) 9)**r cm •» .*4

\ittm IIIMtfl CM 9A4.x>

>CV%P
MM* >»* ff . MM. f»#* *••. M «r

MM*. M* .MM* CA9 JA4
**«M>r. W* M Sm«*. Cm
lOi*
t«o MlWMMMl IM. >«-

,-4Ml9nM, HMIMMl fV»4

V AtehM» CM 0»-*l A 9?Jft

18,000
readers see

MDC
classifieds— try them
they work!

MOMDAY. UJUKM M. Iff*

iVfrOM.

*.i

<}*•

• OP fAW «fAi MCCOYS ~T>»»
•**«.>-*« immw' II

TAtf ttO VMUV

*m*qoo on en
AfAvfAiCr *>••.«••

"AY aACA fr M0L'5f ClC#

*JO i.«-*a a-m/5 "M
Mm»«>»- C»l|l» ' IIM
VMM AtfGlY !)«• Il7i

MOCK'S I »J#&H Ht« m
( u«m * «*•*# m«A lM«ir« X<
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Record-breaking swimmers
finish at New Englands

THr MA*tACm/SCTTS DAILY CCXLBOtAAl

Caittc captain John Hevlicak IR) doesn't stand a
chance of getting this rebound as four Warriors go for

the ball in yesterday's 102*101 Golden Stale victory.

B's douse Flames;

Warriors edge C's
BOS70H IUH, - Bot** On

toot* Nt own ftngfc teeem record

for got* Or a defaneamen Sunday
*iah\ two/fog ha 38th at ihe

Botto* Briane sttjeeJ ty it*

Atfente Rsvrtea, 5-2, tor the* eiatn

a, featoneJ Hockey league

Of llin ttatjted cr Boston » tint

by Carol Vednea and
Ken Hedge ,n the first pencd and
on in empty net 900I by Orwg

BOSTON \At>) - «ck Barry

came to see w«h 13 of h* 31 fonts
lha trMd pmed. at ** Gotten

Staia Wantons toeght beck from e
?6-pont second penod OefiCrl to
defee* tea tome* Cettce 102 101

Sunday m a aetloneey iska.uod
Net»on«i lUakeifeall Ai»ooei»on

By Bat iOiLSTEW
A iteevaano eeaaon came to a tvuiaine tinea* tar

tha Ukiesa emmman bat Thursday through Saturday

M lha New Ergkends

Tha Mrntemen took eejM compettctrt to

Prcnnfrenco (Hairy Bfyden. 0»*e e*d Ron Boucher.

Bon vnxatar. Joe Mooen. Ooneen Losses, ted
McAeeaer aad Rute Yerwon*t . tat a bevy of to*oo<
record* and tta «—tgtd not to c*axe anybody in ike

Ins** of any avanr How can a th-ng ale aae/l hap
P»n>\ you darnand «vyed%seut*v.

it get to vwji «n a rnomant.'
T
aay I. tuearteed at

»our ajiJden outbuasi

UVjtt cacraaway from t*a Mew laglanda writ ?'

points - ona wore dun laai yaar - and placed trva

notches fugher than -n* previous annum. CBAown we*
tha runaway cftamp. xneeng ovw twice at many
points aa unchojssngod eacend peace Sprngneed
hkmtothamaal. Thf 800to ratty teem of Haoan.

Lome* Crooks* and Hon lloachar coated asp whoa
sting o* pocrty by breaking tha school record »n that

evont w«h a km ol 74BjB ItrstsrTsng ona aacond off

the okj enerkl. "from whet I aaw n practice, wa
should hava broken tha record by esgrrt to tan

aeconda," coach Bey IVkesaiisJ prceectad

DtY*a Bouchar, tha good guya' aadng poeitgerrer

wtthaeeen, ax*, a coupes ot scrtra n rtm 200 and 100

hreasfssic»e Dave broka urrvsrsny racordt kn each
evartl with tinaa ol 1 03 3 in tr« 100 I » 1 B aacond cud
and £l?.5 n the X0 fan eoong of 4.D aacondal
Boucher, howavar, awam raa raeonj-bnjafc-ng 200
attoka ** dna conaoiaion lOund; r1 ha ted swum it o
two gjaHytng round, ha wcukj h«*a been a fknalet

aacond kn poaita for UMata Q\ placed
m tha ittO vaad fttjajft a lotta water)

haaatyta and twaffth h tlia 500 «>ae. wtps dmoa ot

i;^B4 and 501.8 raapeetrvah/. and machattiad lian'l

a ammg ita number of eyr^enymt one can fnd for

tha¥%ord*cuf whenoedahftdrj*aaee)eietalof 13

aaocndaorV tha UMaaa record! in dtote avanta. Heary

Brydan ftrtabad wall tahod Creoker in both eventa,

but farad wafl. curmoanr-g n waa lha frm uvm ha had

jttamptad tha 1060 rkarethon. Maaaty fnoNna du
awam grvaa Marry the right to wwim to tha Russian

tshtrtg tcaw%«n> off the Maaaechusatta coast, and

tack

Tha 400 madaay raaay waa aasum "qj6t badh/' kn

lha words ol Coach Matarned Of the taam of Haban.
Yarworth and the Uouchar biothart, enfy Oava broke
a racord for ha part ol the

Htbtt (200 butterfly) and Lomet C200 indwick>al

rradkeylswsrntmast'jat kapt the record fcxestareCft

end McAJkster tea wctm to oaefOPfrtdenot : k\ tha

ona mstar dt>s*mg corrpcrttjon, €arl saved ret bttl

dsmt lor ehar tha gratifying tound aact at a retutt.

raaadooquaaty Wnsn «ho pier* rote to dvea matart,

McAaatp changed avatagy and ouakfied for tha

sacond round by nppkng tlha water witi hia beat cWta
first Ivan so. rue favorite pknge, tl»e inward one and

one hall, bettered hen and tha aacond tou-d turned

out to be led e Uat

IfkajlAppir.-rjiT l.p

frv«tr»r>nj- one.

Nt team at not

teokan el the

Engiende," added
no pleating UMn9 paupse

MeurrMd dearrad the i

ka eTsxowarnera made by
hnk wa fthoukJ have

I records at tha Mew
riAflrii-rfil rn»:h tt>«-r » fjf.

OYft lour poeita pnv ham a
Ursa poeit lead oear kaamrnate Phi
£apoaao. 11B 11b. n the Nta
sccrmg raca.

Marry end Ke«h Watea scored **
•grit nt tr«* team a baskatft n the
UstfNerT^nvH^locvarraulagama

'ong Boteon bed and nyveraa a
*our game WaiaJOr foamg eeaaek on
tfsa mad

Skinner, Erving

star for Nets
ONiOHOAiL NY \{/Pl\ -

r.irmsr UMaaa ftart AlSkjinner and
Jukua tndng conrcaned tor 44
posmt to leed t%e New York fietft to

• 1

1

2 8? A8A wn Sufdey over the
Vrgna So^aaet.

Both players scored 22 pomts at
the ftett r>caatd id the* luth aaakjle
wn o«ar Vrgnax
Now York p&eyad wrhpui Mko

&vimv\onriGn show depth
despite losing, 61-60

Let's give
America
a hand!

Very raesltfnt
QsneJeaef

Rt3?vvfllyi Has Arrived!
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Defending champs NC State
denied NCAA tourney bid
By IMTWJAm, MtVmenona/ Beyond Iket I don't ne^ arrytrssg cranspjl

..ruc^eThat^ c£le^ ^ ,.fpack. nooona, JJnttU^'*£^° C€,T2r ^ ,N> ^•-^•« E HH defeated tt?rd*Tb^^^a^nTla?nabonaf chamxnehg wet bound Mvyttrd «i tha samdnaa ol (Id LaSattaV ft«-^T r^TT*
10 produce tome c*ae*e*enw, end 4XX Muff. N ..Mr R- ,,
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•Wa were btnesy dkaappairCaJ acored 24 points tc \-,tr, .Sen. tha rwadrYa to^wrfsad coach Noim Sk>an ol Ntrfs ' Carotna dtleai the WoNpack 7T>B5 >aW ^cn^tedTrlan^^Cerokn. $tata aher keireng that ks ,* ,de oame tatao^eT^Jr^
Marytand had bean aalecied osar Marytand. the net.cn e teoxd oatiaM

'£22SZfiTSIL Z^,sen,«raceheenetetdndACC rar^ r^n, go, tfs. second bet ™£\7Z&^**£!Z
proud of Bta ttoaon wa bad »n^c tr< ACC's teosaar aeeaon »a
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Three in row in NYC
iHf MA*lA(HU*trr* CU»CY COLLEGIAN ay. MAtK* »p. »n

UMass
9yST€V£DtCOS7A

The wort l* ovar.

foe the t^d stie*)hl MMen And
the ftftb *r*o in fin year*. th#

Urrvarbty of MwiKhnittt wtl ba
competing In dm National In

.% 'rornomenr>nNow Ycv».
The •mrtstion wh mcervtd and

accepted by Attociate Ai^tc
nobert aCorv*A. on

favor of Menjfcnd fry

the conference's seoorvj place

b»j*. \oted not 10 eccet* i*o Ud
Se»J AMArmnctn OomJ TtiorTp-

so* •
1 1 ,«M seems lie eueh • too*s

'

tournament"

Vtnuii end Purdue sho
litrwd down NIT irrvrttoom h
favor of cwim^ r> tha second
annuel Conference Comrrwucoan

^loecky. Coach Jeaiee*mn was Tcutnerntnl. to be head the yoer

«

away en a reouong trip at tho Louejvftt, Kantu:'*Mt
In a telephone interview But. de»*»ie tfm preaajnto of orsty

soaterdey. Lawman ea>d ho waa or* nationally m*ked loom,
pleated that ha imti hod boon latmen la lespmeail by the fretd

seabed but Admrti»d that he had ~$ovd» Carofee *» realty tough and
by the dotty Clpntor* {number 14 in the

gets NIT-picking

'When they Atoned cmnrqmmrH c««>^lbgood born the ACC. sol

rod frrfev end wo i*** •»'« o rreJfy sarong neid
"

wemn't pidbodL I started » gat

"<>"»<) Tho M*xr>tm*n w* bo to»od as

Tha tofcfnjmonl opens (Ma **" VoA *L*"!• **** **•*

weekend « Med*** Sqe*ia , "*"**h
"5:*i **** £ **

c;.r.s.n h,! round pesrngs w* be wtlM"** EC*C q«ll.«v'fl

announced lodey IWHH—WW HvJ| CftM* MAM
bowwd to Bov>x> Cotegt ••

SatuadeVt cftomc+onth* game,
(•carved a bid shot tame dty what
Connecticut And Protidonce. lottrt

n tha prefcrranery aoand. wore
on Sunder

Several (A tho nation' a top It

••d (1nwn NIT lm lal ans
voenrdey. North CA-otna Stele,

upeet oy North Caroajna m tha toe*
of tha ACC tcumeeecnt

Murphy voted top
player in Yan Con

John Murphy, who lad UMeat to scoring A*d r^bouvSinft ha*

boon nmmA YanAoo Contaranco ptayor Of tht yoor.

Tho ** lomard bom Csrton. aAaoa. noraoAd 17.4 potoia ar*J 9 «

rabounda par oamo «i Nodnj tho tAnutomon to IhaW thiid COfV

aoeubva conharanoa chajaaploft*Ha>

Tho award waa annouKOd yaa^OAday and was chosen throuoh a
pod o* oft contaranco coact^a

.votranQ Murphy on tfn A I Vjntco Coniaronco laam wore Sob
Wamar of Mane. Tony Nanaon of ConoactiCaf. Korry WaJaar erf

Soaton UYavaracy. and Aon Gocaoohaw of Voavk
Namad so tho aacond aaam wtro Bel Chfabott v* UMiu

Wilaiiaj j ii of Rhoao IffandL Ne4 Burnt and Curtis v-..
o10coiooUr-vanJh>.ArvdWavr>e^AH»tk^c4^lawK^^,nhrt
Wfaraaqn aaat atjo Chosen at tht confaronci- ' "~

Bob Canfhfjooev from Booton CotbQA. haada. \**u*.
England toa-n. be** na^od cotoga tm>,a<iafi ptayaa at ini ytot tar

aaurphy «aaa tht onty UMatt rapreaanteth<e of tha tin tat aiata Ah
tt>Q Now Enctfand so>ad.

Ll

Trie MT wti *avo a ttrong local

flavor th* yaar, as Manhattan. St
Peter's. ar*d St JcdaYl am at
located w tht afotropotun *—.
avJ tchooH tao UMaaa. UCnrr,
Holr Croat, Pfinc«ton. .rnd

1 1 i^actt can bo expected to ivoo.
larpa raaadjoat of fotcwara with

Tht NIT, wtach tu^arod whan
rht CCA tournenent mos Mtaoad
tan soason. woo again hurt tho
aoatoh. as tha NCAA tounament
wot expended to axJude 32 toa«a,
•niiaad Of the pnnious 26 Tha

NCAA, tor tht first lenty hO«a

ate>wt sooond oiaca cofdoronco
tnohart 0> comptta. Many aehooH
sa dsa; attuanon wont pJOvfeosry

amtoad to tho NIT

Tho tfoar'a NIT gets urdarway
Mil* aftomoon and avaniig
dbotfafiaadani on $aoarday and
Sunday. Wmnara advance so tha

ouartarinAta on erthar Toaaday or

Thursday raght. and *%9 aamiflrata
wrAj be patyod on Saoirday. March
22. Tha tournament charrcMonaho
and coracaoacri »m bt playod one
day later. Sunday. March 231

In afphabOtteaJ order, the taaaaa

to compete in tht 1I7S NIT ajgj

Clamaon, Ccnnacficu, ftofy Croat,

lefeyetta. Manhattan.
MataacfMtafTi, Mrmoraa Staot.

Oral rtobarta, Oregon. Prtttburgh.

rnrcaoon. PioviJenca, $t. Jbhn't,

St Paoar'A South Caroina.

Itharr llnota

UMass: five times

in NIT

in six years

J
f.
dt

^f?
man tancs •• '••»" during timo oui or a gama at Mddtton Squaro Garden

~
earltar ttin year. ^^

Gymwomen beat Westchester;
finish year with 7-1 mark
its! In euaa ttaanf

ii... -. tiMrw —
Vttaiihaaitr tttjia, oat

latfaiA .

Crtm III aaa ami taatnn \aatv«
n,,,|», mint pt#«iu w*

Kwasl. AAd Ann than

JatAtitiai atrofAt.

Gymnasts outclass Syracuse
in final dual encounter

Illness, starvation plague Cambodian refugees
^WW P£HH. CamoodtA \ap\ Evor,

day a fow more tnctie ir\ moatry tha very old
o->d the vary young. hoU up or earned atono
by rata*, as or tritndt,

Moady poor and eoertcAuyed. th»y hava
•Ptnt tht rotont mvihs of thar tvot on the
r^ horn once boh boda, tatng off tht dots
of fontign ad in 1*0 fetid equator of akma
•ntf POCkOtf ^efugat campt around r^oom

and amaoatad, thear etint' noma) illsitti,

b gone and the* gaaaty eyot a>o half ctoead
aa aniiopafSon of dtuth

'Thaao paopfa »• akoody in tha tarrranaf

a doctor taid. poWing to tha
cvarcrowdod ward of a newty

roopanad rnalriuy«9ow cooler in Phaon
Pmh nt't Ai wo can do |U*t 10 StabAxa

tfOWty bajan Iht \vb of

Molaiod Story, Pago 4
Thty am t<k wrt«i dytontory. bronchatJ

JvpfAOtJ niaaias

Coatbtiad wfth a poor caac
vnatarta, protttnt and ctrbchvdraros.
O^fA iheao aiaaarn the iirmntaatiai

.

Of malrvjtritbn. That- bodies art def^raoad

Thadoctor'tptnonttattjutia few of tho
tbovrtenda of Cambodajnt tu^tnng from
mo nutroon. a pAonornancn which fas fceon

ropidh/ ncraaatng in the past month.

They am tha frat to foot 9m ttow
economic to*a*ga4ebon of tht Carnbocatn
^aoM fy iht Khmer Rouge haurgant't
^•HJe rwonth otd ofTtntnra MfjabMMbai

»aa struct haitasat at thoat who hat fled
2»c*i rocontry frorr. tho ftghtng around
rhaorn Penh

Offkitta aatentot about 50,000 pa*tont
had the* homae m January, the fertt month
of tht dry aaaaon offenoiva further bur
beneng tho wort toedt of a hanoTuf of
Wniottn vceunury Aganoot who caro «©r
'(^gAat Mora o^an hart a raaabn rarugtot in
tha Prwom Penh area now are dAocajfy
scpondani on ihaea agancot' handouts for
aurvtaat

Vofuatary agency OfTWab wore dm frtt to
pattc oat tto growing probton of
malnutrition in recent waaka While
gouarrrnant oticisfa clamed sfcero was toJ
4o days of opt on hand for tha cad*»Ts
ottimaaed two mflion rasidantt. tho

vcAjniery Agenoat wort complorAng thare
Mt wot not enough hoe 10 hob the

Tho Umed Stestt k<4od off t onomonth
long »6.5 rraffion aOfrfi of riot to days ago.
KauVng in batwaen f330 and S6o sona par day
tht aetyt b wmad at seeping «p w*ih daily
cowturrpbon in tho caphaf urttl tha Cartv
bodntn govommowi can organlie ^
coeraiw- to reopen fha Metcong Rrror to
oappfy convoys Tha sf»ppr»g channel hat
boon cfotad unce jan 3a
O-nnt a %tart law woe* by Avar Secretary

of State Phwp Nabib. wnieh coincided with• of a oong/ttarOrai dalagaiion. aba
^^inrwsaoasion offlcaj pro-ood an oaoignt
Orant of 20.000 »nt of hot to f*a votirr^ry
agencies for raAjgoot and
persona.*

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY 1 1

weather

Snow tlumaa mavbo
Light wandt an* blow
Migha in the thrtot
but tha sun won't show
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Senate issues fee alternative
o\ COXHA fUSCO

SitfffUponw

Mornbart Of the Student Sonata
Rents and faas Comaaiftoo
votcarday pr cpoaod An ahemar>%o
to tha Unhoraal RoaouKO Foo
which would retcuciuro Ibo
dorrnnonaa into four ctflarowt aving

Tha ccmraajstO propOtaJ tht

abarnatho at a )0til rnttbi'iy <*th
rrwrbars of the adrniraavaton.
who have boon woriung for tha par
few rnontht on varbsa abarnettwet,

attd Tony Arrnatn, chaaman of tht
Student Senate Ccmrncmcanont
CcmaWrtee.
"Tho propoaaf ' Armeen sakL nt

tm <n iht arntryorac atagot. bat
dse cornmAae conatdart n a
eJtt»ivitf»r iu itj unr

- cooperative dO*e*t in whioh at

eervcot would bt providad by me
atydanoa who Ino m there. Tha
opton ttovtj aatooasptoy a tvatam
for evtfuadan and control by the
admfresirAbon to pjovent abutat.

- dorast widh BsrStortaf toMot
ard futrature wrh a "bu4dang
me'aoer" rather than a head of

rotidonca that cownsoH studenti

AAUP fails to agree on
collective bargaining stance

- dormt wtat a head of
residence, mininat counsoing.
laabortai torwoat end furrevna

- fi* tarvica donwa prenndmg
avtrything that at now supptad

Armeen sa»d tho*t tht foor coats
diet have to bo mat with any
anernathnt: tha debt tarvica.
utilities. me*me*ance and ed
naraatratve coatj,

*• amphaoijed tho m st* a
saabnal IdttX

4

We're not t% Sjaa

p-ocata of ovtliattng araa bt fm.

probtara, "any vary favorably in
othert am mom eaaooua."*

"IJadtr tho propoaAl wo would
probably aapermant mr,h thy dorra
mo We coutd hava evoryone pay a

tat foe and rerund unuaed rovanao
AccordVg to how much money tht
dorms saved,- 9 itipavtc* tad.

"8ef,
v

he said, 'tha support
bom Oat propoaai nnutt oomt frort

tho oorarraomanc of the maidenti
1 'ortyth. attsstant to the

t«»Til»f>eVt 11

Grad senate retains

SBA consultant
fS A< ootJMfbdJLJO
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Southwest leads campus in damage incidents
THe JAASSACMUJjMl QAILY COLLEGIA*

&t WHUAM MiUS
Staff ficpottt*

0«* 'urOied AM forty trree incident* Of

tejcrerfl levied do^ge were reported «n

South***! (mi moath. a ligu* which

supercedes th# total incidents reported at she

•dm tesisentiat ccdegee. eccordro to *

aaport ressesad yesterday »o the Go*?**
torn it* Office ol Reedernei Lie 1ORL1

vMm Firtsty, direct ol O&i, said Cerryet

area recorded 30 etudert*v*d damage
•novJofitfc, Morthe*st 3ft; Svh/art and Orchard

Hal 23 eech. About S2,«0 worth of damage*
was reported in Southweet. Vatua bases it

It* tfhat ra*dentiat arsaa dd net ciceed
$420 teat month.
.km Buorvorrw, gradual naBalaci. of

Mid an average of
I2S.O00 worth of damage * feporlod avary
•cedemc yw m Southwest B«or>onx> s*d

' Hrw darr*ge * net reCKVttd
Begin to Miirati ** emeant of actual lam,"
BbbbU

•«y a*d value Ipsa at the othar
rejajdarreeJ arse* compered w»th Southwaat
"evona out Ova** wo Mvo about ttSjOOO
worth of damage* per year in die east ode of
tht oompu« r«t leekJentei areas ejtckxftng
Sowthwwti * AccoKftng to FMey. the
fufrbor of mctttntt i» Souhweet it

"norrroOy H&m>- beceuto So%thwe»t has
•bout tho soma amount of etadtnis living

It*/* <n do tha W other resijttoel

0ur*g r*brv*ry. in South***. Kennedy

ndrjk recorded tho race* %ek>e demege
otote with *339 lost •uonomo lid there • 4

tight ocreiae at damage th* rear compared
:«r tha urm period lost year 'Last

Ivbruary about S2O0 lass wos lost than tfo

Isbruenr." ho said

Wotng n tha Southwest Services for

ewo and a hatf yoera. Buonomo said, ""ha

U-Mrwy * lacking a eokd denapa poKv
U-kaaa wo get together and p»ck ono op.

thoso ftgu*e aren't going so ckjenjeae mit

ha sad
Poop* aro beginning to reside things

»eve to be done here ska ieebtusng damage
and inventory programs,' Buor»#*o

Student Security CoerjiMtio*. Ban
Clancy, said it a> not tht duty of the student

Mojritr gse*d* to protect property. "Cur
ttf ra to protect personal safety." Clancy

tatd

C*ncy sard ha wants to prevent easautt

and battary offanses in dorrt*. Laat

semester. asaeuH and bettary eaceedeiS »•

other dorm incidents s*o>tfae*ntry naudkif
suoh ohenses as v andasom, rraapaaairg «nd

ddturbino the paeoa. according to a report

Issued by Cte«ys ofhoa.

"My gS* « that the adrntrasitarion Is sso

*n*nt wie* the offenders commaang these

mosSertts," Clancy said

Meal ticket owners get raw deal
oV JOrCt KOSOfSKY

Staff t*rp>rtw

The Ssadent Oganrng ProyactTs (SOP) 0*>og
Convnons fhoj». *-« soon re b* r**aaed •apart

fom tha Studant Cant* for tducetoneJ Raeearoh
(SCEftl h«va dccun>a«rod proof of olsp^oportionateiy

hgh food pnees. p» n«mtior. *Kh pf student and
•fhtmtwe actkjn arrcA}%oos among other espXtS of
t*sng Common* ouSMtion*.

In cemgswaion r» unat tha other schooh h i*e fn*
coMega area era porno. UMaas asaei tidset hotoera
•rrni yttxtn} tha aama deaf, aeeoadi'g to tr* report.

At raernpattre CoJ^.a. whata tha srxdents pay onfy

2 3 of nAat a *\e day plan eosts hare, atudanta naeatva

maais. seven days a weeiw *e**ed seoonda. ttaa*
every Sacurday night u>6 agga rr*da So order

F«a the seme price UMass chargaa fee a fhe day
,un women at Ml Horyoka ara provided wth
wamsss servce. end maais seven days a week.
Smrh provides its atudanta wch tab* cisths.

csadsaJajffV eNfanrted seconds and maais seven days
a **** at a cost ocjuai to what tha UMeas student
pave tor a hve day pen.

Also at the earn* coat. Amhsret Coeage eejdents
gat both aouk «nd roaat oeef oaoe a wee* and rneete

seven days a w/aafc

loceby, students » BurterSaid. where their DC ie

student run, gat seven maatb a week *** vr*hvied
Moonds tor tr* same coat of tha refutsr Trva day plan.

Tharo t«* been ccnerdsfab* spaculation by tm
ciovaaa of ** Dutter«aid OC **t tha feeftty w* bs
pwmanardy doeacf durof the dorm's nanovattorv Tha
^«ao* atalae ikes « pssis* ** ae*» W •- vm>

avaraga dairy OC dkst provodaa mice tt* recom-
-«nc*d daav amount of tat for males and tbv per cant
o^ th*t lor rtarrokas AJao. acccrdng w a former offtc**

of th# food Services Governing Board, tha DCs diet

grvoe vsjdants throe timee the reco*wn*»ded daa>
aespsnt of ^.»hr>^^rtr*r^^

Actng Drecoor of t^cod Services Arthur Wenen.
when asked why OC food • so greasy, said "Some
people Boa greasy food and some people don't. We
oe*'t efsoji everyone

"

The report also shows that r2 par cert of tha coat of

e moeJ plan goea so retire bonds that paid for the

oonetnjction of the DCs. That ftgum w*a takan from
tha fX*» moot n»contb*dgart Ona DC WorcaaSar, wSI

be patd lor b» trw atudanta aa of tho Oacerrfear and
n* rowai to au* ovnarshp sccoaceag so die raven
Wartan saSd, "Ona third of tr* budget \na tJ par

cent aa tha budget mdcaoesi is spam to pay off the
bond*, and tho » mo"«ry that othanvt* wmJd be
t.-i'-t -<•, hn:tr« fgggV

The sfunchoa and vtecfc Mrs wara mrandnd to

genera* proff» than would be used to lower the p*ie
«a ** meaJ tkkei. Iln*ie. a* od the Muncfsee end
wee* bare, eaoapi VVWswore which naa tha tuwaat

pxoSvic*erno«ey.stiisdlntherevr>i.Therapxtdajo
swies d*se deVits are paid for by the students

The reports state f*t g/eeter erHc*ncy of large,

oemrsfy located OCs shoukj reeut in aavnga for

seadents, party as torrpsreefion for the imparaonel i

atmospere An etrroaphora whioh Iccraar **ad I
Orector Jo* Ssonaham daaont*d aa "eg*

to an arrvy meee ha* aa you can gat.

"

-. W ar*j ttm diacAjeJe e*e ejej
g

• fB*
fee** v

DUeV CCailCaX

To&inNvfrfaNmas

Fire truck purchase top priority

• 9 mm mm

b qmri of mitiS M 8 o* clock

in ihr mcmtiyg?

HAMPDEN MUNCHYS
open t Co 8

V a r b mot$ m a!bb> lejetlrvi gl

^•trrBlrf cb^mbj: |»i#6

It 00

UMTA appeals for

cooperative housing
&yP€T£A aa\/euO

StaVtfiamen*
Cwee to *0 iar*r«s troe* Lanccin.

^voralty. ana honh Village-
Bpertmanta vcoad inanrnousry for
*» UMaas Tanaau Aaaodaoon
lUMfA) to oontinve nagotujnng

JBj she adniAistrabon for the
•vtotlon of cooperative hooting
by Sepurrbar I97S. Tr* vo*
fcraowed Sunday's prs*arrahon by
WBtTA naarrbers of a p/aSmnary

for cooparotive self

N of tr* throa U«rn>d

through COOperati.e
monagomant. Married Student
Mousing tenan* at it* Unrvaroty
of kAnnasou have been ebte so
reduce rents by IS par crt or

UMTA moabere claim the
management contract would
benefit both tor**** er>d th«
t>**e*tiry. Tanan* fje^trbpatng n
tt* Co»operat*s woukl
lower renca end tuid a senee of
ocmnvnih/. Tha U"rver*tty would
djenbe freed from meet raepocv

Students vie for town
meeting membership

Clark allies with Daniels' defense

. -i U, r .xt
lJ e^s^aaj,,.^ faO bdt PCIoXV

Phone-a-thon nets alumni $$
Tz^:xr£~z

•^

ssrxrr^r^ AAUP fails to reach agreement
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Rebels fire rockets into Phnom Penh airport

THE MASSACKJSCTTS OAILY COCLtOlAN

Fails to stop US
airlift of supplies

CoopAVotvn W*+$
PHKOMKHN - Rebel Qxjnrm%

pouocJtd Phrom Penh*
Pocheniong airport wch a barrao*
"< 'Ofrvy rod* end atdJaiy Ire
l*«*rday, deobvying a Ci-c>xl»ft

•SC«r1 der* but «j*r^ Qo hat
»* AffwrtQt* ejafjf of foo^ fu*
and M-u-^xn.
Soma jp rocket and ertitary
t>d» tfpewed into the vital

airport and a neghboring %«ege in

• »*V» tvemwuta period. kAng
ona person and wounctng »».
mAter> <mct*s tmd
A d*eet rockat hh desr/oyad an

0*J Cembodan DC* fwrnanpne
transport plana.

Bui the U S. linefeed
soaarpency afctfi corvknued fh**g.
•nag** in TQt tana of no*, tha
0«jp*'t amount since the operation
was cunaaad last Wednesday.
utfoart sat*.

In WaaNnaion, Oaaoooatic and
R«pubi<an Sm.ir f leadera
r*«terdey catad for me 't<rvcva) ol

tha fOvern/nant of

P*osi*ent Loo Sol. Sanaia
«epvt*ean taede* M,©*. Scott aw*
Ion fed ahoetd redan «i favor ol •
trerorsend regime mat coukl than
negotiate a true* and a new
0O%em«wr« «,th tha Connorest
fercaa

*• mad* * deer ha wn speakog
onhy flor himself and not I* A*
munition. Ma set* he deubesd
thar Congraaa would approve at
tha S»0 mwen in eddriond aid ftv

Cambodia proposed by Praadam
*o»d
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Inflation and Wages

CONSUME* PttCE INDIX
|

Stan* and surisr maWiMtton
Of • Houae sub

euotad CIA DirectorWaai €. Colby as taking them tha
sitseaon in Cambodia is tod but
said Cdtygeve «o aeamsce of ho*
long tha Cambodian exnarnnant
codd safvtve.

Cot>f teatnad bakre tha House
Fcraign AHart investigations
aubcorrmmee. wh<h is le rapon to
die M commjftae VVedhaaday en
**ethe' to recommend more
matary ad *or Cembcdw

d*P*lbuti©n Ten Cemmunet -cckers svue* m
The »esc*voen *es spo^eored by anj arstatd Phnam Penh itaajr

Sen V^>«k HsrAeM. R Ore.. «ho dutng it» csav. kdtog tlvaa c^Mar«
said die *ce beino sent lo Cam and amtejana; nirtt Mhsvs fow ol
booe by pm UnHad Sera «i th* ipcitts me^ed tha -ty M<i

«oi>g enh; l» thoaa who sol neve <uj*sOed hjrmaasai r m th* Msisau
!ha maam lo buy •!. ahi* tha toov

let thalaade»s leave *h) I thai*.

w« be tonftcorwtnQ/' Stnata
Oemxrex Leeder MM M*n**eM
said «n a tec speech

Scott tad provoion snout) be
m«dt for ratatllinQ several

thousand Cambodkan* "Steuphiar

can be antcpaoad if we Oont get

them out." ha to*) reporters

S<011 f**66 his SSiierrent SO

repoter* snens/ tetbre the Senate
passes a unerwrou* taeotetfen

aa*j-g tha ford adminettalion to

imm that at laast hat tha r-ca

bong aanc to Cambodia he made
fpr free. ho-nerJtsrtan

Vietnam Communists
seize capital city

75

SAKiOH (QPft - Oovarnmant
defenders outnumbered twoio
one dang so roofsop poettona and
ona rmrrmrtng cemmard puft
vaatardsy to ftg»* off «%k»»^j
Commune* Poops that soiled «iaH
ni :*>e pfpwKial <ap>tal of Sen Ma
Thoct 4> a tentted predawn

•en Uo Thutt. a eitf of 7Q.O0O at

the Cantfal rtrjrieuis 9j9Ut fajrj

•'•' of flaioon

H,
Otjpartrmfit of Leber statistics sliow the rotation of ttse comumer price index to

fhc a vera^a weekly wages. As ft* chart shows, the difference has been increasing
every month since 1973.

Sirica dismisses all charges

from coverup against Strachan

North V«riama*a troop* eJOo

overran Kav Due and Tajn Phutc
dsbxi r SfinHa m Ouang Tin

prownoa naar Oa Mane. Jff) ndSJi
nortb of Saigon. wMary sourcee
aeid.

Oovernmer< w»<Sa end 2S/M
oK«ions flad the two tow* eti»r

o4lffetg Idlle rasistanca, the
*mJ\J*W9 aVSi<

Matary soarcea said tha tank-aai

North VWtnamaae ***** backed
by haevy a idaiy ad out capeumt

HlfdftOOd

White Pine

(413) 549-2806

an cisatitnt ace leaihhtaflv
pnead i«i»ctiM %4 eaawtifuwe lar fmx •aaa>aerSlaf ant
car*W| siaatave

AMHERST WOOD CO.

Saajdartaae He fmrm AMhartf

Maaia lamsen mrttm —
» too «e ivrr'

Tlk.uu\ |iini^^,irtq loU:

«• !•% s»a eiee ... %

• , dijct%&quc & f^fsaU/sY/y

09m nw/Ji taaASf

iVU. K.4T

>.^.w^

• •

M>|.

IvaaJ kinni; dai JlDg

Two RFK aides bare Castro plot
High UMass official

recalls events
rVYOWiCAP/i - Two forme*

ooss of the lata Bobart P. Kemedf
in a ttory <\ The Mew Ycd< Tmea
yosterdoy krAad the Central In
taAgence Apancy w»th the Mafia
and a plot so essass^ata Cuban
Prervrer Frdal Castro,
Tha newspaper sard thai fCan-

r»eey told two of his skSss. Adam
WaOnsky ead P#jar 8. Cdairran. ei
1967 that agents of the CIA -ad
cottnxted with the Mana o an
ooorted plot so assasenate Castro
before tha ha» of P-os *>. seion of

edamaa issued a naiaaaent
vastardey «n Beeton in whkh he
«tited that he reaien ibexed the
senaior saving he itoppad an
aoerdve ptot irtvehnng orgemrad
crime or the Mana to easaii nat»
Castro, but ha (fdamani (Spn't

know rl eta CIA wee »rr/ofved.

•i recal San. Kecnady ateo said

aornatNng Mce 'I «ound out that

aoma paopla were going to try en
jttampt on Cesvos Ma and I

t.mad rt ony ' Bttknto. row vice

pree-denr for policy at tha
Unverecy of Massachjeens. said.

Tre New York Tmaa report %mh

1TON tAPi - Tha
Wars a*d Means Comnltsee
trrmiiaiad a den teats' Oar tv imw
n«2»aooeiwoUrs rsoVsd I-.

••oard couat order, but wtttsaas

PdfvoprMting m* neav esoeey
Tr»e plan invefves the vans** ad

Item 0m wrafera aasa*a

aaautt and «13 CO) trta»

V# Staea'a amargancf lurid

The faart annum wsi pay U« fes

wait«M. ~ .i*^ fur w*u» r»«me«
wes avihaeia »n a nia%ssus lu$}j*
fha wuri ve» tr+** »»re4

Campus Center

Egg Roll Day

Warlriattfa) Marsk 11

I M». a* tea iafca

No Cover

Two Croat Bands:

Big Screarnin McGrow

The Progressors

and tha

Progressive Sounds

Free Egg Rolls

Egg Roll

Eating Contest

uimnMrnt^Mti *»•*•* staestt.

State Senate panel

votes to hire workers -

that WaJireky and tde'merv
aaaatantt to Kennedy who* he was
attorney general and U.S. senat

taPsad of the aasasslnation pfot h
•marviews last week.

' Mn <Kannedyi tc*d \j* that he
had Oecovered thai the CIA had
made a contract with the Met* to

hit Castro." the rimes quotad
Wstotfcy as saying.

Both said iCannady toad tham ha
had played e rofc n stoppog the

jaaassination plot, the Unas sa^J

In mn aadanancn of how Ken
rvady'a remerks were made.
Coalman t»d that "* March 1967.

Jack Andaraon aajQBj a CO*"

approved" era soordva CIA dot to
aaaaaanata Pre**r Frdel Casvo. I

ramambar Sen. Ksnnedy
^•rrartong. rvcbaWy on tha day tha
cefcmn appea*ed nerds to tha

effect, *ftema «?yseff? I dcin't ttan
• 'cpPtO f.

'

it is the tcnetey of my
'ecoMooun of tha conversation I

do not Know when tha avanu to

wwiew Sen. ICannady reV*ad took
piste, nor do I know any further

detail of my tend rispecfng those
evtntS,' t-Xrr»n v»<1

Waimky also referred to a »967
neMapeper cdumn and said
**rg»ib wee eut'oard tv •' e-o

news
summary

Sadat optimistic
arCAuAatfAVaaaiiM

Egyptian PraacSora Anwar Sadat
said yasftarday has betir.j ass
fbo.' \'.*r ti: :o« '.'jr. !;rfir-'.vv gf

SiSte Hanry A. Keaaigaf wO bring

aboat a aacond stage sgnswant on
a furthar larael troop withdrawal on
tha tgypsen fnyr

Sadat coMoed hie esa^ace at a
meeting *ith sop po4trCai aides and

adtoes e» Ka

" Kissinger seeks pact

SG for divided Cyprus

at* ill© Je,-ir»«v v-tor>e

• *#•

An I AM

ICu^t \ \;iil

Hi, ,
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Boltwood project

to hire supervisors
IfiSOtutcro wara dangnari no

segraojate and m»nt*4n group* Of

milmduaf* do*-n«»d exceptional
with raapact to aocieJ *<*"«
BeachOoSuam Stale School is auch d
l*aca. whara marry ^f^Ub
lebatad

,,<mou% 'etardacf or
0trysica«ly handcappad. Iro*

€a**filk*fy no parson* «n» grouped
wJhfi the iratituton accordtog to

ir fltaoSaa to posera*** Hue |b

commurety and according to

wsith each group 4ormog
ward* or cottage*, which any than

grouped am uretv

Tha Boltwood- Befcnateown
I'ri^act * a rrva<C*ega program
*htch 4 iffvohred m aouciumg
bTfrneeaj :«c»j»jfa iu iovu xijfr^

o* tha **any needs ol mow«duab
tosiding at Beknartown data
School
Tha Softwood Prefect ft h tnr

oroooaa of hiheg pawn III

eapaivMUV position* atttrh *".>•*

a year
,
*C4>nvr.trn+oi COUpead w tt.

'randoperum
'(or it H rt-opinl*9?>

Sole
0%-20%OFF|

frtin March 3*17

**f**f «•*•*»•* Stoop **«•
a it < i>iw r\»rf»M««a

l—at—tO* (toola* fvr*M*rw

8**a*Bp—nj »»«»< uafciu«

•wi.v^^wv*. tov*i

f*antt o<v4 Mmi u»«4«
WVUoer a*«k»r« 4 Wall M*r«l|

j rwo month Kmrnt coarctation.

-rVng ajcekahoca n davatcp*r>g

iMi and aapanaeca* wrthto «ha
tfi»'. tuiiorul satong. r>r«vioaj*

rebeeJ acpananca « asaanteJ tor

tha tob. « «ha abAcy 90 ckwaty
daal with a group ol people
Anyona lis*ere*t*d »n leerrvng

mora about tha peenon or saevno*
*n appscatSon. preeee contact

Donald Hatcher w 32*631 1 ***.

2Bd laava your name, address and
telephone roumOer. Tha deadine for

.ipptcancne * Sunday. Match Ml

We're One OfA Kind!

Sigma Alpha M

u

co-ed fraternity

invites you to an

Open Rush
tfottrfcttj A lursduy. March 10th A I Ith 8:00 p.m.

JU«OAV MAR<H It. ffJl

Refreshmeni*! /V#r lil/o, "/ n'r/r s pja/j

545-0845 253-9957

Take Command of Your Future

Fatu

yy 1

Fumlshinos^
oi »i

sae m*

Tag Opportunity to be a COM
MISSIONED OFFICER is available to
all qualified students. Tha Navy Is

currently accepting applications for a
variety ol interesting end challenging
OFFICER positions for COLLEGE
STUDENTS with different academic
backgrounds. YOU may have what ft

lakes to qualify for:

NUCLEAR POWER
NAVAL AVIATION

NAVY LINE OFFICER

NAVY NURSE CORPS

rur MA\iA(Hul€TTl ^aiw CCXi€4ian

Interns to enter primary care

See Your Navy Information Team on Campus
Location: Berkshire House or call $18-472-4424 today

fete: 218, 219, 2-20, 3-11, 3-12

>EW LANDLUBBER

Blur Drnim W nip-around

»«»**«»*«» r-r

TUESDAY NIGHT

SPECIAL
All the Pizza you can eat

far ONE dollar.

Offer good only at 55 University Dr. Store

from 6 p.m. till midnight

Not on Deliveries.

THE
HUNGRY

\

n«M. M7 i<

•

•

>> a>

Ouar 90 pav cant of fee t9?S
grarSjaong m*4k*1 student! M tha
Urmataitv of Mataac^«jMtt»
MarScai School at Wercaaiar wt
irr)am m prknarv care acoorOjng to
irvtotmetio* released by Or.
Hagvakl W Butcher, Actng Oaan
of tha M«XeJ Schad.

rhl •e*ilH Of the natooa*
am*9rvr*«n| rjreoan for ntarra
wftch vv« have hrtl racawad are

••ttamavvgrabfv»ri>j." dutcher %md,
"not onty bacausa evay rxScata tha
Ngh QuaiTYOl OUf Student* but abo
bacauaa thay taflaei tha amphaMS
vw ara fiacing r» artparing prwnar>
cera practitioner* for

MaaaachusctiSi"

Of the trvervtyhvo ntarn*h4p

*a»4grmant*, aevan ara in tam#>
precipe. ev«ahra in ir^amaJ
ma*c>ne. aad ona m obaraorica an)
grracorogy. AoeonSrtg to iutchar.
"Ae mtny at twarcy of tha rwar^y
two gradsataa may btcome
pwery cara pfvyatoena

"

S^tteanef tha f»emv-h»o, etout
three-foulhi vwa tntryn o tha
rvenheaai; rirva w#J intarn in

MMeertmem Bvochaf *K*lcO
tttat thtaa of tha graouatrng medkal
tluSarei have anaSta> Mryo"*ent*.
and couJd **H return to tha
ComaioreWMlth whaw theae tn
comptaterj

OuKher eaid "aedtortat prrnary

c^vKiarts for tha Corn-

are fcawo traeiad fin

local hoapnati end rWrefy haaith

leaeafi la • latney ptA:-. v-r>

^aMteney program eponaorad Oy
fha UMea* Mescal SohooV There

n tha

program, and 1? additional

resident* wit bn |oining tha
program on Jufy •"

The Commu«ay end Ferndy

Med«c»*a Depertaieni ol tha

Mactcai School has beow et tha

roHfrorrt ia trie dc*tkema« of

oroQtame to <r>o»ev^ )«%aHh cere

deavery «o the cfe*ara of the

CommorrweaHK ftaUcf r̂ sealed

feat "The Oepertmant lias beea
irveuarrMl in the decrsron of a h«f%

percaraeee of 1974 ead »i»
University ol Maaajchutafts
M#<i<* School gntdueee* to
rha nrmary care lield•

,

notes & quotes

Films feature

Jewish artists
Torsgat, *« arae w«ta Jtwsh

Ans FesfNti vafl apuran ftaaa
fane feaianng thtaa outilartdng

Jewish erbefa, Tha lema ani vn tha

Kea and vatae d Marc Chagaf. tha

lata fsauban llubai. cm of hreert
foramoat Damtank and in* tn
chantng Shalom pf Salad, ett

nf pnmmv* Jiwaft

Neeura Cantr s tar*iM*ao/ lienva as

tf« Scdrc^ hcaoure* Cemer n it*

tad taat Sttavt #arntntary sihesi.

Amf«rat
Brvah m0 (iocuas mm Uaeign and

aaaanng of beceyaro* n o*dar to

bjre <a*ldlia fur ultaatvatloet

Mowdeen ai-«1 ttaj psfair era an
tovveaed aaesaaj sAuauhas «^ araaa

\t*f wen to anhencai ea *****
tatruta. Brveh wd be avUafcSa for

so

Tha Ktaan«-«g wM be at 8 am. at

tlarter Mai £27 and « ooan to ad
wnVK/t (Karge

Nature Center
sponaxs Brush
The lang "** Nahne i*t*m

wa iponeet Mravi Btveh. euifea

Ilia WaMi r\:

Wedala lanajM as 1 JO am '"•

'Jl>Cva»l»>' «Mlt lull •Im»w

Sign up for

Egg Roll Eating Contett
to bo boN oo

ii«f, Eire* 12

i» tsa left.

Peace Corps,
Vista here
••min* Carfib Vibta raewaaan

Mlraaa •« ba et OMaas. tetlay

•ut|h Ihuisola* b/. . . ., t^
III tl a»»« 4» |ifft b< i»«

i^rrvuMt mtfi .<w«wrae Bar*-

•• Oetajeea eiasajMb*, laan wit tie

trnarowtb* m» foarSefMa Ihiaaa

liudani Oab«*nH*«»'<< -or

^%ta* and riatf«t*«M#« sara^n or

/ i) |i m Camaut Canlet mam
lerv ten

Wood r^minnr
vVi«*mi a Medjem &••••

Metatsal

aenanet i-u«»- » • »0 10 n

teafdv in the fvaaa iu*

Sale'ltt"

»«"»»»' I *Mill HJ. U lUeJIrv.

SOPflOlBlRIS
It 1m arpr h:

iotSoo m t III atti

L «« i.

OorbxjT

to jtvo-fW*

toaoajftoio

to la. 2t4

OffKM
UMIl/CRSITY Of MdSSdCHUSaTS WMG

\JlVMt CU*.

TODAY! ^ C«"P * repreeentofJve of Joetem will be present t

at the 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 pm to display rlnfi and take orders

University Store campus center *»*.*• *«
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Commentary - on energy

Public power pressures
a\ G*£GG WttSOrV

Last weak « rooon bv the Gowamor'f Com-
rreaaon stody*>o tn* cubic power Question teported

*ot cvwnw *ou*d cm 21 par COM 0* If**
electric Mae under a Pubac Powor AutfcOMy. Vti
•very year for the past decade • Mi eating for the

creedon of a pubacfy owned power utety hat mat
«viMt «o the &eet and Oanatal Cout of

Meieecbveottt. Each yea* ate private power com-
pe-we* fearful tA toeing «*>«ii»t< u%o» ftair p«c/iiat4«

fcnfnjnaaa, ha«a meoaadtf r irounro, tfiec the bd
would da n i ftegoktf* cemmrtter Yhu» tt»ey

prevented action on ••* nmroeecl by erttor the ful

Mouse «« S«tmIc me* <iwa>ia>

the opponents **goe that whet trw stag* would
mete en *nttH savins* in investment as tha tang run. It

would not to ba^anciai boceute Of decreased

«OY*r>»os at tha auM and kxeJ lavafa Tha cubic
aunacitete would not pay texos. Mora pheseoprvcaty

thay poin« to daa inebKty of tha state to manage Ha
present bureaucracies.

Yai tha *ee* problem wrfi rietog mm a not at tha

power producing level tut »n tht prices triSbos ara

fo«cad to pay for tht ot to ganarata stectKrty. ft haa

ncrmtti I
:•• »»~m vm :* m M -o>t ym

Northeast IMMaa reported a profit of 7 pa* cant «»*e
tht radon 'a at compares aaioved profitt '* ancaat of

HX) par com
Local r«pmiinliliiv J*rr«t

A Quality Education

8yMltHA£lB£Ll
*KdO*fitS7tH£UL\MCX

Qvotnon: What kind Of a return do you expect to

gain from your initial invaatmant here at »:hool? Atao:

What 'adeeming quatdaa have you gained from this

inttitubon?

Avon £*yfch - Same* BOIC
mepr Irving at Kfton Vilaga

"School hatpad ma to gat •

dlraction: concreting rny

perocuier ideas, t dont the*

m» irweetme/it of monav and

una w« ever oa returned I

redeemed t aanaa of not do*g
ttedooneJ things, etifcleg my
own psttama m 1*%.'

Zamir Nestelbaum

Breadline bylines
Appropriate* eacugh. freedom Ford Mid ho eleventh praaa eon

fersnoe In tha W»tt Houa* ftargatn faaaamant latl mnk. Baunrtara
trVongad into tha neaonafty tata%iaad tait Iko*H) to gat aoma good buya
on naw* taoriat, or at leoat caah in o« aoma paacltmoJ taHauioio - the
maat of any good jovmahatc un&rtch But cutaad thay wora hn^«M tn •

pkviftad aoup ina wtti mo fhealdant ala)W%g out tha maagat potticnt to at.

And avoryttna ona of tho ioumaitm gat out of lap Mna aaked «or mom.
ho-hat r food ttamot wora inmadttltff •avoaod. Tha taact of tha coo
feranco wont on tonaching fata tho:

Raportar "CooW you commant on what tha imrranant fat of Carrtbodto

could do to your OosWtO Thaory of Commumt Wold Widt Cr>fQ«oatl"
Ford: "I don't Tr»d it appropriala to anawar th«t *t p^aaam i navani

playad dominoaa wrh Henry tor e couple of weofca and I don't tnow
trtfTYntiil irtlr-t thi ta?t nt rerrhrrte nairrn nn riiif ganro lm<*otooo
worhad to be honaat wa0h you afcxa t*«o got a 70 oaati laid on '•*> a^d
Camboo^a »m*t worti a derrn n<k# anywtv

THF MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COClCGIAN

M? TO S££ THOt£
cor&#e&,&:

lUt* mtwttf »•«*

" Ellen Gavin

Two hundred more years?



Amherst to present 'Endgame'
•«

«4 •• «* -• •%* •*. 4» -»

Ml

N

»r

- .

~£^£^jjpH Senate has openings

Cocnumtr BcorxJ

MCQKft

LA

». t *^ •

1U*A «

t V<

.•

.-» • • 4

getatax free

montlily

allowanceofS10(X

Cii j.:4.v

r««r«> -w • «rttt.

r*»4. mt II

II. I. II.

TOM

£JS.

Bennett College Choir | corm»r*v

to appear in concert
^^ %0^ flfcMB SMAa - - -

*1U»AA

En^ Bostonj;acisrri

• - - •- * #^^^

UTheTOC: TIME 6EIM6,

AtTbtHakfc lit Scroll
VrQrrv and tfc# rnfi|
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Tel Aviv law
Dean to speak
Tomcnrow. Mt 4 p/n., in tht

Coto** lotnga of the Student

L»*ieA rj* B'n#J frt* HH
Fou*d**Ofl tO COOfenXO* Wtlh 1h»

i .o College chipter of Iho

A.~#cic*n Pronator* (Of PiftOO in

the- Middle t win cotter*

.v-m- ftgbfcvifl* :j»*r> Offtl T*

Avfv Ur**rth> U» Sehocf.

HufceaiMin b the) founder of the
'

BMmT IMevemooi for GMngol.
founded in tee* oft* *• Yom
Vipptc We* » work for petto* and
•oael change. Ho b e mer»6or c*

the edtcmeJ feoerd ol "Me *'ttt".

\\tnti t**d*g end ndcconder*
d*A> U*«j t«"w V

Films/Events

Aalitfflel*

•Iff •*•* Ct*l

*.**»>*»• ~«*

»•»

;Y

• -

*3WKW ~
aurv—

^»^» ^^ » e> # o> «a

J

••• •» » »-

TIMT1 ClOSSffOU PV22LC
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SW Woman's Center cclloquia
Ihe Soufw»eu Woman'% Center

Tra* The WW Okea«or\
Instructor: Sfeeryn M«-«>aut Tim*
and Location Thoreeu leunge,

Wadnaeday. 7-J p.nL

Trta: $e*f Oefevee tor Woman.
l-*tructor Man PadyktAa, Tmna;

and Location: Waarangtors t*th

Upor. Thuradey, 8-10 p.m
T Ma: Hicycto ftepar. Irwructor.

Alan OoMaxhar. Tima end
Location fmnrinn lounge,

W«rv**da fc . 5* p«»
T.tte Human Se*uelrtr *»

St*»*h. loiWadC* hade lopex de
.'. T.ir.t and Location

WaatanQIOn Kepan* Coma*. 19»*

HM9. TeattaVAY t * »

< u
M.iituaiai

im» <

AfdaMfl Imtfuetoc: Sylvia
jiison. Time and location:

CrnetaO* tourige. Wadnaatfay. 7-9

p.m.

&': cniotaneni d fcrrvtad you
are p*o*dad with Ihe opperturvey

10 Itam i tfcal or caacovar a par

leeAw *r*« *i a amjM group, if YO»
ate •AtOJtaiod. sig* up for

codoouum o** iha theee* whk* are

en iha doer of iha Soatfcwest

Wo**en a Center toceted batween
MbeKavtwei end Cwneton dor

mtorie* or attend the fret oouraa
meeoAg the weefc.

•a t

"IJUSTCANT
AFFORD TO LOSE

WEIGHT."
Yoa'ta caly focJuc ycutwtt if yvu tuff yc«ir •aagpin*

r>ir vuth Micir filled oik**, odtio or "empty catena"
aaa^JBLadaJa ^ K*l»#^r »l».tj tb»

r

VMJCMf V,.M<.HIK$'

î Ir
'

1 1 NTEN SPECIAL

,,__,_, BONANZA

0*uv #^r«»
lf

PEACE CORPS AND VISTA
RECRUITERS WILL BK ON CAMPUS AT:

UNI V I KSITY OE MASSACHl'SKTTS

O.N: (V1AKCH lllll, 12th & 13th

Seniors and graduate students

Sign up now with Placement
for an interview.

For more information,

contact Placement Office.

Political Science Honor Society

Pi Sigma Alpha

Membership Requirements Ne* Members

HI-

; .•-* "•
-/

•
i

• • • » ' »»ar k-

'

•* aiiam 1

* 4iati Jl
^^^^^HT^^ • si «•-•

•erfe* •*•!•». et *up<tJ
• k.icc

: i

TUCSOAY. MA«CH It. HTTJ

Leader of team
THg VA3,SACMUSeyTS OAILY COLUGIA* •

•

Burke likes defense, work
av ro*fcaohx£v

Inapna aomeona Guarding Bob
Cerrngton and afttof ft. Or COvenng
Tony hUnaon end eryoyVu it. Jin
Burka did

1 Me paying dtfoeeje. ft gr*aa
me e penonet Mtiftteeeori. ' tha

eenier trf cepMfti from Naadheai
i*id Tfa mt<\

If! good, until your man goee
vnad." the *T gu*** eddad with a

i od iha aacae eetiluSe
cema here I w««n i h*j tiwi

-totKde ee Muph. ha
Hty."

i

i

*xv ao IM» yeer. Jim wea notad
lor he defense hv>w ha'i known
tor another rjiaKy. leedereNp
The teerded aerMot hea eaoorm

Jm than romed w*«h M«<ph aAd
B«l Endkoet ae pert el e 18 1 JV
teen. Tht react two yeere were
spenc on the wefcy beoch. He
dioA'l aapact to play much hit

ftpehmota year, end hi* jtWor year

*aarf t c^m wfeef It aheurd have

I ceme DMA out of ahap* Wv
atetude wesn't ilvit good." Jm

hmeeefoAMerd Me gave ewey too
much hoghi enderneath"

Uhaeaa wee J»m'e choice. *l wea
recruead by Oatroit end Georgia
Tech, but UM-m «|S my In!
0>0)Oa. I had »0<*ve fhenda correng
here item Niedhae
J^rt won't, be o/adueong from

UMeae iraa eamestcr

"'donthar^eeAypiaraafTe/rrve

^
goi a term from tha 0»t*$

Cowboy* M nethog cornea vp t' .*

fummer, n ceme beck and f'«v»h
up Why go through all *m %vx64a
«er netrmgf 5h»i>wcd jm
** •> • M bjal aw a#

wleV

e b» a

^a* ^*^^ •• ^^tk09 aia)

fflroiw Astros hand Sox

H^ *^

^
*

A | -•——--—- Womt3n skiers finish,

'^~*l55 ^a^e SGCond place
» • ••

Sunshine Records

:

*$& ALBUMS
$098
+J Each

LATtST RUEAUS, TOe> ARTISTS

Sara left aWee 10. 11, 12

Sal* taan II mm. • 1 +M,

SUNSHINE

^BM V«ak J^HBA A Aa -
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Mass Corhm Department
sponsors cable TV series

.
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Westhead doesn't see
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Portugal quells rebellion by rightist troops
wrftNcsoAV, MMtQj ii, , fri THC MASSACHUSETTS OA*,V COttfOlA/M

Rebel leaders

flee after attack

USSQM IX/PH - A«N!w*vj
tebei totem bembad in **ny

barracks and pratroop* *eU*d

Idbon'tcnsaaen aaport yeatorddv •"»

i ihort lrv*d revtfl iO*nst «h*

leftist government. Thi '(OH
leader* t**d in* country and da*

goaernment aupjeeted that *•
U S Amba^aador leave OOO

Argry n»c6» Of kft-wfag **>

tramat* oovred into dse w»iw ef

letcn and other Pomgm* C*l«*

i»c nght ahoutaag 'death to the

Hiicieeet" H**v*V
ruth** to th« U.S.

aaeaad off •*. lira*** teadng to «.

609. Otaao Sarav>o da Carv«ho.

heed el the «***> aacuntr fore**,

that t** govarnnwit
no kogar guarantna th*

tha aefa*y of U.S. A**be**edor

frank Carhco.

"Ovc gov*mr««nt afeoukj eaplain

to N*» that lor ha own tartaty ha

*heu*d leave the country.' Car

velho lead r*ew*rne*. Ha aaad that

*#nce Cdiluoci 1 amvai ine
^^AJ^JUUJk ^*^^0 ^*^^J^^L^_aA -* - * - » - — -A dHPIRni "»" ,ot!c*l »i!.A.tr* C»"

Portage! KM deictrerafcad

The odvetrt***nt announced «
had (luM «ho revolt, apparently

tad by •orrnai fteeadent Amono da
Scahoii. and aaad Spiroie had rtod

10 Spain and that arm laedat* el

th* revo* were in fwdog
Tha nebonai teresuju i ceaed on

tha people to round up e*e

government opponents and

proedcatt tha locations o* ad

promoem rrodarata end r^twaag
matary othcere and pc+doent.

T>* rtghtwrftf peraroop* oc

cuped baton airport tor a«vard

roar* and bonded ** edeaary urrl

atatorwS nearby €> «*ai President

r«anc<aco da Coal* Coma*

e^scnbe-3 a» a rouriiv

•evolutionary advtntura ." Tha

raaawe n tunad at tna peretroope

f*4*d to receive aupcori freer, othar

units

Of*<iei ifpon* tea* U *c*Cket»

+t<* majred « tha attack hv>

daatha *»er* reported

American airlift is

curtailed by attacks
PHNOM PfrW \VPt> - Tha

Anancan aponaorod aa«rt of food

and aHJP*** <»»* battaoae' f>mom
ranh wn totaled vaaietday

bacauaa of ha*v» and incmaaogh

oocuntta ratai tocfaat and artiaarf

•aa on Poe*eniont a^pon
Tha yoaainn^m <A Pt*t>dant

Ion Hoi ntad its top «a*tary

corrmandar rapiaong han ^arh 1

torma* aaaocialr of •abe* laadar

Pnnca fforodom -inout.

go«a(nrr«nt aeo*c«a iStL

A«oat X H*t*h and

ttom f^nom Panh Tgaajdsy aboard

a AoyaJ Air'Fonsa Cl» Katouaw

Adht «o Stagaports

T«too*rop ClJOi. hrnjaig In

aaanx>nitton and »ud from baaaa m
Thaaand. kapt on tyng arW i*#

mom vaaaatdaai DCS j«c* ft*%tt

'.x*3 «nd olrwr avpphaa ttom

Savon haftad eparahona at 3 p m

,

two hounj patter than uauai

The U$.chartered 0C8» aftad

91$ Kni of rtce and 4fi wn* ol

keroaane oto 'ochanwog befora

the aajray tuapenpon canoaHad *»
other faghu
More than 20ro(lcet* *r*3 *ft<U-r

rounds ht th* airport before noon
and 0*0 round exploded ywthai SO
yard* of a C130

II Gen. Soeihane Femandan.
tmrf chipf tanoa September id;?.

w**4ep doem Wednaadiy end ba
tepiaced by U Can. Saft $ut
HlJlM.

Svtaaahan. recataad *o o\rt> aA*v
thraci yaara .m a coiimeapr on
foeaagn attaara, pra%*ou«ty aarved M
rrariaier tor aacMity tor Shancok
eadaad rhUar leader ol tha Com
rrurtftled rateH

Portuguese army troop* and civilians take to the tranche* In front ol the army
barracks yesterday after ttirs army site was bombed by the air force to counter ttte

rebellion by sections of the armed forces.

Vietnam Communists launch full

offensive, says Army spokesman
SAFGOH tUPtt - Co*wnun«t

force* yaaierdey launched a
nataxMMde offenpve that forced
Sou* VWtnemeee uooce to tall

back barter* ccoioVieaed tjn* >yl

1*0*1 remeanad aai* but
n\ fpoSjaaman aaid.

MaHary aourcaa **>d yeatentay*
coorovveted aaaauta v^are die
r*vjw*e*i *rf*c* l»«a ^5XX

Tank-backed Communist in

fantny earty Tuoaday attacked Oeu
T*ng ddthec oaptiat, 35 m**
northwest of Saigon, and street

ftghdng ^>n»noOd thtotaohouf th*

Philipe De Broca's

KING OF HEARTS
t hilarious comedy that's

not $0 funny!

SATURDAY NIGHT

III
P.1II

Rapid Reproductions
**d>

*& Bulk Rate

Pagev

loirLtninrj
Copies-Back toBack

12 Hours
in*
MeaMf

••• • •*• t *#«
% a

Maine nuclear plant gets endorsement
Opposition group

may block project

SSAPQfir ACa*t* <APf
aupponere of nucaaar power haled
tocat enoVy»emani of a prooeeed
•CO rnJaadn Sear* lti**d atoaaic

P**«t. en ocpouton 0/0*0 h«ni*d

y«at««day thai attempt* vueoaj b*
niada to taock the project a* In*
Main lepetatuia

Cut. Hcrlande* of Stockton
Spraaga. ptaeideni of a CrUram
group ceded $ea* Power for Mama.
w»d ?no andniicaaer ba% woukl b*
otfarad to th* itace Kg<*i)lure.

OPEN RUSH OPEN RUSH

BEER, PIZZA, and POKER

AT

OTV
THURSh makcn u

V* t

f •fn

dfler*\icv

batters *tot

*Be**aadtf
ftaWtpaateJ lh
fir^»fca*4dja>>
kUA^baaa^',
(we<5M

)bi aScat/ar 'Car^ 9*+lpi +s.

$ca\fex\&x

.

df Uie jax*xvH «rtarx-

Mr* Hcdendar rafmed, however,

to riocuja the nature of (Ik

pro^oMl* or identify t*«ait

• riico 7.000

tha

Ym not prepared 10 ocearnant

on them at e>aa Ume." *he aaad

"Just wail until they>e
trodoced"

The Cential Mane Power Co.

propoaai w buad a tJ200maeawa*t
cucaaar ataaon on *ne ***rhabited

f**nobeca Oav 4ftand men *c*o

axe* backing AnoMay at tro beftot

box
The vcong w«a» netchad dotet*

throughou Maa*e aa a teal of »ooat

feeang on a prcyKt wn<h apa
Mirred e*ia«vffae controversy
anaund th* atala.

•W* couadnt have a»aed U*
moreotacaaar ma*dace than a 9-1

vene n lever of th* prefect. ' aafj

Town AI07 Peter A, Gadand. w*o

on Searaport'a

» abend:
and urtta

oe^tapprnent.
•»'» > *cp« that now th* town

wM *cK it* wuunds and become
feene* aoan with thoae who
erected the project,' eeej the
tormer coneiaaaman-

tumout e*
the leru*tf n thai lowra» tvstcy.

Garland *eid the referendum
campaign had aparlced co««k>*raba»

haaraai

Mt abo aaaj it w«i rrerred by
tor faekno*. and tfentif.od

hjaaaaff ea a harget nf "c»wa<
I

***a*>n«ttn" t^ tnr mtt%*.l—
force*.

A CVP apoieaman at A«gujta
said the utaty wan n*auat*d at the
Outtoma of dae *ote

Turkey, Greece agree
to resume talks soon
J£R4/SAL£M tl/Hi - Secretary

of Stele Henry A. iCananger helped

Greece and Turkey agree on *n
party raatarption cf tdaca en tha

ruture o* Cyprueand then Ira back

00 laraef yeeterday to mam a f*a

•huttle capaxneKy between laraaf

a*d Eevpt,

Turteah ronakjr. adlraeiar rwaah

EaenbeJ *a»d before Kdeinf
Ankara that d* Cypru*

beewean t*e leader* of the Greek
and Turkidk cceYaYfunilia* there

would be naaumee "very thortry

Tha Greek Cyphet daeeeation a»

die Unead haruom «i feaw Yoia.

laey aqrearneni t>

1 had baen reethvd
Kriaarajer aaad cat laevaag Tma.

daare ha.! bean geod nrog>eea M A
senior effhaaf afaatrd tm raana

kVng bar * aa leteat aaxl lie beaeyed
d*ai a ftamewaek inut tat tn.

diet coaaa l*e<i •.. - euVden erne
die hwti • .MHtae aeraart n
forum for in* |*J*]

He ted M aiM"4it M
p»ec«<kM«i •u«**m*«i( *^t tent ^
the UN. lmu>it, \ nuui *«i! aeen
if not. *• eaiaHead H

State Senate passes
bill to hire workers

news
summary

Rabin, Peres differ

tl/Ptt - A aptit ovt* peace terma
betMvan Pnm* Mr>«uer Viimak
Rabin and DHenae aAniatar
Shmon Pare* was reperied
vaaaerday n *n Israeli cabinet
meeting ceded to draft teee)*
re*pon*a lo tgyptajn proposal* for

a *ecend*tege troop wrrM«tw*l

The Jer>u*aaam Peat *a»d the
special cabinet aaaaapn b*ougkt 10

<he surAace dMarencea beiMeen
fajOin and Pema

Pe*ea he* dstieat h$ mii HaiMi
heae apes on the ***» ..1 R .,

.

stage egraernarii hw Hilar*/•**
ne lie* aard fail -!.%..* f«iM»aud>,
'Aift now

aaeakan at Jetuaaaam the fn»ern
n**M daaaad a 1

seyirg utey tttei «»e adtanai had
bean briefed by **• u«*« ..

"'*•' neHflHHIavtt wrn
of |IH« ir^.y A

aiaaWqii.

Tanff veto AtAndi
aVA5rV4iVCr0rV f<yPY>

faiipaei dacdait v eaieAeay m ui

Piedep»lPe*d'aeeluu»daaee mill

.«a4a» na* atanrt hw lha lane tdtrej

wad* Hi* Muvee irualreU w/wv
«nmav na*a*a waa\ t rwd on an over •*

* ur |H«v«»"' •-•••» Maun 70

ItAdM •••»•<• «M m %/ **

•*Aa» ih* v*tuetl
I «**aya

end ****** ifdnvT***** w**ah
••a«| **e maaaure. e*il Chaaman

Ai ireuwn ••! is^yiH. M*t H WM#at

be hahl I* **nvy*«*e aa latin m
tit*#a «44»rrtai r «>H*****ft ed ei

taVtN *eec reraeam

Ournoy trio! boglnt
f r OrTMl JAC*X€H

t+MTA tH 'ritvi la*l*e*nt>a

monthly
allowance of*KKX

3B

:r in

aVi r#ta «U
1 leaf ef Mm

tatlVNi»
flPI aVAaVX TaXafT># 4V » % /1 • ^
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mfflH&IBS Student committee to end racism

Marcia Coddling, national coordinator of the
National Student Coalition Against Racism addresses
the Monday night meeting. Earlier in the evening, Lisa
Hickler and Paul Mishler, members of the 5 college
committee against racism, conducted a discussion.

black affairs

Monday night, March 10, the

newly formed 5 College Student
Committee Against Racism began
its effort to mobilize students for

the May 17 demonstration in

Boston to demand desegragation
of schools.

Marcia Coddling, national

coordinator of the National Student
Coalition Against Racism, ex-

plained that the NAACP has
thrown its weignt into the May 17th

action and is mobilizing its chapters

throughout the country in support
of the black students of Boston.

Since the court order to
desegregate the Boston schools,

the attacks on Black citizens of

Boston have intensified to the point

thjt th# •tfPtMtofl rapmtfit* tha

htavifftt co**triod effort 10

thf r^jnts wo* by 84a*

'people in the last 20 years of the

civil rights and Black liberation

movements.
In the 60s, the Black student

movement made advances such as

increased Black enrollment on

campuses, Black studies programs,

and more Black professors. With

the increase of racist repression and

an ever-tightening economic crisis,

the gains made during the 60s are

being cut back drastically today.

of racism, includin
v as the wave of

current tuitional cut-backs; and the
reversal of affirmative action
programs, as well as for the
demonstration in May.

April 4th is the anniversary of the
death of Martin Luther King, he
died to end racism.

The Five College Committee
Against Racism has received en-
dorsement from a number of
political groups on campus, and its

The meeting of over 40 people, next meeting will be held Sunday,

have planned a Tribunal Teach in March 16th, 5 p.m., in the Campus
here in Amherst on April 4th to Center. For information call 253
begin a campaign against incidents 2565.

Peer sex education
(h MIY V YH iAVLKMAN

£Qk* nV*s Sew
TMf jnxl* * tht first ol » M**»

of anx*» wr*c» wtl 400—f on •

wttfcjy tat* W artfcfct <%« to
daaflng »«* *atfih and MtuH
'jw ***** attidm w* exeudt
ojrr«m*«4X*4*^o«n4nMftoj4ty.

.<«tOft «r 1 K**MM dtSCUtaiO*t

and mar** v» wh^ «t*trtatii)

pec?** m tha arte of homjn
uatev.

Thai ertcfe mqrodUOM If* Pat*

$t* (ductile Prooitm end
«pe0ftct»y lO Ctlll on 1*0 Trvrd

Woifd fW Sax Education Town
1 www p- rami

The *otr Sox Education Pvogttm
*0»a*rod by ftvt Diwaion of

Mojlth EtVcaKO Of tf» Urrvor*!y
MeoJlh Strvka*. This p»3ytm a
basad on tl* pramaae thtt is

carta** atuttiora studtntt can be
etspMhttic end effectr«« la

hafeing other tfudanta Tha r*$t

poraon titer on* tcadanic
fctmtiiai of peaaarvKO ratmo
than pertopjtM for ona vaar m n

sntweng it a duvtg tht e>
tt»nr>j period anarfby

PSE'eu actusly function es
rtaoorca pater* 10 the* fatto*

ttudae** a» >aa* at aattatah and
caoedintto vfout odocationii

protra*H aad eotoojua. Tha PSl
twpam a saatlka% daagr*d •»

fOrvo oot on* *ha dorrmxr
sa*da*ts. out Wadan tJ in V*»a*

tt.ri*rm

tests **<J sororrvaa, and ••
Trwd WoHd Ctrnmur.r,
Tht 3rd World Team wee rradt

POtattt try Ira affora of many
*nd«4t confirmad exmenca
'tprtsa*** tht ujpport of both tht

PSE 3rd WtrtJ staff and student*

Or. J«na D. Butt iOn\ of f*at*c

Health). Ron fVUru- lH«*lth Cd
Ocpt i WmtfrtdNoallCVad Awl
tndMan/CoaldlGrad Awr in«#f
'i --tcnad m cuff personnel fb*

lire learn.

Tlit purpose of tht Jrd World
P S i Teem a to pro*** a service

ol m« educasen to tht >d Woad
comrrunr To «»«SO * fcO
trartreneet O* fht 3hJ Woad
oomnuMty aoout hamtn taaxtaNey

andhowxttiatw MpaCII of hunan
aiuaKv tffoor. Oar daay *vta a*
goal fo/ iht warn Tht laam hta
noikrod tht fOftOnvng

1 Cananjt contcioaon la r»**g
thro.gh radio, ntwt r«o#ia.

woitcthciw tnd tifotmaf drKutaion
Qroi©t

7 ntforraf ratoorca to ftaow
ihjdartt wf«o raauost Wormtton
and rthtrrtl to vahota COmpat

MMeH Mitten can

wMi lliO> OtrxUar
< To oroWk faciutf fcnoalidpt

ttout vtrioof. aipact» of rniran

MBfltl
* To Itarn from toch otrar by

Iht stohag of and tha axamauaen
of onto*** and %afiio»

I pariiCMltrtv ttratt ** **
co^ociha. at I fatf thai ona of the

•cost tmaontrn tho^c that mm
shoUd da H thatt irnomaoon at a

coftacih* body.

Tht Sid \Vonti faam cam bean n
«kaoanca for aboiit ta>o yaarc

During tht Uct atmcaitr tha team

tponao«td thrta ajorkahopa ar>Mch

**«* w<* attended by itmitmi
tht 3M Wortd Cornnuwty The

^Otfcthopt pmcantad aara: toae

and lovtmafciag^ 6iactrrun

Blaxlcaoraan *t*fattonch<>. aad
Soxuaf Ihomat ti lllack tttm.

Tht *d World Team vat offer

«»0ffct*O» and JHcucaion grouaa

I tamtfiH on etguatt lro*t

taan*er of tht 3rd World Com
*»u*jty ^o« funhar mionnaho*.

pteoso fotf fito to contKt ont of

if»t tatat rv«nbor* mentioned

toko* or cominut to chodk out dva

eokawt Kotprag yoa itfcaeatd of

Sox EdaCOIroa Ptof/trra

by tht >d Worfd Tetn
a ona of iht funeiiOM of #fc

PEACE CORPS AND VISTA
KKC'Kl ITERS VVII.I. BK ON C \MIM B AT:

UMVERttfy OF MASSACHISKTTS

ON: MARCH 11th, 12lh X 13th

Seniors and graduate student*

sign up now with Placement

for an interview.

Par more information.

contact Placemen* Office.

End deportation of

Vietnamese students
Tne U.S. Immigration and

hetxaaexcoon Sarvtca trfngto
dtport ttven VWciameaa ctudara

for "ovamtyV^ !*•*»• vcata~. The

tteon taadtnetntea bean acthra h
tht tntlaor «no*tmant o tha

Tha taedtnet aaptttd for

asyh^otAyf tht INS,
siarttd tfootjtdVgt 10 dtaon

Ont of tho tajjonit in Nguvt^
u Ah4 ••*»' aiajmay otvno to

fait cour... ^. an A.I.D. </UJ to

International Development!
echolenfup; ance the athoetrthip

hem been revoead, they ^ava bean
accapoad at M I.T. aa e graduate

Under South Vatnam'a Oacme
low 9>$L-Cr. An oou-d be

ptnethed for ha advocacy of

peace or ntotnrfrry Hit fare would

not be 1 1tanm ence tht SoooH

Hardaooa

Whiti Pint

(413) 549-2806

An excellent erd reelnlkelhr

priced cetecftee ol beeetihil

weod *e# »eur >eeeOworftt«t and

cervief eleeuea.

AMHERST WOOD CO.

ItjpjejBjrttaj *e\ north aiaheru

attate oae»aar» arieec -
lYeell eed op hertl

Appropriation! Committee
tMHMrts tho MwdOMt atatemernt:

The enttttaot of political

pnoonert it beyond reaaonecte

tJitpwlt...(endi cubctantteted
OCOOurct of ottat Of matraatment
and torture of pneonen hat bttn
authorr&atr^aty reported' IRepon
on FYI974 ronagn Aid Dm
Tha-e a e Hgtt batic for poJttoaj

aevfum; Aradt 74) I h) of fit

tavngre>on and r\ittwrtAittion

Act gnaa" thT xncSmOy Gehtftf fit

authority to " wtirfioM Oopor
taoon of any aatn to any country
wfech m Nt oaWon fio taan

would be evbiect to paratcuton
on ocoouni of.poMkaf opinjon."

Alto, tht Urtltd Mtoom exptcrty

ftetea. "Ho contitcortg vteta chat
expat or return a refugee whoa
tea Mt or tmfom wovid bt
throtientd on account oi
poitiott openion' (Arocat 33 of

fht Urvttd Matcna Convention on
farugeea)

foe more rilcrmabon oofrac.

Herman VVrtunecm 201B If

Kennedy. Tel fa>. aaf>7fro
Jemec Beiarly. 1006 G.

W-cetaagfton. Tel Mo 546-1000

Hector L Vege Patton. 17(8 G
S^ aateagtorx Ttt Mo 544 9182

aaelvyn Beutkmen, 114
MKfurnrret. Ttt No b*f>94».

Jamea Adamc, 341 Puflon

Vrtapa, Tel Mo. 549 1eat

Hampden

Snack Bar
conveniently located

in the center of Southwest

serving pizza,

hot sandwiches and grinders.

Open:

7:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.

MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS

- Attend Student Senate Meetings -

Tonight 7 p.m. Rm. 101 Camp. Ctr.

Everyone^ Invited!!

UNIVERSITY YEAR FOR ACTION CENTER
ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY, GROUP DYNAMICS, URBAN SOCIOLOGY
LEGAL RIGHTS, RACISM, ECONOMICS, COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION*

A yea ettfe University YM r fa ACTION CENTER will teach m about all these thmfj. and much more.

See a UYA represenitliw this weeL Recruitment meetinf tonight 7:00 p.m. in 91/ of the Campus
Center for UYA positions in June 75.

Campus Canter Food Service presents

this week:

AtTheTOC: TIME BEING,
TNURS. - SAT., 9-1

At The Hatch: Big Screamin
McGrew and the Progressors

and Progressive Sounds,
both appearing Wed. - Sal., 9-1

at the Bluewall: Aces ft

Eights Wed. ft Thurs; The

MUFFIN BAND (Mousepie

productions)
Fri. t Sat., 9-1

Sunday, Mar. 16 in the

Bluewall: Jan Jam Session

MassPIRG scores student records /aw

IEXT WEEK:

Spend ST. PATTY'S DAY
in ttt Blu.wal,

continuoni entertainment from

2 p.ae. til 1 a.m., with:

— Steve Dacri, comedian/

magician

— St. James Gate, Irish Folk

Trio

— Henry the Cosmic Clown,

he's a fire eater also.

— Jugglers, and many more.

MassPIRG has criticized federal

enforcement of recently enacted
federal legislation concerning
student records and called for state
action to protect students rights.

In testimony before the Com
monwealth's Legislative Committee
on Education, MassPIRG attorney
David G. Burwell said: "We should
not assume that because a federal
law has been passed the state is

relieved of its responsibility to
protect the privacy rights of
students. The federal law is poorly
drafted and the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW) regulations implementing
the act are totally inadequate. HEW
has created a maze of appeals that
must be followed before any
•arcthooa can ba v^oaad agjTnsi
datajtXH) s<i»ocia Taa mu* act
dapandfc on tha aood farth of
»chco« oWOMl 4* ankvcarrar-
Tha Cammonwajlth't Com

rrdpa* on EOjcaftcn la ptiaami,
oonadanno. H.4Q11 Tha fcfl mad

«eo l«* **irm (O. Na^tonl
«o»ld insuia po«t-aacand«ry
ituVnr-J 0*Mte» accfaa to thai'

school taeotda «rd inctasad
'-nntKd OVSf who a aScmvd to sat

Voter
Registration

ends March 19
Tht Amham Boa*l of Ra^airara

wdB hold th» foeowino rtgterseon
iwM uiXs open to an Amhanx
•ca^ones. on Of bafcea tha Ana* day
10 ^HlCf DO «tM» n the Apr* ftfe

Toa« Ekcoon wfatfi a M*x* ttl

Dote Ttaa. MtrcMl • Locabois
M^^pohwt CcMsos LWory *i

»2 30 4:30 p/n
Thurs., March 13 M UMvarafcy •

Soi-.hftair eoikshira Deling
ConYnonasclitfUm. • 2.-00 p-nv
Sa-.. M*ich 15 Town Cart*

oeVtca, Tow* Hal at 12 noon •

1000 p m
T*m . M»«ch tt tt Uravarsrfy •

Carrot* CaffiiT at 1040am 4<X)
pn\
Wed*.. Mach 10 (Last Oa»t .

Tow- Clark s OHlca. Town Hal «
9.O0 am. 10O0 pnx
Volar tagorraions m* oondiCtad

avan; wa*fc4«» .n tht Town Ctark'i

omot irpm R<X) am. to 4JO part
in tdckk>n so tht abova spaoajl

saaacna\ Siudaru who caroot
antnd ft* of tht abovt atsaionf
shotaj mmkt uat d ^a frta bos
tatvica wa*eh siopi atmon daacHy
r» Itam of Town Hal
<Wr

those raooMt. WfOt Iht propcaad
state «jt)«tl»on b amaar to th«

federal Itay Itha Educa>onaJ fa^it*.

and Pr.vact A<c bantr known ta
the "Oockltv AmanoYnan* > tha
Pines t*l wouArJ <rpcaa h>9%

against offec^H wto vbstlt trtt

Act. Th«fo is no simajr provision m
the federal tajalsHon. ti»t only

federal sanction is tht btnaiaation

of feda*aJ f^noVtg racawtd by
violajioo. schools

In his taaarntny. Barwat etatad
irart Ma^PlRG *+* tubmrtad

rial corrmtnts oa iht proposwO'
Itoaral ?*c/it9inxito HEW. AmonQ
tt crthosms. MassPIRG chargat
that aactona of tht propotad rtiaa

*••Q* 'P» t«tn>c*a. o ptopoasd
>«4t that aKMld deity e##Ofatamant
of tfat Act 4i vietet wharo suip lam
canflcts with tht leda** siiiutt a
cam tory s» tha stpramtcy cskm of
t>* US Coatatuaon tod a
thorofoic unconstitutional.

campus o

Student Development C
offers career workshops
On tha foftowng

Studtnt Dtittepmtaf Cantar wM
ba oHtrirg m straa of ona atsaaon

ca rear davalogmcnt workshops
'ocuskiq on taunt wrrsng

TH*% March 13. 2S pmv- CC
8U8l5;Morv March 31; 7 10 prr,

C C 803 Thuri Ao<i 10: ?->0pm
CC 803: Tt** Apii 2S; M0 pj
CC S<B.

Thasa workshopa art tYat *n&
opan so aft anaratitd studanti For

raprsltitaon and mora aV\o»mt>on.

cat Ctwtana Carrpba* «t MO4W6

The Collegian is

the only
newspaper with
campus and

world news
together

weekday
mornings

Resource Network hearing
O" Thursday. March 13. at 7 p/n.. * Iht Campus Cant*. Iht haaourca

HttworV. «nM head t pubae haamg on tht vstua of program «n4 aannotaai
tht RatMtnot HHIS. Askad to tttand for tha purpoat of "haarng" the

tesimony w* bt dxaa atteainairators who f now n tha procata of
jk,..j majM to:««! decrvc<i» wt-ach w-n c^ct -.*« bouse "' ^- ctl

In crder that t^ay unda*Stand tha «#ut of «t tarvKat praeanth- bamj
defrvared. and tht poltrtstt coraaqnercea of eameiaong thcaa steMC**.

Iht ideYaniafitrlijis wtl bt hearng oVtcdy both msm ttoea who datvar
sarvicts tnd from asudtntt who raosna than.
Mambtrt ol the Network conmtoea era now n the procaea of corv

tatting at wde e spectrum of potanftal epaateen as potato* Teatimony Is

taeng eototed faom ttudents, agency and raaadence e\efl stiff . facurtf and
ether concerned (TOMPt and wjb»c9jett.

Arvyone wto a ircarasetd in ttatifyirg a askad to oonttct tna AttOOiCt
Natwork lb4V086l or f>C333l for mart nformetaon fd t plaot on d»a

epeafcars' sat. tach tettner wat ta tatted to lemh harhis prasantaoon to no
mora tran fha trunum* bt prepared to answer Cfuacbont rotating to Ihtfi

Mttimony. pad to sUps*. 4 pottfctt. t copy of iht ptcantcf Qtet Tht
compatdon of thatt SMWissaiHa along ~th a coaactten of ddhioMt 4a4t
wtl bt dstariMAtd. shonfy ahor iht hearing, to approcaro camput td
moatnytort The entct tvaning w4 bt ttptd and b^Otdcttttd on WMJUA
as soon tfta* Thusdtf as

SUPER PIZZERIA
S/in 4tilizi»f; in —

PIZZAS ("'!« a « d Small)

SPAGHEni

GRINDERS (The meatiest ROAST Seal

grinders ia the area)

Free Delivery in Amherst end Sunderland

549-062C

Opeall o.m..i *.m.

17 Montague Rd.
N.AMHERST

(taoxt 1o the N. Amherst Port Office

Rapid Reproductions-
O ualityXeroxing

High Grade Thesis

Reproduction
BOND PAPER RECEIVE YOUR
COPIES BYAN ASSURED DATE

WITH THIS COUPON

25 c
OFF

!

i

WITH THIS COUPOM

50 c
OFF

A SMALL PIZZA ! A LARGE PIZZA

j

oP'eS i

X^

v
i <

Call in advance and reserve a date
,ory0u,C0pying:549-O566

Amherst Carriage Shops
233 No. Pleasant St tAmherst
Mon Fri S3/Sat<*-€>/Sun 1t-7
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campus carousel

J

By TONY GRANITE
PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM.. .two

headlines in the Feb. 27 edition of
the Indiana DaHy Student carried
these messages on page one: "I.U.
salaries keep sliding behind other
universities"; and on page five:

"Half of I.U.'s faculty signs
bargaining petition."

Tells the whole story, doesn't it?

IMPEACHMENT action was
initiated against almost half the
student senate body of Western
Conn. College, recently, when less

than a quorum of the legislator?

appeared for (ogular * ratty

EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL
WORK appears to be iho rulo boinu
considered by legislator* in Indiana,

where prostitution is illogal.

According to a report in tho
Indiana DaHy Student, tho low
makers are considering a law thai
will equalize the r>r*a r»4s a
prostitute may rece** w*t\ thoa*
on her "clients."

The head on the cttca lead*.

"Prostitution bill woutJ trioa.

tricks."

Woman's libbers, toko

AcconSoo. to a OOQO on« story an

Tho icho, tJudoM r*wip«fw rha

n •to wott pftorn* rasatni
rrv*actw*ant action cm tha

bata o# ttwto conaaotftVa
*tach "am the ayas of the

»a» comadcrad as too rufttmer*
a^ dkjtiva.

. oMtr tho Contatuton
* c*>>*oitano cono/as* *&>

ALCOHOUSM IS A P*Obl€M
at UtYa Strvmt foatt. accoftfog
•o The Ponvor nowspapajr. which
quotas a Haafth cantar phy»<4n as
aaatiTJuj six par cam of the
studant* ara akotio^ca
And "Of 4* d*tv» that cauaa

hcaptja^ancn;* ha uva. *J pa*
cant ara ca«aad fcy aacohol

"

7tie nost qvacnoo. ry^iv high u
in# catnap

*A
*v ^'

v;

ITPAY5
/. S/4 7 Review, April 5 THE FINASTWAY
Atx«* . mien ttutid wgn-.p in rtw Pre-

law oHc*. MKhir«« r 77. or can

^n»?7 1^ ^!T ^l9
- **"'»' *»»•» "»*«*»' * ,h*

Campus Center

Egg Roll Day

Wednesday March 12

8 p.m. af the Hatch

No Cover

Two Great Bands:

Big Screamin McGrew

The Progressors

and the

Progressive Sounds

Free Egg Rolls

Egg Roll

Eating Contest

<int«ret»ed Participants: plsate eall 545-04)8)

Mountain Farms
Mall in Hadley^

Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe!

Old Milwaukee

case of 24
12 oz cans

Chooso from our Wld* Selection oi Imported 6 Domestic Winoi!

Mogen David «»«x ...» 1
Fleur De Cap c*^**^ 2

*? 1
Yago Sangria irl
IVOrDOI ColtlomU Bur^rOy *%** |

Gold Seal MM $2

9

9

9

9

Pabst
Blue Ribbon

24
16 oz cans SUPERMARKETS

Prcoa EJTacttva thru Sal Mpr. 15

———

—

M»>t<H n, Mfl

Letters to the editor

TKf MAVy*CHI,\t CXA\i,V COk^f ttlXH

A note of appreciation

T«e Si^sfit bT/viiD At Owe CamGWhi ?

JUST aMAT^J, 1VCT ffaft^.AtftVtttf?

To •»• Editor
To ad eft**? nmnMi +dm*<ms&*to*i too per

sonnet 'Aa* a4hw o^£ha**j so afa/*>*•
r^\a u .tv W5«»i ^»»f->rr. M HffWM a-vi / vh

ma at honottfy rara txs# torwees Lost
i w*j a<> rha rsfuter Xflraan *wsW paj*\

presontfy f Oadpna aa rha «aw tosnar pfe* As
avioancacf ai "Tha Coftaa>a*" you ptoph s*d *
aarMca-randa^ny p*v$oan$f «o fitment fextrve fa/

mora rha* pour fa* »*wa «< cnPcviaw nwj .5 na* ro

aar ma>r «aflwa*v«cw triVetm* H noi 90&L H H. bs*
too <Vr»v> mmt ara/daary <h%a# cm? xha ^aoat^a »MtnH»f
pnon^ crva* **$* If it aW A% Apr tW 4^k#v «<»»•

ton* (haooaarW^ f rnavr /t>ca^ my &+****
uunWhcxt / am m*sr haiw h> aar t^f ' a«fvaa>

loo* for*** to the maa/c one v*v**V am gaalt

pktfd w*t\ *t*t <s *arv*tf liv /00a adV aWr / s^aaA
rV tahaf r OaJSava la Pa a su^rania/ mai^ar 0/
aaadkaii
Tho Koxher n*alpUn tfaaM aj m afx rVrst aatnaaAar

m»«I Af aaawoaaY iWavm aW praaa cV of »*> bene**

mx»» tr. h ,v-v iaa mmW fhhp w rha vtorhr ro

iio*»>#/^'a«i ana^a awthaw a»^ *av>a smeav Aaafcar

Aaoa1. ovf rhaMs ro a atoftaraa1 p^aup a/ iruiVno

|ft m»tt» aoftaarY horn afHO^av ^ aoVocs «ao*

^w»y comajooo aahiimayaaafi rr%# iV*t par orY rna

otQVfidomS tH>#. M its sacanP rna^h. ^ao r>a ajpaaW
a compdara aa«ass 7h# w*hna ahas a/*a mM
a««aant rN» foaa1 a^rrar a%a*t ayacaaa1. tht ******
orttrioooVf Ui * r>**rty +» rr\+ C $i o*0tho4*x>o
oros as pasasanr Ak*o&r. ^y» v» rr* Aasn«y pam Aa%«
Daan Wsoaa1 ay a Aatao* aarvvca r^yasaniafvai M»««
CappaoVruui *po* MkV r?a*tX Sovf Ptromrtio*.

nocitino ovf »owt a* tht pdaa. 4 mosr doome*
rhanA yav musr a>M> Pa pv*/> ra R»c«o* 'v*«v Dire*

tho oversees oi tho **ovV rhv»p.

Oit«Aw cwlaihrV has its ptecr r«r rh«tr | 'v>rfii*0

aar a 0000* «hf par on IW PacA Ajra*n, rhan* rtno ro

of. OYM\tnxMnooroiu%epafoemtOfO%iroffortt.

flPbarl Qoldman

Sequestering senseless "Security
//

To tha tcStor:

A contontodL hoppy workor h
OPaadV a joarf weetor Students

*ha can /alM oro matn mo/a aaaary

*a i-vhc TMit aPou-* mas a At* • tt

sa>ouIP maAa us /aaJU/a rhtaf

pjaaVurs as (Mfsw a/a ah*n
horosstd Py otY sa-caaW 'j^acinay

Goarda ' flan'r rh«i* or <v'as Pamp
anV rha stvtfanrs mp sama hohf%

trve for staff, of* fotvhy t anew
far a fact **•/» f aa» coASaAX. my
pnnmtohon of rnettfnff TO Plf

or a cAmj i ovpfcf v&t
rs far oarrar, am* rha

tfwSanr* got much nont 6am S4Kf>

a caux. ff wouM mom, it we ac
ruaay do /9#r«y a Sacu*rty Oapart

w« wAo maAa ap tho

(Mrvomty aAotdtf doudo whot *#
namf. rr « noi m o«r nrwavf 0/ rrw

Mlarasr of the (Jbhonny to novo a
snaa\ aadacr grovn p^th/no down
par thwart ttur itnacA wo don*
wont ond. mo/o certomfy. dont
nood CofWnh/ we do not nood
)•<,'*.: ,v.«,i i\.»r.'..^; ns,*^' *nv r.'.L'

omyono oho't wntng ttdkots ond
Aavvof caa rotMro* rmaV tfiaff nvna

Aampanr amf CCnvarvry nropavfy ra

temaood or doovovod. to toy

«0ifa#i0 a/ aaaPants who can V ftW

sa<a in Of orovnd thM o\>rmrfonox

1 would dta ro p*ood Pap;. *
nacassary. rhaf stvKSaw*. fiarY ond
tottAy bond tOOHhorond too whof
wt to* do to maAa tf>o *actv.ry

University
Theater*
THE
BLACK

Aspritudin

ifVee rncrvemente

Mar. 13. 14, 15. 20. 21. 22

8:00 p.m. Studio Theater

Spi Ollice 12 S o m or

Call 54S ifSll

•.,•....•
ipti

.>" Mft pajiapoj i ramat

W> coufd do th*S

demO(fttlCO»t. at Ifcawpa ought to

ot dOAO. by p«a»a«Vfv a orftVMt

jAojmvj r*Aar we devre «t fha i»ay

of socufihy oAdahw thooo Uangs we
atsoMofy do *oi woxt.

/ at* aAutaota i* fiaa# torn paapda

to that *• can trparwa ond
dotetmno how wo ton Pasr pvotott

ond Qtocood Once wo hove a

pohVon with enonv uonatufOt. OS a

p*ow> ww* can presort if to the

propof outhonam* ond amv^ata
Moahai ***** * aartariactory rasurts

a/a aw farflvonvv wiihrn a

fOOSO+eb* vme, wo then cavt

proceed to pAjn ofhar mays to

lOooht rh«s PrpAvaoA* nlaaahan.
TJto Sa<4»t» St^tfm »»a> tra

svorassJno H oMowed to nvn rem

port oetouso of rha ^raar turn orot

- no toonte do wa par sa-naftfcno

saarfrd fh*/r a w*Wr parson o* the

fo* a Ajvqo svmmar racass. a* aW
<asa of AaaTsvns pononnef, e

notu'pi torn p*h Chonoo «n poAc r

Setwty Pofoot to/ osompie. a
tttovondr asraoAsnaP cUnaip rftaaa

hosKoty *V»-acr»Va" nonodix of the

r>«. yom. The rotum*?
student, thonow ttoff end toevtty a
fotod with a foct occotKphxhod

thOSt OfO thO njfot* We rr^ixt not

fiomvf rha acaPamacaay normal

fjonuont fiOTtonooi ttoUn ro oafar

us from oKKomohfhAnf what mutt

to dono to remedy rfa* oa>

demoK'OhK *> foct. at tenex

tyfonmom meooon i nood yoor

mimas ond oddtossos and or

ie*ep*ono 0+*moOrs to otd **o w the

%> ivQamrohonof of a maaaiap
Whan i suoootted domo

aamalAvv fo cfunpa the prosonl

Srconfy SrSAom. I was toM I wcaa

mtstap my time no oxo weuAd
xhowany rnianaar. Pteoao prove tha

tvono by droppooQ. a note n my
moJbOM an the Satanf Dop+rtment.

room 22 T on the second ttoor of tho

aVtemaT Scaanca madtdnp near the

Scwnce IsOrory. Thank you

Harry e.Ahtos

Try 'n' tow this!

Ar.n+fx!

tho carrvoa, «t»*r as o'-us-joon or

To tha Editor

for moto of you who wont to actWr wvanr ro p/otaat i

Tomoo ond tho Camp*? Cooler Porhng Go/ooo. hero it a

Opiam on at*Omo*aV tnofS roody tor the Jurn\ yOfd end got Aw to tho

topo* tht fimfttmg garage Toko the Whoa** o tt. Lef ItSorn oy ondtow Jt^ r»

tot you drdot koow iho wrecken oro too fvgh to ff nro 4»*a parapa Tho

phjtrcoi ftont w* 6a fo/cao* ro oto tho* heecoptor rotorvodfr Proudon*

Wood's *r\vtt*r>g ootwoon Amherst ond Boston.

haaiyNPfp

Fine Arts Center

Si Patrick's Pay Celebration

MARCH 14 FRIDAY

THETA CHI

Come celebrate with the brothers of Theta Chi

BIER ond MUSIC

Next to fhs Newman Center

x-

d£&
*®*-v^ «J

-fa\ $?s

o**
l| *r>;

dfu*» ~+h ... »•'

*eS»it

L*«r

Now appearing at the

'/JIT -fillAISWW
The Dynamic Sei Machine

Wed. & Thura.

Happy Hour Mon. — Sal. 4:30 — 7:00

in the Speakeasy Lounge.

^
I'Jffs

i- •m m" >J
"latVarf ^*

.^ ^2' BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE

Wo Raaairve iha RlgM |p Umrt O-antittoa

•i BANDS"
Liva Entartainmcfit Tiaes Sun •

Rt. 7Vt. Maw Satom at Truaman's

Flaa hAarhat only »1 mitos

from Whalmara!

THUR. - SUN.

"Northeast Expressway"
Tuas.-Wrd. NoCovac

Son — »<dra«rvThaars.-3SchotPoo%!
Watch tor our ads avary Wad. A Frl.r

Phana <pt7l — Jutr Ovar Una— saa-aPOt

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

quality - you hart a

taite far BELL'S.

To at - rood isn't

fted ENOUGH!

Free Delivery on Cam pas

Call 256 8011 for last senice.
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Nothing's new
under the $un
By JOHN FISHER

The 1960s were a boom period for postsecondary education. Starting
with the launching of the first artificial satellite by you-know-which
Godless totalitarian communist country in October 1957, the United
States had decided that it needed more scientists, more engineers, more
basic research, and, as long as were at it, even more people trained in the
humanities.

Scene two. Fade back a decade and a half. Joe has just come home
from the war. He has spent four years or so visiting Europe or the Pacific
under less than ideal conditions. Now he is home to an economy that is

better off than it was when he left. (The Waftons wasn't so much fun at
the time, you know.) And then there's Jane who kept the home fires

fairing. <Th* motwi'i mov«m«nt co»td Mr qteta a bit about whet wane
on l*tt v, bv. lor the rtoment ** *f© yoking about the unnorsd fee)

Arr<ho«.joejrdJan«)oain>«^^pvie<SownpryTT^!Ccna»(>»i(«vH
end Start poduong skS*. A whet* let of kid*.

Oil back y> tf»e> 1*0* The offspring of ai thoaa Joe* and Jans* mem
.-. ?8 ex »o and want into coatee. Srttt to an r*ojy<tewered pre

WhJtrnor* office to which til two or rrore adi^aauaux*. man of greet
»««fnr>3 and e*ud*Jon. We've got a* these lode end who* do we put
*»em> Aha/ aH. tk* lisjekMOit aren't keafy to r^ mi »r*iy new a*
rn*«r.rar*on b»sp*>g and buck* tor derma, too.

Know what? lef s *eu* let of bond* and tec dw kid* pay oft lha
jjMyilt ei **%Of leMofteatfaff t>«.t-r, prefefoei vett'e
Oontcnr 0/ M^«r foW*o*n says net coSeoe a a km/pet* grow* in-
Kntrv
And so, deer uue*. the gents the? went barons deoded » franc* a

who** tot of dorruoneo whh bond*, somrtvng viat a stett urresrsrty
hare* done.

And we h*v» 00 rag**
•am where wo con keep on eye en (ham. ofiaywm they* all screw or
uvnathog AJoo nolo eke* Twrm ware two problems the wise Itinera

overlooked Probkjrs one woa that some ol the dorms wot modotod on
that great invention of A«-*er»cen urban panrvng tr< ome rsgh>-

rtte Pnoba)mtwo»Mtt>elKtthartaeojtt«OoraoJooandJar%oboo;ltt
a tatsvaion 001 and slopped havoc bafaks*

H the eeVrtnetrstor* in ouaetkyi had bothered to c«n*\4t book
cWnogiaptK dow nay rrseht hew taken otoconaidorotton 1*0 ejects ol

Cd Su*n»*n on th* reproductrwi roots of Amsnc* during tht \*&X% and
iho re*u*J*g deeare in potential sojdem*. but no esch kjek.

01 course, ihere want e few enhsr ittlo probfcsms t**t they couldn't have
lorosoon lea the Vetnam war and th* foci lh*| t** Arnoncan economy
would bo Otto to prove my nvoduppry eeorQ~ks nttructor wrong by
corning up with a coabtoecion of a depression ond end inftkton at «w
seme trm Anyway, by the Wan of the 70'* wo tod an admtraavitnn
*h^wr*krr**«cWT*roryrcon^i*en|he/e air stuSe-ta w*o want rem

Mow. we enter e* second he* of the se»wt»t wrh the aoVninajtraoon

Xttiung about dropemg the mandatory dorrrwy njeoency njcswroeunt
bocouso 4 group ol students IneaV hgured out wnai the eeVreneMfltion
domed rt knew al the t*ne: th»t « ^nay wal to orHOnootutonef to fotco

peor^o^v•^acrTtttocx>•re<t^^dabuv^>#rp<e»^^^*c^^a^t<^
m 6m »t>e admn«tn»cn handto dttogt fnH »me around? thoy

eetteWy dbdn t get md> student «*»t »han ne> f«ooad the bonds, be*
:
lo t.-r if>r r knr* h<--:#f R .jr.*'

Wrong. So far they ho%o ftortod out by biamng the vKtirm. Tell

conmjten sni araa reairjanti. e>oi Jr*t 100 bod that your rants moy go up
boectornathoaoi»Oibajn^ok;or>c^oemoui And *or second*, now ebo%t a
"erweraai fee '

» Roher than si»:« r»j 60 per cent of the popUooon whh
someone ***** bed piirv^g. let's seen everyone. And bo swnj to bioaao

rhooo peopto who <*ti\ 10 get off eompu*
In toot tnaro are severe* root onomatvea that aheutd bo con*do«ed

Mcn*» 4 tndoniabry tight now. Bit n bo abeciuieh token for

0>enrod thai bor»d *«oiders must oonw certort sewdent*? MtybO we fjst

stiXfdn'i pay. *A***echueects wouidn t be ** iro? ge»*mrnant 10 deftut
on bond*.

At least on* attorney has sugger.se mat a urwer**J foe may bo itegat If

ttuiants are nolo»ger tafcog mandatory dorm raaidenoo e* * gw*r\ do- t

OOem en a unnwsel *ee bong token quody-

Money is undeniably
f ighf now, Bvt must it bo
absolutely taken lor
granted tnat bond
holders must comt
bofore studonM?

There ore »ey* such a* coOaWltho*. r*r>ov*tion*> and opening do-ma
to nvnstiident* that dorm*, oven ntth bond dobl could be comrenad

k^*ty ** *n aeaet How ttoroughty *ro *>e*e ways betog in

The only reel student inpvf Viet Whftssoro ho* otoaned I* \om
meeting wth soma hghfy over worked student government peopto. Why
not appoant a btoortjbon rrnii iaatjii of ropreaomativee froai all ardent
grcupe, sc^T«peoc*A end soma token admWrttaecrs and gfvo < reaV
powar so *weetieao> the effect* «l §ny change » naeoe^tial pokey.
Pe*hap* e aeofiooeum en any Ktton osteoid* of ftjgkknato •ooun
prooaadmgs would ee eoooatabfo to *>jden*s unit * thorough aOady I*
dona on thownpact of the edn>njetfM^ s prcpoeod acnena
* a untvanta* fee a Indeed *a r astary. It should bo students who

(Urermkne what thai fee •*. because it wn be st.dents who wa pay for ri

To aasume that lha edmrwtrsoon w* act vnih &—*< wadom than
students is ** fookeh as saying mar the Cempu* Center was * wee *>
veelrnant Th* impact ol the eectotoa* node »n the correng month* wfi be
omai It should bo lb* people who mum fee wtt* the** dacraion*,

student* %r4 non ftodants sue. who rmat have the motor ehe* n
metong thaaa oaedton*. UN* the) it done, accepting any enheraet <ee a
pnjmatura to say in* toast.

Jtona &&htt J* • CceVgwan Guest Comoaa^tanv. 4*4 a member 0/ m*
Stud** a'ajntaswp Preset

V/ELL, WE'RE NOT EXACTLY hlDDLE AriERlCA-

5Vt :'W0-haH; k> vie get Rem TS!

From our perspective

No representation

without registration
One favorite pastime is complaining

without action to alleviate fne causes of

complaint. The extent ol action for some
people is to write a fetter to me Editor and
forget about it But as residents of UMass
dtvd the fown of Amherst, we have the right

and ^n equal responsibility to use
whatever options arc open for bettering

the community. The frustrations we feel

may be a result ol nonaction on our own
part. The apathy of newly registered
voters substantiates this inaction.

One of our many options is to vote. Due
to relaxed residency requirements,
students at UAAass are now eligible to

register and vote In Amherst But turnout
has been remarkably low among studems
If wc wq to head off the future frustrations
ol high rent and environmental problems.
we need representation in town govern-
ment And to have representation,
students must register.

Amherst is a beautiful town; many of us
consider it home, more than merely a
p^ece to attend school. It Is up to us to work
with the community In keeping it this way.
The more obvious issue of rent control Is

only the beginning in terms of lm-
provements we can institute In Amhersl.
Day care centers and transportation may

also come info focus as positive steps

toward improving the community.
We live in Amherst, we abide by its

rules; we support Its businesses. Why not
have an Input into how it is governed? This
year, over forty student candidates are
running for town offices, and they need
student support.

The final date for registering to vote is

March 19. It Is a simple proc >x*, and
will be made even simpler for on campus
students within the next few days.
Tomorrow a registration table will be set

up from 112 a* Berkshire Dining Com
mons in Southwest. Saturday, the Amherst
Tonn Hall will be open until 10 p.m.
Tuesday, another table will be set up

from 104 on the CC Concourse.
Wednesday, March 19. the Town Hall Is

open until 10 p.m.
The Town Clerk's off>ce is open on week

days from 8:30-4:30. The office is located
at the Town Hall, on the Belchertown Road
Busline In Amherst Center.
Town elections will be held April I; the

time to register Is now.

All unsigned editorials represent the
opinion ol the majority of the Board of
Editors.

Essay i Prometheus Unleashed
&t JOHN BSIHHAKT

The wted was tarrM*. The vend a envoy* **nea*
cuts*** tao afcrenr * it bataeaa our etrory a a vex
am) ettrmelrv* oeeture. cheSenolnp the anntfa *o *
It*! of *Vength?0 a rt perhaot. rha otiect or aourte
of ooree grow, htemmet** ion. vrarneaetre to <xr
certhry noeea, btt ttfl pcaau in its daregard for ovr
AQfirtr end our he*? V«ho knenvs? Who cere*'

I had been ttudytng *omethino for the post to*
tours under th* bufring hun ol tanking fforjraoeont
kghta diat are acrowad? noted/ gfeed? to the du*
eaato ueftrtlahad cafortf of th* ftaaftng *oom. Why
don't the* toah anything hare? Who ttof* th* toehor
of th* Zm*M% Center? and *rh*n to he* are et lha
ho** and ppes and trucks and *h« gonna plant

• IhamoaKt'S Cnror mlh gran and OK* Hf I rernembar I

ived ei paxa (hat had * huge hcet ***r* the ttreet

sSotad'vo bean, mora mud than n lha a*st eiecben.
and was fated oeoeaonatf with OVty mw\ and touj
early tructa. They celled it Sytwai* , bafl*r«a H or noi.
htoev, nobody cat* tt at el. urates loroad **o it. lis
sta up eaere on ** hfl. The hoot'* goea. bsa SyXan's
Ihere denrg tha weea. I norke that hr. **** are dety

end senbbied wa*s rfaatd and Sooth.

Take too* at thoaa wads, UMaa find aome trite

message, maytw a nica vesgar epOhai. and try to
P^caaniL »t that imao>iatr«a rr*x) of yoer*. d>0 UMa
wno wvh <. Then, do the *a**e e«Mh the Coaapan.
•haarajde, yeur book*. What eoo* it oi moon? Wad.
Spura,y. * maans that there's a very larga po**b4<y
thar. someone a trytrg to talk to you. 10 make an
•no«e**ron upon your eager Being. f5vt in order to do
tfWL that someone ha* to speak your language your
own etlknala languaga from which yow btald your
fKftasrsa. Woich oull They may ahink *h*y know
v:<T#t-»4r.j ^Nc.jt >^jo .»-d th»* w*y *M ^>? Tr».» rray

tat rsiadrg so you an wrong seeing you inadtttarent
ght and s«ndsng you munnala** and dotu't»-g
naasege* you dont want to hear, and probat^r
sNhrldh'l. Trust em. end ybe'l be oadona vour 9**
Out too far. better *i»1 ha low and *crarnb4f your prey
matter. Better not read. Throw eat *«*s

Oh, when voVre by the Ifxary. check end tea ' tha
*">d m, t,eth And let me know. II bo studying
*om*ihJnf ep on th* I9th

Jena £d«nnsrf h a Coeepitn ComrMntenv

Joyce Kosofsky

Tall tales of UMie
Wo used to stido down tha middta ol eke

escolotor in the Campus Cantur. Than was
bofof someone stuck those rnatal barroa in

the way and tacked down tha cuehona on
the banchos.

Wa used to lie out on thw horseahoe in

Southwest on warm aprmg Nttamoon* to

catch soma rays, dopa, and goxsip. That was
tmton: somuonu hnrd topped It and made a
i..r.k<:tt).ill court OUt of It.

Wti uaed to concoct devmim means 01

entry into tha Bluewnll at night. That was
betars somaonn towared the drine>g agt
and don't account for the crowds *h*t wooU
change th* pace.

There are let* of deVsjethatwe used 10 do
on CarToti*. So^attrea. w*an I'm ItaJshg

ron>r*scani and no«naH>c. I tr4 tome eraey
stone* 00 my p***, We kaugh end then wa
think of hen* tvng* at* to be #es*eon to

how lUngta/a now
Aboet a hundred year* ago. whan I was a

freshasefX. I •eerd stoaa* of the hfarnoe*
OTrtse. Enc tha Rat. th* imte Kaich. South
went sirhtng. and how big l*e pond tatKl 10
be.

We gawked of tha
k****oj '» of th* Rne Art*
Carner end Wsegined what
il woukj be kite twirging
rVom the crane on eop Of tha
fcbrary We'd chatlrte tha
*hort hered gvyt wt*k tritf

cases and chee* rvtiet tha
long, haired one* with
ksiepseck*. We ooukl toll

how cool *orraono was by
&m nunber of peach** on
their du-garaa*

But now. when I sura
irno the tocos thai dent yet

shava. woh that sohaSikss
»»at say eke oaat of 1979.

end at angers that poet to

a* 10$ poendt of mm and
say "she'* one of lha big

heek. They know
nothtog el lha Traffic

concert shot aVnoat ended
el concerts at UMw They
know nothing of tha tsg

Saily <3nlleg[ian

dope bun ihai svpeoseety
"cksaned up" Sourrewai.
They know noitang of tha

School of Education bang
tafcan over by Thfcd W.yvj
parsons Just as 1 knew
noth*>eof abowtngeStv n
iho back of the Hooch.

mandatory freshmen
boanas. Oswald Tpoo at
Cherreator, end Arrencan
Hisdory a* * cor*

iC^iigr CottegMtn

Letters

Enlistment: Not what it seems
Ta Use Idrtor

Th» pnsaanf

fAe srmut
s+rvtc+i for

rrc/i\rm*af

parjppfo* has
row***1 uav<>

e rutWXfwrVch
is-OS fiot/y

{VOefedanry e
<#w t**i ago

Cnsnreo;

l**e* ant hf*
*nC >cos mem

>L'arr*. 6uf 1* enkxtmo w ifw armed se/vrews

b uamdmx a earnsasrr to escaoe rne twrmnt
nscasaon. than the person mmtoty tNmi
dmcwo* thoKkftmmm m Aong Aerrf tooA aV thm
sxota 0/ mm memory mar thm racrsvrera okxn'/

tmfk aooov.

Tfm mrmtd ServrCW neJT raf you arr/thno,

but when n* eomaj *> mx*g up ro thomm
ptwnbmi. thmn rt ososweu e cVJ*v*<v trory.

f^e raaaai j tm en eacevse oArose *> mi
<onrretf» meoVoy tttmm wnvn sraies thaf if

tha meaary see* to to pUcm you * m pmr
tvuAsr MOS (*o) rmfJoo. evew * rl n not mm
onmofyovrcSmJom. rnae«he>weTan^rherw/i
nvmvte you cm* do eoow »t Why?6mcmu»m
oncm youVa n yov'tm mjfrary property.

Thmmmary asf laf you thmi you wernrrnvi
ee* rhe riofiis you hmvm mm s owOan What
may 00*1 tmM yoxtn mat you net 6e sutyecr
to mdrary reojdiOone wh/ch we7 w\p* out aM
yovt chnhsn N^tMx Souoo- co*tmcv*o> 5<mi
it

4\faM\ ojocm rov'rt a*, you'fm AteViery

oropmrty one* &u aft (reared' as such You
ere 'Vteoc*jn**4~ ytu Of* tmtmay smppmd
0/ year Adewoiy. artdyou mem rsoueT aiio thm
chmtmixmt char rhsy aaar to $mm. Any ryom oi
rmatttmncm is noi rueaenrt/ and you arm
pswianad acradknoV /van e* you apea* out
«w a pmrtmcll, tmoal (by cheSsn ttatdmrtH)
St^iymcl and your tupmriof dOOin't mkM K. you
arm oomahmd. fined. coetVied mtyd nteajenod
mro mm "proamr" way of aVrkkwg.

tt m tuponor Poo* *of a»e you. tw pot-

sonaftyoryourmttrtudm.Smtommmmmnsot
n*0ecOAo ttis on your mJRe/y tcotdi * thm

form ofSPH rvmoev* (iufiposmdty rhey havm

Oaen outimwm*. but I wcuMnl put »r post me
serwees 10 xrt ate and *ot Nod away around
dui). Mmny wjtaranf soday harm oomo tahmty
mod mmkvoudy imbmmtd as sue%vr*n/e, on-
tVaimoAr. ere Aar tht emit of rVhV Joes.

stmpty bmcautm thmy bmpo mi onm Dmm or
anothmr coma mcfots m supmeior wno Dbay
'robbmd mm Meang way. " Afaey mmo who
ememarmd even nonoeabfm dhchor$jm* and
app*W tor JOPS ware myecrtd beceuia of
thrw SPnf <JmSS#icm&orx /row rVepx toe

mornmorw'sNxuemtObmrumymd, mM bmcautm of
mom man's Oprnico. SPNa jvrt another form
of sprmodioo uofy rumen that havm cemaimd
mumo uohme rmsuft*.

How tsAtfs ibm aommmt part of at this?

Tbot Ibm invtormmd •arvtcmt som rV 10
KOOdutt lhmeTomt^^a^»uto^fuon?r\o, smk-t

<*>y» tserm oaen tnmd oeofuumfy by at tat

bom of our scosry. toaecvaay govanvtawr
agancMts

Tha sometr port H Ane fact that rha uv
iuspaci«v/aaOitwnooiTsh>sr^rteeo'M*ad
with prpmee* Of trtm mmdfeal bmm center.

from ttuL from tnat pveranread mrnptoymmot.
ttmaOr *KOmt. and a inform coes rat see
At to Nodout why (if mm aarwee a ao grmatf

nmvt (OunfftSS melkons rnoseo to got
Hr^ai mine* loamA**vn>Wharm ft roaSy Btt
Oh tnm int/dt? l>hy do pmnpJO count thm dmy*
until rhnr "hUth" a op/ Wfty do otopft
cnoosm to ttnd out thm hard way that mere
trm two aoVxm rseVy aecvr thm vxtomry nay
e/aV

Today thm ormmtfob souomit is on mod thm
aerweet caw bm moto leWcrna about *ho
mom at and who dotsf't. tn a wmy, akefa
tjood. MmybotMmXtm/y waT man bm foetmd

to pta<t moro fomtueo mod mtaagenr peoaia
in rtsponsfh/m positions, msleed* 0/ the

aendtY tOymJ morons I ran tnlo many tmas
too oftmn wtdm t weu tn. b\tt thm pmeson
oomp so, or m**mrtm*me thought* about
octn.v «. zbouH find out evaryttsing about
thmamnncm lots tmem 1 ft you were oomg to

buy an mspansho «*»**. f9bo a sttemer ao
motornobdt Of a haute; you'd maim damn
awe aw 0am aes "hoM tor you." Wm aw
matary. you 'em payina the most important

PAY* • roars of your mtt and you'd bmUar
maAm damn son* she aeieary a 'YrgoAt Av
you. " bmcausm ymmes of your mfm cant bm
rtfundmdff

The Veterans CeoXea

A call for faculty bargaining

To the Cdftor

' *uopoer thm mftom now bmrhg mmdm on
campus ro ecrksve COdmttivm bmepamng foe
fho touAf. lam cpnubxmd that thus weTOaas
the MtmrmmtM at both fmctmty. akyoancs. and
mvontuafy thm aeVrwuihaoun.

/ Aepe tho Fmtulty Sonata, me ,rt netting
Thurx attmenoon. Marc* t£ weTpVe aeAoui
COnstdmemtion to thm two monom tonememng
oroposmd chonoms in mm Acadomk Ptr

soneyaf Poffomt oocomrnl fVo<as*or Otu*d
Booth. Socroiary of thm faculty Sanatm. isaf

oe pemsantiog thmsm mohons.
I urpm conomrxod Ntcufty member* to

attarxl mm matting m ordar to Htmn to and
or parhopatm m thm dtacustion of mm
documant uetmcb coutd how tiondttmnt

tffoctt o" our Jhe* at thm VnhrtesAy.

Sidney F Wexksr

WHch t* too bad. Which
also bring* me to the pokit
ol tha skpaf. I "About nm*
you said somathi-g
rateventr yaN Lexis am
MarytOU "Shut up " aaaaj

< Vn getting 10 tha more)
of th* story,"! To uv
derttand Ansoriton pcetx*
yow hove to know a basse
hktiory of American
To o*der*tand

Chanaea phaoaophy. you norm to know *
beec hetory of China** oheoeathp. Dui.
tf*er* a no basic under*t*ndk-g of UMata
SNhy> Decauta no one knows tra base
history of UVtet* l"Bie deal," say* Loie
tt*3 Merylov. The Bk**M just open.-
Evan m thm meet (wmw of sooeties

(here ia one parson detigneiad to be aw
tononan of thr cukure But in an araa a*
lianaani a* ttaj, *t't herd to find a person
w*o rsrrombar* Poor Richard's maganne
H3ery does but he won't tea; about a.)

So maybe Uaiaa* thoukj have e r*s*ery of
tsctf. I'Kisiory nUeaaher." says kAarytou.
8ul don't quota m* "I In four year* peep*
wont remenber the School of Ed. *cer>del.

Layia" on Vm {tAabcn. or an •ejeekpt by lha
edmesauaton to np the s**dems off «Wh e

So unti there a soma eon el factory of
UMie. I (Nm* tx the rseoonab*?/ Of lha
caopk* whowi been her* tor * whJe 10 hand
down thaaa pn

c

olas* gtas* el entojity.
And 4 you happen to bunp into me. I sir.

•sight *eva some atone* to ted you.
Jdycm Kosofskya e Compian Ymm Spmnme

UCF and the real story

To the ti

Your empoet on tho nmwbmrrnary Vostahbn
progtam tontmms savmrmJ tmfortx/nata

dtsfbtttom To bmgm wttb your haaohna. thm

program turns offtemd la AW AsOnoery (not

foemmd by thmm) and woekmd eef
COOper

e

Avary wwlr> fntanery ttatt, UC f

Miff, and intmemaimd aiodmtx.

Aeosf datrmssmg et your stalmmar* that

ttus a to "xmr»ce jntrmary panants *uaj»

rnmohonat peobtinrn." Thet ts pemciamh/ the
rnyWasu we ere trying to evo*d' Of couesm.

baring vc* or ^uemd it mmptJonmay
dtatnuMing to tutt about aumrypnm Que
vtatoiion program is mywoVo* ma an t*

tmnvon of thm matmdmnt hnsAW coro abtody
bamg garm by HtoMh Smnhcts staff ft

mr.<t% to add to the osafry of taring Tht
tmphtaton of your mei&t *s that wo mem an
eojomrr of bUntal Htabb We art not.

although the rhe*dr> v*5#t*hon wo arm of

^t^vtv^^rioe^v^jo^T^o^ « ousted entf
father dmgrmminiprorm thmm 'mental hmmAh*

rYm arm not assuming that anyone « "PC*
bmcommoftonmSjooss (pet "On thm contrary,

wm mssumm thmt tonmhntss 4 almost
synonymous wan lift at UMass (or any
Simime esrpa wakfuaipal AxsoCar as a Aed**?
hand or a wot oVpMvshe* thai A>ns*nes* for
somm mwRoars of thm comtrurvtywm tuP ArW
P\»r no harm * a $ma§ wmy improved mm
eaafry of kirn

AM persons opnaaered wim iinwevr,
rtmaffh Smrwcmtarm CO^r>%tttd to protmchhg

pmrmc. >caV and rnmouonal. of
peWents tn thm tohrmery. t vary much rogrtt
thai my eapeV«ar> offthm+mcord conunmn/s
found thmu way *vo print m dtotortod hynt
mod thus suggest thst Pas pneoty and
conKdmnfjotO* may bm ixWAfad

F Peter Sebay. Campus Minuter

Beware of Bemben's Gulf

To One Editor
A tmw weeks

ago. t bought s
f96S Mustofg
mt Brnmbon*
Go* Slmteon on
fft. 9m Hadhyy
Mr. ttemben
andlhadmodm
a* agrtemtn!
for tho ptico Of

*4G0 phot ro

puechasm

f showed up at his Go*? snston n*n a<*.
the iatpw who hod bought my old cor.

Btmbtn infoemod mo that ho hod been to
torn his buPntss partnmr and that mm parmm*
hod instsimd that ho got SiSC foe thm cot. I

tju>lmintd thoi wa had madm on oral

egrmmmont for thm oncm of $500. Btmbtn
sa»d mot Dm hadn't talked mlh Ms partner
whmn Ae had Quoted that ptiCO. I asked
Bmmban <i hm'd tpkt mm ddtmeoncm mod imkm
t£*xS Imeimng mm mnough to pay thm rmgettry

expenses No rmtusod t ssktd toe his part-
ner's none so that I could tPft bs hm

fletioen pet* rvm the name nalucferWV, and I

gmum hrm thm 9666 As t was putvwg my
pleats on my $660 mustang Bamboo ap-

proached mm and asked no not to COM r\<

pmnhme, xaymg that tha partner not a mean
bos totda*dwoukfpeobobfypunch himm me
nose dt caaedhunand gawhtm m hoed Pme
/ suspected that he was tymg about Mi
commrsoNon with Aej partner, but t wont into

thm station and bnphod thm popmr work
When t got hpoae. / phonod bamboo's

' pawnor" and AoV him thm whotm story.

Bombtn had n tmtt. hod to mm. Thm man l

serephoned ttos not Bombens busmmss
partner, but merely an otouemlance nfe AeoT

not mSMSbsd thai Bonbon got $560 for thm car

and couldn't understand why ftemben was
dragging Awn aslo fAe snpaPon f ceded
aemben andto/dhun thmt Iknow that ho hmd
bed and cheered me and thmt I named my
$50 DOtm. Sim saw4 that he wouldn't gwe 4
SacA to mm. I don't bout any loop rmcouesm

eeceuse nobody witntsstd tht $500
smeommmn t that Bamboo and I mmdm. It is my
opinion thmt Frank Btmbtn is en urvtrvcaf

Ouasnass deeaar and I orgs anyenm rmoeSng

iko Areser to boycott BrnmbrnnS Guff Station

and tmM ethmrpmopm to bmwarm . it's ontft.B,

about a Quarter mem beform thm hgtits mi

Hmtfioy

Cheea I. Johnaon

A deal for Dean Allen
TO tha Editor

Thm front page of mm Coeagsen for

Wednmsdmy, March S, I97S cmss an tnteewbw

Mth former Dean AMmn siaong thot Thm
cost of educating an arregm School of
education %tudo-t *s SB00. compered to

S 1.400m Busmmss and 17. UJ0 f> tnomeenng
foe an eourtstmnt period on compus
Smct tht School of Business has 70.5 tub

umm tmcuhy for 2.000 students, end
toWehen Ae* oetr 9S9 fatuity toe 2.100

students, mm accounting colcutmtions behind

Oman Aden's conclusion escapes us.

Smce we produce Certibed Pubbx Ac
countents (C?A 1 1 « the School of Busmmss.

wt would mdmsm caution m rmtyttgon such

cost bguems

Wmwouldbtt. however, ro mmtmadool. If

Oman AMmn wd egeom not to loach ee

countiPB, we wti mgrmt not to

Oeen Gtorve S Odloma
School of guana** Ae mmisir*6on
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Student explores Amherst bars

<E MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Where can you go, how much do you get, how much does it cost?

By WAL TER HAMIL TON
Staff Reporter

Before I could nudge the receiver

to my ear, the voice of G. Glad-

stone, world traveler, UMass
student, and affectionado of the

amber bubbling brew howled his

greetings.

"I want to have a cocktail," he

announced. "At every club,

establishment, lounge, gin mill, and

beer joint in town. And you're my

!
I

guest."

That was an offer I couldn't

refuse. Gladstone fired . iy en-

thusiasm for adventure while I

edged my dilapidated Chevy
through Amherst Center traffic to

Route 9. Down gentle slopes and
around easy curves we coasted to

the first stop on my companion's
itinerary, The Rusty Scupper.

Couples and groups in their

twenties lounged in captain's chairs

and sofas surrounding low tables.

They sipped drinks and chatted

easily above the strains of a man
singing and strumming tunes at one
end of the hayloft. From our lofty

perch we watched waiters tending

tables lined with diners on the first

floor of this magnificent old barn.

Our moderately priced drafts (60

cents for 10 oz.) slid down quickly,

and we soon retraced our course
back down Route 9.

"Time to shift to second gear,"

decided Gladstone. "We're heading
for the Village Inn." So downstairs

at the Drake Hotel we plunge, or

more appropriately, dive. What
manner of creature inhabits this

windowless den? Low ceilings,

exposed pipes and rock foundation

walls surrounded police probing

pushers while pirates plotted and
pool sharks pumped their prey in

smoky cavern corners. Tube
groovers stared at the fare blaring

from three color screens.

Something for everybody.
Cheapies for us 135 cents for 12 oz.)

in paper cups, we gulped them
furiously while embroiled in a

frantic fussball contest. It was time

to escape the underworld. Upward
we struggled against the force of an

eager stream of arrivals to the

inferno.

We clambered finally to the

serene stratum of the Drake's

upstairs toung* fnsco**ed
CueTMOned swtveJ eft*** we
gotten nectar I* caves for 1? o* )

Item tee*** pteieet end stared ovr
tufcfcm* cent*
Uproar we* ir* t*e as*. Forgotten

tcrnes ley open and ppMaeHd race
down Pa* on dorrnhory beds whae

half finished papers languished in

the |aws of idle typewriters.

"Yeee...Haw. We want Merle,

and Charlie Pride, and Tex, and
Tammy." Squeezed between the

pinball machine and bowling game,
bottled beer in hand (55 cents for 12

oz.) we were shit kicking it at The
Rustic Roost.

It was only a few steps from that

establishment to the next. We
entered Barselotti's and for a

panion was moving in on a group of

unsuspecting females. "Don't have

to worry girls," he said, "I've

already drank fifteen or twenty birth

control pills tonight." One of them
chose to ignore his sexist babble

and accompanied him to the dance
floor. The Pub offers entertainment

almost every night, assorted happy
hours, and serves complete meals

as well as sandwiches and snacks.

"Why leave all this for the

Jul MASSACHUSETTS OAIIV

(C(0)llfe#ain\

LIFE/STYLE

•ri

moment I was blinded by the »iht

and choked by the smoke. We
edged to the fringe of a grovp
watching the action at the poof
table when the all male patrons of

the bar roared their approve.
Bobby Orr had scored on screen* ji

each end of the crowded bar. We
guzzled our inexpensive drafts 1 30
cents for 10 oz.).

"Let's get out of this gin mil,"
said Gladstone. "I'm a Ranjjer'e

fan-
Again we had only to trudge m

few yards and pay a $1.00 cov#r to

enter the cramped quarters of
Quicksilver. A crasty beer joir-

was, but the sounds were loud and
addicts of the silver ball played on
their choice of machines. Wo
slurped our drafts from paper cups
(40 cents for 10 oz.) and studied rN*
bar's unique collage before pushing
-along lo The PUj

The non a* the door coeecced o
doear Item tech o* us

"I geeee ho couWt sol o4d G
Clerfttor* woo *e*fcv\ Third peer
a* announced Before the mertreea

coutrj rooem w*h per alee* Iffi

COWOf to» •© or. I my roteV com

an
Cemsxi* Consort I aeaeri

Beceeee « * there." he
*WF*t.

Oumfce. dumbe. ovrnbe.

the tluowvil rhythm boomed Uc
thunder A student 10 and o TOC
cord kosts tO Otntf) woo the beset

to tho aotooninfl dov In o pup*
Moo I stsmteod tod soveared peat

tangles Of «he hopping, srnrtftng,

populeben. Gladstone, cruepng m
ovard>r»t bynoe^ jerni»ed e pexher
of boot 112.50 lor 80 ni into "v
dutches

• d omo this end don't loop

ho tad be*»e ho moiled beck
troo tho crowd. I had rsp ttPetae

hnov>g Mends to hasp mo consume
the conrents ol the giant loamy
flagon

*co«» tho Top of iho Cawpm pur
gate attended Peer the fume* of

CPWipul barB-frag s, pas* the tghts of
the domvtory towe»» to dtp bMsh
•Oue of ft* rtoffofce flange It *ed
boon putt on eovonbjre. Glaam
eftolt (40 cents to* 11 or. I we
toasted to Saturday night ei

A/nrwc. America drink* and
bpaap

Have you noticed?

Renovations brighten Student Union
9»$U(X(€MS

*$tuder«s con actuotv see thee

Campus Cense* fee (OM.00 per

serroeoefr ei action ~ remarked
COOnJnopy Ed Kepy the Aarat

Manager of Buedfc-g Operations **»

the Maintenance Oepc No wee
commenting en tho student Union
SuAang renovation thai was done
oV«ctq ritoiaoeelcin

Mefo/ ectMtlos achieved by lha

Mseitenanco crow ***** the ard of

FhY*tceJ nam men include

-aopoiniog end raiefrsppfeifl el
Student U*ion hota

toolroom now poneang and
die poinuog of poo) tabats »nd woap

Lodses' room (upstprs as $ U I

new frghtng, woippponng and

O ooPton ol X0 opSPPO fool

Of bflbOOfd spec" «n both the S U
and iho C.C.

of •epontng of
Hatch wado
"The project was a vjcoeso,'*

cipnod Dovid »%rs. a won study

Otedorrt for MpnsoMnce, V jmd
on -KfcJo vp Past ebeoo o*
the bu»sdirg n ** *^-p»e Seems o#
perol marks, graffiti and ftp
Isoring off of wiipspsi e»oro lap

buedup of pPPf p«ot*«rT4 Mhich

prompted the rooone act ion

Co work study empkrroe. Pusa

Ooddard ogrood. 'Th*

problem is Iho ervnocuro stuient.

csi«**ifr dsp one who >s tuned

pvspy fapm tho Hofteh or me
Bauowpp.

P.ra resolvPdL "Hopi

i

i
-

Ptiyvicdl plant workers Jim McPhgo (loft) pnd Bob Comcau (right) examine one of their Infection ifum
ta going to. and not deasnoy H." of rite ajrJee' loom faoitee. In Tr>t only dtneutt^ "

,%* r«« t*-
An padtt pwoop ol the Student reference 10 Iho Taetpex rrech™ ^uJT ^ZL ^ ,^ I22E ^T. Tf°

bth*^ ^ °*P«**«-
l>stn has not been attempted one get remarked Tho*, ought so ^io^^LZmTSi wSa^lan^lS!^

that haan't worked ^i -i- tra laaaTnaZI ^ <
2JS?

d^ ** 1**? dam
«athr die ton H . £u. ^•%r

.

Ihg T** *»»inienaaoe Dept. also

ommr oo^t?,rJ^, !lS! * ' »*^<ad other ipjp ce>ripW c^iioa

Accord-g to t-P^cot Plane ^Su?«ptS^"^"^ "* ^^^^broaPmtt>o S.U

pptopn. Bob do rprgp and Wa< AZ^Staae - Ph^ a. .
^^ detain* nc*uded

v- irnejhtrTnipt uudanea J^T .P*2rs^r^^ .
"* ^ofcraohbor

aavp ttn^pnaed fPvorote, .bout ™£Zfi^JZ£% M'W^rr?^itopaopxs* ^eauhs. Both men said saaooAetoS toTZ \
wpepaiajnt pt ||M Room So

'^I^^Sr"*** ^ffihs^t Movo^^he^.NceoServicP
^soaaavgr^^h^ot ^^^ ,. . ^ JTat^^ p^ ^*

'

"**
'<^*»*a>aSWa>a1ajWeii«i <»i^iiw%aiyyaaayyarv.

sr»cethebi*d<»gwasbvltinl957. put a
aoeerdasg so Kefy.

Tho repiKpa*eni of oso steal

gstybtua aimoaphoro by rods,

yettonrs and oranges g«wrs the

U-4on p "Wafrn etlect" and woe*
ovt Pip ''eipppjdonpl look," Ke*y
sa-l

Some compiainis ho%p *oen

co^oming ano straoo on tho at

»hfj«^

Was Jesus a Male Chauvinist?

Can a Feminist be a Christian?

Workshop/Discussion on Women and the

Church with Midge Miles and Margo Culley

Thursday, March 13th, 7:30 p.m.,

Mewman Canter
Not a Newman Center Activity

•****************P^******^

| SOPHOMORE NURSING MAJORS *

i Air £Tr^
To find out »f you qualify for

.

Worfdwide Travel
flight Doty a>

Officer's Ppy and Advancement J
S1C0 P>er Month for Your Last Two Years on Cemous p
Many OtDor Benpftts »

J
CONTACT: i
Major Goodhue i}m J

» Room 105 Dicfcranoa Hall J
*P^**^*****P>^r^**#sV#s>P;*^r^sr*pppP:P^Hrp^pJ

A technological milestone

in performance

and price. .

c f t82B tazg . q f

only

$225.00

Ti* •* .'s *'*i u, ,,;,

';

rexos Instruments
Jide rule calcubton

SR-51
• Fvfo^maloparrivns. v^paometrxs »yperooacs. powanv rpon.
'Ktp^otaaxfPci:<.ii\ ,

«anda^foe»«
- i»o«6fs»c kriOo*Tx' «t<V>r<ik9n keys that fcscraase

ma pove' Of lha £*-5l « ^rtcamg • it »e*
• ^roeuseracoaa»t^m«m9rk««p«rrfl4ti|o«ape. nacot.auM.
Product ooe*aoem

• P*ep*oa»anmad so proY»^a TOqiSwi u—dnjn—nn^ contfrpaaa
• f^nPoneumbtroo^rsisr.autcmanccakUartenotrennifar.
aaonvaK poreanl and p«»cent d fttronco conputaoon

• UsorasSvclednBadof Iksasng oeonal f>

• fe\o.U)#sons««- •Mo^g«so«dusesanS(]<a<H
1* suboaqtenc cakulatkoro «or rapaaauai ac•:

• CociptiesandPsouvs«'4«*'sesiarvees JWIHa*>« to**
*Sda»vrLt .

• AuomsKattf oenverHar^owersiosc>eniii<^aiat»cn»r>tn
ca»cuuv,ijoi*.> •*.}rem><t-«e/i to **ar sots tva*tC>

• raati^esa<»8' r»<l«-d»*o»ay-tO-Pplrianlrss«^ "t>«jr

• OnptpforovuSMamxt'ow. irtopphrnv. error iMtcatKcrs
• t'jl'^tr. rultyport»tSf

• fUcrujrotoh'oP4ito«#iO'ACa^>eratkn
• rt4 1 year ^a» riiniy.

• ACMffm/CKmw incluJcO

ovoiloblo NOW

UNIVERSITY STORE
campus cenfor

CEQ presents lecture on effects

of Alaska pipeline on environment

13

One of the more controversial

ecological issues of the last few
years has been the construction of
the trans-Alaska oil pipeline. This
issue was the result of a ' direct

confrontation between economic
interests and environmental
concerns. This week, the Coalition

for Environmental Quality is

presenting the third in its series of
lectures aimed at informing the
public on aspects of the en-
vironment. The presentation this

week is titled "The Environmental
Effects of tho Aiaaka Ppoana" and
w« bo present*) fev »ottrs*or Peal
Barren, who has dpee e»tentn*e
work on arctic acoarrsia«H over tt*
past row yean
The tectum wet be p^ven today art

7 30 p/n. in the

A#d»IOJ*«um.

I notes & quotes 1

Resident/a/ Memorandum
Although the University would like to house every student who

wishes to be housed during Spring Vacation, due to problems of
dormitory security this is not possible. However due to the special
situation of the following students these students will be housed in
their own residence areas from March 22nd through March 3Dtw

- rorpgr» Students

-Spader*. Toeehsrs
- Dcrnoesc Eathanpe S*»dents
- SruoVrs inverted w approved Acadornic Proflrams Iverhcarxn

eaadedi

Those students w>to fad within s>e aoo-*o stated casaoprao •n^ or
have poeasona afroutd contact tha^ Head or Reader** by S00

BDIC program deadline April 1

1

beads** datea are rapkty ap-

proachtng for students rilcnnted ka

errprtnfl p>P BachdOr's Oeprev
w.'h lndr»iduar Coneontrat>o<n
Program IB.DJLC I

a spofeeaasan for the 6 0j.C

Appearing

TONITE

JIM K BA.M)

Rusty

Nail

ran
r^Ounced the toatowrg scheduk
•AJ studpeta cu-r^try worteng

.. ;.:<>:•>., ^.y til paTiajJlat nam
*+* •» astpaattmert tpr a fsnat
ieaa-mr schepuftad by Apr* ||."

*Sl»denis inieraassd m ertaring
<he program fp* the asrernpr or fell

7S must maae hitid contact wctt*
ifn BO.I.C. office by Ap«4 11
Summer students nust have
proposals completed and »n
terviews sc^adtaad bv May t

im *7P <ft»H*MU nnust do tbe

by M«r K '

A de rvnito schedule of
ames for irensfer stsdancp wP Cpp

amour^od in ttvj aaar fsevre

Cswtntry. tianassf students have
dj ^eoks frore the t-rna thev maPP

'tat contact with the BDIC
effke » their tsnat resrvStw

theAny lA^winaa raga/dinp
B.Dl.C crop/att aed
aaoutd to made so prpm * tb.
B.Dl.C ofhee. (ocasad m the
beaement of

Rtc.47

Sunderland

665-4937

Life Planning session
Project Self announces
Protect So* and Days and Waatcerds are programs for, by and about

woman aponepifd bv Evarvwoman'a Center n A~ner»t Lisa Pianrsrg *
the too* of a F*a»ch 15* Oey The day «« be an oppor^ncy for women
to concentre* on e*nportpnt pueettens and pptantipf mm«n tocusso^
around a series of ine-ptannng activities designed to encoucage paperang
»"»d decision maaing
PiOrec*. Adverojra ta a four wpps wariahpp beginning Ap*l 15 through

May 8 sponsored by PictK? Sett . The worttathop irtvpfvea a senea of
acovisea and phystcai competency experience* for women In t*^
procaee, pertippanc* wa share prryacety and emotfcnefty chaaeojrvj
eiperMxaa 9^ begin to develop co-iioence and knowredgt of ther
phtnapat aeraaa Thia worUhop w»i r«eet on Tuesdays and Thuresets
hrm 3-^ pm

For more irnorneton arO to regeoer tor an, ot these .

•Jrup n so Cvervwoman a Canter 90$ Ooadet uMees,
I4t3i u±om or oati

HIKING BOOTS

Chro— renned. elted harness
laatN r (leather vsith p«r
sonalltr) meuraed reierorced
puarteo. tvfly gtove feather

Irsad. S ribbed tempered stee<

shank, padded teetfcer cdler
and tongue. Mentegna Baoda
yf^ram sole, fpa Goodyear
writ ccroN*uchon.

$47.95

Mathews Shoes
39 S. Pleasant

Amherst
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AHEA CAREER DAY
There will bean AHEA meeting, Thurs.,

3-13. in Skinner Lounge at 6:30 p.m.
Everyone mutt attend to help plan Career
Davl
AIKIDO CLUB

Will meat 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Weds. Fri.

Boyden Wrestling Rm„ 2:30 p.m. to 4:30
p.m. Sunday Boyden.
ANIMAL SCIENCE MAJORS

Today is the last day to sign up for an
animal to show in the classic. Sign up in

Rm. 318 in Stockbridge Hall.

ARICA OPEN HOUSE
Anca Amherjt invites vou for a free

open house to experience your true
potential aa a human being. Refreshments
served. 159 N. Pleasant St. (Behind Faces
of Earth)

ATTENTION
AM UMeee *>e* rraiemi m ««w«g a

**» fcxarrery •* Oeftt Tstt». ceyee »
€* «vs*» aaoeaya *en Sayee Oe«e
Theta. <«4%e to <*** »ve*» «»—a

e

Sg**4 Oefea Teu ac*> /» »t *t$ rV.

St teer* 12 e*d »J at 4 c

*•• c«4fd»?e*4

^WAUf, at*

H*<^e* Ket T>«e"e «ra be A**ev»«vi Mwex
e*d a eexe si— ci fe< tv** *.*••*»«* •»

t»* »e **ssi»ais>i« >•«• Ai

J **e • T7TJ

aVMrlCAX f>r\:*MrA0*uC/
free. cee*. sejanatei i

THAT dOOt » es. «»»—r« e4
bvlWteod

c*<
ei 0«lem n«« o64«» . v.u * *****
*44-»t» Pj*n « re) h*~j**«« Hevee
A*e**e m*A»i*m to yve t%ej • tsv.

tOrJLYf OfTCOUO.
0« ' QvendorW, e »se>| a*e*eeie» e«

»•.**•. sere an uVm i.»~ •** U» -vir,
«r1 V*-sa Aeew, *4 >« th* a»eei
t+eeftar ei die lesarvy CcJoj»s>se a* ft**
» *J at * JO pa eM I4e**a1 $<«r<#
Center DM i:k.|«,k^-»i «ad
fv«44at*sr* Insan e." e t*e k*»*
Ceftee sen** ei 4 o »r»

•UJf *>AV/^5
THere « a IMUJATCM* v*eet«4 ft*

e**e>* sasajOa * T : - ., 1f+ tmm
* fiwieWi Wcos* ythslUI ffc* « a
0«*e»V Salary u**.^,
Mf^0 A*& t*1*f

T**e*4 is**, »»}H«» pj* m „,
toe bra* a***, ev^f « it*
cup aed Me e*e toe* aa cases

a»»iM* a^ irree K*te>
r*

VCf»
CMMUrMV WC***V

••* t~*ere# « te «
il i >|>»lre »ld— r> el IV. i,

C**e»c*» todee mmtv lYidiwfla. m
»n •> we Me—*. Cere*

Bartlett 476 and than go to C.C. for
conversation.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
The weekly meeting will be held ei 7

p.m tonight in the Engineering East Aud.
It will be followed by this week's en-
vironmental lecture presentation, "The
Environmental Effects of the Alaska
Pipeline."

FILM
Jason and the Argonauts will be shown

tonite at Mahar at 8 and 10 p.m.

6ALLO BOYCOTT
United Farm Workers support Com-

mittee meets tonight to plan a large
demonstration at Four Seasons Package
Store in Hadley this Sat. at 3 p.m. Meeting
is tonight at 7:30 p.m. in C.C. 802.
HITCHCOCK MOVIE
Two Mecfteoxe flam* 6w 41 N* Vv*««r

e»d r**»W •#»* »« be eft*
h i cvt* * ***** j?r
V044A* A-UVfA {.C.^MYTTtt

f*e $»*d Severe
C*^r.|»*e <vei o«

* Oe ieeeile» Tk«
•*•»»» edvoteeal »t At

i A* e*n e»4 «r» >err*/i tM<<« at I

W

• wt< Ale** #>*«sd )W«*I C( fM
MfM^TJQL
• o»pAmi >0Mu4 c^4>r/5
Or^aig eee>t tUmi every Tms **4

' v„, *v«* «t »* Cejsaee w« c»n»« n«v*
ft»»v'ii. e^eetKr^ <Keeis*| 4^*
Meanna. er« tiling n «•• «
CC Cor^i oeev tdStPef f^r |

v/c\'rA.*^« ft 431*5
4r«»de) Ma*9* si orlMno • ••* <Wee

m i%e a**M*if»f eed »«*(i*e el

i HH ii We »na<in et<»^ CCKI
onrig »>^>^rv Qper* 99 •» free sf c*t*g*
UtC\'TA r.o*

Leewt efeeel t%# i n »wiaji s*«ejM Ot
0*m M*»«« j. end *-• f • <e*ad
ce»^e<- >x^-i C C »3 at 7 30 o-ev
M(\*TA#*OA*&
Ai riei^aeie »eetwg $»*4ev. ) u «

C C K% ei 12 recn 6»*SOO<a »•» n n
HI «abe piece At**<*<•

mucttwi wA»if/©
r •» m ceMae %««ee rtMj frtdey and-M

eec^ Fr^e# «^rv. Cc*c caeoce ts> ««ee«

•deal reMeoa*i a»vl g»»i'*ie »- eaws*
el »e^>*^e*»r ><reg rte* «4ees eM k
•»r#^e«t» friHl ChcJk^eoo Loeege «
cei S4a>438lt Deb ei »«eA

TK» nam eM psedow o* 5egr%e <eaoe\
*<9Aa*r. Sr #»*esa ad UUaee waajeyi m be*
U.r<— >mU 1i-V*« «« JJt L4I i

Dtr «- MMItr «*r m*-* •>•* leg* »»
see row ibergl

C*V»4A*^ A>ti £vf<0^ Af CtWTt*
•eapee itnid te N*e> e*ta»««e e

•Tte^i

pr«eMSweeabje

t**M/t« WX>M3A|
0* T»«nds)» f * »r-^fa »Jbl»tA'

Aocrsef igwirsaj d mltwi sMaiama m
wMdM«tab*%g ew f 'gesh He»xd*« treses
»Vo4 »Hre le»^e« wei **eet «*• «*>yo »n

^eiir,\:4i sea-Net mcwo* secttrr
Meei^g *%4 Huna n igeajbl Hew

sreeejbajie h>im i CC WaclJtt^
**t 4*fOf
U*A and SMA4

Tbaiiti )t)*CC
PttCN Wr/A¥5H>»

IRr ?40l

TV tonight

i»

4CC f^rMvrAiYSS rVfW* <M
AOOIM *.'*; '•:

C>l44i*tCvV5

r*v dv; %nvj t22«

rv/ titCJtoC COftAMA-r (241

Stretam T iJUfO
Wear* Naat ' an
MS*i7l r Nilf.% iXl
fAV ©CA- VAej OVTf 5«A?r> 1311

dOV4*/4 Tt* la/ Fat t.iw.

i6vs ANirac4« ?mr INI
• J0 A#C |VM«; AYW5 all

Ai«: iWK» rViWi t»l l*>.

4#D»V OetJ Objaen el 1»J7
*

*rW7CMtQ •

»

4 44 AtveTeV^r V/WJ I4M
'op r#5 rvnwM Arns n-^
WAtTlfi C*OA* <>

TAVfH Od) CvW£rCO¥WCf5 let
flaXJar. %•« •

:nv> »aa ovj-/ \mu*v -b
Mtr t«4l*.i «Vea-*«t " (IK

4kjr AfW5 <22»
TO r:: T*f TAUT* Oerrv

Mae«e. boat i3K<

ASC /V4MWV ArWJ '40!
' AWA'iWifS JAMI* fpl
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ID bracelet silver with name Sheryl on it.

Sentimental value

CHARTF RS
CAIl I0U FRH
1 80U 3?b 486/

REG FARE

Applications for Psych internship for Fell

75 are due March 17. Students interested
m running a discussion section of Psych of
adjustment may applv with Alan Green-
baum, 203 Berkshire House.
SPRING SOCCER CANDIDATES

Attentioni Report to Soccer Meeting on
THURSDAY. March 13 at 4:30 p.m. in 261
Boyden.
STRATEGIC GAMES

Club meeting tonite 5 p.m. to closing in

the Campus Center. Newcomers are
welcome.
STOCKBRIDGE MAJORS
Today is the LAST DAY to sign up for

an animal to show in the classic. Rm 318
Stockbridge Hall.

FOUND
Silver Speidal IDent outside SW

"She«Y»" - love Steve. Contact Care*m>f
MDflMMB
CdMeei to*ea» e* <eee * fcee* el

C*Jb gs>i cr*ce •> 5 Kf «* M«r>dee l>K4
•*» uo at CC torn aed Ibwed.
FGyJAO
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coir
te«4 * H*w b> tc*ew t**e»tft" brM(

je^e* |iew r\b>. Ce Hete*i »CC
toe*. «r «ovr< or cab ccAact U3-M90.
tosr
Ugre ba»e ee«e>

ee i4P*avs 8er«i
rete^n •» C C toejt aa>d totfred or cm 313
313»

Sign up for

Egg Roll Eating Contest
to bo hold on

Wednesday, March 12

8 p.m. at the Hatch

for information oall 545-0418

FIVE COLLEGE SUMMER FLIGHT

BoskdvLodKJon round-trip only S2SS.
Juftt IbVAutjvtt », Pan Am Boeing 707.
Early signup urgod. Contact INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS OFFICE, ttt Whltmora, Tal. 5452710,
k>r application. THa only avttiorlzad Fiw College
Might.

EATING & DRINKING

DINNER \ SHOW
Every Wednesday

IS

Baked Manicotti

Tossed Salad
Roll & Butter

$2.75

Ticket Price
Included
In Special*

7 » »»: (ir

Stuffed Breast

of

thicken
Tossed Salad

Potato
Koll & Butter

$:i.30

•

1 . Serpico

WUNFAINFAJlMm ^an w,th the Golden 6un

3.Where's Pappa?

•••n»d,***dr
4.Freebie & the Bern

7777

Refefence Book

Sale
at the

University Store
Books that originally sold for up

to #20.50 are now reduced to just

$1.95

Forjust #1.95 you can enjoy:
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Academy Award Nominations:

Best Actress Best Director

Gena Rowlands John Cassavetes

"Peter Falk is marvelous. The character is brought brilliantly to

life!' — CMWOAOOr 'It's an emotional blockbuster. Peter Falk

is simply superb." NEWS0AY "A whole human being. An extra

ordinary feat of acting." **«#

.

NEW YORK daily NEWS

"A battering brilliant performance." MK-TVTOOAY SHOW
HO OOLLAR NIOHT THIS SHOW

PETERFA1K/GEIMA 7 & 9:45

. i THEMFLUENCE
rVodk<^ by !"Af«« VIMS' • W rw o'd (> , r<\ol tr, i'JHr, CASSAVfTfS K * "* •• *\
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749
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Amherst Film Cooperative

presents

A WORLD PREMIERE!

Russ Meyer's

IXENS

IN PERSON RUSS MEYER
after each show at 7 and 9:30 p.m.

TINITE!

IT THE AMHERST CINEMA
AND

This afternoon: A Meyer Retroactive

The Immoral Mr. Teas

Faster Pussycat - Kill, Kill

Vixen

AMHERST CINEMA - continuous from 1 p.m.

SUMMER INSTITUTE

ON FILM, VIDEO AND PHOTOGRAPHY

Jane IS f*ro»fr> Jet? 4. iff)

Hempdhsrt College, Arwdtenr. Mdi»

Ail aflttniivt frrre areea Brojgrdm 4»r tfst 44»»#y df lllm vlOtO,
ph9tofyt*rf and r«Utt0 riedia mrU. Tfee> iMtitvH *tf«r* a eo^ae
CvrrkMVim o« umniri «adJ vrtrkstieoa for in <») credits. Spco
wr*4 a>v fht Urevdnfty Tdm SHdy fUHr,

SeAUMAfr*
Ar4rirdpe4eg»C4l Film. History ol Ararrt &drO>

Or>»oi4)tic Antltiii. ConWnpordr* VMdO. »f4*»d«r; Critical .

prodchtv S<ra*fr*ritlfjg. Md Olrvclinf Film Axfors.

WORKSHOPS
Fifmmdkina. Arsmjt^. Q^tecdl rrmi.iv CrtelUo Half U<h

VVddO, € «f»rirr»r#dl SfudW VMm. PK^raptry, drag -T*fo 5.1k
Scredn.

a

FACULTY
RichdtoJ IdOCdXk. Cd CradiiarMdr. teoer Ord*«fdH*». »>dt

aNdHI. >«>4ds AAakdi, Rdberl 8re*r . rrtvM( q,,^, a,,,, AAci^m,
!
r*?>t U#**ne» H^ ,l« Frdmfdde, Emll* d> Brifdrd. SAtn

Ldnwddr. VUda Ptfrk. ftattell —Ti Breed Hewaird. Odvid
KdrHOCt. Lee Cmidn»d. add nuny dlWrt

FOR FURTHCR IKFORA4ATION

Orfdid Hoelcl

S-jmntr Imnfvtd Director
University f\\m Stady Caterer

BdiX 175. C*«ibrtd04. Mass. t31M
dirmrdu
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S/77/Y/7 College art exhibition
* Anonymous Arrancsn

pAntvtQS •* row bAirtg tfeovan m
pAtt ol An cah4X>on *t tha Sm*h
Cotag« sAjsavcn el Art. amdw
fst> frat pMMqi, t*Tfttr 'tran
.v.* ito- aJaJm atfMi iKdtuipni
**d mv»H «dd»to*iat avorfca leom

itH % collection. h*v« bun
b*oo*hi togttht* to *otm tht

e*M»tion.
Tht tAh*»' .v»* concerted

ao# psan^ed by SVa* R Mason, a
19T74 qiieJtft* .'«J forme*

An «Mtom of <>•*« ChtthMa,

Oottor ol tha Sawn Vu*.
•009*1 hat f—m*th and stad,

other Ifrh «nd ISHt ctmuy wo«*v
A*. Mason Has wad » tafAftst tht
tWOGfttfM uttkft such anonymous
wo«fcs p*t*am 10 art nmertAM and
curators,

At a *tcvp<»on to tht mustum
tomorrow, Ms Maaoa a.4 <m<
t)*e> canto tion And its fnpc*t*K«
t*osrra*ng the high owaWv o*
pfrnlffCj dOftt tfi ATMtft 044**** the
Lirgtf JCSdamc tradition of
*^m«fiCA* pArHog

Hursft/g tiorr. 'cm urti Apnl
2Qsh. tr« **•(• t»>n a ttet And opt*
roth* put*
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"Bill Endicott, coming on strong
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C's bop Bulls, B's B's rip Rangers
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SPECIAL BUSES TO
Opening Rounds

N.I.T. Basketball In Now York City
4«^r Fcxkt U>k. of Mt» C*rptA

Saturday, March 16

SPECIAL LOW PRICE

for Students - Just $11.$5
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Pyatt's aggressiveness

helps Minutemen to NIT's
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Fenton to wrestle NCAA's

Women's basketball team
splits in EAJAVy[tourney
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Supplimentel Special
12 March lt?S AAarch 1?7S Supplemental Audio Spacat

The social ramifications of sound devices, etc.

Ah yes. below the bait has and always will

be the kind of magazine that would print

peculiar work. But, as they state at the onset
of every issue, they can't promise
everybody's work will fit. Well, for one
reason or another, the work we have for you
is just that. But, Mike and I feel it deserved
a better fate than lining our kitchen
cabinets. And in our minds, as well as all of

the other writers, we done good.
the sounders,

Michael Kostck. II

Paul Konlrlmas. I

Jack Cahlll. the next
Gary Gomes, the only

Don McGdvray. the many
Alan Anastos. the

DwiidSoxo the little tire

#*d Jiw Pevi*. t%e tek
ptus, Ross Merttboto- A**V MactCemk.

OavdSonlot end J. E. fAegiitta. Tyla
Mic**4e«*a*dKtn ll'arK»«rd

5, •

«sV

by Mis Pexln
At ft* Peter framp^on concert

me sounds of metal end volet were
d'vvibuted ft me crowd by *te<s
of spsthars hanking the siege

they toolced t ke a cross beeween ktt

convened or **# P*tt on cage
who "pulls tsr strings"} ent>«es
and air vents: big cortcel speakers
enclosed in bank vault sire wooden
cebntts aSffc slats on <*e top

resembling Venetian W ndsOne ot

me speakers bone the trend name
" E im meter *

. rem inaisg me el the

Mn homogtrvier. a fool used in

per terming aborttpoa Tike im
pp»r>) A.i f pMlwn v *s Mdl
Of a symbol of i»JM as t*w

sftylner edrtce* of ttit campus
The barrel shaped scotigMv

across me lloor trori »*« stage H o
celling level burker". with sr-ote
tram the crowd rlsng ttvoup*
tap* beams, resembled recently

tired consent
The crowd wtrchad ttv* marho^

display like generals on a
reviewing stand wetchlrg a
naftions army pareat by Rotfc
concerts, the orgasm of fat In-

dustrie* revolution

OS
, 1 1 Ibis.

ir. IMM
^

*>-119'
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r, • iiiii
|
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01
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J
1L^s*»
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car
tape

decks
bf Jim Paulin

6 kKtroek *©u*0 In 1ne car The

eel 0< tape spimng 006 topes

trrough k«#ds pav ng the Hghway
a m sound from a studio. A amo*
ccllectlonti tapes it a case coated

« m xrsett leather silting tn the

from see- or •* bock sott or me
floor or n tve glove comportment

eron«hewindshe.d ConvKtatkan

tvorets between me trort and bwcfc

seat, so it If* taped rrwK wkkh H
bovneirg off the ceiling and f*e

»t*d*Metd and me tide and roar

windows and it* wusic rtrtexf*tn

inside the mobile metal stall. As
long as the »<es are sptmksg. so

does the tape reei whic* run* to

regularly a should hove ,»ft ow*
odometer to record musical
mileage.

n
O
3
n
it

o* io to

•OOTUgVTfVT'

Faj. 7-Harmon* and tiiermodubdon distortion Chirac
records

so

J

l. . - t »p«»1 ^

reC0vC%CY - mi

Hg, •—Qsiortton vet*u» Iftquoncy.

tyJwnPesfin
Records art So »»usk what a

book is to the language: a privacy-
promoting present aftve. null tying

your need fo leave the room In the

room mm tt# books on o* thttt

ard a retaking record bong In-

'trviewtd by a tlnglffooihed
reporter wv> >s answered wtm
Orcu— Ocu'ons In me rxcrn wtm
door open, not much Is happening,
me sun slktts through the smoke
and hits me floor and ttw record
obviously spins mrpugh tke smoke

o ''Auto Sound
14* k WHl wot

CtVI

ANNOUNCING
THE MOST COMPLETE LINEUP

OF CUSTOM FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC RADIOS AND TAPE
PLAYERS IN NEW ENGLAND

A[)D\OWOX Blaupunkt
Sound is our name. >feu knovv rt

u

Aixro Bound

Autd SoUNO
|

OUR SERVICE, EXPERIENCE &

VOLUME MEANS YOU SAVE
TIME AND MONEY

- EXPERT INSTALLATION AVAILABLE -

CALL 5072100 or 438-6800

THE PROFIT LINE

stereo j

by Jm Psultn

Oorm<*or»o* ore sanctified by
electronic deities, defiles pugged
into «olli. deitiet bet'lno,
revolving psostk oMu. dtlllos

•v^Ao-g in min f r<f*oren» v>-gwe
de»nes providing companionship.,

doihos donvnttino parties oVoomg
all attention to themselves. These
dolt et ere god* ot p*eot«<e.
regufarty providng IflCOhtJve to
smotu) and drink dnd drift away
Stereos «re f'ltndt. faithful

tr^ends. So ore cigarettes, the
"tMtnfy faMhful snondt." Walk
•nio o roooh nobody o^ero. put on a
disc and-inslanf compoftonshlp:
predictable converstflon. oaoj

alt^ays ^f** same body ^9>ogo.
Stereos ore shaped lite boxes

and to ore rooms. The tttroos
convert tnt rooms intt e*tended
sforeos and every obfod ki the
roo* Is adopted by me stereo **$
convertod kilo O speaker

p.*. if covers the walls and
teivng. a rv§ co*es the floor The
stereo emttlont covers the
CCr»trk»g

As books on a sfeelf become port

ot the background scenery, the

sounds dutifully emanating from
the speakers become background
noise, routinely oc«nowledged and
'0%*ine»| g-ic^rd

Tfcwo stereos pufKtvated by
electronic sounds grammancally
Strs<tur*>f o doy Into action

(verbal. cfrpNasttng a situation

i ad|Ktlvesl permitting relaxotlon

icom-osl and sttop (cottnt). The
clock rodto shalots oto bod and
pulling off the shoots
(cepfteiueron.)

Stereos ore nice, they fill Ike tr
In a room, they reduce opportunity

tor conversation. They're
tertvtaftpfkt* luxuries which hove
•scaped vtllonltefton by moot who
utuatly condemn so many other

nouns created by technology Cars
pollute, t.v. Is mindless, but
stereos, well they're c.vllued. "I

moan I rood all abo-t how
technology Is so pernicious, how
It's eiways fouling Itsown nett and
Jesus Chntl this rs so ogo/ovt*<ng
I thnk I'll ham on the stereo ard
ftrgt* ail about mtt aggravation
for a little e*ile...yos. a litikt

eAlle. or nfujt thoMI. I'll listen So

it for a big •mile. u*4 I'll «ont St

inter toll more and more and 'I'll

buy a big Sfstem mm sottkors big

enough St blast birds out ol trots

and rattle *»e potters on the •all.

O. how t love my sktrto, I moan a
room would bo intolerable «rnhojt
i
f Can you imagine going to o
party wrltout a stereo or rfdng In •
cor oOJtovt o tepedeck? I moon I

cent imogkso going anywhere
without a stereo

"feed God! 4 power failure I'm
ail alone! Maybe t'i sing! But I

only know a Sew songs ard the

electric ftMar won't «•**. I'm
kef

\Alts e : nnfJS • e TAPt K.tVJLNs

RECORDS
CLASSICAL

JAZZ

BLUES

ROCK

SOUL

RECORD SHOP
W No. Piodtani St.

AMHERST
2SJ JJ04

The Top Ten (the only ten)

by Afcke See Kottek II

There t quite a Subslonnal music market
m Aaeherit, M |tt, a potential JO^PC pkn
oobegiott commanlty buyers, as «<elF os
Or <n and :r*t* from ivR^j. .,r^ f trough
1V /oars, placet like tht lamoat Whrtt
UgM. Aetherst Audio, the Llttenleg Pott.
end Superficial Snile have boon end gene,
bat tsure hot «l«s»fS boon a solid market
here tor the round else. The stores In college
towns like Amherst ere always more In
fesllng than freight ***** such os
Greontfleld or $oum~<k. as there it a
bciarro range ol musk latttn located ir

cotlego loans whose denlrens. mouga
framiunt. mr^ utvftty ted by a bigger
barkroll 0*d wOV backgrounds. TM|
makes lor some Catenating shopping Ho
doutt about it, tt-it a good town str record
vcpplng. btrSff iw many rospOCtS fha-
notion, as we escape Boston's Itdodnett
and higher prices

There It lutt about evert- kind of record St

be lound in Sown, except for strong rum ot
et»«ic records. You con check out Him
ph-ey tSogort movie sotndirackt. iho
SokSem Meord pltpi«g bkjeerass Imports or

Can p\avho their strange G^rmm^ Rock a*d
Herbert Von Knra^n conducting tse flo/llr-

Phllharwonlc OfChesfra through
Beemoven s ntno s>mphoniet In a Oeutscf*
Oa-*moptcn box tollng Spr a snte less
the? UO Thlt bj in addition, of course. Io the
mainstream Pop. Koch. Jaix A Cooefry
selections, the meat ond potosoet of on«

The tolkhvvtg is t look al A/rnertrt dive
emporluno by a recordpNIe who htt both
haurnng ttetss lor ctm* they* seven years
n©» The ratings, albell tubtecthv. art
rv-ede w»t» a definite loonmg toward the reo'
kocal store owned and operated by someone
trom the trM, ard not a stregh4 outside
concern. Omar lectors such as honesty.
oleics, knowledge, afmosphera. sar«ka and
personality come i«h> play, as well as t*e
fotcmlng AAaK Cri^ru: (lea a» important
extras)

l Used Records bought and said (a mvisf far

Iht serious bsyer of quantity)

; inpern i*o awohc yOt usaful item)

record stores in town

Elton John, hks. I Pop Star, drops in to congratulate For
occasion of Wtair being named Amherst's No. I record store.
middk. with the sloped coat atkd rosa-cotored glassatJ.

The Record on the

< That's Cllie in the

y Cttf-oett <fno Sl.OtJvt .terns

from companies' catatoguts or
stocked Another *-usi.i.

Occoskseal "Specials" from SI ft to »c
(A fascinar^g realm in which you can
scoop six Jaeeet ftrown records for tve

or the two record sat of The Blbkt movie
soundtrack for tot. Anoftar must.).

W'irten down: (pricet **e of $ March
ion.
Ma t Far The Record *em«int tops

Pkkleg up the great tradition of used
records and the «nksve hfc Wn of tte late
Vthre L«gh». FTR remains one ot t** best
stp/es found tnr**** u W it standard
pr.ee for the no« standard sa.tf
manutactire/'s its* price, and that's a lair

one. They have the finest i*iec*<on of »m
ports, JOO heemvy ooot at ss «s a.g »n the
area, thev «eap up a SOlkS rock, trues and
sout ce*oto9.rt. ond hit enough of t%e it»
hkjMkjhfstebe helpsvl Ther run through a
helty thKk ef the Sl.trs. dabble in tapes and
ore one ot Ike mo In concert tickets ostleu t\

the area. Ony things misvng are a boor*
overat cafaioguo lanejtpersrre propotiiicrt

these days), a bigger clottkel taction *r4
more soles *t the U V »evel Analf**
probrm is tt<« NflsfflfM x^ mocd »*
(ropriatcrs exhort. Bui lots not get picky
W^ere else are you going «o get rOwr Meltdt
JSttboTSTf

Mo 7 The Mew Record Shop Tneshoprsnt
new anymore. o*d It's stuck km Sea esiddst
uefnea^ bong a real collec^K s start and
Grateful Dead Ht4vtt% Fine selection ot
rmr* biuecrass. tltes and ujji. Their u St
average price mirror For The Record's and
may feature a strange section of In
termediate cut OUH and Surpiussos ranglrg
from S5 70 *0 S3 at. at wall at a very n
leresling set of rmrw cut outs on Itbots SKh
as Pablo and Arga. The folks mere will

ordK anfthksg you want at no charge, have
about fifty mpom scattered about (S5 ttl
and a solid solid Cavsics section. However,
they team trapped In o rut that dottn'r
make it too nteresting so visit

Mo 3 Sunstwse Bursting from
fhesa sagtr beaxers hove por,a red
lowest standard prke ks town \U U). the
lowttt salt prke n town IS3W> a fine

selection of used records aed cut outs imo
the number three slot Molding stem back
to a vary limited sfoc* (thin rodt. a irttn

jan a«d Lvues) and a practice of sofiirg

Ftarboy on the counter, if they ever e«pa rd
into a fuller cottkgue. look ou<

Ng 4 Saendscepe i keep heartng
Souxheope ^ gong out ot business

rvmortv but this Boston cha.n t entry seems
healthy as ever as tour big. wide concern
sweeping quit* a few nterethng areas
TrwirsOtftsellSoreithe'SSTgor St.M «Ot
tootof. but they have, ntif to Oisceunt. t»#

bast catalog in tonn ticttftnt ctassictf,

iajj and bVet sections Meavey vaflk kt

tape*, bath new and cut out. They have a
number of sostt of $4.17 « 37 helping to offset

melr regular price, as well as est.

most COmpktte Culaett »n »own. a/thowgh
may go 4or S3 a? Irs me general artltkujl
forpor of the Mt form* Mall that seems s&

and d4vupa« proceedings, wit* a bit

much money-flash hddng me p'ace

Mo S OisceuM Rtctrd bmbit
Records' entry In the race alto softer* from
a surfeit ef moneyHash, xxtth Its ttrntiyk*

ied SS St price tag DHcoent. however,
remains the store for unmedvjte roro record
hiltlllwenf. with a reported stock c* 10,000

Their ciattkai. Broadway, specialty and
ceit slocks can not be torched x»ik a *eedy
Oof Of budget Items |r~oV y S3 H' in In

>reshng facet. They have a *ew Mat ins

ports oo$ pack a goodlr amtxnf ot new
rcVxwses and talected labels and artrt*s on
salt IS* Ot 4 toi so make good b%ys* and
currently feature mast of the* stack pong
for S4.77 and fata. Their men problem n me
past has been a certain stlffnett in their

operations • no fun, no root sates A »<—

rr Aiy items, such as one great etc ntfrsber.

have helped a little, but not enough to hep
lit slktpnge Mtte. Betides, the Mew Record
Shop will order thai roro tern lor you at a
doio* less

Mc a 7aire't •% the trtl Of the fun stores
o* the list TAxyse ere the creiv places *ho*t
records ere a secondary IstOX and whwre a
vtset will fittwr be (otady ks «tm or eft* fun
of grea" finds. This Is due to the Si bt tOc
sales (hat creep in and out of sewn like gypsy
tort~.net Resides having the most loqutti
and me crafxasf •. Jjc rs not ur»»sual. and I

dtxoi any other place ujowtc have had fJktYt

10c selectlonl sales of »Ne fun ploces.
2afr re't has fha enty real steady 4$*t In town
as x*eil as occasonai S3 v? top taAlar soles
where you con snatch solxgt like Bob OyUn
axtMektar Basldtt thai rhevgfx they ha.e
a woak stock gottg f or ss S7, a bench ef
tlandord Karmotvy Plckwkk budget Items,
making the place practically useless
etherwise

Mo. 7 tt'edco \ another dumb fun store.
Lots of SI V topes and records, a few sale
1 V4 tl alKmtv and occasional rssoJ sok> 197

Ot i *apes and records, good country discs
and varkut TV promotiont This is me piece
tar the seriout fs Tel record buyer who has
to hove t*wm before they hit fha cutouts.
Dt sidts tsar it's seve^ten year old city
and IS 3t! dumb with * skimpy selection in

exerySNrg

No I Tta Paperback bootsmilh as you
fTssjhf expect. IS a bookshop with a record
corner tacked on T hue things don't keep up
todara with theomer stores, and fha price *%

SS34 Trurearealewsaki«omAfsa34 4.tti

and a fair amount of cut out; still goksg for

SI tt ftetide* a taw rort take ted speciality
c«t outs, it's pretty borktg.

Mo. t. The Umversaty Store is a conventtnl
grab extg for the more nPclMf of you
nvassas Thty have the Standard beat teJIksg
rack lotbed stock, with a little flaw in jeu
and fofk Their SS 33 prke Isn't too good
though The store's best days come on mor
S3.tr bast taller saks ondSl S7 cut o%t sa*ts.
with some spstfy buys ks cUttkol and ob
scure rock and jan items

Mo. 10 Lafeyftte. The only peopk who
boy records here have It bt oudtapbitat who
ca*f sat bayond their components or
crystal sets into fha other stores MorriMt
stock, horrible price. SS.3J.

TkC<(L
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"Those who sharpen our perceptions
tend to be anti-social."

Another MtfOf
TXEMOvUIS

tmdti

tr+% ** n%0» »«<fc »*** «>• Tr.vinp. tteta

OOyl MMf4^ It* **w MoaiOl *IC*>T

M«rrXvr<*r l»au* OU)*> The* put OCT torr* el

»»e lav v*<*e* a* eertf period oritrih rock

Over m» r+ert they've hod a Ivw per acrrm
cranoe*. tu ewjt daatncttva He*** *evmd i
tttal feero. Alan Clarke s» boon a* m#>n"^
vnco «r 1 f »>i» bond C«*t«ot «or o bre»
hiatus), and N* nrm c*rw»end vow* no *«*»
o» Heooneig. The Moll** * e r vocal oroup
<e*l. ojntort VKond and kmarvrrontat «n.

mird it (an navor so %e^ t*a» arvrona >n r%#

head eWr^outvendtejiry, bur lat ibeiattrta*
a% a unit ma it an unbeatable aotlrock uM
Tr* orlQirwjl h»*ft «r» wjparMy tuned to t>t

OfjAT*
Kl

(II

t»*all
. . i

in venoo «e

**ie» n* Md frl

roncr v»«. Oar-a
Orvnvi e«i«* »e
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Inventory Sale

20% o//
Everything
>• niiK». IIIRT

Juati - i<iai«rV*»*

IN STOCK OVER 1 0,000 ITEMS

•1ST THING

SINCE

WHOLESALE SAVER
put r timer,;

TM/CATAlOC/SWOWflOOM/WAiriMOUSr:

LET THE PATSAVER SOUND EXrtUTS TELL 109 ALL ABOUT IT!
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Books On Records,
Mekmf Tracks
Inttee ate Recerd Oetieetft

ti f Paul Kontrenet

by CMf lie frlleri

ft? ClUe Davis

Iff iiteeeettete, tobe reeang f*o boofct on the utne
roe4c *n«oirent©u»lK. end tntee two prove e«
i«p r cr»elir amusing nnen '«od leeemer The
•rowiwil lie* In dlaceverlng It* bUUrIff different

moftvattom of both ngthjrt Cherlee Cllkm And *>e

e> pre* dent o« CoteCheie recced* dh***eA Clree

Davit CHIe'i'* nle«ee*ief Intention* *o And out
whaft behind all ffte* mmk ha liked to much
prcmitet utccew for hU book Oevlt' more obtciee.
veil cenvred ntentien* inture* that M« book «*! 90
oo»n tha rube*

Making Track* happened bereute C- 1 loft scratched

e'Otnd tha recced bit. e*d »n particular, A«e»Mc
Recced*. *r»e. endue* t* como up -lib a aeed Msterr
of that company and the 64g three who to* It tegethtr
- JtffyWf.iff am N* brother* Ahmet *«d reeth.i

o c«jtvct Gmett «es dttermkaed te

find et* the proverbial "'eel *rdry". He face* from

mart? deter reenratno, *e***n e*en Max (Or Jchni

o/ew frutfreteo working tor produce** who couldVt
Kvir <mj**cl,end*hen he mw that 0»lan and Some
eono were d>e*t arhet thee were dee*o ave*
eaten etey ceuWn't ting, mm, ha figured it was tWne
for Mm to tr> tomethlng "

TVou9hout theaook. Gmett't oorltt ring rrue and
tree o* preterolero As a lover of the Rhytttm and
Bluet spawned or Atlantic* crometl«#\ he has she—''
k#j eppreclatlae to 9»cae thai eiada audi mu*JC
eveJla*ee.

Ogvis' claim* Of hevetg sucn *r- m ** Simon end
Gar funkot who' »Hy axe tust m*# be true, but alter a
nhlte. It becomes tiring to near a man blow hisM
horn And furthermore, nit convergent potH Ion as
np*i person $tor> t^ler intrtnetivety causes one to

ces»doubtOA»hetheissey*g The speakers »** too

safe a pkaoa Seeing such stories In reVo*r*<i *ben
there • % no o*e akere to trqgg h 1% point

I) March ttfS Supplemental Audio Special

Read About What You Hear
• I

ess Gillett traces Atlantic records starting when it eat a teedy,two-bit, three man operation a e e
•I

the beginning the whole business of AJteefk records,

slartrsf ***** il was a seedy. heobd tt-re* nan
operation that dd all *he recording, prer»c**n end
the sellrsg ot sngfte* from a one-room ottke (they

«*ed toheue 1ee4r office tn e run do«en k<nd in order to

'V tree s-»itcht:<»rd and tverebr avod bring
4 rececAcnii'

Ottett *r*ce* »*e company through the e*<set of the

elb.mb.ylnq rock eidwnce *hen they ere sitting

ifcjnt * m e rooshK Of te*ent ccmhUng of Sonny end
Oct. the Buffao $pr«*e,f»e<d Iron Bottert* f^ Or
John. Somewhere m tils time, talks like Leon
Russet. Carole King. Oavtt Coffai (now. an
enc' eorking tor asytsess records) end a «ten
named Mwc fteberriexk (bettor known as Or. John)

•ere making names tor theemselves ae> piano ptayert
in recording sesvon. etflce workerv 4t^ song
writers

r rtoth GOSen looks 4t Attparlc Records today,

tindng I now a subgroep o« »he Wareers Atlantic

C lecVa orgnnije'orv which is. as I wnderstond «*. a
SubSleSary of eVarner Brothers, ehk" t. .n \im.
owned by the Kirmey Corpora***, whose cnher pass
Kme it running its m.lli meison dotfar parking let

Operates that owns much ot the parking left filing

up New Vert
Out et Giltett's retearch comes SO-to Interesting

evories ror exaregktv the eccentric r> A>»

xplainedL aces dresses and »irows gns grH
way he dews because as /arry eVealer etflalr.

Nonetheietv Davis' estoresttng busness per
spec^ve sometimes br>r«gs humerous moments to the

book. One such remark concerns a S.P . person by the
name ot Pamela Peilerd. noted for her soft, husky

•> r«) style *t>4 warm stage presence Most likely

you've not heard ot her. because, at Cllve says
her album didn't lend ItteaY to FM s*p#ori< the

mfd^m #ves getting more and r«ore and more
progressive, e-d her music, by oantrast/ was
pleesant end meleoK " <A>«t mj\%t || this nvan

In c
?).

Ove Davfe* book smetlt a bit ftohy. »hovjri As
many of you aaready know, Davis lust lett year was
fired *ro~ Hrs pos<t»>n of PresJdeet of Co»un*bU \

records division emtdst fumors of drugs ftoering

bahvoen record cempnny end record artist. Much
pjbfioty came from this iKldeni end It somehi^es
appears ks reedksg fhrs book, e**t it >s intended as a
rebuttal toell the bad press about the author

.

TNd book is «*itten in the tlrsi person that, by
gtjggrawtiteX BtlMetJefJ M Jst^Jt* fllflK" Hdfjkgn I

did..." or " so I proceeded to ten ." per page.

Sometimes it apeeo's that Davis would late us to

believe he Is Music per sert'ied.

In centrest. Deils eocptolnt 6 Hon >ohrr's CO**
mercial success by the statemeer. " lEItenl was l«

< C for a* appearance Mt Carnegie Hall and I

though the* he might enjoy hearing some of ovr new
.vt 1 tookiseir nenev releases alyvg tor the visit

"i rt already got them~ ha said it wet Thurso*,
the albums had been reeaaaed the prev ous ASgnddy.
Clton teyt he roods me trades every weak.. .and he
opened up a trunk m »«» n v.ng room to show me
hendreds of cettettot *r<i i»gh» tr*c« %»pes |« hed
becerao IfHtartly apparent why EHon John hen hits
consistently He knows nhat contemporary music I s

he hears the changes "

Imide the Record Indesfry crtters qelte a cotfectlcn
of such anecdotes and frMelrtiet that may be o»
leresl to »Vaa observers ef the POputor mask bur
Storet nbcvt AMstS Da»»s' dark moodiness. Say't
ttoajness. Logglns and Atotsina't biandhess end
Andy iVasamt "Ml there. I'et still dead'- -ness
ntaket for some instreiting reading out took for
Vakiag Tracks first.

HOW4TR0V/FR
rOWEJiHTHBElOrV;

Robin Trowor
FOf Earlh Bolnw
o* or^w. e»««re> eM

MHiriHil^'i

LED ZEPPELIN
PHYStCAL GRAFFtTt

Li_»l_l

I ' - K I 3« 1

t 1 i « •

-

.T

JIMi HEtVDRIX
Crash Landl<»g _*
Reprise ?»4 J_

List Price
"~^>

CS 2-200

LKDZEPtPELiM
P5ya>fwj Graffil
ss 3-200

$0993
s $099T

sn H list Price

$719T i \

wini ease a leaja

ee

257 Triangle St.

AMHERST

Free pitking

behind the store.

549-4433

M-W

ThF

Sat.

10f.

10 9

106

ill oor records ami tape* in SKSaty
tresh and Doconditionalli pMnaSsei

...we're tin
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ereos Begin and End

with Tech
For the person

who wants the best

at any price * . •

For the person

who wants the best

on a tight budget* .

Crewe
DCM00A rota**

ItMte
atuiHat
OX Sit

Creen

Tech Hi-Fi. one of trvg liiroo^l chairvs of

stereo shops in the country, has two store* in this

urea. The Northampton Store on Main St , and in

Amherst on 2S9 Triangle St

The store* bring the largest variety of
component equipment to the area as well as 50
yean of stereo experience by their trained audio
constants.

All Tech Hi Fl personnel 90 through a
comprehensive training program, to better
acquaint themselves with the equipment they
dr* working with.

Service is the name ot the yame with Tech
Hi Fi. Jim Hemingway has been repairing

equpment for five years in the Amherst 9tf^.
Our repair department does factory warranty
service on all oo^iprnant sold by Tech Hi Fi.

Remember if you move you can bring your
components to any Tech HI-FI for factory
warranty servica.

The other Tech polecats *rt seven days
money back guarantee).

Thirty day price protection. Tech refuses to

be undersofd, if you can find a lower price with
the same services we will match that price.

Ninety day. 100 per cent trade-in policy. If

you aren't happy we will give you full credit

towards anything in the store

One year speaker trial. Again If you aren't

satisfied you are protected. We will give you 100

per cent trade-in towards a new pair of loud
speakers costing at least twice as much.

These V9 just tome of the reasons to cheo
out Tech Hi Fi. Come in and let one of our audio
consultants help you pick out the system you've
waited for.

aw*

1 VIA 4«fltvr

»IC veeleri

And now from KLH Their
Model 50, a system designed for

the dorm or small apartment. If

is'compaete with a Garrard 6900
Turntable. It can be yours for

only $199.95.

Also come in and ask for our
price on Soundwest and Wald
Speakers.

Quality Components at the Right Price

259 Triancje* St. Amherst 549-2610

186 Main St. Northampton 586-255?
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Where did we 90 wron$? A Critical Examination of What Happened To The Rock Feelins

brC.

Weft now mat I'm o,t ot Umess, I've had
a brief chance ro examine whet's Men
happening since the Ufa sitdke*. I haven't
liked what iyc seen, but the poini of me
liking or dilklng what I've teen H moot
II happened That doe* not me** that lm
repaying myself to ~me >ne«itoMe" — I'm
not ready for ehe noose yet.

W»nt happened? FRp your memory toriti
to the year tt#f and rerrember.

tne Sixties* fteme^ber thai
•tr y tail acid frip you took when you tried to

And. accordingly. e»e foil of frying
everyfiing too fast wit lead to a con
cremation of the eld values - too nwch
freedom will lead id vetemery diop'n* ror

Haver,, depending on hew framed the
i-driiduel becomes; . too much dope and sex
mil lead to prievtf escetlsm: soo much
reliance on eksctronfca will lead lo a hatred
of systems which weren't even ««plx*d
dg cgjifoy by Rock mutfdawa. »*iih «n
nevitebty load fO 'roofs* movemenr What
happens when an eetlre group's roofs
consist of three c*ord progress^** VYe».
me group *>ill head back to the roots, onfy t:

find that the feeing they were looxlng for

ddn t lay in fee chord progression, but *
the feeling they got when they were firs

kernirg their ristrtmeres— whan fiat we.-

the best they were playing because 1**7

a
• remember the zenith of the super

cjroups - Blind Faith, Crosby, Stills, Nash
and Whine, and the death throes of the
Beatles, and other humans who where

worshipped a$ GODS?"
f igjrc out everything and observed pcuneff
as a rat In a maie? Rfwiombpr tteshbot* I?
Remember ovt *e*ith of the supergroups —
BJ.'d Faith Crosby. Smi*, Nash and vmirw
and the deem throes of 1** Beetles end otnv
huruni who were worshipped as 0O0S> Oo
you remember IKruing thai. gee. yoe really

didn t M«nf fa give up fhm opportunity to get
a S» OCO a year (ob?

could n«f prey anything also.

Ad-Htcdly. the I IV V. blue* and R4B
progressions were me bevs for a greo"
many fine mus-oans, among these Mendrix.
Clapton. Beck Zappa (from iffx rock).
Movre#ee. ttw m+n thng ttot made these

Hiskians stand out v.as aw expansion on
tKat basic knowledge, especially w/m the

(net she v.rtuosrty) of their

No Sreaks for us you're salt baby,
rou're sate Mama...you |u*t rake your TV
dinner and yoo cook. It ip

-F ieppo. thtt

styles, which wore beeted up wit* elec

ironies. Vour average rock'n'roll band were
not particularly aUe to reproduce what
Hendrti did. becevse ther were copying
hin\ not h* sources I In Mil Rock, or
whatever mete guys are eating memsoteOe
now. we've pot a Io»0f people trying Is- copy
Convene — and coming out as thrdrate
copies Oh. it's nice, but yov coeld take any
of these guys out of any one slot and put
them* to artfhtr. P^aroah Sanders doesn't
reety sound Ike Cotlrane and roewwr dots
Arch e Shepp. eve* though bom these men
studied \*n0tf Coitrane — prebeblp because
Cottrene faugh* tfsof one shev d gef limse+f
and ho own sound togedher. rather than
making oneself a human XEROX w»ochlne
There n a dlferewce befweee edmrtng a
man and wanrtng to make younolt aito a
carbon cop* at that man) 0«for»»nattfy,
what happens in the U.S. — particular .

wPtatever rock group) there ere lodt — ks
•ha« people feef cOsged to copy in order to
survtre As tar as that goes, it's one of the
symbols of pronext^rwllrartee and star*

darcsration .n rnediocrflh/ t%ol Sransfers
itself iito tt<- creative lives of artists Rock
musicians intw U.S. ere exceptionally good
now. more thee capeb> of tojfrtnq me tails

c* their British counterpart* Sc. whydc<
throw ttose Brifiin wnimpe out the window
and declare wndylng loyaley %y t%e American
rock nuslCi»n>

Qufe simply - ther oin't got no soul. I

fear As the Saced Cowboy said m Ma
review of Emer»or\ Lake and Pefmer's Rve
LP. rt i» th» dMference toewoen the
technician and me a^ St. For exwmple. 6*iy
Cobham is just as good as 4nt**m*r
tochnkally as I've heard. b»t his ideas ere
ilupd and I el«va fs know w«iaf to expect
trorr, ^im Chris Cutler ot Henry Cow and
'"ttfltan Vender of fAegma, though both

vtrttcnk rock drv*Mr*<%. are completely
dttttrent in approach and basicafty ec
centric ffhat is to say. they do not c^ank out
r-tacMne funk rot on command ) . Wwreea
Hilly can barely keep vo wtfls Cutler',
polrrhythms. be buries hire >n volume
Vender can drown out almost anyone I've
ever tee* live but he works n layers of
iovn6i Combine the two styles, add about
n per cent lhrowawar licks, and you've pot
dilly

Abetter

By «is r*me. Raffedge had decided they
ttJiWf weren t cut out to bo a rock group and

CI toget-«r .> r, nepiKO hom section lo tour
Main, pfteying long improvvsailonal sads

With the reed section cut !• two, they
recorded a tairly cass< LP called Soft
t.*.\:',r* Trird jr>: -irr o-ttir>; r>ftfr.'

exposure by signvtg with Columbia
Krcords After FourH. however (recorded
»W)>, Wyat decided a# dd want to play
rock after all. and farmed his Oww group
Majlch nq Vi-Jr- .M vstll .ii -o:r>-dlr,3 Ml :'An
soo altum However. Soft Machine Third
*n4 Fourth had proved to a lot of the
stranger British musicians that they
r**4r*r starve. Owevyd AJlen was record*?
*or Actual trmtmirlHf Allen?!, and aftor
sw#erol burns wHb too Byg record label.
ftormod Ns own record label <•«*< the help of
so-^ r<n friends That ovontually became
Virgin records, a British ogslvalent of the
Jen ComposerV Orchestra Asvx»ei«r» of
New York. DelmarS and Messa in tse nsid
U .$. and €CM in Germany — companies
ekpt would *c* only gr*e the artists freedom
sodowhal they wanted to do. but wevdafso
provide superior recording ouallty and a
'arge rettrn lo the musidaas. instead of
scoop no .p all the royotiies as omer Un
dergro-r.!' labels had - nolebty t%P f>*k
of Hew York and Actual le>fpl of Fence

SUbtAARINB SECTION B. THE AO
VtNTURFS OF CAPTAIN CAPRICORh

British. >f seems like they've come to a
hghty advanced chamber musk with
touches ot Sun Re. Riley (every one cf these

groups has a Terry Riley influence).

vchoenberg and even the Yardblrds. That Is.

may aren't |ust copying the Yardblrds as
Aerosmith would, bun corokreewng new
muska* Sarms out ot what may know 1 T>^y
*t9 Robert Wyatt's tpvo raves.)

Hatheld and the North on the omer hand,
seem to take more inspirallor from the
original dedans like Oochemp. Sotta. sowt
«usic and early Soft V^chrve T> |

shouldn't be surprising, since kxndmg

time, txit Vander's n*rm rvptero

became hot and arvujgoNstk. One night he
was playng so t%o gfasses again, woww a
v.dden urge to curs* the entire audience
ovgrcarre him Yieldlsg to lt%t urge, he
t«gen trying to explain hew musicians were
I trterelrf > dying topAey this mvs»c. and «r
the audience was rude. seffis>. and he
washed hem all dead

AV. Legend has H tewrt Vender mr>t^r got
that far As he begaA St speak, he readied
that he wasn't speaking French. Engi.th
I'allen or evon pig Lakn Ho was speaking
this rather strange language -called

FredFrth

Sun R«, ©*»• of ttkt Beg Boy*, ttse uncoeytpromrtifsg innovators.

*as boon holding concerts and ge+ttng ox-
tremely aixod reviews. John Coitrane has
left Miles Daws' group m4 is discovering
h»s own 0fMy towards me -deals of Sun Re
John Cast <once a -ember of the Vetve*
ItawwrjNMMQj has teft Wales to study v^Uh
iohn Cage tn rtw^ ,1 , .iphn Cape •• a ceam

Otnfk
rt

tvx*>jh

matlon
martial

This, coupled aw* «t osmaass o«
Coleman s ideas aiout music to

Veyatt and Cecil Tarlor's idews

A4ke Ratledge. loads to the for

ot a unit wits absolutely no com
potential, which
tor about these v«*rv *

By the time Virgin was formed by
I name «s from N* nickname Dingo Virgin).

Soft AAechine had already standarditod
•tself with CBS too firmly to be removed.

Kevin Ayers, Wyett and Alloa were still

son-evmer persona nan grata Oft tar as
American dttrribtrtton wen*, and it was or*y
Robert Frlpp's Intervention that Mowed
AAatchng Mote's Utile Red Record t) pass
through *se Columbia vaults imo the U.S.
r r pp a** met Wyatf fhrovgh Ce^tisede. a
fifty c-ece as music orchestra eMt British
pionts* Ken. Tippett aad termed, and nhkh
^r^>p ha.) per formed me production outies
Oft. Another looSnpSe - Frlpp and Brian Eno
from the group Ro«.y Music moi mrovgh
Robert Wratl's wdmiretlon of &no s work on
Synfnesijar.

Tun HcxJgtonson

HenryCow

OrbOiScr

GedtLetgh a
. JohnGreaMM

^soneewfatre botween Zappa's "Burnt Weoeee Sandwich" and Soft hUcftlne's
,r
TIMndr...a htghly advanced chamber music with touches o« Suit Ra, Terry Riley.

Schoenberg *nd ovoes Tho Yardblrds. .". The Cow org soon here In one of their
early lineup*.

In any event, after «>e of the Soft

member Phil Millar played with VYyatf m
Matchesg Mofov fhp Pyto has played *ith
both Allen and Ayors. and bassist lead
saiQer Sinclolr was a member of one of the
original Wide flower groups wflh Wyatf

Kobe an. Words kep« coning out in a sloppy
stream, and he'd sold the eud*nce e.«a

what he w^anf. but fee didn't have any tdee

of what was going on.

What heap em whoe
eentitt of three

rvsre froup't roeta

fMOirenlortt'?

t «/eup veil head back to the roe
o lied ttwl the teetlne, they wore
Wnt Be h dse chord progrestlo*,
foofki f dsey eot whoe Oiey wore
nin) tkoh Isctr

?JLVS

The ear ty Mothers of Invention's vmtage
hafo il? There tt is the way you made it." OXtiooOd on poga 13

... 7/i Jazz-Rock, or whatever these guys are calling it now, we've got a lot of people trying to copy Coitrane
and coming out as third-rate copies. Oh. its nice, but you could take any of these guys out of any one slot

and put them into another. Pharoah Sanders doesn V really sound like Coitrane and neither does Archie Shepp
even though both these men studied under Coitrane
HIMSELF and HIS OWN

probably because Coitrane taught that one should get
und together, rather than making oneself a human XEROX machine.

"
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SUlWrVALINTHE Hl-reJUNGLE

HBWTOTELLA
BARGAIN IS
/IBARGAIN

We sell only quality merchandise...and we
guarantee it. Before we advertise anything,

it must be a good and exciting value.
And we guarantee that, too.

Rorevomplt:

t. Our PMfpft GA-209 ootomotic

futtitobiewtfhinteqra^Kl fone
onri.DjC.Servo drive system,

wtlh boseoryj dustcover
t
Uu

Cortrid^t.Reoulorfy $349.50.

Mow $264-00
2. J.B.I . (26Two wcry bookikctf

f/ffttem B' lo*v (rpqotncy, M
/4

hiqhfrfluency mw,0ok«n-
dosoTi.Reoglarly * 135.

Factory dulhorhgd Sole price

3> Woneer QK-646 ^^ChoWiti
AM/FM Stw*o Receiver. 40
VettM* R.M.S. quod/ 26 watts
RM.S. t*inrx>.CD-4, SO, R.KA.

RsfuWy $499.95.Mow
$347.00

4. SonyTFM-CTTOWAK/FM
DiqrtdCbckRadfoviifh

6.T#chrtkc* SA-5400X FKA/AW 2/4 Channel -
Receiver.STL circuit forcomplete 2/4 '

channel cowpatibll ity.

40'*crtfcRJA.S(BTL2

chormd modeat8ohme]

32 wat+s R.KLS.4chomy (

dreveat 8chmt.55«>}ukjr1y

$349.95 Wow
$219.00 9.Cao*f»»tmkd>Ourmodemtc

^^. dale. Rosewood
<ynin cobrxt.Our price

$85.00
5. Panasonic RF 1004

36ondr\>rtoNe

Rodio.AM/n^VhF

ACBdfery.2»tep
tenecontrbi

p
vqueVd

contmJ$49.95

7 LafoytHe f*tcn* 723 Mm lahjnt

ZSChonnel Mobil CB 2 Wov_ Rodk>.&wott./Ui

.'•EMr try*W» supplied.

Re^uiaHy $ 119.95. Now $89.00
& Pioneer TP-828 Deluxe 8
frock Stereo.lNunmrtaJed

*hxr*.frocktndK**Hk«. Auto/
manual prwroinchonAe.

Reo,u«ork/ % 109.95.$89 95

l3.Moderdkprktd Ut-ttSy****

' h/ *44*7tf ToAal*Sc

$364.00

pricedcompoc* Pk>rKcrTP.23i

&Tnxk Stereo .Rwuiarty $5905
No* $49.95

10.25 foot stereo

headphone

cttensbncord.

Rt^Uorty $4.49 Mow $3*25

HWatsRccofdUa4h
brush.SM5

XV-l5/l200ECarth^e.

ItkJuJcs brush. Ra}. 3 79.9.

Mow
$45.00

The Hi-Fi Jungle Tamers.

l*l>rrG»f«S»-««, G*m»BX.,7P2-9Wi
*»Mi.M>a>i,.4M-ffpl

;"'^^^^•^-©SOjiNor^l^ay MM.459-7JJ0 , Er* 9M.5ch«n«cWKMMM*
Amcrtoari&flpom jl I NAopSerCNpry

MM

Underground exposed - new music found

The jazz-black music art form is far too

large and varied in scope to submit to

control by sales-dominated record company
biggies. There is certainly some fine music
on the major labels, but not nearly enough.
Getting a taste of Freddie Hubbard en CT

I

or Gato Barbieri on Impulse should b*gn to

make you realize that there are unto*)
amounts of other fantastic recordings on
labels you never heard of by extraordinary
players you never dreamed existed
Avoidina the established jazz compart**
(Blue Note, Prestige Milestone, Mm**).
herewith is an evaluated list of com;*.-i-»*

you will never find in your local Harn»<y

urate—Cast is the «m*v -ab*i so *m#rg*
In fee latf 10 years. Thii "artist owned
label" *t rvn by the players who record on if

and are sfcft ot rfeeffA Seed .n A-h*r»t.
ftwik Ra. II flaaeuras fh* dynamic Music
Inc. who** namesake alburn is a "**i*r
pace. planH* Stoniey Coweti's Mesa Ip.

Ock Griffin's The E»ghth Wander. a-<1

rxiT»*rcut aitoru sft-!*ntt from seaopAon<srs
Cinfgrd Jordan. Bill, Harper. C***lie
Rouse, end Cecil P*)T*. Irump*t*e Crayt**.
ToUte*. Keno Oi*«'t J*jj Contemporaries
lyau have to enow where they're at) and
meter In America by reslng Oil Scctt

Here* Packaging and recording ere torn
N quality You must hear the mux on
if** East, moreao than any Ctor label.

JCOA or Jan Composers Orchestra
AssociattoA «*. slnSlarty a cooperattva
Mciety. and ttojgh the^r ovtovt has been
sreaJi H .^impressi-e T^o boxed vets have
been the«r ^al-« lorays. the first teatoriag

irvieajo

PEPPER

Mtolsts Rosweai Rudct Cecil Tartor anel
Urry Coryali In sidelong works The
second was t*e n^nd-bopgllng 3 record
Cart* Bley Past Harm. uh. tilng. called
KKalator Over ea* HIM wvf» area I gob) ot
"toeec by everyone from Jack ftrvce and
Joha McLaughlin to Dewey Redma* and
>eaane Lee. Recentl r re«aased is Ro***ll
R*6f% more easilp p/a»pabVj (on* record)
fttoaelik Swing Baad.
Cheace Records - ThH husband and wife

labtl It do>ng ^n admrabv* tob raoordesQ
>ipt.-b. but unknown (It that a
prerequtane?) jatt players. Pianst Roland
***«•' Sir CM and ffsa awer progrmti.r

by Jack Cehill

Jimmy Gluffre's Music for People. But
terllies and Mosquitoes were (hair first

releases, followed by A Flower tar All

Susans by Fddle Daniels on hut* and
clarinet. *n Improvising wonder. Ninr
\h" from Chuck Wayne and Joe Puma.
Zoel Sims and Vk faldman pr* available
from Choke, las Tiiley Place. Sea CIMf<
N Y , iiSrO

Oelmark k *** 'Ocorded tpok*per»an tor

mwk Chcaoo ttyto KaUparutKi

Canlemeorary Racardt — The tlrs* lab*l
to go iftereo ei it* tlrties with perpeWatty
»tperb sound r«<ording Based in LA H
can c< teusd •* deco-»ty larg* %lsr*t Artitt*
bearing your eudlel lnr#e*ttgatto« ccovs» of
early Ornctt* Cotoman Barney Kessel.
iorny Vmm*m\ A>t Pepper. Son-y Rdllra.
Phineas Hewbom. S^aMy Mann* «nd Woodr
Shaw plus mtnf more

(Maurice Mclntyrel. Mu%al Ricnard
Atra^s. Anthony Braxton fFar Altai, and
Petti of fh* Art CntembW ot Chicago *r+ as
tk# cafatogs* as weAt p$ many great
bleesmen and less eran* garde m*n ilk*

my Ferre&l and Cra*» Groan I'll het
V*vor Daley *ink\ it's all <.r*iy Wf»»% to
4Ui N Lincoln. CNcago.

Steeptocease »s g«ntralty r«« «.alUbfe In

the U.S.. being based only n Carwv:> Id
ouv*- •* large and largely unknown,
teakjrlao. ™**y exceaam Am*ncan i*jj
««parri*ws-Daxter Cordon. Paul B*ey,
Horace Parlun—totc« recent )*> •

Mclean and mo "ark ot •*# eckcficaity
ntense African plarlst Oo<l*r Brand Xah,ri
to n»m9 bu» a taw of thtir >f*mt Tr

r out
Brandt Atafomy *f a Se*aa> AlrKan
VilUK ,f 'o from Coda Putlkaitom. Box
$7, Staiion J, Toronto, Onrarto

Inia. Chiaroscuro and ttack Ltoa 4tt
tf^ee «ery dtlleram companies all under asp
Audto Fidtity root En(p. fram Germany
be* cut Dollar Brand (African Sp*c*
Program i. Elvm jo-*t. trumperer
Tarumasa Kno nod ottar Japanese and
Cermen modernists Chiaroscuro h from
Ne« York, has crery. itrflred covers and
showcaMs fine older muWcians. especiaATy
pLtnitU Ik* Carl Hines. Marian M<
Portland. Dave Mc<«m* i Take It la Stride!
and Don E*<e . often n ul) vetting*. So^o
flnety crafied. marure pieces. ***. WMUA
recentty acpuired at ot Black lion's
retoa»*s and itwy ring* iron- Pictures of
Inlltlty by ion Ra to Don Byas Aav
IWepelOiv M is not actuaTy tmall. m*r<»i p

unknown to many. Perhaps Its mosl
tatlttylng discs are the two last TepJonki*
Monk sess^s. Tea Mnt I Lave and
Sernee*4ng kt la**. To **r them is to lave

ESP—Disk'. The legendary insane N*w
York C»«y record c^priy has
tocuslng latoty on vintage bop f\

Bird. Bud Powell. Rillle Hpl^day-but m*ir
e^ead and cutter lha! I was once the ev*«!
gprple Albert Aytor. Swi Ra, John Tch<*i
mmtt a tut n •# n*tow the Salt office to
took at Cant forget thp Fufs or S^eetpe on
record either. And an ectoel Vtfiniam
Burroughs record. Call M* Burrvughs. m*i
it>9uld he mandarory

ArheclietabVtes jan totetahelfrcm t^#
golden West CoaV that contrue* .n grand
fashion .n lt;5. Th* honeVy and sincerity af
their artitft mak* every release same''
special. Groat bh**m** Ike Earl Hcxaker
I Two Bugs and a React'. Clifton Chewier
end Charlie Mutseowhist have appealed
often as won as Jerry Hann and (he Deck
Ortot Golden Ag* j*.r Band Gonial

y

Rtohd in 4rt^ *»ere».

PaWe is old |*ii enSr*prt*i*v' ftorma*
Q^4t\r new house label He has a stab* of
regulars that no one can argue *r*i *nd iv
lin.th^ products 'Say put out *r«
Ho^guaHf excellent. A fe- highlights arc
rlttifM Joo Past' m^Qtoggang Virtue**.

iid Fift A.th joeon Take Lav* raty, Duke
eilingrtr. % 8<g Four wit* Ray Brown and
lOvH Bedson. Cour» riAii* aith a trio and.
Of course the l| rexord. SrS.OC Art T*t.«nn
SCO recsedings

Arista, fhe new C»nre Da* is Stov* &eck*r
la<lepende^i label has lust tm week
released « pwt%*i of lantatik ttangt. same
from ma Brlt.sh Freeder* label Tn*y are:
Cecil Tartor S*lent Tangues lkv*KDm*tte
Coleman's >SS4 London concert. Ranpty
AvstonVom Monsr+vt. pk>t Ros^tll Rudd
Virion ftro«n Alber' Ayler. Charr«t
Tolllver . and the hghty avfklpated Anthony
6ra>*on »t*w York. Fall ItrA Tkit ree>]

pi*r*jr it second only to Sam R.v**s m Ns
stortingty or^Hat etccurslom aii o* *»•%*
tore been soon at For the Record and may
be reviewed toon

Thrs llsnng is unavo>datly arbitrary and
too sHri Iv* left oui innun\erable com
pontes ik* s>w Music Olsf tutors. Umsia,
Reflation. Ony.. BYG. Bromtkald, ad
•
nl nittm. Any int»r*tt*d parties If
welcome to pennon. r*«ile or t*rn m* on
»»ru tr« Collegian Below the SattefMee To

M . Ilabbjf

My rabbtr't nac* ||

Saoatull He Uknx otrrots and
water lie israce tone Meldtea

my Dad
ThrKnd

»v,.-ft, pajaja-

• r« »9

NOW OPEN

I SdtHt China Rettaarant
I Foraaarty the Kahei-Kail

Lmder Mew Managemeet. New Chef
Reseevattons — 1U 035

1

Dapy. iiijeiopm Lunckton Siieialt
Fr*. A Sat. til 1 a.n. - ..

r
.

Take Oat til Closing a^J"^m
Lourkb Open Fri. - Sat. I - 1 tropical oRiHks
Potynesaan Cetsiee ffte Amherst. Mass.

PIZZA-RAMA
m College St.. Rt t. Amherst

tficfifitiMf h

PIZZAS, HOT 0¥BM GMOERS

9*4 SPAGHETTI

STORE HOURS: Sun, Thurs,. 11 a.m. -Midnight

Fri.. Sat., 11 a.m.l am.

Coll 253-3808

"EXTRA SPEEDY' DELIVERY"
between S p m.M»dnight. every ntght

a#tf Fmi la Town - md Hit Unttt Pr icit
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Electraphonic
Panasonic

®SAMYJ
CASIO v
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TAPE RECORDERS
CASSETTE PIAYERS
COrttoCT STSTmS
RADIOS
COrtPWENTS ^ k

SPEAKERS (CAR)
ANTENNAS

CITIZ

CAR TAPE
CAR RADIOS

M aECTKOMC PARIS
FOR HCaBYISTS

M

3
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NOTHING G4tfS

FACTORY
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The funny ones: cut-outs, etc. - - %V9 to 10c
>> Mki KMUi

Tht <*4l od*tt« i« *My en top of Ottys.
All tor Is of omojlng rocordl (MM t*ov>;h
oil prtco kvoU in oil* *Htoed»e bovwi
Tho now I—piiUMo * find Lvmoy Go.ev
fcy r r.ir»» Zo(t>o posted through «tf|iftt*n
OVtf «> V«r>:«. Mdd "* VSM0*t*«J* Orty
Jlt«j- SKfC'i *<•- 'rv,- AOv «d >: 4|| 1

Eddtt CochW* sftft ArcNc * Sh**'t
P*!*** I«w<hOSO stuff * c«.<r#mtr fOiM
ttr«uo>. o» or« h*o Sun Uj\\ H*»\*q Wo't
Oft* flAvddy Wotorft con vsuoltf bo t*j*d
nor«. «v>r<3 *,fh <s>r» r *he. Grand Punx't
W»'r# An Am*r tcon 8ond hit th» r*c*t to»1

Gout reviews
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Bromery addresses Stockbhdgo Senate

TRIPOD NEWS
at $58, the new advent 2 is

something really wonderful!

The Adwnt/2 iS * brand new
Advent designed for an absolurv
useful performance at lowest coat
price of $58 it made lower still by
works superbly with low-cost.
phflers and receivers.

The only real dlfforonce betw
and tho two more expensive Adv
and the Smaller Advent), both
deservedly best sailors all across
that it doesn't have the final hsl« •

bass that they do. It has the sam*
sound with a musical balance thet >«

just with the beet recordings or one a**4 W
but with ttio whole range of musir e^a aa*
ways of recording rt Its frequs**
»«qual to that of most apeafcera e^eeleeea »«

price.

ava •

>
now how about a modal su,

Ihu surprising '58 speaker »t ti

w**1 else? toe about

nakamichi cassette decks

stai electrostatic

dahlquist speakers

quintessence pre-amps

bang & olufsen sjrstems

yamah* . . . I

ampzilla is here!

let i r*M wm »»•» «*4 <#t»

and fou need one!

TRIPOD AUDIO
•»* --wwlTfrrit
Afftorwt. Mjm. Olttff

Stockbridge students seen as'training for future'
Bt JANAUXAXOfft

StsttAaponw
Cnancalor Randolph llromasy said taat

rHetii iran UMmi ft»-d.m attcmay WMam
•A Ootteh rveda an neoenjet •ntarpNftaion
waen ha charged thai oonSeanaai eaunM
svatrtbeo fota» wwa woerjhe the public
daxtotura law.

Spea4i*g bartem tha Stoctbridga Sudani
Sanata. Bnxnary»d that opaahg tna forma
to the indents »oUdiaautt in "about *0 OCB
slander auaa and dacaaae tha afSac t **-«%*
ol tha thing bace*aa uudant* wuid cm
adnata to ugn *W" neeae* to tha torrea."

Anawoing g^eatO** ttom facoty and
xnaroov tha Cnaneator said ha didht rmtd
ptotaata ova* tha +t»*r** roaourea laa.

paying off aha dowutory d*** aorwoa. a* long
a* aonaoae cam up wth an eeamedae.

• ''« naad acrcthino, to keep atodanU r»

thodorrni." hated "BatauMwahavo renal

autonomy, wo cant #u* a defto* budget if

wa d«s that. I'd tatha one to go top*
8rom»ry a*<d ha fall mandatory dating

commoaa **n> worse than mandewv
domwtcma. ana that -tha aiaee ahoutd >«*o
rtnovata a* domw
Concarnng poaaoia budget OaSt by

Oovatror Oukaaa, eron-<fy aaid ha d "i«% fto

rnaintain &m m>dent poautetis* and •*•**

die cuta etaowt#nx"
' Yitr*r\ the facifty or support son/tea* any

in th« uuctantft who pay.

'We're Ighthg t
k« suit on tha'

taw opoone open in falsto^ to p*f«rgott tna

Carrgae Cantar <Mt h » a marl 4<^»datrtg

toed-ng We cant apMd up pawn) *1 a*,

and wa can't mctaaaav tha feoa

"Vra could go out and try >j latao i*a

mar«y . but thaaa ata bad tinaa avd that rr**

bt ODtkut. Tha atata ragelaiufa avl Ve
gavamot way aata rt o»at aa a atata eoaa>e
Si 1979. Moat e*a\ pthata mo*ay wM ba

uaad though" r>a aaid.

An**«ii"g a auaaaon cor^aininf ice

fiecea»ent far Staekandgo studoms.
Btomary twggam i that Stoeabttdfe studam
gavarn«<nt ptbiion v<+ O^aneaSar Roban
Gaat to baeoma part of tha a*acamati

aarvioa <n VVr»crnata

in ha 30 rrtriuca ipaath to tha Stoc^b««>i<

aajdtnra aa otina "f«a aaw>a ol ou wodd
latwra

'Youm d>a paopta wrfi tha aaponeM of

tha future who twi man ptop% feara and
fttcoad above food and mojral rMouroaa."
t^m fta«d

Hromar/f took of spatxh conicrad on tha
ftpfcrra ol tounj <«vt* popiiaoon and tho
mtng up ol wodd food and anarpy tuppi^a

'Wo'va aawaya Had an ova/abundanca of

autornobaja. lood and Mar«y oihar eningar
h« ftftad "Wa'ua g>a«vn «p wh> an tntr. ty

ntycho Ho* 1M9 rava to tlW* about lood
cftatabuKn procaA->^

"a*a a '484 *or* Q | ihog • a fadatrfcution

Ol paopta lm r>ot aviro I want tnat to tMo

massacKjstnscwuiy
neathrr

$83,000 less to spend;
SS cuts inevitable
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Kerouac still 'lives' in

minds of followers
BfOONAUCOtH

"I ttvrA ha's v* absouttfy ftontpaga ntw*.*' M.1
Rci^t OSttfy Orf tht (ttt -Hack K4TOWOC Tuttdtf
r.jht. s*d the psttod houaa at Ms. Hcrfyofct Coke's
Gwnbfe Aix*to*ium atamad so 19AM

Croairr. * JM «*> particpasng in • pan*
rtapjttitft ttPPQ wtth lout otbat m»*da at th* t»msd
"Batd" novaftpt

Thai ex** spatsa* indudtd Am Chartanx author
ol a racant biography trf Ko>ouae. John Ctattoa
istnoa, novtter. Mic*a«f McOattV post and
pAtywngftl; Chadtl Jarv*. English professor ard long
bma *rtr*i of Karouax: and Crtsfey. Tht p*ntfoti

» apaafbng m «r»K*Vtfcx» v**h It* Othar Vo*caa

Student input on the rise

Odiorne whips SBA into shape
eyOAV£KOWAL

S(ttffttpGHF
Gaorgt Odorne, -tnty ip

pontad datn of tht School ol

BotWts Admrtstrtbo* IS.B.A.I.

Midmifdlfv, 'Tht UMtSS School

ol Bo***** Adfttrstiiajjon shout)

be t*t lttsjajs> ol tht

thnr o+m ptaomtrc §an*ct." ht
comnuad. "wh<h wt] b* com
pajftaty funded by tht $ 9 A. W*tn
busnasa ttudanti 99 10 Bcrfcth**

Houaa toofon^ foe )ob ntactnyntt.

thay aay. "Wt'ra not m em
ptoymant agancy.' No* tomaJtaig
wd be dons about tod**) «ob» let

biwim ttudantt
"

Bob Sa*ughntt*ty. • n«n(fjf of
tht student cebnat. sad chants
*en> OOCUMihf so fast, he WM
t*vi*g Doubts adSjctng 10 tha«*

Pa»ktf uij "W^ haw* *» kn-

****** QutfAed txUrv. and no*
wtta gong to be at** to u>*i*'

^««>.W<lhn»fTKrtt»Ur*m*nv^

wtfi no tjuatWK*
"

Anong tht top*c« dSKossfrJ at

ytdtrday* matting *et a motion
for tea SO A. to adopt a two yoe»

prfbutinttt pie* for «n-

daodaaaman to taaasn tht bardan
on tht budnata school faculty.

Otfomt tad. "Tht School of

Ounatii AaTfWMttiation has (ho

most overworked faculty on
campus Wo now have a
srjotenv tecatfy «atio of 70.5 to

ona. Tht rartt tooaatabte rot ee-

cradtaoon it 70 w ont. so wt'ft
o«t»ting at a sototardard kt%tt

"

Tht matam atao d-Kuttoo*
lor mcnffWng

SS restructure move
will ease unionization

:i ' ..

as

M •

£ Nominees sought
S for teaching award

pjji

. . . .

.

• «MiBHI

•Jpta^an

• —
-

^

i

;
>M wtl IN Afftfe Ht I r»f>fftt

• a t a •••»#• t ••••##•• ^a-t-OtdJ 2J 2 ** • ^^^

St. Pafrkk't Day C*totit*
MARCH 14 FRIDAY

THLTA CHI

Coma catabrofa with tht brothar*. ol T7*«to Oil

MUSIC

H««? %> ^vi M*m»«w« C*v*r

Food Science 101

>4 legend in its time
BysrevtTfmHJ
S&ffkportm

*Vrhac I'as trying to do « brng n
ona insatnadonaav known «Ki$m
par Mpmtsitr. say* fVotaaKV
Fatgo* OvdndtAs of th« food
Soanoa and Nab<Bon Oapaw tj i-i t

MaTibodongi!ag»n4omoMoai.
***** l»ro»aaaor MaMn fitnardt rt»

tht ttahnoMann Madkaf Coftaga
and Hotpital in rnaitdaajihaj ad
draaaat aht Food Soanco 101

castas* in Mahar AuStonum at

Kit 30 and 33S. Tt»a iaclurtt wi to
cptn to tht pwbac.

Tht pufpoaa ol bmging tt#

hat hatn
tu ItK

T« tlaajt Clydt
iu ting

Utwattlty wthaut
laftds o» ptytng hencsuu t»j tti^—

"Btcavta al tht tupp^rt nl

)t» tor o« coarsa. I oonddar it

«t005*1 tu imir»'. ' saaj

aBv* fjaj tssjt <ar #as aWi. a tJi
f f,

' tfs good Pot paqgat tab:

it«t tttusA to bt aapaaad to tha

UMtat Sappiift it » t%

cvutst ul ita »i»d n tr»

SXl r>iajirm Ih» 103 courts Hajg

bmh on eajnpua and m tht *«ud
auanot Odd Ung warn up In

thmt mtgtiinaa.

Last ttmessar tha totasa} wot
•djiossad by flmakJ Oounch. »ln>

ban niAiUon tntsar m ttw

c« than atawtsnr) tn

1 ictarxia pnx<mxxorx apapt oaf

Democrats must unite to win in 1976

Classrooms, offices to bring

new fife to former library

Rent control?
conn ft*** *

«t K N am* .— - J |^T
L j .7

.
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• ~~-tti f~» «*»-~

House subcommittee passes Cambodian aid bill I State senate repeals imbalance law
i+ ^^ ^ V

news
aimman

MM
• -

I Stans pleads guilty

__ zz 5£?i5iSr; to campaign violations

.j^sSX Portugal tightens
sSlLZ political control
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Applying for
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Resource Network evaluates

dorm programs and services
Tonight at 7 p.m., rooms 168-172 in the Campus Center, the

Resource Network will hold a public hearing on the value of

programs and services in the Residence Halls. Asked to attend for

the purpose of "hearing," the testimony will be those ad-
ministrators who are now in the process of making major budget
decisions which will effect the future of such programs.

In order that they understand the value of the services presently
being delivered, and the potential consequences of eliminating

those services, the administrators will be hearing directly both
from those who -deliver services and from students who receive
them.

Members of the Network committee are now in the process of

contacting as wide a specthjm of potential speakers as possible.

Testimony is being solicited from students, agency and residence
hall staff, faculty and other concerned groups and individuals.

Anyone who is interested in testifying is asked to contact the
Resource Network (545-0851 or 5-0333) for more information and a
place on the speakers' list. Each testifier will be asked to limit her-

hi$ presentation to no more than five minutes, be prepared to
answer questions relating to their testimony, and to submit, if

possible, a copy of the prepared text. The compilation of these
statements along with a collection of additional data will be
distributed, shortly after the hearing, to appropriate campus ad-
ministrators. The entire evening will be taped and broadcasted on
WMUA as soon after Thursday as possible.

Bicentennial meeting tonight
The People's Bicentennial

Commission will have an
organizational meeting tonight at

7:30 in Rm. 113 of the Campus
Center.

The Commission is a national

notes,

quotes

Candidates speak

in Pierpont session
The three candidates for

Amherst Board of Selectmen in the

town's April 8 election will appear

tonight at 7 p.m. at the weekly

session of Project Ten's Political

Campaigns Seminar in Pierpont

Hall.

The three candidates, Leo
Bouchard, Robert Garvey, and
Diana Romer, are vying for two
seats on the five-member Board.

Bouchard and Garvey are both

incumbents seeking re-election.

All town residents, including on-

campus students, are eligible to

vote in the April election if they

have registered to vote on or before

March 19.

The three candidates are ex-

pected to discuss a wide range of

local issues.

The public is invited to attend

and question the candidates on
issues of local concern.

organization based in Washington,

D.C. whose purpose is to present

the facts and spirit of the American
Revolution to the American people

in an attempt to realize our

American revolutionary heritage.

Parallels can be drawn from the

1700's revolt against an oppressive,

non- representative power struc-

ture, and the reality of the cor-

porate controlled economic and
political system.

Town committee

sponsors lecture

The Amherst Democratic Town
Committee will hold its monthly

meeting tonrght at 8 p.m. in Room
804-808 of the Campus Center. Neil

Stabler, Visiting Lecturer at the

Kennedy School of Harvard
University and a member of the

Democratic National Committee,

will speak on Party Reform. The

public is invited.

'Food Day' coming
"Food Day" is April 17. What

you eat, why food prices are so

high, and what can be done, are

some of the issues to be explored

and developed into activiites by the

Western Mass. Food Day Coalition.

There is an organizational meeting

today at 7 p.m. at Springfield

Technical Community College,

Bldg. No. 27, in the Gallery Room. If

interested in organizing activities at

UMass or local area but cannot ,

attend this meeting, please contact

Raene Romano, Springfield Action

Commission, 721 State St.,

Springfield, 1-736-3210.

When you enroll in Air Force ROTC
you can get more than a chance at

a scholarship and a chance at

flying lessons . . . and

You
getatax-free
monthly

allowance of$100.
Interested?

Contact.
Air Force ROTC

A , Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass.

Call 5-2437

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC

^aj00tl0
THU«SOAY, MARCH 13, 1W5
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notices

Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

SCHLITZ

BEER
12 oz. cans

RIUNITE

LAMBRUSCO

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN
Come look us over and find your four leaf clover at Sigma Delta

Tau Sorority Ruah Party. Thuraday 3-13, 8 p.m., 409 N. Pleasant
St. Call for rides and info 545-0527
ARAB STUDENT ORGANIZATION
The meeting tonight will be dealing with films and educational

activity the group is interested in doing. We welcome new
members. C.C. 902 at 5:30.

AHEA MEMBERS
All members should attend the meeting tonite in Skinner

Lounge at 6:30 p.m. in April. Please cornel
AUDITIONS

For the new musical "Dickie the Dam and The Big Blue River"
by T. Dunning Keenan. To be produced by Roisters Doisters May
1, 2, and 3. Come to the Colonial Lounge 3-17 or 18 at 5-6 or 6-7
with a song in your heart. Musicians actors, crazies welcome
256-6973 Marc or Tom.
LOST
"Human Physiology" lost textbook - please return to John

Hurley c-o Zoology Dept., 3rd floor, Morrill Sci. Center.

BEER, PIZZA AND POKER
Open Rush at QTV. Come see why we're the oldest frat on

campus. Call 5-0192 for rides. TONIGHT
BICYCLE CLUB

Tonight short business meeting, discussion on possible
vacation trip, followed by a speaker from Americen Youth Hostel
with a movie of TOSRU 7:30 Machmer W 26. New members
welcome.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

There is an area in Goodell set aside for the peaceful study of
Christian Science. Available is current literature on Christian
Science, and the daily Bible lessons, as well as the Christian
Science Monitor. Follow the signs in Goodell
ECKANKAR THE ANCIENT SCIENCE OF SOUL TRAVEL

There will be a discussion class forming on the theory, and
practice of Soul Travel tonight at 7:30 in C.C. 902. All interested
persons are invited to attend.

turn to p. 13

YOU LIVE HERE

8 MONTHS OF THE TEAR

— Why not register to vote here? —

VOTER REGISTRATION • TODAY

BERKSHIRE DINING COMMONS, SOUTHWEST

rit - t --

24 oz. Bottle

ROBERT SARROU

BEAUJOLAIS
7 972 Vintage

Four Season's Special;

BLEND
80 Proof

V2 gal. Qt.

$©79 $il49
50 oz.

Bottle

Barros Portuguese

ROSE

Harp Irish

BEER

24 oz. Bottle

RHEINGOLD I Four Season's Special

BEER
12 oz. cans

VODKA
80 Proof

V2 gal.

Wine Paradise Of The Valley

FINAST DOLLAR
SUPERMARKETS
r—————————————————__.

Prince
Spaghetti or

Elbow Macaroni

3~'1
|f«^Bb w"h Th, « Coupon I PuichtM -5 O Mot*
1 1 ! m L,m 'l Oo€ Coupon P»r Cultom«r r—

i

|«Ufcii» M 977 Vlhd Th,u M..CO 15 LD

Freezer Queen
Mini Meals i^>
Breaded Chicken & French Fries. Breaded Turkey
& Potato. Meatballs A Gravy with Potato. Salisbury
Steak & French Fries. Meat Loat with Tomato Sauce

Your
Choice 3*4pkgs

All This Week at Finast. Look what a Dollar will get
You. ..great grocery buys. ..big savings throughout
the store. More proof that on Dollar Days or any
other day, IT PAYS TO SHOP THE FINAST WAY!

Pork & Beans canons 4
Franco American 5
Sliced Peaches 2
Vanity Fair w*1X?m 6
Macaroni &Cheese 4
Tetley Tea Bags

16 oz
cans

With Coupon
Below

15 oz
cans

29 oz
cans

rolls

7'/4 oz
pkgs

pkg
100

*i

H

Finast Saltines 2 i?. 1.00 Finast Diet Soda 4 ?.?1.00
Detergent 53 2 V 1.00 Tomato Paste » 4 i£1.00
Finast Cat Food 6 ^°' 1.00 Creme Cookies S3 3U'.V1.00

6 9 02 $4
pkgs

pkgs 1.00
1.00

Finast Chopped or Leaf

Spinach
Birds Eye Peas 3

;

Birds Eye Corn 3 £
Fish Cake T.£

n
o%. 3 P

\°
9
', 1.00

Orange Juice rm 4 l£tf

Fresh Baked the Finast Way!

Big Round Top
White Bread

$
Finast

Fresh
20 oz
Ivs 13

Yarn Sale!

77*
"Machine Washable"

"Dryer Safe"

3^ 0' Ombre 4 oz ske.n
Also Available

Check These Low Prices More Proof
It Pay* To Shop The Finest Way!

Granulated Sugar ,,„„, . l% 2.49
?.,°,'1.00Motts Applesauce.

Prune Juice *«««. *Vr 68*
Pampers *5T p

tf 98*
Tomato Soup cmp™, 6 "."1.00

Clorox Bleach R 68*
Charmin *'ZT 4 X 65*

Finast Butter M ;kfl

b 79*

Beef Rib
Roasts

Extra Trim
Large End
6 to 8 Ribs

Small End 4
9 to 12 Ribs I

Corned Beef
a* mm a*±{\aT am. *% Boneless

mmWM l9Mrl Cryovac

89°Point Cut

Rat ^09
Cut 1

Sirloin Steak
Tender. Juicy - Beet Loin Bone In

Boneless Rib Eye

Club Steaks
Boneless Steak Sale!

Shoulder Steakc'

Cubed Steaks
UnderbladecfA
Schickhaus

[rankfurts
Mr. Dell Favorites!

1 Domestic Freshly Sliced to Order

tiled Ham 1 7»

Mr. Deli Bologna „ 1.19
Polish Kielbasa "SET. . . ,„ 1.29
American Cheese *QS? • 1.1

9

Hard Rolls S « 83*

[Beef Loin - Tail-less lb 1.19

O' T-Bone
Steaks

13*
85 lb

Turkey
Breasts

Tender
Meaty 79

Tender, Young Veal Sale!

Shoulder Chops . . • 1.49
Veal Rib Chops ... * 1.79
Veal Loin Chops . . .. 1.99

a.c*<j t»,o m coFrom Leg . . : £.99

Porterhouse
Fresh Chicken Parts!

Breast
Quarters48
Large Fresr- Plump & Meaty Roasting

Chickens
Weaver Dutch Entrees!

lb

68!
i ib

P«9

Veal Cutlets »

Chicken Turnovers .

Chicken Croquettes
Chicken Au Gratin .

Chicken Pie
Liver n Bacon Sale

Beef Liver *SS

Sliced Bacon !««, . . . .

1.49

p»g 1.99

Ul 2.09
2.09

59'

1.39

It Pays to Shop for Quality
Produce the Finast Way!

Crisp-Aire U.S. No. 1

^Mcintosh Apples

Fresh Minm ~'° '

Grapefruit
Tops in

Vitamin
C 669°

J|^bag ^^7V
Navel Oranges c.i .on,. 8 *>, 1*00
Pascal Celery 3 1.00
Avocados 3 1.00
Green Squash „ 39*
Yellow Turnip „ 12*

12 c off
Sunrise Fresh Dairy Features! r~aS q

Finast I re,,,, ,-
,_ ^^^

^swm wsimm^m^* \wjgjj u .,.„ t „.. ..... .< .iirjn vaa Th , oMa , , 5 |

. . '"71"" ii

**'tn Ti>,$ Couoon On 1 1 1' lb p»g|

Promise Vb't i

Prices Effective Thro March 15, 1975

Finast Buttermilk

Biscuits
Cheese f£w"
Cream CheeseC
Cottage Cheese ......

French Cheese p.., v.

Juice

3*1
ctns

88 0, $4
Ctns 1

I

I mmh T

20 c off

Uquld
Drano

Vti.o Thf„ Ma'

8 oz
ctns

IT or
,"0

n
if
I W»th This Coupon On di 3? oz

Johnsons -

.^— Sf,P •"» x
'liffia VihO Th, u M«- I!.

15< Off
I

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

i it>

cm
s or
pkg

95*

67*

59*

1.29

I 15 c off

15* off ji
|» Coupon On til p*g to I

Brlllo s{

, Soap Pads S

1

[Ml

1

2

C off
(rVt'i T *.$ Coupon O" 1 1 1 '6 0/

Quick Oats '

25 c off
•W'ti This COWPQW On(',p*g 100

Cup Refill l\

WWtt This Coupon On (1| f>hQ 5

Parsonna Do
y,

e"'

.Twin Bladas
l fT?S*i ^P Me»» ps^Twln Blades

Not Responsible for Typographical Errors
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WM/4 nn Ml
Hv* la today • achadu* «or

ttMUA. 91.1 *M
Tod*/* aw tOC**ya ara Randy

R»:*ardaon. Sxi t*acDonakL Nan
CX>r<e. iCtn hwK *r>d CNHt<

bVMC/4 fYa*» w* b# a«r»d at J, 8
b 9 fcm* and «n6 10 pm.
HMdnw *d b« a*n«3 at 7.30 &
S 30 t.m

832 a.m. Mfgtt r«t*x

8*0 & &30 pm. flw VjAV?

• 20 D«\. 7***trtc*t Att*

CaAtndav. A con^rahanawa wtnU
of thaamcai

bach—ian JokMnq $c«tt *« Oa
WMUA't John Oaaaghar and tha

CflAajaanV E. Patrick McO^ad wt*>
im* play boat to ftiur quaatcns and
commaNa on "tha graae A/nfeant

Towing rip-olf". Maka your
(rievttnoa» pubAe •

900 pm. Aaofca, OlfcT FOR A
SMALL P.ANti. A Jocnaaion

with franta) Moota Lappa and
nombara of Zaro Population
Crowd* atout tha mpantVij doom
**fch fKaa Earth wtthot* mora
aqual food ofrajtAitfon.

10 15 pflfi, Spon* 7aA\ Hoata

Every BEATLE LP & Tape In Stock

Included In This Sale
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NIT protest
K ir.-> .leJietYj'e opening of «<• NIT coUd Ind

'OOing 4 p<l01 I** OS tr«y attempt 10 0*0* MadtSO*
SQeero Gen*
Operation Push, a Chioaga Meet actwet gro%p k«d by Rev Jesse

JeCfcSOn. has ltWJW<J the ptOOMt because of e*e tact o* on •*

Uecl coeege to the y^r'i hat*

Jecfceo* annouactd Monday night than h* group w* pldot me
touirerneniend u*ga Mac* players not to cross «he [xi« thee

I'eter Ca*a»tao. crenmen ot d»e MIT eefectlen comnvree. catted

thapropoeed proceet ****** and urApw." Me eat* die NIT hee reve*
packed echooas on a reciel baas.

Carteavne explained that ~n all tha MT'a >eera wt'«f ccdy Nad
two f>vtaon a teem* pood enough to pat irv Ona waa Seuehem
IBrwo...er»d than last year we had MafyaandEaatam Shorn"
Maryland eastern Store * an oJIbaete. college

Thara ara proeerdy no a* base* ooeegea pawing a Drrieon I

schedule in baakatbaH

Perhaps tha lop et-tteek teem ai tha coetvtry thia season b
Kentucky Swa. o*t j i li>2 fcitrd.

Tiger pitch hits Fisk; ruins wrist
WWTift HAV&i. A* \AP\

Carbon F*±. the Soscon Bad Sox'
At Star catcher trying io coma
tacit from se*«xe tneo .tutgery.

eitterad a broke* right wet when
eauct, by a pitch Wednesday mi an
aahftxttcn beeetjejl game nrth the
Oetrort T^nj

• nradeckeedeckoo beak of

9m cftacat uYi$ bona. rust above tha
oi tie hand

Trainer Cherte Mow sad thai

itafc't wnst w§ bo pieced *
temporary cast »nil F*dey Of

and thm a powvjneni
: md ba recftred for hom four W

Fte* «*s ii4k oo Warner Haven
^h*<f wet X tat piiiw

r-ok wee making only he second
jppoersnos ranee ha scored a
aertoua egM knee *Vjry * a home
Plata caaelon <n Cleveland last

June 7%

The Bosto* catcher appeared
bahtfv: ire plait «n a game for the

Wat time of the naming season *i a
qwr* againai the Montreal bqaoe at

Oayeore Boach on Tueedty.
He ed/rxted pain in he aceftad

nght t*ee but returned ** art

Detroit It Wedreadey.

Sports announcements

Diversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

There tri be a sports staff

rreebhg lenutrt. March 13L at 6 30
h the folejgven office. Assign-

mania for the Spring Special and
beat esaajunentt *•• be handed
Out

Trie UVtesa basiotbai team
btgtis its Trllh MT in flha last S4i

year* wten lt>e Vriubamen face

Manhattan at 1.40 p.m. on
Saturday. Join Larry Convoy and
Rtaa Sao! on the Voice of lire

Mo^aemen. WMtM 07 1 FM.

There v^ef be a meetbg tor afl

vararty footbaal players and *»ng
caodiljiM coda* at aflO p.m. m
Hoom 299. ecyderxM aohbaH and soccer entree ere
due today by 5.00 p.m. mee a>
aemural office,

Sprteg Soccer cemadeiee are
*»*ed so report to a mamoj. torti.

ac 4 -30 pgi r ftocm 2p1 toyman
There *** be no spont ^nt»r»j

ccdoaown icea>t m Machmer

Watch for the

Collegian

NIT
special

tommorow

^-

all akBCJR kban
MONOAY. MAflCH 17

9RM. BOWKER AUOTOPIUM
TICKETS $4i3oe^fai $241.50 umiu iludarm

ON SAU 1» HtKTt It HALL U MASS AMKMST <4DQo4S-tttt

OHC

SOFTWARE COMMITTEE
*** PLANNING SESSION for *••

VIDEO PROGRAM EXHIBITIONS

THURSDAY. MARCH 13

C.C. 172 2:30 p.m.

* evojone invited *

in conjunction with

the STUOENT VIOEO PROJECT

RSO No. 106

NEW LANDLUBBER
SKIRT

Blue Denim \\ rap*.nrotiniJ

m :.
Mm niaHI

iy-A

Sale •10"

t<>

1 BEAU 3ritd,ts.
Uo.i.riaelfi INafTTO Mill HI • HJaatla>V. H

^i^ > | | eaaa | »w^^w ^ a

ihursoav AAAftCM ty »a«
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THh «A*.\\ACMVJtFTT$ OAilY CO.lFCiIAH U

Murphy - big man with soft touch
,_ . . ^~ -_ mm - \>i*n»t\ 'H<i% been e*rt bacauoa

o. *vn» uicr^uc _^ ^^—— x«m veer ieen-#0 w*»»M EoelOaif and ^h^hh^^hb^^m __ .. _»^. .^^. «..

i

eTraXlffMvGGWS

TKa aee«da Km keep roA«g mv

Al Yenfcee Conferanca lor the

aeoond yea» *» a row, YanCon
player ort f»e year, Itret eeem A»-

But c'ealnoet over nam is* John
Murphy. ON there'! be at tee* ona
raore gerre. hopeHty rrore Bet
UMaaa baaaetbal fane wit rmm
agan aee runt* S4 pourwg in

thaaa unean (ervp*** « Cu,ty
Kcaa Cage, the aoane ol ao mam/
of raa paraonal end team ad-

compaahrnenta
•eaicaay, he'a a walaieg con-

tradiction - m teg men 16" a~ 21B) 7

iwah an *-*x.r>9»v toft ahootfrg
j

toac^v Fd» thoeeot you who haea a
ee^ed by N* gamai troohn^ j
he act belore o»

day - ha Hbr
. ar» a grft. tut

aomeajhing he haa worked on for e 1

lent arne

i>e emery* been abla to ahoot

torn the oaoader aaya Jo^n 'Our

f%e improved my that auxe I'caeea

aare. N weed ao be more o? a aac

ahot, but I've deveiapad ri ao now
ft a jump ahot

That set ahoc had a number ctf

Hew England athaoH looting at

ram wban ha padua'cd frvam

Canbon regh foer veara ago. 'lfa a

afrvr •

-.:«t I

1 aTa Z

teamed wm »a Enaloott tni
Jim fiuria Hed^a rhe rVeahman
9aam bo an amanng 1$-1 record

raople tegan to expect great

thnga, n the net! raw yeei*, and
tha future tooted bhgM for UMm

John Murphy . . .

•meal own an we (Utn't gat much
ajMUacty. but we fwjJ a good caen\"

<-»«t JtorYA Kriirph dacMaad an
UMeaa maruy becauae ha ejeerry

•mrreeled ei prep actapt, and aarrw

at the other echcule wereed htn tu

anerd **.
So ba came tu UMeea. and that

PHI MU DELTA

invites all univemty met

to an

Open Rush Party

TONIGHT at 9:00

And aoma great trange dd
happen ti Wunpm/a aophomoe
year, m fact, there was one gee*
that year that nereis m Jov»'s

biggeai fHrel aa a UftAevs pvayer it

wm> tfe Ptnn game." John rocaaa.

'They were ranted in tha We>
tnrentr nationaay and we beat i*em

,n at the Fataira. •Vfuji John
to eierajon waa ahai ha

waa tfie big gun tor the

Wmnwiri ahnaung 10 for 12

tn:m the too artJ. aiung wth Al

Saaneer, carrying the team to

fit thw/ laggaat wtr

When the TSI7-3

UMiu wee ervrted to t^e KIT, the

tint of three) auch mrtaoona n
Miurrit % tfree verety

Wee aaurprrr eenaaua about

1 raaytH) n
eJan ai tea ajrat aaraey

I
MMa, I cee't be nervcua or I won't

aadJchn. "Some guya

eil better whan they*«a

but I ehh't m u^rae aameti
•< * \

r,i xtoii .- ru, tu,, hM
m »„i, edge, • eat

merwaatt in arvtia tan aaatiH *<

b%ah lie war a
and tte met at hvwth

I3|

ftwi rams teat vaat I •m at

e

n
-

teamen Mn bean kcrt

ha had to piay career tor us

aoretmee. but when he'* at

forward he't the beat bejfcaOal
player m Haw Engfend"

•i «ank a«li be a good pro

proepect/' tha coexh contrvaaal

"He natal «*ai lor a big guy. he
shoots wet, and he's ireeaejert H
ai depends on how hard he wares

aowork He can be an oetemdng
pro pJeyef * ha wants to wcrt and
he gets wvti the *«ghi teem.' tte

.:<'.i
* MMMejM ThMra ptatty

ftgft praise fiowi a guv who *as

m ••' '••

nth Ceraatuj fW

utu MM MI-SIM

•teMAy aAiae gattee )•* uh
aarnrat laaa sa IVrrratarwa irvar

ttewleaeea tua>C atttl ' L' •*

uitne *ea tn Jaj i uir,vae n

n wtavS rVhii| • m
II) u>ail aa anaiMii W iiamae tie

«••* tieye any ^t^* •••• leaeaf

^eaaeK
aaaraaaaai

e»a** a

• mm • i •

#

SPECIAL BUSES TO
Opening Rounds

MAT. Botktrtball in New York City
at^ht From l>w. Of MaVI Cempua

(agieui U. Mass. *ro\#A*<

Saturday, March 16

f SPECIAL LOW PRICE

I /*v Students — ,/a$r #liJl

ti*>»ri-<m»i

BUY vim* Ti' KBTS •VAf»lii nc».r.TWMtDOV*

**V M.< erewa'frv

D Lobb i

cffP-an.

spo/^srv/ro* rrp^vi

REGISTER TO VOTE

IN AMHERST ^
Ht41 tleV*.- t|J». ^
IgfteaMnl •*•»#•* fget

llM«if . felt* » TffJt Itl

##>#)• tafia] ft fgae*

MflMb> 41 Ill-laWX

|TbJ

• •

• ..

Ml •

• »-

RM(S«Uf9 taifC-l II a Oil Ml
iisam m ift&itiipiti

IS.CC Wnltti
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Ride 'am cowboy J — UM»t* gymnttt Roy Johnson, ttraddlos the s»dct>orsc In on
earlier meet The tide hone gave Roy no trouble Of. it didn't bock once.

Gymnasts seek EIGL title

OyBJUOOYli
Wah a birth to tha nartenato and Moood pkeoa in

tha tamem totarcokegatte Gymnaertea. leaajua on tha

lot. tt-«» UV«u mm a gtimnn wOi ba at S|

Cotaga Kn^ht «t /00 p.n. for tha fnl day
thnaa day I I.C. I- ctampcnah^ia.

Tha laagj* chanffton a detewnaned by a com-
braion of tha regular awn atancingt and tha

taama ftoaih m ana champofiahapas Coach Tom Dunn

7h# Mnjiamaa ftoathad aeoond burn? cfea raguiar

leeton bahod power tut Soumam Comactcut.
Coach Ouan eati that ha concede* feat pjaca *> tha

:h«mr*onaM» to Southern out that rt woufct be e
rfcxe cor'att for aacood rUca between UMaaa.
Sprtogthefd. end Temp*.
Bttad on rpgutjr eaaaon play. Soufhpm Mt 10

x*»t* (two poeiu *o* etc* kaagua v*ctory>. UMett
tea 14. Sprngaaeld hat 12. end Tomcat has 10 Each
aen «n tha chan-p«v4h^« gets two atere petit* 1o*

nary taam thai ii euttcore*. Damn aided
Tha compattorp rov*nat. at new Hat yaar n ac

eotdtnet wth Otywp* tuba, aril hajhtght tonight*

ootnoti "9** oompat>aon Tha team and at around
cPatnoiorurapa wal ba tatPad tomorrow ragM, a* oh

tha atdh/taaf titktt tat tot Saturday night.

&*ko Soufhatn and SpmptwaJ att Orwacn
achooka. ocry UMeot end Tamptt appear aarong

arough to bt m tha running tot tha Ornaaon I E.IG L

barth in tha national. Dunn tad. In otdar to quality

lot tha national*, Ounn aajtartad.. a lean mutt bt tha

HP tconng Otvtaon I achooi m tha I I : t chtnv

paxahCH and total 400 potott n tha oemptatortat and

Dunn. «mo ueuaty « traa wrr> h* pradctortt. ta»d

lhat ha couldn't tat rl UMaaa ootid acont tha

ntceeeenr 400 potnet m order to ouaatv

m* be to doee that I can't avan guete," ftp ta>d

Wo hava a good chanca to ba tha top OMtton I

fraaher bull don't know about tha 400 ponu
*nwa1tea^dt<>dadtnthtcoma>il»cnaa Souhtn

should win evoryirang. but among UMaaa. Tampla.

erd Sofino/ltAif, wAoaver <* thaad a^or tha *nx <^ght

should ttae teoend €ith«r UMaat and Tamoia.

amotvy ft ahead tftor tha conpvaiotlai. a»H p^obabty

ba tha top Dn4jion I trtaher beoeuee tot> KhooH **
pMfttf even m the opbonaS

In last vatson't ch^mpicnttvpa. undtr e omVant
toanna tyaiam. UMaat iu*i ft* ehon of fhaovatA^
total of Ml oofti aa the team aoatni 3S Ii Ev«« *

UMaaa ruxl latttad the aaim 4, tt wetieiil *+* |aa«a

to tha natontia tat: a att both "Wen State end Tarty
turf tapnet t:

tt-

Jet* 'eObncant* who et out tor tha remteidar ol ana

aeaaon aath a hfptr aatendad tneja. tn$ atfaaovnt—
Pail Wvu who ettn wel bt talaltKad lor the «att ae

r5»a r*at ~th a tad b#L»
Mrturcman *»to wiM bt tornpanraj a»t tat

fjioaaltf. Roy Jahracn, and Jen Bnaitbrt in^m ^
atouode itttmuq/h aVandon aaH aceata> ba

comparing at thai wu ttvne avantal -rohn toneay aaaJ

Chuck Hal on tha floot. Sieve Merlct and Oanm
KtAtkofV on tkta to***. Peter Luak and Oava Dougtax
on nng*, Siova Merka end Forthay <> vaoting. Andy
Hammond and KulefcoH on p-benx and JbaJ Jamaa
and Haaaatg Gae* on h^gh bat.

The EIGL leama era dhtdad Wo ttwaa gtoupa
which wal eompata togethar UMaat aval be com-
peting wth Soatnem and Tampa*

For the indhttutf compaltton. tha top eight par-

temimg»Mthahr«aaon$«tuaol»yratht. OumuH
The lop *we* Orvctton I AratVttt are engatta lor tha
netonat*.

Oum *tlea oray till QtoueaM ee haaing anj f*
chance at f*perang dip inpe In the too* eaarcaat.
Scutham it enpacted to ta*a tt* top tout poanona .n

toot. Otnr, aaad. Pater Konnann, Jay Wheat*. $tav*
needle; and Sam $chuh are tha Soatham eavorttnt
Whatajn m tha dahandeig frm*,
On tade horaajL $oav» Mttts e> eppabat of aa Ngh ae

e tacond caeca tnajh. Duon aakt Tampla't Gary
Kutjek it favored to w4n acoordkig to tha UM»t*
coach, aath Soudtam't Tony Waaarn*. wn4
Sytacuaa » ^««g Coat* (Pattndaig chanpl end Front
Merioteai aa» raced high*.

On ringt, Pater lot*. It to lata tha damount that he
I«ett«anaia»ang.r%ttaooodc#^noafioi4iajhaec«nd.
Dumaad $caidHm'«K04rra)nnara*adaed»eman to
bate by Duan. 9M icejmmtet rVh Onyako ejMaJwMl
Spmtgiakfa Steve Franoa end Jam Harvey aft ttto
aapactad to bo vying for top apoe* Oougtat and
BaMjUat ttjpad gppd Cnencea of Q^ifyiog fer tha
•nets. Ou«nerJpadL
Vauttng has Steve Merka, rated by Dann at tha

tacond ©est in the I«d rt ha h«* Koretenn agan a
mad at the beat by Dunn. CcavaaTa Brian Oawaon
end SprnjraHd-t Rich Semaejtt WH be right h thara
tieo. Dam added. Jon ftrandon. who hat bean uee-ag
e new optional rooone and hat a good cornpuiaory.
hat e ohanoa to ouetey tor the fineta. ai Ouan'a

PaviOai bare a aapacted to be UMaaa* w«ak avant.
te BtouJaat the Mirutaman't teat but Oum doatn't
even pick ram to qualrt> Kormant (who «taer*i wil
probabry wa% aad Ourm. wtOe Whaaan ajad Or^ytko
thoatd atao Iraah hajh

FifttiV, tha tagh bar fWIt no Mtiu>am<n aned in
ifie top eigre by Ounn. Joal Jamaa, Jon aVandon. and
Rcrf Jolnaon era grVtn the bate chanca* by Dum to

Celtics burn Suns
HAATfOHO \AP\ - Johr,

Havkcea tcorad eaght pom »n tap

VMt *tnute and a hart, aidudtng aa
<n a row. to aperk tha doeton
Caltict to e 88-82 NattonaJ
P tefcaeJotk Ataociavon wtory ova*

eke Pkoanbt Sunt Wednaeday
najhi

!Ha««ceK w»o tat out moat of tha

tacond hatf. got tooeo on a Oyup to

put Beaton ahead 80 78 arth 130
to go Mo dropped in ewo fraa

thtowt 15 paoonjt laoar **6 toorad
•9*n wth o4 texenda Ml 10 gwa
tha Caex* an 84 78 aovar^aga.

Attar Cuma Parry tooted tor Pae
Swna, Havtca* put oha garaa out cf

wth a ahort iumper with 30

aaxondt ke\ grvng Boaoon a as
point lead. Oe av.

Tfa> gtmo wee tha thrd and rVial

one for fke de*kv50V«g world

ctwjrt>ont In Harttoed. P^oajton won
two of tho contattt

Ptoar«a played wehout tt top

tavo teonara. Chartat Scott and Okk
Van A'tdtJo Scott, the UttA'% Ifth

itaetng tco*ar. hurt hptnaa agtaial

tf* ReJejB »n Naw York Tuaaday
raghl and Va» ArarJele wet nunarg

a torn catt najppJe.

The Sunt grabbed t 24-18 krtt

parOd lead but fee bthod at tha

hef. 42 38. The vivron. ouocored
8oatoh28 17inthatt*dQuane«»ar
a67 59a>ad

Scott Hayes

Sportswright's surprise
Prulaaaor Sportawngftt « afraady handrg out the o>ir at you omer eed

soarch for a eae* n tha faajd-to-capacity lecture hat Panic te*et you and
vou trana to yoattea14 *t>» not Hu anoehar aurprtat gujl" Btf thH teat Ot
toowrtedge at eaaier than you ttenk bacavae yov'vabeenafpttnjltoader ot

tha CaeajMjn aporta pagaa during tha wtitar taoaon You know at about
John Marphy, Aan CkVdga and Chra> lamby. but what tbout Dave
Kubkc/f or Jaanrar Abcafiamaon^ Opn't aaorry. a Ptjncral krowkdpe ol
oV.jtt H.:(t» »-ojw M tt r-:ij .t p.n.o- o.vv ..i.j*r v? tocw ard enfoy (Ml

Wat ai field

a record aganst ECAC Oiviadn II

TO-4-?

the nvattaer one neo^anding job and

man gymnaatt all

BAS*£J8AU
I vyhat UMaaa taakat2«.i pUy*' r.r.»r»a^ tha r«g«4tr

goal percentaga I.S34''

A. John Murphy 8. Jim Town C AVta FJoVdge O. Grpg Outvie
2- eadrha Mlnuremon rydptiert in botfi naboundtno, and

aoonnj mrtt>m\ 9*riQ9 Of 8 4 rabOtndt *>i 1? 8 porrta paroarra
A. Jin Town 8 John Murphy C Greg Duerte 0. Meoe Pyatt
in* ctayer led Jack Letmon't oourtman with 76 aasiett in 73 ganet.

A. Aiaa tkktdge B B4ry Erdcoil C. John Murphy 0. Jan 8ar%a
MOCXIY
4 Qw« Lanapy paced tht UMaaa akatera in aooang with a total of 28

poeiltf bui thaj par of runor iceman faira^ad ttad tor tacond In ekp acorng
raca wrh 23 poiret apatca.

A. BobWtta* and Stove raana e Kavtn Coanart and Mka Uerchant C.
Jin> Lyont and BO Stuart

5 Tht hockey teem naeejet

^oponanit.

A fr91 B.7-tOOC.S-1S>1 D
6. Teat tophorroro goeaa

wat c<oUndi-g n tha n**iQ€ coach Jack CtnaifV.

A. 8ruca Okdhd 8. Oant fttdmxd C. John Rpty O. Bob McCrway
M&fS GYMNASTICS

7. Who haia bean tha leadng aifound toerar for

totton long?
A. Oava ICuuikoM 8 PaJ Merka C. Stave Markt 0. 8d SrouOat
6 Tha mm\'t gymnattict teott fUttatd >ta taaaon avtth ftp beet dual

trfmx record In UMaat notary. VVhtl vvea tO
A. 17-0 B 8-4 C 10 2 8S

8. Two aophomorp gyrrnattt racoided tt>a htghaat indMduaj Kora ot 9.4
during the aeatecn Onp was Stave Ma*ka eganat Tampli at th» long norta
vauhaag Who wat the tt* ring* compatror who acorad t 9.4 agarat
Sprtngfak|?

A. Aoy Johnton B PetaL«ak C. John fmhiy O, Jack f9bbt<mtm
WOMi&TS 8AS.KST8AU
HI Thlt piayar tooted t local ol 233 corr* o> oaco tho women't taam

wtih 3 106 tvajrtgax
A Chrt* BatOt 8 JoAmt Smt*% C. Ann Foiev 0. Mtncy Ofimi

I
I Nancy O'tfel led the aquad aath a 75 4 froe throw parcartaga and

KOradthttoetcrYl»ghof potitt «n cot game.
A 17 8 32 C.2SD. 13

MOOO* TRACK
12 Tha) UMaat jjmpar broke a aohool record whan ha tkjppad over dtp

high remp bar et aavan faat

A fbattv Kandt* 8 JoaManejnaC.TomLonarganO.MakaQaan
13 0*e of tht track tttm't co teptairo, traa o^tneemtn bewarod the

t^H racord tevera) timet and racentry lowarad tha icon dpi bo 4.048 at
lha IC4A ma«at *\ Pnnceton. hie* Jeraay
A.BdQaVi 8s Or* Farmer C Joh-> McGtm Ra-dy Thomaa
WOM4HS GYMHASTKS
** -

. l»a moat oonactten; partorraor tor Vrgwaai Ivent'
^rr*M)m9t\ wat tht batt eiaroand corrpeoto' thaoughout tha aaeaoA
A PtmSttckroet B. J—nrirm Bvrgar C Sutan Canewttl O.AacatGocda

18a TkO tan«> wat the oray other UaAttt at tvourd wimar ckroYtg the
taaaon Sha won Ota at-around cempatnon in tha Watt Chaster State

Pittsburgh halts Bruins
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Lenny in black and white
continued from

page one
leney'* *uf*er k* nornlng new to

us AA«rry contemporary comics
since ftls deem hove attempted i*

cot -jy Of ftM^btf *0 recapture Ns
cvsness . h^s ev'^^o.* *ilt

trulfcfswness which rime »ei
corr.p*ruble 1p pulii«g his
audience' s pants do**. Bui these
elf*~p*k Although ucc*ul.l fo
the college o*nereeJon, have kept
the borrwrs of perr*i>vbk ileog
*ell ulect 10 lh« odults. Howt»y,
e society wNch throws you »n m*
con o*ce most assured!? will loam
0» the mevn> In hop* of a swcond
bite Loony shows yoe the teem
nnd allows >cu no swee* wilt, Mr
8fe<e fight under the s~ckoMled
ip:»

Dettln taotfman is the ~os»
: wt>y wcrkng

todwr
. «»*d *"•» role 41 l**/)p give*

tvrtber reclamation »: tftci VfhOf
tht film opens ho rs Otsfin Kstt
r-wrv th* old D#-|4mn ftraddOCk
Mtrochpt iAh*h clhcs hove
beieegk'ed 'w. yet still

A^j>iM««n»iQ' pirfliM
** r" tpoed'V enteri •>

second ttelf ht rs irtfcubtedty
Lenny Bruce Th* mon»orIsms ere
oil there, me face, the vocabulary.

even It* :i<vJC'ir.inc begird II

there wos en? qtws%on otrfcor whf
Posse seemed to bt miteMng o
documentary, mere is no cjue*iion
now The scene w»ore tweet Iverse
moAOtoouo while doped up on
heroin Is the -*cat narrt rocking,
calculated bit of octing I have ever

And Voter* Perrine* At Honey
the is ercellerA although not 01
ttgorletlve or «s aorta; of Oil thi
Oubiiclty she has been gethvsg.
There org tomoms when Her
cote»e*s overrides her ftrtM
emohem. but these con always bt
bUmtd on the director.
The o*e compUim most vw«»ers

hove hedof Lenny is irsoece They
«*, a move* too lev. ese» it is

misvng pieces neor mo e*d dbfftJfl

hjb decl^o into drugs. This migee
be true, but how complete m.-s' the

story be? Sob Fomo dosioned ho
film lor ffto masses, no* *©r otf
hirw York socio.> who m*fh!
ho»e oothjm dr«nii wife o*e of

Lerrtf's •civ.ves • whio bock.
rV^ny peopAe ocroto »Sf COwnfry
kn«M «.ftuolly nothng obOvf thii

COnnedUn botors the film »nt
mode, so oo o bosk, weliodvtoc
rehosk of his rise ond fell it cor
to«*ly succoods.
Whot bothers mo ebout Lennr.

Knot the film ifsell but the
wove which hos o<

er« do rg I* btCOiSe B'^ce
reprosenrs evtryta^ng "soceyty"

COfdidors nyntn Sv worshpplng
htmwo foel wo con moke the world

pay tor his eojvQt s«rpr*xvon .

8ut we ere m%k>rq him heOp

something 6cb Fosse woo tryleg fo

ovpid. The director is asking no
sy»»pothy to this deed mon; a **
were ehts wovtd hore boon o color

iron Iflko ienaie end Qyo>. Leony
hos o nongiorityvso subiect *nft>

nonglorftysef Inhsntions by the
director, yr* It is nHosod os o
corrmerclel lllm. tvtre*ore. who
con we btemt *cr (his soturelbn?
Us. bocAuso es no oee can possibly
4*rr<. «»e eo" it vs>

Sohow do you cope ^m someone
ehrwj of h»r timo^ You Ignore
tf«cr or you lock them in o cogp
Obviously e>is hos boon prov*e
wrong. Oues%en ihon. world: Nw»
do you kne* when someone •
okfidoe' taer h^ne? Answer
do* t bvri perhepo you cen check

see now Ik y^> o*e bohno hinv
The refuSOl 10 oocopt the con
trev+rs'jl it on unco^dlfiorujl
%^r^xi^r » the forces of yovr
pee/Sv ond wo do It oil the timo.
Tht* Is why If Is wrong *o sMrt
proylrtg for Lenny Bruce The
snsorl peopto wore fho ones who
lUed Lers-ry Bruce bock ttsen. Mow
it is fruitless to cod him m o*r..ji
when poltrflol genkitef. ore bei-«
lanorodor locked uo every doy . n>
00 *ot need idols lite Lomy, who*
we need ere more people Use him
Maybe this oil bO>*4 down to

•ci'elgto. o r^ry entorfoinlng
concept d our culture, bu* one of
tV most useless ••me- waiting
ecttvlh+s we con subcorociousif

CYkAftELlNri
Presented by the
Amherst Mffaggti

Klrby Tkeofer
fnerch.M. H. 15. li

Amtsersi College

reviewed by
Micftewl Grossmen

€ymbe<ine «s certain^ not eso
mosl poputor play by V»*kespeer*
Of tow lew who hove heard of lh»s
•lay. I'm sure even less snow whet
rr* afeeut I, soo. must confess aw
.rromlll*fiiy „ . n ,h x L|t<k w>, fc

by Sivokatpoore
Neyen%e4e$k Cyrnbefine .* from

Sewkespeores lee! period.: the
pKod «•»*• produced Tbe Tenpesf
ond Tbe Winter's Taw). These
plays, slarhng wit* Cymbellne fn

MlfX ore of m now genre They ore
commonly reeerred to as "trogk
comedies '' Piling up on the llnel
sense o4 »ho o*«uki tragwww*.

Shakespeare obscura

CyrW>el»se fwreols rosrhjmas
Out of his coert te order fo make
room sor C*ote"

r

s desires
fN»sihumas tureo up In Rome and
sogers h4 wile's »»riue agansf *
villainous ho* bv»cded Italian,
lechimo. lechlmo goes fo Cfm
beino's court ond sneak* Into
•r*cgensbedOwnber. vine trunk,
ond s feil i t"-e bracelet Pofthumas
oe*» hwr and spies a mole on her
ttfl breast With this informetlon.
lachwno returns to Rome 0*d
coenrwxes Posthymas that he
seduced *«s v»lfe. Struck by
Overwhelming grtoL Poetfo'nos
uvyu-w-v K.e mtwv o«Saoow> so 4riM

.. •

Thor were peioeedJ ft—* with
P*d •'.mrring S^^ meny of the
costumes wore lecod wtfh goad
trimmryj. the movemenf tA the
performers was rather pleaslrg
..luaily Yet there was on to
lerethne, contrast m the costume
coloring. Cc4d. generolly used «s e
symboioi v^iueoKJ goodness, was
worn by the negative characters —

though
-die

COmpanwd II Talking about Lonry
Bruce is the lenjgj trend ond eiH
woe Uevifebte bocoioe of the
movie: but why idolue him? we
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were loaded

Aflich«el Crossnwn
Ken Qloncherd
John Wosseii
AAork Karris Levllhan
P*V\ Kontrireot

Ken Bloncherd
Urt.w ^nntos
Ross hwrewberg
Oelg Roche
Lee Johnston
Do«ldrVUater
Kevn Pelleier

Jock CeKiti

Rita Grovword
Kit B'Owrw

areS*.

ae a

w> ewC

•» r

etw>

*%*m
r •

ej ef

• •

the mounrain setting, the stoge
submerged info dorknesi end vie
bock screon glowed *<tn a
blistering red A» ene redness
emonated ihrevgh the gllttorvng

gold, fho vsuei eac>iemem
symboired eigu«sirely the
etswrrieJ parolees Of • -s puj f

A wyid 'hoi should be til wd wrh
happness and love »% now ongufted
tn doom ond possible destr«Olon.
Ye« the feeds for redemption,
reconciliation end return ore
tirmay pUnted And when those
sewdt sprout, me lives o* these
chnracters wit enter en idyllk:

preston on t%* dummy's hood
even reset tled Csote^'s foppr
smile* The eudenco wee skkewed,
to say the wot* We are Qr*+*
nothing to uMersiand th*s ocfton.
except so set 'hat Shakespeere <s

oscillating irentically betv«eer
extremes. Agjin. v^hf> The 4ti

swer lies, tonvewhere in the genre
of t*epler rnelt

Overell. t%e acting tell o bit

short. Cymoeine (AAoicelm Ewen
was f4lhtr nconvl-ong. ok»;
^•''i me Queen <AAary Robinson I

and e nos* of moor characHrs Ih
fact. t*e f try act was creftv rough

oa t

• •
% wrf e
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Finally a solid American band
SONG FOR AMERICA

KANSAS
(Ktrsheer Records)

Timing: 44:44

No. Soot For America isn't a
new album by Johnny Mann &
His Singers, but seme more hot

ax by the prairie boys.

Kansas. Devoui Below The Salt

readers will remember Kansas
as the band yours truly fouled

at the best new band around
two semesters ago
Sang For America should

have been called Song For

Kansas. Why? Because besides

bting their second album, if

represents a giant step for-

ward for the band in terms of

direction. Quality or better ye*,

everything. The first disc.

Kansas, svfiered because 1) it

•as their initial album and 2>
'c f tried too herd lo impress
us «<th a variety of musical
styles. Nat so with Seng For
America. Kansas has locked
themselves into a style that

blends the artyness of Yes —
ELP Genesis with the rockin'

power of the Blue Oyster Celt.

Pheew!

Part el Kansas' overall
success iaim this combination
<s that they don't let the
pyrotechnics gat out of **nd.
(Lord knows the boys have
plenty of opportunities!) The
*wo best examples of *haf I

m*ar> is He cut and the
closing twelve minute opus
"Incomudro — Hymn To
Airr-Mm" Keyboardist's Steve
Walsh and Kerry Livgren
(doubles on gutters) play some
excellent syn»*sirer passages
straight out ot the ELP mold.
However, unlike Emerson.
Welsh & Livgren have sense to

use the minimum instead of the
meiimum. Even tne drummer
doesn't let his Sf nthes'ted solo

get out ot hand. It a' < ends up es
rather tiashy. but simple and
FUN!
Of the remaining shorter

compositions. Oown The
Road" is the obvious single.

Basically a good, fast paced
rocker »»th AM potential.
"Lonely Street" is the band's
rabbling in pvre heavy rreral.

by Ok Alarm Santos

Who would imagine, that they would freak out.. .fce... Kansas?"

You could call it something
Deep Purple would write if

they were trom the midwest
Th.t DOES* T MEAN that it

stinks, like Oeep Purple;
Kamaa has better muscianship
end imagination thet bait

Purple could threw out

"lonely Street" ooxes and
wheers Hi way like the Bx»e
OrsWr Cull on a good night.

"The Oeve Came" rocks weal

also *nd fea'.res some Yes —
Jelrro TvJ twists in it.

| e
start — slop interchanges via

the •iol»m%f. guitarist and
kepboerds

With their second ip. Kensas
shouVJ certainty be recognized
es a group Is be reckoned «ift.
Orvy the delivery of the vocals
could provide e possible
source of irritation Walsh in

particular sounds like he's a
midwest preacher Bvt what
the hell, why quibble vwth petty
things Finally we have a solid
rock album by en AmericAn
group And you ttvxght this

was A Johany AAann & His
Singers elb%m. M'Kee.. (A)

Alien Farenza

'I.Ll
n»kKi istni jifu ts

t>e success ot ~wee» AAormoiaoo''. or* of

ewoev proexeo »i»o*a% *o yean. k*» tmx^i
*•#*!» ieetn», Hera HttOryx.. are Sorer Dann
bees amo taoU#»efiae» tcr m* firv time o ovrr

eOKeOa W»«»a know* — Patf* cab—o end ihe

•MSeenv ma group no* e raanAar el r*»i*m
am durino tee eerlv v » n > v.< <j

To me J—aaaoatr eeang the »w»i
»i. fcce tedae repfe*?.

Heappteetl e% Laeatle rw>e proOner «n
Leweart mi ona at treee roaeom ajti tar me
aewa :h«o«i ; ma areas all—X an *t*efiWe
rtjt»ci?f. taavn* rr4«s of the* earIf eves

Thee* weal mm* wf»i Urwa Here
Taae e MUracJa is ttaet* oral Breve*

n» esse fa new aaMf me a— »an wce<
away.

rm .a
prottf mxch

M.»m«ree. n>»«r miac he* rewaacetf la a pint
*n«*» it it watosiaSa ta •enor* trow any
t^rtaer. Pfeasauaf ana erraasaai try •ear
jrnui Allan r>«j»*ew» and aaemns aa w»
> »%w.«* taw ap at mrfK4m Mn«J*aej tarae ot

*»r« Urioam' mie^v Matw*. h>aaita«#o» •%

fMaa ^ith a wene/* and ramitMncv ne»th
v\ete« rwern* ttutt Sir OAaetr« ejtlaeit lawd
Mi4 in rxweoTiOon

tr.% nthanrv rxvoFWnjHaeae aawn ns*^>i

^»t Letaf||t«| «rraaea*n(>nit iT»u%v»i'* %

ii and taear effort n %tr«4r« lawes tee
i. i**%»mr>w9 one "tev Tom Ma

v. aom written ln^v>a MovatM »<a«« all

maawnvr afd Ataaan'. . ani h* ant
M <«mi Miat" i ^ niAJM ya<i

.... •..». a rdJtvi II

Months A» »» W* '

aaAMto muMiai aaronaaa in aa/t.. and
*n «.iA..i,ia »aiiAaeoi«i-* .a #a aa aa"
•ae *• i lane t* 1** t* **••• a

feod%vea«

. .. u*^ Umm
iiAWin m«mi

.... .,,,,_«„

ooosocoiea
< uwnoa ArfMM laejM >

TaaotTifoee? v

£k John ASaroeata and drvnvnor K—t Hon
lev «i »n ew tore Btt i

v» t Ii r»4 newt y cofr«xne«(J

oY.nan oraue. Dog S«der «.»* •m »J»

raowe An»ortcon orlamoe cerao/u*^ a© ntmni
rne proup bacauaa a do* feasor awe me teal

*»f.of tonf ahead 0* me r*d«e cartv lo

ko%« Ha alwoya led and never ftoilQwad. end

o»a a tori hoc* for n* new

«VII««M(.||«»

rt« #ee

^•- r •••
. . .

-at

Mi I . < •• 1 • •

JtaVawaoaoaaoo ini4NM«n

Tne a»»i0riiv el <.vH oontaawd on i*« alt**-*
*#» Mvitten ov lead voceJhf Tinwny Oulaina.
wno oo«IOv»ttr •oada mora ouparionco ia

comv^e %i»**meca*thv haw or »n bitoroatmo
tWK now and than. M for *to »eipng *tfie, 00
tderaoi aomewnal ilae an Jnfwior vtriion ot
C>tee e^rpAet Oe%VJ Cove/data Mtfttag mat
me tend a»ae»-»et» hwe » n en> woy new
vou'vo hoard .» a»t a nundrad nmn baforo, and

hond>ed »*THn rouVa heard It bettw
*>Dr»avwd Arget" a* laaat taonjrea a i»pnt,

bOvncv Cferm «dvca ta nkr. out arom ha very
**^r%t, rev can yobotOf Imoone ahar kind ot

aort»aee me rev ot tt la. Stray Dog thoutt o#
ov ev et its fTiharv

mere of pure *.»w% Wie*c%» peyme •*» mven
ilpaar«»ce »a omer sa named wnvwhe/v
comcoko wiot *aik«H aeto lines and '.o*
cyntatl. \>%Mr\ to Phrers 00 A

—eajaj axenfrtvMft

eoaiN teoerCR
<CorrwM>O N% pear mo "tooy'auiete*

trow Proco< Harunv
Oii^a capaAAa at pMi^
Handrii" muaCei pa«wor
reteaaa ^ borrow* * ntt* »oo
«A*»*er for my AteiQ, ai

anw M*~r*

or

tan
trcm ft*

"You should have been there"
by David Miller

Reck 'n' Row
JOHNLENNON
Apfle SK141t

Total Pftaying Time: <o i<

wt>o would have suspected e
progression trom Mind Games
ro thfi? Ai'"«jjh its true that

"Va Ye" was previewed at the

end of Wall* and Bridees. This

i« not a roca and roll revival, an

the seme of e literal and
tedious notebynote recreation

ot old hits. Rock'o'Roli is a
statement of spirit, honest and
Integrel. The record contains

IS songs from the'SOs and
eery '60s. oldaee. but filtered

through 20 years of sound and
emerging sJgiJf IcenMy altered.

Probably me deepest breath

John Lermon has taken In

years.

Pert et the 'SH—'70s

dialectic on this album Is thet

most ot the songs here sound as
if they were recorded in mono
— but they're not. Conventions
of 5es albums — Use Quick
fade, the obvious ed t. the us-
credifed musicians — ere
respected throughout, end the

overell impression is of the

spirit of mono turned Inside

out. A few of the songs retem
their orlQfinei textures — "fte

Bop A Lute" end the 'Ready
Teddy—Rip It Up" medley are
good examples. AAosf c4 the

songs mr% transformed by
intensification of the original

failure I "Peggy :.€-"

Slippin' and Slldln' ") or by
thoreugh re-arrangement
("You Cant Catch Me".
"Sweet LIMIe Sixteen" I. In this

last group "You Can't Catch
AAe" stands out as the album's

Jehu smiles all rteA*, but rt'* not esweys easy.

masterpiece. This Chuck
Borry aong moves into a really

tribal paane/ acting somoihng
like a mantra (see "I Don't
W6nr\9 lie A Soidwr AAomme"
on Imagine for a similar
feeling).

The album ends with
probably the oldest song here
— "Just Because" - and It has
(appropriately) the muddiest
mn Rock 'n* Roll is not en
easy album to listen to, but cap

listening Is definitely worth It.

As the man says, "There's two
basses in this. I hope you
appreciate it."

byMm Kestee.

Rock A Roll

JOHN LiNNON
SK *41ttime3* 79

Bong,, greet record. Just like

•ait? No, but sort of

John Lennen is the fnest
rock snger to emerge in the
ecrs. for reasons that go *ay
beyond pipes. No one could
match Ms all-round talents to

do it both fast and slow. His

bar grill tenor howls and coos

as nicely as you want, and
meoly, he knows, instinc-

tively, about the spirit of

tormemed. crated, wonderful
orowth and celebration that is

Rock s Roll as well as
em/bodr Lists to the way he
can move a gfent lump of a
tune like Fets Domino's "Ain't

That A $name"

Ba>t hoM it. forget tee i tt e

analysis. Two tunes are drags.
free more motor in second
gear, end the other seven
(especially Stand By me".
"You Can't Catch A**" and
"Just Because") are great
sna poers They catch and open
ihe main gate of libera'on that

makes rock & roll such a
compelling force. There ere
t»o feelers that work together
f^trt. One is the escaping from
all the monkey business we
deal Mith. whatever jrre it may
be. As teenagers this means
parents, school, the esetv
werdness of coming of ago
user it comes to be a shitty |ob
doing nothing, taxes, etc. and
perhaps Icerteinly tor John)
en empty world of nonthinking
»diofs a/ho refuse to look
beyond their own empty lives

and try to impose the»r Age of

Mcgei an ideas upon you. It

wouldn't be so bad if they just

afft you elone. but "everybody
wants me to be iust Hke them."

The second b lindane, ftem is

the natural lyrical, romantic
spirit eujt invades us an.
usually peekng during teen

time. Great thoughts of lift*

love/ humanity flow out
ttesiisticolly. with suite a
power sAocfc behind them. This

is the human spirit at perhaps

its finesi.

And so a music that can take
and shake you lor all you got
physically, emptying your

trusira^ions while it rings true
to your fondest, most private
idyllic aspirations is. well, a
way ol life.

It- takes worried men to sing

worried songs, it takes
teenagers to pley teenage
songs unless the spirit lives on
past M, Od people don't rock
very *ell. they're too busy
being respectable in a bttch of

a world — they've given up. As
Roy Compensate knew about
baseball , you have to have a lot

of little boy in you to rock
Keep the faun, keep me spirit,

intermittent as he has been
recently, no one has more
spirit than Lennon. His girt Is

the ultimate in art. namely the
power to make you forget

*b*rt you art and wrap you
totally in his vision, which
becomes your vision. In-

sidious. He makes you believe.

You iust know he's giving all

he has. and the untrammeted
human soul going 100 per cent
is a sort of holiness and
ultimate love.

Money continues as

rock, killing, through easy
success, much of the musK's
reason tor being. It goes e lot

deeper than good time boogie;
it seeks out the basic urges, the

basic reasons tor being In

everyone's soul, in a perverse
way. money separates the

hacks from me zsakses by
numbing the insincere/s senses
with cheap fulfillment. John
Lannen's been through ell mat.
Here's a continued salute to

one of the few people vmo
knows it goes a lot deeper, and
intends to stay alive aft his life.

Department or total re-entry
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The three-ball trick
by Jeffrey ******

RATINGS
• LC«rmW#t

• * • Scneeftr
• » P«tt Lkotl

SO* * CAROL* TROr AL KC 4
An* CMK Ooukj em Oren Ceantn

and director, cry Pa* Mmvvii end
. t» <•*•*«•** end n cjeino t» cost
ye* J* cent «i AftAhtr renter* at r, ,

II

Utttr*. *rd m Wr*«<*r * ft-***

KCWAlkj. M^O •* ISm t>#

-*o u%tar% «*4 in* r.-,pt<

of tr« ucrkt «rou^4 aim (J

Cneme bssiennoj f**9*v, % U i

TMC MIGHT PORTfR***
M»*e* lite ie<k ilk* imilr

taurk/eu} Ym. Mfe If tt« tilnl
m»ry is *»a Meal No no g*rv#. but it

do*t cor/** Km* decant acnro br
Ch»r|e-*tc Rarroinp ard C •

Beo*re*. If yovrr plarrvee en
brtogne yet* ©vertoev thouyi.don'*
bc'hrr bectin* l'»t'» mor* ta* n

MLcrvTf Bru:« f*« ii#>; ^j
"»*r« temova teeey *»en **>»'

n*r i»«i**cr*t Bob Foot* Or*<h
r<*. • erdvhltc documante'Y VrH
f^Mjned I* till In iMMr» v.***r t on
it* bow «*» *** icwt of fVvcet
be* ens *f* I Valeria tVr»*e>
Check tr* ol nc«mwtl> r*t<4f

hyv*r;cAl r»b*wo«
• »i»r»V inO e<r*rrt.v

•trp'esvn* ones <Sni»rAt»
<**m*v An) So^^sf.^o i

ROSEMARY'S RARV* <» * «

Sw«*rb tr#atrr*ri of *»r wpfr

REfORT TO TMC COM
MISS«OHB»

Anftlt** terrus' ••• * lift the

«orc* e*4<e V*U* *»* Hm* Starrest

MKM* MOf i*f I V *r*l A *•*>* tlfw #1

non actor* who trr> *%*r **<r. *t**r
n <•*.*>*) attempts to supper* * f|ln

o*me ***tn y>e%t* »*#c erd*d om*

CALIFORNIA SPLIT-
Elliot feu*) end Oeerp* Sep* ea a

«i\t p.*c«o >«* #i m* comoirv)
*oclO A RK^rt JUlmm tlVn aftkn

0«LIV«RANCC» I I •

On* oi ^«*»» «*»' Mm» IVt
•*tn* (Atioxoo* fy tiery .> •bout
Rj*r KmUrMMH Injf the AHon**
wourbs *no tr«»f* to n«* the
MitOerneM »• »*ov» e»t ik *> r*«->«cd
t»*viyo*# ^*<*e»r <*noe »••# tbt
c«*** of *••*** b*t«**n me »^n
•%• mcvfr+« •nN*f>i»ni5 % »^<

««pt<I.^M, 10 t»' (**K«|f
r«<ur>9 »>(.«*nt

jr*M wMMif yo« rw»* yo%r Ow» see*
vtooiing t«#r*poi >^n Soor'Mn'S
br'llanr arK«<w •M<p*ci« K»n#*
MTvsvm Ur+ncneo 10 »s | «»no
pc^nt i it «** f«o mere tOM^m i M
tf* s u n * ?. • iv *r n )•

TMt OIKRCCT CHARM
iwt »UROO«S<C» I *

% Bunuer* vrrr recenf co*»eOV
AfjOV* * v»/«^J »Hrf tfmer end In*

. Kr> riftruef^n «*Kh ©4*jue
LOOd** Mit> oei<iov» u«« ond

**>»r <.«nn«nli en ** tpo*r cle»».

• SUM. )»k 7 ar*r,

UMNY LAOV (»)
He ho h# Berb*'* Sveieono •« Mr

•*r* t>i»v <m *mct> nee |u*» bofos of
t*t VHowcet* Cinemen. o
ie***oi»e«ei ir«b**neov*rtl«*O90b*
* t*»»r. | 'antotio flll*0 nstn

-noble ftmrret end f*Ho«*.
''ru'tr'l* '••o>3i.^. Out lir*iy

<»«d otft Iroickng fur More
***** o root** lerct. bvf lee* o«* tt

4 iKonee. HJh?

THC fROMT ejLOt* *-
W«'«r Mottrou end Mck lenvnen
a t «v poceo wee. el *»e *e>M#eOer

Morfd Mey. doetnt tne togne i.w
In* i«nt I im' 01 court*. It oort m»j
•t oho rtme>»» o*e oi The V»n* end
About * eon doien einer r.t~i v«eecb
try to <Aproiite en current vends
•ui Niton end *»e o*n# stAreed it e».

yett The movie neeil, <»^i or**!?
lunrv (Meunie** *nrm* Fe%r|

R0M40 ANO JUVICT*ee4-
Onr ot T»e unt V»»rvcr^e lllmt

.*nd cerroewy the -**si beevtrtvl.
Directed by rVAACA Zetfiretii yyho
nod eoooAh coum i» cost youno
people io the «terr**o nefts tnveod of
torncui nA*e*% l(<A,)W?
101

SUR-CRVIXCMS4
i neve not «e*n the film, but the

pftyfeep we-» bed cnouoh Anether
of chevrrnlic time from

Rust Meyer. •***> ticpotedir i here
n a*-«•»! to reoch m« cefl*o«

AudHnce »»h htt work. H «ih It ete

ISO. > r? tfthemed «o edrmi I oo to

Cdtbeor Cven etovon there h mere
wcritry meeter ht * bom o4 pee toup
RtAn rt tNt rnent mtvL you hove to

hr* hm ored * *0r btvog a pet/ porno
pO^eer fc/tihvs t'.V Vt/» end t>d

feAAey let* the sorntos of mr nets
f<* a fVt nor then let you teote no to

•jeetn {Am^ertt Cmeme. J 13 ma J

14.1

VOUreO FRANKENSTEIN****
AAe* fVOMXs. erhb m*% reipereis**

for leufihrg corrrvfHont And e coeet
tfrcoov been rovrrel «tj
Seoetet. «o<r vervet ip'ha horror
mo.ie h*o< nh<h irll fit t%eetret
levev t»e- oo* %f«*e for e Yedow
Submer>n* ihorrtnp Don* >n blAvK
aro «mr*ro orre * the !Mf/t loo*

te*t%r*s cen* Vr\*d*r »\ chk
i 'An*e*tr*»rc Peter bo r tt «i t»*
««env*r who hee xlppert rmeed of
UiKnrt and Mertp Peldmen At t%*
<ostle pert. Punoier n\M* Mhpnt
'etHjneiion end the Checker* feooch

pro«*« how (t*Mh <.en

Bill Densmore sues UMass Fft

to get Ed School records !

By JVOY BOUCHER
HOC Stiff

NORTHAMPTON A heeting del*
wee tot rettordoy for Match 25 In

Suporlor Coef 1 0f Hem pthir • County on
a suit bgainti UMett Mikmg
dlbcloturoef ttcordtfrom the School of

E ducbiicox
Thd toil filed br UMjm etodo-t

WillidtTt P. Oentmcr*. Jr. eike Icy

roloeso of rocordo ptrt»lnlno to fttp

School's use of foddtbl grant funds.
Traasurar Kenneth W. Johnson

domed a reqoost from Dontmora
bocauso "tb# fadafal grand jufy has
taken JunsfXtfc* of all the 'acord* to

ntwch you lava foauastad •tceto."

Johnson appeared boiore a federal
0'bA«d>tary in Boston With the School of

laj records on March &
Tho axiand of the records requested

by the federal grand jury remains
sacra*.

Tho faderai gra«d |s*y. th* F Ri *tu%

HEW have boon Invastigating
allagations of msusa of funds.
Jamas 0. Navrotar. special agar* In

charge of lha FOI's Ocsxm orfica
prodteted the s.it w^ouid ba thrown out
bacauae lha federal subpoana super
cadod scale ism allowing access oo
public records
Oonimoti'i attornav MicMrd

Honland of Amherst said "(ha Chief

ttue is whether or not lha records
remain public aftar ihay have bean
•bfapostned by a Grand Juti
Densmgre saHf ha filad the fjaft,

based on the State's opan records it m,
because the records nor a "at one time
peblic records and Mf still puMac
records I am insisting on eiy right to
look at the records
Jchnpon. charged as dependent in

swt. has retained copies of all the
records and that cop-as of the records
could ba ttada aveiie*»»

•
I think the suit w»- oe nr—ri aoa\

the University has too* a- m 1 1 uim»
the records so thai *»s**je

oporation. but ir»* f • • - •

I

BILL DENSMORE
security." said nlewphOf.
T ha confidentiality of lha t eccrds will

have a "chilling effect on the general
ivai lability of doeumaA*a and on the
news media from aoekmg in

formatioA/' said Oenamcre.
UMass Pfa*M*eM R obart C. Wood hes

said tssst uo to *2.4 million may have
I k »s Mba>a say mm

• I ^ a*

•'fid
•

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
••*

• * »

Gluckstern considered
for Maryland position

BfCHtltSOtLLAnD
ftiBUl X/frV5JW0r?£

3C*ffrV*
(
|ioritrj

Ptoeost and Vire Chancallor for
Acertamic Affairs RsOert
OivCkt»A»- «<ee

Collage Park oarrti

WasMa^aAan, D C
Orm dtftttf carsJiiiaabA

Hayes a Un>»« >

behavioral psycho*!

asjasj»t **

ad aayasoa *

fPW i. i tt*«"

Resource Netvvork

hearing looks at

in rm programs

Governing Board

10 oper ir«etit>H^

I

^
!



Stabler warns against

political complacency

•Hb ^V\tl HUSCTM f)AU Y CO»^C.O**
fPIOAY. MARCH U. rt.»>

By DON AUCOiN mndDQhNAfUSCO
SUftRtpottorx

N+i Sublet, recantly nomi-aUd 10

l*a Federal Election* Commit* en, last

night narnad against complacency in

l*»e Democratic Party.

Speeding ote monttey moating of the
AmMrst Doreocratie Town Com-
m.ttee. ha said "Tho atere orga*ixetion

In politico! potties tha batlar, Snce
MessecrHsotts is o largely democratic
state. yOa'toKkety toba feeling you've
got it made, but mo cannot afford
complacency. Wo'va got to get our

rerttaw lha notations from Wf. our
emphe tit w.ll bo to moot rait* politico I

and public groups to stress voluntary
contribution*

'

A .ititing professor in Practical
Politico ot UMim 13 years ago. ha »n
olao Damocratic Stato Cnoirmen for

olavon vaora in Michigan
Stablor told ha was distressed ovor

tha lac* of communicaiion in tho
politica of thJo ftot*.

'We've got to gat bock to human
dimension politico. W>ot it cctdar than
petting your politico always cannad in

•a+ej ffcejepae oejafjase.

_ ijl

lop <w oo aw* eame a? ••* esej e . f*fc

.**, ~*4 tPetsj oatt>i *o y^mm ev*

MtlOAV. »AAM<H 14. 171

I

'

OH academics "nor trmttvntf

Future uncertain for Orchard Hill budget
ft wat e a t *v.<e #4 10 N— —aaapejepoo loaaPJj pad 0*0«a

4««%i • a* ap4P*a>90 *^ •

•

"

aWt*<

'

•a*

• «

Sole
10%.|0*S OFF

x* • ••

.'*<*•» »ft .* |<

nourtw of
•
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S». Prtriek't Pay Celebration

MARCH 14 FRIDAY

THETA CHI

Coma catafcroto v«ith fba brorhart of These Chi

V *a

IttC oaj VtJDC

*do« to IS% Wp C+*?«f

Result of 3-campus report

jMl M>S4ACMVS6»t> OA»LY COLLCCrA* A

Faculty accepts 52 personnel policy revisions
ttvB/LiGOHt r

9*tfR*psrtms
Tha faculty sonata yaotardoy ac-

cepted a report racom marking S2
ravinona In o university wide
ocodamic personnel policy drafted by a
«ftul*<omput comreittee.
Tha multi campus committaa,

compoiad of acadamic and ad-
ministrative ropraaantativos from tha
university's throo composes, had
fir-. .upd a „ pjajeaJamiC ;-jr»c<i-«l
policy for all three campuses at t*e
raqoesr of Univortitt President ftobtrt
C Wooat
Tha report occoptad y aster day was

dapcribodJ by S»rv*i* vceresy Oawid
po m -%**»

Tha raport »a» lha -tvjit of a
of She mulo-eampus document ni^i
by tha Senato'a Rule* Acadam :

Porsonnol policy, and Griavence
Committees.

Tho multi-campus doeun ant oudi*es
Procedures a r-4 guidelines for deeding
matter* of faculty appointments.
promotiona, lonuro. and salary ad
luirmants.

Booth* citod lha) fotiow>ng as lha
chlaf doficioneios of tho nutticampui
documant "iia doporturo from tha

tyitom as it suntt
toi«d«s addraaimu INfjf ffMl •"•

raport alio objoetod la phtl ••. II

d«acr«btd OS tho urwaalltOs - iraj|
oad proceduros for p^ iimrttir^a ^nn lha
uia of undefined »«••• i«
it.tutior^l n<-.,J

Tf'« report stataa |V«| aaawlUti
dofinationsof such terms e>e impm IPnl
becauaa multi-compua duyw«*sn« usoa
these terna to desrriM t | fay
personnel avat^anon

• mi ,

'*r» rtn ,

Itajppfiai i*t*m%
mmait tan,. ...

•oodpril Wml a ar*

ill afieeyiiiu remap

•

•'••' lu inIN • ••/ .

mala I ... .

,k «i WtMl'a t#«ir« •

miaspiurae im iu in

•ertttM • »evlaiUM in

»*r»n*i.*.i ,... .. f -
irvt i^m^Miae
•4MaiUM ItaiMMr*

•S>e*r«*yttrni*k| ra

*

a

• •

%
* *e

State employees cannot
obtain reduced rates at DC s

1 Resource
lao/* 1+0% p !

V V LIT IT tkV Jf ii "iiaTlo iT". i^aPas* - V jTjTtj
aat*t„taVaf aa^eaa

>*yS%m% *&T»0*4 +** *>!* > 4fjia>pdj *T ?** TV^ *^ >f7TL
^ T**** ~* ^y^'Ja?

Acting Ed Dean says panel of visiting

scholars would act as academic audit

Cotfagian classifieds DON'T pay
- for sellers of stolen clarinet
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House committee rejects Cambodian aid bill

US airlift delayed

by airport shelling

WASHINGTON WPfl A
co**cw** 10 send Cemtoda
(135 6 <naky* In food ftnd stmt aid

Over %*e nawi three aaoaihs was
r«i«ctad IB io IS yesterday try the

Htute ForOV1 Atte** Cc«mvttMU
and a Sens* Democratic Caucus

voted 38 to 6 ageWt the

amargancy aid request

VJ«WT«*taa, in Phnom Penh.

cabal gunrart btaw up a* tm-
munition dwmp at Pochanlong

A*POfl yesterday, eating off an

hcun>*ong chain of ssjausfuvi tK«t

thut dmr ths U.S. e*ftt. The
Cambodian govarnmant. Struct

hack with rvepasm and bombing
ttrfcet In • mater iww otfanshre to

case presevre on rh# airport r*etna.

The White M:ose
President Ford as

port**' bv< sti hopeful that h4
aid p*oc* ,Tsai ml bo enacted, end a

Seats Oapartment apokeemen said.

"ri she Csmboaen government
naoerves th* aaaaeenoe, they wi
tin hava a chance."

•an the action yesiardsy by

Seneae Oemxrets. and a larder

vote Wadrvaedey by tie Moots

Democratic Caucus, all bul

destroyed any poaaJbiity that

Confess wv» approve the kii *S22

nation m aid to Cemboda and
South Vetnem.

6sfons the vols »n the House.

foreign ****** Commaattt. Acting

Secretary ol State Robert IngoTec*

made an amotkxel acpaal for the

funds ard was toad by a committee

member that he wee *a*npty tsaang

io coma to gripe with the facta.'*

The House committee ow-
tu*rod the compromae rsoom-

rrended by its StCKorYvYvfiee e»
[rrv.dn S"3S 6 -**>'> uvfr It* ftSJd

Schlesinger sees Hanoi offensive;

Communists battle near Saigon
WASHtHGTON \UPf\

Oefenee Secretary Jamae
Schietinoar assd yaatarday Hanoi

seems to be isadyssQ a mate*

-atery offensive «n $osth Vietnam

io coincide mhh now year's U.S.

prosidsfitei atactic**.

Ha said the Ufiied Sojeas should

Stop "ammo dty by" and 9T»s

South vsvsm the 1300 rtaaon

ajfji canary aai that fyssiaV r,

Fo*d has requests*

Haavel seems to loeow
Amafioan electoral pofcxa lairty

cersnjfry. Scraaeaiger sssd cr e

tetevsyed w*erv«e*v. "I would sapact

mat i<va way thogs are 9009. v»7tj

wet bs thai year for ate me)or of-

u*ar»«hee. in Vistnsm, tare, lad

North Wetntiese troops dosed in

00 two dame* capha* 96 meae

northwest of Saigon yaafisrday,

sanding a* eeUmeted JS^OO
cnsVero and m*tiamen rteamg

southward n panic field reports

said

At ih# aama time. Sesaon hssh

the

Cemmurset offsnaive ih-s

O^eet ssve die rransrvs 1972

enacfcs spread SO tha Makong
Oatta yesietdey.

CoatrYsjsatt forces overran ftve

smsfl vsTajQta and attached oVaa
oramct caprtaaa m the nth noe
e/owmQ rsyon south of Saigon,

troy reported

The assaults in rhe Mefceoa Darts

sptaasl renting the length of South
Vietnef*. Pfevieut Communist
thrusts atr&Cft, at a 4X0 ^St line

runrang north of Saigoa but not

south of the capital

in Saigon, the povarnmsnt or

de*ed e reoonwide iiiubMiatioo.

pacing every mate berwesn 17 to

43 on miliary cat to meet the

Commune* drive. An official

tteeeeBant said new draft oasts

would be snoed "to meet the

bsmeftetd fequaorrents in the face

Of large-scasi Commurast attacks.

Hewamen at the scone reported

faa bMOdswvot soems of Go Oeo
Ha a»yj «t »<e** Mans* wo«e P>u»m»d

by noon Thursday, with crvsatns

»n4 Ti..:ia rr.»n many
bertfooisd and wrhovt svespons
- besin 1 down Hghway 1 toward
SaifOfi

Cornrsuiiat fcrtee were ad-
vancing toward the two towns firoat

two dasctione, Po Saifon com-
mand i»d. and government
ramforcements were rushed io tha

A* the basis for hia pnedctlon.

Schieairger cited ~dr»nat<" kv
the number of Worth
troops that have been

rnaratrg Soufi VieSjnam.

-Mutt d their strategic ivootf
reearve tsrsavha in Hanoi* ha aasd
"But the level of nfstosocn has

dtamatcalry n recenr

Although there • "no vmvadoic
crvaa' corrparaols to thai facing

Cambodsx he said, "the mdkations
are very clear tret Vietnam wvJ
need conbdarafefy mors mattary

assetance than we have gwan to

"o~ ^ date the)

Portugal arrests businessmen,

military leaders after coup

&

nisi

3 BAUDS
1

Tim - SUI.

"NortfaMH Eiiretiwtf
4

three months, continseni on

preside^iel efforts so bring about a

aattternsnt &ut il postponed unti

r*>t week a final vote on the oil on

• evggeston that rt be sent 00 tha

lut rt>vea for a vote even if the

Comnrvttae ma>ortty • opposed to

A
Cormvtise ChaWnvan Thomas P.

Marge^ OPa.. indicated a

corrprccroa m St* p CSSftll. He
asked State Oeparvnent cmeaAs to

seek sucA a sckiton In mH6nf^

wvA> Rep Donald M. toss*. 0-

M»nr\. one of tha eight iTernbers

who vaAsd Indxnina last month
Irvgersotf, m his Itttmlrwie

appeal, insisted that theM lequest

• needed end rejected suggeeeions

that c^rnboclan Preaident Lon Not

be eased 10 njegn so a» ordavty

saratrvJat oosed be arranged

Rap. Pierre S, OuPoaC Pi-Del.

said: "sir. Secretary, yoa don't

seem to come so grips *Ay\ the

probaam I don't know If you don't

tea the probtom or

instructad r»oi 1: see n

One Weasem mMcary source h
Ptmom Penh said

sjocps el around fAe

detente peomvoar "aaam to be

dovH) teaer the isst lea days -
she anas ate ighter. barter and
ettongsr." The main aim was 10 hah

she rocket attacks on tae brpon
and refugee |afsgd Phnom Pens.

The ammunrton eaqpkyjlon sent

slugs and shtapnal vvtsrasg aoross

the airport and (vatrby Kghway A ft

shaltaead windows in the ternwei

buso>g but evidsntfy cauaad no

injuries, A US mattery spokaarnsn

said he had no anronrarjon en
raporta two U.S. pasnes wore Nl

The mora vulrarabia DCS^s quit

lor the day whan the atpicaion
came, bat the CiJ0*s got tn a law

mote «ghts lastr before duak
forced a halt 10 frying. None of the

aairtt planes can land at the Phnom
Penh airport at rsghc Ssokearran

•aid It 0C8 and 29 C130 cargo

nightv a nomat load, reached

Phi torn Penh yesteidar datpha the

ROISTER DOISTERS ANNOUNCE

AUDITIONS

for the now aatrsicalfarce by T. Ocwnang Keegan "Dickie

The Dam and The Sig awe River/'

nAarch 1 7 — i-A p.m , 4-7 p.m.
fvVircti 18 — w p.m . *•; p.m.

Colonial

Came with a sang m year heart and ready for anything.

There will be an accompanist to be peHornvad in Berttati

Audilsnum. SAay 1. 2. )

>s>^a svpyiriM •* Ifcl

SINAR
art. a %*4

Ripir <>f Excellent
Qualities forTheses

A

OOC<^ /rwisv
}%+C0TTOA

t\tr*
ro*

AtL >Mvsra
*vo

MlJUMr«
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Sheriff urges grass decriminalized
Urges possession,

use be misdemeanor

Co^AHffVen'rW-ej
BOSTON Sey*g outdated

awd unemtotceabto r+»+*i>+ stars

mate pcaioemsn aye objects of

hcVcals, Middteset County Sharrh

John Bucktry foi'isd a series of

legislator* yesterday m celtng for

lervency.

*\%V5aapiead uee cf narifuana in

the counery and irtarmtttant trh

forcernanl of tha lews prohjfcrfcng

tr«a drug 919 causmg dwaapact for

those who make and enforce the

taws.' he said

luctkv ••h»'1«>3 asAtri in
legisiaive Comrv«tise on Human
So**cee in favor of a proposal diet

ctinine* penalties tor the
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Commentary

Spectrum
Losing an image?

By CHIP LALONDE
Autopsy Subject: Spectrum

Victim is believed to have suffered a long and painful death which began
two years ago. Victim was found with hands tied behind back. Foul play

suspected. Cause of death: asphyxiation due to lack of funds. Claw marks
found on the cadaver have been positively identified as belonging to those

of the wild beast generically referred to as Redneckus Budget Com
mitteeus.

We at Spectrum feel that the Senate Budgets Committee has done its

fellow students a disservice. Spectrum is the only campus fine arts

magazine publishing undergraduate fiction, non -fiction, poetry, art,

photography, etc. We are the sole outlet of its type on campus that is open
to all forms of creative expression by all UMass students. The only other

undergraduate magazine on campus is Drum, which is the Black literary

magazine, addressing itself to understandably important Third World
concerns. Spectrum too, however, addresses itself to important concerns

and represents a signigicant constituency. Here is a comparison of how
your money was spent:

1970-71

DRUM $18,717

SPECTRUM $24,615

Why the

gross disparity?

One need not

question the

importance of

Drum. The
point is: Why
has Spectrum
become so
much less

important in

the eyes of the

Senate? We
are glad to

have $15,000

1971-72

$18,967

$26,522

1972-73

$33,095

$26,175

1973-74

$32,995

$14,075

1974-75

$31,345

$13,167

rather than

nothing; we
put what we
receive to the

best and most
economical

advantage.

What we
protest is

ignorance as to

what our task

requires, and
indifference to

principles of

quality.

This year Spectrum was forced to reject 94 per cent of all .ne material

that was submitted to us. This does not count the color artwork and

photography which we have had to reject immediately because we could

not afford quality four-color printing within our present restrictive budget.

The reason for these rejections is that Spectrum can only afford to come

out once a year and can only afford to print a strictly limited amount of

pages.

Tuesday night the Budgets Committee gave "thumbs down" to

Spectrum's request for funding of two issues, despite the fact that the

students of this University are producing much more than enough quality

material to fill them.

I invite you, now, to sample a taste of the incredible, inedible world of

"logic" inhabited by those strange creatures of the Budgets Committee:

Said one Senator - Since Spectrum only uses 6 per cent of the material it

receives, then two issues would mean that 12 per cent of the material

would be used. Since Spectrum is only using such a smallpercentage of its

submitted material, what difference does a few per cent make? Con-

clusion: Give Spectrum a slight increase to permit them to do one issue,

and too bad for the 94 per cent. Chew on that piece of swiss -cheese logic,

and see if you can swallow it.

I am appalled by the inability of my fellow students on the Budget

Committee to step back long enough from the printed dollar-signs floating

in front of them to see what is really valuable and important. I find it in-

credible that in a college of Arts and Sciences the value of artistic ex-

pression is so little understood by its elected leaders. How much sense

does it make when talent and ideas are suppressed instead of encouraged?

In the interest of fairness to all students on this campus. Spectrum will

appeal to the Executive Committee on Monday. At this time we would also

like to appeal to all undergraduates who are unhappy with the way the

Senate is spending your money. The Spectrum staff is in the process of

starting a petition and is also in the process of doing the layout for the up-

coming issue [due out in Apri/]. We need all the help we can muster with

this petition. Concerned individuals should call the Spectrum office at 545-

2023, or stop by. Friday evening is all right. Saturday afternoon is a good

time. Monday is crucial.

Let's prove that Corso was not right. And don't miss WMUA 11 a.m.

Saturday morning!

Chip Lalonde is the 1975 Spectrum Editor

B. J. Roche
JHE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN
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Athletics and education have been tied

together ever since the Golden Age of

Greece when the idea of education was to

develop both the mind and the body of a

student. Today athletics and education are
still very closely linked together, but the

reason for this link has been drastically

changed and distorted. The change is in

the separation of the student and the

athlete; UMass has many of each but few
of both. The distortion comes from the fact

that the link has become one of business

and not education. The business of

athletics has nothing to do with education.

I suggest that we try to reunite the student
and the athlete.

UMass does have an extensive in-

tramural program, but the majority of the

money that is used for athletics at UMass
is used to support twenty-two varsity and
JV teams consisting of 826 athletes. This

money amounts to over $200,000 per year
and it comes directly from the pockets of

students by way of their Athletic Fee.
Women get 9 per cent, but most important,
three teams (men's basketball, football,

and hockey) get 59 per cent of the total

money available for direct team funding.

This dramatic unequal distribution of

wealth may have been all right with some
people in the past, but fortunately we are
all being called to question it in view of the
new federal anti-discrimination
regulations and our current economic
crisis. Money is tight or almost non-
existent. We can not afford to continue to

support a top-heavy, expensive men's
elitist sports program If we hope to also
develop and support a women's program.
We can not afford to continue climbing up
the ladder together keeping the same
distance between. We have been forced to

get on to a seesaw.
Over the past three years everyone has

faced the reality of the situation except the
Big Three. Funding for women's sports
has been meagerly raised while some
men's programs have been slightly cut.

The Big Three, on the other hand, continue
to get an increasing proportion of the
wealth.

The Athletic Council proposes to handle
this squeeze by having its cake and eating
it too. They want to promote women's
sports, but they don't want to cut back any
more on the men's programs, especially
the Big Three. Keep in mind that the
football budget alone is four times that of
the total women's sports budget. The
Council proposes to have the state assume
the cost of the stadium thereby freeing up
$100,000 a year of student money that
currently pays for the stadium. In ad-
dition, they plan to ask the state for new
salaried coaching positions. We all know
that in view of the current recession this
plan is simply wishful thinking.

Let us put the dreams aside and come
back to reality - there is no more money.
Yes, we could pour all of our money into
football or basketball and fo "Big Time" in

an attempt to generate more money, but in

the same light we could go out and try to
buy Secretariat and see if he could support
UMass athletics through the profits we
could make off him. Buying Secretariat or
buying a Big Time football or basketball
team has nothing to do with education. It is

time to go back to the drawing board. It is

time for new creative and innovative
ideas. It is time for changes that will be
painful and difficult to make, but if we can
reunite the student and the athlete it will

be worth it.

All unsigned editorials represent the
opinion of the majority of the Board of
Editors.

Issues and (non) action
"Hey, let's hit the Student Senate meeting," I said

to Norm de Plume in a weaker moment.
"Sure, that should be a circus, a little entertainment

to say the least," he replied.

Sure enough, the sign next to the escalator told the

story. "Laurel and Hardy downstairs," with an arrow
pointing to the escalator.

After we had arrived and kibbitzed a bit. Norm
turned to me, astonished. "Jesus, I've written

columns about these clowns for years, and I had
never even gone to a meeting. My suspicions have
been confirmed!" He waved his hand at the panorama
of people sleeping, people talking, people doing cross-

word puzzles, people trying to listen.

"It restores my faith in the political process," he
said, as we left for the Drake.

An interesting thing, the Student Senate. Every
year when elections roll around, we sign the

nomination papers of anyone who wants our
signatures. That is the last we see of them unless we
venture into the depths of the Campus Center on
Wednesday nights.

There's always an ad in the Collegian about those
Wednesday night meetings, but somehow, "Behind
the Green Door" gets a higher attendance in one
showing than the Senate gets in six months. Perhaps
the SGA should run a picture of Rick Savini in the

nude...

Actually, the non-involvement and resignation of

students is a characteristic of society in general.

We are our parents' children, thus all the rhetoric

about changing the world remains embedded on old

albums to be listened to in the late nightmorning
when the pot smoke has settled and everyone has
gone home. Our parents, for the most part, have given
up on the voting process, most of us have not even
tried it.

If the Student Senate is a farce, who is making it

so? Is it the inherent domination of Dr. Gage? Is it the

"elitism" of the Student Senators? Or is it our own
elitism regarding the entire process of Student
Governments?
The sixties were filled with "student revolt," yes,

even here at UMass there was some action taking

place. And at that time the issue was a country
thousands of miles away. The seventies have given us
not only the carry over of the Vietnam conflict, but
threats as to our own survival. Yet where are the

voices raised in anger? It may seem ludicrous, but the

Student Government can also be a vehicle of student
revolt. We now hold more power than ever, but we
refuse to use it.

Wednesday night, the Student Senate voted to
reconstruct.the Student Organizing Council, which is
an advisory board to the Student Organizing Project.
The Project was set up a year and a half ago, funded
$40,000 by the Student Senate. Its purpose is to
organize a "Union" for students, giving them
collective bargaining rights when dealing with the
administration. This in essence means no more of
"Calling Dr. Bromery, Dr. Gage, Dr. Bromery" when
we have demands to be made. The Organizing Project
has launched the lawsuit against the University on the
Dorm Residency rule. You may have seen the effects
of its efforts without realizing it. The stereo co-op,
voter registration drives, CC Student Workers' Union,
and last semester's University Town Meeting are
results of the SOP's work.
The SOP has been a valuable group on campus, yet

for various reasons had not been able to unite
students broadly on University issues. Public relations
was not its top priorit\. There seemed to be an elitism
of sorts, without too much real concern about uniting
students, even though that was the purpose at the
outset. The Project, though set up for community
purposes, was not representative of the UMass
community, and actually caused polarization within
Student Government, its fiscal benefactor. But the
SOP is destined to become more broadly based.

In the bill passed Wednesday night, the Student
Organizing Council was brought into the Senate as a
standing committee. Each area has representation in

the committee. Groups like the Collegian and WMUA
also have one voting member each. In addition, there
are five voting members at large, not necessarily
voting members (You maybe?). The move has the
potential for throwing the SOP into bureaucratic
limbo, but it also presents the potential for giving the
Project more power than ever, in conjunction with the
Student Senate. I sincerely hope it is the latter. A lot

of different people have been working intensely
toward the same end, and the coordination of ac-
tivities is a much needed action. But where the Project
will go depends on Student (yes, your) input.

The tactics of the sixties hold no place in the
seventies. We have become victims of the Watergate
syndrome. If the syndrome overtakes us and prevents
action on our problems, the spirit of Watergate will

have succeeded in subverting our ideals. There is a
defense. Speak out, to the Student Senate, to the
UMass Board of Trustees, to Governor Dukakis, to
your State Representative. As Norm so aptly put it,

"There's nothing to lose but the blues!"

B.J. Roche is Executive Editor of the Collegian

Letters

Collegian 'irresponsible'
To the Editor:

/ must, in good conscience, express my over-
whelming rage at your ultimate show of irrespon-
sibility, evidenced by yesterday's 10x 15 inch spread of
tit, used to entice UMass students to a film presen
tation. lam aware that no one in the Collegian office
gives a damn whether or not I, or a multitude of
students, were offended by the advertisement. I was
reminded of this obtrusive state of affairs when told
by your advertising manager that "for every woman
who felt offended by the ad, there were hoards of
men who got offon it. " I refuse to argue that one; my
energy is not expendable.
However, I believe the time has come for the

Collegian to be called to account for its school-boy
sensationalism that hides behind the facade of

The Army's secret
To the Editor:

The following is a response to the letter written by
the Veterans' Coalition printed March 12. After much
soul searching and endless hours of debate with
myself, I came to a painful decision to let the truth
out. I am a Vietnam era veteran drafted by our
beloved ex-President Lyndon Baines Johnson. My
military experience was the ultimate reward for me
and I must convince people that they can reap the

blessings of the military experience. Why do most
veterans tell you that the army sucks or words to that

effect? Well, I shall tell you. The army has a serious

overabundance of people. People just don't want to

Going up in smoke
To the Editor:

Smokers, you stink/

Not smokers in general, but the people who feel

that they have the right to blow smoke around lecture

hall of 200 people, or those who smoke in the No
Smoking area of the Dining Commons. Or even a

better example is a person filling a cramped English

class with the putrid odor of cigarettes.

These are people who make me think, where 's the

justice in it a/1? There I am, unwillingly taking part in

another person's indulgence, and what can I do
without makino myself look like a total fool? Nothing,

"professionaljournalism. " There is a serious question
involved in this issue: what gives the Collegian the
right to use student funds to perpetrate blatantly

sexist and degenerative attitudes that in turn reflect

upon the over-all image of consciousness on this

campus? I accuse the Collegian of contriving excuses
I "this is a free press"] as a means of avoiding
responsibility to the student body and, in effect, in-

sulting us all.

If Marilyn Chambers is the Collegian's idea of the

all-American girl, well, Steve Tripoli who has con-
fused Mother's Day with International Women's Day,

is not the only one with his head stuck up his ass.

Round 3, or is it 4, 5, 6, ????

Mary Driscoll

get out. They want the happiness they enjoyed in the
service to last forever. Of course, because of this the
army cannot afford to pay all these people. To solve
this, they forced people to sign a pledge. In exchange
for a chance to re -enlist after five years in civilian life

the person must tell everybody he meets how bad the
army is. Thus, people would be discouraged to join.

After five years, if the person kept his part of the
bargain, the army would let you rejoin. Well, I say "the
hell with it. " Let the people know the truth. If you
want fun, travel, and adventure, join now.

Thomas W. Creed

that's what. All I want is to breathe. Is that asking too

much? I'd like to know where you people get the

authority to make me breathe your smoke while I'm

trying to think. Also it's a known fact that if I breathe
your smoke, then I have a good chance of getting

cancer along with you. I'd rather make that decision

myself.

So next time you 're in a confined area and no one
else is smoking, ask yourself why they 're not smoking
before you light it tip.

Brad Towle

Commentary

Women on welfare
By KAREN BRUNO-MANGAN

The AFDC program helps perpetuate the myth that women need a man
to support them. Indeed, most women grow up believing that they will

marry and have a man to support them. However, when that man leaves,

they are left for the most part without marketable skills or work experience.

If they have children they are saddled with the additional burden of trying

to find adequate day-care facilities.

Traditionally, poor women have always worked. They are burdened with

poverty not only because of economic factors, but because of repressive

social morals, and the myth that women need a man to be dependant
upon. In society which extols the virtues of motherhood, the hard fact is

that poor women are forced to leave their homes for low paying, deadend
jobs.

Because of he restricted work available to them, many of these women
are forced to turn to the state for help. When a woman transfers her

dependency from a man to the State, she faces a great dichotomy. There

are those who tell her that "deserving" people are working had to become
independent of assistance. However, when she looks to the out-

side world, she sees how severely restricted she is because of her
lack of educational and job skills, as well as the grossly
inadequate day-care facilities available in this country. Thus,
many women are forced upon the welfare roles.

Poor women also have less access to birth control than do the affluent.

Over fifty percent of the counties in the United States offer no family

planning services. With the rise of the single parent family, and desertion

being the poor man's divorce, the largest growing categoy in the AFDC
roles is "out of wedlock births."

The illegitimate behavior of the affluent is easily covered up by means of
abortion and easily obtainable contraceptives. The poor, however, are
publicly criticized for the same behavior. Society feels that there should be
two moral standards - one for welfare recipients and one for non-
recipients. They contend that welfare mothers deliberately have more
children in order to get bigger welfare checks, when in act as of 1970, only
fourteen states paid 100 per cent of a family's predetermined need, and six
states paid less than 50 per cent of a family's predetermined need.
Women are even dscriminated against by those government programs

which were designed to help them get off the welfare roles. The Work
Incentive Program (WIN) requires all adults on AFDC to accept jobs or
training unless incapacitated or restricted by day-care responsibilities. 95
per cent of the adults on AFDC are women. 37 per cent of the people
participating in the WIN program are men. The Department of Labor has
set a list of regulations which gives first priority to: unemployed fathers.
When they get into government training programs, women are trained

as clerks and typists, while the men are taught the higher paying crafts and
skills.

AFDC is a target for public harrassment on sex, morality, child neglect,
and the so called welfare generations. The social attitude towards AFDC is

that most recipients should not be receiving aid. They feel that a person's
need for aid to their own fault - a personal disgrace. The welfare recipient is
a non-person. He-she has a degraded social identity. Theinstitutionitself
reflects its role in society. Humanity and self respect have been minimized.
Society wants to make very sure that only those who are "clearly'' eligible
receive aid. This results in all kinds of controls and the violation of many
people's rights.

In recent years, the Supreme Court has invalidated some of the more
discriminatory policies of the welfare agencies. In 1968 the court ruled that
the "man in the house" rule was unconstitutional. Previously, the welfare
department had stipulated that any man living in an AFDC home was
responsible for the support of the children in' that home. While the Court
was handing down these decisions, many state legislators were busy trying
to sterilize mothers of illigitimate children who were "morally unfit". North
Carolina, Tennessee, and California are among those states that had such
proposals.

We live in a society where people, who are in many cases receiving
benefits which fall below the poverty level, are constantly criticized by
those who are receiving more government subsidy than any welfare
recipient receives in a lifetime. About five million dollars a year goes to
farmers for price supports and soil banks. The government actually pays
farmers to take their land out of production. If one totals up all the federal
unds distributed through social security, welfare, unemployment, work-
man's comDensation, r.r. retirement, etc., one finds that people earning
below $5,000 get $296.00 per person (monthly) and those earning $25,000-
$40,000 receive $1 .146.00 a month. It seems obvious who is receiving more
"government handouts".
AFDC is a constant reminder that something is wrong. Unfortunately,

society refuses to see the faults where they lie; within the system itself!
Until those realizations are made, the victim will continually be blamed.

Tow thyself
To the Editor:

/ would like to address this letter to Amherst Towing. So, dear Amherst
Towing: what the fuck is going on? I'm one of thousands on this campus
who are completely disgusted with you leeches sucking up what litde

money we students have with your asinine towing charges.

Following is another installment in the ever continuing saga of "How to

blow $28 in 5minutes, when you only have $14 to begin with. " A friend of
mine from Taunton parked his car for five minutes in Lot 62 [Hills South],

Wednesday, around the noon hour. He came back and the car was gone.

A parking attendant showed him the receipt which documented that the

car had been towed at 12:04. He had parked the car at 1 1:59. The parking

attendant then pointed out a towing notice, measuring 8"x 10", attached

to the side of the attendant booth — this is like positioning a stop sign

sideways; it's legally there, but who can re/ate to it?

I would like to know how a car can be ticketed *$10] by the University,

reported to Amherst Towing [in North Ambers, — at least 5 minutes

away], and towed [for a fee] — in under five minutes. The figures just do
not compute. Five minutes does not allow enough time for the car to be
"spotted" and have someone call in a complaint. My conclusion is that a
representative from Amherst Towing must have been "browsing" around,

looking for a quick way to cop some extra bucks for his establishment.

Since you people [A.T.] do not have a parking sticker for any lot at

UMass, you have no right to be present in any parking lot on campus until

summoned by a campus official. You might try to weasel your way out by
saying that as long as you keep the motor running or the truck in motion,

that you 're not violating any rules. I say you have no right being on campus
patrolling around, unless you are answering a specific call. Your trucks

should be the ones that get towed. So, AMHERST TOWING, here's an old

cliche with a new twist, but with a familiar meaning — GO TOW
YOURSELF! [and I don't mean "tow"].

Ann Marie Griffin
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n«jt*C4l OdOplOhon Ot UWott
Mt*d> 14. 15.. lod 16.

A p*odue%o* ol tho Bite*

Woporioty Tnootrt. ur»dti IM
dWciton of Ptofootor €alhot Ttwy.

Ge<J» Ttombotatt" wil faatiro

notices

cont. from p. 13

rf» atvoir* o* y*** tn.v
<•» . 't »»•<•» -

*•"

J0»» C C 111 *»*• »•»•»• A»»*a

»*#•*'••" rt««»«->t v .«««, Ma*c*
17 i pn M (C td* *>»* *4 !

• -. «»Wtatl i«»t«. »•»*<*•*

• 4 S«*»»»<v*»«i 4«w*4
riOYV AN *"f j<S&K**i JLYiTIV

O fe* •»•«»• a* Ml
M«iC» IS •» »» »~ V

H»*. ft*"* Co»40« " ' 3

fca»'<« •

<J44 7 S4*tiCt 5

; p ^
A*( CO*'* A PA*CS

. i«. v* >.-* 14 s~»»- C*a*tafo*4
ttOVt*. t • * ^»»* «

cr#A^i/ m«mv4* r.-4lS

• i »••• c«. Gv*«l • '<*

I4#»«i I OiMtHA M M^n h V««<»»

•I » •. x ».*, l<: .

$r*4r#oir i»oa«/s Ciu*
iCtoOwMma* v**0*t too*

t r <v»© Wt * « K»r» «**r#4

»x «r-J »«*«t 0»* 'B

MfeMM

>% »r.«

thtVuCOOulNewAfiiCO. u^K tha

aasol daOCton Of

h j..t Boyo». pe*lo»nyaaaj

If adit**)* Ot WO* OS tttgrtftl fTMtC.

jft<r>9«d iVm trot podotden by
frcfaOQCr Mat RotO* 0* tho

Dopartmo-t ol Mux
Rcg«ifdj«4 «* <tM4«c ««KT<Xt« of

Iht or*t pociie lf«Utoc« of th«

Biftck ciwftft the Mven
vwi M pttfoimtd bt kiwi tto-

ik f4ptftm> co*hxwy? Tht m»-

— chines* rtttaurant

trfois ond out o^ t^« way
1*>ds m cn.n«M coomo

COB 566 4S€2
c^«^ Hom-lOpm bj**.su*

t93 locust S.'. i rcwt< 9

)

fnorcncc . nnoss

doMfctf AAKiiiMun ««ccpi k« >^e

Sur«livpt*fofm**co, vwrie»^Mii b«
m*ViM b»jnfvr>3 at. 3 p.«n T<KK*
wfl b* 11.^0 lor l/Matt lluJ««tt

and «O0 fof tho yn*r* pt&fcc.

I icK« t» may bo pjrehisod
btginnng Wodr«»diy. 01 the
t!</wfcof boo oMeo, oad bo4oto tt>e

ptOOtnUlion. Fo« fwMhtf in-

foroitlMO, COM 54&2?SV

\|»|>. .H Ml-

I III KV __ nI N

MRch Chakour

the han lin_

sin rrgm|

hWlDA* MOOCH U. I*.
rne majjocnusctts oauv <<xh:oias

at Nationals in Arizona
is

Melon Dash; swimwomen standout
*f LAVX>£ Y#HT>SXt
to* *» AoOftng of k*V<)

myoK hi o root, 9« V^-o^ of

iwrrwwna to lelol ihoiino^*
iftd kf»j*vtf>g I ad my bou ifcom"
That'* Molon Ooth'f rA«0fl«pfrr;

tho pnkaophy thojt kotf» f«r

ond KmnfoQ
0oa«\ ont of iho boot

womort jthtotoi on ompui. ho»
oroMOJ hfrooH 4fA«*iOb40M« throo-

yo^f mtmbor «l tfto UMoto
y#omto'f owiai worn, art routaio
tor oAtton *o cacnjte «oi pioooo to

d*" •"•»«• on# you con count on o
Qood ahowine, in ctu>nc4CKorH>
n>o«ta« »«4t Loaa tho* two v%ooxa
oqo, Malon wowod th« c«ov«d ot
Ei»>«"t< by wvong a aearvS-up-
***** 100 yotd bjttorfV h l.-OOJ.

V/«4o« cona to UUM) wit"
Qdod oanrmnrQ 9actvtiQ«o and
<*""?.' soya Cooch Pat OnMrv
"Sno'a rr.jt^^ad, ond s>o vrc<fct
Hard S*OS o croion9f Ay rt^. Sn#
»^»0W» »wirrmng

t *.«j ar>f
chadartgaj ma k> do tht boat
cna<rwu tvt> I coo."

Friday — Doc Sullivnn

Hitppy Hour 3 • 6

The Fabulous DJ 9-1
irif/t

a Pre^'l. Patrick \ Day
Happy Hour 8-10
Beer 40* Drinks 65'

Sal, — The Great PrctenuYrs

9- 1

Malon took r*wn ajtoorio wton
iha woa vary younQ. a*d otanod
»**m«n9 comootitvo> n oountfy
cM> Aoeoo ot agt oioht hharin)
AAU rr«ot lo OiaOKt ctam

k*pi ot aoo 10. Mokw piacod
t»Md and trty* Slit K*>md th»
Cotoroo Aquatc Dub oharv^arda,

ond piacod v»ir. rt>o tcp traanaro
bdr feat yoors en tho loam ty tr«

•ant Urn wa* 12L sho woa Qottn^
SOrcroaf »m©#ov^ifl Nr aaoax and f
site woa win««>o>

VMon conVtiad id #**-» and •
P^P* bogoM to notcm "And you t
* ^ow so«o poopia a»o you v

«n <** #ooo. and tftov oak you N *
yoaj'it ooing to bo «n tho Olym-
r-< UJugho Malon "T>on my
•011** OOld mo my COOC* OVMJ0N I s
V"*JN bo Ofyaa«ac #ujtt«d#. ovl 3!

Sun, — The Great Pretenders
9- 12

(CmrHjM)

MIAMMG Of

IW5 Kowosoki'sort oova in

SlOCk pjys 1? 1074
K4M0»ki'» vi»il lift ot
Oraot savings.

Valley

Motorsports

3 •• K .no Sf.

NorfKam plot

SO47S03

FINAL CLEARANCE

" ••r«M

pftitm
*-»

>0 *a#ft ^OltaK O

aTAl>%-..

38
ifl

k\S0-FR0 F/oBRICS
tfiwy ^ i#W 9#tflly/>trier

owa^H
rMountain Farms Mall

llaaiW)

l*V~ SO - ^ Jf

Melon Dosh

ct*aj*<od iamonoa otattad dancing

It woan t irrtj «ttar Mpaan mvm a
Mdi n tho KH-motay n>aaarv»^>e
m tha AAU Natujtial JurWut
Oeyrrcaca in San Owoa C»dry^4
that moot lant»»«t o«v
ounanlaiif Thmaajh tht Juraor

Ohjncacfv alia Mt .vtad te t»«

Woat .7 Cvotoo** aa 6tftlot«taa,

Ck^homo. h waa on irrruoorji

tht J a portceonta 4llaacn ptocod

4lfl »• 9*« fOr>rr«ftar baaottatrokfi

ond woa ratrunomal aa gtcong aajt

Milo aomo raai 'wtoo ctttt'

awawnq
Through mo moax MtSon moat

fUdl Oin Gotitti
of tht PNtpt ol toon H

long 8oocH. CaMlutma ha
OOOChod QutSfy atom and mtttad
Maien to ttta* mt* ajatao Iw 9m
mmttmj.

•worn lout raauta o day and
Obackjtafy tiatad it

~ odrrata Moaon
"I woa tho wrvas t+rrrrrmt an Jh9
po:4 and at I

t

i

*Sa»mrr*rg thtf moiit txo4 top
fuji I woa «! yydtng tn

Than? wtm tno mtn» ctr^
' wo'COll ID fJc

aatrntd f»u >nt«>»taiu U
ti ttafmtting that ounmat.

tto»o»v' Uaton rohacta Qm woa
•to I dJdn't wont tn awm that *

» »r i.j Ht*aJ md^Otltal Bi ^
tanr am« troc l

i d I aw4H« Iuu» Nau»a
o day SacmdY I m»f laotr«3

tboul my tudv I bavwod) trw-

Ciaaot andaro much noro th*
np«t«d | not id *.»ow

rajtht ar.t wool

nda - UD»C
»- ;r^aAcingy ol tat«c*fto

nonnon Uhwoaofy. ttaj'd tao io

puroui najotich m ^>.it»n t» —
now datu altoct dhyacoi par
foaaajneo a*t>

"I bvt -y ->4|ir iharo a nolfoag
I •! *tlt«or tl: tayo Ma*-*^ I .1 MlO

Nd M* «avd oad
tanTBftma oy coa« «»»g %w

dtfrtn
X«0<aa5C
>/A « c

rfa«|Nio.*y-

Pj^WBO* r,

ieir

'£& a^ • vSafo
Jftai riaH vvtoix!^

THSAXi
*a

(aflMUpf at alt I if at
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Competition in Springfield

SCTTj CAS'l* (Qt-iCGlAK
l M IOAV. VAPCM 14. ItN rndiv, Merc* u. 1*75

The M«tt«(hgt#iti Daily Cfrilaoien MIT — I

Men gymnasts fourth in EIGL's
fly bill Done

T»e UMmi me* eyaAnait*
ara m a diseppotnbng fou

place with 167.9 poinds after the

CO~pulaory routines held las'

night on the hrel day Of 0*0

these day Eatlatn Intor
coiiepeto Gymnastics loogut
Chenpiorrthipa at Springfield

College.

The champi-sriahipe continue
tonight with the optional
roubmi and finish tomorrow
with the individual chem
pions*<pe

Southern Connecticut is v*e»

out m front altar t»a ffin'

nigh- » rt.r-ti ayJfJfa 1*8 06

points T«mpi|, the school that

UMsv* has 'cheat in order 10

quality for the national* I *f Baa

M.n.remen score 4C0 point* in

OOini, tot. • * in second w»th
t74.*5 point* Sorngfie'd
scored in© third ivanes: total

with 172 9 points

In or dot to score the

necessary 400 points toouai

Bosox, 9-2

Bucstop
VHNTE RHAVES.fi*. \A°

- Oanrvy Catar erd Juan
Bemquaa Nonered in a 14-hit

attack and see Boetcnfted Sox

snapped a three-game losing

streak Thursday w.th » *7
exhibition »<ctorv cuer the

Pinssurgh Piratoa
Carat. * 36- rear o«J votoran

fighting tor a job. e*so hod a

pa«t of sing/as to go SYttftl hit

first spring hornot. Bemqoet
had a aingla and Stefan bata
wasted in the third, dtova in a

run in tha fourth a-d than

n uteri a tnorun homer over
rhe alt field lance M the sixth.

t<

for tne nationals, UMass would
have the total 232.1 points out

of possible 2*0 in the optionilt

tonight The highest the

Mirajtemon have totaled this

seats* was ?07<4

Coach To<* Ounn said before

the meet that the t*»m Stan

dings would pretty mgth be

decided after the compuso^v
rejutjaeg UMets would have M
outacere Temple by 8>» pr>nti

tonight to finish as tha top

Oiattion I school Out even the*

there is no chance C^quafiryihg

for the nationals
f »cept try high bar and

aide horso." Dunn si rj •*
did j»s* atjwt what I axpoclad.
7r>e :the# teams were just

fcttfJl •".» i ettqggW thus ;

be
Spi i-ld had tho ad-

vanteja off compeiing in rneir

home gym b«1 Dunn said that

that wasn't the reason they

scored ao wall. "T«ov just

came towith aome reelly good
rouanea." ha explained.

Tfte high bar had 10 be the

weakest event for UMass, is

only Menning Ciaitt had a

Strang rouone, Geitt's 7 36 waa
tho ainth highest score of the

moat -n that event but it was
tha third boat Division I

averaga. The lop tee. Division I

KiLiduala. co-bi'-ng b0*
rnrr.-lxo'v and Of>ll0fte)l

totals, go to the finals

to«* orrov* wghl The top three

scortrs tomorrow qualify for

the nationals

S*de horse had to be the

beggest disappointment of the

•seal for theMlrvutoTten Steve

Mi'o ^tv Ounn tabbed as

rncend bast in the field,

ti -i»hed lied for eleventh and
shift jrnong the Oivis»cn I

competitors.

The nail best score for

Ualaaa on pommel horse was
No, Johnson's £.95. good
enough for only 14th place
Thern ware some good

performances, for UMass as

rate* Luek leads t»e Division I

competitors en rings with an
II 4 11.11 ttrouilnt it the third

highest n.i.von i fSoor per-

former with a 7.4a\ the aecond
pMca poor man in the diwavon

n an 83$. SAd the sixth beat

Div'Sionl veulter.es he touted

a 79

Stevo Moffc.s had the socond
batt compulsory vault, scoring

d*82S. Roy Johnson is on the

verge of qi i ' > ng for the

finals, ea he is in sexth place in

the floor atercise.

In the alt-erownds. Tom
Kovic of Temple leads the

Oia>e»on I competitors with a
«l) :oiol

r,.r,. I o.b ,m.i In. on on tha still rinrj*

...ef trvta seoson LvlM Knroit 1ha f»rta>

fulfil in Mte <OfHi>UlHa
<

ta>» •*»» night hi#

wMut/ylt to leitd oil UlvMlon i <*>m

Women in Arizona
0y lAUHlt WMtTINQ

A'vrona is one of the driest states in tha country, but not for

qualifier a Rtente Gtoden. Melon Oath. Penny Soyes. %<*4 Cindy

Whiting, who at a spending tout deya pool side at the University

off Aruona in Tampa awaiting National competition.

Tie meet started yesterday •« d*# outdoor University pool

Onfry swimmers who made she designated cutoff times aro

con- feting As the quality of competition improves, tha cut off

es e*s We- eaaaina see fiih^er.* 1

'. * <**** uahe'a qrVy the

Tt ^ — • •— •

Sewe^t Sea>aa»a • s# \ %
»%deasjis e»eaeee>% e

ae>ej aas ^usa iu .

trlV

Erving, Kenon spark

Net's win over Spurs
<*ry 4HT0W '" Msnt « aasssif^

i r. anin fhti

lul >•! ' |
•-...• H •i<»i mm** «e ^**

j \an Aiitnnin fef iisints ana i ^e »sa Jl

aamhinan si mantt Thseedey feyl*' ^ Ai

.. Mew Vara Nan hail la ami taenj

ae a. . %a> OS . essre mm «e><eee> <•*

• t i • «. «^fa
taaaS eada)t 0>asee

eJaS*'

f +
• n

'

weaaa* • •* a^ee s«d V
ad *d

I Fenton pinned early

k\\«SX%%\\%\\\\l\\\\\XV

Minutemen face Jaspers
hr .Vrrvri «rC0*ra

The SIT otM andenaa* tomoTTOw at-

rjarnoon at 1 .-00 whan UMass and Manhattan
easvorY st Madeon SQwero Garden

Tt»e rrecch up pits two oaama etch as HIT
tradoon The ard be *e third sveght ap
paajtince and fifth in *i* years for the

Msnutarnsn, and aeao the ttard straight for

day Jaspers

UMass wound vn its season with an te>6

record and wet be out to prove that its ax-

OSJtio* from the ECAC Now ingUnd
paiyofh was a rrsstdte Tep Jsepaas nrapaeJ
their ryury rkaJajd sooscn ai 13 1 1. nctudng
a tOA mark deavn Iha stretch

AccorcVg so UMass coach JacV Laarnan,

Manhattan is a lough draw, daspea U
raaet^sfy poor record. Npey C*0SS COKh
George Bbney. whose Crusaders beet the

Jaspers by two h tha test *n^9l Madeon
Squirr (-.vrten QajaJl T:o"0"o.t -.rl»

Itay Mew York Post said they didn't belong ai

tnn tcaiirement so thei made tfayn mad. He
•Powers' said Ihey rWght wan the whoss thsng

because of that
'

Carrfacn wal be «he key iff tha Jaspart

hope 10 advance any furfsar aaen the Tuft

round When dtt WW w^or did ptay the

soasOA he averaged TS pcants arwi 1?

rebounfe pea gasse.

The top Jasper scorer m Oeorga 6uco.
who has for 20 per corossT. The pesky
awingman es a pinpoint shooter e+d jumps
higher than fas t*r srtttere would asd-

Orvee Msjaauiii» *s she tttA> +* runs the

Club, rest much of a scoriag threat, the eVlV*
j u ird psnestates eaeil and unuefty wmds up
nith a son off asaets

Locahsrt and MAe Youag both *•". a«e

prnbabW ssarssrs vp front

coechft*, W^son. whose

Mjrphy would up thy regular season

l74a%tregeaAdTownrMdnedat 122 They
ware the orvy ffaanutemsn so break eaco

sguim

B* Endkott and «*>> Burke have both
psayed avail leteV end shovtd ttan n

bacacojtt Endcott wal d-aw she ifavftian

sob of guarding Buco, whea ffJurka showed be

to

Tea second gema off the

^ovblafcesder §* another Nra England

team. Providence, against loutnamani
tsvonse Cternson

I Friars should have thee avork cut out
tor them The Tigers era ranked Uth * iha
aaailor. in tfaa leisst A» pot end boast ons off

lhe bast beg rren * the tourney n
Wayne Tree Rofa
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NIT: Something for everyone

Home for some; the end for others

The A**ti*chui4>ttt Da iy Collt^i** NIT - 1

Who* the AJinutonan take 0* floor :» Madecn
Square Garden tcrrvytow mimi tht jaaptra of

Fo* John Murphy, Ortg (Xiarte. e*d gwdf Bfl

€r>*iQit and Am Bute tomorrow* ci**h menu die
thkd tttaighr year UfAaftft ho* appidred in tfte to.r

newer* ployed in the ~Mecpa" of baokertbei it wf)

area be ifttir ImI.

But for Oty<K Qafcernt. Ate* Bdcidge. V** P,tt t,

and wt^omye ^r» To«*n ** g*?* agaMtt
Menrecce* w* mart 9** inrtei appearance* In tht

nebeni cASaet baakafba* oourneme**. And e»*
David Thonvpeon thoeght the MT we* 'for leeer*'.

he wouldn't Cod mo roany afte* anwg the

Mty^tanrtani

iMtVii > aptem n*%* ff«y*ie *w v»«hi|
•*C** «*• I|»MM1| IMM IfM IliHK
*(*<*«.. i i|i|HM - *<iwr,tm
AMI IN Mil hOtdOM l»*VIN «WrtMh% Hdl ••*• •'

fteetMl»*i tu* *Mt W»
-g **«•»%•• if** Wt«4ii«MMi *w*

Mtaraj <m» Own ayta traeoraod o» im 1 1 ai mu^iuo
fly »<jiM<w# OMmc Mwn

<r* angler, ^hiim^ui l in (imo

Iwmw ion pnrv* **• a ra<

..<«.#» CACieX >«»*«•• tuti

•Ha* I.
| ..«Joi|,m> it*.

Mil •*•> e*othat »vef ew haiiarne* vnvr u pr.,..

Mr* '..•••. *%•***»„•. arid ~mm* ate*

Mm Him trot uuinarrwit met iiMom » *• m»ii<m

HotM4N l,.M««4.«,f W «J Tuff*.

tt IMMftl •• I-*** A* MfM of **#» M -- .1

• dm* fftwvnftt KM
or, e* » tarn* f*U «M lu Mtn OMoti tfv

'* Ml MMI e»OthW WOat M M|Ay \.n»u ijujfm
nfonQi

to I didn't on a ohenoe to piey

Mo metier how much thtv might CMan cchenvoo
one Km lo hgur* *t*t th* p%yo*« foot tfwy didn't ftc
«*»! OIOV OOMrvtd yt^on thry y«fm» tr<jbt»d 6y
Scotty W^rtMMv ind ccMBpony.

t »wi though an KIT ud vw «4yvosi « 96 por ctcc
CMtoVltir for UMia than* W9$ $t» d ccrewi amour*, of
worry for tht pUvcrt -*01 9^ tOS^7 wfctory c«or
Hmrm M<vcfi 6th w»x*3 mirk tf* ond 0* tho MM 11

nM I'ip up 10 Miieo *m <OOtr fu-rv. »»i1 Of*
cojuin Burt*. W»Mt <*dn t know wrwtww Qong 10
hopp«n It wot ono Of thOM thing* wOott VOu doit
win? to th»nK that you nvgtt bo pitying your Itof

QOm. but you knew H woo QOMfclr
ItH bo fonoword-boend for Ckfridgo. Pyotr. GMnn

- •

iO

.

Who's who: The 1975 NIT Field in a nutshell
lt«*4 + 4 «l«f*H|l«J OW «tlM4 14 ItWtl

fo Ml •OOI fw<% lt*f >^M. • ||
w iw»evr», »in) wftti «•*• iiti>i*v ••<•«». CHira

H40fV • |i I«M«JM4>>

1 C%%i%h T4IM liMie Iqtar* •

I •'n hno tht Iim* ••••• r»Mwofo»
<0«W -*h»^

LANDRY* XAKKt.v

II # MM

WARE RIVER
NEWS

Printer ©f the C#4lt|iM Is

waiting to print ttis leadline.

UMASS WINS
Hill in

Forget the past; time is now
•nvMod M <*• ffifionol

fntitotional Toumomtnt h»%
booomo M cornmon os 9m tdfton
CoHca ploying in tw MOA ployoffo.
Nowovoi. u4M f» Cotek, UMw
hM not added winning 99 tneV
ttadJticn of oloving in e post lOMort
enor,

1670 wes tho Wot y«w UUmo
took pon m tho NIT. T>oy ddn't
*m long. In tht opening rotnd, tho
rWutMnen drove MMqu«tte. o«o Of
the top teorm m 9^e counvy.
kMjrquocM hod boon invited x> the
MXAAeMr

t ee UMom km by
Mvon. 62 W. UM4M' Mro*g
performance betomee evtn moot
•mprewve. conMdO(n U that
M»rqoelt» went onW w»n »w K.
that veer. Coooh iacfk Leerren «r»
of the* initial appearance. "We
(iayod a greot gamo and I woo
wood of our en\>t>

k» *7I. UMaae h>mhed tht rcguter

tooao^ wtth n 22a itcord. on ebo
MnangOi ol 9 fantoiionei year of
Jiiaja £rv*g Ermg. in h#» vK veer
or <ooegt bet Koroo of a nno of

1 P*r yarr«. whea averagtog 19 S

IOUARI •AltOKN CiMT^MADISON WU*»«» Wm
.
im —

im aioiiow
TODAY - WIT C

aiaNNOTTAM ¥• M. CMOll»A.1 ftHI

ARMr ¥•. CfMCINNATI • • oHI

Ol/KI-UTAH 4 naaouiTTi-aiAti-TPii
OOL IMS ClM»»OM CklTIi CLASSIC

a f3 aencr, ended ho vwvty
eareor ror UMaoo wah hm beet
game. leeoVg bo«f» toarr« mM 2*

pokYB 9M 10 r«6ou>OV North
Carolina wee downed in th» next

1. looMg 10 r4ooe Oomo
Lav voar. UMaaa had fMjh hop«

once again, at d»oy noiihod wm a
21-4 record bohind moo* Ai
Skmmtf. and »non Xhn Murphy
and Bit tndcotl They d^ew
Jeckacrwret t\Blt h tfw opaning
r*o*d. fO ffO«hornp«on^Jp wto up
<ot orabe UMAaos faiko to

(tech hifi
>—

»

Quatty Componai iu at the Mgm araeo*—

>•» Trt—oW fc. Aaaharat toa-toyoH
«M klato fa. MeriKemiMcn %«-;:•.:

Qg ••;-s£7kk^
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Wear them out

Minutemen!

evbars

( 201 a pteasant St. amherst")

l iifarf)eWM^i chioopee J

CHARTER
FLIGHTS TO

EUROPE AHD

CALIFORNIA
contact:

CAMPUS TRAVEL
CENTER

3rd Leiel Campus Ctntei

5450500

r

G*s Ugh? II

IM • *W.M! U

Saturday's Rosters
University of Massachusetts

• "i nek

in Ihc N.I.T.

....Luck

Minutemen

GblwMvski

ie

1? m r«dkott
14 Jim Bark*
20 DortCk CWbomi.
22 Alex EWridge

m One PW«
30 Miko Pyett

34 Joe AtHme
44 JfmT«Mtt
B John Murphy
44 Arnold Johnton

Beat Them

Forward
Cnntnr

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE

3
4
S

11

12

14

15

70

II

77

M

Manhattan Colleg

Cb.vbe mehoney
Mlkn Young

Gary We*
Goorgn lii

Jotin Hurtry
Tom locfthort

Hon Comnyicr*
frank Ma*(ma
BJI Campion
Tom Rotty
Anthooy Mjrthlee

Stack them

points up

Minutemen

mi

nrrro* >i

an*n

mat'.

m tttr x uci

• 141

II HM !•»« pUp m«Vi r,, |

M ••• •• l*e» p**M'** ••<

I VIM Hlki •*. 1

SCER report documents CC pay inequalities
BvJOYCiXOSOfSKY

A itcenHy pubkehed report from th«

Sludeei Ceeeer for Cdecetfonej Re*e*<c*
iSCER I docurnentt met student ervptoyaea
<**»** ieoer«« th» urm pay rate m otter
n>picYeea n the cewpue c)erneratudert
ur»on co~p*«

According to thy report, the majority Ol

C*r*«nnel amptayed at th* Campus Center
Student Unoa COmpHw e»e Students.

A/though the caaan average houity »noome

«

12 56 an hour, most student workers att

tacked nto a pay scale of 4200 an hour The
'tpon »tiim that meet student evicts (est

that tha* rr^.T^i wages are "«erihtr

ntpnnenietrve of the evurk *iey perform nor

adequate to support them in a oou-rry witli

mn amun «ifteson rata ol 14 par cant." Thay
recehe no sick pay. no cost of Irving a*
weest. not benefe*. Thay report also etetea
thai techniceey ttudentt aren't cenaaSsiod
•rr^oyeee. They am cetegxited as "03
v**cb means 'peyrravr tor service*

aim. the report •ode*** that *e UMeee
elude** wo* tore© aim wruguaty bad
s*ueton. It stares that not only era sbey
deprived ol normal ewpb pea benett*\ but
ar« abo toeffgtob tor veettee leicept for food
stenosi an#rv unan iptoyinenl n»u**r»ee.

i j* eerker SCER report it we* mr-ated
thee tee entre cu»t c< a «t>2oi veer «t UMaaa

. to 13,000 tor neoaaaary aspandrkiree
Vat. a studant eerrarg COO en hour «uen« •
34-aveek actod year an«img 30 tc«r» par

week can a»pact to taba hema 41.310 twmn

tha ttudant Mho earre 42 56 an tteur during
the smt and *K«ks ful tttai durrtg She
•unirer makes only 13(100, ahc* aa tha
taport spates, ie nn ancu«n tu pay tony
• >oanv» daring Iht suaamar

The SC€R •port eten sheavad tfiai +M*
n<- starting salary for sludartl aneaeis Is

4200 en hour md fiat Sana ncmekislante

ttr.rkats r* 42 9S an fiour. th> saUry i<f the

Cempus Canter dreeser a mva then I/7.Q1

4 year. For a 40hou* waak, 49 woaka a ywar

the hgute equals 41178 an hoar. The

average rata for aster Campus Ceriiw
pru4aeeunai ataMars m 112J7T1 or K31 an
tasur. Laborere earn on aaaaetfage d 17,74b
-r 43 70 an hmr. Qancal vaorfior*. meatfy

•» 43 47 e* four.

• tvataga houtti tncnn« aa

Mtaaarfmiaatte m U 7ft an Jajyt Tr« 5CC74
taprn stoai tint endajwt aywkem art far

baxr* the average The SCER report hat
the queetion that "at lowy as ine

can get earn e4th pettng
ttueartts tUb-etandant •agee «%r»% ttrvukl

they pay decant eatery tn fill aaea env
p4TVamr I «an preretaSaei emptoyeet eern

far eem fan the 471.170 etwage saajry tor

Uir*«r»t» trtitaea^iTi-i itrtl

THf MA5»ACHUftfTTS OMIY r e.t.c*H<t^t us wo weather
-

**

Bill may cut out
SATF funds for SW

e£^Te^^ Overdue physics book
***** r returned 43 years late

Ban on voter leaflets

condemned by PCP
prcepcuh ^y» ^ ^ ^'

21

4>aa ^

^mC^*

» 4

eaaeaaaea. Vbj

t •-*
M er

etet ^ej

• •

eiiisniiiti
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New Greek officers tackle fee

Taking advantage ot en uncrowned Sunday if.
lernoon at the C.C , Mike Moschen and Cyrvs P. Koski
III practice and practice until ffioy get it right!

Vets Coalition set to

counter ROTC drive

eeaeaee 1

re »

.

•

Tf« Ccmmk A/aa ftoa-lry e*Xte0

tMtm »**« wM be faced rate* a*
oaua - tho

thatoouti

futu*t growth or <n*y mean lhav

eery aerraea, according to »

K>ofceteer*on *ar i*e a*ee

Thase *awty eitcied oftfcers «>t

e*penen6n* whai iray deaeriba a*.

* ««nof ©Or*!' fc< the Gteatt rwaa

and a* govern****. Th» Cmefca
•re becoming mere a*aro of

trauma***** and the* pl*c« n the

campua oomoHSWy Tha/m aba
«»panar<*rig * itnawal o* ntaraat

n th# Crerja way of If*. 6ul their

-cw ftvt and proapoct* mr/p be

and ran bound ua a* ti>j«tt»ar tor a

tomion €Iuh, , cur »«ty

eaatenc
Tata, a* n««Mr praodant c# C**«*

Count* and a rnarnbar o# 6«ti

Kappa fnt tim baan invcrVod wr*

meurivertat fet vnea it taxafm an
Mm Actrae in pofeca on bee* th#

itudw ood suit lovax Tata aa+*
It* fat M ftOrnetrang thai nsjat be

turn to p. 10

'Unprecedented' number

on town meeting ballot
to bam* coym

Staff Alport*
An •"uraprecadati! aign

turrbar of candidate* tor lown
rroajutg I'- oi i ifcai a we be on the

battel April 8 «i tha Town of

oraf *cor- «

* uti probabV ba atoul 45
Sianey sam) tha group, advoeanag
eot control and aafhc ccnifof, and
»>«t laauaa. would be d^ptaiaty
tgarued by thaj week lor

atactcn

$t»faavaai0h*i

• •

wei
•:

~* • *»•

r

T3MIGHP *i»iSfi»

rauasiT MAwes

l«**Jie !u?*B i»igri

! d**m ^irjs ^ Stfwms

Wowns

loa. -a •• !• — •• a- • •aaaaT*** - " * ** -- - ^

{.^v^ Hoftul Stbuiii!
iaa?Saar^^^

l»«*K<
M

201 apteatontst snmerttV
Anhc«t ilra; cca<^ J"

j

Tri-track skiing,

underdeveloped in NE
JtiarV *WAM»iar

dia-41 ta a Mtui al Awn. ^t«a aaafynao rv«w

co«H«M«f w«l^ |»a«aMrji taia. W»« ^noo«
thai • iHftoer* lilauj iarimi»A ami ajaj

- i*aa

•••i a a»ri| * tin aetiraM wifh an an>a«a4iaa a* •#* aaa a
to •*- 44HMIUV i.. tl»aw •<*

id iratnH >»*a aama iiaaa laieajaj i a> x^4
but a«i>. a f9* rnadavaaana t »* a* >....-* «aili%a«»a — < ^ <

tha uvoiautti %a«»u a iimaUld ptaa W»ih a m%a« *> i wvaMa^r*
an> ara#« *n ua anav

• Tw» L»VAa«a »»uar»m. Cav Hemay anil Jam Mraaa
I tha *i*h kngana fiaAnVani** iar»nma»/i am.*.
1 MX- Hrft Cniaarai a%
« r4ii»»>ai nar,mmajraiaaanf iaafre»naa*a> >»

2 ea^ataaah •*•

J

)

•^a,

Food expert Benarde lectures

on food additives, cancer
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Alleged oil fraud studied by federal agencies
Probe of embargo

pricing policy sought

WASMfNGTQN IVfl) - A tv*c-

l federal probs cf ptfcleun
brvttaa during the 1!l/3 /t

o4 anbsrgo nee t^tgmi

vttcto&praad cortspraca* (o

Spt*.e*m*r> for tht U.S. Cutter*

Service and Federal Energy ***

mmliiio- ttid the* were bVO

man mruat* ei the government

Of

it

Source* UnA<i wilh the e>

vetlrperion Mid tbare wst *

postrbtty crpevrtv) crime wet

InvesbpetrOn by Cuttom
•otntj 4i 40 port* around iht

nation of poserbit document
'indication by important end
ujpptan 16 doubts rke apptreoi

oott of forepn oil trapped into rht

Unfcsd Seam
A throe way PEA inveeirgenan

r>er*pul**ons by 0*1

iH ppcu and broker* t**'.

n*y have ratted perjctaum product

price* aa much m 300 par COM
between Aftoar** and consumer*

such ee etectnc power utauea,

btopiiaii and achocfe

F£A offcm* sad m»r n
veiligation* had turnad up
iliptnon* ona utary company
atone had baan overcharged $15
•~»*ron Sources said local over-

otorgaa uncovered *i bom e>
vesogeoora might run art least at

II bdaon. and tha

Cambodians recapture position;

Phnom Penh shelling continues
www ww uA°n -

boduin government force*

teceptjred Tug* leep outpost m tha

Commgnen iocs* bait watt of

Pochentong airport bun rob**

puma** poo*dtd tha efrpen and

to

tn* sated

20

rockec srtecss

•nd wounded
ih«

***** loong. ** tat* ggmmmfi
emtjae on th* Mekong River as tke

•ourh, wet naar ootapaa
At laaat tan rockets atpioded la

Phnor* Penh near tha pa*da- rial

tM foratgn arrrbeasy

Idsasg ona aatdssr and
wcunokng .* wght m#mhar* of he*

larnt* Twelve other pawns
Mtu^daj tn a Budetest

Mont tftan 1,600 refugee* here

Ike* tha bv.ddhs* peped* com
100 yards from tha U.S.

bt fxeponnq a major oraanova on
ma airport tomorrow, March 1(.

fifth *rW»er*ar> of tha ouetar of
•acted Pnnce horodom Sihanouk

feortch draiomats haw bao.n to

iaava Ptinom Panh and tha tint

«wKuahon lloht for rtancn atoar*
»*> fee to+mg Monday Fnancb
mtpj «*Wled around m tbnr

Compound lo conptett
idf avacuabon **>to

Chlnoae mada 107mm
'odkata iwpbfad naarby-

Covornmam POOpa aupportad by
jrmotad con> took Toot Leap, %a
naaa ^aat of PoChanong airpon
altar a rrtj*axo*Qad attack tnac

17 ComtKnai \Q7rrm
«oc«cta and kJaad IfJO nabttd \* n*o
dafs of heavy l»shvng

Oovan povwnman t rroopa ^ero
r<por«ad loaad. 90 Mounded and
th*at of ma armo«ad ptrtO"oa<
carriar^ dbatroyod o»

Kconoanp lo liaM mpom
Tfco Amancan amatpaacy ai'lfl

fie« «\ 19 toeda of hot and fuel out
of Slajon m OCB carpo rto J
•oeord onedey thajtmam of 818
Mm of «ioa and 46 tcna of terooana
ainot tha aaaft bapan fnb 77

Waahinptaa Poal raponad « OOutrJ

bt at much at t) bdaon

raruaad to

of their

Krtvtuat, aaying Iht invtltpPlona
*+ tlal «nder ^iv
8ut FEA toarctt ta*d lhal

a-ptncy pvjnt t ma(oi tn
naunotraerM tOO» on ht fndngA
A«d tht Pett raportad prand runet

^9 botn convened at

/KlutonvMe, Fit. New York tod

Lot Angelas »n pornaction wHa> Iht

cuftomt pttbe,

Tht Potl tito ttaj Othar prand

*>i«t «Ngtc be cetad in Ncueitn.

Phiad«k>r«oi Bin-ore and Boston

at the tvidenot of feaptl ttthsoet

mountfs
If* a m»io» Vtud ctte. t very

rntrOf Ctte." ttid t cuttoma

spokesmen. Ha declined 10

comment an the reported grend
rjrtaa. but sasd cuseoma s> tumog
it* mAormaoon over so me Juatce
Departmant

The spokeemtn tttd tha •>
veetlgetlon invofvet elepad
faJaecatpn of ahpoing end custom

documenis *how«ng the counory in

which •mportod oi we* produced
Such narapuiatcn ought etow e

shipper so ahcar* an oi tanker'

a

cargo aa Vane*uela oi. wrsch aoid

tor about 590 par banal duang the

easbargo whan mi lad it

asapanen ea ssiaxn coat orsy

The Custom* nvest«aoon

•n August of mst year, ft>»

spokevMn ee>4 end hat corv

cenvated on east coast ports,

whieh received most foreign

pseroieum Oaring tha ambargo. ftut

ha said t total of 40 ports eround

the nation were irarotved.

Tha rtA •nweeepstion. urske
that of the Custom Service, it

concentrated on ectKedet toieiv

withai we Untied Stanet

A spokeemtn said P» FEA s

mrre rre> riit >>a^raont are OOde
rternad Protect E *caii to* Project

Msncuiaior end Project

Portuguese Communists

demonstrate support

Indian hunting rights

hit by wildlife group
mrstronGH [om\ - so the National Wide* Federation t

for e new rujr«>ial poky that would

(tSSOS llA°n ThOatanCts of dataarinp us* aaorvsa cowp u»!

ttki sttAld Comesunaits yetlanla* Tin* In but ursad tha asomatstl

ekouied support for the kfh taetj »0.0Oa n t* stadem nut to cat lor

nUtarv povem—ent s drtae 10 lum tht asecuscn of tha mm\ ewcavac.

PortupVsrrarchsedtrnocracy eise At Labon asrpon anHAn.es of

4 eeXitket •evcauton tha ruoenst atftna TAP dsaar*

In e eoccer ttadkit* aUnia syipi scruttnuad danartsig I'ortupjaae to

•td ftapt and banner*, thee heard pntvant aaaiwci ai l arwervaovet
top CorrrntfOiet kstders easel she end buanasarnet i from fkaeng the

#
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"^rasasi
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BUILDING 451
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Artificial

FLOWERS

2 Price

Wmiack ft Sayada

YARN

eetaeeaea
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Papprback
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88 Ska*
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Dukakis tries to hold to tax pledge
Vow of no increase

underpins his policy

60STO* UP1 - The no tt*
carroaip* pktdga made by' Gov.
ViehteJ S Oukatua has become the
l.ndarntnttf economic prtxtjte
wheh « the urtderpn»W)g of at
adrrsrate/eaof. pokey.

Contrnaing 4COOcmc dacaVte ht*
broodtntd the baue to thy exstm
4ujt 4 •nvofvee much more than a
governor senpty tryeng to keep 4
campeipn prorrsse

Tha rsmfletaJem of tht Oukaka
ecrnrnttssant tea eteody btmg lafN
ispe craai> by tuvkr empiosea and
wefAere recipients who ere darted
Iht 11 per cent cottof tving av
create that they ere seeking.
And. of course, the benarficiatres

*l *0 no- tax program are the vest

eieientr of Msaaachusetts itrresst

who depend on lew end rraddk>

level wepe* Maaaachutects is

without a graduated rnconn

e«d these tre tha people
woukj beer she burden of e tea hAe.
The governor ottlned the

P^osoplry behod fas no eta pokey
•* • newt coherence last kveek. Ht

*n ladarai gosarrrranr; «e teOucng

news
summary

news analysis

mede three points

When vou'« * to n*tyjk> pf

a racaation or depretPon. teak*g

pacpk* makes no sense It *cukJ
surthsr ckapnsst the ecortpmy. e*d
as part of a naocna- economic
p-aJcy, < makes Ueas eanee for

astss* to be tncraatrng

Nader says Congress to create

consumer protection agency

"The fofkt asked to pay me
low end aaddk* ncome

peopki. are precise*/ the rJUCpkt

wtro need the rncnay the mosc
land* they make tha puKhtttt in

mt market piece
There era certain reetreinis on

new granei oua tha state can be in

hjrnen aerweae . . There are
certen smu beyond which d*e
sttte can't go and survwe
economically a* tn>a fete*el
Sfrsteni

By the last posit. OUosklt m»*+

Vie! Cong attack
SA/GON \UP9\ - Con*r*an*M

forces sttecked poversmtnt
rxrtrocna *t a former U 5 bete Oft

Ske Oatskats of Pletu only hOate
efstr the army corps haed^etrtert
•n the Certrsf leytetirde c«v wet
ewkfied to a more secuae arte. d«e
S*pen comma-*! tart vaatardey
m Serpen, pari nit ordered

dtlense forces of me Cepnai
M4tary Detrict on 100 per cent

•

>)•> %#v

ST. PATTY'S MT 25—
bT T. 1

#«r4>'r*>UsPb#p»

ptpjptj | fyflb— 1 mm.

$t#v+ Oocrl

LcCOffTsOtiO-% OfO*Va>

— |u99f.»rf

%t. J+m+t Oofd>
— Irish/folk Trio

Sunorc — tkfxh tend

Israel te'ls

Klssln^ef

to press on

a r.

t -*

tare em, ^»a<4:s •» t«€ ^fkh

^
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Xaa have a right to expect value
for your food dollar.You get it

with specials like these!

OrangeJuk*
*£ «: 4S'

vZ^ZTZZZ^Z f fytttw

Beef Chuck
Blade Steak

IxntUrt Ba^ls
• w

li

- - V

— - rr

Cvtc*S{«tC*K»f* ^4
M^U«l) «>Hl * YM^^^U^ ^^

1 1 Italianfeattjage as 1?
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99
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Roattft#*f 89
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CodFllktS 79
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Meyer claims he's porno satirist

Rapid Rf|inMJiictions Progressive pool condemnations

Special

^$if7]

• M

Southwest funds may be cut out
vi <*. . .» . -

• •Mi 4 AAVmm m±

i • ->
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COME ALONG OH A
tETE* PAH

APRIL TOUR

RIGHT FROM THE COLLEGES
*Mll

I •! • t- x^ni
•

•ft* 12- I i*»<<-?: Mr n n tstt ^jtt S»«l'9CfH»;
• * t*«v»
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Commentary

Emergency!
Vo/ctr your opinion to Legislature

Tha folowreng 1* • Ittt of bill* that will be corning up for

co—Idarttton In their respective epraawrtteae in the Mmm-
cfcuHtti Stat* LeeleUtur* during the week of March 17-22.
If you •upporc or oppose any of these bilt wt urge you to
write or call your Senator end Raprtaenialive anwnedlatery
or plan to attand haeringt %iut tetbfy to Button Wa can
oftan prowde free ridee to and from thaaa heanngs. Aleo.
you caa phone H ycu prefer fiom our offk*

If you naad eavy farther Information on thaaa bait or naad
namaa aid add******* or Stlie,went number* of legafetor*.
call USCC at £43-0217. pr pomp 10 room 413a in tha SMudaot
Union, second floor bakony.

So Daia Commiftaa

M4W7
M4ZM

Miuhl* enaction Law*
1CKMA.M. Rm443

AMTdn to pfptv votw reoawaidn Py ma/ aa en emwiePVp to

aersc**/ r****prppo*

.

S501 March 19 b 22

41*57
H172t

local ANtrra Committee

Gardner Auditorium

•*t<aoi fpeaTevVrlanr CpnvptprpmtAj rp efotdt arWflo**n5 pW
IP AVM dWwV^pmmrs. end ro make * U^a loea/ Optic* Aanr

ConfnV caeoang ArtL porrnsnont.

S >»47
H

Sow W»ya and Mpana

;v .-.r.-.- .v>.c»-*v*-r* I PeJM *»• H lV flTefJafaMM Mi AMI o' *»

mppfr aarvv^ at .Via pVotog commons

M Novicndockr On Floor 1

for a.ota

flspalon recreate 30OVamarrareroto
rPaVf d M*i*pflnuJ*trj.

OTHER SILL8 TO f>AY A1TINTIOK TO
(Y*u can write m auppoct or opposition to thaaa eleol

H744t vVVen *p dare Ao* nef bean enan a report 6y tha eoVceOP/s
:•: Iff* >Vv.y^ tAMiaW faWtf T^si-.' -rvj-rafa fr>»( j r;^-fi-jy
J0 GOper twit of rheatfuer' coif of /*a*njrfo«

M.172B- Thab4>mcrmMittmd^cwtxyr>mMccrreriuvu6t9t where aaacfad

o*Xoa/a. counert, or aaaeciedparson* new* pppoaacf covwoaraMvi of foes/

ront eontrot on odopton.

NJOT- THt 6aT naf ppafp a fsaufrfrW amaoplnanf rp tha conrminpn
metric * Atwfuf /pr rha ro #ff*^Vi a papgrpm of tfudenr pr A-gn^
aPucaPpnaf JPanf . MOVCATTQnf CaM,WiT7cTl

rV 7709- 70 eSTASUSH rha leaMateMe* C&xotiooof CfcpprTumTy

r>pgr*m wfwfA wdr n*v* as as fuaccdo. rp 't/w**n AnencaV ta»**enco ep

aaatdanff wnp ant atotifcaW ^ .HtisacAvsarrs

Srudanr tpat 6pard«t tha Oapr 0/
afox*a*v» such as MaaoV faflfct.

frW cpraraanfary was praaarnad ay Oha Uervarsir>- 5rata Com-
murfccarVtvtt Caunca* jti cocysaraUv? wrfn t^a Si^tSanf OrgarwjcvTg Protci.

Notable Quote
riW rVaaidPnt lw» not accagtpd aSa Mm of a cutoff data Ha a

atPvtay saaung to gat aa much pd «ar CamcodM m Qucsdy ta
pwiaalt " Ron Naaaorx oorrvnandng pit Pvaaidant fprxfa poaiaon
yMMPdal

fV.AW TNs

coVcafkvr w<^ aufhpntyM

Faculty and staff -

over 20,000 other

readers. Have:

join

imC aia.»ac**«**rrri saav

delivered to your office

$5 semester $9 per year

Call 545-3500 for details

"...Then sweone rah into my

OFFICE SCREAMING S0NCTHIHG ABOUT

A NO-PARKIHG SIGN IN FRONT Of THE

LIBRARY, AND BEFORE IC0ULD GET

HERE...

ihi- '^'A6CM vnrTH paiy.y <OkHOi*.N

Letters

More drums along the Mohawk
To tha fdftpa-.

72* lappa p/ GjrvacUan tn an atiampf fo fdmm
tha ro*9>o*> owf MWr>^a of rrwwr g^»no>noiharx, haw
/acAamaa4 fha^r pap>tpna/ hprnaapad and oawsg
<Prtfrp>cr»p w#r> a»W romfonco Tho$0 Uohovt*
f*Offr.f¥itv™wobon4oAOo'gvH'compnoortog*
toy. NY. hovo ooto rrVaaranap4 ty a caayfera

rpadlMMA pn ppapAr o*d IMP»*W anta/^ng rha praa

TrVs atPPA aar fp 6a <amaf P4* by IftP rVrW Vp^a

asafappsca. r* aapacfad wMai aV* waaAi. tut tot rha

ataiapoaca Troop "0* ,

|iha tomo/mn rpappnaiMr rV
lha A/Aiea wtjiaatra of T9?T\ was on rha Marpa oY
.TKwntaig an asaauff p« Garvanfbah nhan &W acfkvi

wot avaraad a? teat mnwrp nagchatws
Tha land or? wh<n aha AnJanr ans sPwarpd n rhaWrs

ia accord nr?V» ma Ca^ada%ua 7/pary of f 7SM. 7n*
raaVraV A*dgaa An tha ana* oo$ «r ot^arwta* pad av*
avarxvong h> «^paa* rhpy w# pn ma aaata* paopte.

Tha maafy rpppgywas rno &* Notion Co*t*d*otY. ot
wAAflh ma rVfpA>a«aP4f • mamppr no6ot\ a* a SPrawa^gn

annry. fldrh fihpa* acaio^s. ma u*a of fotto os***t
iAohawd paopAa, and rha affampi of Aft* fadavaf

fitd»cmrr as pan Ana* or /iia^amanf oo a masoar p/

tha $u AtahpniL a/* J* dfracf MpAsPdn pf thf f^#
traarr

SaippAps arp ufpnPY aooOoo to lost** rha toofca**

thnoufh tha rprnpioplir *<|hf A\a<ca >UViV>d*a H^rraV

and urn** Ahaw first Honost %ts*aa CarnaWaA rtams

****** pafaroas. f»iur. p*a*n, oaans o*d sagay naw
taporaaua5rpp<. >Msp IOP*s fo* forming, moking mo&O
sag*/, and 6ua¥hg pa*> 6a p»f ft> good urn tniwu g|

sa<A .lams, monay rj a/so tnaaiy Mtalld af lha criois/

torn*. Ccvrfnibuoons ant fax daduct^a ono' chavAt
arVoaaV aa mad* payaost to.

CAVTfAtsrp/ AVOfAA/ PROJECT
Thaaa and pfnpr donaPdAS cap oP AtfY *f tha

Apatomtog p>pppf ppmlf.- ^afaran's Qlafodii /or

Cpmmtrfvry Acpp^. dff S.v.Panr «%oa WMba* 545
^7fZ 5*5 «S56\ ^2S Si^t^ St.. fVb. Am*** S4±
MB

Koar psauranca At vafpfy naadad a«/ daapV op-

Jordan
GanianVah Support Cofladhra

411 S L UMaaa

Know thy worth(lessness)
To tha EdflOfl

Not lap top «fo. a»ggp«f**» mpp mada mae
s«P*^vuy Avoarfs covtO bo madt ana* ma cur/avy

r«i*ncAaf ch*Af AT oOfiW^Orof \PAQ\
rapra a* v«A«nranrV rtajftra saAary cwfx T/Vt

gtactsy raaanyraifa* Amprachca/. Aftsr cneJOog t ovor.

raa>p naf so sura aW X it. to o poMe aufttiPen p/
rWgAar aoVcPaVpn ranpaa cororrvfman* a cufanatrV fp
prov»da rAjcalorWoppo/twrny ar Itw cop*. >T tooms
rttfm jncongrtrOM maf atodanf* oro omtog otkod so

op oparaPont dahptt, wiSaa opporArrof ad
ooPrwa fo accapr ojrga s*A*W»j rarthpaf

a aacoad fhp«ght

VMs mvff agwra m*t thar* ara ao*vw*frrat«<* n rha
cppnpy whp a/a urprm P>» Svi«:aX?ro $5ZO00o+d lo

s*ma (AUaj* ax*fiMNF*rp/a. [T7hs is

>ongo Of uppar Asvar
1

saaVh'ts, f^ajrdan r VltootTt

,

r**s naf madPBPJ af oVt wnaJryt maf ** now r*a n^n
tsW aV aht ravy/a I rV pa AaV
fpjkah'. .»«***g m«

^an^^^^a»i

^*r/osuras of opporont mJtmonogomont o*4 A
prootom. thot masa raAanrap4 and raspiMaPAa ad-
rmvspafp/t ara aof on rha UMou pom*. Wo oefy
saggasf tfwi pwopto m top pontons 6a psyad Mm*r
mPy mo wcvtn Vw 6aa*«»f fhaf ttmam pwcsfo know
who* may wo wonn, ono* rhaf fnay aAowV nAngar

aecapf AVatf **Aary

VW t*r* rhaf rrVs Satiajoan oaaarsp* * cspaav APoA.
Conpttsr tho potontwt k~dOnor XAfASS (AV-
ow*$cofi€s comvmetvr to stvdgvts -
Proxory AomVraaPafprt Accaya* Sofo/y Cuts fiothw
Thon Av/pa*a ShxAanf foot" VW A** iVa rdaa, #
»PiaV 6a a o^^a lu^fprru^prarV] com of tha
•^*fps- g**w»g ro rha nbavpytaf*." *«d woidd 6* a
Crpptha and ajpa»naf> afYacrrva way of rsap>y p*
cYPalislry of VVTsaynprp as putting now Aavary.

Vat, «f protootr wpnT npppon, *f taasr /wr Apr*.
7p* ^d. ttnt .*?

Voyours voilal
in ihi idiiM

..w>Pr a gYPsai #1 •

*>!*••• fW ffofomoy OV
SafftVPYP^ .VPMfAa
AAfJf hPj*lA flPJfOn tap* AMtf

..»• "a<al»a

InVtPaf lasaailli af
1
fh* pp/fQJmm

Kyriakos Karoutsos

Portugal in perspective
A* tPOO ** I wcAoa ip ajpi Tuaaday morrWM I

•Pffphaay fall that tomaPAng was happarar^
OOUW opt rappy grasp tha lafiing I 6k*'t raally krow
wharw« gor-j to b«* I tornahp* It* u-»av, it ^»
QOtng to OP "vap oi thoaa day*.' and I knaav ft A*
toon m I rpad *>* rp^apapar* my arcaoutna** was
trprpformpd to fear. I raad that pa uprtsar^ had (gaps
fApo* «n PorotQm and its outcom* wap not wr known
Tra* apaping was mia^atad and carried ou by rigfti

wlngm* U*JS* OXPaavttrwst, and laacocnanaa. nr* .t

wa* nandaated ^ tt* ravoli by a *pgr«ara ol «sa
army

Tlroughout tha day I wp* o«arco<cp wah cnujliora
•hat aaara »oo powprfut » disaohra Tha m*i» tnuitcn
wa* faar fow for Portugal. *» paofit. as* rawly

•asaaditSaatt, its hitvn> foo* of * rnaatpcro, by tha
itgMWHiQarvc' tra paopAo sorrathang rtaaa^tcaf*
of tha taoodahad ajfach xcurrod at and cf mo Pan*
Cofrmjoa of 1^71.

*ort«g*l a co ta* way to rraaspfsJjut ttpv
sjfermatont in th* rapVn* of poftla*. acpnoracts and
vx^traapippra, Tha* *r« tha catty coufttryei thpap-
caaad Weataaa €u»cpa to raOVPry ctaiiga thpr
approach to pcaak*. Wnathar thay wP b* abla to
«^»a*atha«rgpiliw*bada»armaadr*aatanf^o«
lactcrv <o\ hoaa may wP daal with thak aitarral
sjpiatson. and Ibl ho«v Hay wtd daal arttfc iKta patarral
vtuation

\towtoikf, tha graatast probaar** wtta> wal faca
wtt ba cppoaAko by tha itpc^praha*, op

pOtMftn by *a bourga»a>«amad praa* oration, and
dip atoPM cd couraar revcauiRMi ixsarnaty thay w*
h*va to lac* 'Wtatarrr epaaon. ppappa m
Obftofrac bappkada a a Cub*. poaastH ksvaskm by a
loraign powar. pad th* C.IA

Thay aajM dptj wrfth Poth ptpact* dao«rvtfy ard
coriKtly Mnt*ily , thpr rrpo peobJpm wal ba tha
nttatantjy tlHiphi <:f ihi pia#uMDri :ha ilitnim a
mada up of nght wogar*. rr»:<Jetaaaa

k

,

*M>a***j\," and
avan tpc&alifttl

Th* upppr dtt* wal ba vary raVotahl Ho say tha
taaao to grva up d»a4r waasih. Thay wm h* utwaftng to
\mztt>z* ottok anormoua waalth fpr tha good of th*
Port i ijuaa* paops* a* a amptt. Thar wmath.
ttmplora, nrajai ta and wdi ba. taken away aaore
Iham A* * itrK.il <A tha aaqgropticiion, may wP

~ ta* a* tha dark and vf»eomoH withan m*
spoaty. Thay w*l aAaty*. 4 tttowad.

•h* effort* of tha govemnant and a* *
r«*ot "oit,.Jtfr^c-w»-Q^^.l.iiv»r.*'JL>r» tVil.iv. 01
M~r>y w^lnntfsllCalatH ?rr^v»,,.r,:wM--«fi.ifn <e

tha cofy ofsalacsa to th* *ey toward* ch*oga
ModaratP* and "Msaras*" «HI ppp land to unaorrrwr*
thacjovammant. Thay pw th* bourgaots - th*middJ*
ca*** Pay araa* rapctkirary a* 9a upppr <i*a*p* pre.
Tap daatrucppn pf die* CPpiltaan wP moon tha
•MpPAga cd thpr ogpteeaion of th* people, tha
«"t*Amer* pi their eponomac aaaVtajtaQ. the
dtnoaton of dspk tPnlrol of tha mpaft* of
producton Thay wrt no bngar form * ctPMCf flea*.
Hay wal no OftfaV haaa thpr prrWaga* thav fee
lora*. thpr ''flayaj,*' Thar hfHapxa w« be curtaatd,

AynaAoa JCaraviaoi a a

Luis Manuel Medina

Par ppntJbPC** w* bacomp naaawtfjfaa* paaca* crl

P*px. their ceapnaa* eaarapa* wal np krsgpr shad
bkMd and aaapt for tham Ihaaa ^cda«atea end
''tteapw* wPaago themsafva* wrh thp hffn wogan
P*d f*py wal lorm * «*n/ dartganxit opppnara to Ita
•ew prog/aavva gpvproaf r

Mxe trpuba wii ccn-a <«ofn Ha t ocatats, Thevtrc
tha pteudo AAaraitte aPp oro tono omvdn to tha*.
the: tcKiaJam wal ba th* *no ' i»a potracal papcas*
caaad Mprrisn Thay are npwa enowgt rp -n*i
trcaaam a the Iran asap the deoeha and. Taaaa
SocuSat* *a at odd* wnh the Corwmuaats me»
art at odd* wit* Ham bacauae thoy itfusa to irv
daraUnd the Mar «hr. tfaory p*acpnn>og the tatgpt

•J procaapa* yettiCfi wal occur p$W a Manoat
program a iucca**fu#y «batrd $riet*iam can r«var
he the #rat waga <d a Mar^at «ooaty T*e evartts at
Oae and tha ttaa of th* Aland* gp«ammeni otept
tutMfanewa and afhcpnt 0%>danca lor euch * ck".

5ofaa**m a a halfway mvaeura arts .t m«I '**o*
•sxtppdl The Socsaapt rnu*i Wwy^dkoottf alter a*fc
parry bouraaca* rtaoAaga* ©r.j ^»j thar tuppo-
the Ppnugaata govamment 0»ay than can such *
fjpveinrweat auccattlully •'ititca construe^
chtn.se* Tr^a laud betawaen me Socaaati end
Cro-ountsts rttot end tntj * inited frare mppt ba
pratearad to %* aver ra**prrt no»otO <* rptcPon on*
oourner rpvekiKirx

Th* Poatugje** peopa must deal imrradattey wth
tha unwyprppj tmmorto within yiea acoafy Uo the
bougaoa* and Ilia uppar clapapaJL The* acton mutt
ba rasick. ism, and dec****. Another Crate **
sjaMPaon must not rpoccur I guesa that tha
tutemen* b^eg* u% ^ thp topic of the a^paaent
C I A Cvp/t vaoa ol Pa orgprkierion wrihn Portugal
<-*•! hp aatataPed rnm*d4ete»v «ft> than wfJ
frugal ba ebat to dtef with apt imomoi prcotpn*
•l^ftt wove the • tajhawg 9 wet en twm Itcott

<m*t front, end ma eatpmej Itcot. On*/ wheat asp
paiemal front a tacured wal Ppriagel ba abas to daal
decawrpty wa^ her »r«emaj feprsi Wa know tha rc*e
paved by Hm C J.A. mCMe; we a»*o know the danger
*taos ilia ftsrttjgup** gouerwrtaat race* from the
**r»* orgpniiaton Ha ro hp crrPr radUndent. evaay
UHiOftMCiA wtSW> Portugal rruit ba amnaned.
T 'a a * top pnorrty. tad mufl be treatad a* tiac h
Tap gjenmnmont «f Portugal * |K .»g grave

probttrn* mdaad Theaara^Dko^canbaaemetapadrl
epvernnant kppp* in parapectraa aa goat*, the

goat* of Portuguaap poop**, and tha goat* of Ha
peipa of tha trarp glob*. Tha pruhtam* on et*o be
PlmheiPd rl the gataatment dcaa not repaat dip
rra^akP* nf Atprda

My fppr for ma pacpa ol Pon«gef wd rot autada
%mi at tha motor problem* pr* aptampled Untl than.
I w* wak* tvary r-icrrtng wit thp sane unaaey
leeaag thai I had lar Tuaaday nprnog. That't af
rpjpi tkougA tha Pcouovata caxptps* leielaaun a
*> owo and wet. and a haa myM PuPPdrt. May tha
fpalU Pf Mart, cngjeta, and lervn +vo aaaghl and
•rpp>aioo 10 &w Portugueaa govarrwant. end nay
such a Bcnmwtor* btdd a tnjh Mprtitt scoaty.

Ccsappan CoAanvsf

Evary year at tha trna, R$0 gtpup* pa working
herd toprttare raw bodgatt and praoonaj before dtp
Budget Comnlitee of the Student Govarryraai
Asacoaton Tha *f one wtta> vital funtfioa of die
SGA prowdp* 1* tha trrdaot body ..deapt* tha fact

that one* in a yataa flay ete** the ceatpua by
prpwpVg * okfus
The SGA prowda* a vital eerviot to tha cempua

it in Charga to aaocartng tha taudent tn
to tludan* orgtr>?**ona which provide

•>:«jl^joiiI .ir>: •jrnnp rip*r»«r,t#* nrr -ts.VkI tt<

dip reguter acadaraac oapgrem*. or ppvidng tarvrcae

a* the tarep epsdentji ofverwvee not covpad by Ha

At this time
COhcamma land* tptoding. *t tppnv* 10 be Ihtrl

many lima*, mtny orgsrtapoonf day wait to the ha*
monttt ep epend a greet pan of die* budgets
P rotebfy trxidtrnt and ftp unryerpry a* a wheae couk)
lujvt e bateer u*l?axo of funds ft the tperdlng p
mada »n ragutor intenaJi ol bma and ptenrtned,
paovtdmg so rsideors mora ccportunrsaa to per
nzpjr* in thpr pcrivftPk

The poacypfWO advaraasng team* to be oriented

more to apacfac inter**; group* with a *n*U con
tPt&ancy dan to thoaa fiat rog%Apff reach me antra
unrvtrpry I think that f) Aolknvad end ocaarvad. tha
poicy oputd hpp tha tpeciel Intpaet group* 10 reach

'ectrum

Ley* .taVill orl«Mr ;t*

H* caa reiij /•«» iVrt*y-Cr*fy

win* ^ttftlejfj

1 >»

CVk« a34d»r>,Sp^ctrdf^,(^so«*vn»aA^na*»^a,
rVt \jrWM M,T \r± wyf..TIM

|
rK»'Oi1lMH|Kirn(r; vh3S

bc«n dealt a death blow by the iWa»t

Taking control
6V SftPtOtTh UANN9NC

fhit a me
Amhftt

wvoed m a s»not of ca^nmeospvas on rear <OMrat >n

0»ene Romer. a ca-dden* fpr ma Amharst Board of Setactparaon*
:^o^^ ajrH io'-jo »h~Oi»;t *J%a <isoi »>:»dr>j nhtJ :-/a-
Hpr oblectdn to rant conrrO a based co thp rnaWormed behaf the* "*

ha* ppan Pad at every pan of Ih* oxntry and he* npye* worked." The
ca^ldate as*u-^a mat *l rent convd aw* ar* the tame *rd. "only work
hstaaaxjaicntasrarvod'aa^WorklWarll. Ppmaca M*. Aofnar rmdt 00
be Mformed o« m* emed Ptueoon the Poraar Vt*e> a ^ow lacing.
Aomer rnarpaea rujt th* rent probltm could be favated by aubadoed

Datlfl houtmg. Her tpkjHon a tenter to the *rg«rrant* of mem/ tondprd*
o rhaa^e*. Of cotrta. mpet peopkt agraa that mor* «Ow> income housing a
reeded Sit obvtcudy. buao>g more ep*r*rw*nn a a trrwcoreuT»r^
•fOCe** Ta people of tfia* eaPM^rtty cennoi afford M wait whaa ranrj
•ncrap** n prpportpn to th* nowtang thorxeo*

Bern tubtaoaa woukj hasp only a an** frpoaon of the tanants who
a1s^plydorothav*the*m^Kal*^kttt*i>winco*yv There
on* orey tmted fund* itaalible for that* c*ogr*rr* AAao dartag * rov*avg
shortage, rant tubedie* do -ot erlect thota who** ncome doe* opt
coraotust rarKipepan in thee* program* Inevtttfy rant* would hae a*
i<J get prolaj* tocrept* . with tha lergact burden ptetng du^oed on gia

Commentary
Other •'offioat*" argua that rent con*0) woud

deterdraoco The** ccooraor* twggejt hat rent control dacoua,
the b*ra\* ard tha lardlcodt ttom eairapining thear invaapnenu l/rv
fortjnaiefy. many biddrng* deterkrete becauaa owner* neglect to make
'exoaaary taper* whan thay pa informed of a cioblpt* by Ha»r tene-ta.
Marry andorda >gx>r* dapkMa*** co-drtona bee*tee thpy pa wall aware
ikat their tenant* npvf nowhere at** to tv*

*om CPnitol would not *Pha Aa problem of houang dbothoraooa but
•4 kseai tenant* woud npt ba lorcad to pay *aon>t*nt ryioa* fpt * dacayrig
••oma.' H ram* 4or a.batandard LpafllPu ii epenmem* were •educed
tenant* coud legeey make Hair own repair* *nd deduct die TOTAL coat
Iron Hair ronl n kaa rim* then thay CP* now. uvler the 1 itasif tttta
Aepar prd Oeduct" lew. [)niot real conool. lendterd* would ba

threataned wth income red.<t»x> vie tanent fteper and Deduct.' end
thu* thaywoUdr^QiAckeatOKtoncOVtpUint*othe A.^ira

M* Momer't mset daoirfjatg point mede agarat rent conboi focuta* v
the coat* of edrnlnaierdg. it She says that it a ' urrlelr to atk Amherst
tttpayar* rp carry ^p utfxcdan.' She i-nplie* that atadanr* who pst
tenanc* are not reeder** of Amhertt, athough clearly, much of rha
Arrhertt popuieion a compnaad of tfajdtraa, gntd-etudemt or proleeaort
who opt to wa her* lor a tubtnsntsel a»gm of one Ram control woud
not beccWWd 10 htapogensy ttom paepka. It would ••eat tenant* w*o
oro teachart. tc>co> employee*, the Poerty or^ a* paopt* who by
ntctaetfy mutx aaak low Income N>udaf. Tha coat crl adrranarseri^ rent
comrcl dot* vary, yea r a * *m*j price to pay Ice Ha hug* ampum* *e»ed
by tha mteeua In 1072, rha ta*. axrae** lor ram control in Dioofdaii wa*
29 cent* . .**Ce~Wjt the evcrapta wee onfy f» cam*

Landlord* argue that rant control wovld odedtrage raw conetrucldA
Jfdi ^«*»»enicomn*leraotngUjw.Cfdpter8i2.axarT«^
hopfavg bull after Jaruery 1. 1999. Trap "data of aaemeden * applet to
tk*i of Pd epatimant compie»H in i*e Amhartt are*, but there a a vary
good chance Hat eta*wd be changed by tha etat* Lagdiriire. The Local

•

you wi»5* ?t r.djTfe *v ratpMiOAv
TO v. it f> IM- A*m * TOrVh
tltCTOMS t, v.vttM
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Everywoman's Center offers internships
up to 15, hours at EWC should be or Susan Weinberg at

between 20-40-week. For further Everywoman's Center, 506 Goodell,

information, contact Marilyn Bogue 545-0883.

CPB meeting tonight

Everywoman's Center is offering

two administrative internships in

exchange for credit for work on

Project Self, a series of workshops

designed to meet the unanswered
needs of women. The internships

will involve participation in planning

and implementing the workshop
series, and becoming a staff

member at EWC.
Staff members attend and

contribute to bi-weekly staff

meetings and are responsible for

staffing at the front desk for 2 hours

each week. EWC would prefer

interns who could make a two
semester commitment (either

summer 75 and fall 75 or fall 75
and spring 76) but would consider

someone who could remain for only

one semester.

Credit could be obtained through

Outreach, 408 Goodell, or through

faculty sponsors in academic
departments. Credits are negotiable

Organizing Comm
nominations

solicited

Nomination papers are currently

available to any student wishing to

apply for the chairmanship of the

Student Senate Organizing
Committee. Responsibilities of this

position include: overseeing and
reporting to the Student Senate the

activities and progress of the

Student Organizing Project, leading

a committee which has been

charged with the task of defining

the Project's long range future

goals; and Overseeing expenditures

made from a 40 to 50 thousand

dollar budget. Nomination papers

can be obtained in room 420

Student Union any time during the

day. They must be returned by

Wednesday, March 19th at Noon.

Affirmative Action policies are in

effect.

The Coalition for a People's

Budget that is organizing to

demand a real increase in the

University budget for 1975-76 will

be holding its next open meeting

Monday, March 17 at 7:30 p.m. in

room 113 in the Campus Center.

CPB urges all students, staff and

faculty concerned about budget

cuts to attend and participate in

developing campus wide action

strategies.

It is critical for our demands to be

heard at the State level in order to

insure open access to public higher

education in Massachusetts and to

preserve quality education, human
services and affirmative action

policy. We need to act quickly and

collectively.

Join the

third biggest

familyin the

world.

stro-Star
165 RX15 Steelbelt Tubelest

Whitt Radial $38.62

A-78-13 < ply. poly, white $24.79
F-78-14 « piy, poiy, white $29.22
G-78-15 4 ply, poly, white $32.22

0UNL0P 560-15 < *, p..y, m*. $20.50
Other Sizes at Comparable Savings

Retreads
s30°°

These Prices Include Mounting

Plus

Taxes

Plus Tax

Fed. Tax
A Pair!! Included

From Our Service Shop
8 cyl., tune-up, 30.00, 6 and 4 cyl. Even less includes
plugs, points, and condenser, and all engine ad-
justments.

New England Tire ft Automotive
Rt. 9, Belchertown

1 Mile from Amherst Line
Sale Runs Till March 29th

256-0550

Imagine an order of

22,000 priests and brothers in

73 countries around the world.

(That's a pretty big family.)

But that's what the

Salesians of St. John Bosco
are all about — a large family

of community-minded men
dedicated to the service of*

youth. (And no one gets lost.)

In Italy in the 1800s a chance meeting between a poor

priest and a street urchin served to create a movement of such

success that it is still growing today. Don Bosco became the

priest who brought youth back from the streets — and
back to God.

He reasoned that a program of play, learn and pray would

make useful citizens of the world. He crowded out evil with

reason, religion and kindness in a (what was then unheard of)

atmosphere of family.

The ideals of St. John Bosco are still with us today. His

work goes on in boys clubs, technical and academic schools,

guidance centers, summer camps and missions. And his very

human approach is very evident in the family spirit of the

Salesians. This is the way he wanted it. This is the way it is.

The Salesian experience isn't learned — it's lived.
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For more information about Salesian Priests and
Brothers, mail this coupon to:

Father Joseph Maftei. S.D.B. Room A 212

Salesians
OF ST. JOHN BOSCO
Box 639, New Rochelle, NY. 10802

I am interested in the Priesthood Brotherhood

Name Age—
Street Address

City Stale. Zip

Phone

Education

Your Current Job

THE

WOK RESTAURANT
"Chinese Home Style Cooking"

Open 7 Days— 5-10 p.m.

No Reservations Take Out Service

Tuesday Special: Dinners $2.99

Rte. 9, Hadley 586-1202

Across from Cumberland Farms

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

MONDAY APRIL 7, 1975
BRM. BOWKER AUDITORIUM

TICKETS: $4 & $3 general $2 A $150umass students

I ON SALE 125HCRTER HALL, U MASS AMHERST (413)^45-0202

ROY BROOKS

JOE CHAMBERS

OMAR CLAY

MAX ROACH

WARREN SMITH ,

REOOIE WAITS

BONANZA EVERY TUESDAY
NIGHT RIB-EYE SPECIAL

$1.49
Served with baked potato and

crisp salad, with a choice of dressing,

and Texas Toast.

BONANZA IpW^F- \ ~*M
^fl bW/^1 P>^K " •' v.'.-.

**r» i« ~^ B*n*6MZI&
Good wholesome American food

at right neighborly prices.

"No tippingplease.

Just leave us with a smile!
1

GARY RODERICK

Come in for a

Free Rib- Eye
Hadley

BC wins in NCAA;
PC with NIT upset

15

Compiled from Wires
For Boston College and

Providence College the best may be
yet to come. For Holy Cross and
UConn, it was just a disappointing

end to a long season.

Boston College, the New
England representative of the
NCAA tournament, defeated
Furman, 82-76. Will Morrison
scored 14 of his 20 points in the
second half, leading the Eagles.

The victory advanced BC to the
regional semifinals in Providence,

against Kansas State, which
stunned Penn 69-62.

In NIT action, Providence, behind

the phenomenal shooting of

sophomore guard Joe Hassett,
upset nationally ranked Clemson,
91-86. Hasset hit his first nine shots,
all from the 20-25 foot range and
finished with 24 points.

Barnes Hauptfuhrer and Mark
Hartkey each scored 18 points to
lead the Princeton Tigers to an 84-

63 victory over Holy Cross Sunday.

A 13-5 burst at the start of the
second half triggered the Tigers to
a runaway 50-32 margin with six

minutes gone.

Mike Dunleavy's outside
shooting and Alex English's inside

work carried South Oarolina to a

71-59 victory over Connecticut.

Oklahoma takes second
Iowa wins mat Nationals;

By JOHN BOCK
PRINCETON, N.J. — Eleven wrestling championships were

determined Saturday night within the confines of Jadwin Gym-
nasium. Ten College wrestlers won the right to be called a National
Champion for 1975 and the University of Iowa won its first title ever
and became only the fourth team in the 45 year history of NCAA
wrestling to take the team title away from the Big 8 Conference
schools.

The Hawkeyes, coached by Gary Kurdlemeier and 1972 Olympic
Gold Medalist Dan Gable, became only the second Big 10 team to

win the NCAA team title. Defending .Champions Oklahoma finished
with 78 points, well behind the Hawk's 94.

Oklahoma State edged Iowa State for third place while Lehigh
was the East's only top ten representative at fifth place. Wisconsin,
Oregon State, Cal Poly, Northwestern, and Purdue rounded out the

top ten.

At 118 pounds Oklahoma's Shawn Garel surprised the whole
weight class by exceeding his fifth seed and beating third seeded
Jim Brown of Michigan.

In what was easily the best match of the evening senior John Fritz

of Penn State University upset two time defending champion Pat

Milkovich of Michigan State 3-1 in overtime.

The two grapplers had wrestled to a draw in the dual match this

season but Fritz came roaring out at the whistle and used his super
fast duck under to get two ahead but gave up two at the end of the
first period as Milkovich reversed him. Milkovich quickly escaped at

the start of the second period and took Fritz down with a snap and
go and rode him out. Fritz repeated this performance in the third

period and tied the score at 5-5. In regulation Fritz scored an escape
and TD in the third period to give him the victory.

John Murphy was heads above all other performers in the first half of Saturday's
game. The big man scored the first nine points for the Minutemen and 18 of their
first 24, but was never able to score again.

NE matmen look respectable

as Iowa captures Nationals

Bruins, Celtics sink foes
BOSTON \AP\ - Rookie Earl

Anderson enjoyed his best game as

a Bruin with a goal and two assists

Sunday night as Boston beat the

St. Louis Blues 7-2 in a National

Hockey League game.
Bobby Orr, with a goal and an

assist, and Phil Esposito with a goal

and two assists, continued their

duel for the league scoring honors.

Orr has 124 points, Esposito has
120.

Hank Nowak, who came from
Detroit in the same trade with

Anderson, and Johnny Bucyk also

had goals for Boston.

BOSTON \AP\ - Dave Cowens
set up John Havlicek for a layup

and sank a basket and a free throw
himself in the last two minutes
Sunday to lead the Boston Celtics

to a 99-94 victory over the Houston
Rockets in a foul-ridden National

Basketball Association game.
Cowens fed Havlicek going along

the baseline for the basket that

gave the Celtics a 93-90 lead.

Then, after a Rudy Gamjanovich
basket for Houston, Cowens rolled

in for a layup and was fouled. He
sank the free throw to make it 96-

92, an insurmountable lead.

STOP LOOKING
for a good part-time job!!

•Good Pay •New Opportunities

•Career Training •Regular Promotions

•Men and Women Eligible

EARN $45 FOR ONE WEEKEND PER MONTH, AND TRAIN FOR
A REWARDING CAREER IN THE TECHNICAL
SKILL OF YOUR CHOICE.

By JOHN BOCK
PRINCETON, N.J. - Dan

Gable's Iowa Hawkeyes proved the

worth of their season long national

ranking as they took the 45th

Annual NCAA Wrestling Cham-
pionships in Princeton's Jadwin
Gymnasium with a team score of 94
points. The Hawks crowned back-

to-back champs in 150 pounder
Chuck Yagla and 158 pounder Dan
Holm while Chris Campbell at 177,

and Greg Stevens at 190, finished

second, with heavyweight John
Bowlsby garnering third.

The NEUWA entries in tour-

nament all wrestled well but either

ran out of gas or ran into too much
talent. Dennis Fenton, UMass
heavyweight New England Champ,
was the only New Englander to

wrestle a "rat-tail" preliminary bout
and drew unseeded John Cole of

Arizona State. Fenton scored late in

the first period with his patented

single leg takedown and led 2-0 at

the beginning of the second period.

Cole won the toss and elected to

take the top position where he
countered Fenton's attempts at

escaping and subsequently threw in

a leg ride and worked Fenton to his

back for a fall in 4:19.

Cole drew fifth seeded Don
Mayorga of Hofstra (25-2 on the

season and Middle Atlantic

Conference Champ) and was
pinned in 1:31. With Cole out of the

tourney, Fenton was ineligible for

consolation wrestle backs.

URI's three time New England

Champ Scott Pucino achieved the

eighth seed in the 126 pound
weight class and made it all the way

to the quarter-finals where he lost

14-3 to two time defending National

Champ Pat Milkovich of Michigan
State. In the first round Pucino
decisioned Joe Kittel of Oregon
State, 11-2, and then blasted

Oklahoma State's John Powell, 10-

4, before losing to Milkovich. In the

consolations, Pucino lost an 8-2

decision to Big 8 Champ Kenny
Nelson of Oklahoma University.

Boston University's Sev
Popolizio found himself riding the

top seed's berth after beating the

man who beat the man in the 134

pound class. Clarion State's Don
Rohn was national champ at 134 in

1973, third in 1974 and top seed in

1975. In the first round he lost a 9-6

decision to UCLA's Steve Pilcher in

the waning seconds of the bout.

After knocking off Louisiana

State's John Schutte, 6-4,

Popolizio outlasted Pilcher, 8-4, to

put himself in the quarter-finals

where he lost to the eventual

runner-up Brian Beatson of

Oklahoma University. In his first

wrestle back Popolizio lost a 4-1

decision to California State's Lloyd

Ford.

University of Connecticut's Scott

Casper won his first round match
with a 2-1 squeaker over Dan Elliot

of Oregon State but lost in the next

round to sixth-placer Alan Housner
of Purdue. Casper advanced a
round in the consolation bracket by
defeating Kansas State's Bruce
Randall 6-4. Dean Dixon of Oregon
University finally stopped Casper
with a pin at 4:19 ir the next round.

The only other New England

Champ to achieve any success was
BU's Jeff Lambert, who bested

Miami of Ohio's Paul Schonauer in

3:38, before falling 26-9 to Mont-

clair State's Division III Champ and

seventh seed Nabil Guketlov.

Lambert was robbed over a

possible pin with both Guketlov and

PennState's Wayne Packer as he

toosed bo'th of them on their backs

with a head lock. Packer was so flat

one could see the sweat from his

back on the mat but again Lambert

only got the near fall points instead

of the pin. Packer rallied to beat

Lambert 8-1 in overtime.

Top four victorious in NCAA
Led by unbeaten Indiana . . .

easily - and revenge-bent UCLA
— which did it the hard way - the

nation's top four teams are still in

the running for college basketball's

top price — the National Collegiate

championship.

Top-ranked Indiana, runnerup

UCLA, third-rated Louisville and

No. 4 " Maryland came through

Saturday with victories that sent

them to the various NCAA
regionals next Thursday and
Saturday.

sportsline

5-22 10

GETTING INVOLVED BECAUSE

AMERICA NEEDS US
-**.
FOR MORE INFORMATION (No Obligation) CLIP AND MAIL TO:
ARMY RESERVE OPPORTUNITIES, 4001 WEST DEVON AVE.
RM. 106, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60646

NAME. AGE.

ADDRESS.

CITY.

ZIP

STATE.

PHONE.
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Student judiciary mediates legal disputes
Jockcfo} review instituted SGA branch scnres students
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Hamlin House to reopen for stucVvMf o UM
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domino theory
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and tinea the teotth Vtstrasa***
hava Isunchtd a van/ *cnc<j>

fan*** egetosi Corrbodte."
Aratrce* afte* he%t begun to hava
tacond thoughts abort U
com-urm***. in the Far £e**, ha

'I th** thata cotar-.ai

US tend to votdese tht

SO COMed Domino Thaory/ hf *»

"
I ftse pom*

d**>*sopn*cos* sand to <o4dea* tht

so ceted Donvino Traory." be *o*d

•:o%4d e**tct tht security of tht

Ur*ed Swift"
Asked aboul ao »nro%rKemeni

that go**me*e*t ovdeors found

Co/roods* ted been shcrK'enoed
421.5 m*&\ in erms ad. and
i\t«l»*t tha wo* a dtvee to "get

•tojrid congressional ap>

croprdedm. Foid said

"1 vols infbtmtd U*I Friday of

wtui tppcer* to bt van/ stoppy

toeekeep**) in the fcesertneti!

Otianee l do not condor* *. I w»
net dtow >t again.

I don't IhM • r wea any
n**t6ou» acton, tf th« rroray was
opprovod aad a avtaabaj. it wfi

taste

ford tea* dbctoaori tn tha tatatjn

Hoi»e Oamt camp.* that ht has

dacvaaad mth Yk* Pnaadtnt
Naftaon A Rodfcatallor tht
pcaaisttv of aaqpandhg trio

tvatgatton of tfea Cantraf

taUganoa Agancy S» tAoomaast
ti*Q*tk>n% n* CIA piottad fsa

anaiiaaiior of fora*gn

Mr tarmad d»a
aJtgations "o serious rntfttr' and

that *> tit days ahatd. '1 wal
't»o boat «0%rst of acton" to

tatuS in anftwtf »ig t»a ctaroca
Ford sa«l Tha adntnatrason

not oondonu undar any cir-

any Mtaiifcwtion at-

tempt

CAM800/A AVOKV
•»vynae. tht Strata Fdrtajn

RcAJtions Conw«tiet vostttday
voted 9 to 7 to provide CarrbodU
wth ItSfS.S rrvtion in tmargancy
tiaiary and toonemie taaatanca
through Juat 30

Clerical error gives
Cambodia $21 .5 million

WASHINGTON \0Pf Atiaa
Ccngnass •eastod rWlMattl
ratMst to* mora mMtary ad oo
Cerrbod'O. tht tdmiraatraeten
>r,^Oi<vctd yukttrdiy it had
d*<t%trtd a clerical arror thai vwM

itK wa* torn nation ^n eoowt
52t SftvSSon worth of

Ommu-rtKci wthout

Rtfvgots In Combodio rtmain stated after receiving their supplies ol rice and
other foodstuffs at a refugee camp near Ptinom Pttth rocenlly.

Communists batter last Cambodian
army outpost on Mekong River

Steta Oepartment
Robtt i Funaeth taid gevstnmtrit
audoort h»ve disoottftd that
CarTtod* wos oveicnargtd
*21 S rtteJNefl for tht military

maierais k recawad in local itM.
Taas, ha said, tht Unaad $tl

»*UVa%# WrVrV \VH) - Com
rr»iriaj< rabtS) ttghtanad the roo^a
yattarday a*ownd battarad HmA\

>ng. fSa 90#frnrranr * last

outpost o» d%t Mekong rrvar. 35
o^ ^noffi Penh.

ready for an aaptcoad iai* storm of

rocaass to rtarS: today's Htft on
revaraay o* tht ouster of ttted

ct Waroddrn Sa^tnouA.
54iano*t. ttutsr head <A in

svrgeni seroes surroundng

tht ttb* had iaAtoMied some
stctons of tht sotcta e fttrf town
and defenders had been unabfa to

t«*ai than
Kaorty 50,000 pa-aona hava baan

lammad irto a afvunften rwo-najfa

defenta panmtttr around Kaefc

I uong and ratal gunner* have bean
pourtftng s*am with up to fjOO

round* of mortar and tiUteri fire

daOr

As «*orry as 290
wouodo* r*avt been

da*, ar koptars have had
difficulty < evacuating tha
woundtd. fiakl crHcera said.

Officiate in Phnom tin*
daacradad tna Natk. luong
artutnon at critical, and said that

tots of tie govtnvaent river to
ciava betrvaa* Pt**oa* Ptoh and
tst Vrttrarratn ocrdtr wouM frtt

i for est siege of tht

teom office Marcfi tS. I9>0. end «*a

Commufist led rabate hava marktd
H*actacutarty In

a»»cr*ft under contract to rha U.S
Emfcaaay. Paatangara took oovar

and tram wara no eisjrttt.

Two fagfrt* by a 9 rrrxh nrOrary

transport plane too* out about 130

Trm<h rtedtara, txkadmg all but
two offioass of the Frtndk- em
bossy

In Phnom Ptm\ rtsidtnts got

leaflet* *ayr>g rebel tevcts wovfd
fat est cepeaJ *vm at kttst 600
rockat* to anarfc tht amwtrsary.
Tho leatltts suppostdl* were
written by tebtf cornmoroanv but
there was no way to verify fh**r

suthenjKfcy.

Spotter plant* reported agncmg
swppfy cenCtntftbona around the

copitol possibly intended tor

Tatadtys action.

Tha Amancanarsrt o* 0C« cargo
jet* too* advantage of light op
potison to fty n 19 loads of riot

tr.-.tlon it.? --c*

Onfy eight 107 am Chinatt-

ujde rockets hit tht city and tha

arport daring She dtykgnt hour*
rtsrjtrdoy One of tht rockat*

exploded within 30 yard* ol en.

and im'tunton valued at mat

WWat Hbasa Fret* SKrttory
R:o Meaean fjoaj wwajiieii it

Soufi fimd. tact,, that est an
noutcemant* that tht Unitod
State* oars Ctrribedia 12 IS
ma*cn "dots rot change tho

Prtsidant's 1222 rrrton r^cumt for

torn* mStory aid for Phnom *ahn."
The onncuncarnarr cmnt a* tha

Ccssv

rntrtte wat so tot on a proposal for

I12S m*%oo in odditonol funds for

Cornboeao. far less than tfrt *222
rraaon wttch Ford ieov»r*tad 6ut
even tht niteai amount wta
.docbtfU) to win ska approval of

Oamoo-Jt* n Congrats,

fold *e ae>Twtt*tatSon an-

r^ssicenteni >> in »^>< eafjertag die

co' I maetlnfL Sonne
Rrp«c*kcon leader Hagh Sooct said

the Suit OcportmerH should bt
oVecttd SO bok for other sirratr

rOM lu provide ttort aeJ so

CrrroOdtt.

Wal tafl tt»e» to go bee* and
took sor mora." ht said 'Akaybo
tha* wal eoha
$p—kit Corf Afttrt sod *\ a
rdcott ..,<* pst

Wos*>e*gion Stiaraht Tak\" ha
doubted whether Corcreaa woafd
approve any addrscnoi ad kx
Combocko or South VWtntm

"Thart tan't any uta in pouting

asssaaa money mo a nt host, as '

sat t Abart sakl. ti addition so
tha * vmole pk*r*op»v f such *rd

tat changed s»*ce ska tarty deyt of
the Nnttnom Wot.

BUILDING 451
34 BRIDGE ST., RT. 9, NORTHAMPTON

Mondaj - Thursday 9:00 to 9:00, Friday 9:00 to 7:31

£t OPEN SUNDAY •»

"

New Selection

Ethiopia to receive

ammunition from US
WASM\SX}TON\OPl) TfwSSStt

depenmeat anrrousctd ycatarday

she untied Settas wri satt cthbpu
up lo 17 niton won** nf Mm
rttuition.

Tha aclks* waa s* rtancnta tn a
raquaat tVom «•• I in. ..n.

u

that it cosed be totatty

to lv mejl at

Funaeth said he
Ha Etrrcpssn

f-H3nthicranrr«^rSsnsoaas«tartt

quaang e refssfk** m Cttttea

h was rtpurted tfmi ith*et»a wa*
staking 120 trMtn worm of ad

aaJtr*«i -a r i r t

kt w II

State Deponrnwu •

ncoart L Fu-»elli said e*e dtciuun

to stf I tMoc*a tha 17 mttcvt aonm

tha Unaed Statea has baan »nuae>r

tha aokt Stespiror nf fttbci*a

«

rrstttry i tarfi lor w*nt tfian JO
and ska Urtietf Staeas HfM

Ha *atd ma Uhlaai

r«prrwar«t tr. i«w K

r*s St?or*| hcot S*»*T

the Crttttan

Uegxi •

r*sht*««j mit fled

sciutbrt

Ha added I

kS fiUtra

trttwaen tta Itt

nnd ma firman I

mxi die Pupvfaf I

Artificial

FLOWERS

2 Price

All

Wlntuck & Sayelh

YARN

ui

Paperback

BOOKS

i»^

$

TUC40AV MARCH >*. IP'S THfi AAAUOCHU^t^TV OAILV COCLCGlAS

Offshore oil ruled federal right
Decision clears way
for new drilling

WASHINGTON IUH\ The

Supreme Court ytaterdey ottered

tht way for development of

abundant cflrsnore cai by dectoroj

tht fadartJ govarnnant ha* U
ckrsive trta eo aatbati beyond Ska

three ma* tent m thn

cempanraa wil be eaked so m **

Tha rotton. rt an HO ruing with

Jaatiea WAim Ooagkt* UtT
ho*pitalxad. dt&'ared that 1)

Attennc Coat* uaoas have no stit

witetictemthaCcntiftemol $h*M,

wrsch ettrnds mote than 100 «oas
oat so see at soma pokn^
The Covrt sgietd with o sptoei

mosttt it oaooiottd to hoar

etidonce and malo recom
iirtryJenens t* fke rJapuie, wto
conefudad tt»e coastal states govt

up any csaen* to s***btd\rwr**r*fsip

whan thoy leaned the unon
Tha kfltanor Oepartman* m-

rnad^atth/arwounctd it w*t rttuna

atsne to feast 12.000 sowsra rnfkss

of leabids be^rvs*** long letnd

o*d Capo Kitteras Ge«log>cof

surveys rnKoit the OASa may
contain «p so 8 bason barrets of

crudeol twd 44 season cubic feet of

*ubmrt irusaf

wtthn tht natt lew dtsv

be kyt wttfsn a year. *

sad. 9n6 gatoknt and odsar

products should boon reaching

consumers m the eariy 1980s.

ii * unotrtain how much cai est

n tmt netrty 200^000 tejuate mass
of Adantc seabed Irsjsei surveys

aatmote that tha fiatorrort Canyon
trough atone may osrrssm up to 8
bason barre** of cruda

Jutwt Oyron ft White. wr4S*g

for ant Court, noted that Monday**
lukng srjaows e 2&yeer tosiory of

oManote ol decisions dsdng beck

to e esspust over Co^omiar* cfeans

to *^abed ownership *> *947. In

that caaa, tha Court rutad ttwi

ttttat coriroi land* only •» the tow

rtde marl

In *r9NL Congrtas ettandad *?**

Medkton to tht ttwsw-rrsfe "

The coastal leim ctakaad ** orsi

arguwents left rronsk thai their

cokoraaf charters, or in Fsoriee't

caaa it* 1666 Coraotuton, govt

mam trlt to Itabid! beyond tfrte

;%»amount n thatw '

Htanor Sacretary ITcgars C. 8
fvonon raaued a a*sssriar*t seyog
n pert that dsa decision "allows tta

deportment to eapfcve and develop
tha cutar continental shelf n on
onsany and mwonnentally sound
tnmm I want so essu'e tht
gowjinors of our coessal states that

na w*T consrrvt Cut PO*Cy of tarty

and fraquam d>scuss*xrs with esem
at we proceed toward

Otvafoprnent ol ItiN pracrou*
te*ourct" .

Gov. iamea Ungkyy Of r**s**e.

one of tha *tas*s invoSvad •* est

sard he was :rrmery

OVatpsointnd" by tht Court's

uflihort

Gov. Metdnrr. Thomson of New
Hampahue sard the ruing *
eooecdy what we taptcted" and
u^god the fodeial gcr/trnmont to

move oxxUv ahead to k*t privsst

ervserprist

reaps****

States irrvontd m the caaa wert

Mt«v>. ftm% Kampanta Mt***v

chusttts. Rhode telond. New Yors.

New Jersey. Oeia^wt. fAorytand,

V».j. kj NOrdl r.^tr. .-ij. ^-<rt\

CorofmA Goo-fit end Florida.

ConrrtCUCUl was not rwclvad

btcoust rt borders long island

Sound, considered tn intend

wetarwty.

Parade in Dublin, Ireland, yesterday shows thousands of residents watching the
event on $t. Patrick's Day. Explosion rocked the main |ail in Dublin yesterday In

an apparent IRA escape artempi.

State still ranks high in weltare

benefits, despite cutback plans
BOSTON \AP] - Oeaptle Gov.

M<hetJ S Oukalis' pksna to

rigmtn tht state's kl biaon ***&
wrliste proff/atA. kAossochwttrts

wal continue to rojsk as ont of the

mton'* most generous states

Tht governor's wtifert task feroe

a ttadying ways of aavrvg money,

chiefly by *dueexing aligtbr «ty

standard* for Oanarat netarl and
kVMfccad paymantt

But accordng to adrr«r*ttra*on

Offlciafts tamaar wrm that task

force, h* kmg^o«gt obitctrve ssfl

be to ccmssm Use burotonmg
trowth of werftio

State says teachers

qualify for benefits
HeyKtirvQ that trgurtant. Whht

Ototed from an eertar rukng which

uid "tht marginal see is a neoonti.

not a state conota*\
M

"National inttiasts. natrtnaj

nttionol corrCfa
ha seed. "Tht

of commarca, nabontt

•Joftnst. relation* with otfar

cowers, war and peace focus ham
NitioneJ rights rnusi skereto't be

SOSTON \AP\ School per

torwti wtthout tanura of 12mx»iti

contracts qualify for Special

Untmploynrint Atttstanca, ac

coroVg to the ttmm Orviaon of

6nc*oyrnant Stcurey.

John O. Crosier. oVactor. rutad

yattarday diet these teachers tad

other tchoot personnel con collect

unemployment benefits during

school vacation*, if they see

Bask crherie for

»a«l, is that tha iroVOuai

ewntdatlttstsl.TOOtithapror 12

moolfrs and •* reads and jrvaaebtt

tor tutatet work Tha etooaty a
urotr a rrtw federal low and

benant* vrM be pad from froVal

fuwdA
Matirnum ssrgta benetc* are Mte

pee Meek with eddittonet

Hkmtnces for dependents, up 09 a
c***ngof $143

Whae Crotier announced that

teachar* m the kpeonod cocegoros

w*i quasfy lor bantfita, he atSO SOrd

that each appscation for btnefte*

wftt be fudged Mearataty.

Tht osractor said he wa* not yet

entirely ctrsak* atafhar. m specric

rMunots, a teacher v#a be hatd to

bt avasabte for another lob * «e
appkeo tor banelcs in Ju*y with

ovary mention of retufninf SO the

m Saposvnber.

rather than to lower cott*

•trtaocaay raduong benefa*

Federal ssotatics snow tho*

•f espenaon of wettere prog«ams a
slowed down, the conxnonwrolth
wd continut to rani fa* ahead of ok

but three or four other stoles «n

aetata benefits, which ore pad
through several dMerant proo*ans.

Mataacbutatt* hat a dfttrrrn?

ls«d of aocstJ ckmast man nany
COjser atatt*.' sod ont stott omcal
on tht task soroe. "There's a

ccmcem with ttufty end socal

potcy mot isn't taaty so change."

Dukola haraaf *asd last week
that Maaaachusatt* should co*
inat so rent high ei wtffttt

banentt-but not rumber ont.
"Ttart have so be certain

«tatt»>nrs .n how gtntroui tht stjti

can be.* he sad 'v
Tnot doesn j

maon we should look to MatrimeP •

We should bt in the top dcutn "

VOTE!
tor

magnanimous
"4,

s
ket

\F>« MlltMtJt

C4it; vutvjt

n
t-etr «

;

<e*€f I

' I!

news
summary

Power shift studied
rsrjotv icav] The *M-

rtvokJtlonary counol 0*1101 ft

teat week's atorthrt ccwp
>t**ai Je> to dkscuss a f^erstkng

cabinet raswumt which poklsoant
said would stokj greater power to
tha Coaununtts.

Source* close to the newfy
created «evohdonory council sad a
corrrnvniout to this effect would
be eevtd 'tAortV'. They sad the

COU-rry s trvocorratrvtOvt portrts

the Cttfifllan Dtmocrttic and
Scoal f>a*notrasc Canter portie* -

afeo would be dealt wish in the

same annojneament.
Poltrcan* tard tha meeting of

the revasu-rsnary counci woud
rasuk m graaser Convnurtat m-
ftuence n tha government at the

:*\%m of tha tocujtat* and
lotrtf* a-d the ««duucn tf teveraj

u>ca«w3 rnodarata mOtary c/hcen*.

whom ao%trrn dlptomott CO*

a Kissinger sees Sadat

ASWAN, fpypf lin"1l Secfttary

of State Merry A. Kaamgar met
Fyaadant Anwar Sadat yttlerday

wtth l*rtak propotatt ior mort
tgypsan conctaaon* a* the price

lor a naw wehdrewal m the

A senior oftioai

vsd w* was si:«w a*d steady

progress r> tta tabs but conceded
the going as sough e*d the

proytss rr%ght not be enough
One ofnoei sad the negedaions

be a 'pain k\

CIA probe expands

WASHINGTON *uV~*fl Tra
ftor>ateaer cernmeeien es^iandcd
• is •nvestifOtion of tht CIA
vasterday St mdodt a Imntd prcb*
of taagarJoru the spy agency
ptotied tht asaaaarnaton of Soratgn

leajfajf,

For the preaane tht penal heeded
by Vie* FYaadant Milton A
Rockaleter wtl lm»r .rseff SO ony
domestic ectivmet 'titled 10
ataotaaujoen foots But Whet
Mouse eauspss sad thai P'esdent
Ford was ccovderr^ choneasg tht

ccwuriissron's -nondott to cover tha

entre a*eo of tasa***v*voontL

NY doctors Strike

N£W YORK \UPI\

of doctors proteatng long working
hour* aona trraa up to SO at a

ttnttchwant on stnka yattarday

mzmrmt 21 hoaprtaf* n flaw York

Dry
The Antncen Mtd<el

Asaociation sold a was the *rv
major doctors' strike in the notion s

heieory.

New trial sought

WASHINGTON lUPf> - JohnO.
I hrlch-nan asked yttlerday for a
new t*ef in tht Wnea House
"i^stvtbenr case on grounds he
wos not pemitltd to cuu-n rujtiooal

sexui ity OS defenaa and Piesdent
Rktifd M Naon dd not tosMv

1 OFF OVR SERVICES
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Tension mounts as Amherst Towing steps up pace
coot, from p. 1

from the UMm community.
Peopta *tK> hx>;hi as**)** for

certain lots couldn't tod parting
places and they we*a trvjry. ' he

It Kinwflf tun a parsieg
sbcker, Joyce oominusd. they hsva

*q*t >o eapect tut someone
wrftoec a sdcspr d apt going to

take the* piece When is** does not
happen. Joyce said, "w* gart a tee

0* completes SO we have to do
aptneSSing About

According to 80b Khde, director

of Treeapnrubon end Partong, (ho

ktaropprletion and psrkrtg co.noi
group el students, fscufty, e-d

edrrvrnryjtton recomnended thai

ttwng be reinetoutad The counci
decided that can pated n Iota to<

Mtvch Sfeejy had no atxfcer Mara
intarfermg with tha pmrbng
(vMAagaa of thoao wn© had put-

cheeed vttekar* sad Kms*
Thott a eleo (vaaau-a by moea

who htvp atcSe** to enforce

parang reg*lstkx* A aePdam pf

Washington w*o hat a psmwi to

50^ * lot (0 add. Tm rot agenet
'owing I pay to pa/k o Lot 50 ano I

want to park then* I have had a

socket in lot 60 for fco» year* and
urrfl they irvyooied P*a sowvag. 1

*vo» find a parking pace

t? Each yaar. tap Uwvw-.
selects pro towing co*<«penr arid

agrees that H * mp'tei*e carton

standatctai Pie uYtfeerstiy aval only

can Pta* company tor lowing.

according to Jake Bdhco of tha

accoaoiog dagartmtaL
T«sa eeaecaicn trocaaa begot as

Decanter of eaon year whan the

aocounsng department sands out a
request for a bid to aM towng

ntareat to tow *or the inh*orsny in

tha paav said Bishop.

Tea Unnwsity asks for n-

tcrrnaocn aa to lha number ct

trucka, tha hours svteiebfe for

towng. tha aoe and *p»cAca ot d>a

a>ortga lot %r^ tht chargo for

towing and storage, sad Btonog it

a%o aika for a copy od tha l ioawta

and proof of bauranca. ^a addad
\stvjt wa ara intaraatad in a that

t»^ company ba a>aibrii 24 hoara

a day. *M f*ay allow amoia lima

lor pitting up towad cara; that tha

aeoraga lot ba langa anough ao that

c*r% ara not damagad coning and
goi^g tod that thay ba aacurafy

g*ardad at ai tlmaa." aakf BUhotx
Uat Dacambar. Bahop aaid. bid

ragwaaoa wara aant out w Can

Sunoco. Arrharal Auto Body 9^
Amharat Towing Th### wa^a tha

onry companlaf that wara thought

to ba ntaraaiad in towing for Bid

irnfeaajry and who ara cagabta of

nuaung «a i tandaada, ha aaid

TNa yaar oaiy Arrharft towing

•aapondad to fha «aouatt 9n& thai'

bid waa accagtad. «aW Biahop.

Uiahop emphat^iad that no
contract aa such aodaaa batwaan
Amharit Towing *n4 tha

Unfcanjtfy. j^ conract 4 batwaan
tfeaownarof a car baing towad and
tha towing compdhy. Tha

Uaryartfty a) alfaph; a auparvbor in

tha procaaa.

Tha oaiy ag/aamani bttwoan
UMaaa and Amharat Towing b thot

1 Afff^nt Tow*na wM abida by IH

aid. did Unrvaruty- wH onfy cat

fagm to tow Hagaty parkad cpra.

**>*<(> addad
Bbnop ud tht agtaaman*. wan

not wiitltn down 'but it a ctearty

not raapond to tha •K3»in*i

unpv that ha "did not naad tu

S/77/Y/7 presents**

Kroll reading

Ha aiao aa»d that no
»nog p^P conduct Of tha

enptevaa* of Arrhpnu tending wpra
nwda n tha agiaaiTiarit tvt th«t *

tha aaagad asaaUt cm tha CoaVgujn

phPPPpl»P'^r P'r/.Al r ht f*.:«. r.f

wt» 1
n thcaa nvofvad would

:«• l.iv*- bafora Urwaraity off<*aii

Tha ow-ar of Cat Sunoco, ona or

aap th^acornpanoa that roca^od «

(*€Hft «ad tha ^aaaon ha d>'

"Mv rn9>n fpappw for aot
raappfyiag a> tha aatoida of Paoaa

paopla who hava thair oart towad. 1

hava a rapaP aarvka that wotad
aafaar froM tha M faaa>ga and bad
putwcr?y that d nvof*ad," aaid Cat

Ha ibo aaid thara ara only four

tocaf ttrra with appropriala acanaa-

Of tha W, Arrrwnt towing doaa
rot ha«a tha other aapactt of

tuanaat that woutd tt/Htr baca^aa
of tha towing. H« »wan«d 90 foal

ratthar Amhtrtt Auto Body nor

fUtm ShaH, would touch tha bd for

t^a aama caaaont.

' ^ >• "tea &h»l uid h#

TUESDAY. MAPCM V. lt?S THE MA1SACNUSCTTS OAILV COLLCOIAN

England's Open University topic

of International Programs lecture
Mcintosh, pro •lea

Open Urrvaraity, GVaat

Britain, w* daKor the iiHa^naadnai

P«ograrna ofr<a foctara at tha

Univaiaity of Maaaachuaatis
Amhatst. toaajht at S piiK

She w* daioeaa tha Opaw
Unwartrry as m pcoaaa 10 higher

oducetion fot r>on trad<ona»
scudants in England. The theme of

the tectu'e is "fa never too lata to

Tt* overtt Uk«» place at Harter

Haft. 6th ftecr lounge. A fan and
queston and amrwar period tr^ aiao

What is the Open Uhtvemft?
• I

ajrga maioritT have iobs.

Stwdy is home based. The
unr#arthys pfryskaJ plant a »et up
for faculty and adrrwMtraoon
Course matcrisis ara produced
there and rnsaad to tha ttudantt
Taievlaion and redo progrerm sra

•n iapagraf part of the wnrv«ru\
cooperation mth the B>nti«h

nrogatajbf»j C:<pof».'»ffi

Students meet earn tix cradrtt

for an "OfOnsry" degree, aigfrt

credits for an "honors" degree.

Twtrva hours work a wee* tor an
oadaasie yaar ae» weeks long la

worth a singkt erode Onty a few
to eeae sw»

undereduceted. ta>d McMtos*
U«o>«c«Kjcstad?

Bromery requests audit
cont. from p, 1

lAshdnaty,

"i •<r.

KWjfTWrri said.

because I dad

word it the w«v
it. you're rot

rmjponded "Aiarwjkd
of the ttuff you pet m the

Itempuvre CWttte aonw of tha

stedariss pro 9"*>g so ba hurt down
tN*«er

On Suaukra nrorr«fv

adrr*nittfotara in po*ir.»o*s of
accournabwry who dd not ava «p
10 *et accountabacy ' Me said he
ssa bshawaa onty oap or two
*v*duait porsonply pocketed
money, and reoat Of tha
were aoVnnapraaAd ar»ora

dsa wrong money fo» tha wrong
program

But tha Chaacadoi added that bo
has navo« been b*«Vj . nor hava
I got a piece of paper*' of eud*
taflpenitien about the School from

Tt* third lecture in tha 1K7S
Vanderbat Lecture Sanaa wd be
given at Smah Coeege by ^adrth

•ttofl toeight ei tha AVnvwa Houae
Jt ££0 pjn. She wP gvi a poetry

t—Ang from "In the Temparaoa
Zona."

Krcd was graduated boar. Srnth
o'r9fwandiKah>adaPhO. degree

tiom Vala Urworsiry. whore she

was Woodrow Wason Fafow
aXtcats twit book of poems is "fn the

Temperate Zona" M973I. Severs* of

the poems ere based o* her ftrtit

ei India whoa vesting her rwebenl a

tarrdy. She curtentV m on leave

Item Veeeer Cotaga. worksag on
rww poena weh srap hasp of a grant

horn f»a Marfonai trdpwment spr

tha Ana
The pvbac d wokoma to

•t * a "paraonnei •-*»*« ? Suaub.
tormar admndrratKfa Oaan In the

School of education int brought

diaadpm of ijnds aadaad n
isavdaasssswuaaef

I don't th** the VSarat people
woasj have gone 9*6 got a Pib
poena for tha records t n*+<
^C<fi '. *omctt*rxj there

Voter
registration

Volar regmtetton tabiea wd ba
coenviday 0* the ooaodo/ae

Films/Events

tuepday. march 18
joasr jonas song delay

bob motr it: ratodattic

ciaus oidanbutg: apgeial raw 9m
k. sonntor t«h ft)fi(5-*-i

SSOC chairmanstiip

open for nomination

TnaBr»sah<
one waap\ through a eensa of

at various levels of age and
competency, aorta out atudenta ao
that onfy about 22 per cent actmPy
COmpaaaa "gtammar" school at ago
18 Thd sr-aP percernege vsdds
aaosa who become college
students m the Amenoan mnm
Thp Open Urrverarty 'butted

baflT lha ttadtional uructtre.

to Mesatoatx a hafpa

bean aonad
ott at an early level aa a reeut pf

AIMERST REHT-A-C1R
m bOdjTa aHaUPai

>

.«

rs* ;arttt rsctt

siuicjii uuiiM mcui:

t^ssaa h» um * ttt

MWa» Ml
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P
*/r» to
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Commentary

Put up or shut up!

By MIKEIZDEPSKI
"The constructive work of the world is done by an appallingly

small percentage of the general population. The rest aimply don't

give a damn...."
James fnkhener

You don't need a crystal ball to see what UMass students are r> fo» tha

coming September: Freshmen will have the privilege d conr/feutlng a

hefty $190 Universal Fee towards the Gage Retirement Fun* whea

skyrocketing off campus rents cause married and other sslsststdsy am
gifted students to pack their bags and head for the hep. Turfton ns«t

semester may well be twice as much as it is now, while W fitment dcubsss

its professional staff and assigns each student his-her own security guard

"for protection." Amherst Towing will still be having its heyday, but no*

at a new "student special" rate of $30 per tow job (storage going extra of

course I. and * we* eaf Ijcky. the Campus Career Fee «* go up 'due to

•"•ansa" <*. "** hSptouaty, the price of Bkowd bee* Poor Utwee.

Poo* IPAet 14e ndl t<r if any or si of the above should reedy happen if

wodd to the f«u* d nobody etas but die students tfcerreasves and P*
**c*Tvngh> *eurmovr»v**e amount ol apeihy fhey ***• shown ci face of

some of die most cn*»al and fnenciety cor**Q»era» mum lo surface

the, campus «n yaar»

Al due but about 'Wewng' ' the sluderasi Wa*» rf we rnasaas are going

tpptonour r..K±arf»*t*wo^k/K^ who*pic*>rgpvr pockets anJ

trying so lei we what ia beet for us. If *• extent ol our ecocn rem***

United to btaasng otnciaP with a barrage ol *8U» lets* words, then we

iHiorrii to pay *r>d rrigbt ae wed piece our land cur pereras'l waaets and

insxatHHH Mo the custody of Wood 6 Associates or Amherst Towing.

There' • a lot of ccmpJerWig to be foend these days as she Cfeflsofcn *

Lemen>»me>Cd>lor secben on tech noble eauee as wend starvation or

rhe newgetmeae of graffiti in UMees ronrooen
•sajustleoArorscrnecornmermeneo

"Universal Fee," and yOu'l be at a Ipstl

Manyd the letters the Codrpun rocewes ere written just for the take of

bickanng $arpng »P V thot "feCks" If so easy, any moron can do it. but

getting ready ksvowed in working towards lestng scfutigru a quits another

One rhng many students forget is thai wbaa the CcdrpAan can direct

attention to ptcPasms, k cannot OVacdy serve Pam That haa so ba up to

the psocat in mmUmM, ss out case the Student

Vat student servitors ri

virtue** no mafl at ad (torn thee

consbtuaats, Even the Senate

Saasstli Cindy McOeth adrrtta.

though the gets around 20 letters

each week, that onry 2 or 3 coma
horn ssudencs wth aoess gnpe or

suggestion, tha *eat ere from

irwwvcv officials and other not*-

sladem groups
Wwy no letters? Srnptt: you

can't write to so-eone you don't

know &ni moat students ssrrpfy

don't know thpr SCA rspreaan-

tebves. ASpr ad. only about 40 per

Osnt Of the dorm students voted h
the ant Sonata elections and M
least 2S domns dent
election, because there

one candidate dumb enough to

vokjnteer tor the seat. ho wonder
PiendujtelotdkookaareartQogin

*e Senate today; where there si no

i a no adaiOMh; Ian csd Darwin ruttl

Tha ci turn la rwsscted in the nunc*/ of Cfffeient people invowed In the

Senate's work: Omy about * of the Senate's 116 metwars took pan m
woribng out tha wafle^ar lOObdairtmducadainot last eemeeeer Of these

ware Irtroduoad by either the P'e4*dtnt Of the

it's too Uta so run for the Senate now. tn» uuaqissa for handsng m th»

nonsnatton papers has long passed But you can stM pssy an important rota

in deciding w**ther or not tha 44 seats up fO» g*abe apan ahoukj go to

members of the 'seam, paaarva anjoaty" by caadng your badot today and

tomorrow.

Commuter students are ueuety s^a loudest screamers wheja t. comas to

the question ol rent control. Too bed ad that huffed up wind remains just

that: leas thsn 1 par cent of P* IC00 etipttt conwsitera voted -n the

Executrtm counoi elections two weeks ago
»V n»j«| <0 *»o:<ti^ <ro furtir^j Itr J seat n >ft A^nerV. FOssP MttT.rwi

bsay deeper atefy need your suppon Evan 4 you are cunrentty rapatered lo

voot in another town or city, ropater toddy at one of tha tables about 2
minutes and gwea you a deciswe say r» what goat on around here. You eve

in Amherst, so why not vote in Amharal? important at the local siscoons
of your hometownmay seem to you, Amrarat neada you moral
Raaiemiar tent control wit accterd so dorms asso rf trposad. So ad you

dorm scsU as djavicts 2 and 3 pat with < rapiatar today Mt>6 voaa in tha

right peopie on Apr* H
Ftnety. gat your eqranj ros on txee petftIons Poatlrg around carrous to

throw Amherst Towing c4J ol UMom Ptrfcog lots' There t9 plenty of

poirtkjna In fkQ Ataapan office. 4 vou can't And any nrhe dorms, aodtcp
by

Town

To 9um it up; star* are them* tf»nm you ned on^tav eo roddy
»J in the Campua Canter - nglfta» to vote k> the Amherst

Meeting ctecroM
2)inyoi^dorm cast your badot in the Student Senate electpro
31 *i your dorm or at *>e Cpaaptei otfloa « Pgn the Getridof Amhers*

Tcmmg

Of course you mgrr deoda to stretch out m front of the Campus K©nd
and tafia an toeaa tun »nsoaadJsat don't forget that mora than |ust a
sunburn wd be nadkig fo« you when you return so UMle-land in Sap
tember. In fact had can gat pretty hot

As^JMspasVeje Cdaappn Cornrnantatpr

TWC MAUAjChtUSaTTTS OAivV OPCUfdUAJ

>^:

the TRtoSU Vim THESE 5TUXNTS IS

TKftaT mren the horl... thii...

4*. . rV/ilt |... .

Ellen Gavin

Tales of majestic mischief

And ai t*e becsrrurtg (here warn the 22 mason deephts vmesarrsd by the pedant

e regal attar u>ne fitting tar 4

A-d John Porker looked out over trw

•nsaeee*. and than up at tha concrete Creatcr\ and

ha saw diet a was good
And on the erst day. wtth asa hasp d has two

court resters. Wneey aed Imcheatar. ha aanv
monad has tarthtu) krSghts (they had ad gone lo

knight school together) by the names d Ameco
and 5tfAs*7w. from pie townsfsp of Itarthyd

Connectlcui And «hen the three had peruaec

Potkar's new kingddas, tatang a dcee look art r*e

ta»syaiemwh<rkwaa levied against rhe subescts to

sustain the petec* And 4*ey aaw that ft was good
And on the second day r*e trio decided to statu

TNe wealth of the kingdom owe* which they ruled

Tney found that tha tartftt paid by the peat arcs
together vdta fat prohn of the burgeoning

bus*neaassv which the p%mmtm patronized, made
mora than enough so keep tha pPace ufstadng as

wad aa pay off tha palace jravaatort of long ago
And they saw that this waa good.

They asso found that vdMng cse/vtenee couWaat
wed at Pat sussrious Top of the Palace, whae the

i would dnnk beer and bag for free peanuts

Sfcn Jfcmi. The Sam Jims and peanuts

were coating too much howevar. So to cm back on
tha cheeper fata, it waa ordered Pat die meat be

taken out of aha spaghetti (a favorite of tftoae

da who could aquaaee ei an occaaonai TO*
II mrd that 11 or cupe ol beer <another paaaert

il ba add at 12 or. prices. And aa a final

mseeure Porker dedarad, 'Let tr«m nat aoybaanl"

$0 the tuna ten end chicken earners wore cut wrth

And on the P*d day. they aaaaaaad the work
force ol fiair kingdom. They saw that peasants

dirked for pspanoe wages, in poor concisions. e*d
with no rOb sacurrty. They nctiosd that faaapit

wcrhara had r. worst d PI - with unequd pay and
ettka rob advaaotaunt. And they saw that this was
good.

But Pomer dadded that there was one too many
wodsara, so wMhoat raaaeni given, a serf named
Tony waa defeated a pirehaaaat scroll wtwch read,

PUMCH OUT PERWAMENTl
And on Pie fourth day a celebration waa pkm-

ned Siftetow. whose daughter waa to be wad in

the cased, stmmonad friends and faeaey to the

gati foabvoes Tha wine and other spitrts flowed
froeV, and crab, lobstat and

It Men

And
blocked a

from tat rnied so that 4 wodd not ruin his good

fortune Tna guests want home luff and conoau
eeeantm went home trad and htngry, not

to aaactv wfeyi asptnt they had corv

trbutad to die afrajr.

And on die f*th day, a slow and steady mur •

mu*og codd be heard among the peeeents In dia

paiaoa. a murmuring which gained momartPJs\

spreading out Into the raadential araea aarrouf

tl*a palace Workers ware angry that their

Tony had been orderad to leave the kingdom

Everyone was outraged at the sad Chat they pityed

"father d the bride" by tnenong e weckftng to

wheh they warant even mvrtedl They were

angry about the fact tnat that *•
to ba TMIIR petace. mt% by THBR

monwa, and with TKfIR Board of ftovwnon n

democratic oorYPCi. (the king wodd ueuady ankkar

at any decision that the Board wodd mekel.

f> the abdh day. Kr^) Pcrkar decided that ha

had to respond to P* csammanrg out In Pw street

weh acme deciswa action. Wth trumpets blaring,

flanked witi StrffaPow and Amtco on other ade.

Pcrkar cams out onto the balcony overlooking tie

dajgrunPad rrssaaas.

A* long aa that is my Palace, serf Tony wd
newer work hare egeinr And Pen ha beared 'Tap

mora you peasant! gat tha mora you wantl'

Porkw and his cohorts then turned abruptly, and
fiWl t*»:l >: thwr »t|^*'1 floor ^mrvztuary.

And on the seventh day the peasants scorned

pat Passes They demanded democratc cent<&i

over tha nenagament and operations d THBR
palace, whh non-npoff entarpneaa; cooperadve

NPJsgsl r<iu1^g cn*d cmn pjappat » e-l

vKvkahops a«d dadays (before the coup, posters

end notices d cdtuojl events had been barned

froei most araasl . They made It an eoocejng. cokrfu»

puxe to be for a variety d actMtias lieforw k had

been a ciece to gat drunk and forget Me. now it

was a place to enjoy and she*.

And Pat King and hat crew stpped through fie

emergency sett, out to the Caespua Cancer Gerag*

where a hescopter was waiting so depart Perreo*

!*ov would go to some other kingdom. But perhaps

they won't be etw* to find one that wd take them.

ata*tovmueCcdbp/snCoAjmA*f

Register to vote today
Wednesday a Pat Hat day to rapiatar so vote in theTowndAmfeersies*ttkXM.Apr48.
Yew «-*y register on a>e Campus Center Concourse fnx^ 1CM rodey. and Krncv^nv ti K) in ifw ever>ng

Town Oark's otsca. Do 4 scdayf

Zamir Nestelbaum

A "Peace" of the action for everyone
Adjunct Whhs House Press Secretary

Brbs V%>rwada announced last weak. r> a

Ipag aapacted atatament, that fie United

States wodd "take care" of loan's arms

crocaams m tha nest few years. Elaborating

on just what eaactty tha meant, VVYrwatfS
raveaitd that the U$ had just agreed,

among other thinges to sad san six battieshp

destroyers, twelve nucksar powered sub-

rnannea, fVe hundred phantom lets, a

costfiltli muldbslon dodar trnerconti lantat

bassirfr rrsaaaa syatem (AQMi. mnm sssspn

beftats not to mention csesagi ik^ia Prough
fie Miatistitp* P/ver and some swamp land

an Florida.

Whan asked fwtt what ei ntd the smei nch

Persin nation needed Pas tncrsdbts amoum
d mJasary hardware tor. WWmade njpkad

that the hugh aasas i todpisst were

(or tha peace end staodry d the

Wis* tha Iranians Pan strong, those

Ijaptai 1 Atgheniaiendrte wsl have to ddnk

rwiee before staring anyihina*"

The Shah d Iran waa even more eqpedt
Through ha ameser** he ex it be known
tf»at unieaa the beds* wdh RetPa waa
lortlied beyond cemprahansiort than no
Persian cned codd over hopa to sleep

peacerufy wehcut the ominous poePbety d
bon-j blown to bes at any morrant Tha arms
asso provide tfce mstersp tor a planned i>
vasion of tha law of M-xJigatCir oH the

African Coast, lor wheh tha She* has been
kitting Pieee many years,

Thd hugh arms deal has tsgntgrtsd the

U.S. foreign pokey d late - to secure rts

»tl«jtt»:« cr«j<j'«J tf»r t. :.
w

ti h. .itt.-<i »^»r,

nation to tha teeth *i its bastes wrh teef o*
irnapinary enamwav auan egonst each other.

This eapsdns the sense of erms saAas o«er the

past several months with ckHerenc natons
Among them mf.

1. Iceland - four massrve aPciaft earners

and nne bdion dotters wortft of Itame
throwers end anti-tank guns a and out

assort egaret its arch anawy Groeniand
2 feeenJand one hunpad svusand

tanks and fthy thousand nachine puns, not
to mention the popuboon d Nova Scatax to
do bettki wth those keiarvK ssvstp.

3 Lapland frsedbm Cightars - aa battery
powered rseideer eou»pced with *arrote

carard 68 guns, to secu* their own

4. 8o»via - nineteen battiashpe and 64
tubmawies. not to moHion • harbor
dredging una. Thp, dsspfce tha fact that

BoWv a cornpittpv lendVxksd and wM
hm+ to tent coated space 1*om Venatutii

5 Veneesais- il^ bieion dcaars worth d
harbor rrrwt and torpedoes to ba weed on
tha BoSwan navy.

6 Canada - three lesson dcPers worth d
border foryfcat ions, to keep the ba«bahans
oul

? Egypt - su huM**d custom designed
tanks with rane daHarant "*evarstT gear

•rd rwo "lorward" ones o case tl»e

attack a Irom tka raar

8 Poland - ui thousand bayonets
compasta wtth ran.ructcn mamaPs.
9 Saudi Araba - sory camab armed v#«>»

haroolas attached to eech hemp, feopues
dpgdsad to teaambkj sand bags, and a
thousand wr»tt flags

10. Pent - two hundred u 2 submarksasv
that were lying m odd storaga ttom the last

war. fipscjday dftctr/s

Wrrnade stated recently that only wnh
thp poscy d spreacVeg the a*ms wodth
around 4w u^darprrvsegad nadons of tha
world, who havt been dapnved *or far too
ong of the vaunted abssry to blow each other
«x> srrkparaara. can the huonian goaf of
Peace m Our Tmes" be truv teatimJ.
God Sara Henry K ajpngir and tha Bomb

Shatter Induevy

Zmmtr rVasfWooiue xa a Cefttamn
CeP*iso4r. ^

Commentary - on energy

Technology the ultimate answer
6V NORMAN ROBMSOM

For thousands of years, the domnant
employment of "eianainir was agricum>rm

Irduatriduation. as we know it tpday^ has
only emerged in the leal two hundred years
But the importance of industry >*

rTwnonwnal Tha whole world greedy r*i**

on rtdustry lor progrses and growth
UnSke agrlcuture. which doesn't ••**>

harm the eerth. induatdatsatloa raojuess

greet amounts d tmN manertaki to be «••

xactmd. d which nothing p put bad into the
esnfv How long can tha> oneway esaet
contlnsey

in IBM. k was esdrrsiitd that o tha uYdoed
Stares omen and animal power convbuted
to 63 per cant of total work output, and Pie

eerth*s leas) oidy accounted for 7 par care.

However, today enamel and himen power
ordy oomathsca about IS par cant and the

earth's futsj are rafiad apon for over 90 par

cant of the totd work output. Thus one can

see a vary heavy tesancs on our raw
matartsss for energy But meny d our

rsaourcea are rapidly csrrsrssrsng. and rnsny

othera are unties fr i t , lor instance, rf we
reverted back to coat position would be
wxksspraed. the erMnjnmem would ba
cbmaged. and mora important to oar Mure,
the Increased carbon dtoede wodd eossrt a
gnaanhosai etlKt on the earth. As a rsauP. of

thp tha earth wouaj warm up mora and
rsore, and dagiecwtion coukj take place

nvthm a hundred years, not the used
if the Areertic ice cap nehed. the

level would rtee around 200 feat

•i ovw die wend Thp means that rsYta

tantfw of the earth's population wodd be
rMw^wl
Shale a another source of energy which is

potent lady detrimental to Our environment.

Sh^aakesun<kstgrou«^taridhastoberaaird
to 900 degrees Fahrenheit before oi *ows
forth Coneequentry g^f d a big photsem
getting n out dtha ground And last V. we PI
know what tha Nukes can do to die en

The point I'm trying to make P dial we
cannot roty on past or present energy
sources Evan ol cannot last aa meder
relation "*>i~**+ Pr *h« turn d the

creasing poptiebon and daptataig resources

camot be checked by therraahrea

There mrm e nunbmt ol areas «i which
tochroksgy could be eppfcad to* energy, *vCh

as: Energy ol moving water (hem rhrers and
from tdesl geoth«r?wl energy, energy from

rgy, and the ksas dasMSbat.

u fusion Cod and shata

hopafudy wst ba hampered by the arMorta d
eniSTonmerrslejas. or unti battw ways ar«

If a real solution to the energy

problem is to be found, we must

explore new alternatives rather

than rely upon old answers..

cero\*ry, even tha Arab nations codd go dry.

The sduton to our problem see under the

tale d Tacrvsolbpy. Technology, (regarded

at dangssoua *cr hssprut* wd be the key

factor to the hendaig d our ruouts. The
wend has been brought Pas tar by
technology, and only technology wd rnpke

or break our future It d depends on now mim

use •» But one thing p for aura. The kv

found to ssiract tod use them
h wsl probably vase unel the end d tha

century to trnKOvery harness soma d the

aPamata acuKaa d energy uYttl Pien wo
wsl be forced to in* rather uncor^ortabfy at

bmss But at least we wd be fuPy aware of

tha ttag&ry d the worlds sPftnPJafc basa,

and fujpenjSy all ol us wit push for a mora
radbdc education of the

The common tusrtess cycP usuaty <

four characsansbes: 11) eapenaion l2i

faacasson. Ol Contraction. Ui RevrvP.
Tr> t

I

S phaaaa etaaPi last en>w>are from $ to
16 years. Our present busneas cycle appears
to be ul short length Our preeant con
tracoon and receseon shodd decane this

year and revwat wal soon start aa ssvantor^s
decrease end assets daprscaos or wear out.
Adam Smajh used to account tor thd cycle
comolesng csat by the Vrce d Pw 'w

Wt<

vodist hand.' or the ndhriduP units d 1\
economy locaarg out for ayes' own sdf
new*. Today *»e ' wdaPjap hand" d no
longer sufftoent to aspwatt our current

modem problems, aaptciaty thota rtvewing
around energy. Uhtl wa become sufficient m
produong energy, these basinet cyctaa ww
skasy occur mora fce»pana> and revofva

fester Ructustcn* wd occur when now
tactvKiopas are Pacovared which wd bnng
about rtvhrsl and temporary eopenpon.

bo it items thai iKhncaogy appears so ba
tha sokrion fd our most demanding needs
Mot orry ror energy, bat for othw vital araea
such as birth control The populeton must
basabpethra to checks. If not, the world wil
euentuety become e ghetto *to matter how
weviawPiasutera, it appears togrcd that »n>

wd) be harder aa tma rropreasai Our
descendants wd have tnar hands M w*th
probssms. Shodd wa propers now for their

future? If so. grva son* thought to the
: u-rmiworkd.il not. wet sit beck and roach
or pi t*e gusto you can, and enjoy »t wsda it

aascs. II rt lasts

rVcvm Pobviaon u a CsPjodn Ca*n>
mmntstor. The CdTfpVan waVcomes
.•#KPaniav io Hon aetvgy " eaeamsmwws as
«vwv as new Ore* roaarokng aneroy.

Essay/

Terrorism as a political tool

8yO€\MSP€PA>
la Wast Bo4n a rnayord candidate a

aldaappart in Brad Khook^iedren m%
gunned down; in Northern htitnd a young
teenager o eaacuted: and in Paris a bomb
saysodea m a drugatorsv WPng savtfsf

patrons.

Political kdnappinga. < u«inu>.
M«j«vbn.fto-*. ir>2 bo-6r>3a i>-c tt< t*r\ ol

the itpenoka d tartoriam used by urben

guerPa groups e*d local ravokiocnary arrrses

to achieve long-range poaocal goaia. Yet.

however, variously motivated lw%ether by

political, ethnical, or rehgout con

sdarationaL thara can ba no Mrdcaoon for

the ruthless and cakuatttd tarronst cam-

paigns conducted by such groups as the

Black Srpts-bar. the etati Isspabaosn Amsy.

and the Topa-arot in Umguay. LagaPy. It

deprtves the mdhndud d h*. lot hor| right to

Me and aberty Potrscafy, 4 paves the way
for repression and. dtmateh/. tyranny

McrPty. it P rspdswe lo the udvarsef man
and everything he repretanrs

bror«ty>W Pawiy. j-o I.**'-*

Tarro*. even aa a rroans toward Pat

hejhest fleets, haa haiorioafy. bacowe an

andriitsed Rcrtaspaare and Sodin tm Iving

^estrnorryd thp Innocent pacpta went used

as thpr weapons ant eventtaPy, aa thee

targets Today, wa are confoundad by a

rrvoKrho-ary mnortty usa>g innocent wctrro

m PCaPcaJ pawns, bargaining ooumars, so

that diay coukJ dramatlre d»esr numbers,

thpr strength, and thpr epped Such tactics

aaaajngry ssistrata the nature d dusc ptaped
%Vlir«7» tbev Jfr ..C»0>"or.j to ^ A^T»r,i

down aa crimes aganst rwnarvcy.
it p thtnjaora I anmid that the m-

tamatlonp cornmunfty aaocslia agairat such
atrocities by way d urtfdrm lagiaaiocn on
tsrronst actMtda OratPad d aporadc. av
dMdual etierts) 4 asso aeceesitatss an
evakiation d the rnstter of peaticai asyfuas

and oiiiadton. at waft as a partPot

ccsarWiation d mtemationai mjaaltaSiiii.
atcarrtationd poitics. and intamatlonp law

PtrrsceJ vioksnea should be counteracted
by the regeneration of faith n the tradtional

lood d ddemecy - negotajiion. con
cadodn. and erbn-aton Perhaps this can
bast be essrnpsmad by the peacdui efTorttd
some fornmy daperdem Atr<en Temtonaa

Yrt. i»r«ifr.o rt*c paPbstVll

•poroacnee rrsght appear to be. they art stM
at arm's lengn. for a. hot bean Ortfturt.

sssMn recant years, to wrasde sertonsm

Irom the ideal d seddatermnaion Sunsty.

tha danumanemg ehacts of opcrcssrvu

tacsst or edend regimes bread coun-
tarvroPnca Out can one asaJfy epuate terror

mth rmduticn? Shoddn't one be abst to aee

struggle for sas^determmation> Whan trw

smoke clears, psyeraany asautaaca that one
brutal rogans won't 'toiace the other - vm
aporcniice. so to speak, teerrsng from Pw
master > S-.<ery in the and. the creaton of a
republic and dtrrocraoc wianumma can ba
better served through peeodut means, rarher

dian through prvsicei violence

£Wvut nerry a a Ccdbgiao CdnvnanUASor
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Letters to the Editor

Art Warren talks back
To tha Editor

Aitfc»yc»yM*#ny0vW90iM»6a*su****4 -
w«< * i A«#n rfoeww Ai> ** a*\yro» ;wp?r tp /try &»
row vwafr ai'

Tfcarp «r« 4ua*Ar**ulflttbrwft Jntf dfeftton* 4rt AV
flood £rr>x*s D+f*nimmi *np jgroCbco *****W
f*Of*3 forgood fcotonrrd moats (or th# xtu&n> .

OfOOnfn* oosrdp*n*tSt (M***ty Th* xtonu* o*
vonod r» arr onion* |p opppm^todpj* ffta «ww< rotta*
o'rVW Jfuetoitr. By JoqpJpo***** far ftvmnonr Ca*d
fV«^\vv«A«%vAMrn^.*A«Mpiim^(MUMO</nMy
$rutV«»i «ntf r*V on t**t stwtttyf <nput tor feto*

Opppaafiocu nsvch wr npv» co/nod AVcoyfr. Mr/utv
*S* Anvnad cvm xrudanr r\H*j somattnp 'Yto jpa .

wn«*p onofhar *aY uk ft* "too Mntf" - aw *Voo
W$T."*wihmr "or*sr"*f >t(«4m( • Jnaa* atv
OPPtOJ /Vom Mm* of if* Cpfnmpnf tVdr.
7W* AM raaoy 6oaY ddw* Jo rha rWi /not oof

t^\***»ov*atot»MAtisf«4t»*t**i+ytood<t*n,
M»+mtf*foott Smvtc+$0*fi*nm*#v*Kconf*n»
IP wwv* oar Aorduf *e cmpV >wo*r O^ lha jfuttanix

mwt of to* A«na

Arthur Warro*

Register to vote today'
*~ %

TaMog • who's at butt?
Hwm

> •

Sign to sopport of "No Nukes'*

Taatrot A|kt

>v^ |\s*'\

MACBETH
- *»4 I

7 1 10 p

Response from Butterffa. 'bate In Concert

QUILAPAYUN

LUua m4 mo*»i Uik k<

hfajMSai

<)»«»; *•** o*«, fee***!

TUESDAY 18

8 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium

Were you there: Ruchell Magee's trial
Ructofa It**. 10 VMn m pnoon

itmm Itom Conviction ha raonrd
m lot Angola* in t£61 On tha

adVco orl ha codaltndtnt'a court

»p<K»rt»<j Itwyor ftucbot pJoodad
quit* to a $>0 robbon/lcd-an

ctvup*. Tho com invotwd Bon
|ro«n. o muticain at LA »

Trcpcjru club *ho aotd Nuchal
and ho couain a lid of m«'f.jni
and than otHatad lo drr#a tham and

a aoran namad Barbara to a
cotton dotanabon. ai tho car

Rucho) and Brown 99! **Q an
aao>mant w^cft ondad n a tot

f

out of tftt

attoruoui otMcncna
Maga« foo« itut H ht ob4«ra lha

compitlt and accudtt lianacrptt
of both coaoa, oMt »«wM bo abb) to
t**i iiRia lor a «e>ttul orl »h«
rJ63 corvKtk^n or«j iU>»rt?Jcnt
•«t»»Jl Thax ha* h,** dtraad.
Tin *>;.•, , (> 3 .Waitnaa* ol

rhb fctot«ir> kurvio (crr^ttcn a
Iho baaa nl HurhoTl "Hghl «o
*bof* m #0 Minn Coonty Coun
Hocoo en Amq.u 7, 1970.

COV*THOV$( MBiUtON
On dtp momog of Avtgwtt 7,

ipn) ^arnot McCi> o was acina 10

von, and Jcnathan bona^ 10 d» ivo «t

out of tho CAk Cantar parking lot

But bafbra tha> v#a* avon aMo 10
0«t out d lha io\ Mann Co%«"n
#\0Ojco n-ii ?;*n Ouaron guo*da

*nd r^djtd Utt v

b hulata »vitar nimr>»
•ind» of fir.-fj iroo tha •»»"

hruth«nJkOClanr, lanoa McClao
.'. •• Chmtmav .^d Judgt KH(v
•a^»o dt«ri i%..--#i bj> cdalopfS-

wsundnd .md T'

. ^»*«tl Imrn :f«n «oat dovan tr*1

Bfcv ffofM of *-« rrvoa wonvfi
jurtyi *«n> tarvo.U/ tnajipd T^*»

onwt dMCrtbod »n tf>p 0wjh .»*

rjfoco showa lha octari tn Mhxh
ila Stojf i—n fluctoo and oonu
10 soanoo fam

CQNVtCTWidHO
•C\XL7*-PlfA

K^ciiaJ am t itr^j »ant»ncad pit

iOA 23 bacavoc =f ho caeoatn tn

(ifood gulrr Maa 1374. on •>(

»lr«ck>n and du« tn ~.h*

bOCkliabbmj •"'. hit court-

•ptMMTOad kaajm . fiNadcn Trrt

rron, and J^Opt irqram't con-

tWoad rafuaaf In orant kat> ir*» n^ht
•Jtland fanori* Kaoow. »»o«

ho taarftOd thai r-u-jn tud «rwrtY
o d«r>ita f^vtrtajn

nbo flMi tula to tm+*
af<o*mo Ho » k»hj thi uoto ond
4B OfhCOra mfh CO«0|#IU^) u (I.

•aai Mi cr^f tghto ht.

Marfan Coton and afnor*. No ?J
1007. Ul. l»nda»Q »- ilw Ml
Dothct Court Ot ln% Afipabm M
ffooda>ffhtKtacu«caiH*^i<«»«l a

COJlM fOQOlfOMd atlr***Y% ffOOl

gtatif u t loaaonof •.**. «i f i»Ua

ar»1 tha roun rrflcu* ««aA»odMO
*r»j ujnyivaaajn u? i*uhm m al

ro*/aot l»cn Uu*n*n havi »•

oW poo

8.N.S. stress cx)llt!ctrv^

ity among B*&ck student

•f#7f llaa> lap
-yoiPfO-aOf *+< i » ^

dfinrfc

S€t\->CC

-^ —. a

HreAirHnxeRCnt:
Colk^c Pro^nmi Ikiv 3

thii^s to offer that other

colfc«e proRrants donV

I . Scholarship*.

1 MOOiBonihly sofcwaiKC.

I' lying lc$>iMVk leading

to jet trainint!.

Enroll in Air Foctt ROTC.

t Hfrk

Quilapayun Concert
•* • •*•

n t m a • » • »i a*in lf>

ObMllo^ w da piOViWt adj #» l>H»<»y

ntitj fPajbod% io>o) foifm a <f»€«^«

dj^'BBo *1 f>iO» VXtHBI !>•

BOHI IW4T4 IB)

u^c Mid Y«t rtiiiB^, kVH» M#

U#rr
rr o*< Po>.fjMtfVH»4
f, h Ktt Vt^% IJU *. fill »Jo^

1 HHOUSPU! I

!165R-15
ififlDlflLSw

,

i



13 int- w6»>fHijit" . :
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AA4S miwi a
!•*«*»? Nl

V# * r m »»awrA»*A • iiUmy
A r»Mi^ tc*-M it SOO. A» MAkc^a

C C »•••» maima MM aaa aiimiliii

(tti*. t CO *•*« b «•»» n S 30 CC

stMrYttU*

Cor*» mm** oSovi t*« yor-rTaa' tj* i-a

JlAWi 'A 4At> 'MjT/AOJ
?-MV* a> • if*** <*•*>* a* IV CllM»M

C»*M4 »» Or»rA« ">W1M •A* MA*V»MJ
»«**-« uomw C4-I C*oc» rt

wA?«^»i<* <*** a* ** *a otnuoara «or

tvUSAnt* MSnlO* aOf
H* **4A4a»t| !*••. "*• >»4 IW«t

a>»*a-«j «l»«r saxiMO*. AH *

tor AIIHCIWMtl *0r • Mmm AMI A

<*>ma» <•»>. 4 tf. a»4 • •«•»
»*> CtM' Cc«r«» c* All
COoVt /OWI . tTfripAAi

• V
»*mmjma4I ~4W« '.. i:t : w*o i X<

W lA0M"CO »*o*»

oaa •** aa tot*

00 n)i> * * -

.***-, v* in tM (N«i CVA *AmAA «CC
It? *1 7 • I X ^4>«oo S-raoj »••• •>•*

MM*Flirt A* OCA I »#r# M>l^
'ArYAWMAV t*VAU«

"»«* •»•>#*. W#e ••** n****. 0a*4 0*

rr****** ta-o Am Caam*. * o •> . *•*

notices

n**vt to**** t»o n»n«» »a»*«a. wo o*
bA <M«N taM*o*tMng •*•* * mca

• *•** to try r« to 4*4A **•

tVTrV *|

Jttl "*.«• h)4^««flVtNlO' T*Ma,.

)l|*tl */T. rt A»T* 171 CC l** OT«

W*4. )lMl»« 111) »*a*4A St
Ca»*a 4A*m •*•* mm* U*lM)a . «a
Wi**«^rr CoA 29MMS »v •••> A**i ••*-*

-il r* VODA5
0«A4M MM. tlUmwll Tmma *»4 OA «

J C*tAfJ>

CMff*V/><6W6 7A>rou7S

Cr> 5ovrOo» •* Ar*«nc C«mt | 4 V
AM UA.4 «M U* *Mft» da»«MA ^WMWi
a* taMaa* a* lay*. a«a*»*f» to IM r*a~a

Jot* nun «t.«"» t< 41 Gm*
Altai > :» 's**m r^-^yM

rH*coc*4 !•• 4>»«n»*t »*r«*«i ** iCHJ

*** ^* *'. r**!???, -?^2!!? ••• ^ «»>^ cc j-»e. s«r^r
w»roii t> ii **+*\. umw •••

tfUMlrniMi'•t 443461
Ov.u^t' cm 0om«

Tel. 773 1*43

Sitowplact
Cr(^ol»«-d

t*«.- MOt i^

S*f. S^A Mtlwl >3pT1.

% A<+4+mt Awjrd
Hc<nt««f»ca%

lr»cl»dnf Bnl Axle*

MHRWrKAJl!

4UHU(i»tt7in

MWDIH ON mf

P(r AJlSUf Ovt

4 pum. 3 tf aa« ee »••«% 0**
it '• • j' •"••»•

»»«om*1 w ft<iw»>^* m<i«« w*t* fr»

fOOT9Au ,'MV
U^««^ '»».t : .M lor. •-;>
• •i^ >

" : y.-fV$^ C»45J
r*#«» 7 9 r* r i*« Ar«r»«« lt*#w

CM*. Im*««iwg 14A tM

IWO^OT (tlflrtQ r^«« «M »<*>!!— Ml A4 tf«** »**a to COmViMOn

<Nf4»||iiW«|.)1|lllDr>CC *N '\

#()U*P
5i'»«M 00«»€4t (tOM<>d A SO Ai^O^t

Nm fiM» «»«i»o«. Cam nJ 13J4 ^.»wv> i«a imu 4

:pcmm\
iWij«

NOAHAuriOK
A • •

U cd ttr+4*y-TkuruLa %

Mjrrk \%X

GARDEN

COS!
^ino si

Jtt»

r*-r«^t IrtlA Itim *-»#>.•» IO tOS r

!•«*• m 7. r«4Ac H###n Aadtoorttti

.WOfA «VI SOrAT7 JlflMlf
* *»-*«*» i»». 4>4*<««»l »»Ni»

«M lillli* t«r |«*o« Jr**-. *« ki ro«0

t*<W» »l • »Art m C C tit. AJ !•>««• *-

lrro«l*l * >rowi»*t !»»•» !•#«••• **4
«•*««««* IO f>« <»i»0 »V tmnow «0«

SorWt >*»• ••• At/«o »> MMr>4.
7AA«ilC/rV^/«r.4X Ariiv'4 7iatl

t»*»4r •» •***•-••. W »#r r-1»J Ito^t
a* b» •« r»'c<J» e»r» C4*Mrt*t** v»
IM A* m .mcorn

1 r»OH)n» r<e* +41 Ur*»W>i
ItO' OrtdVKTie* •! •*«*• f *KVi •

OAK 1K»»0 MO |>M 0#i
tr^ot** •>». w*jb* A«t4>^. wr**
*«»XOrt QOT>#9 »^.J r**^«r« rimJ fax

nilrruA /OUW47IO*
TH« i.C' Cc~~*«> !>«>^<o >*•• eorw

tf tMI 4 I A »<»*Cl
«^#r«t «• l»» l«~ M

•• •• lKO«A9t~ o« tAirW ••« tK#r •

HMSJ tO£U*?U* fSki CSifT
0<Mt AMJM !#—lw»4 »o<ri»i M 7

P ~. ii is* t^ywrN* •'•

»«*>H% 0«*t« 7-^ *w
•O 9 Hl»t»> »«^j *r»s<4iKt

QBMAATteaJW
TW •* r 30

t. k lt»t»

To^Jerinc

KlSviVNRUtflrUMFCTHL

IN* mor<Mp«09r**t

(.•rrtrnlitK

•THE p 1 1.mii> j

BM.I.KT-

Brown addresses

space structure

Mbitimnoi Btewn. p«r/4>Mor ol

hvithcmftict «t Oanrrxoft CoitQIv
wM II** a hjctisv e«cif««f) THa
:. t .< i ,: uv» ooMt* Spaot Mto Uv» to"

At Sm4h Co*«V» lOogN #1 8 pm
n McCcm«fl H*t
Th« ixtunt 4 H»nA0i<d by lNi

d«P4Vir«4ttt of fY4*jStrnAbca

The C*jb*C 4 MtJcorr* to jjopk!

>.. vau I *

HOC CUwjfitds Fa?
T* •»•*« • lUtvMT «V*» •«

«M !•!««»*• €»••• Htl lli
I » • - M*I4I»« «»!>»Mr

t ••MM * I «i r»« «j.i

-

I» A**«W C««* t» n'W«
•tH a*. • a> «*w«a T» •••«•*• MB

•J *«•••»«• I

'«*> »>«»» »»• r •#>» •

>**• #- a*ata* C awa* «A»«r

'>•_•* «•«»«• !•• «a*4 nil**
vra »*t*>

MDQ Cfariiftafi

Mr.-^

..-.., »«*€ *i

<"• raw -»•-.

m***»it*** t^n ai* vw-v
1*m« «•<< •»•*• ••^a iMOar
,i. «»«•••• •••• a«»«

M-*. •«• •« ... ta« »*— »A»r4»l >

%a*a a a*n »• •«.
a>«« a wa»«« *»» »»a» •»• «•
«t aa ai.a* ••«» •»•< % *+4 «••>«
j. «a*« m << MM •• •• M
•*a«-« Ca* >• •• •*•>' * •*••

!• *••

v * • - m« %an • a —
. . - I aWCMI ••• ••,

»m: <a««— •• l«

AaOaaaa ta«a »%»*> •+•* %a%*
«ta> ra«i ••««•• (a> Jm HI

TO «t0« V»Lt
tt »«aa>^ M ••*• •'•—

tt a\aaa> Wa* »• .»*«) •••
MOO* - IM 4N l||

araaat itrfA

^a»aM».aa.a4a %>•<•..• ax
.•M am <a*> rM«*n

».' «i MA <»•• IMM a*-*
iVM* <«a M«a-» 0M M>M

r<:« iih'

• -•«. •**+• MM> ti

«% IM0 WO* **0]*t. *4
aaaaaOM l~# *» MA "•• »»a«

•a****** ••••• «••>-• '•»«•

ICOVMUl *A«rcO

>!»! Ow« —• •»•< t a*—
•at A»*a I < 0»a» !• •*«*•
at a-%*., ». I,. a»a IM* a«<
-. -.> .. Jt»Mt«

j. a# »•*». a
ItwiVH t»*»ti' .y.iaa> '•' -••• *•»•

aa»«a»« t*a4 •»•»•• mm — aM«aa)«a ***•+*>
•M ft}**

• ••) • .«^a.

«•»-«<>«». « #.»a<vaa la"L^SI*-««
-• taa ra»rM>»

..ia*.w»«iT1

IHOM. '.

r • .aa aaatava •** aaaaaaaMl mm
0 »a raa

«Waa »».a M» Utt

•!«••• »«a«#r» —a«ap*<

" IMMI. I »•- •«••—!•
a«4 lOKiai -.«» «•
|»WH«. >va«. aj »aa< iar»«a
• »a r«>i»'«M»l a la' •«-»•«»

I A U
Ca- hiimo c«« rAoaiiMt'

: « > t. 0OA aa !• n rta>a tka aa* •••
*-aa A1IW

CaAl
•«• »ia»

• - t*. •

*»a*« Mavaa •» aa« i» » I*

|-*a «J9

t ••>«*» >*« aiaOaaia >a •
••«<»«•> •%» a »••• *»

. .. Caa •»- M0«MJ

Paw .01 M wMka>i
• •«•.. • C+A- M-MM
•*a»»»

•vaaia IHMH ••MM
»*»aa*< •••• •*

a. "^
M va >,..-»a... ca •••a . t. %_, m->- ••-•••
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By Johnny Mart

at* Plllrr A% J.». Mt

Ko*rt«f *m*o%t< m*m w*f bt tar**) b«
•%# Koihtf Moti Pit* iA rjso HjmpciAn
C«rTaTaOfH It0-» trOomfo4t Oft Mortal*-, -*•*««*.

31 m»o%<ih tfoA4r oft Thitaiiav Apni 1
An* CrXt^MaMion oC th«M rrMAA rrorr b*

•a44*fX Dot ft 04tJtt to guttawr** thit irro.f/t

-9«dj wit t*/pr«*jaTod tor AACt. mfafl. thOM
v*4ftlirtg itMr- .ttj Myn up «m) poy ki

AdVArXO t\ot HI rTMMa. t»My w%»h to Ajt $«/,
up MM) bA boon icaiAV dvovgh Thor*Jia/.

4pom It Am to 4 pm m ;r^ MaaI oH<e.

81018
Haaaaj bring V9U majaljj laCKrH OOQAitt Mfft

you rt movi ro>vo oth>. Tf*0M SA^AAg «p 4ot

rnAtli >**J r*xc*v* « ricluN ibf 4ft«h rmol
CftOAAO A1 PAOC4* WiffttaQ 10 441 DA**OVM
m««4»<4^0\|4Va9llA34« 4«T44dV Oft ISA KOATAT
PU*A) iTtMSt Sr0<t Uf> Ofl MjaAOCA 41 Mafttt

TK4 COM Of tb* PaYJ-ATiMM rroAtl t* «-f

toAcMV.. Fot tboaoj «*tth no rr«Mjl pt«a>

booM4ttv ft* coat is: brssavlssi. 79 c-r

tvneb «.«; dbr»m «J.ia r«or tbott P40p-t
v\**V. • UriVAnjrtt rnssl pssn bockMAL 4oo
prrass IfA &0 CAn-M to* tTAaTAfOVL S 1 80 •*(

lojncrt, W 10 Nx t-rnoi *^tr»044 vvnor*a%4«
UarVAtSaTy #o«t-X rr*Mi pt»n Ik Vol tNs pAC4t
*n>r 00 cor** to* btstjMMt. 1 1 80 *0f tojods.

w& no eotra cniMfa lor oVnor

Zamir features
Israeli music

0rot> Wo #tt UtAstaS Mas* Otbea in SU
302 ior a tow m-rvjiaa durina tba day and
cbartoas a** you'l baar or road about Maof i

*«IHt «4nttrt. a »4lf boar radio snow on
WMUA. « 4, calttrj «2imr and a ts asad
bstMtan 2J0 and $00 pm. owarv $urrda>

A^A-roon on dl.1 FM.
«5st^vddr>o<snsA from a crying nosd***

Javmat. snow on radio but rarna* by Muoanu
u.ho anfOV -fa4aning to VO€*J* •«seA rvA^tie

m^ rMMAt* and e%tnts of irH4f4fl to tba

Jfwifb corWT*A<MTv Mafliaal Sbsbai and
TrtOk* CoAfeH rrtaia up tbt news taam, and
Kan T<nx*t and 0#wd Msntw tsit car* of

tba 4r«44*4stiAQ par*, of lbs snow. Ztrw
bopas to navt net* tban just rwws and
music to oHar its trsisnars and 4 alraady

rjarning to hava a Ka angar. witf^^tava. *r4
dabataa in *utura snow*. W* wou*d b4 0ad
to baar *om vou for arn; lugoaaaora or

• m.
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Soviet Jewry
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University Dancers active;

latest trip to New Jersey
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Skiers sixth

at Can-Ams
&,fi€7£RMCX>CmUl

Tha UMaaa man'* ftki turn OOOdkldad H» HNOn *rih a text* piaco

oomboad tniah among IB paMopot*H)*ehoc* nC»A» oorrpttitiM

bra* at Sunday ftrvaji, B«Nl aApnt. th* past *wtwi
Tha akian took fourth in tha doavnhal on Wday *nd third plat* in

>-*Y » w"n,s ^fc
Chancaa tor a *oc<«s*hjl dPV«« d tha* CanAm champorahip which

tha* won back in January. wtW down tha draanvwlh an aWvonth place in

SaferdaVa jaatom

Sanior Uirv Pat* ltd UMttt m tha downhal vwth a aawth place

dhnduale**** ComptttM agonalW of tha baal armtaw afciara in tha Ee»i

'

fltawv TandaL Jkrn Ma#**a. tXk McWdda and G» •« Vat

laath^rkttanarfOhc: Urtl and 34»» «ajaa>a*aa*

tn tht atobm. it mi Swat Tonaal m Mth and basl »a la— W %»

barand #*n fnMhma* Paai Maynard in tOth and Ga^ INhP) ]

tt« imt» .ntiat Uhiaaa uaihxmari a*

"Via tantitu tvnt loutf l "thaaiaxyn T^bdft^d
aach athant m« raJrUttiaSo datanraia

d au> i/*V» mdntytd tu tlty on thair

8al aitc£on*oJl

UMaaa lanta bock *ay ncalf attar Safufdayi

thwd pfeoa taam Inoh «i tha gamt alabm Dei MtWad*
Ji^ hunAra and G*vy Pocfc at nnajhadm tha top tnaf>

Jafrrat«i Slant Cnflapa tern taam honor* in bulh tka> I

afcbm«*Jt tha Unk*. or *»***» *t • •manpsan won tl

.H«du*P>r fiftanw tfarrinrd id Jbhrao*- £ut» a-t a

Can Am ocwit, aai ad
i .,t\it+i naam iiandjiam,

•tola, UMtwaj pt ra**^Mt«*«. MtoX
tvaitOWi . #%r* t on aa *»* a* w* •»i*»itil «oj wmm

tit ih
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Iowa wins NCAA
Wrestling tourney

0*rra*t*v v< hjayp |ia«aii **m l**l

a^a Mill »*• AA WiMiang

atdannat t*v

• (#1

|HS SS 5^%5u~ Canniff, team look ahead^
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South v.ot avacuatoi
»A^»land» aot paga 4
Vacation >p» <c» »p«riQ hew.
Ma paoa 8
fui paga ol kucra oo
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Refugee singers' visas cancelled
French Ambassador claims 'questionable security clearance' is reason
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Most student complaints
cite CC mismanagement
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Campus military sees increase

in recruits, reasons debated *

I VW> >\l»«t 1937

Farm Workers, Ga llo hold debate over contract
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Trustee Committee questions dorm u

Campus parking a problem;

lack of 'necessary' spaces
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Swados honored in memorial 'Celebration'
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South Vietnamese abandon Central Highlands
Retreat negotiated

by Thieu, Viet Cong

t

i IV* Murd»td
Of South V<mam**e

out of the abtndcned
Cenval »U;hwrKk tow-ird ifW w*
rwierdj, m • uttthirj retreat fAet

Mgh governnnant source* *»d we*
• d by »*?t»4i#oi Nguyen

Vtn Tteeu and the Wee Cong

Dptumerlc iounc« ned die weh
OYOwof bom wtut the govomrrw H

Ctsed me cW^TAijta prcvi-cea &
Pltilu. Kentum and f>.ir1ec

represented me worst setback far

or^Coenmvnet tetcn in Irdochet*

since the French were defeated si

Oien Binh Pbu -n I9S4

The control of Hie CVtret
H.jhieno*. where Amchcen troops

the Ve**em conflict to tht

19eXfs on t l*ve scale. v*rto*h

tuts South V ittram in he* on en

eosr rawest en* end ghee tht

Ccununittt t powerful be** erd

*upc*y *n* to attack m* coessk)

•* rempono, «i government

herd*
Th« eourcee. v*6 the wrhoYewet

am negottmed by Theu end me
Viet Cong *»o ud et tVst the*

noud gt»m • three dev sale

pmeegefor me restdonts of Ptefcu

Litp. The V-rt Cong the* Peered
the reedent* of Kontum end Dotit

to leave te wet; the sources sod
Thete nore about WO.0O0

persons in the eree end oswv es

250. COO wore reported on the roods

•me* lent convoys or on foot.

somt dying by Ibt **y*»0> kA»*v

had fled wim or* * handful of

besongtnfeohefsoong the* horn**

dOMoVshed and n ttomts\
The r*ijh gcvtmrneni source*

M*d ihe Uressd States we* "

formed Of tht dOJH Kd thet tht

cmbe**v mo%ed U.S. "naJcnanea

end US ad ofheists out of Hmku

and Konfun by *• o*e« lhc

***foend. font ArY*e»<*n* **reedy

nod been reported CeStued n the

dipnet capita* of Ban M> Ttoet.

one of the ate* *ben#cned n tht

greet evttcusscn

Oe €0**^kmg corwoy of

troops end CrrAens w*tdiow l»om

ftesw. the cental of tht highland*

Hoaptoot patiams wore abendenad
in thee beds wtwe thov lay.

eyewitnesses ttported the soundi

of anvnunttert demos tepfodng

end tee cfcy in flames

k*M{-ojn«s sod nop of t»o

wOJfung retagtt* +*t the poor

who could not afford vansponation

women. chMron, tht cfdorh'

They were w<tV>of, food and
without weier os they siiaggtod far

benod tht thousands of osn in

vOrVOd «n die e»OOus. ordeftd 3i »
rnccrtenr/s notice end mth no
prcpatox*
When the roar of the convey
»«od out yesterday , fie*».M

loosed Ue a psost town. Oovoww
meet eegineefs blow up tt» t
Corps *<oJcsjerscis. the erfliid,

*uS bunkers. Toarful nmider^s

unatned and burned
honwi

fnglneor* kd the woy. ckim)
roedbkxfcs. repairing bndgat, anJ
UeMksj tupama os Hm rdssfHo
smoecf tfwaufh 100 ntee or mom
of Cwr>mueaflOO*rlnsAr«l rnssstt.

iososo snutheatfreerd iVsm hotvu
tune d e*o gweitt^enl atrtrighost

Of Tiry tme m tfre roeai

Americans begin evacuation as

Cambodian shelling continues
PHHOM PCM \</Pt\ Com

mvnet'led reoeK marking tht itch

ann*tr*er> of tt-e CeMbodon war.

reined rocket* on govemaont
positions net* f*hno« Pe»h
yesterdtf end probed dtientos of

tHo cepctt oosjllns «n ettech of

bates *or po%ndwg the ocy wtfi

more deadly anstery and Monar
fire.

A US seokeontn in Bangkok.

Tholand. sad »o A»r Force pttne

has t%ecurKod po*sono) eflKQt of

*eUS ernbostr eortonaet and s%

pr.-om Penh »n embtosr
spokesman sod somt documents
hove been burned and pnvote «ekef

efjencres have bete osktd so #a*
out their staffs, etptosfy in

oois-r-g ottos.

IvVmi foreign imbtmiti ha«e

atreeov begen «%ecuooon of thee

dtetomtoc staff* as we*, but on

w CongtOtt, tnd thai supper: 4oi a ,*^^^22.:^-KS
SCSlnJ (town rnmu«niii mCOmjrcmitP >»

dw*ndkng ewtv.

Mcp W*tm B'COtAekd. P

MicK, *nd in »n ienerrien Ihac he

hod 9ofd tht Ptesdcrii M n

swpubheen *o»«*gy rreeting n Itn

WhJsj H(mm he we* doubr
thet the House woud appro** 4

compromitt 5136.6 mil

wrMarr end econortMC aid uwh
tht ednunesreiron dropped M
obftcsdnt so t cutoff for tun

aid after June )0-

fn one of tht haevwu I

the current d#y season or^envve.

sett Mi an eiand n *»e M«*nng
fOvtr COSt Of Phnom f>nh Mondef
ndjht end mte/dey ktftng ih

mat the capiat wm 4?

T*o tucket barrage mm ap

gertnih irrm fnr the Marth 1i

••versa* <

» • ii itait Hiinie

•i»#«*« 1»»re*me r»m •»!**»•

wi./ lira -(Mrfissttis twins* tata

ii • • •• « uve*» ••

SfTfknrka

Miltlav . •(/•» MM •»••

•t* %#f t roue* ehttfi

rvWvtey najht <** l'tmnn< Pe«n
iro-i tt teer east Isjre iff e«t

MosflfSf • •• ...i.

u en seemsietl rtXi new
• V, ItrerOef" #u

itre iftiese.

.^^^^^a^^^^^ s^m e*^ ^^^^BaV as^^^^^i**«

Senate begins work on tax bill;

Ford may accept increased cut

WMUA
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totst t&ni s noett am
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| isst fafje fn

• Umptto IhImSq

: c^feewtH
: pnssMii^i—*! wmmmum

| Tm mm U rketsi W t Sr»fn* MUiitf
ne • iv^etafas e ts> Sir t»«c4

-
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State can easily borrow, experts say
Credit rating called

good by agencies
BGS1QH \AP\ The otett of

Maaeechuaetti shoud her#e Sttko

trouble borrowing money so mtot
current bit* .1 ,\ p«ceenU n pOn to
9«i out of r*enciet ooubfe. #<
curtsng so financial eap»rt*

The tiaoe s deceit for tht sost

el more than *S60 rru^ test
wet* Gov. kfefteet S, OiJiakH said
ha edmoisookon had w.htded tiat
do*»n by 48S mdecn

OUctkis asso he* ttsd g*o suit is

nn ?* veiue of floarsng a bend)
teat* tur«**fltjit its* so
n'% ho«i Ax*, btfl

•• tMi Mind mttlts ties as *•
Ute* 'd Io^mI »o m« iMHpcee ^ a
bteernMho fit Ur*+tl «l r**
crod>l etf dn teeuer,' inrttd f*arw
X. Ctttman vue :«KMkm m
nHincspet Arortiv «a*

Seen* ft Cn. a IntdVng W
imreemMO<

ll„i ,« ii.. ,.img

a rvd lUi tnrw'a rhengt
"••*g «n a tMmmg. /t <^k| te
ddltrimt. rxe aastt Anil in ekeee

<m ':> . ctetcit h^nimg
men "Tht nseevo* *e bo pe»»«a

noev lies ebout
•j3 bloc n outttanoVa) general

obHsittcn bond* becked by the
iterrg power of the stato Tt»o n
why e elate can borrow so COetr
5*1 totai whsre e femty con't tat)

h 1 1«ng sower of me staos stand*
btfend the bonds Revenue bonds,
such am those becked by the bndgo

hi tin Massachusetts Port

ote not ncteded
rgajodn debt

In Jeferuery. the stole borrowed
Sift meson »n the bond market as

an .wage interest cent of o ft per
* COSt Us-kar* cafl 0»

tremeSy leso'ii •

States gtt such Ion •merest roles
beceuse tht mere** «r*v par
comes IM free lu ihe bondholder.M tht bonds outtstndmg up so
now novo been uaad so finance
consttucson and other tcjng toed
proasoH. nrizh certtm tgeoias eu
cepsons.
A key Ttguee in the safe <0 lire

February tord isaue. Prod Cob^n,
v<e presiderT* of me New England

Mtrcherrss r^abonat Bank. «ad of e
rtet<»« CO. \i» I OO not
htee any doubt that a *vnd*ete
co**dbe formed and skebo*dssokf

» '«^vxue4e prtct

On Ike poeetfe effects among
the retng egencsts on the state*
credt. Cobum u*d. I don't ootetve
•i *tl be mm. to king at such e
nneecirrg echemo eepetrs 10 be
part of e larger. »: >-.ajr»g

scheme to get hnances
control"

news
summary

Reduced mining OK'd
WASMtNGTOH IWPII Tht

House yestewdty approved. 333 to

86, new legeiadon designed GO

•«d.ot the tcensng of lands by soh>

Portugal outlaws three political

5 parties, delays elections again

Ontpoe tho bio margin, o
spokesmen for tht cos* industry

nvnedettfy urged P«esdent Ford
to veto e os nt dd last tear's snip

bd
,. rr.i,r logiflation has been

by tht Sens**; end dif

At rno mnr^s irvs etsit/e rieea
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Egypt, Israel remain ~^^^5~
in wide disagreement
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'Identakit' aids UMass cops
Composite picture made from victim's description

*ME MASSACHUSETTS OAILY COLLEGIA*

6*6fiMt£K<HG
S&fRtfiWW

W*et hw 104 eye*. 37 neeee. S3
cur* and a vaide nwn rriem C*

other feoeJ 4e*>#res trwJ ***** lor

rh* UMse* PWot Depi> Iff

noting more than a so*** 0*

P»mhc lajyov^rs k*ow as the
IrWrfjfc.r

Tto IVihic Safety Oepi otcpned
th« * *« n>yrtH **o Mem ih»

•jnmih b WfM«o Company ©*
:;,-.- r,j!«j:i -r.* .-..;.• MM rhu.

otncsrv ro Bono* to ba vaned ki

thttincof th#kr UMestno* heap
Urttfo* 12 otborv umdle d* I

^ ew w» r«* ia a* —

^

ftevt apprehended trou^i to

eauii e*d obtained ccwtooro i* a
nuMaerd casas fyoi«fi 9>a uaa af

te* Ml" Jovtt add*). "Hit M *
vary effectoe ci many araaa where
e*e latpect »*s no* knew to t*e

v<6m . b*t a **soi£4»y eo*k) be
prodded."

Oxa a ooexpoeae* ptetute «
maoa t^o«gh a v*bnVs description.

<i •$ c*a»teied io oner ere* poke
depenmems. 0* the toaawing «J>»

the o*u*etio» * broadened to *e
ent»na van and rf necessary it can

Da ttanertftted netiornviof

.

odew'i eat me corvpeeie unti N 4
t**hed So*e»rnes you have w
prod rut memory m >o whaihei or

•o? the suspect he* a beard oc »as
weerteg ihiio* or»,ir»ng alae that

<n*v help in completing tha
oowpoaiH" Ooea te* drawn? «
conc*tte* t * shown eo the vki
» tee H there ate any changes that

n«»a ro bemade. M some rtatances

** compos** has to be hs»*i

wttie grease pant* to get a acre
ecaxat* Ueness.

ww*
• »

i
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ill HMfii
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:
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McColoao to be keynote

speaker on Bicentennial
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Bennett College Choir gives

Concert at Smith College
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I notices J

Cuban Education Seminar
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Vacationing this spring break? Plan it wisely!
/tarv'x mof tr9**%\\px far fvn tV**v>v iNNfe'
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Commentary

For Academic honesty

Or ST*PH£H UHStCY
Jutt * month <y ao ago Get»kj Ford vwt bang nterwewed by two

corresponded froa* NIK new* On* of ehamaakadrvmhow fie Ie*. t»han
ba heard that soma paopta ooirrU he Min't thai bnoieM a men. Ford
rmponded that if didn't bodvy Mm * t aft beeeuee hevng fnohed <t tht
top Km*- odd per cert of n* cleat tc Yak* ha kna* th*t<o*t that t>era
«rr»^»^6e(X»taaAewpac<*>OvriUjwthan rr*

'

I-m sura thit hare at UMmi the stetenant wo*W re enforce dw idea
th»! to matty Wt ail that btiaf^ in fact ha* even lest niebrgartt than
c«evx>.*^ !'o.g-t Hut *h*e we may erMckar and **eer. roracelh'wV
*c«"d *»«J a *aaly whether we want x> aomt it or nor. what thai and otter
•r«riti*c*-« Of hajhar educttion prec*et Wa ekr>g to a system that pvn
baa* to It* caerna of a Gerald Ford, what dairraestng die ciarta of
coentteet othar peopta o*>na*y branded outXOttt. but b>«.
MMMJedjtd *•»% kapOOM vO *:co-p«ahad p*:oo Taw rr>^> f »
thai *vO systam remerie more a mailer of aapackency then M * tool of
e<ijc*>on. Gracing hat eeoeme u\ eapactani way of meevji.'u
Khcvtjflftdii It's «o much easier to be lead you racawed eBorCorOtna
course than by daiacmnna yourself what ectaovament was iftry teaied

[news itch) rJUttVT. ^J& «®

Tha systera ratty bacomee and haa bnan a game, with certain rvaa* on
how to ptey and "wtn" laatar ootraa* ant itftctU ova* mere etneu*
oaea, eeatar prcnaaacri over dtYtcuh one*, and tke aft 900s on Fords
loaonng sounds ao absurd bacaute w* know that Ide ree*v doesn't

fotew tha wtaaaa of tha gracing syatam to »tt togtcel conclusion. *f» aNMd
mum than God randa ar tha oataa of Haavan • c>Mas o%< final ••port

carda. and ttan OVacta paopaa. dapancing on that out*** ojmuajrhr*

l^ to amara thar trial raahng paxawa ha

M a

.1

tana, thoaa

THiPrlOPOSAl
u». 'r,»; r

.-. ,-„.• apifrii a] ->..r,tt MfcMfJaji t.j .•: Hani r-JfK»}- r

ba What tha> b»x«ify invoVtf a to r«aty mat* aducatton tha
of ihf ffwdont An rnaortant flap m tha dkracnon would ba

up a ayajtaai thai would allow thoaa who do not wajh to ta4«
for aprada. *ho W0«4d praV tOrudpa thar own acraavamanr and

for »t. to ufco coaraco on a paaafaai baaaa. At tha
Mhoualpra1aro/»o>srvayata1i^car^9)am

Thaaystan^woUdworkpanara^inthaMmafVamaaait r
Tha stwfant haa ona aaonth to dajOda what ccurata ha or aha wajhaa to
ia»o pasafaa. Any aumbar of oourwacan b« taaan paaa fai. If tha atxftar*
taaos thiaa or mora 3-oradrt and couriaf ptta-fai, than tha cumukath*
•vtraga a tharaby t&rtaajal bul thafradaa for *• cnvinwa takan not paaa>
fal ahat aaraaan on thtmttam racord and ara to ba ftou^od in to aW

From the editor's perspective

««'»* w nvawr ••"• jww. wn inoar^aaa tor vm cowraaa laaan
far ahat eamaan on tht mdma rtoord and ara to ba flguod
flfooant a o%araM o^nxitnvt tvertot.

Talking to the top

Grading h«s bociime ati told you r«ot*v## • i C«r»
• rpodtcnr way «f in m court* *j»* h
matiunny t<hi«vtm*nt determining yta**** «jf4§|

achitvtmtnt •. %•#?
iri to much ttnaer to be gained.

-,_ . ^yB
'.f

R?CMC ^ fTkectlng. ThH i$ the only contact the?

IH^SHfc2SJ2LkSSS^gjL^ Truslow will have with the studenH In o

RmbV. wa aril have a »r»Wm tfaH

and r» wfafl an#ro»m«wt ht ttta .

} at tha ff thaw a*n 1 r<«opw
«ra lorcaa bath on camaua and

a at UMaat Amen§
n .aali d ca the

and tuning eka
Tfwt balart a thai dajre a no rocm 1

ItAtaaa a 'pam cf aurtarnie
L'Maaa btaada apar>r. a*U tttaraft

tcaatsn tn thar

dei
?t.-

aalig idi'»m •

raady to taia mm
of thee niifjeae

ara ranea ie

tudant
Taay taaWa ea

tfw» ffanatT «nt»

We*aaf that anOjmi M*ra) w« fa>^ . .mi* 10 I

thai * • ran that araieenej met aarvt ttta naaaa 10

bet thai tha Mnhatart • attM M •—h •»! ••-

tlawn to whttfttt wa at eiiwema ate waHaj tu raman
\Jnh+«h a*i«*M»ii0t*» •••M-«MMNieta ara tail

do. ff you aktrrt lit fww ihtt ya*« tn ratt. yau ran Pel

^r^eniuwitirr MtAi>i'# mrilnf

WlAfi/- ^AJQI C£M1 flflrU n ^>

Joyce Kosofsky

it

My pal Gerry
Oeer Garry,

You don't rrand meceairig youOenry. doyoutl maan tht way you coma
oft on taaavaj^ arid* ail thoaa pttKmvouaeem toC^ pad
ao, urn, wall natural. I gueta. t faei ae dkough I can tatk to you. Vov kaapw

I

Anyway—

A few thing* %rm bothering mm and I'd appraciait it 4 you coukf riaar
aoma ot them op
Youra ttta tVafdem. Right f You're Kppoaad to be smart, aaeng at

you're dw heed of the country, aven though you wtreni eaactad by the
paocaa incc dipt it make* a drftrenot or anyihwgi Wot, a couple of
montha ago I wet weeehing you on tv. You watt making a anaacfi to tht
tore rarman of Amahca. You were teftng than thai a way 10 baat toed
coatt mm >0 ha.e everyona grow their own food Then lOma-.Stng cOcAtd
n my head Why would you want 10 let tha «tfu*t Farmara of Amanca.
paopta who art going to make the* tying growtoe lood. that avaryont eHc
•n tha ccurrry ahouid g^ow ehpir own fcoo? Gat Gtrry, that dOetn't mmkt
any una. Ate you sura you warned to do thai f

And another erne you wara on t » you cadh't 0() roo wad arther. Orte of
tha raportare n thaauoWca warred to know what you thou3ht o>rente'

'

maiaar. And then you eect mnt I even heva the OOUlf goolawrmtndewn.
Wat rm not eaactfy aura, but *a Franch ajntV Bey Carry. I tfdr, 1

ttw* that was e»actry what the reporter warned w know. If you warrrobe
a comeolan Ge/ry, I think you'd better gat a roel >*e writar.

Another thing that boihtm mm Gerry, o your aaja^ia Netson. He» net a

»hot m Atttoa bacause ihey thougM they were geodng a raw deaf BeaaJtaNttson haa anough money ao thai he reaOy doesn't have to work Sol^rywt^rwfWhan and gryescntaora also Ihiiob tlekeve me thare

Andwhae we're on tha subject of the econoray Gerry. I have a great
»uggaaeon Why not kagafoa man>>ena? Wowta katowie wo**d that creent
lobe end purnp rnonty back irop theaconomy. It woukj also make you vary
popular wtthaome of my tnende. IMey,if you dtd^1 dtey rraght avan vow
for you. H they deodad so regfeter 1

you. I don't wait to

Reid Fishman

The texture of America
Abe s r<mett getturea and Ban'a tony and Jthn'a

Wsnoxk at serve 10 remind us age* tujt KTl
BKenterrvel oma The Shed 01 Corrpany soensora
"I fkam lL twnutes", eapetaro Amartca to take M *u bi
We're footing for so^ethng that doesn't eat* and

nmwmr hat These foots in die* ernes ware neither

more rter ajet chattenged and hated eujn thoaa wo
chooet ie Orfoatte now But wa maka **mm be •het
paccjai neve* it.

f^SOpkt don't go around spouting off kae a taMh
grade hajtory book. They say teat !ha>ga Ilea ihat
fucking atthofe.'* or 'Where dd I put my r<

WouWh't a. be great ff Abe Lincoln km ha hai on one
m those aaows? Then peopta ooukJ raitte 10 tam
mataed of worttvpoinf Nnx
Ueders become too olien goda and rarefy paeons

than raveamg the reacocrv We're taught 10 believe
thai those who began tha nation were always trneere
»rd correct .n thyar fudgsma-t*. mn<$ never once Od
they act kka the 'houndanng farhenT ihey often
ifctned out to be. The work they produced wee a
"> L ••' •

' i HIM -»- ':«-- V? bkim ar»^
•ujfty of JadSerfon's o^eataat wprdt were borrowad
t»om Locka

Bui lha aecrai of Amerce a the OVeem Were not
so old iket we've compietafy toet a yet We warn 00
look tor aorrwttvrtg that wa don't know where to fmd
There'anoone to ask but ta. and wedon'i inow.
Amarcem |udge Our neson on what's been aatd
or« fidge ue on what t baan done. Out nehonel

ixoa tar ••coeds oar rrrtamational siatuit
The cerrvng B<antamw celebration shoutj focus

^f£?:. r

.^
b
?

l"y f0cw*,, "> ***** **» YOU. I don't want to

you r*9**riv

to vota?

Letters

Women's Osy issue td shun'
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...more letters

*Hfc MASiACHUSf TT* D*»LY CCXCtG'AM

Goss/p indigestion Purging the Puritans

To bha editor

4tf StaJaw MAUfw at Bs>n+rt+Li 0*i*i
Comtnona t am <*uv*c*»W AO AV* Mo

1*0 Tuftnteir, Atorc* r r Waa7 7***" MMr
45 tVOOOMa tVum.

oVMarnntf avycya «tj £Ww*V Common*'
J ix :m m a .*fft»Y p/ «g^ rcorviu*' ofto/i 10

*nt*o*9omtf^^Mh^mMo ond afarY

Ow opmratmn has nof ^towoovoaaad"
tM\masf to&f $m*C4* Ms Ko*oh*vi
arte* tads rp 'KCd<w (*§ for lhaf 6\»t

Ttrt+M's niQh jrandtor*1 rp o (*S* day***
/WW« rvw irvdtoufa' odor* ro coopavora
mfft. «of ft) ampin**** Mr. Matron one*

UM*SS f06C Smvitfi
As # concerned *id weftoV <yfn o/ ftW

L.'U>*5 comma^rr. ne o/ oVitarfW* Mxu
jWCffUV A«P* oWf *m> Allure CoAagt*-
repo/f Aft** maroon* oViarnaM Amy
Commons tMf *ftact Sacfua/ fnot* «nd nor
'ipetutotai

"

Lea It Palmiter
Student Mr.io«f. ROC

To tho CeHor:

?>**w'+V>4«»0tvMryOniC4*'sl*lmr
cencmnnf Ma,wy~ Omnt+ts en* tna
»^w*#TOWf e/ na/ * me Cooogia*. you
xfv>4^ A#v* {*** oo** J0 >«*/* Sfr
UMaa* ^*a*/a,mapt**e**e/OuPoc*o*
**« h« AotttOW asW efTtcned ftW ward
"cany ft> ««*. GfMKttt n\»r i*e oiee* a^c
ad mo* eoVornavoy Ay wot paitrnp away
torn AW oeeuh/ o< r«o fttmon iodr. tut Kb*

adrfaatf »aUAJ^eoeoyoArJtV*p/*P***trV
grt.Axtmms /m concerned, a* Apno a* m*
Aava awch riteuto»t c#n«pr«A*> o* Ort§€Qi

*vj>oe»ts. tt< w«*wwho lo *e «vmfft*v
Aj^nedWreAeo'OPeuf Pen** the 6om a^
*OOpAf waJ COnA»n*e ro 6o confuaed and

Ofnoojvouoy otoitf /Ae«r oootos.

/ CtMtotono1 K* Cc«Mgon prepfe art*

oMo/J^fvAO «V# ftOVVino A? rYl»oA^n foci*

pwcpte wAo »tff fiotdt" ft) rftf o^oonr 6«*of

tooV a fr+rtkJ sml wvO r J/«sAf imp cwi-

tviuo A*i*v « nVno o/ oooafy. *'* pocxT ft>

<QO O OCUrpjo r^wrapppor ftitOTV l00#OMiw# >J^

M <C#ni if LP. Ito OMY i*i$mUit I

Doofftoa Potifdir>o

Crackdown on cruelty

To 1ho fcd^.ot.

Af^roaioooroA/ KfCOO dboa onV
cou oro e*s«y 6om nVi ibowr. OT
tfm KLQOO. 9.000 t*c# 6* ftVpwn in

ft>*f+ cons. jr#/r io ifeia itcoo*r *o

ftMO* ftX A^forvcon^f OHO* *1V>V 40

«*on\ ^# «<^sooso. oor Ac or «or#

*rW Amt. c(e>s«nor«^ *» *%* <H»otV

ono* ^wwco po»*s$\ orv*>»o rnoy

oft* wwio^ftf^. Moay ooftVp Arf

IftOir p«fi 6*t*4*N9*3 OfMton# ono
^r^rvtM rftjr ion «+v«r oo ^QkoC »n

AoMtot o^tf Mor ^o ^ ftV o^f «/
itair rVif ysv o/ tf* W* o<

Xn*rW Btfformmr CAftfns AO«y
leagv«9 zieoo

4 kov n> "«4p »< /**«

A»wx ftW wvjrfereo ootipA? ro com.
or now ifMHr mmmmh ltAo» o»*oy

from Ubwn.

n randob Roirw*

/.er's rap on science/

To tho €<M©r-

Jhnhtfra to nftvw nv </W4ow
cawmutr rftat nV nokVpno* Ifpf

I /Unancoo srvdonif omoonVnp
•uico ono* /cvft»oAjtfKl. Afr

Thosams fro**** vmV 6o *i rto
Amhffs: omo «joa^Ci$! w««A O/
InV^ft t> MoftCft 24^ no wv^ 6o of

Amhfftt CcStge **? AW fn^tviYv
o/ M»$$ocAworrs ahyv il rn* c
t> AAjrcA ?8L no Mnf Concho
Atow £'&+* Mar of rVUrnpsrVro

o«ojv *m» mm

mt ttmktt Mt M^m* Ht «r* 6*

ihtCtmfio* Consorccwowrso/no
ftKms on? ovo4#oA?r ^oody lo AeM
MM rAi n«o n«# 060 AA ooow
A>m%»v o (MOmo cAapAir <V

F A S.S. 7. witn ^fairaalad prxonx
*** tflKMM OCJt*Mr pi>ejoeti antf

ovanta, ancn oo orj^u^vMy o pre
con AjWAmt dacatr AiAwm. Xpr

atampAa. Zauba> la* n*ay. |ftw*«v

cAtonavmon o/AW >l f C I o^fSani
i .irtjOK OflWr fifO\V*ro$ pc**6*
*¥AioV on osiftpnour ro rod oootv

Tackling student apathy

-Oil

STUDENT
SENATE
MEETING
rovjGur
Dm. 101

Camp. Ctr.

LIQUOR
aBILiiliT-VWAim
• SPRINGFIELD

! riCKWOOO IlVD . WIIBRAMMI Rt>

• NORTHAMPTON
HAN f PtAZA Vi . 1 ftJOtTM RIN6 ST

• FAIRVIEW
NUT TO BIG T . MEMORIAL DRIVI

from our well-stocked

LIQUOR, BEER
AND

WINESHOPPES

Seagram's
7-Crown

WHISKEY
86 Proof

Half
* *

MILLERS

BEER Cm w* n
r>Mf C«M

-• KM #fM^|

Andre' Cold Duck
Of

Champagne

ALMADEN

Mountain Wine

tr%

C-»i

Whiskey

Human Interaction
course to be offered

u

Tha Oivinon of rfumonfclk
Applicalioni of Social and
terorvKvol $c*tr<o« in Edbcarion ot
tho School o< fducottin « otftdtg
a cowao in (vnan intaroet>on tor

^ha counaa. taJod "Hunan In
laroctcn and Group Oynarracfv b
primarily "iQtndod Jo b« a
laboratory troinlftg ««PO»iO*00
«vtoeh wil locut oe poroonal
growth and group oavatcpmo»c.
Tha mator port of tha rajojreoii
- w«l bo oovotod to r Giotp

•MaioAf vnrach voral ptpv(do ojai
oppcrtuNty »of ooch poracojOJV
<%>rofop O^atlar woajM Mai
Nrroo* nom* and hajror por»«.*a4

<.J»40 ayoiom; davalop on
^•^trtnoao of ha>hor mpoa on
PIWr» Outsdo noatfno and thaorr
ftfl toniona in dot*. nopaful> m*
conir6u«a *o an uvJomtondr^ oj

'"
- )>-.»rr.,:> !t >:urf ^-.-j

prK«Jeo oa wajfl ot lo indMOvoi
rtov*ko*iant.

Tho courao maofs Aro« March 20
*rouflh AAay H on Thanday* 7-11

poi. A oumbor of optrvnga oro
avo4ab4a and con bo rtgobarod fpr

* BeoAi 38fc Mati. SouiK School
of Cducooon. Tho doojfna of tha

rofoiraiicn o« rr»a ,.Mw vm! as
• nafUttnoaiM^ «m«

hoal u tho Ao«l fhajt «0rlr k

liM(ftiM4r?n«u fNoiaiU.

I notes & quotes
]

Nature Center to

sponsor forum tonight
Tha loot P\*n Hituro Coroaw aponoor «io aooond Parto***

EnrironmoMol Aeoon «orgm
omtlad "Food: Facta ond Foo>"
tonajfM ot 730 pm

Tha forwm w^ ta*o p4oco ot tho
otrj £oal Strooi School (ctrronty
tha Saajeoa Mtiomeo Conior for

9* Arnho*pi fchoohr otnaaa frpm
•Mtu. fiinuai Portoooo .,

Ihj tarwr. ny#> ^». ... *,.«

•p#4 laauaa , aro4l
hjftaftn fnofk. fnoil otMIM

IT RAYS TOSHOP
THE FINASTWAY
Mountain Farms ,>

Mall in Hadley^fJl

Beer r ^^«d
and
Wine
Shoppeltitt

">v

Schlitz
case ol 24
1 2 oz cans

Old MilwaukfM-^ ,-3»
Mogen David. i 79

Inglenook 3 30

Tytell --1M
Qroat Western -—-m n^1M
Great Western-- vf"
Vinya Rose s? 3"
Chateau .~~ o^r. v 1

"

Genesee
Beer

Cite Is- ttej HiX mm

425 SUPERMARKETS

fit* food*, ard a«ayo 90 *•< moro
for your food dolor, me**** food
COOptfOovat

PorheipAbng in cho P0*O<
d«UM*on will bo torpj*
Ch4o«dak6 from UMaao. Prpfotoof
Of Food Scoanca and racrotpo
taovoa from 9m Arrnoooi Food
COOP OVJ VaAeaa Sun MUM*

-"
I aoatvax. mam ma i-

«toiua» N *+

IIAfllfl

lOMMrVtoV

Dukakis will

discuss issues
Governor Michaol Ouookts

amcuncad todov ha wovtJ h©*d
"tooan rroa«««g" to* Wattorn
Miisochuiatto rosidervta on
AAondOy avaranQ. March 2* n
Grooftftekl

«*a»dant» from throoflhoul tha
•roo ant mnod 10 Ottond tha
mottng tor a condW doocuM*n of
suto and toctl tttv«». fa
Ge%ttnor aocJ.

Tfia tow-< maanng w*i bo haad 01
730 p.rn an Match 24 at tha
Groonnoid M^h School omKoau**,
Lohw Avt Granitoid

4. ,..,,

Prof to sp«:;iK

onerwironmeflt
Ml

i

Fuf> City

CalchflRlclcMlhC

H^rnUrclcr r^M«wf («•!

lif^MTWrf.
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on WMUA today
Mo<a» Ahifi happarang en

WMUA rodftr

The doc KKMrys for today »*a

&tv McDonaai, Sbava Burpa*
Vary lawaon. Mate 6«uTian and
JB

8 40 and SJO • Tha Rrv*/ Vattay
Afoanac: ft corvplaoa ladng c<

8:15c OM Tha Hoc*: Ton^hT*
show •** be prodecad by (TWtotrt
of ft* Wocrona Madia Project
Thty wri aitarvtew • rvprH*A?ai'*
erf the UMm Pot** Fo«co to
:Vv:uix |h) p •<-<-..•'- p| ,vof .v«1

rer»0 t<*vont»- jt UWiu
8:00 . Wonifti Show: TM»

•voAane/a graeoniattcn **• comer
o* * ^ftCuincm v*th Card Areate*

e<»d Amtetta Towrtfey from
£vo«ywomen's Coraa*

IMfc G*y BnMk.

faawa e> beoedceat ei 7. 8. 9 aai.
and 2. e and 10 P m Hm#on 730
ar«j BX) am

Mandatory Seoton rroetofi for

AIL Steoo* Mimbefe in Rm 113

0* Thf Cerroue Com*'. Re
Electo* of ALL Poe>tio*e\ Time
800 pm.

Crafts'76
t>tion Of N f Cfaffim#n o* work on fh« Moll

Fanning to speak in SBA
Jofto H Faming, knpaat aarving

rrtnt^f of ihe N^uonal Labor
Relatione Board. wr* apeak at

UMeee today
The4p.m lefcn toomlH of tha

SrbOOf Of Bueaiaaa Adrrarwtretton

boedanQ b one of a threoleciwn)

so*o* aponaorad by thar school

English professor

gets fellowship
U.S. Rap. Sfcrio O. Come, R

Mm. and Sen. Edward W Brooke
recently announced thai tht

National Endowment tor tht

Hufnanittea hat aWardad a

FaftowaNp for independent Study
and Raaaarch to lYflfeeaoi Cyntftaa

0. WOW of 9m Dapartrrant of

Engkah at UMaaa.
Tha Nabonaf In&owrrmrr. for thf

H.martbaa Felcaaenejia for Irv

dapandant Study and RelfWtl *
ntandad for achoajr* taaohart.

Mmara, and othar nterpreojnj of

the *-*jmenn«* *ro 'veve produced
or ddmonitrattd proniae of
producing a^rifceni COMVfoutione

to humar«ai< fooartedoa.

Aisiad at young factrty merro***
and doctoral vudtmt n r_R**'aea.

accncrraca. pottco) ecemco, and
induamai ad^rtavatko opa^arx u
roaaardx tha aahat pitatnts tfo

rcwarda. dlaappo^irronta, and
problama 4a marvaparial and
conwitng caraara

t

-*^ >ar>

Dynumite Diainondtŝ

FKD&KIG
t »> Nf AT! 'A lit I SI II 1 O Vj

imwwiriimi— ...,.„».......t..,...„..,....>t>> . itt>>>)> ,....i...

Today is the LAST DAT to

REGISTER TO VOTE
FOR THE APRIL TOWN ELECTION

1
REGISTER AT THE AMHERST TOWN HALL

If you are not registered or wish to change jrXHir registration you fill out a wry simple card.

HOW TO 6ET THERE:

The Town Hall is on the Amherst Common - on Main St. (where the police station is located)

By Bus: Take the Belchertown and Belcbertovn Rd. Routes direct to the Town Hall stop.

Take the USCC - sponsored van:

Van Schedule: LEAVES EVERY HOUR FROM 1 P.M. - 9 P.M.

On the Hour:
1) University Pizza (SW)
2) Hampden Commons (SW — (at the driveway) add 3 minutes
3) Campus Center — add 4 mi»
4) North Phys. Ed. (Quad) ad* i a***.

5) Cashin (Sylvan) add 3 min
6) Webiter (O.H.) add 4 mum.
7) Greenough (Central) add 3 »**>

8) HHU (Central) ^ l Mr\.
9) Fearing St. (Frati. and Sor4JaM4a^s
)iv, r.. TOWN HAM ondDACK- :~H0b^ltrr*t|

Thii a*
usee.
CnalMio-

90 *> t^dj HiW*| rfe•*ra ,

i

...?

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

WINNER 7 ACADEMY AWARDS
«>«• aKsreicTURc
l^u *aro«UA tajfajcan noroaao

ititMiro

PO aaa a>a
lm L.I. Htm* - «l » > »* •* 0«*>

^D*a ^fipj »:-.rj v- «*ist» M*a$

Tboy d do urtlli* for i aaarr aod 4o

1ACKLEMM0N WALTER
•« •• ••• •

WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS

WDftflG^

M
HAYES BERRY POiVERS McWTIRC WYNN

o
:». I:M

t»ca. hn. -hw-i aM.ia Oaaj

H. • »

2 Academy Award
Nominations

(C0CD4 "Hmbt

•HULWlkTQNlCr— JMtT CAI^tY

a il. I M
NK4f Mawr — II 31 — I U4 ltO«i

. . . . .. TIMES CURSE BAIL!

AMHERSTr>ma
eon Q3IBHI ESES1 S[ *

EXCUSIlE Mlfl ZONING
Cot •( tJte 10 lea film of Cfta aaar. Phuoi tie

teal liaj far oa» of rjat ptitait fj all fMaj raalarv

LE PETIT1HE4TREDE

J&1N RENOIR
avonf «ac M«4f#t«. «*vc** owacroa
«aiA.jt0L% at%o« r* a*A.Tvu OO Wf II

V —mm* *sm« r»v\

r^onoaL ^•acaiaiaa

*»•->-— «c»

> ••• •-

»•'«• • • ^ » •» ' »~. <

iw unmwwit-.-mKi.to iu m«. * m

i

*••" ES

iODOVlY:
la-MLHC

;

^U»*IHAMPTOa4

U>dt*%A a > • TtrtrWa >

Marcaif-sa
ac;:at&»:aa

-w%*.»«\

•. I • l . •
! • . I % S •

, uan v»

MxSIWRMIHHIlftMlMJ.

in* mortb $ coQ'am

prr%rntlnf

•Tllh IIOI.vllOI

IIAII.r T"

Dems sponsor

forum on

Bicentennial
The impahra Coi^lv

Donocvatc Ccnvnrmw« oaonaof
*> cetn pabac for.m <ys rjio

Mm achuaaeea Boa-unriii ic<»o*<
Klpm ailra Woid War Two
Vtm CHb, Com Sooat K
iKarnwoax

Foaiuod apaakaca for tht aw*
v^p* to Maaaarhiiaatta MtcaroKv>«al

o^acior odWard McCc^oa^
Marrpar»H Cocnhr BteanganMal
chaWrvon Waaam O'Connor, and
fjMass Ambarat Hica«oarwial
oaaxuto* aotralary fnanc*a Koatry

T^a oubae ra ccrdaa> ir»««ad H>
Oftend iKra opap rraaorg

Fr> iarthar i-fouranon. COffOJCC

Jo*V> Lawkr, Commnao
ai 686 4119.

CALVIN]&t£
*• * ' "MMHJV Ui I i

IMany of N» fxHaow
Offacajr* c:on?Ucfcrod f^n
ex> moan daWpatOMS

" **v«o-<imhonaMMcofP

ALPACINO
Ki-ran at

w^»at « 1.1*. aaaoaa wn\ • au am ta»
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Lisciotti - double winner in campus billiards
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Captured YanCon crown
miww*id* y ***cm vt ttn

Finished with 4-3 mark

jy sconha yes
The U

Track season was satisfying
~— *'^!yPW>^d ' ***'" A "' **>••«« **nt d th# Ntw Entftfd r*n«ndth»rOt rtftr H«m*l lift*.

dT^ J^StS»l^i^.T^ ^^ThTi
!J

r*S GA° "** "* ^ **"* « th* ** Mrp. S»t Crmnn, ro*o*<J ,M | It* *.m-iH.m J* r wT^,

IttCkrmn ocxtv^* 4 3 o^l mM
««Ofd. captured the Yanfcto
Coof«r«r»:o Cft«mpion*r»p and
(JfcOfd Mill in tt-« Nfw Erotef»Sft

Tooty Pttxteton mi * Khoe
»tco*d »• the long lump » tfcc

ttKfcrrw lharnptd fthodt liUotf
AM6 .n 1** <p^og mwt of trw
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Senate approves
popular election

of SGA president
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Art major creates

}

visual 'essay'

TNB *A>SA<*U>eTTS DAILY COllCO'-**
TMUMXMV MAMCH M. VOJ* TtOURSOaV. MAKCH St. MIS

0y.AlfPAtArYV
Aft iMlh j ciprj A. en essay

VrrlHSii by base ph*>scp»*<
AA»nvVe>hW*l mt«rn»ttCij rM
asrytica. oil p»'H pesiel.

«Hk m^luirt by a UMim at

*4ancy Envet • senior in
meter Ofrptj>od Mr work in tH

udent Union gene-, Thf
0*1*6* cperwd Sunday and ran
rhiough Wtdrseadav

The essay by Want dean
w.th art )oday, roovjyiow and
yesterday. Wens says art rats

tmpelishmen t of pro.

tunctionaf object* No one
oeer raePt anything lor the
eapreee pu*Poee of aotorning a
TWia<tn <y being shown * a
p* *ry cl bs»og ccrnrnanded In

« fWivsptpe'. Said Wattt

£rw*a took Weets eacerpts
from Walls essay end put them
cncamas TNjpatMf>p»dor>oc
betray the visual for the verbal

however, aaos* of tha wrrsng 4
colorful Ueg»bte soewi -••»

She aed har goal we* de*o~.
not dfcctatd*

to

tooted tie

C 28

Nancy Elwoll, 0*-

1 plaining her works to

•in* critical eyes of art

[department faculty
• nwmbcrs

it

«/*ng synfcots

ajetOr*.

T, 't project

creeses and

pal • •»;*

During no show. Bare* sad
she was rnsoutntV sake* IW
p«o«*rbia< (|.««t«v. what's I
a* moan"

This a hoi9 thing *es
drened roe. I oof trod Of

defending evarytttoe. Vow jMM
play with pant spontaneously,
art you loo* at n and M it't not

telenced. km throw it e#»iv

SW Assembly
racism/sexism

tables

requirement

Mats*, i:

it. .

*owa 4 Pa ^ s aaae ssjeprPPO AA4 * aa^aAO^e • »
»_ . ^ v^b a*v^^* > %» «* oh sasp^so ^ m «««

Voter registration drive

attracts 650 new voters
aV CAftYMcWfiKAUS

Staff /reporter

A/n*a*tt moored over 000 naw
vOSars oa tha resist of • nvo~dey
drhra foe atjdant velar fagottitoo
•n l*e carrpjj can tar. acocnSrg to
Tow Ctatk Estella Matutto

Mfxiafco taiO aha wm not
Vjfprdad at tno larp* amouit of
vwdmts aaa^iig bo taprtttf. "lh$

ft tiaaaleonei *i»e tod. a)

whothar ihoy tuin out Kd v«ot

Acong on a politer* by tno

Studort OrgarMorg PrOfOCI 'SOPi

a-d tht Studmi Sony*, tno

Amhvr Boatd of noo*t'*» fM up
OBroUfnam eabHa »n iho Campvo
Cam«r nd o Scuthwoff OWng

•rrona

Ooup 3f .rv o« iho rvoj'ttahta

Ahora treasurer quits
Cruz attempting

to formnew group
8yf*£0G0&£W$Xt

Tht ttootu** of tht o^ptnoation

Of Spanish ^toting ttuOtrnt on
camaut hat laaipnad «n what
OOtort to bo a ptrtonai dbputt
A«t»tho^Ofi of iho omeofa, ****%
•ouahi 10 orantfar ooa^hatf of aha
tuad* of a^ti organuabon 10 tun
h«< own giaup.

Dorit Chjfc former Itaatutor of
amcha. runoad in hat lamr of

wot4ond, and
9**4 fha S>idont So^tt » tpv

proanaio AjnOi to fO"« tht Young
ragraortiwa At*oc*xn
Tho SluOtK Senate »*» *tf.aod

toXI on tht funda transfer, in part

bKauot tht orgtmttrton ptopoaad
byOil and ha/ husbtrd Juao doaa
not apoaar to

fUPPOrt.
i don't tffnt w can at a

bodjet .n half for no tagranteo

roaton.' sud Stvdanl Sonata
Tieoti.ro* Jack AaarnooOaA In

•ecoronca to V* AHORA bud>n.
'Wo can' I Uko tha rronay ar*ay

onco il'a boon aaocattd."* ho oddod
C'ur cUmi that eht fott

atianaiod* n tha cvgonoadon. In

tha w a woman *My
i aran t hong tftenod 00."

»jhank lh# oagavakMtifto

PooaWt fxootirro oto^g from
contiKt dkpinti may confront

AMOfU. tay* Chjt. Sha H*H a^af.

tht aartana who ant forrnutaing

tho bodatt for r*o crgaHition ato

•ot famaor wnh aia constitution of
tho Studont Gotammtnt
Ataocuno*

"1 haot topi tht orpaniation dot
of eht count/ atorledCr^ "I did
tt» kob btTtev than

CanaVMlt«r-oo<iPCPltt»dcornpuf
groups had taouaaitd four
tooatiaoa to acconvnodaie ttuov.
%oto> *ob- 'Td fwro to
•ssun^. * said Svasy. -ift rnoro

vxoiom would havt ncnantf
tfwoamtnt.*'

Ma*^COra of Iht Unworatty StKo
Comoiankaaons Counoi USCO
proitdsd lost rr«nuta rog«ttti*

ItaropotUbon to ond from i>o
Town Ostk's o+tco on VWdnotdOr
A USCC aponaorod von pai'Odod

rim carrpua tocoocna r*ct>ng up
thooo who wrtthod op rtg«lt<.

Tutoday, SOS ttudonts ttg>tiarad

at tatAaa ataoonad on tht Con-
courao lovd of tho Campus Corner

,

accordrtg to ftotutko. Foir town
otnooAt working ftom 1Q a.ra. fo 4
p.m atvoceod largo cowds of

OMdomt throughout tha day, sha
aafd long unoa of stuoVts waned
«o ragitrtr to vota n a*a April town

Last waak a
nontd 106 now %oie«s v. BcrUhtln

• tg Comment OWPaMfW

IMPORTANT FIMNCUL AID NOTICE
* * PIEAU HOT! * I

• - » *. « •».

GSS seeks

'

Wooc/ requests

"white paper"
6t$T(V€7fWOU

Sra«VAeporiar
A Qnsdutto Studont Sonarit

coramnoa preparing a * whht
paper" requosied by UMm
P'osde-t Robati Wood • « need
of mom npwt from the gcaduaeo
<o»vrK.nty according to Oaduaoa
Sonait vet rvailpasi Barbara
Slack.

Wood requested the paper in the
^opo it wai be used as par: of pse
UnwarsrVs rationaaa when the
bOTSa for the UMaaa budgat goes
>© tht Sajaa UfJllWiri.
'Wo ftOf it « SOrmthng tho

whole graduate ccrnmowiy should
know about." sad Stack. She
aotpipnad that isa paper would
havt two *»airi parts.

ntm, it wd naarune ,,
yi# role Of

oredvoia aducanon vis a ws Iht
Urevstaky. oommncy. and saaaa.

tojiisofy n <v*d*t* oducasonl as
an rrroenmant to tht dtC**on
•»vifc*r»,* the eod

The second pan of the paper eyfj

deal with "a review of graduate
educauan as < is, and a nggesbon
of oVactJona it rr^ht take." Ur
carding lo Stock
Stack sard at the preeeni $m the

tne AAAUACnulCTrf Oe»iv

more inpuf
cornoatiea wheh o working on sha

patpcr conusts or p/aduev studantt

Ihl 'eSda of IngueJtcs, German,
gocoooa. pt/ychologv, •eonomca,

\ bufonestl 'You can see thai

there- *t got*. ' she sad.
• We'd t*e it invite people froet

ofher aitee 10 ton tha convnitter

After ntut week's vtctbo^ and
prior it tho release of tht paper tte

comsawaa wit be wotk»#g on ddsar

means of soliciting nput A
Quessorntiio wi be issued 10 fai

as gaps as tht dasa wa elteeav

nave." Kooacfnf to Stack

Ooe» haorinaja avM afao bo hett
"W« 1 ask people to spsek on apg

sad Steel. "te

tusTiUraiion of a gredueta
educaicn. and tha conoVtoos of

the»r eduoaoan and their ex-

ponor<*s on t»s ctm^.4
Slack atnsassd pap) tttaj data

being coaected a not only for the

while paper, but wai be ganeratty

avs Hafcll 10 pad etudanis. 'Not
onty wl Ohio cornmrttae coma out
with a while paper, but wt wli have
sonvtthng for 1 future reference,

"
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Tha and or rfstbcgmnirsg? Another studawl's car rrdes off into the sunset.

I Possible parking solution:

upgrading of bus system
** insomadon that

(h«* corvnitteo rrypPes.
Parsons from the graduatt

community mtaraated in taking pan
r» tho comnrettae 4t9 •aeuaeted 00
contact Barbara SiKk tl Room 919
Cawpxs Camer pr at 6aS (070

SW committee will listen

to fund requests tonight

Tn-s n aha AW tvOt Of a flare* part ***s 0«
1 ^iroup.waibaet*aioevaii ron*v »« p**** ^ lv^ 7u«diayl C09agsan

vrvt^ncT ina udPew ***** w fowrwo. nv ,.se 0/
,
Anient Tonmng en* not some cfhar flrrn. ana1 me

|ao/eemenrs eaaaky aehveew Ar^war rarwn^ mn4
I
iho CAvvrrarfy Kerr<viV> * CoOagen tporad af rWe
l^vkrv lUtAaSon at peneraf Today » An«/ eritt*
aaaaVMl tfw pr^SAam mv m**w* eecot ftcom

I mtyiaaouiu

SsaWaapiaapp
Tht ultifwena tokjtkm v> 9se parking rrotsom may
^^ tPV«»ng a># bus syestm and ^t^„u «

. pedestian campus, eooordog sodrectors cf pa»kr>p

I
Benepartarton and transit operanoae.

I
Bob Kitlke. dtacaor of Parking and Trsrepcrtabon,

I
has forwarded p«opoaaa to tha effect and 6ut

I GoodVg. droctor of Iht Studeei fmt*

The Soufhwaat ftudget Coovrettaa « ItekSng open hearings tonight
f(0*n5to?p.m. for Southwest groups which are ragjaojjn^ fartps for the
T97676 acadernic yeor.

The corrrrrtbse whcti It compoeed of naso taetsywtir, studems and t»»

staff mambtta eska proups So eubme twee reoues^s: one eat of nguraa at I ^ao/aamontvwthahtdet m anntrrvion Guodk^j
XX) par cam of tha money raeded for thaa planned ectrvnajs; and the

f

v "«*«0\ Howavar. that a much mproved bus system
second and third raouaaet eat et 90 end 90 perxant of tst daoaed budget, !

^^Oefd be nanasaary before audi a pise could be
r>dka6*g where cuts womd be meat end wrf

Tha heernga tOf Oath a/Oep are schaduwdcr 16^30 rnr»«C)a intarvah and
ayatuda teouests ftom »aatoei faawaJtejfaa, SW centers, esd ohScea

I
pTpja -v HI •;-

Tha admrMUrtrlon it

I

aaicason for federal fueas so fsnanoa

I

provernonia, ecooroVng le «.r:tsa At peak trnaa.
buses woUd have

Already lhare ere smsf step* batng tasan to reduce
theaurtm cr cars on campus The; yea* Iho parlong
ragHnafion rw *** «eev<ed f'om hva qo evte doaars
for paocaawaangro pari mperphorei lets KHfatPtMl

Itioae prooataH may bo tokiscrrs *o in.
Ihoy are not »Cry to be inr<>ttmenicd n tha

'''» tweatae of coat and adrnwaiiaove dV-
fKiitea as itponed n Tuasday's Ccaepie* in tht
•t»aa-lm« ,t isnpdn « to bo ftsdvtd short t»rgt
steps mua* be ta&tn
a parking nagtdsoons vo naoaaaary, atach those

*t»o ptrcheaa uscSers seam to teat, aril H ttcSanryj a
not suftictece aaaanptraeniv Han rrsrermisng tap
offocts of sowng mey be one way 10 ease

Lav. aemauer pecow who bought
0*001 diftioUry n Indng a (arkmg space ei thtar*

asoa/sod sot because of itaaaaoy parsed ears. Onej
daai w»o p.tchaaada sticker to* tot U ttarted hoi

ow* Ddwing tarvce as a retut:

Hcnenfofcemant satetd to aneosassja peepej ta

(vttk in rSeoP speoea
Ttw pnss^it r oi M O-wwtrpcy Or studant r«n tcrhtra

•annce was ttsoarchod by the ShaPere Cprearsnertt
Tnsaaurar s off<o laat year

Tha tn>dv COncSadad that Iht cost of towary waeiP
• a« to be 40 dealers a car 4 the csoerascn *M lo

Concensus of opinion:

ir r - • . L5fel«S!M^JgpA!!?«H turn to gafle \Z

If faculty unionizes, students must follow"suit
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Vietnam evacuates
Hue, six provinces
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Notices

Five College

Black studies

seminars
Tht Rvt Co*ao* Black SluM«

EatcutWa Comwlttpp *ill b»
tocosoftg ttvpo torMntr* th«

»*mt«ter Thp lot to b» hPlO

Th%«*<J»v. *Aa»ch ». p*«Mnta

fVoffwo* Athaa Wiah d thp

Moi*C Otptnmtnt of Snitb

CoAtQt ° * Itctmadfrnxiiaratoft
pnt*t<1 f\»r*> Mmc of tarty Xh*

r**y MUck Compotprt".
Pictoter Wait** w* a»eu»« tiUck

OOmpotftfl tfuritg tK» pott-

*npAOpaKn ponod and x*# 06-

MKWf tK#d by lite* rumemn
lompotftt »bo Hotk •*% the

c*iopoan a***. n# r»9hpoiat of

tht imvniiwl boan *a*rym w*f»

Oam<>r4tra*on«. of fw ptano rru*c

Ot »o»tu< tftx* conpoapr*. Th#
<.#-.-.»• a. i ln^:i!t p " n 'he

CirjU I'imr tlUck Cutourti Ctnltf

jt Amhmt CotHgt. T>* trim f ..*

CoMpgp Comrtcirvty a rrvitad SO

>tt*nd Aii *ilormol ttCPpftcn wH
f0*9*r «rvn*<lat*t
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• or* ifp ••• oo
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Convert the

Unemployment
Office to a

hospital or school
and create jobs

^rherefSa
difference!!!
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LANDRY'S MARKET

The OldestGrocery in Amherst
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Air Forco ROTC.
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Top Rom«4 ilMk
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pi t> it
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10-9. Spo. INiiMrl

711 Main St. Amherst 253-5387
On the Belchertown Bun Houtc

Folk concert

at Hampshire
tonight
A 1(^Il COrHOrt V> bPnpfV! t>0

Mohowfi robon »f» Otfvofftpk wM
b* ruM to^tiTi at 8 p «v Moj«« 9.

Oorui S. it Mompilvro CoMig*
D:-rv>t-X) ii It 80* wM bt orvfttl.

Tht pOftNt Of GOTPK*^ * ipro

of ptp FftHJ *»• onorwpv^ to wp •
Hpp»CK^ lit OO tip* icp0r»ontl

KfflPJWJ npftf e«gft Qpy Now
Vc«l Tbry tjr*p rvpt wtft ft*
toviionco. duo to tht US
p^>*t«rtmpni i rpfuHt CO roooo^fp
tttt Troinr of 1794. Tht poop* of

Gtritrtktb hp»p tPpn Owttltnod
v^n a 'oaJbkxic pjfticfc vjovW cue

off at traffic ano mppKoa
wp ant boptog to lupptv

Gtrtankph tooutUtt *»p roatbtecl

Com*6ot<ntcanba<3rQpppO eti jc

the Vattran't CooWt»or\ 411
5t.«l»nt llr*e*\ tJ

\|>|iiiirinu

THURS. — si \

Clean Living
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Vou ujont believe iuha I uje put

together for uou thi//ummer
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Essay/

The two faces
of Gallo

9*DANHO»OWrTZ
JotH» Smon'i thag hnc«< musi h»*e cott more

than Voce $***»'* wheat ouh> Someo** looted cm
of pact, either the GMj rop w*h the mod tufc or

UfWt iff) «*h tc*r« »nd tree* shoe* J P. Morgan
www m the tmwojm Me kapt hottng up *»jn* »r*g
"toot uncero * $*men tooled tncero fc* OV8» en
hour aftor that t# tooted *>.p4 Stuff toete dummy

• »ut, gnre h*n a a**ce> eoeit Cwero h*1 avtocer*

bystander* ceuget m a |eritdac*cnei dwpvttl and no
(.an talk your eat off for hour*. Tto u»W ftp a—trod
8*0 a root guy, »ert of a not gt/r to dabtta wth once

• MM

ite*-

Opinion/

How sweet it is
8yJtMPAl/UH

In tr* bepnrang of dtp tthOOt year, vttt tUinto*
itteJ tube of auger *i ttbtespcon bags wort eat c*c on
tatrtw n tha <*r»na room section of moat Dong
Common* Sol at the coal ol auger tot* tht ki*
baft woat movad from a* tret into the lurch loe
area (weich • m a tepttett room) bacauat loo rroxfa

sugtr vmm goang ante oceHet ooceide Tm DC 'a The
•Ha was thai if tha «wger could be cfoeefy aupervfeed.

If h v*»* nfarar tha O.C. ouptoyoot, Itaa vwOJ feeee

in peoc**f pocttcs inttatd of thaw stomach* But,

vOentV tager "»»corcy" *** medequeea bacauat
scon tha Ittta hep* doepprorod atyi the auger was
row domtcatd an cyendncai gates container* **th o

s+ror d*l*d do«e end a r>c*€ in tha top for ** ejgtr

ollproet we
a *d* ,b*t

I'd raii**-

>'

Cooling the Cold War
^^^••a^fv

r letters

• »• # r^iivir hcaHh policy?

»>u •

*.,

lr^r«VVArv a» ae* O

a M

»W
•

* a •

Show your concern about tuition increases and the tint-fise.

Plan to attend the UMa» trustees' meeting the first Wednesday
after vacation. It will be In Campus Center room 101 at 2 p.m.

A public mooting can be attended by the public!

E. Patrick McQuaid

Signifying nothing
Etch morning et'tpeettetf. horn my wntow, I «ttneee #» graai

Anttkaft la) tragooV. IM K«OM Morf . IcJ dratm, or Col daarYtta

H)«ec.(2)bec.l3ia&b.(4)d.ot*Stb
At tomtiimtt. tltaming, lot cotfat litet ro o»v *P* l totn tha iiraata

ttfow my apaftmom. It b <>>*aof to^ot Iwhaitml doitgup ai this bmo
anywtyl;a>tO0O«of thoteavtf apatuttet WOft P>o two itmify acroa* the

tttttt optnt and out slept t young pseudo executive clad *\ wt*» tttadi

coat and dout*tli«rU, a b^oam kathti brief oato at ho. »«Se. * con
oampotary Ofympan.
He titotti ebtott the porch and tkaoandt the ttewa into the driveway

ThalJirtdtftvhevviHSovvtberapvSlyardii anal cfatd wfh mol litr appear

Tha elder ttfeea her chatf* hand »n6 «av«a t tt> the dipattino litlm. He
anaa bodt aot once, but h«^r«edN ttochat for the car doo< The rod

« «ac^vj out lateaW uroat aieeuvaC v -^**.» » "*c#
. daparrjura

TMC MAS1ACMUXCTTS QttLV COLLCQIAN

L t L
li

lilifiK
KlUtL
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fc a. L- S- t

K^ uwl mr
i- * B 6 B

C.B
B B.

t IL

• '*•

BIB
BIB

4tV

cXftPy #0 /T A¥*K.

Behind steel doors
*, •

ava*

more letters

Identity under attack

An &&rfy rctoose for rapists?

• «•

Stockbrfdge: Apathy or ignorvnev? £
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Greek sophomores chosen

to join 'Arcon' guide service
MttlmWm W«fren 3tfQM

Twttuy&w ua^wmttm **m a*tHtii. ita main

M*t*8w9wt*0*n»m«*T*»f»
X »•*

> a

T»* 83 miifinti *t»it ttvctg*

to tltCfl fiftWMfy in • Nfft pnwfctrn

• •

AJRBOftH

•••«.. «tf| r^.» •#%!-. ••

^r. 7ZTZ I l»«»T«ft f<*l ftr»n

-». »«rft~ • »>
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^ *43

•»

I'NITYC >lleg:
I

Hislixian speaks in Bioentennial series

^ «M •nflB

ft

»• »

Vacation library hou

•
9 •

••
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• #>M»
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This Weekend at

IIC
«<

Falsftff

lownnkrau 0:f:btHos1 s 3f

Dom Silvani Rostf MW
1

Lanpnbach Hay Win '2*

tatM* Ftstital Wines 35 c

~ %

1
RuHino

Birfoli

Montoruma Tequila CtcMallt

. 79'
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HP 10

Health Center insurance

may cover outside care »'•»

* «*
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GRAVES 5UOARKOUSE

••» *•••< r t

•

Bromerv, soft
to have
pen meeting

Parking problems
**•<—

* mm

•%•

...

PIZZA-RAMA
* •• •

mi tftHWHW

Call 7U3IM
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Tech Hi-Fi Brings You More

Specials . .

.

Turntables To Update Tour System • .

.

Tech Hi Fi now offers you it) best dealt on now turntable*

All of the turntables come complete with base, dust cover

and your choice ot a Pickering, Shore, or Audio Technice

cartridge.

MIRACORD SO H II
UST SALE

BENJAMIN/MIRACORO

50H MARK II $349 $250
BENJAMIN/MIRACORO 760 $289 $200
TOSHIBA SR 80 $350 $175
PHILLIPS 407 $140 $99.95

PHILLIPS 212 $255 $200
BIC 960 $205 $150
BIC 980 $255 $200

MIRACORO 7*0

TOSHIBA SR4C

Also TECH HI FI has Garrard, Tnorens, and Glenburn to

mention iust a low more. TECH also has used and

demonstration units to help you assemble the best system

for your money.

PHILLIPS *J?

Looking lor a complete system? Let Tech recommend a
system lor SS09, list S789. You save S26*. a *

Yea uteri your iyu«n oris see Om*e A >RM %ttrvo

ea* MiltftM 11 wattt par :nstnrt PArST a- • i

drlvenl Mtf I p»r evtit rttn KMtm**t a »uacton . see %
M ttMlff, CSM«e*0tf wm bai#. evil :»rt ? «rO I

wr eeeeejfttr c* I err rmt i wr.rr I.I ar lest f»W
*»* » ItfWMCYmpMW •* 41 1» Jf.MM At *MJ *

It JMt 4) W*l»f tSot MMl BO aso'lt

v.ih m e • 3 9 6

O *>»*

»**i " «nvt» »*•• •» m»*i>« ? rea«
•tut r**»~" Mi «Hif tee* rv* art the 0««*m say o
oeeae ?r>s

. • —

Wm* to e«rv««* a «»ra*»

s.

. t A
T»«K»««* SS

. k .*tt »t i

i »r tn#*nv
tW tMhlU SO I

0«*»l44ft I

$774

tut** mi
%nm

Watch for more information about flir Iprll tut tf It Trtl Cl.n<r

Quality Components at the Right Price

259 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610

186 Main St. Northampton 586-2552
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NYC - another view
we

», ttou Afce,\A

0+tog ftom kiseaecTMeetik rv> oswaye poasoeeod a

negetrvc view of New York, la laci I've etweye heied

At * Boeion sports t»n. rvt conSnon*) my*** 10

IteJ ih* way. Us the lorral esesg so do. I've learned 10

ttie Watt Ftioer, Red Geeen. and now Cattish

KuniH I ha* ire Knfefet, Gams. Yankees, let*. Nets.

M«ti. and iha Sets. Axd the guy who nought ip

thcee ursrnegeietree names etuee* my iiomech to

chum w*J» enget.

Bui my hatted cocsenda beyond the sphere of **
fportt wcrld ri fovtr Kornedy ovar nUxJorleear ri

argue that He Chenea « teas poe^ed train *k*

Hadaen. that the fh^demoJ Center * ragber enon tht

Emprt Svitc 8ul(Sn^ I'l dnrA Sarraganaan bakte
Knickatbodier. end I ratuaa to roach a New Yon
Snot*. I maaa \'m a dajtiopd The v*t Ne*> Yonet I

c*n tuna b f*v roomataet. and on*/ because he's a

UAIaaa Ian.

Alio being • M»r»jiem«n foaowa*. I deckkd to

sacntiof my pattiatty and otltnd the NIT. feetwj il

Monh tha ttaV ot onSatng the 'Cencieat Aicgk ' Fo*

a vwm* j»-o». I <oeoampUtc«i the <nyt* ot itai r .

VVoUk) l net rrtjjoed? . ss»tbed? «*ped? Lke I *>e;

it vtcut) bo wonh e>e in*.

VYe kh lo« t»# aty en fnde* night. There mtre lee

in out een>. After a ooopai hotra o# dirwg wr
ftaxfed a sign wjrrvng. Itcftrng Kaw Yo»k". I had

tha A»ia Seftitr reedy and tha wndow opan Bcj

my eassnetfiewni I needed npeher.

After sprnOng the right n iha ailxirba nl III

at the G«»e*o Mold, wo r«adeO m% Sor lha Itepelal

UeAass manhandkHJ ol M*n>octen VYa raachad the

I
errt partoad our art, CeotOwtN oparvng the doer,

eoepeetng a man ol potatod alt to enter <

man*** I nenetAreied ool <»lo the city, laemadieiaty,

?narnye»was»hawafad The air was saAf to Ivrm^a. I

could ate the MP nl tha Empee Slate BoAdbeg I aaw

r^hoo4e^llairongthajfcrrOan^sontr*s«Sewaa;

And apaafcrfQ of udawaiia. they .were not even

covenad wiih garbage
We toeA a eabwey on o2nd aiteat, o» 18«h sneer.

or ItOth sneer. o» #»her>evar rwboever naeaed tnear

streets had less •megmaton tn%n the mrrortai g»/y

who named esa sports items I Cajmt>ng up hoes the

uibway tu-nat, Madeon Sojuare Garden became •

realty. Tha was r\ tha MepKal World ot M.SX
and it vaan't ewjn on a TV iiin' t*. mede Boston

Osfdan look tfca tha YMCA
.•.':.r'.»:rr; n m, V»-pH |Q v:*l;. <»» o'm iK'

*e entered. Escatstors' Cmdm ietee seats wiltout

hfaasg to dodge sepport beema end

bekoraes to we* the action Not even any eigne

decerned w«th foo* letter words Rh the hnt irm n
my We. I edm-tted New Yon aoseeeaed aomatraeg

diet oaecasssed &»wo
By now < was gametime. With dieems of an M t

dstmpionsfip l ecesiiiesy wesehed John Murphy
pump in tea fast foot eKn» unSJng he was 0»^r»

Oabaechafta At the cage. I atwtye enyis»oned rem as

John HaVscet. hut being eo enthfabed with tha)

legendaiy piece, eay mod wit piaying Iffft

Hut iftev 40 rrenutee ol badoetUai tOI was it 34

the dtearn was sheltered And to toae to e team irem

New York i *e* heenbroten
took n^ the e)rtare PC Clamson game »

iooove« from |ho shock Then It took me another hour

to «eco%tr from the F»«srs' stunning iipeet

F ««aeY we etned »o the sveets *&* A mambat ul

uur rv% »t>^y«sted easog a ttee y$m eesai

seamaefe wete gargeng. We chose an luun
•astju'am. Emeu b Pageeti Again. I *et ^rp«eeeKl

by eometteng n NYC Y/lMt nOS lieDpenng to rm? I

kept tasang myaatl rm supposed to *eot ties place

lead the UMeee daieaf. atlected mo this seno>>«

Alter e couple hours ot irrJeeekrr it wos asTe to

leave ks s gnxp cd sen. a tnarer-ous deceioo

as terfosched at the Kncks wWvsesg the

Ch^aip^cassrap $w wanted lo go dawong.

canoueng. and sdi one. so the Eeet Side

asH*! where eke ladee ot the regh; wore*

Eve* though wt> had toet tt lied been •

weekend I sui Kite the Jets, Nets, at el but New
York SIN has csiss M^ybn in iwen wait agon fKit

yeat^UMass makes the MT 9uc H my nawsat o>eam

mateneSves. t won't get eke ctonoe UeAeea we win

the NCAA

NBA

thask

rased

SUPER PIZZERIA

^awivrVsisi •• —

PIZZAS IUt|e asd Seiel)

n ^

Flkke Btejfd>f|

• •-

?V or

isamuriai

"Lot the wind carry me" — University dancer.
Wendy Laakso.

Dancers impress multitude
Bt SOSAH OOSKOCH

5ra///seporfsv

The Uwhoroty IXencars were we*

tecewed n AtUntc City it the

• oak

p«o4tassonai> aprobbeehe'dbaaneeaichogror a

Tha evidence fell we r<v>U sotulienssfor years" COnt^ued Jo

accorOng 10 Weedy ' Ha was »u«e that there wee acme
ot Phyocar Educaben or Receeoon

4>br

*

He
ee ei

*• •

IbcAirFbtxeWm
Cdkw Pnntnim has 3
thirty to ofn»T dial other

colJcpe prtyiirainK d* hit.

I.SchdaniifK.
1 1Xj iiveydhly aatoveiiBce,

3. M>ing lesscms Irjdinjj

•o>m irainiis^

Enroll in Air Force ROTC.

r- »

L= u i

Astro-Star
otraStMt*

•*e«t siua
A-M4J» —. SNri
rrsH .»MM t.-ttt d
OH ;i .o asoaj Ml 'J

SSSIS lavaM S»3* •>

iBfTfads^lT.- ^
r • <ossf anaTv aeTre^sTr a^sge*

Hee England Tire * Aetomofif
. e %.

•- e east

P.R. Ill

is coming

to Am hers I
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Bongers intramural champs
BrftVSS SMITH

Anotm Hcenxre) beekoitoi IHlon bounced to

an and Hat riQh\ wt* the CO*»pitrton of tht cn(Ml
pieyolfa at Boyde* Gyatneekum. The men't toe went

to flit Bet*** the co-roc title so tfo rAjrWahoaj o*d

the women's chottptonaNp to tht Swwhee.

There WM a big turnout for t*e gome beewoon tht

Btnpar* «># tho Bax* OMBrm'* I'd ta^ff*** okroet

two bundrod eTedtnta from at over otrnput, Ivan

torn* 0* I** Mnutomen, Ooc* Swoeky. M«c«

Stoke*, and Jim Burko*w emonget 1*0 tataeidt.

But no tig* Ol Coach loomen. wH) x^WIld leal

r ear's game
The gome can bo dhridtd irO> two pati Pert one

wategooOt»*np»offbee*etDee\Thote»Offf to atari

Iht go"* «M wen by the 8ongert. but tuboOQuandy

tKttnevaty.ar^thaOldtwwfShedthe 0*3? »kv Tha

Bonoara bcogr-* tht be! nghl oetfc do»*n court fee on

•M? layup. ond tht pacewoe tec for tht evarung

It i hod ttt down ond written to moot od you who
dfcln't moot « to *w game ovoryiNng thai fwppanad
41 tht corneal; how m»nv there >*^» biockad, how
neny vwt mma (etceteral. tha whow pogt of tht

ftdtewn would bt fried So. PJ try to to bhtf about

%

ThoBongerebultupen 114 teed, but onty lead at

MM tent» 18 ( Ike) ii tho ond of port cnt I

Port two wot « comptjotn/ oVtortnt otory a bad

toory with t dotOK 0*OV»g Wrsh both teem* •*•

pitying a man- to fun. tht Honpara pot hot in the ro»t

tit moutat. outtOtffno tht una* 1S.8 » Hod 3* 22

Tk* It ptohtbty no r»oat crucial pont in tht gowo.

TiwO«di»w^hod^bdl.bt<cow«dhtpot<t^cu«h

tht hoop. Tht Bonger* whopod a long bomb down

coari to on opon n\»r\ fo> whtt lookod to bo t tu*t

k»y%p But ont 0* tht Okjifnet cm up bohoJ han ond

throw ond I moo* THRfW tho Bongee oft tho Coutl

lowo'd* tht comtne «ti lock**, no dkkYt bocomo
port of it Two mw*jtt» tm», trotsw Bonge* wot tho

targtt o> • hood-lock tool II tho«C»rt I woo ft t

wetting matchU Mow I wtnttd tht OidV*onj 0) w%»

tNt gtn>o. up w thit point but Iht) wttn't good
rv»*«th.«l :"« vs<* .i .o<t' IL«»« %tM< <n r»» I ru>*. »

Utcfc ooto wtt going tgtiroc t whilt loom, but npno

Of th* »h« htpptntd I.ThtOVoctO/Ol tht tnerontcH

orogftm. Earl Eowoidt, hod tho game troppod lor o

tttauto, ond totuod 10 boO> coochtO
Kvtngoty. tht BongOft wwftn't hotltt bock, itpt

thoc coot, tnd dOtorvOd 10 w4n iht goma. And I'm

gltd Ihoy did. Tht fnol koto wot 49-37.

At it lu-nod out, thoto ttvpid fo«t> hurt ot no kwa

thanJOpo^naOflhtBongorttotalwwaacorwdattht
chorffy tltpt. How. t% OdtaJt tht «oft ckd mat t low

cafo. oapociatfy on iht BongtCa tig nan, but tht way
i loot at ii tha «act that ifcoc lid d<iri t braak hit hood

opon ifoo tha oamoni wtjfl woo rotten onough for tho

raft to miat towo obwout louit. Plua, tht good cofla

OtOn Oul •*»•% fit bad orwa »n tha and. orrywOy*.

Mn Konnty. Bob Longkw. ond Coach Bnjco

Oueowttj oombinod lor 34 pta. with ftch Oown
throwing in tnomor 10 for tht ftongora.

Chtop shotf I know I va btan tort of unit* 10

womon'a ir^ewttnjtt. and tht ccmoc prog**n. Maybo
• • Jwijt ovor voctoon - and maybe not .. #10

SwVmtlwon^n'ttmt>dtfttntdLHtiaMMhho3t 23

... lha Ou«ten> ran cwor SA£ 4cr tha CO rot title (2*6
hopafuty more on than tomowow...

Hayes scores 29 points,

Bullets annihilate Celts

Suwan Canh#v«ll, dJiirlng Kor UUmou»»1 '•»» »•»" Hor%.

The gymwomen comawle ItHht tMAW ifianiplivA*^^

)tairiin9 lomorrow. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

LAHOOVtfi. Md \U*\ Bttn
Kayoa oeortd 2d pantt and Mako
lUordan 20. Wadhatdav night at

die Wothatgoon Butaitt anwahad
tko Sotton Cence t? HO n a

ehowrtown of Hatcnal UaUttbal

The victory gave

S3 20 rttord «<

Haryot aeorod 18 f»rtt half pontt

at Weatengton look a BO-38 load

Tho tkjtott hod grabbed en —iff

18-5 lewd baeand Rordan amj

Moyta. but the Cafbca clotad to

-».-Mai two. 22-20, at *w and of tko

fWft ptnOd
Kayot than added wght tacond

quattOf po*nu ot Waihinpton
lloU Tb# UgW*i

an the tlroafh wfwe tho Cetuct were

motaig 12 ihcftt n o row

Tha Butat* watt Oatreboundad

awny, but Wot Unatad rrwda hit MM
appteto^co r» nine

ojitckh* oMaet Botlon't

Untold pttyed wth tpknta oa hat

broken nght p>nkav h-ver

Paul Woatphti lad Botion with

17 c»>-r* »mt Pod Staa added 16.

Stevm Smacvnu

Touching oil hnsn.

Tt-y

•e
loae o

ci-jngog ol etbtu^tt wot mn—»>i •— •attar* ih

fou-«< >»*•' mrtr uMaoi ei iht H'

fo:rwfi -o I -v»' bi a uauti • u.» - im ••...

inittaH Theyh*»« ,'*^ , » utt im i Ptk ol totOHJ f*

fttjt round o4 Ptj IAf*H*aH»"

m

Mad as a march here
by Jtnrey Polmeo

RATINGS <dadleanad lo Rogar S.

Prof)
• 4 « Tho Roklng Slonc*

H-+ iohmf Winter
Orond Funk RoVrood
Swooi Ptr

DON'T LOOK MOW +++4
Excellent dro^olk ttudy of

p%fchic phanemena. A couple
(Jt4lt ChrHtlf ar-i Oonoid
iwlhtflanoi tyno l« Vw*ti« tnm

termtnttd tvy ttatA at Iht
rakwrrartin* a« thair
• U...I.I.. *-»****..»-* Kx A

ileueofanl • ••• *•» ••

0)«a««w h *<m»
tawitttnaing fnaOf M » ua% m*
tarrnr% fulwjrwtlhf in awe t* wo

.1 yM.y. I I I —
yev tTowajM •* «we U I *^
fl

lim ftutil PAUk I I I

WrtM#. MAira.au OM .Wl
i 'inrrwoinofottowroallAtai At we

•I* vwkl M«- i»«.. *

. ii»«« a»»l elvtl m »«ar* at-.

•

tthar Mimt • Iff at I att^waw
an r ur*M» tfinet Hk^ foaon awo

kar«|MAri«rlth(tnno ml

ttagto ond l«wt Ol tVuce't Hit and

«itt (Valerie Perrinel Chxk fvil

Of otCOtktnlly rotolO fOulintt.

hytterlcel h«mtn tltualknv tni
aliarnoiely «*pre*tinf onet
(ShoAcata C«nemas. Weil
Sprlnatlotd)

bare, ond v^.th ewe rn il

characrar aller enolher o>»ft«na n

M>4 OUt ot tht cr\\l% haunted

roemk yoa foe< yov ore INtng

Imida their very breim Gene
Rpwlandk CawoveteV wtft. playi

Vateai Longhean to e-oe**>r t

fosc^aring to wa*ch. <a\ »o
»lr.g^lr» vrOOfOvtlv 10 pfOtOC'

%0't and balanca Iht roet'OM 0<

his rriends %lmuliAnaoaaty.
Cassovetts tcrean^r.tmg.
clnamatography. ewerylkUg It

tuoerblr fr^c^ Nar#er have I

\}\ f a vonitn under tho av
lltonca. but a portrayal Of O
d>teoved v-uarvoo h^9*9 the enllro

•rortd <t «<Oar *0m* t.nO of bf
tlua^ca. some *>nd ol tciw.r* u

|g a work o* art iCampvt
Cnemat)
ULAN WITH THE 0/OLOEN
0UN^4-

kogtr ntooro. who plays jemet
llondabo.tasgooda» Helen Keller

p'OfS OW^v thoohx tha %h« Aim
Scaro^a^gaiChrsrotne' LeeJ aw
r<tr#mal> boring villain in th.\

n^th t*U> *\ the V»ria» A it* «ff

Ma^lr

% n

• era
• .

You still here?
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Theatre

in Mifgfr lift
*> M*f*li IIM

Dance

Theatre:

The 8*a<fc Efa. JKaJlo Th»*fe.

ftaw Art* CenVt. I « p m . Merc*
1MI

Ye* 6r-<iy Dk*M*on Kail Ppr

termno Aria C*-'rc. Hi.r.pihkr*.

e\0Cpm. Marc* 2031

Ptrefcn o4 Petuaace. BewiUf. * 00

» m en April 3 J. 3:» on Apr* a

imtui

B>M Lrrti. Wilbur Wa"c 7:90
p.m. Morday Saturday. J 00 p m
ftWneaPapr *r<* Sat»rda>. March
307*.

Oarwy. Colore* Thaefrt, 7 »
am April I 2a

Art

Print*. The Hliu:< Protence »n fht

E/e 4l t>* A—«yi<«v» Revolution —
e/i eahlWf* l^reuoh March N

Th* ftiMtn Cnd Gallery —
Northampton — *%rk ay v/vq
h>.< Mr>o- UMiu prole*** ef art

PHOTOGRAPHY
PtoVapraptoe Htaterkel Society

of Nim InfU.id — antique photo
Ilea market %/>C thpw. appraisal

mtvki el aarly photograph <
materiatt feOe.m.S pm March 23

?X Remade lnr\ East eVSndaar.

Ml. Holy**.* Celleee — «P
tfporory Chinese *'"
CaUprophr b> T©np Yang Tt* #M
ponllng* by Ho M*ei Shou* Ap»H

jja.

I/Me* Cvnf I

re/ear • •*• r ... *,. •

Catioee Mvseu* o< Art

Tito Anonyr-oj« Po«lir«)s **om
ih* nvu*eu«»'» collection, a ad> I

•ithe^f dealing *ith t*t problaaM

ol UKh work — "3" photoe/*'*
«m«9** throve* April » »?e
March 22 re»pe<livel>

Perti«ipeie«e

Miarrutierui f ait» Oam ina CM*
i«l* i*e iauaaa % \i . / Mam.
MaVfcettH

UMew- HJerter

-a

Kail &alVr-v

a. tejuo* • ' • •Mpy^aiwa. paMtafopanava;
- tape Caa teaeejt. I v> . • e> p

*•' #

k4l
a ti •a* **>••* >ea '-

n a

lA

• *«r • ^ Pop*****
P aeon * ax

la)

\
*-ev*

• »

J i
MISS

u liTtfl

a^aStaj' v [ *eet # *****

wv-4- »ae

MARUIJli

7 JC o

75*

8.1 B.

What is Art'?

• t

Television
Politics

lunnn ciMMuiirr wuc

*, .• UUtreaa Wtajfcr* faH Jt|.

•

• <r-

M

«aa

frtr-i

Time lor Mime
niuiinUiUmii

(<ttt#te« Mar»»o aan«ni».i • i«i^
nuann.'a ai >.u*M. i „.i. v .

W»»x | . „„, , ,

• 1*9**1*1 «**» !»*a*mi« meaaj
«v^at ^e aiMrwai a ^u»*.

ai u, in mif»aaa^»
at arlli^ <W««»f*« a«^

imaaewilkan liw ••• «v
if»ai leOee* • tUe v»hat ^appaaaPtat a
•aw me* apMW Hi UMpjiaaaae

1 -'" ,^UMiii^riM
%a»**a>4 la* Aava */u-,« iw
ava*uaav >a*^« mu/ ~» u»« c

-

**-."••

;cr~&
k . . «*. •

^^* ". f

Inventory Sale

20% Off
I vervtking
mm ^ ork stiofcT

lturn — VrtaPier *•••*»•%

l«vr<r Jtafk<t» — Ccv^ca Sfcm
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Real In Some Minds Playin3 away on the thin ice of hooray
t> DJ*»d MHkr

Mko
THE END

•Hand I LPS fill

Total Playing Timt: 41 ; II

I'm not *w*e whm 4)11 mis
death come* from, but if it's so

real »n some minds, it must
have some validity. In cast you
don't know of Nko. sho was
once allied with the Velvet

Undergreund. Sho is a MIL
dark haired woman with a

it some validity, trt ma In.

dicattons that we might hive
done barter In "We've Go* the

Gold" Mice sings, "We've got

the ge*d. we do Mit seem ma
old—And yet It does not bear a
single flower". And almmgh
we meant «ell, i* was not good
enough. "Are yov nnt loyal to

four pride? Are you not on He

secre< side?" "I am a vorlet.

innocent ami vain {"Innoomi
and Vein"!" "Will I regain
m v father's gate? rVailey of

me KtaQB")"; "Very proud
e*d very poor— I'm waiting f*

yaur prison poor |~"We*e Gnt
fee Go'd") ' At th« end.
there'i atmmunlcetlon twrely
made and epelri f unlike

anpining ever seen, even more
intonsr than what we *eve at

UMasa: "When I .-•member
what to say—You will know ma
again—And you fwpet tu

answer.. .you teem not to be
listening ("You Forget To

Answer7')*'. AH this fc made
fairly etfkllrJt In the reworking

ol the Doors op*. "T*e 1ml"

.

a tale af cnmaAtte castagwe.

"This to the on*, beautiful

friend— I'll nm^f look

your eyes again...No sale'y. no

The Bottom Forty (and proud of It)

• —

•«•• — .

sw

Cowwws find way Into palace

•• •

m> •

WWW Si

« •

• . -

we*

• '

• ^-*

-

mm . •

we •'

*e*

I** •

lit
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Be tow the SoM — • p«o«* the hard way
20 March »t;s 30 Anarch I*?S 0cl:w iht. Salt — I pages the hard way

Finneran's Vary Tales

TheLedrortheTteef
COnsrde. -se aossletliltes

by Derve-t Firvseran

Our tpoo a Nrnt v*e ia*d se for

away the* eyejry. call was to*g

dlilNKt ftxre ruled a cruel and
w clucking. He* crue* was re* He

I so cruel «Mt he had pay to^en
keeleiled in the hospnai "* dpsen

terp ward for lefts ha wo*4d

release cat% in front e* O"

seeng eye Cksgs And mry tow

pew\ ht wwM announce mart

C'ristmes wo.ld fare to be cabled

off because <A a huetlng accident

that occur** sHM he «m deer

hunting up North. f3jt "ese lew

ceccod'ic*s evde. le *«v on the

whcle. a rNl nfc* gup. betoved *r>3

honored by that* people ot me
* '»)dorn *'> «new ahat was good
Ice 'hem.
The Kksg was also known lor hes

QXiM Ideas concerning the ad
rnesn-v at»cn of justice Regard***
ef fee crlmt. ma accused lacad a
special atverfclr of the Xing and
hrs cote' *nich was held in me
rigr* had bleechers at the Rove'

Ball Part Prom the pc nor n e»e

v ruling toem's ctogovt. me accused
mm marched across '•* field and
presented before the King. In fro**

dt me accused were two large and
crrutely carted 00* dOOfs Mevng
addressed the accused as to tee

netwe ot e*e crane, the Kesg

commands me accused to checna

arxf open one of the two doors

Oependog on the door chosen, tra

crirrvnart was earner <u*<h tor a
•vj*r. Of merreed on me spot ro ft*

lady behind me door
fig King. M I vov haven't

already guessed, oho hed a very

beeulitui daughtor Haw beautiful

wee she? Stw was so beeutttu* man
she ceukJ start a clock Men tram

as tar a*ay as me Geo '»»d# would
come to esk tor her hand 0«<avr*e
occasionaAy soma ctown with a
too' V»»s* wo»ld show up, but me
;..irds took ca#e •< them
ispwevwr. no mo*trr haw much
fr^se tt^t\ tried **# King atweys
said no dice. Soma said the' to was
awaiting the man w*o wOuVJ •iddlll

'*< prophecy no found on a b-.6bfo

gcrr» wrapper Others sold ot tiw

o the Ktng sarw en Ingmar
Bergman flick and left ase theater

with his eves M-) r,"r g«a«ed and
tiird upon hi\ deuQhlcr 'A^e'e-e"

tkaeapNanation. it seemtd that no
orw *ould ever marry the Prln

cess
Understandably dismayed »<•

i'rt^rii deodtd ro get a u«ti*

ec*<ngoiro. cm s*»e sip. So. white a'

the aanvl Princess's Conrreraion

so CNcago she +*9** tooling

around with orw cr* i
kc bell f»-.

one of the HoaeApr operators, oad
of ifw cooks from the »cnet's kit

e'en the doorman. two of the desk

clerks- a window waaher said

discovered otaside Hf wksdow:
-rta Kraghn ol Coaumbus from a
convaatsow next door, and on one

, lYedncsder afternoon even
wtm the eunuch her lather seaa to

guard her Mui iince if was not a
•*e**ingful re«atksnship. she brok»

Returning homa attar the three

day conversion, fsw PrirK*%* fownd

I dittkutt adiidfing to her pre
cpwventtd* Ufa. Soon she was
rendetv*aesing wise various
mamber* ot me palace personal

She reelired that this was
dangerous with ear (after' so neex.

but see accepted the risks

Meanwhile. »w«lng heard sior«s

Iter Chtcago. fha ':•") BPdgnd
owe of his daughter's maids to spy

• o» h*w The K»ng's »tdp<ions
were cortttrmed when me r«*wd

brought hm the he lwet reathers of

hell of h4 armp. they *ad been
found under the covers ot the

Princess's bed The neit day the

Klag ssermed >ns> her room
takf-mg her with eve royal pester

covered a 'a»ge tei on the

lesfer, New York and Vegas had
the f ger a three no one Uw *a

Itl ihe dugout, me tester 'aUed no

hi coach.
i just nope I neven't over

framed *ar the lady and neglected

the tiger Those five bases at

On orders ef the Kesg. me passer

was to face the two doors
to* (hi* event «s* Royal tali

Mark had been sold out evee days
as advance, and all me|or networks
wereceverMvg •• tve. The tiger was
a special order from Seers, and the

lady had once been a harem
favorite ol the King voted Miss
Pillow Cushion *hree years run

*4ng. School had been called off-

end senior criuens were fd be
admraed free And while m%rm
were reports *spi Muml had

Stomaching politics

Madam rVeiorf's Massage
t-pcfium mas' have been too

much
Oon'l wtrrp about .1 N>bod>

ever fralrn Sac the ftger."

Oo you think asp tiger will be

vary ferocious'

"CXd you ever sea a tiger tfsae

wasn't'"
With the* e*e passer was ted imp

eie ball park and preserned to the

Kino
"For crimes again*' my

daughter, and tor giving straight

'mas out ol uniform you will new
choose between the two doors

Your te*e *s benind one of them
Now choose and m—f your safe!"

Stepping forward the tester

raached out and opet »ed tie dear he

had chosen
At ihis point me %••• r '(«" acliar

qgggBQd II atJUtfei IK '•«*' et

did the Nger go* hres? To enswer

that we **ust reforn to the ngni

benxe The Pr.ncess managed to

veet -nto me depPvi and there

tdd M« of her ploM She had

discovered behnd which door Ike

tiger wduto be and hod cleverly

marked .1 as such By choosing the

crher door he -Ovid be sa%ed Or

•pud he* Might ne* the Pn-ces*

hate the thovgMof her lover in me
prw^of the lady as much ws in me
lews 0* the hgert And might she

no* purpose** *»ark the door pt ase

lady »0 mmkm hm pick the tiger*

All »*s is COntecMre based upon

the completes of the h*man
neart The lever reaiijed tmaand
was much sprmantad t»» * *

thpvghts A»d Ahen he was flra/ly

telare the two doors he *e» '***

thePvinceMwasneeaiher father's

side What cou*d this rr«wn* Dd
she want not to sea him in the arms
ol the iadp as her plan saved his

live: or was her peatovsv te*Tpared

by some love and she d»d not want

to see Mm eaten by the hoar,

escugh it was her wto would

condemn hkesT

Ma pondered the pesS*4 lilies pad
having ^rrkw^ at a solution opw-ed
ihe door he krew w*uto M»e the

ledp behind It. htot orly was the

iadp there, but sitting next to the

lady and at t*e wheat of a Oedge
v^9% was me Presceaa. How stupd
pi him to dPvbt ike Princess I "why

iusi the other day she had been
talking abase getting a second

woman into the* relationship She
had wanted to trp a e»rcesor*e and
this was rex chance He sighed

with delight at the meught* of

mings to come as the Pr.ncess

drove the v*n leap me v.m#t

ere tev»« Wife, by t'eJlCtf bicttfq ftaoublic t* Oilna T»* ronvnaeksn be llavortess teadt" Vat aotsing Vhpgl af

eaw<eyjg>
•*

s*

fnitahrt

e_t
• •

ex.*

• •

ENTOURAGE

FREEPALL i

it

tier it let

HMflMWt
s >lldk
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Books

The Fires of Jubilee
The F«res pi Jub»*e
by Stephen b OeSes
t7.t$ tarpp
Harper A Raw
Revavwed by Kd Smith

The myth and tact ol Mat Tur
rer's Rebelion It soanpeiing which
has been argued about srtce it

KCurred tt*t\y a hundred and
tilty years ago. "The Confessions
ef Naff Turner" by William Stpron
wasprobablp the most widespread
booh dbbee the rebel ion and Stpron
has been eccveed from various
<*fr*r%> of be*rvg racist in his
^epkfkn of Turner That may well

be true, but «ev«t 4 Importaaf in

discussing mis book by Stephen
Oetes. a proseesor here at the
anrrersity. is why Nat Turner's
rebellion has *a»«'acted so much

Turner's 'ele-iien while not the
• rsf I'ltm;.' b r b.s:ks in Ar'cric.i

fp ftrlka out »0 aseir oppressors.
was rt^»rk^Vt in its brutality

a-d the Insentty which marked Ihe

reprisals against It. The terror
wh.rr, it inspired in whites
mroughouf the Souih Is |usl otm of

me many Issues that ere brought

up by Turners rebellion l» also

begs the qtevion of why btacss did
not r*# up more often against their

"esters rVapbe may did and •'

was not recorded by white
nistcrlervs Maybe what Is mov
remarkable abort Turner s

rebellion Is that it was remem
bored. H is Ihs question of

Mstorical accuracy, especially
when dealing wt+i peopse ahe had
no hand in writing history, met
Oates' book keeps m one's mind

Cvites, la he. lore«»arcl. says mpt
everythng in t*a baok should be
;r t faced with a cor»ment leal

"i»is Is t*e way eiings 49p9+r*<l
'

One must resepc' Wm lor this

because met rs the cose with all of

history However. In me book
Oasea makes comments
specula* <*-s and obsarveetons that

he does nc tolipw vq or etqpfaen. If

one is la write •istory ajtm an
admitted sublec^ve view. »* th is

probabip ikp only honest «ay to

»• || If, then one is committed to
being 4% thorough as possible in

eoqpteneUora ot personal.lies end
events that Tight otherwise be
e-blfuovs.

In the case o* Na* Turner. Oetes
does mis He states mpi Turner did

very Utile »illrsg in the course of
*« rebel i

o- and then speculates

on amy mis is so He relates it to

Turner's view p* hmeell as a

mpshcal and propheficait iea-ser

He also goes nto fte way Tu»ne*
was treated nine endme events in

me mans life that ted to the

rebellion

Will Ptgaxfc was another rebel

bu»»»e 'S treatod much dilfVentry

It is recorded that Francis dd
• tensive kaflrg with an axe and
was sale to be o>ite brutal in Ml
slaughter o* me wt#tes. Oates saps
Praecto as d* aeigraelk figure due
to mis and me lack at backgraund
intormaltononfheman it may be
that Prencie' personality is un-

clear, but mro*gfc mis stotemaai
Oates rs also irrpiping thai fsa sega
of the blacks in me rabedSon to kir

the -t-tes s also enigmatic if

does not se*-» aft marl aeigmeic
that people wtm hare keen en
pressed in a leraun land iar manp
years ShQutf flhaMp gat |e)

Philosophical Overlook

Oear Sar.

The ranking or local

stores by Mkrhoel tCpstek II inyovr
sopdltmenfel Audio Spedel of 12

UA-ch w?i seems fair enough given
Iht criteria he annoences ei hid
•tn<*. but ihe criteria will surely
strike af toast tame omer record
philes as eccenarx. to say the toast.

I think i*'s a good thing spr con.
sumers to comnunicate about
fher eeperiences. My own sub
rechve ranking ot local stores

would be ouite 6fr*r**t possibtp

because my intorests and needs
seem tp diftor sharply from ArV

Kostok's (Scvme ejdophfes might
:• n# hell a\ r. plegg Ahere rof
nasfcrced to piap used records. I If

.Me. Kosrek fces bee- remtlng local

stores for seven pears, he win
snow that until receeety d has been
mpossybla to shop for out of the

record reguests based on i«sub
stantial information, often for

records on labels not listed In the

normal record ceteiogve* I lave
found other local yores not to have
the resources or the wiiingness to

conduct such Investigations
Sr.fe ectivelp. I wcutd re-*.

Otscosnt Records first In Amherst
as en important sovrce of t4ttf

records wWch I woefd hato to see

dsappeer because of insufficient

trade voljme. I have repeatedtp
discovered es conversaAtori w.m
others that the advantage* of

Dnvcoenf Records In terms of the

sire and variety pt their stock and
thai' willvsoness to pursue special

intorasts Mf smptp not wide I r

known It weukl heve beeier served
record buyers in the stt^ M th^
had been made clearer In Kostok's

ankk

amosnt of new releases ar«d

selected labels and artists cm sale
IS4.ee a 7f> to make good buys, and
cvrrenfrr seafure most of taper

stock v»«rg tor 147? and tos

Tnaaa were h the section on
OtscouM I don't mean to ghre
them prvy e>Va psjoeicetp. but

ire you one of thee
tgentst It doesn't seem to go that a

Philosophy Department could
"•sreod so

rurtseemere- the normal price I

Quoted ISS*> for mast ot their

slock was the one found on their

all Saturday, Atorch I. and amich
i assume remains today

Yes indeed. I is 'etoful to check
eutdflheordtrwy items in ptr
son. bet paying what usually

emouen fg a dollar m9€t to buy
toem in perspa seems a luxury p*
beat You really can order them
elsewhere tor less, making
Oscoent somemmg hie a tbrary
Support if Mf you can. but I know
most fd* can't deal with such
trices

PS eVho's making ycu piay those

Below Tht Sill

90 March 1975
Volumo 3f liiu* 8

frustrated fvpt they preferred tp

d« Rpteaiu meir oppressors than
•:fii>; Icr trem

vVkile Oatos book *s ireeretMfw
for its recording pt the reactions af

the press Ar^i it* white people to

Turner's Rebellion, it skins t»e

etornel why o* the Tutntr rebel I ton

and rebellion in general. Ha places
a great deal ol emphasis on Turner
as a charismatic seeder and no*
ervsugh to see sociological
n*ot'«aiv>ns and conditions of the

South In the tltts

ltmv]Mbethatmisisati>i>Lis-
pt Oanes tor what he has not
written, but o dealing with »istory,

pmlsvon is a 'ait.er veooi/s
protre^n The book tails to build up
adrquately the- surrounding
Qfawate pt -ne •i>es b* Ml ^t»»
Oases m^r ** add fuel to fte

turning ar«»mpnt ahaut AeV
• urnar r

s reeeiiiM instead a#
iU.«»»iaf It

^k

FAMOUS
BRANDS
Oa-rfia Miliar

Bab seme* ret

Ala*i a
K • le*—*
RcCwri «iteitiai
ScoH turn
Oania* •+**/**
Joe fAatoe..

Hon* liwaewv
Oalg (tie

Cram thepavsi
. e .rrpi

jack • at.

Da.
Kaieti kw

Dawd to'

Oekrw the Un has always
been tttpkivjd pi ••.#«,#.-

• ,i. ivia i v..

• •I rwekv4»eme
Aaeirmv i mait>

Mviual M*t*U< *t+ Akkeitefd
rVHiheel • • .i.k

AM M
Olfu Sinn I

rtv* r«iw«g

ffeaasni
btt sn, ••

rtoeHe«N m4 l«|v
JtJiiv •%

ease atet vuiinie
. laikkee

I see • fV —,

%ea CarekawJi
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'Administration' hard to define

THE MAVUi<HUSCTTS Daily COCLlttlML
H4.V. M/'M(M

Budget cut directive stirs confusion

**JMH OTA&**&*£
•irYMe^kVtwx

What • edrwsatrratoo' In kght of Stale

Secretary of education Pad l**nYe deectrv*

T Unr/e**cy t» cu: th* budget in ed-

rreneatraoon not academe* rha preaent

conejovaity a whet to category* aa ad
rr«r«»tratK*\

In a teeaphone interww* wtth fV^
i*oia»td*>, ha taad ha «at "oppoaad to en»

cut* mac woutd ovac9> t-rprwje en me
Ojelry of aduceocn r» the cSaiaioom', but

ha deckned so be apaofc about whet he

t.ti not gong to eat fh*

tighter than thee. stay know whet I mmmt\"

he sod
Neither Watrtn Gulko. deector of

todgeong ead matitutcnal ttudw*. at

Amhni ncf fh4 Gwtanbetg, Budget
-•-** in Praeafent nobert C. Wood's

Olttc* m 6c*00n ero«* •»*» l>*rks mewr*

Aov*«ioOdlion 4 such a vague term I

don't even use * reyself." s**d OOkr. i» I

d***r *" »•*« heed 0* * dten adnwietfnelwe

b^ceute he 4 nan seechjngr* ted Gutko

Qertenb**g se«1 «f *e had to p>n do***

edrr**fa/«tion he woiad rrobacry locate *

»n w»Kuion*i surpen. one of fhre program

area* *» which the Unrvensty «t dvided.

Intatusonea tupport mcHdM the central

ednaMUraoon nt tha cerrpes end Ur«*ertrty

a* a who*, rvekdog the edmdfrdns office

pa*kng and traraporteton. faculty tenet t.

alumni offce. end eerwTOnwantel heehn.

Ihe UV«u face! I9» state rr**ianenc*

budget <*que*t does not *ncfvde e cenegory

for eoYnnatraton
ft o even dtffcut*. to deft** what personnel

poefsone ere edhvresitetive •* naum
Of the 78 new permanent pontons

roquctied m the proposed Fejce* 7Q fiudgct

request 29 ere for ' professional enpajyoea,

'

wtde 48 era claasrldd''. The d)Merence d
estentieey n salary level

ftofessonal eeapkrrees safetd* ere set

those in me«*gen*nt or posdont of high

•cspenaMtv Classified omptoraes eve paid

by lev* eccofdfeg to salary grovptoga graded

trow. J 18 and tenpng fiO~ 46-000 aa ~och
M I1B.CO0

The 49 requested c*e*s*Ved positions

wOwtd bring the total »owoer to 1823 01

A~tw>ate«enevereg*costdt 48L228- Tha 29

new p«o4eesienaf posrsons vvouVJ bnrg the

total to '>988 ae an average sale*/ Of *?1. 1 77

* d dWfdufc to separate new poeoons
wtxh ttiaie daecdy to students 4#om tfeoee

nhxh are StrrCdy adnwvsfr^tive. hovwvar

toduests for p*entaa>onal personnel r» tha

foeowing WNftvo/a ofhoes eppdaf to be

edmvaavetrva in nature.

Labor rasstioruL 2 positions, employee
health and safety. t;orTteao4vaf^cMncador
for stud*" •*> .

v .Mioe. 1:

budget t^f<o. o 13 for rmnegpr roe

anafytieal sft#dd». 1 » budgati; Chaneetcr a

uti<e, 2 iduftoH papart canttakar and the

cantor lor .n>e4actuai teaderahip » and the

&adueie School 1,

A CoJeodn aswnarrent of admevatranve

•I Ofpose*) to st*dare rataoad poataya
foun-J that M olf*d 79 pro r\eau onal poattya
trt not S**dee* related The non atuden*

poa«»:«r> 'otal 4190.000

Tea Co*f*n review found 18 pcanxma

tcraSfng iTThOOO ware seedem rataoad,

althngh the Unversiff bvdgeing *ysi<*n

.det enry 7<4 the 29 as Student $arv*ca

i r | pU>4c hearing leet Movtmbar 8. Wood
stietted tha need Ice eddtronel tupnort

Mitt Motasd he daJn't bttrave the «>W*eraty

coOS ae> for tee* then the 480 8 mdeon

bvdgec raque%t

Accotdng to Goto, The on)r .niee*gen:

way to cut the budget a prog(amjtica4tv

where A wet leeat iMect tha CeVnpaO."

UMass student volunteers

man auxiliary fire department
8rf>AUtB*ADifv

S**H /)apo/tvr

Wt>cri Arrt>erv hi* depanmare
true** move out of the tab-Sea

%tanon on TrangSa $e»eejt. they iw
rranned by 24 UtVlaee eludere*

ecting a* voaumeef ttraann
i \'i>3*f\:t are unpaid

kceureaart ttaanejd ei tha uae of ***

lc/«setg apperatut and anaair
• >Urmt" The regular 4et

iepartatanl an%wert rha ittl

under live s^pervrtron of the then

Oean of Man Rcderr Hcpae* The

uudantft. w*o celled ihatechu
the Votunieev F»*ef»oMctt. wen>

hjnded by the Student Senate
Tha Student SevdOt at 1988 took

away the RSO •ecogrvho* and
comequoniiv senate funds
Ooharty tr^3* the AurJeary f=o*«e

•ctaatv part of (fie A-»rie*s! h«e

depaetrnant m 1970 end stnoe the

groap he* no ofneial ties so the

who e*o tesponteple w
Kedh Hoyse m a 22 year old

personnel managemerr; rraeor who
Ihj captsv* of engine four. Me

te>d thai the eaejntjp t of the

eaejiery Sofoe cony pegog una* on

ehtw beets that summon them e*tan

they ere needed Doyte teed that the

duid* of the auaaery Sorco era oo

raepund to cat* et the town of

Aanhrrtt. inclacHeg the three

Chief John 0<n«*r?f tad 1»t
the fee depananent o Amherst d
raade up of trvae unete: A 4*8 te«e

Tanant force, a ceN force.

•t*«*nit pod on a pert time bew

Ooeayty ctsims he « ratponvote

•or the create of aha au«-

»Cr. rVhatl »»e btcawa chef
»986. t»e -<rt\- .*•#* m
aeooaaty fore* M tata a «a*

•k> tp of about 1S mea, and was
•«cgrv/ed atudent orgenuanon

Ooharty aad the 4ea det*anrram

had a •ecraiteeeni drive at UMass
fee m eapanded Mtm^ forxe

1872 and had over 200 students

-ra ntaraet in foatieg fed force

|an whrded down to about SO

-errbanx and thai d where the

metomy of tha 24 praeanl metnbers

came from, teed Ooharty

lh* two trues* thai are

eyjpgrted to tha aueeeary force are

nrad by ttudentt, end each has

a rapteei and threa bautanants,

AhViogh dSa fut una branch of

tha force a ueuefry «h* one that

responds SO ca»* ftrtt, rSoyte tad
that last morrh tha em fear > force

we* tha tra: to reapond )o e tre la«t

month so frenjmaie* at both UUaea
and Amharex Coeege Ooherty ted
that t*0 Force "pertormfd aa-

cadeatry " e» betting the bt*ie* on
the c<

i

H r~^

:t it

«a^ai<

Soeru lam
eHt»#te#*e-«
t«M*'Ml •

tact - Hi • later

' wia»9 >e tc»»'
• ••it laeaeve i«i««

AtirtMtemi t e-tc

it r^i<«(<i«u<
• anal *«•••

a.i Mdaveld

a«w«i«*i tki>*ii« Maeas
ataateat *»#»•• «.»g v»»
KuvtltHM

i - • . i,

a<i»«««#M
»"ttO«%*^ea«

Sjec<he
* Ct .3 WnflM

Dart ..."

DeeeaaCerJc^
t,i» l M»:*eore

4>ao»eae Tn«Mtae^

frai V3i4«*s L«k »• r«ir»c-A

CtrltOaejrd
t !>•.» U<Q 4«H

iwde 1eveny. Ct«av <>»!»•

S<Otl Hi««a
Dm ie«*+*e

• »«tl II.AAereer v»:<#^, .

tec Ci» Wa -*ei^»
eViefeatf MwjlMitai

ieiif M*t» .

*- 8*f>KnaeaSi
I Au« Ar^i«tcs. '•v»rCc«t««ee

feeaChaa
tiaeuaea'- • «r eaa*w. birm fuWv

Oaatc
Chrti OoviNe. Oeeaw 9tn«ae*

Art

Chart* Dougherty, e 21 year old i

mechanic*! engeseering rraior. a
thacaptaei of fngine three. He s**3 a

ds*t h* motrveoon for |OeW>g 9*
|

Serce wat "bed of e spur of the £
momen: theig* and added that he s
it locAirtg towards a earner at fee J
rxotecnon angneawng. wfveh he

aays it a good beend of tv* major

andh*tthfaay«urttirr.on tha force.

UMass vol un leer fireman Rata Stafford during a
practice sensiort yesterday.

Tenants ask for rent decision
Beard of Trustees wd be aaeetlng

on the UMass Amnetsi carvpe*.
&t D€SSf£ SCHAfffi

Sisfif ft*pon*r
The CAMasa Tenant AttOCdtion

fl/MTAi Sieerrtg Corrweeitee t*»
'eoiesicd that Unrvwary Board of
Trasiee* «nd deoadn
raga^deng the UMTA •eguett for a

A UVTA teller to the Trialreet

•ItCag wt- fed it a now *v

cueabent upon the board lo uka
ttte mmediete action that we*
pronvsad . Thus we ask that a tnal

decision be made at tha Apoi 2nd
maetng of the board on o«r
raqueet for a r*rr. ro8b*c* ~ Tee)

if Harrington speaks
cont. from p. 1

m* *e>d o*

Cos* Noaira leader Joseph
volachi't. ntrfitco Of dse hdtpry of

aa4f8tt[

Stockbridge

gives out

'74-75 awards
9rPJ PffOKOP

SiatVnVpivrer

Tea StotttreJg* School hero n»

rattCXAV. HSAUC* :\ nt> TMC ^AAiSACMUSBTTS OAtLV COttr&IAN

UMass J
rat race' impresses

Australian exchange students

dr otsete sCHAnn
SurYnvportw

"The world d a rat race, but he«e
at UMass <J

s afte a ret rer

>Kt you ten leaf :*a preature
t>j»S3ng up" - that's is* w*i •'

soatss lo Chnetuw Cetei. e
newcomer to UMaaa tha aanaaettr,

Gates, Jdcky Huyt, m**i M
Richardson era tha ftett A.sbaJttri

student* to parsctpeae at en ajg

Change program at UM***> The
ihre* are edjurto" m*fr% at Stun
Unrvetady, m 800-ttuderc teacher
traavng tchod In Adeiede. Sou*

Iwg here d qute an eot*

penence after being et sveb a smat
school." says Gages The ewo»nt
of peopfie d amahng" All Ihrae

pudernt he«* eved m Souihwes*

"IMaj dtejr* hat forcad ta 10 meet
all sleds \A peooea who we nrvght

n^m have kaown oihanwaa.'' saw
Gees*
Accodtrg sg these students. t*a

teactwg professor, he* much men
respect in Austral* Chan in

AmeAc* Auetrtean taisbert trw

*HKA mora ttcotess ioMl th*y

ekyin\ Auee/aa** oa*che*s' coseget

4*t vary seeactrve in the* ed-

C&mw, accordeag

1

fT.itanc*

Gate*
The Auelreten t?o has fouad L

that many UMaaa ttudents ere Z
quite unaware of Autvelujn t
Ifestytes, e*d suffer from m^rtf %
nvaconceptont. "Onawonan avert *
assuad us if we had to learn tngtteh

before we could come so Studs n
Arratica." tad Cfv*.

American news d very
prewment h Aw*ir*l*. We're thee etay e* a vteef laerrvhg as
aware of whet goes on in America, peranca It is dsak fret vait W
but Amercana don't team so be Amerce, and they tf tootuo}
aware of ut,' the sad forward to trevdlrg around the
The wahort u UkAy** regard u.S tfta ttertmsr. WeVe heard tfvet

Qtmfine Gafes and Jacky Ruys are two of ttte first

Australian exchange students at UfAass.

n\aw €ngVa*d a more Of lose en
enrjfy of >u own. and we went to

see whet ihe rest of ihe country

soaks Hie. they said

Irked at 'cheap shots'

Warren defends DC menu, service
OfWTHJAMMULS
Staff tofiortmr

it s ha/d to aaaja^ our evMSanca.'' Actmg

Food Services Oitector Arthur Warren taad,

but we're trying out hardest so satrdV

ihem" The audience Wamtn d rafemng to d
the 8,000 sbidents ho dejihyaura must feed

everyday at UMest 6ri*Q convnon*
T kr>ow we make a 4aw rwesates/' Warrm

taad "and some joAe* people make about

dating corvrnon* f at good fun" eXit

accordbng to tha director who he* served on

the poet for fourteen moatht. "Cheap shots

at the department ate net ceded A

Warren defended tha departmentrs rvsw*

•n a CoaVovsn tassphrjna ntervww and

pointed out its attribute* 'We have foot

dietitdA* 0* OOr St»tt ef befpngeig to the

American Osttkean* Aa*pcancn.'' Weave*

sard.'who work hard W produce mama and

raopes for good eafmced meets.

"We b afters there should be motw en>

phases on whet the seadenis ia* to eat. end

right row we're tatenetg to ltd seudenf**'

Oofora. Warren eaplaevad. etuoents were

served food and sold 'eat it its good for

you' ' raefua our menus ShOveJ be

rrvtaeje^va4yt*nadyirig'
< Wawente»d "but*!

the same rtat*. we're not going to get hung

up on the* idear
Owe Barkthaa Okrang Conrrorn supa*

sitor who asfted »oi to be edswaftad. said,

1
- net about 10 ieoperdra my rob by not

laeepetg the souctents happy We are most

cattaanty vyayg lo satnfy the dudards and I

dantt wa have been trying to do dds a4

•fong. Tha supervdor seed, "» think we've

gone over sao tar bendetg out back* hsfpavj

ftudantt. How many tm»o*%rm can you g»
cue to today and get three servings, *4 ih*

dataertt you want and ell ihe m* you eat

aV4rsk for no eorkr* cost?" the supcevdar

Employed Brian Towagy ttirs one of the big caeOdrofta at VVtercastex Oining Commow,

According to tfs* euparvoor. employees

must come tt at sta *m "and e lot of times

before ad" and have a raeaf reedy by 7 em
"it a e lot of preset** when you get e bg
ttudent turnout right at 7 o'clock.' the

uipervaor seed Occosixariy amen we ran

out of a meal., we have to prepare encrhey

meal in a hurry. Wa have to teem just how
much so prepare everyday

"

Warren said, dt* primary ptepose of the

rt>:«J« -rnt » fn ur.i v-jcW-'» k4 »i"J ut

food shey lite et the lowaat pcnemle ptiee.

AocoriVg to Warran. the food earvioet

departrrant ca* serve foods dwt the

students iwe end eiso serve foods than mm
nwtrilionaitr tetlieyeig. "There's no
why we can't do bOlK" Wartcn

Whan eakad rl Ifie drehg COrwnon* rnefld

has bean aanousfy effacted by the c<onen>c

siiuevoA Warren said "< hee not mtfmrma a

grew1
, deaf. Next year, however, d e»s*y*i*>g

rar-ai-a dve same Of the Uvwertai newtirm
fee o aoi 'rv.-iuioJ! we'i have tv increase

board costs. Warren sett Iril east of

labor and the cost of food hava u ti aeeed "

Whet the students pay 4et eeierd. Wawen
must use a* his budget.

"Before we raise board we'll tea epe* to

•Sedent suggeatlena,'* Warren

If they're tsfludo-til wearej sa cut

v-Min on second servings than wa can save

that way." he

Save weeeett

dr
hat bean assssieaj moet of a* food fro**
• *- — - ^ * • - ** - _ I* »n «^.*^e&„asa*aB*a* anaejaaaMaMaiaftatf
actstew earner men pir^naaaio i*^*-

».-K>C

"War* bakang moat of Our dessert* tsjOt

in the iteiexj soetraora •ejht nuw.' Waepi
1 t«jgh corrpeir%g egeedt

Jood eervece* fwada mere tnan 9IOI

ssealams defy and when 20 pat cent dent
leve a maat sou have aanoat 2.000 ockadoff

ttielenii. Warren taad

Rivest named to chair Student Organizing Panel
B, HfUARYVARTfCX

SYaryAsporBar

Speaker, and Trswaarer or their

era dec iiweebar*
Awe ksAa*

teas %

t«H before Ilia legdkldjfe to rncnMea USAsas ;***%»<* »*?h the idea cf reatructurttg the

lLif>3n m% Of September IIT7S ^a ya>U. SOC kn rid neat taw rrwrtth* ISingt IAa the

^ isr -wav >*mmi tw e Wdeaa uoc
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Vietnam Communists fire on fleeing refugees
Five more provinces

under pressure

SAfGQN UPf\ - Cowmuniet
trocpa tigrrened rmt grap on
tight abtnPantd proaincat in

So.ti Verrtam yeeterdey and
cpaned (men j tttogea cce»rm.

acetoanng thousand! of troops end
cMMnt ir*o the hPk,

MScary aevrcet te*d Imi offer

provncee were *r*dee heavy
CoflfcfflunJft pneteue and o danger

of cotepte

MM meet* tPd Commune*
gunners broke tst*r preeuned

:r«t goatansae of safe pedsege

and shot up a refugee column
newng Item Chao Jseo, oapnet of

>'hu Ban prowce, 240 atoee

northeast of Saigon
Tha ookirro aptt nto tegmenta

and thoveendt of ranjgeea Had r*o
surrourvpng raPt-

Conv nuatp ttoopc «eteed dse Wet

Cong nag m Oeo Reo. • chy of

0.000. altar n wet tveccened
On other refugee route* v>tt

Cong and North Viaownaat ooope
Meved it so** nAjgoea pad troops

that were among the estimated 1

rmtien carton* fV*ei»g iu-i^rtftJ

cHirke of terreory.

Cim~t»vs« tanks in Ojang T*
ptomee on t^o North Vtetnea*

bordar tu*ned on their hMfJfcJaej

aftar touting a comingtnt of Sou*
Viainamase mtn-et so tha

ratraaong troops ooufcJ Snd the*

wjrr «t r»pM, rrvttary sourtee aa>d

frpicmatc and metery aourtas

ukj thav ba**v»d South Vietnam
.»-rt :-r Co-rr.initt '*»;c-*if»»2 *

tectt agreement, wrhoot :*e

knowledge of tha Urveed States, to

grant ufa passage to rttreetrtg

tokter* and lltfepti tn tachenge
tor »ur*rdar of tha provtrcet

Tht sourcea said dvt Seoon
tci'Mt was worse tha* dse rsoet

pete***** Washington forecasta.

Metery aouroaa lottd tha tva

now provnoaa in danger el tp»ng

aa Tav Nknh. 90 rneea oetthwett of

SeigeA Oueng Ngei province. 318

meet northeeet cf tha capital end

Lam Dong, Oueng Ouc end Tayen

Dot. «0 ta U0 mMaa northeast of

Saigon.

Refugees began pouring oat of

Tuyen OuCa n*MnWial canaai n#

Ops* Wcdnaaaty. tut r-*t»ry

oft»oa% ia«i tha govammoni haa

no< rat gman up that p*ov>nca

Tha a^h: of South Vdfnarn't 44

pro%axaa that haut baan «6an

dooad o« ana ta tha prooaaa of

avacuarion ana Qartae. Kontum.

Pla*». Binh Long. Phv» 9oa Ouang
- Pnvoc Long, and Thva ^Han.

virhoaa capital * tha anciani capttat

fhuoc Lang fat last January, and
tha *atc warn abandonad aftar a

ftarca Conins.ntst offanpva ^ tha

Cantttl HighUjndt t*ot oagan
March 10

Tha feaiaai provinco to faM Mat
pnh long, 60 m4at notth of Saigon

on tht bordar of Pbuoc Long Ita

PfOVnclal mpilfl An Lr»:.

w*o>d»Od a atsnonth CornmoMt.
Wog* fel th# I960* and hatd out

aaafrti a bomba»dmar< pf «X>
•Naaaa da>
Tha ConvmiraaT offanava it

batovad tohava givon thata oorryoi

Of bah¥aa)n 50 and 75 par co-t t/

Soutf Vwt-amaaa earrcory, bw.

thantwaia no way to roach an aaac*

parctntago

Tht loa* of Hut. capctf of Tatit

Th»a* Provuica). warn t stunning

paychotogicai b*ow to tha VAai

nt^ntm iHiton. wn<h ccnaioarad

^a old capital t) ntstactuaJ and

ctaoj^i kaytaono.

Tht city mm taiaad by tna

Conrtantttt in tht 1998 Tat of-

tansrwa but rtcapMttd aftar a ftarca

situggW

Schlesinger attacks

Congress on Viet aid

•w 4* *i ..^

View irom the h iq
w
,v. jy in Redwood City, California show) the barge that was

built to aid in the recovery ol the sunken Soviet submarine. It was reported

yesterday that former President Nixon inspected the shipyard where the barge was
being botlt. but that he refused to christen it, because he was not told what the

barge was to be used for. He had approved the project, however.

Plan to raise submarine worth

effort, intelligence sources say
WASHINGTON [UPt\ - Dae***

cstans thai a DA attampt to

rtcovar a Sowaat nucJaar witiali

ujbmarmti Mat not worth tha m\jt>

naicn do*ar tocpeaat. ^«t4sganoa

cfncitti yeattnJey m»nta«wd tha

cpaniten partatt taocaadad and

ceuM ha%e baan "atx anorrnoutfy

nx*>um' cc4ip

Communist
shells stop

evacuations
fWNOM PfNH \UP*\ Com

mynttt-lad rabatt bantud Mask

Luong a*nb apavy thafaeg amactt

fttterday. Mdng avocutton of

Hindtedt of Mounoad itsfava and
oviiant f*on» tha hat Camboddn
govarntntnt atatajia on tha

Mtticng Rrntr batwaan Phnom
ftptfi pad Sotdh Viatnam
Outtsta battsgad Phnom Ptvax

lyi^ammant oarairoopa rffxrrMd

t- I aa,

Tha bo«wt <>«

•ujnna ««rjiodad in tha Paofc 800
1.000 maaa northwatt of HawaA In

190$ and psjngad toil* maat to PW
ocean epor M-rt- %ty-c 86 Ruto*tn*

A apacad ClA dapgnad rttaatfh

ihip and t taper**

±+*>oe baat ey Hpwmd
Summe Corp. at a r<ponad oott of

>JSO maaon. sound ih* tub and
raiaad a third of it hat e«*Tvner Th#

nctiding tha conttoi cantor.

i»mu#sT*w boeipuiar, flvpfcM

tatgat pstaa and nuO—t wifhaadt

waro ta*d to havs tun* bee* to tha

eofaom
Irifafafanei * r».rr#«a «j«i bpfcei

tt*a optraoon Mat made pubac

Tuasday that tha Cantnjf sv

tettpanct Agency nad eipsnad to

go pact for the ftmatider put
tumnar Tha) noatr tppaenj urttXery

m *wm of cpngraaatonat and 01**/

Ctlpppm Tap CtA atoutd not

opnvnant on He pJsna.

There mss tpacutsrioa howavar,

that tha CIA may ptaady

ioco«ertd some Of ti of

gpettgir. mttanai >t mwms and that

ward of a proatetad return trip Mtt

a cover wefun a oowar/' to dwan
SovWt IraaPgenpa

Congrattionai end other cribta

daimad that tha CIA had topandad

vest sums on a uatwaa operation

mvcfvtng *^ alteady obeofeta

lubmarna Mith IMP OT no tOCttt-

$an frank Chu<K D Idaho, tad

the iptcitl Senate cornasinea

Cttaotd aarsar this year to

•ostigete CIA aclivttitt wooVJ
•xViOt PW eahrageig operation of

ins inQtky

•at high tntePuenoe aourcaa lead

UPI that even *om dst portion

"Me«e teen .mo got some uwAii

intotmaspn, marvalout ttihT* »-d

WASHtS'GTON lUPll

CnPftnta Secrettry Jamet P
Schlttingtr bltmad Congtett
yeettrdav tor South vwriam's leap

of ite central n»graandk snd sud <
was leosonabai sp assume the

€o*)nv*n<sit would mount an
anect on Saigon neon veer.

So*** Repubaean Leader High
Seen abo crracieed Cony*ett'

unwasngnast to providt more aid

tp Sasgon. atp^aaaos fear a n
refuting the npspn tp ajoaittoniam.

But Senate Oemocradc Leader

MAe Manffetd tasd die umed
Statet should cut off tM h the

Soui^ V*tiHm4m "4ght eow."
MotnMthsitndwig thee fteeor

oamtorisl loataa

Sctetatsgar. arnargeu feom a
Pain hour prtwaot maeUng with tha

Serum Armed Servicea Com-
m-itee. io*d rapontra The
shnraing Weal of support p the

ippraajjWal ohm <y if»f sdjl

ovawat fnam she hgfia*dt
AH the steel of *aaou*cet for

Souh V ietnam had continued an

the evet ol 1*72 or W% rl wt had
bean Wat rtgopdfy n our fundttg

of South Vteanenx their aeuaton
woiid have been tar better ant!

they would not have been forced to

make wnwd/PM tH
Assad if he btseved tha Com

rnuneta wtre pCdrtoning fhem-

taavea for aa attack cm Saigon next

year. SchSaenger tad "l tftrrt ttul

it very reataratat I think that they

wlisejn tuch pa attack"

rvunpfleld. taaung to repcroart
before iht Senaat oonrened. wet
eeked erhan he would aice so tea Pd
10 Sx/th Veenaa cut oh "Rght
*.'A f»e rtplstd cunfr

Meantiata Sena Charwt Mc-
Matfiaa. R had., and Adiet
Stevenson. DM., intrcdeepd
legsptdon to and raeeary aaMeJtnce
to Saigon at of Juae » (conemJc
end rejenenjurian *d would not be

much
do aw want to support tfte

iswreja. bioeify svar.1 Two yean'
Three yeef» ,

Tse 5te»er«cn Uatriat nrrposaf

p mare reatrtcote Pen m* by
5eta frent Church Oi^a ami

• free ft CtaisuL R Kar>., - mut
favsted h> Pieedent Ford - fgr a
tfeeerepr |Pem pgt «a nvltary
'» Mitrala

an ntafagence coep of tnw
pnoportiona.

(parts atadatd tht

part to eaafyae rnaihods of

ttrucion. compoeason of

and compo»-er«tt and conpered dse

facts +*h CJA aetiieaaa

evakujtiont of 1891 or t

dse Gctata ftoi tec* to *a
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State employees seek pay raise
Over 5000 protest

Dukakis proposal

BOSTON IAP\ - Abo* GJOOO

charting. Pen bearing state em*
pAoyet mp*chad on dsa Staot Mouse
vet'.trdav. fur*aut Mith Gov.
Michael S. OiAekeV »tfweaJ to

award them an n paroanr cotiof-
ihing pay «aee.

Tha wortara dementtrated
^usPde the Staot Mouaa ae tstsr

tsedert and avpponert psseded
wth die ksgfalapjra't fNiteic Sarvtoe

Commajoee so endorse the pay
ocreaee or face^ tveet of a work
stoppage by tha stare's 63.000

anTptpyoee
Tht wort era - many chamng

' I percent tor food and rant" and
''OukeaJt says cutback, we say

fight back" - rrerthed ia front of

the State House snd down a side

street adjecant to Gatdnar
Audilotium, Mhpra tha pubkc
hearing waa hatd

CtptoJ fcaca Oart •eul Ocharty

tssd asp crowd numbered about

o.OOO m its peak . at Mttropottan

(heiilCI Commission off*ctrt

•eeiforead Cephoi poPoa One men
wat arretted at police deared the

crowd troet faath and siain»ava

outade tha sudtonun Oohsrtv

Ur Set tteta itw. the ad-
teaaieteauen is raoMted to Me a
cati-oi-avT>o pay raise bd for state

workers; but it it rot rpputed to

pnovsde funds for it Dvkekis has
tatd the snsta. faced wh> a budget
detlpt of at least iXO mason.
cannot eHord the pay .>ae for

e>ther trtata workers or

rexspttntt

Under a new collect'*?

btngprpng law. fowewer. state

errpioyoa can negosaot for a pay
fake laser P4s rear Tht ad
rrsrttiraoop baa sad »f empiatti
get a pay raise trvoegh aargaiMJng.

waPpia teopanti arto +r* be g%en

an incraaae.

Oubakra hat aapeiarpd dste dse
state we tava some sfO mason by
deny«xi the ocrtatet

es past yeara. r-ait enrpiovet
have had anruat cottoflwng PPY
nctaesea ranging isom 33 percent
10 6.2 ptror

FOOl ^|it
m

RENT ***'&» F0OD eliJF il
.

R
!
NT m^ rent T^?°<

'

t»# room waa filed to

capecrty wth about 600 persons,

although tha etdamce thinred in

the lata efoaraocn. around the same
the Oenvvujtrpaon on tha

petered out

Moat Of tha teavnony waa Vom
ewsploie uraon itedart and
rt of the rank and Rat Only

a few legislators endorsed tha pay

One who did, Rap. Rayrnond L.

fiyrm, D Boston, ted H the
egakvxire doaa not grant Pw e>
creaee - and Pwn crvernde e

oubtrnaeoneJ veto - 1 predict a

A pari of the crowd thet demonstrated at the State House yesterday is shown
picketing in favor of an 1 1 per cent pay hike for state employees mat Gov. Michael
Dukakis has refused to grant.

Boston school masters to submit

integration plan to judge today

Dost* head of e*

BOSTON IAP| - Four court-

appoe-eed rnaatsrt in dse tottpn
school deeagrtgason caae wel

recommend a final plan so U.S.

e^ e»ar ewt ^a

But wase said the pien

dse tubaKt of negedaiion veeee«dey

and waa not cornpeKefy written. He
said ha did not know what

that; dse court a tatong over the

tchoo* tyslem"
Witte said "The official

ajapgntfaam ol **< v:*«>n ayiaVI
^ •• edajsi

news
summary

Talks In business'

ASWAN Igtpt uPn
Saoeury pi $tar)t Harry A.

Kieamge* btovght to €gypt
veenarday perhaps decorvt new
hvaai proposals tryvig to keep em«e

negotsssona for a tecond state

Itraek arrhdrawsl n :•>• Sine

daeatt
"Wa art tta in busmaaa.'* a-

Amrcan offipat tad aa Kananger

new favt wth s*»e new proposals

dratted m a marathon leraea cabinet

rneesng durng the past 24 hoot
that delayed KwtUger'a feurth

thurtlt four onet
A tenter Ataencen cmcajl afeoard

Kejpnger's pejna stSd there p tot

np agrted fr*TWM«ork for tha ac-

cord - how tar Israel wel wrtndraM
n eachange *Q* Mtujt toyptia-

conceetspns

Maiden names OK'd

BOSTON \AP\ - Married

« wowen wd soon earn the statutory

J tigM in MasaatNderis to taap dvas*

I
maiden nanea. after si« yean of

One proposal now awaitng i»e

•prerura of Gov. Mdhaaf S.

fXaakta and two othert maknQ
thee way skrough the legnatojtt

asm to clartfy the commorvlew ngk t

a Moman atraady haa so choose her

rnprnad name
A ipokeeman lor the governor

eetd Oukatp fe»ort the item of ire

b* new on hit dees, a generp

mitatre anjNewng csecrlmnatksn

against persons becavte of the**

chc<e of «%arhed rujese.

Gas hike proposed

Cuenfy and Mtrtcssei trnpkepsx ^T '

Jscw «. Buiklay fur Mekhirv ^
eat stale pay laiaa

hiii Lhotat.' 0uy%
turksty Were not

Want mrt OaiiaisSatsj We're mm
atkirtj you to gtat Morkara wkpr
Per/ re ensiled tn No mot «sv

w

easter

• M

top of the compus

i-8 pm. S~*
5^9-6000 f

-afaara >t ^b^

SUPER PIZZIRIA

;;- c^s m
frre teaVafJ e aaaatst m4 taaltnaaf

Pri:«i

•SO*

»' a»

tHUUNUI
10* at

1 Llltt f'JIJ
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Phonothon collects $25 thousand
TMC VAiSACMUSBTTS DAILY COLLttOlAN

TltTlTlaajipltJ

Mora than $35,000 ha* bun ptedDsd »o UUm by ^imv in tha fVst

(n*S* C4 tht Studct A>.rrm Phonotfcon, accrwoteg * ftitnda Rau.
laajft irrt 10 the turd taiaeiQ dove
Through tha*« *g*t o**v 3d60 atuTv* tos par cant of trow cadad by

taudtm vofurtotrsl hevtpkadoad I:& 3*4.70, accord**) oo **i $ha added
t^ cnc hall ot tho aArrue catted have graduated since l«6&

phtnothon in Hkt country wad Rau.

New fraternity elected

to Greek Council
9y$TCV> MACAULAY

A new fratsmJty. Zsta P*L
rvgM vv« votad -mo G**t* Co**><«.

b^omng tha J|m voting mamb*'
in It* Great: ana*

John Tat*, proeidtn t of tht

Courses; MM thai fko ntW
'« a 9raat boost 10 tht

aryasarn. * Tata a»ao said that iNa
damorarxate* th* growing marts*
in the Cnaafc Ht tryst

Throt UMaat ttudarot mat w»m
Cd Bow*, tha G«**k Ana* dkocror.

and tspftttod tha* oraratr *i

starting a naw fratcmry on cam**
Oft August *4. 1874. Sow* In-

ttoduoad them to aavarol n#t»onai

ftet*rn«>«s •rtuvtstad n gatrjng on
campus, but lati tNa final cnok* up

to tha ma
Pet* Rody. wc* ptasxte-c of /eta

Pet, spoke ro t*o Grass. Courol
about thf tat* tha fJwaa man feced
After buidog rhbr Aumbara *p to
1* **• group orooteey pttdgad Zata
Pajat *o Otrrmoad) chapter. Rody
•trnaad tha cooperation racwvsd
from thekr frtoa»«ek*a wu*%*
branch Mt sod. 'V/t wart vary
•mp/*eeed with Zata Pm SmtarM.
at they wart with us." It vmi aavan
mortha barwaan tha meeting e*

fJaasai cnVo. and tha format
kaJtation of 24 UMan nan at Zata
Paff UConn chapter on March 0.

T*o UMasa Preeedent of Zata P*J

Str*a Puptfea, aa< *lt won ond
s*4 a\ o>at a feaammg atportanco
tor * of ua."

Tha moaoy laiiaiJ by tho pooaoanon is uaad » funO tha

t*agr*m v* apabal programs bans, aOoOtdbng to phonothon chorp^aon
Sva*a S*tScr Piadgaa can ba rasirietad to spacftc programs, but Itau tod

4VM *\va don't anoouroga raavcbena.'

SitOcti! wfwtvtn havt baan corring »i Ufga rfjmba*s. and aar%a en
o>arjatophonaaonafrat, comt.lrataarwabaais. Last •***. 300 *o<ur*aars

sliowtd up, occcrdfcig to Rau. Sudani vo4jn>aars ree#v« hco baar and
food, and Rati ncoad that 36 caaaa c0 baar wan usad up during tha Am
4ajhl days of tha down

C 'Jb*aa dorm • tha kadog group n tarrra of nvonty pfadtOdl baatg

"wtttm ifva kad* by raamg HoOO. tacJ Rnu
Cttadboama dorm m aacond. and wnarana piaco H«d in runaa raoad

ai tht indrytdoat racat, fid Mandcrt gl Crsbtraa is kaadng avnti a total Ot

11700 pfadgad. Marayn Schmide •« aacond *tth SrtO. a-d tht test Of tht

lop ten a doaa. said 9Uu
T>0 lop group vnra tha pnaa of a party, and tfwj top indrVOtiaJ fund

*aatfa raoaaVt a UMata rocking chat*.

CoMaetng tht monay trujr a ptedgad b) not amefa of a ppobkm. says

Ra», mhj aatmatad that 9b par cam of trtoaa Mho ptedga monay atitutifv

pay iL

ihoaa who ptedgt aaonoy iKavf a raouosi card ti thamaf aeon jIl-

having baan catted, and than D* 1»ndf coma feKO tht Akjmm oHco
dwoughouc tha yaar Thata«noc4td>bay?yp«()b*em:'saMSaca>r
Tha phcncnhoA wM continua for 1*1* waa4s n Aprl. m ordtr oo maeh

ma ovarafl goal of 4fJ0LOOO. "Wa thoutj make that goal w>th no probtem."

•aajftau Sht aajo aapacts tha goal of WSO siudani voHaitetct to ha rmi

* Governing Board

* State budget cut
cont. from p. 1

Bromary latd. "Thtro b a vaay
out but t « 4 dangarous tfmg so
gat mvofvad lr By hochtq up
bateon faaa d**acify aath tha
budgart. wtxjatvar monay addad
onto turson would bt pvrt back »itn

tha buogat
Yfich oar pttsant fiscal

ajalOBpaaj *gg -.-...-. • ... ejj

turton costs ooaai i»a> WOOD tebon
cost of tht Urrvarsrry of Vatnont-
Bv», \WAt Vamtont, Bromary aaad.

UMata raould hovt a marfcmrg
prcotemarth priv** i itatajaja

B»o-<tY said. "Tha idao It worth
iDOi iHl '' bul f.r ruaf Njgl -it

Wo ona't gong to say 'I wok to
grva up part of my taajry.' Bromary

cont. from p. 1

tht atterjtith'want of a barA as wo*
as quasiOAang whathar tha bank
•*a sorva tha ntmh of studs***.

Tht ropon concfudad by raooav
rwancing that a bank not ba
Miibnshcd
Board rraaanbara Arthur Slac4a\

Mfcon Korttain and John Hays
uprtaaad ooncam that tha board
had no wraoan convnitmant froa»

tht adrraraatraoon that thara wdJ ba
tt.dant input into tha trad dtcteo"
to put a baric in tha Campaa
Camar.

'V/p hava a vorbaf ccawrritment

that stitdants wai ha%o input mte
tht bank/ Stiohi said, but ~t
havt no wwrjoan c^nvnaynant. It

Mtms to mt tha tuASing vms bu4t

on vtrtjof cornrnitrntnt and look

«*a* wo'va got."

in suppon of tna bans, board
rKmbar Stapnan Lowte said, i

ajasoted y

r^-.r,*ir.>.: at.~. .>:rit»-rnl gfBJkJfJI

wai havt to ba hkod.

Taggan alto wM dte board that

ha had rtctwod word 4>om CC
Orocior »hn Corkar that ht fall N

Is ktepp*spram for d*o board ua

piofassionai Mar*'

on its oaart Tha boa**

voted two woaks ago so assabto'

ocmmmaa to avtAatbt tht

iormanoat of CC tmoMgmt
Slelano Ph4 Amioo. John Carta*

*4 Cad Ckty.

Corkar told tha boat*
^prooadurta for tht rovteva of aao
proteaatenai staff mamber haaa
baan tttto*t»ad by tha parse*

ofnea" *h4 that tho avarus****

aroctat tht board was trying aa

astablish was not within aw
authonfr"
Taggarl cut off dabata on ratj

asauo 9hS tofd tha board rt wajaaA

Codas* but Unajtrtito

Unlotewlfliail similar
• uffott Irum m rasa) of
ftatfuratl lilanfity as
talroifkaw Is kirnkan in

pwaitllo liy ilir ai .

'MUA vote

top brass

this week

• m

aaa) r»

II

•

Summer course testings

*• *aw

*%*

rtts tt*%rsi]ajs

•CtbmHfJim* The "Raspberries
9 *

4to»
^+

Support
the

P.A.I.G.C.
IhtLQYOHAYNtS
OS0ck rVawa Smvtcm

As sou rrwy or may not know,

organuanens bods locaJty and

abroad htva coma of aga m ac-

oordanca to tha* own paoptt,

e-stton, and-or group to and ma
cracocaa of raosm. coknaiom
aad imp^ aJanv

Tna PAXGC <Party of African

saateajjnaanra at fauna* mm +m
' spa vs*da it-*--ua>, t«d al

Madififiai tinoar

i«r« afctody m
U i*t( 4f la.a rff|

•Oivu*- autarw " •VStJ

till ki ..,,. || «M tSO

ikawiilftna vf QhJ9m
.• arrrwa iim^jw .

una uf Ote him ssftvnw***

ttarosaasi asar pa«a««iHi-i

a <aatra«>awti aasftkt ay a
'fas***

Tito PAiOC tkkaktuM a«a»

IIM um m ramfw* **
^^^^ajaat^^^^B ^as a^^ai^A^da^ias. A^B^^fl^as ^^^^a\r^tnasr m? m»»iin^^k sfava ^^9

.<4lkkaa oarrw , » lhaaa tat

1 1 »a rdarm our aanftui mm mm

kvoatbirntd hat I'Ocvtndanca sinca
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Commentary

Singing the budget blues
DV0OiA3Sr>W7Tf

DM yo» ever get tht teeing th«t tomecne
in fto siiio d out to get aW If oc<. you had
better alert getting that teotng p*em toon <K

you may ftrrf yourtdf M <1 IV ureete

tooting tot a job ttei doeee't **j*t.

ft we go down to Gove*«o» Dvtekd'

V*tparig of the UMeara budget wthoet
f v>i. it wd orey bo tho ijegetreng of • lerej

•int of trcrooMd coat* 4 id reduced service*,

ateoukj ate© tejntl iKo or. « ol tho ewepentiv*

afeea cotrgt eyatem istt A row in ccwfirJorv

If you dCeY*l bekeve it then* of tht 100 pot

otnl meroat* in UirJOo thel ht* been

etoataoeJ for retxt a^methy
aocn ihxd b* on* of the b*t<

rumen nghta, nee thy rrwojetree cf tht tkh.

Th* prteet* echoed In OH rjtt, headed by

Borneo Utr»trtirf PttVtent John L S*bw.
*oukJ kke to tot etev fuad* eftftad tkeer

way to tho* they .r^pt balance fteer

Ptymentt tnd **doce theei tutor* S*bw
*ty* tho? h* • flwce f*e privet* ached
operations 01 m oaoiwjaed coal of SUi
Mfllon o year, nftch Jutt reppani to to wry
dot* 10 tht yOtty coot 01 UMees W*h t»o

Si no having bee* recently declared 1X0*0.

ire* couki bo ptfl Ol #0 •Ifdnde used in

future- budget am
Tht contOQucnott ol troot eretted fundi

a tfiOt ihty may ctutt UMott on) other
•ijtf tc*ooft to draatcaty fcrooto 0>*u
tueoH to n>otco u? foe tht ott ttott fund*

prices w * be •OOvl l*o um*. sno everyone

wd go to 6U * UMott tottt (a* **m*.
Th* utdntteftbon • cdvouV,- invetd

Thoe* 0000% who COaJd not *f«ord M|)OM
B U bofo<o w* not bt obit *a go to uW*m

//
Education should be

one of the basic human

rights, not a prerogative

o4 the rich
//
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going to IMA*** by tt much ot S2.0Q0 1 >ot»
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of * won* •**#?.neMrv* rrerkee to thee ol
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be too dot.

Oo%>$ Su*rnV d s CoMtgmn Carvnw^erar

Old soldiers never die...
6V S7£PH£H TOAStX
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the anemic bond n DOS there

donous period in reefiery rhaj

looted upon, not ot a thettrt of terror, but
one of herorajii. On the open ot?teheid t boy
oeuJd bexomo a man m r>«i ro» hm
tefWeehfWorttedhomhdi^hoieanddtg
a wounded buddy to atf*r> Thaee eetre tre)

day* whtn en untnown tod dot A«ow
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meddt, bteor^e • tetonoi Aoro and tee/ in

hdownaittti ^eecrten Theeewere
the dtyt when men fought end wen were.
Ttw- Son; deyi And they era

tawdry tairmdh m the tdddd Ceet ft o*d

iatNontd. btedefW
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type wef And ddn t

we c^rtdvot feee irtah up t teiepekKoe Qf 9

terebtd ground ecdon over in Vietnam' We*,
it rutt on't the tame Take Vietnam. The key

to that fleece d tht word 'leveled" We
coutdh : put e%wryeang we had ev» thought

tor feet of that dawdV rwdder etoud theft

oewn hanging ovejr our httdi dnot MjfJIUM
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Ightinga gutrdt war. wteeh no one con win
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From our perspective

A medical marvel
Whati Mark Citron, former Crtdlrpcr$on of th* SluOetM*

Health Advisory Board, attended a coilggg medical
semirwr in To**t> laf>t semester, he expected to learn how
other universities were coping with tha-ir problems. He
was quite surprised, however, to find himself In the
spotlight as the UMass Intlrmary representative.
The Collegian Is not surprised While some ad-

ministrative services on campus have viewed students as
antagonists, the intlrmary has been providing excellent
health care to th* students.

What makes the infirmary such a big success is. quite
simply, the people who work there. Nurses, technicians
and physicians otv^r seem too busy to lend a professional
hand or sympathetic ear. Indeed they %rt interested In the
well-being of the students here.

The professional care Is also ol high caliber. Or. Robert
Cage doserves a great deal of credit for organizing the
staff and new infirmary. In such a position, the Harvard
Medical School graduate has no equal. The infirmary is

now run by Barry Averill and Dr. Thomas AAcBride.
Truer there are isolated Incidents many students could

bring up showing the lack ol good care the infirmary ex
tends. But the Collegian believes they 6ft nothing more
than isolated incidents.

To all those connected with the infirmary, keep d^ the
good work!
>Wuway^edattrvait* /t5ua»evu

of £dttWM.

James A. Nollet

Questionable control
Ore ot the cropcattd actuton* to for * 2 bedroom rairaed flat. Th*y htvt

Amherat't r>oueing ahcrttgt d rant centre*, rented thei apartment amc* before th^

Rem conord. m evttch rent o cdwrremod r»ot deugfner'a terth 11801 1, end aw ttd rant

by :- rree market but by law. d legal in ccmBrcaed. «*xe the r*ec de-comiof bd
Mauuxhueetu owy in comm*r>riet wfxh eooempwd. ard dd not t*tataacthe*V rtecod.

reedem The popUetdn of Arrhertt d
necottarey vaaadnt Kowevw. t»e type of

rent oonttoi eeaeabtt to large Mettechutetu
oenwHifetej* o otfferent Hare, landkydt art

parmrtted to charge tome ptreentage, toy S

Mpentet? On the one hend. it t coo oaty rot

a potdcian totting reettetdn to aev

•3traotot* «aptntat hoping to ewn vote*. On
eat ottwr tenoV *% **to too eeey for e

to be bought o#f by
•

Commentary

Amherst rent control gaining power
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Letters to the Editor

Nestelbaum: Ain't got no respect
To the Editor:

In my opinion, Zamir Nestelbaum's article in

Tuesday's Collegian only showed ignorance, and utter

disrespect for the third world. Just look at his ethnic

slur about the Poles and their alleged order for six

thousand bayonets [with complete instruction

manuals?]! That kind of humor is unnecessary. It is

also surprising coming from such a liberalpaper as the

Collegian.

While much of the arms sold to the third world are,

indeed wasteful, the oilproducing states in the Middle

East do have cause for worrying. After all, they pump
the oil that fuels most of Western Europe and Japan

I we in the United States also import heavily from the

Middle East].

Britain used to maintain stability in the Persian Gulf

by stationing her own troops there. In this day and

age of national self determination, these states should

assume responsibility for their own defense. They can

surely afford it. If we deny them the protection that

they need, they will remain vulnerable to coercion

from more powerful states, for example, the Russians,

who already have a massive fleet in the Indian Ocean
threatening the Persian Gulf. We in the United States

should not allow ourselves to the lulled by detente.

Gone is the era of Pax Americana. Russia is now more
forthright in her demands on third world nations. If we
want our grandchildren to enjoy the freedoms and
privileges that we enjoy, we had best do all we can to

check Russia and her desire for "world communism.

"

Maybe our economic system needs revision, but I'd

rather see change come from within America, not

from the leaders in Moscow.
Thomas P. Youngren

A lack of nuclear knowledge
To the Editor:

/ would like to point out a common misconception

reflected in Mr. Romano's cartoon of March 19. Many
people who oppose nuclear fission power plants fear

that an atomic pile might explode. The core of a pile is

graphite laced with fissionable material and
moderators [neutron absorbing substances which
control the reaction]. If a pile did go critical [a

runaway chain reaction] it could not explode. The
intense heat would malt the graphite and the core

would melt. The resulting slag would render the plant
inoperative, but there still could not be an explosion.
Mr. Romano 's inclusion of a mushroom cloud in his
cartoon reflects either ignorance or scare tactics, both
of which impeach his message. If Mr. Romano wishes
to oppose fission plants he should first study their

operation and construction. Then he may be able to
seriously command the attention of the public by
showing them real dangers, rather than chimeras.

Dale H. Cook

The "F": Linsky's folly?

To the Editor:

Stephen Linsky's proposal for a better grading

system won't do a thing to improve the situation, and
it surprises me to realize that he doesn 't see it himself.

For starters, his plan will not change anything

because he has still not abolished the letter grade, he

has just extended the pass-fail requirement so that

more students can take their required courses without

putting any effort into them. It is very fine to carry on

about how the pass fail option enables students to

expand their vistas by taking courses in areas where

their competency is not equal to that of others

without destroying their GPA, but the solid truth is

that far more often than not, the pass-fail option is

used to fluff up one's average by eliminating a poor

grade which would be received for a difficult course.

There is no system of self grading which will

provide more accurate results than the present system

unless the baste character of students changes.

Students are competitive; if there is any way to get

the top grade, they will try to get it, and with the least

amount of input possible. This is a fact, and not an

idealistic rambling.

As far as counting "F's" goes, I feel that this is a

good idea, too. Why should one person who gets a

"D" in a course have a 1.0 averaged into his cum
when his friend, who gets an "F" has no change. This

is clearly unfair. According to the grading system, a

"C" or 2.0 is supposed to be average. However, the

average GPA on campus is about 3.0. One reason for

this is not that students are smarter than average

here, but rather that "F's" do not count. The lowest

grade is actually a "0", 1.0. This shifts the average up.

Ask yourself: Which people on campus are worried

about "F's" being counted? The answer is those who
are willing to put the feast amount of effort into their

courses and are likely to receive an "F". It is these

people who the administration are correctly referring

when they say that [quoting Mr. Linsky] "There is no

room for student responsibility in making UMass 'a

place of academic excellence' ".

Why should the administration expect opposition

when they finally come up with a good idea?

Steven H. Gardner

Review of a reviewer

To the Editor:

After reading Ed Smith's review of The Fires of Jubilee: Nat Turner's

Fierce Rebellion, I'm convinced that he has a brilliant career ahead of him

as a book reviewer. Already he has mastered the technique of criticizing a

volume he's only glanced through and offering weighty opinions on a

subject he knows,nothing about. Already Smith has learned to attribute

implications to a book which it emphatically does not imply. Already he has

learned to attack a book for leaving out things it does not in fact leave out

[such as "sociological" and environmental factors]. Already'Smith himself

has mastered the book reviewer's trick of criticism by omission-that is, of

ignoring all the factors, conditions, themes, and evidence which the book

stresses in seeking to understand its subject.

Should Smith polish up his slanted and unfair techniques, he should

have little trouble in getting a book reviewer's job at some place like Time.

Stephen B. Oates
History Department

Life insurance leeches
To the Editor:

I'm sure a lot of fellow seniors have been besieged sometime this

semester by those parasites who sell life insurance. Jesus, they're a/ways

on our backs about how much we need life insurance and how, as smart

sensible students, we should prepare for our future now, before its too

late.

After talking with three bullshit ters in the fast month I can't take their

crap anymore. The next one that calls me up I'll tell I'm planning to drop

dead soon. These swivel jaws are worse than door to door salesmen. They

are really hungry for our money, and regard us as first class suckers.

I would recommend a lot of investigation before making any com
mitments to these clowns. If someone takes up a policy and finds out in a

few years how bad it is, all one's investments will be lost if a change is

desired. If anything, a short-term loan [5 years or sol would suffice until

you have the essential information to make a permanent decision. But that

should be the limit. If there is any way the university could keep the

student rosters away from leeches like those mentioned above. I wish it

would be done. Another pain in the ass Ijust don 't need.

Norm Robinson

Trustees'
meeting

April 2, 2 PM
Rm. 101 C.C.

Athletic funding unfair?
To the Editor:

I'd like to raise the question of whether women should pay the same
athletic tee as men pay, when the money is not equally used to fund the

women's u*d men's athletic programs.

Sally Holmes

ynARCM20-2l'22
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•— chines* restaurant

homemade mandflri*th

cuisine

dine with our ethnic

treats and out -of the way
finds in Chinese cookery

call 586 4562
open 11am.-10p.m. tues-sun
193 locust st (route 9)
florence , mass.
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IMPORTANT
•
FINANCIAL AID NOTICE
* PLEASE NOTE * *

A. ALL U Mass Financial Aid applicants should pick-up and file the U MASS ap-
plication for aid as well as the appropriate financial statement and other required aid
applications. All forms should be available in the Financial Aid Office (243 Whitmore)
AFTER April 1, 1975.

For priority consideration, the U MASS application MUST be complete and filed

BEFORE May 1, 1975.

B. Applications and assistance will be available in the following locations:

1. CAMPUS ASSISTANT CENTER (Campus Center Concourse) —
April 8-16: 9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m.
April 9-10: 7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

2. FINANCIAL AIDOFFICE (243 Whitmore Administration Building) —
April 1-30: 9:30 a.m. -4:00 p.m.

C. Special GROUP INFORMATION SESSIONS will be held on campus at the following
times and locations:

1. Orchard Hill-Central

2. Southwest

3. Sylvan

4. Northeast

5. Campus Center

Tuesday, April 1

6:00 p.m. 8.00 p.m. AND
8:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.
Baker Lounge (Basement)

Wednesday, April 2

6:00 p.m. -8:00 p.m. AND
8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
Hampden Resource Center

Thursday, April 3

6:00 p.m. -8:00 p.m.
Cashin Basement

Thursday, April 3

8:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.
Lewis Recreation Room

Tuesday, April 8; Friday, April 11;

AND Monday, April 14

12:00 Noon-2.00 p.m.
Colonial Lounge, Student Union
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Buses over

vacation run

less often
During Spring Vacation, the

Student Senate Transit Service will

be operating on an abbreviated

schedule as printed below. Personal

schedules will be available at the

Bus Garage, the CC Info desk and
on the buses. There will be no night

service or weekend service March
22, 23, 29, and 30. For further in-

formation call: 5-TJ056 or 5-2086.
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quotes

Handicapped employment line started
A new toll free information and

referral line by the Commission on
Employment of the Handicapped

has been established.

The purpose of the line for use by
employers and handicapped in-

dividuals is to provide a

clearinghouse where handicapped

individuals can obtain information

regarding services and facilities

available to them for job placement,

to provide a central location where
employers can place job orders and

to provide a clearinghouse for

obtaining information on legislation

related to employment of the
handicapped.

The line's number is 1-800-392-

6077 or in the Boston area 727-

6470.

Dukakis will attend

Greenfield meeting

Scott to produce TV show
Larry Scott, a University Year for

ACTION Center staff memeber, will

produce an "Open Door" show to

be aired tomorrow at 6:00 p.m. on
Channel 57.

The intent of the production is to

provide those in Western
Massachusetts with an assessment
of Minority Education at the

UMass.

Governor Michael Dukakis will be
in Greenfield March 24 at 7:30 p.m.

to attend a Town Meeting.

Citizens are urged to attend the

meeting at Greenfield High School

Auditorium, Lenox Avenue,

Greenfield.

The Greenfield town meeting is

the fifth in a series of meetings

Governor Dukakis has called. The
Governor has scheduled town
meetings every two weeks to sit

down with area residents for a

candid 90-minute discussion of key

state and local issues.
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Stockbridge Livestock Classic notices
March 31 — Horse Clinic at

Grinned Arena, 7 p.m., Monday.
Bring $5.

April 3 — Haltermaking, Thur-

sday, Grinned Arena, 6:30 p.m. All

showing beef and dairy must make

their town halter. Bring $2 to cover

cost of rope.

April 12 - Pony Clinic, at the

Pony Bar, 6:30 p.m. Mandatory
meeting; demonstration clipping

and showing.

April 1 - Livestock Classic

meeting in Stockbridge Reading
Room at 7:00 p.m. All superin-

tendents and committee members
must attend.

Rotary Club holds antique show, flea market
The Amherst Rotary Club's sixth

annual antique show and flea

market will be held from 10 a.m. to

5 p.m. Sunday, March 23 in Pratt

Cage, Amherst College.

This is the largest indoor show in

Western Massachusetts, according

to show manager Malcolm W.
Turner. More than 100 selected

dealers from the New England

region will be exhibiting antique

umiture, glassware, bric-a-brac,

old tools, prints and maps, jewelry

and other specialties.

Proceeds from the show are used

by the Rotary Club to support a

number of community betterment

projects. Last year the Rotary Club

contributed $3,600 to 11 worthy

causes in the area. Most of the

money was raised at the flea

market.

Everywoman's Center sponsors self-defense workshop
Can you get out of a hand- hold?

Do you know if you can scream?

On April 5, A Day of Self-Defense

sponsored by Everywoman's
Center will enable woman to begin

to learn how to defend themselves.

This workshop will be a time for

woman to learn alertness and

awareness in potentially dangerous

situations. Films," demonstrations

and an opportunity for women to

learn a bit of basic self-defense will

be offered. The cost of the

workshop is $12.00 and will run

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more
information call or drop in at

Everywoman's Center, 506 Goodell

on the UMass campus, 545-0883.

Everywoman's Center's hours are

Monday thru Friday 10 a.m. to 4

p.m. and Wednesdays 1 p.m. to 8

p.m.
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Outside surgery must be approved
If you are planning surgery or

hospitalization away from school

during the spring break (or any

other time), contact the Health

Center IMMEDIATELY at 413-549-

2671, Ext. 174.

The Insurance Plan will pay for

care obtained outside the Health

Center only when it could not have

been rendered by Plan Surgoons ot

the Cooley Dickinson Hospital, and

only when it is upprovod in advance

and in writing by a Plan Physician at

the Health Center

The Plan work* this way,
because it is thn only way the in*

surance company can gunmntoo

H.ich MXtwiKivii covtiutgit .it xuch an

untirjufllly low prnmium cost to you.

Thn basic idea is that the Health

Services can make arrangements to

obtain hospital, surgical, and
specialty services for students at a

lowor cost, and it can teko certain

stops to provont tho unnecessary

uso of thoao costly sorvicos.

Recession inflates interest in economics
On college campuses, the

nation's economic ills have inflated

interest in basic economic courses.
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Gymwomen to defend
E.A.I.A.W. title

By BILL DOYLE
While most everyone else at

UMass is beginning vacation, the

top seeded UMass women gym-
nasts will be defending their

E.A.I.A.W. gymnastics cham-
pionship tonight and tomorrow
afternoon in Dillon Gym at Prin-

ceton, N.J.

The Minutewomen were seeded
first in the 29 team field because
they had the highest team point

average in the east, 102.6.

Spn>0t*4d was seeded second, ee
« ruad a 10V99 eue/ege Pern State

« thwj wfch a 1004 ***>H*
Clarion State « fourth whh • K03
eve<eee. end Southern Connecticut

a Sflh. e»erogewg 99.7 poinis pw

Torejht the seem end a* around
chernp>oner»c» w« be deoded em)
lu—arrow eftwmocn at 200 p.n\

mMi the ireSMduef tithe w*l be

win," Coach Virginia Evans said,

"but this year we have the toughest
field to compete against, which is

good because we should improve
with the competition.

"There is only a 2.3 point spread
between the top four teams, so

anyone of those teams could win
it."

Coach Evans said that UMass will

have Jeannine Burger, Susan
Cantwell, and Pam Steckroat in the

all-arounds. Burger is the defending
EAIAW al around chomp.
Strtcf Get Hennee end Meren

KuSck w*t compete in reusing
eking w*h Veehwomen Cheryl
Smth On ^revon bare w*i be
OebbJe lew. Unde Masgin, e*d
Am CSson Compotng on balance
beew wi bo Cindy Severyu . Mergie
M*jr«*. end C>eryl S™th Oaeon,
Smith end Akcw Ooode
rep*eeeni UtAeje h the

Mm Ml 01 ro~P«tr>;

$pnn;fle<d. e«enn Stese, eed
Clenen at 630 tc*vght

"We have e flood chance *>

Qeeiflei be*? the defardmg ell-

around champ, Surger is aleo :
k*

de*tndng floor e»e'Clie end
uneven ber cn*r>p*X

rdruupiiuut (his bwsori Burger
hasn't been able to put together
four strong events in one meet.
Typical of the season, in the last

two meets of the year, Burger had
three strong events but she broke in

her routine in the fourth. Against
Southern, she fell during her floor

routine and against Westchester
State, she fell off the beam.

"If she hits her floor rcjtine,"

Coach Evans said, "Burger could
repeat as champ in the all-

erounde."

AHo • threat in the ett>e*ou*de

for UMeea it freehwomen Sueen
CeaeweM. mho Out*co/*d Burger in

it* ehereunde in even/

<o#c *o lest one ol the

WiWflHOJW, CenrweTa beet tm*
of the aeeeon hee been 36. Ji. thee

aeemi Southern.

Centwet shoiid be a strong

contender on the beteroe beon\
which a her beat event

"Soth Burgar and Cental rwve
looked reefy good tn practice tree

week,'* Coech Ivans eatd Xhn
depw atculd naaty hwp n the

cfw/rp«>nerepe, too*"

The eop ean trdt^dude in each
ran go » a* finite Setudey
Afternoon.

Coach fvjne aeid "s-
Souhem'e Cow Ooweitoy. who
soteied XI X> agonal I Mesa. Pane
State's Karon Scbuckmen, the

defending national Champ,
Clarion's Karen Breseck. and
Springfield'* Katharine

turn to p. 14

Nissan is not only a brand of broad out also a brand ol
balance beam, as soon above The Minulewomen
gymnasts will bo trying to defend their Eastern
champtonsltlp at Princeton this weekend.

Garter's Gorillas set;

face Cornell Tuesday
'H used so be trot rto sprung break ww a gxodbme

for soma schrnmego gamos and a good bete to tea
what we've got." oak) Lacrosse coach fhek Caitoi.

"row, aval wo* bo gong right into it'

Whet coach Garter and hie Latfroses Gordoo we be
"going nghl into," wel be 4te atari of the regular

eeaecn vehee the rest or* the urrretutr e on vocation.

There wO not be e voeaoon ol any kind for th*

Mcutemen atckore ae they wel cont>*u« theer

ptactoe eeeeo* «mh a Saturday co^rear at V00 pax
»)tm Boeion State The game w* be pfievad behand
p.:,tv*-

rweathaspernnMh| gadNBgi ttojvMmtm
im^da the Cage

Aireodv iho tpriro the GorMas hove aovnmaged
Yale, and Naaaau end Farm*o*ate Janior Cottagea in

Mew York.

Garber Gorillas Tim Murphy and Andy SchoHor
storm the Head alter Jell Spoontr's game-winning,
last second goal against Brown lest season.

Wa%t» ©eon playing fairty weJC" sod Garber Oer

special toama idcaa deAenee and manup and man-

dw»n toarMl have bean piayieo very *t*~
Oi oHomo emoogh*»a/va tafeeoi a kxt of •hcoa."

ha contirHiadL "Wa ba%a not scored *e* waa^
The GorBee ere then be trevaMng to Long Hierc

where they vaal eeajh ihoV regular soason.

Ti»e*l>y they wMteoe Comae. e>e number 3 ranked

eemo the nation at AJotph.^ Garden C

Thuraday the beam wdl travel eo rVinayhanai tor

ee—Trnoge garea erth Bowhng Creen. tKttitf

edonaJh; raraoed so>ed
Saturday the regular naacn wel coronuo tor die

CorHas when they take on Hohtr* Hntitra e> reMed
eeh in the nanon.

test saeaon ** Gontaa had o*o «« the moat
eicoaaahi cawpatgra n mair ranory at they won 1

1

games. *t*e k*Jng ivit 2 The kagh point of tko year

we* the memento* laat second en over Brown
Uarvorsitr that garve the GorMet tbair firs* meter
coiaga ttew England chompionahy.

T|»e top tiff* tanked inarm in 9* nation make the
NCAA ptayotH in Latroaaa and the Gonftaa pm
rraeaed out by bang ranked reith at t*m notun't ond.

Pjtport* ol the Hurra 'Nracaoon" portprrnenoa wil

be on these pages aher agrtag break Tin
COtUGiAN* spring apons speooi wil have
correlate profet'a c/ the taen\ coach Garber, and
much mote on ApH 9th.

Baseballers travel South -

seven games in seven days
8t BCNf HXSGMS

rhe I97S hinet*
W get under way raoet week
*»e Ukloaa aquad oraveb

South tor a gruehng eevan gamee in

The taern wai leave tomorrow *ot
ChepeJ Hki. h\C. t> « ***,>
game wnh the U^^araih/ ot Wonh
Carolina That game Mill be
***owed by ga^ea with Hkgh Pom
CoOege ^x«Sty and Tuaadarri
uNC again on VVadaeedey, Waka
'orett on Thurtday, Guilford
Cottage Fndey. end RandoleA
Macon Cottage on Saturdar

"tt't gonao bo a tough week."
commented Coach Otck Bergquart
Ojnng yetterdo/a praoiice n the

Ceoo YVe'l be ptevt«g evary day

Mtwa the/a have dayv ort " Sttt.

the eoacn ihtnka hie team can wto
the rnatoriry. H net eil of Ote gamos.

and wil be disappointed a they do
not

The Mknuteman w* be up
aganat aome taugh compa taor
throughout the week* acccrdkng )p

Bergquitt "ttorttt Ceokne't
ahvtrs srong and :-«>.« attaedV

played nheen gamea thte year;* he
said. *Tm roety looting forward 10

pawing *>em
."

Oeapta bong a rwtm oeecura

n*nm n coaaga adtetka, High

Pr>nt C cieaoa aHuW prove a tough

ooponent tor the M»r^temar\ High

Pont went 344 last setson. end

ecconSag to Bergouat. the fact

thet they ptey coaaga dMalon

unrnportan*. in

Bargquaa wai be laoad with a

daemwo throughout the vk> He
wanH to wtnaa many of the gamea
asooaetjka. ance eheye* count in

dke laam't *eco*e\ Itowover, ft wai

atjo be e eyout penoS. aepecitey

tor the pitchers. I ware to come
beck «p hare with some idea of

who wOJ bt doing the job for me,"
aw commented
The coach was hard pnoaid to

^ragejuft now strong ** teem a at

this point "trs df«cut to tel." he
sod. "We ve been neide <the Cagal

for an .veta, ao ifa sough so aey <

wrat wel happen when we gee irno 4
kveectton

turn to p. 14

Coach Dick Bargqu lit. (rlglrt), hopes ttsat he will no!
have to bo In this position as often this season as he wes
lest year. One ol tha team's priorities on their southern
trip will be to Improve their pitching stiff.

No decision on universal fee
Gage sees mandatory dorm living, rent increase next year

BySUEADLEY
Staff Reporter

"Dorms will probably still be mandatory
next semester, with an increase in rent." said
Vice Chancellor Robert Gage last night in a
telephone interview with the Collegian.
According to Gage, no decision will be

made this semester on the proposed
universal resource fee, thus the present
mandatory dorm system will continue.
"Hopefully," said Gage, "we'll reach a
decision on the universal fee by December of
this year."

The proposed resource fee was S125 per
student which would mean a $135 reduction
in dorm rent.

"Most likely we will continue to run the
residence hall system under the present
ground," Gage said. "This isn't definite yet,

but it's the best way until a fee is approved.
The users will still bear the cost of residence.
A result of this will be a definite increase in

rent. There is absolutely no way to do it

without a rent increase," he added.
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery said last

night, "There hasn't been enough time for us

to talk about the proposed reeource fee with
enough of the campus g/Oupa or with tha

President's office. Consequently iheralltea
continuation of the same *e? up now tf> law
dorms with a low rent incroaae. Wb twd no
rent increase at all this year."

"Gage and the Student Senate task Vmc»
will be meeting on Monday and fkecnmnj
this," he said.

The Chancellor said that there wee a good
possibility that the mandatory dnmu
commons requirement wOvk) to replaced
with other alternatives such a* meal

OpOOne and dwnges i* the <Sr*ng comrron*
format. Gage mantoned the poevbOtv of a
V«e* 4ee*hw» fae" beeig paeeed to make
eating in ttie deung coor-mor* voluntary

' 1 ca* rnake ro ned<t>cn at thw tme a« to

when the fnef funoVig «e be deoded
upon.' io«0 Gage "We wai nee rwva the

opson of Oelaving the «i tfw fufere.' When
iked w%v the doebkn hea been dakjyed up
*• now. Gage serfhe coted not convex
He old say. however. 1m it was fee eprai

turn to p. 11
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weather

rfa r-*WoAro/ne back to wmc/y
few a/To* ctoer and coM
out not ¥novgb to cause
oVuety
tor Spring's as oood as goto
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Senate to vote on fiscal

autonomy for state institutions
By OHDY nOG£*S

_ AtDCStntt
a .'<o%t*<m so remove fkaceJ autononw iioaa aessa

•rwHusoneoKheoutad fee a$wnena vote i*s week «i

the Seete LegHianea
uuew fhewdant Robert C. Wood sad last r»v

groat deal of my efforts ower the past *ew days haa
been »n makirg sue Ifw provwKn If QeaaitOJ
Marv-Am Mojueta aseff assarawi to Senator

-»emaa A Ke*V aponaor of tha aro«tsien eed Oka
prKMwon w not a vwndaeta egekist Wood Wood •
the ttrongeat (aader of Ngher education, and tlanda
cut as die Meoest ^tmmt because ho oeueey aasoa
•ne lead »n oppoar»g ttw ligt|tani»f

Kosy to WoTceaiari chwrman of Senate Way* «*d
Mnarw Convnttee eitroduced the 0*Ov«ion Thundiry
«t a Sorwie heerng. The provtoon n on aaaaandmen:
to9n Ac* of eke tegokaturawkaeh aeevve ewstutiona of
fwgher eduoeeon Sacaf autonomy

^outd give the leg^tarure a handkt on what kkvf
of money a apant, eo they would function rata any

oaser tiost agency Mghar Education haa the eeeond
Sank of aha budget nest eo w*Me«e.~

re Mftd

KeNy made a report O* higher edveanon ipwKkrvj
twfere irwoduc*rg the awarKknent. The report ttaOSd
thet 9B7 faoeltf poettina em not bwng used
Uepuwre «aid Sfe o*k» said eke poaetont mtv be
weed for legitmett purpoaea tut other ueas of die

maan ta,0og more kids n pdbac

Tiw figues. she said reautoed how en anafrhs of

•acvitv coetsct hoera the*, the Urvwjraev and the esste
coieges #e»e roojeed to submit

it uanad w^h student* m r» Ukrum Arrherst

campus and their peteree who corrtawrw«i to thw>
congrossrrwn diet ahey ranah; aae fus wne taoefr.

Magweraaoid
kAagule«a Oescroed die »eeufty wsuetion ar tte star*

mabtusons as an "inverae reajbomhe' At tt<-

Ur>»tr$ity. the fatuity who apenJ the laasa emeu*" aj

turn to p. 11

Wood sees budget proposal
las 'a difficult one to accept'
-:

I

Robert Wood. University Pretadent

Gluckstern reviews

budget, economy
AYCHWSTWE DiliAMD

MDCStwfi
Provost and Vice ChanceMor For Academe A#te*s Robert L Gfeckstern

is leaver UMaea at a anw when eke unrvwvey w fec*g sehoua budgetary
p^oceema to head the Unwersfcy el Mervfand or Cofkaga Park which *
facrg wmter ddScuSSss
The Unj^rahy of aAaryfond a bawng ita budget Sy the nmtt hacei year

en i srrwttar number of studanu and facuSy then ant ecttwMy prwaent at

"? ?!!S:
Tll*^ftJ^inM,V *»<•• a foe* of 92 of 2200 fecuty powtona.

wfech«KS:ttem hopes ww be fecuftv that Hove oa their own. rahev ikan
aayotfs.

- Commenting on tha porpoeed 10 per cwm budget cut dkocbvo Item
Secrstery of fduces** Pau Perka. Quckitern sakj it woukj be ^Hossfoie
to mske the cutbacks in overhead and eotoeiwzrefion wrthou aenoua
anpect on ttudaac programa. Me eipiefeed tSat tha SO per cam ow»i "ojt

thai a eatlQ daSeaaaid a a 10 per oent decrease in tha ywer a experdfturea.
am « oSsea to 30 per cent lees Own rhe figure neoueeted for neat yoar trJ

UMass Prewdent Robert Wood
Ckjpssttm sad Ul

BfCtntOYMCtAS
HOC Stmff

UMass Preodrnt Robert C Wood sett yesterday
Swcretarv of Educason Paul Parka paoaosef oa*r.j
sat budget cutbacks ei the area of edmo«ureion ai

d*Scuk one to accept"
»*e akjo said he oMce has nee received a dtoctrve

nx>m Parka »rvj«if>y | 10 per cent cutback »n

UMass' propoaed budget for nam Secaf year

r\vu who dhxuased propoaed budget ouia end
tuition exraaeet teat week w»th tha Student
Coverrment Aaaociation teak force in Bosaon. aod
Ufwaea budget oats ehouftd be made in the ansa ol

adnaJaJeeatten aad not m aeaderree or eepport aar-

t$ecause ol the pnaaant defot m the »taoa." he
said '

> fie Governor ia krwng to hokd the khe en eeeee.

By ww we rwve to rwve a balanced budget ao there

has 60 be aome baft bgtterong but no student earvtcee

ere gong to be rtured
'

fark» abo aaci addnot went to aee rcrwaaaa tn

UH0r\ l don't ewnt todoit. f d rjtfwr ckaan out the

jU—rattiton The turaon inoraaaa wd be baaed on
the abaity to pay A we come to that pom I

Wood said the purpose of tfw propoaed budget

ctdbetk. was so dhnde fecuty. student* and ad-

turn to p. 11

nea a nvmtt* of aaroeg aaoponars in ts»
legajlaiemL but adnynatrttors «i UM.»v5 reefy cent tail how the HiaUt nww reapord ee the budget hearkiga e*pected to take place the; mvnxr.
Me added. "I have a feeling that tfose that »a*ve the rwpcnstbwrr with tse
djoiera wel reooaniie what the »npect of the budget cut
He awd met when die eoenemy ia eght. at agencies meat tighten thwr

turn to p. 11 Provost and Vice Chancellor Robert L. Gluckstern
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WMUA offers

'News Alternative'

$rJONNMCNAl£

II you Mnl to hear quM * d*rer*nl approach 10 *aw*. WMCJA a

AJlemetrre Sunday Smvi CoSact** may have what you're seating

Compoeed of about a deuen ccrttnbBtors. Pat group Itbtaaspts epph
Suidly from 6 to ? p.m. to present lateners with material it teds 4
portent."

What do they consider *YpuMart«.> Our nein «««(^N<» • H* ae*

determination of people both m tha country end the wrtJ.' void a
Spokesperson (Of the CoktCtrv*. "Thill ero kDeredOn SO^g**** earned Ofl

in t*e work* not covered by (ho c«ess on any level We're csclung vp deck
left by the MOjoi rav* service* - sort c* sekng flaw vo*J (or tta peopa
VI* «ooi thoie ere a auaabar of shesgs wrong * the U.5- TOdey end we're

M*lrc*fiag carsehas SO sheet rVieckM»jee>e* e*d 10 the common person's

Six members of tt>c Alternative Sunday News Servke relax after one of their
show*,

UMass art profs sign protest

letter supporting A.C. artist

tfy.WA'/fAr Wa^toafKodoibykitot toeaah

hCMfffaftwim <* bee twen?* tour peetiorars Ho
An cany sprang broutahe «t »« ^ '«" stud* aitifl ap

Ar*rarstCc*agepn^ted twenty poasirnsyati ai Arrears* "ere ea.

fOafUAAess an ptuWu^i a© «gn » easily visit r>j epcornwts for a

law* of potest eddreaeed to iwn. a** eppoerasea who accept

Amherst Calagt Proeajant John «*<* appootmant ere aware of the

Ward toOL" Dtfaatfno tht pokey Ward
Am*aras professor and stud* **^.5tuo*wtseeethver»pcaedio

ami. Mark Oamen. darted tenure **** '«* oWtiont ryadajwa aid

according to Corrmttee of $br ^tforont approaches which

poKv. a rha mew caught m the s>*wnanoni Isoutty .n stuck* would
rradd* "Ol provide."

Tha Amherst ^Corrrrattee of M *' k Otmen, immwMi,
SoT « raspornatee for al poacy 'asoonded to at gueetom w,?h a,

dipatan* regarding tenure and Nocommartt But reaction from

pronation e« tlat eoeeg* And 'no- ** *ne Cceasge ataa

t<n%ra" «ar atutSo artau * a tona- 0^v »°<J "> iba pom.

Nottorv acArcuM PaeJ tha vaVje of

new matfuma and approadhas h
atulaaan. bat ftorad tha petition to

ptcoet* the nao>taa of tfce "no-

poaey. raarton oiod die

of one VVSam Oan. wto
woriad at a etudto artiat at

• 'heist Codage tor 9 years

«<irout baina granted *e-uio or

turn to p. 11 ^c!iv

Ttm Ahttnttva Neiaa Group wei aomehaea naaagn ttw ha«o'& ••

I tokt*. m tha Coa*ctua data* +* Medta praaenty banaa ShaSr

ol pnoroae "Tbare m* Iota of ramaa thee no oneware or ccr#ara

vary aaght^ that w faaf of paramount v^portanc* Oth«r» oovw th«

spaetaculat. (or eaarr<da avan/ move nat fotd »m Hoctifiaai matua Wt
cover nevm for tha haw-natt va»araaa flko mafor aarvicea cover it tor th«

nch Oji country a buifc on 9m corpttafta atruetara aad they vaould have
i»s t*aie*e thai thee aurvfaai a ours. Wa don't agree withtNi.'

The spoaaaperaon d«J rut want to be idantifaas, oaianaeaV bacaaiaa

sarrtenaact aapraasad vaere shared by 9»a enure Coaeetha. To rijrthet

fthp* their padosophy. thegtOup said "The protectors of our couriry era
*» tact tha investigators or war. for e*anpaa tha F.ftl. C.I A. >tate sni
local peace Taa> aaeda) of Our times end country cover tlonea a* if none of
them irrevralata. e*r<n n Ik» many do We're tryng TO rvaAa up for tho.

turtNr intdaouers

Tha beaai in convwrry to the news appears ia tht foaaac the group
foMovas ac broadcast lima Mernbers sit around a catat together and start

w«h asa mora toeal aaws. working their way up to vsan. nanonat, and
• leinational events, oraaa aAainj raafaonshjpa.

nierhbars of the Coaectrve include Jose Toaorx Bast Stewart. Susan
Markmen, Akce Svnaheia. Joe Lesae Hersca\ Robin Pach. Zenw B«aswe4

Cob ForranA CaK 8nannar\ and oahars. Thaat plop* al came tc»yd»ar kaat

sumrrar wean taay worked ac WMUA got to dacussing the ewJeguecres
of tha news services, and dacaJed what should and would bo done to

matter*

Decision on School of

records suit expected
Ed
soon

tteneeag Amherst poacy «vx Mark Leonard LeLonga of Mour*
Chmen became the canter at. tha Hohoke's Ait Oeparteaant tobaaad

ipdng. Ward's defease "a vary old and
Tne twenty (oar UMese ^•v o\jl aigumer»!

petttoners caaed the "no-tenure" ***** Kriegar. WeCharman ol

pcAcv. uecnff«at>on" m ai- t»a Amherst Coaaga aiedart rawa-

feoV' tha iacuffy wrote, "they P«P" trllaabed Ira "rw>tenupe^

Istudro artists) are eeconoHiees 0°*^ •* •» rnveattjatrva report

co^ero wittvn fftm campus com- sanes.

UMass art prcAtaaor. Paul

Dai«V CoUe^

U»«at«*« fe«»<

«*•«• tn
Saortl C i

n«Mfo

t»»t» a '*•*• cetiar

tf^'»

aaetaaaa
* »» »>•• vmean i4tt*
Mamaai C»aa«il«efe«ar

*ii n«<-- >*o» C^tef
• t « r

-. ».» A-.« f Iter*
iMKliM lie* % Arr*«»t |ai^«

It daaai v •^•s«i

a»eO*«r»»^ a#^»

.

* it it§r- 1 ietaaea U aaaaat
A««j«ia«vi ai •••!••»«« a«A»e»«»

44M(ee/r<i»'i
r*eeOeaa»«k>

ii r»mi
Ml* 0»«ii*>

ateKirewt^it
e»« c •»«»#«

Pa<MN>eCa*
ftUk a*<Miiii

Snvrar>»tf
,n»^avjr

f*eareaa

I. fati :. ucOu»e
j**t leMCM«, c>*<^ a ipea

Okk L«o^ire
WdiilC KMiai,AAdi»«Mi<K«Nll

C«ia>lir«iih
lviw»eje

<« Sr-ioco

llltfNfi .

eoi k»ua*v
aan aamio»s e«vi rtir tii**M

igtMi \x7Aft

0een3eVVSSaa.ieai
§<*» i^*%#. s<e>

e»e»i

H«M*t

0»^»e<^

wnt^AiMiii r*. »••'
i >MtcAiiiii r^ *• <cro#n »Aa ro •

"*«c o» •aaajatrttc» *eata it fir «<ckrecv t ••e*a^«i ant* ••

aaleaaaaa
• a*ae aea*. « • •• ->• »k» *+w a< • i c»a»' Trav 4e ah

rv»:«it«' . peJtact aa >•*• ot t%« lunrii i«er, rvf^rtr e« «e
^•••tc^aik>«. fcaiad »iroi4u ^ew^ina. review*, esreeeea a^a attar*
»«p*v»*a» <nt >ii>i»w» tfaat pt im evt^c*
t*« C**Vr»a^ tt»^v» to prt« ern* eeraroeivi »N<a « t.wnikt *%a

uMiaw. r>jt r\»el larae^eai-itv ta« alt e«»enewe aea wit» fa WSMevei

un-camtv* <•»•••• aweaAiaea a* TO *•
v»< de«vet» <» A^r**»-ai ••»• •*«« ear a* Sv»^-»«» ear av*»*ai«o ir

Ma*aar>v«e<aa tte faMawKa 4tt OimiSa Maa»a<rvj»em. ^* *• *vm
eaaraaiee
&••* <nac* e# ner»rr •!•• •• ?*# Paw Ce*ea*r*» A«an 1 weeta ter

j« i » t <
•» »

'
•• i

e*cen4-ca«* aaata#a m mm a Anrarac MA 0100(2

vA*MC«u5f rrj can v coufoiA* aeaaakas w ••a» r i»i«^% rneev

e*n*e tN acarank »••« •treat evwa avcaOav. ae«*« »a<a4a a#

eaya Accaoa^ !•• ^travj ledai i»a ajtio»iry et an act c* MeaS S.

aia m ar»«*>r«e a* •»> »4i •»M— it. tau
Tta imtt ayt e»a VA39*z»vurrf QAttY CdtCJCU" •» •*» «ra

H<<rti *«of ot rra Si<e«r.: un«r o* t*a eaaaaaa of tha Ua»varait» e*

Maate<A«aaita. AnhH' 01032, u

Br JUOY &OOCH€R
MDCStaft

A deoaron micMl action suit

of School of

be fonh
by the rekSdkt of «eat

montfi

a% a hearing lest weak to rkava>
shaa County Superior Court at
Northampton both panas in da)
sat agreed so ha bnets with Jodge
Rarmond R. Croat by April

rheaurt *Awa by Waaarn P. Dana-
more Jr., a Coeeoan raporta,
ciaara the School of Educaton
records are pubic dotun*eMa
oespna m uhpoara of Pa reccrda
by a Federal Grand Jury atttig an

Burton Denamoa was darted
accaas to records perlaning to
•Gnnrntrwum of V>>trd grants at
tha School of Ed

UMesa Attorney Sidney Myers"
argument a that the grand fury a
Na ouatodan erf the records and
Itaraby not aubfect to pvbkc
senjfiny.

However, Myert admetod l*at

t>a» racorda f pityaicaty prase*
on the IJMaaa-Amlarat campus.

k% an amdevut, feed m d>e court,

watsm J. long, an agent of tta
federal Grand Jury aad epaaai
.>aent of tap FBI. stitea that ha has
control pf tha records under

are m custody of tha federal grand

It tea defendants reeooree feed
w«h the ooun it wee rotated that

an eddttonaf subpoena had bean
asued on March 11
Tho Oat subpoena was aeued

March 5, two day* after Ocnemore
rocfuestad a keck et the School of*
Education recorde.

Tho aecord subpoena was issued
on the aema day Oanemoat and ha
attorney eppaared In COUH m which
tie hearing was scheduled

Tea second edbpoejne a all

e»corrpessing asktng Johnson to

appear with an aocourting and
tnenoal records of any kmd
PaMt| m >yioH m PM0MIM

Edicaiion pad the dhaaon of
continuing aducibon at tha
Unwarpty of Mtssachutactc

The (rat eUs^oera eaka (or all

eccounang and francas records

tSentrtataa with tta Centw for

Urban Cduceocn wahai tha School

ot (duceson and the ctvtacn of

CorrtaHang education at the UMeee-
Arrhertt campus

James Newpher. agent In charge

of the FBI arsk in Boston, has eead

that tha F8I woukj preaant Its

^rxkngs TO a federal grand K»ry <n

«e*y Apr! and »»ouM ask for a>

by the second weak ai

The School of Education has
bean the subject of probaa by she
FeU stats Attorney Oeneraf's office

and datnei Mtpmay for F«enktn
•m *•*{>**• ©ourwy ofacee.
Since printed raporti of rreVae

of funds, three top adnVnatratora
f*^ rsargrad from the Schocrt of
Edtfcatbn

In addition. Kenneth W.

J

i) deltndsnt says ha wag p>
Wants J by long that at records

Photo Staff

Meeting

There w* be a meeiavj
toregkc o( the sr«ire Co*t**n
Photo Staff a: €30 n the omce.
Any who caanot rrafee a:

cai »- rt.anca.

VQUr>AV MJ.VCM ||. ttfs HE t/AllACMUSf TTV OA»iV COLLEGIAN

According to a random student survey

U.S. should halt further Indo-China involvement
6V 0£68tt SCHAfCfi

The Ur*ted Sutia »»ould halt

• ferahsr amrtaVement m ira Indo
Crura ajat, according to recat
students w*o ware mtarwewed m a
Ccaeaan random aurvey

»»**r country, end dtp
Unned States aaa no t^wasa
r>««ng theae. ' aad Mara Samoa, a
UMess Spereeh rrujoc. 'I* they
aant Corrrnuriarfs then let the*
have Oonvnunaae. I ttank man*
Amtiticans are intereatad
Viavem ?«,».<»* than v¥faj *i g|

ApproaayaiieSV nso bason aaa
•Wady been spent by the U S
Souheast Asa. araj cor«ervadae
ntmatea prooact that the US
"'inrfTerfl wd utimaish; coat the
American taxpayer upwarda of
MHO bdaon Fresidpst Fonfa ed

MARIA SANTOS

find rhaxe . im suro Pan a tot ol

buanesa-an aad nambets of
Congress ttel diet if wouaj ba m
good ejconotTKel boost rf we

the m*t again." sne se*s.

ELISSA MACNUSON
maiatrason has already spe*c SI 2
baton in ad to Soath Vamarvy

Tta naavs raajdas is (V*.

what's hepparang now oM out Ol

propc Santos added:
•vaSy srying to chaw upon

the American pooptw svn»
CoQhdge re-- di vsa

Megauaon vcaced o sim4ar ccanoa.
"Tap govemnant a ny »»y to buaj
up pubkc aympedvy lor tta South
Vatnanaso ptopka. and got tfa

Arvcncan oubA: soedty behWl tha

mmZSmX!*
*** *" utid ^ mdm* ***** °" hli

a*—
aaajf*****

aa«*iS«ip!£ a*°°i *«t,\aa "-ni «d^
HF

WtVIflrt*

war cfSort They *»nt people who
ware once anti Vavarr san to

becona supportars." she sad
C«r^e*s now seams U«r> to

approve some of the mattery a*J
waach P'evOant ford a saaking to*

"do Chra Aoocrdeig to Henry
•'vwaar. refusal of aad woukj
'^^beraietv destroy en »e>
ii"> -•< tta people of Sovithwat

Aaa reaev retard tap US as an
*V Aa rnportani oueetcn wa
tave to Iko is wtattajr or eot the

of Soatheast Asia raaty

iheVd es«ch reaar be left atone,

eapecaav after having »>< tc the

past thma decades. ' he added
Anti-Anencan aantimcnt ||

p*evalarrt in South Vamern. ec-

corctng to an erttckt wheh ap-

pearad m The Houqa Qkha

m the past three wo*»a Soaah
M atne^ese forces tave kei ne.

eM of the q»c**<»# cepaaH and
Qavarameru scapng points on tha

coastal north and censtal ragtslands

P'Obabry at tlH pt«*r Com
munai iuk> can cake care of tjeat

9A— of Ha woAl better than the

South V^iraawese democrscv
W»ri Cont'n»i,.'g fd Uurtnr.j

Mlptialt Waeman I (eel that tha

• a orsty usmg Southeast Aaa
as a iiasSjutj iA* tcace as far »a

NinavLs a concarrad."* she added.

BRUCE KASANOFF

RUSSELL BROZ
wart to tave the type of govern

•«a that the U S a Irywg so get
going over there., it seams to me
dkftt tta general poputus fust ant

-asled" seat Waste* Bror. a
'••' Kin iistrai i <sr.

veaterOai ll Id aa "e>*. ?

:ncenism wtach sprnga vo»-

(easngof tatrayai Ita artxat sa-J I

Sana- axreas feo "

Hfoan raHy a -n t»e m** "i
j":-;' host i > towatds
Amcncem <n» iim>ted to
rioo'cu ia)Caaent]

8»uca scasanoff. UMass busmasa
Mv^or. feels that tea corrupt South
Vatnemase goaemmtnt should be
doneawtN
should support rt at at. he s*d

d^ ^
MICHELE WISEMAN

"and I feat that our wohaatent
t*o*sd stop The ijnrted Ss»
raaay net to straighten ov< its pohcy
as far at vatnem a concerned

"

Richard Hardy, one of the few
remaining genuine hand craftsmen

By DOftOJHVMXML£ft
SMiY/taponkv

A couple of days a weak you can (and Retard
Hardy r/% tV deft shop in tha Student Utson wtrtstng

away at his workbench. Hardy admits to being over
forty, wita a sid in cortege" and a *orrnor thgksh
doctoral Seeder* turned TO furniture carpr

because 'a was less rdeaksj*.

Htidi. a nemo Ol Jamaica. «es squattng on 9a
n cowtade chaps" and cowhcle earth shoea

• j the. firat louchas on an origaaf roaawood
rocler

.

' 'To buy a chair ate tais relet nouki coat S360.

I don't use a pattern if I want to mate another I feat

fat the general shape of the various peace* ard a>
ajgajajajaj

''Rcaawood a one ol the moat ditficvlt woods to

work with, but ifs one of tha rnoat beeutful Which
s*de Of a board you use neperrJa on the granng n the

wood."

Hardy raver touches a power toot and ha Van
aghast art me prospect

.

" Every bewd every foett and
even the teeth are prockKed by hand "WShen you
work arh rosewood, part of Ihe beauty a tta

wsaaadon as the grain But when you start pktniag
there are spots where she grain cornea up at you ao
that instead ol smoothog you tsar the wood. You can
plane »r down to about one Ihrtyaeoorid of &n mch
wtsch doesn't sound lea much, but then you have to
use a tot of Sand rubbing (or e satin leiin

Oe Of Herd/a ir>{irat a a ''Utn-A-nenpjn
ttyte bwthing chair." (>geaav thaaa were ueed by
women -n labor but this partcuar version haa Worth
Arnehcan adoaaoatk

Tea char aaa three lags »m a t»g«i narrow beet.

*>fh afaw £ng>end stsis hatwork. «rd every ba •'

'

* hand looted, says Ha*Oy The cher took tfwd
ga> *ummaa show tha year. But the orryraaeon
they droYit give it (rst was beceusa they didn't taaave

N mm "i'-j "ada."
Ha*dy d Currancfy wctrtg on a oeek. the proact for

a class he teecnos m futnture craft fou* hour* e day
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Wfaaa tta studerti

woKh he dawonsvates the taeaaaojuea of *para-g n
a runner" Sot p desk drawer

But you don't learn by waicfsng *«y» Hardy
sorAeone asks *** how you mark off the dovetarkhg

on a raeH. I *ujy show the** once and than he dean
Then ** icvie* the rasuttk"

Merdy may be one of the las* gene*eton* of hand
ora(ts«sen ' i am Ha cafy person I know who can
sharpen tta bade on a pstne by ear by the ptoaV' *a
says Aa ta akdea the blade over the stone in a figure

*>ght mcrxn x> prevent sharpening the blade into a
bow stage. " fa «e*es or lowers tta taade aavkl he
hears aisi the nghtpech. You have TO aokj it so thai

you hear that one note which tats you you're not
sharpening the taesr

"11 bet you ckdn't snow there a*e at east ten uses
for a pie'*.' he says, We eVe in a compaattry

machanged age. The ma^ n jaU t\ -nayurra-t of fee

maceaap. People rest don't snow avhet they m^
(sjajaAgjal ti.>» v.- *tgaj| j «iive al vimtfeti" b«al
rheir won

Wardr <>estafas wfh a carpenter a acta*r You can
do a rnJacn things with Pax "buaYJ soars, roofs

anything." The sg*are. Kcordng to Hardy, a
r>sserykel to hand carpancry. The *rst rule of car-

pentry a. raver assume that eryything a eguane But
you can vSuaHy gat it pretty

lawyers near completion
jdent union leaislation

Br OtbOH*# GAUAGH01
.'. few ,'.V,-v:i7^-

lawyeti bjr Ha Sudani Ogarwirg ^ujett tlOP>
have ^ut the trssvhetg tourhea an a piece of
that. .1 epcroved by tha UWaea Vuard td T
reoeaj |e*>i uusaara* the nght to urxvnr*

ThaSAidaAt Ur>bn ln*«any .. prviatfy
try rvted Ccrathvaaral rawtw lannard So.ik^
ha aVPSantrd lu tha toerd ct Tiuslsas en M
•csordirg in IQf etarftf memter faeata SJng

|
IP fremlan wH be apcaa>rg befu*t lb

Senate. Area Oovem^entt a**! the mesj*
grci«mthaaaaaev |Urs9apal m rsptser tha
i itaklth Mimrara atertanf Sefsaawt'* pta

I praa. my.i rtaa n sunattkaial an
ttajfajit Isji it a a kst aaairaiaaMi itai 4
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Democrats back Ford on signing of tax cut
Limit on spending

urged by President

HASH'VGJQN \AP\
PreaOeni Fords conclusion
the need for ft Us cue outwtaghad
*• delMM Ol ft* tax bel he u?nad
Saturday wh tha rtght traog-

•OCCMtoQ IO tOP COC^fQWtOfMJ

F©*d ^T«i «bt *24J Mien saa

Cul r«0*Saee ailo taw dunrvj i

national broadcast address
SeOitdty nejhl, but uad ha «« try

10 Clemp ft kJ on governmant

stxnotng to hold down tbe deficit

Tht bit proviJos • venety of tat

deanget end reductions w*h the

most *rvned*te effect « rebate pf

tOO X> $200 en 1974 teaee Icmmm
MlitmiL The trst check* ere

oatOCUd to go out n warty Al*y

FOfO WO* CfOCftl of ****»!
p*Ov»aona of *!• measure tut Mid
I* WAS SSjreag it because Of *>fst

urgent necessity o* ftO ftr.t,

tecessaon tax cut ng*a now "

In January hft hftd estod to/ ft

smeaer cut etmad more tt nsddkt
*t«pme taxpayers* <nd he no**
Saturday Ihr. IN% tow "tftfft 90 g%*
adequate reset to tht rnakons ol

m<SttO'income taip»yei» who
tknedy contibate the btgpett shfe
• •1 ied*«al takes"
The rwoaaare as aftnftd to g*ve the

Urges', iofu*da eo fewer pad ektsovt

income persons, with exomes ip
to $20,000

F*:«d's acton drew prs*e fiom
both Son. Ruaasl long. (.»

fa^tmtn of the Senate Faw<o

cAfttimjn of *w Kouee Way* end
Means Ccmrwtee Both n<n sod
dke Ptndtori ctd ~dse right thog/
Some RepvibUcens end otter

Otf-ocrart. h?we««". *>dicated
they wished the PresaJer*. ties

votoed the r«eetu#t.

Sen. Otck Clam. towe, %») he
agreed "that we've got to ftokj

down feder«t spendVrg eo much m
poseta* to tee* the efefetf down
But I don't went to see this become
enfKw for thi» eoVrwtotfioon to

dementi* hasty needed domestc

Clemency program

ends at midnight
WASHtNCTOH \UPt\

Pieefdent Ford's Cleanerscy program
end* a* nx^ight tor»ght $irm
hanging soe*e one eisih of needy
100.000 CMftft evedort end mitmy
detetton boct to thw rotivo Uno
Chenes GoodftH, cnetmen of ItH

P'OjMbfififtt Ctomency Boerd. w-1
'• -it ^6.700 «pptcet»on« hod been
tccewod •» of left Frtfey The
board hea unti not Scpiernber to

compleie prcceeo^ng the »p
pfidfttbna. but the deiol^uj for

•ppfwng wftl pee* m <n*jr»Q»4.

evocSed

*PP**COM» nKftreOd fut cfemencv
•nd were not requrvd to perform
tome eftemewe pubfcc forvtoe
veerfc

tufttr el of «»o root were
•M^^ed to work over the mMnem
throe mow»a beforo recoivrtg

ctemency.
The rJenwno progrftm wa

t^j.nwUr » , .,, -..t,.,. ,,*. ^j
Sepeembar. t»v 940 appfefttore
wete recewed ftVough December.
A ffknar.ii advenftjiag end pubte
»t4etton»camjft»jaet the begrwfu
of Ifwe year letuioed in e boom m
^equeett paebng * FefKuftrt «r

% ^re »» p ^ ^^ *^#«aa* teaa

4 CeaAftJ ^^'
O*

^«»
•

^ • •/ fAM

'

m FJm

progrftme it doeen t taa
'

Stn Barry CV>tdw>KO<. R Aaj .

SftM he could ynderstend K>
fouofwig bet was d^apaorned
that he did npt v«a» tht bft> Ttaj
COantty cannot go on hawng |fc*

kind of dctota rha> w* maa*

of fnm yaara.-* he aakf

Mtfor proveaone ochide
-A 10 per cent iffund Of 1974

tetca up to a rrvrwrum of $200 <KO
Wflh ft -nrrxim «4 *K0 e*C«pl fO«

persora Mho pe4 lev* thar. $100.

who would pet back aH P* races
they perd.

-An rtcraaaa la Che ftaadard
tVr'>JC <,i«, lot ttOBttvpffioai a -,,

do not 4amue on thau ea» r*>4n\i
a a3t> tax credtt on 197$ texa*

for Ovary tatpeyer and eech ^

personal eiemptioo tnernptoym»nt ba-«nta for ha*d
•:• .-..-.I!

da*T»ed

A 107) eerwed tncome
credit so he4p the wortong poor
aarough w^09t perr*ents to hatp

compensate them for the Social

Sacuncy eases the* pay
A tan credit of fO per cent of

earned ncom* up to 1400 for

norkng remAos w<lh Chfttfien

whoee aKomt it *ess ihaa as.000

-Special im oedi> la* e^uyert

of new hoaies of 5 per cent of the

p4»*chase pnee up to J.2.0CO.

increases Iff dadachont
ftfkjaiad tor chad care for wortmu
paimts

'-••/estment tax cradaa tar

h-s^esses to tielp »pur irwastrn^
« '^ow maefsnery

An additbnal 13 weeks o*

A t60 payment to partem on
Social Security. rtailroad

Betaerrant and Awf to 9»a aud.
Aped and Oaabtod.

of the oft depietfon

lor rruier farra

- Oangea <o foreign cax craov^

A* he announced the bd ergn>ng.
i ojtj added Hujt he w* draw
tne on tfeo tg?$ bujget drAcit »r e
lecord tJOeWon Ideaa^nmere

« JUk"M*'\

^ABjajggfaj

Criminal indictments may come
against oil companies for fraud
WASHMGTOh \AH

Government imraatagators of
cieged ol corrperty pronteanng at

the hour* of the Arab o4
arefajhsngarvorp tt

whefhor to aeak criminal m>-

dktrnanta, aocordasg to sources
cfoee to dwj case

The US Cuttoma Service wants
tt>t cases cnrraralry prosecuted, the
tomcat sa«J. bue the Federal

baargy Arlrraupratton is arguing
that the matter shoveJ be persued
through adawsatratve clwnnats.

The Justice Dependent teporteety

a caught o p« mOdaa but so far

*m sided wnh customs
Federal Energy AdnvnattitKn

ajwyers say eubtohod raports that

oi coaspareet may have over-

eta/gad U.S. consurnara by bfttoni

of debars ate grata eaaggeotion*

without avadence to aapgon therf

According to tabulate
Saturday, the FEA has forced dal

oft mdustry tp gh>e bee*: some i«M
milton through refundf. p»

roaoacsa or cencceadon ol cisava

on future pftoa Nles
Invpfirgatoat say the odusirt

may ha%e cheaoad eV pubac o%'

I6|i rrvaon o «-ore saxe the Arab
ol embargo

The probe *s gong on in severe*

crsos. but only 0*0 case

Joc«so"w*e. | so far iv>i

reached the stage of bcin»
pntsenied to a grand |Vy.

company eaocutivas wao ata

aabjacis of that •rf«t*i»jaoein sen

tfte w*o*a mattar * the raaut of "
tembta mau^derstarxSng."
The Customs Serwce aeys th»

aseit Cataoms>f£A tnrsaitgattoe

UNSHINE RECORDS
* -J '

All Single Albums

®r-•» •

r />f

• % > •

j a rat. m
r v Mm am.

JUar Nft* l*n*rr fan aalC
IMS

Aerc liimr ft>

TJctetOfTbcs:

Ijlwt Rftescs Tot Irtdts

CHd Fifotitn Ttt

Abo Od Silt

«
> I ! • Ffaaust tt
III - SaV Ik- in %&
%• r^a% Se** tai

I Oeen Faa 1st Fas

Connecticut veterans bitter about war
Frustrated groups

say war was waste

HAN7F0A0 \AP\ Wah the
comtaasaai V« Cong now k
control of the entire noritam haff of

South Va^ovam. many vatansm of
the war dweughoac the sosse are
rxpresvng fiusPation. The aaod of

one tecottns group says the wnr
awa a watts.

But the head of the Comectcut
Veterans d Foreign Wars VFW
defends America's prasance m the
T9t0s. and is blaatng Coayttt for

ffring to approve rnftttary aid for

the *tti Commurcst regaro there.

our coamry we coutJ tktve been ai j^j | .ton'ilAjt wttat's bang iior« !o

edacasonal programs teadinf to othar veferan. Well Scott ol the ftt people over their. Most of

better pot* Bacon tt Iftifltflj said tte opposes it<m don't know lha diffo^ertca

Now that we're back, the iob Aatertcan lesrwofvoraent in VWt btcwaaa a Commute! and a
market's ctoaed H* capneHt

" We ware there rata as feng as That woutd be a sax oecormit "We are »-ow Inown as
ai WorldWar II and ware not even ourselves any more than wa already Amertc*- the vtncJbte. *c*
peting eoual banafiu now." he two the

news
summary

I

.

Israel displeased

6V The Assotu^W F^ess

istaek Premier Viuhak Rabin saaj

aeaotrday that Israel would tako as

eua'na indcaoon' 6gypfs
snnoenoed rafusaf to extend the

n»*49H of UN poacekoeprvj
forces n the Sraa Oasart for more
than ttvee months.

P»t«* was rMpssaserl al Eg>piun
President Anwar Sadat s an-

nouncement in Ce«o on Saturday
thar Ae wa) atntw tte UN. peace
aascec

AMrvtotvi eVXtgrV

ifSH^rf'c Civi' war in Eritrea province

v^5^r-3 reaches stalemate, analysts say

>v»

Tisksf Fasar

I. j. NiSTisn

7 0»f*»

CambodiaCommunists rsrrsa

H5 drive toward capital

ifiH

rVc re baotfti rxj AAjtfa Oar* PaaaJ |B|kra

ffitCitr t. Otters tadn.

v cafj Ktettr ire tkktr. ream oaat.

€or»r »oo n asd hrp tn rraka lacnaet - 1st

najatc trjton Prefjrsr &«• K<fpda| ataktaleas (at

aaetrshf

as loai a^atactlfet •« m <falm*. Uvcr 8j iau

Faon IIS et at tfte C t Ittjanttgi (ti*

I
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Let the
Marantz
people

test your
stereo

for free.
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Ti li II

<* pouto
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Da Nang crumbles under Viet Cong offensive
Two million refugees

flood northern city

SAIGOH. South IVcfnar* [Aft -
Of Nang. $cuth Vietnam's aecond
targest cAjy. ettd Other northern
co*»teJ strongholds crvrrtled
yesterday bssore * powerful North
^imiwi offensive rjvsi rotted

southward toward Cud Nhon.
leaving in c* w#i dev onion,
p»'*e •rul An eetmattd two rnevon

The ttet Ccng rJveasened so
block the u S ltd nel.ft nf
refugee* from 0» Hang, and there

«t n*w cess lot the reaignaoon
of Pnapooni Nguyen Van These,
wrth tome cppoeibon potnoene
predicting Saigon reset* wet t»* | he
r<&f% »n power.
Demoraleed goverrrnent forces

offered title reaetsnce as iht North
Vietnamese pfcno^ 17* m4att*om
Da .Nang io CM Hhen, where
tghthg wee reported. U.S. officees

MM a* Americans had been
evacuated !ro«* Qui hnon, a port

aty that la Soulh Vietnam a third

largest wtdt mora then 200.000
patpe L.*e Dj Mm;, rt wn gtepj *
major U.S. baa*
Oespita tart report* by Saigon

mJiaery ottoatt that Da Nan* r*d
fe**n Defaneo Department otfciab
h WeaNngron sett thay SOS had no
COTflnaaajon iha cfty was Ice*, and
their kresi informevon was that

fighting *»* sal geang on there.

Tha United States no longer haa
ar>r official representatives or

observers in Da Nang.
Honor redt© tat) many Sooth

Vietnamese orooos in Oa Nang
mutinied and tha pecpte poured
•rro the street* to welcome the Viet

Cong. However, at leeet two
Anetican cargo stops mode rhev
way into the harbor to comtma tha
evacuarton of larWyiaa.

Aaaocaaaad Pnaaa comMpondont
t'vter OLoufhen reported from tfw

O'Loughan |a>d thay had apent
lour days oa amaauaition bergea
ajfthoul food and waeer. Me
aaportad tn« btih of one batyy o
tha panic, dH death d another.
v*lh aol moaa elcty to dwx
He aexJ them ware aunkan pevel

boats n tha harbor and that iha
sltpa h»d bean earned of a
peaaJbte MndanajfAaj sapper ajittoK
ProtJdint f*4 haa ordered foer

US Piavy ahapa r.to Vietnam
ooeiital \raaiea to »«n»ir the
awtetejtofX and Bre»n. Ausiiate
•nH tavatai other U.$. aJtaa hawa
prom*ed <*mm*. But U S source*

said omy t> a«ommodatkon «*»
tha Corcmvn«i conquerors wa
petrnt the aea t*Kuation of el rtK
ra4jga«a atti trving io eaxaso Dj

Thei Peonh Vratnanejajf ron>
concrof virtuaeV a4 of the upper half
of Soul*. V)e*iajft, fraamg como of
ther tm drvaions m Iha 'tpo* to
push even termer south to*ard
Ouy Hoa. Nha Treng and Cam
Ranh ll#». wfiare the taaift a
cerryng •rfugee* from Oa Maaaj.

I -rtntuatfy
. the Monti ifliinifrnaa

ahoued be oWe to mo%nt a maicc
posh in iha 3rd motary ma>on ahst

•ncejdas Saigon and 11 au'roUHlerj
pro%irxos There era efceady Trre

North Vralr«emeee drrMons pdbed
IO attack Tay Men provinoa nor-

a^Avast of Seaport ** Long Khanh
aad B«nh Tuy rroWKo* to tha eeat

laformad aouxas basava a major
Corrmunut led afSault jgam*
Saigon coUd not ta adequately
resiled Tt*ty say preaiden;
Nrjjyan Van Thau's power haui
also e eroding quiCftry end that

puJoca* changas co^id *w»tt>r

foeow mora Hoth Vletnemaaa
succeesaa
A* manv as 10 meSon crv*un»

Fleeing soldiers fight refugees,
as evacuation causes wide panic

half of Sou* Vavtaams crveen
tion. wara either under
of tfca Corfrrwnat axte.

»n»«>g n ooniaatad areas or on iha
run. Aa atajraated 100.000 troop*
- to par cam of tha total matary
force - ware reported toet a*
reautt of tha fat of Oa Nang and
Hue before ft

Masons Of dolars worth ©I
military eQfefpmtnt were left

benind. reaorse#p irchaiesg the
•quprr«it of 1li air tWmon at Oa
Nang
$o«h tosses caueJ apet doom tor

*t $oetn VtatAameee govarnmani

lEditor a note UPl
correapondont Paul Vogle
8eturdey flew oet On a refuges
plane from Da Nang. South
Vietnam's second lergeet can/
and Che laat government out-
post »n tha northern part of tha
country!

OA NAHG, Soum VOeaaem \UP(\
Only the Uateat. t*e svonoeai

and the meanaaa got out en what
may be the last r*t*gee plane trcm
Commenait thmattnad Da
Sanuday

I saw a Soeth Vretniweae so*i«r
k*d an old woman in the face to

gat aboard
People foegt* one another and

dad trying to get aboard. Others
let thousand* ol feet to Ihae
deetha in the tea because even
desperation COufd no longer keep
their fingers w ifdad to the u«v

It wet a ride I'l -eve* forget.

World Airways President Ed
Delay we* aboard Ha 'was angry
and tired Oasty said ha had bean

wst no way weeouti have aurvwtd
tha gu'/Ve *t* got onto the man
asnwey

A beckep 727 had flown behind

v« but had been ordered not to land

whan tha pane broke out The pilot

'erkoed ha ooutj see the lags of

people SanrJng down from the

wndercar-agrt of our plana

There were 268 or enpre people

jammed rrto the cabin of the title

777 kmpng down tha coast.

0"ty two women and one baby
arrong them. Tha rest we'O
toksars, tougheas of the touffl
rreanast of the neon They proved
ft Seojrdey. They ddn't tafk to each
otkar or us Tiey looked at tea
floor

There we* no more fight left m
tha Black Panthers that day. Thay
had gone trcm humans to arameta

and now tsey were vegetables

When we touched down the

to

troop* who had steamed as
Cf*oedsd and pad under
They deserved a.

Tha eaengtadbody ot one
Ml* rtfte ctat stiapaw
•houaier. ws* rettlavtd horn the

undarcarriaga. Ha get tea rata to

Se*gon aut being dead m Seigon aj

Aist the same es being dead n Oa
Nang;

The leal plana hum Da Nang was
one hat of a tide.

Hanoi oHensrve ~lz
cojW be detaved

fir aeveftl weeks

....

3,3
Viet Cong denounce US effort

ISvrr^-^r zxn'zz.'zi-Jz to evacuate Da Nang refugees

^* •*• * sa^eaje es^aaaaww pr apweaB SSsaa aaeaaa aeas *^wmw *m - - a ^a^^a^ —

_

The Gotiejti+* if

thecoty
rvnftptr anth

orU or #a^
to^rthrr •-•
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Despite rumors, language

requirement still in effect

By ROBERTA MARTONE
Staff Reporter

Rumors that the language requirement for UMass
undergraduates may be abolished are, for the most

part, unfounded, according to James Shaw, Dean of

the College of Arts and Sciences at CASIAC.
Shaw was asked to verify the existence of two

possible language exemptions: a signed note from an

instructor, if the student is having difficulty with the

language and a signed note from an academic advisor

seeing as* ffquterranr. a irreeevar* » the IteeJenT't

t«*d of wudy
Heeraajafedttutftuch''*v**ecingre*a*ore'' wouW

piObM/ net: t* »p;<:v>;

"M that were lo happen. w« wouU probatory have

S>.Oenta i*itcNr>j mipn daff unil *>ey *0O«J a

Syanpeth«>c aOraor/' Shew seal

5h*w sead h# was raeatsnt » My enyOSro. ditto*

•jt-xit tfa requremar* Inciuw, h the past. "ftaeJeros

lajivia oarT**ad a- the reoxtema-t being dropped. ar»d

KM" So«a students found iKerraehas unetee fo

'tQiitcrtara. h# added
•iiTortiy, two ccaarratteea ara dacuaaog ire

rweeeer. Snaw sad T*m Curriciaum Cer/vainee,

«»o*e rMpoftafeAtv * to eeecuea al cuttkiAm
ctvxoce at UMasa. % HjaSeweao the) tereayn let>yueoe

teovaemervt o aeneral

The CAStAC Steeroo. Ccasjeaiee a reMewe-iq the

a«oeeort ceVy ttoa* tha wehar standpoint

PotifcH wervers that araaandy eoesi any

- Completion of a aetata* leagueee cowee et *»a

k.:

- Serteriecsory pcrloaaance on an ach#v*nanl or

S»tnfactory coffpkMion in Mkjh School of a loath

kvei fofttvaUnCjuapa Course, or a thrd k\*i ccursa n
one ioraign terejueea end a second level ooo*se in

another.
- A year in lag* school to *r*ch f ngftah a not the

basse WnQiMjt ot irairoCtOn
- Subetejtion of a leagueae roaaarJ atedy rt there

* cssarty demonstrated cttflGeffy to angjwsga tludy.

wrech has been epproaed by a CASIAC Dean.

The rroet frutortltoQ aseratf SO prove, awordiny lo

She*. a the tefigueca btOO
i •»• a no hard eaidence e>et there a actuary •

torgiaqi Mock Conseo*enny. there a no tee* to* it

The o«#y way wa can enema* e soejtOn a to eerrerar*

other poeataSta*,' ha sad
Shew cead poa*b*a«s even at a speed* and

heertog problem, or teaure after en ectves attempt et

tha lengu»9« hei baan made.

Aocerdaeg fo Shaw end Ofsers titoVed. the team

wee uAPpoaadry eattfad (wo years 090 m ectueftty.

tha two comrrttleea haven't mat in M vat

For the* raeeon. Shaw save ha

regutament aaue won't come u*der tetooee corv

itdcetton wnti next feel

'We ere orty m the prejemtoery tteoee of

leJjQelllcr We're not enre when it wel come to •

vote. * ha %*&>

jf*aui> wJ itaJ thn rmh tra ^mh-q f nr mTTii trf

(tie Cu»t»cu*um Co»mc»»e need mora ttuoVc topxjt.

Tax bill won't

effect unfiled

1974 returns

P'tseJetot Ford a agrang of tha

lea outM Saujtday night wil rave
no immedaM attect on any pawn
who has rot vat Med ha 1974 to-

come tea return. Accordmg to Heta
Gordon UMaaa Vceentav Income
TetAaaaAenoai'.UAi Coordtoator.

Ih» ratum ahouM be fecd #» eMeOfV
mm aame way < rvould heva been
had there been «o dMegae m tf»a

Hej

u\\wxx\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\wv\i\

The Ultlmaro tilt. I guess otxt timo I'd better give
him a replay.

A Windfall of Books
at

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
^yi

^ A
x\

if.y

i
Arry rabafie on Vm year a raaee

wel be sent aulcmetlcaty to tap

reeparti by tha internal Raver>*a
• •-..-#. ppaaj c;.-o-,<.-. lag IRS

wel began ap aaad cut febitea to

mose who Owavtf et tha begirvahg

of Jane. Tbe people who feed toe

ierfcaal wa be the faat to

thar rabelee."

^ xrnsvcm'

IJWXt^

oaH

the rebate, vaege earrara

M e>o happy affects of
the tax nil by lowered withnotdng
•ares 10 reflect the cut m t$7%

taaos.

|prii(m[

n^mfe

Spend the

Entire Summer
in Europe for

just $377+

BOSTON — PASiS -
BOSTON

If yea ere e mamb+r of any
ef me 5 celleget wetbto ttilt

srt* yau may ejueltfy ear ttilt

low group tor*

FOR ADOITIOMAL IN-

FORMATION CONTACT M*.
ricmaro pini - aim*

* air tare only
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SPAIN A History In Art MEXICO A History In ArtJAPAN A History la Art

Oredley Smifh
SPAIN, MEXICO and JAPAN ihe fascinaring history of each ceunrry reveeVed fhreajQh atat artwork of Hi peopee,
from the most aakw^rd arxlent art s© the mo** sophisticated the T«cniOth Century has to oNer. Each boo'«
illusfrated w. ih hundreds of full color plates, richly bound to insure a teng life of pleasurable reading eat gc

WasS3OQ0 Now 5

Man

glOJef.

i

MAN ANO HIS SYMBOLS
CarlO. Xnc

lV'l
E?lit#*'

LIVING TREES OF THE WORLD
Thomas H Cverett

!

I

C»»i G Js**g w«eaaa m »••« ra«i can ba
i/«*iMo4 ev ia* t» ir<f>
i»a^» ex Ajii<tf«^«, we*y *
c*«««a« aaacaae aae —aaawe *»

•od «m«Vmc« IM Mil

Was S 14.05 Nom >6M

iw•xxva>^ar«x%x%va^%%-a,x-vxxv»^s:

ae* e* a*a •« •»>• » <>m i

e* «a»«* • •**»•. %

waft wauM't
» »»»» l«ta«l Nr
«v»v»**a« A^»*««ae «*«» 4«ax

aai bite* «^4 **• ^ «
.4<e*wea». •*• * *•

aaw^^^aa o* ne vaeai. .

.

Was SM.tS Now /

AWWUWVWVVV

THE JEWS IN THEIR LAND
DAVIO BENGURION

A <aev i*I— e »m*m» ar ax> cewda«*a
, --A T»Mm o t—m •***>* >n» t»»Ox>

it ia^ c«n land, CMaaa boat i%« ewo^t
el te*» woaaarawKa and tr* Mrtodt *»•*•<•

aaaaaara rvaad iaa rata*. Iiywig «ea e
(«>/icMc«dHC'«(/ cr it« ta»e ol to^av.
»»•€ tc«« <ofaasaa a* aaaerv Saaa aae eaaa
et tfca e«'arcr« » ta« d««tv<i«o et aae
raw T*Te*a. a*d rtai daaa wa* ••'

c«ta^rs«. •»• ha»v er iaa .««*» I»x» 0a
•eaan w 2*co w im ^awva at tecCeeaee
are deww eao^ah ***a T^aaa Caneaeit ana
on >9 H*mt» i>wr» 4v* iw»eaa W a*«

vfvet. CenaOMWa *c^da •©•*• a* iaa aaa*
tn #*• >a«an naae.

Was S17.30 Now jg«

UMass computer system:

Varied uses, efficient results
ifyOAVtOfARMi

St*W ftoforrrf

Constery to poaUer baaaf the

««nware«y coairwrars a«e wortdrg

oropady nnecvnma par cent of the

inw Moat braeicdowra wheh do
occur ere die reeui of protaerra

taiaiedoofneeawrratemoparetng
n tha Oraduese Ranaerch Canter.

Tha Cred Haaearcf% oompteer. e

Cyber 74-18 wharh a leeaed i*om

the Conttce data Canp. for S50,000

• month, a used prmaray for

aducaoon end research. Accofd>*^j

to Robert Ckoler. Acting Director

Of tha University cortfMter center,

meet cf the proteaeae seem from
caner ine oon^aeefiaB ewotaea w%

the syssa-N atach ease insseteaJ aast

August Or ftom operators ut*/t»«

ueique featutce wtKh qu

There ere rtaneffy so. terrvasali

thae. so iaco the gred rasaatch

svseeny Mos* of them ere toceted **

*»e L4yerv. School of B»saHss
Administrators and t»»e Gred
faeseercA Center. Gccer said thit

there *es teen some eouba wrl

rend* i
' I'.t-vt teim^a

eepecaay in t>o I4>e«a Gcnter sad
i ta rrav esfc Ubrery oH<*a*» to

meae the ternvoab earn Ho easel

rooms -n #.rKh tray a*e now
located so a larger room, oajreby

decenng maaee of d»e ecf>«iment

sAosi of the oanai^ert ere baaed by
the Unhars«y

The goat of tha Computer Ceeter

ajfA a to trmk* the svstam "atebte.

teeabsa end taat. «e*d Gonser,

edovg that e good OeeJ ol proQicaa

a baog trade Tha mapr
to tha gcat v* probh

OOCur intatmitttnt'.y tnd e*e

eaeretora drMcatt 9o aotete. There

art fwvu .! tara menterance men
wcrajrg in the Center, eROng with a

rurabar of work »tudf students

w*o have bean trarad to taper the

ttrrraratS-

At praaant, iha Cempussr Censer

Ccaaputer a being used by students

endraevtty rraanbera Sot educebon
end raaaerch. end eftao some S«ete

psceectt The computer a not

v#e*laOte foe commit.
etttaxgh thoee coapaei

m the waaoue coraOucbon protects

arouad cempua tarva eooeea to «.

Tha computer a eleo eaed bv
etuda-ta et Uw!*** Boston, tg

wh<h r. a connected %ss remote

sarrraieas

Aocordesg to Genter, usage ol

tta computer rae baan nang aver

the test tea years. He ettrtMtas tha

to me syseem teeag used tor e

nurrber of drtfenant pupcaee, He
seal aaat Apnl a the boaaet mor*
ar the Center. e**X>ag* m peak

. occtre at the end of every

ackscang the surrmer

Jg> -V* ^V/fX^^Sf

Sat ftooa> av Ck'h w««*ni

Total.
Made especially for people

who use spit

on theircontact lenses.

5t#w nsoro y* ***- ;• a«t«<t

r»

You really think you're saviae

aoBKlhing. Like the time * takes (or

prefer kns care. And the coatd
iliffcrettc soiucioas.

Bat In tfee long ron >°u r&1»>' u ^m'

up paylnj for snort cuts Thcrcs a

chance your cotucu will become
ocetteminjrfcxl. They'll orobably reel

uncomfcetable jnd bother you. You
may esee get an eye leioctKm So «h>

take chtnees v^ith saavx1

Now theresTcasi? The all innot

coacact lens solution that docs r. ill

Total* aets, u>ak%. ckeett

and cuslaom And >ou

only have to use a single

solution to get the whole

yob done.

There are t»o food
ways to buy Total*- the

2 02. size and bVe 4 oe.

size. Total 2 ox. has a free, mirrored

kns stoTMic cuve. ami the new ecorr

cmy 4 ot. site saves yon 25%.

Total' is asaaibk at the carious

bookstore o€ >our local drufltore.

And aeYe so sure yoal But
Total* that well gt«e yuu your second

bottle free- lust send a Total9 boajtop

with your name, address and

earner
Total. AJergM

IS2S Durxm! Drive

lr%onc.Cslifc<nia92fjM

Lirret one per persom.

Offer cxptres

July ». 1975^

Total; The easy wmy to care for your contacts.

AVAILABLE AT MIVERSITT ST6RE

MONOAY J 11

Has Ad Werth

• '
-

75
(Any Largr Piira except
Ptain)

o- Deliveries to

SW
- Ptcavps Tool

ONE OF THESE DAYS
YOU'RE GOING TO

GET YOURS
Fast

30 Minute Delivery

OUR VEHICLES HAVE OVENS

HDOMIMO'S
PIZZA

Anhmt 256-8687

Horfhimpton 681-2700

in
'.v.V' •

.-.-.- t/^»?i
|

: ilno \ -v
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Farmers cut out middleman
MIDWEST CITY, Ok/a. \UPI) - A

group of farmers having completed

a successful sale ot about 13 tons

of beef, cheese and potatoes

directly to . consumers to avoid

middleman price hikes, say a similar

sale will be staged in Oklahoma City

if a permit can be obtained.

National Farmers Organization

representatives Saturday sold 5 ft

pound tubes of Oklahoma beef for

$5, Wisconsin cheddar cheese at

$1.30 a pound and Idaho potatoes

for 10 cents a pound.

Robert L. Thomas, assistant

national director for the NFO in

Oklahoma and Kansas, said the sale

bypassed retailers and gave

consumers a break. He said the

potatoes would cost about 24 cents

a pound in stores and the cheese

more than $3 a pound.
Nearly 75 persons were waiting in

an auto dealership parking lot when
the four NFO trucks arrived.

Several hundred persons took

advantage of the savings duirng the

one-day sale and Thomas said there

were "a lot of requests to come
back here."

Thomas said the NFO has

sponsored similar sales in northern

states. They were started because

of the depressed meat cheese

markets, he said.

"The beef industry was pretty

good about a year and a half ago,

but when prices went down on live

cattle the retail level stayed up,"

Thomas said.

He said NFO members felt the

consumer "is being ripped off" by

retail grocers.

MONDAY, MARCH 31, 1973

If Oklahoma City refuses again to

issue a sale permit, as it has done

once, legal action may be taken by

the NFO, Thomas said.

"We know various retail outfits

have these kinds of twins," Mr Mid,

"We (eel (here is »om« kind of

discrimination against us in thit city

ordinances."

Thomas said four tons of beef,

three tons of cheese And iilmost six

tons of potatoes wnre sold

Saturday.

MONDAY, MARCH 31, 1975

How much profit
does the average U-S
company make on
each sales dollar?
(checkone) A.D4S$ B.D28C CD 12$ D.[j5<

And where
do profits go?

If you compare what the majority of Americans

think corporate profits are, with the bottom hoe

of the typical corporate financial statement

you will see that the public hotts profound

misconceptions about this vital subject

Theadfoininjj message 'rom t*a* Apni Reader's

(Digest sums up opinio** **d the facts about

profits It shows what happens to them. And it

shows how the prole poranria/can give

innovators the incentive needed to create or

expand bus****,. That leads to more jobe and
rr< (- nrafap .in .ire-- ad

Reed on (even if you checked Utter D above)

It can be well worth the investment of your time.

headers

mumiKTISESIl"\t

YOU
Mak.l
Work*^

the hoard, h it j corn I me>
tinned pnanlaftaky aaat tflbWf ll

subtly f*c money iro •. w. |HibU

TV <* ihe foal tymjtrvnv. Jiid *i

thr uaaenaaar create tarn ocvhnokv'v

jn.inrwjubv

FVeejs are net. at aaar comic
wem in tfcine. <lutchr<l in the hjnih

of J lew ci£jrtn*Aj*t( hiliiuil.

I line ore to aailbxns MCMMM
llmi onrry tvt*>c«urtt oe flv

.

"
}
million mekcrt whoae rctnc

in' uk imnfted :n ssxks and
ticaak do/end on cheat: aJK millioa

lii'e-sMurjnce notifies m raroc in oV
United Sranes oVo* depend o» a jree-it

clegicr <o dnidendi ihjl peufcs

lIlKC.

Ptosis jrc (m mure, of coui«.

The% jrc one U man's prjinarf

• reentries. Loi« lata aKsetsss hate

keen butfc and rasroJU and fringe

hrnehn paid lokl keep lignlf

bwainy in ifkev in laboratories, an

men's rrtindv i
tig the almo*t uv

definable mix of new product % and

nleon called |xx*»m\ P^*er thuiRers

mtl than deaisers m I CCfUmllafid

economic buieaocrxy do rn< intent

automatic crjwmi' iroh fro

:.> <K ltdrey machine*. dOsA
knit lahrk* or WQfldcV drag?. Mot
in the nxukc- j?Ijtr ik< Siitmil.flel

bf the pfaaneti «»l MttcV, ibey find

funic i veel, brt|gliser CteW

»immii 4urpei raax* blades «jwicoer

in

When mieYraa* waaeed electric

hiirtrtlrr i!ryrr\ tremrnii

iissoants <d rminea, plonn inj( .-wd

machinery had n> br channeled eo

meet eivat tlemiitd In v- <tj|»jmicn

vccVmik j DfefVl. Wattl ihc dr\a<>

*unc*i *•%*% inn. wbo be*etsed :

eaavinici tajw Ik* the bijj

hrtK-hwijrin were eke io--»urner«.

nVu. became aVew dearundi bjcr

uiiiaVrd anA second. bu«inew cm
ii ((uickh dnisx peice% <V>wn.

>ct. while prJn* jic vi itittmjletv

Ned in tijc Iretfl of jII <4 m. the

pubtk omcepi •4 cheai is so distorted

he hir<lly a eencepe *t all, Fik

cxinvlr. \*Ah imlkj^e that ihe nu-

p.niY el .\r»efkjn% believe fcustneu

clein about iH ceaes profit on twjry

dolarvto--

The fact n, after u»e» tKc anrerjfle

joenpjny now eaikei i Imte leu

il. jh a nickel profit on each waei

t /rviinly. » tome induictiei the

i>e?j|{e u higher, tut tot ttf| much.
Mining <ofnrxHiw.<yfice equipment

atd cceapeacr firaas a\*n$t be

rween ir .ind tc« crnt» on the dol«

br. Lumber ptoductt make jrc<ini!

SfVefl. Oil peuJixtttn jnd refining

produce aboei eight Hot in eaasr?

dunriea the proSt asirgm n much
lower. IraMcalrf. many ol oVe tow*

r\r eecru mjqpnt are in bujineujei

uVat many pecfite jmutjc to be ttuk-

mi' n*c«Hiable eroens" at the

• vfumer's ewense. Suoermirkri^

tor iwuioce. clear a little lea than

,.••••. tc\ each uk% dollar. In

tic retail* lei induwry. the iverafe

l?mtit |>er \j\t\ dollar it jround two
ifll!\

Dusineai .ind indwaary hive tried

lireleidv to comey ihn true prcfir

We all should

know "them " better, for theyplay

a vital role in every-

thing we do

tVt been hear-

inci k( about

"ThenV'lareh
Often bad truaft.

rXbeujt fcow Ujtthej

are TVtV»e been cur»ed in tee

vcrretv reviled in Coegieiv. coa>

demned in the press. TWcy a»c often

cneresbmated. They ire seldom

unoerunod
We j!! thiiukl know iheai belter,

for then handiwork is everywhere

— rjaouj^i ^T may noc reaVax it

—They built a ftttOfl mar
urn vex 1 1 u of Wans. (!alif, chea

helfed it alone until it asai a $10-

•illKnva-year tiuuor%towced lord-

ly by iitemplu>ev

-Thcy helped tO rermdel a hc«ne

n>ii>le<l vc-unrstet* in Leaven-

wortK Kan. and so fit «s> a ttttt*

oon crmer fof •cnnol drufiwics and

drujc vtctimi in DjIIjv

-They created a million new join

m the United States late year.

-They peer Sjas, mJhen meo
eclucanuneach rejf and another ft 44

anllKO vearli moo the arts Their

«c4o4 c^iilay for eharkr each seat is

jl> u: $; l:ill»:i-

-They put S^S millim inm a new
weet mikinr, process thx prevenaed

i urel mill » Penr.«-. .. Iflla from

eloeiee awn. saving 1000 ions.

-They give federaL state and lo-

cal governments more than Sat bil-

Ihks in annual tat revewaes.

Wb>are-lhey'>
I'tofes. Tne monev earned over

and abose the e«|>ense& *A <vcttfin$

our American bun nesi and industry.

ll indwtry uere noc profitable. nc<

onlf would companies wn j» oet

of bumest—with dire c<«a»e»juence\

00 employe* and seoekhoVien — but a

great variets «•! axlll ind hsmam
ursaa acti»it«es would sanrey 90 by

,'A7))/" ( N J

picture. Hut wxnebow we Amen-
- >"\ remxn jxxulurh uncuivineed
Vte buy a home &* $-•*. ••

.
•/ 11 lo»

S#voooi then the neit day condemn

anneat ehe'« "pursuit o4 iveaasT

We bkacfy asrfet the -ciliiics of

ecietomKS and competiiKei.

Let's bole at the profit picture on
a comme* product—a woman's

•live ind

ulmdsriei ...MM.

Taies

I'roht Iran

MAMIAITI'RIK'V
COST AND PROFIT

Fibrin and
•ccmarica ffl.ll

Desieri and factory

•nrrsi^cc OI
ProdueScn wa«ea

«Jf

IS7

M
to retailer ..'

WMrcalr prxr to rruilrr $.»S.?5

RETAlX£K*S COST
AND PROFIT

Dress bean mmoisemrrr IHJ3
Advertttn^. nle
surkd««rz«. (mfkl ... .... . S.SS

Sssee epetMiam , 6JA

wt/JTQU ! i.i i—— V,|^

Taxes 2.H

Pra&c froan ulri l»

mi*.. i*je

Srling frice to cwfsomer .JSfJv

d?e\i that ielli in

foe $ox A woman examniin^ it

mr*ht coexhsde she could make the

«w dress for quite a bit lest than

that amount Provided the could

jjet the pattern (one ol hundred*

submitted bv ihe manufacturers*

designers), she could indeed save

aaoaey Hut tfct* dress is on the rack

because the ma>ceity of uomen have
neither the time nor the inclination

•oniike their own.
Why dees at cost $y> >

The box in use peevauus column
jrjves a breakdown of costs. And it

ihowt that a 1*5.75 dress rJhat pn>
«uled }om and m»jt: a profit finr

peoc'le 111 the girment induury ends

up fuafllina a eonMamer i)oire% |>ro-

*«dinjR li»elihood for a department

sssre's errtpfbyes, psxtmr tax money
in the public treasury and prxettinr

the tteee's owners. In the process* it

becomes a $50 dress. As for that ft-jri

retail profit— avell, you the coniumer
are the reason why it it that low.

For to ruse the profit matgin the

buuncssmin would have 10 risk to*

ine; your patronage. Vmj m the end
make the decision. That's what com*
petition h all about. And profit il the

of cotnpetitiun.

r.* wme: Keynw tJUat. TW
%**!*% !>«*-< Wr«»^, %,'.-. s >

a\st»» io-i«,so>Sl: ««-|i v*. V>«
-SiiS*: ic««-Sk»>. 9rm*% Cm U»»rr

W*nn «p»a rrqucu

Thii meioc^e is prepared by the editort 0/ The ReideYi
SHreti «7»d pretrnted Oy Tne 0MiaWn ftosmdlobiV.

+ Profs sign protest letter

cont. from p. 2

promotion, Dorr loft AmNni
Collogo about eight yoom kqo.

TM twenty fou» putitaonois
jpologi/wd tor thoir intruoien irno

Amhiiriit'sorfeirs. They wrote. "We
dO not winh to involvo ourM*f/«« in

thii intttrnul affoirs of u nHightc.

But
( Amherst Doon of r«ciitv

THC MASSACHMtCTTS OA«kV COLLfOlAN 11

Citfoid se*i. Tt*f t+M
tn il*** erttenm It met

eareody a pOaSe Usue. tassng m th*

Arremtt $tuO>nt
And tfso d*be*» may m*U eon-

:i)-», tmcstMm itmem hes been no
truS outlayonon ol Mark Oxoama
aSSSse at Ambeni Coaaje Ward
cSd not rraamon Ownen in t*a

eaiaarutory letter to trm UMm
fccuiv Ha dncuutxt Ar«linl

axney onry.

And in tn irnerview. Grtford dad

say the Omen ease was
cloMd Ho %M6. The ovesion
cam* up laat vaar. and wee argued
M grswt aano/f*; lh« naua of

mfmlimi to centrum oarm ao-

pontrmntt n atudo art whaeh do
net feed to tenon
The Amherst CosSege "Cccn

irtitoa of S«" aaejoed Ihe taaue at

gieat kne/h net year, and wotod to

comrHie the "noieraate" poSey lor

sriitSu a*tnejL

* Proposed budget cutback
cont. from p. 1

IVirks, at tho moutina, Kind Wood
did not Inform tho atodMntx of the
proposed cutback buuiuxo ha «
"tryv-^ to use SOudanta so b* n
rromane trenches.- hta otao to*J

the oask leroe that a a "hot pong
m be you va»»an them (the ad-
rrarasyahonL asy door n.open to
you I ens an edvoeese for th«

peopSa In the inintukcna, no: tha
aiatnjtiona The Urrvsvaity a» dsani
lor the education of yoongalare, if it

doeen't do that, theae o no lanaon
lor it to easei.*

Pa«i» dth^ed adrrarninsstan a»

that Mt«eh does not teies to Uk
edsKaiional prootiv If en

»t dean does not see tha

or seoderu. that •
ministration." he saakl

Wood saad euesng on tha ad*

rrwaottttion level woUd laaaan tha

uutatny el education M§ tbmI ad-

aks. cuakxSssi lervkes a*d co«n
seVij urvon
"We could tfmrujtt my ofhe*

*^•c^ ecooums for a Mcse over 1

pn* cent of the todget. but thero *
a let of natojnonai naeeaKh ooksg
en dsete which aj aeerui a»o
haleAoi,' ho added

Parka told the sasn force that dsa
touhar •d\ic-stn budget rocsaest

flkh oiceeded present e.«

peadtu-as wei rot be Kcepssd
"They hove to aubmr the roudk* for

'approval. I have devised a
neoVd Hut a*ow* me to see
<** r<re dsey era taking mr>r«y fror^

They are belong »t that, and if they
don't submit it k*v that • don't

accc*. aaad Parkx
Wood said ha would be

"daSgraicf ' to eonadar Park's

softestorn if anyena can show
usa war to tut 10 par care oft the
oudpat with a M rnadacat sxssool

ate toeviSopyvg CcaayC » and rV in

Bnetea asd paaaay kg ti: h ejnrajaa;

to upgrade tee quality ol

education/
Thetu on t srrf nu^c road to

btxiuat makoo.*' n« oddad.

WIkii ashad if tha Lk-«vamt»

coukJ shuffat e^a money around,

leaving fncaJ ouloncmy. Parka saad.

thas/d be m troubsa if dsey do.'
v

PotKs saad ta favored proptem
ifaaj Juthoriey which would Owe

hiM veto power over program
the V/mveisitf

Wood sad. "This wenad be o

very dengeiove gram of auti

Me saad »t woukl aaow ponKaf
iadaement about tcm^rtM
pnornes that is best left so facutty.

students and deem.''

Tt>ei>tVaisay is noi an agency
c^oepaitmem.'hecontnwocl. lt»s

a co^irnunny which efTeen the fr*es

of people, h « e seep apart ftoas

oiranary pokdeai process
"

A Windfall of Books

THE UNIVERSITY STORE

* Gluckstern interview
cont. from p. 1

belts, but that **«r the pUsSc aHOSt raeUie as thai hagher edvcaton a «n

rr^aatrrant >n tra tiAoie and makes a contribution 10 scoeta
USAana has anpresad "

iifandoaeV" watt as facuttr wn6 aeaderrac

tfOgrjna and has aocaairad a nehenaf repusaioa. GkiCkOtem tad rU
added that UMaaa Hoe otter pubke ueh<ersaaes n the Nontteeet. has
ckNatopad n i*a s^adowm of prrvooa leatmnons and traft the essie of

kAasaac^uMlta a bahand ira r^ataon n racogrsutrg UMata' reputation

Piosant UMasa atbdrnta >i»j*% • anonoar capabiltr and nierase n
KadeoKs than dd prevaOvrs Uwteaa soodanta, CObdaatw ta*d H« added
ITBJ1 there is a liend among SOodenli to want tnsansng and anaa that waf

enable ssam to earn a Iwine. and heeapacte tha hand to ncraaae ovar tha

neat five rears. Stuetnis wO ehvays want to ksam about trwmtawaa and
the works, but t*ero has been a caecices* n ntcraat in sscae dapartmants
mat don't offer n\eny aob Cssporturaioea, he aaao

New programs w* coniinae so be «reierna-<ad. but them won't be as

many as in oaevksus years when the unwersrtv «asaranead na panod of

ftp* ,V r,^' . yajeaassm »o s«..*'< ;«t.;-t«fr, v>v kewi to o« eaa bm h
piamatue to •dmiry which o-es w« have to go. he added. H* aaad asat

new programs must be aeowed to develop, because if Hat deaan'i hap
pen. UMes* wa stagnate

When asted about the School of Edvcason. Gkachskari said he wotid
cartarav eupport swUa« programs at me School ol Edueasen in tka future,

but ha wo4/<i eaaen the poaniastes of atuse. He added that there ere

good raopsa" at ese School thai rave a oonvniswant as coreanue tta

ssxng progtaaax but thee < wa cake a im> whie for est »cvirato* to

recover. OnacAaoarn aeai tne pUakotv Nas not «r#y hut the School of

Education bat akso tha u*waraey.

* Fiscal autonomy vote
Mog»aeta aald UtAess Anne4

comparnoA so national facuty
aaaaran poaya SS.C0O and SCCCO

the aaasi easouac of tiawa are pead rtgher than average See gteoWc
the rvghest. what raeufty at 9a prcfaaaort and S4.000 and SS.000
community ccneges who spand daa htghar for undergraduate
most time wit* students cat pead pnofanaori

the Ism She aad the natrs#oon« are

soendaag mora Han KaSy trwas

tray Should

Mop.Mta saad tha ratasitions

would aaa tra provaaon m a threat

"but th« aula a an dire Sesantaat

urnta and wa don t know Of any

other way."
bv ramovng feancial aatonomy.

Moguara sad it won't asaka the

•raotukora shut down. "It wii slow

down that »pwyk>g late." she

"tt a atiempt so wafce than

cont. from p. 1
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Thin advertiaement M^p^^m in SO lending college newspapers aurtin^ March 24, 1975.

A CENTURY OF WONDERS
too Years of Popular Science

ERNEST V. HEVN
a* (•*•»(• >a*aav» AMi aM*S aww «
H-wr. rtfrtiyi •»* a^eavwr at « mi
• «pr««r»4 0* 9M oaejH «l ****' Sc-avva

• •-«» »aa»* >**iwann ra
i »f» " ' A»»a< <% .0*^*9*^9 m% toon

v»4mi*i ia« >»<.«i »aa*»an*t t^»:»nva*>».
.«*» »>i »aa»* r^«, «^«.

j«»^i en ..-^# »«a

•eM ia eaSaa s> ^«v«a ioao u«a«*i.

. iistinaittni

THE MOVIE STARS
Richard Griffith

•«<l«* •! IS* »<»»> »—r*w t»#-
i*a««f»a'Mi "••» » •<«• ^v«i#v wnat
mii iH»M»uaa**..<N t i

Was SX' » Now
a9"

a*K>*^ c>rs«> »>iw«4i -» t*» u^»««««n»u«
a^w'aiaa. »a»i* «vs>rji*^ »««« v..>

I * a m«c«c**« '>»u*a« »%a
>j»»aw*a •r,*yn«* cr o^a cl
"Mr* r*«C««» r» O^r-r-

••naaaSaaaSSnr ir4MiMimwi«<*#lo<

Was SJ5.00 nkrw

J
/

I

The Illustrated History

of Ships and Boats

Lionel Cassen

i*»» -< ••^•»'»« t««a aaw na »a» •

• #* ari'i>< V»
i\.r.j Ara1 r»»»> c*aMK« « »^^»
•*»> ^ *«»* a»a aif*"' 1 » «*a
aa !•»*••• sj««t «^*r« est a*aiaa*a^»

**a a#A 'v* <a»|U **t **i «M«i<Ni a**
•

Was S17.S0 Mow
*gn

14!

u^^

-p

• Universal

fee decision
cont. from p. 1

esse there "just wasn't enough ttese

fJO OTC.Il I.

Rcfc Sa«irsi. prsaapent of the

Saodant Oeae^rment Assoesasioa,

said shat he has "*o *dee «a what
they ifs^ernery and Gaoef ens

taatng aecut" in reJeecn so the

oeenion's eatay l a** ssoarnino

thai at Menders meer>x) with

Gap* and the sask tcree that we'll

hear aboet shja;* Savm aad 'fw/

poeeson a that peopSa hevan't tan

down lonp anouph to look at aw
the poieajahee . TSa uraversai

NMiroe tee was proeabty
rSscussed a »ona lene ago. rrsstbe

three or Sour years back. WSan the

SfUl came oef aejainst ose

OVswersey. »t was a neat piece to ley

al the blame about me«deiery
housang and meat tiekeea, The fee

#*as seen as one way so cover

coat he said

LOCOMOTIVES IN PROFILE
Volume 1

BRIAN RCED
la* ua »<**•»« a » aea i«««a wcaSaa i*cc i av>v» k a a

•t^r.naaiaiea aoaeleaaaawiaajeaeareaea itaaes kSaaanmimW »e«l C«'i«a»»*>*>^»» •« A-r«t<#n r fO0 Ai
mc* at tV\*y» Vacac'i 9m e«a a »*i#l <c»ea»^e ew

a^iM«e<kar t»a ^caw *a^o%a ax»»»>»ve ^ aw awianr c^
**c»i» Ota» SSeaWcaea»acM r»< i#a cea»» »a»i»ajai a>» *vMtf »<

iiaaaa iwwnr tt •

LOCOMOTIVES IN PROFILE

Volume 2

eec»««

Was sie.es now 9*

BaclAN RCFD
fwwi N9 r • rt+m «r>» *0 - !% i>#«M »+4

resea •«ir^an; »N»ra>»«4«« »iae^aaa}»aa
«a • aa iax«««iM«« r%<ik*aa» aanrad m» ***<**<
•»*»»»^i««aM• SSO«w«laavaa« f** aa<o^l H3A«^» x» r*-aN» o- -k»

aaai <a acawaiwjai *•«< «n* ««aa>« *oa asw
a«aaaa paesjala *+ *««•*<*& oco*^#v>«»

Was S».0f Now "

Avoiding
Future
Shock

v*%.

*vi«<*ir iWfcrU - ,---f »-_, Ll_|

<«aa* aa «-* a»»—ii. mjmj% » v

>«v iw aa>» •«• (.t. ik*

1 *• •« I^W.IMl.U V_w».
•MM •*•

Ronald J. Nathan Agency
747 Mala St.

Amlaerat. Mass.

BeVttSI

I kwitv
Unioiitifc
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Resurrection special/

An outside in

6*0 £**se*. m»mrr Coeegart C«iWrvwrf, /acanPy /ifu'nrt i\>

UMSSS tor 4 w*t\ K»" Ou» re^\mf. A*. £**** jawnao* m foes*
ojtamt.

>vv^^A^I0VVf«<«*C0firrritr/sev««4CtWlt9Mnp«nor*^«vt>«nl^9»
ere rvSt before year wacatiorv Altar doing wmi thnfcng I r*rr<. up

vsiit. r»^>»c»vv^>»t^hlba*r»t»obo*cifytmioe4Ul*e*.
Teere *a com* e day for at erf you to leeve thn peace, oot way or

another. Mow o*e feevea UMe*» a roeey not Ihjt mpomnt VShst ft

ny^&^*thetrhefObmettuMaassneedfote)lcfua
Some ef yO* #* be ftoeng for robs m some mm ol whet acommortfy
*n es me Iree tr>tt*v»*c system. Those who doa't wei t* tooamg foe

fOCfe -J* govo»fw%ent subsrtted orgenueuore Irbr «sjm^< a cor

porevo* whose v^»r.*4 « •Jepe'deni on government coetractal or you wad
be *oo**g fo* jobs aim iht goverrvneni iiseat

Assomec** who »vm bee* looking for a job since test Junt. I leefi»ev«

e few thngs to say about the dangers **l «"* ihreeaen Ml ol us*

The first p/obtaaa w c aH tKOa that hundteds of people w»o ore worSr»g
«i me free a*comrfte system save efroedy been bid off end mere rwy

n* second problem *HOh*e both of die ether groups prewouafy
merrsoned Tr<u problem is died layoffs wi occur «» thee km erf

bUtMH It. WO
W^M)?etb€*do«rnto4e0i»«Mr)0*Mever« PtesiJtnt' fertfeeaad

oer nation's noetbef one pnoceem ISOLATION.
To put it wrtptv. mtetkw > cevsed by government a-d tf>e dalk*

speadmg that gownmern br» -us. *hich is at * »eco»d n«jh <» the cwem
budfK
w*et has to be done oo «*ro «iti>i o* * to balance the budget Tha

means than non» currently go*emM*nt programs end many go%amte«nt
ewptgymi wdf neve to be out out of the budget The*, the many layoffs

<Nrt ggvaavnent emptoyesa meet face.

'<n people empftoyed by those compeAies ih* icry on goeemeient
COniiKts ei older to prodwoe. you wM be n tfoubtt too Th« pn%emrnerii
rxnttKts iKMOAcecemt so e***v**l soon be scsko. Mgovetnmer* iu»>

lU bwd9s\ Miin >*n weny employees •• mis fcnt rnay sooa be
^ layoffs

A*d ee for free enoerpAee. I A«es prev«oeely mentioned that layoffs »ev*
occurted gieedV m itex secsor oi ihe economy. The reason o t^t
production a doAm. And ihf reason production « down is due to flbjf!

peocea cannot bey as rauc* beceose ol «Hoio» (the doHar has less pw
ctieae^rj power then belerel

i hm M •r.'unon t« cued by balancing the t uifjet along wch todecr^g
uaee >«f«nevor peeeJbte. men fobs ** *eo\r<e r» those secsors ol the

nconcrm/ drpenoeni upon the P^MSmmeni fat the problems fimtng
(MoductMty »n free entrrrrer» may be on me w*» of bem^ sohod.

it «mtt4 to my thee 4 keHahon is solved by b*tenc«M) the budget, then
free «nterpree may eoon be eote to supply plenty ol erryjioyrnant Thft may
be t^e aneifter to itw proMam orl tnrSno, smploynrf. e p*Ob*em most ol «0
»lure

t|

Commentary

Student unity - lost in a shuffle?
BtB*iAHHAHV$Y

Trtenetf sme you're weteng dVoufh campue, M*ce

e good loo* around There has been * permeAent
addhon made to the UrWersfcy landscepe.m the form

proteotog the* msn ^«i»<ae tsen as em
fHsmsetve* n the vetfavyavty

Ttab^o«»nv\TuyfM4e«4«M»g«^aheeeyftinaanga
it « no comcrdence ihei 'mmea Ouetamiti n aaetuftg

so the greener peatM** ti iAeivieA*i IValaaf ••••^

w your coocAm lef

uhMm 9 bud^aft CUM. tuhicn Mk#
Attend thfi UMe>tf «tutto^^

J

in tho Camptn C#nt«f.

Letters Policy

Benlta Pullara

Long war's journey into fight
it toots lee the end of the toad for Sou* Vwtnsm
There « ittse fope tsec ttft ealievrssed, war com

crxrery can ragam the ttrroc/h < needs to daAand
a fur. i:tft of it» land rtea cot fatten into cotvnunist
hards. In tneea leal batSee there a an air of f'neity, es
if that twenty-fee yeer*me var a strr>>sT over.

Many Varyiameee heva knovm atta else fat we/
end potitioa) dmao^ fVhape. after a* eVse vov*
ttaty ar* ffcnetfy know peace, but the war a* not sad
unites Merdt Vietnam a aetofad with tha arra it has
oonajuered. The daoacn Sooth Vmanam tecas ft to

sue endor e coeamurvet tagana or to tree m war sad
UirmoJ indeinnaly.

THao'e aasmpta to raaayasae Vm
UnhadSUfaa ere pra%v«g tut 4« rn/

n.ii rpjtte ee fueae aa ten yean o<

ftarttaicn*** True, we ere ttad. but we afto Isel

•7. it. %h*m*. endtemorae for cur part » tha war. end
weere »ateicd that our nvohament a o»er Wi*v^(
ha* l>^rvung ro forget nemea lea Mta. Oe Na«g. **d
Trwu. when they sprang up in the newt' agem
Perhap*, hundreds Of veers Item now raatenara wal
be abft lo pom; to the ftttcto* we slroUd hew taioan.

fat thate are Sco marry otatacfts to dsfrte e csaer cut

right end wrong sodey.

Henry *a*i*tjer hae damied that H we do not horor
Oef moral obagation to Vfttneav our ratioraf

Cfd>f> is as danger Koaarger ft ignoring the <ect

Luis Manuel Medina

dHasta cuando?
A groep of Ssermh Speeaifig peoplo • ancouraon] tha Masaachueetta-

i ar«np population to perocaaeea more ecsrwry «n stale arid prseidentuf

Acco^H) io Ab^tn Vessaao. m charge oi the ru&K Aetsaons eHeri
of 'pro V010 Kapeno•• n eosron. the o ganuaton a »rKC«»«agr>9 the U S
Njttv» Spenah Spaaairg. ffWio IVemi end she naturettiad Ut*os.
lOebens. Cenltat and South Amtic&r^. So ragetar x> <re for the nt*t

Tr^*::v» v >«eira io h* an ewaken<ng of theU.S Nftperac poauleson
i& partiooate moae eeo*«M/^ty r, dec«$ng weo e gortg v> he chosea W
•xkf pubsc oll<a
fn the Souhweste** StespK tha Meatcen Amancana had creeeed me

Kmce t>wdu p»w

Ai

tl

in etvettamant. Oeapna
Hears tueaanget an*

Ford out!
in aappoff of tha SautS

i thort a
es to ahBchere

liar tfa Votnai— pecadai

a thai

of » ulaaa ae it wouHJ ec

attft Wk
ee 5r.<m \>t

youimmoat. andmataay aad to Sou*
e<i Thru s fjmnenwn t enda amsm>

ujsA t« uaateeiii what i

el etlatsgll

f what ia astt •

CI afaer ' ft 0# dimati

IV aa Ihueeaml rt At *ava sratPe

aa ftwt MWlaralanri Valuer I

...• .it a* aeuetun n v

QorrrnajMHY

DVP reewttng new staff
.

.

Travel Service too much m the ofr

"»M*v

:

to

20 ye^ara AafClgaifnee

ta>

ttealy'ceaota'3leccoa^fJ
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More fetters

History repeats itself
To the Editor:

Yes, Brittany Manor strikes again! Dealing straight bullshit. I'm really

writing this editorital to 1 1 warn everyone not to do any sort of business

with this wonderful rental outfit, 2\ express my frustrations on paper about

what has happened to me these past few weeks here at Brittany Manor.

To begin with, it all started eight months ago when we were promised to

have our rugs shampooed by the Brittany Manor maintenance people

before we moved into our apartment in September. It was just last month

{February] that our wish was fulfilled yes, we got our rugs cleaned

seven months after our request. Now, if you're the patient type, arid don't

care if you have to walk around on gobbs of hardened candle wan \from

the previous tenants I, or crusty burn holes and dog hairs in the rug, then

you're all set.

This past November I was paid a visit by two Brittany Manor trustees.

iftto mncfeMmiy md rmr*WC**V »*** iffO***"? *Ooat »**? ** AerfrY

ptKf (fctooor* root. 6frto dktf Mr? A<K>rV Ifc* w* hotipmo* Octobor'x rot*.

on* wtro m Mr precox of Att|«* M*rrmftr/'t W* »» ctrd t*u*\ otf

ft* yovrV*/*fu» on mrwrtdko i*w cm dt»

Jux! (art wort ttourrfmJHWWXiXty'X'O^OO* Nq. a« • $*ny*e ofAw
toottyuiiw, Jtn rwnoo noiKO Atom Qi*r <top/ A»*CrPAft Thor procttdto4 to

t r\K >f our root »mnvnW rwMn fourteen dry*. ev«Aftn^mm^
ncirfd «cor AW Me itrongt port *OPuf M* **tde M*t0 <* Mef **xr
Arprrmcw. w**wt» «r>t*>* j»*tf otv <W»f e<V*i' rr* rvttrttrM «/ Me irtmifr.

**, *«*&»* or prvtvto-"1 r%*«w oar***" IV frt** oejtori

trv>A.viv trvir error* w*/e»n rnenvifcny. p/ sAoadd /iry rreotfr ne/r iwdlr.

Ctrrv **y **ve AVwetf w*M poeMe* > 'Art tetw rf mm
•m#oNH> f)p ov* ofeyfopo itolfr »i fvtOO*6on4. f&uf «.V*rt of • Sa/avnww
to*»*0*tr*f Cc^'TotHonv*A^*iNortnv>'vtO'' rYrw Cato«%af ArPrr
TA>sr r$ (AS' Vt**f *»rw*»*Mya«ifri.' *«<*n«irdd / A/trw' Fhor

<i*me4w*4%*ttftft+m$SC0tw frorvorr orrd March'* rrm Atthnpotntt
**K^f\t fto^i vrcr* tfjtlrty to #rt fatty tartouy to 1 nmt to Mr J £0*1
Mr conpv* tmi«r. Cm >t3u posoAV QrArie fVur AYuunr Mmv Apo*

*H»»Oporty r#cort*r^ * *300 cAecrt *r arfmrrrd to ***m /pr perme* J P/
Nw >no«4fr*ifr*V>Af MupacV. /u*f vwfKdK *ty nwr OW** ief nv
My «« to****, ihrr irrprr yncrrrv miujn rp go ot for o* .* Cow*/
Sowurmwvs. MMef ArsrarM: VVsm -heir rr**t»4c. w* rv»»r k» 6e *>

ctwrvmcW MprAdTy Jfery$ *dr Cto CAtWttf <tf> nwM llto A«fe o/ I**
st. fcpd tp .w»e*r *i co**T. 4«W Mr ooitport «s irv>r w« Am) to

Mr** r>9<n Orf Of A9M«v 5MXT# Me *4*tVrH)¥V4 dlM* MMM tfamy jpnny

W »«. 0' • '*H«r •) ^M^HT JAVI^A! fvt you" ami u## pVau>
.*« > rvm ^oam^k /cvirv»y *f &*t*nr Atow Mr rvuato an? rxvM a.

*H^ iMtfr). IMv r^wtofion ftosrt I cAMgrtf «ny. m mxwwrf *i roy

C«£VV VYJl/ BfUTTANV MAHOA'
Ottob«M»«c»«tno

0/7e /or f/7e record

To t*e Editor

/ *m wvnf*7v fM tofflr> «» lr>H/ A<^ rO Atow» Ar>r «nd Jord+i >

ccnrwoAcn iMmHt. Afcr. W M#r ^f r*e flNwr** Ito- Awrtr«uW
fit*mm*t ivcord store w Uto 4»ro " r*#v to^to/ o^ufAr to Mr forrtrcni t4

>rvnd on neo^mr uAerV ocivftto
4
toit iv*w. (uto** I toeomo o

uvdont at Mr CAnwwMy
^tr Mr *joot*or+d %ivto t hovp*ttsos*4o fOCO** **<*> / tttor toand to

OO 9*»e**tY wjtrprd t t*v*vM Mr rtcoto
4

Itof4 ro V* fto*. rMp*ct*nf to

• tor jvoothrs ropy n«M«uf #v»v UP*** VVMoo f r^aUrmf nto

vfutftcn to trw uirjiTU'* ic^c^rfifV Mr ssn* mr ttttn+d to *n Uw
ivr^ow Arrrr/ -.t/mrrf nA«fltofA<n^A^cr n»r fl»wr «rm«ma *r/ <

inV^f .i cou>r <V p^4rto. ' w»» i*-i' rAm Mr^r$ notfto^ mtomv

ntniv^ Mrf rtto rrcurc^ »vrj £s»ary t%mtfitd on* *Mt t wo*t*4 «*v*V «

f^rvWr #.rAjnar. fto rftow pu? |r>» ^«5^ 0>» o fvmuf* An** *to*>t» *«%/

fcOtrd M H Ao*o jrW tv»0\ pkye* ff. dtn^ «** <«>•»>. ^Thrtfx »«rr\rkj

«ho««9imM" •*rwrr«n«/rA*fMf r>*wrymwvN« jwc*»wp i^*«y«*mrT

4vt>ur irvrrgtwrtorj of en <nc*>.l

.y«utotfriAlbn9torrnr«(nM$r Ain^Ar $rm*r*f ^u*Vk*vmr, i^nj
xicr ^v«ntKtorrfr jrW rf W»c»<rrnu*n'. o^ ^9Ht^ t knmr netfwtf/ otot/t

»*rnrd eaxxvoj H* r*m wmf iO X*» j$ ro $*ojr*r / *•« ***** i«m%v»

»iMj* orr#«y»r i drm*e«»W ^«y rrcmfc Mk a* ruo* 6rm jfow
rVirrvr nvriMMtt *iwr / C*m *\W rV 5Wr **»d tisrtrd **ou*v kMtt

LkM\'tvm. jtvy » w*» A«0«*<V *«*V rnorrrot ro *»v U» toraf. r tejtv

r*w »tr/ voter. *id wnm orwto «rrrnrW ftonwo Ar l>ro*r <to»**» md «#iV
rtSr##cAmVv oVejAemrO' vMMn/r*utro'fm to» "reio%>y «> AM o/

prcsprr* tof o/ I'Ootrr. " **on*t"H to to** rnr /rearer cuy/ny kwinxw
r/»r M Ma ttipttt / Ar%r OC*prd n^. aoo* i urjpr M# /rV o< ruv fO oV Mr
untr

QirtiOvih «**t *»** *0* *" .«afiiU<? ra^rAmcr r>r mr*fA- M*
to»vn i«x» t,W<r^nfH^rOrOia#X*rpj«pA»virr>oArn« ttr«-nluWJ» rY

l%ry /«vir C*» rV>*^ »o. *vr «nou^ ton cor co«Klvr rw«V <K*^r/ r^ry

bom *W ^if rnra> orf of oavnr&i

Board of Trustees meeting

Wednesday, April 2, 2t)0, 1009 C.C
.4 ffency and show you care!

t

L

CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS
UNOERCtAOuAit '/u::in'\

GRADUATE SlUDINtS o*4 fACUHY MEMBERS
rwf 4SSOC/47;on of private camps

conpttuAf ISO C4Jfilt»*r<9 Bert. Cm It. Br»lbrr t^lr*
•«tf Co e^Ctnpt. totaled lKr^|h«wl t*r ft«« E««U»d H«d
dl» AtUMrf %*+l9% ind C*«Adt

MifllD TOIH IHCIWICS <r»«4»*«t t iiMirwirlOTxr, •• rftrd
Cr*«artot« Oo«r Uodrr* lMHr>*t» <#»•#••< C<-*^»»'"»»

U'n'r. P« . : . Ti

Anouai !c n ol Privot« Comps - Oept. C
U w 41 ft H*« Vifi Mf rlJ* 111)) 01 i.24U

1

/?S0 budget off track
To the Editor:

4s /on<7 as there is all this talk Hying around about
the budget, I would like to take issue with a few
appropriations which, in my opinion, appear to be on
the high side of high. The most glaring example of
these is the money it supposedly takes to run the RSO
office. I'd be most appreciative if someone could tell

me what the RSO office does that is worth the

$323,345 that it received this year I $239,413 of which
was taken directly from the student activities feel
Why is there a $19,270 phone bill even though they
have a WATS line? Why $3,000 for conferences?
Surely all the individual RSOs can take care of
themselves with little or no help at all from the RSO
office.

The Student Financial Affairs Committee didn't

bother to go into detail about its intentions for the
$7,000 it was given; apparently they felt

'OroMv&tioD Aoy/eot &wxvf~ wouW feftVe
(*r»*5r. Mr Cfttwnaftr Aoomt*, r>y* /hot 4*r
<4tt9orv rumr 4

thftor Opul CAr/pe*" suM*
** ' e*t+m oft otocoifon of SJ.CCO *«f "(Mm

t\4*nr So** ftovrom AMocsnom" roMrr'1 ^>fVWs

IT RAYS

an appropriation of $14,000.

Also, as concerns the Commuter Assembly, why
did it need $2,000 worth of lounge renovations last

year and $3,000 worth of renovations this year? I

won't even ask about the $3,000 for House Mouse
Magazine, whatever that is.

The Drum had quite a high budget, $31,345, which

is a lot of money to spend on a quarterly publication

run by and directed primarily to 4 per cent of the

student population.

The phone bills for several RSOs are quite steep,

and there are many instances in which money could

be saved so that groups such as the Student

Homophile League wbuld not be in jeopardy of rosing

their funds altogether. There is enough money to go
around if it is used wisely.

If you want a good laugh, or, more likely, a good
err, flieA op copy of rh»5 yw'i ftSO ^.t^rv Wuc*.

•to not I mvw*rd rp tr rt^pArtito on wn*»«
j»%«r 9*0 <f <*0/d Mrrt p Conor? gtooco Thon mrr**
U»reXt>e>*ctom6&votitotO&s<w*tr*tyotoijtto*
.- •

•• ••• • •".•-'

llto Bjbnor
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-Resell % t Hadley

HlDoooJ4s

r^on-Fri. 10-9

Sot 10-6

Mountain Farms
Mall in Hadleft

Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe!

tSQti/

off everjrthiod in ft© tfor&J

(except prorjotJorjOil or Sale Herqs)

/

adult* deniD

Budweiser

case of 24
1 2 oz cans

Chateau LaurentiKr. 9
. . tt2"

IB jfICI I Lambrusco ••• • b«
2

D

Great Western SL, «

1

79

Donelli t^l 89

Rose
7

De Portugal ^3"
Paul Masson «a,1m

Gunther
Beer

84 12 oz cans
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leotOitife

obel Ufaoriis
brown,,

SPECIAL'

Sbort'Sleeve

.so

(koboiP) sanAal

Sondrowoer+F)tt)uh

Wocven^sTsHi^s

Igwdlubber
CCWCXo

%

bwtpoiip5

specih/

Sboesfrx>T??Clojr^ t

%Mpcs

SPECIAL/

Wide selection d^

oVess^s

OTldyUptO

15*°°

SPECIAL/

Onvefse r?eo's

Sneo^ers

. .
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Or. D. Eduordc SleUpoltky, has a tempcrmcntal *

5

pound rooster that yieWs wfset may bo the bast poultry,

product medical discovery sine* cnicken soup. The
rooster, El Macho, produces an antibody that can be

used to monitor a hormone that causes bone

weaknesses in kidney patients.

Ford comes through

as a Mr. Nice Guy
Bt ft/CHAROH CffOWALL

UftSmmtoBmw*
HAS».\sc,rcHi(/PH Lyndon

B jotmon yeted *t aoe* P*hjFd
M Niton *ho«od n*s pr«»»
ascrsnary m p«04< The W»
Houm now he* a Mr. Niea Guy.

Commentary
A* they count their hitmixpi in

plsnnatp res ld)b ^arrpaign for

ofeCiOA. Preeaeaa-r. Fcrd"a a«3et-Sa4

tagh ras hunen teortnm
Noi even he pootcet

accuse tht rv***s*nt ot

arythaig but one of the rticeat

raflows around WeehWtgton Tha

eaernpto* Me merry

*e» lOkl Foid he rausi rrak*

hit n«e*en*l '.Hov»*on speech
OuSrung ha ecoocrrx energy

pioarem at t pm. EST it mm so
ordered Than ford taarnad the

9 others Brothers. w*ose <«maOy
coefd not bt counted en to deal

panaywKh ben, had placed the*

i^vacn cornobetk that same
ngM at $ pax fo*d. so as net to

smother die brothers prop/en\

moved ha back to S p.m
Ford's speechee em typed, mm

those o1 other leaders. *i large prr»t

with pa*ap/efjhe cermeted on

ptQ« and not ccntnued, to

smooth naedang A nat aacratary.

typing a Foro speech on Ms plane,

net oray broke up paragraphs

between papas but soniestoa and
cvan words. Notong this faaM

befotr larxSng whan noting ootid

ha dona. a Ford spaachwntar aad.

•a*y heart seek, We had 10 tat Ford

the awful nawa He made tare no
o*e would Me** the vo»ng
wowon. **o haJ not been lead

how to tree the speech and he sa»d

o-ry,- -Forget n it* be al nyt
The »p«ath wanTTJTt

On parhape Ms toughest day.

Aug 8. W4. tht day M> wet told

ha would become president. *o»d

ttapfwd horn theWNce House new
door so Ntwot preaaJontaf office in

the 0«d Iktcwttva Ofhee BuaSng
and set at Ma das*. r»ar*ng e

•log by Secretary of State

H*ot* A Kaangar A young

woman carte *> *vith « urdweh on

a tray Set tarn. Ford, netapng she

was nenmg d»hktity eajawjuattng

th« trey through the deorwey.

ntrrrupted h* SVuflhtJ tad Sped

arooad ha desk ar»d herd the door

tor Mtr 'It took aornefra-g even

more then t panilsmtn to do Piet at

that rnomsntr sad a

Connecticut Indian chief wants

new house for his small tribe

*0MOAV MAk(h ji vj THCMASSACMOif Tf^ OAILV COCLC&^M i;

rfi<AW/tl. Cc»* lUPi] Tr-

Chief ofone of the neson t trnsPett

incten rjfte* *e%* wMit men have
been steaVng Indian land tor long

enough and the tjeet d*ey can do m
give b** a new house on ha
outlier ecre resar*toon

Atftaus P^per. tOjO kaown as
Otl B* Eagre. »s the »eartar ot tha

GoWen Hal THee. e bard of leas

tnan HC etdons who have bean
toang ground to wtvw men ance
NBA

"AJttf 316 years ol taking Golden
Htf land I ihink it shouldn't be too

Mvd to provde t house thai woatd
coat ore/ S3S.0OO so buM today."

mi said

The uibe got its nasse >M^
Armtiea* Stat rff^btn was
tstabMhed on SO acres </ la>d on

CokSan raa m Br»4gn«>M

But • inw years late/ die kxStnt

ware pad oM and weed to leave

thy land A 20 acta meevttion was
vitipin Trumbull, but was SOkJ by

an kndksn apant m SM) fWTt.
wehout tho ••bfa knowlege. r^per

Today's pnssarva, tht smaSest in

the country, was ofTiCijHt

reoognoed St years ago Piper.

fKaetCAtted bv a heart conditon.

said thy crvmbkng Owning he
bvas n on the nseervanon doesn't

even have a hatting sysram

"This house wet b*«t by ^
Indij' •<' the early 1809s M servad

•r» purpose then." ^re«r s»d

Bui

reset > it >jn

it is on a
ih*

ptaat

staat

Oepertaient of tavi>onmer>tai

Protection is reeponaUe for repacs

and mstmtnsnca. Pper s«ad the

house has bean 'ntgsacttd so the

peav wMae Its urerhab«abre.

Pper tnO ita staea kxSen Affairs

CounoJ «e)Kted a «coaYeewng
proposal to r»ote *v* to a nearby

* scant house, leaving *• reser

>rabon unoccupied
Iwilnot leaxe say bjnd *' Ptpai

said feryey.

Piper fid. had to f>vt up Mt
trucking bus**** n 1968 and hat

avad on So6el Secunty pnee
Atktd «hat ha p4tns 10 do. Ntalld

'tat and sksap a-d stay in. What
do you «sp«ct me to do *¥*>* I'm

supposed so be ei fM) hospital"

BOOKTFRIFT
FOR BOOKlDVERS

Come join us at our extraordinary

50% OFF
giant paperback book sale.

Outstanding current and back list

titles from many leading publishers.

This is a sale Booklovers can't afford to miss.

The University Store

Saltan *7H6uk(<Uh Sfioxt*. One.

*ril IA1M* IS mi \IIIS III.Ml SMU.nl

HN<K,\<Kt\ Vtfl \\t -I \| MM »X»N<. MM •'MIM

APRIL 2-5
Sami-Annujl

Rental and Spring-Winter Equipment

Located on Rte. 9 Hadlcy - A SALE
STOftC HOURS:

M.ON I HI.. ?:00 m V> • » P •»

SAT^t:O0a.m.tet:>*prn.

Oty. Ihm

AMHERST

30 - 60% Off all Rental Equipment, depending upon condition, including.

X-C Ski Outfits, Down Sleeping Bags, Pack Frames, Tents, Foam Pads, and Snomiio*s.

PARKAS
luco I'rKi Stle I'nn

il

n
*

31

35

132

m
15

I
14

te

is

is

AlpE*pedittalt74Meeal lil^Of set .09

AlpGUdarwetiha»dlt74Med«l tS.Of ?* at

iK-r^Mabalt i«.*t tAsde* n.ef Sf.SO

UUm«Mkf w/n hooe S3.Sf 4S.SO

E^SOewnVest 31-St 13.eS

Sires m6 Cetars As Aveaaete

CLOTMINO
ssineegstal Was! Saeaters m.ot su.se

Dt«n aoahat >*•** ' J5

El Caeato Rttrt Padst tee» 10.ts

El Chaopo Rain Patts ".00 t v.

PACKS
EMS Pack jnd Framt lOtd Sly «i ^*

«

S37.S3

EMS E*padrti9« B«g jnd tramt St SO It S3

C T drtyoat aaftrdFrerm 34JO 27.53

C T Hylaa Bag tad frmttm 2t.S0 12 tS

errryVjoJhtedCOfd Style) 03.00 25 15

Oty. Item

TEHTS
kt /.«ain«o«iiembackN<«c-
3t EMS Kaskawtlst*

is EMS mov^oivj rati

II Oerry Year Round II 11*74 Model)
SLEEPING BACS

t Gerry Camper — Ref.
1) Gerr, Camper — Lp
It CMS T.ltn

22 EMSEslet
34 EMSSardptper
S FMS CaaMlagm — R#g.

t EMS Ohavtaf Iri * if.
13 EMS Rabioa — Rap.
17 EMS Rebsea - lp.
it EMS MiMajpet — Ret.
24 EMS Vir». io**— LO
IS EMSPtcoeasJe.

BOOTS
Sp*cUI birradsctery Oiler

Mar. CMSK*iardln

S»pa. Price Salt Pr»c«

ses.tt

11s.ee

us 00

tits00
110.00

79M
S7.S0

ISt.tf

140.00

tt.se

1AS-S0

wso
trjo
20 00

S)4,tS

sot 00
•5.00

SSjOO

OSJO

SIMS
B2.SS

Tt.S0

tt.SO
43 JO

its 00
112.00

f2 00
ss.oe

34. St
3S.5©

24,00

S27.tS

. . iJk
ZST

•••••• .. . . ... »-.
.

00: •

Philippines may be America's next Vietnam
aV *6V MAROON

The Philiptnt*. under ih*
ata%thfy imposed ma»s»el law of
FyeadOM Ferdjntffd Marcos may
very *et mrw n Amerce » rw>t

WfJMHk

I 1
I
Swingshiftors I

I

1 itty area residarm war* iced
ebovi the deianorasAp pokrfaceJ

condim>#« m 1Ik Phibpn«« by Rev.
*»ul Wisorx af»o had rocenirV
rax»med from net covntry Re*
VANajoa a Urseed Chuxh of Chrbt
rr»r4ster aad vetaran of the US.
fttrm worker* movtmett speni 10
moaihs «%orkng. *% a siefl
member, with the Ph.Homes
r*t1004f Coorcf ot Cr*u»Ch**.
WasoTi spsnt most ot his

trying to orpeuie IV
(Mpuiiton into farm cooper«»kat
tn<S croOr unk3na

Uoempieyrrwnt - "daspicable"
Wihoo descoced lio» two mti a

hell centohes of Spanish
ccSontdam foHowad by htty yaere
of Arrawcan stparvwon ol the
•stand as t preetcssrara tad Had the
foaadeoono for me present

SUPER PIZZERIA
ryw iaSi'iiaaji ** —

PIZZAS tkirtt sat Saan

afMONnn

GRINDERS PN nt**n roisi Beet

ituciri it tht arts)

Frit Delivery in Amherst and Sunderland

MMM
llAMUA

I » iJsaSaaa Ed
N AMHlfttt

WSTM THIS COUPON

25 c
OFF

I SMALL PIZZA

II.

•hm ?mii CQUPBRJ "^

5Tta
A LAI6E PIZZA

• §•%»#• v«MtF<u A+rlt tlrS I=^ «>—»
4

tciiaton. "t sooety in Mf*ch fao
par cent of tht poptatlion. Sorma an
ohperchy comrcaSr^ 96 par cmr. of
tha »»land s wealth Qvoting
us^rT^toyTnoej Hflorei heastfjoi -

» pe* cent. VVSoon describad the
dosoereie" conditions unoer

m***h the mayorrry of the petteii

/Veirvs Analysis

POpaAtdora laee, most earrang .7S a
oay OYaog .work an Amartcan
owned farrra wrda rrakirg lass

iron S10O a year.

vVtson •% a speach retraead tha

FOCeot polrlkal dav«lopmtnt«
rXiri'o which proFWWQ oppoatron
fiom large sagrnarcs ot th# rural

and student papUaoon Sorced

Marcos to ckxAere marshal law on
tht 0t»n6 and the sutoenaon of

treat domocrjiK rights and '

Iraadoma
Cnll for Land lUfcrm

According to WBson. al the

ncepion ot nrstrthti *m large

roroens of Oka counry s Muslim
popsfeadA eppro«rnaiaV 12 par

cent Of the poptittion. on tha

HianJ ot AAndanao wars praaanp
lor >K*i ktnd raforra and Cfaang lor

the breakup cf large foreign ownad
riantasona, and Pie aa^eaguant
••dntrfxrson of land to Tm poor

Taut, Wilton narrated the
r*f4Srtg cppOO<Sen mlach the

Mircot admoar/ason faced «n

1972. at OfkpOOioon in Ptrkament
g»ew. stu4SaMs orpanuad weh the

supperi of the f^aapira Com-
mundt Patty

Tee Phekpria Commu-ax Party

deeaoratratod against ihe ex*

pendtyg U^ oavnarsrap and t>
tajence on die adenes WHon

described how moat racantty tha

O'Jc Pineappla Co »-* taa
OaVnoroe Corp had teiocacad their

rroi* prodNsCton oantara moving
ftom Hawai to the ftNapnaa n
u*Set lotakaadvarvugaof .TSaday
lajaorer coats und marshal Uja

pretaetbn agukist aaaeant trada

utiorts

Growing Unr«t.i

Wilson also tokf of the
deteheretng aoonorac oondrtkxa
Bed the gtowng urvaat to Marcot's
13 Spotsat a' 1972 daoaa of marshal
Ifaa. Since that \>rtn trai Parkamaai
raa been diaaotvad along vath tta

Oap^emt Coctt wbae oppoaton
kMders have baan incarcerated

arlhout the banaftts of Oht ngtw pt

'habeta corpua." wtsch wet also

dona aaay wrh undar marshal u>*

AS subaar#jfr law* wa*e created

by Pftadantid ordat. tha nght rr>

itrtja abokanad ao0 many Mberal

aooal scatnee faculty marroers
mprtacoad Crtmg *i\ arroesty

Mlafnattenal pubacaton. v\SAson

told ol irte some l?.CO0 poAbofl
paeoners be«r<3 heed «n the •sAavf s

many iafs.

WAson then totaled the facts «tet

lead ap to hie own arrati and Inat

voluntary deportation un6*t
armed mattery guarxT on Juna it,

1974. Afsar «0 months work with

est fttfaptne raasontl Covnci of

Chuacnat in de»erop«ng furel

agrarian cooper- ves. ar*»ed
matery ntHkgance peaot stormed

ii

•n AaaraSa, artaatng
10 riaraons aiieno>p a davar party
•n*9 WAson. ho a»4e and tan year
otd son. efong wrh some 13 sun
i ii ifaera of the natioael Counof el

Chanh tt were ayeeroattltd, a>
tarrogatecL and after two weafct ska
WiAsons went deported. Whan
asked nhet charges ha farnay

reotd. W4son 1eptaO. pcaaaataon of
an unregistered maaaograph
rnachaae. Subversha ataoci ncnt
and OOtaOeaon ot banned raadasg
meterefs

Wason sad ttie purposa of *«*

spaaWif tour was "*o maka
Araarkero aware ot how tha u $
9C*wn*ytent, what purpomng to

Sght convrainam waa engaged »n

tua^teang danoorasc nghts. by
suaporbng eSctaeorsnepa rot onAy *n

the PhraSpintsX but in Sovth
V^tneea. South Koraa. CNa> and
8M^ W.hon daned the man
OCytctrra of has trajs wet SO en
courage tha pace* of Western
Masse :husmr» sg preesuie
congreaa to suspend eS ad to
Marcos urnl damocraic nghta Are
ratjmad to the peopAt Of tht
•haSpesat. Tot ne sakJ. Without
US tee. weigh **4 eaceed S10O
rraaon dplars tfa« year, the Maicos
ragene coaAO not last even 30
deys" WRscn's (tip a baeng
coordnated thtoughout the
covntry by the Fttendt of the
Pt-*c*nes ConvTtttea. Ipceted *>

CamOndge. Man

COME ALONG ON A

PETER PAN

APRIL TOUR

RIGHT FROM THE COLLEGES

University of Mw»ichus«tts

Smith College (Northampton)

Amherst College

Mt Holyoke College (So. Hadley)

Sign up soon and reserve your piece on one or more of these etfrocSfve fours:

APRIL 12 (Saturday) - 1-DAY NEW YORK CITY SHOW/SHOPPING
This tour lakes you to the heart of Micftewn Htm York at Easter season, wish

about 10 hours fo shop, sec e mat roc. or slgrrsce The low price includes a
delicious smorgasbord luncheon el the famed Stockholm Restaurant

Per Person. Just 17

APRIL 1920 (Sat-Sun.) - 2-DAY WEEKEND IN MONTREAL
Come wifh us on Patriots' Day Weekend for a wonderM excursion So glittering,

cosrnopofitan Montreoi Hcdet accommodations, included »n the borgoin fare, ore

01 (he LaSaiie Hotel in the heart of rjowntewn activities. Plenty ot time to enjoy

exciting day end evening ecUvitits.
t^cnrfi

Ptr Person, Just 35

APRIL 26 (SATURDAY) - 1-DAY EXCURSION TO EXPO VINO 75

You'll want to attend this unusual, spectacular wine, cheese, and gourmet food

show ot Commenwee I
?*> Armory. Boston. There will be four hours to really enjoy

the show, end the low four price includes admission end fen sampling ticket I

Ptr Person, Juit *10

Wtrr not pick up ear special brochure today giving further Olalb?

Peter Pan Bus Lines

Town Meeting" tapes

to be aired tonight
IfTimaOaslefy tcaSewng loraghl's 10 pm Nawa, WtftJA CUMaS* reoSe.

9i 1 fMl wfibKOdcaet taped eacerpis ol last SAdocaw't'townMectrkg''
VMth (kraernor AAchaei Oukatis el GraanfaAJ High $cheol

r>ocsont of the two hour open meeting with tha gc*wr«y raere saped fry
aawg tonaght by WMUA "Focus aa*aa producer B^nrlet^ Mosakcrwiii
aad protJufbOn aeaistant Michaal Sefraan/

afore Owan 400 people, wefudaag a rearaber of VjMass stuOants and
etiplOfats. attended last waas't maetng

Tax resistance clinic

offered tomorrow
The Vetey Peace Coaktion a spo^aorog a Tax Rseietsnce-

UF<Smrancahg Clnie Tuatday at 7» pn rJlt CAJ.C omce ..

OurcM St. n Arrharat Tha evarang «wi bt tKraiated by JoAvi rtanvnar
who coordlnalaa Work Ok,. an-orga«UAOOn in Hohota involved n
dave4cpa>g aoonomc aftemasves for peep* The One wal ioove on tha
whys **3 wfarefores of tan rttssttnea and tht «>eqarsaa of taxtoon aad
«ha apandng of raa OoMars Everyone •

RapidReproductions
QuaUltyfX»roxlng

Campus Cfr rfoasi— UMass.
Tel. 54$ MPS

Peter Pan— r>iarthampt04S

Ttl. Sea ISM

Pteer Pon— Ajithertf Center
Tel. 7uuy

Caraaoa's— South titdaty
Tel. 5)3 .'115

fS7BulkRate

lOIHUDTTC
Copies -Back toReck

12 Hours
2JIK

t\ee* IS?'
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Agency directory offers aid

to resource, planning problems

JMQWftAV. WkfrCH It. t*J*

A new and updated (ittttoty of Of :ttl

|C

I

J

*

i

egencstt ihai can offer heap in

m*Mqnmm& probitrn kMiq a
w**it<f (V«e *>em the Cooperative
i flfnflon Service at u\kn*.

Thu directory of sralected

natural rnou»M and satoceejed

pfcnr.no egenoea as cmered to the

people of the Ci tameuah aa ea
aad n localng source* ol eeseiance

m sotang roaosrce end plaarang

pmbaerr* an iht local end prr*ate

level d cstcipon nakoo." ec-

ccrdavg to in ecHo*. Professor

John H ***** o* the U»
Pcntstrv end W»dV*a

In €8 ptges. ** oVoctery

many federal end Cdher rutionaj

those p#ogr«T» ht%e

k M***-chin«o,. sine
.igor>:i»», local oigenvratione.

aroupi

Then* aother* Thara m a brief descnptb*
of aach fith eddreseea end
ststphcne nunber*.

Tha "Miissechusetts tisturel

Resource Agencv Oirecionr,"

fNtciacttton N. 29. a ^aetata*

without charge from aha afePeten

OHirtooon Center. Stocfct*vo;#>

Hail

Book by UMass History prof

nominated for national award
One little Hobbitt went to market...

Doctoral student claims teachers
grading system is too generous

Have ccetoge teectets

their strier** to team Hat throuo*

coo generous pedrng pracscee?
Research by a doctor* student at

if* UMass Kitwn "vat", at eaast

'.'.id « I'.rA > ." • ». :r<T>

pfetng a daaartatcn for wheeh he
hat domors trastd that tht tougher.

ree*4t«c grading plan was
to causa students of

«w* c^towda to laam «oc then a

mc#e etee gio*p with which they

were complied
Both groups wens taught by

Pawhcxe*. who treated than aMca

except tor refusing to stow any
credit fo# partiatr correct eraortt m
tha waaaar gtovp. *•**> osog a
mora customary gilding plan
*h<n gave some c*ed»t tor pertairy

correct work wii. Iht other dm

'Slumpflation" index

shows discouraging

trend for economy

Ahet tht superiority ol ft* rso-

Ptmal cratf I o/ao>g plan h»d haan
ctaarly de.romttaird over haM tht

semester. Pawacxak graded bc«h of

t»s section* wrtth tht tipancr pfan.

Gftdaany tht gioupt bacama m*t*
unti thai* Anal a»am^ttoft
inca vtaa 4****.

tr*nk S^^tr. chapman of
i*««tc*aft's daaarta>c*> coaMrtttaa,

MM. T%« iotpacicd what Ron htm,

•0 Ctaarty shown ut for Muprai
yaars now. A lot ol aocounsng
Htchart ara ttH mtlung tt\+

rftdaifta - Mldd many t>mas •*

Iht paat I don't 4T0Qk\€> that th«
^ndtrxj applaa only o tha sub/ect of

jKcoumno. afthough wa havan't

SMem^unMc*, a took by PtiJ

S. Soytf *-d Stapr«n Maaanbturn,
of tha UtViaaa Hooory Oapartrnant.

to* raconrv b««n nomn$tad ro» a
Manorial Boot Awvd
Tha book. pUrtthed bv Kir^ard

IrAevartitr Pratt, it a sojo> of tha

•coal ofk>na of witchcrafi i*

*fr<antoenth cantoty Silem,
Massach«M4ns. and hat thtady
iKarvadlht Jo»nH. OumNngPtur
Of tht Amtrican Mtatoncti
Asaociatbn.

Boyar. a 1S60 graduata ttrvr

rSjr\«rd Unrvamty. corrtplaitd hit

doctor** tt tha tamt inathihon In

1M6. Prtor to 000x19 ro tht

IWwartity of MattacNittfts. ht
Mat Afttttant Cdfor of a thrat

«okjmt prOaKK. Kk«at4e A**ancan
Woman, piiltahtd by Harvard
Untkoisity Prasa. Hit othar
CMoacations ockida a rronograph

on Puity in Ptnl; Book Cnnorahp
•n Amariea, and a actuna of

docurrantt arottad $t4am Vilagt

VrdehotfX *h<h ha adtad w»th

Nraaarbaum

vkmphai^t' indtet. mftjoon and uaarnpt&rTtierrt lataa comtioad.
rs Ir^baat maaaafa of thaattaa of thaacoixwrf . wwtr\Wdkai n > Whatcan

irta Utati tdieion of) tht Maatachuaattt ft.aaiata and economic Atpott
^Wiatoi i dvactcr ol thy Caroar lor tvtoatt vni Cconomx Paso»*ch at

UUaaa raportt tha raUtayajMp cji infUtion and ««>tjma^oymani is (Aa a saa
taw Moray tt irtacitd durlag 99*04* of uMn>ploymant and ramovad
danng tha raejhant c*»<d of aacass damjwd and •nftaton.

Tht skjmpf V>1 hM •ode* tor tht Ust 20 yaars ctaarly shows a dttcouragang

ticno" lo lS66rhaindaxwaaS6 in 1966i! was6d. By dia rourlh qaaa/tar of

*W4w*S IB& an irxfStat fast aaanrn 1971 whan tha rata ana XX? Tha
<ftKtJ mtaturas of cnafxtorarrant and nflatton arn out of co-(rol

So-eaaad "paarp pnnana" cannot akaoa raduca uaanx»oymant without
Kiftaben Tha acoraxny can ha puftad to a kaft by monacary poacy but
arrpfoyats •* not htft udaat tht productrviry of tht added workers e*

caadt adrmattered wtaa Itvctx

NrVhajaan guaaaaeaes thai every aaorkar aaatang wnaara>aymeni wc-j.J
<* access to rob ttaaang to intratit productMty Me also ca«s f0. easing

tht move feom tianafaf payrrantt such at watfprd and anatYa^oyment
jtanctt, uehl the rnatgaiaJ aaorkar earns enough eo make fas return tn

transatr payment levdh en uraccaptabte acencwaie dhoice.

Whaton etao rapont few layman anoarstand why aitwtoo can oaavoy
tha pnvant tactor of the economy. As a raaart, ceinara were not sym
pathetic to the ctestfc rreaaiiraA **k*n by iht federal Raaaft 9om4 lastM in creating a 'pfannab*' rajcanaon.

Be* WnifMn says, tha real toaaty erf U S corporatorrs was descamtng
todarajarous ttraaa. € <xataiw» coaama»c4tf loan demand* pushed tha aiock
market to -aw loan w/eetfy with the news of neev loan* to buaaieaa. H—r
panie developed in October of 1974 at financial inaotuta>ns and
nrawHAtctunrig corporai«ns tKCd serrOut aqjrdcy crane*
toucy leattt were lew. ioe*ing a aieaerebte capital Mnxaaaj «aa

POUftll kf mom firms to carry mfiatad »nvernones aad accounts
receMthfa witheut loeiataad aouty. But incnsattd acajry <, after fitaea if

oou«y equtM annual sate*. «tatet Wranon. datn 12 per cant rnfWbon
racajiras 24 par otat ealra eaarangt baknj saves fast to maintain constant
aqutv ksata.

iiit**tr*t*lr»i,* t »*,..»H*t»»**eo

I Coming Soon I

a now dining exporience on campus J

J for TOC clu! membon and their I

Jguesti. I

I A place for steak
and a a a a

Watch for grand opening
• « • soon

-clip this ad for 10% discount, ;
5 (offer good till 4/13/73) t
» a/t/trtrarVaraiaj aaVtraa*******;^ a.#*a,^^. •Sr***1!

TIRED OF THE
OLD TANK?

. * *

.

1

TRY A K VVl \SAKI

THIS u:\k:

VALLEY

MOTORSPORTS

)*l King St. horttaimaaaa

THANK YOU

for helping raise $25,000

in March on the

WORLDS LARGEST

STUDENT PHONOTHON

Come in April, Monday-Thursday.

6:00 p.m.. Memorial Hall

to double it.

First come first serve on the phones

IhlmnHf Committee and help

ecision making that affecH ft

GET INVOLVED: SHAPE POLICY
These committee Appointments are opon:

Scholarship and Financial
Aid Committee

Space and Calendar Com.

Foreign Language Requirement
Committee

Athletic Council
Fine Arts Council

Master Planning
Comm,

Core Curriculum Comm

Committee on the Status of Women
Distinguished Teacher Awards

If interested in applying, Contact Rich Savin! at 5-0341

TMC COLwCGlAN

"Lifeline Bill" designed
to meet, guarantee
basic electrical needs
MassPIRG Oiieetor Ronald E
eopt'd joined hundredt ol

ootreoed Mtaeachboartt ucHty
consumers el urging (ht
leaiefttteee'a Commute on
Governmental Repletions to
report out ttvorabry the "Ufeine
BW Of 3a38 as amendedl thtc h
dessgned to reeet the •mmedSoe
shorMstm needs of retttemal
conaumata unabif «> p«y
atrrocfceteig aaactrk bah, The
Metne b4 woUi ^arantea t beaic
amount of eta<trictr p to all

raaadanttaj conetmars M a fair end
reaaonatie rsot

In prepared tetlimcrtr. Bopafd
ctataaj: ^Trtt modatT rata rarbrm
propoeaJ « designed lo proaida eaa
majority of Me«eacahueecu
aaaadentlaj oonsurvars wth ie>

meoNaoe- short *rm ratal, panrin;
CfWitiiOCA and rrK*^r*ntmo*
of needed lo*g langa nafomit such
m some form of putoec poavar. t
complete overhaul of our rate

sfrucojra and aeetton of a vittie

OPU jhti acta m tht putaic

tarest.' Bo^ard added.

Minxes *mm* utATi >Hv relay row
end Ueane" «**d provide tfiat
raltt enihpat having m wgnificanc
ntgaiiva Mrpect on Maaaachusem'
economY.
G**Q *gM»et computed by en

econoeratt and siatabctan irta^cO
bv fVftssPIRtX Boatro im] that tht
tmtlest consumers of efecthcrtv
Ptv Ihi ra^hett costs par sioavatt
hour.

togettf cased MttaPlRG's March
1^7S sojdy ol 1QO commar<a).
attsOrihrranta n the Bay S^st
iAe»eae 75 per cant of iht Sbyea
surveyed had temperature levels

ttove fEA standards and 62 par
COW of Iht store* had Hht fctveh ai

excess of f=EA prasedbad sun
dards

Booard added SmaJ asers who
use eetctnem; omy for rrei ataiiei
of tie cannot change their con-
sumpson psteeata and have db-
sortad* tf»a bnjac of recant rate
ocniiaaa The Ufefine proposal
vaouti guarantee tH» jwwa*tbttt

r of
basr< aaactrioty tt e price wftJc*
moat canans can efford"

Seminar to discuss

world control shift
In the past quarter century,

according to General (ascitic Co.
tytiamt ergraaar Harold Chatinut,
there hat bean e gradual shft from
a veortd as evhlch condttons svare

prsmaray deterraased by acts of

rejtjr* 10 one in rahxh conditicns

are mom ttronffy deaaaaii ad and
•ntuenced by men.

Chestnut aval aaraajn tha thrtt.

and tha need ror new decision
making modatt lo keep peca evtth It

in a teat at 4 pea today at

Engasajartsg lest Auditorajm.

Tha tt*. open to «ha public

without thug*, a) a samansr

Women voters will

sponsor televised

candidates night

The Amherst league of Woman
Voters wet sponsor a OSfevrsed

Candidates Night romonow Apr! t

pco-fitrr «r 7 30 n R«x«ti C2: 22 on
die second floor of the Aireor H«jh

sponaored hy rhe UMass Oepart-
ment or! f teethe* and Ccenpusar
6nginat rtsg The spatter ra a

tvaaaaaa ine>ea>a»na consultant at

the G€ Reaearch e*d Devatopnant
Corner in Schenectady and a
former president of the Inajttute of

Bectrrcet and £ascl»onic Ingtseenj,

According to Chestnut, the
mfSsstnc i d marvmade decisions is

iretoar because <A lire

amounts of enerur.

It

aaaterujl. >nformeCiOi\ money
resources and people avaisbfa for

tnm% to use and d»roct.

His ttaX "A RameavorS: lor

Natbnai fvkdete Useful in Harvung
and Predicting Afttmetrve Potatjet

Futu*es. ' wd) Sawitta a IrsmaworV
thai eeel anabas men to understand
a wheat covntry and tht effects of
other oounanee as weM at the
tarnaj operation of tht major
aecscrs of die sect-oca*. eoonon-K.
and social tcavtsat mat make up
the enwntry. Such t ^tmtwerk wel

ba de»eloped end ways for

thadying different altarnativa

aMaVM Wel ba desoroad.

A one-parson minority group trstn to influence tttt
comic boyJrsg vote on a sunny day in Norihamptotr.

Hispanic Faculty group

elects new officers
ptemota the cutures of Span.
Pc<faga% Brant. Sparaah America
end of me Spanish and Pon^uese
spsasera ei the U $

Trie essocasonn serves Kapanic
rtotifi xtudeam and com-

•^unttas, as well at tha UfSrvarv ,

and othar adacatronaj estliouuons

of the CommonweaitiX p^omotaa
rtjflfajsgtjsaj Action proe/a^-,
represents en4 supports III

members before the adaneseicrason

proyadee iht members an op-
pen^rvty to meet eocsety and
ptotaaalonafs and thara « ihttt

co*wnon cuHjra.

The Asscotoon of
faculty tt UMass has elected new
Office** Presdent rs Pedro Bar-

boss. Oepartfnanc of Emomoiocjrf.

Secretary Treasurer, Antonio
A*4rede. *«i Oepertmene of

Spanish and Portuguasa; Exaxutae
Comrvettee. Berbose and Andradr,
Jessie Ortlr, Pubtc Heaet, Canter;

Syhna Vrait, School of (ducat*?*;

S**a fwevasv School of fdtcetipn.

and Juan Zamora, Spanish and
Portuguese, ea officio.

Tha Asaocittion of Mepemc
Faculty aatcornei at facUty
marWMts aaho are of Portucsiesa.or

Spanish enmity wd who mv-

Free career

workshops
offered

On tha following danas. dap
Stjdanr Otvt^Opment Censer *«
be otlenrg » series of cm-aasfron

•r d^clopmeni wcrishops
llMsgeig - rtejjiaaj neftfag .,»,,.,

Maach Jl. 7 10 pm : CX 909.
TKjri Apr. 10. 7 SO pm; CC 909.
Tares. Aprl »: 7 10 p m C C 9»
Soma of the Queason* thai w*t

be ailS aatad during these sassims
triouda W?ux does a iob mean ro
'nc.>

; Wrat mtrhttabta sfdet dd I

have>": K>» do these answers
tjansst ie onto a rasumc

These) wcrt.srx>ps m* tree **4
Open to at interested al.dar«s For
regairation and men eilormstlon.

CaaCruMt>r>eC4fnp6aeeet»«r>4SW

Food seminar

begins April 1

A s« aessicn seminar for food
se/rce peepaa on EhecoVa Use of
Personnel ^ Food Sir., re
Ope*ttions -evl be Offered by the
UMass' department of hotel.
restaurant, and travel e4-
rTaresiretxm leaning somorrow

The taaohour evening seasons
aval be hajsd tt the Hampden County
Imp'o.ament League Oulldaag^
HW Memorial Ave . West
SpetSjMft <.,»- | |g| ren /ti+l 1

t. IS. ZL 29 and May The Sanaa
of meetings ra en offering tf ihe
Cooperative fxtenpon Service of
the Cceeagt o? Food and NtturaJ
Rcsfjrcas and tht Herr^Smn
Courcv Estanaon Service.

Prof. Chartts E. Eshbach ol tha
depat-sent pi eotet «as^urant.
end aravel adrmia^rasasn wel da*ecc
tha aeries The iseeaiin aval locus
en parsonael in ratjoon t» hgh
iaoor cotes, tht new pheXaophr on
tht pan ol new wortars. tatecson
end evasjttion of new trnpspptea
end dseii o*rar«^ ec^asment that *
•n>aicf^ngeab>a wtit people, labor
0l«6encT. the food service irafusoy
to t piece tor careers and
^^agement r rtftefion to o**tr
worhert

Advance regisiraton bj

rarmaajy . Thr fee ei $2S further
irYrormatron on the maaonge can be
obtsased from Professor Csnbech at
thadfparrnrierc of hotti restaurant,
and travel admvustratton. 216
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UMass student spends semester

as intern with local TV station
a smem meet* rabtft en abstract painting, en

anbqua dm term, a pair of sk* w»aV* .1 at
about r* it* *fl m » day** wet fo« tar** Dome (Man.
Owen a a woftetg part of (A>ve«s>ty Vee* to*

Acoo*. a radoraay tended prog**™ that pieces
itudant vcesnleers a* social serv-c* projects A maa*
C3omrnur«c4tion» rn^or Ovan « aem*ig a semester's
credit* «a en vttmn at pubtc uejeSjlQn wk»*.
Chanrai S7 in SpangfWtd

The scat! end -teenteets at Chan*** 57 are bvsv
workrtg on Ayucbon 75, en er-H>*l event that ofcos

ptcgrsnvreng lands for pU*c TV try evctorirg off

matchanctee and services 10 hpatc»* « »> in a Ho
trSsvaron b«oadcaaL Monday irrovgh Friday. *&

md axedaraanl. A* Weraho»oo Manager, she teeps

tab* on eft tha donated rne*handbe and b meting

tu*e ttart ifeel gathered in lima for itie Apr i Auction.

Ipjmi la* Mtaan gefaora ol r*k, a car, * bcHydancar,

and euHgreohed edesom ol rata books coma under

Donna's fuvKkction n the vvwabouen.

Answcnnj ononaav eroenctng axeM nw«nj».
teopang records serejgrtt. wtonp up dktsesvs - Ovin
« ftolVng her UVA neertoHp lo ba a aoeJ team*©.
eapertenco Ovwi baseves thet outcd-daauoom
vrork a an •rrporseet part of meda oducenon. aed wai

ba espeoiaty vetutttt *A*r graduation Planreng to
wo*k In TV or <acto, Owen wi ba ebte ro vae
knowledge ganed tiom hat work m pubtc teatwecy*

-»h*n sno enters the iob merleet m Jur*
Mooting aod wooing with peopa* trom ol ova*

Western Miimth*»eet»/Ovian Km bean eapK*atr
ieapfeased by die way tood commurattca «rr» workrig
togooVe to matte Hie Auction a utcctmAJ produc
son. She's giving seriou* thought to eeetong em
ptovment in ties araa - another pAa geased from her

mfiormnep-

Thare's never a dul rroment. end barafy dost lor

lunch for Donne Oaten at Chervil &Ts AjxtO*
headquarter* - and when tha tadctng gets opened O*
April 12. Owen wd bo btrey bene** tha sea*** hf#>r>j

brrig m uraquo event eo tie for over 700.000 viewer* <rl

public teiaven.
'

Compulsory spring vehicle

inspection begins Tuesday
Ch%nere end operator* ol mcoor

ktrMclea and traeara ragieoaad in

Mpeaaetweetfi era remrided that

the compUeory $pneg Inapecoon

bagina tcenoreow »nO enctx Mary lb

Thd « a good time to make ropaea

so thai ***<\ you do prosec* yoer

motor vahxle for inspecton it «vl

pa** the trst tima

Taara are 4400 offtciftJ inspects

LENZ auditions set

for tomorrow night
«or L£NZ. e work in

prograss by Dan Eaton, have baan
vchodmAed for Tuasder and
War>«>sday at 7O0 p.m m tXcom
08 Ol dvo Ft>e Art* Cansar.

TKo script ks ba dewSnpad
djrtm !'»« t$kmm pfr>:r*x Ail br
based upon the ate end letters Of
tha Gorman pteywnght er< tha
story- ecc*7vc**t*ch***j>let«>
in tPat Theater Oeoertrnere m*kn

•^t«ca oldiosaai

•uchnar.
o title by Gootg

Tha objective, according ro

Dfoctor M0i Ifaokoks. is to lorm an

crtsawole of fross san to fifSatn

actors and ojplore and esperirneni
.rrO/o.»S0JltOn|ll r (hO SOUfOS
materiel on hard, working eowad
tha deveaoprnvii end craaben of a

now theabir omen

UndRrwatgr ArcrtaeoVofjy

lecture to b<j pcesetitcd

stitiona rotated ttwouphoo* tf*a

>uio wfesh haea baan chatted by
Reuatry officars and ate ready to

parlorm tha required aaciacKa i for

Brtore you leaca your car in.

check the regaitreoon number wah
voar tegattatayi raaoea so ee« I

they mjextk It thev do not rraco\

go to a «eg*ury casta io rave a
conrxtfcon made Also, ohatk the

vthacte idantaVaiion nurrbar on
your ragfsvaoon cortHtata wth the

vahiela •dorwncason mmbar which
i» on the vehcae to aaa if tiiey

meicK It thay do not match, go to

your nauranee eonapaay or agent

for corrections.

Tho Ra^aaanHit certneett mutt

be preaarned before en tnepec&on

wai bd reajda. and at aiformerxin

mm§U

Dcona Ovian, UMtt* Senior, is working at Channel
57 as an intern through the University Year for Action

program. As pert of her six-month assignment, the'* in

charge of the warehouse for the station's Action

Auction.

Restrictions

for ads in CC
•A» private business edvertiaing

and notices wM ba krrited to

poettyg en tWrV busebn boards

o<W Urdar no oondtkms vn^l env

- .

' v a«M*v

Pete

Tillie
TOMr.HT

Meoerr.Sltrr^xi

Campaign party

sector local

concictaao

•zs&FBT '

*f<o.«.'iiy Swvica

233K Pirns** Street

4mhosit CerrAigaS^ops

Afon . Ffi 9-ShSmt 9 d"Suo 1^7

549-CXSdcT

VONU&v. MARCH 11. W%
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-•r*. <?jr. SET

By Jim Carson

it

Yo«r Birthday lyaeMemieer
muvcai ti^k || - neanaaMiMi. - - -

n« er«« M
M«Mi*e o«* i *«

m obji «<*t m -

r» *• *< •rt •<
• a« im» u» twwTS a*e »»»»»* wLtZ^'

^'^ " *^*r*- •*

i wn tirN^^^ haitM« M»M^ r^TriVlllawlSwlLi

«a**«%»j .«h ik,*^« »w«rio* u« r*» fc*e*o aco^tTn^S!^ &.

r** ^aa«B aafl a>< • • yw_ _ . .^_ . ._ •

Vm «w w*v «aa>na tw

• • •

/ / / e>< ^ -^^ rSiA£

7 ( »::-a» •

><h*' /*r«*c<4!

> II

By Kris Jackson

Vjaacie;

I ¥. «M Mar ». »> |>ai ...*T' . . ..

T^r*2e-.*> SfSffpgsi -iZm^'ttzzs:

i/i

^A»1••<eJlTvelJ
cecfAnoej Ateererogap

*M(vKj)r*ArAASj^rr.
^•toaey \y»g nstw f e sa \ fyrxrttosaor-

Otvf THIW

I

by Garry Trudaau

we

notices

kA

##a

-

' ' r , . f

IU |*S>«-n H*n

OdMUA CAVVA fffftl
•»rX)|i| i»»««^ ^gr« 4JJ t ( -Q4, (w

**o»c *'i'Pf«rs

•<ow%vf>««ad 0**«*w,.

ce^O/Ai'A^ova^ i>v/
' (•»M4N|lMM*M«Wl«Htl|>ww Tiiie»r» «i r x t r. eat au*< tma

a* ii-awca »>»«*-ni •«*. ssm tT«p*u j ««•
^e-a i« *imm« « o*-«**> r^.-, ., ... «,»«

* jflejeaei aeaaw *iu ^« . --

•

• *. •>«

• i

• • »

• •
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BoSox blasted by
Dodgers again,7-2
VWO B€ACH. fh. IAP. n.i

&.<kne< ckjbbed iwo double* and
Andy Messer*«»r* hurled Bw
sarong innings Sunday a* Los
Angelas defatted Boston 7 2 fOt ris

tisth straight eshtxton victory

The v*n ww thf 10n^ •

gems* for thf Nesonel Leeg«*
Cfwwrpon Dodge**

Tr»*ng 2-1 eras* MO irnlngs.

OevS LOOM Stogssd ros*e the rytng

run and Bucknet than doubled
hem* lope* to put the Dodger* In

front to stay They addad thtee

mote run* In thf tttth trvtrvg. wJtll

Iak> orl an encr qa shortstop P»<l

fiuraaon.

Mm—i imth .-tsowe'i amy three

hrss and two rum whet sitting out

scvrti Rrd Sox Mac* MereaaJI
Inahed &m game, grwng up two

••> ih*M scotales* raring*

rt'<M took the lot*,

isftendaring six runt, throe named.
an seven hn*

Lope* opened the Oodgers' Srst

w«i- j trigs* end seated qa
Bi^Ht'j rifsttd out

Boston went r» t«ont wrth two
una «n lha second on a two-tun
oWAt by Bob tieae.

Bel ftusaeai singled to stett tha

Oodgeta' third, stole eeoond and
soared alien Lopea stngad to ngM.

In tto sulh eflet heo ware oa<
J»m Wynn walked and Joe
FcfOeacn was sent when Burieeon

bOOfCd he) easy grou-efcv. Peoorak
f>an doubled to scuta both runnanL
Pec*** came home on e angle to

oaffDft* by Ron Cay.

lea Angela* got itt trial ay

if« sevanth whan lea lacv tingled
*rid canei home on a long sings? iu

cental by Henry Ov«.
in i»aopmg avee games in a

wees we* the Red So*, dto
Oodgars combed Boston opening
tor 30 rum and 47 rem Masvtvar,
She pertormarrwt erf W*e *n*

scored on a wind-assam fly which

fat near trees fo» a trip*) and three

o«tof teases oame across aftar en
cttot by shartftop Rick Bortsson

•7m satened *»th R<k't pet

lo*nence.* Boston neneger OatraH

Johnson s*d He aw S net

powerful yet. b*c he's going to get

>i»cngor. I don't trank any of oar

:-Kb**she*hieetrftat ful toangth

Tha Red Sot se*t most of thee

rogsts's at home to wo* out m
vv.rrer Haven The to*** at Veto
Beech rr«#eged just *se he* and

Johnaon admitted he *a "a oc
deappcanstd w»th cur httlng n ttw

lasi few games.''

Sow>Ot4 3*>on pity with

savan gernes rarrearmg before

headwg tor aoston mot Sunday
avarung. tha Hod Sox rmtukr% homa
Monday to play the St

lias Tlans. n 77game wtrsnav

tureag «p fo* tha Matt of tha

*tic*n leegua season Apr* a.

wal start on tha mo&nd ageasst tha

Cm'^naix Tiant wal gat one mora
start bartons bang sent homa e
coco* of d»ys eetty tp gat tessdy to
face dse *ASwa>aa* Baewer* a* tha

iVd Sox laanch th^r nth naaon
BOSTON 070 000 CTJO I I

LOS ANG|t,c$ W «TJ vgx

7 10 t

v. -.f OUAOO 171 ANDB4AC1
wru. missersmitm. MAR
SalMl C7I ANO YCAG6R. MUER
i7l \ur MCSSERS»Arm IP

Notice
WOMENS- L.VCROSSl

Ap-i l n a 00 beftnd
NOPE. PracticeMan- Thurs a

»«f

Campbell reported on way out;

Leafs' Sedgewick may succeed ^SHrfTrtS

J
Gorillas drop openers

Kentucky-UCLA: Depth vs legend
.VA»V OMGO IAP\ UClA's

Brum battle Monday eagst to frat
Coach John Wooden e ttth NCAA
bstfcatbaii championshp *s a
ft.vvn+nt prasent.

Thtitgsmeoj «ph«s»6saV
sarong Kentucfty Wadcats siH rests

aaaBc^epwHhscmaoddt^mfcaas
saarg tJCXA as a cna>pcsr<
fartcntt n |ai cjoaotsi at taa San
Dago Sports Arena.
Coach Joa B. Hat who sue

caaaed «>e stgendar-f Adotph Rwpc-
at Kentocky three veats ego. now

^aoas a seam bsJdmg foAtwca to be
anethet besletUtl legendl
Mai. hoaeitt, doesn't feel

Wooden* t annour<auan after ha
semmml xcoty S«x»rday ovet
LOatsvala wdl efract she southat

momeniu-
aeycfotoflKtav rigttt now and have
had<lheougho«ttfwtoumarne'
»iai decared Coeeh Wcodr
restenant amouncemont m« heua
no mgatrtre efsect on our team
Wuji .i do** to t*s teem remasm to

UCLA, rased No 1 m The
Axaooasad Press pofl. takes a 2? 3

recotd *nio tha inea agesmt No 2
Kentucky. 2a A
Wooden says he rMh't rrafce h«

innnuncement to "hyp« rj

tityars. We want » vm with a
wartarurSAc* sob."

At tha same time, ha admttm
the Brum ste» season savant mat
taana arajs the phyacel astength
say WfcScaot

ve rAtyod roams c* arnajr
snAy. bu* *sof e*

Then he *4ded 'H was
• MprassMf with <en

tocsy. the utt end soangth
> db | know whan I'sa looked

an e rno#e awesome physical group
ol hae fceteei payers- T^a UCLA
coach *Hd Moyets' tAfutad lag hwt
*** the ICHaSrat gema "and we
don't keow how it wal rsux:

inswer to a duesnon ^ndey.
the Sr*acus* pass

»>ofkad while Kentucky had
reserves rfi die germ but not

UCLA long has bee* noted tore*
tHIsnu-eprea*. but >4a« said ra»«
take haj cPancas r» substeutng

"Wei secrrsca a ana U\ to leap
Iteahness ^ 9a game." he «•
Nakaad v\ we *ee i»»e

aggteaaixaaojj fads n the starters,
waH sag subjstutos to rratv.

.

B<jih ooechesoeclated they'd go
'a* weuet stwotsj trataps

V^ooden esptormg. T*«vru *»
Bat btoacht us hare

25 .V

amsiasam. Stottfemyre released
S*a«aar ease •** *

Canadiens fight back
to catch Bruins in 2-2 tie

• ^^m «a* aBJM

UMass
sportsline

5-2210
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Women capture EAIAW
In «h|t A*»OP*ied to J two team

bettb between UMoss end
Spnngfield. ii. • top-seeded
Vbrutawnman proved the

ngt* and «oc<

their t A LAW grmnsetica
miptonship try adging the

•:ti«r*itM. IC6SS1Q4J0. at

Pitf«wo'i Deto* Gryrn, len days

100
ll *»A* a <*** of UMam rust

kj.rvy too mucb depth tor the rest

0* *H» 79 Seem fketd At the

Vkr»jt*worr*n rov**d thpr bwai

wore of the mion *nd *»us

quoted lor s%e national charrv

?aonef*pe ci Hayward. Cefctomev

Thursday Saturday Tho
Manutewt mn wel be artampbna *©

am the nescnafe *cr the second
Irria in OAree yee*t .

WUaf eecond stretghl *<*<•> in

l
kc EMlrcnt wasn't en entirAjy

*AppY venture, as tht teem lo** **
services of Irathwcmm P»r»
StOCkroAt for th* noiicnt
Soaeejoei wel be out tor two
rroneM. C 'unutwuutf
"She s^rVered a

ttacrure of net lowi

when she lei oa her mount of tr*

uneven data during re* tneb on
SaturdaY.'* Ever* expiene*. **Her

k«» w*l deArtteiv tove en effect on
oar depth for l>o netioneh

"

In the l/ASterns. ebhOuQh Unease
tSdrtt neve Any ncWiJuei winners,
the t*«e»dkd h*ve ** tournament's
rc;r»c«f tnt»u r.i :«kv t-*»^. j-o

floor UMesa wee edged fly *o.mntrweberounoe»nha&.lS
Srnr^fieaj «, vuUtng iciAt &» etao ftoejhed tad lr« v -

T '-> Mnutewornan showed greet on lh« bars by Komg m* 8S on
conm**Ky by «<atng 2*10 on Friday's m»~ lenab end a $.0
hers. 28 56 n vauHr>g 7t 15 on l»o during Saturday's individual
b«em. end 2875 on tha Hoot. chempipneaeas. Site
Ivans sod Hot UaAeas uat too

room for fopr^vement, "We were a
littfe off n votlsng. Lmi ywr *»
poA«d »t tht fAtleins uil !« yw
both myaolf «nd AMiMtni oo^hMM Kaaavotj t*Uy+* tfvtwc**
hA%tr»i peAk»dy#i MoptftAV. wtH
DAAfc M IhO rutord««

"Wa won lha yoar sMih wv*jA»y
A n«M teAm Th» frtthmo*

co^nbulrd lo the intdi
fvw vi«J m aorcMvtMt

ol An uKWsuttrnoH.
froth Suttn CArynvol ftnahfd

b>f,*°r
. fiS"!?^;

Bur«tr' ^^ Performing on tho beam, playod an in»1rvmental
pari in UMau winning porformanco. Burger, NnisHcd third in rhe ali-arounds.
vwtn urvspociacular but consistent showings.

Baseballers inconsistent-

go 2-5 on Southern tour
lrxonaoi«r>cy b Aomttho^ vov t«p«xt horn a toam

(Siting the fV* vwwa of th« «AAton UnfAfluftASAty ier
th« UMaaa ttaaobaa taom. ih»k moontosAney m to
r<or o^aaaai at thty droppod thor fvot Wo oamtA of
tto tOASOn btfo«A MMrnn^ tMO duWig thor SouOom
tap fast moas.
Wnat a rotor* of 2-6 tounds IOo A potty cS*mAf

way to stars asoaaoo, CoAch rxk B«rp»iM waa rot
•ankU»i»f Sooppcii tAd. Yf» worcnt out of Any
<}Am*v' IIk coAth oommmifd "W* pt»yod good
bo« AAfty in (ho waaS and dhjn't «H~

last Sundaya kem to Njrth Caroiaa taamptfMd
ht trpft of wtok IKa Minutamon **ot ttvouoh. fhoy
emorod fha ointh vwfi a a? bad. roojSing item •

>r>rw>0* of good prtcbng (Craig Atsanurj and
Aian IfcMarMoJ, uAd irrStSd datoroo. And tha hcu>9

. Mu-dalaS aVl with ontOUill rhl HaH hsaap,
W<Man«A got wdd. waaong mo fcattm and than
gMng up m oppoon fta*d avoa^n homar to UNC
bAdotf mart early Jcnao What footad Mta a auajwto
aocama a 5-4 UM.»w dafsot
Monday»gArna wth Nigh Po^t Coaaga IN C I y*as

ajajg ui aajaj aajaj|g^a|aj •. - ».»•„»„

iHNKH V* l*«ati"af ihaaav i.

MtNvrtan was satto hi*
(
.i. t*m i^ *m „-,

•as Jaaf aasiiUn Ami
CiOaaritinu . mill . n»*it».

, .^i^,
•p ».i. '|-p» Qui «ha ii^fy imonavs rfc..

MNiian^ »Mbt rnaaiAt «ra# • SAO «vol hattft »U* lr»

I' •" '••• !••••»«. i.rr. n 'f» Mllfl -if, I,

aaStdftf * i ,i, r»,*M ^.H , ;

rsai utHa Hotoaarva usAaaa ImiUi m- baaf*>
Aaay nAo aataaMl t^a aMitayt taHnin • frl

ni rAM..u«Aan taaf anAiha# tmt%
• ¥•« Kbit f»wm ifat ui 'Hasat

Tu»* Mar* fir m« una m aw -
*ot UMaas uffanarva^ llaaaAAram baa

m**m*i\irwM**t<. mm

•a VVtnilil. and S< mmi
aM .^n#.v » N.Hia* laaa **— aaaatal U'

tha-park homer lo bgnaght tro aoson for ilt«

tAn^orman. out tiroa l/Maaa arrora m»n^6 aaak
paHormanoo.

UftAaaa was apt sharp. accorcSno to Beirjquo
Thurtdav's63KMatoWAcaroroai "H was a eeea of
no lUMaasI htting v* poor <Waka Forcv. i ptchng,"
ha aocJ The ort> aacaption fpr ant afSnurjoraan waa
Shwo Waght. mho bad two of the aojad's foar Mi
The Mootoman ftnaty got on tha *W)ng track

againat Gulfotd Coaaga on Friday, but it warn ? wbat
woo would cat a pnanaa pariarmanco. Th«
V.r».r*men bad lo oerrn ap wah oajN runs in aaa
aavenih onog io pu« out a »V 12 tbdaar. Offenanra
aeroos arent narnaroua for the aMautaman, aaa aat
being headed by Backtirom invoa baa. hia fourth
homer, four R8t'al. coscbar Je* OUxk (four hits, Ihfaa
RBI 4i and 9Ak0 KcparnwjS Ithroa heal. Jeff Raaroon
waa emsetrve agaa\ ra*aw>a Jarny frt> in Gvarorda
fight run tbrd iraang, and gMng up onfy ooa run n
Tt*% aaranga.

Tha RandOfch Macon gama wos bAf<a#f a bugbar
aar die rVVnuiarnart. aa they atrarxhed thait^.^^sf »a ww

Inahad |uat tah»nd Cant**A fpr

founh place >ardh 5.0 and 92
aooraa dutgar aau> fnenad fp>nh
on tra beam by aconng $0 and
am

flaaior Gad Hannan "parfomad
her beat vatst anco bar freaVrun

year." accorOng to E%ana in

Kortng an a 66 «n the ftnab aftar

acodrgan 8j86 aM day bafote abo
She pieced ransh and earned tor

herself a spot on tha

ap>od. E.ans added.
UMaas aAJaaSod five

for aha fir** on floor and four on
bars. Aicia Gooda and Ann Obon
both partprtaed their best roadaaa
n tt^i Spor eaarpoo. flnajbing n a
rantft pace so. Cooda KO«ed nvo
SJ^a ard Otaon a^ar»>ad an 8.75

and m a86
Olaon Msa other

aa1nutaa»oman who oaaWlod on
bara, tyng Carawea for f/tb She
scored An Kb and a 90

Baaaaaa wmng the aS-arou>d».
Oovaaaby took nrat in avary event.

S»« acotad )3» 9m 936 It

yoafuag. OjO and 9.10 on bars. 92
Kama SchueAnon |utt tad adge and &4 on bean, and 9 a and 9.4 on
Burger out for second with a 36.6 floor.

on the floor with a 9.1 and a &IS.
Oeapre a *ad off tha teem, aha abo
Artehed efcjhi* -n thai event.

ftaa»a%o»iujn StocStoot ftnady

put a aI together n vaiiing.
»oorng a 90 and an 89 to fin*/'

• lourthpboerie Sbaaboq»aaScd
lor tha Snab on bars by Stashing -n

days top >an. but of ooutsa by
fail prevented her from competing-
She fnahad tanth n the aU
aroinda wtti a 3X40 99tal

Another lrt*hworr*.n. Cheryl
Srrtlh Inahad m a ahch place tb
on floor by aconng m 886 e*d a
9.S0 (Iter bear, acore of the aaeaoni

But lha Mi-iiMnaonan didn't win
on tho efforts of hoi freernvemen

as senior Jaanranp Burger Arashed
third in tha ail around* with a Jb- b
•Ota). Cob Oow«i43v of Sotrbarn
Connecticut won the aM-arounds
w»th a 36.86 acore and *ann Suna's

bstat. Barger aos daa detenu* tg at

arourd champ
Bawaar didn't defend her bar or

floor chArn^oaaNpa but she dad

coma taroagh amtt staunch par'

forrroncas aa both evonta. She
pipped third on bars, scoriae en
A80 and a 9 to On floor, she

_
Pom State fanaened tbrd n 8M

£ A.l AW. grmnosOCS chpa>
pKoabca, tcnaSng 101 40. <%tr

three points behand Sfjnne/teal

Southarn w* foilfUi 5*3.301,

CVs-ton fourth tt84fj». and Canabo
»*th a?. 661. Af ab CAujifiad for tro
raoonab by acorlng over 9H p*ni>

I
Top-ranked Cornel/,

i Hofstra drop Gorillas
0y$9*CA$WtU

••as the real of ua wore on vAcarson lost week the fJnAass kacrosae
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Ford moves to stop Communism; aid hungry
By EARL BUTTS

President Ford today unveiled a plan

which he optimistically predicted would
"stop the worldwide march of communist
aggression and solve the international food
crisis at the same time."

Speaking before the Brotherhood of Non-
Representative Trade Union Leaders
(BNRTUL), Furd unveiled a new 527 trillion

dollar package which bears the name
"Domino theory 75". The plan, if im-

plemented, would set up a chain of Domino's
Pizza stands across Cambodia, Vietnam,

Laos, and Thailand, with future plans for

chains throughout the rest of the world "as
the need arises".

Each outlet would be operated by Green
Beret detachments under the auspices of the

Southeast Asian Development Corporation,

an arm of the Pentagon. The detachments
will storm the areas that they are to set up
businesses in. They will seize the food supply

of the areas, dispersing the captured food

through their "Domino" fast food outlets.

Communists, or those suspected of Com-
munist activity, will be denied access to the

food.

"They should all be dead within three

weeks," a smiling Ford rold the assembled

members of the press. "When the Commies
are gone, the pizza stands will be turned over

to local control, and the people will rule." He

went on to say that all food sold at the stands

will be supplied solely by the United States

Government as part of the agreement, and

that "anyone who refuses to do business

with us can fry, since they're obviously

Communists anyway."
Congressional leaders forecast speedy

passage of the package. An optimistic

Senator Barry Oldwater told the Collegian in

an exclusive interview that the Ford package

is "the hope of free world. Truly free people

everywhere will rejoice when the world is

once again safe for democracy."

Cambodian President and Head Coach
Chuck Noll had this to say in regards to the

new plan. "The people's republic of Cam-
bodia welcomes the aid of our American
allies in the fight against Communist
aggression. If you redeem our coupon before

April 9th, we'll give you one dollar off the

price of our 16 inch pizza, or 50 cents off the

twelve inch size."

Offer good only in the republic of Cam-
bodia. Void where prohibited.
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Hearst captured in Amherst
Fugitive Patty Hearst, who has

been the subject of an intensive

manhunt since her kidnapping in

February 1974, has been ap-

prehendedin Amherst, according to

an FBI spokesman.

"We've been all over the country

looking for her. and it's finally

Hearst before kid

napping.

over," said Donald Mewpher of the

FBI's Boston office.

Hearst was taken into custody

shortly after 3 p.m. yesterday

following a 24 hour FBI stakeout of

the apartment in Brittany Manor
where she was allegedly held up.

Hearst was brought first to the

UMass police station for three

hours of questioning before being

taken to the maximum security

section of the Amherst lock-up.

UMass police captain William H.

Joyce, who assisted federal of-

ficials in the questioning, said he

was surprised to find Hearst in the

Amherst area.

"She didn't look anything at all

like the wanted posters," Joyce

said. "She had blazing red hair"

and apparently used contact lenses

to change the color of her eyes.

Hearst had allegedly been
residing in the apartment of Sean

and Paula Mallet in the Brittany

Manor complex since late January.

"We had no idea who she really

was," said a surprised Sean Mallet

to the interrogators. "We met her

at a party in Boston on New Year's

Eve, and she said she was looking

for a place to live in Amherst.

The dangerous debutante.

daughter of newspaper mogul

Randolph Hearst, was allegedly

reading nursery rhymes to the

Mallet child at the time of her

capture. Mewpher, aided by three

federal agents and two UMass
patrolmen, burst into the room and

threw Hearst against the living

room wall.

A subsequent search of her

person and the apartment revealed

no dangerous weapons.

According to the Mallets, Hearst

had been using the alias of

Jacqueline Summers and had often

frequented the UMass campus.
A subsequent check of the

Maloney's telephone bill for

February revealed several long

distance calls to Oregon, in which
Hearst alias Summers allegedly was

trying to contact pro basketball

player Bill Walton.

"Walton had been one of the links

in the long chain of events leading

to Hearst's capture.

When reached in his suburban

Portland apartment, the

Trailblazer's star center said "all I

know is that my answering service

said that I had three calls within a

week from some girl in

Massachusetts who said she

wanted to get it on.'"

Stephen Weed, Hearst's fiance

who was brutally beaten in her

kidnapping by the Symbionese

Liberation Army last year, received

the news of her capture with op-

timism.

"I just know she's still the same

sweet girl I fell in love with," Weed
sobbed. "I'm glad I saved myself

all this time. Maybe now we can

finally get married.

FBI investigation

left no stone unturned
The stake-out of the Brittany

Manor apartment of Sean and

Paula Mallet which led to the

capture of fugitive Patty Hearst

began at about 2 p.m. Sunday.

Donald Mewpher, an agent from

the FBI's Boston office who headed

the surveillance unit, said he

patiently waited the appearance of

the suspect.

"She (Hearst) didn't leave the

apartment on Sunday, but we
could see a little of what was going

on through the windows,"

Mewpher said.

"It looked like they (Hearst and

the Mallet couple) were having a

good time." Mewpher remarked.

"Nothing kinky, you know. Just

some straight three-way stuff. Then

the windows fogged up and we
couldn't see anything.

Hearst did not leave the apart-

ment until 9:23 the following

morning, when she began hit-

chiking in the direction of Amherst

center.

Hearst was picked up by Richard

Carlson, an FBI agent in drag,

driving a 1967 Mustang.

"She was really nice," Carlson

j.d "except she put her hand on

it v * nei and made it hard to shift. I

dropped nur oif o.. Noun Pleasant

Street, and she went into Augies."

Hearst then crossed the street

and entered the Amherst Post

Office. She emerged seven minutes

after entering and headed back

toward Brittany Manor.

Mewpher then entered the Post

Office and questioned a clerk who
said Hearst had purchased a ten-

cent stamp, asking specifically for

one which portrayed the Pioneer

Jupiter space probe, and then

slowly perused the wanted posters

on the opposite wall.

According to the clerk, who
asked to remain anonymous,
Hearst at no time looked uneasy,

and once chuckled softly.

Thinking it too risky to have

Carison again offer Hearst a ride,

the agents watched intently while

she waited approximately ten

minutes before being picked up by

a person Mewpher described as "a

bearded, nondescript, little nurd"

who deposited Hearst at the door

of the apartment and attempted to

follow her inside. At that point,

Hearst looked back and softly

called "fifty dollars" and the man
reentered the car and left.

It was approximately 10:45 when
Hearst returned to her t-'ledged

r deout, an^ %** remained n the

apartment until the FBI aumts
dei ide 1 to move h at 3 p.m.

1 i s. take *r waiting much
longer," Mewpher said. "As soon

as we picked her up, I scooted right

over to the Gaslight."

Patty Hearst is dragged away by two FBI agents following her arrest in Amherst
yesterday afternoon.
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Chase-Manhattan

forecloses on SW
By RIP STORK
Staff Smirk

(HIC) — In a letter dated April 1st, Chancellor
Randolph Bromery received notice from the Chase
Manhattan Bank of New York and the World to the
effect that because of the University's default on its

payments, the Southwest Area Residential Complex
would be foreclosed.

The giant bank can gain control of the large zoo
since it floated the massive loan that went into

construction of what some call "the world's largest

sardine factory" and residents refer to as "the black

hole."

In a phone call, S. Wigwam Hodgekiss, Vice
President of Nasty Stuff for Chase Manhattan in-

formed the Collusion that Southwest would be
fumagated and then turned into an insane asylum for

the insanely wealthy. "It shouldn't make much of a

real difference anyway what with the huge numbers
of loonies already there. The only difference will be
the nets placed in strategic spots to catch the

suicides. As far as tenants, we hope to get every big

name wacko from Meldrim Thompson to Howard
Hughes. It'll be a real gas!"

The students reaction was generally favorable.

"The place reeks anyway. Rockefeller deserves it!!"

one bedraggled sophomore blurted out.

"Lets wreck it before they come!" panted a

malicious looking freshperson with a broken beer
bottle in bjs hand.

The reaction was not just one sided however. One
petite brunette coed moaned: "It may not be much
but its home! What'll become of my pretty drapes and
cute matching bedspreads?"
The University is remaining silent as to why it

allowed Southwest to fall into the hands of the greedy
capitalists.

Chancellor Bromery was rumored to be gone on a

"fishing" trip to Buenos Aires. However planning
director Jack Littlefield was overheard by one of our
crack cub reporters to be planning a new superhigh-
way through the area where Southwest now stands.

Towing fleet destroyed on fluke
By TEX BURNEDAGAIN

FLASH — The entire Amherst
Towing Fleet was destroyed on a

technicality today. It all started

when an Amherst Towing truck

was hitching up yet another un-

suspecting UMie. The University

Police officer on the scene at the

tow informed the truck as it

prepared to leave that it had
violated the University's five minute

standing rule, and thus had to be
towed itself.

Another truck was called in to do
the towing of both the truck and
the car attached to it. It, too
violated the five minute rule.

Another truck was called in, with
the same result.

Finally, the last available Amherst
tow truck completed the task of
hitching up 27 violating trucks and

CIA finds Hale Boggs
amidst sub wreckage
The CIA announced today that

Hale Boggs, former Louisiana
senator who has been missing since

a plane crash in the Alaska more
than two years ago, is alive.

A spokesman for the CIA said

that Boggs was found amidst the

remains of a Russian submarine
recovered by the agency just two
weeks ago.

According to the spokesman,
Boggs was dressed in a wetsuit and
breathing through a snorkel.

"He seemed to be in good shape

but was somewhat incoherent,"
the spokesman said. "He spoke
only Russian with a slight Cuban
accent."

The CIA called in an interpreter

to decipher Bogg's ramblings, but
according to the language expert

Boggs could only say "polar bears"
and "Castro", repeating the words
in rapid succession.

Boggs is expected to return to his

Senate posT following a debriefing

session that will last approximately
two hours.
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a Volkswagen in less than five

minutes. As the extremely long
caravan headed for the Amherst
Towing yards in North Amherst,
Arab terrorists hired by the Student
Senate blew up North Pleasant
Street. There were no survivors.

Cal's Sunoco was called in to
tow the wrecks away after the
attack.

The man who allegedly received three bogus checks
from the School of Education appears before a Senate
subcommittee.
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Screw-loose and

fancy-free governor

seeks new M.D.

By FERD FINBONE
GNP Reporter

MANCHESTER - Meldrim
Thompson is looking for a doctor.

According to a full page ad placed

in such newspaper worthies as the

Manchester Union Leader and the

Podunk Garbage Liner, the present

conservative Governor of New
Hampshire is looking for the ser-

vices of a special kind of physician.

According to the major domo of the

conservative Republicans and
possible presidential hopeful,

Thompson has been having trouble

with his head. "It malfuctions

sometimes. I hear clicking and
whirring and I think my battery is

going dead. I tried to jumpstart it,

but my cables were all burnt out."

According to sources in the
.granite state, the Governor is

looking for a doctor who can
unscrew his head from what
Thompson calls his "neckpipe" and
check the wiring underneath. This
is very important to the Governor as
he is touring the country accusing
Gerry Ford of everything from
being soft on Communism to
sleeping with dead rabbits.
Thompson, an aide disclosed, does
not want to break down in the
middle of one of his diatribes for

any mechanical reasons. "He is

very much afraid that he may come
off sounding like a buffoon or
worse yet ... a retroactive abor-
tion."

Thompson is looking for a doctor
who can give him a 100,000 mile

guarantee. Thompson fired his last

physician, a mechanic from
Manchester, because he looked like

Nelson Rockefeller whom
Thompson thinks helped the Grinch
steal Christmas last year. That and
the interchange the two men had
when Meldrims heart was idling in

nu».V"»» l-jst weex:

Thompson: "Doctor, my head

hurts every time* I try to think!"

Doctor: "STOP THINKING!!!
Every time you think you weaken
the nation!"

Towing firm in meteoric financial boom
By DAVE LIBEL
and BILL DENSE

Collegian Financial Writers

NEW YORK ~ An Amherst,
Mass. firm has made an un-
precedented one-year rise to the
near top of Fortune Magazine's
prestigious listing of the 500 top
industrials.

The firm, Anhurst Towing,
Limited, has soared to eighth
among the nation's top firms, as
rated by Fortune with net earnings
exceeding such giants as E. I.

Dupint Demoirs Co. and Town and
Bethlehem Iron Works.
"They seem to know how to turn

a buck," said Phillips G. Twadwitty,
vice-president for obfuscation at
the Wall Street brokerage firm of
Merrills, Lynch-mob, Pierce-Arrow,
Finest and Smut.
Wall Street sources said the firm

has increased assets dramatically

over the last quarter since the

nearby University of Massachusetts
prohibited parking on campus.
Sources said the firm is believed to

be involved in the removal of

vehicles from the campus.
The removal is believed to be

accomplished by a variety of

methods, including radar iden-

tification of offending vehicles,

search and seizure of available

bumpers and collusion with
campus authorities. _

_

An official of the Securities and
Exchange Committee, while

refusing to confirm that an in-

vestigation was underway, told the

Collegian "this is a big fish. We're
throwing bait, and there could be
some big catches down the line a

bit."

The SEC official, Haim Goldbar
IV, said Anhurst's securities have

improved by five points per day on

the New York Stock Exchange
since early 1975 when removal

operations began at the 24,000

student University.

Anhurst's operator, "Tex"
Jacknife, reportedly has rented a

New York penthouse suite which
he has used in seclusion since

February. Jacknife's wife, who
works in the administration building

at UMass, was not available for

comment on Jacknife's
whereabouts.

University of Massachusetts
officials were quiet about the firm's

dealings. But campus chancellor

Rudolph B. Armory said: "It's the

best way we know to make this a

pedestrian campus - but it's been
full of meatheads all along
anyway."
Twadwitty, the Scurrilous,

Lynch-mob vice-president, said

investors in the firm have included

Mudslide swallows 32 Sylvanites
By OLIVIA. NEWT, andJOHN
A mudslide on the hill directly

behind Johnson House today killed

32 Sylvan Area residents on their

way to Worcester Dining Com-
mons. University officials labelled

the deaths "inevitable" in a public

statement, and exhorted the public

to forget about them, and
"remember all the good things

UMass stands for."

Eyewitnesses to the disaster told

the Collegian that "there wasn't a

thing anyone could do about it. The
hill just rose up and buried the poor
bastids." The 32, all residents

(appropriately) of Brown House,
took the Big Slide at 6:15 p.m.

The University's official ex
planation, along with the previously

mentioned exhortation, explained

that "mud has always been an
integral part of the unique living

learning experience that is UMass.
It adds to the aesthetic quality of

the campus, and keeps the
population down in these times of

worldwide food shortages. It is part

of our effort to make the world a

nicer place for everyone to live in.

"Anyway, they wouldn't have
survived the dining commons. It

was inevitable."

The 32 students, interviewed in

the University mortuary, had no .

comment.
Sylvan residents were up in arms

over the incident. Sylvan area

President Rich Mazeltov blamed it

on " he low grade mud that the

University has been buying lately."'

Under state law, the University

must buy products from the lowest

bidder. The winner of the mud
contract was Brittany Manor
Apartments, now suppliers of all

the University's mud needs.

"It's that local mud that causes

all the problems,"' Mazeltov said.

"We used to have good stuff from
the Welsh slag heaps, but the

import tariff put that out of the

University's price range."

Governor Ducarcass, on being

notified of the incident, praised the

University for "trying to save the

state- money in their mud pur-

chases," and lauded the "32 valiant

Pigs hassle Indians;

actually use handcuffs
By HELEN GABBIN'

Regressive News Service

I The Regressive News Service is

not the product of the radical

minority's attempts to place their

own rotten bias under the dubious
heading "news". Anyone in-

terested in this kind of
demagoguery is urged to apply I

Twelve martyrs of the people's

revolution were today placed under

arrests by the pigs in Wounded
Knee, South Dakota. They were
charged with violation of the

conspiracy to conspire act by the

repressive government.

The martyrs, all American In-

dians, told Regressive News
Service that they weren't guilty of

anything. The twelve cases of

dynamite confiscated from tliem by
police were only "for tribal

ceremonial purposes" according to

a spokesman.
Gail Bleeding Heart, RNS

correspondent on the scene, said

that police brutality against the

martyred Indians was evident. "All

twelve of them were handcuffed" a

horrified Bleeding Heart told the

Collegian by telephone. She then

burst into uncontrollable sobbing

'

The handcuffing report has not
been verified, but we at RNS
wouldn't be surprised if the pigs
had really done it.

Elsewhere, the people's armies in

Southeast Asia press on to victory.

The struggle for Communist control
is about to be won in Cambodia and
Vietnam. Pretty neat, huh? Once
the Commies get in everything's
gonna be just peachy'

It has also come to our attention

that the Associated Press and
United Press International are

somewhat biased in their reporting.

We abhor this as a matter of policy,

and if we ever get into power we're

going to take all their rights away.
Pigs don't deserve rights anyway.

New Bogota
gets nod
over Amherst
The Board of Selectpeoples

announced last night it has finally

taken action on renaming the town
New Bogota
The action came after a long

wave of protest led by Eric "The
Rodent" Walboard because Jeff

Amherst has been discovered to be

an Indian killer.

"We chose the name New
Bogota, in light of all the commerce
the students of the area have done
with the Columbian capital, in-

directly of course" said Ed Nancy of

the board.

The action is expected to cause

problems in the sign department

though. And area businesses have

expressed a reluctance to change
the name of their companies.

"Frankly I think that the Lord

Bogota Inn sounds shitty" said the

owner.

The Post Office announced that

the name change will go into effect

in time for the bi centennial for no

apparent reason.

Other names which were in for

consideration were Oat, Wc n*une,
Furcolo, Nebuchadnezzar,
Screwtown, and East South
Hadley.

the governments of Kuwait, Saudi
Arabia and Abu Dabai. "The
bastards will invest in anything -

we're putting them on our boycott
list."

Twadwitty also said a number of

woalthv fairv nndmothers and

political lightweights have invested.
Among them are President Jerry
Ford and millionaire recluse E.

Howard Hughes. "It's the best
damned tax shelter since Air
America in Cambodia," Twadwitty
added.

people who made the ultimate

sacrifice for austerity's sake."

Services will be held tomorrow
morning at 10 a.m. The 32 victims

will be buried under the hill, and a

monument will be erected to them
on the hill. Bids on the monument
will be sent out by Whitmore
tomorrow.

The meteoric rise of the Amherst based towing
company on the New York Stock Exchange is por-
trayed above.

Holy War feared in SW;
elevator cult on rise

By UPPEN VAN DOWN
Students in the towers of Southwest, who commune daily with

elevators have developed a cult devoted to the worship of the up and
downers.

Elevator ceremonies involve students crowding into elevators clad in
nothing but UMass gym suits, and dancing around showering the elevator
with offerings of broken beer bottles. In homage to the elevators, sacrificial
slops are administered pink bellies (abdominal applause) and veezers
(underwear stretched over the spine and haircut and fastened onto the
chin.)

Elevators have been converted into temples. The temples are resour-
cefully furnished by an altar made from a UMass issue dorm desk. The
altar is covered with the latest issue of the Collegian, reverently draping its
facts over the house of the Southwest god.
Area clergy, protesting the wickedness of pagan gods, descended en

masse upon Southwest, striding determinedly to the towers, their pious
faces encountering eggs thrown from 22nd floors by resolute elevator
cultists.

The towers of Southwest house a total of 15 elevators. Each elevator
has its own following of strictly loyal cultists, so fiercely loyal to their own
that they become resentful of cultists devoted to others. Observers fear
that a holy war is in the offing.

Southwest Administrative Director Richard Green recently issued a
memo stating that any student refusing to worship the elevators will
definitely be kicked out of Southwest; and, if he has any say in the matter,
the heretic will be expelled from the university as well.

The evolution of the elevator from a tool to a pagan god was the result

of a slow but inevitable process Upon their initial exposure to the elevator,

students were slightly nervous, but soon overcame their fear and ap-

proached the elevator with less hesitancy. As a result of forced familiarity

(who wants to take the stairs?) students began trusting the elevator. In-

stead of waiting for the elevator with the apprehension of waiting for a

dentist appointment, they waited comfortably, like someone anticipating a

meeting with a benign beaurocrat.

From familiarity emerged love. Students began addressing the elevator

as "the big yo yo" as an expression of endearment. Students honored the

elevator by decorating its walls with graffiti, occasionally obscene graffiti,

as love permits liberties.

At the beginning of the love affair, some students tried to have amorous
relations with their idol, but learning the hard way that it was impossible,

they began worshipping it in lieu of sex.

Amherst shit tc fly

Milk from a horse! That's the amazing discovery of

UMass graduate student Laitey Purepak who is

working on her master's thesis entitled "Milk from

alternative animal sources/'

200 years ago today John
Hancock was caught forging
important documents by his future

wife.

By IP. FREELEY
Staff Depositer

Amherst's new sewage treat-
ment plant «Hr\nM u~ .-ogffv '

opening within a month, according
to building manager Lee K.
Bowells.

The shit should begin to nit the
can real soon now," Bowells said.

Construction of the plant had
been delayed on several occasions

due to repeated bomb threats.

"We took care of that," Bowells

remarked. "It was an internal affair,

:*""•! v.& f!';o!.cJ out aH the

troublemakers."

Once the plant opens, Bowells

said hp nxped* "a lot of shit from

all those fellows over at the

University. Most of it is just hot

air he explained, "and I think we
should be able to handle it."
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For sesquicen
tquadragenari

novennial
ByHOLDENA.PNUSS

Hearse reporter
CAMP DAVID President Ford,

seen walking and chewing gum at
the same time for the first known
time, yesterday announced
elaborate plans for the nation's

celebration
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celebration on the 4th of July this

year.

"I garr-antee a really big show for
our sisky ... ah ...squigee ... ah ...

crescent ... ah ... incestment ...

umm ... oh, the hell with it, you
know what I mean," studdered
Ford, running his fingers through
his hair.

'That's sesquicen
tquadragenarinovennial, sir,"

whispered mouthpiece Ron Ziegler

. . . . Nessen.
Ford then walked toward Ziegl ...

Nessen, and tripped over his gum

Some of the events in American
history that are scheduled for

homage are:

— A reenactment of the Trail
of Tears,' in which Cherokee In-

dians were driven from Kentucky
and Tennessee to Oklahoma. This
event is scheduled to take place in

the Bureau of Indian Affairs

Building.

— An updated version of the

Whiskey Rebellion, to include a

mass raid on Wilbur Mills' office-

bar. This event is not open to the

public or to Argentine citizens.

— Reenactments of the Boston

Massacre, scheduled for both Kent

State and Jackson State

Universities.

— Internment of Chinese and

Japanese-American citizens and

confiscation of their property.

sesquicentquadragenarinovennial and pushed into Nessen as he fell

'Rules of the John' for

state toilets finalized
>*•

By JACQUES TUTITE
New York Slime News Service
BOSTON \NYSNS\ State

Commissioner of Public Health
Davey Crockashit yesterday an-
nounced state standards for toilets

in all state offices.

Issued on a roll of brown toilet

paper, the declaration, entitled

Rules of the John,' was described
by Crockashit at "an attempt to
stop the vicious spread cf venereal
disease, both of the crotch and of
the mouth."

"I only hope that every city and
town in the commonwealth will

adopt the same standards for their

local restrooms, or else we will cut
off state subsidies for toilet paper
supplies," he added.
Some of the major recom-

mendations that were announced
m yesterday's news conference in

the men's room of the State House
include:

- No toothpicks in the bowl,
because crabs have been known to
polevault."

— "All swimmers must wear

state-approved bathing caps."
— "Don't throw cigarette butts

in the bowl, because they become
soggy and hard to light."

— "No loitering in the stalls."

— "All stalls must carry the
following warning, prominently
displayed - Danger-Flammable
Vapors.'"

— "Maximum - 2 per stall."

— "No toy boats allowed in the
bowls."

Crockashit added that the above
regulations do not apply to the
state's estimated 39 half-toilets. "It

would be too prohibitive to go after

such small game," he noted. "We
have to enforce the major
violators" (Half toilets are
designed for half assed people,
most of which are in the State
House.)

The regulations are scheduled to

go into effect as soon as the 19
members of the Board of Pubic
Health are released from the
hospital. They have been
hospitalized for the last three weeks
for an undisclosed ailment.

ffmfl' "»' ;»" "1 " ' "'
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- In memory of the two world
wars of this century, the German
Embassy will be firebombed day
and night, and renamed the 'Liberty
Building.'

"These are some of the greatest
and most memorable events in the
history of the United States, and it

is only fitting and proper that they
be remembered by all citizens,

especially school children " said
Ford.

South Vietnamese
children arrested

in alleged study
conspiracy
SUM DUM GOY \OIC\ A

group of thirty South Vietnamese
children were caught yesterday as
they conspired to form a study
group. According to U.S. Army
sources, the children ranging in 1

age from five to seventeen intended
to learn about their history and
some simple math.
They claimed that other groups

had organized before them, but had
been forced to disband due to
restrictive study conditions.
The conspirators found an empty

sewage pipe and infiltrated it for
their own purposes. They had been
meeting frequently months before
their capture early in the afternoon.
Since this is their first offence they
will all be released within the week
after thorough interrogation and
severe beatings.

No butts or tooth- '

picks, please. New law
should help keep the
bowls cleaner.

200 years ago today Ben Franklin
begat his twenty-fifth illegitimate

child.

SUNSHINE RECORDS

Welcome Back
Special

THE
HUNGRY-IT

« •

Litest Releases - Top Artists

Old Favorites Too

Doubles & Imports

Also On Sale

. 9 E. Pleasant St.

0-8 - Sale Ends Wed. Night

No Trades During Sale

50* off large Pizza

on deliveries

Tues., April 1st

25' off small Pizza

on deliveries

Tues., April 1st.

World-wide conflicts erupt
Houston, European capitals bombed byTurkey
\API\ The cities of Paris, West

Berlin, Vienna, and Houston were
air-bombarded by the Turkish air

force last night in a totally sur-
prising move by Turkey.

Casualties are very high, and
volunteer crews have been
relentlessly working to free the
survivors from the ruins of the
destroyed buildings.

The reasons for the bom-
bardment were disclosed at 2 A.M.
this morning by the Turkish In-

formation Office located at Tierra

del Fuego. It appears that a
Declaration of War had been issued
by Turkey against Luxemburg three
weeks ago. According to Mr.

Ecetart, Turkish former Prime
Minister, and now Ambassador to

Luxemburg, Turkey, declared war
because: "Turkey wants its right

place under the sun" and "After

the fiasco at Cyprus, we felt it

necessary to demonstrate to the

world that the Turkish Armed
Forces are indeed capable of

holding back the Red menace from
the north — you know, the

Commies." Mr. Ecetart also stated

that Luxemburg was chosen as the

recipient of the "Turkish might"

because it was an equal foe — both

in numbers and in equipment.

Hearing a chuckle from a reporter,

Mr. Ecetart replied: "This (the

chuckle) was unwarranted. Have
we (the Turks) ever lied?"

Asked why Turkey attacked with

its air force three weeks after the

formal declaration of war was
issued, Mr. Ecetart replied:

"Well, you see, we thought that

we were ready to attack at that

particular time but we forgot to

take into account that half of our

3rmed forces were at Cyprus
looting the Greek-Cypriote stores

and houses, and as a result, it was
quite impossible for us to attack

with only half of our armed forces."

Asked whether looting has
stopped in the newly-aquired
colony of Cyprus, Mr. Ecetart

replied: "No, not yet. We showed
those Greeks didn't we?"
The fact that no one in the West,

or East, knew anything about the

Turkish declaration of war, a high

member of Luxemburg's diplomatic

corps stated that his country did

not make the declaration of war
public because they thought that

"...it was a joke."

After last night's bombardment,
no damage was done to Luxum-
burg itself. The Turkish General
directing Operation "Honor" gave
the following reason for the escape

of Luxemburg from destruction:

"We did not know where the hell

Luxemburg was."

When he made such a statement,

he was asked: "Why were the four

foreign cities bombarded?" The
pride of Turkey replied: "Well, as

you all know, Turkey has not had

much contact with the West for the

past few centuries, other than

military conquest of course,

therefore, our armed forces did not

really know their geography. Some
airplane pilots thought that Paris

was Luxemburg — others thought

that Vienna or West Berlin, were

Luxemburg. As far as Houston
Texas is concerned, it appears that

there was a slight navigational

error. Nobody is perfect you know.
And besides, some of our boys
were quite irritated that the U.S.

Congress cut off military aid to

Turkey. It wasn't very nice of

them."

The reaction of the world to the

bombardments varies from "Ha,

ha, ha. So, what else is new?
(Greece), to "Good thing they are

our enemies."

Semi-civil war in G.B.

Ethiopia launches Italian invasion
Addis Ababa (PUS): In a bold move electrifying the

world, Ethiopian forces launched an all out massive
invasion of Italy, yesterday. It was a role reversal for

the two combatants from the Italian invasion of

Ethiopia some forty odd years ago. "We gonna wop
em! cried the Ethiopian War Lord Chuga Hassim as

the attacking forces landed at Salerno and along

selected beacheads on the Italian Riviera. Seventy
divisions of screaming Ethiopians backed up by the

three- hundred-balloon air force pelted the fleeing

tourists up and down the Italian boot. It was a scene
reminiscent of a Fellini horror as terror struck the

inhabitants. It was the first known attack of a

European country by an African nation since the

Moors invaded Spain a thousand years ago.

Screaming Whattsa goina ona heah!"
Generallissimo Linguini Antipasta rallied his valiant

defenders against the African onslaught. All

throughout Italy shops and bowling alleys closed in

response to the attack. Natives scurried about taking

their spaghetti off the cbtheslines, securing their

valuables and locking up their daughters. Rome today
looks as if it was built in haJf a day as the people are

hiding in the subways and behind bushes. This

despite the fact that the first wave of Ethiopian

spearchuckers were still some five hundred miles

away.

The world reaction to the invasion was a stunned
bewilderment. Just what would prompt Ethiopia into

belligerency is not quite clear to most observers.
Perhaps an overwhelming need for respect in the eyes
of the world, led her to try on the Italian boot for size.

The invasion could easily backfire and the oc-
cupying army may find itself booted into the
Mediterranean. This was exactly the reaction of the
Vatican, which released a papal bull that intimated
something about killing the infidels for Christ. It is

rumored that Secretary Kissinger is jetting into

Palermo this very moment.

by Lord Howard Hertz
Disassociated Press Writer

London \DP\ — England
declared war on Scotland yesterdav
in a dispute over oil rights in the
North Sea. Observers were quick to

note that this could become the

second 'Battle of Britain' in this

century.

It was reported late last night that

250 English troop paddled by
rubber life raft to an oil rig off the

Scottish coast and started to hack
saw the legs of the rig, and
demanded that the Scottish
workers surrender. No casualty

figures were available, but it was
reported that two Scottish workers
slipped on an oil slick and fell into

the North Sea, and were picked up
by a Russian trawler cruising in the

area.

First signs of an impending battle

was in a donnybrook in a recent

cricket match between England and
Scotland. After star Scottish player

Hiram Onderocks was found with
crude oil in his hair, the umpires
ejected him from the game. The

fight them started.

Later ir. the day, English Minister

of War Will Overkill sent a

derogatory message to the Scottish

govermment, threatening to send
troops into Glasgow and intern

every firstborn son. Sources in the

men's room of Henry's Pub in

London with access to confidential

government dispatches, said that

the English message threatened to

transfer not c !y Enlish troops, but
also IRA subversives to Scotland.
(A high official source in London,
when questioned about the secret

message, said, "How the hell can
they intercept our messages when
the CIA can't?")

One informed limey offered this

comment on the causes of the
newly declared conflict. "This is a

fight not only for black gold, Texas
tea, but also for the Queen's thirty-

second cousin, who just pulled the

necessary strings to get into Ox
ford, and now needs the money to

pay for his education. And
whatever the Quee*. wants, she
gets."

You ujon'l believe whol we put
together for you thl//ummer.

The three week tour for the mind. Registration

is by mail or in person at Hills House main lobby,

Thursday, May 29, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. to

7 p.m. Counseling and Financial Aid are available.

The extended tour for the mind. 250 courses

are being offered. Classes meet from the sol-

stice to the latter days of August, June 24 to

August 15. Registration is by mail or in per-

son at Boyder Gym, Monday, June 23, 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Financial Aid
and Counseling are available.

For those who like to learn after the sun goes
down. Almost 50 courses including everything
from art to zoology. Registration is by mail or
in person at Boyden Gym, Monday .June 23.
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. This
session is from June 24 til August 15. Coun-
seling and Financial Aid are available.

" "."« cwc "vanauie. seimg ana financial Aid are available.
These courses are brouaht to vou bv the Univtt ::»**' of M?rr^ki.<!ott«!' ^nrv^n" Proaram ^firp r»n^ ni"-- ; ~- ~* r»~~*:....:. r- i ..,,, c .c ,-*««£-

Please send me information concerning:
CLIP AND SEND TO:
CATAi no nrai ir

CONTINUING EDUCATION
HILLS HOUSE NORTH
UMASS/AMHERST 01002

Summer 1

Summer 2
fcvening College

Name

Address Zip.

UMASS/AMHERST-Where else?
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Campus
Comments

Question: "How did you lose your

virginity?"

Michael S. Ducarcass - "she was
a girl from Newton. I was a boy
from Brookline, we met one
morning on the green line, we did it

right there on the MBTA. I may ride

forever 'neath the 'streets of

Boston....

Gloriam Steinem - "He was
great, tall blonde, an adonis type

character brimming with beautiful

dominant masculinity"

Nelson A. Ripoffeller - "It was
just after I bought Puerto Rico I met
this tour guide from Fort Knox, we
slipped away from the group and
we made it on a bed of fresh 100

dollar bills.
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above tht ordinary but...

Martha MitchweH - "it was in a

motel room, it was just awfullll

This man from the FBI puMed my
pants down and gave me a shot in

the bum, it was enjoyable yes, but

my hemorrhoids never got over it

Edward M. Kennurdy - "it was
back in '69, you see, we were

driving across this bridge on
Chappaquidick, you see, we were

about to go skinny-dipping and she

didn't want to get out of the car...

Pat Nixn - "One night at San
Clemente Dick said to me What's

that? and I said that's my garage,

and he said Can I put my car...."

ixiotabib uuote
"Who do I think will be the next President of these United States?

I can't think of anyone other than Linda Lovelace. There's no job

that's too big for her to handle."

Alexei Kosygin during an interview with Pravda

Commentary

Theatrics in the A.D
By T.D. DOWNEY

If you thought the recent fiasco in the School of

Education was the worst thing to happen at UMass
since Julius Erving jumped from the hallowed floor of
the Cage to the monied rims of ABA basketball you're
wrong.

Athletics on this campus are in a state of no money,
no playee, because the state of Massachusetts is

hoarding money like John D. Rockefeller and refuses

to waste it on the future leaders of society. But that's

only on the surface.

If you're wondering why UMass did not get into the

ECAC tournament in Springfield this year it was
because the Athletic Department at the university is

made up of deadwood, more deadwood, and enough
seaweed to keep the dining commons vats filled for

years.

You can't blame any member of the basketball
team for the disappointment brought on by Poly

Crotch A.D. Tom A. Jerry and his

faithful friends like Long John
Boner at the University of Con-
triplicut. In fact you can't even
blame the connivers mentioned
above. The blame lies right on this

campus, in Boydumb Gymnasium.

First the director of theatrics, I

mean athletics. Fink McEarny, is

too good an actor to be an un-

discovered talent in the wilds of the

Berkshire foothills. Although his

tenure at local radio station WHAT
is over, he still has done a mar-
velous job of publicizing the

university's athletes. In his com-
mercials, a travesty of a sham of an
evil of a most cancerous sort, he
does his share to put UMass on the

map.

Doesn't every local resident recognize the worth of
a man who drives up beside the football stadium and
peddles savings accounts from the Community Chest
Trust Company? Or a man who equates football films
with debentures?

The gymnastics team was dealt a cruel blow last
year when 12,000 signatures were considered im-
material and the coach Tom Dunn, was told he would
not be rehired next year. And where was our
esteemed A.D. ? Putting on makeup in the Boydumb
lavatory, where else.
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But he's not the only one. There's Thick Gauge, a
man who's supposed to send press releases to papers
throughout New England, but thinks that fie
Greenfield Recorder is the edge of Massachusetts,
and Boston is an island off the Azores.
And, Cally Granite who's unofficial title of procurer

of transportation is one big joke. Last year the men's
gymnastics team had to drive down to a meet at Navy
because rally's trigger finger developed Eritrean

Rheumatism as he tried to call a major national car

rental company.

What about Tick Confugia who makes 25 thou a

year, smiling in Boydumb? I'd smile for nothing.

The chain of command in Boydumb is like the
Gordium Knot, and certainly harder to crack than
Minoan Linear A heiroglyphics. Rumors have reached
the Collegian that the CIA, with as much secrecy as a

sieve has inquired through CIA operative Bob Estelle,

currently on welfare, if the Athletic Department could

design a systems control

system for their field offices in fifty

states and 129 foreign countries, to

prevent leaks through one-way
toilet bowls.

Students pay an athletic fee, and
it's time they got off their high

horse, and put aside their water

pipes and got together as a single

powerful force.

If you want to know what's really

happening at Boydumb write your

Congressperson or Louis Day

Tricks currently working with RIGA-Racism Is Good
for America, at her office in Wheeling, West Virginia,

in the Pure Textbook Building.

in any event, keep in mina that in five years, no
major sports or minor ones will be played here not
through inflation, or lack of funds but cobwebs in

Boydumb.

And I'm not talking about cobwebbed ceilings
either.

A continuing saga of the

assured
By E.QUAID McPATRICK
Slowly, lowly I sipped

patiently at my cooling acid

covered coffee contemplating

life and insanity iioaling I'kc

dirigable dreams upon.the mist.

Suddenly my mind was filled

violently with thoughts of

having to excrete the waste my
body had accumulated since my
last full meal. Ever so carefully

as not to break the cup into little

pieces I set the cup on the table

where it would rest silently

while I was gone to the dark

smelly lavatory.

Walking toward the dingy tile

room of solitude I opened the

door listening to the creaking

noises of the seldom oiled

hinges. Pauslnq, stopping

fac'ng iway from th« toilet I

undid my belt buckle of

mythological gods long dies,

unzipped the front of my pants

letting my loose fitting garment
drop to the floor. Sitting down
on the cold hard seat my eyes

dropped low glancing at the

little shriveled penis of student

684960
'"ugh, ugh, ugh," I moaned in

The Shit
constipated pain.

"Oooh, ahh, ohh" I groaned
again.
Suddenly I unsnapped my

windbreaker.
"forplplpssss" said my

buttP'" 1"5 as th*> r "* h "' nnfrp«h

air resonated the walls.

I pondered death as I looked

at the chipped paint walls,

which were painted by someone
who was probably now buried

with worms and maggots
inhabiting his once moist
esophogus. Life and death Is all

the same, illusions of failure

rested^flnally In the reaches of

.ny brain. Just then trlnklets of

urine dropped into the water,

Freudian sex symbol, below.

At that moment a knock came
at the bathroom door.

"Who's there?" I asked
auestionlnqly
"The wanot.-er" Came the

answer in a deep voice.

"Wanderer who?"
"Wander if you'd li te zo open

ze door,

I racked my brain trying to

establish the identity of the

intruder of my personal life.

With a crash though, my pon
dering mind was Interrupted as

a large black boot splintered the

oaken door followed by, yes it

was, the entire missing third

brigade of the Third Riech from
the fire bombing of Dresden.

I was lost for words as I eyed
the grey uniforms and the

unshaven faces of m> Inll :*•'.».

My life passed slowly before my
ryes \f\ retrospect it has been
III deed boring, dull in haay
st ides c >ale bjue hue.

Where h* m you bee — I

mean, how are you doing."
"Zorry, ve is now ins da

turn to p. 8
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Railroad chugs along
ALL The Girls In

The Worjd Beware
Grand Funk
(Capitol SO 11356)

Total Time: 43:56
Budding geniuses Mark, Don,

and Mel have again presented
us with exciting philosophical
revelations as well as mellow
rythms and melodies for our
hearty listening appetites.
Not . since the anthology

album have we seen such fluid

ease of phrasing, and astoun-
ding mastery of intensely
melodic improvisation, both
evidence of the nearly om-
nipotent rock talent these
sweating, bulging,
musclebound he-men are.

All The Girls In The World

Beware is both high-spirited
and lucid, if not downright
HEAVY. From "Some Klnda
Wonderful," reminiscent of the
anthology album's "T.N.U.C."
(guess what spelled back-
wards), we're reassured that

Grand Funk Railroad is still

capable of producing the best
rock & roll in America.
Although this album glistens

with more conceptualization
than say, Closer To Home, it

contains that energetic com-
ponent which is sadly lacking in

much of the primal mumbling
that passes for rock music
today, an example of which
would be the now celebrated LP
of the year, Quadrophenia.

— Your Intrepid Tripper

WeteAreOft

>•*

wrong room, excuse bitte."

"Certainly," I said as I

watched them march away
their boots making no noise as
they tromped through the living

room and out on the street with
their cute deutsches asses
disappearing into the night.

I repeated my low cry of

struggle as before.
"Ugh, ahh, ugh, eeee"

Student 684960 was constipated
from Ware pastries and donuts
as before. I though of what
Kierkigard has said, "...it is...

and wasn't. Was all that my
memory served to tell me of the
occurrence.
Suddenly, ever so fast I could

feel the rush of human power
surging violently through my
abdomen. "Plop, plop, plop,
plop.

Cold water splashed on my
bare cheeks jerking me off the
seat momentarily. More feces
were there, I knew It, I could
feel it deep down inside.
With a low groan the final

poops came out.
"Kerplash!" my white soft

skinned behind was soaking
wet.

I reached existentialiy for the
toilet paper and pushed it up
and down my na^urai back
crevice. I did It again. And
again. I was done. I stood up
and pulled up my garment
again barely catching my jigger
in the fly.

"Another stage of my life has
passed" I said as I flushed the
soft, smelly brown crap away
forever never to be seen again.

To be continued next week

SCHOLARSHIPS

FOR

HORSIHG MAJORS

paying full tuition, lab fees, textbook costs and incidental
fees plus $100 per month may be available to you through
the Air Force ROTC 2-vear nurse commissioning program.

To find out if you can qualify as an Air Force Nurse,

contact:

Major Goodhue
Koom 205

5-2437

Dickinson Hall

it's raining
and the rain drips

drips drips drips

through the campus .center
garage
like the purple-southwest-snot
throw a chair off the roof of the
library

i think i love you
but you have bad breath

Larry Ferlingotten

Graphic arts in heat
mankind handkinds through the blues" (or hardup)
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Rocking the crotch with Izzy
Warsaw Express
Izzy Crotch
(Atco 65347)
Playing time 3:42

Like, ah this is man the best
licks I ever heard this week. I

was eating some honey granola

The men...

The bird...

The sun...

The ocean...
A man sat cross-legged on a

beach, facing the waves with

the sun at his back.
A small white bird was

perched on his left hand and he
stroked it gently.

The man wore a long, torn

coat and a soiled derby hat.

His whiskers were gray, his

eyebrows thick.

They were alone, the man and
the bird, and the sun sprinkled

arrows of diamonds across the

noisy ocean.
The man listened to the

repetitious sound of water
against water, but did not watch
the sun disappear behind him.
The bird saw it, though, and

with a screech, it set out to find

the sun.
The man, prodded oy the

ever-ensuing water, slowly
stood, turned, caught a
momentary, final glimpse of the

bird-speck In the horizon, and
followed it.

yogurt while listening to it and
well man the vibes were really

great, I mean. Well I guess you
hadda be there.

My favorite song on the

album was the "Polish Kazoo
Steam Bath Rag." The drum
solo with Izzy Crotcholesky on
the empty sauerkraut cans was
far out. Izzy <-an really bang
those cans and it was far out.

The album has great social

significance. It is the first

album to be declared a pollutant
by the Environmental
Protection Agency. The Album
cover is not recyclable but it

tastes good with wheatgerm
and wild hickory nuts mixed
with it.

Another good cut on this disc
is the one my roommate put
across side one when he used

the album for cutting up a gram
of hash. The scratch added a
new dimension to the music and
after a few numbers no one
could tell the difference.

All in all I like the Album and
rank it among other heavies like
Senator Sam Ervin at Home,
and The Hillell Glee Club sings
Christmas Carols. Happy
listening and don't smoke any
wooden nickels or whatever.

200 years ago today Spiro
Agnew's great-great-great-great

grandmother had a twinkle in her
eye.

200 years ago today Benedict

Arnold took out a life insurance

policy with Liberty Mutual.

STOP LOOKING
for a good part-time job!!

•Good Pay oNew Opportunities

•Career Training •Regular Promotions

•Men and Women Eligible

EARN $45 FOR ONE WEEKEND PER MONTH. AND TRAIN FOR
A REWARDING CAREER IN THE TECHNICAL
SKILL OF YOUR CHOICE.
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GETTING INV0LVE0 BECAUSE

AMERICA NEEDS US

STEAK *1M
a new restaurant for TOC

members and their guests . • •

coming soon to the

Campus Center.

Clip this ad for 10% discount.

(Offer good till 4/15/75).
**^^^^^^**0*0*0*0*0*0*0*t*t*0*tt0*0*0t0t0*0t0*0*010t0$0*0*0*010*0*0l

FOR MORE INFORMATION (No Obligation) CLIP ANO MAIL TO:
ARMY RESERVE OPPORTUNITIES. 4001 WEST DEVON AVE.
RM. 106. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60646

NAME. AGE.

ADDRESS.

CITY.

ZIP_

STATE.

PHONE.
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QUALITY (HICKS

Join 9 University Committee and help

in Hie decision making thai affects YOU!

GET INVOLVED: SHAPE POLICY
These committee appointments are open:

Scholarship and Financial
Aid Committee

Space and Calendar Com.

roreign Language Requirement
Committee

Athletic Council
Fine Arts Council

Master Planning
Comm

Core Curriculum Comm.
Committee on the Status of Women
Distinguished Teacher Awards
Student Organizing Committee

If interested in applying, Contact Rick Savini at 5-0341

L-TJLPAYS TO GO TO MEETINGS "
J

*r7T> nillll pnitfr.im of jjxklarci colk-tfr

ALTERNATE ENERGY
AND

AGRICULTURE
wiimI \v<iirr.inrll».iiM- sol.ir

S4M Mfl itfl^O SlIMlH'S

June2-Augu3t22 15 credits

An intensive 12 week program in

social ecology and environmental
sciences, exploring alternative
technologies, a no-growth
economy, organic agriculture,
urban decentralization, the politics
of ecology* and the design and
construction of experimental
models for wind, solar, and
methane-powered energy
production

Goodard is located in a rural
Vermont community, rich in both
natural and human resources, in a
state noted for its progressive
environmental legislation

The summer program is directed by
MURRAY MORON, author of Post
Scarcity Anarchism, Our Synthetic
Environment, and Limlu oMhe
City Visiting Faculty will include
outstanding national experts in the
fields of alternate technology and
communities such as KARL HESS.
Community Technologies, SAM
LOVE. Environmental Action
JOHN and NANCY TOOO, founders
New Alchemy Institute. WILSON
CLARK . author of Enerav for

survival STEVE BAER
Zomeworks, JOHN
SHUTTLEWORTH. publisher of
Mother Earth News, ROBERT
REINES Integrated Life Support
Systems Labs, and STEWART
BRAND, publisher of The Whole
Earth Catalog

books God has potential
By J. PROSPECT CALO Poignant, simple and brilliant

"Brilliant. ..superb!" Kurt in its complexities are three
Vonnegut Jr. illuminations of one of the Best
"I read it.. .so can youl" John Books written this year. Yes,
Updike Monarch Notes has outdone
"It looks good on my bookshelf" i,self in its masterful handling
Jacqueline Sussan of God's best known literary

OLIVER
AUTO BODY

* 43 years of service and quality work

* most completely equipped auto body shops

* only customer satisfaction program

* most highly skilled craftsmen

The Largest Auto Body Company

in New England

For detailed

illustrated brochure
write:

D Chodorkoff

Social Ecology Program
Goddard College Boa sr 3
Plain! ield. Vermont 05667

NEARBY LOCATIONS

Northampton: 84 Conz Street 584-1 192

Holyoke: 1519 Dwight Street 532-9413

Greenfield: 319 Wells Street 774-2261

Other Oliver shops in Springfield, West
dpringtieia, ana Pinstield.

Hard to find foreign car parts available; broken
or cracked windshields and window glass replaced
promptly.

EXCELLENCE IS NO ACCIDENT
AT

OLIVER AUTO BODY

work — the Bible. Monarch has
done its usual competent job in

revealing what has brought
revelations to so many.
Monarch skims and slides, hees
and haws its way past the
myriad of situational
developments. The stories of
Aesop and his lost birthright,
Joshua and his wall, and Lot
and his pillar of salt wife is

recanted in almost miraculous
tones and descriptions. The
prophesies are handled with
foresight, and one cannot help
but be impressed by the
existence of one continuous
theme throughout the bestseller
— that of the good guy is always
Jewish.
There are some problems

however, with Monarch's
rendition, mostly stylistic. The
plotline is handled just a bit too
fast. Events unfold and end
often in the same paragraph,
not allowing the reader to savor
every spicy drop. The
characters are described rather
than developed and appear
sketchy at best. All we learn
about Moses is that he once took
a ride in a straw basket as a kid,

and later in life had
hallucinations about burning
bushes and sticks turning into

snakes. Pretty strong acid —
even for those days. Monarch is

a!*o prone to preachlness —
didactically iRttrifCltaf one on
how to lead a fruitful r/,° '"•

regards to fruitful, the part
about multiplying is bound to

leave the zero, population
groups in a scurvy. In short,

Monarch's Bible has the

potential to be a great one, but

at present is only a good Good
Book.
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Finally Art
MOVIES
Ratings
-I- + + + Jacqueline Susan
+ + + Tex Ritter

+ -!-Willlam Loeb
+ Fred Weiss

The Blob That Ate Dallas
Directed by Antonio Mangevani
starring Totle Fields and Al
Kapp. Dallas is decimated in

one large sumptuous feast. The
movie earns its X rating when
Totie Fields bounces a subway
car off her bazookas. Very good
movie if you've got the runs.
+ +

I'm OK, You're So So Dr.
David Reuben's spine tingling
masterpiece about a retroactive
abortion finding solitude in a
Bronx massage Parlor. Critics
have gone bananas when the
hero masturbates on a portrait
of Freud. Directed by Russ
Meyer. + + + +

Blew David Susskind
Starring some local talent.
David is jerked off by the same
kind of weak knee liberal that

he pretends to be. Movie has
many climaxes and a great
ending when the jerkee kicks
the jerkor in the pachkees. +

The Flaming Asshole Irwin
Allen's sequel to the Towering
Inferno and the Poseidon
Adventure. Earnest Borgnine
plays a fireman who tries to

tame the blaze and save two
puppydogs from the festering
hole. There's a great scene
when Shelly Winters loses her
balance and falls into her own
bottomless pit. + +

*

The Making of The President
Fanny Foxe's big bang of a

movie. Not much of a script by
the character development is

superb. Fanny lives up to her
name with some spectacular
tap dancing. The movie ends
when Uncle Wilbur pharts on a

Clean Air Bill. + + +

c

I

Queen For A Day - starring
Alice Cooper. An offbeat World
War Two movie depicting ac
tion on the homo front. Hero
goes beserk when he receives a
"Dear John" letter from David
Bowie. +

The Watergate Saga Walt
Disney's latest hit. Depicts the
seamy sid of a Washington
Hotel. Based on the novel by
Harold Robbins. Starring Dean
Jones and Annette Funicello
Big moment when Tricia Nixon
Cox learns to think in a circle, -f

C+R+A+S+H - The hilarious
spoof of people committing
suicide during the depression.'
Directed by Amy Vanderbilt.
The screen debut of Studs
Terkel who jacknifes into the
Manhattan traffic from atop the
World Trade Center in living

color. Cass Eliot does a
bedroom number with a Ham
Sandwich, -f 4- +

All The Chancellor's Men The
intriguing saga of the Whitmor
jollies. Watch Glucky go for
coffee. See Gage spin the wheel
of fortune. Watch Ralph Jones
blow up the Computer. Find out
about the Wild Sex parties the
secretaries

. have every af
ternoon in the Whitmore
courtyard. Oscar certainly
deserves one for his per
formance. + + + +

The Planet Of The UMies A so
so attempt by Director Cheetah
the Chimp to portray college
students walking around like a
bunch of apes. Filmed in Sylvan
Area. Plot line is poor but
costumes and special effects
make it a must. + +

The Incredible Mr. Limp Don
Knotts tries to fly a kite but in

the end can't get it up. He then
commits suicide by performing
oral sex with an electrical

outlet. The audience always
roars its approval when Knotts
utters the now famous line: "I

can never seem to get enough
tail!" + + + +

Be-bop-a-loo-arr3h
Ratings key:

++++New York Times

++ +Washington Post

+ + Boston Globe

+ Daily Collegian

no mark indicates

the Salt

Below

-h-h-r-Flush — playing at

the Outhouse II near
Turner's Falls, Mass. Five

dollar cover includes all

drinks and utility use.

+ Dirty Dick and the
Whitewash — appearing at

the Rusty Dome, Capitol

Street, Sunderland, Sunday
only. No plausible cover
whatsoever.

Wassil Grog — playing

Friday and Saturday night

at the Barfly lounge,

Northampton. Free beer
atter five a.m. happy hour,

7 to 7:15 a.m.

-h-l-Dirty Jo\' 'n' da
Urinal six — ulayi »g at tr ?

OtfthOUSt, rte 2, *thol,

Mass. No cover charge if

you bring your own tissue

paper. Now through

Saturday.

+++ +Amherst Towing
— an oldee but goodie

group, stil! as unpopular as

ever. Now on tour at

UMass. No set

engagements but can be
seen and heard all over
campus at any hour, day or

night. Eighteen dollar cover

with a three dollar fee

everytime they crank out a

tune.

+Mz. Appropriation —
female vocalist appearing
at the School of Education,
UMass; now through in-

definitely. Also performing
with her will be Outside
Audit, formally the
members of Shaftall

Orchestra Inc.

+ + + +Off Campus
Housing — one of tftt most
impossible groups to get a
hold of. Be sure and get in a

listen or two to what these

clowns are blaring out now.
Appearing at the Crop of the

Campus, UMass for one
nighT «. '/ No entmt but

slight Univeibi ee.

Little Feet — a local

group that still needs work.

The drummer has three

arms and is well worth the

laugh, even though he can't to riches" (recorded on

play. Now at the Rake-in Decc-a dent discs). Randy
restaurant, rte 9, Amherst, is noted for his quick,

+ + + Randy B. — noted nimble decisiveness in

for his last hit "From rocks changing from fret to fret

amid song. Fans
he will perform
"Ex-chancellor'
through June
Blewalle.

hope that

his latest

Now
at the

Local boy makes It bi9

We believe

Glucky don't go
We find it appalling that in this hour of crisis, this

time of need, this moment of urgent and ponderous
decision, that Vice Chancellor Gluckstern has found it

within himself to leave UMass for Maryland.
Now more than ever the University is faced with

weighty alternatives — none pleasant. We need every
man and woman to stand tall, man his-her stations

and greet the enemy with cries of "BANZAI", and not

jump ship screeching "Maryland here I come!" We
have to transform UMass into the Rock of Gilbraltar,

and not the Pebble of Hadley.
Vice chancellor Gluckstern was especially useful in

his role here at the University. He always Knew who
liked theirs black and who liked theirs regular. It was
unbelievable how many ham and cheese, and apple

blintzes he could stuff into those grubby little paws. A
meeting wasn't a meeting until Glucky made a run.

And he always brought back the correct change —
he could be trusted.

We, the unsigned members of the Bored of Editors,

urge the University find a suitable replacement for

the vacancy. We hope that the replacement has a car

so that Hardees is within range. We hope that the

replacement is swift afoot and slow of mind. We need

a replacement who will salvage the remains of an
already floundering administration from this most
deplorable situation. Not since the Emperor Caligula

named his horse Consul, did a personnel shift of such

magnitude occur.

All unsigned editorials express the opinion of the

majority of the Bored of Editors, if any really gives a

flying lurk

Reed Fisherman

A union made in Shop-Rite
Well, I decided to stay up here over vacation and do

some writing and have some time to think things over,
and I have to say that I would never have expected
such an entertaining experience as the one that

happened to me last Friday. Theretore, I feel it

necessary to relate to you the story.

It all began Tuesday when I was thumbing through
a local newspaper looking for entertainment. Sud-
denly, I noticed a familiar face on the "Weddings and
Engagements" page. I wasn't sure who it was but I

felt like eating a steak and upon further investigation
of the page I realized that it was none other than the
vivacious Sylvia Gottlieb. I couldn't believe it as I read
on:

"Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gottlieb proudly
announce the wedding of their daughter,
Sylvia, to Mr. Henry J. Whipple of Hoboken,
N.J. The ceremony will take place Friday
night and the reception will be at the Lord
Jeffrey Hotel in Amherst."

It was the answer to all my problems. What a rush!
- going to the wedding of Sylvia Gottlieb and Mr.
Whipple. I couldn't wait

That Friday, I put on my blue blazer and got high

and went to the Lord Jeff to catch the festivities. I

wasn't exactly sure what to expect so I waited till I

thought everybody would be good and drunk before I

drove down there. Now I'm sorry I didn't go earlier. It

was like being in the middle of "one of those

Hollywood parties, and everywhere I looked I

recognized someone.

And there was Mr. Whipple with his arms around

Sylvia...squeezing her. And then it struck me. How is

she going to be able to get on television with a

straight face and say, "Hi. This is Sylvia Whipple."?

Who's gonna buy that beef?

Anyhow, I went over to say Mazeltov to Sylvia, and
I was so excited that I bumped into one of the Juicy
Fruit Twins and spilled his drink. He started chewing
me out and a shrill voice started yelling, "Don't worry,
Bounty will handle it!" Then a lady with an apron ran

in and everyone shouted, "Yeah, Rosey!"

I stepped back to the wall and began talking to
Sylvia's sister. Sheila. Hi, Sheila. She had a crush on
the leader of the band, whose name was Big Wally.
She introduced me to Mr. Clean, who had performed
the ceremony. I asked him if he was planning to run
for president and he laughed and said, "Don't I

always?"

Just then, an orchestra started playing and fifteen

dancers ran into the room and began dancing on
tables and singing a medley of "Hold the Pickles" and
"You Deserve a Break Today." What a show. Even
Henry Fonda was there - taking pictures.

It was stranger than lunchtime ir. the Student Union
and I was there and everybody else had gone home
for vacation. I asked the bride and groom where they
were going for their honeymoon, and they said th'ey

didn't know yet but they were going to shop around.
"The Virgin Islands are on special this week." said
Sylvia.

By the time everybody was drunk enough so they
were ready to leave, it was considered by all to have
been a lovely affair, and the happily harried couple
drove away with Toilet paper and "SQUEEZE ME"
written all over the car. I went over to the coat check
room and put my check stub on the counter and the
lady said, "Those hands look like they've been fon-

dling shit!" It was Madge and she was drunk as a
skunk and started squirting Palmolive liquid at me and
laughing hysterically, and I knew it was time to go
home.
Reed Fishermen spends his spare time crashing

various social functions.

Letters to the Editor

Allen responds to charges A victim of soicumstance
To the Editor:

/ am writing in reference to the article

published in last Tuesday's Collegian on the

misuse of Federal funds in the UMass School

of Education, which was inaccurate for the

following reasons: First, I did not spend

$17,574.83 on a camping trip; I merely spent

$15,193.37. I think Suzuki is trying to cover

his honeymoon expenses from last year.

Anyway, it was the best godamned camping

trip I ever went on, all at the taxpapers ex-

pense. Who says crime doesn't pay? Maybe

I'll write a book.

Secondly, the article says I'm planning a

trip to the moon in a hot air balloon — that's

a flat lie. I'm not so stupid as to think I could

make it to the moon in a hot air balloon.

Besides, I now have $2.6 million of this

county's money to do whatever to fuck I

want with. So the School of Education, Bob
Wood, and all those peons running that poor

excuse of a college over in Amherst, can go
bark at the moon.

Owight Allen

Guano, Africa

To the Editor:

My boss asked me to take a letter, but he
didn 't say where / should take it, so I thought

you guys might be interested in publishing it.

My boss said that he thought it was weird

how, after spending six years trying to pin a

conspiracy rap on those uppity liberals, the

old Berlin Wall gets nailed with one, if you
know what I mean. Geez, is that weird.

Rose Mary Woods

Stand up for pastrami

Frat house hi-jinks

To the Editor:

Recently, a group of us attended a party at

Eata Roota Chi fraternity. Our main com-

plaint in this letter, does not concern the

hospitality of the brothers that night,

although gross and disgusting. Anyhow, we
got there about 8, and everybody just kind of

stood arounJ >'n the lounge, while the men
drank a lot of few. By 10:30, they started

getting gross, I men really gross. Anyhow,

my friend Sherry wa tec to stay, so we
stood around while La. y 1 1, went No. 2 on

the carpet, while brotheis bill ..IcG., Brian I

don't know his last name's first letter, and

Zamir N. looked on. And they were rolling on

the floor laughing so hard, and Zamir turned

blue, andmade Schlitz come out of his nose.

It was gross. I mean really gross.

Anyhow, our objective is to tell our

"sisters" about how perverted they are.

About halfway through a demonstration of

the Japanese Sit-Up, I went to the ladies

room to go tinkle. Anyhow, I was sitting

there on the potty, and I hear the sound of

heavy breathing. I look up, and you know
who I saw? Bob and Peter peeking in the

skylight, b ith of them foaming at the mouth.

Boy, are fose guys sick!

Anyhow, .my member of the female sex

that goes to nprty at Eat Roota, don 't use

the ladies room. We do not appreciate the

antics of these voyeurs with the antiquated

ideas of women. I mean, that kind of shit

went out with panty raids.

Rosemary Schmaltz

To the Editor:

For some time now, we 've known that the

Campus Center has been ripping off students

in many ways, but their most recent incident

is just too much.
My roommate Beans McAroni proved

during a three-minute investigation that the

Snatch was shortchanging its customers

serving them unsaturated instead of

saturated fats in the french fries.

But this is terrible!

Very terrible

!

We must organize!

We have learned that the machine that

weighs pastrami in the Snatch has lost at

least three ball bearings. This means that the

weights are off by 3-4 of an ounce.

So when you pay your hard-earned cash

for that oppressive slop you're getting ripped

off.

We must stop the thrust of this fiendish

plot.

Fight for your rights. Stand up for

pastrami.

Che Guevara

II llll IIIIIM !! Ill ™l I I III
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Shuttle bus leads
nowhere for Henry

By PUSSY GALORE
DAMN ASS CUSS

Secretary of State, Director of

Nation Insecurity, and Roving

Ambassador Henry Kissinger

yesterday continued his shuttle-bus

diplomacy between the Persian

Gulf states of Kuwait and Oman, in

order to settle the 29-day war of

attrition between the two nations.

"Another day shot to hell,"

grumbled Henry after boarding the

1952 GMC Motor Coach in Oman.
"I just hope we pass a gas station

that's open tonight."

Henry, commonly referred to as

the Super K, has been getting his

share of kryptonite on this mission,

as he has been unable to mediate

between the factions.

"After his string of successes in

the Mideast, Ireland, Cyprus,
Pakistan, Vietnam, Uganda, Puerto

Rico and Cleveland, Kissinger may
just be losing his secret powers,"
said an inidentified Arab, as he was
getting into his chauffer-driven

Rolls Royce.

Kissinger has been forced on this

mission to use a shuttle bus,

because of the continuing Arab oil

embargo against the airlines of the

world, for exceeding the annual

quota of hijackers captured. The
world's major airlines have agreed

to subdue onlv 299 would-be
hijackers a year, in exchange for jet

fuel, but aggressive pilots have
killed 325 so far this year.

A Wood by
any name

By LEWIS PETROVICH
Robert Woods is being featured

around 20 cities in the country, in

the best Hollywood Spanish
Speaking movie-made, "El Cor-

sario", which means in the correct
language of Cervantes . . . uh, I

mean of Atahualpa ... uh, I means
Pocahontas ... or the language of

Shapespeare, (that's better), that

means "The Pirate or Corsary".

The movie is being presented by
Caballero Spanish Movies in Lo
Mejor del Cine Espanol. (The Best
of the Spanish Movies).

A recently discovered piece of campaign literature

of Stephen Douglas from the 1860 presidential cam-
paign is shown here. The caption under this picture of

Abraham Lincoln said, "Would you elect this shithead

president?" The example is typical of the gutter, mud-
slinging political races of the nineteenth century.

CUMB THE LETTERS

TO SUCCESS.

AFROTC
An Air Force way to give
more value to your college
life and college diploma.
• Scholarships
• $100 a month tax-free

allowance
• Flying instruction

• An Air Force commission
• A responsible job in a
challenging field, naviga-

tion . . . missiles . .

.

sciences . . . engineering
• Graduate degree
programs

• Good pay . . . regular

promotions . . . many
tangible benefits

• Travel

Contact Major Goodhue
Dickinson Hall

345-2437

Put it al toevttar » Air Force WTC

Open new vistas of hope for her
She's the kind of young girl that feels

lonely. Feels left out. Feels the whole
world is a hostile place.

The kind of girl who has crumbled
under the awesome pressures of a

disrupted borne and an inconsistent

society. The adolescent girl who has

built a wall around herself and who
will never grow up emotionally unless

Jove breaks through to free her. . . .

The SiSTtRS Of Thf Good Shep-
head who are religious!) committed
and professionally trained dedicate

themselves to guiding adolescent girls

who have personal, social, and family

difficulties.

As psychologists, child cure and
BOCtel workers, teachers, nurses, rec-

reation leaders, and in other fields,

the sisters strive through love, under-

standing, and total commitment to

Christ to help these girls find them-
vtlvcs and God again.

Do you have a deep interest in

others? Would you like more infor-

mation on our ^postdate of caring?

\^Sisi

Yes. please send me information.

Vocation Director

Sistees of the Qooo ShephCRd

r Madonna Hall

Cashing Hill Drive Marlboro. MA 0175?

Name A«e

| Address Zip

College

(?MDC Classifieds Pay
Te place * clattitire *rev fey

the Colieejtan Office feetweeo

• Mem end i«p"> rVVeevdey

Fr relay

The deadline is ) *i. two *eyt
before rhe day veer »d u »o

The rate* ere
Daily "^ JO par Una
Weekly » M par imp
Month!) 4 20 per Hne
•Two lmp» on form
epproaimate onp lino

FOR SALE
for Splo Gibeon Humming

Bird hard ahall caaa Oeet offer

tekee it Call 2MI'H after 4pm

<
FJR SALE

Integral Svttama power amp
large Advant eoeekere ACf audio

oreemp all immaculata MM Call

Mike MS 0177

Naad a piece to put your plants'

Buy a plant hangar from ma tor

17 SO Mada from raal wood hanga
in dorm window holda up to 12

plantt Call Vic ki at • S451 or stop

by and aaa at JQA 1403

Pair Jil M apaakara high af

ficiancv I OHM 347 t*U kaap
frying

RUBSf m STAMPS mada up with
anything you d lihg to alamo
Inaapanaiva for matanea nama and
addraaa with or without talaphona
numbar 43 Faat aarvica Alao
paraonalitad atationary Joaaph,
S«S 47*5 avaninga

Nikko 4040 ttarao or quad
rocaivar 20W rmi channal or 11

VVX4 channal Iquadl 3 moa old

List 4350 Sail 4190 or haar and
maka an offar Matt • 7009 Alao.

smaller advanta for 4120

Vint Sala
532 4511

73 302 VO »H, AC

A brand naw Polaro ID 440
cirntn with flaah Uiad only onca
Bast offar (ekes it Call 2S3 3707
Kaap lying

Trumphet pro Silvar Holton eb
1250 Call Paul at 542 SOS 7 Hamp
shu* Col

Minolta SHT 101 50 mm Fl 4 case
,,nd f utras ea cond 4190 7M 4678

rft »ia

Haadakia bndga boota ate

AUTO FOR SALE

SAAB 1977 99f Fuel miction AM
FM blua 44 000 m, parfact 42400
1 3H4M5

Great 70 fiat 850 Coupe looking
for good home 40 mpg 4006
heap* 253 7907

M Chev Seedy looking greet
'tinning good tranaportation 1395
Bob 253 7907

54 Chev wagon rebuilt motor
new eihaust runs well 4260 or
boat offer 2S3 7907

50 Peugeot 403 sunroof Bring a
battery and drive it away 1 4100 2S3
7907

04 Corvoir convert body end top
uood needs motor 4100 or best
offer tekea 253 7907

73 MGB aac condition 20 mpg
Selling cheap Cell 540 5033 Chuck

1900 Chaw Van Neede minor
repair 4900 Will bargain or trade
for motorcycle Ph

. 71 Fiat. 124 Seden radiate. 30
mpg Good condition Ashing
41200 Call Ma Roberta S 0100
evenings 020 3020

Wanted Volvo P1000 in good
repeir Joan 290 8989

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
HO Sportster Konl shocks disc

front, alum iuge alfton came
Frma 527 4077

1909 CL360 Honda rebuilt E >

cedent condition Baet offar Larry
6 6570

FOR RENT
NR UMaaa Univ Park J/, rm

June 1 410S including util No pets
2S3 2905

Co op Res 460 Main AMH vag
org food growth oriented Met
persons 00 it util b food b deposit
3 openings 263 6263

Amh - New 2 bdr w w carpet,
dw diep tannia ct .

awimming
pool Imm Occ Mo laeae req 4290
plus util end aec 649 0000

Amh - New 3 bdr . w w carpet
dw diep tannia ct . awimming
pool Imm Occ No leeae req 4290

plus util h sac Call 649 0000 before
9

Whately Mess. - 7 room"
houea. good condition available
for 1 year. 422S00 month Call 737

MDCC^i^rfr
ROOMMATE WANTED

N Amherst Large apt Own
room *91 07 par mo plus utile

Secur dapos Laaaa until Aug
Tony 649 0090

PERSONALS

!i

Four hours
I and hita for I

| O J 030 0070

ENTE RTAINME NT
of nan atop noatelgle
onlv 400 Call Bob the

FOR RENT

Univ Park Apts 1 bedrm 4160
mo includea util 5 2256 iSuel
days 266 0304 5 6pm

One bdrm apt tor rent on Sd
bus route 4100 par mo . util inc.. all
conv Call Dave 006 7000

TO SUBLET

Apt to sublet 2 to 4 needed 470.
util 3 badroom. kitchen, piano,
lovely view of sun From June 1 til

Sapt 1 Call 649 1276 right now

Sublet June 1 to Sept 1 Bren
dvwme Apt Furnished 649 0047

2 bedrm apt with utilities 4100 a
i 'i .i ' bus line June 1 August
3i. opt to f*> 1 '3

One bedroom apt . in Sur derli n '

'in bus rte All conv util includec
$160 a month Cell Ruth 006 4020 o
SOS 7077 oveninoe

ROOMMATE WANTED
Female Own rm . mod 2 bdrm

ept Avail immad Over 76 no pats
In Amherst on bua line 4100 par
mo (ncl uttl 203 0411

RESPONSIBLE M F to share 3
hedrm furnished ept on Bus line
*110 253 75^7

BOB STILL WANTS YOUR AILIN
I OR OICRIPIT CAR Fest 4. -or the
hulk 263 7907 BOB STILL WANTS
VOUR AILING OR DECREPIT CAR
Fast 44 for tha hulk 263 7907

Typist for final draft of thesis
100 pegee total call 604 1600 early
mornings

HELP WANTED

Applications era now available
for employment with conference
housing 25 positions evailable
including clerks, houaakaapara.
and night mgr Further information
and application forma may be
obtained at off of Residential Life
233 Mills N Deadline for returning
applicetions - 4 14 75 SCH is an
affirm Action Employer

COLLEGE CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE Needed to aall
Brand Nama Starao Components
to students et lowest prices HI
Commission. No Investment
required Serioue Inquiries Ontyl
FAD COMPONENTS. iNC . *

'

Passaic Ave Fairfield, 'saw Jersey
07000 Jer y tiyi >nd 01 227 6814

Judy. Happy Annlvareery. Hope
for many mere. Love your
shavgete Michael

4170 e month till Juno Can
renew laaae Contact A Lewie 6
0333 or 000 4019

Future CPA s Laarn how to
prepere for tha CPA oaam Seeker
CPA Review Couraa Call collect
017630 1440

TRAVEL

| Intereated in no trills low cost
travel to Europe. Africa. Middle
Eeat. Far Eaat. at minimum coat.
maaimum fleaibility end minimum
hassle' For info cell educetionel
flights toll free 000 223 5609

SERVICES

f\TOM 8 BIKE REPAIR - ..pan
iioneat cheap Pick up. delivery, i

604 6034 anytime.

Yogapiano
Shenti

649 0321 Carole

uveas Muaic Theater Guild will

praaant Gilbert and Sullivan'.
P ire tee of Pantance". April 3. 4.

at pen and a Sunday. April

matinee at 3:30 p m in Bowker
Auditorium. Stockbrldge 'Hall.

Ticketa ere 42 00 atudente and
under 10 years. 62 00 others. On
aele et Arte Council Boa Office 126

Herter Hell. em 4 p.m. and two
hours prior to performance et
Bowkar Boa Office Reeorvetlone
and Information -

THIS WEEK IN THE BLUEWALL
Tueeday. April 1. - Fat. 9 1. Wad
and Thurs . April 2 b 3 Night
Hawka. Fri and Set April 4 6 0-

,
Foreet. 9 1. Sunday. April - Jan
Jem Seaaion Al the Toe. Thurs
Set . Pieir Dmelend Jerr Band

•MISCELLANEOUS

Open Ruah Tonight at Kappa
Alpha Thete leeturing Greeaar
Night All are welcome, 77S N
Pleesem St Ride 0-2730

Wanted bird naata for caah.
resident 110. Cliffsida. Sunderland
03176

I uder ts Avoid last m,n„t.
I h H vti papers etc tvped early

ICal -tV 7<(54 ar 253 714S

PERSONALS

There will be 16 kege let laaatl
and other forma of liquid refreeh
mente at tha Big Bad Boogie Party
Party

BOB WILL STILL FIX ANY CAR
RIGHT' No iob to email Any make
or year 263 7907 BOB WILL STILL
FIX ANY CAN RIGHT' NoJob too
small Any make or year 253 7907

Kermechenics - All auto repairs.

Fiat specialists Paoplo'e prices.

Wall teach you tool 606 7146

.7.WhWWs\
THE F 4.RT Ol T • • ' MIM The

big bad ooog a - \i I In I thar
Juhnann Blue* Band a* ' t

Admieeion only 62 for a greet
bond, loada of liquid rgfroahmant
including at laaet IS kege of beer 9
p m . Worceatar Commona.

Four hours of nonstop noatelgle
end hita for only 406 Call Bob the

J 5300076

WOWK SHOI'

DO IT YOURSELF Toole free
with apaca rental. 62 hr..

profes ~n«i edvieo. Parts
wholeeale. kOtvet
Gerege Mon Fri.. 3 10 Sat
Sun.. 12 10

CALCULATORS
Ci lege CeWuletor« has all the

.am vers I offer low diecou .

fir i or all makes and models of
calculators All machines new.
with full worrenty and moral If

your mechine melfunctions within
2 months I'll replece it free* All
lines available Texoe Inst . HP.
Commodore. Rockwell end others
Before you buy anywhere call ma
first end I'll give you the best deel I

can Call Bob Crowall 649 1310

13

>fc?\< fe-tU , ' 4J"

LU

oWo% Hii! vow iNSoLftNr

flOTH*F»XKFV«r How
Vou Sir on

O

EVERYONE. THINKS IVE
<30T IT SO GREAT..

CC
LU
CO
LU
X
(J
D
O
Q

you Know, BEiHb f\ BIG Hir
WITH THE PKBPPiE 5C6ME
(\r Yale and them
BECOMINO A CA.ajpON
SUPERSTAR? ^^

Daily

Oscilloscope
BvJEFFJOWEL

Tuesdav, Apnl |, You are a fool obviously
especially if you read this stupid thing and think itmeans anything You are also ugly and impotent. You
are often good spirited at times but often you are not
unless of course the planet Mar 6 goes into Taurus
then you are constipated.
Your most stunning feature is that you are easy A

basic desire to inflei harm on others is an integral part
of your personally also Sp.ritually the April fool is a

'

total zilch Today will be a good day to commit suicidem the am while the afternoon is prime for shopping
and listening to quiet music and watching reruns of

I m Dickens. He's Fenster'
To find out what today will be for you call your

mother, fmd out when bom you were, and look under
the sign urder your birthday (Believe it or not vou can
slea/e credits for this madness from the BDIC people)Anes (March 21 -April 19) Don't unless you think
about it and if you procrastinate it won't get done until
later

Taurus* (Apnl 21 May 21) Look toward the future
today dwell on the present and back on the past If
vou see old aoamtance piss In their ear

,
Gemm, (May 21 June 21) Where you owe peoplemoney leave town A good day for family relat.on

ships, incest is best
Cancer (June 21-July 21) Just keep smok.ng
Leo (July 21 August 21) My mother is a Leo and

she s neurotic you p.obably are too If you are a Leo
and vou were born .n November you don't know
what s going on at all

V.rgo (Aug 23 Sept 23) Morning will be fine and so
wouldn't Larry ,f he were alive Afternoon will be good
tor travel, work, play and masterbation
Scorp,olOct 23 Nov 21 (Today is a day for change

but remaining the same Don't be concerned with
others they don't care about you

Sag.tanus (Nov 22 Dec 21) Be on your guard the
med.a will try to fool vou today, but if you read this far
vou ve all readv wasted enough of your day

Capricorn (Dec 22 Jan 22) Not available there
were clouds in that section of the stars last night and I

couldn't find Anons Penis constellation
Aquar.us (Jan 20 Feb 20) A bad day for love

relationships, car problems, indigestion walking
sitting laying down standing Good day for burps and
POOPS

Pisces (Feb 19 March 20) A cud of Hatch Coffee
and a donuj will prove lethal within five minutes
Don t put it off anymore change your sheets

«CTUAlLV,I ALWAYS
JWANTfcD To BE AN UNDER;
| GROUND CARTOON STAR.
Like M.Mti/ral op.

fCHEECH WIZA&p

Q

f£o^

1 1 ^4(- r— -J <

oa Ojj 1/.^.

iH ^ -^ L ' n u

\

<

^». aJ<C±

V r->0/ 22 ->\voof CO
i^

*t»^

OO y \j REALIZE I'VE
NEVEP. EVEN HAD A.

&OPPAM r3L°W
Tflft Off

**+ ••< tvritfrllJrsT,
Now XHTf Dowe

r.

Aduaasrina
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Cycling
Spring is here and with its coming comes

the two wheels of fortune that you will see

men and women alike riding into oblivion.

What we're talking about is bicycles and the

people who ride them.

Shown at the left is Stevie "what a hero"

Tripoli the self-acclaimed HEAD of the

U Mass- Brittany Manor I love the feel of my
seat bicycle club.

"Trip" and his late model two-wheeler are

inseparable and he can be seen flying

through campus on almost any day of the

week.

The club's activities get into full swing this

weekend when some of its members will bike

to heaven.

AMATEUR RADIO LICENSE CLASS
Tonight 7 p.m. at the ham shack (Rm.

109 Engineering Lab).

ASTROLOGICAL SOCIETY
Meeting tonite at 8:00 Campus Center.

New people are invited. Room posted in

CC.
ASTRONOMY CLUB

Meeting tonite in Hasbrouck 22 at 7.

Come.
BUTTERICK FASHION CLUB

Meeting 4 1, 7 p.m., Rm. 119 Skinner.
Several things to discuss. Please try to

make it or call 546 9622. Also, next week a
speaker from the Casual Corner chainl

DO YOU SHOP AT CASUAL CORNER?
If vou like what Casual Corner has to

offer for sale, come hear an executive from
this company come and speak about
herself and her company. Question and
answer period following. Refreshments, 4-

8. 7 p.m. Rm. 119 Skinner.

CHESS' PLAYERS
Come to CC 162 tonite to play chess

with us Please bring you own equipment
as we still don't have enough. Come
around 7 or 7 30
HEYMAKERS

Regular meeting Tues. at 8 p.m Talk
over upcoming dance and events.
KAPPA DELTA PI

Meeting with Bob White on 4-2 at 6 30
pm in the Berkshire Library (1st floor).

Sorryi no principal More info call: 549
1026
LIVESTOCK CLASSIC NOTICES

April 2 Swine Clinic on Wed. at 330 at

the Youngstock Barn Bring 15.

April 3 Beef and Dairy Clinic on Thurs.
at 6:30 p.m., at Gnnnell Arena.

April 6: Swine Clinic, 2 p.m. at the
Youngstock Barn Anyone who can't
make it Wed come Sun. Bring $5.

ORCHARD HILL AND CENTRAL AREA
RESIDENTS
A group information session on

Financial Aid for next year ('75 '761 will be
held tonne at 6 and 8 p.m. in the Baker
Basement Lounge
COALITION FOR A PEOPLES BUDGET

Tonite at 7 30 we will meet to discuss
plans for the April 15 rally. All are

welcome newcomers especially. It's a
campus wide rally, so we'd like as much
input as possible. Bring ideas and bring a

friend CC 118
PRE DENTS. MEDS. VETS

Important meeting of the Pre Dent. Med
and Vet Club's Executive Boards tonite at

7 m CC 801. All officers of the three clubs
are asked to attend.

PRE CURSING
General meeting Students in Nursing

Program will be present to- answer
questions. Wed 4 2, Conference Rm. 4th
floor Morrill, 7 p.m
SW BANJO COLL 00

Mandatory attendance Tues for credit.

Call 549 6330 if vou can't make it.

Q
|prtiUt|j

T
Spend the

Entire Summer
in Europe for

Just $377*

BOSTON — PARIS —

BOSTON

If you are a member of any
«f th* 5 colleges within this

area you may qualify for this

low group fare

FOR ADDITIONAL IN-

FORMATION CONTACT MR.
RICHARD PINI — 253-7764

Jfc air fare only

notices

SAM PECKINPAH FILM
First time shown, Peckinpah's "The

Ballad of Cable Hogue" tonite at 7:00

Public Health Aud.
STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE

The Spring Gay Festival Committee will

be meeting tonite in CC 805-9. We need
help, please come.
SWINGSHIFTERS 71

For party info call Janice 256-6457 or

Steve 253 5260 before April 10.

200 MOTELS
See Frank Zappa's movie masterpiece

tomorrow nite at 8 and 10:15 in SUB.
UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB

Meeting Wed. 4-2 at 7:30 p.m. in CC
169 Come and help us plan our trip. All

new members welcome.
UNIVERSITY DOG CLUB
Advanced grooming demonstration by

local dog breeders Wed. 4-2, 7:30 p.m.
Paige Lab Rm 202 General meeting 7:00.

Everybody welcome.
LOST

Reward for return of gold Bulova watch,
leather band, much sentimental value.

Possibly left in Hatch Mon. morning, in

envelope with ID info on it. Call Rick 256
0573
LOST

Blue and green mohair scarf before

vacation - sentimental value, Janet 549
0459
LOST

The Groucho Letters, lost in the

Bluewall St. Patrick's Day. Reward. Please

call 253 5369
HOW TO "DRIVE TO STAY ALIVE"
Commuters or others interested in

taking a one credit colloque on defensive
driving techniques and instruction, call

Bob evenings at 549 6349, classes will be
held on Thursday eves starting April 3 from
69

BOOKTFRIFT
FOR BOOKJDVERS

Come join us at our extraordinary

50% OFF
giant paperback book sale.

Outstanding current and back list

titles from many leading publishers.

This is a said Booklovers can't afford to miss.

The University Store

.•.•.•.

•:•:•:•

On your stereo,

do cymbals
still

sound
like

cymbals
?

:•:•:

w
SftP

m

m

i

Just bring in your amplifier, preamplifier, or receiver —
regardless of age, make, or where you bought it. The
Marantz Audio Analysis Program will find out for sure.

And it won't cost you a cent.

First, Marantz will thoroughly test your equipment (except

the tuner section of your receiver) on $7,000 worth of

precision laboratory testing equipment. You'll discover if

you're getting all the sound performance you paid for.

Then, the results will be plotted on a graph for your

records. You'll also get an attractive brochure that explains

in detail what's been done and what it all means.

The Marantz Audio Analysis Program. It's yours, free.

m

m
:•:•:•

m

Time: 11 a.m. — 8:00 p.m. Date: April 1, 1975
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tech hifi
]— Oualitv Comoonents at the Rkiht Pricp—S

m

:•:•:•:•

•:•:•:•:m
Quality Components at the Right Price*

259 Triangle St., Amherst

Battle of the Century in Big Cherry
Bernie screws Constance, 5-3

By IKE NELSON
,f ^a

! :

tr
*
ul
?

the
.

Batt,e of the Century. Ringside seats sold for $150 apiece as 80,000crowded into teeming Madison Square Garden for the monumental tussle. Coast to coast,
250 cities carried the event on closed circuit T.V. screens as millions paid $10 each to

!f
ineSe

f
vent

r
R3d'o Free Europe broadcast the play by play action so that countries

behind the Iron Curtain could be exposed to Western civilization. Finally at 8:00 p.m.
EST, Bernie Kravitz entered the ring and hopped into the sack to do grapple with his wife
Constance.

The affair started out slowly, each
combatant willing to feel the other

out waiting for the moment.
Constance jumped into the lead,

when after Bernie balked, she
engineered a pretty squeeze play

scoring a run, leaving Bernie

gasping for breath. But Bernie

recovered quickly and immediatly
swung the momentum over to his

,

side. He nimbly stickhandled
through Constance's porous
defense and fired it home, at 2:53.

Two minutes later Bernie scored
again on a wicked slapper from the

blue line. With Constance backed
against the ropes, she went for

broke. After a long count in the
huddle she fired a bomb deep ir.to

Bernie's territory. But Bernie was
quicker and intercepted the pass
and followed it with the execution
of a beautiful 80 yard broken field

return to paydirt, slamming the

pigskin into the wet turf. Five

seconds later he booted the extra

point. This virtually finished off

Constance, and after a nip and tuck

third period, Bernie ended up on
top.

BRUSHED DENIM
8Y CONTACT
fops bottoms

18.00 s. 16.00

the jeans

549-2610
V..V.

SOBS*
L(

201 n. pleasant st. amherst
^ J

I fi Fairfield Mall chicopee W

CONSTANCE

After the game Bernie had this to

say: "It was ah, er....a great
ballgame. Constance is a great
player and I'm er urn tickled pink to
be able to uh win. Her uh defense
was uh a little slow but her ah
offense was great. It was all I could
do to keep the action around her
net. She was always screaming

"Get the puck outta here". I've er

been conditioning and ah training

for this one for months - wind-
sprints, squat thrusts, and pushups
every morning. I'm looking forward
to next season when I can defend
my title."

All Constance could say was:
"FIX' FIX! FIX!

"

President Ford, President King?
to ski for Minutepeople next year

By BURP EDELMINT
WASHINGTON - President

Gerald Ford will compete for the
University of Massachusetts ski

team this coming season it was
announced yesterday by sources
close to the President.

Ford, 60, out of Washington
DC, was on the slopes of Vale,

Colorado, this past winter per-

fecting his shusses, Christies and
snowplow.
When informed of his spot on the

team by coach Bill MacConnell, the
exuberant President purchased
3000 lift tickets for Berkshire East.

Ron Nessen, Ford's press
secretary, spoke for the President
who was unavailable for comment

* for the better part of the day.

Asked how Ford could possibly
handle his executive duties while
away from the White House,
Nessen replied that "Vice-President

Rockefeller is a very able man."
"The President is thrilled to have

the chance to ski for UMass and
has absolutely no aspirations

towards the 1976 Winter Olym-
pics," Nessen added.

Late in the afternoon the press

was allowed into the Oval Office

Leslie King

Were looking for certain majors
to become Lieutenants.

Mechanical and civil en
gineering majors . . . areo
space and aeronautical en
gineering majors . . . majors
in electronic* . . . computer
science . . . ma^ematics

The Air Force needs peo
pie . . . many with the above
academic majors. And
Ai-KOrc has several differ
ent programs where you

fering full scholarships. All

offering $100 a month
allowance during the last
two vears of the program.
Hying opportunities. And all

leading to an Air Force offi

cerscommission.plus ad-
vanced education.

If you'd like to cash in on
these Air f-orce benefits,
start by looking into the Air
Force ROTC.can fit . . . 4 year, 3 year, or

2-year programs. Some of

Contact Major (ioodbue Dickinson Hall
515-24:17

Put it all together in Air ForceROTC

where Ford was dressed sharply in

a bright red ski parka, thick leather

gloves and a stocking cap em
blemized with the letters "NAIT".
Laying his pen down, the President

rose, maneuvered around his desk

and shuffled forward to greet the

scribes, displaying the nifty "K-2"

skis attached to his feet.

"I'm sorry I had to ask you boys
in here, but I can't fit my skis

through the doorway." the
President informed reporters.
"Betty helped me get them on, but
now the bindings are stuck and
she's gone shopping.

"I think I can help the team,"
Ford predicted. "My slalom time is

improving and I gathered a great

deal of confidence in Vale."

Ford played football for the
University of Michigan in his

younger days, so a question of his

eligibility for UMass surfaced.

"Rocky (Vice President
Rockefeller) told me that everything

is taken care of," assured the

President.

"University of Michigan,
University of Massachusetts; you
might say I'm getting into a njt

playing for schools with the initials

UM," the President observed.

"I can hardly wait to go to UMass
next year and then, possibly, the

Olympics in 76. What I'm really

shooting for though, is to star in a

television endorsement for a

shaving cream company," Ford

evplained, awkwardly jumping up
and down on his "K-2's".

in d leiepiiune iiueiview mm
coach MacConnell, the ski mentor

cited that there would have to be

some changes in procedure to

accommodate the President.

"Usually we give chewing gum
to the guys to keep their mouths
moist, but we'll discontinue that

practice since Gerry (Ford) can't ski

and chew gum at the same time."
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UMass women get shaft

Frank Mc Insanity

By IMA SLEAZE
In an unprecedented move to

make athletics at UMass "big time"
Athletic Department HEAD Fred
Mclnsanity yesterday announced
the cutting of all women's
programs from the athletic
department budget.

The announcement came very

late last night after Athletic

department officials deliberated for

an undetermined amount of time.

Mclnsanity seemed to have great

faith in the worth of the decision.

"It's almost a necessity," said the

AD head, "If we really want to

show the rest of the nation that

athletics at UMass mean
something then this is our only

alternative."

The decision will become ef-

fective at the end of the current

semester. "The women will still

have their spring softball season,"

Curt Gowdy brutally slain

MUA sportscaster to replace
In a surprise announcement made today, Bill Doyle, an unknown from

Chicopee, Mass., was named to replace Curt Gowdy as anchorman on the
NBC broadcasting network in the wake of Gowdy's unexpected death last
night.

Gowdy's career came to an abrupt halt last night after the broadcast of
the NCAA basketball finals in San Diego.
While interviewing retiring coach John Wooden of UCLA after the

Bruins had won the championship for the tenth time in twelve years
Gowdy asked a question that apparently Wooden could not take. Gowdy
said "Coach, why on earth are you retiring after having so much success
as Brum coach over so many years?" Wooden replied, "It's because of
incompetents like you, Curt. I've been waiting for this chance to lash out
and say what I really think. It's bad enough I have to have these black
players on our team and have to put up with hippie freaks like Bill Walton
but when people like you compound my miseries by asking foolish
questions after games when I would much rather be home being laid I just
flip out. So this. Curt, is for you." Wooden then seized the microphone and
strangled Gowdy to the delight of 15,000 roaring fans.

Doyle, when asked what he tought of the whole thing, replied that "Iam not surpised. NBC wanted me a year ago but they could not release
Gowdv because of legal difficulties."

said Associate Athletic Department
head Biff O'Comment, "things will

be business as usual until the end of

this term."

As far as the budget is concerned
Financial Manager of the depart-

ment Alvin Roofer said, "we expect

that this move will have great

advancing effects on all of our

men's programs. Now with all the

added funds and positions for the

men we can really move into the

national limelight of college

athletics!"

This move will certainly put some
people out of jobs, one being
Virginia Slim, the extremely suc-
cessful coach of the women's
gymnastics team, or former team.
Slim said, " his decision sucks."

Plans are being made to turn the
Northeast physical education
building, formerly the women's

building, into a hotel for the visiting

men's teams. It will be complete
with sauna baths and massage
rooms.

Scheduling-wise plans are in the
making to open the 1977 football

seasons with the Cornhuskers of

Nebraska, the 1977 basketball

season with the Bruins of UCLA
and the 1977 hockey season with
the Canadiens of Montreal.

Leading feminist on campus L. N.

Gabbing was in somewhat of a

tirade after hearing of the decision.
"It's a disgrace to everything that

we (females) stand for, whatever
that may be," she screeched.
No one from the administration

in Whitmore was available for

comment although it was reported
by an unknown source that
Chancellor Bummery has said,

"women?, fuck 'em."

Virginia Slim

?
CL Layman ' **•<* coach of the Minuteman

basketball team, demonstrates for all his feelings
about the ECAC decision which left UMass as a fish
without a pond, a pitiful guppy gasping for breath on
the streets of New York.
"My right hand, pointing to the floor, signifies that

the committee can go to hell. My left, extended straight
out, shows that we are looking to the future none the
less. And my mouth, wide open, signifies that they'll
neyer hear the end of it."

Vermont will

play football
ByEIBELLO

BURLINGTON - The Board of Trustees of the University of Vermont
decided to reinstate football on the athletic program for the 1975 season in

a meeting held yesterday.

In order to raise an estimated one million dollars needed to run the
program, the University has decided to install an all-inclusive "Green
Mountain Fee" which will raise at least 90 per cent of the needed funds.

"Students, faculty, and lavatory staff will nave to pay 800 dollars a
semester to the Fee," said University President Ethan Allen XIV. "If they
don't they'll be shot in the back, after a fair trial of course."
The football team was disbanded at the end of the 1974 season when

the administration made an across - the - board budget cut.
"We plan to hire a new staff headed by ex-Another Damn coach Arid

Parchthroatian," said Sports Sinformation Director Quick Zittier.

"Although final arrangements have not been made," continued Zittier,"
we'll open our season September 8th against UCLA in the Coliseum, and
close at home against Alabama, November 23rd.

Malignant UMass massacres
Providence, 250 people slain

One of Garber's
Gorillas is shown here
taking the chain in a
recent contest.

By FRED GW/SS
Anonymous Press Writer

PROVIDENCE - This shell

shocked city mourns its dead
today, while commentators from
across the country expressed
violent outrage at the acts of the

UMass basketball team that killed

250 people in an early morning
ambush here.

In Washington, President Gerald
Ford declared the city a disaster

area, opening up millions of dollars

in funding for the stricken, largely

Republican area.

It was the worst sporting disaster

in history of the United States, and
the second worst in the history of

the world, surpassed only by the
1955 soccer disaster in Rome, Italy,

where 3,245 people were trampled
to death in an attempt to strangle

the referee.

Coach Dave Grabzitt of the
Providence College basketball team
compared the attack to the
bombing of Hiroshima, and in a
sweeping statement, denounced
UMass as a haven for criminals,

degree peddlers, drug addicts, and
profligate heterosexuals."

"UMass is the drug capital of the
academic world," he ranted, "And
oon t try to tell me the team wasn't
high when they did this."

In Montreal, National Hockey
Leage President Clarence Campbell
used the incident to point out the
violence inherent in the only
uniquely American game.
"The officiating in that game is

so stringent," Campbell said, "That
the players are never allowed to

blow off steam. So the tension just

keeps building up, until finally it

explodes. Compared to basketball,

hockey is a roll in the hay."

In a statement delivered at his

secret bomb factory in Evanston,

Illinois, anti war activist Jerry Rubin
characterized the incident as The
violent super- nova flowering of the

bourgeois capitalist military -

industrial revisionist athletic,

violence worship Imperialist
decadence complex."

""

****

HOSPITAL
NOTES

"In the repressive American
society, children are taught to use
violence as a substitute for sex,"
Rubin said. "The Providence in-

cident only goes to show that you
can take the Americans out of the
Viet Nam war, but you can't take
the Viet-Nam war out of the
Americans." In a dramatic gesture,
Rubin then went on to fornicate
with a Bazooka.

Reaction at the UMass Campus
was swift. In a seldom-precedented
move, Chancellor Randolph
Brnmerv said hf> would maim tht
Providence Incident the first item
on the agenda of the next Bored of
Trustees meeting. Bromery
speculated that a special committee
would probably be called to in-

vestigate the incident in two weeks,
and added that possible recom-
mendations for the suspension of
the students involved could come
by the end of May. Bromery had no
comment on the incident itself.

however, "Because I haven't read
all the reports yet."

Frank MacKmexcusey, the
popular radio personality who
moonlights as the school's Athletic

Director, said that "The students,

faculty, and alumni of the
University of Massachusetts can be
justly proud of the efforts of the

boys on their basketball team, who
despite working with only one
quarter of the athletic budget
(football gets the other nine tenths)

performed admirably against a

team ranked with the best in the

country."

The reports of casualties left

MacKmexcusey nonplussed.
•

"My experience with the team in

the past has never diverted me from
the opinion that they are all perfect
gentlemen, though I would not
deny the possibility that violence
was a hidden part of their nature,"
M a c K i n e x c u sey said.
MacKinexcusey also said the final

decision on the status of the players
involved was up to the coaches.
"Personal discipline is not part of
my duties as Athletic Director," he
said. "I'm not being paid to baby-
sit."

In Algeria, UMass basketball

coach Jack Lowman characterized

the remarks of Providence coach
Dave Grabzitt as "sour grapes." Hp
took the honor of being the first

basketball coach ever named to the

FBI's team most wanted list in

stride, however, saying "Sure it's

an honor, but don't give the credit

to me. Give it to the boys. They did

all the work.

Rainbow treasurer Corwin
w

Charged with RSO policy violation

Bruce Corwin

By DEBBI DIMASSIMO
Staff Reporter

Bruce Corwin, treasurer of
Rainbow Productions, has been
charged with violations of the
student code of conduct, activities

regulations and the Recognized
Student Organization (RSO)
financial policy act.

Corwin, a Business Ad-
ministration major from Quincy, has
been subpeonaed to appear before

the Student Judiciary on Monday,

April 7 and Tuesday, April 8.

A complaint signed by Craig
Ghidotti, Senate chairperson for

governmental affairs, cnarges
Corwin with:

-failing to adhere to the
regulations of the RSO financial

accounting system.

-knowingly approving financial
policy act.

-using purchase orders limited to
expenditures of $25 or less for

purchases exceeding $25.

-illegally using inter-activity

transfers (lATs) to conduct tran-

sactions between student
organizations.

-failing to deposit all revenues
with the RSO office as is required
by the financial policy act.

-representing "improperly and
not by error the identity of any
other member of the community".

-representing an RSO group

without the "Specific prior consent
of that group".

--"tampering with or falsifying an
official document and knowingly
submitting false information for

incorporation into such records.
If convicted of these charges,

Corwin would be liable for
separation from the University, said

Student Attorney General Cindy
Iris, who will act as prosecutor.

Corwin received a copy of the
complaint on March 20.
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weather
Sunny most of today, clouding

over late in the day,

highs in the 40's through the

solar day,

with more of the same on
Thursday

Lengthening shadows create *n abstract feeling as the advent of warm weather
fills the tennis courts.

UMass fiscal liberty upheld

Wood to chair
fiscal summit

By WILLIAM MILLS
Staff Reporter

UMass President Robert C. Wood will chair a summit meeting on fiscal
autonomy in Massachusetts' institutions of higher education.
The conference was called by State Senate President Kevin B.

Harrington. No definite date or place has been set for the conference, but
Wood said last night that it will probably be convened at the end of April

"At that time," Wood said, "we'll evaluate where we've been and where
we're going in all areas of education. I hope it will be a very constructive
meeting."

Harrington, in a letter to Wood said, there has been a "growing
restlessness" concerning the practice of fiscal autonomy at state
universities and suggested a conference be convened in the light of
present state economic problems. Harrington also said the conference
would familiarize new administrators and legislators with the "original
concept and intent of fiscal autonomy."

Harrington said, "guerilla warfare directed towards some elements of
public higher education should not be continued by those of us who serve
in elective public office, any more than self-serving statements should
continue to emanate from the public halls of academe."
A spokesperson for Harrington said "cheap shots at higher education,

simply because the public is concerned about the economy" is what
Harrington meant by "guerilla warfare." According to the spokesperson
the "unusual summit miaht improve communications between the
government and the university

."

State Senator John Olver (D Amherst) said relations between the
Legislature and UMass are "very poor". "It appears that nobody is talking
to each other," Olver said.

In reply to Harrington's conference suggestion, Wood in a letter said he
would be "glad" to coordinate a gathering of presidents, trustees, faculty,
students, legislative and executive leaders.

Wood hoped to hold the conference in "three to four weeks" and
suggested to concentrate on three issues:

- how appropriate is the organizational structure designed in the Sixties
in the context of educational opportunities and problems in the Seventies?
-how efficient and effective are college and university management

and administrative arrangements?
-how successful have the colleges been in providing students and

taxpayers education of Sigh quality at relatively low costs?

Records may indict

Ed School officials

By WILLIAM MILLS
Staff Reporter

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery and* UMass
President Robert C. Wood expressed satisfaction

yesterday after the State Senate "killed" an amend-
ment that would have removed fiscal autonomy at

state universities.

Adamantly supporting fiscal autonomy in a "time of

austerity" Bromery said he was happy that the

ampndmpnt whirh would have curbed the univpr<;itip«:

freedom to dole out the funds received from the state

government for the first time in 10 years, was not

passed.

"What the peoplp don't realize," Bromery said, "is

that the positive aspects of fiscal autonomy far

outweigh the negative aspects." Bromery said the

negative aspects should not be ignored, but "when
the legislators see how beneficial it (fiscal autonomy)

can be, I'm certain they'll agree that it is necessary at

state universities."

UMass President Robert C. Wood, a key figure in

persuading the Senate to kill the amendment, and
who was "gravely concerned" earlier this week over
the amendment, was critical of making the move to
restrict autonomy in a deficiency budget proposal.
Wood said he is "extremely pleased at the action of

the Senate in removing the amendment on a point of
order," and characterized the action as an "extremely
important event."
Thp amenHmpnt V.O'* '*8tt1clt.©fl" BCCOrdtHQ tO

Senate President Kevin B. Harrington's press agent
John Abbott, because "although there have been
instances of its (fiscal autonomy) abuse, the amend-
ment is not thp proper way to get at the issue

"

Abbott said Harrington hopes the summit conference
will improve matters.

The amendment's proposer, Senator James A.
Kelly (D-Oxford), Ways and Means

turn to pg. 17

By BILL DENSMORE
Staff Reporter

A record book detailing ex-

penditures in a federal grant
program at the School of Education
may be missing, but significant

information it contains can be
obtained elsewhere, the Collegian

has learned.

The record book itemizes the
spending of the $1.36 million

Brooklyn-based Career Op-
nrtrti initio*; nrnoram ^Hmipijtofed

by the School. The program, which
trained minorities and the disad-

vantaged as teachers, was run by
Pino Abraham and Atron A

Gentry. Both have resigned their

posts at the School of Ed amidst
reports of misuse of funds.

Despite the missing record book,
information is available that may
criminally indict School of Ed of-

ficials for their role in alleged

misuse of up to $100,000, possibly
in the Brooklyn program.
The record book reportedly

contained records of payments
made on the grant in greater detail

than standard records maintained
by the University offices of the
treasurer and controller.

Each time the University pays for

a service from an individual or firm,

a request for payment must go
through the Whitrr.orc zi
ministration accounting office for

verification. The "invoice" or check
request and record of payment are

|N maintained in files kept by
Controller William H. Maus.
News that the record book might

be lost was first reported a week
ago by the Daily Hampshire
Gazette, a Northampton
newspaper.
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UMass credit union opens
By CHERYL WALSH

Staff Reporter
The only student run federal credit union in the

Northeast officially opened its doors Monday with 15
members.
The UMass Federal Credit Union is the Second

federally chartered student credit union in the
country. The Other is at the University of Florida at
Gainsville.

At a Dress conference Tup«sH*v afternoon SFCU
President Peter Birnbaum, said that the student credit
union will provide UMass students "with a place to
save money as well as obtain low interest loans."
According to Birnbaurn a survey taken over the

January break indicated that, "84 per cent of the
student population has the money to join." He added
that students do have a need for credit in the form of
loans for educational expenses.
A five dollar minimum deposit plus a fifty cent

membership fee entitles a student to receive interest

compounded quarterly on his her savings and the
right to take out a loan at one per cent interest per
month, with an average 6

'/? per cent interest yearly on
the existing balance. An average pledge of $80.00 per

member is expected.

John Fischer, economic coordinator of the student
organizing project and researcher for the SFCU said

that, "he students monies would be as safe as in a

bank." The Student Federal Credit Union is insured by

the National Credit Union, a branch of FDIC.

Fischer emphasized that a "common bond" was
the reason for the creation of a student credit union.

"The students can now pool their resources and be

the sole profit sharers," he said.

The organization is staffed entirely by bonded
students who receive credit for their work. Richard

Orr, a freelance auditor, has been hired as a part time

professional manager to the group.

"One side-effect of having students run the project

is they gam practical experience," said Fischer.

The election of officers within the Union will be by
mjembers, whose shares will totally own and operate
the Credit Union.

Once a student joins, he-she is a lifetime member,
who can still use the service after graduation from
UMass.
Any undergraduate as well as those employed full

time by an RSO group qualify for membership.
"The Student Credit Union will start the sale of

Food Stamps in April," according to Birnbaum. He
also predicted the beginning of a checking account
service within a year.

The UMass Student Federal Credit Union is open
Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and is

located in 166 Campus Center.

Debaters place two in nationals
By DAVE KOWAL

Staff Reporter

Two members of the UMass
debate team have qualified for the

National Debate Tournament to be
held this month.

John Adams and John Cross

qualified for the tournament by
placing fifth in last week's district

tournament.

Prof. Ronald J. Matlon, director of

the debate union, said, "Qualifying

for the national tournament is

analogous to qualifying for the

NCAA, or a major bowl game.
"Out of the 1200 schools in the

country competing to qualify for

the tournament, only about 60
schools actually nuke it."

Matlon said in the 25 years which
UMass has tried to get into the

tournament, the team has qualified

three times. "Interestingly

enough," Matlon said, "the team
has qualified for the past three

years."

The UMass became one of five

schools from New England and
New York to qualify for the

nationals by compiling a 9-7 record

in last week's district tournament.

The district tournament, which
was held at UMass, was attended

by about 25 schools according to

Jill Peltin, president of the debate
union.

Cross said. "I've been preparing

about five hours per day for the

debate team since this year's

debate resolution came out in

July."

The national tournament will be
held at the University of the Pacific
in Stockton, California.

The debate' team was also

successful at the Novice National

Debate Tournament this past

Grad Senate opts for

more student input
By AL COLARUSSO

Staff Reporter
A proposal designed to attract

more student input into the
Graduate Student Senate (GSS)
was passed unanimously Monday
night.

The motion, proposed by
Howard Levine, Senator from
Marine Science, calls for the
distribution of both academic credit
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and money to graduate students for

GSS related activities.

Levine said the GSS is having
problems finding graduate students
willing to fill the time consuming
administrative posts and hopes the
proposal will alleviate the problem.
The following salaries were

proposed for GSS administrators
during fiscal year 1976:

President, up to $4,000; Vice-
President, up to $2,400; Treasurer,
up to $2,400; Executive Secretary,
up to $2,400 and Administrative
Coordinator, up to $6,500.

In other business, the GSS voted
to support the boycott of Gallo
wines proposed by Cesar Chavez
and the United Farm Workers.
The Senate resolved to urge all

student groups to boycott stores
which sell Gallo wines and further
resolved to notify the owners and
management of Four Seasons
Package Store in Hadley and the
Big Y in Northampton, who
continue to sell Gallo winds, or their

decision.

Finally, survey forms were given
to senators to redistribute to their

constituency. The survey asks for
student input needed to fulfill

University President Robert C.
Wood's request for a White Paper,
a document outlining Graduate
Student needs.

The report must justify graduate
education at UMass and suggest
needs and priorities for changing
the present system.
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weekend at North Western c

University in Chicago. Nick Burnett

and Bill Dale compiled a 6-2 record,

leading UMass to an eighth place

finish among 84 schools, Peltin

said.

"To raise money for the national

tournament,'' Peltin said, the
debate union will be sponsoring a

raffle.

"Now that we have shown that

we have the potential," she added.
It is more important than ever that

we get the money we need, and
have a successful raffle."

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

UMass bandleader Joe Duchi found this April Fool in

his office yesterday morning. Members of the band put
1300 paper cups on the floor, stapled them together,

and filled them with colored water.

UMass trustees meet
today in CC 1009
The University trustees will hold their regular monthly public meeting

today at 2 p.m. in Campus Center room 1009.

Among agenda items will be a discussion and possible approval of

tenure for several faculty on the three UMass campuses as well as a status
report on ongoing educational, administrative and criminal probes,of the
School of Education.

The Board, composed of Bay State citizens appointed by the Governor,
is the top policy making body for the University. The President and ad
ministrative officers serve as its pleasure. Although impromptu addresses
to the Board are traditionally not allowed, a student representative «s

scheduled to speak. The meeting is open to the public.

Summer Language
Programmes

offered in Toronto
English Language courses

offered m Toronto at the Scarborough College
Summer Language Institute

French. Spanish and German language courses
Ancient Greek and drama courses

offered in Saint-Pierre et Miquelon
French language courses

offered m Mexico City
Spanish language and civilization courses

Johnson denies writer access to Ed records
By FRED GOSIEWSKI

Staff Reporter
UMass Treasurer Kenneth W. Johnson

has denied a writer access to records con-
cerning contracts that two departments in
the School of Education here have with the
Agency for International Development (AID).
Johnson, in a letter to Patricia Rector, a

UMass political science graduate student,
refused to release the documents, claiming
that they were "investigatory materials"
under Massachusetts law, and therefore are
exempt from disclosure.

Rector requested the material that in-

cluded contracts with the Center for In-

ternational Education (CIE) and the Center
for Nonformal Education have with AID, an
agency of the State Department, according

to Rectur the documents should be available
under the Freedom of Information Act and
under Massachusetts law.

The two organizations in the School of Ed
have been contacting ministers of education
in foreign countries, under the auspicies of
AID. Rector said she objects to the possibility
that the university may be used by AID as a
research body.

Rector claimed that AID was using
universities as a "non-ideological tool" to
gather information that will be used to gain
political knowledge about the foreign
countries.

She said that AID, which works primarily
in udderdeveloped countries, has a "low
credibility" in the U.S. Senate.

"I would recommend that it is not a

reputable contracting firm," she said.
Johnson claimed that since the records of

the School of Ed have been subpoenaed by a
federal grand jury in Boston, he does not
have custody over them.

William Densmore, a UMass student, has
initiated legal action to obtain the records of
the School of Ed that are directly related to
the financial investigations at the school. The
case is pending in court.

Rector suggested that she may work
together with Densmore, since they both are
seeking documents from the School of Ed,
and both have been denied the records.

Rector says only administration officials
can review the contracts and that other
members of the university community
cannot view them.

She also objects to the investigation of the
organizations of the School of Ed by the FBI,
claiming that "I don't trust the FBI to do a
thorough job on an agency that is financed
80 per cent by AID."

Rector claims that although the
organizations in the School of Ed claim that
there are non-ideological, maray of the
members of them dopt the political outlook
of AID, and that this is reflected in the
recruiting of persons to work in the
programs.

Those who work in them "become sort of
seduced into lucrative research grants,"
according to Rector.

Rector said that she "certainly will appeal"
Johnson's decision and that she will be
seeking the necessary legal advice.

BIN
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Many UMies vacationed in Florida last week, and got their tans togetner;
Collegian staffer Mark Biletch caught these pink flamingoes having a "divine"
time near Cocoa Beach.

SOC to submit Enabling Policy

to Student Senate tonight
By DONNA FUSCO

Staff Reporter

The Student Organizing Com-
mittee (SOC) voted last night to

send the Student Union Enabling

Policy to the Student Senate for

their consideration tonight.

The vote was described by Sue
Rivest, SOC Acting Chairman, as a

"favorable vote by a student senate

committee to send the matter to

the full Senate."

The SOC is a twenty member
committee made up of
representatives from each area
government, two representatives
from campus media, three from
RSO, five appointed by the Speaker
of the Student Senate and
designees of the President, Speaker
and Treasurer. It's purpose is to
oversee the functions of the
Student Organizing Project.

"The Enabling Policy", said

niversity of massachusefts
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Rivest, "sets up procedures by
which students can organize *a

union. It does not form a union."

According to the Enabling Policy
.a petition must be signed by
students indicating that at least 30
per cent desire an election to decide
w.hether they want collective
bargaining.

According to Nesta King, staff

member of the Student Organizing

Project, the Project is canvasing
door to door and soliciting en-

dorsements from various student
groups to support the Policy.

The Policy provides for an
'exclusive representative ", a

student organization, elected by a

majority of students who choose to

vote, which would be certified as an
exclusive representative of the

students.

It also provides for a Board of

Student Relations, which shall

decide all questions* which arise

under the policy.

The Board would be made up of

"the Chairman of the Committee
on Student Affairs of the Board of

Trustees, the Vice-President for

University Policy, the student
trustees from UMass- Amherst and
UMass Boston and an "impartial"

appointee of the Governor of

Massachusetts, "knowledgeable in

student-university relations."

The union would be funded by a
manrtatnrv foo to the lJ"i',n n3'^ bv £

all students to covjr the cost

collective bargaining expenses in

addition to voluntary union dues.

The Policy will go to the Board of

Trustees Student Affairs Com-
mittee April 15 and to the full Board
May 7, said King.

According to one SOC member,
the benefits of this Policy are that

all negotiated decisions would be
legal and binding.

Budget Coalition plans

rally against cuts
By DAVE KOWAL

Staff Reporter
Anticipating budget cuts from the State Legislature, a group of con

cerried students are preparing a campus-wide rally in support of keeping
the University's proposed budget from getting axed.
The Coalition for a People's Budget (CPB) yesterday outlined the

aspects of a rally against proposed University budget cutbacks to be held
April 15 on campus.
Jim Leas, a member of the CPB, said, "The idea of a rally is that

significant, large scale participation creates great pressure. If there seems
to be a sizable opposition to budget cuts, the legislators will have to think
twice about it."

Sherry Flashman, member of the CPB steering committee, said the rally

will be informative and alert students to the possible budget cuts to plan
future action at the state level.

Flashman said, "The rally will consist of a series of workshops and
speakers with some entertainment Workshops will focus on the nature of
budget cuts, as well as their consequences on the quality of the University
experience, for student, staff, and faculty

Leas said the CPB wants to involve as large a section of the University as
possible for the purpose of unity, and so that all points of view can be
expressed.

Flashman said, "A major concern of the coalition is that the proposed
budget cuts are symbolic of a declining support for public higher education
m Massachusetts.

"The people most effected by these cuts," she added, "would be
nontraditional, middle and low income students."
A statement released by the CPB said the most shattering consequence

of University cutbacks is the opposition which would result between the
people and programs with the least power in the institution.

The statement said, "Assuming that the LIFO (last in, first out) effect
operates, those groups and individuals recently assisted by affirmative
action policy are likely to lose even the marginal gains they have made."
The CPB requests the University to develop a clearly defined and

publicly stated system of educational priorities based on people's needs
The CPB said "As thinas stand currently, one is given the impression

that no one knows what the priorities a>e, who makes decisions, or when
they will be made This implies either power operating in a vacuum or
covert power and hidden priorities."

Fishman said it is important for everyone who will be affected to act
quickly, and not wait for long term consequences.
The next CPB meeting will be April 8 in the Campus Center

Continuing our tour of the U.S., we view a slightly
different environment than flamingo country - this
photo taken in the "Big Apple" during NIT weekend.
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North Vietnamese capture provincial capital

Nha Trang loss third

in 24 hr. battle

SAIGON \UPI\ - Tank-led North

Vietnamese troops smashed into

the coastal headquarters city of

Nha Tiang yesterday, forcing
South Vietnamese defenders to

abandon the key provincial capital

that was once the home of the U.S.

Green Berets.

Nha Trang, 188 miles northeast

of Saigon, was the third provincial

capital to be lost in 24 hours by the

South Vietnamese in the face of a

Communist blitzkrieg down the

central coast through crumbling
defenses "toward an increasingly

jittery Saigon.

The three abandoned capitals

were Qui Nhon, Tuy Hoa and Nha

Trang on the coast ranging up to

250 miles northeast of Saigon. The
Communists now control 15
provinces - roughly about two-
thirds of South Vietnamese
territory.

Pressure for the removal of

President Nguyen Van Thieu from
office mounted Tuesday. Sen. Vu
Van Mau, former foreign minister

and spokesman of a radical

Buddhist movement, demanded his

immediate resignation.

Coup rumors swept the capital as
the military situation deteriorated.

Hundreds of foreign residents of

Saigon swamped immigration
offices trying to obtain exit visas.

Thieu abruptly canceled a

scheduled meeting with visiting

U.S. Army Chief of Staff Gen.

Frederick G. Weyand on the eve of

Cambodian strongholds

fall; Lon Nol leaves
PHNOMPENH \UPI\ - A tearful

President Lon Nol left embattled

Cambodia for exile yesterday. Rebel

troops celebrated h'* departure by

tightening their noo^e around
Phnom Penh and partially

overrunning one of f '.e governor's

last provincial strongholds.

Lon Nol, 62, who has led the

Cambodian government for five

years since the overthrow of Prince

Norodom Sihanouk, flew to In-

donesia via Thailand. Two in-

surgent rockets landed near the

President's plane as he climbed the

boarding ramp at Pochentong

Clemency

applications

may hit 25,000
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Officials

of the three phases of President

Ford's "earned re-entry" program
yesterday estimated applications

for the conditional clemency might
reach the 25,000 mark.

But they said precise figures,

following a final flurry of ap-

plications before they were cut off

by the Monday midnight deadline,

would not be available until the end
of the week

President Ford announced the

program Sept. 16. Under terms of

the twice- extended plan, Vietnam-
era draft resisters and evaders and
military personnel with desertion or

absence- related charges could
receive a presidential pardon and
clemency bv performing up to two
years of alternate service.

"We had about 750 telephone

calls Monday," said Joann Vinson,

speaking for the Presidential

Clemency Board. "We were taking

calls right up to midnight."

The Odyssey of a Greek
Immigrant

By GEORGE F STEFFANIDES

NOWAVAILABLE

ATYOUR FAVORITE
BOOKSTORE

airport.

The president, accompanied by

Prime Minister Long Boret and a

party of 28 officials, arrived late

yesterday in Jakarta, Indonesia,

and then flew on to Bali on the first

leg of what was described as an

"unofficial" tour destined to take

him to the United States.

Senior government sources said

it was clear the chief of state has no

intention of returning.

Shortly after Lon Nol's depar

ture, official sources disclosed that

the Mekong River town of Neak
Luong, jammed with 60,000

refugees and soldiers, had been

partially overrun and was in danger

of falling.

"They're in control of a good part

of the town; they may have half of

it," the sources said. "It looks like it

is going to fall."

The fall of Neak Luong, besieged

for over two months, would free

thousands of rebels to join in the

battle for Phnom Penh.

The sources also said govern

ment forces retreated south and

northwest of Phnom Penh. Rebel

rockets fell on both Pochentong
airport, where the American airlift

continued, and in the city near the

U.S. Embassy.

Lon Nol made a tearful depar-

ture. Generals and prominent
politicians gathered in the

president's Chamcar Mon palace to

bid farewell. Witnesses at the

departure ceremony said the

president left reluctantly, and as he

inspected a color guard both he and
his wife wept.

Then Lon Nol and his party

boarded four helicopters for the

quick flight to Pochentong airport

where U.S. Ambassador John
Gunther Dean was the sole

diplomatic representative to see the

president off. After a quick hand-

shake at planeside, Lon Nol climbed

aboard and left the country.

his departure for the United States

to report to President Ford.

Weyand postponed his departure

and rescheduled a working session

for Wednesday with Thieu, Gen.

Cao Van Vien of the Vietnamese

joint general staff and U.S. Am-
bassador Graham Martin.

Military sources said North

Vietnamese tanks and troops had

battered their way into Nha Trarg

- and all authority had broken

down in the city, which formerly

was headquarters of the U.S. Green

Beret Special Forces in Vietnam.

Communist infiltrators broke

open the Nha Trang jail and freed

hundreds of prisoners. Rioting,

looting and gunbattles were
reported in the city, and Com-
munist forces were reported in

control of sizeable sections of the

town.

Nearly 200 American consulate

officials, teachers and missionaries

were evacuated from Nha Trang,

capital of Khannh Hoa province, as

the city erupted into the now
familiar chaos of rioting and

looting.

Helicopters lifted the Americans
to Nha Trang airbase which was
sealed off by a ring of Vietnamese
troops and still being held at

nightfall.

Fist fights broke out as people
scrambled for evacuation planes.
Eyewitnesses said some parents.
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The Four Leaf Window
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GRAND OPENING
Thursday, April 3 V 5 p.m. — 8 p.m.

Ye BUMSTEER
i • • a new restaurant in the Bluewall for TOC

members and their guests.

featuring:

STEAK

and accompaniments

all for $ 1"

bring this ad for 10% discount and

help us celebrate our new addition.

(offer good until 4/15/75)
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from 10AM to 4PM
20% OFFALL SCHOOL SHIRTS

(with student i.d.)

from 4:30PM to11PM
20% OFF MARKED PRICE ON ALL SHIRTS

from MiONIQHI to jam
BUY TWO SHIRTS, GET ONE FREE

amherst carriage shops
233 n.pleasant st THiT SHIRTSHOP

Wrangler thinks Americans should
get what they pay for.

We now carry /]

Blue

flair leg

Et straight

western denim

Shirts El-

Jackets
Every time you spend a dollar for clothes, you should

get a dollar's worth of fashion, fit, quality and value.

What's more, everything you buy should be guaran-

teed. That's your right. And that's our responsibility.

tlie jeans store

EHSARs

Introductory
Offer:

10% OFF
WITH THIS AD!

Risks prevalent

in contraceptives
WASHINGTON [AP\ - There's

still only one method of birth

control that is completely safe and
effective: sexual abstinence.

For those who reject that
alternative and turn to modern
contraceptives - the pill, the IUD,
the condom, etc. - there are some
risks involved. The condom, for

example, presents no danger of

medical side-effects, but as
protection against pregnancy it's

unreliable. The pill is a highly

reliable pregnancy preventer, but
users run a tiny chance of medical
complications.

Americans have been bom-
barded in recent years with stories

about the drawbacks and dangers
of various contraceptive
techniques, especially the pill and
the IUD. There have been
congressional hearings on con-
traception, federal recalls and bans
of contraceptive products and
contraceptive research studies of
limited scope. The stories have left

some people wondering about the
effectiveness and safety of modern
contraceptives.

"The information that's available

isn't very good, even to
physicians,'' says Dr. Robert G.

Castadot, an associate director of

CLIMB THE IfTTERS

TO SUCCESS.

AFR0TC
An Air Force way to give

more value to your college

life and college diploma.
• Scholarships
• $100 a month tax free

allowance
• Flying instruction

• An Air Force commission
• A responsible job in a

challenging field, naviga-

tion . . . missiles . .

.

sciences . . . engineering

• Graduate degree
programs

• Good pay . . . regular

promotions . . . many
tangible benefits

• Travel

Contact Major Goodhue
Dickinson Hall

545-2437

hit ft U togvtter hi Air F*r» «OTC

the nonprofit Population Council, in

talking about gauging the relative

safety and effectiveness of con-

traceptives.

In the early 1960s, oral con-

traceptives and improved in-

trauterine devices burst upon the

scene almost simultaneously. The
pill was the first drug approved by
the government and prescribed en
masse for a nondisease. The IUD
didn't even have to get approval.

Both were heavily promoted and
widely accepted as an easy, safe

and effective means of family

planning.

There are an estimated 10 million

American women taking oral

contraceptive pills 20 to 28 days a

month; three million to four million

wearing lUDs; one million men and
women who are surgically sterilized

every year and countless others

relying on condoms, diaphragms
and spermicidal creams, foams and
jellies.

The advice from experts on
which contraceptive to use varies.

Some have become devotees of a

particular method or device. There
is no broad consensus, though
virtually all types of contraceptives

are recommended relatively freely

by most doctors.

An analysis of medical literature

and interviews with family planning

specialists indicates that virtually all

chemical mechanical and surgical

methods" of family planning are

safer than the hazards of

pregnancy.

The pill and the IUD carry a risk

of rare, serious, even fatal adverse
effects not common to other
contraceptive methods, but, on a

statistical basis, they come out on
top when the effectiveness in

preventing pregnancy is con-
sidered.

Out of every 100,000 live births in

the United States last year, ac-

cording to the National Institute of
Health, 15 women died from
complications arising during
pregnancy, childbirth or the im-

mediate recovery period afterward.

Therefore, the safety of any
contraceptive should be measured
against the risk of pregnancy while
using it, the experts say.

news
summary

Death penalty passes
BOSTON \UPI] The

Massachusetts House, by more
than a 2-1 margin, yesterday voted
to reinstate the death penalty for

first degree murder.

The roll call vote of 155-70, came
after 90 minutes of debate. House
Speaker David M. Bartley, D-
Holyoke, voted in favor of the bill.

The Republican leadership voted
against the measure.

The bill calls for a mandatory
death penalty for nine categories of

first degree murder. They include:

killing a police officer or fireman,

murder committed during kid-

naping, persons committed of

second offenses, murder by a hired

killer, murder committed during

rape, death resulting from a

hijacking, a murder committed
during breaking and entering,
murder during armed robbery and a

murder committed with extreme
atrocity or cruelty.

Daley steamrolls

CHICAGO \UPI\ - Richard J.

Daley, the Democrati : kingmaker
called "the last of the big city

bosses," steamrollered to a victory

of expected landslide proportions

last night for an unprecedented
sixth term as mayor of Chicago.

Daley, 72, completely over-
whelmed John J. Hoellen, 60, the

last Republican alderman in

Chicago and a lame duck who at

one time had tried to get out of the

race.

Israel pushed back

By United Press International

Lebanese artillery beat back an
Israeli patrol crossing the border

and traded fire with Israeli guns for

an hour yesterday in the second
artillery duel in two days a

Lebanese military communique
said.

Israeli military sources said Israeli

and Lebanese troops exchanged
fire briefly after Israeli workers
repairing the border security fence

were fired on from the Lebanese
side. No casualties were reported.

The sources said the incident was
similar to one that took place

Monday.
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Election Forum

Amherst town elections next Tuesday

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Town of Amherst precinct districts

circled numbers are precinct districts.

See text at right for ballot casting locations

Next Tuesday about 4,000 students will be casting their

ballots in the Amherst town election. Up for grabs will be
two seats on the Board of Selectmen and positions for the

Town Meeting members.
The Collegian will be running a daily forum for in-

terested candidates to present their opinions on issues

facing the town through election day.

In the town of Amherst, voting is organized under seven
precincts decided on the basis of registered voters in a
given area. The polling places and their locations are as
follows

Precinct 1 - North Amherst Parish Hall, Across from Watrobas.

Precinct 2 - Fire Station I
Be/chertown Road and South Amherst

buses].

Precinct 3 - Odd Fellows Hall, Kellog Street beside the Post

Office. Take South Amherst and Be/chertown Rd.

Precinct 4 - Masonic Hall, Main Street, Main Street across from

All Star Dairy.

Precinct 5 - Fort River School, At South East and College Street.

Precinct 6 Munson Memorial Library, South Amherst Center

Precinct 7 Amherst Auction Galleries, Meadow Street and Rt.

V6 I Sunderland and North Amherst buses.

Students will be taking an active role in this year's
election in light of the issues which directly concern the
University in relation to the community.
There are forty-eight students on the slate this year for

Town Meeting member, the body which meets annually to
vote on policies and warrants for the town.

Issues concerning students this year include rent control
due to the end of mandatory dorm residency, a ceiling on
University expansion, and the safety of nuclear power
plants.

Tomorrow the Collegian will report on the Progressive
Candidate Pool, a coalition of candidates formed to protect
the rights of students, tenants and poor people.

VOTE

ATTENTION
Collegian staff —
HERE YE, here ye! You are hereby

summonsed and called to make an
accounting before you fellows at

twilight one day hence.

See editorial pages for details.

well JUST about

UMass - A spotlight on its early years as MAC
By SUSAN BLETHEN

Staff Reporter
uoes the place in 'h's picture look familiar?
It not, then set your time machine down close to where the Infirmary

stands and climbing in, push the lever back 107 years, and you will find
yourself looking out over this peaceful scene UMass, 1868.
The school, founded in 1862 by a land grant, was first known as Massa-

chusetts Agricultural College, or M.A.C. for short. At the time this picture
was taken the faculty numbered only four.
South College, seen at far left, was used as a dormitory to house about

4b students. It also contained 2 "recitation" rooms, a reading room and
Horary, and two large rooms for "specimens illustrating the natural history

?QQK
9e0l°9V °f Massachu setts." This building burned to the ground in

1885 and was replaced by the present structure the following year.
North College, referred to as the "new" dormitory, was retained until

1957, when it was torn down.
The Chemistry Lab, designed for use in carryine out experiments in

practical chemistry, served as a gymnasium in 1868, as it wasn't yet
equipped with scientific apparatus.
The President's office was located in the Botanic Museum, which also

housed a lecture hall and exhibition rooms.
The Durfee Plant Houses, foreground, were described as an "elegant

group of glass buildings for propagating plant species."
To the far right stands the Old Hash House, where a week's meals could

be purchased for $3.00.

If the campus was small, the expenses to the students were also small.
Tuition, as listed in the Annual Report of the college, was $36.00 per year.
Room rent was $15.00, Board, $115.00, Fuel and Washing, $25.00, and
Incidental Expenses were estimated at $3.00 for the three semesters of the
school year.

Closeup: Undergrad heads of residence run three SW dorms
By WILLIAM MILLS

Staff Reporter

Campus-wide, students may
believe they are not allowed
enough responsibility, but in

Southwest six students have a

tremendous amount of respon-

sibility. They are the heads of

residence of three Southwest
dorms - Cance House, John Adams
and Moore House.

No other residential area on
campus has undergraduate heads
of residence. Heads of residence in

Cance are Dave Bloom and Greg
Fanceschi, John O'Leary and Mark
Dunn in John Adams and in Moore,
Mark Cashman and Phil Salinger.

In a Collegian interview, all six

heads of residence for the most

part agreed that there should be
more undergrad heads of residence
at the university, "as long as
students realize that the job is more
difficult than they think it is," as
Cashman said

All six liked their jobs but all

concurred that the "job is very
time-consuming." In Moore House,
where heads of residence are

elected every year, Cashman has
decided not to run for re-election

because "the field of candidates
running for election is good. I also

want to graduate," Cashman
added. Cashman believes his

primary role in the university is to

be a student and his secondary role

is to be a head of residence "It

doesn't work out that way,

though," Cashman said. "I like the

job very much but sometimes when
I'm at a heads of residence meeting
I feel I shouldn't be there and that I

should be studying."

Salinger, sharing head of

residence duties with Cashman is

"not sure" whether he'll run for re-

election. Bloom is graduating, and
the remaining heads would like to

continue their duties.

When the undergraduate heads
of residence were asked whether
floor counselors should be
eliminated in an effort to cut back
on university spending, all six were
opposed to the idea.

"Counselors are the backbone of

the dorm set-up, "Bloom said, "and
if they are eliminated a lot of things

COME ALONG ON A

PETER PAN

APRIL TOUR

RIGHT FROM THE COLLEGES
University of Massachusetts

Smith College (Northampton)

Amherst College

Mt. Holyoke College (So. Hadley)

Sign up soon and reserve your place on one or more of these attractive tours:

APRIL 12 (Saturday) - 1 DAY NEW YORK CITY SHOW/SHOPPING
This tour takes you to the heart of Midtown New York at Easter season, with
about 10 hours to shop, see a matinee, or sightsee. The low price includes a
delicious smorgasbord luncheon at the famed Stockholm Restaurant.

Per Person, Just *17

APRIL 19-20 (Sat.-Sun.) - 2 DAY WEEKEND IN MONTREAL
Come with us on Patriots' Day Weekend for a wonderful excursion to glittering,

cosmopolitan Montreal. Hotel accommodations, included in the bargain fare, are
at the LaSalle Hotel in the heart of downtown activities. Plenty of time to enjoy
exciting day and evening activities.

Per Person, Just *35^

APRIL 26 (SATURDAY) - 1 DAY EXCURSION TO EXPO VINO 75
You'll want to attend this unusual, spectacular wine, cheese, and gourmet food
show at Commonwealth Armory, Boston. There will be four hours to really enjoy
the show, and the low tour price includes admission and ten sampling tickets.

Per Person, Just '1Q
Why not pick up our special brochure today giving further details?

Peter Pan Bus Lines

Campus Ctr. Hotel— UMass.

Tel. 545-2006

Peter Pan — Northampton
Tel. 586-1030

Peter Pan — Amherst Center
Tel. 256-0431

Cannon's— South Hadley
Tel. 533-7115

in the dorm will fall apart.'' Dunn
said counselors are "very much
needed." The real worth of the

counselors would be realized by the

students if they were eliminated,

according to Cashman
The primary role of an un-

dergraduate head of residence was
seen similarly by most heads. Dunn
saw his role in this way: "To see

that the dorm is responsive to the

wants of the students." According

to Bloom, heads of residence

"should find ways to meet these

wants."

Salinger said the primary role of

an undergraduate head of

residence "is the same as the

primary role of any other head of

residence. To perform ad-

ministrative, counseling and
physical maintenance duties and to

make sure every thing is running

smoothly."

All six believe there are definite

advantages to student-run dor-

mitories. "There is less alienation

from students than I think other

heads of residence experience,"

Salinger said Rlnnm believes the

rapport between students and
heads of residence is good in

student-run dorms because "it's

easier for a student to go up to
another student about a problem
than it is for him to go up to a non-
student."

Keeping an eye over dorm
programs but not necessarily
controlling them was the most
accepted sentiment among the
student heads. "The whole idea of
this set-up is for the students to run
the activities in the dorm," Dunn
said.

Franceschi said, "students
should run the programs but they
should be coordinated through us
(referring to heads of residence)."

"The dorm government controls
most of the programs in John
Adams," O'Leary said, "so in our
case the students completely run
the programs."
Regarding their effectiveness,

Franceschi said, "We're doing just

as good a job as the other heads of
residence so there shouldn't be any
differentiation between the two."
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campus carousel
]

By TONY GRANITE
THEMEEK STREAK; SAPS ARE

RUNNING, again. That's the word
from at least three campuses,
according to a round-up piece in a

recent New Hampshire newspaper.
Streaking incidents were

reported in February at Michigan
State, Southern Illinois and

UGeorgia, which still claims a

national record for a 1,500-student

streak a year ago.

At Purdue, about 30 students

made a nude run around their

dorm, whic established the tradition

"at least five years ago."

In New England, the only sap
running is maple syrup.

DOG BAN on the USoFIa

campus is going to be enforced,

after a series of incidents, this term,

the Oracle says. ,

A seeing-eye dog (the only ones

allowed on campus) that was at-

tacked by another dog started

Campus Security to their duty,

according to a page three piece.

It's dog eat dog, even on the

campuses.

MATURE STUDENTS PLAN at

Franklin (Ind.) College permits

students from 35 to 49 years of age

to enroll at only 40 per cent the cost

of tuition. Those from 50 to 64

years of age pay 20 per cent. The 65

and over citizens take college

courses free of charge.

Older is cheaper, anyway.

ADD TRICKY TERMS... The

Commentator of UMinn Tech
carries an interview with the

Directory of Minority Programs

who works with American Indian

students. She is quoted as helping

them through the "white tape" of

financial aid applications.

While they see red, no doubt.

RECORDS
CLASSICAL

JAZZ
BLUES
ROCK

The New

RECORD SHOP
197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-5394

t Dynamite Diamonds,

Rnast
SUPERMARKETS

Libbys Frozen
Vegetables
Broccoli
Spinach or

Sprouts 5 $4
10 02 mt
pkgs N

Finast Boil n' Bag
Meat Entrees
Bee» Furl

Meat Loat
Veal Parmesan
Salisbury Steak
Chicken Ala King4*ipkgs JH

Dinner Fries »•*

Orange Juice
Welch's Donuts

1 p*q 59'

89'
WUB9M " 69'

Proof It Pays to Shop tor

Quality Produce the Finast Way!

ify

> *

Florida ^J^
Oranges
sib'yQO
bag f ^^
Mushrooms

79*Fresh 1 lb

pkg

Tangelos SS5 .10, 69«

Chicory or aqc
Escarole ^ ^*29 ib

BrOCCOli ommm tx* 49'

Radishes «** e'e& 29'

Finast Leads the Way Again

UP TO 15%
Reduction
On Most Nabisco Items

Nabisco Vanilla 12 oz pkg

NillaWafers 59
* Nabisco 16 oz pkg

FigNewtons79
Nab'sco 13% oz pkg

Nutter Butter79

Underblade
Beef Chuck Roast

Bone In

Tender Flavorful

Pot Roast
Formerly Called
California Roast 78 lb

Boneless Beef
Shoulder

Roast or Steak
London Broil

Any Size
Package Fresh 88*

138
lb

28

Ground Chuck
O+A^Ibt ^s£, «S IA Boneless Beef Top Chuck

^)iCdH ^Cilw Beef Chuck Cubed or Underblade

D/\/>f DiLH GfAfllrc Ex,ra Tr,m Lar 9e End4Dt?t?l mU WlCdli9 6 to 8 Ribs Bone In I lb

Sirloin Steak rr 1
4
?

Porterhouse "rifs&t 1 6
S

Beef Extra Trim

Top Chuck Steak «Sr«..

Beef Chuck Short Ribs.

Beef Chuck for Stew
Italian Sausage
Sliced Bacon
Pork ShoulderW

Mr. Deli Favorites

Pf .mo Mot

F-nast

O' Co*On*l

, Coton.**

1.08
1.08
1.08
1.09
1.19
75'

iledHam
Domestic

Freshly Sliced

To Order 179

Rib Roasts
Large End
6 to 8 Ribs

38
n> 118Small End

9 to 12 oM
Ribs I

Tender, Young Veal

Shoulder Chops .... 1.49

Chicken Legs . .

.

".

"

77 r 79' Rib Veal Chops 1.79

Chicken Breasts 89* Loin Veal Chops 1.99

Boneless Breasts .1.59 Veal Cutlets SSSET 2.59

Roast Beef c£. T1.39
Bologna r^'*' .1.19
Jarlsberg Cheese 1.79
Genoa Salami »* T99«
Potato Salad * 45*

Favorite* trom the Seven Seat!

Haddock Fillet

Fresh Chicken Paris!

Frozen
Skinless 99*

Halibut Steak ctr^' .1.59
California Squid » 39*

More Proof it Pays to Shop the Finast Way!

Vanity Fair
Facial
Tissue

With Coupon
Below 29
Baked Fresh the Finast Way!

Finast White
Big Round Top

Bread

Ragu
Spaghetti
Sauce

89°
t

Clorox
I Bleach

Tropi-Cal-lo

J*\Orange
f 1 Drink

59°half

gal

Hamburg Rolls 3
English Muffins 3T1.00
Junior Pies 4X1-00
Hot Dog Rolls 3T1.00
Rye Bread m 2 \S 89'

Bat*'* H.m» Av.ii.bi. Tims »r»u Sat

With This Coupon ft PurchaM of »5 or More

(25
Limit On« Coupon Per Customer

Valid Thru April 5 H-141 E

Sunrise Fresh Dairy Values!

Margarine ggo
Mrs Filbert's Quarters pkg ^SW^aW

Befit Yogurt 4
Margarine csT

1.00
79«

For Your Health A Beauty!

Mouthwash 20 „!|17
Listerme bti

Crest Toothpaste I 93'

Duncan HinesB^TM,.
Finast Flour

Bumble Bee"W .

.

Applesauce *•«

87'

69'

69«

IS o>

5 it)

bag
1 oi

ca"

V 67*

Evap. Milk ». 4 23 99«
Shortening *m £ 1.79
Salad Oilrn.,, V1.59
Dog Foodr,.

F

;/s'U Sj 99'

Heinz Dills 3SST, V 69'

Hellmann's mmmm, . .

.

Elbow Macaroni m*. .

Confectioners Sugar

1.33

69'

<JI

l»'

pkg lilw
1 lb

pug

I

Vanity Fair
Facial Tissue
Regal
Print

pkg
134 29

20' off

Betty Crocker
_ Scalloped or

POtatOeS Au rvatm

I

10* off
M* ih-s Couoon On ( 1 1 p*tg

Hefty Trash
Can Liners

25 c off
With Inn Coupon On 1 1 1 10 Ib bag

Gravy Train

Dog Food

Finast Fresh
Large Eggs

49*White
Grade A doz
With Thit Coupon a Pu'Ch.M of t Of Mor.W.t- Th.s Coupon A PurchaM V> or More m '**<• rnlnk*a% r-.l^mJUT^,'!,'^^'',^ ".''".T. ' ?£_H*!*l H- 101 Valid Thru April 5. L.m.t One __ jCO "J'____^.__l?Ji\^?L. _^LV^T^H !lMS5±.. JZET* "2*'li'-

M MlfifiEl " *"
'

"* M

Pr.res E'fectivi Itji i Ap»il We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

=#*=?

I R®6U(KS
BAY STATE Wf ST-FNFIELD SQ

-- - — «* «*
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Wolff to present higher ed lecture tonight
Professor Robert Paul Wolff will

speak on "Appearances and Reality

in Higher Education" in the final

presentation of the Chancellor's

Lecture Series tonight.

Wolff's discussion of what the

state university ought to be will

begin at 8 p.m. in the Campus

Parking registration

for fall is underway

J

Parking Registration for Fall

1975-76, begins March 31. If you do
not receive a renewal form by

campus mail before April 5, come
into the Parking Office Rm. 1

Munson Hall. If you want to change

lots vou must fill out an application

form as soon as possible. Change
assignments are made on a first

come first served basis. Bring your

vehicle information, student
number and registration fee to the

Parking Office, Rm. 1 Munson Hall.

LIQUOR
• SPRINGFIELD

BRECKW00D BLVD. - WIIBRAHAM RD.

• NORTHAMPTON
HAMP PLAZA RTE. 5, NORTH KING ST.

• FAIRVIEW
NEXT TO BIG "Y" - MEMORIAL DRIVE

from our well-stocked

LIQUOR, BEER
AND

WINESH0PPES

HARWOODS
CANADIAN

WHISKEY
FELLOWS

VODKA
CARSTAIRS

WHISKEY

80 Proof

1/2 Gallon

80 Proof

Half Gallon

80 Proof

Blended

Vi Gallon

or

Paul Masson

ROSE
CHABLIS

GUNTHER

Half Gallon

m 24-12 oz. cans

Not Responsible lor Typographical Errors

SCHLITZ

BEER
24-12 oz. cans

Center Auditorium.

The lecturer is a UMass
philosophy professor and director

of the interdisciplinary major in

social thought and political

economy. He earned his degrees at

Harvard University and joined the

UMass faculty in 1971 after holding

positions at Harvard, University of

Chicago and Columbia University in

New York.

His areas of study include social

and political philosophy and the

philosophy of Kant. He has written

many books. The latest, "About
Philosophy," will be published in

December.

CCEBS offers seminars
The Academic Services at CCEBS is pleased to announce the following

seminars. CCEbS students. Bilingual students and Upward Bound
students are strongly urged to take full advantage of these seminars.

RAP SESSION with CCEBS ADMINISTRATION: April 3, 1975; 7:30

p.m., room 203, New Africa House.

LIBRARY TOUR: April 8, 1975; 1,30 p.m., Entrance Lobby, Main Library.

STUDY HABITS AND STUDY SKILLS: April 10, 1975; 7:30 p.m room
203, New Africa House.

LIBRARY TOUR: April 14, 1975; 1:30 p.m, Entrance Lobby, Main
Library.

MATH SCIENCE MISCONCEPTIONS: April 16, 1975; 7:30 p.m., room
203, New Africa House.

TAKING EXAMS MULTIPLE CHOICE, TRUE FALSE April 22, 1975;

7:30 p.m., room 203, New Africa House.

TERM PAPER WRITING: April 24, 1975; 7:30 p m„ room 203, New
Africa House.

TAKING EXAMS MATH, SCIENCE: Apr.l 28, 1975; 7:30 p.m., room
203, New Africa House.

MAKING IT THROUGH THE UNIVERSITY: April 30, 1975; 7:30 p.m.,

room 203, New Africa House.

TAKING EXAMS ESSAY: May 6, 1975, 7:30 p.m., room 203, New
Africa House.

PLANNING FOR GRAD. SCHOOL, MED. SCHOOL, AND LAW
SCHOOL: May 8, 1975,7:30 p.m., room 203, New Africa House.

"Aw, gee whiz, fella, leave mt 2nd my family alone

during dinner, okay? It's real corny!i"

Quilapayun concert

set for Thursday
The concert of the world famous

Chilean musical group, the

Quilapayun, has been rescheduled

and will be given tomorrow at 7:30

in the Campus Center Auditorium

at UMass.
The concert was to be held

originally March 18th, but had to be

cancelled when, at the last,

moment, the U.S. State Depart-

ment refused to issue visas to the

Quilapayun, who have been
, refugees in France since the 1973

coup in Chile.

The group. was granted "H-1"

Distinguished Artist status in

February, and was told by .U.S.

officials in France that there would

be no trouble getting visas. On
March 12th. the U.S. Consul in

France decided to do a "security

check" on the group in Santiago,
Chile.

The illegal military junta which
now controls Chile sent word to

Washington and Paris that the
group was "ineligible".

It was then up to the state

Department to waive this

ineligibility and recommend the
issuance of visas, which it did not
do for one week. As a result, four
concerts, including the one to take
place in Amherst, had to be can-
celled.

When Quilapayun finally arrived
in the U.S. on Friday, March 21st,

and appeared for their concert at

Hunter College, they were greeted
by a standing ovation.

Now appearing at the

IS FOR TICKER
Wed.-Sat.

Happy Hour— Mon.-Sat.. 4 :30-7 :00

in the Speakeasy Lounge
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unionization —
a backround

By NESTA KING
Student unionization refers to the creation of

autonomous unions of students which seek to

represent the interests and defend the rights of their

student members. The concept of student unions is

not a new one. Students within student government

structures have often been frustrated with the

structural limitations that student governments have,

and have arrived at the idea of organizing into an

individual membership-based student union. A union

could take positions on behalf of its membership from

a position of autonomy, and strength, and bargain a

contract, something a student government cannot do

no matter how strong and effective its members are.

A union with voluntary, individual membership

could bargain with the University over all the terms of

students' contracts with the university. All of the

services, costs, courses, requirements, rules and

regulations are part of the contract. In the case of

UMass, everything in the General Information

Bulletin, the Course and Faculty Directory, and

University Directions makes up the students' con-

tract. This is a contract that students with which had

nothing to do in deciding .pon, but which can be

changed by the university at any time without

students' knowledge or cor-ent. In any other con-

tractual arrangemeht, students would never be ex-

pected to sign a contract which could be changed at

any time by the other party to ti.e agreement. No-one

would sign a lease or buy a car if the landlord or car

salesperson could raise the cost mid way through the

payments! Not so with your education. When a

student enters a university, she or he has no

guarantee that the cost will not spiral, or a major be

wiped out. It is a fundamentally unfair relationship for

an institution existing to serve the students, to

disregard the very people the institution professes to

serve when making decisions about the priorities and

programs which form the parameters of our education

and our lives here at UMass.

So why haven t students organized students

unions, and demanded collective bargaining before?

One reason is that before the age of majority was
lowered to eighteen, the contracts were with students

parents, and not with students themselves. Another is

that students were always told by faculty and ad

mmistrators that collective bargaining was an inap

propriate way to make decisions in a university

community and that they should bring their

grievances through regular University governance

channels. How>. er, faculties across the country are

now unionizing at an overwhelming rate to bargain

the terms and conditions of their contracts with the

university. They too are finding that their grievances

cannot be resolved without a union. Therefore, times

have changed, and UMass faculty are expected to

follow suit, and hold an election for a union this fall.

If we had a student union we too could bargain

about virtually anything with the university, and they

would have to sit down publicly and negotiate a

legally binding contract with our union represen

tatives.

So what might a student union be like? The union

structure, representation, and platform will be

determined directly by the student membership of the

union. There would be a representative structure, with

negotiators, and officers of the union elected by the

membership. An initial founding meeting would

determine the constitution and structure.

The union membership would then adopt the

platform, and based on this platform, representatives

of the student union would bargain with represen

tatives of the university regarding the issues of the

union platform. After negotiations were completed,

and an agreement arrived at, the agreement would be

sent back to the membership for acceptance or

rejection. If the agreement is accepted by the

students, then it is the contract with the university,

and cannot be violated, or changed except by re-

negotiation with the students. The university could

then be taken to court if it violated an agreement with

students.

The first step in getting a student union with

collective bargaining power is to get the UMass Board

of Trustees to pass the Student Unionization Enabling

Act. This establishes a mechanism for a student union

to organize and be recognized. The Student

Organizing Project was founded by the UMass
Student Senate to work to make student unionization

a reality and has initiated this policy, which will go to

the Student Senate, and then the Trustees.

This Spring a campus-wide canvas will be con-

ducted to inform students about student unionization,

and to gain signatures on a petition directed at the

Board of Trustees, to show support for student

unionization. Student unionization can be a reality. In

our current situation, we have nothing to lose.

Nesra King is a Collegian guest commentator

NOTICE
Important meeting of ALL

Collegian staff tonight

in Rm 171 of the Campus
Center at 7. Please attend.

wm
\

WADDAXA SAY, ROCKY?

...ITSONLY'TIL

PAYDAY...!

Sift*

Decisions

decisions

NEWS ITEH: U.5. MAY HAVE TO

BORROW $60 BILLION TO PAY

DEFICIT.

By B.J. ROCHE

In the days leading up to vacation, the Collegian has

been urging students to attend today's meeting of the

Board of Trustees. It was assumed at the time that the

Universal Fee,well, as well as other subjects relevant

to students, would be brought up for discussion. It

now appears that due partially to the non-decision by

Dr. Gage, the fee will not be discussed; at the time of

this writing, it is unclear as to what will be discussed.

It may be, as Dr. Gage so aptly put it, "another dull

Board of Trustees meeting." Nevertheless, if we can

sit through so many dull classes, surely we can find

the time to observe (if not participate in) the decision

making processes for this University. It can't be

stressed enough that students attend the meeting if

not to be heard verbally, to be heard in, spirit. If there

are any changes to be made, it is the Trustees that

hold the ultimate power to make these changes. By
attending, we are showing the Trustees that it may be

time to sever the umbilical cord between the student

body and the Administration.

It appears that the Administration has been putting

off action in a kind of "Wait 'till your father gets

home!" attitude. Well, consider it six o'clock, Daddy's

here today.

In terms of long-range goals, the Board will be
considering the motion for student unionization in

May; it would only be beneficial if a large amount of

students attended the meeting to show support for

one another.

A short statement listing student giievances will be
read at the meeting, but the statement will be
meaningless without students present to back them
up.

The Board Meeting will be held in 1009 Campus
Center at two o'clock this afternoon. Michael Dukakis

wrote and said he couldn't make it - he's in Boston.

The rest of us are much closer; there's really no ex

cuse.

B. J. Roche is Executive Editor

Letters to the Editor

The Foolish Forty
To the Editor:

The morning of April 1st I turned on WMUA to find

that they were playing a supposed 'April Fool's joke'

by going to a TOP 40 format [actually it was more like

2.000]. I know it was intended to be plainly stupid, but

I found it plainly entertaining, amd much more

professional sounding than their mandatory en

forcement of someone's concept of progressive radio

Radio formats do vary, of course: Progressive,

Chicken Rock, MOR I Middle of the Road\, TOP 40,

National TOP 20, or whatever ... but whichever one at

a station undertakes should be done well or not at all.

A college station that is restrictive to its programmers
\just let a programmer try and do this 'joke format ' on
any normal day\ while at the same time giving them
valuable 'real world radio' experience just doesn't

appeal to me.
I have a feeling that the jocks who took the helm

that day probably discovered that it was as much fund
for them to do as it was for us listening, and FAR less

pretentious than the Regular old WMUA.
Andy Simons

The disturbed majority speaks out
To the Editor
This letter is in regard to the minority of students

who felt it was within their right to disturb the majority
of students on Orchard Hill in the early morning hours
of March 21, 1975. This disturbance was achieved by
screaming, calling of obscenities, and the throwing of
potentially lethal objects from the balcony, i.e., fur
niture.

When people not from our floor stormed into our
study lounge to scream and hurl objects from the
balcony, they were politely asked to leave. Their
responses were insults and refusals to leave.
We are complaining about the small number of

students who find these dangerously juvenile pranks

amusing. These activities will give the administration
no other alternativeJ>ut to seal off the lounges which
is something that the majority of Orchard Hill students
don't want.

If not in a dorm situation, these people would be
liable to be arrested for disturbing the peace. We
would hate to see these same "adults'' after they
leave school for the real world will it be cham-
pionship yelling contests between the apartment
complexes? We hope not.

Gabor Korthy
Debra Packard

and 20 signatures

Clarification on unionization
To the Editor

With regard to the article on the relationship of
faculty unionization to student unionization, I would
like to clarify certain points.

First of all, it is correct to say that evidence from
around the country overwhelmingly indicates that the
impact of faculty collective bargaining on students'
interests is potentially a negative one. It is also the
case that this potentiality has become an actuality in

example after example where faculty have unionized.
Nevertheless, this does not mean that the impact of

faculty collective bargaining upon students is

necessarily negative. On the one hand, faculty have
indeed tended to take a rather narrow and materialist
aoprnach to the use of their newly found power after

unionizing. But, on the other hand, students have
failed to parallel faculty organizing efforts with the
creation of unions of students. They have themselves
invited the demise of student power.

Rather than object to the right of faculty to

negotiate collectively over the terms and conditions of
their relationship to the University, students should
simply demand the same right. Then faculty and
students, each having gained a measure of control
over their dealings with the bureaucratic institution

called UMass through unionization, can work side by
side to reorient priorities and develop a democratic,
critical university.

Doug Phelps
Student Organizing Project

1 / i

Vietnamese lactf uefjoriauon

J

To the Editor:

Last month the Black News Service had an article

about the planned deportation of seven Vietnamese
students by the Immigration and Naturalization

Service.

If anyone is interested in he/ping them get political

asylum, they can write to:

Patrick F. Coome'y William Saxbe
District Director of INS Attorney General
JFK B/dg Govt. Center Department of Justice

Boston, Ma. 02203- Washington, DC 20536

Henry Kissinger

Secretary of Statp

Department of State

Washington, DC 20536

Leonard F. Chapman
Commissioner of INS
Immigration and
Naturalization Service
Washington, DC 20536

When you write, please be sure to send a copy of all

correspondence to the students' lawyer, David Rock-
well, 698 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Ma. 02139.

Margaret Cornell

Yearning a trade
By PAUL BRADLEY

Over the past two years there has been a marked increase in the number
of students who are choosing journalism as a major field of study. Events

like Watergate have recently increased the respectability of this profession,

and the field itself has been recognized as a craft whose subject matter is

infinite but whose techniques of critical learning are specific.

Many institutions of higher learning have found it difficult to meet this

startling increase. Supply has fallen short of demand.

The University of Massachusetts is no exception to these figures, as any

freshman who has tried to enroll in a journalism class this semester will

attest. There are presently over 200 Journalism majors at UMass. There are

only three full time professors specializing in Journalism. These figures

speak for themselves without any in depth analysis.

The fact is that there is not even a Journalism Department on this

campus. Rather, Journalism is a concentration under the English

Department. A JS major must take both the 30 credit hours in English as

well as 15 credits in Journalistic Studies.

Prior to last semester, students were allowed to elect a double major,

combining study in Journalism with another department. In conjunction

with the English Department, Journalistic Studies decided last year that

English was the sole track open to a Journalism major. It was said at the

time that this was the only way to achieve the goal of a full Journalism

major. A strong background in English was held to be the most beneficial

to the future journalist.

Now it is hard to argue that studying English would not make better

writers out of student; but having students complete an English major

based on the rationale that it is a stepping stone to an independent

department is less easy to swallow. Perhaps easier administration is a

better reason, because keeping track of double major Journalism students

scattered throughout different departments is difficult. The natural

rhetorical question is how much do we ask students to sacrifice during this

"transitional" period.

Commentary

The Journalistic Studies Department is undergoing severe growth pains.

Journalism has languished on this campus while it has flourished on

campuses across the country. Those in the department argue that the

double major system was a key factor in frustrating the growth of jour

nalism at UMass. The man who designed the double major system stated

this as one of his goals, saying that Journalistic Studies is a social science,

devoted to the academic study of the press, and not worthy of a full major

Despite this, it seems that the student who had professional journalistic

ambitions with a desire to specialize in a given field would benefit from the

double major system. The argument against this runs along the lines that a

student does not have to be a journalism major to specialize, but instead

major in his chosen field ana take journalism courses on the side. This is

not so easy as it is becoming increasingly necessary to be a journalism

major to get into journalism courses.

It seems that if the Journalism Department is looking for a stepping

stone towards an independent department, perhaps Communications

Studies would be a better choice. Both have a special interest in Mass

Communications, and a journalist is first and foremost a communicator.

At the very least, the department should be more flexible and allow

students a greater spectrum to study and still be a journalism major.

The University is in the midst of an austerity program, with cuts as much
as 6 per cent expected next year. This will further stunt the growth of the

journalism program at UMass. The program has grown considerably over

the past three years, and it will be unfortunate if it stays mired in the

English Department with its rigid standards. There are students who are

gettir.g together on this problem, and the voice of students should be

listened to above administrators.

If we are really "broke" as the Governor says that the state is, let us at

least allow some flexibility in the Journalistic program until the money
needed for growth is available. Student support and ideas are essential to

this, and if journalism majors choose to remain silent, then nothing at all

will be solved.

A shabby disgrace
To the Editor:

The so-called Universal Resource Fee, which funds something that is

not much of a resource and by no means universal, is a shabby ard

disgraceful attempt on the part of the Administration to force the students

to pay for its own financial and managerial irresponsibility.

They chalk up most of the increase in costs to inflation. The most in

flated thing around here is the Whitmore personnel roster. This university

is so bloated with surplus administrators that they had to stick the Office of

Residential Life in Hills because Whitmore was full. The Administration

saw fit to add another level of bureaucrats to the hierarchy at a time when

there was not enough money to give the faculty merit pay raises Now,

when money is even harder to find, Whitmore wants to saddle the

students with something they have the nerve to call a Universal Resource

fee rather than face up to the responsibility of living within available funds

If a Student Affairs staff member hds nothing better to do than sit on

Housing and Meal Ticket Exemption committees, or chair Pet Pohcy

Review committees which are dissolved before submitting a report that

staff member is surplus, non-productive, and should be laid off per-

manently If Whitmore had the integrity to prune the administrative dead

wood rather than provide sinecures to useless drones, there would be

™ro th*n onnunh money to- run UMass as a top-quality educational m-

S
'

Thiswill never happen, of course. Rather than fire three administrators

to save $60 000 they will fire 75 counselors actually earning twice what

thPy arP paid Rather than admit that Student Affairs is an expensive farce,

the administration will shift both the blame and the financial responsibility

for their irresponsibility to the students.

John Lederle ran this campus and built two others with a handful of

staffers working out of a couple of rooms. And he did a far better job than

the present army of unemployables.
I im U Bnen

r *** * • •

IF3 BEENA T0U6H EASTER FOR
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Kyriakos Karoutsos

The reaping of sage
The old man is slowly walking down Boylston

Street, accompanied by loneliness, burdened by old

age, and laden with old shopping bags coqtaining

everything he owns. His face seems expressionless,

empty of feeling and emotion. It seems that way, but I

look into his eyes, he looks jnto mine, and feelings

which can never be expressed by the pen or by the

word are magnificently manifested by two smiles

his, a benevolent and knowing smile, and mine, an

understanding and respectful smile. We are both

outcasts of our society he has lost the battle, he is

old, sick, homeless, alone; I have just begun fighting

I have taken over the task which he himself took

over from someone else.

The old man is slowly walking

down Boylston Street, ac-

companied by loneliness, burdened

by old age, and laden with old

shopping bags containing

everything he owns. His face seems
expressionless, empty of feeling

and emotion. It seem that way, but

I look into his eyes, he looks into

mine, and feelings which can never

be expressed by the pen or by the

word are magnificently manifested

by two smiles his, a benevolent

and knowing smile, and mine, an

understanding and respectful smile.

We are both outcasts of our society

- he has lost the battle, he is old,

sick, homeless, alone; I have just

begun fighting - I have taken over

the task which he himself took over

from someone else.

In me he sees himself he has dreamt what I

dream, he has wept for the reasons over which I am
weeping, he has believed in what I believe, he has

fought what I am fighting, he has been punished by

the society just as I will be punished by it.

I look into the old man's eyes and I see im-

measurable bitterness and disappointment. Bitterness

with the state of our society, and disappointment with

the state people are in.

He comes over to where I am sitting, and lays his

tired body beside mine. His clothes are rags that he

has picked up here and there - the newest piece of

his "wardrobe" is a pair of boots which he salvaged

out of a trash disposal seven months ago. His white

hair is long and untidy, his beard is thick and dirty. We
Kyriakos Karoutsos is a

sit together enjoying an unusually warm day, and we
just watch people go by. He doesn't say much and

neither do I we do not have to talk much, we
understand each other. Among others, young

executives walk by us, a briefcase in one hand, the

Wall Street Journal in the other, their gait is fast, their

faces flushed from anxiety and their fast pace, their

eyes unsteady and insecure. They walk by and upon
seeing the old man and me together, contemptuous
and sarcastic grins appear on their faces. The un-

pleasant odor coming out of the old man's body and

clothes bothers them, but what bothers hem most is

the volley of fire coming out of the old man's eyes. He
looks at them as a cobra is looking at her potential

victim cold,

frightening, threatening looks. The
old man is having fun. He is playing

with his enemies, he is making

them feel uncomfortable, uneasy,

insecure. I am also having fun

because his enemies are my
enemies. He is I, and I am he.

In me he sees himself he has

dreamt what I dream, he has wept

for the reasons over which I am
weeping, he has believed in what I

believe, he has fought what I am
fighting, he has been punished by

the society just as I will be punished

by it.

I look into the old man's eyes and

I see immeasurable bitterness and

disappointment. Bitterness with the

state of our society, and id-

sappointment with the state people

are in.

He looks at me, with steady and clear eyes, he

smiles, and out of his countless hidden pockets he

takes a pamphlet and gives it to me. I read its title and

apparently the expression of my face gives away my
pleasant surprise. For the first time since I met him, he

lets out an uncontrollable laugh. He picks up his old

shopping bags, calls over his two ever-present

companions: loneliness and old age, who had been

window shopping nearby, and gets ready to move on.

I do not bid goodby and neither does he. My mind is

wildly dancing, wildly thinking — if only he and I

would fight together, if only...

He walked off to die somewhere, and I took the bus

for Amherst.

Collegian Columnist

Commentary/

The Jongest yarn
ByMARYC.DRISCOLL
Progressive News Service

The women of America don't give a dam about

the "zipless fuck", that illusory platitude of spon-

taneous sexual freedom and response, made famous

by author Erica Jong in her novel, "FEAR OF
FLYING." Given half a chance, Ms. Jong would have

us believe that the ultimate feminist statement for

announcing the arrival of the contemporary liberated

female is the carefree seduction of strange men on

trains. However, my purpose here is not to beguile the

desperate quests for guiltless orgasm, so often

heralded by the brats of costly Freudian analysis and

the "upper east side," rather, I want to pose a

question to those of us who harbor fantasies of

someday making a righteous stab at the best seller's

>t*^i. •attts Ui w *• »w f i w ( i Iv N W* f »« • «- r »* *u » *-' ** *

realty matter to the daughters of this land that their

successful sisters manage to get their professional

rocks off?

Certainly anyone clever enough to render

authentically her epic affronts to upper-class sex roles

can publish a lucrative novel, and, maybe even

become the guardian angel of "the latest revolution in

feminist writing." And, the doubtless millions of thrRI-

thirsty patrons who can afford to endorse and fluently

acclaim the "new woman's genre" will get their

bellies filled.

But what about the millions of women in American

welfare roles, factories, prisons, Indian reservations,

or those women receiving Catholic Communion in the

City Hospital maternity wards? Are not these women
the heroes of so many unwritten novels, the tales of

the sisters of oppression and poverty, stories that ask

the highest price? Are not the women involved in a

struggle for survival also authors of feminist classics in

their own right?

The daughters of American sweat and tears can do

without the travesty of global bed-hopping and

shrink swapping. The sad and silent eyes of the

unemployment lines or the lonely bar stool are their

own lament.
u \r. ->r^ nKrr.ii.»o /-•<"> r->

i -> i <~>f h(jrr^n trufh t'"* allow the

impressionable American literary audience to swallow

the myth that feminist consciousness is expressed in

the kinky sexual appetite of Erica Jong. For women
who will leave these hallowed halls of academe with

tickets to a publishing house in hand, I only wonder it

they will notice the shadows of their quieted sisters

who'll lurk in the back alleys and die in the subway

stations.

Mary Driscoll is a Collegian commentator
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Two incurable romantics hold hands by the pond » apparently having loads of fun

at it, too.

INSTRUCTIONAL CENTER IN GUADALAJARA, MEXICO
Summer— Fall — Winter & Spring Quarters

SUMMER CURRICULUM (June 17 — August 15, 1975)

I ndi'istanding Art

Photography I 4 11

P«tter>'. (Mass Blowing

PalnUag
Design Metal. Design Fabric

Mexican Civilization

Folklore of "Mexico

Indian Cultures

Peasant Societies

Mesoamerican Pre-Histor\

t omparative Cultures

(•uitar Instruction

I si \ L'nd Year Spanish
Intensive Spanish I & II

Sp. Am. Lit. I«»th \ 20th ( entui v

* taught in Spanish

(omparative Law

Workshop on Mexican Culture (July IX-August !.">> — series of

lectures by experts on Mexican society and culture, current and

past. Participants, with students in the Mesoamerican Pre-llistorx

course, will take a 2-week field trip to the Yucatan to visit the ar-

chaelogical sites of Teotihuacan. Ties Zapotes. Palempie. I xmal.

(hie hen It/a. Monte Alban. Mitla. and will also \isit the Museum of

Anthropology in Mexico City.

COST: Non-Hesident Tuition and Fees: Summer $IS!»; Fall and
Spring 1473: Whiter $413: Housing with family $100 month: other

cost extra.

CONTACT: Idternational Programs. Central Washington State

College. Fllensberg. WA MMSt. Phone <:>o«») M3-MI2.
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Fine Arts Center hit IT PAYS TOSHOP
with holiday damage THE FINASTWAY

AMHERST CYCLE SHOP
now located at 953 Triable St.

We have a wide selection of bikes for the

whole family, including excellent English

and French racing and touring cycles, and

now a NEW line of moderately-priced ROSS

bikes made in U.S.A.

Come by, look them over, and take advantage of our

low introductory prices.

See our other ad on page 19.

UMass Music Theatre Guild

to stage 'Pirates of Penzance'
UMass Music Theatre Guild will

present Gilbert and Sullivan's

"Pirates of Penzance" tomorrow,
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. m Bowker
Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall.

"Pirates of Penzance" is

generally considered one of a trio of

Sir William S. Gilbert and Sir Arthur
Sullivan's best operettas, along

with "The Mikado" and "H.M.S.
Pinafore".

The operatta deals with an
apprentice pirate, his coming of age
on his twenty-first birthday, and his

entanglements with the beautiful

daughters of a major general, the

pirate band and the police.

UMass Music Theatre Guild is a

student group which has performed
at least one musical on campus

Vandalism was extensive at the

Fine Arts Center, during Spring

vacation, according to UMass

Police Reports.

Among the damages were:

broken pianos and windows; a

broken sculpture; paint smeared on

elevators; fire damage in several

sinks; and water damage.

The cost of the damages is not

yet known, said UMass police.

The vandalism was discovered by

physical plant workers. The case is

currently under investigation by the

UMass police.

In larcenies over the Spring

Break, two lacrosse goal posts were

stolen from the fields behind

Boyden Gym, according to reports.

Scotch and water mix
Almost everyone knows that oil and water don't mix, but .that scotch

and water do.

A theory that explains why was presented recently at a meeting of the

American Physical Society in Denver by Dr. Isaac C. Sanchez, assistant

professor in the Department of Polymer Science and Engineering at the

University of Massachusetts in Amherst.

In a paper titled^ "A Molecular Theory of Fluid Phase Equilibria," San-

chez attempts to explain, from a molecular point of view, why two dif-

ferent liquids will or will not mix.

For example, gasoline is obtained by boiling crude oil and collecting the

vapor that is given off (a distillation process). Also, there is a wide range of

industrial processes, including the processing of paints and the

manufacture of composite materials and fibers, which depend on our

understanding of mixing behavior.

There are some mixtures which exhibit the unusual behavior of demixing

as the temperature is increased and there are even examples of mixtures

that demix at both low and high temperatures, Sanchez explains.

His theory, "relatively simple but surprisingly accurate," envisions the

liquid state to be a mixture of molecules and "holes". Most solids expand

by 10 to 20 per cent in volume when they are melted to form liquids dee,

unfortunately, is an exception, since it contracts by about 10 per cent on

melting).

"To summarize," he continues, "the theory that we have developed is

able to explain the mixing behavior of liquids, including the unusual types

of behavior that were previously mentioned, and is also able to describe

the distillation behavior of these mixtures.

Texas Instruments
The World's

Most Wanted
Scientific

Calculator

Mountain Farms
Mall in Hadleft

Beer
and
Wine
S hoppe!

Budweiser

We make summer matter with a full range of

undergraduate, graduate, Weekend College and

Continuing Education courses on one of America's

most beautiful campuses ... and with special

institutes and workshops, modern residence halls . .

.

and our good teachers.

3 SESSIONS (day and evening):

May 21-June 20, June 23 July 25 and July 28-Aug. 29

Call or write for the Summer Bulletin

Summer Session Office, C.W. Post Center

Long Island University

Greenvale, LI., N.Y. 11548 • (516) 299 2431

c.w. post center
"LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY

L«*.

OUR PRICE

$9Q80
Plus S6 50 t<» k)C«l val'

shipping handling i
ii.irqf-s

5 day
Air Mail/ United
Parcel Service

delivery

Compare with local store prices

Performs all the functions of higher priced calculators

and more for a lot less

Thousands sold m hundreds of < olleges

accuracy to 1

digits

12 (liqit fiispldy 10 <!'(].

I

mantissa, 2 diqit exponent

powers

roots

1 YPAW TFXAS INSTRUMFNTS WARRANTY.

facte

tnmic, triqonometrtC,

hyperbolic (unctions

memory storage and recall

II on

rer.hjrqpablf battery pack

Send cetti'iert tlUC fc or money nrrler loi rleiwery within livf (l^ys No

COD'< Dieas* Slight •• wary rf ptnofl npWiMi OfdW

Our bank reference to»v

"BOSTON TFCHNICA I INC

728 Dedham St.. Newton, Mass. 02159

Please ship immediately via Airmail'UPS . .SR 50(s)

case of 24
12 oz cans

Chateau LaurentSST . . tt2"
TiftAll 24oz4 99

Jf 1^711 Lambrusco bti

Great Western SL*. 1 79

DOnGlll Lambrusco t/t i

Rose De Portugal 48
b ,?

z3"
Paul Masson aI"

Sunshine records

All Single Albums

%,

Gunther

Name —
Address

case 24 - 12 oz cans

409 SUPERMARKETS

Wffiw

£

Latest Releases - Top Artists

Old Favorites Too

Doubles & Imports

Also On Sale

No
: 9 f Plpatant St-

Store Hours, 10 8 - Sale Ends Wed. Night

Please No Trades During Sale

4 Doors From The Pub

annually for 39 successive years.

Recent pas* productions have
included "Company" in 1973 and
"Dames at Sea" last year.

This year is the one hundredth
anniversary of public performances
of Gilbert and Sullivan operettas,

and "Pirates of Penzance" is the

first Gilbert and Sullivan operetta to

be performed by the Guild since

1944, when it had an eight year

tradition of performing solely these

operettas.

Tickets for "Pirates of Penzance"
are on sale daily from 9 a.m. to 4

p.m. at the Arts Council Box Office,

125 Herter Hall. Tickets are $2 for

Five-College students and anyone
18 years of age or younger, $2.50

for others.

For information and reservations

call 545-0202. Tickets go on sale at

the Bowker Box Office, Bowker
Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall two
hours prior to performance.

Burrill Phillips concert

tonight in FAC recital hall

Wednesday, at 8 p.m. in the

Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Center,

the "group for new music" will

present an all- Burrill Phillips

concert. Included on the program

will be a work composed especially

for this occasion, Intrada, plus a

talk by Phillips.

The "group for new music" is a

student faculty ensemble within the

Department of Music which
concentrates on performing

contemporary musical com-
positions. Under the direction of

Professor Charles Fussell, the

"group for new music" has recently

recorded P.M. Davies EIGHT
SONGS FOR A MAD KING for

Opus One.

Phillips will be on campus from

today, through tomorrow to meet

with the students and attend all

rehearsals. Dress rehearsals today

and tomorrow (7:30 p.m. in the

Recital Hall) are open to the public.

There will be no admission

charge.

f
notes & quotes 1

Interviews offered for

bilingual ed program
Interviews for those un-

dergraduates who wish *o enter the

Bilingual Bicultural Education

Professions Program at UMass in

the Fall of 1975, will be held today,

Thursday and Friday.

Those students who will be

second semester sophomores or

first semester juniors with at least a

2.0 cum. average and are in

terested in becoming either

bilingual elementary or secondary

teachers, should bring a copy of

their transcripts.

For further information or an

appointment, please call Ms. Susan

Vilches, Undergraduate Academic
Advisor of the Bilingual-Bicultural

Education Professions Program, at

545-1506.

Pr.ces Effective thru Sat .
April 5 We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

the world of art supplies

when was the last time you visited?

there are new products, new colors and new papers

aw ine lime, it you naven t oeen in
for a while, come in huh

because many items are on sale as well

ttJa® art store witMft a. st©ir®

university store
- . •
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AHEA
There will be a meeting in Mitchell

Lounge, Skinner Hall on April 3 from 6.30
p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Come and help finalize

plans for Career Day.
ALCOHOL DISCUSSION GROUP
Anyone interested in any area relating to

alcohol is encouraged to attend meeting in

C.C. 904 at 7:30 p.m.

ALPHA ZE7A
Monthly meeting, election of next year's

officers on Tues., April 8 at 6:30 p.m. C.C.
164 Attendance mandatory
AUDITIONS

Final day of auditions for "LENZ", a

work m progress by Dan Eaton, Directed
by Jeff Nichols, Room 08 Dept. of Theater,
Fine Arts Ctr ., 7 p.m. Plans are to form an
ensemble and work improvisationally to

develop a script.

BIBLICAL EXPLORATION UCF
Tonight from 9:45-10:30 p.m. in 316

Hampshire House, another in the series of

free, open exploration of a few verses of

Scripture. Anyone who is interested is

welcome (UCF is an ecumenical campus
ministry to the whole UMass community.)
BOTANY DEPT COLLOQ

Di A E DeMaggio of the Dept of

Biology at Dartmouth College, Hanover,
New Hampshire will be the guest speaker
at the Colloquium, Thurs , April 3 at 4:30

p.ni in Room 203 - Morrill Science
Center His topic is "Polyploid and Gene
Dosage Effects on Enzyme Activity in

Ferns " Coffee will be served at 4 p.m.

BREAD AND WINE
You are invited to a brief, simple sharing

of common loaf and common cup in an
upper room (316 Hampshire House)
tonight from 10 30 10:50 pm UCF offers

this as part of an ecumenical campus
ministry to the whole UMass community:
all are welcome
BRIDGE PLAYERS OLD AND NEW
Budge instruction in C.C 801 at 6 p m .

Regular Duplicate Game at 7:15 p.m. sharp
m 174 176 Teams tonight

CAMPUS SCOUTS
There will be a meeting tomorrow night

April 3 at 7 p m mCC 802 Please comell

CA SIAC
Beginning on April 9 and continuing on

Wed and Thurs eves thereafter, CASIAC,
will be offering pre graduate advising to

students interested in either careers or

graduate study in Social Work, and related

areas of the social sciences lie..

Psychology. Sociology! See Lou
Boudreau in E2\) Machmer. Wed and
Thurs eves from 7 9

CULTURAL MEETING
An open meeting will be held tonight

sponsored by the Human Rights Com of

the Student Senate to set up definitions

and guidelines for the cultural fund All

groups and individuals welcome and
encouraged to attend 4 00 in CC 171-3.

DANCE FOR THOSE WHO CANT
3id Annual Phi Mu Delta 52 hour Dance

Marathon for Muscular Dystrophy will be
ield April 25 26, 27 Applications to dance
iow available Call 253 9034 or 545 2163
Ask for Carmen or Kitty.

'.ASTER WORSHIP
Easter has 50 days, come celebrate them

with us* The Holy Eucharist according to

tpiscopal tradition at the Newman Center

chapel Wed at 00 p m

i

Spend the

Entire Summer
in Europe for

Just $377*

BOSTON — PARIS —
BOSTON

If you are a member of any
of thp 5 eolleoes within tf>»<;

area you may qualify for this

low group fare

FOR ADDITIONAL IN
FORMATION CONTACT MR.
RICHARD PINI — 253 7766

9fe air fare only

—

*

ENG. HONORS MEETING
Meeting with Profs Farrell and innes of

the English Department to discuss
possibilities for honors theses. Informal
opportunity for honors students to meet
Too of Camous. 4:00 Thurs., April 3.

EXPERIMENTAL THEATER
Start the season off right. See BALL

GAME, a new play. Thurs., 4-3 at 4 p.m.

and Fri. 4 4 at 7:30 p.m. Exp. Theater, Fine

Arts Center. It's free.

ENTERTAINMENT
FREAKS will play tonite in Herter 227 at

730 and 9:30. With Laurel and Hardy's

MUSIC BOX. an academy winning short.

FLYING CLUB
The first meeting for this month will be

tonight at 7 in Campus Center.

HOW TO DRIVE TO STAY ALIVE
Commuters or others interested in

taking a one credit colloq on defensive
driving techniques and instruction. Call

BOB at 549 6349. classes will be held on
Thurs. eves starting April 3 from 6-9.

ISRAELI DANCING
At 730 tonight in the Cape Cod Lounge

Israeli Dancing lesumes. Teaching till 9
with more advanced dancing till 10:30. It's

free, fun and open to everyone.
KUNDALINI YOGA CLASSES

Ongoing yoga classes every Tues. and
Thurs eves 5 6 Classes will cover yoga
postures, breathing, chanting, diet,

lifestyle, and healing. All are welcome.
C C , consult daily listing for room.
MORTARBOARD

All members; two more meetings
required to make final selections regarding

AMERICAN
PARTS

AUTO
PARTS
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IS YOUR CAR READY FOR SPRING?* • • OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 30, 1975

FIRE

EXTINGUISHER

1 lb. dry them
ical extinguisher

for home and
auto. Compact
for storage in

small areas.

43
reg~ $7.27

SAVE '2.84

POWEREADY 370-10
IGNITION POWERED

TIMING LIGHT

i i

J

A low co>t

neon timing

light that

works on a

6 12 24 volt

ignition system
unly

• Pistol Type

• Sharp Focused Beam

• Heavy Duty Cords

19
'reg.S8.16

SAVE 4.97

CAR

FRESHNER

It's d tu me bioom' Works auto
matically. Lasts foi months
Suitable foi home use. When
the scent is gone use the case

foi a coin holder Easy to hang
or mount

U*}C re9 SI. 09

00 SAVE 46

WALKER
MUFFLERS and PIPES .^

Why deal with ff5J^
strangers when your }^\

™
neighbor's an expert?\ _^j .

S5

Nominated for 11 Academy Awards'

BfcrWiassr
end SMASH WEEK! "GSt DfelClOf

GooUiher II _ 7 30

'.
i .-Mi.

'r iwii

BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEAR
NEW YORK FILM CRITICS
JUDITH CRIST

You'll find the things you need nearby at American Parts!

turn to p. 15

11
; t

l

lTOL!!l
B
."
CAyi

!
lE
*5l

2,H TSPRAY PAINT mmm mnm
TUNE-UP PARTS .,_. M II , ^ r—I * UnoVrcoatWK .Pn*er

Jfc

POUTS »JHIMIISEK C*rti*MT0«S

cons

rtOIKSIOMl
KHMMl

10 matron
SMrmif.11

.lit PMStatr

*\

•Not Pant • Metal Flake I

• Haimaer Fins* • f borescerrt
|

• Eafae Pawt • Tin Part
• Candy Apple • Enanel

•Heat resist! rrt

You know
the man who runs your

service station or garage And he

knows you Knows your car. too.

He recommends Walker mufflers

because they're the most efficient

you can buy. And they're built

to car manufacturei 's exact speci

lications. for quality and long life

»0Cf»C0RMAN Present

La
I A** I >M A\ ("AHf,

"ALLIED MOTOR PARTS"
319 Main St., Amherst

s
Th#> best insurance)

•gainst trouble

on whealj."

FLUB
o.^FEDERICO FELLINI *«*«,*FRANCO CRISTALDI

STARTS WEDNESDAY

ACADEMY OF MUSIC

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR THEATRES

YOUR MONEY'S WELL SPENT AT A*tkVl Kent

Amherst
191 N. Pleasant

Northampton
114 Main Street

Quantity Rights Reserved

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU APRIL 6, 1975

RI6HT

6UARD

Deodorant

t

2§f$l 98 Wella Balsam Conditioner 99
5^: 8 oi.

$1.95 Contac 10 capsules

m^^$l./y y-lipS 408 Cotton Swabs

Mfr. $1.?2

BUFFERIN

$1 49 Old Spice Stick Deodorant 69

N0XZEMA
SKIN CREAM

MISS BRECK
HAIR SPRAY

cont. from p. 14
75 76 membership. Sat., 4-5, 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
and Sun , 4 6, 12 noon. Attendance
required See C.C. schedule for Room No
MOVEMENT WORKSHOP

Exercise and dance on Wed. and Thurs.
from 12:30 to 2:30 or 5 to 7 p.m. at the
Valley Women's Center in Northampton
Eight week session begins April 9. Call
Valerie 268 7266 For women only.

NU> STAFF MEETING
All people interested in working for NU7

The Five College Jewish Monthly, there
will be a staff meeting in C.C 168 178 on
Wed., April 2 at 4:30. Bring a friend.

PUBLIC HEALTH MAJORS
Grads and undergrads, there will be a

meeting Thurs evening 4 3 at 7:15 p.m. in

notices

discuss student-faculty
the department Please

CC 805 to

relations within

attend 1

RUSH SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
All UMass women are welcome to come

and meet the sisters and pledges of Tri

Sigma, tonight at 7 in Frat-Sr. Park, take
the O Hill Bus or call for rides 253 9066
SCUBA CLUB

Meeting tonight to discuss upcoming
Rockport trip A short talk on how to use
the decompression tables will be given.
Bring a swim suit and or equipment — we
have Curry Hicks pool.
STAFF AND MUSICIANS NEEDED

People are needed to staff Orchard Hill

resource center and coffee house.

* Lome see X

*
J the cult film of the year . . .

*

* Jimmy Cliff

in

e^

Sat. night

7, 9, 11

*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*
*
*

+
*
*

Musicians are needed to olav at Coffee

House on Fri nites. Good time and ex-
perience guaranteed Call Deb or Paul at

646 6616
STAR TREK LIVES

Meeting tonight 7:30 C.C. 164. Tonight
we will explore new area.

STUDENT CREDIT UNION OPEN
Your new credit union. The UMass

Student Federal Credit Union, is now open
for business from 10 am to 3 p m daily.

C.C 166

STRATEGIC GAMES CLUB
The Strategic Games Club will meet

tonite in the CC from 5 p m. to doting.
Everyone welcome.
UMASS VOL FIRE DEPT

Important meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in

C.C 808 Many very important issues will

be discussed concerning the future of this

organization New people invited to attend
also

VCCA MEETING
Vets coalition meeting Wed., 4-2 at 4

pm Commuter Lounge, SUB.
UNION STEREO CO OP
The Union Stereo Co-op will hold a very

important organizational meeting at 7
tonight in CC 165
LOST

Student Union Stockbndge Area., a
gold, heart shaped locket, pictures inside
Very much sentimental value Please call 5-

2417 and a^k for Joanne in 217.

PHOTOGRAPHER BRUCE DAVIDSON
Will be speaking Wed . April 2 at 8 pm

m the Public Health Auditorium at UMass
The lecture will include a 30-min color film

directed by Davidson as well as a slide

presentation of selected works from his

photographic essay on a NY ghetto,
EAST 100 STREET Admission charged
FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION
A general information meeting on

financial aid for 75 76 at 6 00 and 8 00
tonight m the Hama»i Resource Center
(SWt

j Law workshop
+ A three hour workshop is

^planned for students considering

attending law school, and curious
* •

Rapid Reproductions
Quality Xeroxing

Mom s.»

*****¥¥**********¥¥****¥***¥*¥¥****£ The purpose of the workshop is

=======-=================_===a„ to:

- discuss the role of the LSAT in

the admission process,

study the content of past tests,

the methods of scoring, and the

sorts of aptitudes that the exam
purports to reveal,

- provide a brief review of

essential skills, materials, and
suggestions for further study

There will be a charge for

material and administrative costs

which ot exceed $5. Signups
will be m the pre-law office, E-22

Machmer Hall.

Rapid Reproductions

233 North Pleasant St

&s Amherst

^m
Homatkir*
Notional

VC\ UMASS

Mon Fri 9 9/Sat 9 6
Sun 11-7

549-0566

\tthe<;ates
7»r ^MITH COLLEGE

iiOEMY:

** >ijri>wni\fvin\
\pr lit 7 «i mi

ir>in',i«'.' >j»m

I'll -I niiriL lh«-

"ricmjl Wlilw

i Compus 7
Snetncte y

^y 2S«>-«>**||
rINFRST HAOlf V LINf .

fti wmmmmmmmmmmJ

DOLLAR NIGHTS MON&TUES
ALL SEATS SI 00

^EL BROOKS'

'
7 & 8:45

7HKPJ

movie,
celebration.

BL
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AMHERSKV**
AMITY ST. 253 5426

WEDNESDAY ONLY

2 ALFRED HITCHCOCK

HITS

"FRENZY" &

THURS. THRU

it

MEL

BLAZING

Ringo Starr

David Essex

"TORN CURTAIN" 1 ..Than | B, The Day"

| Wed NiteOnly Fremy 7.00,
T orn Curtain 9 00

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $1 00

BROOKS

SADDLES

AT THE GATES
fOV SMITH COLLEGE

iODQVIYj
MUSE

i

i NORTHAMPTON ,

only area showing
at~:00&!.:00

TONIGHT
See Frank Zappa shit on the world

200 MOTELS
S.U.B. 8 ft 10:15

Come Early! • 2 Hour of Zappa
Music Before Each Show

l

LVa«t Di

:

ANT/
^Technicolorful

Music by

the Great

STOKOWSKI!

A

NOW AT
POPULAR

PRICES!
. Jta
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Ta.la'day »H„m. Solved

ACROSS

1
— -pul

Field

event
s i Mia

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

WINNER 7 ACADEMY AWARDS
— BUT PICTUHI MST DIRICTOR

Olympic*
cnamp

10 Shade
14 Altec lion

15 Moslem
decree

16 Persian
poet

1

7

Pan ol the

great
outdoors
2 words

19 Impossible
2 words

20 Most high-

strung

21 P'led
' orderly

23 More
slippery

25 Small
Suffix

26 Reveal
29 Mistaken

person
34 AraOian

Sea gull

35 Body ol an
organism

37 Directly

oeiow
38 Tree
39 RuDDed

genu/
41 Previous

to

42 Hasty

44 War god
45 Indian ot

Iowa
46 Meetings
48 Old

Testament
boOK

50 Playing
card

51 Varnish

ingredient
53 Ridges
57 Eye

eipert
61 Undersized

animal
62 Feminine

cabanst
64 Alncan

plant

65 Protectress
of

women
66 Terrestrial

67 Clutter

68 Horrily

69 Jncanny

DOWN
1 Track ot

a deer

QUOn Latin ft
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9 Wise old
man

10 Relate to

11 In a
frenzied

manner
12 Flavoring
13 Trampled
18 Cut Sutlu
22 Not

wntspered
24 Bitter

regret

26 Removes
27 Boy s

name
2 Eipectation 28 Nasai
3 Drying

apparatus
4 Uneasy

suspense
5 Drunkest
6 Speak

publicly

7 Shellac
ingredient

8 Summer
dnnks

passages
30 Scrape
31 Utopian
32 Antitoxin

fluid

33 TravelsDy
ok wagon

36 Algerian

c.ty

39 Farm
enclosures

40 Not general
43 Stable

pieces ol

land
45 Ship s

canvas
4 7 American

Indian
49 Pngg.sh
52 Blackmore

heroine

53 Slutl

54 Control

55 Slugger

Siaugnte'

M Sn- an piece

cut otf

58 Arrow

poison

54 Asterisk

60 Toronto

Teieg'ams
old

nickname
63 Plumbing

item

By Jim Carson
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Y0Ur Birthday By Stella Wilder

WEDNESDAY. April 2 -
Bon. Utday, you are deeply in-

terested in the occult, the
mysterious — but you are wise
enough and clever enough not to

be taken in by fakes and
charlatans. With a background
of scientific knowledge, you ap-

proach any study of the occult

from a facts-and -figures point of

view, refusing to be misled by
emotional responses and reac-

tions to what you don't unders-

tand On the other hand you
seldom lake such an approach to

an affair of the heart for you
know thai l«sve cannot be
denveu fium or thrive in the

presence of a computer
You are a highly inventive

highly original individual, but at

the same time you arc not one
who takes kindly to change
Thus, you have a conflict that

springs from your inner nature
You will want to put your new
ideas to good use - and you will

want to do the same things you
have always done and in the
way you have always done them
Even your interest in the occult

can't overcome your desire for

maintaining the status quo
You have a genuine talent for

making friends, but you must
lake care not to abuse this talent

It would be a simple matter for

«•*• oh it takes is a little Confidence

PAUL /ROBERT
EWMAN/REDFORD
ROBERT SHAW

*"" AGtORGf fJOHiii Him

"THE STING"
y 6:00, 8:30

CQ4 QIC'J MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL30H3I00 ROUTE 9-HADLEY MASS

They'd do anything for a story and do.

us Twi Lite Hour — SI. 25 — 5:30-4:00 Only

V 0AV10 0SELZNICKS
.......... MAK ,*XI I MITTHfUS

THE
PG o:,5, 8:30

Twi-Litt Moor — St. 25 — 5:45-4:15 Only

-A

THE WIND"
CLARK GABLE W
VIVIEN LEIGH ^*

1 LESLIE HOWARD
OUVIAdrllAVlLLAND

1

Lenny
A B')b Fosse Film

4:45

No Twi-Lite Hour

* TIMES CHANGE DAILY

i Nominated For 6 Awards
6: 15, 8:30

Twi Lite Hour — SI. 25 — 5:45-4:15 Only

-*»

nm Classifieds Pay
• To place a cia»si«»eO drop by

Mm Coiieejian Office eigtw***

t Mam and ) 41 p m MeR«*f

Ptttm
TO* ooadim- *i *«»o days

* m* da r ad % «e

m
TM rat*( »r*
Dan. • * P«r BM
Weeki, 4 SO ••' Mrv*

Monthly • 2» *•' ""•

•Two Una* en form
aeproiirnita on* Hn*

AUTO FOR SALE
SAAB 1*7? Ml lui

I A* blue 41 000 m
I 349 44t»

il in.*ction AM
perfect 12400

rj« SALE

mt*gr*l Sv*t*ma powir *mp
in,. Advent epeokers ACI audio

preemp all i»rin(«lin 40*0 Call

M.ke 440 0177

Need place to put your planter

Out a plant hanger from m* lor

7 SO Made from real wood hangs

in dorm oindOM hold* op to 12

plant* Coll Vicki el 4 0441 or atop

bv and tee et JQA 1403

Par' JBl 40 speekors hi»n el

lioencv 4 OHM 347 0040 Keep
Hying

RU00ER STAMPS made i p with

anything vou d like to atemp
Inexpeneive lot inetanca name end

eddreet with or without telephone

number »3 rest service Aleo

peraonaiited etenonety Joepph

M6 4744 evemnge

N'kko 4040 stereo or qued
receiver 20W rma channel or 11

WX4 channel Iquedl 3 moi old

I .*t (350 Sell (140 or hee- end
make an ofla. Matt 4 7000 Alao

smaller advent, lor 1120

Great 70 'rat 040 Coupe looking
• or pood home 40 mpg 1495

heep' 7S3 7047

M Che* Seedv loofcinp great

.unnine. pood trenapprtetion 1304

Rob 743 7447

*4 Chtv wepon rebuilt motor
«ew eaheutt >u»i well *240 or

heat oiler 743 7047

SO Peupeot 403 aunroof Bring a

liPIIPH and drive it away 1100 243
'947

*4 Corveir convert bodv end lop

mod n.irJt motor 1100 or beat

tier tjaaet 2S3 7047

73 MGB eac condition 24 mpg
Selling cheep Cell 444 4033 Chuck

1000 Chew Ven Needa minor

reeeir 1040 Will bero»"> •» trade

• or motorevcle Ph 404 4944

71 liat 124 Sedan radiola 30

mpp Good condition Aakinp
11700 Cell Ma Boberta 4 0140
evenmpa 420 3024

Wanted Volvo P1000 in pood
repeir Joen 740 0000

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1074 Raweaaki KZ400 100 mllae

perfect craeb bare, konl ahocka
A.k.ng tllSO Call Bob daye 404

4402. nitp* meaaape

FOR RENT
NH UM.ii Umv Park ?/, rm

June 1 4104 including util No ppl*
753 ;

MV>CClMMi

Whetely Maps - 1 fons
houea good condition available

fpr 1 year 1224 00 month Cpll 717

Van 4 Sale
S37 4411

73 302 VO BH AC
1000

47 VW 400 or O Call 247

00 Oodgp Oart 20 and 23 mpg
74 000 rrilp* Old w AM FM atareo

radio Aiking 1774 VV out radio.

1474 Call after 243 3344

44 Volvo 10004 4 ap overdrive

bodv pd runa aac 47.000 mi 20

mpg 4000 200 0310

A hrpnd new Polero ID 440

i amera with flaih Uted only once
Beat oiler take* N Cell 7S3 3707

Keep Irving

Minolta SRT 101 SO ""> H 4 cut
.mil *»tra5 e. r ond 5190 700 4474
ill mi

For Sale Gibaon Humming
Bird hard ahell caae Beat offer

take* it Calf 244 Bill after 4pm

Headiki* bndg* boota otc 244

8909

-is-
I yaiew •.•-

Hilml about Vi yra old Cleaned
recently E«c cond »200 549 4240

leeve me*

75 Fender Stretocaatar and ceee

; moa old *304 540 1101

rylapfeneek HnlpPi

Black and white 14 ZENITH
Almoai n*y* haa warrenteel Call

250 0007

Cotnttiodr.ii CalculPlor 4

baeic function!. Inveaa ag root,

memorv peren' 440 K Hen/bn

4097

1900 Pontiac Cateline 4 dr

hardtop coamaticellv end
mechanically good tow mileage

A. king MOO 442 4403 Aak fpr

Henry

43 VW convt 47 engine new
top. gaa heater bodv eolld runa

aac Alao apare 47 engine Total

1425 Paul 540 0391

49 Dodge auto p a eac
condition 1400 240 0407

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

HO Sportater Koni ahocka dlac

Ironi alum iug* aifton Clttil

Frn.» 527 4077

1949 CL350 Hondo rebuilt Ea

cellent condition Beit offer Larry

5 4570

BMW B BO 03 Ai. . !«»»«» •*
*

gallon gaa tank Waa in accident

needa engine work 4130 240 0544

Motorcycle tirea used AM will

p*aa inepection 44 to (10 Call for

lite* Buaa at 254 0044

lor Sale 1170 240cc. Yamaha
Street |l condition Call 005 2003

1974 Honda XL240 400 mil**. Ilk*

new' Call Bua* at 200 0044 for more
info 4936

1970 Hodaka 100 trail bike •«

cellent cond 1240 500 4314 Call

aft*r 5pm

Amh New 2 bdr w w carpet
dv» diap tennia ct iwimming
pool Imm Occ No lee** r*q 1204
plui util end aec 440 0000

Amh New 3 bdr w w c*rp*t
dw diap tpnni* ct .

cwimming
pool Imm Occ No lee** req 4204

plu* util ft **c Call 540 0000 before
5

One bdrm ept tor rent on Sd
bua route 4100 per mo . util mc ell

conv Cell Dave 005 7005

Umv Park Apt* 1 bedim . 1100

mo include* util 5 2254 iSuel

dav* 250 0304 5 n m
.One bedroom ept in Sunderland
nn bus rt* All conv util included
5140 • month Call Ruth 400 4020 or

655 7077 evening*

On* bedroom efficiency on bua
route All utilitiee June 1 Sept 1

Cell 004 3307

Cepe Cod Falmouth 2. 3 and
badroom cottage* wint*rli*d
turnnhed Walk to beach Full

•eaaon only Owner 1203 0210041

Room in houee Lg fire pi .
prl

heth and ltorege 2 mi to cam on
bu* rte Sub Apr ft Mev w opt
1110 All util inc Call 200 0271

Room in houee Weeh. dry. util

100 Call after 5 264 V
TO SUBLET
«ublet 2 to 4 needed 170

util 3 bedroom kitchen piano
lovely view of aun From June 1 til

Sept 1 Call 549 1275 right now

Sublet June 1 to Sept 1 Bran
dywine Apt Furnished 549 4547

2 bedrm apt with utilities 4100 a

month on but line June 1 Auguit
31 opt to renew 540 5333

una p% av. n4*4*d >

badroorrr apt in Amh C*nt*r from
Jun* 1 S*pt 1 Conv*m*nl
location and fairly maappneiv* Call

260 0127 after 4pm
'our bedroom apt . util , furn

me Aug Neg Amherat 263

2433 on :,u* I mil** lo U.M

Two bedroom apt Colonial
Village bv June 1 Call Sue 203 5200
or Jari

Sub 2 bdrm Brandywina Apt
(220 Call 540 4474 Two bu* Una*

To sublet 2 bedrm apt .
Cliff

•id* in Sunderland. Jurv* 1 Aug 31.

tanni*. pool fr** Security dapoalt

445 4310 Call ewonlng* K**p
trying Lata

Sublet with optlpn to r*n*w tWP
bdr townhou** Squir* Village

Jun* 1 4170 P*r mo plu* utllltl**

Call 00* 3300

Beautiful Townhou** apt
a.aiiabla June Sept with option to

renew 3 bdr . WW c*rp*tlng AC.
•wimming pool. *v*r *r**n *n

cloaad pptlo. fully modern kitchen

and plenty of room to room Will

r*nt fumiah.d if d**lr*d Call 440

avenlnga

ROOMMATE WANTED

TYPING

Student* Avoid lest minute
I rush Have paper, etc typed early

I Call 203 7404 or 263 7145 ,

PERSONALS

Judy. Happy Anniveraery Hop*
for many mar* lowo your
.a a^atkak a 4 ;.*>»!

ENTERTAINME NT l\

]

fo
ahavgata Michae

N Amherat large ept

room (01 07 per mo plu*

Secur depo* leoto until

Tony 640 0099

Own
util*

Aug

M or F wanted for aummer
cottage in O*nnlaport 10 wka
(376 640 1300 Dana

Own tg room In Hotflald

Country horn* w land 10 ml from
Amh.rat No loaee 401 plua

util.tie. 247 0360

1 or2 roommataa want*d Lg rm
in D**rfi*ld Country horn*

Garden apace Rent negotiable

Call Laura 247 9360

Femele Own rm . mod 2 bdrm
ept Avail immed Over 20. no peta
In Amherat on bua line (106 per
mo incl util 263-6411

RESPONSIBLE M ' to sher* 3

bedrm . furnished apt on Bus line

1110 253 7047

ROOM WANTED

Priv apaciou* room in country
near UMaaa by June 1 Cell grace
545 0790

4170 • month till Jun* Can
renew leeae Contact A Lawk*. 0-

0333 or 000 4010

Future CPA • Loom how to

prepare for the CPA Nin B*ck*r

CPA Review Ceur»p C*ll collect

•17 030 1440

Happmaaa ie Being a Lambda
Rhode Tine. Nancy

Cape Cod enyona? We nead on*
or two moil people to ehare a

house in W Yarmouth If in

terested cell Deve 7000 before

noon

Cathy - Thank* for returning my
loat letter Carol

To the guv from Kennedy who
reecued my aultcaae at Southw**t

Thank Voul

Al. I'm not going to miaa anothsr
Sylvan Party M**t m* at the Big

Bad Boogie 1 It'll coat ua leas than a

nit* at any bar and we'll have 2

time* th* fun

TRAVEL

| Interested in no frill* low coot
travel to Europe Africe. Middle
Eaat. Far East, at minimum cost,

maximum flexibility and minimum
hasile' For info cell educational
flights toll free BOO 223 5569

SERVICES

TOMS BIKE REPAIR eipert.
honest, cheep Pick up. delivery
S84 5024 anytime

Four hour* of non stop nostalgia
and hite for only 400 C*ll Bob th*
D J 534 4074

UM.ii Munc Thulir Guild will

preaent Gilbert and Sullivan a

p. rates of Pantanca". April 3. 4. 6

t 4 p m and a Sunday. April

matin** at 3:30 p.m. In Bowker
Auditorium. Stockbrldge Hall

Ticketa era 42 00 etudente and

undei 10 years 42 00 othar* On
sale at Arte Council Boa Office 120

Herter Hall. em 4 p.m. and two
hour* prior to p*rfprm*nc* *t

Bowker Boa Offk* Roeofvetlone

and information - 646 0202

THIS WEEK IN THE BLUEWALL
Tuesday April V Fat. 1 Wed
and Thurs . April 2 1 3 Night
Hawka. Fn and Sat . April 4 4>

Forest. 9 1 Sundsv April - Jar/
Jam Session At tit* Toe Thurs
Sat . Pratt Dixieland Jan Band

THE PARTY OF THE VEARII Th*
big bad boogie - with the Luther
Johnson Blue* Bend - Sat Night

Admiaeion only 42 for a great
band, loeda of liquid refreahment
including at leeat 10 kegs of beer 9

p m . Worcester Commona

Sylvan does it ageinl The Big Bap
Boogie Bound to be better than
tail year Sat. at p.m. 42. Wor-
ceater Commona

Puppiea Free 203 4300

Free Kittena. wka old. Call
549 2020 after 6 p m

MISCELLANEOUS

Wanted bird nests for cash,
resident 110 Cliffside. Sunderland
03175

Hand temed hooded rata, light

and dark M fcr F 50c *a 640 0440

AUTO WORKSHOP

you to ease your way through life

by riding the coattails of all

those successful persons willing

lo take you along with them —
but it would not teach you much
about life or give you the kind of

self-respect you are looking for

To find what ls in store for you
tomorrow, select your birthday

and read the corresponding
paragraph Let your birthday

star be your daily guide

* * *
Thursday. April 3

ARIES March 21 April 19> -

Complete plans for a new pro-

ject - and dint worry should

you not gain the support you ex-

pected from sources close to

home Time brings changes
TAl'RLS 'April 20- May 20'

-Be ready to take your place in

the limelight late in the day
Now is a good lime lo demon
tfrate to liners your talmt for

keeping yiRir OBBJ

GEMINI i.May 21 June 20) -
Important business matters must
not be set aside in favor of ac
cepting a social invitation - no
matter how long you may have
be*n waiting for the latter

t'ASTER (June 21 July 22> -
There is little to be said fur the
avoidance of hard work today -
since only through such work
can you possibly know gain by
day send
LEO (July 23- Aug 22' -Stick

to the company of close friends
You may not be able to make
yourself clearh understood by
an> who are not used to your
manner of speaking

By Johnny Hart

HOW COtAe A* KPT&RYX
CAH LNE- UNDER 6CVr3f?Nfv\&isjr

Pt?c9ri3iCriON \HO I c^ArM'T f

F 23. pipno.
Cria 263 3075

dog Need home Yogapiano
Shanti

649 6321 Carole

June Sapt
utl 006 3063

2 bdrm (176 Pool w

WANTED
BOB STILL WANTS YOUR AILING
OR DECREPIT CAR Fait (. for the
hulk 263 7907 BOB STILL WANTS
YOUR AILING OR DECREPIT CAR
r,,. .« ,,. .. S ,., L 753 79fl7

Typist lor final draft of thesis
100 pages totsl call 504 1500 early
mornings

HELP WANTED

Applications are now available
for employment with conference
houaing 26 position* available
including dark*, housekeeper*,
and night mgr Further information
and application formi may be
obteined et off of Retidentiel Life,
233 Hills N Deadline for returning
applications 4 14 78 SCH is *n
affirm Action Employer

BOB WILL STILL FIX ANY CAR
RIGHTi No |ob to small Any make
or yeer 253 7907 BOB WILL STILL

FIX ANY CAR RIGHT' No job too

smell Any make or yeer 253 7967

V nrr~ «*.».anlr« A II • " • „ .. • . •

Fiat specialists People's prices.
Wall t**ch you too! 006 7145

Intereated in camping in Europe
this summ*r7 For mor* info . call

Chris at 6 9634

ENTERTAINMENT

Four hour* of nonatop noatalgla
snd hits for only (66 Call Bob the
D J 530 0075

DO IT YOURSELF Tools free

with ipace rental 42 hr.,

professionel advice Pert*
wholesale Level 1. C C
Garage Mon -Fri . 3 10 Sat.

Sun 12 10

[AP lY for 'amt-^tamp^

1^ J

CALCULATORS

College Celculator* hes all the

answers I offer low discount

prices on all makes end models of

calculators All machines new,
wilh full warranty and morpj '

your m-chin* malfunctions within

2 months I'll replace it free* All

lines available. Texaa Inst ,
HP.

Commodore. Rockwell end others

SR 60. only 400 00. SR 51 only

(160 96 Before you buy anywhere,
cell me first end I'll giv* you th*

beat deal I can. Call Bob Crowall
549 1310

By Brant Parker & Johnny Hart

12? &\vg MB }/,} /"

OKAf...3UT
I'll- viSiSfp n*£?

A

M£W &\\fc /Mc= A PtfTiCH

^'fiCk' ->r— .— yOprnp —i,**- r— <

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22) -
Educational matters may come
to a head this morning Don't be

surprised should you find your-

self in a position of authority —
unexpectedly

LIBRA (Sept 230ct 22) -
Keep social contacts aware of

each other Make an effort to in-

troduce younger family mem-
bers lo new methods of opera-

tion where home hobbies are

concerned

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 2D -
A day when you will make <r

break your own luck. Prosper

through the application of

talents you've been neglecting

lalelv

SAGITTARIUS Nov 22

Dec 21' -So long as you are

aware of the facts and figures, of

whatever case' you are argu
ing. vou should be able to v. in

your point b\ evening

CAPRICORN Dec 22 Jan
19' -Business and pleasure vie

with each other for your alien

tion today especially during
morning hours You would do
well lo attend to career mattiTs

first

ALU ».RILS'Jan 20-Keb 18'

-Complete work already
begun Don t hesitate to confide

in a friend if you find vourself

unable to move ahead rsjickh

Seek advice from experts

PISCES Feb I<f-March30 -

Keep to your usual routine - but

i«il> to the extern that you don I

have to ignore a nev. opportunity

for gain in order to do vi

I nil«l Feature Syndicate

Fiscal

freedom
upheld
cont. from p. 1

Committee chairman, said he is not going to

ODDOse Harrington's decision at this time
because it will mean holding up a $70 million

deficiency budget
."

Kelly said a fiscal policy at UMass which
disturbs him is the expenses of the
president's office. "It seems to me that the
administration in education has taken the
freedom to spend as much money M they
want They're supposed to act responsibly in

areas of education and right now I don't
think they are," Kelly said.

Kelly is also "deeply disturbed" about the
administration salary schedule and the
apparent abuse of the funding of three
"consultants." I think we have to take
reasonable action to prevent its reoc
currence," Kelly said.

The salary schedule Kelly refers to is a
report which shows that many of the top
administrators in state financed schools of
higher education make more than $40,000 a
year, including UMass President Wood who
earns $"0,939 yearly Also, former UMass
preside t John W. Lederle is paid $40,700 as
a professor and Maurice Donahue, former
Massachusetts Senate president is paid
$33,500 as the Institute director of Govern-
mental Service and as lecturer at UMass.

State Representative, Jim Collins, (D-
Amherst) reacting to the Legislature's move
to strike Kelly's amendment, said the
Legislature's act was a "good act."
" It's important for the university, and all

institutions of higher education, to retain

fiscal autonomy," Collins said, "to insure

that higher education is isolated and
protected from state politics."

Collins said fiscal autonomy is a

"privilege" granted only to state universities

and that the state government should not
interfere with this privilege. Collins added
state universities should "re-earn" this

privilege to let the taxpayers know that the
students are getting a quality education at

the lowest possible price.

Chancellor of higher education, Patrick

McCarthy, defended the need for fiscal

autonomy and condemned any move to

restrict it by saying "we would be going back
10 years."

NuPwho?
NU?, the Five College Jewish

Monthly invites you to attend the
firct nffioinl five rnllono ^arniK' r»T«W

f*Jaf # •*•*••

meeting, on Wed., April 2, 1975 at

4:30, in the Campus Center Room
No. 168-170. Everyone is welcome,
brinq along friends writers,

reviewers, photographers, artists,

business managers, staff workers,

typists, or anyone interested in

helping, no experience necessary

just the desire to work, for> a

growing Jewish newspaper.
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Jeanne Abrahamson Co-captains

Women's basketball team
Pat Glispin

leaders
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Jeanne Abrahamson and Pat Glispin, woman's

basketball co-captains.

By GREG LEVINS
Pat Glispin is the type of player

every coach dreams about. At 57"

Pat has played center, forward, and

guard during her four year varsity

career at UMass.
Coach Carol Albert describes Pat

as "the fastest player on the team,

good acceleration, strong legs, our

best outside shooter and a player

who gets the most out of her 57"."

Pat came to UMass after an

illustrious career at Grafton High

School. During her playing days at

Grafton, Pat twice led her team to

post season tourneys and in the

process won the squad's Most

Valuable Player award both years.

After her senior campaign (a

season in which she was elected

captain) Pat opted for UMass
"primarily because of its Phys. Ed.

program."

Starting as far back as her fresh

man year, Pat made her presence

known on the varsity. Overcoming

her apparent height disadvantage

through exceptional leaping ability,

poise, and hard work she moved
right in as a starting forward for the

Minutewomen.
Injuries proved one of the few

ways to stop Pat during her stay at

UMass. Pat missed many a game
due to a wide variety of ailments

ranging from concussions and

shoulder problems to "mere"
sprained ankles and knees. The
injury "bug" seemed to have left

Pat this year until she suffered an

ankle injury in action against

Worcester State. This nagging
injury shelved Pat for four games
and sent her into the tourney well

below top strength.

Despite these hindering ailments

by her junior year Pat had become
the teams third highest scorer,

pouring in 101 points at an 8.4 ppg.
That same year Pat finished second
in rebounding pulling down over

five caroms per outing. Always a

cautious player, Pat committed
only 21 turnovers while playing the

majority of 12 games.
Prior to the season, Pat was

named co-captain along with
Jeanne Abrahamson. Under a

br^nd new coach (Carol Albert) Pat

was switched from the frontcourt

to the backcourt. Pat recalls the

switch as "shaky at first but I really

enjoyed playing guard in the end. I

had never really worked on ball

handling before and it game me an

entirely different perspective on the

game."

Looking back on her years as a

Minutewoman, Pat calls her most

"memorable experiences" having

the opportunity to play against the

Australian National Team and being

elected co-captain.

Abrahamson, spirit from the sideline
Bv GREG LEVINS

Four years ago when Jeanne
Abrahamson came to UMass she

never expected to make the

women's varsity basketball team

during her first year. Jeanne had

just completed a four year career at

Mmnechaug High School in

Wilbraham by leading her club to its

third straight league championship.

Always a real competitor, Jeanne
realized that at 57" she didn't have

the necessary size to become a

starting forward. However, when
she was called on, Jeanne always

responded with an inspired,

hustling play that typified the type

of competitor she is. More often

than not, playing against bigger and
stronger forwards, Jeanne learned

to make up what she lacked in size

through intelligent heads-up play.

Coach Carol Albert called Jeanne
"The type of player that promotes

cohesiveness, and a player with

tremendous composure and
poise." Obviously her teammates
thought as highly of Jeanne as

Coach Albert and it is reflected in

their electing her captain both this

year and last

Being named co captain Jeanne
described as "really a big thrill; it

really meant a lot to me."

Jeanne's most valuable asset to

the Minutewomen was her

leadership qualities. Coach Albert

noted that "even though she didn't

see much action, Jeanne was
always rooting for the team which

helped provide a good sense of

rapport."

Jeanne attributed much of this

year's success to a "change in

attitudes of the players." Coach
Albert and many of Jeanne's

teammates attribute this attitude

change to the fine leadership of

both Jeanne and Pat Gillispin.

During her four years at UMass,

Jeanne calls her greatest thrills

"facing the Australian National

Team, being named co-captain and
the tremendous team effort given

against Queens in the regional

tourney."

"Basketball here at UMass meant
everything to me," said Jeanne. "It

has been my most enjoyable ex-

perience. I looked forward to

playing every day. You get to know
all the people and go through

various highs and lows. It is without

a doubt the thing I'll miss most
when I leave UMass."

Next year Jeanne plans to go on

to high school teaching and

coaching With the use of the

dedication and leadership she has

displayed at UMass, there is little

doubt in the minds of any who've

known her, that Jeanne
Abrahamson will be a valuable

asset to any school.

SOPHOMORES
If Your Major Is:

< ompiHt'i T«t hnolo<;\

Anospaio Kaglaeertag
< ivil Kagtarertag
Ktectrical Engineering
fienernJ Engineering
industrial Engineering
Mt'thaniral Engineering
Mathematics or Physics

Von ma> br nligible for a two n eai scholarship and a commission in

the Air Pare*— CaMS-2431 or stop bv Km. 2tS, Dkkin-on Hall.

Were looking for certain majors
to become Lieutenants
._-.! ,„,J *.....! mtmt * - -« 4. .11 --l*-.Mechanical and civil en

gineenng majors . . . areo
space and aeronautical en
gineenng majors . . . majors
in electronics . . . computer
science . . . mathematics.

The Air Force needs peo-
ple . . . many with the above
academic majors. And
AFROTC has several differ

ent programs where you
can fit . . . 4 year, 3 year, or
2 year programs. Some of

( ontact Major (ioodhue

fermg full scholarships. All

offering $100 a month
allowance during the last

two years of the program.
Flying opportunities. And all

leading to an Air Force off

i

cerscommission.plus ad
vanced education.

If you'd like to cash in on
these Air Force benefits,
start by looking into the Air

Force ROTC

Dickinson Hall

545-2437

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.
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Semi-Annual

Rental and Spring-Winter Equipment

Located on Rte. 9

STORE HOURS:
MON. FRI., 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

SAT., 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

SALEHadley Amherst Line AMHERST

30 - 60% Off all Rental Equipment, depending upon condition, including.

X C Ski Outfits, Down Sleeping Bags, Pack Frames, Tents, Foam Pads, and Snowshoes.

Qty'. Item Sugg. Price Sale Price
PARKAS

10 Alp Expedition 1974 Model SI 10.00 $88.00

28 Alp Glacier with hood 1974 Model 95.00 76.00

6 Gerry Makalu 1974 Model 72.00 58.50

21 Mansf iejd with hood 57.50 45.50

35 EMS Down Vest
Sizes and Colors As Available

CLOTHING

22.50 17.00

10 Nnrweaian Wool Sweaters $22.00 $16.50

122 Down Booties 12.95 9.25

84 El Cheapo Rain Parka 14.00 10.95

65 El Cheapo Rain Pants

PACKS

11.00 8.95

8 EMS B Pack and Frame (Old Style) S45.00 $27.50

14 EMS Expedition Bag and Frame 54.50 39.50

96 C.T. Canyone Bag and Frame 34.50 27.50

15 C.T. Nylon Bag and Frame 29.50 12.95

15 Gerry Vagabond (Old Style) 40.00 25.95

Qty'. Item

TENTS
Sugg. Price Sale Price

10 Alpine Designs Backpacker $95.00 $80.00

36 EMS Kaskawalsh 115.00 85.00

15 EMS Mosquito Net 85.00 65.00

18 Gerry Year Round II (1974 Model)
SLEEPING BAGS

115.00 89.50

9 Gerry Camper — Reg. $105 00 $78.95

13 Gerry Camper — Lg. 110.00 82.95

19 EMS Teton 94.50 79.50

22 EMS Estes 79.50 69.50

j-. ctvtd Sonupi^ei J/ .JU 1I.JU

6 EMS Dhaulagiri — Reg. 130.00 105.00

9 EMS Dhaulagiri — Lg. 140.00 112.00

13 EMS Robson— Reg. 99.50 82.00

17 EMS Robson — Lg. 106.50 86.00

19 EMSMinilight — Reg. 92.50 74.50

24 EMSMinilight— Lg. 97.50 79.50

15 EMS Pocono. Jr.

Special

BOOTS
Introductory Offer

30.00 26.00

84
|
>r. EMS Katahdin tld 9«, 427 95

It

Ruggers at home
Bucknell opponent

By NEIL KELLY
The University of Massachusetts Rugby Club opened it's spring season

this weekend in Medford against the Pilgrims, a strong club from Boston.
When the afternoon was over the A side walked away with a 17-14 victory.
The B side was never able to get untracked and would up on the short end
of a 7-0 score. The A team put their points on the board as a result of some
excellent running by inside center, Ricky Lopes and by wing Jay Ap-
pleman. Lopes scored two trys and Appleman one, as both backs utilized

their speed in outracing Pilgrim defenders to the try line. Outside center,
Walter Elsmore ran hard all day and was able to come up with many im-
portant tackles when the Pilgrim backs had the ball.

UMass rugby teams of the past have usually been quick and fast and this

season's could rely heavily on both of those things. In many games, the
Minutemen forwards are faced with trying to overpower and outmanuever
a larger opposing scrum. Because it's the scrums job to get the ball out to

the backs, the Minutemen forwards really have their work cut out for them
in just about every game. Once the scrum has gotten the ball out to the
backs, the Minuteman attack is set into motion. The overlap is the most
basic form of attack the backs use. Overlapping is simply passing the ball

down the back line and getting to the outside of the backline, hoping for a

return pass in order to keep the attack moving. Speed and agility enable
the UMass backs to bring a few options into their attack. They also utilize a
scissors which oftentimes springs a back free because it catches the

opposition off balance. Long runs and a razzle dazzle style of play really

add to the excitement of the game, and are usually greatly appreciated by
the spectators.

The UMass Rugby Club will open it's home schedule this afternoon
against Bucknoll, a club which is presently touring New England. The
game will begin at 2:30 on the rugby field across the street from Boyden,
directly behind the tennis courts. The club would really aporeciate some
support, so come on out and watch the game.

Air Force ROTCThe
college scholarship
program with

sky-high benefits.

Some people might need to be- coaxed with

more than a full college scholarship to enroll

in the Air Force ROTC Program. So, if free tuition,

lab and incidental fees aren't enough ... the Air

Force offers a monthly allowance of $100.00,

tax-free, in your junior and senior years, even if

you are not on scholarship.

And flying lessons to those qualified provide the

most exciting benefit of all. Interested?

Pnntart Air Force ROTC

At.
Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass. Call 5 2437

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
IN AIR FORCE ROTC

Frank Robinson will be highlight,

probaseball season forecast is good
NEW YORK \UPI\ - The 1975 major league

baseball season, already predestined for the history

books, officially opens Monday at four sites and there

is a general optimism among top officials that this

year could be one of the more memorable in the
game's annals.

The naming of the game's first black manager,
Frank Robinson at Cleveland, already gives this

season a unique place in history. Further, the prospect
of four tight divisional races and deals that sent some
of the game's prominent starts to new teams has set

the stage for an intriguing campaign.
"Fans don't expect me to be anything but an

optimist, but I haven't known a year on this job when I

could visualize four divisional races as tight and ex-

citing as we could have in 1975," says Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn. "I see multi-team raches in each division

as a distinct likelihood.

American Leage East - Baltimore and New York
are the two strongest teams in HE Division. The
Orioles, while perhaps not as deep in pitching as the

Yankees, have a better defense and hence rate an
edge. Boston, Milwaukee and Cleveland should battle

for third with Detroit bringing up the rear.

American Leage West - Oakland is considerably

weaker in the pitching department with Hunter having

departed, but the A's still have best personnel in

division. Texas, with acnuisition of Willie Davis to fill

centerfield hole, looks to be strongest opposition.

Minnesota, the best team in the division over the last

six weeks of last season, rates as a darkhorse can-

didate. Kansas City and Chicago lack pitching while

California has pitchinq but little else.

National League East - Either Pittsburgh, St.

Louis, New York or Philadelphia seem capable of

winning it yet all have major weaknesses Pittsburgh

has great hitting but little pitching; St. Louis has good
hitting and best team speed but suffers from pitching

sports; Philadelphia has good hitting and defense but

only fair pitching and no bench; New York has fairly

good pitching but questionable hitting and poor

bullpen. Montreal and Chicago don't measure up to

other teams in division.

National League West - Los Angeles or Cincinnati,

pick-em. These are two best teams in entire league.

Dodgers somewrjat weaker in pitching this year

without Tommy John but still have strong overall

club. Reds are better defensively but don't have a

pitcher of the caliber of Dun Sutton or Andy
Messersmith. Atlanta, Houston, San Francisco and
San Diego are also-rans.

Robinson, however, will undergo the closest
scrutiny. Not only is he the game's first black manager
but he also will be serving as the first player manager
since Hank Bauer tried it with Kansas City in 196>.

AMHERST CYCLE SHOP
We've moved to 253 Triangle St.

(near Tech HlFi & Discount Records)

Come in and see our wide selection of bicycles and accessories,

or bring your bike in for a spring check-up.

See our other ad on page 13.

Raleigh pro sh
&M &

TENNIS
TODAY

The UMass netmen begin their

1975 season today with a practice

match against a Boston University

tennis club.

Boston University has no tennis

team but a club was organized by
B. U. students.

The match will be played on the

courts next to Boyden.
The netmen play Amherst

College this Sunday. These practice

matches will be preparing the

netmen for their first regular season
match against Tufts College, April

7.

e

WINDSHIELDS
LACED

cwnrrt class sflWB

VALLEY ?£
and GUns Shop
TMNKIOtll HMVi

Installation WHILE
YOU WAIT!
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Gymwomen ready for Nat's
By BILL DOYLE
Staff Reporter

OAKLAND, Cat. - The UMass
women's gymnastics team arrived

here at 12:30 yesterday afternoon
for the national championships to
be held at California State
University at Hayward Friday and
Saturday, and began preparing for

them 'by sunbathing at the motel
poolside.

The Minutewomen will be
wi.thout the service of freshwoman
Pam Stectroat, who will be out for

two months with a compressed
fracture of her vertebrate, suffered
in a fall off the uneven bars in the
Easterns when she attempted to

mount them.

Steckroat paid her own way out
to the Nationals to be with the team
and cheer them on. Coach Evans
said that the team will miss the 18
year old, 4' 11", 102 pound
Steckroat especially on the uneven
bars and in vaulting.

Steckroat suffered her injury just

when she appeared to be peaking,

as she averaged her best vaulting

score the day of her injury, placing

fourth in the Easterns with a 9.0 and
8.9 score. She also performed her

best bar routine of the season,

scoring an 8.8 before injuring

herself in the finals.

Steckroat will be replaced by Gail

Hannan on beam and in vaulting

and by Debbie Law on bars and
floor.

Evans said that Steckroat had a

lot of potential when she came to

UMass last fall and that she is

• slowly developing that potential.

"After she recovers from her

injury she should continue to

improve," Evans said of Steckroat.

Pam has only been competing for

'two years in gymnastics, a rarity

said Evans. Usually a gymnast
starts competing by ninth grade at

the latest, but Steckroat didn't

compete until halfway through her

junior year of high school.

"I joined a gymnastics club

February of my junior year of high

school," Steckroat explained, "and
I really got into the sport. I love to

practice every day now."
Evans said that there were times

this season when the team had to

throw Steckroat out of the gym in

order to get her to stop practicing.

"I love the discipline of gym-
nastics," Steckroat said, "I love the

competitiveness and the challenge.

I only wish th3t I got hooked on the

sport sooner."

"She has been making up for lost

time quickly by improving con-
sistently," said assistant coach
Mike Kasavana.

She won the all-arounds in her

district of her home town of

Middletown, Penn., her senior year

of high school. She has taught the

sport over the last two summers
and plans to do the same this

summer. And, of course, she

improved enough in two short

years to be an important cog on a

team that oould very well win the

national championship.

GYM GEMS: A local paper rates

Southern Illinois, Southeastern
Mississippi Jr. College, and
Springfield College as the favorites

for the nationals. UMass wasn't

even mentioned despite the fact

that the Minutewomen defeated

Springfield twice this year in two
meetings.

Coach Evans expressed
disappointment that she won't be

able to the order in which the team
will compete or the time of the

competition until Thursday night.

"I'd like to know because it could

throw of our practice a little," she

said.

Steckroat said that she misses

practice already.

Kasavana said that Pam's injury

puts more pressure on the rest of

the team to hit their routines. He
said that he thinks the team can
make up for her loss if the gym-
nasts can hit.

Gym coach Dunn
may be hired again

By BEN CASWELL
Men's gymnastics coach Tom Dunn has been

offered a full-time coaching position once again in one
part of a proposal that will go to the complete Athletic

Department and the Athletic Council for con
sideration before it is confirmed.

The offer comes as somewhat of a surprise after the

Athletic Department's decision last spring not to

rehire a full time men's gymnastics coach after this

season.

That decision was met with much disagreement
from the team and from the student body as indicated

by 12,000 petition signatures that were collected.

"There are many changes that we are proposing
right now, " said Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney,
"Tom Dunn would be offered a full time gymnastics
coaching position and his job would also include

duties as the diving coach for the men's and women's
swim team and possibly some track work with

women's track that is also part of this proposal.

"It must be understood that this is still a
proposal," said Mclnerney, "it is a proposal that will

be offered to the whole Athletic Department for

consideration and then, of course, to the Athletic

Council for their advice.

Other points in the proposal, continued Mclnerney,

"are the restructuring of the track and golf programs,

so as to include women. Also we hope to use more
graudate assistants in the intramural program than we
have in the past."

At the present, all of the women that coach varsity

level teams at UMass are in the school of Physical

Education and are not members of the Athletic

Department. Another part of this "proposal"' would
provide for the naming of two women coaches to be

part of the Athletic Department. Another part of this

"proposal" would provide for the naming of two
women coaches to be part of the Athletic Depart
ment.

"Except for Vivian Barfield (the new assistant

Athletic Director), all of the women are now in the

school of Physical Education with adjunct respon-

sibilities," said Mclnerney. "Equality is the key word,"
he said, "and we want to have everyone on an
equitable basis."

Coach Tom Dunn said that Mclnerney's job offer to

him came as somewhat of a surprise after the decision

of last year.

"He (Mclnerney) told me that he assumed that the

terms of the contract related to salary would have to

be the same according to university regulations

concerning renewing contracts."

Dunn had been put in charge of a search committee
earlier in the year to find a replacement for himself as

a part-time coach. "Right at the time when we were
going to finalize who would get that part time position

(probably present assistant coach Bob Koenig) Mr.

Mclnerney told me we were going to hire a coach full-

time. After three years of evaluation, it seems the

department saw enough worth in the program to

want to stick with it," said Dunn.
Dunn has had other offers from both private

businesses and other universities, the most attractive

of which is the assistant coaching job in gymnastics at

Penn State with the assurance of becoming head
coach after next year when present coach Gene
.Wettstone retires.

In dealing with the UMass offer Dunn will be
looking past next year and hopes to have some idea as
to what the future holds

"If this is just going to be another one year thing,"

said Dunn, "I might as well leave now."

A few of Garber's Gorillas dig in front of the Boston University cage in a previous
scrimmage game. The Gorillas will be digging behind Boyden at 3:00 p.m. this

Thursday against UConn.

u)

Jeanine Burger will be leading the UMass
Minutewomen gymnasts in the National Cham-
pionships this week in Hayward/ California.

Steve Saraceno

>/Diamond Face//ft

As we pick up the action, the nefarious Dr. Hookslide, head of the

UMass crank sciences department as well as mad professor and ardent
baseball fan, is completing the final stage of his bizarre experiment -
"Body Transferral Over Space and Time Coordinates."
Strapped to the chair of a colossal machine is one of Hookslide's inept

students, a helpless lass looking only for extra credit.

"Are you sure this is Fafe, Professor?" the girls asks as the machine's
roar increases.

Shouts Hookslide, "Yes, yes! Everything's okay!" But then he grins

deviously and mutters to himself: "Ha, ha! Little does she know, she is

about to be sent back to the year 1848 - whereupon my machine will then
exchange her for a specially selected person of that era to be transported
back here!

"She will be lost forever, but," he continues insanely, "what do I care?
For I will have transported to the present, the immortal inventor of baseball
..." and Hookslide shudders with joy," ...Alexander Cartwright!"

\Ed Note Abner Doubleday did not, as some still believe, invent
baseball Alexander Joy Cartwright is generally credited with this, as he
established ninety foot baselines, nine men per team, and nine innings as
basic parameters of the game]

The transporter does its hideous work and Alexander Cartwright ap
pears in the chair.

"Where am I?" he asks, incredulous.

"Greetings, Mr. Cartwright," says Hookslide. "I admire you greatly, and
have brought you here for a reason. I want to show you the heresy now
rampant in the game you invented, our beloved sport of Baseball. Perhaps
you, in all your glory, can finally put a stop to such desecration."

Thus it was agreed, and though it was cold and drizzly outside, a full

dress practice of the UMass varsity was called, for Hookslide's a man of
great pull in the athletic department.

"But baseball is a warm weather game," protested Cartwright.
"Not anymore," related Hookslide sadly. "At this moment, the season is

a week old."

What then appeared before their eyes horrified them greatly.
"Egad!" screamed Cartwright. "Is that a ...metal bat?"
"Aluminum," nodded the doctor. "They say they're more durable,

deliver less sting ..."

"What are those players wearing? Modern underwear?"
"No," answered the prof, "the uniforms are polyester double-knits.

Supposedly more stylish and less restraining than the old flannel."
"Whatever," sighed the immortal, "happened to my knickers? And are

those giant things on the players' hands just to keep them warm on days
like this? Or are they, gasp, modern baseball gloves?"

"Natch. Gloves like the Wilson A2000 are big, flexible, and the direct
antithesis of the gloves of your day, Mr. Cartwright, when men were men,
and our American flag flew proudly.

"So," continued the tearful Dr. Hookslide, "will you put a stop to this
madness? They've even changed the rules so a pitcher doesn't have to bat
f he doesn't want to! Imagine that? And the pitchers are throwing these
little curveballs, devastating things they call "sliders", so hitting has never
been worse!

"And to top it all off," finished the now bonkers Dr. Hookslide, "some
fields don't have grass anymore!"

'^No grass?" Cartwright asked, afraid of the answer.
"No. They use a fake covering made out of chemicals. It's called "ar-

tificial turf".

With that, the crazed Mr. Cartwright dashed back to the lab with
Hookslide in hot pursuit.

vvtiat'' panted the disappointed professor, "you're not going to help
me?"
"No way," retorted Cartwright, hopping back on the transporter seat.

'Send me back to my time. After seeing the future, I'm gonna forget all

about baseball and take up ranching."
"Why ranching?"
"Well," explained Cartwright, "my brother Ben has this big place, the

Ponderosa, and he's been having trouble handling it with only his three
sons to help out ..." <

*

UYA Center recruitment in full swing
By LARRY SCOTT Last summer. June 17 - ?? 197R f a r...it», mam *a ,~ *« _x r,^.. ... ^JBy LARRY SCOTT
UYA Center Staff

The UYA Center for Ex-
perimental Education is presently

recruiting students from the
University of Massachusetts and
the Five College community for pre-

professional internships to begin in

June, 1975. These internships are
for a full year. Students will receive
academic credit, medical insurance,
and a stipend while interning.

Last summer, June 17 - 22, 1975,

fifty-eight students from UMass,
two from Smith College, and one
from Amherst College, began their

Phase VI "Year for ACTION" in-

ternships during a six-day training

and orientation period at the North-
field Inn in Northfield,

Massachusetts.

During the conference the
students met with former Interns

and professionals from various

public service agencies as well as

faculty members trom the
University, along with the UYA
Center Staff.

Various workshops were held to

discuss the responsibilities and
objectives of the Intern as well as

locating relevant resources
available to them that they might

not know about. The information

given in the workshops proved
invaluable.

The UYA Center staff and In-

terns, are well into the third quarter

of Phase VI operations. We are
presently recruiting for Phase VII

operations. They will begin in June
1975.

From resources compiled, it has
been a most productive and
rewarding year.

As the UYA Center program
grows, it is maintaining its status as
the biggest and most successful in

the country. We, at the UYA
Center, have become involved in

more and varied programs and have

University Year
for Action

April 3, 1975

page 1A

Interns respond

to year in UYA
The following article includes some reactions of UYA Interns who are

presently participating in Phase VI to their year in Action.

Despite the discouraging level of legal service given poor people by the

Justice Department, Intern Cynthia Jacques feels that an individual can do
a great deal in the legal services office. •

Jacques has been involved in recruitment for Third World paralegals,

while carrying heavy caseloads. She has produced a television show on
housing and consumer advocacy. Cynthia provides information about
Chapter 766 to clients. She is presently working on an individual Chapter
766 case evaluation

Currently, Cynthia has been working with another organization: Center
for Technological Alternatives. The organization is working on issues on
legal drug abuse in the Springfield School system and the National Food
Day on April 17 and Privacy legislation. She has been compiling resources

oo the privacy abuse issue.

Cynthia states that she has learned mostly the art of compromise and
learning how to work in a community agency. She feels the UYA ex-

perience was valuable. Now she has a "gut feeling for the theoretical and
analysis obtained in the classroom." Jacques says "I would never

ricommend my experience for those who plan to use this experience to

attend law school, for moral reasons. I resent them coming here with that

k'nd of attitude because what they are doing is ripping off' the people in

the community. I would recommend it to someone ready to understand

the immediate problems and those who really have an open mind."

Nina Kalckar is a UYA Intern at South Worcester Neighborhood Center

in Worcester, Massachusetts. Nina is interning as the Nutrition and Health

Program Coordinator for the Center.

She has worked on a city wide hypertension program, a pilot program

funded by the Massachusetts Heart Association. Over two hundred people

have been screened.

There is a nutrition course operating out of the Center sponsored by the

Worcester County Extension Service. The course demonstrates the way in

which one could get the most nutritional value from inexpensive food for

large families.

She also coordinated a health survey along with volunteers from

Worcester State College to determine the overall health need in the

Worcester area. The results will be used for future applications for funding

for health centers.

There is also a Yoga class taught at the South Worcester Branch Library

coordinated by the Center workers and herself.

Nina is currently working on improved services from the health clinics

and hospitals in the area. Some transportation must be arranged to take

people to the clinics and hospitals. In South Worcester there is little public

transportation. She is working on door to door transportation.

Nina has 'institutionalized' her position at the Center. The Neighborhood
Center is hiring a full-time staff member to coordinate the health programs

In response to the question, How was your "University Year for AC
TION?" Lisbeth Berman said, "My experience at Western Mass. Family

Planning Council has been really great. I have learned how to do many
things within a community organization and how that organization exists

in the community it serves. First I will tell some of the things I have dona

turn to p. 3a

WANTED: students
Are you interested in a full year
of UMass credit to work on
community-based off-campus

ventured into new areas, such as
this year's initial cost-sharing at-

tempt and committments of new
agencies, and our pilot program
Summer 74, which was conceived
in an effort to involve more minority
students in the program.

The objective of this newsletter is

three-fold: for those who are not
familiar with UYA Center program
and desire information; for
recruiting those interested in joining
the UYA Center Phase VII program;
and for initiating a UYA Center
Intern Consortium by compiling
resources by general service
categories.

The UYA Center is recruiting for

Phcie VII Interns. If interested —
act immediately! The UYA Center
program offers you a full year's
internship at a public and com-
munity service agency in

Massachusetts, in the areas of

Health, Law, Communications.
Education and Public Welfare; a full

year of academic credit; a living

allowance; and medical in-

surance

Dennis Martin, a former UYA Intern, officiates a soccer game with one of his

physical education classes at the Lawrence School in Ho I yoke.

UYA Center objectives include

increased minority participation

Come to the UYA recruitment
meeting tomorrow night in

Campus Center room 905
at 7 p.m. J

The following article was written

by Larry Scott, a minority student
who was a UYA Intern and
presently is working in the UYA
office.

Since the UYA program began,
there has been little participation by
minority students. This can be
attributed to the lack of exposure of

experiential education programs
the University has to offer.

Most minority students come
from low-income backgrounds and
areas. Being able to attend college

is, in itself, quite an ac-

complishment. The low-income
minority student perceives the

same academic process as the

middle class student, that being the

traditicnal classroom procedure,

books, exams, term papers, i.e., as
an extension of high school. They
are not involved in a work ex-

perience that can prepare them for

post-college work in their

respective disciplines.

Since there has been and still rs a

low number of minority students in

the program, we at the UYA Center
have tried various means of

recruitment. We have been stifled

by misinformation, non-
information, and misconceptions of

the program held by the students.

The minority student, because of

his background, cannot afford to

become an "Intern", Summer '74

was an effort whereby the UYA
Center could attract minority
students, pay them enough to

cover their tuition and living ex-

penses for the coming school year,

and at the same time, orient them
to experiential education.

The 'students who participated

would learn about their major
discipline, the world outside the
classroom, their employer and
fellow employees, and how to deal
with pre professional positions
simultaneously. They would have
some idea of the decision making
policies relative to urban problems,
and would learn how to deal with

people different from themselves.

We accomplished the initial goal

of giving the student the option of

off-campus learning. Twenty-one
students were involved in the

program, and all the students have
stated they have had a rewarding
experience. Most of the students

turn to p. 3a

Springfield UYA
head lauds intern

Springfield Youth Resource Bureau director, Richard Couture in a recent

UYA interview, stated that UYA Intern Sandra Rigazio has been an asset

to Youth Resource Bureau programs.

Couture said, "Since Sandra is considered a regular staff member, she

must carry the normal amount of caseloads. She has the same respon-

sibilities as other professional staff members. In that way she benefits the

agency and most importantly the children and the whole social service

community in Springfield as well."

Youth Resource Bureau was initiated in Springfield in 1971, when a

number of local citizens concerned with the rise in juvenile delinquency

came together and identified the need for such an organization. The aim of

the agency is directed towards delinquency prevention. The agency

provides one to one counseling and covers any need that arises from that

particular youth and his family in matters such as welfare, school super-

vision of the child and other related actions.

The Youth Resource Bureau works closely with the court in CHINS
cases (Children in Need of Services). CHINS cases constitute a large

portion of tne Bureaus caseload.

Sandra's functions include one to one counseling; teaching arts and
crafts to a group of fourteen youngsters; working closely with the Junior

League of Springfield to set up an alternative school that will have ac-

creditation in the fall frcm the Springfield School System, and contacts

with the Springfield Child Welfare Committee.

Couture added, "We enjoy having UYA Interns here, even though this is

our'first year having a UYA Intern on our staff. This has been a positive

experience and I am sure that future UYA Interns will benefit the agency."

.-^_.„»
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UYA Intern Resource Listing

A compilation of resources by general service category

, :
MMMMM

Housing

. . . CLIFF LUCE has organized tenant's

groups and has handled lock out, delayed

employment eligibility, employer-employee
conflicts, and health violations of clients at

WESTERN MASS. LEGAL SERVICES-
GREENFIELD.

. . . MARGARET DEMUTH Intern at

WESTERN MASS. LEGAL SERVICES-
PITTSFIELD, has done the preliminary

orientation with the Urban Coalition on the

idea of coordinating a Housing Court.

. . . TOM ROSSETTI Intern at CENTRAL
MASS. LEGAL SERVICES-FITCHBURG has
been working on cases such as security

deposits, landlord-tenant problems, utility

shutoffs, etc. Tom has prepared a legal

memorandum on a landlord's lien on an
evicted tenant's property.

Legal Services

Social Services
m

UYA Interns utilize a management by objectives

approach to the problems they work on in the com-
munity. This Planned Impact Programming allows

Interns to measure their progress, throughout their

field experience/ toward the goals they set out to

achieve.

IMM MMMMMM I Hi .

VICES - WORCESTER Intern, MAUREEN
57 along with NANCY FITZGERALD,
CHANNEL 57 Intern. The show was a

bilingual

show informing those in the Western
Massachusetts areas about housing ad-

vocacy. CYNTHIA is currently working with
Chapter 766 provisional cases.

TOCMAN and HAMPSHIRE COMMUNITY
ACTION COMMISSION-NORTHAMPTON.
Co-worker PATRICIA KEENAN has
organized a new lead paint volunteer group
of 25 UMASS volunteers. She is instructing

them in procedures to measure lead levels in

paint. Each volunteer will receive academic
credit PAT has established a community
housing resource collection. Co-worker
JAMES WALSH has been working on an
eviction check sheet.

Education Mental Health
Mi l i M

. . . DENNIS DESMOND, Intern at R.A.P.-

PALMER has prepared alternative education

curriculum and cultural enrichment projects

for youngsters.

. . . LINDA HOLT, Intern at NEW
ENGLAND FARM WORKERS COUNCIL-
NORTHAMPTON has drafted a new
teaching aid book and has prepared a social

security demonstration including an
overhead projector series for migrant farm

workers.

. In the LEOMINSTER SCHOOL
DEPARTMENT SPECIAL EDUCATION UYA
Intern GAYLE SABOL is implementing
Chapter 766 in the Leominster School
System and she works closely with the Core
Evaluation Team.

. . . FRED GONZALES, Intern at NEW
ENGLAND FARM WORKERS COUNCIL is

the Senior Manpower specialist in charge of

the Emptoyability Development Team.

... A CENTRAL MASS. LEGAL SER-
VICES/ WORCESTER Intern* MAUREEN
LOUGHNANE has begun drafting a
brochure/ hand-out on Welfare information
for Legal Service clients.

. . . WESTERN MASS. LEGAL SER
VICES/ SPRINGFIELD Intern CYNTHIA
JACQUES produced a TV show on Channel
57 along with NANCY FITZGERALD*
CHANNEL 57 Intern. The show as a bilingual

show informing those in the Western
Massachusetts areas about housing ad-
vocacy. CYNTHIA is currently working with
Chapter 766 provisional cases.

. . . NEW NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER
ANNEX/ WARE opening date was March
19, due to the work of Intern HOWARD
TOCMAN and HAMPSHIRE COMMUNITY
ACTION COM-
MISSION/ NORTHAMPTON. Co-worker
PATRICIA KEENAN has organized a new
lead paint volunteer group of 25 UMASS
volunteers. She is instructing them in

procedures to measure lead levels in paint.

Each volunteer will receive academic credit.

PAT has established a community housing
resource collection. Co-worker JAMES
WALSH has been working on an eviction
check sheet.

» .

Health
! has been im-

nics approach to

. . . SANDRA RIC4
plementing the group dy

promote improved social . »havior and has

drafted a new brochLii for YOUTH
RESOURCES/ SPRINGFIELD.

. . . BOB HA I >IN coordinates a Joy of

Cooking group two mornings a week for 20
participants. Bob is interning at CENTRAL
MASS. LEGAL SERVICES/ FITCHBURG.

...AT SOUTH END COMMUNITY
CENTER-SPRINGFIELD, Intern CHRIS
WANG is working to obtain commitments
from area hospitals for setting up a neigh-

borhood health clinic. CHRIS has suc-

cessfully arranged for the Home-Care
program to take over the elderly shopping
program entirely. They will not provide the

drivers, vans, and assistants to maintain the

program that the Interns initiated. CHRIS will

provide the necessary orientation for Home-
Care Volunteers.

Performance round-up on UYA Interns
At Belchertown State School,

two interns, majoring in industrial

engineering, have completed an
inventory report. They also
designed a new vending machine
lunch room. Their analysis of the
fire escape system provided the
base for the most efficient use of
the emergency exit chutes. Another
Intern is maintaing the token
economy program and develop-
mental and behavioral program —
dressing, dining, etc. and one to
one play therapy. The Interns are
presently training other staff and
presenting data analysis to other
staff. The interns and expanding
and redesigning a daily evaluation
system.

At Berkshire Unlimited in Pitt-

sfield, a UYA Intern is conducting

an experiment to evaluate rein-

forced setting vs. nonreinforced

setting. She oesigned the equip-

ment and faculty members from the

University of Massachusetts

Psychology Department and

Hampshire College had input in the

experiment. She has been

providing job orientation for clients

and has trained parents.

At Family Planning Council of

Western Massachusetts in Nor-

thampton, two UYA Interns have
drafted funding proposals,
evaluated medical services and
personnel of their agency. They are

establishing a vasectomy clinic.

One Intern handles inventory and
sales on new products for the

agency. The Interns have also

designed a library which will open
on March 10.

At Northampton State Hospital,

four Interns have been coodinating

the services of community and
student volunteers. One Intern

works two days in the community.
He holds basketball and yoga
clinics one evening a week for the

residents. He also takes them
bowling. The Interns had a unit

bazaar on February 21, 1975 that

brought residents, their families and
hospital staff together.

HEALTH

At Channel 57 a UYA intern has

beeq soliciting agencies for ap-

pearances on the "Open Door"
'program. The "Open Door" offers

free air time to special interest

groups in the Western
Massachusetts area.

EDUCATION

At Central Massachusetts Legal

Services in Fitchburg, UYA Interns

are handling Welfare cases, Social

Security appeals, Juvenile cases,

and CHINS (Children in Need of

Service).

At Hampshire Correctional

Services, UYA Interns have a half-

way house in Florence. They

secured funding from the L.E.A.A.,

Mental Health and Mass. Rehab.

At Western Massachusetts Legal

Services in Greenfield, UYA Interns

have been working on Housing and

Consumer cases. One Intern in-

vestigated institutionalized

discrimination at the state level.

Another Intern has been
negotiating with a bank to en-

courage their participation in the

sale of food stamps. She is also

W * <<M — • ' k.tW WllltlUMIIWf <«*WI

program to include electrically

heated housing units.

At Western Massachusetts Legal

Services in Holyoke, UYA Interns

are working on discrimination cases

and organizing tenants groups. One
Intern is coordinating resources to

assist single mothers with child care

courses. One Intern is working with

the Welfare Coalition.

At Western Massachusetts Legal

Services in Pittsfield, two UYA
Interns are handling Welfare cases.

They are also involved with the

Welfare Coaltion and housing court

cases. One Intern has developed an
emeraency housing list for referrals.

At Western Massachusetts Legal
Services in Springfield, three In-

terns have been working on
discrimination in real estate agency
cases, tenants union and rent
control. One Intern produced a
Housing Advocate program on
Channel 57 in February.

SOCIAL SERVICES

At Friendly House UYA Interns

are producing a weekly radio

program on Worcester on WORC.
One Intern has established a drop-
in center. Another Intern has
established a teaching position with
H.A.C.E. concentrating in home
economics and literature. She is

also involved with the civil service

employment bureau - training
people to take the exam.

At Hampshire Community Action
Commission in Northampton, UYA
Interns are partaking in such ac-
tivities as para-legal, and testing
lead paint poisoning. Another

Intern has expanded neighborhood

services to Ware.
At New England Farm Workers

Council there is one Intern. He has

interviewed over 100 migrant

Workers for a survey on their basic

needs. He has trained an Outreach

Worker to assist in the survey. He
has also made 15 referrals for high

school equivalency training.

At South End Community Center

in Springfield, three Interns have

provided South End with its first

area newspaper which is trilingual;

lead paint screening for 200 par-

ticipants; instant certification for

food stamp applicants; training for

Housing Court aided by Legal

Services, Housing Allowance
Program.

At South Worcester Neigh-

borhood Center, their only Intern

continues the newsletter. She

teaches a yoga class, sne
represents the Center at the regular

W.I.C. (Woman, Infants, and

Children) meetings to facilitate

-^ordination of programs in

Worcester. She is coordinating

volunteers who are providing the

service of the Hypertension clinic

unnder the supervision of a nurse

coordinator for Family Health and

Social Service.

Applicants to attend

agency orientation
One of the most important meetings for UYA Interns, according to those

who have been in the program in past years, is the agency orientation
meeting where Interns find out about the kinds of positions available at the
agencies.

This year's meeting is scheduled for April 8 in the School of Business,
Room 120, beginning at 7:30 p.m. At that time each agency director, or his-
her representative, will make a short five minute presentation on what that
agency does and what role exists for an Intern during the next year.

Each agency will be prepared to distribute to interested students copies
of job descriptions and training schedules which will be helpful to students
in selecting which agencies to consider for an Internship.

The agency representatives will be available following the presentations
for individual discussions with students and to set up interviews for the
following week. Students will then have the opportunity to visit the
agencies and get a clearer picture of what the Internship possibilities are.

Any student with a serious interest in a UYA Internship for this year
should be sure and attend this meeting. For any student who has not yet
filed an application with the UYA office they are welcome to attend this

agency orientation meeting, but are reminded that they must file an ap-
plication with the UYA office as soon as possible in order to be considered
for placement this year.

UYA applicants attend agency orientation meeting for their first exposure to
what positions are available. This year's meeting will be 8 April in SBA Rm 120 at
7:00 p.m.

Volunteers in ACTION earn academic credit
By RICHARD WRIGHT
UYA Center Staff

One of the unique features of the
University Year for ACTION program that
distinguishes it from VISTA or Peace Corps
is thai students are able to earn academic
credit during their term of service. Each

Intern establishes at the outset what various

credit options he or she will utilize toward
earning the 30 credits for field experience.

Sc ne of these options include:

— UMass practicum 200
— UYA sponsored block courses
— independent study
— reading courses, etc.

The most often used option for UYA
Interns is the UMass practicum 200. It was
originally proposed by UYA Volunteers and
staff and with the approval of the Academic
Matters Committee and the Faculty Senate,

became an academic option which applied to

new UYA Interns and the entire University

student population beginning with Summer
Term 1973.

UMass 200 is designed for students
engaged in off-campus learning related to

academic work. Credit is granted upon the
student's ability to demonstrate that his- her
intended work is related to at least one
designated pre-course and one designated
post- course. Up to 15 credits can be earned
on a pass-fail basis.

A UYA Intern would arrange to have his-

her practicum credits distributed over the

summer term and fall semester during the

field experience. Six credits would be taken

in the summer and would eventually be
reflected on the previous spring terms' grade

card. The remaining nine credits would be

listed for the fall term.

The post-course would be carried during

the spring term as the field experience was
drawing to a close. At this time the Intern

would take an upper level course as an in-

dependent study option that would relate to

the pre-course and the field experience itself.

When the post-course was completed the

Intern would submit the final project agreed

upon as part of the practicum proposal that

would show a relationship between the pre-

course, the field experience, and the post-

course.

The 15 credits from the practicum and
three credits from the post-course leave only

12 remaining credits for the Intern. For

College of Arts and Sciences students the
UYA block courses are a requirement. Other
students may elect to take advantage of

these courses which are taught as inter-

disciplinary seminar style courses. Each Fall

and Spring semester a series of six credit

UYA block courses are offered exclusively

for UYA Interns.

These courses are in such subjects as
Mental Health, Legal Studies, Community
Services, Alternative Education, Media
Communications, Rehabilitation Couseling,

Correctional Services, etc. By taking one of

these each semester the Interns can com-
plete the requirement for a total of 30
academic credits during their internship with
UYA.

Other credit options are available for

students depending on their departmental
requirements or if they are a graduate
student they can negotiate with their advisor

to make special arrangements for earning

credits.

In almost every department there are

provisions for independent study or 'special

problems' courses. These courses are set

aside for experiential and innovative pur-

poses. In all cases, a student must find a

faculty sponsor.

Some departments such as Physical

Education, Public Health, Afro-American

Studies, Public Administration, and Human
Development offer internships or practicum

credit to their students.

Many students in UYA are in special

programs such as Honors, BDIC, or

University Without Walls (UWW). Interns

find these programs useful because they are

free from departmental requirements and are

allowed to design their own academic
program under the guidance of a faculty

member whom the student selects.

All prospective Interns are given the

opportunity to explore the various credit

options available prior to entering the UYA
program. The UYA office is prepared to

advise students on the variety of ways they

can earn credit during their year in ACTION.

Al Rosenberg, Training Consultant for SCOPE in Dayton, Ohio, advises UYA
Interns about their roles in the low income communities. This year's orientation
conference will begin on June 16, 1975.

Minority participation sought
uunt. from p. ia

possible for some. Other students

simply cannot "affort" to be in the

program. Because most of them are

low-income students, they are

dependent on all types and forms of

financial aid. The minority students

are restricted by the fact they are

receiving money from one source,

or.d after, ore restricted fr~~

receiving money from another

source. These are real problems on

which the administration as well as

various academic and financial aid

programs must act affirmatively if

they intend to make a com-

prehensive choice for minority

students. If the administration

provides options for experiential

wanted to continue but because of

araHpmir rpp«snns it w>« not

education, or any other educational

programs, and the students want to

use these options and then find

they can't participate because of

restrictions, that means changes

must be made to accommodate
these students.

We at the UYA Center are

looking forward to Phase VII.

Interns respond

to year in UYA
cont. from p. 1a
inside the organization. I am the administrative assistant for planning and
evaluation. The latest thing I have been working on, in terms of planning,
has been in writing a proposal for a vasectomy clinic in Western
Massachusetts.

"Most of the clients served at the Planning Council have been women
and there has been a real unmet need for contraception for men. I had a
phone grid going to evaluate what kinds of services were needed most in

our area. Men and women call in for vasectomy operations. Only private
physicians do it now. So the experience of writing a proposal for a
vasectomy clinic was very exciting for me."
"Another thing I have been working on is an evaluation proposal for

personnel at Family Planning Council. I have been involved in planning in
the use of volunteers from the community in some of our programs.
Another thing, if I may back track, is that, from the UYA viewpoint, I found
the Planned Impact Programming very useful for me in organizing what
could be considered a morpheous experience in a new area. I have been
able to apply this in an evaluation of personnel at Family Planning. I also
coordinate all printed media, press releases and respond to articles relative
to the Council."

"The training that I received at the beginning of the program proved
very useful to me. There should be more stress on it. My supervision was
great. It was immediate, indepth, and on an ad-hoc basis. It is very im
portant to have top supervision in a community agency and a good rapport
with your supervisor."

Esta es la oportunidad!

Nvestra oportunidad!
UYA CENTER es un programs

primordiarmente diseflefdo para
entrenar Dersonas en el campo de
ronsejeria^ diseTfo y t^chnicas de
organizacion... Necesitamos prin-

cipalmente estudiantes de la

comunidad del Tercer Mundo.
Nosotros somos las personas
claves para despertar nuestras

communidades. ACCluN,

ORGANIZACION Y
SOUDARIDAD son necesarios.
Esta es la oportunidad! Nuestra
oportunidad'! ACTUA!!!

Llama a UYA 545-1381, 315
Arnold House
Ven al Salon 905 CC 3 de Abril 7

p.m.

Ven al Salr/n 120 SBA 8 de Abril

7:30 p.m.
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UYA Center director/ Dr. Ruth Burgin presents a
certificate to an Intern following her successful
completion of a year in ACTION.

Veterans

may collect

Gl benefits
For the UMass veteran, who is taking advantage of the G.I. bill, a year in

ACTION will not affect his eligibility to collect benefits.

Veterans can continue to collect the full G.I. bill while enrolled in UYA
because he-she is still a full-time student of the University during the In
ternship. Many veterans have found that a year in ACTION can be a most
significant addition to the college experience.

The Veterans office in Whitmore Administration building is fully aware
of the UYA program and recognizes Veterans eligibility is not affected by
enrolling in the University Year for ACTION.
Veterans have been participating in the UYA program since it began in

1971 and have been among the most successful Interns to date. In each of
the six phases of the program so far Veterans have been actively recruited
and placed in Internships.

Physical Education programs didn't exist for this
young man before UYA Interns came to his school.

(AGENCY ORIFNTATION

1

MEETING -
Thursday 8 April 1975

SBA Rm. 120 7:30 P.M.I

Questions & Answers
Who may apply for UYA?
Any person who is a full-time registered undergraduate or graduate

student at UMass-Amherst or one of the other "5-College" campuses
(Amherst, Hampshire, Mount Holyoke, Smith) may apply to UYA. An
undergraduate should have Completed most of his-her core requirements

and need one complete year's credit before graduation.

Where and when may I apply for UYA?
Official recruitment occurs during The semester before placement with

UYA. Recruitment for Phase VII Interns is underway now, and anyone can

apply Thursday at 7:00 in CC, Rm. 905. Applications may also be filled out

at the UYA Center Office at 315 Arnold House.

What about the agency? When do I see it?

After you have filled out the preliminary forms, you will visit selected

agencies which interest you for interviews. During these interviews you

should decide if you will be interested in spending a year with them, taking

into consideration the the environment, the job description, the super-

vision, and other factors relevant to your final decision. At the same time,

agency personnel will be interviewing you for such things as capability,

judgement, interest and motivation.

When will I know if I am accepted as an intern?

It is the intent of the UYA Center staff that tentative placements will be

made one month before training begins. However, final acceptance into

UYA is contingent upon receipt of federal funds, federal and University

clearance and successful completion of a UYA Center Orientation and

agency training.

// / am selected, when will I receive training for the internship?

Training and orientation will start at the beginning of summer and run

for one month. Trainees are expected to stay on the training site during the

entire period. You must successfully complete UYA Orientation and on-

the job training at the agency before final acceptance into UYA.
When will I begin the internship?

UYA Interns will officially begin after successful completion of on-the-

job training and will continue for one calendar year from the beginning of

UYA orientation.

What hours will I intern?

You A/ill work hours similar to other professionals in the agency. This will

usually mean a five-day 40 hour week, but at crisis times may mean more.

Technically, UYA Interns are expected to be on call 24 hours a day.

Academic vacations will not be observed. UYA Interns are given a total of

10 working days vacation for the year. Sick leave is accrued at a rate of

1.25 days per month.
.Will I need my own transportation?

Yes. Most agencies will be unable to provide your transportation to and
from work. If they require you to travel on your job, your agency may be

able to provide transportation for you. This question should be asked
during your interview at the agency.

How much is the stipend?

$2,400.00 paid in weekly allotments of $45.95. This first check will

probably arrive within four weeks of the initial training day, and will reflect

one week withholding for UMass payroll.

Do I have to pay tuition?

Yes. You must pay regular tuition during fall and spring semesters.

Do I have to pay fees 7

A special arrangement has been made with the Bursar's Office for UYA
Interns. University Interns pay only tuition and a special off-campus fee,

amounting to approximately (from past semesters) $30.00.

What other expenses will I have?
There will be no other expenses connected with the program, but you

will be responsible for your own housing, food, and travel if not covered by
the agency.

Can I receive funds from a scholarship while participating in UYA?
You may receive scholarship assistance under certain specific conditions

in accordance with the Domestic Volunteer Service Act legislation unless

superseded by specific scholarship guidelines.

Where will I live?

You are expected to live in the community which the agency serves. The
emphasis of the UYA program is community service, and guidelines

require you to live where you work. Waivers may be granted upon special

request from the Director. You will be expected to find your own housing
in that community, but the agency supervisors have agreed to help you
with this.*

/ have already signed up to live in a dorm. What do I do about this?

If you are accepted as an Intern, you will be let out of any contractual

arrangements you have made for on campus housing.

How do I register while serving in UYA?
You should register in the usual way if you're registered in UYA. If you

did not preregister for UYA courses or off-campus courses (independent
study or special problems) you will have to go through the add drop
procedure following registration.

How much credit can I earn?

You are expected to make "normal academic progress" as a participant

in the program. Credit breakdown in terms of semesters and course
numbers will be negotiated with your faculty advisor. A UMass-Amherst
undergraduate must earn 30 credits during his-her year in UYA while a

graduate must earn 8 credits per semester.

What are my academic responsibilities?

Your academic responsibilities will be defined by you and your faculty

supervisor in response to your internship requirements. You cannot attend
traditional classes, but you will attend seminars with faculty members in

the field, do directed reading, write papers, or perform other independent
studies. Some students may periodically participate in interdisciplinary

seminars at the Amherst campus.
Who am I responsible to?

You are responsible to your agency supervisor, your faculty supervisor
and your project manager. They will oversee both your field experience
and the academic program developed in connection with that experience.
You are ultimately responsible to the Director of the UYA Center program.
Am I considered a government employee?

Interns are considered employees of the Executive Branch of the federal
government for purposes of complying with the Hatch Act, the Domestic
Volunteer Service Act and the Federal Tort Claims Act. Interns are also
considered student state employees as stipends are processed through the
UMass payroll system.

Suppose I like the agency but not the particularjob assignment?
iaiK with your agency supervisor tiist and your project manager about

the problem.

If Iam not happy with my agency, can I move?
Each case will be considered separately, but generally speaking, if you

are seriously unhappy with your agency or if they are unhappy with you,
some kind of arrangement will have to be made. It is virtually impossible to
transfer agencies after the initial one-month training is completed. It is your
prerogative to terminate your term of service at any time in accordance
with the guidelines for termination explained in the UYA Handbook.
Approval by the Director must be made prior to any change.

'
\
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Inmates
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Development
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weather
Snow today, possibly mixed with

rain at times, highs in the 30/s.

Windy and cold tonight with a

chance of flurries tonignt. Mostly

cloudy and cold tomorrow.
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Trustees, students discuss budget crisis

Unity a must in 'difficult times
By FRED NOBLES

Staff Reporter
UMass must "strive to maintain

its autonomy and not give over
control to political powers in the
state,'' Trustee Chairman Joseph
Healy said during a three hour
meeting of the UMass Board of

Trustees yesterday.

Healy said UMass is facing

difficult times" financially but he
hoped the entire University
Community can "close ranks" to

insure that in the face of any
budget cuts UMass will continue to

"move forward."

During yesterday's meeting both

Trustees and students expressed

concern over the UMass budget
and fiscal autonomy.
Matthew Burns of the Student

Senate told the board that student

fees are increasing at a rate almost

tw<ce the inflation rate. According

to Burns a proposed $70 increase in

dormitory rent would represent an

actual increase of over eighteen per

cent.

Burns also said "students will not

and cannot allow budget cuts on
any academic programs," and that

he opposed any attempts by the

state government to gain power
over UMass finances.

Peter Donahue of the Coalition

for a People's Budget told the

board that UMass needs an "ex-

panded budget" and that budget

cuts proposed by state government
are unacceptable and would
seriously damage academic
programs at UMass.

Donahue asked the Trustees to

"endorse and take part in" a rally

protesting budget cuts to be held in

front of the Student Union on April

15.

In response to Donahue's
remarks. Chairman Healy said,

"there is no commitment stronger

than this board's commitment" in

State Secretary of Environmental Affairs Evelyn Murphy said yesterday the

purpose of her office is to "look at how we protect the environmental resources of

the state and how we improve the quality of those resources and at the same time

maintain a viable economy." Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs Robert L.

Gluckstern met with Murphy at the Top of the Campus for lunch, during a break

from her visit to the UMass Institute for Man and His Environment.

Crisis atmosphere prevails

in South Vietnamese capita
SAIGON \UPI\ - Rumors of plots and fears of

•mpending Communist attack have plunged the South
Vietnamese capital into a mood of grim uncertainty.

On the surface, things appear normal.

Vietnamese girls, their graceful Ao Dais and black

hair flowing in the breeze, promenade along the

Saigon River past the Majestic Hotel, smiling and
chatting gaily.

But a few hundred yards away, hundreds of

students from northern areas overrun by Com-
munists, wait anxiously for every refugee boat,

looking for missing friends and relatives.

In President Nguyen Van Thieu's palace, grim-

faced aides and generals come and go in a crisis

atmosnhere.

Outside, in secret gatherings, powerful political

figures and others who want to see action or change,

plot against Thieu.

In a Chinese waterfront restaurant others talk about

the plots bui mostly how to get out if the Communists
come.
Some take action.

Three oil firms engaged in offshore exploration

have pulled out or are in the process of doing so.

Other firms are seriously talking about it.

Pressure is building up to get out while it is possible.

Airlines report a considerable increase in outward
bookings. Lines of people trying to get exit visas get
longer each day.

Impressive Communist victories, the fall of major
cities and whole provinces, without a fight or ex-

planation, feed the rumors, heighten the fears, in-

crease the uncertainty and move the city closer to
panic that could cause collapse and anarchy.

That's what happened in Da Nang less than a week
ago. Now everyone thinks it could happen here.

Another danger is that anger will well up against
Americans.

That was the case in Da Nang and elsewhere but it

never got too bad because there simplv wasn't trmo
and there were not many Americans.
Saigon might be worse. Why should people who

fought alongside Americans, worked and lived with
them for so long suddenly turn bitter, angry and
dangera
They feel let down.
"We always believed the Americans would do what

they say," said a pretty young student at a Catholic
school. "They said they would help us and defend us
and support us. Where are they now?"

trying to maintain adequate fundjng

for UMass piograms. Healy

suggested student concern should

best be addressed to "the Governor

of the Commonwealth and
members of the general court."

See related story

page 3

In other action the Trustees

voted to abolish tuition wavers for

dorm residence counselors, ef-

fective July 1, 1975.

The Trustees also passed a

motion of support for the dorm
counseling program and expressed

hope that an alternate means of

supporting the counselors could be

found.

Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery said he felt the cost of

maintaining the counseling
program should be "integrated into

residence hall budgets" and that

dorms should be able to decide

how many counselors they want,

what duties they should perform

and how they will be compensated
for their work.

UMass President Robert C.

Wood released a report at

yesterday's meeting updating the

status of the investigation into

alleged misuse of funds at the

^School of Education.

The report states that "practices

developed within the School"

made it possible for the abuse of

funds that occured.

Wood said in an interview

following the board meeting that,

"in terms of law, the wrong-doing
is limited to a few individuals."

According to Wood, at the

completion of an. audit of

questionable School of Ed.

programs and an investigation into

administrative practices and
controls over funding, "past abuses
of responsibility" will be ap
propnately dealt with.

Wood said he could not release

certain information about the in-

vestigation due to legal and ethical

considerations. He said School of

Ed. records could not be made
public at this time because they had
been subpoenaed by a federal

grand jury

Wood also said that disclosure of

certain facts could impinge on the

rights of individuals under in

vestigation and "prejudice their

rights to a fair trial."

The Trustees also decided
yesterday to reconsider in a joint

session of the Student Affairs and
Finance committees, grievances

brought before them by Karen
Forsgard of the UMass Tenants'

Association.

The tenants association wants a

roll back of rents in married student
housing to Spring, 1975 levels.

Forsgard charged that rent in-

creases were the result of

mismanagement.

Universal fee is

'no longer viable'
By PJ. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

"The Universal Resource Fee (URF) as we know it, is dead at least for

next September," said Ken Somers, chairperson of the SGA Task Force

called to work on the Universal Fee last February by Rick Savini, SGA
president.

Mandatory Housing will still be in effect for next semester, Somers said

because the Office of Residential Life (ORL) has not had sufficient time fo

planning to prepare the dormitories for non-mandatory housing.

Warren W. Gulko, UMass Budget Director, said the meal ticket will still

be required for fall, but there was mention at yesterday's Task Fore
meeting of the possibility of a $40 across the board utilities fee' whic'

would be used to underwrite the Dining Commons debt service. This could

possibly happen if the meal ticket should become voluntary, Gulko addec'.

Tony Armelin, spokesman for the Task Force attributes Gulko with
saying that the administration feels the URF is no longer a viable per

manent solution to the problem, and won't be implemented.

Armelin also said that a possible rent increase of $50 $100 was discussed
at the meeting. This would be due to the 1.1-1.4 million dollar increase in

the cost of utilities and other inflationary increases

Gulko said, in a Collegian telephone interview, that the administration
has not yet seen the budget from the ORL (which is in the process of being
compiled) and is concerned about the "bleak economy situation and also
the situation the students are in."

"With inflation and unemployment it will be difficult for a lot of students
to meet the regular costs, so any increase would be very carefully con-
sidered." Gulko said.

A final decision on the mandatory dormitory situation is expected from
Chancellor Bromery and the Board of Trustees by January 1, 1976, ac-

cording to Somers.

"This time, we are going to demand that students be an integral part of

the decision making process from the start," Somers said.

Asked about the possibility of any fees or rent increases being pushed
through thp administration in the summer, Hulko said "no, definitely not

"

He added, "We will be working on this now, through the summer and the
fall."

Somers said, "We are very disgusted and frustrated that the ad-

ministration has waited so long for student input in this matter. As users of

the services, it should be our first priority to recognize that input."
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Canoe team accepts challenge

by building concrete canoe
. by PAUL BRAD. sY

Staff Reporter

Did you know that a 270 pound niece of concrete

can float? A group of UMass students are in the

process of proving just this and more.

The UMass Concrete Canoe Team is a group of

six UMass Civil Engineering Students who have
been working on the construction of a concrete

canoe since early January. Sponsored by the Civil

Engineering Department, the Western Mass.
Branch of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

and Barselotti's, the team will compete in u white
water race to be held on April 26 near the

University of Maine.
Rich McManus, a member of the team, explained

that the Civil Engineering Department received a

challenge from the University of Maine last

semester to compete in a concrete canoe race.

Although nothing like this had been done at UMass
before, McManus and some classmates "threw the

idea around half kiddingly and decided to check it

out," he said.

The group was advised by Professor Denton
Harris of the Civil Engineering Department on how
to get such a project underway. The first step was
procuring an old canoe for a mold.

After getting an old wooden canoe, the process
then was to sand it down and staple four layers of

chicken wire all around the vessel. A special type of

concrete which has a strength of about four times

that of regular mortar was then applied.

The canoe was set under a tent with humidifiers

to keep the cement for about 20 days. Keeping the

concrete wet for a prolonged period of time serves

to increase the strength of the mortar, according to

-McManus. A washcoat was applied after this and
the canoe is now in the process of being finished

and painted. The wooden canoe mold was
removed after the concrete had hardened.
The group worked eight hour days over the

January intersession, and have worked on the

project on just about every school day. Since it is a

class project for Professor Harris, the time couid be
found.

Only one student on the team, Jim Dokoozian,
has experience in white water canoeing, so he will

be one of the two that will actually man the canoe
in the race. The group plans to go to Maine early

with an aluminum cance to get the feel of the

course and the member that feels most as ease will

man the canoe with Dokoozian.
McManus said that there are 25 canoes com-

peting in the race representing 17 schools. Last

year, only about three canoes competed in the

race.

McManus added that the canoe will be about an
inch higher than the original model, since

calculations revealed that the heavier concrete

vessel would sit about an inch lower in the water.

The canoe is 17 feet long and has a 30 inch

beam, or width at the widest point, and when
finished, will weigh about 270 pounds.

The Concrete Canoe Team invites all students to

the christening of the canoe representing UMass in

the concrete canoe race. It will take place at the

Campus Pond on April 11 at three o'clock, and a

celebration and pep rally is planned at the Bluewall

immediately following.
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"Hey, do you think this thing will float?"

"I don't know . . . it's not everyday you see a cement
boat ..."

"Well/ if it doesn't, we can always make a super
banana split in it."

"Either that or we'll have a very original bathtub!"

Funding, space needed for centers

Day Care Committee requests support from Gage
By JULIE SMITH
Staff Reporter

At a meeting with Robert W
je. Vice Chancellor for Student

•'•Hairs, the Day Care Committee
ted their need for his support in

tiring funding and space for the

five day care centers at UMess to

i>e discussed at the Principle

Ministration Officers (PAO)
ring April 1 1

Also discussed was the need to

find an office within student affairs

ii.it would be responsible for day
facilities

Infant Care Experiential Center
md New World Day Care Center

two day rare renters that are

unhcensible and need to move to

comply with day care regulations.

Presently these centers do not have
playgrounds that fall under the 75
feet regulations.

Committee members stressed

the University's committment to

the five day care centers and
wanted to make sure it had high

priority at the April 11 meeting
Gage said the PAO meeting

would decide how the University

would express their commitment
There are two options to the

lecision," Gage said. "We can
• ither pre empt academic space or

take one section of the residence
halls or dining commons.

"
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Also discussed was the
possibility of renting space off

campus to find a place with more
play area Gage said the financial

implications need to be explored as

academic buildings charge no rent

and buildings off campus do.

Committee members stressed

the need for research for space off

or on campus before the April 11

meeting and also the need to know
.tn answer by May 1 as to where it

will be,"who" will be paying for it and
what renovations need to be done.

David Wagstaff, Infant Care
Parent, and spokesman for the

group, stressed that there should
be adequate funding for the centers

as they couldn't charge parents too
much more money in fees or they
would lose their support

"Schools are paying different

salaries, tnerr ' ...o be equal pay
for equal woik," Wagstaff said.

Also employees are i^eing paid

inadequate salaries for their jobs''

The need for a day care coor
dinator was discussed but Gage
said student affairs would probably
be reorganized rather than hiring

someone new due to tight financial

restrictions.

Gage was asked to elaborate on
his support of day care center's

limited budget of $32,000 and how
he would represent the centers in

Arraignment held

in assault case

By ROBERTA MAR TONE
Staff Reporter

Complaints agains? Paul Fon
dakowski, 26, of 3f> High St.,

Amherst, were brought to Nor
thampton District Court yesterday

morning, following an investigation

that began March 28, said Captain
Robert Joyce of the UMass Police.

A UMass student from Leach
House was the victim of armed
robbery and assault and battery

with a dangerous weapon, ac-

cording to UMass Police reports.
T
ne original charge was one of

rape, according to the records.

Fondakowski was already being

held at Union St. Jail for other

charges.

The arraignment Tuesday will be

concerned with the charges of

fined robbery and assault and
battery with a dangerous weapon".

the PAO meeting

"I'm prepared to support day
care." Gage said. I support
$32,000 as a base and if a cut was
suggested due to inflation I would
present a budget to demonstrate
that $32,000 doesn't represent
spending

"

Four of the student affa<rs

offices the committee plans to

contact for support include Student
development. Office of Residential
life, Health Services, and Public
Safety.

"We have to be identified as an
established institution to have our
needs met." Wagstaff said

Southwest Assembly
announces appointees

By ANNE MARIE REIS
Staff Reporter

Mark Benoit was approved Tuesdav night as Southwest Assembly
(SWA) representative to the Student Organizing Committee. One
spokesman from each area government will sit on this board which
oversees the Student Organizing Project.

Jacky Cormier will represent the SWA on the search committee to
screen applicants for the Residential Life Officer. This job entails handling
the funds for the dining commons, greek and residential areas and married
student housing. There are presently 120 applicants.

Other decisions at the brief meeting established April 29 as SWA officer

elections, and April 19-21 to interview applicants for vacated Southwest
Head of Residence positions.

A budget Committee meeting will be held in the Campus Center Rm 102
tonight to explore "implications of any budget cuts concerning Outreach,
BDIC, Everywoman's Center and other organizations receiving state funds.

Tickets *o

Council Bo*

'

Wolff: public education 'second rate

'

rofessor Robert Paul Wolff

By MELANIEJOHNSON
Staff Reporter

Professor Robert Paul Wolff said last night that public in

stitutions of higher learning offered "second rate education for
those who were too poor to buy the real goods, or not quite bright
enough to win financial support," and that people at the
University "should fight with all our strength" against this. Wolff,
who is director of the interdisciplanary program in Social Thougnt
and Political Economy, spoke to an audience of approximately 300
in the third and final portion of the Chancellor's Lecture Series.

Wolff said that UMass was "less than tbe sum of its parts"

when one considered the "gifted faculty and bright and talented

young men and women" who are here. Wolff asserted that we are

"better than we think we are, and we are able to be better than we
already are."

ways commonly used as innovation: altering the fundamental

concepts of education, teaching new things, adopting new
techniques, changing the administrative organization, or teaching

new students.

Wolff, in reference to the University's administrative re

organization, said that it "has not done too badly.'' Furthermore,

" here is no one right way to teach, nor is there any way
<juaranteed to go wrong," said Wolff. Innovative teaching

methods are "good when they work and deadly when they fail."

Wolff urged that the University offer the "most demanding,

tigorous, mind expanding education" to best serve the students,

and only "such people with precision, clarity, and intellectual

rigour can meet the demand" by distinguishing between reality

and appearance

However, in order to serve the community and students better,

Wolff maintained that there is a need to distinguish between

appearance and reality; to make "real knowledge separate from

opinion." Wolff cited the purpose of education to be the

"development of the capacity to reason, in every sphere of

thought and experience," and the University is an institution that

should be "devoted to the fulfillment of that purpose."

Wolff also addressed himself to the question of what useful

purpose the University could serve. Wolff said that a distinction

must be made between "felt and unfelt needs," and that many
human needs are not felt, or are "thoroughly misunderstood."

"The genuine educational needs are repeatedly confused with the

educational equivalent of the market demand," he added.

Wolff also remarked on innovation in education, citing five

Sylvan TV premieres tonight
By RON CHAIT -

Staff Reporter
Sylvan residents should not be alarmed if they

happen to see themselves on television tonight.

WSYL-TV's first broadcast will feature scenes
from the March 7th Sock Hop, which drew more
than 470 persons into Worcester Dining Commons
for a night of '50s and '60s rock n roll.

The only closed-circuit television station on
campus, WSYL-TV will appear this evening at 11

p.m. on Sylvan channel 2.

The program will begin with a "live" Janis Joplin

performance from the Dick Cavett Show. After the
Sock Hop highlights, an Ace Trucking Company
film will be aired. The total running time should
exceed two hours.

WSYL-TV is presently hooked up into the
complex Sylvan antenna system which was in-

stalled on top of Cashin last November by the
Physical Plant's Communication Section. In ad-

dition to the local stations and closed circuit,

Sylvan TV's are able to pick up channels 4, 5 and
27.

Since the station has been operating with one
Sony videotape recorder and a borrowed set of

lights, initial broadcasts will be rough, but this

should not detract from the novelty of watching
area events on TV, according to Station Manager
Mike Narkewicz.

"If we had more than one camera, we wouldn't

have this chop-chop-chop effect," Narkewicz said,

"but for now this is what we have, and I'm sure

we'll get better as we go along."

BfcfjftrewtCl and D ' °'"'*»nworth, both of

Cash.n, spent Tuesday ...a . tt«j

soundtrack in spots to add some variety.

Future broadcast dates include:

-April 11th, a Stevie Wonder concert and some
Ali fight highlights.

-April 17th, a simulcast with WSYL radio (97.7

FM), which will showcase Sylvan's Disco Nite.

An area soap opera and a Black production

group are also reportedly in the works.

Narkewicz said he hopes that Sylvan residents

will be patient with the station's progress. "At the

Sock Hop, a couple of people gave us the finger

and told us to get lost," he said. "Once they saw
that we were serious in what we were doing,

though, they didn't seem to mind."

WSYL-TV is owned and operated by the Sylvan

Area Government.

Senate fails to act

on unionization bill

^tatfon Manager Mike Narkewicz and
Dean U * *K* finishing

touches on WSt L- 1 «

broadcast tomorrow night.
r- -

By CHAS O'CONNOR
Staff Reporter

The Student Senate failed to act

last night on the Student Union
Enabling Policy (SUEP), a

document that would set up
procedures by which a student

union would be organized on
campus.

In a non-productive session, the'

Senate took care of much old

business but failed to act on the

SUEP, which would be the first

major step towards unionization of

UMass students.

Budget Committee chairperson

Kevin Muldoon reported on the

current status of the Senate
budget, noting that the Senate
would receive copies of the budget
recommendation probably Mon-
day. The Senate would act on the

budget the following Wednesday
night. The Board of Trustees must
have the budget by that Friday.

The Senate also acted on several

measures dealing with the

allocations of funds by the area

governments and also on the

election of senators from the area

governments, which would take

place early next semester.

Cindy McGrath, speaker of the
Senate, noted that a question to

ovost Robert L. Gluckstern about

why the University does not grant

two Bachelor's degrees to students

who have completed the

requirements for both, has not been
answered yet.

UMass bus
struck by fire

By S'EVE TRIPOLI
Staff Reporter

A UMass bus with three students

aboard caught fire after a minor

explosion last night on East Hadtey

Road outside Brittany Manor.
There were no injjr.es.

"There was an explos-on and
noise, then you could see the fire,"

said Fred Burns, a UMass senior

and driver of the bus. 'The whole
engine compartment was engulfed

in flames." There was no damage
to the interior of the bus.

Oil from what Burns said he
thought was the tear main bearing

of the bus spread over a r.mall

section of the road in flames after

the explosion Burns put both the

engine and road fires out himself

with the hand extinguisher in the

bus The road flames cause no
damage.
Amherst police and a fire truck

responded to the fire but both

arrived after the flames had been

extinguished The three students

on board the bus evacuated safety.

Trustees to reconsider rent rollback petition
By DEBBIE SCHAFER

Staff Reporter

The UMass Board of Trustees

agreed to reconsider the UMass
Tenant Association (UMTA)
petition for a rent rollback, as a

result of the UMTA presentation at

yesterday's Board meeting. The

Finance Committee recommended

to the Board that there be no rent

rollback, but the issue will remain

under discussion due to an "in-

formation gap."

"We consider the recom-

mendation before you to be im-

proper and based on insufficient

information," said UMTA
spokesperson Karen Forsgard at

the Board meeting, calling the

recommendation "biased and
unsound."
UMTA members consider the

reconsideration of the Finance
Committee suggestion by the
Trustees a positive step towards
the solution of the year long rent

dispute. The Board of Trustees has
never overturned a committee
recommendation, and rarely sends
an issue back to a committee for

further investigation.

Yesterday, however, it was
decided by the Trustees that the

UMTA petition warranted further

consideration. Finance Committee
chairman Robert Gordon proposed
a joint meeting of the Finance and
Student Affairs Committees along

with UMTA representatives and
UMass housing officials, to arrive at

a "full presentation of all the

relevant information."

UMTA claims the recom-
mendation of the Finance Com-
mittee to the Board yesterday was
unjust for the following reasons,

according to the UMTA report:

— "There was no cooperation

from the University with us."

At a February 19 meeting be-

tween UMTA representatives and
the Finance Committee, UMTA
presented its charges against

Married Student Housing.
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
proposed that UMTA work with the

campus administration in preparing

ACHTUNG!

Instead of getting smashed tonight, come to t

newspaper's staff meeting at 7 in Campus Cent
room 171 Brief, but urgent agenda. Prompt -

adjournment to liquid refreshment locations

a response to the UMTA
allegations. However, the ad-

ministration sent the committee a

response to the allegations which

was prepared without input from

the UMTA.
— "The Finance Committee, in

reaching their decision (at a March

27 meeting) did so without any

further contact with us after the

February 19 meeting," stated the

report.

The UMTA had been in the

process of assembling further

information to substantiate their

claim of mismanagement in Married

Student Housing, and the March 27

decision was reached without

benefit of this additional material.

— "We were not even notified of

the meeting of the finance Com-
mittee, at which they made the

recommendation." the report

stated. Bromery was present at that

meeting and requested the "no"

recommendation on the rent

rollback issue, but did not inform

UMTA of the meeting until after it

had taken place.

Trustee Chairman Joseph Healy

charged UMTA with responsibility

for making a full presentation of all

pertinent facts to the Joint Finance

and Student Affairs Committees, at

which time the full Board of

Trustees could make a more in-

formed consideration of the issues

UMTA members feel that the
rent increase was unjust for two
reasons, which they reiterated in

their presentation before the Board:
"The first is that there are serious

legal questions involved in the
decision to increase the rent. The
second is that the rent increase is

due to mismanagement in the day
to day running of Married Student
Housing and in its long term
planning," according to the report.

"Can we be so ignorant that you
could expect us not to fight a rent

increase due to mismanagement
because of the existence of loans
due to even greater past
mismanagement?" said Forsgard in

her appeal to the Trustees. Vacancy
losses in married student housing
over the years have been covered
by $140,000 in loans from the
residence hall trust funds. "Surely
you don't consider us such fools?"
said Forsgard.

The meeting marked UMTA's
first appearance before the full

Board of Trustees. Forsgard stated
in her opemng remarks: "In spring

1974 the Board voted a rent in-

crease We have actively opposed
that decision since then. It has
taken us a year to get here."
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Communists cut key highway, threaten Saigon I Two arrested under state's gun law
WWI ' *" IIW *B '-' W« *. i^w J ^j / f B

innocent in occuoant of a lower floor com- Moore was wounded in 1

Refugees flee, reach

outskirts of capital
SAIGON \UPI\ -

Communist forces
Saigon from two
yesterday. Convoys

Advancing
threatened
directions

of panicky
refugees and soldiers fleeing the
Communist blitzkrieg down the
east coast reached the outskirts of

this capital city.

Heavy fighting was reported

around Xuan Loc, 38 miles east of

Saigon, where the Communists cut

key Highway 1.

Lt. Gen. Cao Van Vien, South
Vietnam's top general, told the

troops in an order of the day: "We
have only one way and that is to

fight for our survival. The historic

hour has come."
Government troops and most

civilians pulled out of the coastal

cities of Phan Rang and Phan Thiet

yesterday as frightened refugees

poured down Highway 1 headed
south, military sources said.

They reported scenes of panic

and, confusion at Cam Ranh Bay,

188 miles northeast of Saigon, and
feared that the city was in imminent
danger of falling.

South Vietnam's Senate
unanimously passed a resolution

demanding a change in leadership

of the South Vietnamese govern-

ment. It blamed the government of

President Nguyen Van Thieu and

the United States for the staggering

series of defeats that have given the

Communists more than two-thirds

of the country.

In Paris, the Viet Cong's

provisional revolutionary govern-

ment made it clear its military

forces will press ahead with their

offensive and march on Saigon

unless Thieu's regime is over-

thrown.

Dinh Ba Thi, the Viet Cong's

chief negotiator in France, told a

news conference that the Com-

munists were ready to open im-'

mediate talks with a new Saigon

administration that would replace

Thieu.

In Washington, South Vietnam's

ambassador said the U.S. failure to

"lift a finger" to stop the Com-
munist onslaught in Indochina is

evidence that "it is safer to be an

ally of jhe Communists and... fatal

to be an ally of the United States."

Intelligence sources in Saigon

said the victorious Communist
force of tanks and infantrymen that

has swept down the east coast,

swallowing city after city is

threatening Saigon from the north-

east, with only about 5,000

government soldiers between them

and the capital.

The second threat is from
Communist forces in a wide arc

from west to north of Saigon.

On that side of the capitai, the

equivalent of three divisions of

South Vietnamese troops - in-

cluding two brigades of crack

paratroopers stand between the

Communists and Saigon, the

sources said.

Ford rejects bombing
to aid South Vietnam

The first convoys of refugees fleeing from the Central Highlands in Vietnam
reached the outskirts of Saigon yesterday. It was reported that less than 5000 South
Vietnamese troops were standing before the Communist onslaught.

Communists encircle Phnom Penh
as US steps up evacuation

PALM SPRINGS, Calif. \UPI\ -
The White House ruled out

yesterday any American bombing
to aid South Vietnam's collapsing

military forces.

"The law forbids it. The
President's inclinations are against

it. And he has no plans to do it,"

Press Secretary Ron Nessen told a

news conference at Ford's holiday

resort.

"The President has a great deal

of sympathy and compassion for

the Vietnamese people. He con-

tinues to feel this Communist
onslaught is a gross violation of the

Paris Peace Accord and, like any
civilized person, he is greatly

distressed," Nessen said.

Congress passed a law in June of

1973 cutting of U.S. military activity

PHNOM PENH \UPI] - Com
munist led rebel troops yesterday

captured seven positions east, west

and south of besieged Phnom
Penh. The U.S. Embassy an-

nounced it was evacuating about

15 per cent of its staff from the

Cambodian capital.

Furious fighting could be clearly

heard in the capita! during the

night. Rebel rockets, artillery and
mortar shells hit both the capital

and Pochentong airport, where the

American airlift continued on a

curtailed basis.

One person was killed and 15

others wounded in the shelling

attacks. One American plane was
slightly damaged by shrapnel

At one point, the rebels began
firing arti'lery from east of the

capital tor the first time, with shells

landing on a thin peninsula

separating the Mekong and Tonle

Sap rivers, only about 400 yards

from the heart of Phnom Penh.

There was no word on the fate of

more than 60,000 refugees and
soldiers in tne Mekong River town
of Neak Luong, 31 miles southeast

of here, which fell to the insurgents

Tuesday night.

"They're still trying to pick up the

pieces," an official source said of

the loss of Neak Luong, which had

been besieged for over two
months. The fall of the town gave

the insurgents total control of the

Mekong River and, sources said,

might free as many as 6,000 troops

for the siege of Phnom Penh.

Within 24 hours of the fall of

Neak Luong, government forces

had been driven out of a total of

seven positions to the south, east

and west of the capital.

A nine-month siege at the high

way four town of Kompong Sela

ended when the government,

decided to abandon the town, 78

miles west of Phnom Penh.

Sources said that only about 500

soldiers were left in the town,
which had suffered months of

heavy shelling attacks and could

only be resupplied by air. Most of

the soldiers, the sources said, were
evacuated by helicopter.

The cutback in the staff of the

U.S. Embassy obviously a result

of government setbacks on Phnom
Penh's ever-shrinking defense
perimeter was announced by
Robert V. Keeley, deputy chief of

mission He also recommended that
various relief organizations pull out
some of their staffs.

"I wish to inform you that during

the coming few days some of our
personnel a relatively small

number — will be leaving tem-
porarily to go to Bangkok," Kelley

said
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of any kind in Southeast Asia as of

Aug. 15 of that year.

There was no indication from

Nessen and the other senior aides

gathered in Palm Springs on what

Ford will decide the United States

should do about Indochina.

Deputy Press Secretary John W
Hushen, asked for Ford's views on

Vice President Nelson. A
Rockefeller's statement yesterday

there was nothing the United

States could do to help the South

Vietnamese, said The vice

president was expressing his own
views."

Hushen said that as far as aides

knew, Ford and Rockefeller had not

been in communication with each

other on Vietnam during the past

few days.

CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton

54th Member of the World Famous
Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an aterage

spending of $2.25

Your Host, Carlo, is a special

student at UAAass

APPLICATIONS

for the position of Affirmative Action Officer

are available in the Student Attorney General's

Office, 422 Student Union, for all interested

undergraduates.

For job description and more information see

Cindi Iris. Student Atty. Gen. Deadline for

applications is Thursday, April 10th.

Price Reductions!!

te\ Texas Instruments
etectronic cdculators

Texas Instruments
sTide rule calculator

SR-51

Texas Instruments
slide rule calculator

SR-5Q

was

$225.00

now only

$179.95

was

$124.95

now only

$109.95

»

both

IN STOCK!!

UNIVERSITY STORE Campus Center

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Mandatory jail term

required by law
By United Press International

At least two persons have been
arrested under Massachusetts' rigid

new gun law which went into effect

Tuesday and carries an automatic

one year prison sentence for

possession of a firearm without a

permit.

Calvin Hebert, 18, of North

Adams, was arrested for carrying a

.22 caliber rifle. Preone Moore, 35,

of Boston's South End, was
arrested after a gunfight at a party

Tuesday night.

The law orders a mandatory one

year sentence for anyone arrested

carrying a gun without having a

proper permit for the weapon. A
court cannot lower the sentence.

Hebert pleaded innocent in

district court to charges of illegal

possession of a firearm and assault

with a deadly weapon. The case

was continued until April 15 and he

was released on his own
recognizance.

Police said Hebert was arrested

about 4:30 p.m. Tuesday after a

complaint that the youth was

carrying the rifle while standing on

a road near his home. They said

when Hebert was arrested, the gun

was empty but he had no permit.

The assault charge was lodged

when officials said the youth

allegedly .pointed the rifle at an

unidentified man.

Moore was charged with illegal

possession of a firearm and assault

and battery with a deadly weapon.

He was attending a party when an

of massachusetts
arts council
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adidas

The three stripes of

Adidas. Here the Tour-

nament basketball shoe. . with X
special padding to protect the

heel and Achilles tendon, vulcanij

rubber sole, and a new cushioned heel

lining. You can't do better. ..in Tourna-

ment blue velour leather. Sizes 4-13 $23.95

Just one. from our_

exciting and

complete

Adidas
collection! ""

SHOE STOKE

SO. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST
master ch*'g#

occupant of a lower floor com-

plained about the noise. Police said

Moore pulled a gun and chased the

complaining man, Joseph Willis,

71, back to his apartment, where

Willis picked up a pistol for which

he had a license.

Moore was wounded in the arm

in an exchange of shots. He also

entered a plea of innocent in

Boston Municipal Court yesterday

and was confined at the Charles

Street Jail on $1,000 bond. The

case was continued until April 11.

Plane carries orphans

from Vietnam to US
YOKOTA U.S. AIRBASE, Japan

\AP\ - A plane carrying 57

Vietnamese orphan babies bound

for new homes in the United States,

reached Japan early yesterday after

taking off from Saigon without

control tower clearance in the face

of a feared Viet Cong attack.

"Don't take off. Don't take off.

You have no clearance," Ken

Healy, who piloted the World

Airways DC 8 jet, said he was told

by the Tan Son Nhut airport in

Saigon.

But Healy, who flew refugees out

of mainland China in the late 1940s

and made the chaotic last flight out

of Da Nang last week, put the plane

into the air anyway on its trip to

Oakland, Calif., with stops in Japan

and Hawaii.

He smiled later and said, "I just

didn't get the message in time."

Healy is from San Leandro, Calif.

Saigon's Tan Son Nhut airport

had been closed just before the jet

took off because of a feared Viet

Cong attack. All nonmilitary people

had been ordered off the air base.

This correspondent, who flew

aboard the plane on its trip to the

United States, saw the babies roll

on their backs in surprise as the

plane took off. About 20 adult

passengers, including two
physicians, watched over them as

the plane rose.
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Connally trial opens

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The

prosecution charged yesterday that

former Treasury Secretary John B.

Connally Jr. solicited $10,000 in

bribes in 1971 by asking a milk

lobby contact, "You think you can

get some of that money for me?"

On the second day of Connally's

bribery trial, assistant Watergate

prosecutor Jon A. Sale said the

prosecution would prove Connally

sought and got - payment for

helping to persuade President

Richard M. Nixon to raise milk

support prices.

In his reply, defense counsel

Edward Bennett Williams said the

charges against Connally were

false.

"He did not at any time receive

anything whatsoever from the milk

producers," Williams said. He

urged the jury to "keep an open

mind."

Hospitals slow down
CAMBRIDGE \AP\ People

have begun to postpone surgery

because of the recession, and
hospitals are now operating 10 to

20 per cent below their usual levels,

according to a survey conducted by

a private research firm.

Among its other effects, the

slowdown contributes to problems

hospitals are having paying their

bills and reduces demand for

medical supplies, said Richard L.

Hughes, director of health care

study for Arthur D. Little, Inc.

Convention sought
WASHINGTON \UPI\

Promising an adequate number of

tiotel rooms, good transportation

and fine food, officials of Kansas

City and Cleveland yesterday made
formal bids to host the 1976

Democratic National Convention.

The presentations — including

slide shows were viewed by the

Democrats Site Selection Com-
mittee, which scheduled similar

pitches today by Los Angeles, New
Orleans, Miami Beach, and New
York.

Chicago also had been scheduled

» to make a presentation yesterday

but officials of that city canceled

out, saying they had decided not to

make a formal bid.

Rabin airs views
By United Press International

Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak

Rabin said yesterday the collapse of

Secretary of State Henry A
Kissinger's latest Middle East peace

mission showed the need tor tace •

to face Egyptian-Israeli

negotiations for a new Sinai

agreement.

Rabin also said he had little doubt

Congress would approve new U S.

aid to Israel.
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AFROTC
An Air Force way to give

more value to your college

life and college diploma.

• Scholarships
• $100 a month tax-free

allowance
• Flying instruction
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Election Forum

PCP candidates

. for Town Meeting

Precinct 1. Parish Hall, North Amherst Floyd Bailey, Sandra Brayton, Ellen Gavin,

Deborah Ortlip, Carrie Jo Gershman, Rubie James, John Pepi, Brian Sabel, Jim Starr,

Ellen Caracciolo (one year seat).

Precinct 2 Fire Station at center of Amherst Mark Benoit, Philip Sellinger, Robert

Gilbert. Catherine Hopkins, Pamela Houmere, Douglas Stanley, Robert Weiner. Lawrence

Kornfield (one year seat).

Precinct 3. Odd Fellows Hall • Lisa Marie Alberghini, Adam Auster, Donna Marie Fusco,

Randy Grodman, Ellen R. Regal, Jonathan Speigel, Charlotte Walters, Janet Webber,

Lynn Washburn, Mark Levitan.

Precinct 4, Masonic Building - Daniel Reich, Nina Reich

Precinct 6. Munson Memorial Library Building - Marc Lee Berman, Jane Fleishman,

Mary Nesta King, Fred Landea, Jack Leader, Don Michak, William R. Price, Jr., Terence

Tierney.

Precinct 7. Amherst Auction Gallery Mary J. Vinette, Marcus R. Gardner, Eric

Walgren, Jean Marie Murray, Robert R Gardner.

Progressive Candidates Pool

offers alternative slate
As students prepare for the inevitable mass exodus

off campus and into the surrounding community, a

genuine concern for their soon-to-be home's welfare

has given rise to an alternative slate of proponents for

the Amherst Town Meeting known as the Progressive

Candidate's Pool. More students are taking advantage

of their right to vote and this marks the first time that

they will have taken an active part in the town

elections.

The group was initially formulated to organize

protest against surging rent hikes in the town and

since has focused their interests and concerns to the

welfare of students, tenants, workers, and un-

derpriviledged members of he community. The PCP

has drafted a number of proposals and warrants for

the Town Meeting siting their attention on tran-

sportation, rent connrol, protecting the local en-

viionment, town-university relations, and personal

liberties.

One of the people running, John Pepi, said that the

Pool is made up of candidates genuinely concerned

with the town.

"This isn't an attempt at a take-over" said Pepi,

"we want what is best for all the townspeople, which

does in fact include a large number of students who

live and work'in the town."

Through a number of warrants the Pool has

outlined their plans for change. Some of the changes

the group advocates include initiating the action to

bring rent control, new low income housing, taxing of

University property, opening the dorms to non-

students and apartmentizing them. The roots of these

proposals is the flood of students to off campus

residence expected.

Other issues which concern the Progressive

Candidates are child care facilities, a non-enforcement

policy on victimless crimes prohibiting dum-dum

bullets, blocking nuclear power plants, encouraging

non returnable bottles, Green Belt zoning by-laws, a

town-university board and several others. Further

information can be obtained by contacting any of the

listed Town Meeting candidates.

Why I am running

An election of issues

&£
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By DOUGLAS PHELPS
As a candidate for Town Moderator, I am the only

candidate for town wide office affiliated with the

Progressive Candidates Pool. Since it is our intent to

emphasize issues and concerns rather than per-

sonalities, we have sought to focus our campaign on

what we see to be the needs of the people of

Amherst We have found a great deal of support

among people at the precinct level for the issues that

we have raised, and we expect their message to be

heard at the polls on April 8.

Some of the immediate needs which will face the

upcoming Town Meeting are the following:

1) a program of housing reform, which includes

effective rent control, planned flow of students to off-

campus housing, and more low income housing in

and around Amherst;

2) measures to insure the vitality of our liberties as

citizens in a democratic society, including the for-

mation of a Town ombudscommittee, 24-hour child

care facilities, repeal of laws prohibiting group

households, non-enforcement of victimless crimes,

prohibition of the use of dumdum bullets by police,

and other law enforcement reforms in areas involving

discretionary policies;

3) a clear commitment to the quality of life in the

Town of Amherst, including measures to control town

growth and insure greenbelt zoning, to provide for

alternative and adquate transportation facilities, to

control waste, and to oppose the proposed Nukes

power plant; and

4) strenghtening self government at a local level.

through creation of a Town-University board,

reapportionment of Town Meeting, affirmation of the

principle of local control by speaking out as a Town

on issues such as non-funding of the Southeast Asian

War, and observance of the anniversary of our

nation's Revolutionary Bicentennial as a people's

celebration.

If elected Town Moderator, I would exercise my

delegated authority to appoint certain Town com-

mittees, such as the Finance Committee, in a manner

to insure a representation of a cross section of people

who understand the varied needs of our community,

such as those needs outlined above.

In moderating the Town Meeting, I would insure

that all issues receive a fair and full hearing, and that

no voice goes unheard. I would carry to my role as

Moderator the Progressive Candidates Pool's

democratic commitment, and refrain from exercising

illegitimate authority as Chair of Town Meeting.

Ultimately, the faith people have in the Town

Moderator can, and should, be no greater than the

faith which the Moderator places in Town Meeting as

a form of government. A Moderator who respects the

institution of Town Meeting will be a fair and effective

Moderator. For my part, rest assured that I do not

share UMass President Robert Wood's infamous

assessment of town meetings as "government by

wisecrack ... mechanisms too cumbersome to make

real decisions'' Rather, I share the judgement of

DeTocqueville, who observed that "town meetings

are to liberty what primary schools are to science;

they bring it within the people's reach ...
."

® Applications at S.l'.B. Km. 415

or at C.C. Information Desk

The Distinguished Visitor's Program is

financed and operated by the undergraduates

of UMass. for the purpose of keeping the

university community sensitive to the world

in which it exists. It seeks to bring to campus

those persons whose experiences in domestic

and international affairs, sciences, arts and

humanities quality them to interpret, explain

and raise questions about life in all its

dimensions.
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We're looking for certain majors
to become Lieutenants.

Mechanical and civil en
gineering majors . . . areo
space and aeronautical en
gineering majors . . . majors
in electronics . . . computer
science . . . mathematics.

The Air Force needs peo-
ple . . . many with the above
academic majors. And
AFROTC has several differ

ent programs where you
can fit . . . 4 year, 3 year, or

fenng full scholarships. All

offering $100 a month
allowance during the last

two years of the program.
Flying opportunities. And all

leading to an Air Force offi-

cerscommission.plus ad
vanced education.

If you'd like to cash in on
these Air Force benefits,
start by looking into the Air

Force ROTC.
2-year programs. Some of

Contact Major Goodhue Dickinson Hall

545-2437
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Letters

Sick of the Infirmary
To the Editor:

On Monday, March 10, I went to the infirmary to refill a prescription. I

was directed through miles of red tape, and ended up seeing a doctor and
having a blood test. The doctor interpreted the jumble of numbers on the

blood test report as mononucleosis. Acting on his advice, I was admitted
to the 3rd floor of the infirmary to "rest for a few days. " This was my first

mistake.

The first night of my rest was uneventful except for the fact that my
room thermostat must have been set at -50 degrees. Needless to say, I

caught a severe cold and could hardly breathe by morning. Naively, I asked
the charge nurse for a decongestant. I was informed that "procedures

dictate that you cannot have anything until your doctor comes in and
authorizes it. " My doctor made his rounds at four in the afternoon. That

evening, after seeing the doctor and getting a cold pill, I decided to take a

shower. Upon asking for some clean pajamas, I was informed that they

were all out of large [I'm 6' 4"\ and had to settle for medium. There seems
to me to be a deficiency when the infirmary is not even half full, \20 out of

50 beds in use\ and already they are running out of clean laundry.

In the middle of the night I was awakened to have my pulse and tem-

perature taken. This is routine, and fine with me except for the fact that I

laid there for 35 minutes with the damn thermometer in my mouth.

When my doctor came around Wednesday afternoon, I demanded that

he authorize my release from that zoo. He agreed to let me leave in the

morning. At 9:00 p.m., I decided to go to sleep since I was tired and
nothing else was going on. I asked the charge nurse for my decongestant

pill before retiring, and she replied, "Why don 't you stay up for a while and
have your medication with everyone else?" To this I replied, "You've got

to be kidding." She wasn't. Enraged, I made enough noise so that,

reluctantly, she finally forked over the pill.

Later that night, I lay awake talking to one of the younger nurses. I told

her ofmy adventures, and I think she summed it up best when she replied,

"This place is no place to be when you 're sick and defense/ess.

"

James Canning

A necessary correction

To the Editor:

/ would like to take this time to correct an error that the Collegian made
in printing my editorial entitled, "History Repeats Itself," which was

printed on Monday, March 31st, 1975. It was incorrectly printed that, "...

but we had to appear in court, and the best part is that we had to travel

from out - of town since the summons date was during spring break. " I

had never written any such thing in the draft that I submitted to the

Collegian office. In fact what I did say was. "
... but the best part is that we

may have to travel from out - of - town, since the summons date is during

spring break. "
I wrote the editorial before spring break, so there was no

way for me to know at that time if we would have to appear in court, or if

things would be cleared by the LS0 before the date of the summons.
Evidently, an over-imaginative Collegian staffer decided to do some

rewording.
Debbe Marchetto

S.O.P. enlists support
To the Editor

The Student Organizing Project would like to encourage all interested

students to come to an Organizers ' Meeting today at 3 p.m. in 811 Campus

Center. We will discuss strategy and ways of getting support for the

"Student Unionization Enabling Act" which will be considered by our own
Board of Trustees May 7th. Our plans so far include a campus-wide

canvas, and the endorsement of campus groups. We will have a table in

the concourse, and the Mobile Organizing Center in dorms to discuss

unionization, and enlist support. We need the help and support of

everyone to have a student union, so if you're curious, interested, or

committed, come by the Organizer's Meeting to discuss plans and strategy

for a student union.1

The Student Organizing Project

Podunkian lament
To the Editor.

/ respect the right of this paper to a free press; however, I must rise to

the defense of all that is noble and sacred and renounce your remark in

Tuesday's paper. I am, of course, referring to the article entitled: "Screw-

loose and fancy-free governor seeks new M.D." As a loyal and dedicated

Podunkian, I cannot let a re/nark like: "... such newspaper worthies as the

... Podunk Garbage Liner ... "pass by unquestioned.

Podunk has suffered the stigma of the colloquialism long enough! So,

Ferd Finbone I and all the rest of you uninformed Umies), before you cast

any more aspersions our way, go and look over the area, we refer to as

"God's Country". It is less than an hour's drive straight down Route 9

least] except for the last mile or so. After you've seen it, I predict your

remarks will be less prejudiced and much more favorable.

Chria Terry

Amherst town elections are

Tuesday, April 8. Don't

forget to vote!

Refuse and refugee

The long war in Vietnam is almost over. The past

decade of conflict in the rice patties and college

campuses, the arguments, the broken promises

and lies, the friends and relatives returning from

war dead and alive but never understanding the

purpose at last; ends in a series of photographs of

dying refugees piled in ships.

There will be no banner victory headlines, no

ticker-tape parades or joyful reunions. Vietnam will

simply fade from the media and the price of tin will

rise in the States.

We feel that there is reason for shame in Viet

nam. Events there are all too disgusting to take on

that we were right all along' attitude. We, as

— The irony of refugees fighting with their own
soldiers on the shores of Cam Ranh Bay where
President Johnson stood eight years ago and told

our boys they were fighting a "good war."
— The obscenity of the photographs of mothers

holding their dead children casting them off the

sides of U.S. vessels packed like sardine cans.

— The apathy of Americans as we can no longer

take anymore of Vietnam and feel no shame for

what has happened. In Dallas, the genitals of the

shrapnelled child were covered on the cover of

Newsweek. Vietnam has erased our sense of what
is indecent.

students sang, marched against the war, but we as

students will inherit this country. It is our duty to

never forget the lesson we paid foi n lives and
money never to let such a sham occur again

It is now our task to see that what is going on in

the Persian Guff and in South America does not

turn into other Vietnams.
We have been a generation who have grown

used to shame, both domestic and abroad.

Assassination, political corruption, social injustice,

violence, and war have been part of all our lives

Lessons can't be forgotten, we must prevent the

actualization of Wasteland.

All unsigned editorials represent the opinion of the majority of the Board of Editors.
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SPORTS STAFF

Ron Arena. Wayne Btdtn. John Bock. Ban Caswell. Tom Crowley. Bill Ooyie. Stave OeCosta. Dave
Eibei. Bill III**, Tares* Hanatin. Scott Hayes, Bob Higgins. Barnaby Kalan. Neil Kelly. Mike
Kneeiand. Greg Levins, Jay Luppold, Peter McDonnei, Bob Northon. Chas O'Connor, Olenn Poster.
Walt Powers, Save Saraceno, Rich Savieri, Russ Smith. Steve Tetrault, Laurie Whiting. Mike
Berger, Beth Ros*„

NtWS STAFF

Bill Gonet, Larry Kornfeld. Ernie King, Hugh Owen, June Valliere. Steve Tripoli, Brina Coyne.
Avis Uni. Fred Nobles. Sandy Carlin, Hillary Martick, Linda Brower, Debbi OiMcssimo. Rick
Gureghian. Nancy Gruscheck, Paul Bradley, Paul Logue, Thomas Brine, Bill Mills, Susan Genser.
Tony Peiusi, Dan Lewis. Melanie Johnson, Jamas O'Dato. Liz Temby. Donna Fusco, Steve
Macaulay. Joe Mahoney. Sandra Waskledicz, Kethy Weise, Vicki Poth, Mar* Klein, John O'Neli.
Paul Tucker. Joan Hurley, Sue Adley, Roberta Martone, Cheryl Walsh, Jan Alexander, Bill Den
smore. Judy Friediand. Fred Gosiewskl, P.J. Prokop. Debbie Shaefer, Dorothy Mullar.

BUSINESS STAFF

Ken Shapiro, Gary Williams. Paul Kontrimas, Alan Anastos, Betsy Harkins. Lynn Frost. Michael
Pappas. Susan Beliveau. Bob Kriensky. Betty Ramsey. Linda Cioffl, Bob Crowell, Bill Hicky,
Jamie O'Brien, Wayne Bedelt, Rodney Byrd, Sheila Watson, Sherry Jacobs, Bob Stevens

BELOW THE SALT STAFF

Andrew B MacKeniie. Michael C Kostek, Gina Starodoj. Ed Smith Lori Leiderman, Maria Rich
mond. Sue Doskocil, Don McGilvray, Kris Jackson, Ben Atkins. Kit Browne, Jack Cahiii. Oavid
Miller, Dennis Quill. David Santos. John Wassell. Karen Miller. Stuerd Sojcher, Jeffrey PoHman.
Luis Medina, Bill Howell, Bob Lampron, Danniel Finneran. Kevin Pelletier, Ross Nerenberg. Ken
Biancnard. Michael Peppe. Mark Harris Levitan. Linda Sherksnls, Ed Fleischer, David Letters,
Craig ftoche. Jim^Paulin

EDITORIAL STAFF

Paul Bradley. Jim Carson. Nat Clark, Reid Fishman, Robert Golner, Bryan Harvey, Mike II
depski, Joyce KosofSky, Luis Medina, Zamir Nesteibaum, Dudley Phillips, Benita Pullara, Stephen
Romano, Robert Shmeligian, Doug Surette, qpphen Turner. Charles Zaf fin i. Mary Oriscoll. Ellen
Gavin, Kyriakos Karoutsos, James Noilet, Glenn Calmus. Peter Vaskell. Mike Movie, Stephanie
Kornfeld

PHOTO STAFF

George Withers, Tuna Steward, Lionel Robeiro, Bob Gamache, Fran Glavin Dale Griswold, Jay
Saret, Leon Nadeau. Dan Smith, Mark Beletch, Bob Norcott, Jim Higgins, Larry Hershkowiti, Joe.
Sioddart, Jack O'Neil, Ed Cohen, Chris Bourne, Bob Stevens. Bob Carlin. Peter Kruse, Bill Howell,
Paul Mu/yka, Stu Eyman, Clyde Beaity, Juan Durruthy, Bob Miles, Joe Martins, Rob Smerling,
Dick Leonard

ISSUE EDITORS A NIOHT STAFF

Geoff Kurmsky, Dan LaBonte, Walt Powers

E. Patrick McQuaid

I'm oppressed --

you're oppressed
By E. PA TRICK McQUAID

Where is that time; where has it gone? Those days long, long ago when
in the blossom of our ignorance we frisked with our playmates on some
endless beach; when a skimming rock would break the still silence of
pastoral waters and a surge of mirth would ripple through our hearts, for
we had jostled the steadfast scheme of nature.

When crossing a paved summit and descending its other side, each
morning my eyes catch hold of a glorious span of sunblest vegetation. My
foot moves from accelerator to brake but fails to finish the deed; I must go
on or be late for class. Indeed this is tragic when I can no longer stop to
experience the sensation of such beauty. Before me I see sunrays suckle
every meadow and a field of gold once taken in awe by youth whose eyes
had not yet seen the harvest of his age.

Bui now he is educated.

And he, the youth whose hair is streaked with gold, too remembers a

gilded age; recalls the days that never were, but remain precious

memories.

"I sure miss Life magazine," he stated as he released a blue fume of

cigarette smoke into the still atmosphere. "Yup, every Friday afternoon,

after school, it was cookies 'n' milk an' Life magazine. I remember
thumbing through the pages and looking ... photos of ... and people ... an'

remember the ..." fading, fading, fading, like the memories of which he

spoke. His voice was swept away, his breath had escaped my ears like

wind; his image like vapor.

Darkness set in, darkness like a shroud. The earth and the mind are in

stillness, for he who had made memories was at rest in his horizon.

This darkness has blinded us from seeing the beauty of the everyday, the

commonplace of existence. We are oppressed and we willingly accept it.

That same force that drives us to liberate our fellow man binds us to an

intolerable prison within.

There is no "ism" for which to slap a label onto this malady. It doesn't

stem from our social, religious, or ethnic beliefs but is rooted deep within

our subconscious. It is our damn human education! That elitist "maturity"

that prevents us from looking with child-eyes at the world in which we live.

It is the same golden landscape that we saw as children. I he sea is still

there, roaring; how often do we listen to the sea anymore; it still says the

same things to us.

So we are oppressed and we crave it. We have constructed huge

monuments, cathedrals in concrete to praise our oppression. We squirm in

the slime of our waste and exult in ourselves, for once again, as we did as

children so long, long ago, have jostled the steadfast scheme of nature.

E. Patrick McQuaid is the Collegian Associate Executive Editor

Plight of the

Soviet Jews
By LA WRENCE A. COHEN and MARIL YN LEVI

Even though the U.S. -Soviet Trade has been cancelled by Russia,

there are still three million Jews who need our support. Conditions for

Soviet Jews have deteriorated from bad to horrible!

Harassment of applicants for exit visas was intensified promptly after the

trade cancellation. Phone communications from the West to activists is

almost entirely cut. Vladimir Oliker and Israel Varnavitsky of Leningrad

were detained by police while making overseas calls. In Leningrad and

Kiev, an applicant for exit must list relatives; who are then harassed and

pressured to demand the applicant withdraw his application, and forced to

sign documents in which there is a pledge not to apply for exit visas

themselves. A Leningrad activist described in a letter how "in the OVIR

immigration office, we now hear phrases such as 'I don't advise you to

hand in your documents again this year, 'You can hand in your documents

if you have forty rubles (the non-refundable application fee) to waste, 'You

may come here again in 1977'." Moscow dentist Mark Nashpitz rejected an

offer of exit providing he would first spy on the Jewish immigration

movement!
Margarita Suslensky, wife of activist Yakov Suslensky, was subjected to

a humiliating gynecological search, three times during an eight hour in-

terrogation, by Soviet secret police, K.G.B., after visiting her husband in

prison. Mrs. Suslensky was searched by a woman who wore no gloves and

had dirty hands. She was then made to urinate and defecate to "prove"

she had no "hidden messages."

We cannot stand idly by while Soviet Jews are being denied basic

human rights and freedoms. We cannot and will not turn our other cheek

to this barbarious persecution! We urge you to write letters to Soviet Party

Chairman Leonid Brezhnev, deploring and rejecting this persecution, and

demanding the right for Soviet Jews to emigrate to Israel. If you want

more information on the plight of Soviet Jewry, look for our information

table on the Concourse level of the Campus Center.

We ARE our brother's keeper. Let my people go!

Lawrence A. Cohen and Marilyn Levi are Collegian guest commentators
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Commentary

Manchester's media menace
By DA VE OSTRANDER

"There is a real media problem in New Hampshire.

When the Union Leader attacks you, you've got to

fight back. The problem is you can't fight back ef-

fectively. " — William Johnson, State GOP Chairman,

1969

That problem still exists. The newspaper is the

Manchester Union Leader and the reason for the

problem is a springhead by the name of William Loeb,

the publisher and full time paranoiac of the "Com-
munist conspiracy."

The problem is a virtual monopoly on the thinking

and perception of all New Hampshire residents. Loeb

has achieved this because his newspaper is the only

one that is distributed throughout the state, it is the

only morning paper, and has the only Sunday edition

in the state.

The only "competition" Loeb has, is eight other

local newspapers (he calls them the "pip-squeak

press") which really have no effect anyway, since

they carry mostly wire service news and generally

reflect the ultra-conservative attitudes of the Union

Leader.

The electronic media, growing in influence

throughout the rest of the country, lags far behind in

New Hampshire due to the poor reception. The only

state stations are either impoverished or specialize in

old movies and cartoons.

Boston stations reach into New Hampshire but

cover little if any related events.

This situation would not be so dangerous if the

Union Leader was a responsible, honest, fair, and

objective newspaper like the public expect

newspapers to be. Instead, it is an organ that returns

to the red scare period of the Joe McCarthy fifties.

Not only is William Loeb an obstruction in the self-

evaluation and judgement of the New Hampshire

people, he is also a crook. In 1957, in Haverhill, Mass.

he tried to put an opposing paper, the Haverhill

Gazette, out of business, was sued, and forced to pay

$3 million in damages.

"The situation

dangerous if the

would not be so

Union Leader was a

responsible, honest, fair and objective

newspaper like the public expects
newspapers to be. Instead it is an organ
that returns to the red scare period of the

Joe McCarthy fifties."

In order to save his skin, he took a $2 million loan

from the Teamsters Union and continues to act as

their puppet, especially in defense of Jimmy Hoffa

and Teamster backed candidates.

Which brings us to politics, where Loeb has the

most dangerous influence of all. He is literally able to

pjuck a candidate from nowhere and through the

biased backing of the Union Leader, set him up in an

official position. Hard to believe? Don't doubt it for

long, because right now, a second rate hack by the

name of Meldrim Thomson is Governor of New

Hampshire, primarily through the efforts of William

Loeb.

In state politics Loeb has undisputed power over

who gets elected and who does not. Candidates are

unwilling to enter primaries for office main'y out of

fear of the newspaper's abuse of their families,

something Loeb excels in, as evidenced in remarks

and epithets made about national political figures.

The New York Times quoted one New Hampshire

businessman about this problem. "It's not a question

of my speaking out (against Loeb); it's a question of

what he will do in the paper to my family. He has no

sense of decency. If there is anything he can publish

against you, he will."

"He (Loeb) is literally able to pluck a

candidate from nowhere and through the

biased backing of the Union Leader, set

him up in an official position."

In the 1964 presidential primary Loeb called Nelson

Rockefeller "a wife swapper," even though he himself

has had three wives. "Moscow" Muskie, George
McGovern, and John Lindsay are known as "left wing

kooks." Henry Kissinger is "a tool of the Communist
conspiracy" and Martin Luther King "really asked for

what happened to him." Unbelievable!

Fortunately, candidates supported by Loeb have a

habit of losing - Barry Goldwater, Sam Yorty the

most notable. One exception (although this guy
certainly is a loser) was Ricky Nixon, who in 1968,

made a deal with Loeb for his support in the New
Hampshire primary. However, Nixon's victory in the

state was due to the way Loeb and his newspaper
undercut Nixon's opponent, George Rommey, in his

bid for the Presidential nomination.

But Loeb saves the best of his attacks, usually

reserved for his mud-slinging front page editorials, for

the Kennedys — disrespectfully known to Loeb as

"Tricky Jack," "Copperhead Bobby," and "Stupid

Teddy."

In my mind, this character is a basket case and
should be put away, but it is unlikely that will happen
as long as he monopolizes the communications media
of New Hampshire.

The solution to the problem? Who knows. Perhaps

outside pressure to present different viewpoints in the

newspaper. At this time, no liberal or moderate
columnists are carried in the Union Leader.

Opposing papers could increase political coverage

and provide an alternative voice in the state. However,
the ingrained Yankee-Protestant conservatism of the

New Hampshire people would probably send the

views on the same track as the Union Leader.

Until something changes. New Hampshire is stuck

with a clown who presents the greatest danger to any
democratic system - a single philosophy.

It's happening now in New Hampshire. It could be
happening throughout the entire country if the

communication's network is monopolized at the same
rate as is now happening.

Dave Ostrander is a Collegian Commentator.
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Second Con Ed symposium
to focus on energy problems

Alternative energy and food

production is the focus of the

second annual "Toward
Tomorrow: A Symposium of

Alternatives" offered through the

Division of Continuing Education at

UMass this summer.
The "Toward Tomorrow"

program pulls together people from

all walks of life. Participants in-

terested in learning through

"hands on" workshops gain

practical working knowledge in

such areas as wind power, solar

heat, methane gas, organic gar

dening, steam power, electric cars,

recycling, and world food and

energy problems.

Building on last summer's ex-

perience, this series of 29

workshops is offered at a lowered

cost and on weekend as well as

week long schedules throughout

the summer.
Workshop instructors are experts

in their field, and emphasize the

"how to" aspects of the subject

matter. Whenever possible,

students are involved in building,

measuring, growing and problem

solving.

"Students will leave their

workshops with a new or sharper

skill, one that has direct application

to their personal goals," said Alan

Ashton, director of Toward
Tomorrow. Several participants in

last year's program are currently

integrating methods and

techniques learned into their in-

dividual home or business sites.

In addition to the workshops, the

Division of Continuing Education is

making provisions for exhibits

dealing with these alternatives.

Such displays are open to the

general public, as well as to

workshop participants, and are

provided by manufacturers and

business throughout the country.

Toward Tomorrow workshops

run from June 27 through Aug. 15.

There is no limit to the number of

weekend or week long sessions

participants can register for.

Enrollment is open to the public.

Credit options can be arranged.

Student teachers meet tonight
The Cue Tep students who plan to do their practice teaching during the

fall semester 75 are requested to be present at the pre- intern placement

workshop that will be held tonight at the University of Massachusetts,

School of Education in Room 128 at 7:30 to 9:00 p.m.

The Cue-Tep staff will be looking forward to seeing you there.

Thank you for your consideration.

Library

schedule
Monday Friday (April)

8 a.m. to 12 midnight

Saturday (April)

9 a.m. to6p.m.

Sunday (April) 10 a.m. to 12

midnight

NOTE: Friday, April 18, the

Library will close at 8 p.m. (This

is Patriots' Day Weekend)

Collegian

staff meeting

tonight at 7

CC 171

The way fun is going to be

digcdWeque & restaurant

Three Floors Of Good Times?

Every Sunday— Lire 'Bands 8:30 P.M.ltiO A.M.

discotheque ^Nightly 9.00-idO A.M.

miqi — upstairs

an intimate setting for you and yours

and

*> — downstairs . . .

conversation, great sandwiches

and special prices on draft beer!

"Sandwiches that are more than a meal"

Open at
(S

lSpon

at the Elm wood
Route 9 Hadley. Massachusetts

Grvts Inn, lac.

food drink dancing

For further information on

workshops and registration contact

Toward Tomorrow, Division of

Continuing Education, 205 Hills

North, UMass, Amherst, Mass.

01002, telephone (413) 545-0905.

"T'~
Spend the

Entire Summer
in Europe for

Just $377*

BOSTON — PARIS —
BOSTON

If you are a member of any
of the 5 colleges within this

area you may qualify for this

low group fare

FOR ADDITIONAL IN-

FORMATION CONTACT MR.
RICHARD PINI — 253-7766

3fc air fare only
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LANDRY'S MARKET
The Oldest Grocery inAmherst

10% DISCOUNTONALLWINES
Prices Effective 4-2 to 4-9

ALL BEER WARM OR COLD

Munich Beer, 12 oz N.R., Reg. $1.45

Miller, 12 oz. Cans, Reg. $1.85

Ballantine Beer, 12oz. N.R. Cans, Reg. $1.85

Heineken's Beer, 12 oz. N.R.. Reg $4 25

Guinness Stout, 12 oz. 4 Pak

Cabot's Triple Score BUTTER
Cabot's Vermont CHEESE
IdienotMILK
Slab BACON
Breakfast SAUSAGE
Eye Round CORNED BEEF
Reg. Ground BEEF
LETTUCE
CUKES
Idaho POTATOES
Fancy MAPLE SYRUP, Reg $2 99

Natural Hardwood CHARCOAL

Our Price, 6 Pak 99c

Our Price, 6 Pak $1.39

Our Price, 6 Pak $1.25

Our Price, 6 Pak $3.25

4 Pak, $2.35

lb. 89c

lb. $1.49

'2 gal 72c, gal. $1.43

lb. $1.09

lb. 99c

lb. $1.39

lb. 75c

29c head or 2 for 49c

2 for 35c

S lb. 49c

Otir Price Pt. $2.59

8 1b. bag $1.29

Open 8-9, Mon. -Thurs.; 8-11, Fri. A Sat. 10-3, Sun. (No Beer)

711 Main St. Amherst 253-5387
On the Belchertown Bus Route

IN STOCK OVER 10.267 ITEMS

SAVER
DISTRIBUTORS

BEST THING
SINCE

WHOLESALE
THt CATALOG /SHOWROOM / WAREHOUSE

IASK OUR SOUND EXPERTS FOR DETAILS]

•.BS $ & ft^gHb

MFG.
LIST 419.00

CREATIVE $249
SAVE

n<1
..

%m
BISR

sansui441 am/fm
stereo receiver

creative 222
2-way speaker system

bsr Mcdonald
2260x total turntable

SPRINGFIELD
1351 MAIN 5T

Daily 9 30 Aft to S 30 PM
Mon & Tfcur til 9 P M

WEST SPRINGFIELD
BURT S CENTURY CENTER

Da.lv 9 AM to 9 PM
SAT 9 to 5 30

HOLYOKE
IS04 NORTHAMPTON ST

Daily 10 AM to 9 PM
Sat til 6 PM

NORTHAMPTON
HAMP PLAZA

Daily 10 AM to 9 PM
Sat til 6 PM

GREENFIELD
87 MAIN ST

Daily 10 AM to 6 PM
Fn til 9 PM

i*»M*"ICM

VISIT BURT'S NEW COMPLETE SOUND ROOM

Study on water quality

seeks student assistance
notices

If you are an Amherst town water

user you can help in a new
University of Massachusetts

research study on what happens to

water quality between the reservoir

and the tap.

UMass chemist Tom Zajicek has

preliminary data to indicate that

water quality suffers because water

extracts trace metal impurities as it

goes through distribution mains

and household pulmbing. His study

will look into changes that take

place in water throughout

distribution systems, why and

how these changes take place, and

their effect on trace metal levels.

He has chosen the Amhesst town

system not because of any par-

ticular trace metal problem in the

system but because it is typical of

many public water systems in the

region. The long range goal of the

study is to provide answers which

will aid in the establishment of

reasonable and enforceable

standards relative to trace metals.

He plans test sites around the

town for frequent sampling and is

interested in getting tap water

samples from unusual systems —
those with a completely iron

plumbing system or a galvanized

water tank, for example. "We
would also welcome word of any

unusual drinking water conditions

noted around the town — such

things as abnormal taste, color or

the like," he said.

The Zajicek hotline at 545-1521 is

/**%

New Seafarer Blue Jeans $6.00

Heavy Used Blue Jeans

$3, $4, and $5

Our Special Flannel Shirts $1.50

Putyour
mtnd.

on
tour

3 credits

in3weeks

If there was ever a summer to begin making that change you've

been thinking about, this is it. Summer 1 is a three week tour

for the mind, preceding the University's main session, Sumr

2. You can earn 3 credits in a number of interesting sub-

ject areas. Registration is by mail or in person at Hills

House Main Lobby, Thursday, May 29. Time: 9 a.m.

to I p.m. and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Counseling and

financial aid are available. Contact Continuing

Education, Hills X'orth, UMass, (4131 545-0905,

CONTINUING EDI"

manned between 8:30 a.m. and

4:30 p.m. Although he won't be

there at all times, he will answer

callers that leave names and phone
numbers. He adds: "A transient

problem may have to be sampled
immediately; if your bathtub fills

with unusually colored water, for

example. This sort of problem may
not wait until the next day so take a

sample right away.

"A pint of water is enough. Use a

clean bottle (liquid cleaners are

hard to remove so a soda bottle

with a screw cap is best). Fill the

bottle as near to the top as possible

and store it in the refrigerator. Call

in the next day and it will be picked

up."

ARMENIAN CLUB
Meeting tonite, 4-3, at 730 in the 3rd

floor lounge of Herter Hall to go over final

plans for the dance. Party afterwards with
wine and cheese. All welcome! Tickets for

4 19 dance will be on sale

BICYCLE CLUB
Tonite, 7:30 CC 911-915 short business

meeting followed by Terry Dibble of

Amherst Cycle speaking on maintenance.
New members welcome. Weekend rides

will be posed on board Friday.

CAR WASH'
Saturday, 4-5, 10 a.m. -3.30 p.m., Zayre's

parking lot, Rt. 9; sponsored by the J.O.E.

Program. Clean a winter's-worth from your
car and help the kids!

CHI OMEGA
Didn't make it to Hawaii over vacation?

Well, you'll find the next best thing at Chi
Omega tonite at 7:00. Come learn to hula

from a Hawaiian native while you sip a

passionate pineapple concoction! All

university women invited. Rides provided

Gibbs saves money
for thosewho
help themselves.

WEEKEND
fQP^I Al (Lower than our

&m ErWlaP%lv usually low prices)

FRIlWandSATURDAYONLY

Regular Gasoline Only

45.'<
Includes all taxes

IIO Russell St.Rt.9

"odtey SAVEAT
THIS SICN

XWilli//X

y

OFF
Any Large

Pizza

Except
Plain

with this

Ad
Thursday

Only//III l>

TO ALL DORM
DELIVERIES
OR PIZZAS PICKED UP.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

at

363 Main St.

Amherst
or

71 Pleasant St.

Northampton

*ll I Nflllf (J "
CALL NOW

Amherst 256-8587

Northampton 586-2700

Open till

1:30 Week Nights
2:00 Weekends

at 6:45 More info call 5-0162.

CITY KIDS"
Florence Ladd, Assoc. Prof, at Harvard

School of Design will give a talk entitled

"City Kids in the Absence ...
" on Thurs. 4-

3, at 8 p m.. Rm. 904 CC.

COME JOIN US
If vou enjov singing, come join us, the

Newman Choir, at 6:15 p.m. on Sundays at

the Newman Center Choir Loft. No
auditions required If interested drop by —

everyone welcome.
COMM DISORDERS MAJORS

Important meeting tonite be. ore the

colloq Meet at 7 00 in 504 Goodell. Colloq.

starts at 730. Please come - discussions

about elections and constitution.

ECKANKAR. SOUL TRAVEL
There will be a discussion class and

workshop on soul travel tonite in Rm. 902

CC Anyone interested is invited to attend.

Aaron 549 1696
INTERESTED IN COMMUNITY

To those interested in Christian Com-
munity: contact the Wesley Co operative

We are located at 10 Pleasant St. in

Amherst, a 10 mm. walk from UMass
campus Call 549 6563 or come to an open
house 4 4 at 7:45.

JUDO ANYONE'
Ron Berube, 4th degree Black Belt Judo

Champion will be the guest instructor at

Thurs nites Judo class at 7 p m in Boyden
237 All are welcome
N E S TUTORS

Seminar on reading methods will be

tonite at 800 in 208 Grad Research. All

tutors should attend Everyone enrolled in

colloq must attend.

OPEN RUSH PARTY
The sisters and pledges of Sigma Kappa,

19 Allen St ., invite all university women to

iom us tonite from 7 30 8 30 for informal

card games Call 256 6887 or 545 2297 for

udes or more info

PRE MED SOCIETY
Trip to UMass Medial School

scheduled for 4 24 Details and sign up
sheets available at general meeting next

°ROGRAM COUNCIL MUSIC COMM
Tonite, Thurs , is a crucial meeting as to

the fate of the Spring Concert All com
mittee must attend this meeting. Com
nuttee members support must be shown
tonite Meeting is m Rm 804 CC at 7 30

p m
PUB NITE

The sisters and pledges of Kappa Alpha

Theta invite all university women to Pub
Nite ". 4 3 from 7 8 p.m., 778 N Pleasant

St . 5 2735 Bnng friends 1

SCHLITZARAMA IS COMING
If you don t know what it is. ask,

someone will be glad to tell you
SAILING CLUB

Meeting ne«t Tues at 7 p m Movie on
18 footers of Sydney. Australia will be

shown Upcoming spring sailing will be
discussed
SKI CIV* ELECTIONS
Mon i ? 8 00 Thompson 102 This is

the time to voice your opinions Also,

nominations are still open Be sure to

come 1

SKI PA TROL
Meeting to discuss Tuckerman's Ravine

outing and end cf season get together: CC
105 6 30 9 30 * #t nite

SPORTSWF '

The sports*- itmg colloq will reconvene
tonite at the regular place and time

UMASS SAILING CLUB
All members wishing to go to race at

Coast Guard on Sun , 4-6, contact Jim at

6 5782 between 8 and 10 p.m on Friday or

1 3 p m on Saturday
UMASS THEATER

The original one act play The
Baiigame" by Scott Greenberg will be
presented on Thurs at 4 00 and on Fn.

evening at 730 and 9:00 at the ex-

perimental theatre in the Fine Arts Center
ifollow sians from theater deot I Free

WILDERNESS WILDLIFE MEDIA
PROJEC

T

Filmmakers, photographers, video
makers and anyone interested in the health

of the life on our planet come to CC 172

tonite at 7 30 Free films and refreshments.

FOUND
Softball glove near Boyden. Wed a.m.

Call 5 3889. Everett Murray.

FOUND
Man's wristband found in vicinity of

Mahar on 3 17 Check at Lost and Found.

LOST
Christine Ericson - you got the wrong

ID back from the Music Library Mon nite.

3 31 Please return wrong ID to Music

Library Thanks
LOST

At 10 p m . 8 th floor. CC. 4-1, a key. Go
to CC Lost and Found.

The Collegian is

the only
newspaper with
campus and

world news
together —
weekday
mornings

\* A 4 • A A 4>
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Zoning proposal

merits discussion

Dale Pope, Amherst's assistant

town planner, will be the featured

speaker at Project Ten's Political

Campaigns Seminar tonight at 7

p.m. in Pierpont Hall.

Pope will discuss the merits of

the new proposed Amherst Zoning

By-Law which, if approved by

Amherst Town Meeting at its

annual meeting in May, would

further restrict town growth. Since

the by-law was proposed by the

Town Planner's Office, it has drawn

heated criticism from local realtors,

land developers, and property

owners.

Since the by law will require a

two-thirds vote for passage by

Town Meeting, its fate should be of

particular interest to those Town
Meeting member candidates

running on platforms advocating

rent control and controlled town

growth.

The public is invited to attend

and ask questions about the effects

of the proposed by*law.

notes & quotes
'Planning for Floods' tonight

Tonight at 7 p.m. in Thompson
102, the Coalition for Environmental

Quality is presenting the film

"Planning for Floods". This film will

accompany a discussion by Robie

Hubley, the current director of the

Arcadia Wildlife Sanctuary in

Easthampton.

Passover refunds
In response-to a resolution by the

Student Senate the University

Food Services have ruled that ail

students on the University Meal

Plan can eat Passover meals this

week in the Hampden Commons
without extra charge. Those who
paid extra for these meals will be

refunded by Hillel, SU 302, on

Monday and Tuesday next week,

between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m.

Basically "Planning for Floods"
deals with the problems associated

with building on flood plains, how
certain flood control projects are

designed to cope with flooding

problems, and how these projects

themselves may cause further

problems.

Win a speed racer!
How would you like a chance to

win a brand new Raleigh 10 Speed
Racer valued at $150? Well the

J.F.K. Lower House Government is

raffling off just such a bike. Tickets

are 25 cents each or five for $1.00

and can be obtained today and
tommorrow in Berkshire Dining

Commons. Ticket tables will be
open between the hours of 11 a.m.

and 1 p.m., and 4 and 6 p.m.

\TTHEGATi
•OK SMITH COLLEGE*

•OOEMY:

M.iil^ V*t ll\r Mi\\
\pr Hat 7 IM-tt:M

|IT*»V»G*»Tl" fOH««

|ii ••-rnUiiji thf

Onmnjl \ rrsMMt'I

UNITTC3LLEGE
• MM HIGH ENERGY fIVt *E£« PrtOGxAI. f»04l IUU I »UC 1

• PAINTING 0MWING »ND SCUIPTUBE W0MSH0PS

• NATIONNLLY rUCOGrl'ftO VISITING MTISTS

• FIELD THIPS IN THE COUNTRTSIDE Of H4P.TLET M0PPEN MxrWI »N0 PEINCE

• PRIVATE STUDIOS AVAILABLE

• OPEN TO PERSONS II M TEARS AN0 OVEN

• COLLEGE CNE0ITS ON REQUESTS

• FINANCIAL AID

TOR MORE INfORMATION WRITE SUMMER ART NORASHOP UNITY COLLEGE UNITY MAINE 04WI

summer

workshop
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Bates Summer Theater

Graduate Program

Work with a company of professional actors

directed by David Sumner, founder-member of

the Royal Shakespeare Company, England.

Open to persons holding bachelor degrees

and to highly qualified undergraduates.

Inquiries to Professor James Hepburn,

Bates Summer Theater, Bates College,

Lewiston, Maine, 04240.

(rMDC Classifieds Pay
To place * classified draaj by

INe CoUatjian Office D#tw*«n

I M a m and 1 4J p m Monday
Friday
The deadline * ) 41 two days

b*t»r* trie day your ad it to

aavxtar
The rale* are
Daily • M Par •'"•

Weekly * JO par line

Monthly » 1* »•' BM
'Two li"M on lorm
ipptonmitl oil Imf

FOR SALE
(\

Iniapral Sve'em* pawer amp
I
larpa Adyani speeker ACl^aud'o

I preemp ail immecuieta NMO Call

I

M.k. M»0177

Need a piaca 10 put your plant*'

Buy a plant hangar from ma for

WM Mada Irom raal wood henaa
n dorm window hold* up to 12

olania Call at C MSI or nop
bv and «e# V 1403

Pair JBI i. kere high a*

Iiciancy t (V 4 7 M44 Keep
'ryiOf

NUBBIN STAMPS mada up with

anything you d like to atamp
In.ipinnvi lor matanca nama and
addrpaa with or without talaphona
numbar »J 'ail .arvica Alao

partonainad aiationary Joaaph
MS 47M avanmgt

Nikko 4040 itereo or quad
rocaivar 20\fV rm» channal or 11

WX4 channal Iquad) J moa Old

l m »3S0 Sail *1»0 or hoar and

maha an old' Mall » TOW Alao

smaller advanta lor 4120

A brand naw Polaro ID 440
i amara with llaih Used only onca
Baal odor takes it Call ?53 3707
Kaap trying

Minolta SRT 101 M mm PI 4 rata
and a.lrat * iond »1SO 7M 4(71
alt six

Haad tltia bndga boota ale 2Mm
Typawntar alac Olymplp Jec

ililmi about I f> yra old Clpanad
racantty E»c cond 4200 54* iTM
laava maa

Commodora Calculator - 4
baaic lunctiona invaaa aq root
mamory parent $40 K Hanaon •

4M7

Pair Dynaco A2S 7 monlha old

perfect condition SM 1727

Sanyo rpfg Baal offar Call •
7204

Coma blow your hornl Olda
trumpet excellent cond 4100 or

boat offpr Call • *Ma Stpva

Haad tonnia rackat A Aaha
Competition Hardly uaad orlg
»e0 tall »40 S4» 3*67

RUBBER STAMPS mada up with
anything you d Ilka to atamp
inaapanaiva For matanca nama
and addraai »3 with talaphona
numbar 43 SO Faat aarvice Alao
poraonalnad ttationory Joaoph
M6 47SS avamnga

Uaad apt lurmtura for aala 2M

Goldan Patnavar pupplaa AKC
ragiatarad baautiful championahip
atock Wonderful family doga IB02I

2S7 702i

ArtC Garman Shap pup* Top
champ linat Eacal tampar 4160
Call 2*3 7am

AUTO FOR SALE

19M Ford cualom 500 at wgn
excellent running cond It 21 mpg
nw brake* trclth A*klngtS7S Call
Bill at Mf 0*03 aftars Laava nam*

AUTO FOR SALE
SAAB 1*7? Mf Fual .n,action AM
IM blua at 000 m, partact »2400
I JS9 4MS

','»«! 70 F*M tSO Coup* looking
,-xid home 40 "ng 149S

haap 2S3 7M7

at C)'*v S»adv looking ureal
uniting uood transportation SJSS
Mb m 7M7

M Chev wagon rebuilt motor
'-r>w e.haull runt well S2S0 or

t,t>M i.tfar .'S3 7SS7

St Peugeot 403 sunroof Bring a
try and drive it away' 1100 2S3

/SS7

M Corvai' unviii body and lop
iooO need* motor ilOO m beat
oiler takes ,K>3 7M7

73 MGB e.c condition 2t mpg
Selling cheap Call SM S033 Chuck

Wanted Volvo P1B00 in good
repair Joan 2M tM9

• 7 VW 4400 or B O Call 247

M Oodga Oart 20 and 23 mpg
.4 000 milae Old w AM FM atarao
-edio Aaking 477S -*V out radio
t«7S Call after • 2S3 3244

M Volvo ItOOS 4 *p overdrive
body gd run* *ic 57 000 mi 28
mpg ttSO 7S4 43H

lMt Ponttac Catalina 4 dr

hardtop coemetically and
mechanically good low mileage
Aaking MM 542 SMS Aak for

Manry

S3 VIM convt t7 *ngin* now
top *•* heater body aolid rune
aac Alao apara t7 angina Total
442S Paul 54» (3t1

tt Oodga auto . pa. aac
condition 4*00 2M tM7

1S70 Toyota Corolla, aac mach
cond Allan 2S3 3107

M Opal parte B**t offar 47TM7I

54SM3S

1M4 Dodg* panel truck Rebuilt

in, Muat a*a «SM S27 M10

4 Sale Peugaot UM 21

tram* I acellent cond Aaking 4100

753 55*0

42 Jaguar 3 1 MKII excel cond
753 SSM

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

HD Sporteter Koni ahocka. disc

front alum mga aifton cimi
Irnfca S27 4t77

IMS CL3M Honda rebuilt Ea
cellent condition Bait offar Larry

SIS70

BMW R 60 63 All atock w t
gallon ga* tank Wat in accident
noada angina work 1136 2M 0644

Motorcvclo tirea uaad. All will

paaa mepection 44 to 110 Call for

we. Run at 2M 0644

For Sal* 1*70 2Mcc Yamaha
Street Ea condition Call 6M 2M3

1*74 Honda XL2M. M0 mil**. Ilka

new' Call Nuaa at 2M 06M for mora
info 4*36

1*70 Hodaka 100 trail bike *x
cellent cond 42M SM 4316 Call
after S p m

66 Honda SM 7700 mi Run*
wall 263 7610

Amh New 3 bdr . w w carpet
(I* diap . tennt* ct . awimming
pool Imm Occ No laaaa raq 42M
pine util 6 aac Call 549 6600 before
5

1t76 Kaweaakl KZ400. IN milea
perfect crg*h bar*. k->nl chock*
A.kmg 11150 Call Bob day* 6M
4662 nile* moeeage

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Honda 4M ang totally rebuilt
WOO or boat offer bv April 14 263
7637

1M7 Honda 306 motor a>
cond new belt 4300 Call Gary 263
71*2 or SM tSOt

MDCCkff«fi
TYPING

June Sept
utl MS 3*53

2 bdrm 4176 Pool w

FOR RENT

One bdrm apt for rent on Sd
bue route IIHptimo util inc all

conv Call Dave 6M 7MS

Umv Park Apia 1 bedrm $1W
mo include* util 5 22SS iSual
davi 754 03*4 S 6 p m
One bedroom apt in Sunderland

• •n but rte All conv util included
•160 a month Call Nuth MS M20 or

MS 7077 evening*

One bedroom efficiency on bua
route All utilitiea Jung 1 Sept 1

Call 6M 3367

Capa Cod Falmouth 2. 3 and 6
bedroom cottage, winterized
furmahed Welk to baach Full

aaaaon only Owner 1 203 621 M41

Noom in houee La fir* pi . prl

bath and ttorage 2 mi to cam on
bua rt* Sub Apr fr May w opt
• 115 All util inc Cell 2M 6771

Noom in houee Weah dry util

»M Call after 6 2M I4M

Four bedroom houee in Nor
thempton for Sept Nont 4276 00
Cell Skibiaki Neeltora 564 342*
balwean 3 6pm

WANTED TO RENT
Sm houaa in country. id.

Isolation and work (pace Reap
crafttm*n N*f* avail Now or
turn Call collect 617 6M 4430

TO SUBLET
Apt to aublet 7 to 4 needed $70

util 3 bedroom kitchen pieno
lovely view of sun From June 1 111

Seol 1 Call M9 127S right now

Sublet June 1 to Sept 1 Bran
dy wine Apt Furniahsd 54* M47

2 bedrm apt with utilitiea 41M a
month on bua line June 1 Auguet
31 opt to renew SM 6333

One parson neadod to share two
bedroom apt in Amh Center from
Juno 1 Sapt 1 Convenient
location and fairly inexpensive Call
2M 0127 after 4pm
Four badroom apt . util furn

inc June Aug Neg Amherst 263
2433 on bua 2 mil** to U M

Lg* 3 bedroom ept available
June let in Amhorat Call 2M M36

Puffton. 2 bdrm ept Start June
1 S4S63M

3 bdrm Squire Vlg Sublet June
1 option to renew 6M 3B21

House from Jn 1 Aug 31 4
bdrm 2 bdrm fully fumi*h*d 73
Lavarett Rd Amherst 54*0621
anytime B O

To aublet 2 bedrm apt.. Cliff
aide in Sunderlend June 1 Aug 31.
tenni*. pool free Security depoait
66S 4310 Call evenlnoe Kaap
trying Lata

Sublet with option to ranaw two
bdr townhou**. Squire Village.
Juno 1 4170 par mo plua utilitiea

Call 6M 3260

Baautiful Townhou** apt
available June Sept with option to
renew 3 bdr . w w carpeting. AC.
swimming pool, ever graan en-
cloaad patio, fully modern kitchen
and ptanty of room to roam Will
rant furniahed if desired Call Ml
M04 avamnga

Sub 2 bdrm Brandywln* Apt
»220 Cell 54* M74 Two bua Hnee

ROOMMATE WANTED

N Amheist Large apt Own
room 4*1 67 per mo plua utile

Secur depoa Lease until Aug
Tony 549 M99

M or F wanted for aummer
cottage in Oennisport 16 wka
1375 M9 13M Dene

Own lg room in Hatfield
Country home w lend 10 mi from
Amheret Ho leaee Ml plua

utilities 247 93M

1 or 2 roommatea wanted Lg rm
in Oeerfield Country home
Gerden apace Rent nogotieble

Cell leure 247 ISM

Female Own rm . mod 2 bdrm
ept Avail immed Over 26. no pet*

In Amharct on bua tin* 4106 per

mo incl util 263 Mil

NESPONSIBLE M F to share 3

hedrm lurniehed ept on Bus line

si 10 2S3 7M7

Own room in Puffton Apt All
utilities 476 mo 64*4624

3 girl roommstes wanted, own
room et Swies Village, with beds
*t5 s month includes utilitiee Call
263 M21

Townhouee Apta April 1" to
Aug Own room IM per month
with double bed end dreaeer Call
M6 MM morning* or evening*

Wanted Couple to ahare 2
bedroom apartment thle aummer

cloae to campus pn bus rput*
Call SM t167 in avamnga Kaap
tryingil

Female Own room »70 per
month inc util Cell Mt 1476

1 pr Ofunde 7XM binocular* w
l**th*r cat* Eic cond Call SM
0M1

ROOM WANTED

Priv apacioua room in country
neer UMaas by Juno 1 Call grece
S46 07M

F. 23. piano, dog Naad homo
Cria 263 3976

HELP WANTED

Applications ere now available
for employment with conference
housing 26 positions available
including darks, housekeepers,
and night mgr Further information
and application forma may be
obtained at off of Residential Life.
233 Hills N Deedline for returning
applicationa 4 14 75 SCH i* an
affirm Action Employer

WANTED
BOB STILL WANTS VOUR AILING
OH DECREPIT CAR Fest 4. ror the
hulk 253 796 7 .BOB STILL WANTS
VOUR AILING OR OECREPIT CAR
Fest $4 for the hulk 263 7M7

lank SLS certificate
Will pay Call f M21

Wanted tire* fgr 71 Pontiac
Catalina. J78 15 Alao aell now.
IS00 mil**). 14 radial* 542 5101

Want to buy 70 72 Dart. Scamp.
Valiant Slant 6 4226 Call Jaanne
549 1312 ova

Students Avoid lest minute
[rush Heve papers etc typed early

I Call 263 74M or 263 7146

PERSONALS

Judy Happy Anniversary Hope
for many mora Love your
shavgets Micheel

4170 a month till June Can
renew lease Contact A lawia. 5

0333 or 6M M19

Future CPA s Learn how to

prepere fpr the CPA exam Becker
CPA Review Coureo Call collect

617634) 1440

Cap* Cod anyone? We need one

or two more people to *hare e

house in W Yarmouth If *»

t*r**i*d call D*ve 6 700B before

noon

To the euv from Kennedy who
re*cu*d my cuitcaee at Southweet

Thank Voul

Charter flighta to Europe and
Calif Call Cempua Travel SM 0600

4300 00 m prliaal Oanca
Marathon for Muacular Ovetrophy
Call Kitty 263 M34

What a the name of that Sylvan
erea Boogie this Sat nlta at Wore
OC 7

Special regard* of the day to the

cutaet iitti* bunny there ia Why
didn't I amarten up aooner?

Let s stop the suspense Paula T
It'* time we did mere than aey Hi

end bid Goodbye Putieled PMD
Peter B

To Ooll Number all waa for

mi but number **v*n will be
h**v*n Hun

Southern Comfort - Happy 21

Love Hi Lu Delta

Wanted Proepactiva wife, graan
end white Call 617 336 2661 or

write Apt 11. 10 Mediterranean Dr .

Weymouth 021M

SERVICES

| BOB WILL STILL FIK ANY CAN
RIGHT' No 10b to »m*ll Any m*k*
„, ,eer 263 7M7 BOB WILL STILL

FIX ANY CAR RIGHT' No |Ob too

tmell Any make or year 2*3 raar

ENTERTAINMENT
"Tour houra of non stop noatelgie

and hite for only 4M Call Bob the

D J S3* M76 1

UMeaa Muaic Theater Guild will

present Gilbert and Sullivan's
Piratee of Penience April 3. 4. 6

at B p m end a Sunday. April I

maimee et 3 30 p m in Bowkar
Auditorium Stockbrldgo Hall

Tickata are 42 M atudema end
under It year* 42 M other* On
•al* at Arte Council Boa Office. 126

Herter Hall, tarn 4pm and two
houra prior to performence at

Bowkar Bos Office Neaarvatione
end mformetion MS 0202

THIS WEEK IN THE BLUEWALL
Tuesdev April 1 Fat 9 1 Wad
and Thur* . April 2 ft 3 Night

Hawk* Fn and Sat April 4 b 5
Forest 9 1. Sunday April t Jan
Jam Session At the Toe Thurs
Set Pteti Dmelend Jet r Bend

THE PANTV OF TMt VEANII The

big bad boogie with tha Luther

Johnson Blues Band Sat Night
Admniion only 42 for • great

bend loed* of liquid refre*hm*nt
including at l*a*t 16 kega of beer t

p m Worceatar Commona

Four hour* of nonstop nostalgia
and hita for only *M Call Bob the
D J SM M76

Blue* weak in tha Hatch Bill

Colwall and Luther Johnson Wad
b> Thura . April 7 tt 3 Big Screamin'
McGrsw E> Bill Colwell. Fri t> Sat .

April 4 6 6. 9 1

Little Fire wante to play far your
neat dorm party or Boogla You va
aeon ue at the Steak Out Bluewall.
Nad Pantry, etc Now bring ue
home Reeaonable retee Cell 5M

or Mt 1611

Party of the Century - 26c baara.
peenuta. muaic. prise No cover
19th floor. Washington Fri. Apr
4th 900 Win a case of -Helnlkenll

TRAVEL

| Interested in no frills low cost

trevel to Europe Africe. Middle
East. Far East at minimum cost

masimum flexibility and minimum
hassle' For info call educetionel
flighta loll free BOO 223 SMS

INSTRUCTION

Flute leaaon* Call 2M t23t

FREE

Puppies Free 263

SERVICES

TOMS BIKE REPAIH - expert,
honeat. cheap Pick up. delivery
SM 5024 anytime

Free Kittana. 6 wka old Cell
549 2*29 efter 6pm

MISCELLANEOUS

Wented bird nests for ca*h.
resident 110. Cliffside. Sunderlend
03176

Hend tamed hooded rata, light

and dark M ft F He ea 64* M4*

AUTO WORKSHOP

Vogepiano
Shenti

S49 6321 Carole

Interested in camping in Europe
thia aummar? For mora info., call
Chria at t 9634

RUBBER STAMPS mada up with
anything you'd Ilka to stamp
ln*xp*n*iv* For instance, name
and addreaa 43. with telephone
number 43 60 Faat eervica. Alao
pereonalized atationory Joseph
M5 47*5 evening*

KARMACHANICS - AM for.ign
and domestic auto repair* Flat
specielist* L*t us check out that
u**d car before you buy it People*
price* We II teach you. tool 6M
7146

DO IT YOURSELF Tool* free
with space rentel 42 hr

.

professional advice Parte
wholesale Level 1. C C
Garege Mon Fri . 3 10. Sat
Sun . 12 10

CALCULATORS

College Calculators ha* all the
anawera I offer low diacount
prices on all makes and modal* of

calculator* All machine* naw.
with full warranty and mora 1 If

your machine malfunctions within
2 month* I'll repleca it free' All

line, available. Texa* Inst HP.
Commodore Rockwall and other*

SR M. only *M M; SR 61 only
1169 96 Bafora you buy anywhere
call ma flrat and I'll give you the
beat daal I can Cell Bob Crowed
549 1316

ACROSS

1 Regulus
6 Photographs
11 Weep

aloud
14 Love

llahan

15 Garden
dormouse

16 Thi.ce
Preli*

17 Next lo

last

19 Long
tailed

rodent

20 In a—

:

Hal up
21 Biting

22 Empty talk

24 Ground lor

trust

X Digging
loo Is

27 Game ot

chance
X Piece

trust

32 Audibly
33 Delights in

34 Not tall

37 Fertilizing

mixture
36 Hauled
30 Geomelric

ratio

40 Bakery
product

41 Sea duck
42 Stupid

person
43 Frank
45 Gave

shape lo

46 Using
inlormal

language
48 Profound
49 Dough

used in

ravioli

50 Braid ol

hair

52 Gray
woll

M Canadian
prov

57 Of a math
aubiect

00 Winter
lake
lur lace

61 Plant
disease

62 Played a
part

63 Conducted
abend

64 Siedgas
65 Listens

10
attentively

DOWN
1 Charts
2 So bail
3 Singer

Arden
4 Honest
5 Lamprey
6 Divide

into

portion*
7 Numerical

prelix
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6 Toward the
mouth

9 Intant

10 The
USSR
plain area

1

1

Sprawling
12 Harangue
13 Sane*

with the

teem
IB Trackman s

goal
23 Moved

rapidly

25 Ancient
26 Hurried
27 Inclined

roadway
28 Turkish

regiment
29 Calculated

in advance
30 Bestowed

e»cesaive
-love

31 Repeatedly
33 Italian city

35 Formerly
36 Cigarette

Informal

38 Put in order
39 Church

vestment
41 Engrossed
42 Female

rabbit

44 Adiective
suffix

45 Fabric
46 Pamper
47

corporal
48 Eating plana
50 Roman

garment
51 Chinese

seaport

53 Eight Prefix

54 Boxer Max

55 Auto
pioneei

58 Ba incorrect

59 Hurrah

By Jim Carson
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder
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THURSDAY. April 3 -
Born today, you are drawn
toward all things scientific, but
not to such an extent that you are
not also a philosopher at heart.

The analytical approach may
force you into a peasunisuc view
of the world - but your other in-

stincts cause you to take a more
optinusuc view Though what
you observe may prove that

there is til afoot in the world
what you feel and what you
believe brings you to a different

opinion Because of this duality,

you make an excellent teacher;

you are ante to instruct in two
»des of any question

You have been girled with im-
agination, ambition, and the
great determination it takes to

keep goals in mind in spite of

difficulties It may take you
longer than you would like to

succeed in your chosen field of

work - but there is no rsjesiton

that you will ultimately fulfill

your aim Obstacles never loom
so large that you are afraid to

deal with them, the influence of

others never appears so small
that you are not willing to accept
its benefits.

At the same time that you will

move steadily toward your pre-

determined goal, vou are wise

By Kris Jackson
CO
a:
LU
Q.

<

CO

<

by Garry Trudeau

By Johnny Hart

j
DID YOU APPLY
FOR 'AMr-«STAiWPS-' P

U
CO

By Brant Parker & Johnnv Hart

NINE O'CLOCK ANt>
ALL'S WELL!

ELEI/EN
O'CLOCK /\NP
ALL MCflS SO
WELL.,1

RPZEPOFF
FOR AN
HOUR

(12V Xr9*»»
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enough to know when or if that

goal becomes impossible to at-

tain You are not one to run

against a stone wall, rather, you
are willing, in the presence of

such an obstacle, to step back
and wait You know that in time

patience will pay off. reasonable

behavior will prevail, and your

luck will change
To find what is in store far you

tomorrow, select your birthday

and read the corresponding
paragraph Let your birthday

star be your daily guide

* * *
Friday. April 4

ARIES (March 21 -April 19) -
A profitable day for the Aries

billing to count both spiritual

and material 'gains Reconsider

your plans for evening, hear

another's suggestion

TALRL'S (April 20-May 20)

-If you put forth better-lhan

average efforts, you should be
able to get hetter-lhan-average

results Afternoon nours are

especially rewarding

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) -
Intentions count for very little to-

day, what matters is the degree

of your accomplishment Don't

expect to receive something for

nothing

CANCER 'June 21- July 22) -
Let your intuitions be your guide

today There is no reason to

panic simply because your plans

don't work out the first time

around

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) -A
friend's good offices make it

possible for you to make the kind

of headway vou desire todav

Morning hours present you with

a few surprises.

VIRGO (Aug 23- Sept 22) -
You should be able to gain an

advantage over the competition

il you begin early in the day to

adapt to the circumstances as

they presently exist

LIBRA (Sept 23-Ocl 22) -
Make contacts with those whose
professional advantages are

such that your career can be

favorably influenced Don't look

too far afield.

SCORPIO (Oct 2*Nov 21) -
Where finances are involved,

take your problems to an expert

If you insist upon solving matters

yourself, you may well make
things worse.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22

Dec 21» —Creative endeavors

are favored today, even though

you may have to spend con-

siderable time at work on mat-

ters of business

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan
19) -Catch up on detials of your

present work which you may
have been neglecting 'ately

Make sure co-workers under-

stand vour goals.

AQL'ARIL'S (Jan 20- Feb 18>

—Organization is the key to

straightening out difficulties on

the home front Don't expect

loved ones to take your part

blindly Earn support

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20> -
Make the best use of new infor-

mation Contacts made early in

the day should be checked out

well Trust must be built up in

the afternoon

United Feature Syndicate

School of Education

program interviews

Students interested in beginning a School
of Education undergraduate program during
the fall semester 1975, should take note of

the following general schedule. Specific

interview times and exceptions to this

schedule are indicated in the individual

program listings.

April 7-11 - Interviews

April 11 — Acceptances posted, late

afternoon

April 14-18 - Interviews :for those not
accepted by their first choices)

The following programs will be accepting
new students at this time. Sign up or call for

interview appointments at the program office

listed below:

Amherst-Pelham Elementary Program
(APEP). Call Chris for appointment, 545-

3640, Room 423 Hills North. Interviews will

be held Monday, 8:30-11:30, 12:00-4:30;

Tuesday and Wednesday, 8.30-11:30.

Bilingual- Bicultural Education Professions
Program. Call Susan Vilches for ap-

pointment, 545-1506. Initial interviews April

1-4, additional interviews April 8-11. Bring

copy of transcript.

Cooperative Education. Call Susan
Webber for appointment, 545-1527.

Center for Urban Education Teacher
Education Program (CUETEP). Call for

appointment, 545-1377, or stop at office,

Room 222A School of Education. Ap-
plication forms at office.

Early Childhood Education Call Susan
Krzanowski for appointment, 545-2085,

Room 358 Hills South. Applications should
be returned by April 4.

Education for Community Service —
undergraduate component. This is a possible

new component to an ongoing program. For

information call Jill Spitz, 545-1508, Room
159 Hills South.

Education for a Changing World. 545-

3560, Room 175 Hills South. Drop-in in-

terviews Monday, 11:00-3:00; Tuesday, 9:00-

12:00; Wednesday 1:00-4:00. By ap-
pointment only Thursday and Friday
(primarily follow-up interviews).

English Education. Call Frances Stone or

Fred Robinson for appointment, 545-0533.

Bartlett Hall. Interviews will be held Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, 9:30-12:00, 1:30-

5:00; Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30-1:00.

Explorations! Call for appointment, 545-

0969, or sign up on sheets outside Room 104

Montague House. Applications available in

Room 104 and should be submitted prior to

interview. Interviews will be held Monday
9:30-5:00; Tuesday, 9:30-12.00, 1:00-5:00;

Wednesday, 9:00-11:30, 4:00-5:30; Thursday,

9:30 12:00, 1:00-5:00; Friday, follow-up group
interviews at 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00.

General information about programs can
be obtained at the Education Advising Of-

fice, Room 157 Hills South. If you need initial

information on secondary certification before

seeing program directors, see John Adams,
CASIAC, 545 2191, Room E22 Machmer
Hall.

Contacting program directors and their

staffs NOW will greatly facilitate your pre-

registration process (beginning April 28) for

the fall semester.
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O'Neil - the flaming gun
By GREG LEVINS

Nancy O'Neil came to UMass last year after a record-breaking career at

Scituate High School. As captain of the team junior and senior year, Nancy
led her club to the Southeastern Massachusetts Girls Tournament both

years. While pacing Scituate to the title in her final campaign, her 31 points

in one game and 75 points in three games shattered previous tournament

records.

In her first season at UMass Nancy was assigned to the junior varsity to

improve her defense and gain some "valuable" playing experience. Nancy

thought of the move as "kind of disappointihg. I was put there to learn

defense against easier opponents."

She concluded her junior varsity stint as the club's leader in 10 of 13

major categories including scoring (128 pts.) rebounding (110), field goal

percentage (46 per cent from the floor) and free throw percentage (57 per

cent).

This year Nancy moved on to varsity competition and immediately

established herself as a starting forward. Despite being often doubled

teamed Nancy led the Minutewomen in scoring (233 pts. 16.6 ppg), and

finished second in rebounding (10.9 avg).

Coach Carol Albert bills Nancy as "A great shooter, with good

penetration and offensive ability. She's outstanding defensively on our

press because she forces so many turnovers. A strong durable competitor

and an all around good person to coach."

Only being a sophomore Nancy has more than enough time to better the

high standards she's already set. She lists as next ,ear's primary goals to

"hopefully become a better all around player. I think I'm mostly considered

an offensive player so I'd be more satisfied if both my offense and defense

were solid.

As far as how the team fares next year, Nancy feels "We should do well

in the tourney, but a lot depends on the draw. The draw can make or break

a team in the tourney. But we'll have all our players back except for the

two seniors so it should be a very good year."

Nancy feels her most memorable experiences this year were playing

against the Australian Nationals Team and the team's all out effort against

Queens in post season play.

An all around exceptional athlete, Nancy is not competing for the UMass

women's tennis team.

Booters go 2-4 at Storrs
By STEVEMACAULAY

The University of Mjssachusetts

was well representee in the fifth

annual UConn Indoor Soccer
Tournament last weekend.

Nine members of last year's

varsity team travelled to Storrs,

Connecticut, the first day of

vacation to compete against 24

other colleges in a double
elimination competition.

The UMass squad was asked to

play on the second day of com-
petition, an honor shared by half of

the participants. However, they

were playing without recent

practice, and without the presence

of coach Al Rufe The team finished

with amediocre two and four

record.

All those present were impressed

by the excellent play of goalie Mark
Hanks. He demonstrated his above
average talents with several

spectacular saves.

On the first day of play, UMass
lost to a steady URI team on a

break-away goal, 1-0. After beating

the Coast Guard Academy 1-0, the

booters lost to nationally ranked

Hartwick, in an excellent game,
again by the score of 1-0.

Although no sleeping quarters

were provided for the team, on the

second day of competition they

played a nine a.m. game vs. Yale

and tied at zero. The decision went
to Yale since they had a 3 2 corner

kick advantage. The Minutemen
then beat URI in the two teams'

second clash, 2 1, but UMass was
eliminated by again losing to the

solid Yale team 2-0.

Finally Here!

ON CONCERT

QUILAPAYUN

Sinjjers of the Chilean Resistance

widely acclaimed in Europe,

Washington, N.Y.C., Boston . . .

Thursday, April 3

7:30 p.m.

C.C. Auditorium

$2.00 Donation
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MCAdoo honored as NBA's MVP

Last match brings
victory for netmen
A victory by the third doubles team of Chris Post and Thomas Doyle

resulted in a triumph yesterday, as the UMass netmen beat Boston
University, 5-4 in a practice match.

"Third doubles turned out to be our savior - they were the top team on
the courts," said head coach Kosakowski.

Captain Chris Post and freshman Doyle were playing doubles together
tor the first time. Their win broke a 4-4 tie between B.U. and UMass.

Another freshman, Bill Karol, won at first singles 6-1, 3-6, 6-3.
"Bill played really well," said assistant coach Ted Donahue. "There were

two good matches in the top two positions," he said.
At second singles, Post lost a close three-setter, 6-3, 2-6, 4-6. Barnaby

Kalan also lost at third singles, 3-6, 4-6.

Fourth, fifth and sixth singles were won by UMass.
Kevin Garrahan won 6-2, 7-6 at four, Marc Ouellet won 6-4, 6-2 at five

and David Abramoff won 6-1, 6-2 at sixth singles.
"The doubles were very poor," said coach Kosakowski, "but I was

trying different combinations."
A strong B.U. first doubles team beat UMass netmen Bill Karol and

Kevin Garrahan 6-1, 6-2.

David Abramoff and Barnaby Kalan lost the second doubles con-
frontation 4-6, 1-6 while third doubles heros Post and Doyle won 6-4, 6-4.

"B.U. had a good team even though it's a club," said assistant coach
Donahue. "They should get varsity status pretty soon," he said.

BoSox look silly again
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BOSTON \AP\ Bob McAdoo of
the Buffalo Braves was named the
National Basketball Association's
Most Valuable Player of 1974-75
Wednesday. "I've never gotten an
award that means as much to me as
this one does," he said. He felt that
way, he added, because the award
was voted by the NBA players.

McAdoo also said he wished the
league had waited one more day to
announce that he won the award
because he had to play in Boston
Wednesday night.

The runnerup to McAdoo in the
MVP balloting also was in Boston-
Dave Cowens of the Boston
Celtics.
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PIZZA-RAMA
355 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst

tp$ei$lizh§ in

PIZZAS, HOT 0¥EM GRINDERS

W SPAGHETTI

STORE HOURS Sun
.
Thurs., 11 a.m. Midnight

Fri., Sat., n a.m.-l a.m.

GRAND OPENING
Thursday, April 3 f 5-8 p.m.

Ye Bumsteer has arrived at the Bluewall

with a daily dinner offering for TOC members

their guests.

featuring:

STEAK
FRENCH FRIES

GARLIC BREAD

Choice of
SALAD or BEVERAGE

all for $1.99
Open 7 days a week from 5 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Bring this ad for 10% discount — offer good

till 4/15/75.

Call 253-3808

"EXTRA SPEEDY DELIVERY"
between 5 p.m. -Midnight, every night

B>>f Fo°* *" Town - and the lo«ett Prices

and

J

But, McAdoo, who is the
league's leading scorer, ran away
with the Pedoloff Trophy, getting
81 first place votes and a total of
547.

Cowens had 310 points. Elvin

Hayes of the Washington Bullets
finished third with 289; Rick Barry
of the Golden State Warriers was
fourth with 254, and the Milwaukee
Bunks' Karoom Abdul-Jabbar was
fith with 161. Voting was by NBA
players.

A year ago, McAdoo, a 6-foot- 10
center, was runnerup to Abdul-
Jabbar.

"I'm really happy. I can't believe
it. It seems like a dream,'' said
McAdoo of the award.

And, his wife, Brenda, said, "I'll

believe it when I see it and when
they give him the trophy."

McAdoo said, "I'm lucky I started
out on a young team instead of one
of those with veterans. I'd still e a
benchwarmer."
McAdoo was an overwhelming

choice for Rookie of the Year
honors as a forward in 1972 73, and
he'll be getting another award at a
luncheon in Buffalo on Thursday.

That will be the first annual
Bronre Buffalo Award, presented
by the Buffalo Athletic Club to the
Buffalo athlete of the year as
chosen by fans in that city

He beat out the likes of football's

C.J. Simpson and hockey's Gil

Perreault to win that.

WINTER HAVEN. Fla. \UPI\
Grand slam home runs by Ollie

Brown and Alan Bannister in

consecutive innings powered the
Philadelphia Phillies to a 13-10
comeback win over the Boston Red
Sox Wednesday.
Brown was appearing as the

designated hitter for the first time
when, in the seventh inning, he
connected off lefthander Roger
Moret.

Bannister hit his off Southpaw
Rick Kreuger in the eighth inning.
Krueger had relieved Moret with
two men on base and walked Jim
Essian to set the stage for Ban
nister's blast.

The Phillies overcame a 10 2 Red
Sox lead built up over the first six
innings. Boston scored seven runs.

in the fouuth stanza off Dick Ruth-
ven, with the outburst highlighted

by Tony Conigliaro's first home run
of the Spring. The 30-year old

Conigliaro, attepting a comeback
after a 3 Vi year absence, also had a

run scoring double and an infield

single. His batting average is now
227

Ruthven gave up all of Boston's
10 runs, but Cy Acosta stopped the
Red Sox cold in the final three
innings for the win.

After the game, the Red Sox
optioned shortstop Steve Dillard to

Pawtucket of the International

League. Dillard will first go to
Boston for a medical exam to make
certain that his right shoulder is all

right He underwent an operation
on the shoulder early in 1973

Boston bests Braves
BOSTON \UPI\ Dave Cowens'

22 footer with 52 seconds
remaining clinched a 95-92 Boston
win over the Buffalo Braves
Wednesday night, insuring a
showdown match against the
Washington Bullets.

Boston and Washington,
deadlocked in the race for the best
record in the NBA, meet here
Friday night, in a game which may
determine the league's top team.
Cowens led all Celtic scorers with

23 points. Buffalo's Bob McAdoo,
the NBAs most valuable player,
was game high scorer with 25
points.

Forward Dor, Nelson's 10 points
(17 in the game) paced Boston's
last period comeback rom a 68 66

Air Force ROTCThe
college scholarship
program with

sky-high benefits.

Some people might need to be- coaxed with
more than a full college scholarship to enroll

in the Air Force R0TC Program. So, if free tuition,

lab and incidental fees aren't enough ... the Air

Force offers a monthly allowance of $100.00,
tax-free, in your junior and senior years, even if

you are not on scholarship.

And flying lessons to those qualified provide the
most exc.ting benefit of all. Interested?

Contact Air Force ROTC

At Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass. Call 5-2437

•
•

OLIVER
AUTO BODY

43 years of service and quality work

most completely equipped auto body shops

only customer satisfaction program

most highly skilled craftsmen

The Largest Auto Body Company
in New England

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
IN AIR FORCE ROTC

NEARBY LOCATIONS

Northampton: 84 Conz Street 584-1192

Holyoke: 1519 Dwight Street 532-9413

Greenfield: 319 Wells Street 774-2261

Other Oliver shops in Springfield, West
Springfield, and Pittsfield.

Hard-to-find foreign car parts available; broken
or cracked windshields and window glass replaced
promptly.

EXCELLENCE ISNO ACCIDENT
AT

OLIVER AUTO BODY

deficit.

It was Nelson's 20 foot jumper
who put the Celtics on top to stay
78 76 after 3:57 of the final period.
Buffalo closed to 89 88 when Jim
McMillian dropped in two free
throws with a little less than three
minutes remaining.

Cowens answered with two more
free throws second later and John
Havlicek s nifty steal and jumper
made it 93-88, before Cowens
closed Boston's scoring.

Boston had scratched out a 58 54
lead at 5:31 of the third period

The Celtics now have a 58 22
record, while Washington carries a
57 21 mark into the probable
deciding game in Boston this Friday

(pending the result of their late

game against Houston last night).

Boston will have one game
remaining (Philadelphia) after the
big one with the Bullets

Orr chosen
BOSTON \UPI) Bobby Orr, the

National Hockey League's leading

scorer. Wednesdav was awarded
the 40th Elizabeth C. Dufresne
Trophy as the outstanding boston
Bruin player during home games.

Orr, who shared the award last

year with Phil Esposito, has won
the trophy five times in his nine-

year career with the Bruins. This

season Orr has broken his own NHL
record for most goals and points a

defenseman. With two games left,

the 27-year old star from Parry

Sound, Ont., has 44 goals and 87
assists for a total of 131 points.

Orr received the award Wed-
nesday at a press luncheon. The
award is chosen annually by writers

who regularly cover the Bruins.

Sports notice
There will be a sports staff

meeting tonight at 6:30 in the
Collegian office. All Spring

sportswriters and those in-

terested in working on the
Spring sports special are urged
to attend
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Huskies challenge Gorillas
By TOM CROWLEY

UConn hasn't beaten UMass in

lacrosse in nine tries, and they will

try again today at 3:00 outside

Boyden. They also have a chance
of doing it.

"UConn is a much improved
team," coach Dick Garber said. Th«
Huskies are coming off a 6-3 wi^

over MIT last Tuesday. They also

just lost to Yale. 6-4.

But the real indicator is

Washington and Lee. The Huskies

were up 7 5 over Washington and
Lee, ranked high nationally, at the

beginning of the fourth period, but

lost 9-7.

UConn also has an advantage in

that this is its seventh game while

the contest is UMass' third.

The Huskies are led by senior

attackman Gary Harris and junior

attackman Mike Hogan. Between
the two of them against MIT, they

scored ten of the 16 goals. Captain

and goalie Ross Blecchman is a

sparkplug for the team and an

exciting player to watch.

The improvement however is due
to youth. Six of the ten starters are

either freshmen or sophomores,

which reflects the complexion of

the roster. It is also reflected in their

ranking in the polls, 20th in the

nation.

"UConn always comes psyched-

up," coach Garber said. "Coach
(Nate) Osur lives for the day he
beats' us. He was a- class and
teammate of mine," grinned Coach
Garber.

Still, the Huskies have yet to beat

the UMass Gorillas. They lost last

year 16-3. The closest UConn ever

came was the year before where
they lost by one, 11-10.

Although the Minutemen have

only played two games, they were

tough ones against two nationally

ranked powers.

The Gorillas lost a 16-10 decision

to Cornell. They were leading 7-6 at

half time after being down 6-0. The
team also lost to Hofstra, 14-10.

The seventh ranked team had a 4-3

lead at halftime and a 1 1-9 lead with

six minutes to go in the game
before they defeated the

Minutemen.

Despite these two losses, UMass
is ranked 13th in the nation, ahead

of UConn by seven places Last

year's 112 record started off with

two defeats and UConn has yet to

bet UMass in lacrosse.

Maybe Coach Garber said it the

best: "They're good, but we're

better."

Trio in Indiana

for Gym Nationals
By BEN CASWELL

-The UMass men's gymnastics team will have three individuals

competing in the University Division National Gymnastics cham
pionships beginning tonight at the Hulman Center in Terre Haute,

Indiana.

Senior Bill Brouillet and sophomores Peter Lusk and Steve Marks
will be competing for the Minutemen.

All three qualified for the national meet with their performances in

the Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastic League (EIGL) meet held at

Springfield College earlier this month.
Bill Brouillet, one of the co captains of this year's UMass team and

the all around stand-out competitor will be competing in the parallel

bars. Brouillet was the EIGL champion in the event.

Peter Lusk will competing in the still rings. Lusk finished fifth in

the EIGL meet but the four finishers ahead of him were college

division competitors so Lusk was actually the number one university

finisher in the East Lusk has been the premier still rings man on the

UMass squad for the past two seasons and hopes to follow in the

footsteps of the last UMass national still rings qualifier Jay Aronstein

who finished third in the nation three years ago.

Steve Marks finished fifth in the EIGL meet in the long horse vault,

the event that he will be performing in at the Nationals. Marks was
injured earlier this season, being hampered by first a broken finger

and then a reoccurrence of an old back injury. Marks came on very

strong though at the season's end highlighted by a 9.4 performance

agaisst Temple University in a big Minuteman victory.

The National championship set up is a combination of compulsory
routines and optional routines on the first two nights of competition.

The top six individuals after the combination of these two nights will

go to the finals on Saturday night.

Coach Tom Dunn will be making the trip to Indiana with the three

Minutemen competitors. His feelings are that if all of the gymnasts
from UMass do their best in the first two nights of competition then

they should qualify for the finals.

"All three of them (Brouillet, Lusk, and Marks) arethe same," said

Dunn, "they all have a good chance of making the finals but

anything less than their best performances will make it very difficult

for them to qualify."

"If Lusk Hits his compulsory routine on Thursday," continued

Dunn, "and then hits his optional on Friday, he should be within the

top ten in the nation."

Neither Peter or Steve did their best at the Easterns (EIGL). Both
of them missed some of their routines," said Dunn.

"Marks has improved since the Easterns," said Dunn, "he has

learned one more vault routine and if he gets to the finals that will be

a very important factor." In the final competition for the long horse

vaulting two optional vaults are required.

Compulsories are the most important part of the national com-
petition said Dunn. "People with the best compulsory scores will

probably end up on top," he said.

All season the gymnasts have been performing their optional

routines and now the addition of the compulsory routines for the

national competition give that part of the meet its great importance.

FLYING FINISHES -In the team competition, which UMass will

not be concerned with because of its small number of qualifiers, the

team with the highest qualifying score is the University of California

at Berkley. Iowa State, the defending national champion is also a

favorite to finish high in the team scoring, as is Indiana State, the

host team. Southern Illinois and Nebraska.

Dunn is out at Indiana with his fate for the future hanging in the

wind, so to speak....A proposal for his full-time rehiring is being

considered by the Athletic department and the Athletic Council as

reported in yesterday's Collegian.

Boston State's goalie flings his stick in desparation at the ball/ but it's already too
late as Frank Garrahan (6)/ Jeff Spooner (backround) and Kevin Patterson (2)
have netted a goal.

Gymwomen get starting time
By BILL DOYLE

HAYWARD, CALIF. - Friday

night at 6:30 is the time that the

UMass women gymnasts will be

competing for the women's
national gymnastics championship

at California State University at

Hayward, coach Virginia Evans
learned yesterday

Evans, was originally told that

she wouldn't know tne time of the

team competition or the order of

events in which the team would be
competing until tonight. She was
told by the tournament committee
yesterday morning that UMass
would be competing in the fifth of

six groups, along with Penn State,

Cal. State at Long Beach and
Springfield College.

The sixth and final round has

Southern Illinois, last year's

champs, Southwest Mississippi

Junior College, last year's runner

ups. Clarion State, and Southern

Missouri.

A tournament committee
member said that the times of

competition were decided by
dividing all the teams into three

sections on the basis of the teams'

regional scores and then dividing

sessions into two groups each,

which was done by a drawing.

The Minutewomen will start the

competition with floor exercise,

then go on to vaulting, bars and
beam.

There are twenty teams in the

nationals. This year for the first

time, the teams didn't have to win
their regional championships in

order to qualify for the nationals,

assistant coach Mike Kasavana
said.

"Any team that scored ninety-six

points in the regionals qualified,"

said Kasavana.

Kasavana also said that he was
disappointed because each team
was allowed only twenty minutes
yesterday and today to practice in

each event.

"It's not a meet run for the

gymnasts," he said. "We only get

ten minutes in practice on each
event in the warm up gym and ten

in the competition gym."
Friday the team will not be able

to practice in the competition gym
at all because it will be used for the

championship competition all day.

Regardless of the lack of practice

time, this year's national cham-
pionship meet is being run much
better than last year's fiasco.

"There are posters up publicizing

the meet," Kasavana explained.

"They're even selling t-shirts to

publicize it."

Last year UMass had to compete
first of all the teams, a factor which
may have cost them the cham
pionship, as the team finished third.

Also, publicity was poor.

"So far everything has been
organized very well," assistant

coach Kasavana said. "Except for

the practice time."

The only Eastern team com-
peting in the nationals in Canisius,

surprise of the Eastern Cham
pionships. Southern Connecticut
only sent its top all arounder, Cole
Dowaliby.

GYM GEMS: Ann Olson, who
will be competing in the all-around

for UMass, is practically home here

on the West coast. She lives in

Eugene, Oregon, and was a walk-

on last fall for UMass.
All arounder, Jeannine Burger

revealed that she was also a walk-

on for UMass her freshman year,

after being a three-time state all-

around champion at Pennsylvania

"My coach told me that I was the
only gymnast that she didn't help

into the school," Burger said.

It is believed that Burger is the
only minutewoman who ever went
to the nationals in the all-around

each of her four school years.

A member of the tournament
committee said that UMass s

105.55 was the second highest

score of any team in any of the

regional championships.

This little dance number was performed during
UMass' double loss to Bucknell; 15-6 and 14-0.

P.D.Q. Bach: Variations on a theme
by David Miller

preface to the Peter Schickele
interview
As a few thousand disappointed

Umies can attest to, the P.D.Q.
Bach concert on March 20th sold
out very rapidly — not within an
hour, as it says here, and not
months ahead of time, as it said in
the Springfield Union — but within
one day, two weeks before the
concert. That's quickly enough.
There was a lot of hindsight
generated over the next couple of
weeks, as countless confident
visitors arrived at the Arts Council
office, with "I'd like to reserve
tickets for P.D.Q. Bach" — only to
be turned away with sincere
apologies. "Well, I guess we should
have scheduled two per
formances. .

."

McLuhan's explanation of the
clown applies well to Peter
Schickele's art. In that ex-
planation, the clown is the holistic

man, come face to face with
specialization and unable to play
by its rules. As those who saw the
concert will realize, the Professor
is nothing if not holistic — a com
plete, many sided human being,
disarrayed tuxedo, scraggly
beard, "warts and all" — con-
fronting the specialized world of

Professional Classical Music, and
making a hash of it. It's quite
wonderful to watch him work.
This interview took place on the

afternoon of the concert, seated
near the back of Bowker
Auditorium, while the show was
being set up. I am grateful for the
assistance rendered to me by Marc
Bauman, Barbara Hoffman, and
Diane Unger — a contingent from
WMUA. One note — because of the
way we're seated, the Professor
and myself are the only ones that
can be clearly heard on the tape.
I've done paraphrasing to account
for other questions and comments,
and apologize in advance for any
mistranscriptions.

Actual Peter Schickele interview
— 3-20-75

DM: Well, the first question I

wanted to ask was how this — how
the whole thing began, you know,
like how you started doing
research into PDQ Bach. What the
inspiration was for this whole— for
the operation.

PS: Well, the concerts started
when I was a student at Julliard, a
composition student. I had been
fooling around several years
before with a couple of friends of

mine, in my home town of Fargo,
North Dakota. We had been
listening to Bach's "Coffee"
Cantata a lot, which, as you may
know, was one of Johann Sebastian
Bach's few attempts at
humor. And I came up with this

piece called the "Sanka" Cantata.
And we recorded it, and we decided
to make the tape in the form of a
radio broadcast. Somebody came
up with the name of P.D.Q. Bach —
just because there were so many
other Bachs already— W. F. Bach,
CPE. Bach, J.C. Bach. So that's
when the name came up. But it

wasn't until several years later,

that, at Julliard, I started doing
some concerts with some friends,

of humorous music — and it, they
didn't even start out to be P.D.Q.
Bach concerts. But as they became
an annual tradition at Julliard, and
also out at the Aspen, Colorado
music school in the summer, I

began to realize, after doing this

for several years, that th se pieces

must all be by the same composer.
And P.D.Q. Bach lurched out of my
memory, and so by the time thaf I

did the first public concert in 1965, I

had already been doing this for five

or six years a\ Julliard and Aspen,

and worked out the format and
some of the repertoire of the
concerts. So it just sort of grew
gradually, and got more and more
out of hand.
DM: That's interesting. One

thing, a local group around here, is

called the Othmar Schoeck Society
for the Preservation of Unusual
and Disgusting Music, and I was
wondering if you'd ever heard of
Othmar Schoeck.

PS: No.
DM: Apparently he was a real

composer, a real Swiss composer

'Hundedreck". Oh,
I get it, see...

Haufen"...
there it is,

(Laughing).
DM: Let's see, um, you've been

touring and giving public concerts
for about ten years now. I was
wondering, what, another kind of
banal interviewer question, but
what it's been like, generally,
doing this kind of thing in front of
people.

PS: Well, in the first place, it's

changed greatly as far as the
amount of time I've done it. I

mean, when we started in 1965, a

many audiences now that we heve
to sort of win over from scratch.
Whereas, obviously, ten years ago
most people hadn't heard of it. But
in general, I mean, we're lucky, we
get very few — very few sort of

audiences that feel like a trial.

Mostly it's been going very well.

And I always enjoy it, because in

the first place I don't do it full year
round, I do a lot of other things too.

So it stays fresh to me. I probably
would get sick of it if I did it 365
days out of the year. And I give
concerts every Christmastime in

who, according to someone, didn't
write an interesting note In his life.

PS: (Laughing) Well, I think
there have been more than one of

those throughout history. Right,
right. (Laughs). (Looking at a
card handed to him) Oh, there it

is... the Othmar Schoeck...
Memorial Society . Preservation
of Unusual and Disgusting
Music . Hunde sehen. . . oh, I see
(Laughing, the German is being
explained to him)... I can't read
all of that... "We're thinking of

you". . . I got the bottom. .

DM: More or less, it's...

BH: It means "When we see
piles of doggy doo— Oh Ofhmar
Shoeck, we think of you."
PS: Oh, I see, it's "Sehen wir

friend of mine and I, he is now my
partner and handles the business
sioe of it — we just both borrowed
some money and hired Town Hali
in New York and put on the first

concert. And we knew that even if

we sold out we couldn't break even,
but we just wanted to try and put if

on the map, which we succeeded in

doing. So that first year, we just

had a couple of concerts, and it's

gradually increased each year, to

the point where last year I had
abouf 60. And now I'm getting

enough time to do the other things

that I do. And now, in general it's,

as I say, it's changed. Now, a lot of

the audiences have a lot of people
in them that are already PDQ.
Bach freaks, and we don't get as

5-*?*

New York City, and there's always
something new on those concerts,

there's always a mixture of old

pieces and new pieces. So, that way
over the years I gradually expand
the repertoire. (Loud banging in

the auditorium.) That's a nice

recording studio — gradually
expand the repertoire, without
having to do a whole new program
every year, which would be too

much.
DM: I think people would be

interested in the kinds of things you
do outside this kind of work. Very
few people know anything about. .

.

PS: Well, I have my feet in a lot

of pies. I quif teaching in 1965,

when I started doing P.D.Q. Bach,
even though, as I say, I didn't do

many concerts at all. A whole lot of
thinqs sort of came together in
1965. I did the first public P.D.Q.
Bach concert, I did the first

arranging of an album for Joan
Baez, which then, later, led to
some other ones. And I did the first

movie score, feature film score,
that I had done. And so I just
decided to try to become a
freelance composer, and I gave up
feaching, and for the next few
years I did a fair amount of
arranging. I did the arrangements
of three of Joan Baez' albums. The
last one, the album called Baptism,
I wrote the music for too, and then
I did a couple of feature films by a
San Francisco director named
John Corty. And the Joan Baez
thing (ed later to — a few years
ago, I did the music to a science
fiction film called Silent Running.
And Joan Baez sings two songs fhat
I wrote with the lyricist on — in

that, the soundtrack of that film.
(MB asks if the film is about a
submarine.) No, that's — see, I

tried to get the director to change
the name That's Run Silent, Run
Deep This is Silent Running And
it has nothing to do with a sub-
marine. Anyway, I was working
with Buffy Ste. Marie and some of
the other folk singers So then,
about the time that they all started
going down to Nashville to do their
records, I and a couple of other
guys started a group called The
Open Window, which was some
kinda weird, in between rock and
classical kind of group. It was a,

basically a keyboard group; we
had piano, electric piano, electric
harpsichord, a couple of electric
organs, electric Fender bass, a
keyboard Fender bass And we
later added a drummer. And we
did some concertizing and made
some records, and we also did the
words and music for Oh! Calcut-
ta!, and played that show for
awhile. So that was a more or less
full-time occupation for three
years. And then, by the time we
sort of went the way of all groups —
went in different directions — by
hat time PDQ Bach had enough
concerts a year, so that I've just
been very lucky; that I haven't had
to do any heal hackwork in these 10

years of free lancing. When one
thing has started to fade,
something else has built up, so —
MB: (asks is his association with

P.D.Q. Bach has helped or ham
pered him professionally.)

PS: I think both. When I first

started doing P.D.Q. Bach, some of

my friends, who liked my straight
music, you know, said, "You're
making a big mistake. You're
going to be type-cast," and stuff

like that. And that — and ifs
certainly true that that's hap-
pened. But it's also true that I've

gotten onto a lot of other things
indirectly, through P.D.Q. Bach,
that might not have happened
otherwise. Even the arranging
with Joan Baez come about
because we were on the same label

a* that point, we were both on
Vanguard. And the thing that got
me going working with her was
that somebody got the idea of doing
a Christmas record in which the
carols were arranged with the
flavor of the period that the carol
comes from, rather than just sort

of modern, soupy arrangements.
In other words, that the
Renaissance carols should have a
renaissance feel, and that the
18th century carols should have a
Baroque—Classical feel. And it

was because they had done P.D.Q.
Bach that they recognized that I

would be able to work with the
stylistic flavor of the different
things. So you know that even
cam* about through P.D.Q. Bach

continued on page two
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Playing by nobody's rules
and that led, like to the Silent

Running, which was a fun movie to

write music for, which came about
through my association with Joan
Baez, which came about because of

P.D.Q. Bach. Another example is,

uh, there used to be a rock group
called Metamorphosis, and they
were all members of the Detroit
Symphony who did a rock group on
the side. And they commissioned a
piece from me, a very serious
piece, it was a Requiem for a
friend of mine who had died the
year before, called "Requiem
Mantres" for rock group and or-

chestra. And that never would
have come about if I hadn't been
going through Detroit playing,
doing P.D.Q. Bach with the Detroit
Symphony. And we got to hanging
out, and talking. On the other hand,
It certainly is true that If I give a
concert, as I do occasionally, in

New York or someplace, of non-
P.D.Q. Bach music, some people
come, you know, determined to

laugh, or expecting to laugh. For
years I've wanted to write a
serious piece for John Ferrante,
the counter-tenor. Because he's a
beautiful singer, and of course, in

addition to myself, everybody In

this program does other things too,

does serious stuff too. And he's
going great guns on opera now, he
made his operatic debut in Europe
last year, he's going back there. As
soon as this tour is over, he's
scooting right out to be with the
San Francisco Opera. And he's
doing a little concert with a
chamber orchestra in Philadelphia
in May, and I'm writing a serious
piece for him for that, which I'm
enjoying very much. But I've had
to tell the orchestra, you know,
"When you publicize this, be very
careful." I mean, there's no doubt
that it's a problem. "Be very
careful, not to give people the
wrong impression." My feeling is

in retrospect, that it I had it to do
over again, I wouldn't have done
anything different except for one
thing, and that is that I would have
used a phony name as the
Professor. Not as a matter of a
secret, but just, like as a signpost,
you know that 'that's that, and
Peier Schickele is this.' I think
that's the big goof I made. But I get
much too much of a kick out of
doing P.DO Bach to— I mean, I'll

be very sorry if I ever have to give
up doing it completely. So what I'm
trying to do is, starting next year,
is to restrict it so that I'm only
accepting concerts during half of

the year. I'm also getting involved
in theater music, and when you're
Involved in a show, you have to be
there all the time So this way, at
least I can get involved in shows in

the fall, even if I can't in the
spring. And, uh, I just have to hope
that in the long run that'll work
itself out. I mean, it certainly is a
problem, but it also, as I say, has
had its — had its positive side too.

DM: That's great. I was won
dering what the logic Is behind the
Schickele numbering system — for

a lot of those pieces
PS: Well, I think that you'll find

that — you see, since I have not
discovered the entire output of

P.D.Q. Bach, I can't give a con
secutive number So what I just try
to do is to give a number that I'll

remember And then, hopefully, if

some day I can discover the entire
output, then maybe Til be able to

put them in a real chronological
order But so many of his pieces

were discovered by his family
first, and destroyed, burned, that

it's very hard to give a complete
listing.

DM: Does anybody have any
other questions? I have a couple
more, but. .. /

MB: I was just wondering —
your background is basically in

music, but the show is at least half

and half theatrical and musical. .

.

wives, and we spend a lot of time
talking about ideas for the show
and stuff. And of course, as we do
the show it improves too as we get

ideas. So I don't mean that every
single idea in it is mine; but I don't

hire writers or anything; it's all

basically my stuff.

MB: (asks what names the

initials P.D.Q. stand for.)

PS: Oh. Well, you see, in his

PS: Well, there are two things

about that. One is that, in the first

place, when I was ten years old, I

thought I was gonna be an actor
when I grew up, I mean that — and
I spent all of the first half of my
teenage years very heavy into

community theatre and stuff. And
1t was very gradually that I got
more interested in the music and
less in the theatre. So, I mean,
that's one of the reasons I get such
a charge out of P.D.Q. Bach — that
ham vein is still there, you know. I

really get off on that part of it. But,
in addition to that, when we
designed this show, which hap
pened three years ago — let's see,
this is the fourth season we've been
doing it— see, as I say, we gave up
touring with our own orchestra.
Then I started doing the guest
appearances with orchestras. And
then we started getting a lot of

requests from colleges, where they
either didn't have an orchestra, or
it was practical — or impractical,
or the conductor had too much
taste to do P.D.Q. Bach, or
whatever the reason — we began to

get more and more requests for a
self contained show that wouldn't
need local musicians. And so I put
this show together. But the
problem is that it's really a four
man show; we also have a road
manager and a bus driver, but as
far as what you see, it's only four
people — one of whom is Bill, and
he's not a musician. So we're
talking about a whole concert with
three musicians. And with the or-

chestral program we have all the
variety of an orchestra to work
with. Here we have to build a
program with some variety in it,

with one singer, and a keyboard
player, and me. We just felt that
we had to provide some theatrical
spectacle, and, . .

.

MB: (asks if the theatrical
elements were all thought of by PS,
"Because that's genius.")
PS: (Laughs) Well, basically the

stuff is all mine. But Bill and I, for

instance, spend hours on planes
and busses with each other. There
are times in the year when we see
more of each other then we do our

name they don't stand for
anything. Because Johann
Sebastian Bach had already had 20
children by that time, and he — he
had run out of names, and he said,
"From now on, it's just initials."

And, so in his name they don't
stand anything — for anything .

.

Oh, well, people often contribute,
you know, Peter Quincy, uh,
Damon, or whatever — 1 don't
know, people have come up with
many possibilities.

DM: Well, the last question I

have for you is, I was wondering —
is there anything — this is, again,
as the Professor — anything that
you'd like to say, for the readers
who'll be reading this in a couple of

weeks, to help to them towards a
greater understanding of P.D.Q.
Bach's music?
PS: (Laughing) Right, you

should have come to the concert!
Let's see, no, I don't think of
anything, I just think that P.D.Q.
Bach has a therapeutic value, that
it's a good idea to be exposed to the
seamy side of 18th-century music,
and that the inferiority complex
that one can get listening to the
perfect music of Bach and Mozart
or Beethoven should be balanced
by the tremendous elation you get
listening to P.D.Q. Bach, knowing
that you could as easily do that well
yourself. And to, you know, that's
all, I think, that would be just the
basic message.
MB: This University community

is usually a pretty lethargic,
apathetic place. And there was, uh,
really no promotion for this — a
few posters put in unappropriate
places. The tickets went on sale,
and within an hour they were sold
out.

BH: There were two girls,

looking desperately, would do
anything for a ticket...

PS: Send 'em to me. (General
laughing).

MB: It's strange, because It

seems that it's really more of a
word of mouth thing

PS: Sometimes I get em
harassed because people introduce
me to somebody as if everybody in
the world has heard of P.D.Q.
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Bach. Of course, it's not— if you're

talking about Johnny Carson, it's

still a very esoteric thing. But in

the classical music field it's cer-

tainly much better known than

when we started ten years ago.

MB: The ad in the Times That got

me to come to your opening at

Town Hall last Christmas, or was it

the second?

—

PS: I don't know, we were there

five nights, so —
MB: It was a Saturday.

PS: I can't remember now.

MB: But like, it was 45 minutes
before the concert, and I was
thumbing through the paper, and I

just caught this really tiny ad, you
know, and I said, "Could it be —
could it be the Intimate P.D.Q.

Bach, it's so small." And I said,

"What the hell," and I went up 15

minutes before the concert, and I

got the last seat, a front-row seat.

PS: Yeah. Well, you see, in New
York, as I say, we give concerts

every year, and a lot of people
come back many times, so —
MB: There was somebody in

back of me, giving me your entire

spiel. I could have smacked him,
he was nudging his buddy, saying,

"Now he's gonna say —".

PS: Oh, that's a drag. That's

terrible. (Laughing) No, the
reason, so the reason that ad was
so small was two things; in the first

place, the concert promoter that

we work with in New York has a
mailing list that goes out, and in

the second place, he varies the ads
according to the response, the

initial response.
BH: Where do you get some of

your inspirations for some of your
instruments? Like the Double
Reed Slide Music Stand — as an
oboe player for two months, I...
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Below the Salt has always
been the kind of magazine that
would print peculiar work. We
pledge to uphold this tradition,
but can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Yours
must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday; but you can write to
us or call 545-3500 anytime.

PS: (Laughing) Well, t

months — it's not too late to
\

out, you know; not too late
change your mind. The Dout
Reed Slide Music Stand was
vented by an English Horn pla>
named Peter Kriss, who's now
San— in Los Angeles, and that v\

in 1959 in Aspen. The "Symphor
Concertante" was done tr

summer, and it was done for jus
lot of instruments that happened
be around. Uh, somebody out the
played bagpipe, and you don't ke
that a secret; I mean, as soon as
started practicing everybody
Aspen knew there was a bagpip
in town. And he invented t

Double Reed Slide Music Sta
with an English Horn reed. And
lot of the instruments I doi
remember specifically how th
started. As I say, Bill and I, a
friends, we just sit around — y
talk about a lot of ideas, most
which, even If they're funny, m<
of them are impractical. We have
standard phrase we use, which
"That's for the movie." I doi
know if we'll ever qet to make
P.D.Q. Bach movie, but we get
these ideas which would be t

expensive to do every night, but
you could only do them once, y
know — Some of the ideas actua
turn out.

continued in
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McHale's Folly
Alinsky's Diamond
by Tom Mc Hale
$8.95— 345pp.
Lippincott

Reviewed by
Ed Smith

A twentieth century crusade,
ostensibly peaceful, from Nor
mandy, France to Jerusalem.
Coupled with a miracle; a young
woman, crippled from birth,
stands up and walks in the middle
of a mass and the church
characteristically decides to
capitalize on it.

By turning all these things
around, Tom McHale seems to
have plenty of the stuff a good
story is made of. Not necessarily a
good novel though.

McHale's story is of an un-
scrupulous evangelist,
masquerading as a priest, who
brings together a drunk, a
prostitute, her pimp, a senile
monk, an abortionist and a few
other rogues to march to
Jerusalem in a tribute to
something about which even
McHale is unsure. The idea of the
march, however, is to give a shot in
the arm to Catholicism and, one
discovers in the course of the book,
avenge a score of sins.

The book follows these crusaders
in their walk and dutifully avoids
sounding like a travelogue.
McHale mixes humor, sarcasm,
violence and finally moral
resolution. But in the end, Alin-
sky's Diamond, a fine story, fails

as a novel.

McHale's book seems to
exemplify the problems that ap
pear in many modern novels. All
the material is there with which to
write a novel. The characters in

McHale's novel are vivid, three
dimensional and evoke a certain
pathos from the reader. The story,
the events that transpire, are often
interesting, timely and even
amusing.

It is in the area of plot, in-

teractions between the characters
and their environment and
motivation that there is something
lacking. This is assuming that the
novelist is dealing in the realistic
tradition which McHale appears to
be attempting.

The criticism I offer is not that
he fails to completely represent
reality, because that is not the goal
of realistic writing. But McHale
and other novelists of his period,
often disregard the elements of
human nature in an effort to make
a story cut the path they've con

characters and situation, but it is

much harder to accept the
manipulation of situation, without
cause, which dominates this book.
Another device of this type of

novel is the madman. He is

sometimes shown as an evil
genius, a well meaning, but
twisted,, philanthropist or as a
more sympathetic character
against whom some injustice has
been done and now the world must
pay. Into this character the writer
can dump, with impunity, all the
startling social comment, brutal
violence and half-baked philosophy

ceiveo tor ir. in the course of
writing the novel, instead of being
a creative experience for the
writer, it appears that a
predetermined pattern has been
set down and the writing of the
novel is an exercise in filling in the
blanks.

In Alinsky's Diamond, there is a
collection of rogues, all of whom
respond with amazing moral
fortitude to a situation they never
really understand. While reading
the novel one can accept the
writer's original premise of

that the reader will not accept
from the more conventional
characters.

Meyer Alinsky, the convenient
madman of Alinsky's Diamond,
seems a prime example. He is

provided with one motivating
factor, and from that the reader is

to assume all things flow. It seems
the madman can be thrown into a
lifelong rage by one incident and
that injury will sustain his rage
without any secondary motivation.
The madman becomes the catch
all for the writer trying to give his
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story an interesting twist.
In Alinsky's case, an outrage

occurs when he is in his twenties
and this carries his rage well
through his sixties. If there was at
least some sort of clear philosophy
behind his madness, even if it was
an illogical philosophy, the reader
might be able to accept it.

However, McHale seems content
with his mystery to lead the reader
on and even at the end the mystery
is just that, a mystery.
Though McHale's book is not an

archetype of Seventies popular
fiction, it does reflect a trend in
that type of literature. Somewhere
along the way writers have
forgotten that the more you lead
the reader on, the more you are
expected to deliver a\ the end. The
idea now seems to be, lead the
reader on for a few hundred pages,
throw in a large dose of senseless,
possibly politically relevant
violence, flash quick to a scene of
cataclysmic destruction and then
fade into a morally reassuring
scene. Hopefully by the end, the
reader will have forgotten all the
teasing that has gone on earlier
and accept this placebo. If it is

true, as the dust jacket claims, that
"Alinsky's Diamond places
Mchale in the front rank of writers
of important American fiction",
then American fiction is in the
most pathetic shape it has ever
been. Basically, Alinsky's

Diamond is a book one can miss
reading and feel nothing has been
lost.

It is these few criticisms that
make the term novel a useless one.
When War & Peace, Ulysses and

ALINSKY'S
DIAMOND
\m*dh\ IUMAVTIYIJ:

Alinsky's Diamond are all referred
to as novels, the term comes to
mean little more than pages,
bound, with print. So much for the
sanctity of language.
This book is available at the

University Bookstore.

Good GuysThe Destroyer No. 18

Funny Money
by Richard Sapir and Warren Murphy
Pinnacle Books
180 pp. SI.25

Reviewed by Michael Hunter
What would happen if a computer was programmed to engrave

things so well that it couid duplicate the United States currency, exactly?
And also what would happen if the bottom line program for this computer
was survival?

The Destroyer knows, and in this, his eighteenth encounter with
superhuman criminals, he is called back into action, this time, to save the
United States government from the devastating effects of a superhuman
counterfeiter

Funny Money is number eighteen of what has become America's
hottest selling series.

It has sex:
A door slid open in the apparently seamless wall to their right. Sitting

at a little cocktail table was a blonde with a body that could make a priest
burn his collar. Her breasts protruded in mammoth declai .tion of milk
potential, reaching out to the limits of a stretching white smock. Her
waist nosedived in and roared out al the hips again. A short light blue
skirt revealed some white thighs

When Remo finally noticed her eyes, he saw they were blue And
bloodshot.

"What can I offer you to drink? " she said "Sit down."
"Ah sweet delicate flower," said Chiun. "What soaring heights your

presence imparts to our humble hearts."
"Glad to meet you," said Remo.
"You're lying through your teeth," she said, pointing a martini glass

•at Remo " You can't bullshit me You like my boobs or my bra.ns." Then
she pointed to Chiun. "You, on the other hand, are on the level. You're
real. Tell your phony friend not to lay it on."

And it has violence:
"He rammed the plates into his stomach and let himself fall toward

the sidewalk. He heard an instant ping, apparently from his primary
sniper with the curare tipped bullets, but then felt a wrench crush his left
wrist with an incredibly painful cracking sound and then there vas a feel
of hot mol»en metal pouring into his left shoulder as he saw his own left
arm go by his face with the plates washed in a dark liquid that was his
own blood and then the right shoulder socket was searing pain and that
arm was under his knee as he settled back onto the sidewalk screaming
for his mother And then blessedly there was a wrenching in the back of
his neck as if someone pulled a switch that ended everything. His eye
caught a glimpse of a bloody shoe and then there were no more alimD
ses

" " K

But the most surprizing thing about Funny Money is that it has a plot,
and a complex one at that. Basically, the Destroyer is a super assasin
who, through the help of his Perfect Master, Chiun, is capable of in
credible human feats (and fights). And he is called on, in absolutely
desperate situations, to save the US government from the forces of evil

In this case, the counterfeiter and the Destroyer, Remo, first tangle
at the exchanging of engraved plates for a ransom. They tangle again
when the counterfeiter decides he must destroy Remo. And the final
angle, the super battle at the very end of the book, which even gets the
Perfect Master, Chiun, into the battle, ends, of course, with the forces of
good triumphing over the forces of evil.

Now after all these super heroes, and super villains, and super bat
ties, and super plots, and super everythings you may say, "Hey, it sounds
like a sophisticated Spiderman comic book."

Yup, and it sounds like there are seventeen more of them.
Very good. Read it.

m
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shO€ Available at:

Amherst, Mass.: 264 No. Pleasant St.

Cambridge, Mass.: 14 Story St.
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Droplets on a window pane
coming together as a streamlet
breaking its boundaries
running down

without hesitation

without fault'

without shame

without guilt

The winds ot daydreams
scatter clouds ot my thoughts through
the sky ot my mind.

The gold buttertly

tlutters and then dies

but lives in her eggs

Flame red radishes
and buried parsnips in March
are my cheeks and toes.

The crow aie his meal...
...strychnine. ..meant tor a coyote...

killed him. ..hungry child?

Heidi Bates

Whether to change?

FRIEND
Like some Roman lying in a bath with his wrists slashed

your dull eyes glint as it maybe you could change your mind.

But as blood smokes the running water, your sobs are your
epitaph: =—

We've become a wind brandishing a blackest plague
that stomps on wet streets ot night.

and the crude wagons with the weary horses
are carrying our remains away.

Maybe a tankard or a smile trom a lady can sew you up
but through that little hole in your wrist
rotten humors are spilling out.

Maybe I'm too tinal. But you've been dying tor a long time.

—Christopher Leightoh

*rr.

We Must Be On

sit in oily rooms ot talk about production
like our minds are management
and our souls labor
There is the schedule-
capping our pens and shuttling papers,
we must be on.

celluloid sounds ot clinking gears
and whirling hallways
pass on
we ride on rollers like tomorrow's lunch
past clipboarded apprentices
with pupil less eyes
down to a ray coded door
that buzzes open to a dark damp room
that moves
churning warmth
in rhythmic throbs

light blinks in steady chords
on tield lilies and sparrows
rocking gently in green

—Christopher Leighton

a misplaced piece
in a jigsaw
puzzle
rubbing edges
trying to round
corners
lost and confused
upsetting all

who touch
happiness hurts
beware of her
be where?
companions here
and there abused

regret

life unattached
wrong shape
wrong tone
incongruent
alone

a misplaced piece
in a jigsaw

puzzle?

—Debbie Wilson

no*vnri-

Sot.

Into Your Nest

You place your legs through the bars
and reach to pull at your trousers
Grunting and making th- sounds
hissing and plugging the noise with your thumb
Sighing and seeing I'm watching
you smile
find a ribbon and run it through your fingers
and out the bars
there is a shoe worth having and you strain to reach it

angling back through the bars
Your heavy breathing plugged with the heel
you roll over and over
eying your keys

you uncoil into sleep.

—Christopher Leighton
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Feets
by Susan Doskocil

The Mount Holyoke Concert
Dance Group presented three
concerts the week before vacation
on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday nights, March 18-20, at
8:30 p.m. In the Laboratory
Theater.
Although the program was

separated into two parts by an
intermission, the real division was
between "5-Aces", the first piece
of the program, and the following
eight pieces as they were from two
totally different worlds.
Joyce Morgenroth

choreographed "5 Aces" to some
music of Liszt for members of the
Five College Moving Company. It

was a very humorous number,
based on a game of five hammy
basketball players, each beating
out their imaginative little brains
(as well as others) to steal the
limelight. The audience was not
the real audience they were
dancing to; their audience was
way out beyond us, hopefully
missing the stormy expressions
and death knocks they blessed
each other with. We were seeing
the not-so-subtle jealousies that
exist among any group of per-
formers, being performed not-so
subtly at all.

The way in which a
choreographer creates is always

Student Union Gallery
Through Now and
Maybe Later

There is an impressive exhibit of
ceramic works presently being
shown at the Student Union
Gallery. The show represents a
wide variety of work done by nine
students here at the University of
Massachusetts. Pieces vary from
the functional and traditional to the
erotic and exotic.

The soft tranquility of Wynne
Hayakawas work utilizes thrown
and cast porcelain forms in the
simplicity of traditional celadon

affected by the studio spaces
within wftich he or she works. The
Five College Moving Company
spends ifiost of their time in the
rather bleak and barren Hallie
Flannagan Dance Studio at Smith
College. This is like working in the
middle of a small, dimly lit

basketball court. Tha audience sits
on as many as thrtt sides of the
dance seace, on risers, as well as
lining three sides of the first row
balcony seats peering down from
above. Also, the Five College
Moving Company relies almost
entirely on choreography, and the
dancers* costumes, music and
props are no more exlstant than
absolutely necessary.
Mount Holyoke's Laboratory

Theater has a very traditional
stage with seats on a slope. The
audience does not tower over and
peer down on the performers from
all sides. Not only that, but the
Mount Holyoke Concert Dance
Group fully utilizes the more
theatrical possibilities of really
creative and colorful costumes,
effective props, playing with
lighting and different depths of the
stage, as defined by the curtains
The major difference, however,

lies in something that cannot be
judged by anything as simple or
materialistic as those
technicalities. It's in the rapport

Play
that the dancers establish from the
very beginning with the audience
and Continue to develop throughout
the performance. Each dance is an
invitation to the audience to come
and explore something very
personal to the dancers and
choreographers. Like the begin
ning of a new friendship, it has a
warm, intangible quality which
suggests smiles, secrets, and a
feeling of sharing.
Linda Jones and Dawn Bradley,

in "Wings", backed by a Herbie
Hancock piece, gave the happy tale
of wild, beautiful bird freeing a
caged, domesticated one. It was a
well-done piece of toe dancing. The
audience especially enjoyed the
somewhat clumsy first attempts
the former captive went through in
the process of learning to fly by
imitating her saviour.
"Pam Banfield", choreo

graphed, chanted to (on
tape) and danced by two of Pam's
friends was a refreshingly new
idea to me. We learn from the
chanting that Pam Banfield
always hordes the "Arts and
Leisure" section of the New York
Times, much to the consternation
of Virginia Griffith and Leigh
Whitman. Throughout the dance,
which starts with the three of them
sitting in living room chairs, Pam
sits absorbed in the said section,

with her back to us. She is nearly
strangled at the end of the dance,
and throws up the coveted pages
which obligingly flutter through
the air and settle all over the stage.
One aspect of this dance which
particularly appealed to me was
the simplicity of the situation. Why
haven't more people thought of
using such day to day themes as
that? We, as an audience, com
pletely agreed with and understood
the contained but building
frustration of the two friends...Who
could hold back the laughter as
Leigh and Virginia begin stamping
around the living room, jumping
up on the chairs to snatch the paper
from behind and then taking a big
breath that comes out in an
exasperated sign as the
aggravation starts to build again?
(By the way, the tape they made
would have made Frank Zappa
proud to have them accompany
him and his crowd on his FREAK-
OUT album, It was great!)
"Moods", taking the audience

through a series of highs and lows,
lights and darks, was like riding in

on someone's dream. It cast a
spell, the sort of feeling you get
when something happens to you
that's such a minor step away from
the norm that it leaves you with an
unsettled, eery feeling for a long
period of time...

Configurations" was an ex-
cellent example of the effective use
of a large number of dancers. In
this case, there were 15 of them
dressed identically in white. In
essence, what they did was form
many different people clusters,
each one evoking different
emotions. Sometimes there were
only one or two dancers,
sometimes a number of small
groups, each suggesting another
idea, and sometime everyone was
on stage. Unity and chaos were
there, too. The amount of ex-
ploration done within the confines
of a multi-person deserves a great
deal of credit.

The other four numbers,
"Games", "A Mosiac", "Hang
Five" and "Routines" shared the
warmth quality and were en
joyable to watch but were below
the standards that made the other
dances seem exceptional.
The company as a whole is a

friendly and charming group that
seems to be quite successfully
developing its potentials. I for one
am looking forward to another of
their concerts.

Photo:
Dawn Bradley and Linda Jones— MHC Concert Dance Group.

Exhibitionists Show Off
glazes. Marlyn Coplin also works
with porcelain. She uses very
simple thrown forms much as a
painter uses a canvas to display a
deep sensual flow of glazes. Mark
Richardson, Walter Hall and Rick
Bernstein's pieces are concerned
with making statements about
form. They exploit clay as a plastic
material using throwing and hand
building to show the strength and
also the softness and the flexibility
of clay. Their work includes pieces

done in stoneware, porcelain, raku
and soft firing. The flashier
elements of work comes from

Richard Robishau, Lee Ann
Chellis Wessel, and Susan Shapiro,
all of who work in bright colored
earthenware. Susan's work uses
hard edge decoration on crisp
fitted thrown shapes. Richard's
car and truck teapots are made
with very slick thrown sections
with hand built elements Lee
Ann's pieces deal with making
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sexual fantasy into a reality using
modeled figures tableau en
vironment. Harvey Goldman,
working in salt glazed stoneware,
deals with exoticism in a less
explicit but equally effective
manner

This is a show well worth seeing— cum and enjoy it.

artists Goldman,

Chellis Wessel,

Coplin, Richardson

plates by
Marilyn Coplin

'
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They're not live yet
by Mark Lonergan, Janet Webber and

Mark Harris Levitan

The good news for Dead fans

came abouf a monfh and a half

ago in fhe mail. Dead Heads
across the land received more
of those handy mini-album
covers as well as two 7 inch 33

RPAA records with excerpts
from the latest Dead Family
Releases. More of the group's
current philosophy was
revealed in the two newsletters
in the package. The good news
is that the Dead are still alive

and recording a new album.
Also, each individual in the.

band is involved in different

projects (two of them are
reviewed here.)

Billy Kreutzman is working
with CSN&Y on their latest

.ittempt. Phil Lesh and old

'rieid Ned Lagin are working
on a spacy thing called
Seastones. Its organic
ootential is earth shaking. Bob
.Veir is heading a band called
Kingfish" which will tour

iater this year. He's also
planning his second solo for

'his summer. Keith and Donna
3odchaux, pianist and vocalis'

for the band, recorded Keitii

and Donna and will be per-
forming also. Then there's

3arcia, ever busy jack-of all-

musics, now touring with
'Legion of Mary" (Boston,
April 6). He produced Robert
Hunter's new Tiger Rose
album, and he sings and plays
on Keith and Donna and
Seastones. He has produced
Pistol-Packin' Mama, another
bluegrass venture for him,
along with his active in-

volvement with Old and In The
Way. He's involved in the new
Grateful Dead movie, and
another solo album for sum-
mer release. Busy man.

But the Dead as a group
won't be touring for a while,
which is the bad news. Some of

their last huge concerts were
crowd instilled nightmares.

Their appearance in Boston
last June unfortunately was
such a bomb-stricken affair

that the band's consistently

good music could not overcome
the bad vibes in the air. It must

Garcia's and Bob Weir's
singing. But here, they've both

come down with a bit to expose
their weaknesses.
Now, the greatness of the

Grateful Dead lies in their

the album's
nfluences, it

restatement of

varied musical
begins as a gospel-style song

and then slowly winds up until

it finally breaks out into a full-

fledged Dead song, replete

with Garcia's humming lead,

Donna's high vocals, and those

trademark piano runs.

Seatrain and Earth Opera,
guitar, and Vassar Clements -

violin. After ten years, Mother
McAree's Jug Stompers are
back as Old and In The Way.
This is by no means Garcia's
band. He plays good banjo and
contributes fine vocals, but he
is overshadowed by Peter

Zep still full of zip
by Ross Nerenberg

But the piano, as played by Rowan's pickin' and excellent
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vocals, and by Vassar
Clements who is possibly the
best fiddler in the country.
John Kahn adds solid string
bass with no frills. David
Grisman plays a sweet
mandolin, but unfortunately, is

not very audible.

Relatives of the Dead: Bluegrass & holograms.

have been a drag for them.
So, until there exists a way

for them to play live and sound
Dead, we have to listen to

Distilled Dead. (And hope the

future lies in holography).

Keith and Donna
Round Records RX 104

Old and In The Way
Round Records RX 103

Keith and Donna:
This album is perplexing. We

know of Keith Godchaux's
ability to tie the Grateful
Dead's loose ends together
with his upward-climbing
piano runs. We also know that
Donna Godchaux's high
harmony nearly perfectly
complements both Jerry

sometimes consistent, yet
sloppy togetherness
(especially on records). The
"sloppiness" is evident on this

album, but it lacks the en-
thusiasm that would make up
for such things as differently
accentuated beats by bass,
drums, guitar and piano. It

hardly holds together at all in

this respect.

Donna's most blatant
weakness is that she is not a
lead singer. Her voice wavers
and varies too much In con
sistency. Some of the songs,
particularly the remake of

"River Deep, Mountain High"
are suitable for that style, but
it doesn't last throughout.
Another good vehicle for her is

the Godchaux original, "Every
Song I Sing." Serving as a

Keith, isathi i replacement for

a rhythm guitar which is sorely

missed throughout. And
Keith's singing is earthy, but

had to bear in this situation.

Not even a good effort by

regulars Garcia, Merl Saun-

ders or John Kahn could pull

this off. Dead Devotion
Definitely Demanded.

Old and In The Way:

In the early sixties, there

was a folk boom in California
that was father to the
renowned "San Francisco
Sound" of several years later.

One of the bands that played
Marin County's bars and clubs
at that time was a bluegrass
outfit known as "Mother
McAree's Jug Stompers." The
personnel were John Dawson
on guitar, Jerry Garcia (in an
early incarnation) on banjo,
John Kahn on washtub bass
and David Grisman on man-
dolin. Dawson, as Marmaduke,
formed the New Riders of the
Purple Sage; Grisman came to train whistle in the night
Boston and played in a band
called Earth Opera; John
Kahn played with everyone
and anvone, from Bloomfield
to Garcia; and as for Garcia,
there were ten eventful years
with the Grateful Dead.
There was an album

released about a month ago on
the Dead's new label, called
Old and In The Way. The
personnel are Jerry Garcia -

banjo, John Kahn - string bass,
David Grisman - mandolin,
Peter Rowan, formerly of

Physical Graffiti

Led Zeppelin
(Swan Song SS 2-200)

Total Playing Time: 84:07

You'd never suspect it, but it

m f has been nearly two years,
X that's right, nearly two years

.^2 since that Foremost Foursome
#lof Page, Plant, Bonham, and
aflh Jones, known collectively as

«P--j '
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In fact, the complaint about
the album is the sound mix.
The instruments sound too
distant, not full and rich. This
gives the album the nice
feeling of a barn dance, but
clarity would be preferred.
The songs were written by

the band members or are
traditional or well known
songs, and all are at the very
least good (although "Wild
Horses" seems out of step
here). Among the best are
"Knockin' on Your Door",
"Land of the Navajo," and the .

title song by Grisman. The
vocals are the highlight of the

album, with real bluegrass
harmonies right out of the

Appalachian Mountains,
sounding as high as a lonesome

There are no real virtuoso*;
instrumental, except for
Vassar, but he can't help it.

What comes off instead is five

men working together for an
ideal, bluegrass music. As
David Grisman put it in the
jacket notes, "The
music...embodies the spirit of

that original bluegrass quest."
He couldn't be righter. If you
like bluegrass at all, do
yourself a favor and pick this

up. You won't regret it.

Led Zeppelin, last released an
album. That was the infamous
Houses Of The Holy, and in the

-55lJ^ period of time between its

vH release and that of Led's
• ^"current smash, Physical

Graffiti, quite a few things

happened to the quartet. The
tales from that '73 tour of

America are still being told,

tales of monstrous hotel

damagings and strange
groupie goings on. 1974 brought
forth the creation of Zep's own
record company, whose first

release, Bad Company, went
on to become the year's biggest
seller for the Warner Elektra-

'. Atlantic conglomerate. For the
'75 tour, people waited in lines

overnight in hopes of pur-
chasing tickets to see their

heroes, the world's most
popular rock band. The Boston
fiasco which resulted in can-
cellation of Led Zeppelin's only
scheduled New England ap
pearance was only one in-

dication of just how seriously
their fans view them, or, at

least, how seriously their fans
view a chance to view them. It

is one of those little known
facts that Zeppelin now outdo
the Rolling Stones by two to

one in terms of album sales.

first double album, holds no
real surprises in store for its

listeners. There's nothing
really innovative,
revolutionary, or new, merely
their old style of maniacally
hard-driving rock. Could you

No ordinary

Used rat of mottled love

So, who can argue with
success? I certainly can't.

Physical Graffiti, the group's

really suspect anything else?

There are no deep lyrics with
hidden meanings to ponder
over. Why should there be? No
need to teach an old dog new
tricks, not when he's raking in

millions of dollars performing
the old ones over and over
again. So it is with Zeppelin.

They have no reason to change,
no new hills to climb. A two
record set of the group eating
breakfast would probably go
gold inside of twenty minutes.

are as they always have been:
loud and shrill, just as we have
come to expect them to be.

John Paul Jones plays fine

supporting bass and
keyboards, while drummer
John Bonham's constant
pounding, thrashing, and
hammering away fits in

perfectly. Jimmy Page
remains as Mr. Big within the
group. He continues to come up
with new sounds on his wide
variety of guitars, which, since

he composes the majority of
the group's music, fit in
beautifully. Also, as producer
of the album, he has reaf-
firmed his tremendous skill

and expertise in this field.

Thus, he is the dominating
force on the album, always in

the forefront along with Robert
Plant.

Side one gives us three of

ferings. Of these, "The Rover"
contains Plant's finest vocal
job on the entire album as he
pleads for peace and unity in

the world. "In My Time Of
Dying," the longest cut con-
tained here (11:08), comes off
as too monotonous and drawn-
out, perhaps the biggest failure
to be found on this record. Side
two also is composed of three
cuts, two of which stand out.

"Houses Of The Holy" is a
hard rocker of the first degree,
during which Page's heavy
metal guitar work is very
much in evidence. "Kashmir"
features intermittent violin
mixed with Bonham's bashing
percussion to give it an eerie
sound. Plant's vocals are
forced to take a definite back
seat to the rhythmic flow of

instruments throughout the
number.

The four works on side three
are much more tame, in
comparison with the previous
two sides. "In The Light" as
been compared to "Stairway
To Heaven," but it falls far

short of this all-time classic.

However, its tempo changes
come off well, especially
Page's frequent guitar lines.

The following bit, called
"Bron-Yr-Aur," is a shorter
piece on acoustic guitar, as

Page does it all by himself.

Side four contains five shorter,

more concise songs. "Night
Flight" brings us some more of

Plant's finest vocals to go with
Page's hypnotizing guitar
style. "Boogie With Stu"
serves as a change from the

loud and heavy metal rockers,
as Zep gets about as soulful as
we will ever hear. Moreover, it

sounds good. "Black Country
Woman" features Page on
acoustic guitar, uniting
cohesively with Plant's toned
down singing and Bonham's
customarily heavy-handed
drumming. Capping off the
disc is "Sick Again," a rather
nondescript work whose lyrics

seemingly are aimed as a put-

down of groupies.

Wrapping everything up, I

probably haven't told you
anything new. If you like Led
Zeppelin, you will like Physical
Graffiti, although it may take
more than just one listening to

convince you of it. If you don't

like Led Zeppelin, there is

always John Denver. Or the

Osmonds. Or Tony Orlando
and Dawn. Or, how about
listening to the grass grow?
Zzz zzzz-zzz. Those may be
fates worse than death itself,

but, just so long as the Zeppelin
balloon shows no signs of

bursting, we're in good hands.

Favorite menus being en-

joyed this year are: 'Our Own
Pizz " "Sloppy Joes." and a
new addition. "Clam Rolls."

DELETE ABOVE DELETE

Propaganda
SPARKS

(Island ILPS 9312)

Total Playing Time. 32:50

Sparks consists primarily of Ron and Russell
Vtael, a songwriting singing team of brothers,
rfvho get the nomination for Bonzo Dog Band
Reincarnation of 1975 Their music works on
that edge of bizarreness which the Bonzos
explored in "We Are Normal" and "I'm the
Urban Spaceman" — pop music played as
heavy metal, with shifts of meter, music hall
and schmaltz turned to nightmare. Russell
Mael. tne vocalist, has a great controlled gift
for manic singing — with overdubbing he can
cause tremors In fact, manic is really the word
for the album — it never stops, and Muff
Wmwood has produced it excellently, given the
album a thoroughly tight and dense sound.
The Maels seem to think (with some

justification, actually) that being alive is very
much like being at war. All of the songs on
Propaganda treat if in some way: "At Home,
At work, At Play", "Don't Leave Me Alone
With Her", and "Something For fhe Girl With
Everyth.ng" all have a peculiar kind of
misogyny a paranoid fear of the woman who
knows too much, "Reinforcements" and
"Never Turn Your Back On Mother Earth"
express life as a literal ba'tle. "BC" and "Who
Don't Like Kids" deal with the family — in

"BC" the problem is maintaining the proper
stability, "Who Don't Like Kids" is a scary epic
about children as property, fake children
growing up to be fake adults. "Achoo" works
on the old image of physical sickness as mental
illness, "Thanks But No Thanks" is filled with
inhibition, also coming out of the family; the
album ends with "Bon Voyage", sung by a
person who didn't make it onto the ark, who's
going to be left behind. Reeeel paranoia. Ah,
but handled so creatively...

Ron Mael is an excellent lyricist His masses
of words act as a kind of cosmic stuttering,
although there** little or no waste in them. A
coupleof examples will have to do: "Unwitting
chaperons, how come you cannot see — A

. Hitler wearing heels — A soft Simon Legree —
A Hun with honey skin — De Sade who makes
good tea ("Don't Leave Me Alone With
Her"); "Three wise men are here — Three

sparks/ momcABA

"...being alive is very much like being at
war..."

wise men are here — Where should they leave
these imported gimmicks? — Leave them
Anywhere — Anywhere — Make sure that
there's a clear path to the door ... ("Something
For the Girl With Everything")". Well, and so
on. There are a lot of odd albums in existence,
in many ways. Propaganda is one of the oddest
Which is all to its advantage.

— David Miller

Circle of Lcve
SISTER SLEDGE

(AtCO)

This album has quietly made its way into

record store bins without so much as an ad
vertisement in the trades or any such promo
devices. I gladly take it upon myself to say a

few words about a nice little album that has the
sweetest soul this side of the original

Supremes.
Comparisons will inevitably occur 'twixt

Sister Sledge and the Supremes. Their essence
(a systems oriented person might say "their

formula") is much the same — usually one

singer up front, with the rest of the group re
sponding or restating some sort of central line
as well as taking care of the dancing and hand
motion chores. The songs these women sing are
pretty much similar too — songs about being
caught in the middle of an insecure relation
ship, songs with titles like "You're Much Better
Loving Me" and "Protect Our Love" could just

as well be "Stop, In The Name Of Love".
Nonetheless, there is a slot in American pop

music just waiting for something like Sister
Sledge to fit into Now, if they can only find that
smqle (I'll place my bet on "Caught in The
Middle" and start to tune in on RKO for the
results) B

— Paul Konfrimas
I'm Jessi Colter
JESSI COLTER
(Capitol ST 11363)

There's not much to say about this album
except that it's just plain empty. Devoid of the
stuff that makes an album worth the effort to
make Jessi Colter sings ten of her own
straight life country and western ballads, yet
she simply doesn't capture the faintest trace of
emotional feeling that C&W music is best
known for.

Not only are the words meaningless, but also
the melodies. Often an artist's songs will sound
similar, but in my opinion, this album goes too
far. The first three songs on side two are almost
exactly the same musically, and the rhythmic
and instrumental differences are poor
disguises (keep in mind that the words do not
carry the weight). In fairness to Jessi, she did
write a couple of good songs for the album,
those being "Is There Any Way (You'd Stay
Forever)" and "Storms Never Last." But she
simply isn't strong enough as a writer to supply
herself with an album's worth of songs.
What's worse is that there are only fourteen

(14) minutes of music on each side, which is a
total insult to anyone that might even consider
spending four and a half bucks for sheer
blandness The backup music is real nice and it

features Nashville's best, which includes
Colter's husband Waylon Jennings (one of the
Finest). The technical production by Jennings
and pro Ken Mansfield is also Nashville's best,
but although they obviously had good intentions'
(S?), they didn't realize the seriousness of
Jessi's shortcomings.

—Mark Harris Levitan

Songbird
JESSE COLIN YOUNG
(Warner Brothers)

This album pisses me off. Jesse must have
been taking Dave Mason lessons. This album
puts me to sleep It is virtual muzak. There is
no originality. There is no spark. A body at rest
tends to stay at rest. It sounds exactly like
everything else he has done. He knows it. I

don f think he cares Now you know it. Do you
care?
Even John Denver varies his formula a bit.

ig Roche

>

The headless swamps

VASSAR CLEMENTS
(Mercury)

The last time a tortyish person broke into the
rock scene was when the Airplane showed up
with Papa John Creach. In the past year and a
half, the name Vassar Clements has appeared
on many albums, and remained uncredited on
others, such as the Dead's Wake of the Flood.
In short this country boy is making a lot of good
music that isTbeing recognized by his younger
musicians and through them the record buying
public And it strikes me as a well earned
position in Clements' case, at least where he
has been a part of the music world for years
and years Not your 20 year old over nitf
sensation.

Proof of this is seen in the number of artists
that wanted to be a patt of the making of this
album

, John Hartford, Charlie Daniels, and
Dirt Banders, Jeff Hanna and John McEuen. In .

all 17 musicians added to
this album, making it a fine
piece of music. When
musicians of this caliber sit

down to pick and play, it

becomes very easy for the
istener to get off on the licks
and trades they make. The
only real flaw, and a minor
one, is that there is only one
vocal track on the album and
after listening to the whole,
one's ear may be dulled.

But for excellent con
temporary country
musicianship, I doubt if this
album can easily be equalled
or surpassed.

—Craig Roche

Sixteen Great Performances
IKE & TINA TURNER
(ABC-Blue Thumb)

Despite the dynamic sound of this team, the
conglomeration of eight tracks of each side are
all too mundane. Each succeeding cut sounds
like a deliberate attempt to avoid likeness to its

predecessor And the likenesses are all neatly
spaced — one "same" song following the other
You can only stand half of the bit. Even if you
play every other track and then go back and
play the missed ones after, I couldn't
quarantee much improvement. And don't
expect the duo's really great performances,
such as "Proud Mary" or "Nutbush City
Limits". They are absent Where they dug up
these morsels, search me Perhaps from the
bottom of a box of Doo Dad snacks, where the
smallest (leas* important?) pieces ac-
cumulate.

—Linda Sherksnis

LOU REEDLIVE
(RCA APL 1 0959) Time 38:39

Despite appearances, this one will do more
than wear down your weary bones. Recorded at
the same show as the smashing Rock N Roll
Animal, Lou Reed Live provides quite enough
punch to justify its exist.nce.

But it's not easy It has to overcome a handi
cap of most of the first side's being two silly

songs, "Vicious" and "Satellite Of Love", from
the silly album Transformer. They do what
Transformer did - mark time in stagey but
empty ways. Not too, too bad, but thev don't go
far

The ascent begins with a convoluted "Walk
On The Wild Side", Lou spitting out some "doot
da doot's" that maintain the drama of spewing

out, and must be heard.

Side two slips on easy,
with a right, quick "I'm
Waiting For The Man", and
pivots in the crux of Berlin,

"Oh Jim" and "Sad Song".
"Oh Jim" goes too long, but

"Sad Song" is pervasive
enough to make magic your
time. The Hunter Wagner
guitar band plays well as
usual, and Lou remains his

qreat, dirty, decadent Jew
self that moves some to

throw bricks.

A Pathological Rhetoric B.
— Mike Crimson Gump

Kostek

Crash Landing
JIMI HENDRIX

(RepriseMS 9204) Time 29:34

He's still dead, and perhaps always will be
No one has picked up on his music's spirit and
technique. Oh, fhe notes! They weren't plucked
from upside down Fender Stratocaster strings,

they were notes, absolute sounds, with no hint

to their strong origin. Perfectly plucked. And
they came from certainly the farthest reaches
of the Astral Plane (Imagination, if you will),

and ...

...a ficasso finished by a bricklayer.

It is always a delight to hear more of Mr.
Hendrix's work, he being one of the finest
musicians of the age. However, this is a
strange album to begin "redeeming" Jimi's
besmirched legacy of shoddy collections and
ancient demo tapes. Strange for a number of
reasons: 1) It's not even a half hour long. 2) It's

not even as good as Rainbow Bridge, The Cry
Of Love or the skimpy War Heroes.
Most of the reason is Jimi's death leaves

mere mortals to finish up the work of a master.
Alan Douglas, the producer and hale fellow
who slogged through all those miles of tapes,
had a lot of work to do here. So much, in fact,
that he takes co writing credits with Hendrix
on two cuts. Two tracks, "Message To Love"
and "With The Power", done with the Buddy
Miles Band Of Gypsies, sound like they were
finished before Jimi's death, and cut the live

versions by a good deal. The other six though,
were nothing but Jimi's vocals, rhythm and
first lead guitar lines when Douglas arrived. So
what does 'Jazz Producer" Douglas do? Call in

say, Jeff Beck, Tony Williams and Jack Bruce

to flesh things out? No, he brings in Mirov, a
Babbit and someone named Schwartzberg, and
they predictably go nowhere. Also missing are
the myriad of guitar overdubs Hendrix would
have packed in, (Jimi also played the studio
better than anyone else I can name.)
Douglas has tried to play if safe here, letting

Hendrix stand up front, apparently not wanting
to 'interfere'. But when fhe front figure is in

complete, the results are the same, and thus
unsatisfactory. Crash Landing is thus
presented as a simple rocker with a few frills

The one thing that frustrated Hendrix most was
his inability to find people to move him, to

inspire him. (One of the 'Aw shit, he was just

qonna ... before he died' stories is Jimi record
ing with Rahsaan Roland Kirk and Tony
Williams) Now that he's gone, the presen
tation of his music in such a plainly unfinished,
awkward manner does nobody any good, save
the Warner Brothers, and that is a very short
return on 'he life of an Artist And you see
these remains, this unfinished, unrequited
sketch pad, this Picasso finished by a brick
layer, is still more than a bit of a bone crusher
The more's fhe pity.

Two final questions: One, do you tnmK
Hendrix would have released this if he still

were alive? Two. as Mr Gary Gomes has oft

announced, DO YOU THINK HE WAS JUST
KIDDING AROUND? It remains for Jimi's
music to be taken as seriously by his record
company as he took it it seems he really did
take it with him, as nobody else can find it.

A vehement B-.

— Mike 'Pay It Again, Damn Kostek

Frampton
PETER FRAMPTON

(A&M)

This album is a downright bodacious let

down, coming as it does at the heels of Framp
ton's superb February concert here in our own
dear Ballroom On his past three studio efforts
Peter has achieved an interesting balance of

British power chord rock and lilting

melodicism He's still combining these musical
elements, but the results are less than in

spiring. In short, he's run out of quality
material (let's hope only for thr time being).
There is a bit of savin' grace here, though,

folks, never fear "Crying Clown" sports the
most appealmq, and I might add the only
readily distinct, melody on this piece of hot
wax. "Fanfare" immediately follows, a pleas
ing medium tempo rocker, the likes of which is

usually Frampton's forte. "Penny for Your
Thoughts", a short, lively acoustic guitar

piece, is like a mist of perfume amidst mounds
of dogshit. it's almost out of context, but
refreshing just the same. The remainder is

sloshy C grade, in the tradition of all those
forgotten souls who "almost made it but ...".

It is a wonder that in the midst of all this
triteness Frampton's guitar playing remains
creative, inspired, and spontaneous it's even
more surprising that this tasty instrumentation
could accompany such dreck.

These are extremely hard words for a
musician I've long admired, but the man
certainly can do better Judging from the
quality of the material on his three previous
Ip's. I would venture a guess that Peter Framp
ton, musically is trying to peddle stale mer
chandise This mother gets the Moldy Bref'd
Non Award of the Month.

— Kevin Pellefier

Tia Juana Moods
CHARLESMINGUS

(RCA)

in 1962, Charles Mingus called this record the
hes* he ever made Mingus genius is singular
no one can convey a certain emotion through a
quintet or sextet format as clearly and grip
pmqly as Mmgus can. He fells his musicians
what »o play, forcing them to emotionally sense
what he wants. This multifarious Mexican
melange recorded in 1957 paved the way for
other evocative levels such as Self Portrait in
Three Colors and the intense Black Saint and
the Sinner Lady, yet it stands alongside these
la'or works in its depth and maturity

Written during a very blue period" in

Mingus life, each of the five tunes reflects, no,
radiates the bitter sweet feelings of a very blue
bass player hanging out in mad Tia Juana
' Ysabel s Table Dance" is an orgiastic
maelstrom of wild music led by Mingus yells

and Shafi Hadi's r&b mari achi wail alto. The
Mmgus structure is a way out one — numerous
tempoes, multiple themes, wholly varied
moods but no matter how bizarre the
changes, this structure ultimately re emerges
m wonderfully logical fashion. Jimmy Knep
per's brilliant trombone ignores cliches as does
trumpeter Clarence Shaw Their originality is

evident on the chiaro scuro "Los Mariachis"
The stereo re recording on this record is ex
cellent, adding to the listening pleasure
"Flamingo", the final piece, H a rare type of

qentie. a beauty of sound that stays with you
Here is a masterwork.

— .'ackCahill
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Polanski's Macbeth: A Modern Interpretation
reviewed by

Michael Grossman

Much has been said about
Roman Polanski's screen version
of Shakespeare's Macbeth. To my
surprise, however, the comments
have been mostly negative. True,
the film revels in blood and gore;
the 'shock' factor runs high in this

film as it does in most Polanski
films — The Fearless Vampire
Killers and Rosemary's Baby. But
the gothic sensibility does possess
an artistic side — a side our per
sonal sensibilities cannot bear to

witness or accept.
What we should be concerned

with is how Polanski uses what
Shakespeare has left us, and to

what purpose. If this film ignored
the original, it would simply be a
romp, visually exciting but
basically thin. However, Polanski
uses Shakepeare's play as the
underpinning throughout, and the
film is interesting and original as
an interpretation of Shakespeare
and as Polanski's personal vision

of the modern world.
Remaining true to the con

ventions of English playwriting of

the time, both Shakespeare and
Polanski use the very first scenes
to provide the audience with all the

themes that pervade the play. In

the original, the three witches
appear usually with thunder and
lightning adding to the emotional
climate. The world of ScoNand is

indeed engulfed in an unhar
monious condition. And, of course,

the ugly witches deliver the key
phrase for this play, "Fair is foul,

and foul is fair." This underscores
the essential theme of Macbeth —
the ambiguity of life, equivocation

and the contusion of values When

The Oscars: Chariots for the Gods
pleasant appearance, Polanski
seems to suggest, symbolizes
"fair", whereas her profession
along with those around her In-

dicate "foul." This is the first

important image by Polanski tp

suggest the on-going quality that
pervade these characters. They,
too, grow and mature; the young,
also, learn from the old. And when
one dies, witches will remain
forever. Again, the sense of time is

provided.
As the witches leave they don't

just disappear, they separate. The
young witch holding the oldest
walks away to the left (again
suggesting the bridging of youth
and age, "fair" and "foul"), while
the other witch walks away on the
right. What we see is the formation
of a V pattern as they separate.
The witches, it appears so clearly,

pervade a lot of space. They ac
tually hover over the entire world.
This is the main thrust of

Polanski's interpretation. The
emphasis on a space time quality
is not readily available in the
original. However, the rich
suggestiveness of Shakespeare's
ari allows Polanski to inject this

twentieth century notion into his

(Polanski's?) work.
Next, we are told of brave

Macbeth's (played by Jon Finch)
heroics on the field of battle. And,
of course, he receives the first set

of prophesies from the witches.
And, at once, we see that Macbeth
will pursue the prophesy of "King
o be." When Macbeth receives the
news that he has been given the
title Thane of Cawdor, part of the
witches prophesy, it serves as an
added incentive to travel his

they finish their lines, the witches
usually disappear in a cloud of

smoke and proceed to "hover
through the tog and filthy air."
With this in mind, let us look at

Polanski's interesting variation on
this very important opening scene.
The film opens with a long view of

a wet beach, but no trace of sea
For the first moments we see a
change in the position of the sun
and we may even sense a change in

the seasons; both suggest the
passage of time. But there is no
thunder or lightning, just a hazy
day The witches enter from above
the camera, and dig a hole in the
wet sand As they speak
Shakespeare's words, they place a
severed hand along with an
assortment of witch items into a
hole.

As we look a\ the witches we
notice something significantly

different. The first witch is very
old and very ugly (her eyes remain
closed throughout the film), the

second witch is also of the typical

Elizabethan variety, but not quite

as old nor quite as ugly. The third

witch, however, is a young at

tractive girl. Her youth and

determined path.

A lot has happened thus far, and
now we are ready to see Macbeth
and his lady together for the first

time. Keeping traditional in-

terpretations in mind, we are again
struck by Polanski's significant

revisions.

When we first see Lady Macbeth
(played by Francesca Annis),
reading her husband's letter telling

of the "strange" events, we find

that she, along with Macbeth, is

somewhat young and pleasant to

look at. She is not the older cold
bitch we are accustomed to When
Macbeth returns to his humble
abode, he takes her in his arms and
wisks her off to their bedchamber
to discuss his eventual climb to the

throne. As we gaze upon the two,

we sense their toqetherness —
more, their visual beauty as they

seem to be one in mind and body

Theirs is a perfect marriage.

Again, Polanski is playing with

the notions of "fair" and "foul"

The fairness of the beautiful

Macbeths quickly turns to foul as

they move along their wayward
path They move apart from one

another, we see them grow old and

ugly — "fair" is once again turned

to "foul."

For the rest of the film we bear
witness to the actions of the "mad
butcher" and his lady. This is

where the film receives most of the

unfavorable criticisms. But the
camera has replaced the word and
Polanski forces us to see the
horrors. We see the murder of

Duncan as he lays sleeping in his

beautiful and naked serenity.
Interestingly enough, all

characters sleep in the nude in this

film which might suggest
executive producer Hugh Hefner's
influence on the film. Hefner

<

incidentally, received a round of

boos and hisses from about 15-20

women when his name appeared
during the credits.

Macbeth stabs Duncan almost a
dozen times. It almost becomes
ritualistic. We even hear the knife
strike the bones of Duncan's chest

as Macbeth plunges his knife into
the King.

We further bear witness to the
brutal murdering of Banquo,
Macduff's family and, of course,
Macbeth's own decapitation. When
Macbeth returns to the witches in

the third act, he actually drinks the
witches' concoction — he has
literally "supped full with
horrors."

For certain, the violence, blood
and gore causes our inner senses to

cringe in horror, fear and disgust.
But these are not presented merely
to appeal to our basest emotions.
They are part and parcel to the
world Shakespeare creates and are
certainly a part of the world we see
today. Polanski, it need not be
stressed, has personally ex
perienced these horrors. It is not
farfetched to suggest that Polanski
may be working out a personal

obsession on screen. I r regardless,
the horror we see is a part of our
world, and as long as these
elements serve a larger purpose,
and in this film they most certainly
do, Polanski's art is not decadent.
At the play's end, after Mac

beth's decapitation, Polanski,
again, moves one step further and
carries his work into the twentieth
century. Malcolm has been
restored as the rightful heir, but
Donalbain, who walks with a limp
in this film, returns to the witches
indicating the whole process of
"good" vs. "evil" — "fair" as
opposed to "foul", will recur in-

finitely.

Whatever is left to be said of this
film, it cannot be denied that
Polanski's Macbeth is one of the
most successful modern in-

terpretations of Shakespeare to
date.
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by Jeffrey Polman
and

Stuart Sojcher

The Oscar Awards are the film
world's one night ego trip. Careers
are sealed and handed to the public
on coast to-coast platters, and
starry-eyed is the viewer who sits

out the proceedings to the final

presentation.

But we (ahem!) critics know
otherwise. We know that it is ail

just mass produced makeup,
unreal judgings molded solely
around the Hollywood ideal. Each
year there are astounding films
which drift away awardless, let

alone even be nominated. George
C. Scott and Marlon Brando both
made choices of refusal which
seem more intelligent every year.
The annual event is scheduled

for the night of Tuesday, April 8th,

and once again there are foolish

discrepancies. We cannot un-
derstand why Richard Dreyfuss
did not receive a nomination for his

extraordinary performance in The
Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz
and why the same picture was not
even considered for Best Film;

why Gene Hackman did not
receive a Best Actor nomination
for The Conversation; why Goldie
Hawn was ignored from The
Sugarland Express; and why such
films as The Three Musketeers,
Badlands, and Love and Anarchy
were overlooked in favor of The
Towering Inferno for best film.

In this article, as loyal (?) film
reviewers, we will list the
nominations in the six most im
portant categories. Then we will

announce our predictions, each to
be divided into two parts: 1) who
we think should win, and 2) who we
think will, to satisfy the Academy's
biases.

Finally, we will try an ex
periment. A small survey form has
been included in this article for you
to fill out. We on Below the Salt are
anxious to hear your opinion on the
year's nominations, and hope that
through feedback we can somehow
be educated on the basic film in-

terests of the 5 College Com-
munity. But hurry. The first
twenty five people who submit
forms will receive Sugar Daddies.

NOMINATIONS
Best Picture
Chinatown; The Godfather Part

II; Lenny, The Conversation; The
Towering Inferno.

Best Director

Roman Polanski
("Chinatown"), Francois Truffaut

Qaicksilvfer

Niro ("Godfather II"), Michael V.
Gazzo ( "Godfather II"), Lee
Strassberg ("Godfather II")
Best Supporting Actress

Ingrid Bergman ("Murder on
the Orient Express"), Valentina
Catese ("Day For Night"),
Madeline Kahn ("Blazing Sad

No. Pleasant SI.

featuring

Bear Rabinow
Band

* a FREEFALL

STOP IN FOR

HAPPY HOUR
4 • 7 Daily

Mixed 55' Draught 25'

SAT.

7, 9, 11

CGC

("Day For Night")', Francis Ford
Coppola ("Godfather II"), Bob
Fosse ("Lenny"), John Cassavetes
("A Woman Under the Influence")
Best Actor
Art Carney ("Harry and Ton

to"), Albert Finney ("Murder on
the Orient Express"), Dustin
Hoffman ("Lenny"), Jack
Nicholson ("Chinatown"), Al
Pacino ("Godfather II")

Best Actress
Ellen Burstyn ("Alice Doesn't

Live Here Anymore"), Diahann
Carroll ("Claudine"), Faye
Dunaway ("Chinatown"), Valerie
Perrine ("Lenny"), Gena
Rowlands ("A Woman Under the
Influence")

Best Supporting Actor
Fred Astaire ("The Towering

Inferno"), Jeff Bridges ("Thun
derboltand Lightfoot"), Robert De

dies"), Diane Ladd ("Alice
Doesn't Live Here Anymore"),
Talia Shire ("Godfather II")

STU'S PICKS

Best Picture: should — Chinatown
or Godfather II; will — Godfather
II; possibly — Towering Inferno
Best Director: should — Francis

Ford Coppola, will — Coppola
Best Actor: should — Jack

Nicholson; will — Art Carney (he's
getting old)

Best Actress: should — Gena
Rowlands; will — Gena Rowlands

Best Supporting Actor: shou'd —
Robert de Niro; will — Lee
Strasberg

Best Supporting Actress: should
— Madeline Kahn; will — Ingrid
Beraman

Now appearing at the

<mjT
BONES FOR TUCKER

Wed.-Sat.

Happy Hour — Mon.-Sat.. 4::io-7:00

in the Speakeasy Lounge

SAT.

7, 9, 11

CCA

JEFF'S PICKS

Best Picture: should — The
Conversation; will — Chinatown

Best Director: should — Roman
Polanski; will — Francis Ford
Coppola

Best Actor: should — Albert
Finney, Dustin Hoffman, or Al
Pacino; will — Art Carney

Best Actress: should — Gena
Rowlands, will — Faye Dunawa'y

Best Supporting Actor: should —
Robert De Niro; will — Lee
Strasberg

Best Supporting Actress: should
— Tyla Michelove; will — Ingrid
Bergman
Honorary Dead Award: should

— Bob Hope; will — Jack Benny or
Vittorio DeSica

DIRECTIONS: check the abovt-

nominations list and write down
your predictions. Then forward by
campus mail or pigeon to FILM
EDITOR, BELOW THE SALT,
STUDENT UNION BUILDING, U
MASS. Your participation in this

survey will be greatly enjoyed
PICTUR E
DIRECTO R

ACTOR.
ACTRESS
SUPPORTING ACTO^_
SUPPORTING ACTRES

Film Conference

to be Held

The New England Conference On
Film Education: Curriculum
Design And Film Resources will be
held on Saturday, April 26, 1975 at
the University of Massachusetts, in

Amherst, Massachusetts. The
conference is being co sponsored
by the University Film Study
Center and the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst
Leading film educators will

discuss the curriculum and
resource problems confronted in

structuring a university film
program. The one day seminar will

include three morning presen
tations, an afternoon of workshops
that will provide an opportunity for
extended consideration of the ideas
initiated by the speakers, a panel
discussion, and a program of
evening screenings including.
Language Of The Silent Cinema, a
compilation film by Vlada Petric
and A Page Of Madness by
Teinosuke Kinugasa
The speakers include: Ted

Perry, Chairman, Department of

Cinema Studies, New York
University Critical Problems In

Organizing A University Film
Program: An Overview; Sam Roh
die, Associate Professor of Film,
Hunter College, City University of

New York, former editor of Screen
Magazine Organizing A Film
Curriculum Beyond The Basic
Course; Dudley Andrew, Head,
Film Division, University of Iowa,
Alternative Approaches: The
Departmental vs. The Inter-
departmental Film Major, Peter
Feinstein, Director, University
Film Study Center, Resources And
Film Study. Vlada Petric, Luce
Professor of Film, Harvard
University, will introduce the
evening screening of his new
compilation film, Language Of The
Silent Cinema and discuss the use
of extracts in film courses
The conference is a project of the

University Film Study Center's
Film Information Office,
established under grants from the
National Endowment for the Arts,
the Rockefeller Foundation, and
the Louis B. Mayer Foundation, in

conjunction with the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst.
The conference is open to

faculty, students and interested
members of the public. Pre
registration is required. Con-
ference fee: $3.50, regular ad
mission, $2.00, student admission.
All Programs will be held in

Herder Hall on the University of

Massachusetts campus in

Amherst. For registration and
further information, contact:
Nancy Legge, University Film
Study Center, Box 275, Cambridge,
Ma 02138 617 150-7*12
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AT THE GATES
OF SMITH COLLEGE

Thursday thru Monday
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AMHERSTC^ut
AMITY ST. 253 5426

Eves Blazing Saddles - / 00. That'll Be The Day 8 45

MONDAY I TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $1 00

Inventory Sale

20% Off
Everything
FREE WORK SHIRT

with any purchase of $10.00 or more

Jeans — Reindeer Sweaters

Leather Jackets — Cowboy Shirts

Many More Items

255 TRIANGLE STREET
Amherst, Mass. 01002

i Between Tech Hi Fi and Discount Records

)

MMftMM
Also Located Circuit Ave.. Oak Blulfs. Isle of Martha's Vineyard
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me
FABRICS

25' per yd. & up

CURTAINS
50' per pair & up

MADRAS SPREADS
Sale Priced

BROWN'S
178 No. Pleasant St.

(Across from Wearhouse)

NOW
CALVlNT&e
MM.M NORTHAMPTON SI4 23I0

NILSLOFGREN
(A&M SP 4509) time 34:43

Long the critic's choice, Nils has

skipped along the fringes of

popularity, working a bit with Neil

Young and the original, great Crazy

Horse; his own group, Grin (four

albums worth) stood always on the

Verge, before stagnation and a solo

Nils.

While it's good news that Nils has

shugged out of the rehash formula

that plagues All Out and Gone Crazy,

Grin's last two albums, and has

returned to the nice, smoothly
rocking formula of Grin and 1 + 1, it's

apparent that his borders are

becoming confining.

This is still pretty good — nobody
uses the acoustic guitar as well to

rock, and Nils still can walk a most
delicate and listenable path in his

music that has a unique blend of

lightness and punch. It's far above
most, but still I believe Mr. Lofgren
has it in him to be really great.

Sounds like he needs something
sharp to strike against.

A 'the sun hasn't set on this boy yet'

B+ .

—Mike Gunt Kostek

Funk Inc.

PRICEDTOSELL
( Prestige P-10087) 29:10

Rising from the bowels of the

Below The Salt office comes yet

another obscure group, to be
reviewed and immortalized in print

for posterity and profit, (I get to keep
the record).

Under the auspicious title of "Funk
Inc.", is revealed this album's true

nature, "more of the same". A lot of

syncopated rhythms, a lot of

dominant chordal forms, and a blase

title cut, combine to show why this

album is hard to find. In contrast

though, the choral singing
arrangements on three of the seven

cuts are as crisp as a new ten dollar

bill and worth a great deal more.
Unfortunately, these vocals are
performed by people helping out on

the album, and not by Funk Inc. it-

self.

Priced To Sell, as the title for an
album, leaves a sour taste in my
mouth, for it seems that what the

music industry needs most, is more
music of imaginative quality, rather

than commercial quality.
— Ben Atkins

That's The Way Of The World
EARTH, WIND& FIRE

(Columbia PC 33280) Time 36 35

If this album really does outline the
way of the world, then we are living

in an inconsequential place with a
number of problems rooted in thorny
yet smooth situations. That's the
pitch made on this soundtrack album
by the nine member band whose
talents go way beyond the sleek,
admittedly skillful (notably "Yearn-
in' Learnin'") tunes on here that flow
with little impact beyond the 'nice'

category. Except for some kalimba
and strangely timed organ bass intro
on "Happy Feelin"' and a bit of zippy
sax on "Africano", there is none of
the great brew of different musics
EW8.F plunge into on stage, musics
which are just part of the equipment
needed to take on Planet Earth and
its crazed denizens.
An 'Another group gone soft' C+

.

— Mike 4F Kostek

NOW

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

WINNER 7 ACADEMY AWARDS
-MIT PICTURI • MIST DMBCTOR

m
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PAUL /ROBERTEWMAN REDFORD
ROBERT SHAW
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"THE STING"

6:00, 8:30

SB Twi-Lite Hour — $1.25 — 5:30-6:00 Only
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Nominated for 11 Academy Awai
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Eves Godfather II — 7:30
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6:15, 8:30
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'GONEWITH Dustin 1 1 oil man
THE WIND" •Lenny
CL\RKGABLE Si
VIVIEN LEIGH S3*

3 LESLIE HOWARD
OIJYTAdcIIAYlLlAND

m 6:45

No Twi-Litc Hour

A Boh Fosse Film
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[r] Nominated For 6 Awards
6:15, 8:30

Twi-Lite Moor — 51.25 — 5:45-6:15 Only
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Hard Day's Night

t

Help

Thurs., April 3

7, 8:45, 10:30

CCA

75*

Lord of the Flies

David ft Lisa

Sun., April 6

7, 8:45, 10:30

SUB

50'

Don't miss this

theatre:

Five College Area

Carousel, Hallie Flanagan Studio
Theatre, Smith, 8:00 p.m., April 3,

4, 5; 2:00 p.m. on April 6.

Pirates of Penzance, Bowker,
8:00 p.m. on April 3, 4, 5; 3:30 on
April 6.

Jungle of Cities, Dickinson Hall,

Performing Arts Centre, Hamp
shire, April 10, 11, 12, 13 at 8:00

p.m.

The Cavern, Studio Theatre,

Fine Arts Centre, April 10, II, 12,

15-19, 22-26 at 8:00 p.m., April 13

and 20 at 2:00.

Kyogen National Comic Theatre
of Japan, Bowker, April 19, 8:00

p.m.

Beast With Two Backs, Fine Arts
Centre, April 24, 25, at 8:00 p.m.

Heritage, Theatre 14, Smith,
April 25, 8:00 p.m.

Black Theatre Workshop, Hallie

Glanagan Studio Theatre, Smith,
April 25, 26 at 8:00 p.m.

Springfield

The Guardsman, Stage West,
nightly except Mondays now —
April 12.

One Flew Over the Cuccoo's
Nest, Stage West, nightly except
Mondays, April 19-May 10.

Hartford

Afternoon Tea, The Hartford
Stage Company, March 21 -April 27.

Boston
Odyssey, Colonial Theatre. April

1 26.

H.M.S. Pinafore, Boston Light

Opera, Ltd., Madelein Lee
Theatre, April 11, 12, 25, May 2, 3,

9, 10 at 8:00 p.m.

n

, '11 v h
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We would like these listings to be
as complete as possible. If your or

your organization is running an art

event in the Pioneer Valley, please

let us know. Make sure that you
include the date, time, place and
admission cost of the event. It

would be helpful if you also include

the name of the sponsoring group
and a telephone number where
further information is available.

All information must be received

by Below the Salt before noon on

Tuesday the week before the event

is planned to occur. Address all

mail to Tyla, Below the Salt,

Student Union Building, UMass,
Amherst, 01002 or call 545 3500

J

area art:

poetry: dance:

Robert Bly, Emily Dickinson Hall,

Hampshire, 16 April, 8:00 p.m.

Barbara Howes, Daniel Hoffman,
Kathleen Spivack, New York
Room, Mt. Holyoke, 19 April, 10:30
a.m.

T. Carmi, West Lecture Hall,

Franklin Patterson Hall, Hamp-
shire, 23 April, 7:30 p.m.

Performance:

Johnny Seitz-Carla Montango
Mime Troupe, Performing Arts

Centre, Dickinson Hall, Hamp-
shire, 5 April, 8:00 p.m.

NAIADS, Nope Pool, April 9, 10, 11,

12; 8:00 p.m.

University Concert Dance Group,
Bowker, April 16, 17, 18, 8:15 p.m.

Participatory

Square Dance sponsored by ARA
Outing Club and Phi Delta Sigma,
Chapin Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke,
11 April, 8.00 p.m.

International Folk Dancing Club,

Cape Cod Lounge, S.U., 7:30 p.m.
Mondays.

Heymakers Square Dance Club,

Cape Cod Lounge, S.U., 8:00 p.m.,

Tuesdays.

Israeli Dancing, Cape Cod Lounge,
S.U., 8:00 p.m. Wednesdays.

Dance Free, Campus Centre 101,

7:30 p.m., Sundays.

AREA EXHIBITS

Jones Library — Photographs by
Ralmon Jon Black on display
during April, black and white, as
well as color prints including tech
nical data.

Springfield Museum of Fine Art —
Academic Artists Association
National Exhibition—the 26th

annual exhibition of this national

art society, April 6 May 4.

Leverett Craftsmen and Artists
Inc. — Spring classes spinning,
weaving, watercolor, pottery,
stained glass, paint and collage, oil

painting, batik, gravestone rub
bing, children's arts and crafts,

and children's animated film-
making — for details call L C&A
253 9062

FIVE COLLEGE EXHIBITS

Amherst College — Mead Gallery
— American and Dutch Paintings
(primitive collection)

Hampshire College Gallery —
April-May Student Examination
Shows.

Mt. Holyoke College — Two con
temporary Chinese artists

April 7-20.

Smith College Museum of Art —
Five anonymous American
paintings, through April 21 —
opening April 10, Paintings by
Alice Neel through May 4 —
opening April 3, Photographs of
Renaissance Art by Clarence
Kennedy through April 20, M.F.A
Thesis Exhibits.

U Mass—Herter Hall Gallery —
Clement Roach, prints, Clive
Santana, paintings through April 5
—April 6 12 Ron Michaud, paint
ings, Linda Bond, paintings

—Student Union Gallery — Clay
Exhibitionists show through this
week.

THE GREAT PHASES REBATE

• Now thru April •

TUES., WED.,

THURS. 20
%

Off

Oiacft

AND 1st Drink

With Diner 50
c

10
%FRI., SAT.,

SUN.

Same Great Menu—Same Generous Drinks

Off

Hmi
CK«b

the phases restaurant

Grand Opening
Super Music

F.om the Discotheque

begins at 8:00 p.m. discotheque

heckle Mil road . bernordston . moss. teJ. 413/648-9161
•lit 21 off 1-9 1 , rt«. 1 «4Nt to boW mtn. raad-faNaw i»«w tipn*

Tu«.-Thwrs. 5:30-9:00; Fri. A Sat 5:30-9:30; Sun. 4-8. CUed Manaay

Ratarvatians Svaaattee' on Saturday

5*9 new ludlow rd.

south hodley

route 20

westfield

AND NOW-
belchertown rd.

AMHERST
exchange this ad at the door of Poor Richards III.

AMHERST, between 8-10 p m. on 4/2 or 4 3 for

coupon worth one drink
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From bed to wursts
by JEFFREY POLMAN

+ + + + l_inda Lovelace
+ + +Chesty Morgan
+ + Divine

+ Wilbur Milts

BLAZING SADDLES + + + +
If you have any disrespect at all for

America's proud heritage, if you can
appreciate The National Lampoon, if

you've ever taken pleasure in

hearing yourself emit a good burp,

then this film will make you laugh.

More specifically, you'll be coughing
up your Raisinets into your neigh-

bor's lap. (Campus Cinemas and
Amherst Cinema)
DAVID AND LISA+ + + +
Time called this the best American

film for 1962, and it certainly was
among the finest. Kier Dullea and
Janet Margolin star as two young
lovers, tortured by their individual

mental problems. Frank Perry
directs and his wife Eleanor wrote
the screenplay. With Lord of the Flies

in the SUB. on 4 6 at 8:45.

DOCTOR ZHIVAGO+ + + +
Epic sage of a striving Russian

medical man torn between two
women during the heart of the

Russian Revolution. David Lean's
nificent, taking us from Moscow to

the Eastern Grasslands and smack
through a blistering Siberian snow
storm Omar Sharif stars as Zhivago,

with Julie Christie, Alec Guiness,

Tom Courtenay, Rod Steiger and
others smoothing out the cast. Ex
cellenf script, art direction, and
haunting music See this on a wide
screen for the fullest enjoyment,
which I hope they can provide at the

CCA on 4 6 at 6:30 and 10:15.

THE FOUR MUSKETEERS??
Part Two of The Three Musketeers

which featured Michael York, Oliver

Reed. Raquel Welch, Faye Dun
away, Charlton Heston, Richard
Chamberlain and others mercilessly

wasted in itsy bitsy roles woven
toqether to give Alexandre Dumas'
tale a touch of class, it was also in

tended to be funny, and it wasn't, so

what can I promise for The Four
Musketeers? Director Richard
Lester is certainly no Mel Brooks nor

Sam Peckinpah, and he is torn be
• ween going in both directions at

once (Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield)

FUNNY LADY + + +
Barbra Steisand and James Caan

shme in the musical sequel to Funny
Girl An excellent evening of en
tertainment if you like Streisand

and or musicals, but honestly,
aren't you getting sick of sequels?
(Showcase Cinemas)
GONE WITH THE WIND+ + +
The mammoth classic of Southern

romance starring Clark Gable and
Vivien Leigh, filled with Civil War

nostalgia, tear spattered petticoats,

and too much racism. If you haven't

seen it, bring along some coffee to

keep you awake during the second
half, when the action gets so stifled

that cobwebs form on the screen.

Directed by Victor Fleming, who
went downhill after The Wizard of Oz.

(Mountain Farms Four and Mt
Holyoke College)

A HARD DAY'S NIGHT-
HE L P ! + + -f- +
A Beatle buff's dream. Two of their

more insane film efforts, clearly

showing what influenced the birth of

The Monkees and other "camp"
television shows. Hard Day's Night
has better music and takes place in

London. Help! has more absurdity
and takes the cake for oneliners.

(TONIGHT in the SUB. at 7, 8:45,'

and 10:30)

THE HARDER THEY
COME + + + +
Powerful drama of racial strife,

starring singer Jimmy Cliff.

Audiences everywhere have sup
ported this sleeper depicting a young
man unjustly harassed by the
American system. You can tell

because it's been playing for over a
year at the art theatres in Boston.
(C.C.A., 4 5, 7, 9, and 11)

KNIFE IN THE WATER + + +
Roman Polanski's first feature

film, about a hitchhiker who is taken
aboard a middle aged couple's boat
for a vacation. Has some compelling
scenes of torment, but nowhere near
the delicious perversity always
inherent in Polanski's later works.
Presented by Amherst Film Coop
next Tuesday, 4-8.

LENNY + + + +
Dustin Hoffman's finest two hours

as Lenny Bruce, the dead comic who
is more famous today than most of

the living ones. Bob Fosse directs in a
black and white documentary style

designed to fill in unaware viewers on
the basic highs and lows of Bruce's
life and wife (Valerie Perrine).
Chock full of excellently re-told

routines, hysterical human
situations, and alternately
depressing ones. (Showcase Cinemas
and Mountain Farms Four).
LORD OF THE FLIES+ + + +
William Golding's story about

English schoolboys stranded on an
island who are forced to establish
their own society. Peter Brooks' film
is true to the novel and visually
paralyzing, as the "society" breaks
down to a savage world of power
struggle and death It is a story many
of us read in high school, and you owe
it to yourself to take in this superb
screen version. (S.U.B ., 4 6, 7 and
10:30)

SHAMPOO-*- +
The first film about a hairdresser

features Warren Beauty as the
scissorsfud who keeps his customers
after shop hours. Julie Christie,

Goldie Hawn, and Lee Grant play his

girlfriends in this tight, nicely
photographed, but incredibly
overrated saga of adultery, sex
before marriage (ye gads!), and
other assorted hot combs. (Showcase
Cinemas) ,

THE STING+ + + +
Drama about a neurotic bee who

can't qet it in. Stars Newman and
Redman. (Mountain Farms Four)
THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT* - -

It is? I guess so, but only if you can
appreciate what the old musicals had
to offer us, via Gene Kelly, Mickey
Rooney, Judy Garland, and other
stage stormers. But if you really

want to see a musical you should

LOCAL MUSIC (April 3-9)

Luther Johnson — Worcester Dining
Commons, Apr 5 (S2, 9 p.m )

Mitch Chakour and the Mission Band
Rusty Nail (Sunderland), Apr 5,6

Fat Mt View Frolics (Chicopee),
Apr 3 5

Bill Colwell— Big Screamin' McGrew
Hatch, Apr 4,5

Real Tears Rusty Nail (Sun
derland) Apr 3,4

Artie Traum — Leon Cooper —
Chelsea House Cafe and Folklore
Center (W Brattleboro, Vt.) Apr. 4,5

Hound Dog Taylor — Hide A Way
(Granby) Apr. 4,5

Luther Johnson - Tobacco Shed
(Whately), Apr. 4

Widespread Depression *- Lazy
River (Northampton), Apr. 3-6

Mitch Chakour — 5th Alarm
(Springfield), Apr. 9

Beverly Rohlehr — Lazy River, Apr.
8,9

Forest Bluewall, Apr. 4,5

Cricket Hill — 5th Alarm
(Springfield), Apr. 36
Seagull Tobacco Shed, Apr. 5

Night Hawks Bluewall, Apr. 3

Aces & Eights — Hotel Monat
(Holyoke), Apr. 3 6

East Wind Rusty Nail, Apr. 7

flones For Tucker — S»eak Out, Apr

McGrew — Rusty

Pantry

T.O.C.,

Red

Mad Angel — 4 Leaf Window (New
Salem) Apr. 3 5

Big Screamin'
Nail, Apr 9

Bruce MacKay
(Belchertown), Apr 6

Pzazz Dixieland Jazzband
Apr 35
Buck Henry VIII (Springfield),
Apr 6 8

Crazy Daze — Carriage Lounge
(Westfield), Apr. 4,5

Shadow Fox Lakeview Inn (South
wick), Apr. 4,5

Jokers 5th Alarm, Apr. 7,8

Bridge Street — Bernardston Inn
(Bernardston Ctr.) Apr. 4

May Apple Rusty Nail, Apr. 8

CONCERTS
(T — indicates Tickets on sale at CC
Hotel)

UMASS
M'Boom (re: percussion) — Apr. 7,

Bowker Aud.

AMHERST COLLEGE
(all music at Gerald Penny Memorial
Black Culture Center)
Bill Saxon Quartet — Apr. 5, 9 p.m.
Unsung Heroes - Apr. 12, 9 p.m.
Sound Revolution — Apr 19, 4 p.m.
David Wave Trio — Apr. 26, 9 p.m.

SPRINGFIELD
Johnny Winter — Jam»s Cntton Band

Center T
April 15, Civic

April 11, Civic
John Denvers
Center, T
Tony Orlando & Dawn — May 2, Civic
Center
Aerosmith April 25, Civic Center T
Lou Reed — String Driven Thing —
May 4, Civic Center T
James Taylor - May 17, Civic Center
6 13 & 14 (sold out)

WEST HARTFORD
David Bromberg Band — Aztec 2

Step — Jayne Olderman — Apr 12,

Music Hall

SOUTHEASTERN MASS.
UNIVERSITY, NOTH DART-
MOUTH
Herbie Hancock—Richie Havens,
April 6, Gym

CAPE COD COLISSEUM
Paul Anka — April 24

Boston Pops — May 20, Tentative
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Labelle April 5, Palace
John Denver April 17, Civic Center
Sold Out
Seals &' Crofts —
Center
Ike & Tina Turner
Center
Frank Zappa - April 26, Palace
Tony Orlando - April 30, Civic
Center

April 19, Civic

- April 24, Civic

Aerosmith — May 3, Civic Center
Frankie Valle May 10, Civic Center
James Brown May 11, Civic Center
Frank Sinatra — May 12, Civic
Center
Boston Pops May 18, Civic Center
J Geils Band May 24, Civic Center

BOSTON
Ray Manzarek April 3 6, Paul's
Mall
Rahassan Roland Kirk — April 3 6,

Jazz Workshop
The Staple Singers — April 3 6, Sugar
Shack (Two Shows — 10 & 1)

Chris Smither— Ina May Wool
Band—Rachel Faro—Oregon — April
4, Sanders Theatre
Orchestra Luna — Ralph Graham —
April 6, Jordon Hall — Cambridge
(Benefit)

Legion of Mary — (Jerry Garcia,
Merl Saunders, et. al.) — April 6,

Orpheum T (Two Shows — 7 & 10)

Labelle April 6, Music Hall T
Jerry Lee Lewis — John Lincoln
Wright & The Sour Mash Boys —
April 6,7 Ramada Inn, Logan Airport
(Two Shows, 8 & 11)

Kraftwork April 7, Paul's Mall
Kenny Rankin April 7 10, Jazz
Workshop
Waylon Jennings — Tracy Nelson &
Mother Earth April 8, Harvard

M
>
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check out Tommy instead. (Campus
Cinemas)
THUNDERBOLD AND LIGHT
FOOT+
Another Clint Eastwood gut-

churning, real balls adventure about
safecrackers who crack more jokes

than safes. Jeff Bridges also stars to

add a little finesse to the production,

but even if you're not a steel-eater

you might enjoy this, but notice I said

MIGHT. (CCA., 4-4, 6:45, 9, and
11:15)

A WOMAN UNDER THE IN

FLUENCE + + + + etc.

John Cassavetes' masterpiece of

human emotion, detailing the ner-

vous breakdown of a suburban
housewife. Her relationships to her
husband and children are laid bare,

and with one realistic character after
another drifting in and out of the

crisis haunted rooms, you feel you
are living inside their very brains.

Ge'na Rowlands, Cassavetes' wife,

plays Mabel Longhetti so expertly; a

symbol for oppressed womanhood
and overall conflict, 'she has created
a terrifying mask of melancholia,
capable of carving its own niche into

the list of convincing acting per-

formances. Peter Falk, as her
husband, Nick, is fascinating to

watch, as he struggles vigorously to

protect his love and balance the
reactions of his friends
simultaneously. Cassavetes' screen
writing, cinematography, everything
is superbly rendered. Never have I

seen a film which could hypnotically

absorb me for its longer than
average length. And it holds the

record for viewers kept paralyzed in

their seats at the completion: I

counted roughly two thirds of the

audience. This is not simply a woman
under the influence, but a portrayal
of a diseased situation where the

entire world is under some kind of in

tluence, some kind of pressure. It is a

work of art. (Campus Cinemas)
5 COLLEGE FILMS

AMHERST COLLEGE - Merrill

Science Center
The Savages (4 3, 4 and 7 p.m.);

Amherst Film Coop, Alice Adams
with Katherine Hepburn (44, 7:30

and 9 30) Truffaut Stolen Kisses (4

4, 4 5, 4 6, 8 and 10)

HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE —
Franklin Patterson Hall

Kubrick Dr. Strangelove (4 3, 7:30
p.m.); Rene Clair: A Nous La
Liberte and Woody Allen What's Up
Tiger Lily? (4 6, 7:30)

MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE —
Gamble Auditorium
Gone With the Wind (4 4, 4 5, 4 6, 2

and 7.30 p.m.)
SMITH COLLEGE - Sage Hall

The Effect of Gamma Rays on
Man m the Moon Marigolds (4 5,

7 30)

Square Theatre (Two Shows 7 & 10)

Miles Davis April 8 13, Paul's Mall
Bobby Blue Band — April 7 13, Sugar
Shack
Little Feat — Allen Toussant — April

11, Orpheum T
Charles Mingus & Friends — April 11,

Symphony Hall

Supertramp April 12, Orpheum T
John Prine April 12, Symphony
Hall

Passport - April 14, Paul's Mall
Jose Feliciano — April 14, Harbour
House Hotel

Ecstasy, Passion ft Pain — April 14-

20-, Sugar Shack
Aerosmith — April 18, Boston Garden
T
B.B. King—The Persuasions — April

18, Roberts Center, Boston College
Robin Trower — April 20, Music Hall
T
The Main Ingredient — April 21-27,

Sugar Shack
Lou Reed — String Driven Thing

—

April 24, Music Hall T
Alice Cooper — Suzi Ouatro — April
26, Boston Garden T (On sale April 5)
Frank Zappa — Roy Buchanan —
April 27, Music Hall, T (Two Shows 7

& 10)

Creative Source — April 28 May 4,

Sugar Shack

The University of Massachusetts
Arts Council will present one of the

most electrifying musical groups to

come upon the Ar. ,-ican scene in

many years. "M'BOOM re: per
cussion," Monday, April 7, at 8 p.m.
in Bowker Auditorium.

The group has been called a n* .,

rare and most provocative dimension
m percussion composition In its

European debut last year, M'BOOM
performed to standing room only
audiences in Holland, Belgium and
on the French Riviera. M'BOOM's
versatility and melodic sounds of

complex multi rhythms can be best

described as music of the African
continuum.
The group was founded in the

summer of 1970 in New York City by
six of the country's most gifted

percussionist composer arrangers
Roy Brooks has performed and
recorded with Horace Silver, Yusef
Lateef, Charles Mingus, James
Moody, Wes Montgomery, Sonny
Stitt, and teaches privately on the

faculty of the Harlem Music Center.

Omar Clay's credits include per

forming and recording with Sarah
Vaughn, Roberta Flack, Dionne
Warwick He teaches in the New
York City Public School System and
is one of the staff at the Third Street

Music Settlement. Freddie Waits,

who has performed and recorded
with ivory Joe Hunter, Percy
Mayfield, Stevie Wonder, Ray

Bryant, Sonny Rollins, Donald Byrd.
Lena Home, Lee Morgan, Melba
Moore, teaches and gives percussion

clinics and seminars in the New York
City Public School System.

Joe Chambers has performed and
recorded with Eric Dolphy, Freddie

Hubbard, Herbie Hancock, and
Archie Shepp He is currently
teaching at the Harlem Music
Center.

Warren Smith performs and
records in all phases of African
American Music as well as Broad
way shows and TV and radio. He was
worked with Aretha Franklin, Nat
"King" Cole, Sammy Davis, Jr., Sam
Rivers, Harry Belafonte and many
others. He also teaches at the State
University of New York at Old Roy Brooks

Westbury. Max Roach, professor of

music at the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst, has
toured Africa, the Middle East, the

Far East, Europe and the United
States extensively. A giant in Black
music, Roach has played with
Charlie Parker, Bud Powell, Clifford

Brown and Sonny Rollins, has led his

own groups and is a composer and
teacher

Tickets are now on sale at the

UMass Arts Council Box Office, 125

Herfer Hnli (Tel. 545 0202) and are

priced at $4 and $3 for the general

public, one half price for UMass
Amherst students Special group
rates may be arranged. The per

formance is part of the Third World
Cultural Series.

Locals propose transient exclusion
By JUNE VALUERS

Staff Reporter
"Transients should not be town meeting

members," said six Amherst residents who
sent a list of Precinct I town meeting can-
didates, indicating the transients, to all voters
in the district.

Clarence Parsons, 4b1 Montague Road,

who initiated the petition, said "Transients
who have been here for only three or four
years usually do not have the same interest in

the town as people who are heavy tax payers
and who have been here for many years." He
said transients, many of them students, do
not have a background on issues that are

being discussed at the town meeting since

they have not been living here long enough.
He cited the four and three tenth ap-

portionment of the tax budget as an example
of an area in which he thought students had
no knowledge.

The petition, sent yesterday to Precinct I

voters, listed the name, address, age, and
occupation, when available, of each can-
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didate. The information was obtained from a

1974 Street list. "NOT LISTED IN 1974" was
printed next to the names of all transient

members in bold capital letters. "We think

Town Meeting members should not be
transients. Please study this list carefully and
Vote Tuesday, April 8, 1975" appeared at the
bottom of the list. The petition was signed by
Clarence Parsons, Marion Southwick,
Theodore Johnson, Maurice Bates, Nancy
Ruder, and Walt Jones, all Precinct I

members.
"Qualified and informed voters will not be

swayed by this list," said Mark Levitan,

member of the Progressive Candidate Party.

He said that this petition would "turn more
people off," rather than encouraging them
not to vote for transients. Even if it did

convince taxpayers, it would have little

Turn to page 16

Chilean resistance singers

regale 1500 in SUB
By DOROTHY L MULLER

Staff Reporter
Guilapayun, the internationally known

Chilean singers of resistance to the Junta,
were greeted by a crowd of more than 1500
people at last night's concert shouting,
"Venceremos, we shall overcome, and Chile,

Si!, Junta, no!"

Ramon Lugo, the representative of the
Puerto Rican Socialist Party introduced the
group declaring the party's solidarity with the
singers of resistance. "We in Puerto Rico
find ourselves in the same situation which
the Chileans experienced. We are in open
confrontation of a small number of elite

exploiters. We represent the super- exploited
workers that are shouting, "Basta ya. (It is

enough!)"

Quilapayun, which is an Araucanian name
meaning, "three bearded men," opened and
closed the performance to a standing

ovation. They sang the Cancion Nueva (new
song) which has its roots in indian folklore

and political oppression. The Quilapayun
have lived in exile since the takeover of the

Junta. Their concert last night, sponsored by
the Five College Chilean Resistance Group,

was delayed two weeks when the U.S. State

Department denied them Visas, although

Quilapayun is an internationally known
group

The group said, "The Cancion Neuva and
even the instruments used to play it are
forbidden in Chile by the intellects' of the
Junta. One of the beginners of the Cancion

Nueva, Victor Jara, was tortured and
murdered at the hands of the Chilean

Junta."

"I sing for a far strip of country
narrow but endlessly deep. In the
earth in which we begin in the earth
in which we end brave songs will

give birth to a song which will always
be new."

Quilapayun also sang a poem written by
Pablo Neruda on the fate of Chile.

"Chile, blood drenched Chile.

Chile, will always be united

Chile, it will fight against the
tyrant. Chile, it will never be
defeated.

On the betrayed earth of our
country. Drop after drop the red will

come to be."

Quilapayun sang of resistance, a song by
Black Slaves in the seventh century. "We j
want to demonstrate that resistance has |
international antecedents."

"The white man has a balcony in

his pretty wooden house
The black man owns a straw hut

with a single wall of mud.
And even if my boss kills me I'm

not going to the mind.
I see the sad eyes of my woman by

God's hand never touched

And seeing my children's hunger I

asked myself... why us?"
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QUILAPAYUN PERFORMING— Top: The ensemble performs in last

night's concert in the Student Union Ballroom. Bottom left and right:

Individual members play wind and percussion instruments.

WSYL DJ suspended after controversial 'joke'
By SAMUEL HASSAN

Staff Reporter

Sylvan Area Radio Station WSYL is

awaiting notification from the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC) after a

controversial broadcast that has resulted in

the suspension of one disc jockey for the

duration of the semester according to

Station Manager Michael Narkewicz.

Dean Collotta, one of WSYL's sixty disc

jockeys allegedly made a broadcast at 1 1 45

Wednesday night that said Henry Kissinger

was assassinated in Washington, D.C.

Listeners were advised to turn on their

television sets for further information, ac-

cording to a source that wished to remain

anonymous.

Collotta has not said whether he was
directly responsible for the broadcast or not,

but does confirm that it was made.
Shortly after the broadcast approximately

twenty calls were made to the station, some
friendly and others which included threats of

assault according to Collotta.

The source indicated that a retraction of

the initial statement was made five minutes

after its broadcast saying the report of

Kissinger's assassination was untrue and
intended as a belated April Fool's joke.

Two other similar retractions of the initial

statement were made within thirty minutes

the source said.

Collotta went off the air at 1 a.m. and

Viet collapse unexpected,

tragedy avoidable -Ford

inside
• Bromery says UMass should try

to improve its image - page 2

•Agencies investigating the

School of Ed won't comment - page

Compiled from Wires

SAN DIEGO, Calif. - The deteriorating

situation in Indochina is "a great tragedy...

that could have been avoided," President

Ford said yesterday, but "at the moment I

do not anticipate the fall of South Vietnam."

Speaking of his "frustration" over limits

holding back his freedom of action, Ford

nevertheless said "I am an optimist."

Ford spent the largest share of a 40-

minute nationally broadcast news con-

ference dealing with South Vietnam and
Cambodia. While describing himself as an

optimist, he constantly talked of the events

there as a tragedy.

Speaking of the congressional moves over

the past three years limiting the use of

American military force and restricting the

amount of aid to Indochina, Ford said, "I

must say that I'm frustrated by the actions of

Congress... by the limitations placed on the

chief executive."

In response to a direct question, the

President declined to blame Congress

specifically for the near loss of Cambodia and
the increasing poor situation in South
Vietnam.

"I think its up to the American people to

pass judgment on who was to blame and
where the fault lies," Ford said. But, he went
on;

"I think it's a great tragedy what we're

seeing in Vietnam today. I think it could have

been avoided."

returned to his Brown residence where he

was, "barraged with calls until 3 a.m.,' he

said.

At 5 a.m. yesterday, the Campus Police

called Collotta and informed him that they

had received various complaints about the

broadcast he allegedly made.

At 11 a.m. Collotta went to Dickinson Hall

and saw UMass Police Captain Robert J.

Joyce and Detective Phillip J. Cavanaugh
who told him that formal complaints had

been made and that the sources would not

be revealed.

He was also told by Police that word of the

complaints had been forwarded to the FCC
in Boston.

Turn to page16

Turn to page 4

weather
Said Noah to the animals,

after the flood:

"I can see for miles, and most
of it's mud.

"There's enough wind here

to split a sail,

"And there might be some
snowflakes, or even hail."
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According to Bromery

UMass should try

to improve image

Speaking yesterday in his office, Chancellor Randolph Bromery said he
was in favor of the UMass quality of education.

By HILLARY MARTICK
Staff Reporter

The University should try to improve its

public image so that taxpayers might make a

greater investment in public higher
education. Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
said yesterday.

Bromery, in a Collegian interview, sup-
ported the idea of having a quality system of

public higher education. He praised the
quality of education offered at UMass.

"There is some feeling out there that
public institutions of higher education should
take people who can't get into private

schools. Not only is that nonsense, but it is

also the reversal of how I think," he said.

The Chancellor continued, "I think the
common man needs a high quality education
more than the son or daughter of a
Rockefeller. Not only can they get that
education here, but it's even of a better
quality than we here on this campus think it

is."

When asked about his feelings about
former Dean Dwight W. Allen and the recent
School of Ed scandal, Bromery said, "Dean
Allen was more concerned about the end
results and not about the process he used to
get there I think he created an environment
i hat a lot of people got into difficulty over.
He could deal with it and they couldn't.
Bromery added, "We agreed on

educational chanae and that the present
structure and system of education in the
U.S. left a lot to be desired. The changes
Allen made have benefitted the educational
system of this country and the School of Ed.
The way he made those changes has im-
pacted negatively on the School of Ed
community as well as on •ndividuals."

Regarding faculty unionization. Bromery

said, "I think a union is only necessary if the
faculty perceives they need a union to get
what they want. I think they can get what
they want without one."
"The moment you get into a union-

management relationship there's a whole set
of rules that govern your relationship.

I think
it's going to change the environment here "

he added.

Bromery expressed dissatisfaction with
the impact the present parking situation has
on the environment.

"I'm not going to let all those people come
m here and gas me to death with their cars,"
he said. "Automobiles are dangerous to your
nealth and to the economic independence of
this country (,.e. oil and the M.ddle East ")

My solution is to get on the bus or walk
The answer is for people to abide by their
stickers. It's not towing and the lack of
parking spaces that is the problem but the
people who want to park next to their
classrooms. We're trying to hook up with the
Pioneer Valley Mass Transit system in an
effort to improve mass transit throughout the
valley," Bromery continued.
Addressing himself to the direction the

University should take in the next several
years. Brcmery said, "I'm very concerned as
we pass into these austere financial times
that a lot of things that make this University
different and a good University should be
preserved. The reason it's pretty damn good
is that we've moved a long way in terms of
such things as the affirmative action program
in bringing in quality faculty to UMass, and in
teaching the middle economic sector. What
we have to do is protect what we have and
build on quality, fight to keep costs down,
and try to keep tuition as low as possible."

Academic council approves food curriculum
By WILLIAM MILLS

Staff Reporter

The Academic Matters Council
of the Faculty Senate approved last

night a bill which may institute an
undergraduate curriculum in Food
Engineering next semester. If

upneld by the entire Faculty Senate
and the Provost, it will be the first

undergrad program in Food
Engineering in the country.
By an 8-6 vote, the council

approved the bill presented by
Drofessors H.G. Swartzberg and
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Joseph T Clayton The council
made the vote after a report was
compiled by a council ad hoc
committee which detailed the
proposer's steps in implementing
such a curriculum.

Although the bill was passed,
Clayton said "because of the
closeness of the vote, it (the vote)
will have an adverse effect on the
chances of getting it approved (by
the entire Faculty Senate)."
Clayton added that the reasons six

council members voted negatively
were unrelated to the real issue. He

Corker says

CC fee to

stay at $64
By hRED NOBLES

Staff Reporter

Campus Center Director John
Corker said yesterday there will be
no increase in the Campus Center

fee next year and that it may be
possible to hold the fee at its

current $64 yearly level for the next

two to four years.

Corker made the announcement
at last night's Board of Governors
meeting, adding it will be necessary

to trim $100,000 from the
preliminary Campus Center 1976
budget to hold the fee at its present
level.

Asked by board member John
Hays if a budget cut of that size

was possible, Corker said that it

definitely was. The board is

currently reviewing budget
proposals for the Campus Center
operation for the coming year.

said their reasons must be ex-

plained before the entire Faculty

Senate if there is any hope for the

bill to survive the final vote.

The council approved the bill

despite a Provost's office

recommendation to dismiss the bill.

A statement from Provost
Gluckstern's office said "a program
in Food Engineering does not show
student interest or demand." The
Provost's office suggested a

curriculum develop through an
existing program such as BDIC or

Chemical Engineering.

The School of Engineering also

disapproved of the bill. The
school's executive committee
charged that the program is "very
narrowly focused, and would be
one which is not in the best in-

terests of those students who
would enroll."

Dean Spielman, College of Food

and Natural Resources, supports an
undergraduate curriculum in Food
Engineering and is "anxious for its

(final) approval."

Clayton and Swartzberg believe
the program is "a strong one which
will provide needed expertise in the
area of food engineering.. .a need
which exists both in this country
and abroad."

At the council's next meeting
April 17, an ad hoc committee will

report on whether the Rhetoric
Program will remain as an in-

dependent unit of the university or

whether the program be dissolved

to other departments in the
university. If it is voted to disin-

tegrate the Rhetoric Program, one
of the university Rhetoric
requirements will be eliminated.

Savini, Dukakis meeting to concern

education budget cut, related issues
By WILLIAM MILLS

Staff Reporter
Student Government Association

President Rick Savini said yesterday he will

meet with Governor Michael Dukakis and
Secretary of Education Paul Parks April 17 at
the Governor's office to discuss issues on
public higher education.

"At least five weeks ago," Savini con-
tacted the Governor's office to arrange the
meeting, but because of "scheduling
problems" the two leaders have not been
able to synchronize connections until

yesterday.

Representative Jim Collins, (D-Amherst),

acting as a middle man between Savini and
Dukakis, said the Governor has been
"looking forward" to meeting with Savini.

Dukakis is scheduled to visit the UMass
campus May 5, but Savini said he'd rather
meet with the Governor before the May date
to let the Governor know "where we
(students) stand." Savini said he does not
want to have a "confrontation" . with the
Governor, but "just to let him kmow how the
budget cut and other related issues affect the
students."

Parks proposed recently to cut the public

hiohPr education budget 10 per cent. His
action was questioned by Savini and UMass
President Robert C. Wood. "I'm perplexed at
the secretary's reasoning," Wood said.
Wood and Savini believe a 10 per cent
budget cut cannot be made without af-
fecting the university's academics and
eliminating student programs.

Savini hopes to discuss this matter with
the Governor, and overall, "to discuss public
higher education in the state of
Massachusetts."

Dukakis was not available for comment
last night.

Rick Savini

Five College proposal

Deans consider resident exchange
By NANCYDAWSON

Staff Reporter
The Five College Student Coordinating

Board (FCSCB) is planning to meet with the
Deans of Students at all five colleges to
discuss a residential exchange proposal
recently submitted by the board.
The meeting should occur "hopefully

within the next two weeks," according to
Susan Kerins, Smith College representative
to the FCSCB.

She said the Deans "basically agree" with
the proposal, which states that "residential

exchange would offer the alternative to live

at another college while not totally losing

contact with the home institution... Living at

another school, students not only benefit

from sharing the resources of that college,

but also contribute a varied perspective and
spirit to the host campus."

Kerins spoke of UMass Dean Field as
being "very optimistic" in considerations

about the propose change.

Brenda Goodman, a Smith College

representative to the FCSCB in 1974,

originated the idea of a residential exchange
She explained that "This exchange offers

students an opportunity to expand the Five

College sharing of academic, cultural and
social activities by allowing them to par-

ticipate actively in the living environment."

Kerins said the response of the Five

College Deans at the time was "If you can

IT'S POURRRRING! Branch in foreground sprouts berries of rain while students squeeze into bus outside
of Hasbrouck. The Morrill Weather observatory reported the barometric pressure of 955 millibars at 3 p m
yesterday was lowest ever recorded on that date, and that over two inches of rain had fallen by that time

prove sufficient student interest, we're
willing to give it a try."

A poll consisting of seven questions was
sent out to all the colleges in October. An
FCSCB report of the results from this
questionnaire indicated "Over 90 percent of
the students polled agreed that residential
exchange would augment Five College
cooperation." The report also noted "that
less than ten percent of the student body
was reached at each college."

Hampshire College did not respond at first,

Kerins said. But following a repeated attempt
to determine interest at this school, students
were shown to "unanimously favor the
option of an exchange ."

"The problem here is that no one really
wants to leave Hampshire," said Kerins
Another problem encountered was one of

equal tuition Since UMass is a state in-

stitution, its tuition is cheaper than that of
the other four private colleges

"It's very important to have a free ex-
change." Kerins said. "That's the nature of
Five College cooperation."
She said it was decided to have the

student on exchange pay the tuition of his
home institution, while room and board
would be paid to the host institution.

She said the next step in affairs after
meeting with the deans will be to establish a
selection board of one student representative
from each of the five colleges and one ad-
ministrative representative of the dean of
students' office from each college.

"As soon as the selection committee is set
up," Kerins said. "Fl-e College will clear
out " She emphasized that residential ex-
change will not be run by FCSCB."

"All we're responsible for is getting it

started and providing publicity," she said
Basically we won't be involved in exchange

selection at all."

Selection will be up to the students
primarily Kerins said that the administrations
"do not want selection to go through an
office."

The FCSCB hopes that the realization i i a
residential exchange will come about next
spring.

Whitmore may repeal 21 -year dorm regulation

By LARRY KORNFELD
Staff Reporter

The administration is considering repealing

the rule that exempts students over 21 -years-

old from the dorm residency requirement,

according to Ken Dean, acting Director of

Residential Life.

Chancellor Randolph W Bromery said,

"We're in discussion with the Student

Senate on this. It's just part of the ongoing

discussion that will be going on through the

summer and into the fall.."

Dan Fitzpatrick, associate dean of student

affairs, said, "The consideration there is from

legal council. It's sort of a response to a law

suit filed by the Student Organizing Project."

"If the system stays mandatory, it will

have to be looked at by legal council to see if

this is viable (keeping the same residency
requirement). It may be viable," said Fitz-

patrick.

Vice-Chancellor Robert Gage is out of
town for a convention and not available for
comment.

Asked when a decision will be made on
this Fitzpatrick said, "The only thing I can
say for sure is, for billing purposes we must
make a decision some time in the middle of
the late part of April."

The change in the residency requirement
will not affect seniors or married students.

As to the tent increase Dean said:

"Seventy dollars is as good a figure as any."
Dean described the probability of non-

mandatory dining commons as "fifty-fifty."

He said a decision will be made over the
weekend.

The administration has set a target date of
April 10 for submitting its budget to Wood's
office, but Dean said he will announce his

proposed budget to the Residential Life

Board on the 8th.

Arthur Warren, director of Food Services
said he doesn't think the chances of the
DCs going voluntary are very good. He said
the outside companies brought in to tour the
DCs recommended keeping the system
mandatory.

Outside companies might be brought in to
help run the DCs only if they go voluntary
according to Dean.

The Rents and Fees Committee of the
Student Senate is totally opposed to any rent

increase according to its chairman, John
Marcineac.

"If they tighten up the manditory thing the
exemption process is going to be horren-

dous," Marceniac said.

"I think you'll see the same residency
requirement as we already have," said Ken
Somers, chairman of the universal fee task

force.

Fitzpatrick said, "The whole damn thing

(Residential Life situation) is a swamp of
conflicting information."

Warren said if the D.C.s go voluntary, food
services will need "a lot less staff." However,
he pointed out that a seven-day meal
program would offset that somewhat.
Asked whether food services will use more

convenience foods, he said, "I'm totally

against convenience foods whether we've
got the same staff or not." Convenience
foods are foods prepared by outside com-
panies and delivered frozen to this campus.
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Demands for Thieu overthrow sweep Saigon
Shoot-to-kill orders

mandated for city

SAIGON. South Vietnam [AP\ -
Calls for the quick overthrow of

President Nguyen Van Thieu swept

Saigon yesterday as his govern-

ment issued shoot-to-kill orders to

maintain security in the capital and

50,000 Communist-led troops

massed only 45 to 55 miles away.

The Viet Cong said they had

taken the district town of Chon
Thanh, 45 miles north of Saigon,

after weeks of heavy siege, and
Hanoi radio said action had been

taken to "punish diehard com-
manders" in Tuy Hoa, the capital of

coastal Phu Yen Province that fell

Wednesday. No details of the

punishment were given, but the

broadcast indicated some aspects

of the takeover of Tuy Hoa were

bloody.

Calls for an anti-Thieu coup

coincided with the first open attack

on the president by the country's

ranking Roman Catholic, Saigon
Afchbishop Nguyen Van Binh.

Thieu, a Catholic himself, up until

six months ago had counted on the

two million Catholics in South
Vietnam for his only substantial

popular support.

Volunteer agencies trying to

airlift Vietnamese orphans to the

United States from South Vietnam,

now three-quarters controlled by
the North Vietnamese and Viet

Cong, appealed to the U.S.
government for an airlift of jumbo
jets. "I don't want my babies to

die," one Vietnamese mother
wailed.

In other Indochina develop-

ments:

— President Ford said in San
Diego, Calif., that despite serious

and dramatic setbacks in Vietnam,

"No allies or time-tested friends of

the United States should worry or

fear that our commitments to them
will not be honored ... We stand

ready to defend ourselves and
support our allies as surely as we

always have."
— Saigon's representatives at

the United Nations said the

American people had closed their

eyes, ears and consciences to the

plight of South Vietnam, but ap-

pealed to them not to close their

hearts to the "human tragedy."

— Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-

Mass., in a television appearance in

Washington, called for a temporary

cease-fire to provide relief for

thousands of refugees and urged

President Ford to send an envoy to

try to negotiate a new truce.

— Field reports said Cambodian

government troops pushed back a

new rebel bulae on Phnom Penh's

northwest defense perimeter about
eight miles from the center of the
capital, and a government official

claimed that thousands of soldiers
and civilians previously feared lost

were still holding out near fallen

Neak Luong, 32 miles southeast of
Phnom Penh.

Requests for orphans

flood State Department
By United Press International

Thousands of Americans
yesterday opened their hearts to

South Vietnamese orphans and
flooded agencies and the State

Department with pleas to adopt

one or more of the victims of war.

"The attitude seems to be Oh
my God, these poor children,

somebody has to take care of

them'," said Mrs. Louise Cooper of

the Miami Catholic Services
Bureau.

As the Communists thrust

deeper into South Vietnam, the

gamble of saving the children has

become almost an hour-by-hour

agony.

At the United Nations, South
Vietnam officials issued an appeal

to the American people: "For God's
sake, don't close your heart to the

human tragedy of Vietnam."

"The situation is desperate." said

Mrs. Sally Bergner, a coordinator of

Friends for Children of Vietnam
which arranged for Wednesday's
airlift of 60 orphans from Saigon.
"We don't know how long we'll

continue to get cooperation from
the South Vietnamese government.
"I'm sure they, the North

Vietnamese would stop our support
of the children. What they would
do after that, I don't know..."

From coast to coast, families sat

down together to decide if they

could manage with another child at

the dinner table.

Even First Lady Betty Ford,

terming the predicament of the
orphans "tragic, tragic," said she
was so upset she would like to

adopt one of them. She added,
however, that with four children of

their own, she doubts the President

wants any more.

At a military checkpoint for buses north of Saigon, a refugee mother and her
child are directed by a policeman. Refugees fleeing from the fighting in South
Vietnam began reaching the capital city Tuesday.

Cambodia halts Communist drive

but another offensive expected

Ford says he does not

fall of Vietnam 'at the
cont. from p. 1

Without being specific. Ford then

pointed to what he said were
commitments made by the United

States when the Paris peace

agreements were signed in 1973.

"Unfortunately, we did not carry

out"' all the responsibilities the

United States undertook then, in

giving South Vietnam the aid

allowed under the accords, Ford

said

\r. mid 1973 Congress banned the

use of any American military force,

direct or indirect, in Indochina, an

action Ford said removed a

potential'' deterrent to North

Vietnamese aggression.

Over the last two years, Congress

has cut back on administration

requests for military aid, including a

refusal to date to add $300 million

to the $700 million appropriated for

this fiscal year

Ford refused to rule out the

possibility of sending U.S. military

forces into Saigon to pick up
Americans if they become trapped
there He said he believed the new
War Powers Act limiting what a

President can do militarily without a

declaration of war would permit at

least that

The President declined to assess
blame for the sudden deterioration

of the Saigon government's
posit-on in the last two weeks.
He noted, however, it started

with the "unilateral decision" of

South Vietnamese President
Nguyen Van Thieu to withdraw

PHNOM PENH \UPI\ -
Government reinforcements
yesterday halted a Communist rebel

breakthrough less than five miles

from Phnom Penh, but a large new
insurgent force was reported
converging on the danger point.

Heavy fighting was reported

continuing yesterday night in the

penetration area on the capital's

defense perimeter just 4.8 miles

north of the city.

expect
moment'
from some northern provinces in

the Central Highlands. The decision

to withdraw, he said, "created a

chaotic situation."

He was asked if he would call on
Thieu to resign if he felt that would
help save the situation.

No, said Ford, "I don't believe it's

my prerogative to tell a head of

state elected by the people • to

leave office."

Despite the government con-

tainment of the initial rebel push,

another force af about 2,000

Communist- led insurgents, some of

them on bicycles, was reported

moving Thursday toward the soft

spot on the northern defense

perimeter

Official sources said government
troops, supported by helicopters

and armored personnel carriers,

were preparing to drive into the

see saw battle.

Two planeloads of U.S. Embassy
personnel and humanitarian

workers, meanwhile, were flown to

Bangkok Thursday after the em-
bassy Wednesday decided to

reduce its staff by about 15 per

cent.

At Phnom Penh's Pochentong
airport, where the evacuation
planes were taking off, rebels

shelled the airstrip with about 30
rockets, but the American supply

airlift to the isolated capital con-

tinued

Two Cambodian T28 propeller

driven bombers were hit by rockets

and destroyed, the official sources
said

NOW TWICE AS BIG

The Mercantile
CLOTHING GIFTS

CARDS POSTERS BEADS

11 E. PLEASANT ST. 549-1396

( Next Door to Where We Were)

St. Regis Restaurant
APPLICATIONS

for the position of Affirmative Action Officer

are available in the Student Attorney General's

Office, 422 Student Union, for all interested

undergraduates.

For job description and more information see

Cindi Iris. Student Atty. Gen. Deadline for

applications is Thursday, April 10th.

28 Pleasant St., Northampton

Quality food at very reasonable

prices. Also very comfortable

surroundings.

A little place, with a LOT to offer.

Vermont gets nuclear power veto
Legislature can stop

building of plants
MONTPELIER. Vt. [AP\ -

Despite personal objections to the
measure, Gov. Thomas P. Salmon
signed into law yesterday a bill

giving the Vermont General
Assembly final say on the con-
struction of nuclear power plants in

the state.

"I hope no Vermonter, indeed no
American, regards this decision as a

nuclear moratorium. It is not a

nuclear moratorium. It is a bill

requiring a greater public presence
in a critical public policy area. No
one in public office should
misconstrue the duty to consider
for the power to postpone,"
Salmon told newsmen.
The measure received strong

State House gives OK
on death penalty bill
BOSTON \AP\ The

Massachusetts House gave final

approval yesterday to a bill that

would reinstate the death penalty

for nine categories of first degree

murder.

The measure now goes to the

Senate, where it also was expected

to win approval.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis has

promised to veto any death penalty

bill and legislators do not expect the

House and Senate to be able to

override such a veto. Similar vetoes

have stood up in the past two
years.

The current Massachusetts
capital punishment statute has not
been considered constitutional

since 1972, when the U.S. Supreme
Court struck down most death

penalty statutes because they were
administed arbitrarily.

The current bill attempts to

remove any arbitrary application of

the law by making it mandatory in

the following types of first degree
murder:

Murder of a policeman or prison

guard; murder during the course of

an armed robbery or during a

breaking and entering; murder
during a kidnap, hijacking, rape or

sexual assault; murder for pay; or

murder with extreme cruelty.

An identical bill was enacted in

both branches last year and vetoed

by former Gov. Francis W. Sargent.

support in the legislature, which

finished work on it Monday.
The bill had 45 House sponsors

and passed that chamber on a vot«?

of 106 39 The Senate voted 20-10

in favor of it.

The governor opposed the bill

when it was in the legislature,

arguing the final say on nuclear

power plant construction should

rest with the executive branch.

Salmon has also opposed
President Ford's proposals to

remove any state say in the siting of

atomic plants.

Salmon said he considers the bill

he signed to be on shaky legal

ground, and promised to introduce

amendments during the 1976

legislative session.

"This act is born out of the total

frustration of Vermonters with

rising electrical costs, their distrust

of utilities and distrust of govern
.^i.-int r\r i^fif r>t an awarpnftSS Of the

capacity of our federal and state

regulatory agencies to conduct the

public review of nuclear siting on a

basis compatible with society's

interests," he said.

Salmon said the bill underscored

for him the need for a single state

department to handle energy

matters, as well as the need to push

for alternative energy sources.

Vermont has one nuclear power
plant, Vermont Yankee at Vernon.

Vermont Yankee President James
E Griffin told the legislature there

were no plans to build additional

plants in Vermont.

The measure would require an

affirmative vote of the House and

the Senate before a new atomic

plant could be constructed.

Rhode Island has similar

legislation, requiring legislative

approval of atomic plants and oil

refineries.

Connally paid $10,000

testifies Jacobsen

Air Force ROTCJhe
college scholarship
program with

sky-high benefits.

Some people might need to becoaxed with

more than a full college scholarship to enroll

in the Air Force ROTC Program. So, if free tuition,

lab and incidental fees aren't enough ... the Air

Force offers a monthly allowance of $100.00,

tax-free, in your junior and senior years, even if

you are not on scholarship.

And flying lessons to those qualified provide the

most exciting benefit of all. Interested?

Pnntart Air Force ROTC

At.
Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass. Call 5 2437

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
IN AIR FORCE ROTC

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - At-

torney Jack Jacobsen testified

yesterday he paid former Treasury

Secretary John B. Connally $10,000

in milk lobby money in 1971 and
later conspired with Connally to

cover up the payoffs.

Jacobsen, the star prosecution

witness in Connally's bribery trial,

stated the very heart of the

government's case in testimony

delivered under Connally's steady.

Unemployment

hits 11% in

Massachusetts
BOSTON \AP\ - Unem-

ployment hit 11 per cent in

Massachusetts in February, 1.1

percentage points above the

January rate

The figures take account of

seasonal variations.

Before adjustments for seasonal

variations, according to the

Thursday announcement from the

Division of Employment Security,

119 per cent of the state's workers

were unemployed in February

compared to 9.9 per cent in

January.

The agency reported that there

were more than 320,000 persons

unemployed in February, compared
to some 276,000 without jobs in

January.

scowling gaze. Connally has
pleaded innocent and his defense

has alleged Jacobsen is lying to

save himself from further

prosecution.

Led through his testimony by
federal prosecutors on the third day
of the trial, Jacobsen, an old friend

of Connally's, touched all the bases

of the government's allegations.

Defense cross-examination begins

Monday
He said he paid Connally $10,000

in cash provided by the Associated

Milk Producers Inc. in two in-

stallments, on May 14 and Sept. 24,

1971, as a reward for Connally's

help in persuading President

Richard M. Nixon to raise federal

milk price supports.

"He told me how helpful he had
been in getting the price support

decision and that he understood

AMPI was raising a lot of money for

political contributions,'' Jacobsen,

then an AMPI attorney, testified.

"He said in effect, why didn't I

get them to raise a little money for

him."
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Viet Orphans arrive

SAN IRANCISCO \UPI\ - The
first handful of Vietnamese war
orphans brought to the U.S. in a

save the children flight from
Saigon climbed aboard planes

yesterday for a new life far from the

horrors of war.

Five of the 62 tiny refugees flown

from besieged Vietnam spent the

night with their companions in a

makeshift nursery at a truck

maintenance, shop of an Army
base here, then flew to their new
homes in the United States.

Officials refused to say where the

children were going, but they and
their companions, who had fled

Saigon less than 24 hours before in

a cargo plane, were the few lucky

ones as their homeland neared

collapse under Communist assault.

Gun bill advances
BOSTON \UPI\ - Despite

continued pressure from
Massachusetts' powerful gun
lobby, the House by a 2-1 margin

yesterday overturned an un-

favorable committee report and
resurrected a measure banning the

sale of Saturday Night Specials.

The Saturday Night Special bill,

backed by Public Safety Committee
House Chairman William Hogan, D-

Everett. was the only one of six gun
control measures to survive House
debate

Vietcong ask for aid

GENEVA \UPI\ - The Viet Cong
yesterday asked the International

Red Cross and the United Nations

for emergency aid for six million

war refugees now under Com-
munist control, the Red Cross

announced It said two million of

the refugees were children

The Viet Cong, now officially

called the Provisional Revolutionary

Government of South Vietnam,

made its request to the Red Cross

and the UN Children's Bmergency
Fund It requested top priority for

cloth, drugs and fortified foods

9% jobless expected

WASHINGTON UPI\

Treasury Secretary William E.

Simon predicted yesterday the

unemployment rate will reach 9 per

cent this year but said recovery

from the recession is coming on

strong and fast.

His outlook contrasting with the

heavy official gloom of two months

ago. Simon said: "We are more

certain about the recovery than we
were any time in the past."

i *

Friday

Happy Hour
3 — 6

with

Doc Sullivan

% The Fabulous D.J.

playing

oldies — sing-a-long

dancing jt

Saturday
9—1

DISCOTHEQUE
with

All Dancing Music

NO COVER CHARGE

**•••••••*•••••••••••*

EATING & DRINKING

Sunday

Goodtime Hour »

4 — 8 *

i
*

Hot Dogs 25 c

Popcorn 10 c

Qt. Pitchers

of Budweiser

*J25

••••••••••**••••*•*•*•*••••*•••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••************i
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Conlon

The rajn clouds charged into the valley like ad-
vancing chariots, bombing the earth with puddles.
Legions of puddles infiltrated the campus landscape,
creating an archipelago.

Cars drove through puddles, spraying sheets of
water onto the sidewalk like a water skier with a
slalom ski.

Athletic fields became cleat resisting sponges.
A professor mumbled that classes should have

been canceled.

Eyeglasses yearned for windshield wipers.
People ran from building to building.

Rain is inspirational -for late sleeping.

Sopping shoes sought sultry radiators.

tm

Stevent

1

The bus driver pleaded "have

pity for these rain soaked people.

PUSH BACK!" Students collec-

tively grumbled: "fuckin' rain."

Overheard from a long distance

phone cal: "fuckin' raining like a

bastard out here." The outdoors

was generally viewed as a no mans
land.

Psychology students, familiar

with the concept of delayed

gratification, profoundly realized:

"April showers bring May flowers."

Our outstanding skyscrapers

were partially obscured by fog.

Viewed from a distance, they

seemed detached from the present;

eroded fantasies of yesterday,

phosphorous ghost ships on the

horizon about to fall off the edge of

the Earth.

Aquatic umbrella bugs skated

past the library.
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Election Forum
Statement by

Diana Romer
Candidate for Selectman,

Amherst Town elections

The University of Massachusetts

is, in many ways, the dominant

force that determines the character

of Amherst. If our town govern-

ment is to represent the needs and

attitudes of all our residents,

members of the university com-

munity (students, faculty and staff)

must participate in town affairs.

Many students, and faculty

members and staff are voting

residents of Amherst. They must be

encouraged to participate in town

affairs as voters such as in-

volvement by serving in town

meeting and on town committees.

My own particular concern has

been to help those who are just

beginning to get involved in

political activities, to "learn the

ropes", and to become effective in

influencing the decisions of town

government. Last month the

League of Women Voters

published a booklet, "Know Your

Amherst Government". As
chairman of the town finance

committee, I helped to write the

sections on finances and citizen

participation and encouraged the

League to see that the book is

readily available in Town Hall and at

the University. As finance com-

mittee chairman I have also helped

individuals and groups to become
involved in town affairs and to

communicate their needs and
feelings to the Town Meeting, the

selectmen, and the school com-

mittee.

The University and town must

achieve greater cooperation and

coordination in matters of common
concern — housing, public tran-

sportation, and human services, for

example. It has been suggested

that a joint student-staff-faculty-

administration committee be
formed to represent the university's

interest and concerns to the town.

Such a committee could act in an

advisory capacity to the coor-

dinator of community relations and
might meet with the Amherst
selectmen as the needs arise. The
possibility of a joint committee with

representatives of both the

university andxhe town should be

nvestigated.

Concerning Education
Loren S. Howell, Candidate

for School Committee

The Amherst school system is known for its innovative modern forms of

education. Yet many parents would like to see a more traditional approach
to teaching the basic skills within our classrooms. These skills of com-
munication and computation are not getting across to a good number of

students. Slighting the purpose of educating a student in basics so that he
or she will be able to function well in our society should not be tolerated

Dealirg with the school system budget is a difficult task. A balance must
be found between available funds and desired funds. The taxpayer's

pocket is not bottomless.

I feel that the amount of input to the school committee by the em-
ployees of the school system far outweighs the input by the parents and
residents of Amherst. I would like to see a more active effort made to

encourage all segments of the community to express their views to their

elected representatives.

PCP people to answer questions

Rm. 903 CC 12 noon today

Vote on April 8th

OPEN HOUSE PARTY

Phi Mu Delta

featuring

The Smiling Washington Band

Sat. Night April S

Frat.-Sor. Park Off East Pleasant St.

Hornfisher advocates more public

awareness of school funding

There is nothing that will highlight a com-
munication problem between taxpayers and schools

more than the threat of a large tax increase. The love

affair in Amherst between schools and the public,

though not over, was put to the test this year. For the

first time in several years, the taxpayers told the

schools they would not pay for everything the schools

felt was worthwhile.

Vague statements by school staff couched in terms
of "quality education" or some other educational

jargon are no longer accepted as justification for fund
requests. The public has asked for, and has a right to

be told, what its tax dollar is producing in terms of

educational programs, (eg-an expenditure of x

thousand dollars for salaries, materials, and field trips

will make it possible for 800 elementary school pupils

in grades 4 6 to be exposed, in groups of 20, to a

foreign language twice a week for one hour.)

If such explanations are not provided, the

educational dollar becomes an unknown currency and
as such, is subject to unrestrained growth or arbitrary

outs. The school budget must be presented in terms
A/hich are understandable to educators, taxpayers and
oarents. To improve communications between these
groups, I believe.it is essential that the budget be
presented in a program format. This will show costs of

jrograms (elementary foreign language, elementary
nath, regional high industrial arts, etc) as well as the^

raditional item format (salaries, travel, texts etc.). In

iddition to program costs, the budget should also

By DA VID R. HORNFISCHER
School Committee Candidate

show the numbers of students enrolled in each
program, number of class sections, average class size

and where possible, standard test results of those in

the program.

I believe the teachers in our system want to serve

the pupils and parents and that they are proud of their

past accomplishments. It is important that their ef-

forts (the way they spend their school day) be
described to the public in the budget process. Some
say teachers should spend more time teaching math
and reading and enforcing classroom discipline. We
must first determine the per cent of their effort spent

currently on these activities; is it 40 per cent, 60 per

cent, or 80 per cent? If we are to ask that it be in-

creased, we must be ready to define what they shall

do less of or be prepared to hire more staff.

In concluding, as a parent, citizen and, hopefully, as

a future member of the School Committee, I feel that

Amherst citizens are willing to support funds for

public schools. Unless, however, the communication
gap between taxpayers and school staff is reduced,

we may face a crisis situation which will further

reduce school staff morale and public confidence.

Dollars and cents do not come easy. Consumers of

education want to know what they are buying. The
budget is the document, that in the final analysis,

represents the sales agreement between schools and
taxpayers. A program format will improve un-

derstanding and help in making the difficult choices in

the years ahead.

Robert J. Garvey,

candidate for

Town Selectman

I would like to see student

representatives, representatives

from the University, and town
officials meet on a fairly regular

basis, not just when faced with a

crisis. This would give both sides an
opportunity for reaction and input I

believe this is particularly important

when the University develops
policies which will have an impact
on the town, or when the town
develops policies that might affect

University life.

DIANA ROMER
FOR

SELECTMAN
Amherst Town Election — April 8.

Polls open noon to 8 p.m.

DIANA ROMER SUPPORTS:
— Continuation of a high level of citizen participation.

— Improved human services with the town acting as coordinator,

outside agencies providing funds and services.

— SCOG goals on conservation and open space.
— Improved public transportation via transit authority.

— Measures to insure adequate housing for families and individuals at

all income levels.

— Stabilizing the property tax at a level consistent with our ability to pay.

N|HMisorr<i b> Prarl (launch
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FESTIUBl 75

Cornell university

barton hall800pm
FRIDAY-APRIL 18

• ARLO GUTHRIE
• TRACY NilSON

ft MOTHER EARTH
• JOHNY SHINES
• BRYAN BOWERS
• JIM ROONEY
& PARTNERS IN CRIME

SAT.-APRIL 19

• JAY & LYN UNGAR
• DAVID AMRAM
•FURRY LEWIS
•VASSAR CLEMENTS
•TOM PAXTON
•LOUDON WAINWRIGHT

SAT. AFTERNOON
MINI-CONCERTS
WORKSHOPS
SOUARE DANCE
CRAFTS FAIR

/

tickets: $6.50

"order" form
IMPORTANT All mail Orders must be

I

sent to: P.O. BOX 907
ITHACA ,N.Y.,14850

I Please send ms_

*mustbe received

byaprii 10

I

I

I

i

tickets for the
folk festival. Enclosed please find

ALL-FESTIVAL TICKET-S6.50 ea.

Make all money orders payable to:
Willard Straight Hall.

A self -addressed, stamped envelope
must accompany each order.

NAME „
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP.

Officials pleased with local

reaction to Kennedy Library
By FRED GOSIEWSKI

Staff Reporter

Dan Fenn, director of the John F. Kennedy library

and Robert Burke, member of the JFK library cor-

poration, yesterday visited UMass to assess com-

munity reaction to building the library in Amherst.

Burke, in an interview said he was encouraged by

the reactions and that final decision on where to place

the library will come "within sixty days."

"We're looking for reaction from all concerned

students, faculty, residents of Amherst, South Hadley

and of the Five College Area," Burke said.

Chancellor Randolph Bromery said, "I think there

will be a positive reaction" to the library once people

understand it.

Burke and Fenn, who came to Amherst at the

request of Bromery, stressed that they were

"seriously considering" Amherst for the location of

the library.

Fenn and Burke spoke to a group of 20 faculty

members and students in SBA. They included a slide

demonstration on the details of a presidential library.

The library was originally scheduled to be built in

Cambridge, but local opposition to the idea forced the

library committees to look for another site. Residents

of Cambridge initiated legal action to block the library,

and Fenn said after the costs of legal battles that

would have to be paid, they could build no more than

"another Quonset hut."

Burke and Fenn are studying the area for the

technical aspects of building the library here. Some of

the problems that might arise would involve traffic

congestion, parking, visitors, and services for the

visitors.

Fenn said that the library "is not going to be

constructed to build a lot of tourist traffic."

Burke noted that since residents of Cambridge did

not want the library in that city, the JFK search

committee decided they may split up the tourist and
archives aspects of the library. Under this proposal,

the archives would be located in Cambridge, and the

rest of the library would be located at another site.

He added that no other presidential library is split up
in this manner, and that "no one ever thought of the

idea of splitting the archives and the museum."

20% Savings

on all footwear

ANNIVERSARY

the

SHOE AMHERST

Wt j\* MOUNTUN
fAWMS

Dan Finn spoke in the SBA/ on the history,

organization, and purposes of the JFK Library Cor-

poration, yesterday.

Sylvan boogie features

By MARA KLEIN
Staff Reporter

Sylvan area will be presenting the Luther Johnson Chicago Blues Band

at its second annual Big Bad Boogie in Worcester Dining Commons this

Saturday evening at 9 p.m.

According to John Bohn, chairman of the boogie, Johnson's group is

"one of the finest boogie bands in the east."

The boogie, open to the University, as well as Sytvan residents, has a

two dollar admission, which includes all the beer, punch or soda you can

drink, plus "top notch entertainment," said Bohn. "Even! you don't drink,

it's worth coming, just to hear the entertainment," he added

Bohn and his assistants, Margie Stockford and Keith Girad, along with

100 Sylvan volunteers, hope to keep the beer flowing, so that there aren't

lines for beer, as there were last year. They plan to do this by having five

kegs going at all times.

Twenty kegs of beer have been ordered, with an understanding that

more can be ordered as needed, so Bohn anticipates no lack o4 beverage.

He added that "it's a good bargain, with entertainment and beer for only

two dollars."

Volunteers will be serving drinks and taking tickets and money Bohn is

hoping to get Sylvan house council members to serve as volunteers, with

area residents.

Although they haven't had any incidents in the past, a security force will

be circulating to prevent problems.

Last year Ed Vadas' band played to a turnout of 980 people a f the

boogie, termed successful by Bohn. Financially Sylvan broke even for the

evening.

All in all, Bohn is hoping to provide "a party type atmosphere for a

bargain."

Open booze bash at Smith
A Smith College dorm will hold

an open "mixed music and drinks"

evening tomorrow 8 p.m. in Davis

ballroom at Smith.

Jazz, bluegrass and folk Cffl be

heard for a 75 cents donation to the

Service Organization at Smith, a

charity group.

The event, sponsored by Clark

House is open to the public.

L

SKI CLUB
ELECTIONS

This is your chance to

have your say about your

Club.

Nominations
Are Open

Mon. Nite April 7

Thompson 102

8 p.m.
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BNS Special Report:

Chilling facts about cancer & women
By MEL VYN BAULKMAN

Black News Service

This is part one of a two part

article concerning women's health

and cancer. Part two wiU appear

Monday.
I can remember when I was

about 9 or 10 years old. I guess I (as

did others on my block) thought I

was the roughest and the

"toughest dude" to every walk on

this planet To prove myself I used

to try and say the coolest phrases

or quote a spellbounding speech. I

can recall on one occasion I told a

"buMy" that he was fool if he had

the idea of messing with me. I can

remember saying something to the

effect that messing with me was
like messing with cancer. Back then

I had no idea what this word
(cancer) meant. I had heard grown-

ups use it after they had cha*»_d me
out the room so I thought it was a

bad word, and I used it to shcv my

Community
Notices

Women Health

The 1975 conference on women
and health will be held on April 4th,

5th, 6th and 7th at the Harvard

Medical Area, the Boston Latin

School and Simmons College.

Admission is free artd all women
interested in the issues affecting

women seeking and giving health

care are invited to attend.

This will be the first time that

community women and women
health workers will be learning and

working together on the many

different aspects of women's health

and health care.

At the conference, concrete

projects and proposals for the

improvement of health care and

health care delivery for women will

be developed tor presentation to

legislatures, hospitals and com-

munity organizations. Among the

guest speakers and resource

women coming horn all over the

country are: Dolores Huerta,

Dorothy Brown. Doris Haire.

Barbara Ehrenreich. Barbara

Seaman, Estate Ramey, Linda

Bennett, and Carol Downer For

further information and registration

forms, please call 546-1128

Bicultural Events

A wide variety of cultural,

educational, social and artistic

events will mark the celebration of

Latin American Week at the

University of Massachusetts. The

activity, scheduled for April 14th to

19th, is sponsored jointly by

AHORA the Hispanic Students'

organization, the Bilingual

Collegiate Program, the Hispanic

Faculty Association, the Bilingual

Bicultural Education Program, by

both the UMass and the five-

college Spanish Departments.

Activities will be open to all of the

community. For further details

please call (413) 545 1968.

friends that I was almost grown.

Well, years go by and so do

childhood ideas and today my
perception of the word cancer is

quite different from my previous

one.

Life begins with a tiny unit called

a cell. One cell divides to form two

cells which divide to form four and

so on. Along with this cell division

goes the process which dif-

ferentiates some cells from others

- that is, cells differing in types

develop to form the tissues which

make the organs of our bodies

(e.g., lungs, heart, stomach).

Even after we are fully grown

new cells come to replace the old

ones, heal injuries, and keep our

bodies in good shape. Sometimes a

single cell or a group of cells begin

and

un-

urn
— Chinese restaurant

homemade m_rKJtton

cuisine

dine with our ethnic

treats and out -of the way
finds in Chinese cookery

call 586 4562
open 11am.-lOpm tues-sun

153 locust St. (route 9)

florence , mass

the han lin

to grow in. an unnatural

disorganized manner —
controlled by normal body

processes that usually govern the

growth of new cells. In time, these

changed cells form a colony of cells

called a tumor is benign (mild) or

malignant (dangerous). Cancer is a

malignant tumor.

A cancer may grow slowly and

stay put for some time or it may

grow rapidly and spread quickly. It

spreads in several ways. It may

invade surrounding tissues and

destroy that part of the body or it

may spread directly to nearby

organs. Cells from the cancer may

enter the blood or lymph channels

and be scattered throughout the

body. Wherever these cast-off cells

settle,, a new colony of the same

cancer may begin.

What is cancer? Is it a chronic

infection? A mutated gene? No one

really knows the answer. However,

many types of cancer do exist. Two
such cancers which are very

prevalent in women are that of the

uterus (the womb) called uterine

cancer and cancer of the breast.

The most common sympton of

uterine cancer is a change in the

usual pattern of menstrual bleeding

or bleeding after menopause.

Characteristic symptoms are

bleeding between periods, irregular,

prolonged or heavy periods, and

bleeding after bowel movements or

sexual intercourse.

CUMB THE UTTERS
TO SUCCESS.

AFROTC
An Air Force way to give

more value to your college

life and college diploma.
• Scholarships
• $100 a month tax-free

allowance
• Flying instruction

• An Air Force commission
• A responsible job in a
challenging field, naviga-

tion . . . missiles . .

.

sciences . . . engineering
• Graduate degree
programs

• Good pay . . . regular

promotions . . . many
tangible benefits

• Travel

Contact Major Goodhue
Dickinson Hall

545-2437

hrtKdi _ Air Fort* ROTC

3Fnur ^aafltta

MILLER'S

BEER
12 oz. cans

MATEUS

ROSE

Case

25 oz. bottle

FOUR SEASON'S

VODKA
80 Proof

OLD GERMAN

BEER
12 oz. N.R. bottles

Yt Gal.

Case

Wednesday 4/2/75 to Saturday 4/5/75
WE RESER VE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
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Hampshire

will

present

'Behold

Icarus'

On Saturday, April 5, 1975 at

8:00 p.m. Hampshire College

proudly presents the opening of

BEHOLD ICARUS, a full length

mimeodrama accompanied by a

twelve piece chamber en-
semble. The mimes involved in

the production are John Seitz

and Carla Montagno and the

music has been composed by
Christopher Yavelow and will

be performed by the Annex
Players of Creative Media,

Incorporated.

Weekend events fete Israeli independence
In honor of Israel's 27th Independence Day

(April 16) a series of events and celebrations

have been planned. "Israel on My Mind" will

start with an Israeli Folk Dance Party on
Saturday night, April 5, in the Colonial

Lounge of the Student Union. It will be an
evening of dancing for both beginners and
advanced dancers, starting at 8:00 p.m.

On Sunday, April 6, Beynosh Melamed,
the UMass swim coach and a member of the

ill fated 1972 Israel team at the Munich
Olympics, will speak on "Israelis, Jews, and
Sports: From Munich to Manyana." The
brunch will begin at 1 1 :00 a.m. in the Colonial

Lounge.

Also, on Sunday, April 6, at 2:00 p.m. in

the Colonial Lounqe, the UMass Israel Aliyah

Group has invited David Roizenblitt to speak.

Roizenblitt is the director of the Israel Aliyah

Center in Boston. He will show a short film,

"Israel as a Challenge," and will talk and

answer questions about possibilities for

Americans to settle in Israel.

Yom Hashoah V'hagevurah - the day of

remembrance of the Holocaust, is on

Tuesday April 8. It will be marked by a

memorial service in the Colonial Lounge at

7,00 p.m. At 8:00 p.m. the documentary film,

"Let My People Go", will be shown in

Campus Center 174-6. The film includes

actual footage of the flight from Europe to

the struggle of the survivors to settle in

Israel.

Thursday, April 10, is a special day

devoted to kibbutz, the Israeli collective

settlement. During the day, the "Kibbutz

Caravan" will be distributing information

about short und long term work projects and

settlement possibilities on kibbutzim. At 8:00

p.m. there will be a movie and slide show
about kibbutz life. The evening activities will

be in Colonial Lounge.

The culmination of the "Israel on My
Mind" events will take place on Sunday.

April 13, with the Five College Israel In-

dependence Day Celebration. The festivities

will start at 3:00 p.m. in the Cape Cod
Lounge with entertainment by the

"Zabarim," a top Israeli trio, followed by

felafel and other refreshments, and Israeli

dancing. That evening at 8:00 p.m. the

award-winning Israeli film, "Three Days and

a Child", will be shown in Campus Center

101 The film focuses on the emotions of a

graduate student who finds himself in a

trying situation. "Three Days and a Child"

was filmed in Jerusalem. It is in Hebrew with

English subtitles.

All events in the "Israel on My Mind"

festival are open to the public.

w—
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Now .

FREE Ear

Piercing

Clinic With Purchase of 7.50 Earring Starter

EASY! PAINLESS!
24 Kt. Gold applied directly to Surgical Stainless

Steel. A Safety Shoulder lock prevents irritation

caused by pinching. This method is safe even for

people with metal sensitivity.

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL, HADLEY
Saturday, April 5th, 11 a.m. -8 p.m.

Bare TrapS of California

$22.00

J

All we ask is that you sign a special consent form.

If you're 18 or under you must have your parents'

I LLJ \ LlOQ written consent.

Available in RED, NAVY or BROWN
Leather with matching stripe on off white cushion crepe
sole.

MANY MORE BARE TRAPS AT:

Bolles Shoes
if 2 Locations

# A Main St., Amherst
Hadley Village Barn Shops, Rte. 9
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Womanspace
Editorial and Commentary

The Feminist Printed Media Project has recently been involved in an
effort to obtain bulletin board space in the Campus Center for specifically

women-oriented information and announcements. It has had difficulty in

getting the space from the Board of Governors, (see commentary below),
and now needs the support of students.

The Collegian sees the institution of WOMANSPACE as being a positive
step for the Board of Governors to take. WOMANSPACE would provide
women with a centralized forum for information, thus resulting in better
communications for women on campus.

It is perhaps a small action, but a significant one, in recognition of the
fact that women represent half of the student population.
The list of endorsements exemplifies the fact that the request is not

outrageous, but a valid one; the sooner it is accepted by the Board of
Governors, the better.

The proposal printed below, was presented to the Campus Center
Governing Board, on March 18, by members of the Feminist Printed Media
Project. At that time the Governing Board refused to act on the proposal.
The reason given was that the petition was from a "special interest group"
and that the bulletin board space could not be alloted until all requests for

space had been received from other "groups." The Board indicated that

All unsigned editorials represent the opinion

of the majority of the Board of Editors

while some decisions could be made rapidly by them, this decision might
take several months.

Needless to say, we do not believe that the female half of the UMass
population constitutes a "special interest group." We, the members of the
Feminist Printed Media Project, have already delayed any action so that as
many groups representing campus women could be involved in

establishing WOMANSPACE, and so that proper Campus Center
procedure could be followed. In the meantime. University women still do
not have a coordinated and central space for gaining information relevant
to our lives, and the bulletin boards available are posted with duplicates of

announcements and ads of debatable relevancy.

We have decided that until such a time as the Governing Board makes
its decision, we will proceed with the informal establishment of
WOMANSPACE. WOMANSPACE w.ll be located on an open board
outside of the coffee lihop in the Campus Center. Any announcements or
general information of specific interest to women can be posted there and
we welcome your contributions. Care will be taken to relocate an
nouncements presently posted on the board.

We the undersigned urge the Campus Center Governing Board to
accept and implement the following proposal:
A priority concern expressed by a majority of women who at-

tended the 1975 University Women's Conference, (representing
over 700 women, at least 50 per cent of which were students), was
the need for a communication network, to serve women's
organizations and to provide information on activities and services
for University-connected women. The means by which we propose
to meet this overwhelming need, is the creation of a women's
bulletin board, in a suitable location in the Campus Center-Student
Union complex. The function of this vehicle, to be referred to in the
future as WOMANSPACE. will be to provide free space for ex-
clusively women's announcements, political issues, art and all

other items that pertain to women's interests and needs. In order
for this wall to serve its described function, it must be easily ac
cessible to and visible by all women of the community. For this

reason, we are requesting the wall space located across from the
Hatch, between SU206 and the stairwell next to the Crafts Shop
entrance. We have assessed the needs of the women's community
and have determined that this area will best suit our purposes. The
WOMANSPACE will be maintained by the ongoing women's
groups listed below. This project was initiated by The Feminist
Printed Media Project', which will assume responsibility for the
initial implementation of the WOMANSPACE. In the past, access to
the media has been systematically denied to women. One positive
step towards rectifying this appalling situation would be the
establishment of a central place where women could consistently
find news for and of themselves.

Group Endorsements:

University Women's Caucus
Everywomans Center Goodell
Northeast Women's Center
Orchard Hill Women s Center
Southwest Women's Center
Women's Media Project
University Women's Communication Network
The Sylvan Press
University Without Walls
The Sunday News Collective
Gay Women's Caucus
University Women's Studies Program
The Progressive News Service
Veterans Coalition
Student Organizing Project
Pioneer Valley Women s Union
Student Socialist Feminists
Graduate Women's Caucus

Individual Representatives:

Rick Savini-Student Senate plus 15 signatures
Robin Jacobson-Women's Affairs Director of WMUA Radio
Beatrice B/ain Director of Univ. Day School
Cathy Portugues Co ordinator of Women's Studies Program
Ben Clancy-Southwest Securities Co -ordinator

B. J. Roche-Executive Editor-Collegian

Student Signatures

Over 250 signatures have been collected — documentation of

which is available in the Southwest Women's Center.

PHMOM PENH
lNTfc* NATIONAL

/5 TH/S ANYWAY 7V RUNAN A/RUNE,
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Conflict and consent
By BILLY STEWART

WMUA Sunday News Collective

Over the last three weeks, the war in Vietnam has

reached its most militarily accelerated level in twenty

years. It is important to understand why this ac-

celeration is happening.

The National Liberation Front (NLF) and the

Provisional Revolutionary Government of S. Vietnam

(P.R.G.) both whom the American Government has

consistently propagandized as, "The Communists,''

are the combined liberation forces of all Vietnam. The

Vietnamese people did not divide Vietnam into North

and South, the U.S. Government's foreign policy

surrounding the early 1950's Geneva Accord elections

under the Eisenhower Administration was in-

strumental in this division. Vietnam is one country and

is fighting for its survival as a United people and as a

doned to them, most of the northern two-thirds of S.

Vietnam. It was reported two weeks ago in the media
that these provinces were abandoned by the Thieu
government prior to the anticipated arrival of

Liberation forces. The press makes no mention of this

fact now.

The Vietnamese liberation forces have established
newly appointed provisional officials in many of these
provinces. Shops and stores have re opened and
business is generally resuming. The "re-education" of
many S. Vietnamese soldiers who have laid down
their weapons without a fight has begun.
Thousands of refugees have returned to their

homes to live under the Provisional Revoluntionary
Government of S. Vietnam until "free and democratic
elections" take place. The PRG is now aiding these
people in their return. The PRG has urged fleeing

nation against the repressive puppet regime of
Nguyen Van Thieu.

The sudden, united military successes of Vietnam's

liberation forces have come as no surprise. According
to Col. Giang of the PRG, "We knew the time would
come when the Thieu clique would be so rotten it

would collapse quickly."

When asked who was in the Thieu clique, Giang
replied, "anyone who follows, and serves as an in-

strument of neocolonialism, and recent develop
ments in Vietnam have shown that this clique does
not include a large number of people."
We are hearing about the political reprisals and

killings in areas now controlled by Vietnamese
National liberation forces from the Amerikan press,
radio and television services. The sensationalism and
emotionalism surrounding these reports does little in

presenting the real facts involved in this current
military struggle. One has only to look at the pictures
being furnished daily to understand the extent to
which the media will go in its emotional mis-
representation of what is happening in Vietnam.
There has been no audio or visual presentation in

the media making clear the fact that in the last three
weeks Vietnamese liberation forces, frequently with
very little fighting, have taken over o,r found aban-

refugees, primarily the V? million seeking evacuation
from Da Nang, to return to their homes and villages.

The Thieu government has contributed heavily
through its anti-communist propaganda to the
existing refugee situation and the accompanying
hardships these people currently face. Thieu has
spared no tricks and no methods of murder or
repression to force these refugee people to run to his

aid. The S. Vietnamese soldiers, who are forcibly

recruited, and their lack of organizational, committed
military support for the Thieu Government have been
responsible for most of the deaths that have occurred
among the refugee women and children. Not the
liberation "communist" forces.

What the Th'eu governments' policy towards S.
Vietnamese refugee people will ultimately lead to is a
human buffer zone around Saigon and the ultimate,
unnecessary deaths of thousands of Vietnamese
people on both sides of this conflict. And when this

human buffer zone fails to stop the combined
liberation forces of Vietnam, Nquyen Van Thieu and
family will exit the rear door of The Saigon Palace and
enter the side door of some U.S. sponsored aircraft on
their way into exile.

Amherst Town Elections are April 8.

Don't forget to vote!
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Steve Tripoli

What chance
have we now?

Adolf Hitler would be proud of the world today if he could
of the place. It seems that we are in a period unprecedented
time in history for people being at each other's throats.

Internationally the symptoms are obvious. Southeast
East. South America. Africa. There are either wars, of
international type, or more subtle forms of nation-c
ployed, such as economic blackmail.

At home things are no better. It seems that e
debacle left its dirty mark on the consciousness^
left their morals behind them. There are sea
ripping each other off at a record rate. They ljp<

own greedy interests over everything e

Right here on campus we have seen stf<

ripping Off money from various real

people are ripping off fellow student

surviving as it is, but it apparently doQBfTAWPe

The very first essential for success is a

perpetually constant and regular

employment of violence/

Adolph Hitler, Mein Kampf

People are

fending their

udents allegedly

groups. These
a hard enough time

The logical follpwup to this whole mess that I've gone out of my way to

depress you w^/G^s3ihple question - Why? It would still appear that

most of the JMlroPufa^goes on is perpetrated by governments, and
governments con\AjmJry ce accused of representing people in most cases.

PowerfuUjrtancialiMMJpb control them, and there seems to be no bottom
to the suTte/^^ray are willing to cause in their own interests.

{ tf&e suffering that people are causing to happen to their

iters? It's an especially important question in this country,

x0Rk among the most ruthless in the people screwing people

is it a case of the possible inherent rottenness of human
escalates into a vicious circle of the-more-you-have-the-

want? It's hard to say, but one thing's for certain.

have a snowball's chance in hell of surviving if it doesn't stop.

Steve Tripoli is a Collegian columnist.

ButjYowl

B. J. Roche

What's a

student to do?
When our present system of government was designed, three branches,

Executive, Legislative and Judicial, were instituted in order to provide a

system of "checks and balances." The idea was to prevent an aggregation

of power in the hands of one grouD. The seoaration of powers was a good

idea at the time and still is, but the result of it has been not a mere

separation, but a diffusion of powers. This can be more accurately

described as the "I take the responsibility but not th' blame" syndrome, so

prevalent in politics on a national, state, campus a'.d local level.

The syndrome is the very essence of the problems we encounter on a

day to day basis, both in terms of bureaucratic brouhahas and political

issues. At UMass, there are no Harry Trumans; the buck never seems to

stop, and if it does it may well be in someone's pocket.

Wednesday I was among the students attending the much heralded

Board of Trustees meeting. Gray flannel was the order of the day, except

for some priests and women, although a few of the execs compromised by

wearing earth shoes or hush puppies. It was an exercise in showmanship

comparable to a Student Senate meeting, although less entertaining; later,

a Trustee explained to me that all the work had been done previously in

Committees. The votes taken were mere symbols, "All in favor say aye."

Aye." "All opposed say no." The nos were skimmed over, since they

seemed to agree on practically everything, "motion passed."

Perhaps it was naive idealism to

think that something would be

responded to at the meeting,

forgive me, I'm a political science

major, but it was truly frustrating to

experience the attitudes of the

Trustees toward students. A
representative from the People's

Coalition for the Budget spoke

briefly at the end of the meeting as

the Trustees eagerly eyed their

trenchcoats and briefcases near the

exit and were clearly contemplating

that "long rid*? home to Boston."

Technically the speaker was "out of

place," but when it takes 70 days to get a chance to speak before the

Board, it stands to reason that sometimes the rules must be compromised.

We have the dubious honor of being the "people without a campus."

On one side, we are convinced that Governor Dukakis is the villain, on

another side it is Robert Wood. And on yet another front, the fault lies with

the administration. What's a student to do?

The Trustees meeting had been suggested as an alternative means to air

student grievances on the budget cuts and where they were going. It was

"going through the proper channels," something which we have been

advised to do for so long. It was politics. But that elusive "buck" just kept

being passed.

As I was leaving, a Trustee explained the whole situation to me: "What

you have to do is get people to write the Legislature."

B.J. Roche is Executive Editor of the Collegian.

Opinion

Vietnam - R.I. P.
By MIKE IZDEPSKI

Monday morning Amherst's
public radio station dropped its 8
o'clock news report and aired

instead Mozart's requiem mass.
Indeed, there was no need for news
that day: Everybody knew that the

new news was the old news and
nobody was much inclined to listen

to either, for the news was
depressing, shameful and sad. It

was about Cambodia. And it was
about Vietnam.

"The war", the nightmare we
managed to live with for over a

decade, the one event that so
radically influenced what and how
we are today, has finally collapsed

on its deathbed, ready to exhale its

wretched spirit once and for all.

Isn't it what so many of us have
waited, fought, even died for? Why
then have the cheers of joy, the

sighs of relief failed to surface, why
are we left only with a feeling of

anger, bitterness and utter

frustration? What went wrong?
It's been over 10 years now that

the U.S. Congress passed the

infamous "Gulf of Tonkin
resolution" by the embarrasingly

large margin of 533 to 2 and thereby

gave President Johnson a blank

check to ship American soldiers by
the hundreds of thousands to the

jungles of Southeast Asia.

Oh yes, the tough kid on the

block was going to show those

"commie chinks" all right, what
happens to people who dare raise a

finger against a "friend and ally" of

Uncle Sam. But as it turned out, the

slit eyed weaklings from the North

weren't man enough to come out

and fight in the open, where
everyone could see them. Instead,

they quite sneakily set booby traps,

buried themselves in underground
tunnels like rats, and slowly sapped
the bustling vigor, morale and
ultimately the very life from many
an American fighting boy.

So we got tough and tore their

women and children limb from limb

with napalm, cratered their rice

paddies with bomb blankets and
made sure that their schools and
hospitals were eradicated from the

face of the earth. We even threw

some of their less suspecting

civilians into ditches and massacred
them in cold blood to prove that we

meant business.

Then, when we no longer could

pinpoint who we meant by "them",

when we found ourselves killing

"friend" and "foe" alike and

spreading the misery from Vietnam
into neutral Cambodia, we just

turned our backs on the whole
mess and left.

We left with our dead, our

wounded, our cripples and crawled

back to a shaken and disillusioned

homeland, little comforted by the

hypocritical suggestion that a

"peace with honor" had been

achieved.

And still we had learned nothina.

For when the bloodshed in

Southeast Asia continued without
us, we could not understand why.

Only now that Da Nang, Hue,
Nha Trang and all those other

familiar places American Gl's once
bravely sacrificed themselves to

protect, are being thrown over to

the communists like hot potatoes
by the Saigon government, are we
starting to ask ourselves the

question we should have asked 15

years ago: Which blindness has
ever allowed us to so fervently

support and defend regimes as
ruthless and unrepresentative of

the general populus of those of

Thieu and Lon Nol?

As it turns out, the only reason

we are able to scratch up is the

classic one of having to protect the

world from communism at all costs.

The old "domino theory".

But does communism really have

to be as wicked as the "witch

hunts" of the fifties, the orgies of

McCarthyism lead us to believe? If

one takes a closer look at the

mentality of the eastern mind, it is

soon evident that Asians have

always sought to obey one em-
peror, king or Mikado, an absolute

form of government rather than

one elected democratically.

A communist take-over of South
Vietnam at least would provide the

peace and stability that three

decades of war have failed to grant

the tired peasants of the Mekong. A
"red" Saigon would be in no worse

off a situation than it is now under

the exploitive and oppressive fist of

"President" Thieu with the slight

difference that members of the

same people wouldn't be at each

others throats anymore.

Also, the paranoid concern of our

Pentagon officials that the fall of

one country into communist hands

would inevitably lead to the fall of

neighboring nations, is completely

without foundation, as long as

those nations have a government
that is truly representative of and
sensitive to the needs of its citizens.

In fact, had the United States

kept out of Cambodia from the very

beginning, instead of throwing

itself around the neck of Lon Nol

and his junta regime like a

prostitute in heat, Phnom Penh
might well have remained the more
or less neutral country it once was
under the diplomatic statesmanship

of Prince Sihanouk.

We must understand that in war
the first step encompasses the last,

the means coincide with the ends,

only then will we learn to avoid

taking that all fatal first step again.

As it stands now, the billions

worth of American weaponry left

behind in Da Nang, the animalic

fights for survival among soldiers

and refugees, the silent exit of

those responsible for the years of

misery through the back door into

self imposed exile, are simply the

final links in a chain that has broken

long ago.

Mike Izdepski is a Collegian

Commentator

In memory of a struggle

By NORMA FARIS
Today marks the seventh anniversary of the

assasination of Dr. Martin Luther King. It is a day that

commemorates the death of a man whose love and

concern for people inspired him to dedicate his life in

the fight for human rights. His role in the Civil Rights

Movement, in the Southern Christian Leadership

Conference, in the peace movement, in the struggle

against slum conditions in Chicago, in the product-

boycott coordinating organization-Operation
Breadbasket, and in the union support for striking

sanitary workers in Memphis, Tennessee, all

demonstrate the developing

perspective of this historical figure

in the movement toward the

realization of freedom and equality.

Dr. Martin Luther King and the

work and events that mark his life

stand in front of a backdrop of the

long struggle of Black people in this

country. A struggle that has

consistently fought for the

eradication of injustice to all op-

pressed people. When the Civil

Rights Movement began to focus

attention on the riots in the nor-

thern cities, Dr. King saw

connection between the violence at home and that

carried on in Viet Nam -he denounced Johnson's war
on poverty as long as the U.S. continued genocide

abroad. His final activities with the striking sanitation

workers showed his understanding that the struggle

must be a mass movement of all working people-
Black, Chicano, Puerto Rican, Native American, Asian

American, and white; that racism is a weapon used to

keep people from united struggle for common needs.

The conditions surrounding Dr. Martin Luther

King's life continue today. With Massachusetts

having one of the highest unemployment rates in the

country, with unemployment among Black and Latin

youth near 50 percent, and with the intensification of

the use of racism, as exemplified in Boston, there is

still little united effort to combat this offensive on
human rights. Conditions, here, on campus, with the
impending rise in tuitions and cut in financial aid,

which will most directly effect those people who ate

least able to afford to attend this university,,

necessitate the unity of all, and the rejection of the,

use of racism in attempts to divide us.

Inspired by the example and
internationalism of Dr. King, the

World Federation of Democratic

Youth, which represents more than

200 million young people from over

120 countries and organizations,

has declared today as International

Day of Solidarity with Youth

Against Racism in the United

States. Its purpose is to step up
international support, through the

solidarity of youth all over the

world, to continue the work of Dr.

King on working to eliminate the

wretched condition of the oppressed by demanding
that the tens of billions of dollars being spent on

militarism and war be converted to finance a cam-

paign for peace, equality, and economic security.

Norma J. Paris is a Collegian guest commentator

and a member of the Young Workers Liberation

League.
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More letters to the editor

Is this really progressive news?
To the Editor:

/ found Ms. Driscoll's commentary a bit excessive.

Is this really progressive news? The zip/ess fuck is not

every woman 's sexual goal and Ms. Jong is not trying

to convince her readers that this is so. Indeed, she is

confronted at the end of the book with her own
zip/ess fuck and discovers that it disgusts her. \a

reflection on the nature of sexual fantasies]

The point is, any book which portrays woman's

struggle to find meaning in life, and does it as frankly

and humorously as Ms. Jong, is worthwhile. Ms.

Driscollmay not have gotten anything valuable out of

Fear of Flying, but I found many of Jong's per

ceptions of reality for a woman in a man's world to be

very acute. The particular form of oppression a

woman suffers does not matter. And the book was

not all about sex, although it was marketed on its

sexual aspects. One has only to look at the cover of

the paperback edition or read the carefully selected

comments and quotes printed on the back. It is

stretching a point to say that Erica Jong's sexual

appetites are kinky. She is clearly an author of fine

talent and wit, and if she can get her works published,

I say more power to her. Driscoll's article should have

been printed in the April Fool issue.

Barbara W. Cormack

Oppressive, blantant sexism in Collegian

To the Editor:

/ have been reading the paper for three years now,

and every semester it seems that the quality of printed

news and miscellaneous is becoming less and less

newsworthy and more and more objectionable as

media coverage that reaches a wide audience.

The blatant sexism depicted in news cove- age and
inserts is the mark of a very unprofessional staff and

editor. One would expect to find bigotry in maybe a

high school newspaper, but not a college edition. You

have an obligation, as a student funded media, to

print news that is not offensive or oppressive to any of

your reading audience. Women make up a large part

of that audience and sexist attitudes offend an

element of which I am a part of. The paper in good
journalistic terms, should be concerned with reporting

news not ventilating sexist, racist attitudes on its

staff. It seems that some of the staff is not capable of

simple, unbiased news coverage. It's a shame con-

sidering all there is that could be said unoffensively.

Maria Larsen

MUA airs defense against hits

To the Editor:

In response to Andy Simon 's letter of April 2 I "The

Foolish Forty"], I'd like to thank you for the com
plimen*ary remarks you expressed in regard to

WMUA's "Great April Fool's Day Grossout". We're

really glad you enjoyed it. Yes, we did, too

However, Dear Friend, you fail\ed\ to realize four

critical factors in your analysis of the "Grossout" and

"regular old WMUA".
First, it sure as hell was planned to be "plainly

entertaining", not just "plainly stupid". The

"Grossout" was devised and executed by some 35 or

40 psyched up people with the expressed intent of

producing an absurdly enjoyable presentation. Please,

we deserve a little more credit than that.

Secondly, I'd like to comment on behalf of those

many people you ignore who try their damndest

TWENTY HOURS DAIL Y to provide good alternative

radio to the UMass, Five College and Pioneer Valley

communities on a regular basis. Your failure to

acknowledge their listeners is rather bogus, -a, um, to

say the least.

Thirdly, I'm positive WMUA's audience is more

intelligent and aware than your average WHYN-AM
listener. To suggest an end to such informative and

entertaining programs as "Gaybreak", "Original

Stardust", and "The Sunday News Collective" is

nothing less than a subtle insult to the people of this

area who enjoy using their brains every now and then.

And, finally, you 've got to realize that most of the

"Grossout's" appeal was in its novelty But, Andy, if

you really feel you wouldn't be bored by a "much

more professional sounding" WMUA devoted entirely

to a Top 40 format, I promise I'll play a Donny
Osmond record once an hour my next airshift.

Al "Pat Spencer" Feinberg

Marc "Muck" Bauman
of WMUA

Some landlords are concerned
To the Editor.

My purpose in writing the editorial entitled.

"History Repeats Itself" of March 31st, 1975, was to

express my truest and most sincere frustrations about
the problems I have encountered as a tenant of

Brittany Manor.

Shortly after the printing of my editorial, I was
contacted by Mr. Art Boothby \a court-appointed

trustee] of the management, who requested that I

speak with him. After meetinn with him, I came to find

that Mr. Boothby is not only working towards a

restoration of Brittany Manor's reputation, but

towards total improvement of the apartment complex.

He is personally concerned with tenants problems and

would really welcome any tenant to speak to him

personally about their particular gripe.

I would like to wish Mr. Boothby much luck in his

efforts toward, the betterment of Brittany Manor!

Debbe Marchetto

~r~"

Spend the

Entire Summer
in Europe for

Just $377*

BOSTON — PARIS —
BOSTON

If you are a member of any
of the 5 colleges within this

area you may qualify for this

low group fare

FOR ADDITIONAL IN

FORMATION CONTACT MR.
RICHARD PINI — 253-7766

afc air fart only

Were looking for certain majors
to become Lieutenants.

Mechanical and civil en
gineering majors . . . areo
space and aeronautical en
gineering majors . . . majors
in electronics . . . computer
science . . . mathematics.

The Air Force needs peo
pie . . . many with the above
academic majors. And
AFROTC has several differ

ent programs where you
can fit . . . 4 year, 3 year, or

fering full scholarships. All

offering $100 a month
allowance during the last

two years of the program.
Flying opportunities. And all

leading to an Air Force off

i

cerscommission.plus ad
vanced education.

If you'd like to cash in on
these Air Force benefits,
start by looking into the Air

Force ROTC.
2-year programs. Some of

Contact Major Goodhue Dickinson Hall

545-2437

Put it all together in Air ForceROTC

^ert*»v4_

TOY TOLD /WTHEY CODIDIOY HIRE ME "EEffH^F

~TrA£ KX6S \ju£e&-TW HEAVY R#/}W0tfftU

The Four Leaf Window

presents

"MAD ANGEL"

THIRS.-StN.

The inside of our shoe is unique. Like your foot. That's

why we've developed a heat sensitive footbed that molds
to your feet. Birkenstocks don't feel like conventional

shoes, because they aren't.

BfRkenstock
tbe

oRlginaL
pootpRint
sanDaL
exclusively offered by:

10001

IQOLDEN
(TtHPLC
enpowYn

Brown i

Across trom

Whole Wheat

Trading Co
behind Brown s

Amh«r&!
Professional

— Building —

'

N Pleasant Si

QOLDEN
TEMPLE
EMPORNn

178A N Pleasant St /Amherst/256-0360

'Spring-Fever' colloquia

focus on the outdoors
Warm weather is here and so is "Spring Fever". ...The Outdoor Interest

Group is sponsoring a program of "Spring-Fever" Colloquia this April. The

Outdoor Program is intended to break down the traditional classroom

structure and introduce students to a learning experience in the outdoors.

Education can be a many faceted experience, involving intellectual,

physical and personal development. These colloquia are a specific attempt

to incorporate all these facets into a single learning experience in an

outdoors environment. Colloquia include experiences in Nature

Photography, White Water Canoeing, Natural History of the Connecticut

River Valley, Whales Study group. Bicycling and Bird Watching.

Registration for "Spring-Fever" Colloquia is now taking place in the

Student Activities Office, 2nd floor Student Union.

The Boston Scene

Racism an American problem

Special to B.N.S. from the Five

College Student Coalition

against Racism

On Friday, April 4th, two

films commemorating Martin

Luther King will be shown at

7.30 in Campus Center 113.

"From Montgomery to

Memphis" and "Martin Luther

King: The Man On the March"
will be sponsored by the Five

College Students Coalition

Against Racism.

April 4th is the anniversary of

the assassination of Dr. King,

whose life long struggle is an

inspiration to people around the

world fighting against racist

repression. The National

Students Coalition Against

Racism singled out this date at

its founding conference to

begin a series of actions leading

up to the national demon-

stration against racism in

Boston on May 17th.

This day was chosen for an

international day of solidarity
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Campus Center Food Services presents:

Entertainment for the Weekend

April 4 - 7

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

- Big Screamin McGrew and

Bill Colwell in the Hatch

9- 1

- Forest in the Bluewall

9 - 1

- Pzazz Dixieland Jazz Band

at the T.O.C. 9 - 1

SUNDAY
8:00 p.m. in the Bluewall

Heavy Weight Champion Fights
30 min. flick with Ali, Frasier,

Forman, Liston, and more!

9:00 p.m. come to the

JAZZ JAM SESSION
in the Bluewall

MONDAY, April 7

Irish Night in the Bluewall

with Jack Geary

i
featuring the

LUTHER JOHNSON
Chicago Blues Band

*******************************************************

$2 admission includes:

ALL THE REFRESHMENTS V0U CAN DRINK!

(Soda, Punch, 20 Kegs of Beer)

TOMORROW NITE! *»*
0<

*••*

po«»\

11

9 P.M. - 1 A.M. WORCESTER DINING COMMONS EAST ROOM

ii I itim i i n i n
i
n " " "i " =»fc J

with U.S. youth fighting racism

by the World Federation of

Democratic Youth, the world
wide anti-imperialist youth
organization.

Why is this day important:

Because today we should
rededicate ourselves to the job

which Dr. King had to leave

unfinished, that of a movement
of all people firmly united

against all forms of racism and
for a society of true freedom
nnd |ustice

That his work needs to be
finished is one of the political

realities of our country at this

time Nowhere is that clearer

that in this state,

Massachusetts has one of the

highest unemployment rates in

the country, with unem-
ployment among Blacks and
Latin youth near 50 per cent.

Boston is the focus for one of

the most intensified racist

offensives against the right of

Black children to education

since the early sixties It is an
offensive which is organized

out of the offices of the highest

officials and politicians and has
already created an atmosphere
of extreme racist violence in

Boston, on the streets and in

he schools.

We, in the Pioneer Valley, are

not immune from this at all.

Here they are trying to raise

tuition and cut back on financial

aid For the first time in years,

the still small number of Black

students at UMass is

decreasing The racist attitudes

which have led to continual
outbreaks of violence against

the Black community in

Boston, are scrawled on the

walls and newspaper here as
well

VOTE

Vera Joseph Peterson

For

Trustee of Jones Library

AMHERST
TOWN ELECTION
Tuesday, Aprils, 1975

Quality Library

Fiscal Responsibility

Responsive to the Needs of a

Pluralistic Community

Mamarvt tioflt
". Hills ldi.nl \ nihil >t
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Agencies investigating School of Ed

refuse to disclose progress of probes
• ._j _j . — :-« Action Q rhnnl nf Ed. Dean Lou

RECORDS
CLASSICAL

JAZZ
BLUES
ROCK

By JAN ALEXANDER
Staff Reporter

Spokesmen for three different

agencies involved in the criminal

probe of the School of Education

funds scandal have refused to

comment on their investigations.

However, David Booth, secretary

of the faculty senate said the senate

ad hoc committee to study

academic standards and

procedures at the School is making

"fine progress," and a report would

be coming out this month.

Special Agent James Newpher

of the FBI Boston office said

"there's nothing to tell," and thati

he wasn't sure when his in-

vestigation would be completed.

Richard Bachman, head of the

criminal division of the district

attorney's office in Boston when

asked if he will issue any more

subpoenas said, "I can't discuss the

investigation in any fashion."

Hampshire-Franklin District

Attorney John Callahan said, "I

can't comment until our in-

vestigation is finished." He added

that his assistant David Maskaly is

in charge of the probe and that "he

won't comment either, I assure

you."

Last month, the faculty senate

appointed an ad hoc committee

which will also investigate the

relationship between School of Ed

and campus administrators.

Booth said the committee was
meeting regularly but there was

nothing definite yet in terms of

specific findings.

A five-member Blue Ribbon

committee composed of nationally

prominent educators was also

approved by the Board of Trustees

in March. Thei r investigation is

centering around identifying areas

of weakness at the School of Ed.

and making recommendations
concerning corrective changes.

Acting School of Ed. Dean Louis
| The N6W

B. Fischer could not be reached for

comment on the progress of this

committee.

* Transients'exclusion asked
"I ,4,-.i't ik-iinL noni

cont. from page 1

impact on the Progressive Can

didate Party's campaign, according

to Levitan. He said, "the main trust

of the party's campaign is getting

people to vote who haven't voted

before because they were not

represented.

Kerrie Jones Clark, town meeting

member candidate who is a

transient listed on this petition, said

"I think this is outrageous, a

transient is a person who is going to

be in a community for only three or

four months, not four or five

years." According to her, a person

who has been living in a community

for four or five years has a right to

representation. Clark, who is not a

student, said she did not think the

town was being properly

represented. "The town is being

run by too many boards. The

town and Planning Boards are

running the town," she said.

"I am surprised that anyone in

Amherst would act that way," said

Michael Sullivan, chairperson of the

Amherst Board of Selectman,

when he was informed about this

petition for the first time last night.

Persons opinion was in con

sensus with the views of

petitioners; Southwick, Bates,

Ruder, and Jones. Southwick said,

don't think people who don't

own property and pay taxes should

vote to raise our taxes then leave."

Bates said students who are

running for town meeting members

would "vote for grandiose projects

and leave tax payers with high

taxes."

Jones failed to explain why

newly registered candidates who

plan to reside in Amherst should

not be elected town meeting

members.
Only three of the five transient

candidates are students according

to Levitan. Jones said there was no

way of differentiating those can-

didates from those who are

transient.WIIU II03 LICCI I livilivj in u »<v». ........... r Iiuuci, ui iv» ww..~«». — — — - lianoitin

* WSYL broadcast controversial
cont. from p. 1

Both the UMass Police and the

FCC were unavailable for comment.

"From the Police Station I went

to see Bob Fowler (Assistant Area

Director in Sylvan) who the Police

said they had contacted," Collotta

'a

After talking with Collotta about

the alleged broadcast Fowler said,

I tend to think he was trying to

emulate VVMUA (referring to their

April Fool's Day bioadcast) and

didn't realize the ramifications of it

I think it was poor judgement on his

part, but that he was not trying to

be malicious."

After conferring with Narkewicz,

Collotta said he assumed he was

about to be dismissed.

He was later notified by WSYL
Radio Director Kathy Tierney of his

suspension.

Talking about Wednesday
night's controversial broadcast

Collotta said, "it's too bad that

some people simply refuse to

accept what they were told was a

® Applications at S.U.B. Km. 415

or at C.C. Information Desk

The Distinguished Visitor's Program is

financed and operated by the undergraduates

of UMass. for the purpose of keeping the

university community sensitive to the world

in which it exists. It seeks to bring to campus

those persons whose experiences in domestic

*

humanities quality them to interpret, explain

and raise questions about life in all its

dimensions.

Come work with us.

Deadline April 6

RECORD SHOP

practical joke. I hope the future of

WSYL radio and TV won't be hurt

by what was said."

As far as WSYL's future is

concerned. Sylvan closed circuit

TV made its first broadcast from 1

1

p.m. to 1 a.m. last night.

For details on the broadcast that

enabled Sylvan residents to watch

themselves on television refer to

yesterday's Collegian, Page 3.

Other future programing will

include a WSYL radio and TV

simulcast to be aired April 17.
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OFF

Large Pizza

Offer Good on

Deliveries Only

on Fn 8. Sat Night Only

April 4th & 5th

OFF

Small Pizza

Offer Good on

Deliveries Only

on Fri.A Sat. Night Only
April 4th & 5th

Famed Marionetteers in Amherst
The prize-winning National Marionette Theatre, one

of the country's outstanding professional puppet
companies, will present a single performance of "The
Art of the Puppeteer" on Sunday, April 6 at 2 p.m. in

the Amherst Regional High School Auditorium.
The event is under the sponsorship of the Amherst

Parents Fine Arts Council. Tickets for the program, at

$1.00 will be on sale daily at the Jones Library

beginning on March 24 or can be purchased by calling

Pricilla Smith, 256-0359, Sharla Friedman, 549-1414,

or Therese Donohue, 253-9802.

"The Art of the Puppeteer" in the hands of David

Syrotiak and his troupe is unique theater for all ages

from the preschool child to the senior citizen. Having

toured the country from Maine to California, ap-

pearing in colleges, elementary, junior and senior high

schools, civic auditoriums and Town Hall and Macy's

in New York City, Syrotiak and his stringed

marionettes "have caused wonder, delight, disbelief

and incredible excitement," according to the director

of the Museum of Natural History in New York, where
the company annually appears.

* *
*
*
*
*

*

Did You Miss Our
Grand Opening?

That's O.K.!
; We still offer Steak, French J
$ Fries, Garlic Bread, and J
I choice of Salad or beverage, *
* every night from 5 — 8 p.m.

j£

in the Bluewall for TOC 2
members and their guests, J

all for $1.99.

*
*
*
*

jEven if you missed our opening you*
* can still enjoy our discount; just *

$ bring this ad for 10% off.

* (offer good till 4/15/75)
* *••••***•*•••••••••*••*••••••*****

CHEECH WIZARD PRESENTS—

OuGHKrQODiS

Now brought together and beautifully printed in a deluxe hardcover

volume by Northern Comfort Communications! Cheech Wizard

takes you on a high consciousness trip to Deadbone Mountain, a

billion years ago, where dark unknown forces work Earth's first

attempt at Organic Sanity atop a black volcanic mountain four miles

high! From Whispering Wind Hook down through Moaning Cry

Gallery, into th. labyrinth depths of Deadbone, Cheech narrates the

incredible experiment of strange beings, lizards, and broads trying to

become something like we are today.

"DEADBONE is becoming a standard classic of cartoon art.
"

Printed on high quality stock and hardbound m a 9" * 12"

format, combined halftone & line reproduces this universe

according to Bode's original vision. It is now available direct

from Northern Comfort Communications, Dept. C, Main St.

Smithers, B.C. Canada VOJ 2N0 at $14.95 postpaid. Send

cheque, M.O., or Bankamericard/Mastercharge number and

signature.

Clip and mail with payment enclosed

Apt. no. Address

Code

No. of copies

Total end. $_

(at $14.95 ppd.) DEADBONE

M.O.. Cheque, or please

charge my Bankamericard, Chargex. or my

Mastercharge, no _

Expires: Signed:

A Limited Edition is available, numbered 1 250, luxuriously bound in

simulation leather and individually signed by Vaughn Bode, at $75 00

a copy. Either edition refunded within 10 day return period ©ncc^

UMass womer
hold caucus
On Saturday, April 5, the

University Womens Political

Caucus will hold its third meeting in

the Campus Center. At that time,

the groups will gather the various

signatures collected for its position

paper, decide on the appropriate

way of delivering it to the ad-

ministration, and discuss further

plans of acttion.

The Caucus represents a large

and diversified grouping of women
staff, faculty, and students from all

parts of campus and form a wide

variety of political orientations. The

groups purpose is twofold: 1) to

provide a communications network

for women throughout campus and

2) to provide a way for these

women to take political action to

insure that in this period of financial

stress, support for programs and

services^or women be, not only

continued, but increased.

The Caucus is open and

welcomes all women. The meeting

is from 10:30-12:00 on Saturday,

April 5, 1975.

DAVID SYROTIAK holds one of his marionettes.

notes & quotes

Racism coalition shows free films
The Five College Coalition

Against Racism today will sponsor

two films commemorating Dr.

Martin Luther King. "From
Montgomery to Memphis", and

"Martin Luther King: The Man On

The March" will be shown free of

charge at 7:30 in Campus Center

113.

A discussion is planned for after

the films. Representatives from

different organizations have been

invited to take part in the discussion

and answer questions. Rick Savini,

president of »he Student Govern-

ment, will speak on budget cuts.

Others include Norman Oliver,

Socialist Workers candidate for

Mayor of Boston, Ray Sherbil of

the National Students Coalition

Against Racism, and members of

the local branch: the Five College

Students Coalition Against Racism.

Paul Mischler of the Young
Workers Liberation League will also

be there

Free local government books available

It's bright green, free and flips

up. What is it? It's the newly revised

edition of Your Amherst Govern

went distributed by the Amherst

League of Women Voters.

The 44 page booklet includes a

brief history of Amherst, structure

of town government, community

services, and election information.

New features include citizen

participation, an index, ano
references

Though the booklets cost $.40

each, they are distributed free to

the community as a public service.

Booklets can be picked up at the

following locations: Amherst

Savings Bank, Louis' Foods,

Hamilton Newell, D.H. Jones, First

National Bank, Rowe's, Town and

Country Realtors, Bill's Arco

Service Center, Blair, Cutting and

Smith, Cronopios Books, and Ralph

T. Staab. These local businesses

helped defray the costs of the

booklet and are listed in it. In ad

dition. the booklets will be given to

contributors in conjunction with the

Gibbs savesmoney
for thosewho
help themselves.

WEEKEND
CPC^IA I (Lower than our# ErVll^4ULf usually low prices)

FRIDAyandSATURDAYONL/

Regular Gasoline Only

45.'<
Includes all taxes

HO Russell SHRt.9)

Hodley

SELF SERVE

League Finance Drive being held

April 1-16.

The booklet was revised by

Esther Dimock, Elaine Mange, and

Kathy Masalski. They were assisted

by Nancy Eddy, Diana Romer and

Allen Torrey The cover design and

illustrations are by Dorothy Fraser.

Rep. Collins holds

office hours in CC
Representative James Collins will

hold his regular monthly office

hours on Saturday, April 5th in

Room 801 of the Campus Center

Collins, who is chairman of the

special committee on nuclear
energy and a member of the

Education Committee will be in rm
801 from 11:45 to 1:15.

Appearing

TONITE

Real Tears
>

SAT. & SIN.

Mitch
hakour

SAVEAT
THIS SIGN

Rusty Nail

Inn
Kte. 47 Sunderland

665-4937
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ALPHA ZETA
Monthly meeting, election of new of-

ficers on Tuesday, April 8 at 6:30 p.m.,

Room 164 C.C. Attendance mandatory.
AMHERST SINGLES
Amherst singles is having a drop-in on

Sunday. April 6 at 8:00 p.m. at the Farley

House just north of the University Stadium
on the UMass campus. Please loin us.

BOOGIE
At the party you've heard all about.

Direct from Boogieville the Thundering

Luther Johnson Chicago Blues Band.

Tomorrow nite at 8 p.m. Guaranteed to be
better than last year's bash.

BICYCLE REPAIR COLLECTIVE
The BRC is open for business at 51 So.

Prospect St. in Amherst. We'll fix, vour

bike for you or teach you how. Open 10-6

Mon Sat Call 256 6852.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Slide show "God in Nature ", slides from

across the country showing God in nature.

7:00 tonight in Room 101 C.C.

CAR WASH
Saturday. April 5, 10 a.m.-3:3C p.m.

Zeyre's parking lot. Rt. 9. Sponsored by
the JOE Program. Clean a winter's-

worth of dirt from your car and help the

kids. Only $1 00.

DO YOU SHOP AT THE CASUAL
CORNER

If you like the merchandise Casual

Corner offers, come hear an executive

from the company tell the "behind the

scenes" details, and what Casual Corner

can offer you. Small gifts and refresh-

ments April 8, 7:00 p.m. Skinner Rm 119,

EASTER WORKSHOP
Easter has 50 days, celebrate it with us.

Informal Lord's Supper, dinner, fellowship

jt the ARK 758 N Pleasant St Sunday.
5 30 p m
FREE FILM

Peter Watkins. controversial film maker
will be here as a OVP guest next Tuesday
and Wednesday, April 8 and 9 On
Tuesday his film "Punishment Park" will

he shown free in Mahar at 400. Wed-
nesday m SUB at 7:00 it will be shown
again with his lecture.

GSS PLEDGE MEETING
important pledge meeting Sunday night

m CC 802 at 8 p m All pledges of Gamma
Sigma Sigma must attend if you wish to

SALE
FABRICS

25* per yd. & up

CURTAINS
50* per pair & up

MADRAS SPREADS
Sale Priced

BROWN'S
178 No. Pleasant St.

(Across from Wearhouse)

Deerfield Drive-In

Route S& 10 So. Deerfield

A fun drama about

a swinging lady

iutl

MUSS MEYERS

VIXEN.
IN EASTMANCOLOR

RESTRICTED TO ADULT AUDIENCES

mosvcit wtcni n ws mta u tn mmcvm

ALSO

MUSS MEYER presents

TOMMDW-VW
CABIN

Love that doesn't wait on
ceremony!
a shanty with dirt floors

„wSTEAM HEAT!
anM PROOUCTiON

BjMBJs)

HOW MUCH 10V1NG 0«S A IWJHMAl COuPli NttD
1

Showtime 7 30

No One Under 18 Admitted

Police Officer Will Check I D

notices

continue as a pledger.

HOUSE CHURCH - UCF
Tonight at 8:00 p.m. at Pete's house, 559

South Pleasant (5th house on the right

south of Jeffrey Lane, exactly one mile

south of Rte. 9 intersection). For ride or

info, call UCF at 545 2661. United Christian

Foundation offers this as a part of its

ecumenical campus ministry to the whole
campus. All welcome.
IOTA GAMMA UPSILON

The sisters and pledges of lota Gamma
Upsilon invite all university women to a

grinder supper on Sunday, April 6 at 4:30

p.m. 406 North Pleasant St. Call for rides 5-

0082. Come and bring your friends.

ATTENTION
St James's Gate will not be at Hamp-

den Dining Commons tonight. Sorry — it

was cancelled.

OPEN INVITATION
Come hear Christian rock group Joshua

Friday 830 p.m. at Hampshire College,

Paterson Hall, East Lecture Hall. Saturday

8 p.m. at Smith College in the Gamut.
OPEN RUSH WEEK

Pi Lambda Phi w '! officially be starting

Rush Week on Tuesday, April 9. All UMass
men are invited We're on 14 Elm St. at

256 6837. please call for info and rides.

POLISH AMERICAN CULTURAL ASSOC
Will hold meeting on Wed., April 9 at

730, C.C. 165, lower level. Topics will be:

formal dance, raising funds, new budget
for next semester.

RECREATION SOCIETY
Come and hear Sally Hamilton speak on

communications! April 7, 7:30 17:00 R«r
Society general meeting) Rm. 162-175 C.C.

Please come. We want a good turn out.

SOP
There will be a meeting of the Art

Support Group for Student Unionization at

8pm. Sunday. April 6. Hampden Dining

Commons SW organizing Cntf.

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY
Will present "Million Dollar Movie

Themes" on April 6. 3:00 in Springfield's

Symphony Hall. This nostalgic afternoon
will include selections from "Funny Girl",

« "The Sting", and many others. "Tubular
Bells" will also be performed. Student
tickets are available and can be obtained
from the Symphony office 739 4728

UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF AMHERST
On Sunday, April 6, Jacqueline Van

Voris of Northampton, Women's
Federation speaker, will conduct the

morning service at 11 a.m. Her subject is

entitled, "Women Hold Up Half the Sky."

Coffee hour at 12.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARY
University Judiciary will meet tonight at

6 in Room 901 C.C.

LOST
Female black labrador. front white toes,

named SOMA. Belchertown license No.

298 Lost near Quabbin in Belchertown.
Please call Scott at WMUA, 545-2876.

Leave message.
LOST

Sedwick, Conversation in Spanish and
yellow composition pad. Also, a red

notebook was found at Candy Counter on
Monday, March 31 Call 253 3966 and ask

for Mary.
OPPORTUNITIEU IN FILM
Any students interested in a summer

opportunity in film - a Warner Bros
Observation Program I June 23 August 15)

stop in the Student Activities Office.

SUB or call 545 2351 for info before April

9

Legal studies

applications

Applications for legal studies

major must be complete by April

25. Materials for those interested in

applying can be obtained from the

Legal Studies Office, 21# Hamp-
shire House. Students should begin

their negotiations with a faculty

member in the Legal Studies

Program in time to submit their

proposals by April 25.

Rapid Reproductions
Quality Xeroxing

5 A Main St. A

Rapid Reproductions

233 North Pleasant St.

£/ Amherst

Hampshi
Mali on a

Bonk

Mon- Fri 9 9/ Sat 9-6

Sun 11?

549-0566
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COT"

• This Saturday • JJ
April 5f 1975 at « p.m.f***

starring: Dolores Vincent St N. Y. Company
chorus A orchestra • Pasquale Ruisi, Conductor

EDWARD BELLAMY SCHOOL
Pendleton Ave.,Chicopee

ADMISSION 10K Reserve Seats..

*io oo £ ss oo X^ «m532-3266
CttiMiu A ******~ Tickets On Sale At Th« Door

*5*°° - mocma close at • »».

AMHERSTO*"
AMITY ST. 253 5426 j

Thursday thru Monday

lk»i|il kaiibiiO«**rtTn«kw

avjtns* till war a Jasfn tm

7AJZW
PG imi tfmm

es Blannq Saddle* 7 00. That M Be The Day I *>

M0NDM l fUCSOAT BARGAIN RITES • ALL SEATS Jl 00

OPEN HOUSE
featuring

Slippery Elm

QTV Fraternity

Corner of N. Pleasant and Fearing St.

tnetnab y
IERST MAOll V LINE ,

DOLLAR NIGHTS MON&TUES
ALL SEATS SI 00

^jjSj, BROOKS
'

VaP

7 & 8:45

•r merer ate* a saga an even break!

Friday, April 4 8:00 - 1:00

GWNNMOT
Its more

than a movie.
hs a celebration.

7 & 9

7 & 9:45 >
Nominated:

Best Director

No Dollar Nite

(?HOC Classifieds Pat
• To place • classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between

• Mam and 3 4S p m Monday
Friday
The deadline is ) «J two day*

before the day your atf is to

appear
TM rate* arc.
Dairy - » N per line

Weekly • 10 per line

Monthly • » per line

'Two line* on form
epproaimate one line

<
FOR SALE

Integral Sveteme power amp
large Advent epeakere ACE eudla

preamp all immaculate »SB0 Call

Mike M0 0177

Need a place to put your plant*'

Buy a plant hanger from me for

7 60 Made from real wood hangi
in dorm window hold* up to 12

plant* Call Vicki at • 0461 pr (top

by and *ee at JQA 1403

Pair JBI M speak*'* high ef

ficiencv • OHM M7 8MB Keep
trying

Nikko 4040 stereo or quad
receiver TOW rm* channel or 11

WX4 channel Iquadl 3 mo*
.
old

Utt S360 Sell »1*0 or hear and
make an offer Matt 6 TOO* Also
smaller advent* tor 1120

A brend new Polaro 10 440
camera with flath U*ed only once
B**t offer takes it Call 2S3 3707
Keep trying

Minolta SRT 101 Si mm f I 4 cat*
and eatraa. • cond , »1M 7M 4678
aft *

Head skis bndg*. boot*, etc 2M

Commodore Calculator - 4

boalc function*, invase. so root,

memory, potent 040 K Hanson 6-

4SS7

Pelr Dynaco AM. 7 month* old.

perfect condition BM-S727

Sanyo refa. toot offer CoN »

7M0

Come blow vour hornl Olds'
trumpet, oscollent cond MOO or

boat offer Call I M40 Stovo.

Head tennla racket A Ashe
Competition Hsrdlv uoed. orlg

»M. sail 040 MB MS 7

RUBBE R STAMPS made up with

anything, you d Ilka to stamp
Inoapenorvo For Instonco. neme
end eddress »3 with telephone
number II BO fast service Also
personaliiod ststlonery Joseph
M6 47fM. evenings

Used apt furniture for •*•* MB

FOR SALE

undv S Modal clarinet *U A1
253 7M7

Gibson ES 3M good cond (276
253 5745

Frsmus 5 string bsnjo and ac
cassones »160 Toshibs reel to rssi

isp* deck and 30 tapes *00 paint

and brush csss snd 30 tubea oils

snd mors »20 Csll svss Scott M2
3119

ORGANIC FERTILIZER com
posted cow msnurs *26 S truck

load delivered Call MS «1M after B

p m

AUTO FOR SALE
SAAB 1S72 9BE Fuel injection AM
IM blue 48 000 mi perfect S2400
1 169 4SBS

Great 70 Fial 850 Coup* looking
for good home 40 mpg $BBS

>f«P 253 7B67

SB Ch* v Seedy looking ureal
tunning good transportation S3BS
Bob 2S3 7M7

44 Chev wagon rebuilt motoi
ISOea mhsutt runs well S250 or

best offer 2S3 796 7

SB Peugeot 403 sunroof Bring a

battery and drive it away' t100 2S3
7M7

(4 Corvair convert body and top
good needs motor $100 or best
offer lakes 2S3 7M7

73 MGB esc condition 7C mpg
Selling cheap Call 544 5033 Chuck

Wanted Volvo PIBOO in good
repair Joan 2M MM
•7 VW S400 or B O Call 247 «3M

M Dodge Dart 20 and 23 mpg
74 000 miles Old. w AM FM stereo

radio Asking I77S W out radio

*B7B Csll after I 2B3 3344

•4 Volvo 10006 4 sp overdrive

body gd runs esc 87 000 mi
. M

mpg »M0 284 43U

1MB Pontlgc Catallna. 4 dr.

hardtop. cosmetically end
mechanically good Low mileage
Asking MM 842 8M3 Ask for

Henry

eJst Dodge, auto., p * . esc.
condition

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
Honda 460 sng totally rebuilt

• 700 or best offer by April 14 263
7637

1*47 Honds 306 motor •<
cond new batt *300 Call Gary 263
2BS2 or 544 BS06

1676 Kawasaki KI400 100 miles
psrfsct crash bars koni shocks
Asking »11M Call Bob days 6M
4662 nitas message

f!on. U
b
MJ Jun.S.p. 2bdrm .176 Poo.w

. | -OBSTlukprll 14 263 u„ j.sjea.j oRDICREF

SERVICES

66 Honda S M 7700 mi
wall 263 7610

H .i •

Golden Ratriever puppies AKC
registered, beautiful championship
stock Wonderful femlry dogs 1802)

287 702B

AKC German Shoo PUP* Top
champ line* Iscel temper *126

CoN 263 7610

loch snd white 10" ZENITH
Almost new. ho* WARRANTYI Coll

2MBM7

Going Out of Life Solo. April 6.

Grove Street off N Whitney
Everything goo*

SR 50 Cslc Tg« Ing. TH. *7o

Judy. 263 5064

1M4 VW. good cond . recently

tuned. M mpg Asking «376 Coll

773 7M0

Black bean bag. tit. blow dryer.

400w. »» Call Crystal. 0-SM3

MM 7M 4447

1J70 Toyota Corolla esc mech
cond Allan 263 3107

1M4 Dodge ponol truck Rebuilt

eng Must see MM. 627 6410

4 Solo - Peugeot UM 21

frome Escellent cond Asking $100

763 SM0

62 Jsgusr 3 6 MKII OSCOl cond
253

1MB Ford custom M0 st. wgn .

excellent running cond 18 21 mpg
nw brskesb clth Asking M76 Call

Bill at 64* 0M3 ofter 5 Leeve neme

Amh New 3 bdr w w carpet

dw disp lannis ct swimming
pool Imm Occ No lesss -eq *296

plus util b sec Call 546 6800 before
I

Motorcycle lues used AH will

pass inspection M to *10 Call for

sues Dull at 2M0644

For Sale 1670 260cc Vamshs
Street Ei condition Cell 8M 2893

1974 Honda KL260 680 mile* 8JM
new' Cell Run at 2M 0644 for mora
info *93S

FOR RENT
One bdrm apt for rant on c-1

bu* rout* $160 per mo util inc all

conv Call Dave 685 7065

Omv Park Apts 1 bedrm SIM
mo includes util 5 22M iSuel
davs 256 0384 5 6 p m
.One bedroom apt m Sunderland
on bus rte All conv util included
S160 * month Call Ruth 6M 4B20 or

666 7077 rvemngs

One bedroom efficiency on bus
route All utilities June 1 Sept 1

Call BM 3M7

Cape Cod Falmouth 2 3 and 6

bedroom cotteges. wintgrlied
furnished Walk to beech Full

seeson only Owner 1203 6218041

Room i/i house Lg fire- pi . prl

bath and storage 2 ml to cam on
bus rte Sub Apr B) Msv w opt
115 All util inc Coll 2M 8271

Four bedroom house in Nor
thampton for Sept Rent • 2 75 00

Call Skibiebi Reoltors. 6M 34M
between 3 6 p m

Room for male student -

country living, shore bath, kitchen,

lounge 4 mile* from UMass 87S
mo Call 263 7841

June Sept 2 bdrm (176 Pool w
utl M6 3963

Apt Squire Vii Sunderland
June 1 thru Sept 1 Cell 666 M71
1240 including util

Sublet June 1 Aug 31 Lg 3 rm
apt with sitrs lg bsdrm Brsn
dvwine heal and a c mcl opt to

ranaw lease Csll 549 4677 sn.tims

Lg* 3 bedroom apt available

June 1st m Amherst Csll 2M M36

Puffton 2 bdrm so' SiS't Ju"»
1 549 6385

3 bdrm Squirs Vlg Sublet Juns
1 option to renew M6 382t

«

House from Jn 1 Aug 31 *

bdrm 2 bdrm fully furmshsd 73

Leverstt Rd Amherst 549 0621

anytime B

ROOMMATE WANTED
N Amherst Large apt Own

room "fBI 67 per mo plus utils

Secur depos Leese until Aug
Tony 549 0699

Female Own rm mod 2 bdrm
apt Avail immed Over 26 no pets

In Amherst on bus line *1M per

mo mcl util 263 Mil

WANTED
dOB STILL WANTS VOUM A. LING
OR OECREPIT CAR Fool »• -O' the

husk 253 7M7 BOB STill WANTS
1 VOUR AILING OR OICREPlT CAR
fast st tur the hs»tk 253 7M7

TYPING

Students Avoid 'est n>»e>uta

• usrt Have psp*'S *tc ivp*d OOI •

C«H 753 7*54 at 253 7145

PERSONALS

RESPONSIBLE M f

bedrm lurmshed apt
S1 10 253 7M7

to share 3

on Bus line

IBM Chevy Belair. 1126 M
after 5

1M7 Ford Cntry Sqr »4O0 nog.
good cond Judy. 263 BOM

For Sofo - IBM Bulck Skylark

good cond. new bat and ash,
»300 Call 646 2183 a*k for Dennis
I

IBM VW squsrs back, asking
«400 Call 5M 4037

TO SUBLET
Apt to sublet. 2 to 4 needed 670.

util 3 bedroom kitchen piano
lovely view of sun From June 1 til

Sept 1 Call M9 1276 right now

One person needed to share two
bedroom apt. in Amh. Center from
Juno 1 Sept. 1 Convenient
location and fairly inespenalvo. Coll
2M 0127 efter 4 p.m.

Four bedroom opt. util.. turn,

inc June Aug. Nog. Amherst 263
2433 on bus 2 mile* to U M

Sublet June 1 to Sept 1 Bran
dywine Apt Furnished 549 6M7

2 bedrm opt with utilities MM a
month on bus line June 1 August
31. opt to renew 544 6333

To sublet 2 bedrm opt. Cliff

Side, in Sunderlsnd Juno 1 Aug 11;

tennis, pool free Security deposit
685 4310 Call evenings Keep
trying. Loto.

Sublet with option to renew two
bdr townhouse. Squire Village

June 1 »170 per mo. plus utilities

Call BM 32M

Beautiful Townhouse apt
available Juno Sept with option to

•enow 3 bdr. w w carpeting, AC.
vimming pool, ever green on-

closed potio. fully modern kitchen
snd plenty of room to roam Will

rent furnished If desired Coll MB
6004 evenings

Own room in Puffton Apt All

utilities ITS mo M9 4624

3 girt roommstes wsnted own
room st Swiss Villags with bads
»86 s month includes utilities Coll

263 6421

Townhouaa Apts April 16 to

Aug Own room 4M psr month
with double bed and dresser Call

548 MM mornings or svamngs

Wanted Couple to shsre 2

bedroom apartment this summsr
close to campua. on bus route

Call 548 6167 in evenings Keep
trying'

I

1 pr Ofunda 7XM binocular* w
leather caae Esc cond Call 6M
0M1

M or f wonted for cummer
cottage in Oonnlsport II wks
376 6M IMS Osns

Own lg room In Hatfield.
Country home w land 10 mi from
Amhorot No loose 901 plus
utilities 247 8MB

1 or 2 roommatee wonted Lg. rm
in Deerfield Country home
Gordon spoce Rant negotiable
Call Laura 247 !

ROOM WANTED

Pr.v spacious room in country
near UMass by June I. Call grace

MS07M

HELP WANTED
Applications are now available

for employment with conference
houaing 25 positions available

including clerks housekeepers,
and night mgr Further informetion
and application forms may be
obtained at off of Rasidentiel Life.

233 Hills N Doodline for returning
applications * 14 75 SCH is on
affirm Action Employer

Typist wonted lo transcribe
tspes Must have cossotte record-

er Coll Dove ot MB 6004 or at the
Collegian. 546 3600 Rates
negotiable

WANTED
Wanted tiroa for «71 Pontloc

Catallna J7B 16 Also sell new.
ISM mile. I 14 rediels 642 6101

Want to buy 70 72 Oarl. Scomp.
Valiant Slant 6 *226 Coll Joonne
MB 1312 eve

Judy Happy Anniversary Hope
tor many mora Love your

|

shsvests M.chssl

170 s month till Juns Can
rsnsw lease Contact A Lewis 6

0333 o> 6M 4019

Cspe Cod snyons' Ws need on*

or two more people to •"ere a

house m W ysrmouth If M
lerested call Dave 6 70O4 before

noon

Charter flights to Europs snd

Cslif Csll Csmpus Trsvsi M6 0600

Wanted Prospective wife green

and white Can 617 336 2661 .or

wnie Apt 11 10 Mediterranean Dr

Weymouth 021M

300 00 m pntes' Dance
Marathon for Muscuisr Dystrophy
Csll K.tty 263 MM
To Ooll Number sis wss for

mi but number seven will be
heeven Hun

Al I m tired of the Hatch Lot s

go to ihs Big Bsd Boogie It n be
isss and we M hsve s better time
for sur*i'"

Lala happy birthday Hope
they re happy forever Judo

Cmdv then, shitloads for all

lhat typing! Mary thans for

machine and moral support m
dreemland Love Roomie Bell

Little Kid things look better all

the time You re Such a sweety
Pigeon

Gay Catholica Vour church
cares, do vou7 For info, couneel
roo write to Dignity Bos H4M
Forest Park Sta Springfield Ma
01118

Congratulations Linda and Dick
with all my beet wishes Judy

TRAVEL

| Intsrssted in no frills low cost

travel to Europe. Africa. Middle

East Far East at minimum cost

maaimum flssibility snd minimum
hassle' For info cell educational

flights toll free BM 223 6M9

So Americe and Gslapagos Is 1

4 month eij>eriencee low cost For

brochure write NEW WORLD
EDUCATIONAL TRIPS* PO Bos
2131 Salinas Ca 63M1

SFRVICES

Vogapiano S4S 6321 Carole
Shanti

Intarestsd in complng In Europe

this summer? For more info, coll

Chris st 6 M34

RUBBER STAMPS made up with

anything you'd like to stamp
Inesponsivo For instonco. name
and addraas *3. with telephone

number *3 M Fast service Also

personaliiod stationery Joseph

M5 47M evenings

KARMACHANICS All foreign

and domoatlc auto repairs Flat

speciolists Lot us check out thot

used est before you buy it People s

prices We II teoch you. tool BM
7146

| BOB WILL STILL FIK AN* CAR
RIGHT' No 10b to smell An» mske
o, ,..< 2SJ 7M7 BOB WILL STILL

fix ANV CAR RIGHT' Wo job too

small Any maks or year seTJ 7W7

TOM S BIKE REPAIR espert

lomii cheap Pick up delivery

SM M2* enytime ^^^^^^
ENTERTAINME NT

r U l> rs WW * •» W* eaoares eyewear - ww •— -w -—

tfirj his* for only *M Coll Bob the

J 534 6076

uMni Music Theater Ouiid win

. gaonf Qiibsn snd Su'Uvsn*
P.rstaa of Penianca April 3*6

st 6 p m snd s Sundev April 6

mstmee st 3 30 P m in Bowks'
Auditorium Stockbndge Hell

Ticket* peg 2 00 studsm* snd

u ndsr 16 .*•'• *2 M oth.rs On
ssi* st Arts Council Bos Oftic* 126

m«m*' M*n 9 s m 4pm snd two
hou'S prior to performsnes St

• c Bos Office Ress'vstions

,->d .ntormstion M6 0202

| WEEK IN THE SLUIWAll
sy Annl 1 fat 9 1 Wed

jt.d Ihu'S April 2 b 3 Night

Hawks ft. snd Sst April 4 b 5

forest 9 1 Sundev Apnl 6 Jen
Jem Session At the Toe Thur*

Sat Pint Omeland Jen Bend

Four hours of nonstop noetaigia

and hit* to- c-niv »M Call Bob the

J 534 60

'

Blues » • m the Hatch Bin

Coiweii and Lofaag* Johnson Wed
b Thur* Ae"'2b3 Big Screomln
McGrew b Bill Coiwell Fri b Sat
Apnl 4 b 5 6 1

Little fire wants to ploy for your
nest dorm party or Boogia You va
seen us st the Steek Out SluewsM
Red Pantry etc Now bring us
horns Reasonable rates Csll 6M

or M6 1611

Party of the Century 26c beer*
peanuts music prlte No cover
19th floor Wsshlngton Fri Apr
4th 9M Win s cose of Helnlkemi

Need we remind you of the Big

Bsd Boogis tomorrow nite et 6

p m 7

Puppies Free 263

MISCELLANEOUS

Wsnted bird nests tor cosh
resident 110 Cliffside Sunderland
03176

Hand tamed hooded rota, light

and dark M b f 60c ee MB BAM

To thoae mteroetod In Christian
Community Contact th« Weelev
Cooperative We ere located at 10

Pieesent Ct in Amherst a IS mln
walk from UMass Coll MB 8643 or

com* to an open houae April 4th
starting at 7 48 p m

AUTO WORKSHOP

DO IT VOURSFLF Toole free

with space rentel 12 hr

professionel edvico Parts
wholesale Level 1. C C
Gsrsge Mon Fn 3 10 Sat

Sun . 12 10

CALCULATORS

Collage Celculetor* has sll ths

answers I offer low discount

prices on sll makes and models of

calculators All machines new
with full wsrrenty and more' If

vour machine malfunctions withm

2 months I •• replace it free' All

lines svsiloble Tesos Inst HP
Commodore. Rockwell snd others

SR 60 only M M SR 81 only

• 169 96 Before you buy anywhere
call me first ond III give you ths

best deal I can Call Sob Crowoll

MB 1318
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Vietnam speaker set for meeting

of Valley Peace Coalition in CC
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NOW

On Sunday, April 6, at 7:30 p.m.,

the weekly meeting of the Valley

Peace Coalition will host Louise

Bruyan. She will speak on the

current situation in Vietnam. The
meeting will be open to the public

and will take place in Room 813 of

the Campus Center at the

University of Massachusetts in

Amherst.

Louise Bruyan was last in

Vietnam two months ago, on the

second anniversary of the signing

of the Paris Peace Accords. While
there, she visited and talked with
Madam Ngo Ba Than, a well known
political prisoner of Thieu. Ad-
ditionally, on the day of the an-

niversary, she and eight other

Americans staged a demonstration
in Saigon in solidarity with the
Vietnamese people, and against

Thieu's failure to honor that

agreement.

Classics talks

are scheduled

in Herter Hall

The Classics Society will present

a series of informal talks by

members of the UMass Classics

department and guest speakers.

Tuesday, April 8 Prof. David

Dickinson, UMass Math DepL:

"Metaphor"
Thursday. May 1 Prof. Elizabeth

Will: "Roman Amphoras and
Underwater Archaeology"

Thursday, May 15 Prof. John
Marry: "Power Politics and
Education: Problems for the

University in Plato's Time and Our

Own-
All talks will be at 4:30 in Room

301 Herter, followed by refresh-

ments and discussion. All are

WELCOME!

Nominated for 11 AcademyAw
>*• MIITII Best Picture

Best Actor
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MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR THEATRES

With the wisdom ol i scien-

tist, Louis Pasteur called wine

"the most healthful and hy-

gienic of all beverages." And
Pasteur knew what he was

talking about ce his dis-

coveries about ; zation rev-

olutionized the v industry.
• • •

The philosopher Plato, with

the wisdom of vast experience,

called wine "the remedy for

the moroseneas of old age."

And many lesser philosophers

among us have seen it also as a

treat for the young, a pleasure

for the middle aged -a luxury
item for men and women of
all seasons.
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Your Birthday By steii* wilder

FRIDAY. April 4 - Bom
todty. you art an exceptionally

table individual who should
have little or no difficulty adjuai-

ing to whatever life brings you
This is especially true when it

comes to your perianal rdauon-
srups. for no matter how close

the ucs of friendship, how fearful

the awareness of enemiea. you
are able to adapt your behavior

as well as your thinking to the at-

tendant situation or circums-

tance You understand the
difference between fact and fic-

tion when it comes to success or

failure, you never mistake one
for the other and you know to

live with either

You have keen intuitive

powers in combination with a

great deal of common anise and
the kind of good judgment that

should lead you to considerable

success well before your middle
years. What you need, however,
is a partner who can put the

results of your intuition, your

good sense, and you judgment to

some sort of profitable use You
need to learn how to sell yourself

and your product, how to

bargain for and protect your

own interests.

"fte ^r48£^ 1W lb HELP )

"WE Root fl08ti*s Jf r |
Tv^c-r^Life r\t£
&«00rl0l\S0CeTr\Li

FKESbJftE

[i

KJNNilia lOlfrl ~J

t you may impulsively

select your companions, you

must be on guard against the

wrong choices. In spite of your

good judgment, you are some-

what susceptible to flattery -
which means that another can
get the beat of you simply by
playing up to the worst in you A
good observer, you nevertheless

sometimes make the mistake of

weighing another's character

according to what you wiah. not

what you see Fortunately, you

know how to live with mistakes

To find what is in store for you

tomorrow, select your birthday

and read the corresponding

paragraph. Let your birthday

star be your daily guide

* * *
Saturday. April i

ARIES (March 21 April 19) -
Move quickly - but carefully -

today if you would get done all

thai is on the agenda. Don't be

afraid to enlist the aid of fnends

and neighbors.

TAURL'S (April 20-May 20

—Though the day may seem to

move forward slowly, by late

afternoon or evening you should

be able to realne the kind of gain

you've been hoping for

GEMINI (May 21 June 20* -

Take into consideration all

aspects of the current situation

on the home front before you

make up your mind about

younger family members.

CANCER (June 21 July 22 -

A job well done begins to pay

dividends this weekend Be

ready to grant credit to others,

even as you are ready to take

credit for yourself

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) -Keep

to routine activities this morn-

ing but make the afternoon

something of excellence Where
children are concerned, speak

softly - and directly

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22) -
Don't take things as representa-

tive of what they merely seem to

be Make an effort to get to the

bottom of things before judging

them
LIBRA (Sept 2M)ct 22) -

Take care that too much activity

does not tire you in excess. You
need Jo keep reserves of energy

intact for participation in eve-

ning adventure

SCORPIO (Oct 2>Nov 21> -
The later you complete a pro-

ject, the better it should be in the

leng run Don't expect others to

come to your rescue unless you

call for aid

SAGITTARICS <No\ 22

Dec 21 1 -This is a Saturday

which could prove to hold the

key to all your future success

Make yourslf responsible for

vour own actions

CAPRICORN 'Dec 22-Jan

19) -Take things slov.|> and

easily early in the day After

noon hours are favorable for

new activities evening hours

bring new contacts

AQCARILS Jan 20-Feb 18

-Get the mast out of existing

conditions surrounding a new

project Adapt to changing cir

cumstances late in the da\

Children bring new jovs

PISCES 'Feb 19-March 20' -

If you are inventive you ma\ be

able to solve the dav s difficulties

in a new and rugfiK successful

manner Seek peaceable en

counters

United Feature Svndiuitr
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Graduate students

can help choose

Ed School dean
In accordance with University policy, the

Faculty Assembly of the School of Education

proposed that Chancellor Bromery appoint a

Search Committee with the charge of

conducting a thorough search for suitable

candidates for the position of Dean of the

School of Education. The Search Committee
for a new Dean will convene in early April.

The School of Education graduate students

will be part of the overall committee. The
nomination and selection of two graduate

student representatives is now in progress.

The criteria for nomination are:

-Student must be available to serve

through, at least, the Fall 1975 semester

-Student has ability to represent a broad

cross- section of opinions within the School

and be committed to soliciting the opinions

of others

-Student has demonstrated his-her

commitment to the School of Education (e.g.

participation in school governance, cluster

committees, teaching, etc.)

Student has an awareness of the major

issues that have confronted the School of

Education over the past six years.

School of Ed

Course interviews

to be next week
The interviews will be held April 7-11 for

the following programs at the School of Ed.

Integrated Day Teacher Education'

Program Call William Masalski for ap-

pointment, 545-1577, or sign up in Room 208

School of Education. Interviews will be held

Tuesday, 10:00 12:00; Wednesday £f

Thursday, 1:00-3:00.

Juvenile Justice. Call Janice Gamache for

appointment, 545 3620. Room 466 Hills

South.

Math Education. Call Portia Elliott tor

appointment, 545-3190, Room 212 School of

Education.

Media Specialists. Call Ann Harris for

appointment, 545 2455, Room 14 School of

Education.

Off Campus Teacher Education Program.

545 1538, Room 100 School of Education.

Drop- in interviews Monday, Wednesday^
Thursday, Friday, 10:00-12:00; Tuesday,

1:00 3.00 Call for appointment at any other

time.

Science and Social Studies Proqram. For

program information and advising call

Leverne Thelen (Science), 545-1572, Koom
404 Hills North; and Albert Anthony (Social

Studies, 545-1570, Room 405 Hills North.
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UMass' 'Bi
Freshwoman standout

By GREG LEVINS
Throughout this past basketball season cries were

heard echoing through Nope's partially filled gym-

nasium saying "Go Big Lu!". But contrary to pupular

belief Kareem Abdul Jabbar (alias Lew Alcindor) was

not the recipient of these encouraging cheers. The

real subject of these outbursts was Lu Ann Fletcher, a

5'11" freshwoman center from Auburn, Mass.

The two time Auburn High School MVP and senior

tri-captain immediately made her presence known by

nailing down the starting center position. In only her

first season for the 'Minutewomen Lu Ann established

herself as a constant offensve threat and a top notch

rebounder. When the season came to a close the first

year performer had led the team in 8 of 13 major

categories, and finished second in the other five. Lu

Ann canned 158 points (second to Nancy O'Neil) for a

11.3 average and ripped down 172 rebounds (12.3

average) while playing in all 14 of the UMass games.

Lu Ann described the transition from high school

ball to college as "Not too difficult. The play in high

school is more individually oriented while in college

you must learn to play as a team to win." She also felt

that because she was given the opportunity to step

right into the starting lineup she became a better

player. "Because I played so much I became more

aware of what I was doing both right and wrong."

Looking ahead to next season, Lu Ann foresees a

vast overall improvement in the team. "I really hope

we can get into the Nationals. I think that we have the

potential if we play up to par. We have a lot of young

players and this year's experience will help us just that

much more." Personally Lu Ann hopes to "improve

my defense an all around play."

Her coach, Carol Albert, noted that Lu "didn't have a strong start. Her

inexperience showed in the first part of the season and she lacked self

confidence. But after theWorcester State game she began playing more

aggressive and instinctively and from then on in she became one of the

team's leaders."

A stylistic center rather than overpowering, Lu Ann will be counted on

heavily in the next three years to control the boards and provide some
inside offensive punch. Coach Albert also says of Lu Ann that "She's very

interested in improving her skills and works hard at it. If she continues

she'll have an excellent shot at being an All American." Without a doubt

Lu Ann Fletcher is an exceptionally talented basketball player.

Foreman to fight five

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Water Polo season

resumes at Boyden
By D. H. PUCK

UMass men's and women's
water polo teams are returning

rested and psyched to resume the

second half of their 74'75 season

with matches against Boston
College and Rensellaer at 9:00 a.m.

at Boyden. After two weeks of

preseason practice, Coach Bill

McCafferty says, "this is the

strongest team ever."

The women's team left off this

fall with a record of 5 wins and 1

oss. They return this spring with all

the old regulars and several new
members.

Coach McCafferty is em-
phasizing hard shooting and pin-

point passing. Also the team's good
condition has paid off.

They have already beaten
Radcliff in a preseason game
before vacation. 7 to 4. Jane Welzel
was high scorer, with Kathy
MacDonald, and Deb Hoxsie also

putting in goals.

The men's team is coming back
after their first half record of 15 and
4. They also finished a close second
in the New Englands' Division II

Tournament at Brown this fall.

TIRED OF THE
OLD TANK?

NEW YORK \UPI\ If

Muhammad Ali can defend his

championship against a stiff, then

George Foreman figures he can

take on five men on the same night.

And that is exactly what
Foreman, making hir first ring

appearance since losing his

heavyweight title to Ali in the pre-

dawn hours in Zaire last October,

plans to do.

The sacrificial victims, who'll be

put on public display April 26 at

Toronto s Maple Leaf Gardens, are

Pedro Agosto, Terry Daniels, Mac
Foster, Alonzo Johnson and Boone
Kirkman.

"This will be something new,"

said the Towering Foreman. "I'll

make it quick, one round for each

man That's five rounds of boxing."

The Canadian Boxing Com-
mission has sanctioned the

promotion as an exhibition, but the

promoters still hope to clear

$150,000 with a ringside ticket

costing $20.

Foreman said he decided to tight

five men on the same day, "So I

can show the public I have the

stamina to do it."

Daniels, who was knocked out in

four rounds when he challenged

Joe Frazier for the championship in

1972, said, "The promotion may be

labelled an exhibition, but we have

our pride. We'll be wearing
competition gloves and I'll be

aiming to fam my fist down his

throat."

"If George is not taking this thing

seriously, he could get hurt."

Daniels, however, conceded the

promotion could take on all the

trimmings of a "Carnival."

Foreman's five victims will each

receive $7,500 and expenses for the

exhibition, which will be shown live

on ABC television in opposition to

the CBS screening of the $250,000

winner take all tennis match
between Jimmy Connors and John
Newcombe

The promoters declined, to say

how much Foreman will be paid.

Asked if he believed Ali would

give him a shot at the title this year,

Foreman said, "Who can say with

that man. I really don't know.

"But I'll keep myself in shape and
up there as a leading conterder. I'll

torge his hand, just like I forced

Frazier's and Norton forced mine.

The public will demand we meet."

Hank Schwartz, vice president of

video techniques, the outfit which
has had a hand in the promotion of

recent heavyweight cham-
pionships, said it was not his idea

for Foreman to meet five men on
the same day. "George manages
himself and it was his idea. We just

went along with him."

PAUL'S

Old Time Furniture

Millard Fillmore's

Birthday Sale!

Paul's Old Time Furniture

is having a sale on specially

marked sofas, chairs and

tables. In addition our usual

complement of bureaus, beds,

pictures, rugs, lamps and

weird stuff. Located in the

heart (the left ventricle to be

exact) of Amherst.

57 E. PLEASANT ST.

(Corner of E. Pleasant

& Triangle)

549-3603

Freshwoman standout LuAnn Fletcher
forces action inside defensing earlier this
season. Kate Stanne (13) is on the left.

Marathon is

set for 17th
BOSTON \UPI\ - The confusion

level is mounting as fast as the pile

of entry forms. Marathon madness
is here again.

In two weeks, approximately

2,000 persons will answer the

noontime gun at Hopkinton Center

to romp 26 miles, 383 yards through

the streets of eight Eastern

Massachusetts Communities in the

79th running of the Boston
Marathon.

As usual, no concrete in-

formation on names or numbers of

entries is available concerning the

April 21 Patriots' Day jaunt. But

then, for most, the idea of running

in the annual event is to gain

personal achievement and display

good fellowship rather than to set

records.

The marathon used to be open to

every would be plodder but tighter

qualification rules have been in-

stituted over the past few years to

keep the number of entries down.

All entrants must show proof they

have run a full marathon distance in

less than 3 M hours in the past year.

"If we didn't have qualification

standards, we'd have 5,000 en-

trants,'' said marathon director Will

Cloney. "As it was, 1,388 runners

finished in under 3Vi hours last

year."

One runner, Neil Cusack of

Ireland via Tennessee State,

covered the hilly course in 2:13:39-

the second fastest time in history.

England's Ron Nill won the event in

2:10:30 in 1970.

Cusack, who won a Gold
Sundust Medal with an inset

diamond, is expected to run again

along with twice runnerup Tom
F lamina of New Jersev.

SOPHOMORES
If Your Major Is:

Computer Technology
Aerospace Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
(General Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mathematics or Physics

You may he eligible for a two-year scholarship and a commission in

thr Air Korce — (all 5-2437 or stop by Km. 205, Dickinson Hall.

Julius Erving, a performer here at

UMass during the '69-70 season
and also in '70-71. has the team
record to his credit for the four

highest single game rebound totals.

They are: 32 (Syracuse, 2-22-71 ), 30
(St. Mikes, 11-29-70), 28
(Providence, 1 1 2-69) and 28
(Maine, 2-21-70).

S

TRY A KAWASAKI

THIS YEAR!

ViLLEY

M0T0RSP0RTS

348 King St. Northampton

584-7303

Grand Opening
Super Music

From the Discotheque*,

begins at 8:00 p.m. discotheque

500 new ludlow rd.

south hadley

route 20

westfield

AND NOW-
belchertown rd.

AMHERST
exchange this ad at the door of Poor Richards III,

AMHERST, between 8-10 p.m. on 4/2 or 4/3 for

coupon worth one drink.

Now available in low-priced

Pockety Book editions

THE TEACHINGS OF DON JUAN
A SEPARATE REALITY

JOURNEY TO IXTLAN
Ifvee magnifkeni works by

Carlos
Costaneda

author of

TALES OF POWER

Hailed by the
N.Y. Times as

"Utterly fascinating"
and by Book World as

"Staggeringly
beautiful."

KUV/KCT$1 50 ea.

*BOOKS—

UMass bowler
national status

has

By BEN CASWELL
Dave Dimmick, the leading

member of the UMass bowling

team will be competing in the

Association of College Unions
International (ACIU) national
championships being held in

Dayton, Ohio this weekend.
Dimmick earned the chance to

compete in the National cham-
pionship by winning the ACIU
region I championships earlier this

year. Region I is made up off all of

New England, part of Canada and
England.

Dimmick, a senior, Bachelors
Degree in Individual Concentration

(BDIC) major, has been bowling for

16 years, the last four coming at

UMass.
'My BDIC is in bowling

management," said Dimmick, "it's

a business-oriented major and last

semester I was on Outreach as an
assistant manager of some bowling
lanes in Northampton.
The athletic department does not

give any funds the bowling team
and it is actually qualified as a club.

"I prefer to call it (the club) a

team," said Dimmick. "We've been
working very hard to get it a varsity

sport status and we're bowling for

more than just a good time," he
continued.

Dimmick has been running the

bowling club- team for the past

three years in addition to being one
of its leading bowlers.

The national competition that

Dimmick will be rolling in will in-

clude 32 contestants, two from
each of the 16 ACUI regions. The
32 bowlers will roll six games in

doubles and singles. The top 8
individual scores for those six

games will go on to the finals.

"There is an interesting thing

about the lanes that the com-
petition is at," said Dimmick. "The
condition of the lanes are usually

ones that no one has seen so that

no one can have an advantage over

anyone else," he said.

Last year UMass sent Brian

Elsden to the nationals and the year

before Wayne Kowalski was sent.

Elsden didn't make the finals and
Kowalski finished sixth.

This year's qualifying scores for

the nationals were somewhat low,

Dimmick said. "A guy from
California was the big shooter,"

said Dimmick, "but scores out of

California are misleading because
most of the houses block their

lanes."

Blocking lanes is a oiling

technique that is a little easier to

catch a pocket for a big hit. The oil

is heavy at the beginning of the
alley and then tapers to the middle
of the lane as it gets closer to the
pins. A ball thrown too much to the
outside of the lane could be pulled
in by the oil which a ball thrown too
close to the middle could be held

out to catch the pocket anyway.
This year's Men's and Women's

bowling teams from UMass both
won their respective Region I ACUI
championships. The men's squad
were the Regional champs last

year.

Along with Dimmick, other
leading members of the men's team
are Elsden, Kowalski, Bill Fisher,
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Jim Beard puts best foot forward during recent
Minuteman practice. UMass meets SMU tomorrow in
the "Corsair" tournament.

Weather,SMU Foes

in Corsair Tourney

Dave Dimmick

and Barry Witt. The women's team
is made up of Cyndy Adams, Barb
Holt, Nancy Heglin, llene Dishler,

and Karen James.
Dimmick said of his chances in

the Nationals, "I know that I can go
there and bowl my best, and if it's

high enough I'll win."

GRAY'S SUGARHOUSE
Pancakes, Waffles, Country Sausage & Bacon,

Homemade Apple Pie.

Beaver Meadow Farm — 2 mi. north of

Ashfield Center — 625 6559

Serving Weekends 9-6

• Come Saturday — Avoid the Crowd

By STEVE SARACENO
A man stuck his head into UMass

coach Dick Bergquist's office

yesterday and demanded: "It's

almost three o'clock. Why aren't

you out at practice?"

Replied Bergquist: "Okay. Have
you got any life preservers?"

Yes, that old bugaboo of New
England college baseball - rain —
was around again (quite abun-

dantly) yesterday, bringing with it

the disruptive effect of forcing

workouts once again inside under

"The Dome" as the locals are

wont to call the Cage.

So it comes as no surprise that

the Minutemen, having already

completed one southern trip to

escape the grouchy weather (and

coming back from down North

Carolina way with a poor 2-5 mark)

now esconse on another one —
that is, if you call Dartmouth, Ma.

south

They'll be competing tomorrow
and Sunday in the Corsair Tour-

nament at Southeastern
Massachusetts University, along

with New Hampshire, Eastern

Connecticut, and the host SMU.
UMass takes on SMU Saturday

at 12:00. and who they play Sunday
will be worked out from there.

SMU, though a college division

team, is no slouch. Last year they

went 22-9 "They've got a good
program," says Bergquist. "Bruce
Wheeler (SMU's coach) has come
down there and really pushed
baseball."

Though the tournament games
will count in the overall record,

they're not door-die affairs and
should the Minutemen meet UNH,
the game wouldn't count in the

Yankee Conference standings.

"We want to be prepared for the

really important games, starling

Tuesday," says Bergquist. That will

be when UMass meets AIC in the

home opener.

But before then, it'll be .in-

teresting to see how some question

marks progress.

One of the biggest - the cat-

ching situation - appears so far to

be a case of you - can't - always -

get what you - want, but -

sometimes - you - get - what - you -

UMASS Student Federal Credit Union is

NOW OPEN
* 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Weekdays

•Each member account FOLLY insured up to deposits of $40,000 by the

National Credit Union Administration.
* Food Stamp operations begin in 7 weeks

H you have any questions or desire information concerning interest rates on
loans savings, etc., PLEASE do not hesitate to call us at 545 l «">4 or stop in

Room 166 ol the Campus Center.

need. Co captain John Healy is out
with a shoulder injury ("He's taking

cortisone shots now. Looks like

ligaments" Bergquist), but junior

Jim Black has filled in capably
enough to date leading the club
in hitting.

And we should get an inkling as
to how the biggest question of all,

pitching, is coming along.
Allegrezza's much maligned arm is

supposedly healed, and though he
didn't set the world ablaze down
south, he would've fared better but
for some unearned runs.

In fact, it'll be interesting to see
how it goes with the pitching staff

m general, because last year when
the Minutemen went 9-16 it just

plain, well stunk, and this year it's

been more of the same But the
stalwarts are back and will probably
see action this weekend —
Allegrezza, John McManus, Jeff

Reardon, et al and a year's

experience has been known to

produce effects

But all the pitching in the world
%

doesn't help if there's no offense,

and though hitting heretofore has
never been a UMass problem, to

date, only Black, centerfielder Pete
Backstrom (.379), first baseman
John Seed, and third baseman
Jerry Mondalto sport decent
averages.

And everyone gets a chance to

improve their respective marks,

starting tomorrow at noon.

Crew opens
spring slate

By BOB NORTON
The UMass Rowing Association

will travel to Worcester and Lake
Quinsigamond tomorrow for their

first regatta of the spring season.
The defending National Collegiate
Champions will race with Trinity

College (a Dad Vail Cup rival), and
Worcester Polytechnical Institute.

A new and young coach, Bill

Mahoney, has arrived on the scene
after the departure of Mike Vespoli
last spring and is conservatively

optimistic concerning the crew's
success. Mahoney indicated that

"Trinity usually has many oarsmen
with high school rowing ex-

perience We hope to offset that

advantage with better con-
ditioning."

Rumor has it that Innity Coach
Graff is optimistic knowing that Bit!

Mahoney is a rookie coach and
feels that he (Mahoney) may have
cut out too big of a chore. Bill

Mahoney hopes to bring an end to
that myth by "defeating them
soundly on Saturday." Trinity will

race a varsity, J.V., and first and
second freshman eights against
UMass and a lightweight varsity

eight against W.P.I.

W PI will race their varsity four
against UMass' third varsity four,

and will enter a J.V. and freshman
eight Mahoney added that
"W.P.I. 's varsity four has been
training m Boston with some
competition and contains some
strong oarsmen."

The varsity boat coxwam is Andy
Burton, sophomore, and will be
stroked by junior Steve Loomer,
with sophomore Dave Ferguson at

seven seat, senior Peter Berg at six,

sophomore Mike Melvin at five,

senior co-captain Paul Gowen at

four, senior co-captain Bill Fitz-

patrick at three, senior Bill Vose a:

two, and senior Jim Bouzianis in

bow seat The J.V. eight will be

coxwained by sophomore Mark
Lyle and stroked by junior Jonathan
Hill, with junior Ray Maagero at

seven, junior Doug Frost at six,

junior Kevin Connor at five,

sophomore Dick Suess at four,

sophomore Dave Burke at three,

junior John Moynihan at two, and
sophomore Dave Snyder in bow
seat The third varsity four will be

coxwained by sophomore Rich

Berg, stroked by sophomore Ted
Mone, with junior Ron Brooks at

three, junior Dave Assad at two,

and sophomore Bob Cullen in bow
seat

Yankee Conference
Whistles 'travelin' tune'

BOSTON \UP/\ - Yankee Conference football teams hope to play
nine exhibition games in Western Europe in June 1976 to introduce
the sport overseas, the league's athletic directors announced
Thursday.

The plan must be approved by officials of the six individual

schools.

Proposed cities for the nine game tour are Milan and Rome, Italy;

Barcelona and Madrid, Spain, Munich and West Berlin, Germany,
Vienna, Austria; and Istanbul, Turkey.

The proposed program, already approved by the NCAA, will be
sponsored by sports promoter Robert Kapp of Dallas, who hopes to
start an "Intercontinental Football League" in Europe.
The participating schools are the Universities of Massachusetts,

Rhode Island, Connecticut, Maine, and New Hampshire and Boston
1

' diversity.

CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton

B.

Y.

0.

B.

54th Member of the World Famous
Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an averag*

spending of $2.25

Your Host, Carlo, Is a special
student at UMass
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VALLEY Auto
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Gym men at

Nationals;

fair showings
UMass men's gymnastics competitor's in the

Nationals in Terre Haute, Indiana Bill Brouillet, Peter

Lusk, and Steve Marks last night opened their bids for

national honors, competing in the compulsory events.

Brouillet performing on the parallel bars, did the

best of the three in scoring an 8.65.

"Bill did a pretty good job," said Coach Tom Dunn
in a long distance telephone interview. "He is in 14th

place right now and he has a good chance to move
into the top six to make the'finals," Dunn said.

Peter Lusk did not fare as well. His compulsory

score was 7.85 only good for about 25th place.

Dunn only commented on Lusk's performance by

saying that, "he did not do his best."

UMass' third competitor Steve Marks equaled

Brouillet's point total of 8.65, Marks' score coming in

the long horse vaulting.

"I thought his score was a little low for how he

did," said Coach Dunn. Marks' performance was

enough for a 19th place standing after the com-

pulsories.

I he optional events begin at 1:00 p.m. today the

top six scorers in each event after combining the

compulsory and optional scores will move into the

finals on Saturday.

FLYING FINISHES The leading team scores after

the compulsories were as follows: UCal-Berkley-213,

Louisiana State University 211, Southern lllinois-208,

University of Michigan 208, and Indiana University-

205 Nebraska got snowbound in Chicago and was
not able to make it to the meet. ..Dunn said that if

Brouillet and marks hit their optional routines they

could sneak into the top six and make it to the

finals. ..Jay Whelan, brother of former UMass
gymnast Gene Whelan was given the Nissen Award,

the Heisman Trophy of gymnastics. The Southern

Connecticut gymnast was honored for a combination

of sportsmanship, academic excellence, and gym-
nastics ability.

Jeannine Burger on the balance beam.
Jeannine and her teammates hope to

propel themselves into national
prominence by winning the Nationals.

Garber's Gorillas anxious to play,

face Dartmouth in home opener
By BEN CASWELL

The UMass Minutemen lacrosse team, better

known as Garber's Gorillas, will try once again to open
their 1975 home season this time tomorrow at 2:00

p.m. against Dartmouth
Yesterday the Gorillas were washed out of their

contest with the University of Connecticut. That

game has been postponed to one of two dates, either

April 14 or April 29. The decision on the date will come
next week. The game will still be a home contest for

UMass.
The Big Green of Dartmouth used to be one of the

top lacrosse powers in New England but the last few
years have been ones of mediocrity, according to

UMass Gorilla head coach Dick Garber.

Dudley Hendricks, the Dartmouth coach, said that

he was optimistic about a good season for his team
this year.

Hendricks is in his third year as the Dartmouth
coach He came to the Hanover school from Navy, a

perennial lacrosse power.

Last year in their final game of the season the

Gorillas demolished Dartmouth, 25-5.

The postponement of yesterday's game because of

the weather was somewhat disappointing to the

Gorillas. "It's been a week since we played those

games on Long Island," said Garber, "and now the

team is just looking forward to playing again."

Although the Dartmouth squad may not provide

top notch competition Garber said that he still expects

a good match. "I always expect a tough game," he

said, "I think that our team is probably a better one
than their's but if we play well we should win the

game."
SCOOP SHOTS - In the injury department, Garber

reports nothing but a lot of bumps and bruises ...

Garber hopes that the field will be in good condition

because as he puts it, "bad field conditions are a

definite equalizer of good and bad teams." Game time

tomorrow behind Boyden is 2:00 p.m.

mwomen set,

Nationals begin
By BILL DOYLE

Hayward, California - "The nationals are it."

So said Coach Virginia Evans about tonight's association for In

tercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) national gymnastics cham-

pionships in which UMass will be seeking its second championship in three

years.

Tonight at 6:30 the Minutewomen will try to forget about the injuries

that have been nagging them all season. The aches and pains will be put

aside for one last time, in hopes of regaining the title.

Senior all-arounder Jeanine Burger, who will be competing in the last

meet of her career, said that she hopes to peak in her last effort.

"I might as well because after the nationals, I'm through competing

forever," she said.

Evans said that UMass would have to peak in order to take the cham-

pionship and that a score of at least 108 would be necessary to win.

After the Easterns she said that the team hadn't even peaked yet, and

now she said that she hopes it will tonight and she thinks it can.

All-arounder Ann Olson said that she thinks the team will come through

with its best effort of the year.

"Whether that is enough to win, I don't know," she added.

Evans lists the top four schools in the championships as UMass,

Southern Illinois, Southwest Mississippi Junior College and Springfield

College.

"It should be extremely close among those teams," she explained, "or

there is always the possibility that one team will put it all together and that

the others will all break."

It will be a match of depth, the strong point of all four teams, Evans said.

For the first time, UMass will have six gymnasts competing in all four

events in the Nationals, which allows more room for error.

Burger, Olson, and Susan Cantwell will compete in the all-arounds for

UMass. Pam Steckroat, usually an all arounder instead of Olson, is out

with a compressed fracture of her vertebiae.

In vaulting UMass will have Linda Nelligan, Gail Hannan, and Cherl

Smith. Margie Magraw, Debbie Law and Nelligan will compete on uneven
bars. Hannan, Maraw and Smith will be on the beam, and Alicia Goode,
Law and Smith will be on the floor.

Five of the nine gymnasts have competed in the Nationals previously,

with Cantwell, Smith, Law and Magraw all competing for the first time.

"We have a young team," Evans said, "and it's the first team that myself
and Mike Kasavana, assistant coach, have really had a strong influence in

recruiting, so in a way I'd like to win this one a little more."
But in order to do so, UMass will have to overtake Southern Illinois and

Southwest Mississippi, the defending champions and runners-up,
respectively.

The top 12 gymnasts in each event tonight will qualify for the individual

finals which will be held at 7:00 p.m. tomorrow.
Any gymnast who scores a 35.0 or better in the all-arounds tonight will

be eligible for the United States Gymnastics Federation (USGF) elite

compulsories, which are the qualifications for the Pan American games.
International World Games, and Olympics. The compulsories will be held
tomorrow afternoon at 1:00 p.m.

Inside Sports
Minutemen have star on the rise

Baseballers take to the road

UMass bowler in nationals

Trackmen home; open with quadrangular meet
By SCOTT HAYES

Like a sprinter trying to get a

good start out of the blocks, the

UMass track team will approach the

starting line of the 1975 season,

Saturday, when they host Boston

College, Boston University and
Amherst College in a 1:00 p.m.

meet at the UMass track.

Boston College, a team which

had the capability to have won the

indoor New Englands but finished

second behind Northeastern,

should enjoy an edge in frist place

finishes. The Eagles boast some
talented individuals including Keith

Francis, Phil Hazzard, Neal Green,

Joe Dray and Jerry Leppo. The
versatile Francis will be competing

in either the mile, the 880-yard run

or the quarter-mile. Hazzard
captured IC4A (Intercollegiate

Association of Amateur Athletes of

America) 50-yard dash honors and
Green placed second in the New
England dash. Leppo is a 6 6' high

jumper who is capable of scoring

points in his event. The Boston

College sprinters give the Eagles

relay strength as well.

Dray appears to be a triple threat

in the weight events. The BC

weightman was third in the New
England discus last year and is one
of the top hammer throwers with

performances like his 180-5 heave.

According to coach Ken O'Brien,

Dray can't be matched by any of

tomorrow's competitors and should

receive little opposition in his quest

for a triple victory.

The Eagles also have a strona

half mile and middle distance crew
that is comprised of Ed Becker,

Neal Vercollone, Steve Lowell and
Bill Charland. The BC mile relay

team placed first at the indoor New
Englands.

BU's top individual performer is

Jim Taylor, an exceptional miler.

The Terriers have several good
huidlers, a few impressive sprinters

and quarter- milers, but O'Brien

doesn't feel BU will be in the

running for the meet's number one
team. "BU will steal some points,

but they shouldn't be a threat,"

commented O'Brien.

Amherst has a team that is very

similar to BU's squad. Captain

Darryl Hendricks is a good all-

around athlete who will probably

compete as a sprinter, hurdler and
jumper, but the Lord Jeffs are a

relatively weak team. Mark Stadler

is the only other outstanding in-

dividual for Amherst. A solid

decathlon competitor, Stadler

Curt Stegerweld
(right) hands off to
Steve Crimmin, one of
the tri captains for the
outdoor season, in relay
action last month. The
trackmen open their
Spring schedule when
they host Boston
College/ Boston
University and
Amherst, tomorrow at 1

p.m. at the UMass
track.

should pick up some points for

Amherst in the 440-yard huries.

The jumping events will be
important for the Minutemen
because BC, BU and Amherst are

weak in the long jump, triple jump
and pole vault. Along with the

discus and javelin, where UMass
has considerable depth, good
performances in the jumping events
may help decide the outcome of the

meet.

The trackmen will have several

team members competing in two
events and Joe Martens will be
taking part in three. Martens will

high jump, run the 220-yard dash
and one leg of the 440-yard relay.

Curt Stegerwald will run the

hurdles and the mile relay while

Mark Healy will see action in the

440 and mile relay. Bob and Ken
Adamson will compete in the long

and triple jumps and as always, are

expected to contribute their share
of points.

Of course, everyone knows that a

good jump at the gun is critical, so
tomorrow's meet will be an im-

portant part of the eight week
sprint to the New England
Championships.

VC gunners shell Saigon

Marines, fleet ready evacuation
From wire services

SAIGON - U.S. Marines are
prepared to land in Saigon to
evacuate Americans and some
Vietnamese if major fighting or
chaos breaks out, informed

sources told the Associated Press
yesterday.

At the same time, four U.S.
helicopter carriers capable of
evacuating all Americans from
South Vietnam in two waves stood
by off the Vietnamese coast

southeast of the capital.

The four huge ships normally
carry a total of 8,000 combat-ready
U.S. Marines.

Meanwhile, Viet Cong gunners
firing from as close as eight miles
outside the center of Saigon hit the

capital's suburbs early today in the

first shelling of the Saigon area in

the current offensive

All recent shellings of the capita.

and its suburbs have been minor —
10 or 15 rounds of rocket at the
most. Saigon command spokesman

Lt. Col. Le Trung Hien said
government artillery hit suspected
Communist gun sites shortly after
the attacks began at 2:25 a.m.
(2:25 p.m. EDT) yesterday

turn to page 4
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weather
Oh where art thou Spring, the
Wise Man asked:
It may come Tuesday with 50s
high.

But for today wind and 40's will

be
the uncomfortable facts of the
day

dorm move possible

Over 21 rule may end
I \Kin KOlt.NF'El I) COmDlicationS are involved with n^vl v«!>r hac hoan nnctnnnoH until *By LARRY KORNFELD
Staff Reporter

The University rule that exempts
students over twenty-one from
mandatory dorm living will
probably be eliminated, according
to Vice-Chancellor for Student
Affairs Robert Gage.
However, he said that no final

decision will be made until April
11. Gage said yesterday that legal

complications are involved with
keeping the dorms system man-
datory.

"Our attorneys have reminded
us uf this ever since last spring, so
this is nothing new. This has been
supportive of the move for a
voluntary dorm system," he ex-
plained.

The decision on whether the
dining commons will be voluntary

Mike Narkiewicz, station manager of WSYL, still

awaits word from the FCC concerning a broadcast of a
false news item last Wednesday, (story p. 2)

next year has been postponed until

April 10. Gage said he "doubts"
right now that the dining commons
will be voluntary but emphasized
that it is still an "open issue."

The future of the residential life

system will not go before the Board
of Trustees until their June
meeting. The Trustees make all

final decisions.

On why the decision has been
postponed, Gage said, "We need
more reaction from the students."
The obstacles he mentioned to

voluntary dining commons is

"somehow we have to be sure it

will be used by enough students to

pay off the debt service." He ad-

ded, "It presumably will require a

utilities fee."

Gage rejected the idea of having
the administration absorb the cost

of making the dorms or dining
commons voluntary saying, "Costs
that have to be picked up by the

university will be picked up by the

students one way or another
anyway."

People talk glibly about cutting
the administration. By doing that
at some point you cut down on the
University's ability to respond to
the students," he claimed.

He also said the registrar's office
now has to be closed one day a
week in order to process sll the
students requests If we dismiss
more administrators, we will have
to have days when offices are t
closed, said Gage. |

Inspite of the fact the voluntary |dorm system has been postponed
j

till January 76. Gage said. "We -

should still move to a voluntary =
dorm system as soon as possible." ^
The principle administrative "&

officers will discuss the voluntary %
dining commons- issue today The 7

student residential life task force
will be meeting with the ad-
ministration on dining commons,
the proposed rent increase and
including students over twenty-one
in the dorm requirement this week,
according to Gage.

David Booth,
Secretary of the Faculty

Senate, wants more
student contact, (story

P. 2)

L

Wood sets new idelines

for management of grants

SCER's Magid defends
transient candidates

By BIIXDENSMORE must be reviewed by campus
Staff Reporter Chancellor Randolph W* Bromery

A tough new set of guidelines to before acceptance If it is more
faculty holding grant contracts for than $500,000 per year it must be

By JUNE VALLIERE
Sta f f Reporter

"Transients pay a phenomenal
amount of taxes through rent,"

said Lawrence Magid, director of

Student Center for Education
Resource.
The reason given by six Amherst

residents that students do not have
the same interests as town people

because they are not taxpayers is a
false assumption, according to

Magid. These six people, who felt

students would boost taxes by
voting for "grandiose projects,"

sent a list of candidates to voters in

Precinct I listing the candidates

who they felt were transients.

The list of town meeting mem-
bers stating each candidate's
address, age, occupation, and if

they were registered in Amherst
last year was sent Thursday to all

"voters in Precinct I by six

residents from that district.

Printed at the bottom of the list

was a statement saying that the

petitioners felt town meeting
members should not be "tran-

sients."

Magid said, "Students con-

tribution in taxes is far larger than

the taxes paid by residents, in

accordance to incomes." Apart-

ment renters pay 24 per cent in

property taxes, according to a

survey taken in Boston.
"Therefore, Magid said. "$24 of the

$100 students pay in rent would go
toward property taxes." The
Average student's income is $3000

and ten per cent of this would be

turn to p. 3

federal funds, put into effect last

week, will eliminate lax policy

which resulted in alleged misuse of

funds at the School of Education.
The guidelines, put into effect

with trustee approval Wednesday,
were written by President Robert
C. Wood's staff with the advice of

Treasurer Kenneth W. Johnson.
They apply to all grants and
contracts with outside funding
agencies, public or private.

Under the new rules, any grant

OK'd by the President's office.

The overall effect of the rules,

contained in a six-page, single

speced document dated March 26.

will be to centralize grant
operation within Whitmore and the

President's office, instead of with
faculty.

Wood told trustees in a
statement: "Some who have
reviewed these guidelines in draft

form have commented that their

implementation could add
worth more than $100,000 per year significantly to the administrative

The UMass women's gymnastics team is pictured here holding their plaques they
received for finishing second in the nationals this past weekend. (See story page
20.)

burden associated with even a
relatively small grant.

"While I agree that there will be
some procedural burdens resulting

from these guidelines, clearly the

University's interest in main-
taining confidence in its grants and
contract administration is

overriding."

Wood described the rules d'.ing
a press briefing after Wednesday's
trustees' meeting and put them in

the context of a response to

possible funds abuse at the S'. hool

of Education. He said the new
policies will:

—"focus in the Chancellor's

office responsibility for research
and development management."
—move "large and unique"

projects to the President's office.

—force both academic and ad-

ministrative supervisors to

countersign payments.
—place absolute fiscal

responsibility for the acceptance
and management of grants with

the Treasurer's office.

Funds abuse at the School of

Education provide an example of

eight ways the new policies will

alter grant responsibility. In his

trustee report. Wood said misuse
at the School was partly because it

allowed grant managers to ad-

minister their own funds

A grant manager - technically

called a "principle investigator" -

is the UMass faculty member in

whose name a federal grant of

funds has been obtained

The grants under FBI scrutiny at

the School had listed former
Associate Dean Atron A. Gentry as

turn to p. 3
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More funds for Spectrum
denied by Student Senate

By SUSAN LARNED
Staff Reporter

With $89,000 cut from the Student Activity Tax Free
(SATF) budget request from student organizations

and projects have been cut and appeals for more
money denied.

Spectrum, the student literary and fine arts

magazine, requested $31,100, a $17,900 increase over
this year's budget. Spectrum received $15,000 without
an inflationary increase of $2,000.

Chip LaLonde, editor of Spectrum, appealed for

more funds before the executive committee of the

student senate.
The appeal was denied last Monday. LaLonde said,

"This is illogical, off-base. They don't take into

consideration Spectrum's importance."
LaLonde said he requested a big increase because

Spectrum "is the only outlet on campus for creative
purposes and has been disproportionally cut.

Before the executive committee LaLonde
presented facts, figures and a petition with 412

signatures collected in one day in the Campus Center.

"This meant nothing to them," he said, "They had
their minds made up."
At present, Spectrum is rpw»',? ' nrt ! ' 1 »v»r cent of the

work submitted by students. In 1970 their percentage
of the budget was 4.4 per cent, and they now stand at

1.3 per cent. "All we ask is to be maintained at 3 per
cent of the budget. The $2000 increase doesn't even
keep up with inflation rates."

In a rebuttal, Jon Hite, a member of the budget
committee, agreed that the magazine is a "vital part
of tlje University community," but "the committee
does not feel that they can allow the increase."
Given the $89,000 cut, it is necessary for the com-

mittee to decide where the funds are going to go, said
Hite. "This large cut was made," Hite added,
"because the Senate feels that any decreases in the
money spent would help the students."
"The group is dealing with. a "subsistance" or

"maintenance" budget, and no area has received any
drastic increases. "We were told that the magazine
could exist with this lower amount and publish one
issue per year," said Hite.

LaLonde says, "I can't leave any stones unturned.
I'll go to a higher source if there is one. I don't know
why in the past Spectrum has been singled out, but
I'm going to use every opportunity to find the
money."

No word from FCC on
WSYL Kissinger 'report'

By DIANR l NGAR
Staff Reporter

No word has come from the

Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC) in response to the
formal complaint made against a
WSYL disc jockey last Wednesday,
for his airing of a false broadcast.
The Collegian contacted the FCC

office in Boston, Friday, at which
time a spokesperson claimed to be
unaware of Wednesday *s incident.

Dean Collotta, who made the

alleged broadcast that said Henry
Kissinger was assassinated in

Washington. DC, was suspended
from WSYL for the semester.
according to Station Director
Kathy Tierney.'

FCC regulations demand
suspension of operator's license for

transmitting "false or deceptive
communications ." WSYL, the
Sylvan Area Radio Station, is an
amateur station and does not

require licensing of any kind for its

sixty disc jockeys.

Speaking of the FCC regulations
Michael Narkewicz. WSYL Station

Manager, said sessions are held at

the beginning of every semester
for all prospective D.J.s. Copies of

station rules are then distributed,

citing what can and cannot be done

on tne air.

The pending notification from
the FCC is not expected to alter
any of WSYL's present policies

David Booth wants
to know his students

By HEIDI STEPNO
Staff Reporter

The secretary of the Faculty
Senate has a lot of work to do and
the present secretary says the
work cuts into time he used for

getting to know his students.

David A. Booth, a political

science professor said the only
"disappointment" in the job as
secretary is not becoming
acquainted with his students in an
informal way.

Academic affairs is the primary
business of the Faculty Senate
They must approve courses,
correct possible errors and im-
prove curriculum When asked for
his opinion on the academic
courses offered at UMass Booth
said, "The University is in the
front rank compared with other
schools and it offers a wide range
of opportunities The quality of the
faculty and the instruction prove to
be a credit to its administration."
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The professor said he praises
programs like OUTREACH and
BDIC. Booth said he thinks they
are "highly inventive" in their

origin and help to provide a public
service. "Not only are the students
learning but they gain a sense of

involvement within the com-
munity," he said.

He also approved of the courses
offered in residential areas. He
feels that this is one area in which
educators need to concentrate. The
classroom can often create an
antagonistic atmosphere for
students; residential areas are
more relaxed and therefore help to

provide a more valuable learning
experience for some students, he
said.

Every two years the Faculty
Senate chooses a secretary from
among Us members. The job in-

cludes numerous duties which he
assumes on July 1 of the year he is

appointed.

Booth was chosen this year;
prior to his appointment he had
served a two year term as the
presiding officer.

He came to UMass in 1967 after
leaving his position as an assistant

professor with tenure at the
University of Kentucky. When he
first arrived Booth was an
assistant professor. He then
acquired tenure after two years
and became a full professor three
years later.

The secretary serves as the

administrative officer of the
senate He coordinates all its ac-

tivities, concerning the councils

and committees and ensures the

observance of the constitution and
its by-laws.

Bracing themselves for the infamous UMass wind
tunnel, these three students hope, in vain, for some
Spring weather.

DPS at UMass honors
Scuba Rescue Team

By ROBERTA MARTONE
Staff Reporter

The Department of Public Safety at UMass honored its Scuba Rescue
Team Friday, for outstanding performance under extremely difficult
conditions, said Captain Robert Joyce of the UMass Police.
Sergeant Richard Grader, and patrolmen David Grader, Robert E.

Hawkins, and Jon C. Schmitter, all members of the team, received
awards for their performance on Dec. 1, 1974.

At this time, a request was made to the UMass Police Dept. for the use
of the team to assist in the recovery of two bodies allegedly present in

Leverett Pond.
Thomas F. Weishel, 29, and his daughter, Shelburne, 3, had fallen

through the ice while crossing the pond, according to reports.
The first of two dives was made by the officers in sub-zero tem-

peratures, poor lighting conditions, and minimal radio contact, according
to Joyce. The dive was unsuccessful.
On Dec. 2, another dive was made by both the UMass team and the

Brattleboro Scuba team.
The body of the father was discovered by David Grader, of the UMass

team, submerged in 15 feet of water The body was then removed by boat
"There was a great risk factor involved in these dives," the Captain

said.

The Scuba Team evolved approximately ten months ago, and is the
only police scuba team in Western Mass., commented Joyce.
"We feel they provide a valuable service to the surrounding com-

munity," he said.

The members of the team were certified by Robert Foote, a trainer
affiliated with UMass when the team was first formed.
They are under continual training and make a minimum of one dive a

month The team practices at Lake George, Spafford Lake in Shelburne
Fall River, and Cape Cod, Joyce added.
"The team was formed because the men were already interested in

diving, and because a lot of investigation people feel more comfortable if
they know the divers are police They know what to look for when it comes
to evidence," Joyce said.

The men provide their own equipment.
Joyce said the team had no plans for expansion, as yet. They will be

"weighing the value of the team when the weather changes."
"Hopefully, the team won't have to be used more often, but it's nice to

know they're available," Joyce said The December dive is the only such
call the team has had this far.
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PCP candidates claim they've been smeared
ByBILLGONET
Staff Reporter

Town Meeting candidates from the
Progressive Candidates Pool (PCP),
charged Friday that PCP candidates have
been victimized by a smear campaign.

The object of the PCP protest was a
petition circulated Thursday in precinct one
which, according to Floyd Bailey, a PCP
candidate from precinct one, "tacitly
labelled" as transients own meeting can-
didates not listed on a 1974 Amherst street
list.

"It's unfortunate that a minority chose to
implv that first vear residents are not cood
material for public office," said Jim Starr, a
precinct one PCP candidate who works for
UMass Student Legal Services.

Starr was among six PCP candidates
whose names appeared on the petition with

"Not listed in 1974" printed next to them.
PCP is a coalition of candidates interested
in promoting the interest of tenants,
students and similar groups.

"We think Town Meeting members should
not be transients," appeared at the bottom
of the petition which listed the names
residences, ages, and occupations of all
precinct one Town Meeting candidates.

In a fifteen minute discussion, the eleven
PCP candidates at the press conference
Friday each attacked the petition from
different angles.

"Transient connotes hobo or bum," said
Bailey, who was listed as a "transient" on
the petition.

Jim Starr described the petition as a
"smear campaign" and said that precinct

one PCP candidates will release a rebuttal
on today.

Several PCP members at the meeting felt

that the petition "unfairly" implied that
short term residents and students aren't
qualified to hold office because they lack
responsibility, and adequate stake in the
community, and sufficient background on
public issues.

In response to this implied allegation,

Carrie Jo Gershin cited the 24 town meeting
warrants prepared by the PCP and the
PCP's public issue data center as proof of

the seriousness of PCP candidate com-
mitment to the community.

A survey taken at the meeting revealed
that 16 of the PCP's 44 candidates are non-
students, many whom hold full-time jobs in

Amherst.
John Pepi, a PCP candidate in precinct

one added that transients have a right to be

represented because "one-fourth of their
rent goes to pay the landlord's property
taxes."

Precinct spokesman reported the details
of the campaigns in their respective
precincts during the closing minutes of the
meeting.

To win the PCP's 10 candidates in precinct
one need 150 to 200 votes, the eight in

precinct 2 need 200, the 10 in precinct 3 need
500, the eight in precinct 6 need 300, and the
five in precinct 7 need 175.

To meet these estimates, prepared by the

PCP from 1974 election results, PCP can-

didates are conducting door to door can-
vassing campaigns among tenants,
students, and other voters whom the PCP
feels are under-represented.
Precinct spokesman each reported that

they are planning to provide transportation

to the polls for voters who need it.

Michael Best faces
decision on tenure

By KATHERINE A. WEYGAND
Staff Reporter

Michael Best, a controversial figure since coming to UMass in 1969,
may or may not be recommended for tenure today.
Best, an economics professor, said he is "skeptical" about his chances

for tenure.

I think it could go either way, but the highest probability is negative,"
said Best. He feels that a negative decision has its roots back in his first
years at UMass.
"Being on the left, I was labeled at that time incompetent and that label

has stuck with me," he said.

Student pressure that Best said was "extreme" and "unprecedented"
kept him here in his first two or three years when "tremendous struggle
within the department" was taking place to have him re-appointed.

"I had a commitment to diversity ... students stood up and fought the
issue and they were successful." Because of this friction. Best said, "I
feel that the decision not to give me tenure was made back then."
Chairman and department personnel, as well as the Provost and

Chancellor recommended to the board of trustees who should be tenured.
However, all recommendations for tenure will be considered in the
context of the overall needs and long range plans of the department, the
School or College and the campus as a whole.
Best feels that according to these policies there is no real basis for a

decision against him. In terms of his tenure, he feels that he has built a
strong case in his favor, citing his many publications over the last two
years, the fact that he has generally been in the top five to ten per cent of
the faculty in course evaluations, and his numerous talks outside of the
classroom.
Provost Robert L. Gluckstern, Best said, is under "pressure" to con-

coct an argument against Best since he can't appeal to bad teaching, lack
of research, or lack of service. The administration, he points out, tends to
insulate itself against democratic decision making; there is a lack of
knowledge of the individual departments which creates a lack of un-
derstanding.

Phrases about "institutional needs" are excuses often used by the
administration, said Best.

In Best's own opinion, he has done a good job in his years at UMass,
having been instrumental in the transition of the economics department
from a "mediocre" part of UMass into a very "exciting" and "in-
teresting" one.

If there were student participation in the decision to give him tenure.
Best feels "I'd get affirmative votes and strong support. People thought
in the past that I manipulated and directed everything, but in fact I

didn't. I just rode the wave."
He considers an appeal to a negative decision a "humiliating process.

It's very important to me and always has been to maintain my dignity. I'd
much rather leave UMass, with the accomplishments I'm very proud of
than to have to be around here with the thought in the back of my mind
that I had to eet down on my hands and knees and beg."

Task Force issues

its list of demands
By DONNA FUSCO

Staff Reporter

The Task Force yesterday listed

seven demands to be submitted to

the University administration this

week.
The demands, according to Tony

Armelin, spokesman for the Task

Force are no mandatory housing,

no mandatory board plan, no in-

crease in fees, no decrease in

human services, improved
academies, and re-examination

and re-evaluation of the Office of

Student Affairs.

"If a "satisfactory compromise"

is not reached, said Ken Somers,

Chairperson of the Task Force,

"we are considering a strike as one

of our alternatives."

The Task Force which has

recently organized itself into three

subcommittees, is "trying to

educate the public to the

ramifications of rent hikes, the

proposed $40-150 facilities fee, and

proposed budget cuts by the

Governor," according to Armelin.

We are trying to rally student

support for the Task Force and its

goals, through the liason com-
mittee.

"I know students are opposed to

a $140 increase in their semester
bill, and I am sure many students

would like to help us organize that

opposition," said Armelin
According to Armelin, a com-

bination of the facilities fee and
rent increases would total to a $140

more than students will have to

pay next semester.

The other two committees,
media and strategy, are designed
respectively, to establish an
ongoing repoire with on-campus
and off-campus media, and to

develop a time line and tactics for

dealing with the seven demands.
They are also working with the

Coalition for a Peoples Budget,
because "with the Coalition asking
for an expanded budget and the

Task Force asxing tor a general

house cleaning, I think our com-
bined philosophies indicate that

students want the highest quality

education at the lowest possible

cost," said Armelin.
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ln preparation for the tri-centenma I the University donated this statue of the 1975
UMie to the town.

* Management of grants set
cont. from p. 1

"principle investigator." But the
grants were in fact run by another
faculty member, Cleo Abraham,
Collegian sources have indicated.

—Wood's new guidelines would
appear to eliminate such third-

party arrangements, forcing
administrators like Gentry to take
active control of grants.

—Since one grant in question, the
Brooklyn-based Career Oppor-
tunities Program (COP) was for

over $100,000 a year, it would have
to be approved by the Chancellor's
office and then continuously
monitored by the Treasurer.
—Check requisitions must be

signed by the grant manager, in

this case Gentry, and the School of

Education Dean. Third party
faculty investigators can no longer
initiate check requests under the
new policies.

—Bills sent to sponsoring
agencies must be prepared by the
Bursar's office payable to the
University of Massachusetts.
Under investigation at the School
of Education is a $13,000 check
from the Malcolm
Chicago for which
UMass was ever
reports say.

X College in

no bill from
issued, news

—No university employee may
open a private bank account to

handle grant funds, urfder the new
policies. Under investigation at the
School is an "uncontrolled"
private bank account in New-
Haven, part of an HEW funded
Model Cities program there,
sources say.

—Any faculty member
preparing a grant request for an
outside funding agency must send
copies of his-her submission to the
Whitmore Accounting office, the
Treasurer's office in Whitmore.
and to the office of Associate
Graduate Dean Pat W Camerino.
—All grant awards must be to

the University of Massachusetts,
the policy says. The campus and
name of the principle investigator
may be listed second for reference
purposes. Some grants under
question by the FBI were believed
to have been awarded in the names
of individuals.

The effect of this stipulation will

be to prohibit grant managers
from claiming grant funds as their

owntodowhatevei ':ey want with.

It will mean grants are run by
Whitmore or the President's office

for legal purposes.

—Any changes in grants must be
agreed to in writing by the spon-

soring agency and a copy of the
agreement added as an "amend-
ment" to the original grant award
filed in the Treasurer's office, the
policies say. At the School of
Education, changes and counter-
changes in grant purposes arrived
at verbally have made deter-
mination of appropriate ind
inappropriate spending difficult.

Wood, during the Wednesday
press briefing, said the changes
are needed because federal funds
are scarcer than in the sixties and
must be more carefully ad-
ministered.

staff—
Check
blackboard in

newsroom today

for important
notice.

* Transient candidates defended
conf. from p. 1

People who live in dormitories

also pay taxes, Magid added. He
said the University pays a certain

percentage of property taxes out of

the board fees paid by student

residents. In addition to that,

Magid said, Amherst merchants
who pay large property, thrive on
students' patronage.

Maurice Bates, one of the
petitioners, is a professor at

contributed to property taxes, he
said.

UMass and Clarence Parsons,

initiator of the petition, lives in

Florida for two and a half months a

year, the Collegian learned.

When asked in a telephone in-

terview if he felt that professors

who lived in Amherst for a few
years should also be considered

transients and did the same apply
to them about running as town
meeting members, Bates replied

"no comment" and hung up the

telephone. Bates is a mechanical
and aerospace engineering
professor.

Parsons said he lived in Florida
from January to March. "I was
asked to be a town meeting
member but abstained because I

did not feel it was right for me to

represent the town since I was
gone for part of the winter," he
said. "The two and a half months I

am gone, Parsons added, "is

immaterial to the six months that

students are not here."
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Communists shell Phnom Penh from all sides
Still seek to cut

airport supply link

PHNOM PENH (UPI) — Rebel
Communist forces yesterday at-

tacked this beseiged capital from
all sides and rained rockets on its

airport in another attempt to sever
the city's lone remaining supply
link to the outside world.
The government also learned

that its defeat Tuesday at Neak
Luong, 31 miles down the Com-
munist-controlled Mekong River,

cost it some 5,000 troops and their
commander, Gen. Lim Sisaat — all

captured by the rebels.

Rebel troops entrenched five
miles from the city sent more
rockets thundering into Pochen-
tong Airport and launched
simultaneous assaults on virtually
all sides of {he capital's defense
perimeter, field reports said.
But the rocket attack still failed

to stop the American airlift which
has become Phnom Penh's only
way to bring in supplies. At least
two of the U.S. planes left with
some U.S. embassy personnel,

including Cambodian workers.
The embassy — the lone

diplomatic mission still operating
in Phnom Penh — was reduced to

about 30 or 40 staffers, down from
the nearly 200 of just a week ago,

embassy sources said.

"We have taken out just about as
many people as we could and still

function," one source said.

In yesterday's fighting,

government troops lost 17 killed

and % wounded. Rebel gunners
also shot down a Cambodian Air

Force C47 gunship west of Phnom
Penh. The seven-man crew was
presumed either killed or cap-

tured.

Government troops also aban-
doned another eight positions west
of the capital, along Highway 4,

and failed again to push back a new
insurgent threat to the southeast.
Government forces at Svay Rolou,
six miles southeast of here, came
under heavy attack, and suffered
two killed and six wounded.

U.S. Marines prepared to land

Area held by

^ Communists

A force of U.S. helicopters was sighted off the South
Vietnamese coast yesterday where they could be used
to evacuate Americans from Saigon. In ground action,
the South Vietnamese recaptured the coastal city of
Nha Trang.

Many Vietnam orphans
found 'acutely' sick

By United Press International

An "acute medical situation"

developed yesterday among the 319

orphans flown Saturday night from
Vietnam to San Francisco.
Doctors disclosed that 47 babies

from the flight that was welcomed
by President Ford were being
treated in hospitals. Some were
survivors of last Friday's crash of

a military plane that killed 178

persons in a rice paddy near
Saigon

The children were being cared
for as hundreds of other orphans
crossed a- 10,000-mile air bridge
from war-ravaged Vietnam to a
new life in America.
"This is an acute medical

situation," Dr. Alex Stalcup said at

the Presidio military base in San
Francisco where most of the

babies were taken after leaving
their airlift plane late Saturday.

"Our resources are now stretched
to capacity.

"Of the infants at the Presidio
right now, by American standards,
at least half should be in a hospital
right now."

About 300 children were being
cared for at the temporary facility

while awaiting processing before
joining their adoptive parents.
Stalcup said more than 30 of the

babies were "unquestionably near
death" when taken off the Pan
American 747 about 12 hours
earlier.

cont. from pg. 1 -4t

Far to the northeast, South
Vietnamese troops triking back
reoccupied the coastal city of Nha
Trang yesterday. Other govern-
ment military units and police

began boarding refugee ships and
killing suspected Viet Cong agents
on the spot, an American witness
said.

The development came as the
United States continued building

up its 7th Fleet ships and forces off

Vietnam, with at least one aircraft

carrier, three destroyers, a half-

dozen other amphibious ships and
elements of a Marine division

standing by.

The 7th Fleet buildup included
three aircraft carriers within the
zone, including the nuclear-
powered Enterprise, the AP said.

The buildup was disclosed in part
in news releases from the U.S.
Embassy and by other independent
sources. Specific locations of the
various vessels were not given.

In Washington, a Defense Dept.
spokesman said, "there is ab-
solutely no foundation" to stories
"which suggest that the evacuation
of Americans from Vietnam is

imminent."

However, sources told the AP
that the 7th Fleet was on station to

evacuate Americans and some
Vietnamese if major fighting or
chaos broke out and that Marines
were prepared to land in the city of

3.5 million.

There are approximately 6,000

Americans still in Vietnam,
although some have left by com-
mercial means.

U.S. Embassy spokesmen would
not comment on the 7th Fleet
buildup but news releases from the

embassy on refugee evacuation

disclosed that the commander of

the Fleet's amphibious force, Rear
Admiral Donald B. Whitmire, was
on station near Saigon with his

flagship the U.S.S. Blue Ridge.

The same release also disclosed

that the destroyer U.S.S. Reasoner
and scores of Marine helicopters

were within only a short distance of

Saigon.

In fighting, the South Viet-

namese military command said

the Communists hit Nha Be, six

miles southeast of the center of

Saigon, with recoilless rifle and
mortar fire, which has maximum
range of about two miles.

Today's shelling of Nha Be, site

of South Vietnam's largest oil

storage facility, was the first at-

tack on the capital area since the
beginning of the current North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong drive
March 10.

Spokesmen said six persons were

wounded in the two-hour attack
which involved about 60 rounds of
artillery.

The shelling barrage continued
for more than an hour and a half
before the Communists apparently
pulled back. Damage, if any, by
the government artillery was
unsubstantial.

The spokesman said four South
Vietnames soldiers, a policeman
and a civilian were wounded by the
Communist shellfire, and two fuel
pipelines were ruptured.

Initial reports indicated the fuel

pipelines were not important to the
overall Nha Be supply line, Hien
said.

Near Saigon, heavy fighting was
reported yesterday near Binh
Phucc district capital, 26 miles
south of the capital, spokesmen
said. Hien said 18 Communists and
three government soldiers were
killed in the fighting and another
six South Vietnames forces were
wounded.

UMASS Student Federal Credit Union it

NOW OPEN
* 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Weekdays

•Each member account FULLY insured up to deposits o» WO.000 by the
National Credit Union Administration
•Food Stamp operations begin in 2 weeks.

t

M you have any questions or desire information concerning interest rates on
loans, savings, etc.. PLEASE do not hesitate to call us at 545 1994 or stop in
Room 166 of the Campus Center.

The Distinguished Visitors Program is financed and operated by

the undergraduates of UM ass. for the purpose of keeping the

university community sensitive to the world in which it exists.

We're looking for certain majors
to become Lieutenants.

Mechanical and civil en
gineenng majors . . . areo
space and aeronautical en
gineenng majors . . . majors
in electronics . . . computer
science mathematics.

The Air Force needs peo
pie . . . many with the above
academic majors. And
AFROTC has several differ
ent programs where you

4 year, 3 year, or

fering full scholarships. All
offering $100 a month
allowance during the last
two years of the program.
Flying opportunities. And all
leading to an Air Force offi

cerscommission.plus ad
vanced education.

If you'd like to cash in on
these Air Force benefits,
start by looking into the Air
Force ROTC.

It seeks to bring to campus those persons whose experiences in

domestic and international affairs, sciences, arts and humanities

qualify them to intcrpet, explain and raise questions about life

in all its dimensions.

2-year programs. Someof
Contact Major Goodhue Dickinson Hall

r» . it 545-2437

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.

Come work with us.

Applications at S.U.B. Rm. 415

and C.C. Information Desk.

Deadline April 10

Attica inmate found guilty of murder
Prisoner convicted

for death of guard

BUFFALO ( AP) — The state has
won its first convincing victory in

its effort to prosecute persons
indicted in the 1971 Attica prison

rebellion.

John B. Hill, 23, of Buffalo was
convicted of murder Saturday in

the beating death of guard William
Quinn. Codefendant Charles J.

Pernasilice, 22, of Syracuse was
convicted of an assault charge.

Quinn was attacked by rioting

inmates on the first date of the

Sept. 9-13, 1971, uprising and died

in a Rochester hospital of head
injuries two days later. He was one
of 43 men — 32 inmates and 11

prison employes — to die in the

revolt.

Hill and Pernasilice were both

charged with murder, but State

Supreme Court Justice Gilbert H.

King, the trial judge, instructed the

jury to disregard the murder count

against Pernasilice and consider

only lesser charges.

King also gave the jury of 8 men
and 4 women the option of con-

sidering lesser charges against

Hill, but allowed the murder
charge to stand.

Defense and prosecution at-

torneys spent three days sum-
marizing the case for the jurors,

who returned to court six times to

have portions of testimony read to

them during their 23 hours of

deliberation.

Jury forewoman Rose Moore
read the verdictsand Hill sat with a

stunned look on his face. Per-

nasilice turned quickly to look at

the spectators, and then looked

back at the jury.

When King ordered bail on the

defendants revoked and remanded
them to the Erie County Holding
Center, setting sentencing for April

30, there was an immediate and
angry response from defense at-

torneys William Kunstler and
Ramsey Clark, the former U.S.

attorney general, who shouted that

the action was "vindictive."

"There is no justice in

^America," Kunstler shouted.
Returning the defendants to jail

was the same as "signing their

death warrant," he said.

"Those two will be killed in jail.

Every cop in this city has it in for

them," he said.

Hill faces up to life im-
prisonment on the murder con-
viction. Pernasilice could receive
up to four years. Both are former
Attica inmates.

news
summary
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Democrats to recruit

minorities as members
BOSTON (AP) — The

Democratic State Committee of

Massachusetts has voted to recruit

members of 10 minority groups
into party activities. But it delayed
action on a proposal to expand its

own membership to make room for

them.
The committee's action Satur-

day in adopting an affirmative

action plan is required of all state

committees by a vote of the

national party's mini-convention in

Kansas City last December.
Chairman Charles F. Flaherty, a

state representative from Cam-
bridge, said exclusion of members
of minority groups from the state

committee would amount to in-

stitutional racism.

But members objected that the
j

nomination procedure under
discussion for 20 more committee
seats would violate party bylaws
and overbalance the committee in 5

'favor of persons living in the

eastern part of the state.

When the presence of a quorum
was challenged and only 28 of the

80 committee members were
counted present, Flaherty
suggested postponing action.

The recruitment procedure calls

for the establishment of special

committees to seek out, among
others, women, youth, the elderly,

blacks and Spanish-speaking
people.

South Vietnamese soldiers in Vung Tau, near Saigon,

check the papers of refugees who have just arrived
from Cam Ranh Bay by U.S. transport.

Taiwan mourns death

of Chiang Kai-shek

niversity of massachuserts
arts council

presents

KYOGEN NATIONAL
COMIC THEATER OFJAPAN

SUNDAY, APRIL SO
SRM. BOWKER AUDITORIUM

ITZHAK PERLMAN
ond THE SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY Robert Gutter conouctor

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23
BPM. BOWKER AUDITORIUM

TICKETS :$4&3 general $2&1.50 umass students f>

ON SALE 125HERTER HALL, UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

TAIPEI (UPI) — Taiwan began
a one-month period of official

mourning yesterday for

Nationalist President Chiang Kai-

shek, leader of China for half a

century who was defeated and
driven from the mainland by

Communist forces.

Within hours after the 87-year-

old generalissimo's death Satur-

day night. Nationalist Chinese

military headquarters flashed

alerts to all army and navy
garrisons on the off-shore islands

of Quemoy and Matsu, located

within eyesight of the Communist-
ruled China mainland.

But Communist military forces,

which bombard the islands with

shells containing leaflets on
alternative days, gave no sign that

they would attempt a new military

adventure in the 100-mile wide

straits that separate China from

the island fortress of Taiwan, held

by the Nationalist Chinese
government.
Vice President C.K. Yen, a 70-

year-economist who helped turn

Taiwan from a semitropical island

of rice and sugar cane into an in-

dustrial enclave, was sworn in as

president about 12 hours after

Chiang's death

But the real power passed to the

generalissimo's eldest son.

Russian-educated Premier Chiang

Ching-kuo, 65 who has been run-

ning the Nationalist government
since 1972 for his ailing father

Premier Chiang submitted his

resignation to the Kuomintang
Central Committee as a sign of

grief over his father's death, but it

was immediately rejected.

The government organized a

committee to plan a state funeral

whose date may take as long as one
week to arrange.

St. Regis

Restaurant

Kennedy harassed
QUINCY (AP) — Sen. Edward

M. Kennedy was jostled and poked
by a crowd of antibusing demon-
strators yesterday as he tried to

elbow his way to his car outside a

junior high school where he had
given a speech.

The crowd would not let him get

to his automobile, and aides and
police had to encircle Kennedy and
link arms as they walked several

blocks to a subway station.

The crowd of about 300 angry
adults followed him all the way,
shouting and waving pickets

ripped from fences.

The Massachusetts Democrat
has been a target of white parents

since school busing to achieve
racial integration began under a

federal court order last Sep-
tember. Antibusing leaders say
they are upset with Kennedy
because he declines to condemn
busing.

Pay raise hinted
BOSTON (AP) — A legislative

committee will soon propose that

at least some state employes get an
automatic cost-of-living pay raise,

despite opposition by Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis.
A pending 11 per cent raise for all

63,000 workers may be reduced to

6.9 per cent, and limited to low

wage earners, by the Public
Service Committee.
The panel wants to match raises

being awarded to employes by
municipalities and private in-

dustry yet cut the price of the 11

per cent increase from about 170

million to $40 million, according to

committee sources.

Dukakis has said he will veto any
increase because the state lacks

the money and that any raise

approved by the legislature over

his veto will result in massive
layoffs.

Candidates criticized

WASHINGTON (LPI) - Sen
Gary W. Hart. D-Colo.. who
directed George McGovern's 1972

presidential campaign, said
yesterday no present Democratic
presidential prospects seem able to

"capture the imagination" of the
new politics activists.

"I think the conditions of the
times are such that the possibility

of a genuine dark horse emerging
is very strong," he said.

7 die in Ireland
BELFAST (I PI) - Bullets and

bombs killed nine persons and
injured at least 75 more in the

bloodiest weekend in Belfast in two
years, leaving the nine-week-old
Irish Republican Army cease-fire

in shambles yesterday.
Police reported two fatal

shootings around midnight
Saturday, following bomb attacks
on a Roman Catholic pub ar d a
Protestant tavern that killec six

persons and injured at least 75

others earlier that same day.

28 Pleasant St. Northampton

Place of Home Style Food

and Quality Service presents:

Tuesday Night

Spaghetti Special

Spaghetti & Meat Balls, Jello or Pudding, both with

Whipped Cream, and Coffee or Tea.

CUMB THE LETTERS

TO SUCCESS.

AFROTC
An Air Force way to give

more value to your college

life and college diploma.
• Scholarships
• $100 a month tax-free

allowance
• Flying instruction

• An Air Force commission
• A responsible job in a

challenging field, naviga

tion . . . missiles . .

.

sciences . . . engineering

• Graduate degree
programs

• Good pay . . . regular

promotions . . . many
tangible benefits

• Travel

Contact Major Goodhue
Dickinson Hall

545 2437

Put rt al toffrttor ta Air for* WTC
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Part two:
fcancer hazards & women

By MELVYN BAULKMAN
Black News Service

This is the last part of

Women's Health and Cancer;
part one appeared Fri., 4, 1975.

What is cancer? Is it a

chronic infection? A mutated
gene? No one really knows the

answer. However, many types

of cancer do exist. Two such

cancers which are very
prevalent in women are that of

the uterus (the womb) called

uterine cancer and cancer of

the breast.

The most common sympton
of uterine cancer is a change in

the usual pattern of menstrual
bleeding or bleeding after

menopause.
Characteristic symptoms

are bleeding between periods,

irregular prolonged or heavy
periods, and bleeding after

bowel movements or sexual

intercourse.

Daughters and sisters of

patients with breast cancer
may have a somewhat greater

risk of developing breast
cancer than women without

such a history. The risk of

developing breast cancer is

somewhat lower for married
women who have borne and
nursed children.

In dealing with breast
cancer, prompt action results

in better chances of a cure. If

the cancer is localized to the

breast about eighty-five per

cent of the treated patients

show no evidence of disease at

the end of five years ( five

years after treatment has been
given and no trace of the

cancer is found, then the

patient is considered cured).

Treatment for breast cancer
can follow the route of surgery
or radiation treatment. In

radiation the cancerous breast

is exposed to X-rays. Most
women with breast cancer go
the route of surgery by means
of an operation called Radical

Mastectomy. In this operation
the breast, muscles un-
derneath the breast and the

lymph nodes are removed.
This operation is intended to

remove all cancer bearing
tissues in the local area and is

designed to prevent recurrence
or arrest spreading of the

disease.

So the next time someone
says to you, "Hey baby! Why
are you messing with me,
Don't you know that I'm as bad
as cancer?" You may feel good
when you reply, "Yes, but like

cancer you too can be stop-

ped."

Seven warning signals which

everyone should be aware of

concerning cancer hazards;

unusual bleeding or discharge,

a lump or thickening in the

breast or elsewhere, a sore that

does not heal, change in bowel

or bladder habits, hoarseness

or cough, indigestion or dif-

ficulty in swallowing, change
in size or color of a wart or

mole. If you signal lasts longer

than two weeks, you should see

a doctor.

For additional information

on breast self- examination,

please contact your Peer Sex

Educator . . Members of the

Third World Peer Sex
Educators team are: James
Adams, 341 Pufton Village, Ph.

549-1696; Melvyn Baulkman,
114 Mackimmie House, Ph. 546-

9742; James Beverly, 1006 G.

Washington, Ph. 546-9060;

Hector L. Vega-Palacin, 1718

G. Washington, Ph. 546-9182;

and Herman Wilkinson, 2015

J.F. Kennedy, Ph. 546-7893.

Workshops including breast

cancer information and the

breast self-examination is

being offered by sisters Pearl

Lewis and Mary Gould. You
can get further information by

contacting Pearl Lewis, at Ph.

549-4520, 560 Pufton Village.

Black woman court martialed
This article is special to the

Black News Service from the

Liberation News Service. New
York.
Babette Peyton, a Black woman

in the U.S. Army stationed in West

Germany, faces a court martial for

being absent from her base without

leave. Peyton went AWOL after the

armv ordered her to submit to a

psychiatric examination— a result

of her complaint against job

discrimination.

Peyton's problems in the Army
started in August, 73. After

working for two weeks in the

children's psychiatry clinic where
she was also training as a social

worker, she was ordered to fill in

"temporarily" as a receptionist. £
Fifteen months later, however, she eo

had still not been returned to her £
first job.

|
In September, 74, Peyton filed an I

official complaint after

discovering a discrepancy in her

first job evaluation. In one area,

her work was rated "superb", but
the computer rated section of the

evaluation described her work as
below average. Instead of con-

sidering her complaint, however,
the Army disciplined her for

wearing her hair in cornrows.

A month later, Peyton com-
plained to the Equal Opportunity
Office about the Army's
harassment. At the meeting, an
Army psychiatrist termed her "a
chronic schizophrenic", and
Peyton was subsequently ordered
to submit to psychiatric
examination. When she requested
an investigation, the commander
in charge said she would first have
to comply with the order.

Having exhausted legal chan-
nels, and familiar with psychiatric
methods in the Army, Peyton
decided to go AWOL.

In reference to the Psychiatric
ward Peyton explained, "I know
that if you're not crazy when you
go there, you're crazy when you
get out."

r

RECORDS
CLASSICAL

JAZZ
BLUES
ROCK

The New

RECORD SHOP
197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-53*4

Ski Club

ELECTIONS

TONIGHT

This is your chance to have
your say about your Club.

Nominations are open.

Thompson 102 8:00 > m

Assistant RSO
Business Manager

Student Activities Office

QUALIFICATIONS:

— Bachelor's Degree in Business Management (or comparable
experience)

— Working knowledge of Electronic Data Processing

_ Substantial Student Service Orientation

BKNKFITS:
Standard Full-time professional position benefits

Applications should be made no later than Fri.. April II. l!>75to

J. Paul Margossian. Search Committee Chairperson. Rm. 420. •

K>7T) summer pre 0,1111 of ^xkiard VtHtgp

ALTERNATE ENERGY
AND

AGRICULTURE
wiihI w.ucr. iiM'llhiiH-.sol.ir

S«K l.ll r< «»loH\ SIlMlK'S

June 2-August 22 15 credits

An intensive 12 week program in

social ecology and environmental
sciences, exploring alternative

technologies, a no-growth
economy, organic agriculture,

urban decentralization, the politics
of ecology, and the design and
construction of experimental
models lor wind, solar, and
methane-powered energy
production

Goodard <s located m a rural

Vermont community, rich in both
natural and human resources, ma
state noted for its progressive
environmental legislation

The summer program is directed by
MURRAY BOOKCIN. author of Post
Scarcity Anarchism Our Synthetic
Environment, and Limits ot the
City Visiting Peculty will include
outstanding national experts in the
fields of alternate technology and
communities such as KARL HESS.
Community Technologies. SAM
LOVE. Environmental Action,
JOHN and NANCY TOOO. founders
New Alchemy Institute. WILSON
CLARK

. author of Energy for
Survival STEVE BAEA •

Zomeworits. JOHN
SHUTTLEWORTH. publisher of
Mother Earth News ROBERT
REINES. Integrated Life Support
Systems Labs, and STEWART
BRAND publisher of The Whole
Earth Catalog

For detailed

illustrated brochure
write

Chodorkoff
Social Ecology Program
Goddard College boa sc 3
Plamfield. Vermont 05*67
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dvp presents (with pride)

Tuesday, April 8
4:00 — 5:30 — Movie "PUNISHMENT PARK" Mahar — Free

Wednesday, April 9

1:30 — 3:30 — SEMINAR — "FILM CENSORSHIP" Colonial Lounge
7:00 — 10:00 — Movie — "PUNISHMENT PARK" and lecture

ALL FREE

'Swingshifters' hold reunion before graduation
By BILL DENSMORE

Staff Reporter
It might seem a little strange to

nave a class reunion before
graduation, but there's a group
here that wants to do just that.
But then again, if you're part of

an extinct breed, it makes sense to
get together and reminisce once in
a while. That's what Steven Casper
and Janice Blauer are trying to do.
Casper and Blauer are seniors.

But they are also graduates of the
"swingshifter" class of summer
1971 and they plan a reunion party

In summer '71 the

library was only a

construction site.

for classmates. What is a
"swingshifter?"
In the early sixties, UMass was

still pretty small, with a freshman
class of only 2,600 and 12,000 ap-
plications from high school seniors
wanting to come to Amherst. A lot

of good students were turned away
because there weren't enough
spaces for them.
So the University came up with

the swingshift program and it

worked like this: About 300 fresh-

man were sent acceptances, but
were told they would have to begin
school in June and complete their

first semester during the summer.

Then they would take summer
vacation during the fall semester,
returning to campus in January as
second-semester freshmen. The
rooms they occupied in the dorms
had been vacated by about 400
first-semester freshmen who
dropped out.

"It worked out beautifully,"
admissions director William D.
Tunis said last week. "The profile

was slightly lower than the regular
freshmen who came in, but these
kids were perfectly acceptable and
well qualified."

The program ran successfully
for eight summers, adding an
extra three or four hundred
students to each freshman class at

a time when applications to UMass
skyrocketed to 21,000 in 1971 for

only 3,600 freshman spaces.
But by 1972, UMass had stopped

growing, applications had begun to

drop off, and Whitmore decided the
program was too expensive to run.
So after the summer of 1972, the
swingshift program was discon-
tinued.

"It was for budgetary reasons,"
Tunis said. "First we had to cut
back on the number of weeks of
summer school and students could
not earn a minimum number of
twelve credits... a student couldn't
pick up a full semester of credit

| during the summer."

Now it's four years later and
some of the swingshifters from
that next-to-last summer are still

Going to school during the summer proved to be a rewarding experience for
swingshifters.

on campus. So Casper, a twenty-
two year-old first-semester senior
from Beverley decided to have a
party for them.
He and Blauer placed ad-

vertisements in last week's
Collegian saying "Swingshifters of
'71 reunited." And by the end of the
week twenty or thirty classmates
responded.

Casper says no records are
available, but of about 350
swingshifters that summer, he
figures about 200 are still on
campus. And of those, about half

will graduate this spring.

The party is going to be April 25
— a Friday night. The two seniors
have reserved a room in the
Campus Center and they're going
to set up a bar to sell drinks.
Why have a reunion? "A lot of

people have just really wanted to

remeet who they went to school
with the first semester," says
Casper. "There were some pretty
smart people that went during the
summer."

According to Tunis,
swingshifters were picked after the
rest of the freshman class was
chosen. Although academically
acceptable, they were similar to

applicants private colleges place
on "waiting lists." But he said the
summer was good for them.

"You got closer to your
classmates," he said. "You
maintain contacts over the years
and I suspect that this is what
happened with the swingshifters —
they developed great spirit."

Tunis said he still gets letters

from swingshifters thanking him
for their experience during the
summers. All were housed in the
central area dorms of Gorman and
Hills House. Hills House is no
longer a dormitory.

Tunis said applications are down
now from the 1971 peak. He said

about 17,000 students have applied
to UMass this year so far — an

increase of about 1,000 over last
year. But still the entering class
will be only 3.600.

Now to take up the overflow,
some will be admitted under a
deferred plan to arrive for the first

semester next January and
graduate one-half-year later than
their classmates.

Casper said of the '71

swingshifters, many will graduate
one semester late anyway, and
others are no longer on campus.

"I went over to the registrar's
office and tried to get a list, but Mr.
' Ralph D ) Jones was pretty upset
about giving it to me," he said "I
have to talk to Dean (William C.)
Fields this week

"

He said the party is definitely on,

but swingshifters should call him
or Blauer to give them an idea of

how many will show up on the 25th.

Blauer is at 256-6457 and Casper's
number is 253-5260.

m

Women's Com Network
to meet tonight

The University Women's
Communication Network, a group
of university women who are in-

volved in various aspects of the

operation, evaluation, and
development of campus media

outlets, will meet tonight at 5:00 at

Everywomen's Center. The
meeting is open to all campus
women who are interested in the

media as a forum for issues per-

inent to women.

Catch R RideWith Continental

CO*TWt*TM THAnWMVS
"[railways. U

A Continental Trailwaifs Pfa ^- ^—f"-
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Deluxe Motorcoach leaves ^^^OO* " "
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"' '

"
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Springfield for yew York City ranee reservation-no reser-

every hour from 6:15 A.M. to vation needed for other depar-
7:15 P.M. daily. tures).

Peter Pan Hits Lines M Northampton-leaving
provide direet eonneeting ser- at 5:20 A .M., then hourly from
vieefnnn: 7:20 A.M. on through H:20

mAmherst -leaving at P.M.
5:00 A.M. then hourly from Average running time

7:00 A.M. on through 6:00 to Xetr York (deorge \Yash-

P.M. ington Bridge Terminal) is

^South Hadley-leaving just 3 hours . . . 30 min-
at 7:20 A.M., 9:30 A.M., 12:30 utes additional to midtoun
P.M., 2:30 P.M. and 4:15 Sen York.

P.M (7:20 A.M. by ad- gfcgg <"->»«>«>-^ w,„,„

Ride with Peter Pan and Continental
Trailways. You'll meet interesting people

like yourself, have time to read,

relax and contemplate. Cjl^_

NEWMAN LECTURE PROGRAM
presents

PROF. GERALD BROPHY
of

The Geology Dept., Amherst College

speaking on

The Geology of the Valley

April 7 8:00 p.m. Front Lounge

Women's
Workshops

The following workshops are
being offered to all interested
women on campus. Although
there is a specific focus for

each workshop, the exact
content will depend on the
professional interests of the
women attending. Please fill

out this form and return it in

person by April 10 to Carnegie
Project, 507 Goodell or call us
at 5-2809

Name-
Professional Interest-

I will attend the following

workshop ( s):

Tues. April 15, 3:30-6:00

Sex Role Stereotyping
Wed. April 16, 3:30-6:00

Marriage, Career, & Family
Thur. April 17, 3:30-6:00

Resume Writing, Interview
Skills

Amhernt
Peter Pan Bum IJnen

79 South Pleasant St.

256-0431

Ticket OffIce*:
Northampton South Hadley
Peter Pan World Travel Peter Pan Hun Lines
Old South St. 25 College St.

586-1030 533-7115

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
Tuesday. April 22. 1975 — Student Union Ballroom

at 7:00 p.m.

* Nominations have been open for the past six weeks and will close on
Friday, April 11, 1975.

* Any UMass undergraduate is eligible to run for this position.

* Information and nomination papers available in room 420, Student Union,
or call 545-0341.

These are Electoral College Elections in which the Student Senate and the
seven area governments take part.
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Election Forum

Jeff built a fence
around himself.
With no gate.

'A3

*l world wide ptcturo pre»en»*

mama
-~t07IUft

starring cd nelson/randall carver/barbara sisel
jam winmJ/gordon rigsby/ ^ecd sc«een <**em >' b*y granam

Starting April 9

at the GARDEN THEATRE
Greenfield, Mass.

For l week only. Advance discount tickets available. Call
774-5147.

George B. Scheurer

Fighting rising rent

r

I

George B. Scheurer, a 1971

graduate of UMass, is the
Democratic Candidate for Housing
Authority in Amherst. His op-
position is Robert Graham, a local

realtor.

Scheurer, who has been an
Amherst area resident for 12

years, is the Program
Representative for the
Experimental Housing Allowance
Program, which is a non-profit

corporation charged with
developing the Administrative
Experiment for the Research and
Development Component of the
HUD to help set National housing
policy for Low-Moderate income
persons. Scheurer has hald this

position for two years.
On the availability of housing for

low and moderate income persons
in the Amherst area, Scheurei
feels it is first important to con-

sider the obstacles that exist, such
as inflation, the problem of student

populations competing with low
income families for housing, a low

vacancy rate produced by both the

large number of students seeking

housing in the area, as well as the

apartment moratorium, and
existing state and federal
programs which are not designed
to operate in this context.
Therefore, according to Scheurer,
Amherst may soon price itself out

of the existing program's rent

levels for low and moderate in-

come housing.

Scheurer has also been a par-

ticipant in the National Conference
on the Administrative Agency
Experiments. He was author of the

working agenda on the issues of

housing low and moderate income
persons.

Concerning extension of special

Anything but bored, people from the Progressive
Candidates' Pool pictured as they prepare for

tomorrow's town election.

PCP reaction

to 'transient' charge

We think it is unfortunate that a small minority of people in Precinct 1

chose to circulate information about a number of town meeting can-
didates which is not only inaccurate but very misleading. They imply that
those not listed in the 1974 street list are "transients" when in fact, some
of us have lived in Amherst for at least five years. We also think it is

deliberately misleading to imply that because we have not lived in

Precinct 1 for over a year, we, for that reason alone, will not make good,
conscienscious town meeting members.
We, as first year residents of our precinct, are 'as likely as long-term

residents to realize the positive aspects as well as the inadequacies of our
neighborhood environment. In fact, we are able to bring in many ex-
periences from other precincts which are useful here in Precinct 1. We do
not consider ourselves to be "transients" as the derogatory literature
which is being circulated implies. Most of us intend to remain in Amherst
for a number of years and we consider it our civic duty to become in-

volved in town politics because we feel we have something positive to
offer to the process. We have clearly stated our positions on the issues
which are relevant to the upcoming town meeting. The unfortunate result
of waging a smear campaign as Mr Parsons and his friends have chosen
to do is that those other candidates not implied to be transients are never
called upon to state their positions.

One of the mainstays of the democratic process is the continual infusion
of new, innovative ideas into the system. Misleading, inaccurate cam-
paign propaganda such as that circulated by this small group of people
can only serve to mislead those who try to intelligently exercise their
franchise.

One final observation. Mr. Parsons should learn not to throw stones if

he lives in a glass house., does not migrating to Florida for five months of
every year make one a "transient"?

GEORGE V. SCHEURER
legislation to extending rent
control to Amherst, Scheurer said
that rent control assures a return
on an investment that does not
exceed a fixed amount which is
determined by a board utilizing
one of many formulas.
Scheurer said "It provides

tenants with a fair rent and
property owners with a guaranteed
return on an investment. If rent
control were fairly administered
for both protagonists, I would favor
such legislation."

IT PAYS TOSHOP
THE FINASTWAY
Mountain Farms
Mai! in Hadle%

Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe

Schlitz Beer
case of 24
12 oz cans

DoneHi v,,
5

1 7d

Costa do Sol g 249

Yago Sangria *i? 1 49

Folonari Lambrusco
68
btr329

Manisohewitz sangr a ;? 1 79

Great WeateraassftKW. V,,
5

1 79

Gunther
Beer

case 24 - 12 oz cans

094 SUPERMARKETS
Prices Effective thru Sat April 12

Cashin house counselors may opt for credit
By MARA KLEIN
Staff Reporter

Cashin House council members selected
this semester were given the option of
taking one academic credit for participation
in dorm government.
Nine of the eighteen floor representatives

opted for this plan in dorm government
structures.

Sandy Anderson, head of the residence

said, "the objective of this experimental
plan is to develop organization and
leadership skills, get the representatives

more involved with the dorm of 460 residents

and to have the representatives become
resource persons for people on their floor.

The requirements of the floor represen-

tatives include mandatory house council
attendance totaling ten hours, taking part in
two workshops of two hours each, and
chairing a house council program, con-
sisting of 2-4 hours of work. Finally a short
self evaluation is also required," she also
said.

One workshop has already been given on
alcohol education. It was presented by E.T.
Miller of Room to Move. The workshop
"went over well and acted as a preview for

the dorm," according to Anderson. Another
workshop, on leadership training will be
given soon by house moderator Armand
Amendola. In the future these workshops
may be open to dorm residents, "since the
reps are finding them very beneficial," she

|
A unique opportunity) W.m.ls. offers

added.

Among the activities chaired by floor
representatives are: Newt Night, a ski trip,
phone-a-thon, bus trip to Rockport, elec-
tions, a pool tournament and a dorm dinner
at the TOC. Amendola sees this new plan as
"going well, since duties get delegated, and
people have chairmanships."

Anderson who agreed, said she is seeing it

as "a little reward plus an educational
experience."

Response among residents and floor

representatives has generally been
favorable. Cathy Callahan 4th floor
representative said she "would have done it

anyway," adding she's "not doing anything
more for the credit."

There were always a "few people that did
everything" added Weston Lant,
representative, but "now the work is

distributed evenly."
One of the floor representatives not

working lor credit felt that "it took the
personal aspect out of being a floor rep."
She also felt that she's "doing at least the
credit requirements anyway."
Anderson said the new system is an

"incentive for more people to run for house
government, making the elections com-
petitive." The program, which she
believes," is unique to the university", has
increased house council attendance and
made dorm residents more aware of their
dorm government through the activities
planned by the group.

to travel and teach
The Off-Campus Teacher Education Program offers the unique op-

portunity for students wishing to become certified elementary and
secondary school teachers to combine living in a culturally different
setting with student teaching at reasonable cost. The Off-Campus
Program has sites in British Infant schools in England, American
International Schools in Italy, Spain, and Germany, the Pueblo schools in
New Mexico, and both traditional and innovative schools in California
and Colorado. Students are visited by a UMass faculty member during
their internship.

A three semester commitment to the program is required. The first

semester consists of a four (4) credit hour preparatory course, the second
semester is the fifteen (15) credit student teaching experience off-

campus, and the third semester is a variable one to five (1-5) credit
follow-up on student teaching. Also during the first and third semesters of
the program, students have the opportunity to take Foundations and
Methods courses.

Interviews for students interested in admission to the Off-Campus
Program will be held in Room 100 at the School of Education during the
week of April 7-11. Following are interview times: Monday 10:00-12:00;
Tuesday 1:00-3:00; Wednesday 10:00-12:00; Thursday 10:00-12:00; &
Friday 10:00-12:00. For further information call 545-1538.

Also available through the Off-Campus Teacher Education Program
are one year placements in Israel and Australia. Students will student
teach one semester and attend the respective local university and
colleges of the University of Haifa in Israel and Sturt College of
Education in Australia during the other semester. One full year of credit
is granted to participating students.

You've

been there.

Now you can

help fhem.

/

They've got a {png way to

go. In a world that isn't easy.
But with someone's help,

they'll make it. What they need
is a friend. Someone to act as
confidant and guide. Perhaps,
it could be you as a Salesian
Priest or Brother.

The Salesians of St. John
Bosco were founded in 1859 to

servo youth Unlike other orders whose apostolate has changed
with varying conditions, the Salesians always have been - and
will be, youth oriented. Today we're helping to prepare young-
sters for the world that awaits them tomorrow. Not an easy
task but one which we welcome.

And how do we go about it? By following the precepts of
our founder, Don Bosco. To crowd out evil with reason, religion
and kindness with a method of play, learn and pray. We're
trying to build better communities by helping to create better men.

As a Salesian. you are guaranteed the chance to help
the young in a wide range of endeavor ... as guidance counsel-
ors, technicaf and academic teachers, as coaches,
psychologists ... in boys clubs, summer camps . . .-as mission-
aries. And you are given the kind of training you need to
achieve your aims.

The Salesian family is a large one (we are the third largest
order) but a warm one. A community with an enthusiastic family
feeling where not only our talents are shared but our short-
comings, too. If you feel as we do, that service to youth can be
an important mission in your life, we welcome your interest.

r
I

I

For more information about Salesian Priests and
Brothers, mail this coupon to:
Father Joseph Mattel, S.O.B. Room B-212

I

I

I

I

Salesians
OF ST. JOHN BOSCO
Box 639, New Rochelle, NY. 10802

I am interested in the Priesthood Brotherhood

Name- Age

Street Address.

Cfly State. Zip.

Phone.

Education.

I

I

I

I

I

I

free legal aid
Western Massachusetts Legal

Services provides free legal
assistance to low-income people in

civil matters. W.M.LS. has eight

(8) offices in four counties of

Western Mass. There are offices in

Springfield, Holyoke, Nor-
thampton, Greenfield, Pittsfield,

Great Barrington, Northampton
State Hospital and North Adams.

Staff people from the program
also spend 3 or 4 days a week
providing legal services to mainly
Spanish speaking people in a
community agency in the North
End of Springfield.

The staff of W.M.LS. is com-
posed of forty" full-time
paralegals, 24 attorneys, and 12

secretaries. The program is

currently recruiting for students to

work with the program from June
1975 to late January. 1976. Students
working with the program will be
trained in one or two specific areas
of the law, and with this newly
acquired knowledge, will, under
the supervision of an attorney,

assist clients with their legal

problems
April 8.9,10 from 10 a.m. to 4

p.m ., there will be on the Con-
course level of the Campus Center,

a booth staffed by paralegals
currently working in the program.

LOWEST JET
FARES TO
EUROPE
of any scheduled airline

See how mud» you save via

Icelandic Airlines daily lets from
New York to Luxembourg. June
thru August, against lowest
comparable round-trip fares of

any other scheduled airline

Under 21?
THEIR FARE OUR FARE

$476 $410
YOUTH FARE, ages 1 2 to 21 . for

stays of up to 365 days Show
proof of age Confirm within 5

days of flight Save S66 via

Icelandic!

Over 21?
THEIR FARE OUR FARE

$846 $600
NORMAL FARE for stays of 46
to 365 days Save $246 via

Icelandic*

Similar savings from Chicago!

Enjoy lowest |» , fares to Europe
no matter when you go or how
long you stay. Get details about
all of Icelandic's fares & tours
SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
Fares subject to change and
gov't approval

To Icelandic Airlines • (212) 757 8585 |
630 Fifth Ave . N Y . N Y 10020

For local toll tree number
dial (800) 555-1212

Send folders on
over/ under 21 fares

Name.

Street.

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

Your Current Job

I ( 4 • i t I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

' AIRLINES \

I

I C.ty_

I State. .Zip.

! ICELANDIC

Stoned again!

for old high school rings

f I rmlf in \niir lutih trkmmt ring

Imiiinls \,,ur mt$lf& rum ilnruiu

nnc iln\s.

n a* . . .

get a 5% discount

on \nur mll+ftt rmi: if \<w

nnh'r it ilitruiii ruip iln\

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
10 a.m. til 4 p.m.

ring
days

9th & 10th

at the

university store r
o

« « < « » »»T>-aTie;o»a*Mrw><rri »»»»»>» »»». »»>»anol
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Vote PCP
Tomorrow marks the first Amherst Town Election In

which students, working people and tenants have become
involved in an organized manner. The Progressive Can-
didates Pool was formed to begin achieving equal
representation for those segments of the diverse Amherst
community that do not have a fair share of the power in the
town. Federal Law explicitly states that students are
residents and eligible voters in the town where they live,

and that there is no residency requirement.
. It in a town, there are 20,000 residents that simply are
not represented at the local level, then there is a power
vacuum - a dangerous situation to be sure. The PCP is the
first organized group in Amherst to come to grips with the
problem of representation for the voiceless residents of
Amherst, and it has developed and supported issues that
reflect an emphasis on human rights, liberty and "people
over property."

If you are a registered voter in Amherst, then hopefully
you have been contacted by the PCP candidates in your
precinct. You have been encouraged to use YOUR RIGHT
to vote in this election. The PCP is not attempting a take-
over of Town government. The PCP is running one Town-
wide candidate (Doug Phelps for Moderator) and have
only fielded candidates for half of the 80 available town
meeting seats. Those 80 seats are only one third of the total
town meeting membership.
There are approximately 4,000 registered students and

tenants in the town. If the townspeople send their usual 25
per cent to the polls tomorrow, that will mean only 1500
votes (and we have no way of knowing who those votes will

be for) . If we students and tenants can come up with 50 per
cent of our votes, then PCP stands a chance of winning the
seats they are running for. But it won't happen unless
every student voter has it in mind that every vote counts,
and that it does no one any good to stay home on election
day.

Y00 WANT ME TO SLOW IT DOWN, AGAIN

..GOVERNOR ?

u. rusk)y
VieUDGET <-kA

too tike edStoir

Consideration for voting
To the Editor:

A flyer being sent and distributed to some
registered voters in Amherst is signed by six
people who think Town Meeting members
should not be transients. The /Iyer includes
a list of candidates for Town Meeting in
Precinct I and "years of age and occupation
where available have been taken from the
1974 Street List."

The League of Women Voters of Amherst
would like to remind your readers that any
registered voter in Amherst may run for
Town Meeting or any other local office. In
order to register to vote, a citizen must be 18
years of age or over and must provide
residence, date and place of birth, and oc-
cupation at least 20 days before a local
election.

Massachusetts has no residency
requirement on the books because of a court
ruling that the previous six month residency
requirement was unconstitutional. Each
person listed on the ballot has been
registered to vote and therefore has the
legal right not only to run for but also be
elected to Town Meeting.
The League also supports an open

governmental system that is representative
of and responsive to all segments of the
population. An informed vote is one that
considers as many factors as possible and
we urge voters who cast their ballots on
Tuesday to consider more than just the
length of residency of the candidates.

Kathy Masalski
league of Women Voters

Campus Travel replies

Faulty reporting on Senate
To the Editor

In an article in the Collegian on Page 3
headlined "Senate fails to act on
unionization bill" in the April 3. 1975 issue.
Staff-reporter Charles O'Connor stated. "In
a non-productive session, the Senate took
care of much old business but failed to act on
the Student Union Enabling Poficy. " / would
like to take issue with the phrase "non-
productive session." In that session of April
2. 1975, which was convened at 7 p.m. and
adjourned at 11:15 p.m., a total of 22 bills
were dealt with. Of the 22 bills, 6 were with-
drawn and 4 were special business,
therefore, discounting the bills which were
withdrawn the average time spent on a bill

was approximately 16 minutes. The average
does not take into account the numerous
reports and announcements made during
the meeting however, which totalled ap-
proximately 1 hour and 15 minutes in time. I

would not call that unproductive.
If the issue that Mr. O'Connor wishes to

make is about the Enabling Policy for a
Student Union then I believe he has dealt
with it ineptly. The Enabling Policy is some
4 3-4 pages long and single spaced. The
language of the policy is necessarily

legalistic and somewhat difficult at first
reading. The Policy, essentially sets the
structure of the potential union and is
therefore one of the most important items to
face students and the Student Government
this year. I would be hard pressed to advise
a quick judgment on the structure of a union
which is to represent the students of this
community. Even if a student chooses not to
join the union she-he will be affected by its
activities. This is not an item for un-
conscious acceptance by students. A union is
an important move yet it should not be done
in a vacuum nor with the attitude that a
union is a panacea for all student problems.
The Senate is taking the time it needs to at
least think about and discuss the policy
before setting it in cement.
The Policy has much well deserved

support but that does not mean that all
contemplation and debate on the subject
should be set aside. The vote will come next
week, after those voting have had a chance
to examine the policy and talk with mem-
bers of their constituency.

Rick Savini
President of the Student
Government Association

To the Editor:

We are very sorry for the impression that

may have been given in "Travel service too

much in the air," but we would like to set the
record straight relative to Campus Travel
Center.

All three of us here are constantly
providing both the University as well as the
greater Amherst community with travel,

tour and entertainment information at no
charge. From the moment we come into the

office, we /are constantly furnishing
domestic and world-wide flight and fare
information, checking out itineraries,
researching travel inquiries — hotels.

Amtrak, European Rail (Eurailpass-
Student Rail Pass), car rentals (domestic
and foreign), passports, visas, international
health requirements and a myriad of other
travel related items. In addition, we provide
Ticketron information for concerts and
sporting events.

There is absolutely no charge for any of the
information which we dispense, nor is it

either impressed or implied that in order
to obtain this information you

must purchase from us any of
these services. However, when it comes to

instance more specifically flight reser-
vations, we can make them only for those
who intend to pick up the tickets at our of-
fice, and for those already holding tickets.
(Incidentally, our'prices are identical to the
prices at the airport — there are no "add-
ons.") It is our obligation to the public as
well as to the airlines to keep "airport no
shows" as low as possible. When we need
space during peak periods, the airlines
cooperate in furnishing space. Only by
exercising diligence in reservations and
ticketing can this be done. Bear in mind, of
course, that a "no show" seat may have
been the one you needed but couldn't get
because it was "occupied" by a "phantom"
passenger who never oancelled the reser-
vation and did not show up for the flight.
We enjoy our work; we wish to be helpful.
We are here to fill a need and to provide you
with service.

Pat, Nel & Steve
Campus Travel Center

Gal/o and self determination
To the Editor:

A representative of Gallo wineries spoke
at UMass recently and tried to defend his
company's treatment of farm workers,
(Gallo has signed a sweetheart contract
with the Teamsters in an effort to break
United Farm Workers' organizing in its
grape fields.) The Gallo rep repeatedly
pointed out that Gallo farmworkers' wages
are just as good now as under UFW con-
tract; that money fringe benefits are equal
if not better; and that practices required
under UFW contract, such as toilets in the
fields, have been continued without the
UFW.

Comments on the Union Leader

as bad as the company would have u
believe. The Gallo solution to this was t

smash the hiring hall, bring in outsiders (th
Teamsters) who were more "efficient" an
reimpose the labor contractor system.
One problem with this "solution" is thai

while the labor contractor system may b
more convenient for the company, it onl
aggravates any abuses that the hiring ha
might have allowed. Secondly, this probler
was not for Gallo to solve — it was for th
farm workers themselves to work out. ThUFW is one of the most democratic unions i

the US. It is decentralized to let workers o
The strict "dollars and cent*" ta*_^Mi

eQ°h
.

ranch make their own decision:

of the Gallo rep allowed h\m to t7nkt^ ??? *'" W°rk plaCe* and e^ for th

this is all that farTLrkVs neeT hi £2"T *?"'"*«"*'"«•- length, sel

completely misses the sublet ', ZZT Ti
"Uman"y 7 that Workin

people reap from control of their own live*

To the Editor:

The Manchester Media Menace com-
mentary in a recent edition expressed much
needed criticism on the sorry situation in
N.H.
Ostransor 's analysis of the Loeb monopoly

is excellent but he only briefly mentions
Gov. Meldrim Thompson's totalitarian
tactics. Consequently, the following footnote
is in order.

Two very recent representative antics of
Loebs puppet include threatening to fly-the

state flag at half mast if amnesty was given
to Vietnam war resisters and refusing to
accept a federal grant financing poetry
readings because, he said, "there were no
proper safeguards against unacceptable
poetry being read."
The liberation of N.H. will be achieved

when the people of that state realize how
their perspectives are being manipulated.
This awareness will not come from the
Union Leader.

working people who have been pushedaround all their lives.

JZT 7/i
CrS

'

Uke al1 pe°Ple
'
need ^e

right to self-determination. That means the
right to make their own decisions, to make
their own mistakes, to work out their own
solutions and to win and enjoy their own
victories.

The Gallo rep and pro-Gallo literature
went over and over points to the union hiring
hall saying that it had a lot of problems, and

22
ma

Tu
fQrm W°rkerS were Satisfied

with it. This was probably true although not

The battle between the UFW and th
Teamsters is not the average unio
"jurisdictional dispute." It is a battle be
ween the farm workers' own union that the
can control themselves and the company
selected union imposed upon the fart
workers from above. We must support th
farm workers against the Corporate Whit
Father which claims to know what's bestfc
workers and certainly does know what
best for Big Business.
BOYCOTT GALLO.

Alice Sunshii
Sunday News < oiler t

i

twmm, Tomorrow is election day in Amherst, vote!
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Student
awareness

Students at this campus are entering into the
political arena, a renaissance that will lead them into
the first steps to off-campus decision-making
process.

Students are a large segment of the consumer-
society, and as such their rights have been denied
several times. It is natural that the increase of
student participation in these affairs could bring
many changes in the power structure of this campus
and the town.

Last week, at the Trustees' meeting, we saw that a
more active and aggressive student input is

necessary if students want to accomplish some of
their goals of obtaining a higher education.
There are manv factors that affect the quality of

education; many outside forces shape the quality and
philosophy of that education. Some of those forces are
housing, rent control, town laws, job market, cost of
life and proposed zoning by-laws for example.
One alternative to increase effective student input

in shaping the type of education that we should have
is to participate in the decision-making process; that
is to run for positions in the town government as an
alternative to exercising control in campus life style

and quality of education.

Now that UMass students are running for town
meeting offices, the rest of us, the masses, have a
right and a duty to fullfill: Vote for them.

Luis Manuel Medina is a Collegian columnist.

What worker
Unionization

can achieve
By MICHAEL BARDSLEY

The struggle of the Union of Student Employees to

attain collective bargaining recognition and
negotiate a contract is not an isolated occurrence.
The Graduate Employees' Organization at the

University of Michigan-Ann Arbor has recently been
involved in a similar struggle. The GEO was certified

as the exclusive representative of 2,200 teaching and
research assistants in April 1974. On February 11 of

this year, the GEO voted to go on strike against the

University in order to force the Board of Regents to

negotiate. Demands concerned pay, hours, job

security, affirmative action, classroom size, among
others.

The strike last 29 days during which time the

University threatened to fire all striking graduate
student TA's and RA's and ordered the Ann Arbor
police to intimidate and harass picketers. Fifty-seven

students were arrested and several pickets assaulted.

One major factor which added critical support to the

strike was endorsement from organized labor, in-

cluding the Michigan AFL-CIO, the Teamsters, and
the American Association of State, County and
Municipal Employees (AFSCME). A large portion of

the student body actively supported the strike as well.

By March n the University was forced to yield and
negotiate a contract with the GEO.
Major gains in the new contract include:
— An 8 per cent salary increase, retroactive to

Sept. 1974.
— An agency shop clause that requires all

graduate student assistants to either join the union
as a condition of employment or pay a service fee.

— A rebate on this year's tuition and a reduction

and freeze on future tuition payments.
— A provision fobidding employment

discrimination because of race, creed, color, religion,

sex, age, sexual preference, or any nonrelated
mental or physical handicap.
— A nonreprisal clause specifying that no

academic reprisals will be taken against any par-

ticipant in the strike.

The demands contained in the GEO's newly-won
contract are essentially the same as those made by
the Union of Student Employees being organized here
at UMass. These rights to job security and fair

conditions of employment can only be assured
through a written contract. That is why it is essential

that the U.S.E. achieve recognition immediately. The
present organizing drive in the Campus Center is

entering its final stage. The support by student and
hourly employees has been impressive. Each day
new names have been added to the authorization

cards, and new faces have been participating in union
activities.

Because the Union has the potential to represent
the interests of all student and hourly employees, it is

important that all Campus Center workers support

the Union's effort to achieve recognition by signing

the authorization cards. These cards will be
presented to the Massachusetts Labor Relations

Commission and can now be obtained at the U.S.E.

table on the concourse level, or from area

representatives.

Michael Bardsley is a guest commentator and
writer for the Progressive News Service.
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That
it breethes
of common air

hoofc line and sinker
another stinker

a finely feathered
dawning barnyard cock
did
hemming and hawing
did
serve up words

eating crow words

servile
croud gathering
cutting the fat
firming up words

rolling with it
a gallery of nit wits
did
bow and curtsy
laugh and applause

shake hands
with the next Govonor
he sniffed
we sneas4d

it was a kind
of heel and toe
flat kick in the ass
routine

loosely liberal
empty of pfomise

trust me
cock and bull

we people
hook line and

sinker
served up
another stinker

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they
must include a name and phone number for
reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either
content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

o& WK

Life goes on...

There is an alley behind Boylston Street in Boston.
For the restaurant and night club owners this alley is

a convenient space to place the trash which in-

variably accumulates within their establishments.
For others, this alley is their "home". These
"others" are the outcasts of society who come up to

you while you are either taking a leisurely walk, or
going to work, and ask you very politely, "Excuse me
sir, can you spare a quarter?" Sometimes the
response is a negative shake of the head, other timoc
most times, the response does not come at all

and the "sir" just walks by looking away, and
very few times a benevolent soul will stop, search in

his or her pockets, and come up with a couple of coins.
These coins are always received with a smile and a
"thank you." And life goes on.

These "others" are the "bums" and "winos" who
are being constantly shoved, pushed, and spat upon
by many, too many, of the more fortunate in-

dividuals. They are subject to ridicule, harassment,
and cruel treatment. The reason for that? They are
unproductive, useless parasites, lazy, and alcoholic.
They live off others - others who work for their

money They are beggars and they are despised. And
life goes on.

Whenever they accumulate the necessary amount
of coins, they eagerly walk into a liquor store and
their hungry eyes scan the hundreds of "life-giving"
liquids. Their gaze stops at a particular spot and their
trembling hands nirk nn a bottle of wine which costs
whatever they have. They put it in their pockets and
they walk contently away.

And life goes on.

Where do they get their food, and where do they
sleep? This is where the alley comes into play. All day
long, they walk through the alley, go through the

trash disposals owned bv different restaurants, and
they come up with the necessary "food" which will

keep them alive. They are not very particular about
the quality of their food, you know. Everything which
can be eaten is devoured Whatever the patrons of the

restaurants have refused, the "others" will eat. And
life goes on.

...and on
Their clothes are mostly rags whicn have been

picked up here and there, or just stolen from Jordan
Marsh or Filenes It is not unusual to see an "other"
in the middle of the summer wearing a heavy winter
overcoat It doesn't make sense, does it? Overcoats in
the summer'' Their minds must really be messed up.
NO. their minds are not messed up. they are just
being practical Winter is just around the corner and
since they do not have a safe place to keep their coats
for the duration of the summer, and since it is very
difficult to get another overcoat, the best way to
accommodate themselves is to keep their coats on
And life goes on.

The "others'" are men and women who have been
reduced to lowly creatures by this "affluent,"
"democratic." and "free" society. Thev are the
peripheral members of our society whom' we try to
ignore — try to convince ourselves that thev do not
exist If we "see" them, if we acknowledge their
presence, our grand model of our great society will
suddenly collapse. So. we just do not "see" them — it

is a very simple solution indeed. And life goes on.

When time comes to welcome the god of sleep, the
alley is their home, a few rags or cartons are their
beds. They lie down, finish their wine, and sleep
They sleep now but they will awaken at some time or
another, and their vengeance will be justice, their
revenge will be furiously expressed, their voices will
rise, and they will no longer beg : "Excuse me sir, can
you spare a quarter'' " And a new life will go on.

Kyriakos Karoutsos is a Collegian columnist.

Students display unfavorable reaction
to enforced dormitory housing.
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Big Bad Boogie II

draws mixed reaction
By MARA KLEIN
Staff Reporter

Reaction from people who attended Sylvan's Big Bad Boogie II,

Saturday night was mixed. Many people felt crowded, since there were

over 1000 people in Worcester DCs East Room. Even though there were

84 Sylvan volunteers working, lines for beer were long and service was
slow, however 24 kegs of beer were consumed.

"For two dollars, I didn't expect this many people," said Fred
Masterton, one Sylvan resident at the Boogie. Many people shared this

view, so at 10:45 John Bohn, chairman of the Boogie closed the doors, and
declared the evening sold out due to the large crowds.

At this time five more kegs were also ordered, which Bohn expected

would last the rest of the evening, but at 12:15 the beer ran out.

Many of the volunteers were disgusted with the way the pople who
attended the Boogie acted toward them. Michael Parkhurst, a shift

supervisor said, "the people here lacked manners and the alcohol didn't

help." Another volunteer said that, "people were obnoxious and

swearing." "It was alot of aggravation, but it was worth it, since

everyone had a good time and that was the point," added another

volunteer. Most of the volunteers agreed that the aggravation was "par

for the course."
The Luther Johnson Chicago Blues Band provided the music for the

evening. "They were acoustically lacking, but dynamically all right,"

said Mark Betz, a student attending the Boogie.

Luther Johnson said that he "liked playing at the Boogie, better than at

the Hatch, TOC or Bluewall." He felt that "people came to "get high and

have a good time" and that his band enjoyed playing for the crowd, that

was apparently enjoying itself.

WSYL-TV covered the Boogie live with one hour of music and in-

terviews.

"The show will probably be aired Thursday night, "according to station

manager, Mike Narkwicz, "along with highlights of the latest Ali fight, a

Stevie Wonder concert and commercials, previously taped."

Bohn said that the Boogie ran "better than he expected." He was
especially pleased with the hard work provided by volunteers, who
manned the kegs and then cleaned up until 5 o'clock that" morning.
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Every semester UMass students travel abroad and student teach in a foreign

country through the Off-Campus Program at the School of Ed. Pictured here is

Carol Chagnon at work in Bristol, England.

Lonely?

Fund-drive for Daniels
The Belchertown State School

Friends Association has received a

$500 contribution to the Russell

Daniels Legal Defense Fund. The
gift has been made by the Fernald

I THE

WOK

several hours of interrogation by
the police. Daniels, who functions
on the level of a nine-year-old
child, could not read the con-
fession.

League for Retarded Children, a May 3-4

group of citizens concerned about
residents of the Walter E. Fernald
State School in Belmont,
Massachusetts.

The Belchertown Friends are
seeking to raise $10,000 to pay legal

fees and expenses tor expert

witnesses being called in the

Daniels trial. Russell Daniels, for

13 years a resident of the

Belchertown State School, was
convicted last spring of murdering
an elderly Springfield woman. In

January, the State Supreme Court

reversed this decision and ordered
a retrial, stating that Daniels had
been the victim of a "miscarriage
of justice."

The trial raised moral and legal

questions about the handling of

mentally retarded suspects. The
only evidence against Daniels was
his own confession, obtained after

Everywoman's Center at UMass
will sponsor a workshop on
loneliness on Saturday, April 19.

This workshop is intended for

women who are currently ex-

periencing heavy daily dosages of

loneliness to share and discuss

their feelings and ways of dealing

with them.
The cost of the workshop is $12.

Women must register by Wed-
nesday noon, April 16. More in-

formation may be obtained by

contacting Everywoman's Center,

506 Goodell Hall, UMass, 545-0683.

Upcoming workshops in the

Days and Weekends for Women
series are A Day of Massage on

April 26 and a backpacking trip on

' 'Chinese Home Style Cooking
'

'

Open 7 Days— 5-10 p.m.

RESTAURANT
j

No Reservations Take Out Service

j
Tuesday Special: Dinners $2.99

I Kte.9. Hadley

TELEVISION

THAT

WON'T ROT

YOUR MIND

TODAY
* FREE •

W0NDERL0VE * Stevie Wonder in Concert

HEAVYWEIGHT Champion Fights 1947-74
shows continous from 12 noon to 3:00 p.m.

STUDENT UNION in the CAPE COD LOUNGE

TIED
TO TRADITION

BICENTENNIAL TIE
Our BICENTENNIAL tie is here now. Join the
spirit of '76 and tie one on.

Just one of several great "idea" ties you've come to
expect from the area's finest men's store. $7.50

A.O.WHITE
It. 9, HodUy

*• *«•* American lipressBemkAmericarel 1 Mooter Charge
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Health Ed sponsors

Women's Health Series

13

The Health Education Division of
the University Health Services is

sponsoring a series of programs on
topics in women's health, to be held
on Tuesdays from April 8 through
May 6, from 12 noon to 1 p.m., in

the Student Union.
These sessions are intended to be

informational and will generally be
structured with brief presentations
by the speakers, followed by a
question-and-answer period. All

members of the University com-
munity and other interested
persons are welcome to attend.
Please join us to share in the
knowledge, worries, joys and
experiences related 'to women's
health issues!

What is DES (diethylstilbes-

trol)? We will discuss DES
primarily as it pertains to the

WIFE LANDS
ON STRAYING

daughters of women who took DES
during pregnancy. What does it

mean to be a DES daughter? Also
included will be information about
DES as a post-coital method of
birth control. April 8, Com-
monwealth Room.

What exactly is involved in a
pelvic examination? How do we do
breast self-examination?
Ann Grose, a nurse practitioner

and member of the Health
Education Staff, and Penny
Falconer, Contraception Clinic
nurse practitioner at UHS, will

explain and answer questions
about these important aspects of

women's health care. Audio-visual
materials, including the "Gynny"
and "Betsi" teaching models, will

be utilized in this presentation.
April 22, Colonial Lounge.
How can you obtain the best

health care for your needs? Where
can you find out wnat you have to

know, and how can you insure the

quality of health care? What
should you be doing for yourself to

insure optimal health? May 6,

Colonial Lounge.

PRAGUE-Vera Czermak
jumped out of her third-story

window when she learned her
husband had betrayed her

M's. Czermak is recovering
in a hospital after landing o.i

her husband, who was killed

There's more

MUCH MORE!*
in

(Or. Can of Foot Powder Elected
Mayor of Ecuadorian Town)

The new book edited by Robert Ornstem

Paper $3 50

GROSSMAN

Thesis Binders

and

Thesis Paper

at

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S Pleasant St.

AMHERST

M'boom to blast tonight
The UMass Arts Council will

present one of the most
electrifying musical groups to

come upon the American
scene in many years,
"M'BOOM re: percussion,''
tonight at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium.
The group has been called a

new. rare and most
provocative dimension in

percussion composition. In its

European debut last year,
M'BOOM performed to

standing room only audiences
in Holland, Belgium and on
the French Riviera.
MBOOM's versatility and
melodic sounds of complex
multi-rhythms can be best
described as music of the
African continum.
The group was founded in

the summer of 1970 in New
York City of six of the coun-
try's most gifted per-
cussionist-composer-arran-
gers. Roy Brooks has per-
formed and recorded with
Horace Silver, Yusef Lateef,
Charles Mingus, James
Moody, Wes Montgomery,
Sonny Stitt, and teaches
privately on the faculty of the
Harlem Music Center.
Omar Clay's credits include

performing and recording
with Sarah Vaughn. Roberta
Flack. Dionne Warwick. He
teaches in the New York City
Public School System and is

one of the staff at the Third
Street Music Settlement
Freddie Waits, who has
performed and recorded with
Ivory Joe Hunter, Percy

Mayfield. Stevie Wonder, Ray
Bryant, Sonny Rollins, Donald
Byrd, Lena Home, Lfce
Morgan, Melba Moore,
teaches and gives percussion
clinics and seminars in the
New York City Public School
System.
Joe Chambers has per-

formed and recorded with
Eric Dolphy, Freddie Hub-
bard, Herbie Hancock, and
Archie Shepp. He is currently
teaching at the Harlem Music

Center.

Warren Smith performs and
records in all phases of
African-American Music as
well as Broadway shows and
TV and radio. He has worked
with Aretha Franklin, Nat
"King" Cole, Sammy Davis,
Jr., Sam Rivers, Harry
Belafonte and many others.
He also teaches at the State
University of New York at Old
Westbury.

ROY BROOKS

A Division of The ViKmg Press
625 Madison Avenue New York N Y 10022

Celebrate!

IRISH NIGHT
in the Bluewall every Monday
Jack Geary hosts the festivities

Monday, April 7.

Ariouilh's The Cavern'

to open Thursday

•1IIIIIMM<

Spring Clean-Up Sale

Jean Anouiin s comic mystery
The Cavern. University Theater's
third production of the Spring
semester, opens Thursday (April
10) for a fifteen performance run in

the Studio Theater of the new Fine
Arts Center.

Set in the Paris mansion of a
noble family at the turn of the
century. The Cavern, as Anouilh
tells us through his alter-ego. the
character of the Author, is a play
hes never succeeded in writing

at tin

TEXTBOOK ANNEX

Cloth Editions (Values to $25)
SI 95

Paper Editions <vaiuesto$io> 19°, 59°, 99

old editions, non-returnable hooks, new and need

LIMITED QUANTITIES - ALL SALES FINAL

CASH & CARRY
WHOLESALE!

VW Bugs

16"!
& FET Inttuliatio.i

Available

5.60 - IS Summer A Snow

Plaza Shell
Rte. 9 (west) Amherst
Ne«t to the Steak Out Reetaurant

Vet. as persuasively as he ad
dresses his audience, telling us
that his old skills as a dramatist
have deserted him. a play begins to

take shape Haif-created
characters bloom into full life and.
what began as the simply story of a
murdered cook ends in a character
play of high comedy

Assistant Professor in Theater,

and Director. Jon Farris heads a

cast of seventeen actors Scener>
for The ( a\em was designed by
John Gailbreath. with costunos by

Helen O'Brien and lights by Susan
Blaser

Performance dates for the
Anouilh play are April 10-13. 15-20,

and 22-26. The curtain for all shows
except the Sunday 2:00 p.m

matinees of April 13 and 20 — is

8:00 p m Tickets for The Cavern
at $2 oo for students and $3 00 for
non students, may be reserved by
calling the University Theater B<>\
Office at Mft-3611 anv dav after
12 oo p.m

Rape hotline

— 545-COPS

Textbook Annex

Physical Plant Bldg.

OPEN DAILY 10-4

»•••.•.•«•»•.VV.'^-^'e-a'.^-.-.-fc'.VAVa'fc'e'fcU'i'i'.^NVVn^^V^^

TAPE SALE

25%
AFF

your next
purchase of
recording tape
and accessories

Scotch
rviAGrgFTic tape

oooooooooooooom
stocks ere limited on some items ... so shop early sorry no rein checks.
SALE ENDS APRIL Itl

university store c&mtpuia center
MirMTOirsiitty df m&ssa^llMS©lt£a/&mfaf£rafc

***
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Veterans reflect on current state of war
By JIMKASSNKR

Staff Reporter
For most of us, the Vietnam war

is something far from home, seen
on television news, and read in the
newspapers. As the situation in

South Vietnam worsens, the end
cannot be far away. But for one
group, the Vietnam veterans, the

last days represent more than that.

"I'm just relieved that it's all

over with, and that the suffering is

finally going to end," said Patrick
Power, a member of the Veterans
Coalition here at UMass.
"The United States can't admit

its failure, and is just passing the

buck," he continued. "We've lost a

lot of buddies over there, but

generally we're glad that it's

almost over and done with."

The Vietnam veterans are a
bitter group, bitter because their

efforts appear to have been in vain

"We never should have been

there," Power explained. "They
(the South Vietnamese) didn't like

us... they had absolutely no will to

fight."

The United States government
officially recognizes about 55,0OC

IS troops killed in Vietnam. But

that figure is hardly accurate.

commentary

"They didn't consider the men
who were in the hospitals, or the

men who came home maimed and
wounded. They didn't consider the

men who developed severe
depression and committed suicide.

They (the Government) just lied;

there are more like 100.000 on that

list," Power said.

Another Vietnam veteran, Jim
Keardon, felt that the pictures

coming out of Vietnam were

Priest School returns
to structured classes

B\ PIIIUPTIIOMASON
Staff Reporter

Modern education is making a turn backward to the "structured

classroom" at the Pnest School at The College Church in Northampton.

The school, presently, covers kindergarten and nursery school and is

planning to expand to all twelve secondary school grades.

In a questionnaire directed toward the parents of the children at the

school. Deirdrc Cronin says she hopes to find out if the expansion would

be practical A Home Economics major at UMass, Cronin is student-

teaching at The Priest School.

In a recent interview, she said that •most of the parents don't belong to

the church " One possible reason for nonchurchmen to send their

children to the school is that the school is not totally based on religion.

The children are. however, brought up to "believe God is alive and in our

• ryday life."

The teaching technique is also turning away from the present day "free

school" ideas to the old fashioned way of a "structured classroom," she

said

"I like working at the school but I'm going through a lot of 'red tape' for

the survey The minister must ok. the questionnaire before it is sent to

the parents. Then it must go to the school committee. The process is

taking a long time," she said

While the survey asks the parents why they brought their children to

the school, it also intends to find out whether they have seen any change

in their children, since attending the school

"I think the survey can serve to guide the school's future." she said. "It

may also serve as a source of publicity for the sen h>1 if the results are

published."

UMass artist on exhibit
An exhibition of prints by Fred

Becker of UMass Art Department
will be shown at the Bitten End
Gallarv in Northamptom to April

23

Becker's work is represented in

such outstanding collections as

those of the Metropolitan and
Brooklyn Museums and the

Museum of Modern Art in New
York City, the Philadelphia
Museum, the Fogg Museum in

Cambridge, the Rockhill-Nelson

Museum in Kansas City, the

Seattle Museum, the Library of

( ongress. the National Gallery and
many others

A member of the UMass art

faculty since 1968. he has also

taught at Temple University and
Washington University in St.

Loud

The Bitten End Gallery, at 111

Appearing

Pleasant St., Northampton, is open
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Saturday.

TONITE

Bast

Wind

Rusty Nail

Inn
Kl«'. 17. Sunderland

painters pants
the jbslxis store

CVBARs

f201 rt pleasant st amherst
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distorted, and the United States

government lied to the public to

cover up for itself.

"The Government sen-

sationalized everything," he said.

"We were the killers, not the Viet

Cong. Before we entered Cam-
bodia, the Cambodian government
used to export rice. Now they're

starving."

The two men agreed that the fall

of Saigon was imminent, possibly

within 2-3 weeks.
"We should stop all military aid

except for food," Power said. "It's

too late to do anything now. The
South Vietnamese are fighting

themselves for room on the air-

planes that are going South... in

some situations they (South
Vietnamese troops) would run
even when they had more arms

than the Viet Cong. Just no will to

fight," he said. ,

"Originally, we went in under
the auspices of saving South
Vietnam from Communism. But

we were really helping the

bourgeoisee, the upper class. We
began exploiting the country with

our imperialist attitudes," Power
said. "I'm just relieved that it will

all be ending," he added.

New exchange program announced
The Off-Campus Program an-

nounces a new Exchange Program
with Sturt University in Adelaide,
Ausi-alia. Adelaide is a small city

of approximately three quarters of

a million people. Sturt College

itself is situated eight miles from
the center of the city and shares
the same campus as Flinders

University.

Students from UM^ss will leave
for Australia in mid-August, 1975

and return August, 1976. The
students will have the opportunity
of enrolling in a range of term
length courses offered in three
main areas, namely; Education,

Itllllllll 1

1

AT THE GATES
OF SMITH COLLEGE

lOOEMYi
loam

Curriculum and General Studies.

American students will also be

able to select courses according to

those offered at the time and ac-

cording to the individual needs of

the students. Students should plan

to take two terms of professional

and academic courses and a third

term of supervised practice

teaching.

Interested Sophomores and first

semester Juniors should ' contact

the Director of OCTEP, Dr.

William Fanslow or any member
of his staff for additional in-

formation... Education Building

Room 100.

NORTHAMPTON
• • •

starts WEDNESDAY
at 7.00 & 9.00
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peiynis

presenting the
Original Version!

Subs
For All You

Light

Eaters

Pizza

» *'1 * Taste

/ We've
Improved
On Our
Own

Recipe!

'Sound System
Color Cable TV.

Rich Taste —
More Cheese

Come and watch the btanley Cup Playoffs

ALL PRICES DROPPED SY 5%
(now include tax) due to a decrease in some of our food
prices

Fearing St. (across from UMass Southwest dorms)
2539363

Open from Noon Everyday Till the Wee Hours

PHOTO
SPECIAL

April 30th the Collegian will run a special issue

on photography. All undergrads are invited to

submit photographs in one or more of the (3)

following categories:

Portrait, Still life, and Abstract.

Prizes will be awarded for first place in each

category and first, second and third place will

be published in that issue.

With this coupon and a $5 purchase.

::
Cain's

| Mayonnaise
QuartJar

|£fS With this coupon and a $5 purchaseWith this coupon and a $5 purchase

Salada c

Tea Bags
100 count

99
Wow! What a
fantastic value.

Limit one jar per customer. 270
Good Mon . April 7 Sat , April 12.

Finest orange pekoe blend ...

a good buy

Limit one box per customer 271

Good Mon., April 7- Sat . April 1

2

rMlWVi'l'V'.V'.'lJ'J
HVi'l

Crisco
Salad Oil

38 oz. bottle

|39
Perfect for all

your cooking

needs.

Limit one bottle per customer 272
Good Mon . April 7 -Sat . April 12

. With this coupon and a $5 purchase

Minute
Maid

| orange juice

4

I

if

With this coupon and a $5 purchase

"Banquet
Pot Pie
Turkey, Beef or

Chicken

12 oz. can
1 00°o orange |ince Irom Florida

Limit one can per customer 273
Good Mon April 7 Sal April 12

8 oz. package 274

Limit one package per customer
Good Mon . April 7 -Sat April 12.

(W. J3|L ^SI J3t!

Featured this week
Americana Hearthside

hand painted 29&UllM5€»1. 1* VUP with each $5 purchase

Exquisite hand painted Americana Hearth- You have a choice of three lovely de-

side stoneware dmnerware that goes signs. These patterns are like those you
from oven to table to freezer. This week, would find in exclusive china shoppes,
you can purchase the tea cup for only and represent an outstanding value in

29c with each $5 purchase*. every respect of the word

Complete your service for 8 for only $1 1 .60 in just 1 5 weeks!

Coupons&good specials
• •.good time to get your

Stop&Shopsworth!

"Witfi a $10 purchase gel 2 cups lor 68c with a SIS pur-

chase gel 3 cups lor 87c. etc The cup wrfl be sold agam .n 5

weeks Neat week the saucer * h be featured Completer
pieces available lor $2 99 and S3 99 each

Sloe t Snap
*»*•« O* l*COI

Siuc i S"oe

SOO **••« 2 Oh, '!>•*

Bartlett Pears
Cut Green Beans
Bathroom Tissue
Vanity Fair Facial Tissues
Cold Power Detergent

9 Lives Cat Food DM ••>

Iff 39<

79<

45'
4»oi (419
BO* I

S!2 »1

1 34 Sr>**i

3 ply tK>a

Values fawn our dairy dept.

MinuteMaid
Orange Juice
V2 gallon carton 69

All-week
freezer specials!

Lowest
price since

November 1972
Stop & Shop

Frozen

Vegetables

French Green Beans

5-1
9 0/

pkfl

CutCom X
Cut Green Beans 9oz p*9

<0 u

Mrs. Filberts Margarine

Mrs. Filberts Marg.

Cracker Barrel Spread
Fruit Flavored Yogurt

Cottage Cheese

Sot Q0 Com CM i « com

V#» H Snoot

59<

79<

!S 69*

w two* Ov?

99c

(up*

2* M
C4>

From our own ovens!

Daisy Sliced

White Bread
16 o;
loaves95

Stec 4 Snap

Sloe 4 S*op 2n o,

P>9

Sun Glory French Fries-5 lb. bag
Taste OSea Haddock Dinner Si

Taste OSea Cod Fillets 'i,

Johns Pizza c-«.<>.s~«». '^

Morningstar Farms MSBhRim
Fleischmanns Egg Beaters

Eggo Waffles

Sliced Strawberries ^ ts^ 3

Sara Lee Layer Cakes
All Natural Ice Cream
Hendries Fudgecicles

99<

59*

99*

79*

79<

79*

59^
M M % *

Sup 4 Snap
12 ol PM>

Buttermilk Bread
English Muffins

Apricot Danish £ti?2l*

Cherry or Blueberry Pie

Countrystyle Donuts **»«*» 2'

Maple Walnut Cake
Brownies
Dinner Rolls

Stool S*o»
r s of oacaoot

Stjp 4 S^op Cnacoo* flOJ r*5

Sk*4 Snap

M

89=

«M
89<

89<

M•-

14 Ol

P*»

II i

•ivwi '*wi $4 49
^9 ot pockjov I

Sup 4 Snap a> Si 49
'i#0 MtOrtoO *0*OM I

21 Ot 89=

Save on health & beauty aids!

Dial Deodorant 2 Uf M
Anti-Persp»rant

Miss Breck Hair Spray 69 c

13 ounce can

N^
Available m stores featuring a service deli

Large Bologna
V% Armour Star AQ
7-^^^k Old fashioned quality ^O^^O^

Armour Star
Old fashioned quality

White American Cheese o
l"« 59c

$&*Cooked Corned
Bee! Brisket l 59

New York Deli Style ••

Chicken or Tuna Salad • 89c

Chocolate Sundae Pudding

69 c

59c

From our Kitchen to yours

Meat Loaf t69
2 lb. package F'°/en *^

§&t Chickenor
69°
Aoaood o> Q Qr

Ba'twcut S^'» OJ7 .

DCcI Br mzm
A quick and easy meal

Cooked Chickens

10oz
pkg

Wmte
Gem

Catch these great values!

Pollack FilletsCQ
SO

Buy one pound for 69 per

get a half pound FREE! it>

Mini Sahara Bread 6 ot

Delicious fillets to broil, bake or try r .01*

Boneless Rainbow Trout " ff *1

Dressed Smelts T 69c

Cooked Fish Cakes Till* O S«l OQ(

N^1

Fresh fruits & vegetables from our garden of eatin'.

JuiceOrangesC AC
ni 'k^}^ Frnm Plnriria Indian River ^o^^^ ^o^P^From Florida Indian River

Florida Cucumbers en* 2 for

Calif. Carrots 2BVg

bs39 c Fiesta Salad

/^jf^v Foliage Plants
T»A ^ Assorted 4" QQc
*J*J hearty plants pot ^7^7,

; affective Mon., April 7 - Sal, April 12

'ea

39c

I? 49'

Fluffy Ruffle
$-129Decorative

fluffy leaves
3'?

Pot

Prte€

In I4irr«t4 10 »ll Ot Our co4lom«r4. wo rejervo Ino <\Ql\\ lo Urrnl

%•<•• lo throo picliagot ot «ny ilom oicopi whoro olhorwuo

noted Homt oflorod 'or solo not available >n caa* lots or to

oi*o' retail dealers o> wholesale's Most items specially sale

priced some al our everyday low prices Bakery prices ottec

live Monday thru Saturday

Stop & Shop Great Beef . . . Naturally Aged

tuckSteak
Beef Blade

•r\

V
N5

(bone m)

When you spend dollars for

beef make sure you get

Stop & Shop great beef

Shoulder Steak
Boneless-Chuck

for London Broil
Stop & Shop great beef naturally tender beef,

you can buy only at Stop & Shop

ShoulderLambChops"
89

Frozen New Zealand

Here s lamb with the delicate

flavor that makes a family dinner

memorable

Loin Lamb Chops JLnz*« $
1
39

Frozen New Zealand

Fro/en

99:

*1 09

Rib Lamb Chops
Lamb Legs-Whole Oven-Ready

Large Savings ... On Large Quantities!
We know how important specials are to you They save you money, help you buy a
little more So we work to make our specials really good values

white

Family Pack-White Gem U.S. Grade "A"

^TiickenWings 2^49!
^^^U.S Grade A White Gem chickens. the sweetest tasting chicken money can buy

Lean GroundBeef 3

?,ss*r84• Simply Super le»n ground beet ij not mor* than 24*. fat ^^e»^ eaV

3ib Italian Sausage X"
TastyTen Franks ^Z19

6lb. Breaded^CubedVeal Steaks
Frozen Made Rite Box of 24-4 oz Steaks S^993
Liverwurst s,

2
°^Sh

p

°p 79^
3lbbox Pork Sausageo^J?9

Buy Stop & Shop Great Beef the whole way . . . save!

Whole-Boneless
Beef Rib

8-10 lbs-Fabulous gourmet $
eating, steak house quality.

The very heart of the

rib. Let us cut it into steaks

and roasts to your satisfaction.

*>.
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AMHERSTCV**
AMITY ST. 253 5426

WIMWILONESS... special

THELOVES.THCsa . Midnight Show
THE BUSTS... "

THE MAO HUMOR.. Friday * Saturday

ALL THE BtRNIt TRAVIS PUTS

BRILLIANCE Of LENNY WITH

THE MAN HIMSELF. KAOLY PRECISION
WW

I Jlt>IIHtltIl
HieLenmEm Met*
DIRTY MOUTH: FRIDAY A SATURDAY — H:00

VONDAY & tLfSDAY BARGAIN SITES • ALL SEATS 11 00

MOM VM < INI M,4SlIJ45f)

M ""y"«Mn

' "at n
OF SMITH COLLEGE

./OLB/IY!

| NORTHAMPTON

NOW— ends TUES!
at 7:00& V 00

and TONIGHT IS

DOLLAR NrGHT!'

ROUTE S RIVERDALE RD.

"WEST SPFLD 24 HR.TEL. 733-5131

CHARGE YOUR TICKETS ON MASTER CHARGE»J
:£:?l»»4ja»sism

Eves: Blanng Saddlei 7 oo. That'll Be The Day — 1:45

VONOAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NlTES • ALL SEATS SI 00

STREISAND & CAAN\::j

ninny
12dy

43'«
Wed. Mat.. 2 p.m.; Mon.-

Thurs.. 8:99: FrL. 7:95. 9:55;

.Sat.-Sun.. 1:39. 4:15. 7:19./.;

warren beatty

iulie christie • goldie hawn

^

• -y i .... i
.

'?•'/'•:•'. y.-'.:TT7!

Wed. Mat.. 2 p.m.; Mon.-Fri.

7:15. •:»: Sat.-Sun.. 2:99

\4:a». 7:64). 9:39

• *.*-*-*-*-

> Nominated for .

/ 8 Academy Awards\

TbJJSuNG
NtfERHO

NomirtatodJ**
;6Acad«ny

Wed. Mai.. 2 p.m.; !Ms>n.-FrL.

7:39. 19:09; Sat.-Stm.. 1:3*.

-.1:49, 5:49. 7:49. t:59

iv^i^^t
.
i
.
i
.
i^.i

.
i
.
i
.
'
.
i
.
i
.
i
.
'
.
i
.
'^vX'

V'Xx.v.v.VxV.v-'.v.v.v.v.v.'
falil

PO

Wed. Mat.. 2 p.m. Man

Vhat coukl he b**tu*r than

TtieTriree MuslurtPtn*7

CIHECTOUR

~^m
Wed. Mat.. 2 p.m.: Mon FriThurs.. 8: IS; rrt.. 7:te», i.;ja. , •.•. wed. Mat., z p.m.; iwon.-rn.. •;•;•;

Vsal.. 1.39. 4:15. 7:99. 19:15; fr&aj 7:39. 9:45: Sat.-Sim.. l:30.C\v:;

: Sua.. 1:39. 4:59. 8:15
.v.-.-. .MMinm.'.'M

:•:•:•: 3=39. 5:49. 7:49. 9:59
>:-:-:-Xv:'.,.,.'.,.1.,.«.

,/"- ,-,-|-m:i j

M̂DC Classifieds Paf
To piece a c ia»iit>ed dre. »*

ft*. Celieejran Office taefweeri

• Mam .tad Ittin Monday
Friday
TIM deadline it 1 9a, two day*

eerier* ttt* day ya«r ad rt la

w
TIM r*lei »r*
Doily • 19 ear Una
Weekly • 19 per line

Monthly • M pe' line

'Two line* on form
tpptoumttt one line

'
FOR SAL8

integral Systems power amp
are* Advent epeekers ACf audio
preamp ell immaculate S990 Cell

M.ke S4t 0177

Need a place to put your plant*'
Buy a plant heneor from me lor

17 SO Mad* Irom raal wood hong*
m dorm window Holds up to 17

plant* Call Vicki at 6 9451 or etc %

by and tea at JQA 1403

Ps.r JBl 99 ipitki'i high of

l.ciif>(. • OHM 347 9444 Keep
trying

FOR 5ALE
ORGANIC MATUIZIR com

potted cow manure »79 a truck
load delivered Call 494 41M after 9

BJ

Bundv S Model clarinet »S0 A1
743 7997

Speakers Frarier black boa
lefmithed peir 30 watt $100 Eac
Mind Nancy 447 443*

dbton f S 339 good cond 1774
743 4744

AUTO FOR SALE
•7 VW S400 or B O Call 247 0399

99 Dodge Dart. 20 and 21 meg
MOOO miles Old w AM FM stereo
radio Asking (774 W out radio
*074 Call after • 741 1344

1999 Pontiac Catalma 4 dr.
hgrdtop cosmetically and
mecnemcally good low mileoge
Asking M40 442 4993 Ask lor

Henry

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
Monde 440 eng totally rebui

1700 or best offer by April 14 291
7917

1997 Honda 309 motor •
cond new batt S300 Call Gary 293
2992 or 444 1404

1979 Kawssoki KZ409 199 miMa.
perfect crash bars kon. shocks
Asking S1150 Call Bob days 999
4552 nues message

1974 Honda XL290 990 miles like

now 1 Coll Muss at 249 0444 for more
info »936

49 Honda ITScc *724 253 9402

Amh New 3 bdr w w carpet,
dw disp tennis ct swimming
pool Imm Occ No loose req »294
plus util ft sec ;all 449 9900 before

MT)CCku\kfriT
Juno Sept 2 bdrm (179 Fool w

ull 999 1991

Apt Squire Vil Sundertend
Juno 1 thru Seat 1 Coll 999 4971
1240 including util

Sublet June 1 Aug 11 La 1 rm
apt with ••us Ig bedrm Bren
dvwino hoot and a c incl opt to

renew loose Cell 449 4477 anytime

Puffton 2 bdrm apt Start Juno

94 Hondo S 90 7700 m.
well 241 7410

Huns

49 O udge Outo a
condition *400 249 94B7

esc

S« 40 Cak Tea Ins

Judy 243 4044
TR »74

1994 VW good cond recently
uned 30 mpg Asking S374 Coll

771

Block boon bog »14 blow dryer
400~ 14 Call Crystal 9 9391

AKC German Shop pups Top
chomp linos facet temper 1124
Cell 741 7410

Heed skis bndgs boots, etc 299

1970 Toyoto CoroMe esc mech
cond Allen 291 1107

1944 Dodge ponel truck Rebuilt
eng Must see 1440 427 9410

4 Solo Peugeot UOO 21
frome Eacettent cond Asking 1100
243 4990

1999 ford custom 490 at wgn
excellent running cond 19 21 mpg
nw bree.es fa clth Asking S574 Cell
Bill at 549 0903 after 5 Leave nemo

Motorcycle tires used All will

peas inspection 44 to 110 Coll for
titer Rues st 299 0944

73 MGB esc condition 29 mpg
Selling cheep Call 444 4013 Chuck

FOR RENT
One bdrm apt for rent on Sd

bus route 1190 per mo util inc oil

conv Call Dave M

1994 Chaw Beloir
after 4

•124 999 2992

Sanyo refg 9est offer Coll 9

7209

Hoed tennis rocket A Ashe
Competition Hardly used orig

too sell »*0 444 1997

RUBBER STAMPS mode up with
anything you d like to stomp
Inexpensive for instance nemo
and address »1 with telephone
number (3 90 fast service Also
personolitod stettonery Joseph
••4 4794 evenings

Used opt furniture for soM 299

1997 Ford Cntry Sqr . (4)00 nog
aood cond Judy 291 4094

for Sole 1999 Buich 9kylerk
wood cond now bot end osh
1300 Call 446 2143 osk for Dennis
B

1999 VW sauore
1400 Call 439 4037

bock, osking

59 Peugeot sunroof bring s
battery and drive it away' 1100 Bob
753 7997

Teec 299 Cessette deck esc
cond must soU »199 Coroll 446
4441 sfter 6 39

Electric Stove in good condition
•49 or best offsi Call Steve et 499

41M

Microphone Shure 599A new 430
Smith Coronu typewriter »?5
Pete' 253 2713

Women s 3 spd Eng bike Good
make needs work t29 Call Barbara
446 4194

Sleeping beg North face 10 loft

• 196 Now perf cond «110 or
offer 549 6449

Calc Bowmar MX 100 all funct
449 0013

Varnaha Classical Guitar 1 year

old 449 6229

Gorrord model SL469 Turntable
Base Dust cov . can Fine con
dition »30 Cell 699 4399

ramus 5 string banjo and ac
cessories »160 Toshiba roel to reel

tope deck and 30 tapes (90. paint

mr*6 brush cose and 30 tubes oils

end more *20 Cell eves Scott 542

3119

94 Corveir Convert
good need* motor
offer 253 7997

body and top
• 100 or boat

94 Chov wagon rebuilt motor
new Eshaust runs well 6 cyl 1240
Bob 293 7997

99 Chov No Beeuty but SUPER
RUNNING Small 6 automatic ps
•396 243 7997

Greet 79 Fiat coupe, looking for
good home 40 mpg 4494 takes it

Bob 293 7997

97 Ford Goloaio 4. auto »3*4 243
7997

Buick Wildcat 4 dr 424 cu in 3

spd auto 4bbl Air condition post
mint cond 17 mpg Must be seen
1790 or best offer John 4 1147

99 VW Eac cond
. sunroof, new

clutch, brakes, rebuilt engine
11000 243 9294

For ssle 1972 SAAB 99E Eac
cond new miectors Tires sir

cond . 42400 or best offer 413 774
4299 evenings

Honda 490 eng totally rebuilt
• 100 or best offer by April 14 2S3
7697 eves

SAAB 1972 99E Fuel miection AM
FM blue 49 000 mi perfect 42400
1 369 4695

One bedroom apt in Sunderland
• •n bus rte All cony util included
160 d month call Ruth 444 4420 or

1*45 7077 eveningi

Uuiv Pork Apti . 1 bedrm 5140
mo includes util 5 2246 ISuel
days 256 0364 56 pm
One bedroom efficiency on bus

route All utilities Jung 1 Sept 1

Coll 699 3397

Cope Cod Folmouth 2. 3 end 9
bedroom cottages winlgriigd.
furnished Walk to beach Full

saoson only Owner 1 203 421 4641

Room in house Lg fire pi
. prt.

both end storage 2 ml to com on
bug no Sub Apr a May w opt
• 119 All mil inc Call 299-9271

Four bedroom houoo in Nor
thompton for Sept Rent 4279.99
Coll Skibiski Realtors 994 3429
between 3 5 a m

Room for mole student -
country living, shore both, kitchen,
lounge 4 miles from UMass 479

WANTEO TO RENT

F23 Piano dog need home
253 3976

Cris

1 bedrm opt Northampton
vicinity 91S Beg Mov 1 Bus
Phone Call Patty 444 3139

SM House in countryside
Isolation and work space Resp
craftsman Refs avail now sum
Call collect 417 669 4430

TO SUBLET
2 bedrm opt with utilities 4190 s

month On bus line June 1 August
31 Opt to renew 549 9333

Brandywine June August 2
bedrm 449 1994

One person needed to share two
bedroom opt in Amh Confer from
Juno 1 Sept 1 Convenient
locotion and fairly ineapensivo Call
299 0127 after 4pm
Four bedroom opt . ulil . furn

inc Juno Aug Nog Amherst 243
2433 on bus 2 miles to U M

3 bdrm Squire Vlg Sublet Juno
1 option to renew 944 3921

House from Jn 1 Aug 31 4
bdrm 2 bdrm fully furnished 73
Leverett Rd Amherst 949 0921
anytime B O

To sublet pri bedroom Squire
Village Can occupy immediately if

needed 694 3471

Sublet June 1 Sept 1 Opt to
renew 2 bedrm apt Belchertown
on bus route, lake 323 9213

Sublet room June Sept Groat
apartment and on bus route Lergo
windows Call 249 9934 Sharon

2 bedroom apt in Brandywine
June 1st to August 31 Negotiable
549 0112

Apt available June August 4 rm
furnished, reasonable Opt to
renew Northampton Smith Col
aroa 499 1139

Sublet with option to renew two
bdr townhouee. Squire Village
Juno 1 1170 per mo plus utilities

Coll 94

Sub 2 bedrm Brandywine apt
•220 Call 449 4474 2 bus linos

ROOMMATE WANTED
N Amhorst Largo apt Own

room 191 47 par mo plus utile

Sacur dopos Loess until Aug
Tony 449 0999

RESPONSIBLE M F lo sharo 3
badr furnished apt Bus lino »110
w utilities 293 7997

Grod Stud sooks sunny room
for Sept 1 299 9247 eve

1 pr Ofunda 7X90 binoculars w
leather case Eac. cond Call 499
0991

Own room in Puffton Apt. AH
utilities 479 mo 949 4924

1 girl roommotos wonted, own
room ot Swiss Village with bods
•96 s month includes utilities Call
243 6921

Townhouse Apts April IS to
Aug Own room 490 par month
with double bed and draosor. Coll
449 0999 mornings or evenings.

Fomole Own rm . mod 2 bdrm
apt Avail immed Over 29. no pota
In Amhorst on bus lino. 4109 per
mo incl util 291-9411.

Wonted Couple to share 2
bedroom apartmont this summer

close to campus, on bus routs
Call 449 9197 in evenings Keep
trying!'

M or F wonted Tor summer
cottoga in Donniaport 19 wks.
•374 449 1396 Dona

Own Ig room in Hatfield
Country horns w land 10 ml. from
Amhorst No lease 491 plus
utilities 247 9369

ROOM WANTED

Priv spacious room In country

I near UMass by Juno 1 Coll grace

1545 0790

HELP WANTED

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
Nationwide Co . No 1 in its field

seeks college graduates for entry

lavol positions in its oapanding
solos management operations
Motor function involves marketing
of insured savings and investment
programs tor collage seniors end
graduates on local campusas
Company paid training. 2 vr

training bonus program grdat
health retirement end other fringe

benefits For interview coll Psnl
Dept 256 6344 bot 10 00 end 4 00

WANTED

BOB STILL WANTS VOUR
AILING OR DECREPIT CAR Fast •

I for the hulk 253 7967 BOB STILL
WANTS VOUR AILING OR
DECREPIT CAR Fast •• for tho
hulk 253 7997

Townhouse spt to sublet option
to renew Air conditioned, cor
peted close to campus and on bus
route »235 plus utilities per month
Will negotiete rent for summer
months if interested call 549 1

Wantad tirgg for 71 Pontiac
Catalma J79. 15 Also sail now.
1400 miles). 14 rediala 442 4101

Wont to buy 70 72 Don. Scamp.
Valiant Slant 6 4229 Call Joanna
549 1312 ova

TYPING

Regular and technical typing
Peesonsble rotas Call after 5 30
p m at 9f

PERSONALS

Wanted Prospective wife, green
end white Coll 917 339-2991 or
write Apt 11. 10 Mediterreneen Or .

Weymouth. 92199

TRAVEL

| Interested in no frills low cost

travel to Europe Africo. Middle

East Far East, at minimum comt.

maximum flexibility end minimum
hassle' For into coll educational

llights toll tree 900 223 4449

SERVICES

"ITOM S BIKE REPAIR expert
honest choap Pick up delivery ,

564 5024 anytime

Interested in comping In Europe
this summer? For more Info coll

Chris ot I

RUBBER STAMPS made up with
enything you d like to stamp
Ineapensivo For instance noma
and addroos 43. with telephone
number »3 40 Fast service Also
poreonaluod stationery Josoph
494 4744 evenings

KARMACHANICS - AN foreign
end domestic outo repairs Flat
specialists Let us chock out that
usad car baforo you buy it Peoples
prices We'll teach you. tool 999
7144

BOB WILL STILL FIX ANY CAR
RIGHT' No job too small Any
make or year 263 7997 BOB WILL
STILL FIX YOUR CAR RIGHT' No
lob too smoll Any make or year
293 7997

WoodeT) chair soots recened Coll
Lin 546 7274

t

I will do your typing accurately
and promptly Call Bav 446 2739
or 243 4214

PERSONALS

Judy. Happy Anniversary Hope
far many more Lava your
shovgots Michael.

Gay Catholics - Your church
caras. do yo«7 For info, counaal.
rap. write to Dignity. Bos H499.
Forest Pork Sto . Springfield. Ms
01109

Charter flights to Europe and
Calif Call Campus Travol 64

ENTERTAINMENT
Four hours of non-stop noatolglg

and hits for only (96 Call Bob thoOJ 939-9979.

Four hours of nonstop nostelgie
end hits for only (44 Call Bob tho
OJ 636-9079

Little Fire wonts to ploy far your
nest dorm pony or Boogie You've
soon us st tho Btoak Out. Bluewall.
Red Pantry, etc Now bring us
homo Reasonable rates Con 999
4394 or 949-1911.

MISCELLANEOUS

Hand tomod hooded rota, light

and dark M » F 90c ea 949-9499

I • rVOKK <,HO»'

FALMOUTH VOTERS Write
home for your ABSENTEE
BALLOTS Vote for Cgtgrine
Norton for school committee

Crery Indian this one is for
vou. with love good things come
in smell tight pscksges

Bob B Happy Birthday You're
over the hill now Love the
Phantom

Intorostsd in obtaining info on
communes past or prosant 243
5490 or 549 1219

4170 a month till Juno Can
ranaw laoso Contact A Law is 5
0331 or 694 4919

DO IT YOURSELF Tools fraa
with spaca rental 42 Rt.,

professional advice Porta
wholasoht Level 1. C C
Gsrege Mon Fri . 310. Set
Sun . 12 10

CALCULATORS

I College Calculators has all tho
answers I offer low discount
prices on all mafcas and models of
calculators All machines new.
with full wsrrsnty and more' If

your mechine melfunctions within
2 months I'll reploce it free' All
lines available Texas Inst . HP.
Commgdoro. Rockwell end othors
SR40 only (99 99: SR 81 only
• 159 96. HP 21. only (119 96 Before
vou buy anywhere csll me first and
I'll givo you tho bast daal I can Call
Bob Crowall 449 1314
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate rtxlerdxy % Puiriy Soued

ACROSS
1 Rock

ledge
Slreelcsr

K> Ouldoes
14 Lowesi

point

15 Dance ol

Israel

16 Paris
sirporl

17 Ally with s
group
Vsr

19 European
river

19 Horse
color

20 Exclusivs
Mies

22 Hoi
southerly
wind

24 Feels
eager
Informal

26 Intoxicated
Slang

27 Tough
30 Hard

eraler

31 Handle Fr

32 Ot
equality ol

measjremeni
37 Marital

no* 2
words

36 Worried
40 Tokyo s

old name
41 Beverage

serving
group 2
words

43 Bier

cover
44 Cease
46 Was

important
*8 Goiter s

concern
St vowed
5? Wicked

act
54 Gave as

merited
56 Ending

with inc

and int

59 Celebes
Sea gull

61 City on
the Nile

62 Ripening
agent

63 impetuosity
64 Throw

out
65 Soaks .

66 Depress
67 Sleeps

DOWN
t Center a

tootbaii

2 Pacit.c

p>ne tree

J Blue-
pencil

4 Striated

5 European
language

6 October

Bin
UlaUCJli HUU J(J lUii

i"i '11 |S|S s\ «

N I
r P F IT I" p' p JA F P Jl 17

•jjuu-ju jjtii j'jai
tiuuj Qiiaua annnl
p 1* k Baj

lskl« y lattl 1
'

riff]r

Iff
A 1 1n 1 N J I 1 if i

rlrrrs 5 i jo X D > f »

r ;rr 1 ski
1 |

1 ill r

1 I <> K
i UL U I * P (

W urld
madness 2
words

7 and reel

8 Sonol
Zeus

S
Provinces
Eastern
Canada

10 Small
crown

11 As hard as

12 Location
13 Council oi

churches
2t God Prei.«

23 Moved
rapidly

25 Methods
27 Secular
28 Within

Prelix

29 On a
specilic

date 2

area
33 Canadian

capital 2
words i

34 Hind part

35 Useless
36 Frigid

36 Be evasive
39 Converted

into cash
42 Auto parts

43 Nobility

46 Pull along
benind

47 Kind of
bullet

48 Vilification

49 Altec t

slightly

50 Resources
53 Ration
55 Ceases to

live

56 Preti. with
white

57 Morse Code
units

60 Managed

By Jim Carson

1 5 S M|6 7 • * ||"io II .5 -IT
-

- w 1"
I ' 8

B"20 21 ~m
J... t "

ir "J
33 34 35 3d

-

27 28^29

gp?
38 39

4U

4« 42
|43

44 B 4tj
46 47

49 SO M'
i:

, a- -—.

52 ^M 54 55 56 57

S8 B59 60

- I
6 '

I 63

-n H f"66

45
^^ -fls- -j

Your Birthday ny steiia wilder

MONDAY. APRIL 7 -
Born today, you are inclined

toward wLshfiil thinruni? on the

one hand and doomsday think

ing on the other You tend to see

what you want to see. to find

your fears realized in the most

ordinary of circumstances, w hile

yet believing all will ultimately

he well -• if you can only gel your

will at wirk on these situations

which cause you displeasure

You are extremely self-confi-

dent, in spite of your many fears,

for you fully believe yourself

capable ol mastering whatever
you set nut to master, afraid or

not

Generous by nature, you
nevertheless belies e in indepen

dence. your own and other peo

pie a, and lor this reasia-i are not

prone to indulging your instinct

lor generiKitY except as it can be
served by moral support You
are not t*u- ( () support other's

ambitions, talents and aims
through material offerings tor

you truly believe that no pri/i' is

well received that is mil aLsn

well earned through the sweat
on one s <rwn brow

ofl

too W>TK rtf ijrjfc! I'M rtfe.

jwiEttsnt#\ i iA)eu^L£ t& tel£-

VXSlCf. lH£«J6fv.5 mBlk-j
fM6v>S I

J

0rl,rr'5Arbl6rMrvT^

'jSTCW'lTitJte^RHEu

UJiDOvO uOHO MriOriT

HEAJXD flsOM t€fc H*dw:

By Kris Jackson

I lrVkHist feMitK Hunt Hwb
J

"TijM (*W
.alUULKI MUPIftkU >j

±1

SHE DfeuDffD To bTrliTT- (T *FT&C\
Mb OWTlMaV P^miG AWfVr'

DOKirlo THE THIrU) ;^>»KTEfs.:f

«r 6R0web-P<VXLKs aAN"5
.

Sue SfYiD His LAST ^Lb uJEKE-

"~^~C?"\~

7 HlV MAKV f/.rxfc, V
Vl^i^r^^xaaasylLllJVlrVy 'J

/MVrJAMj 'SCRVSIps.
/ liUl UMlrnrt

I RtVrM i '',/4iVij j
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You must take care not lo c;u

ry loo far your insistence uimn

other people's independence, lor

such insistence, demonstrated in

a refusal to aid another even

when the cry for help goes up.

could well earn you animosity,

lesentment. and even retalia-

tion It is true that friends are no!

always well served by a helping

hand - but it is certain that they

are ill served by rejediixi. and
that thes know it

To find what is in stop lor vou

tomorrow seUvl \oui hitthila\

and read the corresponding
paragraph Lrt \our birthd.iv

star be \our daih guirli-

* a a
I'uesii.n . April m

ARIKS March 21 April I9» -
Take care that ilillicultit^ with

relatives do nol at 1st- as a result

a morning argument Take ml
time, don t tr\ It) cntui/e the

wick ot another

TAl Rl S \ptil _*J\1a\ 20'

-If \ou make an etlort luasxa i

ale with one of two praffk1 Willi

suci ("vsful I up l it Ol I in vol

field, you can make exceptional

gains b\ evening

GEMINI 'Ma\ 21 lune 20» -

Begin now to prepare tor sour

next move on the employment

scene There s plenn of time

but onh il vaaj are willing to

follow a leader

( ANCKR June 21 JuJy 22 -

I nli-vs virur tivhnnal knowledi'e

ls up to par earls in the da> sou

w ill has e a failure i*i sour hands

bs nightfall Studs in eat Is

morning

LEO Juls 23-Aug 22' -

I'larifs sour own sttuati'Si S'aj

may not be able to get another to

listen to reason - but s-ou can

surely get him lo listen to the

sound of profit

VIRGO 'Aug 23 Sept 22> -If
possible, clear away business

matters before the nism hour

You might be able lo make
headway with a budding friend-

ship during evening

LIBRA 'Sept 23-Oct 22» -
IJont allow sourself to he per

suaded bs one of great charm
into actions or decisions sou will

later regret Avoid making
promise*

SCORPIO 'Oct 23 \os 21' -
Take care that sikj are no!

talked into a purchase sou
neither want nor can afford

Guard against a triend s

enthusiasm earls in the das

S4.GITTARIIS i\..s 22

Far 21 1 - Keconsider a muse
made scstcrdas N'ou mas wlsIi

to tagin .ill oset again where a
new project is cnncernetl IVm >

be alt aid ol hard wiirk

( AI'KU (IKN IDn 22 Jan
I9i —Sucttm ma, k-- s.iui deal
ing- wild others hut not until

nlatiseh late in the das lake
i BfT not la lessen siaj: etlml.s ti»i

•Jam

AOl ARIl S Jan iu-Ki'h 18'

-THis would !' an exielleni

das to t»»;in a ]ourne\ He sun
sou i an casta am4h«M in the

right miaal aiRaTt sihi ask a
tasot ol him
PLSt L.S K.li M \l.inti20' -

Kix-p mentalls anil plissualls

i
' " iiitiout Ihe IMS ll siai

tail lo IMsCC the apiMikii ti Ifj ap
|xk1 units sou mas |n-x' out an
tain later m ttn-

I nihil TiMiun Ss ridicule

notices

USES Tt» ( \Sl \| (ORNKR LATELY?
If you nave, sou know all the great clothes and accessories

fhey have Tome hear an executive tell the behind the scenes
storv and answer questions Small gifts and refreshments
Tues 4-g. . 30. Rm lly skinner (aHjesiions'' (all 546-9R22
l>\P MEETING)
There will be a DYP meeting in a' 102 at 7 p m Discussion of

upcoming programs All members are urged to attend
INTERVXRSm (IIRISTIW FELLOWSHIP
How reliable is the Bible'' Come and find out tonite when Dr

Isbell of the I'Mass faculty speaks 811-1115 CC at 7 30
IRISH POET
Thomas Kinsella Irish poet and translator, will read his

poems tonite at 8 00. Herter 231 Tues . 4-8. he will speak at
Hampshire College. Patterson Hall. East Lecture Rm 3pm
K\PP\ KXPPX f.VMMA
Welcomes all university women to our Rush Party. Tues . 4-8

from 7-8 p m at 32 Nutting Ave Call for rides 5-0320 or 5-0321
IS 1 > MAJORS
Come and hear Sally Hamilton speak on communications'

April 7th 17:00 general meeting of the Rec Society), at 7 30
Please come, we want a good turnout
LIVESTOCK CLASSIC
Sheep clinic. 7 p m at u.e sheep barns. Mon . 4-7 This

meeting is mandatory If you are unable to attend please call
346-98*5

N \l VI»S SHOW
Naiads aquatic art performance will be April 9. 10. 11. 12 at 8

p m in North Physical Education Building t NOPE > Tickets
now available at Student Union and NOPE
ONE WEEK LEFT!

All persons applying for office spat e for next year must fill
out an application by April 11th Applications available at RSo
and Rm 817 CC
OPPORTUNITIES IN FILM
Any students interested in a Summer opportunity in film - aWarner Bros Observation Program June 23-Aug 15/ or a

Film Production Workshop iJuly 20-Aug 15) Stop in at the
Student Activities Office. Student Union, or call 545-2351 for info

^before April 9th

OUTING CLUB
Tonite. at the general meeting, there will be a movie on White

Water Canoeing and a surprise slide show Come see what it's

about' 7 p m . 101 CC
RESIDENTIAL LIFE BOARD
There will be a meeting tomorrow at 7 00 in the Commuter

lstunge

1 MASS WOMEN'S COMMl NICXTION NETWORK
Will meet Mon at 5 00 at Every woman s Center Any women

interested in campus media are welcome -

I MVFRSITY JUDICIARY
Will meet tonite at 7 30 in Rm 174 CC

VETERWs
BX meets tonite. 8 p m . 186 King Philip. Sunderland. Spring

Day. Paul S L'Heureux
WOMEN'S TRACK

Field events needed shot put. discus, javelin, high jump
long jump Contact Julie. 6-5977. anytime
LOST
Orange, female cat. Pnscilla in N Amherst Call 549-6696

LOST
Set of keys in leather case, between Bluewall and CC Call

323-4483

LOST
An artist tackle box with drafting and artist supplies It was

left on the floor of an old green Che\y Sedan in front of the Fine
Arts Center Call Bruce W'iggs. 253-3781 or Art Dept in the Fine
Arts Center

LOST
Many colored shoulder bag. with wallet, keys, meal ticket

Lost at Mtn Farms Theatre Thurs nite. Call 546-8424

Help us help you.

Use Zip Code.

Ybur Postal Sei-vice
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Netmen face tough
schedule in debuts

By BILL EDELSTEIN
The UMass tennis team is getting ready to do their

impersonation of the UMass track team this week.

The Raqueteers (it still has more charisma than

"netmen") will be running continuously as they face

Tufts today at home (3:00 start), Amherst here

tomorrow (another 3:00 start) and Rhode Island in

R.I. on Wednesday (yet another 3:00 start). The
Minutemen then receive a two day rest before

travelling to Vermont to do battle with those nasty

Catamounts. One of those two days of rest may,
however, be filled with — you guessed it — a match
(at Middlebury). On Sunday, the Raqueteers get to

return to UMass and promptly collapse from
exhaustion.

Coach Kozakowski is as yet unsure of the exact

order of his lineup for today's match. Kevin

Garrahan, Bill Karol, Marc Ouellet, Barnaby Kalan,

Chris Post, Dave Abramhoff , Tom Doyle and possibly

John Beals will paly, but which positions they will

beat can only be today's audience participation

question on Match Game '75. "We'll practice before

the match," the coach declared. "And I'll figure out

the order then."

Tufts defeated UMass last year, 6-3, and everyone

that played on that club last year is returning (must
be the food).

"If everybody plays the game he's capable of, we
should beat Tufts," stated Kozakowski.
"We'd like to get off to a good start," the coach said

of today's season openeer. The Minutemen's last

match was a practice against Boston University,

which the good guys won, 5-4. "The team should have
beaten them by more than that, but I was ex-

perimenting with different combinations," added
Kozakowski.

LETS, FAULTS AND OTHER ABSURDITIES —
Tomorrow's meeting with Amherst was to be the
original season opener, yesterday but it was "frozen-
out". The match was first scheduled for the end of

March, but at that time it was rained out ... Amherst
had another match scheduled before tomorrow's
encounter with the Minutemen, but it too was post-

poned due to inclement weather conditions — the
gentlemen from across town may not get to hit a ball

this year ... The pairings for today's doubles matches
are set even if nothing much else is. They will be:
Garrahan-Doyle, Ouellet-Karol and Abramhoff-
Kalan. (These pairings, of course are net in any
special order, but then again, neither is this portion of

the article.)

Water polo; men split pair,

women victorious in tournament
The UMass men's and women's

water polo teams hosted a tour-

nament with Boston College and
RPI on Saturday morning at

Boyden Pool. The first game began

at 9:30 and matches continued until

2:00.

In the first game UMass men's
team failed to break the BC "spell"

which has haunted them since last

season. Last fall they beat BC in

their first meeting and then fell to

them twice in the next two mat-

ches.

After two quarters BC held a

strong 6-3 lead. In the second half

the UMass play jelled and they

picked up four goals to BC's three,

and ended up losing by a close 9-7

score. For BC the outstanding

player was their goalie Quigley.

For UMass Henry MacLean scored

three goals, Ron Boucher one,

Duncan Lomas one, and Russ
Yarworth one and Kevin McGill

one.

The second game of tbr- morning

was won by the UMass women's
team 7-5 against BC. Coach
McCafferty attributed this to

strong swimming and spread-out

play. For UMass, Jane Welzel

scored two goals. Kathy Mac-
Donald one, Jeannie Abrahamson
one, and Deb Hoxsie one, and
Penny Noyes one.

BC's men's team and RPI played

the third game which BC won, and
in the final game of the day UMass
men faced RPI.
UMass had no trouble holding on

to a healthy lead after scoring four

quick goals in the first quarter. The
final score was 14-8. Duncan
Lomas and Ron Boucher each
scored five goals with Henry
MacLean and Kevin McGinn each
scoring two.

Coach McCafferty was pleased
with the three games UMass
played. Of the loss to BC McCaf-
ferty said, "They had us down 6-1

in the first quarter, but we came

back in the second half and closed
the score to 9-7. We lost, but that

second half wasn't bad."

The next men's games are
against Dartmouth and Yale next
Saturday at Boyden and the
women's team is still waiting to
hear from Wellesley about their
upcoming match.

UMass' Bill O'Brien lunges for a pass in action

against Dartmouth Saturday. O'Brien was a key in the

win as he scored two qoals and had four assists.
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Golfers greet Rhody in debut

Knicks drop Braves to gain

playoff ~pot - pairings set
The New York h jks captured

the 10th and last berth in the

National Basketball Association

playoffs on the final day of the

regular season by beating the

Buffalo Braves 105-93 Sunday, then

watched on television as the

Kansas City-Omaha Kings
defeated the Cleveland Cavaliers

95-94.

Those results left New York and
Cleveland tied with final regular-

season records of 40-42. But the

Knicks got the wildcard playoff

berth in the Eastern Conference
because they beat Cleveland 3-1 in

the season series between the two
clubs

Defending NBA champion
Boston, which had the best record

in the Eastern Conference, and
Golden State, with the top mark in

the Western Conference, drew byes

for the first-round of the playoffs.

In the East, Houston will meet
New York in a best-of-three series,

the winner of which will play

Boston in a best-of-seven set.

MeanwhMe, Buffalo will face

Washington in a best-of-seven

series. In the West, Seattle faces

Detroit in the best-of-three series,

with the winner meeting Golden
State in a best-of-seven set.

At the same time, Chicago will

be playing Kansas City-Omaha in a

best-of-seven series

in eacn conference, the winners

of the best-of-seven series will

meet to determine the playoff

finalists.

The first playoff games are set

for Tuesday night.

By RON ARENA
The UMass golf team tentatively

opens its spring season tomorrow
afternoon with a 1 :00 home contest

versus the University of Rhode
Island. However, the match may
be postponed due to the conditions

of the golf course, Hickory Ridge
C.C. in Amherst.
The opening of the course is

currently slated for Wednesday,
which creates problems since the

match is tomorrow. Due to the

recent rain, a river has backed up
onto the course resulting in the

delay.

The match, if played, should be
just a tuneup for Thursday's big

match with Yale, a team which
tied UMass for the Eastern title

last fall. Coach Fan Gaudette
admits, "I'm not too concerned
about this match anyway. "I'm
looking more towards Thursday."
He added that Rhody was
scheduled for the purpose of get-

ting ready for the big Yale match.
URI should have one advantage

if the course opens on time. The

Rams have already engaged in a
Southern trip where they played
against North Carolina and
Citadel. According to Gaudette,
"They played very well. All the
scores were close." He mentioned
that the URI squad had one player
shooting a 73, a couple at 75, and
another at 77.

As for the Minuteman squad,

their action has been limited to

basically "just hitting some balls,"

according to the coach. Tomorrow
should be a test as to how wejl

they've been hitting those balls.

Gaudette will play Joe Artman
and Howie Terban as his top two

players. John Lasek, Tom Toski,

and Rick Olsen will be rounding out

the top five, though not necessarily

in that order. The final two per-

formers will be chosen from a

group consisting of Jim Moriarty,

Dave Grochmal, Paul Feeney,

Blaine Samson, Tim Kurty, Jim
Haggerty, and Bill Locke.

the BLUEWALL present.

Tuborg Movie Night
featuring

"The Lone Ranger"

Tuesday, April 8, 9:00 p.m.

DIANA ROMER
FOR

SELECTMAN
Amherst Town Election — April 8.

Polls open noon to 8 p.m.

Chairman, Amherst Town Finance Committee, member tinea 1971

Land Acquisition Raviaw Committoa, mambar
Town Meeting mambar sines 1961

Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts, Hampshire County Chaptar, vice-

chairman
Committee on Housing, Hsmpshiro Community Action Commission, 1968

69
Graduate Student. University of Massachusetts. Planning and
managamant in higher aducatlon
Resident of Amherst for 20 years

Sponsored by Pearl Claunch
27 Hills Road, Amherst

n

LEO BOUCHARD
Candidate For

SELECTMAN
RESPONSIVE TO ALL THE PEOPLE OF AMHERST

VOTE ON TUESDAY,

APRIL 8.

POLLS ARE OPEN 12:00 Noon until 8:00 p.m.

Precinct Poll Location

1 N. Amherst Parish Hall
2 Fire Station, N. Pleasant St.

3 Odd Fellows Hall, Kellogg Ave.
4 Masonic Hall, Main St.

5 Fori River School
6 Munson Library, South East St.

7 N. Amherst Auction Gallery

Political Advertisement paid for
by Jerome M. Mlleur

164 Columbia Dr.
Amherst
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Members of the UMass men's crew team splash their way through practice
earlier this season.

April weather threatening

as baseball season opens

c
33

I

Crew stunned- second
defeat in two years

(AP) - Baseball's 1975 season,

battling hectic early April weather
and arriving just as the hockey and
basketball playoffs begin, gets
started with four games Monday.
Midwest storms have already

postponed two of Tuesday's
openers, forcing Pittsburgh's
game at Chicago back to Wed-
nesday and delaying Baltimore at

Detroit until Thursday.
By then, the season will be well

underway. It begins in Cincinnati
where the Los Angeles Dodgers
battle the Reds in a matchup of

National League West title con-
tenders.

The Dodgers-Reds game will

jam Riverfront Stadium with
52,000 fans including Com-
missioner Bowie Kuhn and Sen.
Robert Taft, R-Ohio, who will

handle the first-ball chores. The
real first-ball job belongs to Reds'
left-hander Don Gullett, who will

oppose Dodger ace Don Sutton.

The sellout is the 10th straight for

the two division rivals. And after

their three-game series in Cin-

cinnati, the Reds will help the

Dodgers open their home season in

Los Angeles a Week from Monday.
The Dodgers expect 45,000 — their

best Opening Day crowd in 11

years — for that game.
Cincinnati, which finished four

games back of the NL champion
Dodgers last year, will face Los
Angeles seven times in the new
season's first 10 days and the NL
West pattern could be established

in those two series.

After watching the Dodgers and
Reds, Commissioner Kuhn will

rush to St. Louis to attend the night

opener at Busch Stadium between
the Cardinals and Montreal Expos.
Bob Gibson, baseball's win-

ningnest active pitcher with 248

career victories, will open for St.

Louis against Dave McNally,
making his National League debut
after 12 seasons with the Baltimore
Orioles.

The National League's other

Monday opener will be in

Houston's Astrodome with the
Atlanta Braves facing the Astros.
The Braves will use 20-game
winner Phil Niekro against Larry
Dierker for the Astros.

For Houston, it will be the 10th
season in baseball's only domed
ball park.

The American League's 75th
season gets started in California

Monday night with the Angels'
Nolan Ryan facing Steve Busby
and the Kansas City Royals.
Busby has pitched no-hitters in

each of his first two AL seasons
and Ryan has three no-hitters to

his credit, including one in his final

start of the 1974 season. If he pit-

ches another Monday night, he'll

match the record established by
Johnny VanderMeer in 1938.

Tuesday's AL schedule has New
York at Cleveland, Milwaukee at

Boston in day games and Min-
nesota at Texas, Chicago at
Oakland and Kansas City at
California at night.

Tony C. starts

as Sox open
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. <AP) —

Tony Conigliaro, coming back
after being out of baseball for 34
years, was listed Sunday as the

Boston Red Sox' designated hitter

for the 1975 American League
opener against the Milwaukee
Brewers Tuesday in Boston.

Manager Darrell Johnson had no
surprises as he released his

probable lineup a few hours before
the Red Sox broke camp and flew

to Boston.

The only question mark was
Juan Beniquez, who twisted his

ankle last week. Beniquez will test

his ankle in Boston Monday. If

given the medical okay, he will

play left field and lead off in the
hatting order.

By BOB NORTON
WORCESTER — "They were

looking for us and we were over-

confident. It was really poor," said

senior co-capt. Paul Gowen in

summing up UMass Crew's
opening loss to Trinity College on
the windswept, cold, and choppy
Lake Quinsigamond.

In a triangular regatta (last

Saturday) the varsity heavyweight
Crew lost only its second race in

the last two years. This defeat like

the last (U. Perm. '73) was by a
mere deck length as Trinity rowed
the 2000 meter course with a strong
tailwind in 6:11.3 while UMass
finished with a time of 6:12.8 —
only 1.5 seconds off the pace.
W.P.I. didn't enter the
heavyweight light event.

Coach Bill Mahoney was not very
pleased in the varsity's showing.
"We didn't race aggressively
enough — Trinity jumped out to a
couple seat lead as I had an-

ticipated but we failed to come
back adequately. With 500 meters
to go, we were understroking
Trinity by two." Mahoney video-

taped the races and felt that he had
"learned a lot about the team's
personnel." He emphasized that

"there will be more seat racing to

determine who the best racing
oarsmen are." The coach added

that "I'm not all bent out of shape
over the loss but there will be some
changes made." He commented
that there may have been a
communication breakdown.
UMass will get a second chance as
they meet Trinity in the Dad Vail

Championships, the second week in

May.
On a happier note, the JV and

first frosh eights as well as the
third varsity four, powered their
way to convincing victories in their
debut. The JV jumped out to a two
length lead at 500 meters and went
on to demolish Trinity by over
dorty seconds. Mahoney indicated
that he "was really pleased by the
way the JV boat rowed. They
rowed the way I wanted them to,

and had the race won by the 500
meter mark."
The freshman first eight, stroked

by Frank Miconi, rowed the 2000
meters in 6:28.3 to Trinity's 6:42.3.

The second frosh boat didn't fair as
well as they bowed to Trinity by
three boat lengths. The first frosh
looked impressive in their first

race and first win.

The third varsity four for UMass
topped off the day with a decisive
victory for WPI's first varsity four.

In the only other race of the day,
Trinity sunk WPI's lightweight
varsity winning by nine lengths.

Think even smaller

David Thompson, me
premier college
basketball player in the

country stands proudly
beside Coach Norm
Sloan after accepting
Naismith Trophy,
emblematic of being the

top player.
sports

Baseball tournament;
track meet cancelled

The Corsair Tournament, a baseball meeting in Dartmouth, Mass.
between UMass, New Hampshire, Eastern Connecticut, and
Southeastern Massachusetts U.. scheduled for this past weekend,
never took place, never can take place, and never will take place
"We were snowed out," said UMass coach Dick Bergquist. "We

were encouraged to come down, but on the way it started to snow."
The rest, as some say, is history.

Elements permitting, the Minutemen will open their home slate

Tuesday at Earl E. Lorden Field at 3:00. Tuesday, incidentally, is the
same day the Red Sox open at home with Tony C. and Henry Aaron,
so discriminating baseball fans will have a choice.

As for the Corsair Tournament '75, it is thus sentenced to an
eternity in perdition. "None of the teams have any open dates that all

coincide" said Bergquist, "so the Tournament has been cancelled."
Remember that ill-fated economy car of a few years ago? Perhaps

the tourney should be renamed the Corvair Tournament. And then
again, perhaps not...

Cold and windy weather conditions forced the cancellation of the

UMass track team's opening meet, a four-team affair against Boston
College, Boston University and Amherst, which was scheduled for

Saturday afternoon.

According to coach Ken O'Brien, it's doubtful that the meet will be
rescheduled. O'Brien noted the improbability of the four teams
agreeing on another date to hold the meet.
The trackmen will face Holy Cross in an away meet on Wednesday,

the return home for a Saturday meet against Colgate and a strong
Dartmouth team.

Ali starts publicity

campaign for TV fight

"Professional Hair Styling"
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NEW YORK (UPI) —
Muhammad Ali and Ron Lyle
began the publicity campaign for

their May 16 World Heavyweight
Title fight Sunday with low-key

performances which suggested
they were preparing for a tea

party.

Ali avoided any bombastic
predictions about what he would do
to the 32-year old challenger when
they meet in Las Vegas, Nev ..

denied he would make out Lyle to

be "a tool of white men" and
characterized his opponent as "a
gentleman ... a fine associate of

mine."
Ali made his comments at an

ABC-TV press comment at which
he appeared along with Lyle,

promoter Don King and sport-

scaster Howard Cosell. Both Ali

and King emphasized that the

bout would be televised on home
TV affording millions of aged and

under-privileged people to see the

action without paying closed
circuit prices.

Asked if he would train as lightly

for Lyle as he had for Chuck
Wepner, who he stopped in the 15th

round in his last defense, Ali

replied.

"I train the way I want to train.

I'm not really sure how good Lyle
is. I have to see more pictures of

him fighting. I'm going to have to

do some spying."

Lyle, who has a 32-2 pro record
including 21 knockouts, had an
answer ready when asked to

defend his right to challenge for the

title inasmuch as he has lost to

fifth-ranked Jerry Quarry and
unranked Jimmy Young.

"Ali is a boxer and I'm a

fighter," said Lyle. "Ken Norton
lost to George Foreman but Norton
broke Ali's jaw and Ali beat
Foreman. I don't think it's what
you do when you're coming that

counts. I think it's what you do
when you get there.

"Ali is a great champion and I

know he has been an inspiration to

many people." Lyle added. "But
why should one pro be afraid of

another man in your profession?"
Lyle then got a laugh from

newsmen at the conference when
he turned to Cosell and asked, "Are
you afraid of other sportscasters in

your profession?"
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GvmwnmPn <?PmnH in nation I
South Vietnamese plane bombs Thieu palace

By BILL DOYLE

UMass, not even mentioned in

any of the pre-meet press releases

issued by the tournament publicity

committee, fell just short in its

guest of the women's national

gymnastics championship,
finishing second behind Southern

Illinois with a total of 105.50, at the

University of California State at

Hayward Friday night.

Southern Illinois, who also took

the title last year, had too much
depth for UMass as the champions
totaled 107.35. Although Southern
Illinois had two gymnasts who
received All-American status, the

team had gymnasts in eight spots

in the finals on Saturday night.

UMass' Jeannine Burger
became an All-American for the

fourth straight year by finishing

fourth in the floor exercise and
Susan Cantwell also received All-

American status by finishing in a

fifth place tie on floor. The top six-

placed gymnasts in each event

received All-American Status.

Burger scored a 9.05 Saturday
after avegaging a 9.15 in Friday's

preliminaries. Cantwell scored a

9.10 Saturday and a 9.05 Friday.

In the team competition, UMass
fell victim to harsh judging on the

uneven bars and two costly falls on
the balance beam.
Coach Virginia Evans said, "We

had some good routines on bars but

they didn't receive the scores they

deserved. Every team was judged
strictly on bars, though, not just us.

On beam, you just don't expect

gymnasts like Jeannine (Burger)
and Susan (Cantwell) to fall."

But they did, so even though
UMass led off by scoring the

meet's highest floor total of 27.10

and had strong vaulting ( 26.65 ) , the

Minutemen never did peak as

Evans said she hoped the team
would.

Although UMass did still finish

second in the entire country, the

team seemed unsatisfied after the
meet.

Senior Gail Hannan said, "We
wouldn't have minded if we hit and
lost, but we didn't so we're not
happy with second."
One gymnast who did peak was

freshwoman Cheryl Smith, who
reached the finals in vaulting and
on beam, and had her best meet
ever. Smith scored a 9.0 in

vaulting, an 8.9 on beam, and an 8.9
on the floor. She scored another 9.0

in vaulting Saturday to place in a
tie for twelfth and she averaged an
8.85 on beam in Saturday's finals to

finish in a tie for seventh.
Evans said that she thought the

team did a terrific job all season
and that the strong snowing topped
it all off.

"We had a young team but
everyone came through all

season," she said. "If we had
peaked at nationals, we could have
won."

On floor, Debbie Law (8.55),
Alicia Goode (8.55), and Ann Olson
(8.65) all came through with
strong, clean performances but
their scores didn't count because
Burger (9.15), Cantwell (9.05), and
Smith (8.9) outscored them to total

UMass' highest floor score of the
season.

Vaulting also proved to be a
strong event for the Minutewomen
as Smith scored a 9.0, Cantwell
scored an 8.85, and Olson scored an
8.8. Burger (8.65), along with Linda
Nelligan (8.6-her highest score of
the year for a hand spring with a
full twist), and Gail Hannan (8.75)
also had good vaults but again
their scores didn't count.

The team appeared to lose its

momentum after receiving low bar
scores. Susan Cantwell, Jeannine
Burger (who had an incredible

save by landing on the lower bar to

prevent a fall), and Ann Olson
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Jeannine Burger (3rd

plaques they received at
fifth on the floor.

especially seemed to be un-
derscored.

Cantwell did score an 8.65, good
enough to reach the finals where
she scored a 9.05 (the fourth
highest of the finals) to finish tenth
overall

The beam competition saw
Margie Magraw score her best
total of the year (8.55) to make-up
somewhat for Burger's 8.2 score as
a result of breaks in her routine
including a fall. Smith's 8.9 and
Cantwell's 8.65 also counted.

from the right) and Susan Cantwell are shown with their

the gymnastics nationals. Burger finished fourth Cantwell

In the all-arounds, Cantwell
totaled 35.2, Burger totaled 34.6

and Olson totaled 33.9 ( last year for

Oregon she totaled 34.0).

Southwest Mississippi JC
finished third with a 104.85 total;

Springfield finished fourth with
103.70;

Southern Connecticut's Cole
Dowaliby won the all-arounds with
a 36.50 total. She also took the
beam title with scores of 8.90 and
9.30. Penn State's Karen Schuck-
man won the floor total, scoring a

9.40 and 9.45. She also tied to first in

valuting with Clarion's Karen
Brezack and Seattle Pacific's
Laurel Anderson by totaling 18.35
after both days. Diane Sepke of
Univ. of Illinois at Chicago took the
bar title by scoring a 9.25 and a
9.20.

GYM GEMS — The two-day
championships drew over 7,000
fans. The team possibly could have
used injured gymnast Pam
Steckroat on bars. She had
qualified on bars in Easterns.

Garber's Gorillas gouge Green
By BEN CASWELL

Garber's lacrosse Gorillas completely
demolished the Big Green of Dartmouth
Saturday 22-4, but will lose the services of
midfielder Bill Collins for possibly the rest
of the season.

The win proved to be very costly as the
senior co-captain Collins suffered a shoulder
separation after being battered by a Dart-
mouth defender in a scramble for a loose
ball midway through the second period.

Collins said he was going down to scoop a

loose ball right after a face-off when he was
rapped in the shoulder area by a charging

Big Greener. "I stayed in the game for a few
more minutes," said Collins, "but when I

came out my shoulder definitely wasn't

feeling right."

Dr. Snook, a university surgeon, looked at

Collins' shoulder and immediately put it in a
shoulder harness with his diagnosis being a
bad separation that would take ap-

proximately eight weeks to heal.

Other than the Collins injury the game
was a satisfying one for the Gorillas.

The stickers DUt on an awesome show of

offensive power. Attackmen Kevin Pat-

terson and Frank Garahan were the scoring
leaders with six goals and five goals
respectively. Bill O'Brien had two goals and
four assists while Jeff Spooner was getting

one and three.

Dartmouth was never really in the game
once it got started. Mike Lettera opened the
Gorillas' scoring after about three minutes

of play and in the next four minutes UMass
boosted itself to a 5-0 lead and Dartmouth
would never even get close.

While the Gorillas' offense was having a
field day, to say the least, the defense was
playing adequately although they were
never severely tested.

At midfield the passing was very sharp
and the checking was very tight. Freshman
Mike Lettera showed exceptional hustle and
every unit seemed to have good continuity.

The goalies, Bob Durland and Jim
Hadaad, made tne saves that they had to.

Durland also started one of the best fast
breaks of the day, hitting midfielder Bill
Arnold with a sharp, long pass at the mid-
field line. Arnold made a couple of nice

fakes in his rush, then flipped the ball to Bill

O'Brien who faked towards the net then fed
off to Kevin Patterson who finished off the
play for the Gorillas' second goal.

I told you that this was a good team,"
said coach Dick Garber after the win. "We
looked good out there today, I thought we
had a lot of rip. We were really hustling for
loose balls and we did a lot of running.
That's what I like to see," said Garber.

SCOOOP SHOTS — Coach Garber was not
sure exactly what would be done to remedy
Collins' loss... Attackman Bill O'Brien had
some fine fancy passes and Frank Garahan
had a beautiful behind the back shot for one
of his five goals. The Gorillas next game is
against tough Cortland State on Wednesday
in New York.

Arrow shows one of Kevin Patterson's six goals zipping past the Dartmouth
goalie in Saturday's game.
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Compiled from Wires
SAIGON, North Vietnam - A

camouflaged F5 jet warplane of the
South Vietnamese air force
bombed the downtown palace of
President Nguyen Van Thieu on
Tuesday morning.

Witnesses said the single plane
swooped low over the modern four-
story building and dropped at least

two and possibly four 500-pound
bombs.

Palace sources said Thieu and his

family were not injured. Thieu is

under intense pressure to resign

because of the collapsing battlefield

situation.

There was no immediate in-

dication if the bombing was the act

of one angry pilot or part of a larger

plot to oust Thieu.

can see windows blown out on
the top three floors of one wing of

the palace," a witness said. Others
reported one bomb hit a sand-

bagged tent used by members of

Thieu's white-uniformed palace
guards, but there was no report of

casualties.

Soon after the bombing, small

arms fire was heard in the vicinity of

the concrete and steel palace but it

ended quickly. Police cordoned off

the palace, located in a walled park
the size of several city blocks, and
20 mm anti-aircraft guns were
wheeled into position beside the

walls.

Ambulances and fire trucks were
seen leaving the area.
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Radio Saigon urged the residents

of the capital city, jittery over

reports of a new Communist of-

fensive in the Mekong delta south
of Saigon that could threaten the

city's food supply, to remain calm.

The plane was an American-built

F5 supersonic Freedom Fighter

which is a mainstay of the South
Vietnamese air force. It appeared
suddenly over Saigon, swooping
low over the presidential palace and
then returning a second time

through anti-aircraft fire thrown up
by palace guards.

On the second pass, the plane

dropped two bombs and then sped
away toward the northwest.

Opposition politicians have been
demanding that Thieu step down.
They blame him for failing to halt

the month-long Communist-led
offensive that has captured three-

Gage calls demand 'Irresponsible'

turn to p. 4

By DONNA FUSCO
Staff Reporter

Student assertions that any
dormitory rent increase would be
unacceptable were labelled
"irresponsible" last night by Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs

Robert Gage, in a Collegian
telephone interview.

G ige's remarks came one day
after a task force of undergraduates
appointed by Student Government

Association President Rick Savini,

listed seven "demands" that will be
presented to the administration this

week.

The Task Force, formed several
weeks ago to originally study the
Universal Resource Fee has
recently expanded its directions to
include studying budget cuts and
tuition and fee increases.

Yesterday demands included
increase in any fees,

no
ion-

Campus Center fee
held at present level

By DAVEKOWAL
Staff Reporter

The Campus Center (CO fee will

remarn at $64 next year as a result

of several proposals decided upon
last night at a Board of Governors

n.eeting with CC management.
Mark Bennett, vice-chairperson

of the board, said, "The proposals

include eliminating the reserve for

repair and replacement in the

Building Operation Department, as

well as the Food Services

Department, for one year;

eliminating the vacant grade six,

senior clerk position in the Food
Services Department; closing the

Hatch bar on Wednesday nights;

and opening the Hatch at 9 a.m.

instead of 7 a.m."

Bennett said these proposals will

save each student $3.11 next

semester, temporarily eliminating

the repair and replacement reserve

will save each student $2.58.

Eliminating the senior clerk position

and closing the Hatch bar on

Wednesday nights will save

students 39 cents and opening the

Hatch at a later hour will save 14

cents.

These proposals were decided at

an executive session of the board

from which the Collegian was
barred.

Bennett said, "The board is not

considering personnel hiring or

firing at this time as a means of

further cutting the Campus Center

budget."

John Corker, director of the

Campus Center, said the board

worked very effectively. "The
function of the meeting," said

Corker, "was to get the budget

down so that the $64 fee could be

maintained, and this function was
realized."

"Everyone put a lot of time into

it, using common sense, and a

realistic budget was the result," he

added.

Craig Stuart, business manager

of the Campus Center, presented a

payroll analysis for the 1976 fiscal

year. The analysis includes a "trim"

of nearly two per cent; from 40.03

per cent for 1975 to 38.08 per cent

for 1976, in payroll.

Bennett asked for an additional

five per cent cut in the Campus

Center permanent payroll.

Bennett said, "In this operation,

unlike any other food service

operation in the country, we have a

lot of permanent payroll positions

that we're stuck with, due to

contracts and administrative
procedures. The permanent payroll

is far too high. Cutting their budget
is one solution to this problem."

Phil Amico, director of Campus
Center food services, said, "We're
playing games. The job has to be
done. If we didn't have the per

manent employees, the jobs would
probably be filled by hourlies."

mandatory housing, non-
mandatory board, no newly in-

stituted fees, no decrease in human
services, improved academics, and
re-examination and re-evaluation of

the Office of Student Affairs.

Gage said that without a rent

increase there will be no furniture

replacement, or repairs in the

dorms.

Gage said, "If we don't raise the

rents we can let the place

deteriorate."

"Last year the University ab-

sorbed the increased costs by
cutting down on repairs. This year

we must absorb the increased cost

of utilities."

The University has proposed a

$50 to $100 rent increase for next

year, and a $40-$50 facilities fee to

cover the debt service on the dining

commons.
The exact figures will be made

known tonight by Ken Dean,

director of Residential Life, at a

meeting with the Student Seante
Rents and Fees Committee. Gage
said the Rents and Fees Committee
holds "human services in the dorms
as low priority. They (Rents and
Fees) would readily cut human
services."

According to John Marciniec,

chairman of Rents and Fees, "My
first priority is to take care of the

necessities fuel, repairs, main-

tenance and -labor — the physical

surroundings."

"There is a need for human
services, but whether we should

pay for it in rent money is a dif-

ferent story."

He said human service costs

(counseling, heads of residence,

peer sex ed, etc.) should be pulled

out of the rent fee. "Why isn't the

University paying for those ser-

vices."

Gage said alternatives like

cooperative housing were "great"
and "I'm willing to try it" but
cooperative housing doesn't work
in groups larger than 60 or 70
people and the smallest dorm has
120.

He said the Task Force demand
to reorganize and re-evaluate the
Office of Residential Life was "fine,
doesn't bother me at all."

"The University has to be
constantly reorganized to improve
efficiency."

Corwin enters plea

of 'not guilty'at trial
By DEBBI DiMASSIMO

Staff Reporter

At a Student Judiciary hearing

last night, Bruce Corwin, former
treasurer of Rainbow Productions,

pleaded not guilty to nine charges
brought against him by the student

attorney general's office. He was
arraigned on violations of the

Student Code of Conduct, activities

regulations, and the Financial

Policy Act.

Defense advocate J. Michael

Parkhurst entered a pre-trial motion
dismissal of all charges on the

premise that the executive order

.allow — Rainbow Productions to
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function as an RSO expired on
January 11. The motion was taken

under advisement and later denied

because Corwin continued to avail

himself of RSO services after the

expiration.

Witness for the prosecution

Cindy McGrath, speaker of the

Student Senate, explained that it

was a matter of policy that Rain-

bow was allowed to continue as an
RSO. "We work in good faith,"

said McGrath. "If governmental
affairs has not had the time to

approve a group's constitution we
allow them to continue operating."

Prosecutor Cindy Iris

documented the alleged violations

of the financial policy act and
discrepancies between actual

revenues and RSO deposits. In-

troduced as evidence was a copy of

a letter sent to Chancellor Randolph
Bromery by Hurlock Cine-world,

Inc. stating that "Cabaret" was
shown by Rainbow Productions

three times after the group had
contracted with the company to

show the film once.

The letter also said that a field

representative had counted ap-

proximately 1100 viewers at three

showings. Tickets sold for $1 and
$716 was deposited with RSO
following the showings according

to RSO documents.

The prosecution rested its case

after soliciting testimony from
McGrath, Paul Yanowich, assistant

prosecutor; Craig Ghidotti, Senate
chairperson for governmental
affairs; and Bud Demers, RSO
business manager who ran a

complete audit on the Rainbow
Productions account.

The student Judiciary will

reconvene tonight at 7:00 in Room
172 of the Campus Center to hear

Corwin's defense.

Leaves add a new dimension to the mystique of the old chapel.

Partly sunny but chilly still,

But not cold enough to stifle

the din

For Hammerin Hank and Tony
C
In Fenway Park as the Sox
begin.
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Election Forum Vote today
Sample Ballot for Town of Amherst, Mass., Town Election, April 8, 1975

DIRECTIONS F'OR VOTING
1. Move the Red Handle to the Right.

2. Turn the Lever over the name of each candidate

you wish to vote for from this position „„„;*

to this position , - „ and lea»e the levers DOWN.
3. Turn Down Lever over the "Yes" or "No" for

each Amendment or Question.

4. Move the Red Handle to the Left.

1 2

MODERATOR
1 YEAR

VOTE FOR ONE

1 A
Douglas H.

Phelps

•7. I. Caal

2 A
William F.

Held
Candidal*

• *l*ciion

20 Hill*

3 4 S

SELECTMEN
3 YEARS

VOTE FOR NOT MORE THAN TWO

S A
Robert I.

Garrey
Candidal*

lot ;• *l*ciion

SI U» HiU*

3 A 4 A
Lm E. Diana H.

Bouchard Romer
Candidal*

tor r* *l*Cton
203 Middl* Ilt**i Hi Wm*s*>

6 7

MEMBER
SCHOOL COMMITTEE

3 YEARS

VOTE FOR ONE

6 A
Loren S.

Howell

MO Middl*

7 A
David R.

Horniischer

.. • • • . »

«

8

ELECTOR
UNDER

OLIVER SMITH
WILL

1 YEAR
VOTE FOR

ONE

8 A
C. Clifton

Winn
Candidal*

Icr r* *l*dlon
21 Toyl*.

I .ih lamMaic'i votini k*tr i» locale*1 jmI ibovt rt>e •**;• *oli»| lever mitl •* l«r»ed <ow»

mtt Hie Mine of e«h landxtoic loe »hom »oy *isli H »»lc Le.»e »oli«« levees down.

The nudum mi arranged Ihjl vng tan turn *o»n nnl> the (MStl nm"*" "I vnlini lever* lor

eat* nlftie

n.i >i.le» ere recinrrrd unlil Mm curtain lever i» moved lo ooen Ihe curtaw. and vn voo can moke

j. mini ihantev a* >ou devire «hile Ihe (urlain lever i« al the nehl vide

Nil one »iM kn..» hn» to* have vnied becaau ihe movement nl Ihe curiam lever relomt Hie

>nied virtint lever* H Ihe unvoted position helnre Hie curiam hefin* lo open

10 II 12

TRUSTEE OF JONES LIBRARY

3 YEARS

VOTE FOR NOT MORE THAN TWO

9 A
William D.

Tunis

270 Alpia*

10 A
Nardi R**d*r

Campion

Ml S'ai.on

II A
Vera loeeph
Pete rson

M i*l Cat*

12 A
Horace W.
Hewlett
Candidal*

lor r« *l*c<ion

71 Middl*

13 14

TRUSTEE OF
JONES LIBRARY

1 YEAR

VOTE FOR ONE

Tk« Ivrt** !!•••*.

IS 16

MEMBER
HOUSING AUTHORITY

S YEARS
VOTE FOR ONE

13 A
Judy
Arlces

M Wo*d*id*

14 A
Eugene C.
Worman. Jr.

1 25 Montagu*

IS A
Robert E.

Graham

20 luotic*

16 A
George B.

Scheurer

S3 Cslraial
VUlaf*

QUESTION NO. 1

Shall the town purchase additional

group life and group accidental

death and dismemberment insurance

for employee* in accordance with

the provisions of chapter thirty-two

B of the General Laws with no pre-

mium contribution by the Town?

SUMMARY
A "Yes" vote is a vote in favor of

permitting the Town to provide ad-

ditional group life and accidental

death and dismemberment insurance

to Town employees with the pre-

miums to be paid by the employees,

at no cost to the Town.

QUESTION NO. 2

Shall licenses be granted in this

Town for the operation, holding or

conducting a gam* commonly called

Beano?

SUMMARY
If a majority of the votes cast in

the Town in answer to said question

is in the affirmative, the Town shall

be taken to have authorised the

operation, holding or conducting of

a game commonly called beano in

accordance with the provisions of

sections thirty-eight and thirty-nine

of chapter ten of the General Laws.

Faculty, staff — subscribe to

the Collegian. $5 per semester

gets New England's Largest

College Daily by 11 a.m.
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The issues affect you
The Progressive Candidates Pool

has submitted twenty-four
proposals to be put on the Town
Warrant at the May 5 Town
Meeting.

These issues affect you and your

relationship with the Town of

Amherst.

The proposals call for rent

control, an energy-use study
commission, control of the Town
growth, town-wide bikeways,

hitching lanes, a regional (town-

University) bus system, and a 100

per cent sewage treatment and
fertilizer plant.

The PCP stands against nuclear

power plants, the JFK library being

located in Amherst, and dum dum
bullets.

Other warrants include non-

enforcement of victimless crimes,

the repeal of the by-law

Robert E. Graham

prohibiting five unrelated people to

live in the same household, twenty-

four hour child care facilities, and a

planned flow of students to off-

campus housing.

A Town University Board for

joint decision making on issues that

affect both is also on the Town
Warrant

They also call for a university

property "ax" at full valuation to

reduce off-campus taxes and rents,

opening the dorms to non students,

and supporting tenants unions.

These issues affect you, so get

out and vote today. The Polls will

be open from noon to 8 p.m.

PCP candidates

Precinct 1, Parish Hall. North Amherst - Floyd Bailey, Sandra Brayton, Ellen

Gavin. Deborah Ortlip, Carrie Jo Gershman, Rubte James, John Pepi. Brian Sabel,

Jim Starr, Ellen Caracciolo lone year seat).

Precinct 2. Fire Station at center of Amherst - Mark Benoit. Philip Sellinger,

Robert Gilbert, Catherine Hopkins, Pamela Houmere. Douglas Stanley, Robert
Wemer. Lawrence Kornfield lone year seat).

Precinct 3, Odd Fellows Hall - Lisa Mane Alperghini. Adam Auster, Donna
Mane Fusco, Randy Grodman. Ellen R. Regal. Jonathan Speigel. Charlotte

Walters. Janet Webber, Lynn Washburn. Mark Levitan.

Precinct 4, Masonic Building Daniel Reich. Nina Reich.

Precinct 6. Munson Memorial Library Building Marc Lee Berman, Jane
Fleishman, Mary Nesta King. Fred Landes. Jack Leader, Don Michak, William R
Price, Jr., Terence Tierney.

Precinct 7, Amherst Auction Gallery - Mary J Vinette, Marcus R. Gardner, Eric

Walgren, Jean Marie Murray. Robert R. Gardner.

To provide decent housing
By ROBERT GRAHAM

Candidate for Housing Authority

The Housing Authority is a body
made of appointed and elected

officials who are charged with the

responsibility of providing decent

and safe housing for families of low
or moderate income and elderly

persons.

A Housing Authority is needed in

order to assist in elimination of sub-

standard, decadent or blighted

areas and to develop such areas

into acceptable housing from those
who qualify for such assistance.

The Housing Authority is a local

agent cooperating with the state

and Federal government. The

SOUTHWEST
VOTERS

THESE PEOPLE WILL NEED YOUR HELP TODAY:

*

TOWN MEETING CANDIDATES

ROBERT GILBERT

MARK E. BENOIT

PHILIP R. SELLINGER

CATHERINE L HOPKINS

PAMELA D. HOUMERE
DOUGLAS A. STANLEY

ROBERT WEINER

LAWRENCE K0RNFELD

Time: April Sth 12 Noon — 8 p.m.

Place: Firo Station, noxt to Louis 9

(Amhortt Gontor)

Take Belchertown or S. Amhortt But

Bring this list to the polls with you!

- Thanks, Progressive Candidates Pool

authority is empowered to receive

loans, grants and other con-

tributions from public, federal and
other sources. The board is also

responsible for making studies and
conducting investigations relative

to housing needs and living con
ditions from those who are in need
of the type of assistance offered by

the Authority.

Special emphasis by a local

authority must provide: (1) an

effective response to housing
needs and provide dwelling units of

both quality and quantity so as to

meet those needs. (2) Insure that

the units have competent
management, efficient city ser-

vices, appropriate supportive social

services and active resident in-

volvement in the management and
maintenance of their homes so*

decent comfortable living and an
accepted standard and quality of

life is always provided. (3) Ad-
minister Chapter 705 funds ef-

fectively so that additional housing
units can be purchased in

residential areas and thereby offer

assistance to those large families

who have a proven need. The
authority should be the ad-

ministrative machinery to insure

that all programs on the local level

are carried out effectively and
efficiently on a consolidated and
coordinated basis.

My position as a Realtor and

Insurance Broker, my past position

at the University of Pennsylvania

and UMass have given me a broad

background in all areas of dealing

with people and financial matters

which I feel gives me the needed
experience to add to the strengths

of the present Housing Authority.

Grad Senate cuts budget, raises student fee
ByALCOLARUSSO

Staff Reporter
The Graduate Student Senate

(GSS) voted last night to cut 20
percent from the proposed budget
for fiscal year 1976 and raised the

graduate student senate fee from
$9 to $13 per semester.

The GSS voted to appropriate
$12,750 to the Legal Services Office
(LSO) to help pay the cost of an
increase in the number of at-

torneys.

The LSO presently has a staff of

two attorneys and one paralegal.

The new budget appropriation will

increase the staff to three full-time

attorneys for the next fiscal year.

The Senate also voted to fund
the Collegian $6,000 during the
1975-76 academic year.

A majority of senators felt that

the GSS should not be required to

contribute their "fair share"
towards the paper's support since

no graduate students can hold

editorial positions.

The GSS appropriation will cover

the cost of Collegians that graduate
students read.

In other GSS news, the Graduate

Dean Search Committee an-

nounced the nominations of three

candidates for the position of dean.

The three candidates are:

— Leonid F. Azaroff, 50, current

director of the Institute of Material

Studies at the University of

Connecticut. Azaroff is the son of a

former Soviet ambassador who
defected to the U.S. in the 1920's.

He is a professor of Mechanical

Engineering at UConn.

— J. Ray Bowen, 42, associate

vice-chancellor at the University of

Wisconsin. Bowen is currently a

legislative liason of the chancellor.

He is also a professor of Chemical

Engineering.

— John M. Thompson, 45,

director of the Social Science

Research Center and professor of

history at the University of Indiana.
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The three names have been

to Chancellor Randolph
Bromery for consideration.

Board of Trustees will make
final appointment.
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Workshops to explain

student unionization
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By DONNA FUSCO
Staff Reporter

The implications of student
unionization will be topics for a
series of workshops in dormitories

all around campus beginning today
in Leach House lobby.

Student Organizing Project
(SOP) staffer Nesta King said

yesterday the workshops will

explain the benefits of unionization

"and discuss its implications with

interested students." She said the

workshops are being run by the

SOP's mobile organizing center.

The workshops will begin about

noon and climax with evening

presentations "What Collective

Bargaining Can Do For You" at 8

p.m. The meetings will be held in

McKimmie tomorrow. Van Meter

North Thursday and Pierpont

Lobby Friday.

Questions the workshops will

seek to answer, according to King,

include: What would happen after a

union is formed? Why not demand
from trustees the right to unionize

instead of ask? How will collective

bargaining work?

King said yesterday the SOP will

follow up the workshops with door-

to-door personal canvassing of

students and student groups for

support of unionization.

In a memorandum to campus
media released yesterday, SOP
staff coordinator Douglas Phelps, a

UMass graduate, said that the "first

phase" of the SOP's "ultimate

agenda" is drawing to a close

because the group will present a

policy document on unionization to

trustees over the next two months.

Phelps said in the memo that the

trustee Student Affairs Committee,

chaired by Alan Shaler of

Easthampton, will consider the

unionization-enabling policy at a

Boston meeting next Tuesday.

All University policy must be

approved by the trustees. The
Student Affairs committee studies

and recommends for action by

trustees all student-initiated policy,

such as a proposal to unionize.
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This plot is part of a parcel of land allotted by Hampshire County for community
gardens.

Community gardens plan blossoms
ByJOEMAHONEY

Staff Reporter

The recently revived concept of

community garden projects is

providing a means to combat
double digit inflation in the

supermarkets for hundreds of area

residents.

Hampshire County com-
missioners have devised a plan in

which cultivatable land is parcelled

in plots to those with no land of

their own.
"Community gardens are

definitely enjoying a new
popularity," according to Hamp-
shire County Planner, Richard

Gaffney.

The response to the Hampshire
County plan has been "excellent,"

Gaffney said. "With the recession

and the increased number of people

living in apartments, it is very

timely," he added.

Last year Massachusetts became
the first state in the country to open
state and county owned lands to

gardeners.

Several acres adjacent to the

Northampton State Hospital facing

Burt's Pit Road have been secured
for the Hampshire County project,

according to Gaffney.

Garden plots will generally be 20
X 20 feet square; individual ac-

commodations will be made if

possible.

Gaffney said that although 120
plots have already been alloted,

"we have plenty of land and there

will be no shortage."

The Town of Amherst Recreation

Office is coordinating a similar

project for town residents for the

second straight year at Amherst

Community Gardens on Mill Lane.

Some 200 plots will be available,

20 by 20 feet square, for a $3

registration fee. The Recreation

Office will begin accepting ap-

plications Monday, April 14.

Apparently, the garden idea has

caught on with several local

apartment complexes, including

Brittany Manor.
A Brrttany spokesperson said the

initiation of their garden project has
brought "remendous tesponse —
of course."

Credit union serves
Five College workers

Budget meetings set
A flurry of budget planning meetings has been scheduled between

representatives of the UMass administration and individual "unit direc

tors" beginning April 17.

According to Warren W. Gulko of the office of budgeting and in-

stitutional studies, a unit director is anyone who heads one of the various

"major budgetary units" that make up the university. The academic and
professional schools, the university library and physical plant, as well as the

wide range of student affairs and services (residential life, public safety,

health services) are all considered major budgetary units.

From April 17 to April 22, the individual directors will meet briefly with

either Robert W. Gage (Student Affairs), Robert L. Gluckstern (Academic
Affairs), David Bischoff (Professional Schools) or Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery. A recent memo from Bromery has indicated that the meetings
are to be budget planning sessions rather than formal budget hearings.

Budget planning for next year and the following years will be discussed.

By ELIZABETH TEMBY
Staff Reporter

The first student- run federal

credit union in the Northeast began
operations at UMass recently.

There is however a federally

chartered credit union on this

campus which serves the em-
ployees of the five colleges and the

medical college at Worcester.

According to Virginia Lacombe,
assistant manager of the UMass-
Five College Federal Credit Union,

the purpose of the union is to

"systematize saving and borrowing

for the employees
"

The employee credit union is

"governed by the same rules and

regulations as the student union.

All federally run credit unions are,

so the concepts are the very same
as those that the students have

publicized," Lacombe said.

The union has a potential

membership of approximately 7,700

members but, at the moment has

only 3,600. Lacombe attributed low

membership to the high turnover

rate in employment and to the fact

that the other four colleges have

been involved in the union for only

the last 1 Vi years.

The union was federally char-

tered in 1967 under the title

University of Massachusetts
Employees Federal Credit Union.

* The organization is run by an 11

member board of directors com-
prised of seven directors from

UMass and one each from the four

other schools. They are elected

annually with a maximum term of

three years

Karl Broekhuizen served five

years on the board before

becoming president of the union.

At the March 17 meeting of the

board of directors John H. Dutcher,

recently assistant vice-president of

the Franklin County Trust Co. in

Greenfield, was appointed manager
of the union.

At that same meeting the Board

declared that the union would pay

5 M per cent annual dividends to be

paid quarterly.

SCER focuses on housing crisis at UMass
By JOYCEKOSOFSKY

Staff Reporter

This is part one'of a three part series,

two and three deal with cooperative

housing and tax reform.

The Student Center for Education

Research (SCER) has just recently published

a report concerning the housing crisis at

UMass. Called "In Pursuit of Shelter" the

report focuses on rent control, tenants

unions, cooperative housing, and if students

can manage their own housing.

In 1970 the state legislature passed

Chapter 842 of the Massachusetts General

Laws that enabled cities and towns with a

population in excess of 50,000 to enact local

rent control ordinances. Excluded from the

act were "rental units in any hospital,

convent monastery, asylum, public in-

stitution or college or school dormitory, and

federally subsidized housing."

Amherst, with a population under 50,000 is

automatically excluded from the act.

The 1970 act is about to expire. It was
intended as an emergency act for a five year

period. Presently, there are numerous
proposals to renew or rewrite the rent control

act, says the report. One proposal, by

Governor Michael Dukakis, would extend the

act as a permanent measure but in every

other way keep it the same. Thus, according

to SCER, Amherst would continue to be
unprotected. The report also says that other

proposed acts would change it in a variety of

ways. Some would make it available to all

cities and towns regardless of size. Others

would include federally subsidized housing

and other forms of housing now excluded.

One proposal, says SCER, from an Amherst
organization, the Progressive Candidate's

Pool, would call for rent control in Amherst
and include University housing as eligible for

protection.

SCER says that if rent control were made
available to the people of Amherst, it would

then become a local option. According to the

report this proposed legislation simply

empowers the town to enact rent control; it

does not create it.

Yet, rent control is not a panacea, says

SCER. Since its inception in Cambridge,

Boston, Lynn, Sommerville, and other cities,

it has saved tenants thousands of dollars in

rent increases, says SCER, but it has not

prohibited all unfair practices nor has it

changed the basic power relationship bet-

ween landlords and tenants. The report says

that the rent control body is "a political body,

and like other political bodies, it is subject to

various pressures, contradictions, errors,

etc." To achieve fair rent control, says SCER,

it is usually desirable to have some kind of

tenants union or organization which can

lobby and maintain community pressure as

well as to negotiate with landlords on behalf

of organized member tenants. A tenants

union is presently being organized in

Springfield, says the report, and there are

several efforts to organize tenant unions and

associations in Amherst.

SCER says that the Commuter Assembly
has information about various ter.^-*« unions

and is interested in creating one. Other

tenant organizing is going on through the

Student Organizing Project, and Married

Students Association.

SCER's report also shows that there are, in

addition to tenants unions and organizations,

various groups in Amherst that represent

landlords, tenants, towns committees, etc.

The Pioneer Valley Housing Association is

group of landlords active in promo'

landlord tenant relations, says f*! report

There is also the Town's Lan-Jord Tenant

Relations Committee, the UMass housing

Office, and the Board of Selectmen's

Committee on the Control of rents.
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CIA recovered sub's torpedoes, paper reports
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Glomar Explorer is

to return In July
LOS ANGELES \UPI\ - The CIA

spy ship Glomar Explorer recovered

the body of a Russian nuclear

weapons expert with his personal

journal and two nuclear-tipped

torpedoes from a sunken Soviet

submarine, the Los Angeles Times
reported yesterday.

The salvage crew was threatened

at one point by radioactivity

because the nuclear weapons
aboard had leaked and con-

taminated parts of the sub, the

Times said.

The journal was the first

documentary evidence of the

nuclear potential of the Golf class

submarine, the newspaper's source

said.

The newspaper said the Glomar

Explorer is scheduled to return this

July to the site 750 miles north of

Hawaii where the submarine sank

in 1968, to raise the rest of the sub if

possible, including its nuclear

armed missiles.

The Times quoted intelligence

sources and sources with in-

dependent knowledge of the

project, including at least one
member of the ship's crew.

The project, which has been

criticized as too expensive at an

estimated $400 million, was actually

"a stunning success," the

newspaper quoted an intelligence

source as saying.

"Two nuclear tipped torpedoes

were brought up with the 38-foot

forward section that was
salvaged," the Times quoted an

independent source as saying. The

operation also recovered "a 2-inch

thick journal kept by a young Soviet

naval officer being groomed as an

expert on the nuclear capabilities of

the vessel (and) ... The young
officer's body, curled as if asleep in

his bunk, and so well preserved that

Communists threaten Phnom Penh

airport; Cambodia troops retreat
PHNOM PENH \UPI\ - Com-

munist-led rebel forces, firing

rockets as they advanced, pushed
to within 3Vi miles of Phnom
Penh's vital airport yesterday and
hurled government troops back
from yet more positions along the

city's defense perimeter.

The situation for the Cambodian
government appeared increasingly

grim.

Other ir. urgent? battled their

way into the province capital of

Kompong Speu, 24 miles west of

the capital, and an official source
said "it could very well fall."

Another province capital, Prey

Veng, about 15 miles east of

Phnom Penh, was threatened when
government forces abandoned five

positions to its north.

With the Khmer Rouge rebels

controlling about 90 per cent of

Cambodia and besieging Phnom
Penh, Pochentong Airport was the

capital's sole supply link with the

outside world.

One diplomat who fled the city

said the insurgents may launch a

major attack against the airfield

within a week.

Communist rocket and artillery

fire appeaped to be increasingly

accurate. The rebels hit a napalm
bomb storage area and fired other

rockets in a pattern that covered all

sides of the airport terminal.

Thieu palace bombed
by South Viet plane
cont. from p. 1

quarters of South Vietnam from
government troops and left the

military demoralized. The Viet Cong
also has demanded Thieu's
resignation, saying it would not

negotiate peace with his regime.

The palace had been bombed
before by two government planes

in 1961 in an aborted coup against

civilian President Ngo Dinh Diem.
Associated Press newsmen Carl

Robinson and Arnold Zeitlin

reported that the presidential guard
took up positions in bunkers and
army reinforcements converged on
the palace area after the Tuesday
morning attack. The streets were
quickly deserted by persons en
route to work.

North Vietnamese-Viet Cong
forces have made no major move
against Saigon, but they increased

their attacks yesterday on district

capitals in the Mekong Delta, the

southern quarter of the country still

under Saigon's control.

Although the attack was another

jolt to the city's nerves, the

Communist attack in the populous

Mekong Delta to the south, which

is the country's main source of

food, was ominous.

The Communists routed more
defenders from the airfield's

vicinity, and their assault line 3'/2

miles away put the airport within

extreme range of their heavy

mortars.

Mansfield asks

no military aid
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Senate

Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield

yesterday called on the United

States to provide speedy
humanitarian aid through in-

ternational organizations for South
Vietnamese and Cambodian
refugees.

Speaking to reporters after a

session of the Democratic Policy

Committee, Mansfield also reported

that the 14-member group had
reached a consensus against

further military aid to Cambodia
and decided to withhold judgment
on further military aid to South
Vietnam until President Ford ad-

dresses Congress Thursday.

"We think, through an in-

ternational agency, the chances are

better of aid reaching little children

holding out their cup and mothers
holding out their hands," Mansfield

said after the two-hour Democratic
strategy session.

intelligence agents were able to

establish his identity."

The Times said that contrary to

previous reports, the giant claw of

the Glomar Explorer and its ac-

companying barge took hold of the

entire Russian submarine and lifted

it 5,000 feet before the sub broke

and two thirds of the vessel sank

again.

The 38-foot forward section that

was retrieved was contaminated

from warheads aboard the sub that

loosed radioactivity "either when it

sank or during the years it had lain

rusting on the bottom," the Times

said.

The recovery ships crew had

spent weeks training for just such

an eventuality, and worked in

"space suits" to protect them-

selves, the Times quoted one

crewmemberas saying. Despite the

precautions, the source said, he

personally "sustained radiation

burns and an expensive pair of his

boots were ruined."

The newspaper quoted him as

saying a radiation detection device

"went all the way to the peg" when

he entered a scrub room, and "I

had to shower for an hour and a

half."

The Times said most of the 140
man crew were southerners, mostly
recruited from the ranks of oil field

workers with offshore experience
chosen for their skills and
patriotism.

"The man the CIA wanted didn't

have extreme intelligence or book
learning, but he did have a great

sense of loyalty to his country and
his family," the Times quoted a

source "familiar with CIA hiring

procedures" as saying.

"He was patriotic, loyal, flag-

saluting, apple - pie - eating,

mother-loving, tobacco-chewing,

and he swallowed the tobacco
juice."The crew members, now
mostly scattered to their homes
along the Gulf Coast, say they are

still under surveillance by the CIA
and agents visit them occasionally

"To remind you that when you get

hooked up with a project like this

sometimes you can't ever get

untangled from it, or them," one
crewman told the Times.

ONE WEEK LEFT!!

ALL persons applying for office space for next

year must fill out an application by April 11th.

Applications available at RS0 and Rm. 817

Campus Center

SOPHOMORES
If Your Major Is:

Computer Technology

Aerospace Engineering

Civil Engineering

Electrical Engineering

General Engineering

Industrial Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Mathematics or Physics

You may be eligible for a two-year scholarship and
a commission in the Air Force— Call 5-2437 or stop bv
Rm. 205, Dickinson Hall.

® presents:
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TUESDAY
4:00 — 5:30

documentary
film maker

— APRIL 8:

— Film — "Punishment Park"

Mahar — Free

WEDNESDAY — APRIL 9:

1:30 — 3:30 — Seminar — "Film Censorship' Colonial Lounge

7. 00 _ 10:00 — Film "Punishment Park" and Lecture S.U.B. ALL FREE

Brown students ask
new budget goals
PROVIDENCE \AP\ - Brown

University students aren't feeling

powerless any more.
Like their predecessors of the

1960's, they are talking about
becoming "politicized."

They are talking about changing
the priorities of the university and
about forcing it to meet social

responsibilities.

And this week they are talking

about unsheathing a student
weapon of the Vietnam War era -

the student strike.

But unlike the students of the
1960s, who were motivated by
opposition to U.S. military presence
in Indochina, today's Brown
students are concerned about the

university's reaction to the financial

pressures of a national recession.

Brown students have challenged
an austerity budget designed by the

school administration to keep
Brown "financially viable."

That budget proposes cuts In

financial aid, faculty positions and
student services. And it recom-
mends an 1 1.4 per cent tuition hike.

The Student Coalition, which last

month marshalled 2,500 students to

a rally demanding more student
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input for the budget, says Brown
has its priorities wrong.
The students say the budget

retrenchment, like the recession

generally, would hurt blacks the

most.

They say the cut in financial aid

would mean fewer black students

admitted, and the reduction of

junior faculty positions would affect

minority professors.

"The administration has con-

ceded that one result of the

financial aid cut would be a student

body that's richer and whiter," said

Tony Affigne, president of the

Student Caucus and a coalition

member.
Fred Carr, an officer of Brown's

black student group and a coalition

member, sees the retrenchment as

a way to erase gains made by earlier

black protests at the Ivy League
school.

"High on the list of the

university's priorities is to lower the

number of black folk here," Carr

said. "What the university is doing
is objectively racist even if they are

not conscious of it being racist."

The coalition's specific goal has
been to alter the budgetary
priorities, and last month it won
permission from the Brown Corp.

to work on an alternative budget,x
The students, however, say they \

have been denied financial data

needed to make intelligent

recommendations. The students

contend this denial of information is

an act of bad faith and a major
reason they are preparing for a

strike.

"We wanted change, and what
we offered was rational, reasonable
and coherent," Affigne said. "But
the refusal to give us information is

an example of the university's cold

war mentality."
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news
summary

A Cambodian girl waits at a refugee center in Phnom
Penh, Cambodia, in this picture taken by White House
photographer David Hume Kennerly. The White House
released the picture Sunday.

Third Connally payoff

hinted by Jacobsen

3

WASHINGTON \UPI\
Prosecution witness Jake Jacobsen
testified yesterday he may have
made a third $5,000 payoff to

former Treasury Secretary John B.

Connally.

Under cross examination,
Jacobsen was vague about a

possible third payment but con
eluded he must have given the

money to Connally since the

records show he received it from
counsel Bob Lilly of Associated
Milk Producers Inc.

Connally's defense lawyer in the

bribery trial, Edward Bennet
Williams, did not have an op-

portunity before the fourth day of

the trial ended to show why the

defense, rather than the
prosecution, raised the possibility

of a third payoff.

Earlier in his cross-examination,

Williams tried to show that

Jacobsen once offered to testify

against former President Lyndon B.

Johnson in a plea-bargaining

arrangement.

Jacobsen testified under direct

examination last week that he had a

clear recollection of making two
1971 payoffs to Connally totaling

$10,000, provided by Associated

Milk Producers, in return for

Connally's help in persuading
President Richard M. Nixon to

increase the federal support prices

for raw milk.

Jacobsen said that initially he

was unable "to recall any of the

events surrounding a third

payment. Now looking at the

record I conclude I had received the

money from Lilly," he said.

Applications for the position of

Student Attorney General are available in the

Attorney General's Office, 422 Student Union,

for all interested undergraduates.

For job description and more information

see Cindi Iris, Student Atty. Gen.

Deadline for applications is Friday, April 18th.

NAACP defends march
NEW YORK [AP\ - The

executive director of the National

Association for the Advancement
of Colored People says a planned
march in Boston May 17 will be a

sign of solidarity rather than a show
of force.

The march from Fenway Park to

the Boston Common marks the

21st anniversary of the U.S.

Supreme Court's Brown decision,

which supported desegregated
education.

NAACP executive director Roy
Wilkins said, "Boston fs the cradle

of the revolution but it appears to

be fighting the Constitution
because it wants to be the last

holdout of desegregation."

Threat to MD's seen

I

WORCESTER \AP\ - Sen.

Edward M. Kennedy, D Mass.,

said yesterday that doctors are

finding it increasingly difficult to

obtain malpractice insurance.
Those who can "are facing
exorbitant liability premiums."

Kennedy, who chaired a public

hearing of a Senate subcommittee
on health, s«id "these problems
impose a threat to the financing

and delivery of health care" in

Massachusetts and the United

States.

In a statement prepared for

delivery at the hearing, Kennedy
said "doctors who can't obtain

malpractice insurance or who find

the cost too high to pay may be
forced out of practice."

'Bab /lift' reopens

By United Press International

An Air Force plane with 65

Vietnamese orphan^ flew toward

California yesterday and the lifting

of Saigon's brief embargo on
"Operation Baby-lift" reopened the

air bridge that was expected to

bring thousands more to the United

States.

In South Vietnam authorities said

18,000 children were being

processed for adoption in the

United States and other countries.

Prisoners revolt
NASHVILLE. Tenn. \UPI\ -

Four "dangerous" maximum
security prisoners yesterday
grabbed more than 23 hostages and
held them at knifepoint in a win-
dowless cluster of offices at the
Tennessee State Penitentiary.

At mid afternoon they released
three of the hostages and
negotiations started on a list of

grievances.

DIANA R0MER
FOR

SELECTMAN
Amherst Town Election — April 8.

Polls open noon to 8 p.m.

Chairman. Amherst Town Finance Committee, member since 1971
Land Acquisition Review Committee, member
Town Meeting member since 1961
Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts, Hampshire County Chapter, vice
chairman
Committee on Housing, Hampshire Community Action Commission, 1968
69
Graduate Student. University of Massachusetts. Planning and
management in higher education
Resident of Amherst for 20 years

Sponsored by Pearl Claunch
27 Hills Road, Amherst

VOTE

Ytra Joseph Peterson

For

Trustee of Jones Library

AMHERST
TOWN ELECTION

Tuesday, Aprils, 1975

Quality Library
Fiscal Responsibility

Responsive to the Needs of a
Pluralistic Community

MarK^rrl »..m«-

T Hills Ku.nl Vmh.isl
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in the
beer caoital
ofthe world

For years we've been telling you that in Milwaukee,
beer capital of the world, Pabst Blue Ribbon

is the overwhelming favorite.

CANS 1975 1974 1973
|

PABST 53% 48% 42%

BRAND 2 12% 11% 18%

BRAND 3 5% 5% 7%

BRAND 4 5% 5% 5%

SOURCE Milwaukee Journal Consumer Analysis

More beer is brewed in Milwaukee than any other
city in the world. So to be the #1 selling beer in
Milwaukee means you've got to be brewing the
best beer.money can buy.

And Pabst must be doing just that. Look at
the charts. Blue Ribbon accounts for more
than half the beer sold in Milwaukee. It out-
sells the next brand nearly five to one.

«"

|
BOTTLES 1975 1974

|
1973

PABST 46% 46% 43%

BRAND 2 10% 9% 11%

BRAND 3 8% 7% 8%

BRAND 4 6% 9% 10%

That s why we feel we've earned the right tocha lenge any beer. So here's the Pabst challenge
Taste and compare the flavor of Blue Ribbon

with the beer you're drinking and learnHJ'b»t Quality in beer is all about.

word for it °
Ur W°rd f°r * TaS,e 0ur

PABST Since 1844.The qualityhas always come through.
PABST BBEW.N0 COMPANY IkMH. wi.

.
P«.„. H.igh N.«.,«. N.J . lo. An,.,.,, c.,,... P.b.,.

-
, _|_

^^
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GUMB THE LETTERS

TO SUCCESS.

AFROTC
An Air Force way to give

more value to your college

life and college diploma.
• Scholarships
• $100 a month tax-free

allowance
• Flying instruction

• An Air Force commission
• A responsible job in a
challenging field, naviga-

tion . . . missiles . .

.

sciences . . . engineering
• Graduate degree
programs

• Good pay . . . regular

promotions . . . many
tangible benefits

• Travel

Contact Major Goodhue
Dickinson Hall

545-2437

Put K al tocttW hi Air R>n» ROTC

Fine delinquencies result in arrests

XWill///

S

By ROBERTA MARTONE
Staff Reporter

Non-payment of parking fines

resulted in the arrest of two UMass
students, this weekend, according

to UMass Police repoots.

Vaughn G. Jefferies, 29, of

Rolling Green apartments, was
arraigned Saturday in court for

non-payment of $76 in parking

violations.

Jefferies pleaded guilty and paid

the fine.

Another UMass student, Barry T.

Williams of Moore Houue dorm,
was also arraigned Saturday for

non-payment of parking fees.

Williams pleaded guilty and paid

the $64 fine.

According to Captain Robert

Joyce of the UMass Police, the

department has received a letter

from the Northampton courthouse
citing 1,000 outstanding non-
payments in paflung fees.

OFF
y/ Any Large
' - Pizza

Except
Plain

with this

Ad
Tuesday

Only

"We're going to have to start

picking up three and four violators

every day now," Joyce said.

An assault on a UMass student

occurred Saturday night in the

Campus Center Blue Waal, by an

unknown male, according to

reports.

He was taken to the Infirmary for

treatment of cuts on his face, and

released.

There are witnesses and a

suspect, said Joyce. The case is

currently being investigated by the

UMass Police.

Larcency cases this weekend
included two separate incidents of

stolen pocketbooks from students

who had stopped to pick up hit-

chikers.

In both cases, the amount of

money tolen was approximately

$25.

In two separate incidents at

Washington Tower, purses were
stolen from unlocked rooms while

the victims were asleep. The
amount of cash stolen, in both

cases, was approximately $30,

reports said.

In motor vehicle accidents this

weekend, a visitor to UMass was
arrested Sunday morning on
charges of driving under the in-

fluence, driving to endanger,

speeding and driving an unlicensed

and uninsured vehicle, police

reports stated.

Frederick E. Smith, 23, of

Wilbraham, Mass., was picked up
on Massachusetts Ave. while
traveling 80 miles per hour.

According to reports, Smith
collided with the median strip on
Mass. Ave., hit the curbing, slid

across to Kennedy Tower, hit a sign

post, knocked over two trees,

skidded over the top of a third tree,

hitting two parked vehicles and a

trash can on landing.

One passenger asked for an

ambulance, but declined medical

treatment upon arrival.

The entire skid was estimated at

a distance of 517 feet, Joyce said.

Social critic to show
award-winning film

By ELLEN GAVIN
Progressive News Service

Peter Watkins, a British film-

maker and outspoken critic of what
he terms "the mind-numbing image

of superficiality and escapism" of

contemporary Western cinema will

be on campus today and Wed-
nesday.

He will show his latest film.

Punishment Park, which, although

it has been shown throughout

France and at various international

film festivals including London,

New York, San Francisco, Venice,

and Moscow, remains banned in

the United States. After it had
received two awards at the Atlantic

Film Festival in 1971, Punishment
Park was withdrawn from public

viewing when it was decided by

vote at a seminar of American

1 Ad

TO ALL DORM
DELIVERIES
OR PIZZAS PICKED UP.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

at

363 Main St.

Amherst
or

71 Pleasant St.

Northampton

fill I MAUI U v
CALL NOW

Amherst 256-8587

Northampton 586-2700

Open till

1:30 Week Nights

2:00 Weekends

Now in paperback!

"Whar is REAL?" asked the Rabbit one day.

"Does ic mean having things that buzz inside

you and a stick-out handle?"

"Real isn't how you ate made)' said the Skin
Horse. "Its a thing that happens to you. When
a child loves you for a long, long time, not just

to play with, but REALLY loves you, then you
become Real."

"Does it hurt?" asked tlfc Rabbit

"Sometimes," said the Skin Horse, for he
was always truthful "When you are Real you
don't mind being hurt."

"Does it happen all at once, like being
wound up," he asked, "or bit by bit?"

"It doesn't happen all at once," said the Skin

Horse "You become. It takes a long time.

That's why it doesn't often happen to people
who break easily, or have sharp edges, or who
have to be carefully kept Generally, by the

rime you are Real, most of your hair has been
loved off, and your eyes drop out and vou get

loose in the joints and very shabby. But these

things don't matter at all, because once you
are Real you can't be ugly, except to people

who don't understand."

17

THE VELVETEEN RABBIT
by Margery Williams

JJ1.50 Camelot Books published by Avon!

Films/Events

tuesday, april 8

richard serra: color aid/frame/hand catching lead/hand lead fulcrum/ hand sccaping/hands tied/tina

turning/paul revere/ richard serra translates to film his investigation of the sculptural verb.

hasbrouck 20, 8:00 p.m.

$ .50 for umass students with ID's: $1.00 for all others

university of massachusetts fine arts council

and
not

public television producers
executives that they would
show the film on their stations.

The drama documentary is one
of the first full-length political

feature films ever made in America.

It is an indictment of the moral
corruption within the existing

American political system, set

within the framework of an
escalating "law and order"
repression in the United States.

Watkins has produced a series of

controversial films including the

Gladiators, The War Game, and
Privilege, all of which have been

directly or indirectly removed from

circulation by various European
governments.

Watkins will discuss the im-

plications of the censorship of his

films as well as the broade. aspects

of what he calls "the extreme crisis

which exists within Western
cinema as a whole." He will take

part in a seminar entitled, "Film and
Censorship" on Tuesday at 1 in the

Colonial Lounge, and he will be
available for discussion after the

presentation of Punishment Park
on Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom. Spon
sored by the Distinguished Visitors

Program with help from the English

Department, Watkins will be
meeting with Legal Studies majors
at 7.30 tonight in Rm 905 of the

Campus Center. Punishment Park
will also be shown at 4 p.m. today
in Mahar Auditorium.

Commissioner of

Youth Services

to speak tonight

Tonight, Joseph M. Leavey,

Commissioner of the

Massachusetts Department of

Youth Services, will speak in room

917 of the Campus Center.

Leavey' s appearance is being

sponsored by the following UMass
Crime and Delinquency programs:

JOE. (Juvenile Opportunities

Extension Program)

M.A.R.Y. (Massachusetts
Association for the Reintegration of

Youth)

Advocates for the Development

of Human Potential

Teen Learning Center

Public is invited.

\tthe<;ates
ok smith college

JOtMJSC

!

NORTHAMPTON
• • •

Ends TONIGHT!!
a(7:00&9:00

and TONIGHT IS

DOLLAR NIGHT!!

Music conducted by
the Great STOKOWSKI'

The Ultimate

Experience Tonight!'
I * 4 t
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Nuclear economics
By GREGG WILSON

No other technology in the postwar era has promised such
grand returns in exchange for such enormous potential risks as
nuclear power. It has created an extremely technical as well as
ideological debate in this country. The dominant force in

nationwide energy policy, Gerald Ford, is a strong supporter of
extending our nuclear power generating capacity. From this

viewpoint it appears that his decision to have 1000 nuclear power
plants operating in this country by the year 2000 was hasty, and
ignorant of the drawbacks. Regulations governing the tran-

sportation and disposal of nuclear materials are lax and in many
cases non-existent. Ecological hazards through the emmission of
heat into rivers, lakes and oceans and the enormous risks of
radioactive emmissions seem likely reasons for a moratorium on
nuclear power.

Arguments based on these statements have been debated and
rehashed by proponents and opponents of the nuclear power
issue. In Western Massachusetts the main forces have been
MassPIRG and Northeast Utilities, proposed builder of the

Montague plant. Their literature on the subject has caused many
to make their decisions in favor of or against nuclear power. Most
times these stands are taken after consulting only one side of the

argument. Indeed at UMass it is the "in" thing to be against

nuclear power. How many of you have really studied the problem
before reaching your conclusion? In my opinion very few.

Both forces released reports outlining their positions in 1974.

Much to the dismay of this writer, neither was prepared in a

straightforward or truthful manner. MassPIRG, an extremely
important consumer advocate statewide, fell into the same trap as

many of the groups they criticize. Its report contained many
statistical inaccuracies as well as resorting to the use of

statements out of context to prove its point. To someone who
believes in PIRG's basic objectives and consistently has
designated two dollars each semester to its cause, this subtle

propoganda should be disturbing.

Northeast Utilities, who issued its report in response to
MassPIRG's, also reverted to these practices. Because of the wide

Perhaps we should look at the real

reason behind the push for

nuclear energy - economics.

range of opinions and scientific data available on the subject, it is

easy for either side to construct an argument in its favor. Both also

included many valid points. Most university opinions have been
formulated by the pressure and influence enjoyed by MassPIRG
here, without seriously examining the opposite side. Despite its

good intentions, MassPIRG has shown themselves as capable of

distortion as a Ron Zeigler. It has seriously damaged their in-

fluence on me. It is wrong to assume that because PIRG operate

under a consumer oriented banner that its word is always accurate

or morally correct.

Yet the arguments presented dealt mainly with nuclear power
as a national subject (each side hopeful of an all encompassing
victory) and are far from the minds of most Montague residents.

The decision to allow the plant to be located there has been in-

fluenced more by economics than these larger concerns. These
are reasons which most anti-nuke groups seemed to ignore.

Putting a plant in Montague has the potential for saving each
homeowner $40,000 over the next twenty years.

A recent study by Harbridge House, a consulting firm in

Cambridge, has castigated the university community and its anti-

nuke groups for concentrating on nationalized concerns and
ignoring the effect which the plant would have on Montague's
residents. It claims this attitude has forced the townspeople to

retreat to the seclusion of their town government for advice. In

other words their decisions have been made for economic and
primarily selfish reasons.

Not many among us realize the impact a power plant has on the
tax base of a community. The study predicts that once the project
is completed it will result in a savings in excess of $100 on the
Montague tax rate. Without it taxes would be $117 (per thousand
of valuation) in 1985. The $900 million in real improvements, which
the plant will incur on its property, would scale this figure down to
a paltry sum of $13. Confronted with this potential savings, most
homeowners are agreeable to the plant's construction.

Secondly, in the terms of jobs and monetary impacts, the
benefits are even more tantalizing. During the construction stage,
Montague would receive 430 jobs and a payroll somewhere
between $6-8 million. Ask any storekeeper if he would be
agreeable to this financial stimulation and I assure you his answer
would be yes.

In light of these economic arguments, how should anti-nuke
groups now confront the problem? My recommendation is a
legislative bill which would re-route the tax paid to the town of
Montague by the utility to the state treasury. Not only would this

change many pro-nuke attitudes in Montague, but it would also
serve to prevent other Massachusetts communities from wanting
a plant located in their town.

Action of this type could set a precedent for other states
powerless to initiate a moratorium against nuclear power plant
construction. It will not be too late in Massachusetts. If MassPIRG
had focused their attention on this type of action instead of its

national approach, the problem might have been solved sooner.
Gregg Wilson is a Collegian Commentator

SPRING
I s in THe
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Vote today!
As a result of the relaxed residency requirement

and an Intensive voter registration drive, over four

thousand students are now registered to vote In

Amherst. This factor, along with the standard 25 per

cent voter turnout In past town elections, may
determine to what extent students Influence the area

In which they live.

There are over 45 students running for town office

under the Progressive Candidates Pool, which the

Collegian endorsed In yesterday's issue. The en-

dorsement, as well as the efforts of these students

will be futile, however, unless there is a full turnout

of registered student voters. The PCP platform

relates directly to the quality of life in Amherst, rent

control, enforcement of non-victim crimes and other

student oriented issues.

Last week, it was found that flyers had been
distributed in certain precincts telling voters not to

elect "transients," that is, people who were not

registered to vote in 1974. This constitutes a

questionable campaign tactic, but also demon-
strates a fear expressed by townspeople that

students may take over the town for their own uses.

We ask that you seriously consider for whom you
vote, whether it be a student or townsperson. We
also would like to stress the fact that it is necessary
to work together to solve the problems of Amherst as

a town with a history and a future.

Registering to vote was but one step in the par-

ticipation process; take the next one today and vote!

All unsigned editorials represent the majority of the

Board of Editors.

Ellen Gavin

flutters to ttte ©dntoir

What? No Spring Concert?

To the Editor:

As concerned members of the Program Council

Music Committee, we are worried that there will be no
Stadium concert this Spring. Due to reorganizations!

and recruitment problems, the plans for the concert

have been later than usual in getting started. There is

now a very serious threat that there will be no concert.

We need people now to show the university whether
or not they are interested in having a Spring concert.

It will take a time commitmer ' on people 's part to set

up staging, run security, and make arrangements.

There will be a recruitment meeting Tuesday night

[April 8\ at 7:30 in the S.U. Council Chambers. If you
are interested in working on the Spring concert or for

the Music Committee as a whole, we need your help

desperately, come to the meeting or if you can 't make
the meeting stop by the Music Committee office

[Room 415 S.U.) before Tuesday.

Debi Huisken
David Osepowicz

Neal Trousdale

Representation in School of Ed
To the Editor:

Attention School of Ed Undergrads:
You now have a vote in the Faculty Assembly and

Cabinet through student reps, but the power comes
from all 1500 of us. It is time for you to get involved in

your future. Reduction of funds is causing a cutting
back of all undergraduate programs, undergraduate

advising, flexibility, experimentation, etc. If you don 't

speak out we all ar$ going to lose. There are plenty of
places for you to express your ideas and concerns.
We need your help to be effective. Give us a call.

Betsy Thornton 253-7656, Tepar Stevenson 665-3222,
Dave Mintz 546-7685, Debbie Loman 546-6573, Tim
Masloski 253-5550

Dave Mint/

More comments on April Fools
To the Editor

This letter comes in criticism of some portions of
the April 1 issue of the MDC. The article in question is

the "Pigs hassle Indians" fiasco that appeared on P.3.

The criticisms base themselves in the personal
vindictiveness, racism and lack of literary worth
inherent in the piece. A few points along these lines ...

While the assemblers of the Fools' issue were
occupied with the creation of their dynamite -for -

traditional - ceremony fairy tale, four persons died
violently on the Pine Ridge Reservation. As the
authors and readers indulged themselves in the
placating of reactionary fantasies, legal workers and
American Indian Movement supporters were and are
at this moment confronting the constant threat of rifle

attack by government supported goon squads. The
writers' insistence on misunderstanding the So.

Dakota situation is evident in their employment of the

dangerously stereotypical "police brutality" routine.

While we do not hold this situation to be exempt
from satire, we would hold that the struggle of the

American Indian people not be treated in the fool-

hearted, mocking tones of schoolboy Journalism. But
it is as satire that the attempt failed and as satire it

should be criticized ...

Primarily, the authors failed to present an insight

into the relationship between the Native peoples and
the US government agencies in South Dakota. This

process is and has been for the past 100 years one of
Indians, individually and collectively, dodging the

bullets and "white tape" of an authority bent on
genocide. Had the writers captured this in absurdist

literary form, their satire may have more closely

approached success. Bruce, Clemens and Swift

delighted in getting in underneath the superstructure

of a sallow, decaying culture and irritating everyone

with medicinal needles of verbal jibe. While one can

sense such intent somewhere in the murky diarrhea of

the Fools' issue, it never quite surfaces.

Why the implication that the PNS is involved in

irresponsible reporting and the gathering of porous

fact?

Why did the MDC indulge in a giggle-drooling

affront to two such conscientious and incisive news
persons as Ellen Gavin and Gail Sullivan?

We fear that much of what has been posed wiH be
defended, not answered, with cries of you - can't -

take - a - joke from people who appear to know little

of the nature of literary humor. One would wish the

writers cooler heads to reflect on the words of the

literary critic R. Bruce Warren:

"Any pretense to professionalism in this rag has been
thoroughly and thoughtfully put to rest in this

disaffected reader's mind by the foppish pedantry of

this foolish genuflexion."

Michael Downey
Lu Ann Robinette

Dee Almeida
Jim Jordan

Another world
If South Dakota has an armpit, it may very well be Rapid City.

Truckin' out to the Colorado Rockies for Spring break, our carload of

people and skis stopped there to pick up another passenger. A long time

sister and fellow traveller, Gail was in Rapid City working for the Wounded
Knee Legal Defense-Offense Committee (WKLDOC), an ad hoc committee

of legal workers and attorneys from all over the country who have assisted

in the Wounded Knee trials as well as a multitude of cases involving Native

Americans. She had returned to South Dakota after a six month return to

UMass, and prior to that she had been a legal worker at WKLDOC for a full

year.

Driving through Rapid City to the poor (Indian) section of town where
WKLDOC workers live, one is struck by the fact that there is no less than

twenty bars on the main drag, drinking is the only escape for many poor

Indians and whites, and it serves as a major past time for other Rapid City

residents as well.

We arrive at Gail's home, a shabby white house just up from rows of

empty houses and shacks which, destroyed by a flood a few years back,

now sit with large numbers scrawled on their fronts for identification,

waiting to be torn down.

Gail greets us cheerfully at the door, hugs and kisses go around, and she

ushers us quickly inside. "Have I got a job for you all!" she says, "How
would like to view an autopsy?"

Two people, both members of

the American Indian Movement,
had been shot in Manderson on
Pine Ridge Reservation. One was
dead, the other had been shot in

the throat. Although they were
close friends, the BIA maintains

that one shot the other, then shot

himself in the throat. This man had
reported to the committee earlier in

the week that he had been offered

$800 by the BIA to testify con-

cerning another murder which had
taken place on Pine Ridge.

An autopsy was to be performed on the body that night and the

members of the committee had been calling lawyers, doctors, and judges

to attain permission to view the autopsy. One of our group was a lawyer,

and he made a last attempt to gain that permission, to no avail. It was
feared that evidence that could be attained from the autopsy would be

tampered with, and the family of the murder victim could not be reached to

register their objections to the autopsy. (By some mysterious error the FBI

had informed the family that they should go to Rushville, Nebraska where

the body would be sent.

Meanwhile tensions in Rapid City had been mounting and a Federal

grand jury was sitting in Rapid City at the request of the legal committee,

calling in witnesses to testify concerning the recent violence on Pine

Ridge. Gail explained how the local goons had followed them home the

night before: up until that point they had managed to keep their residence

unknown. Because of the fact that only a few legal workers were in town,

coupled with the fact that the goons had recently broken a long-standing

tradition of not harming white legal workers and attorneys, they had spent

the night before our arrival in fear of an attack by the goons, who would be

in search of entertainment after the bars closed. They had a semi-

automatic rifle on hand for protection.

The "goons" are officially tribal policemen. In reality they a;e Indian

flunkies who gladly exchange their loyalty and brawn to Dick Wilson for

hefty supplies of alcohol and money. Over the past three weeks they had

been indiscriminately attacking AIM members and traditional people on

the reservation - shooting up houses and automobiles, harassing and

brutalizing people.

Since Saturday night promised to be the most dangerous night and

because it was obvious that there was little more to be done, we headed

out of Rapid City for Colorado and our long awaited vacation. Three days

of fresh mountain air and the kicks of cross-country skiing were enough to

mellow us all out.

While we were spacing out in the Hot Springs, a total of four more

people had been killed on Pine Ridge. Returning from the funeral of Stacey

Courttier, the man who had been murdered before we left, Jeannette

Bissonette was murdered. She was a relative of Pedro Bissonette, who

was murdered at Wounded Knee. Three other people, including a four

month-old child, were killed when the vehicle in which they were travelling

was run off the road on the way in to Pine Ridge.

Ellen Gavin is a Collegian Columnist
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Zamir Nestelbautn

Good boy gone bad
"Who's dat dere in mah kitchen. Who's dat wid his

han in mah cookie jar? Lord Almighty strike me down
if dat ain't no other but little Johnny Connally sneakin

out wid mah milk money! Come back heah you little

wormy chicken thief. Yo' daddy owns half the state of

Texas an you still after wat little Ah have to feed mah
babies. Scat you little varmint fo' I hang you out t'

dry!"

This was a scene that took place in a hot steamy

dustbowl Texas town during the Depression. Little

Johnny Connally always got by on his wits. Despite

his affluence, he liked to sneak around and get some
more. It wasn't the petty change that he was in-

terested in, it was the act itself.

Little Johnny had lived in this

dirty Panhandle town for all of his

childhood. He had acquired quite a

name for himself, despite his few

years. He had risen to the level of

one of the top honchos of his gang
— the Jets. He had always loved

the Jets and the Jets always loved

him. Little Johnny even got knifed

in the big ambush years before

when the then Great Chief of the

Jets was killed. Johnny was right

beside him during the whole thing

and earned a lot of respect for it.

Little Johnny truly epitomized the

Jets motto: "When You're a Jet,

You're a Jet All the Way; From

Your First Cigarette, To Your Last Dying Day! Little

Johnny had everything — power, respect and money.

And then things changed. The Jets suddenly went
on the decline. For years they had been the dominant

gang in town, and now they were losing ground to the

Sharks, a rival gang from the other side of the railroad

tracks. The Sharks were filthy and vicious. Their

leaders would do anything to get what they wantea.

Any dirty trick to anyone was their credo. There was
no stopping their attack, and the Sharks quickly took

control of the town.

Despite controlling the town, the Sharks were not

content. They still sent out raiding expeditions to beat

on any loose Jet they could find. This was eventually

noticed by the local Police, who decided to come
down on the Sharks for their excessiveness.

Meanwhile little Johnny Connally was unhappy. He
sulked constantly - the Jets a had lost power and so

had he.

But soon little Johnny Connally started negotiating

with the Chief of the Sharks. The Chief Shark wanted
little Johnny Connally to become a Shark and lead all

the little Jetsies who followed him over to the other

side of the railroad tracks. For this, the Chief Shark

offered power and the possibility of one day

becoming the biggest Shark in the town.

This was too much for little

Johnny Connally to resist. He

renounced his Jetsmanship and

became a Shark. He soon became a

big Shark and did manage to lead

many Jets over the tracks, and the

Sharks really tightened their already

firm grip on the town.

But all was not well. The Police

began to crack down hard on the

Sharks. They were after the Chief

Shark himself. To get to him, they

had to knock off most of his un-

derlings. Luckily, little Johnny

Connally was not involved. But

dealing for so long with the Sharks,

he had taken on some of their

ways. For no apparent reason he

began to roam the town, stealing

milk money from cookie jars — usually just nickels

and dimes. As things got worse and worse for the

Sharks, little Johnny Connally hit more and more

cookie jars, wishing he were still a Jet.

Without their milk, babies began to cry louder and

louder, and finally one day, the Police picked up little

Johnny Connally. Being a Shark had caught up with

him.

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist.

A question of moral indigestion

Reid Fishman and Joyce Kosofsky come
out of the wall tomorrow. Don't miss them!

By JIM PAULIN
The pedantic lecturing of the prune and

molasses eating dieticians has been
rejuvenated, except now their self-righteous

morality travels under the nom de plum of

"health" food.

Candy and coke and potato chips have

been traditional targets of alimantry alar-

mists, whose self righteous harangues

decried the nutritional deficiencies of juvenile

oral hedonists who spent their lunch money
on goodies in palm size packets that seduced

the tongue, but not the stomach, which

rejected the advanced of sugar and

chocolate and a string of multi-syllabic

chemical names. This indulgence was sternly

discouraged by parents who listened to the

warnings of medical authorities. Often it was

parentally outlawed, causing the child to

rebel to preserve his oral freedom of choice.

Like other restrictions, it would vanish when

the child left home.

But now in college, if you choose to buy a

candy bar or a Coke while with a disciple of

Adelle Davis or J.R. Rodale, you hear the

same theme cloaked in its own unique

vocabulary. Either it's "inorganic" or

"spiritually and nutritionally empty" or "not

conducive to self enlightenment" or it

produces tension and reduces potency.

Instead of stentorian warnings, we hear guilt

arousing moralizing.

These verbal prohibitionists are just as

boring and extraneous as Reader's Digest

anti-pot articles or tea totalers inveighing

against insidious booze, urging stronger

liquor control laws. (I don't think they've

spawned a Carrie Nation figure yet, one

who'll go after candy machines with a

hatchet.)

The old dieticians said meat was good for

you. But the new "organic" people say it's

not good, "Because it releases all sorts of

chemicals into your system." ("especially

after I've done my yoga.")

Prior to "health foods," we ate "unhealthy

foods". Everything from the supermarket

was unhealthy because it wasn't "health

food." That was before the malice of them

scientific perverts injecting all them
chemicals into cows, making them cows

inorganic, making them synthetic robots, if

you will. All the vitamins were intercepted by

bogey men who snuck into canneries and

slaughterhouses disguised as Green Giants.

Those were the dark ages, before the

Minimal Daily Requirement, before statistics

began appearing on cereal boxes.

The pristine stomach purists stoutly

maintain the purity of their systems. Fuck the

system; I'll take a Big Mac and a large Coke,

if you please. (No ice please. Aside — no ice,

more coke.)

"One man's meat is another man's

poison."

"Some like it hot, some like to cold, some
like it in the pot four days old."

Jim Paulin is a Collegian Commentator.
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Complit to hold symposium
The departments of Com-

parative Literature at UMass
and Smith College will jointly

sponsor their annual Literature

Symposium Thursday, April 10,

1975 in Room 227 Herter Hall,

UMass.

The theme of this year's

lecture series is "American
Modernism" and will be

Author
Hugh Kenner has written and

edited more than a dozen works

of literary and cultural criticism,

including critical-life studies of

Joyce, Beckett, Wyndam Lewis

and Ezra Pound. He has been

the major interpreter of English

and American modernism for

more than two decades and has

recently added to his list of

specialties, the art of cultural

criticism ... he contributed

several articles to Life Magazine

before its folding.

With his brief brilliant The

Counterfeiters, (1968), Mr.

Kenner began a series of what

are trenchant historical and

interpretative works which

examine milieux, cultural

themes and major figures on

larger than life scale. In the

Counterfeiters and the Stoic

Comedians <a study of Flaubert,

Joyce and Beckett) he develops

a survival theory of comedy

based on the industrialized

presented by four speakers;

two from UMass, one from

Smith, and one guest lecturer

from Johns Hopkins University.

JuJil^J_ester, from the

UMas^^flpartment of Afro-

Amertajjpiy Studies and Paul

Mariani' of the English

departfne/nt, along with

Leonard flerkman of the Smith

Theatre WP^rtnJ^rJt^ will lead

century,

it, he is

art of

uins"

ed\ since

discussion on "International

Contexts of American

Modernism" at 8:30 in 227

Herter and guest lecturer Hugh

Kenner will speak on

"American Modernism" at 4:00

p.m. in the same room, same

day.

The symposium is opened to

all Five College students and

faculty and all are urged to

attend.

cultural critic

satire,

oroughly

readable examination of Fuller's

complex apocalyptic thought.

Most recently, Mr. Kenner

returned to earlier concerns,

but with new perspectives, in

Homemade World: American

Modernism, published last

month. Mr. Kenner speaks on

behalf of a recognition of

values, of an attempt at syn-

thesis in an increasingly

specialized world, of the art and

need for comic posture when
miscalculation is the calculated

order of things. Kenner em-

bodies the themes and subjects

of his work; his language and

stance are those of the creative

writer. Indeed, he is that unique

mind who defies categories of

all types. As he quotes Pope, so

might one speak of him,

"Those move easiest who have

learned to dance."

Mr. Kenner is currently

Professor of English at Johns
Hopkins.

UMass percussion

ensemble to play

Orchard Hill, Black Musicians

to sponsor panel discussion

How about humming voices

.matching the pitch of a vibraphone,

or, instead of instruments, hands

clapping in four part harmonies?

What do you think of music being

performed by groups of 50 in-

struments — entirely percussion?

Tomorrow night in Bowker
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. you can

hear the musicians who play this

type of unique music as part of the

Sixth Annual Concert of Music for

Percussion Instruments. Per-

forming will be The University of

Massachusetts Percussion En-

semble directed by Peter Tanner

and assisted by The University of

Massachusetts Trombone-Tuba

Choir directed by Joseph Duchi.

David Neubert, double bassist, is

also performing as a guest artist.

This concert is the second ap-

pearance of T!ie UMass Trombone-

Tuba Choir since its formation last

Fall.

Music for percussion ensemble is

quite new in the field and the

concert will feature one of the

earliest pieces ever written (which

incidentally when first performed in

Paris in 1927 caused such an

outrage that police were needed to

restore order to the concert hall),

and one of the newest, being

permiered only last month at the

Eastman School of Music.

The concert will open with a

composition of very soft music,

uncommon for a full percussion

ensemble, by Warren Benson.

Other selections will include works

by Bach, Marini, Haydn, and a duo
for xylophone and double bass by
William Sydeman.

The concert will close with a
piece of trombone choir and
percussion ensemble, the only

music known written for those
instruments combined.

The UMass Percussion Ensemble
has made appearances at the

Isabella Gardner Museum and the

Shelburne Falls Festival for the

Arts.

The concert is open to the public
without charge.

COMING SOON

NAIADS

Aquatic Art Performance

April 9, 10, 11, 12

8:00 p.m.

North Physical Education
Building (W.O.P.E.)

Tickets now available at

Student Union and W.O.P.E.
(or at the door).

Students: 50c with I.D.

By JOE BARON
Special Correspondent

Tomorrow, April 9, the Orchard

Hill series, in conjunction with the

fourth annual Black Musicians

Conference will be sponsoring a

panel discussion on Black Music in

America. The panel will feature

guest artists Jimmy Garrison,

Grachan Moncur III, Nat Hentoff,

and University professors Max
Roach and Archie Shepp.

Hentoff is a free lance journalist

and critic whose writing has ap-

peared in the Village Voice,

Commentary, Down Beat, and the

Real Paper. His writings have

focused on many diverse aspects of

American society; ethnicity,

political harassment, music and civil

liberties. He has produced many
recordings by such prominent

Black Musicians as Max Roach and

Dizzie Gillespie. Hentoff is probably

the most respected white critic of

not only Black American music, but

of the overall culture of America.

He will begin the discussion by

delivering a paper on "Charlie

Parker, Black Music and America"

which was originally scheduled for

the Charlie Parker Memorial

ALMOST PLANTING

TIME

Residency.

The backgrounds of the other

panel members is as follows:

Jimmy Garrison is a bassist, mostly

known for his contribution to the

John Coltrane Quartet including

pianist McCoy Tyler and per

cussionist Elvin Jones. Mr. Garrison

has also performed with Ornette

Coleman, Charles MacPherson,
Archie Shepp, and the Jazz
Composers Oichestra Association.

He presently has hiw own group,

the New World Ensemble.

Grachan Moncur III is a trom-

bonist who has played with Archie

Shepp, Lee Morgan, Jackie

McLean and Wayne Shorter. He
has performed all over the world

with the artists such as above and
with his own group. He has many
albums to his credit.

Garrison and Moncur will also be

guest performers in concert with

pianist Lonnie Luton Smith, Friday

night April 11 in the Student Union

Ballroom.

Hopefully professors Roach and

Shepp need no introduction to this

community. Professor Roach is a

percussionist of international

repute. He was one of the founders

of the music called "Bop".

Shepp is a composer, playwright,

poet, and saxaphonist. Besides the

many recordings to his credit, most

notably "Fire Music", he has

recorded with John Coltrane and

the Jazz Composers Orchestra. He

is in the forefront of the modern

Black Musicians Movement.

The program should prove to be

as exciting as it is educational. It

will take place in the Noah Webster

dormitory in Orchard Hill. It will

begin at 7:30 and is free to the

public.

First Annual UMass CAR RALLY!

SATURDAY, APRIL 12

PRIZES:
Rusty Scipper
Steak Out

(Sound Scope
Old Weird Harold's

Faces of Earth

Bell's

Hungry U II

Papa Gino's

Dominoe's

L

Registration — 9 a.m. in front of Alumni Stadium. $3 par car. For

further info call 6-7801, 6-7791, 6-7794, 6-7728, 6-7761.
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103 N PLEASANT AMMEWST 256 8810

We're looking for certain majors
to become Lieutenants.

Mechanical and civil en

gineering majors . . . areo
space and aeronautical en-

gineering majors . . . majors
in electronics . . computer
science . . . mathematics.

The Air Force needs peo-

ple . . . many with the above
academic majors. And
AFROTC has several differ

ent programs where you
can fit . . . 4-year, 3-year, or
2-year programs. Some of

Contact Major Goodhue

fering full scholarships. All

offering $100 a month
allowance during the last

two years of the program.
Flying opportunities. And all

leading to an Air Force offi-

cerscommission.plus ad-
vanced education.

If you'd like to cash in on
these Air Force benefits,
start by looking into the Air

Force ROTC.

Dickinson Hall

Nyquil Syrup

6 OZ.

Reg. Price $1.87

Vanquish 60s

Reg. Price $1.16

Waxed,

Unwaxed

Reg. Price 89c

J & J Dental Floss

GWLEmy
tfgr.

Sure Deod. 6 «.
Scented,

Unscented

Reg. Price $1.217 77*

Wilkinson

Bonded

Razor
Reg. Price $2.19

Head & Shoulders

545-2437

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.

University
STORE
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notes & quotes No more pepsi for Barnard

New York Law
Representatives from New York

Law School will be on campus
Thursday, April 10 to solicit ap-

plicants for admission to the class

of September, 1975. They will be

available to meet with students at

[
3:30 p.m., in room 808 C.C. Anyone
interested is invited.

Nu? staff

I meets today
NU? The Five College Jewish

Monthly invites you to atter.d our

official five college family staff

meeting; today at 4:30 in the

THERMAL .

> HOODED
I

campus center room 176. Everyone

is welcome, bring along friends,

writers, reviewers, photographers,

artists, business managers, staff

workers, typists, or anyone in-

terested in helping, no experience

necessary just the desire to work,

for a growing Jewish newspaper.

Holocaust Day
memorial

Holocaust Day, in memory of the

Jewish victims of the Nazis, will be

marked at UMass by a memorial

service tonight in the Colonial

Lounge of the Student Union at 7

p.m. At 8:00 p.m. the documentary

film, "Let My People Go" will be

shown in Campus Center 174-6.

The film includes actual footage of

the flight from Europe and the

struggle of the survivors to settle in

Israel. The service and the film are

open to all interested persons.

By TONY GRANITE
PEPSI GENERATION DEAD at

Barnard College in New York City is

the word given prominent display

on page one of a recent Columbia
Daily Spectator.

Henceforth, Pepsico soft drinks

will not be served in cafeterias and

residence halls at the woman's
college. The action results from
petitions by the Student Struggle

for Soviet Jewry, which is con-

ducting a nationwide boycott of

Pepsico. They are protesting the

corporation's dealings with the

Soviet Union.

Coca-cola: sic 'em!

TAKE A HOOKER TO LUNCH is

the headline on an editorial in a

recent Pirate's Log of Modesto
(Calif) Junior College.

The piece (oops) takes the

government to task for failing to

legalize the "oldest profession" and
collect taxes from the $7 billion

industry.

Uses for the windfall? To fund

campus carousel

social security programs (even

hookers get there), welfare, schools

and the police "to tend to more

important duties."

Out of the mouths of babes, eh?

ENGLISH MAJORS GOING
VOCATIONAL is the word from
Westfield State (teacher's college).

In a recent Owl, the chairman of the

English department there was
quoted as saying that "English

majors have shifted their interest

from teaching to more vocational

objectives."

To meet the need, a con-

centration in Journalism-
Communication is being offered.

Elective courses include creative

writing, history of the motion

picture, journalism and literary

criticism.

The journalist as a man of letters?

12 PER CENT SALARY HIKE has

been recommended by legislators

in Washington for state employees
and higher education faculty.

That's the word passed in the

Washington State U. Daily

Evergreen.

The House there has approved
an increase of 11.43 per cent plus

$7.50 a month increase in employer
contribution to medical insurance

payments. It also approved a 10 per

cent increase on merit for higher

education faculty.

Mr. Dukakis, are ya listenin'?

notices

ALPHA ZETA
Important monthly meeting tonite, Rm.

164 CC at 6:30. Election of new officers

and speaker after. Attendance mandatory.

Will

navy
elk. green

l
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TV tonight

CAMPUS CENteR"

6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3l

ACTION NEWS (8)

SECRET AGENT "Not So Jolly

Roger." <18l

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(571

SERGEANT BILKO "Viva Bilko."

NIGHTLY NEWS (30)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA "Jonah." (40)

LOVE, AMERICAN STYLE (56)

6 30 ABC EVENING NtWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (301

ZOOM' (24) (57)

MOVIE "The Weapon." (27)

BEWITCHED (38)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WALTER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN. DYKE SHOW
"Harrison B. Harding of Camp
Crowder, Mo." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ROMAGNOLIS TABLE (24)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry

Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

WOMAN IS.. (57)

7:30 CELEBRITY SWEEPSTAKES (3)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall.

host (8) (22)

MUSIC PLACE MB)
THE FOURTH ESTATE (24)

MASQUERADE PARTY (30)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW "A
Medal for Opie." (38)

ROOM 222 "No Island Is an Island."

(40)

DRAGNET (56)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 GOOD TIMES (3)

HAPPY DAYS "Goin' to Chicago."

(8)

PASTORS PERSPECTIVE (18)

ADAM 12 "Teamwork." (22) (30)

SOLAR ENERGY (24)

MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR (27)

IHt BEVERLY HILLBILLIES (38)

DEALERS CHOICE (561

THE HABITAT PROJECT (57)

8 30 MASH (3)

TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK
(81 (40)

BOB HOPE PRESENTS THE
GILLETTE CAVALCADE OF
CHAMPIONS AWARDS (22) (30)

AN EVENING OF CHAMPIONSHIP
SKATERS (24) (57)

JOURNEY TO ADVENTURE (27)

GREEN ACRES (38)

DINAH! (56)

900 HAWAII FIVE O "The Two-Face

Corpse." (3)

GREATEST SPORTS LEGENDS
(18)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

9 30 AMERICAN SKI SCENE (18)

ASSIGNMENT AMERICA (24) (57)

GQMER PYLE "Old Man Carter."

(27)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

WOO CBS NEWS SPECIAL (3)

MARCUS WELBY, MJD (8) (40)

PUBLIC POLICY FORUM (18)

1975 ACADEMY AWARDS
PRESENTATIONS (22) (30)

INTERFACE (24) (57)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

MOVIE "Border Incident." (38)

PERRY MASON (56)

10 30 THE JOE HYDER SHOW (27)

THE COMPASS WEEKLY (57)

1100 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (8)

(18) (27) (40)

THE BEST OF GROUCHO (56)

THE CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
NEWS (57)

11:30 TUESDAY STARLIGHT MOVIE
"The Counterfeit Constable." (3)

y WIDE WORLD MYSTERY "Legacy

of Blood." (8) (40)

MOVIE "Here Come the Marines."

(27)

LAUGH CLASSICS (38)

THE BEST OF HOLLYWOOD (56)

12:00 NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS
(22) (30)

12:30 TOMORROW Tom Snyder,

host (22) (30)

1 00 NEWS (8) (40)

1 15 NEWS, WEATHER 13)

AMATEUR RADIO LICENSE CLASS
Will meet tonite at 8:00 (not 7) at the

ham shack, Elab 109.

ANTHRO FILM SERIES
Free Anthropology films: tonite at 7 and

9 showings of "Oeadbirds" and
"Flatland". Goessman Auditorium.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Mandatory meeting tonite in Hasbrouck

22 at 7 to elect officers for next year. If you
have a star finder, please bring it.

CASUAL CORNER FANS
Come hear Ms. Bambi Azanan speak

about the behind the scenes action at

Casual Corner. Question and answer
period following. Small gifts and refresh-

ments. Tues.. 4-8 at 7:30 p.m. in Rm. 119

Skinner Hall.

CHESS CLUB
We chess players are finally organized.

Join us at CC 162 tonite at 7 or 7:30.

Anybody is welcome to ioin

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
There will be a testimony meeting tonite

at 6:15 in Rm 911 CC. Everyone is lovingly

invited.

COFFEE HOUSE
Starting this Friday nite. and continuing

every Fri nite, the OH Coffee House, in

Dickinson Lounge, Orchard Hill, will

feature live music and good food, free

admission, beginning at 8 p.m. If you're

interested in playing or helping us out call

Deb or Paul at 546 6616
COMPLIT LECTURE SYMPOSIUM
The depts. of Comparative Literature at

UMass and Smith College will host their

annual joint lecture symposium on 4-10 in

227 Herter Hall. Hugh Kenner, pxof. of

English at John Hopkins Univ. will speak

on the "American Modernism" at 4 p.m.

and "International Contexts of American
Modernism" by UMass and Smith faculty

members at 8:30 p.m.

DANCE AND MOVEMENT
Tues. evening classes in movement for

the self for imagery and exploration. Thurs.

evening workshops in technique, im-

provisation with music. For the ex-

perienced or beginner. Men welcome. Call

253 5114, 256 8828
FASST

Federation of Americans Supporting

Science and Technology will meet Wed..
4-9, Rm. 901 CC, 7:30 p.m. We will discuss

our future. All are welcome.
FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION
General information meeting on

Financial Aid for '75 '76 at 12 noon today
in Colonial Lounge, Student Union.
FIRST ANNUAL UMASS CAR RALLY

Have a good time and win prizes Sat., 4-

12 and enter the first UMass car rally

Registration begins at 9 a.m.. Sat. morning
in front of Alumni Stadium. For more info

call: 6-7801. 6 7791, 6-7728. 6-7781.

HOLOCAUST DAY
Holocaust Day will be marked by a

memorial service this evening in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student Union at 7

p.m. Following the service there will be a

screening of the documentary Let My
People Go in CC 174 6 at 8 00.

IRISH POET
Thomas Kinsella. Irish poet, will speak

on Writing Poetry in Ireland Today
Hampshire College. Patterson Hall, East

Lecture Room, 3 p.m., Tues.. April 8.

NU' STAFF MEETING
All those interested in working for a

Jewish Newspaper are invited to attend.

CC 176 at 430 today
OPEN RUSH

Pi Lambda Phi invites all university men
tonite for an open rush, beginning at 8 30

We are at 14 Elm St., please call 256 6837
PETER WATKINS
Today in Mahar at 4:00 Peter Watkins

Film: "Punishment Park" will be shown
free. Wed at 1 30 he will hold a seminar on
film censorship in the Colonial Lounge and
at 7:00 his movie and lecture will be in the

SUB
PRE DENTS

Important meeting of the Pre Dent Club

tomorrow, 4-9 at 7:30 p.m in CC 803 Club

activities to be planned, dues will be

collected, raffle to be organized. DATs will

be discussed
SAILING CLUB

Meeting Tues. at 8 p.m. to discuss

upcoming spring sailing. Movie will be

shown. Rm. 163 CC.
SOCIAL WORK

Beginning 4-9 and every Wed. and
Thurs. evening thereafter, CASIAC will be
offering pre graduate advising on graduate

study ana careers in social work and
related areas in the social sciences (i.e.,

psychology, sociology). See Lou Boudreau
in E20 Machmer Hall, Wed. and Thurs. 7-9
p.m.
SPRING CONCERT

All those interested in working on any
aspect of production of the Stadium
Concert are urged to attend a meeting
tonite in the Council Chambers (Student
Union Building) at 7:30

SWINGSHIFTERS 71
For party info contact Janice 256-6457

or Steve 253-5260
TRAVEL GUIDE
Annual Shovel Race. Buzzard Festival

Pumpkin Show. Fiddlers' Convention
Read about these and other far out
festivals in America: The Datsun Student
Travel Guide. Free from the Outdoor In

terest Group on Wed 4 9, at Collegian

distribution places in the S.U and CO
TUCKERMANS OUTING
A trip is scheduled for 4 26. 27 provided

the weather looks good and the ravine is

open at that time Everyone interested

should attend patrol meeting on 4-24 at

6:30 p.m . CC.
UNDERGRAD BUSINESS CLUB

Meeting on Tues , 4-8 at 7 30 in CC 169
for all those interested in going on the trip

to Montreal (4-19 211

UNIVERSITY'JUDICIARY
Will meet tonite at 7:00 in Rm. 172 CC.

WOMEN'S HEALTH SERIES
DES Idiethylstilbestroll is the topic of

this first session on Tues . 4 8 from 12

noon to 1 p.m. in the Commonwealth
Room. Student Union,
questions.

YOU CAN MAKE THE
BETTER

Journalism Undergrad
meet Thurs.. 4-10 at 7:30 in CC 164 to form
committees that will initiate new programs
m the department.

LOST
Red moroccan wallet - gift from

parents, lost 4-4. a.m. Tel. 323-5191 or

return to CC Lost and Found
LOST

Red Austrian felt hat with two charms.
Lost Sat nite sentimental value Caft 546
7329

Come and ask

JS PROGRAM

Committee will

F0R USHTrVlMtf FAST DELIVERY 0N ANY Of OUR
DELICIOUS PIZZAS OR SUB5 CALL THE HWGRY-IJ

?IZZA PATROL

SUNDAY^ W.LT.JPECIAL

£ off any large pizza Tues. night April 8th

50 on deliveries only.

TEL. 256-0473"o7 256"-891

4
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TONIGHT
The

Bluewall
presents

Tuborg Movie Night

featuring

The Lone Ranger
9:00 p.m.

DVP honors King
The UMass' Distinguished

Visitors Program presents its eighth

annual lecture series in tribute to

the memory of Dr. Martin Luther

King, a leading ctvil rights activist

and minister, assassinated at

Memphis, Tennessee, April, 1968.

Beginning today there will be
presentations including a panel

Tuesday 4/8 Only

AI*HERSTe>*<«
AMITY ST.

DUST1N
HorrttAN

"UTIIE
BIG MAN'

Ic rw.« . .

PO

Eves Man Caller! arte — 7:00, Little Big Man — 1:00

M0NDAYJT TufSWr BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $100

AMHERSTf>*A
AMITY ST. 253 5426

AIL THE WILONESS

THE LOVES THE SEX

THE BUSTS...

THE MAD HUMOR
ALL THE

BRILLIANCE OF

THE MAN HIMSELF

SPECIAL

Midnight Show
Friday e\ Saturday

BERNIE TRAVIS PUTS
LENNY WITH

MADLY PRECISION

liitviiu ll!ll
llM'ltfMI> ltlN«'**ti<>

DIRTY MOUTH FRIDAY A SATURDAY
MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NlTES • ALL SEATS {100

discussion focusing on con-
temporary problems facing the

Black Community. According to

committee spokeswoman Ann
Alston, "this year we will con-

centrate on the specific issues Dr.

King so eloquently articulated - in

sum, the political, ecenomic and
social realities of the Afro-American

struggle."

The panelists include

Massachusetts state representative

William Owens, economist Lloyd

Hogan, attorney and activist Louise

West. In addition, Dr. Levi Watkins,

M.D., will present a paper on
"Hypertension - Killer in the Black

Community". The discussions are

scheduled to begin at 8 p.m.

tonight in the UMass Bartlett

Auditorium.

Another attraction of the three-

day tribute to King's memory will

be presented on Thursday, April 10

in the Campus Center Auditorium.

A night of Gospel music and song
featuring the internationally ac-

claimed Dorothy Love Coates
Singers and including the well-

known Ronnie Ingram Chori. will

begin at 8 p.m.

All events are open to the public

and admission is free.

Assistant RSO
Business Manager

Student Activities Office

QUALIFICATIONS:

_ Bachelor's Degree in Business Management (or comparable

experience)

— Working knowledge of Electronic Data Processing

_ Substantial Student Service Orientation

BENEFITS:
Standard Full-time professional position benefits

Applications should be made no later than Fri.. April 1 1 .
1975 to

J. Paul Margossian, Search Committee Chairperson, Rm. 420.

(rMDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classilieo. drop by

tilt Colleger. Office between
• Mam and ) 4) p m Monday
Friday
The deadline is ] 4S. two day*

before the day your atf it to

apoear
The rates art
Dally * 36 per line

Weekly • JO per line

Monthly • 2t per line

'Two linet on form
approximate one line

FOR SALE

Integral Svelemt power imp
laroe Advent peakere ACE audio
praamp all immaculate »8tO Cell

M,k. 541 0177

Need a place to put your plant*'
Buy a plant hanoer from me for

W 50 Made from reel wood hangs
in dorm window hoi It up to 1?
plants Call Vichi at • MSI or nop
by and tee at JQA 1403

Pair JBL M speaker* high af

licioncv S UHM M7 MM Keep
trying

AUTO FOR SALE
•7 VW >400 or 8 O Call 247

1968 Volvo 144S needs work Will
I
DMtider any otlar Call 549 0929

1974 Mustang II red Ik naw 253
/307

19*6 Ford ttation wagon lu ti
luntd Good condition $250 Call
256 0259

71 fiat 124 good condition
radialt 30 mpg 11195 Call fVIrt

Robert! 5 0150

Want to buy 70 72 Dart Sramp
Valiant Slant 6 225 c Call
Jeanne 549 1312 eve

VW Sqbk 69 good t ond 74 000
in. 25 mp u $695 1 628 3367

1968 Pontiac Catalina 4 dr .

hardtop cotmeticelly and
machamcally good Low mileage
Atking ttSO 542 5563 Aak for
Henrv

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1975 Kawasaki K2400 180 mil.

perfect craih bara kom thoc
Atking J1150 Call Bob day! 588
4552 nite* message

Amh New 3 bdr w w carpet
dw disp tennis ct swimming
pool Imm Occ No leese rag 1296
plus util b tec Call 549 6600 befor*
r.

Motorcycle tirea used All will
pess inspection 44 to »10 Call tor
tires Rust at 756 0644

1974 Honda X1250 680 miles like

ew' Call Ruts ai 256 0544 lm ittgjea

nlii Stlfi or bait offar

MDC CkwML
'•• Jun* Sept

Z* \ I u tl 685 3963

TRAVEL
,>

2 bdrm »175 Pool w

Sublet Juna 1 Aug 31 Lg 3 rm
apt with eatre lg bedrm Bran
dvwma heat and a c mcl opt to

renew lease Call 549 4577 anytime

ROOM WANTED
n country
Cell grace

Puffton 2 bdrm
549 6385

apt Start June

Jn 1 Aug 31 4

fully furnished 73

Amherst 549 0621

FOR RENT
One bdrm apt tor rent

hu* route $160 per mo util

>onv Call Dave 685 7065

Sd
all

69 Dodge euto . p t
condition tt00 268 8487

etc

SR 50 Cdlc Tot
Judy 263 5064

Ins TR 476

AKC German Shop pups Top
champ line* Ctcel temper *125

Call 263 7610

Heed skis bndg* boots etc 264

RUBBER STAMPS made up with
anything you d like to stamp
Inatpensive For instance nam*
and addre** 43 with telephone
number 43 60 Fed (orvice Alto
oertonaiiied stetionory Joseph
685 4786 evening*

Fiamut 5 string bonio and ac
caiionea 4160 Toshiba reel to '•*•

lape deck and 30 tapes 180. paint
and brush case and 30 tube* oil*

and more (20 Call eve* Scott 542
3119

Microphone Shur* 58SA naw 430
Smith Coronu typewriter (25
Peter 253 2713

Women • 3 tpd Eng bike Good
make naed* work (29 Call Barbara
546 6185

Tear 260 Cattatte deck etc
cond mutt tell (180 Caroll 548
4441 after 6 30

Calc Bowmar MX'iOC all lunrt
549 0013

Yamaha Clattical Guitar 1 yaar
old 549 6226

Garrard model SLS6B Turntable'
Bate Dull cov cart Fine con
dition (30 Call 665 4368

Speakert Frarier black bo«
relimthed pair 30 waft (100 Etc
tond Nancy 642 5837

Gibson ES 336 good cond (27S
253 5745

Suede desert boots Worn once
SIS M si 8 W w 9 546 8331

Cabart Oboe Good condition
(325 or best offer 549 0825

110 lb weight set (30 263 2241

aft 9

Beaut Sierra design 300 sleeping

bag. (90 Optimus 118 stove (20

Seiko watch naw guar (66 Call

Doug 6 5620

Camper 67X97 Fit* pick up
longbed Dbl bed fridg eacel

cond Call 584 7803

Pr Vatque Glacier Hiking boots
Ik new cost (65 Sell (45 Back
pack ea cond welded frame

divided pk *K> 546 4746

ORGANIC FERTILIZER com
posted cow manure (26 a truck

load delivered Call 665 4194 efter 8

p m

1970 Toyota Corolla etc mech
cond Allan 263 310

1964 Dodge panel truck Rebuilt
eng Mult see. (660 627 9410

4 Sole Peugeot U08 21
frame E tceilent cond Asking (100
263 6640

1968 Ford custom 600 st wgn
etcellent running cond It 21 mpg
nw brakes 6> clth Asking 487S Cell
Bill at 549 0803 efter S Leava name
1985 Chavv Belair (125 846 2882

efter 5

1947 Ford Cntry Sqr (400, neg
good cond Judy 253 5054

Formal. j
good CataTtJ. "Tit

U0q. JCa4TB> V
B

Buick Skylark
ew 9)eWfend eth
183 '•ek'tdr Oenms

1944 VW square back asking
(400 Call 534 4037

54 Peugeot sunroof bring e
battery and drive it away' (100 Bob
2S3 7947

44 Corvair Convert body end top
good naed* motor (100 or b**t
offer 2S3 7947

44 Chev wagon rebuilt motor
new E ahauat runt well 4 cyl (260
Bob 253 79*7

68 Chev No Beeutv but SUPER
RUNNING Small 8 automatic p s.

(396 263 7947

Great 70 Fiat coupe, looking lor
qood home 40 mpg (495 take* it

Bob 263 7947

47 Ford Galaaie 6 euto (395 2S3
7947

Buick Wildcat 4 dr 425 cu in 3
tpd auto 4bbl Air condition poat
mint rond . 17 mpg Mutt be teen
1700 or bett offer John 4 1147

69 VW Etc cond sunroof new
clutch, brake* rebuilt engine
(1000 253 9285

For tale 1972 SAAB 99E Etc
cond . new iniector* Tires air

cond (2400 or best offer 413 774
4289 evenings

Honda 460 eng totally rebuilt
(100 or best offer by April 14 253
7687 eves

SAAB 1972 99E Fuel miection AM
FM blue 48 000 mi perfect (2400
1 369 afiH 1

.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1967 Honda 306 motor et

cond new batt (300 Call Gary 253
2897 im umv«

73 MGB etc condition 26 mpg
Selling cheap Call 546 6033 Chuck

Triumph 660 Bonne Completely
rebuilt and repainted Stock
Asainq (B2S Call 584 0026 Its

ready for the road

69 Honde 175cc (225 253 9602

-One bedroom apt in Sunderland
• •n bus rte All i onv util included
.160 .i month Cjll Ruth 645 4420 or
b66 7077 evenings

Umv Park Apt* 1 bedrm (160
mi. includes util 5 2266 iSuel
davs 264 0344 5 4pm

One bedroom efficiency on bua
route All utilities June 1 Sept 1

Call 446 3347

Cape Cod Falmouth 2. 3 and 4
bedroom cottage* wmtoriied
furnished Walk to beech Full
season only Owner 1 203 621 4841

Room in houeo Lg fire pi . prl
both and dotage 2 mi to cam on
bu* rt* Sub Apr ft Mev w opt
*116 All util inc Call 264 8271

Four bedroom house in Nor
thampton for Sept Rant 4275 00
Call Skibieki Realtor* 644 3*2«
hatwaen 3 5pm
Room for male student

lountry living share balh. kitchen
loung* 4 miles from UMiii (75
mo Cell 253 7641

2 Rmt in country house All
pnvileges noer UM bus includes
all util 686 3623 (90

For rent 2 bdrm. epl views.
woods (180 per mo util incl Call
665 3972

Room in house
764 8454

util . wash, dry

Room lo rent in Pelhem In
country home Call David 253 2686

WANTED TO RENT
1 bedrm apt Northampton

vicinity 91S Beg May 1 Bus
J

Phone Cell Patty 546 3139

TO SUBLET
2 bedrm apt with utilities (180 a

month On bus line June 1 August
31 Opt to renew 546 6333

Brandvwine
bedrm 549 1864

June August 2

On* parson needed to share two
bedroom ept in Amh Center from
June 1 Sept 1 Convenient
location and fairly ineapensive Call
258 0127 after 4pm
Four bedroom apt. util. turn

inc June Aug Nog Amherd 263
2433 on bu* 2 mile* to U M

4170 * month till June Can
renew lea** Contact A Lewi* 5
0333 or 645 4819

Sublet June 1 Ons bedrnom
nit Sunderland all conv . util
included (160 mo 645 4620 or 665
7077 evenings

Gieat 2 bdrm apt lor June
Sept w ac util inc pool on bus
route 254 8252

3 bdr Townhouse sublet June 1

Opt to renew On bus rte Call 665
4166

2 bedroom Riverglade
Townhouse Start June to Sept
Call 253 2662

65 Honde S 90
ell 253 7610

7700 mi Run*
3 bedroom apt on bu*

i ond For summer lublet
(o renew Call 665 3687

rt air

option

House Iron

bdrm 2 bdrm
leveret! Rd
anytime B O

To sublet pn bedroom Squire

Village Can occupy immediately it

..aeded 646 3571

Sublet June 1 Sept 1 Opt to

renew 2 bedrm apt Belchortown
on bus route leke 323 6213

Sublet room Jun* Sept Great

dpartment and on bu* rout* Lerge

windows Call 264 4434 Sharon

Apt available June Augud 4 rm
furnished reasonable Opt to

renew Northampton Smith Col
***** sat 1130

Sublet with option to renew two
bdr townhouee Squire Village
Juna 1 (170 per mo plus utilities

Cell 446 3240

Summer Central Amherst 4
bedrooms guest room 1 H baths
large sitting room kitchen dining
room gerege Suit two or three
couples Only (276 P M Call 5 0308
(days) 264 4472 l. ighn

2 bdrm af king Philip Sun
derland All electric (206 inc util
Avail June 1 til Aug 31 646 3444

Sublet June 1 1 bdrm Putfton
Vil Apt Furnished AC tennis cts
pool On bus line option to renew
(174 per month 549 0825

Close walking to campus and
•own 2 bdrm turn apt with
phone Neqot 254 4760

Cliftside 1 bdrm Sublet June 15
lapp I Opt to renew 665 3249

ROOMMATE WANTED
N Amherst Large apt Own

room (91 67 per mo plus utils

Secur depos Leas* until Aug
Tony 549 0699

RESPONSIBLE M F to share 3
bedr furnished apt Bus line (110
w utilities 263 7967

Grad Slud seeks sunny room
lor Sept 1 254 8247 eve

1 pr Ofunda 7X60 binocular* w
i**ther rata Etc cond Call 584
0641

Own room in Puffton Apt All

utilitie* (75 mo 549 4624

3 girl roommate* wanted, own
room at Swin Village, with b*da
(86 a month include* utilitie* Call
263 6421

Townhouse Apt* April 16 to
Aug Own room 480 par month
with double bed and dreacer Call
549 0899 mornings or evening*

Wanted Couple lo share 2
bedroom apartment thi* lummer

i lose to campu*. on but rout*
Call 546 8167 in evening* K**p
tryingii

M or F wanted for (ummor
cottage in Dennicport 16 wk*
(375 549 1346 Dana

Own lg room in Hatfield
Country home w land 10 mi from
Amherst No lee** 461 plot
utilitie* 247 9364

Roommate wanted lor June 1

aug 253 7307

Air cond 3 bedroom Puffton
Apt on bus rte Tennis besketbell
courts pool, dishwasher (60 549
1866 foi summer

Priv specious room
near I'Vm by Jun* 1

645 0790
remele Own rm mod 2 bdrm

apt Avail imm*d Ov*r 28 no pot*
In Amh*r*t on bus Im* (106 par
mo mcl util 263 6411

HELP WANTED
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES

Nationwide Co No 1 in it* field

seeks college graduates tor entry
level positions in its eapending
talet management operation!
Maior function involves marketing
if insured savings and investment
programs for college seniors end
iireduetes on locel campuses
Company paid training 2 yr
naming bonus program greet
health retirement and other fringe
benefits For interview call Psnl
Oepi 256 1354 bet 10 00 and 4 00

Person to assist in developing
film print making Photo ea
perience required Apply Long t
Photo Rt lit So Amherst 20 hrt
mi wk

| Interested m no trills low cost
• i.ivei in Europ* Alnc* Middle

U<i far East •' minimum • ost

,. i.u.u.i'i flexibility end minimum
hattle' For into cell educational

Unfit! toil tree MM 223 6549

Charter flights to Europe end
Calif Call Cempus Travel 546 0600

SERVICES

eaperl

WANTEO
BOB STILL WANTS YOUR

AILING OR OECREPIT CAR Fest ((
for the hulk 263 7947 BOB STILL
WANTS YOUR AILING LTR
DECREPIT CAR Fast (( for the
hulk 253 7947

Townhouse apt to sublet option
to r*n*w Air conditioned car
noted close to campus and on bus
route (236 plus utilities per month
Will negotiate rent for summer
months if interested call 649 0495

Want to buy 70 72 Dart Scamp
Valient Slant 4 (226 Call Jeanne
549 1312 eve

Double bed or larger wanted to

buy f ither both mattr*** and
tpnng or iutt mattress Will pick
up Call 254 8056

Regular and technical typing
Reasonable retes Call after 5 30
P m at 645 4982

I will do your typing accurately
and promptly Call Bev 545 2735
or 263 9215

PERSONALS
Judv Heppy Anniversary Hope

for many more Lovt your
shaygets Michael

FALMOUTH VOTERS Write
home for your ABSENTEE
BALLOTS Vote for Catenne
Norton lor school committee

Gey Catholics Your church
cares do vou7 For info counsel
rep write to Dignity Boa H488
Fored Park Sta Springfield Me
01106

Interested in obtaining info on
communes past >or present 253
5490 or 548 1219

Cherter flights to Europe and
Calif Call Campu* Travel 646 0600

Hillary Martick Staff Reporter
Twenty two veer* ago today wa* a
very nice dov for me because youwere born I hope today holds
sunshine blue skies and smiles for
you all day Please be heppy
nopeful and satisfied with me and
you and everyone and everything
let s go fly a kite together
tome'ime Happy B day I love you
Ben

For only (20 (specie! university
nncel you cen protect your car
tires end its contents with a
Bradley ghost automatic burglar

alarm Electricity s newest marvel
Or install it yourself tor only (IS
For more info and e demonstration
• all larq at 546 9621 or Bruce at 546
S663

Wanted Prospective wife, green
end white Cell 617 33S 2691 or
write Apt 11 , 9J Mediterranean Dr
Weymouth 021M

TOM S BIKE REPAIR
hon**t cheap Pick up delivery
584 5024 anytim*

Intereoied in camping in Europe
thi* summ*r7 For more info call

Chn* at I 9634

RUBBER STAMPS made up with
anything you d like to damp
Inetpenaive For in*t*nc* name
and idd'sti (3 with telephone
number (3 SO Feet lervlc* Also
p*r*on*lil*d *t*tion*ry Jo**ph
666 4765 evening*

KARMACHANICS All foreign
and domedic auto rapeir* Flat
specialists Let u* check out that
u**d car bafor* you buy it People *

price* W* II teach you tool 444
7146

BOB WILL STILL FIX ANY CAR
RIGHT' No iob too smell Any
make or veer 263 7947 BOB WILL
STILL FIX YOUR CAR RIGHT' No
iob too smell Any meko or year
253 7947

Wooden chair teat! recened Cell
I m 546 7274

DON T JUST GO THERE leern
'.omething Meet people SUM
MER STUDY ABROAD lists detes
subiects prerequisites costs for
i'v*r 600 credit and non credit
nrogroms worldwide Send (3 to
institute of International
Education Bot CC 809 United
Nations Plata New York N V
10017

Lost Artist supplies in a gr**n
Chevy Urgent Cell 263 3711 or Art
Orpt

Lost Set of keys Brown leather
case btween B Wallft CC Cell 323
4483

Lost Orange fern cet Priscille
m N Amherst 549 6696

ENTERTAINMENT
Four hour* of non (top nostalgia

and hit* for only (66 Call Bob th*
D J 534 6076

Four hour* of nondop nostalgia
and hits for only (65 Call Bob the

J 634 4075

Little Fire wents to ploy lor your
neat dorm party or Boogie You ve
seen us a' the Steek Out Bluewell
Red Pantry etc Now bring u*
horn* Rsatonsbi* rate* Call 548
4364 oi 549 1511

MISCELLANEOUS

Hand tamed hooded rat*, light
and dark M h F 50c •• 649 4444

AUTO WORKSHOP

OO IT YOURSELF Tool* free
with spoce rental (2 hr .

professional advice Parts
wholesale Level ICC
Garage Mon Fri . 3 10 Sat
Sun 12 10

CALCULATORS

I
College Calculators has all the
answers I otter low discount
prices on all makes end models of
i alculators All machines new
with full warranty and more' If

your machine malfunctions within
l months l II replece it free' All
lines available Teaas ln*1 HP
Commodore Rockwell and others
SR SO only 199 96 SR 61 only
(159 95 HP 21. only (119 96 Bafor*
you buy anywhere call ma fird and
I II give you the bed deal I can Call
Bob Crowell 549 1311
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

U

t Antimony
Prelu

i Turkish

lilies

9 islam
supreme
oemg

14 Feminine
nickname

15 Famed
Hindu
mountain

it. Lasso
17 Med

course
18 Distress
19 Charles H

Bridge
autrtor

?0 Superlicial

Dnii.ances

22 Recoiled
2* Named

Archaic

X Earring

sitas

27 Repents
29 Yugoslavian

cily

That girl

U Author ila-

tivc

control
37 Uncordul
M Secret

UNITED Feature Syndicate

ACROSS lisn

45 Cheer
46 Ptrt.cie

Ol dirt

47 Sanla s

reindeer

49 Strut

53 Protected
57 E (press

contempt
56 Spa-tan

sari

59 How
sweat •
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6t Waste
allowance

62 Gel uo
63

Scotia
Canadian
province

64 Commune
near
Padua

65 Electrical
amplifying

device
66 Erode

witrttne

teem
67 Ce'vine

animal

39 Undivided
40 Assembly

place
4t Fastener
4? Otlice

supplies
44 Snakelike

unit trees
6 Ships 33 Taro

ngg.ng 34 Brut.sn
7 the person

Tempest 35 Menu ilem
character 36 Allonso s

8 Summer queen
head 37 Communicated
coverings with

9 Disputes 40 Rowing
10 Detroit or teams

Vancouver 42 Equivalent
team 43 imperial

1

1

Rendered Aoor
hog tat 45 Cad

'2 To • 47 Crowded
•'erleclly 48 Range

13 Round ol Wyoming
app'ause mountains

21 Forcible x 9' 0la

1 ArM.c.ai gusnrjt t ,

Scand.navi*

2 Ca-oonated waTer
5

' %?£"•"""
beverage ?J Last word 52 Penetrate

I .'5 cenl 53 Empty
cases store pretense
Always 28 SuMocaimg *4 Greek

4 Last 30 Tender „ SOJdf"
55 Old Olympic

site

D IWN

• Klremity

2 words
5 Elect

31 glass
32 fun ol

cerium
56 Snge-
60 Too

By Jim Carson
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Your Birthday b> steiia wilder

Tl ESDAY. APRIL 8 -
Bum today, yini are. if a man. a

natural burn limelight seeker
You cannot in fact, do you even
find il easy to share the eenler of

attention vviLh others, though this

latter ls something you will have
in learn to do - and do gra
cefully • if you are lo he ad
mired al the same time that you
an- attended You do your nest

work in the presence trf a live

audience, if a live audience is

unavailable ytxi need at least lo

knov. thai viord gj your labors

am) their n«,ulLs. will get around
You women, conversely find

public acclaim completely un-

necessary either lo your per-

sonal luppiness or to the suc-

OBBatU progress ol vour career

All thai ls necessary lor vou ls

the iiet-vinal knowledge that sou

have done vour work well thai

the resuJLs of your labors are
worth whatever -Hun il look lo

pnriuiv them You do. hovtew-r

enjo» ncupying a position ol

power la-hind a throne, and lor

this reason you relish thoroughh
am admiration dinvted toward
>oui husband

Whether men n women vou

StXtf OF TV ADDCTfcti 1

teUvS0fs£.^

ftcrrtbM...

y

flT fU. e>TflrvTcT> iW X wiAS A
KID -I'D vlATCrt ALLfHc" Stf-JROrW

&*fc*» AMD *Q X c*£uj c«£K
rT"SmivTEDTo/fcu)I>e SvJhiMV

^fiOOfvJJi Thfc-fiUDVi' SATiJsIxW fW
bO^DA*, MoOiEi JvEfT i(0 (JniTlC-

PK0M -THE TlMiS TO j&£ -:-

FRIDAY ToMOfCDrW i^ORmIw VI
BE ,fs\ AVi JTTErs. -fRAfiCE

V£7^

' ve& t£ft*£ tma qEeCv-eo

1 uAbOKi MV IaVW To ^>MP.PjETE V

e« jmi

By Kris Jackson

are highly sensitive lo your sur-

roundings especialb lo those in

tangible moods ol ttfttf (icoplc

which seem, somehow lo fill the

atrrxophcre around vou. making
the very air you breathe eiiliet

helpful or detrimental to your

efforts lo suci'isil in whalever
voure doing al the time You
need lo lee. an atitude of

Inendliness and encouragement
around you to do vour best

In find what is in store lor >ou

tomorrow tvier. your hirthda\

and read the corresponding
paragraph l,et \oui biilbdas

syir be your ilaily guide

* * *
V\ .-<ln.-sri.il April M

AKIKS -March 21 \pril 19- -

Ivi-memher to keep ihii.miIi inO-r

lerence lo a minimum today.

You w.iuld do well lo make all

major decwni sincth on \our
own
TAl Kl \pnl 20- Mas 20'

— Don 1 depend on one Icm
knowledgcalile than \oursclt Im
the facts and liguri's vou nestl

Make sure your mentor ls up to

the job

(.KMINI Mas 21 June 20> -
Though you ma> come oft w
ond best in a famih argument
you should do ven, well il you
become involied in a quarrel on
the emplovmen! scene

I \N( KK 'J urn -21 .Inly 22' -
Take your time when it CaatM 10

making up your mind regarding
\our Inendship with another

fake rare mil to jump lo either

g'tid or bad conclusions

LEO .July 23 Aug 22' -
Smuith over pervnal relation

ships before \nu attempt to

make them *-r\e \ou at this

time There is much to do and

nn» much time to do it in

VIRGO lAug 23-Sept. 22» -

Kts^p your emotions under con-

trol, especially early in the day
w hen co-workers may annoy you

with irritating habits Mttiera-
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I.IBKA Sept 23-(kt 22» -

Keep lo plaas alreads made
Whatever activities \ou may m-

\nU<- vourself in in. a spur < it
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fall short of par
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IVint rush into a tense situation

either at home or on the emplov
metlt scene Be satLsfitvj with the
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D(C 21 -Make an effort to
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slights. lasulLs. angr\ attitudes

and general hurts Motive an-

uria! count toda\

(AI'KKORN 'Ifci 22 Jan

IS 1 -• You possexs gi>«1 basic ins

tinct.s. employ them now in the

mien's! i4 continuing a friend

ship ol old standing prcscnllv in

jropardv

*.*H AKIIS '.Ian 20-Ke»> 18

la1 your own reasin rather

than another's whim ol the mo-
ment he vour guioV In acthin H>
da\ Don't allow vourself Ihe lux-

ur\ ol n->ign;i(ion

PIS( KS Feb 1^ March 20

^ ou wiNilddo best tomak<- this a

ruUtsTtf da\ An\ new ilitvls ir

deetsMftti <-ould w»HI t»- tiased on
t.iLse n-a-siinini; at thai parTicular
time and place

1 tniisl Kealun Svndu all-
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by Garry Trudeau
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LOIfc ID STAY ON. BUI
MYWORK IS PONE H£R£ i

IT'S JPtjf TO BE
MOV/NONf n

Travelling

a pittance

on

Behold.you are beautiful,
my love.

Your hair Is like a flock
of goats moving down
the slopes of Gl lead.

U
CO

By Brant Parker & Johnny Hart

UMass is one of 150 campuses around the
nation selected to receive a free travel

magazine. America: The Datsun Student
Travel Guide, now in its second year of

publication, contains information, ideas and
suggestions for low-budget student travelers

interested in finding unusual points of in-

terest to visit in America.

One million copies of the 72-page travel

guide will be distributed around the country
from late March through May. Local campus
sponsors will give free copies of the
magazine to students on a first-come, first-

served basis.

This year a large part of America was
written by students themselves. Articles by
three winners in the 1975 Datsun Student
Writing Competition are featured. Also
included are seven award-winning ao
vertisements designed by students in a
national advertising contest and chosen
through on-campus test marketing.

Descriptions of six different adventure
trips- from backpacking to a Whitewater
canoe trip -comprise "Outdoors Getaway",
an article which helps students visualize

what such action trips are like and plan their

own.
The special 14-page section, "Excursion

Sourcebook '75," is designed to provide

students with a number of places to explore

in America. Wine tours, tombstone rubbings,

covered bridges and rodeos are among the

topics covered.

A "description of America's celebrations,

contests, feasts and other annual events can
be found season -by -season in the "Festival!"

section of America.

Other features include "Sun Sources: A
Directory of Student Beaches," "Cheap
Thrills: A Collection of Free or Inexpensive

Things To Do in 15 Cities," and "Radioland
U.S.A.," a coast-to-coast list of AM and FM
radio stations.

New colloquium
Charles Majeed Greenlee, professional

musician and orchestrator for over twenty
years, is offering, through Orchard Hill

Residential College, a one-credit colloquium
entitled "How to Write Music Manuscript."
This colloquium is open to a limited number
of University and Five-College students, not
all of whom need to be musicians.

Music copying is a lucrative, relatively

open occupation. Anyone who can do a
professional job can augment their livelihood

or work when performing or composing and
arranging is slow.

The colloquium will concentrate on
reading scores, transposing music, and the
use of the writing pen in forming musical '

characters There will be three five-hour

sessions (or equivalent by arrangement with
the classi A leaf sheet, score, or an
arrangement copied in a professional manner
will be required.

For further information, please contact
Greenlee through the Orchard Hill Academic
Affairs Office, 103 Eugene Field House, 545
2882, or by calling 546 4544.
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Basketball in winter, golf in spring;

Gaudette keeps busy and does it well

By RON ARENA
For Fan Gaudette, the winter

sportscene at UMass was long and

tiring. Gaudette was a double-duty

man; he was an assistant varsity

basketball coach while also being

the head coach of the JV squad.

But now with the winter season

over, it should be a time of

relaxation for the coach, right?

Wrong! For Coach Gaudette, it's

a new season. The sport is different

now, the atmosphere has changed,

and he has a new group of players.

But his duty remains the same, as

once again Gaudette tackles the

task of being the coach, this time as

the skipper of the golf team.

Golf does not compare to

basketball in terms of strategy, so

obviously Gaudette's techniques

must alter somewhat. He won't be

working on the fastbreak, and his

players will not be forced to

practice foul shots. But basically

Coach Gaudette's goal remains the

same - to prepare his players for

competition.

"The major difference between

coaching golf and basketball,'' he

explains, "is that in golf, all

coaching must be done before the

match. You can't talk to a player

once the match has started."

So what does the coach do prior

to the match? "What I basically do

is get the boy's head together"

answers Gaudette. "I try to make
them think and keep their com-

posure, rather than simply teach

them how to hit the ball."

So basically his job is to coor-

dinate the team. A match can be

lost on mental errors as well as

physical miscues. In golf, con-

centration is vitally important. An
angry player will never succeed.

Adds Gaudette, "I play with the

kids, and talk about what they're

doing. I try to prepare them to meet

anything that happens on a golf

course.

I think you need a responsible

person in charge*,,someone who
knows the game and can help the

kids."

Gaudette fits both these

categories. He had never played

golf until he was 26, and still has a

handicap of only 4. "I played

baseball and basketball throughout

college", says Coach Gaudette. "I

have bad knees, so I wanted to play

a sport where I could still get the

competitive aspect of the game.

Since then, I've developed into a

decent golfer."

As for helping the kids, Gaudette

feels he has "a good relationship

with the golf team." He explained

that when a player is bothered by

something, he is welcome to come
to the coach's house to talk about

it, and many take advantage of the

opportunity.

Fan Gaudette is a dedicated

coach. He dedicates his time and

his knowledge. Unlike some. Coach

Gaudette has earned the title of

"coach".

ONE WEEK LEFT!!

ALL persons applying for office space for next

year must fill out an application by April 11th.

Applications available at RSO and Rm. 817

Campus Center

®

STUDENT
JOBS

Resorts - Hotata • Ortlco
^••teuranta - Hospitals

SENOlSf - APPLICATION
INFORMATION

TRANSWORLD OVERSEA
STUDEN

10 Tl

BOSTON,

TRANS

ES

717S

WORLD

The Distinguished Visitors Program is finaneed and operated by

the undergraduates of UMass. for the purpose of keeping the

university community sensitive to the world in which it exists.

It seeks to bring to eampus those persons whose experiences in

domestic and international affairs, sciences, arts and humanities

qualify them to interpet, explain and raise questions about life

in all its dimensions.

Come work with us.

Applications at S.U.B. Rm. 415

and C.C. Information Desk.

Deadline April 10

So You WANT To Be
A Rock n Roll Star?

The Music Committee can't help you. But if

you want to join a group of people who

want to present some of the finest music in

the area come to an

OPEN RECRUITMENT MEETING
Program Council Music Committee

Tues., April 8

7:30

SPRING CONCERT?

Future Music Programs?

Student Union

Council

Chambers
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Frank Garahan gets ready to swipe at the lacrosse ball before an unsuspecting
Dartmouth player. The senior attackman caught the Big Green goalie unaware as
he scored six goals last Saturday. Kevin Patterson (33) also scored six goals.

Emphasize stick, position

Skateless netminders
By SCOTTHAYES

Imagine a hockey goaltender

attempting to stop a puck with

ordinary hockey gloves, elbow
pads, a mask, a stick and possibly a

chest protector. Or picture a goalie

trying to make a save with no leg

pads. It's hard to believe that

anyone would even think about
playing hockey's key position

without maximum protection.

There are goalies, however, who
play with very little equipment and
face situations similar to those in

hockey. These players are lacrosse

goalies and coach Dick Garber has

a pair of athletes who are capable

of frustrating opposing shooters.

Both UMass goalies, Jim Haddad
and Bobby Durland have gained

Garber's confidence and the thrust

of their teammates.
According to Garber, whose

stickers were ninth best in the

nation last season, a lacrosse goalie

faces about as many shots as a

hockey netminder. Lacrosse has

become a more sophisticated and
more offensive- oriented game in

recent years and goalers have had
to stop an increasing number of

shots. Just as. skating ability is

essential to a hockey goalie,

stickhandling is a vital factor to
lacrosse netminding.

The stick is the most important
piece of equipment for goalies.

Position is also important, but
Garber tells his goalies that tne stick

is the first line of defense and
getting your body in front of the
ball comes next.

Une of the reasons lacrosse
goalies wear so little equipment is

because they must be very mobile.
Moving in and out of the net area
and getting offensive plays started
by running upfield or passing off is

a big part of the game for goalies.

The toughest shot for a goalie to
stop is the bounce shot. This is due
to the fact that bounce shots are
unpredictable and a goalie must be

quick to get his stick down to stop
the ball. "You can't tell where a
bounce shot is going," commented
Garber.

Lacrosse goalies must defend a
larger net (the lacrosse goal is

6'X6'). Screen shots also cause
problems for goalers.

The goalies in lacrosse have no
catch mitt, just two regular gloves,

so they can't catch the ball. The
amazing thing is that lacrosse's

version of a "breed apart" utilizes

practically no body protection. It

takes courage to step in front of a

shot that you know is going to hurt,

but as goalie coach O.J. Rutledge

put it, "If it prevents a goal it's

worth it."

Bruins, Hawks clash

audio

STEREO TAPES
8-track& cassettes
• over 1000 rock &
popular titles

• only $1.99 each
• free brochure
write AUDIO LOOP CO
0EPT542PO. BOX 43355
CLEVELAND. OHIO 44143

BOSTON \AP\ - The Chicago
Black Hawks and the Boston
Bruins, two fallen giants in the

National Hockey League, launch a

fight for survival Tuesday night in

the opening round of the Stanley

Cup playoffs.

The Hawks are coming off a third

place finish behind Vancouver and
St. Louis in Division II during the

regular season, while the Bruins

wound up a distant second to

Buffalo in Division IV.

The Bruins enter the best-of-

three series winless in their last

seven games. They managed just

four ties down the stretch finishing

in a 4-4 deadlock with Toronto in

the regular season finale.

The second game of the series is

scheduled for Thursday in Chicago.

A third, if necessary, will be played

in Boston Friday night.

Women's crew led

by dedicated duo
By TERESA HANAFIN

Dedication, determination, and drive characterize the co-captains of the
UMass women's crew this year. Joanne Andreas and Debbie Kirchmer
epitomize the total commitment necessary to members of this team.
Joanne is a sophomore in only her second year of rowing. She opted for

UMass because it was a large school with lots of opportunities. It also had
her major, which is Agriculture and Food Economics. She became in-

terested in the team through her sister Barbara, who is a senior on the
team. "I never did ask her if she voted for me," joked Joanne. She feels

crew is a different type of sport, one in which you really have to work
together as a team or else the whole boat will be off, in timing as well as
balance. "Crew is a lot of hard work," Joanne explains. "It's fun to row on
the river, but it is a strenuous sport." She emphasizes that crew is not just
for men. "We're not paddling around out there. We couldn't compete with
men, but we can be just as competitive."

Joanne sees her role of co-captain to be that of a mediator. She would
like to be available to bring to the coach any problems which team
members would feel awkward about bringing themselves. "But I don't
always have the answers either," she admits.
She is anxiously looking forward to a junior exchange next year to the

University of Idaho where she will pursue her agricultural studies. She only
regrets that Idaho doesn't have women's crew team.

Rowing on crew has become an integral part of Joanne's life. As she
puts it, "If I ever had to quit crew, four o'clock would roll around, and
something would definitely be missing."

Debbie Kirchmer's involvement with crew is such that she can matter-
of-factly say, "I will continue to row for the rest of my life."

Her freshman year was the first year for women's crew at UMass, at
which time there were twelve girls and one eightsboat. It was also Debbie's
first time at trying crew, but she progressed rapidly. So rapidly that last

summer she made the renowned Vesper Rowing Club of Philadelphia.

Vesper went to California and won the Nationals, and thus represented
the United States as the U.S.A. Women's Rowing Team in Switzerland.
They came in a disappointing last place (because of faulty equipment), but
Debbie found rowing in Switze.land "just beautiful."

Debbie enjoys crew because it is something she can excel at. It is hard
work, but "if you want to be good, that's the price you have to pay."
She also feels that women can be as competitive as men on the national

level. "Society hasn't taught women that they can be totally dedicated to a
sport," Debbie claims. "And they definitely can be."

With her record of experience and excellence behind her, Debbie's
future choices after graduation this spring will be difficult ones to make. "It
no longer becomes a choice of where you want to row, because if you
want to be good and get noticed, you must go to where you will get the
best coaching and the most exposure," she explains.

For someone who is again aiming for the Nationals, and who says about
the 1976 Olympics, "Definitely - I'm shooting for it," such exposure is

essential.

Rowing is not just an activity for Debbie Kirchmer. She is a totally

dedicated athlete whose sport has become a part of her. "Rowing is in me.
I love it. Life without rowing wouldn't be life."

Sox opener todays-

face Aaron, Brews

PERSONAL GROWTH
THROUGH MOVEMENT

Summer Group

8 Week— $45.00

Call 628-3347 in p.m.

UMASS SOPHOMORES

IF YOU -

• Possess qualities of initiative, intelligence, and high ideals.

•Are self-disciplined and willing to set the example.
•Want to join an elite group of people who are developing leadership

abilities.

AND IF YOU QUALIFY -

UMass
Sportsline

5-2210

• Leadership training begins this summer.
:You will receive $100.00 per month during your Junior and Senior years.

Plus a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army
Reserve.

YOU SHOULD -

•Get the facts about the two-year Army ROTC program.

•Drop by the Department of Military Science (located between Boyden
Gym and Southwest) or call 545-2321 or 2322.

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO GET THE FACTS.

1 8,000
readers see
MDC
classifieds— try them
they work!

BOSTON \AP\ - Hank Aaron,

the greatest home run slugger in

baseball history, makes his

American League debut with the

Milwaukee Brewers against the

Boston Red Sox Tuesday in an

American League opener.

Aaron, who hit 733 homers with

the Braves in Milwaukee and

Atlanta before electing to finish his

playing career with the Brewers,

will be the team's designated hitter,

taking aim on Fenway Park's famed

left field wall after the usual

opening game ceremonies.

The Red Sox will counter with

their own "new" attraction, Tony

Conigliaro. Tony C. out of baseball

for Vh years but only 30, will be

Boston's designated hitter after

winning the job in the final days of

Florida training. Conigliaro began
his career in Boston in 1964 and the

next year became the youngest

ever to win the American League
home run championship.

With Aaron as team leader, the

Brewers have high hopes this year,

with some club officials predicting a

penant. Manager Del Crandall is

more cautious, but says "We'll be

the most exciting club to represent

Milwaukee since the team's move
from Seattle in 1970."

While the brewers were playing

.500 ball with a 12-12 exhibition

record, the Red Sox had preseason

troubles, compiling an 11-20 mark
in Florida.

APRIL 1 thru 15

33V2% off en all

Plants and Accessories
Pots— Seeds— Soil— Etc.

Willcwbrodt Gardens
plaints &flowers

pottery

23 East St., Granby
467-2641

Amherst Carriage Shops
549-1493— 235 No. Pleasant St.
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Racquets were flying

Netmen dropped, 5-4
By BILL EDELSTEIN

The stiff wind that blew through Boyden courts

yesterday during UMass 5-4 loss to Tufts managed to

accomplish two things; any lob that left any racquet

was guaranteed to land any place on (or frequently

off) the playing surface, and the people who braved

the frosty weather quickly discovered which way the

air was moving as the breeze from the barns was
almost as overpowering as a Bill Karol service ace.

Karol was the UMass standout in the match just as

he was in the Boston University practice meeting last

Wednesday when he was victorious at court one (you

might call that the "supreme court" ... then again, you
might not). Bill played number three yesterday,

though, and won convincingly, 6-1, 6-4. In the first

set, Karol took games one through four, while

allowing his opponent only two points. By the start of

game five, Bill's adversary was reduced to talking to

himself and suggesting obscene activities to his

racquet while he flung said racquet about the playing

area.

Captain Chris Post garnered second court for the

Minutemen, coming out on the right end of a 7-6 tie-

breaker and then splitting the next two sets, 4-6, 6-2,

for his victory. After one extended rally in the

premiere set which was finally botched by Post's

opposition, another Jumbo racquet took to the air. It

performed a perfect triple somersault with a one and
one half twist (difficulty factor — 2.9) before clat-

tering to the concrete (besides being good tennis

players, the Tufts' folks were also expert racquet

throwers - the toss scored an 8.5).

Barnaby Kalan nailed down court four for the

racqueteers (although it was already well attached to

the ground) with a comeback effort. 4-6, 6-4, 6-3.

"Barnaby was really down after losing his last match

(Wednesday; B.U.)," said coach Kozakowski. "And I

think this has got to help him a lot." He's participating

in a bunch of outside activities, so I'm not getting 100

per cent from him, but whatever I do get, I'm thankful

for; he's a very good tennis player."

Kevin Garahan was overwhelmed on first court,

while Marc Ouellet and Dave Abramhoff dropped five

and six respectively.

Ouellet took a tough opponent to a tie-breaker in

the final and deciding set before succumbing.

The competitors then caught their second winds

before the doubles matches (even though one wind

scented with the barnyard aroma was bad enough).

The duo of Abramhoff-Kalan took third doubles in

straight sets of 6-1, 7-5, but the sextets-minus-four of

Garahan and Tom Doyle (first doubles) and Karol

Ouellet (second doubles) were both defeated (4-6, 5-7

and 0-6, 2-6).

"Our doubles let us down," Kozakowski lamented.

TUFT TIMES - Coach Kozakowski stated that, in

his opinion, the wind made no difference in the

outcome of the match. "The weather conditions were
the same for both teams," the coach stated ... The
Jumbos' fifth court performer. Tod Kaufman, debated

coming to beautious Amherst to donate his talents to

UMass when he came out of high school, but he

chose Tufts, claiming that UMass was too big. "It's a

shame that Kaufman didn't decide on UMass,"
Kozakowski reflected. "He's a hustler.' ... The
racqueteers will search for their first victory today

versus Amherst at home (3:00) in a make-up, make-up
match ... UMass didn't play Amherst last year in a

regular season match; the Minutemen though, were
defeated last annum by Amherst in a practice en-

counter.
M

Successful women gymnasts
to have difficulty next year

By BILL DOYLE
After finishing second this past

weekend in the women's national

gymnastics championships, UMass
has placed fourth, first, third, and
second in the nationals over the last

four years, but the team may be
hard pressed to do veil next year.

Mike Kasavana, assistant coach
of the UMass women's gymnastics
team for five years, announced that

he probably won't be returning next

year as coach.

Kasavana has been at UMass for

ten years including his four years as

an undergraduate, two of which he

captained the men's gymnastics
team and one year as men's coach.

He is considered an excellent

coach with a special ability for

spotting gymnasts during their

routines.

He explained that there will be no
position for him in his field. Hotel

and Restaurant Management, so he
must reluctantly leave UMass to

obtain a teaching position.

He said that Michigan State has

offered him a position and that he
probably would take it.

Head coach, Virginia Evans, said

that as in the case of all teams
losing coaches, UMass will miss

Kasavana.

Kasavana isn't the only one
leaving the team, as
four year All American Jeannine
Burger, Gail Hannan, and Marian
Kulick are all graduating, and
exchange student Ann Olson is

returning to Oregon.

Evans said that Burger was the
best woman gymnast that UMass
ever had who competed in the all-

arounds for four years.

Burger, who ended her career by
finishing fourth in the nation in floor

exercise last Saturday night, said

that she was pleased with ner
performance.

"Fiinishing fourth on the floor

was a good way to end four years
of competing," she said. "I always
liked floor the best of all the
events."

Hannan and Kulick were ham
pered by injuries throughout their

college careers. Hannan came
through for the team in the
Easterns though, qualifying for the
finals in vaulting. She also scored
an 8.75 in the nationals in vaulting.

"Gail had a good comeback
year," Evans said.

Kulick never seemed to fully

recover from a severe leg injury that

she suffered last year, but she still

started to come around at the end

of this season with some good
performances.

In this year's nationals, the
team's four freshwomen came
through with good performance.

Cheryl Smith had the best two
meets of her career in the nationals

and Susan Cantwell won Ail-

American status by finishing in a

fifth place tie on floor. Debbie Law
impressed Evans by leading off the
floor exercise with a strong routine

(8.55) and Margie Magraw had her
best beam score (8.55), which
counted, and about her best bar
routine (8.10).

A few of UMass' scores were
raised after protests from Evans.
Burger's floor was raised .1 to 9.15.

Smith's beam was changed from
8.8 to 8.9 and Cantwell's bar score
was upped from 8.5 to 8.65.

The judges worked from 9:00
a.m. to 10:30 a.m. Friday and 7:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Saturday, judging
188 gymnasts.

The east had three of the top five

teams in the nationals.

Even though they have been
practicing since September, many
team members said that they
couldn't wait for next year and that

they would probably start working
out in about a week.

Captain Chris Post watches his rally after he just

smashed the ball. Chris won the second court
yesterday, but the team lost to Tufts, 5-4.

Yellowjackets face

UM in home opener
By STEVE SARACENO

If that low pressure area stalled over the Gulf of Maine finally moves out
to sea by 3:00 this afternoon, the UMass baseball team will open its nor-

thern slate here at Earl Lorden Field vs. American International College.
Big Craig Allegrezza will start for UMass, which so far has compiled a 2-5

mark in games played down south. Allegrezza was scheduled to pitch last

Saturday at Southeastern Massachusetts U., but that game went the way
of iron-jaw acts, having been cancelled because of snow.

Co-captain John Healy won't start - at least not at catcher, where Jim
Black will fill in. "He's not progressing," says UMass coach Dick Bergquist
about Healy's shoulder ligament injury. "I may put John at designated
hitter, but we'll have to see how he is tomorrow."

If the senior is at DH, then Mafk Fontaine will play rightfield. If not,

Fontaine will probably designate-hit, and Paul Abramowicz qill get the nod
in right. "Abramowicz is listed as an infielder (usually plays short), but he
can play outfield too," explains Bergquist.

At any rate, it'll be a family reunion for Minuteman reliever Jim Bedard
The AIC head coach is none other than Rich Bedard, Jim's brother.

Bedard's team played the first games in New England Sunday, a

doubleheader split with the University of Hartford, and he's got the players

frozen ice-blocks to prove it.

The Yellowjackets used their top two lefties in the twin-bill, so a
righthander. Bill Mazur, will be on the mound against Backstrom,
Koperniak, Mondalto and Co.

"I was talking to Bedard (Rich) about the games Sunday," related
Bergquist, "and he thought the pitching was ahead of the hitting." Of
course, everyone says that in the spring, but the statement was born out
by the scores - 2-0 and 4-2.

"Down south, though," Bergquist want on, "I don't think that was the
case for us. But coming back north ... that's when it aets touqh."

Yet, it is a bit difficult to hit a ball moving at 90 mph when the wrnd-chill
factor is five degrees and dropping. But, if that low over the Gulf suddenly
decides to mosey-on ...
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Pitcher Jim Bedard practices pick-off play to second: Shortstop is Jim Cullen and runner is outfielder Steve Wright.
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Defending New England champs After playoff spot

Gorillas hope to duplicate 1974

TUESDAY, APRIL 8, 1975 MDC SPORTS SPECIAL

by Ben Caswell
Last year will be a tough act to follow for this year's UMass lacrosse

team, but coach Dick Garber plans on being the director of a fine per-

formance.

"This year we have similar strengths to last year's team," said Garber,
"except that last year we had a lot of guys that had played together for two
years and this year we have a lot of guys that have not played together too
much."

Last year's Gorillas had one of the most successful seasons in the
history of UMass lacrosse. Graduation, .though, cut heavily into the team's
wealth of talent and you can't help but wonder what this year's team will

be like.

"We lost some good ones," said Garber, "Seidman, Lally, Rutledge,
Moran and McVey were all guys that were leaders on our squad last year."

People might say that this is a rebuilding year said Garber. "But we
don't have time for rebuilding years. This year is this year, it's for those
guys that are playing this season and we have to make the most of this one
and not worry about the future," said the head Gorilla.

The depth that keynotes this year's lacrosse squad may make up for

the players unfamiliarity with each other.

At attack Jeff Spooner, a stand-out as a freshman, (50 goals, 23
assists) is back. Spooner teamed well last season with Harry McVey,
another stand-out, who did not return to school this year. Peter Connolly, a

three year veteran will add some experience to the offense

New to the attack corps are Bill O'Brien, a transfer from Nassau «

Junior College, Kevin Patterson, a massive sophomore and Paul Martin, a
freshman from Needham.

O'Brien is a fast moving, quick stick, sharp passer that may take up
the slack left in the goal setting up department by McVey's departure.
Patterson should be a premier goal scorer with the combination of his size
and unusually good moves for a man that big.
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Frank Garahan also was not a member of last year's team although he 5
is by no means a newcomer to UMass lacrosse. Garahan was the leading

scorer two years ago for the Gorillas but sat out last season with eligibility

hassles. Frank should prove to be an important cog in the Gorilla scoring

machine this season with his experience of previous years and his great

scoring touch in the crease.

The Gorillas greatest depth is at midfield. John Martin, Bill Arnold and
Bill Collins did make up one unit until Collins' injury in Saturday's game.
Terry Keefe, Vinnie LoBello and Steve Pappas are still playing together
after a very successful freshman season as a unit. And Gene Hardiman,
Andy Scheffer, and Mike Lettera comprise another midfield team.

"I don't consider any one of the midfield units our number one unit
which ever unit is doing the job that day will be playing," said coach
Garber.

Collins, Keefe and Hardiman are the respective face-off and crease
middies of each of their units. Arnold and Martin get their share of the
scores on their shift while Pappas, LoBello, Scheffer, and Lettera are in
those roles on other units.

On defense the Gorillas have "really looked good" according to coach
Garber. Bill Blaustein, an all-New England for three years, lead the defense
with his fine one-on-one play. Curt Olsen and Ken Michaud are the other
two Gorillas that play with Blaustein. Other defensemen include Rich
Donovan (who has played real well in preseason, says Garberl, John
McCarthy, an experienced crease defenseman, Tim Murphy, who played
well last year and just rejoined the team after recovering from a broken leg;

Dick Carnall, Dave Pattison, Bob Morse and Walter Foley.

In goal, the Gorillas will probably utilize the services of both Bob
Durland and Jim Hadaad and it is hopeful that they can fill the hole left by
John 0. J. Rutledge who is now assistant coaching the stickers.

This year's schedule will prove to be as tough as last year's. The
Gorillas started out their season in similar style to last year, losing their first

two games to tough competition. Last season they then went on to win
the last eleven games of the year and win the New England championship
in a last second effort against Brown University.

Similar occurrences this year wouldn't bother coach Garber a bit. But

as he says, "We don't set goals, we'll hope to do the best that we can and

wherever that takes us that's where we'll be."

A battle of the eighteens — Jeff Spooner is checked by Big Greener Bob Farmer.
Spooner had a goal and three assists in the Gorillas 22-4 demolition of Dartmouth.

Lacrosse demanding sport;

involves variety of skills
by Mike Berger

Lacrosse isn't your ordinary

game. It's, as described by
sophomore attackman Jeff
Spooner and roommate sophomore
mid-fielder Vinny LoBello as, the

fastest and one of the toughest
games on foot. "Lacrosse involves

the open field hitting of football and
the finesse of basketball, using
such strategy as picks and
screens."

New York is the home of

developing lacrosse players wit-

nessed by the fact that there are 16
out of 32 players on the varsity

sophomore attackmen Jeff
Spooner.

Scoring is nothing new to Jeff.

Beginning in his sophomore year as

an attackmen, he accumulated 45
total points. In his junior and senior

years, he scored 72 and 122 total

points respectively. Already this

past season, Jeff opened up with

three goals against nationally

ranked Cornell and two against

Hofstra.

Although Jeff is quick to point

out that attackmen are "the glory

guys" in lacrosse, he also admits

that a lot of the credit should also

be given to midfielders Bill Arnold.

What is quite impressive about
Jeff is that as a freshman, he

achieved the feat of scoring 50

goals and 23 assists in a season.

These statistics were good enough
to place Jeff the honors of being

named All New England, second in

most goals in a season by a UMass
lacrossemen and 8th alltime in

career goals.

But what was especially notable

through the interview was the

enthusiasm that Jeff and Vinny had
for the social benefits that the game
offers. Both admitted that the

greatest group of people that both
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Number 23 Steve Pappas and Number 20 Vinnie
LoBello chase after a loose ball in Saturday's action
against Dartmouth.

Midfielder Terry Keefe
Bill O'Brien moves up to

quest.

team from New York. And to

perhaps prove a point that athletes
that come out of Long Island aren't

just baseball players (Carl

Yastremski), or basketball players
(Julius Erving or Al Skinner) comes

pursues the ball and a Dartmouth defender as attackman
help out. Both will be key factors in the Gorillas NE title

Steve Pappas, John Martin, Terry
Keefe and Vinny LoBello.

For it is the midfielders who have
to play two ends of the field both
offensively and defensively.

have met have been associate

with lacrosse. Vinny adds, "If yo

see someone with a lacrosse sticl-

no matter if his is on your team c

not, you go and talk with hin

Everybody's friendly."

Baseballers can go
nowhere but upward
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Different strokes for different folks....several new
players at new positions will try to improve on last
year's 9-16 record.

by Steve Saraceno
Last season, the UMass baseball team slid from

superiority to inferiority, by-passing mediocrity, in

compiling the worst record of recent years - a dismal
9-16. What's more, the Minutemen failed to win a

game in the Yankee Conference, going oh-for-eight.

Twelve lettermen are returning from the squad, but
that raises the biting question: "Is this necessarily

good?" More on this later.

One letterman, however, is not returning. Ron
Beaurivage, the excellent first baseman who led the
club in everything, passed up his senior season to si gn
with Oakland.

Two other key lettermen are question marks.

The first is catcher co-captain John Healy, who
two years ago was All Yankee Conference as a
sophomore. Poor Healy. First, it was found he had
only one kidney, and it took nearly an Act of Congress
for him to be allowed to play last year. Then he
suffered a hand injury which hampered play
somewhat. And this year, he's having shoulder
miseries.

"He's taking cortisone for it now," says coach Dick
Bergquist. "He's going to need surgery for the
ligaments sooner or later, but we're gonna try to nurse
him through this season, since it is his last year."
Jim Black, a 6'5" junior, has filled a capably to date

as catcher, and should the injury jinx extend, junior
Bob Moore is back-up.

The second key question mark is second baseman
Mike Koperniak, who had an off-year in 1974 after

being switched to shortstop, where he made 15 errors

and dropped 45 percentage points from his

sophomore batting average.

Still, Koperniak hit .300 and was named All-YanCon

as well as third-string All-New England. This year he's

back at second base in the Minuteman "New Look"
infield, combining with sophomore shortstop Jim
Cullen ("an exceptional arm" - Bergquist).

At first base is junior John Seed, switching from
third where he hit .284 last year. So far. Seed is one of

the few Minutemen hitting.

And at third is junior Jerry Mondalto (whom you
might remember as a halfback on the football team),

making the change from second base. "The fellas call

him 'Sal', after Sal Bando of the A's," says Bergquist.

"Jerry does look like Bando, except he's not as big."

And Bergquist hasn't pulled a Finley and offered to

sell Mondalto for $2 million either.

In the outfield, co-captain Pete Backstrom has

made centerfield the most solid position on the team.

Last year he hit .294 and stole 14 bases in 25 games.
This year he's hitting well over .300.

"Yes, he's been meeting the ball well," says

Bergquist. "And he's following breaking pitches

especially well."

The other two outfield positions are manned by

juniors Mark Fontaine (who with Backstrom comprise

the only lefty batters on the squad), and Steve

Wright.

"Wright has paid his dues with two years on the

jayvees," says the coach. "He showed some power
down south, and should be a good No. 2 hitter."

As far as the designated hitter is concerned, it

probably won't be just one man all the time. Craig

Allegrezza could DH when he's not hurling, or it could

be the back-up infielders Joe Marzilli and Paul

Abramowicz, or whoever might be the No. 2 catcher

at the time.

For pitching situation, see story elsewhere on
page????????.)

Pitching staff has to improve for UMass
to better record .... staff has the potential

By Steve Saraceno
When the Great Bullpen Catcher

up there in the sky made people, he
didn't design them for throwing
hard sliders, or even hanging curves
- at least not without ill effects. So
it's no surprise that pitching is one
of the most unnatural physical

activities in sport.

Hence can.d the Minutemen
pitching woes last year — arm
trouble from two main cogs, John
Olson (since departed) and Craig

Allegrezza. That was much of the

reason for the club's 9-16 showing.

The rest was that the staff had a

combined ERA 5.24, so it's

astonishing UMass even won as

many as nine.

This year, the 6'5, 230 lb. junior

Allegrezza is back and intact, along
with the two other workhorses
from 1974, sophomore Jeff
Reardon and junior John Mc-
Manus.

Allegrezza had a decent southern
trip (three earned runs in eleven

innings), but the big question is his

arm. "He's not getting any pain

from it," says Coach Dick
Bergquist. "In fact, as far back as
last summer when Craig played in

the Cape league, he was throwing

well. Many people who saw him

down there said he looked good."

It was no secret last year that

some members of the squad were
dissatisfied with the way Bergquist

kept starting Reardon (1-4 3.95

ERA), McManus (4.73) and
Allegrezza even after it had become
apparent they weren't doing the

job. This year, of course, it'll be the

same three as the nucleus of the

staff.

"All I've got to say," comments
Bergquist with a shrug, "is that

when you lose, everybody
grumbles. When you win, they

can't grumble. I just hope our staff

can be more consistent this year."

And that will be tougher,

because there is not a lefthander to

be found, on the staff... unless you
count freshman Rick Kelly as one.

But of course, you silly bird, he only

bats left and still throws
righthanded.

Anyway, on the frosh Kelly and
Pete Rankowitz (also a tight end on
the frosh football squad) have
impressed Bergquist enough to be
kept on the varsity roster, jnd will

undoubtedly see their share of the

action.

Rounding out the seven- man
staff are sophomore Jerry Erb, who
throws curves at you all day, then

throws more curves at you, and Jim
Bedard (up from two years of JV
ball), who has among other things,

a knuckler that is absolutely scary.

The outlook in a nutshell? "Let

me just put it this way," says

Bergquist. "I'll be disappointed if

we go 9-16 again."

And even if it is like Lincoln I
saying he'll be disappointed if theu-

Union forces keep performing like

2

they did at Bull Run, it's undeniably
fc

logical and a feeling shared by just-

about everyone concerned. 5c
I
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Coach Bergquist an optimist -

"our team should be a winner'
7

John McManus, (above), is counted upon this season
to provide depth for the Minuteman baseball team
McManus, Allegreza and Reardon will be the
workhorses of the squad this year.

By STEVE TETRAULT

UMass baseball coach Dick

Bergquist is an optimistic person.

"We won the Yankee Conference

in 1967, 1969, 1971, and 1973, so I

figure we must have an odd-year

thing going here," he says.

Since winning the YanCon
baseball crown in his freshman year

as varsity coach in 1967, Coach

Bergquist has accumulated a

record of 133-82. Last year's 9-16

record marked his first loosing

season. In order to avoid that this

year, Bergquist worked his pitchers

harder than usual during spring

training.

Although coaching is his main

job, Bergquist is an active person

around the calendar. According to

the coach, he is President of the

New England College Baseball

Association and a member of

several national baseball com-
mittees and federations. He was
chosen to head coach a US
national team in an international

baseball tournament to be held in

Canada this summer.
Bergquist supervises the fall

baseball program at the University

and spends his winters travelling to

high schools for recruiting pur-

poses. Although financial help to

baseball players is limited (one

scholarship), Bergquist sells the

University to prospective players by
emphasizing a vigorous schedule,

about 20 fall games, and a trip

South in the spring. He admits that

his various baseball contacts
out, and he frequently keeps track

of summer leagues when schools
out.

Bergquist and his staff, have sent

seven players into pro ball, in-

cluding two who played in major
leagues camps this spring, Mike
Flanagan with the Orioles and Bob
Hansen with the Brewers.
Bergquist's staff this year includes

graduate assistant Phil Rollins and
JV coach Jeff McKay.

Fan support was disappointing

last year according to Bergquist. He
attributes this to the fact that the

baseball field is isolated in a corner

of the campus and to the fact that

the team simply did not play

winning ball. He says that,

hopefully, the team will be a winner

this spring. Besides bringing home
another YanCon crown, it will keep

the odd-year superstition intact.

Coach Dick Bergquist I

— four Yankee Con-

ference titles in his eight

year tenure as UMass

baseball coach.
—
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Ovalmen attempt to

defend NE title
by Scott Hayes

"Youth keeps experience honest and experience

keeps youth honest." — Ken O'Brien.

Balance should be a key word throughout the

outdoor track season. The Minutemen appear to have
a near-equilibrium that includes an ideal combination

of youth and experience, depth and individual ex-

cellence. Team depth may be a critical factor as the

trackmen will be up against one of the toughest

schedules in recent years. There will be no breaks or

easy meets during the season according to Coach Ken
O'Brien, whose tracksters will face tough opposition

week after week for the duration of the schedule.

"We face the same teams as we have in the past, but

most of them have really improved," explained

O'Brien.

Several added events that were not part of the

indoor meet format should aid the trackmen, who will

be led by tri-captains Mike Geraghty, Tom Beland and
Steve Crimmin. These different events include the

discus, javelin, six-mile run, steeplechase, 100, 220

and 440-yard dashes.

UMass has four strong discus throwers in George
Ennis, John Willis, Steve Mason and Tom Lonergan.

Mason placed in the Yanxee Conference meet a year

ago and Lonergan was the top weightman of the

indoor season.
In the javelin, Jim Shea, Todd Holt, Bob O'Neil and

Kevin Hall compose a quartet of solid throwers. Shea
captured third place in last year's YanCon meet whjle

Holt was the New England runnerup as a high school

senior. The six-mile and the steeplechase are not a

part of the dual meet program, but are held on the

championship level.

The team's group of sprinters, which is "longer-

sprint oriented," according to O'Brien, should be
helped by the longer sprints of the outdoor meets —
the 100, 220 and 440 yard dashes. Toney Pendleton

and the rest of the spring corps will probably con-

tribute to the squad's success with stronger per-

formances.

This years's track team is similar to the 1974 UMass
squad that compiled a 7-2 record, won the Boston

College Relays and won the first New England title in

school history. O'Brien does feel, however, that his

present team is a little stronger, deeper and has a few
more outstanding individuals.

The team's strengths lie in the distance events. One
of the leading distancemen, Paul Segersten,

graduated last May but a group of fine freshmen
runners should more than compensate for his

departure.

In fact, there were only two other seniors on last

season's track squad and O'Brien believes he has a

better group of freshmen competitors this spring.

The jumping events should be another strong point

for the Minutemen. Pendleton, Bob and Ken
Adamson, Joe Martens and Rusty Kendall combine to

give UMass a stable jumping crew. The pole vault,

once a major weakness for UMass track, is vastly

improved due to a foursome of vaulters. Eric Gud-
mand, Dan Grigus, Ted Powers and Jay Grammolini
provide the trackmen with scoring potential in their

respective event.

The 440-yard dash should be a very strong event for

O'Brien and his charges. Crimmin, Curt Stegerwald,

Martens, Mark Healy and John Richards give the

team a talented collection of quarter- milers.

Stegerwald is an experienced hurdler and Healy and
Richards are expected to see some hurdling action as

well.

The majority of trackmen were members of the

indoor squad which was fairly successful, winning the

Yankee Conference championship and finishing with

a 4-3 mark. The success will probably carry over to the

outdoor season and although UMass is not the most
talented team in New England, it should give all its

opponents a run for their money.

Golfers look to Nationals
,

*** **

O'Brien
by Scott Hayes

Track coach Ken O'Brien
believes that as a coach you have to

try to instill a high but relatively

realistic goal of achievement within

each particular individual. His

philosophy is correct, especially if a

coach's success is measured by his

team's performances.

O'Brien, a native of Foxbo ro,

won 13 letters in football,

basketball, baseball and track as

well as captaining all four sports

during his senior year at Foxboro
High. While an undergraduate at

UMass he was a top performer on
the cross country squad that won
three consecutive conference titles

success a habit
and the New England Cham-
pionship in 1961. He was an out

standing track competitor and his

1:52.7 conference half-mile record

stood for ten years. O'Brien served

as track coach at the University of

Bridgeport for one year and
returned to UMass as an assistant

coach. The knowledgeable O'Brien

was named head coach in 1967 and
was named New England Coach of

the Year in Track and Cross

Profile

Country in 1971-72 and Cross

Country Coach of the Year in 1973.

He has compiled an impressive

record of 55-20 2 as cross country

coach and his harriers have gained

national recognition over the past

two seasons. His 1974 track squad
captured the first New England title

in school history and also won the

Boston College Relays en route to a

7 2 dual meet record.

"You have to keep them striving

for goals so they learn more than

just taking part in track," com-
mented O'Brien in reference to his

relationsnip with team members
"You have to take into account the

mental and physical requirements

of each event. The individual skills

and characters are different as

well," stated the UMass coach.

O'Brien assumes most of the

responsibilities of running the track

program himself, but receives help

from Mike Muska, a graduate

student.

Track presents multiple problems
from a coaching standpoint
because of the size of the team and
the amount of time required to do
an adequate job of coaching. "A
coach interested in people can

overcome problems," added
O'Brien. You have to relate the

differences in events to the kids.

You never really seem to find

enough time for an individual

unless you have a large staff,"

O'Brien continued.

O'Brien feels that the ideal

coaching set up for a track team
would be to have four coaches.

There would be one coach for

sprints and hurdles, one for the

jumping events, one for the
throwing events and a middle

distance and distance coach.

Jim Shea, the track team's leading javelin thrower/

limbers up in preparation for his specialty.

Freshmen add strength
by Mike Berger

If you see coach Ken O'Brien clutching his head or complaining about
migraine headaches, ask him what type of headache he has. If he says
Excedrin number 189, go no further. For this is the headache of having an
extremely talent-laden freshman group and wondering who to run in each
event.

For starters, in the decathlon. Track's premier event which requires
entrees to be in superb condition, coach O'Brien has two promising fresh
men in Todd Holt and Joe Martens. Martens is known for his indoor seven
foot high jumping and for his record-tying 5:4 clocking in the 50-yard dash.
Coach O'Brien notes that Martens had done a 9:6 100, a 22 second and
48.6 440 in highschool. From Attleboro, comes Todd Holt who achieved a
200-foot (UMass freshman record is 191 -8&%) javelin throw in high
school. In addition Holt has shown good speed and durability with his
performance as a cornerback on the varsity football team lis year.

According to Coach O'Brien, Holt in addition to George Ennis will add
much needed strength in the throwing events for the outdoor team. Ennis
was the leading discus thrower in New Jersey consistently throwing in the
175-178 foot region.

Formerly, Dan Grigus held the outdoor record of 14 feet in the pole
vault. However, O'Brien expects both Ted Powers and Marty Clevenger to
break that perhaps before the end of the season. Both have cleared 13-6 in

high school.

To complement the like of upperclassmen Toney Pendleton, L Larry
Whitfield, and Tom Beland in the 100, 220 and 110-relay comes first year
men Russ Coffey, Dave Hinds, Doug Frazier, and Todd Bausely.

For Coach O'Brien, Excedrin headache 189 could possibly be one of
those persistent but pleasant headaches that lasts for four years.

Senior Dave Grochmal (above) and Howie Terban
(below) will pace the Minuteman golf squad along with
Joe Artman (right). The first match at home for the

team will be this afternoon against Rhode Island.

Staff Photos by Stu Eyman
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Eastern tit/eists optimistic
by Ron Arena

After an inspiring fall season in

which they captured the New
Englands and shared the Eastern

title, the UMass golf season ap-

proaches the spring campaign with

high hopes. With every member of

the fall squad returning, their sights

will be focusing on the Nationals at

Ohio State.

Qualifications for the Nationals

will not be until the second week of

May, and the squad has a long

season in front of them before

worrying about competing in the

NCAA Championships. However,
with the potential there, a National

appearance seems likely. Claims

Coach Fan Gaudette, "We have

players capable of playing on a

national level."

Any doubts of that were erased

last fall. The golfers initiated their

season with an impressive win in

theToski Invitational Intercollegiate

championship, consisting of twelve

colleges.

They placed second out of ten

teams in the Western Connecticut

State Golf tournament.

Then, in an incredible per-

formance, UMass won the New
England championship by a

runaway 22 strokes. Fourty-two

teams comprised of 210 golfers

entered the tournament, so the

results clearly reflect the

Minutemen talent. Also, Rick Olsen

became the first Minuteman to win

the New England individual golf

championship since 1957.

The ECAC was the next UMass
hurdle, and they cleared it with

another great performance, trying

Yale for the title. Said Gaudette

after the match, "These kids stay

together, and get along great.

There are no individual stars. Each
and every man can carry the load."

Captain Joe Artman and Howie
Terban will pace the balanced

squad this season. Both seniors,

they will be sharing the one-two

position throughout the campaign.

Rounding out the top five will be

John Lasek, Tom Toski, and Rick

Olsen. In tournament play, each

team plays five players, but in

regular season play, seven are

played. The next two spots will

then be filled from the rest of the

squad: seniors Dave Grochmal,

Paul Feeney, and Blaine Samson,
junior Tim Kurty; or sophomores
Jim Moriarty, Jim Haggerty, and
Bill Locke.

Tough teams on this year's

schedule, according to Coach
Gaudette, will probably be Dart-

mouth (in a four-team match with

Amherst and WPI) and Salem State

(in the Salem State Tournament).

Also, they have a tri-match with

Yale as one of the opponents.

One amazing fact about the team

is that their success has come

JOE ARTMAN

Artman labeled
by Jay Luppold

UMass golf captain Joe Artman is one of those guys who some people

may describe as "yeh, well the reason he's such a good golfer is because

he grew up down South and that's alljth^do^aownthere^^^^^^^^^^^

Well, Joe Artman is a very fine

golfer but as far as the above

stereotypical excuse is concerned,

it would be more appropriate to say

that the talents of this senior

linkster would have emerged

sooner or later if he had grown up

in Anchorage, Alaska.

Presently calling his hometown

Grenwich, Conn., Artman's

childhood itinerary resembles that

of a fugitive fleeing from the law.

Tulsa, Okalahoma; Dallas, El Paso,

Albuquerque, and Framingham,

Mass before landing at UMass.

"When we were in New Mexico

we lived on the edge of

Albuquerque where if you looked

acxossthestreetyoL^ouldrV^ee

without the n.=jjor recruitments of

other schools. Gaudette explained

that only a couple golfers were
recruited each year, as compared
with a school like Temple, which

had twelve golfers on full

scholarships. Even with ah their

recruits. Temple was beaten by

UMass in the ECAC.
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anything but cactus for 65 miles. So
I'd just go across the road and

whack the ball in the dirt all the

time, and it was the same way in

Oklahoma", Artman explained.

This is Artman's fourth year as a

varsity golfer and his third semester

as captain of the best golfers in

New England.

As captain Artman thinks of last

year as the best in his four year stint

when the UMass team won the

New Englands with a team
cumulative edge of 22 strokes over

the nearest runnerup, but it wasn't

his best personal year.

"I was quite erratic last semester

and last year, I don't think I was
playing and concentrating enough

on my golf game", he said

But he still was the team MVP
last year as well as the year prior,

when as a sophomore Artman had

his best year. He qualified for the

ECAC finals in Dartmouth with a 74

and then went on to Cooperstown

where he finished ten strokes

behind the winner.

In addition, even though Artman
had an erratic campaign UMass still

won three tournaments (NE's,

ECAC's, Hickory Ridge In-

vitational). He was still effective

enough to place 3rd in the YC for

individual standings.

Artman attended high school at

Framingham South in Massa

chusetts and captained the

golf team there to three straight

league titles in the Bay State

League (one of the best school-boy

leagues in the state). Among other

accomplishments to his credit

Artman played in the Portacup (2nd

largest amateur tourney in the

country) where he narrowly missed

qualifying for the finals. He is the

Club champ at Bruce C.C., his

home course, and last year he won
the Tournament of Club Cham-

pions in Connecticut equivalent to

the state title.
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Tennis Rackets

Tennis Balls

Baseball Gloves

Frisbees

at

A. J. Hastings

Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst

PUSSE PRINTS
Great for cool, crisp dusters, little girl's

dresses or blouses. Many floral designs to

choose from. Machine wash, permanent

press. 100% cotton.

35'736" wide.

gj Moo Wed 8*n 9pm
SlFn&Sat 8am 11pm

1 1 Sunday 10am -3pm

.98 YD

MDC SPORTS SPECIAL

Breakfast Special

24 HKS.

99
Juice

2 Eggs

Home Fries

Coffee

Also— Sandwiches, Dinners,

and Creamy Rich Country
Style Ice Cream

— No Artificial Flavors—

SOFRO FABRICS
always first quality fabrics

Mountain Farms Mall

M-C

Hadley
Open 10 9:30

586-1075 BAC

LANDRY'S MARKET
The OldestGrocery inAmherst

711 Main St. Amherst 253-5387
On the Belchertown Bus Route

CHECK OUR WEEKLY SPECIALS

ON BEER

Tues.-Sat.. 24 Hours
Sun and Mon. till 11 p.m.

168 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

253-2291

Take Out Service

The One, The Only

BART AUTO
Paint & Body Specialists

When you

make contact-

contact us.

* Foreign and Domestic

collision work

Windshields replaced

• State license insurance

estimates

Kte.9 Belchertown

256-8712

Look for the sign. 2 '
2 mi,es past Ru8ty ^"pp"*

™ on Ihi- li-fl
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Spring Sports

Terns

We're "staking" our

wager on you.

'75 Spring Sports
LACROSSE
Apr. 9 Cortland - Away 3:00

Apr. 16 Harvard — Away 3:00

Apr. 21 Boston College - Home 2:00

Apr. 26 Williams - Away 2:00

May 3 Univ. New Hampshire - Home 2:00

7 Brown — Away 3:00

10 M.I.T. - Away 2:00

May 14 Springfield College - Home 3:00

May 17 Middlebury - Away 2:00

May
May

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

University of Mass. presents

for students, faculty and friends.

H0UPAV IN SPAIN

4 WEEKS $459 • 6 WEEKS {499

Prices complete per person double occupancy via on a DC-10 (a
certified Supplemental Carrier).

At this AMAZINGLY LOW PRICE your trip will include:

First class apartment-hotel accommodations and
Round trip jet airfare

Weekly departures from Boston and New York — June, July and
August departures add $100.

Contact: 545-0500

# Effective May 1975 through April 1974.
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TRACK
Apr. 9 Holy Cross - Away 3:00

Apr. 12 Colgate, Dartmouth - Home 1:00

Apr. 19 Boston College Relays - Boston

10:00

Apr. 25-26 Penn Relays - Philadelphia 10:00

May 3 Yankee Conference - Burlington, Vt.

10:00

May 7 U.R.I. - Home 3:00

May 10 Northeastern - Home 1:00

May 17 New Englands - Home 11:00

May 23-24 IC4A's - William & Mary, Va.

11:00

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
Apr. 17 Bridgewater State College - Away

3:30

Apr. 22 Westfield - Home 3:30
Apr. 24 Springfield - Away 2:00
Apr. 28 Boston State - Away 3:30
Apr. 30 Southern Connecticut - Away 3:00
May 3 Keene State - Home 3:30
May 7 Smith IJV game) - Away
May 13 Springfield - Home 3:30

TENNIS
Apr. 9 Univ. Rhode Island - Away 3.00

Apr. 12 Univ. Vermont - Away 1:00

Apr. 15 Univ. New Hampshire Away 1:30

Apr. 17 M.I.T. - Homo 3:00

Apr. 18 Springfield - Away 3:00

Apr. 21 Boston College - Home 2:00

Apr. 22 Holy Cross - Away 3:00

Apr. 25-26 YanCon Championship — U.

Vermont
Apr. 29 SUNY at Albany - Home 3:00

May 2-3 New England - Middlebury Vt.

BASEBALL
Apr. 8 American International College —

Home 3:00

Apr. 12 Northeastern Univ. (2) - Home 1:00

Apr. 15 Boston College - Away 3:00

Apr. 16 Springfield College - Away 3:00

Apr. 19 Univ. New Hampshire (2) — Away
1:00

Apr. 22 Dartmouth College (2) - Home 1:00

Apr. 23 Holy Cross College - Home 3:00

Apr. 26 Univ. Maine (2) - Home 1:00

Apr. 30 Springfield College - Home 3:00

May 3 Univ. Rhode Island (2) - Home 1:C

May 5 Fairfield Univ. (2) - Home 1:30

May 7 Amherst College — Away 3:00

May 13 Dartmouth College (2) - Away 1:00

Mav 17 Univ. Connecticut (2) - Away 1:00

JUNIOR VARSITY BASEBALL
Apr. 9 Berkshire C.C. - Home 3:00

Apr. 10 Quinsigamond C.C. - Away 3:00

Apr. 16 Greenfield C.C. (2) - Home 1:00

Apr. 21 Connecticut (2) Away 1:00

Apr 22 Dartmouth (2) - Home 1.00

Apr. 29 Holyoke C.C. - Away 3:30

May 3 Springfield (2) Home 1:00

May 8 Worcester Acad. - Home 3:30

May 10 Springfield (2) - Away 1:00

May 13 Dartmouth (2) - Away 1:00

GOLh
Apr. 8 Rhode Island - Home 1:00

Apr. 10 Yale. Columbia - Yale 1:00

Apr. 15 Univ. New Hampshire — Home 1:00

Apr. 17 B.C., Holy Cross H.C. 1:00

Apr. 22 Amer. International College - Home
1:00

Apr. 23 Amherst, W.P.I., Dartmouth -
Amherst 1:00

Apr. 25 YanCon at Stowe Acres, Stowe, Ma.
- Home 1:00

May 2 Coast Guard - Home 1:00

May 5 Salem St. Tournament - Away 2:00

JUNIOR VARSITY LACROSSE
Apr. 16 Harvard - Away 3:00

Apr. 19 Dean Jr. College - Away 2:00

Apr. 23 Yale - Home 3:00

Apr. 30 Brown - Away 3:00

vlay 6 Amherst - Home 3:30

i i i
I 1 I I I I
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any pizza

vsith coupon

PIZZA MEM'

lomato & Cheese

DINO'S
of Sunderland

an\ pizza

with coupon

adventure travel
at the Carriage
Shops. Amherst

•Sound System
• Color Cable T.V

Rich Taste
More Cheese

Come and watch the Stanley Cup Playoffs

ALL PRICES DROPPED DY 5%
(nowjndude t,x. doe ». . decrease in seme f our .„«.

Fearing St. (across from UMass Southwest dorms)
253-9363

Open from Noon Everyday Till the Wee Hours

I l.i mhu i u

Mushroom

Peppers

• DINNKRMK.M

• Spaghetti

Cocktails

and Wine

\vailahle!

• Chicken

• Casserole

Dino's Special

l\\pires IU.47 RL 17

•-n-T.'i
Light

1 7~~t

(lip Out
y.

10

mi
Dino's

Dishes

Steak

Kxpires

1-13-75

(lip Out

1 IZJL I I

Good Luck UMass

Spring Sports Teams

from the people who make

worldwide travel

EASY.

Tel. 549-1256

[techhifij
^—Quality Components at the Right Price—w

WISHES

THE UMASS SPRING SPORTS

TEAMS THE BEST OF LUCK

THIS SEASON.

25? Triangle St., Amherst

549-2610

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
65 University Drive

PIZZA- SPAGHETTI -GRINDERS

Try tome

600D food from

the GOOD sports

at Bells

Call for FAST service.

Free delivery on campus.

Call 256-8011
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Garrahan, Post top netmen;

potentially strong squad
by Bill Edelstein

The UMass tennis team is

looking forward to another
successful season despite the loss

of last year's captain, Fred Brailey

and the top three players: Bob
Speizer (still attending the

university, but he chose not to play

for the team), Don Douglas (who
won last year's ECAC award for

scholastic and athletic excellence

by sporting a 3.8 cum.) and Mark
Brass (I really don't have any in-

formation to add on Mark in these

parentheses, but it's only fair to

give him a set too).

Court number one will be oc-

cupied by Kevin Garrahan, at the

start of this campaign. Garrahan, an

aggressive sophomore, "has great

potential, but is a little erratic at the

present time," according to Coach
Steve Kosakowski.

Captain of the squad, Chris Post,

will take his swats on second court

for the...uh...raquetteers. Post, an

pxrentional athlete, used to Dlav for

peafs), as are most of the doubles

teams themselves. Kalan-
Abramhoff

#
is the only certain

pairing, while the duos of Karol-

Ouellet and Garrahan-Doyle are

only probables.

"We're much stronger in doubles
this year than last," stated

Kosakowski. "Last year we had no
strong doubles team at all."

Vermont should be the team to

beat this season as its entire

conference championship team is

returning. The Minutemen figure to

provide the strongest competition

and could conceivably * be Top
Yankee in place of UVM.

"Most of the teams we'll play are

as good as we are (both in the

YanCon and out), but I think we'll

be right up there for the conference
title," the coach predicted.

UMass won't face UConn in a

duel match this season (they'll see

each other in the conference

tournament) much to the dismay of

coach Kosakowski.

"I'd like to play them," the coach
said, smiling. "Last year's match
was rained out and this year they
claimed that they couldn't fit us in

their schedule."

It every raquetteer performs up
to potential this season, success
will sit with the team so often that it

(success that is) could be arrested

for vagrancy.

Stats speak for 'Koz'
' by Bill Edelstein

Steve Kosakowski, coach of the UMass tennis team, has a most

impressive record to his credit. He has been in charge of tennis at

UMass since 1949 and in 1950 his team garnered its first cham-

pionship. Winning the conference title in one's second season as

coach is quite an accomplishment, but the feat was even greater in

that it was the first YanCon crown ever won by a UMass team. The

coach has taken a slew of such championships, including six in the

last eight years.

Now, all these statistics are indeed phenomenal, but the stats

become even more phenomenal when one learns that coach

Kosakowski is blind.

He began to lose his sight about ten years ago due to gloucoma,

but still managed to take his club to those six YanCon titles in eight

years. In all his annums at UMass, his teams have finished with a

losing record but one season.

This is the coach's first year with an assistant (Teddy Donahue),

but his decisions are still final.

Last season UMass was second in the conference, which is

usually where coach Kosakowski's teams have found themselves at

the end of a season when not occupying first.

"I always tell my players that we've had a poor season if we
don't win the conference," said the coach.

Steve Kosakowski is a successful coach, demanding much of

his players and much of himself.
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Chris Post, tennis
team captain, winds up
to serve.

the baseball team as well as the

tennis squad. This is Chris' third

year under coach Kosakowski.

The order of courts three, four

and five is going to be hotly con-

tested by Barnaby Kalan, Bill Karol

and Marc Quellet.

Kalan, a sophomore who was a

steady performer last year, is "the

only one of the six singles men

unproven this year," Kosakowski

remarked. "If he comes along like

last year, we'll have a hell of a club.

"Karol, (a freshman) is the most

outstanding prospect that's ever

come here," enthused the coach.

"He's a real scrapper too."

A second year, transfer student,

Ouellet has more experience than

Karol and is an equally ferocious

competitior.

Court number six will be patrolled

by Dave Abramhoff, another fresh-

man. Abramhoff never played

tennis in high school and , in the

opinion of Kosakowski, is a little bit

impatient and tends to take bad

percentage shots at this stage of his

game. Obviously, if Dave doesn't

like being number six, he'll have to

take his case to a higher court.

Seeds for doubles teams are

undecided (for although tomato

and corn seeds can prosper ,n the

spring, they grow in bunches, not

IN STOCK OVER 10,267 ITEMS

BEST

THING
SINCE

WHOLESALE <fl$AVER^^^HHMM DISTRIBUTORS ^__^^"

THi CATALOG
/SHOWROOM
/WAlt[HOUSE

Come in for a free copy of our new ....

SPRING & SUMMER CATALOG

AS SEEN ON PAGE 24

(B)SPALOING DAVE STOCKTON GOLF CLUBS
Endorsed by Dave Stockton Professional style

lightweight steel shafts composition comfort

grips Woods have power ply lammated heads

irons are powerweighted for performance and

power chrome plated heads have straight ime

scoring Men s right hand set

4797

8537
AS SEEN ON PAGE 25

SPald7hG
15-1025/SN

JOHNNY PALMER
8-PIECE TOURNAMENT SET

FOR HIM 52«
Tournomant vet for men with 2 woods. 5 irom, sturdy vinyl golf bog

Provides beginning golfer with best equipment Woods (#'» 1-3)

hove block cycotoc heods. Heioction shafts Irom (#'» 3-5-7-9, put-

ter) hove Permo Plated chrome shafts with scientifically contoured

Diodes, scored to USGA specs Slip- free composition grips Right

hand

15-1096/SN

TOURNAMENT QUEEN
8 PIECE SET
FOR HER

Attracts* golf bog and o set of perfectly matched clubs on

encellent chow* for beginners Two woods (#'» 1-3) hove dork blue

heads gleaming chrome-finished shahs, blue rubber grips Five irons

(#'* 3-5-7-9, putter) feature careh/lfy contoured sond blasted

blades; light-weight steel shafts; composition grips. Right hand set.

52"
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In oddition to

PAYSAVER LOW PRICES
enjoy

FACTORY REBATES
on APPLIANCES from

G.E. , SUNBEAM
and TOASTMASTER

SPRINGFIELD
1351 MAIN ST

Doily • 30 A * to S 30 PM
Men 1 Thut til 9 P M

WEST SPRINGFIELD HOLYOKE
BURT S CENTURY (ENUR 1S04 NORTHAMPTON ST

Doilv 9 AM to 9 PM Daily 10 AM to Q PM
SAT 9 to 5 30 Sot t.l 6 PM

Afi^
NORTHAMPTON
HAMP PLAZA

Doily 10 AM to 9 PM
Sot til 6 PM

GREENFIELD
87 MAIN ST

Daily 10 AM to 6 PM
Fn t,i Q PM

WE DEVELOP and PRINT YOUR PHOTOS FOR LESS!
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Members of the UMass crew team include (left to right) Jim Bouzianis, Bill Vose, Bill Fitzpatrick, PaulGowen, Mike Melvin, Pete Berg, Dave Fergusen, Steve Loomer and coxwain Andy Burton

Crew seeks third Dad Vail

Staff Photo by Rob Carlin

By BOB NORTON
For the past seven months,

through football and basketball

seasons, out of the limelight and
applause, the UMass crew team
has been preparing for what
promises to be its toughest and
most ambitious schedule ever. The
crew will face some of the nation's

top crews in quest of its third

straight Dad Vail title.

Last September, Bill Mahoney
(Harvard's 1973 crew co-captain
and fresh from the 1974 World
Games), opted to take the reigns of

a successful rowing program left

vacant by Mike Vespoli last spring.

Bringing with him a new rowing
styre and healthy enthusiasms
Mahoney hopes to spur UMass
beyond its previous successes.

In the fall, the crew rowed many
nights with flashlights taped to the
bow, and in some frigid weather,
adapting to the new coach and his

style. After Thanksgiving they went
inside; lifting weights, running the

Grad research stairs, circuit

training, rowed the tank (for tech-

nique), and ergometer (rowing
machine for endurance). They
worked on a rigorous training

program during intercession before
coming back a week early for

double sessions. The last week in

February some forty-five oarsmen
braved the last of winter when the

ice broke, to row on the Con-
necticut River. Since then, the field

has narrowed down a bit and the

remaining oarsmen trek to Hadley
six days a week. During spring

break, when many were basking in

the Florida sun, the crew stayed in

Amherst as double sessions began
once again (Try 7:00 a.m.!!). The
crew hopes to reap the fruits of its Championship)

"it will be difficult to determine just

how fast the boats are since we
haven't been able to time the boats
over any 500-meter distances. This

Saturday we'll know for sure." "5

Mahoney indicated that "the ••

rowing can be better," and hopes
that the team will peak by the

second week in May (Dad Vail

dedication on April 5th with their

first regatta against WPI and Trinity

College.

In asking co-capt. Bill Fitzpatrick

(one of the three seniors from the

first championship eight), how this

year's team differs from the past,

he related that "we are rowing a lot

smoother and there are many more
skilled oarsmen." He added that

"the fastest boats don't necessarily

contain the biggest oarsmen as has
been the case in the past." Co-capt.

Paul Gowen agreed that "the

varsity boat is smaller in size" (the

varsity oarsmen average 185 lbs.

and the J.V. 187 lbs.). Gowen
continued that "this year's boats

are more controlled and have more
experienced oarsmen." He also

feels that "the team will row a

higher stroke," (row a higher

number of strokes per minute).

Coach Bill Mahoney commented
that "the rowing is much improved
over that of the fall." He said that

Overlooking the coming season,

Mahoney said that "Harvard
(defending National University
Champion) will be the team to

beat." Co-capt. Paul Gowen feels

that "we should be competitive in

every race and although it would be
nice to beat Harvard and North-

eastern, our goal is to defend the

Dad Vail Championship and be
invited to the Intercollegiate

Rowing Association Championship
in Syracuse."

The crew will get a good in-

dication of their strength before

they head to the Dad Vail in

Philadelphia, since they will race

three top Dad Vail competitors
during the regular season.

Unfortunately there will be no

regattas on the Connecticut River

this spring.

Drifting by . . . by record The
UMass Crew Club has been the
winningest team on campus the

past two years.

Men's crew squad rows on the Connecticut River.

Spousta women's crew boss

The women's crew team, which boasts only three returning varsity members,
opens its season April 12 on the Charles River.

Women

by Beth Rose
Decked out in army fatigues and

shouting orders over the roar of the
launch engine, Bob Spousta leads

the women's crew team through
another practice. Crew is not
something new to Spousta, yet he
is relatively new at coaching
women's crew, this being only his

second season. Spousta took the
reins of the women's team two
years ago at the urging of two
members, when their coach
resigned. Although he had no
intention of coaching women when
he came back to UMass as a grad
student, neither Spousta nor the
women seem to have any regrets.

Spousta attended UMass as an
undergraduate from 1966-70. While
attending he was a member of the

wrestling team and joined the crew
club as a junior. Since that time his

enthusiasm and love for crew has
grown. He rowed at the Union Boat
Club in 1970 and while stationed in

Washington, DC. in the army in

1971 he continued rowing for the

Potomac Boat Club.

1973 brought a lot of changes for

Spousta and ultimately the
women's crew team. It was in this

year that Spousta got married,

which proved to have much impact
on his ability to coach. Spousta
credits his wife, Dianne, for his

present involvement in crew. "If it

weren't for my wife I wouldn't be
coaching. I don't get paid for

coaching women's crew and if it

weren't for her tremendous support
my time would have to be spent at

a 'real paying job' ".

Bob Spousta approaches
coaching by, "trying to get each
person to perform at their absolute
best." Spousta also approaches
training strategy in a somewhat
unique way. Instead of working
hard everyday, he alternates hard
and easy practices thus placing
more emphasis on the recovery
process necessary for training to
take place.

Like a number of other
organizations on campus women's
crew is hindered by an inexcusable
absence of recognition and
financial support by the Athletic

Department.

To the uninitiated, rowing may
seem monotonous, each stroke
may seem like the same, but each
stroke takes real concentration and
control to be effective. "Eight
people rowing along at full power in

perfect harmony is not only a thing
of beauty but generates a feeling of
exhileration in the work that is

unique in the sporting world." This
is how Spousta feels about crew,
and it is evident on the faces of the
women rowing on the Connecticut
everyday that they feel the same
way.

Spousta who originally had no
intention of coaching women's
crew, plans on making coaching his

career.

by Beth Rose
"We have a very strong team, I'm very, optimistic

about this spring." This was coach Bob Spousta's
reply when asked about the prospects of the women's
crew team. "They have been working out very hard
on their own, running, lifting weights, and rowing
since last fall, we should do very well." Although
there are only three returning varsity members from
last years squad, the new women have been rowing
and working out since last fall and have gained
strength and confidence in rowing together.

Women's crew has improved over the last four

years. Last fall they were 7th in the Eastern Sprints

out of 15 and 6th in the Head of the Charles com-
petition. Last year the women were at a slight

disadvantage, they didn't know they would be racing

in the spring, and consequently didn't train as hard. In

previous years before they separated from men's crew
and became their own club, the women only rowed in

the fall on mornings when the men weren't using the

equipment. This year though, things have been
different, they've been working all year and have
obtained some new equipment as a result of raising

money through the row-a-thon. They have been
going through numerous types of practices, including

blindfolded practice. As the name implies, the women
row blindfolded, which purpose Spousta claims is "to

increase the use of other senses besides vision that
will enable them to row at a higher level of efficiency."

Perhaps one disadvantage the women may have is

that they still row in a shell built for men, which has a
tendancy to slow them down a few seconds. "It only
takes a few feet to lose a race." pointed out Spousta
"in fact we lost one by that much last year."
Looking ahead to the upcoming season, the coach

says everything is aimed towards doing the best at the
Eastern Sprints regatta on May 1 1 on Lake Beseck in

Middlefield Connecticut."

Although Nationals are almost three months off,
the thoughts of competing have been floating around!
The biggest factor concerns expense. Spousta is

willing to coach anyone who wants to go, but
because some of the women may be working he
doesn't think there will be more than enough for a
four-woman shell.

The immediate interests of the coach and team are
on the upcoming meets that commence April 12 at

9:00 and 11:00 in the morning on the Charles River.

The remainder of the schedule is as follows: April 20
- On the Charles River vs. B.U. and Connecticut-
April 27 - home on the Conn. vs. Dartmouth; May 3
- New England Open Championships; May 11
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New coach Elliot;

returning veteran

softball women set
by GREG LEVINS

Along with the arrival of spring in the Amherst area
this year, a new varsity softball coach has appeared
on the scene. Jackie Elliot is the person tabbed by
assistant -athletic director Dr. Vivian to propel the
Minutewomen on to bigger and better things.

Coach Elliot is currently working on a master of

science in adapted Physical Education at nearby

Springfield College. Previously she had completed her

undergraduate work at the University of Miami in

Oxford, Ohio. While attending Miami, Jackie par-

ticipated in both intercollegiate softball and a summer
softball league.

After graduating from Miami, she remained in Ohio

nabbing a position as coach of basketball, volleyball,

track and field and swimming at an elementary

school.

To improve on last years 6-3 record won't be an

easy task for the first year coach, but she does feel

that it is within their grasp. "We have returning some

poised and skilled softball players and we only lost

four members of last year team." Two of the clubs

who defeated the Minutewomen last year

(Bridgewater and Springfield) are scheduled in the

first three games of this year so the UMass squad will

be tested early.

In addition to the returning veterans Coach Elliot

feels that she has some freshwomen and sophomores
"with a lot of potential and skill" who could help the
club greatly.

One of the things which have impressed Coac Elliot

the most is the battery situation. Returning pitcher

Mickey Locke and freshwomen Lu Ann Fletcher head
a strong mound crew while behind the plate Barb
Doucet provides UMass with a solid frontline catcher.

Jackie calls Barb "tremendous, nothing gets by her
and she's got a peg to second that's just great!"

Overall if the team plays as well as they look on
paper Coach Jackie Elliot's first year at UMass should
be a memorable one. As the enthusiastic coach put it

"I'm optimistic about everything except the

weather!"
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Rugby Football
April 12 versus UNH — home
April 19 versus Mystics — away
April 20 versus Williams — away
April 26 versus Brown — home
April 27 versus Hartford — home
May 3 versus Amherst — home
May 10 -New England Rugby tournament

May 17 versus Dartmouth — away
May 31 versus Quincy — home

June 6 Portland Tournament
APRIL 5 - Trinity and WPI at

Golfer Rick Olson tops in NE
ByJAYLUPPOLD

As the upcoming spring season

opens for the UMass golf team Rick

Olson, among others, has a tough

act (of his own) to follow. As a

junior last fall he topped the field at

the New Seabury, C.C. on the

Cape, leading UMass to the New
England championship.

Shooting the best golf in the

NE's surely has placed Olson in an

expectant position where the in-

terested on- looker will be looking at

the top scores in future tour-

naments for his name, but at the

same time, winning the NE's also

topped any prior achievements by

the Dedham, Mass. native.

"Winning the New England's

was the ultimate so far, a great

feeling, a feeling of ac-

complishment", he said. Olson shot

a 72 par in the first round for an

early lead, then a 78 in the second
round after sinking a double bogey
on the last hole for a total score of

150, four strokes ahead of the

second individual high.

Described by Coach Fan
Gaudette as "being very serious

about his game", the concentrated

Olson maintains a subtle com-
petitiveness both on and off the

golf course, which is one of the

attributes of his tough comeback
ability. "Olson has a good head for

the game and is a competitor",

Gaudette said and then added "and

his good comeback ability is there

also".

What Gaudette says about

Olson, who will usually be shooting

third in a five man rotation during

the season can more explicitly be

understood looking at past per-

formances of the "good swinger".

Coming to UMass as a swing

shift freshman after finishing

second in the schoolboy tour-

nament in 1972 as captain of Ded-
ham High School, Olson started

playing second semester oi nis

freshman year. He has been playing

ever since and will still have three

more semesters of eligibility after

this spring semester.

Not to mention, it hasn't been
the typical "fine performance" for

Rick the past two years. He has
played admittedly erratic at times

and has not played to his full

potential the whole time either.

Freshman year was a kind of "get
your feet wet" time for "Olsie,"
getting used to the different and
better competition. He played

poorly and had a tough time in the

ECAC's last year, (which UM tied

for first with Yale.), but then
buckled down. "Just look at what
he did for us in the NE's", pointed

out Gaudette.

"I just had one of my best rounds
in windy weather which made me
play harder and smarter and think

more," Olson explained.

In the first round he started with

two pars, a triple bogey and bogey,
then played four under par for the

remainder of the round including

four birdies and ten pars - 72 even
par for first round, which pretty well

set the precedent the rest of the

way.

Rick does not simply carry a

competitive spirit but a confident

one also, which he openly displayed
when questioned about ex-
pectations for the whole golf team
this spring. "We'll have everyone
back from last year and I think we
can be No. 1 in the Yankee con-

ference and go from there," he
said. UMass finished second last

year in the YC to Maine.

No wonder when Coach
Gaudette replied to a question

concerning the character of Olson

when he said, "Rick, along with

Joe Artman (capt.), exemplifies the

rest of the players on this team."

One can see that Olson is cer-

tainly prepared for the spring

season by simply watching him on
the softball field. His first three

times at bat he popped out with the

prettiest golf swings you ever did

see.

*#
Worcester.

APRIL 12 - Marist College at

Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

APRIL 19 - Harvard and Brown

at Boston.

APRIL 26 - Coast Guard

Academy at New London, Conn.

MAY 3 - Northeastern at

Boston.

May 9-12 - Dad Vail Cham-

pionship at Philadelphia, Pa.
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Your Complete Neighborhood
Bicycle Shop

Spring Special HERCULES

$99»5

\ We Repair
Raleigh

Columbia

Peugot

Gitane

r8 and domestic models

i Special Services * Athletic Sportwear

all european We Sell
Fuji Araya

Dawes Concorde

• 24 hour repair

• Maintenance Clinics

• Used Bicycles

• Childrens Bicycles

• And we're available to schools

and clubs for qualified Lectures

on Bicycle Safety, Touring and Racing.

Jerseys Warm Up Suits

Brooks and Bata Sport Shoes
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"I'd like to see every individual accomplish their best." "I'd like to see our team
do the best that we can/'— Coach and head Gorilla Dick Garber whose stickers are
the best in New England from last season. Garber has one of the best won loss

lacrosse coaching records in the nation.

Spring season Intra-murals;

something for everybody
ByRUSS SMITH

I want all of you out there in

UMieland to use your imagination.

Picture the weather up here, the

sun shining high in the sky with

temperatures in the low seventies,

and a warm spring-like breeze

whistling o'er the campus. Ignore

the fact that we've been having

snow flurries off 'n on now for a

week, the temps, have been more

reminiscent of winter, and the

winds haven't exactly been cool

breezes, especially when walking

past our 'Rocket Ship' Library.

If by some fluke of Mother

Nature, Amherst should start

getting weather conditions

proportional with this season of the

year, it'll make a few thousand

people here at UMass happy,

particularly we intramural par-

ticipants. *

Most of us would agree that

playing soccer, softball, or tennis

after a rough day of classes

(•specially physical education

majors) is not on»" relaxing, but a

convenient outlet for your frus-

trations, and even makes more
sense than picking on your fresh

man roommate. However, playing

in thirty degree weather, with mud
for bases, and an outfield that

resembles the Florida Everglades

minus the alligators, tends to cut

down on the laughs. Winning,

though, makes the playing more
fun.

The intramural spring season is

off to a better start than the 1974

season. Some of us remember
returning to the campus last year

from spring break, only to find the

fields soaked from a late March
snowstorm. As if that wasn't bad
enough, the April showers arrived,

not bringing with them May
flowers, but instead, an abbreviated

intramural season, and a couple

hundred unsatisfied students. So
far this year, only one day's

scheduled games have had to be

postponed because of rain. If this is

an indication of the way things are

headed this spring, happy faces will

be all over campus.
Softball, the most popular sport

in the intramural program, again

has a record number of teams
participating. Many a student can

be seen throwing a ball around in

the afternoon, or getting in a little

batting practice. Maybe the reason

this sport is the favorite is

everyone's on a somewhat even

level: being six foot four, and two
hundred forty pounds (playing

catcher) doesn't necessarily make
you a better player than some puny
kid who's 5'7" and weighs 145

(except I'd rather slide into the

shrimp, as opposed to the ex

football player). Softball doesn't

take as much skill as soccer, which
few people had played in their high

school days. Tennis also needs

some previous experience if you
want to enter that intramural ac-

tivity (which you can't get on your

own because the gym class comes
out and takes air the courts, after

you've waited an hour to get on
one). Tennis is also a little hard to

play with nine people on a side.

In any case, the warm weather is

hopefully on its way here. Softballs

will take to the air, in competition

with an occassional frisbee in the

Quad, a tennis ball up in Sylvan,

basketballs on the Hill, kite flying in

Central, and down in cement city

Southwest-intramural chair

throwipg (they're a little strange

down there).

Coach Garber:

be your best
by Tom Crowley

In the everchanging atmosphere of UMass, Coach Dick Garber has
been a constant in UMass athletics.

Coach Garber, 46, has been coaching Minuteman lacrosse since 1955.
In that span, he has had only two losing seasons and was New England
Champion eight times, the last six years straight. His overall record is 154-
69-4.

But strangely, Coach Garber has the team winning by not stressing
winning.

"That statement is usually misinterpreted," the tall lacross mentor
said.

"All those cliches about winning being everything is hogwash,
especially college athletics. I tell them that to try and realize their potential.

Then to come together as the best possible team."
"It's good to win but'they should havefun playing," the Springfield

College graduate said.

Coach Garber's attitude toward playing has not changed since he
began twenty-one years ago, but the conditions he has worked under has.

During the first ten years, only three players came to UMass having played
lacrosse in either high school or prep school.

Presently, lacrosse has grown so much that most of the players on the
varsity have had prior experience.

"We're getting better players, good athletes with experience. But
we're not getting the players we formerly got," Coach Garber said.

Coach Garber used to recruit on campus during those early years.

"We're not getting the former football or basketball player who didn't play

up here.

"The captain of the '66 team, Dick Brown, played in the North-Sc uth
All Star game. He was in a volleyball class of mine. He moved well and he
played football and baseball in high school. He never played lacrosse.

Three years later, he was playing in an all-star game."
But the growth of lacrosse has made it more difficult to do this. "This

year we had 96 people out for the team. I have a policy of not cutting;

anybody. I keep the top thirty on the varsity and the rest on the JV.
"There are other athletes on campus that can play lacrosse, but I can't

look around like I used to."

This personal approach has, in its way, helped in the growth of
lacrosse. Twenty of Coach Garber's former pJayers coach now, both
college and high school. Russ Kidd is the Gorillas assistant and JV coach
and played under Coach Garber. Forty former charges are also referees in

New England.

It is this individual concern for his players that has made UMass a

consistent winner at lacrosse.

"I want them (the players) to realize their potential," Coach Garber
said. "Strategy is no good if the players can't run or shoot."

This idea of being more concerned with players than winning has
been Coach Garber's long-standing philosophy. That philosophy makes
UMass lacrosse what it is today.

CREDITS
The entire staff con-

tributed to this special sup-

plement to make it what it

is. The following people put

it together and provided

you, the reader, with the

final copy (for whatever

that's worth): Scott Hayes,

Ben Caswell, Chas

O'Connor, George Whithers,

John Stewart and Dick

Leonard. The cover was

done by the dynamic

Donald AAcGilvary.

Jeff Spooner and Kurt
Olson, two key Gorillas

on the move.
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Unhurt in palace attack

Compiled from Wires

SAIGON, South Vietnam

President Nguyen Van Thieu
vowed to hold onto power
yesterday after a lone South
Vietnamese air force plane bombed
and rocketed his palace. Opposition

politicians interpreted the attack as

a warning to Thieu to change his

policies or leave office.

Thieu decides not to resign
'I am determined to continue

leading this country," declared

Thieu, who is widely blamed for the

military debacle that has lost three-

fourths of South Vietnam to

Communist-led forces in a month.
The pilot of the F5 Freedom

Fighter, identified as North Viet-

nam-born Lt. Nguyen Thanh-Trung,

26, probably flew the plane to a

Communist-occupied base inside

South Vietnam and defected,
military sources said.

Thieu escaped unharmed and
said he viewed the attack as an
isolated incident and not a coup
attempt. But three persons were
killed and four wounded by the

single bomb that exploded. Thieu

immediately ordered a 24-hour

curfew in the capital. persons.

The curfew was lifted six hours Thieu made a broadcast calling
later, but it curtailed the human the attack "an act of a group of
traffic on the daily airlift of orphans people aimed at killing me with the
and civilian refugees from Saigon, intention to change this legal and
At least one U.S. Air Force C141 constitutional regime." However,
Starlifter flight between Saigon and air force commander Lt. Gen. Tran
Clark Air Base in the Philippines Van Minh and several politicians
was cancelled and passenger traffic

on two others totaled only 31 tUffl tO p. 4
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weather
So you thought Spring was on it's

way, huh? Well, forget itl

Winter's lease has yet to

expire and spring hasn't even

paid a down payment.
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26 student candidates elected
Romer, Garvey take

selectmen seats
ByJUNEVALLIERE

Staff Reporter
UMass graduate student Diana Romer and in-

cumbent Robert Garvey were elected to the Board of

Selectment in yesterday's town election. A large

turnout propelled many students into town meeting
slots.

With 2244 votes. Dean of Students William C. Field

glided into his fifth term as Town Moderator. Thirteen

UMass students and nine UMass professors won
Town Meeting seats. George Scheurer, a UMass
graduate, won a position on the Housing Authority by
a slim margin of 122 votes.

Romer, winning the election by 1875 votes, ousted
incumbent Leo Bouchard who polled 1771 votes.

Garvey was reelected to the board with 2149 votes.

Incumbent Field won the Town Moderator seat

over Progressive Candidate Pool Douglas Phelps by
131 1 votes. Town officials speculated earlier that Field

would "run away with the election."

Twenty-six students out of 81 persons running for

Town Meeting members in the seven Amherst
precincts were candidates.

Ten professors, three Hampshire College students,

and 3 affiliates of UMass were also Town Meeting

Member candidates.

Joseph Frank, UMass English Professor and
president of the Massachusetts Society of Professors,

was elected to a one-year term as Town Meeting

Member in Precinct two. Lisa Alberghini, Peter

Freisem, Donna Fusco, Randy Grodman, Ellen Regal

and Charlotte Walters were students in Precinct three

who won the Town Meeting member election.

UMass professors elected to the Town Meeting in

precinct three were Joyce Berkman, Alfred Boiscot,

Herbert Rollason and Jack Wolf. Glora Hosford,

Robert Joy, Sandra Knightly, Phyllis Paige and John
Sherman are other victors in that precinct.

turn to p. 3

Hard work pay's off! Bob Garvey won his re-election

to the seat of selectman in Amhersts' "day of

decision", Tuesday, finishing ahead of opponents
Romer and Bouchard respectively.
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12 of PCP group now
Meeting members

By BILL GONET
Staff Reporter

Although the Progressive Candidates Pool (PCP)

hoped that its 43 members would be elected in

yesterday's town election, only 12 PCP candidates

were voted into office as Town Meeting members.

Douglas Phelps, the defeated PCP candidate for

Town Moderator, attibuted the poor results to a

"backlash vote by townspeople against students."

Polling the highest tallc^s in precinct two, all of the

PCP's eight candidates from that precinct were

elected by a heavy turnout from the Southwest

dormitories.

The PCP's eight precinct two victors were: Mark

Benoit, Phillip Sellinger, Catherine Hopkins, Robert

Gilbert, Pamela Houmere, Douglas A. Stanley, Robert

Weiner and Lawrence Komfeld.

Kornfeld won election to one of the two-year seats,

while the other PCP candidates won seven of the 12

three-year seats conteuted in precinct two.

In precinct three, where 13 three-year seats were

contested, four PCP candidates out of a slate of ten

were elected. The PCP victors in precinct three were:

Lisa Mane Alberghini, Donna Fusco, Ellen Regal and

Charlotte Walters.

Re elected Town Moderator William Field said in an

interview last night that the strong showing for the 4

student victors in precinct three was "surprising."

In all of the six precincts where PCP candidates ran,

all candidates polled roughly the "ame number of

votes.

In precinct seven, where the PCP estimated that

170 votes would carry their slate of five candidates,

the PCP's highest vote getter, Jean Marie Murray

received 167 votes. The biggest winner in precinct

seven, Mary V. Szala received 247, while the lowest

winner, Leon A. J. Barkowski polled 167 votes.

Defeated candidate for a precinct seven seat, Eric

Walgren, said, "Last year's biggest winner in precinct

seven received only 170 votes. The big turnout this

year was due to a heavy anti-student backlash."

Stefano wedding food bill remains unpaid

The

Staff Photo by Stu Eyman

By DAVE KOWAL
Staff Reporter

food bill for the August

wedding of Deborah Stefano,

daughter of Campus Center

Purchasing and Produce Manaaer

Stephen Stefano, has not yet been

paid, the Collegian has learned.

John W. Corker, director of the

Campus Center, said "I was not

aware of the unpaid bill until I read

about it in the Collegian. I have not

had a chance to get back and work

out any arrangement with Mr.

Stefano."

The Collegian reported on March

6 that the bill for the August 16

wedding, which took place on the

tenth floor of the Campus Center,

was "unprocessed."

Corker said, "Mr. Stefano has

been out of work for the past two

weeks with phlebitis." Stefano

received the bill before his illness.

When trying to contact Stefano

last night at his home in Enfield,

Conn., the Collegian was told he

was not at home.

Craig Stuart, Campus Center

business manager, said the food bill

for the wedding comes out to

about $2,400" while everything

else has been paid for.

The Collegian was denied access
:o the bill. Corker said after he had
consulted with UMass attorney

Sidney Myers and the bill was not

shown "because of the invasion of

privacy law."

Myers said he had interpreted

access to the bill as being an in-

vasion of privacy and "anything

that Mr. Corker says is reliable."

When asked if Stefano was billed

at discount rates. Corker said,

"Because many of the items at the

wedding were not typical of our

menu, we had to cost it out and

come up with a price. The price we
charged included all of the costs

plus an overall cost."

Part of the costs, he added, were
absorbed by the time people

donated. According to Corker,

"Several people volunteered their

ree time to help out at the wed-
ding.

Corwin cited for contempt
By DEBBI DIMASSIMO

Staff Reporter

Bruce Corwin, treasurer of Rainbow Productions

was cited for contempt of court last night after he
defiantly left the second session of his trial before the

Student Judiciary. He is charged with violations of the

Student Code of Conduct, Activities Regulations, and
the Recognized Student Organization (RSO) Financial

Policy Act.

Corwin walked out- after reading a statement in

which he contended that he was being denied "due
process" and called the hearing "a mockery of

justice.'

The trial was adjourned pending further action on
the contempt citation. Corwin will be formally

charged with contempt and subpoenaed by the

student attorney general's office.

Corwin's advocates opened his defense by asking

the judges to reconsider their Monday denial of a

motion of "demurrer." This would dismiss all charges

against Corwin on the premise that he cannot be

prosecuted for violations of RSO regulations which

occurred after Rainbow Productions ceased to exist

as an RSO group. The motion was again denied.

Rainbow Productions was operating under a

Student Senate executive order pending approval of

their constitution by the Senate governmental affairs

committee. The executive order expired on January

11, but the group continued to use RSO services. The
motion was again denied.

The defense then moved into each of the nine

charges, dismissing individually on the basis of in-

sufficient evidence and vagueness of the charges.

turn to p. 9

In addition Stefano has not been

charged interest because of his

outstanding account. Corker said

"No one pays interest. There have

been many distinguished people

with outstanding accounts at the

Campus Center."

Vice Chancellor Robert W. Gage
said he is leaving "everything up to

Corker-
High administration sources said

Gage has discussed the bill with
Corker, and asked for a report.

Milton Kerstein, a member of the

board of governors, said the board
charged Corker two and a half

weeks ago to investigate the affair

and come to some conclusions.

"He has had plenty of time to get

'

to the bottom of this," Kerstein

said, "and there's no reason why he
couldn't have."

Corker said, "The board of

governors can charge all they want.

I can make no recommendations
until I've interviewed everybody,

which I have, and talked to Mr.

Stefano, which I have not."
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Patterns: Windows in the Fine Arts Center form a myriad of angles. See story in

tomorrow's Collegian about the water closet problem in the FAC.

Percussion ensemble

M'Boom explodes in Bowker
By JACK CAHILL
Below the Salt Staff

The reason why Monday night's concert by the

M'Boom percussion ensemble struck the audience so

solidly and totally is that percussion is the most basic

musical-rhythmic expression, common to everyone.

And with the seven virtuosi that comprise M'Boom
manipulating and altering all the diverse elements at

their command, we were taken along on a journey,

the like of which none of us had ever known, some of

it unfamiliar, but none of it truly foreign.

The Bowker auditorium stage was filled with an

awesome collection of percussion instruments: drum
kits, timbales, chimes, gongs, cabasa-afuche,
marimba, tympani, more than one could imagine. As
the lights dimmed, someone onstage began beating

out a rhythm, being joined by another instrument and
another, led by Max Roach on a primitive pitched

drum. The African heartbeat, the mother rhythm,

undulated throughout.

Slowly and unannounced, the other musicians took
the stage - Roy Brooks, Joe Chambers, Omar Clay,

Ray Mantilla, Warren Smith, and Freddie Waits. There
are no identities lost in M'Boom (OOM-BOOM) and
there is certainly a collective one found. Each man
moved from instrument to instrument with an ease
born of mastery.

The pieces were not identified. The constant flow
of sound and moods was made more effective by the
lack of verbal interruption, but a few of the titles might
shed some light on the feelings they conveyed:
"Elements of a Storm," "Rise and Fly, jihad est

Mort," "Jumalai," "Heaven Sent."
A few of the innumerable high points of the per-

formance were Warren Smith's superb tympani-bass
drum work, some perfectly synched three-way
marimba-xylophone passages, Roy Brooks' musical
saw, and a wonderful all out wham bash that really

excited two kidlings sitting behind me. Having proved
their expertise on the more exotic percussion in-

struments, each musician had a chance to work out
on the regular drum kit. Every offering was stellar in a
different way. Freddie Waits shifted accents subtly
during a beautifully tensioned flight. The brushes and
blow tube devices of Roy Brooks made his solo truly

unique without being gimmicky.
The audience had been waiting for Prof. Max

Roach to step into the spotlight and really deliver and
this he did. The structure of his solos pivot on a clear,

repeated phrase; here it was a scarcely believable hat
riff that would have made Jo Jones look askance. The
rounddelays that followed were phenomenal, dizzing
the audience who applauded wildly. Max is not the
leader of M'Boom, but rather the elder statesman
whose presence is always felt. Ray Mantilla's Latin
rhythms were radiant on both congas and timbales
and the contrast to the trap sets was more than ef-

fective.

The concert ended with 14 hands pounding and
slapping harder and harder at an accelerating tempo
until Roach held up one hand to signal the others.
When it came down, the entire ensemble stopped as
one man except for a ride cymbal that fell to the floor
with an abbreviated splash. Perfect. Four hundred
people stood up and shouted.
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asks
for graduate on
Trustees Board

By AL COLARUSSO
Staff Reporter

A bill requesting that a graduate

student be appointed to the

University Board of Trustees was
submitted to the Education

Committee of the State House of

Representatives on Monday.
Graduate Student Senate

President James Lindsey, who
presented the bill along with

Representative James Collins, (D—
Amherst) said the bill is "pretty

sure" of going through the

Education Committee.

If passed by the Education

Committee, the bill will go on to the

Committee on Ways and Means
and then to the floor of the House
for a final vote.

Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery said last night that a

graduate student appointment to

the Board of Trustees is a "good
idea."

Poor Richard's

Discotheque

Every Wed.

GREEK NITE

Leon's case proves

'equaljustice

under the paw'
By BERNIEDA VIDOW

Staff Reporter

Leon was having trouble getting into the School of Business Ad-

ministration library until his owner Edward Jacobson intervened in his

behalf.

Leon, half German shepherd, half beagle-terrier recently gained the

honor of being the only animal ever given written, authorized permission to

enter the library.

In a memorandum distributed to all SBA faculty. Chancellor Randolph

W. Bromery, Provost Robert L. Gluckstern, Associate Provost David D.

Bischoff and SBA Dean George S. Odiorne granted special permission for

Leon to attend the library when accompanied by his friend and life-long

companion Jacobson.

According to Jacobson, a junior majoring in management, Leon has

been accompanying him into the library since he was a freshman. Last

week, library authorities refused Leon access.

"I stood up against them," Jacobson said. Following an argument,

library authorities suggested that Jacobson take his request to Frank A.

Singer, supervisor of the library," he added.

After Singer refused permission, Jacobson took his case to Odiorne,

who aave his aoDroval.

Jacobson, who submitted a formal request to Odiorne, claimed Leon as

"a vitai adjunct to my professional development as a manager." Jacobson

argued:

"Leon has been visiting the Library with me for three years without a

single disturbance or untoward event.

"He is gentle, well-behaved and by numerous outside testimonies, is of

superior moral, mental and personal qualities.

"Because he accompanies me to class (and has done so for three years)

I consider him intellectually, personally and serially stimulating, and a

necessary accompanist in my scholarly endeavors."

Student assaulted,

robbed in SW dorm
By BRUCE FREDERICK

Staff Reporter

A Southwest student was the victim of an armed robbery and assault

and battery Monday night, according to Captain Robert Joyce of the

UMass Department of Public Safety.

The student was not injured seriously, though he lost $160. The robbery,

which took place in Cance House, was reported at 8:15 p.m. The student's

identity is being withheld, and the UMass Police have suspects in the case.

In other police news, three UMass students have been placed under
arrest in the past three days on default warrants stemming from various

motor vehicle and parking violations.

A default warrant is issued when an individual fails to show up for a

court appearance.

Ronald R. Williams and Diane Hale, were arrested Tuesday, and Russell

L. Coffey was arrested Monday. Williams was originally summoned to

court for operating a motor vehicle on an Amherst sidewalk, and he was
turned over to Amherst Police. Coffey and Hale were originally summoned
for a substantial backlog of unpaid parking fines. Hale turned herself in.

Also on Tuesday, a 1972 Fiat, registration No. 82132, was stolen from
Lot 44.

In Webster dorm, a pocketbook was stolen from an unlocked room. No
value was set because the owner had no idea what she had in it.
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presentsD.V.P.

M.L.K. week

April 10

GOSPEL
NIGHT

Ronnie Ingram Singers

Dorothy Love Coates

Campus Center

Auditorium

8:00 p.m.

Contemplating the chapel, the man and dog sat ir

yesterday's afternoon sun.

Student Activities Tax
Fund restricted by SWA

By WILLIAM MILLS .

Staff Reporter
Southwest Assembly (SWA) last night passed a controversial bill to

restrict Student Activities Tax funds from Southwest dorms unless the
dorms have on-going programs in the understanding of racism and sexism.
By a vote of 16-5, SWA adopted a bill which will "combat racism and

sexism "in Southwest even though more than half of the Assembly's
executive candidates opposed the bill.

By passing the bill which has been before the Assembly twice before,

SWA will not appropriate any funds to dorms unless the dorms have such
programs in racism and sexism, according to Jeff Hamilton, the bill's

proposer. Hamilton also said grants and loans will not be appropriated and
that the bill is to be effected next semester.

Hamilton said, during the hour-long debate on the issue last night at the

Hampden Student Center, "No one has the right to be oppressive and this

is what we'll (SWA) be doing by defeating the bill."

Fran Brock, an executive committee member who voted against the bill,

aid, "I don't think the bill will really do anything for anybody."

SWA President Craig Sanderson supported the bill saying, "Combatting
racism and sexism is an important goal of the Southwest Assembly, and I

don't think we've achieved this goal."

Concurring with Sanderson, Thomasina Yuille, a floor counselor

working in Southwest, said before the Assembly meeting, "I can't ef-

fectively work as a counsellor it boutnwest Assembly doesn't pass this

bill."

Ann McLean, an Assembly member who opposed the bill, said she could
not agree with the bill as it is written "I wanted to propose an amendment
to the bill," McLean said, "because I didn't agree with a few of the bill's

proposals."

One advantage to the bill, according to Hamilton, is that it would
"strengthen Southwest (Women's and Racial Understanding) centers by
necessitating dorms to seek assistance in establishing racism and sexism
awareness programs."

Proposed food budgets:
Mandatory Dining Commons,
weekend services possible

By LARRY KORNFELD
Staff Reporter

Two proposed budgets for the food services
provide for meal plans that offer weekend service and
a mandatory dining commons policy.

The proposed budgets were presented to the
Student Senate Rents and Fees Committee last night.

The budget for the voluntary system would close
down all the dining commons except two and provide
no money for renovations or fast food services.

"I think it would be foolish to build a large cash
cafeteria and expect a lot of students to eat in there,"
said Arthur Warren, acting director of food services.

Warren criticized the proposed voluntary dining
common plan option saying that it was too risky and
would require a $40 to $50 utilities fee.

The proposed budget for the mandatory plan in-

cluded three meal plans:

— a ten-meal plan Monday through Friday at $335
per semester.

— a 14-meal plan seven days a week at $375 per
semester.

— a 19-meal plan seven days a week at $410 per
semester.

Kenneth Dean, acting director of the office of
residential life said, "I was quite pleasantly surprised
when I saw the figures."

Greek Area representative Roy Ostrovitz said, "If

we have to start paying a utilities fee or a residence
hall fee we're going to fall. That will hurt the town of

Amherst since we pay $125,000 in taxes."

The three residence hall proposed budgets were all

for mandatory systems.
The first projected a $75 to $100 a year rent increase

and 94 per cent occupancy. The plan assumed the
exemption for students over 21 would be eliminated.

The second plan projected a $40 to $50 rent in-

crease by not including 6 per cent inflation.

The third assumed juniors would be exempt from
mandatory board plans and included a $120 rent

increase. Dean said that this plan would make it

possible to save money by closing down some dorms.
The budget figures are being revised all the time. "It

will probably be a whole different ball game
tomorrow," said Dean.

"Normally fast-food operations like McDonalds' will

not even consider installing a unit unless there is a

population of at least 30,000 students," Dean said.

Dean said Vice-Chancellor Robert Gage sent him a
memo saying there will be a 6 per cent cut in state

funds for the residence hall system.

A final decision on whether the dining commons
will be voluntary and which of he three dorm options
will be used will not be made until Friday.

* Three UMass profs elected
cont. from p. 1

Three uiviass professors won in

precincts four, five and seven. They
are George Bain, for a one-year

term as Town Meeting member and
Harold Gatlick, Larry Roberts and
Gerald Grady to three-year terms.

In Precinct four, the newly elected

town meeting members are Mildred

Beals, Helen Collery, Violet Durgin,

Patricia Fisher, Evelyn Goldenberg,

Chapin Harvey, Mitchell Jacque,

Roger Jacque and Marietta Prit-

chard.

Duane Cromack, Marion
Crossmon, Stephen Keedy, Donald
Thayer, Henry Walas, William

Weaver and Fred Wentworth were
the other candidates elected Town
Meeting members from Precinct

five.

In Precinct six, where no
students were elected, the victors

are Elizabeth Bernhard, Norman
Brown, Linwood Buczala, Isabelle

Callahan, Robert Davis, John
Haywood, Myrna Hewitt, Elsa

Hornfischer, Lorens Howell, Simon
Keochakian, Jack Leader, Louis

Mannheim, Deborah McKean,
Tracy Mehl, John Ritter, James

Health help —
call 253-7200

Schott and Dana Snyder.

William Annable, Leon
Barkowski, Katherine Decker, Mary
Szala and Cecil Thomson won
seats from Precinct Seven.

In Precinct one, where a flyer

was sent to votes in that district by
area residents telling them not to

vote for transients, all the can-

didates that they classified as
transients lost the election. The
winners are Leigh Andrews, Frank
Bukoski, Kirby Hayes, William

Mullin, Kenneth Padelford, Robert
Patterson, Sarah Plantinga,

Stephen Puffer, Joanne Talbort

and Victor Zabruske.

In other election results, Loren
Howell was elected School
Committee member. Horace
Hewlett, Amherst College
secretary, and Eugene Worman Jr.

were elected trustees of the Jones
Library.

The town #was granted
authorization to purchase ad-
ditional group life and accidental

death and dismemberment for

town employees by a vote of 167 to

254. Another question on the ballot,

voted in by 1243 751 permits the

town to license organizations to

conduct beano.

SCER report offers co-op

plan for student housing
By JOYCE KOSOFSKY

Staff Reporter

This is part two of a three part series on a

report from SCER concerning the housing

crisis at UMass. Part two deals with

cooperative housing.

The Student Center for Educational Research

(SCER) offers another type of housing for students ir

their recently published report concerning the housing

crisis at UMass.
The report states that there is no law that limits the

ownership of rental housing to private landlords and

large institutions. People can gather to purchase,

take-over or build their own housing, says SCER. The

options for student or community controlled and

owned housing are varied, which include student-

owned cooperatives and "arm's length co-ops" which

are owned by the University but managed by the

students, the report suggests. The SCER report also

says that there are community land trusts where the

land is owned by the town or the University, but the

building is owned by a student organization.

SCER suggests that students could design plan,

and build their own housing, or take over ownership

of dorms or private apartments. "While all of these

ideas may seem far fetched for Amherst," says SCER,
"they have all been tried elsewhere and have worked
successfully."

The report cites an example of student co-op
housing. In 1934 a group of students at the University

of Michigan in Ann Arbor rented the basement of a

local minister's house. This group of eight students

formed the Rochdale Co-op and rented their own
house to 22 students the next year. By 1970, says the

report, the group, now known as the InterCooperative

Council (ICC), operated 24 cooperative houses worth

$2.5 million. The ICC has maintained excellent

relations with the University, says the report, because
of the University's liberalized dormitory policies. The
University has no trouble filling its halls. ICC continues

to grow, says SCER, and provides students with low

cost housing at about 20-30 per cent below the cost of

University owned housing.

The report also cites an example from the

University of Minnesota where students have taken

over the complete management of at least one
University owned housing complex. Through a

contractual agreement with the University, students

assume most aspects of management. SCER says

that the rent for a one bedroom apartment in 1970

was $82.00 in that complex while the average rental in
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What is it? Anyone who correctly identifies this photo
wins a prize. Prizes will be given out on the 29th floor of
the library at 3:30 A.M. on April 31st. Be there!

Amherst in 1969 for a one bedroom apartment was $140.

A proposal similar to the Minnesota model is now being presented to the
UMass trustees by a group of married students living in University apart-
ments, says the SCER. The report also says that another proposal for

student management of dorms was suggested to the administration in

1973, which gave the students the option to create an "arms length coop"
within the dorms.

"As far as we know," says SCER, "no, positive action has been taken or.

that proposal."
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South Vietnam needs
military aid, says Weyand
Army Chief of Staff

returns after visit

WASHINGTON \UPI\

Assistant Secretary of State Philip

Habib said yesterday South
Vietnam might survive given more

U.S. military aid. Army Chief of

Staff Gen. Frederick Weyand said it

could not survive without it.

Sen. Hubert Humphrey, D-Minn.,

however, called military aid

requests for South Vietnam "a

boondoggle," and said the fact

Vietnamese troops fled in the face

of the Communist onslaught
"sickening."

The government officials testified

at separate congressional com-
mittees in advance of President

Ford's major foreign policy address

to Congress tomorrow. Ford is

expected to announce new
decisions in U.S. policy toward

South Vietnam and Cambodia.

"There is no question in my mind

but that South Vietnam's military

will fight," said Weyand, emerging

from a three- hour closed session

with the Senate Armed Services

Committee.

"They have just been through a

very traumatic experience. They

have a chance to put it back

together again, and I think they will.

The important thing is that they

know someone supports them."

Weyand recently returned from an

inspection tour of Vietnam.

Long Boret returns to Phnom Penh

after negotiations with rebels
PHNOM PENH \UPI) - Cam-

bodian Prime Minister Long Boret
- returned to this besieged capital

yesterday from Bangkok, where
officials said he met with Com-
munist Khmer Rouge rebel

representatives in the possible

beginning of a negotiated set-

tlement of the five-year-old

Cambodian war.

Officials in Thailand and Cam-
bodia said Long Boret met with the

Khmer Rouge for four hours in

Bangkok Monday. No results of the

Bangkok meeting were disclosed

immediately.

As Long Boret stepped off the

special plane that brought him from
Bangkok, the Communist-led in-

surgents were barely 3.3 miles from
Pochentong Airport and getting

closer, yard by yard, by the day.

Phnom Penh itself was surrounded
by the rebels who now control 90

per cent of the country.

Shortly before Long Boret
arrived, rebels again hit the airport

with both artillery and rockets in

more than 30 attacks. One Cam-
bodian air force C123 was damaged
and two pilots injured.

Thai Foreign Minister Chartchai

Choonhaven said in Bangkok he

believed another meeting between

Cambodian government
representatives and the Khmer
Rouge might be scheduled.

"I can't tell you anything about

the Monday meeting," Chartchai

told newsmen "I arranged it but I

did not participate in it because it is

not our business."

Curfew imposed after Vietnamese
palace attack slows evacuations
cont. from p. 1

termed it an individual act.

Barrages of artillery, rockets and

mortars made up most of the action

reported in the Mekong Delta to the

south of Saigon. Communist side

activity has picked up there this

week in possible preparation for a

major push on Saigon or to cut

roads, seize control of land and

people and cut food supplies to the

capital

Former Premier Nguyen Cao Ky,

a former commander of the air

force and one of the leaders of the

political forces in Saigon
demanding that Thieu step down,
denied that he was involved in the

bombing attack on the palace. Ky
said he favored an orderly change

of leadership but not a coup.

In Washington, the Pentagon

announced it had transferred a

battalion of Marines from Okinawa

to the Philippines in case it was
needed to help evacuate other

Americans from the Indochina war

zones. Marines already are being

used to help keep order aboard

refugee ships operating in South
Vietnamese waters.

Trung was believed to have had

only enough fuel in his F5 to fly 100

miles after his attack. But military

sources said he might have been

able to make it to Da Nang or

another base somewhere in the 19

of South Vietnam's 44 provinces

occupied by the Communists.
Thieu's government made un-

precedented moves to tell the

people the bombing was an isolated

incident and not a coup attempt

against the president, 'who ob-

served his 52nd birthday three days

ago
A spokesman at the Viet Cong's

Provisional Revolutionary
Government compound at Tan Son
Nhut denied any Communist
participation in the bombing. Hanoi

Radio broadcast news reports of

the attack, but quoted Western
news agencies and gave a

straightforward account.

There were indications from

government intelligence officers

the Communists might begin

shelling Saigon within two weeks if

Thieu does not quit or is not ousted

from power. The last rocketing of

Saigon was on Dec. 21, 1971, when

two projectiles were fired into the

capital.

Applications for the position of

Student Attorney General are available in the

Attorney General's Office, 422 Student Union,

for all interested undergraduates.

For job description and more information

see Cindi Iris, Student Atty. Gen.

Deadline for applications is Friday, April 18th.

student Government Association is an Equal Opportunity

A ffirmative Action Employer
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FOURTH ANNUAL BLACK MUSICIANS CONCERT

A Tribute to Cal Massey
Lonnie Liston Smith and the Cosmic Echoes

also Jimmy Garrison — Bassist

Grachan Moncur — Trombonist

Zane Massey — Reeds

Friday, April 11, 1975
Student Union Ballroom 8:00 p.m.

Admission Free

99

Sponsored by:

Afro-Am Sociot>

llarambee
Union of :ird World Women
3rd World Caucus of Central Area

Commuter Assembly

Orchard Hill Music Committee
Program Council Executive Comm.
Malcolm X Room
Provost Office

New Africa House

Asked by reporters if South

Vietnam could survive without

additional military aid, Weyand

replied, "No, they cannot.

Habib, leaving a nearly four-hour

closed briefing with the Senate

f-oreign Relations Committee, said

"there is a chance" that South

Vietnam could survive if it received

more military aid. The ad-

ministration had been pressing for

$300 million emergency sup-

plemental funds through June 30,

and about $12 billion in the next

fiscal year. Several senators,

leaving the session, were extremely

skeptical.

Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey

deplored the loss of nearly $1 billion

WEDNESDAY, APRiL 9, 1975

in U.S. -supplied equipment which
has fallen into North Vietnamese

hands. He also was doubtful

Congress would provide more than

humanitarian aid.

"It is not only a tragedy in human
terms, it is the greatest boondoggle

of management of the political and

military administration," he said.

"They had the fourth largest air

force in the world, and they left it

and ran for cover. It's sickening!

The military ineptness!"

Sen. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., said

he was against military aid to South

Vietnam unless President Thieu

steps down. In that case, Javits

said, he would be willing to re-

examine the question of military

aid.
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diversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

KYOGEN NATIONAL
COMIC THEATER OFJAPAN

SUNDAY, APRIL 20
BBM. BOWKER AUDITORIUM

ITZHAK PERLMAN
and THE SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY Robert Gutter conouctor

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23
8RM.BOWKER AUDITORIUM

TICKETS '$4 &3 general $2&1 .50 umass students I

ON SALE 125HERTER HALL, U MASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

Dukakis concedes tax hike possible
'75 campaign pledge

may be abandoned
BOSTON \AP\ - Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis conceded yesterday
that he may have to seek new taxes
to balance the state budget for the
next fiscal year that begins July 1.

Dukakis also said at his weekly
cabinet meeting that his 10 cabinet

secretaries must cut spending
during the next fiscal year by 10 per

cent, compared to present funding
levels.

Even so, the governor said, the

key to the tax question is how
much money the state can save in

AMHERST PUBLIC ACCESS TELEVISION FORUM

Next Meeting

April 9th, Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. at the FIRST
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, 165 Main Street, Amherst in the
gallery room (parking at the rear of the church).

On the Agenda

Discussion of proposed by laws for governing public access

1) amendments to adoption of the by laws
2) selection of name for the public access community group
3) incorporation as a non profit group

Election of support committee
1) nominations and election

2) the support committee would:

a. initiate incorporation

b. study and initiate grant applications for funding (facilities and
programming)

c. set up training sessions in video porta-pack and studio

equipment uses

d. arranging for use of area video facilities for access workshop
members

e. participate in the cable system franchising negotiations with

the Amherst select persons and the cable commission

Discussion of program ideas

1) establishing crew rosters

Other

1) upcoming meetings in April

a. regional cable television meeting

b. educational conference on CATV
2) time for next meeting

All people interested in working with video through the public

access television channel-facilities should attend this meeting.

the annual $1 billion welfare ap-

propriation. At the same time,

Dukakis' staff was circulating a list

of options that would reduce
welfare spending by about $300
million.

Dukakis said he must decide if

that reduction, along with other

budget savings, will be enough to

stave off taxes.

"If not, obviously I'm going to

have to make a recommendation
for revenue taxes," he said.

The governor has tried to keen a

campaign pledge that he would not

raic *. taxes in calendar 1975.

But yesterday he said it will be
about a month before he knows
whether the fiscal 1976 budget can

be balanced, without more
revenue.

On May 1, Dukakis said he will

"make a recommendation (to the

legislature) on how to deal with the

deficit" for fiscal 1975 that ends

June 30. The governor has said

previously that he will float bonds

to cover the anticipated $350

million shortfall.

The estimated $90 million in

annual interest payments on the

bonds over a four-year period

would be paid for through future

budget cuts, Dukakis has said.

Also on May 1, Dukakis said he

will have "some reasonable
estimate on whether the fiscal 1976

budget will be balanced." This, he

said, will depend on the anticipated

welfare savings.

Dukakis has submitted only a

skeleton outline of his fiscal 1976

budget to the legislature, and he

was not planning to file the official

and final request until after Labor

Day.

Anti-busing group vows
to discredit Kennedy
BOSTON \AP\ - The leader of

an antibusing group says it intends

to destroy Sen. Edward M. Ken-

nedy, D Mass., politically.

"We'd like to destroy him
politically, and we will," said Elvira

Palladino of East Boston, an
executive board member of Restore

Our Alienated Rights (ROAR).
"He's voting his conscience instead

of the will of the people," she said.

"If you read that, then it is no
longer a representative govern-

ment.

"He said let the chips fall where
they may, and the chips are coming
down like a snowstorm. We told

Sen. Kennedy many months ago,

until he changes his position on
busing, we'd be everywhere he

would be. He refuses to

acknowledge what we're all

about."
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COME ALONG ON A

PETER PAN

APRIL TOUR

RIGHT FROM THE COLLEGES

University of Massachusetts

Smith College (Northampton)

Amherst College

Mt. Holyoke College (So. Hadley)

Sign up soon and reserve your place on one or more of these attractive tours:

APRIL 12 (Saturday) - 1 DAY NEW YORK CITY SHOW/SHOPPING
This tour takes you to the heart of Midtown New York at Easter season, with

about 10 hours to shop, see a matinee, or sightsee. The low price includes a

delicious smorgasbord luncheon at the famed Stockholm Restaurant.

Per Person, Just 1/

APRIL 19-20 (Sat.Sun.) - 2 DAY WEEKEND IN MONTREAL

Come with us on Patriots' Day Weekend for a wonderful excursion to glittering,

cosmopolitan Montreal. Hotel accommodations, included in the bargain fare, are

at the LaSalle Hotel in the heart of downtown activities. Plenty of time to enjoy

exciting day and evening activities. tOCOO
Per Person, Just *OD

APRIL 26 (SATURDAY) - 1-DAY EXCURSION TO EXPO VINO 75

You'll want to attend this unusual, spectacular wine, cheese, and gourmet food

show at Commonwealth Armory, Boston. There will be four hours to really enjoy

the show, and the low tour price includes admission and ten sampling tickets.

Per Person, Just ^lO'*

Why not pick up our special brochure today giving further details?

Peter Pan Bus Lines

Campus Ctr. Hotel — UMass.

Tel. 545-2006

Peter Pan— Northampton

Tel. 586-1030

Peter Pan — Amherst Center
Tel. 256-0431

Cannon's— South Hadley
Tel. 533-71 15

Thousands of Boston public

school students are bused to

classrooms daily under a court-

ordered desegregation plan put

inio effect last September.

"We don't wish the man any
harm, basically - we only wish

he'd get out of politics," Mrs.

Palladino said.

Kennedy was confronted by
approximately 200 antibusing
demonstrators Sunday after he left

a Knights of Columbus breakfast in

Quincy. He was poked, grabbed
and jostled.

James King, a Kennedy aide, said

Monday that the senator was
"absolutely unhurt, was not struck

to my knowledge, and his clothes

were not torn as some reports

claimed."
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Jacobsen leaves stand

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - John
Connally's lawyer stacked $10,000

in cash before prosecution witness

Jake Jacobsen yesterday in an

attempt to discredit his testimony

that Connally accepted the money
in bribes.

Under final cross examination by

defense lawyer Edward Bennett

Williams, Jacobsen stuck by his

statement that he paid Connally

two installments of $5,000 each in

return for help in obtaining higher

price supports for raw milk.

Jacobsen said Connally returned

the money and conspired with him

to cover up the payoffs.

Jacobsen was followed on the

witness stand by milk producer

lobbyist Bob A. Lilly, who testified

he raised the $10,000 which
allegedly went to Connally.

Africa unity sought
DAP ES SALAAM, Tanzania

\UPI\ - African liberation

movements called yesterday for the

total isolation of South Africa and

guerrilla warfare throughout white-

ruled southern Africa.

"Africa has nothing to discuss

with the Pretoria (South African)

regime," Samora Machel,
president-designate of Mozam-
bique, told a meeting of African and
Arab ministers. "It would be a

serious mistake on our part, a

betrayal of the struggle of Africa

and all oppressed peoples."

Calls for orphans up
BOSTON \AP\ - More than

3,000 calls from families wishing to

adopt Vietnamese orphans or offer

them foster homes have been
received by public and private

adoption agencies in

Massachusetts.

Some families in the area have
received Vietnamese children they

adopted, and others are awaiting

arrival of the children or to be
assigned children.

The state Welfare Department's

adoption placement unit has
received approximately 2,000 calls

during the last week.

Secret pact charged

WASHINGTON \UPI) - Sen.

Henry M. Jackson, D-

Wash. .charged yesterday that

"secret agreements" exist between

the United States and South

Vietnam which have been hidden

from Congress and — until recently

— from President Ford.

Jackson said the agreements

"envision fateful American
decisions," but did not disclose

what they entail. Nor did he accept

a challenge to make his knowledge

available to the Senate.

Aid called for

WASHINGTON \UPI]

Rejecting calls for additional

military aid for Southeast Asia,

Sens. Hubert H. Humphrey and

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy said

yesterday they would work for

massive humanitarian aid to

refugees in both South Vietnam

and the Communist-held areas.

Humphrey introduced legislation

to provide $200 million in speedy

humanitarian assistance.

t

RECORDS
CLASSICAL

JAZZ
BLUES
ROCK

The New

RECORD SHOP
197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-5394
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community
announcements!

Black Mass Communications
Project will be holding their weekly

meeting today at 6:00 in Room 114

of New Africa House.

It is imperative that all members
attend. The agenda will include the

finafization of the newly amended
constitution and election of new
officers will be discussed for next

year.

The Black Scientist Society is

having a meeting Thurs., April 9, 75

at 6:30 p.m. in Room 315, New
Africa House.

Topics under discussion will be

the Honoria, and new Projects of

interest to the Third World
Community. During the meeting

there will be two films presented.

"The Quickie" and "The Bed" are

films in relation to our Public Health

Peer Sex component. All science

and non-science majors are urged

to attend.

The Malcolm X Room is in-

terested in professional assistant to

teach three credit courses for next

semester (fall 1975). If interested,

you must submit a proposal and a

resume to the Malcolm X Center,

no later than April 20, 1975. All

Proposals should include: the

purpose of the course, title, a

syllabus, for the semester, a

bibliography, exam requirement,

and the process by which students

can evaluate the course is

necessary.

We are requiring that each in-

dividual, submit twenty copies of all

materials. The courses must be

taught by a Grad- student or ap-

plicants should have an advisor to

report their activities to.

Any Third World individuals

interested in applying for the

position of advisor of the Malcolm
X Center should submit a resume
no later than April 18, 75.

The advisor position requires the

person to have some experience in

programming activities; budgeting

and some public relations.

The Malcolm X Center is open
from 1:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. Mon.-
Thur; and Fri. 1:00 p.m. - 10:00

p.m.; closed all day Saturday and
open Sunday from 1:00 p.m. - 12

midnight. For further information

contact the Malcolm X Center,

located below the Berkshire Dining

Commons. All phones are 545-

2819.

F̂
idem^olunteef*SerV<ces in

c*n*unc**, h the Afro-Am
^•pirtiUent will sponsor Tran Van

Din* as a quest spoakm This is as

darl of SVS s Film Lecture Series

fo/ThiM»day. April 10, at 7:30 p,m.

Matoolm X Center in South-

^es*"' Tran ,,Van Dinh, a former

Hetnarnaie go»ALnmental
fought
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Springfield police kill

Puerto Rican youth
The following is a commentary by Ju*n Cruz

When there is malfeasance, misfeasance and nonfeasance in the

local, or state law enforcement, the FBI has the right to step in and

investigate the matter.

It should be obvious to any citizen that the incident that took place

on March 29, 1975 in the city of Springfield. Massachusetts is clearly

a case of misfeasance. The tragic event took the life of a Puerto

Rican youth gunned down by two Springfield police officers.

Why was there misfeasance? According to the news media, and it

is now a fact, the officers, although the media did not put it that

way, did in fact tamper with the scene of a crime in which they were

directly involved. The officers removed their victim from the scene

by force. According to a Springfield officer, "The victim refused to

get in the police cruiser, and the officers that shot him had to

handcuff him in order to remove him from the scene and take him to

the hospital."

The victim's injuries were thus aggrevated by the action of the

two officers. The big question is, why did the officers tamper with

the scene of the crime? Was it out of concern to save the victim by

rushing him to the hospital? Obviously that was not the reason, for if

that had been the concern, then why did they shoot an unarmed

person in the first place?

They tampered with the scene when they suddenly realized they

had committed a crime. They removed the incriminatory evidence.

Another aspect of the incident was the fact that the officers

removed incriminatory evidence from the scene, but also a

procedural violation: namely, that when an officer fires his revolver

at a citizen, he is immediately to call an ambulance to the scene,

summon a superior officer, and notify the detective bureau. He must

by obligation remain at the scene, in order to protect it, and to await

the arrival of the above mentioned.

These proceedures were not adhered to by the officers involved in

the shooting. As to why they failed to do it must be based on the

principle of law that says that if there is no corpus delicti, there is no

murder. However, there was a corpus delicti, but it turned up at the

hospital, not at the scene. Furthermore, the victim was not removed

from the scene by the experts needed to prevent aggravation of

injuries to the victim, i.e. the ambulance attendants. Neither did the

detective bureau get a chance to examine and photograph the victim

at the scene. Maybe a picture was worth a thousand words.

One of the things that bothers the FBI is the ignorance of local

police in dealing with evidence. The FBI often refers to them as

yokels because of their inadequacies. In the Springfield incident

however, the officers or the misfeasors knew well what they were

doing. Tampering with evidence!

As a former police officer, I recall five incidents in which I was

involved in gun complaints. One of them was an attempt on my life. I

would have been justified, had I used deadly force, and legally I

would have been vindicated. I decided to use no force at the time,

but only the threat of force, and it worked. No one died. I noted

though, an apprehension that plagued my fellow officers concerning

what they would do if they ever shot a person who later was found

to be unarmed. Consistently, in two years of police work, the

suggestion was to say that they saw something shiny in the victim's

hands. By interpretation, that is supposed to save an officer in such

situations, and it has. As it appears in this case, the shiny object,

namely a screwdriver, was planted at the scene. However this joke

used by the killers of man must stop. One hope at exposing these

officers is the FBI but greatest of all is the people's support in our

endeavor to expose these killers. It could happen to you!

Lonnie Liston Smith &
The Cosmic Echoes' Concert

Lonnie Liston Smith was born in Richmond, Virginia. He comes from a

very musical family. His father is a member of The Harmonizing Four (a

spiritual quartet). His brother, Ray sangi with The Jarmels. His brother

Donald, sang with the University of Illinois Jazz Band and is now a member
of The Cosmic Echoes.

Lonnie received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Music from Morgan
State College. After college, Lonnie worked with the Royal Stage Band.

Seeking a better climate in which to develop musically, Lonnie came to

New York City in 1963. He has since evolved into a competent composer
and arranger. He is the leader of his own group The Cosmic Echoes.

Until recently, Lonnie was probably best known as the pianist-arranger-

composer for the Pharoah Sanders Group and The Gato Barbieri Group.

Lonnie has also worked with such Jazz biants as: Miles Davis, Leon

Thomas, Betty Carter, Ethel Ennis, Joe Williams, Art Blakey, Rahsaan

Roland Kirk, as well as Pharoah and Gato.

Lonnie records for The Flying Dutchman Label (an affiliate of RCA). His

first album, ASTRAL TRAVELING (FD10163) consisted of six original

compositions. His second album, COSMIC FUNK has three original tunes

on it and his third album, soon to be released, EXPANSIONS has six

original compositions.

The Brothers

and

Little Sisters of

PHI MU DELTA
invites all university men

to an

Open Rush
TONIGHT 8:30

FREE BEER

"I believe that music is the ruling foice of the Cosmos. I hope that my
music will give each and everyone who hears it a clearer insight into the

purposes of life and the reasons for being on this olanet at this time in

space," explained Lonnie Liston Smith. It should oe noted that Lonnie

Liston Smith was co-composer for the entire score on Jewels of Thought.

On Summun, Bukmun, Umyun (Deaf, Dumb and Blind), Lonnie composed
and arranged one entire side "Let us Go Into the House of the Lord".

Thembi contains two of Lonnie's original compositions: "Astral Traveling"

and "Morning Prayer". Some of his other compositions are: IMANI (Faith),

ASPIRATIONS, REJUVENATION, IN SEARCH OF TRUTH, COSMIC
FUNK BEAUTIFUL WOMAN, PEACEFUL ONES, SUMMER DAYS,

EXPANSIONS, SHADOWS, DESERT NIGHTS AND VOODOO WOMAN.
Discover the spiritual energetic sounds of Lonnie Liston Smith and the

Cosmic Echoes, Fri., April 11, 1975 at 8:00 p.m., Student Union Ballroom.

Along with Lonnie Smith will be Jimmy Garrison, Bassist; Grachan

Moncur, Trombonist; andZane Massey, Reeds. The admission is free. The
7""" -c cr>nn<tr>rftd bv several UMass organizations.

CB/iC1?DCSCp^iRKS

£<<rJuroy • jactets

paoptes pndes

MM Mi
BELL'S PIZZA HO

PIZZA— SPAGHETTI — GRINDERS

65 University Drive

Amherst is a

remarkable place — our

pizza house is ONE of

the reasons. Bell's Pizza

FOR ALL the right

reasons.

PIZZA-RAMA
355 College St„ Rt. 9, Amherst

specializing in

PIZZAS, HOT OVEN GRINDERS

and SPAGHETTI

STORE HOURS: Sun. Thurs., 11 a.m.-Midnight
Fri., Sat., 11 a.m.-l a.m.

Call 253-3808

"EXTRA SPEEDY DELIVERY"
between 5 p.m. -Midnight, every night

Best Food in Town - and the Lowest Priees

The last bits of lunch are up for grabs as these two fellows decide who's going to

reach it first.

IT RfflfS TOSHOP Economic conference

THE FINASTWAY to be held tomorrow

Mountain Farms
Mall in Hadleyi

Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe!

Schlitz
case of 24
12 oz cans

DOUGH! Lambrusco bii I

Costa do Sol b
q 249

Yago Sangria y 1 49

POlOUd* I Lambrusco bti W
MailiSChOWitZ Sangria

24
bt?

z

1
^ m. illAAlAMMCrPam Sherry & 4/5 4 79
Gredt WGSICiil Cocktail Sherry, bt! I

An economic outlook conference

at UMass tomorrow will feature an

address by Raymond J. Saulnier,

former chariman of the Council of

Economic Advisors to the

President.

Saulnier is professor emeritus of

economics at Barnard College,

Columbia University. He is a trustee

of The New York Bank for Savings,

a charter trustee of Middlebury

College, a member of the advisory

committee for the Secretary of the
' reasury, a public governor of the

American Stock Exchange, and

economic consultant or director of

several industrial companies and

financial funds.

The Thursday conference is

sponsored by the UMass School of

Rusiness Administration. Invited to

participate are state legislators,

bankers, real estate agents, and
personnel from private companies,

issues to be considered include

problems of wages and em-
ployment, costs and profits, prices

and planning, and capital markets.

Meetings will be from 10 a.m. to 4

p.m. in the UMass Campus Center.

Other conference speakers will

include: Dean George S. Odiorne,

of the UMass School of Business

Administration; and Prof. Sidney C.

Sufrin, professor of general

business and finance at the School.

Further information may be

obtained from Dr. Bertil Liander,

Management Development
Programs, School of Business

Administration, UMass, Amherst

01002
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Gunther

SUPERMARKETS

June24 to

August15
If vou like to learn after the sun goes down. vou can

take advantage of Summer Evening College. 50 courses

arc being offered in this program, including e\er\ thing

from Art to Zoolog> As with all of our programs. we

offer those important extras like financial aid. counseling

services, and a lot of friendly personal attention. I Mass

is big enough to provide >ou with what you want, and

small enough to give you what vou need.

Registration is by mail or in person at Bov den Gymnasium

on Monday. June 2.*. from 9 a.m. to I p.m. and 5 p.m. to

7 p.m. The Evening College is brought to vou by the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts' Summer Program Office and Div-

ision of Continuing Education Fot more information con-

tact Continuing Education at Hills House North or call

|4I3] 545-0905.

UMass/Amherst
We Reserwe the Right to Limit Quantities

Prices

> » t
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SBA offers recession seminars

WEDNESDAY, APRii 9, 1975

Marketing, sales management, and the recession
are areas to be covered during two April seminars
offered by the School of Business Administration at

UMass.

The first seminar, tonight through Friday, will be
concerned with "How to Cut Marketing Costs and
Increase Profits." A "how-to" approach will point to
marketing organization and policies needed to trim

costly marketing operations and procedures which
prosperity has allowed to proliferate. Seminar
sessions will detail why unsettled economic con-
ditions provide an opportunity to do something
difference and profitable.

Speakers will be: Jack S. Wolf, professor and head

of the marketing department at the UMass School of

Business Administration; Parker M. Worthing, UMass
associate professor of marketing; and Edward E.

Emanuel, executive vice president of PLS, a sub-
sidiary of the Penton Publishing Company.

The second seminar will be Wednesday, April 16,
on "Sales Management in a Recessionary Period." It

is designed for executives concerned with the role of
sales in the marketing mix under current economic
conditions. Sessions will include lectures, case
analyses, problem indentification, and an opportunity
for executives to analyze their own company
situations and exchange ideas with other participants.

ONE WEEK LEFT!!

ALL persons applying for office space for next

year must fill out an application by April 11th.

Applications available at RSO and Rm. 817

Campus Center

WAY
it Paye to Shop lor Quality
Produce the Finest Way!

Asparagus
Fresh Tender

9 49*

LambChops £amb Legs
ShOUlder mt ^%^% Genuine Spring Mk ^ *a%,
Chops m̂ 9 ^Jm Oven Ready-Whole

I Wfl
Genuine Spring j^fl haaWM ^aW The Roast with the Hearty R.ch ^^H |^

j^Hj Flavor Roast to a Crisp. j^H ^^^
^^m Golden Brown Serve with ^L\w
Uf |b Mint Jelly and Rice Pilar ^H .l

5»J«Bbch<*» 15? U«*Combln^l<»,99«
Loin Lamb Chops .,79 Ground Chuck- 93*

"*^— ^*^^^^a\ a. _^a^^»—

^

^^ a*± A, ID frear Your Family to Mr. Deli

COTIXGT CUt Pi*
Favori,es and Save et Finest!

'**** Pork Loin ^yBaked Ham^BTU • *aa*ey*mm Freshly Sliced jqa
-*m~ i*>3» Chops B

°° a

:
I8?

American Cheese . 1.19
In-Storm Bake Shop!_ — ^^ Cake Donuts^.^' m 69'

Chicken I Rye Bread p-~— ^ 55*

Quarters ™ g^ Rainbow Trout
o . wrth m ****** Pork Loin *££? 89* 2* J c jjQBreast*,*, ^QC Pork Loin RibsW. .. J* ^i *!ESL I19
Leg b~> TV » Pork Loin Roast «£. .1.19 Cod Fillet_ "

8g<

Crisp Aire

US No
1 2V Mm

Mcintosh
Apples

^Jbag^5y ,,r

>f. . . . 5 io- 1.00
-.0,1.00

Grapefruit
Navel Oranges ^%8
Pascal Celery 3-1.00

Green Cabbage 2 * 29*

Spring Cleaning Sale
the Finest Way!

* Corn Broom
Deck Mop
Wet Mop

\ Your
Choice
488

ea

.6^71.00
Fantastik X.T "

M<" 89*
Mr. CleanSW^
Finast Cleanser

10- On Label

Fabric Softener ta
Paper Towels *** .

Window Cleaner *

V 97«
59«

TV 49«
16 oi
can 49*

Baked Froth the Flnaat Way!

Big Round Top
White Bread
Finast
Fresh 3 2°"

I

N

HawaiianPunch ^QC
Red, Grape or Very-Berry can ^^F^aaW

Shortening „ 419
Mrs. Tuckers Blended %^can |

23 BountyTowelsO OQc
Wh.te or Assorted Colors

""" W^*W
Cold Power;:™ 409
laundry Oei.rfjent

Label •*< 1

Finast Soda «•«3QC

Stock Up on Frozen Food at Finest!

Bakeryjtem, Available Tue« thru Sat

COLO
P0l¥f*

All Flavors

49*

• ot

Chock Thoaa Low Prtcoa Mora Proof H Pay to Shop the Flnaat Way!

Bumble Bee tM
l
9
9S

1m*, .c." 69«
Finast Saltines ;,* 47*
Diet Soda mm 4^,o

,'1.00

Fig Newtons n.*.™ £? 79*
Nilla Wafers — -mi . £y 59«
Kosher Dills 38 3?„°'59*

White Vinegar ,,„. Vtt*
Crisco Oil M

M?i.89
Spaghetti^.., ;• 39*

Instant Coffee ******

Evaporated Milk -..

Toaster Pastry *,*.* .

Hot Cocoa Mix ^w
Nutter Butter *»** .

.

Del Monte ^LVr . .

.

Progresso
Sauerkraut
Potatoes
Raisin Bran «„o„

imoonvd Ha*.an
Tomafo«s
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.
';,'49*
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Finast Frozen

Dinners
Turkey. Meatloaf
Salisbury Steak
or Fried 1 1 02
Chicken pkg

Cheese Pizza e
Efir. . ,

. •• 85.

Waffles £S 5 57*
Broccoli Spears J.,,' S^'i.oo
Green Beans fiSS £j 75*

Sunriee Freeh Dairy Features'

Finast Corn Oil

Margarine

59*Quarters 1 lb

Pkg
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Orange Juice ,o2x"
Kraft
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Art Carney surprises academy
Compiled from Wires

LOS ANGELES - Art Carney
was a surprise winner at the 47th

annual Academy Awards Tuesday
night, taking the best actor Oscar
for his portrayal of a gallant old man
with a pet cat in "Harry and Tonto"
and the best actress award went to

Ellen Burstyn for her performance
as a housewife turned singer in

"Alice Doesn't Live Here
Anymore."
The best supporting actor and

actress Oscars went Tuesday night

to a traditional favorite, Ingrid

Bergman, and a surprise

newcomer, Robert De Niro.

Miss Bergman collected her third

Academy Award for her portrayal

presentsD.V.P.

M.L.K. week

April 10

GOSPEL
NIGHT

Ronnie Ingram Singers

Dorothy Love Coates

Campus Center

Auditorium

8:00 p.m.

nlii
Cotch P RideWith Continental"

Troilwoys.
A Continental Trailways
Deluxe Motorcoach leaves

Springfield for Sew York City vance reservation-no reser-

every hour from 6:15 A.M. to vation needed for other depar-

7:15 P.M. daily. tures).

Peter Pan Bus Lines MNorthampton -leaving

provide direct connecting ser- at 5:20 A .M. , then hourly from

vice from: 7:20 A.M. on through 6:20
Amherst -leaving at P.M.

5:00 A.M. then hourly from

7:00 A.M. on through 6:00

P.M.
SV>u//i Hadley-leaving

at 7:20 A.M., 9:30 A.M., 12:30

P.M., 2:30 P.M. and 4:15

P.M. . . . (7:20 A.M. by ad-

Average running time

to Xeiv York (George Wash-
ington Bridge Terminal) is

just I hours . . . 30 min-
utes additional to midtoivn
Xew York.
Minor varialinn* in •j-hnlnh mi Sun. rimnutl u>mi
hit ill luminal

Ride with Peter Pan and Continental

Trailways. You'll meet interesting people

like yourself, have time to read,

relax and contemplate.

AmherHl
Peter Pan Hus IAm*
79SouthPlea*antSt.
25fi-M.1l

Ticket Offices:
\orthampton Smith Until, ;/

Peter Pan World Travel Peter fan Huh I.ims

old South St. 2 ) CeHewe St.

5H6I0.W Ui-flU

of a quirky, frightened woman in

"Murder on the Orient Express,"

and De Niro for his role as a
younger version of Marlon Bran-
do's Don Corleone in "The God-
father Part II."

Miss Bergman won the best

actress award in 1944 for

"Gaslight" and 1956 for

"Anastasia."

De Niro won by playing the same
role that Marlon Brando originated

in the first version of "Godfather."

By a curious coincidence, both are

proteges of dramatic coach Stella

Adler, although 20 years apart.

The searing documentary of the

Vietnam war, "Hearts ana Minds,"

was awarded the Oscar as best

documentary feature.

Producer Bert Schneider read a

telegram from AmbassaOor uinh
Da Thi, chief of the Viet Cong
delegation to the Paris political

talks.

"Please transmit to all our friends

in America our recognition of all

that they have done on behalf of

peace and for the application of the
Paris Accords on Vietnam," the
telegram said.

"Godfather Part II" won the
Academy Award for best picture of
the year last night.

The Oscar for best song went to

"We May Never Love Like This
Again," the theme from "Towering
Inferno," with the Oscars being
collected by Al Kasha and Joel

Hirshhorn, who wrote the music
and lyrics.

"Closed Mondays" won as best

animated short subject, "One Eyed
Men Are Kinds" as live action short

and "Don't" as the best short

documentary.

"Earthquake," which employed a

Iqw frequency sound wave system
to vibrate seats and give

moviegoers a small taste of what an
earthquake feels like, won the best

achievement in sound award and
also a special award for visual

effects.

A special award also went to

French film maker Jean Renoir, son
of the master painter of that name,
for his contributions to film making
and John Wayne gave another
honorary award to director Howard
Hawks.

The award for best original

dramatic score went to "The
Godfather Part II" and co-
composers Nino Rota and Carmine
Coppola, father of Francis Ford
Coppola, producer and director of
the film.

The award for best adaption of a
musical score went to Nelson
Riddle's "Great Gatsby" score.

PHOTO
SPECIAL

April 30th the Cothgtan will run a special aaue

on photography All undergrads are invited to

submit photographs in one or more ot the (31

foaowing categories

Portrait. Still life, and Abstract

Pri/es will be awarded for first place in each

category and first, second and third place wiH

be pubkahad m that issue.

* Corwin held in contempt
cont. from p.1

Judges John van Tol, David
Bennett, and David Carter
dismissed the charges of a violation

of activities regulations, because
.
the regulation is applicable to- an
RSO group and not to an individual

representing an RSO group.

Motions for the dismissal of the

remaining eight charges were
denied. The judges said that suf-

ficient evidence had been
presented by the prosecution to

warrant continuance of the
charges.

NOW
CALVIN
MSt, SI NORTHAMPTON &I4 2310

Nominated for 11 Academy Awa

flfc^r HADT II Best Picture

OodMer ntH I II Best
Reumcua

end SMASH WEEK!

Best Actor

Best Director

Eves Godfather II 7 30

MONDAY 1 TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS SI 00

Assistant RSO
Business Manager

Student Activities Office

<H ALIFICATIONS:

— Bachelor's Degree in Business Management (or comparable
* experience)

— Working knowledge of Klectronic Data Processing

— Substantial Student Service Orientation

BENEFIT*
Standard Full-time professional position benefits

Applications should be made no later than Fri.. April II. 1975 to

J. Paul Margossian. Search Committee Chairperson, Rm. 420.

Student Government Association is an equal opportunity Affirmative Action Employer

Prosecutor Cindy Iris

documented the alleged violations

of the Student Code of Conduct
and the RSO Financial Policy Act
before the prosecution rested its

case Monday night.

Corwin, testifying in his own
defense, then read his statement.

He continued to read loudly while

the judges ordered him to restrain

himself because his statement was
"out of order." Corwin's defense

advocates were asked to explain to

him that he would be cited for

contempt if he continued to ignore

the judges.

A complete t%xt of Corwin's

statement follows:

"Thus far in this trial, I feel I have

been denied due process. It is

obvious to me after last night's

hearing and after the proceedings

tonight that this hearing is a

mockery of justice. I'd like to

suggest that I have been singled

out, for reasons I don't even know
about, to be an example for other

RSO groups. Before this so-called

court last evening, Bud Demers
(business manager of RSO) stated

that other groups were in violation

of RSO policies, yet I am the only

person charges are being brought

against. Is that fair? Is this justice?

My faith in the SGA judicial system

is nil. Last night I sat before this

court and watched these three

judges, maybe kangaroo judges.

Student Code of Conduct Part I,

paragraph E4. In an essence, this

court, in violation of the con-

stitution is denying me due process.

"You people here are playing

with my future life and I don't like it

and I won't stand for it. Therefore, I

would like to say at this time, that I

am withdrawing myself from future

proceedings of this court and will

take the matter up directly with the

administration. Goodnight."

Corwin, with a broad smile on his

face, left the courtroom.

proudly presents

n
TODAY!!!

MMLK
(documentary film maker)

will hold a seminar on "film censorship"

at 1 :30 in the Colonial Lounge.

At 7:00 his movie 'Punishment Park" and

lecture by Mr. Watkins will be in the S.U.B.

ALL WELCOME!! ALLALL FREE
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Detailed commuter budget
To the Editor:

As treasurer of the Commuter Assembly, I feel obligated to elaborate on
Ms. Babner's letter to the editor of March 31st, concerning our budget
allocations.

Ms. Babner asks several questions that I hope can be answered here
regarding the Commuter Lounge renovation fund. I campaigned for the
Commuter Assembly on a slate opposed to further lounge renovations.
The $2000plus spent last year for furniture and the $ 1500 allocated for this
year was allocated by the previous Commuter Assembly leadership. A
portion of the $1500 in this year's budget has been used to purchase
additional lockers for commuting students.

The $14,000.00 "Other Lump Sum" category is the operating-program
support for the Commuter Area Government activities. Projects as the
Food Stamp Program, New Africa House Choir, Spring Day, Counseling
Assistance for Older Students, the Student Auto Workshop, Afro-Am
Society cultural events, "Ahora"-Latin American Week, the Springfield
Tenants Union, the Tyefa African Dance Society, Indo-China Task Force,
Student Activities-Winter Program, Hampshire Day House, U.W.W.
Norfolk Prison Program, UMass Day-Care Centers, UMass Music Theatre
Guild, the Pioneer Valley Tenants' Association, the UMass Off-Campus
Housing Office and student food stamp and welfare services are but a few
of the programs-services supported by the 'Commuter Assembly.

I would welcome the opportunity to discuss our budget policy wilh Ms.
Babner or anyone else. Our budget for fiscal 1975-76 will be printed in the
Commuter Almanac to be mailed for all commuting students in two weeks.

I hope this information will correct any misinformation that Ms. Babner
may have.

Paul Duffin. Treasurer
Commuter Assembly

Cooperation is the key
To the Editor.

Last week something happened in Amherst which may have much more
profound consequences than the six people responsible dreamed of These
six residents, all voters and taxpayers, circulated a flyer urging voters in
North Amherst's Precinct 1 to vote against candidates which the flyer
labeled as 'transients', a catchword for student, radical, apartment dweller
and youth.

Since the age of majority became 18, the vast student body at the
University of Massachusetts has been pretty much like a sleeping giant
content to dream on as the town and the university went their separate
ways. There was never any reason to believe that student voting in this
year's town election would be significantly or dangerously greater than in
past years, regardless of the number of student candidates for town
meeting.

That was, until six knights in shining armor went out to slay this sleeping
menace, in order to protect their town and my town too.

But what could six do against twenty thousand? At best they could only
irritate the beast, and that is exactly what they succeeded in doing The
kind of coverage that these actions got in the focal press, and particularly
that at UMass, was certain only to create a backlash v.

' ch could actually
benefit the intended victims.

Anyway, no great harm was done, at least this year. The distribution ofpower in the town is going to be pretty much the same after the election as
before. What may happen ,n future years is that the students will react to
this kind of irritation, and they will return these courtesies in kind and
potentially, in spades.

I don 't see a monolithic student bloc vote ever endangering Amherst if
the town learns to understand its special circumstances. It would do thetown a lot ofgood to have more input from low income, student, and other
youthful elements into its governmental processes. But, I worry that the
present neutral relationship between this large student body and the
townspeople could become an antagonistic one, one which would do noone any good.

I grew up in Amherst, and I always thought that what made Amherst agood place to live, are the people in it. All the people in it. When some of
trie members start attacking others over insignificant details of their ex
penence here, especially when all parties should have the best interests of
everyone in mind, it sort of makes you wonder about your estimation of
the place you live in.

Frederic E. Cann
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5 College farce
To the Editor:

/ am writing this letter to the Collegian, because I

am a UMass student, in the hope that someone will
read it and get the message This is a formal complaint
about the so called Five College "community" and
how it is run. I would first like to mention the recent
e> iorcing of bus rules, which consist of not letting

anyone out anywhere except at "designated" college
stops, even if the vehicle already happens to be
stopped at a red light.

I would also like to point out the hassle it creates for
people who care to avoid useless detours. Not to
mention how nasty some bus drivers are with their
anti student attitudes. Then I would like to ask why
both in Amherst and Smith busses stop for ten
minutes while they hever stop for more than one
minute at UMass
As a result, some people often miss their bus at

these stops. You might call it favoritism, I do.
Then I would like to ask Mount Ho/yoke College

why it is not possible to renew books by phone. I

happen to live ten miles away and I just can 't truck on
up to South Hadfey every time I want to renew a
book. Is this what they call "cooperation"? At Smith
Art library they do everything they possibly can to
make it difficult for me to take books out. and always
hassle me about returns, fines, etc.

Is it because I'm a male and a UMass student and I

lappen to look a bit scraggly, or am I just getting
aranoidlike the administrators seem to be? If anyone

has any gripes similar to these [there are many more
which I have left out) concerning Five Colleges, Inc.
please voice them at once!

Nicholas A. Martin

Action more

than thought

needed
By BILL FOSTER

Perhaps what I'm going to say won't surprise you
but it shocked me. It was caused by the discovery of
something very ugly, something I assumed to be
nothing more than a sexist cliche, never realizing that

to others it could be a very harsh reality. It's akin to

the shock of white America on realizing

existence of racism. The situation: students who are
approached by their instructors with overt sexual
overtures just because they happen to be women.

I'm sure at this point, a hush goes around the room.
And the reason is that it's automatically assumed that

not only would teachers never abuse their power, but
that unsavory situations like this only happen in

Playboy, the movies and soap operas. What a shock
to our modern up-to-date liberal/ Victorian morality,

course we could apply the same mentality that we
give to rape victims. "So your dignity as a human
being was sliyhted, eh? You have a lot of nerve being
outraged. Just what exactly is your moral character
like?" Once again the victim is blamed for the crime.

The next question to be asked is, how often does
this happen? -

The more inquiries I made, the more often this sort
of situation occured. And to those who still disbelieve,
I find it more than a coincidence that almost without
exception any woman I asked had been through such
an experience or had a close friend who had. Now I'm
not too excited about the unquestioned power of
teachers anyway, but when that authority presumes
into sexual intrigue, it's time to raise some serious
questions.

"Why do these cases go unreported?" I asked. One
answer was "If nothing but words have passed who's
going to listen?"

Another woman said, "I said no, and didn't want to
go (discuss) any further. It was probably going to be
trouble for me and the instructor."

I can't really argue with the last comment. It is one
thing for someone on the outside of the situation to
buck and kick about the unjust sexist implications of it

all and quite another to actually be involved, in the
embarassing scene of trying to report it. Several
people I spoke with not only mentioned one depart
ment here on campus but even named certain
professors as being famous for the "lay for an A"
routine. As this is written, a sense of hopelessness
prevails. This is old news for those who've been there
and will probably be disregarded by those who find it

hard to believe. But in terms of public information of
spreading an alarm and perhaps making more people
aware, maybe it is not so futile. If nothing else is done
than to start thinking, we're closer to an answer.

Bill Foster is a Collegian Columnist

send a letter to the editor
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caumpM Did you vote in the Amherst town election?

If so, why? If not, why not?

text by William Mills

photography by Jim Higgins

Sally Johansson, first

semester at UMass, resident of

South Amherst — I'm going to

vote because I'm a registered

voter of Amherst and also

because I'm really concerned
about the town. I'm primarily

concerned about the growth of

the town. I think a lot of

students aren't aware of what's
happening in the community.

Sally Johansson

Robyn Rex, junior, living in

John Quincy Adams No, I

didn't. I really meant to. I guess
I lost track of time. It's not that

I'm not up on the issues. I'm

ashamed I didn't (vote).

Melanie Monsour, freshman,
living in Wheeler House - No,
because I'm not interested at

all. I hate to say it, but I guess
I'm apathetic. If it wasn't
apathy, I would have taken the
time to vote. I'm really involved
in my own little world.

Melanie Monsour
Jim Delmonico

Jim Delmonico, senior, living

in McNamara — Yes, I voted

because it was the first time I've

been allowed to vote being a

student here for two and half

years. I think it's important to

vote. A lot of students don't

know about many of the issues

because they don't have time ...

to search for themselves. I'm

particularly concerned" about

housing, rent, autonomy,
student unionization.

Peter Miller

Peter Miller, junior, living in

John Adams — No, because
the town affairs don't really

interest me. I'm more interested

in other things. If I wanted to

vote I could have, but I just

didn't have the time.

A land full

of heroes
The pretty princess parades her buttocks daily for the masses who've

already seen it on television. In the Student Union Ballroom, Coqueclicot
pirouettes for a stranger who's not so sure as everyone else seems to be.

Meanwhile, Benjamin walks through campus singing "Dee, dee dee dee,

dee dee, dee dee, dee dee, dee dee, dee; doo, doo doo doo, doo doo, doo
doo doo." By the library, he checks out Scarlet and her lovely O'Hara as

she prances on by.

The Wicket Witch of the West sells jewelry on the concourse and directs

tours of the merry old land of Oz, while Wyatt Earp stands in the bathroom
and wonders who really shot Liberty Valance.

James Bond stands in front of the class with his hand in his pocket and
his nose in the air and looks suspiciously at his eager young proteges. He
wonders when they'll learn the ways of violence.

Captain America comes cruising by on his Harley Davidson, chuckipg
revs at little girls who wish they had a man of their own, and the university

keeps moving on.

The Trapp Family sings in the Fine Arts Center on Monday afternoon
when nobody is watching. They need the practice.

There's nothing wrong with it all. It's just UMass and the ways of the

world. Still there's something typically Hollywood about it all. Maybe it's

just the time of year.

And the Keystone crew rides through in their White machines, declaring

that it's only in the interest of freedom to kill. If o not so different here.-

Don Corleone and his friends are still in control of it all. They supply
UMass with crossroads - fuel for the academic fire.

Millions takefheir tests and learn about what people really do and watch
what they'd like people to do and like it better that way so they figure

that's the way it should be and they should be so that's the way it is and
they are.

So they say, "That's life," and give up after all. It's only Chinatown
philosophy and quite effective in the modern, unnecessary world, but
somewhat unnecessary in the real world, for we're all stars in our own
right.

Every prancing Scarlet and singing Benjamin and hard-driving Captain
American can be found right under our very noses ... right here in the
bastion of plasticity. It's just a land full of heroes.

"Oh I wish my life was a non-stop Hollywood movie show,

a fantasy world of Celluloid villains and heroes.

Because celluloid heroes never feel any pain,

and celluloid heroes never really die."

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist.
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By CHIP LALONDE
Last Monday night the

Executive Committee of the

Student Senate turned down
SPECTRUM'S budget appeal.

This means that for the third

year in a row SPECTRUM will

only publish one issue. I find

this a very sad state of affairs,

and a very sad comment on the

value systems of our elected

leaders.

SPECTRUM used to be a

thriving RSO group and a

powerful voice for all creative

persons on campus. We
published two and sometimes
three times a year in a high-

quality format which com-
plemented their work. We were
the recipient of a National

Printing Award, being judged
alongside professional four-

color publications from across

the country. Our reputation

among college literary

magazines was steadily

growing. Then, a couple of

years ago, something hap-

pened. Our budget was cut

almost 50 per cent and then

even more the next year.

SPECTRUM'S powerful voice

became a feeble squeak which
could quite easily be ignored.

The following is a breakdown
of SPECTRUM'S funding for

the past five years:

1970-71

$24,615 4.44

per cent of

total budget.

1971-72

$26,522 4.17

per cent of

total budget.

1972-73 -

$26,175 4.06

per cent of

total budget.

1973-74

$14,075 1.62

per cent of

total budget.

1974-75

$13,167 - 1.33

per cent of

total budget.

These figures indicate the

degree to which SPECTRUM
has fallen in importance in the

eyes of the Senate. However, it

is not SPECTRUM that has lost

its value, rather it is the value

systems of the senators which
are out of line. SPECTRUM is

very important. This magazine

A sad
state of

affairs
is the sole outlet of its type on
campus that is open to all forms
of creative expression by all

UMASS undergraduates in the

fields of prose, poetry,
photography, and artwork.
SPECTRUM means new ideas,

new perspectives, creative
energies, productivity, in-

centive, imagination, beauty,

and the countless other
rewards which creativity brings.

I'd say that's a pretty handsome
return we're offering on their

investment.

The easiest charge for the

senators to throw at us is that

we are not being realistic in our
demands. They accuse us of

failing to take into con-
sideration the fact that there are

new RSO groups being formed
who also want a slice of the pie.

What they are failing to

Chip Lalonde is a Collegian

guest commentator and Editor

of Spectrum

recognize, however, is the fact

that SPECTRUM has been
forced to bear more than its fair

share of this burden. Surely not
all RSO groups have had to be
cut 50 per cent to allow for the

new ones! In the minds of the

senators, SPECTRUM is ex-

pendable. The budget cut

which SPECTRUM has had to

live with is disproportionate and
crippling. Our request for

funding of two issues would
take a little more than three per

cent of the total budget. How
can this be construed as an

unreasonable request?

Two weeks ago, we gathered

412 signatures on a petition

which read: "We, the un-

dersigned, feel that creative

expression should be an im-

portant part of the University,

and therefore support
SPECTRUM'S request for

$31,135 from the Budgets
Committee. 1 '

These 412 signatures were
gathered almost entirely in one
day because we were then also

involved in completing the

layout for the present issue.

This is a considerable number
of signatures in a considerably

short period of time. I presented

this petition to the Executive

Committee at our appeal.

Sadly, student leaders are not

responsive to the feelings of

their constituents. It meant
nothing to them.

At present, things do not

look bright for SPECTRUM.
The budget (enough for one
issue) which was recom-
mended by the Budgets
Committee will next be sent to

the whole
Senate as a

part of a

package
consisting of all

the recom-
mended
budgets for all

the RSO
groups. The
Senate must
either accept or

reject the entire

package To
reject it would
mean more
work for
themselves.

Yet, I still have
faith in the

Senate as a whole.
The glaring injustice of

SPECTRUM'S plight is out-

standing — and I cannot
believe that the Senate would
allow this to continue.

We're SPECTRUM, the voice
of creative people on campus.
How unfair that we should be
reduced to a token gesture.

The nonentity tax
'

In view of such matters as the Universal

Fee (although this issue is not a live one, it is

far from dead) and Campus Center Fees

(which basically allows us to walk through

the building) I feel as though these situations

are being dealt with properly.

It seems as though the powers that be

within this University have taken it upon

themselves to make the students pay for

debts which the students had never wanted

in the first place.

I offer a better solution. Why not just

charge students for those resources that they

will never use? That would solve everything.

At least to the type of logic that is now

employed by the administration.

For example, I personally have no use for

male athletic supporters that are given at

Boyden. Who not tax me $2.00 a year for

their non-use?
Or, charge persons that don't have meal

tickets $10.00 a semester for not using the

facilities of the Dining Commons. That would

surely pay off some of the bonds that

are held on those buildings.

Charge commuters $50.00 a semester for

not living in the dorms and in ten years the

University would own every residence hall.

Tax every student a quarter every time

they don't go into Herter Hall. What a

veritable fortune that would yield yearly.

This system wouldn't be fool proof

however. If Food Services were to tax every

student for each drink they didn't have, the

TOC would need more than a McDonald's
Francise to save it

But if the Campus Center Store were to

tax students on every article of clothing not

sold there, it would make up for the loss at

the TOC.
If the University wants to pay off its debts

by taxing students then charge us for not

using Pres. Wood's helicopter when we want

to commute from here to Boston and vice-

versa. Maybe that would pay for his office

expenses and save the taxpayers of the
Commonwealth some big bucks.

And if the University was into big buck
making it would levy a 15 per cent tax on all

taxes were to be taxed.

Does this all sound a little far fetched? It's

not as off the wall as the Universal Fee,

Campus Center Fee, Athletic fee, etc. sounds
to me. It sounds more like taxation without
representation.

And isn't that what we fought a revolution

for?

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist

iiSMwre l©ttters to tte ©dltor

Concrete Paradise
To the Editor:

O.K., so Southwest has the highest rate of

damage and crime on campus, but S. W. also

contains the- largest number of people on

campus. We may not be the most perfect

place to live, but we do have a lot going for

us. It is mainly because of our large size,

S. W. contains a variety of people and things

to do.

Every other Saturday night, Washington

Lower sponsors a FREE coffeehouse

featuring some of the best talent on and off

campus. The S. W. Women 's Center offers a

multitude of colloquium ranging in variety

from amateur auto mechanics to women's
roles and mental health. There is a Pre-

couse/or training colloque and an abundance
of workshops from dance to racism to

gourmet hot-plate cooking which come
under the Living Skills colloque in

Washington Tower.

People call Southwest the "Concrete

City" or refer to it as the "Zoo", but S.W.
isn 't all that different lor any worse I than any
place else on campus. Yes, S. W. does have a

lot of parties, but with over 5,000 residents of

course someone is going to be partying at

one time or another. And yes, living in an

area almost completely concrete can be
tiresome, but I'd rather have a little concrete

than a ton of mud. If you ever get really

down by the cement, you only have to walk a

few yards and you're in the fields. And,

I

know, some people say that living in a Tower
is like living in a pit, well, I don 't agree — if a

person is going to be a slob, he 'II be a slob in

Lewis or Brooks just as easily as he 'd be slob

in Washington or J. A.

I don 't mean to say that S. W. is a Utopia
- it s notIf But, it certainly isn 't the Hell Hole
some people think it is. I live in a tower, and I

don 't think life here is bad at all. The people
are friendly, and I feel that's the most im-

portant thing. I can't think of a place on
campus I'd rather 'live than Washington
Lower.

Bonnie J. Ward

Go t a gripe? suggestion? Over 25,000

Send a letter to the editor, will read it!!

f
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Car rally set for Saturday
*******************************

J.F. Kennedy Middle will sponsor

the First Annual UMass Car Rally to

be held on Saturday, April 12.

Registration will begin at 9 a.m.

Saturday morning in front of

Alumni Stadium with the rally

British journalist

to speak tomorrow
At noon on Thursday, April 10,

Roger Moody, British journalist, will

speak at the Center for In-

ternational Education in Hills

South, Room 287, on current

problems in Southwest Africa.

Recently returned from the area,

Moody will discuss progress and
hopes of the Namibian in-

dependence movement and its

prospects for success. He will also

deal with the roles now being

played in the situation by the U.S.,

the United Nations and the

Republic of South Africa. All in-

terested are invited to attend and
participate in the discussion.

Survey on UMass
to be circulated

in Amherst area
In the next few days you may

receive a survey from the Student

Affairs Research and Evaluation

Office. That office is conducting a

collaborative project with Hamp-
shire and Amherst Colleges, and

you may be one of the UMass
students randomly chosen to

answer the cycles survey. This

survey is of importance in that it

solicits your feelings and per-

ceptions about UMass
We are asking for your assistance

in this project. Please complete and

return the survey to us as soon as

possible. Results of the survey will

be sent to the Collegian

yetting underway at 10 a.m.

A car rally is a unique event and it

is not to be confused with a car

race. In a car rally all that is needed
is a car and the ability to follow a

set of directions: You must be able

to pick out various objects along

the way. Also, you must answer
some questions about the route.

The winners of the rally will be
those who can identify these

objects and answer the questions

correctly.

There are excellent prizes for the

winners. You can win a calculator

from Soundscope, or dinners at the

Rusty Scupper or the Steak Out.

There are also gift certificates from

Old Weird Harold's, Papa Ginos,

Bells, Hungry U II, and Dominoes.
Finally, there is a prize of incense
from P^ i"«c <>' Earth

•

There is a $3 fee per car to enter

the rally payable at registration. The
rally will be set on the backroads
surrounding Amherst. Students
who have cars and want to have a

good time, should come down to

the Alumni Stadium Saturday.

After the rally come to the 12th

floor of Kennedy for a few brews on
us. The winners will be announced
then.

There will be an Amherst police

car entered. Do you think that you
are a better driver than the Amherst
police? For further information call:

546 7801, 546-7728, 546 7761, 546-

7794, 546-7791.
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Campus Center food services presents:

this week's entertainment

April 9-14

The Hatch:

Shiela & Love Flame Wed. & Thurs.

Homecooking Wed. — Sat.

T.O.C.

Stacy Leeds Thurs. — Sat.
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Sunday 8:00 p.m.

Movie: Wonder Love —
Stevie Wonder in Concert
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Sunday 9:00 p.m.

JAZZ JAM SESSION

. Monday: IRISH NIGHT
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BUS SERVICE
To Finast Super Market

MountainFarms Mall
FREE BUS SERVICE between the Campus Center, U. Mass.

and the Finast Super Market, Mountain Farms Mall,

Russell and Maple Streets, Hadley

• THURSDAYS and FRIDAYS 4 pm to 9 pm
• SATURDAYS 11 am to 9 pm

Leaves Campus Center Every Hour on the Hour.

Leaves Finast Super Market Every Hour on the 1

/2-Hour.

SUPERMARKETS

STORE HOURS!
FINAST of HADLEY
Open 8 am to 10 pm
Monday thru Saturday!

BLACK MUSIC

IN AMERICA

a panel discussion with

journalist —
Nat Hentoff

bassist —
Jimmy Garrison

trombonist —
Grachan Moncur III

profossors —
Max Roach

Archie Shopp

Weds., April 9

7:30 p.m.

Noah Webster

Lounge

Orchard Hill

Residential College

in conjunction with the

Fourth Annual Black

Musicians Conference

Veterinarian calls for N.E. vet school
Members from the UMass Pre-

Vet Club recently attended a

meeting with other students from

the New England area and the New
England Board of Higher Education

in Sutton, Mass.

Dr. George Whitney, a

veterinarian from Orange, Conn.,

expressed his concern at the

meeting for the need of a veterinary

school in New England not only

because of the shortage and

demand for veterinarians, but for

the greater need in the study of

animal medicine. More emphasis

has been placed on human

medicine, while answers to many
human diseases have been
determined through animals, ac-

cording to Whitney.

Enough protein to feed the world
would result from the control of

three diseases: foot-and-mouth,

rinderpest, and trypanosomiases.
Losses of livestock due to diseases

reach 15-20 per cent in the U.S.
each year alone. Significant
research is being done on lower
animals, but due to the shortage of

vets, many physicians are doing the

research. It is difficult for them
because they cannot understand

the problems that arise with
animals as a veterinarian can, said

Whitney.

Whitney urged all students to

pressure legislatures and get friends

and relatives to write letters in

support of the establishment of a

veterinary school in New England.
William Gearin, chairman of the

committee to establish a veterinary

school in New England, showed
slides of the lands and buildings at

Grafton State Hospital, Grafton,

Mass. for a proposed college of

veterinary medicine. He also en-

couraged students throughout the

LIQUOR
• SPRINGFIELD

BRECKW00D BLVD. • WILBRAHAM RD.

• NORTHAMPTON
HAMP PLAZA - RTE. 5, NORTH KING ST.

• FAIRVIEW
NEXT TO BIG "Y" • MEMORIAL DRIVE

from our well-stocked

LIQUOR, BEER
AND

WINE SHOPPES

SMIRNOFF

VODKA 80 Proof Quart

SCHAEFER

BEER
24 - 12 oz.

N.R. Bottles

CASTLE RUB0UN
by Luigi Cavalli

LAMBRUSC0
24 oz.

bottles

FELLOWS

GIN
80 proof

l

2 gallon

$779

Paul Mason

Burgundy — Rhine

Chablis — Rose
gallons

BUDWEISER

BEER
24 - 12 oz.

cans

WE RESERVE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY.
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.

New England area to write to all

governors and legislatures and
express their desire for a school in

New England.

Art Gallery

seeks new
ad design
Do you need 25 dollars? We need a

Design! In the Fall of 1975 the

Herter Art Gallery will become a

student run gallery with the help

and cooperation of the art dept.

faculty and administration. In

conjunction with the running of this

gallery, we need a new design for

gallery advertising posters. The
Herter Art Gallery needs a design to

use for their official logo. The
design will be used on the calender

poster of events, and publications,

stationery and bulletins issued out

of the gallery.

Designs should be submitted to

Herter Hall, Room 125A before

April 25, 1975. For info, call 545

0976. There will be a $25.00 prize

for the design chosen.

UMass chosen
for National

Bicentennial
UMass has been designated a

National Bicentennial Community.

Regional Director Georgia Ireland

of the American Revolution

Bicentennial Commission in Boston

made the announcement in a letter

to Dr. John W. Lederle, chairman

of the campus Bicentennial

Committee.

The designation was based en an

extensive program which Lederle's

committee submitted to the

commission. The University's

Bicentennial activities emphasize

the future while recognizing the

wisdom of the nation's founding

fathers.

Feminist program

sponsors play

The Feminist Arts Program of

Everywoman's Center is sponsoring

"The Girl of Our Dreams ", a

Satirical Revue, on Monday, April

14 at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium.

The play was first performed as

part of Women's Cultural Week at

the University. Due to the over-

whelming response, the cast who
has written the Revue as well, has

agreed to do another performance

as a Benefit for Everywoman's

Center.

CLIMB THE LETTERS

™ SUCCESS.

AFROTC
An Air Force way to give

more value to your college

life and college diploma.

• Scholarships
• $100 a month tax-free

allowance
• Fly i instruction

• An Mir Force commission
• A responsible job in a

challenging field, naviga-

tion . . . missiles . .

.

sciences . . . engineering

• Graduate degree
programs

• Good pay . . . regular

promotions . . . many
tangible benefits

• Travel

Contact Major Goodhue
Dickinson Hall

545-2437

Put tt al tofvtlMr hi Air Fwx* HOTC.
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UMass Wood Science, Tech program

to hold student-industry dinner
asaaDlsK)Q

James P. Olmedo, Jr., of the

International Paper Co. will be the

main speaker at this year's student-

industry dinner of the University of

Massachusetts Wood Science and

Technology program, to be held

tonight at the Lord Jeffrey Inn.

Olmedo, an alumnus of the

UMass wood science program, was
formerly a forest products analyst

for Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner

and Smith. He will talk on

"Economic Outlook and Op-
portunities in the Forest Products

Industry."

Also on the program will be the

national president of the Forest

Products Research Society,

(FPRS), Dr. Richard Bloomquist.

He will present a charter to the

UMass student chapter of the

society, the first in the country to

be organized by students. He will

also present awards to outstanding

students.

The following day, many wood
technology faculty and students

will attend the FPRS Northeast

Section Spring Meeting at the Bay
State West Motor Hotel in

Springfield. The topic is potential

and current utilization concepts in

wood residues and three from
UMass will give presentations.

^ Students

&
Facultv

The Textbook Annex will start

returning Spring 1975 unsold

books on APRIL 15th

10-4
UNIVERSITY STORE Textbook Annex Mon. - Fri.

|

Nothing like warm weather! No, this wasn't taken
last year, but only a few weeks a o when the old
mercury actually climbed above 50 degrees. Don't
worry, summer is on its way.

Student Development Center

offers career workshops
dlSO

On the following dates, the

Student Development Center will

be offering a series of one- session

career development workshops
focusing on resume writing:

Thurs.. April 10; 7 10 p.m.; C.C.

803

Tues., April 25; 7-10 p.m.; C.C
903

Some of the questions that will

be addressed during these sessions

include:

"What does a job mean to me?"
"What marketable skills do I

have?"

"How do these answers translate

onto a resume?"

These workshops are free and

Appearing

TOMTE — SUN.

Big Screaming

MeGrew

open to all interested students. For

registration and more information,

call Charlene Campbell at 546-4556.

starring ed nelson • randall carver • Barbara sigel

starring joan winmill • sordon rigsby • special screen appearance billy granam

Starts Tonite - One Week
GARDEN THEATRE

Njght|y at 7 & 9:15

GREENFIELD, MASS Nq pas$es _ No Bargajn Njtes

Radio /hack
of Amherst,
locallyowned

SERVICE
is our most important

product LUk I I I

IW/IIIMNii /•§=_ r
Ji«Mf3l

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rtc. 47

Sunderland

WE HAVE INFORMED
INTERESTED SALES PEOPLE
TO FILL EVERY AUDIO NEED

Were reliable and know our

customers want equipment and
parts that work- • •

and we're working for you.'

ycuvj *

I,

;ong

* your everything in audio store*
318 College St. (Rt 9) Amherst
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POLISH AMERICAN CULTURAL
ASSOCIATION

Will hold an important meeting. Topics

will include picnic, international fair, next

year's activities, future budget, room

space, and formation of club library as well

as printing club paper. Meeting held Room
165 lower level of the Campus Center at

7:30 p.m.
PRE-DENT CLUB MEETING

There will be a general meeting of the
Pre Dent Club on Wed. April 9 at 7:00 p.m.
in CC 808. Plans for a ntte will be discussed
and dues will be collected. All are urged to

attend.

PRE MEDICAL SOCIETY
Due to scheduling conflict PMS

meetings on 4-10 and 4-24 have been
cancelled In their place a trip is scheduled

6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (31

ACT/ON NEWS (8)

THE CHAMPIONS 'Shadow of the
Panther." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

SERGEANT BILKO "The Colonel's
Promotion." (27)

THE NIGHTLY NEWS (30)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA "Patchwork Man." (40)

LOVE. AMERICAN STYLE (56)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (81

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

ITV TEACHER PREVIEW (24)

MOVIE "Home in Indiana." (27)

BEWITCHED (38)

ZOOM i (57)

6 45 ECONOMICS 201 (24)

6:55 NEWSBEA T NEWS (40)

7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "To
Tell or Not to Tell." (18)

THE BIG NEWS (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE ROMAGNOLIS' TABLE (57)

7 30 NAME THAT TUNE Tom
Kennedy, host (3)

$25,000 PYRAMID (8)

DEL REEVES COUNTRY CAR
NIVAL (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (22)

THE NUTMEGGERS ALMANAC
(24)

ANIMAL WORLD "Jungle Island."

(30)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
"Barney and the Choir." (38)

ROOM 222 "I Didn't Raise My Girl

to Be a Soldier." (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57)

8 00 TONY ORLANDO AND DAWN
(3)

THAT'S MY MAMA "Mama Steps
Out ' (8) (40)

TV tonight
PASTOR'S PERSPECTIVE (18)

LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
"The Love of Johnny Johnson."

(22) (30)

FEELING GOOD (24) (57)

THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES (38)

DEALER'S CHOICE (56)

8 30 WEDNESDAY MOVIE OF THE
WEEK Tba (8) (40)

BEHIND THE LINES (24) (57)

FRIENDS OF MAN (27)

GREEN ACRES (38)

DINAH' (56)

900 CANNON "Kelly's Song." (3)

THIS IS THE LIFE (18)

MOVIN' ON "Wedding Bells." (22)

130)

THEATER IN AMERICA (24) (57)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

9:30 HUMAN DIMENSION (18)

GOMER PYLE "Gomer Overcomes
the Obstacle Course." (27)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

10:00 THE MANHUNTER (3)

BARRETTA "Keep Your Eye on the

Sparrow." (8) (40)

FAITH FOR TODAY (18)

LUCAS TANNER (22) (30)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

MOVIE "I Accuse." (38)

PERRY MASON (56)

10 30 MAYOR'S HALF HOUR (18)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN COMEDY
THEATRE (27)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

THE BEST OF GROUCHO (56)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
NEWS (57)

11 30 WEDNESDAY STARLIGHT
MOVIE "Sound of Anger." (3)

WIDE WORLD SPECIAL "Who's

News." (8) (40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (221 (30)

MOVIE "High Society." (27)

LAUGH CLASSICS (38)

THE BEST OF HOLLYWOOD (561

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host

(22) (30)

to UMass Medical School for he af-

ternoon of 4-24. Arrange your schedule
now so that you may go - watch for
notioes for sign up. Meeting 5-1 also.

SCUBA CLUB
No meeting tonight, next meeting Wed.

16th. For information on Rockport Trip
April 20 and 21 call 546-5811.
SPECTRUM STAFFERS

Important meeting Thursday night 7:30
in the Spectrum Off
STRATEGIC GAMES CLUB MEETING
The Strategic Games Club will meet

tonight in the CC from 5 p.m. to closing.
Everybody welcome.
TRAIL RIDERS

All members and all those interested,
meet at 65 McClellan Street at 8 p.m.
UMASS SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB

There will be a class held on April 9 at

7:00 p.m. Room 168-170-172 CC. This is

the first class of spring.

UMASS VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPT.
Meeting tonight. Wed., April 9 at 7 p.m.

in Rm. 908 CC. We're revising our con-
stitution. Show up if you have anything to
say about it. New members welcome.

film times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Amarcord 7. 9:16

AMHERST CINEMA
Ruling Class 7, The Produce.-* 9

CALVIN THEATRE
Godfather 7:30

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Stapford Wives 7. •
That's Entertainment 7, 9
A Woman Under the Influence 7,

9:46

DEERFIELD DRIVE IN
Show starts at 7:46

EASTFIELD MALL
Reincarnation 7:30. 9:40

MT. FARMS 4 THEATRES
The Sting 6:00, 8:30
Front Page 6:16. 8:30
Amarcord 5:30, 6:00
Lenny 6:16. 830

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Waldo Pepper 2. 7:20. 9:30

Funny Lady 2. 8:00

Shampoo 2. 7:16. 9:30
Lenny 2. 7:30. 9:46
The 4 Musketeers 2.

Towering Inferno 8:15

2. h's more than a movie.

7 A 9
Metto- ( M>Jd*\ft - Hav«*T

c

Starts FRIDAY!

Emmanuelle

DAYS!

73 No Dollar Night

5th WEEK 7 & 9:45

JOHN CASSAVETES

"I WOMAN
UNDER TIE

INFLUENCE"

Gena Rowlands

DOLLAR NIGHTS MON&TUES
ALL SEATS SI 00

AMHERSTf>ewa
AMITY ST

MEL BROOKS
(The Insane Genius)

The man who brought you
Bl«img Saddles" and

"Young Frankenstein" now
brings you the funniest of

them all.

253 S426

O TOOLE IS FUNNY
DISTURBING
DEVASTATING'

A BRILLIANT FILM-
STUNNING;

-

ktuotmu rr,
VASTS* SMS

THE PRODUCERS F»
THE

RULING CLASS
Eves: The Ruling Class — 7:00; The Producers — 9. 00

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $100

X-RATED COMEDY

"IS THERE SEX

AFTER DEATH?"

Friday, April 11, 1975 VeVefli

6:30 8:15 10:00 11:45

L

Promises to be one of the funniest movies

of the year.

MANAGEMENT

Call: 584-2645

HADLEY DRIVE IM

Rt. 9, Hadley

THE LAST DETAIL is a gooN
r
movie. . . It is by far the best thing

|

Jack Nicholson's

ever lone."

Wed.

thru-

Sun. JACK '-.- .i*

—VINCENT CANST.

"The Last Detail"

IM
Second at 9 20

i I H 1 1 1 Mil I \* MftSTERPIBXf•
'

k J
'

l J L J k
' -R€X REED Holiday

SPECIAL:
A COLLEGIAN DISCOUNT!

Si 00 OFF EACH
I ADMISSION

WHEN YOU PRESENT
THIS AD

TO OUR CASHIER!

A WESTERN MASS.
FIRST

All New

CINEMA-RADIO
No speakers needed All yoo
need is a car or portable AM
radio!

Our Sound is Only
As Good As Yours!

JACK NICHOLSON
C FIVEEHSU
i¥ PIECES ;T

KAREN BLACK

"LYRICAL AND BRILLIANT, THE REFLECTION

J)f ITS GENERATION LIKE A BOB DYLAN S0N( ^

ON CELLULOID''' -ro«*o-« i»»»*.i«f»* *«'

JACK NICHOLSON
VarSWif PaVtVio'JZUSbH rUlnzti

PETER /DENNIS
FONDA /HOPPER
Thurs at 11:20 I R)

REGULAR AIM: S2.0I

NEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE

ON FILM EDUCATION:

CURRICULUM DESIGN AND

FILM RESOURCES

Saturday, April 26, 1975

University of Massachusetts, Amherst

A one-day seminar sponsored hy the University Film Study
Center in conjunction with the University of Massachusetts.
Amherst that will provide an opportunity for leading film educators
and conference participants to discuss the current curriculum and
resource problems confronted in structuring and supporting a
university film program.

TOPICS
Critical Problems in Organizing a University Film Program
The Departmental vs. the Interdepartmental Film Major
Organizing a Film Curriculum Beyond the Basic Course
Resources and Film Study
The Use of Extracts in Film Courses

SPEAKERS
Ted Perry, New York University; Dudley Andrew, University of

Iowa; Sam Rohdie. Hunter College, City University of New York;
Peter Feinstein, University Film Study Center; Vlada Petric,

Harvard University; Audie Bock, Harvard University.

SCREENINGS
LANGUAGE OF THE SILENT CINEMA, a compilation film by

Vlada Petric

A PAGE OF MADNESS by Teinosuke Kinugasa

PKF, REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED. CONTACT:

Nancy Legge
University FHm Study Center
Box 275. Cambridge, Ma. 02138
617-253-7612
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notices

ALCOHOL DISCUSSION GROUP
Will be held Wed. night at 7:30 in C.C.

905 909. Anyone wanting to discuss issues

relating to alcohol is encouraged to attend.

ABORTION
Free film and discussion about the legal

and sociological aspects of abortion in the

U.S. sponsored by the Orchard Hill

Women's Center and PSE program.
ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN
Invited to a Little Sister's Rush at Phi Mu

Delta Fraternity Sorority Park, Tonight

Every Eve at 7: 30-9: 40
Mat. Wed. Sat. Sun.

1:30-3:30 5:30

Reincarnation

8:30 for rides call 545-2163.
BIBLICAL EXPLORATION

Tonight from 9:45 10:30 p.m. an open,
free exploration of a few verses of
Scripture; offered by UCF (United
Christian Foundation) in 316 Hampshire
House as part of an ecumenical campus
ministry to the whole UMass community.
Anyone is welcome to give this a try; no
hidden hooks.

THE WORLD OF LENNY BRUCE
The highly acclaimed play The World of

Lenny Bruce' starring Frank Speizer will be
presented May 2 at 8 p.m. in Bowker

AT THE GATES
OF SMITH COLLEGE

:OD0VIY:
jQrMUSfC
# i NORTHAMPTON #

i-ammmmmmmmm.

— NOW — 7:00 &»: 15

FRANCO _„ ^ my
CRISTALDI'S FHUNr

Production ol t latidl s| •

Auditorium. Tickets will go on sale April 28

at $1 50 and $2.50 at the door. Sponsored

by Greek Council. . a -t

turn to p. 17
%M i M< *Sk « INI **S IV ***

Proud
presentation

Filmed in Springfield,
Holyoke, Amherst, North-
ampton, Deerfield and other
local areas.

Deerfield Drive-ln

Route 5 & 10

So. Deerfield, Mass.

Russ Meyer's

rry€#
quel

contemplate ]

the
possibilities}

ALSO

Russ Meyer's

Finders Keepers
U3>ers Wee|**ers

Showtime 7:45

Police Officer

Will Check I.D.

Under 18 Not Admitted

ROUTE 5 RIVERDALE RD

"WESTSPFLD 24HR TEL 733 5131

.-MARGE YOUR TICKETS ON MASTER CHARGE

' ROEERT
Redfoed
INAbEOKbC ROVHIUtllM

WaldoJvpia

\\,<l Mat -' l> i" **»»V

Hi. I -'» »!»: Sat Sun

I HI. l:f.. eteS. MB. »•>"

4utard .

Winner !

\s\ \ltls I HlltXV
|

lnwr-lillK Interim

Med. -Thurs.. K II

^STRtlSAND 8. CAAN«^
j

Rmny
re I2dy

\

Weal Mat.. -' |i in . \I«mi

llilll'v. *:»»: Cri.. 7 II".

'I "... s.il Mm I :» I l">

; III |m mi

Dustin Hoffman
"Lenny" ^

A Bob Foase Film

Nominated for

6 Academy Awards!

Meat Mat.. - » M,m

In ; ill •• IS: sal Suit .

i
.1,

i
in -, hi : i» I

warren bealty

Weil Mat .
.' |i m . Mo"

1 1 T IV BJBi Sat Sun

mi i hi ; in •> si'

could be better than

Tbelbree Muahnteara?

6THE (TFOUK

1 1 i.i.i.M.i. i .'.'.'.'.'.'. ' .'t^-lvXv'.v.

PG
V\,«l Mil -

M""

I ,, J
|ii • ill sal sun .

, ;„ ; j, : J» :.-«. t_iu/
:
:

(?MOC Classifieds Par
• To place a classified .

drop By

the Colieaian Office between
• Mam and! 145 p m Monday
Friday
The deadline is 1:4ft. two days

before the day /our ad is to

TM rates are:
Dalty - IJi per line

Weekly • 30 per line

Monthly - $ » per line

'Two line* on form
approaimate one lino

FOR SALE

Integral Systems power amp
larpe Advent speakers ACE audio

proamp all immaculate SHO Call

Milt* MS 0177

Need a place to put your plants'

Buy a plant honger liom mo tot

S7M Msda from real wood nanpt
in dorm window holds up to 12

plants Call Vicki at • 0461 or stop

by and tea at JQA 1403

Pair JBL M epeekers hlph a*

t.oencv t OHM M7 0040 Keep
tr»inp

SB M> Calc Tea
Judv 283 SOM

lot TN S7S

AKC German Shap pups Top

champ linea Iscel temper $125

Call 783 7010

Head skis bndps boots ate TO*

RUBBER STAMPS made up with
anything you 6 Ilka to stamp
Inexpensive For instance noma
and sddisss S3 with talaphono
number S3M Faat service Alto
personalited stationarv Joseph
166 47M ovaninta

Microphone Shuro 488* now S30
Smith Corona typewriter $25
Peter 253 2713

Women i 3 spd Enp bike Good
moke needs work *25 Call Barbaia

Teac 260 Cassette deck e»c
cond must sell tIBO Caroll MS
4441 after • 30

Calc Bowmor MX100 all fund
548 0013

Vsmaha Classical Guitar 1 yaar
old MS 6226

Gibson ES 330 pood cond . $276
253 5745

Suede dosori boots Worn once
SIS M w 8 W iilMt 0331

Cabart Oboe Good condition
»326 or best offer 548 0825

110 lb weight set »30 253 2241
aft 9

Beaut Sierra design 300 sleeping
bag StO Optimus 11B stove S20
Seiko watch now guar SS5 Call

Doug 8 8820

Camper 87X97 Fits pick up
longbed Gbl bed tridg eacel
cond Call 584 7803

Pr Vasque Glacier Hiking boots.

Ik new cost $86 Sell S4S Back
pack e« cond welded Irame

divided pk S20 548 4748

Yamaha Guitar and case B O
253 5088 8pm
Queen in* mattress *10 Call

258 0698

Two man tent with floor,
waterproof screened 4 lbs Only
S30 588 0714

Advent Speaker mirocord
turntable marantr receiver 6 mo
old S350 253 7687

Earth Shoes Men s site 8. S75
Women s 10 125 Brown low

cut good shaoe Aim track shoes,
white, canvas and leather tame
sue Call Kris or Denny at 323 4819

AUTO FOR SALE

68 VW Von. new paint iob need
mech work Best offer 545 2896
Ask for Oava

67 Barracuda. VS. 4 spd S300 or

B O Four 13 in tires. Chevy rims
*55 Mack 549 0491

1970 SAAB 98. 2 dr . 57.000 miles

New Michelins FM radio Rots 258

0887 SHOO

AUTO FOR SALE

1988 Volvo 144S needs work Willi

consider any offer Call 549 0929 I

1986 Furd station wagon mat
tuned Good condition »250 Cell

256 0259

71 Fiat 124 good condition
ltd. alt 30 mpg $1196 Call Mrt
Roberts 5 0150

Want to buy 70 72 Oart Scamp
Valiant Slant 6 225 c i Call
Jeanne 549 1312 eve

VW Sqbk 89 good cond 74 000
in. 25 mpg »695 1 628 3387

1970 Toyota Corolla etc mech
cond Allan 283 3117

1984 Dodge panel truck Rebuilt
eng Muat tea S560 527 8410

4 Sale Peugeot U08 21

Irame Etcellent cond Atking S100

253 5880

1887 Ford Cntry Sqr S800 nog
good cond Judy 283 5054

1888 VW tquare back asking
1400 Call 538 4037

58 Peugeot unroot bring a

battery and drive it away' tlOO .Bob
253 7887

84 Corvair Convert body and top

good needs motor S100 or best

offer 253 7967

84 Chev wagon rebuilt motor
new Ethaust runt well 6cyl S250

Bob 253 7*87

88 Chev No Beauty but SUPER
RUNNING Small 8 automatic ps
$396 253 7987

Graat 70 Fiat coupe looking for

good home 40 mpg $695 takes it

Bob 253 7987

67 Ford Galena 6 euto $395 253
7987

Buick Wildcat 4 dr 425 cu in 3

tpd auto 4bbl Air condition, post

mint cond 17 mpg Must be seen
$700 or best offer John 6 1167

69 VW Etc cond sunroof, new
clutch brekes. rebuilt engine
$1000 253 9785

For tale 1972 SAAB 99E Etc

cond new miectort Tires eir

cond $2400 or best offer 413 774

4789 evenings

Honda 450 eng totally rebuilt

$100 or bast offar by April 14 753

7887 eves

ee vw bus good cunu law«.

empng plttrm $1650 548 1758 low
mileage

Ford Van 84 6 std camper top

Must see New parts, very little

rust very unusual Buying new
one $500 773 8108 —

—

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1987 Honda 308 motor as

cond new batt 1300 Cell Gary 783
7892 or 548 8508

73 MGB etc condition 28 mpg
Selling cheap Call 548 5033 Chuck

Triumph 650 Bonne Completely

rebuilt and repainted Stock
Asking S625 Call 584 0028 Its

ready for the road

FOR RENT TM (W Bea»BBa6aaeaas^lsBsaa»! r « " • • Own r

One bdrm apt for rent on Sd
bus route $160 per mo . util mc all

on. Call Dave 665 7065

.One bedroom apt in Sunderland
on bus rte All conv util included
$160 a month Call Rutt. 665 4620 or

665 7077 eveninga

Umv Park Apia 1 bedrm $180
mo includes util 5 2756 iSuel
davs 756 0384 5 6pm

Clfsd 7 bdr $190 AC Dw 688
3610 eve

Room in house util wash dry

756 B456

Room to rent in Pelham In

country home Call Oavid 753 7686

WANTED TO RENT
1 bedrm ept Northampton

vicinity 91S Beg May 1 Bus
Phono Call Patty 545 3139

Liveable space in Amherst,
thower or bath cooking facilities

June Sept at $50 $60 547 5837
Nancy

65 Honda S 90
rail 753 7610

7700 mi Runs

72 Suruki TS250J2 300 m, 532

6807

450 Honda, angina totally rebuilt

ft ave ell receipts $700 253 7887

eves

1970 Triumph 500 rebuilt engine.

new paint new rear tire, shop

manual Call 413 48B 5871

1675 Kawasaki KZ400 180 milaa.

perfect crash bare, konl shocks
Asking $1150 Call Bob daya 588

4562 nitas meaaaga

Amh New 3 bdr . w w carpet
dw. disp tennis ct swimming
pool Imm Occ No loaae req $296

plus util. b sac Call 649 6600 before

FOR RENT

2 Rmt in country house All

privileges, near UM but includes
all util 886 3823 $90

For rent 2 bdrm apt views,
woods $180 per mo util incl Call

665 3972

TO SUBLET
2 bedrm ept with ut.litiet $180 »

month On bus line June 1 August
31 Opt to renew 546 6333

Brendywine June August 2

bedrm 549 1884

One person needed to share two
bedroom apt in Amh Canter from
June 1 Sept 1 Convenient
•ocetion end feirly inexpensive Call

268 0127 after 4pm

June 1 to Aug 31 2 bdrm Cliff

tide Apt 1 190 per mo ell util incl

ten cms and sw pool 886 4112 aft

6

Ig tami turn one bedrm ept in

house w study Jn 1 Aug 31 $176

B twn 323 5661

• 170 a month till June Can
renew lease Contact A Lewie. 6
0333 or 686 4819

Great 2 bdrm apt lor June
Sept w ec util inc pool on bus
route 756 8757

3 bdr Townhouse sublet. June 1

Opt to renew On bus rte Call 666
4188

7 bedroom Riverglade
Townhouse Start June to Sept
Call 753 7687

3 bedroom apt on bus rt air

cond For summer sublet option
to renew Call BBS 3887

To sublet w option to renew 6

bedroom house. 2 min walk from
N Hampton Con Call 584 6138

Want to eublet 1 bedroom apt in

Puffton Would like unfurnished
Call 5 1993 between 11 end 1 e m

Apt for rent June. July. Aug
Furnished $176 Phone util in

eluded 549 2715 10 minutet walk
Irom campua

Townhouse apt to sublet June
to August Option to renew Air
conditioned carpeted close to
campus and on bus route 1236 plus
utilities per month Will negotiate
for summer months If interested
call 549 0896

3 bdrm Townhouse fully furn
Piano laundry fac 2 baths, dish
wash 549 127S

Rm in house. Belch Sub May
only 280 AC $100 incl util Call Rob
263 7887

2 badrm apt . June August On
busline, pool, tennis cts w util

included Opt Partially furnished

.686 2253

2 bedroom apt at Rolling Green
available June 1st Aug 31st Rent
is $233 per month, but it includes all

utilities heat, water air con
ditioning Call Glenn or Jay at 263

9845 Best buy in town

June 1 One or two people for

Roll Gr Apt Opt to renew Esc
Bus. pool. Ige rmt

.
part furn air

cond t«0 all inc 266 6279

Chffside 1 bdrm Sublet June IS

lapp I Opt to renew 886 3249

Two bed ept Pelham June 1

Sept 1 Call 253 3302 Bob Wayne

Sublet June t Aug 31 la 3 rm
ept with eatra Ig bedrm Bran
dywme heat and a c incl opt to

renew tin Call 549 4677 anytime |

Puffton 2 bdrm apt Start June
1 549 6386

Houae from Jn 1 Aug 31 4

bdrm 2 bdrm fully furnished 7]

leverett Rd Amherst 549 0621

anytime B O

To sublet pn bedroom Squire

Village Can occupy immediately if

needed 686 3671

Sublet June 1 Sept 1 Opt to

renew 2 bedrm apt Belchertown
on but route lake 323 6213

Sublet room June Sept Great

apartment and n bus route Lerge

windows Cai: 758 8834 Sharon

Apt available June August 4 rm
furnished reasonable Opt to

renew Northampton Smith Col
area 588 1130

Summer Central Amhertt 4

bedroomt guest room 1 ''> baths
large tilling room kitchen dining
room qarage Suit two or three
couplet Only $275 P M Call 5 0308
Idavsl 256 8472 I. ightl

2 bdrm at King Philip Sun
derlend All electric $206 UN i.i.i

Avail June 1 til Aug 31 665 3688

Sublet June 1 1 bdrm Puffton
V.I Apt Furmthed AC tennis cts
pi.nl On bus line option to renew
$174 per month 549 0675

Close walking to campus and
town 7 bdrm turn apt with
phone Negot 766 6750

Begin May 1 or befr thru Sept 2

bdrm B'endvw.ne negotiable
Call evenings 649 2867 days 5 0980
Denise

AvI June Option 12 mo lease 2

bdrm TwmVs Apt 10 ft from bus
stop 108 Rolling Green 263 7841

after 5pm
Beautiful Townhouse apt

available Sept June with option to

renew 3 bdr w w carpeting AC.
swimming pool, fully modern
kitchen patio e.'d plenty of room
to room Would like to rent fur

mshed Call 649 £804 evenings

House 4 bdrm near UMass
furnished garage, yard June Aug
$360 per mon 549 8417

Garden apt Rolling Green 2

bdrms June Aug Option to renew
Cheap 253 7332

One or 2 badr $189 mo Fur

mshed June 1 Sep 1 Call 549 0891

anytrn

ROOMMATE WANTED
N Amherst large apt Own

room $91 67 par mo plus utils

Secur depos lease until Aug
Tony 549 0899

Wanted Couple to there 2

bedroom apartment this summer
close to campua on bua routa

Call 648 8167 in aveninga Keep
trying"

Own room in Puffton Apt All

utilities $75 mo 646 4624

3 girl roommatee wanted, own
room at Swiss Village with bods
$86 a month includes utilitiaa Call
263 5621

Townhouaa Apts April 16 to
Aug Own room $80 per month
with double bed and dresser Call

549 0899 mornings or aveninga

RESPONSIBLE M F 14 share 3

bedr . furnished apt Bus line $110
w utilities 253 7967

Grad Stud seeks sunny room
for Sept 1 266 8247 eve

Air cond . 3 bedroom Puffton
Apt on bus rte Tennis basketball
r ourts. pool dishwasher $60 549
1866 for summer

1 pr Ofunda 7X60 binoculars w
leather case Etc cond. Call 688
0681

Two roommates wanted for

summer months. June through
August Squire Village Apt On bus
route $58 75 per month If in

terested call 885 4753 after 5pm
Woman roommate wanted for

quiet house in So Deerfield on bus
line $80 inc util 866 3690

per

ROOM WANTED
~ I. ,m mod 2 bdrm

apt Avail immed Over 28 no pats
In Amherst on bus line $108 -
mo incl util 2638411

HELP WANTED
Artists Sell your paintings b

sculpture 598 8873 Now 1

Person to assist in developing
tilm print making
penence required

Photo ea '

Apply Lang s

Photo Rt 116 So Amherst 20 hrs

per wk

WANTED
BOB STIll WANTS VOUR

AllING OR DECREPIT CAR Fast $$

tor the hulk 253 7987 BOB STIll

WANTS VOUR AILING OR
DECREPIT CAR Fast $$ tor the

hulk 753 7987

Townhouse apt to sublet option

to renew Air conditioned car

peted close to campus r>nd on bus

route $336 plus utilities per month
Will negotiate rent for tummer
months if interested call 549 0895

Oscilloscope wonted Will pay
$700 or wish to borrow Call 774

3794 John

Went to buy 70 72 Dart Scamp
Valiant Slant 6 $226 Call Jeanne
649 1312 ova

Double bed or larger yyanted to

buy Either both mattress end
spring or iust mattress Will pick

up Call 266 I

TYPING
Regular and technical typing

Reasonable rates Call after 6 30

p m at 666 4982

I will do your typing accurately

and promptly Call Bev 545 2735

or 253 9215

PERSONALS

Gay Catholics Your church
cares do you? -or info counsel
rap write to Dignity Boi H4B8
Forest Pork Ste Springfield Ma
01108

Charter flights to Europe and
Calif Call Campus Travel 546 0600

Fur only $20 Ispocial univertitv
pricel you can protect your cer.

tiret and its contents with a
Bradley ghost eutomatic burglar

alarm Electricity s newest marvel
Or install it yourself for only $15
For more info and a demonstration,
call larg at 648 9621 or Bruce at 648
5683

Wanted Proapactive wife graan
and white Call 617 336 2691 or
write Apt 11 10 Mediterranean Dr .

Weymouth 02188

Betsy Happy 22nd Lova
Jackie

Happy baleted birthday to a
Gelastic Gear Keep on Meshing
Mama

Pirate People To ach and
everyone I can only thank you
for tha beauty and toy of it all'

Here's to more at tha Cape' Plaasa
coma' With Luv. Sua

Tu the girl who used my
Greisheimsr Physiology it

Anatomy book LAST spring for
7oo 137 138 I need it NOW 1 Cell
Ann 5 2297 or 266 6887 Its In,

portent 1

Whats NV? Come to CC 176
today at 4 30 and find out

Karen and Beever Have a Happy
Day'

Lambda You'll never know how
much I love you The Maid

Gey Catholics Your church cares
do you? For info counsel, rap.

write to Dignity. Rot Nn 488
Forest Park Station. Springfield
Ma 01108

Wanna go to Tibet, live in a cava
end find the inner meaning? Happy
Birthday Hillary Love Dick

TRAVEL
Interested in no frills low cost

trevel to Europe. Africa Middle
East. Far East, at minimum cost,
maaimum fleaibility and minimum
hassle' For info call educational
flights toll free 800 223 5689

Charter flights to Europe and
Calif Call Campus Travel 545 0500

SERVICES
TOM S BIKE REPAIR

honeet cheeo Pick up
584 6024 anytime

lelivery j

eapert
delivery

Intereated in camping In Europe

thia aummor? For mora Info . call

Chris at 6 9634

Guitar lettont Java 548 4068
Start now summer or fall

Anything you want to know
Beginners to advanced

Detsun Toyota Volvo Jaquar
repeirod by Russ Baca Plenty of
eaporience end equipment Phone
586 1227

I

RUBBER STAMPS made up with

anything you d Ilka to stamp
Ineapensiva For mttance name
end eddrets $3 with telephone
number $3 60 Feat service Aleo
personeined stationery Joseph
665 4766 evenings

KARMACHANICS All lorelgn

and domestic euto repelrs Flat

specialist! Let ua check out thet

used car before you buy it People a

prices We II teach you tool 686

7146

BOB Will STIll FIX ANY CAR
RIGHT' No iob too small Any
make or yea' 253 7967 BOB WILL
STIll FIX YOUR CAR RIGHT' No
iob too small Any make or veer

253 7967

Wooden chair seats rocaned Call

L,n 546 7274

DON T JUST GO THERE Leern
something Meet people SUM
MER STUDY ABROAD listt datet
tubiects prerequisites costs for
nver 600 credit and non credit
programs worldwide Send $3 to
Institute of International
Education Boa CC 809 United
Nations Plata New York N Y
1001?

lost Set of keys Brown leather
cose btween B Well tt CC Call 323
4483

Lost Orange fern cat Pritcilla
in N Amherst 549 8898

Rd Morrocsn wallet gft tm
gpamt Please call 323 5191 or
return CC lost h Found

ENTERTAINMENT
Four hours of non step nostalgic

and hita for only $66 Call Bob the
D J 538 8076 1

Peter O Toole b Katharine
Hepburn ster in The lion in

Winter on Fri April 11 at 7 9 15
and 11 30 in Mahar

Chariots of the Gods A
documentary film by Erich Von
Damken is st Mehar on Sat . April
12th at 7 3 9 15 and 1 1 00

Four hours of nonstop nostalgic

and hits for only $66 Call Bob the

J 536 6076

little Fire wenta to play for your
neat dorm party or Boogie You've
seen us at tha Steak Out. Bluewall.
Red Pantry, etc Now bring ua
home Reasonable ratea Call 588
4364 or 549 1611

AUTO WORKSHOP

DO IT YOURSELF Tools free
with spece rental $2 hr .

professional advice Parts
wholesale Level 1. C C
Garage Mon Fri 3 10 Sat
Sun . 12 10

CALCULATORS

|
College Calculators has all the

answers I offer low discount
prices on all makes and models of

calculators All machines now.
with full warranty and more' M
your mechine melfunctlons within
2 months I'll replace it free 1 All

lines available Teaas Inst HP
Commodore. Rockwell and others

SR 60. only $99 96 SR 61 only

.159 95 HP 21. only $119 96 Before
you buy anywhere, cell me first and
I'll give you the boat deal I can Call
Bob Crowall 649 1316
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate ifeaaseai • Puuit solm

across

I Nuisance
5 Napoleonic

victory

site

9 Wills
coulin

14 US tennis

champ
15 Mine

entrance
16 Shin
17 Muaialor

Mikita

18 Approximate
ly 3
W0»dt

20 Flock
21 Surtace

measure
22 Sleepaon

a perch
23 Former

Turkish

com
25 Discard ss

worthless
27 Vacuum

tube
Buffia

29 Weight
unit

X Veal
source

34 Mineral
spring

36 Downward
from

38 Page m a
ledge'

39 Non
violent

protester
2 words

42
OvO'tk

43 Ornamental
cord

44 Gelderland
city

45 Tall

grass
46 Farewell'
47 Emily

Canadian
artiet

49 Wicked
person

SI Detecting
system

54 Ancient
Greek
coin

58 Sooner
than

60 Overdue
61 Metric

measures
Var

63 Like -•-

ol bricks
64 Frighten
65 Direction
66 Nobody
67 Taut
66 Miss

Maxwell
69 Delineated
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r Government 37
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head 2 38
words

8 Minersl 40
ending

9 BarOers 41
necessity 46

10 "HiLili. - 48

DOWN
1 Former

Turkish
title

2 Colorado
Dark

3 Tang 2
words

4 Delicate
5 Buddhisl
monk

6 Fragrances

11 Lincoln
and
Burrows

12 Itemne
13 Young girl

19 Algerian
seaport

24
redbreast

26 Spur part

26 State
AbOr

30 Romaine
31 Electric

generator
32 Told a lib

33 Anterior
34 Pole used

as a boom
35 Glass

rectangle

Go away
Irom
As a
fiddle

Son ol a the

old---
Dry
English river

Actor
Gilbert

82

H

;}

Woman
Slang
Put on
clothes
Make
amends
Take up
again
Card game
Piece ot

ttooring

Sues
TV
comedian
Ivan—
Movie-
maker
This

Spanish
Driving area

By Jim Carson
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Your Birthday By steiu wilder

WEDNESDAY. APRIL •

— Bom today, you appear to be

talented along two quite
different but parallel lines, for

both science and tbe arts interest

you and. in fact. Lake equal

shares ot your time and effort (X

course, you may well combine

an analytical with a creative

career and ultimately fulfill

yourself and your duality of

talent and ambition completely
- but you will not do so without

the utmost self-discipline, ab-

solute self-confidence and con-

siderable help from others in the

way of spiritual support

Because you tend to give your

complete attention to whatevi-r

you happen to be engaged upon

at any given moment, you may.
if you are not especially careful,

make many small gains and

miss out on the larger ones For

the opportunity for large gains

comes seldom and when it

comes it must be grasped with-

out delay if you are not attentive

to indications of approaching op-

portunity while you are yet at

work on other matters, you may
miss it alt<*>rther

It is to be hoped that thuse

responsible for yisur training and
education will urge you toward
an tsaft) specialization in either
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By Kris Jackson

or both of the directions you

choose to follow This is

especially true should you

decide to follow both arustic and

scientific careers, for with two

areas a) dedication to deal with.

vihi will need to set limiLs to your

efforts, boundaries to your direc-

tions, otherwise chaos will

result

To find what is in store for \ou

tnmorrov. select your birthday

and read the corresponding

paragraph 1x1 your birthdav

star be ytiur dailv guide
* * *

Thursday. April 10

AKIES March 21 April 19i -

Plans for sell improvement
should get underway at this

time You stand an excellent

chance for gain if you are quick

to spiil an advantage

TAIHIS 'April 20-Ma\ 20'

-Thf situation nn the domestic

MCM has a considerable bear-

ing on tin- pnitiri-ss ol vnut

career today Don't think you

can separate home from work.

GEMINI 'May 2)June 2ti -
If you wait until late in the day to

take advantage of a new oppor

(unity for gain. K may be too late

Try to move forward during

morning and earl-, afternoon

CANCER 'June 21 July 22' -

Ingenuity is the name of the

game today Turn your attenliran

to original ways and means M
accomplishment You can make
gains b\ evening

LEOJulv23-Aug 22' -if you

keep vxir head high during m•
menb. 'A adv^rsitv ioda\ vou

g? C J 0898SUM
Cuf.l

1 lO'JJt/vk-IOJ"

° H<*o 10 Dt-oi w.rh tioremKMrS

/'
I « •i&*

jMaj
W

BJJV VJilJ/r\* 1*^ «

AJO tjC/Hi.' fULt
i5Crooi "Oi- ins

by Garry Trudeau

By Brant Parker & Johnny Hart
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will save your pride - though

you may lose out on material

gain

VIRGO 'Aug 23-Sept 22) -

Good relationships with friends

means good progress on the

employment scene today Thw
ls little to be done late in the day.

however
LIBRA 'Sept 23-<>ct 221 -

Uaa information recently gained

to your advantage and you

should be able to see exceptional

results by evening Share facts

with another

SCORPIO 'Oct avVNaW 21» -

There is little risk in today s ac-

tivities, you would do well to ex-

ercise normal precautions This

is a good time for slating vnur

true opinion

SAGITTARIUS iNow 22

Dec 2H -This is a day when
your private views may he made
public vuihoul tear of angering

another if you can be diplo-

matic and still be truthlul

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan
19> —A professional opinion ls

callid lor it '.mi are thinking ol

putting pirsi'nt plans into action

Make certain vou ve covend all

pBBasMc angles

AQl ARKS'.Ian 20-Keb 18'

-The outcome ot evening ac

livitio. uv douhtlul. make certain

therctorr lo lake care ol impor

tant matters during davlight

hours

PISCES K.+> l*March20» -

Thw could he an excrptitnalli

tsTrWicml da\ im the i-mplos

m>-nt seem hut onh il maj are

judicious .n (Misuse- M-iiardini:

investments

I niti<1 Keatui.

notices

cont. from p. 16

BOTANY DEPARTMENT COLLOQUIUM NOTICE
Dr James Rodman of the Department of Biology at

Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut will be
guest speaker at the Botany Colloquium, Thursday.
April 10, at 4:30 p m in Room 203 Morrill Science
Center His topic will be "The Use of Mustard Oil

Glucosides as Systematic Markers." Coffee will be
served to the colloquium at 4 p.m.

BREAD AND WINE
You are invited by UCF to a brief, simple sharing of

common cup in 316 Hampshire House tonight from
1030 10 50 p m UCF (United Christian Foundation) is

an ecumenical camous ministry for the whole UMass
community and welcomes all without regard to their

background or opinion.

BRIDGE PLAYERS OLD AND NEW
Bridge instruction tonight at 6 p.m. in CC 801

Regular game at 7 15 m CC 174-176. Intercollegiate

Tournament this Saturday and Sunday
CAMPUS SCOUTS

There will be a meerig tomorrow April 10 from 7-9

in Rm. 802 Campus C$ iter. We're having an undress
rehearsal for the 1st class dinner so please come.
BOXING CLUB

Important meeting tonite for all members and
anyone interested in learning how to box. Professional

boxer wilt instruct club. 7 p.m., 19th floor Washington.
C-4S/4C STUDENT COUNSELORS

Staff meeting tonight at 6 ? :> m in E70 Machmer.
Important that everyone a* I

COALITION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUAL
The weekly meeting will be held in CC 173 at 7 p.m.

tonight An environmental-oriented film will be
shown, and we will also plan this weekend's retreat to

Mt Toby
DANCE AND EXERCISE WORKSHOP
Week session begins today. Two- hour workshop

meets 12 30 and 5 p m. on Weds and Thurs. at the

Valley Women's Center. Northampton Women only.

For mfo call Valerie 268 7266
EASTER WORSHIP

Easter has 50 days; come celebrate them with us!

The Holy Eucharist according to Episcopal tradition at

the Newman Center Chapel Weds, at 1 p.m.

GALLO BOYCOTT
United Farm Workers Support Committee will meet

tonight at 7:30 in C.C 801. A movie about hospital

worker s efforts to organize will be shown.
HEYMAKERS ELECTIONS

Elections will be held next Tues at 8 p m. All

members must attend .. Also meeting of those going
to Convention will be held.

HOME EC MAJORS
10 am is a great time for coffee Join us in Mitchell

Lounge on April 10 from 10-11 a.m. for a student-

faculty coffee hour.

A -HUMAN" EXPERIENCE
What is unique about human life? by Meditating on

the Knowledge of Guru Maharai Ji. a human being

can realize the true value of life. Programs on this

meditation held every Weds. C.C. 903 at 7:30 p.m.

HUMAN RIGHTS COMM
Meeting tonight to review Affirmative Action

Statement from RSO groups. C.C. 806 at 6 p.m.

ISRAELI DANCING
Tonight at 7 30. it's - you guessed it - Israeli

Dancing in the Cape Cod Lounge of the SUB. In-

struction from 7 30-9:00 with advanced dancing to

follow. It's free and open to everyone

KUNDALINI YOGA
Ongoing Yoga classes every Tubs, and Thurs

evenings 5-6 Classes will cover yoga postures,

breathing, chanting, diet, lifestyle, and healing. All are

welcome C.C , consult dairy listing for room.

MOTORCYCLE CO OP MEETING
All interested in joining motorcycle coop should

meet at 7 p.m tonight in the Coffee Shop in CC. We
will discuss and vote on structure and exec positions

as well as duties. Bring ideas.

PLAY LIBRARY OPEN
Materials available (toys, games, puzzles, play

equipment) for all children of UMass students,

playgroups, babysitters and parent cooperatives.

Located at North Village Laundry center. Hours are:

Monday 2 4 p.m.. Tues. 7-9 p.m , Fri. 9-11 a.m.. First

and third Sat 9-11 a.m. For info 253 2740 Steve
Baskowski

turn to p. 15
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Four-minute mile

not worrying Thomas
By SCOTTHAYES

The four-minute mile will have to wait another year pr two before it

becomes a part of the UMass track program ... at least, that's the way
Randy Thomas feels.

Thomas, a 4:04.8 miler indoors, won't be training for the mile during the

outdoor season. Instead, the outstanding senior distanceman will be

running in preparation for the six-mile, a championship event, and a

chance to run against the nation's top six-milers in the NCAA Cham-
pionships.

Because he is readying himself for the demanding six-mile run, Thomas
doesn't believe he will be able to knock an added one or two seconds off

his time to become the first UMass four-minute miler. His 4:04.8 indoor

mile is equivalent to about a 4:02 outdoor mile. "The outdoor mile is easier

to run, but a two or three second improvement is improbable," explained

Thomas.
Although the senior runner is not training for the mile, he will be running

the four-lap event in some meets. Thomas is doing longer intervals in

workouts to train for the six-mile, track's most grueling event.

Thomas feels that he has to depend on his strength as a runner rather

than speed, and this is one reason he would have problems running a mile

in four minutes. "You have to train hard, it doesn't usually come
naturally," Thomas added.

"If I don't make grad school, I'd definitely have to consider taking a year

off and then training for the 76 Olympics." Thomas does think he'll be able

to run a mile in four minutes within the next year, probably in an AAU
meet.

Coaches Ken O'Brien and Mike Muska believe that Thomas, along with

teammates Bill Gillin and Chris Farmer, is capable of running a four-minute

mile, with the proper training.

Don't be disappointed if no one on the UMass track team runs a four-

minute mile during the outdoor season ... but then again, don't be sur-

prised if someone comes up with a super performance and achieves the

goal of almost every miler.

Mets ax Phillies 2-1
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NEW YORK \UPI\ - Brooklyn-

born Joe Toree, making his first

appearance in a Mets' uniform,

singled home Felix Millan with none
out in the ninth inning yesterday to

give New York a 2-1 victory over

the Philadelphia Phillies in the

season opener for both teams
Tom Seaver, attempting a

comeback after a disappointing 11-

11 season, went the distance and

allowed only six hits while striking

out nine to defeat Steve Carlton for

the sixth time in six career

meetings.

Carlton allowed onh four hits in

the losing effort.

Millan opened the ninth for the

Mets with a single to right field and

John Milner worked Carlton for a

walk. Toree, who had failed to get a

hit in previous a 'ranees, then

lined a clean sing. left field to

score Millan, who oeat Greag

Luzinski's hurried throw to the

plate.

Dave Kingman, whose long

home runs were the rave of

the Mets' spring training camp took

up from where he left off in Florida

by cracking a 410-foot homer in the

fourth inning to tie the score at 1-1 *

Not so surprisingly, however, a

poor defensive play by the lanky

outfielder had enabled thePhilliesto

take a 1-0 lead in the third. A walk

to Bob Boone and a sacrifice bunt
by Carlton had put a runner on
second with two out and Dave
Cash promptly lined a drive to

rightcenter.

Kingman caught up with the ball,

but his long legs got tangled and he
dropped it as he fell to the ground
with Cash getting credit for a run-

scoring double.

Del Unser, another Mets'
newcomer, saved the game for

Seaver in the eighth inning when he
made an over- the-shoulder running
catch of a two-out liner by Larry
Bowa with two runners on base.

A crowd of 18,527 attended the
game, which was played in chilly,

45-degree weather.

Randy Thomas,
premier distanceman at

UMass and mile
recordholder.

NE Whalers
aim to stop

Saints' hex
. HARTFORD \AP\ - The New

England Whalers, who have never

beaten Minnesota on the road, face

the pressure of that hex as the two

teams prepare for the first faceoff in

their World Hockey Association

quarter final playoffs.

"We've enjoyed every minute of

it," Minnesota Coach Harry Neale

said of his team's home ice for-

tunes.

"But we know the law of

averages will be against us with

every game we play at home. On
the other hand, we have an edge in

playing a team we've done well

against."

The Whalers earned home ice

advantage for the first two games
by finishing ahead of the Fighting

Saints in the overall standings. The
series will open tonight at the

Hartford Civil Center, with game
two slated for Friday in Hartford.

Games three and four will be in St.

Paul Sunday and Tuesday.

The Whalers, with 91 points,

clinched the east division title but

failed to achieve their goal of a

second place overall finish.

Notice
Intramural Softball games that

were cancelled April 3 will be
played on May 6. Soccer contests
of April 3 will be played on April 10
and Co-rec Softball from April 6 is

rescheduled for April 26.

MUST READING...

For Young & Old
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The Odyssey of a Greek

Immigrant

By GEORGE F STEFFANIDES

NOW AVAILABLE

AT YOUR FAVORITE
BOOKSTORE

We're looking for certain majors
to become Lieutenants.

fering full scholarships. All

offering $100 a month
allowance during the last
two years of the program.
Flying opportunities. And all

leading to an Air Force offi-

cerscommission.plus ad-
vanced education.

Mechanical and civil en
gineering majors . . . areo
space and aeronautical en-
gineering majors . . . majors
in electronics . . . computer
science . . . mathematics.

The Air Force needs peo-
ple .. . many with the above
academic majors. And
AFROTC.has several differ
ent programs where you
can fit . . . 4-year, 3-year, or

If you'd like to cash in on
these Air Force benefits,
start by looking into the Air
Force ROTC.

2-year programs. Some of

Contact Major Goodhue Dickinson Hall

n m 545-2437

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.

'Robby's' debut a hit
CLEVELAND [UP/] - Frank

Robinson admitted cheerfully that

his debut yesterday as player-

manager of the Cleveland Indians

was just about perfect.

He hammered a home run in his

first time at bat, the 575th of his

career, his close frined Boog Powell

blasted another, and the Indians

defeated the New York Yankees 5-3

before 56,204 roaring fans.

"It was great and a big win and a

tremendous win," said Robinson,

the first black to manage in baseball

major leagues.

His homer came on a 2-2 pitch

off Yankee starter Doc Medich and

rocketed past the left field fence as

he got around on a low fast ball.

"The first two strikes I just

couldn't pull the trigger but then he

came back with a sidearm

motion," he said. "I saw him drop

down and — boom. I had no feeling

really. I just go blank after hitting.

But when I got to third base I

thought, 'will wonders never

cease?'
"

Winning pitcher Gaylord Perry,

the first man out of the dugout to

congratulate Robinson despite their

disagreements in the past, said:

"Robbie took the pressure off us

all."

The Four Leaf Window
presents

"Northeast Expressway"

Best Band that ever played here!

(From R.I.)

THURS.-SUN.

ONE WEEK LEFT!!

ALL persons applying for office space for next

year must fill out an application by April 11th.

Applications available at RSO and Rm. 817

Campus Center

THIS IS A BREAST GAU6E. BUY ONE!

Here is a revolutionary little device which correlates ones breast sire to his or her
intelligence It's a great way to get your face kicked in. your hands slapped or never aet
anywHere What s more, its not cheap; ^ause it's classy

Just put your check for three little old dollar bills ($3 00) in an envelope mail it to usand we II send you the most gauche thing since the Whoopee Cushion
Do it now!

South Shore Novelty Company
Post Office Box 49
Cohasset. Mass 02025

Yes. send me Breast Gauge(s) at $3 00 each

Pte^v Pf.nj.
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Trackmen
Crusaders

By SCOTTHAYES
Mismatches frequently occur

within the boundaries of the

sporting world and today's track

meet in Worcester against the

Crusaders of Holy Cross fits into

the category of "nothing - to - get -

excited - about - contests."

The meeting will be the season's
opener for both squads and a
chance for the Minutemen to

prepare for tough Ivy League
opponent Dartmouth and the Red
Raiders of Colgate.

Holy Cross is a team that had
trouble winning meets a year ago.

The Crusaders were scheduled to

compete against the UMass track-

men and Brown last season, but the
meet was snowed out.

Outstanding individuals for Holy
Cross include Jim Taylor, a

1

* first-

year 100-yard dashman, sprinter

Dan Maloney, half-milers Steve
Kiley and Mike Mahoney, as well as

distanceman Bobby Dillon.

Maloney ran a 5.4 50-yard dash
during the indoor slate. Kiley was
the New England champ in the 880-

yard run while Mahoney finished

second in the New England 1,000-

yard run and made it to the

NCAA's. Kiley and Mahoney
combine to give the purple-clad

Crusaders a pair of top middle-

distancemen.

Defending New England high

jump champion, Fred Rom, is only a

probable starter for Holy Cross, due
to injury problems. Rom is a

consistent seven-foot high jumper.

Lon Kobza, a shot putter in the 47-

foot range, should be evenly

19

THE

PLAZA SHELL

Ad which ran on
Monday was due to an
error by the Collegian
Advertising Dept. and
we would like to
apologize to all those
people who were in-

convenienced by our
mistake.

visit HC;
weak foe
matched with Tom Lonergan of
JMass. Holy Cross pole vaulter
Vlike Dunne has cleared 14 feet and
the vault should be heavily con-
tested with Dunne and Minutemen
Ted Power, Eric Gudmand and Jay
Grammolini battling for first.

Joe Martens will be filling the
workhorse role for the trackmen,
taking part in four events. The
talented sophomore, a native of
Manchester, Connecticut, will see
action in the 100 and 220-yard
dashes, the high jump and the 440-
yard relay. According to assistant
coach Mike Muska, Martens is

entered in two dashes to prepare
for Saturday's home tri-meet.

AROUND THE TRACK -The
events scheduled for today on Holy
Cross' cinder rack and the UMass
participants are as follows:

100-Toney Pendleton, Joe
Martens, Todd Bausley, Dave
Hinds, Skip Cobb.
220-Tom Beland, Larry Whitfifllri.

Martens, Doug Frasier

440-Steve Crimmin, Dave
Lipinski, Mike Gillen, Dan Christo,
John Richards

880-Jim Hunt, Weeden Wet-
more, Steve Ridge, Mike Hansen
MILE Devin Croft, Robb Leary,

Frank Carroll, Pete Bloom, Rolf
Meyer
2-MILE- Bob Neil, John Scheer,

Phil Broughton, Tom Wolff, Matt
Mangan, Cliff Staples and Andy
Levy.

120 High Hurdles - Pete Famulari,
Curt Stegerwald, Al Suprenant,
Jeff Browne
440 Intermediate Hurdles -

Stegerwald, Cobb, Chris Nelson,
Famulari

LJ-Bob Adamson, Ken
Adamson, Pete Ryan, Pendleton

TJ Adamson, Adamson, Ryan,
Suprenant

Discus John Willis, George
Ennis, Steve Mason, Tom Lonergan

Javelin - Jim Shea, Todd Holt,

Bob O'Neil, Kevin Hall, Jim
Golonka

Pole Vault Eric Gudmand, Ted
Power, Jay Grammolini

High Jump - Martens, Rusty
Kendall, Ryan
Shot Put - Lonergan, Mason
Hammer- Lonergan
440 Relay Pendleton, Martens,

Beland, Whitfield

Mile Relay Cobb, Frasier, Hinds,

Bausley, Stegerwald, Crimmin,
Lipinski, Richards

JV baseball

opposes BCC
By CHAS O'CONNOR

Jeff McKay, JV baseball
coach, sees today's home
opener for the squad as a big
challenge after the success that
the team had in compiling last

year's 11-3 record.

Berkshire Community
College, the opponent at 3
o'clock is one of few com-
munity colleges to go on a
Southern trip to prepare for the
season as many universities do.

They are reported to have a
good team, but coach McKay
makes no predictions about the
game or the ensuing sixteen
game season. "Ultimately, it all

comes down to the players. All

a coach can do is stand behind
third base and wave in the
runners."

McKay does expect to do
well, though, and sees a lot of
promise in his pitching staff. He
notes that the team has only
been practicing outside for four
days now and that means that
the pitchers, along with the rest

of the squad, are not as sharp
as they will be in a week or two.

"When the good weather
comes we'll get the arms in top
shape." McKay also noted that
sophomore Mark Battista is out
of action for the moment and
will be sidelined for a while.

Freshman Tom Nigro, who
went South with the Varsity,
will start the game.

Bruins
rule 8-2

MONTREAL \UPI\ - Bobby Hull
of the Winnipeg Jets has been been
chosen World Hockey Association
Player of the Year in the second
annual award announced Tuesday
by the Hockey News.
Sandy Hucul of the Phoenix

Roadrunners was picked Coach of
the Year and Bill Hunger, vice

president and general manager of
the Edmonton Oilers was named
Executive of the Year.

AMERICAN
PARTS

'AUTO
PARTS

IS YOUR CAR READY FOR SPRING?* • • OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 30. 1975

FIRE

EXTINGUISHER

1 lb. dry chem
teal extinguisher

lot homf and

auto Compact
for storage in

small areas.

1+3

reg. $7.27

J SAVE $2.84

POWEREADY 370-10
IGNITION POWERED

IMING LIGHT

PstolTnw

• Sharp Facascd ban
• Heavy forty CardsA low cost

neon timing

light that

works on a

6 12 24 volt

ignition system C1UC
only «H11

reg $8 16

4.97

CAR

FRESHNER

It's a fume broom' Works auto
matically Lasts for months
Suitable for home use When
the scent is gone use the case

for a coin holder Easy tc hang
oi mount

WALKER
MUFFLERS and PIPES_^
Why deal wnth l^S
strangers when your )p^ ^* ;

i

neighbor's an expert? \2£^ jj\

k
£ reg. SI 09

SAVE 46'

Yoo'l find the things yon need nearty at American Parts!

IMPROVE YOUR GAS MILEAGE 20%
•rtti POWEREADY top quality, heavy dirty

TUNE-UP PARTS

SPRAV PAINT HIGH QIIII ITT LOW PRICE'

PMRTSatdeNKRUK MM aad Htm

cans

For |«st abotrt atrvthw(! '
•**•) Pa«t

•UnderciMtwf

•Hat Part

raaftssNMti

Hiaaaan
rtraHTTN
mar unfit

tm n

s\

• laaacr

• Pnner

•Metal Flake I

• Hammer Fmsk • Fhwmcort
|

• Eapw Paint • Tre Pant
• Candy Apatt • Enamel

• Heat fTsrstairt

\>

You knoW~ S. " / <<
the man who runs your

service station or garage And'he
knows you Knows your car. too.

He recommends Walker mufflers

because they're the most efficient

you can buy And they're built

to car manufacturer's exact speci

ftcations. for quality and long life.

AfviF riir an pAMt'.

"ALLIED MOTOR PARTS"
319 Main St., Amherst

"The tost insurance
against trouble

on wheels."

MfcC * 'Hartal

Chris Post concentrates on his return in recent tennis
action. The netmen dropped a close 5-4 decision to
Amherst yesterday afternoon.

Amherst clips netmen
By BILL EDELSTEIN

The score you are about to see is the same as Monday's; only a few
players have been changed to make things interesting. The UMass tennis
team, searching for its first win of the season, once again lost sight of
victory in the doubles competition, dropping two of the three duos, which
resulted in their 5-4 setback at the hands (or racquets) of Amherst College.
Not only was the final tally identical to that of the Tufts match, but so were
the singles winners.

Chris Post made it look easy with a 6-1, 6-4 demolition of an Amherst
adversary who appeared shell-shocked after the match.

"Chris (Post) and Barnaby (Kalan) were the standouts today,'' assistant
coach Teddy Donahue offered. "Both of them played excellent matches.''

Kalan defeated his opponent 6-2 in the first set and enjoyed it so much
that he came back and did the same thing in the second.

Bill Karol needed three sets to do in his opponent from across town.
Karol succumbed in a tie-breaker before getting his act together to notch
his second win of the season, 6-7, 6-3, 6-3.

Marc Ouellet must be having some nifty conversations with himself
during slumber hours, as he lost another multi - rally - make - 'em - run -

curse - your - racquet - thriller, 5-7, 6-7.

Kevin Garrahan continued to have his problems on the ... er ... supreme
court, getting blown out, 0-6, 3-6, while John Beals, getting his first

hance to play (instead of Dave Abrarrthoff, who yielded to Beals due to

is less than adequate showing on Monday) was no more impressive than
ave, coming out on the very short end of a 0-6, 3-6, decision.

In the doubles, the Post-Ouellet combo raced old sol (a.k.a. the sun) to

see which would finish its particular activity first. Post and Ouellet beat the
huge furnace by about 45 minutes and took the measure of their op-

ponents (about eleven feet, 8 inches), 6-2, 4-6, 7-6, while they were at it.

The team of Garrahan and Karol has yet to straighten things out, as their

5 7, 0-6 loss would indicate, but the surprise loss of the afternoon-evening

was that of the Kalan-Abramhoff duo, 4-6, 3-6.

"That loss cost us the match," lamented Donahue
COURTING WITH DISASTER - "We used different double com-

binations, and they seemed a little better," noted head coach Steve

Kosakowski... The coach went on to say that although doubles com-

Jacobson, who submitted a formal request to Odiorne, claimed Lepn as

necessary accompanist in my scholarly endeavors."

Amherst Cycle Shop
now at 253 Triable Street

(near Tech HiFi and Discount Records)

Tel. 549-3729

We have a broad selection of bikes for the

whole family, 1, 3, 5, and 10-speeds.

We also service and repair all brand of

bikes.

Raleigh-
Bicycle craftsmen
of the world

.
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Allegrezza dominates AIC, 9-3
By STEVE SARACENO

Months from now, when people
look back on the statistics of Craig

Allegrezza's six-hit, full-route 9-3

victory over American International

College yesterday, they won't
realize what a feat it was.
The UMass win took place in

low 40- degree weather with brutal

winds gusting from leftfield to right

factors never known to improve
i pitcher's control. In addition,

Allegrezza has a history of arm
trouble, and nothing is worse for

tender arms than chilly days, except
possibly Doberman pinschers.

"Craig got into trouble early (in

the first) with those two unearned
runs," said frozen UMass coach
Dick Bergquist afterwards. "But he
was able to pitch his way out of it,

and then in the late innings he
turned nicely to his curveball to get

people out.

"Actually," Bergquist continued,
"I only wanted to get five or six

innings out of him. We had (John)
McManus warming up around the

sixth (after he got loose, he hopped
into a car to stay warm, literally),

but Allegrezza hadn't thrown too
many pitches and just kept moving
along. Anyways, with this cold, a

reliever is liable to come in and
throw one over the screen."

Allegrezza probably considered
jumping to the French Foreign

Legion in the first when, after two
were out, John Seed booted a

grounder, Jim Black allowed a

passed ball, and then AlC's Dan Dill

grounded one toward the hole,

which shortstop Jim Cullen did

good to knock down.

Cullen threw to the plate, un-
successfully, and catcher Black
pegged the ball back toward
second to get the advancing Dill.

The throw went by second and
then through centerfielder Pete
Backstrom. When the Chinese Fire

Drill antics ended another passed
ball and two walks later, the
Minutemen were in the hole, 2-0.

But UMass came back with two
runs knocked in by Black's two-out
double just inside the first base-line

and then took advantage of pitcher
Jim Mazzer's wildness in the fourth
to go up 3-2. They were never
headed.

While the Minutemen were
scoring two runs in each the sixth,

seventh, and eighth behind the
hitting of Backstrom, Seed (two
hits), Koperniak (two hits, two
runs) and, surprisingly, Cullen (two-
for- three), Allegrezza was "setting
them up perfect," as one Yellow
lacket put it, allowing just one
unearned run in the final eight

frames.

The big righty's use of control

and stuff was exemplified in the
six i, when he struck out the side

using a nice assortment of speeds
on fastballs and curves kept low.

To paraphrase that old adage,
the pitching was ahead of the
hitting was ahead of the fielding.

AIC committed five errors while

UMass topped them with six.

"One thing I wasn't particularly

enthused about was the fielding,"

said Bergquist. "I had hoped for

better. But the catch by Backstrom
was excellent." And that, folks, is

an understatement.

*-„ >

Centerfielder Pete Backstrom, who made a great catch in the third, is forced out
at second on a Steve Wright grounder in the first inning.
Backstrom got a good jump on a

deep drive to leftcenter by the
leadoff man in the third, Jay Tkacz
(don't try to pronounce it). The
wind kept blowing the ball away
from the co-captain, but he finally

grabbed it with a flourishing leap at

the 375 mark.

And if that didn't kill AIC, then
leftfielder Steve Wright's mistimed
dive to stop a liner in the seventh
did. Wright blocked the ball on one-
hop with his body, then pegged out
AlC's Jack Nelson trying to ad-

vance from first to third to end the
inning. What was demoralizing for

the Yellowjackets was that a runner
ahead of Nelson failed to score on
the play, not quite crossing the
plate before the third out was
made.

FROZEN ROPES - UMass is

now 3-5, AIC 1-3 ... Firstsacker

Seed evoked chuckles from the AIC
bench when he practically killed

himself going after a foul pop and
didn't come up with it, but did

come up with a crazy grin.

Steve Saraceno

Not letter-perfect

Stickmen challenge Cortland
By BEN CASWELL

The UMass lacrosse Gorillas will

take on Cortland State College at

12:30 this afternoon.

The game will be the first of a
fine quality lacrosse doubleheader
played at Cornell University in

Ithaca, New York.

The second game, which will

begin at 3:30 will have Rutgers

taking on Cornell.

Cortland State has an impressive
squad this year, according to Gorilla

coach Dick Garber.

Although I haven't seen them
play," said Garber, "I know that
they had a very successful spring
trip and the should be tough."

On that spring trip Cortland
played good games against North

Carolina (seventh in the nation).

North Carolina State, and number
12 in the United States In-

tercollegiate Lacrosse Association

(USILA) colleqe division, Denison.
Cortland State's opening game

versus Geneso State was snowed
out earlier this week so this game
against UMass will be the start of
their regular season.

Last year Cortland and UMass
battled through five overtime
periods before Cortland finally won
10 9 on a sudden death score. That
game was played at UMass.

In that overtime classic Cortland
goaltender, Peter Graham, set a
major lacrosse division record for
the most saves in one game with 39
stops against the Gorillas.

Graham has graduated now and

the ail-American goalie's absence
will certainly be appreciated by
UMass.

"They (Cortland) have a good
attack and midfield," said coach
Garber. "I'm not sure how they will

be in goal now without Graham,"
he said.

"Our teams play the same style
of game," said Garber, "we both
have running midfields, try to fast
break a lot, and strong defenses."

SCOOP SHOTS Garber
plans to alternate Bill O'Bruen and
Frank Garahan, both attackmen, in

the opening left at midfield by Billy

Collins' injury . . . Attacker Kevin
Patterson has a calf bruise and may
not play, and if he does his mobility
will be limited . . . Bobby Durland
will be starting in goal, Durland's
hometown of Baldwinville is right

near Ithaca where the game will be
played

. Cortland State is ranked
number four in USILA college
division ratings . . . UMass is ranked
13th in the USILA university
division rankings . . . Next Gorilla

game is versus Harvard at Cam-
bridge one week from today . .

Next home game is versus Boston
College on April 23.
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A befallen Mike Lettera looks upfield in earlier game
action. Today Lettera and teammates trek to Ithaca to

face a tough Cortland State squad.

Sox win 5-2;

top Brewers
BOSTON \AP\ - Bob

Montgomery doubled home
two runs in a three-run third

inning Tuesday and Tony
Conigliaro made a triumphant
return to the major leagues
as the Boston Red Sox beat

Milwaukee 5-2, spoiling the

American League debut of the

Brewers' Hank Aaron.

Aaron and Conigliaro, who
had been hit in the eye by a
pitch in 1967 and had been out
of baseball the past 3 K years,
received standing ovations
when they were introduced and
batted for the first time.

The good thing about being a sports columnist is that you get the
chance to voice your opinions. You're able to disagree in print when, say,
the football coach - trailing by six with time running out in the Big Game
- calls for a quarterback sneak on fourth and 42.
Or if, by chance, the basketball coach decides to build his set-up offense

around a 57 center, you get an opportunity to castigate in black-and-white
all those involved. Such are the joys of sportswriting.

However, fans don't always agree with you, and there can be a lot of
feedback. Like, just the other day I got this batch of correspondence:
Dear Mr. Saraceno,

It just struck me that you haven't said anything about gymnastics being
a "deathly boring and minor sport" for nearly a year now. Perhaps you've
finally begun to notice how the streets are always abuzz with talk
whenever there has been an exciting gymnastics meet on television the
night before, or how often people at summer picnics turn to each other
and say, "Hey, let's play a game of gymnastics."

Truly, gymnastics is our National Past time.

Sincerely,

Gumby

Dear Steve,

In reference to your recent column on basketball rules ("Words to the
Why's", Feb. 26), you are mistaken about the "four corner" stall offense.
Killing the clock is a blatant foul, tantamount to homicide in the first

degree, and the penalty assessed in most states is life.

- MOEMENTUM
Qualified Official

Dear Jerk:

I don't like you. I don't like your style, I don't like your attitude, and I

don't like your picture at the top of your column. I don't read the paper on
Wednesdays because your face is in it. In fact, if I ever meet you on
campus, I'm gonna bash your face in.

- A. NONYMOUS

Dear Steve,

I really enjoyed your last piece ("Diamond Facelift," Apr. 2) except foi

one minor error. You see, Alexander Cartwright did not invent baseball.
Karl Marx, of course, did that - right after developing his theory of
dialectical materialism and just before writing the Communist Manifesto,
Also of interest is the fact that our glorious predecessor also invented the
electric light bulb, the telephone, television, hot dogs, apple pie, and
Chevrolet.

I read your column every week, but not religiously. Keep up the good
work, comrade.

- L BREZHNEV
Moscow

Dear John,

I'm sorry to have to tell you like this, but I've met someone else and
we're going to be married in June. Enclosed is your engagement ring.

- CLARA BELLE

Dear Sir:

A«r °X u^ V°U
u
itidze J°hnny Mu|doon? ("Muldoon Blows It Again",

nin M n hT Slfi
l° kn°W the batter wou,d Pjck such a tj™ "asl of the

Tip ! ,

3 V ba
u.
t0 r,9 htfield? I «et you'd be nervous too, if you had allthose people watching you write your column!

- MRS. MULDOON
Dear Subscriber, -

We were very pleased when you decided to take advantage of our offer
to receive Sports Explicated for five years at the special economy rate by
simply checking the box: "Bill Me Later." However, that was five long
years ago, bub, so you better fork over the bread now or our lawyers will
sue you for all you're worth, and we ain't kidding

If you have already paid, kindly disregard this notice

Senate backs unionization
by SAMUEL HASSAN
and DONNA FUSCO

Staff Reporters

The Student Senate last night over-
whelmingly voted to endorse the Student
Union Enabling Policy.

The Policy which sets the legal guidelines
by which a student union can be formed, has
already been endorsed by the Central and
Sylvan area governments and numerous
student groups on campus. It is being
brought before the Orchard Hill, Southwest
and Northeast area governments this week.
According to Susan Rivest, chairperson of

the Student Organizing Committee," this is

merely an endorsement. Nothing is final until
a majority of the students voting in a special
election vote in favor of a union."
The Policy, together with all the student

group endorsements, will go to the Board of
Trustees Student Affairs Committee next
Thursday.

If approved by the Student Affairs
committee, it will go to the Full Board of
Trustees on May 7.

The Policy was written by Student
Organizing Project staff member and Har-
vard Law Student Doug Phelps in con-
sultation with noted attorney Leonard
Boudin.

It provides for an "exclusive represen-
tative" to represent the students in collective
bargaining negotiations with the University.

It also provides for a Board of Student
Relations to decide all questions which arise
under the Policy. The board will consist of
the Board of Trustees Chairman of the
Committee on Student Affairs, the Vice-
President for University Policy, the student
trustees from UMass Amherst and UMass-
Boston and a "fair and impartial" appointee
of the Governor.
The Board was amended last night to also

include "one third world student, one
graduate student, one non-black third world

student, and one woman."
Heavy debate last night centered on the

funding of the union. The policy provides for
voluntary union dues in addition to a
mandatory payment of a service fee
(estimated at 50 cents per 2-yr.) to cover the
cost of collective bargaining expenses.

An amendment to abolish the mandatory
dues, was defeated on the grounds that
students can decide if to appeal or to ap-
prove it in the special election.

According to Rivest, "nothing in this
Policy is hard and fast," it can be con-
tinuously be amended."

In other action, the African Student's
Association (ASA) had their program
statement and rationale denied outright by
the Senate. The ASA budget request had
previously been denied by the Student
Senate Budget Committee.

^
Senate Communications Committee

Chairman Anthony Armelin announced that

16,000 leaflets are to be distributed by
Monday, April 14. The leaflets contain in-
formation about proposed budget cuts and
increases in both room and board fees, and
are an attempt to educate the campus
community as to the seriousness of the
University financial situation, he said.

Student Government Association
President Rick Savini discussed the up-
coming demonstration to be held on Boston
Common opposite the State House on
Friday, April 18.

Savini said, "There is no clear way to avoid
rent and board increases unless we
demonstrate." We're going to have to
lobby," he said.

The planned demonstration is slated as a
car caravan with buses and is expected to
draw 3000-4000 UMass students to Boston
Common.

Savini urged the Senate to finance buses
for the trip.

CC discriminates against women
By ELLEN GAVIN

Progressive News Service
Inequities exist in the present

status and working conditions of
Campus Center-Student Union
employees, with women workers
on the short end of the stick. A
Collegian investigation revealed
that not only do women get less

pay than men, receive fewer raises,

and are excluded from certain kinds
of work, they also suffer from
certain attitudinal pressures from
male managers and co-workers.
STATISTICS SHOW INEQUITIES
Out of the 19 professional staff in

the Campus Center, three are
women. The positions which
women hold are: Manager of the
Print Shop, Manager of the Text-

book Annex, and Beverage
Manager of the Campus Center,

according to Tim Cox, personnel
manager.

Of the classified non- professional
staff of 158, 98 are women. This

62.1 per cent figure appears to

favor women, but a closer look at

the overall salary ranges of women
in relation to men is necessary, Cox
said.

In response to a request for the

information, Cox said he is in the

process of compiling updated
statistics. The following statistics

were compiled from a December
1973 list, when the total number of

classified employees was 156.

60.2 per cent of the classified

women workers at that time were
at a grade level of 3, 4, or 5, which
represented salaries from $103.00-

$134.00. Only one male was
reported at a grade 4, making the

statistics for that category (grades

three to five) a total of .5 per cent.

While a little over half of the male
workers were at a grade 7 ($121-146

weekly) or lower, 82.7 per cent of

the women were at or below a

grade 7. On the other end of the

spectrum, 32.8 per cent of the men
were at a grade level of 10-14 with

salaries up to $230.00 weekly. Only

5.1 per cent of the women were
reported at a grade 10 and above,

and only 1 per cent were above a

grade 1 1, as opposed to 20.6 of the

men.
Tim Cox, the affirmative action

director for the Campus Center,

claims that "Affirmative Action

guidelines have been met." Jane
Levin, a student worker wno
compiled a report on A.A. last

January reported that "projected
goals for 74-75 were either not fully

fulfilled, or not fulfilOd at all."

John Corker, director of the
Campus Center says that Af-
firmative Action is difficult because
"the university has not clearly

defined what it expects from us."

SEX DISCRIMINATION COM-
PLAINT FILED

Dorntt Kinder, beverage manager
of the Campus Center, and one of

three professional women in the
building, filed a sex discrimination
complaint with the Massachusetts
Commission Aqainst
Discrimination (MCAD) last

November. The MCAD is the state
agency which investigates com-
plaints of discrimination on the
basis of sex, race, and nation origin

in the hir.'ig, promotion and
treatment of employees. She
named the management of the
Campus Center as respondents.
Two weeks ago she filed another

complaint alleging retaliation on the

part of the managers in reaction to
her filing with the MCAD.

Her attorney, David Burris is

currently studying the possibility of

other legal actions. In

Massachusetts there exists a

Private Right to Action clause
statute which allows an attorney for

a plaintiff to by-pass the overloaded
bureaucracy of the MCAD to seek
relief in a private action.

ON THE-JOB HASSLES
There are various ways in which

women receive substantially dif-

ferent treatment than male
workers, said a CO employee.

In the Hatch, women are not

allowed to perform certain tasks

men perform. Women are advised

not to clean the grill, change the

milk dispensing machines, clean the

large pots or empty the grease from
fryolators. The reason for these

policies according to a female

employee at the Hatch is to

"supposedly keep us from potential

danger, but what about potential

danger to men?"
In the Coffee Shop two grill

positions exist — grill cook and grill

assistant. There is only one woman
compared to eleven men in the

former category, and they receive

an hourly wage of $2.25. Grill

assistants, both men and women,
receive a lesser hourly wage of

$2.10. Both jobs entail the same
work, except that the grill cook on
the night shift is responsible for

clean-up.

Another job category from which
women are excluded is that of

"bouncer". Sharon Ross, a woman
who has requested the position sail"

that it was denied her on the
premise that she could not handle
the job, though she considers
herself physically capable. The
rationale that a woman, because
she is a woman, is not capable of
adequate defense against attack is

one which has been rejected by
U.S. courts in relation to women
police officers.

Ross will submit another request
today.

ATTITUDES OF MALES CITED
Women contacted from all areas

of the Campus Center- Student
Union complex have cited the

"paternalistic" and "demeaning"
attitudes of male managers as

bothersome.

Referred to as "sweetie" or

honey" a number of student
employees said that they resent

what they say are the "sexist

comments from the management."
In confidential conversations

with waitresses from the Top of the

Campus and the Hatch Bar, they

reported that waitresses are often

subjected to "comments of a.

suggestive nature from several of

the Campus Center managers."
several of the women waitress from
these areas have been asked out on
dates by the managers.

No secret Nam pacts
guarantees Ford

"Gee whizz/' say Bronwen Boyer and Lucas Morton,
"this is great bubble gum for free, but what are we
going to do with all these old cards.

WASHINGTON \UPI\

President Ford assured
Congressmen yesterday that no
"private agreements" exist be-

tween the United Stated and South
Vietnam, Rep. John Anderson, R —
III., said after a conference with

Ford.

Anderson's summary appeared
to sharpen the White House
response to Sen. Henry M
Jackson's charge that the United

States entered into '"secret
agreements" with Saigon in an
apparent effort to induce it to sign

the Paris peace accords.

In the first White House response

to that charge, press secretary Ron
Nessen disclosed earlier Wed-
nesday that President Richard M.
Nixon had confidentially promised

Saigon the United States would
"react vigorously" to any major

Communist violations of the peace
accords.

On Capitol Hill, Jackson called

the White House explanation

"obviously not satisfactory." He

demanded disclosure of the

specific language of the com-

munications" between Nixon and

turn to p. 4
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Soaring food service costs

plague CC management'

Jeff Taggart

By FRED NOBLES
Staff Reporter

Jeff Taggart chairperson of the Campus Center

Board of Governors (BOG) said yesterday that "in-

creased operating expenses" in the food services

operations is the major problem with the CC fiscal

1976 budget. The budget was presented to the Board
by the CC management.

Taggart in a Collegian interview commented on the

budget, a recent meeting with Chancellor Randolph
Bromery and the function of the BOG.
The

v
BOG is a student policy making body that

works "closely with management" in operating and
budgeting the Campus Center-Student Union
Complex.
"This year the estimated net income from food

services will be approximately $95,000 less than last

year," Taggart said, "and that's with a projected

increase in sales of $200,000."

Pointing out areas where the food services budget
could be cut, Taggart noted that the 1976 Campus
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Center operation calls for both an assistant beverage

manager and an auxiliary services manager. Taggart

said the "feeling of the board" is that the two jobs

could be done by one person, thus cutting $11,000

from the budget.

Taggart also said an $8,000 hourly employee
position in the fast food operation which was to be

eliminated this year has been requested again on the

next budget.

"The increase in operating expenses is what we're

worried most about," Taggart said, "We'd like to

keep these positions costing an additional $19,000 out

of the budget."

Taggart said the food service department projects

that it will make about the same amount of money
next year as it did this year. But he questioned how it

is possible for expenses to go up $110,000 even
allowing for increased costs due to inflation.

turn to pg. S

SCER report concludes

Education finances burden
By JOYCE KOSOFSKY

Staff Reporter

This is the last of a three part

series on a report from the Student

Center for Educational Research

\SCER\ concerning the housing

crisis at UMass.
In a recently published report

from the Student Center for

Educational Research (SCER)
concerning the housing crisis at

UMass, tax reform is cited as one
solution to financial problems.

The main burden for financing

higher education and all other state

and federally supported ventures is

on working people, says SCER.
Governor Michael Dukakis has

indicated that he would like to see

the University budget cut to save

tax payer's money. But there are

other solutions which would
provide more money for higher

education and other social and

educational services while

decreasing the tax bill of the

average worker, says SCER.
Unfortunately, the report states

these solutions involve major tax

reforms on the state, local and

federal level but are important to

consider when analyzing the

dilemma of higher education, in-

cluding residence halls.

In this state, most people pay

average worker'
federal income tax, state income

tax, property tax, sales tax, and

other "consumption" taxes, such

as restaurant meals, alcohol,

cigarette, gasoline, etc.

While there are provisions to

make the federal and state income

tax take a higher percentage of

income from wealthy people than

from low income people, says

SCER, the effect is the opposite. In

addition federal loopholes allow

many wealthy people to pay little or

no taxes.

The state system, which taxes

everyone at 5 per cent provides

some exemptions for people to

ease the burden on low income

people. This also has the effect of

being regressive, i.e. poor people

pay a higher share than wealthy

people. The report shows other

regressive taxes are sales tax which
causes everyone to pay 3 per cent

regardless of income on certain

items. While Massachusetts sales

tax is lower and covers less

Debaters rank high in tourneys
By P.J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

Two teams (four members) of the UMass Debate
Union placed high in the Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha (DSR-TKA) national tournament in Kentucky
last weekend defeating such top teams as Pace
College in New York, University of Utah, University of

Alabama and others.

Meanwhile, four other members of the union took

honors for UMass at a separate tourney in Buffalo.

The Kentucky tournament, hosted by UMass last

year, holds elections annually and this year Howard
Steinberg, a UMass junior, was elected president of

DSR-TKA, which is the National Honorary Forensic

Fraternity.

Steinberg was a member of one of the winning

teams, David Donovan, a UMass junior was his

partner. The team compiled a record of five wins and
three losses.

Another team, Roseann Hynes, a freshman, and
Mary Jablonski, also a freshman, compiled a record of

two wins and six losses. Coach Marlene Fine, a former

UMass debater accompanied the team.

In the Individual Events Tournament (I.E.) held at

the State University of New York at Buffalo four

debaters, Paul Goslin, a junior, Kathy Eppinger, a

junior, Jill Peltin, a senior, and Martha Seif, junior,

cumulatively won a total of eight trophies at the

Buffalo tournament, which gave them enough total

team points to take second place in the Sweepstakes,

qualifying the team for a ninth trophy.

There were five categories in the Buffalo tour-

nament, 1) Informative, 2) Persuasion, 3) Interpretive,

4) Extemporaneous, and 5) After-Dinner Speaking. At

least one UMass debater placed in each category.

This is the first year for the Individual Events team,

which has eight members, and has won 36 trophies

altogether.

According to Jill Peltin, president o* the UMass
Debate Union, they will be holding a raffle to raise

money for tournament teams and Individual Events

participants to go to the nationals.
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By WILL/AM MILLS
Staff Reporter

An ad hoc committee on intern

evaluation will recommend to the

faculty senate today that University

Year for Action (UYA) and the

Outreach program be combined
into a single Office of Internship "»

program be combined into a single

Office of Internship Programs,
according to John Hunt, associate

provost.

Early last semester Vice Chan-
cellor Robert Gluckstern requested

a faculty senate committee be
formed to examine internship

programs on the campus. Hunt
acted as liaison between the ad-

ministration and the faculty senate
committee. A report has been
compiled by the committee
detailing its examinations.

One reason why the committee
will recommend the integration of

UYA and Outreach, according to

Hunt, is because Gluckstern is

Poor

Richard's

Discotheque

Every Thurs.

White Lightning Nite

concerned about the "budget

crunch."

"The main thing about the

report," he said, "is the faculty

affirmation of experiential learning.

This idea has become an ac-

ceptable part of the academic
sxperience," Hunt said.

The committee will also

recommend "more effective faculty

turn to pg. 9

essential items than other states, it

still hurts the lower income people

because they spend higher per-

centages of their incomes on
taxable items than do wealthy

people.

SCER says that property taxes

take a great burden from low and
middle income people, and effects

tenants also. Even though it is paid

by the landlord, it comes directly

out of the money paid in rent.

Urban Planning Aid, Inc. estimates

that the average tenant pays 24 per

cent of his or her rent as property

tax, which indicates that a person

with a $175 per month apartment is

paying $504 a year in property

taxes. A student paying $90 a

month and earning an annual in-

come of $3,000 is paying $259
yearly or 8 per cent of his or her

income for property taxes.

While not dealing with specific

tax reforms, SCER points out that

the entire tax structure within the

state provides an unequal burden
on lower income people and allows

wealthy corporations and in-

dividuals to pay far below their

share.

"What is important to realize,"

says SCER, "is that there is a

potential for greater income to the

public sector without having to

further burden those who pay the

greatest amount of taxes — low
and middle income working
people."

SCER raised the issue of tax

reform partially to show how the

state and federal government's tax

systems have evolved in such a way
that the people who pay the most
are those who can least afford it.

"Now that the University is on
the verge of changing its residency

requirement," says SCER, "it is

again looking to those who can

turn to pg. 9
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PHOTO CONTEST
As part of a special photography sup-

plement to the Collegian on April 30th the
Collegian is holding a photo contest open to
all UMass undergrads and grads. There will
be three categories, Portrait, Still Life, and
Abstract. Please indicate category. All
photos should be on 8x10 paper and mounted,
no large than 11x14. Black and white only.
Entries should be submitted to the Collegian
business office between 8:30 and 4:30, April
14 through 25 (deadline). Contest will be
judged by nine of the most experienced
members of the paper's photo staff and the
graphics advisor. Prizes to be announced
next Wednesday. Top three photos in each
category will appear in the April 30th issue.

7 was told to get out on January 26'

Tartaglia takes employment problem to Gage
By DAVEKOWAL

Staff Reporter
Tony Tartaglia, a student em-

ployee who was terminated in

January without explanation, will

be meeting this afternoon with
Vice-chancellor Robert W. Gage
and Campus Center Director John
W. Corker to discuss his em-
ployment problems.

Tartaglia said, "I was told to 'get

out' on January 26 by Mr. Corker
without any explanation."

Gage said Tartaglia and Corker
will present their stories at today's
meeting. "I've received information
from each," he added, "regarding
their perspectives." "It's about time
we got the matter settled," he
added.

Tartaglia has been attempting
reinstatement since his termination.

Tartaglia said, "When I was
terminated, I went to the Student
Employment Committee (SEC) and
appealed the decision."

A representative from the
committee, Michael Bardsley, gave
the case to Milton Kerstein, a
member of the CC Board of
Governors, for investigation, he
said.

"The SEC tried to get a

Heads Humanities and Fine Arts

The other Dean AllenBy DAVE EIBEL
Staff Reporter

Eleven years ago, an English

orofessor from the University of

Colorado found himself in a
spacious office with a fireplace

on the second floor of South
College. He was being in-

terviewed by the-then UMass
President John Lederle for a job
he admits in retrospect he knew
nothing about and never got.

Today, Jeremiah Allen is the

Dean of the School of
Humanities and Fine Arts one
of three schools - the others

being Social and Behavioral

Sciences and Natural Sciences
and Mathematics - that make
up the College of Arts and
Sciences. He also occupies the

office that Lederle used to

occupy.

Allen did his undergraduate
work at Duke, his master's
work at Tufts and earned his

doctorate in English at the

University of Colorado where
he taught until he came to

UMass in 1968 as associate

provost. Since the fall of 1970
Allen has been the Dean of

Humanities and Fine Arts,

responsible for 14 departments
ranging from Afro-American
Studies to Philosophy.

Dean Allen is in charge or a

school with an annual budget

of $8.9 million of which only

$300,000 are in non-salary

accounts. Like all UMass ad-

ministrators, Allen has got to be

somewhat worried about any

budget cuts UMass might have

to shoulder.

"The problem as I see it is a

problem of the Commonwealth.
We have a $350 million deficit in

fiscal 1975 and for fiscal 1976

I've seen estimates as high as

$900 million but I think that

might be a little high. However,

there's no question that the

state is in serious financial

difficulty. The problem right

now," said Allen," is that

nobody knows how much the

cuts might be."

Although the economy is in a

horrid state, the College of Arts

and Science has not suffered a

reduction in course enrollments

with students choosing majors

to jobs.

"There is some indication at

the national level that this is

happening," admitted Allen.

"But in our school we still can't
take more than a third of the
qualified students," he con-
tinued.

"If anything, more students
are opting for arts and science
courses. Classics had a 51 per
cent rise in course enrollments
between the fall of 1973 and the
fall of 1974, while journalism
had a 35 per cent rise in

enrollments in the same
period," he said.

Money problems have left

several departments severely

shorthanded related Allen.

"The linguistics department

positions," explained Allen.

"We're keeping our positions

but not filling them and saving

them for graduates," he
continued.

The School of Humanities
and Fine Arts receives about
$300,000 annually in federal

grants, far less than the School
of Education.

In touching on the alleged

misuse of federal funds by the

School of Education, Allen said

he'd "be astounded if anything

happened in his school."

"The programs are dif-

ferent," he continued. "Most of

our grants go to support

graduate assistants. The way

Dean Jeremiah Allen of the School of Humanities

and Fine Arts.
has three out of nine faculty

positions vacant while the

Italian department has two of

six and a half positions vacant,"

explained Allen.

The primary financial

resources of graduate students

come from being teaching

assistants and if Allen allowed

departments to add faculty it

would put graduates at a

financial disadvantage.

"I've had to be very sparing

in allowing departments to fill

you get into trouble is by paying

consultants," he said.

In the light of what allegedly

happened in the School of

Education, Dean Jeremiah
Allen had some optimistic

words about his colleagues in

academia.

"When anything goes wrong
in the academic world it's an
exception. Ninety-nine per cent

are conscientious," he con-

cluded.

'Parchment' editor resigns
By SAMUEL HASSAN

Staff Reporter

Editor of the Sylvan Parchment, John Deane
Leavenworth has resigned his position the Collegian

learned yesterday.

Leavenworth cited suffering grades and a lack of

co-operation from certain area government people as

primary reasons for the resignation.

He said that editing of the weekly publication

should be, "completely departmentalized. There

should be more money in it for both the workers and

the paper itself."

Leavenworth and Ron Chait, a reporter who has

shared the editing responsibilities both think there

should be two editing positions: a business-managing

editor, and an executive editor responsible for content

of the paper.

Chait is presenting proposals to the Sylvan Area

Government (SAG) tonight that will include; a

restructuring of the editorship into two positions, and

an exdisclosed revision of the pay scale.

According to Leavenworth, he worked for fifty

hours on the eight page April 3rd issue for his weekly

salary of $10. Chait receives $7.50 per week.

The Parchment is funded by the SAG at a cost of

about $60 per issue.

Leavenworth said, "They (certain area government

people) didn't want me to be an editor. They wanted

me to write their /ninutes. SAG should be financial

backers and that's it."

Both Chait and Leavenworth agree that if the Area

Government were to publish the Parchment, it would

be a "conflict of interest."

Chait said that "while newsreporting is the primary

purpose of the Parchment, it does serve to keep SAG
honest." They have an understandable self-interest

that we're not chained in by.

First issue on November 22, 1971, the parchment is

the oldest, most published residential newspaper on

campus. It serves 1400 readers printing 600 copies per

week, usually six to eight pages.

This week's six page issue is being edited by Ron
Chait who says, "There may not be a paper after this

week, but I'm leaving that in the hands of the Area

Gooernment."

statement from Mr. Corker," he

continued, "but he wouldn't
cooperate, so they decided to bring

the case before the full board."

The board met in open session,

Tartaglia said, and Corker refused

to speak. When the board met in

closed session Corker again refused

to speak, after he was told anything

he said could be used for legal

action.

"After the first meeting," he

added, "he board voted to rein-

state me, but the case was sent

back for reconsideration by the

Graduate Student Senate. They

have review power over the Board

of Governors.

The Undergraduate Student
Senate had approved the board's

decision to reinstate Tartaglia.

Tartaglia said, "The decision

again was brought before the

board, and Mr. Corker still refused

to talk, so the board reaffirmed the

vote to reinstate me.

"Mr. Corker refused to reinstate

me in spite of that," he continued,

"so Chancellor Bromery sent it

back to the board for recon-

sideration. Again Corker refused to

cooperate."

Tartaglia said some members of

the Board of Governors then spoke

to Bromery, and he agreed to

review the case.

Volunteers organize

doubtful concert
By BARBARA HOFFMAN

Staff Reporter

The Program Council Music Committee recruited an additional forty-five

volunteers this week to assist with the Spring Concert but Committee

members are still doubtful of its reality.

"I don't know if this concern will be used against us," said Committee

member Sally Gotschall in a telephone interview with the Collegian.

Gotschall, who is a member of the Campus Center Board of Governors,

said she was torn between wanting to stage the traditional concern, and

fearing for the committee's future budget.

"How can you justify a $15,000 expenditure and still make next year's

budget feasible to the administration?" she asked.

$6,000 of the sum was saved by the committee from not scheduling the

usual monthly performances in the Student Union Ballroom. The ad-

ditional $9,000 has a more controversial origin, according to Gotschall. This

sum was originally earmarked for the Winter Carnival concert not held this

year. The committee requested the funds be transferred to the Spring

concert.

Gotschall said in light of statewide budget cuts, that large an ex-

penditure for one concert could place next year's budget in jeopardy.

Robert Hartford, a committee member, said there was little time left to

organize a concern of that scale. The Spring concert has been scheduled

for the beginning of May in Alumni Stadium.

Chairperson David Osepowicz said that the committee is working

against time and yet he is optimistic. He is considering possible talent

including Chick Corea, Hot Tuna, Tower of Power, and Taj Mahal.

Osepowicz estimates they will need as many as seventy-five volunteers for

the stadium concert, excluding police, firepeople and others.

Refusal by faculty

to leave meeting

prompts complaint
By JERRY ROGERS

Staff Reporter

Two faculty residents from Orchard Hill have refused to leave an Or-

ed at Monday's OHAG meeting to discuss their budget and have Matt

Burns speak about the SGA task force working on forming alternatives to

'he Universal Resource Fee (URF) and price hikes on campus.

The refusal of Luther Allen of Webster House and Fred Whitmore of

Grayson House to leave prompted the body to pass a motion to send a

letter to Student Attorney General Cindy Iris complaining about the

violation of student rights.

The executive session was requested by OHAG president Mark
Kaizerman so that individuals involved in both instances would not be

subject to possible adverse publicity.

Iris said, since the complaint does not involve students she would be

unable to act on it; but Iris also said once she receives the letter she will

study it to see what can be done.

Jim Starr of the Legal Services Office said that if OHAG wished to do
something on the complaint level "they would probably have to go to the

Faculty Senate."

Under Roberts Rules of Order, only voting or ex officio members of

OHAG may remain in the meeting during executive session. Ex officio

refers to SGA student senators from Orchard Hill. Guests are also allowed

to remain, thus explaining why Burns was allowed to speak.

It became apparent that the discussion of the OHAG budget dealt with

discrepancies uncovered by Kaizerman. Bruce Cormier, treasurer during

the period being discussed in executive session, apologized for any
"mistakes" made and asked to be re-elected when election for treasurer

came up at the same meeting.

The refusal of the two faculty residents to leave forced Burns to modify

what he was going to say to the group, according to Dave Pike, OHAG
vice-president, adding, "what Burns was going to say was exclusively for

us (students) to hear."

Paul Cronin, student senator from Grayson and an ex officio member,
speaking to OHAG, said, "It's the principle of the matter. You might never

know what's not been said."

Allen refused to leave saying he would have to be forcibly removed.

Citing that he was a political scientist and as a faculty resident should

monitor constitutional procedure, he said this was a change and a week
should have been given to judge the possibility of executive session before

it was implemented.

When questioned about whether the session was in violation of the

"open meeting" law, Starr said that executive session was provided for in

certain cases and that this seemed to be a valid case.

In refering to the budget as a reason for executive session he said that

discussion of connections between personnel §nd funds is a valid reason.
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Communists attack Saigon defense perimeter
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Fighting in capitals

may start offensive

SAIGON ( UPI] - Communist
forces smashed into two more
province capitals yesterday and
were reported maneuvering 40,000

troops into position for what
military sources said could be the

start of the battle for Saigon
Elements of two Communist

divisions barded South Vietnamese
defenders in downtown Xuan Loc
province capita I, 38 miles northeast
of Saigon. They also captured the

southern fringes of Tan An
province capital 25 miles southwest
of here before they were driven

back.

Military sources said the attacks
on opposite sides of Saigon in-

dicated the Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese, although, preferring a

political victory, were preparing for

a siege and all-out drive on the
South Vietnamese capital itself if

necessary.

The Communists attacked
against the government's weakest

defense lines outside Saigon. Most

of the South Vietnamese defenders

in provinces around the capital are

defending the arc from west to

north of Saigon.

not know at which occupied base
Trung had landed.

The sources said the Com-
munists have four full divisions -

about 40,000 men - as well as an

Field reports said units of the 5th estimated 150 tanks and perhaps

Evacuation of Vietnam orphans
declines as criticism increases
SAIGON [UPf] - Although

President Ford's Operation Babylift

has been officially halted, U.S.

planes will continue to fly Viet-

namese orphans from Saigon but at

a reduced rate and with less

publicity, diplomatic sources said

yesterday.

The Saigon sources said 1,400

children were flown out last week
before the Vietnamese government
officially halted the program. They
said government officials would
keep the program moving so long

as parents could be found for

Vietnamese orphans.

Another 36 children will be
carried out of Saigon very soon
aboard a U.S. Air Force jet

evacuation fight, the sources said,

but they could not give an exact

date.

The South Vietnamese govern-
ment has come under severe

criticism from many Vietnamese,
particularly members of the op-

position to President Nguyen Van
Thieu. for sending the children

abroad.

For a variety of cultural, religious

and political reasons, most Viet

namese officials oppose sending
the children from orphanages here

to foreign countries.

"They have assured us, however,
that they will continue quietly and
quickly to approve exit papers for

children who do have homes to go
to" in the United States or other

countries, one source said.

Mme. Nguyen Thi Binh, the Viet

Corvg foreign minister currently

touring Africa, denounced the U.S.

mercy airlift yesterday as a massive
attempt to brainwash future
generations of Vietnamese.
Criticism also has been voiced by
other Viet Cong and North Viet-

namese officials.

Mme. Binh, in an interview with
the Tanzanian newspaper Uhuru in

Oar es Salaam said the airlift was
organized on the pretext of helping

suffering war orphans.

"But in reality it was an effort by
the United States to indoctrinate

children who * /ill later be used to

try to subvert the revolutionary

government," she said.

"No one will believe the United

States wants to help the Viet-

namese people after slaughtering

millions of th?m," Mme. Binh said.

Viet Cong division, most of them

North Vietnamese regulars, sent

commandos on raids into Tan An, a

city of 57,000, from sanctuaries in

the Plain of Reeds. The fighting

stopped traffic for eight hours on

Highway 4, the "Rice Road" to the

Mekong Delta.

The attacks followed by 24 hours

the bombing of Thieu's In-

dependence Palace. Thieu

dismissed the plane assault as an

"isolated incident" and reiterated

his vow to remain in office.

A spokesman for the Viet Cong's

Provisional Revolutionary
Government said yesterday the 26-

year-old pilot of the F5 Freedom

Fighter jet had flown the plane to

Communist territory.

The airman, 1st Lt. Nguyen
Thanh Trung, was given the Viet

Cong's Liberation Medal 2nd class

and promoted to captain, the

spokesman said. He added he did

5,000 artillery troops with guns,
rockets and heavy mortars within

the general area around Saigon.
They faced an estimated 35,000

South Vietnamese regulars in the

13 provinces around the capital.

Another 12,000 government
troops - remnants of divisions lost

when 19 northern and central

provinces fell to the Communists -

arrived aboard ships yesterday at

Vung Tau, 40 miles southeast of

Saigon. But most were without
weapons, and they fought among
themselves for sacks of rice at

dockside, field reports said.

Saigon itself remained outwardly
calm. Most of its 3 million residents

seemed oblivious of the fighting on
the approaches to the capital. But
Vietnamese employes of the U.S.
Defense Attache's Office at Tan
Son Nhut Air Base began erecting

sandbags around the one-time U.S.
military headquarters.

Ford assures Congress no pacts

with Thieu made with secrecy
cont. from p. 2

Saigon officials.

Shortly after Nessen's news
conference. Ford conferred with a
group of congressional leaders,
including Anderson.
"We were assured that there are

no private, off-the-record
assurances on the part of this

government to the government of
South Vietnam" regarding the 1973
Paris accords, Anderson told
reporters.

In response to questions, An-
derson said Ford had assured the
group -here are no private
agreements" with Saigon, and "no
hidden chapters yet to be
revealed " He said Ford assured the
congressman specifically that there
was no commitment for U.S.
military intervention under any.
circumstances.

"There are no secret, as yet
undisclosed agreements between
this government and the govern-
ment of South Vietnam that would
in any way require or obligate us to
make a military response to the
invasion by North Vietnam,"
Anderson said.

"Assurances to the Republic of
Vietnam as to both U.S. assistance
and U.S. enforcement of the Paris

ALMOST PLANTING
TIME

agreement were stated clearly and
publicly by President Nixon,"
Nessen said.

He said, however, the August,
1973, congressional ban on further

U.S. military involvement in In-

dochina "of course ruled out the
possibility of American military

reaction to violations of the
agreement."

He said there were confidential

communications between Nixon
and Thieu at a time in late 1972 ana
early 1973 when Thieu was balking.

But he maintained Nixon publicly

stated many times the same
assurances he gave Thieu.

"The publicly stated policy and
intention of the United States
government to continue to provide
adequate economic and ' military

assistance and to react vigorously
to major violations of the Paris

agreements reflected confidential

exchanges between the Nixon
administration and President Thieu
at the time," Nessen said.

COME ONE, COME kill

Enter the First Annual OMass Car Rally.

SATURDAY, APRIL 12

Win prizes from the Rusty Scupper, Steak Out, Sound Scope, Old
Weird Harold's, Faces of Earth, Bell's, Hungry U II, Papa Gino's or
Dommos.

Registration at 9 a.m. in front of Alumni Stadium. $3 per car For
further info call: |-7001, 4-7791. 4-7794, 4-7720, 4-7741.

Gef a head start

at Earth wares
seeds & seed flats

vermiculite
gardening books
plant lites for seedlings
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My Country 'tis of Free

W3 H PLEASANT AMHERST 256 8810

There are lots of places to see in America.
Lots of ways to get there.

But only one travel guide brings them all together-
America: The Datsun Student Travel Guide.

Created just for students
with one eye on the horizon,
and the other on the wallet.

And it's free.

In America you'll find unusual festivals, favorite student
beaches, and places to go where others only dream of.

Special guides to auctions, rodeos, wine tours, and
lots of other tips and trips.

America: The Datsun Student Travel Guide. Just the
inspiration you need to explore the nation on your own.

PICK UP YOUR FREE COPY FROM
THE STUDENT UNION NEXT
TO CANDY COUNTER.
Sponsored by the Outdoor Interest Group

THE DATSUN STUDENT TRAVEL GUIDE 1975

Ewarwn Sourcebook

Oeot Ameneon Autocrott
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Ghev foitvoh Beaches

Phnom Penh suffers under battles
US airlift proceeds
despite more shelling
PHNOM PENH [UPI\ - Rebel

forces battled to within 2 M miles of
Phnom Penh yesterday and opened
recoilless rifle fire on the
beleaguered capital. The city's

airport, battered for days by
rockets, came under the more
accurate shelling of artillery.

On the political front, Prime
Minister Long Boret, who returned

Tuesday from a one week trip

abroad, met with other government
leaders. But there was no evidence
the government . had had any
success in drawing the insurgents

to the negotiating table.

The Communist- led rebels hold

about 90 per cent of the country,

have this capital itself surrounded
and, yesterday, occupied about half

of Kompong Speu, a province

capital 25 miles southwest of

Phnom Penh.

What appeared to be 75mm
recoilless rifle shells whistled into

the city from both the east and
north, official sources said.

However, there were no immediate
reports of casualties.

For the first time, the rebels

rained more artillery shells than

rockets on the airport, official

sources said. By midafternoon, 11

105mm artillery round and three

107mm rockets had hit Pochen-
tong. Artillery fire is more accurate

than rocketing, but there were no
immediate reports of damage or

casualties.

The vital U.S. airlift of food and
ammunition continued despite the

shellings, although at what seemed
to be a reduced rate. Through mid-

afternoon, official sources said, 17

C130 transports with ammunition
and 16 DC8 jets carrying rice had
arrived.

Only two weeks ago the airlift

involved as many as 54 flights a

day.

At Kompong Speu, government
forces were reported holding their

own. Insurgents fought their way
into the city earlier this week and
field reports said they still held

almost half the city. But govern-

ment forces were putting up stiff

resistance.

Insurgents had burned down at

least 200 buildings in Kompong
Speu, field reports said. As many as

25,000 residents were trapped.

Government forces gave up
positions at Stung Kambot, about
4.8 miles north of Phnom Penh at a

loss of one dead and 12 wounded.

Insurgents fought through
government lines on the east bank
of the Mekong river, almost directly

across from the city, and set up two
new positions, official sources said.

Communications with the
outside world from Phnom Penh
also were threatened, post office

authorities said.

news
summary

General view inside the Faneuil Hall in Boston yesterday as anti-busing
demonstrators disrupt a rally organized by supporters of the Equal Rights
Amendment. Gov. Dukakis' wife was forced to leave the rally because of the
protestors. (More New England news, page 6.)

Government seeks to strengthen

proof of payoff to Connally
WASHINGTON [UPI]

Watergate prosecutors yesterday

produced 10 technical witnesses in

an attempt to bolster testimony by

their key witness Jake Jacobsen

that he and John Connally con-

LAST WEEKEND

GRAY'S SUGARHOUSE
Pancakes, Waffles, Country Sausage & Bacon,

Homemade Apple Pie.

Beaver Meadow Farm — 2 mi. north of

Ashfield Center— 625-6559

Serving Weekends 9-6

Come Saturday — Avoid the Crowd

spired to cover up a $10,000 payoff

to the former Treasury secretary.

The prosecution was expected to

complete its case today against

Connally, who is charged with two
counts of bribery in connection

with payoffs from milk producers in

return for helping convince the

Nixon administration to increase

milk price supports.

Jacobsen testified earlier that he

paid the money to Connally in 1971

and two years later conspired to

hide the transaction from

Watergate investigators. Most of

the 10 witnesses were called so

support Jacobsen s contention that

Connally gave him $10,000 in a

cigar box to replace the payoff

funds.

Seven federal reserve bank
officials from across the nation

testified that the actual money was
put in circulation prior to Oct. 26.
1973, the date Jacobsen said
Connally gave him the money. If

even one of the 280 bills that make
up the $10,000 was not in cir-

culation at that time, it would
discredit Jacob sen's story.

Prosecution spokesmen said five

more federal reserve bank officials

would be among their closing
witnesses today in an attempt to
seal what they call the "money
chain" in the case.
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House bans handguns
BOSTON [UPI] Legislation

banning the manufacture and sale

of cheap handguns called

"Saturday Night Specials" was
passed by the Massachusetts
House yesterday and sent to the

Senate.

The bill was advanced on a voice

vote and without debate. It

prohibits sale of guns that meet
three criteria: they are less than

three inches long, less than .32

caliber and made with metal that

melts at a low temperature.

OAU delegates split

DARES SALAAM, Tanzania

\UP/\ - A deeply-divided meeting

of black African and Arab ministers

tried to patch together a joint policy

toward South Africa yesterday,

with both moderates and militants

claiming majority support.

Zambian Foreign Minister Vernon
Mwaanga said he was still hopeful

South Africa would pull its forces

out of white-ruled Rhodesia within

two months despite problems
surrounding constitutional talks in

the breakaway British colony.

The special session of the 42-

nation Organization of African

Unity was called to map out a joint

response to South Africa's peace
overtures to the rest of the con-

tinent.

Energy plan killed

WASHINGTON [UPI] - The
Senate yesterday voted down a

"pay as you go" energy plan that

would have let prices float free and
controlled profits instead.

On votes of 68 to 23 and 69 to 21,

the Senate refused to amend the

Standby Energy Authorities Act

with the profit tax, proposals by

Sen. Mike Gravel, D-Alaska, and

hoped to complete work on the far-

reaching bill by day's end.

The legislation would authorize

President Ford to order rationing of

fuels and energy related materials in

a time of emergency shortage, and
would require the federal govern-

ment to set up standards for public

and private use of energy.

School vandalism up
WASHINGTON [UPI] - A

Senate report charged yesterday

violence and vandalism in the

nation's schools has reached a

crisis level and is worsening rapidly.

A senator who said the problem

costs $500 million a year to remedy

called it "a vandalism surtax" on

the cost of educating America's

children •

W0NDERL0VE * Stevie Wonder in Concert

HEAVYWEIGHT Champion Fights 1947-74

12:00 Noon

"The Hatch"

Inventory Sale

20% Off
Everything
FREE WORK SHIRT

with any purchase of $10.00 or more

Jeans — Reindeer Sweaters

Leather Jackets — Cowboy Shirts

Many More Items

Located at: 255 TRIANGLE STREET
Amherst, Mass. 01002

(Between Teen Hi Ft and Discount Records I

HMMi
Alto located Circuit Ave.. Oak Bluffi. Ml. of M»rtha'i Vineyard
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State gambling called $2 billion business
Boston FBI chief

testifies on crimes

BOSTON \AP) - Illegal betting

on sports, horses and numbers is at

least a $2 billion annual business in

Massachusetts, the National

Gambling Commission was told

yesterday.

James 0. Newpher, special agent

in charge of the FBI's Boston of-

fice, also told the oalen that even

at the minimum of eight-and-one-

third percent profit of the aross —
what he said was earned from

sports betting — illegal gambling

produces some $166.6 million in

Massachusetts for organized crime.

Newpher noted profit from horse

betting was 1 8 percent of the

handle while the odds on winning

on the numbers were 999 to 1

although the payoff is only 600 to 1.

Newpher said his statistics were

based on the projected tabulation

of the annual total handle of some

$100 million wh ich, he said, the FBI

learned of in wiretapping 49 dif-

ferent telephones involving 11

separate gambling operations

between 1970 and January of this

year.

He said the F B I believes it has not

touched on 5 percent of the book-

makers existing in Massachusetts in

computing its figures. Nationally,

the Justice Department says it has

not touched 2 percent of th illegal

operations and estimates the

annual figure for illegal gambling at

upwards of $23 billion.

Newpher recited his figures to

the commission in an effort to

demonstrate that illegal gambling is

an important source of revenue for

organized crime.

"We are opposed to illegal

gambling because it has been

legislated illegal and it is under the

control of organized crime," he

said. "Nationally and locally,

organized crime's source ot income

is illegal gambling."

Newpher was joined in his

comments by Gerald E. McDowell,

chief of the Justice Department's

organized crime force in the New
England area.

"Gambling is THE racket in New
England," said McDowell.
"The men who control gambling

— whether it be the four syndicate

families in western New England or

the family organization and a co-

existing independent organization

in eastern New England - in-

fluence, control and finance all the

other rackets in the region," said

McDowell.

"The reason the mob has so

decisively moved in to control

gambling in New England is

money," he continued. "Gambling

is unquestionably the biggest

moneymaker of any form of illegal

activity."

McDowell sa id he personally was

opposed to legalization of betting.

"In any of the c ommonly suggested

forms it will not significantly reduce

organized crime's control over

industry," he said.

"By legitimizing gambling the

state is opening the whole citizenry

to become degenerate gamblers,"

he said. "If open legalized sports,

numbers and off-track horse

betting compete to bring in more

customers, what provision in the

law will protect our society from the

collateral criminal consequences

stemming from the desperation of

new ranks of degenerate gam-

blers?"

Commission chairman Charles E.

Morin, a Washington lawyer,

immediately asked:

"Are you saying that the people

who play the lottery in

Massachusetts are degenerate?"

The state runs its own lottery.

State mental health chief quits,

criticizing Dukakis budget cuts
BOSTON \AP\ - State Mental

Health Commissioner William

Goldman left his job yesterday,

taking a verbal swipe at the Dukakis

administration and predicting his

successor will have an impossible

job.

Goldman, appointed in Sep-

tember of 1973 by Gov. Francis W.
Sargent, was not re-appointed by

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.

He said he plans to move to San

Francisco in the summer and in the

meantime has applied for unem-

ployment compensation.

He said of the budget-cutting

policies of Dukakis: "I don't believe

it's necessaryand I don't believe it's

justified and I am very clearly at

odds with the new administration."

In an interview, he said the

"proper operating authority of the

mental health department has been

raoidlv eroded a nd I do not see how

a mental health professional in

good conscience can participate in

or preside over the deterioration or

the dismantling or the diminishing

of a department that is already

offering minimal service."

Dukakis has appointed Lee B.

to

his

Macht as interim successor

Goldman. Macht assumes
duties today.

"And the striking contrast is that

here those policies are called liberal

Democrat policies while in

California they were conservative

Republican. They are indentical."

ONE WEEK LEFT!!

ALL persons applying for office space for next

year must fill out an application by April 11th.

Applications available at RS0 and Rm. 817

Campus Center

PIZZA-RAMA
355 College St., Rt. •>. Amherst

tpeciatiling in

PIZZAS, HOT OVEN GRINDERS

and SPAGHETTI

STORE HOURS: Sun. Thurs., 11 a.m. Midnight
Fri., Sat., 11 a.m.-l a.m.

Call 253-3808

"EXTRA SPEEDY DELIVERY"
between 5 p.m.-Midnight, every night

Beit Food in Town - and the lowest Prices

You won't believe wholwepul
together for you thl//ummer.

The three week tour for the mind. Registration

is by mail or in person at Hills House main lobby,

Thursday, May 29, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. to

7 p.m. Counseling and financial aid are available.

The extended tour for the mind. 250 courses

are being offered. Classes meet from the sol-

stice to the latter days of August, June 24 to

August 15. Registration is by mail or in per"
son at Boyden Gym, Monday, June 23, 9 a.m.

to 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Financial Aid

For those who like to learn after the sun goes
down. Almost 50 courses including everything
from art to zoology. Registration is by mail or
in person at Boyden Gym, Monday.June 23,
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. This
session is from June 24 til August 15. Coun-
seling and financial aid are avialable.and counseling are available.

These courses are brought to you by the University of Massachusetts' Summer Program Office and Division of Continuing Education. (413) 545-0905

Please send me information concerning:
CLIP AND SEND TO:
CATALOG REQUEST
CONTINUING EDUCATION
HILLS HOUSE NOR 1 I I

UMASS/AMHERST 01002

Summer 1

Summer 2
Evening College

Name City.

Address State. Zip.

DC

Resident/a/ colleges — diverse opportunities
By USA FIGUOU
Staff Reporter

Living in Orchard Hill or Southwest can be
an educationally meaningful experience for

students who take advantage of the diverse
living and learning opportunities that are
offered by these two special communities.

Officially termed by the University
"residential colleges," the Southwest and
Orchard Hill areas provide experimental and
complimentary programs of study as well as
basic colloquium courses that are common
to the other dormitory areas of UMass.
The initial idea of a residential college

community precipitated just before the

opening of Orchard Hill in 1963. Un-
fortunately, the physical plan of the buildings

had been completed, and no provision for an
eating facility or an auditorium had been
made.

Innovators of the idea felt that Orchard Hill

should have been an elite educational body
with its own admission system, its own
faculty, and its own interdisciplinary major;

however, this suggestion never did gain

substantial support.

The current goal of the Orchard Hill

program is to provide alternatives to the

traditional classroom experience which is

described by Michael Wolff, Master/ Director

of the area, as "devitalized and fragmented."

Although curriculum is devised by concerned
students and faculty who try to com-
prehensively determine the needs of their

"college," the true success of the program
will come about only if more students are

interested in the further development of their

own system.

The outstanding courses at Orchard Hill

are those which are cross-listed in the

University catalogue and those which are

strictly innovative and original to the

residential college.

Among these 'trial courses," there are six

individual "Sector Courses" which
collaborate once a week to discuss in-

terrelated topics. The Orchard Hill courses
are constantly under revision and many of

the experimental courses cultivated on the

Hill are eventually adopted by the University

departments.

Unlike Orchard Hill, however, Southwest
was deliberately designed to have a com-
munity college atmosphere. The area is

broken down by six instruction centers or

dormitory "clusters" each with its own
specialized course offerings which are

described in Southwest's own course
catalogue. Master/Director Richard Green is

currently discussing the possibility of even
more exciting and "intellectually honest"
undergraduate programs in the area.

Because of the large population, the South-
west program may not be as cohesive as its

counterpart on the Hill; however, Cireen feels

that the number of people creates a

"compliment of interests for a residential

college."

A major hindrance to both Southwest and
Orchard Hill is the reluctance of faculty to

teach in the residential colleges because they

inevitably become out-of-touch with their

particular department and they are at a

consequent disadvantage concerning tenure.

Younger instructors who might provide

fresh points of view are understandably

hesitant to get involved in the program. An
adequate "System of Rewards" adopted by
the University would make teaching in the

residential colleges more attractive to the

faculty and, in turn, would expand and
improve the college curriculums.

The programs available in the residential

colleges as well as certain offerings in

Central, Sylvan and Northeast are beneficial

in helping students to "break out of the

cocoon of home," according to Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs Robert W.
Gage.

"Right now it is fashionable to talk about

living off-campus," he said. "But if you come
right down to it, a lot of people are all talk

and no action."

"If dorm living were voluntary," he

continued, "the small number of people who
make life misearable for the rest would be
gone."

There are definitely many people on
campus who do consider their dorm a place

to live and learn; those who reside in Orchard
Hill and Southwest can make the most of an
ever-growing educational asset.

Will those demonstrations pay off?
By ROBERT SHEMELIGIAN

Staff Reporter

Mitch Young, the Advertising

Manager for the Valley Advocate,
smiles a little more than he used to.

H.= recently found out that he may
receive $10,000 because he spent

three days in jail.

He was a complainant in the civil

liberties suit brought against the

District of Columbia for the un-

constitutional arrests of 1200
persons demonstrating on the

Capitol steps in Washington during

the May Day demonstrations ol

1971.

Young, then a student at

Brooklyn College, had heard about
the May Day demonstrations going

on in Washington, and as he is a
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|
Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

a
(Italian Food only) and an aterafo

>• spending of $2.25

J. Your Host, Carlo, is a special

student at UMass
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— pacifist, he dec ided to leave for the

nation's capital. On Wednesday
morning he arrived at the Capitol

steps and was listening to a speech
by Democratic Representative
Ronald Dellums when he was
arrested by the police.

After three days of incarceration

and unbelievably crowded con-

ditions, he was allowed to leave.

Over 14,000 demonstrators were
arrested that week, most without

being charged or given their rights.

President

of the

Department|

against

stitutional

"exaggerated."

As time went on the issue

became worn down. Headlines

about Indo- China began to

disappear and people started

focusing their attention on
domestic problems, the economy.

Mitch Young remembered the

demonstration as a thing of the

past.

Last January 16th the American

Civil Liberties Union reopened the

issue by winning a $12 million

damage suit against the District of

Columbia for the false arrests and

infringements on the rights of 1200

demonstrators arrested on the

Capital steps. Suddenly Young,

along with 1200 others, became
eligible for a part of the award

ranging from 8 to 10 thousand

dollars.

"I'm not loaning any money on

that basis," said Young who isn't

sure he will get the award. The
District of Cotu mbia is plannning to

appeal the case, and even if they

win it could take years before

anyone receives any money.
Young said he would do it again

"if the cause a rises." But he admits

it's doubtful whether the cause

might arise again. The days of the

Chicago 7 are over and have been
for years. Except for a few ex-

ceptions, demonstrations, like the

pie ^K^0^>^rtsn«
emojies^erw'vbjsToni books

mnsi a U
teffidJBt dorni.

one of the few students left who
were involved in the May Day
demonstrations.

He was arrested twice, on
Monday and on Wednesday of that

week.
Because he was not one of those

who were lucky enough to be

arrested on the Capitol steps, he is

not as yet eligible for any money.

He spent six days locked up in

various places including the Red
Skins practice field, the

Washington Colliseum, and the

D.C. central lock-up.

During that time he was fed

baloney sandw iches and water, he

shared his toilet with 120 other

people, and he stayed in basement

cells with no room to lie down and

no ventilation.

Cremins dropped out of school

after the demonstrations and was

drafted in late 71. He spent two

I

I

I

! Baker-Winn
Jewelers

a large selection of earrings

Gabardine shirts, men's 40's vests, Hawaiian j |

) shirts, leather, suede, denim jackets $1.50
J ^

I and other fine gifts and jewelry.
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Open Daily 10-6— Friday Eves til 9

» S. Pleasant St.

Amherst

years in Panama and later re-

enrolled in the University. Still

wearing his Army jacket, he

answered questions slowly, trying

to remember back almost 4 years.

"The police would drive

motorcycles in to the crowd ... a

few people got hurt."

When asked about his arrest, he
said, "I was arrested for con
commoting a s idwalk'. I asked the

cop to repeat the charge and he

said the same thing." Most of the

dpmon sjrators arrested on
day in^rbtesday of that first

of r\iarWferen't told anything,

MoAdersd into busses and
paddywagons. ^

Richard Cremins was involved in

the anti-war movement for years

before the May Day incident. He
had taken part in several other

protests and demonstrations but

noted that May Day was a little

different. "That's the only

demonstration where I could see no

violence from the demonstrators."

He hopes those arrested on the

Capitol steps get the money they

were awarded, but he doesn't think

he will ever see any. The ACLU has

filed separate damage suits for

those who were arrested Monday,

May 4th, and T uesday. May 5th. It

will be a long time before the case

reaches court.

Barry Marshall, a former UMass
student and May Day demon-
strator, wrote a headline story for

the Collegian about his arrest in

Washington. H is story was one of

the many that appeared on the

front pages of the Collegian and

other newspapers that week. As
many others did, he went down
there intending to get arrested. He
spent Monday and Tuesday in the

D.C. jail.

When asked if he would do it

again, he replied, "Definitely, if

there was civil disobedience against

the oil companies, I'd do it." He
said that if he receives any money,

he will "give at least half of it to the

Indo-China Peace Campaign."

With the anti-war movement on

the decline, few people today

remember the May Day demon-

strations of 1971, but all those who
went to Washington that week and

were arrested have not forgotten.

Some may receive money for their

troubles, others will have to be

content with memories.
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Herter Gallery to become
'classroom' for Art students

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

By JAN ALEXANDER
Staff Reporter

The Herter Art Gallery is due to

become directly operated by the

Art Department by this Fall on an

"extended classroom basis,"

according to Frank Cadwell,

coordinator of the gallery for the art

department. It is presently funded

by the Fine Arts Council.

"Students taking art courses will

participate in operating the

gallery," he said. "They will be

New CC security plan

requires debugging
By BRIAN COYNE

Staff Reporter
There has been dissatisfaction with the new Campus Center security

plan, according to Dudley Bridges, supervisor of CC Building Operations,
and Jeff Taggart, chairman of the CC Board of Governors (BOG).

Bridges said, "I'm still not completely satisfied with the new system. I

think the problems have been created by the new men's unfamiliarity with
the building and the people."
The UMass Department of Public Safety assumed responsibility for

Campus Center security on February 23. The building now has two
uniformed campus policemen patrolling during the day, and a third guard
on duty during the peak night hours.

Bridges said there have been several instances of vandalism in the past
few days which probably could have been prevented had the guards
known more about the operation of the building.

In addition to efficiency problems, there have been complaints of police
harassment of students in the Campus Center, according to Taggart.
"We received most of the harassment complaints when the new guards

started, but there was a meeting between the board and the campus police
to work things out. We want the people to realize that the security is there
for their protection, not their harassment."

David Johnston, director of Department of Public Safety, and Captain
Robert Joyce said they had not received any complaints of police
Harassment in the Campus Center. Joyce said he attended the meeting
with the BOG and received no specific information of police harassment

"In the beginning, the men were feeling their way and there were some
efficiency problems, but they have now gotten to know the people at the
Campus Center much better and they are working very effectively " he
said.

When told of Joyce's remarks, Taggart said the matter would have to go
back on the board's agenda for more discussion. He said there would have
to be a "continuing dialogue" between students and police to improve the
situation.

Bridges said, "Overall, the Campus Center has gained more than we
lost. The problems between the students and the guards will lessen as both
groups get to know each other better."
The most important gain. Bridges said, is the communications system

which the campus police have. "With walkie-talkies, the guards now know
where everyone else is, and they can get help when trouble occurs," he
said.
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setting up exhibits and learning

how to coordinate works."
Cadwell said the extended

classroom idea is still in the
planning stages but he expects
there will be an elimination of work
from New York, and more em-
phasis on UMass student and
faculty art.

"Expenses will be considerably

reduced," Cadwell said, "because
we won't have mailing or insurance

costs. We'll have to rely on careful

supervision by student guards of

the work on display."

The coordinator said that the
gallery will hold more shows of a
shorter duration since the exhibits

will not require the long preparation

of shows out of New York.

The gallery has opened a logo

designing contest, offering $25 for

the best design submitted to Room
125 Herter before April 25. The
design will be used on the calendar

poster of events, publications,

stationery and bulletins issued out
of the gallery.
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Union of Student Employees
holds second meeting tonight

Internship programs

The Union of Student Employees
(U.S.E.) will hold its second mass
meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. The
meeting, scheduled to he held in

the Commuter's Lounge in the

Student Union, will be a forum for

all members of the newly formed
U.S.E.

The U.S.E. held an intensive

membership drive on the concourse
level of the Campus Center for the

last two weeks to achieve the

signing of union membership cars

from 30 per cent or better of the 600

student employees and hourlies in

the Campus Center. The drive

resulted in the signing of 58 per

cent of employees eligible to join

the U.S.E.

The agenda for the meeting will

include the introduction of newly

elected area reps, discussion on the

tentative constitution, notice ot

events and news since the founding
meeting, and what steps the Union
must take after the membership
drive.

Everyone is urged to attend for as
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long as they are able. The meeting
will be open so that everyone will

have a chance to attend. It won't be
very formal. The main thing is that

everyone shows interest in their

union.

SCER
cont from P9- ^

least afford to pay the bill." While
there is talk of a Universal Fee,
cutting back of human services in

the dormitories which would
abolish or curtain counseling and
educational services, and laying off

or firing janitors and other non-
professional employees, SCER says
there has been little discussion of

laying off high paid administrators
of faculty. The report says the
counselors and heads of residence
whose jobs are threatened are
among the lowest paid workers on
campus, even though many are
"professional" employees.

SCER says that the report

doesn't have the solution to the

dilemma of funding the dorms but,

they suggest more ingenious and
serious research go on regarding

funding.

"Despite the economic crunch,"
says SCER, "there is enough
wealth in Massachusetts, if

properly distributed, to more than
solve UMass's housing crisis."

Whatever solutions are found,

SCER urges that the burden not be
placed on working people at

UMass.

cont. from p. 2
participation in internship

programs." The report demands an

explicit faculty recognition of a

responsibility to destroy the ar-

tificial barrier between the

academic and the real world

perceived by many of their

students."

The report states a strong faculty

commitment is essential for the

successful operation of any in-

ternship program.

After soliciting the views of the

internship agencies, the committee
found that 77 per cent of the

agencies interviewed were "very

satisfied" with the overall ex-

perience with student interns.

Hunt believes the report com-
piled by an 'extremely con-
scientious group of people who
worked with students is excellent. It

does everything I've hoped for,"

Hunt said.

Taggart and the issues

cont. from p. 2
"The question becomes, do you

spend $10,000 to make $5,000.
There is a point over which you
stop making money." Taggart said.

Taggart characterized a recent
meeting he and board Vice-
Chairperson Mark Bennett had with
Chancellor Bromery as "very
productive."

Taggart said that as a result of

the meeting Bromery has agreed to

meet with board representatives on
a monthly basis.

"The Chancellor should not
remove himself from student
problems," Taggart said, "It is

crucial that student leaders be able
to meet with the Chancellor on a
regular basis to discuss the
problems of the day."

Taggart also announced that he
expects a full report from Campus
Center Director John Corker on his

investigation into questionable
billing practices involving a wed-

Now appearing at the

forest
Thurs. — Sat.

Happy Hour— Mon.-Sat.. 4:30-7:00

in the Speakeasy Lounge

•

I

ding reception for Campus Center
Manager Steve Stefano's daughter.

Taggart expects the report to be
completed some time next week
and believes that, "people keyly

responsible for any wrongdoing
should be taken to account."

Taggart also commented on the

Campus Center operation in

general and the function of the

Board of Governors.

"The strength of the board,"
according to Taggart results from
the good working relationship it has
with the Campus Center
management.

Taggart said the power the board
has, "lies in the high degree of

cooperation between the board and
management, but not to the extent

of a hand holding relationship."

"The board has a healthy respect

for all managers," Taggart said,

"Most of our problems arise when
the level of communication is

lowered between management and
the board; then the pressure
inevitably builds up."

According to Taggart, the
management "for the most part"

has been very helpful and
cooperative in dealing with the

board. He said "intelligent

pressure" is necessary to keep
people performing well and the

entire operation running smoothly.

Taggart wants to remind any
group that has office space in the

Campus Center or Student Union
that they must have their space
requests for next year at the board
office no later than Friday.
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What next?
Reports in today's Collegian of inequities in hiring and

work policies at the Campus Center present some
disturbing facts and fiaures. At a University whose
priorities supposedly include active action against sexism

and racism, the conditions at the Campus Center cite a

poor showing.
Women workers within the Campus Center, while high in

number, represent a small amount of management and
upper grade salary levels. Though, according to the

Affirmative Action Director, "Affirmative action
guidelines have been met," the figures show otherwise.

For student workers there is no affirmative action hiring

policy. Student employees are forming a union to work
toward alleviating such conditions, but in the meantime,,
the situation continues.

Part of the problem lies within the bureaucracy of the

Campus Center management, under which it is almost
impossible to fire someone once he (she) has been working
for a certain amount of time.

The management of the Campus Center has shown itself

to be irresponsible toward the Student Body as well as its

own staff. These people have been entrusted with running
the Center as efficiently and fairly as possible. But from
the recent reports of unpaid bills and unfair hiring, the

management does not appear to be doing its job.

Students are paying $64 per year to support the CC and it

may just be one of history's colossal ripoffs when one looks

at the returns.

Information which should legally be available to

students has consistently been refused to Collegian

reporters. Certain people obviously did not want to discuss

the situation. Certain people obviously did not even con-

sider it a problem. It brings to mind the old saying, "If

you're not part of the solution, you're part of the problem."

All unsigned editorials represent the opinion of the

majority of the Board of Editors.
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Fear of the fees
By PAUL BRADLEY

Fear of mandatory fees has become a disease

across the campus. Beset with Campus Center Fees,

Athletic Fees, and the threat of a Universal Resource

Fee, students react to the words "mandatory fee"

with cringing fear.

At least that is what the representatives of the

students are thinking. In the name of the student

interest, the Student Senate last night spent well over

an hour discussing the relative merits of an Enabling

Act that is to be submitted to the Board of Trustees

for the purpose of forming a Student Union. A

proposal included in the enabling act would assess a

mandatory fee for the support of the union on all

tudents.

The fee would only amount to about 50 cents as it is

proposed now, but the idea that the fee should be

mandatory sent senators scurrying to protect the

interest of their constituents.

This is a legitimate concern no doubt, but heated

discussion over an enabling act that is subject to

extensive amendment proved fruitless and tiresome.
All students already have to pay too many mandatory
fees but the paradox that a student union, needing

funds to take part in collective bargaining that would
prevent the administration from arbitrary assigning

fees in the future proved too overwhelming for many
senators.

The Senate also attempted some slick manuevering

to make the Enabling Act more acceptable to the

Trustees.

Part of the proposal would set up a board of 5

people that would decide questions that arise under

the policy. An amendment was passed to include on
that board representatives from minority groups. A
fair move to be sure -but this would upset the

balance of administrators to students. The solution

offered was to increase by an equal number ad-

ministrators to sit on the board, thereby keeping the

Trustees happy when they read the policy. The
motion was wisely defeated.

But when principles give way to political con-

siderations, in the minds of student senators, it is time

to re-examine the Student Senate.

Cereal psychology
To the Editor:

Do you remember way back when you used to rise early, still wearing
your baseball glove or clutching your dolly, and head straight for the
kitchen table where Mom poured you a large bowl of Cheerios? Ah, sweet
days gone by! But listen to this amazing story of rediscovery. Sure, I was
just like you, by-passing the so-called "kiddie cereals" on the supermarket
shelf simply because college students are too grown up to est Cheerios. So
I spent the greater part of my young manhood shoving Shredded Wheats,
Special K's, and an assortment of other adult mushies down my throat.

Yes, I had my fantasies about eating Cheerios — I remember waking up
one night after having had a particularly disturbing dream about a Cheerios
mountain; I was streaming with cold sweat. Next day, I disguised myself as
a Rumanian circus-animal trainer, rushed down to the local grocery and
bought a box of Cheerios. what oaty delights did my tongue enjoy
therein! Ever since then, I've been indulging unabashedly in this orgiastic

feast each morning, going so far as to buy Super Size boxes of Cheerios
without the benefit of wearing a disguise to make my purchases. Let the

world laugh! They laughed at Herman Spel/dincker, did they not?
I'm writing this for all these people in the world who are suffering mental

instabilities as a result of world-wide wars, nuclear-infection threats, racial

strife, over-population, political corruption, inflation, etc. Here at last is ths

cure for all of the above and more. Just drop your face into a big Cheerios

tpmorrow morning, and relive your uncomplicated youth. Yes, live it up,

and enjoy, enjoy! And please pray for your mother, wherever she may be.

Ron Paul Mass*

Keep Michael Best!_
To the Editor.

Michael Best is a professor in the Economics
Department and he is fighting for his tenure. He has

been praised by his students as an excellent teacher

and his reputation has helped the positive image
which the Economics Department has acquired. The
problem with his tenure arises not because of his

qualifications, but because of his ideologies. He, like

many others, will suffer the consequences of his being

a so-called "radical" in a so-called "free" and
"democratic" nation. It has come to the point that

conformity to the system has become the decisive

factor whether you can survive within such a system.

You either conform and become meek and passive, or

you do not conform and you criticize, question, and
adopt "radical" ideologies. If you conform, your

reward will be material gains, if you do not conform,

your punishment will be unemployment, harassment,

and frequent "association " with agencies such as the

C.I. A. and the F.B.I.

Michael Best's ideology, which happens to include

Marxism as an integral and crucial part, is under

question and fire - not his professional integrity anc
ability.

The administrative apparatus of the University will

try its hardest to get rid of Professor Best. He is

another reminder for them that their little game is

being criticized every day in the classrooms. Michael

Best is a threat to them and obviously, threats must
be eliminated. It is up to us, the students, to decide

whether we will ccept and abide by the dictatorship

-

like policies of the University administration, or

whether we will take action which will, for once,

benefit the student and not the administration. Such
an action may be taken by writing a letter supporting

Professor Best, and sent to the Economics Depart-

ment, Dr. Gage, Dr. Wood, and Chancellor Bromery.
The benefits reaped from such a project will be

worthwhile your efforts. STUDENTS UNITE.

Kyriakos Karoutsos

Members of the Progressive Candidates Pool hail

one of its members after his victory in Tuesday's
election.

To the Editor:

We students are getting weary of the political

waverings causing delays in the tenure decision on

Mike Best of the economics department. For a long

time we have strongly supported Mike Best; we know
he is a good teacher who is committed to the whole

community. Every semester Mike Best's students rate

him high in the course evaluations. His published

works have been commended by his academic peers

and were accepted by his department. People in both

the UMass and surrounding Amherst communities

know him for his educational services in workshops,

lectures, help to others classes, etc., etc.

In dragging their feet, the administrators who must

act on this decision demonstrate their disregard for

the opinion of students. This whole tenure process is

a strange one. Who ever heard of an economy where

the consumers have no say in the product they are

receiving? Is this the UMass management's-

administration's idea of democracy? Why ao tne

people in the tenure decision-making process seem to

distrust the integrity, intelligence and competence of
students in evaluating their own teachers? Does it

make sense for administrators andprofessors to judge
a teacher's value to our community while excluding

from the real decision-making power those students

who spend 40 hours and more each semester with

that teacher?

The economics department approved tenure for

Mike Best last semester by a vote of 9 to 1. The
College Tenure Committee has approved him 5 to 1.

Now the decision rests with Vice Chancellor
Gluckstern. After him it must pass through Chancellor
Bromery, President's Assistant Lydon, President

Wood and finally the Board of Trustees. We ask of all

these administrators - What are you waiting for?

The UMass students are becoming more and more
concerned with our lack of power and influence over
decisions that directly affect our lives and our
education. We call on this Administration to end the

political gamesmanship. Give Mike Best tenure, now.

Alice Sunshine, Bill Massey and 36 signatures

Campus Center workers meet
To the Editor:

Good news for Campus Center student employees
and hourlies!! The U.S.E. [Union of Student Em-
ployees] has reached an outstanding goal. 60 per cent
of us have signed membership cards and only 30 per
cent are necessary to file a petition for an election on
the Union. This is an unusually high number for any
organizing labor force.

Thursday evening, April 10, from 7:30-9:30 in the

Commuter Lounge S.U., there will be the second
aanual mass meeting. Everyone is urged and
welcome. News of past and future events will be

discussed. Those who would like to sign membership
cards can do so.

The U.S.E. is making great progress. Come show
your interest. Jane Levin

Acting Public Relations

Coordinator, U.S.E

Mil p&jnginA

Campus in uproar

as Marxists

seize local media
A couple of weeks ago a lot of people sat up through small hours of the

morning watching Groucho Marx and Co. fill a ship's state room, lampoon
the rich of Newport, and cut up Margaret Dumont.

fjor the next week, lines about insanity clauses and two more hard boiled
eggs filled the campus air. It seems that something magic has returned to a
country long depressed ... laughter.

The revival of Mel Brooks, the new popularity of the great comedians
and the Lenny Bruce cult symbolize the growing slapstick awareness.
The last real comic-laureate was probably ex-UMass student Bill Cosby.

Cosby had that talent to make people laugh at themselves, to laugh at
being poor, and to laugh at the roles which sexuality had placed upon
them.

But since Cosby has faded away so hasn't the comedy of self

depreciation and ethnic heritage. Hopefully that coma has passed, even
though a state of national despair brought it on. Americans needed their

laughter, they always need vaudeville, the Show of Shows, the Smothers
Brothers and Woody Allen. Foolishness is the salt of our sanity.

Perhaps, too, this need spurred the Collegian to do a total April Fool's
issue last week. The campus seemed to enjoy the break from the normal
every day drab news. Watching people from the balcony of the Student
Union Building react to the story about Patty Hearst and listening to the
chuckles in the Hatch certainly was proof that the need for laughter was
real.

However, there stands a auestion related to the political awareness of

this decade as to what is funny and what is sacred or offensive which calls

for a fine line of moral judgement as to the responsibility of the news
media.

The day after the issue ran the phones went haywire. The calls fell into

three general categories: People who were downright offended and saw
the issue as a peice of garbage, people who thought it was the most
creative piece of work every to come out of the University and people who
were inquiring about whether or not Patty Hearst, the dangerous
debutante, had actually been captured by the police in Amherst.

There was, over the next week, enough reaction to warrant response
editorially to the edition.

The paper was without a doubt, sexist and highly sexual in its humor. In

most cases, this was intentional and should have been. The use of the
"chick" advertisement itself was a lampoon on the lack of awareness on
the part of the community toward the goals of feminism. Sadly though, the

problem came (oops) when the sexual humor was mainly written from a

male perspective. On the political side, people seemed to be offended most
by the shot at Progressive News Service over the story about the Indian

movement in South Dakota. It was offensive especially in the light that the

other side did not have any parody on the manner in which the Collegian

chooses to report the news.

But generally the Collegian issue was one of the finest we have ever

printed, and now that two weeks have passed, enough positive feedback
has come to support that contention.

The trend toward laughter is the best thing that could happen to the

country today and one can only hope it develops into a new renaissance of

comedy.

There is nothing in this world that cannot in some form be taken lightly.

It would not be a good thing if we all continued to take life seriously. Such
philosophy leads to war, murder, suicide and hemorrhoids. As big as the

inflatable breasts in Woody Allen's movie "Everything You Ever Wanted to

Know About Sex."

And as far as the critics of the April Fool's edition go, I agree with Mel

Brooks who said that he isn't fond of critics because their noise keeps him

awake when he sleeps in the country.

Bill Parent is Editor in Chief of the Daily Hard Boiled Egg.

®o pa' nmeqi

Uroborus
The icy shroud of memory has seemingly lifted and

we bask in sunbaked skies, for April, that month for

which we long desired, that month we recalled,

remembered, and looked forward upon expectation of

green landscapes has made her presence known to

us. How quickly we let fall our

bundled covers, our defenses; but

let us not deceive ourselves, for

bitter days are still ahead. Harsh

winds may cut us through when

least we expect and there we stand,

shivering in our nakedness;

humiliated, for we have been too,

too open with ourselves.

Rising through the moist soil, forever virgin —
forever tilled, reaching for a piece of sunlight,

blossoming; palms open to unseen treachery. Burying

the bulb of hyacinth, whose life span was but a mere
twinkling in the eye of eternity.

"And do you remember the time we found that

snake skin? We were just kids. It was out in back of

the cemetery, under that great big pine tree. It was all

shriveled up, like dead leaves, and you were scared.

Whv were you scared?"

This cruel, biting wind causes us

to remember cold November days

at the playing field; the brass band

drowned in the gust and the

resounding "Ra-ra-rah!" of the

chorus. And now it is finally upon

us in full magnificence.

We live in times when one

cannot speak the truth of his

consciousness for fear of stashing

insult or the treachery of betrayal.

Indeed the poet was right, for "April is the cruelest

month"; we have been duped by a sunny smile. For

blows this wind, this, a too brutal wind, then Fall sees

here in shameless nudity.

E. Patrick McQuaid is a Collegian Columnist

The American Dream: What happened?

By NORMAN ROBINSON

Excuse me, could I have a minute before

you go off to the crossword? Have you been
wondering what has been going on for the

past few hundred years? During the coming
Bicentennial many comparisons of America
will be made reflecting the past two hundred
years. Many people will wonder if times have
changed for the better. We have seen much
good but then again much bad. Moreover,

how have they been balanced?

There seems to be disadvantages as well

as advantages to every matter we face today,

especially when viewed in the long run. It is

very hard not to be pessimistic in these

prevailing times. Not only about America,

but for the whole world. Because of the vast

misallocations, there is much dissent and

conflict all around the globe. Everybody

wants a chance to be "shah for the day."

To exploit one bruise of America's, one

can look at the unemployment level. A real

disaster. Since computers have come to

heavily influence our lives and increase an

already large degree of mechanization, the

unemployment level has steadily increased,

with temporary lags. Machines contribute so

much work output that the value of human
labor seems very trivial at times. Physical

work is rarely what it was once considered to

be. Back when there were no machines there

was also no unemployment. One can see an

interesting paradox here.

Thus, because of modernization, we have

a lot of leisure time, with more likely to come.

Will there come a time when machines are so

dominant that the human role will be that of

a vegetable. W ill we serve machines or will

they serve us? We in America have taken for

granted many things which would be

considered luxu ries by other people. Because

of our laziness, we have invented machines

to do all our work, so we can sit on our asses.

We come to co liege because there is nothing

better to do, or maybe so we can have less

work to do when we seek our careers. W hat

it all boils down to, is that we're spoiled. nly

a minority can say they truly have had it

rough.

Looking ahead I see only gloom unless a

unified effort is made to change matters.

Because of shortages of resources our

freedome will be limited, because of

mechanization, there will be high unem-
ployment, because the rich run big business

and big business runs the government, there

will be corruption, and because of these

influences, democracy will suffer. Many
changes have already begun to show.

Marriage is disdained by many, and divorce

has come on like the plague. The human life

has been greatly devalued. This has been
evidenced by the laxness of the law and
courts towards murderers. The government

is more concerned if someone is screwing

them out of tax money. More evidence is

shown by the ignorance of the massacres

taking place in South Vietnam. How to help

them is questionable, but they desperately

need help.

There is too much emphasis on material

objects. Especially money. How many people
are willing to offer services for nothing? J ust
the minority of people who see that "nice
guys finish last

'

' only applies to the short run.
Happiness doesn't necessarily come with
material wealth , as our society would have us
believe.

No matter w hat our country does in the
future, therewill be tradeoffs. Disadvantages
and advantages will accompany most
decisions we make. Hopefully, the whole and
not the self will get most of the attention. I

think it's time that some of our selfishness

was converted to patriotism, good will, and
helpfulness. Our country is in need of our
support. The current world political crisis is

putting great strains on America, and it

needs our help to save it from decaying. So I

ask of you, try and save our country and our
people from disaster. Give a damn! You'd be
surprised at how much an outstretched hand
would bring happiness.

Norman Robinson is a Collegian Com-
mentator
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Conspiracy against

Levenworth Brothers
The following news is special to the Black News Service from the

Leavenworth Brothers News Service, Wicheta, Kansas.

An isolated section of the Black community known as the Sunflower
Plaza Area has received racist harrassment from some whites in the im-

mediate white community for several years. After additional harrassment

on Monday, March 17, 1975, masses of police cars and helicopters

descended on the community. The resulting police attack sent an 18 year

old pregnant Black woman to the hospital. Men, women, teenagers and
children were maced. A home was broken into and a 16 year old Black was
beaten in front of his mother and then jailed.

Community residents reported to police that on Friday, March 14, 1975,

several white youths drove through the Black community breaking car

windows. Police said they would make a record of it but refused to come
to the scene.

On Monday, March 17, 1975, several white youths came back into the

community and began to chase Black children. Several Black youths ran

one of the white youths out of the community and beat him up.

Residents said they were outside talking about the racist harrassment

when police swarmed into the area and stated, "We're not asking you to

get into your homes, we're telling you."

Milton Crawford, 16, told police he wanted to say a few words to his girl

friend. With this police chased Milton who ran into his home. According to

Milton's mother, Mrs. Crawford, police broke the door down and maced
herself, Milton, and her children who came out of their bedroom to see

what was going on. Mrs. Crawford said police beat Milton, handcuffed and
dragged him from his home, hitting him like a punching bag. Later Milton

was old by police, "You like to run, then you run now." Milton was jailed

for four days and charged with assaulting police and resisting arrest. He
was at a local hospital for a human bite in the back and a sprained thumb.

Milton stated that police said, "We like to bite apes."

Meanwhile, Marlene Williams, a resident in the community, said her

daughter, age 18, was maced in the face and knocked to the ground after

people had told police she was pregnant. Ms. Williams went on to say that

Donna was on the ground and when she bent over to help Donna she was
also sprayed in the face with mace. Donna was kicked while on the

ground. Community residents agreed the police did nothing to help Donna
but stood around grinning saying things like, "You niggers are always up

to something" and "We should have brought cages and put you in the

zoo." When Donald Williams became made about what police had done to

his sister one cop pulled a gun and pointed in several inches from his head.

t Derick Blacknum, age 15, was hit in the face with a flashlight, bloddying

his mouth and breaking his glasses according to eye witnesses. Derick was
jailed, charged with assaulting police and resisting arrest, and then releaed.

Police have stated the reason why they entered the community was in

response to rock throwing by Blacks and according to newspaper ac-

counts the police suffered nearly all the injuries. Community residents

made it clear they had no knowledge of any rock throwing and that police

were using this as an excuse to cover up the racist brutality inflicted on the

community.
In a statement issued on behalf of the Sunflower Plaza Area by Ms.

Crawford, Ms. Rachell Pollard, and Ms. Marlene Williams, called on all

people in the community to organize and fight back against three racist

attacks.

Members of the Leavenworth Brothers Offense- Defense Committee

(LBODC) and the local chapter of Vietnam Veterans Against the War-
Winter Soldier Organization (VVAW-WSO) responded to an emergency
phone call from the people of the Sunflower Plaza Area and went to the

hospital where Donna Williams was taken. Later in a statement distributed

in the Black community LBODC WAW-WSO said in part, "As

organizations made up largely of white people we want to condemn the

racist attacks on the Sunflower Plaza Area by some white people. We
strongly denounce the attack on your people by the racist and fascist

police force. We see the right of self-defense by any means necessary as a

right that cannot be taken away."
The statement went on to say, "We see racism as a poison that is op-

pressive and dehumanizing and used as a "DIVIDE AND CONQUER"
scheme by those who rule us. We call upon all white people to stand up
and fight this oppression. Only in taking up this fight can real unity be

forged among working people of different races. Without economic
equality there can be no social equality! Without full and equal democratic

right for working and oppressed peoples of all races and both sexes there

is no justice!

EUROPE THIS SUMMER: $304

AT ADVENTURA TRAVEL-WHILE IT LASTS!

n* "Ape*" 60-day Advanced hooking Urr i* back' It s the lo.ist ctptmiv*.
most Hfiiblr wj> of <p«*«HinK 21 to 4, day* in Europe Book now .indtou'll
u«t S4*) or more

There *tt no haitles with inflexible charter llighl date* and von can return
from any dry in Europe
Wj"f * the catch' You must makr your reservation at leaM Ml rlavi ahead

"Jf**
1*"* ""** P*y '••thin 7 days of reservation.

[ AHventura Travel accept*
lit card* and children * discount* are available Also since onlv 20 of
seats on each flight can be sold at this special rate mans flights ,ire
Mty sold out The S304 price increases to »»94 on |une 1

> call us or come in today to assure y nurse It a I uropean vacation at this
special price.

"No Service Charge."

CALl TODAY FOR

RESERVATIONS OR INFORMATION!

PHONE 349-1256

adventure travel

in the Carnage Shops
2\\ S Pleas.mt Street

Amherst Phone ">4<l W»h

Community Events & Notices]

Tran Van Dinh
Student Volunteer Services in

conjunction with the Afro-Am
Department will sponsor Tran Van
Pinh, as a guest speaker. This is

part of SVS's Film-Lecture Series

presented tonight, April 10, at 7:30

p.m. at the Malcolm X Center in

Southwest.
Tran Van Dinh is a former

Vietnamese Governmental
diplomat, he fought in the Vietnam
People's Army (VPA) during its

early inception. His early in-

volvement in the people's struggle

makes Mm an indispensable
reservoir of first-hand knowledge
on the Indochina situation, as well

as showing some basic affinity

toward the struggle.

He will speak on a very timely

topic, "Vietnam and the Black

Liberation Struggle," which in itself

speaks to a phase of the present

development in Vietnam today.

All CCEBS students whose
family members have accepted the

invitation to Family Day must get in

touch with the Personal Cauneeliwg
Component by tomorrow in order

to insure accommodations for their

family members. Please call 5-0031.

black affairsirs I

The celebration of LATIN
AMERICAN WEEK at the

University of Massachusetts (April

14 to the 19) will include a series of

relevant activities including artistic,

cultural and social events.

The celebration opens Monday,
April 14, with a conference on Latin

America, by Congressman JUAN
CARLOS CORAL, prominent and
controversial political figure from
Argentina. This activity will be held

at 7:00 p.m. in 102 Thompson Hall,

at the University of Massachusetts
Campus. On Tuesday, April 15 a

Latin American Music Festival will

include traditional, folkloric and
contemporary music by some of its

foremost interpreters, at 8:00 p.m.
in 227 Herter Hall.

The Cuban film epic "GIRON,"
will be shown on Wednesday, April

16, at 7:00 p.m. in 104 Thompson
Hall. The activities scheduled for

Thursday, April 17, include the

presentation of the popular theater

group GUASABARA, on one of
their celebrated social satires:

"Como estas, Puerto Rico?" at 7:00
p.m. in 104 Thompson Hall. On

Friday, April 18 a panel on the role

of today's Latin-American Woman,
will feature, from Lehman College,

CARMEN PUIGDOLLERS, noted

poet and specialist in Latin

American Culture; DIGNA SAN-
CHEZ, powerful exponent on the

responsibility of women on the

Third World struggles for liberation;

Dr. HELEN RODRIGUEZ-TRIAS,
specialized in Public Health and in

its implications for emerging
nations; and Dr. DIVA SANJUR,
specialized in dietetics, from Cornell

University. This activity will be held

at 7:30 p.m. in 231 Herter Hall.

All activities will be open to the

whole community, and with the

exception of the final Dance, totally

free of admission. Additional ac-

tivities are currently being
scheduled.

Programs and additional in-

formation are available at the of-

fices of Ahora, the University of

Massachusetts Student
Organization and at the Bilingual

Collegiate Program, or by phone on
(413) 545-1968.
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C & C PocLop Store, 3nc.
-: WINE ft LIQUOR MERCHANTS :•

61 MAIN STRFFT
AMHERST. MASS. 01002

This Weekend at

C&C
Thurs., FrL, & Sat.

Schmidt's Beer
Cs. 24-12 oz. N.R. Bottles

Falstaff Beer
Cs. 24-12 oz. Cans

Bom Sllvano
Portugese Rose 24 oz. bottles

C&C Price

SA554 Cs.

SK45
5 Cs.

$179
1

College Club Burbon '0*
1/- rial 04 Di ^^V3 Gal. 86 Pf.

Schenley Reserve
86 Proof Vj Gal.

Pastene Festival Wines «c
Chianti or Burgundy 12 oz. bottles WW

Logosta Portugese Rose
25 oz. bottles 2°
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CEQ lecture topic:

Land use dynamics

This week in its continuing effort

to make people more aware of the

factors shaping their environment,

the Coalition for Environmental

Quality is sponsoring a lecture titled

"Urban Sprawl A Viable Land

Use System," by Professor David

Meyer.

Meyer will explain the basics of

land use dynamics as they apply to

the formation of non-centric urban

regions. One example of a non-

centric urban region is the part of

central Connecticut consisting of

Hartford and all of the smaller

urban centers surrounding it. This

type of growth results in a sprawl

effect in which, rather than having

one major industrial and business

center, there are a series of centers,

all with their accompanying
residential districts.

Prof to discuss

history of coinage

Mmam S. Balmuth, associate

professor of classics at Tufts

University, will give a lecture "The
Earliest Coinage and Their

Forerunners" at Smith College

tonight at 8 p.m. in Hillyer Hall,

Room 117.

Balmuth has been a member of

the Tufts University faculty since

1964. From 1955 to 1962 she was
Keeper of Ancient Coins at the

Fogg Art Museum. She has ex-

cavated at Ashod in Israel (1963),

Satriano de Lucania, Italy (1970;,

and Buccino (1968, 1969, 1971).

She is the au t hor of many articles

and papers, some of which are:

"Greek coins in the fifth and Fourth

Centuries B.C." (1975); "The David

Moor Robinson Collection of

Classical Art and Antiquities"

(1961); and "the Origins of

Coinage" in "A Survey of

Numismatic Research 1965-67."

Seniors Dick Burbineand Tony Guerriero focus in on
The Valley Advocate. They are preparing a television
show for a Communication Studies course. The
program will be aired on channel 8 cablevision next
Tuesday at 7:30 P.M.

Indian films tonight at Hampshire

Marlon Brando narrates, and
Buffy St. Marie sings in three films

about the U.S. government's
treatment of Native American

people. The films will be shown at

Hampshire College tonight at 9:30,

Main Lecture Hall, Patterson Hall.

The films are: "Treaties Made,

Treaties Broken" — discusses

treaty rights, and details the fight

for fishing rights in Washington

State. "How the West Was Won -
Honor Lost" — describes Western

expansion from the Indian point of

view. "Lament of the Reservation"

— discusses reservation life and the

problems of alcoholism and suicide.

The films will be followed by an
update on the Native American
struggle.
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notices

do
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BICYCLE COLLOQUIUM
The Bicycle Colloq will meet at 7

Thursdays in Curry Hicks Room 2. Come //

you are already registered. Bring vour bike

and basic tools.

BICYCLE CLUB
Trip to Quabbin Sun., 4-13, meet in front

of SUB. 12 noon. East Bridgewater trip

April 19-21. If you want to go and did not

give me a survey form, you must call

Cheryl 6-4127 tonight"

BICYCLE REPAIR COLLECTIVE
Spring overhaul for your bike? We'll

it for you, or teach you how, 51

Prospect St., Amherst 256 6852.

CHI OMEGA
The Great Pretenders, female style,

appearing tonight at 7 at Chi Omega with

an all new show. Come and enjoy the

show, sing along and remember the good
ole day! Rides provided at 6:45. For info

454 0162 Boogie!
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
The Christian Science study area has

current Christian Science Literature in-

cluding the Monitor, and the daily Lesson-
Sermon. It is a quiet area for peaceful
study of Christian Science. Located in

Goodell, follow the signs. All are welcome.
DAIRY CLINIC

Tonight, Thurs., 6:30 p.m. Grinnell

Arena. Bring fee for equipment Please try

to attend If you plan to drop out let your

Supt. know.
DANCE FOR THOSE WHO CAN'T

Third Annual Phi Mu Delta Dance
Marathon for Muscular Dystrophy is still

accepting applications for competition.

Call 5452163 or 253 9034 and ask for

Carmen or Kitty

ECKANKAR THE ANCIENT SCIENCE
of Soul Travel. There will be an open

discussion class on Soul Travel Thurs.,

April 10, Rm 801 C.C All are welcomed to

learn more about ECKANKAR.
ENVIRONMENTAL LECTURE

Prof David Meyer will speak tonight at 7

p.m. m Thompson 106 on the causes and
effects of Urban Sprawl' All welcome
GOSPEL NIGHT ML K WEEK
The Dorothy Lovecoates Singers and

The Ronnie Ingram Singers. Campus
Center Aud 8 p.m. Reception to follow.

Please, come

HORSE CLINIC
April 14. Monday Grinnell Arena will be

working with your horse. Check horse barn

for notices. Those showing outside horses

please fill in entry blank Dr. Lyford's office

STK Mall

J S UNDERGRAD MEETING
You can make the Journalism Dept.

better) J S meeting Thurs., today at 7:30

in CC 164 to form committees that will

initiate new programs in the department.

JUDO
Ron Berube, 4th degree black belt Judo

Champion will be the guest instructor at

tonight's class at 7 p m in Boyden 237 All

are welcome to attend

KAPPA DEL TA PI

Meeting tonight in 908 C.C at 7 p m
The featured speaker will be Don White,

Director of Human Services program at

the School of Ed. He will present and

discuss alternatives to teaching for Ed

maiors All interested are asked to attend

ORGANIZING STRATEGY MEETING
There will be a meeting for all students

interested in discussing ideas on strategy
and organizing with the new Student
Organizing Committee in CC 105 tonight
ORCHARD HILL COFFEE HOUSE'

Starting this Fn nite and continuing
every Friday at 8 in Dickinson Lounge,
Orchard Hill live music, good food, free
admission More musicians are still needed
and people to help us out Call Deb or Paul
6 6616

LIVESTOCK CLASSIC
Final drop out date Monday. April 14.

Please let your Supt know There will be a

CLIMB THE LETTERS

™ SUCCESS.

AFR0TC
An Air Force way to give

more value to your college

life and college diploma.

• Scholarships
• $100 a month tax-free

allowance
• Flying instruction

• An Air Force commission
• A responsible job in a

challenging field, naviga-

tion . . . missiles . .

.

sciences . . . engineering

• Graduate degree

programs
• Good pay . . . regular

promotions . . . many
tangible benefits

• Travel

Contact Major Goodhue
Dickinson Hall

545-2437

r_l II il lijwlaii flfr I— *"""
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scheduling meeting for all Supt. and
Committee members next week. Watch
Collegian for date.

MAOS WIFE AND WOMEN IN POWER
IN CHINA"

Talk by Roxane Witke (Harvard), a
specialist on Chinese women, who in-

terviewed Madame Mao extensively.
Thompson 102, 7:30, April 10.

MARINE SCIENCE SEMINAR

turn to p. 17

The 1975 Underground

UMass Yearbook

UMA Graffitti

CC Concourse

THE GREAT PHASES REBATE

• Now thru April •

TUES., WED.,

THURS. 20
%
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AND 1st Drink

With Diner 50'
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Same Great Menu—Same Generous Drinks

OH

Owe*

the phases restaurant

buckle hill rood . boroordstoo . moss. ttl. 413/648-91 61

•lit 21 off 1-9 1 . ne 1 east to bold mm rood-folk*w now signs

Tues.-Thurs 5:30-9:00; Fri 4 Sot. 5:30-9:30, Sun. 4-S; Closed Monday

Reservation* Swggostod on Saturday

mmm

Sansui Now Comes

to Tech Hi-Fi • • • •

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

Rolling Rock

BEER

ISABEL

12 oz. cans

Portuguese

ROSE

case 51 oz. bottle

Four Seasons

BLENDED
WHISKEY

PIEL'S

BEER
12 oz. N.R.

86 Proof

% Gal. Qt.
case

4/9/75 to 4/12/75

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.

AU9500 LIST

Professional Integrated Stereo Amplifier, 80 Watts x 2 RMS
il-stage direct-coupled OCL pure complementary parallel push-

pull power amplifier for very low distortion, 80-w;itts mill. RMS
power per channel: wide dynamic range equalizer: Triple Tone
Control* with new "Tone Selectors"; choice of two cut-off fre-

quencies on high and low filters; tape-to t-ipe reprint; 4-ch«nne!

I noise-reduction adaptor circuits: much more.

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output tmin. RMS

lata SO watts per channel. b< -en

Total Harmonic Distortion 1%
2O-2O.O0OH*
85dB
+ IMB, -1 • 3dB atepi

Bat 1.500M.- OP)

15<JB. - 1 5dB at PO.OOOH7 3dB step)

~3<1Bat 501 B at 1001

-3dB at 12.000Hz. -3dB at 6.OOOH2
!0B at 50H2, -r8dB at lO.OOOHx

500mm U9\' Wxl40mrt '347mm 13 *U
23 3*g 51 3 II

i549er

Pow*r Bandwidth
Mum A Noise IHr

Control* BASS
MIDRANGE
TREBLE
LOW FILTER

• II MM

Dimension*
Weight

$

SALE

40000

441 LIST

FM AM Stereo Control Center Receiver, 11 Watts - 2 RMS
Attractive price, up-to-the-minute technology, highest fidelity

efficiency. MOS FF I FM frontend, LED stereo indicator, all-IC AM.
semi-comp. power amp with low-distortion, highly-stable power
ICs. Ideal for budget-conscious perfectionist.

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output mln. RMS

Into 8 11 watts per channel, both channel- driven

Total Harmonic Distortion 1.0%
Power Bandwidth 40- 18.O0OHz

Hum and Noise (IHF) 80dB
FM Sensitivity IHFt 2.5 V
FM Capture Ratio 2.5dB
FM Total Harmonic Distortion 0.7% (STEREO)
Controls BASS. TRt BL I LOUDNESS
Speakers A. B. A + B
Dimensions 424mm 16H'*Wx 135mm 5.'Hx

285mm (ll'.')D

Weight 7.7kg (17.0 lbs.

>

$22^

$

SALE

199
00

And Now Tech's Best Buy of the Week . . .

MARANTZ 49's

GLENBURN 2155A

SANSUI 441

LIST

!435
wr $

SALE

329
00

You Save

$in$oo

We also have SANYO, PIONEER, MUNTZ CLARION, JENSEN,

TEAG, Gar Decks and Speakers and Radios.

naster charge
Gtech hifi I

QualityComponents at the Right Price—*''

259 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610

186 Main St. Northampton 586-2552
J

•vrs . . . > • • »-»TftV*\'%-4%Vk,Wl%Tl,
V'»

,»*W

.

» • I » 4 • • » a ••»•«•>.<»•••«« Hinn e »*«. elUiiUl-.'aiiM^ Wm'pWtJT
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Tran Van Dihn featured
in OH third world discussion

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN 17

Tomorrow Orchard Hill's Third

World Center will present a panel

discussion on Pan-Africanism and
Marxism: a national and in-

ternational perspective. It will

feature vetern Vietnamese freedom
fighter, Tran Van Dinh, and black

liberation theoretician, William
Strickland.

Tran Van Dinh, an associate of

Ho Chi Minh, fought in the Vietnam
People's Army during the Viet-

namese struggle against French

colonialism. Following the fall of

Dien Bien Phu, he went to Laos to

participate in the organization of

the Pathet Lao Army. A former

cabinet officer and senior member
of the South Vietnamese
Diplomatic Service from 1960 to

1963, Tran Van Dinh is currently on
the faculty of the Institute of Pan-

African Studies at Temple
University. His writings on Vietnam

and the peace movement have

appeared in numerous publications

including The New York Times and
The New Republic.

William Strickland, teacher,
lecturer and activist, is assistant

director and a pioneer fellow of the

Institute of the Black World,
Atlanta, Georgia. During the60's he
participated in the Mississippi
freedom movement and was

executive director of the Northern
Student Movement.
The program should provide

insight into the contradictions
currently besetting America and the
black liberation struggle. It will take

place in the Noah Webster lounge
at Orchard Hill and will begin at

2:30. It is free to the public.

UMASS SOPHOMORES

it's time for another . .

.

GAY DANCE
FRIDAY, APRIL 11

9 p.m. Farley Lodge

$1.00— Refreshments Served

Student Homophile League
and

Gay Women's Caucus

IF YOU -

• Possess qualities of initiative, intelligence, and high ideals.
•Are self-disciplined and willing to set the example.
•Want to join an elite group of people who are developing leadership

abilities.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLR
UNITED Feature Syndicate >«»t.-<u ( iPaUu soi..a

AND IF YOU QUALIFY -

'Leadership training begins this summer.
You will receive $100.00 per month during your Junior and Senior years.
tPlus a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army

Reserve.

YOU SHOULD -

Get the facts about the two-year Army ROTC program.
•Drop by the Department of.Military Science (located between Boyden

Gym and Southwest) or call 545-2321 or 2322.

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO GET THE FACTS.

<?\MOC Classifieds Pay
' To place a classified, drop by
the Collegian Office between
• Mem and } 4} p m Monday
Friday.
The deadline is J 41. two days

before the day your ad is to
apower
The rates are:
Dally - • SB per line

Weekly - * 30 per line

Monthly (29 per line

•Two line* on form
opproaimoto one line

AUTO FOR SALE

Mi Volvo 144S needs work Will

consider any offer Call 549 0929

19*4 Ford station wagon iust
tunid Good condition S2S0 CallMM

71 Fiat 124 good condition
radial* 30 mpg (1196 Call Mrs
Roberts 5 0150

Want to buy 70 72 Oart Scamp
Valiant Slant < 225 c i Call
Jeanne 549 1312 eve

WANTED TO RENT
1 badrm apt Northampton

vicinity 91S Bag May 1 Bus
Phono Call Patty 545 3139

Liveable space in Amherst,
shower or bath, cooking facilities

June Sept at »50 »60 542 5937
Nancy

^DCCJ^igJl

FJR SALE
Integral System, power emp

targe Advent apeekera ACf audio
preemp. ell immaculate Mi Cell
Mike 5490177

Need e piece to put your plants'
Buy a stent hangar from me for

7 SO Mode from reel wood hangs
in dorm window holds up to 12
plant. Call Vicki et • 9451 or stop
by and see ot JQA 1403

Pair JBL BB apeekera. high ef-

ficiency OHM 397 9949 Keep
Irving

SO. 50 Calc Tea Ins TR. »75

Judy. 253 BOM

Hoed skis, bndgs boots etc 259

VW Sqbk
ii 25 mpg

59 good cond 74 000
(696 1 529 33*7

1997 Ford Cntry Sqr »(O0 nog
good cond Judy. 253 5064

SB Peugeot, sunroof, bring e
battery and drive it away 1 S100 Bob
753 7997

94 Corvair Convert
good needs motor
offer 253 7997

body end top
1100 or best

RUBBER STAMPS made up with
anything you'd like to stomp
Ineapenelve For instance, name
and addreae 93. with telephone
number S3 50 feat service Also
personelned stationery Joseph
996 4796 evenlnge

Women s 3 spd tng bike Good
make needs work (25 Cell Berbers
549S196

Calc Bowmer MX 100 all fund
549 0013

Vamehe Classical Guitar I

old 549 9229

Gibaon ES 336 good cond . (276
253 5746

110 lb weight set (30 253 2241
eft 9

Beeut Sierre de» '00 sleeping
beg (90 Optimus 'ove. (20
Seiko welch new (55 Cell
Doug 6 6920

Cemper 67X97 Fits pick up
longbed Obi bed tndg eicel
cond Cell 504 7903

Queen sue mettress (10 Cell
256 0B99

Two man lent with floor
waterproof screened 4 lbs Only
(30 5B6 0714

Advent Speakers mirocord
turntable merentr receiver 9 mo
old (360 253 7697

AUTO FOR SALE
66 VW Ven new paint pob need

mech work Best offer 546 2996
Ask for Oeve

97 Berrecude V9 4 spd (300 or
B O Four 13 in tires Chevy rims
(55 Mack 549 0491

1970 SAAB 99 7 dr 57 000 miles
Nov. Michelins FM redio Ross 756
0997 (1100

97 Mustang tuned, atd conv
(270 or best offer Cell 549 1006
evenings

For Sole 94 Chevy truck, runs
well but needs work (100 Cell 763
5077

1999 VW Squere beck eaklng
(400 Cell 539 4037

'72 Cepri. AM FM stereo. 32 mpg
(1975 549 0010

64 Chev wegon rebuilt motor
new Eaheust runs well 6 cyl (250
Bob 263 7997

99 Chev No Beauty but SUPER
RUNNING Small 9 automatic pi
(396 253 7967

Greet 70 Fiet coupe looking for
good home 40 mpg (696 tekes it

Bob 253 7*67

67 Ford Geleaie 9 auto (395 753
7967

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

73 MGB aic condition 29 mpg
Sailing cheep Cell 549 5033 Chuck

Triumph 960 Bonne Completely
rebuilt end rapainted Stock
A, king (925 Call 594 0029 Its
reedy for the rood

72 Sutuki TS250J2 300 mi 532

460 Monde engine totally rebuilt
Heve alt receipts (700 263 7697
eves

1976 Ksweeeki K2400 190 milea
perfect cresh bar. koni shocks
Asking (1150 Cell Bob deye 599
4562 nltea meeeege

Amh New 3 bdr w w cerpet
dw diap tennis ct . swimming
pool Imm Occ No loose reo (296
plus util ff sec Cell 549 9000 before

72 Hondo CB17S.
f.'ras 549 6373

e«c cond

Fender Bendmester b PA Guild
Guiter Leslie 147 RMI Pieno 269
9190 after 6

Symphonic atereo w record
chenger AM FM Stereo redio tepe
deck 2 tg apeekera Sell for 4*60
253 7999

Scott 342 C Stereo Receiver 12 6>
12W gd cond new (300 Will teke
B O 549 9715 IS 7 p m I

Refrigerator 10 cu ff Beet offer
over (100 Veer old Cell Chrla at 9
7970 or 5 3500

Polaroid 330 eatree
Best offer 965 4236

Es cond

Raiaed weterbed with htr King
sire Custom mode (200 Firm Jim
753 79B6

Panasonic Model RE7670D FIT
solid stste FM AM stereo receiver
with matched BSR turnteble. two
9% inch speekere (13B Must aell
Cell John 539 4909 efter 6

FOR RENT

66 VW bua. good cond . rebuilt
empng pltfrm (1550 549 1759 low
mileage

Ford Van 64 6 std . cemper top
Must see New perts. very little
rust, very unusual Buying new
one (500 773 9109

99 VW E»c cond . sunroof, new
clutch, brakes rebuilt engine
(1000 253 9295

For sole 1972 SAAB 99E Esc
cond . new injectors Tires eir
cond (2400 or best offer 413 774
4289 evenings

1969 VW squere beck eskmg
(400 Cell 539) 4037

4 Sole Peugeot UOB 21
frame Excellent cond Asking (100
253 5560

For rent 2 bdrm ept . views
woods (190 per mo util incl Cell
665 3972

.One bedroom ept . in Sunderlend
on bus rte All conv util included
(160 a month Call Ruth 666 4620 or
665 7077 evenings

Room in house util . wesh dry
256 9456

Room to rent in Pelhem In
country home Cell Devid 753 2696

Clfsd 2 bdr (190 AC Dw 695
3610 eve

One bdrm ept for rent on Sd
bus route (160 per mo . util inc . ell

conv Cell Oeve 665 7065

Un lv Pork Apts . 1 bedrm . (160
mo includes util 5 2269 (Sue)
days 256 0364 5 6pm

WANTED TO RENT

Sm house in countryside
Isolation and work spece Resp
creftsmsn Refs available Now or
sum Cell collect 917 969 4430

|

-L

TO SUBLET
2 bedrm ept with utilities (190 a

month On bus line June 1 August
31 Opi to renew 546 6333

Brendywine June August 2
bedrm 549 1964

Air cond . 3 bedroom Puftton
Apt on bus rte Tennis besketbell
courts pool, dishwesher (60 549
1666 for summer

One person needed to shore two
bedroom ept in Amh Center from
June 1 Sept 1 Convenient
location and feirly ineapenelve Cell
269 0127 efter 4pm

June 1 to Aug 31 2 bdrm Cliff
side Apt (190 per mo . ell util met
ten crts end sw pool 666 4112 eft

Lg semi turn one badrm ept in
housew study Jn 1 Aug 31 (175
B Iwn 323 5561

(170 e month till June Cen
renew loose Contect A Lewis 6
0333 or 665 a 9

Greet 2 bdrm apt for June
Sept w ec util inc pool on bua
route 256 9257

3 bdr Townhouse sublet June 1

Opt to renew On bus rte Cell 665
4199

2 bedroom Riverglede
Townhouse Stert June to Sept
Cell 253 2562

3 bedroom ept on bus rt air
cond For summer sublet option
to renew Cell 6B6 3BB7 (225

To sublet w option to renew B
bedroom house. 2 mm welk from
N Hampton Can Cell 594 5139

Went to sublet 1 bedroom ept in
Puftton Would like unfurnished
Cell 5 1993 between 11 end 1am
Apt tor rent June July. Aug

Furmahed (175 Phone, util . in
eluded 549 2716 10 minutea walk
from campus

Townhouse ept to sublet June
lo August Option to renew Air
conditioned, cerpeted. close to
cempus and on bus route (236 plus
utilities per month Will negotiate
for summer months If interested
cell 549 0995

3 bdrm Townhouse, fully turn
Piano laundry tec 2 bath, dish
wesh 549 1275

Rm in house Belch Sub Mev
only 260 AC (100 incl util Cell Rob
753 7997

2 bedrm ept . June August On
busline pool, tennis cts w util
included Opt Partially furnished
665 2253

2 bedroom opt et Rolling Green
available June 1st Aug 31st Rent
is (233 per month but it includes ell

utilities hoot, water, eir con
ditioning Celt Glenn or Jev et 253
9945 Best buy in town

June 1 One or two people for
Roll Gr Apt Opt to renew Esc
Bus. pool. Ige rms

,
pen turn . eir

cond (60 ell mc 256 6279

House. 4 bdrm . neer UMess
furnished gerege. yerd June Aug
(360 per mon 549 6417

Three rms in Co op house. 6 min
from cempus Jun Aug Option for
Sept 753 5077

Two bedroom ept in Bran
dywine June let Aug. 31
Negotiable 5490112

Mdrn 3 bdrm ept on bue rt.

(210 756 9435

Two bdrm for aummer w option
to renew Busline Rent e bergoinl
696 43B1

F in houee in Amh Own room,
bus rt w option to lease Rent nog
2533661

Townhouse ept on bueline. pert
furn Two bed . 2 both (240 mth w
util eir cond

. pool June 1 to Aug
31 26352S2

House from Jn 1 Aug 31 4
bdrm 2 bdrm fully furnished 73
Leverett Rd . Amherst 649 0621
anytime B O

Sublet June 1 Aug 31 Lg 3 rm

I

apt with eatre lg bedrm Bren
dvwme. heet end e c incl opt to
renew loess Cell 549 4577 enytime

To sublet pn bedroom Squire
Village Can occupy immediately if

needed 665 3571

Sublet June 1 Sept 1 Opt lo
renew 2 bedrm ept Belchertown
on bus route teke 323 6213

Sublet room June Sept Greet
apartment and on bus route Lerge
windows Cell 256 9934 Sheron

Apt available June August 4 rm
furnished reasonable Opt to
renew Northempton Smith Col
erea 596 1130

Summer Control Amherst. 4
bedrooms guest room 1 '/> baths
lerge sitting room kitchen dining
room gerege Suit two or three
couples Only (275 P M Call 5 0309
idavsl 256 6472 i> ighti

2 bdrm et King Philip Sun
derlend All electric (205 inc util

Aveil June 1 til Aug 31 665 3699

Sublet June 1 1 bdrm Puftton
Vil Apt Furnished AC tennis cts .

pool On bus line option to renew
(174 per month 549 0B25

Close welking to cempus and
town 2 bdrm furn ept with
phone Negot 256 6750

Begin Mev 1 or befr thru Sept 2
bdrm Brendywine negotieble
Call evenings 549 2667 days. 5 0990
Oenise

AvI June Option 17 mo loose 2
bdrm Twnhs Apt 10 ft from bus
stop 109 Rolling Green 253 7641
efter 5 p m

Beeutiful Townhouse ept
available Sept June with option to
renew 3 bdr . w w carpeting. AC
lwimming pool, fully modern
kitchen patio and plenty of room
lo room Would like to rent fur
mshed Cell 549 9604 evenings

Two bed house Pelhem (160 00
June 1 Sept 1 Cell 263 3302 Bob
Wayne

Sublet with option to renew. 2
bdrm Brendywine. mod conv
Juno 1 Celt 549 9714

Two bdr Brendywine Pool, pete
(660 incl util June 1 to Aug 31
Reneweble 549 3523

Sunderlend two bedroom on
bus rte (160 June Aug Util incl

Sublet June 1 Aug 31 Ruff
ton. 3 bdrm ept (210 549 0490

3 4 bedroom 3 veer old houee.
Amh Bel line (260 per mo for
summer Jim 263 7995

Gordon ept . Rolling Groen, 2
bdrms June Aug Option to renew
Cheep 263 7332

One or 2 bedr (169 mo Fur
mshed June 1 Sop 1 Coll 549 0991
snytm

ROOMMATE WANTED
N Amherst Lerge ept Own

room (9197 per mo plus utils

Secur depos loose until Aug
Tony 549 0999

Wonted Couple to shore 2
bedroom spsrtment this summer

close to campus, on bus route
Cell 549 9197 in evenings Keep
trying"

3 girl roommetee wonted, own
room et Swiss V. liege with beds
(96 s month includes utilities Cell
263 6621

Townhouse Apts April IS to
Aug Own room (00 per month
with double bed end dresser Celt
549 0999 mornings or evenings

RESPONSIBLE MF to shore 3
bedr . furnished ept Bus line (110
w utilities 253 7967

Cliff. ide 1 bdrm Sublet Juno 15
Ispp I Opt to renew 666 3249

Two roommotes wonted for
summer months. Juno through
August Squire Village Apt On bus
route (SB 75 per month If in
lerested coll 666 4753 efter 5pm
Women roommote wonted for

quiet house in So Oeerfield on bus
line (90 inc util 696 3690

1 pr Ofunde 7X50 binocular, w-
leether cut Eac cond Cell 566
0691

ROOM WANTED
Female Own rm

. mod 2 bdrm
opt Aveil immed Over 26. no pots
In Amherst on bus lino (106 permo incl util 263-6411

ROOM WANTED

Gred Slud seeks sunny room
jfor Sept 1 756 9247 eve

HELP WANTED
Artists Sell your pointings ft

sculpture 699 9673 Now'

Drivers needed Must hove cor
Apply Domino s Puis efter 4pm,'

WANTED
BOB STILL WANTS YOUR

I AILING OR DECREPIT CAR Fsst ((
tor ths hulk 253 7967 BOB STILL

' WANTS VOUR AILING OR
DECREPIT CAR Fest (( for the
hulk 253 7997

Townhouse ept to sublet option
to renew Air conditioned cor
paled close to cempus end on bus
route (235 plus utilities per month
Will negotiole rem for summer
months if interested cell 549 0995

Oscilloscope wonted Will pev
(200 or wish to borrow Cell 774
3294 John

Double bed or larger wonted to

buy Either both mettress end
spring or iust msttress Will pick
up Coll 256 9056

Drummer tor summer gig et
Cope Cod Boerd end room in
eluded 5B6 3796 or 1 467 7616

Bop Shu Bop I n—^ jit

terbuggera Call Judy soon 549
6653 nights Keep celling

Cute boseboll plover iU Mees I

Must be o PBP' Bill Loo Tony C
type Cell 546 4064 enytime

Regulor end technical typing
[Reasonable rates Cell efter 5 30
IP m ot 696 4BB2

PERSONALS

Charter flights to Europe end
Calif Cell Cempus Trsvei 646 0600

For only (20 Ispeciol university
price), you con protect your cor.
tires end its contents with s
Brsdley ghost automatic burglor

alarm Electricity's newest mervel
Or in. tall it yourself for only (15
For more into end e demon.nation
call Larg et 546 9621 or Bruce et 546
9JaH

Happy boieted birthday to e
Gelestic Geer Keep on Meshing
Msme

To the girl who used my
Greisheimer Physiology b
Anotomy book LAST spring for
7oo 137 13B I need it NOW' Coll
Ann 6 2297 or 256 6BB7 Its Im
portent'

Mo If only there were more
beeutiful people like you Heppy
B.rthdsv' The H Poet

To Denny The Boetoet Bo
thdey Bunny Heppy 19th Love Ve
Cethi

Rivglode Tnhg. 3 bdrm Need
roommetee for 2 bdrms Sum w
option fell Mestor bdrm idool for
cple Tot (300 mo incl util 263
9445

Dence to Overnight Soneetion".
Fn Smith Coll . Alum Gym 9 1

76c Free Beer

J C You'll slwsys bo nothing
but e Niki Fickot Lovo Nicolo

Ooor Bunny. Happy 20th ^o
soma kind ol wonderful'' Much
lovo. Did Co

Tom Jonee is olive end well and
still psrforming For further info
coll 6 9932

Trees need bailing/ This and
other landscaping done by Tim 6

Wentett 3 femole companions -
Going to Europe - ell esponees
psid fringe benefits incl Cell Mike
6 9920 Kevin end Joe. 6 9922

(300 plus meny pritee S3 hour
dence merethon April 26 29 27
Live mueic. greet bends Ap
plicetions to dence now ovelloble
Cell Cermen or Kitty 2639034

Relph Spoilsport seys got your
free edible steering column when
you dence For those who can't
coll Pine et 263 9034 in the Deed of
Night

Sheri. Heppy birthdey Love TheHamburg Flipper

Reffle Kennedy is sponsoring a
bike reffle until April 17 Look for
House Gov t members todgyl Your
chonco moy bo tho chonco 26c or 5
for e doller Reloigh Grand Prix

..°a!i
r

nS
h
»f •' •"• ,nd Color "•«•"

(150 00 This is a one in e lifetime
chonco so hurrylll

Interested in no frills low cost
trsvei lo Europe Africe Middle
Eest Fsr Eest ot minimum cost
maximum flexibility end minimum
hassle' For info coll oducetionol
flight, toll free 900 223 5669

Charter flight, to Europe end
Calif Call Cempus Trevel 545 0500

SERVICES
TOM S BIKE RiPAIR a. pen *

honeet cheep Pick up delivery i

564 5024 enytime

Interested in cemplng in Europe
thia summer? For more Info cell
Chris st 9 9634

Guiter lessons jsve 546 4069
Stert now summer or fell
Anything you wont lo know
Beginners to edvenced

Detsun Toyota Volvo Joquer
rape. red by Rues Beco Plenty of
experience end equipment Phone
596 1227

RUBBER STAMPS modo up with
anything you d like to etemp
Inexpensive For instence name
and addroaa (3 with telephone
number (3 60 Feet service Aleo
peraoneliied stetionery Joeeph
665 4765 evenings

KARMACHANIC8 All foreign
end domestic suto repairs Fiat
specialists Lot us chock out that
used cor bet ora you buy it People •
prices We n teoch you tool 906

BOB WILL STILL FIX ANY CAR
RIGHT 1 No iob too .moll Any
moke or veer 263 7B67 BOB WILL
STILL FIX VOUR CAR RIGHT' No
iob loo smell Any meke or yoor
253 79B7

Wooden choir soots rocenod Cell
Lin 546 7274

DON T JUST GO THERE loom*
something Moot people SUM
MER STUDV ABROAD lists dotes
subiects. prerequisites, costs for
over 600 credit end non credit
progrems worldwide Send (3 to
Institute of International
Education Boa CC B69 United
Notions Plate New York. N V
10017

Sponieh Lit motor will tutor in
Spomeh at any level do beginner,
iniermedieto. edvenced) Coll 6B4
1316 for orrengomente Eetudionto
do lo litereturo eeponolo decJeeee
Particuloroe do Ingles 'lemen uds
A 564 1316

Lost Orenge fern est Prisons
n N Amherst 549 6696

Green Boteny 121 Notebook Dr
Livingston Bedly needed for oaem
next week Betey 546 4249

ENTERTAINME NT
Four hours of non stop noetolgle I

and hits for only (BB Cell Bob tho I

D J 636 6076

Dence to Overnight Seneot.on
Fri . Smith Coll Alum Gym 9 1

75c Free Beer

Peter O Toole ft Kethonno
Hepburn ster in The Lion in
Winter on Fri April 11 et 7 9 16
end 11 30 in Meher

Chsnots of the Gods'' A
documsntory film by Erich Von
Denikon is ot Meher on Sot April
12th at 7 30 9 15 and 11 00

Four hours of nonstop nostalgia
and hita for only (66 Call Bob tho

J 536 9075

Little Fire wente to plev for your
next dorm perty or Boogie You've
seen us et the Steak Out. Bluewell.
Red Pantry, ate Now bring us
homo Rsssonsble retes Coll BBS
4364 or 549 1511

i U TO WORKSHOP

OO IT YOURSELF Tools free
with spece rentol (2 hr .

professionel odvice Pert.
wholosslo Level 1. CC
Gerege Mon Fri . 3 10. Sat-
Sun . 12 10

CALCULATORS

|
College Calculators has all tho
answers I offer low discount
pneos on ell mokes end models of
colculetors All machinee new.
with full warranty end more 1 If

your machine melfunctions within
2 months I'll repleco it free' All
lines svoiloble. Tone. Inst . HP.
Commodore. Rockwell end others
SR 60 only (99 96 SR 91 only
(159 96. HP 21. only (119 96 Before
you buy anywhere coll mo firet end
III give you tho beet deol I can Coll
Bob Crowell 549 1316

ACROSS

I Manner ot

walking
Knocks

9 Ollicial

document
14 Jolm m

Wales
15 Release
16 Armadillo

17 Enthrall

19 Publish

20 Flymo
toys

2

1

One who
oversets

23 Opinion
24 Alarm
27 Secular
29 Isolated

land mas.
31 Smothers

m water
36 Relrest
37 Concluded
39 Principle

olgood
conduct

40 In addition

42 Architectural

vaults

44 Oriental

prsln
49 Conclude

prematurely
47 Hsyworth

snd
Moreno

40 Asisn
holiday

50 Win oyer

62 E Indian

54 Study
56 Resumed
59 College

org
62 Legume
64 Hep
65 Witn.n

Ihe law
67 Joint

intlammat ion

ro Spanish
province

/ 1 Beginner
Var

72 Take
heed

73 Walked "
in water

74 Uttered }\
75 Historic 3

periods

DOWN
1 Unilsol 22
volume 25

2 Enpect
3 26
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industry

Business
VIPs
Inserts

Revenue
Abbr
Church
vessel

•t

7 Gist
8 Take

without
nght

9 Infants

food
10 Fruit

33

Was
worthwhile
Sss bird

Pro---- In

proportion
Fiber-
producing
plant

Frantic

Real
ssiale
Ancient
Palestine
village

Indignation
Resign
River

turbulence
2 words
Baseball
learn

UK native
No longer
living

European
river

Remove
viscous

matter
41 Capable ot

being set
upright

43 Judicious
46 -snd

gravel root
48 Detecting

apparatus
51 Spigot
53 Replscs

csbles
55 Beef end

pork
57 Feminine

58 Office
lurmture
items

59 Blemish
60 Acless

Msns
61 Bitlsr

63 Tune
66 Small boy
68 Tnree

Prefia

69 Cosl scuttle

By Jim Carson

Your Birthday By Stella Wilder
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Burn today, you are t'xeep-

donallv fncrjjt'tic. especially

when ennaced in an activin

which takes vour menial as well

a.s vour phvsical sirenififi and
application More than eniTKv
however is an attitude which
you carry with you into each and
cverv endeavor in which you

necome involved For not only

do vou mve your full share - and
more ot mental and phvsical

»tutk> to what vour are doint.

you aLso yive vour optimistic ap-

proach, vour self confidence
and your determination to suc-

ceed thriv BBB9CU 9J success

which are not lo he overlooked

You are a lormidahle enemv
but you are aLso a taithfu! friend

You will not allow yourself to be

taken in b\ the false but you
w ill always come to the aid. both

material and mural of the sin-

cere You find it hard to forgive

any act taken agaiasi you on
purpose - but you are ft
ceedinHlv quick to both forgive

and forget unwitting, umnten
tional slights or hurts To be
deceived ir douhlc-criKsed us tor

you the ultimate in disappoint

menl. 99 he upheld, honored, ap
preciated is the height ri ,n
couragement
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Q.

<
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Q.

<

By Kris Jackson

SPEAK,
"^

ORTA

(THAT lotd >1H£M VbO DECIDED To )

TT^rXJfii&TVItVtiOH? OL
h*0. rTiAjAS l-jt^rsjSHEuEtuTcDUr^

TO CALL ^rPLEV'5'95LJEvTi lT

ok tot" that i DeaoeD!

Kivn ol mind sharp ot wit.

and gifted w ith a decided talent

lor expression hv way ol Ihe

spoken or written wiird. you are
.i liveh interesting comers.!
linnalist antt one who i> aluavs
>"ught alter In Ihuat' stvking a

mngi-nial tiall-carner lor .im
gathering \lw.i\s (unceiving
new uli'as. vou ate seldom with-

"in Miggi-siiuns iia- -volutions hi

DfSdlsHsW Mini own jtKl those ol

others tins alone c.nn- urn
tol low ITS

To Inn! *vhe9 in in Mine lot mhi
tomorrow >«'l»vi mhii hrtthdav
and read the corresponding
(Miagraph Uf mhii hmhd.iv
slat tk Mini d.nlv guide

:» , aj

• Kridav. April II

Uliei 'March 2h April 19> -

Take care tli.it NaTvtnoaWal m
the morning dram not cause mhi

In lorleit gain in the .ittninron

An intcrestix! nhsetvci lend> a

helping hand
TAl Kl S 'April 20-\lav 20'

—Serve your own sell-interests

today There are benefits to be

gained through a selfish act

which will eventuallv help
others get ahead, too

GEMINI 'Mav 21 June 20> -
Morning hours bring cuslomarv
fare But be ready during after-

noon and evening to deal with

the unusual Material gains

reward quick action

CANCER Uune2l Julv 22' -
Today's decisions must be made
quickly and accurateK if thev

are to serve the pur pi n' in-

tended DrsVt waste time con-

sidering fringe issues

LEO '.July 23- Aug 22' -A

by Garry Trudeau

DUR/N6 HIS BRIBFOJT PIS71N-
6U&HBP CAR££R IN SAMOA, MR
HARRIS ,*}QV A WittREPUTATION

j

<iv_FOR BOTH HIS TANAND HIS
^>.6R£AT6AM£0F8ACK-

/>, 6AMM0N. THIS RNE
Vow PUBLICSERVANT M*l

COMING UP MY
oec&ON to/wax

ev AUSTRAUA BACK
^=k-^k^_ IN SIXTY

£p SECONDS'V
*,w / CUT TO

spor/^

I PON'T UJANT 101/ 10 60
UllTH ME. 5l/T WITHOUT «0\)

I KNOW rD6£TL0ST,'N0U>,
LWAT 15 YOUfc REACTION
TO MY P(?06ieM ?

[HE£ M££
/

H6£ H£E
(

UjE£Hett\

i
**"

~ ((1w tj

aC3 /

-SCJRTA (v\AKE«S *\ CbUV v\,i«sh

Me MAD 3 HArxlos, DON'T IT p
^ore Does/ |'d U<E

This.

'•VaV*,

letlious da\ somehow works into

an exciting evening it vou hide

your time and give it hall a

chance Romantic aspiratmnv
are to be encouraged

VIRGO 'Aug 23-Sept 22' -
Stick to old projects and old

wa\s and means il vou would

have an uncomplicated da\ \n

excels ill emotion LS lo he StnclK

avoided

LIBRA Sept 23-Ovt 22' -

I'nor experience ls mil roaVUlial

lo i hi- making of sound divisions

earlv in thedav - it vou are will

ing to listen to expert advice

SfORPlO'llct 23 Nov 211 -
What vou cant afford to low
dotit risk There ls no time like

the present for exercising
restraint, lake on no bets you re

not sure ol w inning

SAOITTARIl >f Nov 22

Dec 21 1 -Ignore morning ten-

sion at home By the time mhi

have put in a good dav s work,

all will be forgiven and Ior got

ten

C'APRUORN iDvc 22lan
19' -Where finances are con

cerned. you would do well to rat

light Tlie time to take dunces ls

both past and approaching hut

it is not now

AQL ARILS i.lan 20-Feb 18'

— There is pussihilitv ol earlv-

morning upsei due to an argu-
ment tan the home Ineil Make
every eflort lo talk anotlMT mil is*

his pi i^ tn position

PISCES 'Feb I9-Maich20'

-

Beat in mind oYaMBYr's: difficult

past and vou will not he so prone
In Name him or l*i for pres«nl
behaviis Kemain calm in alter

mum
United Keature Svnduale

notices

cont. from p. 1 4
Dt John Teak of the Dept of Biology at the Woods

Hole Oceanographic Institute will speak on Salt March
Ecologv on Monday. April 14 at 4:30 p.m.. CC 917
Coffee will be served at 4 p m.
MEDITATION LECTURE

by Acarya Brygunatha, speaking on yogic
philosophy and practices. 7:30 pm Friday, night
April 11 CC 804 Free of charge
MUSIC THEATRE GUILD

Meeting today at 545 In Machmer E 16 to discuss
election of otficets and our November show All old
and new membe.s and any interested people please
attend.

MORTARBOARD
Important meeting Sun , 4-13. 7 p.m. Final

decisions for next year's membership to be discussed
To be held at 1150 Brittany Manor 253 7854, if ride

needed
NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL

Representatives from New York Law School will be
on campus Thurs . April 10 to solicit applicants for

admission to the calss of Sept 1975 They will be
available to meet with students at 3 30 p m in CC
808 Anyone interested is invited

PRE MEDICAL SOCIETY
PMS general meeting for this evening has been

cancelled In it's place the planning committee will

meet at 7 15 m CC 903 Anyone interested in society
activities for next year and or who wants to be on the
PMS planning committee should attend.

SBA FRESHMAN
All SBA Freshmen (Last names A-KI are reminded

of an important counselling meeting tonight with the
Dean s staff in SBA 120 at 7 pm
SENIOR DAY
Any student interested in developing a Senior Day

program, come to a meeting Thursday, April 17 at 8
p.m. in CC. 162
S7">4r9 TREK LIVES'

Next meeting Monday. April 14, CC 803 Any
quest' Call Barbara at 546 6672 LL b P.

SVP
Four coordinators meet tonight at S.LI. Candy

Counter and so from there Nancy. Joe Mike and
Steve This is a must 7:30

TUTORS WANTED
If you are a good student and if vou are interested in

tutoring your respective discipline, call Jams Book-
man. 5-2191 or 5-2192 for appt. CASIAC tutoring

service is interested m talking to vou.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARY
Last general meeting of semester tonight at 8 p.m.

m CC 91 1-915 All persons who have done any Judge
or Advocate work for the semester are requested to
attend.

WRITERS
The Index needs humorous satires about each living

area. If vou want to write or just relate some
humorous stories, call 545-2874 or drop by 409 S.U.

LOST
Eyeglasses in blue case between Orchard Hit! and

Worcester and CC. on 4-7 at about 8 pm Please
return to CC Lost and Found. Thanks.
LOST
One green 6' by 9' notebook, Botany 121, Dr.

Livingston, Exam next week so is badly needed Call

5466248 Betsv

LOST
Left on Boston Express Bus Friday 4-4 "Little

George" psychology book If you picked it up, please
call me Leslie 6 5788
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Donahue - the student-coach
By BARNABY KALAN

From a nuclear submarine to tennis court, athletics

have been a way of life for Edward "Teddy" Donahue.
Donahue, the new assistant tennis coach, spent

seven years in the Navy before coming to UMass. In

Special Services he played on the Navy's football,

basketball and softball teams. He also spent time as a

Reactor Operator aboard a nuclear submarine.

This year, as Assistant Tennis Coach, Donahue will

help senior coach Steve Kosakowski in organizing and
training the tennis team. Together, they hope to

coach the team to another Yankee Conference

championship. It is a title the UMass netmen have

won six times out of the past eight years.

Donahue's appointment came as a result of team

problems last- spring season. Late in the season some
team members complained about the coaching

situation to the athletics administration. Several

players did not compete in the last three scheduled

matches as a protest. The matches were cancelled

which prompted the administrators to look into the

situation.

It was suggested that someone be hired as an

assistant to Kosakowski.

"I got along very well with the coach," said

Donahue, who was the number one singles player on
the 1972 and 1973 UMass teams. There was money in

the budget, Donahue said, payable out of the Athletic

Trust Fund.

"The decision was left to him (Kosakowski) to

decide who he wanted as an assistant — and he

picked me."
Donahue, a graduate student in Physical Education,

hopes to complete school with a Master's degree this

August. He is specializing in sports administration.

Donahue said that Coach Kosakowski will probably

have an assistant next year, after he graduates.

"I think he almost definitely will," Donahue said,

"which is only right because as far as winning goes,

he's one of the most successful coaches in the

building."

Teddy's plans also include marrying Joyce A.

Favaloro, a UMass gradutate, this July.

After graduating, Donahue said he hopes to be
teaching or coaching.

"I'd love to coach a tennis team," he said.

Celts await

playoff date
BOSTON \AP\ The Boston

Celtics, waiting to find out the who,
when and where of their National

Basketball Association playoff

games, will welcome the return of

two backcourt players to the

practice court today.

Paul Westphal, who is suffering

from the flu, and Kevin Stacom,
who has water on the left knee, are

scheduled for some light wni*

today and more strenuous activity

tomorrow.

Coach Tom Neinsohn plans

scrimmages for his team
throughout the week at the

Christian Academy court in

Lexington.

Action in Madison Square
Garden in New York Thursday
night could answer some of the

playoff questions. If Houston beats

New York, they will move into

Boston Garden on Sunday for the

opening playoff match with the

Celtics.

If the Knicks win, there will be
another Houston-New York clash

on Saturday, and Bos'on will meet
the winner on Monday.

Bosox lose
BOSTON \UPI\ George Scott

and Robin Yount drove in two runs
apiece yesterday to lead the
Milwaukee Brewers to a 7-4 win
over the Boston Red Sox.

Scott hit a bases- loaded single to

right field with two outs in the third

inning, scoring Yount and Bob
Coluccio. Yount had singled before
Coluccio and Hank Aaron walked
to fill the bases.

Yount drove in his first run in a

three-run fourth with a single to
right. Rookie Sixto Lezcana led off

the inning with a double and scored
on a Darrell Porter single. Porter

moved to third on a Pedro Garcia
single and scored on Yount's
opposite field hit. Garcia came
home on Coluccio's sacrifice fly as
the Brewers took a 5 lead.

Boston responded with three

runs in the bottom of the fourth.

Dwight Evans tripled after a walk to

Tony Conigliaro and Rico Petrocelli

was hit by a pitch. Bob Mon-
tgomery doubled Evans home.
The Brewers added single runs in

the sixth and eighth innings. Yount
drove in the sixth inning run with a
sacrifice fly.

comin cuus sarro

VALLEY Auto
Trim

and Glass Shop
7SS N. KiOfl St., 'Nmd.

M4-4«37 \mmtH

Installation WHILE VOL WAIT!

ONE WEEK LEFT!!

ALL persons applying for office space for next

year must fill out an application by April 11th,

Applications available at RSO and Rm. 817

Campus Center

DiYiPi presents MLK week

TONIGHT

Gospel Night

Ronnie Ingram Singers

Dorothy Love Coates

Campus Center Auditorium

8:00 p.m.
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ASKISZ^HH
\Ne back exiery sale with our

expert knowledge of the field

DRAFTING -FINE ART*FRAMING

amherst carriage shops 233 n. pleasant st

o

Just waiting to be wound up — This is one ot the
scenes you'll see when you take in "An Aquatic Art
Performance" by the UMass NAIADS, April 9—12.

JV mitters squeeze by
By CHAS O'CONNOR

For coach, Jeff McKay and his

JV baseball team, it probably

wasn't as easy in yesterday's

opener as it was at times last year.

One thing* is for sure, though, and
that is that despite the cold weather
and the short time the team has

been practicing, they're still win-

ners.

"I was real pleased with the

game considering the conditions. I

think Nigro did a fine job," said

McKay. In seven innings of pit-

ching, Nigro fanned 8 and walked
but 2. The pitcher, however, lost

the spotlight to outfielder Tom
Shilale when Shilale came through

with a bunt base hit on a suicide

squeeze play. The hit scored Bavel
Cummings with the run that

provided a 2-1 home win for the

Mini Minuteman over Berkshire

Community College.

The conditions were fat from

ideal, and the final stats prove it.

Each team made but 3 hits, and
pitchers recorded a total of

nineteen strikeouts; your basic

pitcher's duel.

UMass scored their first run in

the 'first inning. With one out,

Hendy went the other way, singling

to left, and moved to second on a

sacrifice by Lopriore. Hendy scored

when a grounder hit up the middle
was bobbled by the Berkshire
shortstop.

Berkshire answered with an
unearned run in the next inning.

They loaded the bases on a walk, a
bloop single and an effor and
scored when pitcher Tom Nigro
fielded a ground ball and tried to

get .an inning-ending DP by
throwing to second base. They got
the man at second but failed on the
return throw to first, allowing the
run to score.

The tie was broken in the seventh
inning when Cummings walked,
advanced to third on wild pitches,

and was squeezed home by Shilale.

It was as simple as that.

McKay said he didn't hesitate at

all in giving the squeeze sign to

Shilale. "Shilale is a kid who does
everything right," commented
McKay.

MINI MITTS: Sophomore Chris

Kirby finished up yesterday... starts

today's game against Quin-
sigamond CC in Worcester... "good
fastball and slider"- McKay...
catcher Charlie Ciccione impressive

behind plate... one of "speed-up"
rules employed by the coaches a

designated runner (UMass— Charlie

Johnson).

We're looking for certain majors
to become Lieutenants.

Mechanical and civil en
gineering majors . . . areo
space and aeronautical en-
gineering majors . . . majors
in electronics . . . computer
science . . . mathematics.

The Air Force needs peo-
ple . . . many with the above
academic majors. And
AFROTC has several differ
ent programs where you
can fit . . . 4 year, 3-year, or
2-year programs. Some of

Contact Major Goodhue
545-2437

fering fuH scholarships. All

offering $100 a month
allowance during the last
two years of the program.
Flying opportunities. And all

leading to an Air Force offi-

cerScommission.plus ad
vanced education.

If you'd like to cash in on
these Air Force benefits,
start by looking into the Air
Force ROTC.

Dickinson Hall

Put it all together in Air ForceROTC
i ...

Netmen topple Rams
By PETER NALAK

Playing their first away match as

well as their first Yankee Con-
ference confrontation, the netmen
beat the Rhode Island Rams 7-2.

A three hours ride to Kingston,

Rhode Island and four come-from-
behind- victories added up to the

team's first regular season victory

yesterday.

Rhode Island, a weak team ia

past years, spent a week in Florida

training for the season. The week of

practice showed when the Rams
shocked UMass by winning three

out of six opening singles sets.

"We've only lost to U.R.I, once in

the years Ive been coaching. It had
to be back in the early fifties," said

coach Kosakowski.

David Abramoff, at first singles,

offered little resistence by losing 0-

6, 2-6.

Captain Chris Post extended his

perfect season with a 0-3, 0-3

victory at second singles.

Third singles provided another

scare for UMass as undefeated Bill

Karol dropped his opening set 4-6.

Getting over his nervousness, Karol

went on to win the next two sets 6-

2, 6-3.

Barnaby Kalan at fourth singles

was first off the courts with a 6-1, 6-

victory.

The singles struggle-of-the-day

was at fifth singles. Marc Ouellet,

searching for his first regular

season win, scraped by in the first

set, 7-5. Then Rhode Islander Bob
O'Reilly, who had not lost all

season, came back, in the second
set 6-4.

By this time fifth singles was the
last singles match on the courts.

Players from both sides watched as
Ouellet won the final set 6-1 and
Dut UMass ahead 4-2.

Six singles went to Rhode
Island when Kevin Gerrahan was
beaten 3-6, 4-6.

The match was decided, as
usual, by the doubles.

"Third doubles clinched the
match," said Coach Kosakowski.
Abramoff and Kalan were off the

courts first with a 6-3, 7-5 win and
the crucial fifth point for UMass.

Playing together for only the
second time, the first doubles duo
of Karol and Garrahan came from
way behind to win, 2-6, 7-6, 6-4.

The last match of the day,

second doubles, also went to

UMass, as Post and Ouellet won 7-

5, 7-6.

The match was crucial for

UMass. By beating U.R.I, and later

New Hampshire, the netmen can
improve their seedings in the
Yankee Conference championships
two weeks from today.

The tennis team travels to

Vermont this Friday to take on the

Catamounts.

Marc Ouellet
psyching for match.

staff —
Check
blackboard in

newsroom today

for important

notice.

Scott Hayes

Statistically speaking
If the ECAC playoff format was similar to the ones

being used by the NHL, WHA, NBA, ABA and AHL,
Jack Canniff's skaters would surely have been in-

volved in post-season play.

It doesn't take a calculus major to compute that 46

of 69 teams or two out of every three teams in the five

leagues, "qualified" for the playoffs.

The playoff set-ups are somewhat ridiculous, but

one good point is that the wild card berths help hold

spectator interest in some cities until the very end of

the schedule. Take for example, the New York-

Cleveland scramble for the final playoff spot; that

lasted until the last day of the NBA season. The
excitement in recent years usually ended with several

weeks remaining.

Allowing so many teams to reach the playoffs may
only be a scheme by club owners to stretch spectator

enthusiasm and grab more money as a result of in-

creased attendance, but anything is worth a try ...

isn't it?

Senior Barry Emerson, a history major from Pitt-

sfield, expressed his feelings about the situation.

"They're (the playoffs) too confusing, but I think it

made the regular season climatic rather than anti-

climatic."

Bobby Hull of the Winnipeg Jets was a nightmare

forWHA goalies. The "Golden Jet" scored 77 goals in

78 games, surpassing Phil Esposito's mark of 76 goals
in a season.

For those who missed the opening series against
Milwaukee at Fenway Park— don't worry, there are 79
home dates remaining.

Minutemen baseballers are fighting to reach the
500 level early in the season ... before it becomes an
impossible task. Coach-Dick Bergquist's squad is now
3-5 with a big home doubleheader slated for Saturday
vs. Northeastern.

The Red Sox found themselves atop the Al East the
past two days, thanks to the alphabetical arrangement
of the standings. Don't count on the Sox being there
five months from now, especially since the division is

solid this year.

The UMass lacrosse team was ranked 14th in the
latest National Poll, based on votes by the national
coaches' association, and second in the New England
Poll behind Brown.

Nets Julius Erving and Al Skinner should enjoy
more playoff success in 1975 than their alma mater
did. In fact, the Nets get my vote for best team in the
red, white and blue world of the ABA.

FOURTH ANNUAL BLACK MUSICIANS CONCERT
tfA Tribute to Cal Massey

Lonnie Liston Smith and the Cosmic Echoes

also Jimmy Garrison — Bassist

Grachan Moncur — Trombonist

Zane Massey — Reeds

Friday, April 11, 1975
Student Union Ballroom 8:00 p.m.

Admission Free

99

Sponsored by:

Afro-Am Society

llarambee
Union of 3rd World Women
3rd World Caucus of Central Area
Commuter Assembly

Orchard Hill Music Committee
Program Council Executive Comm.
Malcolm X Room
Provost Office

New Africa House
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Reverse of last year

Gorillas edge Cortland State, 11-10
By BEN CASWELL

In a game that was almost a
carbon copy of last year's contest,

the UMass lacrosse Gorillas eked
out an 11-10 victory yesterday over
Cortland.

The game was played on the
neutral field of Cornell University in

Ithaca, New York because the
Cortland State field was covered
with the snow of a recent storm
that forced the cancellation of an
earlier game of theirs.

The tables were somewhat
turned around from last year

through, as the Gorillas ended up
on top in contrast to last year's 10-9

quintuple-overtime loss.

Cortland State started the scoring

in yesterday's game after about
three minutes of play. One minute
later the Gorillas tied the score at 1-

1 with Frank Garahan getting the

score and Jeff Spooner, the assist.

The rest of the first half was give

and take as the lead changed five

times. At the end of the half the
score was tied at 5-5.

Garahan, usually an attackman,
played on the midfield unit with Bill

Arnold and John Martin for all of

the first half. Garahan was taking

the place of the injured Bill Collins

who is out with a shoulder
separation. Kevin Patterson took
Garahan's spot on attack with Bill

O'Brien and Spooner.
In the first three minutes of the

second half Cortland State jumped
out to a 7-5 lead and it seemed that

the Gorillas might not be able to

regain the scoring momentum they
would need to catch up.

But at the five minute mark of the
third period things started to

happen for the Gorillas. Or more
appropriately, the Gorillas started to

make things happen.
UMass scored three goals in a 50

second span of the five to six

minute mark. All of the goals were
classic fast break efforts that

almost every player on the field for

the Gorillas contributed to in some
way. Kevin Patterson got two of

the scores and Jeff Spooner got
the other one.

The Gorillas now led 8-7. Cor-

''Take that, you miserable wretcn," mis Dartmouth defender seems to say to an unidentified UM»«Gorr.lla. Garter's Good Guys gave it to Cortland State, 11-10 yesterday, in a seat squirmerThe fan. £%1backflround, however, lacked the seats in which to squirm. (Next 9«me - 3 home v?. UcJnt £iMO
tland tied the

Gorillas went
score at 8-8, the

ahead 9-8, and

Cortland tied the qame at 9-9 with
one second left in the third period
on an extra man play.

In the last period the Gorillas
scored first to take a 10-9 lead.
Cortland then tied the score at 10-

10 and shades of a repeat of last

year's overtime thriller were in the
air.

But it was not to be. Jeff

N .-

Spooner put the Gorillas ahead to
stay 11-10 with five minutes left in

the game.
"Our close defense of Bill

Blaustein, Kurt Olson, Ken
Michaud, and Rich Donovan did a
hell of a job," said coach Dick
Garber. "Bobby Durland (goalie)
also did a great job in the second
half as he cleared the baal well to
start alot of fast breaks," Garber
said.

Everyone played well, it was a

great team effort, said Garber at the
risk of sounding "corn-ball."

"Our attack, especially O'Brien,

Spooner and Pattc on all rode
their men very we' said Garber.

At midfield the unit of Steve
Pappas, Terry Keefe, and Vinnie

LoBello really did their job well in

the second half, said Garber.
Another midfield unit of Gene
Hardiman, Andy Scheffer and Mike
Lettera also played well.

Kevin Patterson, who was

doubtful starter because of a

painful calf injury, led the Gorillas

with four goals and one assist.

Midfielder Vinnie LoBello also had a

fine scoring day getting three goals

and one assist.

SCOOP SHOTS - Cortland was
ranked 4th in the college division of

the United State Intercollegiate

Lacrosse Association (USILA)
before yesterday's game. UMass
was ranked 9th in the USILA
university division.

Mike Berger

Israeli Sports

TRACKM
CRUSH tROSS

By RON ARENA
The UMass trackmen, as ex-

pected, introduced their spring

team to the Holy Cross Crusaders

yesterday in a rather unsympathetic

manner as they clobbered the host

squad, 95-59.

Freshman Joe Martens was the

individual star of the day as his

performance led him to a triple win.

Martens topped the field in his

specialty, the high jump, with a leap

of 6'4", while also winning the 220
with a time of 22.5 seconds. He
finished his day on yet another

winning note, as he ran a leg on the

victorious relay group.

Actually, Holy Cross stayed close

to the Minutemen before the

UMass specialties came up. After

fifteen events, UMass led by only a

61-52 advantage. The Trakkers

never looked back after that,

though as they exploded to sweep
the javelin and the two- mile. Todd
Holt, a freshman who also plays

varsity football, set a freshman

record in the javelin with a toss of
204'11". Jim Shea and Bob O'IMeil

captured the next two javelin spots
to complete the sweep.
John Scheer led the milers with a

relatively slow winning time of 9:29.

Obviously Scheer was anything but
pressured by his Crusader op-
ponents as teammates Phil

Broughten and Andy Levy finished

2-3.

UMass didn't let up as they took
the first two po 'tions in the high

jump, led of course by Martens.
The meet was then put out of

reach as UMass took a 1-2 finish in

the 440 hurdles to take a com-
manding 95-54 lead. As expected,

Curt Stegerwald hit the tape ahead
of the field.

Holy Cross, trying to avoid a

complete humiliation saved a little

face by defeating the visitors in the

final event, the relay. Yet Holy
Cross was so outclassed that the

Minutemen were able to rest senior

stars Randy Thomas and Bill Gillen.

1/5

UMass showed their depth,
however, as they captured both
these events anyway.

Other individual winners were
Teddy Power in the pole-vault.

Power set the second UMass frosh

record of the meet, as his 13'6"

vault.

Tom Lonergan took the shot with
a heave of 46'6". Peter Ryan won
the triple jump (43'5"), Devin Croft,

the mile (4:22), and Pete Famulari'
the high hurdles, (15.2).

Remarked assistant coach Mike
Muska on the runaway, "We knew
we were going to kill them. The
meet went just as we thought it

would."

The win was merely a tuneup for

the next meet, Saturday, versus
Dartmouth and Colgate. Although
UMass won the New Englands last

year, the local favorite is Dart-

mouth.

A rested Gillen and Thomas can
only be to the UMass advantage.

By MIKE BERGER
"Apparently the intense hatred between the Jews and the Arabs is

continued in the sporting world," said Beynosh Melamed at a Hillel

sponsored brunch Sunday, April 6. The present UMass swim coach and
former swim coach for the 1972 Israel Olympic team added, "If an Arab
athletic team knew they would be competing against an Israelis team, they
would withdraw from the game rather than play the Jews. Maybe it's a

good thing. For if they could, they would kill us then and there."

In honor of Israel's 27th Independence Day (April 16), Melamed formerly
spoke of the organization of physical education and professional sport in

Israel.

There is no professional sports there as Americans know it. It is all

amateur, and in order to survive financially, sports teams must be affiliated

with a political party. Some of these parties include workers partys such as
HaPoel, Macabbi, or Elitzur with different degrees of orthrodox, con-
servative, and liberal viewpoints.

As for the athletes themselves, they are not paid salaries. However, once
they establish themselves as good athletes in their sports, they receive
prestige in the form of a high paying job, or money under the table.

Jumping from club to club is almost impossible.
The Israeli Olympic team is chosen by the political parties themselves.

Two weeks before the Olympics are to begin, representatives of HaPoel,
Macabbi, and other political parties "fight among themselves as to how
many of each party should be represented." An even bigger hassle, ac-
cording to Melamed, is the selection of the coach. He stresses that the
tension here is not between the athletes in the parties but instead the
parties themselves.

The major difference between American and Israeli physical educational
programs is that the U.S. stress skills that individuals can develop
themselves after high school graduation. In Israel, the emphasis is on the
present physical condition of each person. "In America," Malemed says,
they teach Ping Pong, Bowling, Tennis, etc. But in Isreal, the teachers
stresses that it's better to run 2 miles than to bowl. It's not to say that
bowling is looked down upon. But again, the Israeli emphasis is on present
conditioning."

As to what sports are the big spectator draws, the coach responded that
basketball, volleyball, and speedball are the three more popular team
activities. "But the most popular and perhaps, the most violent is soccer.
And although Israel is not known to produce the world's best soccer
teams, the quality of the team is recognized by the world because of the
"intense competitive spirit, the Israeli team displays."

inside:
P.D.Q. goes for two — p. 5

and a note from a concerned Parent
UMass Theatre

Cultural role-playing
by Julie Beth Beckett

Suppose one were to take a quick look
back over the plays produced so far in
the University Theater's 1974-75
season. There was An Apology for
Larry Parks, written by a man about
another man, directed by a man, with a
cast of (surprise) mostly men. There
was As You Like It. written by a man,
directed by a man, with a cast of four
women and three times as many men.
There was After The Fall, written by a
man about another man, (rumor has it

that the protagonist, in this case, is

actually the playwright in thin
disguise, or vice versa), with a cast of
more men than women, and directed
by (things start to look brighter here) a
woman. And finally, there was The
Children's Hour, written by a woman
about women, with a cast of one man
and ten women (never mind that half of
them are playing school girls under
fourteen years of age), and directed by
a man. All of which leads us, albeit
hesitantly since four plays is in no way
a solid basis for assumption, to some
not so surprising conclusions; namely,
mostly men write plays, they write
mostly about other men, mostly men
direct plays, and usually they direct
other men.

Moreover, taking a quick glance at
what happens to the females in these
plays, four get married, two commit
suicide, one is a vicious and destructive
fifteen year old, and one is left sans
job, sans school, sans fiance and sans
best friend, with nothing to do except
dust the books once a week and take a
bath at five o'clock every day. Sad to

say, that's show biz, and the University
Theater is the rule rather than the
exception.

There are presently around one
hundred and twenty-five un-
dergraduate majors in the Theater
Department, and although the sexes
are pretty evenly represented, there is

a slightly higher percentage of women.
There are twelve full time faculty
members, of which only three are
women; one of these women teaches
stage movement, one is the resident
costume designer, and the other is on
sabbatical. Which means, essentially,

that all the upper level acting classes
are taught by men, all the history and
criticism classes are taught by men,
and all of the scenic design and lighting

courses are taught by men. Costuming
courses, on the other hand, are taught
entirely by women, and the female
graduate students have a foothold here.

They teach lower level acting and
design courses, and direct the one
production required of them to receive
their degree. Not so incredible, con-

sidering that theater is and always has
been a male dominated art.

Take Shakespeare, for example, who
wrote terrific parts for women, except

that he wrote them for men.
Restoration pieces were written at a

time when the only women in theater
were considered tramps. (In fact,
everybody in the theater was con-
sidered a tramp). Take most any
modern play, and you will find that half
the major characters and most of the
minor characters are men. There are

or reality — women, for the most part,
were simply not visible." The other
part of the problem is that, with the
notable exception of Miller, many male
playwrights are homosexuals, making
their views of women just the slightest
bit slanted. The result is that most men

Jidiii" itrliirnl the skirls of trariiton

few women of any consequence in

Arthur Miller; they either precipitate
problems and or fail to resolve them.
Tennessee Williams wrote some fine
roles for women, and then proceeded to
surround them with men. With the
exception of a handful of Europeans
(Shaw, Strindberg, Ibsen, Chekov,
Lorca), drama, like the lifestyles it

proposes to represent, has been
notoriously unkind.

Part of the problem, of course, is
history, in that conflict is the essence of
drama, and the big conflicts have been
left for men to deal with for many
years. Says one professor, "It is not so
much a question of chauvinism as it is

simply don't write good women.
But, but, Lillian Hellman wrote

plays, and Susan Glaspell wrote plays,
and Lorraine Hansberry wrote plays
and Claire Boothe Luce wrote plays
(well one, anyhow), and Gertrude Stein
wrote plays and Doris Lessing wrote a
play. Even some men wrote plays with
lots of women's roles. (Lorca springs
immediately to mind, and I know there
must be others). Granted, one can only
handle so many productions of The
House of Bernards Alba per year, but
what about all those other hidden
manuscripts? You know, the ones
written by women and about women?
Or maybe just written by women? Or
maybe just about women? (Sure, I'll

take cake without ice cream. I'll even
take ice cream without cake. At this
point, anything would be better than an
empty plate).

Here at the University, little effort is

made to track down these scripts.
There are plenty of talented women
running around, and the competition
for the few female roles is fierce. The
Children's Hour saw no less than
eighty-five women audition. This
semester it's been the same story —
twice as many women auditioned for
plays with twice as many male roles.
Short of pulling a Sarah Bernhardt,
there wasn't much that any of us could
do.

Partial explanation of the over
abundance of men's productions about
men rests with the fact that there are
no women directors in the department.
This is not to say that only women can
direct women (men can and do very
successfully); it's just that there would
be more of a natural affinity. "Let's
face it," quipped one non major,
"nobody here can direct Doris
Lessing." This is assuming that
Lessing's play (Play with a Tiger) is

proposed, and passed by the Produc
tion Board, a group of three men and
one woman who work in conjunction
with the chairman of the department in

determining the make up (hence,
flavor) of the season. (I wonder what
one would call this season — Early
Male Awareness? Abstract Male
Expressionism? Classical Male
Realism?)

Harry Mahnken, chairman of the
Production Board, insists that the
number of female roles is indeed
considered. "But if everyone proposes
plays with ninety five percent male
casts, what can we do?" The answer to

that one is "not much", and plenty of

women are frustrated and itchy and not
at all pleased about the current state of

affairs. When asked what women's
place in the theater here, and in

general, .vas, undergraduate answers
ranged from the classic "It sucks!" to

"How can I talk about women's place
in the theater when we don't have
one?" to "When you're worried about
being screwed as an undergraduate,
how can you worry about being
screwed as a woman?" Many women
replied that they simply hadn't ever
thought about it, but certainly a vague
and amorphous pressure existed, and
now that I mentioned it....

You see, it's like this. Acting involves
vulnerability, which is, well, damned
hard, especially when one has spent
years building up intricate systems of
protection. It's a neat trick to strip the
layers away, and a nearer trick to do it

on cue. Who needs the added tension of
always having a male watch the
process? (Which is the case nine times
out of ten here, with men teaching all

but one of the acting classes).

continued on
page five
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Complaints: Below and Beneath
I am resubmitting this letter,

originally sent March 18. Is it your
policy to ignore criticism of your
staff?

I hope not and further hope that
this letter will be published in the

Collegian and NOT in the BELOW
THE SALT, since I consider that
paper to be beneath contempt.

An Open letter to Jeffrey Polman.
In regard to your review of Russ

Meyer's Supervixens—reviewed
without having been seen. I feel

that the entire review was in poor
taste and at best irresponsible. Did
you bother to research the real

reason why Meyer had brought the
film to Amherst? Did you bother to

read the press material sent to the
Collegian two weeks in advance on
the film and the program
surrounding it? Did you bother to

think about the damage you, as a
representative of the media and as
an (unfortunately) powerful in

fluence on UMass' viewing habits?
Meyer was in Amherst at the

invitation of the Amherst Film
Cooperative to premier a new film

and to create a dialogue about his

films and the genre (pornography)

within which he works. We at

tempted, by having a small
retrospective and a panel
discussion to make the two day
premiere an entertaining as well

as educational event with more
responsiblity attached to it than
the usual "push 'em in the hall and
push 'em out" film showing so
typical of UMass.
While I have to admit that the

premiere film itself was disap-

pointing (which is the gamble
taken in this type of thing), I resent

a potentially damaging write up
such as yours that seemed to have
selfish ego tripping as its only
motivation. What would have been
the result if the film had really

been good? And where do you feel

you get the prescience to judge
when you yourself have done
nothing to uplift film programming
at UMass? Have you, in the past

year, done any work to improve the

viewing habits of your public

beside your cheap shots at films on

the back page of Below the Salt? I

resent your false importance. The
members and friends of the
Amherst Film Co-op expend much
energy trying to keep the program

responsible and serving the film

community in this Valley in a

unique way.
In the past, no one at the

Collegian has taken +he trouble to

learn about the Film Co op or its

programs or functions despite its

wide spread acceptance on the

other college campuses. Yet such

other film programs on campus
that don't need the publicity ( or

don't deserve it by nature of their

poor taste) get endless treatment.

Is it that you and your colleagues

are deaf, dumb, and blind, or are

you simply ignorant? I sincerely

hope that in the future you and
your editors will take more than a

quick and uncaring glance at what
is going on around you in film. To
hold you up to your audience for

the poor reviewer that you are I

repeat a line from your review of

Belle de Jour, shown recently by
the Co op "...erotic, but not as racy
as if it were made today." I sup
pose you would have juiced it up
with a little fellatio and sodomy?
To punctuate your idiocy, I'd like

to turn your own words back on
themselves, borrowing a phrase
from the Supervixens review:
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"Russ Meyer. ..is supposedly here

in Amherst to reach the college

audience... If this is the case, I'm

ashamed to admit I go to college."

I'm ashamed you go to college too,

Jeff.

—John D. Morrison
Coordinator

Mr. Morrison:
To begin with, I have no grudge

against Amherst Film Coop. I

think your work on the whole In

promoting film in the Pioneer

Valley has been excellent: but as a

film critic I am responsible for

expressing my opinion about
particular films which are showing
in the area, and the reliability or

importance of the group or

organization exhibiting the film is

secondary to me.

I wholeheartedly agree that my
review on Supervixens was in poor

taste. It was intended to warn the

audience that the film itseif .might

be in poor taste: in no way was I

trying to sabotage the viewing

habits of the 5 College Area. I did

read the press material concerning
the film (which, incidentally, was
where I read that Meyer was
trying to reach the college

audience) and thought it in poor

taste to run the enclosed photo
which depicted a half naked
woman smashing a car windshield
with a sledge hammer. I have seen

Vixen, Beyond the Valley of the

Dolls, and have read many in-

criminating articles on Mr. Myer
and felt that I was in a good
position to predict another foolish

movie from him. My "explicit"

commentary on Supervixens,

therefore, was my personal opinion

on the man and his work.

Now, to discuss my "powerful

influence" on U Mass' film minds,

I should explain the thinking

behind the "Weekend" capsule
reviews. I am interested In 1)

briefing the U Mass audience on
the area films, 2) writing the

reviews in such a way as to keep
hem interesting, to keep people
reading the film page, and 3) to

incorporate my personal beliefs

into the reviews.

What I am most interested in,

though, in my Below the Salt

writing, is keeping my personal
beliefs consistent. I am viciously

against films with racist or sexist

attitudes inherent, and Super-
vixens, with the help of an ob
noxious preview, as well as my
previous experience with Russ
Meyer, drove me to write what I

did. The fact that Mr. Meyer was
here in person (and subsequently
referred to me as "a very bad lay"
at the press conference) did not in

the least move me to change my
opinion. Such an act would have
been two faced.

In conclusion, you who call me
irresponsible should re read your
Co op's very own policy, printed at

the bottom of every one of your
posters: "It's (the Coop's)
principal purpose is to show films
of artistic and historical im
portance." If I caused you and
your group embarrassment in

front of Mr. Meyer I apologize, but
I am not about to forfeit my beliefs

because a man I happen to dislike
is being given the spotlight for

reasons I find contradictory.
Sincerely,

—Jeffrey Polman
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Raconteur: a monthly anthology of the arts

by Bill Parent
One of the saddest things to

happen in the seventies has been
fhe decline of the arts in America.
Television, political attention and
self concern has left in the rubble
of the American Dream a great
cultural gap crying for the artist,
the writer the opet laureate to
emerge from the void of the sixties.
However, two men, Robert Diaz

and Robert Neville are attempting
to start a publication solely for the
purpose of resurrecting "Poetry
and Tales" for the public in their
new magazine Raconteur, French
for the story teller.

Raconteur is a literary magazine
which will be on newsstands
everywhere soon, if not already,
beside Oui, Viva and Popular
Mechanics. However, Raconteur is

an attempt to publish something
for everyone in the realm of poetry
and short story.

Diaz, the editor, has long been
fascinated by the written word, the
way one can look at the world
"through the eyes of the story
teller." He was once a research
writer at Cornell and Albany State

in New York; His love of prose and
poetry and the lack of the same on
newsstands led him into the ven-
ture of publishing a monthly an-
thology of the arts. Thus came

Raconteur, billed as a "new
dawning of reading en-
tertainment", selling for seventy
five cents in the University Store.

The magazine comes out of

Schenectady, N.Y. (someone was
saying something about a cultural

gap?) and it is being distributed
through upstate New York and
Western Mass.

The preface gives interpretation

of the first issue:

"The Raconteur has a straight-

forward goal. We wish to provide
reading entertainment with appeal
to all. To this end we solicit skilled

story tellers who, with individual

cant, will illuminate the human
condition: and the pleasure and
spark of the written word."

The main weakness of the
publication, though, is also what

the editors consider to be its major
strength, namely the attempt to

appeal to every segment of the

with a first kiss and marriage
proposal to an excellent piece of
short philosophical fiction about an
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Peterson is by far the best piece of
poetry in the book, while most. of
the others suffer from e.e.cum-
mings mediocrity. Finally, there Is
a children's section with a few
bedtime stories for the young'uns.

A generous intermingling of

graphics varies the layout from
fine to down right awful from page
to page; there is often an overdoing
of nice ideas which has a tendency
to take way from the stories.

In general Raconteur suffers
from a lack of consistency, a
problem which will have to wait for

the magazine to mature as it finds
its own direction.

All in all, openess for new,
diverse material is enough to keep
this publication around the coffee
table for a while.

reading audience. Works range
from a sappy vintage Seventeen
magazine story about falling in

love with the new teacher, ending

old man of the future, looking back
at the sixties when he was young.
The poetry falls into the same

problem. "Aging Woman" by Ruth

There is one final, interesting
statement on the back cover of the
magazine: a picture, unidentified,
of the house where Kurt Vonnegut
rented a room a long time ago and
wrote Player Piano it's a
beginning.

we gobble like starving men buried in food

when really we are porkers oozing in mud
what is this whose drum skinned form
beats angles of pain

stare into his eyes whose oily tears are really maggots
his child is dying

but hurry through the yard to the hill

run we run and the pant of blood pushes us up
squealing confusion encases us

as we are lopped off the cliff into the sea.

here

—Christopher Leighton

where never answers

Search—Lexis
Stretched across the sky

the flaired form flies downward

The little man t ?low with wide smile
and expectant arms

spread out to receive her

as she glides on by

She is gone now
He is still smiling.

reaching into eternity

like a feather.

beckons to her

above his head.

—Orion

Analysis
there are ashes on your forehead
holy communion from a sacred cigarette
fumbling through butts for redemption
you question philosophers
Rousseau died so left you widow to his

half truths and you never forgave him
mutter what will i do
primal scream or something freudian
all manifestations of a desire to be touched
seeping madness to your life through the cracks
in your morning coffee
begging recognition for glycerine tears
from anyone passing your door
duped by your forever innocence
or a line from a book read you
by some unsuspecting lover before you tired

of offerings or lacks
the prognosis is deadly
there is little hope for ones like you
the future bleak and second hand
simply

you're normal —Tyla
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CELEBRATE
Celebration by Harvey Swados,

$8.95, 348 pp., Simon & Schuster.

Reviewed by Ed Smith.

Novels about very old people are
not common. Novels about very old

people written in the first person
even less so. There is a good reason
for this situation. It is a very dif

ficult task.

First one must contend with the

physical limitations of a character
who is in his or her eighties or
nineties. The person may sleep a
lot, usually stays quite close to

home and may not have a totally

reliable memory. Second, action

must be confined to mental
gymnastics and the power of

conversation. Violence and travel,

wo common devices for producing
drama, are not viable. However, if

one can turn these limitations into

advantages, there is the possibility

of a good novel. Harvey Swados, in

Celebration, hat done it

magnificently.

The story is of an aving ra«."cal, a
few months short oi his ninetieth

birthday, who finds himself
engaged in a pitched psychological

battle with his secretary, his wife,

a group of young radicals,

numerous friends and former
students, but most of all his own
past.

Sam Lumen was a radical in the
cause of children's rights all his

life. He fought for them as a
journalist, as an educator, and as
an independent spokesperson when
no conventional avenues seemed
effective. Now, with his life nearly
over, the government wants to

dedicate a children's center in

Washington to him. Lumen is

honored, but torn because at the
same time he is approached by a
group called the Children of
Liberty who ask him to refuse the
honor and lend his support to their

cause, a rectification of American
history on the eve of the bicen
tennial.

Lumen is confused by these con-
flicts that he thought were gone
along with the years. He is troubled
constantly by dreams of his past.

He begins to mistrust all those who
surround him. He records all these
impressions dutifully in a diary
which is the text of the novel.
The first person, diary form of

Celebration is effective in its

verisimilitude. Swados uses
touches like having Lumen refer to

everyone by the first initial of their

first name. Some days Lumen
writes that he is just too tired to

write, other days he goes on for

twenty pages. Through the diary
form, Swados can reveal the

essential character, a man con
sumed by ninety years of living,

badgered by guilt and the inability

to say "screw it" to what he sees as
moral obligations.

James Swados

Lumen though is not a totally

reliable narrator. He misses days
at a time in his record and at other
times is not sure if he's forgotten
something or if people are just out
to confuse him. This may confuse

the reader as well, but in the end it

is what makes him a totally

believable creation.

It is through the acceptance and
belief in Lumen that the reader

comes to a belief in his story. Many
books, science fiction being the

greatest offender, work on the

theory that if the events are

fascinating enough, the book can

be populated with plastic

characters. It does not work. The
reader cannot identify and em
pathize with situations the way he

or she can with a character.

Swados' last novel is certainly

proof of that.

Dreams are used extensively in

this novel. Their main function

appears to be the reconstruction of

Lumen's past. It is here that the

book seems to hesitate a bit.

Through the dreams we see

Lumen's guiit about his past, but

they are hard to judge without

knowing more about what actually

did happen. The reader must try to

reconstruct fact from fantasy.

Where the dreams are effective

is in the area of Lumen's guilt. The
topic reoccurs throughout the book
as Lumen explains that no matter
how virtuous a life one might try to

lead, the incidents that we
remember are those that shame
us. He writes: "So we go to our

deaths, streaked with guilt, as we
come into the world, smeared with

blood."

The forgetfulness of Sam
Lumen, his sometimes cryptic

musings over his past and his

possible paranoic delusions about

he "help" he is getting from
friends all make this novel, if not

crystal clear, a moving piece of

art. It is a celebration of life and all

its complexities, the good things

and especially the experiences
which bring us to an understanding
of ourselves.

In the course of this novel

Swados achieves something
remarkable. He manages to

totally eradicate his presence from
the book. By the end of the novel,

one attributes lack of information,

and confusion to Lumen's own
personality. Not only does the

reader accept the character, but,

as well, the character's author

ship. What we learn in the book is

taught by Sam not Swados.

Brain Food
Cocaine:

Its History, Uses ar.d Effects

by Richard Ashley
S7.95 206 pp.
St. Martin's Press
Reviewed by Diane Ungar

Richard Ashley is a scholar in

love He expresses his love's

virtues as qualities worthy of

everyone's affection and respect.
And he simplifies his love's most
stringent weaknesses to almost
naught, as only a lover can do.

His love is cocaine
"Both resea. ".ners and users

agree that cocaine produces
euphoria, sexual stimulation, in

creased energy and reduces
fatigue. Users also insist it in

creases mental lucidity 'and
muscular strength, but most
researchers believe that users
simply "feel" this way rather than
actually have these attributes
Those researchers who have used
cocaine agree with the users."
Factual evidence floods every

page, though curiously less on con
troversial topics (such as the

frequency of users experiencing
"bad" effects) Regarding the

cultural and legal backgrounds of

cocaine, however, his facts do
paint illustrative pictures
Cocaine was first used in its

basic form, the coca leaf, by the

Incas of Peru. They engaged
heartily in coca chewing, for there
is a food scarcity in the Andes and
without coca, the average Indian
would have lacked sufficient
energy to work. They credited the

gods for their coca, and wor
shipped them for this gift of

strength and virility.

It was in the 1900s when Karl
Koller, a German physician,
discovered cocaine as an effective
'ocal anesthetic. It was also in the

early 1900s that the Harrison Act
made the sale of cocaine illegal in

the U.S., except by prescription.
Ashley blamed the media's

exaggeration of cocaine's bad
effects for its removal from the
common market. Besides sen
sationalizing its flaws, he claimed
the media presented biased
correlation by attributing sup
posed laziness, stupidity and
poorness of the "savages" of Peru
and the blacks and poor whites of

America to their use of cocaine.

His other interpretation of

cocaine's removal involves the

values of the American physician.

"It is much more complex, and
the first thing to understand is that

doctors love drugs and, like most
lovers, they are jealous and
protective of their love."

Although he promised in his

prologue not to linger on the evils

of the drug laws, Ashley lingers.

With the logic of a "street scholar"
he points out the dangers of black
market cocaine, adulterated with
the less expensive amphetamines.
"Users have on more than one

occasion charged a dealer with
cheating ihem after he sold them
high quality cocaine. They didn't

experience the kick they had

learned to identify as the kick of
cocaine."

The "kick" of amphetamine he
argues, has no doubt killed users
otherwise believed dead of a
cocaine overdose.
Certainly Cocaine offers an

intelligent view of drug reform, a
fascinating picture of an ancient
medicinal plant, and an informal
summary of Helpful Hints for the
Everyday Coke User. And yet, it

leaves one with clutching desire for
further clarification of am-
biguities.

Cocaine is valuable if properly
used. Ashley shows us that. But
after the stimulation where do we
go? Ashley himself answered this

in a pointedly brief chapter on
toxic reactions:

"Though toxic reactions are rare
(no statistics this time for sup
port), the progression is from
excessive stimulation to

depression and to death .

."

For all Ashley's enthusiastic
research, I heard the pathetic
strains of Dave Van Ronk's
"Cocaine Blues" when I finished
this book

"They say it's for horses,
not for men.
And I know it'll kill me —
just don't know when."
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Gospel Night

Ronnie Ingram Singers

Dorothy Love Coates

Campus Center Auditorium
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This
the Earth shoe!

Anne Kalso invented it

Everyone is trying to

imitate it. But just because
a shoe looks like the Earth
brand shoe doesn't mean

EglHJ the Earth shoe« WC Available at:

Amherst, Mass.: 264 No. Pleasant St.

Cambridge, Mass.: 14 Story St.
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Continued from page one
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Early Male Awareness?
Somebody put

it this way, "As a general rule, men threaten
me and I don't trust them. I teel threatened
by all acting situations and trust very few
people, except sometimes myself, when I'm
in them. So where does that leave me? It

would be so nice not to have to fear quite so
much the battle which will surely ensue with
the director afterwards, and concentrate
completely on the one already raging within
myself."

Surprisingly, the area where the most
change is occurring is within the technical
disciplines. Due, in part, to a sudden
awareness that physical strength does not
necessarily equal competence backstage,
more and more women are being employed
in what has traditionally been a male trade.
This is true at least at the University where,
not only is the costume shop, as expected,
run by women, but there are three women
graduate students and a healthy number of
undergraduates concentrating in scenic
design and lighting. The Bowker Auditorium
backstage crew is more than three-fifths
female, with no catastrophic results, and
nobody screaming about broken fingernails
or anybody's ineptness at climbing scaf-
folding or running dimmer boards or flying
scenery.

The women performing these tasks are
the first to admit that it took, initially, a
certain re-adjustment of head. "I was
starting from the premise that I didn't have
an aptitude for it, when in reality I did",
says one member of the Bowker crew. "It's
like a vogue pattern. It's common sense.
Now, I'm constantly trying to push myself to
see just how far the stereo type goes, by
doing things that most people think women
can't do." As to the various road companies'
reactions to an all woman crew, they are,
well, surprised, to say the least. "But once
we get working, it's readily accepted," said
another crew member.

Doug Gruber is the man behind the non
sexist Bowker hiring practice, and, although
he can offer no rational explanation for this
sudden influx, he is decidedly pleased with
the women who work for him. "I have no
qualms at all about hiring women. Aside
from some initial hesitancy about working
in what has always been a male field, there
have been no problems. Physical strength,
for the most part, just isn't a con
slderation." One is, of course, forced to
speculate about the market for female
techies out in that horrendous place referred
to as "the real world." Instinct tells me that
the picture may not be quite so promising.

Lest there be a price on my head by
nightfall, let me hasten to add that I am
neither an ardent feminist, nor out to see the
heads of the male-chauvinist pig oppressors
roll. I am only, quite frankly, miffed and
vaguely disturbed. In an art which deals so
intimately with self-expression and
discovery, it seems ironic that women are
not afforded equal opportunities for growth.
The roots of the problem lie deep, and, as
always, awareness is half the battle. There
are no easy solutions, nor any immediate
answers; there is only the possibility of slow
and steady change, and the thin, far-off

promise of women's eventual emergence as
sensitive and exceptional human beings in

the theater.

One of these fine days, the cast of
characters may indeed read "her husband,
her daughter, her mother, her sister, her
lover and her sister in-law." As one who
patiently holds her breath in anticipation of
the time when this is common practice, I

have but one thing to say to Arthur Miller,
Samuel Beckett, Edward Albee, Terrance
McNally, etc., etc. ad nauseum, and this is
this: may you live that long.

continued from last issue

Bach to the roots
As the more sober among you

may recall, last week's issue
contained phase one of the life and
musical crimes. ..uh, times, of
P.D.Q. Bach's eminent biographer
and excavator, Peter Schickele
The response was overwhelming:
Friday came, and everybody went
home. So, without any undue ado,
we continue with P.D.Q. (God, why
am I wasting my time on these
hack introductions when I could be
making a fortune in limericks or
something?). —Ed.

The Hardart — now,
that's an example of a beautiful

idea that was not my own, I mean,
that was the geneses of the whole
thing. Because Horn and Hardart
is a restaurant chain. The only
trouble with that title is that a lot of

people haven't heard of the
restaurant. Somebody just came
up to me at Julliard once and said
that somebody ought to write a
concerto for horn and hardart. The
Horn and Hardart is the old

automat, where you put the nickel
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in and get a cup of coffee. And I

still regard that as one of the great
ideas of Western man, and it was
soon after that, that somebody
came to me and my friends,
saying, "Look, we need a half a
concert. This pianist is doing a
concert, and he only has half a
program, and we need to fill up the
program with something. You guys
wanna do something?" And so, and
that was how the whole thing
started at Julliard. And we built

this incredible instrument, the
Hardart — which, unfortunately,
some of the notes looked better
than they sounded. But still, it was
a pretty amazing instrument.
(Replying to MB) Yeah, the
calliope is beautiful, too. Well,
that's Bill's work — Bill Walters,
it's built around an electric organ.
But, I mean, all the stuff on it, he
put on. It really is a masterpiece

MB: Where did you find out that

a hose makes a noise like that

(referring to the Lasso D'amore)?
PS: That was a little instrument

which was being sold as a novelty
instrument in Greenwich Village

about four years ago or something,
called the Freeka. And, I'm sorry,

it was being sold as that. And then,

what happened is, we started using
it, and then they stopped making it.

And so we had to find it, and we
were desperate there, for a while,

and then we found this, uh, tubing

which is used for, uh, swimming
pool vacuum cleaners, right, uh,
cleaners. And I'm sure that's what
the Freeka was; I'm sure that the
instrument was started by some
guy fooling around with industrial
tubing, and discovered that it did
that. And then, unfortunately, the
only draygy part ot it is, is that this
tubing that we can get now, that we
have an inexhaustable supply of,

as long as people clean swimming
pools, is bigger, and we had to

transpose the key of the piece; we
couldn't get the same notes. But
(replying to MB) No, it has to be
corrugated, that seems to be im
portant to it, a straight hose won't
get it.

DU: (asks what instruments PS
plays.)

Deerfield Drive-ln

Route 5 & 10

So. Deerfield, Mass.
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Uncle Ed's Breakfast
Rte.9 Hadley Center

Next to the Post Office

Breakfast Specials .99

Mon.-Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

OPEN
6 a.m. -2 p.m.
6 a.m. l p.m.
7a.m. -I p.m.

STABLES RESTAURANT

Showtime 7:45

Police Officer

Will Check I.D.

Under 18 Not Admitted

Rte. 9 Hadley

Opposite Mt. Farms Mall
•

Breakfast Specials 99*

Luncheon Specials from 99*

Dinner Specials from $2.99

OPEN 24 HOURS
*

The Double Reed

Slide Music Stand

PS: I, you know, play piano like a
composer, and I used to play
bassoon. As a matter of fact, last

Christmas I discovered a P.D.Q.
Bach bassoon concerto; I got it out
after 17 years, and started playing
it again.

BH: (Asks about a concerto for

dog which was on television, some
confusion about where it was
seen.)

PS: Oh, yeah — in New York you
saw this. Oh yeah, right, yeah,
there was a cantata, a Canine
Cantata called "Wachet Art".
(More garbled discussion of
"-Wachet Art.") Well, as a matter
of fact, I'm working on a book right
now. (Laughing) Don't hold your
breath, it won't be out till a year
from now, at the best. (MB asks if

posters are available, showing the
examples of P.D.Q. Bach's
notation which are used in the slide
lecture — the best known being a
staff so loaded with notes that it

collapses.) Yeah, everybody asks
me that. There isn't — I have been
trying to convince my partner to

make a poster of that, 'cause
everybody wants it. It'll be in the
book, they'll all be in the book. The
book is gonna be like a coffee table
type book, it'll have a lot of pic
tures in it. And they'll be in there.

MB: When I walked out of the
Town Hall, al the exit, there was a
bouquet, upside down, of dead-
looking plastic roses. Was that
yours?

PS: Oh, yeah, we decorated the

hall, yeah
MB: Cause it was like, "he

won't leave you alone." In the

morning my side still hurt.

PS: (Laughing) Well, no, in New
York, it's become a sort of a
tradition to try to have something
aside from the concert. At
Philharmonic Hall — a couple of

years ago, we had a P.D.Q. Bach
museum, with things on display, or
manuscripts, or whatever. And
we've had various things. Ifs a,

rt's a little — and we usually. .

.

(tape ends, is quickly
flipped over)

...and several butcher's aprons.
The year we did it at Lincoln
Center, we had a string quartet in

the men's room, playing live

Muzak. And we had a flutist in the
ladies room once, till the ladies'

room attendant kicked her out.

But, as I say, that's sort of a
specialty thing for New York, we
don't do that on the road.

DM: Thank you.

PS: You're welcome!

NORTHERN GRILL
No. Pleasant St. (at lights)

No. Amherst

BREAKFAST SPECIALS
OPEN

Mon.-Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

6a.m. 4 p.m.
6 a.m. l p.m.
7a.m.-l p.m.
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Strawbs reappear
by David Santos

Ghosts
Strawbs

A&M Records
Time: 41:07

Free Spirit

Hudson — Ford
A&M Records
Time: 40: 29

The Strawbs' lonq and illustrious

career now spans eight albums with the
addition ot their latest, Ghosts. Ghosts
can be best described as a mild
disappointment, for it lacks the
complete intensity and strength of last

year's Hero & Heroine or an earlier

Strawbs masterpiece, Grave New
World. (I personally believe that the

Strawbs could never make another
album on the level of Hero & Heroine;
it is just too perfect in music and
words.) Ghosts is more of a successor
for Bursting At The Seams. Both are
not themantic pieces like Hero or New
World, and both have high points and
low points.

Two major compositions dominate
Ghosts. Musically, they are typical

Strawbs workouts, alternating delicate

with overpowering moods. However,
lyrically they differ from past of-

ferings. This is particularly true of

"The Life Auction", which can be
termed blasphemous of the human
race. "Auction" is made up of two
parts: one deals with Dave Cousins'

impression of greed displayed at the

auction of a woman's estate and the

other, a description of a weedy, bleak

area of London. Cousins paints a

strinkingly ugly picture: "crippled
trees in leg irons — Wearily haul

themselves — Through another diluted-

acid day." Couple that with ap-

propriate music (distorted vocals and
eerie piano chords which gives away to

an amazing guitar—mellotron fusion),

and you have a highly emotional,

overpowering composition. Definitely

as impressive as other Strawbs songs
of this nature. ("New World", "Down
By The Sea", "Lay Down" and "Lay A
Little Light On Me").
The title cut nearly equals the

emotions displayed in "Auction".
Again, the lyrics tread new ground —
being inspired by a rather bad dream
on the road in Indianapolis. The music
equals the images of the lyrics — a
pleasant harpsichord-acoustic opening
that leads into more of Cousins'

emotion wrought vocals: "Tell me
children are you sleeping — Are you
innocent like me — May you never
cross the line — I hope your dreams are
not like mine."

A mild disappointment,

but still one of rock's

premiere attractions.

The remainder of Ghosts is for the

most part made up of the type of

material we've come to know and love

over the past years. "Starshine-April

Wine" is the best of the batch, and

surprisingly is written by bassist Chas

Cronk. My surprise is not that Cronk

wrote a good song, but lies in the fact

the "Starshine" uncannily leads one to

believe that Dave Cousins actually

wrote it. It suits him so perfectly,

especially the lyrics. Two shorter,

Standard Strawbs compositions round

out the good material. "Lemon Pie" is

a very catchy number and could serve

as a great single. "You & I (When We
Were Young)" is one of Cousins' better

ballads.

The other three offerings left,

"Grace Darling," "Where Do You Go
(When You Need A Hole To Crawl In)"

and "Don't Try To Change Me", simply

fall short of the mark. "Grace Darling"

in particular is frustrating in that it's

spoiled by overproduction. It could

have been one of the best tunes Dave
Cousins ever wrote. "Where Do You
Go" is embarrassing, sounding like

(ugh) Cat Stevens. "Don't Try to

Change Me" is worse because it totally

sounds out of place.

The current lineup of the Strawbs is

the strongest since the original Hudson-
Ford-Wakeman days. A key part of any
Strawbs lineup has been their keyboard
slot, now ably filled by John Hawken.
He's especially delightful on mellotron,
piano and harpsichord. And one could
not say enough about Dave Cousins:
founder, leader and major songwriter
of this wonderful band. Since his

founding of this band back on the only-

imports Strawbs Ips', Cousins &
Company remain one of rock's premier
attractions.

(Speaking of imports: the second
(Strawbs) and third (Dragonfly)
Strawbs albums are still only available

as imports and not likely to be released

over here. However, Strawbs fans- take

note: both Ip's are now released as a

package called Early Strawbs. This is

a great one for the price of two offer

and should not be passed up. Cousins

contributes extensive liner notes on the

group's history).

Richard Hudson and John Ford both

left the Strawbs shortly after 1973's

Bursting At The Seams lp. They were
also ironically responsible for the

band's only hit single, "Part Of The
Union." Soon after their departure,

Hudson- Ford released an excellent

debut album called Nickelodeon, from
which two English singles were culled.

Needless to say, Nickelodeon went
nowhere in the States, about par for

any good, unknown English band.
Free Spirit is pretty much in keeping

with the same formula that made
Nickelodeon so good. It is a fairly solid

lp from start to finish, featuring some
of the best "commercial" FM material
you'll hear in a long time, and longer,

more expansive pieces. "Silent Star" is

the best of the longer songs, being a
rather good tune for everybody con-

cerned. "Such A Day" harks of early
Strawbs lineage, about the Witchwood
era, containing a very antique folk feel

to it. Most H-F songs are marked by
some rich harmonies that few other
bands can create. Couple that with
intelligent lyrics, such as in "I Don't
Wanna Be A Star", and generally in-

ventive melodies ("Silent Star",
"Floating In The Wind" and "Take A
Little Word"), Hudson-Ford are a band
with much potential. You'd do well to

catch some Free Spirit.

Transcending decadence?

B.

Ratings: Ghosts— AB; Free Spirit —

Still Mshtins the dirtbass

The Law, Language,
and Lenny Bruce
LENNY BRUCE

(Warner Bros. SP 101)

Total Playing Time: 34:05

Lenny Bruce saw through a lot of things, and
one of the things he knew about was the traps a

culture gets into when it refuses to look beyond
itself If you don't look back and find out where
you got your present traits, there's a tendency
to be self righteous about your Culture. Things
were different before, they'll be different in the

future, and they're different now for other
people As the man says here, for a rabbi,

"virgin" is not a merit badge, whereas for a
priest "Ass" was the normal word at one
point, like "Sheep", until some got classy and
introduced "Derriere" and "Mutton" Your
culture, our culture, any culture — no system is

the alpha and omega. Are we any better than
Adolph Eichmann? asks Bruce. He watched
the Jews burn in the ovens, a horrible thing, but

is it worse than burning our enemies at a
distance? See Hiroshima. ..So Las Vegas is Sin

City? Bruce say^. it's a direct result of St

Paul's decision to give up sex forever

Members of a culture with no sense of history

don't take too kindly to being told that their

lifestyles will ultimately disappear — it was all

accidental to begin with. In the mid 60's,

Americans with no sense of nistory were
particularly adverse to hearing "offensive"

language used honestly — as a legitimate

means of self expression, as a way to dismantle
our cultural pretensions. Thus Lenny Bruce's
many trials and his ultimate death. But until he
died, he continued to push us to a cross cultural

understanding of how we live, trying to force us
to take a step back and see ourselves as we
were. "How did the Jews and the Negroes get

into show business?" Do you see that by trying

to enforce obscenity laws, you're not protecting

morals, just "punishing untalented artists"?

What are the semantics behind the concept of

bestialty? And what are the rules of this

corrupt system, and why aren't they followed

even by those who wrote them?

Ten years or so later, we can look back on the

60s with a comfortable and dangerous

smugness. Comfortable because of course we
can see that Lenny Bruce was right, and what

fools we were, and etc and so on Dangerous —
oecauseof what fools we are now Listening to

Lenny Bruce demands giving up our cultural

pretensions. And those pretensions, now more

than ever (as someone once said), must be

given up. —David Miller

There's One in Every Crowd
ERIC CLAPTON
(R SO Records)

A qradual step in the right direction,

Clapton's still thinks he's the white Bob
Marley, but there is a trace of his old intensity.

A friend and I decided after repeated listenings

that there are only four good cuts on this

release, of which only two rate as excellent.

What is left constitutes the absolute dreck of

any new material I've heard I would be more
than embarrassed to produce something as
insipid and unimaginative as the reggae
rendition of "Swing Low Sweet Chariot". Swing
low, indeed, Eric! One of the four or five worst

arrangements ever put on vinyl. Of course
there's the obligatory sequel to that rancid Top
40 ditty, "I Shot the Sheriff"; "Don't Blame
Me" is the title, and Clapton delivers a

nauseated qualude inspired vocal over a

lukewarm reggae beat.

Eric Clapton

There s one in every crowd

A great deal of potential, mostly wasted
artlessly.

No sense in further elaborating on something
that's not deserving of even a cursory listening.

To look at the bright spots, "We've Been Told

(Jesus Coming Soon)" is a spirited reworking
of traditional gospel blues, and exhibits a

much improved backup band than on 461

"Better Make It Through Today" has a casual,

rainy day air, and some nicely subdued tex

tures provided by the band. "Opposites" is a

moody, dirgelike piece which only bores one as

the vocals proceed; but as the song segues into

an instrumental passage, the mood becomes
almost majestic as the subtle interactions of all

players proves their all too little displayed

abilities as a unit. Clapton adds some delicate,

precise slide to build the passage to a swirling

climax. "Pretty Blue Eyes" contains a simple

but extremely appealing chorus and a nice,

breathy Clapton vocal. "High" is what I've

been starving for. An imaginative melody
combined with the best lyrics of the lot, plus the

sole snippet of incendiary guitar work we are
allowed to hear almost make this album worth
the wampum for all us Claptonians. Such a
tease, though; as just when that marvelously
unique Clapton guitar begins to take off with

emotional power, the cut quickly fades out. All

I hope for is that this tune is a taste of things to

come.
Derek (aka Eric) has developed his vocal

potential about as far as it can go. As I've said

in the past, he's never a virtuosic singer but a

very effective one; he seems to have better

realized his strengths and weaknesses, in effect

to become an intelligent singer. Yvonne
Elliman does a fine job of smoothing any rough
vocal edges, and the band itself is evolving into

a unit worthy of some kind of recognition

rather than just "Clapton's backup". I sense a

great deal of potential in Eric Clapton's present
musical incarnation, but I'm afraid that on this

album most of that potential is wasted art

lessly. Let if rain.

—Kevin Pelletier

The Restful Mind
LARRY CORYELL

( Vanguard VSD 79353)

Be forewarned that the majority of my
friends were not thrilled with this album, and
only a few expressed mild enthusiasm. But I

am thrilled with it.

Granted, it is not something you'd listen to all

the time, nor would it make you tap your feet or
snap your fingers to it. Yet considered as a
work of art, I feel that it is an album of stark
beauty But of course not all art is appreciated.

Guitarist Coryell, a major force in the jazz-

rock genre, provides with this album a marked
distinction and departure from the direction
any of his previous recordings took. From the
quasi Eastern sound of the opening piece to the
obvious Classical influences inherent in the
remaining compositions, The Restful Mind
offers music of somber elegance, profound in

its simplicity.

And Coryell's playing is in top form. Unlike
his previous recordings, where he sounds
irritating at worst and repetitious at best,

Coryell here demonstrates his skills to good
advantage. His lines are fluent, his chords are
enthralling, his use of harmonics is

imaginative. Also unlike his previous recor
dings, the bulk of this album is performed on
acoustic guitar.

Fellow musicians included on this release
are most of Oregon, guitarist Ralph Towner,
bassist Glen Moore and Collin Walcott on tabla
and congas. They work well with each other —
nobody gets in the way. But at the same time it

is clear that this is Coryell's album.

All compositions were written by him except

for Ravel's "Pavane For A Dead Princess",

which receives a lovely solo treatment by
Coryell (and is one of the album's highlights).

Perhaps it is because I am a guitarist that
I'm so impressed with this album, yet I think
that if you enjoy mellow, pretty, restful,

searching and at the same time (to a degree)
heart rending music played with genuine, non
superflous artistry, you'll be impressed too.

—Ken Blanchard

Nuthin' Fancy
LYNYRD SKYNYRD

(MCA-2137)
Time: 37:15

With this, their third album, Lynyrd Skynyrd
are ready to take their place as the No. 3

Southern band, right behind the rapidly
deteriorating Allman Brothers and the rapidly
rising Marshall Tucker. The turning point in

Skynyrd's career was the huge success of their

previous album, Second Helping, featuring the
hit single "Sweet Home Alabama." Who'd have
ever thunk it back in '73, when they were the
forgotten warm up act on The Who's
Quadrophenia tour? Now, The Sound of the
South rises again. Hoorah!

*

Nuthin' Fancy is as apt a title as any for this

work". It is straightforward and hard drivin',

with one or two laid back country tunes thrown
in for good measure. Side one starts off with
"Saturday Night Special," a song with an anti-

handgun moral. "Ain't good for nothin'," sings
vocalist Ronnie Van Zant, "but put a man six

feet in a hole." Yet, on the very next song,
"Cheatin' Woman," he sings, "I'm gonna get
my pistol, girl, I'm gonna shoot you and end
your world. Then you won't bother poor me." A
bit of a contradiction, eh? "I'm A Country Boy"
is a nice cut which sums up the rural sen-
timents prevalent in Rebel Rock. On side two,
"Am I Losin' " (my personal fave) tells the
story of how life changes when you gain fame

and money. All of -a sudden
you lose the things that you
used to enjoy way back
when. "Made In The Shade"
is one of those basically

simple, more laid back
ditties. Instruments include
a coke crate, symbolic of just

how loose the band treats this

piece in comparison to most
of the deeper songs.
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Young Americans
David Bowie
(RCA APL1-0998)
Total Playing Time: 40:06

With only a couple of quib-

bles, this is probably the finest

work which Bowie has done
since Ziggy Stardust — ap-

propriately, too, because
Young Americans signals an
abandonment and a tran-

scendence of the Ziggy Star-

dust myth. That myth involved

the projection, onto a cosmic
plane, of the rock superstar's

rise in power and subsequent
consumption by that power.
Bowie was Ziggy Stardust in

many ways, self-consciously

theatrical, playing the part of a
superstar. But identification

with the myth must
necessarily involve belief in

the final consumption which is

a part of it — a fatalistic at-

titude which leads, if not to the

Ann Sexton exit (no disrespect

intended), then to creative

stagnation. Thus Bowie's
Diamond Dogs. Fortunately,

Young Americans picks up on

and develops those aspects of

the Stardust myth which leave

room for growth, primarily, a
belief in the unification of

humanity through electricity

— rock music, electric media
("Turn on your TV, we can
pick him up on Channel Two"
— "Star Man"), and the like.

Having done all that con-

ceptual stuff, which we'll get

back to in a minute, it's im-

portant to note that the album

by David Miller

isn't totally given over to a them — as the "It ain't over"
single theme — another one of backing chorus suggests,
its virtues. "Win", "Fas- "Fascination" is a song of love
cination", and "Can You Hear right on the edge of desire —
Me" are concerned with one- "... I've got to use her — Every
to-one relationships on a time I think — Of what she

Is glitter dead? As old Captain Trips knows, "the
thing about being a success is that there's no future in

it."

terrestrial level. "Win" in- pulled me thru dear —
volves a certain amount of Fascination moves — Sweep-
tension between the singer and ing near me". "Can You Hear
a very tense other, with Bowie Me" is the smoothest song here
looking for a way out between — an attempt to make contact

with a former lover and find

some peace.

"Young Americans" and
"Somebody Up There Likes
Me", as the album's two main
songs, deal with two sides of

the electric media problem.
"Young Americans" tells

about being wiped out in the

present, life moving too fast for

those former youth of

tomorrow, now just entering
their designated roles to find

out that the roles have
disappeared. Alienation, pain,

and defensive boredom result

from being pushed without
warning — "Do you remember
President Nixon — Do you
remember the bills you have to

pay — Or even yesterday ...

Would you carry a razor — In

case, just in case of

depression"? "Somebody Up
There Likes Me", on the other

hand, is a celebration for

everyone of the post- Future
Shock mind. We are all blessed
and "Born of the TV tube",
knowing that "leaders come
and all the people know — That
given time the leaders go" —
all of us saviors. "Across The
Universe" and "Right" ex-

pand this feeling of forward,
positive motion in the universe.
"Right" is charged, full of

confidence, singing about
"never no turning back".
"Across The Universe" is the

Beatles' song, of course, with
Lennon singing backup and
playing rhythm. Bowie's
rendition of the song is a bit

melodramatic and heavy-
handed at times, but the
performance is charged with

conviction and has many
moments of brilliance. The
final song on the album is

"Fame" — a fitting rejection

of the consumptive aspects of

the Ziggy Stardust myth —
"Fame — it's not you brain —
it's just up the flame — That
burns your change to keep you
insane". There are better
things than fame, at the last.

The music on Young
Americans is generally ex-
cellent, with David Sanborn
particularly outstanding as a
saxophonist on "Can You Hear
Me", "Win", and "Somebody
Up There Likes Me". The
band's performance ranges
from the sharp counterpoint of

"Fascination", "Right", and
"Fame", to the great in-

tensities of "Young
Americans" and "Somebody
Up There Likes Me". One
quarrel with orchestration lies

in "Can You Hear Me".
Besides being too long, the
song contains completely
superfluous writing. An old

familiar trap ... The vocal
work is very fine throughout,
with Mr. Bowie frequently
making use of his bass-
baritone registers, and to good
effect. It looks like Young
Americans is pointing to a
transcendence of decadence,
and a passion for growth which
is all too rare. Is glitter ob-

solete?

Hell bent for goofballs
Duit On Mon Dei

NILSSON
(RCA APLl-0817)

Total Playing Time: 32 31

A fine album by a fine
group still on the rise. Give
Lynyrd Skynyrd a "fyne
tyme" A-.

—Ross Nerenberg

Harry Nilsson and Randy Newman have
been aligned in my mind for some time,
although they're really quite different in many
ways. Certainly the Nilsson Sings Newman
album has a lot to do with it, but thinking it

over, I realize that both of them, Newman more
than Nilsson, seem to be concerned with the

difficulties which many people face in

achieving even an ordinary standard of living.

There's a lot of pain behind even banality. We
can laugh at the old pervert in Newman's "You
Can Leave Your Hat On", but part of the song's

power is our realization that his twisted mode
of thought is the only one that holds any
meaning for him — he "knows what love is".

And so, in a slightly different way, with Nils

son's Ouit On Mon Dei, achieving even an
average life seems to require a lot of work.

There are cycles involved in this striving,

and a lot of different angles. On the one hand,
"It's a Jungle Out There", as the song title

says, and at the end, the question comes up of

"Was it all worth it? And who buries who?
("Down By the Sea")". Seeing the dream come
true is filled with obstacles, but at the end
there's rest - "Turn Out the Light" is all about
letting go — "Don't be afraid— It's time to say
Goodnight— Pull down the shade— And hold
each other tight." And there is "Home" to

search for, a place to find rest — "Home can
make your heart beat faster as you near the

door." "Salmon Falls" is the clearest
statement of this duality, this continual cycle —
"Each drop of rain— Falls a million times its

own length— To crash upon earth's floor— And
with its pain causes life to start anew." And the
whole album ends with "Good For God" — the

opposite of Newman's "God's Song". Here God
is being congratulated on the hard job he's got
— brought down to human level in order to

really share some thanks.

Duit On Mon Dei also has

some fairly kinky things in it.

"What's Your Sign" is a fairly

vicious satire of a subculture

which uses the trappings in

place of real communication
(not a parody of astrology) —
"They said you never made it

with a Gemini". "Puget
Sound" is a little fantasy on
being stared at, not being

treated for real, complete
with a quote from "Paper

Moon", Easier For Me"
deals with another odd
duality — finding love

through the acceptance of a

rejected woman. Finally,

"Kojak Columbo" displays the twisted kind of

eroticism which results from TV addiction, an

existence shaped by media messages — "TV is

here to save us— And to tell us what to do". All

ot this eventually gets back to the subterfuges

and honest deceptions which too often go into

survival — all filled with humor, of course, to

make it bearable.

The album's music is lovely — Van Dyke
Parks has assembled and coordinated a real

army here. The production is consciously

theatrical, regardless of whether the sound is

immediate, as in "Easier For Me" 's chamber
orchestra, or filtered and removed, as in "It's

A Jungle Out There" and "Down By the Sea".

The textures range from "Good For God" 's

drinking song ambiance, to the reggae of

"Home", "Puget Sound", and "Down By the

Sea", "Turn Out the Light" 's sparkles, and the

shifting and pulsating of "Salmon Falls". (This

last actually owes more to Perry Botkin's

arrangement than to Klaus Voorman's music,

which is fairly pedestrian.) Generally
speaking, Duit On Mon Dei is probably one of

Nilsson's finest albums — the man continues to

grow, and that's rare among popular

musicians.
—David Miller

Let There Be Music
ORLEANS

(Asylum Records)

It's high time someone sung the praises of

this finely honed outfit from upperstate New
York. John Hall, the principal writer for the

band, has been quoted as saying that poor

promotion is the reason for Orleans' relative

obscurity until now. These guys deserve a

break; looks like this album might be it.

It's been many moons since I've heard such a

tightly meshed American rock band (the

Allman Bros, is the last I can remember).
Everyone plays with both restraint and

potency; no one voice or instrument exerts an
overpowering will upon the others. Unity is the

name of the musical game here. More than one

person has commented to me that Orleans mu
sic just sets an omnipresent air of optimism
loose from your turntable, and that's as apt a

description of the musical tone as I could

muster. John and Johanna Hall cover most of

the writing tasks. Their tunes are either up
tempo, middle energy rock garnished with

background acoustic guitars and some light,

appropriate production touches; or they are

ballads discussing slightly syrupy subjects like

lost love Mistake no doubt, though. This isn't

John Denver in quadriphonic personification.

These dudes can howl, as on "Cold Spell" John
Hall and Larry Hoppen only emphasize here
what the rest of the album establishes; this is

the finest dual — guitar team on the boards at

present. That's not to say they're anything akin

to, say, the old Allman Betts coalition. Hall and
Hoppen more often will strive to complement

each otner's lines, each occasionally taking the

spotlight briefly. It would be a crime not to

commend the rhythm section. Wells Kelly's

drum work fills out where many lesser lights

fall apart at the rims, and Lance Hoppen's bass
is so sparse and creative at the same time that

I still can sit down and just listen to his lines. To
put it succintly, Orleans is a rare bird on the

scene. Their energy in the studio tells me they

must be an M.F. of f live act.

An omnipresent air of optimism.

Hall and Hall aren't the only writers, as all

the band members have contributed songs to

their two releases. Look for Lance Hoppen's
"Let There Be Music" to garner some AM
airplay. This is how Top 40 rock should be.

'Nuff said. I've been known to be full of

maggots at times, but this time there's no
mistakin, this disc would be a fine investment
in musical enjoyment tor any and all takers

—Kevin Pelletier

Alto Artistry

BENNY CARTER
WILLIE SMITH
PETE BROWN
(TripTLP-5543)

This album of mid 40's jazz features four

selections each from renowned alto
saxophonists Benny Carter, Willie Smith and
Pete Brown.
Carter, the only one of these three still alive,

had a smooth swing style that is very pleasant
listening. The quintet performing Carter's
selections includes the bebop ish piano of

leader Arnold Ross, and the superb unam

plified guitar solos of Allan Reuss. Presently

Carter concentrates on writing and arranging
television and motion picture scores.

The full blowing sound of Willie Smith's sax
is complemented by pianist Arnold Ross once
again, and by the not far short of amazing
guitarist Les Paul, who takes some really

tricky solos (electric). It is reported that the

legendary alto saxophonist Charlie Parker
owes a great deal to Willie Smith.

The disc Is rounded out by four tunes

exemplifying the hoarse edged tone of Pete
Brown's sax. His compelling swing is enhanced
by a rhythm section featuring J.C. Heard on

drums, Milt Hinton on bass, and Kenny Kersey
on piano.

All legends in their own time, all im-

mortalized.
—Ken Blanchard

Who Do You Outdo?
LON and DEREK VAN EATON

(A&M Records
The glossy album cover portrays these

brothers as your average hip young dudes
They sound English but are way too tan to be
from anywhere but California. And everyone's

fave producer Richard Perry lends a hand to

this one. As with most every album he has
done. Perry's touch is as important in the

sound as the artist he works with, if not more.
In this case it is about equal, and that makes
for a respectable effort.

The hit on the album is "The Harder You
Pull, The Tighter It Gets" which is all a hit

should be — catchy, hummable and vibrant.

The rest of the album isn't quite as good, but

there is really only one low point, a dizzy ditty

called "Do You Remember", a touching tune

about losing one's virginity. It's a tacky, over-

blown number about a subject that is too

ephemeral for the Perry—Van Eaton ap
proach. But most all else clicks. This is one of

those trendy, jaunty records that will sum up
the sound of 1975 for you on a spring day in the

future of 1977.

—Craig Ml 3438 Roche

Two Sides Of The Moon
KEITH MOON

(Track MCA 2136) time 29:42

While this is not, perhaps surprisingly so, an
album to predicate your life and crimes upon,

and bears many marks of a certain ov«?r-

ripeness (Moon plays drums on only two
tracks, sings all of 'em...), this record is really,

well, gash, it's just, nothing to get sweaty
about, but, I, er, mean, just through a^glance
you'll see, uh, that is, most people having
two... Fun is a rare commodity, and 'ere it is.

Sort of.

Mooney's put too much time into this for me
to really slag this disc. But still, maybe a bit

less time' was needed to let the real Moon, uh,

shine Too short, too. (No, the record.)

A 'More Moon cheek needed' C.

Mike "Motion Use Only' Kostek
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:Mum Under the Influence
A WOMAN UNDER THE IN-
FLUENCE
Directed by John Cassavetes

Reviewed by Joe Quinn
The Amherst Film Co-op's

recent New England Premiere of

John Cassavetes latest film, A
Woman Under the Influence,
proved to be a successful and in-

teresting pairing of two parties

who had previously received
critical acclaim, but remained
financially unrewarded. The film's

two sell out showings in Sage Hall

at Smith College were by far the

most prosperous events yet
sponsored by the adventurous
members of the film co-op, who
were admittedly dumbfounded by
being in the unfamiliar position of

having to turn people away.
Similarly, John Cassavetes, who
has garnered little more than lofty

praise for the artistic merit of his

past movies (Shadows, Faces,
Husbands, Minnie and Moskowitz),
has achieved a large measure of

popular success with A Woman
Under the Influence, and deser
vedly so. Cassavetes has fashioned
an incredibly powerful and searing
film, and two of the finest per
formances of the year.

The "woman"' is Mabel Lon
ghetti (Gena Rowlands), whose
emotional stability is suffering in

the wake of mounting inability to

perform as the wife of her working
man husband, Nick Longhetti
(Peter Falk), and mother of three
children. Mabel is trapped. She
does not derive the happiness and
personal fulfillment which she is

led to expect from her housewife-
mother role, but is incapable of

operating outside of that context.

The situation compels Mabel to

perceive her troubles as personal

inadequacies; she does not con-

sider for a moment that her

problems might be structural. The
socialization process which
prepares women for subordinate

roles in the culture (the family,

work life, etc.) has therefore

worked perfectly on Mabel.
Accepting her role without
question, she must try even more
desperately to carry off what is

expected. Her subsequent
disappointments, and their effects

on her crumbling sanity, are

devastating.

Ms. Rowlands portrays Mabel on

a very personal level, with a depth

of feeling and emotion indicating a

clear perception of Mabel's
dilemma. Since the movie
chronicles Mabel's errosion into a

state of nervous collapse, it is also

a painful performance to witness.

Behavior which initially appears
only "kooky" and embarrassing,
rapidly and disturbingly
deteriorates. When Mabel falls

apart at the seams in an absolutely
gut wrenching scene, Rowlands is

physically and emotionally per
feet. Mabel's nervous breakdown
— the mental disorientation, the
incoherence, the emotional suf

fering, her feelings of betrayal
when Nick finally agrees to

commit her to a mental hospital —
is so powerfully and effectively

portrayed, it is difficult to imagine
an actress who could put more of

herself into a performance. Her
stunning characterization, integral

to the success of the film,

delineates the limits and frus-

trations accorded Mabel by her

position.

As Nick, Peter Falk brilliantly

conveys the character's distress

ing difficulty: at the same time
loving Mabel, and feeling deep
affection for her, while not know
ing what to do as he watches his

wife's sanity disintegrate. He lacks

the understanding and patience
she desperately needs, and
ignorantly demands that the "old
Mabel" simply reassert herself.

No thought is given as to what
Mabel's own needs might be, not as
Mabel the housewife, or Mabel-

performance — his grutt veneer

and frequent bursts of anger
directed at Mabel display Nick's

inability to cope rationally with her

situation. Beneath the anger and
seeming insensitivity, however,
Falk transmits the character's

frustration and inner turmoil. He
tries, but fails to help or un
derstand Mabel, because he cannot
see that he is an integral part of her

problem.

In a tense and unrelenting film,

John Cassavetes (writer and
director) has confronted the double
bind within which many women

With the exception of a surprising

technical blurb (the appearance of

a microphone in one scene, which
drew gasps from some in the

audience), Cassavetes direction is

unique and exciting. He has
created a film of rare intimacy,
evoking a poignant and realistic

atmosphere. The intimacy at times
reaches almost unbearable in-

tensity — the audience is com-
pelled to become involved with
Nick and Mabel, and eventually to

realize and hopefully feel some of

the frustration Mabel, the woman
under the influence of society, the
culture, of her husband and
children, has experienced.

The movie is important, not only
for its own artistic excellence, but
because so few films are being
written about women today (this

film, and the recently released,
Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore,
starring Ellen Byrnsten are the
only two current exceptions). The
impact of A Woman Under the
Influence may encourage other
filmmakers, producers and
directors to deal with the subject of

women, hopefully with the honesty
and sensitivity which Cassevetes
has d'splayed.

the wife, or Mabel the mother, but exist— not feeling fulfilled by their

as Mabel the woman, because Nick
only understands these functional

levels of Mabel's personality.

Falk's is also quite a physical

positions as housewife mother, but

unable to advance effectively
outside the home due to a wide
range of inequalities and a
socialization process which serves
to "keep women in their place".

Kit Browne

The MFA The way lun is going to be

Linda Bond
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Linda Bond
MFA Thesis Show
Herter Gallery
April 6-11

Linda Bond's paintings deal with
the patterns of nature. Free pat
terns such as scrawlings and dabs
are contained in geometric shapes
that are generally rectangular.
These abstracted landscapes
present a rather ordered view of

the fields and trees around us, but
an order that celebrates both the
repetition and variety of natural
patterns. Sometimes the geometric
areas are defined by actual lines,

like fences perhaps, but in several
cases, a work will consist of two
canvasses, and the space between
them serves as the line. This
regularity has a calm effect: as
you look you feel that the world
shown is as it should be. Linda's
colors vary from rain muted to

sun brightened to reinforce a
mood, but the patterns are in

themselves strongly suggestive, as
the black and white lithographs
prove.

Ron Michaud
MFA Thesis Show
Herter Gallery
April 6 12

At first I found Ron Michaud s

works very confusing, for the first

few skirt the edges of his theme.
All are actually drawn with a china
marker, except the very first, and
I'm still unsure of its point in the

show. The china marker presents
two distinct textures by being

applied heavily and delicately. Up
close this was intriguing for a
while, but then the novelty wore
off. Then a surprising thing hap
pened — I began to see a
remarkable depth of space ap
pear ing. What close had been
impressions of texture, tone, hard
vs fading edges, flatness. At a
distance, after so many variations,

these elements all joined forces
and took form into many
overlapping planes. The shaded
light areas ceased to be "lighter

color" and became shadows. White
planes curve up over colored ones
instead of cutting through them.
Aha! There is a certain joy in

discovery.
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food drinh dancing

by Lori Leiderman

About three months ago, the
Kalihi Kai Restaurant went the
way of many of the over priced,

mediocre eating establishments in

this area. The pseudo Polynesian
eyesore on Route 9 in Amherst then
became the South China. Unfor
tunately, the new management has
not significantly improved the

prices or the cuisine.

There are a few excellent
selections at the South China that

make it impossible to rule the

restaurant out entirely, though.

Probably the biggest improvement
over the Kalihi Kai is South C ..o s

Pu Pu Platter. For those who want

Appearing

TONITE — SUN.

Big Screaming

McGrew

a late night snack or a light dinner,

a Pu Pu Platter is a welcome
change from grinders and pizza.

For $7.25, you receive a Lazy Susan
filled with fried shrimp, barbecued
chicken wings, egg rolls, bar
becued spareribs and Gold Fingers
(another chicken selection). The
platter encircles a hibachi with

wooden sticks to crisp each morsel
of food. South China's Pu Pu's are
better than most, with portions

large enough to feed two people
with advanced munchies to four

people with dainty appetites.

Another unusual dish at the
South China is the sizzling steak for
two. At $8.65, the steak is a more
than adequate serving of steak
topped with ham, shrimp, pork and
Chinese vegetables over fried rice,

served on a sizzling hot plate. The
dish is very impressive and made

Theatre:
Holding the corn

in its place
PIRATES OF PENZANCE
by Gilbert and Sullivan
Directed by Carolyn Schade
Bowker Auditorium
April 3, 4, 5, 6

Reviewed by Maria Richmond

UMass Music Theater Guild productions play to consistently full

houses for one reason: they are consistently good. Pirates of Penzance
was no exception. The voices were good, if not the best projected. The
costumes were a riot. The choreography very appropriate The players
seemed to be enjoying what they were doing. What more can you ask of
any play?

Gilbert and Sullivan plays are by nature corny. Director Schade
thankfully played up this corniness The characters were all stock sillies

dressed in fantastic costumes over reacting to every situation. The
circumstances of the play are absurd enough to require this. But this is

not a put down at all. I loved this production. (Corn indeed has its place.

)

With all that is happening in the world, a good silly play does the soul
goc* »«h thi« nrnduction did not pretend to be any more or less.

Stock Sillies: Major General Stanley and wards.

Paul Doran played Frederic, the "slave of Duty'' with appropriate
melodrama and agony. Gwen Seferian as his love, Mabel, was dutifully
loving -and dumb. A high school drama teacher once told me that the
young lovers are the most boring part of a play: he was right They sing
pretty songs and make something for the other characters to play off of,
but it is the others you really enjoy I do have to admit that when Mabel
sang about how much she would miss Frederic, it was a really moving
moment.

The other characters were great. Among the most noticeable was J

Paris Finley as Major General Stanley, a complete turkey. He was stuffy,
honorable and had medals on his pyjamas. Just great He managed to
overcome the problem a person in their twenties faces in playing an older
person really well Jack Haskell as the Pirate King also managed the
transformation. He, along with the other picates gave a glowing picture of
"nobel men gone wrong", pirates with soft hearts.

Congratulations to Gail Brassard on her costume design The
maidens began in too adorable pink outfits with bustles that bustled ai the
right time. Their second act night gowns were equally appropriate. The
Keystone Cops costumes and actions worked well for Frederic's police
force. It was a pleasure to see costumes that are not only fitting for the
play, but well executed and allowing the actors to move.

All in all, the Music Theatre Guild has put together another tight, well
done play. Encore.

with a great deal of savoir faire at

your table.

There are many lower priced
entrees ranging from $2.35 to $4.00

also. The South China has a
complete selection of normal
garden variety Chop Suey's, Chow
Mein's and the like which are on a
par with the unimaginative and
inauthentic Chinese food generally
found in this area — sorry Wok
lovers.

The only thing that makes the
South China a less desirable choice
is that their prices include no rice

and no dessert. Sweet lovers must
be satisfied by reading the bill and
Chinese food epicures must pay
extra to sop their sauces with rice.

Unfortunately, I can recommend
no better Chinese or Polynesian

restaurant in this area. But if your
cravings are serious and you're a

genuine connoisseur, get in a car

and drive to Boston. A trip to the

periphery of the Combat Zone is

worth the price, and after the meal
you can watch the free sideshow
outside the Two O'clock Club.

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47

Sunderland
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Nominated for 11 Academy Awards

Best Actor&«; wumi b'si

piaure

2nd SMASH WEEK
Eves Godfather 11/30

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NJTES • ALL SCATS $1 00

[<netna± y
AMMl HST MAUI I V LIN*

a documentary film

ERICH VON DANIKENS

"CHARIOTS OF THE GODS"

SAT., APRIL 12th in 1ANAR

at 7:30-9:15-11:31

film times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Amsrcord. 7-9:15

AMHERST CINEMA
Ruling Class. 7:00

Producer*. 9 00
CALVIN THEATRE
Godfather II. 730

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Stepford Wives. 7 9 00
That's Entertainment. 7-9:00

Woman under the Influence. 7

945
OEERFIELD DRIVE IN
Show starts at 7:45

EASTFIELD MALL CINEMA
Reincarnation of Peter Proud.
730940

MT FARMS 4 THEATRES
The Sting. 6-8:30

The Front Page. 6 15 8 30
Amarcord. 5:30 6:00
Lenny. 6:15 8:30

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Waldo Pepper. 7:20 9:30
Funny Lady. 8:00

Shampoo. 7:15-930
Lenny. 7:30 9:45

The 4 Musketeers. 7:40 9:30
Towering Inferno. 815

"THE FIRST
REALLY FUNNY

X-RATED
MOVIE EVER
MADE! A

CLEVER AND
BRILLIANT SATIRE."

—Kevin Saunders, ABC-TV

I

"THE ONLY
REALLY FUNNY
MOVIE SINCE

WOODY ALLEN'S
'BANANAS'."

—Roger Greenspun, New York Times

M ... ITS MIND IS SO SANE, ITS
IMAGINATION SO FREE, AND
ITS FANTASIES SO LOGICAL,

THAT IT BECOMES SOMETHING
EVEN MORE RARE THAN GOOD
SATIRE,THAT IS, IT BECOMES

GOOD DIRTY SATIRE."
—Vincent Canby, New York Times

is there

after death?
•frrio, BUCK HENRY • ROBERT DOWNEY
MARSHALL EFRON • HOLLY WOODLAWN
JIM MORAN • EARL DOUD RUBIN CARBON
FEATURING TIB INTERNATIONAL BEXBOWL
areawtad, i»on ead ea seled ay

JEANNE and ALAN ABEL
•••<<•»• pudwif *ClfASfO Br UM FILM OSTWSJUTCKS INC

MICHAEL ROTHSCHILD «*<».,-0™. g
FRIDAY, APRIL 11, 1975 CCA.

6:30 8:15 10:00 11:45
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AMHERSKV**
AMITY ST

MEL BROOKS
( The Insane Genius)

The mid who brought you
"Blanng Saddles" and
"Young Frankenstein" now
brings you the funniest of

them all

253 S426

O TOOLf IS FUNNY
DISTURBING
DEVASTATING'

A BRILLIANT FILM-
STUNMINO'

pnntiMu rr
ALASTMSM v

TNE PRODUCERS n THE
RULING CLASS

Eves The Ruling Class — 7 00. The Producers - i 00

MONDAY t TUESDAY BARGAIN MTES • ALL SEATS Jl 00

* AT'
OF SMITH COLLEGE

iODEMY-
icwviusic P

i NORTHAMPTON

_ NOW — 7:00 & 9: 15

FRANCO mmmm„
CRISTALDI'S FFLN

T ROBERT
RADFORD

ITIIR

FRRROUU
L^

p<; o

TH€
GR€flT
GRT/BV

[mtmn iwwmci miniwn—i «(MfUr*J*j !"!•£)

Thursday, April 10

OttfriMeJ by

Nfyi*JO»tOPiCfua(S

the original versionimmmi

S.U.B.

7 i 9:45 75

TRUFFAUT

Bed & Board/Stolen Kisses

7 ft 10:30 8:45

BOTH films for 75"

S.U.B.

&̂.
<®
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Five College Area:
Jungle of Cities, Dickinson Hall,
Performing Arts, Hampshire,
April 10, 11, 12, 13 at 8:00 p.m.
The Cavern, Studio Theatre, Fine
Arts Complex, April 10, 11, 13, 15

19, 2-26 at 8:00 p.m., April 13 and 20
at 2:00 p.m.
Kyogen National Comic Theatre of
Japan, Bowker, April 19 at 8:00
p.m.
Beast With Two Backs, Fine Arts

Complex, April 24 & 25 at 8.00 p.m.
Heritage, Theatre 14, Smith, April
25 at 8:00 p.m.

Black Theatre Workshop, HalLie
Flanagan Studio Theatre, Smith,
April 25 8. 26 at 8:00 p.m.
The World of Lenny Bruce,
Bowker, May 2 at 8:00 p.m.

Springfield:

The Guardsman; Stage West,
nightly, May 7-10.

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,

Stage West, nightly except Mon-
days, April 19 — May 10.

Hartford:

Afternoon Tea, The Hat tford Stage
Company, March 21 — April 27.

Fiddler on the Roof, Bushnell
Memorial, April 20.

Boston

:

Odyssey, Colonial Theatre, April 1

*6.

H.M.S. Pnafore, Boston Ligh*
Opera Ltd., Madelein Lee Theatre,
April 11, 12, 25, May 2, 3, 9, 10 at

8:00 p.m.
Marcel Marceau, Shubert Theatre,
May 13-24.

f
&<i

Poetry
Robert Bly, Emily Dickinson Hall,
Hampshire, April 16, 8:00 p.m.
Barbara Howes, Daniel Hoffman,
Kathleen Spivack, New York
Room, Mt. Holyoke, April 19, 10:30
a.m.

T. Carmi , West Lecture Hall,
Franklin Patterson Hall, Hamp-
shire, April 23, 7:30 p.m.

S*

Performance:
Naiads, Nope Pool, April 10, 11, 12;

8:00 p.m.

University Concert Dance Group,
Bowker, April 16, 17, 18; 8:15 p.m.

Participatory:

Heymakers Square Dance Club,
Cape Cod Lounge, S.U., 8:00 p.m.,
Tuesdays.

airt

i

i
t

?
-»
o
a<

Ia

AREA EXHIBITS
Jones Library — Photographs by
Ralmon Jon Black on display
during April, black and white as
well as color prints including
technical data.

3o
O

Dance and Exercise Workshop, 8

week course, Valley Women's
Center in Northampton, Wed. and
Thurs. 12:30-2:30, or 5:00 7:00
starting April 16. Infor. 268 7266.

International Folk Dancing Club,

Cape Cod Lounge, S.U., 7:30 p.m.,

Mondays.

Israeli Dancing, Cape Cod Lounge,
S.U., 8:00 p.m., Wednesdays.
Dance Free, Campus Centre, 101,

7:30 p.m., Sundays.

Square Dance sponsored by ARA
Outing Club and Phi Delta Sigma,
Chapin Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke,

April 11, 8:00 p.m.

Springfield Museum of Fine Art —
Academic Artists Association
National Exhibit—the 26th annual
exhibition of this national art
society, April 6 May 4.

Levereft Craftsmen and Artists
Inc. — Spring classes spinning,
weaving, watercolor, pottery,
stained glass, paint and collage, oil

painting, batik, gravestone rub-
bing, children's arts and crafts,
and children's animated film-
making—for details call L C8.A
253 9062.

The Bitten End Gallery — Fred
Becker, prints

FIVE COLLEGE EXHIBITS

Amherst College — Mead

Gallery—American and Dutch
Paintings (primitive collection)

Hampshire College Gallery —
April May Student Examination
Shows.

Mt. Holyoke College — Two con-
temporary Chinese artists. April 7-

20.

Smith College Museum of Art —
Five anonymous American
paintings, through April 21 —
opening April 10, Paintings by
Alice Neel through May 4 —
Photographs of Renaissance Art
by Clarence Kennedy through
April 20.

UMass Herter Hall Gallery —
M.F.A. Thesis Shows, Linda
Bond, Paintings Ron Michaud
Paintings through April 12.

Brown, Lindsay Paintings M.F.A.
shows.

Student Union Gallery — Gene
Laford B.F.A. sculpture "UN-TI-
TLED" April 13-16.

Prescriptions

Delivered

Everything looks worse in black and white

The Quest
by Daniel Finneran

Once upon a time there was a

man whose mind and soul were
aflame with desire, for he sought

the answer to the question of

existance. This flame within him
burned brighter than the fires that

destroyed the ancient city of Troy;

and if unquenched would also

destroy him. To answer his

GLOBE 586 0935
Northampton

THRUSAT.t!
Jean Couteau's
7:00 A 9:00

Beauty and

the Beast
The Harder,

They Come
11:00 Fn 8. Sat.

Mean
Streets

Sun

-

Tues.H

SI. 00

7:00and9:10
Mon'. & Toes.

questions he would spend hours
omnivorously reading the words of

the greatest sages the world has
known. Philosophy, Theology,
Literature each led to the other and
back again. The thoughts of men
ancient and modern and all in-

between he consulted; even those

who were held to be fools and
charlatans. His search lasted
many years and led him around the

world several times. Often he
thought he had found the answer,
only to be proved wrong. Finally,

the day arrived when he knew he
was on the right track.

At a recently excavated tomb in

the Valley of Kings near Thebes in

Egypt, he discovered a certain

passage on the North wall of a

temple of Thoth. In the inscription

was a name that he had seen only

once before, five years ago in

India. In both cases the trans
lations produced the same name,
a name that could only be trans-

lated as: The One Who Knows.
The rest of the message led him
back to India and that ancient and
eldritch scroll upon which he had
first read the name.
He spent two more years in India

investigating the message upon thr

scroll. Consultation with the
greatest Indian philosophers and
holy men produced nothing; even
they were baffled by the scroll. The
only certainty in the scroll was that

name and a reference to a village

on the border of what is now India

and Tibet. It was more than a long

shot, but he set out to scour the
border in search of a village that

could have vanished thousands of

years ago. He stopped at every
village and every spot that looked
as if it might have been a village.

Eighteen months later he found the
village mentioned in the scroll. In
the village was a legend of a man
who long ago set off for the
mountains, where he is said to still

live.

With crude directions from the
villagers, he left to find the man

who was known to both the ancient

Indians and Egyptians as The One
Who Knows. Months passed, and
several times he thought he would
surely die. Several times he almost
did. For one week he wandered in

circles, delirious from fever. At

one time he was almost swept
away by an avalanche. At another

a fall badly sprained his ankle.

However, the time came when his

months of braving the cold and
solitude were rewarded.

Upon reaching the top of a
particularly dangerous ledge, he
saw a cave in the distance. At the

mouth of the cave was a man. As
he walked towards the cave he
could see that the man was very
old. At the same time he could see

the power of this little old man. For
though there was snow on the

ground, and the air bitterly cold,

and the wind blowing fiercely the

old man wearing only a loincloth

was sitting in the lotus position

upon the snow. If he was cold, or in

any way affected by the en-

vironment around him he did not

show it. Not even his thin wispy
beard was disturbed by the wind.

As the seeker approached, the

old man opened his eyes and slowly
bowed. His heart pounding, the

seeker moved closer. "Are you The
One Who Knows?" he asked with
trembling voice.

Once more the old man bowed,
this time in answer to the question.

Now his years of search were
over. Soon he would know the

secret of the universe. Soon the

riddle of existence would be solved.

With quivering lips, the man asked
the question whose answer he had
been seeking for the past twenty
years.

"Tell me please, what is the

secret of the universe? What is the

true meaning of life? Why have we
been placed upon this earth? What
is the purpose of our existence?"
Slowly the old man raised his

head, as if listening to some
heavenly music. Soon he lowered
his head and looked deeply into the

eyes of the man before him. And
with a soft, but clear voice the old

man spoke.

"My son, that is the worst Ronald
Colman impression I have ever
heard."

Every Eve at 7:30-9:40

Mat. Wed Sat Sun
1 30 3:30 5:30

Reincarnation

Proud
D'esentation «2>~R

Filmed in Springfield,
Holyoke, Amherst, North-
ampton, Deerfield and other

local areas.
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by Jeffrey Polman

+ + + + the Taj Mahal
+ ++ Lincoln Center
+ + Baystate West
+ John Adams Middle

AMARCORD+ + + +
Fellini's newest masterpiece, a

visual rememberanceof his Italian

boyhood, photographed with
thoughtful splendor and loaded
with amusinq symbols, Federico
has been long famous for. A treat

from one of the cinema's more
confusing but spontaneously loved

filmakers. (Academy of Music and
Mountain Farms Four)

BEYOND THE VALLEY OF THE
DOLLS+ +
One of my good friend Russ

Meyer's more recent abortions of

taste, this time depicting a crew of

mammoth chested actresses who
slide in and out, in and out of

various movie sets with the
pceudo serious intentions of

oecoming stars. Whereas real

hard core movies psychologically
release your inner libido and leave

you in a good frame of mind at the

conclusion, it is groin larcenies like

this which are responsible for nine
out of ten projectionist rapes and
donut assaults (C.C.A., 4 12, 7, 9,

and 11)

CHARIOTS OF THE GODS+ +
Did meatheads from outer space

visit the Earth a million years ago
and establish pre historic massage
parlors? Is the Connecticut River
really all that remains of a once
turbulent stream of the Green
Giant's urine? Erich Von Straken
asks many mind-reversing
questions about the origins of our
planet, but doesn't answer any of

them in this innane "documen
tary". Kirk and McCoy watch this

every weekend on the Enterprise
and laugh their asses off.

(MAHAR, 4 12, 7:30, 9:15 and
11.00

DIRTYMOUTH??
Another contrived documentary

on Lenny Bruce, this one starring
Bernie Travis as the deceased
comic. Pretty soon we'll have
Richard Nixon playing him.
(Amherst Cinema)

EMMANUELLE+ +
A new skin flick, which like most

of the other failures, tries to satisfy

the viewer by not satisfying him.

Here we have Penthouse style

photography coated over the

perverted proceedings. (Campus
Cinema)

FUNNY LADY+ + +
Barbra Streisand and James

Caan shine in the musical sequel to

Funny Girl. An excellent evening

of entertainment if you like

Streisand and or musicals, but

Recognize this headline?

honestly, aren't you getting sick of

sequels? (Showcase Cinemas)

THE GETAWAY + + + +
A sam Peckinpah thriller, his

most entertaining, about bank
robbers that actually make it to

Mexico unscathed. Ali MacGraw
can't act her way off of a cliff, but
Steve McQueen saves the film

from being anything below
dramatic excellence. (TONIGHT
in MAHAR, at 7 and 9:30)

THE GREAT GATSBY++
This thing had great promise,

but Paramount Pictures made
three drastic mistakes in the pre
production stage: 1) they over
publicized, 2) they hired Jack
Clayton, a British director, to

make a film which is totally about
America, and 3) they began
shooting it Redford, Farrow, and
Bruce Dern are fairly decent as the

leading characters in the F. Scott

Fitzgerald classic, but it is the

direction which nosedives the film.

Peter O'Toole and Katherien
Hepburn received Oscar
nominations for their roles in this

historical drama about King
Richard. Thematically, it's

something you might see on
Hallmark Hall of Fame, but its

power and insight raise it way
above the television level.

(MAHAR, 411, 6:45, 9, 11:15)

THE MALTESE FALCON+ + + +

LENNY++++
Du-fin Hoffman's finest two

hours as Lenny Bruce, the dead
comic who is more famous today
than most of the living ones. Bob
Fosse directs in a black and white
documentary style designed to fill

in unaware viewers on the basic

highs and lows of Bruce's life and
wife (Valerie Perrine). Chock full

of hysterical human situations, and
alternately depressing ones.
(Showcase Cinemas and Mountain
Farms Four).

There is too much nostalgia and
not enough character depth, and
the rapid fire, high spirited credit

sequence which destroys the
peaceful mood at the end is enough
to make you hide your eyes. But
then there's the stars...and the

color. ..and the costumes. ..and

there you are, shelling out the

money. (TONIGHT in the SUB., 7

and 9:45)

THE LION IN WINTER+ + +

Humphrey Bogart's most
famous role, as Sam Spade, in this
1941 detective classic. Peter Lorre
and Sidney Greenstreet almost
steal the show in their supporting
performances, but John Huston's
crack direction keep the show from
getting off balance. A must.
(Herter 227, 4 15)

SHAMPOO+ +
The first film about a hair

dresser features Warren Beauty as

the scissorstud who keeps his

customers after shop hours. Julie

Christie, Goldie Hawn, and Lee
Grant play his girlfriends in this

tight, nicely photographed, but

incredibly overrated saga of

adultery, sex before marraige (ye

gads!), and other assorted hot

combs (Showcase Cinemas)

THE STEPFORD WIVES+ + +
Katherine Ross stars in this Ira

Levin chiller about a mad plot to

replace wives with look alike
robots in a small New England
town. The idea is almost silly, but
may someday be possible, so the
action keeps one's attention with
the unique kind of crispness only a
horror story can offer. (Campus
Cinemas)

STOLEN KISSES — BED AND
BOARD+ + +
Sequels number 2 and 3 to

Truffaut's early, the 400 Blows,
featuring the adolescent ad
ventures of a young man and his

eventual marriage, which occurs
by the time Bed and Board comes
around. They are both injected

with that special brand of coherent
lightness which pervades much of

Truffaut's work, although here you
might find your head floating away
after four hours of it. But as a brief

sampling of recent French cinema
it remains an ingeniously chosen
double bill. (SUB., 4 13, 7, 9, 11)

A WOMAN UNDER THE IN-
FLUENCE++++ etc.

John Cassevetes' masterpiece of

human emotion, laying bare the
inner workings of a woman's
nervous breakdown. It's enterning
its fourth week at the Campus
Cinemas, which proves we can all

be affected by another's sorrow if

we only try.

5 Colleqe Films

AMHERST COLLEGE - Merrill
Science Center
Fred Astaire and Ginger

Rogers: the Gay Divorcee (1934)
(4 11, 7.30 and 9:30), Humphrey
Bogart To Have and Have Not
(1944) (4 11, 4 12 8 and 10)

HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE —
Franklin Patterson Hall

Eisenstein: Old and New (4 11,

800 p.m.)

SMITH COLLEGE - Sage Hall
The Paper Chase (4 12, 730 and

930)

MT. HOLYOKE COLLEGE —
Gamble Auditorium
Steve McQueen: Love With the

Proper Stranger (1964) (4 11, 7:30
p.m.), Good News (1947) (4-13,

2:00 p.m.), Hooker Aud — Man of

Aran and the Village (4 10, 8:00);
Hooker Aud. — Hepburn and
Tracy: Without Love (1945) (4 12,

7:30)

How about this one?
LOCAL MUSIC

May Apple — Mt. View Frolics, April

10 11

Johnny Walker Blues Band — Mt.
View Frolics, April 12

Muffin Band— Red Pantry, April 10

12

Hamilton Bates Blue Flames — Lazy
River, April 10-13

Forest — Steak out, April 10-12

Doc Sullivan - Pub, April ^0 11 (3 6

p.m.]
Great Pretenders — Pub, April 12 13

Actual Proof — Blue Wall, April 10 12

D.J. — Pub, April 11 (9 11)

Home Cookin' — Hatch, April 10 12

Sheila & Loveflame — Hatch, April 10

Stacy Leeds T.O.C., April 10 12

Big Screamin' McGrew — Rusty

Nail, April 10 12

Muffin Band Rusty Nail, April 13

Concerts

(T - Indicates Tickets on sale at

CC Hotel)

UMass
Gospel Festival - April 10, CCA. (8

p.m.)

Black Musicians Concert, "A Tribute

to Cal Massey" -April 11, S.U.B. (8

p.m.)

Amherst College

(All music at Gerald Penny
Memorial Black Culture Center)

Unsung Heroes — April 12, 9 p.m.

Sound Revolution - April 19, 4 p.m.

David Wave Trio — April 26, 9 p.m.

Springfield

Johnny Winter-James Cotton Blues

Band April 11, Civic Center, T
John Denver — April 15, Civic Center
T
Tony Orlando & Dawn May 2, Civic

Center T

Aerosmith — April 25, Civic Center T
Jeff Beck—Mahavishnu Orchestra —
<Vpril 26, Civic Center T
Lou Reed—String Driven Thing —
May 4, Civic Center T
James Taylor — May 17, Civic Center
T

The Lettermen
Center, T

May 22, Civic

West Harford
David Bromberg—Aztec 2 Step

—

Jayne Olderman — april 12, Music
Hall

Cape Cod Colliseum

Paul Anka — April 26

Boston Pops — May 20, Tentative

Providence, R.I.

John Denver — April 17, Civic Center
SOLD OUT
Seals & Crofts — April 19, Civic

Center
Ike & Tina Turner - April 24, Civic

Center
Lou Reed — April 25, Palace Theatre
Frank Zappa - April 26, Palace
Theatre
Tony Orlando & Dawn — April 30,

Civic Center

Aerosmith — May 3, Civic Center
Frankie Valle — May 10, Civic Center
James Brown— May 11, Civic Center
Frank Sinatra — May 12, Civic
Center ON SALE
Boston Pops — May 18, Civic Center
J. Geils Band — May 24, Civic Center

Boston
Kenny Rankin — April 10, Jazz
Workshop
Miles Davis — April 10 13, Paul's
Mall
Bobby Blue Bland — April 10 13,

Sugar Shack
Little Feat—Allen Toussant — April
11, Orpheum T
Charles Mingus & Friends — April 11,

Symphony Hall

Superstramp — April 12, Orpheum T
John Prine — April 12, Symphony
Hall

Passport - April 14, Paul's Mall
Jose Feliciano — April 14, Harbour
House Hotel

Ecstacy, Passion & Pain — April 14-

20, Sugar Shack

Aerosmith—Wishbone Ash—Foghat
— April 18 19, Boston Garden, T (11th
Sold Out)
B.B. King—The Persuassions —
April 18, Roberts Center, Boston
College

Robin Trower — April 20, Music Hall
T
The Main Ingredient — April 21-27,
Sugar Shack
Lou Reed—String Driven Thing —
April 24, Music Hall T
Alice Cooper—Suzi Quatro — April
?6, Boston Garden T On Sale
Frank Zappa-Roy Buchanan - April
27, Music Hall T (Two Shows 7 8. 10)
Creative Source — April 28 May 4,

Sugar Shack
Jeff Beck—Mah-ivishnu Orchestra —
Music Hall, May 3 T
America — Music Hall, May 4 T
Maria Muldaur — Roberts Center,
Boston College, April 25
Dr. John — Commodore Concert
Club, Lowell April 18

Wendy Waldman—Tim Weisberg —
Harvard Square Theatre, April 30
Janus Ian — Paul's Mall, April 8 20

Alternate meeting approved

Trustees review union policy
By DONNA FUSCO

Staff Reporter

By failing to notify the UMass Board of

Trustees Committee on Student Affairs that

the SGA wanted it to review the Student

Union Enabling policy, a full vote on the

Policy could have been delayed until the

summer.
The Trustees' Student Affairs Committee

meeting scheduled for April 15 was cancelled

when it appeared that there were only a few
items on the agenda, but an alternate

meeting was scheduled yesterday when the

committee was notified of the students

desire to have the Committee study it.

A meeting to discuss the Policy, which

sets the guidelines by which a student union

can be. formed, is now being tentatively

scheduled by Alan Shaler, Chairman of the

Committee, for Tuesday, April 22.

Shaler emphasized this is a tentative

arrangement worked out yesterday over the

phone with Gladys Kieth Hardy, secretary of

the University.

Hardy cancelled the meeting in a memo
dated April 8 because of a "lack of items on

the agenda." SGA President Rick Savini was
notified of the cancellation yesterday
morning.

Hardy said after consulting with Shaler,

they agreed there was "nothing on the

agenda that couldn't wait."

Both she and Shaler told the Collegian

yesterday they were "unaware of the

unionization question."

Savini said yesterday that he hadn't talked

to Hardy or Shaler but he had spoken at

length with Vice-President of the University

Peter Edelman and Chancellor Randolph

turn to page 9

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY TELEPHONE 545 3500

weather

Soft winds arouse me, as I lie

in the sun.

With temps in the fifties, I've

only begun!
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Governors
approve 1976

CC-SU budget
By FRED NOBLES

Staff Reporter

With certain stipulations in-

cluded" the Campus Center Board

of Governors last night approved

the 1976 Campus Center-Student

Union budget. The budget requires

no change in the $64 annual

Campus Center fee payed by all

students.

Incorporated into last night's

budgeting process were two
proposals to "evaluate the

feasibility" of cutting the budget

further.

Board member Chris McCarty

introduced a motion charging the

board's program council to in-

vestigate the possibility of

establishing a student committee to

program TOC, Blue Wall and Hatch

entertainment.

McCarty said such a committee

would cut $11,000 out of the

budget by eliminating the need for

both an assistant beverage

manager and an auxiliary services

manager.

In support of the motion, board

member Sally Gotschall said that

"students know better what groups
they want to hear than non-

students do" Gotschall further

pointed out that the establishment

of a "Talent Selection Committee"
would make the elimination of one
of the full time positions possible

because the committee could do
much of the time consuming work
of auditioning bands.

Food Services Manager Phil

Amico said he thought it was a

good idea but the extra full time

position should not be eliminated

until an adequate program could be
implemented.
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Over coke and popcorn, Jeff Taggert and Mark Bennett, along with the rest of the

Campus Center Board of Governors discuss the budget for the upcoming year last

night.

The board also voted to evaluate

an hourly employee position in the

fast foods operation.

Board Chairperson Jeff Taggart

said the board "hired the assistant

fast foods manager with the un-

derstanding that he would stay only

until the new food manager learned

the whole operation."

The elimination of the assistant

would cut the CC budget by $8,000.

Chairperson Taggart announced

at the beginning of last night's

meeting that he had received a

response from Vice-Chancellor
Robert Gage concerning the

turn to page 9

Ford requests $1 billion, troops

to rescue South Viets, Americans
Compiled from Wires

WASHINGTON - President Foro asked

Congress yesterday to provide within the

next nine days nearly $1 billion in aid for

South Vietnam and to give him authority to

use troops to rescue Americans and tens of

thousands of South Vietnamese.

"A vast human tragedy has befallen our

friends in Vietnam and Cambodia," the

President reported in his nationally broadcast

address.

Specifically, in his State of the World

address to a joint session of the House and

If Senate, Ford requested $722 million more in

aarms and $250 million in economic and

I • humanitarian aid for the Saigon government.

I- The $972 million combined military and
Itt.

________ _p economic request for South Vietnam more

nrfinrtiT MMfefft __U k tnan triP,es tne $30° million Ford sought in

PRESIDENT FORD delivers niS January and wnjcn Congress has not yet

State of the World address to a joint approved.

Session Of Congress. "The national interests of the United

States and the cause of world stability

require that we continue to give both military

and humanitarian assistance to the South

Vietnamese," Ford said.

Ford asked nothing for beleaguered

Cambodia. Administration officials said it is

too late for aid - Cambodia's fate would be

decided in a matter of days.

He also called on Hanoi to halt all military

operations in South Vietnam, and said he is

urgently asking the nations who signed the

1973 Paris peace accords, including Russia

and China, "to meet their obligation to use

their influence to halt fighting and to enforce

the 1973 accords."

Many in Congress said they were stunned

by Ford's request of $722 million in new

military aid for South Vietnam. He also asked

$200,000 in humanitarian aid, and Congress

promised to be generous.

"I can't conceive of this Congress voting

$722 million in military aid for South Viet-

nam," said House Democratic Leader

Thomas P. O'Neill.

"There would have to be a complete

turnaround in the opinion of the American

public - as I read it talking with members

when they came back from the Easter recess

— to support such aid."

Jackson, the Washington Democrat who

is running for the presidential nomination,

dismissed Ford's military aid request out of

hand.

"Oh. it's dead," he said. "$300 million

Ford's first request was dead. I don't know of

anybody on the Democratic side who would*

vote for it."

Ford said Gen. Frederick C. Weyand, Army

Chief of Staff just back from a fact-finding

trip to Saigon, said the South Vietnamese

"urgently" need the $722 million in military

aid "if there is to be any chance of success

for their defense plan."

turn to page 9
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seeks independence
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Journalist describes

'oppressed' Namibia
By JAN ALEXANDER

Staff Reporter

Calling the Southwest African country of Namibia
"the most oppressed country in the world," British

journalist Roger Moody spoke yesterday afternoon

before an attentive audience of 15 persons.

Moody said that on May 30 the United Nations will

make the crucial decision as to whether Namibia

deserves independence from Southwest Africa. The

journalist has been in the U.S. since January forming

action groups for Namibian independence.

Up until World War I, the country was under the

control of the German government which created

genocide between the tribes to take over the far-

mland. The population dropped by 50 per cent,

Moody explained.

After WWI, the country was turned over to England

and later to Southwest Africa. In 1966, the General
Assembly declared SW Africa was illegally in control

of Namibia, according to Moody.

The journalist said the country is a wealth of

natural resources including uranium, copper, far-

mlands, fish, and Persian lamb pelts. "All of the
minerals are in the hands of the whites, said Moody.

"The question of what to do with the minerals has
not come up," he said, "because Namibia has been
too busy trying to become independent."

"60 countries fish in Namibian waters, taking 90 per

cent of the fish supply," he said. "In the meantime,
one half of all Namibian children die due to protein

deficiency."

Aside from an interest in Namibian resources, the

U.S. sees all of South Africa as "A soft underbelly for

American defense," said Moody. "NATO is invoked

as a reason for U.S. military involvement in South
Africa."

In reference to South Africa's apartheid. Moody
said a 1971 memoradum by the National Security

Council laid out quite specifically that the State Dept.

would maintain a dual attitude toward South Africa,

and not disrupt the apartheid.

"I don't think the Pentagon is prepared to see white
South Africa fall," he said

Roger Moody points to map
lecture on plight of Namibia.

during yesterday's

5-College budget increase spurs bus proposals
The big problem has been overcrowding' — Soule

By NANCYDAWSON
Staff Reporter

Approval of a record $236,000
transportation budget has allowed
the Transportation Committee of

the Five College Student Coor-
dinating Board (FCSCB) to propose
further improvements in the Five

College Bus System.
The 1975-76 budget was ap

proved on March 21 by the UMass
Chancellor and the Presidents of

the other four colleges in the area.

Robert Soule, an Amherst
College representative and head of

the FCSCB Transportation
Committee, said this year's budget
increased from $190,000 in 1974-75
and $105,000 in 1973-74.

The FCSCB contribution of

$50,000 to the newly approved
budget came from student
government allocation at all five

colleges, said Soule. As stated in a

report *rom the Transportation
Committee, "This financial stake in

the system has enabled the FCSCB
to gain a significant voice in policy

making."

"That shows student intensity in

the matter," Soule commented.
Head Manager of the Five

College Bus System, Robert
Jordon, composed the budget and
justifications for it. Soule said, "we
never would've gotten it through
without him."

"Jordon is very pro-bus, pro
student," he said.

According to the Transportation

Committee report, the proposed
improvements for the bus system
are:

— The addition of a third bus on
Route 2 (Smith-UMass-Amherst)
with buses leaving every 20 to 25
minutes.

— Half- hourly week end night

service.

— A two-way radio com-
munications system for all the

buses to aid in driver supervision

and the handling of breakdowns.
— The employment of a full-

time, professional Head Manager.
— The creation of more student

jobs.

"The big problem has been
overcrowding and the buses are

running erratically on the week-
ends right now," Soule said.

Four bus routes presently serve
the Five College area, where there
were only two at first. The bus
system originated in 1967, along
with the start of Five College
coordination.

"The system has improved every
single year. I don't see too much
more expansion after this and the

Presidents don't either because
they're shelling out a lot of money,"
said Soule.

The improvement proposals will

be presented for approval next fall.
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By AL COLARUSSO
Staff Reporter

SBA Inc., a student-managed
corporation of doctoral candidates

in business, has recommended that

the administration immediately
establish an office of dormitory

space rental sales and bring in

occupants during the summer
period as an alternative to the

Universal Resource Fee.

The SBA report, requested by
the Graduate Student Senate, says

a substantial market exists for low-

cost housing to accommodate
church groups and popular group
conferences. An increase in dor-

mitory revenues could be realized

by seeking this market, according

to the report.

"Purdue University and several

Midwestern state universities have

lowered the losses or increased

revenues on dormitories sub-
stantially by attracting these group
conferences," the report says.

Groups such as the Latter Day
Saints, Seventh Day Adventists,

church women, church laymen
groups and youth conventions, the

report adds, are eager to find

housing but are not considered
customers for convention hotel

sales because of the lack of money.
At the same time, the plan would

not represent a major competition
to the local hotel and motel in-

dustry.

They would find an "overflow
effect" from large conferences
since speakers, professional staff

and certain higher income at-

tendees would probably prefer

private hotel accommodations,
according to the report.

Also benefiting from this plan

would be: local business, campus
cultural and fine arts events, the

bookstore, parking, and em-
ployment to many full and part-time

personnel.

SBA Inc. estimates that $2.5

million could be raised during the

summer of 1976 by initiating this

plan. The figures are based on 70
per cent occupany of 10,000 gross
rooms at $6 per room.
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Happy Hour
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Fine Arts Center will reopen to public events
By FRED GOSIEWSKI

Staff Reporter
Public performances at the Fine

Arts Center (FAC), which have
been suspended by Amherst due to
inadequate sewerage facilities in

the town, are still scheduled to
begin next semester as previously
announced, according to FAC
Director Frederick Steinway.
"As of September, we will be

able to use it (the FAC) for public
events," he said, adding that the
building is being used only for

academic purposes at the present

time.

Amherst, under orders from the
State Division of Water Pollution
Control, refused to connect new
buildings to its sewer lines. The
town has been under a restriction
from the state for three years,
according to Amherst Town
Manager Allen Torrey.

Last October, construction on a
new outfall sewer, which connects
the sewerage treatment plant in

Hadley to the Connecticut River,
began. Torrey said that completion
of the new line is expected "by
summer."
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Fine Art toilets await Amherst approval for link-up
with sewer system.

Torrey added that the sewer line

was not constructed because the
Fine Arts Center opened recently.

Rather, he said, it was necessary for

Amherst to satisfy the requirements
to have the three-year-old
restrictions lifted.

Steinway said that last year,

UMass Director of Planning H.J.

Littlefield applied for an exemption
to the ban on connecting new
buildings to the sewer. However,
the exemption was lif.^d only for

academic purposes. Steinway said

the reason behind this partial

exemption was that the changing
of academic offices on campus
would not add to the sewerage.

Public performances that would
attract larger audiences were not
exempted from the ban. "The town
did not want performances that will

bring people on campus," said

Steinway.

"I think they had visions of 2000
people coming in here every night,"

he added. The Concert Hall in the
building seats 2000, and the theater

holds 650.

Steinway, who became director

last June, said someone should
have anticipated the inadequacy of
the sewerage facilities in Amherst.
"No one really looks down the

road and plans for the future," he
said, adding, "Suddenly they wake
up and look in the mirror and realize

it is a crisis."

Three academic departments
have already occupied the Fine Arts

Center, and they are the only three

scheduled to have offices there,

according to Steinway. The
Departments of Music and Theater

Arts are "fully in and operational,"

he said, while the Department of

Visual Arts has not yet completely

moved in.

Noting that there has been a

"•.remendous increase in interest"

in the arts, Steinway said that, "for

the first time, the arts have proper

housing." He also said the off-

campus region will benefit from the

Fine Arts Center, especially since

the area will have "a proper concert

hall" for the first time.

Expecting the Fine Arts Center to

be operational this fall, the Arts

Council has scheduled two sym-
phonies for the new building. The
Boston Symphony Orchestra,

conducted by Seiji Ozawa, and the

Boston Pops, conducted by Arthur

Fiedler, are booked for two con-

secutive niahts this October.

Witke tells of wife

of Mao Tse Tung
By MEREDITH MANNING

and E/LLEN GAVIN
Progressive News Service

Roxane Witke, a specialist in Chinese women's
history and a member of the East Asian Research
Center of Harvard University, discussed her historic

interview with Chiang Ch'ing, the wife of Mao Tse
Tung and leader of the Cultural Revolution last night

in Thompson Hall.

Speaking to an audience of approximately one
hundred people, Witke outlined the various tran-

sitional periods in Chiang Ch'ing's eventful life, in-

cluding her transformation from a politically naive

actress to a dedicated activist in the Communist
Party.

Throughout her life she developed an interest in the

performing arts, as well as the organizational talent

which gave her the background for the prominent role

which she played in the cultural upheaval of the

sixties.

After marrying Mao Tse Tung in the late 1930' s,

tension festered among the members of the Central
Committee over the nature of her political affiliations.

She remained in the background for a decade
following her marriage, but then became active during
the fifties.

Chiang Ch'ing, astonished by the degree to which

the performing arts "didn't fit and socialist base" in

the late fifties, set into motion programs which would

restructure the arts into more revolutionary forms.

She took control over the direction of ballet, opera

and symphony, making them more reflective of

proletariat consciousness.

"She took over the arts of a nation four times the

size of ours, and thus transformed the arts into the

perfect sounding board for communist ideology,"

Witke said.

Witke revealed her dislike for the limitations which

were imposed on films, and said, "It was a tragedy

that filmmake s were immobilized."

Witke spoke of the conflict between Chiang

Ch'ing's "being a comrade in her own right and her

ardent dedication to her husbands views." Chiang

Ch'ing does not wish to be perceived as a leader of

the women's movement, but rather as a leader of the

Cultural Revolution. Her view is that the Women's
Movement must be conouctea witnin tne overall class

struggle, Witke said.

When asked why Witke was given the opportunity

to record Chiang Ch'ing's life, she said, "Chiang

Ch'ing would like her history preserved. She sees

herself as a romantic character in the revolution, but

in China the/e is no vehicle for expressing this." Roxane Witke smiles as she discusses her historic

interview with the wife of Mao Tse Tung.

FacSen revises calendar, accepts program merger

By BILL GONET
Staff Reporter

The faculty senate in a two and a half hour
session revised next year's academic
calendar and accepted a report recom-

mending the merger of the University Year
for Action (UYA) and Outreach programs.

In opening remarks Chancellor Randolph
W. Bromery reported that the external

visiting committee investigating the School

of Ed will be meetinq on campus, conducting
interviews with students and faculty.

Bromery also reported that the external

committee will hold a meeting open to the

public this Saturday from 5 to 7 p.m.

Senate delegate to the Board of Trustees,

Prof. Stephenson Fletcher, in his report on

last week's board of trustee's meeting,

related the following remarks from Board
Chairman Joseph P. Healey: "In light of the

difficult budget situation, ... I feel the

University must rally around the President's

office ... I wish students and faculty would

stop taking cheap shots at the President's

office."

The revised academic calendar for 1975-76

provides for a fourteen week Fall semester

Due to the shortness of the fall semester,

the faculty felt that the curriculum of many
courses had to be unduly condensed.

and a fourteen week Spring semester.

The calendar revision resulted from the

senate's adoption of an amended proposal

contained in a report prepared by the Space

and Calendar Committee.

Presently, the academic year is divided

into a thirteen week Fall semester and a

fourteen week Spring semester. Due to the

shortness of the Fall semester, the faculty

felt that the curriculum of many courses had

to be unduly condensed.

To correct the imbalance without starting

classes before Labor Day and without ex-

tending the exam period beyond December
19, the Calendar committee report proposed

to shorten the registration period from three

days to one, to eliminate the final exam
reading day, and to shorten the final exam
period from eight days to four.

According to Prof. Anthony Borton,

chairperson of the Calendar Committee, the

feasibility of shortening the final exam period

was based on statistics which indicated that

on the average "2.9 exams are scheduled for

each student."

"Shortening the final exam period will

subject some students to 2 to 3 exams in one

day." objected Dean Alfange, Dean of the

Faculty of Sociology and Behavorial

Science. "We should not subject students to

this because of a statistical mean which says

that most have an average of 2.9 exams."
"

... Students are under enough pressure

in having only one reading day to prepare a

semester's work," said student Hillary

Martick. "
... If you take it away and squeeze

exams into only four days, ... it's really

unfair."

In response to these objections, the senate

adopted the amendment proposed by Dean

Alfange which extends the Fall and Spring

final exam period from four days to six days.

The revised calendar for next year in its

amended form begins Fall classes on

September 3, shortens registration to one

day, and provides for a final period beginning

on Tuesday, December 16 to Monday,

December 22. The spring calendar will follow

the same format.

The Senate's adoption of a report by the

Ad Hoc Committee on Intern Evaluation,

recommending the merger of UYA and

Outreach, was accompanied by passage of a

motion requesting the Vice-Chancellor for

Academic Affairs to accept the recom-

mendations contained in the report.

Spokesman for the committee on intern

evaluation. Professor Anthony Quinton cited

changes in the administration of funding as

the rationale benind the merqer

Presently UYA is federally funaed; while

Outreach is funded by UMass. As of July of

this year, it is proposed that both will be

funded by the University.

UYA director, Dr. Ruth W. Burgin, and

Outreach Director, Richard Sokol both

approved the merger.
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Communists troops attack
South puts up

stiff resistance

SAIGON \UPf\ - The Com-
munists attacked with tanks and
artillery to within 25 miles of Saigon
yesterday but met stiff resistance

from South Vietnamese troops

backed by air strikes visible from
the capital.

The heaviest fighting was along

Highway 1 and tens of thousands
of civilians fled the area, some
toward Communist lines and others

in the direction of Saigon. Field

reports said government regulars

and militiamen were standing fast

against North Vietnamese troops.

South Vietnamese F5 Freedom
Fighter jets supported by helicopter

gunships pounded Communist

positions outside Trang Bom
district town, 25 miles northeast of

Saigon.

Columns of black smoke could

be seen on the horizon from

downtown Saigon streets.

Communist tanks and in-

fantrymen entered the province

capital of Xuan Loc, 38 miles

northeast of the capital, and field

reports said artillery rounds struck a

SAIGONQ COMMUNIST
TROOPS

COMMUNISTS
CUT HIGHWAY

m
VUNGTAU

SOUTH
VIETNAM

Mekong De

Can T ho

North Vietnamese divisions attacked two provincial capitals near Saigon, and
reportedly partially occupied them. Xuan Loc is 38 miles to the north of Saigon, and
Tan An is to the South. An offensive against the capital city is expected to start
from these towns.

Indochina developments
Pacts dispute arises

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Senate
Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield

indicated yesterday the furor over

"secret agreements" with South
Vietnam in 1973 is a matter of word
definitions, but Sen. Henry M.

Jackson, D Wash . said it could all

be resolved by a look at the

documents.
Mansfield told reporters

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger

was technically correct in assuring

Congress that no secret

agreements existed. Kissinger, he

said, stuck "to the letter" of what a

secret agreement is, and thus

avoided fully answering
congressional questions on
Vietnam commitments.

Jackson called for Senate
hearings on the matter, and said

publication of the secret

documents would show how they

were worded.

"I think what we need is to find

out for ourselves the meaning of

those agreements," Jackson said,

adding that he thinks the Senate

has the right to subpoena them.

"What we need to know is not

what Nixon stated publicly but the

specific and complete language of

the communications and all papers
relating to the communications
between the governments of the

United States and South Vietnam
and their representatives," Jackson
said.

Viet waste charged
WASHINGTON \UPI) -

Government investigators have
found that the South Vietnamese
military ordered millions of dollars

worth of trucks and other equip
ment it could not use and let much
of it go to waste, it was learned
yesterday

A report to Congress by the
General Accounting Office said in

recent months the South Vietnam
Army, Navy and Air Force routinely

ordered and received millions of

dollars worth of unneeded material

from the United States.

The GAO said it "identified

vehicles worth more than $76
million that exceeded requirements
and believes that, when Viet-

namese Army equipment in-

ventories are comoleted many

more millions of dollars of

equipment exceeding requirements
will be disclosed."

In addition to ordering much
more than it could use and wasting
men and money for maintenance,
the report said, the Vietnamese
military allowed much of the

equipment to deteriorate by ex-

posure to the weather

More orphans leave

By United Press International

A U.S. Air Force plane flew the

first group of Cambodian war
orphans toward eventual adoption

in the United States yesterday, and
South Vietnam unexpectedly
agreed to let all 219 children under
age 10 leave the An Lac orphanage
for Ft. Benning, Ga.

An Air Force spokesman at Clark

Air Force Base in the Phillippines

said a C141 Starlifter flew the

Cambodian orphans to the base 50
miles north of Manila from the U.S.

air base in Utapao, Thailand. They
ranged in age from 3 months to 12

years.
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FOURTH ANNUAL BLACK MUSICIANS CONCERT

A Tribute to Cal Massey
Lotinie Liston Smith and the Cosmic Echoes

also Jimmy Garrison — Bassist

Grachan Moncur — Trombonist

Zane Massey — Reeds

Friday, April 11, 1975
Student Union Ballroom 8:00 p.m.

Admission Free
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Sponsored by:

Afro-Am Society

I laram bee

Union of 3rd World Women
3rd World Caucus of Central Area

Commuter Assembly

Orchard Hill Music Committee
Program Council Executive Comm.
Malcolm X Room
Provost Office

New Africa House

Catholic church where hundreds of

women and children had taken

refuge.

Fleeing civilians said some of

those inside the church were killed

or wounded but they could supply

no other details. The Saigon

command said the Communists

during the past 24 hours fired nearly

5,000 rocket, artillery and mortar

rounds into the Xuan Loc area,

whose population is predominantly

Chinese-most of them having fled

North Vietnam 20 years ago.

Fighting also broke out Thursday

along Highway 15 leading to the

coastal resort city of Vung Tau, 45

miles southeast of Saigon.

Reporters in the field said marines

there had orders to blow up bridges

munists launch a major assault on
the city, which is crowded with
thousands of refugees who fled
there from the north.

The fight for Xuan Loc was seen

as the first major test for govern-

ment troops in provinces around
Saigon following humiliating

defeats suffered in the northern and
central regions of South Vietnam.

American officers here believe

the Communists may next try to

assault Bien Hoa, 14 miles nor-

theast of Saigon. It is the

headquarters base of the govern-

ment's Military Region III and major

air force units. Bien Hoa also is

adjacent to the vast Long Binh

supply base which was U.S. Army
headquarters in Vietnam during the

direct American military in-

outside Vung Tau if the Com- volvement here.

Cambodians withdraw

after new rebel attack
PHNOM PENH [UP/) - Cam-

bodian rebels overran a govern-

ment outpost less than two miles

from Phnom Penh's vital airport

yesterday and fired a heavy rocket

barrage that damaged an American

transport plane and forced

suspension of the U.S. food airlift.

Government forces retreated

both south and east from the

capital's porous, defense perimeter.

To the east, two battalions of

government forces fled their posts

on the^east bank of the Mekong
River and swam across to the

capital. Government forces now
control only a three-mile stretch of

the east bank.

South of the besieged capital,

about 300 government defenders

abandoned two positions only 5Vi

miles from the city and two miles

from the suburb of Takhmau. Rebel

forces heavily shelled the retreating

troops.

Rockets and recoilless rifle fire

fell on Phnom Penh streets. Nearly

40 artillery shells and rockets hit the

capital's Pochentong airport. One
of them killed three Cambodian
cargo handlers and wounded seven

others. An American C130 Tran-

sport carrying a load of ammunition
was damaged, though there were
apparently no injuries to the civilian

crew.

The airport shelling forced a four-

hour suspension of the U.S. food
airlift from Saigon when cargo
handlers fled the airport after their

co-workers were killed or injured.

In Washington, White House
sources said U.S. authorities
Thursday ordered the evacuation of

more Americans from Phnom
Penh. They said about 500 persons
including a diminished U.S. Em-
bassy staff of 25 remain in Phnom
Penh where Communist forces

were within field mortar range of

the airport.

The sources said that any final

evacuation could only come after a
request from the U.S. ambassador.

it's time for another .

.

CAY DANCE
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9 p.m. Farley Lodge

$1.00— Refreshments Served

Student Homophile League
and

Gay Women's Caucus .

We're looking for certain majors
to become Lieutenants.

Mechanical and civil en
gineering majors . . . areo
space and aeronautical en
gineering majors . . . majors
in electronics . . . computer
science

. . . mathematics.
The Air Force needs peo

pie
. many with the above

academic majors. And
AFROTC has several differ
ent programs where you
can fit

. . . 4 year, 3 year, or

fenng full scholarships. All
offering $100 a month
allowance during the last
two years of the program.
Flying opportunities. And all
leading to an Air Force offi

cerscommission.plus ad
vanced education.

If you'd like to cash in on
these Air Force benefits,
start by looking into the Air
Force ROTC.

2-year programs. Some of

Contact Major Goodhue Dickinson Hall
r» . . 11 545-2437
Put it all together in Air ForceROTC

Sports betting may be illegally used
testified that all forms of gambling
should be legalized because present

laws are unenforceable.

DiGrazia said the question should
not be whether gambling ought to

be legalized but how. He did not

supply an answer but said he would
prefer it be under state control

rather than private because "the
profits would still be going to

organized crime. I don't want to be
in favor of legalizing hoods."
He said gambling was a criminal

offense in the first place because
some people wanted to impose
their standards of morality on
everybody else.

"We are burdened with unen-
forceable laws which nobody wants
enforced," di Grazia said.

"Everyone from the casual poker
player to the number enthusiast to

the big businessman to the parish

priest — everyone wants to

Public safety chief

testifies at hearings

BOSTON \AP\ - Organized
crime would use sports betting for
its own illicit advantage if wagering
on baseball, basketball and football
were legalized, the Massachusetts
state police chief told the National
Gambling Commission yesterday.
John F. Kehoe Jr., state com-

missioner of public safety, testified

during the second of three days of
hearings that legalized off-track
betting- would add revenues to the
state and reduce to some extent the
money flowing to organized crime.

"This would not necessarily be
true in sports bookmaking, as I feel

the organized crime element
throughout the country would
utilize a state operation as a lay-off

center when they, the individual

bookmakers, have over-extended
themselves on bets," Kehoe said.

"This is similar to an operation
used on occasion at a horse track

where a bookmaker who has over-

extended on a particular horse, will

approach a* window and get as
much coverage as he can through
the parimutuel machines."
However, Boston police com-

missioner Robert J. diGrazie and
Kenneth T. Lyons, national
president of the International
Brotherhood of Police Officers,

Prosecution rests

in Connally trial
WASHINGTON [UP/] -

Watergate prosecutors rested their

bribery case against John B.

Connally yesterday, still relying

heavily on the testimony of lawyer

Jake Jacobsen that he gave the

former Treasury secretary two

payoffs totaling $10,000.

Connally's trial on two counts of

bribery was recessed until Monday
morning, when his lawyer, Edward

gamble.

"And I cannot see a single reason

why they should not be permitted

to do so," the police commissioner
said.

Lyon said the 40,000 members of

the police brotherhood, largest law

enforcement union in the nation,

said laws to outlaw gambling
merely force it underground.

He also said the emphasis on
enforcement of such laws
drastically misdirects the attention

and resources of law enforcement

agencies from other types of

criminal activities.

"State legislative bodies can
enact statute upon statute, but they

are not going to succeed in

abolishing illegal gambling," he
said. "It seems plain to us that the

only logical way to deprive
organized crime of the fruits of

gambling is to legalize it and control

it," Lyon said.

The Commission on the Review

of the National Policy Toward
Gambling, the panel's official name,

has been studying gambling in the

United States and its impact on

society.

The 15-member panel must make
a report with its recommendations,

on what it believes the nation's

policy toward gambling should be,

to the President and the Congress

by October, 1976.

The three days of hearings in

Boston, which end today, are part

of a series of regional meetings it

will hold around the country in an
attempt to gather the ideas of local

officials. It has held hearings in

Washington lotteries, sports
gambling and horse racing.

Garrity says new busing plan may
stop violence in Boston schools
BOSTON \AP\ - A federal judge

said yesterday that a proposed new
integration plan could defuse the

tensions that erupted into racial

violence in Boston schools during

the past year.
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Young adult

estate

plan
If you're 15 to 22 years old.

you can start your life

insurance program with

$10,000 in term insurance for

just $49.00 a year! When
you're 25. your policy converts

to permanent insurance at

rates you'll be able to afford.

It's called Nationwide's

"Young Adult Estate Plan",

and it's worth checking

into. Call:

JEANNE A. MATTE I

Representative

'285 F^orth King Street

Northampton, Mass.

01060

Phone: 586-4522

m I NATIONWIDE
l[ I INSURANCE
^ijp* Nationwide is o" your »>d#

Nationwide Life Insurance Company
Home Office: Columbus. Ohio

Bennett Williams, will argue a

routine motion for dismissal of the

charges.

Although the government put 36
witnesses on the stand in the first

seven days of the trial, Jacobsen
was the only one who testified

directly about the payoffs.

He said he paid the money to

Connally in 1971 to enlist his help in

getting an increase in milk price

supports and conspired with him
again in 1973 to cover up the

transaction.

The other 35 witnesses all

presented circumstantial evidence

to bolster Jacobsen's testimony. A
Treasury Department secretary

verified the two met on the days of

the alleged payoffs.

An official of Associated Milk

Producers, Inc., said he gave
Jacobsen the money. Bank tellers

told of Jacobsen's visits to safety

deposit boxes on the relevant

dates, and hotel clerks told of more
meetings between the two men.
Seventeen of the witnesses were

Federal Reserve bank officials who
traced the dates of one batch of

bills totaling $10,000 that Jacobsen

said Connally gave him two years

after the alleged payoffs in an

attempt to cover up the tran-

saction.

Judge W. Arthur W. Garrity Jr.

said in U.S. District Court that he

would adopt key features of the

plan which was written by four

masters he appointed.

In particular, Garrity said he liked

the idea of establishing 32 "magnet
schools." Each would offer training

in a special field, such as airplane

maintenacne and health care, and
all would reflect the racial com-
position of the city at large.

"This network of citywide
magnet schools appears to me like

an enormous valve on the racial

tensions of the parents and
students of the city," Garrity said.

Assignment to the schools would
be voluntary, he said, and students

would know the racial makeup
before they enrolled.

"This is what makes the plan

imaainativp »nrl hnnpfully so ef-

fective," the judge said.

"The fact of the racial ratio being

absolutely predictable makes the

program predictable. It's going to

be predictably peaceful. The kids

aren't going to be as anxious about
the possibility of a rumble in the

cafeteria at noon. It's going to be a

relaxed atmosphere where you
won't have almost as many police

officers as you have students."

The city wide schools will be 51

percent white, 36 percent black and
13 percent other minorities, he said.

Garrity has been overseeing

integration of Boston schools since

he ordered them desegregated
when they opened last fall. That
integration plan was temporary,

however, and left out some sec-

tions of the city. It required the

busing of about 18,000 pupils.

Kennedy opposes

anti-abortion bill
WASHINGTON [UPI) - In-

sisting he personally opposes

abortion, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,

D-Mass., led a successful floor

fight yesterday to defeat an an-

tiabortion measure.

The Senate essentially killed the

amendment by voting 54 to 36 to

table it. The amendment would

have barred the use of federal funds

"to pay for or encourage the

performance of abortions, except

such abortions as are necessary to

save the life of the mother."

Kennedy argued with an-

tiabortion senators during debate

and urged defeat of the measure.

"This is not the place to resolve this

issue," he said.

At one point, he angrily accused

PHOTO CONTEST
As part of a special photography sup-

plement to the Collegian on April 30th the

Collegian is holding a photo contest open to

all UMass undergrads and grads. There will

be three categories, Portrait, Still Life, and
Abstract. Please indicate category. All

photos should be on 8x10 paper and mounted,
no large than 11x14. Black and white only.

Entries should be submitted to the Collegian

business office between 8:30 and 4:30, April

14 through 25 (deadline). Contest will be

judged by nine of the most experienced

members of the paper's photo staff and the

graphics advisor. Prizes to be announced
next Wednesday. Top three photos in each
category will appear in the April 30th issue.

Sen. James L. Buckley, R — N.Y., of

distorting his position on abortion.

The amendment would have

been attached to a three-year, $2.5

billion health services and nurse

training bill supported by Kennedy.

With little discussion after the

abortion debate, the Senate ap-

proved the bill, 77 to 14.

In addition to extending federal

funding authority for community

mental health, migrant and family

planning services — which the

administration wants to scale down
or eliminate — the bill would set up

a new rape prevention and control

study in the National Institutes of

Mental Health.

Kennedy opposed the an-

tiabortion amendment on the

procedural grounds that no

hearings had been held and that it

raises "serious kinds of con-

stitutional questions" in denying

certain legally prescribed services.

news
summary

Cabinet opposes cut
BOSTON \UPI\ - Several

members of Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis' cabinet have warned
proposed cuts of $290 million in

state welfare programs may be too

severe and "it's going to hurt a lot

of people."

The negative comments came
Thursday during a 90 minute open
cabinet meeting on the proposed
cuts. Dukakis is expected to make a

final recommendation on the plan

early next week.
"It's going to hurt a lot of people.

I'm particularly concerned about
the elderly," said Environmental

Affairs Secretary Evelyn Murphy.
She was joined by Tran-

sportation Secretary Fred Salvucci,

Consumer Affairs Secretary Lola

Dickerman and Education
Secretary Paul Parks in expressing

reservations about the plan to cut

General Relief, Medicaid and other

welfare programs.

Students protest cuts

PROVIDENCE, R.I. [UP/) - On
the eve of a strike vote, more than

2,000 Brown University students

rallied yesterday in support of

changes in the school's proposed
budget for the new academic year.

The secret ballot vote was
scheduled all day today on a

proposal to boycott classes next

week. The Brown University Corp.

meets April 19 on the Ivy League
campus to take final action on a

new budget.

The student coalition, formed
last month in protest of budget
priorities and proposed cuts in

financial aid, student services, the

number of junior faculty members
and programs primarily affecting

minority students.

Boston is expensive

BOSTON \AP\ - Boston is No. 1

for the third year in a row as the

most expensive city for a family to

live in the mainland United States.

A report by the U.S. Labor

Department's Bureau of Labor

Statistics says heavy taxes and the

cost of housing kept Boston at the

top of the list of 38 urban centers

across the country, Hawaii and
Alaska excluded.

The greater New York area

ranked second and Hartford,

Conn., was third.

The report also said Boston was
the Tourth highest city in terms of

food costs.

Bailey dies

HARTFORD \AP\ - John Moran
Bailey, 70, former national

Democratic chairman and leader of

the state party for more than a

quarter century, died Thursday

after a long battle with throat

cancer.

Although stricken two years ago,

Bailey continued to run the party

from the Hartford Hospital bed

where he died at 2:15 p.m.

Start enjoying life at Cliffside today

WHERE THE EMPHASIS IS ON
THIS SUMMER

BASKETBALL
and

VOLLEYBALL
Included

RECREATION

One Bedrooms Start at $165

Two Bedrooms Start at $195

Furniture and Air Conditioning Optional

Drive Out And See Us Today
or call 665-3958

Rt. 116, Sunderland

Subleases
or

One Year Leases

Management bv: Hodgkins Real Estate Management
NAHB Registered Apartment Manager
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Gage supports Corker's decision

Tartaglia meets officials, but still without job
By P.J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

Tony Tartaglia, out of work for ten weeks,

is still jobless despite a conference with high

campus officials here yesterday. Tartaglia'

s

meeting with Vice-chancellor Robert L.

Gage, Campus Attorney Sid Myers, and

Campus Center Director John W. Corker,

"didn't accomplish anything" said Tartaglia.

Tartaglia, a student employee, was ter-

minated by Corker without explanation last

January. His attorney, David Burres said at

the meeting that Tartaglia had gone through

proper University channels and gotten

nowhere.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery did not

veto the decision made by the Campus
Center Board of Governors, but had sent it

back to them for reconsideration, according
to Tartaglia.

Asked why Tartaglia was not informed of

the reason for his dismissal, as well as

reasons for not reinstating him, according to

the information given to him by Corker, he

would support Corker's decision.

Myers said that the Administration has the

right to hire and fire who they want, and it

doesn't matter what the students say, ac-

cording to Tartaglia.

Tartaglia said "I thought we were going to

try and work out an equitable solution to this

problem, and »hey obviously had no intention

of giving me my job back."

He added that he went to Gage in good
faith, and "to my knowledge, I have never

done anything dishonest, I have always been

very open, and I consider his actions

atrocious. I'm very disappointed in him."

Tartaglia said that he will take his case to

Bromery, and if the grievance is not an-

swered satisfactorily, he will "definitely

follow-up and go outside the University."

"WHAT'S DOWN THERE?" — For Ronnie Call (in water), Rob Cannon, Jamie
Bradley, Barbara Tager, Karla Kelly/ Maxine Magnuson there was no better way
to spend an afternoon than boating on the Campus mud hole - er - er - Pond.

'Silent generation' of 50's happy

but still silent says educator

Former advisor warns

tax rebate could be
overdose for economy
AMHERST Mass \AP\ - The federal tax rebate could prove to De an

"overdose" of fiscal mmdicine for the fragile economy, a former economic

adviser to the Eisenhower administration warned Thursday at a conference

of 50 economists and business at UMass.

Raamond J. Saulnier. who served as chairman of the Presidents

Council of Economic Advisers in the 1950s, expressed alarm at proposed

deficit spending that he said could reach $120 billion in two years.

"If the budget deficits resulting from the tax cut are medicine for the

economy, there's a chance the medicine is worse than the disease. There is

„ such a thing as an overdose," he said.

He said his own analysis of the situation suggested that the economy

£ would have taken an upward turn in the third quarter without a tax cut.

| "But the events of the last several weeks have changed the picture. The

I proposed federal deficits have made a shambles of the corporate bond

M market, and I now have reservations that the stock market has actually hit

o bottom." . .

Urging Congress to act responsibly, Saulnier advised the legislators not

to go beyond measures proposed by the Ford Administration.

"There is still round for hope that the need for significant restraint in

spending will be seen. The ground for hope is that failure to see this need

would have serious political consequences," he said.

S-Jnier predicted that runaway deficit spending would result in the

need to impose stiff controls on wages, prices and interest sommtime next

year to head off inflation. He said Congress would want to avoid politically

unpopular controls in an election year.

Before the tax cut was enacted, Saulnier said, he thought would carry

the nation to a 7 per cent increase in the gross national product next year.

But with the spending plans advanced by the government, he said he

doubted whether a recovery would occur at all.

o
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AMHERST, Mass \AP\
Members of the so-called "Silent

Generation" of the 1950s who now
are approaching 40 say they are

satisfied with their jobs, marriages

and sex lives.

But an Amherst College graduate

who polled fellow graduates of the

all male class of 1958 says the

classmates show relatively little

concern for social problems.

Arth-j. G. Powell, an associate

dean of academic affairs at Har

vard, said that after sifting through

102 responses, he found jobs

occupy center stage in his

classmates' lives.

"Ability to gain satisfaction from

work was the most frequently

mentioned life issue of greatest

importance," Lowell said. "Seventy
per cent mentioned work success

as the accomplishment of which
they were most proud and work
problems were often cited as their

greatest fear."

He said his survey found that

most had done well materially.

Their average income last year was
$27,000, which put them in the

upper 8 per cent of wage earners

nationally.

Only 5 per cent spoke of being

bored or in a rut with their jobs.

Nearly 80 per cent said they are

unlikely to make major changes in

their careers.

Powell found that nearly all his

classmates had married. The
average number of children in each

household was two.

About 40 per cent said they felt

they married too early in life, yet

most reported they were more
confident about their marriages

than their jobs. Only one of 10

foresaw the possibility of a breakup
while 12 per cent had already been
divorced.
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&
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The Textbook Annex will start

returning Spring 1975 untold

books on APRIL 15th
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SCER director Magid encourages
philosophy of innovative research

By JOEMAHONEY
Staff Reporter

A cramped cluttered cubicle on the fourth
floor in the Student Union is the
headquarters for one of the most innovative
higher learning research organizations in the
U.S.

The development of the organization, the

Student Center for Educational Research
(SCER), is due largely to the efforts of one
person - SCER Director Larry Magid.
Magid left his position as editor of Ed

centric Magazine, a national journal of

educational change, to come to UMass late

in the 1973 Fall semester. He was petitioned

by a Student Senate committee conducting
a nationwide search for a professional staff

person to coordinate the infant SCER. He
has also served as the Executive Director of

the National Association for Educational

Reform.

"The basic philosophy behind SCER,"
explained the 27 year old Magid in a recent

interview, "is that student research should
not simply wind up on a professor's desk,

receive a grade and be thrown in the trash

can — that whenever possible students

should do something which would actually

have an impact on the community in which
they live. We try to get students involved in

research which can be published or used as a

basis for some kind of decision making by
the University."

"A lot of time goes into developing a

student attitude towards the fact that

students can produce publishable research,"

Magid said. "Ideally, I would like to see
students do virtually all of the work and
myself as an evaluator and coordinator."

The major research and teaching activity

of SCER has been the Student Interest

Research Seminar. The seminar, sponsored
jointly by the residence colleges, is a research

Profile

methods study group in which students
apply their skills collectively to various

research topics that have "some social

utility."

Students who opt not to participate in a

seminar but are interested in working with

SCER, x may arrange credit through In-

dependent Study. According to Magid,
"there is no single department where the

student couldn't use the methods taught in

that course to do student interest research."

is a violation of the 14th amendment, he
added.

"We would like to see student support in

this, especially from the Board of Governors

(which has supported Tartaglia)," Tartaglia

said. He added that he feels the ad-

ministration "pays lip service" to the Student

Government, and if the students don't do

what they want, tney do not go along with i

especially concerning the Board c

Governors.

"I think student support in this matter
would be helping the students themselves,
not necessarily just me in that it would put
pressure on the administration," and they
need pressure to see the student's view and
react, he said.

In addition to the existing seminar and
independent study programs, next fall,

Magid hopes to launch INREACH, a program
he has designed that would allow students to

receive full time academic credit for working
with SCER on University change studies.

Most of the feedback SCER has received
from its completed studies has been "pretty

positive", said Magid. "A student housing
study has been used in Boston by the Local
Affairs Committee in the state legislature. It

has been reprinted and circulated to the

Amherst town selectmen for evaluation."

Magid, who has visited or lectured at over
forty campuses throughout the U.S., feels

that "students at UMass are every bit as
bright and politically aware as anywhere."

"I think that UMass has only one problem.
The students and faculty are top rate, but
there is a false sense of inferiority because
Massachusetts is dominated by elite, private

colleges. This also has a neaative effort nn
the budget question since most leaislators
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LARRY MAGID

Considering the nature of the investigative
research being accomplished by SCER, it is

conceivable that a conflict of interests

between the UMass administration and the
students could arise for Magid. Although he
is a professional staff member, Maqid mad*
it clear that he "works for the students."
As a participant in the student movement

at Berkeley, Magid "thinks that the work
being done here by the Student Organizing
Project is every bit as sophisticated, although
we had more fanfare."

UMass response on Ed records expected today
Written briefs in the case of a

Daily Collegian reporter seeking

access to records at the troubled

School of Education are due today

in Hampshire County Superior

Court.

The records, all under subpoena
in connection with a Boston federal

grand jury investigation of funds

misuse at the School, were sought

by the reporter March 3, two days

before the first of two subpoenas

were issued.

Up to $100,000 may have been

misused, sources close to the in-

vestigation have said. But

University officials seek to convey

the impression that only one or two
individuals are involved and the

amount is closer to $10,000.

William P. Densmore, Jr., a
Collegian reporter filed the suit to

view records of four federally-

funded grant programs totalling

$2.4 million over five years at the

School.

The University responded in a

letter March 7, saying the records

were under the control of the jury

and could not be released.

Densmore, who filed the suit as

an individual, is being represented

by Atty. Richard M. Howland, of

Amherst. The University's Amherst
campus attorney, Sidney Myers, is

defending Kenneth W. Johnson,
UMass treasurer and the named
defendant in the case.

The reporter is expected to argue
that the Massachusetts open
documents law defines the records

sought as public, and a federal

subpoena has no effect over their

availability, except to establish a

"priority" of usage.

That is, if only a single copy of
the documents exists, the plaintiff

argues, the grand jury would have a

legitimate right to view the
document before the press or

public.

In a March 25 Statement of Facts

filed with Judge Raymond J. Cross,

both parties agreed that copies of

the records do exist and are being

used in normal business at UMass
Amherst. The statement also said

most of the subpoenaed
documents are physically present

on campus.

Negative reactions greet report of

CC manager-employee fraternizing

Now appearing at the
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in the Speakeasy Lounge

Proposed Rent

Increase
All Married Student Housing

By ELLEN GAV/N
Progressive News Service

Reaction to the report that Campus Center

managers have "asked out" several of the women
waitresses under their supervision ranged from

outrage to "no comment" yesterday.

Michael Bardsley, chairperson of the Union of

Student Employees said "this kind of behavior from

management is demoralizing to the workforce. When
the management loses its respect for its workers as

workers and as people, relations between the

management and workers can only deteriorate."

Tim Cox, Personnel Manager for the campus
Center, had "no comment" on the particular incidents

which are alleged. When asked if there was any

regulation or guideline which would forbid this kind of

behavior. Cox said, "there is no regulation which

deals with management and fraternization with

employees."

Crissy Emerson, a student employee and Mem-

bership Coordinator for USE. said that "it puts a

woman in a difficult position to be asked out by her

boss. We've all known about this for a long time."

"It is very unnerving, and you always have your job

in the back of your mind, but all of us couldn't say no

fast enough," said another woman worker.

John Corker, director of the Campus Center, said

that he could not comment on the case until he was
shown the specifics in writing. "I expect any

professional staff person should conduct himself in a

professional manner," he said.

When asked about the appropriateness of such

behavior from management, Jonathan Tuttle,

steward for Unit 3 of American Federation of State

and Municipal Employees (AFSME) 1776 said There

is a basic antagonism already working between

management and worker, and this kind of behavior

can only aggravate it. It is atrocious behavior."

UMass police no longer dining at DCs
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter

Commenting on the law
providing reduced food price rates

for state employees, David L.

Johnston, director of the UMass
Department of Public Safety, said

most UMass police have stopped

Up 13.5% Sept. 75

Another Rent Increase!

Is This Enough To Get You Involved?

Meeting Of All Tenants

Sun., April 13th 3 p.m.

CC. 101

Child Care Provided
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In times like these when nothing lasts, Polyveldt is revolutionary.

It lasts. Available for men in dark brown or workboot yellow. Hi or

lo cut, $35.00 — Now af
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8 MAIN ST. AMHERST

eating at the Dining Commons.
Last month, students questioned

the fairness of a law that said state

employees could eat at state

cafeterias for a reduced monetary

charge. The UMass Police were

apparently the only employees

taking advantage of the situation.

When Johnston realized the

difference in price was being paid

for by student funds, he agreed to

change the ruling and required that

his department pay the full "visitor"

price for the meals.

"Since this ruling, the number of

officers in the department eating at

the Dining Commons on campus,

has dwindled," Johnston said.
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local events

Hypertension screening clinic

Tomorrow a free hypertension screening clinic will be held at Mountain
Farms Mall from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

The clinic is being sponsored by the Massachusetts Senate of Student
Nurses and the Western Massachusetts Chapter of the American Heart

Association to locate and identify those persons suffering from high blood

pressure.

Because hypertension has no symptoms, a blood pressure reading

provides the only test of its presence. Left untreated, high blood pressure

can result in stroke, heart and kidney failure or heart attack. However, once
detected, hypertension can easily be controlled in most cases.

The Mountain Farms Mall hypertension clinic is another community
service project of the Western Massachusetts Chapter of the American
Heart Association.

Hampshire legal conference

The Law Program is sponsoring a conference, "Crisis in the American

Experience", tomorrow April 12, at Hampshire College. The conference

will be held at ABII starting at 9 a.m. (coffee and doughnuts will be served.)

This conference is an attempt to bring the five-college community together

to hear and discuss student papers. The schedule is as follows:

9 a.m. — Kent State Environmental Law.

10:30 - Reverse Discrimination Oil and World Power.

1 p.m. — Forced Sterilization Anarchism.

Sylvan TV's second broadcast
Sylvan television viewers can tune their sets to channel 2 tonight for

WSYL TV's second official broadcast.

Beginning at 10:40 "Wonderlove - Stevie Wonder in Concert"; Ali fight

highlights, and other selected short subjects; and an hour with Luther

Johnson's Chicago Blues Band at last week's Big Bad Boogie, including

interviews.

Indochina program on WFCR
The new program, Fiasco in Indochina, can be heard every Sunday at

4:30 p.m., on WFCR (88.5 FM). This Sunday, April 13, Prof. Richard
Menear discusses the Domino Theory with Prof. Jean Grossholtz of the

UMass. Political Science Dept.

ITZHAK PERLMAN
ond THE SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY Robert Gutter conductor

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23
BRM. BOWKER AUDITORIUM

TICKETS :$4 A3 general $2*1.50 umass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, UMASS AMHERST (413)5450202

Schedule for Catholic peace

conference at Sacred Heart U.
In Light of the Holy Year:

1975 Catholic Peace
Fellowship of Recon-
ciliation, Fifth Annual New
England Conference. "A
Unity of Concerns — A
Radical Edge," today and
tomorrow, Sacred Heart

University, Bridgeport,

Connecticut (Merrit Pkwy.

Ex. 47 - turn left — one

"Amnesty": Elizabeth

Bordman, AFSC; Don

Dawson, Americans for

Amnesty
"Corporal Works of

Justice": Catholic Worker;

CCNV; Wale's Tale;

Mustard Seed
' 'Development and

Reconciliation": George
Metcalf, Technoserve

"Education for Peace and
Justice": Don Allen, MM;
Mary Coplice, CND
"Hospitality and Recon-
ciliation": Henri Nouwen,
Yale Divinity School

block).

Today:

7 p.m.:

Conference
Hospitality

8 p.m.:

FOCUS": A

REGISTRATION
Workshops

"FINDING OUR
Discussion in the

Round with Tom Cornell, CPF-FOR
Jim Forest, CPF-FOR - Joe and

Sally Cureen, "Cross Currents" -

Gordon Zahn, UMass - Margaret

Ellen Traxler, SSND, Dir. Inst, of

Women Today
10 p.m.: REFRESHMENTS
Saturday April 12th:

9 a.m. OPENING SESSION:
"Peace and Justice in the Holy

Year-

Keynote: David O'Brian,

Holy Cross College, Dept.

of History

Reactors: Rev. Brain Hehir,

Dir. Office of Peace and
Justice, USCC, Mary
Daniel Turner, SND, Exec.

Dir. LCWR
1215 BREAD and SOUP
1:30 WORKSHOPS I

"American Catholic
Radicals and the Bicen-

tennial": Michael True,

Assumption Coll.

NOW TWICE AS BIG

The Mercantile

CLOTHIMG 6IFTS

CARDS POSTERS BEADS

11 E. PLEASANT ST. 5491 396

( Next Door to Where We Were)

GOME ONE, COME ALL!

Enter the First Annuel UMass Cer Rally.

SATURDAY, APRIL 12

Win prizes from the Rusty Scupper, Steak Out, Sound Scope, Old
Weird Harold's, Faces of Earth, Bell's, Hungry U II, Papa Gino's, or
Dominos.

Registration at 9 a.m. in front of Alumni Stadium. S3 per car. For
further info call: 6 7801, 6-7791, 6-7794, 6-7728, 6-7761.

* Ford wants Vietnam funds
cont. from page 1

Bromery about the Policy. Bromery
said he had spoken to Savini, but
he had never received a copy of the
Policy.

When notified yesterday that if

the Enabling Policy had to wait until

the next meeting (May 13) it would
not come before the full Board until

June when the students wouldn't
be here, Shaler .decided on this

compromise meeting.

He said it will be held on the

Amherst campus "so the students
could attend."

He said he would work the details

out with Savini today.

Yesterday Savini sent a draft of

the Policy to the President by
special courier.

Shaler said the purpose of the

meeting is to discuss the Policy, so

he and the rest of the committee
would have to see the policy before

the meeting. "This is a complex
subject, if we don't have backup
material before hand we can't

discuss it at the Committee
meeting," said Shaler.

Bromery said the student senate
should have used the proper
governance channels of the

theUniversity to present
Unionization Policy.

"Nothing was sent in writing so
the Trustees did not know this was
coming," said Bromery.

"It would have been more ef-

fective to send it up through me. It

might have taken a little longer, but

it would have been more effective,"

he said.

* Trustees to review

cont.from page 1

to

RECORDS
CLASSICAL

JAZZ
BLUES
ROCK

The New

RECORD SHOP
197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-5394

Ford asked Congress also

enact legislation by April 19 —
acting with extraordinary speed —
to permit him to reintroduce

American soldiers into Vietnam for

two specific purposes:
— To evacuate, if necessary, the

6,000 Americans who remain in

Vietnam.
— To rescue Vietnamese who

worked for and with the Americans
and who might face extermination

in a Communist takeover. Ad-
ministration officials said between
150,000 and 200,000 might be
evacuated — many to be given

asylum in this country.

Said Ford:

"I muet, of course, consider the

safety of some 6,000 Americans
who remain in South Vietnam, and
tens of thousands of South

CHEECH WIZARD PRESENTS—

0l£Hls)QODtS

tx frm itsiAumfr of cmt» waAwa rut cwoow in—em i

Now brought together end beautifully printed in e deluxe herdcover

volume by Northern Comfort Communications! Cheech Wizard

takes you on a high consciousness trip to Deadbone Mountain, a

billion years ago, where dark unknown forces work Earth's first

attempt at Organic Sanity atop a black volcanic mountain four miles

high! From Whispering Wind Hook down through Moaning Cry

Gallery, into the labyrinth depths of Deadbone, Cheech narrates the

incredible experiment of strange beings, lizards, and broads trying to

become something like we are today.

"DEADBONE is becoming a standard classic of cartoon art.

"

Printed on high quality stock and hardbound in a 9" x 12"

format, combined halftone & line reproduces this universe

according to Bode's original vision. It is now available direct

from Northern Comfort Communications, Dept. C, Main St.

Smithers. B.C. Canada V0J 2N0 at $14.95 postpaid. Send

cheque, M.O., or Bankamencard/Mastercharge number and

signature.

Clip and mail with payment enclosed

Name: _

Apt. no. Address

Code

No. of copies

Total end. $

(at $14.95 ppd.) DEADBONE

M.O.. Cheque, or please

charge my Bankamencard, Chargex, or my

Mastercharge, no. _
Expires:__ Signed:

A Limited Edition is available, numbered 1 250, luxuriously bound in

simulation leather" and individually signed by Vaughn Bode, at $75.00

a copy. Either edition refunded within 10 day return period ©ncc

Vietnamese employes of the United

States government, of news
agencies, of contractors and
businesses for many years whose
lives, with their dependents, are in

grave peril.

"There are tens of thousands of

other South Vietnamese in-

tellectuals, professors and teachers,

editors and opinion-leaders who
have supported the South Viet-

namese cause and the alliance with

the United States, to whom we
have a profound moral obligation."

Officials told reporters they were s
aware of polls showing over- £
whelming public opposition to any 2j

further aid for South Vietnam or w
Cambodia. But, they said, if this

country did not provide aid the

consequences — Saigon's bloody

collapse — would be one they

doubt the majority of Americans

could live with.

A Louis Harris poll published

yesterday said Americans by a 2-1

margin oppose further military

shipments to South Vietnam and

Cambodia, even if they "would

avoid a bloodbath for the people of

those countries."

c
c
0)
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A passerby on a cycle stops to get a free balloon from
a Westfield State College student. Hundreds of balloons

were given out at area colleges yesterday to promote a

fine arts festival at Westfield April 13-29.

* CC budget approved
cont.from page 1

board's input into the selection

process for the proposed Campus

Pan-Africanism and Marxism

a national and international perspective

with

Tran Van Dinh
former Vietnamese Freedom Fighter

Professor at Temple University

and

William Strickland
Assoc. Professor Political Science

W.E.B. DuBois Dept. of Afro-American Studies

TODAY
2:30 p.m.

Orchard Hill

Webster Lounge

Center bank.

Gage said in the letter that he

would find it "hard to imagine

making a recommendation which
disregards the wishes of the Board
of Governors."

Taggart pointed out after the

meeting that the board can still stop

the bank from coming to the

Campus Center if it chooses.

Board member Bea Cufcn in-

troduced a motion last night to

"evaluate sex discrimination in the

Campus Center in light of charges

in a recent CoUegian article." The
motion was sent to the board's

executive committee for further

consideration.

The board also considered a new
food quality policy for the Campus
Center. The policy states tha -

"Meat, poultry, and fish substitute?

in Campus Center Food ServK-'

Areas are not to exceed 20 per cen'

vegetable and soy extender for any
product except for specifically

labelled vegetarian dishes."

Objecting to the broad intent of

the policy Chris McCarty said, "I

don't think this is what we mean
when we're talking about food

quality, this says what we shouldn't

do, not what we should do. This

could be called a synthetic food

quality policy."

Following a suggestion from

board member Jackie Joyner the

policy was changed' to a

"Vegetable and Soy extender
policy."

NOW OPEN
UMass Student Federal Credit Union

* Savings and loans at favorable rates.

* Interest declared and paid quarterly.

# Each member account fully insured up to $40,000 by the National

# Credit Union Administration, a federal agency.

* Food Stamps available every Tuesday as of

# A non-profit organization owned and operated by its members.

If you have any questions or desire information concerning interest rates on

loans, savings, etc. please do not hesitate to call us at 545-1994 or stop in room
166 of the Campus Center.

Open: 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Weekdays
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Male discrimination

To the Editor
There are at least two reasons fdr this letter. This letter commends you

and your staff for some very interesting letters. Some letters are shocking
and controversial in nature. It is good to print all sides ofan issue.

This letter is also written to criticize you and your staff for printing of-

fensive, obscene, and pro-communist material. I know where it comes
from. Let's have some unoffensive, clean, and anti-communist material for

a change. The more left wing you get, the more right wing I get.

We do not have the freedom to print or do as we want. Freedom has its

price. If we did have this freedom we could all reap terrible consequences.
"The Collegian" is becoming an insult to the common intelligence of

students and others.

In the Apr. 4, 1975 issue, I read the editorial entitled 'Womanspace'. I say
hogwash ' to this. Your paper is so prejudiced toward women that it is

sickening. Why should they be entitled to space if men are not entitled to

space? May the women on your staff get runs in their panty hose. This

letter is funded by the Committee Against Discrimination Of Men
ICADOM}. By the way, where is 'Manspace'?

CADOM was started because your paper in particular has discriminated

against men many times. CAOOM is not against women or men, but for

justice. How in God'i good name, can you accept and uphold the Gay
Women's Caucus? If you have read the Bible, you know that most
homesexua/s will burn it} the fires of Hell forever. You are going to answer
for every word that's printed in the "Collegian".

You can be very proud of yourself. But remember "pride cometh before

destruction".

Carl Mathewson
Chairman of CADOM

Picket through

the grapevine

To the Editor:

Because of months of hard picketing and support from both the

students and the community, most of the liquor stores in the Amherst area

have agreed to stop carrying Gallo wines. The opposition has been tough,

the Gallo winery has flown a representative to UMass, they have sent PR
personnel to persuade active boycotters they are wrong, local distributors

and Teamsters have both threatened stores with boycotts if they support

the UFWin its efforts. Nevertheless, in spite of the opposing pressure, the

commitments have been won.

However, despite the success of the boycott here, one store. Town and
Country Liquors in West Springfield has taken it upon itself to be a mouth-

piece for Gallo. The store has been picketed since last semester and
recently picket fates have turned into direct confrontations between the

UFW supporters end the opposition. Verbal harrassment and threats of

violence, especially against women and clergy have been common on the

line. Both the Teamsters and the store personnel have received from Gallo

all the help necessary to undermine the support committee 's efforts.

Because of this, the Springfield UFW committee has called a

Demonstration at Town and Country Liquors for April 12, this Saturday,

starting at 1.GO p.m. Rides organized by the local UFW committee will be

leaving the UMsss Newman Center at 12:15. Now is a time when your help

may make a difference. If interested in joining this mass action for justice

for farmworkers, either call 596-4134 or meet us at the Newman Center on

Saturday. BOYCOTT GALLO'
Stava Rowley

April fool no joke!
To the Editor:

Your April Fool's satire about the struggles of American Indian people

was all wrong. [Pigs Hassle Indians: actually use handcuffs.)

You might argue that your real target was not Indians, but the

Progressive News Service. If so, why didn't you display some insight into

the purpose of PNS, or the issue of "objective" vs. "advocacy" reporting?

I would suggest you limit your satire to the world of your experience and
understanding. I trust that if you understood the painful situation now
present at Wounded Knee, you would respond in a humane and intelligent

way. However, writing as you do from obvious ignorance, you appear to

be irresponsible, insensitive, taste/ess, spineless, and cruel. Is that the real

you?
David Williams

Fostering false gripes

To the Editor

Whenever a social injustice becomes highly exposed and publicized, any

number of bleeding hearts immediately jump on the band wagon, wanting

to be identified with the liberal side of the situation. A good example of this

was in Bill Foster's "Action More Than Thought Needed" article in

Wednesday's Collegian.

/ don 't know where he found the females who had suffered the barrage

of come-ons from their professors, but they don 't live anywhere near me. I

made some inquiries myself. Not only had the women I talked to not been

put in this situation, but I got the distinct impression that their profs were

more in danger of being propositioned by them than vice versa!

Why shouldn't it be alright for a professor to exhibit overt interest in a

student?

If a professor is actually harassing or putting undue pressure on a

student to submit sexually to him or her, then something should be done.

However, I'm sure the percentage of this is quite minimal.

Most women can take care of themselves as far as verbal come-ons are

concerned. So if you're really interested in showing everyone how liberal

you are, why don 't you find a legitimate aspect of women 's liberation to

gripe about?
Sharon Hatch
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Israel's peace bid rejected

By S. ELIEZER
and G. EISEN

Israel's efforts to embark upon a step-by-step

movement towards peace with Egypt, through the

good offices of the United States, failed to produce

results because of one over-riding reason — Egypt's

insistence that it would make no political commitment
of substance to Israel. For Cairo, the talks conducted
through Secretary of State Kissinger had the sole

objective of a military disengagement arrangement
that would win for Egypt maximum strategic ad-

vantage on the ground. Israel's offers of territorial

concessions were met with Egyptian demands that

added up to a virtual ultimatum that Israel surrender

its most important defensive positions in Sinai in

return for virtually nothing. This made a mockery of

the whole objective of the step-by-step policy towards
the advancement of peace between Israel and Egypt.

The step-by-step policy was, trom the outset,

conceived as an instrument of diplomacy to try to

bring about a visible and tangible movement towards

peace between Israel and Egypt. As a policy it was
extraordinary, designed to meet an extraordinary

situation: the Arab States' refusal these past 26 years

to recognize Israel or to treat Israel on anything but on
military terms. Hence the idea was developed to

reached out for something political, considerably teas

than peace but credible enough to establish a climate

of mutual trust in which the seeds Of a genuine peace

might germinate. For the first time, Israel and Egypt

were to discuss not merely battle lines, but Egyptian

political movement towards peace in return for Israeli

territorial concession. The concept that was
developed was that the depth of withdrawal would be

determined by the depth of the political progress

towards peace. /. \

Israel made the following proposals at the very
outset of the negotiations: An Israeli withdrawal from
the strategic mountain passes of the Mitla and the
Gidi, and from the Abu Rodeis Oilfields.

In offering to withdraw from these territories and

pull back into the peninsula, Israel was, in fact, ex-

pressing its readiness to give up its two more im-

portant negotiating cards and assume substantial

risks, economic and strategic. The Abu Rodeis

Oilfields supply today almost half of Israel's energy

needs, the Mitla and the Gidi Passes are the key points

of access through Sinai's western mountains to the

sandy plain that reaches to Israel's borders proper,

only ten armor hours away on the ground. The one

who -holds those Passes holds the key to Sinai — the

classical battleground of the area. What Israel asked

in return was an Egyptian undertaking, not for peace

but for an end to war as an instrument of policy.

Cairo rejected a commitment to end the state of

war in return for the passes and the Oilfields. Indeed,

Egypt rejected the proposal without even taking the

trouble to clarify its components. Egypt insisted on a

military arrangement — a second disengagement
agreement — and, in fact, did not hesitate to say so

publicly. The best it wduld offer, and this only after

arduous negotiation, was a rather vague military

formula about "The non use of force" within the

framework of the continuation of the state of war. In

essence, this was a repetition, in different words, of

the undertaking Egypt had assumed in the January

1974 military disengagement agreement, obligating

itself to refrain from all forms of military and para

military action against Israel.

With this, it became increasingly evident that Egypt
was not going to be a serious partment in the pur-

poses and goals of the step-by step approach to

peace. For what Egypt was demanding of Israel, in

effect, was that it bow to a settlement that would
weaken it strategically. And since, for Egypt, the aim
of the exercise was essentially military, Israel had no
recourse but to give due weight to its own military

consideration. If, then, even after an agreement, the
option of war was still to be preserved by Egypt as an
instrument of policy, Israel felt that it, too, must
preserve its own strategic assets for future defense.

Nevertheless, Israel continued to persevere in the

hope of achieving some sort of a compromise. To that

end it offered new concessions that went far beyond
its original intentions: It agreed to hand over the Abu
Rodeis Oilfields and its surrounding area to Egyptian

civilian control. It agreed to evacuate the western half

of the strategic Passes and hand them over to U.N.

supervision, and it, agreed to the movement forward
of the Egyptian military line up to and including the

existing U.N. Buffer Zone. Egypt, once again, rejected

these concessions outright and continued to demand
withdrawal from the Passes and the surrender, not

only of the Oilfields, but of a broad strip of territory

stretching from the town of Suez 220 kilometers

southwards along the Guff of Suez.X \ > /
It was this Egyptian intransigence, its refusal to

grant anything eVen resembling political substance
that would indicate peaceful intent, and its tran-

sparent determination to use the talks for military

strategic gains that inevitably brought about the

suspension of the negotiations.
I K

Israel, for its part, refusing to take no for an answer,

made agonizing decisions in proposing, time after

time, new concessions that entailed grave military

risks in the hope of eliciting some credible response

from Egypt. In so doing, Israel was acutely aware of

the United States' interest. Indeed, this was an im-

portant consideration in the minds of the Israeli

negotiators as they toiled to reach an understanding

through the good offices of Dr. Kissinger.

/
..Jy any measure of fairness and justice, Israel

cannot be faulted for the failure of the effort. It was
Israel, together with the United States, that co-

offered the very idea of the step-by-step diplomacy in

face of the Egyptian 26 year-long refusal to negotiate

a comprehensive peace settlement. It was Israel that,

after the Yom Kippur War, agreed to a disengagement
arrangement that lifted the siege of the trapped Third

Army. It was Israel that volunteered to evacuate its

forces from the salient captured on the Western Side
of the Suez Canal. And it was Israel which agreed to

pull back into Sinai. Above all, it was Israel that had
made a calculated decision not to press on to a

decisive military defeat of the invading Egyptian Army
— a defeat which was only days away. This decision
was made for one central reason: To give the United
States a chance to employ its diplomacy in the effort

to move the relations between Israel and Egypt from
war towards peace. That was the point of departure
out of which emerged the conditions for the step-by-
step diplomacy. And it was Israel that was now again
ready to make the tangible and far reaching con-
cessions in full knowledge of the military risks in-

volved, if only Egypt would take together with it the
first step away from war towards the prospects of
peace. This, Egypt refused to do.

5. Eliezer and G. Eisen are Guest Commentators.————-MB——__MBBBBHBira**

Steve Tripoli

Pre-season
warmup

(expletive deleted)

Richard M. Nixon

Well, there was nothing in my book of great

quotations about Spring, so I thought I'd lay the old

chestnut above on you just for the hell of it. Hey, it got

you to read this far, didn't it?

Anyway, spring is here, and so are all the "spring is

here" columns in the newspaper. Aside from those,

here's what else you can expect around here as the

weather warms up:

— Increases in everything slated for next fall. The
great merry-go-round has already started, with

students demanding no increases, and the Ad-
ministration calling us "irresponsible" for not wanting
to thrust ourselves into fiscal never never land. Credit

for being the first with the "irresponsible" quote this

year goes to Vice Chancellor Gage. Why not? It's his

last chance before he's canned. He'll be one of the

first victims of Administrative cutbacks demanded by

the Governor, as a vicious back stabbing war erupts in

Whitmore over who goes and who doesn't.

— Sexist Collegian photographers will hang around
women's dorms trying to find the most scantily clad

female. The photo will carry a caption saying "Spring

brings out the best in people," or a reasonably absurd

facsimile. Outraged letters to the editor will follow.

— The Student Government Association will hold

another fiasco in the form of a Presidential election.

The assembled student pigs will take it seriously. No
one else will. Once again the assembled student pigs

will ignore the will of the people and not elect Henry
Ragin. Once again a dynamite person like Rick Savini

will be elected, and will burn himself out in the

process of discovering that it's all worthless and that

our generation isn't the hope of the world after all.

— The Distinguished Visitors Program will ignore

the will of the students who fund it and regale us with

a succession of speakers of interest only to them-

selves. Their egos will feel great, and they will rest

assured in the fact that they're bringing a little c ;iture

to their barbarian fellow students. Of course, the »<Jal

will of the students will be to see Moe Howard, Hunter

Thompson, or someone truly worthwhile, but the

DVP committee will be at the TOC toasting Werner
von Schmuck, oblivious as usual.

— A spring concert will be discussed. Very few
people will care about whether there is one or not, but

a bunch of students who know the ropes will wangle
the funding for it, poll students through the Collegian

to see who we want, and disappoint us with Gary
Lewis and the Playboys, or worse, Fleetwood Mac.
With regards to Raoul Duke ...

Steve Tripoli is a Collegian Columnist.
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Notable Quote
"After the fall of Da Nang and the coastal provinces, we felt we must

escalate our demands and ask for his resignation. He responded by further
arrests ..."

Dinh Thach Bich, spokesman for the Committee of Action for National
Salvation talking in Saigon about South Vietnamese President Thieu.

The US role in Portugal
One of our stock cliches is that "History repeats itself." Well, I

don't know about cliches, but I do see several alarming parallels

between the Communist rise to power in Portugal and between
certain events of the 20th century.

1 ) Consider the Reichstag Fire parallel, where Hitler and Voering
had the Reichstag, the German Parliament, burned to the ground.
They turned around and blamed the
arson on the Communists, and after .

the subsequent parliamentary
elections banned both the Com-
munist Party and the Communist
deputies from convening with the
rest of the Reichstag, thus
achieving by crook a parliamentary
majority that they were unable to

obtain by the ballot. Also as a result

of all this fun, the Nazis got the

German President, von Hin-
denburg, to sign an "emergency"
decree cancelling civil liberties and
freedom of the press "until further —__^—
notice." In addition, they also pushed through the shrunken
Reichstag an act enabling the Nazis to overrule (;o control)
anything the Reichstag did. Thus did they achieve dictatorial

powers.

Very much the same thing has occurred in Portugal. A sham
revolt was staged (A couple of airplanes dropped a few bombs
and some "rightist" soldiers "demonstrated" against the regime.
Big deal.) The Army was purged of non-communist elements, and
the junta got their own enabling act which also over rides the

Portuguese parliament (How come nobody complains about a
military dictatorship when it happens to be leftist?). Naturally, the
reds didn't miss their chance to suppress individual freedoms, the

press, and rival parties. They even outlawed the Maoist party! All

they need now to ice the cake is a song like "Deutschland uber
alias"

Should the United States forcefully seize

Portugal? The alternative is eventual

Soviet domination of all Europe

2) Another alarming parallel is that of naval access to the open
oceans. Germany did not become a real threat to Britain, and
never mind the Scapa Flow fiasco, until she occupied Norway and
France because before then, her access to the Atlantic was limited

and more easily monitored by His Majesty's Navy. Fifteen years
ago, the Soviet Navy was likewise landlocked by nations

stretching all the way from

«__«^_^««^ Alaska and Korea to Norway, but

since they they have established

bases in the Indian Ocean and
Cuba, and are now about to add to

their tiara of bases by 'annexing

Southeast Asia and worst yet,

Portugal. They will be far more
difficult to control in the event of a

future crisis. For example, does
anybody remember that we used
the Portuguese Azores to re-arm

Israel during the Yom Kippur War?
Well, we won't be able to do thatn————__^ the next time, and if I were an
Israeli, both the news from

Vietnam and Portugal would greatly alarm me.
3) Just as the Germans were outflanked in World War II by the

Russians on the one side and by the Western Allies on the other,

so too is Western Europe - NATO - now being outflanked by
the Sovient Union. I wonder which country will be the next to go
- Spain? Italy?

4) The final parallel is a coftingency whose time is coming. Just
as the Soviet Union suppressed Hungary (1956) and
Czechoslovakia (1968) because they reightly perceived the
liberalization of these countries as a threat to their system, so too
must NATO (if it isn't already too castrated psychologically) seize

Portugal from the Communists by force. The alternative is

eventual Soviet domination of all Europe.

James A. No/let is a Collegian Columnist.

Immaculate
deception

There is always the trend in American culture to
make a fast buck. Certain people in this culture have
acquired a special talent and knack for executing this
axiom. Occasionally, there are good causes which
underlie this factor: an appeal for the Hungry, the
Ecology Drive, the Bill Graham Crusade for Religious
'Starvation', and additional approximations of the
above.

As America is part of the vast network of media and
"consumerism," there is another trend, which is to be
suckered into sensationalism; to read "what really

happened," or the "true story behind the life of a
criminal junkie, incarcerated within prison walls." So
we would devour his bestselling book, concurrently
supporting his habit, which is administered to him
daily by a warden who gets paid off by the 9th
precinct for a certain percentage of the weekly cut.
These actions can readily be concealed from the

market-oriented citizen, but other money-making
ventures are not that covert.

There are people raking in the bread, reaping
benefits from their criminal actions and the ever-
receptive public is footing the bill. The people: the old
Watergate crowd: Magruder, Dean, Haldeman, etc.
The tactics, simple; they are parading the college
campuses around the country for $3000 a head base
price to personally uncover the already uncovered
cover-up (?!). There are publications in the works
about them and their wives will be damned if they
can't drag their domesticity into their husbands'
diversions too, by including the "woman - behind -

the - man" story, or making public apologies for
another thousand per copyrighted word.

In other words, these bureaucratic scapegoats from
the barnyard of the Capitol, gleeful in their deception
because they will be the ones to come out on top
financially, are perpetuating their crime, like the
criminal junkie. And we are supporting their habit by
being absorbed into this artifically-induced market.
The Watergate conspirators, the key to whose

distorted perception was their characteristic con-
fusion of what is pragmatic for what is realistic, vir-

tually to us all proclaimed their innocence. Speaking
of making and passing the proverbial buck, remember
how they professed not to know they were par-
ticipating in any extensive wrong-doing? Included in

this group are Martinez and Barker, the small fish who
were members of the original break-in team. Barker
has said he still feels he did the right thing. Nothing is

immoral so long as one chooses to see it that way.
Thur Barker, Porter, Martinez, Dean, and the rest

confessed to being mere ciphers, errand boys who did
various things, carrying messages and money, paying
bills, knowing not why or for whom, but just because
they were told to do so, because they were loyal.

Seldom did they ask questions because they didn't
- need to know the connections among the events in

which they were but unobtrusive players. As long as
you don't know, you're not deceived. Too easy, too
easy ...

The person who always does what he is told has no
moral ballast of his own, he is by definition amoral,
which is the ultimate inhumanity.

The more prevalent the bureaucracy is, the less

discriminating and developed will be the moral
imagination. So we end up with someone like a Lt.

Calley or the Watergate crew — people who know
how to stand up for America and not much more. The
deception is there — it's just a matter of recognizing
and combatting it. By that time though, Dean and
Haldeman may have sold the rights of their "true
story" to Ross hunter at Paramount Pictures. And you
can bet that the "Four-Star Rating" attributed to
them by the "Daily News", will once again attract the
faithful flock of deceived and errant souls.

Cindy Sharen is a Collegian Commentator.
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Health seminar can aid students
By LANA FISCHER

Staff Reporter

Whether you've caught a cold

from your roomy, sprained your

ankle running for the bus, got

stomach convulsions from last

night's pizza extraordinaire, and-or

just feel depressed and you don't

know why, look no further than

your own front door ... of your

dorm that is.

Last semester 20 Residence Hall

Counselors participated in a 9-week

one-credit Public Health Seminar

sponsored by University Health

Services. Each counselor was not

only trained in first aid procedures,

but also to act as a "resource to

their peers in the area of health

knowledge, attitudes and behaviors

and serve as a liaison to University

Health Services," according to Mrs.

Ann Grose program coordinator

who is a health educator and nurse

practitioner at UMass Health

> "COUPON"

Services.

The program teaches counselors

to treat such simple problems as

burns, splinters, nose bleeds, colds,

sprained ankles, but also "to know
when and whom to call for

debatable' wounds or serious

problems, and to assist the person

to the Health Center" added Mrs.

Grose.

During the training seminar,

participants met with guest

speakers such as Dr. Kraft from

Mental Health, Ms. Evelyn Duston

on problems with Alcohol, Ms.

Debbie Norton from PSE (Peer Sex

Education) and Contraception

Clinic, Ms. Lisa Lambiase,
Nutritionist, and Ms. Chris Faulkner

from Dental Clinic. Also, Mrs. Ann
Grose has compiled a manual for

the program on care of common
illnesses in conjunction with Dr.

Katharine Reichert, Dr. McBride,

jvledical Directcfr and Ms. Jane
Zapka, Director of Health
Education. "With this information

the counselors learn how to use the

information in dorms so they might,

in turn, teach it to others," said

Mrs. Grose.

This semester in-service sessions

are being held for the 20 coun-
selors.,
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Campus Center food services presents:

this week's entertainment

$19

Diana Romer awaits her first 5:00 meeting of the

Amherst Board of Selectmen.

SOJOURN helps women
i

i

i

i

SOJOURN INC. is a newly SOJOURN cons.sts of women
[

organized, non-profit corporation, "om
.

*•*«" and Hampsh.re

whose purpose is to provide in-
count.es who have past expenence

novative programs and alternative
<n work.ng w.th young women^ and

services for young women in
are acutely aware of the need for

Franklin and Hampshire counties, alternative programs The emphas.s
(

Every day, the number of °f the P'°9ram """
J"

x°
1

tram
I

adolescent girts who run away from voung women .n the skills of l.vmg
,

their homes, or foster homes, in-
independently, w.th particular

j

They run for many and stress on vocational and
lucational components.

If you are interested in finding |

out more about SOJOURN, write: I

ONLY

99
each

when you buy 4!

VW BUGS
VW Fastbacks

VW Squarebacks
5:r»0 15

r»:<)0 15

4 <<>< Only $79%

-^ * April 9-14

jl The Hatch:
I*

& FET j*
It

reasons. Some are fleeing educational components
creases,

various

alcoholic or abusive homes, ex-

tremely restrictive ones, or simply

3 for $67 78

2 for '45"
f
& FET

1 for s23 8 '

Offer Good With Coupon Only

*
I

j* Shiela ft Love Flame Wed. & Thurs. £

i| Homecooking Wed. — Sat.

It

i*
*
I*
i*

jj Bluewall:

Actual Proof Wed. - Sat.

J* ******************************
it

T.O.C.

Stacy Leeds Thurs. — Sat.

Plaza Shell
h^tharih-gh ^/conflicts ^ZTlLTeXL'ZZ I ^s^SLY^
and hardships, have become un- Road, Nortn Leverett, Mass. uius*. ^, ____

WONDERLOVE
lMtaurant

IDS

supportive and non-nuturing.

Others have never really felt at

home, in a series of inappropriate

foster placements.

Previous to last year, those

young women who were convicted

of being runaway, truant, 'stub-

born' or 'incorrigible' children, were

committed to the Department of

Youth Service, and into the juvenile

justice system. In a move to de-

criminalize these offenses, the

legislature recently enacted the

CHINS (Children in Need of Ser-

vices) law. Under CHINS, a child is

still brought before the courts for

non-criminal 'status' offenses, but

the aim is to recommend service or

placement for him or her. There

were never, unfortunately, any

funds allocated for these services.

Jim
SCHOLARSHIPS

FOR

HURSIH6 MAJORS

paying full tuition, lab fees, textbook costs and incidental

fees plus $100 per moqth may be available to you through

the Air Force ROTC 2-year nurse commissioning program.

To find out if you can qualify as an Air Force Nurse,

contact:

Major Goodhue
Room 205

5-2437

Dickinson Hall

|#
*
»

St. Regis Restaurant
28 Pleasint St., Northampton

Quality food at very reasonable

prices. Also very comfortable

surroundings.

A little place, with a LOT to offer.

#
*
#
#
#
*
*

#
#
#

i
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WONDERLOVE
»
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#
#
#
#
#
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Sunday 8:00 p.m.

Movie: Wonder Love —
Stevie Wonder in Concert

#
Sunday 9:00 p.m.

JAZZ JAM SESSION
[Monday: IRISH NIGHT!

#

t

*
t

Anti-transient petition caused
PCP defeats, say spokesmen

By BILL GONET
Staff Reporter

PCP spokesmen attributed the
defeat of all of its candidates for

town meeting representative in

precinct 1 to an anti-transient

petition cfirected against their

candidates.

"The petition had the effect of
turning our more long-time resident

voters than would have normally

voted," said Floyd Bailey, a

defeated PCP candidate for town
meeting representative in precinct

1.

Bailey said he felt that the

petition generated an increase of

voters who turned out to vote
specifically against PCP candidates.

In precinct 1 where nine 3-year

seats were contested, the & PCP
candidates ran against a field of 20
candidates, including 5 incumbents
who all polled more votes than
anybody else- running in that

precinct.

The PCP's biggest vqje getter in

that precinct, Sandra Brayton, who
finished tenth, lost by 108 votes.

She received 114 'votes while

William Mullin and Robert Pat-

terson, who were tied for ninth,
both received 222 votes.

This year, when 20 candidates
ran for nine seats, the front-runner
incumbent Frank J. Bukoski polled
284 votes.

Last year, when 18 candidates
ran for 15 seats, the front-runner
received 152 votes: while the
winner with the lowest number of
votes polled only 89 votes.

Bailey, who received 96 votes,
said he felt that the increase in the
tally of this year's front runner over
last year's front-runner resulted
from an increased number of voters
who turned out to vote against PCP
candidates.

From a field of 43 PCP can-
didates running for town meeting
representative, 12 were elected.
The PCP, a coalition of candidates
interested in representing the in-

terests of students, tenants, and
low income groups in general, had

hoped that a strong turnout of

students would have carried their

slate.

"We did not get the student vote
that we had hoped for," said

Dough Phelps, defeated PCP
candidate for town meeting
moderator. "We got what we
expected."

Phelps estimated that 2100 votes
were cast in last year's election. A
total of 3422 were cast this year;

Phelps estimated that at least 1000
of these were cast by students.

Phelps and Mark Levitan, a FCP
candidate for town meeting
representative defeated in precinct

3, agreed that PCP candidates were
hurt by three factors which varied

in each precinct: lower than hoped
student response, a block vote by
long-time residents against PCP
candidates, and an increased turn-

out of long-term resident voters

generated by the anti-transient

petition.

Vets present Walpole film

Freedom Wontworth

a leader and organizer in the
evangelical and charismatic
movements will share his joy in the
Lord Jesus Christ

Fri. 4-11, 7:30 p.m.

at St. John's
Episcopal Church

Smith College Northampton

By JOSEPH COTTER
Progressive News Service

Three Thousand Years to Life, a

half hour documentary film

depicting conditions at Walpole
Prison during the 1973 guards and
union strike, will be playing at the

Student Union this afternoon.

Sponsored by the Veterans
Coalition and Operation Update, a

prison reform group, the movie will

be shown continuously in the

Commonwealth room between 1 :00

p.m. and 3:00 p.m.

The film was made by Randal
Conrad and Stephen Ujlaki with

help from the New England
Prisoners Association.

Three Thousand Years is an eye-

opener to anyone who has not been
exposed to prison life as it contains

SUBS&PIZZA
NO PLEASANT Sf
Amherst Mass.W UNIVERSITY Dr flAA

Amherst Mas.
|||^

TEL. 256-017.1 TEL. 256-8914

M l-HC 9VI/H I

I I

I"

with any pizza ordered on delivery Fri. or Sat. night April 11th & 12th.
|

I Yoo MUST order the Soda over the phone. A 30 g

I
Value '

A FREE SODA

scenes and dialogue that was not
related by the local media at that
time.

The movie shows us how the
inmates ran the prison without
assistance from the Department of
Corrections even more efficiently

than the guards ever had while at
the same time incidents of inmate
violence dropped incredibly.

The problems that the prisoners
have in trying to inform the public
as to their plight is brought up time
and time again but this film gives
the campus community a chance to
see Walpole Prison through a
totally different perspective than
the local televison.

One of the oldest classic Oriental theatre companies
will perform Sunday evening at Bowker Auditorium at
UMass. The Kyogen National Comic Theatre of Japan
will perform at 8 as part of the Third World Cultural
Series of the Fine Arts Council. Tickets are available
today at the Herter Hall Council office, or at the door.

Student Athletes Honored

with a

Super Campus

Women's Ed group

holds conference

Sat., Apr. 11th at S.U.B.

Starring

"Some of My Best Friends"

"Dynamic Sex Machine"

"Rush"

"Forest"

PLUS * very special guesf shir appearance

"Discotheque In Between"

"ALL YOU CAN DRINK"

The Council

Massachusetts
Education will

Conference at

Massachusetts
Saturday, April 12

5:00 p.m.. Group
227. Registration

includes lunch)

registration only)

me morning of 4

for Women in

Public Higher
hold its Spring

Southeastern
University on

, 1975, 9.00 a.m.--

II Building, Room
is $3.00 (which

or $1.50 (for

and may be paid

12-75.

The agenda for Saturday's
meeting will feature Dolores

Mitchell, Cabinet Coordinator for

Governor Michael Dukakis, who
will speak on "Women in the

Political System."

This is an open meeting for all

women affiliated with any segment

of public higher education in the

Commonwealth.

ALMOST PLANTING

TIME

8:30 S.U.B. only $2.50 at the door

Come Meet & Boogie

with your favorite ATHLETE

Gef a i »ad sfart

af Earfhwares
seeds & seed flats

vermiculite
gardening books
plant lites for seedlings

&m\WMtr
03 N PLEASANT AMHERST 256 8810

>*—
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DVP presents week-long program

concerning oceanic environment
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Israeli Independence feted
On Sunday afternoon, April 13, Israel's 27th birthday will be celebrated

here with a Five College Independence Day festival. The festivities will start

at 3 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge with live entertainment by the

"Zabarim", a top Israeli trio, followed by typical Israeli refreshments, such

as felafel, and Israeli Dancing. At 8 p.m. the award winning Israeli film,

"Three Days and a Child" will be shown in Campus Center 101. The film

was made in Jerusalem and is in Hebrew with English sub-titles. Both

these events are without charge, and the public is invited.

Philosophy Dept. conference
UMass department of philosophy announces a conference at which the

following papers will be presented:

Today: 3 p.m. Professor Murray Ritely Smith College "The Set Theoretic

Anatomy of a Murder" Campus Center 163-164.

8 p.m.: Professor Gareth Matthews, UMass-Amherst "On Talking

Philosophy with Children".

Professor Clyde Evans, UMass-Boston "Philosophy with Children:

Some Experiences and Some Reflections". Campus Center 101.

Tomorrow at 11 a.m. Professor Howard Cohen, UMass-Boston "On

How the History of Philosophy Works" Campus Center 105.

Next week, April 14-17, the Distinguished Visitors

Program, in conjunction with the Coalition for En-

vironmental Quality and Program Council will be

presenting "Ocean Options." The programming

including guest lecturers and four films from the

classic series "The Undersea World of Jacques

Cousteau" is designed to investigate various aspects

of the ocean environment from the extremes of the

Antarctic or the undersea Caribbean world to the vast

resources and precarious potential of these waters.

The week will begin with a C.E.Q. sponsored

speaker, John Teale who will be speaking on "The
Health of the Oceans" in the S.U.B. at 8 p.m.

LAST WEEKEND

GRAfS Sugsr House

Pancakes, Waffles,

Country Sausage
and Bacon

Homemade Apple Pie

Rt. 116 to Ashfield Center

625-6559

Serving Sat. and Sun. 9-6

Monday.
Tuesday and Wednesday will feature four films

selected from the television specials in the series "The

Undersea World of Jacques Cousteau. "Lagoon of

the Lost Ships" and "Tragedy of the Red Salmon"

will be shown at 8 p.m. in the S.U.B. April 15. "Smile

of the Walrus" and "The Unsinkable Sea Otter" will

be shown, same time, same place, on Wednesday.

The executive producer of the T.V. series, Tom
Horton, is the guest lecturer for Thursday. His lecture

combines slides and anecdotes about the Cousteau

crew and their adventures from the "outtakes" not

used in the series.

The week long Ocean Options events are free to the

public.

AMHERSTCV**

Christianity

talk at Smith
This Friday night offers a good

opportunity to those whose
spiritual search is open to the reality

of Jesus Christ to experience a

night blessed in His Lordship, at

Smith College, in the basement of

St. John's Episcopal Church at 7:30

p.m., featuring Rev. Freedom
Wentworth II.

Freedom will also meet in the

Chapel Lounge on Saturday
morning at 9:00-11:00 with anyone

with questions, comments, or

problems.

AMITY ST

MEL BROOKS
( The Insane Genius)

The man who brought you

"Blaiing Saddles" and
"Young Frankenstein" no-

brings you the funniest ot

them all.

"253 S4?6

O TOOLE IS FUNNY
DISTURBING
OtV*t T »TING'

A BRILLIANT FILM
STUNNING'

•rrtarrMu
tummw
MTNMIMK TUP

The Four Leaf Window
presents

-m hhhicms RULING CLASS
Ewes: The Ruling Class — 7 00. The Producers — »:00

MONDAY & TUFSDAT BARGAIN NlTES • ALL SEATS $1 00

Beyond the Valley
of the Dolls

"Hollywood's answer to

hard core porno! "

When:

Saturday,

April 12

^ x
7, 9, 11 p.m.

* *AT
'

OF SMITH COLLEGE

i/ODEW
lOfcMJSC
,

i NORTHAMPTON

— NOW — 7:00 & 9:15

FRANCO m^m ^ „,
CRISTALDI'S RHLN

DuinOutrt by

NH*«(0«lOPiClU»tS

the original version

"Northeast Expressway"

Best Band that ever played here!

(From R.I.)

THURS.-SUN.

NEW
MINIGEMENT

Call: 584-2645

HADLEY DRIVE-IN

Rt. 9, Hadley

S JACK
NICHOLSON

SPECIAL:
A COLLEGIAN DISCOUNT!

$«00 OFF EACH

I ADMISSION

WHEN YOU PRESENT
THIS AD

TO OUR CASHIER!

A WESTERN MASS.

FIRST^^
^All New ^>

CINEMA-RADIO
No speakers needed All you
need is a car or portable AM
radio'

THE LAST DETAIL is a good

rmovie . . . It is by far the bast thing|

Jack Nicholsons

w .1*

aver done
—VMCIKT CANCY.

"The Last Detail"

(R)

Second at 9:20

-REX REED Holiday

Our Sound is Only
As Good As Yours'

JACK NICHOLSON
fFIVEEHSU— pieces ;r

KAREN BLACK

"LYRICAL AND BRILLIANT, THE REFLECTION

OF ITS GENERATION.. LIKE A BOB DYLAN SONGl

ON CELLULOID 1 " -t- »>- win**- »»>

JACK NICHOLSON

[eas* ivde*
PETER I DENNIS
FONDA I HOPPER
Thurs at II 10 (R)

REGULAR ADM $2.00

Campus Center Auditorium

All the screened

SEX

that
can buy!

MOM V\l I INI HIS I y tl M
ROUTE S RIVEROALE RO

WEST SPflD 24 MB TEL 733 5131

CHARGE YOUR TICKETS ON MASTER CHARGE

' Robert
Redford
INAUOftbt ROT Mill HL*

WALOOrlPPtR

starring ed nelson • randall carver • barbara sigel

also starring Joan winmill • gordon rigsby • special screen appearance billy graham

7 * 9:15 Nightly

GARDEN THEATRE Sat & Sun Mat At 1 & 3

Greenfield, mass No Passes - No Bargain Nites

Wed Mat., I pm *•»»
r'ri.. 7:2". Mfc Sat.-Stin

:». :i:i.V I:Mb I:M "it*.

\<<Mkiirv
Au«wil .

HimMr !

Jac^clioteon

Bnatown; B

Frt-Mon-Tue7:3a-ia : eo

Sat-Sun 2:M. 4:3*. 7:1*.

»:35

\

^SIREISANO&CAAN^

Rinny
m I£dy
Wed Mai ! |> m . Mini

Ihiiis. »:«*: f»l.. ;:»:..

\ 'I 11 *>.H Mm. I. ». | r,

Mi in mi

Dust in Hoffman
"Lenin" ..

A Bob FosmF In

Nominated for

6 Academy Awards I

Wrd Mai . -' Pnv: M«m
>u ; :ii mi:,; Sal Sun

III | III VIM. 7 HI. 'I -H

rmwarren beatty

^7

\\ ril \l»l .' p m. Mnn
I n M.V <!::»: Sal. Sun

i :n ; in. 'i iii

could be better than

nieThr»*MuakBt»era?

cYhe caouR
MU8KFTEEI&

PG
Will Mai .' p.m.. M»n
In ; Hi 'i III: Sal Sun /

;ii ; r. . .'». i -'<» I i» •
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"THE FIRST
REALLY FUNNY

X RATED
MOVIE EVER
MADE! A

CLEVER AND
BRILLIANT SATIRE."

—Kevin Saunders, ABC-TV

J

"THE ONLY
REALLY FUNNY
MOVIE SINCE

WOODY ALLEN'S
'BANANAS'."

—Roger Greenspun, New York Times

"...ITS MIND IS SO SANE, ITS
IMAGINATION SO FREE, AND
ITS FANTASIES SO LOGICAL,

THAT IT BECOMES SOMETHING
EVEN MORE RARE THANGOOD
SATIRE,THAT IS, IT BECOMES

GOOD DIRTY SATIRE."
—Vincent Canby, New York Times

is there

after death?
•tarriMi BUCK HENRY •ROBERT DOWNEY
MARSHALL EFRON • HOLLY WOODLAWN
JIM MORAN • EARL DOUD • RUBIN CARBON
FEATURING THE INTERNATIONAL BEXBOWL
p<.4u<.4, wrMaw ana* •'footed ay

JEANNE andALAN ABEL
••••<••*• »i*iutar MiiAsto by u M film distributors inc

MICHAEL ROTHSCHILD mmmmmm
)[
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6:30 8:15 10:00 11:45

THE
'STEPFORDI
WIVES

NO DOLLAR NIGHT

Sth Week 7 I 9

JOHN CASSAVETES

A Woman
Under the

Influence

Gen. Rowlands

DOLLAR NIGHTS MON&TUES
ALL SEATS SI 00

GLOBE 586-0935
Northampton

THRU SAT.!!
Jean Couteau's
7 00 8. 9:00

Beauty and

the Beast
The Harder,

They Come
11.00 Fn.& Sat,

Mean
Streets

Sun.-

Tues.M

$1.00

7:00and9:10
MorV. & Tues.

notices

Every Eve at 7:30-9:40

Mat Wed Sat. Sun.

1:30 3:30-5:30

R ™e
t

Proud
presentation •HI

Filmed in Springfield,
Holyoke, Amherst, North-
ampton, Oeerfield and other
local areas.

Deerfield Drive-In

Route 5 & 10

So. Deerfield, Mass.

Russ Meyers

contemplate^
the A
possmm^

ALSO

Russ Meyer s

Finders Keepers
ItyfenWecjaeri

Showtime 7:45

Police Officer

Will Check I. D.

Under 18 Not Admitted

AHEA AND BUTTERICK
Come and get involved in a joint meeting

of AHEA and Butterick. See what's going
on for the rest of the semester and for next

year. Show us what you have to offer,

because you'll be surprised how much we
offer youl

ALL COLLEGE FELLOWSHIP
Attention Christiansl Come and

fellowship with your brothers and sisters

from all over the 5 College Community at

the All College Fellowship tonight. St.

John's Episcopal Church in Northampton
(in the basement) at 7:30.

ARMENIANS AND GREEKS
Stop the massacres! Demonstration 4

24 in New York. Bus both ways. Call Pam
6 8525 for more info. Also, call if you're

going to the Boston march tomorrow.
RENT INCREASE

Protest the proposed 13.5 per cent rent

increase in all married student housing.

Come to C.C. 101, Sunday, Apr. 13, 3 p.m..

Child Care provided.

BRINK COFFEEHOUSE
Friday April 11, 8:30 p.m. the Brink

Coffeehouse presents Artie Traum,
contemporary folk music (Brother of

Happy Traum) at Eliot House, Mount
Holyoke, S. Hadley. Free beer.

BICYCLE CLUB SLIDE SHOW
Everyone is invited to a showing of Josh

Gordon's European Tour slides, with

music, 8 p.m. Friday C.C. 905-909 It's

good, so bring friends.

BIKE A THON
A Bike A Thon will be sponsored by lota

Gamma Upsilon on April 27 to Start Greek
Week. It will be open to the entire

University and proceeds will go to the fight

against leukemia. For more info call 256-

6844 Ask for Kathy, Diane, or Carolyn

USCF CHESS TOURNAMENT
Sat and Sun. 3rds Swiss Style. 50-2hrs.

Registration 8:30 - 9:45 a.m. Sat. at

Alumni House of Amherst College. EF;

$12. $10 if under 21. $1 less for MACA
members $250 in prizes. Rds, 10. 2:30, 7

Sat 10. 2:30 Sunday TD David Chu, 549
6534
DEADLINE TO APPLY

Students wishing to apply for summer
and fall must make initial contact with a

BDIC student counselor by Mon. April 13

at the latest BDIC requires a 4 semester
commitment.
EXECUTIVE ACTION

Probably the most controversial of our

time' To be shown Patriot's Day April 21 in

the CCA 7. 9 and 11. Decide for yourself.

was it possible 7

GARAGE SALE
Univ Apts Parking lot Sat. Apr 12. toys,

clother, etc. Rain date April 13.

GET PSYCHED
52 hour Dance Marathon for Muscular

Dystrophy will begin in Worcester DC at

9 o m Fndav April 25 with an OPEN
DANCE Beer, bash and boogie.

GSS PLEDGE MEETING
Pledge meeting Sun April 13 at 8:15, 508

Cashin Pledge protects and material for

exam will be discussed. All pledges should
try to attend

HA TE TO Sc *V>

turn to p. 17

CALVlNl&e
MM.M NORTHAMPTON i«4 33IO

Nominated for 11 Academy Aw

MOTH
« anttcTit ,^

Snd SMASH WEEK 1

Best Picture

Best Actor

Best Director

Evu Godfather 11-7 30

M0NDRY I TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • All SEATS SIM

• ^ ..... ,
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a documentary film

ERICH VON DANIKEN'S

"CHARIOTS OF THE GODS"

SAT., APRIL 12th in MANAR

at 7:30-9:15-11:30

tilMDC Classifieds Pi*
* To o>»a<* • clasuliod drop *y

mo Collodion Office botwoort

• Mom and 14) p.m Monday
fMH,
The deadline n J *i, two days

boforo ttw day your ad it to

TM rata* aro
Dally - » 38 par lino

Weekly - • 30 por lino

Monthly » 2f por lino

'Two lino* on form
approsimoto on* lino

FJR SALE

Integral Bvotemo povsror imp
large Adwont speakers ACE audio
prtimp. all immaculate* MM Call

Mike 548 0177

Nood * ploco to put your plants*

Buy o plant hangar from mo for

(7 SO Modo from rool wood hangs
in dorm window holds uo to 12

plonta Coll Vicki ot • 8461 or atop
by and so* at JQA 1403

Pair JBL M spaakars high of

t.ciancy • OHM 307 8*4* Koop
trying

ob Ino th. anSO. SO Cole T
JuOy 2UW4
Hood skis bndgs boots, ate

O.UBBEB STAMPS modo up with
anything ,ou d Ilka to stamp
Ingsoonaiva For Inatonca. nama
and addroas »3 with telephone
numbor $3 SO fast sorvleo Also
porsonolitod stationary Joseph
006 47*6 avanmgs

Woman s 3 spd En. biha Good
make naads work »2S Call Barbara

546 6186

Calc Bowmar MXIiW »M funct
MS 0013

Yamaha Classical Guitar 1 vaar
old 548 6226

Gibson ES 335 good cond . (27*
253 5745

110 lb weight sat »30 253 2241
aft S

Campar 87> r its pick up
longbad Dbl ndg . ascal

cond Call 584 78.

Advant Spookois mirocord
turntobfo moronti rscoivor S mo
old (3*0 253 788 1

Fonder Bandmaster b PA Guild
Guitar Leslie 147. «MI Piano 288
8180 aftor S

Symphonic stereo tm record
changer AM FM Stereo radio, tope
dock. 2 lg apeokore Boll for (ISO
253 7888

Bcott 342 C Storoo Receiver 12 a>

12VV gd cond new 4300 Will toko
B O 548 8715 IS 7 p m I

Refrtgeretor 10 cu ft Best offer
over 4100 Year old Call Chris at 8
7870 or 5 3500

Polaroid 330 entree
Beet offer 885 4235

Ei cond

Raised weierbed with htr King
site Custom msde (200 firm Jim
263

Psnesonic Model RE7870D EET
solid stote EM AM stereo receiver
with metched BSR turntable, two
t'.i inch speokore 4136 Must sell

Cell John 538 4808 sfter 6

Eerth Shoes Men s sire 8 476
Women s sue 10 425 Brown* low
cut good shape Also track shoos.
white cenves and leother seme
site Call Kris or Denny et 323 4816

Stereo AR turntable TDC Spkrs
receiver w 8 track 5 cu It refrig
175 6 6045

EXAKTA VS1000TI 2 bodies 3
lenses. 3 viewtinders Howell 85A
strobe, lots else Complete only
4350 548 0384

AUTO FOR SALE
VW Van new point iob need

jmech work Best offer 545 2888
JAsk for Oave

67 Barracuda VS 4 spd 4300 or
B O Four 13 in tiros. Chevy rims
456 Mack 548 0481

68 VW bus good cond rebuilt
empng pltfrm 41560 548 1758 Low
mileage

Ford Van 84 6 std camper top
Must see Now parts very little

rust, very unusuol Buying new
ono 4500 773 8108 _

68 VW Esc cond sunroof new
clutch brakes, rebuilt engine
11000 253 9285

For sale 1872 SAAB 99r Esc
cond . new miectors Tires air

cond 42400 or boat offer 413 774

4288 evenings

AUTO FOR SALE

1888 Volvo 144S needs work Will

consider any offer Call 548 0828

1888 Ford station wagon iust

tuned Good condition $250 Cell

258 0256

71 Fiat 124. good condition
radio's 30 mpg $1185 Call Mrs
Roberts 5 0150

Went to buy. '70 72 Dart Scamp
Valiant Slant 6 225 c i Call
Jeanne 546 1312 eve

VW Sqbk 68 good cond, 74 000
mi 25 mpg $685 1 628 3367

1867 Ford Cntry Sgr 4600 neg
good cond Judy 283 6064

58 Peugeot, sunroof bring a

battery and drive it ewey 1 $100 .Bob
253 7887

64 Corvair Convert body and top
good needs motor (100 or best
offer 263 7827

64 Chev wagon rebuilt motor
now Esheust runs well 6 cyl $250
Bob 253 7867

68 Chov No Beouty. but SUPER
RUNNING Small 8 autometic ps
$3*5 2S3 7*87

Greet 70 Fiot coupe, looking for

good heme 40 mpg $885 tekes it

Bob 253 7*67

67 Ford Galane 6. auto $396 263
7*87

1670 SAAB 88 2 dr 57 000 miles
New Michelms. FM redio Ross 256
0687 $1100

67 Mustong. tuned, std . conv
4270 or beet offer Cell 646 1006
evenings

For Solo 64 Chevy truck, runs
well but needs work $100 Cell 263
5877

1*8* VW Square bock, caking
$400 Celt 538 4037

72 Cepri AM FM storoo. 3a mpg
$1876 546 0010

4 Sole Peugeot U06 21
freme Excellent cond Asking $100
753 5560

63 Chevy Impale es body Nuns
Best offer Cell 253 2408

66 VW Bug 72.000 mi Rebuilt
engine (260 or best offer 1 536
5434

1*66 Plymouth station wegon
Runs greet (200 best offer Tim
54* 1006

1886 Von. 88 eng nd body wk
Runs fine, std . 6 cyl 6 6620 or B1.
Quebbin Apt . Bel

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

73 MGB esc condition 26 mpg
Selling cheep Cell 548 6033 Chuck

Triumph 660 Bonne Completely
rebuilt and repointed Stock
Asking (826 Call 584 0026 Its
reedy for the rood

72 Hondo CB17S. osc cond
-Litres 546 6373

1675 Kewesoki K2400 180 miles.

perfect cresh bore koni shocks
Asking 41160 Coll Bob devs 688
4662 nitos message

72 Suiuki TS250J2
6807

300 mi 532

450 Honda engine totally rebuilt

Heve ell receipts 4700 263 7887
eves

1874 Honda CL200 On Off road
4500 mi Good condition (760 firm

Stove. 263 6662 aftor 5pm
FOR RENT

For rent 2 bdrm apt views
woods 4180 por mo . util incl Call

666 3872

Amh New 3 bdr
. w w carpet

dw disp tennis ct . swimming
pool Imm Occ No loose roo 4296
plus util Et sec Call 548 6600 before
5

.One bedroom opt in Sunderlend
nn bus rte All conv util included
S160 a month Call Ruth 6*6 4620 or

665 7077 evenings

Room to rent in Pelham In

rountry home Call Oevid 253 2686

One bdrm efficiency on bus rte

All util and conv June 1 Sept 1

665 3367

One bdrm apt for rent on Sd
bus route (180 per mo util mc . ell

conv Cell Deve 665 7065

Clfsd 2 bdr (ISO AC Dw 665
3610 eve

Umv Park Apts . 1 bedrm ;160
mo includes util 5 2256 iSuel
days 256 0384 5 6 o m

WANTEO TO RENT
1 bedrm apt Northampton

vicinity 81S Bag May 1 Bus
Phone Call Patty 545 3138

Liveable spece in Amherst
shower or both cooking facilities

June Sept et (50(80 642 6837
Nencv

MDC CloMiteUiedi.

TO SUBLET
2 bedrm apt with utilities $180 a

month On bus line June 1 August
31 Opt lo renew 546 6333

Brendywino June August 2
bedrm 548 18*4

Air cond . 3 bedroom Putfton
*»pt on bus rte Tennis bssketbail
courts pool dishwasher $60 549
1866 for summer

One person needed to shore two
bedroom opt in Amh Center from
Juno 1 Sept 1 Convenient
locetion end toirly inospeneivo Coll

268 0127 efter 4pm
June 1 to Aug 31 2 bdrm Cliff

side Apt 4180 per mo ell util incl
ten crts end sw pool 666 4112 eft
6

Lg semi turn one bedrm ept in
house w study Jn 1 Aug 31 4175Hon 3235651

4170 e month till June Con
renew lease Contact A Lewis 5
0333 or 866 4816

Greet 2 bdrm apt for June
Sept w ac util mc pool on bus
route 256 8252

3 bdr Townhouse sublet June 1

Opt to renew On bus rte Call 666
4166

2 bedroom Riverglede
Townhouse Start June to Sept
Call 253 2562

3 bedroom ept on bus rt sir

rond For summer sublet option
to renew Cell 6*6 38*7 $226

To sublet w option to renew 8
bedroom house 2 mm wslk from
N Hampton Cen Call 584 8136

Want to sublet 1 bedroom ept in

Putfton Would like unfurnished
Call 5 1993 between 11 end 1 a m

Apt for rent June. July Aug
Furnished (175 Phone util in

eluded 649 2716 10 minutes wslk
from cempus

Townhouse opt to sublet June
to August Option to renew Air

conditioned, cerpoted. close to

cempus end on bus route 4236 plus
utilities por month Will negotiate
for summer months If interested,

cell 549 0896

3 bdrm Townhouse, fully turn
Piano laundry fee . 2 beths dish
wssh 649 1275

Rm in house. Belch Sub May
only 2*0 AC 4100 incl util Cell Rob
253 7887,

2 bedroom ept et Rolling Green
sveiloblo Juno 1st Aug 31st Rent
is (233 per mo.ith but it includes ell

utilities heel weter air con
ditioning Call Glenn or Joy Ot 253
9845 Best buy in town

June 1 One or two people for

Roll Gr Apt Opt to renew Esc
Bus pool. Ige rms port turn sir

cond 460 all inc 266 6278

House 4 bdrm neor UMess.
furnished gerego. yord June Aug
$350 per mon 648 8417

Three bedroom townhouse
apertment Avoileble June 1 to
August 31 Option to renew A C
pool One mile from cempus Cell
548 1372

Three rms in Co op house. 6 mln
from cempus Jun Aug Option for
Sept 263 6077

Two bedroom opt in Bran
dywina Juno 1st Aug 31
Negotiable 548 0112

Mdrn 3 bdrm
$210 256 8436

apt on bus rt

Two bdrm for summer w option
to renew Busline Rent e borgaim
665 4381

F in housa in Amh Own room
bus rt . w option to loaso Rant neg
253 3*61

Townhouse apt on buslina part
lurn Two bad 2 bath (240 mth w
util air cend pool June 1 to Aug
31 253 5282

Close walking to campus and
town 2 bdrm furn apt with
phone Negot 266 6750

.

ROOM WANTEO

To sublet on bedroom Squire
Village Can occupy immediately if

needed 686 367

Sublet June 1 Sept 1 Opt to

renew 2 bedrm apt Belchertown
on bus route, lake 323 6213

Sublet room June Sept Greet
apertment end on bus route Large

windows Cell 266 8834 Sharon

Apt available June August 4 rm
furnished reasonable Opt to
renew Northampton Smith Col
araa 686 1130

Summer Centrel Amherst 4
bedrooms guest room 1

'/, beths
large sitting room kitchen dining
room goroga Suit two or throo
• ouples Only (275 P M Call 6 0308
Itlavsl 266 8472 (night)

Four bedroom house in Ashfield
Leose Mev 1 Sept 1 4250 month
628 4427

Sublet tor June S Ashfield
General store 3 bdrm ept and
large work space (250 plus
security 628 3827

Sublet One bdrm Cliffside

Apt on busline, pools tennis, dish
wr. sliding gloss door ell utilities

June 1 Aug 31 (186 with option to

renew 686 4231. nights

Begin May 1 or bafr thru Sopt 2
bdrm Brendvwine negotiable
Call avanmgs 548 2867 days 5 0880
Danisa

AvI Juno Option 12 mo Loaso 2
bdrm Twnhs Apt 10 ft from bus
stop 106 Rolling Green 253 7641
aftor 5pm
Boautitul Townhouss apt

available Sept June with option to
renew 3 bdr w w cerpeting. AC.
swimming pool, fully modern
kitchen, patio and plenty of room
to roam Would liko to rant fur
nishad Call 546 6*04 evenings

Two bod houso Palham 4160 00
Juna 1 Sept 1 Cell 263 3302 Bob
Wevne

Sublet with option to renew. 2
bdrm Brendvwine mod conv
June 1 Cell 64* 6714

Two bdr Brendvwine Pool, pete
(660 incl util Juna 1 to Aug 31
Ranoweblo 646 3623

Sunderlend two bedroom on
bus rte (ISO June Aug Util incl
665 3888

Sublet Juno 1 Aug 31 Puff
ton. 3 bdrm ept (210 646 0480

Gerden ept . Rolling Green 2
bdrms June Aug Option to renew
Cheep 253 7332

One or 2 bedr (1*8 mo Fur
mshed June 1 Sep 1 Cell 648 0881
enytm

3 4 bedroom 3 year old housa
Amh Bel line 4260 per mo for

summer Jim 263 7*86

ROOMMATE WANTED
N Amherst Largo apt Own

room 491 (7 per mo plus utils

Secur dopos Loose until Aug
Tony 54* 0*9*

Wanted Couolo to share 2
badroom apartment this summer

close to cempus. on bus route
Call 64*8167 m evenings Keep
trying"

Roommete wanted, own lerge
room in Feenng St ept Good for

musician (70 plus util Good cook
Available May 1 Call 548 6423
evenings

Own room Immed Cheep
N Hmptn ss long as you want
5*6 1566 Koop Trying Apt

RESPONSIBLE M F to shara 3

bedr . furnished apt Bus lina $110
w utilities 253 7967

Two roommetes wonted for
summer months June through
August Squire Village Apt On bus
route (58 75 per month It in

terestod cell 665 4753 aftar 5pm
Woman roommate wanted for

quiet house in So Deerfield on bus
line 4*0 inc util 665 3590

1 pr Ofundo 7X60 binoculars w
loathar cass Esc cond Coll 688
0661

Cliffside 1 bdrm Sublet June 15
lapp I Opt to renew 665 3249

Rivglede Tnhs 3 bdrm Need
roommetes. for 2 bdrms Sum w
option fall Master bdrm ideol for

cpio Tot (300 mo incl util 263
9445

Gred Stud seeks sunny room
I tor Sept 1 266 8247 eve

Femole Own rm . mod 2 bdrm
opt Avail immad 0var2* no pota
In Amharst on bus lina (10* par
mo mcl util 253 6411

HELP WANTED
Esp otrset pressmen wanted

Apply to Devid Rebmow SSLNP
Rm 401 SU

Drivers needed Must heve cor
Apply Domino $ Puis otter 4 p m

WANTEO
BOB STILL WANTS VOUR

I AILING OR DECREPIT CAR Fost t(

tor the hulk 253 7*87 BOB STILL
' WANTS VOUR AILING OR
DECREPIT CAR Fest (( tor the
hulk 253 79*7

Townhouse ept to sublet option
to renew Air conditioned cor
neted close to cempus end on bus
route $236 plus utilities per month
Will negotiate rent for summer
months if interested cell 549 0895

Oscilloscope wonted Will pay
$200 or wish to borrow Call 774
3294 John

Double bed or larger wanted to

buy Either both memoes and
spring or just mattress Will pick
up Cell 25* 8066

Orummer for summer gig at
Capo Cod Board and room in-

cluded 68* 37*6 or 1 487 7*1*

Bop Shu Bop I nood ill

terbuggore Coll Judy aoon 646
6663 nights Koop calling

TYPING
Ragulor and tachnicol typing

Reesoneble rota* Call aftar 5 30
p m at 6*6 4*82

PERSONALS

Chartor flights to Europe and
Calif Call Camous Travel 646 0600

For only (20 Ispocial university
pncel you cen protect your cor
tiras and its contents with a
Bradley ghost eutometic burgler

alorm Electricity's newest marvel
Or install it yourself tor only (15
For more info end a domonstration
coll Larg at 546 9*21 or Bruco at 546
5683

Happy bolatad birthday to a
Galastic Geer Keep on Meshing
Mama

Oanco to Overnight Sensation
Fri. Smith Coll Alum Gym 9 1

TSc Free Boor

(300 oius meny prites 52 hour
donee morothon. April 2*2*27
Live music great bands Ap
plications to danco now available
Cell Carmen or Kitty 263 9034

Raffia Konnody la aponaoring a
bika raffia until April 17 Look for
Housa Gov t members todoyl Your
chanco may bo tho chance 26c or 6
for e dollar Raloigh Grand Prls
Your choice site end color Retail
(150 00 This is a ono in a lifotima
chanco. so hurrylll

To our Chef Richie Thanks for
tha PC s and FT $'" K Et 177"

To my bast typist I lovs you
button

To tha vg lady who I drova to
King Phillip last Tuas nito. would
enjoy talking to you again PI* call
546 0167

Happy 21st Mica Havo a good
time todov. but remember Hermen
con only take so much

For wa ora tho horses ess We
love you too. Sue See you at the
Capo P P

Gay Catholics Your church
i ares Do you' For info counsel
rep write to Dignity. Box No 488.
Forest Perk Ste Springfield MA
01108

David You re the kind ot men
every women looks for but doosn t

always find I'm ono of the lucky
ones becousc I found you Heopy
Anniversary I love you. Chris

Phstnev My lips still burn Luv.
John

S To the subject ot my ob
lectivity Isn t life beautiful' Isn t

life gey' Isn t life tha parfact thing
to pass tha lima away? J

TRAVEL
So Amence Et Gelopogus Is 1 4

month experiences Low cost For
brochure write NEW WORLD
EDUCATIONAL TRIPS P O Bos
2131 Selioes CA 93901

film times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Amarcord 7, 9:15

AMHERST CINEMA
Ruling Class 7

Producers 9
Dirty Mouth 12

CALVIN THEATRE
Godfather II 7:30

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Emmanuall* 7, 9
Steppford Wivaa 7, 9
Woman Under tha Influence 7.

9:45

DEERFIELD DRIVE-IN
Show starts at 7:45

EASTFIELD MALL CINEMA
Reincarnation of Peter Proud

7:30. 9:40

MT. FARMS 4 THEATRES
Tha Sting 4:45. 7:15. 9:46

Tha Front Paga 5:00. 7:30. 9:46

Amarcord 4:45. 7:16. 9:46

Lanny 5:00. 7:30. 9:46

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Waldo Pappar
Funny Lady
Shampoo
Lanny
Tha 4 Muskataara
Towering Infarno

interested m no frills low coat

travel to Europe Africa. Middle
East Far East ot minimum cost

mosimum flexibility end minimum
tiassie' For into coll educational
flights toll tree 800 223 6686

Charlor flights to Europe end
Cohf Call Campus Troval 545 0500

TOM S BIKE REPAIR - espert.

honeet cheep Rick up delivery
584 5024 enytime

Intoroetod in camping In Europe
this summar? For mora info . call

Chris at 6 !

Guitar loaaons Joyo
Start now. summer or fall

Anything you want to know
Bagmnars to advanced

Detsun Toyota Volvo Joquer
repeired by Russ Boca Plontv of
asparionca end equipment Phone
5*6 1227

RUBBER STAMPS modo up with
anything you d like to stomp
Inasponaivo For inetaneo. noma
and addroaa (3. with telephone
number (3 60 Feat sarvico Also
porsonoliiad stationary Joseph
665 4786 evenings

BOB WILL STILL FIX ANY CAR
RIGHT' No job too smell Any
meko or voor 263 7M7 BOB WILL
STILL FIX YOUR CAR RIGHT' No
job too small Any mako or year

263 7967
_

Don t juat vocation thara Learn
somafhing Moot paople SUM
MER STUDY ABROAD list* dotes
subiects prerequisites costs for

over 600 credit ft non credit
programs worldwide 1(31 U S
COLLEGE SPONSORED PRO
GRAMS ABROAD ACADEMIC
YEAR tells what, when how 6) how
much for over 500 U S college
credit courses worldwide 1(3 501
Send payment to Institute of In

temetionol Educotion Bos CC. 808
Unitad Nations Plato Now York N
Y 10017

Sponiah Lit motor will tutor In
Spanish at any level It a . beginner
intermodioto. edvencedl Coll 584
1316 for arrangements Estudlonta
do lo litoroturo espenole declooeo
Particularoa do Ingres llomon uda
A 584 1316

Lost Orange Tom col
N Amharst 549 8886

cilia

Croon Botany 121 Notobook Dr
Livingston Badly noodod for mm
nast wook Botay 546 6246

ENTERTAINMt NT
Four hour* of non stop nostalgia

and hit* for only (66 Coll Bob tho
D J 536 6076 1

Dsnco to Overnight Sensation
Fn Smith Coll. Alum Oym 6-1

75c Free Boor

Peter O Tool* Et Katharine
Hepburn ster in The Lion in
Winter on Fri April 11 at 7 8 16
and 11 30 in Mahar

"Chariot* ot tho Gods A
documentary film by Erich Von
Oanikan is at Mahar on Sot . April
12th at 7 30 8 16 and 1100

Four hour* of nonstop nostalgia
and htta for only (66 Call Bob tho
D J 536 6075

Littlo Firo wonta to play for your
noat dorm party or Boogia You va
soon us at tho Stook Out. Bluowoll
Rod Pontry. etc Now bring uo
homo Roasonsbls ratoo Call 586
4364 or 546 1611

iUTO WORK SHOT

DO IT YOURSELF Tools free
with space rental 42 hr .

prof SSSiOnsI advice Pens
wholo**lo Lowe 1. C C
Goroga Mon Fri . 3 10. Set
Sun 12 10

CALCULATORS

I
College Celculotors hos all tho
answers I offer low discount
prices on all makas and modal* ol
i alculators All machines now
with full wsrrenty and mora 1 If

your machine malfunctions within
2 months I II roploco it Iroo 1 All
lines available Tosos Inst . HP
Commodora. Rockwall and nthars

SR 60 only 488**. SR 61 only
$159 95 HP 21. only (119 95 Boforo
you buy anywhoro call ma first and
I II givo you tho beat deal I con Coll
Bob Crnwoll 549 1316
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ACROSS

I Vsncouyer
tat
Vladivostok

6 You love

Lane
10 Anoenl

Greek
theaters

14 Ols
region

15 Small
medicine
pellet

16 Record ol

voles
17 FORs

summer
Home site

19 Enlremeiy
dry

20 Coat pan
,'i Make

lawtui

23 Clothing
25 Talk

persistently

Slang
26 N A

nation

27 Ho--
M.nn
Asian
leader

20 --••

Armstrong
ApoMO It

commander
31 Stmg as

cold
33 Meadow
34 Conger

catcher
)6 More

agreeable
40 Tne A ol

B A
42 Having

neck hair

Dene
Note
wen

4b I >pitss
as anger

47 Ot
igneous
rocks

49 Alcoholic
liquor

50 Energy
Informal

52 Sunken
missile
sheller

53 Torn
place

94 According
lo 2
wo'ds

57 Forage
nerb

59 Bandleadt-
i-rankie

61 North
American
songbird

64 Worked
hard

67 Wild nog
68 Dew
70 Bone

Pret'«

7 1 Emerald
isle

72 Church
area

73 Letters
74 Stul nan
75 Closes
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3 Reconcile
.iy<i."

4 Small
candle

5 Vogosia
van native

6 Zoo animal
I Fa'.'

H Buwiing

9 Mono
10 Gnaso
It Arcniiectj

ral order

12 Miss
Oooiiine

'3 Speak tor

yoursell

John
18 Be t.t tor

22 Allied by
nature

?4
Marner
El'Ot novel

27 Orguta
28 German

title

30 M.ssHorne
and U S S R
river
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder
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has been fitted with man\
talents <>n the otlier hand, vou
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single talent ! \ ei \ high

develo|Miient hither in tact

than vou could ever brin>; tvv

Ihriv ItlHl Bolt Y"u will ntsil in
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notices

cont. from p. 15

Pledge meeting Sun April 13 at 815. 508 Cashin.

Pledge protects and material for exam will be

discussed All pledges should try to attend 1

HATE TO S£W>
If vou hate io sew and thought Butterick". only

meant sewing patterns, come hear how wrong you
are and what is offered to you. Take a break Weds.
April 16, Mitchell Lounge, Skinner Have a cup of

coffee and listen to our speaker from Butterick.

ISRAELI FILM
The Israeli film "Three Days and a Child " will be

shown Sunday evening at 8 in CC. 101. The award
winning flic was filmed in Jerusalem and is in Hebrew
with English sub titles.

ISRAELI INDEPENDENCE CELEBRATION
Join the festivities on Sunday April 13 in the Capo

Cod Lounge. L ve Israeli music, and refreshments and
dancing. All invited

MEDITATION CLASS
5 week meditation class on the philosophy and

practice of meditation starting April 16. Meets Wads
mornings 10:10 a.m.. CC 905. Free of charge.

MUSICIANS NEEDED
For Coffee house tonight on the Hill. Call Deborah

or Paul at 546 6616
HOUSE CHURCH UCF

Tonight at 8 at Pater's Apt. 54 Potwine Lana, S.

Amherst (Left turn off rt 116 at Hassan's, 4th housa
on left, enter on left, upstairs). For info or rides. CALL
UCF 545 2661 bef 7:30 p.m. UCF welcomes anyone
PLAYREADING GROUP
Works of Walt Kelly, creator of Pogo. will be read

tonight at the Unitarian Church. 121 N. Pleasant St 7

p.m Potluck Supper, 7 30 reading. Come! Bring a

loud voice and any Pogo books vou might have and
we'll go POGO together

PRE VETS
We are having a "re-election" meeting Weds April

16 It will be m CC. 102 and will start promptly at 7.

RAFFLE a DEBATE
The debate team is sponsoring a raffle and at the

drawing we will be having a debate on tha issue

Resolved: When dorm residency becomes Voluntary,

there should be a mandatory Universal Resource fee

All are invited April 15, Colonial Lounge. 7:30 p.m.

Debaters are from Whitmore. S.G.A. and UMass
Debate Union.

SHABBAT SERVICES
Shabbat services will be tonight in Memorial Hall at

730 p m together with the Amherst Jewish Com-
munity.

SKI CLUB MEMBERS
Want to go skiing this Saturday? Sign up for

Sugarbush in the Ski Club Office. 12:30 - 3:00. All

money must be in bv 3.

STRATEGIC GAMES CLUB
The club will meet this Sunday in the CC. from 1

p.m. to closing Everybody welcome.

SUMMER SESSION 71

Swing shift reunion For info call Janice at 256-6457

or Steve at 253 5260

UMASS TRAIL RIDERS
Trails are wet but rideable unless vou own a turkey

We ride every weekend. Call 253-9891

WALKING TALL
The true story of Sheriff Buford Pusser complete

uncut version - not edited for TV. next week. Friday

April 18 CCA. 7, 9:15, 11:30.

LOST
Red spiral notebook lost in Tobin Hall on April 9.

Finder, please call Laura Zahn 546-3696

LOST
Small microphone and cord on Thurs April 9 on the

hill m Central, please call Mike 546-9702 or Steve 253

5798 Our lives are in danger.

FOUND
Man's Time* wristwatch, Old Chapel lawn on 3-21.

Call 549 2615
LOST

Purple suit jacket, woman's at Farley Lodge. 4-3.

Call Gail 549 2615. t

UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF AMHERST
Russell Benson of West Hartford, trustee of the

USAssociation, will speak on "In Unbroken Lina" on
Sunday at 11 am Church School at 11, coffee hour at

12.

'
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Best record for gym men
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By BILL DOYLE
Despite the loss of the team's

best gymnast through a transfer

and amid rumors that the gym-
nastics program at UMass was
about to be phased down, that

there would be no full time coach

next year, and that some of the

team's key performers were going

to also transfer next year because

of those rumors, the UMass men's

gymnastics team compiled a 10-2

record this year, the best ever in the

team's existence.

Gene Whelan, an All-American

last year for UMass, transferred to

Penh state because of the un-

certainty that the program at

UMass would remain at its present

high level. Also, a proposal by the

Athletic Department last year to

phase down- the gymnastics
program and not to hire a full time

gymnastics coach next year, hurt

the recruiting for this year as onlv

two of ten freshmen recruits came
here.

Throughout the season, several

of the team's top-notch gymnasts
were rumored ready to transfer if

the coach, Tom Dunn, was let go,

because there would be no state

position for him.

Despite all this, the team stuck

together and had a "fantastic dual

meet season" according to Dunn.
"We couldn't have hoped for

more," Dunn added.

The season's highlights had to be

the victories over Springfield

College and Temple. The
Minutemen edged Springfield mid-

way through the season, 204.25-

203.20 and nipped Temple in their

second to last meet, 207.40-206.30,

using their season's best score to

clinch a tie for second place in the

dual meet season.

Whereas the Minutemen enjoyed

their best record ever in the dual

meet season, the :eam faltered a bit

in the E.I.G.L. championships.

UMass finished fourth there to end

up in third place in the league on
the basis of its second place dual

meet finish along with its cham-
pionship showing.

"We could have done a little

better in the championships,'
- Dunn

said. "We didn't do baaTy"but we
missed a couple of routines in the

compulsories."

The highlight of the post-season

wta the E.I.G.L. championship by

Bill Brouillet on the parallel bars. It

marked the second straight year

that Dunn, a former national p-bar

champ for Penn State, had
coached the E.I.G.L. p-bar champ.
Last year it was Gene Whelan.

Peter Lusk scored the highest still

ring average in the finals of the

E.I.G. L.'s to finish first among
Division I competitors and Steve
Marks place third in vaulting among
Division I gymnasts.

Brouillet, Lusk, and Marks
qualified for the nationals where
Brouillet finished 13th on p-bars

and Marks finished 21st. Lusk did

not have a good meet, as he
finished 26th.

Steve Marks performs
the scissors on the side

horse. The gym men
concluded their season
with a 20-2 record.

Appearing

TONITE — SI V

Big Screaming

McGrew

Naiads — Aquatic Art 'j)

By SUE DAVIS
Naiads, the University Aquatic

Art Club, had its opening night of

the annual Naiads Spring Per

'ormance on Wednesday at 800
p.m. in NOPE pool.

After listening to a brief ex-

planation of what Aquatic Art is

('•he communication of ideas,

feelings, emotions, or experiences

.... through aquatic movement), the

audience enjoyed watching ten

compositions. Audience favorites

were "Hello Dolly", a comedy
choreographed by Sandy Reed and

performed by Laurie Green and Sue

Davis; "Kaleidescope", a colorful

composition of floating patterns

choreographed by Maria Matesanz;

and "A Search for Peace",

choreographed and performed by
Michele Theberge. The evening

splashed to a close with the finale

''Just Entertainment'
choreographed by Helaine Hughes
and performed by the Naiads. The
club presented its show again last

night, and will also be performing

tonight and Saturday at 8:00 p.m. in

NOPE pool; admission is only $.50

for students and $1.50 for others

Inn
Rte. 47

Sunderland

Think even smaller

Over 50 mpg.

on a

KAWASAKI

JVALLEY M0T0RSP0RTS
348 King St

I Northampton 584 7303 j I

DOLLY
Navy, Brown, Green or White Suede
Rope Wedge, Natural Crepe Sole
MORE CAPEZIO STYLES AT:

Bolles Shoes
• 2 Locations

•Main St., Amherst
• Hadley Village Barn Shops, Rte. 9

The team had "no outstanding

individuals" according to Dunn as

the team's strength rested in its

balance. In every event, the team

had at least four good competitors.

"We didn't have many scores in

:he9's," Dunn said, "but we had a

lot in the mid 8's. Basically, we had

an inexperienced team but

everyone really came through when
we needed it most."

Brouillet and Dave "the rock"

Kulakoff were the team's two most
consistent performers, Dunn said.

("We could always count on them
to hit," he said.) Roy Johnson, all-

arounder, had good meets and not

so-good meets, Dunn added, but

"he always had his best per-

formances in the key meets."

Injuries played a big part of the

team's performance, as they do for

every gymnastics team. Dunn
labeled the biggest disappointment

of the season as the injuries to the

Marks brothers. Steve missed the

season's first three meets with a

broken hand and Paul was ham-
pered by a bad back all season
which ultimately kept him out of

the season's final game and the

E.I.G.L. championships.

Only Kulakoff, Henning Geist,

and Dave Douglas escaped serious

injury throughout the season.

The season's lowpoint was
labeled by Dunn as the team's poor

showing at Southern Connecticut.

Next year's outlook in still up in

the ait. Depending whether Dunn
will be rehired, whether anyone will

transfer, and whether any good
recruits will attend UMass.

Brouillet, Tim Beasley, and Jack

Fabbricante will graduate this year.

Another senior, Roy Johnson, has

decided to use his year of eligibility

that he has remaining due to

missing all last year because of a

separated shoulder, and come back

next year. That will be a plus for the

team.

This year's juniors "did a lot

better than expected" said Dunn as
they contributed greatly to the

team's efforts.

The Minutemen won every meet
this year that they had a chance to

win, Dunn said. Next year could be
even better but then again it could
be a disaster. Only time will tell.

Subs
For All You

Light

Eaters

i*X*jv\A/Xy

•Sound System
• Color Cable T.V.

Pizza

Taste

We've
Improved
On Our
Own

Recipe!

Rich Taste —
More Cheese

Come and watch the Stanley Cup Playoffs

ALL PRICES DROPPED SY 5%
(now include tax) due to a decrease in some of our food
prices

Fearing St. (across from UMass Southwest dorms)
253-9363

Open from Noon Everyday Till the Wee Hours

TV tonight
6 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

SERGEANT BILKO "Bilko's
Formula Seven." (27)

THE NIGHTLY NEWS (30)
THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)
BONANZA "She Walks in Beautv

"

(40)

LOVE. AMERICAN STYLE (56)
6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)
ZOOM i (24) (57)

MOVIE "Captain Blackjack." (27)
BEWITCHED (38)

6 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7 00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VANDYKE SHOW "The
Curious Thing About Women." (18)
THE BIG NEWS (22)
AVIATION WEATHER (24)
TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry

Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)
THE OPEN DOOR (57)

7 30 WILD, WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS (3)

LETS MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall
host (8) (22)

PORTER WAGONER SHOW (18)
BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS (24)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (30)
THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW "The

Merchant of Mayberry." (38)
NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR

(40)

DRAGNET (56)

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57)

8 00 FRIDAY COMEDY SPECIAL
"Rosenthal and Jones." (3)
KOLCHAK THE NIGHT STALKER

(8) (40)

PASTOR'S PERSPECTIVE (18)
SANFORD AND SON (22) (30)
WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW

(24) (57)

THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES (38)

. DEALER S CHOICE (56)

8 30 WELL GET BY (3)

CHICO AND THE MAN E Pluibus

Used Car." (22) (30)

WALL STREET WEEK (24) (57)

CHALLENGING SEA (27)

GREEN ACRES (38)

DINAH' (56)

9 00 THE CBS FRIDAY NIGHT
MOVIE "Kate McShane." (3)

HOT L BALTIMORE (8) (40)

MOVIE "Carry On, Admiral." (18)

THE ROCKFORD FILES (22) (30)

FIRING LINE (24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

MASTERPIECE THEATRE "Spring
Sonata." (57)

9 30 THE ODD COUPLE (8) (40)

GOMER PYLE "Pay Day." (27)-

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

WOO GET CHRISTIE LOVE' (8) (40)

POLICE WOMAN (22) (30)

MASTERPIECE THEATRE (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

SOUL TRAIN (38)

THE PERRY MASON SHOW (56)

DECISION MAKERS (57)

10:30 NEW DIRECTIONS (18)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN COMEDY
THEA TRE (27)

BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS (57)

11 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (8)

118) (22) (27) (30) (40)

RIGHT ON (38)

THE BEST OF GROUCHO (56)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
NEWS (57)

11:30 FRIDAY SPECTACULAR "The
Long Hot Summer." (3)

WIDE WORLD IN CONCERT (8)

140)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

MOVIE "Hold That Line." (27)

LAUGH CLASSICS (38)

THE BEST OF HOLLYWOOD (56)

1 00 DON KIRSHNERS ROCK
CONCERT (8)

THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL (22) (30)

NEWS (40)

The UMass crew team will travel to Poughkeepsie/ N.Y. today to challenge

Marist College and Mass. Maritime. Tf^Pk WOmPn

JV batsmen
nip QCC, 2-1

By CHAS O'CONNOR
The combined efforts of two

pitchers and a first baseman who
doesn't seem to fold under pressure

provided the UMass JVs with

another 2-1 baseball win yesterday

afternoon against Quinsigamond

Community College in Worcester.

First baseman Tom Shilale, who
won Wednesday's game against

Berkshire Community Colleqe with

a suicide squeeze bunt, doubled

home Bavel Cummings from first

base in the top of the tenth inning

to break a 1-1 deadlock.

Sophomore Chris Kirby started

for UMass and pitched five

scoreless innings before yielding to

Gordon Smith in the sixth. Smith

recorded seven strikeouts in his five

inning stint.

The two UMass pitchers allowed

a meager total of three hits.

Quinsigamond scored first by

tallying an unearned run in the sixth

inning on a walk, a sacrifice and an

error.

Tracksters
42.4 timing. UMass produced a

43.8 clocking against Holy

Cross.

The 440 Low Hurdles should

also present another problem
for UMass. Carlos and Jim
Duncan's 54.5 and 54.7 times in

this event surpass UMass' no. 1

hurdler — Curt Stegerwald's

56.9 Holy Cross performance.

In addition, the 440 and 880

running events and relays

present serious obstacles to a

UMass victory.

Dartmouth's Rich Nichols

and Kenny Norman have
produced 47.5 clockings, 2 of

the best timings in New
England. Dartmouth's Sandy
Fitchet enters the half mile with

a 1:52 timing, good enough to

be New England champ.

CUMB THE LETTERS

™ SUCCESS.

AFR0TC
An Air Force way to give

more value to your college

life and college diploma.

• Scholarships
• $100 a month tax-free

allowance
• Flying instruction

• An Air Force commission
• A responsible job in a

challenging field, naviga-

tion . . . missiles . .

.

sciences . . . engineering

• Graduate degree
programs

• Good pay . . . regular

promotions . . . many
tangible benefits

• Travel

Contact Major Goodhue
Dickinson Hall

545-2437

Put rt al together hi Air Fere* TOTC

UMass tied it up in the top of the

ninth inning in a manner that would

make Abner Doubleday turn over in

his grave. Pinch hitter Mark
Sullivan walked, bringing Al

Lopriore to the plate in what would

normally be a bunt situation. In his

three previous times at the plate,

Lopriore had made two hits and

had hit a ball 400 feet that had been

caught. Coach McKay decided to

gamble.

Lopriore made McKay's gamble a

good one by tripling in Sullivan, but

failed on his home run bid by being

thrown out at the plate.

In the game-winning inning,

Dennis Bannon walked and was
forced at second by Bavel Cum-
mings. Tom Shilale doubled to right

center, scoring Cummings.
MINI MITTS: Centerfielder John

Kearney and leftfielder Bavel

Cummings much more than

adequate in their flychasing

duties.. ..UMass pitchers allowed

but six hits in those two games.. .in

Saturday's doubleheader against

New Hampton Prep, sophomore
righthander Tom Ferris, a transfer

from Salem State, will start the first

game. ...Tom Nigro, winner in

Wednesday's game, may get some
work somewhere along the line

Saturday.. ."I'm looking forward to

playing a doubleheader because it

gives me a chance to play

everyone'' McKay...

lose tri-meet

By MIKE BERGER
Wednesday the UMass Track

Club, sponsored by the Sugarloaf

Athletic Club lost a track meet to

Fitchburg and the Cherokee Track
Club scoring 17 points opposed to

Cherokee's 58 and Fitchburg's 20.

The underlying reason for their loss

might be in the university's failure

to sponsor UMass as a team.

Cooch Tom Dederian notes that

"Mostly every high school has a

girl's track team. When the girls

come to college, they find that the

university has no team, so they find

it difficult to compete. Most of the

girls who do come out remark that

"for a $64 athletic fee, they should
receive something more than just a

part time coach, no uniforms and
no transportation to away meets."
Although Coach Dederian is

lacking quantity (there is no one to

throw the shot put, discus, and
javelin,) he sees the 20 girls who do
come out to be extremely hard

working. Against Fitchburg and
Cherokee, Sue Kibbling became the

"workhorse" of the team with a

first in the high jump, a second in

the 220, and a 1 10 "leg" in the 880
medley (220, 110, 110, and 110).

Other scorers were Julie

Lafrenier's 2nd place in the 880,

Sue Winter's third place in the 100,

and Marian Kulick's third place in

the mile. Other good performances
were turned in by Debby Banks and
Debby Lee, and Loreen Graguloi in

the 100 and 220 and Kathy Dooiey
in the half mile.

Netmen visit Vermont
By PETER NALAK

The UMass tennis team travels to

the University of Vermont today in

preparation for their match against

the Catamounts Saturday af-

ternoon.

The netmen are going up a day
early in order to get in some
practice time at Vermont's indoor

courts.

This year the Yankee Conference
championships are being held at

U.V.M. on the same courts. Coach
Kosakowski wants to get as much
practice time as possible for his

team since the championships are

only two weeks away.

Vermont is the defending
conference champion and the

tennis powerhouse of the league.

Last year they beat both UMass
and the University of Connecticut

by four points to take the title.

Vermont is heavily favored in this

year's tournament since all of their

players from last year are returning.

The netmen's pride will be on the

line tomorrow because UMass has

been Yankee Conference cham-
pions six out of the past eight years.

They hope to show everyone in the

league that UMass is definitely a

threat against Vermont's tennis

supremacy.3P%
^EATING & DRINKING^

FRI. Happy Hour w/Doc Sullivan 3 -

The Fabulous D.J. 9 - 1

SAT. The Great Pretenders 9-1
SUN. Goodtime Hour 4 - 8

The Great Pretenders 9 - 12
(Cover $1.00)

Men's crew racing

two foes Saturday
By BOB NORTON

The UMass crew team travels to Poughkeepsie, N.Y. today to challenge
two more Dad Vail foes - Marist College and the Mass. Maritime Academy.
The team will arrive in New York this afternoon to get a look at the river

and its course before racing on Saturday.

After last Saturday's loss to Trinity, Coach Mahoney did some major
reshuffling among the Varsity and JV eights. The JV eight demolished
Trinity last week, and Mahoney moved three oarsmen up in his lineup

change.

Mahoney was once again forced to reach into his bag of tricks as Varsity

stroke Steve Loomer is bedridden with a high fever. He moved Jon Hill

from three in the varsity to stroke, and brought Doug Frost from sixth seat

in the JV eight to three in the varsity to accommodate the situation.

Not much is known about the Mass. Maritime Academy, but Marist

College always has a fine crew. They are known for their tough freshman
crews due to their intensive recruitment programs. Eventually these
seasoned prep-school oarsmen climb to the J.V. and varsity levels to

provide keen competition. Only two freshman have had prior rowing
experience so it is believed that freshman Coach Mark Casey and his fleet

won't have it as easy as last week when they manhandled Trinity.

Everyone knows that when you're on top, you're everyone's target. This

Saturday there will be no exception. Mahoney indicated that "ihey won't
lie down, they'll be sky high - we'll have to put it to them in the first 500
meters." Bets are, this race won't be decided until the flag is down at the

finish.

Weekend Sports

Friday
Men's crew,

Poughkeepsie/ New
York/ 1 p.m.
Saturday
Varsity baseball/

home with Northeastern
(2) 1 p.m.
Varsity tennis, away

at Vermont 1 p.m.

Varsity track/ Dart-
mouth, Colgate... home
at 1 p.m.
Junior Varsity

baseball/ New Hampton
Prep (2), 12 p.m.
Rugby, home match
Women's crew,

Charles River, 11:15
a.m. vs Rad.

Playoff highlights

B's bow 4-3 in OT
CHICAGO \UPI\ - Ivan Boldirev

scored from 15 feet out with 7:33

gone in a sudden death overtime

Thursday night to give the Chicago

Black Hawks a 4-3 win over the

Boston Bruins and square their

best-of-three first round Stanley

Cup Playoff series at one victory

apiece.

It was Boldirev's second goal of

the game and the playoffs, and

Goalie Gilles Gilbert had no chance

on the shot. Jim Pappin drew
Gilbert out of position, then passed

across the goal mouth to Boldirev,

who whirled and shot in one
motion.

Boston came from behind twice

to tie it and force the third overtime

ever between the Bruins and Black

Hawks in Stanley Cup Play. It was
the Hawks' second victory in the

three contests.

UNIONDALE, N.Y. \UPI\ - Bill

Fairbairn scored two goals within a

span of 51 seconds, the first on a

power play and a second when the

team was shorthanded, to lift the

aroused New York Rangers to life-

saving 8-3 victory over the New
York Islanders Thursday night in a

fight-filied, penalty marred playoff

game.

Faced with sudden extinction if

they lost, the Rangers raced off to a

4-1 lead in the opening period and

knocked out Islander goalie Glenn

Resch with three more goals in the

second. They deadlocked the best

of-three series at 1-1. The deciding

game wil 1 be played in Madison
Square Garden Friday night.

LANDOVER, MD. \UPI\ Bob
McAdoo scored 35 points and

teammates Randy Smith and Garr

Heard scored 24 points apiece

Thursday night to lead the Buffalo

Braves to a 113-102 opening round

National Basketball Association

playoff victory over the

Washington Bullets.

Game two of the best of seven

series will be held Saturday in

Buffalo.

NEW YORK \UPI) - Jim Barnett

came off the bench to ignite late

New York explosions in both the

second and third quarters Thursday

night and lead the Knicks to a 106-

Conference best-of-three qualifying

series at one game apiece,

conference best-of-three qualifying

series at one game apiece.

The third and deciding game will

be played Saturday night in

Houston.

;<m

CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton

54th Member of the World Famous
Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an average

spending of $2.25

Your Host, Carlo, is a special

student at UMass
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Golfers open with a bang
La semana latinoamericana

By RON ARENA
Those old classic cliches fit the story well.

You know, legendary sayings like "They
started out like gangbusters" or "They came
to play." Well, the UMass golf team did just

that as they inaugerated their spring season
with two victories and a tie.

Yesterday, in a tri-match, the Minutemen
and Yale, the jwo best teams in the East,

shot their way to a 398-tie, while Columbia
lagged fairways behind with a 428. On
Wednesday, overcoming adverse course
conditions, UMass rocked Rhode Island with

a 14-stroke victory.

The Yale meet (should we even count
Columbia?) did little to distinguish the better

of these two teams. Based on previous

matches, in fact, comparing the two would
be similar to comparing Jack Nicklaus and
Arnold Palmer on their best days. The teams
have met three times now. Yale won the first

meet, the qualifications for the ECAC, by one
stroke; last year's Easterns ended in a tie; and
now yesterday's results. Statistically

speaking, the only conclusion would be that

Yale is one-third of a stroke better.

Senior captain Joe Artman, playing what

round.", commented the coach. "Two

rounds back-to-back like Joe played are just

great."

Coach Fan Gaudette described as an un-

believable round, shot a 74 on the. par — 70

course at Yale. Artman had three birdies for

the day, coming off a brilliant 74 the prior

day. Noting that Artman was playing an
unfamiliar course, Gaudette had nothing but

praise. "Excellent. Fabulous, A helluva
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8th, Sullivan took an eight after hitting a ball

into the trees. Probably with that shot

dictating his thoughts, Sullivan then triple-

bogeyed the 9th.

But aside from his last two holes, Gaudette
was very pleased with his performance. "It

was a good round of golf for that boy", he

commented. "He hasn't played all year. He
just has to learn to finish, to not give up." He
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'Excellent. Fabulous. A helluva round.'
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John Lasek also contributed a fine round

with an impressive 76, while Howie Terban

and Rick Olsen shot 82's. Glenn Sullivan, the

only newcomer to the squad, rounded out

the top five with an 84.

Sullivan, who also played hockey, could

not go out for the team in the fall. He spoke

with Gaudette about joining the spring

squad, and when he shot a 79 Wednesday in

his first time out for the year, Gaudette

decided to give him a chance.

Sullivan, a freshman, started his round on

the 10th hole. Heading into his last two

holes, he had a 7 over par. On the par-four

also noted that Sullivan had never played on
the course before, and that "the course was
really tough if you didn't know it."

In Wednesday's home match, the course
was in anything but tip-top shape, as bumpy
greens somehow find a way of detracting a

ball from its path. (It says so right in my
Physics book!)

Apparently Artman studied his Newtonian
laws of motion, however, as his 75 on the
par-72 Hickory Ridge Country Club topped
the field again. Considering the condition of

the course and that it was their first match,
Artman appears ready to challenge the PGA

pros.

Olsen also enjoyed a fine day with a round

of 79. Lasek (81), Terban (82), Tom Toski

(82), and Jim Haggerty (83) completed the

UMass scoring.

For the two matches, Gaudette was more
than pleased with the team's performance.

"They're really surprising me right now." he

explained. "For us to be below 400 at Yale is

very good. We proved that we could still

play, and we should be tough going down
the stretch.

"We can only get better from here. We still

have to get some kinks out. From now on

though, every time we tee that ball up, we'll

be out to prove we're the best."

Hooks and S/ices

The URI match was best six scores out-of-

seven, while yesterday's was the best five,

thus explaining the difference in totals, 482

and 398 ... Steve Sherrill, who last year in the

ECAC tied for the individual low medalist

(only to lose in overtime), had an off round of

81 for the Elis ... As did Tom Toski with an

87, including one 9, but Gaudette knows he'll

come around ... The conditions of the greens

on both courses provided for many missed

short putts ... The next foe of the golfers will

be New Hampshire, at home on Tuesday.

Todd Holt of the UMass men's track team will be
throwing the javelin tomorrow.

Trackmen in tri-meet
ByMIKEBERGER

Saturday's meet with

Dartmouth and Colgate (1:00 at

Derby Track) may be termed a

"seat squirmer 'till the gun lap

of the last event is sounded."

Although Colgate remains a

scouting enigma to track coach

Ken O'Brien, he terms the meet

between UMass and Dart-

mouth that of "championship

caliber". Dartmouth did edge

UMass by 1 point in their indoor

contest and Coach O'Brien

expects the meet to end up 5

points either way. In almost

every running event, Dart-

mouth nas the individual talent

to take first place. But O'Brien

feels that UMass' depth should

provide the impetus for the

victory.

Dartmouth's features great

individual strength in the javelin

and the discus. Skip Cummins

and Chet Chepinsky have

thrown 235 and 238 respec-

tively. Umass' Todd Holt (204-

11) will hope to sneak in a third

and or hope either Cummins or

Chepinsky have a bad day. The
same is likewise for UMass' Jim
Mason (137-1 ) who will have to

contend with Dartmouth's Curt

Starr (155) for first place in the

discus. Hopefully UMass will be

able to sweep the Long Jump,
Triple Jump, and place 1, 2 in

the High Jump. Watch for

Ralph Moody to give Joe
Martens a battle in the High

Jump. Both have cleared 6 ft-8

inches this season with Mar-

ten's personal high of 7 ft.

UMass' Tom Beland, Joe

Martens, and David Hinds, will

have their hands full with 9:6,

21:3 speed of sprinter| Tom
Fleming and Rick Berryman. In

addition, these two sprinters

have contributed in the fastest

440 relay in New England with a

turn to page 19

Day of reckoning

for varsity baseballers
By BOB HIGGINS

Tomorrow could be one of the

most important days of the season
for the UMass baseball team, as

they will attempt to answer a lot of

questions in a home doubleheader

(1:00, Earl Lorden Field) against

Northeastern University.

However, the biggest question of

the day could be the weather. Each
game is scheduled for only seven
innings, and if the weather
resembles the hurricane-like

conditions of Tuesday's win over

American International College,
everyone will probably wish they

were even shorter.

For the Minutemen, the im-

portant question, as usual, will be
pitching. "There are four pitchers

who I would like to have seen some
action," said Coach Dick Bergquist

yesterday.

Sophomore Jeff Reardon, who
was shaky in attaining a record of 1-

1 on the Southern trip, will start the

first game. Depending on how
things go, Bergquist will also use
John McManus (0-2), Jerry Erb (0-

0), and freshman Rich Kelley, who
pitched eight scoreless innings

down South.

Northeastern, a perennial New

England baseball power, was not

involved in New England tour-

nament play last season for the first

time in three years, but they beat

UMass badly at Boston, 10-2. They
have only played one game so far

this season, edging Bradeis 5-4 in

ten innings on Wednesday. "But

they play today (yesterday) and
tomorrow so they should be ready

for us," commented Bergquist.

The Huskies possess, in south-

paw Jim Walker, one of the top

pitchers in New England. "He's not

overpowering--he's more of a

control pitcher," said Bergquist.

Walker, who won eight games last

season, is a good bet to start the

first contest tomorrow.

Another question for the

Minutemen will be the status of

senior co-captain John Healy. "We
hope he'll be healthy enough to

catch one game for us tomorrow,"

said the coach. Healy had hitting

problems down South, and has

been out with a sore shoulder for a

while.

One of Healy's replacements as

catcher, junior Jim Black, has been

one of the mainstays of a UMass
offense which has suddenly
developed some consistency. Black

is hitting .391, and, according to

Bergquist, the offense "is hitting

hard and often enough to always be

a threat to score runs."

I ne final question for the

Minutemen, which was first raised

by the AIC game, is fielding. UMass
came up with six errors in that one
(some can be partially attributed to

the weather), but Bergquist prefers

to look on the bright side. "I saw
some good things," he said. "We
turned a couple of nice double

plays, and I'm not making excuses,

but that weather was brutal." The
coach failed to mention a simply

beautiful catch by center fielder

Pete Backstrom out by the 375-foot

mark on a wind-blown fly on
Tuesday.

DIAMOND DOPE.. .In the latest

statistics. Black, Backstrom (.375),

and first baseman John Seed (.333)

are the leading UMass hitters.

Backstrom has all four UMass
home runs...Craig Allegrezza, who
went the distance vs. AIC, leads the

pitchers with a record of 2-1 and a

1.35 ERA. ...The diamondmen will

travel to Boston College next

Tuesday for a big game.. ..Bergquist

is unsure as to who will be in right

field tomorrow.
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UMass third baseman Jerry Mondalto goes high for a late throw as left fielder
Steve Wright moves to back him up in Tuesday's wind-blown win over AIC.
Hopefully the weather will improve for tomorrow's doubleheader.

A solo unos dlas del evento de
mayor envergadura para la

comunidad hispanohablante en la

Universidad de Massachusetts y
sus alrededores, los organizadores
de la "Semana Latinoamericana"
se encuentran dando los dltimos
toques para asegurar el exito
rotundo de tan importante evento.

Dicha semana comenzara el dia

14 de abril hasta el sabado 19 del

mismo mes; Toda una serie de

diferentes actividades se lievaran a

cabo, las cuales incluyen desde
conferencias, conciertos hasta un
rumboso y despanpanante baile.

Dichas actividades se encargaran
de dejarnos una vision clara del

mundo Latinoamericano. Un
mundo en transformacion, de rica

herencia cultural y de pueblos
aguerridos que se levantan con el

grito-de-libertad.

Los . Dreparativos que comen-

zaran aproximadamente hace un
mes, ya estan en su etapa final.

Entre |as actividades programadas,
se encuentran, como hemos dicho,
una conferencia de los procesos
Dolmcos en Latinoamerica (con
entasis en la Argentina, un con-
cierto con la "Nueva Cancion"
como tema, una pelicula acerca de
la Revolucfbn (urbana, un panel
acerca de la mujer
Latinoamericana, una noche de

teatro, etc., etc. Por ultimo- para
cerrar con broche de oro tan

historico evento, tremendo baile a

cargo de una orquesta
Latinoamericana in-

ternacionalmente conocida.

Como se ve el programa en su
diseno, cubre la gran gama de
aspectos culturales de los pueblos
"Latinoamericanos". Para hacer
estas actividades posibles, "Ahora"
ha invertido. todos sus recursos en
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combinaclon con el respaldo

brindado por organizaciones
progresistas, que han extendido la

importancia de este evento. Credito

especial debe darsele a las personas

que participaron y participan en

diversos comites, los cuales han
hecho posible que estas ac-

tividades. A ellos, pues, nuestro

saludo y respeto.

Fortaleciendo el espiritu de
unidad entre los pueblos
Latinoamericanos, cabe men-
cionarse el hecho de que eventos
similares se estaran celebrando
simultaneamente en Boston y
Nueva York.

La "Semana Latinoamericana"
va p'alante desde el 14 de abril. Asf
es, como cada uno de nosotros
debe convertirse en un vocero de
tan magno acto, a ver si podemos
gozar de un evento de primera.

Alia nos veremos

Cuba sponsors case

Puerto Rico at the U.N.
Letter dated 17 August 1971 from
the Permanent Representative of

Cuba to the United Nations

Addressed to the Secretary-

General

On instructions from the
Revolutionary Government of

Cuba, I have the honour to request

the inclusion in the supplementary
list of items for the agenda for the

twenty sixth session of the General
Assembly of an item entitled "The
colonial case of Puerto Rico".

In accordance with the rules of

procedure of the General
Assembly, I am sending you
herewith an explanatory
memorandum.

(Signed) Ricardo Alarcon

Ambassador
Permanent Representative of

Cuba to the United Nations.

/

I. INTRODUCTION
1. Puerto Rico is a Latin

American country. It has a

nationality of its own which
crystallized as early as the

beginning of the nineteenth

century. Its history, culture,

customs, traditions and interests

are totally different from those of

the United States, the metropolitan

colonial power.

2. The people of Puerto Hico has
a long and heroic tradition of

struggle for its national in-

dependence. The common task of

helping that people to win full

emancipation is part of the
historical patrimoney of all the Latin

American peoples.

3. In the first quarter of tne

nineteenth century, when the first

stirrings of rebellion against the

colonial power of Spain began to

make themselves felt in the West
Indies, the Liberator, Simon
Bolivar, personally assumed
responsibility for assisting and
encouraging those in Cuba and

Puerto Rico who were fighting for

national independence. Since that

very early time, it has been the

government of the United States

which represented the main ob-

stacle to the fulfillment by the Latin

American patriots of their duty of

solidarity.

4. On 23 September 1868, in the

town of Lares, the Puerto Rican

people launched its war of in-

dependence against Spain. Side by
side with the people of Cuba, the

inhabitants of the small West Indian

island defied colonial power and
fought under the very difficult

conditions resulting from their

insularity until the year 1898.

5. As a result of that struggle,

Spain was forced to grant Puerto
Rico a relatively large degree of

autonomy, which was enshrined in

the Constitution of 25 November

1897. Under the terms of that

Puertorriquenos asesinados
Varios puertorriquenos han sido

brutalmente asesinados en Lowell,

Boston y Springfield en los fJltimos

dfas. El caso mas conocido es el

Carlos Soto (Rafael Decode)

ultimado a balazos por un par de

policias en Springfield a finales de

la semana pasada.

Carlos llevaba unos dos meses en

la comunidad. Habia sido acusado

de posesiSn de marihuana, y

sentenciado, segun fuentes inf-

ormadas, a mes y medio
"suspendida."

Segun investigaciones realizadas

por ECO LATINO, el policfa que le

cego la vida al joven boricua habia

dicho el jueves anterior al incidente

que lo matarla.

La version de la policia asegura

que la vfctima viajaba en un

automovil hurtadc;, y que, al ver los

guardias, le lanzo el auto encima.

Luego, corrio al patio interior de un

edificio. AllfsacC un objeto y recibio

los disparos.

"Me han matado; ayudenme

puertorriquenos." fue la ultima

frase pronunicada por nuestro

hermano. Vecinos que presen-

ciaron el hecho montaron en colera

contra el abuson policial.

Entre otras cosas, dicen las in-

vestigaciones que los vecinos

vieron al policia dispararle a Carlos

cuando ya estaba herido en el

suelo. Dicen tambien los testigos

que el policia hirib a Carlos con un

destornillador en la frente.

La furiosa comunidad alega que,

para colmo de colmos, el guardia

amenazo tambien a los testigos.

Una vez herido de muerte

nuestro hermano Carlos, es

arrastrado hasta el automovil
policfaco. Por razones aun
desconocidas, los guardias

tomaron una via equivocada hacia

el hospital. Carlos Hego, sin vida,

alegan los testigos.

Fuentes comunales describen a

la comunidad latina como alarmada

y asustada. Temen que la policfa

tome represalias contra aquellos

que declaren.

Por otro lado, se informo que el

licenciado Serotta asumio la

responsabilidad del caso.

turn to p. 2

Constitution, the people of Puerto
Rico elected deputies to the

Spanish Cortes, acquired the
freedom to trade with all countries
of the world and exercised im-

portant powers and prerogatives of

self-government representing a

degree of autonomy incomparably
greater than that which now exists

in the island under United States
colonial rule. The Constitution of

1897 provides that Spain could not
modify the status of Puerto Rico
without the consent of the Puerto
Rican Parliament.

6. However, on 25 July 1898, the

island was invaded by the armed
forces of the United States, which

placed the territory under military

occupation, dissolved the

Parliament and established United

States rule by force of arms.

7. History provides ample
evidence of the expansionist aims

of the United States^with respect to

the West Indies. Everybody knows
the famous line written by

President Monroe in letter to Mr.

Nelson, United States Ambassador

in Madrid, in 1822: "Cuba and

Puerto Rico are natural appendages

of the United States".

8. The military occupation of

Puerto Rico was one of the most

flagrant acts of piracy perpetrated

by rising United States imperialism.

In 1898. the United States,

motivated by its own imperialist

interests, intervened in the war

which the Cuban people were

waging against Spain for its in-

dependence.

9. The Cuban liberation

movement was on the verge of

achieving total victory over the

forces of Spain bankrupted by its

colonial war. The expansionist

circles in Washington took ad-

vantage of those circumstances to

seize the Spanish possessions with

a view to establishing their own
colonial empire.

10. In July 1898, Spain was

preparing to surrender after the

defeats suffered in the fighting in

Cuban territory. On 16 July, the

Spanish Army surrendered in the

city of Santiago de Cuba. The

following day, the 17th, the

Spanish Government, through its

Ambassador in Paris, made an offer

to the United States to open peace

talks. The very same day, the

United States Government ordered

its Navy to invade Puerto Rico. An
American writer, who certainly

could not be accused of hostility

towards the imperialist designs of

his Government, wrote quite

properly: It was not a battle against

the Spaniards any longer - they

were fleeing satisfactorily — but
against time: to establish a fait

accompli occupation of the island

before an unfavorable turn in the

peace negotiations now in progress

could deprive Miles' armies of the

territory they already controlled."

(Jack Cameron Dierks, A Leap to

Arms, the Cuban Campaign of

1898, Philadelphia and New York.

1970).

11. Under the terms of the Treaty

of Paris, signed between Spain and
the United States, Spain "cede" to

the United States the territory of

Puerto Rico (article 2 of the Treaty),

thus consumating a typical act of

colonial plunder in which the

people of the territory concerned
had absolutely no say. To what
extent, the Treaty of Paris, in so far

as it concerns Puerto Rico, is null

and void because it was done in

total disregard of the Puerto Rican

Constitution and its autonomous
institutions. That argument was
invoked by the great Puerto Rican

patriot of the time, Eugenio Maria

de Hostos: "Puerto Rico is a legal

entity and could not be stripped of

any of its prerogatives as a nation

by a war which was not of its

making ". In October 1935, in a plea

before the United States Supreme
Court, Pedro Albizu Campos, leader

of the Nationalist Party of Puerto

Rico, asserted: "The Treaty (of

Paris) is null and void in so far as it

concerns Puerto Rico. Spain could

not cede Puerto Rico because
Puerto Rico was not a negotiable

entity (res in commercium). Puerto

Rico became a sovereign nation by

virtue of the Charter of Self-

Government (Carta Autonomica)

which Spain could not amend
without the consent of Puerto Rico.

And the United States could not

agree to the cession of the territory

because it was obligated to respect

the independence of Puerto
Rico...The feudal concept of in-

ternational law which permitted the

conquest of one nation by another

through war and retention of the

victim as the property of the vic-

tory, as a possession, must have
been dead in the United States

too."

12. By virtue of an act of im-

perialist plunder the people of

Puerto Rico lost the autonomy
which it had wrestled from Spain.

The territory, which had won in-

ternational recognition as a

separate legal entity when it was
admitted to the Universal Postal

Union in 1897, openly and frankly

became a conquest of the United

States, a colonial possession of the

United States.

See next number of the
"ECOLATINO", "II THE PRESENT
SITUATION"

. . •»
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Nuestro futuro esta' en juego
by Sherry Flashman
and translated by
Armand Morales

The Coalition for a People's
Budget (CPB) es un grupo de
estudiantes, profesores y

trabajadores organizados en el

Campus para protestar contra el

corte de los fondos del presupuesto
de la Universidad, propuesto por el

Gobernador, Dukakis para el

proximo ano academico.
El corte de los fondos asciende al

33 per cent del presupuesto actual

de la Universidad, lo cual
solidificaria el crecimiento regresivo

de la alta cualidad de la educacion
universitaria.

Es a traves de la existencia de la

educacion publica universitaria, que
un largo numero de la minoria, de la

clase trajadora y de la dase media
baja, tiene acceso a uno'de los mas
importante recurso de nuestra
sociedad, - la educacion —

.

El corte del presupuesto de la

Universidad puede socabar esta

oportunidad de estudio. El

proyectado corte del 50 per cent en
la ayuda financiera, amenaza
seriomente la oportunidad de
entrada a la Universidad de muchos
estudiantes de las comunidades
pobres, mientras que el posible

congelamiento en el empleo de
miembros de la facultades, en las

compras de libros, la reduccion de
programas para graduados y el

despido de los trabajadores, per-

judica no solo la calidad de la

educacion sino tambien, la vida de
aquellos que se benefician ac
tualmente de los diversos trabajos

en la Universidad.

Esta demanda la hacemos en un
tiempo de crisi economica y la cual,

debe ser respondida con la par

ticipacion active de todo y cada uno
de nosotros que en definitiva

somos los mayores afectados.

El amenazante corte de los

presupuestos de la educacion
publica, simultaneamente con el

crecimiento de la ayuda publica a la

educacion privada desmiente
categoricamente la necesidad de
dicho corte.

Las 2J3 partes de todos los

Fondos Federates que recive la

Universidad para la educacion, son

utilizados para la escuela privada.
En la presente Seccion Legislativa,

hay un movimiento significativo

para hacer crecer nuestro apoyo a
la Coalition for a People's Budget.
Dos proyectos de ley estan bajo

consideration con fines de
promover ayuda directa del Estado
a las escuelas privadas, con la

consiguiente actitud se conseguiria;
una accion competitive entre los

colegios privados y las univer-

sidades por el precio que se pagaria
doblemente en las Universidades
del Estado.

EL CORTE EN LA EDUCACION,

JUNTO CON LOS CORTES DE
SALUD MENTAL Y DE
BIENESTAR SOCIAL, CON-
STITUYE UN INTENTO POR
FORZAR A LA CLASE
TRABAJADORA A CARGAR CON
LA PRESENTE CRISI
ECONOMICA. NOSOTROS
DEBEMOS LUCHAR POR
ESTABLECER QUE EN LA
UNIVERSIDAD PUBLICA NO
ADVENGA A LA CONDICION DE
ENCLAVE CONSUMIDOR.
DEBEMOS GARANTIZAR QUE
LOS RECURSOS SOCIALES
PUEDAN SER ASEQUIBLE A

TODOS POR IGUAL, NO SIM-
PLEMENTE PARA AQUELLOS
QUE PUEDAN PAGAR.

Le invitamos a asistir a la reunion
de Coalition for a People's Budget
que se llevara a cabo el martes 15
de abril, de 1 :00 a 3:00 de la tarde en
el Student Union, y demonstrar con
nuestra presencia el apoyo
necesario para parar este crimen
contra los estudiantes de escasos
recursos y contra la clase
trabajadora.

Nuestro empuje debe ser
numerico. Recuerdalo. Esta es tu

responsabilidad — asiste.

Our future is at stake
By Sherry Flashman

The Coalition for a People's Budget (CPB) is a group of students, staff

and faculty organizing on campus to protect proposed university budget
cuts. Governor Dukakis had proposed for the next academic year a 33 per
cent cut in the budget of the State University. Such a cut will further
solidify the increasingly regressive trend in higher education, the trend
toward making quality higher education the prerogative of the wealthy.

It is through the existence of Public higher education that large

numbers minority, of working class and lower middle class people have
traditionally had access to one of the most important resources of our
society.

Budget cuts for the State University can only undermine this traditionThe project 50 per cent cut in financial aid threatens the ability of many
students even to attend the university, while the potential refreeze on

E3LT2 an
,
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UVing ' the snrinkin9 of graduate programs and the
ay-off

s of classrf.ed employees impairs the quality of education and life forthose who can remain.
The claim is made that in times of economic crisis we must all share

the burden. But the impending budget cuts in public education

simultaneous with increasing aid to private education belies this.

Currently, 2-3rds of all Federal funds for education received by

Massachusetts are allocated to private schools.

And in the present legislative session there is significant movement to

increase this support. Two bills under construction attempt to provide

direct state aid to private schools and to improve the competitive position

of private colleges and universities by doubling tuition at the State

University.

The cuts in education, together with cuts in mental health and welfare

are an attempt to force working people — those people who can least

afford it to carry the weight of the present economic crisis. We must fight

to establish that the public university is not an expendable institution. We
must guarantee that social resources should be available to everyone, not

simply to those who can pay.

Come to a rally sponsored by the CPB Tuesday, April 15, from 1 :00 to

3:00 in front of the Student Union steps to show your support and to learn

more about the nature and impact of budget cuts on the University. Our
Strength Is In Numbers. Be There.

El espanol de Puerto Rico

— ME TRIED TO CSCfcpET

Puertorriquenos

asesinados
cont. from p. 1

En otras informaciones recibidas,
otro puertorriqueno fue

brutalmente asesinado por un
individuo en Boston. Mientras un
grupo de personas rodeaba al

boricua, el asesino le molia la

cabeza a golpes con una piedra.

Este otro hermano boricua
llevaba nada mas que dos meses en
Boston procedente de Puerto Rico.

Otro caso masse habia reportado

enhace unas cuantas semanas
Lowell, donde otro puertorriqueno
fue amarrado, torturado y luego
asftsinado.

Fuentes allegadas a la redaccton
del ECO LATINO aseouran que
estos asesinatos tienen la intencion
de desalentar la emigracibn de
puertorriquenos hacia esta area. De
la misma manera, declaran que no
tienen esperanzas de que la policta,

investiga"ndose a sf misma, en-
cuentre la verdad de estos
asesinatos.

Motivo es de controversia entre
diferentes sectores el tema del

espanol de Puerto Rico. ?Donde se
habla mejor espanol, en Amherst,
Massachusetts, Valladolid, Espana
o en San Juan de Puerto Rico? Sin
entrar en una polemica de caracter
rigurosamente linguistics nos
gustana aclarar las raibes de dicha
controversia y necesariamente
tendremos que recurrir a datos
historico-sociales.

Harto sabido es como la in-

fluencia darwinista, con la cual se

pretende explicar la superioridad de
ciertas razas, ha influfdo en las

formulaciones de quien es superior

y quien va a someter a quten. Si

bien a Nietzche se la ha con
siderado el "abortado" de la mente
hitleriana, se le puede considerar a

Darwin el padrastro involuntario de
Teodoro Roosevelt y su polftica de

Pues bien, estas

razas y seres

superiores y en superhombres y
superculturas, han querido
avasallar al resto de las llanmadas
"cultures inferiores" y se ha tratado

de ignorar las aportaciones
culturales de las naciones tercer

mundistas. Es la polftica del
vasallaje en todo el sentido de la

palabra, y respondemos como
naciones sometidas muchas voces
a esta humillacion con sumision

Se presupone que el espanol
correcto es el que nos legS Espana
cuando su colonizacion y que la

mexcla de los elementos indio y
africano es solo una corrupcion de
esa lengua. Aqufhay varios puntos
que considerar, el primero siendo
esto de la importancia de una
culture que se cree superior y el

sometimiento de la otra.

Como
espanol

suplanto*,

del indio

sabemos, el colonizador

llego a Puerto Rico

destruyendo, la

por la espanola

V
culture

Se le

lasolo

superioridad racial,

teonas basadas en

impuso al mdfgena no
lengua, sino una forma de vida tan

ajena a ellos que les llevo a la

desaparicion total. Esta falta de
respeto de las cultures
colonizadoras ha traumatizado
nuestras raices, que siguen siendo
no reconocidas sino como cultures
primitivas (lo que para un
colonizador y su colonizado es
peyorativo). AquT se crea la

dicotomfa entre sectores que

quieren imitar o sequir perpetuando
el mito del espanol "puro" de
Castilla, y los que mas seguros de sT
mismos aceptan su propia realidad
como la valida. Volvamos al tema
del idioma especfficamente: el

lenguaje responde a situaciones
concretas de un grupo social

determinado. No es algo muerto
creado por las grama'ticas y las

reales academias, sino que es un
cuerpo vivo que se va haciendo de
acuerdo se van creando
necesidades para la com-
municacion. En Puerto Rico
tenemos "yautia" y "name" pero
en Chile no, y en Espana hay metro
y en Puerto Rico solo se conoce el

"subway" americano cuando se

Hega a este pats. El pretender la

uniformidad del idioma es seguir
queriendo que una culture se
imponga a otra. No es lo mismo ser
caribeno que ser vallisoletano, por
razones obvias. Las influencias son
distintas, el temperamento es
distinto y las necesidades sociales

son distintas. Exigirle a un puer-
torriqueno que pronuncie la c y la z

como los castellanos es suscribirse

a la intolerancia.

Ya Levi Straus, el conocido
antropologo trance's, empezo con
esta demitificacion de la

superioridad de las cultures y ahora
los movimientos tercer mundistas

fan mostrandole al mundoestan que

ignore el verdadero significado de
culture, los valores de cada una de
estas naciones y sus aportaciones.

Pero.... hay mucho trecho que
andar....

Carmen Ana Suarez-Galban
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Versos de un companero
por Margarita Zamora

Lo que se encuentra en este

articulo no es cntica de un libro ni

tampoco de una poesia o un poeta.

Porque Miguel Rivera no se ha

clasificado comb tal ni vo tengo el

derecho de hacerlo. Solo quisiera

compartir mis impresiones con
personas que quizas no han tenido

el placer de escuchar las palabras

de un hombre puertorriqueno que
ama la tierra, los hombres, y la

libertad. Y con los que, si tuvieron

la oportunidad de escuchar a

Miguel recitar sus poemas,
acompanado de la musica de Gary

Nunez y respaldado por las

imagenes de latinoamerica en
Hampden Commons el Dia Cultural

Latin americano, quisiera servir de

eco y compartir el recuerdo.

Los versos de Miguel son simples

y fuertes, libres de retorica politica

o literaria; sus temas siempre tratan

de cosas conocidas por el escritor.

El resultado es un tono fhtimo y
limpio, con esa limpieza que se
encuentra en la simple y verdadera
realidad. No son abstractas
filosofias dulgencias egoce*htricas
spbre sus propios estados de
animo, sino que canta del Otro, de
Ella, y de la Lucha donde su
responsabilidad sera unirse a su
hermano:

SOLO ENTRE ELLA Y YO

azul te miro
cielo

desde estas calles

ella

sabia

por que me alejaba.

las tantas veces
tarde

sudor

las muchas reuniones
las marchas.

Spanish as a

second language

By David Labiosa

you are a Puerto Rican
(no longer do i dig that

New Yorican bullshit)

born in the United States of
America

(an ambiguously racist place)
and english has become •
the language you think
feel in through

and you can't help feeling

uneasy- inferior trying

to belong to an organization

where all is spoken in

Spanish by dudes and
dudesses who rip that

beautiful sound of your
blood past

those changes that some
of the brothers put you
through when you speak
to them in Spanish and
they speak to you in english

(the complexity of the thing

is so simple:

either he doesn't understand you
so he'd rather speak in english
or he wants to speak in english

because he dominates english
better than you dominate Spanish

or he simply doesn't dig
where you are coming from

your need to feel close

to lift your head out
of all those assimilationist

thrusts you've felt and
performed in you so
naive childhood past

doesn't see your anguish-anger)

and so you harmonize your
Puerto Rican soul to his

rhythm and yet english is

often spoke and you
feel wrong and worse

in those meetings neglected
or even scorned paternalized by
those beautiful sounding
fast non-slipping words

and you curse the fucking

day your parents left

the island to live and breed

on sidewalks and storefronts

(with signs that say

aqui se habla espanol)

O.A.S.
The president of my country

nowadays is called Colonel Fidel Sanchez Hernandez.

But General Somoza, President of Nicaragua,
is also President of my country.

Anp General Stroessner, President of Paraguay,
is also a little bit President of my country, though less

than the President of Honduras, that is to say

General Lopez Arellano, and more than the
President of Haiti,

Monsieur Duvalier.

And the President of the United States is more
President of my country

than the President of my country.

who, as I said, nowadays,

is called Colonel Fidel Sanchez Hernandez.

- Roque Dalton-From (El Salvador)

comprendia

y aguardaba
con una rosa en las manos
y un pequeno radio

roido de noticias.

azul te miro

cielo

desde estas calles

donde ya nadie

me espera.

solo

una rosa seca

un viejo radio

y una mancha de sangre.

azul te miro

cielo

y me arranco

una lagrima.

TE PREGUNTO, HERMANO

Te pregunto, hermano,
hacia donde volcare mis ojos

manana cuando el sol traicione

la espalda de los montes.

Te pregunto hacia donde
porque han muerto los caminos

y no hay puertos en las orillas de los

mares.

Te pregunto, hermano,

porque tengo que partir hacia algun

lado,

solicitar un rumbo;

y se me ha hecho, tarde.

Hacia mf companero,
hacia mi que te llevo a los otros

hermanos."
Para Miguel su "raison d'etre",

su realizacion como hombre libre se

encuentra en su tierra. Este motivo
recurre en varias formas en sus

poemas. Y con este canto el se

enfrenta al que "Trajo sus armas y
lacayos, su lengua y su culture.. .y

quiso que esta tierra se tragara la

mentira de una verdad
burlonamente a medias":

AUTOCONCIENCIA

Soy fuerte

Puedo sostener esta Jornada
Los montes
Son laderas

Poesia en el exilio
A proposito del concierto del

grupo chileno QUILAPAYUN el

pasado 3 de abril, he considerado

relevante publicar por primera vez

este poema compuesto por una
mujer chilena, con un corazon

immenso y un gran amor por

latinoamerica, quien se encuentra

en exilio en este pais luego de

haberse escapado casi

milagrosamente de una muerte

segura bajo los fusiles (Made in

USA y cortesia de la A.I.D.) del

fascismo chileno. (Victor Manuel
Gomez)

AWAKE
I'm living!

I'm alive!

I keep on saying to myself

Walking around

looking at the people

carrying the empire's burden,

killed in their souls,

taken in their dreams

only to be

a new car or a fridge...

I come from the South
and want to share with you
my pain of trapped beast.

I come from the South
to bring you the news

My continent is bursting

like thousand volcanoes bursting,

trying to be free

trying to live

trying to exist

when the boot of the enemy
is kicking the souls.

People, dear people

Wake up!

We need you
You need us

To build together

volcano

the greatest burst

that will free us all...

Please Wake Up!

the greatest

By Judith Camus

People of the North

Wake up!

Look around you,

breath the world's revolt,

share the world's pain...

I come from the South

to give you my hand.

I come from the South
to hold your hand.

Help-us

celebrate

Latin-American

Week,

April 14-19,

at UMass

Thankyou
Tio Sam
We took their fish

and left them bones
took their copper
and left them stones

took their fruit

took their oil

took their lumber
striped their soil

made them grow coffee

instead of corn

so their children starved

before they were born
we took their cattle, took their meat
left their people with nothing to eat

bult roads and ports

to robethem faster

(Gringo aid

is a national disaster)

and now we all wonder and brood

at Latin America's

ingratitude.

Mary Mackey

Y con mis manos
Es posible lo imposible
Algo as*

Como exprimir la cana
O hacerle cosquillas al terreno
Con un mocho afilado

Buscando la batata

Soy fuerte

Sin pildoras

Sin espatulas

Quietas las hormonas
He descubierto la brecha extrana
Mi potencia

Mi brazo extendido al companero
Ahora
La tierra me saluda

Mas alia del silencio y la palabra
La tierra embelesada
En el dulce punal que la retrata

Mas alia del silencio y la palabra
Del dolor y la fatiga

Del calor o la lluvia

Ma's alia del tractor o el libro

De la muchacha
De la vida simple y sana
Simple y cientifica

Simple y revolucionaria

La tierra me saluda

Mas alia del silencio y la palabra
Miguel, te felicitamos por la

simplicidad, la fuerza limpia de tus
versos y esperamos que tu sueno
de la vida simple y sana se realice

para todos los que se encuentran
hoy sin libertad.

The roses

and the

dictionary

From the Palestinian revolutionary

movement at U. Mass.

Be that as it may.

But I must...

The poet must have a new toast

And new songs.

Crossing a tunnel of incence.

An pepper, and ancient summer,
I carry the key of slaves'

monuments and of legends.

I see history in the form of a sheikh.

Playing dice and gathering the

stars.

He remembers Herraa * and the

spider's web.

Be that as it may,

I must reject death,

Even though my legends die.

In the rubble I look for light and a

new poetry.

Do you realize before now, muy
love.

That the letter in the dictionary is

lifeless.

How do all these words live?

How do they grow and multiply.

We still feed them the tears of

memories,

and Metaphors and wine.

Be that as it may,
I must reject the roses that come
From a dictionary or an anthology.

Roses grow only on the arms of a

peasant and on the fists of a

labourer.

Roses grow only on the wounds of

a fighter

and on the face of a rock.

El-Ezaby

* During his flight to Medina, the

Moslem prophet hid in the cave of

Herraa. A spider wove its web on
the mouth of the cave, thus

misleading the infidels who were
pursuing him.

La Semana Latino-Americana
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Qui/apayun: musica y voz de Chile
Vice-chancellor Robert Gage sees

Por

Victor M. Gomez y Armando
Morales

Hemos tenido el privilegio de

escuchar el primer concierto dado

en los Estados Unidos por el grupo

chileno en el exilio QUILAPAYUN.
Este grupo folklorico se escapo

milagrosamente de una muerte

segura a manos de la Junta Militar

fascista chilena debido a que ese

nefasto Septiembre de 1973 se

encontraba en gira artistica fuera de

Chile.

Muchos de sus colegas y

companeros artisticos fueron unos

encarcela — dos y otros ejecutados

salvajemente; Victor Jara fue

obligado a tocar la guitarra con las

manos fracturadas a culatazos,

mientras valientemente cantaba el

himno de la Unidad Popular

"Venceremos" frente al peloton de

ejecutamiento.

El Grupo de teatro AUCAMAN
fue ejecutado en masa, y otros

muchos artistas, poetas y es-

critores, tambien fueron

ejecutados, perseguidos en-

carcelados y expatriados.

Los verdaderos amigos y

companeros del grupo
QUILAPAYUN son los obreros y

campesinos chilenos, y con ellos,

todos los pobres y revolucionarios

de Latinoamerica, junto a todos los

hombres y mujeres bien in-

tencionados del continente y el

mundo.
QUILAPAYUN canta musica del

pueblo y para el pueblo, utilizando

instrumentos autoctonos; la quena

o planta de bambu, el charango, las

maracas, el bongo. . . Su musica

refleja la realidad social y politica de

Chile; la pobreza del indio, la

marginadidad del campesino, el

control por las multinacionales de

nuestras riquezas, las iluciones y los

suenos de nuestros pueblos, . . . su

voluntad de lucha. .

.

Durante el gobierno
revolucionario de Salvador Allende

y la Unidad Popular, el grupo

QUILAPAYUN recorrio todo el

territorio chileno, tocando y

cantando para campesinos,
obreros, estudiantes y para todo el

pueblo, en garajes, teatros im-

provisados, tugurios, en fin,

donde quiera que fueron

solicitados.

Contrario a otros grupos de

babeante corte burguez, y del

mediocre cotejo fiduciario de su

arte, el grupo QUILAPAYUN tiene

un valor artistico intrinsico,

elaborado sobre el alumbramiento

de una nueva realidad historical el

mundo Latinoamericano.

Quilapayun, no crea una cancion

postiza para satisfacer las

beleidades del mercado burguez,

sino que busca en lo telurico la

savia revolucionaria de los nuevos

valores culturales que recorre el

Latin American Week
schedule of activities

APRIL 14 19, 1974
University of Massachusetts

Limes' 14 de Abril

CONFERENCE:
"Realidad latmoamancana"
JUAN CARLOS CORAL,
prominente abogado,
congresista y politico argentino

7:00 pm - THOMPSON HALL 102

Martes 15 de abril

CONCIERTO
"La Nueva Cancion latmoamericana"
Festival de musica comprometida,
con
reconocidos exponentes del genero:
Ernesto Luis INeftin), Jose Nogueras
v Silveno Perez.

8 00 pm HERTER HALL 227

Miercoles 16 de abril

PELICULA
"Giron"
Epopeya filmica cubana que incluye

pietaie autentico de la invasion y la

"derrota del impenalismo en playas de
Cuba."

7 00 p m - THOMPSON HALL 104

Jueves 17 de abril

TEATRO:
"'Como estas. Puerto Rico'"
rupo de teatro GUASABARA, uno

de los principales grupos de teatro
popular, compuesto por lovenes
puertornquenos de Nueva York
7:00 p m. - THOMPSON 104

Viernes 18 de abril

PANEL:
"La Mu/er latmoamericana de hov"
DRA CARMEN PUGDOLLERS:
.pdetisa. especialista en cultura
latmoamericana y espanola, profesora

en Lehman, College, New York.

DIGNA SANCHEZ
Portavoz vigorosa del papel
revolucionario de la mujer en las

luchas de liberacion del tercer mundo.

DRA HELEN RODRIGUEZ TRIAS:
Especialista en Salud Publica y
pediatria, particularmente interesada

en los problems de-salwd de America
Latina.

DRA. DIVA SANJUR
Especialista en dietetica, profesora en

la Universidad de Cornell.

7:30 pm Herter Hall 231

Sabado 19 de abril

BAILE
"CONJUNTO LIBRE"
Student Union Ballroom

Admision: $2 00

9:00 p.m.

Para informacion adicional:

(413)545-1968

Monday, April 14

CONFERENCE:
"Latin American Reality"

JUAN CARLOS CORAL, prominent
lawyer, congressman and political

figure from Argentina.

7 00 p m THOMPSON HALL 102

Tuesday. April 15
CONCERT
"The New Latin American Song"
Protest Music, with some of its most
renowned exponents: Ernesto Luis
INeftin). Jose Nogueras. Silveno
Perez.

8 00 pm HERTER HALL 227

Wednesday, April 16
FILM
"Giron"
Monumental Cuban documentary on
the Bay of Pigs invasion, from the first

airstnkes to the taking of Giron Beach
by the Cuban Revolutionary Forces.
7 00 p m 104 THOMPSON HALL

Thursday. April 17

THEATER:
How are you, Puerto Rico?"
GUASABARA theater group, one of
the leading popular theater groups,
voung Puerto Ricans from New York.

7 00 pm - 104 THOMPSON

Friday, April 18

PANEL:
"Today's Latin American Woman"
OR CARMEN PUIGDOLLERS: poet,
specialist in Lafin American and
Spanish culture, professor in Lehman
College, New York.

DIGNA SANCHEZ:
Powerful exponent on the respon-
sibility of women on the Third World
struggles for liberation.

DR HELEN RODRIGUEZ-TRIAS:
Specialist in Public Health and
Pediatrics, particularly interested in

Latin American health problems

DR DIVA SANJUR
Specialist in dietetics from Cornell

University.

7:30 pm - Herter Hall 231

Saturday, April 19

DANCE
"CONJUNTO LIBRE"
Student Union Ballroom
Admission: $2.00

9:00 p.m.

For additional information:

1413)545 1968

continente de la esperanza.

Sus canciones, estan ligadas a

las condiciones de lucha de la clase

trabajadora y el campesinando,

vitaiizando esa lucha, superando la

antinomia entre las elites y las

masas trabajadoras; consagrando el

canto a la liberacion de nuestros

pueblos.

Pero, QUILAPAYUN no es solo

una conquista de la revolucion, es

tambien una conquista del arte al

servicio de esa lucha. Sus notas no

necesitan de empresarios que la

administren, porque su arte no esta

tazado por el precio que hace del

artista algo inasequible para el

publico, porque este grupo ha roto

la fantasia en que se pierde el arte

comercial, el anquilozamiento
acerrimo inherente a las canciones

que niegan el presente de lucha a

nombre de la nostalgia enagenante,

y del falso romanticismo del

pasado siempre presente en la gran

industria del disco.

El concierto presentado por

QUILAPAYUN el dia 3 del presente

mes en el Student Union Ballroom

de esta universidad, nos dejo ver

que la potencia artistica del grupo

no esta organizado en torno a la

actividad de un negocio, ni por la

servidumbre cortesana de la

celebridad industrial, sino que
armoniosamente ha organizado la

lucha del pueblo chileno en un

toque estetico de internacionalidad

critica, en una trayectoria de lucha.

QUILAPAYUN has logrado
definitivamente hacer del arte un
sinonimo de emancipacion. Este

Arte Mili tan te, consequentemente
con los principios revolucionarios

anti-oligarquicoimperialista, fue el

que vimos actuar en este campus
universitario, fortaleciendo con su

mensaje nuestro espiritu

americanista, demandando unidad
con la resistencia del pueblo chileno

contra la Junta Militar de Pinochet

y sus gorilas, con nosotros mismos
y con la lucha de liberacion nacional

del Tercer Mundo.

Acaba de surgir otro campeon. Nos referimos al fuerte equipo de "softball"
que han formado los estudiantes Jatinos. Se dice que el poderio de bateo es de tal
naturaleza, que la Administracion espera poder sufregar efgasto por las bolas
bateadas hacia las afueras de ^Amherst. Como ustedes recordaran, el equipo de
baloncesto de nuestros companeros estuvo por la maceta. No ganaron el cam
peonato por un desgraciado tecnicismo de ley. Pero, esta vez, no hay tecnicism que
salve a los gringos de una merecida paliza, prefiguracion de un futuro no muy
lejano.

Agonia de una dictadura
En estos momentos en que la situacion politica en

Espana es critica, me parece conveniente informarles

de los actuales acontecimientos y de como se ha

llegado a esta crisis general.

Como Vds. saben, Espana con la dictadura im-

puesta por el General Franco Neva 39 anos de
"supuesta paz" y "gran desarrollo economico". Digo

"supuesta paz", porque la lucha en el interior de la

peninsula no ha cesado ni un solo momento. Una
lucha contra la opresion, y par la libertad de derechos

humanos, la justicia y la igualdad social; todos estos

atributos, indispensables para el verdadero desarrollo

armonico de un pueblo, faltan en el gobierno de

Franco.

Para luchar contra la opresion y tremenda ex-

plotacion obrera, nos hemos visto obligados a recurrir

a las huelgas que se suceden una tras otra, en gran

numero y por toda la geografta espanola. Segun las

ultimas estadlfticas, se calcula que Espana el pasado
ano, ha sido el pais de Europa donde mas huelgas han

existido (a pesar de ser considerada ilegal'. Pero no
solamente van a la heulga los trabajadores, sino que a

ellos se han unido tambien los estudiantes. En todas
las Universidades del pais, los estudiantes se han

manifestado en apoyo de los Trabajadores y
solicitando mejoras en el actual sistema educativo.

Como represlon contra estas manifestaciones el

gobierno ha ordenado el cierre de las Universidades

por el presente ano escolar. Ademas en varios sec-

tores profesionales se han producido movimientos de
repulsa contra estas medidas, como por ejemplo la

huelga de meclicos en varios hospitales de Madrid el

pasado verano; durante la cual se negaron a atender

toda clase de pacientes, excepto casos de extrema

gravedad, por etica profesional.

Con motivo de estas manifestaciones la policia

arresta a cientos de personas por participar en "ac-

ciones ilegales" en contra del regimen. Ya que en

estos casos no son necesarias las pruebas para

arrestar a una persona, solamente el hecho de
demostrar disconformidad con el regimen es un
delito.

Dadas las deficientes estructuras economicas
espa"nolas, la gran inflacion mundial la ha afectado de
lleno. En este ano el gobierno reconcocera un fndice
de inflacion del 35 per cent, pero todo el mundo sabe
que se/a ma's de un 40 per cent. En estos momentos
tambien de represion europea donde existen

2,500,000 trabajadores espanoles, se inicia ya el

retorno de estos trabajadores al pals. Y en estos

meses vemos ya el fantasma del paro por toda

Espana. Como consecuencia de esto el gobierno ha

dictado una ley que prohibe tener a cada ciudadano

espanol mas de un empleo Lo que indica que la

mayorfa de estas familias obreras pasara hambre y
necesidades, ya que con un salario minimo de 280
Ptas. es imposible vivir.

Con toda esta opresion cargada sobre sus espaldas

queda bien justificada la constante lucha del pueblo

espanol. Quizes se pregunten? como es posible que
con esta situacion no hay caido todavia el gobierno de
Franco? es sencillo el gobierno de Franco es un
gobierno militar por excelencia y el ejeVcito en estos

momentos esta con Franco y controla todas las ac-

ciones y movimientos populares.

Otro elemento clave de apoyo al regimen franuista

ha sido, en estos ultimos afios el gran apoyo recibido

de Los Estados Unidos, que poco a poco se ha in

troducio en la peninsula rodeandola de bases

americanas y controlando gran parte de la industria.

Por ultimo el mas descarado apoyo por parte de este

pais ha sido el envio de la C.I.A. para fortalecer el

decadente — gobierno espanol.

La gran esperanza que alienta la lucha en estos

momentos es la posible muerte del general Franco y
como consecuencia, que el ejercito se una al pueblo

en la lucha. Franco tiene 83 anos y el regimen actual

esta montado unica y exclusiveamente sobre su

figura, la sola posibilidad de desaparecer pondria en
grave crisis al actual gobierno espanol.

Otro punto de apoyo importante, es que a nivel

jerarquico, la Iglesia Catolica en estos momentos
juega claramente la opcion dempcrata para Espana;

ya que actualmente la mayona de las reuniones

ilegales se celebran en edificios religiosos; y como dijo

el Cardenal Tarancon Arzobispo de Madred, "las

iglesias siempre les seran prestadas mientras los

trabajadores no tengan un sitio para reunirse

libremente."

Los acontecimientos deljpafs vecino, Portugal cuya
unica frontera as Espana estan teniendo gran
repercusion entre las uniones obreras espanolas y
podrtan adelantar quiza*s el momento de la gran

revolucion que necesita desesperadamente el pueblo
espanol.

Tampoco se nos escapa el pensar que esta lucha

podria ser cruel para la naclbn si Estados Unidos, mete
sus narices, como lo esta haciendo actualmente en
otros patses, y convierte a Espana en un nuevo
Vietnam.

Forced dorm living for over 21
By LARRY KORNFELD

Staff Reporter
Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs Robert

Gage said he is sure the exemption for
students over twenty-one fr6m forced dorm
living will be eliminated next semester.
The Principle Administrative Officers for

the Amherst campus have decided to keep
the dining commons mandatory and con-
tinue the present plan for student use of
residence halls until September 1976.

^
Rick Savini, president of the Student

Government Association, said, "Given the
decision of the task force to maintain human
services at the present level, to have no new
fees, and no new increase in fees, no other

decision could have been reached."
Room and board costs are expected to go

up but Gage said no final decision will be
made on increases until some time this week.
Tom Lesser, legal counsel for students

who have filed the law suit against forced
dorm living, said the dorm rule change is

"definitely" being made to strenghten the
universities case in the law suit.

In a telephone interview yesterday
University Legal Counsel Sidney Myers
refused to make any comment on the dorm
rule change.

Lesser also said, "I don't think it makes
their case any stronger. In some ways it

weakens it." He said this is because it would

force many older students to live in dorms.
The rule change increases the university's

chances of winning the suit according to
James Starr, student legal service attorney,

because, "There is a strong argument that
would say the age classification was in-

validated when the age of majority was
changed from 21 to 18." He added, "I think it

( he law suit) will still win."
The university will attempt to defend

forced dorm living in court by saying it's part
of the students education, according to
Starr. "They'll still have a problem in that it's

hard to show the level of educational
benefits that need to be shown in law suits
like that one."

"The basic fallacy in their argument, if one
goes along with it's assumptions, is that it

would be of increased educational benefit to

students if they were allowed to participate

by their own choice," said Starr.

On changing the Residential Life System
Gage said he hopes a decision will be made
in January 76 "to be effective in January
76." In a prepared statement it said, "It is

expected that in the very near future a

student-staff task force will be set up to

begin planning for 1976-77."

An exemption -of veterans from forced

dorm living is being considered, according to

Gage. _
turn to p. 3
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School of Ed allegations:
Wood withholds examination
of subpoenaed records

Racism charged by former
Urban Education director

By BILL DENSMORE
Staff Reporter

UMass President Robert C. Wood has
apparently held up examination of sub-

poenaed School of Education records by a

private accounting firm he hired, telling a

state legislator that he needs the permission
of the U.S. attorney to release them.

However, U.S. attorney James N. Gabriel

said yesterday such permission, in general, is

not necessary.

Wood confirmed yesterday that he has
sent a letter to Gabriel asking that the firm,

Coopers and Lybrand, be allowed to view the
records, The firm was hired March 19 by
UMass. A spokesman for the firm said Friday

he believes the U.S. attorney should give

permission to view the records.

The legislator. Rep. James G. Collins (D.-

Amherst) said Friday he believes the UMass
probe is "stalled" and could hold up
legislative consideration of the university's

$118 million budget request for next year.

Wood, in a telephone interview, said the

budget "is the most important thing hap-

pening to the University right now" and not

the continuing academic, fiscal and
management probes at the School.

He said the fiscal probe by auditors is not

stalled because of him: "That is not accurate

... we are waiting for the U.S. attorney to

provide access."

But Gabriel, contacted by phone at home,
said it was within Wood's "discretion" to

decide who looks at the records as part of

the "normal business" on campus.
In a civil action suit filed last month

seeking release of the School's records, all

the attornies agreed that substantially all

the subpoenaed documents are still in use at

UMass Amherst for normal business and
have not been transported to Boston for

grand jury use.

Wood said he sent a letter to Gabriel only

after he learned that probes by authorities

might be delayed. He sent the letter after

Collins queried about progress of the probes

Wednesday and was told by Wood that

Coopers and Lybrand hadn't looked at any
records.

Collins is now planning to send a letter to

Gabriel asking for a speedy probe and
requesting that the private auditors be

allowed to delve into records.

According to Gabriel, "the records are the

property of the School ... they are the

owners of the records ... that's the way it's

supposed to be."

But, Gabriel also said FBI agent William J.

Long has taken "custody" of the records on
behalf of the grand jury sitting in Boston.

"If in the normal course of operations their

auditors have to take a look at records"

Gabriel said, the two subpoenas might not

prohibit access. But, he emphasized that he
would not comment on the specific request

until he gets Wood's letter.

The federal prosecutor based in Boston
said Wood is "exercising his discretion very,

very carefully" over the records, adding:

This is what I have told him to do.

"I commend him for that. I cannot blame
him if he wants to check back with the

authorities before he allows access," Gabriel

said.

University officials say fund amqunts
misused were small, perhaps only $10,000.,

and involve only a few administrators at the

Ed School. Other investigative sources say
there are no "real problems" at the School.

Wood said April 2 he thinks it is a "good
presumption" there will be some criminal

indictments of individuals. One source close

to the investigation says the probes will end
around the first week in May, barring further

delays.

Wood, in the interview, said he believed
the auditors could look at the records if they
"function as an agent of the grand jury" and
not as a member of the public or press.

Eugene M. Freedman, managing partner at

Coopers and Lybrand's Boston office, said
he thought their work would go forward
soon. "It is my understanding that the client

and we should be able to have access to
those records ... but I'm not a lawyer."

turn to p. 7

By SHERWOOD THOMPSON
Black News Service

Cleo Abraham, former director of the
Center for Urban Education at the School of
Education, has charged that racism at UMass
and surrounding communities is the major
factor for allegations of misuse of funds at

the School.

Aoraham resigned his position as director
in January to accept a position as Dean of
the School of Education at Texas Southern
University in Houston.

However, Abraham said that three of his
former associates made unsolicted calls to
Texas Southern officials opposing his ap-
pointment. He also said that upon arriving in

Houston he was told that he would not be
able to fill the contracted position as Dean.
Abraham made the remarks in a Collegian

telephone interview Saturday, the first in-

terview he has had with the press since the
current controversies at the School of Ed.
"When I arrived at Texas Southern

University to accept the position of Dean at

the School of Education, I was told by the
President and the Academic Dean of Texas
Southern University that, I could not fill the
position of Dean as promised in the written

agreement signed by the Vice-President of
Academic Affairs, because of a story carried

in the Chronicle of Higher Education about
•he alleged misuse of funds at the University
ol Massachusetts," said Abraham.

"In addition, officials at Texas Southern
stated thai three of my fellow co-workers
had taken it upon themselves to convev

ANCHORS AWAY! Triumphant engineering siuaems launched their
240 pound concrete canoe last Friday afternoon as an enthusiastic crowd
of several hundred look on. The boat will compete with 17 other schools in

a race on April 26 in Maine. See story page 3.

comments about my appointment at Texas
Southern. They informed me that former
Acting Dean Earl Seidman, former Asst.

Dean Bob Suzuki, and professor Byrd
Johnson had made unsolicited telephone

calls to Texas Southern in opposition to my
appointment there as Dean of the School of

Education."

The Black educator said it appeared that

administrators were looking for a scapegoat
to cover up the lack of clear cut rules and
regulations the School of Ed had for

receiving and spending money awarded the

School.

Memorandums submitted to UMass
administrators by Suzuki, alleging misuse of

federal grant funds by School of Ed per-

sonnel, prompted audits and further in-

vestigations.

It was later revealed that Suzuki has a

salary grievance pending against the
University.

The FBI have been probing the alleged

misuse of some $15 million of federal grant

funds and have acknowledged that $100,000

may have been misused.

According to Abraham, "A fair and im-
partial investigation of all aspects of the
UMass School of Education can prove one's
innocence, as well as one, guilt. However, it

would appear that the Administration at

UMass is seeking a scapegoat to over
shadow the problems of a large university

bureaucracy, and the fact that the School of
Education at UMass did not have a system
for receiving and spending monies awarded
to them.

"The process of receiving" and spending
monies was left to individual professors.

Therefore, after six years of operations, it

seems a little inappropriate, at best, for the

University's administration to question the

Center for Urban Education's procedures tor

spending and receiving monies, when no
clear-cut rules and regulations had ever been
communicated at the School of Education."

Reflecting on his arrival in Houston,
Abraham said,

"It was particularly surprising and
disheartening for me to internalize this

aspect of paranoia on the part of these Texas
Southern officials, due to the fact that I had
just turned down similar job offers from
predominately white institutions to accept
the position of Dean at Texas Southern in

essence of the face that I wanted my par-

ticular skills and unique experience to have a

more direct benefit for a larger number of

minority students in a predominately black

institution such as Texas Southern
University."

turn to p. 7
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Musicians stress support for Black music
ByJACKCAHILL
Below the Salt

A conference of black musicians in a

university setting lends an air of legitimacy,

of respectability to such a gathering. Yet,

why has this respect taken so long to come
about and why does it vanish beyond the
bounds of the "enlightened" collegiate

institution?

The music makers who met for a panel

discussion last Wednesday night and a

concert the following Friday as part of the

Martin Luther King Memorial week have
suffered under and pondered on the blind

inequities of the American capitalist music
system for their entire lives.

The panel discussion, held in Webster
Lounge, featured professors Archie Shepp
and Max Roach, former Coltrane bassist

Jimmy Garrison, trombonist Grachan
Moncur III, and Prof. Ackland Lynch of the

Afro Am dept. The special guest was widely

respected author-critic-teacher Nat Hentoff

who delivered a paper on Charlie Parker,

Black Music and America.

Hentoff immediately attacked the disparity

between the support lent to the black and
Western classical music forms. Out of $7

million in musical grants last year, only

$20,000 went to support black music, said

Hentoff.

All of those present agreed that American
education is primarily at fault for failing to

inform children and adolescents of the

importance of musicians like Parker, Duke
Ellington and Dizzy Gillespie.

Shepp regretted that more of his students

could not be black, torn between educating
primarily whites or blacks in black culture.

Prof. Ackland Lynch took the tail end of the

discussion and spoke eloquently and for-

cefully of the rape of black music by
capitalism, equating it logically with political

struggle, history, integration, hell,

everything. He ended his long diatribe

laughing joyously as he told the audience,
"But that is what the dialectic is all about and
it will happen."
The audience at the fourth annual free

concert at the SUB on Friday night was both
large and well-mixed. The night was
dedicated to the memory of Cal Massey —
trumpeter, composer, organizer — who
devoted his life to music and died without

Archie Shepp and Max Roach discuss the "rape of
Black music by capitalism" at the Black Musicians
Conference.

recognition. After we stood a moment in

silence, Lonnie Liston Smith and the Cosmic

Echoes opened with their brand of

"sophistifunk". Smith on electric and

acoustic piano and soprano saxist Dave

Hubbard took most of the solos which were

affective, but little beyond that. Smith's echo

effects were well-controlled, but the static

rhythm seemed to hold back any ad-

venturous improvs.

Introduced as "one of the most dangerous

bass players alive," Jimmy Garrison took the

stage and proved the claim true in a

masterfully astonishing solo performance.

Unexpectedly, this was the bassist's only

appearance. Trombonist Grachan Moncur,

as well, took only one very short solo on Cal

Massey's "Peaceful Warrior" — much too

brief.

Saxophonist Sulieman Hakim is in many
ways the essence of black music: he startles

and surprises you each time you hear him.

This time he teamed with drummer Chris

Henderson and trombonist Clifford Adams
on a brain blasting Massey piece, "Message
from Trane." The short head was just

enough to launch Hakim on alto into a

screeching, barking flight. His technical

control is incredible. Then, when he landed,

Adams took off spitting and steaming, part

trombone and part vocalese.

Conclusions: Open up to the vast spec-

trum of black music and it will blow away
your fears and blues and blow in a little

understanding of.something else.

Academic unit to vote on 'F, pass/fail option
By HILLARY MARTICK

Staff Reporter

The Academic Matters Council

will vote this week on two
proposals which, if passed, would
include the "F" in the cumulative

average and allow students electing

the pass fail option to receive a

letter grade for the course if it

would improve their cumulative

average

The proposals, which are part of

a package of revised undergraduate

academic regulations, are being

presented to the Council by the

committee of undergraduate deans.

These changes, according to

James Shaw, associate dean of the

College of Arts and Sciences,

amount to a "trade-off"

tightening the requirements in one
area while liberalizing them in

another

Other proposed changes that

may have an impact on students

include:

Although students will con-

tinue to have 28 days to drop

courses, they will only have 10

calendar days to drop them with no
record. The add period will be

shortened from 28 days to 10

calendar days.

An attempt will be made early

in a student's academic career to

identify, and, if necessary, place on
academic suspension those
students having academic
"trouble."

Students will be allowed no
more than ten semesters to

complete all graduation
requirements.

Shaw said one of the two most
widely used arguments for rein-

troducing the "F" into the

cumulative average was that if the

University computes a student's

average, all grades, including "F's"

should be included. The deans, he

said, have also argued that the

reintroduction of the "F" is one

way "to retard the inflation of the

cumulative average."

Joe Beals, Academic Affairs

committee chairperson, said, "I'm

very supportive of a lot of the

changes that the deans are

proposing. However, I think their

proposals to reintroduce the "F"

and shorten the add drop period

are not well thought out at all.

"The deans have told me that the

average cum, which is a lot higher

now than it was several years ago,

is not particularly valid. So they

want to start counting "F's" to

bring the cum back down. As an

argument, I think that is

ridiculous."

"Cumulative averages are un-

doubtedly inflated today. Given the

possibilities available to students to

bale out of courses, I think the

reintroduction of the "F" will in-

troduce some balance into the

cumulative average," said Ernest

Buck, associate Dean of the

College of Food and Natural

Resources.

The package of proposed
academic changes is a result of two
years of work by the committee of

undergraduate deans which only

recently has been working with the

academic affairs committee.

The proposed package of

regulations will be presented by the

undergraduate deans at the

Academic Matters Council meeting

Thursday.

DC diet permits weight loss
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By CYNTHIA BRENNER
Staff Reporter

It has long been thought that the only way to lose

weight while eating at the UMass dining commons
was by starvation. However, a group of UMass
students have proven that weight reduction by means
of a balanced diet is possible at the dining commons.
The students, members of UMass' Weight Wat

chers class, are quick to admit that the program is a

challenge since they must eat three sensible means
every day.

Developed by Weight Watchers International, the

program is "designed to help people re-educate their

eating habits by attending classes and following

menus planned to provide a wide variety of the basic

foods essential to good nutrition, such as meat, fish,

poultry, vegetables, fruit, and dairy products."

"Once you decide that I'm going to do.it!' you
adjust and can do it. The hardest thing for me was to

abstain from drinking - and UMass breeds

alcoholism. I haven't had a drink since I started the

program last semester," said a 30-pound lighter junior

from Central.

A common complaint that Weight Watchers have is

the small portion of protein that remains after the

calorie-infested" sauces, breading, and gravies are

removed from the food.

A freshman from Coolidge, finds the task of "eating

around D.C. food frustrating," but not impossible.

"Why can't they have a line for foods without all

that extra junk on it?" she asked.

"I'm not eating their cakes and sweets, so why
can't I get a decent portion of protein? I just wish the
dining commons would be a little more cooperative
with people like me. I've paid for my food and I rjfuse
to survive on lettuce and cottage cheese," she added.

The Weight Watchers share a common opinion
when it comes to the problem facing dieters (and non-
dieters alike) at the dining commons:

"The food really isn't all empty calories. But when
you remove all that extra stuff that it's swimming in,

it's tasteless. So, you turn to the sweets which are

always plentiful. Two hours later, you're hungry and
raiding the vending machines back at your dorm."
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External committee studies
Ed School policy, practices

By DAVE ElBEL
Staff Reporter

Four of the members of the
external committee studying the

academic programs and practices

of the UMass School of Education

visited the campus this weekend to

pursue their investigation and meet

UMass 'cement canoe'
christened, launched

By P. J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

UMass' "cement canoe" was successfully christened and launched
Friday afternoon at the Campus Pond.
The vessel was christened by Irene Clark saying "in memory of Larry

Fine, I christen thee the Porcupine," as she broke a bottle of champagne
over the bow.
Amid cheers and shouts of team members and the large crowd gathered

around the pond for the 3:00 p.m. launch, members of the UMass band
struck up "Anchors Aweigh" and the canoe was carried into the pond by
team members. The canoe came through and glided easily across the pond
on its maiden voyage, under the guidance of canoe teammen Rich Mc-

Manus and Wayne D'Agostina.

Asked why the canoe was called the Porcupine, team member Jim
Valentine said, "Larry Fine died on the day we started working on the

canoe, and there are a lot of Stooges fans on the team, and so we named it

Porcupine."

The canoe was constructed by six members of the Senior Civil

Engineering class under the supervision of Professor "Coach" Denton B.

Harris. The canoe has been under construction since January and weighs
approximately 270 pounds.

Members of the Concrete Canoe Team Jim Dokoozian, Wayne
D'Agostino. Rich McManus, Dave Osgood, Tom Nunno, and Jim
Valentine felt an important statistic about their canoe was "the midship
cooler has a capacity of one case of beer, with ice."

Measures may save $470,000

with University and School of Ed
officials.

Dr. John I. Goodlad, Dean of the
Graduate School of Education of
UCLA heads the group which is

due to present its findings to
UMass President Robert Wood and
the Board of Trustees June 1.

Terming the committee "not
unusual" in education circles,

Goodlad chose not to comment on
the progress of the investigation

which officially began on February
28th.

His remarks came during in-

formal meeting with about fifty

School of Ed faculty members
Saturday, in the Campus Center.

Dr. Carl Marburger, a senior

associate with the National
Committee for Citizens in

Education described himself more
as "a practitioner" than an
academician and described his aim
as finding out "what happens to

students when they're here and
what happens when they're gone."

Marburger spent most of

Saturday interviewing graduate
students in the School of Ed and
was satisfied with what he'd heard.

"They (the graduate students)

came here for the kinds of flexible

and creative programs that were
available," said Marburger in

singling out the views of the

majority of students he spoke to.

. .Dr. John I. Goodlad, Dean of UCLA Graduate School
of Education, and head of the external committee.
Dr. Maxine Gree, a philosophy

professor, at Columbia University

Teachers College said she'd "like to
identify what's really valuable here"

and "find the good core of

programs and people" in the
School of Ed.

The external committee is in no
way involved with the Grand Jury

investigation of alleged misuses of

funds during the tenure of ex- Dean
Dwight Allen.

Marburger in his remarks seemed
to play down the sensational

aspects of affair.

"Without investigating it, in any
institution mistakes may have been
made, but that doesn't tarnish the
institution," he said.

Energy conversation results in cost savings
By FRED GOS/EWSKI

Staff Reporter

UMass will save an estimated

$470,000 in energy costs after

conservation measures are com-

pleted, according to the chairman

of the Energy Conservation

Committee.

Edward Simpson said that the

measures are necessary, because

"the energy problem will be with us

for a long, long, time."

The conservation measures are

concentrated in three main areas,

according to Simpson. They are:

rescheduling of intersession

programs; installing new shower

heads in the dormitories; and

"powering down" four main

buildings on campus.

The committee decided to

concentrate on the intersession

programs, because "scheduling

can play a big role in energy

conservation," said Simpson. He

said that certain programs were

formalized and combined, so that

the use of buildings would be kept

to a minimum.
Simpson said that during the

past intersession, $189,000 was

saved by instituting the measures.

He estimated that 30 per cent of the

energy costs were saved.

A second proposal that is about

half completed is the installation of

new shower heads in the dor-

mitories. The new heads reduce the

water pressure, and result in a

reduced amount of water and heat

being used, according to Simpson.
He said the committee was

"looking to save 50 per cent (of the

energy costs), but its been a little

less than that." He said part of the

reason for this miscaluclation is that

automatic powering down of

Whitmore, Herter, Thompson and
the new library when they are not in

use. He said no one has ever made
a study of when the buildings are

not being used, so utilities to them

automatically turned off at night.

He added that 750 light bulbs

were removed from Whitmore, and
this resulted in "another savings of

about $1900 in electrical usage and
another $300 in tube savings."

He estimated that the total

savings for the buildings will be:

Whitmore - $95,000; the library -
$49,700; Thompson Hall - $16,800;

and Herter - $9900. He said that

the savings in the library are lower
than Whitmore because the library

was an "efficient" building when it

was constructed.

One of the means for deter-

mining the waste of energy in

buildings is using an infrared

camera that would take pictures of

heat losses from them. This was
used earlier this semester when a

camera was borrowed for two days,

according to Simpson.

Earlier in the semester an infrared

camera was used and "a
phenomenal number" of heat leaks

were found, Simpson added. He
added that "this is the kind of

service that we ought to do for the

state," and that the committee
favors the acquisition of an infrared

camera for UMass.

The problem is the cost, ac-

cording to Simpson, who said that

a camera costs about $50,000, and
to rent one costs $2500 a week.

The Energy Conservation
Committee was formed in

November 1973, in response to

what was then a short term crisis,"

said Simpson. It continued its

efforts after it was realized that the

energy problem would not go away
with the end of the Arab oil em-

bargo, which ended in early 1974.

. . Edward Simpson — Chairman of the Energy Con-
servation Committee.

UMTA proposes co-op
N. Village, University, Lincoln Apts.

with the showers using less water,

the students are likely to remain in

the shower longer.

Nevertheless, Simpson estimated

that the savings will amount to

$107,000, mostly because less fuel

will be needed to heat the water.

The third measure involves the

ran constantly.

He noted that there are two
circulating fans on the top of

Whitmore, each run by 400 hor-

sepower motors, which used to run

continuously. After the committee
studied their use, one was shut
down completely, and the other is

* Over 21 exemption eliminated
cont. from p. 1

Gage also said, "There is no room left for major

economies (in Residential Life) without seriously

compromising services."

Ken Somers, chairman of the Student Task Force,

/"omplained that the PAO meeting at which the no-
change decision was made was closed and even Rick

Savini, who is a university trustee, was not allowed to

attend.

Gage said, "PAO meetings are always closed. The

meeting this morning was no different from any other

PAO meeting."

The PAO consist of the directors in several different

administrative areas on campus including; Warren

Gulko, Director of the Office of Budgeting and In-

stitutional Studies; Dan Fitzpatrick, Associate Dean of

Students; and Jack Denyse, Director of Personnel

and Financial Services.

"If you proceed on that assumption (that the

meeting should have been open), every meeting I

have with everybody would have to be open which is

absurd," he said.

Instead of two meal plans next year, there will be

three offered. They include:

— The present 10 meal plan

— A fourteen meal plan to offer two meals a day

seven days a week
— A nineteen meal plan to have three meals a day

on weekdays and two a day on weekends.

Last Thursday acting food services director, Art

Warren, estimated the cost of these plans at $335,

$375, and $410 per semester respectively.

Room rents were projected to go up anywhere from

50 to 120 dollars, by Acting Director of Residential

Life, Ken Dean at the same meeting.

Referring to the proposed 19 meal plan. Gage called

it a "bargain" and estimated that it will offer 35 per

cent more meals for only 10 per cent more cost than

the 14 meal plan.

By DEBBIE SCHAFER
In response to a possible 13.5 per

cent increase at Lincoln, University,

and North Village Apartments for

next year, residents voted
yesterday to work towards the

formulation of a cooperative in

Married Student Housing by next

September.

The proposal to make married

student housing cooperative was
presented at the meeting by

members of the UMass Tenant

Association (UMTA) steering

committee. In a door-to-door
canvass of North Village which
took place after the meeting, 70

North Village residents agreed to

join the rent strike, in support of

UMTA's efforts. A rent strike began
last October had little support.

The co-op proposal will be

presented to Chancellor Randolph

Bromery at a meeting tonight.

UMTA members feel that a co-op

management system would
eliminate the mismanagement that

UMTA feels exists now. Under the

terms of a co-op, students would
manage the apartments them-
selves.

The rent increase contained in

the Office of Residential Life

"working draft" for 1976 was made
known to the UMTA last week.

ORL officials base the increase on
projected maintenance and utilities

increases for next year, but tenants

feel that the increase was budgeted
to cover the ' costs of

mismanagement within ORL.
UMTA spokesperson Karen

Forsgard cited the high vacancy
rates and excessive expenditures
for personnel as one example of

Residential Life "inefficiency."

University Apartments allot about
$34 of $180 rent for personnel,

while private apartments require

only about $11 for the same, she
claims.

"Either there is exorbitant
inefficiency, or the money is going
somewhere else," said UMTA
member Pat Walker.

UMTA members stressed the

fact that the rent strike and the

cooperative should not be treated

as separate issues. In the past.

University officials have treated the

co-op issue as something to be
dealt with after the settlement of

the rent strike, but in view of a

possible rent increase again next

year UMTA wants to discuss the

co-op at once.

Several residents at yesterday's

meeting suggested that "more
pressure" be applied in dealing with

the administration in this issue.
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Khmer Rouge approach Phnom Penh
MONDAY, APRIL 14, 1975

Fighting continues

after US evacuation
PHNOM PENH \UPI\ - Com-

munist-led Khmer Rouge rebels

battled their way to within sight of

downtown Phnom Penh yesterday

— Cambodia's New Year's Eve —
24 hours after the United States

abandoned its five-year effort to

stop the insurgents.

A new "supreme committee"
under Gen. Sak Suthsakhan took

over the running of the country and
the war. But the rebels again drove

back government defender? and, in

the wake of Saturday's whirlwind

evacuation of most remaining

Americans, the fall of Phnom Penh
appeared imminent.

At Utapao Air Base in Thailand,

acting Cambodian President

Saukham Khoy said yesterday he

had cabled exiled Prince Norodom
Sihanouk inviting him to return to

Cambodia as head of state, but he

had not received a reply.

Sihanouk was deposed in a

bloodless coup five years ago, and
weeks later Cambodia joined the

Indochina war. Saukham Khoy fled

the country Saturday with the last

of the American officials and all but

a handful of U.S. residents.

Three rockets smashed into

Phnom Penh yesterday killing one
person and wounding six others.

On the east bank of the Mekong
River, within sight and sound of the

rebels

clashed

South Vietnamese troops stand over a Communist-made tank in Xuan Loc, South
Vietnam. Fighting continued in that district capital 40 miles north of Saigon, where
government troops were reported in control.

South Vietnamese claim control

of Xuan Loc; victory disputed
SAIGON \UPI\ - The South

Vietnamese government said

yesterday its troops had driven

Communist forces from the

devastated province capital of Xuan
Loc on the northeast approach to

Saigon. But one field report said

that Communists had the city

surrounded and the battle remained

undecided.

While Saigon waited and hoped
for more military aid from the

United States, an ammunition
dump filled with new American
supplied arms to re-equip a South
Vietnamese division exploded
yesterday near Saigon. Military

sources said careless troops

cooking a meal nearby may have

been responsible.

The government claimed control

of Xuan Loc and flew a group of

newsmen into the city by
helicopter. But UPI correspondent

Leon Daniel reported from Xuan
Loc that while South Vietnamese

troops occupied the city, they were
surrounded by Communist forces

with tanks and artillery support.

"It was clear," Daniel reported,

"that the five-day battle for Xuan
Loc — which some strategists see

as the decisive one of the 30-year

Indochina war, was not yet
finished."

Xuan Loc, 38 miles northeast of

Saigon, occupies a strategic
position on the capital's defense
perimeter Daniel said that ac-

cording to the strategists, a victory

there could give the Communists,

who already control 19 of South
Vietnam's 44 provinces, a "straight

shot" at Saigon and the huge Bien

Hoa airbase 14 miles to its north.

But Brig. Gen. Le Minn Dao,

commander of the 18 division in the

Xuan Loc sector, remained con-

fident. "We have pushed them
away from the city," he said.

Tuesday and Wednesday

- in the C.C. Concourse
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capital's downtown area

and government defenders

in heavy fighting.

The insurgents overran Tuk Vil,

six miles south of the capital, and

drove Cambodian troops back more

than one-half mile on the southern

defense perimeter. Field reports

said two government soldiers were

killed and six wounded in the

retreat.

While keeping the capital

surrounded, the rebels pounded

Phnom Penh's airport with another

19 rockets and six artillery shells.

Government planes and private

airlines kept flying — but no U.S.

aircraft landed.

In Washington, the Defense

Department said the airlift of food,

fuel and ammunition into the

airport •— the country's lone link

with the outside world for more

than two months — had been

replaced by an airdrop that started

yesterday afternoon Phnom Penh

time.

The airdrop by civilian-flown U.S.

Air Force C130s to "known friendly

forces" was called off at sundown
but would resume after dawn, a

spokesman said.

The new "supreme committee of

the Khmer Republic," under Gen.

Sak Suthsakhan, commander-in-

chiet of Cambodian armed forces,

would be responsible for the

defense of Phnom Penh and for

making efforts to negotiate peace

with the rebels, political sources

said.

Prime Minister Long Boret, one
of seven so-called "traitors" on the

rebels' publicized list of those to be
executed, was expected to lead the

effort toward peace negotiations

and handle the day-to-day ad-

ministration of the new regime.

Despite the military setbacks and
the American pullout, the capital

itself remained comparatively calm
yesterday.

Indochina
developments

'Orphans' not orphans
SAN FRANCISCO \UPI\ -

Some of the Vietnamese "or-

phans" airlifted to the United

States actually are sons and
daughters of political and military

officials, a U.S. adoption agency
official said yesterday.

How they got aboard U.S.

transports flying orphans from war-

torn Vietnam was not clear but

bribes may have been involved,

Maria Eitz, an official of Friends for

All Children which has sponsored
most the orphan flights, said.

Javits doubts power
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Sen.

Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., said

yesterday President Ford would not

need congressional permission to

use a small number of troops in

South Vietnam to evacuate nearly

6,000 American citizens.

But Javits;, a member of the

Foreign Relations Committee and

author of the so-called War Powers

Act, said a congressional resolution

would be required before troops

could evacuate an estimated

200,000 South Vietnamese the

administration fears would be

punished by the Viet Cong for

cooperating with the United States.

Congress to respond
WASHINGTON [UPI\

Challenged by President Ford to

provide South Vietnam with nearly

$1 billion in aid tay the end of the
week, Congress plans a swift — but
partial - response.

Congressional leaders have
agreed to give Ford's request top
priority but neither the Senate nor
the House appears ready to comply
with his full demands.
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President of Chad killed in revolt
New leader suspends
Constitution, parties

Compiled from Wires
PARIS - The leader of the coup

that killed President Francois
Ngarta Tombalbaye and seized
power in the African republic of
Chad announced yesterday the
armed forces had suspended the
constitution, dissolved the
assembly and banned political

parties, French radio said yester-
day.

Speaking on national radio, the
new head of state, Gen. Noel
O'Dangar, 43, commander of the
armed forces said, "The officers of
the Chadian armed forces have
decided upon the following

Young adult

estate

plan
It you're 15 to 22 years old,

you can start your life

insurance program with
$10,000 in term insurance for

just $49.00 year! When
you're 25, your policy converts
to permanent insurance at
rates you'll be able to afford.
It's called Nationwide's
"Young Adult Estate Plan",
and it's worth checking
into. Call:

JEANNE A. MATTEI

Representative

285 f\(orth King Street

Northampton, Mass.
01060

measures.

"Firstly, to suspend the con-
stitution.

"Secondly, to ban all political

parties in Chad.

"Thirdly, to dissolve the
executive council and the national

assembly as well as all

organizations formed according to

the constitution.

"Fourthly, to retain all in-

ternational agreements that exist

between Chad and friendly or

fraternal countries," O'Dangar said.

Tombalbaye, 57, had been
president of the drought-stricken,

landlocked nation — formerly part

of French Equatorial Africa — since

1962, two years after in-

dependence. He was elected
unopposed in 1969 to a new seven-
year term.

A military communique said the
army had freed Gen. Felix Maloum,
titular commander of the armed
forces who had been under arrest

since 1973 on charges of plotting

against Tombalbaye. The com-
munique said two men identified as
Gen. Ojogo, former director of

Tombalbaye's military staff, and
Col. Djimet, former police com-

mander, also had been free.

The attack en the presidential

compound by the army and
national police started shortly after

dawn. Some firing was also

reported around the Koufra military

camp in the center of the capital

city, formerly known as Fort Lamy.

Map shows the
country of Chad, in

north Central Africa,
where the President,
Francois Ngarta
Tombalbaye/ was
killed.

The Republican Palace Guard
resisted the troops, and throughout
the morning, the thud of mortar
and artillery explosions and the
rattle of automatic weapons could
be heard from the direction of the
battle.

Odingar called on military forces
to return to their barracks and
ordered a curfew from 6 p.m. to 6
a.m. He said the airport was closed
until further notice. The general
urged French troops stationed in

Chad not to become involved in

what he said was a purely local

affair among the 3.5 million people.

He said foreigners would be
protected.

Chad is one of the poorest and
most backward nations in the
world. Three times the size of

California, it has only 160 miles of
paved roads, no railroads and is

more than 1,200 miles from a
seaport. It is in the sub-Saharan
famine zone hit by a six-year

drought.

With French army support,
Tombalbaye has been fighting a
Moslem rebel group known as
Frolinat in the northeast since 1968.
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Cable TV regulation

may undergo a shakeup
BOSTON | API State

regulation of cable television soon

will undergo a shakeup, but the

eventual result seems as unclear as

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis' position

on control of the fledgling industry.

The three year-old, seven-

member state Cable Television
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Commission has been struggling in

recent weeks due to the change in

state administrations

The state commission has
received little attention from
Dukakis and a spokesman or the
governor said the cable issue has
barely been raised in private

discussions.

Consumer Affairs Secretary Lola

Dickerman, who is responsible for

the cable commission, said she is

reviewing the panel but that it has

taken low priority early in the new
administration.

Cable industry sources are critical

of the commission, saying it has

accomplished little since it became
the first agency of its kind three

years ago.

The state commission set out

three years ago to make broad

policy on cable TV ownership and
management. But those con-

troversial issues got sidetracked

both by their complexity and by
opposition from cable operators.

Allon sees pressure
By United Press International

Israeli Foreign Minister Yigal

Allon said yesterday the United

States has been pressuring Israel to

n;ake concessions in order to reach

an interim peace agreement with

Egypt but that there was no "crisis"

in U.S. Israeli relations.

"I think there is some misun-

derstanding between us and the

United States," he told newsmen at

the airport before leaving for

Britain, the United States and a

n.eeting with Secretary of state

Henry A. Kissinger.

There were unconfirmed reports

he ntay also meet with Soviet

ambassador to Washington,
Anatoly Dobrynin.

Palestinians clash
BE/RUT \UPI\ - Palestinian

guerrillas and armed members of

the right wing Phalangist Party

fought each other yesterday in the

bloodiest clash in two years in-

volving Palestinians in Lebanon.
The Palestine Liberation

Organization said 26 Palestinians

were killed and 19 wounded when
two of its vehicles were attacked by
the Phalangists in the Beirut suburb
of Ein Rummaheh

Students may strike

PROVIDENCE. R.I. \UP» -
Student leaders yesterdqy set a 5

p.m. deadline for a response from

Brown University officials to

student demands, saying they

would strike if a response was not

forthcoming.

University officials said they

would meet the deadline, but would
not disclose what their answer
would be.

Students threatened to boycott
classes in they are not given a voice
in determining budget priorities

The students want increased
allocations for student services,

teacher salaries and financial aid.

A student vote has been
scheduled for Monday in the

response to the university's
proposals. If they response is not
acceptable, student leaders said,

they will boycott classes tomorrow.

ThelXSJ\rmy forced this

peaceful Indian into
becoming a military genius.

Tonight, Xerox presents the true story ofChiefJoseph;

a testament to the vision, stature and dignity ofthe great leader

ofthe Nez Perce Indians.

Forced from their tribal home, ChiefJoseph and some

300 braves fought ten separate Army commands in a desperate

1,600 mile trek toward freedom.

So formidable were his defensive maneuvers, the history

of the campaign is still studied at West Point.

"I Will Fight No More Forever? starringJames Whitmore

as General Howard and Ned Romero as ChiefJoseph.

Tonight on theABC-TV Network. 8:00PM Channel 5

XEROX
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l»m ni ttt minai

Ride with Peter Pan and Continental
Troilways. You'll meet interesting people

like yourself, have time to read,

relax and contemplate. C

Amherst
Peter Pan Bus IJnes
79 South Pleasant St.

250-0431

Ticket Offices:
\orthampton Smith Hadleu
Peter Pan Worid Travel Peter Pan Huh Une*
Old South St. IS College St.

SS6-I0.V) m-7115
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This week! Get your

stoneware
for only

29
with each $5 purchase

Not |ust an ordinary

saucer, but durable

hand painted American
Hearthside stoneware dmnerware that s

dishwasher and detergent safe, oven proof

and fade proof This week, you can
purchase the saucer for only 29c with each

S5 purchase'

Complete your service for 8
for only $11.60 in just 13 weeks!
•With a $to pwcMM uw 2 man lex S*. «>"> itispu
dUM 9** 3 Uoctd lu> i'c ale Tr» saucat »« M so«J ag»n n
5 —ahi Nan mm ma oarei Dow «* &• featured Complete _-

paces avaMMe lc K it and S3 99 aacn L

Stop&Shop
Peanut Butter
Outstanding
flavor at an
outstanding

saving.

28 02
jar 99

Stop<yShop
Grape Jelly

Stop <yShop
Grapefruit
Juice A^
46 oz. can
Refreshing 1

Stop<yShop
Green Beans

Cut or

French
Style

415^021
cansJ^

Stop&Shop
Sliced Carrots
A great side

dish for your
dinner.

U.S. Grade A Fancy'

5I60T]
cans^^

Better eating starts
with Stop&Shop brand!
Come get your Stop&Shopsworth.

NatiOT»al atOOd Day iS April 17 On Food Day. as the world

examines its food situation and obligations, we at Stop & Shop are also re-examining priorities

and needs Through . jr publication, Consumerisms. our forty-six Consumer Boards, and our

Department 01 Consumer Affairs professionals, we continue to focus attention on nutrition

information, and a continuing program of consumer helps to improve family health

At Stop 4 Shop we be.ieve it is crucial that a National Food Policy be established in this

country. A critical part of such a Food Policy should be a National Nutrition Policy

We believe that a nutritionally adequate diet should be the right of every American.

Further, we think it essential for all Americans to have the necessary knowledge to

effectively exercise that right.

We will do all we can to further both goals It's another part of getting your Stop&Shopsworth.

A better kind of fresh pork, Stop & Shop Big Eye Pork!®CenterCut
PorkChops

~"
Pork Loin Blade Roast 79s

Pork Loin Countrystyle RibsmX- 99s

Perk Loin Roast - Sirloin Portion 89s

fc^\Pork Loin Roast ccnterCut $
1

1
£

Sirloin Chops-Pork Loin 99c

Pork Loin Blade Chops 99s

Pork Loin Roast-Rib Half 99s

Pork Loin Roast-Sirloin Half Greateaiin9 $1°?

Tastes ... Cooks ... Looks Like Ground Beef ... Costs Less!

Ground Beef T.VB
*A blend of our regular ground beef (75%) and hydrated
textured vegetable protein (25%) is scrupulously controlled. 59:
Stop <yShop brand
fine quality meats

When the label says Stop & Shop
the meats are extra special

Get-A-Long
Doggies -QQc
Mild **• Franks

or Hot Dogs- 1 to. pkg. QQC
Pick up Stop & Shop rolls. 09

Merit Tenderlinks
A meat, textured vegetable ' » CQc
protein and isolated soy •** "9
protein product High in protein, they
look, cook and taste like hot dogs, but

cost you less. Enjoy the savings.

SHced Bologna
or Beef Boto.. P&P or Speed Lunch

i *>

P*9

6 oi
P*o»

99e

89cSliced Bologna 2
or Olive, P&P or Polish Style Loaf.

Brown n Serve

Sausage «. p***«« 39°
Sliced Bacon <«>«*« S-J391 K> pkg

Regular, Maple or Thick Sliced

Delicious foods from our Deli-Hut
Available m stores featuring a service deli

Deli Franks 1*>
Slop » Shop- Natural Casing • lo

Imported Danish Ham JXt>"S\ 69e

Potato Salad or Cole Slaw
S
-X

4 7 45e

Chinese Style Pork Roll W t 69s

Deli Hut Onion Rolls -SyFS 59<
Available m our seii-s«rvice daii

Eresh Pizza #LQC
Slop & Shop ^kktr «JJa»t^

Macaroni & Cheese £ 69*=

Delmonico Potatoes m 69e

Gelatines * detwous deser, 2 S3 89*

Catch these great values!

Haddock Fillets
Fro/en

ga^akail^f

Stop & Shop Fish Nics V 99"=

Fish and Chips-2 lb. pkg. '1M

Breaded Shrimp »-— p—ia •1"

Langostino ««»-**" »!••

Enjoy baked or broiled top with

lemon |uce

Price* flftaciv* Mon., April 14 - Sat., April 19

m f«rnae» M al of our MUM t. «• reearve Ifw riglW lo kml
••toe lo thraa paceaoae oi any nam eicept whara omarwiee

nofad nam* offarad »or Mia not avaMtta m caaa lot* or lo

oltier 'Ka<i avatar* or w«ioia*aiar( Moat nam* fpaeway taia

pnead *oma *l our avarydar lo* pnoaa Bakary pneaa —

-

tva Monday thru Saturday

saveI2*
OnC-110-12orC-126-12
Kodak Print Film.

Offer good April 14

thru April 19 only.

Stop & Shop- 1 lb. box

Saltines — 39c

Stop & Shop

Strawberry
Preserves '?? 89c

Stop* Shop

Facial Tissue
200Count-2plybox QQc

assorted colors Ow
Tomato Puree

49 c

Mixed Vegetables
Stop & Shop A 1 6 oz $ H

•"T cans !

Stop & Shop

Yellow Cling

Peaches 2-12.49°

Salad Dressing
Stop &Shop-32oz jar r\C\c
Stock your cupboard! \j <•

Stop & Shop
Thick and Rich 1

28 oz
can

Stop & Shop-Liquid

Salad Dressing
8 oz bottle -Italian, French or ^ QC

Red Wine & Vinegar *"T v/

Bathroom Tissue

69 cStop* Shop-2 ply

500 sheet-4 roll pkg.

BigDaisyBread
39Stop & Shop Sliced White

V 2 pound loaf

Cracked Wheat Bread X4

Swedish Rye Bread tS*

Almond Danish
Chocolate Eclair Pie

**** v-m Sty»»

Stop 4 Stop- <*»• 01 pkt)

2^.95e

2^95'
S-J0»

89<1 2 DonutS Kitchen Cupboard i.Ti,*?,,

New Fangled Muffins SStlS! 2 '££ »1

Stop a Shop Coconut Cake
Date Nut Bread
All Butter Pound Cake
Cinnamon Bread

Smo t SMp
1 3 o, pa

Stool Snoc
H or (*g

Slop a Sriop- '• of p*g

89<

69<

99c

83c

Values from our dairy department

Premium Margarine
Stop A Shop- 1 pound pkg

a^L».^La>
Get your Stop * Shopsworth ^VajjJ*F

tfc Gal. Orange Juice JZSSrJX*. 49s

American Cheese ££ JSVSZ* 79=

Stop & Shop Cream Cheese S3 39e

Natural Yogurt JSi?Sr. 4«iiM
Riggio Sliced Mozzarella U 59e

Soft Margarine jJSSitT^m 65c

Fill Your Freezer With These
Stop s Shop Brand Buys!

Orange Juice
Stop a Shop 1 2 oz. can "H4J'"
100% Oiange Ju.ca irom Flor.da %a^F^a^

Stop & Shop Cheese Pizza 'i? eg1

Deluxe Cheese Ravioli <•*£ .£•. 89*

Stop & Shop Fish Sticks 'JT 791

Onion Rings f*a«*.»-r...«»a* 39c

French Fries *«••»«• 3'Aaa'89t

Chopped Onions *»»•»»• 2'i5 49c

Vt Gal. Ice Cream
Merit Brand - Assorted Flavors ajP^aj^C

Halt Gallon Carton z9ur
Broccoli Spears •»•»*-» 28pW
Stop & Shop Grape Juice 'ir 55e

Stop & Shop Waffles 2 2» 61^

Stop & Shop Strawberries 'IT 55e

Cert'nly Citrus *JaT4^W Mw
Choc -lit Covers •*•-• "*»r M M

Savings on health & beauty aids!

Colgate Toothpaste **%* 59c

Bayer Aspirin 100 count bow. 79*

N>"
Imported fresh from the Holy Land.

Oranges 8 98
FIcTToThatoes 33s Calif. Celery Hearts *• 59c

Calif. Avocados 29£ Swiss Giant Pansies 98i

With this coupon

free film
Bring in your axpoaad roll or cartnrjga of Kodacotor

pnnt Mm to ba procaaaad and racewia • rot of

Kodacotor pont WmM CI tO-12 of C126-12 MM
wrtti tfna coupon ___

Um« on* coupon par coatomaf * ,v
Offer aflartva Mon April 14 Sal . Apr! 19 onry

With this coupon

Sun Glory-1 lb. can

ooffee
Limit ona can par cualomar J71

Qood Mon . April 14 -Sal . April 19

tH

STOP & SHOP in -HADLEYAM HE RST Route 9 at the Hadley Amherst une. 8:00a.m. 10:00p.m., Mon. Sat. We will gladly redeem your Inderal Food Stamps.
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* Racism
cont. from p. 1

He added that, "It would appear

that some Black institutions, like

the racists, in Amherst, equate

allegations towards Blacks with

guilt." To cite one example about

how allegations hurt Blacks more
so than Whites, Abraham noted,

"Dr. Robert L. Gluckstern, Provost

and Vice-Chancellor for Academic
Affairs at the University of

Massachusetts, whose wife and
son, both received doctoral degrees

in the School of Education at this

institution, has just been appointed
Chancellor of the University of

Maryland, a predominately White
University, at College Park,

Maryland, even though his name,
too, has been drawn into the recent

allegations at the UMass School of

Education."
"It would appear, Abraham said,

"that there is a nation-wide con-

spiracy to discredit and ultimately

destroy many of the affirmative

action endeavors designed to

provide for the special needs and
aspirations of minorities throughout
the country."

Abraham cited investigations and
dllegations at Montclair State
College and Soul City, as just "two
of the many instances recently,

where racists have attempted to

slander the credibility of Black
change agents willing to challenge
the system and fight for what they
believe can better the conditions of

all oppressed people."

Furthermore, "the news media

never use the same sensationalism

to vindicate people as it does to

persecute th~m with half-truths

and one-side of the total picture",

he added.

Prior to his position at UMass,

Abraham was Director of Com-
munity Services for the city of New
Haven's Anti-poverty Agency,
Community Progress, In-

corporated, and Director of the

Individualized Study Program at

South Central Community College,

both located in New Haven, Conn.

* Records withheld
cont. from p. 1

Collins said his understanding

was that the March 25th subpoena
covering all School of Ed records

has resulted in Coopers and
Lybrand being halted in its inquiry.

Other sources said the firm has

been waiting for a go-ahead from

Wood to proceed with a basic audit

of Ed School records. Over the last

few weeks, the firm has only

reviewed audits UMass has done
already and familiarized itself with

the campus administration.

The firm, according to a well-

informed campus source, has
already found some deficiencies in

the grant policies formerly em-

ployed on campus, and accounting

inadequacies in the University

treasurer's office.

Treasurer Kenneth W. Johnson
said by phone yesterday he has

"personally no problem" with

Coopers and Lybrand viewing

subpoenaed School of Ed records

formerly under his control. He said

Wood made the decision to allow

access '"recently."

Collins said delays in the fiscal

probes at the School are "casting a

cloud about the campus and the

delay in finalizing audits only

fosters suspicion ... and impairs the

quality of education."

NOW OPEN
UMass Student Federal Credit Union

Cut out for Mexico?
Are you going to »tay in the US forever? Study in Mexico, where all
ol the country it your research laboratory Whether your .merest lies
in Anthropology, Art, Education. Inter American Business. Spanish,
or any of the is other maiori offered, you will find the U of A an
exciting place to learn. Located in central Mexico it it fully
accredited in the US Classes are offered in both English and
Spanish Summer Session — 10 week session June H to August ?J and
* week session June M to August 4.

For more information, cut out & send to:

REGISTRAR, University of the Americas
Apartado Postal 507, Puebia, Pue. Mexico

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

* Savings and loans at favorable rates.

* Interest declared and paid quarterly.

* Each member account fully insured up to $40/000 by the National

Credit Union Administration, a federal agency.
* Food Stamps available every Tuesday as of April 15.

* A non-profit organization owned and operated by its members.

If you have any questions or desire information concerning interest rates on
loans, savings, etc. please do not hesitate to call us at 545-1994 or stop in room
166 of the Campus Center.

Open: 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Weekdays

The Collegian Publishing

Board is looking for a

graduate student to fill

a vacancy.
Address resumes including phone number,

interests, experience with Campus Press to

Bill Parent

c/o The Collegian

by Thursday, April 17.

io^off
ALL MEM/ SPRJM6

•••v/yirit^jll^rpuRcHrVse.

WoMertS
Spring, SKirCs
SAVE
25?
GfM(L
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editorial ii»|
The Whitmore waiting game
The Administration seems to be winning

the fight with students, using old ploys to

delay the decisions on the budget and fees

until May when student power will be non-

existent.

The tactics are old political ones, call it

what you will, "nixonian stonewalling" is

perhaps the proper term. Day to day
Dr. Gage changes answers,
gives an inch and takes a
mile, while Chancellor
Bromery smiles and hides
himself behind optimistic
comments about finding the
best solution for all.

The questions still stand
though, who is all? And
when will those decisions be
made?
Mohammad Ali proved

that you can win a fight by
laying on the ropes and
tiring the opponent. Cer-
tainly . such a strategy is

now being planned in

Whitmore.

If, in fact, because of time problems and
red-tape complications it will be im-

possible to come out with a clear policy on

the question of fees, then perhaps students
should be making other demands on the
administration. It should be made clear
what students will not accept, it should be
made clear what students will not pay for

under a new fee. A formal statement from
the administration is in order, saying that
no decisions which students are obviously
against will be made this summer.

If such rules aren't laid

down now we are all going

to find out where we stand

next August through one of

those "We hope you have
been enjoying your summer
vacation" letters from the

Bursar's office.

Time is running short.

There are only about four

weeks left to the semester,

we have to go pull Whit-

more off the ropes and get

some answers, some
promises as to how things

won't happen soon.

All unsigned editorials represent the

opinion of the majority of the Board of

Editors.

Vv^'^VvvA
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Answer to a "dangerous attitude
//

To the Editor.

After reading the tetter "Male
Discrimination", [April 10\ I quickly reread

the article, thinking perhaps that this was
one of those tongue in cheek satires that we
see m National Lampoon. When I realized

that the letter was serious, I became very

frightened For those of us who saw the film

Punishment Park on April 8, Carl

Mathewson's letter underscores the

repressive mentality illustrated there

While I do not wish to address the fallacy

and bigotry underlying almost all of Mr.

Mathewson 's statements. I do wish to briefly

indicate why I believe his to be a very

dangerous attitude.

Leftist analysis and inquiry into the

problems our society faces today represents

one of the viable alternatives at a time when
more conventional solutions to social

problems appear less and less effective.

Radical inquiry is an exercise of the basic

right to intellectual freedom. Publication of
this material is freedom of the press.

As for the question, "where is manspace,

"

look around you Mr. Mathewson. The
society we live in is male designed, male run

and male oriented.

Finally may I point out that Mr.

Mathewson's belief in fire and brimstone [his

own personal belief] is not a requirement in a

society that guarantees religious freedom.

The Bill of Rights guarantees personal

freedoms. Mr. Mathewson's own personal,

moral or religious convictions towards the

Gay Women's Caucus or any other group,

are totally irrelevant to other people's

freedoms practices or beliefs.

I suggest that the "terrible consequences"
referred to by Mr. Mathewson, would result

from his own repressive mentality and the

supression of fundamental rights. The

statement, "the more left wing you get, the

more right wing I get." clearly shows the

reactionary and therefore irrational nature of

Mr. Mathewson's statements. He seeks not

to improve our society but to blindly protect

a value system that is faltering under the

weight of history.

Mitchell King

Concord caravans forming
To the Editor:

Three caravans will be leaving from

Amherst on Friday, April 18, for the Peoples

Bicentennial Commission Rally at the North

Bridge in Concord. Two caravans will be

assembled at the parking lot on University

Ave. across the street from Southwest, one

at 9 00am and another at 4:00 p.m. A third

caravan will be leaving from Amherst

Common at 8:00 p.m.

People are asked to arrive an hour early as

the caravans should not be delayed if

possible.

Action, not rhetoric!

The People's Bicentennial Commission is

hoping for a strong contingent from the

UMass Amherst Campus, however many
volunteers will be needed to organize

caravans by the 18th. Posters and banners

have to be made, cars are needed and word
has to be spread throughout the campus and
surrounding communities.

Interested people should contact the

Veterans Coalition room 411 Student Union

or call 545 0712 or 545 3655.

Joseph Cotter

Abortion right threatened

To the Editor

To Mr. Steve Tripoli, if you don 't like what

the DVP chooses for speakers, why don't

you join them and add your input instead of

complaining about their choice of speakers?

If you don 't like the status of the Spring

Concert, why don't you join the Program

Council Music Committee?
Both of these groups are looking for

people who are willing to WORK, NOT JUST
TALK' If you don't want to work, then stop

complaining, or to put it bluntly, SHUT UP!

Maxine Frutkoff

To the Editor:

In an upcoming vote on S-66, a major

health bill, the U.S. Senate will be asked to

vote on a rider introduced by Sen. Bart/ett

[R OklaA that would prohibit the direct or

indirect use of federal money for abortion

services except when a woman's life is

endangered. The Bart/ett rider would

eliminate Medicaid payments to low-income

women seeking abortions. Between 220,000

and 280,000 women annually now receive

Medicaid reimbursement! for abortions.

The rider also would bring up some

complex administrative issues, since many

hospitals, health centers, medical schools

and universities receive government funds. It

is not clear whether abortions could be

performed in hospitals receiving federal

funds or whether medical students could be

trained in abortion techniques.

Not only would the amendment establish a

two -class system of medical care, it would

deny women their constitutional right to

abortion. In 1973. the U.S. Supreme Court

ruled that women have a right to abortion as

a right of privacy.

An official report of the U.S. Department

of Health, Education and Welfare issued in

December 1974 found that implementation

of the Bartlett rider would result in 125-250

deaths annually from self-induced abortions

and the hospitalization of approximately

25,000 women due to self-induced abortions.

The report also noted that forcing women to

carry their pregnancies to term would cost

the federal government between $450 and
$565 mi/lion for medical care and public

assistance in the first year after birth. The

federal government now spends $50 million

on Medicaid reimbursements for abortions.

Passage of the Bartlett rider would not

eliminate abortion, but it would prevent poor

women from having safe and medically -

sound abortions. Congress should vote to

make all women equal under the law by
voting to defeat the Bartlett rider.

Carolyn Schneider
Co-Director Moral, Inc.

Rally against budget cuts!

'itorial staff meeting tonight!

Come and join the fun at 7:30, 904 Campus Center.

To the Editor:

I'm a soon -to -be -out-of-here-and-glad-of

-

it senior. I just finished reading a crazy leaflet

handed out to me yesterday by the Coalition

for a People's Budget. You know, two years

ago such a leaflet might have found itself in

the nearest trash can. But this one struck me
differently - I was actually jolted by it.

"Proposed cuts will," it reads, "double

tuition, reduce financial aid, lay-off workers.

"

Double tuition? That means some of my
friends might pay $600 per year — tuition

alone! Reduce financial aid? That means
they'll have far less of a chance to get work-

study, to help their parents pay for school

expenses! Lay-off workers? Lord, I know
people who wouldn't be able to come back

next year with that, much less next Faff!

You know, if I was planning to return here

next year and those proposals went through
— no way could I make it! And my parents

sure couldn 't foot the excess. My father, like

many fathers and mothers, gets up each

morning for work wondering if "today's the

day" his employer decides to lay-off.

The way I see it, the state and UMass
officials might push these bills at students,

saying "Pay it! We're not even going to both

proving to you that we can 't cut back on our

own expenses. You 're afraid of our authority,

so you won 't protest.

"

Now, think back quickly: Several students

got together, legally challenged the dorm

requirements, and zap! All the sudden
UMass officials say, "Well, we've been
thinking of abandoning them anyway."

Think back again: A freshman named Nan
legally attacks the Dining Commons
requirement, and zap! Ail the sudden, eating

at the D.C. may not be mandatory as of next
year, and the officials are saying, "Yeah,
well, we've been chewing on that idea for a
while now..." How believable.

I'll add two and two together — if they
couldn't get it illegally, they'll hand freshly-

titled fees to every student and simply
demand, "Pay then, whether they apply to

you or not!"
You know, those of you coming back next

year - don't take this easily! Six hundred
bucks is a lot of money!
How are you going to pay for bills like this?

And, let's face it, most of our parents aren't

made of gold and silver.

The University and the state hasn't proved
to any of you that it can 't pay up itself — so
why must you genuflect to their proposals?
A peaceful gathering to protest such tHogic

is going on Tuesday, so the leaflet says. It 7/

be for two short, important hours. Do
yourself, and high school seniors in this

state, a favor - be there. If those numbers
are large, it mey have an impact. At least it's

on4 logical way to show we're concerned.

Dana Irlbecher

Thus spake Ford

Thus spoke the President. His face, illuminated by the myriad of lights,

portrayed a diabolical and insane robot; a robot whose buttons are being
pushed with no regard to human life and human morality. His eyes are

nothing more than carved stones, sparkless, lifeless, cold, empty. He is

blind and he cannot see the pleading eyes of the sons and daughters of

America whom he wants to sacrifice in the name of "liberty", "justice",

and "humanitarianism". His ears cannot hear the cries, coming from deep
inside the barren earth, of the thousands of America's dead youth. He
cannot hear the cries of the thousands of burned, maimed, and
slaughtered babies — the babies which he wants to "save" by prolonging

a lost and unjust war. He cannot hear the curses of mothers without sons,

of sisters without brothers, of America stripped of her pride and morals.

Blind and deaf, the President has spoken.

Will America listen to a robot pleading for her death? The dark clouds
which have gathered over the horizon threateningly cast their eyes upon a
power-hungry nation. These same clouds have appeared over many a
civilization: Assyria, Egypt, Greece, Rome - they have all seen the clouds,
they have all heard the cries of warning, and they have all ignored them.
They have all fallen. The clouds have gathered once again. America, can
you see them, hear them, feel them? Or, are you too, America, blind and
deaf? Are you too, America, willing to listen to a slave of the corporations
which are bleeding you to death? Are you willing, America, to become the
slave of a slave? America, your President has spoken.

America, are you willing to die? If so, then join nanas, close your eyes,

and jump into the abyss of meekness, passiveness, and resignation. Send
your youth to the slaughterhouse, prolong the inevitable, support tyranny

and oppression, ignore the world's indignation with the sadistic role you

are playing, always meddling in other nations' affairs, always dictating,

directing, coercing, and subjugating. A deadly farce is being played upon

you America;- look, look, a smiling President and a helpless baby in his

arms. The baby's parents are dead, it is alone in the world. The benevolent

leader will disregard it as soon as his game is over with, for you to see, the

baby is an instrument, a toy, a pawn. "Our friends need our help,' cries tne

President, the orphan in his arms, "we owe it to them, we cannot abandon
them, we must save them," the baby Still in his arms. The orphan whose
parents were killed by the man who is holding it in his arms, and his equally

"wise" and "humanitarian" predecessors, will be a decisive instrument

towards a new involvement in S.E. Asia. The guilty consciousness, and

sentimentality of America are being played upon in order to re-commit

ourselves in the never-ending struggle towards the suppression of

freedom. It is a farce, America, it is all a farce. The orphan, you, and I,

America, we are all pawns, instruments, in a game over which we have lost

control. The President has spoken.

The dead are still crying in their graves, the living are pleading for the

establishment of reason, the countless lights are still on, and the President

has spoken. America, are you ready to die?

Kyriakos Karoutsos is a Collegian Columnist.
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Boycott the TOC!
By E PA TRICK MCQUAID

Although this commentary may throw some
rather unfavorable light on the Top of the Campus
club, the author is actually doing the establishment
a service. A headline such as the above may be a
strong assault upon the reader but it provides a
wide variety of intention.

Although this commentary may place the Top of
the Campus club in unfavorable publicity it is

serving a double purpose in that it also favors the
establishment's interests. "Boycott the TOC" is

surely a strong assault on the reader but it does
hopefully prompt the management into submitting
some form of response. We only hope that it is

presented in a rational manner and not in the
barbaric conduct displayed by a number of the
club's employees during a recent confrontation
with members of the Collegian staff.

t

Granted

the staff of

the Collegian

are in a

powerful

position in

the campus
media as

they have

access to the

"first shot"

and the "last

say". Oc
casionally a

personal

vendetta

may worm its

way into the

press under

the guise of

the jour-

. .The increase in prices has not yet affected the ever-
popular TOC saladbar.

nalist's pen, however, in the cases to be cited, I feel

that it is the obliaation of the newsoaoer to inform

the readers of the overt, corrosive malignancy

"now appearing at the TOC". An article of this

nature is not an uncommon occurrence in the

Collegian; they resurrect every semester. Nor is the

inescusable treatmen* of customers by the TOC a

foreign subject to students. It is only by chance

that this incident is in print and your's isn't.

In mid- February I made my first criticism on the

TOC in a column headlined "Retrospect in

Repast". The outrageous boost in prices while

students were away over intercession was treated

with satirical jest and was received in that manner

as there was no comment from the TOC. It would

seem then that humor is not the aoproach to the

subject.

The greatest atrocity to come to light in my

opinion is that for a period of time the TOC was

serving free beer nuts to all its customers. The

abrupt end to this seemingly "improvement"
warranted an inquiry by several Collegian reporters.

It was disclosed by a number of employees that the

establishment had been disposing of the com-
modities that had been gathering dust in a back

room of the Bluewall for a "number of years".

"You mean that they've been serving us garbage?"
queried News Editor Richard Wright. "I'm afraid

so," replied a TOC waitress.

Next we come to the issue of a sudden change in

glassware. Have the ounce measurements
decreased with the shift from average beer glasses

to stemware while the prices have remained a

stable forty cents?

And the ever-popular dollar deposit on a beer

pitcher. Requesting a deposit is surely not too

much to ask of the customers; however, refusing to

return the

money is an

outrage.

A short

time ago a

small

assemblage

of Collegian

personnel

were
patronizing

the TOC and
purchased

two pitchers

of beer
paying the

required

dollar deposit

on each. At

the end of

our stay one
dollar was
returned to

the

respective

recipient; the

other

was pocketed by the waitress.

The empty pitcher was brought to the bar and

the refund was requested. The bartender refused,

stating that the waitress had already refunded us. A
short discussion ensued, leading nowhere and we
departed tossinq the oitcher aside in total disaust.

The beer-bellied goon came barreling over the bar

shouting indistinguishable Teutonic incantations.

We stood gaping as he recited every curse he

could recall conclud.ng with: "You sleeze! Don't

eva try 'n' pull somethin' like this when I'm working

again!"

We took heed of his advice and made hasty

departure in fear of personal assault. We escaped

with our lives, but not our dollar.

"Ripped off again, eh?" questioned a cartoonist

sometime later. "Hhmm, it could just be that

particular waitress. Last week my roommate wasn't

returned change for a drink. He asked her what

happened and she said, I thought it was my tip'.

Tip, ha! I'll give them a tip or two 1

"

E. Patrick McQuaid is the associate Executive
Editor of the Collegian.

lOue pasa? - What's goin' on?
The Puerto Rican Coalition of Springfield

made several demands to the Springfield

Police this past Saturday. If the demands are

met, there will be grounds for negotiations, a

spokesperson said to newspaper, radio and

TV people.

The shooting of an 18 year old Puerto

Rican youth by two members of Springfield's

Law and Order' Police, had created a unity

among the Spanish Speaking in the area,

that seemed to agree from New York to New
England, that it was a 'racist murder.'

Conservative, liberal and radical segments

of the Spanish Speaking population con-

sidered the murder as a result of racism and a

lack of understanding of the American police

to those that do not speak English, or belong

to a different color or culture.

Univ. of Massachusetts is represented in

the PR Coalition by the Bilingual Collegiate

Program.

In New Jersey, thousands of Latino and

American people attended the funerals of

Elsie and Roberto Hall, two Cuban children

found murdered in a swamp. The funeral was
held in Roosevelt Stadium in Union City.

United States Department of State has

unofficially allowed the Cuban Delegation in

the U.N., to move freely in a 250 miles radius

outside New York City.

Cuba is increasing its tourism, said a

spokesperson of INIT, (National Institute of

Tourism Industry). About 6,000 Canadians

visited the island in 1974, and more than

15,000 tourists are expected this year from

Mexico, Peru, Venezuela and El Salvador.

Miami's Spanish Speaking mayor,
Mauricio Ferre, is encouraging the Latino

population to register to vote. "Without the

vote," he said, "The relationship needed to

demand solutions to the Spanish Speaking
population problems cannot be achieved."

The city's Spanish Speaking voters is

estimated in more than 160,000.

Cailos Montoya, the great classic guitar

performer, will be in Boston this next

weekend.
The C havales de Espana made an artistic

tour in New Jersey last week.
The Federal District of Mexico City,

sponsored an international workshop in

industrial fishing, last week. More than

25,000 persons attended, representing about
25 nations.

Peru, the world's largest fish'flour

producer, is giving technical advice to

Mexico, so the netien can develop its an

chovie resources at an industrial level.

Mexico's fishing industry is going strong

inside the free enterprise system, while Peru

and Cuba's fishing industry is developing in

an socialist economy context.

Inflation is hitting the Puerto Rican sports.

In the past celebration of the Central

American and Caribbean Baseball Games,

only 6,000 persons attended the last game, in

which the Puerto Rican Cow Boys, overcame

the Cubans and Mexican Teams, retaining

the championship for the second year.

Despite the facts of inflation and

economical recession, the Puerto Ricans are

optimistic, and they are working hard in

preparation for the next Olympic Games.

Many Puerto Rican teams are being trained

in the Republic of Cuba.

Despite the fact that many Puerto Ricans

have been world champions in wrestling and

boxing, the Olympic Team had never got a

gold medal. However, Puerto Rico is con-

fident that this year will have better chances

in boxing, thereafter they are getting ready to

try to beat the Cubans, Americans and

Russian boxers...and that is a challenge.

The novel written by Cervantes in the 13

Century, "Don Quixote De La Mancha", is

one of the books that the Chile's Militar

Junta is burning, because according to the

Junta, Don Quixote is a Marxist book.

Destruction of books started on Sept. 73.

And those that believe in intellectual freedom

had decided to call Cervante's class'c novel

"Don Marx-ote."

Massachusetts governor, honorable

Michael Dukakis, is a Tri-Cultural man,

American, Greek, and fluent Spanish

Speaking.

President Ford seems to be considering a

veto the creation of a federal agency for

consumers protection ...after all it's been a

long time since President Ford has been in a

small claims court.

U.S. investments and technology could

help the Red China to become the worid

largest oil exporter, said an editorial of a

Spanish Speaking newspaper last week.

Massachusetts Cubans continued to

negotiate and hold meetings with Senator

Edward Kennedy concerning his Detente

politics with Cuba, and a possible field t ip of

his staff, to the Caribbean nation.

This week is the Celebration of the Latino

American week, a cultural-educational e ant

sponsored by students, faculty and ad-

ministrators of Univ. of Mass. A large turnout

is expected, since last year the celebration of

the Puerto Rican week was very successful.

The majority of the speakers will be from the

mainland, which is a different approach from

last year, when the majority of the people

invited came from Puerto Rico.

Luis Manuel Media is a Collegian

Columnist
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Author, teacher

Shirley DuBois to present lecture series
/ *

,i,Qw<. „ot«„ff,, lhD wAArp anH work was set n

By Black News Service

Shirley DuBois, writer, teacher,

and widow of Dr. W.E.B. DuBois

will offer this year's DuBois Lec-

tures at UMass. The first lecture will

be on Tuesday in Herter Auditorium

at 8 p.m.

The subject will be, "W.E.B.

DuBois: Father of Pan-Africanism."

On Tuesday, April 22 in Hasbrouck

Room 20, DuBois will give the

second lecture on, "The New
China."

Preceding this lecture will be a

short color film of a visit to China

made by Dr. W.E.B. DuBois and

Mrs. DuBois in 1959. The film

documents a tour begun in the

spring 1959 after the celebration of

Dr. DuBois' 91st birthday in Peking.

The Chinese made the film and it is

a part of the W.E.B. DuBois

collection donated to the University

Hypertension

program offered
The University Health Services

and a group of Public Health

students will be conducting a

screening program for hypertension

this week. Special emphasis will be

on screening minority students and

students over the age of 25.

Hypertension, more commonly
referred to as high blood pressure,

is a common problem in the United

States, being a contributing factor

to an estimated 250 deaths each

year. Physicians estimate that there

are some 23 million persons in the

United States that have high blood

pressure but half of them do not

know it.

This disease while more common
in older people, still occurs in

people of college age. There are

two types of hypertension,

secondary and essential. Essential

hypertension although the exact

cause is unknown occurs more

commonly in people with a family

history of high blood pressure.

Secondary hypertension is a result

of a specific disease of physical

abnormality and can usually be

treated with medicine or by surgical

means. The colleqe student

probably has a higher percentage of

secondary forms of hypertension,

and this age group is not spared

the excessive mortality of car

diovascular disease that is

proportional to blood pressure

levels.

April 15 Hampden DC. 11-6

April 16 New Africa Hse. 10-4

April 17 Campus Center 10-4

April 18 Grad. Research 10-4.

Health series on
Women and
Alcohol offered
The second session of the

Women's Health Series, sponsored

by the Health Education Division of

the University Health Services in

cooperation with Everywoman's

Center, will be concerned with the

issues of alcohol use and abuse

among women.
This session, to be held on

Tuesday from 12 noon 1:00 p.m., in

the Commonwealth Room of the

Student Union, will be facilitated by

Evelyn Duston of the Division of

Health Education.

by Shirley DuBois.

A resident of Cairo, Egypt,

DuBois is much in demand as a

lecturer. She recently visited the

People's Republic of China, where

as their guest, she celebrated with

the Chinese Government and

people, the 25th anniversary of the

Republic. Prior to moving to Cairo,

Mrs. DuBois and Dr. DuBois lived in

Ghana, West Africa where she was
founder and first director of the

national television of that country.

And in her varied and
distinguished career DuBois has

served many years as an educator.

She has been the head of the Fine

Arts department at Tennessee

State College, and a professor of

Music at Morgan State College; in

1936 38 she was director of the

Negro Repertory of the Chicago

Federal Theatre; she has worked as Shirley DuBois

announcements

Public debate
on Uni-Fee
tomorrow

The UMass Debate Union will

hold, at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in

Bartlett Hall, a public debate on the

topic,

"Resolved: That, if dorm
residency becomes optional, a

Universal Resource Fee should be

instituted."

On each side, a representative of

the Debate Union.

A raffle drawing will be held in

conjunction with the debate.

Raleigh bike

to be raffled

What can you get for a quarter?

A can of Tab? A vanilla soft- serve

ice cream cone?
Would you believe a Raleigh

Grand Prix bike worth $150?
The Recreation Society will be

selling raffle tickets now until April

26 on the Concourse level of the

Campus Center. The winner of the

raffle will win a Raleigh Grand Prix

bike.

The Recreation Society is the

undergraduate majors club of the

Department of Leisure Studies and
Services. Proceeds of the raffle will

be used for conferences,
workshops, and guest speakers in

the field of leisure.

Open forum on
Bicentennial

aired tonight
Immediately following tonight's

10 P.M. News, WMUA, 91.1 FM
will air a live, open forum with local

organizers for the People's

Bicentennial Commission, a

nationwide group of activists

concerned about developing
alternative ways ot celebrating

SCHOLARSHIPS

FOR

HURSIHG MAJORS

paying full tuition, lab fees, textbook costs and incidental

fees plus $100 per month may be available to you through

the Air Force ROTC 2-year nurse commissioning program.

To find out if you can qualify as an Air Force Nurse,

contact:

Major Goodhue
Iloom 205

5-2437

Dickinson Hall

America's 200th birthday.

Tonight's program is being

presented as a special feature of

"Focus", WMUA's weekly public

affairs series produced and

moderated by Kenneth

Mosakowski.

The Commission is sponsoring a

massive rally to be held in Concord,

Massachusetts, on April 19th,

exactly 200 years after Paul

Revere's now-historic ride to warn

American revolutionary forces of

the advance of British troops.

ii field secretary for the NAACP and

has served as the founding editor of

I reedomways magazine 1960-63,

iind as English editor of the Afro-

Asian Writers Journal of Peking in

1968.

Her books have been transalted

in over forty languages and have

won numerous awards. They in-

clude works on the lives of Paul

Robeson, George Washington
Carver, Phyliss Wheatley. Her

biography of Frederick Douglass —
There Once Was A Slave — took

the Messner- Lionel Judah Tachna

award for the best book combatting

intolerance in America in 1947. It

was translated and published in

Moscow and Peking in 1959 and a

pocket book edition was put out by

the United States Navy; in 1950 the

French Film
Festival set

for this week
After last year's success, a

second French Film Festival, to

include viewings of 6 new feature

length films along with panel

discussions on French cinema and

discussions of his work by one

French film director, will be held

today through April 16.

The Festival is jointly sponsored

by the Five Colleges (Five College

Lecture Fund, Five College Student

Coordinating Board, Five College

French Departments, Amherst

College Lecture Committee and the

UMass Recognized Student

Organizations) and the Cultural

Services of the French Embassy in

New York.

The Very Feminine Question

of Life Insurance

In these liberated times no woman need
settle for weak, ineffective financial

planning. Developing financial

independence and estate security for the

future is as important for women as it is

for men. Your Fidelity Union Life Field

Associate knows that and can help you
achieve a College Master® or other
program which will meet your needs now
and in the future.

(all the Fidelity I'nion Field Associate

in your area

:

Ronald J. Nathan Agency
747 Main St.

Amherst, Mass.
256-8351

Fidelity

Union Life

n braille by the

United States Army. Her other

books include works on Benjamin

Banneker, Pocohontas, Booker T.

Washington, a memoir of W.E.B.

DuBois His Day Is Marching On,

and on Gamal Abdel Nasser and

Julius K. Nyere. Her novel, Zulu

Heart, was published last year.

DuBois is presently working on

her fourteenth book which will

concern the roles of women in the

People's Republic of China. She is

currently Distinguished Visiting

Lecturer in the W.E.B. DuBois

Department of Afro-American

Studies at the University.

The DuBois Lectures is an annual

series of lectures presented by the

WEB. DuBois Department of

Afro American Studies in honor of

the work and memory of the black

scholar and activist for whom the

Department is named. The series

presents lectures of significant

accomplishment in some aspect of

the black experience. The first

DuBois lecturer was Dr. Herbert

Aptheker, historian and long term

student, associate and friend of Dr.

DuBois.

Aptheker, who was custodian of

the DuBois papers and the editor of

the second volume of Dr. DuBois'

autobiography as well as the author

of numerous works in black history,

spoke on different aspect of Dr.

DuBois' career. Other of the lec-

tures presented Stokely Carmichael

speaking on Pan -Africanism and

Professor David DuBois, the son of

Dr. and Mrs. DuBois who is a

novelist, teacher, and editor of the

Black Panther newspaper.

DOLLAR NIGHTS MON&TUES
ALL SEATS $100

Graduate school
counseling offered

ii

Two new Pre Graduate Advisers

have recently been appointed by

CASIAC to assist students who are

thinking about attending graduate

school. Pam Nuccio, a nurse and
Public Health student, will be able

to offer advice about health-related

careers and the special problems of

women in school; Rick Nuccio, a

political science student, will

concentrate especially on the

Social Sciences. Both are available

for any kind of general or specific

conversation about what lies ahead
after graduation.

Juniors should begin thinking

about graduate school if they plan

to attend in the September
following their June graduation.

The formal procedure for admission
starts in the fall. However, selecting

a school and investigating financial

aid sources take much time and
should be done before this.

Students, who are undecided
about whether to attend graduate
school, who have cfbestions about
specific graduate programs, or who
would like some assistance in the

graduate application process
should speak with the Pre Graduate

-Advisers at the CASIAC offices in

Machmer, 5-2192.

AMHERSKVm
AMITY ST. 253 5426

MEL BROOKS
(The Insane Genius)

The man who brought you
"Blaung Saddles" and
"Young Frankenstein" now
brings you the funniest ot

them all.

"THE PRODUCERS"

TOOLE IS FUNNV
DISTURBING
DEVASTATING 1

A BRILLIANT FILM-
STUNNING'

Kmrroou rr
MMINISfti
MTHumom TUP
RULING CLASS

Eves: The Ruling Class — 7:00; The Producers — 1:00

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS SI 00

A A SELECTION COMMITTEE
Applications deadline for Affirmative

Action officer has been extended to
Thurs . 4 17

AHEA AND BUTTERICK MEETING
A |oint meeting will be held Tues nite in

Rni 119 Skinner to talk about what's
qomy on foi the rest of the semester and
plans for next year, at 7 p.m
Al PHA PHI OMEGA

All brothers are requested to attend an
important meeting tonite at 7:30 in the CC.
Agenda includes our booth for the Scout
show on 4 26. Amherst Fair, Blood Drive,
banquet, etc.

ATTENTION POP CULTURE COLLOQ
It's important to get to class early tonite

because of the heavy load of films and
iadio tapes If you've been skipping, you'd
better come tonite 1

BIKE A THON
A bike a thon will be sponsored by lota

Gamma Upsilon on 4 27 to start Greek
Week It will be open to the entire

university and procedds will go to the fight

gainst Leukemia. For more info call 256
6844 and cisk for Kathy, Diane or Carolyn.
BIStXUAL WOMEN'S RAP GROUP
Come and talk with other women. We're

meeting tonite at 7:30 in CC 804 If you'd
lather go to "Girl of My Dreams" we'll see
you next week.
DAIRY CLINIC

Clinic tonitt- at 7:30 in Gnnnell Arena:
Hoof trimming and Leading. Last day to
'Irop out Supt and Committee meeting
Wfd

. 4 16 scheduling.

film times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Amarcord 7, 9:15

AMHERST CINEMA
Ruling Class 7
Producers 9

CALVIN THEATRE
Godfather 7:30

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Emmanuelle 7, 9
Steppfordwives 7. 9
Woman Under the Influence 7

945
EASTFIELD MALL CINEMA
Reincarnation of Peter Proud

7:30. 9:40
MT FARMS 4 THEATRES
The Sting 6. 8:30
Front Page 6:15, 8:30
Amarcord 6, 8:30
Lenny 6:15, 8 30

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Waldo Pepper 7:20, 9:30
Funny Lady 8
Shampoo 7:15. 9 30
Lenny 7:30, 9 45
The 4 Musketeers 7:40. 930
Chinatown 730, 10:00

COME ALONG ON A

PETER PAN

APRIL TOUR

RIGHT FROM THE COLLEGES

University of Massachusetts

Smith College (Northampton)

Amherst College

Mt. Holyoke College (So. Hadley)

Sign up soon and reserve your place on one or more of these attractive tours:

APRIL 12 (Saturday) - 1 DAY NEW YORK CITY SHOW/SHOPPING
This tour takes you to the heart of Midtown New York at Easter season, with
about 10 hours to shop, see a matinee, or sightsee. The low price includes a
delicious smorgasbord luncheon at the famed Stockholm Restaurant,

Per Person, Just *17

APRIL 19-20 (Sat.-Sun.) - 2-DAY WEEKEND IN MONTREAL
Come with us on Patriots' Day Weekend for a wonderful excursion to glittering,

cosmopolitan Montreal. Hotel accommodations, included in the bargain fare, are

at the LaSalle Hotel in the heart of downtown activities. Plenty of time to enjoy

exciting day and evening activities. t*%FM\
Per Person, Just *35

APRIL 26 (SATURDAY) - 1 DAY EXCURSION TO EXPO VINO 75

You'll want to attend this unusual, spectacular wine, cheese, and gourmet food
show at Commonwealth Armory, Boston. There will be four hours to really enjoy
the show, and the low tour price includes admission and ten sampling tickets.

Per Person, Just *10
Why not pick up our special brochure today giving further details?

Peter Pan Bus Lines

Campus Ctr. Hotel— UMass.
Tel. 545-2006

Peter Pan— Northampton
Tel. 586-1030

Peter Pan — Amherst Center
Tel. 256-0431

Cannon's— South Hadley
Tel. 533-71 15

DVP MEETING
Lunch meeting today, Dukes Room,

12 15 All members urged to attend. Lunch
will be provided
fILM SYMPHONY OF LIFE"
A film about the eagles at Quabbin

Reservoir and other wildlife in West Mass.
by Jack Swedberg shown in con-

notices

mum. iion with the Long Plain Nature
Center At 7 p.m., Amherst Jr High: 9 p.m.
M.ihai Aud on 4 16.

HATE TO SEW
II you hate to sew and think Butterick is

only sewing patterns, come hear how
wiong you are by listening to Ms. Dawn
Olsen bom Butterick. Have some coffee
,ind lefreshments and be prepared to

i hange your opinion' Skinner Lounge. 4

16 at 1 p m
HORSE CLINIC
Mon , 6 p m , Gnnnell Arena to work

your horses Those showing outside
hoises sign up in Di Lyford's office STK.
D>op out day today
INNKEEPERS HRTA MAJORS

Imp meeting Mon., 4-14 at 7 p.m., Rm.
165 CC. Elections, guest speaker (Hotel

Aichitecture). plans for spring banquet.
Refreshments'
INTtRNATIONAL WEEK

April 14 19, free movies every day, fair

Fn Sat. Look for individual programs
INTER VERSITY CHRISTIAN
I H LOWSHIP

Members, don't forget that elections are

tonite, 811 15 CC at 7:30

LEGAL SERVICES SEARCH
Students interested in taking part in the

Legal Services Search should contact
Jackie at 545 1995 m CC 922 before April

25
MAKE YOUR OWN SANDALS

The Craft Shop, on lower level of S.U
offers a free seminar m sandal making Pay
only for supplies, get ready for the sum
iner' Wed 2 5 p.m.

MARINE SCIENCE SEMINAR
D' John Teal of the Dept of Biology at

the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute

will speak on Salt Marsh Ecology on Mon.,
4 14 at 4 30 p m in Rm 917 CC. Coffee will

be served at 4.

NATURE PHOTO COLLOQ
The class will meet for those Steve has

« ontacted. Wed nite at 7 p m. in Machmer
W 24
OUTING CLUB

There will be a bombastic slide show of

Sunny West Virginia '75 Don't miss it' CC
101. 7 p m
PONY CLINIC

Check Pony Bams for clipping info

Some ponies will be used Tues at 2 p.m
and Wed 2 p.m. for Pony driving. Final

drop out day today. Also Pony Clinic

Ihurs nite, 6:30 at Grinnell Arena Not a
mandatory clinic. Bring your pony if you
have probs Clipping will also be done.
f'Ht MEDICAL SOCIETY

Sign up sheets for the 4-24 trip to
UMass Med School will be available in the
Pie Med office in Goessmar. at these times
this week Tues 8 11 a m.; Wed. 2-4 p.m.;
Fii 2 4 p.m This trip is for society
rt i-mbers only and space is limited so act
soon
PSYCHOLOGY TODAY

Pioctors needed for PSI Psych 301 and
Psych 220 for next fall, preferably students
who have taken PSI courses before or who
have done extremely well in these courses.
Call Kent Johnson, Tobin 538. 5 0083

HAIfLE AND DEBATE
The debate team is sponsoring a raffle

,md ,it the drawing we will be having a

W'baie on the issue resolved: When dorm
residency becomes voluntary, there should

be <i mandatory Universal- Resource feel.

All are invited April 15 Colonial Lounge
7 30 p m Debaters will be from Whitmore,
S G A and UMass Debate Union.
HfSIDENTIAL LIFE BOARD

There will be a meeting tomorrow at 7 in

ihe Commuter Lounge
STAR TREK LIVES'

M. eting tonight 7 in CC 803. We need
itKMt men tonight for our play. See you
ihere

TOUR INDIA
Film and slide show. free. 7 p.m., Thurs

C C 163 April 17 Invitation to Indian

Wedding" and "Dancing Feet" will also be
•hown Free coffee

UMASS VOL FIRE DEPT
Meeting tonight (Monday) for UMass

Vol Fire Dept. at 7 p.m in CC 176 Im
portant for members to show up so the

new constitution and other business can
be finished New members welcome.
WOMEN'S STUDIES

All students interested m becoming
(ertificate students or maiors in Women's
Studies next Fall should submit proposals
to the Women's Studies Office by 4-28

Pick up proper forms at 508 Goodell as

soon as possible or phone 5-1922

fOUND
S'erling Chain on sterling chain near

Library on 4 9 Contact 5 2639 Rm. 218
LOST

Small microphone and cord on Thurs.
on the hill m C'entral. please call Mike 546
9702 or Steve at 253 5798 Our lives are in

rlanger

LOST
In JQA Lobby a brown clutch style

wallet Please call Fran at 5 1552 or 6 9847
or letum it to SW Assembly office. JQA
•obby
LOST

Important' One book An Essay Con
( ermng Human Understanding by John
Lorke This book was lost in the vicinity of
Marh 32 Thurs. afternoon I need book
MM* letter to my Grandmother inside, if you
have them please call Garry 546 6808

...buy this mummy bag and
save enough

For about the same money
you'd pay for a 2-pound
goose down mummy bag.

you can have the Stag
Model 9814 Blue Ridge
mummy and have enough
left over to buy the Stag
Arctic Circle 2-man trail

tent. The secret is the Du-
Pont Dacron* Fiberfill II in-

sulation hat's nearly as
warm as down, but much
less costly. The 9814 has 3

pounds of Fiberfill II, Delrin*

zipper, ripstop nvlon cover,

raised foot pocket, draw-
cord hood and waterproof
stuff bag. More than 2 dozen
Fiberfill II styles to choose
from at your nearest Stag
dealer.

to get this

2-man
mountain
tent

Slag Arctic Circle trail tent, made of

polyester and cotton with waterproof
floor.

I

I

I

I

I

I

Send 25c for color
catalog to Stag Trail

Country. Dept
CNP-3. 5203 S E
Johnson Creek Blvd .

Portland, OR 97206

\ m

Address

City State ZIP.

I

I

I

I

I
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"TOMMY" with Elton John starts Wednesday. **

t YE WITNESS NEWS (31

ACTION NEWS (8)

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH "Angel
Babe" < 18)

THE BIG NEWS (22)
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)
1571

NIGHTLY NEWS 130)
THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW 138)
BONANZA A Passion for
Justice." (40)

LOVE. AMERICAN STYLE (56)
CHANNEL 57S AUCTION 75 (57)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS 18)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)
ITV TEACHER PREVIEW (24)
MOVIE "Faithful City." (27)

BEWITCHED (38)

6 45 ECONOMICS 201 (24)

6 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS i40)

! 00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Oh
How We Met the Night That We
Danced." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host I30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

30 NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

THE NEW CANDID CAMERA (8)
THE WILBURN BROTHERS (18)
THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (22) (30)
ANTIQUES (24)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW "The
County Nurse " (38)

POLKA With Frank Knight (40)
DRAGNET (561

:00 WORLD AT WAR "Remem
, her " (3)

ABC THEATRE
More Forever

/

"I Will Fight No
18) (40)

PASTORS PERSPECTIVE (181
THE BASEBALL WORLD OF JOE
GARAGIOLA (22) (30)
THE THIN EDGE "Aggression: The

Explosive Emotion " 124)

THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES 138)

DEALERS CHOICE 1561

8:15 NBC MONDAY NIGHT
BASEBALL 122) (30)

S 30 SAFARI TO ADVENTURE (27)

GREEN ACRES (381

DINAH' 156)

9 00 RHODA SPECIAL "Rhoda s

Wedding." (3)

THE OTHER SIX DAYS (18)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

9 30 THE ROMANTIC REBELLION
(24)

GOMER PYLE (27)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

W 00 MEDICAL CENTER "Heel of the
Tyrant " (3)

C-4r?IBE "One Second to Doom." (8)

(40)

CHALLENGE OF TRUTH (18)

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK
124)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

MOVIE "Madame Bovary." (38)

PERRY MASON (56)

10 30 CONNECTICUT REPORT (18)

WOMAN (241

CHARLIE CHAPLIN COMEDY
THEATRE (27)

7/00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPQRTS (8)

118) (22) (27) (30) (40)

THE BEST OF GROUCHO (56)

11 30 MONDAY STARLIGHT MOVIE
Jane Eyre " (3)

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY "Come
Out, Come Out, Wherever You
Are " (8) (40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

MOVIE "Hold That Hyptonist." (27)

LAUGH CLASSICS (38)

THE BEST OF HOLLYWOOD (56)

1 00 NEWS (81 (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host
(22) (30)

I 30 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

J 00 NEWS (22) (30)

ACROSS

I BirO s

cries
> Bream*

laDonousiy
9 T*o limes
M SuM.oem

Arcnaic
15 vVnere

Bantfis
abb'

16 Olihe
kidneys

17 Lomoardo
and Faitn

19 T'dai Oore
20 Snrub
21 In iniimale

privacy 3
words

23 Recover
Iromtoil 2
words

?6 Mane
thirsty

26 Redacl
28 Slumbers
32 Variety ol

chalcedony
37 Rye

disease
38 Actress

Munson
39 Lawful

Slang
41 Flightless

bird

4? Extremely
bitter

45 Released
from
bondage

48 Draw upon
tor help 2

words
SO Elysium
b\ Continent

M Wipes
away

SB Land
62 Smal

rood 1 1 sh
63 Reward

with

esteem
64 Apiarist

66 Nalu'ai
lalent

67 Bowl.ng
alley unit

68 City o'

Peru
69 Limited

time

periods
70 Enlg.sr

town
*i Declared

DOWN
1 Tree
2 Old
womanish

3 A quarrel

4 Make
pleasurable

5 Weapon
Slang

6 What
-Ol

nonsense'
7 A germ

for short

8 Macaroni
dough

9 Molasses
British

10 Under

1

It

>
,
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' 1
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1
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the

Unwell
11 US

playwright

12 Transport
13 Waiting

lor the

Root
18 Lacking

culture

?2 Hesitation
syllables

24 Insipid

person
slang

27 united
29 Hungarian

city

X Pear lor

one
31 Poker

game
32 Anthracite

33 Quality
Su'ti.

34 — avis
Unique
Ih.ng

35 HistCKicai
•nnr-h

36 Shade ol

rji ,.-

40 Coastal
phenomenon

43 T.me
between
events

44 Att.c

windows
46 Rhymed

Composition
4 7 Vitreous

coatings
49 Gist

Inlormal

52 Highly
valued lur

53 Something
special

55 Shade ol

brown
56 Soil plastic

ream
57 Valuable

violin
Intormat

58 Foolish
59 Not working
60 Fly upward
61 Gambling

game
65 Know Scol

By Jim Carson

[?M0C Classifieds Pay
* To place * c !*»»•» rO dr«p by
ttat Colia>tian Office Between
• M a.m. «atf J:« pm nAootlay

Tin* deadline is 14S. two days
before the day your atf it fo

apoear
TIM rales V:
Oelly - » M par Una
Weekly - • 30 par Una
Monthly 126 par lino

*T«wo line* on form
approkimai* one lino

AUTO FOR SALE

'HI Volvo 144S needs work Willi
niider any offor Call MS 0S» I

)9M Ford station wagon mat
tuned Good condition $250 CallMM

71 Fiat 124 pood condition
radial* 30 mpg 11196 Call Mrs
Roberta S 0150

Want to buy 70 72 Dart Scamp
Valiant Slant • 226 c Call
Joanna 646 1312 ewe

7MDC
TO SUBLET

One person needed to shore two
bedroom ept in Amh Center from
June 1 Sept 1 Convenient
location end feiriy i.ieapenelve Call
2M0127 alter 4pm

I Wen
| for J

ROOMMATE WANTED

1170 o month till Juno
renew loess Contoct A Low
0333 or o06 4*1*

Can
la. 6

IJR SALE

Integral Systems power smp
large Advent epookore AC! eudlo
preemp ell immecukste S600 Call

Mike 640 0177

Need e place to put your plants'
Buy a plant hangar from me (or
• 7 60 Made from reel wood honga
in dorm window, holds up to 12
plants Call Vicki at 6 0461 or atop
by and aee ot JOA 1403

Pair J0L 60 apeekera hlph of
rioencv 6 OHM 307 0040 Keep
fylne.

Head skis bndgs boots etc 200

VW Sqbk
ii 26 mpg

69 good cond 74 000
1696 1 626 3367

Greet 2 bdrm apt tor
Sept w ac util inc pool
route 260 6252

June
on bus

04 Chevy truck, rune
work 4100 Coll 263

HU00IP STAMPS mode up with
enything you d like to stamp
Ineapansive For inetance name
and address S3 with telephone
number S3 60 Fest service Also
poreoneliied stationery Joeoph
006 4706 eveninge

For Sole
well but needs
6077

72 Capri. AM FM stereo. 32 mpg
11076 6490010

4 Sole Peugeot UOt 21"

nYls-an
"*"*"' C °"d * , ',ln" M00

63 Chevy Impale, ea body Runt
Best oftor Cell 293 2409

65 VW Bug 72.000 mi Rebuilt
engine $260 or best offer 1 636

1906 Van 19 eng nd body wk
Run* fine std 6 cyl 6 0620 or SI
Quebbm Apt Bel B O

3 bdr Townhouse sublet June 1

Opt to renew On bus rte Call 665

2 bedroom
Townhouse Siert
Cell 263 2602

Riverglede
June to Soot

3 bedroom ept on bus
cond For summer sublet
to renew Call 666 3607 $225

rf eir

option

Apt for rent
Furniahad $176
eluded 649 2715
from compus

June July. Aug
Phone, util in

10 minutes welk

Ford Von good cond
een $060 Call Mark 61

Gibson ES 336 good cond
263 6746

$276

Most be
Mark SB0220S

Corvalr Asking 6300 263

Townhouse ept to sublet June
to August Option to renew Air
conditioned carpeted cloee to
cempus end on bus route $236 plus
utilities per month Will negotiate
for summer month* If interested
cell 649 0096

Csmpar 67X97 Fit* pick up
longbod Obi bod fndg excel
cond Cell 504 7003

Peneeonic Model RC7070O FET
• olid stole FM AM stereo receiver

with metchod BSR turntable two
0V> inch speaker* $136 Mull eoll

Coll John 630 4000 eftor 6

Fender Bendmoster $> PA. Guild
Guitar Leslie 147 RMI Plono 260
6100 eftor 6

Symphonic stereo w record
chonger. AM FM Stereo radio tape
deck 2 Ig speekors Sell for $160
263 7990

Scott 342 C Stereo Receiver 12 0)

12W gd cond now $300 Will toko
B 649 0716 16 7 p m I

Refrigerator. 10 cu ft Beet offor
over $100 Veer old Cell Chrle et 6
7970 or S 3600

Muet sell leaving country. 73 red
MG Midget Low miloogo. boat
offer 649 1362

Chevy Monte Corlo 73. 22.000
blue c blfc vinyl top GR70 rodlel*
boot offor 640 9967

For 'sole 1972 SAAB 991 Esc
iond new injectors Tire* sir

'cond $2400 or best offer 413 774
4299 evenings

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1976 Ksweeabl KZ400 100 miles.
perfect creeh bare, bonl shocks
Asking $1160 Cell Bob dove 606
4662 nites meessgo

1974 Hondo CL200 On Off rood
4500 mi Good condition $750 firm
Steve 753 5092 eftor 6 p m

72 Suiuki TS260J2 300 mi 532
6007

3 bdrm Townhouse, fully
Piano laundry far

. 2 bath*
waeh 549 1275

turn
dish

Rm in house. Belch Sub May
only 200 AC SlOOmcl util Call Rob
263 7907.

2 bedroom ept et Rolling Green
available June 1st Aug 31st Rent
is $233 per month, but it includes ell

utilities hoot weter air con
ditioning Cell Glenn or Joy at 263

Best buy in town

June 1 One or two people for
Roll Gr Apt Opt to renew Esc
Bus. pool. Igo rm*

. part turn eir
cond $00 all inc 260 6279

Three bedroom townhouie
eportment Available Juno 1 to
August 31 Option to renew A C.
pool One mile from cempus Call
549 1372

Three rms in Co op houee. 5 mln
from cempus Jun Aug Option for
Soot 263 6077

Close welking to cempus snd
town 2 bdrm turn apt with
phone Negot 250 6750

Sublet June 1 Sept 1 Opt to
renew 2 bedrm ept Bolchertown
on bus route leke 323 6213

Four bedroom house in Ashfield
Lease Mev 1 Sept 1 $260 month
620 4427

Sublet One bdrm Cliff side
Apt on busline pools tinnn dish
wr sliding glass door ell utilities
June 1 Aug 31 $106 with option to
renew 606 4231. night*

Begin Mov 1 or bofr thru Sept 2
bdrm Brandywine negotiable
Cell evening* 649 2067 devs. 5 0900
Denis*

Avi June Option 12 mo Loose 2
bdrm Twnh* Apt 10 ft from bus
stop 100 Rolling Green 263 7641
eftor 5pm
Booutiful Townhouse apt

available Sept June with option to
renew 3 bdr w w carpeting. AC
swimming pool, fully modern
kitchen patip and plenty of room
to room Would like to rent fur
mshed Cell 640 6004 evenings

Sublet with option to renew 2bdrm Brandywine. mod conv
June 1 Coll 649 6714

Two bdr Brandywine Pool, pete
9BBB incl util June 1 to Aug 31
Renewoble 549 3623

.„
Su

s"r,
Jun' '*»• " •»»«

ton 3 bdrm apt $210 649 0490

Garden apt Rolling Green. 2
bdrm* June Aug Option to renew
Cheep 263 7332

ke my piece
August Ot |

PERSONALS

nt (omoono to tob«
uno through

Brandywine 60 e month Include*
moet utilities Poe own room 60 a
month, coll Rotor ot Brondvwlne
649 0779

To my former Uml* Roomie No. I

dldn t forget Hoppy day chick
Decode number J - hare •>*
corneal God Bksee, Lusaleua L.

ROOM WANTED

One or 2 bodr $169 mo
nished June 1 Sop 1 Call 549
anytm

Fur
D091

1 bedrm ept with utilities June-
August opt to renew Colonial
Village 263 7639

ROOMMATE WANTED
N Amherst Large ept Own

room $91 67 per mo plus utils

Socur depos Leeee until Aug
Tony 549 0699

to shore 2

Poloroid 330 extras Es cond.
Beet offer 606 4236

Earth Shoos - Men • *li* 9 76
Women* sir* 10 26 Brown, low
cut, good (hope Also track shoes
white, cenvee end leether. teme
sue Call Kri* or Denny et 323 4019

Stereo AR turntable TDC Spkr*.
receiver, w 6 trock 5 cu ft refrig

$76 6 6045

EXAKTA VS1000TL 2 bodie* 3

len*o*. 3 viowfindor* Howell 06A
strobe, lot* eli* Complete only

$360 549 0364

10 So French bike, pood cond. 1

lp sofo comf Cell Bill 600 3200 •
9pm

Raised wsterbed with hooter
King alto custom made $200 firm
Call Jim 263

Mealcon made leether, fringed
cost ITsisn style) never been
worn Excellent buyl $20 Imon'e
*malll Steve 640 7079

Schwmn alngle apeed 20'

bicycle Good condition With large
twoeidod. bssksts Great for
bopkjsj 128 Slav*. 640 7071.

AUTO FOR SALE
60 VW Vsn now point |ob. need

jmech work Best offer 546 2096
JAsk for Oove

'OS VW bus. good cond .
rebuilt

cmiitg pltfrm $1660 549 1760 Low
miluege

FOR RENT
Amh New 3 bdr w w carpetdw dlsp tanni* ct . ewimming

pool Imm Occ No leeee req $296
plus util Et sec Call 549 0000 before

One bdrm efficiency on bus rte
All util end conv Juno 1 Sept 1

606 3367

One bdrm ept for rent on Sd
bus route $160 per no . util inc . ell

conv Coll Dave 606 7006

Umv Park Apts 1 bedrm $160
mo includes util 5 2266 ISue)
devs 260 0304 SO o m

June 1 to Aug 31 Sublet
Brandywine 2 bedrm ept. w dw
di*p air cond.. pool On bus route,
pertielly furnlehed. rent negotiable
CsM 649 6434

WANTED TO RENT

Liveable space in Amherst
shower or bath, cooking facilities
June Sept et $50 $00 542 5037
Nancy.

Sm house in countryside
Isolation and work space Reep
craftaman Refs avail Now or
sum Coll collect 017 000 4430

Two bedroom opt
dywme Juno 1st
Nogotioblo 649 0112

in Bran
Aug 31

Two bdrm for summer w option
to renew Busime Rent a bargalnl
606 4301

F in houee in Amh Own room.
bus rt w option to leeee Rent nog
253 II

Townhouee ept on buellno. pert
turn Two bod . 2 both $240 mth w-
util. eir cond . pool June 1 to Aug
31 253 62S2

Summer Sub 2 bedrm apt
bus Una Low rent Inc. oil util

,

cond . opt tp renew in Sept I

3494 eves

on
air

June-Sept Coloniol Village 2
bedrm on bus line Furn . pool 4100
w util negot 263 7207 eftor 6pm

2 bedrm ept with utilities $100 a
month on bus lino Juno 1 -
August 31 Opt to ronew 640 6333

3 bedrm townhouso. ol bus Rt
6-1-9 31 A cond.. opt to ronew
1226 Call 606 3007

June Sept 1 bedrm apt on bus
line Sundld $100 mnth Cell Kathy
649 1220

Wanted Couple
bedroom eportment this summer

cloee lo campus, on bus route
Call 540 9107 n eveninge Keep
trying!!

Roommate wanted, own large
room in Faering St apt Good for
musician $70 plus util Good cook
Available May 1 Call 649 6423
evening*

Own room Immed Cheep
N Hmpm a* long a* you want
500 1600 Keep Trying Apt

Two roommotos wonted for
summer months. Juno through
August Squire Village Apt On bus
routs $60 76 per month If in-

forested coll 666 4763 eftor 5pm
Woman roommate wanted for

quiet house in So Doerfiold on bus
line $90 inc util 606 3690

1 pr Ofunda 7X60 binocular* w
leether cose Esc cond Coll 500
0601

Cliffside 1 bdrm Sublet June 15
lapp I Opt to renew 606 3249

Rivgledo Tnhs. 3 bdrm Need
roommate* for 2 bdrms. Sum w-
option foil Master bdrm Ideol for
cplo Tot 4300 mo Incl util 263

Femele Own rm . mod 2 bdrm
ept Avail immad Over 26. no pet*
In Amheret on bus line $106 per
mo incl util »4VVM»»

HELP WANTED

Drivers needed Muet hove cer
Apply Domino's Pino offer 4 p m

Community Home for retarded
children needs live in sssis Free
rm It bd 33004 r 200 0110 Trultt

White Mgr

CONSERVATION OFFICER -
Town of Agewom Experience
demonetreting through knowledge
of coneorvetlon related actlvltlee
including resource plennlng lend
acquiaition land malntanonco. end
forestry or wildlife mgmnt end
ability to odminletor ell eepocts ot e
conservotion program gnd
aupervlee the work of others
Degree in environmental eclence
snd or reieted field* and
demonetratod ability to administer
s coneorvetlon progrom OR ony
combination of experience end
specialised education demon
stroting ability to perform abovo
dutios Contact the Conaorvatlon
Commisalon ot TOO 0400 ext 00 to
arrange an appointment for en
interview

Townhouse ept to sublet option
I to renew Air conditioned, cor
peted close to cempus end on bus
route $236 plus utilities per month
Will negotiate rant for summer
month* it intore*tod call 549 0096

Oscilloscope wented Will pev
$200 or wish to borrow Call 774
3294 John

Doubla bad or largar wantod to
buy Eithar both mattrat* end
spring or tutt mattress WiH pick
uo Cell 256 6056

Bop Shu Bop I need lit

terbuggere Coll Judy soon 640
6663 nights Keep colling

Drummer for summer gig at
Cape Cod Boerd and room in
eluded 500 3706 or 1 407 7616

Wonted - Medium died second
hand bird cago for a roosonablo
prico Call 666 4307 Lorraine C.

1,

TRAVc L

Interested in^ no frill* low cost
travel to Europe. Africa Middle
Eest Far Eoat. at minimum coat
maximum flexibility and minimum
hasslo7 For info cell educotlonol
theht* toll free 000 22 3 6609

Charter flights to Europe end
Calif Call Campus Travel I

2 bedroom
6490079

Brandywine $190

To sublet 2 bedroom apt all
utilities on bus route, Sunderlend
60S 4030

Shore Irge apt near Nhamp
center Aveil immed 406 month. 1

3 util Call 600 0703

Own room, bua lino. pool, quiet,
wwc. June 1. 470 mo 263 7307

Wented 1 or 2 F to shore fur-
nished apt in Brltteny Menor
starting Juno 1 Approx. 00 a
month 263 2204

PERSONALS

Charter flights to Europe and
Calif Call Camoua Travol 646 0600

For only $20 (special university
pricel you can protect your cer.
tires snd its contents with a
Bredlov ghost" sutometic burglar

alarm Electricity's newest marvel
Or install it yoursalf for only $16
For mora info and a demon*tration
call Larg et 546 9621 or Bruce st 546
5603

Raffia Kennedy is sponsoring a
bike raffia until April 17 Look for
Houso Gov't membora today' Your
chance may bo tho chance 26c or 6
for a dollar Raleigh Grand Prls
Your choice, siie and color Rotoll
$150 00 Thia ia a one in e lifetime
chance so hurrvill

To tho vg lady who I drova to
King Phillip last Tuos nite. would
enpoy talking to you again PI* cell
549 0117

Persons seriously Interested In

alternative llfo-etyle producta and
financial security et the soma tlmo
contoct your Shoklee Roproaen
tatlve Mon b Tuoe 14. IS S U
Foyer All organic

Sidl I'vo found somothlng for ua
to do thia long weekendl We can
go see Walking Tell end Executive
Action 4 II (t 4 21 In tho CCA 6) Ho
only 76 cento

TOM S BIKE REPAIR
honeot cheep Pickup.
604 6024 an, iime

Sponleh Lit motor will tutor In
Spemeh et ony level II e . beejinner.
intermediate, edvoncedl CoN 604
1310 for arrangements Eotudtente
da la Htereture hkspen* da c leeee
oertic uteres d* Inglee. Lksmeu Uds
a 504 1314

Guitar lesson* Jeve IIP 1069
Start now. summer or fell.
Anything you wont to know
Boginnere to advanced

Ootaun. Toyota. Volvo. Japuer
rapoired by Ruoa Boco Plenty of
experience and oauipmant Phono
506 1227

RUBBER STAMPS mode up with
anything you'd Hks to stamp
Inexpenalve For inotence. nemo
and address 43. with telephone
number $3 60 Feat service Also
porsonalitod stationery Joeoph
606 4706 evenings

Don t met vscotion there Loom
somothlng Meet people SUM
MER STUDY ABROAD lists dotas
subjects prerequisites coota for
ovor 600 crodil 6) non credit
program* worldwide 1631 U S
COLLEGE SPONSORED PROGRAMS ABROAD ACADEMIC
YEAR tells what, when how ft how
much for over 500 U S college
credit courses worldwide (43 601
Send peyment to Institute of In
temotionel Education. Box CC 009
United Nation* Plate. New Vork N
V 10017

Karmochonlco all foreign end
domoatlc repolr* Flat eeclallet*
Let u* chock out thet uood cer
before vou buy It We'll toech you
tool 00S 7146

ENTERTAINMENT
Tour hours of non-stop nostalgia

*

and hit* for only $66 Call Bob tho
D J 630 0076

Four hours of nonstop nootolglo
and hits for only 466 Coll Bob tbe

J 630 0076

There's no reeson to be bored on
tho long weekendl In the CCA Frl

Wslklng Tell - Mon.
Executive Action 7-0-11

AUTO WORKSHOP

DO IT YOURSELF Tools free
with spoce rental 62 hr
profession*! advice Porta
wholeoalo Level I, CC
Gerege Mon Fn 310 Sat
Sun . 12 10

CALCULATORS

I
College Calculator* hoa all the
aniwar* I offer low discount
pness on all makos and modola of
calculators All mschinoa now.
with full warranty and moral If
your machine malfunctiona within
2 months I'll repleco it free! All
lines available. Tesos Inst . HP.
Commodore. Rockwell and others
SR60 only 409 96 ; SR 61 only
$159 96 r~
vou buy
I'll give yc
Bob Crowi

only $9996 SR 81 only
HP 21. only $119 96 Before

y anywhere, coll me flret and
you tho best deel I con Coll 1
owoll 640-1310

]
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YOUr Birthday By Stella Wilder

IW'*NDAY.A
1pr,|iA

_ Born
today, you are hiRhly susceptible
to the suggestions of others and
because of this you may occa
swnally be mflumced in direc-

tions you wquldinot have chosen
for yourself ifl you been less

subjected to another s will You
have been gifted with jijdgrnent

of your own. you have not.

however, been equally gifted

with the kind of determination it

takes Ui insist upon exercising
that judgment For this reason, it

is necessary that you take your
self in hand, to constantly re-

mind yourself of vour indepen-
dence as a person, of your
freedom as an individual

Kind-hearted and sym-
pathetic, you lend a compassion
ate ear to anyone's tale of woe
You are. however, somewhat
disinclined to use the fine head
nature placed upon your
shoulders and. in doing so. to

separate the wheat from the
chaff where those tales of woe
are concerned In other words,
because you do not employ your
powers of discernment, you are
at times taken in by untrue tales,

fooled by false complaints
Learn to tell the difference be-
tween the real and the pre-

"Psf ml I fi6uf<33 rf

WE'RE m*JT poe ftp;

Ai^Hex fort fb^
Ml&C REUvV\L.,U<tr
The o-atj /M-me b05

By Kris Jackson

tsrOWLV

• AMD ifXCAfirJEAT

RIGHT 1>6J5
|

if!&Ur£X
M^t^teujaL, seme

P*TLmUMAUr)

Garry Trudeau

1 nv you
ORGANIZE
this wry?
I CAN'T
seueve

ueiL.we
M6SEP
YOU!

\ I

*T**'r»-.

,
15

*Y I KNOW,
' BUT TH£ D6C0RA-
TtONS, THE DRINKS-
Z MEAN, YOWRE
700 MUOif ITIUA5N7

JUSTME-
(UEALL
PUCHEP^
IN'

HEY.ZONKERI
EAT Upl you HAVEN7
EVENmOm YOUR
CHOCOLATE COMPOST

CAKE!
f>,

y
MY
WHAT?

PSST'SHE
SLAVED
0VER.lT

ALL DAY.

\

&0fcdiBiL

PI \M ISB

CO

Q. I

I HAVE TO.
r

TAllC TO TRUFFLES,^

AND EXPLAIN
EVeRVTHlN6
TO ME*.

5HE MA5 TO KNOtiJ u)MY I NEVER
WENT TO SEE ME* A6AIN...

by Johnny Hart

PEeVK tCOTfe C+WCK,

s\yTl-r}Seu^i^r^?^^/CxX> *JLWt« «Ti«CKS

THe. rXST 25 YTBAKS f JOrVrWe Cv DeTROiT*.

OlSAR JOArvWey
How 'acur ediLXKhife A k^oso^&oka "to
AM aKTRAORDlMARV LiVeR?

tended and you can serve both
yourself and others better

Because of your generous
nature, you draw all manner ot

people to you and your demo-
cratic spirit accepts ihem all and
would make of any who *a>
willing a eiSBs and lasting friend

Whether clever or naive, goui or

bad. rich of poor, people can al

ways find a supporter in you
To find what is in store for you

tomorrow, seleii your birthday
and read the corresponding
paragraph \j& your birthda\

star be your daily guide

* * ' *
Tuesday. April IS

ARIES (March 21 April 19) -A
minor problem along health
lines could keep you from mov
ing forward with present plans
Don't begrudge time spent over-

coming illness

TAL'RL'S (April 20-May 20)

-Disappointment early in the

aay must be met bravely,
especially should young people
be present when a discovery of

tops is made
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) -

Make plans now for weekend en-
tertainment Take into con-
sideration another s wishes, and
heed the dislikes as well as the
likes of a loved one
CANCER (June 21 July 22) -

Consider all suggestions before
making your next move You
may be inclined to leap before
you look, try, however, to reverse
that order'

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) -Ac-
cept the aid of friends, even if

you don't especially need or
want it Hv dome so. vou will be

doing another a favor - just the

kind he may need
VIRGO (Aug 23- Sept 22) -

Take practical measures and
you should be able to have your
own svoy where a new project is

concerned You would do well to

admit vour ambitions

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) -
Before vocalizing your adverse

criticism of another person's
wiirk. you would be wise to put

your own house in order Other

wise, you may suffer a surprise

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Sov 2D -
Keep to routine matters today,

especially during morning hours
when a friend seems destined to

bl«x:k your way to the top •- all

unwittingly

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22

Dec 2H -Make an effort to

resolve differences between
yourself and higher-ups on the

employment scene You can
make career progress if you suc-

ceed

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan
19) -A number of details may
escape vour attention during
morning hours, but so long as

you keep the general picture in

mind, all is well by evening

AQL ARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)

—A decision for change may
make this an exciting day both

at home and on the employment
scene Opinions vary regarding

your work
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) -

Hold off on the Launching of new
projects Be sure that all is in

order on the employment scene

before you take on new respon-

sibilities

I'niled Feature Syndicate

CPB plans rally

to fight UMass
budget cuts

The Coalition for a People's Budget (CPB)
has planned for tomorrow a campus-wide
rally to oppose proposed University budget
cuts. The rally is scheduled from 1:00 to 3:00
p.m. in front of the steps of the Student
Union.

Principal speakers will include Samual
Bowles of the Economics department, John
Bracey of Afro-American Studies and Peter
Donahue, coordinator of the CPB. Other
guest speakers will include Norma Faris,

Student Senate Committee on Human
Rights; Ken Grayson of one of the employee
unions; Milton Kirstein of the Union of
Student Employees; Miguel Rivera of the
Bilingual Program; a representative of State
Human Services; a representative of the
University Women's Caucus and a
representative of graduate student teaching
assistants. In addition to the speakers there
will be entertainment, including guerilla

theater and singers.

*

Following the rally, several workshops will

be conducted from 3:00 to 5:00 in the
Campus Center. Workshop topics include:

organizing with respect to the State
Legislature; unionization of employees,
students employees and students; the
political economy of the budget cuts; and the

impact of cuts on teaching assistantships

and financial aid.

The rally has been endorsed by the many
campus groups. In addition, more than 3,000

individuals have signed petitions in support
of the rally.

Ocean Options
lecture series

begins tonight
The Coalition for Environmental Quality, in

cooperation with DVP tt Program Council
presents Dr. John Teal in a lecture entitled

Health of the Oceans. The lecture will be
tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom and will include a slide presen-
tation.

Teal is currently a staff member of he
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute where
he is involved in continuing research on the
ocean.

The lecture by Dr. Teal is the openinj
lecture of the Ocean Options program.
Ocean Options is a week long program of
films and lectures on the ocean presented by
CEQ, DVP, & Program Council. PC will

present films of Jacques Costeau on
Tuesday & Wednesday, and on Thursday
will be a lecture by Tom Horton entitled

Undersea Worlds presented by DVP. All

presentations will be in the SUB.
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A UMass rugger dives after a loose ball in action Saturday at the Boyden fields.

The ruggers dropped their fifth contest in six outings as the University of New
Hampshire scored a 23-10 rout.

Radcliffe drops crew woman
By TERESA HANIFIN

The Women's Varsity Crew team, stroked by co-

captain Debbie Kirchmer, was defeated in their debut

race with Radcliff College by nearly five lengths on
the Charles Saturday.

A seasoned Radcliffe crew breezed to the finish in

7:06, while UMass was 19 seconds behind at 7:25.1.

Radcliffe's varsity jumped out in front earlv, having

nearly a three-length lead by the halfway mark.

"We anticipated this," explained coach Bob

Spousta. "However, we expected to row a good

strong body and get it up on them."

One reason the crew didn't catch up was the stroke

rate. "We try to row 30 to 31 strokes per minute," Bob

stressed. "But the stroke rating went up around 33 or

34, and there was no power to match it."

The Cliffies were no easy opponents, being the

national collegiate champos of two years. Bob saw

the race as "the hardest one-on-one UMass has ever

had to row."

But he was not disappointed in the effort. "They

tried hard," he claimed. "They just did not row their

best race."

In an earlier race, the JV crew finished third against

four Radcliffe boats, despite a broken fin incurred

halfway through the race.

Radcliffe lightweights finished the 2,000 meters first

in 7:33. Second was their JV heavyweights at 7:37,

third was UMass in 7:56, Radcliffe third varsity came

next at 8:03.5, and bringing up the rear were the

Cliffies' JV lightweights, in at 8:17.5.

"There is no question in my mind that they would

have finished several lengths faster," commented

Spousta. But he stressed that he is not blaming the

equipment. The women had hit the fin as they put the

boat in the water, so as a result, it fell off. The boat

took an abrupt turn which had to be compensated for,

and the rudder had to be used for steering.

Next Sunday, the crew team will face Connecticut

College, and a B.U. team fresh off a victory over

Syracuse, UPenn, andWilliams.

Black hurls no-hitter as JV's
sweep doubleheader, 8-2, 5-0

By CHAS O'CONNOR
A 13 strikeout, no- hit per-

formance by Bob Black provided a

5-0 win for the UMass JVs

Saturday afternoon over New
Hampton Prep after Tom Ferris had

hurled an 8-2 victory in the first

game of the doubleheader, also

whiffing 13

Black's gem was the first no-

hitter of his career and came in the

freshman's first appearance in a

UMass uniform. He had been

warming up on several occasions in

the team's opener last Wednesday,

but had failed to get in.

Coach McKay was not aware of

the no- hitter and had planned to lift

Black in order to get Chip Warren

some work in the sixth inning.

While Warren was making his

warmups. Black mentioned the no-

hitter to McKay, who told him to

"get back out there". McKay was
impressed with the way that

Warren took it. "Warren showed
class", said McKay.
UMass scored a run in the first

inning as Bill Hendy doubled, stole

third and scored on a groundout by

Al Lopriore. They added another in

the third when Peter Bannon

walked, stole second and went to

third on a throwing error, and

scored on a single by McLaughlin.

The Minutemen tallied three

times in the fifth inning with RBIs

going to Kevin Finnercane (single),

Mike Sullivan (single), and Scott

Aye (a bases loaded walk).

Nine bases were stolen by the

team in the second game, after they

had stolen tour in the first, a six-hit

route performance by Ferris,

sophomore transfer from Salem
State.

Massachusetts scored twice in

the second, twice in the fourth and
four times in the fifth to take an 8-0

lead. New Hampton Prep scored

their two runs in the final two in-

nings.

Mark Wyner had two hits in the

game, a single in the first and a

double in the fourth.

Notice
WMUA's Off the Hook Show

will deal with the question of

the role of women in sports

tonight at 6:15. Guests will be

Vivian Barfield, the Assistant

Athletic Director, and coaches

Carol Albert, Virginia Evans and

Pat Griffin. Mark Dlugosz will

be the moderator. Phone calls

will be welcome.

ZERO MCSTEL

Mel Brooks'

THE DECDUCEES'
7 — 9 — 11

CCA. Tomorrow Nite

*»orld wide pictures present

GARDEN

THEATRE
GREENFIELD, MASS.

Tel. 774-4881

cdrwiMn rwwiJIcjrvw b*cW« v^«l

speed '>o<
-

- *i billy graham

Last 2 Nites

7 & 9:15

No Passes
No Bargain Nites

Men's crew powers

way to four wins
By BOB NORTON

The Men's Crew powered their way to four decisive victories this

weekend with what coach Bill Mahoney termed "a good performance by

everyone."

The rowing conditions were next to perfect on the Hudson River witn

fast conditions in the early races and an increasing tide to slow times down

as the morning progressed. Marist College and New York Maritime College

(N.Y.M.C.) provided the opposition, but as the results later proved, nOt

much competition.

The varsity heavyweight eights raced first since the conditions were

most favorable at that time. They started out at .42 strokes per minute

(S.P.M.) and settled after thirty strokes to a 36. The race was nip-and-tuck

with the boats still even at about the 1000 meter mark. At that time,

coxwain Andy Burton called a "power twenty" and the varsity gained the

lead for good. With intermittent "power tens and twenties," the crew

increased their lead to a length and a half with 500 meters to go. As the

S.P.M. went up over that last stretch, the margin continued to grow until

UMass crossed the finish line with a time of 5:40.5 for the 2000 meter

course. Marist finished 6.0 seconds later, with a length of open water

between them and the victors. N.Y.M.C. finished about seven lengths

behind the UMass eight.

The victory margins for UMass increased as the J.V. and freshman

eights remained unbeaten. Jim Bouzianis stroked the J.V.'s to a fifteen

second and three length win over Marist and N.Y.M.C. The frosh eight

continued the impressive showing by besting their counterparts by 10.5

seconds and two and one half lengths. In the varsity four event, Marist

didn't have an entry but UMass assumed control in upending N.Y.M.C. by

fourteen seconds and three lengths of open water.

The second freshman eight for UMass was split up since last week into a

four and pair event. They fell prey to inexperience with these boats as the

four finished 12.5 seconds behind Marist and the pair lost their early lead

and finished ahead of N.Y.M.C. but behind Marist's duo.

Mahoney said that he "was very pleased the way everyone responded

after so much shifting around. We needed to, and did get some good races

under our belt." Shifting around is putting things mildly; only two oarsmen

rowed in the same seats as last week. The three top boats had only three

days together before Saturday's race.

Mahoney singled out several fine individual performances in last

Saturday's regatta. Jon Hill took over as varsity stroke and Doug Frost

filled in at three seat in the varsity. Seniors Jim Bouzianis and Bill Vose

adjusted well; Jim to J.V. stroke and Bill shifting twice within the week.

Also cited were Dave Assad in his change from starboard to port in the

varsity four and Bob Norton for his performance after a month off the

water due to injury.

CRANES THESIS PAPER

at

A. J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst
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ALTERNATE ENERGY
AND

AGRICULTURE
wiiMt.w.ilrr . iiM'llkiiM'.siHdr

sin i.il r« < »4< »viv sIinIm's

June 2-August 22 15 credits

An intensive 1 2 week program in

social ecology and environmental

sciences, exploring alternative

technologies, a no-growth

economy, organic agriculture,

urban decentralization, the politics

of ecology, and the design and
construction of experimental

models tor wind, solar, and
methane-powered energy

production

Goodard is located in a rural

Vermont community, rich in both

natural and human resources, in a
state noted for its progressive

environmental legislation

The summer program is directed by
MURRAY BOOKCIN, author of Post

Scarcity Anarchism Our Synthetic

Environment . and Limits of the

City Visiting Faculty will include

outstanding national experts in the

fields of alternate technology and
communities such as KARL HESS,
Community Technologies. SAM
LOVE. Environmental Action,

JOHN and NANCY TODD founders
New Alchemy institute. WILSON
CLARK , author of Energy tor

Survival STEVE BAER
Zomeworks, JOHN
SHUTTLEWORTH publisher of

Mother Earth News, ROBERT
REINES. Integrated Life Support
Systems Labs, and STEWART
BRANO, publisher of The Whole
Earth Catalog

For detailed

illustrated brochure

write

D Chodorkoff

Social Ecology Program
Goddard College Boa sr 3
Plamfield. Vermont 05667
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Letter to the sports editor

'Destructive reporting'
To the Sports Editor:

This note is in response to an article named: "Israeli Sports" appearing

in your April 10th issue.

At the beginning of this article I was quoted by your reporter, Mike

Berger, as follows:

"If an Arab athletic team knew they would be competing against an

Israelis team, they would withdraw from the game rather than play the

Jews. Maybe it's a good thing. For if they could, they would kill us then

and there."

The first part of the quote is an unfortunate fact, and an accurate quote.

The second part of the quote not only never crossed my lips, it also never

crossed my mind. Also, I fail to recall any statement I made, remotely

resembling the said quote, so that a misinterpretation could have resulted.

As a survivor of the horrid 1972 Munich Massacre, in which 1 1 Israeli

athletes were killed by a group of Palestinian Guerillas, you might agree

with me that I am entitled to somewhat extreme and emotional opinions

about the subject of Arab-Israeli relations. Still, it is my belief that any Arab

athletes participating in an international affair, do seek athletic im-

provement and not an opportunity to kill Israelis.

This article is an example of unprofessional and destructive reporting all

around. Destructive for me, for it badly distorts my personal image. For the

cause of peace, it is destructing since it generates hatred where it is least

needed. Destructive for the paper since the paper's professional reputation

is at stake, and last, your public is misinformed.

While the misquote I have been relating to in this note was not the only

one, it was the most farfetched and destructive one. Let's trv to hear it

next time from the horse's mouth and not from its interpreter's mind.

Sincerely.

A. Melamed (Beinush)

O's dump Sox, 1 1-3

Gorillas play host
to improved Huskies

By TOM CROWLEY
The UMass lacrosse team will try

and go over .500 when they meet
the Huskies of UConn today
outside Boyden Gym at 3:00,

postponed from an earlier date due
to rain.

Against the Minutemen, the

Huskies' bark is worse than its bite.

They have yet to beat the gorillas in

nine tries. The closest they had ever

come was a 11-10 loss two years

ago.

Last year they lost 16-3.

The Huskies are an improved
team though. They received votes
in the rankings and when they were
originally supposed to play, they
were twentieth in the nation.

The improvement is due to the
type of team and style of play they

have. Six of the ten starters are

either freshmen or sophmores and
the majority of players on the roster

are the same.

This abundance of youth has
given rise to the type of game they

play: a close body-checking game.
UConn plays a hustling sixty

minutes of lacrosse.

The team is led by two seniors

ana a junior. Senior Gary Harris and
Junior Mike Hogan, both at-

tackmen, pace the team in scoring.

Goalie Ross Blecchman captains

the team and acts as a sparkplug

with occasional charges from the

crease.

The Huskies almost knocked off

Washington & Lee, a nationally

ranked power, but lost 9-7 after

being up 7-5 at the end of three

periods.

^
UConn ripped MIT and Holy

Cross, 16-3 and 15-3 respectively.
However, they lost to Brown, the
top ranked team in New England
and ninth in the nation, 17-10.

"They always come up here
psyched," Coach Garber said.

"Coach (Nate) Osur lives for the
day he beats us. He was a class and
teammate of mine."
The Minutemen are bringing a

two game winning streak into the
contest. The gorillas knocked off

highly ranked Cortland State and
two tough games are on tap this

week. The gorillas face Harvard
Wednesday and BC Saturday.

Aside from the loss of co-captain
Bill Collins and assorted minor
injuries, the UMass is in good
physical shape and ready for

UConn.

BALTIMORE \AP\ - Brooks
Robinson scored four runs and
drilled four hits, including a two-run
triple, leading the Baltimore Orioles

to an 11-3 victory over the Boston
Red Sox Sunday.
The Orioles collected 10 of their

15 hits off Luis Tiant, who had a 10-

3 record against them since joining

Boston, and provided Mike Torrez

with a victory in his first American
League start despite his giving up
11 hits.

Ken Singleton, who came to the

Orioles from Montreal along with
Torrez, drove in three runs and had
one of Baltimore's five doubles.

Dave Duncan, another newcomer,
and Mark Belanger also had two
RBI apiece.

Baltimore scored two runs in the

second, three in the fourth and
three more in the fifth when

Robinson's fly ball fell safely in

right center as outfielders Fred

Lynn and Dwight Evans backed off

at the last moment.
The Orioles added three more

runs in the seventh off reliever Dick

Pole. Fred Lynn drove in all of

Boston's runs with two singles and
a sacrifice fly.

Notices
There will be a soccer meeting at

5:15 today in Room 251 Boyden. All

soccer candidates are urged to

attend.

The women's varsity tennis team
will hold an informal practice on the

Boyden courts Tuesday, Wed-
nesday, and Thursday afternoons

at 4:00 p.m.
1/5

annoon
Students

&
Faculty

The Textbook Annex will start

returning Spring 1975 untold

books on APRIL 15th

10 -
UNIVERSITY STORE Textbook Annex Mon.

4
- Fri.

Kappa Kappa Gamma

OPEN RUSH
TONIGHT! Monday, April 14th 7:00 - 8:00

"Everything you wanted to know

about Kappa"

WEDNESDAY, April 16, 7:00 - 8:00

"Cupcake Decorating - eat the results"

32 Nutting Ave.

Call 5-0320 or 5-0321 for directions

Come and see what a sorority is really like

- bring your friends!

..Jane Thompson of Coolidge middle shown sliding into home (safe) as friends

cheer her on, and later ecstatic at the end of the game. Her team won last Thur-

sday.

Water poloists submerge Ivies
By DEBBY HOXSIE

The UMass men's water polo
team scored their most important

victory of the year on Saturday by
defeating Yale 13 to 6 in a tour-

nament which included Yale,

Dartmouth, and UMass. UMass
also beat Dartmouth 15 to 6. Last

fall Yale won the New England's

Division 1 title and has been un-

beaten in the east for several years.

UMass surprised Yale with a

r
Think even smeller

1

strong defensive press and a

barrage of hotting. Russ Yarworth

put UMass ahead in the first quarter

with a backhand shot that the Yale

goalie never saw. He scored again

before the quarter ended to give

UMass a 2 to 1 lead.

In the second quarter Duncan

Lomas scored two goals, one a

powerful swing shot that caub
the Yale defense by comDlete

surprise. Todd Eachus lobbed in

another goal, but at the half the

score was still close 5 to 4. In the

third quarter Yale was held

scoreless while Henry MacLean,

Ron Boucher, and Russ Yarworth

put in goals for UMass. The fourth

quarter saw UMass put the game

away 13 to 6.

Goalie Mark Gordan played a fine

game stopping 10 of 16 shots fired

at him by Yale, 6 of which came in

the last quarter. Total individual

goals scored by UMass were:

Lomas 3, MacLean 3, Yarworth 3,

Boucher 2, McGinn 1, and Eachus

lediately following the Yale

game, UMass defeated Dartmouth
by a commanding 15 to 6 score.

The game was dominated again by

strong UMass shooting and
swimming. Kevin McGinn racked

up 9 goals, 4 of them cpming in the

third quarter MacLean scored 2,

Lomas 1, Boucher 1, Yarworth 1,

Latter 1, and McCafferty 1.

Over 50 mpg.

on a

KAWASAKI

jVALLEY M0T0RSP0RTS
, 348 King St

9 Northampton - 584-7303

I

THE

WOK RESTAURANT

"Chinese Home Style Cooking"

Open 7 Days— 5-10 p.m.

No Reservations Take Out Service

Tuesday Special: Dinners $2.99

Rte. 9. Hadley

Across from Cumberland Farms

58S-1282

•

!
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Comeback bid fails,

baseballers split
By BOB HIGGINS

The stage was set for a storybook ending.

Things were looking bad for the UMass baseball

team in the second game of Saturday's doubleheader

with Northeastern. It was the bottom of the seventh

and they were down 2-0. After Jim Cullen and Paul

Abramowicz flied out, they started taking the

numbers and the 200 fans began to drift out of Earl

Lordenfield.

Suddenly, UMass came alive with three straight

singles, and it was 2-1, men on second and third, and

clean-up hitter Jerry Mondalto was at the plate with a

chance to be the hero.

But it was not to be. Mondalto gave it a shot, but

grounded to short, and the Minutemen had to settle

for a split after taking the first game, 9-1

.

UMass took an early lead in the first one, jumping

on Northeastern's ace hurler Jim Walker in the first.

Pete Backstrom, Mike Koperniak, and John Seed, the

first three Minutemen batters, each singled. Mondalto

reached on a fielder's choice, Jim Black singled, and

after designated hitter John Healy grounded out,

Steve Wright and Jim Cullen singled and Charlie

Wright came in to pitch for the Huskies. He struck out

Paul Abramowicz to end the inning, but the

Minutemen had a quick 4-0 lead.

The other big inning for the Minutemen was the

fourth. After two were out, Mondalto and Black

reached on errors by Northeastern shortstop Joe
Marani, Black on a disputed call at first. Healy then

belted one that rolled to the wall in left-center, and by

the time the left fielder finished hobbling the ball,

Healy had scored and it was 8-1.

Wright followed with a walk, stole second, and

scored on Cullen's single. The other UMass run had

come in the third when Mark Fontaine pinch hit for

Abramowicz and hit a sacrifice fly to bring in Healy.

Jeff Reardon pitched the first six innings of the first

game, and while he wasn't untouchable, he pitched

well. The only Northeastern run came in the second
on a walk, a base hit, and a scratch infield hit which
shortstop Cullen threw away. He was helped by some
fine infield defense, as the Minutemen turned three

double plays to prevent him from getting into too

much trouble. John McManus pitched the seventh,

and gave up just one infield hit.

The second game was a bit of a disappointment for

the Minutemen, according to Coach Dick Bergquist,

because "the pitching wasn't that good against us."

But Bergquist's hitters couldn't do anything against

Northeastern southpaw Jim Powers doing their

damage in the seventh off reliever Mark Krentzman.
The Minutemen came close to scoring in the first

when, with Mike Koperniak on second and two men
out, Mondalto was robbed of a hit on a superb diving

catch by Huskie left fielder Mark McHugh.
Again UMass got good pitching, this time from

freshman Rich Kelly, who worked the first six innings.

The only inning in which he had trouble was the

second, and that was the difference in the game. He
walked Northeastern DH Mel Siebolt, then gave up a

hit to Dave Modugno, followed by another walk to

catcher Ron Wilson. After Rich DeCristoforo struck

out, Jim Cullen bobbled a Joe Marani grounde as one
run scored, and another run scored on an infield out.

Other than that, Kelly pitched well. "The pitching

was good, though not as good as I had hoped,"
commented Bergquist. But meanwhile, the UMass
bats were silent, as ohey collected only four scattered

hits before the seventh.

BALLS AND STRIKES... Bergquist is having

trouble giving his pitchers all the work they want and

need. Neither Reardon nor Kelly had pitched since

returning from their Southern trip two weeks ago...

Jerry Erb pitched the seventh inning of the second

game, throwing a scare into everyone by giving up

two singles before wrapping it up...

. . UMass high jumper Joe Martens flops over the bar in Saturday's meet. The
freshman standout cleared 6'6" for a new outdoor record.

Racqueteers just miss edging
defending champions Vermont

UMass catcher-designated hitter John Healy checks

for signal from manager Dick Bergquist. Healy

smashed a three-run triple (and error) in Saturday's

first game.

Trackmen edged by
Dartmouth, 95-91

ByMIKEBERGER

As expected, Saturday's track meet vs Dartmouth lived up to its ex-

pectations of a "seat squirmer" and a track meet of championship caliber.

But unfortunately for UMass, the seat was a little more uncomfortable for

a couple of reasons. The final score was Dartmouth 95 — UMass 91, and

Colgate 6. In addition, the injury bug began to reach that of epidemic

proportions. Combinations of muscle, groin and ankle pulls prevented Ken

Adamson, Mike Geraghty, and sprinters Dave Hinds and Joe Martens from

performing in Saturday's meet. Also Todd Holt, UMass No. 1 javelin

thrower may be lost for the season with a spring football knee injury.

Although Coach O'Brien was discouraged that his team lost such a close

meet, he was extremely disappointed that these injuries could hinder the

above performers for competing in the Yankee Conference which will be 3

weeks hence. However, O'Brien was quite impressed with the intense

desire and competitiveness that the whole team displayed throughout the

meet.

Dartmouth had come into its first outdoor meet, ranked among the top

outdoor track teams in New England, and having some of its sprinters,

quarter milers, milers and weight men enter the prestigious Florida In-

vitationals.

As for the meet itself, the final result was not determined until the mile

relay - the last event of the meet. Both teams kept seesawing the lead.

For example, UMass held a 78-67 lead after the 440 Intermediate Hurdles.

But Dartmouth came storming back with a 22-10 point spurt in the 220,

discus, and 2 mile to regain the lead 90-88 before the mile relay. UMass,
bolstered by the excellent leg of 5:5 Tom Beland, gave Dartmouth a scare

after the first leg. But the succeeding Dartmouth legs of under 50 seconds

for each % mile opened up an insurmountable lead over UMass.

This wasn't to say that UMass went without any superior performances.

Tony Pendleton came through with a much needed 1st place in the long

jump and second place against a tough Dartmouth corp of sprinters.

By PETER NALAK
The UMass netmen came within

one point of upsetting the
defending Yankee Conference
champions Saturday, losing to

Vermont 5-4.

"We scared the hell out of

them," said Coach Kosakowski
Solid UMass performances in the

singles tied the match at 3-3 but

Vermont's doubles superiority put

all chances of an upset out of

reach.

David Abramoff, at first singles,

played better than his score in-

dicates, losing 4-6, 0-6.

At the second spot, Chris Post

ran up against Vermont's number
one singles player last season. Post

kept it close the first set but finally

succumbed 4-6, 0-6. It was his first

defeat this season.

"He was serving and volleying

real well, and I just couldn't run

down his shots," said Post.

This was the case with many of

the matches. The Catamounts were
used to the fast, concrete courts

where the teams played.

On concrete, the balls skidded

and bounced very low, ending

points quickly and producing "fast"

tennis.

third singles netman Bill Karol

pulled his come-from behind
routine again, dropping the first set

1-6. He came back convincingly in

the second 6-2, and appeared on
his way to a smooth victory. The
third set turned out to be a dogfight

though, with the score staying

close. Tied at six games apiece, the
players were forced into a best of

nine point sudden-death tiebreaker.

Karol fell behind 1-3, in the
tiebreaker, tied it up at 3-3 and then
fell behind again 3-4. He saved a

match point against him to tie it up
4-4, sudden- death match point for

both players. A well placed lob gave
Karol the game and match 7-6,

keeping his undefeated season
intact.

At fourth singles, Barnaby Kalan

kept UMass' hopes alive by winning

6 4, 6-3.

Fifth singles went to UMass just

as easily when Marc Ouellet won 6-

2, 6-4.

At one point, it appeared that

UMass would have a nearly un-

beatable 4-2 point lead. Kevin

Garrahan, playing sixth singles and

perhaps his best tennis this season,

won the first set 7-5. His opponent

recovered though, and fought back

for a 6-0, 6-2 crucial win for Ver-

mont.

The applause and cheers of the

Vermont crowd echoed through
the hockey rink where the matches
were played. Spectators applauded
wildly for points won by Vermont
while UMass talent was met by
total silence.

The first doubles team of Karol

and Garrahan host to the defending
Yankee Conference second
doubles champions, 3-6, 4-6.

Post and Ouellet, at second
doubles, lost to an equally tough
team 4-6, 3-6.

The netmen's only success in

doubles came at the third spot.

Abramoff and Kalan won 7-6, 4-6,

6-3 but Vermont's victory had been

clinched by the time they walked
off the courts.

"Under the conditions, we
played very well," Kosakowski said.
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. .UMass Gorilla midfielder John "Ace" Martin moves
by a Dartmouth defender. Martin and the rest of
Garber's lacrosse Gorillas will take on UConn today
behind Boyden at 3:00 p.m.

Defenses crushed, fall of Phnom Penh imminent
PHNOM PENH [UPI\ - Khmer Rouge

rebels smashed through Phnom Penh's
defenses yesterday and all but sealed the
city's fate as the first capital to fall to the
Communists in the Indochina war.
Government defenses deteriorated rapidly

on Camboda's Buddhist New Year's Day and
Phnom Penh's fall - and with it the fall of
Cambodia itself - appeared imminent,
perhaps only hours away.

In a broadcast monitored in Saigon,
Phnom Penh Radio said last night Com-
munist - led insurgents pierced the city's

northern defenses and battled to within
"several hundred" yards of the French
Embassy in the heart of Phnom Penh.
A government armored squadron

headquarters was stationed just north of the
French embassy, but the radio report did not
indicate whether the camp itself was at-

tacked.

In Belgrade, the Yugoslav news agency
Tanjug said Prince Norodom Sihanouk was
awaiting only fall of the capital and that he
would return to Phnom Penh within days or

possibly hours. Sihanouk was deposed as
Cambodia's chief of state in 1970 and has
lived in exile in Peking since.

Rebel forces pushed into deserted
Pochentong village, between Phnom Penh
and Pochentong Airport which has been the
city's lone supply link to the outside world for

more than two months. UPI Cambodian
newsmen said they swept behind govern-
ment defenders on "the crumbling western
defense line.

Insurgents set refugee slums afire and sent
thousands of families fleeing toward what
seemed certain to be only temporary safety

closer to the center of Phnom Penh, only to

be turned back by military police at the city

limits.

Recoilless rifle shells fired by rebels less

than 500 yards away hit the University of
Phnom Penh faculty of letters building, at the
western edge of the inner capital city,

wounding two students.

A dissident Cambodian air force pilot,

identified as Lt. Khieu Yossavat, bombed -

but missed the high command
headquarters in downtown Phnom Penh.
Unconfirmed reports said government

artillerymen turned their guns toward the city

and joined rebel forces in heavy shelling

barrages.

The government clamped a 24-hour
curfew on Phnom Penh and threatened
arrest of civilians and court martial of soldiers

if they were caught on the streets.

Radio Phnom Penh appealed for calm and
said U.S. aid would arrive soon by parachute,
in broadcasts interspersed with music such

as "Marching Through Georgia" and "Old
Folks at Home."
American supply planes quit landing at the

airport with the U.S. pullout of Saturday, but

U.S. civilian-flown jets began airdropping

food, fuel and ammunition to Phnom Penh's

defenders during the weekend. The wor-
sening situation yesterday all but closed the

airport even to Cambodian military planes.

Acting president Sak Sutsakhan, pleading
for calm, said "I and military and civilian

leaders are actively continuing to work
without fear in order to lead our republic'

toward achieving our final goal."

Only hours earlier, Sak Sutsakhan was
appointed to head a last-ditch "High
Committee of the Khmer Republic," to lead

he nation and to try to negotiate with the
insurgents. There was not even a pause in

the fighting.
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It's warm today

as you may know
but don't expect

those clouds to go
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UMTA, administration agree on co-op
By DEBBIE SCHAFER

Staff Reporter
The campus administration and

the UMass Tenant Association
(UMTA) agreed last night to start

procedures so that a cooperative
self management program can be
instituted as soon as possible in

Married Student Housing.

UMTA agreed to turn over the

$26,000 rent strike monies,
presently being held in escrow, in

exchange for the administration's

promise to sign the cooperative

management agreement on May
23. In addition, the administration

agreed to request a letter of support
for the co-op plans from UMass
President Robert Wood.
The administration and UMTA

are going to work together to

produce a management agreement
by May 17, allowing a week's time

for consideration before the signing

of the agreement and turnover of

the rent monies.

This agreement will be
"skeletal," according to Douglas
Forsyth of the Chancellor's office

who represented Chancellor
Rnadolph Bromery at last night's

meeting. All efforts will be made to

produce a fully workable agreement
by September 1975.

The administration also con-

ceded to UMTA demands which
called for the University to pay off

the $140,000 in outstanding loans

on the apartments, and to assume
responsibility for the costs of faulty

construction at North Village.

In addition, the administration

will provide funds to pay for the

creation of assistantships during

the summer to aid in the setup of

the cooperative. An energy survey

of the three apartment complexes

will also be provided. Vice-

Chancellor Robert Gage called this

Rally set
The People's Budget

Coalition is sponsoring a

campus wide rally to protest the

budget cuts. Today at 1 on the

steps of the Student Union all

members of the campus
community are urged to par-

ticipate and show support.

Teach-ins will be held following

the rally, with such topics as

legislation for educational

funding and political economy

to be discussed.

See related commentary on

today's editorial pages.
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Chancellor's staff member Douglas Forsyth and Residential Life Director Ken
Dean discussed the UMTA cooperative management proposal at last night's
meeting.

legal questions that exist in regard the legal owner of the apartment

to the Building Authority and complexes. The Board of Trustees

bondholder agreements. The would be able to delegate

Building Authority is a state- management responsibility to

appointed corporation, set up to UMTA, but the Trustees have no

erect buildings on campus and is power over the Building Authority.

action "a demonstration of good
faith on the part of the University"

toward the tenants.

However, the implementation of

the cooperative proposal will be
contingent upon the solution of

Corwin denies allegations;

'I never received a penny'
By CHAS O'CONNOR

Staff Reporter

Bruce Corwin, Treasurer of

Rainbow Productions, said in a

telephone interview last night that

"I never received a penny for

anything connected with Rainbow
Productions."

Corwin is being charged by the

Student Judiciary for allegedly

ignoring RSO financial regulations.

A contempt of court charge has

also been filed against him.

The hearing for that charge will

be tonight before the trial resumes.

The contempt charges were filed

after Corwin walked out of last

Tuesday's trial procedures. Before

he left, Corwin read a statement in

which he called the trial a "mockery
of justice."

In last night's interview, Corwin
stated that he felt that the Student
Judiciary was not acting rinder

precedents set by state and federal

courts. "I can't understand how
anyone could get a fair trial," he

said. "The judges aren't following

the law, they are making their own
law.

"

He pointed out that Cindy Iris,

student attorney general, selects

the judges in all the cases and she

also selects the defense advocates,

in addition to handling the

prosecution herself.

Another reason why Corwin feels

he is not being treated fairly is that

the assistant prosecutor was
allowed to take the stand for the

prosecution during the trial." He is

obviously biased," said Corwin.

Corwin also holds that Iris has

been supplying his defense ad-

vocates with false information. "It's

become apparent to myself and my
defense advocates," said Corwin,

"after talking to (Vice Chancellor)

Gage and Dean (of Students) Field,

that the information that she has

been giving them is false."

Corwin said he called Gage to

verify that Iris had talked to him and

Gage had replied that he didn't. "I

have never talked to her about your
case," Gage said to Corwin.

According to Corwin, Iris also

told his defense advocates and him
that she was convening the Faculty

Advisory board, which reviews
student judicial action, when in fact

she does not have the authority to

Jo so.

Corwin maintains the charges

against him should also be charged

against everv RSO arouo because

the RSO office repeatedly allows

things like multiple purchase orders

to occur. "If you are going to

prosecute one RSO group for

violations of the financial policies,

then you should prosecute every

group because it is a denial of one's

due process," Corwin said.

Corwin feels that all charges
against Rainbow Productions
should have been dropped because
at the time of the alleged violations,

it was not an RSO group.

"Our chief difficulties will lie in

getting this type of plan through

that bureaucracy," said Forsyth.

"These i^ues demand a clearly

articulated process, and if we can

do that we can move far down the

road fowards the cooperative self

management plan," he added
It was agreed that the University

should hire outside legal counsel to

assist in working out the details of

these legal concerns. "The first

major step should be a feasibility

study," said Residential Life

Director Kennet!: Dean.

This study may include help from

members of the co-op at the

University of Minnesota. UMTA
plans to model their cooperative

somewhat on the Minnesota idea.

Campus administrators agreed las'

night to provide traveling expenses
for UMTA to visit this co-op.

Under the terms of the proposed
co-operative, UMTA would lease

the apartment complexes from the

University. Co-op members would
be responsible for managing the

apartments. UMTA feels that this

system would eliminate the alleged

mis-management which exists now
in married student housing.

Tenants voted Sunday to

support the co-op proposal. In a

canvassing of North Village that

night, UMTA gained approximately

70 new participants in the rent

strike. These tenants agreed to

deposit their rents into UMTA's
escrow account until the co-op
agreement is signed by UMTA and
the campus administration.

UMTA decided to drop the

Vice-Chancellor
Robert Gage
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Student leaders deplore budget cuts,tuition hike
By WILLIAM MILLS

Staff Reporter

This is the first article of a two-
part series. Nine student leaders

agreed recently that a budget cut at

UMass is "unrealistic" and that a
proposed tuition hike is "absurd.

"

• Recognizing a significant and
important period in UMass history,

the Collegian recently convened a

special meeting with many of the

student leaders. Those invited to

the meeting included Student
Government Association President

Rick Savini, Student Senate
Speaker Cindy McGrath, Graduate
Student Senate President Jim
Lindsey, Commuter Assembly
President John O'Keefe, Academic
Affairs Committee Chairman Joe
Beals, Greek Area Council
President John Tata, Sylvan Area
Government President Rich
Hazelton, Northeast Area
Government . President Chris
Bunnewith, Orchard Hill Area
Government President Mark
Kaizerman, Southwest Assembly
President Craig Sanderson, Central

Area Government President Tim
O'Brien and Chairperson of

Governmental Affairs Craig
Ghidotti.

Lindsey and Bunnewith did not

attend the meeting.

The following questions were
asked of the leaders — Their

responses are listed alphabetically.

1. How do you feel about the
10 per cent budget cut proposed
by Secretary of Education Paul
Parks? Do you think the cut will
affect student programs and

Left to right: Mark Kaizerman, Joe Beals, John O'Keefe, Craig Sanderson, John Tata, Tim O'Brien, Rick

Savini.

academics? How do you feel

about a proposed tuition in-

crease?

Beals — It's just plain unrealistic.

There is no way a 10 per cent cut

can fail to have impact on academic
programs, regardless of who says it

won't. A tuition hike is absurd. It

conflicts with the idea of making
low-cost higher education available

to everyone.

Ghidotti — The proposed 10 per

cent budget cut proposed by Parks

will definitely affect student
programs. BDIC, Outreach, UYA
and probably Eyerywoman's Center

would be affected the most. The
tuition hike is.. .absurd. The school

is a public institution and should be

as accesible as possible for all

people. A tuition hike is . very

contradictory to that whole
philosophy.

Hazelton — I am a bit upset with

the proposed budget cut, because I

feel it will have a major effect on

student programs and academics.

The tuition hike should not be used

to make up what is not gained in

the budget cut. The whole idea of

public education is being neglected.

The people who can least afford the

hike are going to hurt the most.

Kaizerman - I feel that at least

50 per cent of UMass' budget can

be termed administrative and
therefore Secretarv Parks must be

able to find all of the 10 per cent

budget cut within the true ad-

ministration without affecting

academics. There should be no

tuition hike — cut funds from the

administration.

McGrath Realistically

speaking, members of this

university community cannot
pretend that they live in a vacuum,

untouched by the worsening state

and national economic situation.

We must all share the burden, and

if this means budget cuts, then it

means budget cuts. The key is to

identify accordingly* It might be

interesting to note that if all full-

time personnel salaries were
equalized to $14,400.00 per year

(NOTE: this would increase the

salaries of most, decreasing a

minority of staff to a comfortable

middle-class subsistence), nearly

2.1 million dollars could be saved.

Granted, this may seem extremely

absurd to all red-blooded capitalist

Americans. I am merely trying to

point out that cuts can be made
without necessarily eliminating

entire academic or human service

programs.

O'Brien - If Parks can make the

cuts where he says, there should be

no problem. However, I doubt that

the whole 10 per cent will come out

of the administration, so the cuts

turn to p. 6

Students net credit for inmate experience
By DEBBI DiMASSIMO

Staff Reporter

The UMass Model Education

Program offers an unprecedented

educational experience to students

interested in sociology, law, or

psychology: the chance to go to jail

for 90 days for 15 credits.

The only requirement for

students who opt for the program is

that they keep a journal while

"enrolled" in the Berkshire County

House of Correction in Pittsfield.

The students are subject to the

same restrictions as actual inmates

of the institution, according to

William F. O'Leary, a coordinator of

the student inmate program.

O'Leary, a junior from Pittsfield

who is majoring in legal studio.*,

spent his spring semester last year

as a student inmate.

The program, the only one of its

kind in the United States, was
developed by Dr. Lawrence Dye of

the School of Ed., who was once an
inmate himself. Dye was released

from a California prison ten years

ago and has since reached national

prominence for his work in the field
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of correctional reform.

The goal of the Model Education

Program is to open correctional

institutions to the community and
to offer education as an alternative

life-style to offenders. Inmates are

allowed to take courses at

Berkshire Community College or at

UMass through University without

Walls (UWW). A guard ac-

companies the inmate to his

classes, and returns with him to the

jail each night. Courses are also

taught in the jail.

"The mere presence of a student

in the cellblock is a visible means of

illustrating alternatives," said

O'Leary. "A college education

didn't seem feasible to the inmates

before the inception of the program
in 1973."

Four inmates within the past year

who took advantage of the

program to take courses at UMass
have since been released and are

now enrolled as full-time students,

said O'Leary.

The average age of inmates in

the Berkshire County jail is 22, and

60 to 80 per cent of them were

convicted on drug or drug- related

charges, according to O'Leary.

"Every student inmate who has

gone into the jail has reacted dif-

ferently," said O'Leary, "but most

of us found that we were incredibly

naive." .

"The inmates have a body of

knowledge and a perspective on
deviance and institutions which is

unique to them. In a lot of ways, I

learned more from then than they

did from me," said O'Leary.

Presently, two UMass students,

Stephen Crawford and Roy
Johnston, and Richard Yarmey, a

Berkshire Community College
student are "locked up" in Pitt-

sfield. They have completed 62
days of their 90-day terms.

Although a student inmate can
leave the program at any time if he
is willing to relinquish his credits, all

of the students who went into the

jail prior to this semester have

completed 90 days. Of the 14

students who have served time in

the past year and a half, seven were -

male and seven were female.

No expectations are placed on
students entering the jail. They are

free to become involved in any
program open to the inmates. Most
of the students have contracted

with professors for independent
study credits beyond the 15 credits

they receive from the School of

Education.

A series of workshops on the

Model Education and Student

Inmate programs will be held on
Thursday, April 24, as part of the

School of Education Marathon.

Men or women interested in

becoming student inmates should

contact Bill O'Leary by calling 545-

3622 or 256-0602.

Tenants meeting disrupted
By MEREDITH MANNING
Progressive News Service

A tenant's meeting held last

week in Village Park apartments to

discu»s a rent increase and other
problems was disrupted by a

management employee.
Notices about the meeting,

distributed in advance, had
specified that only those tenants
who are not employees of Village

Park would be welcome. One
woman reported that a main-
tenance man stormed into her

house on the day of the meeting,
and refused to leave until she
explained why the employees were
excluded from the meeting. Other
sources say that the man was so
enraged that they feared he would,
"...take a swing at somebody."

Single mothers at Village Park
nave been trying to organize a

tenant's union for a year, yet

harrassment of this sort has
continually blocked their efforts.

The complex is subsidized by both
federal and state governments for

low and moderate income tenants.

Since these apartments are the
least expensive in Amherst, the
waiting lists are long and the
conditions of the units are com-
mesurate with the low rents.

Despite the large number of small
children, there are no recreational

facilities except for one sandbox.
Last February, 1974, rents in-

creased $10. Tenants complained
that the increase justified improved
facilities. Single mothers, par-
ticularly, hoped for a meeting house
large enough for tenants to
assemble, while their children
occupied themselves with whatever
amusements the Board of Trustees
could provide.

There now exists a ''Community
Center" located in one of the
vacant apartments. It is sparsely
furnished and too small for
meetings. There are two rooms
upstairs: one is empty; the other is

used for a dark room. Although the
manager has offered to teach
children the skills of his hobby,
tenants render it useless. Most
Village Park children are between

the toddling stage and five years of

age. Even if the children were old

enough to be interested in

photography, most single mothers
and married parents cannot afford

the necessary equipment.
This is one example of how the

management attempts to

manipulate people who are
prescribing to their services;
exerting their power by virtue of

their monetary influence. Tenants
also believe that the management
has violated the guidelines of a

policy that was originally designed
to maintain a "balance" of tenants.

turn to p. 6

Correction

In yesterday's story concerning

racism in the School of Ed, the

Professor involved in the un-

solicited phone call to Texas

Southern U. was Byrd Jones not

Byrd Johnson.

Committee holds fee at $55.50

No SATF increase slated

John Hite

By DONNA FUSCO
Staff Reporter

For the first time in three years, the

Student Activities Tax Fund (SATF) will not
increase.

The SATF, collected on the student's
semester fee bill, will remain at this year's

rate, $55.50 for next year (fiscal '76).

Kevin Muldoon, chairperson of the
Student ' Senate Budget Committee, said

yesterday, "We were able to hold our budget
despite an 1 1 per cent cost of living increase.

We also estimated the student population at

17,500, that's 200 more than was budgeted
for this year."

"By keeping the tax the same, said Jon
Hite, member of the budget committee,
"we've actually cut the budget 18 per cent

considering inflation and increased costs."

The entire outlay, slightly higher than this

year, is $1,009,905, including a one percent

across-the-board cut in all funded
organizations.

"We discovered we overbudgeted by
$8,011," said Muldoon, "so we either had to

increase the SATF by 50 cents a person or

cut 1 per cent across the board."

"We decided to cut because it wouldn't
damage any organization and would save
students money."
The total outlay for student groups in

percentages is: Area Governments, 17 per

cent; Student Services, 69.5 per cent; Third

World Services, 5.6 per cent; Community
Services, 6.3 per cent; Student
Organizations, 1 per cent.

The area governments receive "$10 a head
right off the top from the SATF." said

Muldoon.
Student Services include Spectrum, Legal

Services, Collegian, Credit Union, Index,

Room to Move, Student Auto Workers,
Student Center for Educational Research,

Student Organizing Project, Student
Government Association, and The SS
Transit System.

Third World Services are Afro American
Society, Ahora, Asian Americans, Black
Mass communications, Black Scientists

Society and the Drum.
Community Services include the Veterans p

Coalition, University-State Communications 2

Council, Belchertown and Boltwood \
Projects, Citizens for Environmental Quality,

JOE, Northern Educational Services,
WMUA, and COP.

Student Organizations funded by the

Senate are Student Homophile League,
Outing Club, Ski Club and OSE.

Recognized Student Organizations (RSO)
at $239,479 represents the largest part of the

budget, followed by the Area Governments
who receive $175,000; The Collegian at

$72,022, Student Senate Transit Service at

$74,250 and Student Organizing Project at

$52,351; Index at $47,053; WMUA, $38,413;

Legal Services Office, $37,912; and the

Student Center for Educational Research,

$28,379 are the groups receiving the largest

amount of funding by the Senate.
All figures include the one per cent cut.

The budget was overwhelmingly passed
by the Student Senate Sunday night.

%•**
Barbi Franzin,

Student Senate Budget
Committee.

People's Market doubles business
By RICK HANAUER

Staff Reporter

The People's Market, now in its

fifth semester as a non-profit,

student-run operation, has been

feeling growing pains, according to

coordinator Ruth Fritsch.

"We're doing about twice the

business we did last semester,"

Fritscn said, eacn semester we
have to request a space again, so I

requested more."

Fritsch, who worked for the

market last semester and graduated
from UMass in January, is the

store's only full-time, non-student
worker. A change in the market's

policy of hiring only students was
made in creating her position, she
said.

Recognized Student
Organizations (RSO), an arm of the

administration which monitors
student enterprises, keeps the

market's accounts but allows it

considerable autonomy.

"We have complete freedom to

decide who we deal with and RSO
understands this," Fritsch said.

The market's aims, Fritsch said,

are to create student jobs and
provide a cheaper alternative to on-

campus stores such as Munchys.

She termed it a "semi-

cooperative," to which every

student belongs without paying

dues.

Two to four students man the

market at a given time, making a

total of 14 employees, none of

whom may work over 10 hours for

wages. But many of these, Fritsch

said, put in extra service on a

volunteer basis to keep things

running smoothly.

In addition to cashiering, she

said, workers must price and stock

freshly delivered goods from 15

distributors and keep the store

clean. Because the store is cramped

for space and understaffed, she

added, cashiers are finding it harder

to give personal attention to

customers, especially during peak

hours and deliveries.

The market's low average mark-

up of 16 per cent is due to the fact

that it pays no rem, and RSO uses

all the proceeds to pay bills and

wages, Fritsch said. The present

"debt" of about $4000 probably

reflects money paid out for unsold

goods, and "should be cleared out

by the end of summer," she said.

Fritsch emphasized that

customers' spilling and munching

of food add up to considerable

losses and may drive up the store's

prices even though it cannot be

measured. "A lot of people come in

and eat their way around the

market," she said.

Will the People's Market expand?

"Being responsive to the needs of

the community, we'd like to,"

Fritsch said. More volume and

types of food could be handled, she

said, and meat sales might be

possible if space and cooling units

could be obtained.

In general, Fritsch said more
volunteer help and awareness of

the market's ideals are needed from
students who shop there.

The Peoples' Market: in need of space.

AAUP supports collective bargaining campaign
By DAVEKOWAL

Members of the American
Association of University

Professors (AAUP) show nearly

two-thirds support for the

Massachusetts Society of

Professors (MSP) campaign for

collective bargaining, according to

a recent AAUP poll.

Loren Beth, a UMass political

science professor, said the MSP
defines collective bargaining as,

"faculty organization into a unit

similar to a labor union, and able to

bargain for working conditions,

salaries, and other necessities."

Beth said th~ AAUP had three

alternatives: to organize collective

bargaining on their own, to support

MSP organization of collective

bargaining, or to vote "no agent,"

Juan Carlos Lorca, accompanied by his bodyguards, addressed an audience of

150 persons in Thompson Hall last night. Lorca, a member of the Argentine

Socialist Party, spoke about South American politics in response to United States

imperialism.

against collective bargaining.

Beth said, "The advantage of

supporting MSP is its affiliation

with the Massachusetts Teachers

Association, which is a powerful,

well organized state agency with

full time staff and lobbyists.

Therefore, many people believe the

MSP would be more effective."

Those arguing for the AAUP, he

continued, say it is the only

organization which presents only

the interests of university

professors. The MSP represents

public and private schools.

"The AAUP offers a more single

minded approach to collective

bargaining. Because the AAUP
deals only with universities, there

are no conflicts of interest," Beth

said.

"The question for the UMass
AAUP chapter," he added, "is

whether it would be better to enter

as an alternative or just to support

the MSP."
Beth said the collective

bargaining campaign, if accepted,

will include the basic AAUP
principles of academic freedom and

tenure.

Under AAUP policy statements

adopted in 1940, the teacher is

entitled to "full freedom in research

and publication," as well as

"freedom in the classroom."

Beth said tenure policies are

generally based on a seven year

probationary period.

"After this period," he added, "it

is decided whether the concernec

party will become a permanent

employee or not. Once tenure is

obtained, it is difficult to fire the

person, except for special reasons."

The results of the AAUP poll

show 59 people in support of the

MSP and 31 people against support

out of "about 200 people," Beth

said.

Forty-one AAUP members voted

for AAUP as "a potential

bargaining agent," while 48
members voted in opposition.

In response to the question,

"Should AAUP refuse to take any
active part in a collective bargaining

election at this time?" Twelve
members voted "yes", while 76

members voted "no".

When asked if AUUP should

form a coalition with MSP with

their consent (the poll said this

would be unlikely), 38 members
answered "yes," and 47 members
answered "no."
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South Vietnam expands defense line

Communists blow up

Saigon ammunition

SAIGON \UPI\ - South Viet-

namese forces yesterday expanded

their territory around the battered

province capital of Xuan Loc in the

sixth day of a battle which may hold

the fate of Saigon.

But Communist gunners, striking

14 miles from Saigon, blew up an

ammunition dump near the vital

Bien Hoa airbase which houses

what remains of the South Viet-

namese air force.

The explosion, one of several

blasts felt in Saigon last night and

early today, shook 'buildings in the

capital. There were no immediate

reports of casualties or damage at

the sprawling, American-built

airbase.

Field officers said government

troops had enlarged their defense

perimeter around Xuan Loc 38

miles northeast of Saigon. But

North Vietnamese forces had the

devastated city surrounded and

rained rocket, mortar and artillery

fire on the defenders.

Xuan Loc was vital to the

government as a key point on one

invasion route to the nation's

capital and as a morale boost to a

nation hungry for a victory.

The Communists already control

19 of South Vietnam's 44 provinces

and two-thirds of its territory.

In addition to Saigon itself, the

battle for Xuan Loc was important

to the defense of Bien Hoa itself.

Should Xuan Loc fall, Bien Hoa
could be next on the Communist
target list in any preparations for an
assault on Saigon.

Government commanders at

Xuan Loc told UPI correspondent
Charles R. Smith the North Viet-

namese had pulled back rather than
make an all-out attack against the

elite paratroop units defending the

city.

But the province capital was cut

off by land and could be reached
only by helicopters. Communist
gunfire shot down one A37
Dragonfly jet bomber and en-

dangered scores of government

helicopters resupplying South

Vietnamese units with food, am-

munition and medicine.

Helicopter crewmen also tossed

loaves of bread and cases of instant

noodles to homeless civilians left

behind with only the clothes on

their backs. Thousands of the

refugees were Roman Catholics

who had fled from northernmost

Quang Tri Province, now under

Communist control.

Nine miles to the west, a force of

North Vietnamese soldiers cut vital

Highway 1 near Trang Bom and

constructed deep bunkers around

the area.
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Ford appears to win
support for Viet aid

Phnom Penh's western defenses crumbled yesterday
as the Khmer Rouge entered the Cambodian capital
from the west. The fall of the capital seemed im-
minent. (Story, page 1)

WASHING i ON\UPI\ - President

Ford apparently won agreement

from key senators yesterday for

speedy consideration of his

emergency requests for military aid

to South Vietnam and contingency

powers to help in any evacuation.

Sen. Clifford Case, rankinq

Republican on the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee which met

with Ford for 90 minutes at the

White House, told reporters the

panel was working to give

President Ford "a degree of

discretion" in providing limited

militarv aid to Saigon.

Earlier in the afternoon, Senate

Democratic leader Mike Mansfield

told the Senate Democratic caucus

that South Vietnam could not

expect anymore U.S. aid if it in-

sisted on continuing the fighting

rather than seeking to negotiate

with the Communists.

Asked if the committee was

ruling out President's Ford's

request for $722 million in military

assistance. Case said: "I would not

rule it out if you don't use that high

a figure. I H** we would allow a

degree of discretion for the

President.

"There is not a disposition to be

stiff backed on the part of the

Congress or over-instence on the

part of the President."

Sen. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., told

reporters, "I came away with a

strong feeling that this is a serious

situation which the President and

Congress would try to come to

agreement on within the time limit

set."

Sen. Charles Percy, R-IH, who
earlier in the day urged the

resignation of South Vietnamese

President Nguyen Van Thiew, said

the Senate had decided to give top

priority to Ford's request for

military and humanitarian

assistance, plus clear authority to

sue U.S. troops to evacuate

Americans and possibly South

Viitnamese.

"We have decided to move this

up, to try to meet his deadline April

19." Percv said.

Thieu names Cabinet
SAIGON [UP/] South Vietnam

President Nguyen Van Thieu,

vowing never to surrender to the

Communists, yesterday presented a

new'30-man "war government of

union" to lead the country in its

battle for survival.

Thieu also asked the Com-
munists to return to the negotiating

table, but said the talks must be
conducted along lines set out in the
Paris cease-fire agreement of 1973.

Evacuation plan due
WASHINGTON \UP/\ - A State

Department official told Congress

yesterday a plan would be ready in

two days for evacuating what one

congressman estimated to be as

many as 400,000 South Vietnamese

whose lives would be endangered

by a Viet Cong victory.

Philip C. Habib, assistant

secretary of State for Far Eastern

Affairs, told a closed session of a

House Immigration subcommittee

that part of the planning problem

was in arranging for.other nations

to share in the asylum plan for

Vietnam evacuees.

Laos body dissolved

VIENTIANE \UPI\ - King Savang

Vatthana signed a decree yesterday

dissolving the Laotian national

assembly to pave the way for a new
legislature giving equal

representation to right-wing

members and pro-Communists,
Vietiane Radio said.

Prime Minister Prince Souvanna
Phouma said a new legislature

would be installed within three

months in accordance with the

constitution.
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Brown students strike over proposed budget
Compiled from Wires

Brown University Students voted
overwhelmingly last night to
boycott classes the remainder of

the week in protest of the ad-

ministration's proposed austerity

budget.

The students voted 2,956 to 763
to continue their boycott until

Saturday when a committee of the

Brown Corp. is scheduled to meet
on campus to review the budget
proposed by Brown President

Donald F. Hornig.

Hornig on Sunday rejected
virtually all student demands that

he restore funding in certain areas

of next year's budget directly af-

fecting students.

The Student Coalition, the
negotiating body for the students,

has demanded that money be
restored for financial aid; students

services; faculty positions; and
programs affecting minorities.

"We've got one big gun and
that's all. If we don't use it now we
might as well hang it up — we can
forget about student input for the

next 10 years," Student Govern-
ment President Tony Affigne said

as he called for what the students

termed a strike.

"I do want to say that I think our

students are doing a very wrong
thing," Hornig said on the eve of

the action. "I am conscious of the

adverse impact that any strike will

have on our relations with the

community, with our alumni, with

our friends. But I think they are

doing it with very sincere motives, a

deep concern for the university.

"It is a deep concern with issues

that we are also very, very deeply

concerned with and this is what
makes this whole experience very,

very painful," he said.

Hornig said the budget cutting is

required because the nation's
seventh oldest university has been
losing $4 million per year "and this

plainly can't go on."

"What we are trying to do and
what we must do within the next
three years is get our feet on the
ground. This means cutting $2
million in expenditures right away
without impairing thejjuality of our
education," he said.

Students voted to strike by a four
to one margin Friday but gave the

administration until Sunday
evening to respond. The second
vote was on whether Hornig's

response was acceptable. He
rejected virtually all demands for

shifting funds.

The students seek budget in-

creases totaling about $350,000 for

financial aid, minority programs and
admissions and student services.

After the trustees - the Brown
University Corp. — meet Saturday,

the students planned to consider

the budget actions and vote to

return to class or continue their

protest.

Most faculty members planned
to hold classes as usual for in-

terested students but there would
be no official discipline for students

not showing up.

"The disciplinary action against

students really is in the sad form
that when you lose a piece of your

education, it's lost and very hard to

regain," Hornig said.

news
summary

Dukakis to announce proposals

for cutting welfare costs today
BOSTON \AP\ - Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis will announce today his

plans for cutting more than $300

million from the welfare budget — a

figure larger than the one discussed

last week.

The governor discussed the plans

with senators at a caucus yesterday

morning, and he scheduled similar

meetings with members of the

House in the afternoon.

Sen. Jack H. Backman, D-
Brookline, said Dukakis told the

senators that, even with the welfare

cuts, he could not promise that

increased taxes would not be

requested during the fiscal year

beginning July 1.

The final plans will exceed the

$290 million in welfare cutting

options announced by . the ad-

ministration last week, a Dukakis

spokesman said, by including some
proposals which at the time of the

announcement were still under

study by the Welfare Department.

One of these proposals would
exclude all employable persons

under 40 from the $100 million-a-

year General Relief program.

It was not clear yesterday that

Dukakis had embraced this

restriction, and such a chanae in

eligibility standards would require

legislative approval.

But Backman said that although

Dukakis was not specific in the

Senate caucus, "He indicated that

there would be a cutback in General

Relief, and it might be between the

ages of 18 and 40."

Glomer Explorer plans

to get at sub again
LONG BEACH, Calif. [AP] - The

Glomar Explorer, which reportedly

recovered part of a sunken Soviet

submarine under a CIA contract

last year, plans another excursion

into the Pacific later this month,

according to a spokesman for the

operators of the vessel.

Corbett U. Allen, a vice president

of Global Marine, Inc., said Sunday
a giant barge, which is supposed to

YOU'RE WEARING
CONTACTS,

WE CAN MAKE THE
WEARING EASIER.

be a key element of the salvage

operation, will accompany the

deep-sea exploration ship when it

sails from Long Beach.

President Ford, according to

earlier published reports, had

authorized another voyage of the

Explorer this summer to complete

the salvage attempt and to try to

recover nuclear warheads believed

aboard. The CIA also wanted to

retrieve code books in an attempt

to crack the Russian code, the

reports said.

There has been no official

comment on the matter since the

cover of the Glomar Explorer,

initially described as a sophisticated

ocean mining vessel, was blown by

publication of details of last

summer's incomplete recovery.

The object of the expedition was

a Russian submarine which ex-

ploded and sunk off Hawaii in 1968.
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Connally takes stand

WASHINGTON [UPI] - John B.

Connally emphatically denied at his

bribery trial yesterday that he

accepted $10,000 to help milk

producers win a price support

increase in 1971 while he was
Treasury secretary.

"I did not," Connally replied to

repeated questions from defense

attorney Edward Bennett Williams,

who put him on the stand after

presenting an array of character

witnesses including Lady Bird

Johnson and evangelist Billy

Graham.

Court backs minorities

WASHINGTON [UPI] - The
Supreme Couut yesterday let stand

a lower court ruling requiring

Massachusetts cities and towns to

abolish the statewide examination

for firefighters and hire more blacks

and Chicanos.

The justices refused to hear an

appeal by the state civil service

director, who said the examination

was a reasonable test of probable

success as a fireman and that

federal law prevented fixing of

racial quotas in hiring.

Guerrillas clash

BEIRUT [UPI] Lebanese troops

in armored cars yesterday moved
into the Beirut suburb where armed

clashes between Palestinian

guerrillas and Lebanese rightwing

commandos sparked Labanon's

worst civil strife in two years.

Estimates of the dead ranged

from 22 to 37.

Premier Rashid Solh's govern-

ment met in emergency session. A
general strike shut most shops in

Beirut, Sidon and Tripoli,

Lebanon's three largest cities.

Abortion laws upheld
WASHINGTON [UPI[ - Proposed

anti-abortion constitutional

amendments would create chaos in

the legal system and begin a

process of undermining civil rights

guarantees, the U.S. Civil Rights

Commission said yesterday.

The commission, in a 111-page

legal study, called on Congress to

reject the proposed amendments
and to repeal legislation already on

the books that prohibit the use of

federal funds for abortion.
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•Student leaders discuss budget * Tenants' meeting
cont. from p. 2

will hurt both student programs and
academics. A tuition hike is a

shabby and disgraceful tactic to

raise money without raising taxes.

O'Keefe - I feel Parks 10 per

cent budget cut would be
disastrous. Massachusetts has

never given adequate support to

higher education. When cuts do
come they are usually made in

student programs. The purpose of

state schools is supposed to

provide low-cost education. Raising

tuition would force out the low

income people the university is

supposed to serve.

Sanderson - The budget cut

can do nothing except hurt public

higher education...and hurt student

programs. I don't feel that an in-

crease in tuition will provide the

necessary funds.

Savini - If the 10 per cent cut is

held only to administrative costs, it

may be the best thing that could

happen. However, that doesn't

seem possible, and inevitably

student programs may be cut.

There is no guarantee that a tuition

increase would increase monies to

the university.

Tata -
I am disappointed that

the Commonwealth does not pride

itself in the existence of its state

institutions of higher learning.

Rather than request cuts here and
allocate monies to the support of

private institutions, I believe the

primary concern should be the

increase in the quality of its own
charges.

2. What do you see for the
future of UMass?

Beals - If students become
unionized, it will be a long-needed
recognition of the students' right to

be an active part of their

educational process. If not, UMass
will probably rumble on, cranking

Bicentennial group
plans Concord rally

By JOSEPH COTTER
Progressive News Service

The Peoples Bicentennial

Commission will be holding a

meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

room 917 Campus Center.

The purpose of the meeting is to

co ordinate people as ca ravan aids

and marshals for the rally at

Concord this Friday. Anyone who
feels they can devote some time

and energy toward making a

successful representation from the

UMass Campus is asked to attend

People are needed to contribute

cars, to make posters and banners

and especially to spread the word

to the rest of the community. In

view of the National Economic

situation and particularly the

probability of cutbacks in Mass.

public education, including this

university, there is a need for

people to show their support for

alternative solutions at every level.

People going to Concord Friday

night are advised to bring warm

clothes, rain gear, food, water, hot

beverage and a ground cloth.

There will be orations from the

Revolutionary Era, music and

speeches. Pete Seeger, Holly Near,

Arlo Guthrie, Richard Dreyfus,

Barry Commoner, George Wald

and many others will participate in

the town meeting and rally. A

Field, Somers

to debate fee
The Debate Union will present, at

7:30 tonight in the Colonial Lounge,
a debate between Dean of
Students William Field and Senator
Ken Somers on the topic,

"Resolved, that if dorm residency
becomes optional, a Universal

Resource Fee should be instituted."

Debate Coach Tim Hynes will

moderate.

UMTA co-op
cont. from p. 1

demand for a rent rollback in favor

of the co-op plan when they were
informed last week of another

possible rent increase next year.

"The only way we can deal with

another rent increase is to take this

action," said UMTA spokesperson

Karen Forspard.

"I'm heartily in favor of moving

this proposil forward as rapidly as

possible," said Gage.

If the legal questions are

resolved, Married Student Housing

will operate as a co-operative in

September. This will end the year

long rent dispute which arose over

a previous rent increase.

Declaration of Economic In-

dependence will be read and there

will be a calling for a new Con-

tinental Congress.

Although the PBC has a permit

until 8 a.m. Saturday morning,

there will be a break in the rally

between 5:30 a.m. and 7 a.m. to

allow some of the traditional

celebrations to take place. A soup
kitchen will be operating at that

time until 7 a.m. when the rally will

resume
Everyone is urged to attend as an

enormous showing is necessary to

convey the gravity of the situation

to the rest of the country.

For additional information check

WMUA and Collegian as well as

other local media. There will be a

table this week in the Campus
Center or you can c^'act the

Veterans Coalition, room 411,

Student Union or call 545-0712.

out UMies who will make more

potential UMies who will do the

same damn things their parents did,

with the same results.

Ghidotti - For the future of

UMass, I see a lot of optimism. This

is a high standing state university

with many great programs. If only

students could better come
together, than more could be

demanded and therefore more

could be attained.

McGrath - What I see for the

future of UMass and what I would

like to envision for the university are

unfortunately, two different things.

The trend of traditionalism is rapidly

returning to this campus. ..and the

vibrant experimental programs that

have developed here are being

replaced.

O'Brien - The future of UMass
depends on what the students, the

faculty and the administration do.

Present trends indicate that the

quality of education at UMass will

deteriorate and the cost will go up
sharply This can only happen if we
allow it. I hope and believe we can

prevent it.

O'Keefe - The future of UMass
depends on the students' ability to

get it together among themselves

and confront the oppressiveness of

this competitive structure and
system.

Sanderson The university will

continue pretty much the way it has

in the past for the next few years

until obviously some cuts in student

programs or some increases in

student fees are instituted. With the

advent of a student union and a

faculty union, the complexion of

the university will change.

Savini — The future of all higher

education is somewhat bleak. I

think UMass will become more
traditional with the classical

departments gaining strength, and
the more experimental programs
losing strength. Student govern-

ment will probably be dissolved

especially if the union comes off.

Tata - With fee increases etc., I

see the university as losing its

public educational mission by
discriminating against low income
people.

Tuesday and Wednesday

- in the C.C. Concourse

Food for the Munchies

Cookies, pies, turnovers, brownies, cakes with a
raffle toward 1 cake large enough to feed a floor.

Sponsored by the Stockbridge Student Senate

Rapid Reproductions
QualityXeroxing

High Grade Thesis

Reproduction
BOND PAPER RECEIVE YOUR
COPIES BY AN ASSURED DATE

a*. ^

Call in advance and reserve a date
lor your copying g^g-Q^^

Amherst Carriage Shops
233 No. Pleasant St.,Amherst

Mon Fri S-^/Sat 'S-S/Sun 11-7

cont. from p. 2

The criterion for selecting a balance

of residents at Village Park includes

marital status, race, number of

children and financial status. This

selection process, tenants say, is

inherently discriminatory. One

woman recalled when, at one point

last year, approximately ten

apartments were vacant. Several

applicants were told that Village

Park was, "all filled up."

Evidence suggests that both

Black and Puerto Rican applicants

have been ignored a number of

times. In another case, one

pregnant single woman who ap

plied a year ago has still not

received a reply. It is rumored that

one tenant overheard the manager

saying, "All children of single

mothers are emotionally distur-

bed."

Tenants in Village Park plan

future meetings to discuss the

problems of discrimination, poor

facilities and the pending rent

increase.

Vietnam: progressively

By CHAKA AM/N
Recently there has been a lot of

debate in the Bourgeoisie Media
pertaining to humanitarian aid to
the peoples of South Vietnam. Part
of this humanitarian aid is in the

form of air lifting orphans to a

"Better" home in America. A good
number of these babies were
fathered by brothers fighting a war
to maintain democracy, are entity

which they themselves haven't

256-8 91*r -^256-0473
55 UNIVERSITY DR.. '03 N. PLEASANT ST.

ITZHAK PERLMAN
and THE SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY Robert Gutter conouctor

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23
BPM. BOWKER AUDITORIUM

TICKETS :$4i3g«er.i —««—---
|T % L £

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, U MASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

Stop kidnapping babies or else"

been fortunate enough to ex-

perience in America this so-called

cradle of democracy.
The justification for kidnapping

these black babies the false

assumption that these kids will

have a very hard life under the reign

of the Revolutionary government of

Vietnam, who the media declares to

be a racist people.

There are millions of black babies

in this country up for adoption who
these so-called humanitarian
people will not adopt. There are

millions of starving babies and little

children in this country and there is

never any debate pertaining to

humanitarians for these babies.

So then there must be some
other reasons besides -humanitarian

efforts for the kidnapping of these

babies from Vietnam.

How can a country that spent

$150 billion dollars in the

destruction of the peoples of

Vietnam, talk about humanitarians.

How can a country which
unleached such devastating B52
bombing of the Vietnamese people

utter the word humanitarianism.

How can a country which
supports fascist dictatorship all

over the world talk about
humanitarianism. The peoples of

Cambodia were happy self-

sufficient people until Hitler in the

form of Richard Nixon, invaded

their country, destroyed it and now
the people are starving.

The news media has convinced

O NOW OPEN
UMass Student Federal Credit Union

* Savings and loans at favorable rates.

* Interest declared and paid quarterly.

* Each member account fully insured up to $40,000 by the National

Credit Union Administration, a federal agency.

* Food Stamps available every Tuesday as of April 15.

* A non-profit organization owned and operated by its members.

If you have any questions or desire information concerning interest rates on

loans, savings, etc. please do not hesitate to call us at 545-1994 or stop in room
166 of the Campus Center.

Open: 10.00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Weekdays NCUA

When you ask musicians who the best

fiddler in the country is. the name Vassar
Clements keeps bobbin' up all the time

Seasoned by years of playing with acts

like Earl Scruggs and Johnny Hartford. Vassar

now steps out front to put his ample virtuosity

on display in this remarkable Mercury debut

album, a juicy stew of bluegrass. country, jazz,

you-name-it.
And all the dazzling technique, creative

brilliance and foot-stompin' excitement musi-

cians admire in Vassar Clements, comes through

loud and clear.
SRM-1-1022 8-Track MC8-1-1022

Minicassette MCR4 1-1022

.mirwiry

the peoples of this country that

Hitler is dead. Hitler isn't dead Hitler

is alive and kicking in the European

minds mentality. Hitler manifested

what Europeans have always done

to the peoples of color. Look what

they did to Africa. Millions of

Africans killed, maimed, enslaved,

and nations of people rendered

living dead.

Vietnam, key for Black

struggle in America
By TIMJOHNSON
Black News Service

B.N.S. Editor's Note: The Black News Service has determined that the

just struggle of the \ VPA\ Vietnam People's Army is to be commended for

their triumphant victories in bringing peace to Vietnam, thus freeing the

World.

Prof. Tran Van Dinh, a veteran of the Vietnamese liberation struggle,

spoke at the Malcolm X Culture* Center in Southwest, Thurs., April 10,

1975. His topic was "The Vietnamese and the Black Liberation Struggle."

He also shared the platform with Associate Prof. Bill Bricklans, of the

W.E.B. DuBois Afro-Am Dept., in discussing "Pan-Africanism" and

"Marxism" on Fri., April 11, '75.

Prof. Tran Van Dihn pointed out that the Vietnamese conflict and the

repression of the Black community were a pacification campaign waged by

the United States government. He proceeded to draw several interesting

parallels between the two struggles.

He stated that, 1. "both are undeclared wars;" 2. "each are elements of

racism." 3. "Drugs have been fhtroduced to confuse the people." 4. "And
the often policy being enforced to cause assimilation of the people in-

tegration).

"

Tran asserted that the similarity between the Vietnamese and Black

struggles is not an isolated phenomena. These dynamics exist wherever

imperialist aggression is confronted by the resistance of the colonized

masses.

The discussions Friday were more idealogically oriented. The question

posed was whether class or race is the principal contradiction in U.S.

society. Both Prof. Dihn and Prof. Strickland stressed the idea that any

ideology that is not grounded in the reality of a people, is doomed to

failure. They went on to agree that in view of the U.S., racism is the

principle outstanding contradiction therein.

This question has polarized the progressive sections of the Black

revolutionary movement, causing a recent split in 77?e Black Scholar

magazine, and in such organizations as the "African Liberation Support

Committee" and others. For these and many other reasons, this is a

question that must be studied, theorized, debated, and practiced, until a

logical conclusion is reached. Prof. Dihn argued convincingly that new
truths can only be arrived at through struggle. Practice and theory are

interconnected and indispensable, he explained.

Prof. Strickland defined racism as a system whereby privileges are

granted to one group for the exploitation of another group. He continued,

class exploitation is defined as a system where one class exploits another,

(classes being defined by their relation to the means of production). A
principle contradiction is one whose existence and development deter-

mines or influences the existence and development of other contradictions

within a complex thing, situations, etc.

Both racial and class exploitation are contradictions within U.S. society.

Given the above definitions, the questions becomes; will the end of racism,

determine the existence or development of class exploitation, or vice

versa?

An important point to remember is that the end of these contradictions

will. not automatically solve the other problems. Those who say that the

end of racism would solve the problem of class exploitation of Black

people are as mistaken as those who would have us discount our

Blackness, and join the forces of the white working class in their mystical

"historic mission", agreed the speakers.

Black people must organize and fight in the Black community against

racism and class exploitation, with the realization that in the final analysis,

our success depends on what happens in U.S. society as a whole. Self-

determination for Black people will never be a reality in capitalist America.

Only in a "socialist" America does this possibility exist.

The Black Panther Party explained these dynamics in their position on

"Liberation in the Black Colony; Revolution in the Mother Country," and

their analysis still holds true.

There must be struggle from both places. It is very possible that Black

people, fighting in the Black community, could promote destruction on the

whole country. However, revolution is not only about destruction, but its

reconstruction and the creation of a new order.

, »i
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By JAMES LEAS

Jerry Ford is sitting on a huge pile of

money. He is currently wasting 61 per cent of

the Federal budget on the military. He is, in

effect, asking us to make sacrifices so that he
can continue those expenditures. We totally

refuse. - This university needs those funds.

The unemployed need those funds. All the

social services currently being cut back need
those funds. We are not going to watch
silently as the university gets axed while the

military budget grows.

On the state level the hypocrisy is also

intense. In a year of huge corporate super
profits never previously achieved, the state

government is refusing to tax the cor-

porations to pay the bills for education. In

fact the Governor is proposing even lower

taxes for the corporations. This government
is squarely on the side of big business — the

same big business that has caused massive
unemployment of 11 per cent in this state.

The same big business whose racist prac-

tices account for the fact that unemployment
among black youth is near 50 per cent.

Business corporations benefit directly from
educational institutions and they should be
made to pay.

The government and administration can
deal with us as individual students. They can
stand us in long lines and put us through red

tape and then callously push us onto
unemployment lines. But, together, as a

massive social force, we can't be brushed
off. That is why a RALLY is scheduled for

TUESDAY, APRIL 15 at 1 p.m. on the

Student Union steps. We need to mobilize

our forces to defend the quality of education
we have now.
The government is gearing up its immense

power and political trickery to shove these

cutbacks down our throats. We can't stop
them individually. We can't stop them by
lobbying. Reasoned arguements,
negotiations, meetings with the Governor
have been tried and they are not enough. We

are dealing with people who won't listen to

the most eloquent and convincing points

unless we have some muscle to back them
up. What's needed is for students and
faculty to mobilize the only power we have
— the power we hold in our numbers.
Through joint, united, massive, political

action as an organized force we can make
this government back down.
The rally Tuesday is a first step. We will

continue with a program of rallies,

demonstrations, teach-ins, and picketlines

against the cutbacks. By organizing massive
actions by confronting the state and federal

governments en masse, by exposing for

what it is the lie that there isn't enough
money, by using this university as a base to

reach out to the people of Massachusetts,

we can win.

Our actions will set an example for the

unemployed and all those people victimized

by the current economic crisis. We are

setting an example of how to mobilize and
combat the cutbacks in education, social

services, in welfare benefits and in unem-
ployment support. The threat of
mushrooming public outcry against their

policies will add to the pressure on the

legislature and on Congress.

To wage an effective fight against the

cutbacks will require resources. Essential is

the active participation and leadership by the
student governments, the Faculty Senate,
the area governments, campus organizations

and departments. The Daily Collegian should
expand its coverage of student and faculty

opposition to the cutbacks. Funds, printing

facilities, mailings to parents and other in-

terested citizens around the state will be
necessary to wage the campaign.
Through the course of this movement

decisions should be made democratically by
the broadest possible participation of in-

dividuals and campus organizations. Now is

the time to unit. Let's make some noise

against these cutbacks. All out on the steps

of the Student Union this Tuesday!
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After long silence — 200 years

"The American War is over, but this is far

from the case with the American Revolution.

On the contrary, only the first act of the great

drama is at a close." Benjamin Rush 1789

member of Continental Congress. Called for

abolition of slavery.

If the Patriots were alive today, they'd be

raising all kinds of Hell!

While inflation continues to chip away at

whatever security most Americans felt they

had, rapidly expanding unemployment is

casting more and more workers into a

"poverty level" existence. For the poor, the

coming depression portends disaster as

deficit-trimming politicians zero-in on "social

service" budgets. As if that weren't enough,

there are deep and dangerous divisions

among those who should be uniting in the

face of this crisis. In Boston, people who feel

that they are losing control over their lives

are coming into conflict with those who

never had it.

All this at a time when America is entering

the "Bicentennial Era." Where do we find

ourselves 200 years after the American
Revolution? Of what relevance is it in our

lives today?

The Bicentennial is going to bring a

massive corporate- financed campaign to sell

us their version of American History. In

addition, it is quickly becoming a

meaningless and self-congratulatory orgy of

profiteering corporations hawking their

"1776 Bread" (ITT Continental), their

Bicentennial Realty Exposition (in Boston)

and the plastic- laminated, imitation-wood
Bicentennial Toilet Seat.

The American Revolution is as relevant as

we choose to make it. The principles of

democracy, equality, government of, by, for

and by the consent of the people have yet to

be put into practice. Yet they remain the

basis for movements for economic, social

and political change in our day.

The People's Bicentennial Commission
believes that these principles should be the

explicit foundation for political organizing in

this country. The history of our people must
provide both justification and motivation for

contemporary action.

Since 1971, "PBC has been involved in

developing a broad educational and social

action campaign. We are reaching into

"middle America" with the word that the

American Revolution was more than a series

of battles carried on by figures of

mythological proportions. It was a

movement of the people. Before a shot was
fired, there was a decade of protests,

boycotts, rallies and riots. The Sons of

Liberty in Boston were mostly unemployed
sailors, artisans, indentured servants and free

blacks. Tom Paine was a corsett- maker, Sam

Adams a bankrupt brewer.

200 years ago, the monarchy and its

wealthy supporters were the sources of

oppression. Today it is the giant corporation.

The power concentrated in a few hands
through the corporate system makes King
George look like a petty tyrant. It is self-

evident. They are unrepresentative of,

unelected by and unresponsive to the

people. They do not govern by our consent.
They are the cause of our misfortune and our
divisions, and they profit from them. They
use us to protect their interests.

As John Taylor, one of Alexander
Hamilton's main opponents, said: "It is said

that paper systems, being open to all, are not
monopolies. He who has money may buy
stock. All then is fair, as every man (meaning
every monied man) may share in the plunder.

Every man may enlist in an army, yet an army
mav enslave a nation."

Rally against cutbacks on Student

Union steps today from 1 to 3 p.m.

Today, 200 years after the establishment of prin-
ciple (if not the fact) of political democracy, it is far
past time to extend democracy to our economic
institutions.

Across the country, PBC has been bringing this
theme into focus. Our literature speaks directly to this
need. Local PBCs have been involved not only in

educational activities, they have engaged in direct
action against oil companies, banks, corporations
colonizing Puerto Rico, etc.

April 19 is the 200th anniversary of the battles of
Concord and Lexington - "the shots heard 'round
the world." PBC will be conducting a rally at the
North Bridge in Concord (where the red-coats were
turned back). The theme is "Send a Message to Wall
Street." There will be mid-night rides, oratory and
music. We will be reading a Declaration of Economic
Independence. We encourage all to join us there, to
support the call for Economic Democracy.

Recognizing the urgent need for unity, we will soon

be issuing a call for the convening of a new Con-
tinental Congress. The purpose of this is to bring

together all of the various groups and individuals who
are opposing the present corporate system in all of its

manifestations, those who are working towards
alternatives to it. The Congress will first revolve

around issues and then will meet as a whole to

consider a basic statement of principles, goals and
grievances. It will be held around Thanksgiving of this

year in Washington.
For these and other projects, PBC needs your ideas,

your help and your money (if you have it). We need to

be in contact with as many organizations and in-

dividuals as possible. For more information contact us

at 490 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 02115, (617) 247-

1851.

In the words of Ben Franklin, "We must all hang
together, or most assuredly, we shall all hang
separately."

Randy Barber is a Collegian Guest Commentator
from the People's Bicentennial Commision.

Zamir Nestelbaum
And it is written in the Great Book, that "the United States shall

never lose a War, be it an incursion, or an invasion of the Greatest
Proportions ...

" Book Three Verse U. And for hundreds of years,

the Great Priests and Ministers of our State have been very pious in

the observance of this great decree. For thousands of seasons, our
Priests have celebrated in the glory that is the military might of this

nation, beating our plowshares into guns, and our pruning hooks
into Phantom Jets.

One of the holiest and most righteous of the Great Priests was the

saintly Theodore Roosevelt who added his sacred interpretation:

"Walk Softly and Carry a Big STICK." Yea and verily was this Big

Stick continued in the hands of many Great Priests who ascended
after Him. Harry Truman used it in Korea. Lyndon Johnson valued it

and Richard Nixon fashioned it into a great Golden Idol and wor-

shipped it diligently.

And the Cult of the Big Stick lingers on. High Priest Gerald Ford is

a devout disciple along with Great Minister of MighHs-Right —
Henry Kissinger. Together they pray religiously and endeavor to lead

the life of a good Stickist, as it is written in the Great Book.

The greatest story

ever sold
But those of the Stickish persuasion are being persecuted. They

are being persecuted overseas, and they are being persecuted in

their own homeland. Overseas those enemies that the Stickish have
tried in vain to proselitize have risen up, thrown off their yoke, and
are preparing to hurt the Stickish, and those who do the Stickish

work, into the Sea. For the unholy Cambodians, and the infidel

North Vietnamese are battling the Holy Stickish Legions and
mercilessly destroying them.

And things are not well in the homeland. Hordes of infidel

Warhaters gather in the streets and shout tumultuous cries of Peace.
For Peace is their unholy symbol and they perform unclean dances
and earthly rituals to it.

The Peaceniks have risen and taken control of the Great Temple
and threaten to beat out all the Stickish. They have taken the gold
and silver away from the Stickish and have called them hateful

names and evil slanders. They have hounded the Stickish away from
some of their strongholds, and dragged them through the streets. It

is a black time* for the Stickish.

But the High Priest and Great Minister stand true to their faith.

They do not budge. They endure all the wrath and mockery of a

nation befallen into the hands of the Peaceniks. They undergo all

forms of torture and deprivation with gritted teeth and hardened
minds. The High Priest and Great Minister continue to arm their

Missionaries with Great Bombs and Everlasting Missiles, in order to

hold off the infidels until the Angel of Death doth beckon. No Man
Of The Stick will dare give in until he hath breathed no more. For

even though the legions of Stickish Missionaries are being hurled

aside by the enemy, and are being threatened with a fatal

deprivation by the Peacenik movement, Our High Priests and
Minister remain holy to the end, firm in the belief that God is on their

side.

GOD BLESS US ALL!!!!
— Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist

Nationalization -

now or

As the domestic economic
situation deteriorates, further

concern has arisen here over the

future of America's energy policy.

Petroleum, our main energy source,

is subject to the unscrupulous

dealings of the giant oil cor-

porations and the volatile policies of

Middle Eastern governments. The
Federal Energy Office is about to

institute court proceedings against

some of the oil producers for

overcharging electric utilities during

last year's crisis. Overseas, Iran

recently announced that it may
soon discontinue accepting the

inflated U.S. doHar in exchange for

the precious resource.

The formulation of a national

energy policy, like so many other

unsolved problems of the past

decade, has fallen victim to the

ravages of Indochina. Once again

the American public has been

besieged by images, portrayed

through the Administration and

network T.V. of fallen dominoes,

swarming Communist invaders and

the plight of refugees. Energy, the

topic of so many fiery debates just a

few months back, has slowly faded

into the background.

When this column was begun at

the start of the semester it was this

never!
back it has Deen anything but that.

No brash or startling ideas have

surfaced. What did emerge has

fostered an extremely cynical at-

titude on my part. The best con-

clusion I can draw from the

recommendations that have come
forth is that they are explicit in their

intention of protecting the status

quo.

Sure, every once in a while you

hear that the "Democratic Study

Group" has just formulated an all

encompassing plan, but in the long

run these ideas will become in-

significant entries into the

Congressional Record. Belief that a

v Yhink it's time to
TOSS /N THE TOWEL, GERRY/

Ellen Gavin

Who is the orphan?
By ELLEN GAVIN

"It's nice to see you Americans are taking home
souvenirs of our country as you leave — china

elephants and orphans. Too bad some of them
broke today, but we have plenty more."

This remark was that of a South Vietnamese
Army Lieutenant as reported in the New York
Times on the day after the plane crash which killed

a hundred Vietnamese orphans. Even though he is

coming from a different place, his bitterness strikes

a chord deep within me. For him, bitterness arises

out of the realization that an erstwhile allv. with its

high ideals and almighty facade is rapidly reducing

its links to his collapsing country. For me the

bitterness arises out of my being a daughter of

America — a misguided nation of superficial

people, ruled from above by numb, self-motivated,

arrogant men. A land where true human feeling is

desire to adopt Vietnamese babies is a national fad.

"Yes, I'd love one," giggles Betty Ford, "but Jerry

thinks we have toe many kids already." And Hugh
Hefner sends his Super Playboy jet to pick up a

load, "with' genuine American bunnies to cuddle

them on the way home."

"We always wanted a son," says Mrs. Moritz to

the N.Y. Times, "and now we have Tom." And
Nguyen Thi Thu Cue becomes Kathleen Marie

Flanigan, filling the gap that another American
family had for a little girl; they couldn't get an
American child through the usual channels. Am I

sounding too cynical, or are their reasons too

selfish, too simple, too horrifying in the wake of a

devastating human tragedy?

As these children grow, who will teach them
who they are, why they are here? Who will explain

short-
circuited by

the television

sets which
damage

- to them why
their

homeland
Jerry thinks we have too many kids already, was ravaged?_ When

'Yes, I'd love one/ giggles Betty Ford, 'but

our psyches by allowing us to experience the

tragedy of Vietnam, ring-around the collar, a

collapsing economy, and happy endings all in a

fragmented one hour time slot. America — where
emotions are so crippled, and reactions so short-

sighted that "look at the cute little babies, I'd love

to take one home" is the typical response to the

mass evacuation of thousands of confused,

frightened VIETNAMESE children.

The children of a country which ours destroyed

with napalm. The children whom Calley gunned
down in cold blood. The children who we calmly

watched every night on our T.V., weeping for their

mothers, their fathers, their brothers and sisters.

The children who deserve to play in the Vietnamese
fields that are not glutted with mines, to run and
play games that children play on lazy summer
afternoons — without fear of napalm and B52's.

But what do my countrymen and women do? In

a flood of sentimental response, tainted by a

something resembling crass consumerism, the

the day of their arrival is recounted, who will tell

them of how American corporative executives,

driven to the airport in their Mercedes-Benz and
Peugots made their Vietnamese servants pack their

endless baggage including tennis rackets, only to

leave them behind?

A few parents, those who truly understand tne

implications of the Vietnam horror will tell it like it

was. But I'm afraid the American cover - it - up -

and - will - go - away mentality will prevail. We will

have a new national minority searchinq through the

rubble to find their roots in oppression.

Dr. Lucien Pye reacting to the American
response to Operation Babylrft said recently,

"What strikes me is this amazing psychological

phenomenon, this outburst. The guilty feeling is

very deep, cutting across hawk and dove alike. We
want to know that we are still good — still decent.

Who is the orphan?"

Ellen Gavin is a Collegian Columnist.

decisions. Unbelievably, despite

last year's oil emergency, the only

information government
policymakers have about oil

reserves, production, refining,

transportation and retailing are

sensible program will emerge from

our policymakers on Capitol H

writer's belief that energy policies, ignores the real factor behind all

proposals and innovations would their policymaking, the protection

emerge in a constant stream, so as of corporate interests,

to provide ideas for interesting and It is the oil companies that hold

controversial articles. Yet in looking the upper-hand on all energy

those furnished by the industry.

The nation's energy problems stem
not only from dependence on
insecure and exhaustable supplies,

but from their control in private

hands. If we are ever to arrive at an
energy solution the control the

corporations influence must be
relinquished.

Last week, the British govern-

ment made such a move. They
proposed the establishment of a

qovernment oil "cooperation to

drill, refine,

and distribute

rich oil deposits

recently

discovered in

the North Sea.

A similar action

here would be

a sensible step

towards a

worthwhile

energy policy.

The times

demand a

change The
oil companies influence on the

economic and political atmosphere
of this country has grown
out of hand. An indictment is

forthcoming against the producers

for overcharging utilities dur.ig

last winter's shortage of

oil. It prompted the use by

utilities of the "fuel adjustment

clause" to further tax the con-

sumers' wallet. Also in the past

month, officials of the Shell and
Phillips oil corporations were in-

dicted on charges of campaign
contribution violations. During the

60's, Shell maintained a secret

•fund, reported to be in the vicinity

of 10 million dollars, to finance

campaigns of Congressmen
sympathetic to their needs, the

same lawmakers who will dictate

our future energy priorities.

The discovery of oil in the frontier

areas of the outer-continental shelf

provides an excellent opportunity

to establish a national oil company.
Environmental concerns would also

be considered in a more sym-

pathetic manner than the treatment

they receive from private com-
panies. Greater governmental
control can only enhance our

welfare and security in the future.

Gregg Wilson is a Collegian

Commentator
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more correspondence

There's no business

like no business
To the Editor:

"... Now we've been rehearsing for four weeks. You haven't. And it's

the audience who makes the play ... " These are the opening lines from

Jean Anouilh 's play, The Cavern which is presently being performed by the

UMass Theatre Department.

It's frustrating and disheartening to perform this show before a basically

empty house. A play is a mere rehearsal without an audience. We need

your support otherwise the efforts made by the faculty and theatre

students are fruitless.

We hava a good show with a fine group of actors. We have a special gift

that we'd like to share with you. Please come and spend an evening with

us — it is for you that we do this.

Barbara M. Schlichte

Back to the barracks
To the Editor:

The Veterans Coalition is amused rather than distressed with the

prospect of being forced to live in dormitories next year. At the April 2

meeting of the Board of Trustees, Dr. Gage was confronted with the

question. At that time he categorically denied that the matter was being

considered, or would be considered.

It is ridiculous for the administration to contemplate such an act; vets

have been forced to live in barracks [without an alternative lifestyle] during

their years of service, and refuse to be re-incarcerated to barracks life while

at the University. This matter is ill-conceived, absurd, and unacceptable!

John M. Steele
and 23 signatures

Gavin too over-reactive

To the Editor:

/ was bothered that a frontpage article on discrimination against women
chose to conclude with the statement that waitresses had been asked out
by managers. The follow-up article was even more odd. Asking a woman
out is far from "atrocious behavior." It indicates an interest, an ac-
ceptance, not a lack of respect. Granted, a balance between professional
and personal relationships is often awkward, but this seems a far more
acceptable approach to one's personal contacts than a club scene or other
forced extensions of contact. Perhaps individual personalities make this

situation uncomfortable at the Cafnpus Center, but that doesn 't make this

into an example of discrimination or oppression.
It is difficult, instituting a system of Justice or fairness. Those in power

would like to remain so. Those out of power use distortion and
exaggeration as means of improving their state. We cannot expect
equality, for none of us are equal in our abilities or our needs; and we
cannot, ultimately, rely on quotas or statistical balances, as these would
lead to individual injustices. Any eventual system of justice would rely on
individual rationality and common sense. The over reactive approach
shown by Ms. Gavin is, however, the basic stuff of which discrimination is

born.

Todd Macalister

Ticket towing or both?
To the Editor:

My car was towed last week from the Orchard Hill parking lot. I admit I

was parking there without the correct sticker and I suppose I fully deserved

the $10.00 parking ticket. However, why was I towed all the way to North

Amherst with an additional $18.00 fee?

I was in no way blocking an entrance or another vehicle. In Lot 23, where

my car was towed from, there were easily 30 more spaces, so I wasn't

preventing others from using the lot. Being practical, the ticket would have

been enough, the tow was quite unnecessary.

Is there something "going on" between the UMass authorities and

Amherst Towing? I suggest the administration take some initiative to make

sure that the cars being towed are really causing a safety problem. The

students have had enough of this shit.

• Jim Massidda
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A correction

To the Editor:

This is to correct a misstatement
carried in the April 10 issue of the

Collegian announcing Roger
Moody's speech that day on the

situation in southwest Africa.

Neither the Collegian nor Moody
was responsible for the comment
that he had "recently returned from
Namibia. " He had not and said so
during the session. I am sorry to

have misconstrued information on
Moody's background which I

received in a phone conversation

with a friend of his and to have
passed that information on to the

Collegian.

Richard O. Ulin

Professor of Education

Locked out?

To the Editor

As one of the approximately 8000
commuters, I find dissatisfaction

with the current Commuter
Assembly policy of assigning the

approximately 150 commuter
lockers located near the Hatch out

to students without: 1] attempting

to notify at least the majority of the

commuters that such lockers exist,

2\ assigning them after school has

begun so that the majority of

commuters will be here and have a

chance at them, 3] trying to assign

more than one person to each
locker until more lockers are put in.

My discussions with the paid

staff persons and president of the

Commuter Assembly made it clear

to me that 1] their friends have
lockers, 2) they wanted me to wait

till next semester to write to the

Collegian.

Cris Ericson

APPEARING

TONITE

Jim K. Band

UMASS SOPHOMORES

IF YOU -

• Possess qualities of initiative, intelligence, and high ideals.

• Are self-disciplined and willing to set the example.
•Want to join an elite group of people who are developing leadership

abilities.

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47

» Sunderland

665-4937

AND IF YOU QUALIFY -

• Leadership training begins this summer.
% You will receive $100.00 per month during your Junior and Senior years.
Plus a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army

Reserve.

YOU SHOULD -

Get the facts about the two-year Army ROTC program.
•Drop by the Department of Military Science (located between Boyden

Gym and Southwest) or call 545-2321 or 2322.

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO GET THE FACTS.

u u
We have Bausch and Lomb
and American Optical,
Sunsensors™ of course. All

at the lowest prices!

S

S
S

U

PONCAU
Opticians

56 Main St.

Amherst
253-7002

i

Rapid Reproductions
Quality Xeroxing

* 4 Mo.- St A

Rapid Reproductions

233 North Pleasant St.

Amherst

&z4

Hompili
Nation*
Bonk

MonFri 9 9/Sat 9 6
Sun 11

7

549-0566

Chinese Wok
Set includes: Wok, Rine, Cover

Now $11.99

s

At the Carriage Shops
233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
549-4573

HABITAT

n

14th century music
recital Wednesday

The sights of spring were here yesterday with students cluttering the steps of the
Campus Center enjoying the afternoon sun.

Veteran's affairs opens nights
Evening office hours have been

established recently to assist

veterans. The evening office will be
located in Rrrj. 100, Hills House
North in the Division of Continuing

Education on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, from 5-7 p.m.

"Many students who work days
would have to take time from work
if they needed help from the

Veterans' Affairs Office", stated

Stephanie Bourbonnais, assistant

director of Veterans' Affairs.

"Hopefully, evening hours will

provide more accessibility for these

students", added Bourbonnais.

Rich Quinlan, a member of the

Veterans' Coalition, and an evening
office staffer commented, "This

service will of course be available to

full-time day students as well as

evening part-time students."

Veterans discharged between

Print dealer to speak
William Struve, private dealer in

contemporary American graphics,
will be the speaker at an open
meeting of the seminar History of
Graphic Arts at the Smith College

Museum of Art today. The seminar
will meet at 3 p.m. in the Print

Room, where a selection of con-
temporary prints from the
Museum's collection will be on
exhibition to illustrate Struve's

discussion of Some Contemporary
Printmakers.

The exhibition, which con-
centrates on works of the last

decade, was selected and hung by

Carmen Aleman, Kit Fitzgerald and
Filippa Marullo, all students in the

seminar, under the direction of

Professor of Art and Curator ot

Prints and Drawings Elizabeth

Mongan. It features works by Andy
Warhol, Robert Motherwell, Louise

Nevelson, Helen Frankenthaler,

Jasper Johns, Robert

Rauschenberg, and many other

outstanding American, artists in-

volved in the graphic arts.

The seminar is open to the public

without charge.
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world wide pictures presents

GARDEN

THEATRE
GREENFIELD, MASS.

Tel. 774-4881

EPFORD
WIVES

NO DOLLAR NIGHT

5th Week 7 A 9

JOHN CASSAVETES

A Woman
Under the

Influence

Ona Rowland*

DOLLAR NIGHTS MON&JUES
ALL SEATS SI 00

* to/fUft
I M I ed nelson randal carver - barber* ajd

spccnl screen dppe*jnc ( billy graham

ENDS TONITE

7 & 9:15

No Passes
No Bargain Nites

April 3, 1970 and August 1, 1974

may also be eligible for up to five

years of non-renewable term in-

surance from the Veterans' Ad-
ministration. Veterans' who have

been discharged after August 1,

have 120 days to apply after their

separation from service. Interested

vets should contact Paul Neville, a

veteran representative at 5-1346, or

at the Veterans' Affairs Office, 239
Whitmnro

Collegium Musicum: Music of

the 14th Century will be presented

by the University of Massachusetts
Department of Music on Wed-
nesday, in the Recital Hall at 8 p.m.

The program which includes works
by Landini, Cordier, and Oe Vitry

will be directed by Dr. Wayne
Abercrombie and Dr. Charles
Lehrer. A featured piece will be The
Mass of Tournai, performed with

full accompaniment.
The recital will capture and relive

all the color and sparkle which is so

characteristic of 14th century
music. A collection of ballads,

rondeaus and sacred and secular

music will be played on such
authentic 14th century instruments

as the recorder, Krummhorn,
cornetto and sackbut in much the

same way that they were some 600
years ago.

The 14th century was a very

complex time period musically.

Composers sought mathematical

relationships in music. There was a

flair for the eccentric and the in-

tricate. The writers of the day were
employed by the noblemen and
clergymen to write musical
selections either for enjoyment or

for a special Mass or ceremony.
The composers of the presented

works in the Collegium Musicum
are representative of the best of the

14th century music writers. They
were the writers of the "Hit

Songs".
During the time when this music

was written, musicians who wanted
their works to be heard sought to

have them presented as part of the

Ordinary of the Mass, which was
then the main vehicle for music to

be heard by people. Up until this

time the Proper of the Mass was
the principle musical stage. This

change in presentation marks one
of the characteristics of the music
of the 14th century. Songs for the

Ordinary were written in vernacular.

Likewise the Collegium Musicum
will be in the Latin, French and
Italian languages.

This recital of music of the 14th

Century provides an excellent

opportunity for the general

audience to enjoy some of the most
pleasurable compositions written in

the musical past. The presentation

is open to the public without

charge.

Credit Union to

sell food stamps
The UMass Student Federal

Credit Union is pleased to an-

nounce that it will now be able to
sell Food Stamps to all eligible

persons. Food Stamps will be on
sale every Tuesday from 10 a.m. to

3 p.m. in Room 166 of the Campus
Center.

Students and other persons
eligible for membership in the
Student Credit Union are reminded
that this program is a service to

everyone. The sale of food stamps
also generates income for your
credit union. Profits are paid back
to members in the form of

dividends.

«* notices

AHeA AND BUTTeRICK MEETING
A joint meeting to be held in Rm. 119

Skinner at 7:00 tonite to discuss the rest of
the semester's activities and opportunities
for next year. Questions? Call 6-9622.
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Come meet the sisters and pledges of

Alpha Chi and try your luck at cards on
Tues., 4-15, at 7:00.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting tonite in Hasbrouck 22 at 7. If

weather permits we'll go to observatory
after meeting.
BEEF CLINIC

Tonite at 7 at the beef barns. Hoof
trimming and clipping. Also, Thurs., 4-17, 7
p.m. at the beef barns.

BICYCLE CLUB BOARD
Whoever removed the AYH bulletins

please replace them so they may be seen
by everyone.
BUTTERICK FANS
Come have a cup of coffee and some

refreshments and hear uawn uisen,
representative from Vogue and Buttenck.
speak about the fascinating experiences

' ATTHKCiATES
»OF SMITH COLLECT;

fowm
CWVlJSrC

1 NORTHAMPTON

I
NOW — 7.00& 915

i and M0N. ft TUE.

IS DOLLAR WIGHT!!

Fellini's most
marvelous film."
-Vincent Canby.
N. Y. Times

FRANCO ^^ ^ Ml
CRISTALDIS FHUNT

Product.©* <* P Lkrall *l

and answer your questions. Skinner.
Mitchell Lounge. 4 16 1 p.m.
CHESS CLUB

Meeting tonite at 7 or 7:30 in CC 162
We now have our equipment, and all levels

of players are expected. Chess classes will

be arranged soon, also a Tues. nite

Tourney. Anyone at all mterested in Chess
is urged to come.
COUSTEAU FILMS

Tonite and tomorrow at 8 in "the SUB,
four different Jacque Cousteau films of his

undersea adventures will be shown All

welcome. This is part of the Ocean Options
week.
DANCE'

Armenian Club is holding their first

Spring Dance, Sat., 4-19. at 8:00 in CC
Aud. Tickets an sale in CC Concourse all

veek. All welcome! More* info £-7273.
DANCE FOR THOSE WHO CAN'T

Third annual Phi Mu Delta 52 hr. Dance
Marathon for Muscular Dystrophy will be
held April 25, 26, 27. Couples interested in

competing should call Carmen or Kitty at

545 2163 or 253 9034
DO YOU KNOW YOUR BLOOD
PRESSURE'

"Free" blood pressure reading, spon-
sored by the University Hearth Services,
today, 4-15, at Hampden DC. from 11-6.

HEYMAKER ELECTIONS
New officers voted on tonite all

members must attend. Convention group
will meet also.

MEDITATION CLASS
A five week class on the theory and

practice of meditation starting Wed., 4-16,

10:10 a.m. Open to all - free of charge.
OXEN CLINIC

This afternoon, 4-15, at 3:30 at the
Youngstock Barn. Please attend. We will

work on show techniques, the store boat
and change yokes if necessary.
PI LAMBDA PHI
We invite all university men to an Open

Rush. Tues.. 4-15. at 8:00. We're at 14 Elm
St. at 256-6837 Please call for info and
rides.

PRE VETS
Try to get to the "re-election" meeting

to be held Wed. nite. 4-16, 7:00 in Rm. 102
CC. It's important that you be there.

RUSH QTV
QTV invites all university men for an

Open Rush Thurs. nite at 8:30 See why
we're the oldest frat on campus Call 5-

0192 for info or rides

SCUBA CLUB
Meeting tomorrow nite to make final

plans for our dive weekend 4 20 and 21.

Meet at 7 p.m sharp, the DVP's film is at 8.

If you want to go to Rockport and can't

make the meeting call 546-5811 or 546
4461
SKI CLUB MEMBERS

Raffle of a $100.00 gift certificate to

Herman's World of Sporting Goods and
elections will be held 4-23 at 8 p.m. in

Thompson 102. Attendance is important.

You must be present to win raffle.

SONGWRITING COMPETITION
Any students interested in the American

Song Festival the only International

Songwriting Competition held in the US —
stop in at the Student Activities Office. SU
or call 545-2351 for info.

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION
Come and find out about TM any Tues.

mte at 7:30 in Machmer W 26 All are

welcome
UMAS.S ANTHRO FILM SERIES

Anthropology Film Series presents
"Cows of Dolo Ken Pave" and "Nanook of

the North", a classic. Tonite at 7 and 9:00,

Goessman Peters Aud. Free.

WOMEN'S HEALTH SERIES
Women and alcohol is the topic of this

session, 4-15. 12 noon-1 p.m., in the

Commonwealth Room, SU. A short film

and discussion. Why is alcohol use a topic

for women's health? Come and find out.

ALASKAN CANOE TRIP SLIDE SHOW
Sponsored by Smith Outing Club and

presented by Great World Sports of

Simsbury Ct — a beautiful presentation of

Alaskan scenery and river running.

FOUND
Man's wristwatch in vicinity of Mahar on

3 17. Call 546^336.
FOUND
Brown leather key case found on tennis

courts at Amherst College Friday, 4-11.

Contain UMass dorm key. American
Motors car keys, Master lock key as well as

two others. Call 6-6638, 501 Dickinson.

LOST
Turquoise and coral necklace with ring

attached. Reward. Contact David for Joan
253 2048.

STARTSWEONESOAY
First and Exclusive Area Showing

Uv Ullmann in

SCENES FROM
A MARRIAGE

written and directed ty Ingmar Bergman m m
.f"~ STARTSWED SCENES FROM A MARRIAGE - 7 30 ~j

V0N0» v k TUfSDAt BARGAIN V'fS • «ll SEATS J' 00

/
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TV tonight
County Committee to assign plots

6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

SECRET AGENT "The Colonels
Daughter." (18)

THE BIG NEWS (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

THE NIGHTLY NEWS (30)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA "A Question of
Strength." (40)

LOVE, AMERICAN STYLE (56)

6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

ZOOM! (24)

MOVIE "Duel in Durango." (27)

BEWITCHED (38)

6:55 NEWSBEA T NEWS (40)

7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WALTER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE D'CK VAN DYKE SHOW "Sol
and the Sponsor." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ROMAGNOLIS' TABLE (24)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

730 CELEBRITY SWEEPSTAKES (3)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall,

host (8) (224

MUSIC PLACE (18)

THE FOURTH ESTATE (24)

MASQUERADE PARTY (30)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
"Andy and Barney in the Big City."

(38)

ROOM 222 "Twenty Five Words
or Uss." (40)

DRAGNET (40)

8 00 GOOD TIMES J.J. is in a lail cell

on an armed robber charge. (3)

TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK
Swiss Family Robinson." (8) 140)

PASTORS PERSPECTIVE (18)

ADAM 12 "Camp." (22) (30)

SOLAR ENERGY (24)

MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR (27)

THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES

"Andy" (38)

DEALER'S CHOICE (56)

8:30 MASH Hawkeye and Trapper
John plan to leave to Tokyo. (3)

NBC WORLD PREMIERE MOVIE
"Virginia Hill." (22) (30)

THE OTHER HALF OF THE SKY: A
CHINA MEMOIR (24)

JOURNEY TO ADVENTURE (27)

GREEN ACRES (38)

DINAH! (56)

9:00 HAWAII FIVE-0 "The Young
Assassins." (3)

GREA TES T SPOR TS L EGENDS
(18)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

9 30 AMERICAN SKI SCENE (18)

GOMER PYLE "Ole Man Carter."

(27)

10:00 BARNABY JONES (3)

RABIN ACTION BIOGRAPHY (8)

(40)

PUBLIC POLICY FORUM (18)

POLICE STORY "Glamour Boy."
(22) (30)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

MOVIE "Mr. Imoerium " (38)

PERRY MASON (56)

10:30 DIED YOUNG (24)

THE JOE HYDER SHOW (27)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

THE BEST OF GROUCHO (56)

11:30 TUESDAY STARLIGHT MOVIE
"Journey to Shrloh." (3)

COLLEGE ALL STAR BASKET
BALL CLASSIC (8)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

MOVIE "Hot Shots." (27)

LAUGH CLASSICS (38)

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY
Impersonation Murder Case.
THE BEST OF HOLLYWOOD

1 00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder,
(22) (30)

1 30 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

2:00 NEWS (22) (30)

'The

140)

156)

host

The Hampshire County Garden

Committee will hold its second

public meeting today at 7:30 p.m. in

the Little Theater of Northampton

High School.

The Committee is presently

administering assignments of some

200 potential garden plots to any

Hampshire County residents willing

to farm the land this Spring.

According to Vickie Phillips,

chairwoman of the Committee, the

agenda will include the designation

of final plot assignments, a

presentation of technical data on
garden preparation by John Howell

of the Agricultural Extension
Service, and a discussion on seed-

buying.

All Hampshire County residents

interested in gardening to cut down

on food bills are invited to attend

Tuesday's meeting. People in-

terested in obtaining further in-

formation about the garden project

may contact Phillips at 586-2762 or

John Lawlor at the County
Commissioners Office, 584-0557.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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film times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Amarcord 7, 9:15

AMHERST CINEMA
Ruling Class 7
Producers 9

CALVIN THEATRE
Godfather 7:30

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Emmanuelle 7, 9
Stepford Wives 7, 9

Woman Under the Influence 7,
9:45

EASTFIELD MALL CINEMA
Reincarnation of Peter Proud

7:30

MT. FARMS 4 THEATRES
The Sting 6, 8:30
Front Page 6:15. 8:30
Amarcord 6. 8:30
Lenny 6:15. 8:30

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Waldo Pepper 7:20, 9:30
Funny Lady 8
Shampoo 7:15, 9:30
Lenny 7:30. 9:45
The 4 Musketeers 7:40. 9:30
Chinatown 7:30. 10:00

AMHERSTC"**"
AMITY ST

MEL BROOKS
(The Insane Genius)

The man who brought you
"Blaring Saddles" and
"Young Frankenstein" now
brings you the lunniest of

them all.

"THE PRODUCERS"

253 5-126

O TOOLE IS FUNNY
DISTURBING
DEVASTATING'
a»Sa*i ' - •*»*,-•

A BRILLIANT FILM
STUNNING'

prrtROTOQu
UM1MSN
MmMjtiow TUP
RULING CLASS

Eves: The Ruling Class — 7:00; The Producers — f: 00

VONOAT t TUESDAY BARGAIN NlTfS • ALL SEATS $1 00

I^MDC Classifieds Pay
To pia.ce a classified, drvp by

the Collegian Ottice between
• Mam and J *i P m Monday
Friday
The deadline is ) «J two days

before the day your ad is te

apeear
The rates »rt
Daily t 36 per line

Weekly » M per line

Monthly » 26 per line

•Two lines on form
approximate one line

H FOR SALE

1
FOR SALE

Integral Systems power amp
large Advent speekers ACE audio

praamp all immaculate »660 Call

M.ka 64*0177

Need a place to out your plants'

Buy a plant hanger from ma tor

S7 60 Made from real wood hangt
in dorm window holdi up to 12

plants Call Vicki at C S461 or stop
by and see at JQA 1403

Pair JBL (8 speakers high af

ticiencv OHM 3*7 9*48 Keep
trying

Head skis bndgs boots etc 2M

RUBBER STAMPS made up with
anything you d like to stamp
Ineapeneive For inatance name
and addreaa »3 with telephone
number S3 SO Feat service Alao
oarsonalued stationery Joseph
666 4765 evenings

Gibaon ES 336 good cond
263 674S

»27»

Refrigerator 10 cu ft Beat offer

over *100 Veer old Cell Chris at •

7S70 or S 3600

Fender Bendmaeter b PA. Guild
Guitar Leslie 147 NMI Piano 2M
•ISO after 5

Symphonic stereo w record
changer AM FM Stereo radio tape

deck 2 Ig speakers Sell for t160
263 79SS

Earth Shoee Men a alt* • 76

Woman a aire 10 26 Brown, low
cut good shape Also track shoes
white, canvas and leather, seme
sue Call Kris or Danny at 323 4*19

Stereo AR turntable TOC Spkrs
receiver, w • track 6 cu ft rafrig

S76 6 6046

EXAKTA VS1000TL 2 bodies 3

lenses. 3 viewfinders Howell S6A
strobe lots else Complete only

S360 649 0364

10 Sp French bike good cond 1

ig sofe comf Cell Bill 5*8 3288 •

6pm
Mencen made leather fringed

coat iTeien style! never been
worn Eacellent buyl »20 (men'e

amalll Steve 646 7076

Schwinn ain«le apeed 26

bicycle Good condition With large

twosided baakata Great for

books' »26 Steve 646 7076

Wurht/er Electric Pienc. 4 mo
old. »SO0 or best p* M Also old
Vermont Fiddle S70 . best offer
Craig 646 6146

Pure silver for sole Cell Arthur
Chan Mon Fri 7 10 p m 263 6602

SEX IN PICTURES' Bring back
good memories' These books end
magazines show ALL in color and
black and white' Fantasies galora
end even good looking modela The
same as combat rone herd core
but even with some taste' Only e
limited amount at 40 par cant off

13 instead of 65 A few superficially
damaged at 62 60 Send your age
and check to P O Boa 140

Amherst

Marantr 2220 »2*0 Criterion 4X
only $160 Two P E Impro 3016

turntable »126 LA 26. »36 Vry

clean Brian 546 6212

Sony TC8 Ree Play . • trk »70

263 7B87

Stereo components t\i M per
cent off list' All major brands all

guaranteed Cell Vinny 263 2406

Beet Sierre design 300 sleeping
beg ISO Optimus 11B stove 120
Seiko watch new guar $66 Call
Doug 6 6620

AUTO FOR SALE
72 Capri AM FM stereo 32 mpg .

$1676 649 0010

Must sell leaving country 73 red
MG Midget Low mileage beet
offer 649 1362

For sole 1972 <-AAB 99E E>c
cond new mje irs Tires eir

'cond $2400 or best offer 413 774
4289 evenings

68 VW bus good cond rebuilt,

cmpng pltfrm $1660 649 1768 Low
mileage

66 VW Van new point 10b need
mech work Best offer 646 2896
Ask for Dave

4 Sale Peugeot U0S 21
frame Excellent cond Aaklng $100
263 6640

63 Chew Impale, ei body Runs
Best offer Call 263 2409

66 VW Bug 72 000 mi Rebuilt
engine $250 or best offer 1 636
6434

1966 Van 69 eng nd Oodv wk
Runs fine std 6 cvl 6 6620 or B1
Quebbin Apt . Bel B O

Ford Ven good cond Must be
seen $880 Cell Merk 688 2268

1*68 Corveir Aaking $300 263
2881

70 Chev Impale A C $760 Jim
266 0200

1*87 Cadillac Good cond $300
263 3061

TO SUBLET
One peraon needed to share two

bedroom apt in Amh Center from
June 1 Sept 1 Convenient
locetion and fairly mespenaive Call
266 0127 after 4pm

$170 e month till June Can
renew leeee Contact A Lewie. 5
0333 or 666 461*

^^fc******"^^^ I H Want eon
- c.1.1.. i.._- t c.». i n„. .„ '<" June

Apt for rent
Furnished $176
eluded 64*2716
from cempus

Juno July Aug
Phone util in

10 minutes walk

Sublet June 1 Sept 1 Opt
renew 7 bedrm apt Belchertown
get bus routs leke 323 6213

Four bedroom house in Ashfield

Lease May 1 Sept 1 $260 month
628 4427

Sublet One bdrm Cliffside

Apt on busline, pools tennis dish

wr sliding glsss door ell utilities

June 1 Aug 31 $166 with option to

renew 666 4731 nights

ROOMMATE WANTED
Want someone to teke my piece

for June through August et
Brondywme 60 t> month includes
moat utilities Pos own room 60 a

month call Peter ot Brandywina
649 0779

F roommate wented for Fall

Amharst House neer cempus
Own room 253 3326

Townhouse ept to sublet June
to August Option to renew Air
conditioned cacpeted cloee to
i ampus and on bus route $235 plus
utilities per month Will negotiate
for summer months If interested
call 549 0896

3 bdrm Townhouse fully furn
Pieno laundry fac 2 baths dish
waah 549 1276

Two bedroom ept in Bren
dvwine June 1st Aug 31

Negotiable 549 0112

2 bedroom ept et Rolling Gieen
aveileble Ju ie 1st Aug 31st Rent
is $233 per month but it includes all

utilities heat water air con
ditioning Call Glenn or Jev et 253
9845 Best buy in town

June 1 One or two people for

Roll Gr Apt Opt to renew Eac
Bus pr ' Ige rms . part furn air

cond ' -u all inc 266 6279

Three bedroom townhouse
epartmant Available June 1 to
August 31 Option to renew A C
pool One mile from campus Cell
649 1372

RIOE WANTED
Mevjford or v

shore $ 6 4723
4 17 or
5 0846

4 18 Will

Cindy

Begin Mev 1 or betr

bdrm Brondywme
Call evenings 649 2857
Denise

thru Sept 2

negotieble
days 6 0960

AvI June Option 12 mo Leese 2
bdrm Twnhs Apt 10 ft Irom bus
stop 106 Rolling Green 253 7641
eftor 6pm
Beautiful Townhouse ept

available Sept June with option to

renew 3 bdr w w cerpeting AC
swimming pool, fully modern
kitchen patio and plenty of room
to room Would like to rent fur

mshed Call 549 6804 evenings

Sublet with option to renew 2

bdrm Brandywma mod conv
June 1 Cell 549 6714

Two bdr Brendvwine Pool pats
$660 mcl util June 1 to Aug 31

Reneweble 649 3623

Sublet June 1 Aug 31 Puff
ton 3 bdrm apt 1210 649 04*0

Garden apt Rolling Green 2
hdrms June Aug Option to renew
Cheep 253 7332

June Sept 3 Bedroom
swimming pool petio tennis
Furnished 256 8246

etc One or 2 bedr
mshed June 1 Sep
anytm

$169 mo Fur
1 Call 549 0891

73 MGB eac condition 26 mpg
Mich tires, selling cheap Cell 648 Four bdrm June
6033 Rolling Grn 6 M97

71 Fiat 124 seden Rediels 30
mpg Good cond $1196 Call Mrs
Roberts 5 0150

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1*76 Keweeaki KZ400. 1*0 miles
perfect creah bare, koni ehocka
Asking $1150 Call Bob dava 688
4662. nitea massage

1*74 Hondo CL200 On Off road
4600 mi Good condition $750 firm
Steve 293 6892 after 5pm

72 Suiuki
6807

TS250J2 300 mi 532

FOR RENT

Amh New 3 bdr . w w carpet,
dw disp . tennis ct . swimming
pool Imm Occ No leese req $2*6
plus util b sec Cell 54* 6600 before

\
Umv Park Apts . 1 bedrm $160
mo includes util 5 2256 iSu-.

p m 'davs 756 0384 5*

One bdrm apt for rent on Sd
bus route $180 per mo util inc . ell

conv Call Dave 6*6 70*5

One bdrm offic All util end
conv Ideel for couple or person
Onbusrte June 1 Sept 1 686 3367

WANTED TO RENT

liveable spece in Amherst
shower or bath, cooking facilities
June Sept at $50 $60 642 6837
Nency

Two bedroom ept . Cliffs util

inc ten cts . pool $186 mo Ju Sp
A en Nites 686 7047

1 Sept 1

Brendvwine Summer Option to
renew $200 per mo Neg Cell Rev
649*812

One bdrm ept Umv Pk $128 per
month inc util 6 1 8 31 268 0389

Two bdrm ept u\omplete furn
plus 3 twin beds end ber 6 1 8 31

$223 per mo plus elec $290 dep
Opt to renew W o furn Contact
Puffton Vil M F after 4pm
To aubl Col Vil 2 bdrm $180 w

util Opt to ren 293 3061

June Aug 1 room in King Phillip
All util Inc . air cond Mark 866 3910
eves

One bdrm in Brandywina apt for
June Sept w opt to rnw Rent
negot David 649 0779

Summer Sub 2 bedrm apt on
bua line Low rant inc all util . air

cond . opt to renew in Sept 886

34*4 evea

June Sept Cofonial Village 2

bedrm on bua line Furn. pool. $180

w util negot 263 7287 efter 6pm

2 bedrm ept with utilitiee $180 a

month on bus line June 1

August 31 Opt to renew 648 6333

3 bedrm townhouse. pi bus Rt

6 1-8 31 A cond. opt to renew
$226 Cell 666 3687

June Sept.. 1 bedrm apt on bua
line Sundld $160 mnth Call Kathy
54* 1228

1 bedrm apt with utilitiee June
August opt to renew Colonial
Village 263 763*

F in houae in Amh Own room
bus rt w option to leeae Rent neg
263 3*61

Townhouae apt on busline part

furn Two bad . 2 bath $240 mth w
util air cond . pool June 1 to Aug
31 253 6282

ROOMMATE WANTED
N Amherst Large apt Own

room $*1 *7 Per mo plus utils

Secur depos Leese until Aug
Tony 549 0699

Roommete wanted, own lerge
room in Fearing St apt Good for

musician $70 plus util Good cook
Available Mev 1 Cell 64* *426
evenings

Own room Immed Cheap
N Hmptn as long aa you want
586 1566 Keep Trying Apt

Two roommates wented for
summer months. June through
August Squire Village Apt On bus
route $58 75 per month If in

terested call 886 4753 after 5pm
Women roommate wonted for

quiet house in So Deerfield on bus
line $90 inc util 665 3590

1 pr Ofunda 7X60 binoculars w
leather caae Eac cond Call 688
0681

Cliffside 1 bdrm Sublet June 15
lepp I Opt to renew 665 3249

Rivglade Tnhs. 3 bdrm Need
roommotes for 2 bdrms Sum w
option fall Mester bdrm ideel for
cple Tot $300 mo incl util 263

HELP WANTED
Drivers needed Must hove cer

Apply Domino s Pi/ia after 4pm

Community Home for reterded
children needa live in easis Free
rm b bd 33004 I 268 0116 Trultt
White Mgr

CONSERVATION OFFICER
Town of Agewem Experience
demonatrating through knowledge
ot conservetion releted activities
including resource plenning lend
acquisition* land meintenence. and
forestry or wildlife mgmnt end
ability to administer all especta of e
conaervation program and
supervise the work of others
Degree m environmentel Icience
end or releted fields end
demonstreted ability to administer
e coneervation program OR any
combination of experience end
specielired education demon
mating ability to perform ebove
dutiea Contact the Conservation
Commission et 788 0400 est 80 to
errenge en appointment for an
interview

Starting Fall Semester
Student to take over iob es
Cempus Rep for N V Times In
volves advertising getting sub
si: notions end teking core of
delivery If interested cell 25* 8906
and leove your neme end phone
number

PERSONALS
Cepe Cod 3 guvs need piece to

live June 1st to Sept 1st Hyennis
Den Vermouth eree Cell John 546
4758

Joseph end Leonardo DeVinci I

bet you thought I forgot not e

chines after all the trouble I went
to Anyweys Heppv Happy Bir

thdav to you both Love me

Debbie Schefer is e beeutiful
person and I want to thenk her for

being my friend

Bmgo' Win et Sigme Oelte Teu
Sorority Rush end Eichenge 8 00
4 16 409 N Pleasant St 545 0627 for

ndes

To the vg ledy who I drove to
King Phillip lest Tues mte would
miov talking to you again Pit call

649 0197

TRAVEL

Charter flights to Europe end
( aflf Call Campus Trevel 546 0600

Save 30 per cent on flights to
most pieces in the U S end Europe
by purchesing tickets eheed et
Adventure Trevel Call today 649
1756

WANTED
Townhouse ept to sublet option

to renew Air conditioned, cer
peted close to cempus end on bus
route $236 plus utilities per month
Will negotiete rent for summer
months if interested cell 649 0896

Oscilloscope wented Will pev
$200 or wish to borrow Call 774
3294 John

Double bed or lerger wanted to

buy Either both mettress and
spring or iust mattress Will pick
up Call 256 8056

Bop Shu Bop I need lit

terbuggers Cell Judy soon 549
6553 nights Keep celling

Drummer for summer gig et
Cepe Cod Boerd end room in
eluded 588 3766 or -1487 7616

Wanted Medium sired second
hend bird cage for a reasonable
price Cell 666 4387 Lorraine C.

SERVICES
TOM S BIKE REPAIR expert

honeat cheep Pick up delivery i

684 5024 enytime

Pessports iob applications
pistol permits Fast service Lena
Photo 253 3148

Guitar lessons Jeve 646 4068
Start now summer or fell
Anything you want to know
Beginners to edvenced

Detsun Toyota Volvo Jaquar
repeired by Russ Bece Plenty of
experience end equipment Phone
686 1227

RUBBER STAMPS made up with
anything you d like tO Stamp
Inespenaiva For instance, name
and eddreaa $3. with telephone
number $3 50 Faat aervlce Aleo
personelired atationerv Joseph
666 4765 evenings

Kermechenics all foreign and
domeetic repairs Fiat specialists
Let us check out that used car
before you buy it We'll teech you
too' 686 7146

ENTERTAINMENT
Four hours of non stop nostalgia

and hita for only 666 Call Bob the
D J 638 •07B

Four hours of nonatop noetalgla
and hits for only $66 Call Bob the
D J 536 6076

There's no reason to be bored on
the long weekendl In the CCA Frl

Welking Tall Mon
Esocutive Action 79)11.

AUTO WORKSHOP

TO SUBLET

June 1 to Aug 31 Sublet
Brandywina. 2 bedrm ept w dw
disp . sir cond . pool On bus route,
pertielly furnished, rant negotieble
Cell 649 6434

2 bedroom
649 0079

Brandywina $1*0

To sublet 2 bedroom apt all

utilities on bus route. Sunderland
666 4630

Two bdrm for summer w option

to renew Busline Rent a bargalnl

686 4381

Share Irae ept near Nhamp
canter Aveil immed. $86 month 1

3 util Cell 686 0783

Wented Couple to ahare 2
bedroom apartment thie summer

close to campus, on bus route
Cell 6466167 in evenings Keep
trying"

PERSONALS

Charter flights to Europe and
Calif Call Campus Travel 646 0600

For only $20 Ispeciel university
price) you tin protect your cer.
tires and its contents with a
Bredlev ghost automatic burglar

alsrm Electricity s newest mervel
Or install it yourself for only $15
For more info and a demonstration,
cell Larq at 646 9621 or Bruce at 646
6663

alternetive life style products end
financiel security et the seme time
contact your Shaklee Represen
tetive Mon ft Tues 14. IS S U
Foyer Ail orgenic

Sid' I've found something for us
to do this long weekendl Wa can
go see Welking Tell end Eaecutlve
Action 4 18 ft 4 21 in the CCA It It's

only 76 cents

DO IT YOURSELF Tools free
with spece rentel $2 hr .

professions! edvice Ports
wholesele Level 1. C C
Gerage Mon Fri . 3 10 Set
Sun 12 10

CALCULATORS

I
College Celculetors has all the
answers I offer low discount
prices on all makes and models of

calculator' All machines new
with full warranty and more' If

your machine malfunctions within
2 months I'M replace it free' All

lines available Teaas Inst HP.
Commodore. Rockwell end others

SR 60. only $99 96 SR 61 only

$159 95 HP 21. only $119 95
Melcor 636. comparable to the SR
50. only $82 96 Before you buy
enywhere. call me first and I'll give
you the best deel I cen Call Bob
Crowell S49 1316

ACROSS

1 Facts
5 Sudden

Hood
10 Phonograph

record
14 Kingol

Judan
15 Sparked

across
16 S

American
Indian

17 Lett in 2
words

19 Isolated
rock

20 AMirm
21 --•

rampage
22 Trilie

23 Persons in

servitude

26 Hurrsh
26 Chanel s

nickname
30 Copy

sbbr
31 Choose
34 Charles

Hughes
36 Ssvory
38 Pstnotic

USA
group
aobr

30 Member ot

the clan 2
words

42 Adiective
Villi.

43 Thread
44 Aclcr

David

46 Recover
Irom toil

2 words
47 US la>

depi
49 Annoying

Ihmg
50 Mr

Buchwald
51 Hindu

division

63 Fortilied

place
55 Comedian

L evenson
66 Wickerworfc

material

61 Take -

-- view
ol

62 More
worthy

64 Italian

island

65 Former
US
vice-

president

66 Cost per
unit

67 Chariot
route

68 Lugs
69 Walked

DOWN
1 Amencsn

editor

2 Minor
prophet

3 Small
children

4 Peruv an

,
1

1

-.

i 1 f ,
-

.
.

| |
1 1

•

jt

ft
i s [ J . .

[

^s BJ

( r

i
.-. R N ^ 1

"lie 1

<v *. A L 111-,! 1 I i
-

T 6

.81 (i, p

A '

'

k
•

' t 1 - I .

JX ', i.
- ».£-&

.-

r. ft
1

j
' 1

1

-

|

. I
•

'

1

1

; .
- -

1 2 3

14

1
17 18

20

13

tnbe
member

5 Seasoned
withNaCi

6 Belore
7 Canadian

legislation

3 words
8 Adoiescem

years
9 Norse

s'sga

10 Cheerless
11 Lacking

integration

1? Leave al

once
13 Worry
IB Vetch
24 Becomes

corroded
26 V shaped

fortification

26 Con.lerous
tree

27 Ol sheep
28 Discards 2

words
29 Ottawa s

prov

By Jim Carson

<
Q.

>
NM

Your Birthday By steiu wilder

31 Yellow
ocher

32 Holes m the

ground
33 English n.er
35 Vour

health'

37 Noblemen
40 Check in

growth
41 Upsel
46 Nervous

quiver

48 Sprinkles
51 Freight
52 Attention

53 Where
Smgarais is

54 Mine tunnel

55 Gaiter
57 Bakery

product
58 Steel mill

product
59 Singing

voice
60 Be m want
63 Fined

charge

TUESDAY. April IS -
Bom today, you have an excep-

tionally acute sense of the dra-

matic You know precisely when
and where to accent a word or a

deed so as to gam from it the

maximum effect You know
where your benefits lie and how
to make even the most mundane
of situations or circumstances

yield them up In addition you

are an excellent judge of

character and know in a mo-
ment the kind of individual you

are dealing with Even so. you do
not allow your immediate judg-

ments to color your views; you

are always willing -- on the off

chance that you might be wrong
-- to wait and see

Although somewhat given to

melancholy, you have learned

the importance of not giving in

to disappointment when failure

strikes. Therefore, though as a

youngster you may at times

brood over things, as an adult

you will be ready and eager to

being again on any project (all

tng short of success You carry

this attitude into vour personal

relationships also, never allow-

ing one to fail without a con-

siderable effort to reverse the

lendencv

ft*G£T to) oWec. TM «:n 4UD
F*M0O5 tU CAa Vbo flfciM MY

TKrTfS uJrtArr uWS

WOJF, '

By Kris Jackson

Ba.MC.alh an idealist, you ex

pect a great deal from life But

you also expect to give a great

deal in the interest of making life

really worth living You are ar

tistic in feeling, though you may
not have been gifted in the prac-

tical sense Thus, though you

may never be able to paint or

write or compose on your own.

you may well spend time, money

and effort furthering the careers

of those who can.

To find what is in store for you

tomorrow, select your birthday

and read the corresponding

paragraph IM your birthday

star be your daily guide

8Jr 8jr SJ

Wednecdav. April It

ARIES (March 21 April I9>
-

Personal interests are to be

followed up without delay Insist

upon an opportunity to study the

facts and figures necessary to

your progress

TAL'RL'S 'April 20-May 20>

— Yake advantage of an oppor-

tunity for an increase in income

You may have to persuade

another of your serKjusness. as

well ar. of your ability

GEMINI (May 21 June 901 -
Only if you are willing to put

time, energy, and enthusiasm

into an ambitious endeavor will

you be able to rise to the top -

eventually' Begin now
CANCER (June 21 luly 22) -

This is no time to turn your back

on another s need The favor you

do another at this time will be

returned at a lime when you

most need it.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22» -
Where domestic issues are con

cemed, be sympathetic. Loved

ones look to you for advice, don't

turn a deaf ear Youngsters

bring joy at evening.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22) -

Make today's demonstration of

your ability a good one Results

rather than promises are what

count today, remember this in

the afternoon and evening.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) -

Unless you have also changed

your ultimate goal, you would do

well to think twice before chang-

ing your method of operation

Time is on your side

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) -
Take a rest from complicated

affairs of the morning You may
become confused if you insist

upon keeping up your present

fast pace

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22

Dec 2D -If you Lake the time

you need to get away from the

present scene so as to replenish

your spirits and your
enthusiasm, all will be well by

evening

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan

li —Reason joins with intuition

today in the interests of several

business operations Good judg-

ment pays off handsomely by

evening

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Keb 18>

-Take care that your enjoy-

ment of new operations on the

employment scene doesn't cause

you to become so distracted that

vou fail to exercise caution

PISCES (Feb l^March 20) -

Though you may seem to be

moving slowly, you are actually

ahead of the game at this time

Use some time today to refresh

your memory
United Feature Syndicate

School of Ed
ists flexible

by Garry Trudeau

>
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T
TC^!^ HEY. HHATS^pS 7WF MATTER.
^~% M7H ZACHAR.Y?

S> y H£5 SHAKIN6
UKB A L£AF/

0H. H£$ BEEN
LIKE THAT EVER.

SINCE WORK WAS
STARTED ON THE

i ALASKAN PIPELINE

<k V HE'S SOTA LOTOF
,. FRIENPS GROWING

UP ON THE TUNPRA

SOME OF THECON-
TRACTORS ARE REAL
BUTCHERS, ANP
HES WORRJEP ALl
HIS FRJENPS'LL BE
PULVERIZEP 8Y
THEIR BULLDOZERS i

V&'Iw m to be a
(f" T ZACH SAP BATH,

I JUST
KNOW IT'

jL^yp . I ^

I'l \M I S
YHcX Blockhead.'

/ SOMEONE NAMED
•'TrWl^S"ljJAN.T5

ypTALKTOWU!

9>8JJjajsjeasea. ayears if

by Johnny Hart

HELLO, LINUS? IJU5T CALLED
TO SAY 6OO08VE I'M NOT 60IN6
TO BE 5TAYIN6 UJITH Mf6f<AMPA
ANYMORE... I'M 60IN6 HOME..

BUT I NEVER SOT TO SEE
*0U A6AIN .' I WON'T KNOU) HOW
TO FIND TOUR 6RANDFATHER'S
FARM A6AIN 1 1 LUANTEO TD SEE
1W, BiH I DIDN'T KNOfc) THE uJAf

.'

PEAR OJTe. CM\CJ^,
y\oN vo r Keep #v*. open, tim of
SrAf^PtNe^ FBOrA GOlr46» BrVD P

HeLCisi r2».,0C>ffTE>4.

u

DEAR Heueisi,

T&SS IN AVeRT*^fVW-L. f3fC>eoJ f3l0Le.

•5
4<tc~

By Brant Parker & Johnny Hart

iiiiiiiiiiiiinliiiiiiililllilllllllHlltlWi^ltlllb

l«5 IT Tf^Uf- YCX) KE^P

Wficp AHH&r Your

PUr?E RppprcocK.'^.uH...
WHAT WA*^ Y&JfZ HAM& AHZ?

uiiiiinliliinuillMiiiiiiu'iuUitAlnlililiiiluliui

curriculum
Listed below are Education Learning

Experiences that are now available under the

School of Education's Flexible Curriculum.

The purpose of the Flexible Curriculum is to

provide alternative choices when developing

a program of studies. By maintaining a

modified record- keeping and scheduling

system within the School of Education,

which supplements the University's system,

it is possible to have courses which break

away from the three-credit, full semester

standard. Registration is in Room 151 Hills

South. For additional information call the

Flexible Curriculum Office, 151 Hills South
(5-1557) or Academic Affairs Office, 123

School of Education (5-0236).

No. 4849 Spe* Prob. in Ed: Learning

Theories in Mathematics and Computer
Education - New Directions in Mathematics

and Computer Education, M, W, 11:15-12:30,

4 14-5-17 (4 weeks), 100 mods, P. Elliott,

Basement, Sch. of Ed.

To give students op~ tunities to review

the literature surrounOmg new research in

the areas of mathematics and computer uses

in education.

No. 4148 Spec. Prob. in ED: Organizational

Behavior in Schools: Diagnosing the School
Organizational Environment, 4-14, 4-6:30

p.m., 25 mods, K. Blanchard, 105 Flint.

If leadership all depends upon the
situation, then leadership must be able to

diagnose their environment to determine the
appropriate style needed. Numerous
situational variables in schools will be
examined and used as diagnostic tools.

No. 2193 Spec. Prob. in Ed: Education,
Racism and Social Change The Role of
Education in the Future, 4-10-5-3, Tu, Th,
11:15-12:30, 100 mods, D. Evans. P. Mar-
chando, A. Peakes, 214 E. Lab.

Through the use of Future Tools, the class
will evolve alternative futures for education,
and strategies to get what we want, avoid
what we fear.

No. 2203 Spec. Prob. in Ed.: Response of

International Organizations to Selected

Global Problems: Global Problems-
Curriculum Materials Designs Project, 4-14-

5-12, M, 9:05-12:05, 100 mods, D. Evans. M.
Garvey, 220 Marston.

This module is designed to provide

students with an opportunity to develop a

learning experience, simulation, slide show,
role playing exercise, problem solving

exercise for secondary school or the students

own needs.

No. 9188 Sem. In Ed: Case Study Analysis

of Alternative Models of Education and
Development: Asia-China, 4-14-5-12, M,
1:30-4:00, 100 mods, D. Evans, 287 Hills So.

This course will examine the philosophy of

education in China and explore the problems

involved in putting the philosophies into

action.
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Spaceman vs. Catfish

Bosox face Yanks today
NEW YORK [AP\ - The Boston

Red Sox welcomed a break in the

American League schedule
Monday after winning two of three

games from the mighty Orioles in

Baltimore.

Knicks grab
Brave's GM
NEW YORK [UPI\ - - Eddie

Donovan returns as General

Manager of the New York Knicks

Tuesday and one of his first

priorities is -he securing of another

Dave DeBusschere or at the very

least another Bob McAdoo.
The Knicks called a noon news

conference to announce that

Coach Red Holzman no longer will

carry the duel role as New York

GM. That job now goes to

Donovan, who worked miracles at

building both New York and

Buffalo into title contenders from

league doormats.

The remarkable deal that brought

DeBusschere from Detroit resulted

in NBA championships for New
York in 1970 and 1973. When
Donovan moved to Buffalo, his

talent scout computer flashed

"must" for McAdoo, a star at North

Carolina applying to the league as a

hardship case.

Donovan's contract as Buffalo

GM expired April 1, but 10 days

earlier he informed the Braves to

forget about him for next season.

At the time Donovan said he had no

immediate plans for his future.

However, in the last 10 days

speculation centered on the Knicks

as Eddie's next base after reports

Red Holzman would relinquish his

GM job and concentrate on
coaching.

The Red Sox needed the break

after defeating the Orioles in two
extra-inning marathon games
before dropping the series finale 11-

3 Sunday.

The team flew to New York for a

two-game series with the Yankees
Tuesday and Wednesday af-

ternoons. Boston has a 3-2 record,

tied with Detroit and Milwaukee for

the East Division lead. The Yankees
have won only one of their first five

starts and are last, two games
behind.

Southpaw Bill Lee, who lost his

initial start against Milwaukee in

Boston last Wednesday, was nemd
to open the New York series. The
Yankees plan to counter with

millionaire right-hander Catfish

Hunter, a loser in his first start

aaainst Dotmit

The pitching also is lined up for

Wednesday's game. Boston's Rick

Wise, who pitched nine impressive

innings Friday at Baltimore, is listed

to start against New York right-

hander Pat Dobson.

Despite the clobbering in the

Baltimore finale, Manager Darrell

Johnson had no complaints as the

Red Sox flew to New York. He
would settle for two out of three

from the Orioles all season.

Ace Luis Tiant and reliever Dick
Pole were tagged for 15 hits by the

orioles, but Johnson shrugged off

the performances.

"It was one of those days,"
Johnson said. "They hit some balls

hard for hits and they hit some
bloopers for hits. It seemed that

everything they hit fell in."

VETERANS' UNION?

STUDENT UNION?

(or, What is Left of Student Government)

HEAR THE CANDIDATES SPEAK

This morning: 10 a.m. — Senate Treasurer

11 a.m. — Senate Speaker

Noon — SGA President

Cape Cod Room — Student Union

"Then go to the Rally!!"

Veterans' Coalition for Community Affairs
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OLIVER
AUTO BODY

• 43 years of service and quality work

* most completely equipped auto body shops

* only customer satisfaction program

• most highly skilled craftsmen

The Largest Auto Body Company

in New England

NEARBY LOCATIONS

Northampton: 84 Conz Street 584-1 192

Holyoke: 1519 Dwight Street 532-9413

Greenfield: 319 Wells Street 774-2261

Other Oliver shops in Springfield/ West
Springfield, and Pittsfield

Hard-to-find foreign car parts available; broken
or cracked windshields and window glass replaced
promptly.

EXCELLENCE IS NO ACCIDENT
AT

OLIVER AUTO BODY

RALLY TODAY AGAINST BUDGET CUTS
at the

STUDENT UNION 1 p.m.

Tooc./ the Coalition for a People's Budget is holding a rally on the

steps of the Student Union to protest the proposed cuts in the UMass
budget. Given the present distribution of power at the University, such
cuts would primarily affect us, the students. Special programs, human
services, faculty-student ratio, financial aid, assistantships, student jobs
— all will suffer.

The Student Organizing Project joins the Coalition, the Student
Senate, and other groups in opposing budget cuts for the University. We
urge you to attend the rally today as a demonstration of your concern.

After the rally, your active participation is needed. Over the next
three weeks, the SOP in cooperation with many other campus
organizations, will be canvasing all students. We will be asking questions
about what the concerns are. Proposed budget cuts? Increasing tuition?

Fee and rent hikes? Mandatory housing? Academics? Quality of life on
campus? We will distribute background information on all of these

issues.

And we will also be explaining the idea of a student union and of

student collective bargaining. A petition will be available for you to sign if

you want to join other students in supporting student unionization and
petitioning the Board of Trustees to recognize our right to collective

bargaining.

We need your help for this canvas and petition drive to be a success.

Please call 5-2416 or 5-2415 and volunteer to help canvas your living area

or department.

\
I

NIT

CANVAS TONIGHT FOR A STUDENT UNION!
7 p.m. HAMPDEN STUDENT UNION (s.««,„,t)

Student Organizing Project, 428 Student Union and Nampdan Student Union (SW) 645-2415 or 546-2416.

.
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Dave Abramhoff
drop. Netman face

serves against a Thompson back
UNH in scenic Durham today.

Sprinter Beland

hopes to rebound
By JAY LUPPOLD

Senior Tommy Beland is out to

leap tall buildings at a single bound,
halt onrushing locomotives, and to

be an integral cog in the New
England champion UMass spring

track team machine.

This spring is the time for UMass
to stave off the rest of New England
as defending champs. And for tri-

captian Tom Beland it will be the

spring for an overall rebound
performance from a disappointing

1974 spring campaign that saw the
5'8" - 155 lb. sprinter not even
qualify for the New England^' after

placing 5th and 4th in the 220 yard

dash in his freshman and
sophomore seasons, respectively.

"I was in the best shape I had
ever been in when the season
started last year, but as the season
rolled along and the New Englands
came up I realized that I had burnt

myself out and just didn't have
anything left", explained Beland,

who at times has been referred to

as "the smallest sprinter in New
England."

Beland, once a member of the

Student Senate, competes in the

440 yd. relay and the 220 yd. dash
and has been a tri captain since last

spring. In 1973 he ran first position

on the 440 yd. relay team that set

the UMass record. And as a fresh-

man he set the 300 yd. indoor

record for first year sprinters.

Running track four years at

UMass has been a learning ex-

perience in itself for the physical

education major who has
aspirations of getting into teaching

and coaching the sport. "Just from
running track up here I have learned

so much about it and realized that

being a track coach isn't as easy as

I had thought. Coaches O'Brien and
Mike Muska (asst.) have really set

an example for the whole team and
myself", Beland explained.

Beland, from the fair city of

Lowell, Mass., had a shining career

in Class A high school competition

where he captained the winter,

spring and cross country teams. He
was the Most Valuable Track
Athlete in Lowell in 1970 and 1971

and he won the Class A 440 yd.

dash as a senior.

Beland related an interesting

outlook on the season that he
claims he picked up from Coach
O'Brien. "We don't go out to lose

the smaller meets (Yankee Con-
ference), but peeking at the NE's is

always in the back of our minds.

We still go all out at the meets but
at the same time we are relaxing

and getting ready for the New
Englands. You don't want to burn
yourself out by the time the New
Englands come up", he pointed

out. One thing for certain, the

compact Beland has realized how
to learn from previous mistakes (i.e.

last spring).

Tri-captain Beland can almost
see the pot of gold at the end of the

rainbow for this season. "I really

believe this year's team will be
better than last year", he said, "we
have five great sprinters (Tony
Pendleton, Joe Martens, Larry

Whitfield, Skip Cobb and Beland)

and some of the best distancemen
and jumpers in New England", he
added.

Russ Smith

Women gymnasts were strong

despite losing star performers
By BILL DOYLE

Last year the UMass women's
gymnastics team finished third in

the nation and then lost top

gymnasts such as Anne Vexler,

Betsy East, Margie Combs, and
Heidi Armstrong to graduation.

Jodi Hitt also did not return this

year to the team.

Of course the women gymnasts
did even better this season despite

the loss of five strong performers,

finishing second in the nation. This

year the team loses Jeannine

Burger, Gail Hannan, and Marian

Kulick to graduation. Another

gymnast, exchange student Ann
Olson, is leaving the team also to go
back to Oregon.

Whether the team can again

compensate for the loss of the

departing gymnasts is unknown.
Coach Virginia Evans said that she

thinks the team can.

She stressed the fact that Burger

and Kulick were the team's co-

captains and that both of them
along with Hannan helped the team

for four years when it needed it

most. Evans also said that Ann
Olson would also be missed but

that the team's strong point, its

depth, would still be intact.

"We were inexperienced this

year," Evans said, "but our depth
compensated for it."

Susan Cantwell, the team's best

all arounder for most of the season,

will be back as will Cheryl Smith,

whom Evans cited as the most
improved gymnast on the team.

"Her first scores of the year were
8.25 in vaulting, 8.15 on beam, and
8.25 in the floor exercise," Evans
said. She finished the season by
scoring a 9.0 in vaulting, an 8.9 on
beam, and an 8.9 on floor."

Evans said that Smith would try

competing in the all-arounds next

season. She didn't compete on the

uneven bars this year.

Big things are expected from
Margie Magraw in the future, Evans
said. Magraw had an up and down
year because of injuries, Evans
explained.

Two gymnasts who are presently

injured, Pam Steckroat and Alicia

Goode, are being counted on for

next year also.

Steckroat is out for two months
with a compressed fracture of the

vertebrate and Goode suffered a

partial dislocation of her elbow

• AW*
Your Spring Sport Center

TENNIS RACKETS
ftoril

In our sports shoo dopartmonti

TENNIS SHOES by Puma Hydo Spot
Built, Convorso and Hoad.

BASEBALL SHOES byi Brooks *
Spot Built

32 MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON
584-3620

during spring break but she still

competed in the nationals unaware
of the injury.

Evans said that all Debbie Law
needed "was a little polish" and she

would be one of the team's best on
floor and bars. Evans said she was
expecting a lot from Keeley
O'Rourke also.

"I anticipate her putting it all

together next year," Evans said of

the freshwoman all-arounder.

GYM GEMS: The highest score

of the season in any event was
Cantwell's 9.25 on the beam
against Towson. Only Cantwell and
Burger broke in to the 9's during

the regular season but Evans said

that the team probably had more
scores in the high 8's than any
other team that she's coached.

Celts cop
BOSTON [UP/] - John Havlicek

scored 30 points to lead seven
Boston Players in double figures

Monday Night as the Boston
Celtics beat the Houston Rockets
123-106 in the opening game of

their NBA quarterfinal series.

The Celtics, ahead by five points,

53-48, with 1:50 remaining in the

half, outscored the Rockets 24-8

through 6:34 of the third period to

win the game at Boston Garden. It

gave the defending NBA champs a

1 -0 lead in the best of seven series.

Jo Jo White added 24 points to

the Boston assault, while Rudy
Tomjanovich led Houston with 30
points.

****************

J WHAT'S HAPPENING

* ON APRIL 22? *

| SPRIN6 PAY I
$ i
* THAT'S WHAT! *
* #
****************

It's quiz time again

"The only loser when it comes to intramura/s is the non -participant" —
Ted Schmitt, Director of Intramural Activities.

If someone walked up to you and asked you to tell them the history of

the intramural program here at UMass, wouldn't you be stumped? This

quiz is designed to help you out if such a situation should ever arise. Grade
yourself, and no cheating. Looking over your neighbor's shoulder will

result in your paper being taken away, and you will receive a zero (no, I

don't mean a new roommate). In each case, choose the most correct

answer.

A. Intramurals began here: 1. before World War I 2. before WW. II 3.

before WW. Ill 4. before most of us were even conceived.

B. At the time, UMass was 1. located in Rockland, Mass. 2. located in

Rockland, Maine. 3. not located in a specific spot. 4. known as Mass.

Aggie.

C. As the 1st state supported school, people wondered: 1. If Aggie

students could compete with Harvard students on the sports level. 2.

where to build the Bluewall. 3. If UMass would be a better name for the

school. 4. If girls were smart enough to attend college.

D. The men of the school decided: 1. girls weren't smart enough to

attend college. 2. to challenge the Harvard boys to a race. 3. the B'wall

shouldn't be built yet. 4. that men weren't smart enough to attend college.

5. both 1 and 4 (and thus 5 also).

E. What kind of race was the Aggie-Harvard event and who won? 1. rat

race (like the one in Athol), which the rats won. 2. crew race, which
naturally we won. 3. human race, which ended in a tie.

F. Was this influential in starting sports programs? 1. Nah 2. Uh huh 3.

Maybe 4. Let me peek to the answers.

G. Intramurals then were called interclass, which meant 1. Black
students played the white students 2. the middle class students played the
lower class students with the upper class students drawing a bye in the
first round 3. only people with classes could play 4. seniors vs. jrs., fresh-

man vs. sophomores, etc.

H. Intramurals: 1. developed because of student interest 2. were funded

through students funds 3. were under student control 4. all of the above

I. The fact that intercollegiate baseball grew because of students interest

in IM softball (baseball team disbanned) is: 1. a truism 2. a falsehood 3. a

blessing in disguise — unfortunately interest in the sport returned

J. Softball is played instead of baseball 1. because the school doesn't

have the money for more baseball fields 2. so that girls could participate 3.

so more people in general could participate 4. to keep Yaz in Boston

K. The first Collegian article regarding IM sports was written: 1. better

than this one 2. in Oct. 1947 3. on the front page of the Globe 4. in the

centerfold of Playboy (no one on campus missed it)

L. Intramural basketball games were played in the Cage. 1. True 2. False

3. Both 1 and 2

M. Intramurals: 1. provide for a good time 2. are a Communistic plot 3.

gives me something to write about

N. Women began playing intramurals 1. unfortunately 2. about five years
ago 3. because during their games, their boyfriends were on the next field

4. they got sick of sitting around in the dorms gossiping (hard to believe)

O. This article about intramurals was 1. great 2. excellently written 3.

fantastic 4. all of the above and more.

Answers: A.1 B.4 C.1 D2 E.2 F.2 (bad English) G.4 H.4 I.2 J.3 K.2 LI
M.1 N.2 O. your choice

If you got all 15 correct — you cheated ... 11-14 right, you're alright in

my book ... 8-10, you did as good as I did ... 5-7, wait for the final exam ...

2-4, what are you, a freshman or something? ... 1, you didn't read this

article ... 0, you either got caught cheating or you're super dumb and a

lousy guesser.
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Gorillas laugh

UConn cries
By TOM CROWLEY

Using a close checking defense, the UMass lacrosse team clobbered the

UConn Huskies yesterday 16-3 behind Boyden. The crowd of about 1500

and numerous passers-by were treated to excellent weather and a romp for

the Gorillas who have yet to be beaten by the Huskies in ten attempts.

UConn goalie Ross Blechman made 23 saves while Bob Duriand made
only nine. Blechman's movements were also severely curtailed bi/ the

forechecking of UMass. Blechman sallied forth a couple of times at the

beginning of the first period, but got into a lot of trouble and stayed in the

crease for the rest of the game.
The two leading scorers for UConn didn't tally at all due to the work of

defensemen Kurt Oldon and Bill Blaustein.

Coach Garber praised the defense: "The offense was mediocre, but the

defense was good."

Offensively, the fastbreak worked well for the Minutemen all afternoon.

Three goals were scored after just two passes starting from Duriand.

The offense started out slow though, as the Gorillas were only up 2-0 at

the end of the first quarter on goals by Jeff Spooner and Bill Arnold. The

defense played well in this period though, as UConn was in the UMass
zone only three times and had only two shots.

UMass slowly took control of the game in the second frame as they

applied offensive pressure. They grabbed a 6-0 halftime lead.

UConn finally scored in the third period but the game became more of a

laugher as UMass scored five points to UConn's two.

It was "garbage time" in the final quarter as the Minutemen scored five

goals with relative ease and occasionally made UConn players look foolish.

Andy Scheffer, Frank Garahan, and Kevin Patterson had three goals

apiece, with Patterson having three assists. Jeff Spooner had two goals

and two assists. Bill Arnold, Bill O'Brien, Steve Pappas, Vin LaBello, and

Peter Connolly scored a goal apiece.

Craig Holbrook, Adam Simon and Gordon Sanit were the only Huskies

to score.

Senior Huskie Frank Sabo, defenseman, was victimized several times,

particularly by Bill O'Brien on his goal and his two assists.

Frank Garahan had a pretty tally as he scored with his back to the goal

mouth by shooting backwards over his shoulder.

The loss kept UMass's record unblemished against UConn in lacrosse

and raised it to 10. The final score was also the same as last year's.

The next lacrosse game is tomorrow at Harvard at 2:00.
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Midfielder Putter Goodwin picks up ball amidst cloud of dust and despite ham-
pering efforts by a UConn player. The Gorillas romped yesterday, which made the
sunshine more enjoyable at Boyden.

Batters seek consistency
Eagles set to claw UMass

By BOB HIGGINS
The UMass baseball team will be

travelling to Chestnut Hill today to

But B,€ teams prevail

UNH surge downs ruggers
By NEIL KELLY

The UMass rugby c'ub continued

on the losing path, bowing to the

University of New Hampshire, 23-

10, in a game played here on
Saturday.

Although the final score indicates

a lopsided match, the Minutemen
weren't really out of the game until

the final few minutes. Trys by backs

Ricky Lopes and Jay Appleman.

and a two point conversion kick by

David Richardson enabled the

ruggers to find themselves down by

only three points at halftime, 13-10.

For the first three quarters of the

second half, UNH seemed to have

control of the game but were still

unable to score. Then, with only a

few minutes to play, UNH scored

two quick trys and added a two
point conversion and chances of a

UMass comeback were all but

impossible. The loss was the fourth

in a row for the club's A team.

Captain Charles Sherwood feels

that "the forwards inability to
control the ball is what has really

hurt us in our last few games.
Another thing that really hurt us
this weekend was that a number of
our key players suffered minor
injuries early in the game and were
unable to play up to 100 per cent of
their ability for most of the game."

For the B and C teams the af-

ternoon was a different story. After
going scoreless in its first four
games the B team really put things
together and trounced UNH's B
side, 18-3. Outside center, Jeff

Stefani ran hard all day and helped

to set up three of the Minutemen
trys with some long runs. In what
was probably the prettiest play of

the game, Stefani combined with

inside center Chris Crown for a try

early in the second half. Stefani got

the ball on the run and booted it

through the New Hampshire

backline into the endzone where
Crown, after streaking past the

UNH backs, pounced on the ball for

the try.

The C team won its game 16-0

against a C side from Harvard. The
inexperienced C team's ability to

control the game and put some
pbints on the board was very

encouraging to the more ex-

perienced members of the club.

Captain Sherwood feels that

"many of the first season players

are really starting to come along.

The number of players in the club
has really increased over last

season and this should help us find

a winning combination. Rugby is a

club sport and anybody who is

playing well can move right in and
take a position on the A team."
The club will travel to Boston this

Saturday to take on the Mystics,

and on Sunday will battle Williams

College, at Williams.

take on the Eagles of Boston
College in a key non-conference
battle.

Craig Allegrezza, 1-1 on the

season and coming off a big win
against American International

College last week, will be the
starting pitcher for the Minutemen.
According to Coach Dick

Bergquist, Allegrezza reached a

groove in the middle innings of the
AIC game that was the best the
coach had ever seen him in. "He
has the potential to be a real gooa
college pitcher," said Bergquist.

BC, coached by former Red Sox
player Eddie Pellegrini, is always
one of the top New England teams.
Last season, the Eagles came to

Amherst and dumped the
Minutemen in UMass' first game of

the season (excluding the Southern
trip), 9-4. In that game, BC's All-

New England shortstop Tom
Songin belted two homers to pace
the Eagles. He'll be in the lineup

again today for the Eagles, who are

coming off a 13-3 thrashing at the
hands of UNH.
The Minutemen will be trying to

break the one- run jinx that has been
following them all season. They
have a record of 4-6 now, but four
of those losses, including the
second game of Saturday's
doubleheader with Northeastern,

have been by one run.

On Saturday, the Minutemen
received some good pitching in

both games. Sophomore Jeff
Reardon upped his record to 2-1 in

the first game, pitching six innings
and giving up just one run despite
six Northeastern hits. And in game
two, freshman Rich Kelly pitched
six innings, allowing just four hits

and two runs. Kelly has now pit-

ched fourteen and a third innings
and has a phenomenal ERA of 0.62.

The offense was inconsistent on
Saturday, as the Minutemen
banged out 13 hits in winning the

first game 9-1, but could only

muster seven hits (three in the last

inning) in the 2-1 second game loss.

Senior co-captain John Healy came
up with the big hit of the day, a

triple to the wall in left center,

which he was able to score on
when the left fielder had trouble

picking the ball up.

SCRATCH HITS ... Statistics

released yesterday point out a very

interesting fact about the
Minuteman infield. They have
turned in 14 double plays in 10

games to their opponents two, a

fact which is very encouraging to

Bergquist ... Jim Black has upped
his average to .400 to maintain the

team leadership

This is rugby. A UMass rugger flails at the ball during the 23-10 loss to New
Hampshire last weekend.
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Duffers face Cats:
Expect unexpected

By RONARENA
The University of New Hampshire golf team visits Hickory Ridge C.C.

today to provide the opposition for UMass in a Yankee Conference match
at 1:00.

The Minutemen will enter the match expecting anything. They've
received no reports on the UNH team and the squads did not meet in the
fall. According to Coach Fan Gaudette, "They had a good team two years
ago but they've lost some people. All I can assume is that they haven't
played much, but neither have we."
The Minutemen did get on the course yesterday, though, for a practice

round. Joe Artman, bad finger and all, continued his amazing play with a
one-over-par 73.

Howie Terban shot a 77 while Tom Toski came in over 80 once again.
Evaluating Terban's score, Gaudette said", "I'm still looking for him to be 75
or better."

Toski, after an 87 in the Yale-Colgate match, has been struggling the
most.

Artman, Terban, and Toski will be joinea by John Lasek and Rick Olsen
today.

The other two slots are still open, although Glenn Sullivan will probably
fill one. Senior Dave Grochmal will definitely be out, being bothered by a
sore wrist. The last slot may be filled with either Jim Moriarty (80
yesterday), or Tim Kurty (82).

Campus committee advocates student walkout
By DONNA FUSCO

Staff Reporter
Issues raised by a group of about

fifty UMass students calling
themselves the Student Strike
Committee will be discussed at a
Student Town Meeting scheduled
for tomorrow night.

The Town Meeting is open to all

members of the campus com-
munity, but only students attending
will have voting power.
According to one member of the

group, Alan Vangile, the purpose of
the Town Meeting is to get input on
the issues from the students on this

campus. "However the Student
Strike Committee, although open
to alternatives, is advocting a

student strike as a resolution of the
issues," he said.

The Town Meeting is scheduled
for 9.00 and the committee is
working to get the Student Union
Ballroom as a location.
The Student Strike Committee

came together as a result of a "call
to action" issued by Milton Ker-
stein, speaking at the Coalition for a
People's Budget rally yesterday.

Kerstein advocated a strike or a
freeze on student payment of fees
as a resolution to the following
issues compiled yesterday by the
Strike Committee.
-No cutbacks in minority

enrollment,

-An equitable resolution of the

parking situation; access to in-

formation concerning students and
student programs; student in-

clusion in decision making; par-
ticipation in academic decision
making; student inclusion in
university decision making; student
unionization; workers' mionization;
student monies for cultural
programs; affirmative action; and
any other issue of importance to
the university.

The last and biggest question on
the list of issue demands is whether
students should strike over these
issues.

"What we're going to do", said
Rick Savini, another member of the
group, "is read off the issues and

say to the students, Do you want
to strike on these issues?'

"

A referendum is being planned
for students to vote on whether to
have the strike, according to the
committee.

"This is not a final list of issues",
said committee member Cathy
Tumber. "It can and hopefully will
be tightened up at the Town
Meeting, according to the will of
the students."

Before tomorrow's meeting, the
committee will try and contact by
phone as many students on
campus as possible. It plans to set

up a table on the concourse today
and tomorrow, send letters to all
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faculty asking them to attend, hold
emergency dorm meetings, and
have students speak on the UMass
buses.

WMUA will broadcast tonight an
open forum at 6:15 to discuss and
answer questions about the town
meeting and proposed strike. It will

feature four members of the
Committee - Sue Rivest, Ellen
Gavin, Milton Kerstein, and John
Pepi.

The Student Strike Committee
will meet again at 9:00 a.m. for
further planning, and will also send
a proposal to the Student Senate
tonight asking for its support for
the Town Meeting.

weather
Wednesday's temps will be

around fifty

The sky a shade of gray

For flying kites it won't be
nifty

But you can still go out and
play

1000 rally against budget cuts
By P.J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

An estimated 1,000 students and
faculty rallied outside the Student
Union yesterday to protest the
proposed budget cuts of Governor
Michael S. Dukakis.

Peter Donahue, a speaker for the
Coalition for a People's Budget
which sponsored the rally said, "If

you can't afford to go to school
here because of budget cuts you'll

have to apply to Financial Aid,

which you probably won't get
either."

The rally was held to inform the
students of the present situation

concerning budget cuts and make
them aware of the possible con-
sequences that could result.

Donahue went on to say that

everyone must organize —
students, faculty, alumni, labor

groups and let Boston know the
peoples' need for human services

must come before property.

According to 'Sherry Flashman,
moderator of the proceedings, April

15 was chosen as the date for the
rally because it is "tax day," and
would be an appropriate day for

such an event.

Sam Bowles, professor of
Economics, mounted the platform
amid cheers from the crowd and
said, "We must ask why there^are
these budget cuts, and why now?"
He also said that we have a school
system which is an arena wherein
two different types of people meet,

A rally against Gov. Michael Dukakis' proposed budget cuts drew a large crowd
to the front steps of the Student Union.

those who are working people
trying to make decent lives for
themselves, one worth living — and
those that are capitalists, not
having the" same type of worries.
Bowles added "Elite institutions of
all types should not be

homogenized in the name of
egalitarianism."

John Bracey, department
chairman of Afro-American Studies
said, "This school's budget has
been cut silently for years, they say
cutbacks now because the budget

is tight, but the budget is always
tight. When were the good old days
for us?" He added that there is a
prevalent myth that college people
are not in the real world and are not
a political force, "but there are
more than 20,000 people here.

that's more people than there are in

most of the towns in this state —
and they i e considered a political

force."

Ken Grace, organizer for the

American Federation of State,

County and Municipal Employees
said that deteriorating services can
be directly related to the hiring

freeze.

The crowd of students, who
were attentive and responsive
throughout the rally, then listened
to speakers from student govern
ment.

Norma Faris of the Student
Senate said. "It is our human right
that we have access to higher
education, and our government is

responsible to us."

Bi- lingual Collegiate represen-
tative Miguel Rivera drew a strong
reaction of approval from the
crowd saying "this is the beginning
of the end of the capitalist system."
Sue Rivest, chairperson of the

Student Organizing Committee said

we are educated on the premise
that we are in control of our lives

but we have no way of being
adequately informed, and right now
students have no legal rights in the
decision making processes that

govern us.

There will be a meeting on
Thursday of this week at 7:00 p.m.
for all interested and concerned
students. The meeting room is to

^e announced.

Rainbow's Corwin found guilty of contempt
ly DEBBI D/MASS/MO suspension will be declared in "Corwin willing ...k^^w it. „—. ,« :_... , . _ _By DEBBI D/MASS/MO
stair reporter

Bruce Corwin, treasurer of
Rainbow Productions was found
guilty of contempt of court Jast
night as the Student Judiciary
reconvened his trial on eight alleged
violations of the Code of Student
Conduct and the Recognized
Student Organization (RSO)
financial policy act.

Corwin has been placed in

"jeopardy" as a penalty for the
contempt finding which resulted

after he left the courtroom during
the second session of his trial last

Tuesday night.

According to the SGA Code of
Student Conduct, jeopardy is a

"suspended suspension" from the

university. If Corwin is found guilty

of any violation of regulations

before his case is fully resolved, the

suspension will be declared
effect.

Prosecutor Cindy Iris recom-
mended the jeopardy sanction
"given the seriousness of Corwin's
offense and the context in which it

occurred."

"Corwin willingly submitted
himself to the trial by the Student
Judiciary but at the point he was to
defend himself he chose to ignore
student jurisdiction over his case,"
said Iris.

Corwin's defense, which rested

its case last night, focused on
testimony by Steven Leed, a
member of Rainbow Productions;
and Paula Leed, president of the
group.

Four residents of Butterfield
House also testified that it was a1 ......... .w«i«u . w^mwm UI9U 1C3IMICU llldl

No improvement noted
for CC women workers
By ELLEN GAVIN

andJOANNE FEIS TER
Progressive News Service

The 1975 statistics which
compare the number and grade of
female and male full-time em-
ployees in the Campus Center-
Student Union complex, recently
compiled and released by the
Campus Center management,

show no significant improvement in

regard to women workers.
Also released for the first time by

Personnel Manager and Affirmative
Action Director Tim Cox was in-

formation comparing the average
hours, hourly wages and salaries of
male and female student workers in
the Campus Center.

As of April the number of the

professional women in the Campus
Center has remained constant, with
three positions out of 18 filled by
women (excluding the RSO per-
sonnel which technically comes
under the management of the
Student Government Association).
Among the classified workers,

policy of Rainbow Productions to
allow Butterfield residents free

admission to Rainbow films.

The defense used these
testimonies in an attempt to

discredit alleged discrepancies
between actual revenues and those
deposited by Corwin with RSO.

Steven and Paula Leed both
corroborated Corwin's testimony
that Lee Frank was nominated and
appointed as vice-president and
secretary of Rainbow Productions

"pending his agreement upon
notification." Corwin contended
that he "drove to Frank's house on
two occasions" and tried

repeatedly to reach him by phone.
Iris introduced as evidence last

week a statement by Frank that his

name had been used without his

knowledge or consent. This

turn to p. 6 turn to p. 3
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Electric car may soon provide student taxi service

By BILL PARENT
Staff Reporter

That little yellow electric car

:ommonly seen humming quietly

irough the streets of Amherst may
>on be taking students from place

^ place as part of a half rate taxi

service.

Pat Kamins, a local reai estate

dealer who is promoting the 16

battery CHW electric auto, has

recently been issued a taxi cab

license by the Amherst Board of

Selectmen.

Kamins said "We will be able to

take two students from the center

of campus to Brittany Manor for

about 65 cents by around the first

of June rf all goes well."

Kamins is optimistic about the

car and has been driving it regularly

around the area as his regular

means of transportation. A former

UMass student, Channal Water-

man, who built the car, has

dedicated the past five years ex-

perimenting in an effort to make his

the most efficient electric car on the

market.

Some of the advantages of the

car include no polluting emissions,

no noise factor and a cost of less

than a quarter of what it takes to

run an internal combustion car.

However the car has some
drawbacks. It only has a sixty mile

limit before it runs out of juice, and cause any problem for a local taxi outlets, electric taxis could meet

its top speed is about 45 m.p.h. service though. With a thirty mile the needs of the community quite

area to cover, a fleet of cars and a well.

Kamins said that this shouldn't few strategically placed electricity Kamins feels that this idea the

The Daffodil Estate may soon be cruising around Amherst providing a half

electric/ taxi service.

rate,

first of its kind in the country, could
revolutionize cab service. He went
on to say that he would like to see
students take an avid interest in the

idea.

"We are going to need students

for all kinds of jobs as we get this

thing off the ground, drivers,

managers as well as marketing and
laborers. This might well mean the

birth of a whole new local industry.

I would even like to see women as

the cab drivers, it would give taxis a

whole new image".

Presently, an electric car costs

about five thousand dollars but as

soon as they can be produced on a

mass level that price will be much
lower which would put them in a

market with economy cars.

Kamins also said that he feels this

is what the country needs to slow

down its pace.

"If people had cars which only

went 45 mph, there wouldn't be

any problem with speeding on the

highway."

Even Governor Dukakis has

expressed interest in the idea,

recently the governor paid Kamins
a call to arrange a test ride.

So next year, when you are

looking for that cheap late night

ride to McManuses, just call a cab
and bring a long extension cord.

Student leaders discuss representation
By WILLIAM MILLS

Staff Reporter

This is the conclusion of

a two-part series on the

reaction of student leaders

to a Collegian reporter's

questions. Yesterday's
paper listed the par-

ticipants. Responses to

questions are listed

alphabetically.

Does your office effectively
represent the students?

Beats - No. This office, with the

exception of the chairperson,

consists entirely of unpaid
volunteers and is severely limited by

manpower and energy constraints.

We simply cannot effectively

represent the academic interests

and needs of all the students all the

time.

Ghidotti - Yes. It is my com-
mittee that has review of all RSO
groups and applications... So far

this year there has been a high

enrollment in the senate with much
activism.

Hazelton — I feel that my office

represents the students to a certain

degree, but it is not enough. The
students do not care what we do
until something is done wrong.

Then, all the bitching starts. We
need the people's backing, and if

we don't have it, we cannot ef-

fectively represent them.

Kaizerman — Yes, because,

surprising as it may seem, I do care

about the rights and activities of the

students ... and I try to work as

efficiently as possible.

McGrath — No office effectively

reoresents the constituencies by

whom they are supposedly elected.

The UMass SGA is no different. We
try to communicate with the

student body (and) elicit opinions

from all segments of the campus
community, (but) there is still a long

way to go.

O'Brien — No. The students

want us to make decisions for their

benefit, but area governments are

prevented by both Student Affairs

and Senate from having a big

impact in the areas. We are

dedicated and what we can do, we
do.

O'Keefe - At this time, the

Commuter Assembly is attempting

to represent its constituents' needs.

I feel we serve as many student
needs as possible, but not as well as

we could or would like to.

Sanderson - Probably not, due
to the fact that I am not directly

elected by all the students of

Southwest. However, I do attempt
to use the viewpoints, ideas and
suggestions that students give to

me.

Savini — No, because of the lack

of (student) participation. Many
committee appointments are not
made due to apathy in the student
community. If the question had
been rephrased to ask if there is an
attempt to represent students, then
the answer would have been a

definite "yes."

Tata — I honestly believe the

office is representative of the

collective interests of the Greeks on
major issues such as the URF
(Universal Resource Fee).

What is the relationship be-
tween your office and the ad-
ministration?

Beats — Marginal to fair in terms

of communications and lousy in

terms of how we perceive and

agree on problems.

Ghidotti - My office has no

direct relationship with the ad-

ministration.
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Engineering dean seeks rise in

minority and women students
By BETH DOWLING

Staff Reporter

Increased recruiting for minority

group students and women has

become a chief interest for the

UMass school of engineering
according to its dean Kenneth G.

Picha.

Citing a predicted increase from

29 to 40 minority students for next

year, Picha rated the drive a suc-

cess. The reason for the growth is

placed upon the school's in-

troductory summer session for

interested high school students.

When asked about the effect of

proposed budget cuts on the

engineering school, Picha remained
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optimistic pointing to the large

amount of federal and industrial

grants which allow for greater

flexibility. The school's one
problem lies in the possibility of not

filling seven to eight new and old

teaching positions for next year.

Picha stressed projects his

engineering students were un-

dertaking with regard to current

energy problems. A solar- heated
home with a windmill-driven
generator is being immediately
started by graduate and un-

dergraduate students through the

aid of a National Science Foun-
dation grant. Engineering students
have also aided in the designing of

recreational equipment for the

mentally retarded at the
Belchertown school and of the

UMass campus bus system.

Picha spoke of the growing need
for engineers today and indicated a

20 per cent increase in UMass
engineering applications from high

school students, transfers and
liberal arts baccalaureates returning

for an engineering degree.
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Student Alumni Phonothon ends this week
By SANDY CARLIN

Staff Reporter

The UMass Student Alumni Phonothon

comes to an end this week after a five week

period of trying to raise money for the

University from its past graduates. The

UMass Phonothon, which is the largest of its

type in the country, is now in its second year

of operation.

According to Phonothon Director Brenda

Rau, the monetary goal of the phonothon

was to raise $50,000, but she estimates now

that the program will raise approximately

$40,000.

Rau feels that one of the most important

goals of the phonothon was to get as many

students as possible involved in the program.

Rau estimated that over 650 students were

involved in this year's phonothon. She said,

"Hopefully the students who participate in

this program will be more sensitive to these

types of calls in the future." Rau also said

that she hopes the program will stir some

enthusiasm and the students working in the

Phonothon will come back next year.

There is also a competitive element to the

Phonothon. The individual who raises the

most money from the alumni receives a

UMass rocking chair. This year the top two

money raisers are Ed Menders and Marily

According to Rau, 30 per cent of the

people who are called during the phonothon
will usually pledge a contribution. Between
82 and 85 per cent of the pledges actually

send in their contributions. Rau also said,

"Most of the people who we call during the

Phonothon are very young, in their mid-

twenties, since 50 per cent of UMass alumni

have graduated after 1967 and we are very

pleased with their responses."

Chairman of the Phonothon, Stephen
Sadler, said that in the past many schools

have been sceptical about students calling

for contributions rather than the alumni, but

he feels that the idea will increase in

popularity.

Brenda Rau,
Phonothon

director of the Student Alumni

Schmidt raising $2600 and $750 respectively.

There is also team comoetition and this year

Crabtree House has raised the most money.

Rau said, "A person who is a good recruiter

and can raise a good deal of money can
usually recruit a winning team."

1 "We are very, very tired," said Sadler,

E "and are glad that it is coming to an end."

* Sadler also said. "I think everybody had a

Sgood time participating and would like to

2 thank all those who participated as well as

2 those students who were turned away

a. because we did not have enough phones for
=

them."

Rau said, "I am very happy with the results

so far and feel that the Phonothon has been

incredibly successful."

There was one estimate that 75 cases of

beer had been consumed during the

Phonothon.

^

Puerto Rican singers perform

Latin American week celebrated in Herter
By DOROTHY MULLER

Staff Reporter

Singing of "the imminent revolution for

the recreation of man" two Puerto Rican

singers of the "protest song" played to a

packed auditorium in last night's Herter Hall

concert. It was the second in the week-long

events of Latin American Week.
Ernesto Luis Neftin and Jose* Nogueras,

both members of Puerto Rican Professional

for the independance of Puerto Rico, sang

the "song of protest" which urges the

working man to fight against injustice.

Nogueras said, "I sing of a future denied for

so long of a sincere cry for revolution." The
new Song or Song of Protest has become
the folksong of Puerto Rican and other Latin

American Socialists.

"We are not just singers. We are not

special. Our song is integrated with socialist

practice. We sing the emotions of the people
- with sincerity and with humility. What

motivates all of us is the search for the new
man," said Nogueras.

"Currently our unemployment rate in

Puerto Rico is 30 per cent," said Neftin. He
sang. "I am a man of the people, desperate

to work. Why can't I work? Let us unite

against oppression. Let us unite. In Unity lies

our true strength. "Although the statistics

note that our unemployment is 30 per cent

that only includes those people who actually

ask for assistance. That does not include the

under-employed on the island," said

Nogueras.

Commenting on the U.S. ownership of

most of the businesses and industries in

Puerto Rico, and the constant cash flow

from the island, Nogueras said. "I have a

land which belongs to nobody — at least not

to us. Working man, industrial man, it is for

you I sing my song. You who only tries to

preserve the life you live." said Neftin.

Field cites lack of

effective governance
By BILL PARENT
MDC Staff

William Field, Dean of students said last night that "what this university

lacks is an effective, fast governance system which allows students and

the administration to come together on matters which they basically agree

on."

Fields comments came last night during a debate over the proposed

Universal Resource Fee sponsored by the UMass Debate Union.

Arguing with Field was UMass student John Roche for the fee and

students Joe Hearn and Kenneth Somers against.

Both sides agreed that there were "costs which have to be met,"

however, Somers made the allegation that Whitmore has made no effort in

the past to meet with students and discuss possible alternatives to the fee.

Field responded to this with the statement that one of the problems is

that there hasn't been any long range planning in the past and there

doesn't seem to be any going on now.

"You talk of Whitmore, Whitmore has no brain, it is just made up of a lot

of mouths" said Field, in an effort to point out the failure on both sides.

Field went on to call for a "long needed summit" between all members of

the community.

Yet Field said that he was behind the fee because all students must

share the cost of the resources of the university.

Though both sides agreed that communication was the problem, no

solution was proposed during the debate.

At the end of the debate the winners of the Weekend in Hyannis raffle

was announced to be Joan Konigny with the other prizes going to Roy

Reed, Pam Harnois, Arthur Barry and Mrs. R.W. Burnett.

Puerto Rican singers of the "protest song" perform last night in a Herter Hall

Concert.

+ Corwin found guilty of contempt
cont. from p. 1

The Collegian Publishing

Board is looking for a

graduate student to fill

a vacancy.

Address resumes including phone number,

interests, experience with Campus Press to

Bill Parent

c/o The Collegian

by Thursday, April 17.

constitutes "representing im-

properly and not by error the

identity of any other member of the

university community" as well as

"knowingly submitting false in-

formation for incorporation into

official records."

Corwin was called to the stand

twice during the proceedings to

testify in his own behalf. While

under cross-examination by Iris, he

defended his use of RSO purchase

orders to pay for "business dinners

with film distributors" held at area

restaurants and the TOC.

The prosecution maintained that

Corwin signed two separate

purchase orders in the amount of

$29.47 each to pay for the same
dinner for three persons at the

TOC. RSO was billed $58.94 for the

dinner.

Corwin pleaded the fifth am-

mendment when asked by Iris

whether he had in fact used pur-

chase orders in multiples, thereby

violating RSO financial policy.

Paula and Steven Leed both

testified that they were present at

the dinners. Steven Leed said that

there were five persons, at the TOC
dinner he attended but later am-

mended his statement to say that

he was unsure whether he at-

tended. The purchaee order filed by
Corwin said that only three persons

ate at the TOC.
After the defense rested its case,

Iris read a seven page summation
detailing the charges against
Corwin and citing the numerous

NOTICE
Anyone interested in working on

a Southwest newspaper should

attend an organizational meeting

tomorrow night at 9 p.m. in James
House basement lounge. People

who cannot make tomorrow night's

meeting and who would still like to

work for the newspaper should call

Bill Mills at 546-7509 or Susan
Genser at 546-7296.

documents she submitted as

evidence. "It is Senate policy that

an RSO runs on good faith and
trust.. .Bruce Corwin violated that

trust, often and flagrantly," said

Iris.

Defense advocate Carey
Halkiotis summed up Corwin's

defense, contending that the

prosecution had failed to "prove

beyond the shadow of a doubt" the

allegations.

The judges will reconvene next

week to enter a verdict.

Sneak preview

of the film:

'In Search of the

Bowhead Whale'

7:30 P.M. Bartlett,

rm. 61 donations
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Phnom Penh shelled from two sides
Top government army
retreats five miles

PHNOM PENH [UPI\ - Com-
munist-led rebels bombarded
Phnom Penh from two sides

yesterday. The government's best

army division destroyed its own
supplies and retreated five miles to

try to protect the capital in the

dying hours of its defense.

Military sources said the rebels

were a bare 10- minute drive from

the heart of the city. Collapse

appeared imminent.

Khmer Rouge insurgents swept
into the northwestern suburbs and
hammered the eastern fringes with

barrages of artillery and rocket fire,

touching off fires and turning

residents into refugees.

A message on the UPI leased

news wire between Phnom Penh
and Saigon-Hong Kong at 5 a.m.

EDT said: "Situation seems to be
very critical and unsure there will be
any more messages because of

circuit break . . . SOS." Then the

transmissions ended.

In Paris, a spokesman for exiled

Cambodian chief of state Prince
Norodom Sihanouk said Khieu
Samphan, who directed the day-to-
day war from the rebel side, would
administer a new government once
Phnom Penh fell. Sihanouk said in a
radio interview he envisioned only a
figurehead role for himself.

In a broadcast monitored in

Saigon, the rebels said, "Phnom
Penh is now on the point of
collapse, and the liberation forces
have liberated almost all of the
country."

The government's 7th Division,

rated by military experts the
country's best abandoned its

headquarters at Doeum Ampil, nine
miles to the north of the capital,

blew up its American-provided
supplies and fell back five miles to
try to shore up Phnom Penh's
desfenses and stave off its im-

minent collapse.

This 'eft Phnom Penh open to

short- range mortar fire from all

sides.

Field reporters said six Cam-
bodian T28 propeller-driven fighter-

bombers struck back at insurgent

forces assaulting armored per-

sonnel carrier corps headquartered

miles west of the capital. This

indicated that, at least temporarily,

the city's airport was in government

hands.

Rebel radio broadcasts

monitored in Saigon said the in-

surgents had seized the airport at

Pochentong and a nearby radio

transmitting station.

Reports reaching Saigon said 50
foreigners, including a handful of

American newsmen, and Cam-
bodians who worked for U.S. firms

in Phnom Penh were trapped in the

capital and unable to get out.

An aircraft chartered by a press

pool in Saigon flew over

Pochentong airport yesterday and

talked with three Americans on the

ground by radio. The plane did not

land.

New York Times correspondent

Sydney Schanberg, who with the

others elected to stay behind when
the United States evacuated its

embassy Saturday, said the

situation was "critical." He said the

French embassy had approved use

of its courtyard for a helicopter

evacuation but there was no in-

dication such a mission could or

would be attempted.

Communists bombard
South Viet air base

US embassy in Saigon
to reduce personnel
WASHINGTON \AP]

Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger acknowledged yesterday
that the U.S. embassy in Saigon
has been instructed to reduce the
number of Americans in South
Vietnam to an essential minimum.

Privately, U.S. officials said the
figure would ~e cut to 1 ,000 or even
less. Kissirqer told the Senate
Appropriations Commit!"** there
are well below 5,000 currently in »he
beleaguered country and no
"s-T'^numeraries" would remain.

As Kissinger testified in support
of the administration's plea for

almost $1 billion in military arid

economic aid, an apparent com-
promise emerged.

The Senate Foreign Relations

Committee began drafting a

legislative package authorizing
funds for evacuating Americans
and some South Vietnamese. Sen.

Frank Church, D-ldaho, said the-

figure would be closer to the $300
million requested by the ad-

ministration in January than
President Ford's new appeal for

$722 million in military aid.

An initial outlay of $250 million is

al r o being sought for

'humanitarian" purposes, in-

cluding the care and feeding of

South Vietnamese refugees.

Kissinger told the appropriations

committee that the administration

would be satisfied with a catch-all

contingency fund, but that it should
include the full military aid

requested to permit "a modicum of

military stabilization" in South
Vietnam.

With new U.S. aid to Saigon
"the possibilities for a negotiated

settlement will improve," Kissinger

testified.

Compiled from Wires
SAIGON — Communist gunners,

wheeling mortars and long-range
artillery to within about 30 miles of

Saigon, bombarded South Viet-

nam's major air base yesterday and
grounded more than half the
country's jet fighter-bomber force.

Two government planes that did
get off the artillery battered run-

ways, a pair of A37 Dragonfly jets,

were downed by Communist
ground-to-air SA7 missiles and
their crewmen killed near Ben
Tranh, 36 miles southwest of
Saigon.

Tension heightened in edgy
Saigon after an attack on the Bien
Hoa air base 15 miles north that set
off explosions at an ammuniton
dump early yesterday.
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Viet Cong sappers were reported

to have made their way into the

base after about 20 rounds of ar-

tillery fire struck the sprawling air

facility.

Bien Hoa over the years has been
a favorite Communist target. It also

is headquarters for the govern-

ment's military command for the

Saigon area and houses one of two
remaining U.S. consulates outside

Saigon. The other is at Can Tho, 75
miles southeast of the capital.

The Communist forces that

attacked Bien Hoa bypassed the

besieged provincial capital of Xuan
Loc, 38 miles northeast of Saigon,
where fighting has raged for a

week. Military strategists said the

attack against the air base might
signal the start of a major drive

against that keystone of Saigon's
defenses.

Despite the evidence of a
Communist push toward Saigon in

recent days, there was no in-

dication the 5,500 Americans still

here were hurrying to leave.

Indochina

developments

Arms losses counted
WASHINGTON [AP] - A key

Pentagon official says that about
$780 million in U.S. -supplied arms,

ammunition and other vital military

equipment was lost or destroyed in

the recent retreat of South Viet-

namese troops.

Erich von Marbod, who surveyed

the situation for President Ford,

told an interviewer that the total

could go higher when losses in

support-type equipment are finally

calculated.

Sihanouk denies role
PARIS \UPI\ - Exiled Prince

Norodom Sinahouk's role in a

Communist-run Cambodia likely

will be that of a figurehead and any

new government will be directed by

little-known rebel leader Khieu

Samphan, a spokesman for

Sihanouk said yesterday.

The statement was telephoned

from Peking and broadcast here by

Radio France, as the fall of the
Cambodian capital of Phnom Penh
to the rebel Khmer Rouge (Cam-
bodian Red; appeared imminent.

Ford shows optimism
WASHINGTON [UPI]

President Ford said yesterday
America will emerge from its In-

dochinese ordeal stronger and
wiser.

"We should not fall into the trap

of blind nostalgia — of persuading
ourselves that America's best years
are behind us. There is a lot of

negative talk like that going
around," Ford told some 3,600
delegates to the 84th Continental

Congress of the Daughters of the
American Revolution.

"I think it can be answered in one
word: nonsense."
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Brown students continue boycott
Students picket

outside classrooms
PROVIDENCE, R.I. [UPI\ -

Students boycotted classes at

Brown University yesterday amid
the atmosphere of a spring festival

on the Ivy League campus.
On the first day of the week-long

boycott hundreds of students
roamed the college green,
distributed leaflets for various
causes, picknicked or formed
singing and poetry reading groups.

Pickets were set up outside
several administration and
classroom buildings.

The students, unhappy with the

administration's proposed budget
cuts for next year, voted by 3 to 1

Monday to boycott classes this

week. The trustees will meet on
campus Saturday to take final

budget action.

During a convocation and rally at

Sayles Hall, which the student

coalition renamed "People's Hall,"

student leaders called for solidarity

and urged students to oppose the

administration's "shallow 'ogic" in

explaining budget cuts.

Brown Chaplain Richard Dan-

nenfelser began the rally with a

prayer for the end of war in

Southeast Asia. He said he sup-

ported the student action.

"Brown is a good place. The
students want to make it a better

place," he said. "They want to be a

part of the decision making
process."

Brown President Dr. Donald

Hornig said $2 million must be

sliced from next year's budget

because the nation's seventh oldest

institution of higher learning had

been losing $4 million yearly.

While saying the strike is a "very

wrong thing," Hornig expressed

admiration for the student interest.

"They don't always come out

where I do, but I really like that in

them. I think that they are

genuinely concerned in making

their concerns felt and are ar-

ticulating them," he said.

The students want increases for

financial aid, minority programs and

student services. In all, the in-

creases they demand total about

$350,000.

"We agree that some budget

cuts have to be made," said former
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caucus president Dick Joslin, "but
where we disagree is where the

cuts are being made."
During the rally, Joslin read a

statement from a department head
which said faculty members were
to conduct their classes and give

lectures, even if not one student

attends. The memo said the subject

matter of the lectures given during

the boycott should make up a great

deal of the final exams.
Some of the school's 3,787

students did attend classes. Ad-
ministration officials said those who
did were mostly in the sciences.

"Kids in the sciences, pre med
and stuff like that, tend to worry

more about tests," said caucus
member Mike Fischer, a junior.

news
summary

Dukakis plans to cut

welfare rolls by 15,000
BOSTON \UPI) - Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis announced plans
yesterday to cut welfare expenses
by $311 million a year and eliminate

15,000 persons from state welfare

rolls.

The plan, parts of which will need
legislative approval, would force all

able bodied persons less than 40
years of age off the state funded
general relief program.

In addition, the plan would
eliminate $84.5 million in costs of

living increases for welfare
recipients.

Net state savings would be $205
million. Federal costs would be
sliced $106 million.

Other major cuts include
elimination of an initial needs
program for new welfare recipients;

a requirement that Medicaid

recipients pay 50 cents to a dollar

for all out-patient services; and

establishment of a photo iden-

tification card system for all

recipients.

A key factor is an overall 12

month freeze in all hospital costs

for both welfare recipients and

private citizens. That will need

legislative approval and could face

court challenges.

Dukakis said he had no choice

but to recommend the cuts due to

the rising cost of welfare programs.

"The cost of public welfare in

Massachusetts has escalated
beyond belief," he said. "In short

we must act . . . and we must act

before public welfare makes
Massachusetts a fiscal basket

case."

Lawyers rest cases

in Connally payoff trial
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Both

the prosecution and the defense

rested their cases yesterday in the

trial of former Treasury Secretary

John B. Connally on charges he

accepted a $10,000 bribe from a

milk producers cooperative.

The attorneys ended their cases

after Connally, the last of 11

defense witnesses, completed two
days of testimony in which he

emphatically denied charges he

accepted a bribe in 1971 for his help

in convincing President Richard M.

Nixon to increase federal price

support for raw milk.

The jury of five men and seven

women presumably will begin

deliberations in the case late today.

While the defendant was still on

the witness stand, prosecutor Frank

M. Tuerkheimer charged during

cross-examination that Connally

repeatedly gave Watergate in-

vestigators wrong information
during their initial investigation of

the so called milk-fund scandal.

Tuerkheimer focused much of his

attention on Connally's grand jury

testimony in November, 1973, in

which he failed to mention a

meeting he had on Oct. 26 - only

19 days earlier - with milk

producers lobbyist Jake Jacobeson
about the alleged $10,000 payoff.

Connally mentioned only that he
had met with Jacobsen on Oct. 29
about an unrelated Texas bank
charter.
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Fighting continues
BE/RUT \UPI\ - Palestinian

guerrilas and right-wing Phalangis*

commandos battled in Beirut
yesterday with mortars and
machine guns for the third day.

Government efforts to restore

peace were fruitless.

Reliable sources said at least 90
persons were killed and 150
wounded since Sunday. There
were no late official reports from
either side or the government.

Parts of Lebanon's capital city

were virtual war zones, deserted of

all but armed men shooting at one
another. There were bomb attacks,

too.

Lisbon cabinet meets
LISBON \UPI\ - Prime Minister

Vasco Goncalves' new Communist-
influenced cabinet met yesterday in

its first full working session to

discuss nationalization of Por-

tugal's basic industries in an at-

mosphere of mounting labor

unrest.

Government officials said the

new moves would affect business

firms in the industrial, com-
munications and transportation

sectors.

'Dum dums' advocated
HARTFORD \UPI\ - A coalition

of police and sportsmen's groups

said yesterday they should be

allowed to use so-called "dum
dum" bullets in Connecticut
because criminals are using more
powerful weapons.

"The police must be able to

adequately protect themselves and
the public from the criminal," the

two groups said in a statement.

The proposal would make it a

felony for anyone, including police

and corrections officers, to use

expanding or hollow nosed bullets.

It would also ban hunters and
target shooters from using the

bullet

Gun brings one year
NORTH ADAMS \AP\ - Calvin

Hebert, 18, of North Adams was
convicted of illegally possessing a

firearm and sentenced in North

Adams District Court yesterday to

one year in jail.

Judge Ernest Rosasco le ' at

$1,000 after Hebert gave Urt

would appeal the convicu^r iO

Superior Court.

Hebert was arrested April 1, the

day a new state law went into

effect prohibiting possession of

firearms without permits or firearm

identification cards.

Yo Yo sets record

COLUMBUS, Ohio [UPI] - Rick

Burge, 16, who wanted to get his

name in the Guinness Book of

Records, yo-yoed for 71 hours and
15 minutes, breaking the record

Monday. But afterward, he had to

be hospitalized.

He sat down for a five- minute
break and could not get back up.

He was given oxygen and taken to

a hospital for examination:

Burge was one of 234 persons

who began yo-yoing Friday night in

an endurance contest at a shopping

center, and he was the only one left

after 66'? hours.

The old yo-yoing record was 56

hours.
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itNo improvement forCC women
cont. from p. 1

the totai wurK force was reduced

from the previous year to a total of

152, with five less women and one
more male employee.

Since December 1973 the date of

the last report, the percentage of

women in the lowest grades —
grades 3, 4, and 5 has increased

from 60.2 per cent to 63.4 per cent,

reflecting the decrease in the

number of female workers, and the

lack of upward mobility among the

remaining women. The weekly

salary range of grades 3, 4, and 5

renges from a minimum of $113.80

to a maximum of $147.40 which is a

grade 5 salary after seven years on

the job.

There remains only one male in

the salary grade of 4, with no male

employees reported in grades 3 and

5.

The only other statistical dif-

ferences since December 1973 are

the addition of one female to each

of the grades of 9 ($146.50 for the

first year) and grade 11 ($162.70 for

the first year). There are five less

women reported in grade 6.

On the other end of the spec-

trum, 33.8 per cent of the male

workers were at a grade level of 10-

14, with salaries up to $245.30

weekly. Only 6.5 per cent of the

women workers are in this salary

range.

And while 27.1 per cent of tn,»

men are a grade 1 1 and above, only

2.1 per cent of the women are.

When asked about the inequities,

John Corker, manager of the

Campus Center cited the existing

union seniority structure as a

factor. "When the jobs are
available, they are open to the

workforce as a whole", he said. The
applicants are chosen with seniority

and job skills as the deciding

factors. Men are generally in better

positions, hence they have acquired
more skill in relation to female
employees, he said.

Crissy Emerson, membership
coordinator for the Union of

Student Employees said, "The
problem is not the number of

women workers, there are plenty,

the problem is that women are

locked into low paying jobs. There
are no routes established to give

women any upward mobility."

The 1975 statistics on student

workers' earnings in the Campus
Center also show inequities.

According to Tim Cox, personnel

manager for the Campus Center

and affirmative action director,

there are 483 students working in

the C.C., 221 females and 262
males.

A female student averages 9
hours a week, while a male student

averages 11 hours a week. She
earns an average wage of $2.18 an
hour, while her male counterpart
earns on average $3.04 an hour.

According to Cox a comparison of

their weekly salaries shows that

female workers average $19.65 and
male workers average $33.50

* Student leaders
cont. from p. 2

Hazelton - The office's
relationship with the area ad-

ministration is a very good one. I

feel that this is essential to provide
a more beneficial residential en-

vironment for the students.

Kaizerman - The administration

doesn't really care about the
students. The lower level ad
ministrators on Orchard Hill are
cooperative when the issues are in

their hands, but if the issues are too
big, the bureaucracy of the UMass
administration doesn't allow for

administrative cooperation with
students.

McGrath — I think we've done
more than ever before to shake the

foundation of the university ad-
ministration. A real dichotemy
presently exists between
solicitation of "student input" and
direct (student) participation in the

decision-making process.

O'Brien - Our relationship with
the administration is poor.
Basically, Student Affairs does not
care about student needs.

O'Keefe - We feel the ad-

ministration has absolutely no
interest in commuters other than
collecting their fees. The ad-

ministration has refused to deal

APPEARING

with students as equal and refuses

to acknowledge that we exist. A
complete change in administration

and goals are essential.

Sanderson - Not very good. I

find very little or no support from
the administration for ideas South
west Assembly has asked me to

bring to them.

Savini - Relations with "on-

campus" administration appears to

be poor. The administration's
relations with Student Affairs is

totally dissolved.

Tata — An excellent rapport

exists between my office and our

area director. He is extremely

receptive to innovative ideas and
proposals concerning the area.

When asked if they were forced

to cut student programs, which
would they be willing to eliminate

first, only three of the leaders

answered.

McGrath said she cannot justify

any student program cuts. "The
answer may be in the combination
of several prcgrams within the

various schools and departments
on campus."

O'Brien agreed with McGrath
saying, "Student Affairs, the

chancellor's office and the

president's office could take a big,

big cut and no students would be
hurt"

weekly.

In response to the inequities

among student workers, Craig

Stuart, business manager of the

C.C., pointed out that the tips of

the eighteen waitresses were not

included in the overall female

averages. The average wage of a

waitress is $2.75 an hour including

tips. This would bring the average

wage of females up to $2.27, a

difference of nine cents.

Recognizing that inequities exist,

Craig Stuart was asked if he saw
any change forthcoming. He
emphasized the fact that people in

the same job earn the same wage.
He said, "We do have women in

the lower paying jobs and we
haven't put together a good Af-

firmative Action program. We are

working on that."
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Who are theyi/ •tyl:
By WALTER HAMIL TON

Staff Reporter

Did you know that 600 of your fellow students toil

away for you every day? Have you seen them pushing
brooms, flipping hamburgers, serving drinks, ana
punching cash registers? Observe them while you're

in the Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center sometime.

Up on the seventh floor they worked as a team.

Pushing a cart loaded with clean linen and towels, a

box of assorted spray cleaners, brushes, mops, trash

bags, and a vacuum cleaner, Wendy Doering and
Susan Pelletier were there to sweep shine, straighten,

and switch clean for dirty.

"Bankers are the neatest," said Wendy referring to

their personal habits and not her personal

preferences. "A bottle of booze in a briefcase every

time."

"And the bands that play downstairs are the

worst," said Susan. "Slobs and they never leave

tips."

They agreed that students who stay there for

various purposes are the biggest partyers. They
divided the chores. One tackled the bathroom while

the other set to work making the beds.

"Lots of times the guests leave behind books,

booze, dirty magazines, and clothes," said Wendy.
"Sometimes tips," said Susan. "I once got a bottle

of bourbon."

In a matter of minutes the hotel room was ready for

a new occupant and they moved on down the hall.

Back downstairs on the concourse level, Gerry

Joseph stood beside a huge washing machine in the

hotel's laundry.

"Those sheets and towels can get pretty gross," he

said. Gerry's job of washing, drying, and pressing the

hotel's linen is "tiring, mechanical, and repetitious.

Like factory work."

Not too far away from the laundry room, tucked

away in a maze of rooms partitioned with chicken wire

was the man responsible for maintaining the Center's

audio visual equipment. Surrounded by boxes of

lightbulbs, tubes, wires, transistors, and disassembled

electronic gear, he was puttering around with a slide

projector. Jon Garvey likes his job, and because of his

skill earns more than the average CC employee.

"$2.60 an hour isn't that much when you consider

that someone doing this work on the outside makes
between $10 and $12 an hour," he said. Jon was one

of the only CC employees who kept his job over the

intercession. "The repair work here is never ending."

His department is responsible for maintaining

projectors, tape recorders, sound and lighting

equipment used in the Campus Center. "I got into this

when I was in the Army. I never had any formal

training, most of it was just getting into it and

sometimes getting my fingers burned," he said. A
representative for the proposed Union of Student

Employees (USE), he said that it will install "a sense of

community" among workers, who for the first timr

will be "a collective body to handle grievances."

"I get a little embarrassed when I have to serve

shitty food, and it's not my fault," said Jane Levin.

Jane works "on the line" in the Hatch and does not

claim responsibility for those dessicated stomach

bombs they call Hatchburgers or the greasy potato

shreds they call french fries. She blamed the higher up

management, and not her immediate supervisors.

"Student input and suggestions are ignored," she

said. She echoes many of the other student workers

when she said that the student employee union would

protect the workers from arbitrary firings and cut-

backs. "Hopefully," she added, "The union will make
student pay a little more equal with the full time

workers." Jane currently earns 86 cents an hour less

than a full time employee doing the same job.

And there to clear away the remains of the delicious

fare you spent your precious resources on is the

Hatch busperson, Mary Jameison. "The job should be

unnecessary," she said. "But I can't blame people for

leaving a mess because the food is awful." She felt

mildly thankful for having a job when there are so

many looking these days and feels that management

takes advantage of this. "There's always the

knowledge that you can be replaced," she said. "The

hardest thing about being a busperson is getting

cigarette butts out of full coffee cups. I have to fish

them out before I can empty the cup and throw it into

the trash compactor. Disgusting!"

"Somebody spills a drink, pushes somebody, a guy

pinches another guy's girlfriend, that's enough to

start a fight," said John Muise, a Bluewall bouncer.

Friendly and smiling, he doesn't resemble the

stereotype of the swarthy enforcer whose fist can

smash bodies with one might Karate chop. Bouncers

try to talk people out of fighting. "I tell them if they

want to get arrested they can keep fighting. "I tell

them if they want to get arrested they can keep

fighting. If they want to fight outside, that's their

business. Just mentioning the word, 'arrested' is

enough to break it up," he said. Recently the

management of the Campus Center tried to cut back

on the number of bouncers on duty to make up for

financial losses incurred in other areas of the Center.

Muise called this a mistake and said it v<es through the

Janitor Jerry Mullen pushes his broom.

efforts of the Bluewall personnel that this was
averted. "There's strength in numbers. When a

troublemaker sees six or seven Bluewall jerseys

around him, he calms right down," he said.

Susan Curreir buzzed back and forth between her

tables in the Top of the Campus restaurant. A
waitress here since the building was completed in

1971 , she gets a very low hourly rate, but makes up for

it in tips from the students, businessmen, faculty, and
staff who lunch there.

"Business has dropped a little," she reported. "I

think it has something to do with budget cuts. There
just isn't the money to wine and dine on expense
accounts like there used to be." She said the menu
had its strong points, some things are consistently

good, but other things are sometimes not the best.

"There's a problem with management. All the food is

ordered through the purchasing department. They
have very little idea what^oes on up here."

Top of the Campus cooks Peter Willwerth and
Peggy Pastore didn't know how many people had
been driven away by management's new policy of

buying packaged convenience food for the restaurant,

but agreed that business had declined in recent

months.

"Purchasing has been experimenting with prices,"

said Peggy. "They're looking for cheapness and
disregarding quality. The/re losing customers
because of cheap food." Both complained of the

inadequate kitchen facilities, explaining that the

restaurant was originally designed to accommodate
far fewer customers. As a result much of the cooking
is done in a kitchen downstairs on the tenth floor.

"Our ideas are welcome," said Peter, "but only as

far as our immediate supervisors."

Peter and Peggy spoke well of their head chef, Ed
Anderson. "Ed is proud of his work and never lets

anything bad go out," said Peter. "He should have
more to say about the food. They agreed that the

restaurant should serve less convenience food and
make more things from scratch.

"That way costs could be cut and the same number
of employees could be kept working," said Peggy.

In the lonely, silent midnight, Jerry Mullen pushed a

broom over the poolroom floor.

"I have no problem with layoffs and cutbacks," he
said. "The students will be back tomorrow and make
a mess. The place always needs a janitor to clean it

up." When asked which areas of the Center were the

ones needing the most attention he said, "It's a

tossup between the poolroom and the Collegian

offices." Slovenly pool players and journalists keep
him in a job.

Where to go in the great outdoors
By NORMAN ROBINSON

Staff Reporter

With spring here and warm weather hopefully to follow, it's

time to get outside and enjoy the many scenic areas around

UMass. Whether truck, van, car, motorcycle, or bicycle, there are

plenty of places to visit. Highlighted here are some of the better

places to visit and how to get there.

Mt. Toby — Located off Route 47 about 4 miles north of

Sunderland center. This is a great place for hiking or for dirt

motorcycles. There are many trails to the top for hikers and a dirt

road available for dirt bikes. Also there is a ranger tower at the top

which people are allowed in, and the view from there is awesome.

Crossing a river in the Quabbin envelopes one's

spirit into the total experience of not getting wet.

Mt. Sugar/oaf — located just past Sunderland Center on the

right hand side of 116. There is a steep and winding road to the

top, but most vehicles have no problem making it there. At the top

there is a lookout house, snack bar, and picnic tables. A good view

of the Connecticut River.

Mt. Ho/yoke Skinner Park - located off Route 47 in Had'

this features a historic old 'lotel, picnic areas, and another •

the Conn. River.

Mt. Tom - on Route 5 in Holyoke. Near the ski s. s is

Mountain Park, featuring rides and amusements. North of the

slope area about half a mile can be found many car and hiking

trails, a small museum, a tower, and Dicnic areas.

Look Park — located off Route 9 in Northampton. A traditional

picnic site for UMies and other five-college students. Among the

many forms ot entertainment are: the large picnic areas, ball fields

and tennis courts, a pond with paddleboats (small charge), a

snack bar, and a large swimming pool (small charge).

Quabbin Reservoir — located off Route 9 past Belchertown,

this region features a vast area for sightseeing. Windsor Dam, the

Quabbin Dike, picnic areas, a tower, and great views of the

reservoir are among the many assets of Quabbin.

McLaughlin Trout Hatchery - is just past Quabbin on the right

hand side of Route 9. This is run by the state and is the breeding

site for thousands of trout. There are many pools full of trout that

people can walk along, and in the main building historical and

scientific sketches of the trout fish are on display.

Old Deerfield - located on Route 5 in Deerfield, there are many
historical houses and places to visit. The museum and show
houses require a minimal fee. Behind Deerfield Academy is the old

cemetary depicting many historical graves.

Mohawk Trail — this runs from Greenfield to North Adams on

Route 2 and is great for a car or motorcycle ride. There are many

gift shops to stop at, also one can hike to the Hoosac Tunnel or

get a magnificent view of the Berkshires from the tower on the top

of the Summit (Mt. Greylock). The Deerfield River parallels the

Mohawk Trail for many miles and is quite scenic.

Rte. 9 to httstield — after Northampton, Route 9 is a nice ride

| for those who dislike crowds and traffic. Along this ride are such

*: places as the D.A.R. State Forest, Windsor State Forest and

w Windsor Dams, and overall, a quiet ride through the scenic

Berkshires.
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Exam aches? Try CSC
academic support
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Examinations are coming up!
Courses are ending! Papers must
be finished and assignments
written! Have you thought of using
the academic support system
offered by the CSC? This is a free

university service and can help
students develop the basic com-
munication skills needed to keep up
with course work and to hand in

clearly written and carefully
organized term-papers at the end of
this semester. The CSC offers

individualized assistance which can

be tailored to meet specific needs in

some of the following areas:

— grammar - spelling and
punctuation.

— organization of sentences and
paragraphs.

— development of a logical

argument.
— use of cogent and relavent

illustrations.

Students can learn the skills to

make this end of the semester a
simpler process at the CSC,
GoodeW 609, tel. 545-0924.

Sunday April 20

Enthusiastic dancers sought
for five-college concert
In conjunction with the opening

days of the new Fine Arts Center at

UMass, the 5 college community is

being invited to send dancers,

actors, musicians and artists to

participate in 2 multi- person dance
numbers to be presented Saturday,
May 3.

A 5 College Dance Concert is

being planned for either May 12, 16

or 17. Not to be confused with the

5-College Movement Company, its

purpose is largely to bring together

Plan for feminist

section in SW
There is a plan underfoot to

obtain a portion of a low-rise dorm
in Southwest for the exclusive use
of women with a feminist focus.

This dorm would serve the needs
of both traditional and non-
Vaditional women students, in-

cluding women with children.

For further information, call Oede
Heath at 545-0871.

dance enthusiasts. 50 girls are

needed for a BIG chorus line

number; and 20 boys at least are

needed for a hat and cane dance.

Enthusiasm and 2 hours wk. are

the only prerequisites.

If any groups wish to be included

and would like to audition a dance,
please contact Susan Doskocil c-o

Collegian or at 546-4146, Cashin
709 B-1, UMass.
FIRST MEETING 7:45 PM

TONIGHT MORRIL ROOM 203 for

both events.

Top of The Campus, Inc.

ANNUAL MEETING
The annual moating of tha Top

of the Campus. Inc. will ba hald
on Wednesday. May 7, at 6 p.m. in

Room 904-908 of tha Campus
Canter. Items on the agenda: To
amend the by-laws that com-
mencing with annual meeting in

1976. nominations for officers and
board membership and motions
for changing the by-laws be
submitted in writing to the clerk

of the corporation at leest seven
calendar days before the annual
meeting; to elect directors and
officers of the corporetion for the
1975-76 academic year: and to

conduct such other business as
may be customary and ap-
propriate.
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SUNSHINE

FLEA MARKET
10-5

PUB PARKING LOT

SUNSHINE RECORDS
will pay cash for any and all

USED ALBUMS

Cards, Posters, and Pottery
from the MERCANTILE

Custom Design & Silkscreen T-Shirts
from the COVER-UP

Garded Shirts — 3 for $1.00 — Pants $1.00 and up
from VASIL

Antiques, Ceramics, Furniture

Tk$M opens for hoi * drink at 12:00

PLANTS, PEOPLE, FUN, FROLIC

This Sunday, April 20 10-5 l
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Now appearing at the
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Some of My Best Friends

Wed. & Thar.
Happy Hour— Mon.-Sat. , 4 : 30-7 : 00

__ in the Speakeasy Lounge

DuBois on Pan-Africanism
By SANDRA JACKSON

Black News Service
The term "Pan Africanism" came

into usage around the turn on the
century. By definition it means
simply "All Africa", Pan Africanism
as a concept embraces the
collective unity of African peoples
throughout the world.

COME ALONG ON A

PETER PAN

APRIL TOUR

RIGHT FROM THE COLLEGES
• University of Massachusetts • Amherst College

• Smith College (Northampton) • Mt. Holyoke College (So. Hadley)

Sign up soon and reserve your place on one or more of these attractive tours:

APRIL 12 (Saturday) - 1-DAY NEW YORK CITY SHOW/SHOPPING
This tour takes you to the heart of Midtown New York at Easter season, with
about 10 hours to shop, see a matinee, or sightsee. The low price includes a
delicious smorgasbord luncheon at the famed Stockholm Restaurant.

Per Person, Just *17

APRIL 19-20 (Sat.-Sun.) - 2-DAY WEEKEND IN MONTREAL
Come with us on Patriots' Day Weekend for a wonderful excursion to glittering,

cosmopolitan Montreal. Hotel accommodations, included in the bargain fare, are
at the LaSalle Hotel in the heart of downtown activities. Plenty of time to enjoy
exciting day and evening activities.

Per Person, Just *35

APRIL 26 (SATURDAY) - 1 DAY FXCURSI0N TO EXPO VINO 75
You'll want to attend this unusual, spectacular wine, cheese, and gourmet food
show at Commonwealth Armory, Boston. There will be four hours to really enjoy
the show, and the low tour price includes admission and ten samplinq tickets.

Per Person, Just 'l(j

Why not pick up our special brochure today giving further details?

Peter Pan Bus Lines

Campus Ctr. Hotel— UMass.
Tel. 545-2006

Peter Pan— Northampton
Tel. 586-1030

Peter Pan— Amherst Center
Tel. 256-0431

Cannon's— South Hadley
Tel. 533-7115

This is the subject of the first of

two lectures being given by Dr.

Shirley Graham DuBois. Entitled

"W.E.B. DuBois, Father of Pan-
Africanism" it is the fourth in an
annual series of lectures com-
memorating W.E.B. DuBois, after

whom the debt of Afro-American
Studies takes it's name.

DuBois, who was born a few
miles from Amherst (in Great
Barrington, Massachusetts) was a

member of the First Pan African
Conference held in London and
actually coined the term "Pan
Africanism".

the U.S. and British governments
to stop the Congress from taking

place; at the same time the news-
papers were reporting that the
Congress would not take place, it

was actually convening.

Subsequent Congresses took
place in Brussels, Lisbon, Portugal,

and New York City, attended by
blacks from Europe, Africa, U.S.
South America and the West In-

dies. Mrs. DuBois explained the

significance of the Fifth Pan African

Congress in Manchester, England,

1945. The New British Labor
government had raised the hopes

Mrs. DuBois gave a historical

background of DuBois' early

educational and political activity,

speaking also of the DuBois -

Booker T. Washington controversy
that developed over different

idealogies of the two black
educators, on the question of black

education. Should the education of

blacks be limited to industrial

training? Mrs. DuBois revealed that

DuBois' position resulted in a

severe lack of support for Atlanta

University (where he taught) as
white philanthropy at that time was
not at all receptive to the idea of

"higher education" for Negroes.
Mrs. DuBois related what went

into the planning of the Pan African

Conference and Congresses which
DuBois helped organize.

At the First Pan African Congress
held in Paris after World War I,

DuBois was sent over to investigate

the situation of the black soldier. At
this Congress resolutions con-
cerning the plight of the black races

were also drawn up and presented

at the Paris Peace Conference,

which took place at the same time.

She exposed the attempts made by

<r« * * ^a*^-**

Can you draw something other than a straight line?

• DESIGN A LOGO •
for the

Program Council Music Committee

USE YOUR IMAGINATION

Best one will receive 3 albums

from For the Record.

maximum size 5" x 5" on an 8V6" by 11" white sheet of paper -

submit your design(s) to the Music Comm. Office (415 SUB)

by 4:00 p.m. Monday, April 21.

of black people. Kwame Kkruman
and Jomo Kenyatta were in at-

tendance and returned home to

begin the long struggle to free

Africa.

And as Nkrumah later stated

upon the independence of Ghana:
"The independence of Ghana is

meaningless as long as Mother
Africa is not totally free". This is the

essence of Pan-Africanism and the

subject matter of Mrs. DuBois'

lecture.

Though Shirley Graham DuBois
is an intellectual in her own right

(author, musician, educator and
communicator), according to

Professor John Bracey, chairman
of the Afro-American Studies
Department, her position as the

wife of Dr. DuBois enables her to

give us a very unique and special

view of DuBois, the man.

In addition, a second lecture will

be presented next Tuesday, April

22, 8 p.m. at Hasbrouck, at which
time a movie will be shown
depicting Dr. DuBois' visit to Chim,
and a celebration of his 91st bith-
day.

B.M.C.P.

meeting
The Black Mass Communications

Project is conducting their weekly
meeting tonight, 6:00 p.m. in room
114, New Africa House. It is im-
perative that all members ^nend
this very important a.«d informative
meeting.

Over the past days there have
been some peculier and troubling

incidents occurring over the use of

various media facilities here at

UMass. Support B.M.C.P.

%*
Dynamite Diamonds

BAY STATE WEST-ENFIELD SQ
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It's up to us now

By Paul Bradley

The headline in the Globe that stared me in the face
this morning was ominous. It said that Governor
Dukakis was planning on cutting at least 15,000
people from the welfare rolls as part of his economic
recovery plan for the state.

A student rally to protest cutbacks in the budget for

UMass was scheduled for the same day. "Cut backs"
was the word for this day.

These are hard economic times. For students at

UMass, they could become harder. Proposed cuts
would double the tuition, cut special programs, and
reduce financial aid.

The sun slipped behind the clouds at about 1:30
yesterday. This could be viewed as a sign, maybe a
bad one, aboutthe forthcoming rally. But there was
no need for sunshine on this day, and the setting fit

the scene. Students at UMass are angry, and the
clouds that hung over the crowd of 1000 were like a
shroud of frustration, and at long last, intolerance.

Administrators at this university must believe that
the student populous here are pretty dumb. They
have selectively leaked report of implications of a
budget cut to the students, but they have been tidbits

only and not enough to rouse anger.

At least up to yesterday. Too long the ad-
ministration has been playing games, and the
Coalition for a Deoples Budget proved that student
response still exists.

Interests at UMass are no doubt factionalized. A
key theme yesterday was that of unity; student

groups do have particular interests, but we all have

common ground and shared goals. The best way to

find the former and to achieve the latter lies in unity.

Representatives from the Afro-Am department, the

bilingual student program, and the AFL-CIO found

that they do have common ground on which to stand

together.

Members from the faculty do realize their

obligations, though they have to be pushed into them,

it was said. The impression is that these groups can

help each other.

As our supposed liberal governor winds up his meat
cleaver to chop the budget of the University,

resistance can come only in numbers. That was a

familiar theme yesterday. The student senate feels

powerless, and no doubt has been impotent in dealing

with these problems. Student strength comes only in

numbers.

Contingency programs nave already been
developed, and the support seems to be there.

Whether it be a strike, a boycott of fees, or lobbying in

the State House, the time for action is now, and the

Coalition for a Peoples Budget has started it in

motion.

Let's not drop the ball on this one.

Paul Bradley is a Collegian Commentator

to ftte
Allegations sans verification

I am writing in response to the article on Tuesday's front page "Corwin
Denies Allegations. " Bruce Corwin, as treasurer of the now defunct RSO
group Rainbow Productions, has been charged by the Student Senate
with ten violations against the Student Code of Conduct the SGA
Financial Policy Act, and the Activities Regulations. Collegian reporter,
Debbie DeMassimo. not Charles O'Connor, has followed and reported on
this case since its inception.

More than half the statements in the O'Connor article are grossly
inaccurate. I lay the responsibility for that partly on that Collegian reporter
for not verifying statements [he never got in touch with me\, and on giving
out such false information to the reporter.

I, as Attorney General, do not select the judges that sit on ANY of the
cases, the clerk of courts does I am handling the prosecution because it's
my job. The Student Senate has brought the charges, I am obliged to
prosecute on their behalf.

The assistant prosecutor's testimony was not allowed into the record*.
I have not been giving the defense advocates "false information " That

is totally off base. By saying that, Corwin is assuming that the advocates,
m drawing up any case, don 't verify all their information. They do. And any
information I have given the defense has been accurate.

I have not spoken to Dr. Gage about this case at all. Consequently, I

have never told anyone that I did talk to Dr. Gage. So there was no need
for Corwin to "verify" something that never happened.

Lastly, I am not convening a faculty discipline board. That is something
that happens automatically if Corwin is found guilty and if the court
recommends suspension. The board's convening is part of the judicial
process, depending on the outcome at this level. My wanting or not
wanting it convened has absolutely nothing to do with it.

I strongly object to the irresponsible journalism in the Collegian, in not
substantiating Corwin 's accusations. I feel that Bruce Corwin has acted
foolishly by making asset lions which are not based on fact.

Cindy Iris

Student Attorney General

Food Day activities will focus on three major
themes: the severity of the world food shortage, rising

prices at home, and the declining quality of the
American diet and its effects on the public's health.

Local groups have been meeting since the middle of
February preparing for Food Day. They are planning
roving Food Day fairs - vans equipped with booths,
demonstrations and workshops on a wide variety of
food related topics. The fairs will be operating out of a
base at Springfield Technical Community College
[No. 781 6470 and ask for Food Day.[ They are
planning to visit any area wanting food information.

Topics that can be covered at food fairs include
booths or workshop sessions on food stamps,
operating a food co-op or food buying club, home and
community gardens, comsumer buying, and diet and
disease prevention. Demonstrations can be arranged
on home canning, care of a garden and preparing
meatless meals.

Food Day April 17
The Food Day fair will be on the Amherst common

on April 19 starting at 9:00 a.m. Representatives of the
Western Mass Food Stamp Coalition will be on hand
to explain food stamp eligibility to people
[Demonstrations on home canning, gardening, and
food co ops will also take place throughout the day.

I

Volunteers are needed to help set up the booths
and to person them on the 19th as well as throughout
the Food Day activities. If you would be interested in

working to educate people about food problems and
solutions contact the Food Day Committee at STCC
or Western Mass Food Stamp Coalition in Nor
thampton [584-4034[.

Kerne Jones Clark
Coordinator

Western Mass Food Stamp Coalition

23 Pleasant St.

Northampton
584 4034

Food engineering a needed major
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/ am glad that the bill to institute an undergraduate
program in Food Engineering has been approved by
the Academic Matter Council. At the time that world
food problem is becoming more critical, there is in-

creasing need and demand for food engineers at

present and in the future. "Food Engineering is the
application of engineering principles and techniques
for efficient production processing, packaging,
storing, and physical distribution of foods which are

of uniform quality, palatable and safe for human
consumption." [Essex E. Finney[ I have read the

undergraduate program in Food Engineering
proposed under professors J.T. Clayton and H.G.
Schwartzberg and feel that it will fill the need for more
food engineers. The program will well equip its

graduates to work in the food industry, government
agency and related food fields. As to the opinion of
School of Engineering 's Executive Committee th3t the
program is narrowly focused, the area of food
production and food processing is not narrow at all. If

one wants to be a food engineer one would have to

concentrate on that area of study. However the
program does offer some courses in humanities and
social science. To the suggestion that the curriculum

be developed through BDIC program seems to un-
derestimate the demand for food engineer. Also it

would be too slow and less emphasized on food
aspect. Even though there are some chemical
engineers working in food plants, most of them are
not geared toward the food area. The department of
Food and Agricultural Engineering has available
facilities and resources to offer such an important
program. With the cooperation of Food Science and
Nutrition, Chemical Engineering, and Mechanical
Engineering departments the program will be sue
cessful. As any new program proposal, some changes
and improvements may be expected and could be
done along the way. Even facing budget cuts, the
University should not overlook the significant and
potential of this program and its benefits to the
University, food industry, and public as a whole.
Without delay the University of Massachusetts should
take a lead in establishing the undergraduate program
in Food Engineering. I hope that the program will be
approved by the entire faculty senate soon, and let us
support this undergraduate program in Food
Engineering, the first of its kind in the country.

Peter Footrakul

Reply to nuke commentary

Got a gripe? dislike a story?

4* Send a letter to the editor —
typed please!

\»

Gregg Wilson, in his stimulating and concerned
commentary on nuclear power made three points to
which I would like to respond.

first, MassPIRG has tried to present the basic facts
of the nuclear power controversy: [ 1) The AEC's own
studies have found that a major accident could
contaminate an area as large as Pennsylvania, killiny

up to 45,000 people. \2\ That 30 years of research has
failed to produce a safe, long-term means of getting
rid of nuclear wastes — wastes that are lethal for
250,000 years. \3[ That nuclear plants present a
serious threat to our nation from terrorist groups. [4[
That conservation and other alternative energy
sources can jnable us to meet our energy needs
without nuclear power. And [51, that nuclear power
may cost the consumer more than he-she is willing to
pay.

Second, I don 't believe that MassPIRG can "be as
capable of distortion as Ron Ziegler, " since we are
bound by the facts. If we were to stray from these
facts students and citizens across the state would be
there to bring us back on a proper course.

Third, while we have worked closely with people in

Montague on those aspects of the nuclear question
that relate to them alone, MassPIRG has chosen to
focus on the larger issue of whether the Com-
monwealth or this nation should become dependent
on nuclear power. If we worked to stop only the siting
of the plants in Montague, they could be built in

Greenfield or perhaps Hadley. Where would we be
then? And what of the more than 100 other nuclear
power plants planned for New England in the next 25
years?

But MassPIRG will not and should not be the one to
decide whether the nation will accept the risks of
nuclear power The people of this state and of this

nation will decide. All that organizations like

MassPIRG and individuals like Gregg Wilson can do is

inform people of the risks and insure that the decision
is made by the people.
REMEMBER April is clean energy month. Sign

the Clean Energy Petition.

Doug Stanley

MassPIRG
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Economics
and

education
The man was right. For the first time in a long time I heard something

relevant.

The man said that we, the students of the University are being denied a

quality education. Everyone else agreed. With all of the proposed budget

cuts, the man said, we're going to have a worse chance at a quality

education. Again, everyone agreed.

For a quality education the man cited examples of public education in

California, Michigan, New York and other places. The man also said that

Massachusetts was too interested in supporting its private institutions to

finance its public institutions.

For a quality education the man said that we need a budget that is

controlled by the people. We need a public health department. We need a

public housing department. We need a public University in which the

people control their own education. But that's socialism. That defies free

enterprise. That means that capitalistic society that now is incorporated

within this University's power system, sucks.

If you've ever read anything about how the upper class persons in a

capitalistic society can and do pay far less than their fair share of taxes,

then you know that capitalism is not a feasible system in a democracy.

What it does basically, is give everyone the right to screw another person.

Especially in education. (Screw the students for they're the niggers of

society. What do they care if there's 400 men and women in one classroom

trying to learn and the professor doesn't even know your name?)

For a quality education we need a socialistic society. We need a

socialistic society that does not discriminate against people whose right it

is to seek higher education but do nothavethe financial means to pursue it.

So how is this done? The man suggested that we start by talking to our

parents, for they are the ones who will initially get screwed if budgets get

cut and fees and tuitions get raised. The man also said that none started a

revolution, other people forced other people into a revolution. So pressure

your congressperson, senator, etc. into the realization that a public

university cannot exist if the public cannot maintain it.

And perhaps only then will the people receive higher education that is of

equal quality to their needs.

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist
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Reflections

on
elections

By Bryan Harvey
Tonight, a decision of some importance but little general knowledge will

be made. It will have substantial impact on our lives as students — what
we pay, where we live, how we make our voices heard — yet this decision

will be made by less than a hundred students. Tonight the Student Senate
will elect its new Speaker.

It is very easy to assume that the Speaker, or for that matter the SGA.
President, are mere figureheads, student leaders in title only whose lone

voices are lost in the howl of the cold wind that blows out of Whitmore.
This is not the case. The Speaker and the President are considered to be
the only legitimate spokespersons for the undergraduates of the university,

by the administrators, the Trustees, and the media. It is the Speaker and
the President who are responsible for the formulating an intelligent

response to the often unintelligible policy decisions made by the

professional policy makers who run this place. Their voices are listened to

with some attention, if not respect. The memory of May, 1970 (when this

institution was shut down by student strike), is still vivid in the minds of the

Trustees and administrators.

More particularly, the Senate Speaker has great influence over the

disbursement of over one million dollars of your money, the Student

Activities Tax Fund (S.A.T.F.). When you ride on the UMass of Five-

College buses, listen to WMUA or WFCR, read the Collegian, Ahora,

Spectrum or Drum, see a movie on campus, use the Legal Services Office,

or any of a hundred other things, you are seeing a return on some of that

money. The way in which it is spent is decided entirely by the Senate.

These are the old reasons for paying attention to the elections for

Speaker. They may or may not be valid. The office of Speaker can be a

caretaker position, merely seeing to it that the mechanics of the Senate run

fairly smoothly. There is nothing in the SGA. Constitution which requires

the Speaker to be a leader. But a leader is what we need. We are, as they

say, at a crossroads, and the direction we take in the coming year will be

closely related to the kind of leadership that comes out of the SGA. You
should all be conscious of the battle that has been fought this semester

over mandatory on campus living and dining, and the ubiquitous universal

fee. Apparently, we lost that battle, as we are now worse off than we were

a few months ago.

The battle recently joined and lost is, however, merely the opening salvo

in a war that promises to affect every student at this school. Sometime in

the not-so distant future the Trustees are going to make a decision on

whether or not we students are to be allowed to unionize and bargain

collectively with the University Whatever they decide, the status of

students will never be the same.

I realize it is hard to get excited over such issues, but in the year ahead

we must. Experience should have taught us that unless we watch out for

our own interests we are going to be left out in the cold. The new Speaker

and President are going to have to lead, not react. We can't afford to react

any more.

Bryan Harvey is a Collegian Commentator

HELP// H£LP/s The PEOPLE$
ftlCENTENNIAL GOddlSSION

ir© '11!

Presidential precedence

,

The American Presidency should not be in the

hands of someone with such little poise, eloquence

and class as Gerald Ford seems to have. When you

think of those presidents we've chosen to remember

as "great men," you realize that they were so judged

because of their incredible literary and oratorical

abilities.

Talk to people about Franklin

Roosevelt. ..Where would he have

been without his fireside chats?

People like FDR were remembered
for these things and not so much
for whatever legislative and ad-

ministrative accomplishments they

were able to push through

And why do you think Warren
Harding and Richard Nixon are

such pimples on the presidential

precedent? When Nixon was going

down for the third time, what made
the American people pull in the

lifeboats? He's a classless, crooked

creep and he couldn't pull it off.

That's all.

The people who write the history books were alive

when the history was being written. Their minds are

clouded with faces and they often forget what future

generations would think to remember as significant

features and events. Usually, those that wrote the

books were enticed by the magic charisma of the

main character and therefore present a partial ac-

count.

What I'm trying to get to without being terribly

boring is that Gerald Ford is a nothing. He always has

been a nothing and he doesn't deserve to be Mayor of

Kalamazoo.

He never takes a clear cut position. The only great

quotes he ever says are things like, "A zig-zagger

scores more touchdowns," or "I make my own break-

fast." You can't mimmick him,

make fun of him or even talk about

him 'cause there's nothing to say.

Most Americans think then
country has a little bit of class (rf,

you'll excuse the pun). But then

we've got this big, dumn shmuck as

president, and you've got to stop

and wonder how much class we
really have.

This guy was on the Warren
Commission. How can I believe him
now? As one newscaster put it after

Ford's inauguration; "He's been known as a long time

friend of the CIA."

This weekend, he'll be firing his mouth off in

Concord. They'll call it, "The words yawned at around
the world." It'll be so momentous that "Bicentennial"

will pass by before we even know it, end another

America will have forgotten its dreams
Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist

- OSCdft SPEAKS
Computedby Stephanie Komfeid

Oem
hem President Wood
Gftrteictorirtg that I am a major part of the administration of The

University of Meaiechueetu, I have questions why
Trw system It ITERATIVE
yon heven't sought my advice for solutions to problems this university

tap^ tJfltfyMMiy/. etudentp ejre oteeatiefied vrith

*sgR£^wier|| jo«^ oorm living, end genera* depersonalization.

JenJtorW *i too expensiva to rne***n formuch linger if
*mt*:-.. .r-.,-«.„ ....• ««, itiitftr n Tun -

.- iiW'epweiit*ei--iiiipinBnAfivt

stooefiie ere pevmmea to move off cempuet ,-*

rWelrtiwtofec«ar«:Th«rx)odsy«tami»trwrootofa«evi{.

TT>isunrv«n^toindebtbe<iau«eo^tri«bor*diy»tem,

This system is (NOPERATtVE
, Everything hea to be paid for (in one form or another), end

Student* have no money.
Off Wood, Whet MS happen when the efodents discover

iThecomputer)
*>v

*' ^
:
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Quabbin

Wildlife film

tonight

On Wednesday evening, April 16,

the Long Plain Nature Center will

sponsor an outstanding wildlife film

featuring eagles at the Quabbin
Reservoir. The film will be shown at

the Amherst Junior High School

Auditorium (7 p.m.) and again at

Mahar Auditorium (9 p.m.) on the

UMass campus. This 55 minute

film, "A Symphony of Life,"

captures life around a beaver pond
near the reservoir over the course

of a year. Early spring brings

fascinating scenes of the activities

of a fox family near its den. The film

follows the changes in plant and
animal life around the pond as

spring progresses into summer and
fall, with some unusual shots or

rare animals in the area as well as

more common ones. Some of the

most outstanding footage features

eagles - which have only recently

started wintering in Massachusetts.

The "new wolf" makes an ap-

pearance as well.

Some of the segments took

Swedberg years and several

thousand hours crouched in blinds

to record on film. He has been

filming in Massachusetts for the

past 20 years and has produced

numerous films for lecture pur-

poses as well as provided footage

for some major television programs.

His photographs have appeared in

National Wildlife and Audubon
Magazines as well as many books.

Jack Swedberg will be narrating

the film in person and will be
available to answer questions

afterward. Donations of 75 cents to

cover costs will be gladly accepted

at the door.

IRA's Cassin
speaks in OH

Dennis Cassin, a high officer of
the Official Irish Republican Army,
will speak tonight. Wed., April 16,

in Dickinson main lounge on Or-
chard Hill at 7:00 p.m. Cassin is

serving as the national organizer in

this country and Canada of Irish

Republican Clubs, and has been a
member of the I.R.A. since 1954.

TENNIS BALLS
TENNIS RACKETS

SOFTBALLS
at

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

TV tonight

^ «fcfr

6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

THE CHAMPIONS "The Mission."

(181

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

THE NIGHTLY NEWS (30)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA "A Tov Soldier." (40) .

LOVE, AMERICAN STYLE (56)

CHANNEL 57'S AUCTION '75 (57)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

ITV TEACHER PREVIEW (24)

MOVIE "Hoodlum Empire." (27)

BEWITCHED (38)

645 ECONOMICS 201 (24)

6.55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7 00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WALTER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW.
"Punch Thy Neighbor." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry"
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

7 30 NAME THAT TUNE Tom
Kennedy, host (3)

THE UNWANTED (8)

DEL REEVES COUNTRY CAR
NIVAL (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (22)

THE NUTMEGGERS' ALMANAC
(24)

ANIMAL WORLD "Dogs in War'
and Peace." (30)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
"Wedding Bells for Aunt Bee."
(38)

ROOM 22 "Pete's Protege." (40)

DRAGNET (56)

800 TONY ORLANDO AND DAWN '

(31

THAT'S MY MAMA "Clifton't

Dubious Romance." (8) (40)

PASTOR'S PERSPECTIVE (18)

LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE.
"If I Should Wake Before I Die." .

(22) (30)

FEELING GOOD (24)

THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES (381

DEALER'S CHOICE (56)

8 30 WEDNESDAY MOVIE OF THE
WEEK "The Bait." (8) (40)

CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN
(24)

FRIENDS OF MAN (27)

DINAH i (56)

9:00 CANNON (3)

THIS IS THE LIFE (18)

LUCAS TANNER (22) (30)

THEATRE IN AMERICA "The Year
of the Dragon." (24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

9:30 HUMAN DIMENSION (18)

GOMER PYLE "Gomer Overcomes
the Obstacle Course." (27)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

WOO THE MANHUNTER (3)

BARETTA "The Secret of Terry

Lake." (8) (40)

FAITH FOR TODAY (18)

THE LAW "Special
cumstances." (22) (30)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

MOVIE "The Red Danube
PERRY MASON (56)

10:30 MAYOR'S HALF HOUR (18)

OREN LEE STANLEY AND THE
N F.O (24)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN COMEDY
THEATRE (27)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

THE BEST OF GROUCHO (56)

11:30 WEDNESDAY STARLIGHT
MOVIE "The Frozen Dead." (3)

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY "Play It

Again, Bogie." (8) (40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

MOVIE "In Fast Company." (27)

LAUGH CLASSICS (38)

THE BEST OF HOLLYWOOD (56)

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, ho»t

(22) (30)

1 30 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

Cir-

(38)

Every Eve at 7:30-9:40

Mat. Wed. Sat. Sun
1:30 3:305:30

Reincarnation

Proud
presentation m

Filmed in Springfield,
Holyoke, Amherst, North-
ampton, Deerfield and other
local areas.

13

Did you miss our

Grand Opening

ENJOY Steak

French Fries

Garlic Bread

Choice of Salad or Beverage

all for $1.99

at the

BUMSTEER
daily in the Bluewall 5-8 p.m.

YOUR rviorvjEY'S W SPENT at A\ckeH.ke*4
sa&sasfc*^ ss^s m^

AMHERST
191 N. Pleasant Street

NORTHAMPTON
114 Main Street

.

Prices Effective Thru April 20, 1975

ftffi 35S8SS&!

I
SB

Young adult

estate

plan
If you're 15 to 22 years old.

you can start your life

insurance program with
$10,000 in term insurance for

just $49.00 a year! When
you're 25, your policy converts
to permanent insurance at

rates you'll be able to afford.

It's called Nationwide's
"Young Adult Estate Plan ",

and it's worth checking
into. Call:

JEANNE A. MATTEI

Representative

285 Nprth King Street

Northampton, Mass.

01060

Phone: 586 4522

p> NATIONWIDE
IK 1 INSURANCE
v^_^J* Nationwide is on yoi

DISCOUNT HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

^^^S$S$$^^

^.Better
than,. ^
Barefoot.

Scholl

LIQUOR
* SPRINGFIELD

BRECKWOOD BLVD. - WILBRAHAM RD.

* NORTHAMPTON
HAMP PLAZA - RTE. 5, NORTH KING ST.

* FAIRVIEW
NEXT TO BIG "Y" • MEMORIAL DRIVE

from our well-stocked

LIQUOR, BEER
AND

WINESHOPPES

CALVERT

m
80 PROOF

HALF

GALLON

exercise sandals

CARSTAIRS 80 PROOF

Blended Whiskey HALF

GALLON

side

Nationwide Life Insurance Company
Home Office: Columbus, Ohio

MCGREGOR'S 80 PROOF

HALF

GALLON

SEAGRAM'S

WHISKEY
80 PROOF

% 1049
HALF

GALLON

•Red

Blue

Bone
White

Archer Kent Regular

no99

WE DISCOUNT OVER 3000 ITEMS EVEPY DAV

GILBEY'S

VODKA

PIELS

BEER

80 PROOF

HALF

GALLON

12 Oz.

24 NON

RETURNABLE BOTTLES

Fashion rep Olson
speaks on Butterick
If you think the name "Butterick"

is associated only with sewing,
Dawn Olson is coming to campus
to prove how wrong you are.

Although her work is mainly in this

area, her interests and skills are

extremely diversified. She is

coming to speak about the different

available jobs at Butterick.

Olson herself is a travelling

fashion representative for Vogue
and Butterick Patterns, and was
formerly Assistant Fashion
Coordinator for a large department
store in Portland, Oregon.

Olson will be speaking Wed-
nesday April 16 at 1:00 P.M. in

Mitchell Lounge, Skinner Hall.

Come listen, ask questions, and
have a cup of coffee.

s*W-

c
i
I

Students at yesterday's rally enthusiastically ap-

plaud Professor Sam Bowies' comments on proposed
UMass budget cuts.

WOMEN
in

PRISON
\ forum on race, sex ami prisons

with . . .

MARGARET BURNHAM,
defense counsel in Angela I)a\is trial.

MICHEAL GRAHAMME,
National Lawyers (iniM

MARY KAUFMAN,
Prosecutor in the Nuremburg Trials

CHARLENE MITCHELLI,
Exec. Secretary of the Nation « I Alliance

Againsl Racist & Political Repression.

THURSDAY, APRIL 17th

8:00 p.m.

Mary Lyons — Lounge — Northeast Area

Sponsored By
Northeast Area Women's Center

& VV. Mass. Alliance Against Racist & Pol. Rep.
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SBA personnel seminar begins
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN 13

Personnel relations will be

discussed at an April seminar

sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts-Amherst School of

Business Administration.

The April 16, Wednesday,

seminar will be "Discipline and
Grievance Administration." The
program is designed for vice

presidents of personnel and in-

dustrial relations, personnel
directors, plant managers, and
others concerned with employment

Feminist lecture today
A lecture will be given by Sylvie Weil-Sayre of Bennington College, April

16 at 4 p.m. in Herter 231. The lecture is entitled "Historical and Literar,'

Aspect of Feminism in 19th Century France".

and supervision and the

management of human resources.

Seminar leaders will be Assoc.

Dean John T. Conlon of the UMass
School of Business Administration;

and Arthur Elliot Carlisle.

Further information may be

obtained from Assoc. Prof. Bertil

Liander, School of Business Ad-
ministration, UMass, Amherst,
01002.

NEW
MANAGEMENT!

* far or portable radio to pick

up Iha picture t vourtd'

Tour tat redto i*n play tor $ 10

hour* and uw <*** «*nerejy than
•n iwtt vtart.no, your cat'

Open Wed. - Sun!

5842645

HADLEY T
Rt. 9, Hadley

WAttta BUTTY

FV

At 1:46

„ , SURVIVAL
l
r

. OF THE
FIERCEST,

i* AND THE
{' FUNNIEST. IT?

Health Careers Night to be held April 23rd

third 41

II 4 J

T fBURT REYNOLDS/

THE LONGEST YARD

EDDIE ALBERT.

:* Jam

OOHEKTHNG 1

"1

""I

Flnast Introduces The New Way For Old-Fashioned Values:

where the best Meat Men in the business are responsible to give you complete satisfaction
with your meat purchase, or DOUBLE-YOUR-MONEY-BACK!

Rnast
SUPERMARKETS

Beef Chuck Beef Chuck Underblade Fresh Chuck
7-Bone Roast 7-Bone Steak Pot Roast Ground

Beef Chuck
Stew Beef

Extra Trim
Rib Steak

Bone
In

Large End
6 to 8 Ribs
Beef

Shoulder
Roast

Bottom Extra Trim Shoulder
Round Roast Rib Roast Steak

Top Blade
Steak

Beef Loin
Sirloin Steak

Boneless
Beef $128 ST $128 5.- $-|18 &r&*|38 sr&$-|38 IL$«|48

fti"'

Top Round
Roast

Beef Round
Tip Roast

Boneless
Beef
Round

^4 48 BonelessS448

More Proof It Pays to Shop the Flnast

Beef Chuck Short Ribs T. .

.

Beef Round Ground ^X't,,
Beef Chuck Top Blade Steak
Beef Rib Roast XT»%\
Beef Chuck Cubed Steak -on^

Tenderknive Steak "CST
Boneless Beef Rib Eye Steak
Select Sliced Beef Liver
Fresh Chicken Legs
Fresh Chicken Breasts
Boneless Chicken BreastS"««.

Way!

. •» 98«

1.18

, 1.28
» 1.38
1.48

ic 1 .68
!b 1.98
* 59*

«. 78*

.. 88*

i&l .38

Porterhouse Top Round
Steak Steak

Beef Loin
Tail-less $<|68 $<j68

Frozen Food Favorites

Potatoes
Tater Boy
Shoestring

520oz$^
pkgs

Pot Pies
Swanson

Beef. Turkey
Chicken

38 0,5.4
pkgs

Spinach' ', 6
Fish Dinnero*-&2
Fish Cakes
Birds Eye

1.00
l.gs

O SeatJ
Peai of

Corn

9
;:i.oo

ir.1.00
10 01

'^GULARCUT
S.JH BEAMS

AR CUT •UlAR CUT

EN BEANS

Swanson rs£.4
3 1.00

.;i.oo

Check these great Values. More Proof It Pays to Shop the Flnast Way!

"at ** sas*
Libbys in

Deep Brown Beans o?^as
s
s
a
e
u
s

ce4 1

c:ns
z$
1

O cans I

or Molasses

or Elbow
MacaroniLaRosa Spaghetti

Hunts Tomato Sauce
Cut Green Beans "-»• 15'/i oz

cans *1

Mr Dell Favorites!

BoiledHam
Domestic

Freshly Sliced
To Order

-,79

Bisquic
Bis**

Roast Beef ££ . . T1.39
Bologna & „ 1.19
Liverwurst ft 6 1.19
Swiss Cheese «• ,„ 1.79
Mr. Deli Pizzas. .« 89*

In-Store Bake Shop!

Italian

Bread 4 8^ $1
Asstd Turnovers 4^.78*

_•• !ZW
15 c off
With This Coupon

On < 1 1 40 or [VI j

Bigqulck

_L {
Variety Mix "j

— V l^pv.ilifl Th'u April (9 M !«>5|

20* off t 10* off
vnn inrj uoupof
On ,?» 19*4 or J

Batty Crocker
Chocot«l*» ^udge
nstart ft

With Thu Coupon
On HI '? I Ol IMJ

Kaablar
I v^* i ' ' i a * v*

Kaablar
I Fudge Stripes tinstant Fro. m »~ww

IVal'd Thru April t*» m VP^fJ y a i,d Thru April 19 M t,?79

30c off I 10* off 1

Wtin This Coupon
On Ml 1? o<

Johnaon
M With Tht» Coupon rr-i

On MtiOO ft IMJ

Hendl-Wrap
Lemon Favor ' Food Wrap ~|

kSafk VJi (1 Thru April 19 H ' . «,.^ej V»l.fl Thru April 19 H !?<<}

"prioMTffective Thru April 1TT9T5"

It always pay to shop tor Quality Produce the Finest Way!

Fresh Lettuce
Iceberg

California

the Fresh Crisp
for Salads and
Sandwiches

heads 1
Tomatoes
Family Pak
Red Ripe

24 02

P*g 69*
Anjou Pears 10,0, 79*
Avocados 3 -1.00
Green Squash 3 *»1 00
Hardy Azaleas ro£2T . „ 99*

Farm Fresh Dairy Features!

Margarine
59*Kraft

Park ay
Quarters pk8

Fin«»i

MUd 85'
10 or
pkg

c,n 1.09

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

Cheddar Cheese
Cottage Cheese *n

Oren Fresh Bakery Specials!

Big Round Top
White Bread

Finast Fresh 3"'°' $
1

Apple Pies mm Jy 79*
English Muffins ... 3 "V1.00

Bakery Itomi AvtilaM* Tut* thru Sat

Not Responsible tor Typographies! Errors

On Wednesday, April 24, a special "Health
Careers Night" will be offered to students at

the University Health Services (Infirmary)

from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.

The program will offer students an op-

portunity to discuss and realistically explore

various careers in Health, such as Physical

therapy, Medicine, Psychology, Social work,

Pharmacy, Laboratory Science, Health

Education, Health Administration, Nursing,
Nutrition, Environmental Health, Medical
Records, Dentistry, and Dental Technology.

This program is being offered before pre-
registration so that if you have any questions
concerning various fields, appropriate people
will be there to speak with you. Health
Professionals from the Health Services will

be able to discuss job responsibilities no-
portunities in the field, changing em-

ployment patterns and the like.

Academic representatives from the various
departments mentioned above will be there
in addition to representatives from the Career
Planning and Placement Office and the Pre-

med, pre-dent, and prevent chairman to
offer their assistance. All these sources have
been gathered under the same roof at the

same time so that you might gain good

perspective on any questions.

This program is being sponsored by the
Community Health Education Committee of
the Health Services in cooperation with the
academic departments and the Career
Planning and Placement Office. If you have
any questions concerning plans for Health
careers night, please call the Health
Education. Office at 549-2671.

AMHERSTtV™
AMITY ST. 253 5426

Best Picture of theYear.
-National Society ol HmOitic.

uV Ullmann in

X SCENES FROM
" A MARRIAGE

written and directed by ingmar Bergmar
EVES SCENESFROW AMARRIAGE-7 30

MONOAY* TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $100

OF SMITH COLLEGE

;ooemy;
lirlV"

'

NORTHAMPTON
• • • HI It
NOW— ends Sunday

at7:00&9:l5

blSTALDIS FFIUNI
1

fro****** I LI5II n.

KWHOfcOnCtuKS

presented here
original version!

'

mimxiii

film times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Amarcord 7, 9:15

AMHERST CINEMA
Scenes from Marriage 7:30

CALVIN THEATRE
Godfather II 7:30

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Godfather II 8:00
Emmanuelle 7. 900
Woman Under the Influence 7.

945 ,

EASTFIELD MALL
Reincarnation of Peter Proud

7:30. 9:40

HADLEY DRIVE-IN
Show starts at 746

MT. FARMS 4 THEATRES
Groove Tube 6:30. 8:30
Dirty Harry 6:16
Magnum Force 8:30
Amarcord 6:00. 8:30
Lenny 6:16. 8 30

SHOWCASE CINEMA
Shampoo 2. 7:16. 9:30
Waldo Pepper 2. 7:30. 8:30
The 4 Musketeers 2. 7:40. 9:30
Tommy 2. 7:30. 9 40
Funny Lady 2. 800

HOW
CALVlNT&ie

ION S84

Academy A

IK '* MDT 1
1 Best Picture

UudMarHfll II Best Actor
hSTmiiietii ^

'tth

H

RFCuRD WEEK
Best Director

Eves Godtattor 1

1

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • All SEATS $1 00
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notices

ALCOHOL DISCUSSION GROUP
Will meet in C.C. 908. Anyone wishing

to explore his or her own drinking is en-
couraged to attend.

ALL UMASS WOMEN
The sisters of Sigma Delta Tau Sorority

invite all University women to a Bingo
party and exchange on April 16 at 8, 409 N.
Pleasant St. For rides and info call 545
0527 before 6.

BELCHERTOWN BOL TWOOD
The yearbook .needs a photographer! s)

to take pictures of the Belchertown-
Boltwood project. Anyone interested and
experienced with a 35 mm SLR should
come to the Index Office in 409 S.U. and
see John or Dan.
BIBLICAL EXPLORATION UCF

Open, free exploration of a few verses of
Scripture tonight from 9:45 p.m. til 10:30
p.m. in 316 Hampshire House. UCF
welcomes everyone to explore this or any
other aspect of our ecumenical campus
ministry to the whole UMass community.
Give it a tryl

BOTANY DEPT. COLLOQ.
Mr. Daniel Stetka of the Department of

Botany here at UMass-Amherst will be the
guest speaker at the Botany Colloquium
Thurs., April 17 at 4:30 p.m. in 203 Morrill

Science Center. "Recovery from
Radiation Unduced Mitotic Delay" is the

topic. Coffee is served at 4 p.m.

BREAD AND WINE
You are invited by UCF to a brief,

simple, sharing of common loaf and
common cup in 316 Hampshire House
tonight, 10:30 10:50 p.m. United Christian

Foundation is an ecumenical campus
ministry to the whole UMass community:
we welcome all without regard to

background or opinion. Take ... eat ...

drink.

BRIDGE PLAYERS OLD AND NEW
Regular pairs game tonight at 7:15 in

C.C 162-175. Lessons and discussion in

C.C. 801 from 6-7. Come down.
CAN YOU MAKE MUSIC?

Musicians needed to play Fri. nites at

Coffee house on Orchard Hill. If interested,

call Deb. or Paul 6-6616 soonl

DVP MEETING
There will be a meeting of the

Distinguished Visitors Program Committee
">rtav from 5-7 p.m. in C.C. 901.
LOST

Ladies' gold Wittnauer watch. Great
sentimental value. Lost over 2 mos. ago.
Marie 367-2616. Reward substantial.

turn to p. 17

(fUDC Classified* Pay
to atface a clASsHitd. dres) by

DMWet CeHaajiew Office
I » a m and 3:43 p. m rVtondav
- FrteUjy

TIM o>*tfhfM<( J: 4$, two days
tit* day your erf n to

DaMy - 4 M per Una
Waaliiv - JO par Una
Monthly - 4 » par Una
•Two Hnaa en form
approximate one line.

FJR SALE

integral Sveteme power amp
laree Advent speaker* ACI audio
preemp. all immecukste MM. Call
Mike M>-0177

Need e piece to put your plants'
uy e plant hanger from ma for

• 7 SO Made from reel wood, hangs
in dorm window, holds up to 12
plant* Call Vlcki at •-•Ml or atop
by and. sea at JQA 1403

fair JBl M speakers high ef-

ficiency. • OHM M7-MM. Keep
trying f

Heed skis bndgs boot*, etc 2M

AUTO FOR SALE
72 Capri AM FM atareo. 33 mpg

• 1B7S SM-M10.

Muat aell leaving country. 73 redMG Midget Low mlleege beet
offer MS 13S2

For sale 1S72 SAAB Mf Exccond new injector* Tirea air
'cond 42400 or beet offer 413 774
42n eveninea

4 tale - Paugaot UM - 21"
freme Excellent cond Asking »1002UHM
M VW Van. new point job. need

mach work Bast offer SM 2*M
Ask for Oave

•3 Chevy Impale a* body Runs
Beat offer Cell 283 2409

M vw Bup. 72000 mi Rebuilt
engine 1260 or bed offer 1 534

'!

1*M Van. (S eng . nd body wk
Runs fine, aid . < cvl 10020 or B1
Quabbin Apt . Bel. BO
IBM Corvalr Asking I3O0 283

2M1.

70 Chev imp. la AC. 47*0 Jim.

RUBBER STAMPS made up with
anything you d Ilka to stamp
Inexpenelve For Instance name
and addreaa 13 with telephone
number 1)10 Feel service Also
personellted stationery Joseph
MB-47M. evenlnge

1M7 Cadillac Good cond
283 3M1

73 MGB. axe condition. 2S rrpg
Mich tiros selling cheep Call 544
5033

Gibson ES 338 good cond
263 5746

»276

71 Fiat 124 seden
mpg Good cond til!
Roberts 5 0160

Rodiel*. 30
i Cell Mrs

Refrigerator 10 cu ft Beet offer
over *100 Veer old Cell Chrla at •-

7870 or 6

:

Fonder Bandmaster ft PA Guild
Guitar Leslie 147 RMI Piano 2M
•1M after 6

Symphonic stereo w record
changer AM FM Stereo redio tepe
deck. 2 Ig speekers Sell for 1180

EXAKTA VS1000U 2 bodiea. 3
lansea 3 viewfinders Howell 66A
strobe lots else Complete only
*3M 549 0384

10 Sp French bike good cond 1

Ig sofe comf Cell Bill 8M 3288 69pm

Wurlitier Electric Pieno 4 mo
old 4800 or best offer Also old
Vermont Fiddle (70 or best offer
Creig 6M61M

Pure silver for sole Cell Arthur
Chen Mon Fri 7 10 p m 283 5802

SEX IN PICTURE*"' Bring beck
good memories' Th. e books and
magaiines show ALI in color end
block end white' Fantasies galore
and even good look) i models The
same as combet i no ha.d core
but even with some teste' Only s
limited emount at 40 ->ar cent off
»3 inateod of »5 A few superficially
damaged et 1260 Send your age
end check to P O Bos 140
Amherst

Merentr 2220 1280 Criterion 4X
only »150 Two P E mpro 3016
turnteble 1126 LA 25 436 Vry
clean Brien 548 6212

Sony TC8 Rec Plev 8 trk 470
, 763 7887

Two Oon tlrea. 4 ply. G78 14
used 1800 mile* »40 or beat offer
Call 649 0219

Complete single bed 126 a 3

corner desk (6. 4 tires H78X16 *3
each Cell 2M 8948

Crulaar peck freme. cemp trails

horlton pack bag Call 849 MM
Muat sail pr OHM d spkrs 3

mos old with warrant . carda and
bosas Call 8M 6626 avena »1M or
BO

And Or a* collateral for loan
stereo system w Dynaco SCA 80
etc Bill 323 M74

Guild F 112 12 string ful'ar w-
herd shell caee Exc condition. 3
year* old *22S Call 648 1831 and
leeve nemo

Stereo compononta. 20 20 par
cent oH liatl All maior brenda. all

euaranteed CaJJ Vlnnv ^2*3 2409

AUTO FOR SALE

83 Rambler Classic • eyl atand
good gen cond . good tlrea naeda
Irene Oenta rear. 471 238 7383

1M4 Ford Oslo. Is pa. pb air

cond 4300 or beet offer Coll John
642 81*3

•Mich Wildcat. 4 dr. 429 cu. In. 3
spd . auto .

air conditioned. 17 mpg
A reel beauty »700 or boot offer
John 8M 1187

67 Saeb. good engine end
tronsmsn Needs work and lova
• 150 Cell Lee in Qranby 1 487 2196

1972 Pontiec Lemene convertibleAM FM redio. excell condition,
snows »2260 or beet offer Call 283
3890 9 e m 1 p m

44 Chev No beeuty But SUPER
RUNNING Small 8 automatic ps
1396 263 79*7

70 Fiet coupe, no 3rd goer. 40
mpg Wonts good home »496 tekes
•t 263 7*87

71 Austin Amerlce. 30 mpg. new
brakes end tire* 3S 000 miles 4M0
Bob 283 7987

84 Corveir convert body ft top
good Needs motor 4100 or B O
Bob 263 7*87

58 Peugeot Sunroof, need*
muffler end battery »100 drive It

away Bob 283 7*87

84 Ford 9XL 500 4 speed runs
well 323 4249 417S

1973 Tovote Londcruleer Muet
tell Best offer Cell 546 02*8 before
5 30 leeve nemo and phone no

1982 Falc
. 2 dr sad 4126 283

3328

1987 Datsun 411 tJOO Call Bo
763 3631

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1975 Kawasaki K 7.400 100 mlfea.

perfect crash bars konl shocks
Asking 41160 Call Bob days 6M
4662 mtes mesaoge

1974 Hondo CL200 On Off rood
4500 mi Good condition (760 firm

. Steve 253 5692 attar 5pm
1972 Honda CB460 esc shepe

ssy ber h extres Muat sail Call 649
0346

1973 Vamane 3M Dirt Bike la
cond (700 Ron 268 8443

1971 Triumph Bonneville 8M CC.
stock condition, with very low
miieege t18M Call Bernle et 288
06M

1971 Triumph 10' Extension. 10'
ber* new point 283T

FOR RENT

Amh - Now 3 bdr . w w corpet.
dw diap . tannla et.. swimming
pool Imm Occ No loose rog *2M
plus util f» sec Coll 54* 8800 before'

_Univ Pjr, Ao'l^ 1 badxDl.. 1160
mo includes util 6 2268 ISuei
dais 288 0384 5 6 p m.

Cope cottogaa cloea to booch
Harwich Seeson 617 432 432*
Uroups welcome

Cheerful! room in country house
aveil June 1 263 8842 after •

One bdrm ept for rent on Sd~~
bus route 1180 per mo . util inc ell

• cony Cell Dave 8M TOM

TO SUBLET
To sublet 2 bedroom opt all

utilities on bus route. Sunderlond
888 4*30

ZMDC Ck&ikedk
TO SUBLET

5 ne person needed to shere two
oadroom apt. in Amh. Canter from
Juno 1 Sept 1. Convenient
location and fairly Inexpensive Call
2*4-0127 after 4 p m

•170 a month till Juno Can
renew loose Contoct A Lewie. 6
0333 or 886 4819

Townhouee opt. to sublet. Juno
to Auguat. Option to renew. Air
conditioned, corpoted. cloea to
cempua and on bua route 1235 plus
utilitioa par month Will negotiate
for summer months If interested
call 549 0*96

Two bedroom ept. In Bren-
dywine June 1st Aug. 31.
Negotiable 549 0112

Three bedroom townhouse
epartmant Available June 1 to
August 31 Option to renew AC.
pool One mile from campus Call
549 13721

June Sept 3 Bedroom w
swimming pool, potio. tennis, etc
Furniahad 254 8246

Two bedroom apt . Cliff* . util
inc

.
tan cts . pool 11*6 mo Ju Sp

A en Nites 686 7047

TO SUBLET r*WROOMMATE WANTED

Four bdrm Juno
Rolling Grn 6 9897

1 Sept

Brsndywins Summer Option to
renew 4200 per mo Nog Cell Rey
549 M12

One bdrm ept Univ Pk «12S par
month, inc util 6 1 6 31 2M 03M

Two bdrm apt Corhiplate furn
• 31plus 3 twin bads and bar 6 1

1223 par mo plus alec »2S0 dap
Opt to renew W o furn Contect
Puftton Vtl M F after 4pm
To aubl Col Vil 2 bdrm *1*0 w

util Opt to ron 253 3M1

June Aug 1 room in King Phillip
All util inc . eir cond Merk 8M 3910
eves

One bdrm in Brandywine ept for
June Sept w opt to rnw Rent
negot David 649 0779

Summer Sub 2 bedrm ept on
bua Una Low rent inc ell util . air
cond opt to renew in Sept 6*6
34*4 eves

June Sept Coloniol Village 2
bedrm on bus line Furn . pool. 1180
w util negot 283 72*7 eftor 6pm

2 bedrm ept with utilities 11*0 a
month on but line June 1 -
Auguat 31 Opt to renew 64*6333

3 bedrm townhouaa. pi bua Rt
6 1 6 31 A cond. opt to renew
4226 Cell 8M 3M7

June Sept 1 bedrm ept on bus
line Sundld 1160 mnth Call Kathy
54* 1228

2 bedroom
549 0079

Brendywine 4190

June 1 to Aug 31 Sublet
Brandywine 2 bedrm ept w dw.
dlsp sir cond . poor On bus route,
pertielly furnished, rent negotioble
Cell 549*434

Two bedroom Twnhse fur-
nished e c . full baeement. utilities

incl ceblevislon Riverglede Apts
•220 763 52M

One bdrm apt 3M Puffton
Juno Aug Some furniture free No
phone After 6pm

4 bdrm apt . semi furn June-
Sept Bus Ms 486 person incl util

Opt renew 283 6707

Large room w both In Puffton
Villego M7 a month June 1 Aug
31 Call Frank 548

—
6 bad house 2 bath 7 kit 1 llv 6mm to school Rentb util Call 264

8249 even

One bdrm ept betwon UMass b
ctr Amh 4180 par mo b alec Call
283 3*18 ave

Fomele looking for 3 roommate*
to ihere spacious 6 room houae.
directly off cempua (Nutting Ave I.

June 1 to Sept 1 Big bockyd.
pertielly furniahad. parking eree
Cell Jen after 6 MB 1312

Enjoy summer in comforteble
Hedlev homo 6 bdrms fireplace
furnished woods, nvor E2 access
5*8 4219

Threo bedrooms. 2 beths. AC
Oiahwasher quiet 41M off must
rlnt soon Puffton Village Apts
649 6328

3 bdr ept 4180 per mo 846 3836
800 A C

Sublet June i Sept 1 Opt. to
renew 2 bedrm opt Belchertown.
on bus route, loke 323-8213

Four bedroom house in Ashfield
Loose Mey 1 Sept 1 4250 month
828 4427.

Went someone to toko my piece

9 |
for Juno through August at
Brandywine. M e month includes
moat utilitioa Poa. own room M e
month, call Pater at Brandywine
54*077*

Sublet - One bdrm Cliffside
Apt on busline, pool*, tennis dish
wr. sliding glee* door, ell utilities.

June 1 Aug 31 4186 with option to
renew 665 4231 nights

Beeutiful Townhouse opt.
available Sept -June with option to
renew 3 bdr w w cerpoting. AC.
awimming pool, fully modern
kitchen, potio and plenty of room
to room Would like to rent fur
mahad Call 549 6804 aveninga.

Sublet with option to renew, 2
bdrm Brendywine. mod. cony.
Juno 1 Coll 549 6714

Two bdr Brendywine. Pool. pota.
4660 incl util June 1 to Aug 31
Renewable 649 3623

Sublet Juno 1 Aug 31 Puff-
ton. 3 bdrm ept 1210 64

Gordon apt
. Rolling Graen. 2bdrms June Aug Option to renew

Cheap 263 7332

1 bedrm e-t with utilities June
August opt to renew Colonial
Village 263 7639

F in houaa in Amh Own room,
bus rt

,
w option to loasa Rant nag

263 3M1

Townhouaa apt on bualina. part.
furn Two bod.. 2 both 4240 mth w-
util sir cond . pool June 1 to Aug.
31 263 62*2

Univ Pk . 1 bedroom. June to
August 41X inc util 263 :

Sublet 6 1 - 8 31 Mod 2 bdrm
twnhse eir cond . sw pool, bus rt*

4176 4200 ell util inc offer 6 2M
0470

3 bdrm 2 beth apt Jn 1 Sopt 1

Fully tunished Cell 546 0473

One bdrm ept in hse. 1 'h mi.
UMass unfurn . opt to ronow incl
util 4140 549 67*4

4 bedroom opt Swiss Village
Room available Mey 1 4*6 a
month Nag 763 6*83

Summer sub Beet fully fur-

nished ept Util incl 4170 e mo M6
4737

2 bdrm Brandywine. cloea to
campus. Juno August, pool, next
to tonnis courts 549 8876

ROOMMATE WANTED
N Amhorst Largo apt Own

room 491 67 rer mo plus utils

Secur depos Loose until Aug
Tony 649 0899

1 pr Ofunde 7X60 blnoculers w
leether ceso Esc cond Cell 6M
0M1

Cliffside 1 bdrm Sublet June 15
lepp I Opt to renew 665 3249

Rivglede Tnhs 3 bdrm Need
roommates for 2 bdrms Sum w
option fell Mester bdrm ideol for
cple Tot 43M mo Incl util 263
9446

Shere Irge ept near Nhemp
center Aveil immed. 4M month 1

3 util Coll 5M 07*3

Wsntad Couple to share 2
bedroom epertment thla summor

close to cempua. on bua route
Call 54*8167 in aveninga Keep
tryina'l

Roommete wanted own lerge
room in Footing St apt Good for
musician 470 plus util Good cook
Availeble May 1 Call 649 8428
evenings

Two roommates wonted for
summer months. June through
August Squire Village Apt On bus
route 45*76 per month If in
terestad call 885 4753 efter 5pm
One or two fomele* for summer

with option for fell 3 bdrm Puffton
Villego spt across from pool and
tennis courts On bus rt Air con
ditioned 4M Call 64S 19*4

Ons room 5 mi
485 plus

fr cempus 266

F Puff Vill Own room w bed
end dssr 482 e mo plus eloc Sum
Csll Steph 549 2618

F Sr looking for roommate* for
sum and or next veer Terry 26*
• 173

F roommete wonted for Fall
Amherat House noor cempua
Own room 253 3326

One to three fomolea to shore A
frame houeo in Dennisport 4300 for
summor sooson. Cell Debbie 646
0627

Female - 2 bdrm . own room
Oiah-Ola Over 28. No pota
Amherat On bua line 4106 per mo
incl util Leeve message 266 0348

\

RIDE WANTED
Medford or vie

shore . 8 4723 -
4-17 or 4- IB. Will
5 0846 Cindy

Boston 4-1* efter one
Cell Diane 6

Shere 4

N V C - Sat am 411 Call 649
6986 Bill Will shore 4441

PERSONALS
Cope Cod - 3 guys need place to

live. June 1st to Sopt. let. Hyannis
Dan-Yarmouth oroo. Coll John 648
4758

Bingol Win et Sigme Dolto Tau
Sorority. Rush and Exchange. 8 00
4 16 4M N Pleasant St 546 0627 for
rides.

KK - How wos the frog? Hope
you hod o boll. Love Yo E ft A.

Aohfleld man who returned my
checkbook: Aleo loot turquolao
nockloco with silver ring stteched
Mey be in your cor. Reword
Contoct Oevld for Joan. 283 2048

Hey Duckl Embarrooeod7 Hal Hal
Happy 1*th 10-4.

Happy B'dov Crooplo Rati
Thanks for e veer of good
memorioe. Luv Vol

To Vo Yo. Helen Roddy, and Mao
West's sexy roommete: Happy
20th J Denver.

Sidl I've found eomethlng for ue
to do thle long woekondl We con
go see Welklng Toll end Executive
Action 4 18 ft 4-21 In the CCA ft It'*
only 76 cento.

HELP WANTED
Community Home for retordod

children need* live in ee*l* Free
1 rm b bd 33004 r 264 0116 Trultt
White Mgr

CONSERVATION OFFICER -
Town of Agowem Eaperience
demonotroting through knowledge
of conservetion related activities
including resource planning kind
acquiaition. land malntenence. end
forestry or wildlife mgmnt. end
ability to edminlster ell eepecta of e
conaarvetion program. and
supervise the work of others
Degree in environmentel science
and or related fields and
demonstreted ability to administer
a conaarvetion program OR eny
combinotion of experience end
specialized education demon
streting ebllity to perform ebove
duties Contoct the Coneervotlon
Commission at 788 0400 ext 80 to
arrenge an eppolntmont for on
interview

Storting Fall Somoater
Student to toko over job ea
Campus Rap for N V Times In
volves sdvertising. getting sub
scriptions. end toking cere of
delivery If interested cell 28* MM
and leeve your nemo end phone
number

Now hiring for vacation, pt. time
end aummar work Contact Per
sonnolMgr et Electrolux Corp . 471
Boston Rd Spfld 7*3 4010

Work Study Freshmen and
Sophomore*? Hove you some
hours you could troln for librery
work in the Fell? Apply SBA 2MB
or cell 646 2488 Would olso like
typist with up to 10 hours week
work study svsilsole now

Exp offset press person Apply
• t the Lecture Note Office. Rm 401
S U

Free room end board in exchange
for pert time child care (two girls
agaa 3 and 51 end household help,
beginning June or Sept Puffton
Villego 549 80*8

WANTED
Townhouss ept to sublet Option

' to renew Air conditioned, cor
poted. close to cempus and on bus
route 4236 plus utilities per month
Will negotiete rent for summor
months if interested, cell 549 0*95

Drummer for summer gig at
Cape Cod Boerd end room in-

cluded 588 3786 or 1 487 7616

[
Charter flights to Europe end

| Celif C all Cempus T revel 646 0600

Seve 30 per cent on flights to
moat placeain the U S end Europe
by purchaalng tickata ahead at
Adventure Travel Call today 649
1256

Looking for something to do this
summer? How ebout camping
through Europe? For more in

formetion coll Chris 54* 9634

SERVICES
TOM S BIKE REPAIR - export.

honost cheap Pick-up. delivery
584 6024 enytime

DJ S TUNE UPS Good work at
reasonable retea Call Oeve evee et
584 6723

BOB WILL STILL FIX ANY CAR
RIGHT' No iob too small Any
moke or veer 263 7987

Passports, job applicatione.
pistol permits Fest service Long
Photo 263 314*

RUBBER STAMPS mods up with
anything you d Mho to stamp
Inexpensive For instence. nemo
end eddress 43. with telephone
number 43 M Feat service Also
peraonelited stationary Joseph
665 4765 evenings

Ksrmschanlcs all foreign end
domestic repairs Flet speclellsts
Let us check out thot used cor
before you buy it We II teech you
tool 8M 7146

Oetsun. Toyote. Volvo. Jequer
repaired by Russ Baca Plenty of
experience end equipment Phone
586 1227

MISCELLANEOUS
Teg Sale Seturdoy. 10 6 163

Lincoln Moving Some antiques

I ENTERTAINMENT
Four hours of non-stop nostalgia

and hits for only 466 Call Bob the
D J 638 8076

"-
- _ _ _—.. _ .pott,

Four hour* of nonstop nootalgla
end hit* for only 4M Cell Bob the
D J 536 8075

There* no roeeon to bo bored on
the long woekondl In the CCA Fri

Walking Tall Mon. -
Executive Action 7 9 11

AUTO WORKSHOP
Bop Shu Bop I naad ilt

terbugger* Cell Judy coon 549
6653 night* Keep celling

BOB STILL WANTS
AILING OR DECREPIT CAR
for tho hulk 283 7M7

VOUR
Fee 4*

DO IT YOURSELF Tool* froa
with ipaca rental 42 hr .

professional advice Porta
wholesale Level 1. C C
Gerega Mon Fri , 3 10 Set
Sun . 12 10

PERSONALS §\
Charter flighta to Europe end

I

Celif Cell Cempua Travel 646 0600

For only 420 Ispecial university
price! you can protect your cor
tires end its contents with a
Bradley ghost eutomatic burglar

alarm Electricity s newest marvel
Or install it yourself for only 415
For mora info end a demonstretion
i all Larg at 546 9621 or Bruce et 546

CALCULATORS

I
College Calculators has all the
answers I offer low discount
prices on all makes and models of
celculators All mechines new.
with full werrenty end morel If

your machine malfunctions within
2 months III replace it free' All
lines sveileble. Texes Inst . HP.
Commodore, Rockwell end others.

SR_60^ onlv IHM 8R»1 . onJx
416» 96. HP 21, only 4119 96
Melcor 536. comporeblo to the SR
60. only 482 96 Before you buy
anywhere coll mo first and III glvo
you tha boat daal I can Call Bob
Crowall 649 1316

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate v..i.,a.y . Po„,. j,,,,.,,

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

ACROSS

1 Eiecl
5 Utter

frennedly
9 Needs
14 Public

conveyance
15 Give off

16 A Bell
For

1? Regiment
or division

18 Expectorated
19 Landed

ekiale
20 Smger -.-

Torme
21 Work

together
23 Absolute
25 Cilyol

Sweden
26 Scrap
27 Incentive
29 Beast ol

burden
32 Look for

35 Stupefy
36 Morning

slang
37 Bounders
38 European

nobleman
30 Numerical

preln
40 In another

direction
41 Oneol

small
stature

42 Namely 2
words

43 Curlers

cap
44 Halifax

or

Houston
45 Evergreen
46 Putins

hold
48 Svelte
52 Certain

drafts 2
words

56 Salutation
57 Legal

excuse
58 Old Eng

coins
59 Wallet

items
60 Confer a

name on
61 Harmonize
62 Exclaim

with

violence
63 Combustion

residue
64 Pallid

65 Gambles
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14

17

20

Pu
10

OOWN
1 Baffle

2 Gore
3 Banish .

4 Humor
5 Ski

6 Adequately
7 Small

container
8 Feminine

9 Actress
Dorothy

Not
thing

1

1

Ground
hemlock ;

words
12 Sailors

specialty
13 Grievous
21 Vehicle
22 Abrupt in

manner
24 Character

•red by
loudness

27 Check
develop
meni

28 Football
play

30 Partly

Prefix

31 Hit hard
Archaic

32 Room to

Swing - - -

33 Waiting
trumpet
sound

By Jim Carson

By Kris Jackson

17

Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

34 18th century
enonomist
2 words

35 Tart

36 Array
38 Large

gathering
42 Fastens with

cord
44 Racehorses

slang
46 Fat
47 Furniture

article

48 Hide
49 Mother of

Perseus
50 Experience
51 Musical

symbols
52 Information
53 Wiftenpoots
54 Mouth

inflammation
55 Mining

yields
59 Sphere

WEDNESDAY. April 16 -
Born today, you are a trusting,

warm-hearted individual who
may be more inclined to rush
into close tpersonal relationships

than is wise Although with your
reason you know that firm, fast

friendships are built only with
time and effort, you are often
taken in by your emotion which
likes to tell you that bosom pais
caa indeed, be built in a day
The saving of the situation is

your natural dignity, no matter
how gay and light hearted you
feel, you have sense enough to
keep from appearing foolish in

the eyes of the outside world
Flattery plays a large part in

the lives of those born on this

day You women are inclined to

be taken in by it • and you men
are inclined to employ it too

often in an effort to gain your
ends When it comes to choosing
a marriage partner, you will

have to be careful, whether man
or woman, that flattery, whether
offered or received, does not

plav a more important role in
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OKAY, TONY,

REPEAT FOR.

MIKE EXACTLY
UHATYOU
TOLPME'

mu.mm
LIKE THIS -LAST
WeEK.IHADROOT
STRUCTURE CON-
GESTION Z
NEEDED TO BE

,°-s REPOTTED

l ASKED M/KE. BUTHE
WOULDN'T D0ANYTH/N6 1 1
MS INA6QNY! FINALLY IN
DeSPERATION. I SPILTDIRT
ON THE CARPET' MIKE CAME
IN ANDHE. HE BEATMY

S\ ROOTS/

mm ifff
WITH A
RULBRI

ft)U BROKE UPN\H ROMANCE
36PORE IT EVEN 60T STARTED.'

tUHV CAN'T toU 0O6S
H6LP PEOPLE IN5TEAP OF
BEIN6 SUCH A NUISANCE 7 '

well, there5 this uttle
matter of not bein6
Allowed to vote see

D6*VR CAjTfe CaMltCX,

HOW CO X -ST&P AAV HU&eAMO FROA BORNlMe
HOUBS IN Hr$ •SHlRTlsf'

FRAME'S B./fV\AeCON.

u
co

I

DeAK FRANCES/
W*SH TH&A IN" GA-SOUNE.

By Brant Parker & Johnny hart

@@ Afz& we c^iig^Tr?

CONTEST TH,«3. Yfc4Rt 7

the proceedings than reason or
genuine affection

Although many see you as a
happy-go-lucky individual, you
do a great deal of brooding un
derneath the surface Your
ability to start over once you
have failed makes it possible for
you to succeed long after a less

determined pervxi might have
Kiven up on the attempt You
paaMsl natural executive ability,

fur >ou understand how.
tacttully and diplomatically, to

gel others in work for vou pro-
duct ivi-h

To find what in store lor you
tomorrow select your birthday
and read the corresponding
paragraph l>t vour birthday
star he your dai!y*guide

* * ' *
Thursday. April 17

ARIES March 21 April 19i -
I'artnerships come in for more
lhan I heir share of success ttday
Make it vitur business to see thai
another arrives everywhere on
time

TALRLS April 20May 201

-Relationships of a personal
nature must be carefully tended

today otherwise, you may find a •

few weeds coming up in vour
friendship garden
GEMINI i May 21 June X» -

Be sure business arrangements
are made well ahead of time Fi-
nancial matters can be ironed
out quickly if vou have your facts
at hand
CANCER Uune 21-July 22> -

Take plans from the drawing
board and put them into action
as earfy in the day as possible

Procrastination now means
failure in the end.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) -Ad-
vance your career through
following your instincts. Others

may cause you to regret favors - -

but only temporarily.

VIRGO IAug 23 '«•.* 22) -
Turn your complete attention to

business interests. Early morn-
ing upset should not be enough to

keep you from following through

with plans

LIBRA Sept 23-Oct 22) -
Spend some time with friends

early in the day. Otherwise, you
may find yourself without com-
panionship later on. when you

reallv want it

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 22) -
This is a successful day for the

Scorpio who is inventive by
nature Technical matters
should prove no difficulty for you

at this time

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22

Dec 21 1
— New ideas deserve ex-

pression You must be willing to

risk a little if you would gain a

lot Don't hesitate to confide in

another

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan
191 -Originality makes it possi-

ble for you to get the upper hand
early in the day Unless vou can
come across as an individual

vou may lose out

AQL ARILS Jan 20- Feb 18*

— For the Aquarius willing to

work overtime, this could be an
outstanding day Gains are with-

in your grasp by late afternoon

reach for them
PISCES i Feb 19-March 20) -

Take some progressive action on
another s progressive idea This

is the time to move forward
enthusiastically in partnership

I ruled Feature Syndicate

notices

cont. from p. 16
FASHION FANS
Today is the dav when the Vogue and Butterick

representative will be coming to Campus. Skinner
Lounge. 1 p.m. Coffee and refreshments. Come and
hear what everyone will be talking aboutl
FLYING CLUB

There will be a meeting tonight for all members and
interested newcomers Free beer and munchies 7:30
p.m m 911 C.C.
FUTURE THERAPISTS

Meeting of people studying any area of therapy,
particularly, those in B.D.I.C. April 21, 7:30. If in-

terested, call Wendy 256 8649
GALLO BOYCOTT

United Farm Workers Support Committee meets
tonight at 7:30 in C.C 901. A labor move will be
shown Public is invited

GENTLE BEN
Come and see Gentle Ben, the star of the TV series

"Gentle Ben" program in the Emmett Kelly Jr. circus
at UWass In the Curry Hicks Cage Sunday April 27 at
2 and 6 p.m Tickets on the concourse
ISRAELI DANCING

Tonight at 7.30 in t, • Cod Lounge. Instruction
from 7 30 9 00 with more advanced dancing to follow.
It's fun. free and open to everyone 1

KUNDALINI YOGA CLASSES
Ongoing Yoga classes every Tues. and Thurs. eves.

5-6 Classes will cover yoga postures, breathing,
chanting, diet and lifestyle, and healing All are
welcome C.C. Consult daily i ng for room
LIVESTOCK CLASSIC

Supt and Committee meeting, Weds. April 16
tonight, 6:30 p m. SYK Reading room. Scheduling for
program and Mock Show.
MOTORCYCLE CO OP

All parts orders with 50 per cent deposit must be in

by Thurs. aft Order will go in late Thurs. afternoon
OCEAN OPTIONS

Tonight from 8 in the SUB. two Cousteau films
will be shown. Tomorrow night, a lecture by Tom
Horton will ue given at 8 in the S.U B He is an active
and important member of the Cousteau Society. Free
PLAY LIBRARY OPEN

Materials available (toys, games, puzzles, play
equipment) for all children of UMass students,
playgroups, babysitters and parent cooperatives.
Located at North Vil'age Laundry center Hours for
Spring Semester a'e: Monday 2-4 p.m., Tues. 7-9
p.m

,
Fn 9 11 a.m., list and 3rd Sat 9-11 a.m. For info

call Steve 253 2740.
PRE MEDS

This is a reminder about Health Career Night 4-23 in

the University Health Services and trip to UMass
Medical School in 4-24. Sponsored by Pre Medical
Society
SBA FRESHMEN

All SBA Freshmen (Last names L-Z) are reminded
of an important counseling meeting tonight with the
Dean's Office in SBA 120 at 7 p.m.
SCUBA CLUB

Meeting tonight to make final plans for our Rock-
port dive weekend 20 and 21. Meeting at 7 p.m. sharp
- the DVP's film is at 8. If you want to go to Rockpct
and can't make the meeting, call 546-5811 or 546-
4461.

STRATEGIC GAMES CLUB
The club will meet tonite in the C.C. from 5 p.m. .o

closing. Newcomers welcome.
UCF OUTREACH MEETING

Just a reminder! UCF Outreach meeting to be held
tomorrow, April 17, Thursday at 9:30 am in the Hardy
Memorial Room. 3i6 Hampshire House
UCF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
The UCF Executive Committee will meet this af-

ternoon Weds, at 3:30 p.m. in the Hardy Memorial
Rm.. 316 Hampshire House Plan to attend.
THE WORLD OF LENNY BRUCE
The highly acclaimed play. "The World of Lenny

Bruce" starring Frank Speiser will be presented May 2
at 8 p.m in Bowker Aud. Tickets will be on sale the
week of the 28th in the C.C. concourse. Sponsored by
Kappa Alpha Theta
FOUND
A set of car keys on 4 14 on walkway between

Quad and Lot 44 Black case. Please call 546-5480
anytime
LOST

Blue denim waltet last Weds, nite or Thurs.. I need
pictures, papers, etc ... Keep money Return to C.C.
lost and found or call 549 6542 nites.

LOST
Blue checkbook on 4-11 vicinity Main St. and The

Drake contact Jerry 549-0016.
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UMass dancers present concert
By SUSAN DOSKOCIL

The University Dancers in

conjunction with the Concert
Dance Group will present their

annual Spring Dance Concert
Wednesday through Saturday,
April 16-19, at 8 p.m.

Last seen in Atlantic City at the
National Convention of the
American Alliance of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation
where they received a standing
ovation from over 3,000 spectators,

they will be performing for a far

smaller audience this week,
because of the size of Bowker
Auditorium.

Program I will be shown on
Wednesday and Friday; program II

on Thursday and Saturday. Why
two different programs? Because
the Dance Division of the Physical

Education Department although

understaffed and not provided with
sufficient space, offers one of the

most stimulating and desirable

courses of study on campus. As a
result of the dedication and sincere,

enthusiastic interest and belief in

their work, the four dance in-

structors have kindled and
creatively channeled the over-

whelmingly positive response
they've received from their classes
to some very fine concerts.

And this spring, the energy level

has hit an incredible high, resulting

in 16 different and individual dance
routines!

Richard Jones, the Jazz in-

structor of the five-College area as
well as summer instructor at the
Fine arts in Paris, will be premiering
"Rodin's Atelier". Inspired by
sculptures of that great artist, the
piece will be presented in four
tableaux as part of Program I and II.

Andrea Watkins, UMass In-

structor of Advanced Ballet and
Modern Dance is offering a new

work for the concert entitled "Steel

Structures for Crystal Dreams,"
clearly a dance integrating the two
visual art forms of sculpture and
dance in both programs?

Francia McClellan, Julliard

graduate of the Hampshire College

Faculty has returned as a guest

chroeographer and will be
presenting for the first time at the

University "Scenes from "West
Street Minds" as part of Program I.

Christine Mitchell has not let the

physical distance between her

position as a faculty member of

Colby College in Maine and her

close ties with her Alma Mater here
in Amherst deter her from working
on the fast-moving and exciting

"Can't Wait Til It's Over" dance
which will be in Program II.

Most of the dances, however, are

choreographed by students. Senior

dance students' works include

Janet Rowthorn's "Swirling,

Swooping, Swishing, Shiffon",

Jean Ida Hoffman's "Human
Performance OR Life Out of

Context" and Richard Guimond's

"They Remember the Alamo Way
Down in Old Mexico". The above

are just three of ten student

choreographed works out of the

total 16 dances of the concerts.

This will be the group's last

performance on campus for the 74-

75 academic year. However, if

you're in the Colby College vicinity

during the May 17 weekend, you'll

have one last chance to glimpse
this group. Otherwise, you'll just

have to wait until their fall concert
in September...

REWARD

Talent, potential, keys to
UMass women Softball team

By LAURIE WHITING
According to Coach Jackie

Elliott, the '75 UMass women's
softball team has the talent and
potential necessary to make this

season a successful one. Coach
Elliot can see no serious
weaknesses in any of the positions,

and describes this year's starters as
"talented and quick to learn."

The varsity squad includes
women who are back from last

year, and also a few new faces. Led
by co-captains Terry Pudlo and
Chris Basel, this year's players:

LuAnn Fletcher-pitcher; Mickey
Locke-pitcher; Barb Doucet-
catcher; Pat Bradley-catcher; Karen
Dolphin-third; Karen Fruzzetti-
short; Nancy Anderson-short; Terry
Kennedy-center field; Chris
Molonea-left field; Susan Brophy-
right field

- and Jane Hopkins-right
field.

The women's schedule (which
was included in the spring sports

schedule) will total eight games.
Their toughest competition, as

cited by Coach Elliot, will be
Springfield College and
Bridgewater State. UMass gets two
cracks at Springfield this season
with games on April 24, away, and
May 13, home. Bridgewater State

will test the UMass women in the

very first game on April 17 — away.
UMass' training up to that point will

be very important, as real "team"
play among new members will be
demanded.

Coach Elliot feels that none of

the teams outclass the UMass
women, and that with heads-up

play, the team should have a good
season.

JV coach, Joanne McGowen,
views her team's season in the

same light, emphasizing the
players' good attitudes and
willingness to learn. This year's JVs
are: Gail Mathews, Donna Mac-
caurelli, Cheryl Meliones, Betty
Daulba, Heidi Dickson, Pat Oski,

Carol Masticouri, Sandi Lunt, Janet
Guilfogle, Carolyn Shea, Cindy
Hartstone and Lynn Barry.
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Lacrosse

rankings
The national poll as voted by the

national coaches' association with
first place votes in parenthesis
followed by records and total points
1. Johns Hopkins
2. Cornell

3. Maryland
4. Virginia

5. Hofstra

6. Princeton
7. Navy
8 Rutgers
9. Brown

10. Wash, it Lee
11. Penn.
12. North Carolina
13. Penn. State
14. Army
15. UMass
16. Bowling Green
17. Harvard

(7)5 159
(1)7 153

2-0 142

5 2 138
6-1 125
4 2 117
3-3 108

5 1 104
2-2 98
44 83
4-0

3 7

40
02
22
2-1

0-4

82
69
66
61

52
33
?1

Attackman Peter Connolly gets whacked by Con-
necticut player in recent game. The Gorillas play
Harvard today.

Gorillas look for

win at Harvard

Rose Sellew - student coach

Up To$1.50 REWARD FOR USED ALBUMS
NO ALBUMS REFUSED

SUNSHINE RECORDS
Hours:
Daily 10-8

Sat. 10-6

Flea Market Sunday

No. 9E. Pleasant St.

( 4 Doors Irom the Pub)

FOR CASH CLIPTHIS COUPON

THIS IS , 1REAST GAUGE. BUY ONE!

ViVnDK

LT*J

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
1975

SUMMER PROGRAM

I

By TERESA HANAFIN
Experience is a valuable asset in

coaching — especially when one is

trying to teach forty girls how to

row crew.

This is the difficult task of Rose
Sellew, organizer of a beginning

eightsboat for the women's crew

STUDENT
JOBS

INTOR
JWORl

STUDENT
10 TF

BOSTON,

TRANS K. }HOKU)

« a nsworld Averse
OVEASF.'

"

10 Tf

June 9 - August 15
Intensive one and two semester equivalent courses with Brandeis Faculty

COURSE OFFERINGS
NEAR EASTERN AND JUDAIC
STUDIES

(5 weeks)
(5 weeks)

(10 weeks)

(10 weeks)
(10 weeks)

(10 weeks)

(5 weeks)

(6 weeks)

Here is a revolutionary little device which correlates one's breast size to his or her
intelligence It's a great way to get your face kicked in, your hands slapped or never get
anywhere What's more, it's not cheap, "cause it's classy

Just put your check for three little old dollar bills (S3. 00) in an envelope, mail it to us
and we'll send you the most gauche thing since the Whoopee Cushion
Do it now 1

South Shore Novelty Company
Post Office Box 49
Cohasset, Mass 02025

Yes. send me Breast Gauge(s) at S3 00 each

BIOLOGY
General Biology Laboratory (10 weeks)
Geneficsand Molecular

Biology

Cell Biology

CHEMISTRY
General Chemistry
General Chemistry
Laboratory

Organic Chemistry
Organic Chemistry
Laboratory

CLASSICS
Greek Mythology: Origins
Meaning, Structure

Introductory Greek
Grammar

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
The Psychological Novel (5 weeks)

ECONOMICS
Introduction to Economics

EDUCATION
Seminar: Teaching in the
Secondary School

Practice Teaching in

Secondary School

FINE ARTS
Modern Architecture
American Architecture
and Painting

FRENCH
Beginning and Elementary
French

GERMAN
Elementary German
Intermediate German
The Jewish Contribution to

German Literature

MUSIC
Fundamentals of Music
Theory
Electronic Music

£>'

team.

For a woman of twenty,
coaching others of the same age
could pose a problem. But Rose's
knowledge of the art of rowing
totally eliminates such an obstacle.

As a sophomore here at UMass,
Rose hails from Middletown,
Connecticut. She joined the
women's crew team in high school
her freshman year because it was
"something different." She soon
discovered that it took up a lot of

time. "I couldn't really play any
other varsity sport," she admitted.

"Crew involved too much."
She continued rowing in the

lightweight eights, and her senior

year brought second place in the

nationals to her Wilson High team.

Naturally, her love of crew was a

factor when choosing a college. "I

had heard that UMass had a good

team," Rose explained. "Also, I

(5 weeks)

(6 weeks)

(6 weeks)

(5 weeks)

(5 weeks)

(10 weeks)

(6 weeks)
(6 weeks)

(5 weeks)

Intensive Introductory
Hebrew (8 weeks)

History of the Jews from the
Maccabees to the
Spanish Expulsion

The patriarchal Period
Introductory Yiddish

PHILOSOPHY
Continental Rationalism
Philosophy of History

PHYSICS
Introductory Physics
Physics Laboratory

PSYCHOLOGY
Introduction to Psychology
Cognitive Processes

Statistics and Quantitative
Methods

Child Development
Educational Psychology
Introduction to Psychological
Theory (5 weeks)

^.
P
i
r
ieption (5 weeks)

RUSSIAN (In Translation)
The Hero in Nineteenth
Century Russian Literature (5 weeks)

The Hero in Twentieth Century

(5 weeks)
(5 weeks)
(5 weeks)

(5 weeks)
(5 weeks)

(8 weeks)
(8 weeks)

(5 weeks)

(5weeKs)
(5 weeks)
(5 weeks)

Visit the Oldest Frat on Campus

RUSH
QTV

Thursday Night at 8:30

All University Men Welcome

358 N. Pleasant St.

Call 5-0192 for rides

(10 weeks)
(10 weeks)
(5 weeks)

Russian Literature

SOCIOLOGY
Concepts of the Social Order
Political Sociology
Advanced Group Process
Sociology of

Underdevelopment
Social Psychiatry

SPANISH
Beginning and Elementary
Spanish

THEATER ARTS
Introduction to Drama and
the Theater

(5 weeks)

(5 weeks)
(5 weeks)
(5 weeks)

(5 weeks)
(5 weeks)

(10 weeks)

(5 weeks)

vi\n©K.

jn:

Modern Dance Techniques and

rnrfcift ill. *i
Movement Exploration (lOweeks)ror injormation, please write or mil r»-

v*»* i HZ.
*w«e or call Director, Summer Program

-BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY

w

a A0„MJ
(617) 647 2811 or 647-2172

By BEN CASWELL
Coach Dick Garber's lacrosse

Gorillas will take on the Crimson of
Harvard University in Cambridge
this afternoon at 3:00 p.m.

Harvard, now ranked 17th in the
nation, should prove to be tough
competition for UMass.
As coach Garber said earlier this

season, the Ivies are always tough.
And Harvard should be no different
from what the head Gorilla said.

"It's really funny," said coach
Garber, "but the game should be
very similar to the Cortland State
game and if anything Harvard's
midfields are stronger than Cor-
tland's.

And that is where a game is won,
continued Garber, at the midfield.

Kevin McCall, Bruce Bruckman,
and Bill Tennis are the offensively
oriented midfielders with which the
Gorillas' defense will have to
contend. Bill Mackenzie leads the

liked the school because it was big Crimson attack corps with his size
and "bull dodging" style of play.

This game against Harvard will

be a pivotal game in our season,
said Garber. "We will be playing a
good team, and their record does
not indicate the team they have,"
he said.

Harvard's record to date is no
wins and four losses. They have
lost close games to Washington
and Lee, and Pennsylvania, two
teams that are ranked high
nationally.

SCOOP SHOTS - Harvard is

now ranked 17th in the

is

undecided as to a major, so such
variety is helpful.

After rowing a year of varsity for

UMass, she was asked by Bob
Spousta to gather and coach girls

for a beginning boat. This boat has
been practicing on the Connecticut
River for a couple of months now,
and is coming along fine. "It's hard
to teach crew to beginners in the
spring," Rose commented.
"The river is high and can be very

fast."

Does she miss rowing eights

since she is now coaching? "Not
really," Rose admitted. "After five

years, well, I've moved onto
something else. I bought myself a
single scull, and I'm more into that

now."
As for crew for women, Rose

would like to see some recreational

rowing - a boat not necessarily to

compete. However, budget is a
problem. "As it stands now," she
explained, "it would not be possible

because the women only have
three boats — the varsity, junior

varsity, and beginners." With four
boats, three could be competitive
and one recreational

Rose also sees crew as a viable

phys ed course. "I think rowing

would make a good gym program,"

she commented, "if there was
enough response." She stressed,

however, that recreational rowing

would need as much commitment
from all involved as competitive

rowing.

Coaching on the high school or

college level after graduation hasn't

occurred to Rose — "I really

haven't thought about it too

much." According to the girls she

now coaches, she would make a

great instructor. If that may be the

road she travels, the experience she

is getting now should prove in-

valuable.

nation. ..UMass is ranked 15th in the
nation. ..Also UMass has lost

ground to Brown in the New
England supreme lacrosse power
race. .Brown is now rated number 1

and UMass is number 2 in New
England. ..Freshman stand-out
midfielder Mike Lettera missed
practice yesterday with bruises
received versus UConn...He is

expected to play today. ..Next
UMass lacrosse contest is at home
against Boston College next
Monday.

Bosox win
NEW YORK \AP\ - Dwight

Evans' two- run single capped a

four-run rally that carried the

Boston Red Sox to a 5-3 victory

over the New York Yankees and
Catfish Hunter Tuesday.

It was Hunter's second loss in as

many starts for the Yankees, now
1-5 for the season.

New York nicked winner Bill Lee
for single runs in each of the first

three innings, but Boston got them
back in the fourth against Hunter,

the Yanks' $3.75 million pitcher.

Rico Petrocelli opened with a

walk and came around on hits by
Bernie Carbo and Bob Mon-
tgomery. After Rick Burleson flied

out, Doug Griffin popped a single to

short center that loaded the bases.

Fred Lynn's sacrifice fly made it

3-2 and then, after Griffin stole

second, Evans singled for two more
runs.

Spring grid practices open
By BILL ELIAS

Midst the fever of lacrosse, track

and baseball, 120 candidates for

varsity football met Coach Dick

MacPherson for spring practice last

week.

Faced with the fact that nearly

half would not make the team, the

prespective Minutemen went
through an enthusiastic two hour
workout behind Alumni Stadium.

Perhaps most revealing was the

Perfect game
Dazzling batters with brilliant

control, lanky Bob Gilberg pitched
the first perfect game in modern
intramural history yeaterday,
winning 5-0. Batter after batter fell

prey to Gilberg's "onion pitch",
four striking out.

In defeating the Basket of Ut,
Gilberg's Stumptail Macaques now
stand at 2-1 in the East Tower
Residence Hall League.
Surrounded by teammates after the
game, Gilberg's only words were,
"Is this going to be in the
Collegian?"

timing of all in a 40-yard sprint.

Times ranged from 4.7 seconds
upward on a soft field.

MacPherson considers a
strongpoint of the team will be at

quarterback with Fred Kelliher

returning from injury. Kelliher will

be pressed by a strong group
challenging him for that position.

According to Yankee Conference
rules MacPherson's men are
allowed 15 practices in the next 25
days. For many, these practices are
extremely important as months of
individual workouts finally pay off.

Traditionally, spring football will

close April 26 with a day-long
football clinic and the annual in-

rrasquad game.

Notice

All recreational facilities will be
closed Saturday, Sunday, and
Monday April 19th, 20th and 21st

Softball games scheduled for

April 3rd that were nined are to be
played on May 6th.

TWO INFLATION FIGHTING
TENNIS PACKAGES
YOU CAN AFFORD

* For the Novice:
DUNLOP PRESTRUNG RACKET
DUNIOP COVER
DUNIOP PRESS

CAN OF BALLS

Reg. Price $22.10 Pfcf. Prka IH.f

S

*For the Better Player:

DUNIOP MAX PLY FORT
DUNLOP COVER
DUNL0P PRESS

DUNLOP BALLS

STRINGING

Reg. PriceS 54. 10 Pkf. Pric* $45 00

32 lHain £trrrt

AmljfrHt. dtaiijiartrujirttji 01002
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Batsmen destroy BC, 12-0

UMass pitcher Craig Allegrezza, shown here in his
stellar performance against AIC last week, shut out BC
12-0 at Chestnut Hill yesterday on three hits.

Golfers slice NH,
Lasek sparkles

ByBOBHIGGINS
Behind the brilliant three-hit pitching of junior Craig

Allegrezza, the UMass baseball team put it all together

yesterday as they humiliated the Eagles of Boston

College, 12-0, at Chestnut Hill.

The Minutemen, 5-6 on the season and winners of

five of their last six games, will travel to Springfield

College today for a 3:00 encounter with the Chiefs.

Allegrezza, in upping his record to 2-1 (and

dropping his ERA to an astounding 0.93), was simply

untouchable. After giving up a leadoff single to BC's

Steve Johnson, he set down fourteen Eagles in a row
before allowing a walk and a single in the fifth.

The big righthander gave up another single and
walk in the sixth, but bore down to strike out the next

two and retire the last eleven with ease.

"I was really glad to see it," said Coach Dick

Bergquist after the game, referring to Allegrezza's

performance. "He's throwing free and easy, and he
was putting the ball where he wanted it. These last

two performances have been very encouraging, and
he should go on to have a great year," he added.

BC's pitching staff could not match Allegrezza's

showing, as the Minutemen racked four Eagle pit-

chers for fourteen hits. Leading the hit parade for

UMass were Pete Backstrom (three for six, three
RBI's), Mark Fontaine (two for two, two RBI's), and

x John Healy, who had only one hit but was on base six

times, and delivered the crucial blow in the
Minutemen's big sixth inning rally.

UMass seemed ready to explode throughout the
first five innings, but could only muster a couple of
scratch runs off BC starter Lenny Burke, the first the
result of two BC errors in the second. But the sixth

inning spelled the end for the Eagles.

After catcher Jim Black led off by grounding out,
designated hitter Healy was hit by a pitch. He stole
second, went to third on a Steve Wright's single, and

scored on Fontaine's sacrifice fly. But that was iust
the start.

J
*

Jim Cullen singled in Wright, taking second on the
throw home, and proceeded to score on Backstrom's
single. Mike Koperniak doubled, John Seed singled
Jerry Mondalto walked, and after Jim Banahari
replaced Burke for BC, Black walked to load the
bases.

That brought up Healy again, and he responded by
belting a sinking liner to left. The Eagles' A

I

Bassignani attempted a shoestring catch, failed and
the ball rolled to the wall. Healy was on third with a
three-base error, it was 10-0 UMass, and goodbye
Eagles.

Actually, the Minutemen excelled in every phase of
the game. Allegrezza had the Eagles beating the ball
into the ground, and, despite the fact that the field is
one of the worst the Minutemen have seen (baseball
is very low on the BC list of priorities), they handled
every chance cleanly, while the Eagles were com
mitting five miscues.

Against Springfield, the Minutemen will oe at-
tempting to reach the .500 mark for the first time since
early last season. Jerry Erb (0-0), who has been shaky
thus far, will start for UMass, and Bergquist hopes to
use John McManus as well. The Chiefs are 6-1 on the
year, and are coming off a 7-0 thrashing of Wesleyan
on Monday.

SCRATCH HITS ... There was a large contingency
of Milford residents on hand to cheer on the
hometown battery of Allegrezza and Black
Allegrezza struck out seven and walked but two, and
BC coach Eddie Pellegrini told Bergquist after the
game that Craig is one of the best looking college
pitchers he's seen in years ... You have to feel sorry
for Healy. He's coming off a sore shoulder, and twice
yesterday he was hit by pitches.

Cdlfegiiauft

By RON ARENA
The University of New Hamp-

shire golfers left Hickory Ridge C.C.
yesterday shaking their heads. The
Wildcats, despite shooting a
respectable five-man total of 403,
were totally outclassed by UMass,
as the host team compiled a torrid
377 total.

The Minutemen had five men
under 80 for the day paced by John
Lasek's sparking 73. Joe Artman,
playing with amazing consistency,
stroked a 74, followed by Rick
Olsen at 75, Howie Terban at 76,
and Glenn Sullivan, 79.

For Lasek, the one over par
round was definitely his best of the
season. "I changed my grip", he
explained in evaluating his round. "I
had been really slicing the ball

down.

"Today I was just hitting the ball

super", he added. "Actually, I

thought I hit the ball better than my
score indicates."

Lasek suffered from what he
termed "a few bad putts" midway
through his round. "My putter just
fell asleep", he said.

HOOKS AND SLICES. ..Tom
Toski, victimized by a nine on his
third- to-last hole, continued his
slump with an 83... Terban also felt

he was driving well, but still has a
few kinks in his swing. "My irons
are still off", he said, "and my shots
have been to the right. I've been
having trouble adjusting.". ..UMass
has a tri-match Thursday at Holy
Cross.

Steve Saraceno mmm

It's sweet again

Netmen toy with NH,
singles key to win

Artman's total now gives him
three consecutive match scores of
75, 74, and yesterday's 74. Ob-
viously, these scores indicate that
the senior captain has gotten off to
a tremendous start. Artman himself
seemed quite enthusiastic of his
play. "I'm hitting the ball as well as
I've ever been hitting it since I've
been here at UMass", he claimed.

"I've changed a few things, but
basically I've just worked on my
game" added Artman in ex-
planation of his start.

Artman did note that the greens
were still bumpy, though, and "cost
everybody a few strokes." He too
was victimized by his putting as he
three-putted two of the last three
holes.

Olsen, Terban, and Sullivan each
enjoyed their best scores of the
season, but putting hindered their
scores also. Said Terban, "Today I

just couldn't make my putts.
Tomorrow they might drop for me
and I might get a 70."

By PETER NALAK
UMass netmen literally coasted

away with a victory yesterday when
their van ran out of gas returning
from a 6-3 triumph over the
Wildcats of New Hampshire.

Singles success was the key as
five individual wins clinched the
match. For the first time this year
the team won without the help of
the doubles.

"We won some big matches "

said Coach Kosakowski.

Throughout the day, tiebreakers
proved to be the most popular way
of ending a set.

Bill Karol, playing first singles,
dropped his first set in a tiebreaker.
Returning to the clutch tiebreaking
form he showed against Vermont,
Karol tied his match by winning set
two, 7-6.

Karol raced to a 5-1 final set lead
but again was under pressure when
hw opponent fought back to 5-4.
He ended it at last, 6-4, and gave
UMass their fifth and deciding
point.

Captain Chris Post rebounded
from his first defeat last Saturday to
capture second singles 6-4, 7-5.

David Abramoff still could not
get his game together, losing 0-6, 3-

6 at third singles.

There were no scares at fourth
singles as Barnaby Kalan finished
with a 6-2, 7-5 victory.

But at fifth singles and witn me
brother watching, Marc Ouellet was

determined to produce an exciting
match. Ouellet copied Karol's
routine, dropping his first set 6-7
before struggling back to a 7-5, 6-4
triumph

Kevin Garrahan, showing steady
improvement in the last few
matches, notched his first win of
the regular season, 6-4, 6-7, 6-4.

The match had been clinched but
the doubles were still important for
Yankee Conference rankings.

First and second doubles went to
New Hamoshire.

Karol and Garrahan lost 6-7, 4-6
(another tiebreaker,) while a
suprised second doubles duo of
Post and Ouellet were defeated 4-6
3-6.

Abramoff and Kalan continued
their domination of Yankee
Conference third doubles, winnina
6 2, 6-2.

New Hampshire was the Last
Yankee Conference confrontation
before the championships April 25.

The netmen take on M.I.T. three
p.m. this Thursday on the courts
next to Boyden.

NET NOTES: A husband and
wife duo took on the tennis team
Monday afternoon when they
refused to vacate their court for
team practice.

Their game was interrupted by
about ten varsity players standing
on the court waiting for them to
leave.

The police were called in and
settled the matter.

Now if any of you are half the baseball fan I am, you've probably had itup to here with all the media coverage accorded Tony Conigliaro and The
Comeback. Funny thing, though, I still haven't gotten sick of reading
stones about his return, and maybe it's because what the man has done is
something pretty remarkable.
And I've heard all the talk before about Conigliaro being sometimes

irrational, conceited, and a crybaby, and for all I know he may well be. That
doesn t matter though. I see Conig from the perspective of a fan, not a
sportswnter, because I've simply never met the guy
And probably like most baseball fans reading this, I was just bonkers

about the sport as a kid when the next best thing to actually playing
baseball was watching it.

Yes I was watching one afternoon back in 1964 when nineteen-year-old
Tony Conigliaro made his first appearance at Fenway Park. It was against
Chicago on a Friday, April 17, but that's cheating because I looked it up. I

hadjust come home from school - let's see, I would've been in the third
grade - and it was the first televised game of the season.
The announcer said a local rookie with an Italian name was making his

first at-bat in Fenway and it immediately perked my interest (as it does still
today) because first at-bats have an immortal air about them
Tony C. then hit the ball over the leftfield wall for a homer and, if gilded

memory serves, it was on the first pitch.
The years went by, I stayed a Red Sox fan. and Tonv C's exoloits
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Then * 90t hit in the head,

tailed n his comeback as a pitcher, and I figured it was over.
But I was viewing again in 1969 - that would make me an eighth grader
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D. V h,t a home run in h» fir8t 0«m« back. It was

against Baltimore and even though it didn't win the game fo^ the Sox, itwas still something special.

A friend later told me that he jumped about ten feet in the air and began
whooping and hollering when Conig hit that one, and that he had this good
feeling deep inside. I knew just what he meant
A couple of years later Conigliaro got traded a continent away, to

Califorroa He retired one day after striking out six times and it was sad

sswntsr1m -* and the end— i> oppo'ito to *•

There were times in the years following whan I stopped to remember
how nice it was when Conig was still playing and getting those clutch hits,
even if they were for someone else. But, for sure, thoaa days were gone,
along with some other pleasant things of days gone by - things not really
that important, just, well, as I said, pleasant.

It was only a feeling, perhaps of the same sort shared by many of you,
something nostalgic like E. Patrick McQuaid once wrote in this paper "I
sure miss Life magazine ... Yup, every Friday afternoon, after school, it was
cookies n milk an' Life magazine. I remember..."

It just so happened I went home last Friday afternoon and the Sox were
on television for the first time this year, against Baltimore. And darned if

Tony Conigliaro wasn't in the midst of yet another comeback.
Then, of course, it happened. Conig connected and put a shot toward

the leftfield bleachers, and although they weren't particularly eloquent or
anything, I remeber the words of broadcaster Dick Stockton when the ball
cleared the fence: " ... and that's gonna be gone for a home run for Tony
Conigliaro!

I wondered, how many times through the years had Gowdy, Coleman,
or Martin uttered the same words?

It was, per usual, another clutch hit - the likes of which we'd thought
we d never see again from one Anthony Richard Conigliaro. And there was
that nice feeling again - not super, terrific, fantastic - just nice, as if they
had started printing Life again.

Khmer Rouge refuse proposal to end fighting
r/lmn*/fl/V /rr\MA \A/2 _* ftCompiled from Wires

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia - Phnom
Penh's airport fell to the Communist-led
insurgents yesterday at the same time the
Cambodian government was asking for a
ceasefire and offering to give up its authority

Prince Norodom Sihanouk, titular leader of
the rebels, rejected the proposal and said
Cambodia's current leaders should flee or
face hanging, the Yugoslav news agency
Tanjug reported.

Field reports said a large force of Khmer
Rouge had seized the airport and the military
base by sundown. The airport is four miles
west of the capital.

Rebels also began shelling the center of
Phnom Penh itself with captured U.S.-made
105 mm artillery as government- held territorv

steadily shrank. Ten people were reported
killed and 30 wounded by the howitzer shells,
some of which hit near the downtown post
office where newsmen were working.

Field reports said rebels had reached an
industrial area on the northern edge of the
city. Defending troops and 4,000 refugees
were reported fleeing the area.
The International Committee of the Red

Cross said in Geneva it had sent to Sihanouk
in Peking a telegram containing the appeal
and offer from Gen. Sak Sutsakhan, who
rose to power in Cambodia after President
Lon Nol fled. Sihanouk was ousted by Lon
Nol in 1970.

The Red Cross said the telegram to
Sihanouk contained "a request for an im-
mpHiato nppco-fire and a proposal for the

transfer of government powers."
Sihanouk sent a reply to the Red Cross

calling the proposals "unacceptable" and
advising the members of the "puppet
supreme committee" to leave Phnom Penh
before the final battle because they had
earned only the right to be hanged.

Earlier, Red Cross officials said they had
seen reports from Peking that Sihanouk had
rejected the offer, but added: "We know
nothing officially and just have to wait for a
reply."

Cambodian government radio monitored
in Bangkok later reported the situation
around Phnom Penh's defenses "is boiling
hotter and hotter" but quoted government
leaders as "determined to fight until the last

drop of our blood."

It added that the fight goes on even
though "a certain superpower has left us on
the spot," a reference to the United States. It

went off the air as usual at midnight without
mentioning the cease-fire offer.

Government troops ordered by Gen.
Sutsakhan, acting president and com-
mander in-chief, to hold out to the end
battled the insurgents at a traffic circle about
one- half mile from the presidential palace
and the U.S. Embassy building the
Americans abandoned four days ago.

Radio broadcasts of the Communist-led
Khmer Rouge, monitored in Bangkok, said

the rebels had taken control of "one part of

the city" and were pressing in from all sides.

weather
No sun today, it will be bleak.

Student power will reach its

peak.

And come together here
tonight,

To have our say, stand up for

our rights.

Town Meeting Tonight
Senate elects Hite,

endorses Town Meeting
By JAN ALEXANDER

Staff Reporter
The Student Senate last night voted to

endorse tonight's University Town Meeting
after electing John Hite for Speaker and
Jack Margossian as second-term treasurer.

The endorsement came after four and a

half hours of election procedures and was
passed by a voice vote. "We have to get it

fr«?m the students and the grass roots if we
should take the action of

striking," said Sue Rivest, chair-

,>erson of the Student Organizing
Committee. She proposed the
move.
"We have to get as many groups

as possible to endorse the Town
Meeting," she said.

John Hite, a first semester
political science major said in his

election speech: "The vital issue for

the Senate is promoting the fact

that we can have more power. We
won't stand for arbitrary

decisions."

Hite said he would work for

student unionization, increasing

communication between SGA and
the area governments, and acting

as a liason between SGA and the

State House.

Junior Jack Margossian, an
accounting major, stressed that he
had spent much of his first term in

office trying to make ends meet.

"I'd like to try some expansion
programs and do some long-range

planning for RSO groups," he said.

"I think I've done as well a job as

could be expected of me. I never
knew where we stood because we
were always behind in receiving our
printouts.

"We lost our business manager for

RSO (Recognized Student
Organizations), Larry Popples, so I

had to spend a lot of time in the

RSO office," Margossian ex-

plained. "We also had no chair-

person for financial affairs.

"We did make a $10,000 profit in the print
shop, so we'll still come out ahead," he said.

Loosers for position of Speaker were Ken
Somers, Sandy Brent, Matthew Burns,
Tracey King and Henry Ragin. Bill Staton^
Kevin Muldoon, Henry Doyle, and Marty
Miller lost out for treasurer.

"Next year will be a hell of a year," said
Hite in his acceptance speech. "We have a
lot of things to do, so let's all work together
and do them."

'Issues of concern' at
9:30 tonight in the SUB

ByJOEMAHONEY
Staff Reporter

The University Town Meeting Steering
Committee voted unanimously last night to
present a proposed list of "issues of con-
cern" for a student referendum at the town
meeting tonight at 9:30 in the Student Union
Ballroom.

The issues, broken down into three
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After four and a half hours of heated debate the Senate chose Jon Hite to be it's
next speaker, and then proceeded to endorse the Town Meeting which will come to
be tonight at 9:30 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

UMTA worried over co-op plans
By DEBBIE SCHAFER

Staff Reporter

Members of the UMass Tenant
Association (UMTA) expressed
"grave concern" over the planning

of the co-operative management
system after meeting with campus
administrators last night.

It was disclosed that funds to pay
off a $140,000 loan will come from

Married Student Housing (MSH)
reserves, generated from rent
monies in MSH apartments.

"In essence this means that the
tenant's are paying off the loan,"
said UMTA spokesperson Karen
Forsgard. This is contrary to the

The agreement said in part: "The
UM-Amherst administration will

not assess liability for currently
outstanding loans.. .against present
or future tenants of Married
Student Housing."
JMTA interpreted this to mean

was incurred due to losses resulting

from high vacancy rates at North
Village.

categories, include:

THOSE ADDRESSED TO THE
UNIVERSITY TRUSTEES: no cutbacks in

Women's Centers and programs, Third
World Centers and programs, or alternative
academic and social service programs; no
cutbacks in minority and general student
enrollment, student and classified worker
employment, or Human Services: no in-

crease in fees, no new fees; adoption of the

student participation in University

decision-making and academic
policy formation.

OTHER ISSUES OF CON-
CERN: implementation of af-

firmative action in all areas of the
University, and equitable solution
to the parking situation, money for

student cultural programs, and
support for the Workers' Union.

THOSE ADDRESSED TO
GOVERNOR MICHAEL S.
DUKAKIS AND THE STATE
LEGISLATURE: no budget cuts, no
tuition increases and no financial

aid cuts.

Preceeding the decision by the 60
students at the meeting, the
committee focused on the format
of the Town Meeting, the
possibility of a student strike and
the need for campus unity.

Miguel Rivera of the Bilingual

Collegiate Program called for a
"United Front" of all campus
groups. He said the issues dividing
the groups are in tactics "which
can be easily solved."

Milton Kerstein, who will co-chair
the town meeting along with Ellen

Caracciolo, said, "We're a com-
munity and the community's in-

terests are being threatened."
After debating the possibilities

and effectiveness of a student
strike, the consensus of the
committee was that the strike

should be proposed at the town
meeting, and not be decided by
them.

John Pepi, spokesperson for the
Student Strike Committee (an ad
hoc group that came together in

response to a "call for action" at a
UMTA had agreed on Monday to Coalition for a Peoples' Budget rally

Statement of Understanding which that the University would not useUMTA and the Campus Ad- tenant-generated reserve monies to
ministration signed on Monday. oay off the loan. The $140,000 debt

turn over the rent-strike funds on
May 23, if the administration signed
a co-op management statement
and agreed to conditions including

turn to p. 3

Tuesday) said they are advocating a
strike at this point.

According to reports from the
Southwest and Northeast
residential areas there "is a strong
consensus for a strike."
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7 wanted to see how it feels to be locked up'

Student 'lives in' at detention center
By NANCYDAWSON

Staff Reporter

One way to find out more about

juvenile delinquents is to live with

them in the Westfield Detention

Center, according to Robert
Matfess, a UMass junior majoring in

psychology.

Westfield Detention Center in

Westfield, Massachusetts is a

juvenile detention house, where up
to three persons "from the outside"

are allowed to visit the Center or

stay for an extended period,

Matfess explained. He was there

last week from 8 a.m. Wednesday
morning until 11 p.m. Thursday

night.

"I really didn't know what it was
going to be like," Matfess said. "I

wanted to see how it would feel to

be locked up."

He said he learned of the op-

portunity in a course he is taking

titled Juvenile Justice System and
Administration, offered through the

School of Education. His stay in

Westfield, he said, provided

"supplementary education toward

my class."

"I'did it just for my own interest,"

he added.

The house is one level with a

basement serving as a combination

recreation and dining room. The
one floor is divided into three wings
— two boys' and one girls'. Matfess

said there were about fifteen boys

and four girls in the house during

his visit.

He recalled he arrived at

Westfield "on the tail-end" of a

fight in the girls' wing, involving "a

lot of yelling and physical

disruption."

"At that point l^ wasn't sure I

wanted to go after all," Matfess

said.

He was given "a shadow — one

of the kids" to make sure he got

involved with the routine. He said

he thought he did "a pretty good
job."

"The kids enjoy having someone
in," Matfess continued. "It gives

them something different to look

forward to."

Most of the juveniles in the house
are age 17 or under, "but some look

like twenty-two or twenty- three,"

according to Matfess. He said that

most of then would like to enter a

trade school or eventually get an

apartment and work rather than go

home.
His participation in the Detention

Center, Matfess said, "popped the

bubble of a lot of preconceived

ideas about juvenile delinquents.

They're aware of the crimes they've

committed - it's not as if they're

running around saying 'I'm in-

nocent, I'm innocent.'

He added his stay in Westfield

was a very good learning ex-

perience and that he enjoyed it. His

plans following graduation from

UMass may concern child

psychology, he said, concentrating

in deviant or abnormal behavior.

Repairmen Art
Osbourne and Bill

Redey repair the
Student Union door.
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Women's Health has total care program
By JULIE SMITH
and LISA FIGUOU

Staff Reporters
In addition to the traditional

doctor patient role. Women's
Health care at UMass is directed to

women receiving the optimum
health care by "multiple ap-

proaches" involving the student as

a participant in the promotion of

better health treatment for herself.

Jane Zapka, Director of Health

Education at University Health

Services, describes her department
as a relatively new approach within

a university. "It is rare that a college

PBC Concord rally

protests corporate role
By JOE COTTER

Progressive News Service

Tomorrow, tens of thousands of people will be converging at the North

Bridge in Concord to lend support to the Peoples Bicentennial Commission
Rally. A massive contingent is expected from UMass and the surrounding

area.

According to PBC in Boston "The purpose of the rally is to make a

group statement in protest of corporate control of the national economy.
We are asking people if they believe that their one vote carries as much

weight in our government as a corporation. People invariably reply no.

There is no place in the Constitution that gives corporations a place in

governmental affairs yet 200 corporations control 2-3 of all manufacturing
facilities in the country. The oil crisis was but one example of the ability of

corporations to manipulate the public."

Randy Barber of the PBC said; "We are telling our marshals to try to set

the mood of the rally. Although this is a serious statement we are making,
we want people to be in high spirits and we are optimistic that the number
of people itself will help create the mood."
The People's Bicentennial Commission, in organizing this project, is

providing on site medical and sanitary facilities, two large outside heating

units and a number of marshals with instructions to assist the people in the
rally any way possible. ' - *

turn to p. 10

has a structured health education

department. Usually it is quite

informal," Zapka said. Several

approaches to education programs
are offered for the community that

involve student participation.

Peer education is a principle

approach that the Health Education

Department uses to promote in-

formation in the community about
women's health issues, according

to Zapka. It includes the training of
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available in the dorms for one-to-
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agencies and trained personnel.

The Health Education staff, as

well as Peer Sex Educators, offer

women's health workshops to help

women develop a better awareness

and understanding of the unique

problems that they face and to
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their bodies, Zapka says. The
workshops encourage women to

share their worries, knowledge, joys

and experiences related to
women's issues. A unique feature

of instruction concerning breast

and pelvic exams are the
"programmed models" that are

used at PSE workshops and at

community programs which
illustrate how a nurse practitioner

or doctor detect cysts and tumors.

Also, they aid in referrals to

agencies and trained personnel.
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v. Gregg Regan proves
that any UMass student
can work their way to

the top. In actuality,

he's changing a light

bulb in the Student
Union lobby.

available to them, Zapka says.

Student input is sought via surveys
of the services that are offered. The
Student Health Advisory Board has
also been involved.

Other community programs are a

part of what is called the outreach
approach to health issues. A series

of programs, offered with the

cooperation of Everywomen's
Center called "Noontime Hours",
presents discussions on topics like

rape, pelvic exams, self-breast

exams and alcohol.

Because some students are not,

as Zapka says, "tuned to coming to

community programs," Health
Education also utilizes media
services to communicate in-

formation. Films are used for

presentations in the dorms and
pamphlets are available on
numerous..health subjects.

Zapka says that women also

come to the Health Education
Office because it is separate from
the rest of the Health Center.
"Women are not involved in a
patient relationship so to speak,"
she said. "We don't keep records.

People can call or come informally

turn to p. 10

WOMEN
in

PRISON
\ forum on rare, sex and prisons

with . . .

MARGARET BURNHAM,
defense counsel in Angela Davis trial.

MICHEAL GRAHAMME,
National Lawyers Guild

MARY KAUFMAN,
Prosecutor in the Nuremhurg Trials

CHARLENE MITCHELLI,
Exec. Secretary of the National Alliance

Against Racist & Political Repression.
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Firm hired to settle controversy

Profs salaries to be compared to other schools
By CYNTHIA BRENNER

Staff Reporter
Existing documents comparing

the salary levels of UMass
educators with others in the
profession are "contradicting and
full of statistical jargon," according

to Sue Riley of UMass President

Robert Wood's office. This has

prompted UMass to hire a

management consulting firm which
is due to release a comprehensive
report of comparative figures

sometime next week, she said.

The action was spurred by a

report prepared by the Senate

Ways and Means Committee,
which some educators have termed

"controversial." The report stater

that salaries at UMass are $5000 to

$6000 higher than the average for

Cable TV system
may include dorms

By BRIAN COYNE
Staff Reporter

The Amherst Cable Advisory Committee II met with representatives of

various town government agencies Tuesday night to discuss potential use

of the government access channel! This channel will be provided when the

cable television franchise is awarded in July.

John Peterson, chairman of the committee, also read to the committee a

copy of a letter from Gerald Grady, director of community relations at

UMass, to Pioneer Valley Cablevision, saying the university would be

interested in cooperating with the company in wiring the campus dor-

mitories for cable television.

Of the 18 governmental agencies invited to the meeting, representatives

from four groups attended. They included members of the Planning Board,

Recreation Department, Health Advisory Council, and an aide of State

Representative James Collins (D-Amherst).

Committee member Prescott Smith opened the meeting by reporting on

a survey of town government agencies taken last fall to determine who
would be interested in using cablecasting facilities. The survey showed

that about 35 per cent of government groups expressed an interest in cable

television. "Most town groups simply did not know what the cable

capabilities were," Smith said.

Planning Board member, Irving Howards said his group had been too

busy working on the proposed zoning by-law to think seriously about

casting over cable. "I can see where some of the board's meetings would

be of sufficient public interest to warrant their broadcast," he said.

DeAnne Riddle, of the Health Advisory Council, said her group would be

most interested in using the access channel to publicize their efforts to

establish a community health center.

"Eventually we would like to broadcast nutrition, pre-natal care, drug

education and elderly health care classes over cable television," she said.

Doug McGarral, Collins' aide, said Collins would be interested in

producing programs about the basic operation of state government and

taping interviews with various -state officials.

Recreation Department Director Russell Bardwill, said, "Our biggest

need right now would be for public relations, getting information across to

the public about the services we offer.

In the discussion of possible financing ideas, Committee Member

Charles Keenan said limited sponsorship would be permitted.

Married
students
disturbed
cont. from p. 1

the payoff of the $140,000. "In

view of the present situation,

however, we wouldn't be
content to turn the money over

on May 23," said Forsgard.

"This is the first time that

UMTA was told that such a

large reserve fund existed,"

said UMTA member Rosemary
Whittaker. "The existence of

this money negates any
justification for last year's rent

increase or the proposed in-

crease slated for next year,"

she said.

The meeting was originally

scheduled to discuss the

selection of a lawyer who will

help draw up the co-operative

management agreement, and
who will research legalities that

could stand in the way of

forming the co-op. It was
agreed to go ahead with the

lawyer selection and other

organizational details for

determining the feasibility of a

co-op system. Vice-Chancellor

Robert Gage suggested ap-

pointing a member of his staff

as a liason with UMTA during

the co-op planning stages "so

that we don't have to have a full

meeting each time something
has to be done."

Seven students apply jointly

for Vice-Chancellor spot
By DAVEKOWAL

Staff Reporter

Seven students have collectively

applied to Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery for the position of acting

vice-chancellor for Academic
Affairs and provost, the Collegian

learned yesterday.

Robert L. Gluckstern resigned

from the position March 1.

Bromery said, "I can understand

their naivete. It looks like a routine

job, but just the fact that they want

seven people to fill one position

gives you some idea of its com-
plexity."

The group, whicn refers to itself

as The Committee of Seven, is

"composed of undergraduate,
graduate, and special students from

a variety of areas within the

University," a statement released

by the committee said.

The committee has existed as a

seminar for the past several months
and has been involved in "con-

siderable research, study, and
discussion on the historical

"I disagree. You
line position (one

people are ac

with a group of

the first basic

background and development of

universities, the evolution of the

multiversity, and the nature of

administrative structures," the

statement said.

Joseph Beals, a member of the

committee, said, since his

resignation, Gluckstern has assisted

Bromery with the provost position.

An acting provost, he continued,
will be appointed "on or before

May 1," and this position will exist

until a permanent provost is ap-

pointed by July 1, 1976.

The committee statement said,

the job can be effectively and
creatively performed by a com-
mittee structure as efficiently, if not

more efficiently, than by one
person.

Bromery said,

cannot operate a

in which other

countable to you)

people. This is

management principle."

"You cannot make a decision like

a committee of seven would. Only
one person can implement the

decision. What would happen if the

committee voted 4-3 to do
something?"

The committee also said it would
perform an administrative function

which will be "uniquely respon-

sive" in addressing student needs.

Bromery said, "If this is so, we
can eliminate all administrative

positions and let the students run

things."

The committee said it is "par-

ticularly cognizant" of the

educational needs of today's

students and can address those

needs on a practical rather than a

theoretical level.

"I'd like to know where they got

their reservoir of experience from,"

Bromery said. "You can't just

declare you've acquired all of the

experience and intellectual know-
how necessary for the position.

public universities, and $4000 to

$5000 higher than the national

average for private universities.

Jack DeNyse, Director of Per-

sonnel at UMass, is one of many
that has found fault with the'

committee's report.

"The Senate Ways and Means
Committee report is extremely

vague. Everything is all lumped in

together. No differentiation was
made between UMass Boston,

UMass Amherst. I don't think

anyone in the University really

knows for sure what the com-
parative figures are."

Maryann Magiera, spokesperson
for the Senate committee, is quick

to respond to criticism lodged
against the report.

"All of the information came
from the National Center for

Educational Statistics and is ac-

curate since the data is self

reported. The report never states

that UMass educators are overpaid,

only that they are highly paid."

The only other known reputable

source for information on salary

levels is published annually by the

American Association of University

Professors (AAUP). In the AAUP
73-74 edition on the "Economic
Status of the Profession," the

minimum salary announced for

UMass fell far short of the spec-

tacular figures released by the

Senate Ways and Means Com-
mittee.

On a comparison of professors'

salaries in the five-college schools,

AAUP reports UMass with a low
fourth place of $14,000. Mt.
Holyoke is first with $16,300 while

Amherst College ranks fifth with a

low of $12,500.

However, Magiera believes these

figures are "out of date and in-

conclusive."

"We're talking about averages,

not minimum salaries. I sincerely

doubt there is anyone at UMass
who only gets a minimum salary."

Magiera's contention that the

Committee report is "accurate,
easy to understand, and accessible

to anyone who would like to

examine it," (UMass is due to
receive a copy "sometime next
week") has apparently come under
heavy fire from administrators such
as DeNyse.
According to Riley, "the purpose

of the UMass initiated study is to

analyze the Senate report and iron

out all the questions."

Since Secretary of Educational
Affairs Paul Parks has ordered a

bottom line of budgets equal to 10
percent less than this year's total

expenditures of $243 million, it is

certain that legislators on Beacon
Hill are eagerly awaiting the results

of the study.

Tobacco growers
open jobs here

By BILL DENSMORE
Staff Reporter

About 1500 jobs picking tobacco along the Connecticut River in

Massachusetts will be open to college and high school students beginning

in late May, because a consortium of tobacco growers said yesterday they

have decided not to hire any migrant workers this summer.

It was the first time in 23 years the growers have not hired migrants.

Citing local interest in the $2.28 per hour farm labor jobs. Shade
Tobacco Growers Agricultural Assn. executive director Anthony F. Ar-

menta told the Collegian the decision not to hire Puerto Rican migrants

was not related to any political pressures.

"No," he said in answer to a question. "We have not had any problems

hiring the migrants."

Armenta said a Puerto Rican government request for a 20 cent-an-hour

increase in migrant wages from the $2.15 paid migrants last year was not a

factor in the decision to hire locals. A contract with the Puerto Rican Dept.

of Labor for some 4,000 migrants apparently fell through recently over the

wage issue.

The Agricultural Workers Association of Hartford, a group that has been

trying to unionize tobacco labor, questioned whether the growers intended

to recruit all their help locally.

Spokesman David Velasquez said he would not be surprised if the

growers sought federal permission to import worker:, temporarily from the

Dominican Republic or Jamaica. Those workers would not be covered

by labor protection laws applying to U.S. citizens, including Puerto Ricans,

he said.

"The state of tne economy has made local labor available," Armenta
said, adding "we had decided in winter time to hire more locals than

migrants."

The Shade Tobacco growers own some 4,300 acres of commercial

tobacco fields in Massachusetts and Connecticut, including the Bay State

towns of Amherst, Northampton, Southwick, Hadley, Deerfield and East

Longmeadow. Hadley and Deerfield border Amherst. Northampton and

Southwick are just west of Hadley, across the Connecticut River.

The owners in the area are Consolidated Cigar in Hadley, and Culbro

Tobacco, and Meyer and Mendolsohn in the neighboring towns.

Armenta said students wishing to work the farms this summer should

either go directly to the local growers or register with the state Em-
ployment Service office in Northampton.

Students under eighteen will only be paid $1.80 an hour because they

are exempt from some minimum wage laws, Armenta said.

The spokesman for the Windsor, Connecticut association of growers

said about 6,000 jobs were available throughout the two states. The
growers pump some $80 million a year into the Valley's economy in

payrolls and purchase of goods.

! Baher-Winn
Jewelers

a large selection of earrings

|
and other fine gifts and jewelry.

I S. Pleasant St.

Amherst

»
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Blames tragedy

on lack of aid
WASHINGTON [UPI] -

President Ford said .yesterday the

"tragic situation in South Vietnam
would not have occurred" if

Washington had backed Saigon the

way Moscow and Peking have
backed Hanoi.

Ford said he could not blame the
Soviets and the Chinese for sup-
porting North Vietnam's offensive

and expressed disgust that the
United States had failed to honor
its own military support com-
mitments to South Vietnam.

"It makes me sick even/time I

hear or read about it," Ford said in

ah appearance before the American
Society of Newspaper Editors.

He compared <he situation in

Vietnam to "the'last minute of the
last quarter of the game," but
insisted Saigon could survive North
Vietnam's assault if Congress
would rush through the $722 million

in emergency military aid he has
requested.

The President also confirmed the

besieged Cambodian government

/
'

' \

had asked rebel leaders for a cease-

fire. He said the United States

would do all it could to aid a

negotiated settlement.

Ford made a brief opening
speech about the continuing U.S.

commitment to "a very major role

in world affairs," but all his com-
ments on Southeast Asia came in

response to questions.

He said it was still not too late for

Saigon to make effective use of the

military aid he has requested.

"I am absolutely convinced, if the

Congress made available the $722
million in military assistance that I

have requested in a timely way, that

the South Vietnamese could
stabilize the situation," Ford told

the editors.

"Unfortunately the United States

did not carry out its commitment in

supplying military hardware and
economic aid to South Vietnam. I

wish we had.

"I think if we had, this present

tragic situation in South Vietnam

would not have occurred," he said.

An editor asked whether China

and Russia had not violated the

The Collegian is

the only
newspaper with
campus and '

world news
together —
weekday
mornings

spirit of detente by giving Hanoi

$1.5 billion in aid since the signing

of the Paris peace accords in 1973.

Ford said the United States on

one side and Peking and Moscow

on the other made commitments to

keep Saigon and Hanoi, respec-

tively, supplied with adequate

military arms.
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ON APRIL 22?

SPRING DAY

THAT'S WHAT!

****************

VISIT

The Bumsteer
Located in scenic downtown

Bluewall

Visit the Oldest Frat on Campus

RUSH
QTV

Thursday Night at 8:30

All University Men Welcome

358 N. Pleasant St.

Call 5-0192 for rides

Steak all for only

S.Viet airbase shelled;

Americans evacuating

Indochina

developments

Ford pledges support
WASHINGTON \UPI\- President

Ford yesterday pledged American

support for efforts by the Cam-
bodian government to negotiate a

cease-fire with the Khmer Rouge
insurgents.

"We will help in any way we can

to further those negotiations," Ford

told a meeting of American Society

of Newspaper Editors.

However, he indicated the United

States was doubtful the Phnom
Penh government could obtain

more than a simple surrender.

Military aid backed

WASHINGTON [UPI] - Army
Chief of Staff Gen. Frederick C.
Weyand won some Senate support
for new military aid to South
Vietnam yesterday. But one
member said, "I think the war is

ovef," and Speaker Carl Albert
indicated the outlook in the House
remains dim.

Assistant Senate Democratic
Leader Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., an
opponent of military funds for

Southeast Asia until now, told

reporters after Weyand's
presentation to the Senate Ap-
propriations Committee that he had
been impressed with the general's
"candor and frankness," and
added: "I think I could vote for
some further military aid."

Appearing

TOMTE

Aces

Eights
at

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rt<\ 47. Sun<lerland

665-4937

SAIGON [UP/\ - Communist
forces attacking with tanks and
artillery yesterday captured their

18th province capital, routed a

government regiment and shelled

South Vietnam's biggest air base

for the third day. Americans under

orders from President Ford began
packing up to leave Saigon.

South Vietnamese intelligence

reports said government recon-

naissance planes had spotted a

Russian-built MiG19 fighter jet

parked at a one-time U.S. base at

Pleiku, 230 miles north of Saigon —
within striking range of the capital.

U.S. and Vietnamese officials

prepared to start evacuating within

24 hours "nonessential" personnel

among the 5,500 Americans still in

Saigon. President Ford, in issuing

the order, said in Washington those

with "meaningful" jobs would stay

on, but that he could not say how
many that would be.

Maj. Gen. Homer Smith, the U.S.

defense attache and highest

ranking American military man in

Vietnam, said, "I'm not suggesting

it — the fall of Vietnam may
happen, but, hell, anybody who's
got any smarts at all can look at the

situation and figure out what kind

of risk there is involved."

Phan Rang, capital of Ninh

Thuan province 165 miles northeast

of Saigon, tell to a tank-led 5,000-

man Communist force that sent

government defenders, out-

numbered two to one, fleeing to

rescue ships waiting off the coast in

the South China Sea. Two South

Vietnamese generals were reported

trapped in the city.

The Communists now control 18

of South Vietnam's 44 provinces.

Newsmen said what military

experts believed to be North

Vietnam's crack 7th Division —
about 10,000 men at full strength —
rolled over a 2,500-man South

Vietnamese regiment just west of

yet another embattled province

capital — Xuan Loc 38 miles

northeast of Saigon.

STUDENT
JOBS
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TRANS WORLD

Auto Tops-Seat Covers

Cushion Rebuilding

Complete Auto Interior Work
Windshields & Slide Windows

for all makes & models of cars & trucks

VALLEY AUTO TRIM & GLASS SHOP
798 No. King St.

Installation While You Wait
584 4837 Northampton

UMASS SOPHOMORES

IF YOU -

• Possess qualities of initiative, intelligence, and high ideals.

• Are self-disciplined and willing to set the example.
•Want to join an elite group of people who are developing leadership

abilities.

AND IF YOU QUALIFY -

• Leadership training begins this summer.
•j You will receive $100.00 per month during your Junior and Senior years.

Plus a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army
Reserve.

YOU SHOULD -

Get the facts about the two-year Army ROTC program.

•Drop by the Department of Military Science (located between Boyden
Gym and Southwest) or call 545-2321 or 2322.

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO GET THE FACTS.

French Fries

Garlic Bread

Salad or Beverage

Delicious and inexpensive,

see you therel!
..-.• " • ... • •
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Morse

Toirv
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OLIVER
AUTO BODY

* 43 years of service and quality work

* most completely equipped auto body shops

* only customer satisfaction program

* most highly skilled craftsmen

The Largest Auto Body Company
in Now England

NEARBY LOCATIONS

Northampton: 84 Conz Street 584-1 192

Holyoke: 1519 Dwight Street 532-9413

Greenfield: 319* Wells Street 774-2261

Other Oliver shops in Springfield, West
Springfield, and Pittsfield.

Hard to find foreign car parts available; broken
or cracked windshields and window glass replaced
promptly.

EXCELLENCE IS NO ACCIDENT
AT

OLIVER AUTO BODY

>„••• •••••••• • • •• ••••• • • • • • • •
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Following our three week Summer 1 session is

Summer 2, the extended tour for the mind.

Classes meet from June 24 to August 1 5. Registra-

tion is by mail or in person at Boyden Gymnasium

on the University of Massachusetts at Amherst

campus on Monday, June 23 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Financial aid and counseling

are available. For more information contact Con

tinuing Education at Hills House North or call [413]

545 0905. These courses are brought to you by

the Universrty of Massachusetts' Summer Program

Office and the Division of Continuing Education.

Come learn with us, this summer. Q>J

UMASS/AMrHERST

State senate passes

death penalty bill

BOSTON [AP] - The
Massachusetts Senate approved a

bill yesterday that would reinstate

the death penalty in nine categories

of first degree murder.

The vote was 25-12, indicating

that for the first time, there may be

enough votes in the Senate to

override a gubernatorial veto and

re-enact a capital punishment law.

Yesterday's balloting was an initial

vote. Final passage of the bill is

subject to another vote, as yet

unscheduled.

Last year, Gov. Francis W.
Sargent vetoed a death penalty bill.

The veto was overriden in the

House but was upheld by one vote

in the Senate. Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis has said he would veto any

death penalty bill that reaches his

desk.

After the vote, Senate President

Kevin B. Harrington, D-Salem, said

he is prepared to cast a possible

crucial vote for the bill if Dukakis

vetoes it.

"If appearances become reality,"

he said, "I shall vote to uphold the

governor's veto." Harrington, as

president, rarely votes of any issue.

This year's Senate bill contains a

modification that won the vote of

Sen. Ronald C. MacKenzie, D
Burlington, previously a death

penalty opponent.

The amendment, which has yet

to go to the House, exempts ac-

complices from the mandatory
death penalty called for in a House-
passed capital punishment bill.

But both measures would require

the death penalty for the murder of

a policeman, fireman or prison

guard on duty; murder during an
armed robbery or break-and-entry;

murder during kidnap, rape or other

sexual assault; murder for pay or

murder with extreme cruelty.

The new bill attempts to satisfy

criteria set by the U.S. Supreme
Court which ruled in 1972 that

existing death penalty statutes

were arbitrary and vague.

Dukakis lists income
of $ 1 9,037 for 1 974
BOSTON \AP\ - Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis disclosed his 1974 income
tax returns yesterday, showing he
and his wife Kitty had a gross

taxable income of $19,037.

Lt. Gov. Thomas P. O'Neill 3rd

said he had a gross income of

$39,469.

O'Neill listed offsets against his

gross income of $3,139 in capital

losses and business expenses,

making his gross taxable income
$36,330.

Dukakis and O'Neill released

copies of their federal income tax

returns.

Dukakis paid $3,598 in federal

income and self-employment taxes,

according to the accompanying
statement, and O'Neill paid $7,164

in federal taxes.

According to the statement, all

but $4,001 of the Dukakis family

income came from the governor's

former partnership in the Boston
law firm of Hill & Barlow.

The statement said Dukakis
received $13,185 in partnership

income before resigning last April

15 to campaign for governor.

news
summary

UM to 'buy' courses

BOSTON [AP] - Northeastern

University and the University of

Massachusetts at Boston are

negotiating what would be the first

contract-for-services arrangement

in the state between a public and
private university.

Under the agreement, UMass
would "buy" some business
courses from Northeastern and use
them for the new UMass College of

Professional Studies which opens
next fall. The arrangement would
mean UMass could offer more
courses without hiring more faculty

members. It would bring more
money and students to Nor-

theastern.

Such contractual arrangements
have been under discussion in the

state for years among higher

education officials, and voters

ratified the concept of public-

private funding arrangements last

fall when they approved a state

referendum question in support of

public money for private colleges.

Lisbon eyes takeover

LISBON \UPI) - Government
officials yesterday studied the

possibility of further

nationalizations of industries which
would give the ruling Armed Forces

Movement almost complete control

over Portugal's economy.

Lawyers make pleas

WASHINGTON [UPI] - With
John B. Connally brushing away
tears, the defense and prosecution

made their final pleas in the bribery

trial yesterday and left the jury to

decide who has been lying -

Connally or his accuser.

SUNSHINE

FLEA MARKET
>v

Sunday April 20 10-5

PUB PARKING LOT

SUNSHINE RECORDS
will pay cash for any and all

USED ALBUMS

USED ALBUMS FOR SALE

Cards, Posters, and Pottery

from the MERCANTILE

Custom Design & Silkscreen T-Shirts
from the COVER-UP

Garden Shirts— 3 for $1.00— Pants $1.00 and up
from VASIL

Antiques, Ceramics, Furniture

The Pub opens for food £ drink at 12:00

PLANTS, PEOPLE, FUN, FROLIC

This Sunday, April 20 10-5 I

«jJJ
M
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Tech Hi-Fi's Back To
The Good Times Sale

RECEIVERS
Concord CR50
NikkolOlO
Sansui 441

Nikko 5050

Toshiba SA 500

Nikko 8080

Concord CR 100

Nikko 4030
Nikko 9090

Nikko 2020

Onkyo TX 666

AMPLIFIERS
Nikko TRM210
Sansui AU 9500

Nikko TRM 500

Nikko TRM 600

Onkyo A 7055
Onkyo A 7022

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Soundcraftsman
TURNTABLES
Glenburn2155 A
Miracord 760

Miracord 770

Garrard 427

Phillips 407

Toshiba SR 80

Lenco L 75

Dual 1209

Garrard 74-M
Garrard AT 6

PE2020
Miracord 50 H II

Realistic lab 24

Phillips 209

BIC980
Phillips 212

Thorensl25ABII

(D)
(N)
(N)
(N)
(N)
(D)
(D)
(N)
(D)
(D)
(D)

(D)
(N)
(N)
(N)
(N)
(N)

(D)

(N)

(N)
(N)
(N)
(D)
(U)
(D)
(U)
(U)
(D)
(U)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)

ALL TURNTABLES COMPLETE WITH
CARTRIDGE ...

TUNERS

LIST

169.95

169.95

229.95

259.95

375.00

399.95

179.95

219.00

500.00

189.00

489.00

130.00

550.00

219.95

259.00

219.95

349.95

500.00

110.80

(D) HALF
(D) HALF

95.00

170.00

350.00

218.95

130.00

179.95

99.95

150.00

330.00

80.00

415.00

285.00

255.00

410.00

BASE, DUSTCOVE

Nikko FAM-500
Onkyo T 4055
Nikko FAM 220

TAPE DECKS
Dokorder MK 70 8 track
Dokorder 1120

Teac 2300

Teac 3340

Concord CD1000
Teac 160

Superscope C101 port. cas.
Pioneer CT 7171

Superscope CD 302
Dokorder MK 50

Dokorder 7100

Pioneer 1020L
SPEAKERS
Rectalinear V's
OHMC+
OHMB+
Pioneer Project 60
Electrovoice 11

A

Soundwest 1

Centura V
Fisher Planex
Electro Static Reas.
Bozak 301

Bozak Monitors
Infinity 1001 (1 only)
B+0 3702(1 only)
EPI201
Janzen 210

Janzen 960

Centura IV
Micro-Acoustics FRM2
Micro-Acoustics FRM 1

AMT1

(D)
(N)
(D)

(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(N)
(D)
(N)
(N)
(D)
(D)

(D)
(R)
(R)
(N)
(U)
(D)
(N)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)

(D)
(U)
(U)
(D)
(N)
(N)
(U)

199.00

219.95

130.00

299.95

700.00
500.00

1150.00

379.00

269.95

59.95

379.95

189.95

259.95

399.95

699.95

640.00

350.00

450.00

160.00

100.00

120.00

120.00

240.00

320.00

320.00

1200.00

140.00

140.00

450.00

280.00

600.00

160.00

260.00

340.00

SALE
106/00

139.95

179.95

210.00

250.00

295.00

100.00

179.00

400.00

139.00

375.00

89.95

400.00

150.00

200.00

399.95

59.95

PRICE
PRICE
59.95

100.00

175.00

60.00

20.00

69.95

30.00

50.00

175.00

25.00

225.00

160.00

175.00

275.00

R AND

125.00

89.95

75.00

525.00

250.00

45.00

275.00

169.95

199.95

325.00

550.00

500.00

225.00

300.00

120.00 pr

50.00 pr

65.00 pr

55.00 pr

75.00 pr

160.00 pr

240.00

750.00

25.00

25.00

375.00

175.00

350.00

65.00

200.00

275.00

400.00

pr.

Pr.

Pr
Pr
Pr
pr

Pr

\
SPEAKERS (con't.)

JBLlOO's
Soundwest 3

Soundwest 2

HEADPHONES
Pickering OA 1

AKG
AKGK100
KossK711
Koss Pro 4AA
Koss HV1
CARTRIDGES
Audio Technica 13EA
ShureVl5 III

Pickering SE-1
ALL CERAMIC CART.
TAPE
Capitol (r tor)
CASSETTES
TDKSDC60
TDKSDC90
Columbia C90
CAR
JENSEN Car Spkrs. 96
Jensen 525
Jensen 9809
Jensen 9740
Pioneer TP 2000
Pioneer TP 6000
Hammond 595
ALSO
Cassette racks
Fisher 601 Receiver
Wald 74 speakers
KLH 50 System

CODE — N-new, D Demo, U Used,
Tech's price protection not in affect
in and get some real old time prices

(U)
(D)
(D)

(D)
(D)
(D)
(N)
(N)
(N)

(N)
(N)
(N)

(N)
(N)
(N)
(N)
(D)
(D)
(U)

(U)
(N)
(N)

LIST
640.00

160.00

140.00

39.95

59.95

34.95

30.00

65.00

49.95

65.00

82.50

59.95

5.95

4.99

2.89

4.00

3.25

5^.95

44.95

66.95

87.95

119.95

164.95

199.95

12.95

700.00

80.00

289.95

SALE
450.00

100.00

70.00

15.00

25.00

15.00

15.00

45.00

32.50

40.00

59.95

25.00

3.88

1.50

2.00

3.00

2.00

34.95

26.95

39.95

52.95

78.95

109.95

100.00

5.00

275.00

30.00

189.95

Pr-

pr.

master charge

Ba'.kAve*icard

ech hifi
Quality Components at the Right Price

259 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610

R Repack ... you just have to ask
this week... Sat., 4:00 to 5:00 come
on what's left ...

SALE HOURS
4/22 - 4/27/75

Mon. - Thurs.

10:00 a.m.

Fri. - 10:00 a.m. -
Sat. - 10:00 a.m.

- 9:00 p.m.

12:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

01J Radio's from Paul's

OU Tim* Furniture . .

.

The way fun is going to be
B'N-S- Community Announcements

Black Family Day Minority orientation

di§co($eque &> festaufaqt

Three Floors Of Qood Times!

Every Sunday— Lire Wands 8:30 P.M.-ldO A.M.

discotheque ^ghtly 9tiO-i$o AM.

HipN Hour Daily

Underground 4 — 6 p.m.

Discoteque 8 — 9:30 p.m.

special prices

SEAGUL - April 20 Sun. nite

'Sandwiches that are more than a meal*'

Open at ^Npon

On Saturday, April 26, 1975 the

Black students in conjunction with

CCEBS, will present to the

University campus, the first Black

Family Day Program. Parents of the

Black students will be visiting the

campus. There will be programs
with activities designed to provide

realization of the following goals: to

involve the parents of CCEBS
students directly with the academic
process; to help CCEBS provide a

total support mechanism; to clarify

the role and function of student and
parents within the CCEBS program;

and to involve the total community
in a critical discussion of the ef-

fectiveness and direction of the

CCEBS program.

Black Family Day is the result of a

collective effort on the part of the

CCEBS Dorm organizers and
members from the Black com-
munity in Amherst.

All Black students (CCEBS and
non CCEBS) should seriously urge

their parents to attend the Family

Day Activities. For further in-

formation, please contact the

CCEBS office at 545-0031.

The Student Intern Program is

having a minority orientation
meeting, April 21, at 7 p.m. in the

New Africa House. The purpose of

the orientation meeting is to inform

all interested minority students of

the Student Intern Program and its

unique alternative educational
experience.

The Student Intern Program
makes an opportunity available for

undergraduate students to apply

their acquired academic knowledge
to a work situation related to their

academic-career goals. All in-

ternships are for a semester, 40
hrs.-week. All interns receive 15

credits, the usual arrangement of 6
Special Problems or Independent

Study and 9 UMass Practicum 200.

Stipends are not required of par-

ticipating organizations but are

strongly encouraged.

All students who are eligible for

work-study will not lose their

eligibility if they desire to do an

internship. Internships are usually

set up at community-based social

service-action agencies, govern-

ment, city, state, federal, research-

scientific, educational TV and radio,

and other non-profit agencies.

relationships have been stressed,

considerable attention has been
given to vocal improvisation of

melody, rhythm and text, as well as

ensemble singing in large and small

groups.

Each type of Afro-American
Vocal Music, from the blues to the

present-day soul songs will be
included in the concert, which also

features several songs performed in

the "jamming" manner of an in-

strumental ensemble. During the

course of one song, several singers

alternate on choruses for the

development of the improvisational

technique.

Everyone is invited to attend the

concert free of charge.

Art Festival
On Saturday, April 19, 1975 at

2:00 p.m., the 1975 Black Arts

Festival, "Creativity in Blackness,"

will present a cultural arts festival,

at Smith College, — Mendenhall
Center for the Performing Arts.

The event will feature the Tyefa
African Dance Ensemble, from
Morristown, N.J., plus an array of

local talent from the Five College

area will perform. This event is

open to the public, for further

information, please contact Karen
Freeman, 584-2700, Ext. 488.

Robert Marques Singer's Workshop Support students

at the Elmwood
Route 9 Hadley, Massachusetts

Gf*M Inn, lac.

food drinh dancing

The Caribbean Student
Association will present a lecture

entitled "the Oneness of Caribbean

Literature." The event will be held

on Thurs., April 17, 1975 in Room
169, in the Campus Center at 8:00

p.m.

The speaker will be Robert

Marquez, Editor of the "Caliban"

magazine and Prof, at Hampshire

College in Amherst. This event is

open to the entire community.

The Recital Hall (Room 248) of

the Fine Arts Complex will be the

scene of a Singers' Workshop at

8:00 p.m. on Thursday, April 27,

when fifteen students from a

"Techniques in Afro-American

Vocal Music" course will present a

concert of solos, duets and trios.

The course, taught by Horace

Clarence Boyer, focuses on the

singing of jazz, blues, popular

songs, show tunes, soul, gospel

and spirituals.

The Black News Service wish to

announce that we support the just

demands of college students in

their attempts to bring justice and
equity to Univ. campuses across

America. It is our feeling that the

following grievances are only a few
of the many concerns that are

desperately in need of genuine

attention; reduce budget cuts,

increase minority recruitment,

increase financial aid, and more
respect for students from
professors and administrators.

10^ OFF
ALL NEtf 5PR1UG

13ps~Shirts "Blouses

Sprig «SKirts
SAME.

25?
A-PENIM

tlie jeans

)
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Weajshihs
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Call to reaction
On a back page of yesterday's New York

Times, the headlines told the story. A
picture of picketing college students was
flanked by a headline stating "Students at
Brown U. Protest Budget Cuts/' and
another, "Panel Says 1 in 10 Campuses
Will Merge or Shut Down by 1980." And on
the front page of yesterday's Collegian, a
picture of Tuesday's PBC rally appeared,
showing a large crowd gathered to hear
various views of the budget cuts.
Discontent is in the air.

At UAAass, the discontent has its

variables, but there are also some broad
based issues which connect and effect
everyone.
The administration has shown itself to

be irresponsible and unresponsive to
demands for student input into the decision
making process. Students will suffer
cutbacks and fee increases when there has
been no active search for alternatives.
Why not ask Dr. Wood to forego his
helicopter rides? The question is who is

working for whom.

Then there is the Governor and the State
Legislature, who have seen fit to cut our
budget 30 per cent, a cut that will effect
quality and quantity of state education,
giving more financial aid to private
colleges.

The alternatives for action are many,
but all require organization and unity. No
one is going to take that action for us.

Tonight at 9:30 in the Student Union
Ballroom, a Town Meeting will be held, the
purpose of which is to decide a course of
action to protest the situation. If you care
about your educational future and right to
self determination. We have over 20,000
people all in the same situation. The
numbers are in our favor is we can ef-

fectively organize support. It's up to us to
determine whether we get answers on fees
and budget cuts now, or in the back pages
of the Boston Globe in July.
Town meeting, tonight 9:30 at the

Student Union Ballroom.
All unsigned editorials represent the opinion of the

majority of the Board of Editors.

to tte editor
Gauge an insult to women's intellect

Note:
We are writing this letter to protest an ad-

vertisement placed in the Collegian on the ninth of the
month. We refer to the breast gauge ad. It makes the
statement that the smaller the breast, the greater the

This letter refers to a Collegian
publication of April 9th. The same ad
mentioned was reprinted in yesterday's
paper also.

i

intelligence. Obviously, since men have smaller

breasts, this gauge rates their intelligence higher than
that of women's. We feel that this is a direct insult

against women's intellect. We are appalled to find

such sexist stereotyping in this newspaper.

Marcia Robinson
Joan Keith

Rosemary E Ider

and 18 signatures

Judicial system
needs looking into
As an ex member of the student judiciary com

mittee, I was motivated to write this letter by the
Collegian's article "Corwin Denies Allegation," in

Pnn/^/tt'n/Ki^ f*^ U wNch Corwin states his dissatisfaction with the

LrUnCGrn/nQ UOnCOrO Un,versitV Judicial system. Iam pleased he spoke out. I

left the committee earlier this semester because I felt
the office was not fulfilling its obligation to the
university by using methods of select and often
unethical means of prosecution. I have a serious
concern that the office is staffed by many students
who are not into the struggles and needs of the rest of
us, and those running it are into their own power trip.

Rather than make any further specific allegation, I

would see it in the interest of the university to have a
task force of sort created looking into whether justice
is being served by:

a\ the attorney general selecting judges and
defense prosecution attorneys,

6
1
the attorney general serving as a prosecution

attorney,

c\ lack of third world or minority representation on
the committee,

d] contracts as a form of plea bargaining available
to suspected shop lifters,

el the methods in which the judges are trained and
advised.

I urgently ask that the Senate or any organized
student association look into this matter soon.

Deborah M Love

/ am writing in response to the letter in Monday's
Collegian regarding caravans to Concord.

I would like to issue a word of caution to anyone
planning to go to Concord this weekend. Concord is

a small town with a population smaller than that of
this University. It has a beauty all its own, most of that
beauty being its peacefu/ness. It prepares itself every
year for many tourists, but no where near the number
that is expected this weekend and through the
summer. I am a life long resident of the town and
would hate to see any damage done to its beauty by
unappreciative crowds. Please have some respect for
Concord's historic value and those who live there if

nothing else.

Janet Callahan

Thursday, april i7, 1975
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

The steps of the Student Union building was a scene a
great excitement yesterday as several rallied against
the budget cuts.

Call to arms
(1776 - 1976)

Two hundred years ago, the revolutionary call to arms reached a group

of local patriots, better known as "The Sunderland Militia". Unfortunately,

they never made Concord; a rustic bar and rounds of raucous drinking

way-layed the pride of the Pioneer A/alley.

Tonight thousands of people from both on and off campus are expected

to attend a town meeting in the Student Union Ballroom protesting the

economic situation at the University and the community at large.

Tomorrow, tens of thousands of people from all over the country will be
protesting the National Economic situation at The People's Bicentennial

Rally in Concord. We only hope that these two statements, whose purpose
reflects our country's original revolutionary dissent, will incite participation

of a more serious nature than exhibited by the Sunderland rowdies.

<c<umm<sMs&.iry

Following a rally Tuesday, protesting proposed University budget cuts, a
group of students formed a "strike committee". Yet, it remains to be seen
if the majority of students are willing to support, by means of active
participation as well as a spiritual endorsement, the shutting down of the
University.

The themes surrounding the midnight rally in Concord — corporate
control of the national economy - parallel, on a smaller scale, the dilemma
faced by university students - that is, UMass has been built for and
maintained by the people of Massachusetts' working-class whites and
Third World citizens and it is these people who are in danger of losing their
right to public education.

Both the People's Bicentennial and the University Town Meeting are
sober and forceful statements, directed at Wall Street and Whitmore
THAT WE WILL CONTROL OVER OUR LIVES!

If you believe in your right to a quality education and an end to corporate
tyranny, let your voice be heard - tonight at 9 o'clock t the Student
Union Ballroom, and Friday, at midnight in Concord.

This statement represents a unified opinion of the Progressive News

Northeast Quad residents

to be duped again?
(have serious charges to levy against the Northeast Area Government. I

am doing this because I want the residents of the area to know what is
going on behind the scenes in their elected government.

Last year the N.E. Government voted to pay themselves salaries.

President $ 15-week, V.P., $ 10-week, Treasurer $ 10-week, Secretary $ 10-

week. This was a closed vote. None of the residents were asked their

opinions. These salaries run to the tune of $ 1800 per annum. What this

means is that when they come to us and say ... "OK, people we have x
amount of $ to spend, " it is minus the $ 1800 that they have skimmed off
the top.

Also to insure that the "right people" will get these positions this year
election announcements werejust posted over the weekend. [If not later in
some dormsl Due date for one to submit his-her name was Tuesday the
15th. Today, the 17th, elections are to be held.

I am furious thai announcements were not made much sooner, salaries
were not mentioned, and that none of the candidates who are on the ballot

campaigned or even attempted to speak at dorm meetings throughout the
Quad.

The election is a mockery and is an insult to the residents of the Quad.
As a finish, I would like to know what happened to the $14,000 that the

government alloted within the first three weeks of the year. How many
people benefited from the allocations besides the salaried officials? What is

going to happen to next year's budget?

Christopher W. Geigar
President

Thatcher Dorm

Well, Dr Gage, here's another fine mess you've got me Into. Dining Common
tees / 1noeeo

.

Got a gripe?

dislike a story?

Send a letter to the editor

typed please!

Bill Parent

By BILL PARENT
All over campus the student unity symbol

has been appearing with the word STRIKE
followed by a question mark. The word
"strike" one can understand, (though it

seems too militant for these purposes)
however what I wonder about is the question
mark.

The question mark may mean any number
of things, a few of which are:

1. Watch out Whitmore, we've almost got
it together enough...

2. The warning signs are out and "will

soon shake your windows and rattle your
walls"

Student unity tonight???
3. We know what we should do; we just

have our doubts as to the potency of
students in the seventies.

The question mark is most likely a
reflection of all the above.

Yet the question mark best exemplifies
tonight's meeting in the SUB. Whether or
not there is enough concern to support a
large turnout, is the question which will not
only bring long awaited answers on the

budget but will also mark the turning point as
to the role of students on this campus in the
future.

Right now there is no real student voice on
campus, the only regular student ad-

ministration exchange takes place between
Whitmore and the Collegian and our duty is

not to be the advocate for students.

Sadly, the S.G.A. has lost its power, it has
become too caught up in the day-to-day
administration of student activities to devote
the time and talent necessary to be heard.

Last night's elections were more of a
mundane effort than they were a catalyst.

Students must raise their voices by alter-

native means.

What goes on tonight and what follows

will be the last chance for students this year
to pour out their emotions as a collective

group, not only for next semester but for

years to come.

Whether or not one supports the demands
brought up tonight is not important, what is

important is that people show up, that

students get together, and let people know
how they feel.

And if what is on tonight's agenda does
not, in your opinion, concern you, come and
let people know what does. Tonight the

question will be answered.
Will we have a say in the way this place

where we live, love, work, learn, and pay for

is run?

Student Unity?

Bill Parent is Collegian Editor in Chief

Point...
By DENNIS PERRY

The growing criticism of and animosity toward the United Nations
holds a cryptic message for all peace-loving nations of the world
The storm of protest raging in the United States is particularly an
ominous portent. Though the United States has had both the
capacity and the opportunity to reverse this trend, somehow the
bitterness and frustration have preempted any such "good will" on
our part. And that attitude appears, at least to the critics to be
justified. Why? ^» '» "»>^
With the recent tumultous and unprecedented change (that is the

.ncreased strength and vigor of the Trwd World and its supporters)
inside the United Nations, there is a growing fear that peace and
security wil be jeopardized by a volatile International system of too
many participants. There is also a deep concern over the formation
of a "tyranny of the majority'' within the General Assembly. And
there is an overwhelming apprehension that such a power bloc
might bring a wave of recriminations, or rather, the suppression of
our independent initiative within the United Nations. In such an
event the Unitad States (so they say) shouki retaliate either by
threatening a cut off in its share of the financial burdern or a with-
drawal from the United Nations altogether. •

But if only we examine ihe history of the Organization would we
begin to see the superficiality of these arguments. Today's
tumultous change within the United Nations is an historic
inevitability - and a blessing. The "revolution" is not meant to
sacrifice basic principles and objectives of the United Nations but to
challenge the power relationships - adjustments that would see to
it that the U.N. functioned as it originally was intended to, in a quasi-
parliamentary fashion with potential autonomy and independence
for all nations. Peace and security as the common goal of all nations

By MIKE IZDEPSKI
I ndeed, the honeymoon is over for the United States in the United

Nations, but only because there never was one in the first place.
What America got was closer to a nightmare of a marriage than a
honeymoon. Since its beginnings the world organization has been
clinging to the U.S. for financial and moral support like a chain and
iron ball: The UN headquarters stand on soil donated by the city of
New York, the building itself was erected almost exclusively through
American grants and loans. Over the years billions upon billions of
dollars have been contributed by the U.S. to such valuable affiliated

groups as UNESCO (Education, Science and Culture) and the World
Health Organization (WHO). And this money wasn't just "extra
cash", which could be thrown away at random: every cent had to be
earned by American taxpayers.

Looking at the UN budget for 1974-75, only 17 of the 138 mem
bership countries will pay at least one per cent each of the needed
540 million, four of 138 will pitch in five per cent or more, and only
two will contribute double figure percentages: the USSR with 13 per
cent and, finally, who else but stupid old Uncle Sam with a
whopping 25 per cent, or a full quarter of the tab!

It's all for a "good cause" many will interject, and surely

Americans don't want some little kid in Asia to go hungry. So let's

leave aside the affiliated organizations. We still are left with an in-

flated appropriation of 150 million for "administration costs and
conference services". This pays for the tons of paper that are printed

up on such important things as the yearly precipitation in upper
Timbuktu or how many grams of rice a Southern Nepalesian farmer
eats each day.

must be decided in common,
not by a few. Size and power
does not guarantee them.
There is certainly little

plausibility in the criticism of
the U.N. as a "majority
tyranny." One need only note
the defeat of the resolution to
depose the Lon Nol regime a
few months back to see that

each nation maintains its in-

dependent initiative and votes
according to its conviction.

In contrast, the U.N. of yesteryear was once described as a
"mechanical majority" in which the U.S. created the framework for

debates and defined the issues. Even today, the idea of Communist
infiltration within the Organization has hardly any credibility since
what action the Soviet Union might support is largely not an in-

dependent factor, but a function of what the Third World nations do
and say.

Finally, if the U.S. were to respond to the change by blocking
funds or by withdrawing from the United Nations, it would only be
cutting its own throat. World opinion would prevail against the
United States, as the credibility of our most noble motives and most
generous impulses would be questioned. Would we really reach the
point where peace is measured in terms of dollars and cents, where
formerly we were under the assumption that peace is priceless? Has
it been all along that wealth, power, and size were qualifications for
independent initiative, and not nationhood alone?
The message is clear: the honeymoon is over for the United

States. It must learn to live and let live. The United Nations will

continue to play a significant and unique role in the promotion of
peace, and it would seem its members are determined to meet the
enormous challenge of the world together — with or without the
United States.

Dennis Perry is a Collegian Commentator.

Highly fruitful conferences

are also funded with this

money, like the one on world
population last year in

Romania, which found 1250
delegates at each other's
throats for a week or so, and
ended with a 10,000 word
statement to the effect: "It

can't go on like this!".

To illustrate the
schizophrenic mentality that

currently abides in the hallowed
halls of the General Assembly,
one need only compare how
closely the objectives of the UN
layed down in its charger
coincide with the actual per-

formance of the organization:

...counter point
Some of the declared purposes of the United Nations are taking

"effective collective measures for the suppression of acts of
aggression" and "encouraging respect for human rights and fun-
damental freedoms for all." Membership is supposed to be limited to
"peace-loving states."

In accordance with these rules, so we are told, racist South Africa
was expelled from the General Assembly, Israel thrown out of
UNESCO. But what about granting membership to a country that
barricades itself from the free world with a shjne wall, cruelly
shooting trespassers en s*ght Oh yes. East Germany does have its

own bloodly little way of "keeping the 1 1 jeW" V
Or take the off**/ invitation that was extended to -Palestine

terrorist leader Vasss* Arafat last September to address the General
Assembly. Too nad tye twelve rsraefi athletes of Munich or the 28
innocent airline passengers of Lod airport couldn't be in Mew York
that day to join srllje ecstatic applause.

But then again, why shouHf • world organization a third of whose
members are representatives of milfTary juntas, dictatorships and
other totalitarian re^irnSB, act otherwise' vA^5^The fact that four nations with a combined populefton less than
that of Worcester County, can out-vote the three largest powers on
this globe, thereby telling over a WWon people what to do, is nothing
less than a screaming outrage! The "one country - one vote"
policy of the UN was meant to make all nations equal. What it has in
fact accomplished is making the minority "more equal" than the
majority.

So let's take the consequences and cut our precious contributions
that are being wasted so blatantly! But let's not get out! For after all

the work and money we stuck into the United Nations, we should at
least be privileged to stay in our seats and watch the incompetent
giant go down the drain before our very eyes ...

Mike Izdepski is a Collegian commentator.

Future stalk Benita Pullara

By BENITA PULLARA

Enjoy it while you're young, you'll only be

young once ... isn't it great to be young?
In a culture where youth is worshipped, it

is a disgrace to become old. The middle-aged
cover their wrinkles, dye their hair, and wear
wigs to preserve an imminently fading youth.

The fear of aging is forcing middle-aged

women to dress themselves into styles too

young for them. It has become the vogue for

men over forty to have hair transplants.

Old age symbolizes uselessness in our

society, it is this notion we fear. It is only

when you're young that you're really alive, or

so we theorize. Young people today really

know what it's all about Life is for the

young. We build our own cages with these
values. We value youth and disregard

maturity but we will all be old some day.

Youth is like time, it is elusive and it will slip

away.

It's easy to overlook when you're twenty
that some day your hair will turn white and
your skin will wrinkle. It's easy to overlook

that some day you will feel useless and
unwanted. It's easy to overlook that you will

not always be young. Our culture is not like

others, where age is valued, where the

elderly can find a useful purpose. Our culture

is centered around the teeny bopper and the

college student.

You cannot age with grace in our culture.

Age represents a struggle to preserve youth,

to do everything you possibly can to hide

these signs of uselessness. Age with dignity,

age with respect, mean nothing. Age is a

fear, for it brings you ever so closer to death.

And when age has gone too far to hide from
anymore, you can go to the park and feed
the pigeons. Or your loving relatives will pack
your suitcase and send you to the nursing
home. You are almost literally placed away
on a shelf by those younger than yourself, for

your age reminds them of their own fears.

They'll kid themselves, they'll rationalize:

they'll say Uncle Herman or Aunt Martha are
happy where they are. Maybe they may
grumble a bit, but they are really better off.

And if you're lucky they'll come every

Christmas and Easter and take you to dinner
with the family and then they'll put you back
again. On the shelf. Out of their world.
And you will remember what it was like to

be young and useful. And you will remember
what it was like not to have to think about
old age and death. And you will remember all

the old relatives that you put out of your
world, becase you were young and never
going to be old.

It is with these values that we make
ourselves inadequate in our later years. In

youth we always see the aged as irrelevant

and useless, and so when we grow old we
find the same fate for ourselves.

Benita Pullara is a Collegia ) Columnist.
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* Thousands to visit Concord
X^X^X^H^K^K^-W.

cont. from p. 2
The PBC program will consist of

revolutionary oration and music as

well as soup kitchens and the

reading of a Declaration of

Economic Independence. Speakers
and performers will include Pete

Seeger, Holly Near, Arlo Guthrie,

Richard Dreyfus, Barry Commoner
and George Wald among others.

The PBC has expressed a need

for more automobiles in the

caravans going to Concord; "We
want every seat filled and we hope
that people who have cars will link

up with the caravans as there are

many people who don't have
transportation."

Although portions of the PBC
Rally and the traditional

celebrations will be held at the

^ Women's
health
issues

cont. from p. 2
to share concerns and get
questions answered." Women
counselors are also available to

Room to Move.
If the incident of a problem

pregnancy arises, the Health Center
offers help and guidance from
counselor Elaine Fraser, who
objectively and confidentially

discusses all possible alternatives

with the woman who may decide to

either marry, or bring her child up
as a single parent. Also, she might
give the baby up for adoption or

have an abortion. Whatever her

decision, she will be refered to the

appropriate agencies. "The main
thing," says Fraser, is that I state

the alternatives and let the woman
or the couple choose the best

route."

Neither abortions nor deliveries

are performed at the Infirmary;

however, the Health Center does
confirm pregnancies, provide initial

pre natal care and administer post-

pregnancy care and counseling.

For major gynecological and
obstetrical treatment a woman will

be referred to a list of physicians

from which she can choose. The
University's Optional Student
Supplementary Insurance plan
provides coverage for pregnancy;

payment up to $600 for pre-natal

care and delivery, or up to $125 for

voluntary termination of

pregnancy.

"Sometimes I counsel male
students with girlfriends at home,
for example, in the Boston area. I

tell them what they can do to get

help." says Fraser.

same time, due to cooperative
planning there should be no
conflict.

The UMass caravans will

assemble at the parking lots on
University Drive across from

Southwest. They will leave for

Concord at 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.

tomorrow afternoon. People are

asked to bring cars, warm clothing,

rain gear, food, water, hot
beverage, and a ground cloth.

F0R LIGHTNING FAST DELIVERY 0NAMV Of OM
DELICIOUS PIZZAS OR SU85 CALL THE WN6RY-U

PIZZA PATROL

<«*s
.4 **

Now Appearing at

Some of Mf Boot Fttends

Playing TONIGHT

Firewater Fri. ft Sat. Nappy Novr

4:30-7:00 in Speakeasy Lounge

<- -

REALISTIC ••• a contemporary sound

in a traditional style

AND WE CARRY ON OUR TRADITION
OF QUALITY SOUND SYSTEMS

with REALISTIC turntables- A
•speakers- 8 track stereoJE
am-fm tunersdamps

Radio Shack
oPHmhcrvT

«»J — %

103 N. Pleasant

Tel. 256-0473

55 University Drive

Tel. 256-8914

Massachusetts

Bay Community College

Division of Continuing Education

and Community Services

SUMMER MORNING AND EVENING CLASSES 1975

50 Oakland Street

Wellesley, MA 02181

237-1100

FIRST MORNING SESSION
(Both Campuses)

Registration:

K a.m. -12 p.m.

« p.m. -8 p.m.. May 29

Classes begin: June 2

Classes end: July 7

57 Stanley Avenue
Watertown. MA 02172

926-2600

SECOND MORNING
SESSION

(Both Campuses)

Registration:

8 a.m. -2 p.m.. July 9

Classes begin: July 11

Classes end: August 15

EVENING SESSION
(Both Campuses)

Registration: 8 a.m. -12 p.m.; 6 p.m. -8 p.m.. May 29

Classes begin: (Watertown) June2
Classes end: (Watertown) July23
Classes begin: (Wellesley) June

3

Classes end: (Wellesley) July24

VKS! — \ H nia> allrnd nihn or both of our fivr week morninK sessions and accumulate
I.' or more t-reditv K\ en inn Session is right weeks and up to six credits may be earned.

NO? — Tuition has not gone up this >ear* Three credit courses. M>; (our credit courses.
•HI. There is a labfeeoft.'t for certain courses. Keitistralion ree. II per session

YES! — We have a wide variety of credit courses in Hl'KINKSK ADMINISTRATION,
III MXNITIKS. SKt KKTAKIAI. SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, SOCIAL
SCIENCE, < IIII.D CAM and KK< KKATION LEADBMNM*. The t ollege is fulls

accredited b> the N K. X.S ( Mosl important is a highly dedicated faculty and the
at ailahilitv of individual counseling.

No: — You do not have to be in a dexree program at the t ollege to earn credits hut it is

possible to begin degree work in the summer.
\ KB! - We will again offer the l\Tr \SI\ K SK( KKTXKIAI WOKkMlOP from June 2-

lulv IK; » a.m. -I :Hi p.m. daily This is a complete self-contained program for those
with no previous clerical training It is designed to provide basic I v ping, shorthand.
and general office skills for entry into the secretarial field; Tuition: 117.' plus J;

registration fee.

NO! — You do not have to register in person. Simply use the mail registration form
contained in the Summer Sessions t atalogue.

I r S' — We will be happy to send vou our Summer Sessions t atalogue I'lease mail such
requests to our Watertown < ampus or if more convenient, call <i:'fi-.'WMt. extension Mi.

17. I*. IS.

International Fair Day
exhibits, slides, films, national dance, exotic food

Friday, April 18th 4 p.m. — 10 p.m.

Saturday, April 19th 10 a.m. — 5 p.m.

FREE ADMISSION STUDENT UNION BALLROOM, UMASS.

2 DANCES
Fri. 18th 8 p.m. — 1 a.m._The Changes

from Worcester

(Free AdmissioYi)

Sat. 19th 8 p.m. — 1 a.m. Almenian Music
Band Richie Berberian Ensemble

Students $2— Non-Students $3

Rapid Reproductions
QualityXeroxing

High Grade Thesis

Reproduction
BOND PAPER RECEIVE YOUR
COPIES BY AN ASSURED DATE

Call in advance and reserve a date
for YOi" copying:549_q566

Amherst Carriage Shops
233 No Pleasant St .Amherst
Mon Fri 39/Sat tt/Sun 1t-7

Rapid
Reproductions
QUALITY XEROXING

THESIS
SPECIAL

*50 Original pages ormore,at
least/o copies, allow 12 hours
25% rag bondpaper no extra

charge

Amherst Carriage Shops . 233 N Pleasant Si

Mon Fri 9-9 Sat 9 6 Sunll 7 549 056b

ff^

OO GO

O • © © © © o ©

WE SERVCE
WHAT WE SELL ^and they're all Htcalllf idealistic

stereo lot car & horn* cituen band radios portables 8 track cassettes • t.v. antennas intercoms microphones cables speakers parts
[ONO LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED 318 College St .

( Rt 9 I Amherst

Writing expert

to speak tonight

Elliott L. Biskind, distinguished

New York attorney and crusader for

the improvement of legal writing,

will speak tonight at 8:00 that

evening in the Campus Center,

Room 168-170, to Pre-Law students

and anyone else interested.

Biskind, a member of the N.Y.

Bar and Gray's Inn, London, and
admitted to practice before the

U.S. Court, has served with both

the Office of Price Administration

and the National Labor Relations

Board. His legal specialty, however,

is real estate law, on which he has

published several books and
numerous articles.

Perhaps not coincidentally,

Biskind has developed "a
missionary spirit" on behalf of

clarifying and simplifying legal

writing. Besides teaching at New
York Law School, he conducts

symposia and workshops around

the country for law students,

practising attorneys, and judges.

notes
& quotes

Schlitz

Dr. A. P. Ginsberg of Bell Telephone Laboratories in Murray Hill, New
Jersey will speak on "Transition Metal Complexes with Small Molecules"
today at 11:15 a.m. in Room 101, Graduate Research Tower I.

ITMYSTOSHOP
Tp4F FH^Ia^mSI^ lAfAV Chemistry seminar tonight

,

™ ™ i-^B ^Hj^f^Wr%^r | WB ^wJ^^^B Dr A p Ginsberg of Bell Telephone Laboratories

Mountain Farms
Mall In Hadleyi

Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe!

JS curriculum —

help to improve it

Journalistic Studies majors who
are interested in building a better

department will be meeting tonight,

April 17 at 7:30 in Academic Affairs

in the Student Union Building to

form committees and plan strategy.

The topics that will be discussed

in various committees are;

curriculum, advising, workshops,
and internships.

All interested J.S. students are

welcome to attend. YOUR men-
women power is needed!!!

notices

case of 24
12 oz cans

KOSG Udl CIGH Liebfraumilch . .

2
t>t°

Z 1

Great Western ** ee^ . *? 1 69

ChateauLaurentSSSS. tf2"
DOHOIll Lambrusco

4

b tf

Isabel Rose". 279

t£gf%mtr%£9k t Burgundy, Chablis, 4/5 <f 79l\UI UUl Vin Rose' bti I

cont. from p. 13
TONY THE WONDER HORSE
A famous animal act will be performing

in the Emmet Kelly Jr. Circus in the Curry

Hicks Cage. Sun , 4-27. Tickets are on sale

in the Concourse.
TOUR INDIA

Film and slide show tonite at 7:00 CC
163 Free, "Indian Wedding" and
"Dancing Feet" will also be shown Free

coffee

UMASS SAILING CLUB
All members wishing to go sailing at

Coast Guard on Sat., call Jim McMath at

6 5782 on Fn. between 7 and 10 p.m.

WANT TO EARN CREDIT?"
Like Kids? Volunteer for working in the

day care center during Marathon. 4-22, 23,

24 Call 545-1585 or 549 4599
WOMEN IN CHILE

Mrs. Joanna Gaiardo will speak on
Women in Chile 4-17 at 8 p.m in CC 175

Mrs. Gajardo worked with Chilean working

class women before and during the

Allende regime.

WRITER
Index still needs writers for different

sections of the book Please come to 409

SU or call 5 0848 or 5 2874
JOAN LITTLE DEFENSE FUND COM
MIT TEE

Will meet every Thurs.. S.W Women's
Center, 7 p.m. Any and all energies
welcome.
FOUND
One set of keys on Mass Ave Tues. nite.

Call 549-0491 Chris.

FOUND
Necklace, outside of School of Ed,

Wed Call Betsy 549 1816 and identify.

LOST
Gold pocketwatch, initials JCM on back

Reward, no questions asked. Contact Lee.
Rm 312 Butterfield. 5-4019.
LOST

Anthro notebook UMass, doodles.
Morrocan wallet with ID's. Reward for
both, Joe Reiner 6 7075
LOST

Green :• -d case w-wire frame glasses
and contac. «ens case. 256-0141.
LOST

Ten week old Germ, t Shepard pup.
mostly black, some tan, with handmade
brown leather collar, vicinity North
Amherst Call 549-0204

Old
Milwaukee

Beer
case 24 - 12 oz cans

525

LANDRY'S MARKET
" ... - . . -. — imm M —

The Oldest Grocery inAmherst

10% DISCOUNTONALLWINES

SUPERMARKETS
Prices Effective thru Sat.. April 19 We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

Prices Effective 4- 17 — 472
All Beer — Warm or Cold

Schlitz * pak 1.39 Case 5.29

Munich 6 pak .99 Case 3.95
BallantmeAle 6 pak 1 29 Case 4 95

Heineken 6 pak 3 25 Case 12.95

Guiness Stout 4 pak 2.45 Case 14.00

Ice 10 lb. bag, .so
Cabot's Triple Score Butter lb. .19
Cabot's Vermont Cheddar Cheese lb 1.49
Vermont Fresh Milk '

} gal 72. gal. 1.43
Beef Liver lb. 59
Slab Bacon lb. 1.09
Breakfast Sausage lb. .99
Iceberg Lettuce 3 heeds 1 .00
4 Pak Tomatoes .29
Carrots

1 lb. pkg. 2 .29

Open 8-9, Mon. -Thurs.; 8-11, Fri. & Sat. 10-3, Sun. (No Beer)

711 Main St. Amherst 253 5387
On the Belchertown Bus Route
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ARMENIAN MNCi
Sit., April tm

8:00 p.m.

Campus Confer Auditorium

Featuring:

Richie Berberian Ensemble

TICKETS: $3 General— $2 UMass Students with I.D.

Sponsored by: The Armenian Club of UAAass

AiVha

(r
between

and 3 45 pm Monday

MDC Classifieds Pay
* To place a classified, drop by
the Colleojien Office
I 38 am
Friday
The deadline is 1:41, two days

bolore Mio day your »4 is to

apoear
The ratos aro:

" Dally - » M par line

Weakly - » JO par Una
Monthly - 8 26 par line

'Two line* on form
approslmatc one line

AUTO FOR SALE

C\
FJR SALE

Integral Svateme power amp
large Advent speaker* ACE audio
prssmp ell Immeculate »H0 Cell

Mike Ml 0177

Naad a place to put your plants?
Buy a plant hanger from it e for
17 60 Made from real wood, hanot
in dorm window, hold* up to 12
plant* Cell Vicki at 60461 or stop
b, and ••• al JQA 1403

fair JBL M ipeakere. high .f

flclencv. • OHM 307 0040 k..„
trying

Hood skis bndge. boot*, etc 284

RUBBER STAMPS mode up with
anything you d- Ilk* to Stamp.
Ineapenalve For inctanca. name
• nd addre** S3, with talaphona
number 13 60 Fact service Aleo
pereoneliied stationary Joeoph
4*6 4766 evening*

G.bson ES 336 good cond
263 5746

6278

Refrigerator. 10 cu ft. Beet otter
over 1100 Vaar old Call Chrl* at I
7*70 or t 3*300

Fender Bendmeoter t> PA Qulld
Guitar Leill* 147. RMI Piano 264

1160 after S

Symphonic stereo w record
changer. AM FM Stereo redlo tape
deck 2 Ig speaker* Sell for 1160
2S3 7SBB

EXAKTA VS1000TL 2 bodies 3
lenses 3 viewfmders Honeywell
•SA strobe lot* sis* Complete
Beet offer 641 0304

10 Sp French bike, good cond 1
Ig eofe comf Cell Bill MS J2M 6
t g.m

Pure silver for sale C
Chen Mon Fri . 7 IB p m

SEX IN PICTURE*-
' Bring back

good memories' Th. e booke and
magotinee show All in color end
black and whltal Fentaeiee gelore
end even good looki i models The
seme ee combat i. no hard core
but even with - teste' Only e
limited emount «r cent off
•3 msteed of 46 superficially
dameged at 42 50 d your age
and chock to P Boa 140.
Amherct

Merenti 2220. S2B0 Criterion 4X.
only 1160 Two PE mpro 3016
turnteble S12S LA 26 S36 Vry.
cleen Brien 546 6212

Two Gen tlree 4 ply. G7S 14
used 1600 mite* M0 or boat offor
Call 540 0216

Complete (Ingle bad. »2S. a 3
corner deck SB. 4 tlree H7SX1I. S3
each Call 264 6646

Cruiser pock frame, camp Valla
horiton peck bag Call 648 0460

Must sell pr OHM d spkrs 3
mo* old with warrant . cardc and
bosec Call 648 6828 even* S180 or
BO

And Or ee collateral for loan
ctereo cvctem w Ovneco SCA-S0.
etc Bill 323 4674

Guild F 112 12 string guitar w-
hard shell case Esc condition. 3
yaerc old S22S Cell 646 1631 and
laeve name.

Stereo componenta. 20 20 par
cant oM lletl All mejor brand*, all
guaranteed Call Vinny 263 2408

TEAC 260 caeaatte dock. SB.
cond 4180 Carol. 640 4441 attar
630

Bace hiking boota. ei 10. now
446 my price S2S Mint. cond.
Mark 333-4246

Shooter* Savage o-u rifle

shotgun com 222 over 20 ge S100
Call C J 263 3813 P M

Sansul AMP 48 watt* 4130 new.
4SS now EICO FM tuner. (26 Call
Dave 2S3 3002

Panaaonlc Model P.E7670D FIT
•olid *tate FM AM stereo receiver
with matched BSR turntable, two
6V4 inch specs. ers 1136 Must sell

m*

•r Clastic. 6 cyl stand
good gen cond . good tlree needc
Iran* Oente rear 171 236 7363

1SS4 Ford Oalexie. p*. pb ,i,
cond S300 or beet otter Cell John
542 6163

Buick Wildcat. 4 dr . 42S cu In 3
spd , auto., air conditioned. 17 mpg
A reel beauty S700 or best otter
John. 54BUA1
Want to atay in aehool mutt

oil - 73 Pontlac. Grand. AM. blue,

pc pb am fm. eteal red la Is cruise

control Beet offer 6*4-6406 Keep
trying.

67 Chevelle. good cond. Beet
offer Must call. 648 8426

72 Ccpn AM FM stereo
S1875 549 0010

Must cell leaving country. 73 rodMG Midget Low mileege best
offer 646 1362

For sole 1972 SAAB 99€ Ig,cond new mjector* Tires eir

J /L
d *2400 or °ast offer 413 774

4219 evenings

4 Sele Peugeot U0S 21"
fram* Escellent cond Asking (100
263 6680

86 VW Ven. new point iob. need
mech work Beet offer 545 2896
Ask for Oeve

63 Chevy Imp, I. ,„ body Run*
Beit otter Call 253 2409

65 VW Bug. 72.000 m. R. bu.it
•ngin* S250 or bed offer 1 538
5434

1966 Ven. 69 eng . nd body wk
Run* ftn*. *td . 6 cyl 6 6620 or B1
Quebbin Apt . Bel B O

1SSS Corvelr Acklng 8300 763
2SS1

TOChev Impale A C (750 Jim
268 0200

1887 Cadillac Good cond S300
263 3061

73 MGB esc condition. 26 mpg
Mich tires selling cheap Call S48
6033

71 Fiat 124 seden Rediels. 30
mpg Good cond SUSS Call Mrs
Roberts 5 0150

67 Seeb. good engine end
trensmsn Needc work end love
S160 Coll lee in Grenby 1 467 2186

1872 Pontiac leman* convertibleAM FM redio. en cell condition
snows S22S0 or beet offer Cell 263
3880 6 em 1pm

68 Chev No beauty But SUPER
RUNNING Small 8 automatic ps
S3SS 2*3 7SS7

'70 Fiat coupe, no 3rd goer. 40
mpg Wents good home SSS6 tekes *

it 2S3 7S87

'71 Austin Americo. 30 mpg. now
brekec end tlree 38.000 milee S6S0
Bob 263 7887

84 Corvelr convert . body t) top
good Needc motor 8100 or BO
Bob 2S3 7887

IS Peugeot. Sunroof, needs
muffler end lottery S1S0. drive It

ewav Bob 283 7887

64 Ford SXL SmVeeeaeJ. Ttina
well 323 4246 S17S

1673 Tovoto Lendcruieer Must
sell Beet offer Cell 646 0386 before
6 30 Leave nemo end phone no.

1883 Fate . 2 dr sad (126 263

Cell Bo1SS7 Oetaun 411 41
263 3631

'1 Cemcro Z3S speed mechlne
13.000 mi Meke offer P O Bos
200. Amherst

1887 whlto Plymouth VIP hard
(op Automatic tranemleelon.
power brekec. end steering vinyl
roof, four door*, now bettery.
reclining split bench seets Good
condition.

1SSS Ford custom 600 stetlon
wegon. new brekec. clutch IS 21
mpg . 7 tlree Acklng S670 Cell BUI
et 548 0003 Leave name b tal.

Triumph TUB. 1871 46 000 ml..
red. good condition. Boat offer
Ring Poul on 646 0431

63 Buick LeSebre rune good.
needc work. Nlghte weekendc.
774 6111 S1SS.

86 Oodge Charger RT 440 meg.
Escellent body and Interior BO.
over (800 Call 584 8044 between 6
6 30

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1676 Kewaaakl KZ400. ISO mile*,

perfect, creeh bars konl shock*
Asking tiiso Cell Bob doyg 668
4662. nlte* messege

1S74 Hondo CL200 On Off rood
I mi. Good condition S7S0 firm

Steve 253 5892 eftor S p.m.

1S73 Hondo CB460 esc ehgpa.
ssy bar 6 entree Must cell Cell 548
0346

1S73 Yomeha 380 Dirt Bike. Ei.
cond (700 Ron 268 8443

1S71 Triumph Bonneville 660 CC.
stock condition, with very low
mileege (1600 Cell Bernie et 268

1871 Triumph 10" Eatenelon. 10"
bcrc. new point 263 MM

1873 Keweceki H 2 760 Mint
condition Call eftor6pm 688 1864

1SSS BS 17S. 6 000 ml. Part. cond.
16344837

Ball Helmet, et. 8 and 6 6 Eic.
cond .ITS Bon

FOR RENT

Amh - New 3 bdr . w w carpet.
dw diep. tannic 81, swimming
pool. Imm Occ No leese req S2SS

1 plus util ft sec Cell 549 8000 bifore

~Univ Park A(t|.4 1 bedim . 1160
mo ineludee util . 5 2258 (Sue)
days 264 0384 5 6 p m

Chi

If what you seek

is to go Greek

don V pass us by-

meet the sisters of

Alpha Chi.

Thurs., April 17th at 7:00

38 Nutting Ave.
Call 545-2152 for rides

a**e'&* Fall parking

registration

Parking Registration for Fall 1975
- 76, begins March 31. If you did not

receive a renewal form by campus
mail before April 5, come into the

Parking Office Rm. 1 Munson Hall.

If you want to change lots, you
must fill out an application form as

soon as possible. Change
assignments are made on a first

come first served basis. Bring your
vehicle information, student
number and registration fee to the

Parking Office, Rm. 1 Munson Hall.

32 mpg [ MDC CkM
FOR RENT

One bdrm ept for rent
bus route (160 per mo . util

'conv Cell Oeva 665 7065

on
mc

Sd
. ell

Cepe cottegec. cloce to beech
Norwich Seecon 617 432 4328
(iroupc welcome

Cheerfull room in country houce
cveil June 1 263 8643 eftor 6

Rentol for cummer. 4
bedroomc in Northampton,
possible for belonce of yoor Aleo 3
bedroom ept in fglr chepe
eveilebie in June et (160 per month
in Northempton Cell 3 6 p m
Skibiski Reeltore. Northempton
584 3428

Two bed ept 8180 w util Col VII
On bus route Avail June 1 268
0302 or 283 3002

Cliffcide Apts 03 Summer or
reneweble S1SS 686 3448 Two
bedrooms, pool view

WANTED TO RENT

Two seniors looking for three
studious seniors to rent houee for
J 76 Call 648 6764

Sm houaa in countryside *

Isolation end work spoco Reep
creftsmen Rets available Now or
sum Cell collect 617 St

Couplo neede cheep 1 bedroom
ept by May 1 Merle 387 2614

TO SUBLET
June Sept 3 Bedroom w

swimming pool, petio tennis etc
Fur-,shed 268 8244

Summer Sub 2 bedrm opt. on
bue lino. Low rent Inc ell util elr
cond . opt to renew in Sept 886
3484 evee

June-Sept. Colonial Village 3
bedrm on bue lino Furn.. pool. S180
w util negot 2S3 72S7 otter S pm

2 bedrm opt' with utilities 4180 e
month on bus line Juno 1 —
August 31 Opt to renew 646 6333

3 bedrm townhouao. pi. bus Pit.

S 1 8 31 A cond.. opt. to renew
(226 Cell 688 3887

June Sept 1 bedrm ept on bue
line Sundld 6180 mnth Cell Kethy
646 1238

3 bedroom Brendvwlne
648 0078

61SS.

Juno 1 to Aug 31 Sublet
Brendvwlne. 3 bedrm opt w dw
diep . elr cond . pool. On bue route.
partially furnlehod. rent negotiable
Call ST

Two bedroom Twnhse fur-
nished, ic . full bssement utilities
incl ceblevieion Rlvergledo Apts
S230 263 6208

One bdrm apt 300 Puffton
Juno Aug Soma furniture free No
phono After 6pm
4 bdrm opt. sami furn June

Sept Bue rte 8SS person Incl util.
Opt renew 2S3 6707

Lcrge room w both In Puffton
Villege S87 month Juno 1 Aug
31 Call Frank 546 -i

—

S bod houee. 2 both. 2 kit.. 1 llv S
min to school Rent B) util Call 288
8348 even

Femelo looking for 3 roommate*
to (here specious 5 room house,
directly off campus (Nutting Ave I

June 1 to Sept 1 Big backyd.
portiolly furnlehod. perking area
Call Jan attar 6 548 1312

Enjoy summer In comforteble
Medley home 6 bdrms flreploco.
furniehed. woode. river EZ ecceec
BBS 4216

Three bedrooms. 2 baths. AC
Oishwechor quiet. SIM off. muet
rent soon. Puffton Village Apt*
648 8338

3 bdr. apt (180 par mo. 646
800. AC
Two bdrm apt. Corftplete furn

plus 3 twin bode end bar 6 1 8 31
S333 par mo plus alec (260 dep
Opt to renew Wo furn Contect
Puffton VII. M F otter 4pm
To aubl Col VII 2 bdrm (180 sff.

util Opt to ran 263 3061

avauS? .*"• ' f0om '" *"»B PhillipAH util ir.e. air cond Mark BBS 3810
avas.

Ona bdrm in Brendvwlne apt. forJuno Sept w opt to rnw Rant
nogot. David 546 0778

June 1 Sept 1Four bdrm
Rolling Grn 6

Brondywino Summer Option to

*!?•.?.
-*200 p,f mo N, Cell Rey

548 8812

Rent or sublet - one bdrm. gpt
Puffton June 1 Aug. 31 Rent nog.
Cell 546 1281

Four bedroom, ell util. furnlehod
* off Option to renew 4 Swiss Call
263 2433

To sub - Jn. Aug 2 bdrm. In 3
bdrm apt Olshwashar. tennis
pool S70 nag 646 6803

TO SUBLET

Sublot Juno 1 - Sapt 1 Opt to
ranaw 2 bodrm apt Balchartown.
on bus routo. laka 323 6213

Four bodroom houso in Aahfield
Leese Mev 1 Sept 1 S3S0 month
628 4437

Sublet One bdrm Cliffside

Apt on busline, pools, tennic. dish
wr. sliding glees door, ell utilities

June 1 Aug 31 S186 with option to

renew 865 4331 nights

Beeutiful Townhouse ept
eveilebie Sept June with option to,

renew 3 bdr w w cerpeting. AC.
swimming pool, fully modern
kitchen, petio end plenty of room
to room Would like to rent fur
nishod Cell 546 6804 eveningc

Sublet with option to renew. 2
bdrm Brendvwlne. mod conv
June 1 Cell 648 6714

Gsrden ept Rolling Green. 2
bdrms June Aug Option to renew
Cheep 263 7332

1 bedrm ept. with utilities Juno-
August opt to renew Colonial
Vjllege 283 7638

F in houco in Amh Own room,
bue rt . w option to loaao Rant nag
263 3881

Univ Pk . 1 bedroom. Juno to
Auguct S130 inc util 263 :

ROOMMATE WANTED

3 bdrm . 2 both opt Jn 1 Sept 1

Fully furnlehod Cell 546 0473

One bdrm ept In hoe. 1H ml..
UMeee. unfurn

. opt to renew. Incl
util (140 548 8784

4 bedroom ept Swiea Village
Room eveilebie May 1 (86 s
month Nag 263 6883

Summer cub Boat fully fur
mched ept Util incl SITOemo BBS
4737

2 bdrm Brondywino. cloeo to
cempue. June August pool neat
to tennic courtc

To sublet 2 bedroom apt sii
utilities on bue routo. Sunderland
686 4830

617B a month till Juno. Can
renew loaao Contect A lewis S-
0333 or 60S 4816

Ona person needed to eharo two
bedroom apt In Amh. Center from
Juno 1 Sept 1. Convenient
locetion end felrly Inexpensive Coll
288 0127 otter 4 o m

Townhouao apt to sublet June
'

to Auguct Option to renew Air
conditioned, cerpeted. close to
cempue end on bue route S23S plus
utilities per month Will nogotiete
for cummer monthc If interested
cell '"

Three bedroom townhouce
oportment Available June 1 to
August 31 Option to renew AC
pool One mile from cempue Cell
548 1372

Two bdrm Townhouce AC All
utilities Bus route 263 2S41

Obi. bdrm
Call 54

Summer Funehd

Throe bedroom Twnhouoe et
Rolling Green June 1 to Sept 1. A
C plus utilities Included - On
UMess bus lino. Rent negotiable
Call 268 81M

Willing to 'sec rifles 4 bdrm.
Townhee in Rolling Green for more
S226 per mo Negotloble. utilities
end coble vision included
Avelleble June 1 Aug. 31. Pleess
cell 646 6038. 6042. S046. 6061
anytime Keep trying even when
ad s not hero

Wall furnlehod Brondywino Apt
Coll 546 4421 Rent negotiable

Women - Partly furnlehod 2
bdrm Cliffcide avail Juno 1. Low
rent 686 4836

Cliffcide 3 bdrm pool. bug. 688

One Ig. rm. w kit Neer Smith.
• 116 per mo. Juno 1 Aug 28 Coll
Koto 643-6383

ROOMMATE WANTED
N. Amherst. Largg apt. Own

room S61 67 per mo. plue utile
Secur depoe. Leoeo until Aug
Tony —

Cliffcide. 1 bdrm Sublet Juno IS
lepp I Opt to renew 686 3248

1 pr Ofonde 7XS0 bTnocussra" w-leoth,, c,i# Skc cond c#)| fm
OoOl

Rlvglodo Tnhe. 3 bdrm. Need
roommotec for 2 bdrmc. Sum. w-
option fall Macter bdrm Ideal for
epic Tot 4300 mo Incl util 2S3

Wonted Couplo to share 2
bedroom epertment thle cummer

cloce to cempue. on bue route
Cell MS 8187 in eveningc. Keep
tryingll

>
~ ay — «- — -— t -t«

Went comeono to take
for Juno through A
Brondywino. BO e month
moet utilities Poe. own room SO a
month, call Peter at Brandywlne
648 0778

F roommete wanted for Fall
Amhorat Houco noar compua
Own room 263 3328

Ono to throe females to chore A
freme houee in Oennleport 4300 tor

cummer ceoeon Coll Debbie 648
0627

Femelo - 2 bdrm . own room
Dish Dis Over 26 No pete.
Amherct On bue line (106 per mo
incl util Leave massage 288 0348

Ona pareon needed for houee In
N Hemp til June 30 840 mo. Nr
bue rt BBS 1177

Own lcrge rm In Feerlng St. Apt
Good for musician 870 plue util

Good cook Avoll Mov 1 Cell 448
M3S

One or two M or F roommeteo
wonted for 2 bdrm apt Bron-
dywino. N Amhorat. Jn.-Ag.. on
bue rte Rent negot MSI

Roommete to chore comforteble
tour bedroom houee In Amhorat
On bue lino I Belch Rd I Large yard
with gerden Food coop mom
berehlp Greet kitchen SSS-mth
phis utilities From May 1 or before
Coll 263 8624

Apt to chare June let Eoet
Leverett (80 Incl util Own rm Call
648 0403

One or two femeles for summer
with option for fell 3 bdrm Puffton
Village ept ecroec from pool end
tannic courtc On bus rt Air con
dltionod SOO Coll 648 IBM

One room. S min fr consul 2M
m plus

I nyv ,wn«
| Den VermJ
47BB.
- m — —
Charter

ft BSUni.

Capo Cod - 3 euv* nswd pksoe *

live Jun* let to Sept let. Hyoi
Den Vermouth eree CeM John
47M

IN

F. Puff VIII Own room w bed
end deer SB2 e mo plue elec Sum
Cell Steph 546 2816

F Sr looking for roommeteo for
cum end or neat yoor Terry 2M
8173

Two roommeteo wonted for
cummer monthc. Juno through
Auguct Squira Villege Apt On bue
route »M 7S per month. If In-

teroeted coll 886 4753 eftor 6 p.m.

RIDE WANTED
Medford or vie 4 17 or 4 16 Will

Chora S 5 4723 - 5 0846 Cindy

NYC - tat am 4 16 Cgll 546
6886 Bill Will share 4441

f

HELP WANTED

Community Home for rotorded
children neede live in ecsls Free
rm h bd 33004 r 2M0116 Trultt
White Mgr

CONSERVATION OFFICER -
Town of Agawam. Experience
demonetroting through knowledge
of conservation related octivitloe
including roeourco planning land
acquisition lend maintenance, end
foreetry or wildlife mgmnt. end
ebllity to edmlnleter ell eepectc of o
coneervotlon program. end
supervise the work of othsrs /

Dogroo in environmental eclanca
end or relotod fields and
damonetrotod ability to odminletor
e coneervotlon program OR gny
combination of experience and
apecialltad education demon
stretlng ebllity to perform ebove
dutiee Contect the Coneervotlon
Commiceion et 788 0400 oat M to '

errongo en eppointmont for on
interview

Storting Foil Semoeter -
Student to toko over job eeCempue Rep tor N V. Timoc. In
volvec advertising getting sub
scnptions and taking care of
delivery If intoroeted. coll 2M MM
end leave your name end phonenumber

Work Study. Froehmen and
Sophomorec? Hove, you eomo
hours you could train for library
work in tha fall? Apply SBA. 2MB
or coll 545 2486 Would eleo like
typiet with up to 10 hour* week
work study available now

Esp offsot prooa parson Apply
st the lecture Note Office Rm Ml
SU

Free room end boord in eschonge
for part-time child care Itwo glrle
ogee 3 end SI end houcehold help,
beginning June or Sept Puffton
Villege 548 I

f.

WANTED
Townhouse ept to cublot Option

to renew Air conditioned, car
poted. cloce to cempue end on bue
route S236 plus utilities per month
Will nogotiete rent for cummer
monthc if interested cell 548 0885

Drummer for cummer gig et
Cepe Cod Boord end room In-
cluded M8 37M or 1 M7 7S16

BOB STILL WANTS YOUR
AILING OR DECREPIT CAR Feet SS
for the hulk 263 7M7.

Cherter fkghtc to tvCm Coll Compua Trevol

For only 62S Ispeclal unhrererty
price! you can protect your ear.
tires end rte contenu with a
"Bradley ghost" automatic bunjfcsr
alarm Electricity s rtOWOOt marvel
Or install It yourself for only S16
For more info end O demonstration
coll Lorg ot SM-BS31 or Bruce ot
5883

I

Wonted for spring fHngl Cleen
cute whlto mala. AtholettoaNy
Inclined, muet be over 6 11 god
poeeeee wide shoulder* Cell Anna*

Dune. on|ov your birthday —
Wleh I could bo there but don t

forgot w* II celebrete H later Love
e equlrroi.

Borb). I'm o woodsy guy. You re a
NH gat Lat'e have fun m tha pines
Your prickly needle

C o ng re tu lotions to ceat at tha
Cavern at Univ Theatre - Don't
miss It - lt*e terrtf ic - Kan War-
ther. WMUA

Ashfleld mon wno returned my
checkbook Aleo loot turquoise
necklace with silver ring erteched
May be In your cor Reword
Contect Oevld tor Joan.

Save M par cant on flight, to
most pieces m the U t end Europe '

by purchoelng ticket* ohoad at "

Adventure Trevol Coll todoy SM
1288

Looking for oomotMng to do this "

summer? How ebout camping
through Europe' For more In-

form otlon coll Chrl* 64

Sfc HVIC fc S

TOM'S BIKE REPAIR
honeet. cheap Pick up
584 6024 anytime

- esport
delivery

DJ 8 tune UPS Good wafti at
reasonable rotes Cell Dove evee et
584 4 723

BOB WILL STILL FIX ANY CAR
RIGHTI No iob too smell Any
moke or yoor 283 7SS7

Poeeporte. iob applications
piatol parmitc Fact service Long
Photo 253 3148

RUBBER STAMPS mode up with
enythlng you'd like to stamp
Inasponalva For Inetence. name
end eddroee 43, with telephone
number S3 M Foot service Aleo
pereonoliied stationary Joseph
SM-47M evenings.

Kormochonlca all foreign and
domoatlc rapolra Flat cpoclollatc
Lot ue check out that used cor
before you buy it. We'll teach you
tool 886 7146

Dotsun Tovoto. Volvo Joquor
ropoirod by Puss Boco Plenty of

esperience end equipment Phone
6M1227

MISCELLANEOUS
Tag Sale Saturday 10 6 1M

Lincoln Moving Some entlques

(.

ENTERTAINME N
Four hours of non-stop noetolglo

end hite for only SM Coll Bob the
O.J. SMM7S 1
Four hours of nonstop nostalgic

and hita for only (66 Coll Bob tha
O J SM-S07S

PATRIOT'S DAY NITE The atory
of JFK s Assacclnatlon Esocutivo
Action CCA

Golf SIM w. ID Mon. thru. Sat
til 3 pm Mill Valley OL. 1S1,
Balchartown MA.

TOMORROW NITElll CCA 7 4 16
11 30 The true etory of Sheriff
Buforo Buforo Pusher Welklng
Tell One Helluva Movie

THE OUTBACK AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIR specialising in Saab and
othar foreign cere Coll Guy et 3M-
6110

UTO WORKSHOP

DO IT YOURSELF Tools free
with spece rentol 42 hr
professionel odv ice Parts
wholecelo Love 1. CC
Gerege Mon 4H, 3 10 Sot- i

Sun . 12 10

f

CALCULATORS

Colloga Calculator* ha* all tha
answers I offor low discount
prices on ell mokos and modals of
calculators All machinoc now
with full warranty and moral If
your machine malfunctions within
2 months I'll replece it free! All
lines eveilebie Texoo Incl. HP
Commodoro. Rnckwoll and others
SRM. only (88 86 SR 61. only

m
5

,

9 '6
.«

HP21 on, » M1MIWelcor 636. comperoble to the SRM. only .82 86 B.for. you bu vnywhore coll me first end I II gi y .you tha bast daal I can Call B„k
Crowoll MS 1318 ' Bob

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate

ACROSS

Rogue
6 Sound

reflection

•0 Squash
lor one

ir Forbidden
'b In •

Roulmized

M Entrance
17 Permeate
18 Start the

presses 3
words

.X) Pari ot lo

be
21 Tree

a Game o 1

chance
23 Stratum

25 Operate
Go

in Ihe i.-i:

27 Invoices

30 Oregon
lake

Ji Alncan
plants

32 European
river

33 RR slop

36 Asian
COunlry

P Teams
kj Fragment
u Printing

lluid

40 Aunculate
41 Viscous

substance
*1 Encircled
44 Utterly

fatigued
Slang

4b New
Jersey
c.ty

47 Diligent

search
48 Throw
49 Kit

Cut)
Cubarel

selling

50 Those
guys

b4 Marian
and
Maxwell

57 Austrian
region

tfgj

58 Brain

canal
59 Ore pi

Labrador
60 Tear

apart
Archan

61 Spanish
painter

6? Salamander
63 imialed

DOWN
i Antimony
Prefn

? Happened
3 French

priest

4 The
RCMP
Informal

5 American
poet

6 Avid
7 Triumphant

cry

resit' '1
r * P I o'ved

Ji L .|w I .

r
-

.

7
.J

" '

|

-

>•

L.
' I -

' -. I

M ! <ii<
'

jt-J- T

t
.

>.
1

:

'
l

'

I

A -

tC
.
^ •

r^ 5
|

f -

I

7
i
||S

r- N I *
1

•

. l
'

88 •
| i

-

•- B |

rh -
i 1

»li '
.

'

T| i

•

t -

M 1

'

8 Shack
9 North

Ami-i

indian

10 Cc
release

1

1

Newspaper
iob

12 Volume
units

13 Harbach
and Kruger

19 Thin metal
j."

21 Alfirmalve
word

24 Pronoun
25 Fon
26 Scottish

caps
27 Spanish

artist

28 Oasn
?9 Library

patron 2
words

30 Put In

symbols
32 Sea nymph

34 Record the

speed
35 Copied
37 rood

thickener
38 Tailor

40 Become a

member
4 1 Family

member
43 Turn inside

oul
44 Subject
45 Bangkok

natives
46 Pans

landlords
due

47 Negative
contraction

49 Are hep
51 Neighbor ot

Syria Var
52 Actuate
53 Coaster s

accessory
55 Ollense
56 Cinnabar
5' Three

Preli«

By Jim Carson

Your Birthday ByStella Wilder

THL'KSDAY. April 17 -
Horn today you posa-si a highly

rwipinsive nervous system - but

you know how to keep your
nerveji. and your env<ion.s in

check 88 that you do not lend to

fly off the handle or over react to

unusual situations or circum
stances You have learned how
to make your extremely sensi

live nervous system work for

you instead of against you. you
have learned when to explode
or at least when to seem to ex

pat»Ja and when to kwp still

when to fight and v. hen to r<~

main peaceful

A self confident and deter
mined person, you ^n- entirely

capable of directing yiuisclt
toward a rewarding career that

utilizes your peak talents
\iu-rtrxles.s \ou- are mil ad-
verse to asking advice Imm
those with experience in

whatever field vou chouse to

enter for you are v. ise enough to

know that experience is. in the
long run of more value than in-

itial ability that know how is

more rewarding than desire

Q£
LU
Q.

<

D
Or,

By Kris Jackson

^RRIWG THE fe

J&rw m#^ME>?rmLocHS

A*h .e)ON HIS

TO /n/ifsEGooOHrS

ESCAPE .KWOUlfVG
HIM, TttO.HEIU

AfEDIOCiUL. m

1£ VOU'AE h VfcDtKAiV EAlpLOVEE,

VOt) CA/VJ Art£AsrH£LP WiT^H

S
by Garry Trudeau

uxx.iwrr
CARB WHAT
MIKE SAYS-
HE REAUV
HAD ITOUT
FOR. US'

AM&!

HE BEAT
0S.ABU5EPUS A«/,

ANPl£FT CMON-
THEMN- THAT JUST
D0H6 0PEN DOeSNT
EVERY SOUND LIKE

NI6HTAU MIKE ATAU!
mtTEZ!

fVtVX OH,

y""V &ah 7

weu, you CAN?
WE CAN
PROVEW I

^'f? £RN€f R/6HT!
P R0U THOSE SOMEBODY
f/LM CUPS' _ HTTHE

^UOHTSl

by Johnny Hart

pear cure. C*)CK,

vVlislDOVNrS As<5 WELL. *\£ CCWABKClkL. PRD&XJS P
elwamdat:/ pad>U£ah.

U

I]

• <r->

D6AR ELWMDA,
IT CePEMPfS OM WHAT cCsOfVVAEftllAL.

PROPOCTS TtXJ'RE TRVfrslGrTD CLe»\M.

«- C2

By Brant Parker & Johnny Hart
4m7 4^^

:j

Thus, though you are indepen

dent you are not stubbornly, un
u.isel\ so

Although vou yourself are not

one to irll others what to do or

how to do it you are a willing

listener to lhi«*e who would tell

\i>u You know that atjieKsfJ

that have been in the way of the

IMTttBI ot others will not be

other*m fur you You also know
thiii thou- things which hsvt
proven bsriteficisl lo others
should prove the same for vou

thus, vou keep \our ears open
and learn' And in tire learning,

sou shorten your own route to

ft*- top .

To find what is in store lor sou
' mil >rrow select soar birthdas

and read Ihe corresponding
paragraph Ut sour birthdas

slar be sour dails guide

* * *
Kridriv April is

rUIIES Maicti 21 April 19' -
lte< ogni/j- a g«sj thing when
vwu at* it and sou mas be able to

make the kinds of gain souse
onls dreamed ot hitherto Keep
alert to new ideas

TAl HI S April 20- Mas 20>

-Introduce a new ide.i bo those

in authority and vou may dis

courage advancement going to

another Everything must be on
the up and up. however.

GEMINI Mas 2IJune 20> -
This is an excellent day for self

promotion You can make your

self important to another if sou

gain the facts and figure vour

need

CANCER (June 21 July 22' -
Place safety ahead ot all other

i-isisideratiisis ttriay There are

those who would gladls see sou

out ol the running on the employ-

ment scene

LEO (July 23- Aug 22i -Plea-

sant surprises are in store for the

l>eo who is willing to Uke a

chance with his immediate

future Dont be alarmed by

Huestioas

VIRGO Aug 23- Sept 22t -

Artistic and business talents

i imbine today to make material

glint almost impossible to

achieve dsisider commercial

ajDSCbl nl sour creatisits

LIBRA Sept DOM 22' -

Present your ideas in a package,

then the one sou are most eager

to see implemented will be

bought along wilh all the tSSl

S( ORPIO'<>c< 23 Nov 2P -

Whether at home or on the

emplosTnent scene make it your

business to inform interested

parties of your objective Seek

aid in the morning

SAIilTTARIl II Nov 22

Im 21' -You would do well to

push present projects lo their

HSaTSeaMN This is not the time to

leave endeavors hanging fire

Make a speci-l eflort at evening

CAPRICORN l»ec 22 Jan

lt> -This is an exciting day for

trie Capricorn abk to wail his

turn early in the day If you turn

a deal ear kg gonsip sou win out

in the end

AQl ARIL'S Jan 20-Keb 18'

-Approach problems from

another I point of s lew This w ill

exen ise sour compassionate

nature and bring you quickly to

reavmable -rolutiiin.s

PISCES Feb 19 March 20'

-

Ii-st sour powers ol cmcenlra

lion If you are able to stick to the

work at hand in the midst of all

manner of distractions sou

make gaias in the aftermsm

I'nited Feature S\ nduate

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC
Meeting tomte in CC at 8:00 - must discus8

communications for stadium concert
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS' ASSOC

Mandatory meeting is being called for Thurs.. 4-17,
8 45p m m Rm. 421. New Africa House to discuss the
novie and new elections and finances. All members
must attend
BICYCLE CLUB MEETING

Tomte. CC 805 809 Those planning to go to E
Bndgewater must come at 7:30 to arrange final plans
Bring deposit Regular meeting at 8 with slides of our
Pennsylvania trip

BUSES
There will be no weekend service this weekend.

Also, there will be no UMass buses running on Mon..
Patriots Day.
COFFEE HOUSE

For a nice evening of live mustc featuring blues,
folk, .Juegrass. Coffee and desserts, free admission
Come Fri nrte, Dickinson Lounge. Orchard Hill

DO YOU KNOW YOUR BLOOD PRESSURE'
"Free" blood pressure reading sponsored by

University Health Services, today, 4-17. at Campus
Center, 10-4.

FOLKSINGERS NEEDED
For Benefit Coffee Houm. Sat , 4-19. 5th floor

lounge. George Washington. Benefit Concert in
support of Gamenkeh Indian takeover in up-state N.Y.
Come sing for the Mohawk Nation's struggle Please
call 6 8937 for time slot

HOME ECONOMICS MEETING RESCHEDULED
No AHEA meeting tonrte, rescheduled for ne*t

Thurs. 4-24, 6 30 p m The program will include a
speaker on the '766" law and bow it affects Home
Economists
IMPACT ZONING"
Roger Wells. Vice Pres of Rahnkamp, Sachs, and

Wells, of Philadelphia, will give a talk entitled "Impact
Zoning An Alternative to Land Use Management."
Thurs.. 4-17 at 8 pm Rm. 904 CC.
INTRAPERSONAL RELATIONS
A one credit collogon intrapersonal relations will be

offered starting 4-22 Areas to be covered include
values clarification, massage, trust exercises and
personal growth strategies utilizing an intensive
weekend format Anyone interested call 253-9285 or
256 8833
LIBERATION CORRIDOR

People interested m finding out the corridor, or
interested m moving on, contact Theresa Carr at 6-

6720, 6^618 or 6 6622
MKTG CLUB SPEAKER

Sr V P. of Needham. Harper Et Steers Adv. Agency
m NYC - Thurs.. 4-17 at 1 p.m. in CC 101 - will
speak on career opportunities, examples of NH. Er S
campaigns, etc.

MORTARBOARD
Present and prospective members: Tapping will

take place on Tues . 4-29 PreMnt members call Barb
Hanson for more info. Prospective members stay in
vour rooms after 7.

MUSIC THEATRE GUILD
Meeting today at 5:45 in Machmer E-16 to elect new

officers. All members please attend.
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

Meeting will be held at 7 p.m., Thurs.. 4-17, in the
Commuter Assembly Lounge for all marshalls and co-
ordinators for the Concord caravan
PRE DENTS

This is a reminder about Health Careers Night 4-23
in the Univ Health Services. Also pre dent jr. should
send in AASDAS form -available at Goes. 206. Pre
Med Office

ROTARACT CLUB MEETING
Meeting for all members and officers on 4-17 in

SBA Lounge at 7:30 pm We will discuss our par-
ticipation m the International Fair Rotaract is a sister
club of Rotary International Our goals are similar:
Furthering international understanding through
community service.

SENIOR DAY
Any student interested m developing a Senior Day

Program - come to a meeting on 4-17. 8 p.m CC 162
S HA B

The advisory board will meet today at 4:30 in Rm.
901 CC All regular or potential members please at-
tend

SHEEP CLINIC
Thurs.. 4-17. at 7:30 in the sheep barns. Meeting is

mandatory Equipment fee must be paid.

turn to p. 11
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Sox stop staggering Yanks
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Rookie Fred

Lynn matched his previous major

league output with a pair of home
runs Wednesday and Carl Yastr-

zemski added a two-run circuit to

power the Boston Red Sox to a 4-2

victory over the slumping New York

Yankees.

Lynn, a two-time All America at

USC who joined the Red Sox for 15

games at the tailend of last season,

led off the third inning with his first

homer of the year off loser Pat

Dobson and then led off the fifth

with another homer off reliever

Gary Gura.

The 23-year-old centerfielder also

^ basketball

cont. from back pg.
In other Athletic Council

business, Mclnerney presented an

April 2nd memo listing proposed

personnel changes for next year.

The ten proposed changes include:

the reappointment of Tom Dunn as

gymnastics coach, with collateral

assignments in swimming and

possibly track, the offering to Russ

Kidd of the position of head soccer

coach, and the reorganization of

the golf and track programs to

include women.
The last . two points drew the

most reaction from the Council.

Bob Spousta, women's crew coach

and also a member of the Council

expressed a tremendous degree of

displeasure at the proposals.

"That completely floors me,"

exclaimed Spousta who said it was
incomprehensible that "golf is

going to get going before crew

after four years."

"I feel we've been completely

ignored and so do the women on

the team," continued Spousta who
felt it was absurd to make two

womens teams part of varsity

sports before crew, a well-

established club.

Mclnerney countered by claiming

that several varsity teams would

become club teams next year due

to financial problems, and that

women's crew would be better off

staying a club, rather than

becoming a varsity outfit and

possibly getting cut back next year.

He then said that a "prioritizing

of existing programs would take

place next year

When asked by Spousta which

sports would be cut, the Athletic

Director responded by saying "I

don't know; that would just be

crystal balling."

Women 's

softball

debuts
The UMass women's softball

team will unveil its 1975 edition this

afternoon when they journey to
Bridgewater State College for a
3:30 contest. Bridgewater State,
one of only three teams to defeat
the Minutewomen last year, is

considered to be one of the
toughest squads on the UMass
schedule again this year.

Today's opener will feature the

debuts of both a new coach and a
new face on the pitcher's mound.

Jackie Elliot, the team's first year

coach will be making her initial

appearance on the sidelines. She
says of the upcoming tilt "They
defeated us last year, but I un-

derstand that they've lost some
players. We're still anticipating a

very competitive game."
Lu Ann Fletcher (yes you heard

that name before), the blue chip

freshwomen from Auburn,
Massachusetts has been tabbed by
Coach Elliot to hurl the opener. Co-

captains Chris Basile and Theresa

Pudlo will be counted on to provide

much of the UMass punch.

After today's game the team will

enjoy a five day breather before

returning to action April 22 against

Westfield State in UMass' home
opener.

was on base with a game opening
single when Yestrzemski drove his

second homer of the year into the

right field bullpen in the first inning.

Rick Wise, who had lost his only

previous lifetime decision to the

Yankees, took advantage of the

power explosion to complete his

first game since last April 13 and
gain his first victory since June 23.

The veteran righthander got into

occasional trouble as he allowed

nine hits and two walks. He was
scored upon in the second inning as

New York suffered its sixth loss in

seven outings.

CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton

B.

**

54th Member of the World Famous
Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an average

spending of $2.25

Your Host, Carlo, is a special
student at UMassM

S- THURSDAY, APRIL 1* 1975

PIZZA-RAMA
355 College St., Rt. •>, Amherst

fpeeialiiing la

PIZZAS, HOT OVEH GRINDERS

and SPAGHETTI

STORE HOURS: Sun.-Thurs., 11 a.m.-Midnight

Fri., Sat., 11 a.m.-l a.m.

Call 253-3808

"EXTRA SPEEDY DELIVERY"
between 5 p.m. -Midnight, every night

Best Food in Town - and the Lowest Prices
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RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

Schlitz

BEER
12 oz. cans

Sant' Gria
23.5 oz. Bottle

case

SEAGRAM'S 7 |MILLER'S ALE
Blended Whiskey

86 Proof

% gat. case

Wednesday 4/16/75 to Saturday 4/19/75
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities.

Racketeers set for tough battle
tt

By BILL EDELSTEIN
The UMass tennis team will

receive their first batch of home
cooking (a dubious privilege) since

April 8 when they fact M.I.T. this

afternoon at the Boyden Coiirts

(3:00 start).

During their voyage through
various New England states, UMass
garnered victories against Rhode
Island (7-2) and New Hampshire (6-

3) while being edged 5-4 by
defending Yankee Conference
Champion Vermont :all three of the

racketeers losses have been 5-4

toenail-biters; betwixt the two wins.
The Minutemen, who have had

their problems in scenic Amherst,
dropping their first two home at-

tempts by identical 5-4 verdicts,

figure to have a good battle on their

rackets in trying to accumulate the
cube root of 125 points needed to
defeat the Engineers, who have
beaten both Connecticut and
Boston College.

"It should be a real tight match,"
enthused Coach Steve

Continuing Education

Instructors

The University of Massachusetts Division of Continuing Education is now accepting
proposals for workshops ( without credit) to be offered during the fall of 1975.

Individuals are invited to submit a resume workshop outline, workshop description,
space requirements, and three references for the catalog deadline of May 2. 1975.

The Division has identified 75 potential workshops to be offered this rail. For a list of
these workshops and general instructions, write:

Continuing Education

Program Office

Box 835

University of Massachusetts
Amherst. Mass. 01002

or call:

Terry Keohane
(413) 545-0905

of massachusetts
arts council

presents

ITZHAK PERLMAN
ond THE SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY Robert Gutter conouctor

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23
BPM. BOWKER AUDITORIUM

TICKETS $4*3 general $2 A1.50 u mass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, UMASS AMHERST (413)5450202

Kosakowski. "No more than 5-4 or

6 3 either way. It'll be settled by the

doubles like just about all our
matches this year."

Bill Karol and Barnaby Kalan
have yet to lose a singles mater)

(Bill won the supreme court versus

UMH) and that double racketted,

two headed, Karol-Kalan tennis

menace, which has been spending
its spare time chewing up op-

ponents and occasionally spitting

them out, will be breathing fire

(you'd have halitosis too if you ate

ten opponents) once again, today.

"Ever since he lost that practice

match, Barnaby has steadily im-

proved," lauded the coach. "He's
proven that he's one hell of a

competitor.

"Karol will play first singles

against M.I.T. He showed he was
good enough to play there by
beating Vermont's number three

man (UVM's third singles folk

played number one for the the

Catamounts last season). Karol's a

smart kid and he's got more
potential than anybody that's ever

come here."

Art Kloutier will be at sixth

singles in place of the erratic Dave
Abramoff, while the rest of the

lineup remains unaltered for the

match with the Engineers.

JV Crossmen
topple Crimson;

rally in third
Midfielder Mike Altote's goal

midway through the third period

broke open a tight game and
sparked the junior varisty lacrosse

team to an 11-8 triumph over

Harvard's freshman squad
yesterday in Cambridge.

UMass took a 3-1 first period

lead, but the Crimson bounced
back in the second stanza and the

Minutemen stickers led only 5-4 at

the half. Altote's tally was part of a

UMass surge in the third quarter as

coach Russ Kidd's charges out-

scored Harvard 4-1. The
sophomore middle capped a fast

break with his momentous goal.

Dave Lautman, Mike Gongus and
Carl Leone, a triad of first-year

attackmen, netted three goals

apiece, while Ben Friedel scored the

only other goal.

Kidd had praise for defensemen
Bob Morse, Joe Perry and Dave
Patterson, as well as freshman
goalie Jim Kenny. The contest

marked the first competition for the

JV lacrossmen, who travel to Dean
Junior College, Saturday, for their

second game.
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Freshman Bill Karol gets a chance to utilize his

backhand in an earlier match. Netmen meet M.I.T. in

a home contest today.

Stickwomen swarm 9-

)

By RON ARENA
We have another winner here at UMass. The women's lacrosse. clut

opened its season yesterday visiting Stoneleigh, a women's prep school
and if the results are any indication of their quality of play, it should be £

fine season.

The women, using a combination of their A and B teams, clobbered the
host team 9-1. Led by Ginny Stokes and Evie Sneeden with two goals
apiece, the contest was never in cjoubt. Explained player-captain Lon
Nazar, "We probably could have beaten them with just our B team." Other
goal-scorers were Debbie Belitsos, Betsey Gammons, Barb Martelle,
Nancy O'Neil, and Sally Bog. Mary Murray gave an excellent performance
in the nets, her first game action at that position.

The club had such a large turnout this year that four teams, AD were
compiled. Their opponents have but one team, so giving action to all

players becomes a problem. Judging by the quality of the opposition,
either the A team or the B team will compete, or as in yesterday's case, a
combination of the two.

Since the three-year club (technically they're a group) has no RSO
standing, they are not funded. Therefore, all but one of their contests is

home, because they cannot afford officials.

The women, hoping to become a varsity team, have begun initiating
action in that direction.

Their next game will be today as the women visit Northfield with a 4:00
starting time.

JV baseballers tie AIC

THE LEGAL ASSISTANT
TRAINING PROGRAM

By CHAS O'CONNOR
The outstanding efforts of three

UMass junior varsity pitchers went
for naught yesterday afternoon at

Earl Loyden field when the JV
game against American In-

ternational College ended in a 1-1

tie after 11 innings.

The AIC team, composed of JV
and varsity players, was forced to

leave because of transportation

difficulties after the 1 1th inning had
been completed.

Coach Jeff McKay of UMass had
decided previous to the game that

he would use three different pit-

chers to ready the staff for Friday's

doubleheader with Springfield

College. Tom Nigro pitched the first

three innings, allowing no runs and
one hit. He was followed by Chris

Kirby, who duplicated Nigro'

s

performance over the next thee

innings. Chip Warren got more
work than he had expected, being

forced to hurl the final five innings

in the pressure- packed contest.

Warren allowed one run and two
hits.

UMass tallied its run in the third

inning. Art Wiensiaw planted a

double into right center field,

continued to third on an error and
scored when the throw from center

was bobbled by the shortstop.

The Minutemen held the lead

until the seventh inning. AIC tied

the score when rightfielder Dick

Phelps reached first on a fielder's

choice and scored on a double *o

left center by Ray Oslinski — a ball

that UMass centerfielder John
Kearney almost caught.

The Division of Continuing Education of the University

of Massachusetts/Amherst will again be offering the Legal

Assistant Training Program in Springfield .•This program is de-

signed to certify its participants as legal assistants. If you have

had two years of college, extensive experience in the area of

law, or a strong commitment to learning the law, you qualify.

To find out more about this part-time (eveings & Saturdays),

college-level program, write:

Legal Assistant Training Program, 205 Hills North,

Division of Continuing Education, University of Mass-

achusetts, Amherst, MA, 01002, or call, (413] 545-0905

continuing

education

umass/

amherst

Please send me information concerning the Legal

Assistant Training Program.

Name

State Z'P

Mail to the Legal Assistant Training Program, Division of Con-
tinuing Education, 205 Hills House North, Umvnsiiy of Mass-

achusetts al Amherst, 01002.
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Your Spring Sport Center

Baseball and

Softball Equipment 1

Gloves by: Wilson, Spaulding, MacGregor
Rawling and Reach.

Baseball shoes by: Spot Built and Brook.

32 Main St.

Northampton
584 3620

:
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Gorillas crumble Crimson, 15-7
By BEN CASWELL

With the ease of a correctly wired
light switch the UMass lacrosse
team turned their superiority over
Harvard on and off yesterday, on
their way to beating the Crimson,
15-7.

I say a correctly wired light

switch because the switch being in

good working order meant that

Garber's Gorillas were controlling
the game.

At times though, it appeared that
the switch might have some faulty

wiring. Then it seemed that the on
and off occurrence was not what
the stickers from Amherst were
controlling. Rather it was some
serious malfunctions in their play
that needed to be repaired to gain
this win over their Ivy League
opponent.

In the first period the light was on
for so long that it almost burnt itself

out. Behind the play-making of
attackman Billy O'Brien (the first

four assists of the game) and the
scoring of John Martin (three goals
in that first period) the Gorillas

jumped out to a 6-1 first quarter
lead.

O'Brien was hitting the man
cutting through the middle in front

of the Harvard cage with precision-

made passes. Martin had received

two of those passes which he
converted for scores.

Jeff Spooner, who got the first

goal of the game and gave UMass a

lead they never lost, also combined
with O'Brien.

Early in the second period

Harvard closed to within three

goals (the closest they ever got).

With the score 6-3 Andy
Scheffer, playing midfield, and
Frank Garahan at attackman, both
hit for UMass to give them a five

goal lead again.
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Bill O'Brien (2) has two Harvard defenders beat around the back of the net.

Crimson goalie LeRoy Thompson (1) appears to be laughing, but O'Brien and
teammates rippled the cords frequently in 15-7 victory yesterday at Harvard.

The first half ended with both
teams trading goals, as the Gorillas

held a 9-4 edge.

So the light flickered somewhat
in the second period. Sometimes it

seemed as the Gorillas' wiring was
sound and Harvard was turning on
their own light. Other times it

seemed that the Gorillas' wires
were not intact.

A natural letdown is what some
might call UMass' second, and
beginning of the third period

performance. After being way
ahead a team can get a little cocky,
somewhat stale, somewhat lazy, or

any combination of the afore-

mentioned.

"It's almost not good to play that

strong at the beginning," said

UMass coach Dick Garber. "If you
stay even at the start then everyone
plays good and you don't have to

worry about getting ahead, then
having the other team comeback,"
said Garber.

But this on-off method of play
proved to be kind of exciting as
Harvard closed to within three
goals again. With UMass co

captain defenseman Billy Blaustein
out for an illegal check, Harvard
attackman Jim Quinn scored a
man-up goal making the score 9-6
with over half of the third period
still remaining.

Then the Gorillas, lead by some
deliberate play-making by Jeff
Spooner and some scrappy hustle
by Peter Connolly, scored the next
six goals to put the game out of
Harvard's reach. Needless to say,
the wiring was very tight in this

segment for UMass and the light

shone brightly.

Connolly, playing midfield rather
than his accustomed attackman
position, started things rolling with
a good head fake and up-high shot
to make the score 10-6. Spooner
got the assist from behind the cage.

Kevin Patterson got the next two
scores. Patterson did not play that

much and those were his only two
scores of the day.

In the last period UMass got

more penalties than they should
have if the game was at all close.

But the Gorillas, with good ball

control and very tough close

defense from Billy Blaustein, Kurt

Olson and Kenny Michaud were
dominating the game, so the

penalties could be absorbed
without too much trouble.

SCOOP SHOTS - people were
saying that this was the best
Harvard team they'd seen in three
or four years.. ."Our guys always
respect the Ivy League," said coach
Garber.

Springfield walks away, 8-4;

UMass hurlers ineffective
By BILL DOYLE

Springfield College walked all

over the UMass varsity baseball

team yesterday afternoon at

Springfield, as the Chiefs were
issued eleven bases on balls by
UMass pitchers. Springfield
whipped the Minutemen 8-4 in a

two hour, forty-five minute contest.

UMass coach Dick Bergquist
refused to blame the wildness of his

pitchers on the cold, windy
weather. "The weather had nothing
to do with it," he explained. "We
just didn't have any pitching."

"Jerry Erb (the starter and loser)

had good stuff but he just couldn't

get it over the plate," Bergquist
said. "He looked good down south
and in practice last week but he
didn't look good at all today. (John)
McManus (who relieved Erb in the
first inning) didn't have anything.

He couldn't put the ball where he
wanted it. Pete Rankowitz (who
relieved McManus in the second)
pitched well to a couple of batters

and then he got wild. (Rich) Kelly

(who relieved Rankowitz after the
fifth) only pitched well in com-
parison to the others. He should be
able to do better than what he
showed too."

The four pitchers only allowed
seven Springfield hits but the walks
and the constant 3-2 pitches kept
them in trouble.

The Springfield pitching wasn'
all that sharp either, as nine

Minutemen walked. Started Mike
Lorion lasted only one inning, as he
was lifted after walking the first

three batters in the second inning

when UMass got all its runs.

But winning reliever Gary
Donahue knuckled and curved

UMass the rest of the way on only

three hits, although he kept himself

in constant trouble by issuing six

free passes.

Most of the game's action took

place in the first two innings, which
lasted an hour and five minutes.

After a double play got Springfield

out of a jam in the top of the first,

Erb walked Springfield's Paul
Herdeman, gave up a single to

Vaughn Smith, and then walked
three more,, forcing in two runs.

McManus relieved Erb and was
greeted by the first batter he faced,

Dan Laurenti, for a two run single

up the middle, before he retired the

side.

Down 4-0, UMass pulled to

within one by scoring three in the

top of the second. After Lorion

Catcher John Healy —
overloaded with his

equipment.

walked the bases full, reliever

Donahue gave up a force out to let

in one run and Mike Koperniak
knocked in UMass' other two runs
with a single.

Springfield came right back with
two in the bottom of the second
making the score 6-3. Two more
walks and a ground rule double by
Phil Elhage knocked in one run and
a single by Kevin Keith produced
the other.

UMass had only four hits in the
game but bases on balls gave the
Minutemen numerous op-
portunities to score.

Down by three runs in the top of
the fifth the Minutemen had a
chance to close the gap. Two more
of the seemingly endless walks put
runners on first and second with
clean-up hitter Jerry Mondalto up
and hot- hitting Jim Black on deck.
Mondalto was called out on strikes

and while Black what up, Koper-
niak, the runner on second, broke
for third and was thrown out by ten
feet ending the threat.

"He went on his own," Coach
Bergquist said. "It wasn't a heads-
up play since we were down by
three and there were two out but
you can't blame the loss on one
play."

UMass got its other run in the
eighth when Mondalto hit a homer
to left that was hit so hard that it

didn't even begin to rise until it

reached the fence.

Springfield added single runs in

the fifth inning on Smith's single
and in the sixth without benefit of a
hit.

"After looking so good yesterday
(beating BC, 12-0)," Bergquist said,

"Springfield made us look like an
ordinary team. I'm really looking
forward to playing Springfield
again." He'll get his chance on April

30 at Lorden Field.

UMass may leave

YanCon for EIBL
ByDAVEEIBEL

Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney announced yesterday tha
UMass has been invited to join the Eastern Independent Basketbal.
League which is slated to begin play in the 1976-77 basketball

season.

The announcement came during a meeting of the Athletic

Council.

Seven teams have decided to join the league: Duquesne, George
Washington, Penn State, Villanova, Rutgers, Pittsburgh and West
Virginia.

The offer to UMass, according to Assistant AD Bob O'Connell,
was conveyed in a telephone conversation with Pittsburgh's Walt
Cummings about three weeks ago and was repeated by Penn State
a week later.

Syracuse, originally the eighth team, pulled out of the running
when they failed to get the permission of university authorities.

Mclnerney termed the offer as "fairly firm" and one that the
Athletic Department had accepted. Before the Minutemen can join

the league it would have to be okayed by Physical Education Dean
David Bischoff, and probably the entire UMass administration.

In order to be in the league, and play ten league games in 76-77,
and 14 in '77-78, UMass would almost definitely have to leave the
Yankee Conference in basketball, a move that could have serious
repercussions for the conference as a whole, according to
O'Connell.

"If we go, then UConn and Rhody went," said O'Connell, "then
schools like Maine, and Vermont might be ruined."

O'Connell went on to say that financially, UMass could gain a
great deal from the new league.

"They'd run their tournament like the ACC," said the Assistant
AD, "which would make it very lucrative. The league wouldn't have
a commissioner so the eight teams would split the net earnings
evenly. The money UMass would get wbuld go right into the Barber
Fund (athletic scholarship fund) to help all sports," he said.

turn to p. 14

Celts run past Rockets
BOSTON \AP\ - Dave Cowens

scored 28 points, John Havlicek

scored 23 and Jo Jo White hit for

21 Wednesday night as the Boston
Celtics whipped the Houston
Rockets 112-100 to take a 2-0 lead

in their National Basketball
Association playoff series.

The Celtics broke open a close

game with a 38-point third period

explosion and breezed the rest of

the way in taking complete
command of the Eastern Con-
ference best of seven semifinal
series.

The Rockets surprised Boston's
defending NBA champions by
going out to a 14-8 first period lead.

Houston made it 18-12 and then 20-

13 on the shooting of Kunnert
before Boston came back and
inched in front 27-26 in the closing

seconds of the period.

inside:
Sideways music bouncing off

the Globetrotters and campus walls

UMass budget cuts and
ttThe Great American Dream Freeze"

by Reid Fishman

It wasn't at all like it used to be.
There were no signs waving or
spontaneous outbursts of un-
controlled enthusiasm. There were
no groups or coalitions demanding
equal time. There were no police
with riot outfits waiting and wat
ching. There wasn't any con
servative opposition or ad
ministrative defense. It was all
well organized.

budget cuts were all about, and not
to register any firm protest at the
actions of the administration, the
state legislature or the governor.
At another time, a group of that

size would've doubtlessly taken
over a building or marched on
Whitmore for an answer. They
would've organized themselves
and demanded their right to be
heard by the administrators and
legislators.

Sense, quoted Northeastern
students as calling the problem,
'The Great American Dream
Freeze".

Perhaps the most eloquent of the
day's speakers was John Bracey,
Chairperson of the Afro American
Studies Department, who
remarked wisely that "If there's
not a moverr ent to make people do
somethi^ h3n it's not going to get
done."

That was the problem with the
rally. There was no movement,
aside from the usual shuffle in and
out of the Student Union, and even

coffee house or a peace decal, the
gathering of 800 UAAies behind
anything other than pot
legalization is a certain ac
complishment. But the
organization and motivation of
those participants into an effective
working coalition rs a much more
difficult assignment.

And as the last few speakers
continued to hammer the message
across to anyone who might be
passing by for the first time, I

walked through the diminished
crowd and smelled pot and listened
to someone talk about the -work
they had to do for the week. It was

"mtcots AFF
?S ALL

Below the Salt Photo by Dan Smith

It is our duty to educate ourselves and our parents

Around the edges, you could hear
laughter or an occasional joke
about "the old days", and you
could see people walking by
hurriedly, looking, but paying little
attention to the slightly over 800
people assembled in front of the
Student Union Building.

It was billed as a "Campus
RALLY Against Cutbacks", and
the flyer read, "Join the fight.
Come to hear what the cutbacks
mean to you and to your university.
Plan for further action to oppose
the cuts and defend our education."

Inasmuch as the information
purpose is concerned, the event
was a complete success. The
program was well designed and
featured speakers versed in the
subject matter and fully prepared
to deliver their addresses to a
crowd that wasn't so ready for the
whole affair. It was more of a
lecture than a rally, and the crowd
was gathered to find out what the

But not this crowd... This was
more like Sunday afternoon in the
bleachers with sporadic applause
and a "Yeah man!" thrown in here
and there. They were there to
watch and listen and applaud when
someone said something that
sounded right. They were there to
find out all they could or just to
pass the time between lectures.
They were there as students and
not as college activists.

A similar rally at Brown
University this week produced a
turnout of 80 per cent of the student
body, who overwhelmingly
determined to strike. Yet striking
was far from the minds of the 800
people gathered at UMass on
Tuesday, as they listened to the
words of protest.

Peter Donohue of the CPB
(Coalition for a People's Budget)
questioned in whose interest the
cuts are being made and Sam
Bowles, author of Dollars and

Below the Salt Photo by Jim Higgms

A reminder that the sixties are over

that didn't seem affected by Miguel
Rivera's plea for equal educational
rights.

UMass isn't like it used to be.
Most of the students were too young
during the sixties to take part in the
peace movement, and they could
only watch the news reports of the
sourest demonstrations and of

Chicago and of Kent State. They
are not products of the "revolution
generation". They have watched
the affairs of the sixties through the
eyes of Harry Reasoner, David
Brinkley and Walter Cronkite and
have based their conclusions on
those accounts.

all over and 800 informed students
returned home to finish their

schoolwork.

The demonstration was suc-
cessful in beginning the re-
education process for those who
attended, and in taking one step
towards a return to student ac-
tivism. But its effects were
marginal and probably unable to
contend with the amazing
university student turnover rate.

It was a rally of the individual.
People were there to protect their
own future interests and not to
voice opposition to an unjust war or
to racial oppression. It was a

In a time and place where a continued On
demonstration is as foreign as a page two
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continued from page one

Time to focus student effort

Onion dipped
17 April 1975 Below the Salt — Local Motives

seventies affair with seventies
material overtones. ..a drastic
departure from the idealist decade
before.

I spoke with members of the
gathering at various occasions, and
although few seemed optimistic
about the chances of success, all

agreed that "It's a beginning." I

glanced about the faces as they
drifted away. Some were en-
thusiastic and optimistic, while
still other reflected their disgust at
the information presented. I

recognized some as faces I had
seen three years earlier storming
Dickinson Hall. They seemed more
mellow now.

1

Fond Memories,
Installment: E
Remember trying to avoid

malnutrition? Not just in the

Dining Commons, that's a whole
ditterent trip. But those weekends
and times being off the meal ticket.

You waited and found all sorts of

diseases to get off the meal ticket

and listened to your mother warm
you that it is not good to have on
your record that you throw up in

crowds. The first week or so the

Galloping Gormet had nothing on
you, balanced meals that really

filled you the way the D.C. never
did. Then the novelty wore off and
the money ran out. You began to

think that vegetarianism is a really

fine ideal. And they you found the

ultimate: peanut butter. You
started eating peanut butter on
oatmeal, bananas, apples, pret-

zels, anything you could get your
paws on. You started eating peanut
butter right out of the jar: all the
world's a peanut butter jar.

Weekends you discovered the
great UMie food: onion dip. When

you lock back at your college years
you know you will see them as one
big bowl of onion dip. You started
with regular potato chips, then
found ruffles. That lasted until the
first time that you got sick after an
entire bag.

Your best friend the nutrition
major reads you all the diseases
you can get from not eating the
things you're not eating and those
you can get from the little that you
are. You realize that you haven't
lost any weight, and getting away
from the Dining Commons hasn't
even helped your zits. The candy
counter in the Student Union sees
you more than the supermarket.
Just about the time that you start

eating small animals, you meet a
dude that you know from freshman
year. He looks healthy and is

drinking a pitcher of beer by
himself. He says he hasn't seen you
in the D.C. lately and you explain.
He gets a big smile and says:
"You must be eating like a

queen!"
—Pepper

Kudos: Recognition of women for women
To the editor:

I would like to thank Julie Beth
Beckett for her insightful and
unfortunately all-too-true
examination of the status of
women in the UMASS Theater
Dept. The lack of good female roles
and the need for more women
directors is well covered by Ms.
Beckett. I would like to give special
attention to Ms. Beckett's com
ment about the lack of women
playwrights. Aide from the UMASS
production of Lillian Hellman's

The Children's Hour and a Smith
production of Hellman's The Little

Foxes I am aware of no other
major area production of a play
written by a woman this year. I

find this situation deplorable
especially since there are many
plays wrlteen by women other than
the ubiquitous Ms. Hellman.
The problem here is similar to

the situation faced by students of
poetry and fiction — women
writers have been ignored and
erased from our world-
consciousness by a culture that

acknowledges only male values
and lives as meaningful and
'dramatic'. Luckily women
novelists and poets are being
rediscovered and encouraged to
share their 'unique' visions of
realty. It is time now to accord
similiar recognition to women
dramatists: to women of the past
such as Zona Gale, Susan Glaspell,
Rachel Crothers, Jane Bowles,
Ruth Franken, Alice Gerstenberg,
Clare Kummer; to women of the
present such as Megan Terry,
Rosalyn Drexler, Myrna Lamb,

Don't miss the

Harvey Wallbanger

Party

tonite, April 17

in the Bluowall

<5o<5?^

THE NEW HISTORY- CUIME5E FOOD

THE HAN LIN ©
OPEN 11 AM- 10 PM TUE5 SUN.

195 LOCUST 5T. c ROUTE 9)

FLORENCE, MASS. 586 4562

Rochelle Owens, Maria Irene
Fornes, Alice Childress, etc. Not
all of these women are 'great'

dramatists but then again few
male playwrights are either. What
is important is their attempt to

illuminate society and the man-
woman condition. Incidentally,

most of these plays include an
abundance of good, meaty parts
for women.

I would encourage the UMASS
Theater Dept. to seek out plays
written by women and to actively
encourage their production. I

challenge all women interested in

drama to press demands for more
women directors and for more
woman oriented roles and dramas.
I urge struggling women
dramatists to write on and to insist

on productions of their work.
Recognition of women in drama is

long overdue and I, for one, do not
wish to wait much longer.

Therese Hofmann
Dept. of Communication
Studies
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Where no (sane) man has ever cjone before . . .

by Bill Foster

"...a crowd of hot angry (but en
husiastic) people, who want to see
something they believe in."

—Giovanna at the
75 Star Trek Convention

in New York

And with that one line, tiredly
thrown in during conversation
among new friends, the whole ST
convention experience was
summarized. For the benefit of
those who've never even heard of a
Star Trek Con, let alone been to
one, it is sheer, giddy, madness.
It's always hard to judge exactly
how many people show up for any
large convention, but this year's
Con (my second, incidentally)
boasted of around 12,000. A lot of
crowding, a lot of frustration and
confusion sometimes, but mostly a
lot of good feeling.

Activities at a Con include film of

ST episodes, the Dealer's Room,
the Art Show and the Federation
Masquerade. Of course no ST Con
is complete without the ap
pearance of the stars of the show.

Although the filmed episodes of

Star Trek are scheduled at the

same time as other important
events at a Con, and even though
hey run from 10 a.m. to 3 a.m.,

attendance is always high. One
interesting thing that was observed
at the film showing: if you come
into the auditorium after the
episode has started, you can see

Trekers all over the place,
mouthing the lines with the actors
on screen, because they know the

words so well! While seemingly
amazing to some, it's par for the
course to ST fans.

The Dealer's, or Huckster's
Room, is the place to lay your
hands on, for a slight fee, almost
any piece of Star Trek
paraphanalia imaginable. The
Dealer's Room is why Star Trek
Conventioneers don't think about
leaving home for a Con without at

least $75.00. Buttons, pens,
booklets, T-shirts, slides, tape
recordings, jewelry, patches,
stationary, greeting cards; if the

human mind can conceive it, the

dealers will have it or can get it.

The Huckster's Room usually has
other unique displays set up if

you're really into spending your
money, such as items of nostalgia,

Astrology, Witchcraft and Comic
Book Collections to name a few.

Star Trek Conventioneers don'

t

think about leaving home for a

Con without at least $75.00. But-

tons, pens, booklets, T-shirts,

slides, tape recordings, jewelry,

patches, stationary, greeting
cards; if the human mind can
conceive it, the dealers will have it

or can get it. The Huckster's Room
usually has other unique displays

set up if you're really into spending
your money, such as items of

nostalgia, Astrology, Witchcraft
and Comic Book Collections to

name a few.

The Art Show runs a close second
to the Dealer's Room in terms of

universitality and creativity. It is

where anyone with artistic talent

of any sort can register, and
present their art at the Con gallery,

not only for all to see but for art

awards as well. Some of the award
titles are: "Most Original", "Most
Authentic", etc. The Art forms this

year ranged from an exhibit of doll

making, all in fairly good likeness
of ST main characters, to a fan-

William Shatner (Captain Kirk)
and James Doonan (Scotty)
together on Earth for the first time
in six years.

tastic 13 foot high full color pain-

ting of the shows' main stays in the

transporter with the one word title:

"Energize". And if you consider

your piece good enough, there's

also an art auction (the
"Energize" piece was marked Not
For Sale).

And speaking of imagination, we

have to mention the Federation
Masquerade. Coupled with that
imagination, I think, is a large
amount of nerve. It's not easy to

stand in line for sometimes 3 hours,
and then parade in front of 10,000
folks looking like a refugee from
"Let's Make A Deal". Another
point on which these people
deserve credit is for the obvious
amount of time that goes into
making a costume as authentic as
possible. And considering that all

you may have to work from is an
occasional quick glance in the TV
show, it's no mean feat. Among
this year's entries where "Spock
Boy Walton", a Kirk and Spock
team ala Groucho and Harpo
Marx, and in the non-ST category,
the Planet of the Apes were well
represented as well as an
amazingly good Spiderman. Also
worthy of note was a fantastic
effort put forth by Helen Wood of
Mount Holyoke who arrived as the
beautifully Elaan of Troyius, from
the ST episode of the same title.

And now for the part of the Con
that no one dare miss and that
everyone suffers for, the ap
pearance of the stars. ( I must say
suffers because it's not easy to
stand in sardine formation
amongst a crowd of 12,000 in a hall
originally planned for no more
than 5,000. But it's easy, if you take
shallow breaths and fight to hold
off those unnecessary bodily
functions, like going to the
bathroom. This year the featured
guests were William Shatner
(Capt. Kirk), Majel Barett (Nurse
Chapel), George Takei (Helm
sman Sulu), and last but not least,
the "Great Bird of the Universe"
himself, Gene Roddenberry, the

creator of Star Trek. An extra
pleasant surprise was an ap
pearance by Robert Lansing (Gary
Seven), who avid fans will

remember from The episode
"Assignment: Earth". The Creme
de la Creme of course, was Bill

Shatner. Though it may in fact be
six or seven years ago since the
last ST episode was filmed, it's still

next to impossible to convince fans
that Capt. Kirk has forgotten those
rehearsed lines long ago. ("But I

just saw him frying them
yesterday!") Dispitt this, Shatner
has a very easy going manner. No
matter how inane the question, he
comes over with the same straight

forward graces which with he
handled the crew of the Enterprise.
The crowd can't help but respond
favorably.

One factor that you come upon in

discussion of ST fans is, attitude.

Trekkers come from a wide
spectrum of ages and all walks of

life, many of them learned
scientists and scholars. This is said

to renounce claims of throngs of

immature, hero worshipping pre
teenagers with nothing better to

do. These slurs are seemingly
spread by people who need an
excuse for their non involvement
with Star Trek.

One important thing to realize is

that ST Conventioneers are united

by two factors: one, their obvious
and overt fascination with the Star

Trek phenomenon and what it

represents, and two, their blatant

and equally obvious lack of fejr or

concern at the prospect of being
stampeded and or trampled at a

ST Con.

The Globetrotters' dribble doldrums

by Clam & Duck

In Performance
The Harlem Globetrotters

April 2, 197S

Springfield Civic Center

"Ladies and gentlemen-
America's ambassador of good will

for over 70 million people—THE
HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS."

The introduction is the same

—

the results are the same—an
overwhelming ovation to a group of

(millionaires) minorities who are
doing so much for the United
States. Right? But, as famous as
they are, few people can name any
Globetrotter other than
Meadowlark Lemon or Curly Neal,

then again, they don't have to. The
people have come to be en
tertained. And out the
Globetrotters come with their
Chaplinish act of pranks, yanks,
pokes, and jokes, looking from far

away like nine black jumping
beans on a windy day.

The kids are screaming with
delight—they saw them on T.V.
before they fell asleep in the
chair—and were mildly stunned to

see the Globetrotters miss so many
shots. Mom, who is enchanted with
the red, white, and blue uniforms,
is wondering who are the
Globetrotters and who are the
Washington Generals. Dad is

taking a longer look—another
missed shot, travel, offensive foul,

palming, no team work, three
seconds—and wondering how he
thought they might take on the
Boston Celtics in a serious game.

Well, after the first ten minute
quarter, the kids are marveling
about the Trotters' zany ways and
silly stuffed shots. The Clam says.

"Bring back the plate spinner", in

reference to the tedious delays

before the main attraction (a

German spinning plates, then

frisbee champions, John and
Mike). At half time, the oldsters

were checking their eyelids, and
the youngsters perhaps a little

We've
Improved
On Our
Own

Recipe!

tired of the runaround routine,

were disillusioned and wondered
how Roone Artedge could make
this team look so gooc* on TV.

Then Butler and Fuji playea
championship ping pong followed

by Gus, who juggled his balls

around until the rest ot the family
(Ursula and Don, the plate spin

ner) came out and got into the act.

The halftime act boosted con
cession sales

The old water act, the deflated
ball, and the yo-yo ball act were the

main attractions in the second half,

during which the fans were glad to

see a running clock. What made
the second half even worse was
that Curly Neal and Meadowlark
Lemon sat out much of it, and
without them, the Globetrotters
aren't as good as the teams in

Boyden gym on Friday afternoon.

The game ended just before the

fatal question: "Can we go home
now. Daddy?"
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belle isle 1974 a hand in shooting the sun

if i was hard like stone
id stick jaggedblack peaks
into the aqua blue sea
in a swirling moment embraced by
the frothing waves white as bone.
if i was fine as sand
i'd carpet the sea
that dared wash into my hands

the liquid blue sea
cold and free;

only clouds dim the scene
the sun stretched far in the sky
reflecting in my dreams these words.

the moon a woman shining
each night, tumbled arms
cross my airy hide,

she smooths the edges of time
thrashing on land,

shining silver among stars
the glow of love fresh and hard

time sails on beyond us
like a ferry from isle to isle

if i was hard as stone
with love like hers
to seep within
what tide could wear me thin?

thomas weir

Kir*7S

Voodoo Magic

Give me a little lovin,

that's what he say now
give me a little sunshine
brighten up the day now
Til those waves roll in,

we gonna roll all those blues away.

I said got to take my poems
got to take my pen
get a hold of your head, mama
beware of voodoo men
get you an island pipe

find something to put in

you know, you've got to believe

it's a long way to go...

need all the sweet loving you can give.

Shacking up with the days, the people
and the songs
some are watching for a wave to be carried
on strong

shooting for the sun... just because
it's there

and when the night comes, there's the

bohio's door.

Hold on to what you've seen,

but don't forget to believe

find something to put in.

Give me a little lovin

that's what I say now
Send me some sunshine
brighten up the da"y now.

Carol Rickard

Space Voyage/Chapter One
by Richard I. Cplan

"Captain, we're being probed."
"Source, lieutenant?"
"That girl sitting over by the

door."
"Spock?"
"She's blond captain. Medium

height and weight, about twenty
years of age and certainly at-

tractive."

"Scotty?"
"We've got th* power captain

but manuverabiHW is a question."

"ITI worry .bout manuvering
Mr. Scott. You just get us over
there."

"Aye, captain."
"Lieutenant, hailing frequencies

open, I want a r\ear line of com
munication to ttwt girt."

"Frequencies open and all

channels clear sir."

"All right lieutenant, give me
ship to ship."

"Done sire."

"Spock, tie all communications
into the computer. Zulu, have
shields on standby."
"Just standby sir?"

"You've got your orders
navigator."

"Captain, I..."

"Mr. Spock, I'm hoping I won't
have to use them at all. I'm
counting on the other ships ability

to sense whether our shields are up
or not."

"As a sign of good faith."

"Exactly."
"Almost there captain."

"Get us in close Mr. Scott.

Lieutenant, voice communication
please Computer..."
"Working."
"Lieutenant, put it on the

screen."

"Excuse me, do you mind if I sit

down?"
"No, please."
"I didn't realize this place got so

crowded."
"Is this your first time here?"
"Well, I've only been in Amherst

since classes began."

"Spock, initial contact."

"Good eye to eye contact, initial

primping... she seems responsive

Captain"
"Good. Scotty, how's our energy

level."

"Flying high captain."

"Standard orbiting procedures
helmsman."

"What's your major?"
"Education. Well, mostly

teaching; Maybe third graders."

"Where would you finally like to

end up?"
"I don't know really. I've

thought of Boston but..."

"Yea, I'm thinking about Boston

myself."

"Sensor report coming in cap-
tain."

"Go ahead Spock."
"First impressions Indie

she's a bit shy, Introverted,

minor insecurities."

"Computer."
"Working" _,
"Inter personal relation

status."

"Computer."

"Insufficient data."

"Have you been here long?"
"I'm a second semester

sophomore."
"Do you go home on weekends?"
"I used to but my boyfriend and

broke up."
"Was he your high school

sweetheart?"
"I guess. We sort of grew apart."

impact. Scotty get ready to get us

out of here, fast.

"That's very flattering but I'm

already dating a guy here."

"Oh. How long have you two

been going out?"
"For about a year now. He'd be

here except he's helping a friend

move out of the dorm."

"Shields up Mr. Zulu. Scotty, all

stop. Prepare for emergency warp
speed. Spock, damage report."

"A direct hit captain. Dillthium

crystals took a beating but we can

recover."
"How long Spock."
"We need to find another source

of energy."

"Zulu, get us out of here.

Lieutenant UHURA, break off

communications."

"Well, it was nice talking to

you."
"I'm sorry."

"I'm just wondering what you're

doing here if you're involved with

another guy."
"I like to dance."

"Warp factor five Mr. Zulu."
"Warp factor five captain."
"Bones, will you be alright?"

"Damn It Jim, I thought for

sure..."

"I know Bones. You always think

it's for sure."

Space, our final frontier.

f, but I don't
even Know j and ^et Jt- seems
like I've knowWyr^^^lufch a long
time. I'd like to see you again."

"Red alert (Lieutenant, brace for
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Vibrant colors in geometric designs
tast summer while he was involved

in a work study program here.

Several administrators helped him
make work contacts in Whitmore,
where one said he would like Jim to

paint a mural. Although relatively

small, the mural in the Public
Affairs Oftice is visible from the
hallway and still generates a lot of

interest. Some of the passers by
have become clients, as requests
for his services have mushroomed.

oesturing with a cigarette

clenched between two fingers, Jim
described his two murals in

Crampton and Patterson dorm
lounges. He carries glossy

photographs of them in his port

folio. One is a 15' x 12' geometric

design of bright swirling colors and
the other is a 10' by 8' blood red

sunset on a black background.

"I personally like working with

round geometric designs. But when
I know the person who is com-
missioning the painting doesn't

like my modern designs, I put one

or two landscapes in the five

by Judith Wolinsky-Soloway
When Jim Kirby says that every

one of his paintings weighs a ton,
he's not joking. His canvasses are
the walls of buildings on the
University of Massachusetts
campus.

A junior majoring in studio art
with emphasis in painting, the
Boston native carries photographs
of his murals, much as a proud
parent carries proof of his
progeny.

Flagging mm aown Tor an in-

terview meant locating him at his
latest "canvas", a vibrant Alaskan
rockscape in the Financial Aid
Office where Jim was packing up
his tools.

Relaxing on one of the few
overstuffed couches in the Whit-
more Administration Building and
lighting up the first of a constant
chain of cigarettes, Jim explained
the history of his unusual en-
terprise.

"I transferred here from
Boston's New England School of
Art where I was painting on 4' x 6'

masonite panels. My teachers
there liked to work on big surfaces.
Now I do, too." he added.

His first "commission" came

For his murals, Jim is earning
six Advanced Painting credits.

With the guidance and advice of

Nelson Stevens, his faculty adviser
who has created huge indoor and
outdoor murals of his own, Jim has
learned a lot.

samples they have to choose
from," he admitted.

In fact, two of the four paintings

recently done in the Financial Aid
Office are the rockscape, taken
from a nature magazine, and a

seascape, complete with seagulls,

At last. ..Sandal Season!
•
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from a calendar. The paintings are
drastic changes from the earlier

modernistic works that Jim
prefers. But in them he used the

vibrant colors found in his

geometric designs.

Tracing with his finger over a
colored pencil sketch of one of his

original designs, Jim bent forward
to explain their origins. First, he

The new Fine Arts Center is one of
them "because it has some great
walls."

The question "why do you paint
murals" elicits a few moments of
silent contemplation from Jim .

uses a pencil to draw continuous
curved lines on a sketchpad, in

time to taped music, which is often
classical. Then Jim outlines the
shapes and finally colors and
shades each differently.

Isn't the transfer of the exact
sketch of magazine photograph to

a wall a monumental task?

With the trace of a smile, Jim
says he finds it "easy." His ex
perience as a housepainter, car

penter, and pasteup artist for a
publishing company helped him
develop his own technique for

transferring small to large.

"I make a multi sectional graph
on paper and wall and transfer the

original section by section," Jim
explained
"The trick is to remember that

I'm changing mediums from
pencils to paint and I must keep in

mind what can and cannot be done
with acrylic paints."

After the mural is completed, he
covers it with a matte varnish so

the walls can be washed easily.

Presently Jim is doing research
in anticipation of his next and
largest paintings, a 12' x 20' mural
in the Room to Move Drop In

Center located in the Student

Union. Meanwhile, he says he is

trying to line up some murals to do
in Boston for this summer.
And when he graduates? Jim's

answer is immediate. "Paint
murals everywhere: banks,
buildings, schools. I would also like

to study art in Europe, someday."
And as his appetite and the wall

sizes grow large, "Eventually I

may hire a helper," Jim admits.

But before he leaves UMass,
there are still some buildings on
the campus Jim wants to tackle.

'Basically, the opportunity
presented itself. I enjoy working on
hard surface and prefer painting
big things," Jim answered slowly
"It's also one way to avoid art
galleries. My paintings are already
exhibited as soon as they are
painted."

While Jim stubbed out his third

cigarette of the hour long in-

terview and packed up his port

folio, he talked about how the

mural paintings he has done have
affected his life.

"I see itast. ._ ^est thing that has
ever happened to me Before, I was
pretty aimless but now I know
what I want to do — paint murals."

Did you see

the ad for?
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Girl ofOurDreams
THE GIRL OF OUR DREAMS
Presented by the Feminist Arts

Program
Campus Centre Auditorium
14 April

reviewed by Maria Richmond
The Girl of Our Dreams is

labeled as "a satirical revue". At

the bottom of the program one can

find the statement, "This revue

does not attempt to speak for all

women." And it quite obviously

does not, but it should speak to all

women. Their song and dance

routines within the context of a

lecture by an anti feminist clearly

expose the myths that we all grew
up with. Through humor, we see

the fallacies in the fairy tales and

"girl's" magazines, the courtship

process and marriage, what we are

led to believe single women and

older women are like. The entire

show was written as well as

arranged and choreographed by

the cast. They obviously enjoyed

what they were doing, and that is

the most important element in a

good revue. But this revue had an

important aspect that went beyond
that: the audience's reaction to

itself as well as the performers.

In the audience there was a

really strong, good, woman
feeling. There were men there, and

I only heard good from them, but

there were women and woman
feeling. I really cannot describe

what it was, a special closeness

perhaps. The sort of feeling one

can get when you laugh at

something that is you and know
that everyone else is doing the

same thing. This can develop

really strong feelings of sisterhood

But I suppose this was not

universal. I heard one woman say

that she felt like she was the only

straight person there. She got the

answer of, "Now you know how
gay people feel almost anywhere."
The revue did have some mentions

of gay feminism as it is a real part

of where women can be. But, as

cast member Annette Townley
said, the main thing was women
loving other women. It was not

anti male, it was women digging

their sisters. If this message is

taken as lesbianism, some people

ought to explore their own values.

There is much too much to this

revue to get hung up about your

personal sexuality.

The revue will be presented 3

May in Jordan Marsh in Boston as

part of twelve days of women's
events. For more information
about this performance, contact

Everywoman's Centre.

The Cavern
THE CAVERN
by Jean Anouilh
Directed by Jon Farris

Studio 75

April 10-13, 15 20, 22 26

reviewed by Maria Richmond
The Cavern is the play that Jean

Anouilh never got around to

writing. But, as he states, just

because the play has not been

written, it does not mean that it

does not have a message. The
characters are very real and their

story equally real, but the author

cannot bring himself to write them
out. This may be what happens in

the head of many authors and
playwrights, but Anouilh takes a

step further and presents this

conflict on the stage. The author is

among the cast; his conflict is as

important as those of the

characters. This twist makes for

humor in a very tragic play to an

excellent effect.

The play opens with the

characters in their places on the

set: the nobility on the upper level

and the servants "below stairs", in

"the cavern." Gene Fahey,
playing the author, enters and

orders all off. He then explains to

us how he has tried to write this

play and finally decided to let the

characters do the play. We see two

beginnings, are constantly

reminded by the police superin-

tendent how we want to know who -

killed the cook. This person at

APR1U 17* IS- 19

many points was just an an

noyance, but in retrospect, he,

above, all kept the play from

becoming too heavy.
The characters' action centered

around Marie Jeanne, the cook

who is killed. Anouilh is obviously

in love with this character that he

sees as "Mother Earth". As with

most men, Anouilh over
romanticizes the hard life of

a peasant woman trying to see her

child has better than she. Marie
Jeanne is quite a woman. She once

had "he lovliest things in Nice"

and turned down a proposal of

marriage from her employer
because they were of different

classes She swore their

bastard son would not be a

peasant, though his father would
not know of his existance. This part

was ably done by Debbie Hull who
is perhaps the grande dame of

UMass Theatre. I have never seen

Ms. Hull in a part she did not make
shine; her diversity is amazing
Her Marie Jeanne is a tough cookie

who remembers what it was like to

be young, and will help the young
girls below her in any way. Her
only weakness is her son, who is to

be a priest.

Another favorite of the author's

is Adele, played in this production

by Kathy Buda. She is the young
innocent who has been through

Hell. Her love of the young
seminarist is the last straw for her.

His mother insists that he is

destined for better things, and his

refusal to go against her turns

Skipping, Weeping . .

AGNES DE MILLE'S "SUM
MER" SKIPPING, WEEPING,
TEARFUL CHEERFUL Susan
Doskocil ( + " Deadl ine"
Doskocil???)
Agnes de Mille's newest work

"Summer" had its world premier
his past week, April 10-13 at the

Music Hall in Boston by the Boston
Ballet.

Two other ballet's, Talley
Beatty's "The Road of Phoebe
Snow" and George Balanchine's
"Serenade" completed the very
fulfilling evening Friday night

which covered everything from
skipping and weeping to a rape in a

railroad switchyard.

"Summer", choreographed to

and inspired by music of Franz
Schubert bespoke the light and gay
atmosphere of the frenchman
Honore Fragonard's many garden
paintings through a series of short

dances, each an event long.

Full of coy flirting and a "Well,

there's lots of good fish in the sea"
attitude, Durine AHnova rightfully

stole this part of the evening, just

because she didn't overdo but did

exactly everything demanded of

her roles.

Although Alinova danced
"Allegro" and "Flirting" with

Woytek Lowski, he was most
enhancingly partnered by Gigi

Nachtsheim when together they

did "Turning".

R\
In this delightful episode, she

studiously, complete with brow
furrowed in concentration and
exacting patience, did an applause

rewarded series of turns. Then she

collapsed. (It was beautiful. More
applause.) Enter Lowski, beaming
with the air that he can match
hers, and just the bit more needed

to win her. After a dazzling series

of similar turns, leaving him not

quite dizzy enough to forget to

gallantly extend his hand to her,

her head pops up — and, amidst
laughter and applause, they

wearily but determinedly continue

turning offstage, trying to outlast

the other
"Weeping", danced by Kathryn

Anderson, Kaethe Devlin, Deldre

Myles and Judith Shoaff had the

audience laughing through tears.

You've never seen such sad,

pathetic, hysterically tragic

heroines as portrayed by these four

dewey eyed maidens! How they

kept their faces straight is beyond
me.

"Wailing", which logically

followed "Weeping" was the other

humor highpoint. Such despon
dancy did llene Strichler gloomily

exude that Ron Cunningham, after

dragging her around the stage in

an attempt to get her to her feet,

finally dumped her in a line with

the four weepers (who now lay

forlornly side by side grieving into

the floor) and trotted off with one
of them.

(The rest recovered, never fear,

in gaping amazement to Lowski's
brilliant deliverance of

"Cheering" which both the
audience and the "Weepers"
applauded in turn.)

All in all "Summer" was
delightfully conceived and cer

tainly received an enthusiastic

response from the audience.

"The Road of the Phoebe Snow"
danced to music by Duke Ellington

and Billy Strayhorn was the most
striking and certainly the only

arrogant piece presented. We were
informed by the program that as a

child, Talley Beatty played near

the tracks of the train named The
Phoebe Snow (after one of it's

more distinguished passengers, a

meticulously neat lady who was
always proper in dress and who
disdainfully looked down on the

countryside as she passed by).

Supposedly the ballet is about

events which may or might have
occurred near the switchyard.

Chalk full of heated hate, the two
powerful groups, males and
females, keep expressing violent

outrages whenever any small
faction begins to gain momentum.
Again and again the innovators are

beat and brought back into line by
their fearfully jealous and
possessive parent groups. A lot of

taunting and jeering is reserved
especially for any tender,
sprouting romances which are

inevitably pounded to a powdery
dust.

The hot, jazzy brass shouted the

already poignant message em
manating from the sleazy yet

controlled duet of Ellen O'Reilly

and Tony Catanzaro. Danced in

lavender and purple costumes it

was all too clear what events were
impressed foremost in Beatty's

mind from his childhood play days

Credit is also due to the duets of

Anamarie Sarazin and Daryl
Robinson, and Laura Young and

Tony Catanzaro.

The irritating aspect of this

dance, however, lay in its lack of

everyone doing the same thing

when they were supposed to.

Maybe they're bored with this

piece, although they put plenty of

energy into it, there exists too

much individual interpretation

where there is a need for group
unanimity. There can be no doubt

in any spectators eyes about the

unity of emotions and feelings; Its

just that occassionally individual

dancers overstepped the boun
daries determined by the rules of a

multi-person dance. When this

happens, as it did Friday night, a

disturbing jarring effect is

produced, inharmonious with the

choreographer's intent.

George Balanchine's
"Serenade", undoubtedly one of

his loveliest ballets, was last on the

program, following "Summer"
Already well established in many
major ballet companies reper

toiries. it was treated with trip

proper balance of respect, tender

loving care and absolutely

necessary talent demanded of It.

After that performance, I was

rather inclined to think that

Balanchine had choreographed it

specifically for the Boston Ballet.

It was SDlendid!
It's pleasant to speculate on what

we'll see next from this company.

They have proved that they are

very capable of choreographing

and presenting their own work, as

in the "Experiment in Dance"

series presented earlier this

season, as well as the ability to

perform in a polished and
professional manner great works

of world renowned choreographers

with the necessary masterly

control.

Adele to a life of prostitution. This

was a most difficult and complex
part. The mixture of shyness and
he final explosion were handled
with great sympathy.
The lesser characters were well

played, but tended to be dwarfed
by these three fine performances.
Leaving the theatre, I felt totally

inadequate to write about this

strong and very emotionally
moving play. While trying to get

the characters to behave, Anouilh

said that he would rather be a

critic and find fault in someone
else's plays rather than his own. I

would like to thank him for getting

this one written.

KTS. 202 i 21 *-eaCH^T***

Inventory Sale

20% Off
Everything
FREE WORK SHIRT

with any purchase of $10.00 or more

Jeans — Reindeer Sweaters

Leather Jackets — Cowboy Shirts
Many More Items

Located at: 255 TRIANGLE STREET
Amherst, Mass. 01002

i Between Tech Hi Fi and Dincounl Record*)
4I3-549-38.1I

\l«o Located (ircult Ave. Oak Rlulfs. Ma of Martha's Vineyard
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film The Fruits of His Labor
AMARCORD
directed by

Frederico Fellini

reviewed by
Jeffrey Polman

Our first sight is of a sheet on a
clothesline, fluttering hypnotically
amidst a gentle onslaught of pollen
puffs. Spring has come back to a
small Italian harbor town, and
Frederico Fellini has sub-
consciously landed us there.

"Amarcord" translated means
"I remember", and we sit

patiently while the 'great Italian

filmmaker unfolds a non-stop
array of fascinating images before
our eyes, a carefully-chosen
depiction of a childhood he once
knew. But it is one thing to simply
recreate your life chronologically.
Fellini does it by inter-weaving
emotional episodes that belong to

not only him (we never really know
which' character Fellini is sup-
posed to be, if any) but to many of

the town inhabitants; so in the end
we can feel for the people as a
whole and not to one ego-centered
man.
He gives us fruitful colors: the

turquoise of the Mediterranean,
the searing redness of the town
beauty's dress, the shiny blue of a
peacock's plumage in the midst of

a white snowstorm. His ever
moving camera searches down the
jubilant night streets, along the
sandy ocean front, ever so often
stopping at a family's house to

eavesdrop on a dinner argument or
other emotional situation.

We see the institution we have ail

learned to accept but have never
been fully satisfied within. The
school is one long running joke;
frogs in girls' faces, class
skipping, farting accusations — all

the adolescent perversities which
will be with us for eternity. Fellini
makes them so hilarious and
perfectly timed that we beain to
feel we have the Italian Mel Brooks
on our hands. The church, always a
satirical target for Fellini, is also
played up for laughs. The priest
performs open confession with the
boys, asking them if they
"touched" themselves in the same
breath as he gives orders to nearby
altar decorators. Later, we even
see a glimpse of the local asylum.
A family goes there to take their
"Uncle Teo" out for a country
picnic. He responds to his tem-
porary freedom by first doing
number one in his pants and then
climbing a tree and refusing to
come down unless he is given a
woman.

Fellini's world, as always, is

made up of gutter-reeking
degenerates, enormously fat
women, mischievous and super-
horny kids, and usually one
singularly-seductive prostitute.
But here it is all amusing rather
than confusing. He uses a
narrator: a mustachioed, grey-
haired man who is seen now and
then in the context of certain
scenes to progress the story and
give us a feel for the life of the

town. In past works Fellini would
have filmed the same bizarre
rituals without explaining them,
would have jumbled the order of

events without warning us. This
time he has simplified his script

just enough so that we can relish in

his artistic touches without gettino

enduring love for anything suc-

cessful, particularly anything
American. We are constantly fed
glimpses of Hollywood posters and
dialogue references to Ronald
Colman and Gary Cooper. People
who have traveled in the States are
looked at In awe; and the climactic

bogged down in an illogical
narrative. Surely this is the most
entertaining Fellini movie to date.

His characters, although widely
different in age, temperament, and
morals have one unique trait which
ties them all together. It is an

scene in the film revolves around
the passing by of an ocean liner,

undoubtedly American-influenced.
Every inhabitant of the town is out

in the harbor on their boats, par-

tying the night away and awaiting
the excitement of actually seeing

something so huge, such a larg

symbol of freedom. And when i

comes it arouses them out of thei

sleep like a dream: smokestack
vomiting, lights twinkling, hor
blasting — truly an image you wi
not soon forget. These people loo

up at the. sky and wonder how th

stars can be "held up"; intriguec

almost instinctively, by the worl
they can never experience.

Fellini also does an excellent jo

at laying bare the life processes
People are constantly eating
having sex, excreting or urinatinc

and he makes these important b
recycling them, enjoyable b
coating them with absurdity. Th
only way to get Uncle Teo dowi
from the tree is to have a midge
nun persuade him, and the onl

way to stop one of the young boy
from sex fantasizing is to have •

gigantic chested woman assaul

him with her wares. There are als*

some camera-conscious moment
where characters, for no apparen
reason, will look at us and laugh o
say some ludicrous comment.

In Amarcord, Fellini ac
complishes what he failed to do it

Roma; that is, feed us a cohesivt

record of his past. In his words
music, and beautifu
cinematography he carves us c

slice of his heritage: enhanced, o
course, by his typically weirc

images, but nevertheless, touching

and an extraordinary relief fron
watching people shotgun eact
other

And the agony of the male myth
SHAMPOO
Starring and co-produced by
Warren Beatty
Reviewed by Steven Fine
One problem with this portrait of

a free loving Beverly Hills hair-

dresser named George on the eve
of the 1968 presidential election is

that we are told more about George

than we are shown: the hard
evidence is lacking.

Consider these examples: (1)

when George chases Jill (Goldie

Hawn) in fun, he unaccountably
and quickly proceeds to turn

serious, (2) when George con-

fronts the younger sister of a lover

client, the conversation is brought
to an abrupt close with her
question: "You wanna fuck?" This
is good for a cheap laugh, but it

does little to reveal George's
personality, much less his
seductive charm; and (3) when
two girls enthusiastically greet

George at a party, he is merely
polite and appreciative of their

interest, for he must find his

beloved Jackie (Julie Christie).

Yet, whenever George meets
Jackie, he either whines or screws
her. Wherein lies his charm? Why
would any qirls pursue a man,
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regardless ot his build, who canno
sustain a pleasant presence? II

would seem that George is less

human than a reflection of our

various gauzy images of the greai

lover, the immoralist (one cannol
even pretend that George is a
moral, for his morality can b<

traced to his attitude of cool sporl

toward life and women), and the

independent man.
The third example leads to a

further, related weakness in the

movie. Not only does George fail tc

embody these images, but he

proceeds inevitably to take on a
different personality. Two parties

indicate contrasting life-views at

this point in time (if you will) : one
party is thrown by a businessman
in honor of Our New President — it

features jet-set, well dressed, dull

alcoholics; the other party is hip,

free form, also jet-set, with joints

instead of booze. How gauzy is our
image of George becomes ap
parent as we realize that he fits

comfortably at neither party,
because each life style represents
for George something above and
beyond what it offers its adherents,

as, one might assume, the
character of George does for the

filmmaker.

The effect of looking in a mirror
that makes us look younger than
we really are is to flatter our
perception. But we must not be
conned into turning our backs on
the storyline and the charac-
terizations, which must maintain
their casual integrity, and from
which alone must proceed, say,
uncertainty and value disorien-

tation.
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AREA EXHIBITS
Jones Library — Photographs by

Ralmon Jon Black on display
during April, black and white as
well as color prints including tech
nical data.

"The Cabinet ot Dr. Caligari", a
horror classic ot the silent movies
will be shown Thursday, April 17,

7:30 p.m. tree ot charge.
Springfield Museum of Fine Art

— Academic Artists Association
National Exhibition — the 26th
annual exhibition of this national
art society, April 6 May 4.

"Collecting for a museum" a
lecture by the museum's director
April 17, at 7:30 p.m. in the
museum court.

Holyoke Comm. College —
Student Art Show, April 22 May 9
"A" building, second floor, 303
Homestead Avenue.

Leverett Craftsmen and Artists
Inc. — Spring classes, spinning,
weaving, watercolor, pottery,
stained glass, paint and collage, oil

painting, batik, gravestone rub-
bing, children's arts and crafts,

and children's animated film-
making — for details call L C&A
253-9062 .

llllllllllllllllll

FIVE COLLEGE EXHIBITS
Amherst College — Mead

Gallery — American and Dutch
Paintings (primitive collection)
Hampshire College Gallery —

April May "Student Examination
Shows.

\o

tif-elX for fctvj cJtvvj-; To

be Tfe*r,ptv_<J Soy fXv (ie.i/i/.

<*TWINWINI RFAufi
bUCK'j?

College — Two
Chinese artists

Mt. Holyoke
contemporary
April 7-20.

Smith College Museum of Art —
Five anonymous American
paintings, through April 21 —
opening April 10, Paintings by
Alice Neel through May 4 —
opening April 3, Photographs of

Renaissance Art by Clarence
Kennedy through April 20.

UMass. Fine Arts Center Gallery
— Chris Robinson M.F.A. Show
"Non-Tactile Mass" opening April
20 (7-10) through April 25.

UMass Herter Hall Gallery —
M.F.A. Shows — Alice Brown,
paintings Arturo Lindsay, pain-
tings through April 19. M.F.A.
sculpture Morgan, Robinson, April
20 26.
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Performance:

University Concert Dance
Group, Bowker, April 16-18, 8:15
p.m.

Amherst School of Ballet
featuring the Connecticut Valley
Regional Ballet Co., Amherst
Regional High School, May 2, 7:45
p.m., $1.50.

Heymakers Square Dance Club,
Cap Cod Lounge, S.U. 8:00 p.m ,

Tuesdays.

International Folk Dancing Club,
Cape Cod Lounge, S.U., 7:30 p.m.,
Mondays.

Participatory:

Dance and Exercise Workshop, 8
week course, Valley Women's
Center in Northampton, Wed. and
Thurs. 12:30-2:30 or 5:00 7:00,
starting April 16. Info. 268 7266.

Israeli Dancing, Cape Cod
Lounge, S.U., 6:00 p.m., Wed
nesdays.
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Dance Free, Campus Centre 101,
7:30 p.m., Sundays

I

iini

Barbara Howes, Daniel Hoff
man, Kathleen Spivack, New York
Room, Mt. Holyoke, April 19, 10:30
a.m

T. Carmi, West Lecture Hall,
Franklin Patterson Hall, Hamp-
shire, April 23, 7:30 p.m.

Ellen Watson, Robbie Gordon,
David Jefferies, Colonial Lounge,
S.U., April 17, 7.30 p.m." r "" "~ snire, «prn aj, /:ju p.m. b.U., April 17, 7:30 pm
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THEATRE
Five College Area:

The Cavern, Studio Theatre,
Fine Arts Complex, April 15-19, 22-

25 at 8:00 p.m., April 13 and 20 at
2:00 p.m.

Kyogen National Comic Theatre
of Japan, Bowker, April 19 at 8:00
p.m.

Beast With Two Backs, Fine Arts
Complex, April 24 and 25 at 8:00
p.m.

Black Theatre Workshop, Hallie
Flanagan Studio Theatre, Smith,
April 25 and 26 at 8:00 p.m.

The World of Lenny Bruce,
Bowker, May 2 at 8:00 p.m.

A Stew Indeed, Hampshire
Dining Commons, Hampshire,
April 17 20, 8:00 p.m.

Springfield:

Hartford:

Afternoon Tea, The Hartford
Stage Company, March 21-April 27.

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest, Stage West, nightly except Fiddler on the Roof, Bushnell
Mondays, April 19 May 10. Memorial. April 20.

Boston

:

Odyssey, Colonial Theatre, April
1 26.

H.M.S. Pinafore, Boston Light
Opera Ltd., Madelein Lee Theatre,
April 25, May 2, 3, 9, 10 at 8.00 p.m.
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Marcel Marceau,
Theatre, May 13-24.

Shubert
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GRAND PRIZE -

Merrian-Webster Third

New Intl. Dictionary

Complete with Stand

Retail Value $120.00

• Many Other Prizes •

HAMP PLAZA
Opposite Big Y

NORTHAMPTON— Rt. 5 & 10

Largest selection of

Books & Magazines

in Western Mass,

T0%TTFF
ON ILL BOOKS
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— No Limited Purchase —
I (Expires 4-20)
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Something to put on your door
by Jeffrey Polman

RATINGS
+ + + +Walt Disney World
-t- + + Riverside Park
+ + The Combat Zone
+ Orchard Hill

AMARCORD+ +++
Reviewed in this issue.

(Academy of Music and Mtn.
Farms)
CHINATOWN++ + +
Roman Polanski's latest, a

departure from his supernatural
tendencies, but still quite unusual.
Jack Nicholson plays an eagle eye
detective who sticks his nose into
the wrong case and pays for it in

the end. Faye Dunaway is great as
a millionairess haunted by a
turbulent past. This film got
royally ripped off at the Academy
Awards, but we all know that
doesn't mean shit to a tree; works
of art cannot and should not be
compared. (Showcase Cinemas,
West Springfield)
DIRTY HARRY MAGNUM
FORCE+ + +
The ultimate phal'ic symbol,

Clint Eastwood's gun, ejaculates
bullet after bullet in this hard ass
police twin bill. Plenty of scarlet
innards, irrelevant flesh, and
outrageous cussing for all you
machismos out there. Blow your
head off with a revolver in the
ticket line and get in half price
(Mountain Farms Four)
EMMANUELLE+ +
A new skin flick, which like most

of the other failures, tries to

satisfy the viewer by not satisfying
him. Here we have Penthouse style
photography coated over the
perverted proceedings. (Campus
Cinema)
FORBIDDEN PLAN ET+ + + +
One of the great science fiction

films of all time, about an ex
pedition on a far planet which is

threatened by a mysterious mental
force Robby the Robot made his
screen debut in this ex
traterrestrial epic, while Walter
Pidgeon, Leslie Nielsen, and Anne
Francis provide the human roles.
Super duper special effects.
(TONIGHT in MAHAR, 8 and 10
p.m.)
FUNNY LADY+ + +
_ Barbra Streisand and James
Caan shine in the mus :cal sequel to
Funny Girl. An excellent evening
of entertainment if you like
Streisand and or musicals, but
honestly, aren't you getting sick of
sequels? (Showcase Cinemas)
GODFATHER II+ + + +
Not to take anything away from

Francis Ford Coppola, as this is an
excellent film, but its sweep of the
Oscar show last week was uncalled
for. Al Pacino, Diane Keaton, and
the rest of the clan serve up to an
excellent original story. (Campus
Cinemas)
THE GREAT WALDO PEP-
PER++
Robert Redford's blue eyes and

America's blue skies collide in this

tale about World War I flying ace*
and their aviation feats which
follow the end of the War. All the
action you'll see is in the coming
attractions, so it might be wise to
take in a movie where you know
this one hasn't arrived yet.
Directed by George Roy Hill
(who?) (Mountain ^arms Four)

wife (Valerie Perrine). Chock full

of hysterical human situations, and
alternately depressing ones
(Showcase Cinemas and Mountain
Farms Four).
SCENES FROM A

MARRIAGE+ + + +
Ingmar Bergman's fascinating

study of love and marriage,

1776+
There is a way to be patriotic

without being obnoxious. A dumb
idea for a musical turned into an
even dumber movie. Ben Franklin
sings to his kite, Tom Jefferson
does a number for Congress, and
Betsy Ross grooves on her flag. I

can't wait for the Assassination

LENNY+ + ++
Dustin Hoffman's finest two

hours as Lenny Bruce, the dead
comic who is more famous today
than most of the living ones. Bob
Fosse directs in a black and white
documentary style designed to fill

in unaware viewers on the basic
highs and lows of Bruce's life and

Below the Salt photo by Bill Howell
starring Liv Ullman and Erland
Josephsson. Bergie cut the original
6'/2 hour Swedish television version
down to about three here, but it still
retains its emotional impact, as
every one of his masterpieces has
managed to do somehow.

(Amherst Cinema)

Follies to open. (TONIGHT in the
SUB. at 7 and 9:45)
SHAMPOO+ +
The first film about a hair

dresser features Warren Beatty as
the scissorstud who keeps his
customers after shop hours. Julie
Christie, Goldie Hawn, and Lee
Grant play his girlfriends in this

tight, nicely photographed, but
incredibly overrated saga of
adultery, sex before marriage (ye
gads!), and other assorted hot
combs. (Showcase Cinemas)
TOMMY++++
Ha, ha, I told you so. Here we

have it: 5 speaker sound, sen
sational imagery, the first and
most successful rock opera turned
into the greatest musical film ever
produced. Stupendous acting and
singing by *\nn Margret, Tina
Turner, Oliver Reed, Elton John,
Eric Clapton, Jack Nicholson!
Keith Moon, Peter Townshend, and
Roger Daltrey as the deaf, dumb,
and blind kid himself. Ken Russell
is a genius. To be extensively
reviewed in a week or two
(Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield)

WALKING TALL+ +
Yes, audiences are standing up

and walking out of this right winq
drama about a rodeoman turned
sheriff in a small Southern town
who would rather bea! someone
over the head with a baseball bat
than do immoral things like
drinking and gambling. Joe Don
Baker, who plays the big dink with
stone faced splendor, makes Dan
Blocker look alive. There are a few
powerful scenes of retributed
violence and tears, but on the
whole it's a bad attempt at
recycling the success of Billy Jack,
which was worse than this
(C.C.A., 4 18, 7, 9:15, and 11:30)
A WOMAN UNDER THE IN
FLUENCE+ + + + ETC.

Still going strong in its fifth week
ai the Campus Cinemas is this
masterpiece of human emotion,
directed by John Cassevetes and
starring Gena Rowlands and Peier
Falk.

5 COLLEGE FILMS
AMHERST COLLEGE - Merrill
Science Center
Anthropology: Bandits of

Orgosolo (4 17, 4 and 7 p.m.);
Amherst Film Co op: the Maltese
Falcon (4 18, 7:30 and 9:30);
Robert Altman: McCabe and Mrs.
Miller (4 18, 4 19, 4-20, 8 and 10)

HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE —
Franklin Patterson Hall
Georgy Girl (4-17, 8 p.m.),

Buster Keaton: L'Atalante (4 18, 8

p.m.), That Man From Rio (4 20, 8

p.m.); Films by Peter Hutton,
visiting filmmaker (4 20, 7:30
pm.)

SMITH COLLEGE — Sage Hall
the Mattei Affair (4 19, 7:30 and

9:30)

MT. HOLYOKE COLLEGE —
Gamble Auditorium
Amherst Film Co-op: Stage Door

(1937), (4 17, 8 p.m.); 7 Brides for 7

Brothers (1954). (4 18, 7:30); A
Farewell to Arms (1957), (4-19,

7:30 p.m.)

Semi-circular asses
LOCAL MUSIC ( April 17-23)

Clean Living — Hide A Way (Granby), Apr

Luther Allison — Tobacco Shed (Whately)
Apr 18, 19

Fat — 5th Alarm (Springfield), Apr. 17 20.
Jim K Band — Lazy River (Northampton),

Apr. 17 20.

Jonathan Edwards — Tobacco Shed, Apr 17
Seagull — Red Pantry, Apr 17 19.

Little Fire — Bernardston inn (Ber
nardston), Apr. 18.

Some of My Best Friends — Steak Out, Aor
17.

Eastern Standard Time — Bluewall, Apr 17
19.

Ellis Hall — Hotel Mone' Holyoke), Apr 17-
20.

Calamity Jayne — Mt. View Frolics
(Chicopee), Apr. 17 20.

Cricket Hill — Rusty Nail (Sunderland),
Apr 19. 20

Little Fire — Rusty Nail, Apr. 21

Real Tears — Rusty Nail, Apr. 22, 23.

Aces & Eights — Rusty Nail, Apr. 17, 18
Seagull — Maxwells (Hadley), Apr. 20.

Firewater — Steak Out, Apr 18, 19.

Honey Drippers — Lazy River, Apr 22, 23.

New Morning — 4 Lenf Window (New
Salem), Apr 17 20

Bruce MacKay — Red Pantry (Belcher
town), Apr. 20.

True Life String Band — T.O.C., Apr 17 19

John Hill Blue Stars — Quicksilver, Apr. 17.

Doc Sullivan — The Pub, Apr. 17, 18 (3 6
p.m.)

D.J. — The Pub, Apr. 18.

Great Pretenders — The Pub, Apr. 20.

CONCERTS
(T— Indicates Tickets on

sale at CC Hotel)

UMASS
Kyogen National Comic Theater of Japan —
April 20, Bowker
Itzhak Perlman — April 23, Bowker

AMHERST COLLEGE
(All music at Gerald Penny Memorial Black
Culture Center)
Sound Revolution April 19, 4 p.m.
David Wave Trio — April 26, 9 p.m.

SPRINGFIELD
Aerosmith — April 25, Civic Center
Jeff Beck Mahavishnu Orchestra -
Civic Center T
Tony Orlando & Dawn — May 2, Civic Center T
Lou Reed - String Driven Thing — May 4,

Civic Center T
James Taylor — May 17, Civic Center T
The Letterman - May 22, Civic Center T

CAPE COD COLLISEUM
Paul Anka — April 26

April 26,

Boston Pops - May 20, Tentative

PROVIDENCE
John Denver - April 17, Civic Center SOLD

Dr. John — April 19, Rocky Point Park
Seals & Crofts - April 19, Civic Center On Sale
Ike & Tina Turner - April 24, Civic Center On

Lou Reed - String Driven Thing — April 25
Palace Theatre

P
'

Frank Zappa - April 26, Providence College
Tony Orland & Dawn - April 30, Civic Center
On Sale

Aerosmith — May 3, Civic Center
Frankie Valle May 10, Civic Center
James Brown — May 11, Civic Center
Frank Sinatra - May 12, Civic Center On Sale
Boston Pops — May 18, Civic Center
J. Geils Band - May 24, Civic Center

BOSTON
Aerosmith April 18 (SOLD OUT) & 19 (On
Sale), Boston Garden T
B.B. King The Persussions — April 18
Robert's Center, Boston College
Dr. John - April 18, Lowell - Commodor Club
The Headhunted - April 18-20, Jazz Workshop
Jams Ian — April 18 20, Paul's Mall
Robin Trower Joe Vitale's Madman - April
20, Music Hall T M

Muddy Waters April 21,-27, Paul's Mall
The Main Ingredient - April 21 27, Sugar
OnoCK

Luther Allison — April 22,
John Lee Hooker
Boston College
Albert King — Luther Allison April 23,
Boston College
Lou Reed — String Driven Thing — April 24,
Music Hall T
Marshall Tucker Band — Gmderswitch — April
25, Orpheum T
Maria Muldaur — Jonathan Edwards — April
25, Robert's Center, Boston College
Alice Cooper — Suzi Quatro — April 26, Boston
Garden T
John Fahey — April 26, Rindge Technical
School Auditorium
Frank Zappa — James Montgomery Band —
April 27, Music Hall, Two Shows 78,10 T
Creative Source — April 28 — May 24, Sugar
Shack
Wendy Walderman — Tim Weisburg — April
30, Harvard Square Theatre
Jeff Beck — Mahavishnu Orchestra — May 3,
Music Hall — Two Shows 78,10 T
America — May 4, Music Hall T
First Choice - May 5 11, Sugar Shack
Neil Sedaka — May 8, Harvard Square Theatre

Nektar — Pavlovs Dog May 10, Orpheum T
Frankie Valle & The 4 Seasons May 11, Music
Hall — Two Shows /8.10 T
Ian Hunter & Mick Ronson — Kiss — May 11,
Orpheum T
The Dramatics — May 12 18, Sugar Shack
James Taylor - May 18, Music Hall T
Betty Wright — May 19, Sugar Shack

INDOCHINA: Students bitter as Cambodia falls
^^\ # mm mm m m

Cambodia falls to

Khmer forces
By United Press International

Victorious Khmer Rouge forces set up a
revolutionary liberation committee in the
heart of the Phnom Penh yesterday and
demanded that generals and officials of the
defeated Cambodian government report to it

under white flags of surrender. Most ap-
peared to have fled.

The black clad Rebel Khmer Rouge forces,
some riding in captured American-made
jeeps, took over the capital earlier yesterday
proclaiming, "We enter Phnom Penh as
conquerors." Their leaders pledged the new
regime would be neutralist and would not
allow foreign bases on Cambodia territory.
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Tuan and Dzung Nguyen said lack of American involvement
has made them feel "frustrated, almost betrayed."
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Area Viet students

bitter toward US
By GARYMcWILLIAMS

Staff Reporter

^
Congressional shut-off of military aid to

South Vietnam and an apathetic student
attitude toward this issue has spawned bitter

feelings among Vietnamese students in the
five-college area.

In an interview with the Collegian, Nguyen
Hung, Dzung Nguyen and Tuan Nguyen said
American neglect in the present Vietnamese
situation has left them "frustrated."

Hung, who fled North Vietnam in 1954, is

presently working toward his masters degree
in Chemical engineering at UMass. Tuan and
Dzung Nguyen, brother and sister, are
studying at Amherst College and Mt.
Holyoke College, respectively.

Tuan, a native of Saigon said, "I feel

frustrated, almost betrayed, it's something I

never expected."
Hung, president of the Vietnamese

Catholic Students Association in America,
said, "I don't understand American foreign
policy. Everybody seems to be for the
North."

According to Tuan, whose father teaches
at the University of Saigon, "Most people in

the South are anti-communist. I am
disappointed when I hear students say 'the
South wants communism' their arguments

turn to p. 13

Town Meeting ok's 9 demands
2200 students

tell State House:

'no budget cuts'

ByJOEMAHONEY
Staff Reporter

UMass Trustees and the state Legislature will
receive a list of nine demands today, overwhelmingly
voted at a University town meeting last night.
Some 2,200 students gathered for two-and-one-

half hours in the Student Union Ballroom and voted
"demands" opposing proposed budget cuts and
supporting student power.
The only motion defeated called for cut backs in

private colleges ?s a means of outaining revenues for
the state college system, including UMass.
The Student Union Ballroom was the scene for the

largest turnout of students since the 1970 spring
strike. In a mass gesture of "student unity", students
sitting in chairs surrendered their seats soon after the
meeting began, making room for more throngs
outside.

The first speaker, Peter Donahue of the Coalition
for a Peoples' Budget, said, "Working people in

Massachusetts need good public education at a good
price."

. "This is a very serious time for serious thinking,"
said Miguel Rivera of the Bilingual Collegiate
Program. "We are making important decisions that
may determine the future of this University," he said.
Many posters were waved and epithets shouted

turn to p. 6
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•Connally acquitted

-page 5
•Ronald Reagan

visits Amherst

- page 2
One of the 2500 students, attending the Student Town

Meeting held in the Student Union Ballroom last night,

expresses his opinions on the problems facing UMass.

Wood, Bromery
not disturbed

at student strike

By BILL DENSMORE
Staff Reporter

On a strike. Wood said. "I'm not sure we're at that
point and I'm not sure that's an effective kind of
action."

UMass President Robert C. Wood and Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery reacted cooJfy to the possibility
of a student strike last night and early this morning.

But, Wood said he "welcomed" student help in
fighting Gov. Michael S. Dukakis' proposed ten per
cent budget cut for next year at UMass.
And Bromery said he would not oppose a

demonstration of students at the State House to
oppose the cuts, adding that, in his opinion, a student
strike at Amherst could be "counter-productive" and
pit the Governor and the students as allies in cutting
the budget of the rest of the University.
Both men were contacted at their homes by phone

after 2,200 students meeting in the Student Union
Ballroom adopted a set of demands to legislators,
trustees and UMass administrators and set a
referendum next Thursday for a student boycott of
classes.

Wood, told of the meeting and votes, said his
reaction was "one of enthusiasm and one of ap-
preciation, adding: "I think peaceful demonstrations
are something to now be seriously considered" in the
budget battle and demands to the Legislature.
He also said, while not "negative" to the demands

to trustees and administration, they are not as im-
portant as carrying budget protests to the Governor.

"But don't say the legislature has proposed cuts,"
he said. "The legislature hasn't spoken. The
legislature will be the jury on this thing.. .the important
thing to center on is what the governor proposes."
Wood also said he will attend a meeting of Student

Senate Wednesday in the Campus Center to discuss
further budget cuts and their implications.
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The sound of hoofbeats

echoes shrill.

As Paul Revere rides past the
hill.

At Concord Bridge, he hollers
in fright;

The tourists are coming!
Let's bleed em white!"
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On tour with son

Reagan pays surprise call on Amherst College
Ronald Reagan paid an unpublicized visit

to Amherst College here yesterday, spoke
informally with students, and accompanied
his high-school aged son on admissions
interview before leaving for Yale University in

New Haven.

The former California governor, con-
sidered a conservative Presidential contender
in 1976, was looking at colleges with his son,

Ronald P., Jr., who is a junior at a private

preparatory school outside of Los Angeles.
A College spokesman said the father and

son had also looked at Middlebury College in

Vermont, Williams College in Williamstown,
Amherst, and were expected to tour Yale
Thursday.

But, Amherst College Secretary Horace H.

Hewlett said Reagan's son is one year away
from actually applying anywhere, adding:

"He and his father are going around to a

number of colleges."

Reagan spent the night at the College-

owned Lord Jeffrey Inn Wednesday night

and took several Amherst students to dinner.

To the surprise of some, he talked informally

with some thirty students Wednesday
outside the admissions office as his son was

RONALD REAGAN
interviewed.

He discussed the CIA, his taxes, govern-
ment control over individual freedom and
generally sparred with liberal-minded
students at the small, but prestigious private

College.

Taking criticism for his avoidance of state

taxes in 1970 and labelled a "pig" by one

student observer, Reagan responded: "I

think today's generation will turn out to be a

sucker generation. You've got to look with

an eye always toward the other side, because

there's so much information around today."

Reagan said multi-national corporations

based in the U.S. "have upgraded the

standard of living and health care.. .of their

host countries," because it is in their in-

terests to do so.

He justified alleged CIA involvement in the

overthrow and death of Chilean Marxist

leader Salvador Allende, saying: "You know
that Allende vowed that if elected he was
going to throw out the constitution and
institute communist totalitarian rule there."

And he said the Soviet Union is still

dedicated to achieving communist "world

domination" although he favors "peaceful

coexistence."

He said that he owed no California state

income taxes in 1970 and admitted to a

student that during the same period he was
cutting people from state welfare roles. But

he apparently became annoyed at some

observers who wouldn't let him explain

spying: "Well now wait a minute.. .wait a

minute. Do you want to make a speech or do
you want me to answer your question?"

On presidential ambition, Reagan said:

"Well, that's down the road. No one can

make any prediction in advance on a subject

of that kind. Actually I would think that all of

us would hope and pray that the fellow in

there now can do his job in such a way so

there won't be a question of any further

change. That remains to be seen, however."

On other current issues Reagan said, that

he blames the expected fall of South Viet-

nam on the United States' not backing the

cease-fire, although he said he was originally

against committing U.S. troops to Indochina.

He added, in response to a student
challenge, that the U.S. was correct in

supporting the Thieu regime "because we
had pledged to do it."

Reagan, a member of a commission in-

vestigating reports of illegal information-

gathering in the CIA, said he feels "domestic
'spying' on private citizens is OK as long as

they're not doing anything wrong or illegal."

Grad student computer could assist surgeons
By MIKEKNEELAND

Staff Reporter
UMass computer science graduate

student John Woods says he is ready to
test a computer system that could
improve the efficiency of medical
operations.

Called PAMELA (patient anesthetic
monitor alert system), the computer
program is designed to simultaneous
monitor a patient's EKG (heart waves),
EEG (brain waves), and respiratory
pattern.

"I've established that it convincingly
works," Wood says. In two weeks he
and his advisor, Niko Spmelli, M.D., will

test PAMELA during surgery scheduled
for a cat.

The system is a simple one in theory.
Before an operation, Woods explained,
a patient's EKG, EEG, and respiratory

pattern will be programmed into tne
computer.

'My device does not deal with non-significant data'

During the operation the computer
will continually check the patient's
status against his normal signs already
in the computer. If a change develops,
Woods says, the computer will sound an
alarm to alert the surgical team.

While the alarm is sounding, the
teletype will give the team a readout on
what has changed in the patient and
what condition the patient might be
entering.

At this early stage, Woods says, those
conditions include tachycardia (ab-

normally high heart beat), bradycardia
(abnormally low heart beat), cardiac
arrest (failure) or arrythmia (abnormal
rhythm).

Woods says the system could even be
programmed, with the help of expert

surgeons, to give a printout of possible

actions the surgeon might want to

employ to restore the patient's normal
signs.

"The computer is no substitute for

experience," he says, "and they will be
recognized as suggestions."

Although other groups are also

working with computers and operations,

Woods' program is unique. PAMELA
only "looks for" abnormalities in the
patient while a Stanford system, for

instance, is constantly gathering and
analyzing even normal data.

"My device does not deal with non-
significant data," he says. That means
that hospitals would not need as large a

computer which means less money, he
says.

Woods, who was graduated as a

speech major here in 1970 with added
emphasis on physics and math, says
PAMELA is designed to handle eight
simultaneous operations. A hospital
could, therefore, put PAMELA in a
central glassed-in area overlooking eight
different operating rooms.

Provisions have been incorporated in

PAMELA that would allow a surgical

team to store an updated program of a
vital function into the computer. That
would be needed, Woods says, because
a patient's brain waves can be changed,
yet remain normal, under the influence
of the anesthetic.

Woods says the computer system
could also store such valuable in-

formation as a patient's blood type and
drug allergies. If a patient, unfamiliar to
rotating interns or doctors, went into

crisis in his hospital room and had to be
operated on, then PAMELA could give a
quick up-to-date patient history.

Students' gain nil

Ocean research may help curtail global problems I from Dukakis talk
By NANCYDAWSON

Staff Reporter

An international solution to

pollution, population control, and
food shortage could come from an
engineering approach to these

problems, according to the chief

producer of the television series

"The Undersea World of Jacques
Cousteau."

"Man can't react socially nearly

as well as he could from an

engineering point of view," said

Thomas Horton, an associate of

Jacques Cousteau and member of

the Cousteau organization.

In a press conference held in the

Dukes Room in the Student Union
yesterday afternoon, Horton
discussed world environmental and
energy problems in connection with

ocean research and technology.

Horton noted there is a low level

of government funding for ocean
research, which collapsed
altogether in 1968, and hasn't quite

recovered since.

He said he considers the
possibility of the ocean as an

alternative life form "economically

unfeasible". He added that "It's

better having us living on the

surface and working underwater.

We need to do a lot more work in

studying the bottom of the ocean."

With regard to ocean farming,

Horton said he hopes the govern-

ment will channel money in that

direction to spur further advances.

The ocean furnishes 13 per cent of

the world's total protein supply.

"We're already overfishing the

ability of the ocean to produce,"

Horton warned, citing as an

example a 90 per cent reduction in

the haddock species over seven

years alone. He said the ocean has

to have "a chance to catch up."

Despite his prediction that

"mankind is heading for a horrible

twenty- five years to come," Horton

says his outlook is optimistic.

"We face a very good possibility

of damn near burning ourselves out

in the next 25-50 years," he con-

tinued, "but it's going to be an
exciting challenge and I'm not

going to miss it."

Mention was made of the

Bermuda Triangle, a region of the

ocean surrounded with reports of

mysterious disappearances and
events. Horton said, "We, the

society of Jacques Cousteau, are

not interested in the Bermuda
Triangle, or the Loch Ness monster,

or the lost continent of Atlantis."

Asked how he came into contact

with Cousteau, Horton answered,

"I blundered into the relationship."

Presently the vice president of

Thalassa, Inc., a Cousteau Group
Company, Horton has been in-

volved in ocean research
throughout his career and has
made several valuable contributions

to the field, including his con-

ception of the first manned sub-

mersible diving program in the

United States in 1964. In addition to

the Cousteau organization, Horton

is a member of the Marine "
Technology Society and a Director

of the Oceanic Society of San
Francisco. He is the author of

various publications on marine

engineering and operations.

Thomas Horton, an associate of Jacques Cousteau
and a director of The Cousteau Society, speaking on the
oceans and world problems, in the Student Union.
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By DAVE FARRELL
Staff Reporter

Measures have been taken to
concord with state fire laws in the
Top of the Campus, the Blue Wall,
and the Hatch, as a result of a
Collegian investigation into
violations of these laws conducted
last October, according to Campus
Center Director John W. Corker.
The Collegian investigation

discovered the following five
violations:

\piM-arini;
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Rusty Nail
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-The TOC had not be.

assigned an occupancy rating; nor

had it been inspected by
Massachusetts officials.

— The TOC carpets had not been
checked for flammability.

— The Hatch had no sprinkler

system.

— None of the three Campus
Center Bars had occupancy signs

posted, as is required by law.

—The Hatch had no lit exit signs.

In addition, two of the Blue

I

Wall's three exit signs were located

where they could not be seen by
the majority of patrons. The signs

have since been relocated.

At this time, most of these

violations have been rectified. All

three bars have been inspected by
state officials and have been
assigned occupancy ratings,

although neither the Hatch nor the
Blue Wall have theirs posted. Lit

exit signs have been installed in the
Hatch; and the TOC's carpets and
curtains have been inspected and
determined safe by officials.

No sprinkler system has t >en

installed in the Hatch, and, ac-

cording to Edmund Goetzl,
University Fire and Safety Officer,

there are no plans for such an
installation in the future. "I don't
see why there should be," he said,

adding that the law does not
require existing buildings to install

such a system.

By WILLIAM MILLS
Staff Reporter

Four UMass student leaders travelled to

Boston yesterday, met with the Governor,
and brought back no news concerning
proposed budget cuts.

Student Government Association
President Rick Savini, Student Senate
Speaker Cindy McGrath, Graduate Student
President Jim Lindsey and Chairperson of

Academic Affairs Joe Beals attended the

meeting. Secretary of Education Paul Parks
and Representative Jim Collins (D-Amherst)
were also in attendance.

According to Savini, the meeting was
what he expected it to be. "I knew he
(Dukakis) wasn't going to back off on the

budget cut. I'm not sure that he knows the

university and I think he's asking us to help

him understand it," Savini said.

Dukakis said he would like to meet with

the student leaders more regularly "like every

two or three months" to "let each other

know what's happening."

The meeting marked the first time since

the Governor took office in January that he

met with any UMass student leaders. He
said, "We need your participation in this

process (referring to the implementaion of

the budget cut)."

The Governor and the student leaders

discussed ways a budget cut could be made
at UMass without affecting students. Parks

said, however, that a 10 per cent cut cannot
be made without "going into student
programs." He said other state universities

are meeting the guidelines of the budget cut.

When Savini mentioned administration

and overhead costs should be cut first, Parks
said "the salary schedule (at UMass) really

upsets me. That's what I'm trying to get at."

On the same point, Dukakis interjected,

saying, "I want to see a sense of giving. I

have a staff person who cut his salary from
$60,000 to $34,000. I would like to see more
of this type of act in the world," Dukakis
said. As far as the budget cut is concerned,
Dukakis believes "it all depends on whether
you have a can do or a can't do attitude."

Meeting with the students for forty-five

minutes, Dukakis said "The last thing we
need is a confrontation between this ad
ministration and the university ad-
ministration."

When Parks was asked about a possible

tuition hike at state universities, he said, "I'm

trying to hold the line on that. The proposed
budget cut guidelines do not include a tuition

hike," Parks said.

After the meeting, Collins said he is going

to ask Parks next week for a specific break-

down of the budget cut. "I don't think they

('he Governor and Parks) know where
they're making the cuts," Collins said.

The Governor is expected to visit the

campus May 5.
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Three Puerto Rican college students from New York, part of a ten
member Guerilla Theatre group, Guazabara, taking part in a
dramatics performance last night in Thompson Hall.

AMC approves revised regulations

'F may again be included in cum. average

m>:>- ,</.',

Continuing Education

Instructors

Tee University of Massachusetts Division of ( ontlnuing Education is now accepting
proposals for workshops < without credit) to be offered during tne fall of IW7S.

Individuals are invited to submit a resume, workshop outline, workshop description.
space requirements, and three references for the catalog deadline of May 2. 1 t7S.

The Division has identified 75 potential workshops to be offered this fall. For a Ibt of
these workshops and general instructions, write:

Continuing Education

Program Office

Box 835

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass. 01082

or call:

Terry Keohane
(413) 545-0905

By HILLARYMARTICK
Staff Reporter

The Academic Matters Council (AMC)
brought the "F" one step closer to being

included in students' cumulative averages by
approving a package of revised un-

dergraduate academic regulations last night.

The Council also accepted an extensive

report which takes the entire Southwest
Residential College programs into review.

Other academic rule changes presented by
the committee of undergraduate deans

include the following:

— Students electing the pass-fail option

may receive a letter grade for the course if it

would improve their cumulative average.

— The add period will be shortened from

28 days to ten calendar days. Although

students will continue to have 28 days to

drop courses, they will only have ten

calendar days to drop them with no record.

— An attempt will be made early in a

student's academic career to identify, and, if

necessary, place on academic suspension

those students having academic "trouble".

— Students will be allowed no more than

7 think the administration will be more than happy

to tell us as much as they can. I feel strongly that

this is an open university../ said Otto Stein.
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ten semesters to complete all graduation
requirements.

The package of academic rule changes is

now on its way to the Faculty Senate for a
final decision.

The SW report, which was presented by
the AMC's subcommittee on special
programs, specifically affirmed SW's current
commitment to problems of "human op-
pression," particularly those of racism and
sexism.

John A. Hunt, acting associate provost for

special programs and former master of SW
said, "This report affirms the importance of
an alternative academic program in a

residential area both as an instrument to

create community and to provide learning in

areas not treated by the rest of the

University."

The AMC will review some of the report's

recommendations and will send those

remaining to the Rules Committee of the

Faculty Senate.

In other AMC business, the Council ex-

pressed strong interest in having the ad-

ministration publicize where and how many
staff cuts will be made on this campus. The
Council received "earlier assurances" from

both Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery and

President Robert C. Wood that "staff cuts

• a * »••«-» .

would be equitably distributed and that such
action would be made public."

The Council also expressed its concern
over the fact that "approximately 100 faculty

positions will not be filled for the coming
academic year."

A motion was unanimously passed by the

Council requesting the offices of the Provost,

Chancellor, and the President to furnish it

with the appropriate data concerning
projected staff cuts.

Otto Stein, professor of botany, said, "It

was agreed by the President and Chancellor

at a recent Faculty Senate meeting that the

University would make public the areas and
degrees to which staff reductions would take

place, having in mind that such burdens
should fall equally in the administrative and
academic areas."

"My feeling is that this is something which
is the right of the whole University to know. I

think the administration will be more than

happy to tell us as much as they can. I feel

strongly that this be an open university and
that there should be a free flow of in-

formation."

— —--ssostn as* •»» •••«••<•«« » *-x*
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North Vietnamese troops

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Gen. Minh demands
that Thieu resign

SAIGON \UPI\ - North Viet-

namese regular troops were sighted

less than 12 miles from Saigon
yesterday. Gen. Duong Van (Big)

Minh demanded that President

Nguyen Van Thieu resign before
Saigon "becomes another Phnom
Penh."

In Washington Sen. John Spark-

man of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, met

yesterday with South Vietnamese
Foreign Minister Vuong Van Vac
and said the Saigon government is

prepared to enter into un-

conditional negotiations for a

cease-fire.

Sparkman said, however, that

the North Vietnamese so far have

refused any negotiation unless

Thieu resigns, the United States
ends its aid to South Vietnam and a

government of national recon-
ciliation is formed in Saigon.
American officials were

preparing a special processing
center at Saigon's Tan Son Nhut air

base to expedite the evacuation of

non-essential American citizens

r \

Indochina

developments

Funds delayed

WASHINGTON [UPI\ - The
Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee refused yesterday to vote
any evacuation funds until the

White House speeds the removal of

Americans from Saigon.

Some members accused Graham
Martin, the U.S. ambassador to

South Vietnam, of dragging his feet

on evacuation plans, but committee
Chairman John Sparkman, D-Ala.,
said.

"The President has assured us
that the message will go out to the
ambassador that the evacuation
will be speeded up." Earlier, Rep.
Stephen J. Solarz, D-N.Y., said a
Viet Cong representative had
assured him the Communists would
cooperate in the evacuation of
Americans and not interfere with
the departure of South Vietnamese

and their Vietnamese families as

ordered by President Ford.

Military sources said elements of

a North Vietnamese troop unit were

spotted just northwest of Gia Dinh,

which is 10 miles northwe-t of

Saigon. It was the first time

Communist regulars have been

reported in that area within

Saigon's northern defense

perimeter since the Tet offensive of

1968.

Earlier yesterday, the sources

said, South Vietnamese war planes

destroyed three Communist 130mm

long range artillery pieces only 31

miles from Saigon.

Northeast of Saigon, battered

government forces fought to hold

positions along Highway 1 as

hordes of refugees streamed past

them toward Saigon, the ultimate

goal of rampaging Communist
troops.

To the southwest of the

menaced capital, Communist
forces moved 130mm artillery

pieces to the southernmost section

of the Mekong Delta and used them

to shell a South Vietnamese

transport ship, military sources

said.

Minh, an arch political rival of

Thieu, said that if Thieu remained in

power in Saigon, South Vietnam

would collapse.

Minh, who led the 1963 coup that
toppled the government of the late

Ngo Dinh Diem, spoke at a lun-

cheon he held for reporters at Thu
Due, six miles north of Saigon.
"The present situation is not

hopeless," Minh said. "Non-
Communist Vietnamese can still

negotiate a relatively good political

solution with the Communists
within the framework of the Paris

peace accords.

"But the urgent problem now is

that the government of President
Nguyen Van Thieu should resign,

for the national interest, and in

Saigon, there should be a new
government which can implement
the agreement."

"The remaining time is short,"

Minh added.

RECORDS
CLASSICAL

JAZZ
BLUES
ROCK

The New

RECORD SHOP
197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-5394

A group of South Vietnamese troops sit back on a
truck in Hung Loc waiting to be evacuated after having
been wounded in the fighting in Xuan Loc, 40 miles east
of Saigon.

viet cong to assist US must seek new

CARLO of Naples State Street, Northampton

54th Member of the World Famous
|

Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an atorafo

'• spending of $2.25

I. Your Host, Carlo, is a special

student at UMass

WASHINGTON [UP!) - Rep.
Stephen J. Solarz, D-N.Y., said
yesterday a Viet Cong represen-
tative had assured him the Com-
munists would cooperate in
evacuation of Americans from
Saigon and not interfere with
departure of South Vietnamese.

Solarz, whose report came amid
growing congressional demands for
quick removal of Americans from
South Vietnam, urged the State
Department to act on that
assurance "immediately and with
diplomatic vigor."

Solarz told the House In-

ternational Relations Committee
that he received the assurances in

Paris Wednesday at a meeting with
Phan Van Ba, chief of the Viet
Cong's mission in the Paris capital.

Aid vote expected
WASHINGTON \UPI\ -

Chairman John Stennis, D-Miss.,

said yesterday he expects his

Senate Armed Services Committee
will vote new military aid to South
Vietnam, but stopped short of

predicting the full Congress will go
along.

Stennis said the panel is con-

sidering a $515 million military aid

package, which it arrived at on its

own without consulting the ad-

ministration.

world order: Kissinger
WASHINGTON \UPI\ -

Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger said yesterday Americans
must "pay the price of our setbacks
in Indochina" by striving even
harder to lead a new world order.

In a confident pep talk on what
he called "the new order" of world
affairs, Kissinger said most
Americans have the "confidence"
and "bouyancy" to reject
isolationism in spite of "a deep and
chromic self-doubt.. .in the great
urban centers."

"We must learn the right lessons
from today's trials," he said in an
address to the American Society of

Newspaper Editors. "We shall have
to pay the price for our setbacks in

Indochina by increasing our
exertions" in the foreign policy

field.

"Our nation is uniquely endowed
to play a creative and decisive role

in the new order which is taking

form around us," he said. "The
world still looks to us for a
protecting hand, a mediating in-

fluence, a path to follow...

"We have come of age and we
shall do our duty."

Kissinger mentioned the con-

crete problem of emergency aid for

Vietnam only once in his 3,000

word speech, saying: "The Vietnam
debate has now run its course...

"Let us all now abide by the

verdict of the Congress, without

recrimination or vindictiveness."

His conciliatory remarks con-

trasted sharply with those of

President Ford, who told the editors

Wednesday that America had failed

to fulfill its commitments to South
Vietnam and said "it makes me sick

every time I read about it or hear
about it."

Kissinger conceded many
Americans regard U.S. involvement
in Vietnam as "a dreadful mistake,"

and are dispirited by it. But he said

they are in the minority.

"When one ventures away from
Washington into the heart of
America one is struck by the
confidence, the buoyancy and the
lack of any corrosive cynicism..."

he said.

"There is a great resevoir of
confidence within America. We
have the values, the means and we
bear the responsibility to strive for a
safer and better world."

Don't miss the

Harvey Wallbanger

Party

tonite, April 17

in the Bluewo/I

SUNSHINE

FLEA MARKET
SUNDAY, APRIL 20

10-6 (unless it rains)

USED ALBUMS, CLOTHING, CARDS, POSTERS, POTTERY,

CUSTOM T-SHIRTS, ANTIQUES, CERAMICS, PLANTS, PHOTOGRAPHS

SUNDAY, APRIL 20 10 5 11-6 (nnl.it it rains)

Administration refuses talks at Brown
Attendance drops

to 5% on 3rd day

PROVIDENCE, R.I. [UP/] -
Students continued their boycott of
classes at Brown University
yesterday with no sign the ad-
ministration would renew
discussions in a dispute over the Ivy

League school's new austerity

budget.

A spokesman for the Student
Coalition Coordinating Committee
said 95 per cent of the Brown
undergraduates stayed away from
classes in the third day of the so-

APRIL I7»IS -19

called "strike."

The boycott, which started

Tuesday, has been peaceful, unlike

the campus strikes around the

country in the late 1960' s.

After two coalition calls for

renewed talks, there was no in-

dication the administration desired

to meet again to discuss student

demands for an extra $350,000 in

next year's budget to fund in-

creased financial aid, student
services, faculty teaching time and
minority programs.
The trustees meet on campus

Saturday to take final budget
action.

Monday, Brown president Dr.

Donald Hornig said he saw "no
prospect at the moment of con-

Jury acquits Connally

on bribery charge

1frS.202^2l"toCH€CTXw**

Compiled from Wires

WASHINGTON - A federal jury

acquitted former Treasury
Secretary John B. Connally late

yesterday of charges he took a

$10,000 bribe for helping to per-

suade President Richard M. Nixon
to raise price supports for raw milk.

Connally, who had been reading

a Bible while the jury deliberated six

hours and 45 minutes, sat

motionless as the jury foreman
stood and said in a calm voice: "We
find the defendant not guilty."

Gloria Gaynor

"Honey Bee"— "Never Can Say Good Bye"

Wed., APRIL 23rd

Supermarket Discotheque
Boston Road. Springfield

783-4101

Tickets $4.00

Keg Room
Main Music
Belmont Records

State St., Spfld.

Spfld.

Spfld.

Connally' s wife Nellie nodded her

head and whispered "Oh, thank
you."

Connally, a former Texas
governor and once touted as a
presidential candidate, was one of

only a handful of persons to be
freed of charges among the more
than 50 accused of Watergate-
related crimes.

Connally, was the fourth member
of Nixon's Cabinet to be accused of

official wrongdoing. The other

three-former Attorneys General
John N. Mitchell and Richard G.

Kleindienst and former Commerce
Secretary Maurice H. Stans - were
convicted.

Connally still faces charges of

conspiracy and perjury in con-
nection with the same indictment
But it is believed extremely doubtful
that those charges will ever go to

trial inasmuch as the bribery

allegation provided the basis for

them.

Before handing down the verdict,

the jury had asked Hart for a
transcript of the two days of

Jacobsen's testimony.

The jurors were dismissed with
expressions of "deep appreciation

for your capful consideration" by
the judge. The entire procedure
jasted only five minutes

tinuing talks because I am not really

aware of anything new to talk

about."

He estimated Brown was losing

$4 million annually and had to cut

its spending next year by $2 million

to get its feet on the ground.

Attendance at classes Thursday
was heaviest in the science areas

but university and student leaders

both estimated overall non-
participation at about 75 per cent.

Figures show
recession is

deepening
By United Press International

The recession has become the
longest and most severe since the
Great Depression, but inflation has
eased to the slowest rate in nearly
two years, the government said

yesterday.

T^e Commerce Department said

the economy, as measured by the
gross national product, plunged
10.4 per cent in the first three
months of the year. It was the
sharpest drop since the nation
dismantled its wartime industry in

1946.

But consumer price increases

slowed to an annual rate of 8 per

cent since January. This is a

significantly slower rate of inflation

than the 14.4 per cent increase in

the last three months of last year

and the lowest since the 7.3 annual
rate in the second quarter of 1973.

Commerce also said production

fell faster that prices could rise in

the first quarter. In this

measurement of actual GNP, the

decline was 3.2 per cent, the first in

15 years.

news
summary

Primary defeated

MONTPEUER, Vt. [UPI\ -

Vermont's bid for a March
presidential-primary was aborted by
the Vermont House yesterday, to
the delight of New Hampshire
officials readying legislation to
preserve their flrst-in-that-nation

primary status.

A bill allowing Vermonters to
express their presidential
preferences on Town Meeting Day
March 2 - the same date as the New
Hampshire primary - was killed on a
65 to 79 House roll call.

During more than an hour of
floor debate, supporters argued a
presidential primary would boost
Vermont's economy during election
years and focus national attention
here.

Celebration planned
CONCORD, Mass. \AP\ - From

all over the country, they're
coming, each in his own way, to

celebrate the men who 200 years
ago "did great things, unconscious
they were great" at a rough-hewn
wooden bridge in Concord.

President Ford, in his first visit to

Massachusetts since taking office,

will be among the more than
120,000 visitors expected Saturday
in Concord.

Estimates of the expected visitors

have run as high as a quarter

million, but town officials say they'll

close off the town limits when the

120,000 mark is reached.

Hamster elected
EL PASO, Tex. [AP\ -

University of Texas — El Paso
students have elected a hamster to

a student senate seat. The hamster,

named Stripers, was run under the

slogan "the only candidate honest
enough to admit he's a rat."
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Nutrition-conscious groups urge

Americans to change eating habits

FRIDAY, ATRIL 18, 1975 THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

D.na Kamansky and Cindy George of Brownie Troop
84 wouldn't think of going outside on a sunny day
without their umbrella. Swing'in is their thing outside
of Crabtree.

United Press International

Nutrition-conscious groups in

more than 20 states urged other

Americans Thursday to change a

pattern of eating habits that "is

leading to tooth decay, obesity,

bowel cancer and heart disease."

Proclaiming the opening of Food
Day, Washington biologist Michael

Jacobsen said, "Our food policies

have been guided by economic
interests rather than nutritional or

humanitarian interests. We're
encouraged to eat foods bad for

our health."

Despite the lack of the usual joint

congressional resolution supporting

such "national" days, and a cloud

of controversy within the food-

nutrition industry, Jacobsen
enrolled an impressive list of ac-

tivists in the observance he initiated

on a shoestring uudget six months
ago. Mayor Frank Rizzo officially

proclaimed Food Day in

Philadelphia. In Boston a traveling

van called town meetings on food
questions. Some students at

Stanford University in California

fasted for one day in "sort of an
Earth Day for the tummy."
The nation's Roman Catholic

hierarchy joined Food Day ob-
servances by calling for a com-
prehensive national food policy

governed by the needs of the
hungry rather than profits. The
American Vegetarians called for

elimination of animal products,

mainly meat, from American diets

that develop bigger-boned people

with the "body of a Grand Prix and

a Volkswagon engine." The grain

used to feed meat animals could

feed more people if used directly, a

group coordinator said.

Esther Peterson, consumer
adviser to Giant Food, a

Washington-area supermarket

chain, proposed in a full-page

newspaper ad Thursday a "Terrific

Ten" program of good foods,

including whole wheat bread and

vegetables with "crunch."

Jacobsen, a member of the

Ralph Nader-affiliated Center for

Science in the Public Interest,

roused the ire <"if nutritionist*; and

part of the food* industry some
months ago by issuing a list of the

"Terrible Ten" foods he said

"epitomized everything wrong with

the American food supply."

Along with such "empty foods"
as some popular breads and soft
drinks, Jacobsen included grapes
— not because of nutritional lack,

but because the United Farm
Workers are boycotting them. He
also included foods grown with
chemical fertilizers.

Jacobsen said no single food is

destroying America's health but
added, "It's the pattern of eating
that's developed that is leading to
tooth decay, obesity, bowel cancer
and heart disease."

Now appearing at

Firewater Fri. & Sat.

Happy Hour— 4 : 30-7 : 00— Mon.-Sat.

in the Speakeasy Lounge

* Student Town Meeting sends

State House, trustees 9 demands
cont. from p. 1

calling for a strike throughout the course of the

meeting.

The last strike by students here, called for two years
ago today in a similar meeting, demanded a halt of the

escalated U.S. bombing campaign of Vietnam and the
end of racist and sexist oppression on campus.
According to UMass administrators reached

yesterday by the Collegian, a student strike would not
be a "good tactic."

Vice chancellor Robert W. Gage said in a telephone
interview yesterday, "A strike is not an effective

strategy. It would not be productive because it would
not help us get more money here."

Strike Committee member John Pepi said, "The
strike is a crucial event allowing students to organize
en masse for both lobbying and pressuring the State
House. A strike would build support for a fee boycott
which will put the crunch on the University ad-

ministration."

The nine demands and their respective student
actions include: no budget cuts, no financial aid cuts
and no tuition increase.

ACTION - A peaceful rally at the State House,
recognition of the Coalition for a Peoples' Budget
(CPB);

ACTION — endorsement of CPB; no cutbacks in

special programs, no cuts in minority and general

enrollment, no cuts in human services, and no worker
cuts;

ACTION Educate people about results of budget
cuts. Affirmative action policy implementation and a

complete statistical report by Wednesday.
ACTION A call for complete access to af-

firmative action data. Equal student input in decisions

regarding day care, campus parking, and mandatory
dorm living and meal plan;

ACTION — Formation of a University Community
Meeting negotiating team. Trustee recognition of the

Union of Student Employees. Trustee adoption of the

Student Union Enabling Act;

ACTION — Educate students on union power. The
Student Center for Educational Research (SCER) be
given access to Campus Center records. No state

welfare cuts.

In addition, the following four items were carried by
a strong voice vote from students:

— a referendum calling for a strike or educational

moratorium of classes next week to implement the

demands.
— the formation of a negotiating team representing

the University community at the trustees' Student
Affairs Committee meeting Tuesday on campus.
— A University Community meeting for Wednesday

to receive a report from the negotiating team.

-A mass demonstration outside the Student
Affairs meeting Tuesday in the Campus Center.
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UMass Student Federal Credit Union
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* Interest declared and paid quarterly.
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Credit Union Administration, a federal agency.
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Dr. Wa Nsanga Mukendi

Visiting geology prof

provides African insight

By MIKE SILV

A

Staff Reporter

He speaks six languages. At different

stages in his life he has worked as a

secondary school teacher, a research

assistant at a geography and resource in-

stitute in Germany, and as a mining geologist

in Africa.

Chancellor Randolph W Bromery calls

him "one of the few people who really

understand the economic geography of

Africa from an African perspective."

Dr. Wa Nsanga Mukendi left his post as a

professor of geology and geography at the

Profile

National University of Zaire this semester to

join the UMass faculty as a visiting professor.

Mukendi is teaching in the Department of

Geology and Geography in the W.E.B.

DuBois Department of Afro-American
Studies.

Although his specialty is mining geology,

Mukendi's research interests reach into such

areas as economic geography and land

development in central Africa, the geography
of frontiers and the development of black

Africa generally. Through his research he

hoped to come up with answers to some
very important questions — In which
direction should African development go?
What would be the benefits of unification for

all of Africa? Emphasis on which one first:

development or unification?

A native of Zaire, Mukendi spent the

greater part of the past decade studying

geographic and geological sciences at the

University of Cologne in Germany, receiving

his Ph.D. in 1968. Upon returning to Zaire, he
took on the job of a mining geologist with a

mining firm in Shaba, his home province.

Since his return, Mukendi has become
aware of a growing expressiveness of ideas

among the people which was not possible at

the time of his leaving for Germany. "When I

was younger, Shaba was part of the Belgium
Congo and when I returned, Shaba was an

independent part of Zaire. The attitude of the

people is now freer than in the past because
if a man is free, his behavior is more ex-

pressive than if a man is not free," said

Mukendi.

In regard to the development of Zaire and
of Africa in general, Mukendi stresses more
diversification in production and increased

localization of consumption. At present,

most of the benefits of Zaire's development
are being enjoyed by the countries in Europe
and North America which carry on trade with

Zaire. Because its economy is geared toward

exploration, the development of the mining

and agriculture "sectors" is dependent upon
the needs and wishes of foreigners.

What must be accomplished now, ac-

cording to Mukendi, "is to create different

services such as the transportation of

manufactured goods and agricultural

products from the production centers to the

DR. WA NSANGA MUKENDI
local consumption centers." The end result,

hopefully, he says, will be less expensive
products locally, more fluent circulation and
exchange of money, and a more equal
distribution of wealth.

"The result of this confrontation between
these two elements, man and land, is the
influence that the man has upon the land —
the geological research and the mining for

sources of energy and power," said
Mukendi. He cautions, however, that the

mining will be an important source for

development only if "those in positions of

responsibility can influence the economic
and political decision- making with regard to

which direction the development must go."

Concerning his research on the geographic

frontiers of Africa, Mukendi hopes to show
the political leaders in Africa the common
interests that the African nations share and
how "we work against our own interests if

we maintain the boundaries."

5-College committee funds groups, invites science lecturer
By NANCYDAWSON Committee in a meeting last

Staff Reporter Tuesday voted to fund the UMass
The Five College Lecture Southwest Center for Racial

Understanding and the Hampshire
College Third World Festival

Committee.

The group also decided to bring a

guest speaker, Emmanuel
Velikovski, to the Five College area

in early May. He is the author of the

book, World in Collision. According
to Ken Kassler, member of the Five

College Lecture Committee and
Amherst representative to the Five

College Student Coordinating
Board (FCSCB), Velikovski is "a

scientist and philosopher of

science." He is to give a lecture,

Kassler said, and "travel around to

classes" among the five colleges.

The location for the lecture,

however, has not yet been
determined.

The Southwest Center for Racial

Understanding will hold a People's

Liberation Week May 1-4. Kassler

explained this is a symposium on
prejudice and racism that will take

place on the UMass campus.

The 1975 Festival presented by

****************

the Third World Festival Committee
began April 13th and will continue

to April 25th. The theme of this

festival is "Shanti — the Third

World in the wake of cultural

nationalism." Kassler said

"speakers, concerts, and dancers"
are involved in this event, which is

on-going at Hampshire College.

Kassler spoke a little about the

Lecture Committee itself, one of

several committees of the FCSCB.
It is completing its second func-

tional year, and Kassler said he has

been a member since the fall. Five

professors, one from each college,

belong to the committee. The Five

College Coordinator in charge of

Academic Affairs, Jacqueline
Pritzen, serves the committee in the

capacity of chairperson and
secretary.

The Lecture Committee operates

through supporting proposals for

symposiums, lectures, and films.

Basic funding guidelines, said

Kassler. require that the group or

cause seeking support be
publicized throughout the Pioneer

Valley and have a wide appeal.

There should also be five college

participation in the sponsored

activity.

"Our guidelines are not rigid,"

Kassler said, "so we have a really

wide variety of things coming in."

One problem is that most
proposals are introduced to the

Lecture Committee in the spring,

because they are usually worked

out during the fall. Kassler said, "As
a result we have nothing in the fall

and a heckuvalot in spring. We're

thinking of soliciting proposals for

the coming fall."

The Lecture Committee meets

again next Tuesday.

*
*
*

*
*
*
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Attorney speaks
on legal writing

By PAUL BONARRIGO
Staff Reporter

"Malpractice suits against
lawyers often result from the
lawyer's failure to interpret con-
tracts effectively," said
distinguished New York attorney,

Eliott Biskind, to an audience of
prelaw students in the Campus
Center last night.

Biskind pointed out that legal

ITZHAK PERLMAN
and THE SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY Robert Gutter conductor

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23
BRM. BOWKER AUDITORIUM

r
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ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202

NOW TWICE AS BIG

The Mercantile
CLOTHING GIFTS

CARDS POSTERS BEADS

11 E. PLEASANT ST. 549-1396

( Next Door to Where We Were)

terminology today is the same as it

was in eighteenth century England.

He said he was against most legal

terminology because it is am-
biguous.

Ambiguity can change the
meaning of a contract, a legal

statute or a court decision, Biskind

said.

"To avoid this you should

arrange words so your sentences

tell exactly what you want to say,"

advised Biskind. "Keep related

words together to make your

meaning clear. Always use active

verbs; the passive blurs meaning

and bore judges. You can often

make use of literary allusions to

make your meaning clear. Com-
munication requires style and
logical coherence. A lawyer writes

constantly and must communicate
effectively in his writing."

Eliott L. Biskind has written

books on simplifying legal writing,

Real Estate law, family law, and city

planning.
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"CONJUNTO LIBRE" in action.

Campus Bicentennial Panel

gives approval to 15 projects
The University of Massachusetts

Amherst Campus Bicentennial
Committee has settled on the

theme "A Past to Remember — A
Future to Mold." The Committee
has been meeting since September
to help the campus organize itself

to celebrate the Bicentennial.

Thus far, 15 projects have been
approved by the Committee: A
special Bicentennial issue of the

Massachusetts Review; Concert of

200 years of Music, Art, and Letters

of Black Americans; 200 Years of

American Dance presentation;
Improvisational childrens' theater

for local schools; Massachusetts
Wide Bicentennial Youth Debates;

Premier Bicentennial opera
"Stranger in Eden";Taping the oral

history of the University; Radio
series focusing on critical issues in

America's future; Field Guide for

the study of America's folk

traditions; Symposia on Legal,

Scientific, and Ethical issues in

America's future; Public presen-

tation of Broadsides and the press

during the Colonial Era; Bicen-

tennial Student Essay Contest;

Musical production of "1776"; A
Bicentennial film library to augment
Public Speakers; A nationwide

book contest;

The Bicentennial celebration on

campus will follow the model
proposed by the federal govern-

ment: Heritage '76 (the study of our

past); Festival USA (the birthday

party); and Horizons '76 (the

contemplation of likely and
preferred futures).

Want to speak at

Commencement?
Student Matters Committee

voted recently to allow two
students to speak at the 1975

commencement exercises May 31

at Alumni Stadium.

Anyone interested in speaking

can apply at the Student Senate
office in the Student Union. Each
applicant must submit a position

paper on their topic and must
explain why they want to speak at

the graduation by May 1.

The applicants must choose a

topic that is of interest to all at-

tending the exercises. The only

requirement is that each applicant

must be a senior.

The Student Matters Committee
will review the position papers and
interview ten finalists. The com-
mittee will select the two speakers

by May 9.

'CONJUNTO LIBRE' to

perform here Saturday
"Conjunto Libre" was created in

New York City, New York. The

Group consists of well renowned
veterans of the New York Latin

Sounds. Its musicians are: Manny
Oquendo- Bongos and Timbales,

Andy Gonzalez-Bass, Jerry

Gonzalez-Conga, Angel
"Cachete"-Conga, Reynaldo
Jorge- Trombone, Miguel Colon-

Audubon Club

sponsors walk
A public walk will be held on

Sunday, April 20, at 2 p.m. in the

Amherst Hadley Podick Con-
servation Area. Walkers should

meet at the small red building on
the west side of Route 116 near

Sunderland where the road from

North Amherst joins the main
route. This wildlife sanctuary
provides an extended walk through

its nearly 100 acres of fields, woods
and marsh. Mrs. Robert B.

Livingston will be present to help in

the identification of the native

plants.

The walk is sponsored by the

Arcadia Audubon Club and the

Long Plain Nature Center. The
leader will be Janet W. Dakin of

The Kestrel Trust.

Trombone, Eddie Martinez- Piano,

Carlos Santos-Vocal, Hector

"Tempo" Alomar-Vocal.

These well celebrated experts

have worked with such Latin Giants

as: Dissie Gillespie, Eddie Palmieri,

Tito Rodriguez, Machito, Mongito,

Harlow, Fania All Stars, Typica 73,

Ray Barreto as well as Tito Puente

and Pacheco.

So put on your dancing shoes, let

loose and check-out the Latin

Puerto Rican New York Sounds

Saturday at 9 p.m. Student Union

Ballroom. Admission $2.

STUDENT INTERNS

NEEDED

Janus House
Alternative
Program need
for the coming
Cod.

and Omnibus
Educational
student-interns
year on Cape
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50% of alcoholics are women

Learn more about us at the
School of Education Marathon.

April 22 3-5 p.m.
Rm. 21, School of Ed

April 23 2-4 p.m.
Rm. 122, School of Ed.

April 24 9-11 a.m.
Rm. 169, Marks Meadow

See you there
or call us at

617-759-3476

HAPPY HOUR
FRIDAY AFTERNOON 4-7

at

Poor Richards III

next to South China Restaurant

Drafts 30 c Pitchers SI.75

Super Music

Women make up at least 50 per
cent of all alcoholics, according to
Evelyn „ Duston, health educator
from the University Health Ser-

vices.

Duston spoke on "Women and
Alcohol" to a small group of

women Tuesday at the second
meeting of the Health Education
Division's series of programs on
topics in women's health.

Although society considers
alcoholism primarily a male disease,

Duston said that it is due to the fact

that such a large number of female
alcoholics are women at home with

children. Even single career women
are more apt to drink alone, she
said.

"For every man in a bar, there is a

woman drinking somewhere where
she won't be seen publicly."

Duston gave examples of three

different women alcoholics and
considered the reasons for their

problem drinking. The audience
was asked to pinpoint personal or

societal pressures which could be
responsible in creating female
alcoholics.

Because there is no common
agreement on a definition of

"excessive drinking", women are

apt to become alcoholics by not
being culturally limited or pressured
to curb their drinking. In cultures

where the limit is defined, said

Duston, alcoholism is minimal due
to peer group pressure against

excess.

According to Duston, other

reasons for female alcoholism
include: drinking to relax and feel

less inferior to men; confusion over
conflicting role models; boredom
from having no goal-oriented as

Live music
featuring

blues, folk, blue grass

THE

Coffee House
coffee & desserts

free admission
for more info

6-6616 (Deb or Paul)

FRI.NITES8:00
Dickinson Lounge
Orchard Hill

housewives and mothers; and guilt

or fear over conflicting sexual

mores and pressures.

Added to these are feelings of

anger and inadequacy, Duston said.

How can the problem of female
alcoholism be dealt with? The first

step is to bring women with
drinking problems "out of the
closet'' and include them in

programs which to date have been
male- oriented.

The next meeting of the
University Women's Health Series

will discuss the topic of pelvic and
breast examination, and take place

at the Colonial Lounge at noon
Tuesday.

Spring Day set

for April 22
Spring Day, annually sponsored

by Beta Chi Fraternity, will be held

this year at Alumni Stadium on
Tuesday from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Featured for your entertainment

will be six bands, including Big

Screaming McGrew, Some of My
Best Friends, and Forest.

Free admission, and Tuborgs for

a quarter.

Celebrate the rites of spring in

style - bring your friends.

In case of rain, we'll celebrate on
Thursday, same time, same
stadium.

campus carousel
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It con end your boredom
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1 '/* oz. Gavilan Tequila

(at least)

About a Half Can of Beer

Some Salt

Load a glass with ice.

Pour in the Tequila.

Top off with beer.

Shake on a little salt... and sip.

Bang! Goes the Gavilan .45.

Want your own bullet cleverly

disguised as a salt shaker?

It's shiny nickel plated brass

with a 27" chain.

Offer void where prohibited by low

80/86 Proof. Imported by Foreign Vintages, Inc.

Great Neck. New York 10021 1°75

Send $3.00 to:

Gavilan .45

P.O. Box 33
Brooklyn, New York 11232.
You never know when you'll

need one. -.

NAME

ADDRESS.

CITY

By TONY GRANITE
FEMINISTS OVERCOME DOWN UNDER is the word from the Indiana
Daily Student. The Bloomington campus newspaper reports that the
Australian government is honoring the International Women's Year by
naming storms after men.

The "himicanes" are coming!
• •••

PROFS HAVE LONG SUSPECTED what Sylvia Porter now confirms in a
recent syndicated column: one out of every 15 Americans is afflicted with
loss of hearing.

It is the most widespread malady in the U.S., affecting more Americans
than heart disease, cancer, blindness, tuberculosis, venereal disease,
multiple sclerosis and kidney disease put together, she says.

UMass has an efficient free hearing disorders clinic, by the way, which
will test, diagnose and recommend correction of hearing problems.
Do you hear?

• •••

HARASSING LOVERS is brounds for eviction from dormitory rooms in

New Jersey, according to a recent court ruling reported in the Torch of
S.E. Mass. College.

Seems that a roommate surprised her roommate in a compromising
position with a boyfriend, "just stood there pointing fingers and calling
names while the poor guy in bed didn't know what to do," according to
court testimony in a case involving Jersey City State college.

There's no written rule against fornication on campus at JCSC, so the
action concerned which of the roommates who didn't get along would be
forced to move out. The witness to the bed scene refused to move out,
even though she had least seniority, which is the basis for resolving
disputes of warring roommates, school officials said.

The college took the case to court and won an eviction notice for the
coitus interruptor.

'Tis good to know the law loves lovers, too.

IPO funds close to zero
In two years the Student Senate has cut funds for the International

Programs Office (IPO) from close to $4,000 to nothing.

Kevin Muldoon, Chairperson of the Student Senate Budget Committee,
said that the IPO was not benefiting a large enough number of un-

dergraduate students to receive funds.

"IPO is a Whitmore operation, with a full-time staff and a Whitmore
bank account," said Muldoon. He added that a $5,000 Educational

Honoraria Fund, and a Foreign Student's Loan Fund provided some
money for IPO use.

IPO head Barbara Burn said in an interview that the loss of Student
Senate funding means that "some students who require scholarships to go
overseas won't get them."
Burn said that students must now apply for financial atd and. that it is

harder to get that aid now. Burn feared that "the program may become
only for those who have money. I hate to see that," she said.

Prior to the past two years. Student Senate funding of the IPO had been
rising. Muldoon said that a motion to fund IPO had been defeated this

year, but did not rule out the possibility of the motion being re-introduced

next year. "It might get on next year, but it still might no- q a passed." said

Muldoon.

Kyogen, Comic Theatre, to appear

UMass Arts Council will conclude its 1974-75 Third World Cultural

Series Sunday, April 20, with the presentation of Kyogen, National Comic
Theatre of Japan in Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

There will be one performance only.

The classic Noh-Kyogen theatre of Japan is one of the oldest in the

world.

Together they create the universal cycle of Yin and Yang, Heaven and
Earth, Light and Shadow, Tears and Laughter.

The Kyogen production will feature for the first time in this country two
distinguished acting families, the Nomura of Tokyo and the Shigeyamas of

Kyoto.

Kyogen, in form and substance, often delights in lifting the veil of

pretense to reveal the frailties of man in a refined and telling variation. It is

considered funny, impudent and irreverent, often daring in its treatment of

materials in the art of pantomime.

Tickets for the event are now on sale at the UMass Arts Council Box
Office, 125 Herter Hall (545-0202) and are priced at $4 and $3. UMass
students, half price. Special group rates may be arranged.
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The result:

A beginning

evening. At that

upon. If it is r

place on Thut

The exact d* »f a strike has not yet been determined, but it will be
discussed and dCntonl more sharply at Wednesday night's meeting. There
are still many questions to be answered, and hopefully discussion and
organization will be fJ>e vehicles for alleviating the confusion.

Last night's meeting was a milestone. The fact that so many students

could get toget *- <n one room (we all know about Sylvan singles) is a feat

in itself, but -»*nerated in the SUB last night must not be
allowed to ofi *•» to a lack of knowledge of what's going on, or

even due to a

For those who are going home, talk about it to your parents. Even
though we are adults, we have been told to get our parents to write the
Legislature. It may be humiliating, but war is hell.

Next week may be the turning point in the protest. We have seen what
can be done when enough of us get together, now it must be carried on: to
the demonstration on Tuesday and to the Town Meeting on Wednesday
night.

B. J. Rochea Executive Editor of the Colleqian

JOT.VTnEMUX\1GllTWDETO
mo *o wo *o TlimV. twittJtfcunor *° ** wo *o
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Capitalism: Soviet style

By B. J. ROCHE
The men in green were there in Campus Center best; Channel 22 was

there, and a rumor was circulating that Dylan was going to appear. Dylan
did not make it; however over 2,200 students did show up for a Town
Meeting of sorts last night, at which a strategy was set for next week to
protest budget cuts and administration actions and inactions.

A certain electricity filled the air as the Ballroom filled with more people
than had been expected, such that the meeting had to be broadcast over
MUA and people had to be turned away. It wasn't a concert, or even Irish
night at the Bluewall; students seemed ready for anything from an evening
of entertainment to a riot. Amid a* somewhat confusing atmosphere some
concrete resolutions were approved.
Demands made at last night's meeting will be forwarded to the ad-

ministration, the Trustees and the Legislature. This action is intended to
cover all angles on the protest, both on campus and in Boston.

Activities are organized for

today, beginning with an open
meeting at 10:00 this morning to

select a negotiating team. The team
will then present demands to the

various bodies, working with the

administration until Tuesday. In

addition, organizational activity will

take place all day today. For in-

formation, attend this morning's
meeting if possible.

On Tuesday, the negotiating

team will then meet with the Board
of Trustees Student Affairs
Committee at 1:00 p.m. A mass
demonstration is being planned for

that day, with the location to be
announced. If sufficient action to

demands is not taken prior to or at

Tuesday's meeting, a second Town
Meeting, similar to last night's will

take place on Wednesday
"6, a strike referendum will be discussed and voted

e«i a strike vote for the University community will take

if;oiim> HHi-:vri-:**i ti<
IHI7UI7-IH.M, WO BI1U O* *T., R4»*rTOV *!*».
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By Norm Robinson
This past week Sports Illustrated had a very good

article on the Russian athletic hero, Vasili Alexeyev,
who is labeled "The World's Strongest Man". Not
only his phenomenal feats were depicted in the article

but also revealed were some background aspects of
life in Shakhty, Alexeyev's current home.
The portrayals between the different employments

were especially interesting. According to Alexeyev,
the average Soviet teacher or office worker earns
about 130 rubles a month, which amounts to some
$45.00 a week. Doctors make around $52.00 a week.
The coal miners of Shakhty, who break their backs
working in the deep, dangerous mines, earn the
"hefty" salary of $70.00 a week. These miners are
considered the backbone of the city, which shows
why they are paid more than doctors, teachers, or
businessmen.

This shows a direct comparison to Great Britain in

its heyday, which was from the latter 1700's to middle
1800's. During this era Britain was extensively cap
talistic and powerful. Only when interests in better

standards of living, better wages and working con-
ditions and other forms of humanization took
place did Britain start to decline in its worldly in-

fluence. As with the Russian miners, Britain's

proletariat toiled for long hours of the day, and then
spent their evenings getting smashed to cope with
their hard days. Alexeyev pointed out that many
Soviet miners currently get drunk and violent each
night, which is why the Sports Illustrated author
wasn't permitted in any of the local people's night-
clubs or restaurants. Alexeyev himself, who is on the
Soviet Weightlifting Team, also has to work a second
job as a mining engineer. So revealed that he does get
many benefits being a world champion, but that

outside of exclusive brackets such as this no such
benefits are given to the Soviet people. This is why he
had to push so hard all his life to get to be anything.

flgfrterg to jtte ©dfltoir

Striking out at Whitmore

Gordie Hower makes more money than the entire

first Russian hockey team and reserves combined. If

they only get a fraction of what they're worth, then
who gets all the surplus money from their endeavors?
The state? If the people get it, it comes in the form of
higher pices. Goods in Russia are in no way
inexpensive. This seems to me to be very capitalistic.

To extract everything possible from the proletariat in

exchange for low wages and benefits could be called

little else.

One of the better illustrations of Soviet capitalism

was in the engaging of arbitrage with our wheat. Here
the U.S. hopefully learned their lesson.

This might explain where Russia gets all the money
it uses to sponsor its interests in foreign countries.

And its interests are to be seen everywhere in the

world. James Nollet was quite correct when he stated

that nobody whenever disruptions come
from a leftist origin. But will Russia ever make the
"n istake" that Britain made? Will they ever take an
interest in humanization? I tend to doubt it.

They have too much to "lose." Thus the disease of

Communism will probably keep spreading, and only

the strong will survive. That is why Russia only

concentrates mainly on weak subjects, like Vietnam
and Portugal.

How much apathy can we feel for the common
Soviet people? After long years of Soviet brain-

washing, they seem to be content, if not happy.
Acceptance is being evidenced as time wears on.

Are they really missing something valuable? Even
though it seems we have few choices to make
sometimes, at least we have the freedom to make
these choices. The Soviet citizens will never know this

freedom. Unless... But I'd hate to think of what this

'unless' would require. Only time will tell. Until then,

just a dream will have to suffice.

Norm Robinson is a Collegian Commentator

We have heard much talk of the inappropriateness
of strikes. We feel that these arguments are based on
several misconceptions. First, there is the feeling that
students will not be able to complete their semester's
work if they participate in a strike. Also, the notion is

often expressed that student strike leaders are in it for
their own gains. Strikes are seen as merely short term
mass actions, rather than long term activities in-
volving mass education and organization.

The faculty has indicated broad based support in

our present struggle since it is their struggle as well.

As to whether strike leaders are invloved for their own
gains - this is totally foolish, there is nothing to gain
for the individual in a strike. There are many people
involved in this strike action intent upon establishing
an effective, grassroots student lobby.

For several reasons a strike is necessary. Students

have to be educated as to how Whitmore and the

Trustees have disregarded students' needs and
student input into decision-making. The people in

power have even disregarded the Student Govern-

ment Association - The previously established means
for student input. Obviously, it's time for a change!

ft is imperative that the people who control this

University are shown that the students are not

apathetic. What this type of mass demonstrative

action will do is let the administration know that

students are ready, willing and able to involve

themselves in self-determination. There is currently no
mechanism that provides for grass-roots student

participation. During the strike the students will be
able to become involved for the first time. For these

reasons we feel a strike is immediately essential!

Brian Harrington
Bob Foynes

Rational look at sexism
In reference to Carl Mathewson 's letter of April 1 1,

1975:

Carl,

You have every right to criticize the Collegian for

printing articles and letters that are particularly of-

fensive to your set of values. I'll agree with you that

there is some material printed that is extremely of-

fensive to me also, but that also is based on my set of
values. The one thing that does stand out as a positive

point for the Collegian is that it is a forum for

providing opposing points of view. If you put it on
paper I sincerely believe they'll print it eventually.

There is sexism built into our system and our
socialization that oppresses both men and women.
Women have borne the brunt of that oppression.
Men, as a whole, do hold the positions of economic
and political power in this country. A more equal
sharing of that power is what is being called for and
constructively worked for.

There is oppression of men in subtler ways. We, as
men, have the money, the control, the power.
Everything that is valued in our society we as men

already have. In order to maintain the possession of
these things, men are conditioned to serve as
workhorses for the system. We are work objects. Our
value is measured in the amount of dollars we can
produce for the company. Materialistic gains as a
measure of manhood are waved in our face like a
carrot.

Iam presently involved in a men 's movement that is

beginning to grow in small ways on this campus and
around the country. I see it as having two goals at *he
moment: 1\ becoming aware of and fighting sexmm
that oppresses both men and women; 2] creating
formats for men to look at their lives as males in this

country and gaining awareness of what that means to
them as individuals.

By the way, there is a "Manspace" entitled "men's
affairs" on a board in the commuter's lounge. It is

open to anything concerning men that you wish to
put there. As a matter of fact, you can contact me by
putting it to use. Just leave your name and number in

the "Manspace".

Tarry L. Slagle

Troublemakers 'in' again?
I am responding to a statement made by Sam

Bowles who spoke at the Rally on Tuesday This
speaker suggested that the school's administration
and the country's capitalist authorities have been
noticing lately that the schools of higher education are
turning out not only responsible citizens that work
well with the system, but troublemakers, as well He

proceeded to exclaim, "Let's hear it for the
troublemakers, " at which point the crowd broke into
an enthusiastic applause.
My concern is, do we, as students who desire the

administration to understand our position on cut-
backs, really want to be known as troublemakers??

Gail Syphers

Next week: The return of. the Phantom Phreak!

Watch for it.

This PINAL SCHEDULE Is comprised of all entries received prior to Thursday, April
10th. A supplementary ahaat to be provided on a dally baala throughout Marathon
will contain any additions or deletions. Late changes will be broadcaat on T.V.
monitors placed around the School of Ed.

If there Is a number In parentheeea lamedlstlsy following the LEX nuaber, It
Indicates the nuaber of times the event la offered. Check the achedule for

additional day (a), tlae(s), and locatlon(a) . If no nuaber appears In parenthesis,
the event la offered only once.

TUESDAY APR\L Z^
Tlae Rooa

9:00 - 10:00 a.a. Rooa 122 6018(3) 5

HOW TO USE THE UNIVERSITY AND THE ED. SCHOOL. Harold Washburn, director Explora-
tions!, teacher ed. prograa. Dialogue a discussion with participants about how
to get what you want a need out of the University a the Ed, School. We'll review
specific exaaplea of how people really uaed thla place to learn.

9:00 - 10:00 a. a. Rooa 21C 6028(2) 5

BICYCLE TOURING. Bob Rlvard. Slides a discussion on bicycle touring, organizing
tripe, placea to stay, food to eat, equipment to bring.

9:00 - 10:00 a. a. Rooa 21B 6067(2) 5

EDUCATION ON THE CABLE. Preacott Salth. This new educational aedlua will be
shaped at the local level by you. Many Issues, for example, will 2-vay video at

low cable coata be flexible enough for claasrooa teacher control? For alternative
and free schools?

9:00 - 10:30 a. a. Marks Meadow 147 6108
FEMINIST STRATEGIES FOR ACTION IN THE SCHOOLS: A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO CHANGE.
Salisbury. How to bring about change within an organlratlonal process.

8

Kathy

89:00 - 10:30 a. a. Marka Meadow 152 6107
WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP ROLES. Grata Frultt, Karl Holms tead, Lynne Miller. An
opportunity for participants to Investigate attltudlnal barrlera, legal recourse,

and dlscrlalnstory practlcea toward woaen In administration in public schools.

And the coping techniques for dealing with role conflicts.

9:00 - 10:30 a. a. Marka Meadow 148 6109 8

BOY/GIRL - WOMAN/MAN: THE DEVELOPMENT OF RELATIONSHIP. Susan Caapbell & Gerry

Welnateln. Education of Self for the development of male- female relationships.

What gets reinforced In schools Is a stereotypical role distribution, attitude,

Image.

9:00 - 10:30 a. a. Marka Meadow 169 6169 8

RULES OF THE GAME. Charlie Parhaa. Participants will construct original gaaea

out of common objects. A discussion of the procesa & how children of eleaentary

school age might use a alallar proceea will follow.

9:00 - 10:30 a. a. Marka Meadow 178 6185 8

A TALK WITH NANCY PRASIER 4 JOAN CHADBOURNE ON SEXISM IN EDUCATION 4 CULTURE.

Exploration baaed on the experiences we've all had, female 4 male, with aex role

stereotyping. Joan Chadbourne la an educator 4 Nancy Ftaaler la the author of

the text, "Sexism In School 4 Society".

10:00 - 12:00 noon Marka Meadow 176 6137 10
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS OF STUDENTS: A JUDICIAL CHALLENGE TO TH1 SCHOOL COMMUNITY.
The Supreme Court of the united States has now proclaimed that school officials
aay be held personally liable for daaagae If they violate a student's clearly
eetabllahed Conatltutlonal Rights. After a brief preaentatloa of thla vital
Issue by Professor David Schlaael, a panel of educators Including Professor
Harvey Scrlbner and School Superintendents Donald Buss, Robert Gardner, Leonard
Lublnaky 4 Aas't. Principal Frederick Haraian, will comment on the various
implications of thla challenge to the School Community. Following the panel,
there will be aaall group discussions on: freedom of speech/due procesa (Eric
Mondacheln); equal protection/sex disc rlalnst ion (Gall Sorenaon) ; policy formu-
lation 6 Implementation (David Schlaael 6 Nathaniel French).

11:00 - 12:00 noon L- Shaped Rooa 6017(2) 3
THE CREATURES OF THE NIGHT- AN ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL FOR DISRUPTIVE STUDENTS. Dan
Coaerford 4 Bart Davla. Two teachers froa three village CSD#1. Stonybrook NY,
will preeent a ahort sound-slide aerlea followed by a discussion of their
alternative school for disruptive student*.

11:00 - 12:00 noon Marka Meadow 148 6036 3
WADJACETT? Sidney Simon. A look at why gradea must be eliminated 4 why the cry
"vsdjsgett" must be benlehed froa thla Land.

11:00 - 12:00 noon Rooa 2 IB 6070(2) J
OUTLOOK FOR SCHOOL FINANCE REFORM. Charlotte Ryan. Ed.D. Review of current
situation In Maaeechueetta; new propossls. Interest groups Involved, taxes, 4
other related factors

.

11:00 - 12:00 noon Marka Meadow Cafeteria 6133 3
WHEN IT'S ALL BEEN SAID, THEN WHAT? Presenters of workshops on Sexlaa. A panel
discussion to bring together the thoughts 6 experiences we have gathered In the
discussion of the morning as well as la the aacro laboratories of our lives.

11:00 - 12:00 noon Marka Meadow ISO 6142 3
CREATIVE WAYS OF DEALING WITH CONFLICT. American Friends Service Committee Staff.
General discussion on introducing creative ways of dealing with conflict into
claasrooa curriculum.

11:00 - 12:00 noon Marks Meadow 152 6079(2) 5
CLASSROOM ART - FOSTERING CREATIVE EXPRESSION. Linda J. Flint. Froa a alios
prssentetlon of children st work In srt 4 their products, sttltudes 4 methods
which foater creative expression In the claasrooa will evolve. Topics to be
dealt with Include motivation, teacher role, use of materials, encouraging
exploration 4 creative use 4 lstegratlng srt into claaa individual projects/

11:00 - 12:00 noon Marka Meadow 178 6172 5
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ ATHLETICS 4 A LIBERAL ARTS EDUCATION. Peter Gooding.

11:00 - 1:00 p. a. Marks Meadow 147 6048(2) 10
A TOTAL LEARNINC ENVIRONMENT: THE CASE OF THE KIBBUTZ. Hedy Rose. Consideration
of s learning snvlronaent different froa our own 4 the reasons for lte possible
relevance to our society et this tlae.

11:00 - 1:00 p. a. Marka Meadow 175 6163(2) 10
VIETNAM IN THE NEWS - MYTHS 4 REALITIES. Valley Peace Coalition 4 Blue Canaker.
The role of Journalism in the war In Indo-Chlna, critically examined. Discussions
of "Myths 4 Realities" of the war aa shown by the "Daily News".

12:00 - 1:30 p. a. Rooa 21C
CHILDREN IN CHINA TODAY. Dr. Alfred L. Karlaon.
People's Republic of China.

I

6081(3)
A elide talk on ay tour of the

1:00 - 3:00 p. a. Marks Meadow 169 6090 10
THE SCIENCE OF CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE: A REVOLUTION IN EDUCATION. Dicken Soully.
The goal of education is individual fulfillment through development of full poten-
tial. Thought -> sctlon -» sehlsveaent -%• fulflllaant . The science of creative
Intel legence eneblea every Individual to develop fully by tapping their Inner
potentlsl.

1:00 - 3:00 p. a. Marks Hssdow 147 6049(2) 10
BEYOND HUMANISTIC EDUCATION: APPROACHES TO THE TRANSPERSONAL . Now England Center.
In this experlentlel session, we will explore vsrlous approaches to t rsnspersonsl
education through AlkHo concepts. Aries exercises, medltstlon, chanting, brssth
control 4 guided Imagery.

101:00 - 3:00 p. a. Marka Meadow 150 6143
TWO FILMS ON VIOLENCE. American Friends Service Committee Staff. 2 films for
use with 8-14 year olda (4 older) looking at what forms violence takes 4 how
people react to it.

1:00 - 3:00 p. a. Rooa 21B 6163(2) 10
FILM: YEAR OF THE TIGER. Vallsy Peace Coalition 4 Francea Crowe. Video-tape
of the film. Life this peat year in the Dsoacratlc Republic of (N.) Vletnaa.
Discussion with Ms. Crows 4 ffsld staff of A.F.S.C.

2:00 - 3:00 p. a. Marks Mssdow 173 6102(2) 5
ARICA LIFESTYLES. ARICA Institute. A look at the changing lifestyles 4 community
life of ARICANS, thslr spproach to learning. Child development 4 education.
Emphasis on open sharing of understanding of all persons present.

2:00 - 3:00 p. a. Marks Mssdow 178 6068 5
LEARNING HOW TO LEARN. Paul Adaaa . Analysis of Learning skills applied to col leg.

environments with a view to helping t cache ra adapt their teaching styles towsrds
lndl vidua 11 zed learning sty lee of students.

2:00 - 3:00 p. a. Rooa 226-228 6063(2) 5

A CRITIQUE OF HUMANISTIC EDUCATION. Mike Berkowlti. I would like to discuss sosa
posslbls psrsdoxes (structure, behaviorism, aanlpulatlon, power) 6 aoaa llmltstlons
(students, schools, society) of humanistic ed.

2:00 - 3:00 p.a. Marks Mssdow 176 6106 3

A SIMULATION MODEL FOR GRADUATE EDUCATION PLANNING. Robert L. Chew. A computer-
lied model, based on the system dynamics methodology. Illustrates some csusal
relationships between research, undergraduate 6 graduate education, 4 permits

experlsantstlon with long- range policy changes.

2:00 - 3:00 p. a. L-Shaped Rooa 6034 5

CAREER EDUCATION - PAST, PRESENT, 4 FUTURE. Matthsw E. Cardota.

2:00 - 3:00 p. a. Rooa 21A 6070(2)
OUTLOOK FOR SCHOOL FINANCE REFORM. Charlotte Ryan, Ed.D. Review of current

altuatlon in Maseachueette; new propossls, interest groups involved, taxea, 4

other related factors. »

6157(3)
Traditional student-

•

2:00 - 3:00 p. a. Harks Mssdow 148

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN THE CLASSROOM. John M. Adam

teacher planning takes a new fora 4 becomes meaningful.

2:00 - 3:00 p. a. Marks Mssdow 167 6159

WHAT IS EVALUATION? William Garth. Clarification will be given about the

Buraoee 4 staas of evaluation. Ill i H t » • H M «>aaaaaaa a sxaas ox mvmamsv-wm
^ I M •.•»..•.•.•• •.*.*.•.*

Tlsa Roos Lsx
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Mods

10
9.100 - 11:00 a.a. goo. 21A 6014C3)

PHOTOCRAFHY - USES IN EDUCATION. Kathy C.rlaon 4 Nlcolaa P. d'Oabraln. Appliestiona of photographe. alldea. caaaraa. 4 the photo-printing process for educationalexperiencee Pre-echool, eleaentary, high school 4 college - couneellng 4adminlstrstion. Options unlimited.
«"«»e*mg a

10

to

9:00 - 11:00 s.a. L-Shsped Rooa 6020{"KiNtmrnmimff. ai.o j.rw.oo. should w. pr.p.r.havs a higher quality of life with leaa asterlal possessions?
9:00 - ll:00.s.m. Room 226-228 6119 in

SEXISM IN ajUWl BOOKS. Maah. Rudaan. An | | || „f th. tr..t„Bt of
10

gS.f.ffW1 *ook* * ' -' »- of currant trsnds. Participant? areinvited to bring In books both sexist 4 non-sexist.

9:00 - 11:00 a.a. Marka Meadow 150 6141(2) lOCWERATIOH GAMES Philadelphia Nonviolence 4 Children Prograa Staff. Help!.,children affirm the positive in thsasslvss 4 othsrs. Elsasntsry grades.
9:00 - 11:00 a.a. Marks Mssdow 175 6162(2) 10THE PARIS PEACE ACCORDS. V.llsy P.ac. Coalition, Kan Re.rdon 4 S. d'Aalco. Anopportunity to read 4 discus, the "Peris Pe.ce Accords" of January 1973. viola-tions of the accords 4 use as s politlcsl settlement i„ Vletnaa.
9:00 - 11:00 a.a. Montague Attic 6170 10COMMITTING MORALITY IN THE CLASSROOM. Rick Wellaa 4 Hichaal Wayua. Strata.!..for introducing 4 developing the concept of aorallty In the claasrooa based onthe research of Lawrence Kohlbarg.

10:00 - 11:00 .... goo. 2 1B 6089(2> <
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- S^ '«**«*«. "vine infor-tion Center.
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CU" -dU*tlon e*n«° "knowUdge" (taught by Cur*. Kah.ra, Jl)
4 how thla experience can be called "the" human experience.

10:00 - 11:00 s.a. Marka Meadow 167 6171 5WHAT THE HELL IS A GYM CLASS? Randy Robinaon. Education ha. become . lost pro-ceee In the Gya Class". Ws need to emphasis, sn sctlv. Learning 4 growing
experience in physical educstlon.

"

10:00- 12:00 noon Marks Meadow Cya 6083 10
EXPLORATION OF TIME. SPACE 4 1EELINCS THROUGH MOVEMENT. Suaan Ml lien 4 Dick TaberGetting In touch with creative eelf, experimenting with new forms of communication'
with others. Experlenclal work with discussion of classroom application.

10:00 - 12:00 noon Rooa 128 6105 10
COMPETENCY BASED EDUCATION - IMPLICATIONS FOR MASSACHUSETTS. Horace Reed. Jack
Hruska. Ernie Washington, Joyce Psge 4 Robert Vail. The panel will deal with euch
•reaa aa What Is settled for ss s working description of ccapetency bsssd? What
are sosa impllcstlons to preservlce 4 lnservice tsscher educstlon prograas? What
Is ths Ststs of the Art"? Whet srs soas of the different approachee being used
In the nation? etc.

10
10:00 - 12:00 noon Marka Meadow Auditorium 6121

766 6 ITS IMPACT IN MASSACHUSETTS. Dr. Robert Jackson, chairman Speclsl Education
Dspartaaat; Paasls Mills; Grace Craig 4 Louis Fischer. A panel discussion where
sudlence input is laportsnt. This session will deal with such areas as ration-
ale for 766. lltlgstlon leading to 766. main. t teaming, critical nsede In ln-
aarvice education. A. one panel -ember has ..id. "We ehould mainstream teschers.
not k 1 da

.

12.00 - 2.00 p. a. Roo- 2U
PUBLIC 4 EDUCATIONAL ACCESS TO CABLE TV. Robert Antll 4 Prascott Sith. Rsvis.

coaZuHicIti"
,,t tr"n,i" , •*•""' 11" r«tu«. * on-llns performance In cable

12:00 - 2:00 p. a. Harks Mesdow 148 60)517) in"WEST DEVELOPM2NTS IN VALUES CLARIFICATION. Sidney Slaon A look st what ha.been th. pheoenmnon of V.lus. Cl.ri fiction: wharTIt JT.J ."whers UuZm.
12:00 - 3:00 p. a. Montagu. Attic 6064 M
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feelings of inner freedoa, love 4 will 4 onion with others.
1:00 - 2:00 p. a. Harks Hssdow 175 6099(3) sINTRODUCTION TO ARICA - EVERYTHING YOU NEED IS ALREADY INSIDE OF YOU

Institute. ARICA's gosl Is to stlaulats 4 nourish s aaw consciousness
our planst. our culture.. Exercl.ee for balancing body, alad 4 ess>tl<
introduced in this hour long sssslon.

ARICA
of ours.lv
as srs

1«00 - 2:00 p. a. L-Shsped Rooa 6009
THE HOBBIT. Betsy Berqulst 6 Julie Ferguson. I have taken ay 12 vr.
5 other students out of public school 4 oparats (with Worcsstsr School
•pprov.l) s mini-school out of ay hoas using ths city of Worcester as
claser"——

old son 4
Committee

1:00 - 2:00 p.a. gooa 128 6041 «
STORTTELLIHC: FOUNDATION FOR CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT. Meg Durham. Fart 1 of a 3

-^Js -T*"5"^T"*""* * !*" PUT*°" ot "orytalllag. ths aass of stories 1. taachlaa

rprSe'tr^**'
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' • ,t0rl" thro-«" EmZESm
1:00 - 2:00 p.a. Marks Mssdow 176 6053 «

IMPROVING UNIVERSITY TEACHING. Ntchssl A. Nslalk. The Clinic to Improve
University Teaching will b. described with psrtlculsr emphasis on s sklUsspproach to Improve teechlng. In addition, the future of thla field will besxsadned.

1:00 - 2:00 p.a. Marks Meadow 178' 6110 SSOCIAL CHANCE IN THE AMHERST SCHOOLS: PROBLEMS 6 POSSIBILITIES. Joyce Bsrkaaa
A presentstlon of the nature goele of the Committee for Social Change that la--' lgatlng 4 asking recoaasndstlons in the Aaherst Regional School Dlatrlct.

1:00 - 2:00 p.a. Harke Msadow 167
A ROAD SCHOLAR COMES BACK. John M. Adsas

.

hiking 4 soas good goals for educstlon.

6158(3)
The relationship between hltch-

1:00 - 2:0 p.a. Marks Mssdow 177 jjja «

CHAPTER 766: WHERE ARE THE PHYSICAL EIWCATORS? Dr. Benjsaln Rlecl. What role'
could 4 should physic.

1 sducstors play In light of the recent special .duc.tio.
ru 1 1 n ga

.

1:00 - 2:00 p.a. Mark. Msadow Caf.terla 6173 JCETTIHC UP FOR THE MEET - A STUDY OF DRUG USAGE IN SPORTS . Doug Cooacy A
national caliber weight lifter dl.cus.es his rssssreh concerning the fallacies
4 realities of drug usage In athletics.

I

1:00 - 2:30 p.a. Marks Hssdow 152
WHY BILINCUAL EDUCATION? Marcel Rings*. 6 Ssrah Nlsvee,
perspective of bilingual education.

6050
Sealaar historical

i » t

2.00 - 4:00 p.a. Computer Ares 6085(2) 10

INSTRUCTIONAL APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTERS. Graduate Seminar Students. Informal

demons t rat lona of experlsantsl computer-sssisted Instruction curriculum units-
Including ecology gaae, prograas for teaching linear algebra, PRACRJACK( aa

elsasntsry math gaaa) and personality slaulstloo.

2:00 - 4:00 p.a. Marks Mssdow 177 6175 10
SCHOOL ATHLETICS: EDUCATION OR MIS-EDUCATION. Erik Meldren. An examination of

ths social setting of school sthlstlcs 4 its impact on the participant with the
Intent of aaawaring the question - Are ths lessons lesraed In sport functional

or dlafunctlonalT. «

2:00 - 5:00 p.a. Marka Meadow Gym 6055 15
PLATSHOP IB SOCIAL GAMES. Matt Welnateln. We will share s greet number of our

fevorlts games with each other — cooperative gsaas, cognitive gasas, theatre
geaee, combat gaasa, 4 gsaas of our own Invention. We can talk a bit about wave
In which teachers cam facilitate gaasa without alwaya becoming the center of

attaatlon; but ths aala focus of tha plavshop srlli be getting to know aany aaw

people through plav.

3:00 - 4:00 p.a. Narks Mssdow 176 6097 5

HON TO FIT PEOPLE INTO ALIENATING WORK ROLES: VOCATIONAL EDUCATION. Victor Gomel.

Analysis of Ideology 6 aoclal functions of vocational 4 csreer education. Analyst.

of msthodologlcsl fsllaclss 4 blames of educe t Ions 1 rssssreh.

3:00 - 4:00 p.a. Marks Msadow 175 6100 5

BALANCE OF THS BODY. ARICA Institute. ARICA gya, techniques of relaxation, dames,

movement, working with vltsl energy. A ssapllng of exercises designed to brash
sasocistlve patterns of tension stsrted la tha muscles, allowing the body to

respond In Its natural fluid way.

3:00 - 4:00 p.a. L-Shaned ftnoa

GAMES , GAGS . 4 GIMMICKS FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS

.

. philosophy, no sducatlonal Jargon. Twanty-flvn

. can use In your class laaadlatsly!

3:00 - 4:30 p.a. Rooa 128

EARLY ADOLESCENCE: MYTHS 4 REALITIES. Nathaniel
perceptions of tha early adolescent eupport a quest for new understandings of

psrsonsl relationships 4 of self with sttsndant vulnerability which should be

considered a challenge to professions! educators.

3:00 - 5:00 p.a. Marks Msadow 147 6044 10

OUTDOOR EXPERIENCES FOR TEACHING ACADEMICS. Joy Hardin. Several Hsaaahlrs College

courses, "Litsrsture of Crest Expedltlcns" , "Aaarlcan Literary Landscape", 'Vcaan

4 Wlldeme.s", 4 "Blosoclsl Adaptation", utilise things like mountaineering, rsft

building, walking In a cross, 4 blvouaclng In a tree. This event Is to shsre our

lssrnlngs 4 problems 4 hssr othsrs sttaapt to lntegrats academics 4 sxpsrlsnclsl

learnings. Slide..

3:00 - 5:00 p.a. Computer Are. 6096(3) 10

COMPUTER GAMES. David Cogan 4 Howard A. Pee lie. "Rends-oa" an Interactive com-

puter playing a variety of educational gaaas.

3:00 - 5:00 p.a. Marks Msadow 152 6133 10

TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHING SPEED READING TO ADULTS. Toa Gaorge.

nOO - 5t00 p.a. "Rooa 2 IB 6150 10

INTIMACY: WHAT IS ITT Rials Horn. Area, such as ssam-ssx 4 opposlts-sss frlsnd-

S.

6008 3

• T. Doyle. No theory, no

gsgs, 6 gl .Bricks that you

6075 8

French. Rapidly changing

I

o

5!



10.

Tims Root Lex

ships, sexuality, ssosuallty, sectional closeness, op«n marriage 4 other merrlsge

models, iiMotlkl spiritual contact 4 creative artlatlc modes of rslstlng will

be explored In an affort to bacoaa claarar about the apactrua of poaalblllt lea

which exist In our relating. Ha will look, •on. othar things, at our paat

conditioning 4 aee how It affacta our praaent ralatlna pattarna. Limit: 30.

3:00 - 5:00 p.a. Harka Meadow 150 61** 10

HrmviOLEUCl ROLE-PLAYING. Aamrican Frlanda Service Committee Staff 4 Philadelphia

Nonviolence 4 Children Program Staff. Heine the technique of role-play lna to

think about violence 4 alternative wave of reeolving conflict.

• ty.

10
Pind

3:00 - 5:00 p. a. Marka Meadow 167 616*

AMNESTY. Veterana Coalition. Vletnaai veterana apeak In favor of

out why vi.tnaai veterana want aaneaty.

4:00 - 5:00 p. at. L-Shaped Rooa 6028(2) 5

BICYCLE TOURING. Bob Rlvard. Slldea 4 dlacuaalon on bicycle touring, organizing

trlpa, placaa to atay, food to eat, equipment to bring.

eeee, anaeaeeeeee* C-L-t-J aaaaaaaal
* * * * * *

aWLVVfJfiAy Affi/i 2i«
nn - - M.rk. M*.do« 177 6120 5

9:00 - 10:00 a.

cuetep. (center FOR URBAN EDUCATION: a teacher EDUCATION PROGRAM). CUETEP Staff.

A comparative expose of the philoeophy of the CUETEP Prograa. A dlacuaalon of

how thla prograa prepare! teachera to deal with raclaa. Details about the

prograa: lta couraea, lte requirements, ate.

9:00 - 10:00 a.a. Marka Meadow 176 6176 5

EXERCISE, DIET 4 WEIGHT C0HTROL. Al Norrla. Pada 4 fallaclea are laid to reat

4 eclentlflc evidence 4 prlnclplea are preaented.

9:00 - 10:00 a.a. Rooa 226-228 6192 5

BE HERE NOW. Michael Wayne. Eeatern philoeophical approach, peraonally related

to Weetern ldaaa, in rsislng 4 developing conaclouaneas - In 4 out of the claae-

rooa. The concepta of aubtla energy will be tranaaltted.

9:00 - 10:00 a.a. Rooa 122 6189 3

EIDS ARE SOCIAL STUDIES. John Lopet. Ride are very vital aourcea of Social

Studlee "coatent"...we ,
ll explore the extraction of that content, conelder the

ecquleltloa of skills 4 the extenalon of concepta 4 ldaaa.

9:00 - 11:00 a.a. Rooa 128 6042 10

STORYTELLING: WORKSHOP IN TECHNIOUES. Meg Durham. Part 2 of a 3 part alnl-

'couree. How to learn 4 tall a story, with practice for participate.

9:00 - 11:00 ..a. Rooa 21B 6052 10

AH IHTRODUCTIOH TO MOVEMENT THERAPY. Stanley Doype An experiential workshop

leannarrating the uee of movement 4 body avareaeee aa a meena to peraonal growth.

9:00 - 11:00 a.a. Marka Meadow 147 6061 10

TaWAPBuTlC EDUCATION. Louie Maadel. What aakee learning a growth-enhancing

experience? Thla demon. t rat lot. will explore a current problea-oolvlng learning

structure that aodele aa laage of future education aa therapeutic proceaa.

9:00 - 11:00 a.a. L-Shaped Rooa 6030(2) 10

CREATIVE PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT. The Hill Center for Peychoayntheaee in Education.

Peychoeyntheale la a way of learning to direct ooe'e growth. Thla la a haraonlout

integration of the whole personality: the phyelcal. emotional, annual 6 aplrltual

acte of oar aelf.

I
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Tlaa Rooa lew

2:00 - 3:00 p. a. Mark* Meadow 177 4127

CHILDREN'S LITERATORE 4 Issmmaaem
1 «XTS ACTIYITLEB. Rudlne Slaa. A "lecture"

deaonetretloa of mayo to uee children 'a literature (library book*) to emheao

language arte (reading, writing, llsteatag) la claaerooom (X-8) .

2 tOO - 3:00 p.a. Marka Meadow 17* 6111

PATTERNS OF DECISION MAKING IN ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS. Lynae Millar. A dlecaM

of 4 different aodele of dec la ion eaklng within Public Alternative School*,

achoola with different populatlea* approach pertlclpetloo 4 declaloo making

differently.

2:00 - *:00 p.*. Room 128 MM
STJaTTVAL THJsOOCN OOOfERATION - A PTJLL-DIMEIUiaaaU. LEARNING EXPERIENCE. Paul

Meraahlo 4 taaa fraa Woeeamry School, Salem, NX. A description of 6 lnvolvei

la en lnterdieclpllnery unit focualag aa the concept "aurrival" in lta

•t context.

2:00 - 4:00 p. a.

SIX IS USB
of It! Open

S

10

10

just for the health

6091 10

Wllllsa Repeal, aa
aats of the crestlvs procees

4 Hart Craaai hew abe tract

148

Wllaa Scott Seise . Pea,alea la oar future

rep ea potential of feminism la our aoclety.

2:00 - 4:00 p. a. Marka Meadow 169

THE ARTIST'S Q0EST 4 THE SCIENCE OP CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE

exaadnatlea of the reletlomshlp of Science 4 the el
through ' e work* af Sherwood Aaaeroon. Walt Whltaa

expreealoo* bscoas concrete appllcstlsn*

.

2:00 - 4:00 p.m. Coaputer Area 4085(2) 10

LWSTRUCTI08WX APTLICATIONB OP COMPUTERS . Graduate Seminar Students. Informal

demon* t retloaa of experimental coaputsr-ssslstad lna t ruction currlculua unite—

Including ecology gases . programs for tsachlng linear s lasers. PIACXJACX (aa

alaaaatary asth gaae) 4 personality slaulstlon.

2:00 - 5:00 p. a. Rooa 21C 8123 13

HOW TO PlCaT PAIR. Dan Mayer 4 Jaaa Cuenther. A preaaatatloa of Pair Fight lng-

a method of resolving conflicts la which both people winj useful for couples,

parents, teachera, ate.

3:00 - 4:00 p. a. Marka Mssdow 173 6103 3

BALANCE OP TIX EMOTIONS. ARICA Institute. Exerclees 4 techniques for awaken-

ing the heart 4 opening ourselves to positive emotional atataa. Mantra, mudrss,

breathing, asdltstlon, concentration, 4 the practical traasaisslon of love aa

enargy are Introduced.

3:00 - 4:00 p.p. L-Sheped Rooa M31 5

EXTENDED CAMPUS PRDCRAM AT SIMON'S ROCK. Kyle Haver, Aurelle Scott. Students

froa the college who have participated in the Eateadad Campus Prograa will

describe their experiences 4 the prograa in general.

3:00 - 4:00 p. a. Marka Meadow 147 6021 3

NEW PUBLIC PROGRAM IN THE HUMANITIES. Nat Reed. Description of new federal

prograa In Massachusetts applying the humanities to public Issues plus question*

6 an—'are.

3:00 - 4:00 p. a. Marka Maedow 150

COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE LAWS. J seas Lane,

ren to ettend school? The preeenter think* not

proa 4 cons

.

3:00 - 4:00 p. a. Rooa 2LA

6084 5

Should the state compel chlld-

Partlclpaate will discuss

WHAT ARE WE REALLY WATCHING ON TELEVISION,
lng television visual*.

Til

6128
Reg Daaerell 4 Phil "orris.

Lex

3

Dleect-

20.

10
12t00 - 2t00 p. a. Marka Meadow 169 6093

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION 4 THE COALS OF OPEN EDUCATION. Wendy Shockett.

12-00 - 2:00 p. a. Marks Mesdow 152 6184 10

wrPZN IN SPORT: A MOVEMENT WHICH IS HERE TO STAY. Dr. Vivian Barfleld, Coach

Dick Garter. Dr. Carol Olealebv. A sport psychologist, s lacroeee coach 4 an

athletic director conduct e panel discussion on ths current booa in woaen a

aporte.

12:00 - 3:00 p. a. Marka Meadow Cafeteria 6078(2) 15

PSYCHODRAMA AS A LEARNING TOOL. Jo-Leslie Hlrsch. This experlsntlsl workshop

will examine soas usss of rols plsylng 4 psychodrsaa In classrooa 4 counseling

situations. Spontsneous fun with theatre teehnlquee.

12-00 - 3:00 p. a. Coaputer Area 6152

FIW1RONMENTAL VALUES ANALYSIS. Robert Powers 4 Elliot Jacobaon. This Envlron-

mentsl Analysis is coeputer easlated 4 will help pertlclpente determine their

environmental lspsct.

12:30 - 2:00 p. a. Rooa 226-228 6200 8

CLINICAL SUPERVISION. Pete Mattailiano. A model of non-threetenlng supervision

with the goal of helping teechcra Improve instruction.

12 30 - 2:00 p. a. Marks Meadow 148 6056

CURRENT PRACTICE OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION. Norman C. fold. Discussion of issues

of coaaunlty aa instructor 4 claasrooa, lsnguage sepsrstlon, teacher-skills for

support of vsrietles of linguistic 4 culture-bound behsvlors, the naturs of

first 4 second language literacy.

1:00 - 2:00 p. a. L-Shaped Rooa 6022

HOW TO USE SPORTS IN THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS. Louis Toxtl. Activities,

esses 4 p rob leas can be developed 4 created by the cleearooa teacher for use In

rslstlon to sporting svents. Many dlffsrsnt sports will be discussed 4 thslr

relet Ion to math will be demonet rated.

1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Montague Attic 6059 5

PARENT INVOLVEMENT: A NEW THRUST IN TEACHER EDUCATION. Psttl* Harris 4 Polly

de Sherbinin. Reaaons for training teachers In effective perent-teacher

collaboration, with soae examples of how It works.

1:00 - 2:00 p. a. Marks Mssdow 175 6099(3) 5

TNTRODUCTI0N TO AI.ICA - EVERYTHING YOU NEED IS ALREADY INSIDE OF YOU. ARICA

Inatltuts. ARICA'a goal is to stlaulsts 4 nourish a new consciousness of our-

selves, our planet, our culturea. Exercises for bslsnclng body, alnd 4 eaotlone

are introduced in thla hour long session.

1,00 - 2:00 p. a. Rooa 128 6001(3) 5

TEACHINC POETRY USING MIXED MEDIA. Marilyn Zuckermsn 4 Dee Beach. Flln

deaonstratlng successful results in teaehing poetry to 7th graders using plsstlc

inflatables. tspe recordere. auslc. drswlng, fsce psintlng fcprops to creste

a poetry project.

1-00 - 2:00 p. a. Marks M**dow Gya 6196 5 {

A PARADIGM FOR CREATIVITY. Dick Konic*k, M*rgar*t Arbuckle. An active work-
,

•hop deeigned to Involve people In learning techniques which cen be applied

to releeeing a greater potential of their student's mind.

1:00 - 3:00 p.
* Rooa 21A 6062(2) 10

)IAL0CWE WIT YOURSELF. Judy Wlss. Psrt of ay personsl story as told through

ay sono-collage (tape 6 elides) serves ae'a catalyst for participants to writ*

chair own atorlea in the fora of dialogues with theaselves.

Tlaa Rooa Lex Mods
11.

9.00 - 11:00 a a. **oa 21A M14(3) 10

PBOTOGRAPHY - USES IN EDUCATION. Kathy Carlaon 4 Nicolas P. d'Osfcrsln. Appllca-

tleaa of photographa. elldee, caaeraa. 4 the photo-printing proceaa for educa-

tional experiences. Preachool. elementary, high achool 4 college - counseling

4 sdminlstrstion. Options unlimited.

9:00 - 11:00 a.a. Harka Meadow 175 6161 10

LIPE IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OP (H.) VIETNAM. Valley Peace Coalition, IPC, 6

Bob Winston. Slide ahow 4 dlacuaalon of life In the north.

9:00 - 12*00 noon Mark* Meadow 169 6098 15

E1TXT AS LIVING EXPERIENCE. Carl Glnaberg. Aa exploration of awareneaa 4 teei-

g through poetry. W* will uee our own center of awareneaa to create poena.

a,oo . 12:00 noon Montague Attic 6065

TO TEMPLE OP PEACE 6 JOURNEY TO THE SUN. New England Center. *2S++*~*
of guided iaagery w« will take a trip lnbo inner apnea. Here we will contact the

trJlipareooel^nergie. of Peace 4 Light 4 dialogue with our own Inner Wl.doa.

9:00 - 12:00 noon Mark* Meadow Gya 6045 15

WOMEN 4 PHYSICAL COMPETENCE. Sharon Anderapn. A tlaa to diacua. how sex role

training dlacouragss woaen froa being phyaically coapetent 4 what thla haa meant

6 means to each of us personsl ly.

9:M - 12.00 noon Hark* Meadow 152 6141(2) _ M
COOPERATION GAMES. Philadelphia Nonviolence 4 Children Prograa Staff. Helping

children affirm the positive In theaaelvaa 4 other*. Elementary grades.

10x00 - 11:00 a.a. Marka Meadow 178 6139 I

THE hTJMAN SIDE OF WORK. Walter Popper 6 Grace Pleaaanta. An introduction tor

undergraduatee latareeted la high school teaching to an exciting teacher

t raialng prograa.

10:00 - 11:00 a.a. Marka Meadow 176 6177 I

SCIENCE FICTION 6 THE ATHLETICS OP THE FUTURE: AN EXERCISE IN IDEA SHARING. Dr.

Henry Llttlefield.

10:00 12:00 noon Mark* Mesdow Cafeteria 6011 af

INCXEASING OUR AWARENESS THROUGH MOVEMENT. Bob Snyd.r . Gaatalt res Hist Ions

through aovaaant.

10:00 - 12 :00 noon Marks Meadow 148 6095

YTX-YAMG THEORY 4 MASSAGE: AN INTRODUCTION. Joanne 4 Robert Jons*. A workshop

Introducing th* sub] set to bsglnnsrs. Includee dlecueeion 4 aaaaage. Hear

looe* fitting clothes.

10:00 - 12:00 noon Marka Meadow 150 6048(2) 10

A TOTAL LaesWINC ENVIIWIMIT: THE CASE OF THE RIBBUTZ. Hady Roee. Conalderetlon

of a learning environment different froa our own 4 the reaaons far its possible

relevance to our society et thle tlaa.

10:M - 12 :M noon Marka Meadow 167 6178 am

OUTDOOR EDUCATION. Paul Maal. An experiential Introduction to Outward Bound

related act in t lee In education. Weer old clothee. Meet In MM 167.

10:00 - 12:00 noon Marka Meedow 177 6190 10

OUTDOOR BI0LOCICAL INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES (OBTS) PROJECT. Leonard Aaburgey.

The sasaa teal of the project 1* to provide exciting 4 diverse laetructiooal

etrataglee In outdoors Biology. The ectlvitiss are for children age 10-15 for

see In the eavlroaaaat of the "aoat dangerous aalaal" - aan. Participants will

be involved la eevaral etrataglee.

la.

Tlaa «ooa Lex Mods

J:fX - 4iM p.a. Marka Meadow 17m 61M 5

irrERCOLLECIATE ATHLETICS: EDUCATION 01 EaTKPTAIaMXaTT David loaa. This com-

fllet is discussed With speclsl ssphssls given to wowsn's athlatlca 4 athletlca

•t OMaas.

StM p.m. Coaputer Area

award A. Paella 6 David Cogee

r plsylng a variety of edacatloaal gmmss

.

3:00 - 5rM p.a. Marka Mssdow Cafeteria 6078(2) 10

PtICaTJMAMA AS A LEARNING TOOL. Jo-Laalla Hirach. This experlsntlsl workshop

will eisaalni some usee of rols-plsylng 4 psychodrsaa in classroom 6 counseling

situations. Spontaneous fax with theatre techniques.

3.00 - StM a.a. Marka Meadow Cya M24 10

LIFE crJNCXRT. Tarry Mallear. I would Ilka to invite you to the gym with the

agrsmmmnt that yju will mat talk, froa ths tlaa you aatar watll yea leave. I

will aat suggest aeythlng far us to do. It waa a aarwalawa experience three

year* ago.

Room 21B 6007 10

ItTIC EDUCATION IN TRYINC TINM . sepwasM Slmcaea. Huaenlstlc psychologlee

6 the tsachlng of huamnltlss (Utsrsturs. Philosophy, etc.)

3:00 - StM p.m. Harka Meadow 177 4112 10

LIFE STYLE PLANN1NC FOR ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL PEOPLE. Leonard Smith. A workshop

isilsxn-* prlmsrlly for altarmatlva school people Interested In exploring waye

of aaklag better personsl life choices - and how schools can support 4

aacomrsge tela life pi analog.

StM - StM p.a. Mark* Meadow 178 4113 10

SIMULATION FOR FLANNINC Al ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL. Mike Walker 4 Mike Bsrkhurst .

Croup should he limited to folks who haven't worked In elteraatlve schools

before. The slaulstlon will csntsr sround actually psrt lclpst lng la th*

plane lng of an alternative achool.

3:00 - StM p.m. Mark* Meadow 147 4130 10

READING - THEORY 4 PRINCIPLES IH DEVELOPING READING GAMES. Betty Nlsdorode.

Time ssvlng strsteglee la gam* deelgn 4 constructions. Teehnlquee baaed on

current reeeerch for laproving resdlng language Inst ruct lonsl gam* strsteglee.

3:00 - 5:M p.m. Marks Meadow 152 4146 10

VALUES CLARIFICATION. Philadelphia Noavlolanc* 4 Children Program Staff.

3:00 - StM p. a. Montagu* Attic 6168 10

AMNESTY. Valley Peace Coelltlon 4 Frank Doraaa. Discussion of why series ty 1*

crucial for th* DS. P. Doraen la a Proteetaat clergy loag active In th* anti-

war movement.

4:00 - 5:00 p. a. Mark* Meadow Auditorium
MASCULINITY IN AMERICA - A FILM PREMIERE. LI

ecreealag of "Man's Live*", e new documentary flla about growing up aala - the

expectation* 4 deaande that ahape the rolee 4 behsvlor of sen in our society.

4tM - 6:30 p.m. Rooa 128 6058 13

CraaajNiTT-BASED TEACHER EDUCATION. Staff of ECS. TI.e Educetlon for Coaeunltv

Service Teacher Education Prograa at Felaouth, Mass. uses both formal 4 non-

formal (coaaunlty) field experlencee in e unified epproach to developing an

expanded model of leeching 4 learning.

3:00 6096(3) 10

aa" an Interactive

3:00 - StM p.m.

Brsndon

.

6038 5

First Massachusetts

Time Roci*. Lex
21.

Mods

1:00 - 3:00 p.m. Marks Mesdow 177 6035(2) 10
NFVF.ST DEVELOPMENTS IN VALUES CLARIFICATION. Sidney Simon. A look st whst haa
bean the phenomenon of Values Clarification: where It haa basn 4 where it is
going.

1:00 - 1:00 p.m. Marks Meadow 147 6032(2) 10
TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS FOR EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS. Claudlne Wilder 4 Vln Calla.
Transactional analvsls Is presented ss s multi-model spprosch to lmprovlne the
milieu of the classroom, the school 4 the organize: lonsl system. Brief
lectursttes 4 exercises will be the format.

1:00 - 3:00 p.m. Marks Mesdow 150 6148(2) 10
LESSONS OF INDOCHINA FOR HIGH SCHOOL CLASSES. Indochlns Curriculum Croup. With
slide show.

1:00 - 3:00 p.m. Room 21B 6165(2) 10

FILM: YEAR OF THE TIGER. Vsl ley Pescs Coslltlon 4 Frsncss Crowe. Video-tape
of the flla. Life thla past yesr In the Democratic Republic of (N.) Vietnam.
Discussion with Ms. Crowe 6 field stsff of A.F.S.C.

1:00 - 4:00 p. a. Marks Mesdow 176 6051 15
RACISM CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING FOR WHITES. Anne Wstt. A sequence of experiences
designed to rslse white awareness of our role In fostering snd/or hindering
ths demise of lndlvldusl 4 Inst 1 tut lonsl rscism.

1:00 - 4:00 p.m. Marks Mesdow Auditorium 6134 15
PLAY SPACES TO MEET THE SPECIAL NEEDS OF ALL CHILDREN. Steen Eabensen 4 Elsine
Ostroff. This workshop Is designed to provide a context for people who are
concerned about the quality of children's plsv In their cosarunlty. A brief
hlstoricsl overview of children's plsy in s vsrlety of settings In this country
4 Europe will estebllsh s frame of reference for the participants. Through
present st Ions , media, 4 snail group discussion we will focus on the skills,
techniques 4 environments which encourags children. Including those with
speclsl needs, to play 4 learn.

201:00 - 5:00 p.m. Marks Meadow 167 6151
EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVES TO CORRECTIONS. Model Education Program. Guards,
lnsistes 6 student Inmates will discus* vsrlous sspects of the Model Education
Program at the Berkshire House of Corrections, (workshops - student lnaste
progrsa, project off drugs, sfter csre program)

.

2:00 - 3:00 p.m. Room 226-228 6063(2)
A CRITIQUE OF HUMANISTIC ED. Mike Berkowlti. I would like to discuss some
possible paradoxes (structure, behsvlorlsm, manlpulstlon, power) 4 some llmlti
tlons (students, schools, socisty) of humanistic cd.

2:00 - 3:00 p. a. Marks Mesdow 175 6101

BALANCE OF THE MIND. ARICA Institute. Exercises 6 techniques for clearing 4

calalng the alnd, allowing It to serve rsther then rule us.

2:00 - 3:00 p.m. Marks Mesdow 178 6094
PRESCRIPTIVE COUNSELING. Judith Souwelne, spe lal ad. teacher 6 counaelor,
Csrol Rundberg 4 Ron Frederlckson. A new rnle model for elementary achoela.

2:00 - 3:00 p.m. Room 128 6077

AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF THE SCHOOL STRUCTURE. Nathaniel S. French.
Medlevsl hierarchies die slowly 6 the rights of man remain too often no more
than a hope for the future.

2:00 - 3:00 p.m. Marks Mssdow 152 6040 5

PARENTRY 4 THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD: A MEDIATED APPROACH. Allison Rossett. Open-
ended visusls depicting parents 4 thslr exceptlonsl (learning dlaabled, mentally

1

1

12.

Tim. , Room u" *
11:00 - 12:00 noon Rooa 21c

6089(2) 5

MEDITATION: THE "HUMAN" EXPERIENCE. Mvlne Information Center. Speakers will

discuss aeditation called "knowledge" (tsught by Guru MaharaJ Jl) 4 how thle

experience can be celled "the" human experience.

11:00 - 12:00 noon Rooa 122 607^ *

THE ROLE OF THE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL. Nathaniel S. French. A discussion of the

opportunities for experiments in the independent school 6 the effect of

experimental efforte on public education.

11:00 - 12:00 noon L-Shaped Room
6018(3) 5

HOW TO USE THE UNIVERSITY 4 THE ED. SCHOOL. Harold Waahburn. Dialogue 4 dlacua-

alon with participants about how to ttt what you want 4 need out of the univer-

sity 4 the Ed. School. We'll review specific exaaplee of how people have

really used thla place to learn.

11:00 - 12:00 noon Marks Mesdow 147 *H* 5

A NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS. Robert

Mackln. A dlacuaalon 4 presentation f the growing range of optione in Public

education todey. A look at the prograaa, the probleaa 4 the future possibili-

ties of alternative achoola asking a significant lspsct on public educetlon.

11:00 - 12:00 noon Room 21B 6003 5

"1956 6 1974: PERSON 4 PROCESS" FUlae f.owengard. Thla "Social Studlee" courae
waa designed for last year's aenlors who studied the year of their birth 4

tried to aaaeaa changes 4 continuities,

11:00 - 12:00 noon Marks Meadow 178 6158(3) 5

A ROAD SCHOLAR COMES BACK. John M. Adams. The relationship between hitch-
hiking 4 eoae good goala for education.

11:00 - 12:30 p. a. Marks Mesdow 176 6140(2) 8
UNIQUE PHENOMENA IN ISRAELI EDUCATION. Shauel Govreen. Historical, aoclal 4
econoaic development of country producing need for lnnovetive educational experi-
mentation resulting in ever-changing educational Institutions froa head-atart
thru adult literacy.

11:00 - 1:00 p. a. Rooa 128 6023 10
HOW TO BEGIN A COOPERATIVE COMMUNITY THAT LASTS 4 LOVES. Tarry Mollner. Three
yeara ago I began a coamunlty in Boston of 17 people - average age la 30 - baaed
on "trust 6 conacloueneee ralanlng" rsther than the rotating achedule. Con-
sensual agreements are beeed on trust la voluntary action 4 group caring. Love
haa deepened 4 peraonal growth has been remarkable. I am now beginning a more
lntenee community - eech responsible for aelf (cepiteliem) with commonly owned
property 4 buslnseees(soclallaa) as each is able - evolutionary eoclallea. Will
ahare preaent experience 4 vision & answer questions.

11:00 - 1:00 p. a. Marka Meadow Auditorium 4117 10

"COUNT US IN" - A NEW TV MATH PROGRAM. Dr. Juan Caban. A preview of a Pall 1975/
74 PBS televlelon program directed toward minority children 4 deellng with aath
In real situation*. And handa-on activities to accoapany prograaa. Target
population: 8-11 yeara, prlmsrlly Black 4 Hlspenlc children.

11:00 - 1:00 p.m. Room 21A 4149 10
FANTASY THEATRE. Nlela Horn. Partlclpante will be guided in a fantaay which
will fore the base for e nuaber of experlencee Including Gaatalt work, expres-
sive aedla such ea sound 4 movement

, staging, tremepersonal insights, 4 encounter.
Dreams csn be used aa well, or fevorlte fairy talea. Limit: 20.

11:00 - 1:00 p. a. Marka Meadow 175 6166(2) 10
CHILDREN IN SOUTH VIETNAM. Valley PMCe Coalition. Pat Wleland 6 Annette Townley.

Tlaa Koo*

9:00 - 10 :M a.a. Xooa 122 6018(3) S

HOW TO USE THE UNIVERSITY 4 THE ED. SCHOOL. Harold Waahburn. Dialogue 4 dle-

cueeion with participants about how to gat what you want 4 need out of the

University 4 the Ed. School. We'll review specific exaaplee of how people

heve really used thle place to lean.

9:00 - 10:M a.a. Room 128 4M1(3) $

TEACHING PEOTXT USING MIXED MEDIA. Marilyn Zuckermsn 4 Dee Beech. Film

demonetretlng *ucc*..ful reeulte In teaching neetry to 7th grader* using plastic

lnflstabl.s. tape recorder*, auelc. drawing, face painting 4 prope to create a

13.
Tim* too. Lam Mods

MOVIE, "Puppeteers of S. Vietnam"; dlacuaalon of Ufa In Vietnam, the baby air
lift 6 aid for Vietnamese by Vietnamese.

12:M - 1(00 p. a. L-Shaped Room 6025 5
RECRUITMENT OP ADULT EDUCATION STIJDEITS. Art Ellison. Th* workshop will explore
technique* for recruiting etudenta for all levels of adult ad. prograaa. Efforts
that have bean eucceaaful In an urban aettlng will be dlacuaaed.

12:00 - 1:00 p.m. Room 122 6057 5
RECIPE FOR A BILINGUAL TEACHER. Susan Vllchea.. Th* focus of thla prsssntstlon
la to introduce the need, characterletlca, 4 laportance of bilingual teachers,
ea agenta for the conatructlon of a truly plurallat aoclety. -

12:00 - 1:00 p. a. Room 21B 6087 5
A VIDEO TAPE OF THE ADULT LEARNING CENTER, PEABODY, MASS. Carl Mat tsrocchls.

12:00 - 1:00 p. a. Marka Meedow 178 6131 S
DIAGNOSIS OP READING. Helen W. Turner. Examining 6 learning to uee various
diagnostic tools.

12:00 - 1:00 p. a. Marks Meadow 177 6125 S
INTRODUCTION TO THE LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE APPROACH. Linda Pratt. Thla presenta-
tion will be an Introductory lecture/dlecuaalon for thoee individuals who are
unfamiliar with the lsnguage experience approach to reading.

12:00 - 1:30 p. a. Rooa 21C 6081(3) 8
CHILDREN IN CHINA TODAY. Dr. Alfred L. Ksrlaon. A slide talk oa ay tour of
the People's Republic of China.

12:00 - 2:00 p.m. Marka Meadow 148 6026 10
OPEN APPROACHES IN TEACHINC A HUMANITIES COURSE. Jean Lonergaa 6 Wllllsa Haggerty.

12:00 - 2:00 p. a. Rooa 226-228 6060 10
AXE NEWSPAPERS FRIENDS OR FOES OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS? Polly deSherblnla. The care
6 feeding of your local newspaper: some akilla 6 approaches. Share your
probleaa. What editors aay.

12:00 - 3:00 p. a. Marks Meadow Gym 6M4 19
CLOWN WORKSHOP. Elisabeth Prager. Aa introduction to clowning aa a flaa art
4 theatre event for children. Pantomime, aeke-up teehnlquee, performance by
partlclpante at and.

12:00 - 3:00 p.m. Marks Meadow 147 6M2 IS
UNIFIED STUDIES - INTERDISCIPLINARY COLLEGE TEACHINC. Program ataff. Unified
Studlee. Workshop for people Interested In the faataay 4 reality of team
teaching In an Interdisciplinary college program using leaning contracts.

12:00 - 3:00 p. a. Marks Meadow ISO 4047 19
ENHANCING POSITIVE SELF-CONCEPTS. Hew England Canter. Ma will experience a

' variety of ae lf-enhencing exercises drawn from gee

t

alt, body work, paychoaynthe-
ele, guided fantasv, group chanting, sensory awareneaa, art.

! 1:00 - 2:00 p. a. loon 128 6019 S

SCHOOLS FOR PARENTS. Alao Jarveaoo. A popular Soviet educational event -

Schools for Parent a. Should School of Education extend lta service* (other than

granting degrees) outside of campus cosamailty?

1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Marks Meadow 17S 6099(3) S

INTRODUCTION TO ARICA - EVERYTHING TOO NEED IS ALREADY INSIDE YM. ARICA Insti-

tute. ARICA' e geal la to atlawlata 4 nourish s aaw consciousness of ourselves,
our planet, our culturea. Eaarclaas for balancing body, alnd 4 emotions are
Introduced la thle hoar loag session.

Tims Room Lex

18.

Tlaa Rooa Lex

9:00

9:00 - 10:00

Mark* Meadow 178 6155
poetry project.

- 10:M a.a. isrks -?. . -

WHAT SIWIFICANT PROBLEMS DOES AN AMERICAN TEACHER PACE 01 4 OFF THE JOB IN

AFRICA? Dick Ultn, Carol Martin. Nana Seahihe, 4 Moae Tlltendero.

- 10 :M a.a. Marks Meadow 174 H5*

REFUCEE PROBLEM. Kotaho Dube. Tenser. Chodek. Nana Seahlbe. M. am. • panel

preeentetloo on the Issues of refugees, cltlmenahlp 4 statehood. The peoel
present st ion on the ieeuse of refugee*.
will slso look st the issues of the educetlon of refugee populations

9:00 - 10:00 s. a. Harka Meadow 177 •!*'

NON-FORMAL EDUCATION: A RANGE OF CONCEPTS 4 PHILOSOPHIES

S

David Elneey 4 panel.

4157(3) 5

Traditional atudeat-
9:00 - 10:00 a.m. Marks Meedow ISO

COLLECTIVE BARCAIN1NC IN THE CLASSROOM. John M.

teacher planning takes a aaw form 4 becomes meaningful.

9:00 - 11:00 a.a. 1/-Shap*d Room 6030(2) 10

CREATIVE PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT. Alts La Townee, Nancy Stuart. P*ychoaymth**l*

1* a way of learning to direct one's growth. This Is s harmonic intereratlon

of the whole personality: the phyelcsl, emotional, mental 4 aplrltual aapecta

of our eelf.

9:00 - 11 :M a.a. «ooa 21A 4014(3) H
PHOTOGRAPHY - USES IN EDUCATION. Kathy Carlson 4 Nicolas P. d'Ombraln.

Application* of photographa. elides, caaeraa 4 the photo-printing proceee for

educst lonsl experlencee. Preechool. elementary, high school 4 college -

counseling 4 sflsnnlstratlon. Options unlimited.

Room 21B 6054 10

A GUIDE TO COaapjNiTY EXPLORATION. Ollvls Rovlnescu 4 Clifton Rlggles. Small

workshop deellng with written expressions of Montreal children ee they relate

to their communltv. (An sudio-visual oreaentat Ion) .

- 11M .... loam 21C 6166(2) 10

CHILDREN IN SOUTH VIETNAM. Valley Peece Coelltlon. Pet VUlmti **""•"«

Townley. Movie - "Puppeteers on I. Vietnam". Diacueelon of life in Vietnam,

the beby elr lift 4 aid for Vletnasese by Vietnaaaee.

11:00 ... Mark. Meadow 175 6010

'INNER CITY" HEAD-START DAY CASI PROGRAM. Helen A. Knowlton

10:00 - 11:00 a.a. Marka Meedow 1S2 4181 S

RE- EVALUATION OF THE ROLE OF SPORT 4 PHYSICAL EDUCATION THROUCNOIT TNI DIFFERENT
LEVELS OP EDUCATION. Bill MacCafferty.

10:00 - 12:00 noon Montague Attic 4073 10
EXPLORING VALUES IN SIX ROLE ISSUES. JuHy Marsh. A safe experience of
etrataglee to put you In touch with your feelings surrounding eex role Issues.

10:00 - 12:00 noon Marka Meadow 148 4049(2) 10
BEYOND HUMANISTIC EDUCATION: APPROACHES TO THE TRANSPERSONAL . Haw England Center.
In thla experiential eeee Ion, we will explore various epproachee to tranapersooel
educetlon through Alkldo concept e, Arlca exerclees. aeditation, chanting, breath
control 4 guided Imagery.

10:00 - 12:00 noon Marks Meadow 147 6032(2) 10
TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS FOR EDUCATIONAL SETTINCS . Claudlne Wilder 4 Vln Call*.
Transactional analyela 1* presented aa a multi-model epproach to Improving the
milieu of the classrooa, the achool 6 the organisational evetem. Brief
lecturettee 4 exercises will be format.

10:00 - 12:00 noon Marks Meadow 177 6082 10
PIACET'S EPISTIWLOCY APPLIED TO EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION. George Forman 6
David Euochner. Pslget'a concept of transformation la used to evaluate which
preechool curricula are actually consonant with a construct lonlstlc eplatomo-
logy. Paleetlan curricula are compared with those of Monteaaorrl, Proebel, 4
American learning Theories.

10:00 - 12:00 noon Marka Meedow 147 6124 10
EDUCATION POI A CHANCING WORLD. Matt Roehrlg. Elliot Jacobaon 4 Cladl Guy.
Declaloo making in a rapidly changing world. A concern bringing together
future studies, environmental educetlon 4 international education.

10:00 - 12:00 noon
TEACHINC NCmVIOLEMTLY.
teacher* often find the

with thea.

Mark* Meadow 150 6147 10
Indochina Currlculua Group. Discussing conflicts that
selves In 4 hew thev heve or have not been dealing

10

9:00 - 11:00 fa

9:00

9:00
\K

Slide 4

of a Cos-unity Action Child Development Prograa with

focus 00 lnterdlaciplinary progrssadng: Educstion. Heslth, Nutrition. Psrsnt

Involvement 4 Soclel Servlcee.

10:00 - 11:00 s.a. Room lea 6039 5

TEACHING FRENCH WITH TV COMMERCIAL'. Jean-Pierre Berwald. The preeentatlon

will eneble partlctpente to see how TV commercials from Frsnce on 16am flla can

be used to teach listening comprehension, grammar 4 culture.

retarded, phvslrallv handicapped, .-'evlor.lly dlaabled, etc.) child are

utilized for parent training,

2:00 - 3:00 p.m. I-Shar^ 6158(3) 5

A ROAD SCHOLAP COMES BACK. John M
. >dsms . The relettonshlp between hitch-

hiking & some good g""*ls for educs:: 1".

2:00 - 3:00 p. a. Roof 6187 j

tamatau FOR PUN 4 ENJCYMENT. Ken ' set. A 'orrner colleglste cross country

runner rflll discuss 4 snswer questions concerning running for fun, health 6

compel ltlon

.

2:00 - 3:00 p. a. Marks «ead 6197 5

SYNERGY OF THE MIND. Dick KoniceV 1
Margaret Arbuckle. A presentation 4 dla-

cuaalon focusing on research which « ippnrts the use of Intultuve types of

educational methodology In the clas^-oom. (related to the presentation
entitled " A Paradigm for CreatlvP I

2:00 - 4:00 p.m. Marks Mea d - 169 6092

EDUCATION FOR SKILLFUL LIVING. Pi ' Richard Bogart?. A group discussion led

by Prof. Bogsrtz will consider the -ructure of life, the nature of skill, the

relationship of transcendentsl mediation 4 the science of crestlve intelligence

to the development of skillful living 4 the role thst educstion csn plsv In

such development.

2:00 - 4:00 p.m. Montague «tl« 6074 10

PHYSICAL CARING - A FOCUS ON GIVIN. > RECEIVING. J jdy Msrsh . A ssfe 4 gentle

tlse of learning 4 experiencing Ik* slving 4 receiving of human touch.

2:00 - 4:00 p.m. Marks Mes : IM 6186 10

SHOULD CYM CLASSES BE ABOLISHED 1 Hsrold Vsnder Zwsay 6 Dr. Lawrence Locke. *

A parldlgm for sport in the school*

3:00 - 4:00 p.m. Marks Mesdc- 175 610* 5

ARICA JERF. ARICA Institute. An h jr of Joy, Entertslnment , Relaxation & F.s».

10:00 - 12:00 noon Marks Maedow Cya 6118
DRAMA FOR PERSONAL GROWTH. Matt Welnsteln. We will experience e nuaber of
creetlva draaa exercises together 6 will explore eeny waye in which these
exercleae can be used to help facilitate the student's emotional aelf-
ewareneaa. Bring pen 4 paper.

10:00 - 12:00 noon Marka Meadow Cafeteria 6182 10
POUND FOR POUND YOU'RE AS TOUCH AS HE IS. Salle Hamilton. Introduction to
aelf defence skills for woman.

11:00 - 12:00 noon Rooa 21B 6079(2) 5
CLASSROOM ART - FOSTERING CREATIVE EXPRESSION. Llnd* J. Flint. Froa a slide
preeentetlon of children et work In ert 6 their products, attitudes 4 methods
which foster crestlve expression in the classroom will evolve. Topics to bs
dsalt with Include motivation, teacher role, uee of aaterlala encoursglng
explorstlon 4 crsstlve uee 4 Integrating art into claaa individual projects.

11:00 - 12:00 noon L-Nhsped Rooa 6017(2) 5 d
THE CREATURES OF THE NICHT - AN ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL FOR DISRUPTIVE STUDENTS. Dan I
Comerford 6 Bart Davl*. Two teechcra froa three village CSD fl, Stonybrook NY,
will preaent a ehort eound-allde series followed by e discussion of their
alternative achool for disruptive studente.

11:00 - 12:00 noon Marks Mesdow 169 6183 S
SPECIFICITY OF EXERCISE: A CUIDE TO PROPER TRAINING TECHNIOUES. Dr. D.W.
Edlngton. Whst Is sxerclss? Whst is trslnlng? How to do both most efficiently.

Tl

3:00 Marks Meadow Gya

Us
60375:00 p. a.

EXPLORING SKIN HUNGER. Sidney Slaon. In a aefe. velidatlng environment, we

will examine the power there is in building s cc

23.

Mods

10

10

With

3:00 - 4:00 p. a. Room 1'

TEACHING POETRY USING MIXED MEDIA,

demonstrating successful results 1".

lnflstsbles, tape recorders, music.

a poetry project.

3:00 - 4:00 p.m. L-Shaped

AGGRESSION IN ATHLETICS. Brenda Ft.

instruments! sggresalon & its lmrl-

3:00 - 4:30 p.m. Msrks Meed<«J

ETHNOCENTRIC I TY IN CHILDREN'S UTIRJ
to ethnocentric patterns, themes 4 -

emphasis on contemporary minority '

consciousness 4 prsctlcsl clsssroom

3:00 - 5:00 p.m. Coaputer

COMPUTER GAMES. Dsvfd Cogen 4 Hover

coaputer plsylng s vsrletv of educst

3:00 - 5:00 p. a. Msrks Mesdov

INTRODUCTION TO CENTERINC. Michsel

lndlvldusl Into asny coaputlng unbs

ourselves 4 hegln to develop sn In'

4 outer herreony.

6001(3) 5

"Marilyn Zuckermsn 4 Dee Basch. Film
eachlng poetrv to 7th graders using plsstlc
Irsvlng, fsce psintlng 4 props to creste

*-m 6180 5

lemeyer. A discussion of resctlve versus
atlon In sports.

178 6129 S

Tl'RF. Johnnella E. Butler. An introduction
••ndromes In children's literature with an
lldren's literature, various levela of
application.

* r«* 6096(3)
1 A. Peelle. "Hands-on" sn intersctlve
l°nal games.

W1 6066
!• Brown. Modem life tends to frsgment sn
sneed suhpersonalltles . We will focus on
"ated center from which to live in Inner

ilty nourished by awsre touch

3:00 - 5:00 p. a. Msrks Mssdow 152 6084 10

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. Bsrhsrs Fischer, Kent Lewie 6

stsff of the Cespus School, Smith College. Depict product 4 proceee of an

eleeentery school stsff in the Soclel Studies 4 Lenguege Arts fields.

3:00 - 5:00 p. a. TV Studio 6116 10

TV WORKSHOP OBSERVATION. Juan Caban 6 John Lee. Obeerve on going TV student

production.

3:00 - 5:00 p. a. Rooa 21B 6122 10

CHARLIE BROWN LOOKS AT SCHOOL. Dr. Joel Goodmen. Nstlonsl Huasnlstlc Educstion

Center. Beck by popular demand froa last Fall's Marathon, this session will

look mt school 4 educstion through the lnslghted eyes of the Peanuts characters.

An enjoyeble wsy to end this Spring's Msrsthon.

3:00 - 5:00 p. a. Msrks Mesdow 150 6148(2)

LESSONS OF INDOCHINA FOR HIGH SCHOOL CLASSES. Indochlns Currlculua Croup,

slide show.

3:00 - 5:00 p. a. Rooa 21A 6071

TIBET: A PEOPLE 6 CULTURE IN EXILE. Tenrln Tethong. A video show (spprox

alns.) 4 s brief tslk on the conditions of Tibetsns in exile 4 what Is

happening to ths cultursl trsdltlons in sllen environments.

3:00 - 5:00 p. a. Rooa 21C 6162(2)

THE PARIS PEACE ACCORDS. Vslley Pesce Coslltlon , Ken Resrdon 6 S. d'Aalco.

An opportunity to read 4 discuss the "Paris Peece Accords" of January 1973,

violations of the sccords 4 use sa a political eettlemsnt In Vlstnsm.

4:00 - 5:00 p. a. Room 226-228 6l^»

STORYTELLING IN THE CLASSROOM. Hamilton Bruah . In this workshop, we will

sxplors soae of the usss of storytelling In the classrooa. Included In this

experience will be the construction of guidelines for asking stories up 6

telling them.

4:00 - 6:30 p.m. Msrks Mesdow 177 6160

SIMULATION TRAINING FOR GUIDANCE DIRECTORS. Ron Frederlckson 4 clsss. Deao

strstlon of a slmulstlon trslnlng progrsm.

aeaaeeeaaaa •••••••••••'•••••
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LRTE RDblTlONS
TUESDAY:
3:00 - 4:00 p.m. Rooa 226-228 6193 5

USING E.S. CARDS (ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES). Bob Fltiaauric*. Using ES csrds t»

s wsy of extending the curriculum within 6 bevond the four walls oi-the classrooa.

WEDNESDAY :

2:00 - 4:00 p. Rooa 226-228 6191 10

CHILD DRAMA. Jsnet Erickson. This workshop will focus on activities in child

drsms 6 thestrs gsass.

1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Marks Meadow 178 4115 S

ADVISINC/GUIDANCE/COUNSELINC IN ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS. Cleve Penberthy. A dle-

cueeion of the Advlelng/Guldance/Counseling practices In alternative schools 4

how they are or are not effectively aee ting the needs of their students. What

else might be done?

1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Marks Meadow 177 4126 S

mrjH THAT YOU' VI READ IT, WHAT DOES IT MEAN? Margaret Bacon. Method* Of

developing reading comprehension with elementary children.

1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Mark* Meadow 167 6157(3) S

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN THE CLASSROOM. John M. Adams. Traditional student-

teacher planning takea a new form 6 becomes meaningful.

1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Marks Meadow 169 6179 S

POSSIBLE PATHS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OP THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM OF THE

FUTURE. Arlan Barber.

1:00 - 3:00 p.m. L-Shaped Rooa 6012 10

GROWING PLANTS IN THE CLASSROOM. David Dann, Bobble Cornish. Gardening with

children will be explored from house planta to *lapl* plants grown froa

vegetables or seeds.

i:M - 3:M p.m. Rooa 21B 6062(2) 10

A DIALOCUE WITH YOURSELF. Judy Wis*. Part of ay personal atory aa told through

ay eooo-collaae -(tapes 6 slldea) aervco ae a catalyet for partlclpante to write

their own etorlea In the form of dlaloguee with themselves.

1:00 - 3:M p.m. Marks Meadow 176 6072 10

TEACIII TIAIIIIC: HOW TO HELP TEACHERS SHED THEIR MASES, ACT LIKE OPEN. AiriNENTIC

HUMAN BEINGS IN TIE CLASSROOM 6 LEARN THE SKILLS OP SHARED INFLUENCE, COMMUNITY

BUILDING 6 GROUP DECISION-MAKING. Jack Rosenblum. A lecture-demonstration.

1:00 - 3:00 p.m. Marka Meadow Cafeteria 6006 10

LIFE DANCES. Bonnl Caraon. The application of movement 4 dance as creative

expreealoo, laner 4 Inter 1 umaieil 1 itI m 4 celebretlon of our emotion* 4 psyche.

1:00 - StM p.m. Ream 21A 6027(2) 10

PUBLIC 4 EDUCATIONAL ACCESS TO CABLE TV. Bob Antll 4 Prescott Smith. Review of

aoat recent trend*, events, literature, 4 on line performance in cable cuamunlca-

tloaa.

4145 10

Film followed by a
1:00 - 3:00 p.m. Marka Maedow 152

FILM OBI GANDHI. American Frlanda Service Cossaittee Staff.

discussion on nonviolence curriculum In high schools.

liOO - 3:00 p.m. Moatagu* Attic 4147 10

WOMEN i» VIETNAM. Valley Peace' Coalition 4 Mamie Roancr. Mamie has visited

flrat bend accounts of woman la Vietnam - Vietnam Heratorlee.

1:30 - 4:00 p.m. Mark* Mssdow Auditorium MIS 13

fsrrifeana '* FIRST LANGUAGE. Thoee* loaaar. A discussion of children's cognitive

powers froa tea point of view of linguistic theory.

2:00 - StM p.m. Harka Mesdow 175 4102(2)

ARICA LIFESTYLES. ARICA Institute. A look at the changing lifestyles 4 cc

Ufa *( Arieses, chair approach to laarnlmg, child development 6 educetlon.

sis oa open aharing of una* re tend lng of all persons present.

7lM - 3:00 p.m. Harks Mssdow 147 4132

TH ammamemmmamae BRAINSTOmHINC ON RESOURCES POI SCHOOLS. Pat Sullivan.

11:00 - 12:00 noon Rooa 2 1A 6O67(2) I

EDUCATIOH ON THE CABLE. Prescott Smith. This new educetional aedlua will be

shsped et the local l*v*l by you. Many Issues, for example, will 2-way video

st low cable coete be flexible enough for claasrooa teacher control? For

alternative 6 free echoole?

Marka Meadow 178

1 Hansen 4 Veeudevea Hair,

of educetlon.

6153 $

A preeentatlon of the diversity11:M - 12:M noon
SOUTHEAST ASIA. J

of culturs 6 probl

llsM - 12:30 p. a. Marks Meedow 17$ 41*0(2) 8

UNIOUE FMEHOHEHA IN ISRAELI EDUCATION. Shauel Govreen. Rletorical. soclsl *

econoaic developeent of country producing need for lnnovetive educational

experimentation resulting in ever-changing educetional Institution* from

head-atart to adult llterery.

11-M - ItI* P.m. koorn 226-228 *1» 5

SCHEDULING 4 CLASSROOM 0BCANI2ATI0N. Suaan Rotundl. We will explore claeerooa

organltetloe through the eetebliehaent of routines, the ellalnetlon time

blocks, 4 the active Involvement of pupils a* necesssry stepe In opening e

classroom.

Ilpflj - Ml p.m. Msrks Headow Auditorium 619* 10

MUSIC FOR ELEMENTAXY CLASSIOOM TEACHERS. Nancy Hellman. Ths devel<M)ment of

etratsglee enabling the claaerooa teacher to lsplemant various aspects of

auelc (listening, singing, playing, dramatics) lato the claaerooa.

11 M - 1:M p. a. Marks Mssdow 176 6069 10

THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE THROUGH ASIAN EYES. Bob Susukl. The American experience

froa the Aalan perspective exemplifies th* need for multicultural education.

Thie will be discussed with the aid of slide* 6 filaa on th* Asian experience

in the U.S.

11:00 - 1:M p.a. Room 128 4043 10

STORTTELLINC: HOW TO FIND 4 WRITE STORIES. Meg Durhea. Part 3 of a 3 pert

alnl-eourss. Techniques in developing, finding 4 writing stories for specific

needs 4 goels.

ll-.OQ - l:M p.a. Room 21C 6163(2) 10

VIETNAM IN THE NEWS - MYTHS 4 REALITIES. Valley Peece Coelltlon 4 Blue Canaker.

The role of journellea in the wer in Indochina, critically exaalnad^ Discus-

sions of "Mvths 4 Rcelltlee" of the war a* ahown by :he "Daily New*
.

12-00 - llta P-a. L-Shaped Room 6016

ALTERNATIVE TEACHER TRAININC FOR ALTERNATIVE CAREERS IN EDUCATION. Allison

Roesett 4 PACE students. A description of ths gosls, oblectlvee, proceduree

4 evaluation coeponents of th* City Ualversltv of NY pre-eervice program.

Focua on preperetion for altemetlv* cereers relating to education.

12:00 - 1:M p.a. Room 21A 6199 S

HUMAN HARVESTERS. Gordon Bsrksr. Docuaentstion of th* 11 fs style of sgrlcui-
^

tursl migrant workers photogrsphed in 22 ststes. Isplicstlons will bs aad* for

designing lnstructlonsl progrsa* for migrant worker's children.

12:00 - 1:M p.m. Msrks Mesdow 147 6138 5 5
AN OVERVIEW OF THE CENTER FOR INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES 4 IHPRPVE>«FMT ' S DEVELOP-

MEST EFFORTS. Dan McCarthy 4 Ubny Klemer. A look at teaching lanroveaent

efforts on the UMass caapus.

12:00 - 1:30 p.a. Marks Meadow 178

CHILDREN IN CHINA TODAY. Dr. Alfred L. Ksrlaon.

the People's Republic of Chine.

4081(3)

A slide-telk on ay tour of

It's spring, a time for light winds and bright flowers. Rain, tennis,

icemc drives. And the Marathon at the School of Education.

Marathon, Spring '75 will run from Tuesday through Thursday,

April 22-24. The program will include a mini-marathon on sports in

education, and sessions on Vietnam- related topics.

Opening day, Tuesday, will focus on four current education

topics: Chapter 766 and the impact of this special education law on

Massachusetts, the Constitutional rights of students, competency-

based teacher certification and its implications for the State, and

sexism in education. „

Workshops, demonstrations, and other activities will be offered

beginning at 9 a.m. each of the three days, and continuing through 5

p.m. Tuesday and through 6:30 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday.

Several of the events will be presented on more than one day; final

schedules will be available at the Marathon, in the School of

Education building on the north end of the campus.

Here is a sampling of events scheduled.

Opening day events on the four education topics will include:

Chapter 766 — "766 and Its Impact in Massachusetts/' a panel

discussion headed by Dr. Robert Jackson, Special Education

chairman at UMass. Constitutional rights of students — UMass Prof.

Harvey Scribner and several school superintendents will present a

oanel titled "Constitutional Rights of Students: A Judicial Challenge

to the School Community." Competency-based teacher certification

— another panel, titled "Competency Based Education — Im-

plications for Massachusetts." Sexism — "Sexism in Children's

Books."

The mini-Marathon on sports will offer such sessions as: "What
the Hell is a Gym Class?", "Chapter 766: Where are the Physical

Educators?", "School Athletics: Education or Mis-Education?"

Vietnam-related topics will include: "Amnesty," and "Vietnam in the

News — Myths and Realities."

Day care will be offered each day, from 8:45 a.m. to 5:15 p.m. in

the Kindergarten room of Marks Meadow Elementary School. There

will be no fee for this service, but children must be toilet trained, and
no older than nine.

All Marathon events are open to the public.
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Bullets used by Amherst police

Dum-dum issue: Police power vs. civil liberty

FRIDAY, APRIL 18, 1975

Steve Tripoli

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN
II

By BILL DENSMORE
Staff Reporter

The controversy over which
bullets the Amherst police

department should use which
surfaced in newspaper stories last

week is a replay of a similar con-
troversy in Boston last summer.
And the controversy would

appear to be a classic conflict

between the need to provide full

power police as opposed to

protecting — or overprotecting —
the civil liberties and right- to-life of

suspected criminals.

The dispute is between the Civil

Liberties Union of Massachusetts
(CLUM) and police departments —
including Amherst's — which admit
to using a kind of revolver am-
munition which supposedly inflicts

News analysis

massive wounds in suspects. But
the ammunition also is less likely to

ricochet and hit bystanders to a

crime, so police chiefs argue it is

safer to the public than regular

bullets.

The ammunition differs from
regular bullets in its shape and
material. It speeds to its target at up
to twice the speed of regular

bullets, and one state medical

examiner says it does more damage
than regular bullets.

On Saturday, Amherst police

chief Donald H. Maia
acknowledged that the Amherst
police department uses .38 caliber,

flat top, semijacketed, soft-nose
bullets in an interview with an
Amherst Record reporter.

The bullets would appear to be
the same used by the Boston Police

Department. That department
refers to them as "high-energy, flat-

tipped, wad-cutters" a police

spokesman has said.

Although Maia says no clear

definition of which bullets are called

what, CLUM spokesmen and most
police agree that such flat-tipped,

soft lead bullets are commonly
called "dum-dums."
The bullets mushroom on impact

with human flesh, spreading the

wound area and lodging inside a

victim instead of passing through.

The bullets the Amherst police

appear to be using, however, do
not "mushroom" as much as

bullets the Massachusetts State

Police acknowleged using last

summer.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis ordered

the state police to stop use of the

"dumdum" bullets several months
ago. Former Republican Gov.

Francis W. Sargent had supported

their use, saying his office had

received no complaints. In the

Amherst Record interview, Maia

said Amherst police had fired their

weapons only once recently — and

that was a straight- up warning shot

to a check-forger.

The hollow-tip "dum-dum"
bullets used by state police until the

Dukakis order are almost the same
as the solid lead ones, but they

have flat, instead of rounded noses.

And the flat surface has a hole

about one-sixteenth of an inch in

diameter drilled into it. Thus, the tip

peels back on impact.

The bullets the Amherst police

appear to be using do not have the

hole drilled, but the tip is somewhat

flatter that the standard ammo used

by police in most Boston suburbs.

Suffolk County medical examiner

Dr. George W. Curtis said in an

interview July 11 that he can tell

when a shooting victim was hit by a

hollow-tip bullet because of the

wound. He said they do more
damage than solid-lead bullets.

"In my opinion a hollow point

bullet will cause more damage to an

organ than a regular bullet.. .I know

that they show tearing of organs —
they have a rupturing effect on a

victim.

CLUM director Joan Tuttle told

the Record that her group is

studying the partially-flat lead
bullets Amherst uses and will have
a report in a few weeks on them

While members off the JFK Lower dorm government look on, Dr. Doug Forsyth,

special assistant to the Chancellor, draws the winning ticket in their bike raffle.

The prize, a Raleigh ten speed, was won by Ken Michaud of 496 North Pleasant St.

College head 'creamed' by pie desperados
gathered outside the student union

as the pie-throwing combine ap-

proached Howell by car from

various directions.

BRUNSWICK, Maine [AP\ -
The infamous "Bowdoin Baker"

and his lieutenants scored the

biggest hit of their career Thursday,

pelting Roger Howell Jr., the

college president, with three cream

pies.

Governor attacked by flying meringue

CHATTANOOGA. Tenn. [UP/\

— Gov. Ray Blanton was hit on the

face with a lemon meringue pie

Thursday as he was walking out of

the Student Center at the

University of Tennessee —
Chattanooga.

The pie- thrower, identified as

Paul Scates, a former student, was
quickly taken into custody by

Collegian Photo Contest
1st place winners will receive

$15.00 gift certificates

from Tripod Camera Shop

Winners to dp chosen in the 4 30 Photo Special

campus police, but Blanton said he

would not press charges.

"With my many years in politics,

I was lucky I haven't had something

thrown at me before," Blanton said

from behind the meringue. He
walked into the Student Center

men's room, wiped the gooey pie

from his face and later went to a

hotel to change clothes.

A student in disguise, the baker

caught Howell at high noon as the

president was walking from the

Bowdoin administration building

toward his home.
The incident was described by

students as the climax of a pie-

throwing spree in which the baker,

his lieutenants and "hit men"
landed the mushy pies in the faces

of more than 40 students and
faculty members.

This generally quiet campus has

been enlivened during the past two
weeks by pie-throwing escapades,

aimed at raising money for Viet-

namese orphans.

The $50 "contract" on Howell

was the largest ever made with the

baker and his hit men. In the past,

the standard fee has ranged bet-

ween $2 and $4 for a student victim

and $25 for a professor.

Nearly 100 students were

Wearing their customary garb,

including ski masks, goggles,

ponchos and sneakers, the hit men
scattered firecrackers while the

baker and his lieutenants fired the

pies in rapid succession.

Managing a smile as he wiped
the mess from his face, Howell
flashed a thumbs-up sign to the
crowd and said the timing, rather

than the assault itself, was the big

surprise.

The pie throwing phenomenon
has blossomed in recent months at

colleges throughout the nation,

becoming perhaps the biggest

campus fad since streaking.

Wp carry the products you need to make the photographs

and we know how to use them
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"In default of any communication with Armand Demers or Dorothy O'Connor— at 5-3660— in
the RSO Offke hy Thursday. May 8, 1675 by members, advisors, or officers of the following
organizations, said organizations will be considered inactive as of July 1, 1675:"

Communication Potpourri (RSO No. IM)

Women's Media Project < No. IM)

ViTOY IN*. 117)

Graduate Business Association (No. IM)

John Adams Middle (No. 2S3)

Football- Basketball Cheerleaders (No. Mt)

I'M Cheerleading Squad (No. Ml)
Sports Car Club (No. M2>
F.veryday People (No. M3)
Student Workshop on Activities Problems < No.

Campus Center Fall Fesl (No. MS)
Outing Club Harvest Nipper (No. M9.7)

Program Council Winter Carnival .( No. 3I*.*>

Fencing Club (No. 3M>
Stockbridge Rifles Club (No. 321)

Fqueatriaa Club (No. 3M>
Viet Vets Against the War (No 327)

Women's Track Club (No. IM)
Student Film Productions (No. 332)

International Club < No. 331)

Republican Club (No 341)

OrtM Roots Coop (No. 345)

CFQ Nuclear Account (No. 347.7)

CFQ Nuclear Conference (No. 347.S)

PrecisioneMes I No. 349)

Jan Workshop (No. 351)

Students for Sacro < No. 357

)

North Village Day Care (No. 358)

Polish Club (No. 344)

Weightlifting Club ( No. Ml

)

Aries Club i No M5)
Young Workers Liberation League (No. Mt)
Campus Girl Scouts (No. 372)

Concert Committee (No. 37<)

Peoples' Anti-Abortion Coalition (No. 377)

Greek LOGIC Conference (No. 3M.g)
Astrology Club (No. Ml

)

National Ski Patrol (No. 3M)
Blues Club < No. 3M)
Okinowan Gojii Ryu Karate Club (No. 3t2>

Clean Air Car Project (No. 3*4)

Draft Counseling (No. 395)

Adelphla i No. tni >

Scrolls and Maroon Keys iNo. 403)

Revelers (No. 4*5)

Fraternal Dump (No. 44C)

Dance Free Group ( No. 4M)
Unified Family (No. 451)

Imani (No. 4S2)

Lamumbu Cafe (No. 454)

Tai Kwon Do Club (No. 4M>

:wr,>

Shorinji Ryu Karate Club (No. M3>
Students for McGovern i No. 494 >

Pakistan Association (No. 47t>

Nan Shorin Ryo Karate (No. 475)

Senior Class Nurses (No. 47*

)

Strategy Games Club (No. 477)

South African Support Group ( No. 481 >

Black Student Psychological (No. «M>
Comm Homes Children Volunteers (No. 4M)
Students lor Dukakis (No. 4M>
Indian Symposium (No. 4*1)
Diet Marathon (No. 4*3)

Outreach — (ell Block Theatre (No. 4M.C)
Chinese Cultural Association (No. 497)

Int'l Folk Dance Group (No. 4M)
Rainbow Productions (No. Ml)
Classical Society (No. 593)

Musicians Society (No. 5*5)

Funny Farm Dream Factory (No. SM)
Musigals (No. 511)

RutterfleM — Narcissus (No. 512.9)

Art Group (No. 994)

Home Economics — Mitchell Lounge ( No. 913.8)

A.I.A.A. (No. 917)

Chemistry Club ( No. 9M>
CCF.BS Academic Affairs (No. 931)

Marketing Club (No. 943)

Horticulture Club (No. 9M.7)
CC Bond Issue Committee (No. 9M.7)
Omicron Nu Society (No. 791)

Arnold Air — Glpbe Santa (No. 794.9)

Alpha Phi Gamma t No. 714)

Resource Development — Special Project (No. 819.9)
Stockbridge Class of 1971 (No. 813)

Stockbridge Class of 1*72 (No. 914)
Stockbridge Class of 1*73 (No. 815)

J.F.K. Reading Room (No. SM)
Organizing Committee — Institute (No. 8M.8)
Greek Council Alumni Relations (No. S53)
Greek Countil Publicity Committee (No. SS5)
Greek Councl! Services Committee (No. 857)
Greek Council Panhellenic Caucus (No. SM)
Greek Council later Fraternity Caucus (No. 8M)
Greek Council Ad Hoc Committee (No. M9>
Greek Council Greek Week Support (No. Ml)
I'Mass Class of l*M < No. M»
I Mass Class of 1*7* (No 97*)

I'Mass Class of 1*71 (No. S7I)
I Mass Class of 1*72 (No. 872)
I'Mass Class of 1*73 (No 873)

United Christian Foundation (No 993)

The Candidate
"The highest perfection of society is found in the union of order

and anarchy.

"

— Pierre Joseph Proudhon
Next Tuesday the Holy Enclave of the Student Government Association

will present their annual equivalent of the Debutante Cotillion, the
Presidential Elections. Yes, they'll all be there, the committee chairmen and
women, the court jesters, the Deaconess of Detroit, the whole crew.
They'll be about as representative of students as the South Vietnamese
Government is of its people, and just like that government they won't give
a damn that they're so worthless.

There will be one decent candidate for President that night, and for the
first time in three years it won't be Henry Ragin. His name is Peter Lewicke
(Ragin is his campaign manager), and he's been a Student Senator for as
long as I've known of him. But don't hold that against him, he's an alright
person. He's most noted for the fact that since he's been a Student
Senator he has constantly submitted an amendment to the SGA con-
stitution to delete it in its entirety, ending Student Government.

Obviously, that motion has never passed, since we're still burdened with
the damned SGA albatross. Yes, I too took the Student Government
seriously for most of my time here at UMass, but I've earned my cynicism.
Consider:

— That the Student Senate has never done anything genuinely effective
for students except to disburse Student Activity Tax Fund (SATF) money,
which could be done by a few competent accountants. That every time
something momentous comes up. the Senate is forced to accept a
compromise with the administration, swallowing such innocuous bullshit
as the "input they are given on policy making bodies as a cheap
rationalization for their continued existence. In reality, the administration
hasn't conceded a key point to any student body for as long as I can
remember.
— That much of the Senate's time is spent in the hideous process,

growing more prevalent every day, of students screwing students. That
senators interested in their own personal advancement have stifled the
efforts of the decent minority 100 per cent of the time.

— That it is these people who acquiesce in such decisions as the raises in

room and board prices that have occurred over the past few years, and
such things as the end of over 21 dormitory exemptions. They call these
things "inevitable" after listening to the administration rap on the subject,
thereby dooming their poorer fellow students to a premature end to the
higher education to which they are entitled, since they just can't afford to
go on. These are our representatives? WHO NEEDS THEM!

Lewicke would do this. He couldn't be reached on the phone for
comment, but Ragin was. He laid out the Lewicke platform as follows:
— "We're not about to take any shit from the Administration and the

stupid bureaucratic hacks who run the Student Government."
— "We want to do away with institutional organizations."
— "We want to do away with SATF."

(Ragin is realistic about Lewicke's chances.) "We don't anticipate our
chances being very good," Ragin says. (Ragin was defeated by wide
margins in both his presidential attempts.)

Maybe things will be different next year when the election goes to a

popular vote. Maybe we'll finally get rid of a biased Student Judiciary,

which is wrong even when it's right, using political bias and "what ought
to be" in place of real legal interpretation.

Maybe we'll get rid of the Campus Center Board of Governors, an
organization traditionally loaded down with junior bureaucrats so in-

fatuated with their management status that they'd sell their fellow

students down the river in a minute (are we supposed to shut up about
them, since they held the CC fee stable for next year? Big shit.)

Sure, Peter Lewicke isn't the most serious candidate you'll ever see, and
it's hard to agree with such a hardcore platform as his completely. The only
plans he has should he win is to "demand a recount" according to Ragin.

But he does represent people's efforts to try something non-traditional in

this place, our laboratory for life. If we can't break free of the rotten system
here, when the fuck will we?

Steve Tripoli is a Collegian Columnist

* WE ALL TAKE A BITE, WE ALL TAKE A ••

•* o or* A

By JAMES A. NOLLET
I have another case for the

Joanne Little Committee, concern

— one Miss E. Garcia of California,

who recently was raped by two
men. The first thing she did after

being attacked was to go home to

get a rifle, in order to execute her

assailants. She succeeded in

shooting one of them to death, and
at her subsequent trial ( ! ) remarked
in a Nathan Halelike way, "I regret

but that I only killed one of them."
And what was the judge's

reaction? Did he congratulate her

for her act of self-defense? No, to

the contrary — he gave her a

suspended sentence on a man-
slaughter conviction)

Note the similarities with the

Joanne Little case. Both individuals

are women. Both are members of

ethnic minorities. Both are poor.

Both were sexually molested, and
both have been on trial for

defending themselves

For more information, see the

editorial commentary page of the

Friday morning, March 21 edition of

The Boston Globe. I don't know

Potpourri
what can be done for this poor
woman, but I hope that some
responsible committee takes up the

cause on her behalf.

I hope that Patty Hearst IS in fact

in the Amherst (Am - HERST —
get it?) area, and that she will be

arrested — but not before the end

of the semester. Reason? I would

like her to remain at large enough to

write a letter to the editor con-

demning my reactionary attitudes.

Imagine, being put down by Patty

Hearst. What an addition such a

letter would make to my files!

Speaking of radicals, I noted with
satisfaction the recent interview
Newsweek made with Eldridge

Cleaver. In the interview, he ad-
mitted being disillusioned with
Marxism, and stated his opinion
that the Russians "would prefer
that the U.S. cease to exist. I came
to the conclusion that they were
capable of launching a surprise

attack." As a surprising corallary,

he also went on record as favoring
a strong U.S. defense establish-

ment.

Eldridge Cleaver is a fortunate
man. Of the many millions who
have had the misfortune to ex-

perience Communism first hand, he
is one of the few who are in a
position to talk freely about it. And
whatever else he is, Mr. Cleaver is

no stooge, or an Uncle Tom. I only
hope that his words, coming as
they do from him, have a sobering
influence on the various leftist

groups in this country.

But I doubt it

James A. NoHet is a Collegian

Columnist.

Wedding bells, wedding bills

i < lit

On the front page of Wednesday's
COLLEGIAN there appeared an article by
Dave Kowal entitled, "Stefano Wedding
Food Bill Remains Unpaid." Under normal
circumstances it probably wouldn't attract

much attention to it.

But look again. The wedding was last

August. Eight months ago, even. So that

raises a question: Why is it taking so long to

get the bill paid off?

The next paragraph in that same story

contained the statement made by John
Corker, director of the Campus Center, who
said he was not aware of the bill until he read

about it in the COLLEGIAN.
Unaware? Of a $2400 bill outstanding since

August? Which raises another question:

Where was John Corker all this time?

Toward the end of the article, Vice-

Chancellor Robert W. Gage said he is

"leaving everything up to Corker." Which
raises yet another question: What's Gage
doing that's more important than the in-

terests of students he is supposed to

protect?

And finally the article said, according to

Milton Kerstein, a member of the Campus
Center Board of Governors, that the Board
directed Corker to look into the matter and
come to some conclusions (Corker reached
no conclusions). Which raises still another
question: what power does the Campus
Center Board of Governors have, if any?
Judging by the way things look so far, I

can honestly say that an acceptable answer

for any of the above questions would be
most difficult to obtain, if not totally out of

the question.

Indeed, if questions such as these were
raised about a multitude of issues involving

this campus (and questions HAVE been
raised), acceptable answers would most
assuredly be few and far between.

For example, does anyone remember Mark
Vogler's articles about alleged pilfering of

dining commons food by employees? How
about Avis Yuni's articles on Campus Center

employees and the whole riff about overtime

and layoffs? Surely you haven't forgotten

our own Chancellor's statements, saying he
wasn't sure whether student critiques of

courses were to be considered as con-

fidential information or not.

But if these things escape your memory,
then look at the more recent revelations,

such as the School of Ed scandal, or the case

of Tony Tartaglia being fired from his job in

the Bluewall for no given reason. Maybe
President Wood could possibly explain why
the state has to shed out $150,000 a year for

his Government Center offices, and provide a

helicopter for his use on top of that.

Starting to remember a few on your own?
Then there was this, that and the other thing,

right?

Now let me be the first person to state that

I don't have ALL the information on these

campus issues. If I did have, you can believe

it wouldn't take people very long to find out

what I knew. But since no one can find out

more than what's already been said, and
nobody else is volunteering any more in-

formation, it would be ridiculous to expect

people not to make judgments on the stuff

that's available.

So here mine come, ready or not.

Robert Wood makes $65,000 a year, not

including the offices and the chopper.

Randolph Bromery makes over $41,000 a

year. Robert Gage, over $36,600 a year. John
Corker, about $25,500 a year. So between
the four of them, we as students are paying

out toward over $168,000 a year in salaries

alone. What are we getting in return?

Robert Wood, as far as I can tell, is seldom
heard from and is seen even less. Randolph
Bromery has been "looking into" Tony
Tartaglia's case since the spring vacation

anyway, with no decision one way or the

other. Robert Gage has done little more than

label students as irresponsible. And John
Corker, who in the past has defied the rulings

of the Campus Center Board of Governors
repeatedly by refusing to reinstate Tartaglia,

has now shown himself to be incapable of

keeping track of a $2400 bill.

Since August!

Just how many people have run up a bill

for $2400 in the Campus Center lately, if at

all?

$168,000 would be enough money to pay a

year's tuition for 560 students. Instead it is

going into the pockets of four bureaucrats

who have let the prestige of their titles

overcome their common sense, but their

questionable actions go unchecked. But the

real fools in this whole sorry episode are the

students themselves, because they are

financing this school without doing very

much to stop the waste.

Four administrators are receiving what 560
potential students will never have a chance
at, so the students paying the bills (that's you
and me, UMIE) should see that they get their

money's worth. Theoretically, students are

paying the Whitmore bunch to work for

them, and students have the right to see that

they get what they pay for.

But past events have clearly proven
students to be powerless here. Whitmore is

looked upon as the bastion of the enemy.
Dialogue between students and ad-
ministration is next to non-existent. Ad-
ministration actt. without student consent,

but fails to listen to student requests.

Student policies are binding only upon
administration approval.

Now insult is added to injury with threets

of tuition increases, universal fees, utilities

fees and the like. How long will it be before

students collectively rise out of their

featureless expressions of apathy and tell

these people to either get out or go to he!!?

This unpaid $2400 bill apparently isn't just

one isolated incident at this university.

Rather, it appears to be more of a way of life,

and my fixed income tells me there's no
room for this anymore. It's just got to stop.

Christ Smallis is a Collegian Commentator
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FABRIC recruits

There is a new wave of cultural awareness

happening, as anyone who has noticed such

signs as "Irish Cultural Week." "Armenian

Students Meeting," or "Franco -American

Students Meeting" might well realize.

This is, generally, a white ethnic pride

movement. When it is exploited by

politicians — as the Kennedys and Hicks

have exploited Irish pride — this kind of

ethnic awareness can become a divisive and
ultimately oppressive movement. However,

when white ethnicity is controlled by its real

members — the nonwasp working people —
it can be one of the most powerful tools

there is for unity among workers of all races

and "nationalities.

"

The most obviously revolutionary

movements in this country have been the

racial pride and radical feminist movements.

Members of these movements have found a

constant source of energy in the discovery of

their own history and of their cultural dif-

ferences from those who would oppress

them.

The Franco -American Bicultural Resource

and Interest Center [FABRIC] seeks to serve

today 's need for a popular history, beginning

where we are: in our own families, our own
communities. This history — the history of

French New England - has been generally

Racism reversed?
Once again the student body as a whole has been shafted in favor of a

privileged minority. SPECTRUM, which accepts contributions from the

whole academic community [including blacks if they didn't they would be
called racist], has a budget that is less than half that of the racist DRUM,
which accepts material only from minority [read: black I contributors.

I propose a solution: scrap DRUM, and give its appropriation to SPEC-
TRUM. / have not seen any requirements in SPECTRUM concerning race,

merely quality of material. If the material submitted by blacks is so great, it

will be published. If it isn 't, perhaps some good white writers will get a

chance to be read, as they deserve. The whites on campus should have the

same rights as the blacks. If the situation were reversed, with SPECTRUM
accepting white contributions only and having twice the budget of DRUM.
the blacks would scream "racist!" loud and long. Yet, since there are more
than twice as many whites as blacks on campus, this would be justifiable

The actual situation is absolutely inexcusable and ludicrous.

In reference to Mr. Cleo Abraham, the reason that the School of

Education was charged with misuse of funds is the fact that there is proof
that this is the case [Is the F.B.I, racist also?\ If he will check the spring

records of 1973, he will find that complaints were filed against the School
of Education for discriminating against non minority applicants. The

School of Education is hardly racist, at least as far as blacks are concerned,

and to accuse it of racism is rather ironic. UMass is not looking for a

"scapegoat" as Mr. Abraham states, but a crook who misused federal

funds. If it turns out that it is you. or any other black, who is responsible,

you will be charged on legal, not racial grounds. I want to see the people
responsible charged, regardless of race, but your apparently un-

substantiated charge does a disservice to you and the university com
munity.

Bruce Jefferies

Gage and the dorm requirement

ignored. The result of this ignorance is that

the average Franco in Massachusetts does
not realize why it is a common French at-

titude to be against labor unions and to

remain aquiescent in the face of exploitation.

Thus, the average Franco is a slave to these

attitudes and can easily be assimilated to the

dominant wasp culture.

One cannot help but recognize sisterhood

among black neighbors when one realizes

that the current deportation policy of puppet
Trudeau is to get rid of Haitian refugees

because these people have been swelling the

French-speaking population. Other black

people have been accepted into subordinate

positions in English Canadian society, but

there is obviously too much danger in

allowing large numbers of black immigrants

to merge with their linguistically and
religiously similar white neighbors.

Anyone who is interested in the real issues

of our class ridden society ought to join

FABRIC to help us research and celebrate

our culture. Call 545-0497 to join. We'll be
bringing out a journal^ soon, and we'll be
offering great cultural events to the whole
university if we get enough student input.

Elly Dunn
Karen Kay

Denny Matteau
FABRIC

An Addendum to Dr. Robert Gage's

proposal to make mandatory the dorm

system for all non-exempted students, [p. t,

MDC, 4-14-75[

...It is said that more than by the superior

firepower and numbers of the US Cavalry,

the Kiowa nation of American Indians was
ground away by the grim relentlessness of

the Cavalry's approach; by the inhuman

persistence of the onslaught. While I am
indisposed to speak for all UMass students, I

must admit that the inner horror of the Kiowa

is much the same feeling that grips me upon

reading, in neatly re-arranged form each

morning in the MDC, the Ou'Ay rhetoric of

the inevitable Dr. Gage. It is unfortunate that

this person, whose objectives differ so

radically with those of students, exerts such

a determining influence on the ways of

student life. It is perhaps more regretable

that so many of the Vice-Chancellor's tales

are made topics of front-page discussion.

Why does the Doctor insist on playing the

media game with the emotional, physical and

psychological needs of the student

population? In the light of much that has

taken place on this campus in the past seven

months, is he incapable of sensing that the

pulse of the "student body" is quickening

and that this heretofore sleeping giant is

becoming increasingly intolerant of the

unequal distribution of profit and power on

this campus?

The residency system on this campus is

rife with common symptoms of urban

unlivabi/ity such as escalating crime,

psychological breakdown, alcoholism and

suicide. With similar social phenomena

causing serious doubt in the status quo in

most other sectors of 20th century humanity,

how do the administrators of the corporate

university rationalize their unwavering

support for the inadequate residency

system?
But wait, perhaps the questioning is too

harsh, even misdirected. Am I merely ac-

cusing the tireless administrators] of

causing problems that they are laboring

mightily to solve? Yes, indeed, it is all quite

clear now. All that is really necessary is the

filling of the towers and the halls to 100 per

cent occupancy [as opposed to their present

95 per centl Then, when 5 per cent more

folks are mired in the concrete Wonder/and,

the discomfort will be more widely

distributed and equity among all segments
of the university complex will have been

achieved...

When more of us students at UMass reach

a point in our evolution as an entity that

"education" becomes an empty fiction if we
are denied the experience of making the

basic decisions, then we can commence
discussion of "maintaining] human services

at their present level '

Jim Jordan

Benefit for Ganienkeh
Through this last semester, George Washington Lower has provided a

viable alternative to the crowded Blue Wall, Hatch, and somewhat ex

pensive T.O.C., through its bi monthly coffee house held on the 5th floor

lounge. Offering a warm, candlelit atmosphere, as well as some of the best

student entertainment on campus, these free coffee houses with a "bring

your own beer and wine" policy have proven to be much more
economically acceptable to students.

This Saturday, April 19th, the coffee house will be held as a benefit

concert for Ganienkeh, the Mohawk Indian take-over in up-state New
York. Near Eagle Bay, the Mohawk Nation has reclaimed a 600 acre tract of

land that was the site of a girl's camp until it was abandoned three years

ago. This tract of land [along with much of the Adirondacks and Vermont[

is rightfully theirs according to the Treaty of Peace and Friendship of 1794,

which was signed by representatives of the United States and the Six

Nations Iroquois Confederacy.

However, due to hostile confrontations by white people and the BIA,

they are now being threatened with a roadblock to cut off supplies which

are essential to their existence. Desperately needed are staple foods,

potatoes, flour, grains, as we/las garden tools to tide them over until their

fall harvest.

It is our hope to help raise some money for the support of the Ganienkeh

Nation through our coffee house this Saturday night, and for this reason a

$ 1.00 donation will be asked at the door. As a/ways, we will have our fine

musical entertainment, along with a brief talk concerning conditions as

they now exist at Ganienkeh, and a slide show depicting the nature of the

Indian cause. Call the Veteran s Coalition for further information.

Jane Smithers

your next

purchase of

recording tape

and accessories.

stocks are limited

sale ends Sat.

Aprill 8th!

Scotch
MAGNFTIC TflPt

On the F

Computing a student's
cumulative average and ignoring

the Fs is like giving a baseball

player's batting average and
ignoring his strikeouts.

Michael D. Kneeland
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Cut out for Mexico?
Are you 90109 to *t*y in th« US forever? Study in Mexico, where all

of ttie country is your research laboratory Whether your interest lies

in Anthropoioqy Art. Education. Inter-American Business, Spanish,

or any of the IS other majors offered, you will find the U of A an

p«citinq place to learn Located in central Mexico it is fully

accredited in the US Classes are offered m both English and

Spanish Summer Session— io week session June U to August 22 and

4 week session June JO to August •.

For more information, cut out & send to:

REGISTRAR, University of the Americas
Apartado Postal 507, Puebia, Pue. Mexico

university

store
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** LAST CHANCE **

IMPORTANT FINANCIAL AID NOTICE

Special (.HIM l> INFORMATION SESSIONS will again be held on campus at the

following times and locations:

1 Orchard Hill-Central

Tuesday, April 22
6:00 p.m 8 00 p.m AND
8 00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.
Baker Lounge (Basement)

2. Southwest

Wednesday, April 23
6 00 p m 8:00 p m. AND
800 p.m. -10:00 p.m.
Hampden Resource Center

3 Sylvan

Thursday. April 24

6 00 p.m 800 p.m
Cashin Basement

4. Northeast

Thursday, April 24
8:00 p.m. 10:00 p m.
Lewis Recreation Room

** \l I UMass Financial Aid applicants MUST file the UMass application for aid AS
Will, AS the appropriate financial statement and other required aid applications.

**For priority consideration, the UMass application must be completed and filed

BEFORE May 1, 1975.

6 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS
ACTION NEWS (81

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH
"Decoy " (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

THE NIGHTLY NEWS (30)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA "The Waiting Game."
(40)

LOVE. AMERICAN STYLE (56)

CHANNEL 57s AUCTION 75 (57)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

ZOOM' (24)

MOVIE "The Eternal Sea " (27)

BEWITCHED (38)

6 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

700 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "A
Word a Day." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

AVIATION WEATHER (24)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

7 30 WILD. WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS (,3)

LETS MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall,

host 18) (22)

PORTER WAGONER SHOW (18)

BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS (24)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (30)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW "The
Bookie Barber." (38)

NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
(40)

DRAGNET (56)

8 00 FRIDAY COMEDY SPECIAL
"Joe and Sons." (3)

KOLCHAK: THE NIGHT STALKER
Mr. R.I.N.G." (8) (40)

PASTOR'S PERSPECTIVE (18)

SANFORD AND SON "Home
Sweet Home." (22) (30)

WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW

TV tonight
WS (3) .24)

(38)

(24)

THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES
DEALERS CHOICE (56)

8 30 WELL GET BY Muff decides to

abandon family nest for the in-

dependence of sharing pad with a
college classmate. (3)

CHICO AND THE MAN "The
Veterans." 122) (30)

WALL STREET WEEK (24)

CHALLENGING SEA (27)

GREEN ACRES (38)

DINAH' (56)

9 00 NBA PLAYOFFS GAME (3)

JULIE MY FAVORITE THING (8;

(40)

FAMILY CINEMA THEATRE (18)

THE ROCKFORD FILES (22) (30)

FIRING LINE (24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

9 30 GOMER PYLE "Pay Day " (27)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

WOO GET CHRISTIE LOVE' (8) (40)

POLICE WOMAN (22) (30)

MASTERPIECE THEA TRE
Nine Tailors." (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

MOVIE "Die Monster, Die
PERRY MASON (56)

10 30 NEW DIRECTIONS
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
THEATRE (27)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

THE BEST OF GROUCHO (56)
11 30 FRIDAY SPECTACULAR "The

Grapes of Wrath." (3)

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY "A
Place to Die." 18) (40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

MOVIE "Jail Busters." (27)

RIGHT ON (38)

THE BEST OF HOLLYWOOD (56)

1 00 DON riBSHNERS ROCK
CONCERT (•)

THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL (22) 130)
NEWS (40)

2 00 VICTORY AT SEA "Return of
the Allies." (3)

'The

(38) ,

(18)

COMEDY

i

Students to organize demonstration

13

By P.J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

Among resolutions made at last night's
Town Meeting of approximately 2,200
students was the decision to hold a mass
demonstration af Tuesday's Trustees
Student Affairs Committee.

The demonstration called for will ac-

company a negotiating team of students

who will present the list of demands to the

trustee committee.

The importance of the demonstration,

according to organizers, is for students to

recognize themselves as a political force and

show the trustees that student unit exists

here.

News analysis

Any power that students have is in student

mobilization, they said, a statement that was
loudly applauded at last night's meeting.

'The last time this issue was brought to

the trustees it was just passed over, and the

demonstration will call upon the Board of

Trustees for action," an organizer said.

Organizers also added that, "In our
numbers we can show the legislators that we
have an interest that must be attended to

and the students will not stand still for being

excluded from the decision making process

insofar as it affects us."

irArea Viet students bitter

cont. from p. 1

are not convincing."

"People talk about Vietnam like the
moon," said Tuan, "or intellectualize it like

some novel... theorizing is getting away from
reality."

Most people have no idea what's going on
in Vietnam," Hung said.

"At Mt. Holyoke it is the same thing," said
Dzung, "nearly 90 per cent of the students
signed a petition opposing further military aid

to South Vietnam. I asked one girl why she
signed, she said, 'I don't know anything
about Vietnam but I don't want aid given.'

She didn't want to see more tax money
sent," said Dzung.

"There is a contusion as to how much
military aid South Vietnam got from

America," said Dzung, "I believe much of

the money went to the well-being of the

GIs."

Speaking of the North Vietnamese, Tuan
said, "Our adversaries have military aid from

Russia and Red China which is much more
military aid than South Vietnam has."

"It's the way they (communists) work so

secretly," said Dzung, "In this country it's

discussed but in Russia and China you don't

know how much they give."

We have had a long war — since 1954,"

continued Dzung, our people don't want this

war. We continue for our survival. We have

no choice," said Dzung resolutely, "We
don't want communism."

"I am glad the GIs have pulled out," said
Tuan, 'he American soldiers gave a bad
image."

"The communists claimed they were
fighting Americans, not Vietnamese," said
Hung, "in this respect it's good the GIs left."

The Vietnamese students agreed the airlift

of orphans to safety was beneficial. In a long-
term view, however, "Vietnamese children
should be brought up by Vietnamese
parents," said Dzung. "It's fine to send Gl
orphans here to live but, it is the adults who
will suffer under the communists not the
children."

"We hear how cute American housewives
think the babies are," said Tuan, "The airlift

has helped to make the American conscience
feel good."

* Cambodia falls to enemy forces
cont. from p. 1

Phnom Penh's defense commander, the

brother of ex- president Lon Nol, and senior

monks from large pagodas heeded the

rebels' orders and went to the Information

Ministry to give up, official Radio Phnom

Penh said.

But sketchy reports reaching Saigon said
most members of the former Phnom Penh
regime fled by plane and helicopter, some to
Thailand and some to set up an anti-

Communist resistance base outside Phnom

THE FOUR LEAF WINDOW

presents

"MOXIE"
Rock and Roll from N.J.

Rt. 202, New Salem

Penh.

The victorious rebel forces spurned
government offers Wednesday to negotiate
a cease-fire so they could enter Phnom Penh
in triumph. The jubilant insurgents fired

shots into the air as they marched or rode inhiuii miu me an
m

r+nyj^cK ines nis luck in

their captured jeeps through the streets r'PpHng waters Of the campus pond.
amidst a sea of white flags.

^ Wood, Bromery not disturbed

cont. from p. 1

Bromery, interviewed shortly

after midnight this morning, said he

wouldn't support a strike "because

it isn't going to convince the

governor of anything. ..out here (in

Western Mass) there's no
visibility."

Bromery said a strike might

appear frivolous to the public,

because of the spring weather.

"We have to demonstrate to the

Commonwealth that we're not

frivolous and you can't have

anyone saying you're having a

strike because of the warm
weather," he added.

NEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE

ON FILM EDUCATION:

CURRICULUM DESIGN AND

FILM RESOURCES

Saturday, April 28, 1975

. University of Massachusetts, Amherst

A one-day seminar sponsored by the University Film Study

Center in conjunction with the University of Massachusetts,

Amherst that will provide an opportunity for leading film educators

and conference participants tr discuss the current curriculum and

resource problems confronted in structuring and supporting a

university film program.

TOPICS
Critical Problems in Org mixing a University Film Program
The Departmental vs. the Interdepartmental Film Major

Organizing a Film Curriculum Beyond the Basic Course

Resources and Film Study

The Use of Extracts In Film Courses

SPEAKERS
Ted Perry, New York University; Dudley Andrew, University of

Iowa; Sam Rohdle, Hunter College. City University of New York;

Peter Feinstein. University Film Study Center; Vlada Petric,

Harvard University; Audie Bock, Harvard University.

SCREENINGS
LANGUAGE OF THE SILENT CINEMA, a compilation film by

Vlada Petric

A PAGE OF MADNESS by Teinosuke Kinugasa

PRE-REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED. CONTACT:

Nancy Legge
University Film Study Center

Box 275, Cambridge. Ma. 02138

617-253-7612 ,,..« -

f «_«

«

Newman Guest Lecture Program

presents

Prof. Zirr Tillona

Special Assistant to the Chancellor

speaking on

"THE ONLY FACT"
MONDAY, APRIL21st— 8p.m.

Front Lounge, Newman Center

He said the administration has

not proposed cuts in student

employment or in affirmative action

and has not advocated tuition

increases "because we don't know
yet what the budget is going to

be." He said he was "insulted" at

suggestions he would cut minority

or third world enrollments.

Correction
An article in Wednesday's

Collegian inaccurately quoted Sam
Bowles speaking at a rally against

budget cuts. Bowles was quoting a

report from the Carnegie Com-
mission on Higher Education which
he says is a strategy to preserve

private inequalities in higher
education. The Collegian regrets

the error.

.i
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There will be no

UMass bus service

this long holiday

weekend!

(Saturday,

Sunday,

Monday)

miir
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International

Fair tonight

This year the Foreign Student

body would like to present to you

an International Fair Day tonight

and all day Saturday. We are

presenting a show of exhibits and

people of different nationalities will

be available to discuss topics of

interest. Cultures from countries in

Latin America, Europe, Africa, and

South East Asia will display their

national dishes, slides, films,

dancing and other cultural aspects.

Also on Friday night there will be a

dance from 10:00 p.m. till midnight

for everyone to enjoy.

Armenian Club

holds dance
UMass Armenian Club is holding

its First Annual Spring Dance on
Saturday at 8:00 p.m., in the

Campus Center Auditorium.
Featured will be The Richard

Berberian Ensemble, a Boston

group specializing in Armenian and
Middle Eastern music for dancing

and listening pleasure.

Firm offers free

summer work info

Scientific and Professional

Enterprises will make available to

any interested person an in-

formation sheet of summer jobs

searching. This is absolutely free,

and all that is necessary is that the

student request this from us and

enclose a stamped self addressed

envelope. We do research in this

area, and are more than happy to

release this to students in search of

summer jobs.

ACADEMY
ObMUSIC

ATTHEciATKS
OF SMITH (Ol.llJ.K

NOW— ends SUNDAY!
The Original Version

at7:0A&9:15 I
NORTHAMPTON MASS 584 8435

DEERFIELD DRIVE-IN THEATRE

Fellini the Fantastic.

R0G(RC0HMAN Presents

rants^iiiimiiiiii

Rte. 5 & 10 665-8746 So. Deerfield

*F*r.May be the funniest movie of the year."
—Will Jones. Minneapolis Tribune

Reefer Madness

Showtime
7:50

Fri., Sat., Sun.

notices

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN IS

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
All accounting majors and guests are

invited to the accounting association
banquet on April 29. A great opportunity
to meet film representatives, faculty and
students. Appropriate dress.
ADVISING FOR JS MAJORS

Sign up sheets tor advising will be
posted on door of E-10 in Machmer.

Rapid Reproductions
Quality Xeroxing

$ AMoioSf.L

Rapid Reproductions

233 North Pleasant St.

02 Amherst
i5d

UMASS

Mon Fri 9 9/Sat 9-

6

Sun 11?

549-0566

Every Eve at 7
: 30 9:40

Mat. Wed. Sat. Sun.

1:30 3:30 5:30

Reincarnation

Eeter.
Proud

presentation m
Filmed in Springfield,
Holyoke, Amherst, North-
ampton, Deerfield and other
local areas.

Rapid Reproductions
Quality Xeroxing

Time is on your side at

Rapid Reproductions
Open Sundays 11-7

Amherst Carriage Shops
233 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
Mon-Fri9-9/Sat9-6/Sun 1P7

549^- 0566

BICYCLE CLUB RIDES
Even though we are going to E.

Bndaewater this weekend there art still

three day trips leaving from UMass. Check
our board across from the ride board for

details.

BUSSES
No UMass Bus Service this weekend.

Three-day holiday (Sat., Sun., Mon.).
CASIAC TRAINING PROGRAM
Next week's training session will be

Wed., April 23 7-9 p.m., Rm. 168 Campus
Center.

COIN CLUB
Meeting next Wednesday 8-10 p.m. CC

Room 170. We need members to discuss
next year's activities.

DO YOU KNOW YOUR BLOOD
PRESSURE
"FREE" Blood pressure reading

sponsored by University Health Services
today April 18 at 10-4 Grad Research from
11 until 6.

ITS CRICKETING WEATHER
All interested persons should contact

Rajindar Singh 6 1489 or Mike James 6-

1046 First Practice Sun. 20th 10:30 a.m.
East of South West Dorms.
EASTER WORSHIP

Easter has 50 days; celebrate it with us!
Informal Lord's supper, dinner, fellowship
at the ARK 758 N Pleasant St. Sunday,
530 p.m.

FUN BUS

\tthk(;ates
Mr sMITH COL LEGE

presenting
"THE SOVIET ARMY
SONG A DANCE
ENSEMBLE"

doing Russian classic and
Folk numbers. . . . .

XXX

Fun Bus people will meet Tuesday 22nd
for their weekly meeting. Fun Games and
good news. Rm. 178 CC 7 to 11 p.m.
GSS PLEDGE MEETING

Meeting of Gamma Sigma Sigma pledge
class, Monday, April 21 at 6 p.m. in CC
178. Sisterhood gift and projects to be
discussed
GANIENKEH BENEFIT COFFEE HOUSE

Saturday, April 19, 8th floor lounge
George Washington 8:00-1:00 a.m. For the
support of the Mohauk takeover of their
forefather's land. Great music, sudes and
discussion of conditions in Ganienkeh.
BY.OB
HOUSE CHURCH UCF
No House Church this week due to long

weekend absences Next week at Barbara
Oolan's in Hamp, meeting at 7:45 at UCF
(see next Fri. Collegian). House Church is a
combination of spiritual search and per
sonal growth group encounter. If you are
interested, call UCF at 545-2661
NEUMAN CLUB
Zma Tillam, Special assistant to the

Chancellor will speak April 21 at 8 p.m. on
The Only Fact'' in the Front Lounge of

the Neuman Center
INDIA ASSOC

"Glimpses of India" will be shown on
Fuday and Saturday in S.U.B at the In

ternational Fair

PEL HAM RESIDENTS
Artists, craftsmen living in Pelham can

exhibit sell their work at local Arts and
Crafts Fair early June. For information call
Anne at 253 3452
POETRY READING

Boston poets Jack Powers. Anna
Wafforlr Maxmo <;h = ... Phvllis Sawyer, S.

Fox Sat., April 19, 8:30 p.m. Broadside
Bookshop, 247 Main St., Northampton.
SABBATH SERVICES

Early Shabbat Services tonight 4:30 p.m.
m S.U. 302.

SHOW BIZ>
Help needed with costume*, sets,

lighting, sound and videotaping for a
variety show to be put on by the people
living at Belchertown State School. In-
terested? Call Wendy 256-8649.
SPRING DAY

April 22. Tuesday, is Spring Day South
Side of Alumni Stadium 11 a.m. -6 p.m.
Five Big Banas also Sweet Piel Come on
down Beer. Hot Dogs. Peanuts. Rain date
24th Heyi Paul S. L'Heureux is coming
too

TONIGHT
Come spend an evening with good live

music (folk, blues, blue grass) and relax.

Coffee and donuts served. Dickinson
Lounge on Orchard Hill 8:00. Free ad-
mission For more info , 6-6610.
WALKING TALL
The true story of Sheriff Buford Pusser

Best American Movie of 1973'' Rolling
Stone TONIGHT at 7. 9 15, 11:30 in the
CCA Complete Uncut Version
UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF AMHERST
On April 20 at 1 1 Manly Gonter will lead

the last session of the Sharing m Growth
Program Geology trip for the church
school children at 1 1

.

FOUND
A white angora cat with yellow eyes and

a grey patch on its forehead in Southeast
It also has a clear plastic flea collar on it.

Contact Ben Clancy Days 545-0263
Nights 546 7940

M<WVM <lN|VtV\IVU H
ROUTE 5 RIVERDALE RD

WEST SPFLD 24 HR TEL 733 5131
CHARGE YOUR TICKETS ON MASTER CHARGE

WALT OISNEY \Wk
PRODUCTIONS

TOW/TUf

Starts Friday

Tommy
A**,

Vfaur senses will

PG never be the same.

AnnMargret Oliver Reed

Roger Daltrey FJtort John

"<<l Mai I in

M ••<! In : .'i -i r,

/STREISAND & CAAN\

Rinny
ro I3dy

W «-H Mjl 1 |> Ml

U rd I hm s s imi

In I'M '• >"i

_ couid be bettor than
lh« Three"

CTHE ctour
MUSKETEERS

~PG
N«-<1 Mai t p m

M «1 I 1 1
'. in |

• • i ,-.

warren beatty ~

<

W«f Mai .' |i iii

\\ »-«1 > n 7 I ". m :n

JRERT
Kedford

3b&*ftf- "
WALPoTtlrtk

Wrd Mat .'pm
Mrd > ri : in.t i"

FINALLY! ENTERTAINMENT FOR
THE LONG WEEKEND!

"'WALKING TALL
is a Powerhouse!

Fascinating. Emotionally charged
from beginning to end

and emotionally shattering.

YOU'LL NEVER FORGET IT!"
—Gary Arnold. Washington Post

7, 9:15, 11:30

C.C.I.

only 75'!.'

Their goal. ..assassination.

November 22, 1963
—accomplished!

7. 9. 11 Campus Center Auditorium

admission 75 s

"A fast-paced

slick piece

ofaction

entertainment!"
—Newsweek

TONITE! MONDAY!
T TTT TT T

'

,
' < T T 1 * l "M ' ' '

*
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film times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Amarcord 7. 9:15

AMHER8T CINEMA
Scenes from a Marriage 730
Organ Trail 11:30

CALVIN THEATRE
Godfather II 7:30

DEERFIELO DRIVE-IN
Show starts at 7:60

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Godfather II 3:00

Emmanualla 7, 3
Woman Under the Influence 7,

9 4*
EASTFIELD MALL
Reincarnation of Patar Proud

7:30. 3:40

HADLEY DRIVE-IN
Show starts at 7:46

MT. FARMS 4 THEATRES
Groove Tuba 6. 6:30. 3:16. 10
Dirty Harry 6:46. 10:00

Magnum Forea 7:46

Amarcord 4:46. 7:16. 3:30

Lanny 6, 7:16. 9 30
SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Escape to Witch Mt. 7:30. 3:30

Tommy 7:30. 3:46

Funny Lady 7:06. 3:66

Shampoo 7:16. 3:30

Waldo Pappar 7:20. 9 30
The 4 Musketeers 7:30. 10

CALVlNj&e
natedtorll Academy A

~4th RECORD WEEK

Best Picture

Best Actor

Best Director

Eves: GetffaMw-ll — ; : J0

)«r SARl,A N »U M-'S SI 00

AMHERSTC^^
\ *.*

r y s r '3 i i> >J6

Best Picture of iheYear, "SSS" 1

-NohonolSoc.«iyof F.lmCnhci
SHO¥l,HG

Uv Ullmann in

SCENES FROM
A MARRIAGE

written and directed b/ Ingmar Bergman «, ::

EVES: SCEMESFROtMAMAtt*IAGt: -7 M
VONDAi & 'ufiDAY BARGAIN NiTIS • ALL SEATS SI 00

' «;' . CI i •
.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate
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By Kris Jackson

\ ciMfu. /vA/Ar'trrwc^rc

clined to turn too often to others
for help in attaining your objec-

tivM. As an adult, you may
suffer from quite the opposite
•rfturtion. you may not be willing

to turn often enough to those who
may know better or have more
experience than you do A happy
medium in both instances would
serve you well

To find what is in store for you
tomorrow, select your birthday
and iead the corresponding
paragraph Let your birthday
star be your daily guide

*> *ij a)

Saturday April It

ARIES <March 21 April 19) -
Postpone activities which would
involve you in business negotia
tions. This a not the tune to at-

tempt to expand on a convnen-
cal bass.

TAURUS (April 30-May 30)

—Rest and keep as free from
worry as you possbiy can during
afternoon and evening Morning
hours may bnng some mental
harrlstups - but not so much that

you can't cope.

GEMINI (May 21 June Si -
Dont burden others with the

diffpTulues that are presently on
your own shouUers. Chudren
eapecially **xik) he made to feel

tree

CANCER (June 21 July 8) -
(>jLSbje interterenoe can spoil

your chances for a surxessful

Saturday within the ixWines of

your own rtrane Take a loved
one's adwee
LEO (July 23- Aug W -To-

day's challenges may flatter you
- but they may also cause you to

overextend yourself Take care

that you are not talked into a
risky atuatton

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22) -
Anything can happen today -

and well may. unless you are
really on your toes You can pre-

vent early morning argument
with loved ones if you keep vour

head

LIBRA Sept 23M)ct 22) -
Vanity could cause you to tak?
on more responsibility than you
can reasonably be expected 1

1

handle. Don't bite off more than
you can chew!

SCORPIO (Oct 23- Nov 21) -
Notions too fanciful to be practi-

cal should be ignored when
seeking for a basts upon which to

depend for your decisions Look
to the past

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22

Dec. 21) -Contacts with others

should be kept on a personal

basts. If you attempt business

dealings with friends, you may-

be in for difficulties

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan
It)) —Activities at evening may
be upset through an incidence of

ill health - your own or a loved

one's Don't try to outguess
nature

AQUARIUS (Jan 20- Feb 18)

— If you are prepared to handle
extremes, there is nothing in this

day that can really upset you -

much less defeat you Look
ahead'

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) -
There is nothing like a little com
promise to make others sud-

denly realae how cooperative

you are Win your way to the top.

give in on small matters.

United Feature Syndicate

by Garry Trudeau
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Greek area

will sponsor

Women's Week
By CHARLENEMURPHY

The Greek area is sponsoring a "Women's
Week" next week. The week will be tilled

with a variety of workshops and special

presentations dealing specifically with
women's issues.

The workshops are planned to cover such
topics as "Rape and Self Defense". "Career
and Life Planning", "Pregnancy and
Childbirth" and "Women and Physical

Competence".
Speakers for the presentations will in-

clude. Rev. Elizabeth Rice, the Executive
Director of the Mass. Council of Churches
Task Force on Women, the Greek Peer Sex
Education Team, and Lynne Lockhart, from
Everywoman's Center.

Cindy Waldron, the undergraduate
assistant in Women's Programming at the
Greek Affairs Office, has been coordinating
the program for several months. The
program is open to all university women and
they are urged to attend. Waldron sees
"non-Greek" Participation as being of major
importance in obtaining the goals of the

program.

Waldron said, "Although the workshops
and presentations themselves will be of great

value to the participants, my overall intention

for the week is that it serves as a vehicle for

interaction between women of the various

sororities in addition to providing the women
from the remainder of the campus with an
opportunity to view the Greek area on a

different level."

For additional information, contact Cindy
Waldron at 545-0939.

Recipients fight

Welfare cutbacks

The Coalition To Fight The Cut-backs is

calling for all Welfare Recipients and con-

cerned citizens to attend a People's Hearing

Thursday at Boston's Tremont Temple.
The rally is being held to demand the

legally mandated cost of living increase for

Welfare recipients and to fight the reduction

in assistance programs as proposed by
Governor Dukakis. For more information and
travel coordination, call Neil Cronin 253-2755

or Western Mass. Legal Services 584-4034.

be an athletic

supporter—read

the Collegian

••*
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UNH foe for varsity batsmen
FRIDAY, APRIL 18, 1975

By BOB HIGGINS

The UAAass baseball team will begin playing for keeps
this weekend when they open their Yankee Conference
season with a Saturday doubleheader at the University of

New Hampshire.
Craig Allegrezza and Jeff

Reardon will be the starting pit-

chers for the Minutemen, who went
0-8 in the conference last season.

Pitching, as usual, has been the

big factor in the team's per-

formance so far. On Tuesday, they

looked unbeatable as Allegrezza

shut out Boston College, 12-0, on

three hits. But on Wednesday, four

UMass hurlers turned in mediocre

performances, and the team looked

horrible in an 8-4 loss to Springfield.

Allegrezza, who is now 2-1 with

an earned run average of 0.93,

seems to have bounced back fully

from last season and has become
one of the top pitchers in New
England. Against BC he mixed his

pitches extremely well, put the ball

where he wanted it and also had a

little extra when he needed it.

Reardon, who will start the

second game, has had a week's rest

since his win over Northeastern last

Saturday. In that game, he pitched

six innings and gave up only one
run in upping his record to 2-1.

Starting for the Wildcats will be
67" Rich Gale, perhaps the best

pitcher in New England. Gale is

expected to sign a professional

contract after this season, since he

will have turned twenty-ono. The

1-2-1, UConn is 0-M...Backstrom

still leads the team with a .395

averaoe...After his performance

yesterday, freshman hurler Rich

Kelly has an ERA of 1.04...Former

UMass star Bob Hansen has been

sent down by the Milwaukee

Brewers, but don't be surprised to

see him back up soon.

other UNH pitcher is unknown at

present, but could well be Buff

Young, who combined with Gale

last season to sweep a

doubleheader from the Minutemen
last season here in Amherst.

UMass Coach Dick Bergquist

said that, despite yesterday's

disappointing showing, his squad
can still have a great year and do
well in the conference. But, as he

put it, "if you're gonna win the

conference you really can't afford

to lose more than one game."
There are only five teams in the

conference and eight conference

games, so the pressure will be on
starting tomorrow.

Until yesterday, the Minutemen
seemed to have few problems with

their offense. Against Springfield,

however, they could only manage
four hits, although one was a home
run by Jerry Mondalto, the fifth of

the year for the team (Pete

Backstrom has the other four).

SCRATCH HITS:. ..UNH, like

UMass, has yet to play a Yankee
Conference game. Maine has
jumped out to an early lead in the

conference, winning a

doubleheader from URL.Rhody is

Co-captain John
Healy sprints to first in

Tuesday's game against
Springfield.

Crew team hopes
to top Ivy boats

By BOB NORTON
Harvard... Brown... im-

mediately they conjure thoughts of

Ivy League, tradition, and nothing

but the best. According to UMass
crew coach Bill Mahoney, "this

Saturday, we're out to make them

prove they're as good as their

reputation." Mahoney should know
of the reputation involved since, in

1973, he co-captained the Harvard

varsity crew.

As the situation stands, the

UMass crew defending small

college national champions - will

travel to Boston and the Charles

River this Saturday to challenge

Brown University and defending

national university champion
Harvard. Mahoney hopes that his

oarsmen will "come to grips with

the situation." As co-capt Bill

Fitzpatrick said, "win or lose, we'll

have to row our best race."

To dabble in some history, on

July 21, 1871, the first National

Collegiate Rowing Association

championships were held on the

Connecticut Rowing Association

championships were held on the

Connecticut River just south of

here in Inglefield, Mass. The only

three contestants were of course,

Harvard, Brown, and the Mass.

Aggies. The six oared shell that

carried the Aggies to victory to this

day is hoisted above the rafters in

Curry Hicks Cage.

This time, over a century later,

these three crews will take up

where they left off. By now though,

Harvard has well established itself

as a perennial rowing power. By

racing them this weekend,
Mahoney stated that, "we'll have

the opportunity to establish our-

selves as one of the best in the

country." He added that "there is

absolutely no guarantee of success

for any competitor. This victory is

worth fighting for - with it we
would win some notoriety and the

rewards would be extreme."

Bill Fitzpatrick emphasized that

"we'll be out there to show them

what kind of guts we have."

Paddling Past... the shell that the

UMass varsity crew races in was

the first of its kind in the nation and

is nicknamed the J.P.T. (just plain

tough) ^^^
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New

Denim

Shirts

$8

Fancy Used

Western

Shirts

New 4 Used

Work Shirts

Used Leather, Suede & Denim Jackets

New Seafarer Blue Jeans
light 6 dark (slightly irreg.) $6

New Seafarer Work Shirts $2.50

Used Blue Jeans $3, $4, $5

Green Army Fatigues ft Chino Army Pants $2.50

Chino Army Pants $2.50
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Look for us at 45 University Drive next to Bell's and Hampshire
Ve.ennarian

Open Daily, 10-4, Friday Eves til • '»; Friday Eves tilt
' ^

Young adult

estate

plan
If you're 15 to 22 years old.

you can start your life

insurance program with

$10,000 in term insurance for

just $4900 a yaar! When
you're 25. your policy converts

to permanent insurance at

rates you'll be able to afford.

It's called Nationwide s

"Young Adult Estate Plan",

and it's worth checking
into. Call:

JEANNE A. MATTEI
»

Representative

285 Nprth King Street

Northampton, Mass.

01060

Phone: 586 4522

^NATIONWIDE
I I INSURANCE
^^-JiR NatH)"WMO» i» on your »«!•

Nelionwide Lite Insurance Company
Home Office: Columbus. Ohio

CHEECH WIZARD PRESENTS—

0lJSHls)QODeS

ths ween tmtamskt of ci—ch wcawp nm cawtoon mbi—ii i

Now brought together and beautifully printed in a deluxe hardcover
volume by Northern Comfort Communications! Cheech Wizard
takes you on a high consciousness trip to Deadbone Mountain, a

billion years ago, where dark unknown forces work Earth's first

attempt at Organic Sanity atop a black volcanic mountain four miles

high! From Whispering Wind Hook down through Moaning Cry
Gallery, into the labyrinth depths of Deadbone, Cheech nerrates the
incredible experiment of strange beings, lizards, and broads trying to

become something like we are today.

"DEADBONE is becoming a standard classic of cartoon art.
"

Printed on high quality stock and hardbound in a 9" x 12"
format, combined halftone £ line reproduces this universe

according to Bode 's original vision. It is now available direct

from Northern Comfort Communications, Dept. C, Main St.

Smithers, B.C. Canada VOJ 2N0 at $14.95 postpaid. Send
cheque, M.O., or Bankamericard/Mastercharge number and
signature.

Clip and mail with payment enclosed

Name:

Apt no Address

Code

No. of copies:

Total end $_

(at $14 95 ppd) DEADBONE

M0. Cheque, or please

charge my Bankamericard, Chargex. or my
Mastercharge, no

Expires: Signed:

A Urn. ted Edition it available, numbered 1 250, luxuriously bound in

simulation leather and individually signed by Vaughn Bode, at $75.00
a copy. Either edition refunded within 10 day return period ©*cc
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Lacrossepeople are in limelight
By BEN CASWELL

Garber's Gorillas will have the
weekend off. On Monday they will

take on the Eagles of Boston
College.

The UMass lacrossemen are

coming off four straight victories,

the most recent being a 15-7

manipulation of Harvard College.

"Boston College is a traditional

rival just like in any other sport/'

said head lacrosse coach Dick
Garber," and it should be a good
game. They are a well-coached
team with a group of gung-ho guys
that want to beat us."

Boston College's record is 4-2.

The Eagles play Harvard under the

lights tonight.

Last year the Gorillas beat

Boston College, 13-8, in a game
UMass controlled for the most part.

The Eagles have a premier scorer

in Wally Cox, who ranks eighth in

the nation in assists.

"Boston College's defensemen
play a real bruising type of

defense," said coach Garber.
"Their midfielders do a lot of hitting

and they play a dodging type of

attack," said Garber.

The Gorillas might have had a

game this weekend if negotiations

with Army had worked out.

Army was originally scheduled to

play a game with Air Force

tomorrow. The Cadets cancelled

out on the game because of travel

expense costs.

When UMass was made aware of

Army's open date, arrangements

were attempted to be made to get

the Cadets to come to Amherst this

Jl^?1
'!!

makes a stick save off a shot by UMass attackman Frank

SeSST College " M°nday at 2: °° pm a9ainst the Ea9,es of

Saturday. It seems that Army
would have rather had the Gorillas
come to West Point, so they
refused any offers by UMass
scheduling officials.

The Gorillas, on the other hand,
have been going to New York for
scrimmage games for the past ten
years. They did not want to go to
New York this weekend, so the
game plans were canned.
SCOOP SHOTS - The Boston

College game time is 2:00 p.m.
UMass' next game is at Williams on
April 26.

Auto Tops-Seat Covers

Cushion Rebuilding

Complete Auto Interior Work
Windshields & Slide Windows

for all makes & models of cars A trucks

VALLEY AUTO TRIM ft GLASS SHOP
798 No. King St.

Installation While You Wait
S84-4U7 Northampton

THE ONE, THE ONLY

BART AUTO
Paint <S Body Specialists

When You
Make Contact
Contact Us

Look For The Sign

* Foreign A Domestic
Collision Work

* Windshields Replaced

* State License
Insurance Estimates

256-8712

2Vt miles past
Rusty Scupper on left

MIMIHIIMHMHHHUIIIIHIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIUIMIIHflHIIHIHUIIIIHII

Amherst Cycle Shop
now at 953 Triable Street

(near Tech HlFl and Discount Records)

Tel. 549-3729

|

We have a Droad selection of bikes for the

whole family, 1, 3, 5, and 10-speeds.

We also service and repair all brand of

bikes.

Raleigh-
Bicycle craftsmen
of the world

BC re/ays

for trackmen
By MIKE BERGER

Although having lost an extremely tough meet to Dartmouth 95-91,
UMass is looking forward with confidence to the B.C. relays at Boston
College - Saturday, at 10 a.m.

The secret to victory here will be the depth of the UMass squad against
top rated Dartmouth, Northeastern, Boston College, and Brown.
The key to many of the relays will be the endurance and strength of

Mark Healy, Dave Lupinsky, Tom Beland, Steve Crimmin, Curt Steger-
wald, and Toney Pendleton who will be running more than one relay.

UMass can expect first place finishes in the long and triple jumps.
Although Springfield and URI intend to challenge, Ken and Bob Adamson,
Ron Harris, and Mike Geraghty hope to finish at least second.

In addition, the combined efforts of Pete Famulari, Curt Stegerwald, Al
Suprenant, and Jeff Browne are expected to beat out Dartmouth in the
440 shuttle hurdles.

Precise execution of the baton will be the secret to the 440 and 880
relays. Brown and B.C. look the best, but UMass's combination of Toney
Pendleton, Tom Beland, Mark Healy, and Dave Lupinsky (880) are ex-

pected to finish at worst fourth.

In the mile relay, Steve Crimmin, John Richards, Curt Stegerwald, and
Dave Lupinsky will find it hard pressed to finish ahead of B.C. with super
miler Keith Francis.

An interesting race shapes up in the 2 mile relay where freshmen Pete
Bloom, Mike Hanson, Steve Ridge, and upperclassmen Jim Hunt will go
against the top notch half milers of Dartmouth and Boston College. All

have reached 1 :56 which is definitely good enough to place at least 4th in

this meet.

UMass's -strength in the distance events will hopefully make an ap-
pearance in the 6 mile (Randy, Thomas and Bob O'Neil), 3 mile, John
McGrail, Frank Carroll, and Robb Leary, and the distance medley of Mike
and Bill Gillen. Steve Crimmin, and Chris Farmer.

The outcome of this meet may be determined in the field events where
instead of the individual performances, the combined efforts of four men
will determine the placings. Northeastern, Dartmouth and Brown are

favored in the shot put. Rusty Kendall, and Joe Martens (still hurting from
a severe muscle pull) are expected to finish no worse than second in the
high jump. Although U.R.I, is expected to finish first in the pole vault, the
continued improvement of Joe Grarnoiini, Ted Power and Eric Gudmand
may boost UMass into no worse than third. The same can hold true for Jim
Mason, John Willis, and George Ennis in the discus as Dartmouth and
Northeastern come unbeaten.

According to Coach O'Brien, only Dartmouth, and Northeastern come
close to match UMass in depth. The meet's stepping stone to getting

ready for the Yankee Conference — two weeks hence.

Juan Marichal retires
LOS ANGELES [UPt] - Juan

Marichal, the high-kicking fastball

pitcher who ranked among the best

Vi PRICE
Europe and California

Charters

contact:

CAMPUS TRAVEL

CENTER

3rd Level

Campus Center

545 r 00 '

tlllHHHtllMUHHHIIIHIIHMMtlllllllMIHI

in the game in his day, announced
Thursday he was retiring from

baseball.

Marichal, 36, pitched two games
with the Los Angeles Dodgers this

season opened and was knocked
out both times. He was shelled

from the mound in a four- run inning

Wednesday night in the Dodgers'

game with the Cincinnati Reds.

The Dominican-born Marichal

had his greatest successes with the

San Francisco Giants from 1960

through 1973 and had a lifetime

career record of 243 wins and 142

losses.

There was only a brief statement

by Marichal issued through the

Dodgers announcing his

retirement.

"My biggest regret is that I was
not able to help the Dodgers," he

said. "I worked very hard in spring

training and hoped to be ready to

pitch but I'm not ready."

By RON ARENA
The women's lacrosse club

raised their record to 2-0 yesterday
with a come-from behind 7-4
victory over Northfield Academy.

After clobbering Northfield last

year, the women made the trip

yesterday expecting an easy game.
Perhaps over-confident, UMass
started the contest with their B
team only to fall behind at halftime

by a 4-3 score.

Realizing the game would be no
cake-walk, the women combined
the A squad with the B in the

second half. Northfield clung to

their lead until UMass exploded in

the final quarter for four goals in a

span of twe minutes to take

command of the game. Elaine

Senosk, the UMass standout in the

victory, led the explosion with three

of the goals. Sally Boy, Cyn Flint,

Pat Conklin, and Tarny Hagerman
added support to Senosk's output
with a goal apiece.

Mary Murray continued her fine

goaltending as she made her en-

trance into the nets after the first

half, and shut out Northfield for the

remainder of the contest. Player-

coach Lori Nazar also praised the

performance of Barb Martelle, who
although absent from the scoring

column, had a fine game.
Nazar, commenting on the

progress of the club, explained,

"We're looking alot better than we
have in practice. Our offense is

starting to click, while our defense
is beginning to better understand
the ideas of their position.

"They (Northfield) really started

out tougher than we expected; they
were much improved over last

year," added the player-coach.

SURE SHOTS... In a schedule
change, the women will host

Springfield College, Monday at

4:00. The game was originally

scheduled in May to be played at

Springfield... The following day,

also at home (the only two home
games for the year), Williams

College will oppose UMass...

Crew
women

By TERESA HANAFIN
"We will go for the lead right

from the beginning and row until

we get it."

With typical determination, Bob
Spousta leads the women's crew
team to the Charles River for a race

against B.U. and Connecticut
College this Sunday.

The 9:00 A.M. race will only be
1000 meters, in contrast to last

week's 2000 meters vs. Radcliffe.

This is a relatively short race that

should be over in less than four

minutes.

"We'll channel all our energy into

those four minutes," emphasized
Bob. "The women have plenty of

staying power."

He stressed that B.U. will not be
an easy opponent. "They won't be
as tough as Radclrffe, but they're

no soft touch."

No seating changes are con-

templated by the oarswomen's

coach — "I feel I have the best"
The JV rowers will go against the

B.U. and Conn. College seconds at

9:45, along the same route as the

varsity at the B.U. bridge.

In another race this weekend,
Rose Sellew brings her beginning

boat, coxed by Margie Morse and
stroked by Janine Wong, down to

her old neighborhood to race

Saturday against the Middletown

Rowing Club.

The Dodgers signed Marichal as

a free agent March 1 1 with hopes
he might return to form and
become one of their starters. He
played last year with the Boston
Red Sox.

Ironically, Marichal had long

been the nemesis of Dodger batters

when he was with San Francisco.
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Raqueteers string out MIT
ByBILLEDELSTEIN

It was a typically close home
match for the UMass tennis folks

yesterday as they out - pi - r -

squared M.I.T., 5-4.

With the victory greatly aided by
the combo of Barnaby Kalan and
Dave Abramoff taking third doubles
(the last match to leave the courts).

The overall score of the match
was 4-4, while the tally of the third

doubles contest stood at one set

apiece (4-6, 6 3) three games apiece
by the time the spectators had run
out of knuckles to crack, fingernails

to bite, hair to pull out and breath to

hold. If the fans had had seats in

which to squirm and cliffs from
which to hang, they would have run
out of them also.

Kalanand Abramoff then figured

that since dusk was rapidly setting

in, the time had come to break the

MIT. service. A couple of split

games later, the score stood at five

games to four in favor of UMass.
With Kalan dishing up balls with

the aid of the wind, a victory

seemed imminent, but, quicker

than you can say
pneumonoultramicrosco-

W

</i

CHRIS POST

picsilicovolcanoconiosis, the

MIT. duo tallied the first three

points and a love-40 (although

Barnaby's mutterings were of

anything but love) advantage went
to the Engineers. Kalan then

initiated a heavy service charge

(sorry about that, tennis fans), and
the good guys surged to an ad-

vantage in deuce. M.I.T. held off

the first match point against them,

but a long return made the second
match point the last one.

The racketeers swarmed onto the

court, Kalan jumped the net, the

sun quickly set and that, as the old

saying goes, was that.

The team of Chris Post and Marc

Ouellet also won for the

Minutemen, while the duo of Billy

Karol and Kevin Garahan was the

only UMass double loser.

"This was the first time all season

that the doubles came through for

us," said an elated coach Steve

Kosakowski.

The singles matches were
highlighted by a captains' duel on

court two, as Post, defeated his

onnosite number for MIT. 6-2, 6-

ipfliiii jiTiiiii-ywpiwy*

BILLY KAROL

0. "It was Chris' best match of the

year, enthused Kosakowski.

Fifth singles man, Ouellet, came
from far behind in his first set to

cortfinue his winning ways, 6-4, 6-2,

and Kalan remained undefeated at

fourth singles with an efficient 6-2,

6-2, dissection of the Engineer that

was unlucky enough to be placed at

court four. (Barnaby reduced him
to a rambling wreck.)

Karol wasn't able to retain his

unbeaten streak at the supreme
court, however, as he suffered a 1-

6, 6-2, 6-3 setback in a well played
match.

Art Cloutier turned in a
respectable performance in a 3-6, 4-

6, loss on court six, while third

singles man, Kevin Garahan
continued to have his problems,
dropping a 2-6, 1-6 verdict.

STRINGING YOU ALONG -
The win over M.I.T. was especially

sw<*et as the Engineers always have
a good club (no exception this

season) and continually beat
UMass ... The racketeers pack for

Springfield and a 3:00 match today.

Golfers continue winning; shoot down BC, HC
By RON ARENA

The list just keeps getting longer.

Yesterday, Holy Cross and Boston
College became the latest victims

of the UMass golf team, as the
Minutemen clubbed their way to a

393 total, as compared to the

Crusader's 406, and BC's 425.

The par-72 Pleasant Valley
course in Sutton (outside of
Worcester) provide UMass with a

few problems, but not nearly

enough to cause an upset. With the
present condition of Hickory Ridge,
the switch to the Holy Cross course
compares to first driving a

Volkswagon and then a Rolls

Royce. UMass just wasn't ready for

the good conditions. (Pity Holy
Cross and BC if they were.) The
greens, smooth and fast, caused
what Howie Terban described as
"treacherous putting."

Glenn Sullivan, however, was
one who had few problems as the
freshman led his team with an
•mpressive 74. Sullivan, who hadn't
played until last week, semms to be
gaining finesse with every round.

In his first match, Sullivan played
well until collapsing on the final two
holes. At that time, Coach Fan
Gaudette noted that "Sullivan

would have to learn to finish off his

round." Sullivan double- bogied the
17th, and one wondered if his last

hole would be a disaster. Sullivan

responded to the pressure situation

with a birdie proving he indeed can

finish well.

Need it be said that Joe Artman
continued his consistency? Captain
Joe, proving to be one of the best
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golfers in the East, finished with a

76.

John Lasek (77), Howie Terban

and Jim Haggerty (both at 83)

finished off the UMass scoring.

Lasek battled the greens all day, but

they put up a good fight. If not for

his putting, Lasek would have
finished at even par, as the junior

three- putted on five occasions.

Terban also struggled with his

putting, but may have been af-

fected by his illness. Terban could

not practice Wednesday, as he was
bed ridden by a cold. He responded
with a seven on his opening hole,

and never pulled together.

Haggerty has been hovering

around the 80-mark most of the

season, and a fifth man at that

score shows some depth on the

squad.

CHIP SHOTS ... Artman's play

has earned him the nickname Joe
"Superstoke" Artman from his

teammates ... Sullivan had shot a

sparkling one under-par 71 in a
practice round Wednesday at

Hickory Ridge ... Rick Olsen had an
off-round of 85, but Gaudette was
not too concerned. "He's played
well all year except today," he
explained. "You gotta expect that."

... The golfers play host to AIC in a

Tuesday match at 1:00.

The Pleasant Valley course in Sutton provided
putting problems for Howie Terban yesterday.

Minutewomen softballers

fall to Bridgewater State
By GREG LEVINS

All thoughts of an undefeated season for the
UMass Minutewomen's softball team went by the
boards yesterday, as they were nipped 2-1 at
Bridgewater State College.

The Bear's senior pitcher Pat Hurney was the major
thorn in the Minutewomen's side allowing only two
hits, striking out four, in addition to blasting a game
winning two run double.

For the first four innings the contest was a classic

pitching duel between the veteran Hurney and UMass
freshwoman Lu Ann Fletcher. During these opening
four stanzas Hurney was nicked for line single to right

by Barb Doucet while Fletcher was immense, allowing
only an infield single off the glove of Terri Pudlo.

But in the bottom of the fifth inning things began to
happen for Bridgewater. Errors by shortstop Karen
Fruzzetti and second sacker Pudlo put runners on first

and second with nobody out. However, Fletcher

refused to lose her cool and got Cheryl Burlingame to

ground into a force at third and Joan Declaire to pop
out. But just as everything seemed to be straightening

out, none other than Miss Hurney strolled up to the

plata and laced her double into deep left center field.

On the play, Hurney was gunned down at third on a

strong throw from Terri Kennedy to retire the side.

UMass mounted a mild comeback attempt in the

top of the sixth inning. Karen Dolphin led off the

inning by winding up on second base due to a two
base throwing error by the Bear's third baseman. On
the next pitch Karen stole third base and eventually

scored on fielders choice, to account for the lone

UMass run.

For the Minutewomen Lu Ann Fletcher was im-

mense in a losing cause. Lu Ann tossed the full seven
innings giving up just three hits and whiffing five

Bridgewater batters.

As Coach Jaque Elliott noted, the lack of hitting

power cost the Minutewomen the game. "We had
trouble with our batting, but defensively I'm not upset

at all."

INFIELD FLYS... The Minutewomen weren't the

only ones having hitting problems as the only ball

knocked out of the infield was Hurney's clout... Terri

Pudlo came up with the top defensive play of the

game for UMass spearing a hard line drive and
doubling up the runner at first to end the second
inning... Pat Hurney proved herself a more than

adequate fielder also by stopping two consecutive

shots driven at her in the fourth inning... The next

game for both varsity and J.V. (who were soundly

beaten 6-0) is April 22 at home against Westfield

State. Game time is slated for 3:30.

Scott Hayes

Fairness on the track

By SCOTTHAYES
There will be some type of women's program in track and cross country

next year, according to Assistant Director of Athletics, Vivian Barfield, the
Collegian learned yesterday.

Depending on the amount of money alloted for equipment, travel and
coaches, however, the program may not be much of an improvement over
the present situation at UMass, in which women compete on a club basis.

Barfield pointed out that there is some interest in college track and cross
country for women and that the high schools are pushing girl's track and
field. The recently-appointed assistant AD also said she has received many
applications for scholarships from high school athletes and stressed they
should expect some type of women's track program in college.

Presently Barfield is trying to form a nucleus for next year's team. She is

not happy with the situation, especially since there are fine women athletes
like Charlotte Lettis on campus. Lettis was very successful in national cross
country competition last fall and Barfield believes the UMass runner "is
probably Olympic material."

Track coach Ken O'Brien has recommended that an assistant coach be
hired for the women's program and to help with men's track. Barfield
referred to an example set by UCLA, where a former Olympic standout and
her husband were hired to coach both the women's and men's programs.
The chances of a man and woman being hired to assist with the men's
program as well as getting women's track started was not ruled out by
Barfield.

Barfield commented that there may not be enough money to provide
uniforms for the team and hopefully the women will be issued shoes for
running. Barfield was not particularly pleased with these facts.

In 1974, there were 19 colleges in the Eastern region that offered
women's track and field programs. In addition there are AIAW
(Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women) championships. It's

not as if other colleges and universities didn't have track teams - the
system has already been started. Barfield is attempting to schedule meets
this month for what O'Brien and the women runners on campus hope will
become a precedent-setting season. '

Much depends on the number of women who tryout for the first-year
teams during the 1975-76 athletic year. The facilities at UMass are excellent
for track and the countryside is more than suitable for cross-country
running.

If little interest is generated by women harriers and track competitors,
the administration won't be to blame for a non-existing program for
women in track and cross country. While the athletic department is taking
action now, its efforts, however restricted, should be accompanied by
student interest.

Thieu resigns, claims US 'led people to death'

Tran Van Lam

Compiled from Wires
SAIGON ~ Nguyen Van Thieu

resigned as president of South
Vietnam yesterday but the move
was viewed here as probably too
late to keep the Communists from
taking the country by force. In fact,

more heavy fighting was predicted
by Thieu himself and others.

The weeping Thieu quit with an
embittered blast at his long-time
supporter, the United States, as
having "led the South Vietnamese
people to death."

"If the Americans don't want to

support us any more, let them go,

get out," Thieu said.

"Let them forget their

humanitarian promises."

Fighting back tears, Thieu read a

letter he said had been written in

1973 by then U.S. President
Richard Nixon, guaranteeing all

necessary aid for South Vietnam to

defend itself if Thieu would sign the
Paris peace agreements.

turn to page 16

Communists launch offensive
SAIGON (UPI) Refusing to

wait for negotiations with the

successor to South Vietnamese
President Nguyen Van Thieu,

Communist forces Tuesday
morning launched a new attack on
the "rice road" from Saigon to the

Mekong Delta just 16 miles from

the capital.

As the Communist noose around
Saigon tightened despite Thieu's

resignation Monday, Americans
fled Saigon by the hundreds and
Australia closed down its embassy.

Military analysts said South
Vietnam's battlefield position
appeared hopeless after the
Communists gobbled up their 20th

and 21st provincial capitals of the

current offensive Ham Tan and
Xuan Loc and shelled the big

Bien Hoa airbase almost at will, all

north of Saigon.
Tran Van Huong

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY TELEPHONE 545 3500

weather

Sunny today with highs in the
mid 50s. Clear and cold again
Tuesday night with low tem-
peratures in the low to mid 30s.

Increasing cloudiness Wednesday
with highs 55 to 60.
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Voice opinions on Town Meeting demands

Bromery accepts, Gage skeptical
By MIKE IZDEPSKI

Staff Reporter

Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery accepted the University

Town Meeting's nine demands
from members of the Student

Action Committee's (SAC)
negotiating team on Friday. Vice

Chancellor Robert C. Gage
criticized the "lumping together" of

demands, calling them "unfair."

In a special meeting Sunday
afternoon. Gage told members of

the negotiating team: "I agree with

the principles of a union of

students, although I don't know
how it will work."

The SAC, a group of 80 students

who met Friday morning, set up the

7 member negotiating team who
would convey the demands passed

Thursday night by the University

Town Meeting to legislative and
University officials.

During a brief meeting with the

Strike,

rally,

and poll
Here are the major developments

in the actions against budget cuts

and in favor of student power:
- a Student Action Committee

formed Friday has slated a noon

rally today at the Whitmore ramp,

followed by a march to the Campus
Center where the Trustee Com-
mittee on Student Affairs is

meeting inside. Negotiators from

the SAC will present student

"demands" to the committee,

chaired by Trustee Alan Shaler.

- Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Robert W. Gage told a nine-

member SAC negotiating com
mittee Saturday he supports a

student union in principle.

About 23 radical faculty

caucused in private last night to

support no budget cuts or tuition

hikes. Also a delegate will be at

today's Student Affairs meeting.

The executive committee of

the Mass. State Employees' Assn.

meets today to discuss a reaction

by the 1,100 member union to

budget cuts.

Legislators and trustees Friday

were sent "mailograms" detailing

student "demands", but as of last

night, most contacted had not yet

received them.

negotiating team, Bromery would
not comment specifically on any of
the nine proposals, but admitted,
after taking a quick glance at the
demands, that he didn't see
anything he wouldn't support.
He also said there would be no

cutbacks "starting at the bottom" if

he could help it.

When asked his opinion on a

possible student strike as a form of

protest the Chancellor replied:

"You're fighting something for the
right reason with the wrong ac-

tions."

He pointed out, a strike would
play into the Governor's hands,
because it could be interpreted by
the legislature as evidence of
student indifference towards
stuc'/ing, thus prompting further
cutbacks.

Confronted on the issue of
establishing a student union,
Bromery said he didn't know what
a student union was: "I've read the
Collegian, all the papers, and still I

haven't found a definition."

If however such a union were to

be baeed on collective bargaining
principles, he said he could not
suppc.t it: "For even if 51 percent
of the student population voted to

establish such a union, who would
guarantee that all students would
accept the decision of the
majority?"

turn to page 16

Faculty supports

student demands
By JUD Y BOUCHER

MDC Staff

A group of faculty here have
called for "strong support" of

student demands to the Legislature

and the UMass Trustees for no
budget cuts and tuition hikes,

according to a spokesman for the

group.

The group of about 23 faculty

"representing many departments"
met last night and agreed to send
one of their members to the

Trustees Student Affairs Com-
mittee meeting today, said John
Brentlinger, an associate professor

of philosophy.

"We will involve ourselves ac-

tively in support of the students

demands." said Brentlinger.

The group, calling themselves
the Socialistic Faculty Caucus, will

meet Wednesday and develop a

position that will be presented to

the Town Meeting that night.

According to Brentlinger, other

plans call for educating student and
faculty for support of the demands
as well as participating with
students in lobbying for no budget
cuts m the Legislature.

The University Town Meeting
last Thursday voted on nine

demands calling for no budget cuts

and more student power.

The group met in a closed

session for approximately two
hours after which the following

turn to page 16

Legislators sent

student message
By JUDY BOUCHER

MDC Staff

Key State Legislators are ex-

pected to receive today the student

c message demanding no budget
• cuts and more student power

The University Town Meeting
5 last Thursday voted on nine

> demands and forwarded them
Friday via mailograms to eight state

o officials
c
a.

Four young patriots sitting in Concord square
Saturday were no doubt wondering what was real and
what was reenactment during the festivities. See
related stories pp. 12-13.

Some of the legislators con-

tacted yesterday said they have not
Z> yet received the demands.

However, they were not in their

offices yesterday due to the State

holiday

Organizers also say the reaction
of the legislators is not a top priority
this week.

The three legislators contacted
yesterday said they could not
common! on the demands until
they personally reviewed them.
They also said they had not seen
the University's proposed budget
for the next fiscal year.

Speaker of the House David
Bartley of Holyoke said, "Based on
my past track record I have usually
supported the University's
budget Bartley said he could not

turn to page 3
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Platforms vary as six vie for SGA presidency
By DAVEKOWAL

Staff Reporter

Presidential platforms for Tuesday's
Student Government Association (SGA)
elections range from inceased student input

to the total elimination of all institutional

organizations.

The six candidates for SGA President are:

John O'Keefe, chairperson of the commuter
assembly, and five members of the Student
Senate: Bob Coven, Craig Ghidotti, Peter

Lewicke, Cindy McGrath, and Tim O'Brien.

O'Keefe said his platform offers "not a

vote for rne and I'll set you free' program,
but proposals for complete top to bottom
restructuring of the SGA as a beginning
toward collective control over the programs,
events, and monies that shape our lives here

at the University and in the community."
O'Keefe's, platform includes: a student

union to replace the SGA, open Senate
elections, an upgrading of student par-

ticipation and communication, a permanent
fund raiser to check money sources, tenant

control of dormitories, a complete
reorientation of the Student Affairs Office,

and a recall of those Board of Governors
members who vote management over
student interests.

O'Keefe said, "The function of the SGA
President is to be an adamant spokesperson
for students, not to create policy."

Bob Coven, said he is disturbed by the

amount of student input.

"Of the 116 seats in the Senate," Coven
said, "approximately 90 are filled. This

doesn't speak well for a group that

represents 26,000 people."

Coven said, while he is not totally opposed
to student unionization, he thinks "the basic

core" for student government exists in the

Senate now.
"Lots of things can be done under the

present system," he added. "We don't have
to complicate things."

The budget cuts, Coven said, "are a gross

travesty of injustice. They can't be

tolerated."

A third candidate is Craig J. Ghidotti,

chairperson of the Governmental Affairs

Committee. Ghidotti favors decentralization

and unionization.

"Decentralization," Ghidotti said, "is

giving greater power to area governments.

Area governments are more directly related

to their constituency and should have greater

say in what happens to them.

"Decentralizing power," he added, "will

also better mass the student's strength

which is so direly needed at this point in

time."

Ghidotti said unionization can be helpful to

a qualified education because students will

have a definite say in what happens to them.

Ghidotti's platform includes: no cutting of

student programs without student con-

sultation, a more equitable teacher
evaluation, and committees to analyze the

efficiency of offices and programs.

Peter Lewicke's platform is "the

elimination of institutional organizations of

all sorts - the U.S. government, the

Catholic Church, the Student Organizing

Project, the Student Government
Association."

Lewicke said institutions raise people not

to think.

"Rather than educating people," he

added, "they lose what they had before."

Lewicke said, "We can eliminate these

institutions by not paying attention to them,

not appointing people to fill positions, and

using whatever influence we might have."

Senate Speaker Cindy McGrath is also a

candidate for SGA President.

McGrath said unionization, collective

bargaining rights for students, is the most

important issue in her platform.

"Unionization is starting through the

governmental process now," she continued,

"and alot of work has to be done before it

reaches the Board of Trustees in October. If

it doesn't go through, I would push it on legal

and legislative rights."

McGrath said it is also important "to insure

that student monies are indeed used as

student monies. I believe in student fiscal

autonomy. A student levied tax on students

should be decided on by students."

McGrath's platform also includes com-
plete legal services.

"Our lawyers are not able to sue the

University or carry on criminal litigation,"

McGrath said. "This ties in with student

fiscal autonomy. It's our money, but we're

prevented from using it the way we want."

McGrath's platform also includes: student

evaluation of the University administration; a

student-run - student-owned dormitory

system; expansion and development of more
complete non-profit student services, such

as lecture notes, the stereo co-op, and the

student credit union; a permanent, strong

lobbying unit coordinated with the state

legislature; a Student Major's Dept. Council

for all department decision making; and a

program to research the University so that

viable alternatives to the present system can
be proposed.

Tim O'Brien, president of the Central Area
Government, is also running on the issue of

unionization.

O'Brien said, "The trouble with student
government is that they're trying to organize

from the top down, instead of from the

bottom up. No one's ever really tried to do
that."

O'Brien said the SGA President has the

political power of 18,000 voters, as well as
the faculty and others with vested interests.

"The attempt has never been made to

mobilize this power," he added.

"SGA is a misnomer. The. SGA should

fight for student rights. It should not be a

legislative association, but an advocacy
group," said O'Brien.

Author to address 'post Vietnam syndrome'
By PATRICK POWER

Progressive News Service

Robert Jay Lifton, author of

Home From The War, a book
written with, by and about Vietnam

veterans will speak at the Student

Union Ballroom on "Post Vietnam

Syndrome: a National Affliction"

Thursday, at 1:00 p.m.

Lifton, presently associated with

Conn. Mental Health and the Yale

Law School of Psychiatric

Medicine, is a noted psycho-

historian and long time critic of the

Indo-Chma war.

Post Vietnam Syndrome (PVS) is

a malady affecting all of America,

not only the Vietnam Veterans but

also their wives, families, friends,

and associates. PVS was first in

troduced as a concept by Lifton at a

Senate Sub-committee in January

1970. He suggested "that there

would be great psychological ef-

fects that would result from the

Vietnam war."

The guilt-ridden veteran is the

living symbol of our country's

conscience. By constantly sear-

ching his soul for the answers to

the riddle of Vietnam he is an

obvious reminder to a country who
wants to forget the tragedy of the

Indo- China war.

The nation's guilt is now being

brought to the surface by the

outpouring of affection for the

Vietnames war orphans. This flood

of affection is seen as a vehicle for

relieving the guilt many families

have assumed for the role their

husbands, sons and country played

in the on-going tragedy.

The Vietnam veteran has the

most severe case of PVS to deal

with. He must justify his presence

and acts of violence he committed
while under the auspices of fighting

for freedom. The contusion and
betrayal by the country toward the

veteran is a vital part of PVS.
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Society was stuck in a quagmire
caught between two opposing
forces, one telling it to stand up and
fight for democracy and freedom,

while the other telling it that we
were wrong in spreading our im-

perialistic nature to a people who
did not want us in the first place.

We have become a nation of

troubled survivors of a war not yet

over and still just distantly per

ceived. We experience a continuing

sense of threat, of Immersion In

Death", and resulting survivor

conflicts can take many forms,

such as lack of trust, guilt, with-

Spring

drawal and resentment.

In 1972. 700,000 Vietnam
veterans were treated by the V.A.

or were referred to other agencies

for "suicidal tendencies." Ac-

cording to the Gold Star Mothers
for Amnesty, the leading causes of

death for veterans since returning

home have been: (1) suicide, (2)

drug overdose, and (3) one-car

accidents. Since the signing of the

Paris Peace Accords, 55,000
veterans have died from one of the

above causes.

According to Larry Hatfield of
the San Fransisco Examiner (8-9-

74), one third of the 120,000
Vietnam veterans have been
treated at V.A. hospitals for
psychosis or other psychiatric
disorders. Heroin addiction among
veterans is as high as 250,000.The
more conservative government

figures is 50,000 100,000 addicts,

of which 20,000 have been
detoxified.

Lifton sees the understanding of

rage, guilt and protest as a healthy

constructive method of building

something more positive toward
alleviating the problems currently

affecting us.

Many veterans who have
returned from the war are con-

tinually running into the
stereotyped veteran as portrayed in

movies, TV, and books as a crazed
killer, which in turn is acting as a

reinforcer to the veteran. A veteran

in a rap session expressed it

poignantly: "When I go for a job

interview, thr prospective em-
ployers look at me and think,

There's a murderer, a monster.' I

sometimes still think that myself."
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The annual Spring Day
celebration will be held today in the

Alumni Stadium, sponsored by
Beta Chi Fraternity.

From 1 1 to 6 tonight the frat will

sponsor six bands, twenty- five cent
beer and free admissions. UMass
and five college students are in-

vited. Meanwhile, classes will be
held as usual at UMass.

Gloria Gaynor

•Honey Bee"— "Never Can Say Good Bye"

Wed., APRIL 23rd

Supermarket Discotheque
Boston Boad, Springfield

70-4101

Tickets $4.INI

Keg Boom
Main Music
Belmont Records

State St.. Spfld.

Spfld.

Spfld.

STUDENT INTERNS

NEEDED

Janus House and Omnibus
Alternative Educational
Program need student-interns
for the coming year on Cape
Cod

Learn more about us at the
School of Education Marathon

Apnl22 35p.m.
Rm 21, School of Ed

April 23 2-4 p.m.
Rm 122, School of Ed

Apnl24 9 11am
Rm 169, Marks Meadow

See you there
or call us at

617 759 3476

I
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I

I WOK RESTAURANT
"Chinese Home Style Cooking"

Open 7 Days— 5-10 p.m.

No Reservations Take 0ut §mk%

Tuesday Special: Dinners $2.99

A Rte.9. Hadley
586-1202

Across from Cumberland Farms
I

Dorm living in store

for students over 21
By LARRY KORNFELD

Staff Reporter
The Principle Administrative

Officers made their final decision

Friday that, starting in September,
no students will be exempt from
forced dorm living because they are

over twenty- one.

They also decided to exempt all

veterans from the dorm
requirement. The changes will not
affect seniors, married students,

students living in fraternities and
sororities, or students commuting
from the home of their parents.

"All students living off-campus
now who are currently exempted
from the present regulation will not

be required to live on campus next

fall," according to Bruce Cochrane,
Director of Housing.

Vice-Chancellor for Student
Affairs, Robert Gage, said the

changes were made "in order to

have a clear and non-arbitrary

determination of those people living

in residence halls."

"I hope this is the beginning of a

program to eliminate the dorm
requirement over the next three

years," he added.

Gage said he hopes to have the

requirement apply only to freshmen
and sophomores by fall 1976, and
freshmen only by fall 1977.

The room rent is expected to

increase by $30 a year starting next

year he said, but that has not been
finalized.

The Principle Administrative
Officers consist of the directors of

several administrative areas on
campus. They include Gage,
Warren Gulko, Director of

Budgeting and Institutional

Studies; and Jack Littlefield.

Director of Planning.

If you get tired of sitting around your dorm why don't you try climbing the Fine
Arts Building?

Unions 'unsure' about support for student strike
By BILL DENSMORE

Staff Reporter
The two leaders of the unions that

represent about 2,400 non- professional
employees on campus said Friday they are
not sure yet whether they would support a

student possible strike vote Thursday.
Carol Drew of the 1,300-member local

1776 (AFL-CIO), and Bernard Turner of the
1,100-member Mass. State Employees' Assn.
local, say they would have to meet with
executive committees before actually calling

on employees not to cross student picket

lines.

Turner's executive committee meets today

on campus, he said. Drew said it would be
much easier for her group to support a

"boycott of classes" rather than a strike with

picket lines.

"If it would help the students, J will

support you as an individual," Drew said,

adding: "at this point, as far as crossing

picket lines - it would have to be up to the

individual employees."

She said her members are more concerned
right now about Gov. Michael S. Dukakis'

refusal to grant an 1 1 per cent cost-of-living

payraise to state employees than his

proposed ten per cent cut in the higher

education budget.

She said she agreed with statements made
by Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery in

Friday's Collegian that a strike could be
ineffective at fighting budget cuts. She said a

State House demonstration would be "far

more effective."

"I would hope students would show up at

the State House," she said. To the

legislators, she said, "Masssachusetts stops

at 128 and they don't seem too concerned
about what happens out here."

Turner, while sympathetic to student

problems in a telephone interview, refused
lengthy comment on a student strike, saying
he would have to talk about it with his

executive committee today.

Local 1776 employees work in the dining

commons, the campus farm and the police

department. MSEA employees include
secretaries and technical support staff on
campus.

Together with over 1,800 professional and
academic employees, the two unions are the
largest single work force in Western
Massachusetts.

• Legislators

get message
cont. from p. 1

comment on the proposed 10

percent cut since he hasn't

reviewed the budget.

Senate Chairman of the state

committee on education Michael

Daly from Boston said, "Basically, I

do support the budget demands,
but I can not categorically say, I

have not looked at them."

Daly also said, "Some legislators

have a hang up about demands —
they get nervous about demands,
especially when the Legislature

appropriates a couple of thousand a

year for each student."

UMass President Robert C.

Wood has requested $118 million

from the state for maintenance of

the University's three campuses.

UMass Amherst is slated to recieve

$80.8 million.

Gov. Michael Dukakis and State

Secretary of Education Paul Parks

have asked that UMass chop the

budget by 10 percent.

The Representative Chairman of

the committee on education Walter

J. Boverini of Lynn said he was
opposed to anyone saying that a

budget cut should be "cut from the

bottom line."

He added he was opposed to

anyone cutting the budget without

naming specifics.

Wood also said he could not

comment on the demands made by

the 2200 students who attended the

Town Meeting before studying the

demands. Organizers said Wood
received a copy of the demands.

Other officials who were sent the

demands are: the Senate and

Representative chairmen of the

ways and means committee, the

Governor, Secretary of Education,

and the UMass Trustees.

These officials were unavailable

for comment last night.

McCartney, former

secretary, dead at 5

Michelle Gurn and Vicki French took advantage of
the weather yesterday to practice a little amateur
juggling.

Wood to chair

May 3 summit
The long awaited summit meeting of legislators, administrators

and trustees concerned with public higher education in

Massachusetts will be held May 3 at Bunker Hill Community College
in Charlestown.

Announcement of a date and location for the summit was made
Friday by the office of Senate President Kevin Harrington, who
proposed the get together earlier this month.

Panel discussions on fiscal autonomy and the future of
Massachusetts public higher education and addresses by Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis and Education Secretary Paul Parks. UMass
President Robert C. Wood will chair the meeting.

Dukakis and Parks have proposed a ten percent cut in the public
higher education budget in Massachusetts.

Robert J. McCartney, University

secretary from 1964 until last year,

died Sunday at his home after a
long illness. He was 57.

He lived at 245 Amity St.,

Amherst, with his wife Norma
Louise (Hanforth) McCartney.

A 1941 graduate of UMass,
McCartney was University news
editor from 1948 to 1953 and
director of publications from 1953

to 1956. He was a member of the

international journalism fraternity,

Sigma Delta Chi and was founder

and first editor of the Alumnus, the

alumni bulletin of UMass-Amherst.
From 1956 until 1964 he was

director of University relations at

the U of Maryland.

He was a consultant during that

period to the Greater Washington
Educational Television Assn. and
the Southern Educational
Television Foundation.

McCartney became President

Robert C. Wood's assistant for

liason services last year and a new
secretary, Gladys Keith Hardy, has
taken over his previous job.

Wood called McCartney's death

an enormous loss to the

University'" and described him as a

"constant source of inspiration and

information."

"He was a very great servant of

the University who from one ad

ministration to another put the

University ahead of any per-

sonalities and above any partisan

views," Wood said.

The |ob of secretary carries as

one of its chief functions attending
all official full Board of Trustee
meetings and meetings of its

committees.

As secretary, McCartney was the

public's eyewitness and minute
taker at all the meetings, reporting

extensive minutes in regular reports

from his office The reports were
remarkable for their clarity and
detail.

Last year, McCartney was
awarded a University Outstanding

Service Medal during a trustees'

meeting when he stepped down as

secretary. He has been hospitalized

intermittently since.

McCartney was president of the
New England Land Grant Public

Relations Council, a member of the
American Alumni Council and a
charter member of the American
Assn. of Land Grant Colleges and
State Universities.

He was a native of Salem and
attended public schools there,

graduating from Salem High
School in 1938. He was born Sept
6, 1917.

Besides his wife, Norma, he
leaves four children and two
grandchildren, all of Amherst.

Services will be Saturday at the

UMass Newman Center. Burial will

be private. Arrangements are from
the Amherst Funeral Home.
The family requests that

memorial contributions be made to

a UMass orphans' scholarship fund
through the office of treasurer

Kenneth W. Johnson.
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House panel approves Vietnam aid

Weyand labels Viet

'virtually hopeless'

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The
House Appropriations Committee
yesterday approved $330 million in

military and economic aid to South
Vietnam, although a top ad-

ministration spokesman described
the military situation there as

"virtually hopeless."

Rep. John C. Flynt, D-Ga.,

disclosed the voice-vote decision to

approve $165 million in military

assistance and a like amount in

economic and humanitarian aid. He
said the measure would be sent

quickly to House floor.

The vote was taken in closed

session after the committee heard

public testimony from Army Chief

of Staff Frederick C. Weyand. The
general had urged the committee to

approve the full $1 billion in overall

assistance President Ford
requested, although he
acknowledged under questioning

that the South Vietnamese position

"from our standpoint is virtually

hopeless."

Congressional sources said the

House committee recommendation

faces an uphill fight in both the

House and Senate. Last week, the

Senate Armed Services Committee
killed a proposal to authorize an
additional $515 million-and a variety

of lesser amounts-for military aid to

Saigon.

The speedy committee action

was on a proposal by committee
Chairman George H. Mahon, D-

Tex., who originally suggested $200
million in military aid and $165
million in economic and
humanitarian aid.

Sources said some committee
members adamantly opposed to
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A heavily damaged government armored car lies in the middle of a street in

Xuan Loc, South Vietnam, the scene of heavy fighting recently. Yesterday, South
Vietnam abandoned the provincial capital that is 38 miles northeast of Saigon.

South Vietnam loses 2 provinces;

Americans continue evacuation

more military aid voted for the

proposal to get it out of committee

and onto the floor of the House

where they anticipated it would be

reduced or killed.

Weyand said the administration

wanted the full $722 million in

military aid Ford requested because

the Saigon government had not

given up hope - although he in-

dicated the United States did not

share that optimism.

When Rep. Clarence D. Long, D-

Md., asked if these statements did

not constitute "a contradiction in

terms", Weyand responded:

"It surely is."

He explained that the United

States was supporting a principle of

aiding a people who wish to defend

themselves and live under a system

in which their actions are not

dictated from above.

"We say it is hopeless," Weyand
continued, "but they say there is

still hope. As long as they think

there is hope, I think the principle

we hold to is valuable for us to hold

to."

Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger, testifying before the

same committee, said that while

the administration still wanted the

full amount of President Ford's

request, it would help if Congress

approved the proposal of com-
mittee Chairman Rep. George H.

Mahon, D Tex.

Earlier yesterday, Mahon
proposed that Congress ap-

propriate $200 million in military

assistance and $165 million in

economic and humanitarian aid.

Kissinger and Weyand testified

as the Senate took up a com-
promise contingency aid plan that

would give the President limited

authority and funds to use
American troops and money to

evacuate Americans, and perhaps
some Vietnamese, from Vietnam.

Indochina

developments

Senate urges accord
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The

Senate, acting just hours after the

resignation of South Vietnamese

President Nguyen Van Thieu,

yesterday urged President Ford to

seek a new political settlement of

the Vietnam War.

Senators approved by voice vote

a resolution urging Ford to "un-
dertake immediate efforts to obtain

a cessation of hostilities in Vietnam
through negotiation and to

promote a political settlement."

The White House meanwhile said

the United States expects to work
with the new Saigon government.

VC may hold MIA's
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Gen.

Frederick C. Weyand, Army chief of

staff, said yesterday the United
States knows that the Viet Cong is

holding the remains of 57 U.S.
military personnel listed as missing

in action but refuses to release

them.

"We must press for an ac-

counting," Weyand told the House
Appropriations Committee. He said

he saw no reason why, if the South
Vietnamese government enters into

negotiations with the Communists,
that this subject could not be
raised.

Thieu may get asylum
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - A State

Department spokesman said
yesterday any request by former
South Vietnamese President
Nguyen Van Thieu for asylu. n in the
United States would be corsidered
with "sympathy."
"The question has not arisen. If a

request is made, we obviously
would look on it with sympathy.

SAIGON \UPI\ - South Vietnam

lost two more of its provinces by

military defeat and its president by

resignation yesterday. Americans

fled Saigon by the hundreds and

Australia decided to close down its

embassy.

Military analysts said South

Vietnam's battlefield appeared

hopeless.

Viet Cong and North Vietnamese

forces backed by tanks and artillery

overran the province capitals of

Xuan Loc and Ham Tan, and had an

estimated 150,000 men in position

for a possible major assault on
Saigon itself

South Vietnamese regulars

defending Saigon were out-

numbered three to one. Their

defense line was pushed back to

within 26 miles of the capital.

Americans were leaving the

country in an around-the-clock

evacuation. Of the 8,000 U.S.

citizens in South Vietnam a few

weeks ago, less than 3,000 were left

Monday. U.S. Air Force C141

Starlifter jet transports flew

throughout the night to take out

more and reduce the total here to

about 1,000.

Australia announced from

Canberra it was closing its embassy

in Saigon - the first western

nation to do so. Its ambassador,

Geoffrev Price, warned other

Australians still in South Vietnam
to get out immediately.

Ham Tan, on the coast 75 miles

east southeast of Saigon, and Xuan
Loc, 38 miles northeast of the

capital, were the 20th and 21st of

South Vietnam's 44 province
capitals to fall to the Communists
since their offensive started in mid-

March.

South Vietnam's abandoning of

Xuan Loc, flattened by 13 days of

heavy fighting, removed for the

Communists a key block on one
road to Saigon. The government

pulled its troops back to a new
defense line 26 miles from the

capital and just east of the

American-built bases at Long Binh

and Bien Hoa.

Communist forces paving their

way with a tank and artillery attack

swept into Ham Tan after South
Vietnamese defenders fled two
bases north of the city.

Western sources said the Bien

Hoa air base. South Vietnam's

largest, may be next on the

Communist list.

Spotlight On Change

Hear Ye! Hear Ye!

Student positions are currently available on the
following College of Arts and Sciences Committees:

— CORE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
— STEERING COMMITTEE

For further information, stop by or call the
Academic Affairs Office, 402 Student Union. Tel:

(54)5-2645 — A Affirmative Action Employer.
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VALLEY PEACE COALITION

INDOCHINA PEACE CAMPAIGN

ATTHE

SCHOOL OF ED. MARATHON APRIL 22-24

TUESDAY, APRIL 22
9-11 — PARIS PEACE ACCORDS: History, Implementation, and Violations. Ken Reardon, Valley Pe*ce Coalition,
Marks Meadow 175.

11-1 — VIETNAM IN THE NEWS: Myth and Realities. Blue Carricker, Valley Peace Coalition, Marks Meadow 175.
1-3— FILM: YEAR OF THE TIGER- Life in the DRV. and the P.R.G. Areas. Discussion: Francis Crowe, American
Friends Service Comm., Sch. of Ed. 21.
3-5- AMNESTY AND VIETNAM VETS. Veteran's Coalition, Marks Meadow 167.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23

9-ir^ SLIDE SHOW: LIFE IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM. Bob Winston, Amherst Indochina
Peace Campaign, Marks Meadow 175.

11-1 — FILM: PUPPETEERS OF VIETNAM: A Gift from the Children of Vietnam to North American children.
Discussion: Pat Weiland, Annette Townley (CALC), Marks Meadow 175.

1-3— WOMEN IN VIETNAM: Slide Show. Marney Rossner, Montague Attic.
3-5 — AMNESTY. Frank Dorman, (CALC), Montague Attic.

THURSDAY, APRIL 24

9-11 — Film: PUPPETEERS OF VIETNAM. Discussion: Pat Weiland, Annette Townley (CALC), Sch of Ed 21C
11-1 -VIETNAM IN THE NEWS: MYTHS AND REALITIES. Blue Carricker, Valley Peace Coalition, Sch.' of Ed. 21C.
1-3— Dr. Robert J. Lifton, internationally known Yale psychiatrist and author of "Home From the War" will speak
on: POST-VIETNAM SYNDROME; A NATIONAL AFFLICTION, Room to Move and Veteran's Coalition
3-5- PARIS PEACE ACCORDS AND CURRENT INDOCHINA AID REQUESTS. Ken Reardon, Steve D'Amico, Valley
Peace Coalition, Sch. of Ed. 21 C.

Participating Org.: Veteran's Coalition, AFSC, CALC, IPC
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Brown students return to classes
By ROBERT MEDEIROS
Associated Press Writer

Medeiros is a former

Collegian reporter

PROVIDENCE \AP\ - Brown

University students returned to

their classes for the first time in a

week yesterday but vowed that the

rejection of their demands for a

restoration of funds in next year's

Catch P RideWKh Continental
Trailways.

.1 Continental Trailways
Deluxe Motorcoach leaves
Springfield for New York City ranee reservation-no reser-

every hour from 6:15 A.M. to ration needed for other depar-

7:15 P.M. daily. tures).

Peter Pan Bus Lines ^Northampton-leaving
provide direct connecting ser- at 5:20A .M. , then hourly from
vice from: 7:20 A.M. on through 6:20

WAmherst -tearing at P.M.
5.HO A.M. then hourly from
7.-00 A.M. on through 6:00

P.M.
jRSouth Hadley-tearing

at 7:20 A.M., 9:30 AM., 12:30

P.M., 2:30 P.M. and 4:15
P.M. . . . (7:20 A.M. by ad-

Average running time

to New York (George Wash-
ington Bridge Terminal) is

just 3 hours . . . 30 min-
utes additional to midtown
New York.
Wl/ior emrimliam* in mhedulr an Sun runnull ipiui

local terminal

Ride with Peter Pan and Continental

Trailways. You'll meet interesting people

like yourself, have time to read,

_ relax and contemplate. Q

Amhent
Peter Pan Bum Linen
79 South Pleanant St

2S6-0431

Ticket Offices:
Northampton South Hadley
Peter Pan World Travel Peter Pan Bun Line*
Old South St. 25 College St.

586-1030 533 7115

school budget could result in new
protests.

A student referendum, the third

within two weeks on the budget
issue at the Ivy League School, was
scheduled today to determine a

future course of action by the

students.

The Advisory and Executive

Committee of the Brown Corp. on
Saturday approved, despite the

protests of the students, a $51.7

million austerity budget proposed

by Brown President Donald F.

Hornig.

The students wanted the

committee to restore funds in the

budget for financial aid; student

services; faculty positions; and
program affecting minorities.

But Chancellor Charles C.

Tillinghast Jr. said Hornig's
proposed austerity budget "begins

the absolutely necessary process of

restoring financial ability to Brown
University."

The campus was described as

normal yesterday in contrast to last

Tuesday when students began their

week-long class boycott and
picketed classroom buildings and
administrative offices.

"It's quite a contrast to last

week," one student said. "Today
the campus looks mobbed com-
pared to last week. It's in a kind of

sad state of flux, calm before the

storm."

In today's referendum, the

students will vote on the committee
response to the student demands
and whether future action should

be taken or the protests ended.
The Student Coalition, the

negotiating body for the students

during the budget dispute, has

called the committee response

"inadequate" and said the student

demands have not been fulfilled.

"There were dormitory meetings

held across the campus Sunday in

which students expressed their

extreme frustration at the com-
mittee's response," Mark Argosh of

the Student Coalition said.

High Court hears

death penalty plea
WASHINGTON [UPI\ - A

lawyer for a condemned black man
told the Supreme Court yesterday
the death penalty should be
abolished forever as an affront to

"evolving standards of decency."
All nine justices were present to

hear the historic 90 minutes of

arguments over capital punish-

ment.

Prof. Anthony G. Amsterdam of

Stanford University Law School,

representing the NAACP in a test

case from North Carolina, said

there is no evidence that "death is

reserved for the most heinous

cases" in that state.

news
summary

57 Stanley Avenue
Watertown, MA 02172

Massachusetts Bay
Community College
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Wellesley. MA 02181
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US embassy stormed
ATHENS \UPI\ - Left-wing

demonstrators stormed the U.S.
Embassy Monday, smashing doors,

windows and furniture on the

eighth anniversary of the
"abominable April 21" when a

group of officers set up a military

dictatorship in Greece.

A government spokesman said

groups of demonstrators, accusing
the United States of having sup-

ported the now defunct rightist

military regime, broke through a

heavy police cordon guarding the

embassy and into the building itself.

Portuguese fight
LISBON \UPI\ - Political

violence between left-wing ex-

tremists and members of a right- of-

center party left more than 25
persons injured and added a new
dimension yesterday to the final

days of Portugal's election cam-
paigns.

Paratroops were forced -to open
fire to disperse the mob after left-

wingers burst through a cordon of

local police and disrupted a meeting

organized by the conservative

Social Democratic Center Party at a

theater in Guimaraes in northern

Portugal.

Kennedy tops Ford
NEW YORK [AP\ - Sen. Ed-

ward Kennedy, D Mass., is the only
one of six Democratic presidential

potentials whose current popularity

surpasses President Ford, the
Harris poll reported yesterday.

However, two others are on a par

with Ford.

Although he has said he will not
seek the nomination, Kennedy is

favored over Ford 50-43 percent in

the Harris survey. Most of his vote
comes from persons under 30 and
from blacks rather than whites.

The Moonee.
Everyone is a potential moonee. Of
course, some prospects are better
than others. Take the little old lady
for example. She's always good for

an "Oh my gosh!" or maybe a "You
should be ashamed of yourself!".

When a little old lady is not available

don't hesitate to settle for a subst

tute. Possibly a rookie cop.

The Moon.
I )hvi<>us|\ , you always sh
moon. But there are timi

not practical. Like on a c<i

Remember that discretion

part of valor. And that a

better than no moon at all

The shoes.
Shoes are the most important piece

ofequipment a m<x>ner possesses.

Check your tread before each moon.
Make sure you have good traction.

And always remember that one slick

spot on your sole could make the

difference between a successful

get-away and an embarrassing con-

frontation with the circuit judge.

The eyes.
A quick glance over the right

shoulder is essential. However,
caution should be exercised.

Make sure you move only the eye
balls. This will help to conserve
energy for the actual moon itself.

The smile.
The veteran moonerwill have

Stwloped a< omplete repertoire
ofgrins and smiles. However, the
beginner should stick wit h t he
basic you know w hat eating grin.
It's the easiest to matter. And
most effective
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..when you see these prices,
you'll drop your drawers!

the perfect moon.

The Pants.
Most people M ill tell you that the

pants aren't important. And we
would have to agree. Hut since we're
in the pants business you would

Xpert us to recommend

...Strange things happen at night
at the WEARHOUSE—especially to the

PRICES SO LOW, WE CANNOT
ADVERTISE THEM! If yon missed

our last Madness Sale, don't get caught
with your pants down this time!
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African drought continues to plague residents
Mass starvation is

averted through aid

EDITOR'S NOTE - In the
aftermath of a seven-year
drought that claimed more than
100.000 lives in West Africa, a

half-dozen nations are trying to

get back on their economic feet.

But some people, faithful to

their Moslem beliefs, think it's

all in the hands of Allah.

By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent

NIAMEY, Niger \AP\ - The rains

have returned, the harvest has been
good if subnormal, and mass
starvation has been averted in the

six nations that rim the Sahara's
southern edge But the drought
f.nsis is far from over.

Rescued by a massive in-

ternational relief effort that

delivered more than a million tons

of food, the herdsmen and sub-

sistence farmers of the Sahel have
for the most part left the refugee

camps and are drifting north again

to a wasteland of dead and dying

trees dotted with the bleached

bones of their decimated herds.

Seven years of drought in the

two million square miles of the

Sahel Arabic for edge - where
the desert meets West Africa's

sparse savannas of brushland, and
a half century of land

.management and overgrazing

have wrought enormous disrup-

tions in the lives of the 20 million

inhabitants of Mauritania, Mali,

Niger, Chad, Senegal and Upper
Volta.

The terrible drought and its

accompanying diseases claimed

more than 100,000 lives and killed

off 35 to 50 per cent of the cattle.

But somehow the locusts, army
worms, jackets, hyenas and other

predators managed to survive and
even increase

Fishing has been severely

crippled in the rivers of the Sahel,

badly affected by salting up when
low flow during the draught per-

mitted the ocean to back up into

the dry beds
Enough food has been stockpiled

throughout the Sahel to see the

people through another growing

season, but the fourfold increase in

oil prices has put such necessities

as pesticides, fertilizers and fuel for

the tractors, irrigation pumps and
trucks bringing firewood beyond
their reach.

Rain in the Sahel has always

been a sometime thing: a good
rainy season would be 10 heavy
rains of 15 to 20 minutes duration

from July to September.
The West African heads of state,

at a planning meeting a year and a

half ago, estimated $800 million

was needed for long-range
development of this chronically

impoverished corner of the world.

State senate continues debate

on reinstating death penalty
BOSTON \UPI\ The

Massachusetts Senate resumes
debate this week on legislation

reinstating the death penalty for

nine categories of first degree

murder
Previous roll calls on the measure

indicate there are sufficient votes to

send the bill to Gov. Michael S

Dukakis who, like his predecessor

Francis W. Sargent, has promised

to veto it.

The bill is considered veto- proof

m the House where the only roll call

on the issue came when it was
given initial approval on a 155-70

tally, safely above the two-thirds

needed to override a veto.

However, 14 votes in the Senate
are all that are needed to uphold
Dukakis' veto and last week when
the upper branch approved a
slightly amended version of the

House passed bill the votes ap-

peared to be there to sustain the
veto but just barely.

The Senate vote on the measure
was 25 12, but senators on both
sides of the issue acknowledge that

a vote to sustain a veto probably*

would be 26-14. Included in the 14
would be Senate President Kevin B.

Harrington, D Salem, who has
remained out of the controversy

since it began in 1972.

Attempts to reinstate the death
penalty have been made annually

since then. That was the year the

U.S. Supreme Court ruled capital

punishment, as it was meted out in

most states, was unconstitutionally

arbitrary and capricious.

Massachusetts' death penalty
statute was declared invalid.

However, the ruling was anti-

climactic. There hadn't been an
execution in the state since 1947,

but the electric chair, which
replaced the hanging rope in 1898
as the form of execution, claimed
more than 60 lives during the 49
years it was in use.

A number of planning and

climatological studies have been

launched, but the bulk of the

n oney is nowhere in sight.

"The huge relief push averted

n ass starvation," said Jim

Ekstrum, director of the U.S. Peace

Corps in Nigeria. "Getting the

people back on their feet and back

even to their fragile way of life is

something else."

The United States, which

contributed about half the food and

more than half the funds to the

worldwide relief operation, has

budgeted some $3 million in short-

term aid projects in the Sahel over

the next three harvest seasons.

These include programs to save the

date palm trees, encourage small

agricultural cooperatives to in-

crease millet and sorghum yields,

fence off grasslands against

predators, dig wells and irrigation

canals, and a reforestation plan for

West Africa's "tree of life." It is the

goa tree, which gives shade to the

crops, holds back the sand,

provides forage for the cattle and,

as a nitrogen fixer in the soil, in-

creases millet production.

"Since before World War II,

modern veterinary medicine and

pest control have brought a vast

increase in the goat and cattle

population," said a British

agronomist returning from the
Bamako conference. "The French

and the British colonial ad-
ministrators saw the problem
coming, but they were getting out

in the wave of independence. They
hoped the new governments would
do something but unfortunately

they had other economic woes."
In political repercussions of the

drought, the government of Niger

was overthrown and replaced by a

military regime amid charges of

corruption in distributing relief

supplies. Chad for a time refused to

accept U.S. aid after accusations of

corruption and inept handling of

relief aid appeared in American
newspapers, and Mali and Upper
Volta are still making war-like

noises in a boundary dispute over

water rights.

Governments have talked of

banning goats in favor of cattle, of

replacing camels, which eat the

root systems of the trees, with Land
Rovers - highly unlikely at today's

gasoline prices — and forbidding

the huge religious celebrations that

bring nomads by the thousands

with their camels and goat herds to

the few remaining water holes.

The people themselves rarely

blame the governments for their

problems or pay much attention to

official advice.

The I Mass Outing Club is sponsoring its annual

Spring Auction on Tuesday, April 22 at 7:30 p.m. in

Km. 101 C.C. The room will open at 6:30 for browsing

and dropping off things you would like to put up for

auction. Bring anything and everything; including

yourself, and enjoy! Refreshments will be available.
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Notes on the economy

Inflation. It's the same word used to

describe what's happening when you blow
air into a balloon.

But, for the past few years, the word has
meant something else to most people. It's

meant higher and higher prices which wages
haven't been able to catch up with. In many
ways it has changed our mode of living, yet

inflation isn't something most people really

understand.

Business Economist Robert H. Plattner of

the UMass School of Business says some
kind of inflation is inevitable.

"This has occurred," he says, "perhaps,
because, except for the post World War I

depression years, prices for goods and
services have risen steadily, and dramatically

at times, in all industrialized countries since

the end of the 19th century when the in-

dustrial revolution began to cause a basic

reorganization in almost all aspects of

economic systems."

With the industrial revolution came
organization of labor, and the tendency for

labor to want more of a share of profits from
production. If workers request wages above
what the existing profits will allow, prices will

be increased to cover that wage request, and
perhaps at the same time to expand profits.

Prices go up to provide wages, wages go
up to pay the higher prices, and more price

increases are necessary for the higher wages.
"Once the wage-price spiral starts, it's

difficult to stop," says Plattner.

That's not all. The "galloping" nature of

today's inflation is due also to some ex-

traordinary circumstances. A few years ago
the United States agreed to sell wheat to

Russia, because we had a surplus. Seemed
like a good idea at the time. Farmers would
be able to sell more than what the U.S.

market would bear, and U.S. wheat prices

would not have* to increase to satisfy the

farmers.

But (and economics is full of "buts"), the

next wheat crop was not as good as ex-

pected, so there went the surplus. This left a

too-small supply of wheat for United States

consumer demand. So, prices went up.

Then there is the oil situation. The unusual

aspect here is that prices went up so high on

a commodity so widely used, a commodity
whose nature it is to affect so many other

commodities. When the price of oil in-

creased, other goods and services had to

increase also. The economy is still feeling the

shock from last year's oil price increases.

Inflation means prices go up. People keep

buying, showing willingness to pay the

prices, prices keep going up. Buying feels

inflation. Prof. Plattner explains that people

keep buying because they look ahead and try

to beat the still higher prices they see

coming.

This creates another problem. People who
are spending are not saving, at least not as

much. With less money deposited in savings

banks, banks have less mortgage money to

lend prospective homeowners. So, banks

and the home building and real estate in-

dustries suffer. On the other hand, if people

stopped spending and saved their money

...the enigma of inflation
instead, the demand for goods and services

in other businesses and industries would go
down, and people who work for those would
be out of jobs, creating a recession.

Inflation involves climbing prices.

Recession has to do with unemployment, but
then so does depression, and economists
haven't decided when recession becomes
depression.

During the 1930s when about 30 per cent
of the labor force was out of work, that was
depression, economists agree. Unem-
ployment is threatening toward 10 per cent
today, and combined with inflation, the
economy is in trouble, "depression" or not.

Plattner, who specializes in the economy,
compares inflation to something else we
view and suffer helplessly — the common
cold.

"The cause, cure, and impact of inflation

on an economic system and economic
behavior are not well understood. Like the
common cold, it is all too common, yet still

largely an enigma. However, one thing has
become clear to economic policy makers, the
trade-off for inflation is unemployment. And
the effects of unemployment are more well

understood and feared, at least politically,

than are the effects of inflation."

Prices climb. People slow down their

buying. Consumer demand for goods and
services is down, so people are put out of

work. This way, inflation cures itself, or at

least slows itself down. If people are not
buying, prices will be lowered to entice

customers. But, Plattner points out, such a

process poses a moral problem: society

cannot let some of its people starve, or at

least suffer severe economic hardship, so
that the economy will straighten itself out.

So, the welfare payments, and programs
such as CETA (Comprehensive Employment
Training Act) which provide people with
money to live on become necessary. Since
spending feeds inflation, and such programs
provide spending money, they can be
considered inflationary.

Even a tax reduction can be considered
inflationary by this definition, since it puts
more money into our pockets. A tax

reduction can encourage spending which
encourages higher prices. And the backlash
is apt to be that these higher prices

discourage spending, and thereby cause
unemployment. Because "rising prices
cannot be easily controlled without the
accompanying threat of rising unem-
ployment," Plattner explains, "policy makers
have generally tended toward allowing a

moderate degree of inflation to occur while
attempting to minimize unemployment
levels."

He notes that "A steady rate of inflation

and low unemployment offers greater

prospects for economic efficiency than
periods of alternating high inflation and high

unemployment. Because with low unem-
ployment, purchasing power is more con-

stant and more efficient use is made of

available resources both labor and
capital."

So, inflation is a cause of recession, when
people are scared out of buying by the rising

prices. Keeping the inflation going are the

after effects of last year's oil price increases,

which Plattner says, are still working their

way through the economy and influencing

price increases for other items and services.

Plattner said the basic reason home mort-

gage rates are so directly influenced by

inflation is that people are spending more
and saving less, so savings banks are taking

in less money than they need for lending.

People are spending more to beat higher

prices they expect in the future. "Thus,"

Plattner notes, "a rising price structure often

leads to a higher rate of spending from

current income than does a stable price

structure. But, a higher rate of spending from

current income also means a lower rate of

savings, which are necessary to supply funds

for mortgages to buy housing and other

capital goods."

The economist says the ever-rising prices

create problems for savers, who know that if

they deposit money in a bank, when they

withdraw it to make a purchase, prices will

have gone up, and their dollars will therefore

have lost some value. So, instead of saving,

people spend, trying to get maximum use of

their money, using it before it loses more
value in purchase power.

"In an inflationary economy," Plattner

explains, "the yield on savings must be

higher than the yield in an economy with a

stable price structure. This causes an in-

crease in the cost of mortgage money and
the cost of real property purchased with

mortgage money."
To encourage savings, then, banks must

increase the interest they pay on savings

accounts. And, to finance this increase, they

must then take in more interest income, by
raising mortgage and other lending interest

rates. And many people with money to

"save" seek other ways to let their money
earn money, with various investments in-

stead of savings accounts.

"In an inflationary economy there is a dual

upward pressure on the price of real estate.

There is an upward pressure on prices

because of consumption demand, arising

from general high levels of income and the

expectation of continued high income. There

are also supply pressures from a lack of

savings and hence mortgage money, ano
also a higher cost of mortgage funds

because of the need to compensate savers

for the loss of purchasing power due to

inflation."

One pressure on mortgage money comes
when, as now, business is competing with

home buyers for savings bank money.
Business needs it because consumers are

demanding more products, and business

must expand production to satisfy that

demand. Since interest rates are generally

higher than rates for home mortgages, banks
would prefer to lend to business.

and optimism on recession
The turning point in the recession may be

here.

Professor Sidney C. Sufrin of the School

of Business Administration at UMass told

businessmen gathered for an economic

outlook conference the signs are optimistic.

But not without complications.

Sufrin doesn't believe the back of the

"depression" can be broken in six months.

But he thinks unemployment can show signs

of easing, profits signs of increasing and

prices signs of levelling off within that time.

These changes are affected by several

factors. First, he explained, is the question of

fiscal and monetary policies. These are

complementary, never mutually exclusive, in

Sufrin's view. Both imply intervention in the

economic system by the government, an

implied necessity.

The heart of the problem likely to shape

the immediate future is the interdependency

of the government and state of American

business. The government influences the

well-being of business on one hand, business

influences the well-being of the government

on the other.

This ebb and flow, according to Sufrin,

has caused some business commentators to

erroneously assume large expenditures now
planned by the government will cause large

deficits in the public budget, $35 billion this

year, twice the next year.

Tax rebates and other government actions

will increase sales and output, however, thus

increasing public revenues, said Sufrin.

Government income may be higher than

expected and expenditures less because

unemployment and other transfer and

benefit payments will decline. This is called

the multiplier effect, said Sufrin. The effect

may vary in immediacy, depending on

whether tax rebates and cuts are spent or put

in banks, thus immobilized.

Making the picture more complex is an

apparent action by the Federal Reserve to

slow the easing of its money policy. Sufrin

said the Fed seems to have decided the

decline in interest rates and the increase in

money supply has gone far enough.

But, that stop and go policy is uncertain,

deficit financing and tax rebates cost money.

The Treasury will have to go to the market to

borrow funds. As a result, businessmen find

themselves competing with the government

for funds, pushing interest rates up.

This is called "crowding out." Sufrin said

it may also cause inflation due to the time lag

between borrowing and the creation of

goods and services.

In light of this, Sufrin said some
businessmen are in favor of a slow growth

rate which will not put extraordinary pressure

on the money market. But, he added, this

approach doesn't face the question of the

social and personal costs of unemployment

and low levels of activities in the private

sector.

Others support rapid action to end the

recession. The "big push" supporters believe

funds are available for production.

More money and higher interest rates

stimulate prices but increases will be quickly

offset by goods and services flowing into the

income stream.

Nobody wants to buy the ivory tower

conception of long-term declining unem-

ployment (£.5 per cent in 1980) now popular

in Washington, Sufrin told his listeners, at

least not those whose job security and family

welfare depends on earned income.

Sufrin called for appropriate monetary

policies. High interest rates reflect the policy

of the immediate past, he said. But, he

added, business cannot expand without

available money.
Turning to the situation in Massachusetts,

Sufrin said the state and regional economy
depends on the nation's economy. He said

statistics indicate the western part of the

state seems as effective as the eastern,

industrialized section.

The state budget, however, presents an

enormous problem in the management of the

public economy, he said. The problem is

replicated at the local level where there is

greater dependency on property taxes for

revenue. But the state will be the harbinger

of better times, Sufrin said, since it is

essentially an exporter of goods and services.

Sufrin also predicted some gloomy events.

He said the nation may face a shortage of

strategic goods and services, increased

demands for higher wages and energy

shortages due to high prices.

Sufrin concluded by asserting that the

future may not look ideal but it appears to be

much better in business than it was two

months ago.
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African drought continues to plague residents
Mass starvation is

averted through aid

EDITOR'S NOTE - In the

aftermath of a seven-year
drought that claimed more than
100,000 lives in West Africa, a

half-dozen nations are trying to

get back on their economic feet.

But some people, faithful to

their Moslem beliefs, think it's

all in the hands of Allah.

By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent

NIAMEY, Niger \AP\ - The rains

have returned, the harvest has been

good if subnormal, and mass
starvation has been averted in the

six nations that rim the Sahara's

southern edge. But the drought

crisis is far from over.

Rescued by a massive in-

ternational relief effort that

delivered more than a million tons

of food, the herdsmen and sub-

sistence farmers of the Sahel have

for the most part left the refugee

camps and are drifting north again

to a wasteland of dead and dying

trees dotted with the bleached

bones of their decimated herds.

Seven years of drought in the

•wo million square miles of the

Sahel Arabic for edge where
the desert meets West Africa's

sparse savannas of brushland, and

a half century of land

Mismanagement and overgrazing

have wrought enormous disrup-

tions in the lives of the 20 million

inhabitants of Mauritania, Mali,

Niger, Chad, Senegal and Upper
Volta.

The terrible drought and its

accompanying diseases claimed

more than 100,000 lives and killed

off 35 to 50 per cent of the cattle.

But somehow the locusts, army
worms, jackels, hyenas and other

predators managed to survive and

even increase.

Fishing has been severely

crippled in the rivers of the Sahel,

badly affected by salting up when
low flow during the draught per-

mitted the ocean to back up into

the dry beds.

Enough food has been stockpiled

throughout the Sahel to see the

people through another growing
season, but the fourfold increase in

oil prices has put such necessities

as pesticides, fertilizers and fuel for

the tractors, irrigation pumps and
trucks bringing firewood beyond
their reach.

Rain in the Sahel has always
been a sometime thing: a good
rainy season would be 10 heavy
rains of 15 to 20 minutes duration

from July to September.

The West African heads of state,

at a planning meeting a year and a

half ago, estimated $800 million

was needed for long-range
development of this chronically

impoverished corner of the world.

State senate continues debate

on reinstating death penalty
BOSTON \UPI\ The

Massachusetts Senate resumes

debate this week on legislation

reinstating the death penalty for

nine categories of first degree

murder.

Previous roll calls on the measure

indicate there are sufficient votes to

send the bill to Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis who, like his predecessor

Francis W. Sargent, has promised

to veto it.

The bill is considered veto-proof

in the House where the only roll call

on the issue came when it was

given initial approval on a 155-70

tally, safely above the two-thirds

needed to override a veto.

However, 14 votes in the Senate
are all that are needed to uphold
Dukakis' veto and last week when
the upper branch approved a

slightly amended version of the

House passed bill the votes ap-

peared to be there to sustain the

veto - but just barely.

The Senate vote on the measure
was 25 12, but senators on both
sides of the issue acknowledge that

a vote to sustain a veto probably"

would be 26-14. Included in the 14

would be Senate President Kevin B.

Harrington, D Salem, who has
remained out of the controversy
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since it began in 1972.

Attempts to reinstate the death

penalty have been made annually

since then. That was the year the

U.S. Supreme Court ruled capital

punishment, as it was meted out in

most states, was unconstitutionally

arbitrary and capricious.

Massachusetts' death penalty
statute was declared invalid.

However, the ruling was anti-

climactic. There hadn't been an
execution in the state since 1947,

but the electric chair, which
replaced the hanging rope in 1898
as the form of execution, claimed

more than 60 lives during the 49
years it was in use.

A number of planning and

climatological studies have been

launched, but the bulk of the

n.oney is nowhere in sight.

"The huge relief push averted

mass starvation," said Jim

Ekstrum, director of the U.S. Peace

Corps in Nigeria. "Getting the

people back on their feet and back

even to their fragile way of life is

something else."

The United States, which

contributed about half the food and

more than half the funds to the

worldwide relief operation, has

budgeted some $3 million in short-

term aid projects in the Sahel over

the next three harvest seasons.

These include programs to save the

date palm trees, encourage small

agricultural cooperatives to in-

crease millet and sorghum yields,

fence off grasslands against

predators, dig wells and irrigation

canals, and a reforestation plan for

West Africa's "tree of life." It is the

goa tree, which gives shade to the

crops, holds back the sand,

provides forage for the cattle and,

as a nitrogen fixer in the soil, in-

creases millet production.

"Since before World War II,

n;odern veterinary medicine and

pest control have brought a vast

increase in the goat and cattle

population," said a British

agronomist returning from the

Bamako conference. "The French
i

and the British colonial ad-

ministrators saw the problem
coming, but they were getting out

in the wave of independence. They
hoped the new governments would

do something but unfortunately

they had other economic woes."

In political repercussions of the

drought, the government of Niger

was overthrown and replaced by a

military regime amid charges of

corruption in distributing relief

supplies. Chad for a time refused to

accept U.S. aid after accusations of

corruption and inept handling of

relief aid appeared in American

newspapers, and Mali and Upper
Volta are still making war-like

noises in a boundary dispute over

water rights.

Governments have talked of

banning goats in favor of cattle, of

replacing camels, which eat the

root systems of the trees, with Land

Rovers - highly unlikely at today's

gasoline prices — and forbidding

the huge religious celebrations that

bring nomads by the thousands

with their camels and goat herds to

the few remaining water holes.

The people themselves rarely

blame the governments for their

problems or pay much attention to

official advice.

The I Mass Outing Club is sponsoring its annual

Spring Auction on Tuesday, April 22 at 7:30 p.m. in

Km. 101 C.C, The room will open at 6:30 for browsing

and dropping off things you would like to put up for

auction. Bring anything and everything; including

yourself, and enjoy! Refreshments will be available.
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Notes on the economy

...the enigma of inflation
Inflation. It's the same word used to

describe what's happening when you blow
air into a balloon.

But, for the past few years, the word has
meant something else to most people. It's

meant higher and higher prices which wages
haven't been able to catch up with. In many
ways it has changed our mode of living, yet

inflation isn't something most people really

understand.

Business Economist Robert H. Plattner of

the UMass School of Business says some
kind of inflation is inevitable.

"This has occurred," he says, "perhaps,
because, except for the post World War I

depression years, prices for goods and
services have risen steadily, and dramatically

at times, in all industrialized countries since

the end of the 19th century when the in-

dustrial revolution began to cause a basic

reorganization in almost all aspects of

economic systems."

With the industrial revolution came
organization of labor, and the tendency for

labor to want more of a share of profits from
production. If workers request wages above
what the existing profits will allow, prices will

be increased to cover that wage request, and
perhaps at the same time to expand profits.

Prices go up to provide wages, wages go
up to pay the higher prices, and more price

increases are necessary for the higher wages.
"Once the wage-price spiral starts, it's

difficult to stop," says Plattner.

That's not all. The "galloping" nature of

today's inflation is due also to some ex-

traordinary circumstances. A few years ago
the United States agreed to sell wheat to

Russia, because we had a surplus. Seemed
like a good idea at the time. Farmers would
be able to sell more than what the U.S.
market would bear, and U.S. wheat prices

would not have" to increase to satisfy the

farmers.

But (and economics is full of "buts"), the
next wheat crop was not as good as ex-

pected, so there went the surplus. This left a
too-small supply of wheat for United States

consumer demand. So, prices went up.

Then there is the oil situation. The unusual
aspect here is that prices went up so high on
a commodity so widely used, a commodity
whose nature it is to affect so many other

commodities. When the price of oil in-

creased, other goods and services had to

increase also. The economy is still feeling the

shock from last year's oil price increases.

Inflation means prices go up. People keep
buying, showing willingness to pay the

prices, prices keep going up. Buying feels

inflation. Prof. Plattner explains that people
keep buying because they look ahead and try

to beat the still higher prices they see
coming.

This creates another problem. People who
are spending are not saving, at least not as

much. With less money deposited in savings

banks, banks have less mortgage money to

lend prospective homeowners. So, banks
and the home building and real estate in-

dustries suffer. On the other hand, if people
stopped spending and saved their money

instead, the demand for goods and services
in other businesses and industries would go
down, and people who work for those would
be out of jobs, creating a recession.

Inflation involves climbing prices.
Recession has to do with unemployment, but
then so does depression, and economists
haven't decided when recession becomes
depression.

During the 1930s when about 30 per cent
of the labor force was out of work, that was
depression, economists agree. Unem-
ployment is threatening toward 10 per cent
today, and combined with inflation, the
economy is in trouble, "depression" or not.

Plattner, who specializes in the economy,
compares inflation to something else we
view and suffer helplessly the common
cold.

"The cause, cure, and impact of inflation

on an economic system and economic
behavior are not well understood. Like the
common cold, it is all too common, yet still

largely an enigma. However, one thing has
become clear to economic policy makers, the
trade-off for inflation is unemployment. And
the effects of unemployment are more well
understood and feared, at least politically,

than are the effects of inflation."

Prices climb. People slow down their

buying. Consumer demand for goods and
services is down, so people are put out of
work. This way, inflation cures itself, or at

least slows itself down. If people are not
buying, prices will be lowered to entice
customers. But, Plattner points out, such a

process poses a moral problem: society
cannot let some of its people starve, or at

least suffer severe economic hardship, so
that the economy will straighten itself out.

So, the welfare payments, and programs
such as CETA (Comprehensive Employment
Training Act) which provide people with
money to live on become necessary. Since
spending feeds inflation, and such programs
provide spending money, they can be
considered inflationary.

Even a tax reduction can be considered
inflationary by this definition, since it puts
more money into our pockets. A tax
reduction can encourage spending which
encourages higher prices. And the backlash
is apt to be that these higher prices
discourage spending, and thereby cause
unemployment. Because "rising prices
cannot be easily controlled without the
accompanying threat of rising unem-
ployment," Plattner explains, "policy makers
have generally tended toward allowing a

moderate degree of inflation to occur while
attempting to minimize unemployment
levels."

He notes that "A steady rate of inflation

and low unemployment offers greater
prospects for economic efficiency than
periods of alternating high inflation and high

unemployment. Because with low unem-
ployment, purchasing power is more con-
stant and more efficient use is made of

available resources both labor and
capital."

So, inflation is a cause of recession, when
people are scared out of buying by the rising

prices. Keeping the inflation going are the

after effects of last year's oil price increases,

which Plattner says, are still working their

way through the economy and influencing

price increases for other items and services.

Plattner said the basic reason home mort-

gage rates are so directly influenced by
inflation is that people are spending more
and saving less, so savings banks are taking

in less money than they need for lending.

People are spending more to beat higher

prices they expect in the future. "Thus,"
Plattner notes, "a rising price structure often

leads to a higher rate of spending from
current income than does a stable price

structure. But, a higher rate of spending from
current income also means a lower rate of

savings, which are necessary to supply funds
for mortgages to buy housing and other

capital goods."
The economist says the ever-rising prices

create problems for savers, who know that if

they deposit money in a bank, when they

withdraw it to make a purchase, prices will

have gone up, and their dollars will therefore

have lost some value. So, instead of saving,

people spend, trying to get maximum use of

their money, using it before it loses more
value in purchase power.

"In an inflationary economy," Plattner

explains, "the yield on savings must be
higher than the yield in an economy with a

stable price structure. This causes an in-

crease in the cost of mortgage money and
the cost of real property purchased with

mortgage money."
To encourage savings, then, banks must

increase the interest they pay on savings

accounts. And, to finance this increase, they
must then take in more interest income, by
raising mortgage and other lending interest

rates. And many people with money to

"save" seek other ways to let their money
earn money, with various investments in-

stead of savings accounts.

"In an inflationary economy there is a dual

upward pressure on the price of real estate.

There is an upward pressure on prices

because of consumption demand, arising

from general high levels of income and the

expectation of continued high income. There
are also supply pressures from a lack of

savings and hence mortgage money, ano
also a higher cost of mortgage funds
because of the need to compensate savers
for the loss of purchasing power due to

inflation."

One pressure on mortgage money comes
when, as now, business is competing with
home buyers for savings bank money.
Business needs it because consumers are
demanding more products, and business
must expand production to satisfy that

demand. Since interest rates are generally

higher than rates for home mortgages, banks
would prefer to lend to business.

...and optimism on recession

178A N. PI—sant St. /Amherst/256-0360

The turning point in the recession may be

here.

Professor Sidney C. Sufrin of the School

of Business Administration at UMass told

businessmen gathered for an economic

outlook conference the signs are optimistic.

But not without complications.

Sufrin doesn't believe the back of the

"depression" can be broken in six months.

But he thinks unemployment can show signs

of easing, profits signs of increasing and

prices signs of levelling off within that time.

These changes are affected by several

factors. First, he explained, is the question of

fiscal and monetary policies. These are

complementary, never mutually exclusive, in

Sufrin's view. Both imply intervention in the

economic system by the government, an

implied necessity.

The heart of the problem likely to shape

the immediate future is the interdependency

of the government and state of American

business. The government influences the

well-being of business on one hand, business

influences the well-being of the government

on the other.

This ebb and flow, according to Sufrin,

has caused some business commentators to

erroneously assume large expenditures now
planned by the government will cause large

deficits in the public budget, $35 billion this

year, twice the next year.

Tax rebates and other government actions

will increase sales and output, however, thus

increasing public revenues, said Sufrin.

Government income may be higher than

expected and expenditures less because
unemployment and other transfer and
benefit payments will decline. This is called

the multiplier effect, said Sufrin. The effect

may vary in immediacy, depending on
whether tax rebates and cuts are spent or put

in banks, thus immobilized.

Making the picture more complex is an

apparent action by the Federal Reserve to

slow the easing of its money policy. Sufrin

said the Fed seems to have decided the

decline in interest rates and the increase in

money supply has gone far enough.

But, that stop and go policy is uncertain,

deficit financing and tax rebates cost money.
The Treasury will have to go to the market to

borrow funds. As a result, businessmen find

themselves competing with the government

for funds, pushing interest rates up.

This is called "crowding out." Sufrin said

it may also cause inflation due to the time lag

between borrowing and the creation of

goods and services.

In light of this, Sufrin said some
businessmen are in favor of a slow growth

rate which will not put extraordinary pressure

on the money market. But, he added, this

approach doesn't face the question of the

social and personal costs of unemployment
and low levels of activities in the private

sector.

Others support rapid action to end the

recession. The "big push" supporters believe

funds are available for production.

More money and higher interest rates

stimulate prices but increases will be quickly

offset by goods and services flowing into the

income stream.

Nobody wants to buy the ivory tower

conception of long-term declining unem
ployment (£.5 per cent in 1980) now popular

in Washington, Sufrin told his listeners, at

least not those whose job security and family

welfare depends on earned income.

Sufrin called for appropriate monetary

policies. High interest rates reflect the policy

of the immediate past, he said. But, he
added, business cannot expand without
available money.

Turning to the situation in Massachusetts,
Sufrin said the state and regional economy
depends on the nation's economy. He said

statistics indicate the western part of the

state seems as effective as the eastern,

industrialized section.

The state budget, however, presents an
enormous problem in the management of the

public economy, he said. The problem is

replicated at the local level where there is

greater dependency on property taxes for

revenue. But the state will be the harbinger

of better times, Sufrin said, since it is

essentially an exporter of goods and services.

Sufrin also predicted some gloomy events.

He said the nation may face a shortage of

strategic goods and services, increased

demands for higher wages and energy

shortages due to high prices.

Sufrin concluded by asserting that the

future may not look ideal but it appears to be

much better in business than it was two
months ago.
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Two religious groups explored

B'nai Brith HiHeI Foundation

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY Undergrads to advise fellow journalism majors

LIFE/STYLE
ByJUDYFRIEDLAND

Staff Reporter

Judaism is more than a religion, it's a life style with

unique music, literature, art, cuisine and traditions.

The B'nai Brith Hillel Foundation is trying to make
students realize what it means to be Jewish.

"Most people think of all Hillel members as

"religious", involved in only "religious activities," said

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter, "when more 'non-religious'

actually take part in the activities."

Approximately 4500 Jews reside in the 5-College

community, according to Perlmutter, who said, "all of

them are different."

He added, "This is one of the few areas where Jews
of varying degrees of beliefs and interest work
together. We plan different programs to serve the

different kinds of people."

Hillel encourages students to initiate programs,
according to Perlmutter. "We are willing to helo any

Jewish group on campus with no restrictions at-

tached."

Hillel has helped to organize activities, which the

students run on their own. Zamir, a weekly radio show
of Israeli music and news was first telecast on WMUA
last Sunday; a 5-College newspaper NU is being

published, and a 5-College Jewish Arts Festival,

highlighting Jewish music, art, literature and featuring

nationally prominent personalities has been held. The
students also worked to begin the Kosher meal plan

this semester.

"It's true that we have religious services for those

who want it, but even in that respect, we're ex-

perimenting, by running creative services," said

Perlmutter.

Hillel is not a University-funded organization. It

depends on student dues, and money donated from

the Amherst and Northampton Jewish Community.

UCF - United Christian Foundation

By TED NEWCOMB
Staff Reporter

If you would like to explore new
horizons of personal growth, then

you just might be interested in the

United Christian Foundation, which
is located in 316-320 Hampshire
House.

"UCF is a diverse group of

people gathering under a very

broad understanding of the

Christian faith by following a way of

love, persuing justice, doing works
of justice, reflecting on faith,

worshipping in a celebrative way,
and by attempting to bridge many
of the agencies and movements
that try to do the same kind of

things whether under religious or

sectjlar auspices." This was Pete
Sabey's reaction to the question —
What is UCF? Sabey is the full time

•pastor for the Foundation. His

associates are Ruth Fessenden and
Frank Dorman. These three people
comprise what is known as a

nonhierarchical "Team Ministry."

This organization, while being a

non-profit religious center, tries to

remain in touch with human needs
and services. For this very reason,

the United Christian Foundation
"would like to believe it can work
with many different religious

groups. It serves a sort of bridging

function in the college community.
The membership ranges from a

conservative, fundamentalist type

of background to the very liberal

(and perhaps highly secularized).

Therefore, UCF feels it can touch

upon many different religious in-

terests and have something in

common with each of them while

having its own unique lifestyle."

UCF is a mixture of different people

from all walks of life. As was
mentioned by Sabey, "UCF
membership is a very diverse group,

almost undefinable. Many of these

people are searching for something

because they do not know what
their faith commitment is."

UCF encourages the individual to

mold his or her own faith. They do
not force any type of belief system

upon you. Neither do they teach

any form of standard curriculum.

"UCF welcomes questions as well

as commitment" and offers a

person the chance to grow in faith,

hope, and love for others and
especially for God.

The services offered by UCF can

be broken down into four general

categories: 1 ) Political Theology —
rallies, boycotts, 2) Celebration —
Communion, 3) Religious Studies

- Bible Study, Faith Explorations,

and 4) Counseling — marital,

premarital, personal, infirmary
visitation program. The outreach of
the various programs mentioned
above adds to the well-rounded

St. Regis
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28 Pleasant St. Northampton

Place of Home Style Food

and Quality Service presents:

Tuesday Night

Spaghetti Special

Spaghetti & Meat Balls, Jello or Pudding, both with
Whipped Cream, and Coffee or Tea.

S225

from 5 — 9 p.m.

atmosphere existing at UCF.
"I think every individual student

has a sense of having a life to spend
and wanting to spend it in a way
that is happy, that is somehow
productive and useful to the world,

that somehow counts at least in a

small way. But along with that

existence, there's a lot of anxiety

about just surviving; being secure,"

Sabey said. He added, "A lot of

escapist and even destructive

behavior comes out of the

tremendous tension of wanting a

meaningful life and just being afraid

that maybe there's no room and
possibly not even a future."

AND JSS^^
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University= STORE
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ByJUNEVALUERE
Staff Reporter

Advising for journalism majors
will be available during spring
registration as a result of the newly-
formed Journalism Undergraduate
Committee.

Advising on a large scale basis
was not available' in previous years
because it was impossible for three
full-time professors to advise 235
majors according to Professor
Howard Ziff, chairman of the
journalism program. Working with
Ziff, the committee has drawn up a
feasible plan for as many jour-
nalistic studies majors who want
assistance in course selection to
obtain it.

Ten upper-classpersons are
having work sessions with Ziff to
prepare for advising in two weeks.
They will be able to advise students
on the journalism and English
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APRIL 19 20 (Sat.-Sun.) - 2-DAY WEEKEND IN MONTREAL
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cosmopolitan Montreal. Hotel accommodations, included in the bargain fare, are
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APRK 26 (SATURDAY) - 1 DAY EXCURSION TO EXPO VINO 75
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requirements as well as assist

students in selecting sup-
plementary courses in the English
department and other departments
in the university that will enhance
their journalism program.

Sign-up sheets for appointments
to be made with the student ad-

visors will be posed today through
April 26 on the door of Ziff' s office

in E-10 Machmer.
Advising sessions will be held the

week of April 28 from Monday to

Friday at 10-12 and 2-4 p.m. in

Machmer E-10. Appointments are
arranged in 20 minute intervals.

The Journalism Undergraduate
Committee was organized last

semester as a result of a meeting in

response to the English depart-

ment's decision to establish English
as a sole track to a journalism
major.

Several journalistic studies

majors said they felt un-
dergraduates had not been ef-

fectively utilized in the course of
reaching that decision. They
organized to obtain greater control
in their chosen course of study.
The Undergraduate Committee is

continually growing. It began with
four members, now has over 20
working members, and is starting a
campaign to solicit the interest of
more JS majors.

Since it was first initiated, the
Committee has published two
newsletters called the IN-
STIGATOR, held several meetings
to gain support and inform
students, met with Ziff, and set up
various ad- hoc committees. These
ad- hoc committees are; advising,

curriculum, work-shop, and in-

ternship.

The JS Committee's first goal
was to work towards establishing

journalism as a full major. Because
of the lack of funds in the
university, it realized this could only
be a long range goal. Instead it

decided to work towards improving
the JS department in its transition.

The Committee's first step was to
obtain advisors to counsel JS
majors. It plans to formulate a new
curriculum for JS-English majors
with Professors Ziff and Larrv
Pinkham, and to supplement the
curriculum with workshops and
eventually internships.

Ziff has been working on several

plans which he calls his "dream
sheets". They are the formulation

of a graduate JS major to supply
the understaffed department with
teacher assistants and a full un-

dergraduate journalism major. Ziff

has welcomed the input of the JS
Undergraduate on these ideas and
on other facets of the JS program.

Ziff said earlier, "If I can have 300
students supporting me when I

present a plan for the JS major at

the end of the semester, maybe by
next year the workings on a plan for

a full JS major can begin."

"In default of any communication with Armand Demers or Dorothy O'Connor- at 5-3600 inttelWO Office by Thursday. May 8, .975 by members, advisors, £ officers of the fTowTn"organizations, said organizations will be considered inactive as of July l, 1975 :
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Twelve-act circus

slated for Sunday
By MARA KLEIN
Staff Reporter

Gentle Ben the Bear and Tony the Wonder Horse are two of the acts
appearing in the Cage with the Emmet Kelly, Jr. All Star Circus on Sunday,
April 27, according to Bill Hosking, chairman of the event.
Sponsored by the 2nd floor of Brown House, a recognized RSO group,

and the Commuter Assembly, the circus will perform two shows, at 2 and 6
p.m.

Twelve acts are featured in the show, including a balancing act, in-

ternational illusionists, educated chimps and a horse that hugs and kisses
his owner- trainer.

Since the contract for sponsorship of the circus was signed late,

publicity didn't go into full swing until this past week, said Hosking. Since
then sales have "been on the upswing," he added.

Previously the town dominated the audience, but Hosking is trying to
change that by concentrating more on attracting students. Balloons are
being sold in the Campus Center and handbills have been distributed, he
said.

A clown seminar, instructed by Kelly and an appearance by Kelly and
Gentle Ben at the Mall, are two possible promotions, Hosking stated,
adding that they are "still in the planning stages."

Tickets purchased in advance are $1.50 for children 14 yrs. and under
and $2.50 for adults. They are available daily from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Campus Center Concourse and in the Student Activities Office. Door
prices are $2 for children and $3 for adults.

UMass to host twelve
profs for NEH seminar

By ANNE MELANSON
Staff Reporter

The National Endowment for the

Humanities is funding the 3rd

annual Summer Seminar for

College Teacners to take place at

UMass this summer.
The purpose of the seminars is to

provide teachers from two-year

colleges and from small private and

state colleges with opportunities to

work at institutions with well-

supplied libraries suitable for

mature studies. UMass is one of

many large universities that is
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participating in the federal program.
According to Seminar Director

Walker Gibson, the teachers
participating are those "who are
stuck working in the boondocks"
and have little opportunity to
further their studies for lack of
access to sophisticated sources.

12 teachers have been chosen for
this summer's seminars. They
come from all over the country to

study a variety of subjects: one
woman from the Colorado School
of Mines will study Yeats' prose;

another man from Maryland's
Catonsville Community College will

pursue a study in the language of

government bureaucracy.

Besides individual scholarlv
projects, each accepted "student"
will participate in an English

seminar with Gibson, concentrating

on the intellectual or philosophical

concerns that lie behind our
classroom activity and that affect

everything we do there."

The NEH Summer Seminar will

take place from June 22 to August
9. Each participant receives a

$2,000 grant for the seven-week
session, and an additional $250 for

living expenses. No academic credit

is involved. Anyone wishing further

information on the program should
contact Gibson in Bartlett 252.

Parking

registration
Parking Registration for Fall

1975-76, began March 31. If you did
not receive a renewal form by
campus mail before April 5, come
into the Parking Office Rm. 1

Munson Hall. If you want to change
lots, you must fill out an application
form as soon as possible. Change
assignments are made on a first

come first served basis. Bring your
vehicle information, student
number and registration fee to the
Parking Office, Rm. 1 Munson Hall.
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Student interning with Greenfield selectmen
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A desire for "real life experience"
has taken Craig Chadwick away
from the "ideal in political science
text books" and into the offices of

the Greenfield selectmen.

Chadwick, a second semester
senior at the University of

Massachusetts-Amherst, is one of

about 50 students taking part in

political internships during the
spring semester. An internship is an
accredited program offered by the

University enabling a student to

leave traditional in-class instruction

and gain first-hand knowledge of

the activities in political institutions,

businesses, and other govern-
mental agencies. There are 200
students in the internship program.
While he is interning in the

selectmen's office, Chadwick is

satisfying a childhood fancy of

being a fireman. He lives in the

Greenfield Fire Station, and is "on
call" there as one of the eight

"housemen" who assist the
primary firefighters.

In a description of his work with
the selectmen, Chadwick calls

himself the "liaison" between the
town's committees or boards and
the main office in town hall.

"I'm > ow attending every
meeting that there is," the 21 -year-

old Greenfield native n>!. Ac-
cording to Chadwick there are

weeks when he hau he i op to 10
meetings, some of whi^h have
lasted into the late evening hours.

Chadwick spends most of his

mornings f .searching for the
upcoming town report. The
Massachusetts Selectmen's
Association offers a series of

awards for excellence in content
and layout of town reports and
Greenfield hopes to place high in

the running this year, according to

Chadwick.

"I've been out taking pictures for

the report and going blind reading

microfilm," Chadwick said. He does
most of his research in the

Greenfield Recorder's microfilm

room.

Chadwick has no formal
supervision by the University during

his internship. He is required,

however, to write several papers on
his experiences for his sponsor,

Jerome Mileur, associate professor
in the political science department.
All interns must receive the
sponsorship of a professor to

obtain credit for their work.
Mileur, who is also sponsoring

interns in Springfield, believes the
"point of all intern programs is for

students to complement their work
in class with their work in the field."

"In Craig's case the internship

grew largely out of his own efforts.

He made most of the details and

arrangements himself," Mileur said.

Most internships are previously

established and all arrangements

are made by the administrators of

the program rather than the

student.

Meanwhile, Chadwick's
firefighting duties often keep him

busy whenever he returns to his

dormitory room at the fire station.

He is on call to supplement the

regular men about 16 hours a day
throughout the year. The job is not

purely voluntary. He receives $475 a

year.

"I've always like fire trucks and
the whole deal," he said. "We're
called to do something about four

or five times a week," he said.

Furnace or boiler problems are

common calls for the eight

housemen during the winter

months, according to Chadwick.

"When I was a sophomore I

thought of quitting school and

joining the regular (fire) force," he

said. Chadwick has made at least

two rescues during his experience

with the housemen. One incident

occurred at 4:30 a.m. at -15 degrees

during a two alarm blaze three

years ago.

To supplement his firefighting

abilities Chadwick is also enrolled in

a paramedics course at Greenfield

Community College.

UMASS SOPHOMORES

TV tonight

IF YOU -

• Possess qualities of initiative, intelligence, and high ideals.
• Are self-disciplined and willing to set the example.
•Want to join an elite group of people who are developing leadership

abilities.

AND IF YOU QUALIFY -

• Leadership training begins this summer.
• You will receive S100.00 per month during your Junior and Senior years.
Plus a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army

Reserve.

YOU SHOULD -

Get the facts about the two-year Army ROTC program.
•Drop by the Department of Military Science (located between Boyden

Gym and Southwest) or call 545 2321 or 2322.

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO GET THE FACTS.

6 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

SECRET AGENT "A Room in the

Basement " (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

NIGHTLY NEWS (30)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA Journey Remem-
bered." (40)

LOVE. AMERICAN STYLE (56)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

ZOOM i (24) (57)

MOVIE "The Big Night." (27)

BEWITCHED (38)

> 6 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

700 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
"Father of the Week." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ROMAGNOLIS' TABLE <24)
TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

WOMAN IS ... (57)

7 30 CELEBRITY SWEEPSTAKES 13)

LETS MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall.

host (8) (22)

MUSIC PLACE (18)

THE FOURTH ESTATE (24)

MASQUERADE PARTY (30)
THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
"Deputy Otis." (38)

ROOM 222 "Love Is a Many
Splendored Thing." (40)

DRAGNET (56)

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57)

8 00 CBS NEWS SPECIAL "The I.Q.

Myth." (3)

HAPPY DAYS "You Go to My
Head." (8) (40)

PASTORS PERSPECTIVE (18)
ADAM 12 Conclusion of "Camp."
(22) (30)

SOLAR ENERGY 1741

MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR (27)

THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES (38)

DEALERS CHOICE (56)

THE HABITAT PROJECT (57)

830 QB VII Part I. Doctor accused of

war crimes. (8) (40)

NBC WORLD PREMIERE MOVIE
"This is the West That Was (22)

130)

NOVA "Why Do Birds Sign?" (24)

JOURNEY TO ADVENTURE (27)

GREEN ACRES (38)

DINAH' (56)

PIONEERS OF MODERN PAIN
TING (57)

9 00 NBA PLAYOFFS GAME (3)

GREATEST SPORTS LEGENDS
(18)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

930 AMERICAN SKI SCENE (18)

ASSIGNMENT AMERICA (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Gomer Learns a

Bully." (27)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

10:00 PUBLIC POLICY FORUM (18)

POLICE STORY Robberv Forty
Eight Hours." (22) (30)

INTERFACE (24) (57,

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

MOVIE "Small Town Girl." (38)

PERRY MASON (56) •
10 30 THE SHAKERS (24)

THE JOE HYDER SHOW (271

ELLIOT NORTON REVIEW (57)

1 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

THE BEST OF GROUCHO (56)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
NEWS (57)

1

1

30 TUESDA Y S TARLIGHT MOVIE
"El Greco." (3)

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY "A Spell

of Evil." (8) (40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

MOVIE "Jinx Money." (27)

THE BEST OF HOLLYWOOD (561

1145 LAUGH CLASSICS (38)

1 00 NEWS (8) (40)

l®-ttt©ir<

Crediting the American

middle class
Re: Ellen Gavin's "Who is the Orphan?" of the April 15 issue.

While we respect the feeling that prompted Ms. Gavin to write this

piece, and we join in her disgust with the futility and monstrous folly of our
involvement in Vietnam, we believe she's dumping on the wrong people.

These American families are trying to help in some way, trying to atone for

their guilt in he/ping destroy a country. These aren 't people with Mercedes-
Benzes and Peugots. They're not adopting Vietnamese children to rein-

force their feelings of American superiority, they're adopting these children

to love.

Perhaps Ms. Gavin doesn't agree with the Babylift — fine. Dump on the

Operation. But don 't dump on people who lack your brand of collegiate

cynicism and are trying to do something loving and human. Ms. Gavin is in

no position to judge how there children will be brought up, or how many
parents will tell them the truth. Give the middle-class American family

some credit for trying to make up for their guilt by complicity, by taking on
the gigantic responsibility of raising a war-scarred child of a different

culture. It's not going to be easy for either of them. And be glad some
people still have consciences.

Nancy Oliver

From our perspective

Keeping it together

Nitpicking's gone too far

In response to the editorial on April 16 by Marcia Robinson, Joan Keith,

Rosemary Elder and 18 others: Congratulations! Your complaint con-

cerning the "Scientific Breast Guage" was obviously justified, you were
able to understand the calibration on the guage thus proving your in-

telligence! Now if only you could be human enough to laugh at something

which was also obviously intended as a joke. As the ad says "the most
gauche thing since the Whoopee Cushion."

Of course I will be the first to admit that many inequities and injustices

exist in our world so let's do something about important issues instead of

nitpicking over trivial jests.

Mark Hastings

A tribute to perception

Concerning Benita Pullara's column of April 17:

Your article entitled "Future Stalk", appearing in last Thursday's

Collegian is tribute and testimony to a fine and perceptive mind.

May life be good to you.
William J. Marren

Physical Plant-Engineering

Last Thursday night, an
estimated crowd of over-two
thousand students gathered for

a Town Meeting in the Student
Union Ballroom. The meeting
was organized as a carry over
from the rally sponsored by the
Coalition for a People's Budget
the day before. The attendance
at the meeting was far more
than anticipated, and marked a

beginning, however late, of

organized protest of the budget
cuts and administration
disregard for student input.

Another result of the meeting

was the Student Action
Committee, a group of con-

cerned students who have taken

it upon themselves to organize

the protest on and off campus.
These people should be
congratulated for the amount of

time and energy they have put

into the cause. However, this

work will have been in vain

unless wide-spread student
support for the protest strategy

is gathered.

Today at noon, there will be

an assemblage at the ramp of

Whitmore, and at 12:30 a march
to the Campus Center. A 1:00

rally is scheduled, where student

negotiators will present the list

of demands to members of the

Student Affairs Committee of

the Board of Trustees. It is

important that students attend
and support the demonstration
to show the committee where
we stand.

Tomorrow evening there will

be another Town Meeting,

where a strike will be explained

and discussed, and a referen-

dum will be decided upon.

Last Thursday we showed
that students here are starting to

come together enough to take

collective action. Let's keep

things together and show that

this is not just another case of

Spring Fever.

All unsigned editorials are the

opinion of the majority of the

Board of Editors. «

Fed up!

reid fishman

This heel runs

on no platform
As long as an F earns a student credits towards graduation, it cannot

add to his or her grade-point average \the average for all courses of the

credits received for a course times the points assigned to the mark for the

course\. Since the cumulative average is this value divided by the total

credits earned by a student (excluding pass fail credits), it (the cum.

average I is supposed to indicate how well a student has learned what he

learned. Unless this system for determining grade-point averages and

cumulative averages is changed, an F indicates that "nothing" has been

learned. With this implication in effect, it would be grossly unfair and

illogical to consider F's in computing a student's cumulative average. How
can something not accumulated be used in a cumulative average?

Richard Pine

During these crucial days of apprehension and

noncommitment, it's important to know that we have

such great leaders - such stalwarts of American

promiscuity as Peter Lewicke. His lean and lanky

appearance reminds one immediately of the great

Abraham Lincoln and when he opens his mouth and

begins to utter those intriguing statements about

nothing, one can only realize that he's the candidate

to lead us out of these troubled times.

His campaign manager, Henry Ragin, is known

OMMON
Back to the 60's

By MARY DRISCOLL
It is often debated whether the sixties had any significant

messages but more disgruntling is whether youth had un-

derestimated its ability to turn its idealism into progressive

social alternatives. It is hard to analyze what construction

grew out of the sixties; youth had suddenly disappeared

from the front pages of establishment media. This retreat

was diagnosed as "the apathy syndrome" and it was
assumed that all clamor took a back seat to economic
survival — that is, "how can you expect ME to run a

revolution and get into graduate school at the same time!"

Well, kids, I hate to break your hearts but, a funny thing

happened to me on the way to campus last Thursday night

— I was nearly run down by two-thousand UMies chanting

"STRIKE", filing toward the Student Union in organized

marches from Orchard Hill and Southwest. The moment
struck me like an unexpected ghost. The electrified energy of

mass annunciation was frightening because it brought with

it a depressing forecast: futility.

But something very curious happened in the Ballroom that

night. It was a provocative and new experience for the

students to listen to speeches that identified the economic

crisis here in Amherst with the plight of the working-class,

poor women with children and the welfare recipients of this

state. Students seemed to thougnttully digest tne meaning

of the phrase "education for those who can afford it." The

crowd responded to the explanation that a decrease in the

state budget for higher education meant that UMass would
soon no longer be a place for the people who built and
maintain it: working-class and minorities.

The "Town-Meeting" didn't incite hysterical demands for

a strike. What it did do is ask people to think, to sort out

alternatives. It may be that we are learning an important

distinction between strike and protest; the latter is the vocal

recognition of a commonly oppressing force. Strike, in the

past, has not proved to do much more. Yet it appears that a

strike at UMass is inevitable. It will be the students' protest

against the fact that their education may become a matter of

financial clout. But because this cause is on a level that

applies directly to ine course of our lives, students at UMass
are preparing to register their dissent in active and con

structive strategies. If we strike, we cannot expect to spend

the time getting sun-tans. There are educational workshops
planned and many letters to be written to parents, alumni

and legislators. As John Bracey said the other day, "contrary

to popular opinion, students are real persons with a

potentially powerful political lever."

Mary Driscoll is a Progressive News Service Commentator.J

across campus as the "father of UMass realization"

and Henry's two former escapades at trying to win the

UMass presidency have only proven that the means
justifies the end. At last year's ceremonies, it can be

remembered that five enthusiastic UMies ran onto the

stage and bared their asses with an enjoyable

"RAGIN" written across.

But Henry isn't running this year and instead has

chosen to throw his support behind the impressively

laxadaisical figure of Peter Lewicke. One has only to

wonder at the important campaign tactics the two
have devised for this year's event, and when asked

about his chances of winning, Peter said he was
confident of being able to rally two to five per cent of

the vote behind his candidacy. His campaign staff

estimates a logical one-in-a-million chance of Peter's

being selected tonight.

But great men have rarely before been stopped by a

dampening of their winning prospects, and Peter will

march into that ceremony tonight and try his hardest

to make sure that student government never again

returns in this form to this school. It's doubtless he
will win because those who would be abolished are

those who will have the chance to vote tonight, which
is perhaps the whole basis of Lewicke's campaign and
complaint that the "control addicts" have taken over

student government and kept it out of students'

hands while dispensing student money at random.
Peter's platform is truly the most representative of

overall UMass philosophy and echoes the cries heard

by bureaucrats around the world that the system is

controlled by the wrong people and the money is

going to the wrong places. Perhaps Peter's platform

of abolition is the only eventual answer to UMass'
budget problems. Whatever the case, it would be in

the interests of the students of this university to

choose Peter Lewicke as their S.G.A. President, and

that's precisely why he won't be chosen.

As Henry put it: "It doesn't matter whether or not

we win the election, but every time an individual

speaks in favor of individuals rather than in favor of

institutions, a victory is gained."

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist
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Views .across the river

Concord's Bicentennial: Bridging the dissatisfied
Photos by Mark Biletch,

Dick Leonard and Fran Glavin

"The Revolution will not be televised.

"

Gil Scot-Heron
Over 50,000 people made it to Concord Friday night, braving the wind,

rain and cold, to call for "economic democracy". The e*'ent was the largest

economic demonstration since the Depression, despite attempts to thwart
it by closing all access roads seven hours prior to the announced time.

Coverage of the rally by the media, both electronic and print, was
ignored, downplayed or highly distorted, even though PBC followers

doubled the amount of lawn chair traditionalists on the river's east side.

The message throughout the night from the PBC makeshift staae was
political, revolutionary and inspirational; an 80 year old woman from the
suffragette era was up at 3 a.m. to speak to us; orators quoted Tom
Jefferson, Abigail Adams and Tom Paine; Phil Ochs dedicated a song to
the Khmer Rouge; Pete Seeger and Arlo Guthrie played on the heartstrings
of all; Holly Near created a climactic feeling of solidarity with her songs of
human liberation.

A Boston Globe report said people left because the "party was over".
Didn't that reporter rc-.ize that those there were working class people,
many who must work weekends?

Ford, approaching the bridge from the side the British had, was as
deceitful as the news media as he disparaged the spirit of the Revolution
by trying to connect it with his obscene remarks. Glorifying the U.S.
military throughout his brief spee^i, he said, "The U.S. has become a
world power. From a newborn nation with a few ships, American sea
power now ranges to the most distant shores." Of course, Jerry made no
reference to the true nature of our past - one of slavery, imperialism and
genocide.

After Ford, some 300 lean men and women, slodging through the mucky
bottomed river in a patriotic effort to join the parade, risked skull fractures
from the hulky stick wielding Nat. Park Police, wearing "revolver expert"
badges.

Even "accredited" news media were turned back from the bridge. (I

nade it across by infiltrating into a Boy Scout troup before being thrown
jack by a pack of Secret Service agents.)

Several people tried to bring an "economic democracy" banner across
jut were driven back by riot trained mounted police wearing orange red
ain gear. Immediately, people chanted, "The Red Coats are coming!"
A new continuance to the American Revolution erupted at Concord

>aturday. Where was Walter Cronkite?

There was a moment during the
Bicentennial which reflected what
the whole thing was supposed to

be about. It came at 4:30 a.m. while
the crowd in front of the stage,

tired cold and wet, stood ankle
deep in mud. Rain fell through the
spotlight reflecting off orange
slickers and black umbrellas.

Pete Seeger was on the stage
with Phil Ochs, Holly Near, Utah
Phillips, Barry Commoner, George
Wald, Danny Schecter and the
organizers of the People's
Bicentennial. People below,
standing huddled passing bottles of
Yukon Jack to keep warm were
singing and clapping to the Woody
Guthrie ballad, "This Land is My
Land".

At that one moment, it all fell

together briefly, the rain even
stopped as we all headed for

higher, dryer ground for some sleep
before the theater of the next day
began.

And Saturday was theater; a
drunken form of guerilla theater
where the players remembered the
lines of the sixties but forgot the
plot. The PBC started with a
declaration of economic in-

dependence which was underlined
by flower bearing Arlo Guthrie
(who forgot one of the verses to his

own father's song).

Hoards of boy scouts descended
on the east bank where the PBC
had gathered and ate their peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches amidst
the beer cans and rubbish from the
night before. One troop sat
munching wide eyed about fifteen

dte£J
—Joe Mahonev

Even after hours of cold and
damp participation, the main body
of people stayed at the rally area to
protest the presence and the
speech of Gerald Ford. There was
some confrontation with the police
by thousands of people trying to
reach the North Bridge during
Ford's speech, however there was
little violence and few arrests even
though the protesters were ex-
tremely agitated.

According to Randy Barner of
the PBC, the rally was an over-
whelming success. "The most
heartening aspect of the event was
that tens of thousands of people,
after sitting through hours of
adverse weather still showed their

feelings by vocally and physically
protesting our economic situation

through Gerald Ford." he said.

"They sent a message that can't be
ignored even though the local

media down played that aspect
completely."

"We started out with a dream of
thousands of people facing the
morning after a night of music and
oratory," he said, "and it came off
even better than we expected.
People do realize why they were
called there. They were the
beginning of a revolutionary
movement that's taking place
nationally today."

"One thing that blew my mind"
he said, "was that there was no fear
or hostility from the straight people

feet from a couple making love in a

sleeping bag.

As the parade began and an-

ticipation for the Presidents arrival

grew, the audience was triggered

by a small dog who ran across the

marsh, swam to the peninsula,

dodged the police and ran over the

North Bridge to prove that it could

be done.

The arrival of the President

brought boos and hisses from the

PBC crowd, more police to enforce

the barricade, obscene chanting,

more people wading across to

where they were chased by the

police who kept falling down in

pursuit, losing their boots in the

mud and beating on kids then

throwing them back into the crowd.

FORD: The United
States has become a world

power.

PBC CROWD: Boo,
bullshit, go home dope.

FORD: Tyranny by any
other name is tyranny.

PBC: Yea, now you're

talking, Cheer, Hooray.

Soon it was all over, the crowd,
muddy and hungover, trudged back
to their cars miles away.

The majority of the people
seemed to want a concert, another
Woodstock, but unlike five years

ago they were drunk rather than
stoned, happy rather than made,
and at a rally for the poor working
:lass, they were comparitively well

)ff.

•Bill Parent

at the rally even during the police

confrontation. They weren't
grabbing their children and leaving,

they were watching and they
understood what was happening."
As far as PBC's future plans are

concerned Barber said; "This is

only one step in a continuing effort

to bring people around." We will be
contacting those people and
groups that participated in the rally

and we are going to continue our
presence at smaller historic events
in the future. We will hold a
regional conference in late May or
early June to make sure that good
solid groups will be working on
local issues."

The next main PBC event will

take place over Thanksgiving when
a Continental Congress will be
assembled in Washington D.C. to
consolidate the efforts of
progressive groups and individuals
nation wide.

Refering back to media coverage
of the Concord event Barber said;

"Being farther away, the national
news played a more neutral role in

evaluation of the event. However,
the local media, in distorting their

coverage are only ignoring a reality,

the reality that people are angry,
frustrated and willing to devote
themselves to basic changes in

spite of all the opposition and
power facing them."

—Joe Cotter

The town of Concord has been preparing for the Bicentennial for 200 years. Stores were
dressed in American flags and red, white and blue half moons resembling bisected archery
targets. One store window displayed a liberty bell carpet (Don't tread on me???). In front of
the Johnny Tremain Gift Shop, a hawker in a minuteman costume was shouting "Buy a
Bicentennial button package." Another minuteman, drunk, was being interviewed by a tv

crew. Good Burghers, dressed like Jack Nicklaus and Betty Ford, were on leave from their

motels. They strolled the streets giving their little kids history lessons.

Down the street from the town center, over "the rude bridge that arched the flood," and
past the Minuteman statue, was the camp and stage of the People's Bicentennial Committee.
The stage was at the bottom of a hill, close to the Concord River. Radiating from the stage
was a carpet of people, sleeping bags, cases of beer, half gallon wine bottles, knapsacks,
pipes and joints and sheets of plastic. On the periphery of the crowd were groups of rented
portable fiberglass outhouses.
Among the crowd were National Park Police in black uniforms with glittering brass pinned

to their fronts and light blue strjped pants tucked into almost knee length boots. They stood
anding someone for lighting a campfire

its and broad rimmed Smokey the Bear

professors, union leaders, etc.) and
the stage until five for a two-hour in-

and the partying

sang the song

and walked around unobtrusively, occasionally

or setting off firecrackers. Also, rangers in gr
hats made official contributions to the rnas>

PBC's show started arouMnja^kUu. Sp
singers (Pete Seeger, Holly Nell, etctalternat
terlude for Paul Revere.^^^M

It rained through th^fln, but tarps and
prevailed.

At one point, the crowd was admonished for

"Garbage."

A wide path was clearedjferu^ side of the hiH tor Paui R^IFe and cannon fire. The
cannon was fired and reload^by an enthusiastic group of menln boy scout costumes. They
MfQ^cedjjjgigiib^ngly loudjoar and copious douds of(ml that smelled like farts. The
' rst round produced tin; consummate cigarette smoker's fantajT A ten foot smoke ring. Paul
R^ie< •" ex-WTTnjctor from Boston, came charging up the hill in a figurative cloud of
sawdust, unmixed Anent and metal shavings For the benefit of the T.V. csmus, and the
ultimate in buffooejry, he did, a retake, descending and recharging the iutt. At the bottom of
the cleared path, fttng the cannon, were outhouses. Had cannon bads been used it would
have been like a bowling alley; shitpin bow'ing. E^P^^

• were elements of seriousness in the crowd: Socialists distributed their newspapers'^
•up .ailed "Youth Aqaiist War and Fascism chanted "Jobs it home not war abroad."

Signs WKIuded John Hancock Never Sold Life insurance" ancr^Lv Off Profits, Not
^^^T' Frr >e stage dangled effigies representing corporations such as GAF and The Bell
System. They vvfn^Wntified by vests displaying the corporation's adverting symbol: e.g.
the Bell dummy bore the famous encircled blue bell.

Gerry Ford came, greeted by hordes waiting in the officially designated (with a sign)
"Public viewing area." He was given a grandiose Concordian welcome with cannon firing a
21 gun salute. When Ford spoke, it sounded like he was still pissed about Vietnam. For a local
slant he mentioned Emerson, inspiring the indignant yell from the crowd of "Leave him out of
this."

Across the river from Ford, the PBC crowd shouted and waved hundreds of yellow "Don't
tread on me" flags replete with the archetypal charmed snake. An individual managed to get
to polices' front line, but was netted by cops spastically slipping and sliding as he was chased
across a marsh in a Keystone Cops scene.

After Ford left, a big parade followed. High school bands and minutemen style marching
units playing fifes marched over the bridge, peripheral visions darting to the gamut of
gawking good burghers.

The Globe, Herald American and the New York Times estimated the attendance to be
about 20,000. The Springfield Republican, in a story written by the Los Angeles Times ser

y'
C
!^!

a,d 30 '000 The Worcester Telegram said 10,000. The Globe qualified their report of
12,000 by attributing it to cops stationed at entranceways.
As if they were speaking with authority, the Herald American made a neat little dichotomy

of "radicals" (PBC) and "The real bicentennial" (Jerry Ford, minutemen and good burghers.)
In the Globe, columnist Jeremiah Murphy disdained it as youthful frivolity and dismissed it as
merely "a hypocracy in Concord."

—Jim Paulin

UMass "patriots" who attended
Friday night's PBC rally at Concord
Bridge gave mixed reactions to the

event.

An estimated 350 students left

campus Friday to join the throng on
the banks of the Concord River,

traveling by thumb, car caravan, or

bus. Passengers on a free UMass
bus, sponsored by the Commuter
Assembly and the Veteran's
Coalition for Community Affairs

(VCCA), were asked for their

opinions during the return trip on
Saturday.

Debbie Cookson, a senior: "I

think PBC was successful in that

they were a unified, organised

group of people committed to an

ideology of action and change. My
reasons for attending the rally were
primarily political ... people who
went hoping for a second
Woodstock may have been
disappointed."

Bruce Madden, a junior: "The
main problem was that people were
over- partying and some people

didn't even know who the PBC
were. You can't bring change to

America with grass and booze,

especially when you hear the

shithouse green helicopters

whooshing by overhead and see

the S.S. guards grimacing from

their cold metallic minds."

Joseph Frack/eton, a junior: "The
problem was that the PBC was
trying to manipulate all of us there.

While many were there mainly

for the music and get together, the

PBC wanted to make it clear to the

masses that we. were all there to

show our concern for a corrupt

nation. I personally did not attend

the rally with the purpose of

throwing fists in the air and

harassing the president. I went
mainly for the music and good
time."

Ralph Gott, a freshman: "The
treatment by the media will

determine its success ... if

government leaders take note of

the protest and the conditions that

instigated it, it should be effective.

It was also a tremendous spectacle

that I would have regretted

missing."

Gini Mangon, a freshman: "The
rally was a true test of people

power. The vast numbers alone

(45,000) demonstrates that people

are motivated to come together,

though for different reasons. I went
to the rally for its historical value,

curiosity, and some entertainment.

I didn't know that the purpose was
strictly political and economic
though I was aware of this as an

underlying issue."

The 30 odd students on the bus,

while differing widely in their

feelings about PBC, were
unanimous in their exhaustion.

Upon reaching UMass, their chief

priorities were plainly showers and

sleep.

—Rick Hanauer

We arrived late Friday afternoon

as rumor had it Concord would be

closed off at 5 and we wanted to

get there early. The crowd was
steadily growing, young preppies

with Woodstock on their minds,

burnt out hippies and semi- hippies,

people with beer coolers and

knapsacks. And of course the cops,

with one eye on the crowd, and the

other actively searching for any

woman resembling Patty Hearst.

Rumor had it Crosby, Stills, Nash

and Young were coming; the crowd

grew. They all came with their EMS
backpacks, down sleeping bags.

Canons, Nikons and Instamatics,

and most of all much brew and little

pot to protest the corporate

ownership of the country.

The atmosphere on Friday

evening was light; one of almost

.elief, "Hey, we're back together

again, didn't I see you at Watkin's

Glen?" It was almost too bad that it

had to be a protest.

One young man, slightly

disheveled, more than slightly

inebriated, began to lead the crowd

in a rowsing version of "Happy

Birthday" to America. People were

into it.

Nevertheless, it was a protest, a

great try even if it wasn't quite a

success. We are the victims of

fragmentation; there are no longer

any clear cut issues to unite us. For

every person who cheered at the

speech criticizing the job shortage,

there was another who booed.

"Who wants a job?" remarked

someo.i* standing near me. "I'm

happier on unemployment!" And
perhaps it was a bit much when the

brother of Caesar Chavez decrying

Gallo Wines to a group of people

who had already downed the

equivalent of half a vineyard.

Whenever someone called out a

name from the stage, there was a

corresponding yell of "Allen

Faye!", and cheers of "No Rain!"

were as intermittent as the spring

showers. It was almost haunting,

like someone trying desperately to

achieve an orgasm, we were trying

to achieve a feeling, and the more
we tried, the more difficult it

became.
The next day we went to Con-

cord Center to survey the damage.
The President had gone home, the

young people had not. We stood on

a corner in the rain eating (HEY!

only 25 cents each clearance sale)

ham and cheese sandwiches,
watching the police arrest a

drunken black man. The townies

hurried by, looking at the young
people like the French looked at the

Nazis who had just taken over their

village. There was singing and
drinking, and a dummy labeled

"Exxon" lay dead in the street. As
we walked back to the car I spotted

a boy, dirty and downed out, asleep

in the doorway of a hardware store,

the contents of his pack strewn all

around him. Something I had heard

the day before echoed in my head,

"Happy Birthday America, happy

birthday to you!"

—B. J. Roche

It was labeled a party by the established press, a failure as an economic

protest, a failure as a concert. It was so easy to reduce the gathering of

forty-thousand people at Concord for the People's Bicentennial Com-
mittee Town Meeting to a nothing-else-to-do-and-it's-Friday-night fling.

Although the crowd was not the working class as expected, although there

were twenty drug abuse cases shipped out, and although the majority of

people there were drinking, that is not what happened at all.

In truth, what occurred was a symptom of an oppressive disease that

has attacked our generation for at least the past four years. The apathy,

the waiting to see what was going down, the prevailing being there for the

sake of being there attitude are merely outgrowths of something much
more important, much more devastating than simple failure.

Our generation is totally without leaders, a fact made extraordinarily

obvious by the crowd's attempts to make Arlo Guthrie into his father's

image (needless to say an impossible feat). There is no one for us to look

up to and say "yeah, that's where we should be headed", there is no one
powerful or persuasive enough to make our decisions for us. The myth of

the Great Glowing Savior died with George McGovern and no one is brave

enough to stick their neck out for fear of learning the 'truth' about them.

Che's image has been successfully destroyed by corporation PR. and
McGovern made too many mistakes to be believed. Basically, there is no
one trustworthy (no thanx to the media, I assure you).

Until a human power source developes, we, as a generation, will remain

fragmented and listless, turning toward outside stimulus (TV and other

drugs) to divert our energies. We fill our lives with lame excuses and mourn

the passing of the sixties with religious fever (Ah, the experience!).

All the words were right on the evening of April nineteenth, the emotion

was there, the expectations were there, but the believability, the intensity

was not. We sit, watch, wait with detachment and are careful not to trust.

Long live America, you have taught us well.

—Tyla Michelove

Jj I
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Why strike?
_

By MA. JONES
The proposed cutbacks arise partly due to the

economic crunch but for another reason too.

Moreover, even given austerity, there is a reason why
public education along with welfare programs are

called upon to sacrifice first.

The people who run our society feel that public

education has gotten out of hand. The institutions of

the United States allow only certain job opportunities,

for stability, the populace, must be educated to have
precisely the skills necessary to fill those jobs, no more
and no less. Were people 'over-educated' work ex-

pectations would be too high causing a disen-

chantment threatening society's reproduction. Were
people undereducated', they couldn't do the jobs

society has alloted them. Within this framework it's

clear that the elite schools are supposed to turn out

society's leaders, while the state and public colleges

and highschools are supposed to generate the work
force. UMass is not supposed to fully educate us; it is

supposed to socialize us to fill slots already waiting

outside.

But a problem has arisen in this tracking process.

As shoddy as the teaching, course content, and
educational facilities here are, they are already better

than we supposedly need'. There is an imbalance
between the amount of education we now receive

much less would really like and the amount society

wishes us to have. The present state plan is to cut-

back, to make working class public institutions into

highschools with ashtrays and beer, thus avoiding the

problems of so-called over-education'. The problem
we face is thus not just austerity but also the very
nature of the lives we are supposed to lead, and thus
the schooling allotted to our educational develop-
ment.

Second, even with respect to austerity, the reason

that economic problems lead to cuts here at UMass
and is state welfare programs rather than in corporate

profits, is because those who determine policy benefit

that way. Our society is not yet composed of just one
big happy family of people, each doing what they are

capable of, and all justly enjoying the returns of that

collective effort. Instead there are two basic

movements. On the one hand are those who have
little or no control over their day-to-day lives, and who
must sell their labor and dignity. And on the other side

there are those who own or run the country's major

industrial and political institutions: the "ruling class".

This ruling class acts in the halls of congress, General

Motors, and even academia to pursue its own in-

terests. They benefit from the oppression we all feel.

When someone must lose they ensure that it's the

poor and already disenfranchised. The ruling class, to

reproduce the system in which they are dominant

invariably creates policies constraining and taking

from all of society's other peoples.

<DQmm®flfctt&.iry-

So how can we make our situation any better? To

answer is not easy. Society's deck is quite steeply

stacked. Those who wish to maintain things as they

are, run the courts and cops, make the laws, and own
and control the economy. Still they are not all

powerful. In the short run people can organize

together and raise political costs for force positive

changes. As just the most recent large scale example,

the anti-war movement of the sixties and early

seventies raised the social cost of the war here at

home and in the army itself causing the withdrawal of

troops from Cambodia, the cessation of bombing in

the north and eventually the withdrawal of all active

U.S. military units. Political activity is thus not futile at

all. The anti-war movement despite its immense
weaknesses and its arrogance helped to save literally

hundreds of thousands of human lives. If we can

make the cost to rulers of cutbacks greater than the

benefits to them, they will change their policy plans

here too.

In the long run those who here in the United States

are denied by the system the opportunity to lead the

most dignified and productive fulfilled lives they can,

will organize together, develop new ways of thinking,

acting, and organizing life, and then struggle to first

win societal power and to then reconstruct all our

institutions and values so that society is organized to

serve the human needs of the whole population rather

than just the false greedy needs of one small class.

But what the hell does all this have to do with a

strike here? Well it depends on how deeply we ask

questions and face our feelings about what's going on

around us. Firstly, the above arguments tell us that

the state will reverse its policy stands only if we force

it to by raising social costs they can't tolerate. One
way to do this is by organizing ourselves and striking,

thus providing a disruption here and a very powerful

model to our parents and to people throughout the

state about how they too might confront their

worsening situations, all the more so if we have teach-

ii to advance our own knowledge, and go out into

the community and establish contact with other off-

campus groups and people who might side with us

and also like our support in turn. Further the argument

tells us that working together now to win im-

provements in our educational life is part of a broader

struggle that also entails winning changes in the basic

work roles our society offers its citizenry. We are not

isolated but are in solidarity with all those people who
would like to create a situation in which they have

control over their own lives and always face a set of

social institutions that foster their complete freedom

and development. Vote yes to strike for what it means
now and in the future. Work on teach-ins and other

organizing projects to make the whole struggle an

ongoing success.
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M. A. Jones is a guest commentator from the

Progressive News Service.

zamir nestelbaum Politricks
The Man: Peter Lewicke
The Position: S.G.A. President (Your

Fuhrer)

The Place: UMass
The Time: Now.
The Task: Vote.

For too long have the student politicians
on this campus done rather good im-
personations of Dicky Nixon, in the quest for
political power. Student Power has always
been co-opted by these Junior Whitmore
types, who prefer backroom political dealing
rather than accurately reflecting the
populace. Personal ambition has always
been the highest common denominator
among these ego addicts. The will of the
students has had to be interpreted oy tne
few. Even the election of the S.G.A.
President tonight won't be in your hands, but
in the hands of the Student Senate and Area
Government heads, in a closed election.
They don't trust you with a popular vote.

But now, the time has come for an

alternative candidate. In the best traditions of

Henry Ragin (who is the campaign manager),

Peter Lewicke has deigned to give us a

choice. Running on the Anarchist Ticket,

Lewicke pledges if elected to abolish the

Student Government Association, and turn

the Senate Chambers into an Opium Den (an

old Ragin ploy).

"Students have taken themselves
seriously for too long'' goes the eternal

Raginism. Its time people stopped thinking of

themselves in messianic terms and started

having a good time."

I was fortunate enough to speak with the

Candidate this past week. Surrounded by his

staff and campaign election machinery, he
appeared dapper though seemingly in a state
of suspended rigormortis. Constantly leering
and snickering through his pallor stricken
eyes, he agreed to answer our questions in
the best traditions of American election
journalism.

Z.N.: "Why are you running?"
Lewicke: "That's an excellent question."

and the candidate quickly broke into an
hysterical cackle.

Z.N.: "No really?"

Lewicke: "It's because the Control Ad-
dicts, to borrow from William S. Burrows,
are running. They want to control everything
and have to be stopped."

Z.N.: "What are your campaign pledges?"

Lewicke: "1. Get rid of the S.G.A.
2. Improve the education at this school. As

it stands now its worthless. It takes away
from what we already know. It gives people
shit. The Education here is even more vile

than the Catholic Church."

Z.N.: "What do you think of the non
popular election of the S.G.A. President and
what effect does this have on your chan-

ces?"

Lewicke: "I feel raped cheated and
screwed by this method of election those
pigs over there dreamed up. I'd say my
chances are between two and five percent,
but my staff is more pessimistic. They think

they're about nil."

Z.N.: "Are you preparing any tricks or

gimmicks on election night?" (TONIGHT)
Lewicke: "No gimmicks. Just spon-

taneous insanity. Its up to Pierpont to show
up themselves. In my speech, I'm going to

promise to hit the road as a hobo, whether
I'm elected or not. If elected those checks'll

come in handy."
Z.N.: "Yes Parting shots?"
Lewicke: "Yes. To be rightside up in an

upside down world, you have to be upside
down with respect to the world."

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist

Thieves like us (TOC doesn't ) toc welcomes a boycott!

urn©r®

In answer to the Collegian's article,

"Boycott the TOC, " I can only say, "I wish
you would. " As a waitress at the TOC, I

would like to take the chance to defend the
waitresses whom you seem to take such Joy
in molesting. You obviously don't enjoy our
service and to be perfectly blunt, we don't
enjoy serving you, although we always do
because of a few people on your staff who
act normal and make our time worthwhile.

The incidents which you so falsely

described also need to be defended. The
pitcher deposit incident was as funny and far

from the truth as your April Fool's issue. The

g\oup demanded a pitcher after 12:00 when
no pitchers are to be served. Due to the few
civilized members in the group, the bartender

was nice enough to give one out, somewhat
hesitantly, as the group was a/ready loud,
obnoxious, and had a/ready given me grief
about the quality of the beer they were
drinking. Earlier in the evening, I had
cheerfully taken back a pitcher and replaced
it with a full one since the group had decided
that the beer was flat \after drinking over half
the pitcher \.

When the last pitcher was delivered, after

12:00, a member of the group asked that I

take the other pitcher back and deduct the

dollar deposit from the price of the pitcher

they were now receiving, which I did. At the

end of the night, when the one pitcher was
returned, we gave a one dollar deposit back.

Several minutes later, a member of the group

returned with another pitcher which he had
plainly stolen from another table, thinking

that he was pulling a real "fast one" on us.

Unfortunately, "thief, " you were seen taking
it.

As a journalist, E. Patrick McQuaid, I

suggest that you begin sticking to the facts

when you write articles such as "Boycott the
TOC. " The literary world has no openings for
those who distort facts nor does it take
kindly to thieves!

Christine Donovan
and 14 signatures

Seidman denies BNS allegations

In reference to Dr. Cleo Abraham's
statement concerning me, as reported in the
April 14, 1975 issue of the Collegian, / was
never contacted by nor did I contact Texas

Southern University in any manner regarding
the appointment of Dr. Abraham to their

faculty.

Earl Seidman
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Locked minds
Let me reply to Ms. Ericson 's letter to the editor of

April 15th, regarding the assignment of commuter
lockers.

First of all, commuter students were notified by
campus media that lockers were available for the '75

semester; second, lockers were not assigned until the

beginning of the semester; third, since we have a

limited number of lockers \200\, we felt that it would
be helpful if people doub/ed-up so as to make the

locker use available to more people. This was done on

a voluntary basis.

Ms. Ericson came storming into the commuter
lounge last January, belligerent and mildly irrational,

demanding a locker. We have one paid staff person

and we have not assigned lockers to our friends [the

proof is contained in the locker assignment roster]. To

alleviate the shortage, the assembly has ordered 144

new lockers for the lounge area.

We never asked Ms. Ericson to wait until next

semester \or anytime] to complain through the

Collegian of the locker policy. Why did she wait so

long?

I would say that Ms. Ericson 's problems stems not

from our locker policy, but from her irrational attitude

and fantasizing imagination.

John O'Keefe. president

Commuter Assembly

WMUA commentators

lack quality
As an avid WMUA listener, it is distressing to me

that an FCC accredited staff hosts an array of such
mediocre commentators. I have always been greatly

impressed with the quality material and its preparation

which constitutes the bulk of WMUA broadcasting.

However, I am forced to question the lack of quality

presentation of this material.

It is distracting to the listeners when the offering of

interesting and well-organized material is repeatedly

impaired by inept speakers. This letter is meant to be
constructive, and in that light, it seems to me that the

station would benefit by increasing the rigidity of their

standards. Seeing that persons are forbidden by law

to operate broadcasting equipment without first

meeting the extremely strict regulations set by the

FCC, doesn't it follow that equal attention be paid to

the final rhetorical product?

It is a credit to the station when gifted speakers

such as Rina Miller and Ken Werther enhance the

airways with their flair for verbal professionalism. How
much more enjoyable and entertaining it would be if

all members of the communicating staff approached
this same level of superiority.

WMUA has been successful in so many areas of

informative and creative programming, that it seems a

shame not to pursue that finishing touch which

launches an average radio station into the realm of

subtle perfection.

Gary Kaplan

Press pressure
I am a journalism major here at the university, and

read the paper daily cover to cover. From time to time,

I find examples of very good journalism, and from

© l®tft®r

time to time examples of the very worst in journalism.

Iam not a firm believer in the concept of objectivity.

I know that I have opinions and that these enter into
my news work. (I am a newsperson at WMUA.)
However, I still strongly object to participatory

journalism. I do not feel that a reporter should be a
major part of the news he's covering, save the part he
takes by being a reporter.

At the Collegian, / have seen a few cases of this,

and these cases are when I feel you are at your worse.
First is the case of Bill Densmore. The article he wrote
for Monday's Collegian sucked journalistically, but
more than that, it shou/dn 't have even been written by
him. He is a participant in the school of ed fiasco by
means of his suit. He has ceased to be a "step back"
from the story.

The second case of this appeared in today's

I Wednesday, 4- 16] Collegian. Ellen Gavin is highly

involved in politics. While she does not actually cover
]to my knowledge] stories about things she's directly

involved in, the area of her involvement borders on
the things she does report on.

A third case might be Donna Fusco, who seems to

write an excellent news story, but, as I recall, was
elected to a position in the town government. In my
twisted judgement, this removes her from the "step

back " position of the journalist.

If this [participatory journalism] is the path the

Collegian has consciously chosen, then I raise my
voice in criticism. If it is the course of events that has
created the situation, then I recommend you to re-

evaluate your position and staff on the matter.

Harry L. Lee

En guard, PNS!
We the undersigned protest the letter concerning

Village Park Apartments in the April 15th Collegian.

We feel that the reporter of the "progressive" Ne-ws

Service completely misrepresented the situation at

Village Park. We ask that reporter to come to Village

Park and get a more complete view of the conditions

here.

The manager and the maintenance men en-

thusiastically give a great deal of their time and
energy, [ over and above what is required by their jobs I

to the people, and especially the children, here. If the

tenants devoted anywhere near that amount of

energy to Village Park, it would be a truely exceptional

place to live in.

As it stands now we challenge the reporter to find

an apartment complex with a better atmosphere in

which to bring up children.

Jean LaPlante and
4 signatures

Pie in the eye
We are writing in response to the article of April 18

about pie throwing at Bowdoin and other schools
across the country. This is exactly what our University

needs, so we are offering a case of beer to the first

person who gives Chance/lor Randolph Bromery and
Vice Chance/lor Robert Gage a "pie in the eye."

Bruce Young
Robert Conroy
Robert Houde

Philip Masterson

Fun But

Fun Bus people meet Tues. the
22 in 176 C.C., 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.,
good news.

St Pat's day massacre
We certainly don't understand why you went all the way to Howell

University to report on pie-throwing campaigns. On our own campus,

several students creamed the legislative body of Brown House on March

17. The so called "St. Patrick's Day Massacre" should certainly be

deserving of some coverage if some college in Maine is given feature

space.
Bill Rourke
Dave Young

Jim Ford
Vince O'Connell

noo

Fife
Door Prize

( Gift Certificate to Herman's Sporting Goods)

DRAWING: Wednesday, April 23

Thompson 102 - 8:00

Must be present to win! ! ! !

!

Elections will also be held.

• t
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Administration
* reacts

cont. from p. 1

A formal statement from the

Chancellor on the list of demands is

expected Wednesday.
Gage in his meeting with the

negotiating team criticized the

"ake it or leave it" attitude of the

list: "Different students support

different demands, but you make
them accept the whole package."

Gage asked the group to point

out exactly where changed should

be made in the University budget.

Ellen Gavin, a member of the

negotiating team, said: "Our
priorities are two-fold: one, we
don't want any cutbacks, and two,

when the funds appropriated by the

legislature reach the University, we
want to see what the money is used

for."

But if cuts were to be made,

Gavin personally felt they should be

made on the side of the University

administration. "All we're asking"

she said, "is that the administration

take a share of the cut
"

Gage explained a 6 percent roll-

back in salaries would not raise

enough money to cover the

Governor's proposed cutbacks.

Furthermore, a cut in professional

salaries would involve the breaking

of contracts, which could have

severe legal implications for the

University.

Miguel Rivera of the negotiating

team asked: "Is that why the ad-

ministration doesn't want a student

union, because it would then have

to make and keep contracts with

students also?" Rivera seriously

questioned the administration's

"distrust in the ability of students to

act through a union."

Gage replied: "Basically I un-

derstand and support your idea, but

the laws of the land require unions

to perform in certain ways. Who
will give us the guarantee that a

student union can really speak for

all students?"

Rivera admitted he didn't expect

all students to go along, but

stressed that the student body as a

whole had its specific needs, which

should be taken to the ad-

ministration by one collective

group.

Gavin noted the passing of the

student union enabling policy by

the Board of Trustees would be an

"important first step. "All we
want" she said, "is an opportunity

to try. We can't see how a union

will work until we set it up."

Gavin was concerned about the

administration's refusal to let

students look into the alternative

budget proposals, which have been

made up to incorporate cuts of 2, 6,

and 10 percent.

In conclusion Gage said: "I have

to defend the University's stand on

issues. I have my own personal

opinions, but what I would like to

see often differs with reality."

Rivera emphasized: 'That

exactly is our problem too."

Ed focus on topics

education- 1 766 and its Impact in Massachusetts, 2) Constrtu .onal Rights

of Students, 3) Competency-based Certification: its .mpl.cat.ons for

Massachusetts and 4) Sexism in Education^
PHliration Clusters

Throuqhout the rest of the three days the School of Education Clusters

wiH each
9
h-gh,ight the developments in current educat.on that are being

fostered in their different programs.
Marathon on

To celebrate the end of hibernation we are offering a Mm. Marathon on

Sports". We can shed our foggy winter minds and muscles
'

'" juchjn

terestino events as: "What the hell is a Gym class? ;
Pound for pound

you nTas t^gh as he is"; "Chapter 766: where are the physical educat.on

teachers'" ""Running for Fun and Enjoyment"; "Aggression .n Ath.et.cs ,

and "How to use Sport to teach Math" - to ment.on a few.

• Faculty supports demands
cont. from p. 1
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A Cambodian girl waits at a refugee center in Phnom
Penh, Cambodia/ in this picture taken by White House
photographer David Hume Kennerly. The White House
released the picture Sunday.

• Thieu resigns
cont. from p.1

o

o
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"The Americans promised us -

we trusted them," he said. Thieu

singled out Secretary of State

Henry Kissinger. "I never thought a

man like Mr. Kissinger would

deliver our people to such a

disastrous fate," he said.

In Paris, the Viet Cong greeted

Thieu's resignation with a warning

there will be peace only if the

Americans p' "iptly withdraw all

their militarv personnel and all

members of .Iiieu's "clique" are

removed from power.

Thieu's resignation 54 days

short of 10 years as president -

came at 8:40 p.m. At that moment,

Viet Cong and North Vietnamese

forces held 75 per cent of the

country and 21 of its 44 provinces,

and had 150,000 men with tanks,

rockets and artillery poised on three

sides of Saigon itself some
within 20 miles of the capital.

In Washington, the general view

was that the Thieu resignation was
too late to do any good.

Thieu said in his televised

resignation speech that because of

a lack of U.S. help, South Vietnam

was not strong enough to

withstand the North Vietnamese -

Viet Cong offensive that began in

early March and has swept up

three fourths of the country.

In Washington, a State

Department spokesman said the

United States was notified in

advance of Thieu's resignation and

would be sympathetic to any

request Thieu made to take refuge

in the United States.

There was no immediate

comment on Thieu's charges that

the United States was responsible

for the military debacle.

Thieu said that, as provided in

the constitution, he would be

replaced by 71-year old Vice

President Tran Van Huong. Huong,

nearly blind and crippled, called for

the South Vietnamese people to

unite "because we will die if we do
otherwise."

There was speculation that other

leaders might emerge soon in an

effort to bring about negotiations

for an end to 15 years of bloody

warfare. The Viet Cong delegation

in Paris called for a total U.S. with-

drawal from South Vietnam, the

ouster of the "Thieu clique" and
the establishment of a government
of national concord in Saigon. The
French government issued an
urgent call for talks to begin be-

tween the South Vietnamese and
the Viet Cong.

Thieu said he believed the Huong
government will "take its briefcase

to the negotiating table," but he did

not give details of how such a move
might be carried out.

** LAST CHANCE **

IMPORTANT FINANCIAL AID NOTICE

Special GROUP INFORMATION SESSIONS will again be held on campus at the

following times and locations:

1. Orchard Kill-Central

Tuesday. April 22
6:00 p.m -8:00 p.m. AND
8:00 p m 10:00 p.m
E> ter Lounge (Basement)

2 Southwest

Wednesday, April 23
600 p m 8:00 p.m AND
8 00 p.m. 10:00 p.m.
Hampden Resource Center

3. Sylvan

Thursday. April 24

600 p.m. -8:00 p.m.
Cashin Basement

4. Northeast

Thursday. April 24

8 00 p.m. -10:00 p.m
Lewis Recreation Room

ALL I Mass Financial Aid applicants MUST file the UMass application for aid AS

WELL AS the appropriate financial statement and other required aid applications.

For priority consideration, the tlMass application must be completed and filed

BEFORE May I, 1975.

statement was released.

"The Socialist Faculty Caucus

strongly supports student demands

to the Legislature and University

Trustees for no budget cuts and no

tuition hikes.

The bosses are trying to deal with

iheir crisis by massive cuts in

needed social services. We oppose

this attempt to make working

people and students pay for the

breakdown in the bosses' system.

It's their crisis. Make them pay.

Increase corporate taxes and other

taxes on the wealthy.

We are for student control over

their learning and living conditions.

We are for an equal, critical,

democratic and self-developmental

education system to serve all the

people of the Commonwealth.

To achieve a socialist educational

system for Massachusetts, and to

deal with the bosses' recurring

economic crisis, requires public

ownership of all the economy under

workers and community control."

Collegian Photo Contest

1st place winners will receive

$15.00 gift certificates

from Tripod Camera Shop

Winners to be chosen in the 4 30 Photo Special

We carry the products you need to make the photographs
and we know how to use them.

CAMIRA SHOP

jfrTfeiirtii I C(nif%iT

219 MAIN ST
NORTHAMPTON MASS

(41 3) 584 6040

98 N PLEASANT ST
AMHERST MASS

(41 3) 253 3039

Vaudeville proceeds to renovate Academy
History repeats itself, one often hears, and

hat is just what will happen this week when
/audeville comes to Northampton.
As part of the massive fund-raising effort

by the Trustees of the Academy of Music to
renovate the theatre's stage and reopen the
hall to live performances, Smith College will

present a vaudeville show Wednesday at

8:00 p.m. in John M. Greene Hall. The
program will consist of highlights from the
extremely successful Centennial event,
"Popular Music and Dance Through 100
Years," held last fall.

The show is in keeping with the
Academy's rich history of theatrical and
musical presentations. Show tunes and
rhapsodies by such all-time greats as
Rodgers and Hart, Cole Porter, and Oilman
and Yellen will be heard. Sing-alongs will

invite audience participation. Among the
College talent are a celebrated "Glowworm"

burlesque, a tantalizing tango team, and a
group of jazz musicians calling themselves
"Sophia's Moustache and Goatee."

All proceeds from the event will go to the
Academy's renovation fund. The show is one
of several local fund-raising efforts through
which the trustees hope to raise $15,000. To
help pay for the repairs the Northampton
Bicentennial Commission, which is en-

dorsing the project, will ask the state for a
matching grant of $15,000.

The Academy of Music has been termed a

"museum piece of American theatre." Built

in 1890, it is the first city-owned theatre in

the United States and the sixth-oldest still in

use in the nation. Considered an engineering
and artistic feat, recent appraisals are that

the acoustics are "near perfect" and the
building's interior, "unique." Two semi-
circular leaded glass windows which
separate the lobby and the foyer are said to

be by Tiffany. "Token boxes" on either side
of the stage are like those at the Ford Theatre
in Washington, D.C. In addition, substantial
stage and backstage space provide room for

elaborate stage constructions and
machinery.

In its first twenty-five years the Academy
featured such stars as Sarah Bernhardt, Ethel
Barrymore, George M. Cohan, and Dorothy
and Lillian Gish. English repertory companies
brought Shakespeare to its stage and
Ireland's Dublin Players appeared here.

Current New York successes were known to
interrupt their runs to perform one-night
stands at the Northampton theatre. The
"new motion pictures" were first shown at
the Academy in 1898.

By the 1920's events ranged from
vaudeville shows to movies to community
affairs. From 1927 until 1931 the Smith
College Department of Music produced

premier performances of several Baroque
operas on the Academy stage. Regular use
of the stage continued another forty years,

although motion pictures became the

Academy's primary entertainment form by
the 1930s. Schools and civic groups also

used the theatre for various activities before
the stage was declared unsafe in 1972.

If sufficient funds are raised for stage
renovation, local theatre and civic groups
could use the hall for production.

Tickets for the production must be ob-
tained in person and are available at the
following locations: Smith College, Center
for the Performing Arts (noon to 5:00 p.m.

weekdays); Academy of Music box office

(6:309:30 p.m. daily); and at the Nor-

thampton Bicentennial Office, Memorial Hall

(900 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.). Checks should be
made payable to the Academy of Music
Renovation Fund.

IT PAYS TOSHOP
THE FINASTWAY
Mountain Farms
Mall In Hadle%

Beer ^
and
Wine
Shoppe!

Schlitz

Liebfraumilch
23 oz
btl

case of 24
12 oz cans

Rose Garden
Great Western
ChateauLaurent 4 5

DOnOlll Lambrusco

Isabel Rose'
Korbel

4/5
Pink Beritas • btl

Burgundy, btl

4/5
btl

25 ozas btl

Burgundy, Chablis,
Vin Rose7

4/5
btl

Old
Milwaukee

case 24 - 12 oz cans

525 SUPERMARKETS

f notes & quotes 1

Continuing

Ed aids vets
Help in obtaining benefits or

answers to service-oriented
questions is available to veterans

through the Division of Continuing

Education at the University of

Massachusetts- Amherst.

Student workers from the
Veteran's Affairs Office are
available with information on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 5-7

p.m. in Room 100 Hills North. No
appointment is necessary.

The service is primarily for

Continuing Education students, but

prospective students who cannot
get to the Veteran's Affairs Office

during the day are invited to drop
in.

For further information or an
evening appointment at a time

other than the designated drop-in

sessions, contact the Veteran's

Affairs Office between 8:30 a.m.

and 4:30 p.m. at Whitmore Ad-
ministration Building, 545-1346

MassPIRG to

release doctor

directory
The Massachusetts Public In-

terest Research Group (MassPIRG)

will release its "Consumers
Directory of Doctors with Select

Health Care Guides," today at

Westfield State College, Westfield,

Ma., Room 230 of the Student
Union, from 12:30 - 2:00.

The directory lists fees, office

hours, medical education, hospital

affiliation and other pertinent facts

about the practices of 150 primary

care physicians in selected com-
munities throughout the Bay State
including all of Hampshire County,
Chicopee, and seven communities
in the Greater Boston area.

Blown up diagrams and maps
excerpted from the directory will be
displayed at the press conference
and copies of it will De also

available. In addition the
significance of the directory for

consumers and professionals will

be analyzed, and MassPIRG's
future plans for related projects will

be discussed.

Aaron lecture

tomorrow
A lecture by David L. Aaron,

foreign policy advisor to Senator
Walter F. Mondale and former aide

to Kissinger on: "Energy, the

Budget, and Foreign Policy" is

scheduled for Wednesday, at 8:00

p.m. at Smith College in the

Alumnae House Conference Room.
A reception will follow.

Also on Wednesday at 4:30 p.m.

there will be an informal sherry

reception with the speaker — all are

invited to both events.

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

ITZHAK PERLMAN
ond THE SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY Robert Gutter conductor

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23
BPM. BOWKER AUDITORIUM

TICKETS ^$4&3 general $2*1.50 umass students

ON SALE 125 HERTER HALL, U MASS AMHERST (413)5450202

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
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AN EVENING OF MONTEVERDI
Music Program directed by William

Neely featuring the University Madrigal
Singers, E Wayne Abercrombie, director
at Unitarian Church in Amherst on Tues.,
April 22. 1975.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting tonight in Hasbrouck 22 at 7.

An observing session will be held after the
meeting. Please try to attend.

CHESS TOURNAMENT STARTS TONITE
4rds, USCF Chess Tournament, held on

4 consecutive Tuesday nights at the C.C.
Rounds start at 7:30. Registration tonight
from 6:45-7:15 in C.C. 162. 40 90 time limit.

For info call David 6-5627.

COLLOQUIUM
Dr. Beverly R. Green, Univ. of British

Columbia, on leave at Harvard will be the
guest speaker at the Botany Colloquium,
Thurs., April 24 at 4:30, 203 Morrill Science
Center. Her topic will be "The Genome
Size of Acetabularia Chloroplast DNA."
Coffee served at 4 p.m.
PRE MEDS
A few seats are still available for this

Thursday trip to UMass Medical School.
You may still sign up on Tuesday, 4-22 in

the Pre Med Office from 1-4 p.m.

SENIOR DAY
Need people to help plan Senior Dayl

Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in C.C. 801. All
invited.

SPRING DAY AT UM
April 22, Tuesday, it Spring Day South

Side of Alumni Stadium 11 a.m. -6 p.m., 5
Big Bands also Sweet Piel Come on down
Beer Hot Dogs Peanuts Rain Date 24th.
Hey, Paul S. L'Heaureuxl Is coming tool

STEPHEN DONALDSON 8 FA
Theses show Student Union Gallery -

also - One Man Show Commonwealth
Room Student Union, University of
Massachusetts - April 24-26.
POP CULTURE COLLOQ

Tonite's class will meet at 921 C.C. at 7
p.m The section on film will start tonite If

you need to talk about your papers please
come anytime from 6 p.m. -7 p.m.

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION
Tonite in Machrrrer W 26 at 7:30 p.m.

there will be an introductory lecture on
TM All are welcome.
UM PARACHUTE CLUB

Parachute Club is giving another class

23 April 7 closing C.C. 101. Be prepared.
Congratulations to class 1 on a fine job.

First jump students old and new welcome
to attend or refresher course.

FUN BUS
Fun Bus people will meet Tues., 22 for

their weekly meeting; fun, games and food
news, C.C 176, 7 p.m. to 11.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting tonight 6 p.m., C.C. 804-9.

LIVESTOCK CLASSIC
Check reading Rm. STK 3rd floor for

program information. Make all necessary
corrections and additions. Watch STK and
Barn for Clinic notice.

MARATHON SPRING '75 IS ON
at the School of Education April 22, 23,

24, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Schedules are available

m Room 121. School of Ed. Welcome to

all!

MOCK SHOW
Mock Show tonight, order of classes.

Swine. Horses, Beef, Dairy, Oxen. Ponies.
Sheep.
MOVIES
Come see Anderson Tapes April 23 at

the CCA and the New Centurions Thurs.,
April 24 at the C.C A Shows 7, 9, and 11.

Good movies, good timet. Cornel

"Spencer, Counseling
Assistance for Older
Students can help us.
They are offering
ACADEMIC PLAN-
NING NOW FOR
FALL! We can drop in

April 22 thru April 25 at
Berkshire House/ Room
325. We can phone, too,

5450335. They'll help us
get over the hassle of

Pre-registration."

NO LENNY BRUCE SHOW
Notice on Weds, for "The World of

Lenny Bruce" on May 2 at 8 p.m. in

Bowker CANCELLED. Sorry, no show
OUTING CLUB

It's time for the annual Spring Auction,
7:30 p.m. in C.C 101. Bring anything and
everything. Enjoy. There will be refresh-
ments available.

FOUND
Rhonda Kessler's Orange notebook

found in Library 4-17. See lost and found in

C.C

FOUND
Nancy Carlisle, license and I.D.

Joan. Student Activities Office.

See

V ^ ^^b-fc<» I I

AMMfHSr HAUIIV LINL-

'• BEST
SUPTORTNG ACTOR!

Robert

BEST
DIRECTOR

8:00

Fronds Ford

Coppola

LOST
One very important black notebook,

found, call 6-5693.

LOST
White summer jackey by Intramural field

8 last Thursday after 5:30. Please call Gary
6-7801. Thank you!

EklherPflRTII

Extension on Music Committee

Logo Contest:

to 4:00 p.m. Tuesday.

Bring Entries to Room 415 S.U.

§

BONANZA PRESENTSA
GREAT NEW LUNCH MENU.
STEAK SANDWICH -choice US DA beef on
a special roll, with lettuce, tomato and onion $1.29
FISH SANDWICH-our delightful filet of fish,

with tartar sauce on a special roll $.89

GRILLED CHEESE SANDWICH -hot deli

cious and grilled to a golden brown $.49

BONANZABURGER is our K lb spe
cial with or without cheese. Thick, meaty and juicy $.69

CHUCKWAGON SOUP -this hearty tra

ditional western recipe is brimming with meat and
vegetables. It's delicious! $.29

Talk about value for your
money? Remember, Bonanza gives

you free refills on soft drinks, tea

and coffee.

Good wholesome American food

at right neighborly prices.

"HAVE LUNCH AT BONANZA.
YOU'LL LOVE THE CHANGE:'

Rte. 9 at the

mountain rjTi
Forms mnn *^ *"

HADLEY
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Facial Tissue
200
cnt

2 ply box39
Clicquot Club
Beverages

332oz nr ^P^ AM%.i
bottles UQ
assorted ^W m "

flavors ^m^^mW

Stop G>Shop

Apple Juke
39*40 oz.

bottle

Fttends
^7?Baked Pea
Beans^Q*gAKt

28 oz
can

Underwood
DeviledHam
Spread

7 oz. can
New England favorite79

Veryfine

Applesauce

4935 oz. jar

Great value for

your budget

Habitant

Pea Soup
vi $1^Kl4V2 OZ.I

J^t cansJ^
Green
or

Yellow

This week! Get your

stoneware
cereal bowl
^^^^^^^^^^ for only

'0*29*
^s^ with each $5 purchase

Versatile hand painted Americana
Hearthside stoneware dinnerware was
created to equal the beautiful patterns
of pieces found in exclusive china
departments This week, you can pur-
chase the cereal bowl for only 29$ and
a $5 purchase*
'With a $10 purchase gal 2 bowls lor SM with a $1S
purchase get 3 bowls lor 67». etc The cereal bowl win

be sold again m S weeks Next week the salad plate

will be featured Completer pieces available lor $2 99
and S3 99. some higher

These are ourown native
NewEngland brands...and
they're all on sale this week!
GetlburStopoShopsworth!
Our New England Brands sale brings

you worthwhile savings on many fine

foods that are produced locally. And,

every other item in our ad is a special,

too ... an all-week special to give you
your Stop& Shopsworth.

Fresh Genuine American Spring Lamb!

Lamb Chops
J39

Rib Lamb Chops $1^
Shoulder Lamb combination

Lamb LeQS Whole-Oven Ready

Lamb Patties

Stuffed Breast of Lamb
"Quality-Protected" Stop* Shop Great Beef!

ShoulderSteak
Beef Chuck - for London Broil

Great beef good eating! Perfect price for your budget

Beef
RoundTop Round Steak

Beef Round Tip Steak
Beef Chuck Cubed Steak
Top Round Steak- 1 st Cuts

Skirt Steak- Beef Chuck

$169
1

Beef Round

N^1

Frozen turkey parts sale

JennieOTurkey
49Drumsticks or Wings

Delicious barbecued

Boneless Turkey Roast -~-°

White and Dark Meat- 2 lb Package

Boneless Turkey Roast
AM White Meat- 2 lb Package

c
lb.

$2«»

Delicious foods from our Deli-Hut
Available m stores featuring a service deli

3231 Pastrami
*f59Mb

*2»«

Alpert

Sliced fresh or by the piece

Bologna or Salami
Deutchmacher Liverwurst

Danish Fontina Cheese

Owcmxiw

S 89«

^-^ Self service deli specials.

Wm& Colonial Tasty Ten

^Flranks 85c

Colonial Beef Franks "-•—•» 89*

Smoked Picnic mm c%?£Z i2T 89*

Smoked Pork Roll *£Sr.£rE- rM"
Nepco Beef Franks ""'"" l 95c

Nepco Knockwurst ' *** ^"^ 1

"

Child Mild Franks "—«*•*•» 85c

Roast Beef

Gem Polish Sausage

Catch these great values.

Flounder Fillets 'l
09

Stop & Shop
Great Beef

Roast Turkey Breast ^JT " t 79s

Rice Pudding »«»•**"** r 59*

Ham Salad »***—*** £89*
Belliccio Garlic Bread '£ 69e

Quality foods from our Kitchen

CookedChicken
Froiayi

Matlaw's Stuffed Clams
Cooked Haddock o~

ftsgutav o* 11 et

or Flour** r*#tj
i Pound Parhoo*

99<
Mtt

Roasted or

Barbecue Style

2 lb. Potato Salad 89*

Tapioca Puddings Whv ^s* 1
'i.' 49c

f>"CM (raKIM* MO" »P»« J' -*•< *P"1 M •> f*"<«» 10 WOl OIK cut

•onwt «• '•••»• I'm "«"' <» "m" —'** *> •"•• P»<*«9»« oi any nam
•COD) »h«f» olfiana.aa nolOO lt»mt otto**)! lor aaM « * i.nHM Hi rata

Ion or to olhtf rolaii daaiofi or whoiataia't Mon 'lama »p*c-a"v aa'a

P"CM umi at ou> a»a'rday k>» prcaa Saiav pt«M arlaxli.- ' .ataa»
ih'u Saturday

Ocean Spray
CranberryJuke

gallon jug sf99
Tart and tangy ^
Corned Beef

tf'icftt Prudence
a£Ac

n<t3ll 15oz can Q^
Ken's Italian Salad
Dressing 4QC

8 oz.,bottle ^^
Prince Shells

Medium, Rigatoni ^Ac

or Ziti 16oz. box J3r
Prince

Spaghetti Sauce
16oz. jar

Assorted Flavors

Happy Birthday America!
1775-1975

New England is where the struggle tor your

independence ait began 200 years ago

Cain's Cucumber
SliCeS 1 6o;.'ar At%C
Great with Lamb ^•3^

Salad Oil 69c

Stop&Shop-16oz.btl.

Wyman's
Pie Filling69
Cherry o r Blueberry 21 oz can

Peter Paul Candy
Mounds. York Mint *T»QC
or Almond Joy 120Z pkg # «9f

JumbolbweIs
Vanity Rur

1 25 sheet-2 ply roll 45
From our Garden of Eatin' ... firm & fresh

SunkiSt «} ^^ JUMBO =56 S'ZE ^_ ^^m
Oranges *]«>, \

Delicious sweet eating *~* w ^^\

Florida Green Peppers 39£ -JJfc-s

Maine Baking Potatoes •• - 5459'
Assorted Terrarium Plants Q

Grown and selected especially tor this sale 1

plants in S
2' i pots

t

All-week freezer specials!

Orange Juice
560/ Jcars aa^

Bakery prices elective Tues . April 22

Assorted Donuts
Slop & Shop

irjo*. vtrqr pw«a
*Orr> Flcoa

•ax-i'oi p>«

C'are»"> J«<a
or C'anorar>9^>-6 of car

TMtt OSaa
• of pacfcaa-i

Howia'4 Ju*a*w^
< tor f ra apa

3fOf
pe*

TaaM OSaa
'ft of ptcaaf

Snp ft snoc

aaij
l
yla) or Cnnftfa Cta

Sfoo ft Srwo>- 9 or pao.

iftot

Lenders Bagels
Ocean Spray
Seafood Platter

Macaroni & Cheese
Taste O'Sea Fish Cak
Haddock Fillets

Chopped Broccoli

French Fries

Ragozzino Cheese Ravioli

Angy's Tortellini

Oronoque Pie Shells

3 lb. Bread Dough
Hendries Ice C ream
Ice Cream Cups

Values in our dairy department

Minute Maid 35Orange |uice-quarl carton %a^ %^r
Colombo Plain Yogurt "J! 79°

Calabro Ricotta V 79 c

Kraft Sliced Swiss Cheese V,' 89"

Cracker Barrel •S.
s
r«-icSt7 M *

Caljack Cheese IS 79s

J* parup
'i Ge> Cv*en

WW t X o/ pkg

39^

29*

691

75l

89^

•V*

4 i2,V »1

5-^- 89£

o«g Oa

89*

791

M«

1 1 V* 01 $
pfcgs of 1

2

2 3oa

1
95c

43«

3^ 69c

If 89F

Italian Bread
Butter English Muffins

Banana Tea Bread
Stop & Shop Apple Pie

Cheese Danish ». £U
Party Flake Rolls •SX^ 2'^"M
Buttertop White Bread *5X 2 3£ 95c

Health A beauty aids for baby !

Baby Shampoo .fSTEi 99e

Baby Oil i»n»w«i 69c

Baby Powder "S^,
4 ^r99c

Petroleum Jelly !& T69e

Q-Tip Cotton Swabs %* 89c

Stop a Shop kitchen helpers

Plastic Wrap 3 ,0Ur*1
Garbage Bags »<»»*>* 59c

Food Storage Bags 3^ $
1

Tall Kitchen Bags pi^: 73c

Sandwich Bags 3 9C M

19

With th« coupon

Save20
on any package of Stop t Shop

II Cheddar Cheese ij
bars, sold m random weights

Limit one package per customer 275
Good Mon . April 21-Sat . April 26

With this coupon.

Save30
Stop & Shop

Trash Bags
40 count package

Limn one package per customer 277
Good Mon .

April 21-Sat , April 26

m
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Faculty to present innovative

classroom technique workshops

On Wednesday, the Center for

Instructional Resources and Im-

provement (CIRI) will sponsor its

first annual afternoon of Innovation

Workshops, From 3-6 p.m. in the

Campus Center, several faculty

members have volunteered to make
presentations about some of the

techniques they have developed
and used in their classrooms. The
following is a list of workshops and
their times and places:

Video Tape in a Professional

Design Curriculum, Ethan Gluck,

Room 168, 3-6 p.m.

Personalized System of In-

struction, Beth Sulzer-Azaroff,

Kent Johnson, Room 170, 3-4:30

p.m.

Effective Small Group Work in

Large Classes, John Clayton, Room
170. 4:30-6 am.

Practice-Directed Education:
Experience is not Enough, Carl

Nelson, Room 172, 3-4:30 p.m.
Feminist Pedagogy, English

Department Women, Room 177, 3-

4:30 p.m.

On Helping Students Develop
Improved Learning Strategies:
Making Physics Easy, Robert Gray,

Room 174, 3-4:30 p.m.

Increasing Student Involvement
in Learning Academic Materials in

Discussion Groups, William Dorris,

Room 174, 4:30-6 p.m.

Film: Audio-Tutorial System —
An Independent Study Approach,
Room 176, 4-4:30 p.m.

Six-Finger Approach to Grant
Proposal Writing, Kenneth Ertel,

Room 176, 4:30-6p.m.

Anyone interested in attending

these workshops is invited.

i i! sMITH ( <>l I K< IK'

. academy;
lObMJSic

;

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

NORTHAMPTON

ends TUESDAY!
all 0048 00

American Film Theatre
presents

Tickets $5 00 Evenings.
S3.S0 Matinee* . ($2 50 tor

Senior Citizens/ Student* at

Matinees .) /

prices this film only

V Muinely tunny ouiraitous and irreverent
la 'V «»HO» M»G».'"-I

Hi NEU OUT

4 M. I JO

Tan Lift Meet — II. It — I.CMM Onl«

ro, fllC-J MOUNTAIN FARMS MAl,
3Qt 3I3J »omi 'i MAOilT MASS

CUnt

• Detective
Harry Callahan.

He doesn't break
murder cases.

He smashes themaVeaWf^ •"

(•"VtoirtyHarryl^^^k 1 AMAI MTV *

xtOtDCMV

BEST
FOREIGN

I FILM

RUNS
OKlMIMBin

a oe. i m
i«i Lite N*«r — til* — )»<« om»

T.i lilt HAW — »U» -- l:4S4:ll OtMv

Dust in

lIofTman
"Lenny'

a

A Bob Fosse Film

. ,va«s* Purine

•lit, t.JO

T«. Lilt Hear - II .H - I. •*•*!» Otrty

TIMES CHANGE OAILT

(?MDC Classifieds Par
To place a classified drop by

Hie Collegian Office between
• Mam and J 4$ p m Monday
Friday.
The? deadline * J 4S. two days

before rhe day your ad is to

apswar.
The ratas »r».
Dally - JB por lino

Weekly - • >0 •» "no
Monthly - I M por lino

'Two lino* on form
•pproaimoto ono lino

FOR SALE

lnto*ral Bveieme sewer imp
ior*o Advent eeeeeere ACE audio

praamp. all immaculate •a*S Ceil

Mrfce MS 0177

Naad a place to put your plants'
Buy a plant hangar from mo lor

17 SO Made from rool wood hang*
in dorm window holds up to 12

planti Call Vicki at • S461 or atop
by end too at JQA 1403

SB apoekera
OHM 3B7

high af
Kaop

Fair JBL
ticiancy •
trying.

Heed ekie bndse. boots otc 2M

RUBBER STAMPS mode up with
Anything you'd Ilka to Stamp
Ineapenelve For motonce. nomo
and addraas 13. with telephone
number 13 SB Fast service Aleo
pereoneiiied stationery Joeoph
•eS 47S5 evenings

Fonder Bendmeeter b PA. Guild
Gutter Leslie 147 RMI Pieno 2BS
•ISO eftor S

Pure silver for solo Coll Arthur
Chan Mon Fn 7 10 p m 2S3 5*02

Two Gen tires 4 ply. GTS 14
used 1500 miloe M0 or beet offer
Cell 54*0211

Muet eell pr OHM d epkre . 3
moe old with warrant . carde end
botes CollMSSS2S evens I1S0 or
B O

And Or es collateral for loon
stereo system w Oyneco SCA SO.
etc Bill 323 4674

Guild F 112 12 Urine suiter w
hard shall ceeo Esc condition 3
veers old 1225 Cell MS 1631 end
leevo nemo

Stereo components. 20 20 por
cent off list' All motor brands all

guerenteed Cell Vinny 2S3 2409

Bess hiking boots St 10. now
M6 my price 126 Mint cond
Mark 323 424S

Shootere Sevego o u rifle
shotgun com 222 over 20 go. 1100
Cell C J 263 3013 P M

Sensui AMP AS wette 1130 new
166 now EICO FM tuner 126 Coll
Deve 263 3002

Panasonic Model RE7S70O Pit
solid eteto FM AM stereo receiver
with matched BSR turntable two
• '-. inch speekere 1136 Muet sell

Cell John 63S4S0S after 6

2 14 width steel bolted B F

Goodrich 600 miles 160 642 6101

Toshiba rac ft PB cass Oeck
stereo noise supp 165 BBS 3462 1

yr Hardly used

Ployfoam cushions 2(t2( or
32a2S 12 aoch Cell 527 241S

Photo stemless treys, cutters B0
mm Nikor anlerger lens drum 4a6
hengers. color chem ft pepere 63B
M79 hate nite

1 pr Ofunde 7X60 binoculars w
leether cose Eac cond Coll BOB
0M1

Sound City electric pieno eeking
1360 Cell Ned 3S9 401* eftor 6pm

10 spd mono 27 fairly good
cond with tiro pump, mater bottle
140 MS 0713 before • or eftor S

Moree AM FM stereo redio S
frock 2 speekere B8R turnteble
1160 64B 12S3

Scott 342 C stereo receiver good
cond 12 plue 12W new 1300 now
1126 MS «715 eves

2 PA systems Sunn Controller
I. 2 BRT epeakers 1600 Kuetom
Heed 2 speaker columns MOO Cell
Claire Mon Fn 114 at 263 267*

Vivitar 300mm lane end Vivitar
270 auto flesh 4100 both Call 266
0292 John

Teac 3300 tape deck, axe cond .

eeking 1300 Call John 506 24S1

AUTO FOR SALE
M VW Van new paint 10b need ,

mech work Best offer M5 2B9C

Ask for Dave

4 Sale Peugeot U0S . 21

frame I tcellent cond Asking 1100
263 56*0

73 MGB eac condition 2* mpg
Mich tires selling cheep Cell 54*

5033

71 Fiet 124 soden Radials 30

mpg Good cond 11196 Call Mrs
Roberts 5 0150

M Ford 9XL BOB. 4 spaed rune

well 323 4249 1175

1973 Tovote Landcruiaor Muet
sell Beet offer Cell M6 0296 before

5 30 Leevo name end phono no

19B7 Datsun 411 1300 Cell Bo
253 3631

Triumph TRS. 1S71. 46 000 m.
red good condition Beet offer
• i Paul on 546 0431

•7 Chevelle. good cond Beet
offer Muet eell MS M2S

19M Corvoir convertible body
end top good needs motor. 1100 or
beet offer Bob 263 79*7

19** Chev no beauty but
SUPER RUNNING Smell •

automatic p e 1396 263 7967

1970 Fiet 660 coupe wente good
home no 3rd goer 30 mpg plue

Bob 253 7967

195* Peugeot sunroof neede
muffler end battery 1100 drivee it

ewey Bob 253 7967

1967 Seeb good engine end
irensmission needs work end love
S150 Cell Lee in Grenby 1 4*7 90*3

1970 MGB good condition navy
black interior 6 new radials Cell
Peul M9 3SS2 II 300

1973 MGB eac condition. 26
mpg selling cheep Cell 546 5033
Chuck

1S71 Comoro 226 speed mochine
3 000 miles moke offer PO Boa
700 Amherst

IMS Chevelle MajiDu 6 cyl . PI
a t vinyl roof eeking 4600 Oevo
253 7260

19*6 MGB new point tires
•thaust MS 6623

72 Renault 12 must tell 11295
756 0629

196B Puntiac Catalme 4 dr
hardtop PS PB 70 000 mi Good
body mechenical shepe Asking
S575 M2 5663 Henry

..r*
n« o

*" y ,n •eh00
' m «««

•ell 73Pontiec Grend AM blue
oa Pb em fm stool rediele cruise
control Beet offer MC 5*06 Keep
trying v

SB Dodge Cherger RT 440 meg
tacellont body end interior BOover MOO Cell 6B4 BB46 b.twaan t

1S72 Hondo CB460 exc shepe
tit barb •>tn l Muet sail Call MS
0346

1973 Vamehe 360 Dirt Bike Ea.
cond 1700 Ron 266 S443

1971 Triumph Bonneville SS0 CO
stock condition, with vary low
mileage 11600 Call Bernio et 2M

1S71 Triumph 10' Extension. 10"
bora new point 263 6600

1973 Kawaeaki HI 760 Mint
condition CellafterSpm 5*6 ISM

19BS BS 176 • 000 mi Parf cond
1 634 0637

Ball Helmet, ei B and 5 • ( u
cond 126 Ron 6*6 22S7

Used motorcycle tires 3 60.
4 00x16 street. 16 Call Rues 266
0M4

1974 Honda XL260 KL BOO miles
excel . extre perte Cell Ruse 266
0644 IS96

Herley Spring 350n 70 rebuilt
engine. 67 F. gd cond . 1300 Call

FOR RENT

Clarinet. I«5 256 0408
condition

good

Manual typewriter Smith
Corona, exc condition, ueed four
timoe Chrie M9 4M9

Amh New 3 bdr
. w w cerpetdw diep tannia el., ewimmln*

pool Imm Occ No leaee raq 129*
plus util 6 sec Cell 649 BBOO before

Univ Perk Apia
. 1 bedrm il*o

mo includes util . 6-2256 ISuei
devs 26003S4 6 6 o m

FOR RENT

MDC Cku\\jBdi
Rental for summer. 4

bedrooms in Northempton
poaaible tor belence of veer Aleo 3

bedroom ept in feir shepe
oveileble in June et 1160 per month
in Northempton Cell 3 6 p m
Skibiski Reeltora Northempton
6M 3426

Two bed ept 1180 w util Col V.i

0>< bus route Aveil June 1 2M
0302 or 263 3002

Cliffs,da Apts 03 Srenewable ti*s m]bedrooms pool via

TO SUBLET

Sublet with option to renew 2
bdrm Brendywine. mod conv
June 1 Call MS 6714

Garden ept Rolling Green 2
bdrme June Aug Option to renew
Cheep 253 7332

1 bedrm ept with utilitlee June
Auguet opt to renew Coloniel
Village 253 7639

ummer or
Two

1 brlrm allic all util and conv
•doel for couple or 1 parson on bus
route June 1 Sept 1 M6 3367

Room to rent in country home in
Pelhem David 263 26S6

One bdrm ept in hae 1%
UMess unfurn . opt to renew
util 1140 MS67M

incl

2 bdrm Brendywine cloae to
cempue June Auguet. pool neat
to tennis courta MS 1171

Umv Pk 1 bedroom Juno to
Auguet 1130 inc util 263

I

ROOMMATE WANTED

Femelo 2 bdrm own room
Oiah Oia Over 26 No pete
Amheret On bus line 1106 per mo
mci util Leevo meeeege 26* 034*

One person needed for houeo in
N Hemp til June 30 M0 mo Nr
bue rt 686 1177

One or two M or F roommetee
wonted tor 2 bdrm apt Bran
dvwine N Amheret Jn Ag . on
bus rts Rent negot 54

Roommote to ehare comfortable
four bedroom houeo in Amheret
On bue line I Belch Rd I Large yard.
with garden Food coop mem
berehip Greet kitchen set mth
plue utilities From Mev 1 or before
Cell 263 B624

1260

6 rm apt in Aehfield beeutitul
location avail June 1

Cell Pat S2B MU
One bdrm ept for rent on Sd

bus route 1160 per mo . util inc ell
' onv Cell Deve «*6 7066

F Room "or single femele
student 1*5 M9 *3M

WANTED TO RENT
Two seniors looking for three

• tudiOue seniore to rent houeo for
9 75 Cell MS 57M

Couple neede cheep 1 bedroom
ept by Mev 1 Merie 307 2616

Vnung couple seeks houeo in
•<eed nf work in exchange for rent
ftpert cerponter and remodeler
253 9SS0 5B6 10S9

f gred needs home serf 5M 0*89
5 19*1

TO SUBLET
June Sublet 2'id fir term house

m Hedlov 3 bedrm 4 mi from
campus I22S mo option for Sapt
Cell 5M 1521

Ri>ll grn 4 bedrm June Sept
discount Cell 6 6916 or 6 6669

Beeutitul Twnhae on UMess bus
•me 2 bedrm 1170 665 32SO
Swimming pool

Available June 1st Col Vill 2
hedrm oTt UM bus rte Util incl
Rent nog Option to renew 2M
02M after 3 00 p m

5 bedroom house on Rte 9
between Amherst and Hadlev
walking distance to school end
Amherst June 1 August 20th
1275 plus utilities Call 323 5091 or

542 5130 ask for Steve

f urn or unfurn Puffton Apt Bus
rte option to irniw anytime M9
0S91 S1SS

One pereon needed to shore two
bedroom ept in Amh Center from
Juno 1 Sept 1 Convenient
location and fairly inoxponeive Cell

266 0127 eftor 4pm
Townhouse ept to sublet June

to August Option to renew Air
conditioned carpeted close to
cempus end on bus route 1236 plus
utilities per month Will negotiete
for summer months If interested
cell MS 0B96

Thrdo bedroom Twnhouee et
Rolling Green June 1 to Sept 1 A
C plue utilities included On
UMess bus line Rent negotiable
Call 2BSS19B "

Women Pertly furniehod 2

bdrm Cliffeide evall June 1 Low
rent 666 4S35

Apt to
levereti II

MS 0403

ehare June let Eaet
Oincl util Own rm Call

Brandvwine
Dec . 1190 mo
tiles

June Aug or
summer M9 1563

Cliffeide 2 bdrm
4S35

pool bue

2 bdrm ept with util I1S0 a mo .

on bus line June 1 Aug 31 opt to
renew 54* 6333

To sublet Col Villege 2 bdrm
pert turn with util opt to renew
1205 263 MM

2 bdrm apt . Cliffsida with util

pool 1166 Juno Sept Nites MS
7047

House June 1 to Sept 1 Ig 4
bdrm hell wev between Amheret
end Belchertown on bue rt Coll
253 3918

Beeutiful fownhouee ept
available June Sept with option
to renew 3 bdrm. w w carpeting
a c swimming pool, fully modern
kitchen patio end plenty of room
to room Cell MS 6*04 evenings

1 bedrm furniehed neer bue MS
0063 eftor 4

2 bdrm ept . Rolling Green. Juno
June leeeo 1233 per mo incl util
Cell 263 7M3

2 bedrm in Sunderlend on bue
rte June Aug 31. option to
renew tennie courts pool free
security deposit turn eveileble
Cell 666 4310 Call late end keep
trying

3 bdrm townhouee. Juno 1.

option to renew air cond . car
peted 2 bathe, wooded bocbyard.
or bue rte Cell BOB 4160

Sublet 2 bdrm townhouee ept
June 1 Aug 31. on bue rt . ewim
ming pool, air cond furniehed
option to renew. 1170 per month
Cell M5 3241

Northempton furniehed 1

bedrm ept near bus. June 1 Sept
V •ISO mo . util incl . 60S 0463

Houeo near UMess furnished.
4 bdrm yerd. garage June Aug .

M9M17

June Sept. Colonial Village 2
bedrm on bue lino 'urn., pool. 1100
w util negot 263 7207 after 6pm

Rent or sublet - ono bdrm apt
Puffton June 1 Aug 31 Rent nog
Cell MS 1261

Four bedroom, ell util furniehed
I off Option to renew 4 Swiee Cell
263 2433

To sub Jn Aug 2 bdrm In 3
bdrm ept Oiehwaeher. tannle.
pool 470 nog MS 6903

One Ig rm w kit Neer Smith
1116 per mo Juno 1 Aug 20 Call

Kate M2 6292

To eubl Col Vil 2 bdrm 1160 w
util Opt to ren 253 3051

June Aug 1 room in King Phillip
All util mc eir cond Merk 60S 3910
eves

One bdrm in Brendywine opt for
June Sept w out to rnw Rent
negot Devid M9 0779

Enioy summer in. comforteble
Hedley home • bdrms . fireploce
furnished woods river E2 ecceee
5BS421S

Three bedrooms. 2 beths. AC
Oishweeher quiet 1100 off muet
rent soon Puffton Village Apte
MS 6326

3 bdr ept 1160 par mo MS 3536
600 A C

Two bedroom Twnhee. fur
niehed. a c . full basement utilities

incl ceblevieion Riverglede Apte
1220 253 S20S

4 bdrm ept . eemi turn Juno
Sept Bue rte 486 person incl util

Opt renew 263 6707

3 bedroom townhouso ept
Rolling Green, sublet Juno 1 to
Sept 1. a c . pool, nogotieble 253
3766

Lge 3 bedrm epl in Amherst on
bus rte Available June let to end
Aug Cell 260 M35

2 bedrm etp Colonial Vill 1160
furn option to renew 256 MM
Roomy 3 bedrm apt w w

carpet, kitchen fully furn.. piano
Rent nogotieble 549 1279

Lerge 2 bedrm on bua route
Pete end kide welcome Rent
nogotieble Cell 323 4837 after 9
p m

4 badrm All util included on BR
route Price Neg Cell 263 2159

6 bed houee 2 bath. 2 kit . T liv 6
min to achool Rant ft util Cell7M
8249 even

Brendywine Summer Option to
renew 1200 per mo Neg Call Ray
M9BB12

Sublet June 1 Sept 1 Opt to
renew 2 bedrm apt Belchertown.
on bue route leke 323 6213

One or two fomelee for eummor
with option tor tell 3 bdrm Puffton
Village epl ecroee from pool end
tennie courte On bue rt Air con
dmoned ISO Cell MS IBS*

F Puff Vill Own room w bod
end dear 182 a mo plue eloc Sum
Cell Steph MS 2616

F Sr looking for roommetee for
sum end or next veer Terry 26*

* — —
Rivglade Tnhs 3 bdrm Need

roommetee for 2 bdrme Sum w
option fell Moeter bdrm ideel for

cplo Tot 1300 mo incl util 283
9446

Two roommates wanted tor
summer months. June through
August Squire Villege Apt On bue
route 158 75 per month If in
terested cell 665 4753 eftor 5pm
Mouse to shore Own room

oarden pats O K 445 plus 686 4161
keep trying

Couple IM Fl wents to live
logether in dorm neat year wants
room swap with other IM Fl
< ouple Cell Bob et 6 4293 eftor
11 30 p m . or leevo meeeege

Looking for 2 F to share W
Yarmouth cottage for summer 886
3521 Karyn

Femele preferred June 1 Aug 31
n 2 bedrm ept

. Rolling Green bue
rt Tel 253 3252

One or two fomelee tor summer
with option for fell 3 bdrm Puffton
Villege ept . ecroee from pool end
tennie courte. on bue route, eir
conditioned ISO Cell MS ISM

7 f wanted to shore townhouso
api in No Amheret for Sept Cell
546 5964

Femele own rm in two bdrm
apt in N hampton. pool d w a c
and w w carpeting 588 2M1

Wanted Couple to ehere 2
bedroom epertment thie eummor

cloee to cempue on bue route
Cell 546 8167 in evoninge Keep
trying'i

N Amheret Large ept Own
room $91 87 per mo plue utile
Secur depos Leeeo until Aug
Tony M9 0*99

Cliffside. 1 bdrm Sublet June 15
lepp I Opt to renew 685 3249

f roommete wonted for FellAmherst Houee neer
Own room 253 3325

cempus

f

HELP WANTED
Free room end board in axchenge

for part time child care (two girle.
egee 3 end 51 end houeohold help,
beginning Juno or Sept Puffton
Villege M9 6086

Child cere light houeework mw th f. 2 46 5 45 Own Iran
•spoliation to Echo Hill Cell 2M
0589 p m
Now hiring for vacation pt timeand summer work Contact Per

'

sonnet Mgr otElectrolux Corp 471Boston Rd Solid 763 4010

[

WANTED

- A .

Townhouse apt to sublet option
«o renew Air conditioned, car

(

peted close to cempue end on bue
route 4236 plue utilities par month
Will negotiete rent for summer
months if interested, call M9 0895

BOB STILL WANTS YOUR
AILING OR DECREPIT CAR Feet II
for the hulk 263 7987

NEEDED P8VCH 280 notoe. Dr
Bergere section Will pay Call Jim
263 7573 after 6

"•r

WANT tD

Owner of 67 MGB needs sap
bodymen to work on car Would
prefer good but ineaponeive
pereon Will negotiete 648-6737
Ask tor Bruce and keeo trying

Orummer for summer e>0 at

Cape Cod Beard and ream In-

cluded 688 1788 or 1 487 7616

Pt RSON AlS

rope andCharter tUghte to lu
Calif Cell Cempue Trove)

Warning to all etudenlellt
Bawere of faet •• daala en your
decrepit car

*

Oh Gale spring ewime In and
t e time tor eigniticanca Love from
Elinor

Couple wonted to ehere smell

Cope Cod cottage tor eummor
Solly 588 4219

Rewerd no queetione eaked
Gold pocket watch taken from Mm
312 Buiterf ield Call 8 4019 aab tor

Lee

(.

TRAVE L

Cherter flights to Europe end

Call' Call Cempue Trevol 546 0500

Sove 30 por cent on flights to
most plocee in the U S end Europe
by purcheeing tickets ohaed et

Adventure Trevol Cell todev 648
12M

Louking for eomethlng to do this

summer7 How ebout camping
through Europe? For more In

formetion cell Chrie M
SERVICES

TOM S BIKE REPAIR
honest cheep Pick up
5M 6024 enytlme

expert
delivery

I

BOB WILL STILL FIX ANY CAR
RIGHT' No 10b too smell eny moke
or model 263 7987

Peeeporte iob application,
pietol permita Feet eorvice Long
Photo 253 3148

RUBBER STAMPS mode up with
an, thing you d like to etamp
•naxpeneive For inetence. nemo
end eddreee 13. with telephone
number 13 60 Feet eorvice Aleo
peraonalned stationary Joeoph
665 4765 evoninge

Datsun Tovote Volvo Joquer
repaired by Russ Baca Plenty of
oaperience end equipment Phone
586 1227

THE OUTBACK AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIR epoclelialng in Seeb and
other foreign cere Cell Guy et 288
6110

MISCELLANEOUS

OVERSEAS JOBS Auetrelia
Europe S Americe Africal
Students ell profoeeione end
occupations 1700 13 000 monthly
tt pontes peid. overtime. t!thi
seeing FREE info TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH Oept H4 Box
603 Cone Medere. Cal

Anthro Notebook UMess spiral
Morrocon wellot with Id s
Rewerd Joe Reiner 6 7075
evoninge

ENTERTAINMf NT
Tour hours of non stop noetelgle I

end hite for only 186 Call Bob the
O J 638 8076

I

Four hours of nonstop nostalgic
and hite for only 166 Call Bob the
D J 536 6076

GoH 11 50 w I D Mon thru Bat
til 3 p m Mill Valley 01 181
Belchertown. MA

AUTO WORK SHOP

DO IT YOURSELF Toole free
with epaca rental 17 hr .

profeeeional advice Parte
wholeeele Level 1. C C
Gerege Mon Fri . 3 10 Set
Sun . 12 10

CALCULATORS

| Collage Calculators hae ell the
answers I offer low discount
prices on ell mekoe end models of
celculetors All mechinee now.
with full werrenty end more 1 If

your machine melfunctiona within
2 months I'll replace it free' All
linoa eveileble. Texas Inet . HP.
Commodore, Rockwell end others.
SR 60 only IN 86. SR 61. only

la
18,"6

.„HP " only 111, M
meteor 536. comparable to the SR
60. only 162 96 Before you buyanywhere cell me flret end I'll giveyou the beet doel I can Call Bob
Crowoll M9 1316

«r*r
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate

ACROSS

Yesterday % Puuia Solved

I Keep
aparl

6 Exchange
10 Gambler s

staple

14 Colorless

?*
15 ToTop

drawer
16 — -avia

Rare bird

17 Ezra
Amer
poel

18 Male
animal

19 Weisrvnens
name

20 Relative
position

22 Accurately

A I Verb
contraction

*J Ravioli

dough
43 Temperale
44 Weight

ol India

45 Goes
hurriedly

4/ Newspaper
section
? words

51 Man m
Genesis

52 Vigorous
etlori

54 Acknowl-
edges

58 Reside
59 Claw
61 Epithet

62 A loi

Inlormai
epresenied 63

24 Canada ,,cl0 By
u S lake

26 Rackeleer
27 Weli'ol

all —
31 Caviar

source
32 Lorenz

and Moss
33 I don

t

give -

35 Con
peninsula

38 Alack s
partner

39 Cuts with

short

Strokes
40 Insect

stage

that very

tact

64 French
schoc

65 Pronoun
66 Tell it -

-is'
67 Fullol

tall

grasses

DOWN
1 Devitalizes

2 Rei

denom
3 Water
So

4 Satieties

5 Bears
tolerantly

6 Day ol

resl A0t>r 35 Apply oil

/ Sheep s Inlormai

coat 36 Irmlator

a Having 37 Obstructions
in Me 39 Mediterranean

9 Eiecules island

10 Ooil 40 Masses
42 Fertilizer

43 More
diminutive

12 Sir Francis 44 Scatters
46 Amer Stand

Assn
47 UK natives

48 Belonging to

Iheans
49 Not ever

50 Cleansing

agents

53 unless Law
55 Woodwind
56 Bring into

association

57 Weaver s

>eed
60 Abraham s

1 1 Cranelike
device

13 Ol sounder
mind

21 Knight s
title

23 Black
Poet

25 Mary Ann

George
Eliot

27 Siamese
28 Arrest

29 Historic

limes
30 Corrects
34 He set

quite

By Jim Carson

1 2 3 4 5 4 7 1
f

1

" it 12 13

14 '5

t17

i

•

20 2 '

3028 29

24

34

77 *

35 36 3732 33

43

38

44

39

46

40

41 42

*
aft

i
47 48 49

60

HUH
52 55 56 57

58

1

1

6?

;
"

65 66 47

Dubois to lecture on
The New China'

This evening Dr. Shirley Graham
DuBois will offer the second lecture
in this year's W.E.B. DuBois
Lecture Series sponsored by the

Department of Afro-American
Studies. The lecture will be held at

Hasbrouck 20 at 8 p.m., on the
topic "The New China". Preceding
the lecture will be a short color film

of a visit to China made by W.E.B.
DuBois and his wife in 1959. The
film documents a tour begun in the
spring of that year after the
celebration of DuBois' 91st birthday
in Peking. The Chinese made the
film and it is a part of the W.E.B.
DuBois collection donated to the

University by Shirley DuBois.

Shirley DuBois has made five
trips to China, during which she
was English editor of the Afro-
Asian Writers Journal in Peking in

1968. Her most recent visit was in

the Fall of 1974, when she was
invited by the Chinese government
to participate in the celebration of
the 25th anniversary of the
Republic. A long time scholar on
China, DuBois is currently com-
pleting a book on the role of
women in Chinese society. The
lecture is open to the entire
University community.
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Earth week films

The Coalition for Environmental Quality is

celebrating Earth Week this year by
a* presenting a series of environmentally- ea

oriented films, a slide show, and a lecture.

The group will also be sponsoring a table in

the campus center concourse on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday. This table will

present articles on environmentally-related
topics as well as petitions and information
about the Earth Week activities.

Films will be shown continuously
tomorrow and Wednesday in rooms 163-64
of the Campus Center from 11 a.m. to about
4 p.m. These films will include: "The Grand
Canyon," "Oil! Spoil! Patterns in Pollution,"

"The Flooding River," "Tragedy of the
Commons," "A Question of Values," and
"Garbage."

The evening schedule of events is as
follows:

Tonight: Rich Mclntyre, a UMass graduate
now working for the Dept. of Forests and
Parks will present a slide show entitled "Cod,
Man and Nature". This show will explore the
relationship between Man, Nature and God
in the Judeo Christian heritage. 7:30 p.m.
C.C. 163-64

Wednesday night: FILMS- 1. "A Sense
of Wonder" - a two part film based on the
writings of Rachel Carson.

2. "Animal War Animal Peace" - a film

dealing with methods animals use to handle
aggression, with the focus that perhaps
people can learn from them. 4:30 p.m. C.C.
163 64

Thursday: LECTURE - Prof. Jay Stryker
speaking on, "Everything You A/ways
Wanted to Know About Radiation " - 8 p.m.
Thompson 102

All events are free and open to the public.

Women's health
Tne tnira session of the Women's Health

Series, sponsored by the Division of Health
Education of the University Health Services
in cooperation with Everywoman's Center, is

concerned with two very important aspects
of women's health care - the pelvic and
breast exams. This meeting will be held
today, from 12 noon to 1 p.m., in the Colonial
Lounge of the Student Union.
What exactly is involved in a pelvic exam?

How do we do breast self-examination? Ann
Grose, a nurse practitioner and a member of
the Health Education Staff, and Penny
Falconer, Contraception Clinic nurse
practitioner, will explain and answer
questions about these health practices.
Audio-visual materials, including the
"Gynny" and "Betse" teaching models, will

be utilized.

BHE scholarships

Renewal cards for 1975-76 BHE
scholarships will be available beginning
Thursday. All students who had a BHE
Scholarship during 1974-75 must sign a
renewal card prior to May 1. The University
will not replace scholarships for students
who are eligible for a BHE award but fail to
comply with the renewal requirements.
Renewal cards will be available at the

Campus Assistance Center in the Campus
Center on Thursday, and Friday, from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. each day. After Friday, April 25, the
cards will be available in the Financial Aid
Office, 243 Whitmore, until Thursday, May 1.

All cards not signed by May 1 will be
returned to the BHE.

i
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Small gathering of UMass tennis fans lounge on the hill beside the Boyden
courts as netman Bill Karol prepares to return a lob.

Trackers capture BC Relays;

defend college team title

By MIKE BERGER
The UMass Track Team

displaying overall team depth
captured the college team title at

the Boston College Relays. UMass
earned the title for the 2nd con-

secutive year with 55 points

compared to runnerup Dartmouth-

53, and Northeastern 40.

Coach Ken O'Brien was quite

pleased with the meet noting that

most of the meet was run under
rainy, windy, and adverse con-

ditions. Added to that, many of the

UMass participants were com-
peting under pain such as Pete

Ryan, Mike Geraghty, and Bob
Adamson. "It's great to see this

team go out and perform as they

did knowing, that indivir jtfy they

are hurting or that tK^ir fellow

teammates were also in pain."

O'Brien was quite pleased with the

High Jump crew of Hughes,
Kendall, and Harri* which achieved

2nd piace despite >ss of the still

injured Joe Martt Performing

excellently in place of the injured

Todd Holt and Jim Shea were Jim

Golonka, Bobby Neale, and Kevin

Hall. All of them turned in their best

performances of the year in the

javelin.

Additional personal bests were
achieved by Eric Gudmond's 14 ft.

(establishes school record) Pole

Vault and Curt Stegerwald's 53.9

clocking in the 440 Intermediate

Hurdles.

Also impressive showings were

turned in by the mile relay and

distance medley crews which ran

their personal bests of 3:19.4 and

10.04. in very competitive and close

races.

John McGrail's5th place finish in

the 3 mile was quite respectable

considering the competition of

AAU champ Art Dulong and New
England reknown Mike O'Shea and
Stetson Arnold both from
Providence.

Notable accomplishments were
turned in by Pete Ryan and Dan
Grigus in the Decathlon. In the

grueling 3 day affair, they com-
peted in the 100, 440, 110 In-

termediate Hurdles, 1500 meters.

high jump, long jump pole vault,

shot put, discus, and javelin. Their

placings were based on the
awarding of so many points op-

posed to someone who would
receive 2000 pts for running 9:8.

Ryan did just beat out Richard

Baker of Bates by 185 pts. -6.221-

5.036.

Netmen surprised;

Chiefs prevail 5-4
By PETER NALAK

A strong Springfield College tennis team surprised UMass Friday as the

netmen lost another squeaker, 5-4.

Singles matches put UMass ahead 4-2, but Springfield swept all three

doubles for their victory.

The third doubles duo of Abramoff and Kalan, whose last match victory

clinched a 5-4 win over M.I.T. the day before, were unable to stage a

repeat performance.

"Any 5-4 match you lose is tough to take," said Coach Kosakowski.

The netmen have dropped three previous matches this season by the

same score.

With his own racquets out of service, first singles player Bill Karol picked

up a spare from Marc Ouellet. It must have been the wrong racquet for the

day as Karol lost 5-7, 0-6.

Chris Post, playing number two singles, squeaked by 7-5, 7-5 in a match

marked by the screams of both players.

At third singles, Barnaby Kalan had his best comeback win of the year.

Dropping the first set 1 -6, Kalan fought back to a 6-4, 7-6 fourth point win

for UMass.
Fourth singles went to Springfield when Kevin Garrahan was downed 4-

6, 2-6.

Marc Ouellet, playing five, coasted to a 6-3, 6-0 victory without the need

of any verbal explosions.

At sixth singles. Art Cloutier chalked up his first win this season. Starting

at singles for only the second time, Cloutier came from behind twice to win

two 7-5 sets.

The netmen's 4-2 lead crumbled as their doubles were beaten one after

another.

First doubles, Karol and Garrahan, were off quickly, losing 4-6, 3-6.

Post and Ouellet had the noisiest match of the day as racquets, balls and
curses were flying for most of their two sets. UMass racquets spent the

most time in the air though, as second doubles fell 4-6, 3-6.

Third doubles went to three sets with the final set breaking the 4-4 tie

between teams. Abramoff and Kalan ended up on the losing end, 4-6, 6-4,

4-6 and the match went to Springfield.

This week marks the netmen's final preparations for the Yankee Con-
ference championships April 26.

The tennis team travels to Holy Cross tomorrow for their last match
before the conference tournament.

Tennis coach Kosakowski learned Friday that Boston College varsity

tennis players are striking against their coach.

As a result of the strike, the home match against B.C. scheduled for

Monday, April 21, was cancelled.

Boston resident wins Marathon
BOSTON \UPI\ - Will Rodgers,

of Boston, who began road running

after his motorcycle was stolen,

Monday won the 79th annual

Boston Marathon in a record time

of two hours, nine minutes and 55

seconds, the second fastest

marathon ever run.

Rodgers' record time cut 35

seconds off the 1970 mark of

England's Ron Hill, who finished

fifth in 2:13:28 Monday in his first

appearance here since his 2:10:30

performance five years ago.

Steve Hoag, a 28 year-old

UMass summary

of BC Relays

:<ere m capsule are the placings of
the UMass participants of the 20
college attended track meet

Decathlon - 1st place - Pete
Ryan; 5th place Dan Grigus

6 mile 1st place Randv Thomas;
fifth place Bob Neil.

Long Jump - 1 S( place Ken
Adamson. Bob Adamson; Toney
Pendleton

Triple Jump - 2nd place Bob
Adamson Peter Ryan; Mike
Geraghty

High jump - 2nd place Mark
Hughes. Rusty Kendall; Ron Harris.

3 Mile Run
McGrail.

5th place John

480 Intermediate Shuttle Hurdles -
2nd place Pete Famulari. Curt
Sterwald; Al Suprenant; Jeff Browne.

2 Mile Relay - 4th place Pete
Bloom. Jim Hunt; Steve Ridge; Mike
Hanson

Distance Medley - 3rd place Harry

Kelley. Bill Gillen; Chris Farmer. Steve
Crimmin.

440 Intermediate Hurdles -
place Curt Stegerwald

2nd

1 Mile Relay - 4th place Steve
Crimmin. John Richards; Curt
Stegerwald, Mark Healy.

Javelin — 3rd place Jim Golonka.

Bobby Neil; Kevin Hall.

Pole Vault - 2nd place Eric

Gudmond. Jim Gramolini; Ted Power.

Lee battered about;

Yanks assault, 12-

1

BOSTON \AP\ - Roy White
kept up his solid hitting since

returning to the lineup last week
and Pat Dobson found his winning

form for the first time this season

Monday as the New York Yankees

battered old nemesis Bill Lee en

route to a 12-1 rout of the Boston
Red Sox.

White went 4-for-4 with a home
run, a double, and two singles,

scored four runs and drove in two.

The perfect day capped a torrid

streak for the switch-hitting

veterans since his return from a

hand injury which sidelined him for

the first week of the season. He
now has 10 hits in 19 times at bat

for a .5266 average.

White's hot hitting triggered a

New York 16- hit assault, including a

pair of big early innings against Lee,

who entered the game with a 9-2

lifetime record against New York.

Yankee Coach Elston Howard
doesn't think that's any coin-

cidence.

"When he's in the lineup, our

whole club just seems to move,"
the former catching said. "He gets

on base, he steals, he just makes it

a whole different offense."

Equally enouraging to the

Yankees was the six- hit, route-

going performance of Dobson, a

19-game winner last year, who had

been knocked out in his first two
1975 starts.

The veteran right-hander gave up
only an infield single in the first

seven innings before weakening.

"He had an exceptional motion

today," Manager Bill Virdon said.

"When he's got that herky-jerky

motion going right, it gets the

hitters off balance and he's very

tough to hit."

White's leadoff double got the

Yankees started on a four-run first

inning. He had a run-scoring single

in the midst of a six-run fourth,

walked in the sixth and eventually

scored on Bobby Bonds' sacrifice

fly, then slugged his first homer of

the season to close the Yankees
scoring in the eighth.

Rose begs off
CINCINNATI \UPI\ - Cincinnati

Reds' outfielder Pete Rose, fed up
with Los Angeles Dodgers fans

throwing things at him, has asked

manager Sparky Anderson not to

play him in Los Angeles.

Anderson, however, refused to

go along with Rose's request.

"The next time we're in Los

Angeles, play someone else instead

of me," Rose asked Anderson after

last week's four-game series in L.A.

Minneapolis, Minn., schoolteacher,

finished second, 1:59 behind
Rogers, a Boston College graduate

student.

Tom Fleming of the New York
Athletic Club, runnerup the past

two years, was third in 2:12:05.

Tom Howard of Vancouver, B.C.,

was fourth in 2:13:23.

Rogers' time has only been
bettered by Tim Clayton of

Australia, who clocked 2:08.33.6

over a flat Belgium course in 1969.

Official world records, however, are

not kept for marathon running

because the terrain varies from
course to course.

The 27-year-old Rodgers out-

distanced a field of 2,362 other

starters under sunny skies with a 25
mph tailwind in his record romp of

the 26-miles, 385 yards from
Hopkinton, Mass., to the heart of

GS's Wilkes
NBA's best
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Keith

Wilkes of the Golden State
Warriors, the minister's son with

the silky smooth style of a cat

burglar, Monday was named
Rookie of the Year in the National

Basketball Association and thus
emerged from the giant shadow of

Bill Walton which had enveloped
him since their collegiate days at

UCLA.
The 6-foot 6 M forward, who

played a prominent role in helping

the Warriors to their first Pacific

Division title since 1967, outpointed
John Drew of Atlanta and Scott
Wedman of Kansas City-Omaha in

the 23rd balloting of writers and
broadcasters in the 18 franchise

cities. With each member city

receiving one full vote, Wilkes
finished with 7.621 points while
Drew received 5.111 and Wedman
3.768.

Leonard Gray of Seattle, a husky
forward who helped the Super-
sonics make the playoffs for the
first time, had 1.167 points and
center Mike Sojourner of Atlanta
had 0.333 points.

downtown Boston.

Liane Winter, a 32 year old West
German accountant, set a woman's
record of 2:42:33. Her time was nine

minutes faster than any marathon
she has run, and 4:38 ahead of

Michiko Gorman's 1974 pace.

Rodgers, who works witn
retarded children, was a middle

distance runner while an un-

dergraduate at Wesleyan
University, where he roomed with

the 1968 Boston Marathon Winner
Amby Burfoot. After running a sub-

nine minute two mile race in 1970,

Rodgers quit running in favor of a

new motorcycle.

On a half- pack of cigarettes a

day, Rodgers fell out of shape and
was "beaten by a 60-year-old man"
in a YMCA race. His motorcycle

was stolen and he joined the

greater Boston Track Club to start

three years of intensive comeback
training.

American Bernard Allan led at

the first checkpoint, but by the

second Rodgers, Jerome Drayton
of Canada and Mexico's Mario
Cuevas had moved into a three-way

battle for the lead. Rodgers took

command for good 10.4 miles onto
the course.

Rodgers opened a 200 yard lead

at the 15 mile point and held it over

"Heartbreak Hill," in suburban
Newton where he had faltered in

his previous two outings.

"My legs were really tight as

heck. They tightened on me over

those hills and I thought I wasn't

going to 'make it," said Rodgers,

who dropped from fourth to 14th

on the series of hills in 1974. In his

first Boston Marathon in 1973,

Rodgers suffered leg cramps on the

same hills, and dropped out after 21

miles.

"I thought I was totally wiped out

— an instant replay of last year. I

just wanted to finish it, and was
hoping I could hold on. I didn't

remember when they got loose

again," he said of his weary legs.
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Crewwomen fight winds,top
BU, Connecticut College

UMass lacrosse player Steve Pappas ignores the
adoring gazes of a fan during half-time of yesterday's
game against Boston College.

Doubleheader split

caps JV weekend
By CHAS O'CONNOR

The junior varsity baseball team gained a split of two games played
yesterday against UConn in Storrs, completing a weekend in which they
won three of four games.

Tom Ferris hurled the first game for the Minutemen yesterday, bowing in

a 4-0 Huskie victory. UMass gained a split courtesy of a shutout per-

formance by Gordon Smith, his first decision of the year.

Smith's effort was dynamite, according to head coach Jeff McKay. "He
threw about one hundred pitches, and most all of them were below the
belt", said McKay Smith issued no walks in the 1 -0 game.
UMass scored its run in the first as Dennis Bannon singled, moved to

second on a single by Al Lopriore and scored on a single to right by Mike
McLaughlin.

McLaughlin, seeing most of his action as designated hitter, has been
making himself known at the plate. "He's really been swinging the bat
well," said McKay.

Saturday morning's game with New Britain (Ct.) High School was
adjourned after three and one half innings because of rain. UMass held a 9-

1 lead at the time.

The Minutemen took two games from Springfield College on Friday

afternoon by 4-2, 8-6 scores.

Tom Nigro pitched the win in the first game, running his personal record
to 2-0. Chris Kirby also ran his record to 2-0 in the second game, with the
winning RBI going to Charlie Johnson.

Al Lopriore and Kevin Finnucane homered in Friday's doubleheader.

The JV's record now stands at 7-1. According to McKay, though, there

is a lot more to playing baseball games than winning them. "We are

coming together as a team now, which I feel is important. There is a lot

more to this team than a 7-1 record."

MINI MITTS: .... two JV ballplayers are currently nursing ailments. They
are Art Weinslaw (pulled hamstring) and John Kearney (injured knee) ....

Tom Nigro and Chris Kirby are slated to pitch today's home doubleheader
against Dartmouth .... Coach McKay hopes to add another game to the
schedule, possibly a make-up of last Wednesday's 1-1 tie against AIC ....

Speaking of McKay, he will give a talk at nine this morning for the School
of Education Marathon. The talk is entitled "Democratic Athletics."

AMHERSTC"***

By TERESA HANA FIN
The sun broke through the

overcast clouds on the Charles
River early Sunday, perhaps
predicting better things to come for

Women's Crew. Sure enough, the
team, still in the shadow of last

week's loss to Radcliffe, broke
away from a tough B.U. squad at

the halfway mark to win by half a
length. Connecticut College
finished third, several lengths
behind.

Strong gusts created a crosswind
on the river which not only can-
celled out the JV race, but also

made a smooth start for the varsity

impossible. It delayed the race an
hour.

The race course was changed at

the last minute to facilitate rowing
in light of the wind.

It did little good, however, as the
persistent crosswind caused false

starts, one a near collision between
UMass and BU.
Because of difficulty in holding

the boat steady, UMass was down
half a length at the start of the race.

But strong, persistent rowing
saw the women catch up to and
surpass BU.
"Under such trying conditions,

inexperience can hurt you,"

NBA to meet
over Erving
NEW YORK [UPI\ - The

National Basketball Association
announced Monday that a Board of

Governors meeting will be held in

Chicago Friday to hear a complaint

from the Milwaukee Bucks over a

Julius Erving situation.

On the Erving matter, which
dates back several years,

Milwaukee is seeking some type of

compensation from the Atlanta

Hawks for its original dealing with

the super marksman of the New
York Nets.

Atlanta at one point signed

Erving, but Milwaukee claimed it

had the NBA rights to Dr. J. and
the owners sided withtthe Bucks in

1972.

The Hawks allegedly were in-

volved in some kind of complicated

transaction that finally allowed the

Nets to get Erving from the Virginia

Squires.

commented Coach Bob Spousta.

"BU had more experience. But we
hung in there, rowed well, and
won."

Spousta was very happy with the

result of the race. What really

impressed him was all the sup-

porters who came out to cheer for

the club. "I was very pleased that

so many people were there," he
enthused "A lot of parents,

friends, and other UMass rowers
showed up. It was great." Next
week brings another tough op-
ponent, as UMass will race three

boats against Dartmouth —
Varsity, JV and Beginning.

AT THE CATCH - In keeping
with tradition coxswain Nancy
Thomkins was tossed into the chilly

Charles. ..Joanne Andreas has
rowed in races and practiced for the

past two weeks with a pulled

hamstring and will get a well-

deserved rest. ..In an impromptu
election, Ann Aronson was chosen
secretary-treasurer for the team.

Her first duty, by the way, was to

collect $2.00 from each rower as

gas money for the team's trips to

Boston...

Fast break is key
if Celtics to win
HOUSTON (UP/) - The fast break, Boston Celtic forward Paul Silas

says, is the key to his team's rebounding in the fourth game of a best-of-

seven NBA playoff series against the Houston Rockets Tuesday night.

Boston won the first two games in a dead run, but lost game three

Saturday when slowed down and forced to set up its offense from a

pattern.

"We have to kick the ball out and get the fast break started," Silas said.

"But when the Rockets are shooting as well as they have, it's very dif-

ficult."

Houston, en route to a 50 per cent shooting day Saturday, hit many
crucial shots from the 20 to 30 foot range, and because of that, Silas rates

Boston a good chance to win game four before a sellout crowd at Hofheinz
Pavillion.

"We like to play a perimeter shooting team, but when they are hitting, it

disrupts our game because we can't put a lot of offensive pressure on. We
have to take the ball down and set up," he said.

The 6-7 Silas, the NBAs leading rebounding forward, and 6-9 center

Dave Cowens are the primary catalysts in igniting the Boston running

game, but neither had a good game Saturday.

The pair scored 14 points between them. Scoring, however, was not
what bothered Silas.

"We have to rebound and play better defense," he said.

The Rockets, inspired in front of the home folks and unbeaten at

Hofheinz in three playoff games, hope to get the same 20-plus scoring

from guards Calvin Murphy and Mike Newlin.

Silas admitted the crowd was a big factor.

"We didn't control the game," he said. "Houston controlled the tempo
of the game. Of course, they shot extremely well. We knew that Mike
Newlin would come out shooting. He did."

The Celtics also want to lower the number of fouls which got them into

deep trouble in the final period Saturday.

Cowens got three quick fouls in less than two minutes and had to leave

the game as did forwards Don Nelson and Don Chaney. Their coach, Tom
Heinsohn, questioned the referees' decision to call 19 fouls against Boston
in the first half and only six against Houston.

The fifth game of the series will be played in Boston Thursday night. A
sixth game, necessary if Houston wins either Tuesday or Thursday, would
be back in Houston.

Crew suffers rude weekend

AMITY ST 253 5426

Best Picture of theYear.
^^^^ Notionol Sooe'v of f ilmOiliO

f^^fc Liv Ullmann in« SCENES FROM
- A MARRIAGE

written and directed b/ irtymar Bergman *
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By BOB NORTON
Paddling upstream on the Charles, under the B.U.

bridge, and back to the Harvard boathouse, you look

up and see where some crew enthusiasts had in-

scribed "rude and smooth" over a crimson H. The
Crimson were rude hosts this weekend as they swept

up every race and successfully defended the Stein

Cup.

Harvard raced, seemingly undaunted by the high

winds and white capped waters, and finished the

torrid 2000 meter course in 6:53, Brown in 7:01, and

UMass a distant 7:18.

"I was pleased with the quantity of effort," began
UMass Coach Bill Mahoney. "We rowed a little high

(a high number of strokes per minute) for the con-

ditions but we responded fairly well to the bad water

and pressure of the race."

In realizing that Harvard is the class of its division,

Mahoney added that "We haven't progressed as far

by this time as I would have liked - we haven't even
approached our capabilities. We're a bit rushed and
uncontrolled at the catch (where the oar enters the
water). Our strokes need to be lengthened."

In the JV. and freshman heavyweight eight events
the results were pretty much the same. "The J.V.
moved well," said Mahoney, "but caught a crab (an
oar caught in the water) in the second 500' that
spelled their doom. They finished in 7.08.5 behind
Harvard, 6:42.2, and Brown, 7:01.3. "The freshmen
had a good race," commented Mahoney. "They kept
pressing all the way." The frosh fell short of their

Harvard counterparts by two lengths in 7:05.3, but
bested Brown by fifteen seconds and three and a half

lengths.

549-0145

„ . Puffton Village
~m COME SEE whAT WE

1 (iavetooFFer
- reduced summer sublet rates

- arrange sept.occupancy now.
tennis courts' swimming pool'

Bike-a-thon
Commencing the 1975 Greek Week. Iota Gamma t>

silon is sponsoring a Bike-A-Thon h ith the proceeds going to
Leukemia. The entire University is urged to participate in
this exciting and worthwhile cause.

The date is Sunday. April 27 starting at 12 noon in
Chequers parking lot. with the course running
proximately 25 miles.

ap-

I here will be refreshments at checkpoints, and a prize
for the winner.

„„/
Sponsor sneets * be available at the Greek Affairs

Office in Whitmore starting Tuesday the 25th. For more
information call 256-6X44 or 545-0082 and ask for Laurie
Diane or Carolyn.
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Defensive play airtight O'Brien - 2 goals, 7 assists

Gorillas do it to Eagles, 24-4

Boston College goalie watches helplessly as lacrosse ball propelled by UMass
attackman Terry Keefe (32) sails into the BC net. The Gorillas walloped the Eagles
by a 24-4 score.

Batmen split doubleheader;
win 22- 1, lose 4-2 to UNH

By BOB HIGGINS
"Good pitching can make even a

lousy team look great.
"

UMass assistant baseball roach
Phil Rollins

And that just about sums up
Sunday's doubleheader between
the UMass and University of New
Hampshire baseball teams at
Durham.

(The Minutemen, now 6-8 on the
season, will have a chance to even
their record when they face Dart
mouth in a 1:00 doubleheader today
at Earl Lorden Field.)

Rollins may not have been im-
plying that UNH is a lousy baseball
team The Wildcats indicated that,
as UMass made a joke of their

pitching staff, Craig Allegrezza
pitched a one hitter (not a knock on
UNH's offensive might), and the
Minutemen laughed their way to a
ridiculous 22 1 romp in game one.

In the second game, however,
the Wildcats resembled the 1927
Yankees instead of the Humpty
Dumpty Day School, as they
squeezed out a 4-2 win. The dif-

ference, of course, was the UNH
pitching.

The Minutemen had a field day
circling the bases in game one, as
they banged out seventeen hits,

received eleven walks, and were
helped out by eight UNH errors.

But UNH's Rich Gale turned that

around in game two, scattering six

Minuteman hits striking out eleven,

and working his way out of some
tough jams. "We had a couple of

opportunities but couldn't score,"

said Rollins after the game.
"Against a pitcher of Gale's caliber,

you can't afford to do that." The
6'7" Gale, regarded as one of the

top hurlers in New England, is

expected to sign a professional

contract after this season.

All of which overshadowed
Allegrezza's third straight complete
game victory. The junior right

hander, in running his recoid to 3-1,

gave up the sole UNH hit in the
sixth to pitcher Tom White. The
UNH run, which was unearned,

came in the first when, with a man
on, second baseman Mike
Koperniak and rightfielder Mark

Fontaine mixed up signals on a

popup down the right field line, and
UNH's Chris Daugherty raced

around to score. Allegrezza, in

dropping his ERA to a phenomenal
0.71, struck out nine and walked
four, and has established himself as
one of New England's top pitchers.

It's difficult to pinpoint individual
hitting stars when a team scores 22
runs. For starters, you could try

shortstop Jim Cullen. The little guy,
a standout defensively all season, is

starting to assert himself of-

fensively. In game on Sunday he
came up with five RBI's, including a
sixth inning grand slam and four
runs scored.

The Wildcats picked up another
in the third on a walk, a single, and
a sacrifice fly by first baseman Walt
Benny.

UMass came up with their first

run in the fourth when John Seed
singled, and cleanup hitter Jerry
Mondalto belted a Gale fastball off

the left field fence to score Seed.
The rally died, however, as Gale
struck out Black, got Healy to
ground out, and struck out Mark
Fontaine.

UNH came up with the eventual
game winner in the sixth as Benny,
who had reached on a fielder's

choice, raced around to score on a

Or you could try first baseman
John Seed, who drove in four runs
and started the nonsense with a
three- run homer in the second. Or
big Jim Black, who went two for

four and drove in four. Or
designated hitter John Healy, who
had three hits and two RBI's.

Game two was an extremely
frustrating one for the Minutemen.
Jeff Reardon, who started for
UMass, had some control trouble at
the start, but worked his way out of
it with minimal damage.

UNH scored first in the second
when, with two and a man on,
Reardon suddenly lost it and
walked three straight batters.

triple by Tim Burker. The fourth run
came in the seventh off reliever

Rich Kelly when Nick Pappajohn
reached on a Mondalto error, Don
Micucci followed with a fielder's

choice, followed by a wild pitch and
a walk. With men on first and third,

the runner on first broke for second
and when Kelly moved to throw
him out, he was called for a balk
and the run was waved in.

The Minutemen's final run came
in the eighth, and they almost came
up with a few more. With one out
Seed singled, Mondalto popped
out. Black walked, and Healy
singled in Seed. Coach Dick
Bergquist sent up Allegrezza to
pinch hit for Fontaine, who had
struck out three times off Gale. But
with the pressure on. Gale seemed
to reach back for a little extra and
blew a third strike past Allegrezza.

SCRATCH HITS ... Pete
Backstrom, who entered the day
hitting .417, went hitless in game
two and had his hitting streak
ended at 13 ... The Minutemen will

be at home for a while now, with a

doubleheader against Dartmouth
today, a single game with Holy
Cross tomorrow, and a Maine
doubleheader Saturday ... The
UNH games were scheduled for

Saturday, but wet fields forced the
team to stay overnight in beautiful

Portsmouth, N.H.

By BEN CASWELL
Displaying an awesome offensive attack that in the words of assistant

Boston College coach Steve Maloy made UMass look, "like the best team
I've ever seen play lacrosse," Garber's Gorillas completely dominated the
Eagles of Chestnut Hill yesterday on route to a 24-4 victory.

UMass bolted out to an 8-0 lead before Gorilla goaltender Bobby
Durland was beaten. It seemed like Durland was acting out of sympathy
for the Eagles as he made a save of a Boston College shot, then proceeded
to drop the ball into his own net.

The game became more and more ludicrous as the UMass stickers built

up a 14-1 halftime lead behind the scoring of Vinnie Lobello and Frank
Garahan, who each had three goals in the first half. Lobello scored UMass'
first two qoals of the game.
One-handed scores (controlling the stick with one hand) were the in

thing in the first half as UMass got three of them. Jefl Spooner got one
on an unassisted play where he moved out from behind the

cage, faked to the outside, then slipped inside a Boston College

defender and scpoped a backhand into the far side of the goal
mouth. Ace Martin got the other two one-handed gems, one of them
unassisted while holding off a close checking Eagle. The other came on a
pretty drop pass from Billy O'Brien as Martin cut across the middle of the
crease, took the pass, and then rifled a backhand shot past a, by this time,
nearly insane Boston College goaltender.

Attackman Billy O'Brien continued his fine passing play yesterday as he
accumulated seven assists, in addition to two goals of his own. O'Brien
now leads the UMass squad in assists with 24, which combined with his
eight goals puts him second in Gorilla scoring with 32 points. Jeff Spooner
leads the Gorillas in scoring with 13 goals and 22 assists for 35 points.
Spooner had two goals and three assists yesterday to keep his scoring
average at five points per game.

Appropriate to it being Patriot's day yesterday the second half scoring
began with a reinactment of the "shot heard round the world" as at

tackman Kevin Patterson had his own little bicentennial celebration.
Patterson unloaded an underhand-wrist shot on the Boston College goal
that almost ripped through the strings of the net.

The play that Patterson fired on was a set-up, man-advantage play for

the Gorillas. The ball went in a circular passing motion around behind the
cage before it came out to Patterson, who was open to wind up and fire.

And fire he did as he notched the Gorillas' 15th goal.

Later in the game the giant Gorilla, Patterson uncorked another rocket
shot which caromed off the cross bar of the B.C. cage and went all the way
back to midfield (90 feet) in the air. The ball stayed intact but I thought I

noticed a slight dent in the crossbar.

SCOOP SHOTS UMass' record is now 5-2... Frank Garahan took over
the goal scoring leadership for the Gorillas with his four scores. He now
has 21 goals. Peter Connolly scored his 100th career point against B.C....
UMass' defense was again very tight and close-checking allowing the
Eagles attack not a hell of alot of room to work with... Co-captain
defenseman Billy Blaustein- "everyone really played well today, I think it

was a great team effort. Last year we were more attack oriented but this
year the whole team is contributing." Gorilla coach Dick Garber was
pleased with his teams' performance and said, "we played well and I'm
surprised B.C. wasn't better. When we're playing well, we're tough
!.,°"

gh
- •• The Gorillas next game is versus Williams College in

Williamstown this Saturday.

UMass star hurler Craig Allegrezza has begun to
prove himself as one of the best pitchers in New
England. The Milford native currently has a 3-1 record
and an incredible ERA of 0.71, after one-hitting UNH
on Sunday, 22-1. The Minutemen will take on Dart-
mouth in a home doubleheader today at 1 :00 on Earl
Lorden Field.

! »"

Collegian reporter granted access to Ed records
By CHRIS DILLARD

MDC Staff
A Northampton Superior Court judge

ordered UMass yesterday to release School
of Education records to a Collegian reporter
When contacted by telephone, President

Robert C. Wood said "anything the court
determines, the university will be in full
compliance with." When asked if UMasswould appeal the decision, Wood said he

wim rT! ^^ a statement "ntil he spokewith his legal counsel.
statement until he spoke with his legal
counsel.

Reporter William P. Densmore, Jr. has
sought the records since March 3 under the
state's "open documents" law which grants
the public a right of access to public

documents. This suit becomes one of several
tests of that law since it was passed in 1973.
Densmore said he had been told by UMass

Treasurer Kenneth W. Johnson that he could
not examine the records because they had
been subpoenaed by a federal grand jury
The grand jury is part of the U.S. attorney's
investigation of the School of Education's
alleged financial mismanagement.
Judge Raymond R. Cross ruled that if

subpoenaed records have an "intrinsic
value" to the seeker "that is unconnected
with the grand jury's purposes," the seeker
has the right of access to the records "so
long as there is no interference with the work
of the grand jury."

Cross also said that "were the documents
impounded and not simply under subpoena,

perhaps a different result would be
required."

Wood added "I have been for some weeks
trying to get access to the records myself."
Wood has been seeking the records for the
outside auditors, Cooper and Lybrand who
were hired to investigate the School of
Edurjtion's possible misuse of funds. Wood
said he wanted to "let the sunlight in" so
people could see and decide for themselves.

U.S. Attorney James N. Gabriel, a third
party intervenor in the March 12 suit, had no
comment yesterday.

In a six-page judgement, Cross said that
since the records are still physically at
UMass, UMass is still the "custodian", not
the grand jury in Boston. UMass Attorney
Sidney Myers had asked for dismissal of the

suit on the grounds that the records were no
longer in the custody of UMass.

Cross also rejected a UMass charge that
he did not have jurisidiction over the records.

Cross noted in his findings that Densmore
filed a request to view the records two days
before the first of two subpoenas for them
was issued.

The records sought by Densmore cover
about $2.4 million in federal grant contracts
with the School of Education. The FBI has
said about $100,000 may have been
mismanaged.
Densmore said "I am glad that Judge

Cross understands a newspaper's reasons
and justifications ... and appears to realize

that it is not the intention of this reporter to
conduct a trial by press."
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weather

Sunny skies will prevail

Chances of rain are nil

Temperatures pf fifty without
fail

And the winds will be prettv
still.
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Chairman refuses to sign statement

Trustee endorses budget demands
By CINDY ROGERS

MDC Staff
The chairman of the UMass

trustee's Student Affairs Com-
• mittee yesterday endorsed student
"demands" against budget cuts
and tuition hikes, but refused to
sign a statement, because he said
the full board must make such a
decision at their meeting May 7.

Chairman Alan Shaler refused to
endorse six other demands, in-

cluding requests for recognization
for a student union. He endorsed
another demand calling for a
complete statistical report on af-

firmative action policies and
promised to "pursue" student
claims that the Campus Center
management has withheld public
information.

As a result of the no-
endorsements by Shaler and
trustee Robert Abrams, also
present at the meeting in the
Campus Center, Student Action
Committee (SAC) members said
they would report to a town
meeting tonight, the non-
compliance with the demands.

Other administrative officials at
the meeting, however,
congratulated students on their

interest in student affairs.

Shaler said he didn't think it

necessary to get into discussion of
the budget cuts and tuition
demands. "I think everyone in the
room is in support of that," he said.

Abrams, disagreeing, said, "Cuts
are inevitable in this financial

crunch. We must be realistic about
this, we are not the wealthiest
state. We all would like to have free

education but we must face the
realities."

Miguel Rivera of the negotiating
team said he was not asking the
trustees to make a decision on the
budget cuts. "We are asking you to
back our demands," he said.

Shaler refused to endorse the
demand asking for no cutbakcs in

special programs, and no increases

in fees saying, "We cannot make
any kind of specific endorsement at

this time; maybe the full board can.

Most of the items have nothing to

do with this committee!"

He would not endorse the

demand giving students full and
equal participation in decisions

concerning dorm living, board,

campus parking and University day
car.

He said, "It encompasses a great

deal. It encompasses more than the

specifics that I'm prepared to
discuss."

Vice-Chancellor Robert W. Gage
said the problem of day care
centers lies in identifying the
reso- rces for a coordinator. "There
is no plan to cut the program back,
none whatsoever."

Shaler said he would not support
recognization for a student union
because of "legal constraints."
Earlier in the meeting, he would not
discuss the student union enabling
policy for the same reasons. He said

Sherry Flashman spoke
tuition hikes yesterday at

to crowds about opposing budget cuts and resisting
the Campus Center terrace.

he woukj have the Trustees lawyer,
William Searson review the policy.

In light of Shaler's support of the
affirmative action plan, Roy Keith
of UMass President Wood's Office
said guidelines for affirmative
action have already gone through
the president and the trustees.
UMass administrators have
scheduled a press conference
tomorrow in Boston to unveil a
complete HEW approved af-
firmative plan for all three cam-
puses.

The negotiating team asked for
support in gaining access to public
information and records regarding
the Campus Center and other areas
of campus.

Larry Magid, director of the
Student Center of Educational
Research (SCER) said "A number
of students have been denied
access to a great deal of in-

formation." He also said that "it is

our policy not to give it out" is the
rationale usually given.

Ellen Gavin, member of the team,
said the Campus Center Board of
Governors, an advisory board is

consistently denied information
from the Center's management.

Keith said, "How can an advisory
board give advice without access to
information."

Shaler said he would seek an
explanation for this. "I can't

turn to page 6

SGA presidential election ends in standoff

John O'Keefe will
contest the SGA elec-
tion.

n
0.

en

By DAVE KOWAL
Staff Reporter

Student Government Association (SGA)
presidential elections ended last night in a standoff
between Craig Ghodotti and Tim O'Brien, as the
assembly voted to recess after two hours of balloting.

The first ballot showed 21.4 votes for Ghodotti and
20.4 votes for O'Brien, while John O'Keefe, Cindy
McGrath, Peter Lewicke, Molly Gray, and Bob Coven
tallied 19.8, 16.4, 6.9, 1.2, and 1.2 respectively.

The vote to recess makes the first ballot valid. If the
committee had voted to adjourn,, the entire election
would have been void, and would have had to be
rescheduled after a period of at least four weeks.

In the second ballot, between the top two vote
getters, O'Keefe gained the second position with 26.4
"write-in" votes against 32.6 votes for O'Brien and
25.7 for Ghodotti.

The election went into the fourth ballot with no
candidate receiving the majority of votes necessary
for election.

Before the votes were counted, Senate member
Steve Miller read a section from the SGA Constitution

stating, "In the event that no candidate receives a
majority of the 96 votes, the two candidates receiving
the largest number of votes shall be the final two
candidates. There shall be another ballot in which only
those two candidates are eligible to run."
O'Keefe said he will challenge this article in a court

suit.

"This whote thing is a farce," he added. "Unless
you're a political hack you don't have a chance in this
closed group. These elections should be open to the
people."

O'Keefe said he will also challenge the 9 votes out
of 96 which the Commuter Assembly receives, even
though they represent over half of the students.

"I will challenge them (SGA) in every way posiible,"
he continued. "They didn't even know the rules until
tonight. After the first ballot, they said 'write-in' votes
would count."

In the final ballot of the night no majority was
obtained, as Ghodiotti received 36.1 votes to
O'Brien's 31.1 , with the other voters abstaining.

The SGA will reconvene Thursday at 5 p.m. to
further cast ballots.

Roundup
University Town Meeting

tonight in the Student Union
Ballroom at 8.00 p.m. to vote on
action to be taken on nine
demands.

Other major developments:
The negotiating team met

with a subcommittee of the
UMass Board of Trustees and
will present a report to the
Town Meeting tonight, page 1.

Student Action Committee's
proposals that will be submitted
to the Town Meeting for a vote,
page 3.

Another Town Meeting will

be called Thursday to vote on a
possible strike.
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Mandatory dorm policy decision

Rule will not affect students now off-campus
By LARRY KORNf-CLD

Staff Reporter

Students already living off-campus will not

be affected by the new mandatory policy and
as a result, only 100 to 200 more students will

be living in the dorms, according to Director

of Housing Bruce Cochrane.

An exemption board will be established

and will "consider each case on its own

merits," raid Cochrane.

All students not in the exempted

categories must go through a "special

exemption process to get off campus," he

said. All students going through this process

"have to demonstrate some reason why they

can't live on campus," he added.

Veterans, seniors, married students,

students living in fraternities or sororities.

and commuters living with their parents will

not have to move into dorms next fall.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery has set

next January as a deadline for determining
whether the dorms will be mandatory in fall

1976 said Cochrane. Vice Chancellor Robert
Gage said he hopes to see juniors exempted
from mandatory dorm living by January.

In the special exemption process, students

must apply through their area director, but

the actual decision will be made by a

exemption board in the Office of Residential

Life. If the exemptions board doesn't grant

an exemption, students may go to an
"appeals board."

However, the repeal of the over-twenty-

one exemption must be passed by the Board
of Trustees before it can go into effect.

Prospects encouraging for

cable TV wiring at UMass
By BRIAN COYNE
Staff Reporter

The prospects for wiring the UMass campus for

cable television within the coming year are "en-

couraging," according to August Lavelli, general

manager of Pioneer Valley Cablevision (PVC)
Lavelli said yesterday there has only been one

meeting about cable television on campus between
PVC and UMass administrators and that there were
many "unanswered questions", adding that "things

have gone further this year than ever before."

Gerald Grady, director of community relations, said

UMass administrators "are willing to listen to a

proposal that will not cost the university any ad
ditional funds." Grady also said that officials were
concerned that installation charges and monthly rates

for cable services would be equal for customers in all

areas of the campus.
Lavelli said he has tried to bring cable television on

campus every year in the five years he has been with
the company, but has been unsuccessful since the
talks between PVC and UMass officials have always
"broken down" in the preliminary stages.

Lavelli credited the involvement of the Amherst
Cable Advisory Committee II, which is reviewing
PVC's application for a license renewal in July, and

Beer, bands, boogie

the increased cooperation of Grady's office with the

improved chances of cable television moving to

campus.
Grady said PVC has offered to bring cable to the

UMass campus in the past, but their offers have never

been substantial enough for the administration to

consider.

PVC would have to conduct a "thorough survey"
of the UMass campus before making a concrete

proposal, Lavelli said. "We will not be able to do this

thing in a day or two; we would have to be able to

anticipate income," he said.

PVC would prefer selling their services to dor-

mitories on a bulk rate rather than on an individual

contract basis, said Lavelli. He said the telephone

company was finding it unprofitable to offer individual

service to students, due to insufficient use of the

phones and non-payment of bills.

The electrical conduit svstem would havp m hp
examined before PVC could submit a proposal, said

Lavelli. "If we had to rewire a building, that would be
a horrible financial proposition," he said.

Grady's office sent PVC a map of the campus
wiring system last week when Grady wrote to Lavelli

offering assistance in submitting a proposal for cable

services.

;/>

Spring celebration sprung
By DEBBIE SCHAFER

Staff Reporter

Over 1,000 gallons of beer, six

boogie bands, and yesterday's

warm, sunny weather brought
crowds of students to the Alumni
Stadium in celebration of "Spring
Day."

In addition to almost 100 kegs of

beer, 3,000 hot dogs and 100

pounds of peanuts were consumed
by the constantly changing crowd
of about 2,500.

The event was sponsored by Beta

Chi Fraternity and the Commuter
Assembly. Beta Chi Treasurer Al
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Metzner called the day "a definite

success," adding that 25 cents for

12 ounces of beer was "a real

bargain."

"We could have sold more of
everything if we'd had enough
people to work," Metzner said.

With eight kegs running constantly
and 40 people working, it was
reported that there was a large

crowd around the beer table at all

times.

Music for the afternoon was
provided by six local bands, in-

cluding an appearance by Sweet
Pie. The Commuter Assembly paid

$700 for the bands.

Beta Chi hopes that the proceeds
from Spring Day will provide
enough money to repay the
Commuter Assembly.

"We just want to break even,"

said Metzner. He noted an im-

provement over last year's event

when only 45 kegs of beer were

sold, "this year is a great success

by comparison," he said.

This couple and their two children drank 742 cups of
Tuborg — and then stacked them up and tried to climb
to the sky (at last report, they still had not reached the
top).

Selectmen oppose all

22 PCP warrant articles

fW what pa'rt

lopkfaf for?

CHECK THE

CLASSIFIEDS

I

ByJUNEVALUERE
Staff Reporter

The Amherst Board of Select-

men last night either opposed or

dismissed all 22 Town Meeting
warrant articles petitioned by
Progressive Candidate pool
Member Floyd Baily.

The board supported or referred

to other committees the other 55
warrant articles with the exception

of two articles petitioned by Alfred

Boyajian and Carrie Gersham,
another PCP member.
The Amherst Rent and Eviction

Control, article 62, presented by
Baily was opposed by the select-

men on the grounds that the ad-

ministrative costs would be too

cumbersome. Robert Garvey,
member of the board of selectmen,

said though he felt there would be a

necessity for rent control, if UMass
repealed its mandatory dormitory

policy law, he "was not ready to

digest article 62."

At the suggestion of Nancy
Eddy, chairperson of the board of

selectmen, the board agreed to

refer to the landlord and tenant

committee for their opinion and
more information on the article.

Seven of the articles petitioned

by Baily which concerns law en-

forcement was opposed by
selectmen because they felt these

decisions fell under the police's

jurisdiction and they should not

interfere. Some of these articles

concerned the prohibition of "dum
dum" bullets, revision of citation

criteria, structuring police
discretion policy and non-
enforcement of victimless crimes
such as co habitation and use of

marijuana for personal use.

Other Baily articles opposed by
selectmen were; building bike paths

and hitchhiking lanes, establishing

a UMass-Amherst Committee, and
revising town government
procedures.

Boyajian's article which select-

men refused to support asks the
Town Meeting members to vote for

the town to elect town planning
board.

Gersham's article requesting the
establishment of an energy
committee was rejected by
selectmen because they said it

would be a duplication of another
established committee.

Articles on finances, traffic

violation, consumerism, public
transportation, sewage, and
conservation were supported by
the selectmen.

Selectmen delayed voting their

position on building the JFK Library

in Amherst and passage of the
Zoning by-laws until they review

turn to page 6

STUDENT INTERNS

NEEDED

Janus House and Omnibus
Alternative Educational
Program need student- interns
for the coming year on Cape
Cod.

Learn more about us at the
School of Education Marathon.

April 22 3-5 p.m.
Rm. 21, School of Ed

April 23 2-4 p.m.
Rm. 122, School of Ed.

April 24 9-11 a.m.
Rm. 169, Marks Meadow

See you there
or call us at

617-759-3476
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English Department faces
possible professor cuts

Students drank dozens of kegs of beer at yesterday's
concert... on a Tuesday afternoon... a school day...
when we should have been studying...

Diane Ungar
Staff Reporter

As many as twelve professors from the UMass
English Department face possible dismissal within the
next year as the result of what appears to be an
inadequate system of tenure selection.

A memo from English Professor Randall Current
was distributed last week within the department. It

cited grievances of "he untenured professor" and
appealed for support "to save good people this year
and in years to come."

According to Jeremiah Allen, dean of the School of

Humanities and Fine Arts, there are four criteria on
which tenure decisions are based: qulity of teaching,

scholarship and creative work, service, and in-

stitutional need.

Allen said that no one criteria weighs more heavily

than the others in the decision to grant tenure.

Current, however, claimed "administrative in-
' difference to the established excellence of teaching
and scholarship in tenure decisions."

He also expressed dismay over "student
ignorance" of the process of selection of their

teachers.

Allen said most of the other departments at UMass
have at least one student on their personnel com-
mitees. The English Department Personnel Com-
mittee, presently headed by Joseph Frank, has none,
the Collegian learned.

Faculty at UMass is appointed for a maximum of

seven "untenured" years, according to Allen. The
tenure decision is made in the sixth year, and tenure
begins with the seven elected departmental members
of the personnel committee. The committees
recommendations go to the dean, who is advised by a
selected faculty from the humanities and fine arts.

The decision then moves on to the provost, chancellor
and president until it reaches the Board of Trustees.

The Board of Trustess has final approval of all

grants of tenure.

The present English Department has 107 full-time
faculty. Allen described a fifteen-to-one ratio of
students to faculty as "ideal" in that department. The
department's ratio of students to faculty is currently

less than twelve- to- one.

"All indications are that the faculty is presently too
large," Allen said.

Allen noted a major problem involved in the

selection process. "Teaching is very difficult to

assess," he admitted. He referred to the inadequacy
of the student evaluation form in documenting the

teacher's work and abilities.

He called the forms "simple-minded" and pointed
to the low rate of response on them. Allen said that
well under 50 per cent in each English calss is all that

responds on the questionnaire..

Of those returned, he noted the "phenomena of

almost no negative assessments."
"If every professor gets "A's", that causes us to

overlook teaching. In that way, scholarship has more
impact on our decision, since it discriminates more
than the others," Allen said.

Referring to the criteria of teaching, Frank ex-

pressed similar doubts.

"The thing I'm skeptical about is what do you do
with the professor who gets high evaluations, but only

40 per cent of his class responded?" he said in a

telephone interview yesterday.

Current suggested the English department mobilize

support and act together against the administrative

and budgetary pressures that are forcing "irrational

tenure decisions upon us."

"If we are a single force unwilling to go on as

normal some person will have to respond." Current

said in the memo.

SAC lists Town M
By PROGRESSIVENEWS SERVICE

The Student Action Committee (SAC) last

night drew up proposals that will be sub-
mitted to the University Town Meeting
tonight.

About 50 members of SAC voted on the
proposals concerning opposition to
proposed cuts in the University's budget for

the next fiscal year.

However, SAC members said the
proposals are not binding and that students
at the Town Meeting will be encouraged to

submit other proposals.

The following are the SAC proposals:
— Resolved that a 60 percent affirmative

vote will be required for implementation of

each referendum question.

— That there be a student strike during
which we demonstrate our opposition to
budget cutbacks and our support for the last

town meeting's nine demands. During this

time we will also engage in teach-ins in our
living areas as well as in the Student Union
and Campus Center, to educate ourselves
and prepare for further unified actions; such
as a demonstration at the State House on

Wednesday, April 30 and preparation for a

possible fee boycott.

— That there be a student strike during

which we engage in educational workshops,
and organize State House lobbying as well as
fee boycotts, and that at the end of that

strike period another town meeting be held

to assess progress on our demands and
decide further action.

— That the duration of a strike be deter-

mined at the town meeting.

-That there be a moratorium of classes

heia in uiutsi mat students may confront

Students term BTSAC
meeting successful

ByJOEMAHONEY
Staff Reporter

The student negotiating team said yesterday that the outcome of the
meeting with the Board of Trustees Student Affairs Committee (BTSAC)
was "an initial victory for the students" and "a promising beginning".

Alan Shaler, chairperson of BTSAC declined to comment specifically on
the nine demands presented by the negotiating team, in a telephone in-
terview last night.

However, Shaler did say the demands were "interesting". He added that
the negotiating team was "well prepared and well documented".
The student negotiators emphasized that "the trustees were confronted

with the breakdown of the governance system."
"The trustees had been content to listen to the administration," said

Kathy Tumba, communications coordinator for the negotiators. "When
they had to deal with a lot of students saying the administration wasn't
telling them what was really happening, they were much more respon-
sive."

Shaler said that he "hopes to have further open dialogue" with the
negotiators.

Shaler said that he has not yet contacted the University administration
on the proceedings of the meeting.

400 demonstrators
march against cuts

Governor Dukakis when he comes to UMass
on May 5th.

In other action, SAC members held

meetings last night in over 30 dormitories
and in the Greek areas in an effort to get
more student input for the Town Meeting
and tactics for the implementation of the
demands.
About 2,200 students last week voted on a

series of demands calling for no budget
cuts and more student power.

In addition, the SAC say the are organizing
workshops, teach-ins and other activities.

UMass enjoys

Spring Day 1975

By P.J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

An estimated 400 students
gathered in front of Whitmore
Administration Building yesterday
to march to the Campus Center to
demonstrate against the proposed
budget cut and fee increases for
UMass. Demonstrators were called
to support the negotiating team, a
student group organized last

Friday, to a meeting of the Student
Affairs Committee, a subcommittee
of the UMass Board of Trustees.
Students marched to the

Campus Center, yelling and

chanting "Fight Budget cuts," and
urged passing students to join the
march.

Outside the Campus Center,
student speakers again presented
their demands of the Ad-
ministration, and informed the
students on the present situation of
the strike, and actions planned for
later this week. There were about
650 students assembled at
Metawampe Lawn yesterday.
The activity was in preparation

for a University Town Meeting
tonight in the Student Union
Ballroom.

The Spring Day crowd is reflected in Beverly Kennedy's sunglasses as Big
Scream in' MacGrew boogies in the background. Other photos of yesterday's ac-
tivities can be found throughout today's paper.
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Aircraft shortage hinders evacuation flights
Airlift moves
2,000 persons a day
SAIGON (UP/) - Americans and

Vietnamese fled South Vietnam by
the hundreds yesterday in the

heaviest day of evacuation flights.

But U.S. officials said a shortage of

aircraft was hampering the around-

the clock airlift.

The airlift was moving out nearly

2,000 persons a day, and President

Ford said in Washington the

"barest minimum" of 1,500
Americans would be left in the

country be last night.

But by nightfall, the staging area

- a gymnasium and bowling alley at

Saigon's Tan Son Nhut air base -

was jammed with close to 1,000

Americans and Viitnamese. "We've

got far more flights manifested than

we have aircraft," said one U.S.

official.

"These are people who have
completed all necessary
documentation and are just

awaiting transport."

Army removes Honduran president
One source working with the

evacuation program said there was
a backlog of, about 50 full flights.

However, officials would not
confirm this.

Officials involved in the program
estimated it would take until the
end of the week or perhaps longer
to clear all the evacuees unless
more aircraft were made available.

Communists

attack major

Viet air base

Indochina

developments

Panel rejects aid

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The

House Armed Services Committee,

one of its members contending the

"chess game is over" in Indochina,

yesterday rejected 21 to 17

President Ford's request for $722

million in military aid to South

Viitnam.

The measure, which would have

authorized $422 million in addition

to the $300 million approved last

year but never appropriated, was

shoved aside on a motion by Rep.

G.V. Montgomery, D-Miss.

A supporter of the military aid

plan, Rep. Samuel Stratton, D-

N.Y., argued that "unless there is

some signal of support for South

Vietnam, they are going to collapse,

and the lives of Americans there are

going to be in jeopardy."

The action came as debate on a

contingency evacuation and

humanitarian aid plan continued in

the Senate, where Democratic

Leader Mike Mansfield expressed

concern about the high ratio of

South Vietnamese to Americans

being taken out of the country.

Pilots identified

TOKYO (AP) North Vietnam

yesterday announced the deaths of

three American pilots who were

listed as missing in action in

Vietnam.

They were Maj. Jesse Taylor Jr.,

Maj. Crosley James Fitton and

Ronald Dwight Perry. Their home
towns were not given.

The announcedment was made
by Hanoi's official Vietnam News
Agency VNA - in a broadcast

monitored in Tokyo.

Laos fighting up
VIENTIANE (UPI) - The Laotian

defense minister said yesterday

heavy artillery fire drove govern-

ment troops from an important

junction on Highway 13 linking the

twin capitals of Vientiane and

Lauang Prabang. He said the main

north south road is now in Com-
munist hands.

Laos is the trvrd Indochinese

country, with Cambodia and South

Vietnam, to experience sudden

Communist attacks this year.

Fighting has been going on in the

Highway 13 area for the past week.

Sishouk Na Champassak, a

loyalist member of the coalition

government headed by Prime

Minister Prince Souvanna Phouma,

said Laotian forces abandoned the

junction at Sala Phou Koun, and 90

miles north of the administrative

capital of Vientiane on Monday

afternoon.

SAIGON (UPI) - Communist
forces yesterday launched artillery

and ground attacks against South
Vietnam's major air base. In the

capital itself 14 miles away, the

nation's new president shopped for

a prime minister to try to negotiate

an end to the fighting.

In the wake of the resignation of

President Nguyen Van Thieu, the

shooting slackened somewhat. But

Communist troops struck again at

Bien, Hoa air base to the northeast,

and Americans and Vietnamese
fled the country by the hundreds in

the heaviest day yet of the

emergency evacuation.

Political sources said the new
chief executive, Tran Van Huong,
and U.S. Ambassador Graham
Martin had tentatively agreed
Tuesday to name Defense Minister

Tran Man Don, a 58-year-old

soldier-turned politician, to the post

of prime minister as the man most
likely to be able to work out a

cease fire.

Thieu's cabinet members for-

mally turned in their resignations to

Huong.
In Paris, a spokesman for the Viet

Cong said there would be no
negotiation with the Huong
government even though Thieu has
gone. Chief Viet Cong delegate
Pham Van Ba said an entirely new
administration would have to be set

up and all U.S. military personnel
pulled out of Vietnam before there

could be peace.

With an estimated 150,000 Viet

Cong and North Vietnamese troops
poised within striking distance of

Saigon, an around-the-clock airlift

was ferrying Americans out of the

country in an attempt to reduce the
total here to the "barest minimum"
of 1,500 ordered by President Ford
to handle U.S. interests.

U. S. officials said, however, the

airlift was being hampered by a

shortage of aircraft, and that the
evacuation might take until the end
of the week to complete.

Australia announced Monday it

was closing its embassy in Saigon.
A govenment source in Ottawa said

Tuesday Canada likely would follow

suit, and a foreign ministry official

said in Kuala Lumpur that Malaysia

was ready to evacuate its diplomats
if the danger increased.

More fighting was reported on

opposite sides of Saigon Tuesday,

although it was light compared with

the volume earlier in the five-week-

old Communist offensive that has

overrun three-fourths of South
Vietnam and 21 of its 44 provinces.

Viet Cong and North Vietnamese
gunners shelled the Bien Hoa air

base with Russian-made 130mm
artillery for the eighth day and tried

to break through the base's
defenses with ground troops.

Government defenders managed to

drive them back.

Vietnamese air force sources said

a government C130 Hercules cargo
plane converted to a bomber hit a

small ammunition dump while

trying to bomb Communist ground
forces, setting off an explosion that

rattled windows in downtown
Saigon. The sources said the blast

was touched off by a single 750-

pound bomb.

More than 2,500 refugees landed
at Clark Air Base in the Philippines

by dusk Tuesday, and another 500
were expected on later flights,

officials there said. More than 1,000

early evacuees already had left for

the United States, and the Air

Force estimated another 5,200 were
housed at Clark.

Other Americans were leaving

Saigon aboard regular commercial
flights.

In Washington, the Senate
Judiciary Committee Tuesday
approved a request by Secretary of

State Henry Kissinger to evacuate

to the United States up to 130,000

Viitnamese and Cambodian
refugees whose lives would be

endangered by a Communist
takeover. Under the proposal, they

would be admitted quickly without

red tape and procedural delay.

The evacuation of

"Nonessential" U.S. Personnel was
ordered by Ford in the face of a

five-week Communist offensive

that threatened Saigon itself.

Yesterday, an estimated 150,000

North Vietnamese and Viet Cong

troops were within striking range of

the capital.

Tht "barest minimum" of 1,500

sought by Ford compared with the

American population of about 8,000

in the country just a few weeks ago.

Ford indicated in a televised

interview Monday that U.S.
Marines might be needed to help

evacuate Americans. But Sen.
Clifford Case, R-N.J., said

yesterday after a briefing by the

President that he felt the pullout

could be accomplished without

major military intervention.

Ouster linked to

US company bribe

TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras (UPI)
— In an attempt to regain the
"good name of Honduras," the
armed forced yesterday ousted
Gen. Oswaldo Lopez Arellano as

chief of state following his refusal

to talk about a $1.25 million banana
bribe allegedly paid by the U.S.
United Brands company.
Army Col. Juan Alberto Melgar

Castro was installed as Lopez'

successor in the bloodless coup,
according to a proclamation read

over the nation's radio stations.
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The top-level switch in leadership

could also signal a more con-
servative political approach by the

military government, political

sources said.

Melgar Castro had previously

come under strong leftist criticism

while commander of the north

coast military zone — for refusing

to permit demonstrations by groups
demanding land reform and other
measures favored by Lopez, they
said.

Lopez' whereabouts were
unknown. There were unconfirmed
reports that he might have left the

country for Nicaragua.

The proclamation said the coup
was aimed at "restoring the good
name of Honduras" in the wake of
charges by United Brands it paid a
$1.25 million bribe to Honduran
government officials and agreed to
pay another for the same amount to
get banana export taxes reduced.

The military regime, which has
controlled this Central American
nation since a 1972 military coup
led by Lopez, said it fully supported
a special eight-man Honduran
investigation of the bribery charges.
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budget referendum
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PROVIDENCE (AP) - Faced
with rejection of their budgetary
demands, Brown University
students turned out in light

numbers yesterday to vote on a

new course of action.

A referendum, the third within

two weeks on the budget issue,

asked if students were satisifed

with the decision of a committee of

the Brown Corp. to endorse an
administration-backed austerity
budget.

Students were then asked of

they wanted to continue some form
of protest against the budget which
will reduce financial aid, student
services and faculty positions.

Students at the Ivy League
school boycotted classes for four

days last week in opposition to the
austerity measures.

Brown President Donald F.

Hornig claimed the moves were
needed to maintain the school's

financial stability.

The corporation's Advisory and
Executive Committee voted

Saturday to recommend the
budget's approval to the full

corporation.

Chancellor Charles C. Tillinghast

Jr. said Hornig's proposed budget
"begins the absolutely necessary
process of restoring financial
stability to Brown University."

The influential A and E Com-
mittee also suggested task forces to
study areas of student concern and
to report back to the corporation
with recommendations.

Student leaders saw the
proposed task forces as a con-
cession to their demand for regular

input into the budget-making
process but termed the offer

"inadequate."

Class, attendance was reported
back to normal Tuesday after being
down about 95 per cent during last

week's strike.

In the two previous referenda,

the students voted overwhelmingly
to support the demands of the
Student Coalition and to boycott
classes.

Death penalty ok'd
BOSTON (AP) - The

Massachusetts Senate gave final

approval without debate yesterday
to a message restoring the death
penalty for nine categories of

murder. The action may lead' to a

confrontation with Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis.

Before the measure can be
enacted and sent to the governor,
however, it must return to the
House, where it has already been
approved, for acceptance of a

Senate amendment.
If the amendment is agreed to

and the bill enacted, Dukakis is

expected to follow up on his

promise to veto it.

Farm bill passed
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

House yesterday passed and sent
to President Ford a bill increasing

this year's key farm and dairy price

supports.

President Ford has told
Agriculture Secretary Earl L. Butz
he will veto the measure because of
its cost.

The vote was 248 to 166.

Meskill approved
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The

Senate yesterday confirmed former
Connecticut Gov. Thomas J.

Meskill as a judge on the 2nd U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals.

The vote on the controversial

nomination by former President

Richard M. Nixon was 54-36.

Republicans were among
Meskill's opponents, but con-
servative Democrats helped put his

confirmation over. The Senate
Judiciary Committee had voted 8-6

in favor of the nominee's approval
last March 12.
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The Moonee.
Everyone is a potential moonee. Of
course, some prospects are better

than others. Take the little old lady
for example. She's always good for

an "Oh my gosh!" or maybe a "You
should be ashamed of yourself".
When a little old lady is not available

don't hesitate to settle for a substi

tute. Possibly a rookie cop.

25 oz.
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The shoes.
Shoes are the most important piece

ofequipment a mooner possesses.

Check your tread before each moon
Make sure you have good tract ion.

And always remember that one slick

spot on your sole could make t he
difference between a successful

get -away and an embarrassing con-

frontation with the circuit jud^f

The eyes.

A quick glance over the right

shoulder is essential However,
caution should be exercised.

Make sure you move only the eye
balls. This will help to conserve
energy forth- actual moon itself.

The smile.
The veteran mooner will have
ilevclojH-<i a complete repertoire
ofgrins and smiles However, the
beginnershould stick with the
ria-i. you-know-what eating grin.

It's the easiest to master And
most effective.
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How to shoot the perfect moon.

The Moon.
Obviously, you always shoot for a full

moon. But there are times when that's

not practical. Like on a cold day.
Remember that discretion is the better
part of valor. And that a half moon is

better than no moon at all.

The Pants.
Most people will tell you that the
pants aren't important. And we
would haw to agree. But since we're
in the pants business you would
expect us to recommend
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Nader and nuclear fusion advocate debate
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON - Consumei
advocate Ralph Nader and a
leading congressional spokesman
for a nuclear fusion program
debated on Tuesday whether the
country should turn to atomic
power to solve its energy problems.
"Do we want to put the nation's

future on an energy source that has
to be perfect forever?" asked Nader
in arguing against development of
nuclear power plants.

Rep. Mike McCormack, D-
Wash., the chairman of the House
Energy subcommittee, said atomic
power provides the "cleanest,
safest environmental energy."
He accused Nader and others

opposed to building such plants of
confusing and misleading the
American people with "fantasies
and irrational scare stories," and
added: "We simply cannot afford
the luxury of basing energy policies

on fantasies."

The debate was held before
some 250 engineers from 16

societies attending an Engineering
Legislative Forum.

Before the Nader-McCormack
debate, the group was addressed
by Sen. Lowell Weicker, R-Conn.,
and Rep. Gary Myers, R-Pa., and
Dr. Robert C. Seamans, ad-
ministrator of the new Energy
Research and Development Ad-
ministration.

Nader said that the push to build
nuclear power plants goes on
despite serious problems that
remain unresolved.

The risks, he said, include
sabotage, terrorism, theft, security
of transporting radioactive material
and the problem of waste disposal.
He said the controvery divides

not just private citizens and
government but also scientists.

"This is not a technology to be
imposed from the top," Nader said.
"There are alternatives ... safe,
clean, alternatives to nuclear
power."

He listed these as conservation,
degasification of coal, geothermal
power and new methods of ex-

Trustee chairman
cont. from p. 1

imagine why you shouldn't have
access." He said he could not
endorse it because he didn't know
enough about the issue and would
like to report it to the full Board.

Rivera said at the conclusion of
the meeting that "Our protest will

be escalated on a higher level. This
is not to scare anybody, we just

want everybody to know where we
are."

Keith congratulated the students
on their interest in UMass' future.

He also conveyed Wood's pleasure
at seeing students getting involved.

Gage said the meeting began

some good discussion and opened
up issues.

There were about 25 people at

yesterday's meeting. Others
present included: Peter D'Errico,

professor of Legal Studies, Jim
Starr, LSO para-professional, Steve
Fletcher, faculty senate
representative, Barbara Stack of

the grad senate, Doris Mahoney of

the Liaison department in Whit-
more, SGA President Rick Savini,

Matt Burns of the student senate,

Mike Fedarow, Mark Hopkins,

Vanessa Nii, Karen Mangen and
Ellen Carracciolo of the SAC.
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tracting petroleum products.

McCormack said the nation is

"truly in mortal danger" in the
energy shortage.

"We cannot expect to provide

more jobs for the American people

unless we produce more energy,"

he said, adding that if nuclear

power were not available "the

future of the nation would ind««r
be black."

c

hazard f ror
He said the

radioactive plants was the "sambas
being struck by a meteor

%

Selectmen oppose PCP articles
cont. from p. 1

reports on each prospective article

to be issued at the end of the week.
Garvey said it was only fair to the

planning board, who has worked
hard, to make a decision before
their public meeting Thursday.

Diana Romer, member of the
board of selectmen, wanted to

immediately oppose article eight

which asked the town to oppose
building the JFK Library. At Eddy's
decision, the board decided to view
a report on the library's impact on
the town before taking a stand.

Before reviewing the warrant

articles, Romer suggested the

selectmen set up some form of

criteria for petitions to the town
warrant. She said, for the town
meeting to continue to run ef-

fectively and for the most important

articles to receive due attention, a

new criteria for future meetings

should be formulated.

"One third of the warrant articles

are petition articles which are

primarily one of redress in which
the citizen feels the executives are

not functioning properly," Romer
said. She added that the selectmen

did not know how much work hac
been done and if the petitions
understood what was applicable tc
town meeting issues.

Both Romer and Garvey agreed if

the selectmen were to take a stanc
on an issue and make a fail

judgement, the article should be
first presented to them and othei
approprfate committees.
Town Meeting is May 5.
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Fog Index shows NY, Boston

papers have equal readability

Cooking seventy-five hot dogs at one time is no easy
chore — especially when there are eighty-five hungry
UMies behind you waiting for them.

By DAN LaBONTE
Staff Reporter

If you can read on the college

senior level, you should have no
trouble digesting the hard news
pages of The New York Times.

If you read on the college

sophomore level, the hard news
pages of The New York Daily News
or The Boston Globe should

present no difficulty.

According to study done with the

aid of the Fog Index (F.I.), a

technique developed by Robert

Gunning to measure the readability

of writing, The New York Times

scores 15.97, which is just below
the college senior reading level.

Both The New York Daily News
and The Boston Globe score within

the second year college level, with a

14.54 and 14.44 Fog Index

respectively.

The Fog Index, described in

Gunning's book The Technique of

Clear Writing, is a device which
makes the readability of writing

commensurable.
The technique is based on

averages and requires only basic

mathematics, the number of words
in an article is counted and divided

by the number of sentences,

thereby calculating the average

number of words per sentence.

Gunning defines a word as a

grouping of letters surrounded by
white space.

The number of "difficult" words,
words of three or more syllables, is

then counted and divided by the
total number of words; the resulting

quotient indicates the percentage
of difficult words. Capitalized
words, proper names, com-
binations of short words (e.g.

houseboat), and verb forms made
into three syllables by adding -ed or

-es are not counted as difficult

words.

The average sentence length and
the percentage of difficult words
are then added and the total is

multiplied by a factor of .4. The
product is measured in ascending
order on a scale which ranges from
6 (sixth grade reading level) to 17

(college graduate level).

Of the two leading wire services,

Associated Press (AP) and the

United Press International (UPI),

whose copy often compose much
of the hard news pages of many
major newspapers, AP averages an
Index equivalent to the college

freshman reading level (13.39),

whereas UPI generally maintains

the readability level of a high school

senior (12.40).

Gunning draws a "danger line"

between the reading level of high

school seniors (12) and college

freshmen (13). Once the "dange
line" is crossed, and author writing

on the upper college level runs the

risk of having his article disregarded

or misunderstood due to the

reader's lack of comprehension. In

fact no mass circulation magazine
has a F.I. above 12.

The Collegian, the student
newspaper on the University of

Massachusetts — Amherst campus
is an example of a newspaper
whose writing correlates to its

reading audience. The Collegian,

the largest college daily in New
England (circulation 19,000), has a

F.l. of 13.93, just slightly below the

average college sophomore's
reading level.

If you have read and understood

this article, your reading level is at

least equivalent to that of a college

freshman. This article has a F.l. of

13.29.

Graduate Student Senate
seeks officer nominations

By AL COLARUSSO
Staff Reporter

The Graduate Senate (GSS)
announced last night that they are

seeking nominations for .their

elected officers.

"Any graduate student can run
for office," said GSS President

James Lindsey, "the person does
not necessarily have to be a

graduate student senator."

All nominations should be
submitted to the Graduate Senate
office in room 919 Campus Center,
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Three names were submitted for

nomination at the GSS meeting last

night. They are: Barbara Stack for

president, John Clauson for

treasurer, and Michal Hozik for

secretary. There were no
nominations for vice-president.

In other GSS business, the Legal

Services Offices (LSO) was granted

an allocation of $2,500 to retain the

firm of Rabinowitz, Boudin and

Standard so they may continue

negotiations with the University

administration and for other legal

activities.

The LSO is currently negotiating

an agreement with the ad-

ministration that would allow them

to represent students in cases of

criminal litigation, according to an

LSO representative.

In a report to the senate, Lindsey

said the bill requesting that a

graduate student be admitted to

the University Board of Trustees

has passed through the Education

Committee of the State House of

Representatives and is now on the

House Floor.

"The bill probably will not pass

unless there is a massive letter

writing effort by graduate
students," Lindsey said.

Representative James Collins (D

Amherst), who sponsored the bill

along with Lindsey, was unavailable

for comment last night.

The GSS also voted to fund $200

to the Coalition for a People's

Budget to help pay costs ac-

cumulated during its efforts to

oppose budget cuts.

GSS Vice President Barbara

Stack said many fliers and pam-
phlets have been Xeroxed to help

inform the student population and
the $200 will go toward printing

costs.

"...and they called it poppy love..." The music drew
folks of all ages to the stadium for Spring Day.

Prof finds foam pollution

stems from natural sources

niversity of massachusetts
arts council

presents

ITZHAK PERLMAN
ond THE SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY Robert Gutter conauctor
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BPM. BOWKER AUDITORIUM

TICKETS :$4&3 general $2 41.50 umass students

ON SALE 125HERTER HALL, UMASS AMHERST (413)545-0202
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At about this time of year, many
Massachusetts streams look sudsy.

Bubbles float down on the current

and where there is an eddy or

slowing of the current, the bubbles

accumulate into mats of foam.

Pollution from detergents or other

sources? No, says chemistry

Professor Tom Zajicek of UMass.

His laboratory has investigated

foams from many streams and

lakes and finds that they have their

origin in natural sources, not

detergents.

He explains:"There seem to be

two principal sources of foam

forming substances - tree saps

and leaves and needles from trees.

Tree saps contain a class of

compounds called saponins which

are capable of stabilizing foams.

During the sap flow periods the

trees leak sap from injured places;

when it rains, this sap is rinsed off

and eventually ends up in streams.

The other source arises from

substances produced from the

bacterial decomposition of leaves

and pine needles. It has been

shown that leaves and needles,

when soaked in water, release

substances which are surfactants.

Surfactant is a contraction of

surface active agents, which are

substances which lower the surface

tension of water. Synthetic

detergents and soaps are sur-

factants, which . is why they

produce suds."

When these saponins and other

surfactants wash into streams or

lakes, they form very thin films (a

few molecules thick) on the sur-

face. The films form bubbles as a

Now appearing at

VI
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result of agaitation of the water,

appearing usually in quiet pools just

after a rapid or falls. They are most

noticeable in spring but do appear

at other times of the year in lesser

amounts after prolonged or heavy

rain.

"'We have collected foams from

a variety of streams and freeze-

dned the resulting liquid to con-

centrate the foam-forming sub-

stances," Zajicek says. Laboratory

studies of this concentrate indicate

that the substances are a complex

mixture of a number of compounds
with one potentially significant

feature.

This feature is their apparent
ability to concentrate certain metals
from water.

"It is typical for the liquid which
comprises the foam bubbles to

have concentrations of metals from
10 to 1000 times higher than that in

the water in which they form,"

according to the UMass chemist.

RUSH
lit Beers & 9:30-10:00. Wed. & Thurs. Night

HAPPY HOUR— Mon.-Sat.. 4:30-7:00

in the Speakeasy Lounge

To JFK. Lower House Gov't
- Sorry about the picture, but

thank you and Bob tor your work

all semester and especially on

the rattle.

M.J. BARKER
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Bike club has successful weekend
The UMass Bicycle Club made a

successful three day outing over

the historic April 19th weekend to

the Standish Museums Youth
Hostel in East Bridgewater, Mass.

The trip was organized by club

President Cheryl Greenberg and
eleven people participated. Three

different groups were formed. One
group of four made the 120 mile

ride from UMass. Another group of

three drove to South Woodstock,
Conn, and rode the remaining sixty

miles. A third group of four took a

thirty mile trip from Milton, Mass.
The Standish Museums Youth

Hostel is located in the 250 year old

First Parish Unitarian Church. The
church operates fifteen museums in

the area. The Hostel itself is a 1929
vintage Canadian Pacific Railway
sleeper car acquired in 1974 and
located adjacent to the church.

Facilities includedan indoor heated
swimming pool and rental canoes

as well as a bicycle shop on the

church property.

On Sunday part of the group

cycled to the Miles Standish State

Forest. The remaining group stayed

in the East Bridgewater area,

touring museums and canoeing on
the Satuket River.

People who are interested in club

activities should consult the bulletin

board in the Student Union, op-

posite the ride board. Future ac-

Tenants meet
There will be a meeting of all

tenants interested in the rent

control proposal submitted to the

Amherst Town Meeting, Tenants,

who are concerned about Amherst
apartments, are urged to attend this

meeting in the Amherst Room of

Jones' Library at 8:00, tonight. For

more information, call the Pioneer

Valley Tenants Association at 545-

0145.

tivities include Bicycle Week (April

28- May 4), numerous weekend
day trips of varying difficulty, and
an overnight trip to Nantucket
Island is still in the planning stages.

The club holds meetings on
alternate Thursdays in the Campus
Center.

Top of The Campus, Inc.

ANNUAL MEETING
The annual meeting of the Top

of the Campus. Inc. will be held

on Wednesday. May 7, at 6 p.m. in

Room 904-908 of the Campus
Center. Items on the agenda: To
amend the by-laws that com-
mencing with annual meeting in

1976. nominations for officers and
board membership and motions
for changing the by-laws be
submitted in writing to the clerk

of the corporation at least seven
calendar days before the annual
meeting; to elect directors and
officers of the corporation for the

1975-76 academic year; and to

conduct such other business as

may be customary and ap-

propriate.

o

Preceding yesterday's rally on the Metawampe i

lawn, three folk singers aroused the crowd with songs 1
of budget struggle.

Following our three week Summer 1 session is

Summer 2, the extended tour for the mind.

Classes meet from June 24 to August 15. Registra

tion is by mail or in person at Boyden Gymnasium
on the University of Massachusetts at Amherst

campus on Monday, June 23 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Financial aid and counseling

are available. For more information contact Con
tinuing Education at Hills House North or call [413]

545 0905. These courses are brought to you by
the University of Massachusetts' Summer Program

Office and the Division of Continuing Education.

Come learn with us, this summer. PPT

UMASS/AMHERS7

IT PAYS TOSHOP
THE FINASTWAY
Mountain Farms
Mall In Hadleft

Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe!

Schlitz Beer
case of 24
12 oz cans

Chenin Blanc
BH HI B%w^^B •••••••••••»

Gamay Beajolais
Cabernet Sauvignon
Johannisberg **»<*

PinotNoir
Pinot Chardonnay
Tytell Lambrusco

4/5
bti

4/5
bti

4/5
bti

4/5
bti

4/5
bti

4/5
bti

4/5
bti

4/5
bti

2*9

269

2"

3 19

329

319

4 89

Tuborg

case 24 - 12 oz cans

535
SUPERMARKETS
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Amherst prepares for May 5th Town Meeting
ByJUNEVALL/ERE conservation; housing; rent control; for the purpose of increasing representative town meeting in tovvn meeting members 01
ByJUNEVALL/ERE

Staff Reporter
Amherst officials and residents

have been preparing for the Annual
Town Meeting which will be held
Monday, May 5 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Amherst Regional Junior High
Auditorium.

Citizens and various town
committees have submitted articles

for the Warrant. The selectmen
have arranged the order of articles

on the Warrant. The Warrant has
been posted in the seven precincts.

The Warrant is the name given to

the agenda of the Town Meeting
issued by the Selectmen. The
articles will be voted on by Town
Meeting members.

This year's Warrant contains 77
articles. The key issues are: the

approval of the new zoning by-law
developed by the planning board
and amendments proposed by
various residents; financial

distribution of town revenue; traffic

rules, law enforcement; sewage;
programs for the elderly; energy;

r 1

•Prepare for the Summer'

conservation; housing; rent control;

and ecology

Town Meeting Members will also

be voting on the establishment of

several committees. Consumer
Advisory Commission, Bicycling

Committee, a committee to advise

the town and UMass on issues

which affect both jurisdictions, an
energy committee, and a rent and
eviction control board are the

committees whose implementation
is being considered.

Issues directly concerning UMass
are:

— a decision on the authorization

of a triangular parcel of land to be
conveyed to UMass as a site for the

pilot treatment plant.

-a request that the State

Legislature refuse to collect monies

for the purpose of increasing

enrollment at UMass in Amherst.
— that the UMass trustees refrain

from increasing the enrollment at

UMass.
Other articles, petitioned by

Floyd Baily, member of the PCP,
request Town Meeting members to

vote on student input in the route-

making and frequency-of-service

planning of any further public

transportation, a bicycle committee
with student membership,
repealing the law that prohibits

more than four unrelated people to

live in a single household, and not

enforcing certain victimless crimes
such as co-habitation and the

possession of marijuana for per-

sonal use.
Amhorct arlontPrt fhp

representative town meeting in

1938 in place of the traditional New
England Town Meeting where all

registered town voters ratify articles

on the warrant. With the

representative Town Meeting, it is

the elected Town Meeting
members, representing residents in

their prospective precincts, who
vote on the articles on the warrant.

Registered voters of Amherst, who
are not town meeting members, are

entitled to address the meeting and
debate the issues but not to vote.

Town Meeting members are

elected for three year terms, with

one-third of the membership being

elected each year. The town is

divided into seven precincts, each

of which is allotted a number of

town meeting members on the

basis of its population of registered

voters. These allotments are

determined prior to every election.

The legislative branch of town
government is vested in the town
meeting. This body makes the

rules, passes the laws, and ap-

propriates the money for the town.
All sessions of town meetings are

presided over by a moderator who
is elected at the annual town
election for a one-year term.

William C. Fields, UMass dean of

students, will be moderator at this

year's town meeting for his fifth

consecutive year. The Moderator
overseers the meeting and appoints

some of the special ad hoc com-
mittees that are established by the

town meeting.

Angel Flight, ROTC auxiliary, seeks growth

i

| Rte. 9, Hadley

{ WHAT TIME - 7-9 p.m.

{ HOW MUCH — $15.00

I REGISTER — 1st day of

A class; students must be 18

J
yrs. of age

j
Brochures Available

Learn the Art

of Mixology

THE COLLEGE

BARTENDERS

ASSOCIATION

WHEN — April 29-May 1

WHERE — Maxwell's,

at

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

»

IMaxwell's

ByAVISYUNI
Staff Reporter

Angel Flight is a six member, one
year-old RSO group which would
like to expand.

Lesha Prehl, Commander of the

organization, told the Collegian that

Angel Flight is an auxilliary group of

Arnold Air Society, the Air Force
ROTC Fraternity.

Angel Flight first existed at

UMass in 1952 but it was phased
out when the Air Force almost left

campus in 1969-1970 due to the

disputes over credit for ROTC
courses, Pregl said.

She said Angel Flight was
revitalized in May 1974, after a four

year absence, by Arnold Air

Society, which also supports the

group momentarily.

Prehl said the purpose of Angel
Flight is to promote Air Force
ROTC, to promote the United

States Air Force itself, and to be an
aid of any kind to the community.

In the past, she said this has
included anything from painting the

home of an elderly person to

marshalling the Amherst Fair

parade held last Spring, as well as

ushering for UMass Fine Arts

Council events.

Prehl said the group is trying to

become established on campus
again. She said membership is open
to any undergraduate or graduate

at UMass, male or female, and
members do not have to be par-

ticipants in an ROTC program.

Those interested in becoming

members should contact Lesha

Prehl at 546-4847. Prospective

members must successfully

complete a pledge program in

which they will learn the history of

Angel Flight, its goals, its

relationship to Arnold Air Society,

and learn about the Air Force and

its operation.

Prehl said members should have
an interest in community service

and in promoting the Air Force and
ROTC. She said Angel Flight

"educates women about the Air

Force - what it stands for and how
they can help it as citizens."

Belchertown - UYA opportunities
Since September, 1971,

Belchertown State School has
been cooperating with the UMass
in the University Year for ACTION
Program. This program is designed
to enable college students to obtain

an educational experience while

helping people who are faced with

various social or poverty related

problems.

After being recruited, in-

terviewed, and selected by
University Year for ACTION, and
Belchertown Staff, ACTION

Students are assigned to those

departments and-or units within the

State School that have submitted

acceptable project proposals. The
students work full-time for one
calender year, while receiving 30
academic credits and a $2400. living

stip nd. Each June a new "phase"
of the program begins, and a new
group of students start their year of

work. Because Belchertown is so

understaffed, ACTION Students

carry out the same job duties, and
hold the same responsibilities as

regular staff members.

Recruitment for University Year
for ACTION Phase VII is presently

in progress. There will be twelve
University Year for ACTION Phase
VII positions available at

Belchertown State School. During
Phase VII ACTION Students at

Belchertown State School will be
working wit. dividuals of all ages
and functional ability.

Additional information about the

positions available may be obtained
from Lee Douchkoff at 323-6311

ext. 295, Belchertown State
School.

Rev. Rice to talk on sexism
HIGH ADVENTURE STARTS AT 2500 FEET

Your first iump course takes only 3 hours Costs only S70 00

Worldj largest and safest ^j^^CX 'includes all equipment!

Our 17th year
mm

over 250 000 jumps

Free brochure 25 000 First jumps

rn RANGE : »°« • • s FS't" rn .Ak-A'CO PARACHUTING CENTER
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;
: Bai ?58 Likewood NJ 08701

Phone 61 7-544 591 i Phone: 201-363-4900

The Rev. Elizabeth Rice, staff

person for the Massachusetts
Council of Churches Task Force on
Women, will speak several times on
campus on Thursday. Sponsored
by the United Christian Foundation.

At noon, in the Colonial Lounge

of the Student Union, she will

address the topic, "Oppression and

Liberation: Woman's Response to

Sexism and Racism in the Judeo-

Christian Tradition." A discussion

period will follow, and the public is

invited.

In the afternoon, she will mert
with a group in the Hampshire
House offices of the United
Christian Foundation to discuss the

possibility of putting on a series of

public forums in the fall on
"Women and Religion."

At 7:00 in the evening, at Alpha

%
Now open for your inspection are BHANDYWINK'S
beautiful new one and two bedroom model apart-

ments

r*s*vaBoa»VHB***> -5* ftt-

i
Conveniences which make BRANDYWINE

so eminently "livable" include:

BRANDYWINE, the apartment plus community I

i

i

I

i

I

Chi Omega on Nutting Avenue, she
will conduct a Greek area workshop
on "Women and Taboo: a Look at

the Role of Midwives, Witches ano
Healers." This workshop is also

open to the University and com-
munity.

Rice is particularly interested in

talking with women who might be
interested in theological education

and ordination. Her visit to UMass
is being sponsored and coordinated

by the United Christian Foundation
(UCF), an ecumenical campus
ministry located at 319 Hampshire
House.

Come over for a visit any day of the week.

In a few minutes we'll show you all the reasons in the

world why BHANDYWINK is a better plate to live. We
inxite you to compare features and compare prices.

• *
' > » « • » • . .. » W^Res«h/e JHe H^tit 10 Lirmi QufoUWs

J-
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Ifo

J

,«fceguir̂ y?k$l#^
BRANDYWINE

Spacious, well laid out unit*.

All brand name full tii* appliance*, includ-
ing garbage disposal and dishwasher.

Individually controlled central gas heat.

Central Air Conditioning.

An abundance of closet space.

Extra security features including intercom
system.

Large, partially enclosed, private patios and
balconies.

Luxurious wall-to-wall carpeting.

Beautiful new swimming pool and
recreational facilities

Beautiful well kept grounds, highlighted by
lerge central pond.

Free UMass Bus Service.

Laundry facilities well located.

Safe playground for children.

Rental furniture available from Putnam

VpfH'aring

TON UK

Real Tears

»* A %™ linrc* furniture Leasing Company, Hartford.
at AmlOerSt Connecticut

One and two bedroom units from $220.00

**•* -mn -mt- **<w*«>mkm***<****>**.>**>&£

Resident Superintendent reaponaible for all

apartment services and maintenance. Provid-

ing prompt service 7 days a week.

Brandywine Drive

Amherst

549-0600

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. -T

Sunderland

>«*> **
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Unity tonight!
The prospects of new fees, higher tuition

and cuts in vital student programs is a
mere four months away from becoming
reality. But more important, summer
vacation is only four weeks away.
Time is running short, and with every

passing day the chances
fj

r a lu^n l s-TyPO*^T^ nands

Union Ballroom left no doubt as to the

sentiment of students to the "meat-
cleaver" tactics of Mike Dukakis.
Much work has been accomplished since

that impressive show of strength and unity

last week; the nine student demands are
of the State House

getting together to do someth^
worsening financial situ

smaller.

Something must be done
J
beTefe t

semester ends, if students dinvbtoflrtftf

pay about twice as much forrag|Cc
public education in September asTtwy
now. |j(y^
Despite the sarcastic rerfiSrlcy

student apathy that have rjg£ehj

faced on this campus, the first U
Town Meeting last Thursday
strafed clearly that many students
care. It also showed how much nurft

count in forwarding the student causeT
This was not just a get-together of some
small radical group. No, here was a cross
section of the entire student community of

this University proclaiming its rights.

Those thunderrjs "aye's" and "no's"
echoing from the ceiling of the Student

to

Me(
gislatt

plemenf th<

and the est]

It isesser

leadership and the heads of the Univer-

slt^s Board^f Trustees.

effect these demands must
erely read.

second University Town
deciding how to pressure

and Administration to im-

demands for no cuts, no fees

blishment of a student union,

ial that the citizens of Massa-
chusetts be made aware of the problems of

the UMass students either through a rally

at the State House or a symbolic two day
boycott of classes or both.

So march down to the Student Union
Ballroom tonight and listen to the
arguments for and against a strike and
vote on the referendum.

All unsigned editorials represent the
opinion of the majority of the Board of
Editors.

Campus Comments

Rosemary Weston, Sophomore.
"Yes, I would. I hope that everyone

else would, too. It wouldn't work
unless the entire student body
participated. It seems kind of

fruitless because a lot of the people

here are career oriented."

Question: Would you
participate in a two day
strike if the nine student
demands are not met? Why
or why not?

Ashley Winston, "Yes, I would,

because I think students do have
rights and I think students should

organize. A strike would be a

culmination of all the energies of

the student body."

Joan Reagon, Senior. "Most
certainly. Students have a basic
right to their own education. If their

right is not recognized, students
should strike."

Nancy biglin, Senior, "I guess I

would. I believe that a college

education should be available to all

people regardless of economic
class."

Interview by Benita
Pullara, Photos by Mark
Biletch

Allan Lane, an exchange student
from Oregon, "Probably not. The
demands don't seem feasible. With
inflation, I don't think it would work
without added revenue."
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Strike: What can it do?
By MA. JONES

On Thursday and Friday there will be a referendum vote to strike. What
does it mean, why vote yes? A strike at this time is a limited action

designed not to immediately win our demands but to build momentum and
organization that can keep struggling and eventually win.

A strike is a way to express our anger over the wav we're treated

generally, and specifically over the plans to cut back our educations and
thus, our lives. It is a way to say that we feel that the cutbacks should be
aimed at the rich and not the poor, aimed at the corporations and not the

workers, aimed at the people who rule and not the people who are ruled. It

is a way to get ourselves together and to learn more about the economic
situation and about our own abilities to organize together and to fight by
way of further striking, or by way of marches on the State House, or by
way of tuition boycotts and withholding campaigns. A strike says that we
have a right to the best education imaginable, that we have a right to

control our own minds. It says that we don't want welfare recipients to pay
for the economic errors of the rich. We want to cut back those who have
been cutting us back, we want to cut back Dukakis, Whitmore and
everyone else who has too much power and too much wealth.

But we know that winning demands as honest and right as ours is no
easy one shot affair. You don't get a tree lunch in this society. You don't
get justice just for the asking. It takes time and effort, it takes organization,
demonstrating and raising consciousness and social costs for those who
will otherwise cut us back. Having demonstrations and meetings like those
of the past ten days, and now having a limited strike to last a couple of
days during which we hold teach-ins, prepare further actions on campus,
and prepare for actions at the State House, is but a first series of steps in a
larger on-going battle. It's the first drops of water wearing down the ad-
ministrative stone, but there must be torrents still to come if the rock is to
be totally worn away.

Striking here at UMass means students in the five areas attending teach-
ins in their dorms, about this university and the education it gives us, about
the economy, and about broader social-political issues too. It means
meeting together to plan further actions, to do more canvassing here on
campus, to spread information and analysis about what's going on. It

means thinking hard about how we want to spend our time when we're in

school and also about what kinds of work we want to be prepared to do
when we get out. It means starting to think about what kind of jobs we'll

actually get if we just sit back and let this society's managers decide our
lives for us.

Strike for two days to raise social costs. Strike to have teach-ins and
learn more about our lives and situations. Strike to prepare for further
actions. Strike for education. Strike for Power, Strike Now!
M.A. Jones is a Collegian guest commentator and a member of the

student action committee.

m5ilws<

Analysis:

Not the right time
UMass administrators are afraid that a student strike may backfire, and

cause legislative leaders to look with disfavor on next year's $118 million

budget request. And they fear that framing student desires as "demands"
will only anger Boston.

But while they would support a massive student rally at the State House,
they cannot say so publically. Again, they fear that vocal support of
student lobbying would annoy the very legislators students seek to im-

iwess.

The administration also thinks that if students ally with Governor
Dukakis in cutting administrative budgets, student programs will ultimately

suffer.

An example of the kind of legislative reaction administrator's fear was
expressed by Rep. Michael Daly (D-Brighton) in a Collegian article

yesterday.

Some legislators have a hang-up about demands — they get nervous
about demands, especially when the Legislature appropriates a couple of

thousand a year for each student," he told a reporter.

The administrators point out that it is Dukakis, not the legislature, who is

the real villain. The Legislature, President Wood said in an interview last

^Thursday, has not spoken.
"The Legislature hasn't spoken. The Legislature will be the jury on this

thing ... the important thing is to center on what the Government
proposes," Wood said, adding in the same interview, "Such a cut would
be distorted in a state where per capita income is fifth in the nation and the
level of support for public higher education is forty-ninth."

In other words, administrators are united with students and Trustees in

opposing budget cuts.

On the union issue, it's another story. Most administrators cling to an
assumption that a union, in the traditional sense, is not an "appropriate
unit" for a University. They made the same argument when faculty came
dose to unionizing in 1972.
They feel that students are not a homogenous unit as would be an

employee union in a factory, who share common working conditions,
iiours and wages. Like Chancellor Bromery, they think no union, in a

traditional sense could represent all students.

Bromery told a Collegian reporter he could not support a collective

bargaining agent: "For even if 51 per cent of the student population voted
to support a union, who would guarantee that all students would accept
the decision of the majority?"
The administrators say they don't know what students mean by a union,

but are anxious to talk about it.

Bill Densmore is a Collegian reporter on campus politics and ad
ministrators.

Joyce kosofsky

The unfinished symphony
OK, I admit it. I'm getting sentimental. I find myself

looking back upon my college career with a sense of
wonderment and wanderlust.

I wonder what my college career has educated me
for, yet I long to wander outside of this University to
find what my education never taught me.

Last semester seniors are the craziest members of
this community. This is the time that most of them
wander around in a frenzy trying to tie off all those
loose ends that lie between "one more semester" and
that $15,000 piece of paper that tells them that they
are educated. (By the way, if anyone is interested, my
diploma is for sale. It would make a terrific work of art,

suitable for framing, and would look perfectly
wonderful over your favorite piano.)

And there is a sense of strike in the spring air.

It is ironic that I might not technically finish my last

stretch homeward to that big sheepskin in the
stadium. Yet I find it very apropos in relation to my
entire experience at UMie.

Thinking upon the idea of the strike and the idea of
not "really" finishing college doesn't upset me. It

seems to be more of an unfinished symphony in my
mind.

The two term papers and three exams that now

separate me from my diploma have little to do with my
total education as a whole. I am ready to graduate.
Shit, I've been ready for years.

But I think it more important to work on strike

matters at this point. I think it more important to let

the University understand that it is the quality of the
education, not necessarily the quantity nor the
duration of it that makes a person educated.

I think it important to make it clear to certain

persons who think they make the rules, that it is, in

reality, we, the students, who are in control of our
own educations. The theory is that simple, yet it is the
legwork that's going to make things difficult.

That is why we should forget about "finishing" the
rest of the semester and start working on the future of
this institute of education. That is, if it wished to
continue to be known as an education facility.

As I see it, the strike will be an education in itself. It

will teach people to deal with the isms of the "real"
world that breed prejudice and oppression.
And if people will work together to make the

powers that be affirm their basic rights then maybe
my unfinished symphony will have a happy ending
after all.

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist

ellen gavin

Personal activism
Heading down the lower corridor

of the Student Union last night,

feeling wasted by the roller coaster

pace of my life over the last week,

my eyes were fixed on the door of

the People's Market. The bright

letters of the sign on the door are

now faded — faded since the night

two years ago when I made that

sign. The People's Market was real!

Gail, Ellen, and l.had put together a

cooperative food store, run by and
for students. It had non-ripoff

prices, and a friendly atmosphere.

And before we had begun the

endeavor, we had absolutely no
idea how to do it.

One year before that in 1971, I

was a freshman in Umieland: I was
bored, frustrated, and I think the

/proper term was "alienated." I had
come on the tail end of the

politically active sixties, when
university students had a lot to say

about things. But UMass was not a

hotbed of political activism, or a

hotbed of anything for that matter.

UMass seemed to be a little

better than a glorified high school
— dorm parties reminded me of

"victory" parties after the ole

football game, classes seemed
irrelevant, the Collegian looked like

my old high school rag. Blah. I had

felt something deep within me in

high school when universities were
alive. Kent State, free universities,

rallies, where was it all?

Well the last gasp of student

activism (a whimper at best) oc-

curred that spring of my freshman

year with a strike over the mining of

Haiphong Harbor, and a takeover of

the ROTC building.

When the blaring calls for

support came over the loudspeaker

in Coolidge dorm, Gail and I

decided with little enthusiasm to

check it out. What we found was a

fairly disorganized, pretty in-

teresting group of people, all in-

toxicated on the feeling of

togetherness and people power
that kind of an experience creates.

My head turned around in that next

six months. I discovered new ways
to look at the world, other people

and myself. "Changes" is the term,

and "growth," is the process.

To make a long story short,

becoming involved in something

human, something real, and
something exciting, changed my
life. The turn-on that Gail, Ellen and
I had felt that spring, the feeling

that you get when the world and

your life and your morality start

making clear sense to you, carried

over into that fall semester. We
began to plan something that

would be productive, meaningful,

and political (dare I say the word?).

The People's Market was the end
product of that semester's en-

thusiasm.

I left UMass that following

semester, taking off a year to "see
the world" as they say. I tried quite

a variety of things since People's

Market days: the Colorado Rockies,

legal work, starting a women's
center, working as a waitress in a

pizza parlor, having a good time,

falling in love.

Today the People's Market is still

alive. Vietnam IS almost over (who
says that students didn't have
anything to do with it?) . Ellen and
Gail are carryin' on, living life in the

here and now and diggin' it. Gail's

in South Dakota doing excellent

work, and Ellen and I are UMies
again.

UMass doesn't seem too dif-

ferent, students «tfll get shit,

scandals are still prevalent, dining

commons still stinks. Gage is still

here, so's Bromery. But the one
difference is that the students are

mumbling ... mumbling ... There's
student activism brewing at UMass
again. Things are different this time
around; the issues are close to
home, the rhetoric is minimal, and it

seems to be really democratic. The
"average" student (if there is such
a thing) is demanding power,
demanding a voice in the decisions
which affect his and her life. The
appeal to action is not one based
solely on emotionalism, people are
asked to think, to decide, and to
make a choice. Please come to the
Town Meeting tonight. I've said it

before, and I'll say it again; we can
wait no longer to live!

Ellen Gavin is a Collegian
Columnist.
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Representation or self interest?
A Masquerade ball is for Halloween, not for a

college campus. The present movement in opposition

to the budget cuts is nothing but a masquerade.

Many people, who oppose the cuts, are self-

proclaimed supporters of a true "representative

government, " of "human rights, " and of "working

people trying to make decent lives. " It is obvious that

these people want a government that represents only

them. They want special rights granted only to them.

They want decent lives for themselves and do not

care about the majority of the working people in this

state.

The taxpayers of this state, the majority of whom
have nothing to do with UMass, also want a

representative government. They also have human
rights. They are trying to make a decent living with

little help from anyone at this university. The solution

to the present fiscal crisis lies in a tax increase, a

spending cut, or a combination of the two. Governor

Dukakis has chosen to attempt a spending cut with a

tax increase only as a last resort. Working people are

clearly already overtaxed. A further drain on their

incomes will deal a fatal blow to the state's economy

and to the already outrageous level of unemployment.

It is unfair and discriminatory to make only one or two

areas suffer from the cuts. All areas must share in

these cutbacks. UMass is no exception.

There is a large amount of opposition to organized

interest groups [oil lobby, highway lobby, the military \

on this campus. The force that the University Town
Meeting Steering Committee, Coalition for a People's

Budqet, and any other fancy named group is tryina to

The farce of the fees

organize is similar (o these previous interest groups in

one important aspect. They are fighting for their own

interests. They are fighting for themselves. Go into

Springfield, Lowell, Sturbridge, or any other city or

town and ask people to recall the last time any UMass

Woman's Center or Third World program benefit their

lives. Ask working taxpayers if any UMass student

activity helped feed their children, pay their electric

bills, or pay their doctor bills. And Samuel Bowles, the

great opponent of capitalists, how many working

people would enjoy taking home your paycheck every

week? Peter Donahue, you appear so worried about

people who "can't afford to go to school here"

because of the budget cuts and tuition increases.

Were you an opponent of a proposed graduated

tuition scale a few years back? Surely those people

who could not afford to pay tuition would not have

had to pay any tuition at all. but the rich \or well-to-

do\ would have been subsidizing the poor. This is

something that apparently not even "socially

awakened" students can accept. It is surely quite

different from the further squeezing of already

overburdened taxpayers.

If you must oppose the budget cuts, then please

leave the masks at home. It is your "human right" to

oppose the cuts, but a social crime to disguise the

reason for your opposition. The groups opposing the

cuts are similar to many interest groups all over this

country. They are trying to benefit themselves at the

expense of working people. Richard Nixon are you

listening?

Bruce Dembroski

It was nice reading in the

Collegian that the SA TF would be

held to the current $55.50-year

level. However, being a member of

a club that was cut out by the fee's

stabilization, I knew that the games
of politics were again being played.

What a glorious banner our

friends now have to wave.

"Committee holds fee at $55.50."

Most students, due to misin-

formation, will read that and feel

happy that one thing on their bills,

at least will not go up. However, it

purfTON VilUqE
reduced rates for summer sublets
June thru August

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
PIZZA— SPAGHETTI — GRINDERS

65 University Drive
:.'

n BELL'S PIZZA

uncompromising in quality

and
If you think we sell only a

great pizza — you should try

our grinders!

Free Delivery on Campus

Call 256-8011 for fast service.

I

I

i

?zL

House
65 University Drive

* FAST

tHmrm stmmx
momc of kports

*\MLAO(MAirTOm
PHOTOS

PAPI ft tr

will occur to them later that they

still received el shafto.

The freezing of the fund forces

the removal of funds from student-

benefiting organizations. I know of

two student groups that were not

funded for the coming year —
thanks to this glorious freeze. Each

was told that they were too much
of a luxury, and would have to be

cut so the basics could remain. The

ore med club, for example, was told

that they were too academic. But

— godamnit, this is a school// The

amateur radio association was told

that they were a luxury and also

needed no funding. Christ, if this

attitude prevails, the school will

have no outlets for student's

outside activities. All we'll have is

things that "help" everybody, such

as WMUA, the bus service, and the

Collegian.

Of course, a school needs these

basics, but it our flesh keeps getting

pecked, as is being done, we'll have

left a big, bony skeleton of a

university with no opportunity for

student activities.

I'm sure that the students of

UMass, if just told what they were

paying for, would not mind a

normal rise in the SATF to com-
pensate for rising prices. They'd

rather have a pre-med club, a good
Spectrum magazine, a good ham
radio club, etc., than pay a dollar

less and go to a school that offers

nothing but courses, a bus to ride, a

radio station, and a newspaper.

What the students do mind is the

proposed extra fees that they're

slapping on everything. Permitting

the current, needed fees to go up
along with prices, or perhaps even

lagging slightly behind prices is

proper and expected. Cutting out

student organizations left and right,

telling them that they're not worthy

of funding is not the answer, and
surface appeasements such as this

are quite uncalled for.

Richard Maltzman
and seven signatures

How do you feel

about a strike?

Attend the Town
Meeting tonight

and vote on the

referendum!
8:00 in the

Student Union
Ballroom

Comments on coverage
I am glad that the Collegian has been giving significant coverage to the

student activities against cutbacks. But there have been doubts and

hesitations expressed by some Collegian staffers. I believe that the

coverage should be continued and expanded.

It is news that the UMass students are thinking about, planning, and

doing things together in massive numbers about the crisis confronting our

University. It is news because it is new. Think about that. Dukakis, Wood,

Bromery, and their pals have been making "statements" for months.

That's old stuff. I wouldn't say that they should be excluded entirely from

the pages of the Collegian. Students definitely have a right to know how
the Governor and Administration are attempting to obfuscate the issues,

how they are attempting to divide us against each other, and how they are

attempting to cram these cutbacks down our throats.

Collegian, stick with it. Report on the plans and the events to oppose the

cutbacks. Tell us what's going to happen and what has happened. Report

on the discussions. Tell us who is demanding what, and what the proposed

strategies and tactics are all about. Explain it all to us so we can understand

what's going on.

The Collegian is a student newspaper because its readership are

students. Let's not let minor personality conflicts get in the way. The

students are making the news. The students are eager to find out what's

happening. The Collegian should continue and expand its coverage.

James Leas
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Gluckstern's vacant post termed a 'challenge'

you don 't have to go too far .

to see our great selection of imprinted

sportswear by

university store c&mpms ceMer

shirts by Champion —- ad by Dana & Gwenn

By DEBBIE GALLAGHER
Staff Reporter

The "Committee of Six",
collectively seeking the position of
Acting Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs, view the office

as a challenge of conflicts — un-
dergraduate teaching versus
research, according to a
spokesman for the group.

Robert L. Gluckstern resigned
from the position hst month to
become Chancellor of the
University of Maryland at College
Park.

"The Provost is research
oriented," said Martin Miller. There
is "no great push to improve
teaching skill," he said, yet "there is

a push to improve research at the
University." UMass is a "one shot
deal," most of us won't be going to
grad school, Miller said. "We (the

Committee) would rather have

great teaching than great
research," he said.

^
An important goal of the

Committee is to make the Provost's
Office more "proactive," by
soliciting dernands from the
community "rather than let them
flow in," and seeking student
"input into the decision making
process." There is a need, ac-
cording to the Committee, to make
the office "more accessible to the
campus community" and to "in-

volve human resources" by using
students and staff expertise in

solving problems.

The committee is handicapped,
committee member Jack Leader
said, because of their inability to
gain access to information within
the Provost's office. A respon-
sibility of the Provost is to present
budget requests to the legislature

and lobby for the University, Leader

said, and it is difficult to judge the
Provost's effectiveness due to lack
of information available.

Responding to Chancellor
Randolph Bromery's criticisms of a
committee of students filling a
position traditionally held by one
man, Miller said decisions affecting
students and faculty should have
their participation and "shouldn't
be made by one individual." In

effect, four associate provosts
assist the Provost in making
decisions, Miller said, con-
sequently, there isn't one decision-
maker. The decisions might "take
longer but the greater resources
and individual strengths available"
would outweigh the more
"cumbersome" structure, he said.

University government, Miller
added, is done mostly by com-
mittee.

Robert Keiser, a student head of

residence, said the Committee of
Six evolved three weeks ago after

an interview with Gluckstern and
information from "Students' Role
in University Decision-Making"
seminar the Committee is. taking.

There is "a lot in education people
need support in and the Provost is

not responsible to needs," he said.

The committee views its attempt
a "serious effort," and feel they are

"raising questions" of the office's

effectiveness by applying for the
job. "We do care about the

University and how education in

University affects change in the
State," Miller said.

Bromery and Gluckstern were
unavailable for comment.

campus carousel

By TONY GRANITE
MISSIONS IMPOSSIBLE is the

title a college prexy put on his
farewell speech in which he
described the seven years-plus of
his tenure.

Charles J. Hitch, retiring

Bl

r

BIG SAVINGS AT BONANZA
EVERY TUESDAY& WEDNESDAY.

MAINTAINS ALL THE EXCITfMINT
* Of THE TRADITIONAL MG TOP SHOWS ..." *

BRINGS BRIGHT CHEER'

UNIVERSITY OF MASS. — CURRY HICKS CAGE
Sunday, April 27. 1975 at 2 00 ft 6:00 P.M.
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available: Howard Johnson's, Russell St., Hadley;

Lizzottes Tobacco Shop, Main St., Northampton;
Puppy Center, Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley; The Cheese
Shop, Main St., Amherst; Cannon's Pharmacy,
College St., S. Hadley; John & Rudy's AG Mkt., Main
St., Sunderland.

ALL DAY TUESDAY
RIB-EYE DINNER

$1.49
A juicy rib-eye steak, baked

potato, salad, choice of dressing and
Texas Toast.

CHOPPED STEAK
DINNER $1.29

A chopped steak with a crisp

salad, choice of dressing, baked
potato and Texas Toast.

ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
FISH DINNER

$1.29

Tender filet of fish with a tossed

salad, choice of dressing, crispy french

fries and Texas Toast.

CLAM DINNER
$1.49

Tasty fried strip clams with a

tossed salad, choice of dressing, crispy

french fries and Texas Toast.

Good wholesome American food

at right neighborly prices.

Rte. 9 at the

mountain rr^i
mrms mnii *^ ^

HADLEY

president of the University of
California system, shared his
reminiscences during Charter Day
ceremonies at UCLA.
Appointed by Gov. Ronald

Reagan, Hitch succeeded Dr. Clark
Kerr, whom the conservative
Reagan had ousted at the height of
the student activist movement.

BOUNCING CHECKS are
keeping the bursar hopping at

Indiana U, where "dishonored"
checks have increased to 103,000.
At this time last year, the count of
rubber paper passed by students
totalled 40,000.

The bursar is fighting back by
suspending check-cashing
privileges for habitual violators. The
Indiana Daily Student says so.

HOW TO GET A JOB is the title

of a new course at Miami-Dade
Community College in Florida,

according to the Catalyst
newspaper.

A three-credit course, PSY 102 is

divided into three modules: "Self-

Exploration", "Exploring the World
of Work" and "Preparation for

Employment."
The final exam is two interviews

with prospective employers.

Nuclear
hearing

Notice is hereby given that the
Commission on Nuclear Safety,

appointed by the Governor in

August 1974, and acting in ac-

cordance with Executive Order 110,

will hold a public hearing on the

matter of nuclear safety and
nuclear power generation in the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

The public hearing will be held

today at 1:30 p.m. in Rooms 162

and 165, Campus Center.

The purpose of the hearing will

be to receive public comment and
opinion on the issues of nuclear

safety. Testimony may be given

orally and-or in writing prior to the

conclusion of the public hearing.

Additional testimony is invited by
writing to: Massachusetts Com-
mission on Nuclear Safety,
Department of Public Health, Room
360, 600 Washington Street,

Boston, Massachusetts 02111.

Nigro play to

open Thursday
Beast With Two Backs, a new

play by Don Nigro, opens Thursday
in Hampden Dining Commons at

UMass' Southwest Residential
College.

Directed by Professory Gary
Stewart, . play is a five character

work of love and art set in

Greenwich Village during the
1920s.

Scheduled for a three-day run
(April 24-26). Beast With Two
Backs is the fourth University

Theater production of the current
semester. Admission is $2.00 for

students, $3.00 for non-students.

The curtain for all performances is

8:00 p.m. and reservations may be
made by calling the University

Theater Box Office at 545-3511 any
day between the hours of 12:00 and
5:00 p,m.
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Housing requirements
15

ACCOUNTING STUDENTS
All accounting students and guests are

invited to the Annual Accounting Banquet
on April 28. Tickets will be on sale in SBA
Lobby, mornings. Appropriate dress.
AHEA MEMBERS
Come to the meeting April 24 at 6:30

p.m in Mitchell Lounge. Hear Dr. Peter
W ilner speak on Chapter 7661 Refresh-
ments!
ALCOHOL DISCUSSION GROUP

Will be held Wed. night at 7:30 in C.C.
908 Anyone wishing to discuss his or her

own drinking problems is encouraged to
attend.

ALPHA ZETA
Last meeting of the year next Monday at

7 p.m., C.C. 165. Interesting speaker
follows meeting.
BIBLICAL EXPLORATION

Doubters and questioners are welcome
at this free and open exploration of a few
verses of Scripture each Wed. from 9:45-
10:30 p.m in 316 Hampshire House
Regardless of background or opinion, the
UCF welcomes you as part of its miniatrv

to the whole UMass community.
BICYCLE CLUB
We need trip leaders for this weekend.

Please call Cheryl 6-4127 if you are in-

terested.

BREAD AND WINE
Brevity and simplicity mark this

ecumenical celebration of the common
cup and one loaf each Wednesday
evening, 10:30-10:50 p.m. in 316 Hamp-
shire House; sponsored by UCF. You are
welcome reaardless of persuasion.

BRIDGE PLAYERS OLD AND NEW
Bridge Instruction tonight in C.C. 801 at

6 p.m. Regular Bridge Game at 7:15 in C.C.
174 176. Just a few weeks left.

CIRCUS COMING
Clowns, music, balloons, animals,

spectacle, suspense and just plain fun are
coming to the cage on Sunday, 4-27.

When the Emmett Kelly Circus comes to
town. Tickets are available on the con-
course.

CAMPUS SCOUTS
There will be a meeting tomorrow April

24 n CC 801. We're having a party so

cornel Campus scoutsl

CASIAC TRAINING PROGRAM
Training session tonight C.C. 168. All

interns are urged to attend and all students

staff are invited to the workshop.
COIN CLUB

Meeting tonite 8-10 C.C. 170. We need
members to discuss next year's activities.

turn to page 17
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Detergent

On Friday, April 18, the Amherst
campus administration finalized its

plans to recommend for Board of

Trustee approval a revision in the

housing requirement for the 1975-

76 academic year. Next year's

policy will require all students to

reside on-campus except those
who are:

Seniors, Married, Commuting
from the home of their parents

within commuting 'distance of

Spring '75 marathon
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[CSJy^^j^^j ^xj©5_^a|;^^^i^^^^i5sL.^l^lL,!L^'L^Mil**'^''^^ Va"d Thru *""' M M' 233 JlSO Va " (, Th,u **>"' M H234 B|

10* off
With This Coupon On p) *2 oz

Post Fortified

Oat Flakes
£TJ~j_ _,^Tnru_A£ri^£6_HJ6i^

15* off
With This Coupon on p| j© OZ

Gaines-Burger
Beef Dog Food -

t^'T^ valid Thru April 26 H-172 W

15* off
With Thij Coupon On 1 1 1 pkg !

Wilkinson
MMH
Stool

" Blades

Quality Produce the Finast Way!

Mcintosh Apples
rk* aity* CrisP " Aire

j?4lV^ US No 1JM* .: 2 v4 |nch
Minimum

Navol Oranges
8 $1

California

nch

California

Extra Large

Pascal Celery^:
Romaine Lettuce

.

Green Peppers

3 1.00

3hd,1.00

. . 39«

AZaieaS for Outdoor Planting . 2 lor 4«99

Sunrise Fresh Dairy Feature*!

Richmond Quarters
1 lb pkg

Margarine
Minute Maid

39*
Orange
Juice 9 & 1.00

3 8 ot OQ«
ctm 09

Biscuits Burl.", it, < cms 29*

Breakstone Temptee . '•? 59'

Yogurt n
L^

For Your Health S Beauty!

Colgate ,

9
ub°e

Toothpaste
Phillips otrC«.

88*
12 ot
bti

Pric*« Effective thru April 26. 1975

88'

Bufferin Tablets S 1.29
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

Mr. Dell Favorites!

Boiled Ham
Domestic

Freshly Sliced
To Order 1 79lb

USDA
Choice .

hall

1.39

r 79'
Roast Beef
Chicken Rollwh,,^!

In-Store Bake Shop Special!

Cake DonutSoXn3."^ . . .d0l 69«
Assorted Bagels ... 6.or 49*

Favorites From the Seven Seas!

Turbot Fillet- Frozen
Greenland 69c

MARATHON /S ON! Two days
left to take advantage of an
educational Spring festival! For free

you can look, listen and learn

through some of the most exciting

experential workshops you will find

anywhere.

We have sessions to suit the
widest variety of tastes and in-

terests, from movement to Piaget.

Come over to the School of

Education building and pour over
our schedule of events - you can
test for yourself.

Everyone - student, staff, parent,

professor - is invited free of charge.
Leave your children in our day care
center, in Marks Meadow No. 149.

121 CALVIN^B^Pl™1™ KIM, si MiRIMVMl'KlS S84 2310

Dustin Hoffman
"Lenny"
A Bob Fosse Film

MONDAt & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • All SEATS SI 00

JamesCaan
AlanArkin

Wen Thu
A Sun . 10 00

,Fn & Sat I 14 II

and the
Bean

McQ-he's a busted cop, his gun is unlicensed,

_-».___ _ and his story is incredible!w^^ and his story is incredible!

whim; , itlctj
Wed . Thurt

Sun , t 00
n * Sat

at 10 00

/

MQHAM <i%inv\iy(i m
ROUTE 5 RIVEROALE RD

WEST SPFLD 24HRTEL 733 5131
CHAWGE YOUR TICKETS ON MASTER CHARGE

WALT DISMEY
PRODUCTIONS

mwnaf
Tommy

Times everyday

2 00 4 00 540 7 30 9 30

M
Vbur senses will

TO never be the same.

Ann-Margret Oliver Reed

Roger Daltrey Elton John

Wed Fri 2:00-7:30-»:45
Sat Sun 1 30 3 35 6 30

7:309:40

60 discount with student I.D.

;

SlKtlSAND& CAA>\!

Funny
I^ly

Wed Thur 2 00 8 00
Eri 200 705 955
Sat Sun 1 30 4 15 7 10
— 1000 ^

X/ warren beatty

NOW.APTCR
U5 YEARS
TMC TRUE STORY

R CAM BE TOLD!

CAP0NE
Wed Fri 2.00 7 46 9 45
Sat Sun 1 30 3 30 5 30

7:309:30

Not Responsible for Typographies! Errors

Wed Fri 2:00 7:16 9:30
Sat Sun 2 00 4 30 7.00

9:20

R^T"OBEET
iDFORD

Waldoofper
Wed Fri 2 00 7 20 9:30
Sat Sun 1 30 3:46 5:40

7:40950

Amherst, Residents of fraternity-

sorority houses and Veterans of the
Armed Services.

"In addition, all students living

off-campus now who are currently

exempted from the present
regulation will not be required to

live on campus next fall. Please

note the removal from this year's

regulation of the provision which
allows students 21 years of age or

older to reside off-campus."

notes & quotes

Itzhak Perlman here
Violinist Itzhak Perlman will

appear in concert with the
Springfield Symphony Orchestra at

the UMass today at 8 p.m.
He will perform with the or-

chestra in Bowker Auditorium in

the final presentation of the UMass
Arts Council Celebrity Series for the
1974-75 season.

Perlman, 29, was born in Tel
Aviv, the son of Polish parents who
emigrated to Israel in the mid-
1930's. His first studies were at the
Tel Aviv Academy of Music. By the
age of 10 he was a talented radio
performer.

In 1958 the late Ed Sullivan came
to Israel to put together a package
of native talent for his television

show. Perlman came to New York
as part of the troupe. He stayed in

the United States and studied at

the Julliard School. His talent was
recognized through scholarships by
Julliard and the American-Israel
Cultural Foundation. Isaac Stern
took interest in Perlman and drew
him to the attention of impressario
Sol Hurok.

In 1964 Perlman won the
Leventritt Memorial Award In-

ternational Competition at Carnegie
Hall.

This led to appearances with the
New York Philharmonic and other
major American orchestras. He
performed in every major American
city in recital and visited Australia,

the Far East and South America.
During the past season he appeared
with the Philadelphia and Baltimore
Orchestras in New York and has
made two chamber music ap-

pearances with Isaac Stern at

Carnegie Hall.

Howard Klein of the New York
Times has called him a "truly

sensational violinist."

Women's Center

seeks course

proposals

The Southwest Women's Center
is currently accepting course
proposals for the Fall 1975 semester
(the semester extends over a 13

week period.)

Applicants should send a resume
and course proposal c-o Jacqueline
Leheny, Asst. Area Director,
Southwest Residential College,

Washington Lobby, UMass.
Questions may be answered on the
phone by calling Joanne Levensen
at either 545-0626 or 549-0698, or

by calling the Student Affairs Office

in SW, 545-0702.

The Springfield Orchestra will be
under the direction of Robert
Gutter. The program includes the
American Festival Overture by
Schuman; Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra in E Minor, Opus 64, by
Mendelssohn, and Symphonie
Fantastique by Berlioz.

Tickets for this concert are now
on sale at the UMass Arts Council
Box Office, 125 Herter Hall (545-

0202) and are priced at $4 and $3
for the general public, half price for

students.

Jones Library

happenings
Look into the future with a

science fiction film by Fritz Lang,
free at the Jones Library today at

7:30 p.m. This silent film classic

explores a world dominated by
machines, where workers and
masters live vastly different lives.

Rare books and curiosities to be
auctioned at the League of Women
Voters Booksale will be on display
at the Jones Library April 28
through May 9 in the second floor

display case. Browse early before
the sale.

E
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Behind the stuffed poodle and that tangled mass ofhair ls none other than Sweet Pie, who sang his way
into everyone's heart yesterday.

AMHERSTC^m
AMITY ST. 253 5426

Best Picture of theYear.
EXCLUSIVE

AREA
SHOWING

-N<vonol io< e'y ol r It\ Crlici

Second Smash
liv Ullmann in week

[ SCENES FROM
A MARRIAGE

written and directed fcy Ingmar Bergman w .

EVES SCENES FROM A MARRIAGE 7 )0

MONDAY k TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS SI 00

9.

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR
fopula*

o GOFFY SPORTACULAR

PtlCIS/

MUSICAL!

tnc«nd«*c*n1
p#rform«r*c«i! AN OUT-
STANDING ENTERTAIN-
MENT EXPERIENCE-

o

m Dustin
Hoffman
"Lennv"
A Bob Fosse Film

O
TIMES CN4N6E DAILY

•
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Every Eve at 7:30-9:40

Mat. Wed. Sat. Sun.

1:30-3:30-5:30

Reincarnation

Proud
presentation m

Filmed in Springfield,
Holyoke, Amherst, North-
ampton, Deerfield and other
local areas.

dome See!

The Anderson

Tapes

CCA.

Wed., April 23rd

7,9, All

75C

1 Campus r

\ y 254.4HSII
AMMEMST KAOll V LINI

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUBS
ALL SEATS $1 00

(?MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified drop by

the Colieejian Office between
• M a m and ) 4} p m Monday
Friday
The deadline is 1:46, two days

before the day your ad it to

appear
The rates ere:
OaHy - 4 * per line

Weekly - *S0 per line

Monthly - » » per line

'Two lines on form
approaimete on* line

CJR SALE

Integral System, power erne

„„. Advent SPOSwase ACt audio

prasmp. all immeculete 4**Q can

Miks Ml 0177

Need a piece to put your plants'
Buy • plant hangar from ma for

t? 60 Made from real wood hang,
in dorm window holds up to 12

plants Call Vicki at ••461 or stop
bv and see at JQA 1403

Pair JBL
ficiencv. •
tryina

M speakers high of

OHM M7**4* Keep

Head skis, bndps. boots, ate 2M

RUBBER STAMPS mode up with
anything you'd like to stamp
Inexpensive For instance, name
and addresa 43. with telephone
number 43 60 Feat service Also
personalised stationery Joseph
445 4745 evenmga

Fender Bandmaster b PA. Guild
Guitar Leslie 147 P.MI Piano IM
•1*0 after 6

Two Gen tires 4 ply. GTS 14.

used 1600 miles 440 or best offer

Call M» 02H

Stereo components 20 M per
cent oft list 1 All maior brands, all

guaranlaed Call Vmnv 263 2409

Bass hiking boots, si 10. new
446 my pries 42S Mint cond
Mark 323 424*

Panasonic Model R€7«700 FET
.olid data FM AM .tereo receiver
with matched BSFt tu-nteble two
• 'A inch .peekars 4136 Must sell

Call John 53* 4B0* after 6

2 14 width ateel belted B F

Goodrich 600 milee 460 642 6101

Plovfoam cushions 2S>2* or

32»2« »2 each Call 627 24H

Photo stsintes* treys cutters P0

MM Nikor enlerger lens drum 4«6

hangers color chem ft papers 63S

9476 Ibta mte

Sound City kiC trie pi.no eakmg
4360 Call Nad 3e6 401» attai 5pm

10 spd men s 27 fairly good
cond with tire pump, wetar bottle

S40 64*0713 before * or after •

Morse AM FM stereo redio •

rack 2 speekers. BSFt turntable

S160 M« 12B3

Scott 342 C stereo receiver good
cond 12 plus 12V¥ new 4300 now
4126 649 e716 aves

2 PA .v.terns Sunn Controller

I 2 BP.T speekers 4*00 Kustom
Head 2 .paakar column. 4400 Call

Claire Mon Frl 11 4 at 753 2674

Vivitar 300mm lens snd Vivitar

270 auto flash 4100 both Call 2M
0262 John

Teac 3300 tepe deck. M cond
..asking 4300 Call John 6o» 2457

Clarinet 4«5 25« 040« good
• - condition

Menuel typewriter. Smith
Corona e»c condition used four

times Chris 54» 464*

1 pr Ofunda 7X60 binocular, w
leether case Esc cond Cell 60S

0M1

Gutter martin 036 460 Player
Piano 360 Stereo Amp 176. Turn
table If speaker 40. Worn 10 speed
90 Wash mach 125 Call Sharon
263 6253

Selmer Flute 4 sole, solid silver,

four years otd. Eicel cond 4150.

253 5178

Hitachi Stereo System. BSR
Turn. AM FM 30 wett. 2 spks 4100

firm Call 5S4 1M9

10 spd Fusi. finest price nag on
choice of equip Touring or racing

for more info cell 5M 2*4* Ask for

Bob

Campus Photo Processing
speciels thru April 30 No 1 2

• 10 color enlargements from
any color negative except 110 42 99

N6 2 12 wallet airs color prints

from any print 43 29 24 for 44 96

Come in end esk about our photo
buyers service Bulk losded film on
order Color end black and white
Save up to 40 per cent

AUTO FOR SALE

Fiat 124 Sedan New radials 30
mpg good condition 41195
Charlotte 60150

AUTO FOR SALE
66 VW Vsn new paint 10b need

mech work Best offer 646 2896
Ask for Dave

4 Sele Peugeot U0B 21
frame Excellent cond Asking 4100
753 56*0

Triumph TR«. 1*71 4S.000 .mi

red good condition Best offer

1 Peul on 646 0431

44 Oodge Charger RT 440 meg
Excellent body end interior B O
over 4000 Cell 6B4 9444 between •

• 30

64 Ford 9X1 600. 4 speed, runs

will 323 4249 4176

1904 Corvair convertible body
aid top good, needs motor. 4100 or

best offer Bob 2S3 7SS7

19M Chev no beauty but
SUPER RUNNING Smell •

automatic p S . 4396 253 79437

1970 Fiat 660 coupe wants good
home no 3rd goer 30 mpg plus
SC95 Bob 263 79*7

196* Peugeot sunroof, needs
muffler and battery 4100 drives it

awav Bob 253 7*437

1*67 Saeb good engine end
transmission, needs work end love.

S150 Cell Lee in Grenby 1 4*7 9M3

1970 MGB good condition new
block interior 5 new radials Call

Paul 549 3*»2 41 300

1973 MGB aac condition. 2*
mpg selling cheen C#n 64*5033
Chuck

1M* cneveiie Maiibu • cyl . P s

a I vinyl roof asking 4*00 Dave
263 72*0

19M MGB new paint tirea.

.haust 54«M23

72 Renault 12 must sell 412*5MM
196* Puntiec Cataline. 4 dr .

i.ardtop PS P B 70 000 mi Good
body mechanical shape Asking
S675 542 56*3 Henry

• 7 Chevelle good cond Beat
offer Must sell 549 4426

70 SAAB 9* 2 dr new michm.
FM radio 5*000 miles 41000 firm

Ross 25* 06*7

Uied tsnk in good condition
iSee entertainmentl

M Merc Sprg Stkr all lux

opt runsexc ask 4600 26* *171

eves Xp Irving

70 Chev Impele 4*60 or B O 26«

J 020

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1976 Kawaaeki X7.400 1*0 mile..

perfect cresh bers. konl shocks

Asking 41160 Cell Bob deye 6**

4662. nites messspe

1972 Honda CB450 exc shape
say bar b extras Muet .ell Call 64*
0346

1973 Yamaha 3*0 Dirt Bike Ex
cond 4700 Ron 264*443

1*71 Triumph Bonneville W0 CC
stock condition, with very low
mileage 41600 Call Bernie et 2M
MM

1971 Triumph 10" Extenaion. 10"

bars, new point 263 6*6>

1*73 Kawasaki M 2 760 Mint
condition Callofter6p m 6M 1*64

1MB BS ITS 6 000 mi Pert cond
1 634 0*37

Bell Helmet, si. • and 5 • tie.
cond 426 Ron tee 22*7

U.ed motorcycle tires. 3 60
4 00«1* street 46 Cell Russ 26«

1*74 Hondo XL260 XL HO milee.
excel

. extre porta Call Ru.s 26*
0644 4*96

Harlev Spring 360s. 70 rebuilt
engine. *7 F. gd cond 4300 Cell
323 4643 Lannv

72 vjO CL Hondo 9000 mile.
ti>' 'attery Be. t offer over S660
Bob 549*34* eves

74 Hondo 3430. 41100 XC Helmit.
542 5021

1*71 Vamahe. dirt bike 280 c c
oood condition. Dove 64* 142S.

FOR RENT

Amh New 3 bdr . w w carpet,
dw disp . tennis <.t . swimming
pool Imm Occ No loose req 42*6
plus util b sec Cell 549 M00 before
*

New House avail June 1 5
bdrms . 1 acre, oil heet bu. route
10 mm from campus 43*0 263
9400

F Room tor sinqle female
student S8S 549 6354

Hnuse m Myanma 3 bedroom 2
bath. 2 block to town. 3 blocks to
beech June 7 Aug 20 4600
mnth Don 256 •016 Summer
Rental

MDC
FOR RENT

Rental for summer 4

bedrooms in Northampton
possible tor balance of year Also 3
bsdroom apt m fair shape,
available in June at 4150 per month
in Northampton Cell 3 6 p m
Skibiski Realtors Northampton
584 3428

Room to rent in country home in
Pelham David 253 2684

• rm ept in A.hfield beeutiful
location avail Juno 1 4260 mo
Call Pat US Mil

One bdrm ept for rent on Sd
bus route 4160 per mo . util inc . ell

conv Call Dave 446 70*6

WANTED TO RENT
Two seniors looking for three

studious senior, to rent houae for
9 76 Call 6443 5744

Young couple seeks house in
need of work in exchenge for rent

lr^
PIlL c•15• nI• , •nd 'emodeler

253 9880 5*C 1089

F grad need. home.
S 19«1

sb! 584 0*89

TO SUBLET
June Sublet 2nd fir farm house

in Hadlev 3 bedrm 4 mi from
1 ampu. 4226 mo option for Sept
Call 584 1621

Roll pre 4 bedrm June Sept
discount Call 6 6915 or 6 6489

Beautiful Twnhse onUMessbus
line 2 bedrm 4170 665 3280
Swimming pool

Available June 1.1 Col- Vill 2
bedrm on UM bus rte Util incl
Rent nee Option to renew 25*

.0254 after 3 00 p m

5 bedroom house on Rte 9
between Amherst and Hadlev
walking distance to school and
Amherst June 1 August 20th
S275 plus utilities Call 323 6091 or
542 5130 ask for Steve

Furn or unfurn Puffton Apt Bus
rte option to renew anytime 549
08*1 S168

Brandywine
Dec 4190 mo
nites

June Aug or
summer 549 1563

2 bdrm apt with util t1*0 a mo ,

on bus line June 1 Aug 31 opt to
renew 54* (333

To sublet Col Village 2 bdrm
part furn with util . opt to renew
S206 263 9458

2 bdrm apt Cliffside with util.
pool 4166 June Sept Nites 6*6
7047

Houaa June 1 to Sept 1. Ig 4
bdrm holf way between Amherat
and Belchertown. on bus rt Call
263 3918

Beautiful townhouse ept
available June Sept

. with option
to renew 3 bdrm w w cerpeting.
e c ,

swimming pool, fully modern
kitchen polio and plenty of room
to roam Call 649 8804 evenings

1 bedrm furnished neer bus 64*
00*3 after 4

2 bdrm apt . Rolling Green. June
June loose 4233 per mo incl util
Call 263 7*43

2 bedrm in Sunderlend on bua
rte . June Aug 31 option to
renew, tennis courts, pool free
security deposit furn available
Call 6*5 4310 Cell lete and keep
trying

Two bedroom opt. in Amh
Center from June 1 Sept 1.

Convenient locetion end feirly
inexpensive Call 26* 0127 after 4
p m

Sublet 2 bdrm townhouse apt
June 1 Aug 31. on bua rt.. swim
mmg pool, sir cond.. furnished
option to renew 4170 per month
Cell 4*5 3241

Northampton furnished 1

bedrm ept neer bus. June 1 Sept
1 41*0 mo util incl SB* 0463

Houae neer UMess. furniahed.
4 bdrm yard, garage June Aug

.

549*417

June Sept Colonial Village 2

bedrm on bua una Furn
.
pool 41*0

w util negot 253 72*7 efter 6 p m.

Rent or sublet - one bdrm ept.

Puffton June 1 Aug 31. Rent nog
Cell 64* 1261

Four bedroom, ell util furniahed
4 off Option to renew 4 Swiss Cell

253 2433

To sub Jn Aug 2 bdrm In 3

bdrm ept Dishwesher. tennis,

pool 470 nog 54* 6*03

4 bdrm Rolling Grn 4200 month
June 1 Sept 1 AC. pool, all util

incl . Call 546 9897

To sublet June to Sept . 2 bdrm
Apt free tennis courts pool S195
incl util 0*11 6*5 7045 eves

ClMAitiedA
Garden apt Rolling Green 2

bdrms June Aug Option to renew
Cheap 263 7332

Sublet with option to renew 2
bdrm Brandywine mod conv
June 1 Call 549*714

1 bedrm apt with utilities June
Auguat opt to renew Coloniel
Village 263 7*39

2 bdrm Brandywine. cioae to

I ampu. June Auguat pool next
to tennis courts 649 6876

3 bdrm townhouae. June V
option to renew eir cond cer

peted 2 bath, wooded beckverd.

on bu. rte Call 6*5 41**

Townhouse apt to sublet June
to August Option to renew Air
conditioned, carpeted, close to

cempus end on bus route 4236 plus
utilities per month Will negotiete
tor summer months If interested
cell 64* 0**6

Three bedroom Twnhouse et
Rolling Green. June 1 to Sept 1 A
C plus utilitiea included On
UMaas bus line Rent negotiable
Call 268 8198

Women Pertly
bdrm Cliffside sveil
rent 6*6 4835

furnished 2
June 1 Low

Cliffside 2 bdrm
4836

pool, bus

One Ig rm w kit Neer Smith
4116 per mo June 1 Aug 2* Cell
Koto 542 5292

Enioy summer in comforteble
Hadlev home 6 bdrms fireplace
furniahed woods river EZ accea.
5Bt 4219

Three bedroom.. 2 beths. A C.
Oishwssher quiet 4100 off muat
rant soon Puffton Village Apta.
549 8328

3 bdr 2 bath apt June 1 Sept 1

Fully furnished Cell 549 0473

3 bdr 2 bath apt June 1 Sept 1

Fully furnished Call 549 0473

July 1 September 1 sublet.
Cliffside one bdrm ell util. dish
washer tennis. pool. rent
negotiable call 6*5 3122

Spacious 3''i room apt in

Montague 4165 month inc util

Avail 5 1 or • 1, option to renew in

Sept Call 3«7 2744 after 5 30

Northampton Hampton Manor 2
bedroom aot utilities incl 2 air.

ww swim pool, new plece'June 1

August 31 4230 mo 514 4141

5 Mm Walk to campus 3 large
bedrooms Summer sublet with
option to renew 64* 6683

3 bdrm apt Puffton. June 1

Aug 31 Semi furn Rant nag 64*
0238

3 bdr twnhae apta June Aug
S215 mo opt renew Cioae to
cempua on bus route 64* (13*

1 bdrm in 3 bdrm Puffton ept
549 013* Air cond inexpensive

1 bdrm w util . tool. opt. to
rsnew Col Vill 41*0 Avail June 1

Con hevo semi furn if wanted 26*
025*

2 bdrm Cliffside. 176. pool 4*6
3*63

4 bdrm ept . semi-furn Juno-

Sept Bus rte 4*6 person incl util

Opt renew 253 6707

3 bedroom townhouse opt .

Rolling Green, sublet June 1 to

Sept 1. ac. pool, negotieble 263

3766

Lge 3 bedrm apt in Amherst on
bus rte Available June 1st to end
Aug Call 256 8435

' 2 bedrm alp Colonial Vill 4160
furn option to renew 26* 0484

Roomy 3 bedrm ept w w
carpet, kitchen fully turn, pieno
Rent negotieble 649 1276

Large 2 bedrm . on bus route

Pets and kids welcome Rent
negotieble Call 323 4837 after 9

p m

4 bedrm All util included on BR
route Price Neg Cell 263 2159

6 bed houso. 2 both. 2 kit . 1 llv S
min to school Rant ft util Cell 26*
8249 even

1 bedrm apt June Sept with
opt to renew Price negot Call 263
7(39

Sublet 2 bdrm apt Coloniel
Village Util incl. 1*0 per mo Cell
266 0157

1 bdr apt bfwn UM ft Amh Ctr
1*0 pr mn plus slec Call 263 3*1*
'VII

Obi bdrm summer fun.hd
Call 549 3804

Sublet June 1 Sept 1 Opt to
renew 2 bedrm ept Belchertown
on bus route, lake 323 6213

ROOMMATE WANTED
One peraon needed for houaa in

N Hamp til June 30 440 mn Nr
bus rt SB* 1177

One or two M or F roommatoa
wanted for 2 bdrm apt Bran
dvwine N Amherat Jn Ag . on
bus rte Rent negot 649*906

Roommate to shore comforteble
four bedroom house in Amherat
On bua line (Belch Rd I Large yord
with garden Food coop mem
bership Greet kitchen 4BS mth
plu. utilitiea From May 1 or before
Cell 263 9624

Aot to .hare Juno let Eaat
Laverett 4B0 incl util Own rm Call
54*0403

2 or 3 Female roommate, needed
tor 3 bedroom townhouse Rolling

Green Aprts On bus route, an
cond .

pool cabia TV Call 26* (3*3

No 204

Own room in a house for sum
mar about half mile from cempus
Dave 549 142*

One or two fomeles for summer
with option for fall 3 bdrm Puffton
Village apt acroaa from pool and
tennis courts On bus rt Air con
ditioned 4*0 Call 54* 18*4

F Puff Vill Own room w bod
and dssr 482 a mo plua alec Sum
Call Staph 549 2*1*

F Sr looking for roommate, for
sum and or next veer Terry 264
8173

Rivglede Tnhs 3 bdrm Need
roommetes for 2 bdrms Sum w
option fell Mester bdrm ideel for

cpla Tot 4300 mo incl util 263

9445

Two roommates wanted tor

summer months. June through
August Squire Village Apt On bua
route 46* 76 per month If in

terested coll 6*6 47S3 after 5pm
House to share Own room

garden pets O X 445 plu. 646 41*1
keep trying

Cnuple IM Fl want, to live
together in dorm next year want,
room swap with other IM Fl

couple Call Bob at 6 4293 after
11 30 p m or leave message

Looking for 2 F to share W
Yarmouth cottage for summer 665
3621 Karyn

Female preferred June 1 Aug 31
n 2 bedrm ept . Rolling Green, bua
rt Tel 253 3262

One or two femeles for summer
with option for fell 3 bdrm Puffton
Village apt acroaa from pool and
tennis courts, on bus route, elr
conditioned. 4*0 Cell 64* IBM

2 F wanted to .here townhou.e
apt in No Amherat for Sept Cell
54* 69*4

Female own rm in two bdrm
apt in N'hampton. pool d w . a c
and w w carpeting 6M 2M1

N Amherst Large apt Own
room 491*7 per mo plua util.

Secur depo. Loess until Aug
Tony 64* M99

Cli.fsido. 1 bdrm Sublet June 15
lapp I Opt to renew 645 3249

Wonted Couple to .hare 2
bedroom aportment this summer

close to cempus. on bua route.
Call SM 8167 in evenings Keep
tryingil

(5I for 1

HELP WANTED

Free room end boord in exchange
for pert time child core Itwo girls.

egos 3 end 61 end houeehold help,
beginning June or Sept Puffton
Village 549 MM

Feminiat 30. .ingle 2 kids -

want to ahare houae b kid
cere with similer person, cell

2M44M

Now hiring for vacation, pt time
and summer work Contoct Per
sonnel Mgr et Electrolux Corp . 471
Boston Rd Spfld. 7*3 4010

Child cere light housework m
w Ih. f 2 46 5 46 Own iron
spoliation to Echo Hill Call 2M
0589 p m

(,

WANTED
Townhouse apt to sublet option

to renew Air conditioned, cer

(

peted. close to cempus end on bus
route 4236 plus utilities per month
Will negotiete rent for summer
months if interested, cell 549 0895

Mercedes with diesel MM
253 6354

BOB STILL WANTS YOUR
AILING OR OECREPIT CAR Fest 44
for the hulk 253 7987

NEEDED PSYCH 280 notes Or
Burger s section Will pay Call Jim.
253 7573 after 5

Drummer tor summer gig at
Cape Cod Boerd and room in
eluded 586 3785 or 1 4*7 7616

Owner of 67 MGB needs eap
hodymen to work on cer Would '

ureter good but inexpensive
person Will negotiate 641*737
Ask for Bruce end keep trying.

PERSONALS
Charter tlighta to Europe end

Calif Call Cempua Travel 54* OM0

Werninp to ell student. n;

Bewere of feat 44 deols on your
decreoit cor

Couple wonted to ahare email
Cape Cod cottage for summer
Solly 5M 421*

Reward no quoations eeked
Gold pocket wetch token from Rm
312 Buttorfield Coll 5 4014 eeb tor

I M
Kellav Thenks for the shower

Luv Phetnery Keren Debbie

Armoured tenk in Curry Hicks?
(see automotiveal

Diamonda and all pracloua
stones end watches very
reasonable fully guarenteed Coll
Berme at 2M 0*043 after • p m

Happy Birthday. Thompeonl

Happy Birthday to Joenio Res
Bryan

Marching band Meeting tonlte
at • p m in rm 2*3 Fee Pieeaa

f.

Cherter Mights to Europe end
Cahf Call Campu. Travel 546 0500

Save 30 per cent on flight, to
most pieces in the U S and Europe
by purchaainp tickets aheed et
Adventure Travel Cell today 64*
12M

Looking for aomething to do thla

summer? How ebout camping
through Europe? For more in

formetion coll Chria M
SERVICES

BOB WILL STILL FIX ANY CAR
RIGHT' No 10b too .mall any moke
or model 263 7M7

Passports 10b applications,
piatol permits Feat aervice Lang
Photo 263 3148

RUBBER STAMPS made up with
anything you'd like to stamp
inexpeneive For inetence. name
and addreaa 43. with telephone
number 43 M Fest aervice Also
paraonaliiod atationery Joaeph
6*5 4765 aveninee.

Oet.un. Toyote. Volvo. Jaquer
repeired bv Ru.a Bace Planty of
experience and equipment Phone '

5M 1227

THE OUTBACK AUTOMOTlVf
REPAIR apecielitlng In Saeb end
other foreign cere Cell Guv et 264
6110

TYPING

Professions! typing theses, etc

Reas rates Csll 5*4 5417

MISCELLANEOUS

OVERSEAS JOBS - Auetrello.
Europe. S Americe. Africel
Students, ell profese'ons end
occupetions. 4700 43 000 monthly
Expenses peid. overtime, sight
seeing FREE info - TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH. Oept H4. Bos
M3 . Corte Medora. Cat

ENT t R T AlNA/f N

Four hours of non-stop noetalpla
end hite for only MB Cell Bob the
DJ 1344078

Come see J P end hie ermoured
tenk in person et the Emmett Kelly
Jr Circus on April 27. 1*7* for 2
performencee et 2 end t p.m. at
Curry Hicks Cape Don't mi». this

once in s lifetime event! Tickets
available at the campu. center
concourae and student ectivltloe
office For roeervetions end in

formetion cell 546 2361

Four hours of nonstop nostalgia
and hite for only 4M Cell Bob the
O J 53* M76

«or7. ei pp w i7D
_
Monrthru~Sat

til 3 pm Mill Valley Ql. ill
Belchertown. MA

AUTO WOPK SHOP

OO IT YOURSELF Tools free
with spece rente 1 42 hr .

professional advice Parts
wholesele Love 1. C C
Garage Mon Fri . 3 10 Set-
Sun . 12 10

CALCULATORS

I

College Celculetors has all the

answers I offer low discount
prices on ell mokes and models of

celculetors All mechines new.
with full warranty and more' If

your mechine malfunctions within

2 months I'll reptece it free* All

linea available Taxes Inst .
HP.

Commodore, Rockwell end others

SR 50 only INN; SR 61 only

4159*5. HP 21. only 4119 96
Melcor 536. comparable to the SR
50. only $82 95 Before you buy
anywhere, cell me first end I'll give
you the best deel I con Cell Bob
Crowed 549 1316

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate ,<**!«' d4y |PulM ->0..«)
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

WEDNESDAY April 23 -
Bom today, you are one of those

persons so highly sensitive to en-

vironmental changes that you

may well begin to think of your-

self as one who can't be happy
outside the status quo It is true

that it is more difficult for you
than most to adapt to differences
- but you cannot prevent new
ideas from having their impact

upon the real world and the

sooner you learn to adjust to

those differences the better You
are intelligent enough to know
you must ultimately accept
change - and wise enough,
given enough time, to do so

You are particularly quick to

react adversely to changes in

persoml relationships You seem
to expect all love to be as first

-

love, all friendship to be lasting,

loyal, and durable; all enemies to

be forever formidable It

therefore genuinely disorients

you when a friend shows disap

proval. when a loved one turns

even temporarily cold, or when
an enemy lends a helping hand
In short, you are inclined to insist

<
Q_

>
N
IM

V { 3»W<«i MO
(j scAitiii on

that people remain in the

pigi'onhole> to which you
assigned Uiem initially and
that they behave accordingly

Ijke many born under the sign

of Taurus, vou need to work
from a plan in order to prove

successful QMB you do have a

plan, however, there is little that

can keep you from completing

your lourse i>f action, for you are
not one to shift goals, move
deadlines, rearrange slept and
phases, etc You are a h-rd
worker and a steady one
To find what ls in store for you

tomorrow select your birthday

and read the corresponding
paragraph Let your birthday

star be your daily guide
a a

THURSDAY. April 24

TAl'Rl'S 'April 20-May 20) -If
you musl interfere with
another's actions, do so tactfully

If you check another bluntly, you
may do nothing but arouse his

ire

GEMINI 1 May 21 -June 20* -
You can rebut another s claim to

your gains Simply produce the

necessary facts anti figures and
you can cancel his claim by a

superior authority

CANCER (June 21 -July 22) -
If you are wise you will not ex-

clude any from your company
today Help for your present

difficulties may come from
strange sources.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) -
I 'prtoid another s right to act in

his own behalf This is a favor

which will be repaid when you
need it mora Support your own
interests in afUrnoon and eve-

ning

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sent 22) -

You can increase the intensity of

another's interest in your
welfare today by demonstrating
an increase in need Be sure you

are justified, however
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) -An

inflated ego will do you tremen-

dous harm today if you let it. Try

to demonstrate a degree of

humility, ask for another's ad-

vice

SCORPIO lOct 23- Nov 21) -
Indelicate remarks may cause
you to lose out on an opportunity

for gain in the morning. Best

keep your views to yourself to-

day

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22
Dec 21) -A situation more than

a little grating on the nerves

may arise on the employment
scene early in the day Take ac-

tion against it

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan
19) -There is little difference

between a swashbuckler and a

braggart Make sure you are

neither when it comes to your

turn to hold forth

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Keb 18.

— If you would be no more than

a pawn in the present situation

let another lead you where he
will Otherwise, be your own
guide

PISCES (Keb 19-March20) -

It is the narrow-minded and un
cultivated who will be your
downfall today You can escape

setback if you will avoid such

company scrupulously

ARIES (March 21 April 19* -

If your dreams are impractical,

eccentric, they gam you little*

even if transformed into reality

Know which side your bread is

buttered on.
I uptrighi |S7S I mti-d rr^'ur, Nvrvju^li-
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I'M SO&Y, SIR, BUT
iWR. UNEMPLOYMENT
COMPENSATIONHAS RUN
OUT fOUEVBR, IT IS

now possmE for you
TO RECEIVE FREE MOVIE

TKXETS UNDER THE
NEW MAP. PLAN'

MOVIE

TICKETS*

WHAT THE HELL AM I
(XING TO DO WITH MOVIE
TICKBTS?! I DON'TmNT
TO 60 TO A MOVIE -I
WANT TV £AT! *

tf

howlon6
HAVE YOU
BEEN UN-
EMPLOYED,

SIR?

\

YOU'RE OH
ELI&8LE HEY,

FOR POPCORN THANKS'
BENEFITS' ENJOY I

THE SHOW! 1

THE CLOUDS Af?E 0PENIN6,

AND THE RAIN IS FALLIN6...

IT'S (FINING, IT'S <?AIN(N6,

IT'S RAININ6.'

6f<ASS UJlll 66LIEVE
ANHTHIN6 tfXJ TEU IT

.'

by Johnny Hart

CD

fij

f vVH£R6 'S THIS rVEEKfi
P C»9UJtV\N P

-a
1

J^PtV

EDITOR ^3- .^ ,

|UI»..|. ns 4- ".9

t^HE DION r <£Cv\E UP
vViTH AMYTMiNtS- Yer.. J

.. <S«OiV\e WKiE c^ur -SCRAPED
HER NrVAAE OFP ALL THE
PHONE ecCTHS.

By Brant Parker & Johnny Hart

I THAMK Y ,
AN.D TRROW THe. VVHOLE

vNORKS IN A LOAF OF

notices

cont. from p.1 4
COLLOQUIUM

Dr. Beverly Green. Univ. of British Columbia, on
leave at Harvard University will be the guest speaker
at the Botany Colloq April 24 at 430 p.m in 203 Morrill

Science Her topic will be "The Genome Size of

Acetabulars Chloroplast DNA ."

DANCE FOR THOSE WHO CAN'T
Third Annual Phi Mu Delta 52 hour Dance

Marathon for Muscular Dystrophy will be held Fri
.

April 25 from 9-1 at Worcester DC and Sat and Sun
at S U B Come listen to the Bands and support the
dancers
DIVING IN BOSTON
A slide show and talk entitled Diving in Boston

Outer Harbor will be presented tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

C C 105 Sponsored by UMass Scuba Club. It's free.

EARTH WEEK PROGRAM
In conjunction with Earth Week activities the

Coalition for Environmental Quality will sponsor two
movies at 4 30 p m in CC 163-164 The first is 2 part.

The Sense of Wonder", the 2nd i* "AnirrtBl War-
Ammai Peace".
EMMETT KELLY JR

Will be bringing his ecus to UMass Sunday at the
Curry Hicks Cage. Tickets are being sold in the
concourse Buy now'
GALLO BOYCOTT

United Farm Workers support Committee meets
tomte at 730 in CC 901 All are welcome.
HEALTH CAREERS NIGHT
Wed , April 23. 7 9 p.m at the Health Services,

Infirmary. Just in time for pre registration find what
options are available for vou m the Health Area. All

welcome.
ISRAELI DANCING

Tonight at 7:30 in Cape Cod Lounge Instruction til

9 with performance group following. Everyone
welcome.
MARCHING BAND

There will be a planning session April 23 at 8 p.m. in

263 FAC to discuss all gripes, problems, and
suggestions esp from last season If you wish to
attend but cannot, please contact a staff member
PRE DENTS ATTENTION
Remember Health Careers nite at the Infirmary

tomte 7 10 Information concerning Health Career* is

available

r°r7£ MEDS
Remember Health Careers Night tonight in The

University Health Services, infirmary.

REEFER MADNESS
Presented by the Committee for Sane Drug Policy

m Thompson 106 at 7, 8:30 and 10:00 Thursday night.
REC SOCIETY

There will be a meeting tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m.
m CC. 102. Please come
RUSH PARTY
Come meet the sisters and pledges of Tn Sigma in

Fraternity-Sorority Park at 7 p.m. Call for ride*. 253-
9066 or 545 0046
SHAB
The Student Health Advisory Board will meet today

at 4:30 p.m. in CC. 903. Any person having paid his

Health fee is welcome to attend. It's vour Health
service* Find out how to keep it responsible to your
needs'
SKI CLUB MEMBERS
The drawing for the $100 gift certificate and

elections will be held tonight in Thompson 102. At-
tendance is very important. You must be present to
win the drawing.

SWING SHIFT 71

Reunion Friday, April 25, 8 in CC 101 Bring
guitars 1

MARATHON
School of Ed Marathon is going on nowlll

tOST-
Sentimental value women's gold wristwatch Fri

mte 4 19 at CC Please call 6 8434 Reward!
LOST
One pair glasses, blu-grey frames in blue case.

Between Mahar and Southwest, first Tues nite Call

Cindy 546 8294 Reward!
LOST

Black, brown and white German shepard. Amherst
Lie 1301 Call 253 7967, Bob Reward.
LOST

Orange Morocan Wallet, Thurs. nite. Please call

Pam 546 6622 Thank you!

LOST
Patriot Puppy Snowshme. ran the Old North Bridge

in Concord early Sat. I haven't seen her since. Small
cocker-retriever whitish-tan w. WeMfleet Tag 167.
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Lacrossewomen zapped
Kf^ttl»WJ«l»

The women's lacrosse team did not fare too well
yesterday afternoon, but the team gets back into action
with a game at Smith next week.

Tracksters gain nine
By BILL DOYLE

Led by Sue Kibling's two third place finishes, the UMass women's track

club, officially called the Sugarlpaf Mountain Athletic Club, compiled nine

points in the Cherokee Invitational track meet Saturday at Springfield

College.

The meet, which was won by Springfield College, attracted many
eastern teams from as far as Delaware, said Coach Tom Derderian

Kibling placed third in the high jump with a 4' 10" jump and she also

finished third in the 220 with a 28.2 time.

Julie LaFreniere ran "an encouraging race" in the half mile according to

Derderian, finishing fifth with a time of 2:29.6, her personal best. Kathy
Dooley also ran her best ' .« in the half mile (2:54.4), placing eighth.

Marian Kulick proved to be quite versatile as she ran in three events, her

best effort being a fourth place in the 440 intermediate hurdles with a 75
second time.

Other Mmutewomen who competed Saturday were Debbie Banks (who
ran the 220 in 31. 0> ^ue Lunter (who ran the 100 in 13.2), Laurien Gergouli,

Judy Lovly, and < nna Faraballa (who threw the javelin 60 feet). The
next meet is May <. Springfield against Springfield College and Fitch

H.S. of Connecticui

By RON ARENA
The women's lacrosse club, after three consecutive victories, finally

tasted defeat yesterday as they were thrashed by a tough Williams College

team, 9-5 on the field beside NOPE.
UMass, after falling behind early, tied the score on a fine rush by Sally

Boy. Boy rushed in alone from about forty yards out and fired a shot past

the bewildered William's netminder. But that was the closest UMass ever

came.
Williams, utilizing a fine passing and well-disciplined offense, added

three unanswered goals in the first half to take a commanding 4-1 lead.

The Minutewomen, in their last two wins, had also trailed at the half, so

a come-back seemed quite possible. The home squad with an opening

score in the second half would be right back in the game. But the visitors

capitalized on the same intention, adding the killer early in the second half.

Although the UMass offense began to click, the four-goal lead proved

insurmountable. Evie Sneeden, player-coach Lori Nazar, Laurie Bruce, and
Boy again, added UMass scores in the half, as the women A team played

the whole game.
Nazar, commenting on the club's play, noted a lack of defense as a

prime factor in the defeat. "The players were kind of confused as to when
to come off the free player. They should be coming off quicker," explained

the player-coach.

As for the offense, she added "We had some sloppy passes, and people

were not cutting when they should have been."

Monday, the club responded to a 4-2 halftime deficit with three goals in

the final twenty-five minutes to nip Springfield College, 5-4.

Judy Kennedy became the heroine of the day as her goal in the final

minute of play proved to be the winning margin, after Debbie Balitso's

second goal of the game had knotted the contest at 4-4.

Pat Conklin, and Evie Sneeden rounded out the UMass scoring, as once
again Nazar played the nucleus of her A-team, with a couple of B players

seeing action. Since rules prohibit substituting except during the half,

spotting a non-A player is not possible. If the B team starts and finds that

their opponents are superior, they must finish the half, so at times it

becomes tough to give many players action.

SURE SHOTS... UMass invades Smith College next Wednesday at 4:00.

Nazar feels they will be the toughest opponent on the schedule.

Yanks bop Bosox, 5-0

TONITE

Billy

Whyte

?Wf re iiqoa VAn?^Mnj.A,
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Beer 30'

^EATING & DRINXING^-^

BOSTON (UPI) - Bobby Bonds
drove in two runs, one with a home
run, and Doc Medich tossed a

three hitter Tuesday to pace the

New York Yankees to a 5-0 win

over the Boston Red Sox.

Bonds, who had three hits in his

four at bats, singled home the first

Yankee run in the sixth inning and
hit his third homer of the season

into the left field screen in the

eighth inning.

Medich, now 3-1, retired 15

consecutive batters between the

second and sixth innings and only

once allowed two runners on base

in the same inning.

New York's first two runs were
set up by stolen bases. In the sixth,

Roy White walked, stole second
and came home on Bonds' two-out

single to left. In the eighth, Sandy
Alomar singled, stole second,

moved up on a groundout and

scored on Elliott Maddox's suicide

squeeze.

The Yankees added two ninth

innings run when Chris Chambliss'

second double of the game scored

Thurman Munson, who had
reached on a fielder's choice.

Chambliss then came home on a

triple by Alomar.

Things could

be better

on a Kawasaki

from

VALLEY

MOTORSPORTS
348 King St. Northampton

584 7303

AMERICAN
PARTS

AUTO
PARTS

IS YOUR CAR HEADY FOR SPRING?. • • OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 30. 1975

FIRE

EXTINGUISHER

)

1 lb dry chem
tctt tatinquishri

for home and

auto Compact
lot ttorafe in

small area*

43

regT $7.27

SAVE '2.84

P0WEREADY 370-10
ICKITKHI P9WHID

TIMING UGHT

• NUT**.
• Stutf fMMJ lea*

Aloweost * **«»» Ml C**
neon timinq

light that

workt on a

6 1? 24 volt

X°"
%],ittm

SAVE '1.97

CAR

FRESHNER

Its i fume htoom' Works auto
matically La«t< lor months
Suitable for home use When
the scent is gone use the case

for a corn holder Easy to hanq
nr mount

DfJ SAVE 46

WALKER
MUFFLERS and PIPES

Why deal with
*~ "*^»

strangers when your ^^
neighbor's an expert7 \

-*.

'

Yowl fad the things you need nearby at American Parts!

"TSSSRSSS^^ T SPRAY PAINT wmm mmmI******* I frjrtM.***'MM .taper
• Un4*rcMtM| • Pnmer

• Hot Paart • Metal Flake I

• Hammer f rrnsk • Flvorescerrt
|

• EafM Faurt • Tin faart

• Ca»«> lp« Ie • Enamel

• Heat-rem taut

TUNE UP PART

•HITS mi Ca«M«S(tS CtPSamlMTOtS

C0HS

flMHSMMI
PtlSOMCl

to ISSIST rot

SMf »rtft(

jn Mrojsna*

AMI PH AN iaii'-

You know
the man who runs your
service station or oarage And he
knows you Knows your car, too.

He recommends Walker mufflers

because they re the most efficient

you can buy And they re huilt

to car manufacturer's enact speci

fications. for quality and long life

"ALLIED MOTOR PARTS"
319 Main St., Amherst

The best insurance
against trouble

on wheel*."

Bicycle
Clearance Sale

Special Prices on certain bikes,

all First Quality and Fully Guaranteed.

List Sale

Kaleigh Competition $275.00 $200.00

Koold S Speed $112.00 $99.95

Koold 10 Speed $125.00 $112.95
Kollis<.L72 $185.00 $162.00

CassenaveAlpina $130.00 $118.00

(assenave Prestige $145.00 $125.00

Itomana Standard $145.00 $130.00

Komana :.<><• $375.00 $350.00

Paris Sport HUM) $375.00 $325.00

l.ejune Tour De France $325.00 $269.00

Prestige Junior 10 Speed $125.00 $105.00

Scans Sport3 speed (men's only) $89.00 $80.00

Vista 3 Speed Deluxe $109.00 $99.00

Vista 3 Speed standard $89.00 $80.00

Hercules 24" 3 speed racing Special $85.00
T\ ler 3 Speed men's and women's Special $75.00

Tyler 3 Speed 20" $56.00

Ml Used Three Speed Bikes |5Gff Tagged Pric<

We have a complete SERVICE
department and can do repairs

in 24 hours.

I
Hercules 10 Speed |

I Last 25 $99.95
J

We Rent Bicycles

1 E. Pleasant St. 549-6904

Westfield Staters

club batswomen

c

E>

>
.O
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Q.
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«5

The women's softball team, which lost a 15-7 game yesterday afternoon/ will
travel to Springfield next Saturday.

JV batsmen sweep Dartmouth
By CHAS O'CONNOR

The junior varsity baseball team
ran their record to 9-1 yesterday

afternoon with a pair of victories

over Dartmouth College, 6-1, 7-3.

"We were awesome," said

Coach Jeff McKay after the game.
Most awesome of all the

Minutemen was second baseman
Kevin Finnucane, who went four

for four in both games. Finnucane

played shortstop in the absence of

Celtics hush Houston
HOUSTON \UPI\ - Paul Westphal came off the bench to score eight

points late in the first quarter and spark Boston, behind the rebounding of

Dave Cowens and Don Chaney's 31 points, to a 122-116 victory over

Houston which sends the Celtics home with a 3-1 NBA playoff series lead.

Boston trailed by nine points before Westphal, a third year guard from

Southern Cal, replaced John Havlicek with eight minutes gone. Boston

narrowed its deficit to three at the quarter and then blitzed the Rockets 20

4 in a six minute span of the second quarter.

Five Boston players scored four points during the surge, but the biggest

difference was on the boards. Cowens got seven rebounds in the second

period and totalled 24 rebounds to go with his 31 points.

Havlicek, coming back after his breather in the first half, played most of

the second half and wound up with 22 points.

Houston, with Rudy Tomjanovich's pair of three point plays, ran off nine

straight points for a 25-18 lead early in the game. Tomjanovich scored 25

points to go with Calvin Murphy's 35 and Mike Newlin's 31

.

Cowens, held to only eight points in Houston's only win of the series last

Saturday, dominated the lane in limiting Houston centers Kevin Kunnert

and Steve Hawes to a total of 16 points.

Houston scrambled in the last few minutes to make the final score closer

than the game actually was.

Al Lopriore, who saw action with

the varsity yesterday.

Tom Nigro weathered early

control problems to win the first

game, his third decision without a

loss. Catcher Charlie Ciccons
collected two hits and three runs

batted in.

Chris Kirby also notched his third

win in turning back the Big Green in

the second game.
MINI MITTS ... Lopriore played

cen*erfield for the varsity instead of

his customary shortstop position ...

The AIC game which ended in a 1-1

deadlock last Wednesday has been
rescheduled for a week from today
... Next game for the JVs us

Tuesday afternoon against Holyoke
Community College in Holyoke, a

3:30 start ... Three members of last

year's JV squad now doing well

with the varsity. They are shortstop

Jim Cullen, leftfielder Steve Wright
and converted outfielder Paul

Abramowicz ... quote from varsity

coach Bergquist on Lopriore: "We
think he's got a lot of potential and
a lot of talent.'' ... The junior varsity

has swept two doubleheaders and
split the third.

UMass' Welzel ran in Marathon
By LAURIE WHITING

To look at her, you'd never

suspect that Jane Welzel, standing

5 feet 5 at 125 pounds had com-
pleted the long and taxing Boston
Marathon, held Monday at 12:00

noon. The UMass sophomore
woman from Hopkinton finished

the marathon in 3 hours and 40
minutes, starting out in a field of

over 2000.

Jane first became interested in

the marathon, living in Hopkinton,

the official starting point of the

race. She promised herself that she

would run it some day, just for her

own satisfaction. "I wanted to do it

for myself, not for anyone or any
other reason,' explains Jane.

There were 52 women officially

entered in the marathon this year.

Jane was one of the many others

who ran it unofficially.

"It was great running in the

marathon," says Jane. "The people

were unreal. They kept giving us

encouragement, water, fruit, and all

kinds of food. People in the race

were great, too. They'd keep giving

you support throughout the whole
race. The fact that I was a woman
was a reason for people to cheer,

too. I got all kinds of en-

couragement like go lady,' or 'go

girl,' 'here comes another one,' and
some of the older men would say
something like 'go honey, you can
do it.' In a way I felt funny because
all the men around me were
working just as hard as I was."
Jane started to prepare herself

for the marathon over intersession.

She ran 5 to 6 miles a day at home.
In late February, she ran ap-

proximately 20 miles a week. She
worked up to 6 to 10 miles a day,

finally, and on weekends she
usually trained 12 to 18 miles.

Starting last Sunday, Jane ate

mostly protein for meals, so that

her body would absorb the car-

bohydrates it craved (that she
started eating Thursday) and would
need for the race.

"I felt pretty good running,"

Jane says. "I could have trained

better, but I felt O.K. I started

getting discouraged between 15

Towne House of Amherst
Two and three bedroom townhouses, with wall-to-

wall carpets, IV* baths, dishwashjer, garbage

disposal, self-cleaning oven. FROM $225.

Pool and recreational facilities, safe playground

for children, FREE UMass Bus service.

Open for your inspection 7 days a week.

50 Meadow St. Amherst, Mass. 549-0600

and 20 miles, wondering why I was
running. But then all the Wellesley

and Boston College student lined

up on the road and got me psyched
again so I finished O.K. I felt a bit

nauseous at the end, but after I ate,

it went away."
Jane is a Leisure Studies and

Services major, but may change to

a BDIC program in exercise

science. She'd like to work with

physical fitness and maybe do
some coaching.

"I'm really glad I ran the

marathon," Jane says. "I feel it's an

accomplishment, and I know I'm

capable of more. I can do better. If I

run again, I'll train better for better

performance."

Jane was on the women's crew
team, swim team and water polo

team this past fall. This spring she

competes in water polo only. "You
have to be dedicated to one thing

to make it fair to yourself and the

team," Jane explains.

Why does Jane love athletics and
exercise? She furnished the an-

swer: "The worst feeling in the

world is to be out of shape. I hat

:

it."

JV
'Crossers

Entertaining Yale University this
afternoon behind Boyden at 3 will
be UMass' UV lacrosse team
sporting a 10 record. The junior
Minutemen, with many stars of the
future, will no doubt be scouted by
the Boston Bolts.

By LAURIE WHITING
"We have talent on our team, but

we just didn't play together." So
said coach Jackie Elliot after the

UMass women's softball team took
a beating at the hands of Westfield

State yesterday, 15-7.

It was an unspectacular game for

both teams, as Westfield ac-

cumulated their runs on errors and
mediocre hitting. Westfield's lead

off batter. Sue Hickey proved to be
consistent, singling and doubling
runners across the plate. Kathy
Meader, the Westfield pitcher,

being very inconsistent, didn't give

UMass women much to hit.

Mickey Locke, the UMass pit-

cher, couldn't get it together and
was replaced by freshman Luann
Fletcher.

The first innings were the start of

Westfield's scoring domination, as

Ann Tully tripled with bases loaded.

UMass came back with a lone run

(until the 6th inning) with Terry

Pudlo scoring.

The 5th inning was big trouble

for UMass, as Westfield scored 5
big ones due mostly to Hickey's
solid hitting. In a two run play in

that same inning, UMass catcher
Pat "Busy" Bradley had to be taken
out of the game with an injury

when she was taken out by a
runner at the plate.

UMass' batting began to pick up
after the 5th inning as LuAnn
Fletcher singled, Nancy Anderson
got on and was sent around by
Terry Kennedy, Karen Dolphin and
Terry Pudlo.

Though the UMass women
began to rally, they couldn't score
the necessary runs in the time
remaining to beat Westfield.

The women's record is 0-2.

Though they haven't shown what
they can really do on the field,

Coach Elliot thinks that they can
make a comeback and psych up for
their next game - a toughie with
Springfield College, Thursday, in

Springfield at 2:00.

Gorilla growlings

The official University of Massachusetts Patriot's Day celebration took

place Monday at the UMass lacrosse game when three unidentified

lacrosse fans tapped a keg at the top of the hill while taking in UMass'

Patriot's Day massacre of the Eagles of Boston College.

The game was sort of a replay of the UMass-Boston College football

confrontation except in reverse. Boston College was never any threat in

the game, and the UMass revenge was sweet in terms of pouring it on as

the Eagles did to the Minutemen at Alumni Stadium last fall.

The celebration was the usual kind at UMass lacrosse games, as this fast

and furious spring sport continues to grow in popularity on campus.

Everyone goes to a lacrosse game to have a good time. And it is extremely

difficult not to have a good time if you are rooting for UMass, the way the

Gorillas have been playing.

The lacrosse field behind Boyden Gymnasium is a natural spot for the

finest audience viewing. The edge of the field is only a few feet away, and

the crowd is almot in the game literally. People have talked about lacrosse

being played in the stadium but the atmosphere of the present playing field

almost makes that thought not worthwhile at all.

To go with the enthusiastic fans that are beginning to flock to UMass
lacrosse games is a version of Garber's Gorillas that could be the best ever

that the school has seen.

The UMass stickers are now averaging over 17 goals a game as their

scoring attack has been, at least, awesome. Crease attackman, ( he player

that stations himself close to the front of the opposing team's cage), Frank

Garahan is leading the team in goals with 21.

The top three overall scorers are attackmen Jeff Spooner, Billy O'Brien,

and Kevin Patterson, Spooner has 13 goals and 22 assists for 35 points.

O'Brien leads the team in assists with 24 to go along with his 8 goals for 32

points. Patterson has 19 goals and 7 assists for 26 points.

After losing their first two games of the season, the UMass lacrosse

team has won five straight. There are probably only three other teams in

the whole country that would have played the second ranked team in the

nation, Cornell, in their first game of the year. UMass did and played the

Big Red well at that, before going down to defeat, 16-10.

Hofstra was UMass' second game of the year, and according to head

Gorilla coach Dick Garber, UMass played well enough to win. But a

combination of a slippery field and some missed nets hurt UMass as they

lost this one 14-10.

In the next five Gorilla games, all but one were extremely one-sided as

the Gorillas romped through Dartmouth, Connecticut, Harvard and Boston

College. Against Cortland, the UMass stickers were able to eke out an 11-

10 victory in an exciting game played at Cornell. The Gorillas had oeen

edged in last year's Cortland game by one goal in a quintuple overtime

thriller. Their revenge this year was well deserved.

At this point in the season, the Gorillas are really jelling as a team. The
three regular midfield units are doing their offensive and defensive jobs

well. The defensive corps has been usually very tight.

Williams and University of New Hampshire will be the next two op-

ponents for UMass before they take on Brown University in Providence on

May 7. Last year the Gorillas won the New England championship of

lacrosse when they beat Brown by one goal with eight seconds left in the

game. That Brown game should be for the New England championship

again this year.

TENNIS BALLS
TENNIS RACKETS

SOFTBALLS
at

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
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Batsmen trounced twice

UMass' John Seed gets back to
first base to avoid being picked off
by Dartmouth pitcher yesterday.

John Seed receives throw too late
from UMass pitcher in attempted
pick-off.

Sweep of singles boosts
netmen over Holy Cross

By PETER NALAK
A clean sweep of the singles

boosted the UMass netmen over

the Crusaders of Holy Cross
yesterday, 7-2 in Worcester.

It took UMass a while to get

started as the Holy Cross courts

were fast and slippery.

"The highlight of the match was
the cookies made by Abramoff's
sister," said Coach Kosakowski.

Kosakowski was not excited over

the win since the Crusaders were
one of the weaker teams that

UMass has faced this season.

Billy Karol continued his string of

tough matches with his third setter

in a week.

Karol lost his concentration in the

second set but ended a two match
losing streak with a 6-4, 4-6, 7-5 win
at first singles.

Captain Chris Post had some
trouble with his opponent's can-

nonball serve but was second off

the courts with a 7-5, 6-2 second
singles victory.

By BOB HIGGINS
It was an all-around bad day for the UMass baseball team at Lorden Field

yesterday, as it lost both games of a doubleheader to Dartmouth, and lost
the services of co-captain Pete Backstrom for an indefinite period of time.
Dartmouth ace Jim Beattie held the Minutemen to just three hits in

game one while his teammates came up with five runs in the fifth off
UMass starter Rich Kelly as the Big Green picked up a 5-1 victory. In game
two, a three-run pinch-hit homer by Dartmouth's Greg Cronin off Jerry Erb
led his squad to a 7-4 win.

The Minutemen, now 6-10 on the season, will end freshman Pete
Rankowitz against the Crusaders of Holy Cross in a 3:00 encoutner this
afternoon at Lorden Field.

Backstrom, the team's leading hitter for most of the season, pulled a
hamstring muscle running out a grounder in the third inning of the first

game. "We suspect that it might be serious," said Coach Dick Bergquist.
"He could be out anywhere from four to six days to two or three weeks."

Kelly, a freshman, pitched extremely well for the first four innings of
game one, but suddenly seemed to lose it in the fifth. The Big Green
banged out six singles and all five runs before John McManus came in to
bail out Kelly and end the rally.

UMass' sole run came in the first when Beattie walked three, and
Backstrom scored on a passed ball. They also rallied in the last inning when
with two outs, Al Lopiore (just up from the JV's) walked, Steve Wright
singled, and Jim Cullen walked. Bergquist sent up Bob Moore to pinch hit
tor Haul Aoramowicz, but Beattie slipped a called third strike by him and it

was all over.

In game two, Erb started strong but was a victim of his own wildness. In
the second, with two outs, he walked two and Dartmouth's Mark Ditmar
banged out a single scoring two runs.

The Minutemen pulled ahead in the bottom x>f the second. Jerry
Mondalto tripled, Jim Cullen doubled him in, Jim Black walked, and John
Healy singled in two runs and it was 3-2, UMass.
The Minutemen added another in the fourth when Wright singled, went

to second on Cullen's groundout, and Moore laced a single up the middle
to make it 4-2.

But Erb's control troubles finished him off in the sixth. He hit the leadoff
man, Glenn Reed, and walked the next batter. After Dave Clark flied out,
Cronin pinch hit for Russ Bartlett and lifted a fly to right which just seemed
to drift over the wall. When the next batter doubled, Bergquist lifted Erb
and McManus came in again.

McManus had problems of his own, as he walked Steve Mele (son of
Sam Mele, former Minnesota Twins' manager), gave up two singles for
another run before the rally ended on an aborted double steal. But it was 7-

4 Dartmouth, and UMass never mounted another serious threat.

Post helped Barnaby Kalan eat
some of the oranges provided by
the Holy Cross coach. Kalan had
won 6-2, 6-0 at fourth singles.

Worcester native Dave Abramoff
had his father and sister watching
him at third singles. Dropping the
first set 3-6, Abramoff came back 6-

3, 6-2 for the fifth and decisive
UMass point. It was his first single
win since the Boston University
match at the beginning of the
season.

Fifth singles player Marc Ouellet
continued his winning ways but not
without a second set scare. Ouellet
fell behind 0-3 in that set but fought
back to a 6-3, 6-4 victory.

Art Cloutier, at sixth singles, took
a set to get used to the fast courts.
He ended up on top, 4-6, 6-3, 6-4
for the netmen's first singles sweep
this year.

With the match decided 6-0, the
Minutemen wanted only to finish

eating the oranges and head back
to UMass.

The doubles had to be played
and Coach Kosakowski ex
perimented with two new com-
binations.

At first doubles Abramoff and
Kevin Garrahan were put together
and came within two points of
winning. Their final tally was a 7-5,
4-6, 6-7 loss.

Karol and Kalan also played
together for the first time, at
second doubles. They ran up
against the cannonball serve of
Post's opponent and were downed
6-3, 4-6, 3-6.

Post and Ouellet, playing third
doubles, saved UMass from a
doubles debacle with a 6-4, 6-3
triumph.

"Our doubles were as expected
- lousy," said Kosakowski
The netmen will spend the rest of

this week working on doubles and
preparing for the season's most
important competition, the Yankee
Conference championships April
26
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The netmen whipped Holy Cross yesterday 7 2sweeping the single sets.
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UMass' Joe Artman chips onto the green in a match
earlier this season. Artman had his first off-round this
season.

Golfers slaughter

Toski, Lasek lead
By BON ARENA

No matter what the sport, when a team wins by 50,
it has to be termed a slaughter. 50 runs, 50 points, 50
yards; they all spell out the same results. In the case of
the UMass golf team, it happened to be 50 strokes as
the Minutemen clubbed American International
College yesterday 399 449 at Hickory Ridge C.C.
UMass, knowing it would be no contest, played the

Gold tee in the match ( he furthest tee). The added
distance caused most scores to increase by about
three strokes, but a 399 will still win most matches for
UMass.

Tom Toski, after suffering through four consecutive
matches of over 80 scores, had his best competition
round of the season as he shot a 78 to pace the romp
Explained a revitalized Toski after, the match "It's
been taking a while to hit the ball where I should be
Before, I had been having a lot of bad holes where I'd
shoot a nine or a seven and my score would be ruined
You really start to get down on yourself when that
happens."

Concerning yesterday's round, he added "I was
hitting the ball much better. I think my score could
have been better with the way I was hitting it

"

Looking ahead, he adds, "I shouldn't have any more
problems."

John Lasek recorded his fouuth straight under 80-
round in match play, equalizing Toski's round of 78.

AIC by 50,

way with 78's
The junior, along with Joe Artman, has been playing
with the most consistency on the team.

Rick Olsen, responding from his off round of 85 in

the BC Holy Cross match, shot a 79, while Howie
Terban and Dave Grochmal scored 82's. Terban has
still been struggling a bit, as he has broken 80 only
once in competition this year.

Coach Fan Gaudette, commenting on the
mismatch, said, "Our scores weren't really that bad.
The course played tough, and don't forget, we played
from the Gold tee."

The coach was also pleased with Toski's round,
emphasizing that he "finaaly shot a round he's
capable of shooting. With the strength of his play,
we'll be that much tougher."

Again, judging everyone's scores, he added, "The
early season is really hard. You have to hit the ball
really super with the conditions of the course."
TEE TIME. ..Joe Artman proved he wasn t a

machine built to swing golf clubs as he shot an 83, his
first poor round of the season... Tim Dishkin, a
transfer student who just became eligible, shot an 84.
Gaudette feels "He is a pretty good player and should
be a help. Dishkin has 2 V? years of eligibility left... The
golfers continue their busy schedule with a
quadrangular match with Amherst, WPI, and Dart-
mouth at Hickory Ridge. Amherst will be the host, and
according to Gaudette, a 399 tomorrow will probably
be good for the win.

Department phase-outs seen in budget cuts
By JUDYBOUCHER

MDC Staff
Facing the possibility of budget

cuts, administrators here are
putting together contingency plans
that call for lay offs, phasing out of
departments and no expansion of
existing programs, according to
Warren Gulko, budget director.

Although no hard case decisions
have been made, informal budget
hearings have been taking place
this week to review the budget and
make plans in anticipation of cuts,
said Gulko.

Gov. Michael Dukakis has
proposed a 10 per cent budget cut
in spending on publich higher
education. Dukakis is trying to trim
state expenditures next year in

order to reduce the $361 million
deficit.

Final approval of the budget rest
with the General Court. The fuH
legislature is expected to vote on
the budget this summer.
A 20 per cent cut, said Gulko,

"for the Amherst campus would
result in a budget that would have a
severe and disastrous effect."

If the budget cut is handed
down, there may be a reduction of
$3 million in the personnel account
or eliminating some 200 positions,
according to Gulko.
The phasing-out of departments

would be "complex" and depend
on the "magnitude of reductions
and how the reductions are
distributed," he said.

Also, the contingency plans will

probably eliminate the request for
expansion of existing programs,
Gulko added.

Students protesting proposed
budget cuts have said cuts can be
made without affecting academics
if administrators "trim the fat"
around offices.

UMass is asking the Com-
monwealth for $118 million dollars
for a maintenance of the three
campuses, a 16.5 increase over
anticipated expenditures for this
fiscal year. The request for the
Amherst campus is $80.8 million as
compared to $66,500,283 ap-
propriated last year.

The Boston campus at Columbia
Point is requesting $22,974,935 and
Worcester is asking $9,784,253.
The biggest chunk of the

University's request is for salaries,

approximately $78 million dollars.

Also in the request is $8 million

needed to meet continuing cost

increases and the other money
would go for programs.

Gulko said one of the problems is

that the Amherst campus has a fuel

deficit for this year of $4.2 million

dollars. The fuel request for the
next fiscal year which begins in July
is approximately $7 million.

Gulko said the Chancellor's
austerity measures reduced the fuel

deficiency from six million to 4.2
million.

The measures include im-
plementing campus-wide energy
conservation, freeze on hiring and
position increases and a 4.3
assessment on all department's
operating budget.

Gulko said out of the total budget
request for the campus here ap-
proximately $76 million is "fixed
cost." Program developments are
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A bunch of clouds, some
bursts of wind, A chance
of rain to keep you in,

Showers may fall upon
your head — Why not be
smart and stay in bed?
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Campus votes today
on class 'moratorium

ByJOEMAHONEY
Staff Reporter

Some 1900 students over-
whelmingly ratified a referendum at

the University Community Meeting
last night calling for "classroom
politicalization" on Monday
followed by a two day
"moratorium" of classes.

The referendum, which will be
presented today and tomorrow on a
campus-wide ballot, also cails for a
State House demonstration on
Wednesday.

During the two-day moratorium,
students will conduct "teach-ins"
and a "massive telephone and letter

writing campaigns to parents and
legislators."

The only item on the referendum
that provoked discussion at the
three-hour meeting was whether to
term the classroom boycott a
"strike" or "moratorium", The
word "moratorium" won on a hand
vote.

The meeting was called by a
town meeting last week which
ratified nine "demands" against

proposed budget cuts, tuition

increases and fee hikes.

Michael Albert, community
meeting chairperson said in

response to one of the demands,
Campus Center Director John
Corker called a meeting with
Student Center for Educational
Research Director Larry Magid at

which Corker expressed willingness

to cooperate with student
researchers and the press in records
access efforts.

Ann Ferguson of the ad hoc
Socialist Faculty Caucus (SFC) said

the SFC "strongly supports the

students in their struggle" and "is

deeply committed to an adequate
educational budget."
Nobody should have to pay for

this economic crisis by having
raises in fees," said Ferguson. She
said the SFC would support the
actions called for by the students,
including a strike.

Student Action Committee
negotiating team member, Miguel
Rivera, said, "We are going to win
this battle even if it gets us in a lot

of trouble."

"We are going to make life hard
for (Gov.) Dukakis if he makes it

hard for us," said Rivera.

Ellen Gavin, another student
negotiator, said, "There is every
kind of student advisory com-
mittee, but there is no real student
input or power."
No percentage of affirmative

votes was determined in the

constitution of a moratorium
mandate in the referendum.

slated to received $4.7 million.

The Amherst campus is also

requesting money for 78 new
positions, but Gulko said if a cut
has to be made the new positions

"would be the first to go."

According to Gulko, financial aid
would not be affected by budget
reductions because the financial aid
appropriation is allocated from a
"special appropriation". The
financial aid requests is the same as
last year, $1,050,000.

The state appropriation is only
one source that goes toward
operating the campus here

The following are tne tour
sources of revenue the University

collects for running the campuses:
— about 65 per cent is direct

appropriation from the taxpayers.
The money pays for salaries,

services, utilities, maintenance,
repairs, academic programs and
student services.

- about 25 per cent is derived
from trust funds or fee-based
revenues. These funds come from
dormitory rents, dining halls fees,
student activities tax, campus
center fees and others. The fee-
based revenues mainly go toward
running the dormitories and paying
for the bonds that were issued to
build the buildings.

- about 10 per cent is derived
from federal grants or-and other
grants and contracts. This money is

usually channeled into specific
programs or research activities.

— the final and smallest source,
about two per cent comes from
grant money which is given the
university to cover a few of the
fixed costs.

The route to forming the ouogei
is one that begins a year ahead of
time with various committees and
boards submitting requests and
then reviewing the final products.

Phones open,

fight cutbacks
On April 28 and 29, Monday and

Tuesday, Watts lines will be wide
open for students to channel
reactions concerning 'State Budget
Cuts' to Boston.

Lists of representatives, phone
numbers, and locations of Watts
lines will appear in Monday's
Collegian. Students, faculty, and
administrators are urged to limit
their use of Watts lines during the
"Telephone Marathon" except to
call representatives.

Have your voice heard in the
Legislature) I

For further information call Nora
at 6-6639 or Dudley at 323-4893.

President Wood addresses the Student Senate last night. Looking on is Roy Keith,
newly appointed Vice-President for University Affairs.

Wood to reveal cuts today
By JANALEXANDER

Staff Reporter

UMass President Robert
Wood announced to the

Student Senate last night that

he will reveal his plan for ad-

ministration cuts at a Boston

Press conference today. His 15

minute address was made
before 50 senators and was
followed by a half hour of close

questioning by the senators.

Throughout his 15-minute

speech, Wood indicated his

support of student demands for

no budget cuts and said, "Any
cut is not possible without

hurting faculty or students.

"I've indicated that last

year's budget is not feasible,

and ten per cent less is certainly

not feasible either, especially

considering that we've opened
the library, are about to open
the fine arts building, and we
don't want to cut back on
enrollments."

Wood was not in favor of a

student union or of autonomy

for the graduate or un-
dergraduate student senates.

"Nobody in this university from
the trustees on down has
autonomy," he said.

In reference to a student
boycott of classes, Wood said,

"I ask you to consider the

advocacy of a strike, the effect

of a strike. It's a judgemental
fact for you to decide."

The President said that
nothing is going to happen in

the summer as regards to the

budget, but asked that an alert

group be set up by the student
senate which would continue
the battle for the budget during

the summer.
Wood declined an invitation

from the senators to attend the

University Town Meeting.

DEMANDS:
Bromery likes some;

will say so today
By CINDY ROGERS

MDC staff

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery said last night that he will respond
favorably to some of the demands voted on by a University Town Meeting.
A formal reply to all the demands will be issued today.
Bromery called the nine demands "diverse and diffused" saying he

could only address himself to a few demands.
"I am a strong supporter of low tuition in public higher education," he

said.

Bromery added that "as far as innovative non- traditional programs such
as BDIC and UYA...I participated in their birth and development and I am
going to see they do not disappear or get cut first."

Bromery said it was difficult to discuss budget cuts because the
university has only been given "budget targets and threats."

However, he said it would be misleading to say "we are not going to cut
programs, x, y, or z. We don't know how severe the budget cut is going to
be."

He said he felt that it would be "premature " to expect the trustees or
administration to guarantee that programs won't get cut.

On the issue of a strike, Bromery said "I think that the students involved
have identified the issues but haven't recognized the best tactics in this
time."

He added that students were using the tactics of the 60's. "The students
have to carefully consider tactics they are going to use in demonstration in
context of the state's severe financial problems."
He said he believes that a student strike on campus will have no impact

on the governor, the legislature or on the general public.
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What are we faced with?
Through Progressive News Service

The Student Action Committee prepared
the following information in order to

acquaint students with the issues concerning
the strike, and the actions being considered
in conjunction with a strike:

WHAT ARE WE FACED WITH?

University Budget: Dukakis is pushing for a

10 per cent cut, some sources say that he is

after 30 per cent of the UMass budget. The
latter cut. Wood, claims, will mean a

reduction in the student enrollment of 9000
and a cut in non-student full time employees
of up to 1800.

Tuition: The legislature expected to double
tuition for next semester (tuition goes
directly to the state treasury, with no
guarantee that it will result in more funds for

the University.

Financial Aid: There is likely to be 50 per

cent decrease in financial aid for the next

semester (even by the state's own standards,

there already exists a $50 million gap bet-

ween aid given and aid warranted.)

Housing: We are facing a rent increase of

$70 to $100 and mandatory dorm living

extended to those 21 and over.

Food Services: Dining Commons will

remain mandatory, with a $40 facilities fee

The Student Union Ballroom was packed last night as students
planned for a moratorium at the town meeting.

for non-users.

Academic Departments: Budget cuts will

further overcrowd classrooms due to cut

backs in teaching assistants and the probable

elimination of special programs. Also, F's will

be reduced to 10 days. Students will con-

tinue being excluded from equal participation

in academic policy-making.

Campus Center: $54 of student's Campus
Center Fee ($62) is still going in interest

payments to wealthy bond-holders. The debt

service of the Campus Center is borne

completely by students.

Student Employees: Students face

continued wage slavery and layoffs.

Minority Enrollment: There will be a further

decline in enrollment of already propor-

tionately unrepresented groups.

Women's Study Centers and Third World

Centers: These are threatened with

elimination.

Affirmative Action: The continued non-

compliance with federal Affirmative Action

laws.

Day Care: There may be a continued

neglect by the University to student mothers

and fathers.

Campus Parking: We are faced with in-

flated charges and inequitable allocation of

parking spaces; and a sleazy towing service.

WHAT CAN WE DO?
1. Beycott Classes (Strike) This would

mean witholding our bodies and our minds
from the classroom and the traditional

university ratrace. The significance of the
strike would be three fold:

— A symbolic protest in that the
University administration and the State

House, demonstrating student unity around
the demands.

' There would be time to discuss and
educate each other around our problems as

students, in order to be building alternatives.

— It would be a setting in which to initiate

further actions which will force concessions

to our demands, e.g. tuition and fee boycott,

and massive grass-roots lobbying.

2. Boycott Tuition & Fees. We would
deposit all or part of our tuition and fee
monies in an escrow account (in a bank) to
be forwarded to the University upon written
agreement to all or part of our demands. It

would include a provision that, if by a certain

date (e.g. Sept. 1) we had a certain per-

centage of the student body participating in

the boycott, then it would proceed. But if

student participation were below that
percentage, then the money would be
forwarded to the University.

3. Lobby and demonstrate at the State
House:

— Massive phone calling and letter

writing to legislators by students, their

parents, and other University interest groups.
— Demonstration at the State House on

April 30 (when the legislature votes on
tuition) in conjunction with the other UMass
campuses and state colleges.

— Demonstrate with outher groups state-
wide, who wiH be protesting the state
government's cuts in education, welfare and
human services.

There are still many possibilities, anyone
wishing to provide input, is asked to contact
the Student Action Committee (SAC) in the
Council Chambers on the second floor of the
Student Union.

Coalition insists on NUKE shutdowns

Recent federal statistics show:

By DIANE UNGER
Staff Reporter

The Alternative Energy Coalition

(AEC) insisted yesterday on the

immediate shutdown of two area

nuclear power plants, Vermont
Yankee and Yankee Rowe, at a
public hearing on nuclear safety

held in the UMass Campus Center.

Twenty-six speakers testified

before the nine-member Governor's
Commission on Nuclear Safety,

and before almost 100 interested
listeners in a three-hour hearing.

The Amherst-based AEC said its

investigations revealted that
personnel at the Rowe plant were
unable to locate their emergency
evacuation plan during a personal
visit. The town clerk could not find

one either. And neither knew the

procedures, the anti-nuclear power
group spokesman, Francis Koster,

charged.

Both plants, they revealed, had
never had an emergency drill. And
the telephone number of a state

nuclear incidents investigatory
body remained unanswered when
the AEC called one evening last

summer.
Federal law requires nuclear

power plants to create, maintain in

up-to-date fashion and test

evacuation plans yearly.

"Until proof of safety can be
shown to my satisfaction, the

Montague plant will only be build

over my dead body," nuclear

tower toppler Sam Lovejoy vowed.
Lovejoy was acquitted in court

last year of toppling a weather
tower at the proposed site of the

Montague nuclear power plant.

He said at the hearing that all

present plants "should be shut

down 'till radioactive wastes can be
coped with." He also insisted the

public be made aware of the

possibility and danger of sabotage
on these plants.

Lovejoy admonished the utilities

for allegedly bribing the public. He
said they were told taxes would
decrease "at least 90 per cent" if

they conceded to the building of

the plant.

Commission chairman George
W. Rathjens, a professor of political

science at MIT, slotted each
speaker five minutes, in an attempt
to preserve the vitality in the

lengthy, controversial hearing.

The Commission was created by
executive order in August, 074 by
former Gov. Francis W. Sargent to

examine existing safeguards for

nuclear plants operating in the

Commonwealth and to investigate

public health and safety aspects of

this activity.

Representatives from Northeast
Utilities as well as the suppliers of

their nuclear systems, General

Electric and Westinghouse, spoke
of their "outstanding safety
records" of the past and the

"extremely small risk" anticipated

for future operations.

A spokesman for General Electric

said reactors were safe because
they were a "desirable, clean

Rent control issue

State ranks low in education spending stiN alivl£

„

Amherst
By BILL DENSMORE

Staff Reporter

The most recent federal statistics

on state spending for public higher

education show Massachusetts is

not a big spender, but has

significantly improved its position in

the last ten years.

The figures, published last spring

in the Chronicle of Higher
Education, a Washington-based

tabliod newspaper, show
Massachusetts 49th in two
categories - spending per capital

and spending as a percentage of

private income.

Most the figures were put

together by federal agencies and
reported in 1973. They also show
the Bay State sixteenth in total

spending and thirty-first per

student.

The four categories, comparable
rankings and analysis follow:

— Total appropriated amount for

public higher education. The source

is a University of Illinois researcher,

MM. Chambers. Massachusetts
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placed sixteenth with reported

expenditures of $200 million.

However, that ranking would jump
two places, to fourteenth, if the
state was ranked by the $241
million figure quoted by Education
Secretary Paul Parks.

The five highest states, in order,

were: California, New York, Illinois,

Michigan and Texas. Wisconsin
placed tenth.

— Spending per student. In this

category, Massachusetts placed
thirty-first with an average Der

student appropriation of $2,179.

Reported by the U.S. Office of
Education.

Secretary of Education Paul
Parks said last month in an in-

terview he thinks "per student"
figures are the most meaningful

way to judge UMass' budget
request.

At UMass-Amherst, the per
student appropriations are $2,980,
according to Warren W. Gulko,
director of the Office of Budgeting
and Institutional Studies.

Federal reporting procedure may
vary from state to state, and Bay
State figures include state and
community colleges, which ac-
count for the decreased per student
figure.

Among other states with higher
per student appropriation's are:
California, thirtieth, $2,204; Con-
necticut. 12. $2,648; Florida, 7,
$2,855; Illinois, 5, $2,914; Michigan]
16, $2,490; New York, 2, $3,515;
North Carolina, 4, $3,025; Rhode
Island, 9, $2,752; South Carolina, 3,

$3,409 and Wisconsin, 14, $2,542.
The top five spenders per

student, in order, are: Alaska, New
York, South Carolina, North
Carolina, and Illinois.

— Spending regarding the state

population. Source was a state's

appropriation divided by its people
in 1970. It ranked tenth in spending
by this measure.
To reach the top of this category,

Massachusetts would have to

spend far more than other states —
because it is the tenth most
populated.

-Spending per $1000 of per-

sonal income. Massachusetts again

turn to page 9
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THE LEGAL ASSISTANT
TRAINING PROGRAM

By DAVEKOWAL
Staff Reporter

A group of concerned tenants called rent control a community problem

in a meeting last night at Jones Library in Amherst center.

Bill Sage, a tenant of Puffton Village, said, "Rent control isn't just the

student's problem. It's every tenant's problem.

"In the past, people thought rent control was only for students," he

continued. "Not all tenants are students. Rent control involves elderly

persons on fixed incomes, people who are unemployed, the handicapped,

the list can go on."

Sage said because rent control involves all tenants, measures should be

taken collectively so the concerned tenants will not become "just an

exclusive club."

Carol Moskowitz, a UMass student and ex-Housing Authority Director,

said it is time to consider rent control for several reasons. "First, because

of zoning by-laws, and second, because of the specter of students moving

out of dorms en masse.

"Now is the time for rent control in terms of people's openness." she

added.

Moskowitz said, although rents rise about $10 per year, money is not the

major difficulty. The major difficulty is attitudinal change.

"Landlords," she continued, "can determine who lives where. There is a

definite bias against low income tenants."

Citing a study made by Larry Magid of the Student Center for

Educational Research, Sage said Amherst's low vacancy rate shows a

shortage of housing.

"We need more housing," he added, "but until we get it, what's going

to keep tenants from leaving."

Sage said a $50,000 study authorized by the state legislature proves rent

control is without harm. The report, carried out by Harbridge House, is

"not just some fly by night report."

"The Globe said, 'It's not a question of is it good, but of where it is

needed,'" he added.
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The Division of Continuing Education of the University

of Massachusetts/Amherst will again be offering the Legal
Assistant Training Program in Springfield. This program is de-
signed to certify its participants as legal assistants. If you have
had two years of college, extensive experience in the area of
law. or a strong commitment to learning the law, you qualify.
To find out more about this part-time teveings & Saturdays),
college-level program, write:

Legal Assistant Training Program, 205 Hills North,
Division of Continuing Education, University of Mass-
achusetts, Amherst, MA, 01002, or call, [413] 545-0905

continuing

education

umass/

amherst

UMASS SOPHOMORES

IF YOU -

Please send me information concerning the Legal
Assistant Training Program.

Name
CD

State Zip

Mail to th« Lennl Assistant Trunin,, P, oqr„m. Division of Con-
""<""<l Erlur.i.ion. 20f, H.IK lW North, Un.vnsi.y of M,,<sjHimrm ,ii Amhrtsi, 01002.

f- *

• Possets qualities of initiative, intelligence, and high ideals

•Art self-disciplined and willing to set the example.
•(Want to join an elite group of people who are developing leadership

abilities.

AND IF YOU QUAUaV -

• Leadership training begins this summer.
• You will receive $100.00 per month during your Junior and Senior years.

Plus a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army
Reserve.

YOU SHOULD -

Get the facts about the two-year Army ROTC program.

•Drop by the Department of Military Science (located between Boyden

Gym and Southwest) or call 545-2321 or 2322.

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO GET THE FACTS.

source of energy." In an aside

good- 1 idtu redly received by the

audience he said that nuclear

power plants were safe "because
that's GE's business."

Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group (MassPIRG), the

Sierra Club and a number of

students from various en-

vironmental and conservation

groups also offered their views.

Their remarks often met with

applause from the audience, while

GE, Westinghouse and Northeast

Utilities testimony was met with

silence.

Other speakers included

Raymond Koffinger, an ecologist

living in Montague and David R.

Inglis, a UMass physics professor

and co-worker on the atom bomb
project.

"When I learned the plant was to

be built, I was dismayed," Koffinger

said. "When I learned there was a

transmission line running through

my yard, I was even more

dismayed."

Other areas touched on at the

hearing were our dependence on

foreign oil as a fuel, and the

economics of coal versus atomic

energy.

Carl Andaninni, director of

Yankee's nuclear plants, said

"energy can be generated with

nuclear power at one half the cost

of alternative powers."

A resident of the Rowe area

where the plant is established,

Andaninni expressed the belief that

"nuclear power and man can live

and work together harmoniously."

The Commission plans to submit

its final report with recom-
mendations to Governor Michael S.

Dukakis this summer.
Additional testimony is invited by

writing to: Massachusetts Comm.
on Nuclear Safety, Department of

Public Health, Room 360, 600

Washington Street, Boston,

Massachusetts 02111.

Booming gas prices and overall inflation has lead these students to alternative

methods of transportation. Take notice Lucy Benson.

Students eligible to vote,

run for office of TOC club
This is the first in a two part series on the Top of the

Campus Inc., to be concluded in next Monday's

paper.

By SAMUEL HASSAN
Staff Reporter

There are 13,200 members of the Top of the

Campus Inc., all who are eligible to vote or run for one

of eleven positions up for re-election on Wednesday
May 7 at 6 p.m. Campus Center room 904-908.

Nominations for president, clerk, treasurer and

eight TOC Inc. board of directors, all one year

positions, will be made at the open meeting.

TOC Club president Sidney Myers said last week,

"I won't run again. I was one of the incorporators of

the corporation and have been affiliated with it since

its inception."

Myers has been president of the club for two years

and is also the University attorney for the Amherst

Campus.
The TOC, incorporated in 1969, exists to hold the

alcoholic beverage license and to set policy regarding

its purchase and distribution, according to Peter

Gluckler of the UMass News Bureau.

Presently, only two of the 11 member board are

students although a vast majority of the club mem-
bers are students.

Craig Stuart, business manager of the CC is

treasurer of the TOC Inc. Stuart said, "The state

cannot sell liquor so there must De a private cor-

poration."

The TOC Inc. is the legal buyer of record for all

alcoholic beverages sold in the Campus Center in-

cluding the Hatch and the Bluewall.

According to Stuart, $160,000 in alcoholic beverage

purchases were made between Ju>y 1974 and March
1975.

Dorritt Kinder, CC beverage manager does the

actual buying, acting as an agent for the TOC Inc.

Kinder is also one of the eight TOC Board of Direc-

tors.

Anthony Tartaglia is the student employee who
was fired from his position as acting assistant

beverage department manager.

Tartaglia, also clerk for the TOC Inc. was fired by

John Corker, CC Director.

Corker also sits on the board of directors and has

refused to give reason for the firing.

Tartaglia said he would like to see more of a cross-

section of the University on the TOC Board of

Directors.

He said he will accept nomination to the clerk's post

he now holds if it is made at the upcoming election

meeting.

Tartaglia worked for Dorritt Kinder in the beverage

department handling security, entertainment and cash

responsibilities.

More on the TOC Inc. next

INi

MONTE CARLO NITE
Fri.y April 25

Hampden Commons 8 p.m.

Donation $1.00

TRIP TO JAMAICA
compliments of Adventura Travel
233 N. Pleasant St.

O COMPLETE $400 STEREO (Nikko, Marantz, Gerrard)
compliments of Sound Scope, Mt. Farms Mall
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Indochina

developments

Ford views future

NEW ORLEANS, La. (AP) -
President Ford declared last night

that the Indochina war was over for

the United States, and he called on
Americans to "write a new agenda
for the future."

The President told an audience of
Tulane University students that he
was saddened by the events in

Indochina, but he said "they do not
portend the end of the world nor
the end of America's leadership in

the world."

In a prepared speech that a
White House spokesman billed as
the first of the post-Vietnam era,

the President said that "American
can again regain the sense of pride
that existed before Vietnam."

Cambodia facts vague

By United Press International

A report from Peking monitored

in Belgrade yesterday said Prince

Norodom Sihanouk had asked the

Khmer Rouge in Cambodia to repair

an airfield at Angkor.
But there were few details about

affairs in Cambodia in the aftermath

of the war and the fall of the capital

at Phnom Penh. Tanjug, the

Yugoslav news agency, quoting

sources close to Siganouk, said

only that life in Cambodia was
returning to normal.

1st refugees arrive

TRAVIS AFB, Calif. (UPI) - The
first wave of thousands of fleeing

South Vietnamese refugees arrived

in the United States yesterday.

Authorities warned of possible

health problems connected with

the influx, which the State

Department said would reach

130,000.

Two planes loaded with 354
Vietnamese refugees from
beleaguered Saigon landed at

Travis AFB, 60 miles northeast of

San Francisco, and within an hour,

after quick customs and im-

migration checks, they headed on
to connecting flights to other points

throughout the nation.

Senate passes aid,

troop authorization

MAINTAINS ALL THE IXCITfMINT
* Of THf TRADITIONAL MG TOP SHOWS

WASHINGTON (UP/) - The
Senate yesterday approved $200
million in mercy aid for South
Vietnam including authority for

President Ford to use troops to
evacuate Americans and some
South Vietnamese.

The vote was 75 to 17.

But the House was still working
on its $327 million version of a
similar aid bill, grinding through a
sometimes angry and partisan

debate on the evacuation issue and
the potential dangers of sending
U.S. forces back to Vietnam even
for limited purposes of assisting

evacuation.

Once the House completes its

work, the two bills will have to be
reconciled by a House-Senate
conference.

Before clearing its version of the
mercy bill, the Senate beat back
several Democratic attempts to
restrict or kill completely any funds
for evacuation and any
authorization for the President to
use troops in the effort.

Republicans denounced these
proposals as part of a "mini-

filibuster against mercy" and they
got scant support.

The Senate legislation puts strict

limitations on how Ford can use the
U.S. troops in any evacuation
effort.

It would permit the use of

American troops to rescue South
Vietnamese only as part of the
withdrawal of Americans.

In trying to speed House action
on its version of the bill, a House
leader disclosed earlier Wednesday
that the number of U.S. officials

and their dependents in Saigon has
been reduced to less than 1,000 by
Wednesday.
The Senate bill stressed the

importance of getting as many
Americans and their dependents
out of South Vietnam as possible
right now.

Ford would be allowed to use
armed forces to assist the
evacuation of endangered foreign

nationals along with the Americans
only after he certifies to Congress
that every diplomatic effort had
been made to terminate the threat
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to the foreigners and their lives

were still in jeopardy.

During the debate, critics of the

bill expressed concern that Ford
could use the evacuation con-
tingency fund —$100 million of the

$200 million total, with the other

$100 earmarked for humanitarian

purposes — as a cover for further

military aid to Saigon.

Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, D-

Minn., who supported the bill,

acknowledged such a diversion in

the use of evacuation funds might
happen.

He said the evacuation con-

tingency funds "might have to be
used 101 ways. It may even have to

be used to pay to get people out of

there."

But Humphrey opposed all ef-

forts to restrict Ford's evacuation
authority beyond those already

written into the bill.

"The idea is to give the President

flexibility," he said. "Otherwise, we
will be telling the President to give

them 'Care packages' and evacuate
them by piggyback."

Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del., said

the Vietnam evacuation con-
tingency fund was "merely a

ransom. That is what it is." But
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., described it

as "an insurance policy."

The Senate bill also:

- Requires Ford to certify that

the use of U.S. troops to evacuate
nationals will continue only so long
as Americans are also being
evacuated.
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Viet Cong reject cease fire plan
Compiled from Wires namese Communists would not talk Monday.
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8 with South Vietnam's new Nguyen Xuan Phong, Southrrovisional Revolutionary president, Tran Van Huong, Vietnam's negotiator at the stalledgovernment yesterday rejected because Huong belonged to the political talks with the PRG, flew tosaigon s offer of an unconditional "warmongering clique of Nguyen Saigon Wednesday. His office said
cease-fire and peace talks as a U.S. Van Thieu in the pay of the United he wanted to consult with the new
maneuver to stave off South States."
V 'Td^ CO"apSe

- Thieu reined and Huong
A RG -spokesman said Viet- succeeded to the presidency

*3rd Annual fU 1

DANCE MARATHON
FOR

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY

APRIL 25-26-27

DANCE

CONTESTS

DOOR

PRIZES

BANDS PLAYING

FRI. 9-1 Wore. D.C.

SAT. 11-2 S.U.B.

SAT. 3-5 S.U.B.

SAT. 7-10 S.U.B.

SAT. 10-1 S.U.B.

SUN. 11-2 S.U.B.

SUN. 2-5 S.U.B.

Gram paw

Open

Bear Mountain

May Apple

Easy Hollow Union

Freedom

Rush

chief executive.

The Viet Cong spokesman said

Huong's offer of unconditional
talks "come at a time when the
puppet administration and army are
driven into a lamentable situation

and while the Ford administration
seeks by all means to get from the
Congress an urgent military aid and
the right to intervene with military

forces under the guise of an
evacuation of American residents.

"It is clear that this is merely a
maneuver of the Ford ad-
ministration aimed at shoring up
the Saigon puppet regime to
prevent its collapse and to cover up
neo colonialist designs by peace
negotiations in order to win from
the Congress permission to con-
tinue the war."

Viet Cong and North Vietnamese
forces have been in position for 48
hours to overrun Saigon, Western
intelligence sources said yesterday.
The intelligence sources, who are

usually accurate, speculated that
the Communist side is delaying a
final kill while it watches the rapidly

moving political events in Saigon
following the resignation of
'resident Nguyen Van Thieu and

awaits the completion of the
American evacuation.

The government command
announced the loss Wednesday of
the 20th provincial capital — Ham
Tan on the coast — and it appeared
obvious a 21st — Xuan Loc — has
been overrun despite official

denials. The provincial capitals —
there are 44 in South Vietnam —
have fallen one after another since

early March.

The menacing stance of the

overwhelmingly powerful Com-
munist-led force around Saigon has
been measured by the usual array

of radio intercept devices, aircraft

infrared photography and agent
reports. But most of all, it is the

obvious, methodical forward
motion of Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese units on the ground
that carries the message that

doomsday for Saigon could be
near.

It generally is believed the North

Vietnamese and Viet Cong can

strike any time they wish, and the

question remaining is how much of

a struggle will be mounted to

defend Saigon.

One Western intelligence

assessment has as many as 18 or 19

Communist-led infantry divisions in

the southern part of South Viet-

nam, a force numbering nearly

TOO. 000 regular troops.

SUPER PIZZERIA
Specializing in —

"AS (Large and Small)

SPAGHETTI

GRINDERS
(The meatiest roast beef

grinders in the »rea)

FREE DELIVERY in Amherst and Sunderland

549-0128
Open 11 a.m.-la.m.

17 MONTAGUE RD. N . AMHERST
Next to the N. Amherst Post Office

WITH THIS COUPON

Off !

A LAME PIZZA I

news
summary

Portuguese campaign
LISBON (UPI) - Portuguese

political parties drummed up
support for hundreds of rallies

yesterday, plastering posters on
Lisbon walls and slapping leaflets

on car windows in an all-out climax

to campaigning for Friday's

elections.

All campaigning must halt at

midnight to give the population a

one-day respite from the three

weeks of intensive electioneering

before the polling for a 247-member
constituent assembly.

The Communist party, which
was expected to hold the biggest

meeting in a Lisbon soccer stadium,

made a concerted effort to draw
out suDDorters. cruising the streets

with loudspeakers and pasting

posters on city walls.

Death bill advances
BOSTON (AP) - The

Massachusetts House yesterday
agreed with the Senate's version of
a capital punishment bill, moving
the legislature one step closer to a

confrontation with Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis over the death penalty.

Senate President Kevin
Harrington, D-Salem, who rarely

votes on any issue, has said he
would cast a crucial vote to sustain

the veto and keep the bill from
becoming law.

Radio blinds child

BELFAST (UPI) - A 10-year-old

boy turned the "on" switch of a

transistor radio in his father's

Belfast bar yesterday and the radio,

crammed with explosives and nails,

blew up in his face and blinded him
in both eyes.

Police said doctors also had to

amputate Tony Mali's right arm.

Two of the boVt brothers

suffered serious facial injuries in the

blast and a third had to be treated

for shock.

The bombing, in the west Belfast

cafe owned by the children's Irish-

Italian father, Maserati Mefi, was
characterized by police as the latest

in a series of random sectarian

attacks involving Northern Ireland's

feuding Protestant and Roman
Catholic communities.
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Welfare <

Liberal legislators

rap Dukakis plan

BOSTON \UPI\ - Gov. Michael
S. Dukakis' plan to cut next year's
welfare spending by $311 million

came under attack yesterday by the
liberal co-chairmen of a key Massa-
chusetts legislative committee.

Sen. Jack H. Backman, D-
Brookline, and Rep. David
Mofenson, D- Newton, both
supporters of Dukakis' guber-
natorial candidacy last year,
criticized the governor's recently
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announced plan as shortsighted
poorly conceived and "inhumane.
At a news conference the

lawmakers said it was irresponsible
for Dukakis to propose such
massive cuts without submitting to
the legislature backup data to
explain broad policy positions and
firm regulations and bills to allow
for full debate on hard issues.
Without such details from the

governor - who is on vacation -
"it is literally impossible for the
legislature, the media or the public
to analyze properly the proposals
since who can argue with the

Israel official says
US delaying weapons
By United Press International

Israeli Defense Minister Shimon
Peres said yesterday there is a

"definite holdup" in the shipment
of weapons from the United States
and warned against the possibility

of an embargo.
Another government official said

Washington is trying to pressure
Israel into a more conciliatory stand
in negotiations with the Arab
nations. "There is a definite holdup
in the supply of weapons from the
United States," Peres told students
at Tel Aviv University. "We must
concern ourselves that this does
not become an embargo."

Israeli government officials say all

U.S. arms contracted for are being
delivered on schedule, but there
have been persistent reports that
promised F15 fighter-bombers and
Lance ground-to-ground missiles
are being delayed while the United
States reassesses its Middle East
policy.

"It (the U.S. policy
reassessment) is part of the con-
tinued pressure on Israel to try and
influence Israel in certain direc-
tions," the official said. "It's ob-
vious that the United States wants
us to do certain things we're not
ready to do such as offering new
suggestions that would be more
palatable to th*. Arabs."

U U We have Bausch and Lomb
and American Optical,
Sonsensors™ of course. All

at the lowest prices!
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A RICK WAKEMAN
MASTERPIECE
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general theory of saving money,"
"Backman said in prepared remarks.

Backman, long a welfare ad-

vocate, once served with Dukakis in

the Brookline delegation in the

Massachusetts House, but has
been highly critical of proposed
cutbacks in the new administration.

Mofenson called Dukakis'
proposed welfare cutbacks
"remarkably short sighted in

conception, misleading in ar-

ticulation and generally insensitive

to human needs."

Mofenson specifically criticized

as "penny wise and pound foolish"

plans to cut back programs that are
90 per cent reimbursible from the
federal government such as family
planning for former and potential
welfare recipients.

"For a $40,000 investment," he
said, "we could get $400,000 of
services and reap long term
benefits instead of long term
costs."

While highly critical of the
governor, Backman and Mofenson
both side stepped questions about
the position or potential role in the
dispute of the legislative leadership
of Senate President Kevin B.

Harrington, D- Salem, and House
Speaker David M. Bartley, D—
Holyoke, claiming it was premature
to seek their support until the
governor submitted facts to
support and explain his public
statements on the subject.
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Harambe, Jazz Workshop
feature Andrew White 3rd

By Black News Service
The Afro-American Society and Harambe along

with the UMass Jazz Workshop of the Music
Department will present the John Coltrane Suite
featuring Andrew White III.

White graduated from Howard University with a
degree in music theory, and has received fellowships
from the WGMS Berkshire Music Center, the John
Hay Whitney Foundation and Darthmouth College, as
well as grants from the Rockefeller Foundation. White
also studied oboe, English horn, orchestral and
chamber music at Conservatoire Nationale Superieur
de Musique de Paris, Center of Creative and Per-

forming Arts at SUNY in Buffalo, New York and at

Tanglewood.
White has an impressive background as arranger-

composer and also performs on alto and Fender bass.

He has performed extensively with such orchestras as
The American Ballet Theatre Orchestra, the Berkshire

Music Center Orchestra, Howard University Band and
Symphonetta, as well as with the J.F. Quintet,

Stanley Turrentine, Kenny Clarke, the New Jazz Trio

and the Otis Redding Show. White has also per-

formed on numerous recording dates with McCoy
Tyner, The Fifth Dimension, Weather Report and
Stevie Wonder as well as with his own group.

White has filled an incredible amount of ac
complishment into his 33 years. Not only is he
recognized as one of the most brilliant jazz

saxophonist today, he is a funky rock and pop
musician, a prize-winning symphonic oboist, com-
poser and arranger, producer of seven of his own
albums under his own label (Andrew's Music), and his

most monumental accomplishment: the transcription

of 209 classic John Coltrane saxophone solos.

White transcribed the John Coltrane solos 1,000

pages of the incredibly rich and most influential

improvisatory solos that changed the direction of

modern music - "to expose the other quarter of the

Coltrane's work has been spoken for sound,
technique and esthetic." The drummer for the suite

will be Charlie Persip, of the Collective Black Artist

Ensemble. Persip has performed with most of the

major name bands in Black Music including Archie
Shepp. The Concert will be at 8:00 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium. Admission is free to the public.

Get offon
the

DOUBLE J

Why take the time to roll with two papers, and lick twice for
one smoke? Withdouble-width e-z wider you roll one, lick once
and you re off! There's no faster easier way to roll your own.
And there's no better gummed paper made. So roll with e-z
wider and get off on the double.

C IQ7 > mbcri burton OSSOi iun-\ Ltd

A JOECOCKER
SPECIALFROM A&M!

I CAN STANDALITTLE RAIN

Andrew White

Mayoral hopeful

to speak tonight

at Project 10
A yet-unannounced- candidate

for mayor of Northampton may
make a surprise appearance tonight

at Project 10's Political Campaigns
Seminar in Pierpont Hall at 7 p.m.,

according to a campaign aide.

This will" be one of the first

campaign forums for Harry "Buzz"
Chapman, who is expected to

announce his candidacy for the

Democratic mayoral nomination
later this month. In doing so,

Chapman would be the first

candidate to challenge incumbent
Northampton Mayor Sean Dunphy
in the city's Democratic primary
election this September.
Dunphy is expected to see re-

election to a fourth term.

Chapman, owner of the Open
Pantry in Florence, is a City

Councillor in Northampton's Ward
Six.

The public is invited to attend.

Debaters compile
outstanding record

By DAVE KOWAL
Staff Reporter

The UMass debate team returned
from the National Debate Tour-
nament in California yesterday with
the best record they had ever
compiled at the tournament.
John Adams and John Cross

placed 30th out of the 64 teams
which qualified for the tournament
with a 4-4 record, winning 12 of 24
ballots.

Prof. Ronald J. Matlon, director

of the Debate Union, said, "We
went into the final round of debate
with a 4-3 record. If we had won the
final round, we would have had the
5-3 record and 14 ballots necessary
to qualify for octafinals, which
include the top 16 teams."

In the two other national tour-

naments which UMass qualified

for, Matlon said the team compiled
2-6 records. Last year they placed
55th.

"I'm very pleased," he con-
tinued. "I think our chances for

qualifying in octafinals next year are

extremely good."
The national tournament, which

occurred April 18-21, took place at

the University of the Pacific at

Stockton, California.

Adams and Cross beat the teams
of Augustana, East Illinois, Iowa,
and California State at Fulerton,

while losing to Kansas, North
Colorado, Northwestern, and West
Georgia.

The Debate Union's individual

events (I.E.) team will be competing
at the National I.E. Tournament in

Niagara Fails, New York, April 24
26.

Mike McCambridge, director of

the I.E. team, said, "This is our first

year of existence and our first year

in the nationals. Regardless of how
we do, it's still a very good ending
to a very good season."

McCambridge said he is hopeful

the team will make the semifinals or

finals in some events.

Nick Burnett, Paul Goselin, Jill

Peltin, Beth Rose, and Martha Seif

will be representing UMass in the

tournament.

I need
a name!
The University Library is looking

for a name, and all students are
welcome to submit their

suggestions. In order for the name
to be accepted, it must be a
deceased person who was active in

the state, nationally known and had
some affiliation with the university.

Nominations will be accepted in

the lobby of the library until

Tuesday, May 6. Possible names
which have already been submitted
include, Martin Luther King, Emily
Dickinson, Dr. Rand and Dr.

DuBois.

Acres ofeasy living

at the oil convenience
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CONVENKNT LOCATION NEAR UMASS
FREE BUS SERVICE

CLEAN. SECURE SURROUNDINGS
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Get It TogetherAtBeau Britches

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

THE CREATIVE

PHOTOGRAPHY
WORKSHOPS
OF CAPE COD

ONE AND TWO WEEK WORKSHOPS from June 15 to August 23.
Instructors include: Fred Ward from National Geographic, Ed
Scully from Modern Photography, Paul Slauqhter from Time/Life,
Dick Kyle,Jerry Abramowitz and others. Courses in photojournalism,
creative darkroom, portraiture, basic photography and more.
FOR BROCHURE WRITE:

The Creative Photography Workshops of Cape Cod
Box 28 (y-5), Harwichport, Mass. 02646

Buy A Bottom (pants or skirt)Anda Topand
Receive20%OFF

Beau Britches

hasA GreatSelection
OfStyles

Mens and Womens Clothing

PANTS
Levi,Landlubber,
Glen Oaks, Male,

Lord Issacs, A Smile,

\p\im
SHIRTS

By Nik,Nik, Bon Homme,
Huckapoo, Forum,

Career Club, Viola Chip,
Steve Gee, Faded Glory,
His, and Much More

PIZZA-RAMA
355 College St., Rt. *, Amherst

tptcial'uitif in

poos, nor oven grinders

W SPAGHETTI

STORE HOURS: Sun. Thurs., 11 a.m. Midnight
Fri., Sat., 11 ami a.m.

J Call 253-3808

"EXTRA SPEEDY DELIVERY"
between 5 p.m.-Midnight, every night

tost Food i* Town - ••*! the lowett Prices

Teaching assistants

to organize union

Teaching assistants here are

beginning to organize a union. They
are expecting layoffs, wage cuts
and increased work loads, and the

proposed union, such as the unions

at the Universities of Wisconsin and
Michigan, can provide protection

against these fears. It may also join

power with unions of faculty or

students, if they are formed. A
meeting will be held today at 3:30 in

Rm. 105 Campus Center.

The Collegian

Needs a Few

Good Reps.

The Advertising Dept. of the

| Collegian has a few openings

for advertising represen-

tatives who can

SELL!

If you think you qualify

contact Gary Williams or Alan
Anastos at the Collegian Of-

fice or after 6:00 at 253-3707.

s- \ «fc*

j pm% j sm% got
ItAdds Up To Great Deal From

»»

Pitches.
^Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.
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Think you can 't afford

a luxury apartment?

tThink Again!

Brittany
Manor

3 Month SUMMER LEASES at Low, Low Rates

1 bedrooms from $170 — 2 bedrooms from $180

— 3 bedrooms from $280

• air conditioning

• 2 pools

• 2 tennis courts

• picnic area

• wall-to-wall carpeting

9 dishwashers and disposals

9 month FALL LEASES at special rates

for applications made before June 1, 1975,

1 bedroom from $200— 2 bedroom from $210— :\ bedroom from $:U0

$50 deposit required to hold apartment for

September— completely refundable until August 1, 1075

Take The Free Bus or Call Is at 256-85:U

Office Hours— 0:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday

Avoid the Summer Rush — RENT NOW

for the Fall and save time and money!

Greek Week 75
Preliminary Happenings: Phi Mu Delta's Dance Marathon will

begin the week early in order to end at the kick off exercies. Fri. April

25, 9 p.m. 1 a.m. Worcester D.C., Sat. April 26, 10 a.m. - 1 a.m.

SUB, Sun. April 27, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. SUB.

lota Gamma Epsilon's Bicycle Marathon will begin Sun. April 27.

Beta Kappa Phi's Superstar's Competition will begin Sun. April

27.

Sun. April 27, KICK OFF: Dance Marathon and Bicycle Marathon,
PMD, 7 p.m., Haigis Mall.

Mon. April 28 - Water Dunk, SAM, 10 a.m., C.C. Councourse.

Superstars Competition, BKP, 10 a.m., C.C. Councourse. Sorority

Sing, Pan Hell, 8 p.m., Bowker Aud. Casino Night, ATG, 9 p.m.,

ATG.
Tues. April 29 Super Stars, BKP, 10 a.m. Water Dunk

t
SAM. 10

a.m., C.C. Concourse. Trivia Contest, ZP, 7 p.m., C.C. 163-64. Round
Robin Exchange, CO, 8 p.m., Frat-Soro. Park.

Wed. April 30 - Super Stars, BKP, 12 noon. Tug-O-War, TC, KS,

12 noon, Behind TC. Trivia Contest, ZP, 7 p.m. C.C. 165. Whist

Tournament, LDP, 7:30 p.m., LDP.
Thurs. May - May Day Flower Sale, SDT, 9 a.m., C.C. Coun-

course. Bounce for Beats Marathon Run, SAM, 9 a.m., Boston-Frat.

Sor. Park, Block Party Barbecue, KKG, AKO, SSS, 5 p.m., Frat-

Soro. Park. Trophy Presentation for Super Stars Comp., BKP, 6

p.m., Frat-Soro. Park. Finals for Trivia Contest, AP, 6:30 p.m., Frat-

Soro. Park Presentation for Marathon Run Torch, SAM, 7 p.m. Frat-

Soro. Park.

Fri. May 2 —
Sat. May 3 - Schlitz-a-rama, PSK, 12 noon, PSK.

*Ed spending low
cont. from p.

2

ranks forty-ninth. This category and

the one before are related, and

again Massachusetts suffers

because it is one of the richest

states in the country.

According to the 1974 U.S.

Statistical Abstract, the state's

average income per resident was
$5,233 — placing it twelfth

nationwide. UMass President

Robert C. Wood has been quoted

as saying the state ranked fifth.

To arrive at this ranking, 77>e

Chronicle divided the state ap-

propriation by the July, 1973

population of the state.

The top five states in order of

appropriations per $1000 of average

personal income are: Alaska, South

Carolina, Mississippi, Utah and

Arizona. California ranked

eighteenth; Illinois, 37; New York,

23; and Wisconsin 6. The latter

states are among those having

public universities of high quality.

Secretary Parks and some
legislators say Massachusetts is a

special case and does not need to

support higher education heavily

because of many prestigious

private institutions within its

boundaries.

But UMass officials disagree,

saying the privates do not
guarantee any more college spaces
to state youth than state schools.

They say the privates should make
this guarantee.

Moreover, Massachusetts ranks

third among all the states in the

amount of increased appropriation

over the last ten years, adjusted for

inflation. In the last two years,

however, that ranking has dropped
to twenty sixth.

WINDSHIELDS

CMPUTlCUtt

VALLEYh
and Glass Shop
7M N. Klna St . H«^

lat»d

Installation WHlLfc i ( >l WAIT!

LANDRY'S MARKET
The Oldest Grocery inAmherst

10% DISCOUNTONALLWINES
Prices Effective 4 24— 4 29

All Beer — Warm or Cold

Schlitz

Munich
Ballantine Ale
Hemeken
Guiness Stout

Ice

6 pak 1.39 Case 5 05

6 pak .99 Case 3.95

6 pak 1.29 Case 4.95

6 pak 3.25 Case 12 95

4 pak 2 45 Case 14 00

Cabot's Triple Score Butter

Cabot's Vermont Cheddar Cheese
Vermont Fresh Milk

Beef Liver

Slab Bacon
Breakfast Sausage
Mushrooms
Asparagus
Celery Hearts

gal

10 lb bag. SO

lb 19

lb 1 49

11. gal 1.43

lb 59

lb 1 09

lb 99

lb 79

bunch 4f

bunch 39

Open 8 9, Mon. Thurs., 8 11, Fri. A Sat. 10 3, Sun. (No Beer)

711 Main St. Amherst 253 5387
On the Belchertown Bus Route

J
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As Saigon crumbles

Soon the ships, the planes, the tanks and the soldiers will be gone and as

the smoke and flames die down the inhabitants will once again pick up

their tools and begin to rebuild their land.

The longest war is finally dying down.

The Americans are being chased out, soon it will be all over and for a

change the good will have triumphed over evil, right over wrong and rigid

Communism over shallow democracy. The North Vietnamese guerillas will

have completely crushed the Americanized puppet-regime of Thieu. South

Vietnam is now North Vietnam, only Saigon remains.

There'll be no bloodbath like the one at My Lai, no slaughter of the

refugees who became refugees as a result of South Vietnamese political

and war strategy. These refugees do not fear Communism and Com-
munism does not fear the refugees. But now thousands of guilt-ridden

Americans find themselves abandoning all of the homeless American

orphans to open their arms in welcome to the Vietnamese orphans.
Those who sought to profit from the war, the corporate power-structure

\remember that term\, the C.I. A., and the U.S. government in general can
now see their dreams of controlling this strategic military position in the
East as the last pocket ofresistance, Saigon, slowly comes tumbling down.
As an earlier generation had to face at the end of the Korean War this

generation is now faced with the side effects of the war which invariably
turn out pretty good for some of the bad guys who threw us into it. In
flation, which onty means increased profits for our big business bad guys
recession, the poor will suffer and become more reluctant to fight the
exploitation of a capitalist system, and depression, which means that
instead of J. Paul Getty owning three Rolls Royces, he will own only two

Yes, the Vietnam War is finally winding down, but even as Saigon
crumbles we must not forget that the b*d guys who failed in their attempt
to secure themselves a goldmine in the east are still around to try again
Where will the next Vietnam be? How much richer will the bosses qet>How many more poor must die???

Anthony Barnes

'F is a fact
Richard Pine's letter against the return of the "F" into the GPA was

academic nonsense He missed the essential point of taking a course.
When a student registers for a course, he, in effect, says he will try to
discipline himself in order to learn something about the subject matter. If a
student received an "F" in the course, then his cum should reflect the fact
that he was not capable of learning something which he wanted to learn.

Steve Shulman

Towards tomorrow
If the problems that face all people, regardless of race or sex, are to be

solved, it is to be done through understanding. However, if we are to

understand each other, we must first come together and communicate.
This is, in part, what the Wounded Knee Support Committee has been
trying to do.

It is the Committee's hope to establish a weekend of exchange
beginning May 8, 1975. But since we live in a society where transportation

must be paid for, housing must be paid for, and even our food cost money,
we need funds to bring people to UMass to establish the exchange.

To date, our attempts to find the necessary funds have been un-

successful; funds secured thus far do not even meet the traveling costs we
would incur in bringing people here.

As a result, what could be an excellent opportunity for coming to a

deeper understanding of the Native American, his problems, his religion,

his history and his future goals, is seriously threatened.

We are asking any groups, organizations, or individuals who feel they

could provide honorarium or help cover traveling costs to please contact

the Wounded Knee Support Committee through the Vet's Coalition Office

m the Student Union. Working together now, will allow us to live together

tomorrow in peace and harmony based on understanding.

Bruce Snow
Wounded Knee Support Committee
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Support the moratorium
Today and tomorrow in Monday has

the dormitories and at designated as a

tables on the Campus politicizing in

been
day of

the

Center Concourse/ a

referendum is being held to

decide on a boycott of

classes for Tuesday and
Wednesday of next week.
The Collegian supports

such a boycott under the

conditions for alternative

actions discussed at last

night's meeting.

A demonstration is being
planned for Wednesday, the
second day of the proposed
moratorium, on the Boston
Common, to show the
Legislature that this is not
just a two day vacation, but
a statement of our position
on the budget cuts.
Caravans and buses will be
going to Boston (the
Collegian will be providing
more information when it is

available).

In addition to the Boston

Demonstration, plans are
being made to open up
WATTS lines for students to

call their legislators. A
referral service will be
available for those who
don't know who their

representatives are, and
letter writing is urged, both

by students and parents.

Workshops and teach-ins

will be held on the

moratorium days to inform

people on the budget cuts

and related information.

classrooms. It is important

that students do attend

classes on that day, since

discussion and organization

is a necessary component in

such a collective action.

>\ moratorium in itself

stressed the need for unity
and a voice toward the
Legislature. While we may
not agree with all of Dr.
Wood's actions, the point is

clear that we must fight the
battle on a unified front.

Vote for a moratorium, and
in addition, support the
spirit of a moratorium with

can be an effective student your actions next week,

action, but it is only a base All unsigned editorials

for other action. In his represent the opinion of the

speech before the Student majority of the Board of

Senate last night, Dr. Wood Editors.

Many students find it rather humiliating to request
financial aid under the present circumstances.

Your right to strike

By the Student Action Committee

A strike is not a carnival or a celebration - but then

there is not yet anything to celebrate. What there is is

a problem of our education and thus of our lives. A

Prime cut
By Jim Kassner

It's no secret that the state is in the midst of a severe

economic crisis. The Governor has said that we must cut

back in all areas of state government in order to salvage

what's left of the economy, and as usual, UMass is no ex-

ception. It appears that somehow we're going to have to

come up with a 10 per cent cut in University spending if we
are to be consistent with the Governor's desires.

Amid all the rhetoric and name calling, the facts remain —
someway, somehow, we're going to have to cut back —
that's for sure. We have no choice. But we do have a choice

as to where those cuts will come from and what form they'll

take. If they come from academic programs and the like,

there is a real possibility that many of the items on the

semester bill will rise dramatically in price.

For example, housing costs may skyrocket $70 to $100.

Also, board costs may be higher, especially if the proposed
"facilities fee" is taken on (the reason for this, they say, is to

erase the debt service on the dining commons). Looked at in

perspective, it all adds up to this: deficiencies in student and

academic programs, and reductions in staff and services.

And if these reductions materialize there is a good chance

that many people will not be ah'e to return to this University

next year.

Although this picture looks bleak, there are alternatives.

One of the most talked about is that of limiting budget

cuts to non-academic areas, including Whitmore. There has

also been talk of eliminating the mandatory dorm

requirement, and substituting the dubious universal fee. The
practicality of such a move is open to debate: for some, it

may mean leaving the frying pan to go into the fire.

The people in Whitmore (and Boston) have an obligation

to listen to the students who pay their salaries, and if we
speak loud enough, the message will be heard. There are

many campus organizations that have become active in this

area, especially dealing with the proposed universal fee, and
that's good. But others need to get involved. Rallies, such as
that held last Tuesday, and other similar events upcoming
are good examples of what we, as a university community
must do to express our concern.

The fact is, we care. This is something that affects each
and every person at UMass we should care. About such
tings as what is being done with our money, and about the
types of services and the quality of the facilities that we have
come to expect from this University.

But most importantly, we are making others cognizant of
the fact that we care. As much as we pay our tuitions, we
have a right to have a say in where our money is spent. If

budget cuts are deemed necessary, there is nothing that we
can do to prevent them. But if it means jeopardizing our
chance for a good education, it seems ludicrous to allow
them. The whole idea behind this University is that of the
transferral of knowledge
Why defeat its purpose?

Jim Kassner is a Collegian Commentator

problem of whether or not it is we who shall be

cutback because others want public education to be

hurt and because they want people of relatively little

means instead of the rich to have to pay the price of

the economic crunch.

A strike on this campus is a statement in support of

our right to the fullest educational opportunities this

state can generate. A vote to strike is a vote to tell

Dukakis that he'd better reconsider his policies

because we're not only displeased by them, but also

ready to voice that displeasure, ready to organize,

ready to hook up with other groups opposing his

cutback policies, and ready if need be to fight for our

rights.

Further to vote for and then participate in a two-day

strike is to try and take some power over our lives. It is

to get together and act collectively, to hold teach-ins

allowing us to understand more about our school and

about the present economic situation. It is a vote to

begin working out further activities, possibly a

demonstration at the State House or a fee

withholding campaign. It is a vote to take the time

necessary to continue the development of our own
knowledge and motion so that we'll be able to

generate steadily more effective and more massive

campaigns against the proposed cutbacks and in

favor of all Nine Town Demands.
When you think about whether to vote yes and to

get others out to vote yes too, think carefully: Don't I

want to exert some power over my life situation, don't

I want to let Dukakis and the rest know about how I

feel about his messing with my wellbeing, don't I

want to rouse myself and take this opportunity to start

breaking free from cynicism so as to act together with

other students like real in-touch people - Don't I

want to strike in the name of my dignity and in the

name of solidarity with all the rest of the people here

at UMass and throughout the state who are sick and

tired of being controlled and ripped-off - Vote Yes

To Strike Its The Only Real Immediate Way To

Most Loudly Express Your Desire To Learn And To

Take Action On Your Own Life"Needs'.'

benita pulllara"

Remember the cold war, the red

scare, and the days when just the

word "communism" brought fear

to your lips?

Those of us who grew up in the

late fifties and early sixties can

recall our teachers warning us

about the "evils of communism."
No one exactly knew what a

communist looked like, but we
were sure that one had no less than

two heads and no more than one

eye.

Indeed, "blind fear" is the only

term to ascribe the American at-

titude toward communism in the

days of the iron curtain.

We were told the only good
communist is a dead one, the

communists are trying to take over

the world, and if the communists

aren't stopped, there will be a

nuclear war.

These attitudes may seem
ridiculous now, but if you can

remember back to your early school

days, you will recall that com-
munism was a real fear. We had

practiced air raids and teachers

who told us the United States was
great nation that was going to

jave the world for democracy.

The lie that came
in from the old

After all, we were free. Free to

think and believe what we pleased
as long as it wasn't communism.
This flaw in their theory didn't seem
to bother the government. Com-
munists were the enemy, and the
world couldn't be free as long as
the enemy was free.

"Communist control" were the

words that made us tremble with
fear, for we knew that communists
brainwashed people.

Of course, the communists were
plotting to take over the United
States. Communists never thought
or created; only plotted and
connived.

The Catholic Church was
especially enthusiastic in their fight

against communism. They violated

communist theory with both their

Christian and capitalistic beliefs.

They took their revenge by
declaring that communists were

forbidden entrance to "heaven."
In the late sixties, however, anti-

communist attitudes had lost their

popularity. When the "hippie

generation" led the nation to a

more leftist attitude, communist
theory didn't seem so extreme.

Even the most conservative of anti-

communist supporters, had to

concede a little when former

President Nixon made his "summit
meetings" to Russia and China.

But the communist victory in

Indochina has, perhaps, brought

the threat of a "communist
takeover" back into the stream of

American consciousness.

Now that we no longer blindly

fear the communists, it is time we
examine our motives during the

cold war. What was it we feared the

most, a war with China and Russia

or a takeover from within our own
country?

V/hooz idea wai
itto£KittK«tcr^>
all over ccvnpuJ?
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We claimed to be saving the

world for democracy, but

democracy is supposedly freedom

of thought. We were told that

communist countries brainwashed

their people so they would believe

them and we could not allow the

United States to be controlled by

communism. With all the anti-

communist propaganda, weren't

the ends, somehow, lost in the

means?
We were so afraid that the

communist might control us, did

we somehow fail to see who was
really controlling us?

Benita Pul/ara is a Collegian

Columnist.

Campus politics

the

Laws
SGA
"A

bill parent
By MIKE IZDEPSKI

Yesterday the right and honorable members of the

Student Government Association gave their annual

matinee performance of what has to be called the

most hilarious and tantalizing comedy available to old

and young alike in these parts.

Once again, the immortals had gathered in general

assembly in the Student Union Ballroom to elect their

supreme leader and god: the President of the SGA.
The atmosphere was one of widespread merriment

and "Coke" — sipping as the palefaced and more or

less soft spoken candidates presented themselves in

their prime, vomiting out promises like seasick

parakeets and raping the

quite receptive audience with their

ecstatic personalities.

Then came the time to vote, and
the ballots were thrown out like

confetti to the hundreds who were
waiting to prove that they indeed

know how to write. (Unfortunately,

(Unfortunately,

though offered

a ballot twice,

yours truly

preferred to

decline such
dubious an
opportunity.) Sure,

General

of the

state:

voter

the

Laws
SGA
"The
shall

only after he or

she has
presented his

or her officia

University identification card or

other means of positive iden-

tification.. ."But why be bothered
with details?

The simplicity of the ballots was
diligently kept down to the in-

telligence

evel of the
voting

members, as to

avoid an
possible £0^ \ 7 jf: Sure,

confusion. Jf ^y, /^ ,p# General

of the

state:
concise

summary
the voting rules

shall appear on

ballots for all elections." But who
really goes after this hogwash?
Soon the results were in, and

nobody had gained the needed 48

votes. Messrs. Ghiodotti and
O'Brien were out on top, but

gentleman O'Keefe came in a close

third. So the chair of the elections

in its almighty power and wisdom
decided there be a run-off be

ween the top two candidates. Would write-in can
didates be allowed on the second ballot? Why cer-

tainly, came the reply...

Two hours later, the SGA still did not have a new
President.

It was only when the by now distraught and

disgusted crowd began to vote on a fourth ballot that

somebody suddenly remembered, that the con-

stitution of the SGA states: "In the event that no

candidate receives a majority of the 96 votes, the two

candidates receiving the largest number of votes shall

be the final two candidates.

After this, the chair expired and postponed the end
of the election until Thursday. That's today. And
regardless who wins the third ballot, the results

almost certainly will be contested. And the circus

goes on. ..and on. ...(PS: The ballots you see above are

genuine!)

Mike Izdepski is a Collegian Commentator

Honor thy SGA!
By BILL PARENT

The referendum is today.

This vote will determine whether or not to go along with a moratorium

next week is unprecedented in public education. But one important aspect

that will make or break the issue is student participation in workshops and

demonstrations that have been planned.

The decision you make today is, obviously, yours But be aware that we
are not voting for a day off; we are voting on whether we will have a voice

in what happens to UMass both next year and in the future.

According to The Chronicle of Higher Education, Massachusetts now
anks forty-ninth in the country for state spending on students. Such

I gures are shameful for a state which takes pride in its number of high cost

I
'ivate institutions of education. It is no secret that many students came

here because they couldn't afford any of the more prestigious colleges. It is

also no secrfBaiSHl^HBSfl toa^liBaaatl fe size and its

variety of pi

We are

some actio

One thin

was a rare

in attenda

topic throu

to take co

a strike). P

phrasing o

ties, action,

g last night

ndred people

kept to the

n who tried

f advocating

tters as tne

Hurry—Hurry—Hurry!
As Henry Ragin said, "the SGA is the circus that

never ends." Tuesday night we witnessed another

SGA farce that went under the mistaken nomer of an

election.

After much talk this year of an open election, the

Student Senate decided again that it would be too

chancy to let students take control over their own
lives and vote for who they wanted. Whi

more amazing is the fact that

ballots, write in candidates xtfflW

seems to mc that th& SGA §ot

procedures from Generalissfmo Fr;

Pinochet.

I am running on a platform of complete top to

bottom change; Not liberal reformism. Not con

tinuation of the status quo. COMPLETE CHANGE! It

includes:

1) formulation by sitting down with the

constituency of specific short, in-

termediate and long-range goals that

reflect student needs. The present policy

of reacting to crises is "inoperative".

2) upgrading of participation and

communication with the populace as I do

not see student government as a body to

resources, information and money to do
it for themselves
3)unionization it an absolute necessity

and number one priority. SGA should be
in the process of putting itself out of

business at soon as possible to be
replaced by a student union. Our
powerlessness has been amply
demonstrated over the Dast few years.

- possible solutionr&fhe election controversy is for

ick Sawni ro citlfot^MB^gum vote It would give

brtuWfy t&Jecide for themselves,

a forum in the ballroom and be

subject to questioning from the people. If one lost in

an open election, one should not mind. But to chall

enge a small closed group of two bit, third rate junior

politicos and expect to have a chance is out of the

question. I am in this race because I know there is a

need for complete change, for student unionization,

for control over our lives.

I appeal to any people interested in supporting my
//atform to come to the SUB. Thursday at 5 p.m
and witness "the greatest show on earth

"

do things for, people, but as an in-
# . . , , # .« - , * *.

strument to p/ovid* people with tools.; • ', V *'\
$

%
\ 1 J

One thing that was made clear: our target is the state legislature, the

enemy is the Governor, who is enjoying the rare political opportunity of

being able to sway the State House in any direction he pleases. The way to

the hearts of the representatives is clearly through their constituency who
happen to be in large part, our own parents. Allying with both President

Wood and our parents may be a strain on our principles but at this point in

time it is a necessity.

As for the Governor, we need to remind him that students on this

campus were instrumental in getting his campaign off the ground last

spring. One can only wonder if MBTA Mike remembers the statements he

once made to us in the Commonwealth Room about the importance of the

public higher-education.

One can only hope that if more money isn't allocated to state colleges,

they have the cash to support all the borderline students who will be

standing in the unemployment lines next year.

I only hope that we all realize the importance of today's vote. Personally,

as one who has been reading and editing stories on the budget for a

number of months, now I feel that an educational moratoriu n would be

one of the best things to happen at this campus and that the failure to

follow through would be one of the gravest errors.

Vote for a moratorium as if your education depended on it. Because it

does.

«/// Parent is Editor in Chief of the Daily totfegian
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Dorm room-choosing
to be held next week

"Room-Choosing for residence halls for the Fall Semester, 1975,"

will be held the week of April 28 - May 2, 1975. Students are to

make all arrangements with the head of residence of the hall in

which they wish to reside in the Fall. The general schedule below will

be followed during Room Choosing Week.
Monday - April 28 - Reserved for students who wish to sign up

for the rooms in which they currently reside.

Tuesday — April 29 - Reserved for students who wish to sign up

for available space within the hall they currently reside in.

Wednesday and Thursday - April 20 and May 1 - Reserved for

students currently residing on campus who wish to sign up for

available space in a residence hall other than tne one in which they

are currently residina.

hriday — May 2 — Reserved for students currently residing off-

campus who wish to sign up for available space in residence halls.

Note: All students who wish to or are required by regulation to live

on-campus are urged to take advantage of the Room-Choosing

period. Students required to live on-campus are especially urged to

do so or they will be randomly assigned housing and billed for such.

Questions concerning Room-Choosing should be directed to

Heads of Residence, Area Directors and the Housing Office.

Backstage with

Emmett Kelly Jr.
Tomorrow at 2:30 p.m., the

Organization for Social Enrichment

will be sponsoring a clown

workshop called "Backstage with

Emmett Kelly Jr. & Co." in the

Colonial Lounge at the Student

Union.

This will be the first time ever

that Emmett Kelly and company
makes such a presentation in an

academic setting.

Emmett will make up his face and
costume and explain his techniques

and other information about the

character he portrays. The clowns
will demonstrate the art of clown

make-up on volunteers.

Jazz workshop ensemble tonight

The UMass music department will present a concert by the UMass Jazz
Workshop and small ensemble today.

The concert will be in three parts:

The small ensemble under the direction of Prof. Max Roach will perform
contemporary arrangements of the students in the ensemble.

The UMass Jazz Workshop will perform compositions by local com-
posers, "Rega-Rega" by Stephen Jaffe, and "Jazz Goes to Siwash" bv

John Talrico.

The concert is presented by the Department of Music and is open to the
public without charge.

notes,
quotes -

Judaic studies

There will be a meeting today for

anyone interested in JUDAIC
STUDIES. Information will be

available on: courses, faculty.

Outreach programs, major
programs, study in Israel, special

programs in Judaica, and op-

portunities for graduates. The
meeting will take place in the 6th

floor lounge of Thompson Hall, at

4:30 p.m. Refreshments will be

served.

Vans to serve handicapped's needs
The Office of Handicapped

Student Affairs has acquired two
new Dodge vans to add to the mass
transportation services on campus.
However, these new vans offer

transportation with a lift; hydraulic

lifts, that is, capable of transferring

and transporting wheelchair
persons and other mobility disabled

persons on campus. The vans will

provide door-to-door service on
campus. It is expected that these

new vehicles will be particularly and
immediately beneficial to persons

with broken legs or sprained ankles.

The vans are available to fill

special transportation needs from

now until May 23, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

on weekdays. No weekend service

will be provided until next Fall.

To schedule transportation, call

545-0892. Please provide the

following information: 1) name and

phone number, 2) point of pick-up,

3) destination point and time due,

4) return trip needed, 5) estimated

length of class-activity-

appointment, 6) nature of disability

if any. Confirmation will usually

occur at the time of the request.

y

SUNSHINE

FLEA MARKET
• Sunshine Records will buy and sell any Used Albums for cash or credit.

• New and Used Clcthing from Vasil's.

• Plants and Potting Supplies, Antiques, Ceramics, T Shirts, Furniture, and
more.

FUN— FOOD— FROLIC
Pub Opens at 1 2 : 00 Noon

\

FLEA MARKET

Sunday 10-5

Unless It Rains

What is Post-Vietnam Syndrome?

HOME
FROM

THE WAR

Total Number Less Than
Honorable Discharges
FISCAL YEAR — 1962-1973

Speaker:

ROBERT JAY LIFTON

PSYCHO-HISTORIAN

AUTHOR

CRITIC OF INDOCHINA WAR

Done Extensive Work With
Vietnam Veterans

325,606

218,122

39,869

4,724

588,321

General Discharges
Undesirable Discharges
Bad Conduct Discharges
Dishonorable Discharges

FISCAL YEAR: 1973-1974 (77,420)

S.U.B.

April 24, 1975

1 p.m. — 3 p.m

700,000 Vets Treated for Psychiatric
Problems
One-third of all Prisoners in U.S. are
Vietnam Veterans.

55,000 died; suicide, drug over-doses, (1)

car accidents since Paris Peace Accord.

A NATIONAL AFFLICTION

SPONSORED BY VETS COALITION
ROOM TO MOVE

Stockbridge to hold

'classic' tomorrow
UMass and the Stockbridge

School of Agriculture, is

holding their 40th annual
Livestock Classic tomorrow
and Saturday, April 26. The en-

trants are four-year animal science

majors at UMass, and laboratory

animal technology and animal

science majors at Stockbridge. The
animals being shown are horses,

beef and dairy cattle, sheep, swine,

ponies, and oxen teams. There will

be special events such as the baby
animal parade, a pie eating contest,

and the bucking barrel. Refresh-

ments will be served Saturday, and
after the classic is over, there will be
a bar b que and a hayride. The
public is invited free of charge to

this exciting, fun filled event.

Prepare for the Summer

Learn the Art

of Mixology

THE COLLEGE

BARTENDERS

ASSOCIATION

WHEN — April 29-May 1

WHERE — Maxwell's,
Rte. 9, Hadley

WHAT TIME - 7-9 p.m. |

HOW MUCH — $15.00 I

REGISTER — 1st day of I

class; students must be 18
|

yrs. of age

Brochures Available at |
Maxwell's '

One of the many
» .animals being featured.
A shot from last year's
Annual Livestock
Classic presented by the
Stockbridge School of

Agriculture shows one
of the stars of the show
and the sheep's master.

»

I School of Ed

I

»

pre-registration
The School of Education will be

conducting pre-registration for fall

1975 in Hills House lobby, begin-

ning Monday, April 28 through

Friday, May 2, from 10. All graduate

and undergraduate students who
wish to take education courses in

the fall should report to Hills Lobby
during pre-registration week.

Whale movie
tonight
The NOVA film WHALES,

DOLPHINS AND MEN will be
shown Thursday night at 8 p.m. in

104 Thompson Hall. Donation 50
cents. Sponsored by C.E.Q.,
Outdoor Interest Group and Save
The Whales Amherst.

At last...Sandal Season!

» » - t

vi :

Made by

BIRKENSTOCR > -
«•

Designed by

NATURE

©
BfRkerastock

tbe
oRfgfraaL
-pootpRiret
sanoaL
exclusively offered by:

QOLDEN
TCMPLC
tnpoRwn

Brown's

Across from

Whole Wheat
Trading Co

behind Brown s

Amhtrsl
Professional

Building —I

N Pleasant St

QOLDEN
TEMPLE
EITORNn

178A N. Pleasant St. /Amherst/256-0360

U
I ou won't believe Luhot we put

ether for you thl/zummer.

The three week tour for the mind. Registration

is by mail or in person at Hills House main lobby,

Thursday, May 29, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. to

7 p.m. Counseling and financial aid are available.

The extended tour for the mind. 250 courses

are being offered. Classes meet from the sol-

stice to the latter days of August, June 24 to

August 15. Registration is by mail or in per-

son at Boyden Gym, Monday, June 23, 9 a.m.

to 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Financial Aid

For those who like to learn after the sun goes
down. Almost 50 courses including everything

from art to zoology. Registration is by mail or
in person at Boyden Gym, Monday ,June 23,

9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. This
-ession is from June 24 til Auqust 15. Coun-
seling and financial aid are avialable.and counseling are available.

These courses are brought to you by the University of Massachusetts' Summer Program Office and Division of Continuing Education. (413) 545 0905

Please send me information concerning:
CLIP AND SEND TO
CATALOG REQUEST
CONTINUING EDUCATION
HILLS HOUSE NORTH
UMASS/AMHERST 01002

Summer 1

Summer 2
Evening College

Name City.

Address State. Zip.

DC

UMASS/AMHERST-Where else?
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ONLY 3 DAYS LEFT OF

Tech Hi-Fi's Back To
The Good Times Sale

RECEIVERS
Concord CR 50 (D)
NikkolOlO (N)
Sansui441 (N)
Nikko5050 (N)
Toshiba SA 500 (N)
Nikko8080 (D)
Concord CR 100 (D)
Nikko4030 (N)
Nikko9090 (D)
Nikko2020 (D)
OnkyoTX666 (D)
AMPLIFIERS
Nikko TRM 210 (D)
SansuiAU9500 (N)
NikkoTRM500 (N)
NikkoTRM600 (N)
OnkyoA7055 (N)
OnkyoA7022 (N)
PREAMPLIFIERS
Soundcraftsman (D)
TURNTABLES
Glenburn2155 A (N)
Miracord 760 (D)
Miracord 770 (D)
Garrard 42-M (N)
Phillips 407 (N)
Toshiba SR 80 (N)
LencoL-75 (D)

SOLD Dual 1209 (U)
Garrard 74-M (D)
Garrard AT 6 (U)
PE2020 (U)
Miracord 50 H II (D)
Realistic lab 24 (U)
Phillips 209 (D)
BIC980 (D)
Phillips 212 (D)

SOLD Thorensl25 AB II (D)

ALL TURNTABLES COMPLETE WITH
CARTRIDGE ...

LIST
169.95

169.95

229.95

259.95

375.00

399.95

179.95

219.00

500.00

189.00

489.00

130.00

550.00

219.95

259.00

219.95
349 9*;

500.00

110.80

HALF
HALF

95.00

170.00

350.00

218.95

130.00

179.95

99.95

150.00

330.00

80.00

415.00

285.00

255.00

41Q.OO

BASE, DUSTCOVE

SALE
106.00

139.95

179.95

210.00

250.00

295.00

100.00

179.00

400.00

139.00

375.00

89.95

400.00

150.00

200.00

399.95

59.95

PRICE
PRICE
59.95

100.00

175.00

60.00

20.00

69.95

30.00

50.00

175.00

25.00

225.00

160.00

175.00

275.00

R AND

TUNERS
Nikko FAM-500
Onkyo T 4055

Nikko FAM 220

TAPE DECKS
Dokorder MK 70 8 track
Dokorder 1120

Teac 2300

Teac 3340

Concord CD1 000

Teac 160

Superscope C101 port. cas.
SOLD Pioneer CT 7171

Superscope CD 302

Dokorder MK 50

Dokorder 7100

Pioneer 1020L
SPEAKERS
Rectalinear V's
OHMC+
OHMB+
Pioneer Project 60

Electrovoice 11

A

Soundwest 1

Centura V
Fisher Planex
Electro Static Reas.
Bozak 301

Bozak Monitors
SOLD Infinity 1001 (1 only)

SOLD B+0 3702(1 only)

SOLD EPI 201

Janzen210
Janzen 960

Centura IV
Micro-Acoustics FRM 2

Micro- Acoustics FRM

1

AMT1

(D)
(N)
(D)

(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(N)
(D)
(N)
(N)
(D)
(D)

(D)
(R)
(R)
(N)
(U)
(D)
(N)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)

(D)
(U)
(U)
(D)
(N)
(N)
(U)

199.00 125.00

219.95

130.00 89.95

299.95 75.00

700.00 525.00
500 00

1150 00

379.00 250.00
269.95

59.95 45.00

379.95 275.00

189.95 169.95

259.95 199.95

399.95 325.00

699.95 550.00

640.00 500.00

350.00 225.00

450.00 300.00

160.00 120.00 pr.

100.00 50.00 pr.

120.00 65.00 pr.

120.00 55.00 pr.

240.00 75.00 pr.

320.00 160.00 pr.

320.00 240.00 pr.

1200.00 750.00 pr.

140.00 25.00
140.00 25.00

450.00 375.00

280.00 175.00 pr.

600.00 350.00 pr.

160.00 65.00 pr.

260.00 200.00 pr.

340.00 275.00 pr.

400.00

SPEAKERS (con't.)

JBLIOO'S
Soundwest 3

Soundwest 2

HEADPHONES
Pickering OA

1

AKG
AKGK100
Koss K711
Koss Pro 4AA
Koss HV1
CARTRIDGES
Audio Technica 13EA
Shu re VI 5 III

Pickering SE-1
ALL CERAMIC STYL II

Capitol (r tor)

CASSETTES
TDKSDC60
TDKSDC90
Columbia C90
CAR
JENSEN Car Spkrs. 96
Jensen 525

Jensen 9809

Jensen 9740

Pioneer TP 2000
Pioneer TP 6000
Hammond 595

ALSO
Cassette racks
Fisher 601 Receiver
Wald 74 speakers
KLH 50 System

CODE — N new, D-Demo, U
Tech's price protection not in

in and get some real old time

(U)
(D)
(D)

(D)
(D)
(D)
(N)
(N)
(N)

(N)
(N)
(N)

(N)
(N)
(N)
(N)
(D)
(D)
(N)

(U)
(N)
(N)

LIST
640.00

160.00

140.00

39.95

59.95

34.95

30.00

65.00

49.95

65.00

82.50

59.95

5.95

4.99

2.89

4.00

3.25

&.95
44.95

66.95

87.95

119.95

164.95

199.95

12.95

700.00

80.00

289.95

SALE
450.M
100.00 pr.

70.00 pr.

15.00

25.00

15.00

15.00

45.00

32.50

40.00

59.95

25.00

3.88

1.50

2.00

3.00

2.00

34.95

26.95

39.95

52.95

78.95

109.95

100.00

5.00

275.00

30.00

119.95

is

St. Regis Restaurant notices

28 Pleasant St., Northampton

Quality food at very reasonable

prices. Also very comfortable

surroundings.

A little place, with a LOT to offer.

ACCOUNTING STUDENTS
All accounting students and guests are

invited to the Annual Accounting Banquet
on April 29. Error in this column yesterday
listed another date. Tickets will be on sale
in SB. A Lobby, mornings. Appropriate
dress

THE ART OF CLOWNING
On Friday, April 25 at 2:30 p.m. in the

Colonial Lounge, S.U "Backstage with
Emmett Kelly Jr and CO " All invited'
ASIAN AMERICAN COFFEEHOUSE

Take a break in studying and come on
down to a social gathering of Asian people
on Fri.. April 25, 8 p.m. at the Malcolm X
room m Southwest Relaxing atmosphere
with poetry reading and music to listen to.
and ping pong, billiards etc ... All are
welcome.

ATTENTION BDICS
Please note, midterm reports due date

extended one week to May 5, because of
unavailability of Fall course catalogues
CHILDREN OF CHINA

Sixty minute documentary (color), child
(earing through middle school in People's

e Store
RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

LIMITED QUANTITIES ON SOME ITEMS

Htech hifij
V.—Quality Components at the Rift* Price—^

259 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610

Wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Used, R Repack ... you just have to ask
affect this week ... Sat., 4:00 to 5:00 come
prices on what's left ...

SALE HOURS
4/22-4/27/75

Thurs.

Fri. - 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Sat. - 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

OU R*St'$ from Ms
Old Tim Finthir* . . .

Milwaukee's Best

BEER
Donelli

Lambrusco
12 oz. cans

24 oz. bottle

case

Old Mr. Boston

VODKA

Ballantine

BEER
12 oz. N.R. Bottles

80 Proof

l
/2 Gal.

case

Thursday, April 24 to Saturday, April 26.

We Reserve The Right to Limit Quantities.

*++m*m**mmm*m .•»...••.,».**»*<•»*•«<•»*

China. Hasbrouck 134, Apr. 24, 7:30 p.m
CLOWNS
Emmett Kellv Jr. and Colonel J. P.

Theron will bring their slap stick comedy to
the Cage on Sunday. April 27, at 2 p.m.
and 6 p.m Tickets are available on the
Concourse
ENVIRONMENTAL LECTURE

Tonne Prof. Jay Stryker will speak on
Everything You Always Wanted to Know

About Radiation " Thompson 102, 8 p.m
HERTER ART GALLERY

Deadline for poster and logo designs for
the Herger Art Gallery is tomorrow. Turn
them m at the Art Gallery Office in Herter.
$25 prize.

HSMA
Seminar with Dave Dorf today from 2-5

p.m in CC. 174 176.
ITS CRICKETING WEATHER

All interested persons should contact
Raimdar Singh 6 1489 or Mike James 6-

1046 Second practice Sat., 26th, 2:30 p.m.
in playing fields below South West.
JUDAIC STUDIES COUNSELING

Program is holding a meeting for
students to give counseling and ex-
ploration on the program at 4:30 p.m.
today in the 6th floor lounge of Thompson.
All J S students urged to attend
KOININIA COFFEEHOUSE
KOINONIA IS Orchard Hills Cof-

feehouse It s open every Friday night. This
Friday we will be featuring folk music,
blues guitar and some surprises.
Dickenson dorm lounge. Orchard Hill, 8:00
p.m Coffee and dessert
LISTEN TO THE BANDS

The following bands will play for the
Dance Marathon Fn 9-1 Word. DC.
"Grampaw", Sat 112, SUB open; Sat.
3 5 S U B Bear Mountain", Sat. 7-10
SUB May Apple"; Sat. 10-1 SUB
Easy Hollow Union" Sun. 11 2 SUB.

"Freedom Rode"; Sun. 2 5 SUB
Rush"
ORCHARD HILL WOMEN

Apply now for coordinator of the Or-
chard Hill Women's Center for next year.
This is a part time paid position for two

•en Pick up application in 112 Field
(women's center) eves or call 6-6824
PRE VETS
We are responsible for selling food at

the Animal Classic on Friday night and
Saturday Even if you are'nt showing,
come on down for a while. I'm sure we will
need your help Good luck to everyone
who is showing
PROGRAM COUNCIL MUSIC COMM

Meeting tonight, Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
m CC 903. Important for all who are
involved in Committees to attend.

turn to page 17

>
/•

dress
shirts

buy one dress shirt at the
regular low price and the
second one will cost only

H.

solid

pattern

short sleeve
long sleeve

If will be charged for the
lower priced shirt.

Hurry! for the best
selection

UNIVERSITY

STORE

r

T

j
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unsettled?
takealookat Puffton

Villagesee us now for

SEPTEMBER
occupancy-'

549-0145 MAJjE IT EASYON YOURSeII

ANNOUNCEMENT

Due to the announcement increase in the demand
for my personally-rendered electrology treatments

(permanent hair removal) I'm now available on

Monday mornings and Thursday evenings in addition

to my normal daily schedule: 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Former Staff Supervisor for

Eleanor F. Roberts, Electrologists

JONN V. RYAN, electrologist

56 Main St., Above Sears -r- 586-2106

I^MDC Classifies Pay
To place a claiiittetl. drop by

the Collofian Office bcrwoon
:M a.m. and 3 IS p.m. Monday
Friday.
The deadline is J:4S. two days

bofore the day your ad is to

The rafos aro:
Daily - 1 JB per "no
Wookly - • 30 par Una
Monthly - 1.28 par Una
'Two lines on form
approximate ona line

\
FOR SALE

integral Systems power amp
large Advent speakers ACE audio
preamp. all immaculate SBO0 Call

Mike MP 0177

Need a place to put your plants?
Buy e plant hanger from ma for
»7 SO Made from real wood, hangs
in dorm window, holds up to 12
plants Call Vicki at 6 0461 or stop
by snd sea at JQA 1403

Pair J*l M speakers; nigh of-
fiooncv t OHM 307 P040 Keep
trying

Head skis bndgs. boots, ate 260

RUBBER STAMPS made up with
anything you'd like to stomp
Inexpensive For instance, name
and address S3, with telephone
number S3 SO Fast service Also
personalised stationery Joseph
•06 470S eveninga

endar Bendmastar h PA. Guild
Gutter Leslie 147. RMl Piano 260
0100 after S

Stereo components. 20 20 per
cent off list 1 All maior brands, all

guarenteed Call Vmnv 263 2400

Baas hiking boots, si 10. now
S46. my price S26 Mint cond
Mark 323 4241

Panaaonic Modal RETOTBO PIT
solid state FM AM stereo receiver

with matched BSR turntable, two
On inch speekare »136 Muat sell

Cell John 630 4000 after S

Ployfoam cuehions 20s20 or
32.20 »2 each Cell 627 2410

Photo itamless trays, cutter* B0
mm Nikor enlargar lane, drum 4x6
hangars color cham ft papari 630
0470 lete nite

Sound City electric pieno. aoklng
•360 Cell Ned. 300 4010 after 6pm

10 spd men a 27 fairly good
cond with tiro pump, water bottle.

M0 640 0713 before or efter

Morse AM PM stereo radio.

track 2 speekers. B0R turntable.

SIM 544 12*3

Scott 342 C stereo receiver good
cond . II pkue 17W now SMB. now
• 126 048-8718 eveo

2 PA svstems - Sunn Controller
I. 1 BRT opeekora. MOO Kuotom
Hsed. 2 speaker columns S400 Cell
Claire Mon »ri . 11-4 at "

Viv.tor JOOmr I

270 suto •toot*, M
John •

d V
Cek

Teec 3300 tope dock, aac cond.,
aeking S3B0 Call John. 600 2407

Clarln.i SO0 200 0400.
condition

good

Manual typewriter Smith
Coran. »rc condition, used four
times r-i p«

1 pr Otunde 7X00 binocular* w-
taether case Esc cond Call BBS

0001

Guitar martin D30 4S0 Player
Piano 300. Stereo Amp. ITS. Turn
table ft epeeber 40. Worn 10 speed
SO. Wssh mar.h 128. Call Sharon
763 6263

Solmor Flute 4 sale, solid silver

four veers old. Escel cond S100

763 617*

10 spd Fusl. finest price no* on
choice of oeuip Touring or racing
for mora into call 604 2B4* Ask for

Bob

Campus Photo - Processing
spacials thru April 30 No 1 2
• .10 color enlargements from
eny color nogativa except 110 12.OS
No 2 12 waltat else color prints

from any print 1120 24 tor 14 OS
Coma in and oak about our photo
buyer* sarvlca Bulk loaded film on
order Color and block end white
Seve up to 40 per cent

4 radial tirae Dunlap SP 00. 1 OS
SR14 Tubeless 1100- Cell 633
42*7

SR Cleerence Sale Penaaonlc
Stereo W AM FM radio. Smith
Corona Elec typawritar.

General Elactric hairdryer AM
excell condit 63* 416*

Mtnolti SPIT 101 60 MMI 4. OS
205 Viviter toom. clossups.
oolen/er uv. ate Bast offer over
$230 Complete Cell Adam 542 417*

bafora 6

Lanco turntabla w stand, cart,

bass, covar Fina cond 100 7001

Tirad of ranting?

For Sola

3% Mm Cortege

Northampton

16.600

SB* 1660 eves

Cebart oboe, buffet clarinet

540 0026

Fend Musteng boss w hrd shll

esse in exc con Cell Peter morn
or Ultl 32J 4330

AUTO FOR JALE
Hondo car 600 Sport Couoa

1172. 1/000 milss on angina, par
tact condition. 40 60 miles per
gallon on highwey entering Peece
Corps toon, asking 11200 Will

accept reasonabia offor Call Gary
bat 6 10 p m (4131734 :

1*71 VW Supar. ylw. snrf. radiala.
reblt. lug rk FM. stereo, rcpts
11296 Debbie 263 6402 sve

67 Musteng needs some work
Hes 00 transmission S326 640-6024

AUTO FOR SALE

71 Fiat 124 Seden New rodiele 30
ntpg good condition 11106
( he finite 50150

66 Ford Feirlein P B . PS. air

Bast otter Cell Jon 642 5103 542
5052

1968 Triumph TR260. excellent

cond 11300 Cell 546 4343

66 VW Van. new paint job. need

mech work Best offer 545 2***

Ask for Dave

4 Sele - Peugeot U00 21

Items Excellent cond Asking 1100

263 6660

Triumph TR* 1071. 40.000 mi
rod good condition Boat offor

» t Paul on 64*-0431
_

OS Dodge Charger RT 440 mo*.
Excellent body end interior BO
over MOO Cell 504 0040 between
030

04 Ford OXL 600. 4

well 323 4240 117S.

1004 Corvair convertible, body
and top good, needs motor. 1100 or
beet offer Bob. 263 7907

I960 Chev . no beeuty. but
SUPER RUNNING Small 0.
autometic. p s . 1306 263 7967

1970 Fiet 060 coupe, wonts good
home, no 3rd gear. 40 mpg plue.
*69S Bob 263 7907

1950 Peugeot sunroof, needs
muffler end battery. 1100 drives it

awey Bob 283 7907

1070 MOB good condition navy

black interior 5 new radiate Call

Paul 549 3002 11 300

1973 MGB a'xc condition. 2*

mpg. selling cheap Cell 640 6033.

Chuck

1900 MGB. now point, tiros,

axhsust 540 0023

72 Reneult 12 muet sell 11296
260 0029

1900 Pontiac Catalina. 4 dr .

hardtop PS PI 70.000 mi Good
body mechanical shape Asking
1676 6426643 Henry

70 SAAB 90 2 dr now michins.

FM radio 60.000 miles 11000 firm
Ross 200 0007

07 Chaveiie pood cond eat
tie- Must sell 048-842*

M Merc -Bora Stkr-oll his

opt - runs esc . esk 1600 2004171
eves Kp trying

70 Chev Impale

07 MGB GT Hea
but naeds work
201* oak for Karl

or BO

angina,
or B O 006

1071 Tovote Corolla now engine
4 dr esc cond Cell 617 306 2241

Jena

1*74 Toyota Celtcs radian 4
•oeed MOO mifcse. need to sell

moving Cell 640 170* after 5pm
•3196 or beet offer

19*3 Omck Wildcat con, bkt

sts . PS. snow i ires AT. R0)H
Runs good 1200 or boot offor 2B0

RON
MOTORCTCLE fOH SALE

1S7S Keweeebl MOB*. 1*0 mlkse.

perfect, eras* bare, kens obeebe.

Asking 11106 Ce* Bob deye 080-

46*2 nitee moooooo

1*73 Keweeabl HI 7BB. Mini
condition CaN after* p m 680 IBM

19M 66 17* 4 000 ml Pert cond

1*73 Vameha ITS. Trail btko 14

..las MM 54903*4

71 Kowoookl 3M A7 TDM mi.
best offor Will trade for cor or von
oap von Coll Tern evee. 649 1479

1973 Honda CL 17*. Imac cond .

1150 miles electric start Asking
S00O 6 6M0

Used motorcycle tires. 1.8*.

4Mx10 street. M CeM Rues. 2B8

1074 Hondo XL2M KL OM mlloo

excel extra parts Call Russ. 2M-
0*44 »796

Hsrlav Spring 3Moo. 70 rabuilt

angina. 07 F. gd cond . 13M CaN
323 4*43 loony

72 r* CL Honda MM milas
It. - 'attary Best offer over IM0
Bob 640 0340 evee

74 Hondo 3M. 111M XC Helmita
M2 6021

1971 Vamaha dirt bibs. 2M c c .

good condition. Dava 54* 142*

1972 Vamaha 3M Full anduro sat
up many auras 29M mi MM 540
03*4

1972 3MCI Honda, tunod
bottom Boat offor around
Bob 549 0349 evenings

19M Brldgestono 17*.

534 0*37

1972 TSIM Suiuki El condition.

MM or beet niter 632 0M7

FOR RENT
Rentel for eummer, 4

bedrooms In Northempton,
possible tor balanco of voar Also 3

bsdroom apt In fair shopo
avsilsble in Juno at SIM par month
in Northampton. Coll 3-6 p m
Skibiski Raaltors. Northampton
6*4 3426

Mndsrn Furnished 1 bdrm apt .

walking dlst to Amhorat Ctr 1170
utilities mc Avail Juno 1 263 7M7

Baautiful Hadlav Farmhouaa - 6
miles from UMass. huga garden
lovely view. non smokers,
vegetarians preferred 2 poopla
needed 107 50 eech May or Juno
to Sept or latar M4 M27

Rooms m Hse in Northampton
with faw paopla who alraadv llva in

and lika music Csll Charlia S04
6270

F Room for singlo famola
studont »0S 549 6351

FOR RENT

Amh Now 3 bdr . w w carpat.

dw disp . tannis ct . swimming
pool Imm Occ No loasa raa <2M
plus util h sac Csll 549 COM bafora
5

Room to rant in country homo in

Palham David 263 26M

6 rm apt in Ashfiald baautiful
location, avail Juno 1. •260 mo
Call Pat 620 307.

Ono bdrm apt for rant on Sd
bus routo SIM par mo . util inc.. all

i onv Call Dava 666 70M

Houss in Hyannis. 3 bedroom 2

bath 2 block to town. 3 blocko to

beech Juno 7 - Aug 20 MM
mnth. Don 266 6010 Summer
Rental _ _ _ —

Now Houaa avail June 1. S

bdrms . 1 acra. oil hoot bus route.

10 mm from campus 13M 263

MM
1 bedim ept sund »140 for

summer, opt to ronow 008 3151
of tor 11 p m

WANTED TO RENT
Young couple seeks house in

need of work in exchange for rent
Expert carpantor and ramodalar
263 98*0 5M 1000

F grad noads homo, serf 6*4

5 1M1

MDC CkupdA
TO SUBLET

TO SUBLET
1 bsdroom in Sundarland on bus

lino Quiat not in complex,
oerdon space opt to renew 11M e

mo 54*6432

Two roommotes wantad for

summsr months. Juno through
August Squire Villege Apt On bus
route 1M 76 per month If in-

terested call 6M 4763 sftsr 5 p m

Wantad Couple to shara 2

badroom apartmant this summer
cloeo to campus, on bus routo

Call 54* 8147 in avaninga Kaop
trying!!

Townhousa apt . 2 bdrs . on bus
line June 1 Aug 30 1236 plus per

mth Cell 549 0642

1 bdrm apt on bue lino. pool,

tannic, diahwr . sliding gl doors, sll

utilities Juno 1 Aug 31. •1*6
negotiable with opt. to ronow 0M
4231 anytime

1 rm in2brm King PhiNp opt MO
a mo mcl util on bua rt Call 0M
4331

I* 1 bdrm apt sami turn w
study June 1 - Aug 31 1176
B'twn 323 AMI Must seel

Sublet I badrm apt Rolling
Oroei Juno 1 Aug 31 Opt to
renew 283)2**

summer fvnehdObi bdrm
Cell V

Juno Sublet 2nd fir farm houaa
in Hod toy 1 badrm. 4 mi. from
campus »226 mo option for Sapt
CeM 5*4 1621

RoH grn 4 badrm Juno Sapt
diacount Colt 1 M16 or 6 SMO

Baautiful Twnheo on UMass bua
line 2 badrm 617S. 115 3280
Swimmina oool

Available June let Cel. Vtll 2
badrm on UM bua rta Util incl.
Rant nog Option to renew 2M
0264 efter 3 00 p.m

6 bedroom house on Rte. 9
between Amherst and Hadley
welklng distance to school and
Amhorat Juno 1 - August 20th
1276 plus utilities Call 323 8001 or
642 6130. esk for Stova

Furn or unfurn Puffton Apt Bus
rta . option to ronow anytima 649
0*11 11M

Doc 11M mo summer 840 16*3
nitao

2 bdrm apt with util . 11M a mo
on bua lino. June 1 Aug 31. opt to
renew 546 6333

To sublet - Col Villaga 2 bdrm.
pert turn with util . opt te renew.
12M 2*3*400

2 bdrm apt . Cliffords with util..

pool. SIM. Juno-Sept Nitee. 846
7M7

Houee Juno 1 to Sopt. 1. Ig 4
bdrm. half way between Amherst
end Belchertown. on bua rt Call
263 3919

Beeutiful townhouse opt
evellebte Juno Sapt . with option
to ronow 3 bdrm. w w carpeting
a c . swimming pool, fully modern
kitchen, patio and plenty of room
to roam Call 540 0004 avaninga.

1 badrm furniahad noar bus 640
0M3 sftor 4

2 bdrm apt . Rolling Groan. June-
Juno leaaa. 1233 per mo incl util

Call 263 7943

2 bedrm in Sunderland on bus
rte.. June Aug 31. option to
renew tennis courts, pool, free
security depoelt. furn available
Call (4*4310 Cell lata and keep
trying

Two bedroom opt. In Amh
Contar from Juno 1-Sopt. 1.

Convenient location and fairly

inexpensive Cell 2M 0127 efter 4

Sublet 2 bdrm townhouse apt
Juno 1 Aug 31, on bua rt. swim
ming pool, air cond . furniahad.
option to ronow. 1170 par month
Call 646 3241

2 bdrm turn HOT mo 3 mos
10 mm walk to UMsss Busss 649-

2716

F wantad to shara furniahad
Rolling Graan apt May 1 - Aug
31 Call 2BS 003?

Juno 1. 2 bdrm. Brandywina Bua.
pool, ml nagot Dospsrata 549
0112

Rivglede Tnhs. 3 bdrm Need
roommotes for 2 bdrms Sum. w-
option fell Mester bdrm Ideel for

cple Tot 13M mo Incl u'll 2*3

TO SUBLET
Gsrdsn apt . Rolling Groan 2

bdrms Juno Aug Option to ranaw
Chaap 253 7332

Northampton furnished
bedrm apt neat "bus June 1-Sept
1 >1M mo . utIL incl. SB* 0463

Houss noar UMass. furnishad.
4 bdrm yard, garago. June Au* .

5418417

Juno Sapt Colonial Village 2

bedrm on bus line Furn .
pool. UK

w util negoi 263 72*7 attar 6 p.m.

Rant or sublet -- ono bdrm apt

Puffton Juno 1 Aug 31 Rant nag

Call 640 1281

4 bdrm Rolling Grn. 12M month
Juno 1 Sopt 1. AC. pool, ail util

mcl Call S48-8S87

To sublet Juno to Sopt . 2 bdrm
ept troa tannis courts pool SIM
ncl util Call 146 7045 ass**.

Sublet with option to ronow. 2

bdrm Brandywina. mod conv
Juno 1 Call 549 6714

1 bedrm apt with utilities Juno
Auguat opt. to ronow Colonial

Village 263 7639

2 bdrm Brandywina. close to

cempue. June August, pool, next

to tonnie courts 549 M76

3 bdrm townhouse. June 1.

option to ronow oir cond. car

potad 2 baths, woodod backyard,

on bus no Call 666 41M

Throo badroom Twnhouaa at
Rolling Groan Juno 1 to Sapt 1. A
C plus utilitisa included - On
UMass bua lino Rant negotiable
Call 288-8188

Women - Pertly furniahad 2

bdrm Cliftsido avail Juno 1 Low
rant 01

Cliffsida 2 bdrm pool, bua

Ona lg rm w kit Neer Smith
1116 por mo Juno 1 Aug 26 Cell

Kste 641 sua

Townhouse ept to sublet Juno
to August Option to ronow Air

conditioned, carpeted, close to
csmpus snd on bus routo 123S plus
utilities par month Will negotiate
for summar months If intaroatad.

call f>

3 bdr . 2 bath, apt June l Sept 1

FuHy furniehod Call 0404473

3 bdr. 2 bath apt. June 1 Sopt 1

Fully furniehod. Call 649 0473

July 1 - September 1 sublet
Cltffsida ono bdrm all util dish

washer tennle. peel. rent
negotiable cell 0M 3122

Spscious 3V. room apt. in

Montague HOT month inc util

Avail 6 1 or 6 1. option to ronow In

Sept Call 3*7 1744 after 6 30

Northampton Hampton Manor I
bedroom ept. utilities incl. I air.

ww. swim pool, now place June *-

August 31 »230 mo M* 4144

S Mln. Walk to cempue. 3 lores
bedrooms Summer sublet with
option to ronow

3 bdrm opt Puffton. June 1 -
Au*. 31 Semi turn Rent nog 640

3 bdr twnheo opte Juno Aug .

1216 mo opt. renew Cloeo to

cempue on bus route. 64B4139

1 bdrm in 3 bdrm Puffton ept.

549 013* Air cond - inexpensive

1 bdrm w util pool, opt to

ronow Col Vill UN Avsil June 1

Con have sami turn if wanted 20*
02M

2 bdrm Cliftsido ITS. peel. 8M

3 bedroom townhouse ept.
Rolling Groan, sublet Juno 1 to
Sopt lac. pool, nagotiabia 263
37M

Ige 3 badrm apt in Amhorat on
bus rta Available Juno let to and
Aug Call 2M4436

2 bedrm stp Colonial VIII. 11M
furn option to ranaw 2M 04*4

Roomy I badrm apt w-w-
carpat. kttchon fully turn., piano.
Ront negotiable 540 1276

Largo 2 badrm . on bua routo
Pata and klda welcome Rent
nagotiabia Call 3234837 efter *
p m

4 bedrm All util included on BR
routo Price Nag Call 263 2159

1 bsdrm apt Juno Sapt with
opt to ranaw Prlca nagot Call 763
7639

Sublet 2 bdrm apt Colonial
Village Util incl . 1M per mo Coll
28*0187

Sublet June 1 -Sopt 1 Opt to
ronow 2 badrm apt Belchertown
on bus routo. laba 323 0213

Brandywina. 2 bdrm
Aug 1170 par mo Call I

Juno
19 1064

Apt sublet 3 bdrm Puffton VII
No Amh 176 e mo por rm . incl
util Air cond . pool Juno Aug
Call 549 1103

Must sublat 1 badroom furn in 4
room apt noar campus Raolly
cheap 263 5M3

Lentern Court ept to eublot 2
badrm apt »150 month 64

Sublat 1 bdrm apt. Squire
Villaga Juno 1 Aug 31 Fur
nishsd. pool, air cond. bua rta
1166 146 3112

Juno Au* 3 badroom
H'vargtaae townhoueo Good
location Coll 263 3383

1 bm mod apt in No Amh noar
bua. util Inc Ig rms , ac carp.
Nagot 1 to 7-31. w opt to ronow
Oulot Call 549 6307 avon

2 bdrm twhs 0-1 031 Air

cond diahwsh. pool On bua routo
part turn Call 666 3M1

2 bdrm twnhoueo. Squire
Villaga. Juno 1 Sopt 1. w opt to

ranaw AC diehwashr. pool, bus
rta Rant nag MS 3270

2 bd tnhousa apt. Juno - Sapt
Furn. AC. diahwash. ate awim
pool. Sundarland A draam palaca
at extremely nagotiabia prica 60*.

35M Kaop trying

1 bdrm at Cliftsido. pool, tannis

Ront negotiable, lowar than going
rata available mid Juno thru

Aug Option to ronow 846 3029

2 bdrm twnhss Squira Villaga.
Juno 1 Aug 31 with option to
ranaw On UMass bus routo. pool,
air cond . carpotad. storage HM
par month plus utilities OM 3624

June 1 Aug 31. 2 bdrm
Brendvwine Apt with dw .

disp

pool, sir cond . Partially furniahad.

rant nagotiabia Call John at 549

S434

Summar sublat. 1 bdrm. Puffton
Villaga apt AC. tannis. pool, on bus
lino Sapt option to ronow 1174 a

month but nagotiabia. 549 0*26

ROOMMATE WANTED
Ono or two M or F roommatao

wantad for 2 bdrm apt Bran-
dywina. N Amhorat Jn A*., on
bua rta. Rant nagot 549

Apt to shore. June let Cost

Lavaratt M0 Incl util Own rm Cell

540 0403

Femeie own rm in two bdrm
ept in N'hampton. pool d.w . o.c.

and w w carpeting SB* 28*1

2 or 3 Famola roommotoa naodad
tor 3. badroom townhoueo. Rolling

Groan Aprts On bus routo. air

cond pool, cabla TV Call 2M43*3
No 2M

Own room in a houaa for sum
mar about half mila from campus
Dava M* 1428

Ona or two fameies for aummar
with option for fall I bdrm Puffton
Village apt acroas from pool and
tannic courts On bua rt. Air con
ditioned M0 Cell 549 1844

Ono or two roommotoa for a 2

bdrm apt townhouaa for summar
or until and of leeaa in Docombor
Grad prof Ront nagot Contact
Fred or leave meeeege 546 2389 10

em 6pm
Femeie looking for 3 roommatee

to share a apacioua. 6- room houee.
Nutting Ave . Juno 1 to Sept. 1. Big
beckvd pertielly furniabod
Parking CaN Jan SM 1312 after 6.

Roommotoa wantad for Bran
dywino Apt. Juno - August luxury
living in tha aun and fun capital of
western Moee Swimming pool.
tannis dishwasher what could be
better? Furniahad. lust bring
yourself and your eonae of humor

whet o long ad - call 546 0*47
Koe* tryingl

1 M.P for 3 bdrm Rlvoratoae Apt
Juno 1 - Au* 31 »76 mo Incl util
283 7*17

In Houee utn week-dry hit 80

3 rmts tor June - Au*. In Amb.
Center 4BR 1 mi from cempue.
Rent no* Cell 263 6*21

Room in house for May and
Juno 283 7400

R) Amherst Larga apt Own
room 191 17 par mo. plus utile
Socur depot Leeee until Aug
Tony 644-eaPe _______
P. Puff VIII. Own room, w-bed

and door 1S3 a mo plus elec. Bum.
Csll Stoph 54* 2616

Br looking for roommotes for

sum and or neat year. Tarry 2B8-

8171.

Clitls.do 1 bdrm Sublet June IS

ispp I Opt to renew SM 3249

Female preferred. June 1 Aug 31
in 2 bedrm apt. Rolling Green bua
rt Tal 783 3262

Ono or two fomalas for summer
with option for fall 3 bdrm Puffton
Villaga apt . acroao from pool and
tannic courts on bue route elr
conditlonod. M0 CaN 640 IBM

2 F wentod to share townhouse
ept m No Amhorat for Sopt Call

HELP WANTED
Fraa room and board in axchanga

for part time child caro (two glrle

sges 3 and 6) and household help,

beginning Juno or Sapt Puffton
Villaga 549 aOM

feminist M. single 2 kids -

want to shara houaa Or kid
caro with similar person call

2M64M
WANTED

Ownar of 67 MGB noads asp
I bodyman to work on car Would
. protor good but Inexpensive

parson Will nogotlata 6406737
Ask for Bruca and kaop trying

Couple wantad to share small
Cspo Cod cottoga for summar.
Sally MS 4219

BOB STILL WANTS YOUR
AILING OR DECREPIT CAR Fast It
for tha hulk 263 7M7

NEEDED PSYCH 2M notes Dr
Berger'e section Will pay Call Jim
253 7573 oftor 8

Marcados with
253 5384

dloool 84 89

Townhouse spt. to sublet option
to ronow Air conditionod. car
potad. closa to campus snd on bua
routo 1236 plus utilities par month
Will nogotlata ront for summar
months if intorastsd. csll 549 0896

PFRSONALS
Liva muaic all weekend longl

Come see "Orompow" at Wor-
castor DC Fri . April 26 from 9-1.

Sat 11 2 at Sub- Baar Mountain 3
6. May Appla 7 10. Easy Hollow
Union 10-1. Sun at Sub Fraodom
Rodo 11 2. Rush 2 5

PERSONALS
Charter flights to Europe and

Calif Cal< Campus Trgvol 61* MM.

Howard - no questions askod
Gold pocket watch taken from Rm
312 Buttarfiold Call 5 4019 oak for

_Loo

Warning to all atudantalll
Bewore of foot 11 doalo on your
docropit car

Diamonds - and all precious

stones and watches very -

roosonoblo. fully guorontoed Coll

Bornio et 754 050* after p m

Fron Meow meow. moow.
meow meow

Tinkerbeli lots of luck. Peterpan.

Cerol ft Molinde welcome to

UMass" We're gled youi here"!

I hove s 20 inch kepinos Limp.
Help me etroighton it out Heppy
Birthdev. Gory!

Zote Psi It's oil in fun - a opring
ilmgi Lot s still bo friendel Wo lovo

you

For o PF Pator. thank you G rod

luck Vou aro wolcomo if D C hita

your fancy a triond

Female companion wonted for

treveling ground the U_8_o, All

aptness paid Coll 644 30M

Maria - Happly almoot old. Luv.

vou can bo ma today - God

Tha Emmatt Kelly Jr Circus >s

coming to Curry Hicka Cago this

Sunday. April 27. tor 2 spectacular
porformoncae et 2 end 6 p m
Gentle Ben is looking forward to

soaing you thora Tickota available

at C C Concouraa and Studont
Activitioa Office For more m
formetion coll 545 2361

f.

Charter tlights to Europe and

Caht Call Campus Troval r~

Sova 30 por cent on flights to

most pieces in the U S and Europo
by purchasing tickota ahead at

Advanturo Travel CaN today 649
12M

Looking tor something to do this

summer? How about camping
through Europe? For more I

formetion coll Chris r"

SERVICES
BOB WILL STILL FIX ANY CAR

RIGHT* No 10b too smsll eny moke
or modol 263 7987

Psssports 10b opplicetlons.
pistol permits Foot sarvlca Lang
Photo 263 31M

NUBBIN STAMPS made up wtttt
anything you d Ma la stamp
Inexpensive For instance noma
and sddrass 83. with telephone
number 63M Feet sarvlca Akeo
personekaed stationary Joseph
OM 47M avanings

Oetsun Toyota. Volvo Joquor
repaired by Russ Baca Plenty ef

experience end equipment Phono
BM12Z7

TMI OUTBACK AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIR spociBllring In Boob end
other foreign care. CaN Quy at 2M
•1M.

KARMACHANICS ell foreign and
domestic auto rooairs Fiat
seoookats Let ue chock out that
used car bafora you buy it Peoples
prices We'N teach you too 84*
71M

Golf 11 M w ID Mon. thru Bat
til 3 p.m Mill Valley OL 101
Bolcheciown MA.

Four hours of nonstop neetelgle
and hits far only MB. Csll Bob the
D J. 63* M76

MISCE LLANEOUS
OVERSEAS JOBS - Australia

Europo. B. America. Africal
Studonta. all protoeelona and
occupatlona. 1700 • 3 000 monthly
Expanses peid. overtime, sight
soaing FREE Info - TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH Dept H4 Box
603. Corto Madara. Csi

North Amh. Whlta kltton
48M Rwd

Loot patriot puppy Snowehlno
ran Old North Bridge in Concord
early Sot a m and I haven't aeon
har sinca Sho io whltiah-tan.

cocker retriever w a walltlot teg

no 187 If you've aaen her cell 6M
2*31 Peaca C Colo

Tha Coilogian is looking for
poopla who would lika to be ed
vertieing reprsoontotivoo naat yoer
If vou hava tranaportation and feel
you con handle the responsibility
contact Alan Anaatoa or Gary
Williams at tha Colloglen or efter
sis et 203 3707

AUTO WORK '.HOC

DO IT VUURSELF. Tools free
with spece rentel 12 hr..

professional advice. Porta
wholesale Laval 1. C.C
Garago Mon. Fri . 3-10. Sot-
Sun.. 12 10

to sublat option

CALCULATORS
Collage Calculators has all tho
anawars I offor low diacount
prices on all makoa and models of
calculatora All machinos now.
with full warranty and more! H
your machine malfunctions within
2 months I'll raploco it free! All

linaa available. Te.es Inst. HP.
Commodore. Rockwoll and othore

SRM. only MOM; SR 61, only

1169 06 HP 21. only 1110.88
Molcor S36. comparablo to tha SR
M. only 182.M. Bafore you buy
anywharo. call mo first and I'll giva
you tho boat daot I can Call Bob
Crowall 54* 1314

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate vetieidsy >*>o» » Sof.sn

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN 17

'

ACROSS 50 Opposed
actively

i Proceed 52 Muscular
rapidly spasms

5 Leevsning 54 Summers
ageni m France

10 Molion 55 Fruil
picture 58 Eveded

14 Reckless 63 Secure a
IS Anxious boat
16 Conception 64 Track lor
17 The 1 ol

ICC races
18 Explorer 66 Skiers

Sir John accessory
67 Wed on

20 Religious tho run
works 60 Extended

21 Lyric poem
Poem 69 Winter

23 Protection vehicle
25 Sgis 70 Oetonse
26 Medieval

musician 71 —
30 Made hoi

34 Singer Polio
immunize'

ODay
35 Alaskan

city

37 Weigh!

DOWN
1 Journey

uml ol 7 Reigning
India Hindu

38 Used a queen
shovel 3 Bone

39 Peanuts Preln
42 Ventilate 4 Put 10

43 Son of

Jacob *> Alternative

45 USSR answer
river 2 words

46 Headlong 6 Have
hurrying dinner

48 Bares! 7 Chinese

i A r
.l ii >

7
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T i • U N onci i r •
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gelatin

8 Surgical
Ihraad

9 Ditch
digger

10 Shoots
toward 2
words

ii Golden
Call

12 • -

majesty
Treason

13 Nautical
stick

18 Riffraff

22 Female
animal

24 ManolLa
Mancha

26 Feminine
title

27 Occupied
2 words

28 Afncan
country

29 Ol lobes
31 Breaklast

item

32 Type
33 Ventured
36 Confused

fighting

40 Natural
results

4

1

Cover up
44 Went to bed
47 Pledges
49 Command to

a dog
51 Sound

system
53 Garment
55 Elect units

56 Pocket
billiards

57 Assumed
function

58 Ancient
Greek walk

60 L - Palsy
medicine

61 Biographer— Ludwig
62 Ship floor
65 Make a

choice

By Jim Carson

1 2 3 *

1
I

s 6 7 t
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C 11 12 13
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17 18

F20 21

|
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26 27 28 " E 31 32 33

34
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36 -J38 AC
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43 M t 8 47

48 49

t
52 53 " ^MiM
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63

1
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Your Birthday ey steii. wilder

THURSDAY. April 24 -
Born today, you will a* a child be
unrantnKsjity shy. you may even
lack confidence to jucti a degrts-

that you will be prevented from
dcojsjr many of the Oftlknary

thift*). other children do with
relative eaae. As you mature,

however. crjnTirJenoe and self

a*sstttivtmeai will develop, so
that by the time you reach adult-

hood, you should be abiV to Ukr
alrnoat any bull by the horns sue

ceaatully It will do little Rood for

parents or foends of those born
on Uus date to attempt to force

such children into confident ac-

tion, only time will cure the case
Wtather man or woman, by

the time you reach maturity, you
will find that there is not emugh
within the home situation to

satisfy you completely On the

other hand, careers may call in

such abursdance that you will

have difficulty choosing among
them. This will be especially true

for you women who well may
not have had the kind of educa-
tion or training that leads to

/ftDDlNlTHISlSGrVte

a^i r̂

By Kris Jackson
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By Gary Trudeau

by Johnny Hart
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YOU CALL THIS
A 12-ALARrA FIRE
rrAerMTl04 OF T*e DOLLAR Loe<S !

AND MOT ONE.
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By Brant Parker & Johnny Hart

definite roses, thus, though you
may get a Late start, much more
may be open to you than to your

counterpart*

Basically vvell-organiaed. you
have an extraordinary memory
and have a knack for recalling

precisely the right piece of infor-

mation to enable you to move
ahead at any given time. Seldom
stuck for a solution to a problem,

you have learned through years
of ciitet iiHrospection how to

bring all your inner forces into

play when faced with
difficulties Thus, ojjesttons get

answered quickly

To find what is in store for you
tomorrow, select your birthday

and read the corresponding
paragraph Let your birthday

star be your daily guide
# 8k JO

FRIDAY April 2S

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) -A
day in which actions speak
louder than words. Even so, you
may not be in any condition to

act: planning ls the next best

thing

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) -
Promises are not nearly as
progressive as action If you can
do no more than talk sensibly

and succinctly aoout a new pro- -

)eci you've accomplished some-
thing

CANCER (June 21 July 22) -
There is a possibility of addi
Uonal income fo ryou this morn-
ing - if you play your cards
right Don't divulge information

prematurely

LEO (July 23-Aug 22' -For
best results keep strictly to the

job at hand If you attempt to

branch out at this tune, you may
find yourself sadly behind
schedule by day s end

VIRGO (Aug 23-ixpL 22) -A
very strong day for the Virgo

who is able to keep a secret to

himself Now is the time to move
forward on another's very beat

advice!

LIBRA (Sept 23-OcL 22) -
Favorable hours in the afternoon

should inspire you to take on

new protects. Friends of the

family may bring you a new
view of your immediate future.

SCORPIO (Oct. 22-Nov 21) -
A new contract is not to be con

skdered lightly - but neither is it

to be taken as your last chance
for gain. Investigate all avenues

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22

Dec 21) -A good day for the

Sagittarius who takes things

with a grain of salt Don't believe

all you hear and only half you
see. this way lies success.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan
19) —You may have to forfeit

immediate gain for a chance at

greater, more long-lasting gain

at 9ome distant tune Consider

your objectives.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Peb 18)

-Don't allow your efforts to

diminish or your pace to slacken

until day's end. Now is the time
to make the kind of gain yo've

been hoping for

PISCES (Feb 19-March20>-
Make an effort to improve con-

ditions on the employment scene

Succeed and you will have
gained the lasting friendship of

many
ARIES 'March 21 April 19) -

A home study area in need of

repair makes demands on your

time Do what you can to in-

crease your efficiency as a

leader of the family
' IBBJVSS01 IS7S I mlr*t FsSObSV S*rv1ualr

notices

cont. from p. 15

I
no... You're. Kir
NEW <bAy<s> writerJ

VVOrVfeVV S STUDIES PROGRAM
Students interested in becoming majors or cer-

tificate students in the Women's Studies Program
should submit proposals by April 28. Info and proper
forms in 508 Goodell
SHEEP CLINIC

There will be a sheep clinic tonight at the sheep
barns at 7 Equipment fee must be paid at this time or
vou will not be able to show your animal.
SKI PATROL

Meeting tonight at 6 30 to discuss plans for

Tuckerman Trip scheduled for April 26. 27 Check with
C C for room number
STAR TREK LIVES'

Last meeting of the year Monday. Apr. 28, C.C. 91

1

at 7 p m Come for a lot of fun and surprises. Any 77
call Barbara 546 6672
WHO KILLED JFK >

Who killed JFK a film-lecture discussion will be
presented Fn., May 2 at 2 p.m in the SUB for free
Come learn the facts by two leading researchers of the
assassination The famous Zapruder film will be
shown Sponsored by Kappa Alpha Theta and
Program Council.

WOMEN AND LAW
Janet Rifkin from the Legal Studies department will

speak on Women and the Law, Thurs. at 8 in Grayson
main Lounge All invited. S ponsored by the OH.
women's Center.

WRITERS
Index still needs writers for different areas of the

book. Diease contact Index at 5-0848 or 5-2874 gr
come to 409 S.U.
LOST

Contacts in yellow contact case. If found, please
call Chris 546 1218
LOST
A blue with white snowflake button down sweater

m C.CSU. area 253 2048
LOST

Female Irish Setter. Brown leather collar, twnhouM.
Puffton. N Amherst Call 549-1365 Reward offered
LOST

Trumpet (Conn, make) in black case, in Thompson
reward Call 549-1534
LOST
One pair glasses, blue-grey frame* in blue case, last

Tues nite between Mahar and Southwest Call Cindy
6 8294
LOST

Green Astronomy 238 Notebook taken from
Berkshire Dining Commons. Urgently needed! If

found, call 6-8525. Thanks*
LOST

Fndav. 4 18 around 4 p.m. in Hatch, a brown leather
bookbag with blue ink spots on bottom Reward 1

Please call 546 8820 545 3600
FOUND

Puzzle ring at bus stop in front of Knowlton. 6-4491.
FOUND

Coat in School of Ed. found Thurs 4-17 Call and
describe. 545 2455

Amherst colloq presents

'ethics and journalism'
The 1974-75 Copeland Colloquium at

Amherst College will continue today with a

presentation and commentary entitled

"Ethics and Journalism." Two 1952 Amherst
graduates will participate in the event, to

begin at 4 p.m. in the Assembly Room of

Converse Hall.

The participants will be John P.

MacKenzie, staff writer for "The Washington
Post," who will deliver an address, toward
Ziff, professor of Journalism at the University

of Massachusetts, Amherst, will comment

.

on McKenzie's remarks.

The annual Colloquium is made possible

by a gift from Morris A. Copeland '17 and
Mrs. Copeland to bring together "persons of

diverse backgrounds and outlooks" to

"engage in an exchange of ideas designed to

promote a cross-fertilization of ideas."
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Water polo squad second Massachusetts Bay
Community College

By DEBBY HEXSIE
The UMass men's water polo

team spent Patriot's Day weekend
in Providence making a strong

showing in the annual Brown In-

vitational water polo tournament.

Seeded seventh overall, UMass
wound up second in a field of ten

Northeastern area teams.

Saturday afternoon UMass faced

Westside in the first game and beat

them decisively, 12-0. Duncan
Lomas and Russ Yarworth scored

three goals apiece. Henry Mac Lean
scored two while Ron Boucher,

Kevin McGinn, Mark Evans, and

Todd Eachus scored one goal. Co-

captain and goalie Mark Gordan
only had to make nine saves for his

shutout.

That same night UMass also

defeated Cambridge, a team of

Harvard and MIT players, by a 10-2

score. It was a balanced attack with

Yarworth, Ron Boucher, Lomas,

and McGinn each scoring two
goals. Mac Lean and Steve Latter

scored one goal apiece.

Sunday morning UMass fell to

Northeastern in a lackluster game
6-4. The passing and shooting was
poor for UMass, while Northeastern

played well and never gave up the

lead. For UMass, McGinn scored

three goals and Lomas scored one.

In the afternoon UMass faced

unbeaten Lower Moreland and
pulled out a narrow 6-5 victory

which put them into the finals with

a 3-1 record. The first quarter was
the key as UMass scored four quick

goals. Lower Moreland chipped
away at the lead, but good ball

handling and control by UMass
won out over the fast swimming of

the Lower Moreland players.

Sunday night in the final game of

the tournament (the team's fifth

match in two days) UMass tangled

with Brown. UMass scored first on
goals by Ben Crooker (his first of

the season) and Lomas. At the end

Sox hook Catfish 11-7
BOSTON I UPI\ - Bob Montgomery's two-run double capped a five-run

seventh inning outburst that knocked out Catfish Hunter and carried the

Boston Red Sox to an 11-7 win Wednesday over the New York Yankees.

Hunter, winless since coming to the Yankees, was sailing along with a 7-

3 lead on a four-hitter until pinch hitter Cecil Cooper tripled to open the

seventh inning for Boston.

When Bernie Carbo singled, reliever Sparky Lyle replaced Hunter, giving

up a walk to Dwight Evans and RBI singles to Fred Lynn and Jim Wright

that cut the Yankees lead to 7-6. Dick Tidrow replaced Lyle and was
greeted by Montgomery's wrong-field double, driving in the tying and
leading runs.

Boston scored three more runs in the eighth when Tidrow walked Juan
Beniquez, Carbo and Evans and Lynn blasted a double off reliever Larry

Gura, scoring all three.

The Yanks went ahead on the hitting of Roy White who smacked two
homers, good for three RBI's, and Sandy Alomar's three hits.

Two New York baserunners were thrown out. White at home by Evans,

the right fielder, in the first when he tiied to score from first on a single,

and Ron Blomberg when Lynn tossed him out.

The Finest Oriental & Polynesian
Food in this Area Served at

South China Restaurant

We prepare all your favorite foods and tropical drinks just
the way you like.

Everything on the menu can be ordered to take out.

Social Lunchton Man a Patty

11:30a.m. -3p.m.

( Except Sun. & Holidays)
Open Daily til 10 p.m. Fri. & Sat. til 1 a.m.

I

I

»

ROUTE 9 2560251 AMHERST, MASS.

of the half UMass held a slim 2-1

lead. Brown came back with four

goals in the third quarter while

UMass only scored two by

MacLean and Lomas. In the fourth

quarter Brown scored one more

and put the game away 6-4.

The next game for UMass is

today. Both the men and women's
teams will be facing Northeastern in

Boston this afternoon.

57 Stanley Avenue
Watertown. MA 02172

50 Oakland Street

Wellesley. MA 02181

SUMMER SESSION
DAY-EVENING CLASSES ... QUALITY EDUCATION ... EASY
TO REACH ... SMALL CLASSES ... INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING
... VETERANS WELCOME

IF INTERESTED IN FURTHER INFORMATION:
WRITE OR CALL 926-2600 Extension 47-48-49

MANGIONE MAGIC!
Chuck Mangione's debut onA&M
CHASE THE CLOUDS AWAY

Chuck Mangione
ChaseTheCloudsAway

y^

The A&M debut album from a

"Renaissance Musician" A brilliant

orchestral /jazz fusion.

1975 Sounds best on
LP's Now Only

$4.19
available at

FOR THE RECORD
at Faces of Earth

I. I. Illl rrrrvrrrt im imm

Senior Portraits

Sign — Up Outside

Index Office 409SU
Or Call 545-2874

Don't Forget Candids & Quotes

LAST CHANCE
Seniors who had March 17-21 sitting

please check display outside INDEX if

you have not received your proofs !!
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Former UMass runners excel in BAA Marathon
By SCOTTHAYES

Since January, Merry Cushing of «he Sugarloaf

Athletic Club had been training hard, hoping to peak

for the Boston Marathon. Cushing upped her weekly

mileage from over 70 miles to more than eighty miles

and a race on weekends in preparation for the

Patriot's Day event. But the University of

Massachusetts alumnus surprised even herself when
she broke the three-hour barrier, finishing fifth among
women competitors in 2:56.57 on Monday afternoon.

"I never expected to break three hours," said

Cushing, who was happy with her performance and
obviously thrilled to break what was a barrier two

years ago, by more than four minutes.

It was the third Boston Marathon for Cushing, who
noted that although the hills on the Hopkinton to

Boston route were though, this year's race was easier

for her than those in the past.

In her first marathon attempt, Cushing finished

eighth in the women's division with a time of 3:36. A

year ago she completed the demanding course in

3:16, placing twelfth. Monday's showing lowered her

personal best by another twenty seconds.

The field for the 79th annual race was a good one,

with several members of the United States marathon
team as well as foreign and outstanding US runners

competing. Last year was the first time a woman
cleared the three-hour hurdle and Cushing was one of

seven women to better the standard this year, "That's

fast," Cushing said of the times. Her efforts resulted

in a terrific personal feeling after the race and
deservedly so.

Cushing was mentally prepared for the grueling

race. "The past two times I ran the marathon, I saw
the Prudential Building as I approached Boston. It

seemed as though no matter how far I ran, it wasn't
getting any closer. This year I refused to look in that

direction until I was practically on top of the building."
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A&M SPRING FEVER!
FRAMPTON
Peter Frampton

PLUG ME INTO
SOMETHING
Henry Gross

.•/.'.'.'.'.'.'.'t.'.'.'.'.'.'i

The 4th album from an

exceptional artist of the

highest musical virtuosity.

GHOSTS
Strawbs
Since their milestone album

"Hero and Heroine" many have waited __
for "Ghosts" to appear ***** Gross ***** attMn of "*

distinctive and dynamic guitar work

and vocals.

1975 Sounds best on

available at

FOR THE RECORD
in Faces of Earth
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By SCOTT HAYES
For Tom Derderian, former UMass cross country runner, the Boston

Marathon was no new thing. He had run the testing course that covers

more than 26 miles six times before, including one time as a high school
runner in 1967. The difference in Monday's marathon was that Derderian

placed 18th, while former UMass harrier and teammate, Ron Wayne,
finished 16th.

Derderian trained harder and ran more miles per week (120-140) to

prepare for the marathon. His previous best time was two hours and
twenty-five minutes in 1974 and the UMass women's track club coach
placed highest in 1972, capturing 26th.

Derderian and Wayne, a pair of outstanding distancemen while at

UMass, ran most of the marathon together. Derderian, who completed the

course in 2:19.04, presently lives in Amherst; Wayne, a Berkley, California

resident, was clocked in 2:18.55.

According to Derderian, the marathon was "an amazing race. I was
astounded by the number of people running and watching the race. It was
almost like a religious holiday," commented the veteran runner.

Derderian thought it was possible to finish in the top twenty, but didn't

think it was likely. "It's kind of numbing when you think about it," he
added.

"The hills don't bother me," Derderian continued, "but when you one
after 18-20 miles of running it's tough and you've gone too far to quit."

The Amherst distanceman was 47th at one point in the race and steadily

passed runners to move into the top twenty.

Track and cross country coach Ken O'Brien was glad to see the en-

thusiasm carry over from college running into post-college training. "It

takes a great deal of dedication and I'm happy to see their serious efforts

paid off," O'Brien said.

Wayne was the New England cross-country champion in 1970 and co-

captained the harriers. Derderian was a consistent third runner that year

and worked to become the team's runner in 1971.

Another local finisher was Tony Wilcox, a graduate, who was timed in

two hours and thirty-five minutes in 184th spot.

Stickmen drop squeaker
ByBILLEDELSTEIN

The junior varsity lacrosse team
succumbed to the Yale JV lacrosse

folks 12-10 yesterday, in a coronary
severer (heartbreaker) in front of

Boyden. The Minutemen stayed

with the tough Bulldogs, who have
beaten Brown this year, throughout
the contest.

Yale jumped off to a 2-0 lead, but

the mini-gorillas (hereafter to be
deemed the "chimps") battled back
to tie, 2 2 on goals by Andy Howard
and Wally "Putter" Goodwin.

The Bulldogs took the lead again,

but the Minutemen tied things up
once more at three, compliments of

Fran Yung, who netted two scores

on the day. The shot wouldn't have
broken a pane of glass, but it easily

managed to traverse the imaginary

barrier that is the goal line.

Yale took the lead for a third time

(they couldn't decide whether or

not they wanted it) by tallying the

next three goals and causing the

UMass' netminder to throw his

Rapid Reproductions
Quality Xeroxing

Time is on your side at

Rapid Reproductions
Open Sundays 11-7

Rapid Reproductions
Quality Xeroxing __

? iMoifiSf.A

Rapid Reproductions
233 North Pleasant St.

Amherst

stick at the post in disgust. (Ac-

tually, the post was in Amherst; it

was merely the stick that was in

Disgust).

The chimps regrouped, however,
and answered Yale's three goal

outburst with four of their own,
including a nice turnaround shot by
Paul "Pit" Martin. The go ahead
goal was netted by Goodwin, and
closed first half scoring with the

Minutemen taking a 7-6 bulge onto
the sidelines (deeming a score of 7-

6 as a "Bulge" is like saying that

Twiggy has bulges.)

The chimps came off the bench
smokin' at the start of the third

quarter, but the intense pressure

went for naught as UMass couldn't

increass its margin.

The Bulldogs then scored during

their first, second half excursion

into Minutemen territory to

produce the fourth, and final tie of

the game. Yale posted three more
tallies while they were at it, and
suddently, the chimps had their

work cut out for them.

Mike Gongus, a five goal scorer

in the chimps 12-2 demolition of

Dean Junior College, made the

UMass task a bit easier with literally

a last millisecond, fast break score

to end the third stanza.

Martin narrowed the gap to one
for UMass, and the two teams
traded goals before the Bulldogs

applied the clincher, closing out the

scoring at 12-10.

That bit of poison ivy (league)

drops the chimps record to 2-1.

Amherst Carriage Shops
233 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
Mon-Fri9-9/Sat9-6/Sun 117

549- 0566

Things could

be better

.

MonFri 9 -9/ Sat 96
Sun 11?
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UMass Holy Crossed 17-8
By STEVESARACENO

There was fervent hope at

Lorden Field yesterday that the

UMass- Holy Cross ballgame would
end before the football season
began. However, looking at the

final score of the 3 - hour - and - 18 -

minute dragger — 17-8, Holy Cross
— there is still some doubt that it

actually did.

Despite the nine run Crusader
advantage, UMass got just as many
hits (11) as HC. Trouble was, the

Minutemen contingent of pitchers

walked 12, and the UM contingent
of fielders committed six errors.

"What can I say?" lamented
UMass coach Oick Bergquist af-

terwards. "The pitching was
horrible and the fielding was
atrocious." It was so bad, in fact,

that the coach sent the squad
through a full workout right after

the game ended.

For those who look for silver

linings, UMass did belt a couple
homers - a solo job by Jim Cullen

(his second) in the sixth and a two
run shot by catcher Bob Moore in

the eighth. Mike Koperniak went
three-for-five with two doubles
(one a 400-footer to the base of the

fence in center), Jerry Mondalto
tripled and a singled for three RBI,

and John Seed garnered two
doubles.

But don't get too excited,

Martha. "That last pitcher they
used," said Bergquist, "just wasn't
a college pitcher." The Crusader
reliever for starter and winner Steve
Lebrun was Len Pepe, a small

lefthander who, to put it mildly,

doesn't have a Feller-fastball.

The wind was blowing straight
out all day, and UMass took ad-
vantage of it in the first when
Mondalto tripled off fence near the
375 mark in rightcenter with two on
to make it 2-0.

But Holy Cross soon went ahead
to stay. Minuteman freshman Pete
Rankowitz, making his first start,

was cruising along into the third,

when he ran into some wildness
and loaded the bases. Then, the
Cross' designated hitter, John
Gibaldo,. golfed a low pitch out for a
grand slam, just after it appeared
Rankowitz might pitch himself out
of the jam.

The Crusaders broke UMass'
back with five runs in the fourth on
one hit, two errors, and five walks.
Rankowitz exited, and his reliever,

Gus Bedard fared no better, lasting

only one-third inning. To add insult,

HC scored five more in the fifth to
make it 14-3, as John McManus
could not stem the tide either.

At this point, one fan keeping
score was urged by his friend to exit
the scene. Came the reply: "I

wanna see if they hit twenty. Wait a
sec."

But, no, Holy Cross did not reach
twenty, although there was some
doubt when they scored three in
the ninth off final reliever Jim
Witherell. In all fairness, it was only
Witherell's first work since his knee
operation.

The debacle ended appropriately
enough when pinch hitter Mark
Fontaine's sinking liner was snared
by sliding rightfielder Steve Senior.
Jim Cullen, thinking there were
already two out. was running all the
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TOO LITTLE, TOO LATE — Bob Moore slams w
eighth inning two-run homer. The catcher's shot easily
cleared fance inside leftfield foul pole, but UMass was
trailing by ten at time. Assistant coach Phil Rollins is

in background.

Braves even up series
BUFFALO* NY. \UPI\ Bob McAdoo scored nine of his game high 37

joints in the last five minutes and 13 seconds to lift the Buffalo Braves to a
102-96 National Basketball Association playoff victory over the
Washington Bullets Wednesday night.

The win squared the Eastern Conference semi-final series at three games
jpiece and set up the seventh and deciding game Friday night in Landover
vld.

McAdoo, blanked for nearly seven minutes in the final period, hit his first

joints of the last quarter, a pair of free-throws with 5:13 left in the game, to
jive the Braves an 89-87 lead. Kevin Porter fouled out on the play and 15
•econds later, Washington's Phil Chenier tied it for the 19th and final time.

McAdoo's stuff and free throw, Lee Winfield's basket and two more
foals by McAdoo were answered by only an Elvin Hayes follow shot and
Juffalo was in command, 98-90 with 2:14 remaining.

The Braves, with only a 59-57 edge at the half, struggled to a 79-73 lead

ifter three quarters.

McAdoo and Jim McMillian, who contributed 20 points, each scored six

t the peirod. Winfield's goal with 6:43 left gave Buffalo an 87-80 bulge, but

loals by Chenier, Hayes and Jimmy Jones put Washington back in the

lame.

Randy Smith collected 16 points for Buffalo and limited Porter to six.

luffalo's second half defense -The Braves held Washington to 16 third

luarter points - helped extend the series to the limit.

YOU IS OUT! — John Seed's scoring attempt is foiled by Holy Cross catcher Bill
Caron (3). Interested bystanders include Craig Allegrezza (with bat), HC pitcher
Steve LeBrun, and UMass bench. Run wouldn't have mattered anyway —
Crusaders romped, 17-8.

easily
Are Personn®' changes in the

wind? "I'm not sure yet," com-
mented Bergquist. "I'll have to

check with (JV coach) Jeff McKay
and see how things are

developing." Al Lepriore a fresh

way from first and was
doubled up to end it all.

FROZEN ROPES - Word is that

splendid centerfielder Pete
Backstrom will be out for the rest of

the year with his hamstring injury.

However, Backstrom was walking
around yesterday with both
crutches in one hand, so he may be
back after all ...

Shortstop Cullen made a pretty

play from ;he hole in seventh, as did

first-sacker Seed on a pop with his

back to the plate in the same inning

The Minutemen meet Maine here

man, is one jayvee that's already Saturday in an important Yankee
been brought up and even though Conference doubleheader and
he was playing infield, he's now Craig Allegrezza (as in "Allegrezza

starting in centerfield due to the and four days of monsoons") will

Backstrom injury start one of those
)

Locke key to golfers' victory
By RONARENA

The scene after the match
said it all. A relieved UMass golf

team had gathered around an
obscure player by the name of

Bill Locke to offer their

congratulations and express
their thank yous.

Locke had become an instant

hero as he fired a 77 in his first

competition round for the team
to lead a shaky UMass squad to

a triple win yesterday at Hickory
Ridge C.C. Locke's 77 gave the
Minutemen a 403 total for the
day to squeeze by neighboring
Amherst College by one stroke.

Dartmouth took third in the
quadrangular-match with 419,

while WPI finished a distant last

with a 435.

The outlook was bleak for

UMass as their first four
finishers all came in with cards
registering over 80. Joe Art-
man, with an 85, and partner
Howie Terban, 82, provided a
worrisome outlook with their

off-rounds. And when John
Laske and Rick Olsen followed
into the clubhouse with scores
of 83 and 87 respectively, the
team had all but conceded the
upset to Amherst, who had two
of their first four finishers card a
75 and 78. Indeed, it seemed
Amherst would come off with
the major upset, prompting one
spectator to shout, "What the
hell happened to you guys
(UMass) today? You fell apart
from the seams."

But the tear was not beyond
repair yet. Tom Toski end Glen
Sullivan had yet to 'inish, and
good scores were quite possible
from the both. Each came in

with adequate scores of 80 for

Sullivan, and 81 for Toski, but it

still seemed too little to
overcome Amherst.
Someone then mentioned

that Locke was having a good
round, but UMass trailed by six

strokes. Locke, being the final

Minuteman finisher needed to
outdo his opponent by seven
for the win. He did exactly that.

After a smooth iron shot onto
the green, Locke came up short

on a twelve-foot putt, then
calmly sank his next shot,

initiating an applause from his

relieved teammates. His coach,
an elated Fan Gaudette, was
the first to shake his hand,
remarking. "You're the hero."

Locke later admitted, "I had a
feeling that it was an important
shot. All the guys seemed to be

TEE TIME... Joe Artman,
with his second bad day in a
row, explained, "I have no
excuses. I just played bad. Four
times I hit the ball over the
green and into the water."...

Reminisced Sullivan on one of

his putts, "At three inches it

was going in, at two inches it

was maybe, and at one inch it
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I he Minutemen loosed their secret weapon upon
unsuspecting Amherst College, Dartmouth College and
WPI in the person of one Bill Locke. Por details, peruse
through surrounding story.

was no way."... Gaudette,
looking to Friday's Yankee
Conference championships.

playing it cool; everyone was
quiet around the green." He
added, "I was finally due for a
good round."

Yesterday, Locke had
responded with an 80 so
Gaudette figured he'd give him
a try. The decision should earn
Gaudette coach-of-the-year.

said, "I just hope we're not
going sour."... The Yan Cons
will start at 8:30 on Friday at

Stowe Acres, in Stowe,
Mass.... UMass' record now
stands at 9-0-1.

inside: Townshend tops off Tommy

- see see see page 13

The Kennedy assassination

Total desruction of truth
A Prologue:

by Michael C. Kostek

What happens when the President of

The United States, who happens to be
one of the mosf loved figures in public

life, gets Ihe top of his head blown off on
national television? In living color. In a
manner the government told us didn't

happen?
Empty.
Good line in the Collegian: "this

story (Ihe uncovering of the real

assassins of John Kennedy) will make
Watergate look like a firecracker next
lo an H Bomb."
As we all know, John F. Kennedy was

a sort of louchstone with many people,

especially the young, who felt he was a

friend of theirs, a difference from
Daddy Ike, allowing The New to occur.

Even though he was often as full of Cold

War rhetoric as the Nix was, he did

have Casals, etc. in the White House,

and perhaps delivered one of the

strongest and first displays of style as

content.

His death in 1963, and Malcolm X,

Martin Luther King and Robert

Kennedy'sdeaths killed the special hope
that some one could touch Chicanos
and blacks and American Indians and
make it in America. George
McGovern's 1972 was the final brutal

mashing of the seed. The people seem
now drummed into holes, sticking out
l heir noses barely enough to take care
of their own business of living. And a
business it has become.
And except for Malcolm X's murder,

each one of the assassinations remains
an unfinished case, with dead whale
carcasses lying all over the beach. And
we're told they're not there. We're told

patent lies. Lies about Attica, lies about
Jackson State, lies about Kent State,

lies about Southeast Asia, lies about
Watergate, lies about the FBI, lies

about the CIA. There's not much left.

Why did the Warren Commission lie?

And where did Artie Bremer get all his

money?
It's not, of course, the Kennedy s, or

King or X or Wallace, as terrible as the

idea of being murdered as a public

official is, that's the real horror here.

Rather it's our system so rank that

cannot even give us reasonable lies

about these killings, and yet has held

ihe power over us all to keep on the lid.

Is it inherent in the nature of the

deceivers that they be low-order thugs

like the Watergate crew? People who
would order a briefcase of evidence
thrown in the Potomac River, and who
couldn't even bug themselves
properly? Is this some sort of ultimate

check of nature's in protecting us from
:hese facts? And how long has this been

going down? The only real difference in

bringing down all these powerheads
from before and now is the media's
ability to flash the LOOK LOOK sign so

that a glimmer will get through to the

folks out there, who will be stricken and
terrified and will write their Congress
men. Is everything we know wrong? Is

our entire history a sham, as the

revisionists are now starting to tell us?

Why were there no revisionists

before? Why were lies made truth?

What else is there to show on TV?
And how can you watch anything else

seriously afterward? What had hap-

pened lo the Zapruder film for all these

years? Where was it? Life had bought
it and ...

... and we were shown some stills

from the film, right up to the point of

impact of the fatal bullet. The Warren
Commission had issued its report, and
life went on for more than ten years.
The investigators had officially

determined, in 26 volumes, what had
happened, what the reality of 22

November 1963 had been. But Mr.
Zapruder had his finger on the button
and had a piece, a tenuous, blurry,

piece of November 22. And it said
something else had happened on 22

November in Dealy Plaza. This brief

truth had been somehow slipped away
from the official sources and was
clandestinely shown to select groups at

places like Harvard, and, under Dick
Gregory's name and fame, was hereby
given to the World.

continued on

pages six and seven
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Who swiped the Reds?
By Daniel Finneran

Where Have All

The Commies Gone?
or

What this world needs
is an ocean of Visine

Once upon a time America and
the world awoke to discover that

Communism had vanished. All the

great Communist countries were
empty, and along their borders
were signs that read: OFFICE
SPACE FOR RENT. Also gone
were Communists in the non-

Communist countries. In America
this was met with much rejoicing.

In particular, the John Birch
Society asked that the President
declare the day to be forevermore
a National Holiday. An added
provision in the final resolution

would keep the bars open day and
night.

At a barbecue the VP of the JBS
said, "I don't know how it hap-
pened; all I know is that it could
only happen in America. I just wish
that Joe was here to see this."

By Joe he meant the then prez of

the JBS. Joe, it seemed, was
nowhere to be found. Also among
the nowhere to be found were
several prominent members of the
DAR, several Young Republicans,
the publisher of American Opinion,
a Joint Chief of Staff, the Chairman
of the Board of Ford, a close cousin
of WF Buckley Jr., and a janitor

who worked in the DC
headquarters of the NAACP, thus
proving what conservatives had
been saying all along: that such

liberal organizations had been
havens for the Communists.

The night following that great
day the President went on national
TV to explain to the country just
how he and his administration had
done it; and how the other party
had tried to stop them.

At a press conference held after
the President's speech, the other
party claimed that it was their idea

anyone in the President's family.

One week later the Vatican

issued a statement saying the

President had nothing to do with it;

God was responsible. In one great

swoop He had purged the world of

Godless Communism; although,

the Bull confessed, because of

sentimental reasons He left most of

the Jews alone.

Time passed, and eventually
most Congresspeople remembered

to begin with; and had they not
been victims of the present ad-
ministration's underhanded
campaign tactics, they would have
been In power and would have done
it much sooner.

Three days later the Reverend
Billy Ritzof the First Church of the
All American Saints announced
that God was very grateful to the
President for ridding the world of

Communism; and that he, Billy

Ritz, would be happy to marry

for what they had spent all that
money. That same year the
Pentagon planned to have
Congress give them some dollars
so they might investigate the
possibility of training mice to

devour the enemy's cheese. All had
been carefully planned; and come
time to introduce the request the
senior Congressman from the
Rand Corporation arose and spoke.

"We all know that no one is

perfect, and In the course of human

events even the Pentagon can

make a mistake. However, in this

case the need is so great and the

chance of failure so small that it is

our patriotic duty to fund this

money. In my speech I have

outlined the nature of this great

plan, with it millions of lives could

be saved. American lives! In my
humble estimation, no amount of

money could be too much for such

a cause."

A voice from the other side of the

room asked why It is necessary to

devour the enemy's cheese.

"I see that you are one of the new
members of this great Congress,

and therefore inexperienced with

such things. I can understand your

question and would consider it a

great honor to answer you.

"My son, everyday and every
night there is a disease that is

trying to kill these great United

States. This disease would kill us

because it knows that if we die the

world dies; and this disease lives

on death.

"Now this is not an actual

physical disease, it is much worse.
It is an ideological sickness. It is

much more deadly. If we fall

victim to this disease we do not

actually die, our fate Is much
worse. This sickness kills all that is

human, all that America stands
for; and all that the rest of the
world looks to America for. It has
already killed two large countries
as well as several smaller ones. It

is from these countries that the
sickness spreads.

"It is up to America to destroy
this disease. It is what all the world
wants and expects us to do. But to

destroy it we must destroy the
countries and people it has in-

fected. It will not be murder for

these people are already deaa. We
will be releasing their souls that
they might fly up to God. It is what
God wants. It is to let these people
see God that we must give the
Pentagon as much money as it

wants, so it may do what must be
done. What God wants us to do.

"In case you don't know the name
of this sickness I will tell you. It Is

called The International Com-
munist Consplra....ah....er....l....l

would like to move that this session
of Congress be prematurely ad-
journed for today."

That night in the Pentagon.

"We could say that Germany
was going Nazi again and wanted
to invade Poland."
"Why the hell would Germany

want to invade an empty coun-
try?"

"What about Japan?"
"No. We've got too much in-

vested in transistors to go and blow
it now. England's out too. We're too
friendly, although we could still

work on it."

"Italy?"
"Are you nuts? Not even I would

buy that."

"We need a country right now!"

"What about France? There are
still a few DeGaulle sympathizers
around; we could import some if

we need more. Start by helping the
people remember just how un-
friendly he could be, then wing it

from there."

"Well, it's not as good as the old
set up, but it's all we can work
with. Get a team working on it, and
report back when you have some
sort of plan. Meanwhile the rest of
us will work on other alternatives
that might be better."

Along with the Pentagon the
DAR was having its share of dif-

ficulties. Their problem was
similar to the Pentagon's, and as a
result their yearly report on ac-
ceptable history books for use in

the schools never got off the
ground.

Back at the ranch, the JBS was
loosing money left and right.

Membership had dropped, nobody

bought their books or pamphlets,
their already small college lecture
tour disappeared, and in general
they felt lonely. At first they were
baffled. The new prez called a
meeting of all remaining JBS
bigwigs; a half hour later they held
a press conference where the prez
gave the following speech.

"Slightly over one month ago the
world's problems ended. Com-
munism had been destroyed. Or so
it seemed. What actually occured
was the first step in the largest and
most dastardly plan for world
domination this planet has ever
seen.

"A communist plan! A plan
plotted by the top Communists of
the world. A plan designed to lull
the world into a false sense of
safety. A plan, that if we allow it to
succeed, will mean the end of the
world.

"Where are the Communists,
you may ask. Underground! Yes!
From their underground for-
tifications the Reds can launch
their attacks. Unless we act now It

will be too late. The danger is

greater now than ever before. The
unseen enemy poses the greatest
danger. We must act now! They
must be destroyed once and for
all!!

Below the Salt

Volume 3,

Issue 12

24 April 1975
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One Flew
Over The

Cuckoo's
ONE FLEW OVER THE
CUCKOO'S NEST
by Dale Wasserman
Directed by Peter J. Hajduk
Stage-West
April 19-May 10

which he got, but because of this,

forfeited some cf the emotional
impact. By playing every possible

line for humor, the heavier scenes

lost
some

of

their
mpact,

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
is one of the most popular current
plays. It's popularity has reached a
level that can rival the big cult

movies going around. Happily, this

cultishness has not damaged a
truly powerful play. Based on the
novel by Ken Kesey that we all felt

was the best part of Psych 101, the

play holds the strong emotionalism
of the book.

The Stage West production
happened to be a good one. The
casting was almost flawless and
the director did some very nice

things with an already well written

script. Hajduk played for laughs,

smoothness,
makingjt

difficult to

build up a real

anger. But this

was acceptable.

Ralph Roberts

in the part of

Chief Bromden, the
Indian who is

supposed to be deaf

but can hear more
than the average

person, is brilliant.

Rather than being

psychotic and moody, Roberts'
Chief Bromden is child-like. His
facial expressions, movements and
voice hold the little boy to whom no
one paid any attention. This
lucidity made the Chief a much
more interesting character than in

'he Boston production of a year
ago.

Stephan Mark Wyete was
priceless in the role of Martini.

Martini hallucinates, which is

pretty funny to begin with, and
here he was seen somewhere
between Harpo Marx and any old

pervert. Beautiful. Billy Bibbit

alwavs seemed to be the number

Nest
two character of the loonies, but
his part was played down to give
more emphasis to Harding, the
college educated, "bull goose
loony" with a gorgeous wife.

The main focus of the play, as it

should be, was Randle P.
McMurphy, played by James
Sutorius. As the psychopath who
wanted to get off of the work farm,
this character was multidlmen-
tional. He is more than just a loony,
he is very human. His scenes with
the Chief after lights out showed a
man really trying to help someone
who has been forgotten for too
long. McMurphy really cares. The
whole character is summed up in

one line: in answer to Harding's
comfort that a task McMurphy set

for himself was impossible, he
said, "But goddamit I tried!"

The other pivotal character in

the play, Big Nurse was played by
Maryin Brasch. She handeled the
part with much empathy, but she
was a little too young and too
pretty for this part. Her ball

busting took on a flirtacious air.

She was cool and calculating. Most
of the time this was carried off

well, but in the final blow out scene
with McMurphy she was not asking
enough for what she qot.

This play is almost sold out for
the entire run. On the merits of the
script, this is understandable. On
the merits of the cast, even more
so. A good evening of good, gut-
tearing entertainment.

Reviewed by Maria Richmond

:•;••::•:

A HUMBLE PIE
SPECIAL FROM A&M!

STREET RATS

New hard-driving rock from one of

England's premier heavy metal bands.

1975 Sounds best on
LPs Now Only

$4.19

T*H

available at

FOR THE RECORD
Faces of Earth

In

u^^y^yi^^ff^m^^^^T^^^fw ii

Solitary Plnball Women
by Jefri Provost

Seeing once
a woman alone
at the pinball machines
hovering over
their clanging conversation
With expectance in her eyes
she prods the machine
into response,
lights flash YES
the silver ball reacts

an effect is easily seen
in numbers
in quarters
in the hours spent
with fingers waiting on buttons.

King Cool and Satin Doll

can satisfy and frustrate
can stimulate or cheat
will talk to you in ricochet
for a touch.

Beneath the glass
she can have
cause and effect

control

and protection from her pinball

fears:

a woman bouncing
through a static course
some high scoring
some victims of the magnet
most waiting for the chance to be

played
to be played
to be played.

Samia Hallaby at Amherst
Samia Hallaby left her easel.

brushes and professorship of
painting at Yale last Thursday and
came to Amherst College, the
guest of FORUM, to give a slide

show talk about her development
as a painter.

She was dressed casually in

pants and working shirt, short dark
hair brushed boyishly back from
her face — a face that betrayed
little emotion through the course of

the evening, a strong, Palestinian
face. .She was composed,
disciplined, deceptively calm as
she spoke, showing slides of earlier

canvases, tracing the evolution of

her work. Beneath the exterior
mask, Hallaby has an electric

intelligence, she is a self-conscious
artist with exquisite control of her
medium.

Boticelli and Petrus Christus
gave her the word, she claims. Her
fascination with bold geometric
form — cube, sphere, cylinder,

conic section — , her illusionary

plays with perspective, her
determination to control form and
space with orchestrated plays of

light-shade an^ _jlor make her a
spiritual heir to the quattrocento
legacy — rari tying, reducing 15th
century issues to their minima.
There's tension in Hallaby's

work. One senses an unresolved
conflict between the painter and
sculpture.. After brief ex
perimenting with bas relief she
finally denies sculptural form a 3
dimensional environment, and
forces it to define a powerful ar-
chitectonic on the fla*

emphasizing the picture
potential as an illuj

dow. We go to touch
spheres, to stroke coat
metallic surfaces to

seascape distilled into

issues of space and light — each
time we must confront the reality
of a flat canvas.
Samia Hallaby insists that art

is a rational process She's an
articulate spokesman for con-
scious artistic method. We c^n only
thank the blessed madness that
lets her speak and paint with such
clarity

Deborah Natsios
Smith "75

Below the Salt Photo by Bob
Lampron

Now Appearing at the

RBAL TEARS Tktn., hi. £ S$t.

HAPPY HOUR— MON.-SAT., 4:30-7:00

in the Speakeasy Lounge
15c beers from 9:30-10:00 TONIGHT
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"Bullshit!" "Ah, what's your beef?"
Stepping Into Tomorrow

DONALD BYRO
( Blue Note BN LA 368 g)

In my long and distinguished career as a
Below The Salt record reviewer, it has been my
experience to deal with some records that,

after the careful and arduous task of

reviewing, were put into my collection and
never again seen. This album, however, sits

proudly alongside such perennial favorites as
American Beauty and Innervisions, and at this

writing has yet to collect any dust.

One of the stronger aspects of Stepping Into
Tomorrow is the union of flowing melodies with
rhythmic tension. Though the rhythm section is

heavily fortified with two guitars, bass, organ,
traps, conga, and other assorted percussion,
including mouth harp, Byrd's trumpet (along
with the alto sax and clarinet of Gary Bartz)
stands out nicely. Also featured is the Astrud
Gilberto like voice of Kay Haith and some fine

synthesizer work by Larry Mizell, who wrote
most of the compositions, including the jewel
title cut.

A word must also be added about the quality
of the Blue Note albums I've heard recently.
The quality of sound has been really crisp, and
nice features such as plastic lined sleeves have
been the rule. Little niceties like quality help to

ease the pain of shelling out four and a half

dollars for a single album.
—Ben Atkins
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Five-A-Side

ACE
(Anchor Records)

Time: 36 05

Ace is a five man English outfit whose initial

American release is a great album of simple
rock and roll. By simple, I mean the minimum
of everything — lyrics, overdubs, instruments,
et. al. The songs are short, within the five

minute range, and are far from being ad-

venturous. ( At least two songs have their entire

lyrics repeated twice) Bored? You shouldn't

be
What sounds and looks I ike a complete bore is

most emphatically not. Five-A-Side may be
simplistic, but it still is an infectious piece of

wax. Even myself, a stout Techno rock fan,

listened to side one three times in a row. The
compositions are of two types: moderate
tempo rockers and drifting soul ballads. The
rockers are not mind blitzkreigs that never fail

to drive people out of the room, but rather
pleasant forays into controlled rock. "Sniffin'

About" and "Rock & Roll Runaway" are fine
examples of this. As for the ballads. Ace
already have a hit single in "How Long". That
song and "Why" are the best of the batch.
Vocals soar majestically, while the band drifts,

and not oozes along.

Five-A-Side is thus a good mixture of two
types of rock music. If anything, they prove
'hat you don't need a synthesizer or a "stun"
guitar to rock and roll . This Ip proves it, loaded
with simple, but intelligent songs. (B)

—David Santos
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FREDDIE HUBBARD
(The Blue Note Re-Issue Series)

The recordings to be found on this two-disc

set act as a superb introduction to trumpeter
Freddie Hubbard in this sixties music, taken
along with Impulse's recently released an
thology of Hubbard's big band work entitled

Reevaluation: The Impulse Years.
On Blue Note's anthology we are treated with

the trumpeter's work in ensembles ranging
from quartet to septet. His sidemen for these
recordings have names that are bound to catch
your eye — McCoy Tyner, Wayne Shorter,

Elvin Jones, Sam Jones, Julian Priester, Philly

Joe Jones...

The tunes served up on this fine anthology
are also of particular note, such as — "Blue
Frenzy", "One Mint Julep", "Weaver of

Dreams." All were well chosen and superbly
re shuffled for this re-issue series by a gen
tleman of the name of George Butler.

Excellent example of "old wine, new bot
ties". Four stars, er, I mean, an A.

—Paul Kontrimas

Jam Session

BROWN — FERGUSON — TERRY
(Trip)

The fifties' trumpet triumvirate sounds right

here in full spontaneity. From 1955, this brass
summit conference also includes altoist Herb
Geller, who burns amazingly throughout,
Harold Land on tenor, Dinah Washington's
vocals on "Darn That Dream," super fluent

piano from the late Richie Powell and,

magnanimous Max Roach en batterie.

Clark Terry, still an underrated master,
shrieks, croons, and slurs, covering every
range of his horn on "What is This Thing Called

Love" and "Don't Worry Bout Me," yet never
blows anything flashy or extraneous; every
note is a part of a statement. Maynard
Ferguson plays competently, but as ever, when
his ideas fail, his high note proficiency takes
over. The striking genius of Clifford Brown,
killed in 1957, is in eminence on this date. His

phrasing and chops are unmistakable — fiery

on "Move" and delicately intricate on "It

Might As Well Be Spring." Jam sessions are
good for the soul and better for the ear.

—Jack Cahill
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The Truth burns so bright
TOMMY

( Polydor PD 2-9502) time 84: 03

While there are several
problems that must be con-

sidered and dealt with here,

it's a good general indication of

some relative life force that

this new soundtrack version of

the WHO'S epic surpasses the

band's original so fast it's

scary. On Peter Townshend's
third try, Tommy emerges
finally as whole, fully-realized,

with much of the original

premise's potential to excite

our senses to near explosion
finally released.

The only regrets that I have
about this is the lengths it tries

for here. Where the original

seems meek and excessively

low key, the soundtrack rushes

so full force that it at times
suffers from a brashness and
overindulgence that stems
from the attempt to garner
universal (read: wider
'Holywood Normal') appeal
and a few compromises are

made with quality along the

way. Ann Margret and Oliver

Reed are the prime culprits.

They are competent
throughout in establishing the

broader reaches needed to be

credible parents — something
Steve Winwood and Maggie
Bell could never do — but

they're not perfect. We hear

Ann relying a bit too heavily a

bit too often on her Las Vegas
vibrating, braying, held notes

("He doesn't know who Jesus

was or what pr-aa-aa aa aa-aa-

ing is."). Reed manages to

bluster through his lines pretty

well, but he's caught at times
with nothing to say. But while

both could be better, (it's

amazing how a clamhead like

Margaret could pull this off as

well as she does) their overall

effect is one of character.

Reed's slimey, opportunistic

persona is masterfully re-

strained, yet always
menacing, and Ann is con-

tinually strong, always a

credible image of Motherly
solidarity. They, along with the

other Actors, provide the

needed dose of Outside
Authority that no one in the

rock world can give. Tommy's

parents are too real, too nor-

mal, too far from rock & roll's

shuttered fantasy. They must
be queer enough to keep us
twisting and squirming at

memories of our own childhood
bondage as well as the con-

tinued rankness—madness we
see every day.

by M.C.P Kostek II

the Pop-manic style of The
Who Sell Out (whatever the
WHO do, they do it all the
way), a fabulous combination
of intricate, exquisite har-
monies, shimmering melody
lines and music that divides its

time between its own soaring
harmonv and some of the most

The eyes that transmit all they know.

The other rockers play the

unchained parts — The
Preacher, The Pinball Wizard,
The Acid Queen, Cousin Kevin,
Uncle Ernie. They all provide
enough of authentic kinkiness
lhat wheels on the edge to

make things go well.

Which brings us to the Scope,
the broadening of which is the

most important difference
here. The old Tommy was
quite an achievement — for

rock, that is. But its appeal,
both beyond WHO fans (who
loved it) and beyond rock fans
(who liked it) needed
deepening. The WHO at the
time ('68 '69) were heavily into

frenzied sounds of dementia
and reLEASE to ever come
from any stage. Which is all

right in dealing with Odorono
commercials, and splendid for

golden teen memories
("Pictures Of Lily"), but was
definitely limited when it came
to piping up a mature story of

world wide concern and end
less magnitude over the
course of four album sides.

Tommy requires much more
than the use of one particular

musical sub-genre.
Playing the old Tommy after

the new, the original seemed
like a dream flitting quickly

by, undeveloped and veiled,

nay, drowned in mystery; a

wisp of an idea that badly
needed substance and fleshing

out. Substance both in

organization and performance.
The story needed direction

(why did "I'm Free" come
after "Sensation"? etc. etc.)

and tightening — to make a
point and let people crank off

from there, you must get
people to that point. Tommy's
original form is so unclear and
cluttered (What are Tommy's
parents like?) that it hindered
and confused too many people,
and its value was thus diffused.

Pete played things too
cautiously throughout, never
letting the music really take
off. Roger Daltrey wasn't
much more than another
pretty-voiced pop singer then,

capable of a stirring 'ooo' but
little else. He, as well as the
rest of the band, sound half-

asleep, with only Townshend
seeming to have any idea of

what he was singing about.
Terrible, terrible production
diluted things even further,

and the entire affair called for

a few years more of work and
lunacy. All in all, the first

Tommy seems little more than
a period piece by one of rock's
greatest bands on an off day.

The Tommy of 1975 and the

ages must be more than the

WHO. It must be as good as it

can get. All the stellar com-
binations of different

musicians work out very well,

with usually spectacular
results. Townshend's six years
older now, and has had six

years to rethink the music. And
it shows. Excellent production,

fine arrangements, tremen-
dous music. Perhaps the
highest compliment I can give

the music is that it makes
humpties like Ann-Margret
and Oliver Reed sound good.

John Entwistle's bass remains,
along with Jack Bruce's, the

best in rock. Daltrey's voice

has aged immensely. He now
needs no harmonies to hide in,

but instead can open up and
wail. He's learned much about
singing in terms of inflection,

conviction, character and
consideration for what he's

saying. Another of rock's
greatest.

And Townshend. Pete's done
a masterful job here, and
deserves all the praise we can
muster. He's added syn-
thesizers, guitar, additional

lyrics, four new songs,
rearrangements of all the
others, overseen the entire

affair and he, as the creator,

has given Tommy substance,
depth and life it never had
before.

For once, the hype is legit —
Tommy is a head-crusher. At
last something in rock has been
carried out on a large scale and
emerges with integrity and
power intact. Tommy has the
great ability to make you stand
up and forget where you are,
while ushering you to amazing
new avenues of insight and
passages to. . . most anywhere.
No bottom.

It must have been quite a
sight for the denizens of the
7:30 showing of Tommy to

emerge last Friday, shook to

their rivets by the film, and to

re-enter the world and be con-
fronted with the obscene sight
of Gerald Ford chatting with
the death fathers from the Old
North Church as they took care
of Our Heritage and Our
Future. Those shocked souls
who didn't begin eating the
asphalt of Washington Street
must remain, overloaded
sacks of flesh just now
emerging from the shock, bab-
bling fools ensconced in the
finest cells Boston could buy.
OK, just a few questions

before we up.

Yes, the best rock movie
ever. Yes, the best movie
musical ever. What else has
half the guts? Elementary.
Rock & roll is great music,
powerful music, stronger than
a million of the nitwit
Hollywood strings. So given the
fact that most everything's
done up right, it's no surprise
that there are trails of rooted
people, mesmerized by just the
sight. For it happens to be, my
fellow stews and students, that
Tommy is a sensation. A real
sensation.

Two words

Appearing

TONITE

Clean

Living

Rusty Nail

Inn
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CHICK CORFA
( Blue Note Reissue Series)

This double record set for the Corea connoisseur
displays pianist extraordinaire Chick Corea in three
different contexts, so let's discuss the highlights of each.

"Matrix" is the fast paced number which opens our
ears. It is the product of a 1968 session with Miroslav
Vitous on bass and Roy Haynes on drums. Vitous and
Haynes provide an impeccably solid rhythm section for

Corea, whose nimble fingers literally dance over the

keys of his acoustical piano. The precise interplay
evidenced on this tune is duplicated by the same group on
"Now He Sings, Now He Sobs."

This brings us to the 1969 sessions, which see Corea
on electric piano, with Woody Shaw on trumpet, Hubert
Laws on flute, Benny Maupin on sax, Dave Holland on
bass and Jack deJohnette on drums. All stars all the
way "This" begins with an ensemble search, easing into

a swing feel, during which time Corea ties together some
of 'hose zany lines he's capable of playing. And let's not
forget that Corea was probably the electric piano pioneer
for jazz.

.incidentally, this group, with the exception of

Maupin, formed the original Circle, which Corea

eventually left in order to "achieve a better balance be

ween technique and communication." He felt they were

"sending audiences up the river."

A good example of what he's talking about is found

on 'his album in the twenty nine minute long "Is", a

frenzied search where nothing much seems to be

revealed. Communication definitely seems lacking, and

it makes for quite tedious listening.

The remaining group consists of Corea on acoustic

piano, Dave Holland on bass and Barry Altschul on

drums. Corea's work on "Nefertitti" is really tasteful

and definitive, while Holland provides solid support and

an exhilirating solo, and Altschul is, as always, mar
velous. This group recorded in 1970, so it's that much
more interesting because on the one hand Corea's

echnique seems most nearly coincidental to that of

McCoy Tyner (another piano prodigy), and on the other

hand it isa prelude to ihe electric piano styles thet-Corea

will evolve into his present group. Return To Forever*
— Ken Blanchard

Welcome To My Nightmare
ALICE COOPER
(Atlantic SD 18130)

Total Playing Time: 42:49

I am so damn tired of having musicians
which I respect dig graves for themselves and
jump in with both feet first. John Lennon
(though he's since pulled himself out), Blood,
Sweat and Tears, Jefferson Airplane come to

mind, but there are many others — and now
Alice Cooper. Muscle of Love wasn't exactly a

musical triumph, but it was at least fairly solid.

But Welcome To My Nightmare is, with the

exception of a couple of high points, absolutely
execrable. Why do successful and talented

artists seem to be compelled to throw them
selves away?

Thematically, Cooper has abandoned his

puberty centered lyrics, which were the source
of most of his former power, and has opted to

stick with horror movie digressions, which
were only a supporting concern on earlier

albums and which have no compelling power
on their own. Musically, he has given up en
(irely — he relies almost exclusively on the

most cliched rock and orchestral patterns,

sounding in places like a half baked version of

Chicago (if you can imagine such a thing — can
you imagine A.C. singing "Baby, baby, come
on and save me, save me"? It happens here).
Movie music, poor movie music, poor soap
opera music. The word for all of this is

GRATUITOUSNESS. It's all sound and no fury,

grossness without reason (on the earlier

albums, there was always a reason), Alice
Cooper doing a poor parody of himself.

I said earlier that there are a couple of high
points. There are. "Years Ago" is a very
powerful song, sung by a schizophrenic of

sorts, unable to decide if he's a little boy or a
great big man — accompanied by demented
carousel music. Its sequel, "Steven", works
almost as well, but its power is diminished by
an affected spoken vocal and that damn or
chesfra. "Welcome To My Nightmare" and
"Only Women Bleed" are fairly decent — that

is, not excessively trite. "Only Women Bleed"
contains .so tfte interesting tensions fn ^'te* km
TaposifioV afcocWail rock and 1yrtcV deal/rig

with the mediocrity and pain of traditional

sex roles, but (once again) the orchestra comes
lumbering in and the thing becomes top heavy.
"The Awakening" opens and closes with some
fine eccentric piano by Josef Chirowski (who
must be given credit for the only sensitive
musicianship present on this album — must
have taken a lot of concentration), and Vincent
Price is amusing, in his own way, in his
"Devil's Food" monologue. Too bad he's the
high point of Side One.

Cooper — wake up. It's no longer 1972, stop
pretending that it is. Get rid of that orchestra,
and don't ever write songs with anyone else but
Dick Wagner — the co writer responsible for

"Years Ago", "Welcome To My Nightmare",
and "Only Women Bleed". OK? Thank you.
Enough of this garbage.

— David Miller

Silver And Brass
HORACE SILVER

( Blue Note)
Horace Silver

HORACE SILVER
(Blue Note Reissue Series)

Pianist Horace Silver, perennial leader of

tight, hard blowing quintets, has rebounded
from the days of his godawful triple album
United States of Mind. Although the soloists on

his new brass augmented release come from a

too familiar mold, the ingenuous Silver

melodies slip through undiluted. Finely
wrought brass — saxophone interplay appears
most tellingly on the intelligent funker "Kissin'

Cousin*-." "Adjustment" and "Mysticism" are
a bit stranger, yet retain the witty wisdom
inherent in nearly everything he's done. Superb
sound recording, but for superior solo content,

try out the twofer reissue.

This reissue is culled from a long legacy of

discs — Blowin the Blues Away, The Cape
Verdean Blues et al, the musicianship is of high
quality and the members are made up of

everyone from Joe Henderson and Blue Mit-

chell to Art Blakey and Billy Cobham. A good
deal of the material is "classic" (sic) with

some strong soloes and ever tight rhythm.
The players are very close to this musical
format which you wiU find wears well on the

ears t ?
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Below the Salt - creative inconsistency
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by David Joyce

Last December, The New York
Times broke a series of stories on
the Central Intelligence Agency's
domestic surveillance 1 operations.
Because of the exposure, James
Angieton, the director of this

counterintelligence effort,
resigned. When he quit, Angieton
made a statement to the Times on
Christmas Day, 1974, "There were
many rooms in the Mansion, (the
Langley, Virginia headquarters of
the CIA) and I was privy to most,
but I was not privy to who struck
Jack."

The Presidency has been decided by a bullet since 1963
III!

findings; and that there is strong
evidence that the "guilty" man
was being impersonated before the
act. The deed has been done,
Oswald found guilty after his

death, so let's get on with the

business of running the country.

Before one can exorcise the myth
that was told to the people, one
must expose it. On November 30,

1963, President Lyndon Johnson
signed Executive Order No. 11130,

creating "The President's Com-
mission to Investigate the

llSfoyectoirW- G* can u>e
reaiiy bcl»«v« any of the
bullshit we t^dd \r% b©ofcS of
history that distort truth to m
preserve -fWr.ctfs dignity**
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When the subject of the
assassination of President John F
Kennedy is raised, there are twe
sides that square off: those whe
believe that it was the work of one
man, Lee Harvey Oswald, and
those who say, at the least, that
Oswald did not act alone. I am a
member of the latter of the two
groups That conspiracy killed
J.F.K., there can be no doubt
Those who do doubt this need only
to view the films of the
assassination.

Until recently the most im-
portant assassination film, the
Zapruder film, had not been seen
by a large portion of the American
public. In March of this year this
was changed for the film was
shown several times on national
television. Those who believed in a
conspiratorial thesis had their
beliefs confirmed. Those who had
just doubted had their doubts
reinforced

Assassin*' ' < • sident John F
Kennedy' '•••< ' Justice ot the

Supreme arl Warren,
headed the f uiiiniiiiion. which
included Senate Richard B
Russell of Georgia. Senator John
Sherman Cooper of Kentucky,
Representative Hale Boggs of

Louisiana. Representative Gerald
R Ford. Allen W Dulles, and John
J McCoy

Mner an eight month in-

vestigation, utilizing the "talents"
of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Department of
State, Military Intelligence Ser
vices, and the CIA, the Warren
Commission, as it is known,
published its findings. The main
conclusions of the Commission
were that President Kennedy was
struck by two bullets fired from
above and behind. The first "en
tered the base of the neck slightly
to the right of the spine. It traveled
downward and exited from the

PtOT OF DISTANCE OF PRESIDENT'S

HEAD FROM REAR HANDHOLD

B

Connelly's rib, exiting below his
right nipple.lt then passed through
his right wrist and entered his left

thigh where it caused a superficial
wound, and was later found at the
hospital In almost perfect con-
dition. This conclusion is known as
"the single bullet theory", and the
bullet is known, in critics circles,
as "super bullet". It takes an act of
faith to believe this, as this would
require the bullet to turn in mid-
air.

The Commission also found that

the second bullet which struck the
President "entered the right rear
portion of his head, causing a
massive and fatal wound. The
shots which killed President
Kennedy and wounded Governor
Connally were fired from the sixth

floor window of the Texas School
Book Depository by Lee Harvey
Oswald, and that there was no
evidence of any conspiracy,
domestic or foreign, to assassinate
President Kennedy". This is what
the government said, but
somehow, maybe because of
Vietnam and Watergate, an
evergrowing number of people
refuse to believe it.

It struck the President in the back,
six inches below the top of the shirt

collar and two Inches to the right of

the spine. The second shot was
fired from the roof of the Dallas
County Criminal Records Building.
It struck Governor Connally,
causing all of his wounds. The third
bullet was fired from the
Depository. It entered the right

rear part of Kennedy's head and
shoved him two inches forward.
The forth shot was fired from
behind the stockade fence on top of

the grassy knoll forward of the
motorcade. It was fired l-18th of a
second after the third shot,
slammed the President backwards
and to his left, and blew the right
side of his head off.

motorcade to Parkland Memorial
Hospital. Secret Service creden-
tials are changed daily. In order to

have the right credentials, one
must have access to the schedule of
change. In June of 1963, the Secret
Service and the CIA started
coordinating information for
security on Presidential trips at
home and abroad. As this fact and
the quote I started this article with

As to additional evidence of
involvement on the part of the CIA
in the cover-up of the
assassination, it must be noted that
part of the fault of the findings of
the Commission can be directly
traced to the lack of vigor on the
part of Commission members in

following up certain areas of study.
One of the earl 1st leads was a
report that Oswald had been an

his family and a boarding house
room in Dallas for himself. All this,

plus buying a rifle and a pistol, and
paying off a loan of $435.00 to the
State Department was done by
Oswald during the summer of 1963.

Yet no explanation was given by
the Commission.

The main question mark is the
"single bullet theory". The
autopsy of John Kennedy found a
wound in the back lower than the
supposed exit wound in the throat
More importantly, the Zapruder
film shows that the President and
Governor Connally were hit
anywhere from three quarters to

1.6 seconds apart, too fast for a
single rifleman using Oswald's
rifle, and too slow for a bullet to

travel the short distance between
the two men. The film also shows
that the position of Governor
Connally at the moment of impact
was such that his wounds could not
have been made by a bullet fired
from the School Book Depository,
in the legal profession there is a
motto, "False in one, False in all".

Applying this to the Warren
Commission, you arrive at a
classic case for the reality of this

motto, for the rest of the Com-
mission's findings are equally
false. This leaves the path open for

all sorts of theories, and this 1*

mine:

It takes an act

offaith to believe

the single bullet

theory.

This scenario is proven by
photographs of the assassination,

the autopsy reports, and eyewit -

ness testimony. If this is what the

totality of this evidence shows,
then why did the Commission try to

cover it up?

The answer to this question is to

be found in the method used in

committing the crime. What I have
discribed above is known in the
language of covert operations as
"triangulated gunfire" (three
gunmen, two firing from behind
the target, one from the front). It is

an effective method of
assassination that calls for timing,
training, marksmanship, and, in a
daylight situation of this type, a
"cover". An intelligence agency
can effectively carry out such an
operation, and supply the "cover",
needed for the escape of the
assassins. By "cover" I mean false
identities that would explain the
gunman's presence after the shots
were fired. In this vain It is in-

teresting to note the testimony of
Dallas patrolman, Joe Marshall,
who arrived in the area behind the

PLOT OF DISTANCE OF PRESIDENTS

HEAD FROM TOP OF BACK SEAT

But what were those doubts?
Hadn't a blue ribbon commission
pronounced Oswald guilty and
stated that there was no credible
evidence of a conspiracy? So what
if, there were no fingerprints on
he trigger, trigger housing, bolt or
stock of the "only" rifle used in the
killing, that films of the
assassination show four shots
being fired from three different
directions; that a badly done

I autopsy shows the impossibility of
IVthe foundation of the Commission's

Two graphs of the movement of
Kennedy's head, showing the
double movement. + First, the
third shot hits Kennedy from
behind, driving his head forward
(A). Then, one-eighteenth of a
second later, the forth shot from
the front pushes his head back
wards (B).

From SIX SECONDS IN
DALLAS, p. 91. Random House
1967.
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knot in the President's necktie".
This bullet, according to the
Commission, struck Governor
Connally in the back, travelled
downward through the right side of
his chest, destroying five inches of

The first bullet was fired from , .

the Texas School Book Depository that
as the front wheels of the reports
Presidential Limosine were comnani«i
par.lM .0 the Stemmon, Freeway ^SSTLTtJSSS^'fJSf*s,9n on the right side of E Im Street' Pie"^™™, wlth^he

stockade fence on the grassy knoll
within two minutes after the shots
had been fired. "I believe one
Secret Service man was there
when I got there!" Encountering a
Secret Service agent at the scene of
the assassination would not seem
to be a strange or suspicious event
H becomes so only when we learn

by checking the individual
the agents who ac
the motorcade that

The reason for the Commission's
lack of interest In these matters is

to be found in recent news stories.

The man who killed Kennedy may still be alive ***m**emi*cmm*mmmS S r ^ that the FBI and CIA had been
involved in domestic spying since
the 1950's. At the time of the
writing of the Commission's
Report, not many of the American
people knew about these
operations. If, as the evidence
suggests, Oswald was one of the**
domestic agents, then the
revelation of these facts might lead
to a cry to curtail or disband these
agencies. Also, if, as the evidence

suggests, there is evidence to
believe that the hand of the CIA
was involved. Before I go further,
let me say that I do not believe that
it was official policy that killed
J.F.K., but rather that it might
have been done by a combination
of knowledgable persons outside
the agency. It is not unusual or the
left hand of the CIA not to know
what the right hand is doing. In
fact the nature of the agency's
functions sometimes demand it.

It would- not be hard for an
outside group to " penetrate' the
agency, especially it they are
former members. In fact to carry
out a plan of this type, the

FBI informant. Waggoner Carr,
the Attorney-General of Texas
informed the members of this
allegation, and assured the
Commission that "Oswald had
never been an informant of the
FBI". In spite of this denial, the
Secret Service submitted a report

The question must now be, "Who
killed John F. Kennedy?". The
answer to this question means a
great deal because a large amount
of recent American history might
have been different had he lived.

How much

of history would

have changed had
Kennedy lived?
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Every Presidential election
since 1960 has been determined by
an assassin's bullet. The
assassination of Jqhn Kennedy
eliminated him as a contender in

the '64 elections. Robert Kennedy's
death, at a time when it seemed
that he would capture the
Democratic nomination,
eliminated the one, strong can
didate the anti-war forces could
have rallied around in 1968. George
Wallace's shooting eliminated a
possibility of a split in the con
servative vote in the 1972 election.
Indeed, with four Presidents in

thirteen years (that is one
President every 3.25 years) a
reasonable doubt exists pertaining
to the stability of the American
Presidency.

Superbullet

An Epilogue

:

by Michael C. Kostek

So it is that every person can
stand on the knollside in Dallas
and look through Mr.Zapruder's
lens and see a sight the likes of

which are perhaps the most
powerful and moving experience
any of us will ever see. And even
had both shots been clearly from
the back, from one gun, how dif-

ferent would the effect be? The
ever increasing eyes of the media
might just give us the bounds of

reality, the subject matter that is

equal to the hardest and truest

aspects of this disturbing existence
we live in. And equally fascinating
is the fact that Kennedy was no
moaner groaner like George
Wallace, but rather a media image
of charm, grace and style. What
effect does the total destruction of
this image carried out against an
emerging background of total
deceit and complete falseness,
have on our fragile judgments
made on the people we know only
through the TV screen? And on the
larger, fragile 'reality' we carry
around with us in our poor minds?
This is the craziest, most full

blown of times, times that seem
intent in either making mankind
whole, or breaking mankind's very
soul.

assassination of a head of state
without authorization, it would call
for the penetration of, at the least,
two compartments of the forty one
compartments below the level of
the Directorate (second level).

Naturally funds for such an un-
dertaking could not come from the
agency proper. However there are
wealthy persons whose ideology
would not prevent them from
contributing the neccessary funds.
Dallas had become, by 1963, a
mecca for individuals of this type.
The ideology I am speaking of is of
course the extreme right wing.
This would also fit the philosophy
of these former members of the
Central Intelligence Agency who
felt betrayed because of the failure
of the Bay of Pigs, the
neutralization of Laos, the signing
of the Test Ban Treaty, and the
reduction of the Agency's budget
by President Kennedy in 1962 and
1963. This last is important because
as Allen Dulles (Warren Com-
mission member) stated, "The last
thing we can afford to do today is to
put our Intelligence service in

chains." The proposed reduction of
the Central Intelligence Agency's
powers by John Kennedy and his
desire to put Robert Kennedy in

chare i of the Agency after the 1964
elections ran counter to those who
viewed the intelligence community
as "constituting a forward line of
defense against foreign espionage"
and against "a master plan to

shatter the societies of Europe and
Asia and isolate the United States,
and eventually take over the entire
world".

(Number 767) to the Commission,
in which it was stated the ac
cording to Allen Sweatt, the Chief
of the Criminal Division of the
Dallas Sheriff's Office, "Oswald
was being paid two hundred dollars
per month by the FBI in connection
with their subversive investigation
and that Oswald had informant
number S 172". The Commission
never questioned Allen Sweatt, nor
checked the FBI files to see if the
number was assigned to Oswald. In
other words, no efforts were made
by the Commission to investigate
the rumor itself. The Commission
relied on a letter written by Hoover
to deny the story. The Commission
also asked the CIA if Oswald had
been employed by them. The
agency did not reply until after the
publication of the Commission's
Report, which had already stated
hat Oswald had not been a CIA
Agent, and agreed with this fin-
ding. But in spite of this belated
reply, the Commission could not
explain why Oswald was granted a
passport during the summer of
1963 (the records of the New
Orleans Passport Office indicate
hat Lee Harvey Oswald's name
was on their list of persons to be
denied passports, in fact next to his
name on this list is the word, NO)
in three to ten times faster than an
ordinary cilizen, or how a man
with a wife and two children, who
worked infrequently at a top wage
of $1.25 per hour, could afford to
ravel to New Orleans and Mexico
City, buy a long and expensive list

of photographic equipment, rent an
apartment in a suburb of Dallas for

suggests, there was a conspiracy,
then there is the distinct possibility
that in uncovering it, the fabric of
American society would be ripped
apart to a degree not seen since the
Civil War and Reconstruction Era.
Viewing the dilemma that faced
the Commission this way, it can be
seen why, in the interest of
"national security", the Com
mission would choose the easiest
path, ie. "convict a dead man."

There is

evidence that the

hand of the CIA
is in volved.

In recent weeks much "new'
evidence has been revealed The
Rolling Stone, New Times, jnd
other magazines have published
articles and photographs that draw
the same basic conclusions as I

have here. Lest anyone think that
this is just a counter culture media
fad, both Life and the Saturday
Evening Post (November, 1966 and
January, 1967, respectively)
published articles raising
questions about the Warren
Commission.

This is not a picture of Lee Harvey Oswald, although Life
Magazine ran it as such. If the gun was proportionate to

Oswald's body he would be four feet high. Other discrepancies

include the impossible angle at which he is standing; the shadows
on his face are at a different direction than the shadows on the
fence behind him; the chin is different than the man who's mug
shot is idenified as Oswald. This photo was printed as proof of
guilt before the commission filed its report.

I
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books

A Look At
Look at the Harlequins!
by Vladimir Nabokov

$7.95 253 pp.
McGraw-Hill

Reviewed by Brian Coyne

In his latest novel, Look at the
Harlequins!, Vladmir Nabokov has
directed his artistic imagination
toward his own career,
refashioning another version of

Nabokov who is a shade less

fulfilled, privately and publicly,

than his flesh and blood coun-
terpart, to make some ob-
servations on the nature of
aesthetic inspiration. It is an
ambitious, audacious novel which
succeeds through the virtue of its

very daring.

Vadim Vadimovitch is the
narrator of this "oblique
autobiography." As seen in his

name, Vadim is Vladmir Nabokov,
almost. There are many com
monalities, but several revealing
differences between the two men.
Vadim was born in St. Petersburg
in 1899 and emigrated to England
at the outbreak of the Russian
Revolution, as did Nabokov. He
wrote his first novels in Russian
before converting to English in the

r

late 1930's, as did Nabokov. He
eventually came to the United
States to teach at an Eastern
university, as did Nabokov. The
titles and plots of his novels are
similar to those of Nabokov:
Camera Lucida (Vadim), Camera
Obscura (Vladimir); A Kingdom
By the Sea (Vadim), Lolita

(Vladimir); Ardis (Vadim), Ada
(Vladimir).

Vadim shares with his creator
many basic attitudes and in-

tentions toward his art. In a
passage which explains the
significance of the title, the reader
learns what Vadim (and Vladimir)
are trying to do with their fiction,

coming in the form of a governess'
admonition to the artist-child to

"stop moping": "Look at the

harlequins! All around you. Trees
are harlequins, woods are
harlequins. So are situations and
sums. Put two things together —
jokes, images — and you get a
triple harlequin. Come on! Play!
Invent the world! Invent reality!"

But as I said, the reality

Nabokov has created for himself in

the novel differs from his own life

on a couple important respects.

For one thing, Vadim has hao
"three or four successive wives"
and several mistresses, while
Nabokov has been married to one
woman for almost fifty years,

Vera, to whom all of his novels are
dedicated. Vadim also imagines
himself the possessor of a severe
mental "affliction": if he takes an
imaginary stroll from point A to

point B, he cannot then reverse
himself and walk back to A. Vadim
believes that this flaw in his
imaginary powers is preventing
him from articulating his ultimate
aesthetic expression. Nabokov has
given the reader the portrait of the
artist who has only sexual
relations, never a love relation-

ship, who imagines himself
working on the edge of insanity and
finds refuge from his disap-
pointments in his fiction.

Vadim seems to reach the
promise of personal and
professional fulfillment, and
Nabokov illustrates the intimate,

vital connection between Love and
Art, at the close of the novel when
he meets his fourth wife and only

love, "you." "You" not only gives

Vadim a loving relationship; she
also "cures" his imaginary
disorder. She explains that while
he has assumed his problem is a
matter of spatial disorientation, it

is really only an inability to

reverse time, a rather traditional

problem for artists and scientists,

a problem people like Nabokov will

always explore.

For Nabokov, love is the source
of his imagination, the point from
which his art begins. Vadim
recognizes and affirms this con-

nection when "you" comes to visit

him in the hospital where he is

recuperating from a stroke: "If

emitted a bellow of joy and Reality

entered." All the realities Vadim
will ever invent are embodied in

the women.
I said above that Look at the

Harelequinsl is an audacious book,

Vladimer Nabokov
for Nabokov is positing that his

own life is already at the level to

which Vadim is aspiring. It is a

dangerous posture which could
easily lapse from a healthy self-

respect to a reactionary self

satisfaction. But Look at the

' Harlequins I is more than the self-

indulgence of a pompous old man.
It Is a gentle, sometimes farcical,

parody of the Nabokov character.

At one point, Vadim writes: "I

noticed a pair of harlequin
sunglasses which for some reason
suggested not protection from a
harsh light, but the masking of

tear-swollen lids." There is a man
behind the masque of his prose,

Nabokov is telling us, a man who
also bleeds and cries.

So while the novel may at first

appear to be the arrogant swagger
of a man secure in his reputation, it

is really a rather frank, refreshing
review of Nabokov's sensibilities,

talents and vulnerabilities. But
what bothers me about the book is

its "looking backness" I get the
impression that Nabokov is trying

to wind up his oevre, to give his

career a precise finish. That sense
of finality is much more depressing
and dangerous than arrogance.

But aside from questions of

stance and attitudes, Look at the
Harlequins! is an absolute
pleasure to read. The Nabokov
world is a fantastic world, an
homage to Eros, full of textures
and smells. In Look at the
Harelequinsl, Nabokov performs
his masque as brilliantly as ever,

and even gives the reader a
glimpse of what it's like behind the
mask.

the Dream
Streets of Gold
by Evan Hunter
Harperfi. Row
$8.95 471 pp.

Reviewed by Ed Smith
The essence of the American Dream is the adhesive which binds

together Evan Hunter's novel about the fate an immigrant Italian family
in America. By following the family from the subway tunnels of New
York to a Connecticut mansion, Hunter tries to unearth what it is about
the Dream that is so disturbing.

Ignazio Di Palermo, whose name goes through a couple of changes
before it arrives at Dwight Jaimison, is the narrator of the book. While
not an unreliable narrator, the fact that Dwight is blind makes his sen
sory recollections interesting.

It is through his narrator that Hunter hammers away at the American
conception of success, Dwight begins playing classical piano at an early
age and is soon recognized as a child prodigy. A few years later he gives
up classical in favor of jazz and it's all uphill from there. Dwight becomes
internationally known and very wealthy. Starting as a poor boy in a
Harlem ghetto, his rise to fame is the epitome of the rags to riches story.
It is also demonstrative of the emptiness which waits at the top.

Hunter begins his examination of the Dream in Italy with Dwight's
grandfather, Francesco. He came to America to make his fortune and
then return to Italy. Instead he got married and stayed in New York City.

Dwight's father had an equally uneventful career in America. Hunter
makes his first comment on the American Dream with these two lives.

His point is that once the pursuer of the Dream realizes he is not going to

catch it, he is trapped by his responsibilities.

In dealing with Dwight, Hunter looks at subtler aspects of the Dream.
There is never any question that Dwight has "made it". He has the
money, the family and the recognition as a great musician. In "making
it" though, Dwight discovers that there are things the Dream cannot
deliver. For all the wealth the Dream yields, personal fulfillment and
happiness are not necessarily among its benefits.
The Dream cannot be damned for this reason. The Dream does not

claim to possess the key to understanding the universe or even oneself.
What Hunter points out though is that the pursuer of the dream assumes
happiness and fulfillment are a natural consequence of success and
wealth. Streets of Gold makes the point that this is not necessarily true.
The use of the first person narrator is well suited to this novel. It reads

like the oral history of a family with Dwight as the chronicler. He is

sarcastic, sentimental and perceptive in his analysis of his own folly.

Hunter has created a character capable of evoking catharsis every
twenty pages.
The use of a blind narrator seems at points to be a gimmick. The fact

that the narrator is blind carries sections of the book that might have
otherwise been dull or even trite. However, these are made up for in other
scenes where Dwight's blindness becomes an integral in the fabric of the
novel and indispensable to its verisimilitude. Hunter has created a
character who grabs the reader and demands attention to his story.

Streets of Gold combines humor, tragic irony and a host of moving
characters in an effort to show where the American Dream has brought
us. It is a successful effort.
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Thanks to the tremendous interest in and use of our program, we are able to continue to add to our list of pub-

lications offered at special rates TO EDUCATORS AND COLLEGE STUDENTS. Notice the sensational rate which we have

obtained for you on GOOD HOUSEKEEPING — but for the month of April only. It may be ordered for one year or for

two, and may even be sent to those not in education. We also announce our HOUSE BEAUTIFUL rate to begin next month.

Please note that even where some of the REGULAR rates have gone up again, we have been able to maintain the

rate for which we can obtain your subscription. But since these, too, must eventually rise, we recommend extending

subscriptions even before they expire, BEING SURE TO ENCLOSE MAILING LABELS WITH ORDER. Note our warnings of

some impending increases in our list below. *

PLEASE ALLOW 60-90 DAYS FOR YOUR FIRST ISSUE TO ARRIVE, since some publishers may require this amount of

time for data processing NEW subscriptions. Renewals should be sent at least 6 weeks to 2 months before expiration.

Of course, we'll continue to notify you at the correct time for renewal. We shall also continue to alert all of you

to impending price rises, but these are sometimes hard to foretell with sufficient time for you to act. But we'll do

our best. With continued use of our program, we continue to grow for you.

NOTE: STARRED PUBLICATIONS MAY BE ORDERED BY THOSE NOT IN EDUCATION ALSO. OR SENT AS GIFTS TO ANYONE.

Usual
Publication Price

American Home 5.94
American Girl 5 50
'Arner. Schl. & Univ. 30.00
Africa Today 8.00
(Above rata far students

'Analog 9.00
Apt. Life (2 yrs.)

(Above rata rists

Atlantic Monthly
Audio
Baseball Digest
Basketball Dig. 10 iss

•Better Homes & Gdns.
18 iss

•Black Stars
•Black World
Boating
Book Digest
Brides
Business Week
Camera 35
'Camping Journal

Campus Life

Car & Driver
'Catholic Digest
Cats
'Child Life (age 5-11)

Children's Dig. (6-12)

Childr. Playcraft (3-12)

'Childr. Playmate (3-8)

'Christian Herald
Chr. Sci. Monitor
Columbia Journ. Rev.
Commentary
'Consumers Digest
'Consumers Reports
Cue
Cvcle
'Cycle World
Decor. & Craft Ideas
•Downbeat
Ebony
(Above rate going

'Flem. Electronics
'Ellery Qn. Myst. Mag

4.97
$1 April

11 50
700
7.00
5.85

900
800
6.00
900

12.00
5.00
1700
8.00
9.75
750
8.00
5.95
7.00
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
7.00

40 00
1200
15.00
1000
11.00
12.00
800
7.50
8.00

10.00
8.00

tour

Price

2.97
3.98
15.00
6.00

only)

600
2.97
15)
5.75
350
395
3 95

6.00
6.00
5.00
450
6.00
3.00
1000
4.44
4.97
5.94
399
398
350
498
4 88
4.88
498
3.97
3000
600
7.50
500
800
68*
3.99
3.95
6.97
6.00
600

Publication

'Encore
Environm
Esquire—

•Esquire

Act.

1 yr.

2 yrs

Usual
Price

15.00
Bull. 1000

1000

Your

Price

13.00
8.00
500
9.00
600

(Fathers Day Special till June 30)
7.00
6.97
595

up $1)
33.00
1000
6.00
15.00

rate going up sear
(Educators) 14 00
(Students)

Essence
Family Health
Field and Stream
Above rate going

Financial World
Flying

DigestFootball

Forbes
(Abave
Fortune
Fortune (Students) 1400
Glamour 9.00
Golf Magazine 7.50
Golf Digest 7.50
Good Housekeeping

1 yr. 7.00
2 yrs

4.50
349
298

16.50
4.99
3.95
9.00

)

900
7.0O
5.50
3.75
3.97

399
798

Usual Your

Publication Price Price

Mechanix Illustrated 595 3.00
'Metropol. Almanac 8.00 600
Modern Photography 7.98 3.98
•Modern Romances 6.00 4 98
'Modern Screen 6.00 4.98
'Money 9 00 6.95
'Moneysworth 10.00 5 00
•Motor Trend 2 yrs. 16.00 9.00
Nation 15.00 12 50
(Abave rata far students enly)

National Lampoon 7.95 6.95
National Observer 1200 6.00
New Republic—1 yr. 17.00 10.00
New Republic—8 mos. 6.50
New Times 12.00 6 00
New York (students) 15.00 7.50
New York (educ.) 15 00 9.00
New Yorker— 1 yr. 18.00 9.00

yrs. 18.00

(Abave rates for this month enly)

up seen)

592 398
1200 6.97

•Harper's Magazine
High Fidelity

Hockey Digest
•Holiday— 1 yr.

2 yrs.

•Hot Rod—2 yrs.

House and Garden
•House Beautiful 1

2
(Can be ordered
Humpty Dumpty
•Israel

•Jack and Jill

Jet

Journ Learn Disabll

Ladies Home Journal
Learning
Mademoiselle
McCall's— 1 yr.

2 yrs.

•Media and Methods

897
7.98
5.00
7.00

1600
10.00
10.00

449
398
3.95
6.00
9.90
9.00
7.00

yr lo.oo 5.00
yrs. 10.00
from May 1)

6.95 488
15.00
6.95

20 00
12.00
7.94
1200
7.50
6.95

Newsweek
(Students)

(Students)
Newsweek
(Educators)
(Educators)

900

8 00
4.98
1600
1000
397
8.00
4.50
397
794
4.50

'Organic
Oui
'Outdoor
Parents
(Above rata

Penthouse
•Photoplay
Playboy
Popular
Popular
(Abave
Popular

Usual tour

Pubhcat.on Price Price

Redbook— 1 yr. 6.95 3.97

2 yrs. 7.94

Road & Track 10.00 6 99
Rolling Stone 14.00 12.00
Rjdder 8.00 3.98

Saltwater Sportsman 6.00 5.00

•Sat Evening Post 12.00 9.95

Sat. Review/World 1400 10.00

(Abave rata far students anly)

Sat. Review World
Educators Rate— 1 yr. 1200

2 yrs. 20 00
•Science Digest 5.97 4.97
Scientific American 1200 12 00
Seventeen 7.95 700
(Above rata far educators oniyi

Ski 5.94 2.97
Skiing 7.00 3.49
Sport— 1 yr. 6 00 3.50

975 2 yrs. 7.00
19.50 Sports Afield 7.00 349

Sports Illustrated —
15.00 29 wks. 4.89
3200 1 yr. 14.00 8 50
5 85 Stereo Review 8 00 399
850 Teacher 10.00 7 00
300 Tennis 7.00 3.77
3.88 'Texas Monthly 10.00 8 00

te ga up seen) Theater Crafts 6 95 4 95
10.00 8.00 Time—27 wks. 4.87

1 yr. 18.00 900
True 700 3.97
•True Story 6.00 3.97
TV Guide 9.50 7.70
TV Radio Mirror 6 00 4.00
US News (Students) 14.00 700
US News (Educ.) 14 00 9.00
Village Voice 15.00 7.50
Vogue 10.00 7.00
Weight Watchers 5.95 3.99
Women Sports 1200 7.95
World Tennis 7.00 395
Writers Digest 5.95 398
Young Miss (10-15) 6 95 4.88

yr.

yrs.

yr

yrs.

Gardening

Life

1950

19.50

6.85
10.00
6.00
6.95

600
1000
6.95
7.00

4 00
850
4.89
349

Many of our colleagues have asked as about multiple year rates

In mast cases, the abave rates are by far the mast economical But
are available ta NON-EDUCATORS as well.

Electronics
Mechanics

rate goes up next month)
Photography 8.00 3.99

•Popular Science 6.94 3.45
Present Tense 9.00 7.00
'Prevention 6 85 3.85
Progressive 15.00 7.50
Psychology Today 12 00 6.00
Ramparts—8 iss. 9.00 4.88
Readers Digest 6.45 3.45
(Abave rata far students only

These offer another way of keeping future subscription casts law.
following are a few which may ba of Interest te same. And these

Publication

Atlas World Press Review
(Abave rate gaas up ta

$30.00 en May 10)

Car Craft
Changing Times
Family Handyman
Family Health

Rate
3 n
$25 00

21 00
17.00
17.50
1397

Publication

Forbes
Gourmet
Haroers Bazaar
Holiday
Horseman
House Beauiful
Money

3 yr.

$30 00
17.00
2400
1700
16.00
2400
15.00

Publication

Ms. Magazine
National Lampoon
PV4
Playboy
Penthouse
Retirement Living
Salt Water Sportsman

3 fr

25 00
18.00
21.00
2400
26 00
1800
1300

Publication
Teacher
Travel & Leisure
•Teen
US Catholic
Wall St. Reports
Weight Watchers
Western Outdoors

3 yr.

Rata
$22.00
20.00
16.00
1200
2400
1250
1300

Prices subject to publishers' changes. The cost

Cordially yours,5164844477

of magazines for educational purposes may be tax deductible

SutdcicfittaK Serviced 46 Glen Cove Road
Greenvale, NY. 11548

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES
46 Glen Cove Read
Greenvale, N.Y. 11948

Order
Publication

Issues
or Years

Your

TOTAL

• For renewal, enclose magazine address label. You may
use a facsimile of this blank for subsequent orders.

Please enclose check payable to SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES.
Your cancelled check is your receipt. PLEASE ALLOW

TO START.
mi IUUI UOIH.CIICU LIICLW 19 JUUI

6090 DAYS FOR SUBSCRIPTION

Coupon must be COMPLETELY tilled In far Education Rata

MAIL MAGAZINE TO: (Please print).

Name

Address

City

School of

RECIPIENT

State BR
Town

City

(Must be Included ta obtain Education lata)

Position, if educational employee
Grad or undergrad, year stadias and, If student
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Soul Power: Wetback Solution
SOUL POWER

by Scott Haas

Like many yoUng people at college, I

experienced moments of painful anxiety.
Questions rushed passed me as picket
fences passed a speeding car and just as one
solution seemed acceptable, I forgot the
question to which il was a response to. This
can cause sleepless nights, tasteless meals,
and insipid afternoons. Terrifying queries
seemingly destined to pursue me for life

were everywhere: Who am I? Am I capable
of love? What do I want to do with my life?

Why do I have certain friends and not
others? What has shaped my unconscious?
What is real?

And then hope appeared as it must have
appeared to others before me. I was
bumping into walls on the way anywhere
after a particularly confusing lecture,

"Epistemological Foundations of the Aural
Retina", (from my course entitled "The
Future of Nihilism"), when I suddenly saw a
small poster before me. I assumed this was
one of the hallucinations peculiar to my
disassociation and let it go at that. However,
the poster's staples were imbedded in my
forehead so I stood transfixed. The poster
(as long as I was there I thought I might be
productive — so I read) said: "Lost? Does
your life lack meaning? Come to the Truth!
Transcendental Metaphysics has the an-
swer. Wednesday, 8:30. Room 212."

Was this ever exciting! I despaired
through dinner, experienced severe melan-
choly in my room, and at 8:30 stumbled to

Room 212. It was packed! Hundreds of book
toting students lined the walls and floors.

People were comparing personal depression

and some students frrm abnormal
psychology had diagnosed them as
dangerous manic-depressive suicides
when. .

.

He entered! This magnificent fat kid with
diamonds in his nose! Gorgeous rainbow
painted nostrils! And an amazing entourage

of Persian dancing girls with very special
loins!

They carried him to the front of the room
and placed him on three immense turquoise

"What is in this envelope? What?
You must speak louder! Yes?
Friends, the question was 'Who am
I?'. An excellent question. Would the
person who whispered this please
raise his hand? No, only one person!

pillows. The entourage bowed, we bowed,
and then he spoke:

"First, let me welcome you all to this

metaphysical sing-along. I am
Sigmund Marx or, as my devotees
prefer, Small World. I know many
things about the soul. I believe in

personal growth. I can help you grow
six inches in a very short time. I have
many college degrees despite my
age. Knowledge flows through me
like a knife through butter."

At this point Small World's entourage
passed out envelopes into which we were
each to whisper our particular anxiety and
then seal it. The envelopes were then
collected and given to him. He opened one.

Of course, the question has an an
swer. Who are you? How do you
know, for example, that you are not
me and that I am not you and that
that is the reason we agree all the
time? How do we know that? And can
you have your soul and eat it, too?

You are you. I am I . That is why I am
sitting here. And you are sitting

there. You are you — what else could
you be? Who would be you if you were
not?"

The entire audience broke into spon-
taneous applause. Small World's devotees
tossed several flowers to him. He broke into
his famous "shit-eating grin" and opjened up
a second envelope.

"The second question is 'What is the
soul?'. Is it bigger than a bread box?
And why? How does it taste? Are
some souls tastier than others? Will

your soul get a shock if you rub your
feet over and over again on a rug? At
last, we can answer these questions!
The Institute of Transcendental
Metaphysics located in Hoboken,
New Jersey has isolated the soul in

the laboratory! Although
photographs are as yet unavailable,
let me provide you with a description
that is part of a new book about to be
published by Western Mystic Press,
called SOUL FOOD. I quote:
'Apparently we are what we eat. The
soul is a large tuba shaped object
compressed in a space behind the
nose. It is nearly invisible and varies
in taste from one person to the next.
There is conjecture about culture
shaping the soul, but nothing con-
clusive has yet been found. Initial

research has proven, however, that
the soul is composed of our daily diet.

Thus vegetarians have vegetable
souls and people who drink beer souls
of beer. Poets of the soul, people who
tap their inner resources for art,

often have the characteristic
deviated septum. An important thing
to remember is that nose size has
nothing to do with soul size! One can
have an extremely potent soul
without a large proboscis..."

Small World was very profound! I am now
enrolled in his school for Western Mystics
and am learning the Way. He teaches us how
to meditate, what to eat, what to read, and
how to articulate our thoughts. I am very
content. Growing. And trying to deviate my
septum.

Time to Go Into Your Balancing Act

C CJT C f^achaqe -Store, Jjnc.

•: WINE ft LIQUOR MERCHANTS

61 MAIN STPFr t

AMHERST MASS. 01002

This Weekend at
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Thurs., Fri.y & Sat,

Michelob
12 oz. N.R.

Munich

C 8. C Price

£79U c$.
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12 oz. N.R.
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c,
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College Club Straight Rye
6 yr. old, 86 pf.

5th

Langenbach Liebraumilch
J

33.8 oz $J
95

I

Langenbach Rudesheimer
$079j
*

I

35*1

24 oz.

Pastene Festival Wines
Chianti

Four Fifths Pt.
Burgundy

Lagosta Portugese Rose
5th V9
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This is

the Earth shoe
Anne Raise invented it

Everyone is trying to

imitate it. But just because
a shoe looks like the Earth

brand shoe doesn't mean
it works like

the Earth sho?
iarth
ShO€ Available at:

Amherst, Mess.: 264 Ne. Pleasant St.

Cambridge, Mass.: 14 Story St.
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AMITY ST

AMHERSTCV**
253 5426

Best Picture of theYear.
Notional Society of FilmOilics

Second Smash
Llv Ullmann in week

SCENES FROM
A MARRIAGE

written and directed by Ingmgr Bergman ™
EVES: SCENESFROM AMARRIAGE -7 30

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS SI 00

Emmanuelle
is fantasy,

but she's fun.

DOLLAR NIGHTS MON&TUES
ALL SEATS $1.00

The Way We Were

Below the Salt — creative inconsistency

CCA Frio. April 25

6:50, 9:00, 11:10

A knockout In all

the important
ways, Malta
succeeds
triumphantly. A
major work.
Judith C'isi

New Vo'K Maga/me

A remarkable
work. It is tha
present perceived
by an artist.

Thursday, April 24

S.U.B.
7&9— 50c

Come See!

New

Centurions

CCA

Than., April 24th

7, 9, & 11.

Tel. 773 8043

SHOWPLACE
GREENFIELD

EVES. ONLY
7: 00-9 .no

"MEL BROOKS'
COMIC MASTERPIECE!

1

Mollis AlpeM SATURDAY REV'EA

jouuam
Gene Wilder
Peter Boyle

NO BARGAIN NITES

" *
\T THE* "aTES

*

'()K SMITH COLLEGE'

iODEMY;
jOtMJSC ?

i NORTHAMPTON
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Five College Area:

Beast With Two Backs, Hamp
den Dining Commons, April 24 26,

8:00 p.m.
Woyzeck, Studio Theatre, Fine

Arts Centre, May 8-11, 13-18, 20-24,

8:00 p.m.

Tom Thumb, Hampden Dining
Commons, May 15 17, 8:00 p.m.

Experimental Theatre, Thurs-

days at 4:00 p.m., Lobby of Fine

Arts Centre.

Dickey the Dam and The Big
Blue River, Bartlett Auditorium,
May 1 at 4 p.m., May 2 at 8 and 10

p.m., May 3 at 2 and 8 p.m.

Black Theatre Workshop, Hallie
Flanagan Studio Theatre, Smith,
April 25 8, 26 at 8:00 p.m.

A Stew Indeed, Hampshire
Dining Commons, Hampshire,
April 17 20, 8.00 p.m.

Springfield:

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest, Stage West, nightly except
Monday, April 19 May 10
(reviewed this issue).

Boston

:

H.M.S. Pinafore, Boston Light
Opera Ltd., Madelein Lee Theatre,
May 2, 3, 9, 10 at 8:00 p.m.

Performance:

The Rhode Island Dance
Repertory Company, Westfield

State, 8 p.m., April 25.

Amherst School of Ballet

featuring the Connecticut Valley

Regional Ballet Company,
Amherst Regional High School,

May 2, 7:45 p.m.

Participatory;

Heymakers Square Dance Club,
Cape Cod Lounge, S.U., 8:00 p.m.,
Tuesdays.

International Folk Dancing Club,
Cape Cod Lounge, S.U. 7:30 p.m.,
Mondays.

Israeli Dancing, Cape Cod
Lounge, S.U., 8:00 p.m., Wed-
nesdays.

Dance Free, Campus Centre
101, 7:30 p.m., Sundays.

art
Jones Library — Photographs by

Ralmon Black through April.

Springfield Museum of Fine Arts
— Academic Artists Association
National Exhibition.

Holyoke Community College —
Student Art Show through May 9,

"A" building Second floor, 303

Homestead Ave.

Leverett Craftsmen and Artists
Inc. — Spring classes spinning,
weaving, watercolor, pottery,
stained glass, batik, children's arts
and crafts and children's animated
filmmaking—for details call LC&A
2539062

Bitten End Gallery — "Painters
under the influence" Chrlstin
Couture, EX. Tobin, Michael
Mellem, Anthony Delgado through
May 17.

Five College

Amherst College — Dutch
Paintings from the permanent
collection.

Hampshire College — Student
Examination shows through May.
Mt. Holyoke College — Two

Contemporary Chinese Artists
through April 30.

Smith College Museum —
Paintings by Alice Neel, Con
noisseurship in the Graphic Arts;
prints acquired by the Smith
college museum during the
curatorship of Elizabeth Mongan
1969 1975.

U Mass- Fine Arts Center Gallery
— Chris Robinson M.F.A. show
"non Tactile Mass" through April

25.

U Mass Herter Hall Gallery —
M.-F.A. Sculpture Morgan,
Robinson through April 26,

beginning April 27 May 3 Rath
burn, painting Johnson, prints.

U Mass- Student Union Gallery —
Stephan Donaldson B.F.A. Thesis
show April 24 26. Also one man
show commonwealth room student
union.

April 27-29 Nick Palermo, Prints

U Mass- Student Union Lobby —
ff-hand" blown glass from

recycled glass created by U mass
students.

Poetry
Readings from Beowulf by Prof.

Howell Checkering, Main Lounge,
Alumni House, Amherst, 8 p.m on
April 24.

instant]
credit!

is now available on many
items in our store. For
instance, instant mer-
chandise credit is

available on the following

ART SUPPLIES

stretched canvas •

gesso • rolls of canvas

•paint sets • technical

pens • and more!

Hurry! —Supplies
are limited!!

university store

tin iM t r al at*HMkMMt*mh*r*t

ATTENTION TREKKER5 !!

WE VE GOT IT !!

Q1AR TREK T-SHIRTS
^^ AVAILABLE NOW AT

THb CevtR MP
THE T-SHIRT SHOP

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
233 N. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST



Below the Salt — creative inconsistency 24 April 1975

WEEKEND
RATINGS
+ + + 4- pheasant under glass

+ + --roast turkey
+ 4 Shake 'n Bake

-(-Colonel Sanders' pelvis

BLAZING SADDLES+ + + +
Mel Brooks' finest achievement,

and perhaps the funniest film since
the Marx Brothers left us alone.

(Mountain Farms Four)

BUS STOP—THE PRINCE AND
THE SHOWGIRL+ + +
For only 25 cents you can't beat this

Marilyn Monroe double feature for

sheer economy. Even if you're not a

Candle in the Wind freak, you might
get off on watching some really good
nostalgia. (SUB, 4 27, 7, 8:45, 10:45)

BUTCH CASSIDY AND THE
SUNDANCE KID+ + + +
The slick Newman and Redford

classic where outlaws are made to
look not only human, but virtually
like stand up comedians. But George
Roy Hill's fast paced direction raises
this to the level of pure American
cinema, in other words — com
mercially appealing. Beautiful
Katherine Ross co stars. (S.U.B , 4
25, 7, 9:15, 11:30)

CABARET+ + +
In case you still haven't come out of

your shell yet, this is the big Liza
Minelli Joel Grey foreshadowing of

the Nazis money makes the world go
round hit musical which won eight

Academy Awards a few years beck.
Vastly overrated, but Bob Fosse's
choreography and camera work keep
the viewer looking at the stage.

(Mountain Farms Four)

CH INATOWN+ + + +
Roman Polanski's latest, a

|

departure from his supernatural
!

tendencies, but still quite unusual
j

Jack Nicholson plays an eagle eye
;

detective who sticks his nose into the
wrong case and pays for it in the end
Faye Dunaway is great as a
millionairess haunted by a turbulent
past This film got royally ripped off

at the Academy Awards, but we all

know that doesn't mean shit to a tree,

works of art cannot and should not be
compared (Showcase Cinemas,
West Springfield.)

con :

Below the Salt photo by Debbie Schafer

THE CHINESE
NECTION+ + +
Ooh sakiyo! Bruce Lee stars in a —

ugh! Ooof! Hayasadee.M — an ex
citing Kung Fu thriller, one of - Aah
kyoko!! — one of his later works,
sure to be — Eeyah ! ! ! — to be loaded
with plenty of splintered limbs and

EMMANUELLE + +
A new skin flick, which like most of

the other failures, tries to satisfy the
viewer by not satisfying him. Here
we have Penthouse style
photography coated over the per
verted proceedings. (Campus
Cinema)

GODFATHER H + + + +
Francis Coppola's final proof of his

cinematic genius, just in case you
missed the Conversation. Al Pacino
takes on dramatic substance he
lacked for much of part one, and the
results are Oscar caliber. The idea to

widen the scope by including scenes
documenting the Corleones before
and after Michael's rise is unique.

broiled chops — Yum yum aieeee!!! J establishing this as a real sequel
(C.C.A., 4 27, 7, 9, and 11) I (Campus Cinemas)

THE GREAT WALDO PEP-
PER+ +
Robert Redford's blue eyes and

America's blue skies collide in this

'ale about World War I flying aces
and their aviation feats which follow
the end of the War. All the action
you'll see is in the coming at
tractions, so it might be wise to take
in a movie where you know this one
hasn't arrived yet. Directed by
Georqe Roy Hill.

LENNY+ + + +
Dustin Hoffman stars as the

ultimate comic hero, Lenny Bruce, in

this pseudo documentary. Still

available at the Mountain Farms
Four.

LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT+ +
If the ticket seller is holding a chain

saw when you go in, think twice about
seeing this bizarre blood bath. If he
turns it on and runs after you into the

theatre, you're either drunk or you'r e

one of the actors in the movie.
Regardless, there are some good
gory thrills to keep Southwest
residents stomping on the floor, even
though this is larceny of Bergman's
beautiful but seldom seen The Virgin

Spring. I kid you not, dudes. (C.C.A.,

4 30, 7, 8:30, 10:00)

THE NEW CENTURIONS+ + +
George C. Scott and Stacy Keach

star in Joseph Wambaugh's police

story about the inner psychological

and social workings of the men in

blue. Contains a little unnecessary
obscenity but as a display of

dramatic power it is superb.
^TONIGHT in the CCA. at 7, 9, and
11)

REEFER MADNESS-f + + +
1936 milestone propaganda

"drama" about young American
most likely to succeeds turning to

the killer weed. You can toke up with

you friends and laugh your brains out

at this mind rape of marijuana
"evils", but at the same time you
might think it all very sad. Movies
like this were to blame for many of

today's harsh dope laws. You can
retract your indifference, however,
by contributing your 50 cents to the

National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws, the

group exhibiting the film. That
stoned guy playing the piano with the

mad face is still really pisser, though.
(TONIGHT in Thompson 106 at 7,

830, and 10:00)

SCENES FROM A
MARRIAGE + + + +
Ingmar Bergman's fascinating

study of love and marriage, starring
Liv Ullman and Erland Josephsson.
Bergie cut the original 6'/2 hour
Swedish television version down to
about three here, but it still retains
its emotional impact, as every one of
his masterpieces has managed to do
somehow (Amherst Cinema)

TOMMY+ + + +
Here we have it: 5 speaker sound,

sensational imagery, the first and
most successful rock opera turned
into the greatest musical film ever
produced. Stupendous acting and
singing by Ann Margret, Tina
Turner, Oliver Reed, Elton John,
Eric Clapton, Jack Nicholson, Keith
Moon, Peter Townshend, and Roger
Daltrey as the deaf, dumb, and blind
kid himself. Ken Russell is a genius.
To be extensively reviewed in a
week. (Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield)

SHAMPOO+ +
The first film about a hairdresser

features Warren Beatty as the
scissorstud who keeps his customers
after shop hours. Julie Christie,

Goldie Hawn, and Lee Grant play his

girlfriends in this tight, nicely
photographed, but incredibly
overrated saga of adultery, sex
before marriage (ye gads!), and
other assorted hot combs. (Showcase
Cinemas)

THE WAY WE WERE++
It sure wasn't the way I was. Jesus,

if I looked like Redford I wouldn't be
writing movie reviews. NEVER
THELESS, flick fans, this one is an
entertainment monger's orgasm,
what with the two biggest Hollywood
stars teamed up in a story about love
and nostalgia. Streisand sings the
title song which was, believe it or not,
the number one selling disc of 1974.

(CCA., 4-25, 6:50, 9, and 11:10)

WILLIE DYNAMITE + +
Grade B bust 'em up Black thriller

designed after the great Superfly, but

director Gilbert Moses falls short of

the predecessor's fuir. (SUB., 4 27,

7 and 9)

WOMAN UNDER THE IN-

FLUENCE+ + + +etc.
Gena Rowlands and Peter Falk

excel in John Cassevetes' master
piece of human emotion, entering
(Holy shit. Batman!) iis sixth week
at the Campus Cinemas, and rightly

so.

5 COLLEGE FILMS

AMHERST COLLEGE - Merrill
Science Center .

Anthropology: Panther Panchali
(4 24, 4 and 7 p.m.), Amherst Film
Coop: Fear (4-25, 7:30 and 9:30);
Catch 22 (4 25, 4 26, 4 27, 8 and 10)

HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE —
Franklin Patterson Hall
Eisenstein: Bezhin Meadow (4 25, 8

p.m.), Man in the White Suit (4 27, 8
p.m.)

SMITH COLLEGE - Sage Hall
Day of the Jackal (4 26, 7 and 9:30)

MT. HOLYOKE COLLEGE —
Gamble Auditorium
Amherst Film Co-op: Dancing

Lady (1933) (4 24, 8 p.m.). Bang the
Drum Slowly (4 25, 7:30 p.m.);
Goodbye Mr. Chips (4 26, 7:30)

Concerts

(T — Indicates Tickets on Sale at

CC Hotel)

IMAM!
STRIKE

Bituminous
Amherst College

David Wave Trio — April 26, 9
p.m., Gerald Penny Memorial Black
Culture Center

Mt. Holyoke
Blood, Sweat + Tears (with David
Clayton-Thomas) — Larry Carsman
Band — May 3, Chapin Hall ($4.00)

Springfield
Aerosmith — April 25, Civic Center

T
Jeff Beck - Mahavishnu Orchestra

— April 26, Civic Center T
Tony Orlando & Dawn May 2,

Civic Center T
Loo Reed - String Driven Thing -

May 4, Civic Center T
James Taylor — May 17, Civic

Center T
The Lettermen May 22, Civic

Center T

Cape Cod Colliseum
Paul Anka - April 26

Boston Pops May 20, Tentative

Providence, R.I.

Ike A Tina Tomer - James Mont-
gomery Band — April 24, Civic
Center
Lou Reed - String Driven Thing —

April 25, Palace Theatre

Frank Zappa — April 26,

Providence College

John Mayall — April 27, Meehan
Auditorium, Brown University

Tony Orlando & Dawn - April 30,

Civic Center On Sale

Aerosmith — May 3, Civic Center
(General Admission) On Sale
Kool A The Gang - Rythim — May

3, Palace Theatre
Frankie Valle — May- 10, Civic

Center
James Brown — May 11, Civic

Center
Frank Sinatra — May 12, Civic

Center
Boston Pops — May 18, Civic

Center

Guess Who — May 18, Steppin
Stone Ranch, Greewich, R.I.

J. Geils Band — May 24, Civic
Center
Rescheduled:
Seals A Crofts — June 6, Civic

Center
Marvin Gaye — June 7, Civic

Center

Boston
Bill Stains - John Miller — April 24-

27, Passim Coffeeshop
Lou Reed - String Driven Thing —

April 24, Music Hall T
Main Ingredient — April 24 27,

Sugar Shack
Muddy Waters - Atlantis April

?4 27, Paul's Mall
Stanely Turrentine April 24 27,

Jazz Workshop
Marshall Tucker Band - Grin-

derswitch April 25, Orpheum T
Alice Cooper - Suzi Quatro — April

26, Boston Garden T

Frank Zappa - James Montgomery
Band — April 27, Music Hall (Two
Shows 7 & 10 )T
Creative Source — April 28 May 4,

Sugar Shack
Miles Davis — April 28 May 4,

Paul's Mall
Pat Martino — April 28 May 1, Jazz

Workshop
Wendy Walderman - Tim Weisburg

— April 30, Harvard Square Theatre

Nektar — May 10, Orpheum T
lan Hunter -Mick Ronson - Kiss —

May 11, Orpheum T
Frankie Valle A The Four Seasons

— May 11, Music Hall T
Dramatics — May 12 18, Sugar

Shack
Eagles — May 4, Music Hall T
Bonnie Raitt - Mose Allison — May

14, Harvard Square Theatre (Two
Shows 7 A 10)

Taures — May 26 June 1, Sugar
Shack
Bad Company - Maggie Bell — May

31 June 1, Music Hall T
Pink Flcyd — June 18, Boston

Garden T
Chicago Beach Boys — June 20,

Schaeffer Stadium, Foxboro Ten-
tative

James Taylor — May 18, Music
Hall T

Betty Wright - May 19 25, Sugar
Shack concrete

LOCAL MUSIC (April 24 30)
Clean Living — Rusty Nail (Sun

derland), Apr. 24-27
Albert King - Bill Colwell — Mt

View Frolics (Chicopee), Apr. 25
Chris Rhodes — T.O.C, Apr. 24 26
Sweet Pie — Red Pantry

(Belchertown), Apr. 24 26
Buddy Guy A Junior Wells - Bill

Colwell — Mt. View Frolics, Apr. 24
Real Tears — Steak Out, Apr. 24 26
NRBQ - Big Screamin' McGrew —

Mt. Park (Rt. 5, Holyoke), Apr. 26
($2 50)

Some of My Best Friends - Cricket
Hill — Hatch, Apr. 24 26
Jamie Brockett — Chelsea House

Cafe and Folklore Center (W
Brattleboro, Vt), Apr. 29
Seagull — 5th Alarm (Springfield),

Apr. 24 27

Little Fire — Smith's Beach
(South wick), Apr. 25 27
Jack Veronisi — Lakeview Inn

(Southwick), Apr. 24
Mitch Chakour — Lazy River

(Northampton), Apr. 29,30
Sweet Pie - 5th Alarm, Apr. 28, 29
Jim K Band — Rusty Nail, Apr. 29
Firewater Hide A Way

(Granby), Apr. 24 26
Honey Drippers — Lazy River,

Apr 24 27

Albatross — 4 Leaf Window (New
Salem) Apr. 24 26
Powerhouse — Bluewall, Apr. 24
Overnight Sensation — Bluewall,

Apr. 25, 26
Rags — Rusty Nail, Apr. 28
Roy Bookbinder A Fats Kaplan —
lelsea House Cafe and Folklore
enter, Apr. 25, 26

< Sullivan - The Pub, Apr. 24, 25
T.)

'organ — The Pub, Apr. 25
rgan — The Pub, Apr 29

CC Board dismisses food manager
By FRED NOBLES

Staff Reporter

The Campus Center Board of Governors
last night moved to dismiss CC Food Ser

vices Manager Phillip Amico for

"misfeasance" in "his actions with regard to

the late billing of the Stefano wedding."
The action followed an hour and a half

executive session of the board restricted to

board members and CC Director John
Corker.

Prior to the closed session, Corker an-

nounced that Steve Stafano, CC produce
and production manager, had resigned his

position and that a "program of restitution of

payment" for Stefano's outstanding bill had
been established.

Corker's announcement came as a result

of his investigation into alleged billing

irregularities concerning a wedding reception

held in the Campus Center last August for

Stefano's daughter.

Corker would not state in public session of

the board why Stefano had decided to

resign. Following the executive session,

several board members said his reason for

resigning was illness.

Board Chairman Jeff Taggart will an-

.nounce today a committee charged with

investigating the dismissal of Amico.
Taggart said last night the board will,

"institute procedures as defined in our by-

laws for the dismissal of Phil Amico. We
intend to investigate all areas and hold him
responsible for his actions with regard to the

late billing of the Stefano wedding."
Board member John Hays, who in-

troduced the motion to dismiss Amico, also

brought two other motions before the board
which he later described as "definitely

related" to the dismissal motion.
The first motion would not allow CC

management to give discounts on food
services or rooms in the Campus Center
without prior approval of the board.
The second calls for an audit of the

Stefano wedding bill

turn to page 9
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WEATHER
They tell me that May flowers
Are the cause of April rain.

But if the effect is showers,
How do we stand the pain?
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Asks others to follow suit

Wood takes voluntary pay cut
By JUDY BOUCHER

MDC Staff

BOSTON - UMass President Robert C.

Wood said yesterday that he is taking a six

per cent cut in salary and reducing his staff

by 15 per cent.

Wood also said he will ask other ad-

ministrators to consider a salary cut as a

"symbolic public act" to demonstrate
concern for the integrity of the University.

Although the salary cuts are mainly

"symbolic" Wood said he will continue to

fight plans to Gov. Michael S. Dukakis to

trim the budget by 10 per cent.

Slashing the budget would be
"catastrophic" and would mean "reducing
enrollment, lay offs, and abandonment of
programs," he said.

Wood, at a press conference in his Boston
office, also released a report on ad-

ministrator's salaries which concluded that

the salaries "are only conservatively com-
petitive."

The findings of the $31,000 report by Hays
Associates of Philadelphia, a national
management consulting firm, are:

— the overall salary structure for ad-

ministrators is conservative when compared
to other public universities similar to UMass.
-UMass pays its administrators salaries

which are consistently below those paid by
comparative private universities.

— University employee's fringe benefits

are "no way competitive" with those offered

in private institutions of higher education.

Wood warned that a cutback in the level of

administrative support would weaken the

management of the University.

Legislators and the general public have

criticized UMass for being "top heavy" with

UMass administrators claiming the biggest

pay checks cashed by state employees.

The president's yearly salary is $50,336. In

addition to Wood's voluntary pay cut other

top administrators have said they would

follow Wood's pay cut.

But, he said, the consultants would not

have made a recommendation to take pay
cuts. "This is not trimming the fat, this is

breaking bones," said Wood.

Wood said he believes that the UMass'
$118 budget request is "cesponsible."

"I am determined and the board ot

trustees is determined to do all we can to

persuade the General Court to adopt a

responsible budget for the University."

He said he fears a budget cut because of

the impact it would have on public higher

education and various student services.

"The student of 1975 is not the student of
1969," he said. Today students are hard
working career oriented and with one dif-

ference "they are now franchised," he
added.

The final result of the proposed budget
cut, he said, would be "cheapening of public
education."

Students in Amherst have been protesting
the proposed budget cut. A referendum vote
is now going to determine if the full student
body will have a moratorium on classes
Tuesday and Wednesday.

Wood said after the press conference that

he was "pleased" that students at Wed-
nesday's Town Meeting decided to call the
boycott of classes a "moratorium" and not a
"strike."

In addition to the salary cuts, Wood
reported that the current austerity program
has saved UMass $3.8 million dollars. The 15

per cent reduction of his staff is a result of

not filling vacancies and will total to about

$150,000, said Wood.

No hiring and freeze on promotions, part

of the austerity program, has resulted in a 10

per cent vacancy in faculty and staff

positions, according to Wood. He said if the

vacancy rate increases it may create "severe
problems for the academic calibre of the

institutions."

UMASS PRESIDENT ROBERT WOOD volunteered yesterday
to take a six per cent pay cut.

• 60 to 90% of campus votes
Heavy voter turnout characterizes the first

day of ballotting on a campus-wide referendum
proposing a two-day moratorium of class. A
Collegian sampling shows between 60 and 90

percent of dorm residents voting. Ballotting

continues today. Story, page 3.

• Brown students seize building
Black students, angered by budget cut

backs at Brown University in Providence, seize

< ontrol o* the Ivy League school's administration

building. Story, page 5.

• Bromery supports demands
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery questions

effectiveness of a student strike but supports

budget cut "demands" before Faculty Senate.

Story, page 8.

• JFK library still uncertain
Thirty Amherst residents view John F.

Kennedy's personnal papers at their temporary

Waltham home but they don't know if they want

the JFK archives in town Story, page 2.

• Security deposits face court
A class action suit is being prepared charging

UMiiss with failure to pay students five percent

nterest on security deposits, and returning the

deposits after the legal deadline of 30 days.

Story, page 2

• SGA elections deadlocked
Student Government is still without a

president because yesterday's election again
ended m a deadlock between two candidates.

Story, page 3.
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Over security deposits

Six students to sue UMass
By LARRY KORNFELD

Staff Reporter

A class action suit is being prepared
charging UMass with failure to pay students

5 per cent interest on security deposits, and
returning the deposits after the legal deadline

of 30 days.

The suit is set for filing Monday in Nor-

thampton Superior Court on behalf of six

UMass students according to their attorney,

Thomas Lesser.

The University stand to lose between two
and four million dollars, said Henry Doyle,

one of the plaintiffs in the suit. Each student

would receive double the 5 per cent interest

the University owes for every year each
student lived in a dorm since 1972, according

to Lesser.

Lesser said the University failed to respond
within 30 days as the law requires to a legal

notice dated March 20 that he served to

Joseph P. Healy chairman of the UMass
Board of Trustees.

UMass President Robert Wood now uses
the interest from the room deposits to pay
the rent on his office in One Washington
Mall, according to a housing report by the

Student Center for Educational Research.

The report says that Wood spent $253,519
of the interest from this deposit in fiscal 1975
on his Boston Office This means, the report

adds, that Wood overspent his allocation for

fiscal 1975 by $95,000.

"The failure to pay 5 per cent per year
interest each year on these security deposits
is a violation of Massachusetts General Laws
Chapter 186, Section 15B and a violation of

M.G.L Chapter 93A, Section "2," according
to the notice.

When called at Homp Healy said he had no

comment on the suit.

Chapter 186, section 15B states: "A

landlord of residential property who holds a

security deposit... shall, beginning with the

first day of tenancy, pay interest at the rate

of five per cent per year, payable to the

tenant at the end of each year of the

tenancy."

Lesser would not go into detail about the

suit when contacted by telephone today, but

said he will say more about it after the suit

has been filed.

Student Legal Services Attorney, James
Starr, said that in his opinion the university is

in violation of this law.

They (the university) might argue their

attempt. I haven't found any exemption that

they come under," he said.

Chapter 93, section 2 states: "Unfair

methods of competition and unfair or

deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of

any trade or commerce are hereby declared

unlawful."

Chapter 186, section 15B also states: "If

the landlord fails to return to the tenant such
deposit... he shall be liable in damages in an

amount equal to twice the amount of such
security deposit... plus interest at the rate of

five per cent from the date which such

payment became due."

The notice claims the university failed to

return the security deposits within thirty days

as required by law in the case of four of the

plaintiffs.

Wood has been criticized by Governor

Sargent and members of the state legislature

for spending too much money on his Boston

Office.

Library site still undecided,

locals visit JFK archives
By JUNE VALUERE

Staff Reporter

The likelihood of the JFK library being located at

UMass remains as unanswered question following

yesterday's visit to the library s archives by thirty

Amherst residents. During their visit, designed to

familiarize interested people with the history, purpose
and contents of the library, they viewed exhibits of

John F. Kennedy's personal papers, letters,

documents and possessions destined for display in

the library, said Gerald Grady, UMass community
coordinator.

The UMass campus is one of the top five being
considered by the JFK Corporation. Since UMass
President Robert C Wood offered this site in

February, Kennedy Corporation officials have visited

the campus twice but no decision has been made.

The final decision will tentatively be made in early

June but there is a possibility that it will not be made
until next fall, according to John Stuart, associate

director of JFK Library archives.

The 30 people, who were bussed to the Waltham
Federal Bureau of Archives where John F. Kennedy
library materials are stored, represented a cross

section of the town, said Grady. They were: Select-

person Diana Romer, two student town meeting

members Donna Fusco and Douglas Margarez, two
women from the League of Women voters, two labor

representatives, town meeting members, press and
concerned citizens.

Daniel Finn, director of the library and David

Powers, former Kennedy assistant, greeted the group.

Stuart gave a brief history and description of the

proposed library.

Stuart explained, plans for the library were
developed before the assassination of Kennedy. The
corporation, he said, planned to locate the library next

to the Harvard School of Business but was changed
to the former MBA yards. Now because of protests

from Cambridge citizens, a new site is being sought.

The group was given a tour of the archives where
they inspected documents, letters and possessions of

Kennedy, including his famous rocking chair.

Amherst residents will make a decision to accept

the library, if it is offered to them at the annual town
meeting May 5. The selectmen will give their position

on the library Monday night after they release the

Gladstone Corporation report.

Gladstone Corporation has been engaged by the
Kennedy Library Corporation to assess the effects the
library would have if located in Amherst.

Daniel Finn, director of the JFK Library, speaks at
an earlier appearance at UMass.
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By GARY McWILLIAMS
Staff Reporter

Where do you go for information

relating to the year 2075 - In-

stitutional Planning? Future
Studies?

The Science Fiction Club, a loose

coalition of artists, writers and
readers of cosmic debris, could
probably make a good guess.

Originally a splinter group of the
Astronomy Club, the Science
Fiction Club started on its own in

1965. Using a footlocker as storage
for its small paperback collection,

the club library moved from
Hampshire house to what is now
the People's Market; finally settling

in a book-crammed office high
above all reality - in 921 Campus

•••••*••••••••••••*•••••••••*•******
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Materials & Civilization

— Learn how ancient people produced metals ang glass — for
extra credit do glass blowing or metal casting.— Learn about methods and problems of recycling and the
coming shortage of metals and plastic.
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science which underlies much of America's skills and crafts
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Center.

According to Matt Zimet, a

graduate student in Zoology, the

club sponsors four science fiction

movies a semester using the

revenues to purchase 4-5 novels or

various magazines and comic
books per week.

Club members gather at the

office to read and sometimes just

"bullshit" about novels or movies,

said Zimet, the club's buyer.

The mostly male membership
consists of hard core science fiction

fans with a liberal sprinkling of

fantasy and comic book devotees.

The

Collegian

Naads a Few

Good Reps.
m

The Advertising Dept. of the

Collegian has a few openings
for advertising represen-
tatives who can

SELL!

J ••••••••••••••••••••*************^

If you think you qualify
contact Gary Williams or Alan
Anastos at the Collegian Of
lice or after 6 00 at 253 3707.
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Resident and commuter students show concern for budget cuts

in yesterday's moratorium referendum.

Staff Photo by Stuart Evman

Turnout heavy for strike referendum
By STEVE DECOSTA

Staff Reporter

Heavy voter turnout yesterday charac-

terized the first day of ballotting on a

campus-wide referendum proposing a two-

day moratorium of classes.

A random sampling of dormitories by the

Collegian indicated that between 60 and 90

per cent of all dorm residents had voted on

the referendum.

Volunteers Mike Costa and Mark Hopkins,

who manned separate tables in the Campus
Center-Student Union complex, reported a

high level of voting activity among the more

than 6,000 eligible commuters, but no exact

figures were available.

As of mid-afternoon, Costa reported that

"about 1500 people" had voted at the table

opposite the candy counter. He compared

the number to a recent student senate

election' in which only 90 commuters cast

ballots.

All vote-takers interviewed said they

believed sentiment to be running in favor of

the referendum.

"I would say it's about 90 per cent in

favor," said Hopkins, who spent much of the

early afternoon collecting ballots on the

Campus Center concourse.

Leo Baldwin, a volunteer in Baker dor-

mitory, remarked, "I would say about 90 per

cent (are in favor) from what I've seen and

what people have said."

The referendum was authorized at a

Wednesday night town meeting in which

approximately 1900 persons took part.

The ballotting, which is being conducted

by the Student Action Committee (SAC), is

designed to gauge student sentiment toward

proposed Budget cuts and tuition and fee

increases.

"Given that it's being run by the SAC,"
said Student Attorney General Cindy Iris,

"they would be hard pressed to make it (the

School of Ed records

not yet open to public
By JUDY BOUCHER

MDC Staff

BOSTON - Despite a court ruling that
would allow access to the scandal plagued
School of Education records, the U.S. at-

torney claims they are not open to the public
at this time.

U.S. Attorney James N. Gabriel has
decided to ask the FBI to take control of the

records, according to UMass President

Robert C. Wood.

The FBI has been investigating alleged

misuse of federal grant funds, by school of

ed administrators.

Wood said at a press conference yesterday

that the decision to release the records is

between the state courts and the federal

government.

A Northampton Superior Court Judge

ruled in favor of granting a reporter the right

to view the records, disregarding two
subpoenas by a federal grand jury sitting in

Boston.

The suit was filed by Collegian reporter

William P. Densmore Jr. who contended that

the records under the state's "open records

law" were public.

However, Wood said the only specific

records that were not available for public

scrutiny are:

-records of a New Haven teacher training

program funded under a Model Cities grant.

-records of New Funded Career Op-

portunities Programs in Brooklyn, N.Y.,

Worcester and Springfield.

In a letter to Wood, Gabriel said that an
FBI agent who is also a special agent of the
grand jury is the "custodian" of the records.

Judge Raymond S. Cross in a six page
reading said that UMass is still the custodian

of the records. The attorneys involved in the

case agreed that most of the records were
still "physically" present on the UMass
Amherst campus.

Gabriel said that the outside auditing firm,

Coopers and Lybrand, would have limited

access to the School of Education records.

However, Gabriel said a vote was taken by
the grand jury that would allow university

officials to use the records in order to

conduct the day-to-day affairs at the School
of Ed.

vote) binding."

Iris said there had apparently been some
confusion between the present referendum

and an SGA presidential referendum.

"The presidential referendum usually

concerns legislation that affects the entire

student body, and its results are binding,"

Iris said. "They're trying to make a parallel

that falls apart when you realize that it's not a

presidential referendum dealing with
legislation."

Iris said members of the SAC had solicited

her help in counting the ballots. She said she

would ask for volunteers, but her office

would not officially "oversee" the counting

procedure. "That's not necessary," Iris said,

"even on presidential referenda."

The resolution itself calls for "a

moratorium on classes (on Tuesday and

Wednesday) during which we demonstrate

our opposition to proposed BUDGET CUTS,
TUITION INCREASES and FEE HIKES, and

our growing support for the Town Meeting's

Nine Demands."
The referendum also says that the

previous Monday should be set aside for

"political discussions about the past week's

events" in the classroom.

During the entire three-day period, the

resolution calls for "a massive letter-writing

and phoning" campaign to parents and

legislators.

Voting on the referendum will continue

today from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. and the results

should not be known until late tonight or

tomorrow.

SGA president deadlock unbroken
as confusion reigns, leader sought

By DAVE KOWAL
Staff Reporter

After three days and eight ballots, the

Student Government Association (SGA) is

still without a new president, as yesterday's

election ended in a deadlock between Craig

Ghodotti and John O'Keefe.

In the last ballot, Ghodotti tallied 37.3

votes to O'Keefe's 37.2, with neither can-

didate receiving the 49 vote majority

necessary for election.

Jon Hite, SGA speaker, said yesterday's

election "showed that people are thinking

about who they want as their president, and
not just trying to elect someone to get it over

with."

The assembly recessed last night after two
hours of debate when no quorum was
present.

The elections began Tuesday with

Ghodotti, O'Keefe, Peter Lewicke, Cindy

McGrath, and Tim O'Brien as the five

recognized candidates.

The SGA Constitution says the top two

vote getters after the first ballot should be

considered in a runoff ballot until one of

them obtains the necessary majority of

votes

After the first ballot, O'Brien and Ghodotti

were the top vote getters, respectively, but

O'Keefe gained the second position with

second ballot "write-in" votes.

After four ballots without a majority

candidate, it was brought to the Chair's

attention that "write-ins'" are un-

constitutional.

This limited the balloting to Ghodotti and

O'Brien.

The next ballot ended in a standoff with

neither candidate receiving a majority of

votes, as several people abstained.

The assembly recessed to reconvene

yesterday.

At yesterday's meeting a motion was
passed to reconsider nominations, and the

five original candidates were renominated.

Lewicke resigned, leaving Ghodotti,

McGrath, O'Brien, and O'Keefe.

The next ballot left Ghodotti and O'Keefe
in the top two positions.

After two additional ballots with neither

candidate receiving 49 votes, the quorum
was questioned.

When the role was called, O'Brien, no
longer a presidential contender, denied his

presence. When asked if he would stay,

O'Brien said, "The hell I will," and left.

Several People followed, leaving the
assemblies of Central, Northeast, and Or-

chard Hill without quorum.
Rick Savini, present SGA president said he

didn't know when the SGA would recon-

vene.
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Communists await new Saigon government
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Politicians delay

search for cabinet

SAIGON (UPI) - President Tran

Van Huong's search for a new
government acceptable to the Viet

Cong for cease-fire negotiations

bogged down yesterday in

bickering among politicians.

Outside Saigon the Communist
armies halted their advance, ap-

parently awaiting the outcome of

the talks.

Huong and at least two men
seeking his job- Senate president

Tran Van Lam and Gen. Duong Van
"Big" Minn struggled, evidently

without success, to set up a

coalition "peace government" that

could negotiate a cease-fire and

prevent a Communist assault on
the South Vietnamese capital.

An estimated 100,000 or more

Communist troops have pushed
their front lines to within 26 miles of

Saigon, but the battlefronts were
unusually quiet yesterday.

Foreign embassy officials in

Saigon took advantage of the lull to

get their nationals out of the

country before any all-out Com-

munist attack against Saigon.

The British embassy closed at the

end of the business day, and

Ambassor John Bushell and his

staff flew to Singapore in Royal Air

Force C130 aircraft. An embassy

spokesman said the closing was

temporary.

Indochina

developments

Victory announced
(UPI) - Cambodia's new Khmer

Rouge regime announced
yesterday it has "totally liberated"

the country and proclaimed a three-

day victory celebration.

The announcement, in a Phnom
Penh broadcast of the National

Cambodian Front Radio, marked

the first time in four days that the

station had come on the air with a

live broadcast.

"Our revolutionary army and

people have now totally liberated

Phnom Penh and Cambodia," the

radio said.

Previous reports had told of

continuing pockets of resistance in

outlying provinces of Cambodia
following the rebel capture of

Phnom Penh last week.

South Vietnamese soldier waits to be evacuated from the town of Binh Tuy, South
Vietnam, earlier this week, before that town fell to the Communists.

Withdrawal asked for

VIENTIANE (UPI) - The
coalition government of Laos has

ordered Communist troops to give

up territory they seized this week
and withdraw 13 miles to their

original cease-fire positions, a

spokesman said yesterday.

Spokesman Ouday
Souvanouvong said the cabinet

ordered troops of the Communist
Pathet Lao and royalist soldiers

near a strategic road junction 90

miles north of Vientiane to return to

positions they held before the

Communist offensive.

Airlift increases

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
U.S. airlift of American and
Vietnamese refugees from Saigon

is now in high gear with 5,000

people a day being flown out of the

threatened South Vietnamese
capital, an administration

spokesman said yesterday.

L. Dean Brown, President Ford's

director of the refugee relief effort,

also said aircrafts are available to

double that number if the U.S.

Embassy staff in Saigon can clear

them for evacuation.

Conferees pass Vietnam aid

limits Ford's use of troops

bill;

WASHINGTON (UPI) - House
and Senate conferees yesterday

approved a $327 million Vietnam
.aid bill which carefully limits

President Ford's authority to use

troops for evacuation purposes.

Reaching a swift compromise on
what may be America's last

Vietnam wartime expenditure, the

conferees approved the larger aid

sum $327 granted by the original

House bill but also kept the troop

authority restrictions spelled out in

the Senate bill.

Sen. John Sparkman, D Ala.,

chairman of the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee, said the

conferees had reached agreement
on what the bill will contain and had
ordered congressional staffs to

draw up the final language.

Sparkman said that final draft

would be ready for formal approval

by the conferees this morning. It

then goes to the full House and
Senate, where approval is ex-

pected, and then to Ford for his

signature.

"We have decided to make $150
million in new money available for

humanitarian purposes and $177
million in funds already authorized

but not yet appropriated to finance

evacuation plans and humanitarian

aid," Sparkman said.

Sen. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., said

the conferees had retained the
tougher Senate restrictions on the
use of U.S. armed forces for

evacuation purposes.

This included, Javits said, the
Senate requirements that U.S.
troops can help evacuate Viet-

namese only incidental to the
rescue of Americans and only in

areas where Americans were being
evacuated. The House bill put no
such strict and definite restrictions

on Ford's authority to use the
troops.

"We have retained the essential

authority of the War Powers Act,"
Javits said in a reference to the
1973 law which forbids any
President from from using U.S.
military forces in Southeast Asia
without congressional permission.

Sparkman confirmed the
compromise essentially was a
trade off of the House money
provision for the Senate's troop
restrictions.

"I believe that is a fair ex-

planation of what we have done,"
he said.

Rep. Wayne Hays, D-Ohio, said,

"We have reached a general

agreement on the amount of

money and the objectives of getting

people out and providing
humanitarian aid."

Thailand also shut down its

embassy. The New Zealand em-
bassy closed Wednesday, and the

Australians were expected to shut
down later in the week.

An American airlift stepped up
evacuation flights, flying thousands

of U.S. citizens and Vietnamese to

the Pacific island of Guam and
sources said the number of official

Americans in Vietnam would be
down to about 500 by the end of

the day. There were an estimated

8,000 Americans in Vietnam several

weeks ago.

Huong, who took over from
President Nguyen Van Thieu on
Monday, accepted the resignation

of Thieu's cabinet members but so
far has not named replacements.

In separate action, the man
constitutionally next in line for

Huong's job, Senate Chairman
Tran Van Lam, said a 21 -member
committee named by him has
recommended an immediate cease-

fire and the creation of a coalition

group to set up elections.

Gen. Minh, leader of the coup
that toppled the late President Ngo
Dinh Diem in 1963, was also

suggested as a candidate for

president by one of his major
supporters, Sen. Vu Van Mau.
Minh was a presidential can-

didate against Thieu in 1971. He
withdrew from the race before the
election, however, claiming it was
not fair.

Lam, a former foreign minister

and one of the signers of the Paris

peace agreement in 1973, said his

Senate Special Committee for

Political Affairs recommended the

appointment of a prime minister

"capable of neotiation, not
complying with the old leadership,

having the confidence of congress
and support of various religious

parties, political parties and
people."

Towne House of Amherst
Two and three bedroom townhouses, with wall-to-

wall carpets, IV2 baths, dishwasher, garbage
disposal, self-cleaning oven. FROM $225.

Pool and recreational facilities, safe playground
for children, FREE UMass Bus service.

Open for your inspection 7 days a week.

50 Meadow St. Amherst, Matt. 549-0600
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Want to be a Student

Commencement Speaker?

Submit position paper stat-

ing why you want to speak

and on what topic by May 1

to Student Matters Com-
mittee, Student Senate
Otfice, 420 S.U.

Date: May 31, 1975

— Must be Senior
Have topic that is ot

general interest
— Deadline May 1

— Speakers will be chosen
by May 9

^|#C********************************************J

Brown students occupy building
Budget cutbacks

anger black students
By ROBERTMEDEIROS
Medeiros is a formei

Collegian reporter

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - Black
students, angered by budget
cutbacks they said would make
Brown University "richer and
whiter," seized control of the Ivy

League school's administration
building yesterday.

A university spokesman said

administration officials would
respond by Thursday night to

student demands that included
amnesty for all taking part in the
takeover.

"The university has been in-

sensitive to our demands," a
spokesman for the Third World
Coalition said after the takeover.
About 40 black students entered

University hall, the administration
building on the College Green,
shortly after 8 a.m. after about 100
black students surrounded the
building.

Within hours, more than 400
black and white students were
picketing University Hall in support
of the students inside.

Dukakis gets support

from businessmen
BOSTON (AP) - The state's

huge lobby of influential

businessmen has broken precedent
by praising Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis and his effort to "control
the chaos of runaway govern-
ment." Associated Industries of

Massachusetts (AIM), an
organization of 2,500 businesses
that includes 85 per cent of the
state's manufacturing payroll

endorsed the new governor with an
editorial in its monthly magazine
"Industry."

"Gov. Dukakis, in his effort to

check the cost and control the

chaos of runaway government
deserves our praise but clearly will

need our help if he is to have any
hope of success," wrote Robert H.

Cain, chairman of the AIM board.

A spokesman for AIM, Jim
Sledd, said the endorsement is

unusual.

"We don't get out and talk about
individual politicians too often, but
this guy is worth supporting,"

Sledd said.

AIM said it was particularly

pleased with Dukakis' efforts to

reduce welfare spending and
oppose a cost-of-living pay raise for

state employees.

Support from the business
community was missing during the

administration of former Gov.
Francis W. Sargent, whose
spending on social programs
angered some businessmen.

Dukakis, once considered a

liberal spender on social programs
himself, sought business support

during his campaign against
Sargent. He complained frequently

about fiscal waste in state

government.

Dukakis' spokesman, Mary
Fifield, said AIM's endorsement
was not expected but "has to be

considered a plus."

State Manpower Affairs

Secretary Howard Smith, the

governor's liason with the business

community, said Dukakis "has

made an effort to be responsive to

the needs of business. But he

hasn't done more than I would
expect any governor to do."

Smith said he has told

businessmen that Dukakis is a

genuine liberal who may eventually

upset them with his programs. But
for now, the secretary said, the
governor is on a honeymoon with
businessmen.

"He's saying things they never
thought they'd hear about fiscal

responsibility in government,"
Smith said.

PHYSICS ELECTIVES

FOR SCIENCE MAJORS

200 Physical Electronics

254 Meteorology
290 B Biophysics
319 Electronics Lab
385 Independent Study

391 Bioenergetics Seminar

For additional courses and more information, see the Course
Description Guide. A description of the new physics major programs is

available in Hasbrouck 110.
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The takeover was peaceful, and
all university officials and employes
left the building after the students
moved in.

Other demands made by the
students included continuation of
financial aid for minority students at

its present level and more money
for recruiting black students.

The takeover followed a four-day
boycott of classes last week by
most of the 5,100 students at the

university to protest the austerity

budget proposed for next school
year by Brown President Donald F.

Hornig. There are about 450 black
students at Brown.
The boycott ended Saturday

when a committee of the Brown
Corp. rejected many of the student
demands and offered few con-
cessions. The Brown Corp. is

scheduled to take final action on
the budget in June.

"As a result of the ad-
ministration's insincerity, we have
been forced to express our sincerity
in this fashion," said Paul Jones of
the Third World Coalition.

"We are tired of committees,
discussions, and promises. The
university has the power to im-
plement our proposals. We demand
that the university do so," Jones
said.

Black students staged a series or

protests at Brown in 1968 to protest

what they felt were discriminatory

practices at the school.

"The university has failed to

honor the commitments which it

made to the minority communitv in

1968," Jones said. "For seven

years, we have been engaged in a

frustrating dialog with the
university.

Students protest outside University Hell, the ad-
ministration building on the campus of Brown
University/ which they had taken over to press for their
demands of greater minority enrollment. Story on
page 1.

Sadat vows respect
for Israel territory
UPI — Egyptian President Anwar

Sadat said yesterday Egypt would

respect Israel's territorial integrity if

Israel gave up the Arab land it

occupies.

Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak

Rabin said there are indications the

Arab nations are preparing for war.

Referring to current summit
meetings among Arab leaders,

Rabin told a gathering of Israeli

exporters Wednesday night:

"It is hard for me to believe that

they were called to propose new
initiatives for peace in our region."

Citing the meeting of Sadat,

Syrian President Hafez Assad and

King Khaled of Saudi Arabia in

Riyadh this week, he said, "there

are signals and indications among
our neighbors that they are

preparing for the possibility of a

new war with Israel."

Sadat ending a visit to Tehran

and talks with Shah Reza
Mohammed Pahlevi of Iran, said he

agreed with a statement Wed-
nesday by Soviet Foreign Minister

Andrei Gromyko that the Soviet

Union would guarantee the right to

independent existence of all Middle

East states, including Israel.

"I quite agree with this

statement, but Israel must with-

draw from all Arab occupied

territories," Sadat said.

At an airport sendoff for Sadat,

the Shah voiced his support for

Egypt's Middle East policy although

Iran is strategically important as

Israel's main supplier of oil. But the

Shah has often said he does not

intend to use his oil to put political

pressure on Israel.
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Recipients protest
BOSTON (AP) - More than 100

welfare recipients marched on the

State House yesterday in a protest

against Gov. Michael S. Dukakis'

plan to cut $311 million from the

Welfare Department's $1.7 billion

request for the next fiscal year.

Chanting "tax the greedy, not

the needy," they walked from a

rally at the Tremont Temple, a

Baptist church on Tremont Street,

to the State House, where they

lobbied their legislators to oppose
the budget cuts.

Jessie Sargent, wife of former

Gov. Francis W. Sargent, was in

the audience but did not speak at

the welfare rally.

Bartley silent

BOSTON (AP) - Despite weeks
of speculation that he has the job
locked up, House Speaker David M.
Bartley refusea to say yesterday if

he has actually applied for the
position of president of Holyoke
Community College.

The deadline for applications for

the position is 5 p.m. Friday.

William G. Dwyer, president of

the state Board of Community
Colleges, also declined to say rf

Bartley has applied.

Hostages held

STOCKHOLM (UPI) - West
German guerrillas holding 12

hostages in the German embassy in

the Swedish capital told German
newsmen yesterday the Bonn
government had rejected their

demands. They said they would kill

a hostage.

The West German news agency
DPA quoted one of the guerrillas

holding the embassy as saying that

the German government, through
Swedish premier Olof Palme, had
told them their demands for

freedom for 26 jailed guerrillas in

Germany would not be met.

"Our ultimatum stands as before.

At 10 p.m. (5 p.m. EDT), we will

shoot the next embassy official," a
guerrilla told DPA's Stockhold
bureau.

Warheads vulnerable

WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
Army and Navy have been moving
nuclear warheads along the
nation's highways in a manner
which makes them vulnerable to

terrorist activities, the General

Accounting Office said yesterday.

GAO, Congress' investigative

arm, delivered a classified report on
the situation to Defense Secretary

James R. Schtesinger, but made
public an unclassified "digest" of

its findings.

Alcohol studied

PITTSBURGH, Pa. (AP) - A
panel of doctors studying
alcoholism says it has found a

definite relationship between
alcoholism and male sterility.

Dr. Joshua Perper, chief forensic

pathologist for the Allegheny
County coroner's office, says
severe testicle damage was found
in men with a history of alcoholism

and it could result from two causes.
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FAMINE IN ETHIOPIA:
On Saturday, April 26th at 6:30

p.m ., the Ethiopian Students in the

Five College Area, in co operation
with Afro American Society,
Center for Racial Understanding,
Poverty Committee, and Program
Council, invite all concerned people
to a fund raising night for famine
victims in Ethiopia. There will be an
Ethiopian dinner, speaker, a film on
the famine in Ethiopia, and a photo
exhibit.

The funds collected will be
forwarded to a non-government
Famine Relief Committee made up
of University students and
professors in Ethiopia. Please show
your support by either buying

tickets at two dollars each, or giving

donations to this cause.

The event will be held at the

Campus Center Auditorium, at the

University of Mass.

The following news commentary
is special to the Black News Service

from the Ethiopian Students Assoc,

from the Five College Area.

The causes of famine has

variously been explained by ex-

perts, reporters and politicians

alike. One of the common opinion is

that famine was the result of the

food supply and demand condition

on a world scale. Typical among the

opinions was that of a U.S.D.A.

official, Don Paarlberg, who stated,

"never in modern times have crops

been so poor in so many major

producing countries at the same
time." Whole on the supply side

total world food production has

shown quite a substantial decline,

an estimated 23,000,000 tons for

1973. As compared to 1971, in total

output and a decline of 1 17,000,000

in total stock for the period 1961 to

1974. on the demand side there has
been a substantial increase. The
result, it was stated is that in 1974

alone, 90 countries have ordered

U.S. grain thus, resulting in a sharp

increase of grain price from $1.30-

bushel in 1973 to $5.20 bushel in

1974

Demographers on the other hand
has looked at the problem from the

point of view of the rapid

population growth, especially in the

Third World countries. Believing so,

they warned of a possible holocaust
resulting from this trade-off bet

ween population explosion and
food production.

Some other experts have ex-

plained the famine in terms of the

physical and meteorological
condition. This group of experts
often capitalized on the en
croachment of the Sahara and
other deserts on the surrounding
agricultural land as a result of the
effect on the weather by the
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change in the position of some
mystical star.

Famine in history

Even though sometimes it would
seem so, hunger is not a problem
endemic to the contemporary world
nor a calamity of today's im-

poverished masses alone. Hunger
has affected in an almost identical

manner the oppressed classes

throughout history. Hunger is an
unquestionable phenomenon in a
class society where the exploitation

of one by the other is the governing
practice.

A recorded 450 famines were
known in Europe between 1000 to

1850 AD.

In periods of extreme famine,

cannibalism was practiced and
merchants traded in human flesh.

In feudal times the inhabitants of

towns besieged by famine ate wild

grasses, roots, and the back of

trees and, like some animals,

practiced a kind of collective

hibernation. They spent four or five

of the coldest months of the year in

a semi lethargic state, lying down
most of the time, making the least

possible movement and only taking

care of their most urgent needs.

Until now there has been no
mention of "population explosion"
or "energy crises" in the age long
road of usury, exploitation and
hunger. The middle ages just had
production relation between two
classes; feudal lords and serfs.

Hunger was glorified and poverty

seen as a necessary condition for

wealth.

In 18th and 19th century, when

colonialism dedicated to "the lofty

task" of forcefully introducing its

Economic-social practices and thus

disrupting the existing social

relations, millions were forced to

perish. Half the population of

Madras, Mysore and Hyderabad in

India died of starvation. Between

1870 and 1900 alone, 20 million

Indians starved to death. In 1868

more than 300,000 Algerians died

for the same reason. In the same
century 100 million persons also

starved to death in China.

Famine is nothing new to

Ethiopia as elsewhere in the un-

derdeveloped neo-colonial
countries. It was estimated that in

the late 19th century over a quarter

of a million people lost their lives.

This same time also witnessed the

loss of millions heads of cattle and a

massive destruction of the en-

vironment.

The situation in the present
century though quite drastically

changed for some countries, is still

the same for the majority of the

colonial and neo-colonial countries.
We now live in a different historical

epoch where famine due to drought
cannot be allowed to occur in a few
developed countries, while it is

made to exist in the developing
neo colonial countries. This as we

turn to page 7
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Causes 8- effects
know is the period of monopoly
capital and imperialism, which has
intergrated in its underdevelopment
ring, even the remotest rural back-
water in the neo-colonies. Thus,
when famine exists during their

reign of monopoly capitalism, it is

because the structural intergration

of these societies to world im-

perialism has given rise to the
condition of immobility and "under
developingness."

The consequences from this

imperialist relationship is the ar-

tificial super imposition in money of
these backward economics of a

style of life which blindly immitates

the metropolitan centers, par-

ticularly by the dominant class in

the periphery. The backward ruling

classes whose destiny is much
more dependent on the moods of

Washington and Paris than their

own people, can freely mess with

the lives of their "subjects." They
indulge in hording, grain

speculation, and create artificial

scarcities to sell the last possession

of the starving masses intrapped in

a famine crisis.

In the era of imperialism, famine
is not a result of absolute want,
rather whatever its incidental origin

is developed from the policy of

*&&+ jA y&£ sir A
•* ^ J0
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throw away prices which the

profiting classes launch against the

laboring masses. Only the op-

pressed people in the world are

vulnerable to famine and hunger at

this particular era in human history.

It is against this background that

famine, hunger and other social ills

must be seen in Ethiopia as else in

the neo-colonies.

As a social scientist once wrote
"What at one pole is the ac-

cumulation of wealth, at the other

is the accumulation of poverty,

suffering, hard work, slavery,

despotism, ignorance and moral
degradation." The essence of class

society is this very connection. The

accumulation of wealth, the

product of exploration, is the

equivalent of poverty and hunger

throughout the world. It is in light

of this that we should look at the

two reports of fortune. Which
published a list of the 60 top centi-

millionaires whose wealth, worth

20,000 million dollars in 1974 and
the FAU-1974 report of the 500

million asset-less, desperately

starving, weak, sick, degraded

human beings.

Schlitzarama

May 3
Fate in the afternoon.

Live Lobster at night.

(onlest. prizes, refreshments, food, the Schlitz bull, a good
time for all.

510 N. PLKASANTST.
< next to the Fine Arts (enter)
make plans now to attend

During the 1973 and early

months of 1974, the deposed
government of Haile Selassie has

shown the most barbaric in-

difference to the famine savaged
people. The government in fact

chose to conceal the disasterous

effect of the drought on people and
livestock rather than to make a

common knowledge to all.

Resistance to the cruel handling

of the famine problem in Ethiopia

has been strong. The Addis Abeba
University students offer their

meals until international relief

agencies are aware of the situation.

In reaction the government sent a

large army of policemen, broke

their meeting and killed six students

in cold blood.

The current military junta which
deposed the emperor in September
of 1974, though has propagated a
major campaign against the famine,

V
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"Hunger is an unquestionable phenomenon in a class

society where the exploitation of one by the other is the
governing practice."

MMMMNMINI

has in face done little to save the

lives of the millions affected by the

famine.

In wake of its war of ex-

termination against the Eritrean

masses, little time and resource has
been given towards combating the

famine. The fascist junta has on
one side been declaring "socialism"

and on the other waging a war of

extermination against the Eritrean

masses, progressive students,
teachers, intellectuals, workers and
peasants who oppose the policy of

barbarism.

In light of this we invite all to our

funding raising night on Saturday,

April 26. 1974 at the Campus Center

Auditorium.

The

Collegian

Needs a Few

Good Reps.
The Advertising Dept of the

Collegian has a few openings

for advertising represen-
tatives who can

I
SELL!

If you think you gualify

contact Gary Williams or Alan
Anasfos at the Collegian Of-

fice or after 600 at 253 3707.

Community announcements
Nummo News

Nummo News, the first Black

student newspaper on the campus
of the University of Massachusetts

makes it debut today! Nummo, a

publication of the Black News
Service will appear weekly and may
be picked up at the Black News
Service Office located at 103 New
Africa House.

All materials, articles, or letters to

the editor should be submitted to

the Black News Service office no

later than Friday at 5:00.

B.M.C.P.
Reminder: The Black Mass

Communications Project will be

having their weekly meeting today

at 4:00 p.m. It will be held in Rm.
114 of New Africa House

All members are urged to attend.

Discussion will include major

decisions.

ATTENTION TREKKER5 !!

CT4R TREK T-SHIRTS
^** AVAIL ARLF NOWAVAILABLE NOW AT

THb C«YbR UP
THE T-SHIRT SHOP

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
233 N. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST
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Bromery, Gluckstern question strike
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By BILL GONET
Staff Reporter

Chancellor Randolph Bromery,

reading the text of his memo to the

student action committee, told

yesterday's meeting of the Faculty

Senate that he supported student

efforts to defend current University

budget requests but questioned the

effectiveness of a student strike.

"I fully support your combined
efforts to increase student financial

aid and to defend current University

budget requests," Bromery said.

"However,. ..you will find that it

(student strike action) is not a very

viable method to gain external

support..."

Fog-shrouded Herter Hall provides faded backdrop
for peaceful campus pond.

Teach-in planning meeting
A Teach-in planning meeting will be held today in the Student

Union Council Chambers at 9 a.m.

All those planning teach-ins for next Tuesday are urged to attend

and are reminded that Monday at 3:00 p.m. is the deadline to turn-in

schedules to the Teach-in Committee.

A printed program of Tuesday's events will be available for all

students interested in the Teach-in workshops planned to coincide

with the campus-wide Moratorium next week.

For further information contact the Teach-in Committee in the

Council Chambers.

TV tonight
6 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (81

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH "Cro»s
Hairs of Death." 118)

THE BIC NEWS 90 (221

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

THE NIGHTLY NEWS (30)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA "The Legacv " (40)

LOVE. AMERICAN STYLE (56)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (561

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

ZOOM' (24) (57)

MOVIE "The Boy and the Pirates."

(27)

BEWITCHED (381

6 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7 00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
"Where You Been, Fassbinder ." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

AVIATION WEATHER (24)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry

Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE OPEN DOOR (57)

730 WILD. WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS "The New Americans."

(3)

LET'S MAKE A PEAL Monty Hall,

host (8) (22)

PORTER WAGONER SHOW (18)

BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS (24)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (30)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW "Mr
McBeevee." (38)

NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
(40)

DRAGNET (56)

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57)

8 00 FRIDAY COMEDY SPECIAL
"Harry and Maggie." (3)

KOLCHAK THE NIGHT STALKER
(8) 140)

PASTOR'S PERSPECTIVE (18)

SANFORD AND SON (22) (30)

WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
(24) (57)

THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES (38)

DEALER'S CHOICE (56)

830 WE'LL GET BY Andrea sees

symptoms of alcoholism in George.

(3)

CHICO AND THE MAN "The
Letter " (22) (30)

WALL STREET WEEK (24) (57)

CHALLENGING SEA (27)

AMERICAN LIFESTYLE (38)

DINAH (56)

9 00 CBS FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIES
"Planet of the Apes." (3)

HOT L BALTIMORE (8) (40)

FAMILY CINEMA MOVIE (18)

THE ROCKFORD FILES (22) (30)

FIRING LINE (24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

BOSTON RED SOX BASEBALL
(38)

MASTERPEICE THEATRE "Nine
Tailors." (57)

9 30 THE ODD COUPLE (8) (40)

GOMER PYLE "Gomer and the

Dragon Lady." (27)

1000 BARETTA (8) (40)

POLICE WOMAN (22) (301

MASTERPIECE THEATRE "The
Nine Tailors." Pan II (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

PERRY MASON (56)

EVENING EDITION (57)

10 30 NEW DIRECTIONS (18)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN COMEDY
THEATRE (27)

BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS (57)

11 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

THE BEST OF GROUCHO (56)

THE CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
NEWS (57)

1130 FRIDAY SPECTACULAR
Psycho." (3)

WIDE WORLD IN CONCERT (8)

Former Provosn Robert

Gluckstern added that in event of a

strike "faculty are expected to

conduct their classes." Faculty

wishing to participate were told

they must request leaves without

pay, make arrangements to have

their classes covered, and to hold

students responsible for work
missed during the strike.

In other action, the senate

deferred consideration of the

Athletic Council Report, and
passed the following motions:

— a measure urging the ad-

ministration and the J. F. Kennedy
Foundation to continue exploring

the possibilities of locating the

J.F.K. Museum and Library on the

Amherst campus.
— a measure establishing an ad

hoc committee for the study of the

January break.

— a measure recommending
incorporation of additional revisions

into the Academic Personal Policy

prepared by the ad-hoc multi

campus committee.

Presentation of amendments to

the Athletic Council Report by the

Committee on the Status of

Women resulted in the Senate's

decision to refer the report and the

proposed amendments back to the

Athletic Council.

The three part Athletic Report

summarizes the organization and

financing of all UMass athletic

programs and outlines proposed

future organization and financing of

these programs.

A substantial section of the

report was addressed to the

problem of expanding programs

open to women.
Objecting to the report's failure

to compare by sex the distribution

of scholarship money and to

provide for recruitment of full-time

women head coaches for women's
programs, Professor Margaret

Culley, spokesperson for the

Committee on the Status of

Women, recommended that the

reorganization of the Athletic

Department advanced in the report

be postponed until the following

conditions are met:

— equal distribution of resources
between men's and women's
athletic programs.
— increased allocation of full-

time positions to women in the
Athletic Department.
— the substantial increase of

women's athletic programs.

-equal participation of women
in policy making decisions within

the Athletic Department.
In his presentation of the motion

recommending further study on
locating the J.F.K. Museum and
Library at UMass, Senate Secretary

Booth said he envisioned the

proposed complex a "facility that

would sponsor exciting intellectual

scholarship."

He added that it would also

improve the Political Science and
History Departments as well as

improving campus library services.

Now Appearing at the

REAL TEARS « * *"

HAPPY HOUR— MON.-SAT., 4:30-7 .00

in the Speakeasy Lounge

Faculty, staff —
join over 20,000

other readers.

subscribe to:

call 5-3500 for into.

PHYSICS FOR

N0NSCIENCE MAJORS

100 Physics for Poets
114 Sound, Speech, and Hearing
116 Relativity

119 Contemporary Applications of Physics
121 Concepts of Physics 1

123A Air Pollution (1 credit mini-course)
123B Radiation and Life (1 credit mini-course)
123C Wind Power (1 credit mini-course)
123D Independent Study
1231 One, Two, Three, Infinity

130 Physics for Elementary Ed Majors
169 Science for Science Fiction Readers

No prerequisites. For details and other courses, see the

Course Description Guide or inquire in Hasbrouck 110.

SANDALS FOR EITHER SEX

Crepe Soles, Leather Soles

Wedges, Heels and more—

Bolles Shoes
* 2 Locations

* 8 MAIN ST.
• HADLEY VILLAGE BARN SHOPS

AMHERST
RTE. 9, HADLEY

Now
FREE Ear

Piercing

Clinic With Purchase of 7.50 Earring Starter
EASY! PAINLESS!

24 Kt. Gold applied directly to Surgical Stainless

Steel. A Safety Shoulder lock prevents irritation

caused by pinching. This method is safe even for
people with metal sensitivity.

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL, HADLEY
Saturday, April 26th, 11 a.m.-8 p.m.

Monte Carlo Hite

Fit, April 25

Hampden Commons

Donation $1

Gambling 8-12 p.m.

Auction 12-1 a.m.

WIN: Complete Stereo

(Garrard, Nikko Marantz)

from SOUND SCOPE

Mt. Farms Mall

Trip to Jamaica

from ADVENTURA TRAVEL
233 N. Pleasant St.

The mirrored reflection of UMass student Sheila Levine ca^ures her own
moment of reflection.

* CC Board ousts food manager
cont. from p. 1

specifically aimed at, "comparison
of items ordered, accuracy of

amounts used and accuracy of
costing of these items."

Prizes also from

CARRIAGE SHOPS
The Habitat
No Day Graphics
The Covar Up
Leslie » Yarn Shop

MT. FARMS MALL
Almy'a
4 Theater*
Crane s Men Shop
Eaitar Horizon*
Paperback Bookamith
Ice Craam Gallery

ALSO
Allen s Allay

Facas of Earth
Amherst Food
Thompson'! Clothing
Cronopiua Books
Bonanza Staak House
Burger King
Wear House
Quonset Rest.
Steak Out
Amherst Gulf
Bell's Pizza
Hungry U
Whole Wheat Trading Co.

In a discussion prior to the

board's decision to go into

executive session, Corker said that

his investigation of the Stefano

billing had found "no attempt not

to pay the bill."

In response to a question from

John Hays questioning the amount
of time elapsed between the

wedding reception and the

processing of the bill. Corker said,

"obviously anything of that extent

is not normal."

Hays said, "I fail to believe any

manager in this building could

overlook this kind of bill for that

amount of time and not think

something was irregular."

In other action last night the

board voted to support the Union

of Student Employees as the sole

bargaining agents for student and

hourly employees in the Campus
Center Student Union Complex.

The board's vote of support

came after board Vice-Chairperson

Mark Bennett read from a letter

sent to John Corker by the U.S.E.

The letter read in part, "We, the

Executive Committee of the Union

of Student Employees base our

demand on the strength of the

authorization cards which have

been signed by well over fifty

percent of the work force and

which are presently filed with the

Massachusetts Labor Relations

Commission."
The board also voted to establish

a committee which will work this

summer to investigate Campus
Center adherence to affirmative

action hiring practices. The
committee will be charged with

investigating any discrepancies

involved in the hiring and payment

of women and minorities in the

Campus Center.

Dance marathon starts tonight
By tony battista

Staff Reporter

Phi Mu Delta will sponsor a

dance marathon for Muscular
Dystrophy this weekend. Dancing

will begin tonight in the Worcester

Dining Commons at 9 p.m.

Spectators will be asked to make a

$2 donation to Muscular Dystrophy

on this night. Free beer and dancing

will be available to all spectators.

On Saturday and Sunday, the

dancers will move to the Student

Union Ballroom. They will dance

PEERLESS
All we ask is that you sign a special consent form.
If you're 18 or uhder you must have your parents'

written consent.

.

•

Shades of Midnight Madness at

Tech Hi-Fi . .

.

1 5% Off
On All Unadvertised

Demo's in the Store.

rnaste- cnarge

Ban«Ave»ica»d

Except those which are fair traded . . .

FRI. & SAT. ONLY . . .

Qtech hifi)
Quality Components at the Rlvht Price—*''(Quality Compone

259 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610

STORE HOURS:
r'ri., 10:00-12:00

Sat., 10:00-5:00

from 10 a.m. to 1 a.m. on Saturday

and from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Sunday.

According to the marathon rules,

each contestant will be allowed one

short break every four hours

The couple lasting throughout

the marathon who has collected the

most money for Muscular
Dystrophy will be named the

winner.

First place prize is $150. The
second place couple will receive

$75.

All money raised for Muscular

Dystrophy in a particular couple's

name will be counted by an outside

service organization. This is to

insure that there will be no disputes

over the final standings.

Music is being provided by bands
who are donating their time. In

between bands and during breaks,

records will be played to keep

things moving.

The winners will be announced
as soon as possible after the

conclusion of the marathon on
Sunday.

<C$£bc£?.
csa

THE NEW HISTORY- CUIME5E FOOD

the WAN LIN •
OPEN IIAM-IOPM TUE5-SUN.

193 LOCUST 5T. iWUH 9>

FLORENCE, MASS 586 4562
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Get It TogetherAtBeau Britches

Buy A Bottom (pants or skirt)And a Topand
Receive20%OFF

Beau Britches

hasA GreatSelection
OfStyles

Mensand Womens Clothing

PANTS
Levi ,Landlubber

,

Glen Oaks, Male,
Lord Issacs, A Smile,

FREE
10 sp. Jeunet Bike

valued at $115 will be given away toftK
the most pledges.

OR \
Suntour Shift

r
£, ~e

\ e ,̂i Rider who collects

consisting of:

UMass Wildlife Society protects

& researches Amherst environment

Hand>
Sur

..s — Value $18.00

Luxe — $13.00

Derailleur

jr Comp u Front Derailleur — $7.50

dlebar Cables & Casings — $2.20

otal Package Value Approx. $42.

There is still time to enter this relaxing 3-hour Sunday afternoon

bike ride (refreshments served). But you must hurry. If you wish info

about the ride or pledge collecting call 256-6844 or 545-0082. The
Leukemia Foundation will love you for it.

We wish to thank the PELOTON BIKE SHOP for donating all the

prizes.

\p\im
SHIRTS

By Nik ,Nik, Bon Homme,
Huckapoo, Forum,

Career Club, Viola Chip,
Steve Gee, Faded Glory,
His, and Much More

SUPER PIZZERIA
Specializing in—

DI77AC ( Large and Small)

SPAGHETTI

GRINDERS
(The meatiest roast beef

grinders in the area)

FREE DELIVERY in Amherst and Sunderland

549-0626
Open 11 a.m. 1 a.m.

17 MONTAGUE RD. N.AMHERST

The UMass chapter of the Wildlife Society is

getting involved with the wildlife environment here in

the Amherst area. »

The Wildlife Society on campus is part of en in-

ternational society which functions in 60 countries

throughout the world and has a total membership of

8,000. Most of the members are in colleges, majoring

in Wildlife Biology, but it is not a requirement for

enrolling in the society. On campus, 30 active

members make-up the only Wildlife Society chapter in

Massachusetts. The four main objectives of the

society are as follows:

-To develop and promote sound stewardship of

wildlife resources and of the environments upon
which wildlife and man depend.

-To undertake an active role in preventing man-
induced environmental degradation.

-To increase awareness and appreciation of wildlife

values.

-To seek the highest standards in all activities of the

wildlife profession.

It is a professional association and shouldn't be

confused with the Audubon Society. Unlike the

Audubon Society, the Wildlife Society does no ad-

vertising for their own publicity purposes nor do they

advertise for or against any issues concerning wildlife.

The society concentrates on research in wildlife

environments, finding answers to problems and
protecting resources.

Currently the chapter is working on a project that

will inventory a 46 acre plot of land just off Northeast
St. in Amherst. This land was purchased by the

Wildlife department of UMass in 1910. During World
War I and II the land was used as a rifle target range
and a tank testing ground for the ROTC. UMass
professors have planted trees and shrubs there trying

to stabilize the land after it was left barren in the late

1940's. Now the land is a well established Wildlife

environment.

Dr. Donald Progulski of the Wildlife department
came up with a proposal to inventory the land, and
the Wildlife Society made a commitment to do the job

for them.

Vice-president of the Wildlife Society, Art Wash-
burn, is in charge of 15 students working on the
project. These students are working alone or in small

groups on volunteer areas of the parent project. Soil

analysis, water tests, tree and shrub identification,

weather conditions and animal locations are some of

the ingredients going into the inventory report. Each
student or group of students will turn in their results,

which will be compiled before it will be handed over to

the Wildlife department.

It is hoped that the inventory will aid students and
faculty in using the land as- an outdoor classroom
area, for hiking and or exploring. The land has not
been used for 20-25 years and now offers many
opportunities.

Next to the N. Amherst Post Office

I

WITH THIS COUPON

25' oh
A SMALL PIZZA

WITH THIS COUPON

50e
off

A URGE PIZZA i

I

UMass Music Faculty Trio

presents Bicentennial selections
The UMass Trio introduces the

Bicentennial with selections by Ives

and Brahms on Sunday at 8:00 p.m.

in Bowker Auditorium. The Trio

features Estella Olevsky at the

piano, Julian Olevsky, violin, and
Leopold Teraspulsky on cello.

The music being presented is

highly individualistic and typifies

IN STOCK OVER 10.267 ITEMS

<2H3SAVER
^^^J DISTRIBUTORS ^^^-"

BEST THING
SINCE

WHOLESALE

the American spirit - it could be
called "Americana".

The Ives piece opens in a

philosophic, lyrical rather in-

trospective movement and
progresses into TSIAJ ("The
scherzo is a joke"). The composer
Charles Ives, a native of Con-
necticut was considered by some
as being too outrageous for the

time when he wrote around the

turn of the century and by others as

50 years ahead of his time. His

music expresses the "pioneer" in

America.
The Trio is a reflection of Ives'

college days at Yale and recalls a

short but rather serious talk, games
and antics of students on a holiday

afternoon and some of the tunes
and songs of those days. They are

suggested in a sometimes rough
way. The last movement is partly a

remembrance of a Sunday service

on the campus which ends with

"Rock of Ages".

A second selection by Brahms is

a major composition of Trio

repertorie.

The Recital is open to public

without charge.

The way fun is going to be

THE CATALOG/SHOWROOM / WAREHOUSE

BUY IT AT ITS LOW PRICE AT PAYSAVER

iflDPIONEER

n m% (DOTT

j*-'-» » ify iii -

ItAdds Up To Great Deal From

PROJECT
BY PIONEER OWHGH FIDELITY

300 AM/FM
STEREO RECEIVER digcoffieque & re§tanrai\t

Three Floors Of Good Times!

Every Sunday— Live Wands 8:30 P.M.-ltiO A.M.

discotheque Rightly 9.-00 - l.-oo A.M.

ritcheS.

BISR

CREATIVE 222
2-WAY 6" & 3" AIR
suspension
speakers

bsr Mcdonald
2260X TOTAL
TURNTABLE

in

SPRINGFIELD
1351 MAIN ST

Oo.ly 30 AH* to S 30 PM
Mon 1 Thur ».l t P M

WEST SPRINGFIELD HOLYOKE
BURT S CENTURY CENTER 1504 NORTHAMPTON ST.

Doik 9 AM to 9 PM Doily 1 AM to 9 PM
SAT 9 to 5 30 Sot til 6 PM

0ft
Mountain Farms Mall Rt. 9 liadley, Mass.

NORTHAMPTON
HAMP PLAZA

Doily 10 AM to 9 PM
Sot fil 6 PM

GREENFIELD
87 MAIN ST

Do.ly 10 AM to 6 PM
Fn til 9 PM

Happy Hour Daily

I nderground 4 — 6 p.m.

Happy Hour Maxwell 8 — 9:30 p.

special prices

"Overnight Sensation"
Sun. nite. April 27

'Sandwiches that are more than a meal"

i Open at Vtyon

at the Elmwood
Route 9 Hadley, Massachusetts

Grc*> Inn, lac.

VISIT BURT'S NEW COMPLETE SOUND ROOM
; 6 « *

food drink dancing
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One woman's struggle
By SHEILA WATSON

Recently, much has been written concerning the case of Joan Little, a

20-year-old black woman from North Carolina who stands accused of 1st

degree murder in the death of Beaufort County's night jailer, Clarence
Aliigood.

Many groups, including a number of women here at UMass have
banded together in support of Ms. Little in the hopes of raising funds for

her defense. This group, the Joan Little Defense Committee has a table set

up in the Campus Center where volunteers distribute pamphlets, sell

buttons and bumper stickers, solicit petition signatures, and collect

donations.

Aside from manning this table, the women on the Defense Committee
have attempted to spread the news of the plight of this young black
woman via the various mediums on campus and throughout the Valley and
state. They have written to her lawyers and to Ms. Little in the hope of
offering her their support.

Ms. Little's case combines the issues of civil rights, women's rights, and
prisoner's rights. Her case has become a means of publicizing these issues.

As Ms. Little's legal defense came together in the fall, the emphasis moved
away from civil rights and the historic treatment of black people in North
Carolina to women's rights and the issue of killing in self-defense under
sexual assault. Each respective issue has support groups that are grasping
for a case such as Ms. Little's to further their cause and raise the level of
public awareness over their issues.

Raising public consciousness is certainly an important step in trying to

change existing conditions. It seems to me that each of these issues is

interrelated and important to this case and subsequently the cases of

others in similar situations. I also think that it's important for groups with a
desire to have their issues brought to the fore not to overlook the specifics

of this case and the implications these specifics have for the fate of Joan
Little. It is essential that this case get support from these various groups.
At the same time it should not be merely a rhetorical vehicle for these
groups at the expense of Joan Little whose life is on the line. She needs
their support and as will certainly be the case, her trial will become a forum
for these issues - but her life is more important than merely spreading the
issues. Her life is the issue and civil rights; woman's rights; and prisoner's
rights' issues are all a part of her life right now.

Sheila Watson is a Collegian Commentator
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now, not laterPay
Students are attending classes today

with a spirit that is analogous to the

"last call for alcohol" ai the Wall.

Maybe this is an indication that leaving

with a high cum this semester is more
important than putting energy into the
struggle for a better education in the
future.

Between the moratorium and the
impending doom of final exams, many

of us are
experiencing a personal
conflicts concerning
where our prerogatives
lie. This atmosphere of

confusion can be cleared
up if we all take the time
to consider what will

happen in the Fall if we
don't participate ac-
tively in the
moratorium.
Faculty cuts will force

us to attend larger and
even more impersonal
classes. Those who live in dormitories
will discover that higher rents do not
necessarily mean improved conditions
when many of the maintainence em-
ployees lose their jobs. Potential
commuters will not be allowed to move
off campus. Minority and financial-aid
students will not be able to continue
their education. Single mother and
married student needs will continue to
be ignored. The list goes on and on...

The point is that by sacrificing three
days of traditional classes, we are not

losing a damn thing. For once we will be
able to vent our frustration with an
"academic" institution that pays more
attention to profit-motivated bond-
holders than its students. For once we
will be able to channel our anger into

actions that will prevent further insults

to our intelligence.

Now is the time to
briefly step off the
career ladder and
realize that we aren't
going anywhere if we
can't afford to pay
tuition bills. Psych. 101

and Statistics 300 are not
going to help us deal with
economic realities. Only
we, the people of this

University, can take
action against those who
are trying to control our
lives while perpetuating

our power lessness.

Make the decision to support this

moratorium. This is just the first step
towards attaining student rights. If we
fail to collectively fight the budget cuts
that are facing us right now, it will be
too late to "get involved" in September.

All unsigned editorials represent the
opinion of the majority of the Board of
Editors.

In the recent past the Economics Department here
at UMass has experienced considerable departure
from the traditional mainstream approach to

economic study and investigation. This radical trend is

reflected by an influx of faculty that represent a more
critical attitude toward socio economic institutions

and their related political policies, as presently
established This factor may account for the rising

political tone that has been felt in many economic
courses I believe that this tendency in the Economics
Department is a progressive one, but only to the
extent that its social costs do not exceed its benefits.

A case in point will help to clarify the above
statement

I learned recently that the credibility of Prof. Arthur
Wright of the Economics Department is being
questioned A professor's "record" often revolves
around the extent of his her publications and student
evaluations. I would like to comment on Prof.

Wright's teaching ability in the capacity of a former

Comments on Prof. Wright

In past years, Greek Week was
one of the largest happenings for

the Greeks at UMass during the

calendar year. This year, Greek
Council has decided to incorporate

numerous campus wide activities

into the Greek Week calendar.

There are a number of events
that will need support from all

'Muscular dystrophy or no muscular dystrophy, I

just can't hoooold it any longer!"

student.

Prof. Wright is able to develop hard core economic
theory in such a way as to minimize the complexities
and therefore the confusion that often surrounds
relationships in economics. His presentations are clear
and unbiased in terms of value systems that may
distort or damage the essential mechanics of
economic theory. Thus, the student leaves the course
better equipped to analyze real economic behavior.
This precision will ultimately lead to a more responsive
understanding of the socio political relationships that
overlap and intermediate with various economics.

In essence, Prof. Wright represents a highly
progressive movement in terms of the development of
economic thought and application. His credibility

should not be under emphasized or questioned
because he isn't outwardly consistent with a
movement that has become dominant in the
Economics Department.

William Nebesky

Help the Greeks help
a few hours on Sunday, April 27,

call 256 6844 and help

If you are light on your feet,

we've got /ust the thing for you,
"Dance for Those Who Can't" in

the PHIMU DEIta Dance Marathon.
The proceeds are donated to

Muscular Distrophy. The marathon
takes place Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, April 25th, 26th, and 27th.
The money is raised by pledging a
certain amount of money per
competing couple. If you can dance
for us, call Phi Mu Delta at 545-

2163. If you can't dance, then come
and support those who will at

Worcester Dining Commons on
Friday, April 25th from 9 p.m.-

J

a.m., and on Saturday and Sunday
in the S. U. B. If you can spare some
time to dance for a weekend,
someone...somewhere may take
their first step.

"April showers bring May
flowers"... so what would a May
Day be without a flower sale?
Sigma Delta Tau will be selling

plants in the Campus Center
Concourse all day May 1st. All

donations will be given to the
Massachusetts Heart Fund.

So help us help others. Greek
Week is for everybody!

and Barry Sherman
Steve Macaulay

Activities Chairpersons
of The Greek Area

students in order to attain the goal
of the Greek Council... to raise
money for a number of charities.

If you en/oy bicycling, then ride in
the Bike-a thon sponsored by lota
Gamma Upsilon. Just by receiving
pledges per mile from friends and
professors and peddling for a few
hours, anyone can help the fight
against Leukemia. If you can spare

Protest of coverage
We are writing to protest the poor coverage given to the movement

towards student unity and the recent demonstrations and rallies toward
this goal. The Collegian is a student newspaper payed for, and run by and
for students, therefore primary coverage should be given to the major
concerns of the student body. The budget cuts proposed by Dukakis affect

every student, so every student should know of the proposed cuts, the

effects of these cuts, and the options we have to fight these cuts.

Students have the right to this information and the Collegian is the most
effective means of communication. Time, place, and content of meetings,
demonstrations, rallies, etc., should be highly visible, so students can't

help but know about them. Once they are aware, the decision is their own.
We demand that our concerns be given top priority coverage. Shit, we're
all in this together!!!

Victoria Leal

JoAnn Sweeney
Kathy Heieraid

Richard DeAngelis

School of Ed info
Hey... all you school of ed. undergrads!
Now that I've got your attention, how 'bout taking a short test on what

you know about School of Ed. decision making? It won't take too long.

7
1
What does the Executive Committee do? Can you name a member of

it?

2\ What does the Cabinet do? Can you name a member of it?

3\ Can you name one of the five students that represent you on the
Faculty Assembly?

4\ Can you name your Cluster's chairperson?
5\ Do you know the name of our Acting-Dean?
If you could answer 2 or more of these questions, you should be proud.

If not, why not?
Each of these people or groups has a definite say in policy, money, fees,

tenure, curriculum, program organization, and so on. Essentially, you
don 't. not unless you want it, not unless you 're willing to hold it.

There is a meeting to gauge and organize undergrad participation in the
decisions of the School on Monday night at 7:00, Rm. 162 Campus Center.
Be there... it's important.

Timothy Masloski
Moderating the next meeting

What will the Phantom Phreak do about the

moratorium? Find out next week!

Moratorium
Students interested in expressing their views to the legislature

should contact: David Bartley, Speaker of the House of
Representatives (D. Holyoke); Thomas McGee, House Majority
Leader (D. Lynn) Joseph McClane, House Majority Whip; Michael
Daley, Chairman House Education Committee (D. Brighton);
James Collins, Education's floor leader against budget
cuts (D. Amherst); barney Krank, Chairman of liberal Cauns ID. Back
Bay); Kevin Harrington, Senate President (D. Salem); Joseph J.C.
Dicarlo, Senate Maj. Leader (D. Revere); Walter Boverini, Chairman
Senate Education Committee (D. Lynn); John Olver (D. Amherst).

I you want information on your local representative go to the
U.S.C.C. office on the second floor of the Student Union Directly
above the candy counter.

james nollet

Bread and taxes
There were three days of national significance last week. They were

Income Tax Deadline Day, April 15, Food Day, April 17, and Patriots' Day,
April 19: I would like to share some reflections I had about the first two of

these days.

Food Day, April 17: Food Day did not attract the ballyhoo it did last year
(Remember the one day fast?), but it did nevertheless draw some attention

to the various causes of hunger. Yet, there are three conspicuous causes
of hunger which curiously escaped commentary. I can name them. They
are Russia, China, and India, an unholy trinity made one by virtue of the
practice of agricultural socialism. Catholics should appreciate the analogy.

Consider each country individually. Let's start with Russia. Historically,

Russia has always been an exporter of food, or at least the Ukraine has
been. Yet in 1973, it concluded the biggest grain importing deal in history

with America, which has only 1-3 the wheat acreage of Russia. And this

was but the latest in a series of grain deals.

China likewise must import, despite the fact that most of its population
is devoted to farming, and despite (or because of) the fact that agriculture,

like everything ____

'...we need a tax

loophole structure like

the one we have,
because by and large,

loopholes promote the
well being of all...'

else, is run with a draconian
authority. This year they will import

several million tons of wheat. And
though they used to be the only
significant producer of soybeans, it

is now the United States which
produces most of the world's

supply. The Richmond News
Leader recently noted that if Red
China only matched Nationalist

China's agricultural productivity,

that they would export, and not import food. As for India, it is

sufficient to note that the imposition of socialist principles took India away
from the road to agricultural self sufficiency and helped make it the
breadbasket case of the world.

Let us hope that the immensely productive capitalist farmers of The
United States, Canada, and Australia have good weather. We'll need it to
feed socialism's hungry.

Income Tax Deadline Day, April 15: There is a regressive side of the
progressive income tax structure, caused by inflation, where pre-inflation
tax rates are used to tax post inflation income, thereby causing a net loss in

real income. In Canada, the tax rates are tied into the cost of living, so that
if inflation occurs, the rates will go up to match the higher cost of living.

I'd like to share some very general observations about the infamous
income tax loopholes. What is a tax loophole? It is nothing more than an
incentive. It is a cash award the government makes in order to encourage a

desirable expenditure of money.

For example, the government
proposes to give $250, in form of an

itemized deduction, to anybody
who insulates his home, because it

wishes to encourage energy
conservation.

There are two kinds of loopholes.

One kind encourages money
holders to invest in the govern-

ment, and the other kind stimulates

the private sector. Examples of these are, respectively, municipal bonds,

where the incentive to invest is the promise that the interest on the bonds
will be tax free, and property depreciation, which encourages construction.

It's all very well to demand the elimination of loopholes by pointing to

the example of oil billionaires who pay no taxes. But remember that such a

person can take advantage of loopholes only if he spends money
elsewhere. For example, one could force the DuPonts to pay taxes on the

interest from New York City municipal bonds, but if this were done, why
the DuPonts would no longer invest in New York City. Nobody would.

The City would go broke, which would do an awful lot of people no good
at all.

The truth is that we need a tax loophole structure like the one we have,

because by and large, loopholes promote the well being' of all. Now, if you

were to say to me, "I can demonstrate that tax loophole X makes Mr. Y
rich AND does not nevertheless promote any public economic good and

therefore should be eliminated," I'll say, "Fine, demonstrate it. But do not

think to eliminate the entire structure because you have succeeded in

finding one bad one."

James A. Nollet is a Collegian columnist.

'...let us hope that the

immensely productive

capitalist farmers...

have good weather.
Well need it to feed
socialism 's hungry. .
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steve tripoli-

A new housing plan
"A lie on the throne is a lie, still, and truth in

a dungeon is truth, still; and a lie on the throne
is on the way to defeat, and truth in a
dungeon is on the way to victory.

"

-Anonymous
It looks as if the lies flying down from the "throne"

in Whitmore lately may defy the optimism of the
above quote. For a number of reasons, mostly our
own inability as students to organize, we have had to

watch an endless parade of Nixonian half truths insult

us this semester, and from optimistic beginnings we
may yet find ourselves worse off than we were in

January. Consider:

Early in the semester and through most of last

semester both the Chancellor and Vice Chancellor
Gage claimed that they could see an end to man
datory dormitory living for all as of next semester. This

was, of course, in the face of lawsuits challenging the
University's right to make a person live in a dorm.
Now the tune is different. After throwing everyone

off guard with their early proclamations, the Ad
ministration has gone in the exact opposite direction,

and it looks as if MORE people will have. to live on
campus in the Fall, this thanks to the repeal of the rule

which allows 21 year old non-seniors to live off

campus. And what of the earlier statements, Messrs.
Bromery and Gage? Are they now "inoperative?"

Just as a sidelight, veterans will probably be exempt
from the ruling, and that's cool (can you imagine a 23
year old freshman faced with three years in the
dorm?). But has anyone stopped to think that in a

strange way this will discriminate against women?
How many woman veterans do you know?

Incidentally, this isn't a student problem alone.

Administrators in the residential areas aren't happy
with what's coming down either. For one thing,

Whitmore isn't keeping them informed of their

decisions, and since they reverse their stands on
everything with regularity it's hard to know what
current policy is at any given moment. Whitmore
actually tells these administrators to "read the
Collegian and the Hamp Gazette" to get the latest

information. Neat, huh? And these axe the people who
have to face the angry students. They've become the
flack catchers for Whitmore, and they aren't even
responsible for what's happening.

To top it all off, these people are getting screwed in

other unique ways. For instance, the Whitmore gang
has informed administrators who are signed to multi-

year contracts that if budget cuts slash too deeply
their contracts will not necessarily be honored.
Now if you had just signed a multi-year contract last

year, and then went out and taken a mortgage on a

new house, on the strength of that contract, how
would you feel ? Suddenly someone tells you that your
job security is nil. What do you do with your mortgage
then?

Oh well, maybe it's just Whitmore's new Master
Plan. First they get all employees on multi-year

contracts to sell their homes because they can't meet
the payments, then they'll offer to let all the homeless
administrators live in dorms, solving the occupancy
problem there. The way things have been happening
lately, it wouldn't be surprising.

Can it be that Ron Ziegler has become an employee
of the University secretly?

Steve Tripoli is a Collegian columnist.
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The drafty winds of change
By GREGG WILSON

If you can take time out from your daily

routine, glance at Wednesday's N.Y. Times;

you'll find an article quite relevant to the

UMass student movement against budget

cuts. It seems that over the past decade the

costs of college education have risen 15 per

cent faster than the Government's Cost of

Living Index. Inflation reflected in rising

wages and prices has sent budgets

skyrocketing. Stanford University reported

its costs increased almost 1 H times the rate

of inflation.

Ironically, if you continue on into the

business and financial section, you will

discover that the petroleum industry

reported that their 1974 earnings increased

by 41 per cent. Although stagflation has put

higher education in a perilous situation the

major corporations continued on a profit

making spree.

Someone must bear the costs of these

increases. Although it was not the UMass
community that caused inflation, officials in

Whitmore and the Governor's office propose
that you, "the student," accept the

responsibility of elevating the impact of

inflation. Fee increases and program cut-

backs will be inevitable in the absence of an

effective and unified student protest.

Yet economy moves will not stop there.

The years ahead promise the introduction of

new methods to decrease costs. Educators

nationwide have recommended a "radical

restructuring of the teaching process,"

alterations which are destined to damage the

educational process. They favor the in-

troduction of audio-visual teaching to cut

down on faculty costs. UMass has already

seen the introduction of this ineffective

teaching method in the Engineering

Department. Only half-awakened UMies are

forced to attend an 8 o'clock lecture on the
tube. Soon we may see this method used in

all courses taught at the introductory level.

Friends of mine at Northeastern have also

seen the introduction of T.V. teaching at

their university. Their reaction "It — (you
supply the obscenity!)".

Other recommendations include the
elimination of alternative couises which
attract relatively few students. Does this

mean that BDIC and University Without
Walls will fall prey to the Governor's cleaver
next year? They also recommend increased
student-teacher ratios and more emphasis on
channeling new students into two-year
community colleges, thus eliminating the
need of expanding faculties and facilities to

receive the college students of tomorrow.
The stand we take now involves the plight of

members of our family who may wish to

follow us here.

Public higher education is always the first

to feel the crunch of cost increases. If the

UMass community does not join together
and "send a message to Boston" the needs
of public highei education will fall by the
wayside.

The moratorium is a perfect opportunity to

show the legislature we have the unity to

press against cutbacks. Writing letters to

your state senator and representative will

consume a mere 15 minutes of puff time.

Demonstrating at the State House on April

30th can only enhance our chances of being
triumphant.

The future of higher education at the state

level rests on "your shoulders", don't shirk

the responsibility. If our efforts fail, others
may give up without even trying!

Gregg Wilson is a Collegian Commentator.
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5-College course registration easier

By NANCY DAWSON
Staff Reporter

Registration for off-campus
courses among the five colleges

should be a much easier process
this semester thanks to the efforts

of the Academic Committee of the
Five College Student Coordinating
Board (FCSCB).
During the week of pre-

registration, April 28-May 2, a

student will be available full time in

the University Registrar to provide
any assistance in matters con-
cerning five college courses.

The Academic Committee also

has someone in CASIAC at UMass,
not only during pre-registration but
all the time, working to supply
students with five college in-

formation. Another source is .the

Campus Center Assistance Desk.
Similar services exist throughout

the rest of the area colleges. All the

registration centers will be
equipped with five college catalogs

and description guides. Referral

lists will also be on hand with

nanpes students can call at the

different schools for further in-

formation on a particular subject.

Chairman of the Academic
Committee Andrew Rizzo, a UMass

representative to the FCSCB, said

"Our whole purpose is to make
everything easier." He said his main

activity has been "coordinating this

whole thing for all five colleges."

Rizzo pointed out that these

services are being funded by Five

College Incorporated.

"We're trying to encourage

people to take full advantage of the

Pioneer Valley — there's so much
to offer," he explained.

Almost all students who have
taken five college courses have
"statistically been very satisfied,"

according to Rizzo.

UMass, however, trails the other

schools in the amount of students

who have participated in five

college courses this past year. Rizzo

said 964 students signed up from

Hampshire College, 630 from
Amherst College, 564 from Mount
Holyoke College, 559 from Smith

College, and 379 from UMass.

The FCSCB sponsors Five

College Bus transportation con-

necting the colleges by half-hourly

operation. Library and research

facilities are freely accessible to a

student from any one of the

campuses, and there is also a meal

plan exchange between schools.

The FCSCB holds open meetings

every Wednesday at 8 p.m. on a

rotating location basis between the

colleges. This Wednesday the

board meets at Mount Holyoke

College in the 1886 Room of Mary

Wooley Hall. Anyone is welcome to

attend.

CARLO of Na P|es state streetf Northam Pton

54th Member of the World Famous

Restaurant International

Our menu consists of 62 items

(Italian Food only) and an avoragt

spending of $2.25

Your Host, Carlo, is a special

student at UMass
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CCEBS

FAMILY DAY
April 26, 1975

New laws to affect

motorcycle operators
"Motorcycle operators are advised that beginning in June there will be

two pew laws governing their operation on the highways of the Com-
monwealth," Deputy Registrar Francis McCone said today.

-Effective on June 11, 1975, operators of motorcycles which are not

equipped with windshields or screens axe required to wear eyeglasses,

goggles or protective face shields.

Effective on June 23, 1975, operators of motorcycles shall ride no
more than two abreast and shall ride single file when passing.

These laws have been enacted for the safety and protection of

motorcycle operators and must be obeyed.

Black parents invited Saturday
On Saturday, parents and

guardians of Black (CCEBS)
students have been invited to

UMass (Amherst) to increase their

-knowledge of, participation in, and
support for CCEBS.
The day's activities will include:

9:00 a.m. -10:00 a.m.: Registration

10:00 a.m. -11:30 a.m.: Orien-

tation (Hasbrouck Laboratory)

12 noon 2:00 p.m.: Lunch
(Campus Center Auditorium)

2:30 p.m. -6:30 p.m.: Parent-

Student Academic Counseling
(New Africa House)

8:30 p.m. -11:00 p.m.: Evening
Concert (Bowker Auditorium)
From the day's activities, it is

intended that the parents, in at-

tendance, will come away with an
increased knowledge of their child's

academic progress in "higher
education" and of the support
mechanisms that are assisting their

:hild in the attainment of their

college degree.

a Day for parental knowledge of;

participation in;

and support for the

Committee for Collegiated Education of Black Students

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, Massachusetts

8:30to9:00
9:00 to 10:00

10:00 to 11:30

12:00 to2:00
2:30 to 6:30

8:30 to 11:00

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Registration (Campus Center)

Registration (Hasbrouck Lab 20)

Orientation Session (Hasbrouck Lab 20)

Lunch (Campus Center Auditorium)
Academic Sessions (New Africa House)

Evening Concert (Bowker Auditorium)

FREE CONCERT:

Voices of New Africa

Dynamic Sex Machine

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN IS

local events

Energy Coalition will sponsor
free workshop in Northampton
On Sunday, from 1-5 p.m. the Alternative Energy

Coalition of Hampshire County will sponsor the

second in its series of ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
WORKSHOPS. The workshops will be held at the

People's Institute at 38 Gothic St., K block from the

Hampshire County courthouse in downtown Nor-

thampton. There will be no admission charge, and
child care will be provided.

The afternoon schedule will consist from 1-1:40

p.m. of coffee and refreshments (provided by the

A.E.C.) and time to browse literature and displays. At
1 :40 p.m. there will be a general session, consisting of

a solar energy slide show given by Fran Koster of

UMass' Future Studies Program and the introduction

of workshop leaders. Workshops will begin at 3 p.m.

The workshop topics will be: solar, wind, wood and
design. The solar workshop leaders will be Fran

Koster and Ran Bullard, a carpenter and associate

with Solar Energy Works in Springfield. Helen and
Klaus Kroner of Energy Associates in Leverett will

lead the wind energy workshop. Larry Gay, Vermont
author of Heating with Wood, will conduct the wood
energy workshop. Tulio Inglese, NACUL Center

architect of Amherst, and Curtis Johnson, UMass
teacher of Housing Design and Construction, will

present separate workshops on designing for energy

conservation. Inglese will present a topical slide show
to open his design workshop.

^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^* ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^* ^^* ^^^
4^fc *^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^i ^^* ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ Tf

* ^mhwest
| Course to be offered

for execs, businessmen
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

May Day is

coming •

it's

May 1

in front of

Moore House

*
*
*
*

*
*

*
***************

Think you can 't afford

a luxury apartment?

f

l

V/HU-B THCY~LASTV

Alloot ' STK46ffT L.E6
SLACKS JEANS

acfewell

JMMS

Lp\fi I
CUT \

I

I

THIS
THURSDAY

FrV&Af*
SATJftmf,

[cctthe,

W(TF| our.

store

# r *

EVBARs
HOUSB

BLUE JEAM
201 n. pleasant st. amherst
ft Fairfield Mall chiconee

sorrKcmriG
Dif^itenc
in cLocmno
FOR
men a
women

Think Again!

Brittany
Manor

3 Month SUMMER LEASES at Low, Low Rates

1 bedrooms from $170 — 2 bedrooms from $180

3 bedrooms from $280

• air conditioning

• 2 pools

• 2 tennis courts

• picnic area

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• dishwashers and disposals

9 month FALL LEASES at special rates

for applications made before June 1, 1975.

I bedroom from $200— 2 bedroom from $210— 3 bedroom from $:S10

$50 deposit required to hold apartment for

September— completely refundable until August 1 , 107.1

Take The Free lUis or (all Is at 25t-tiKM

Office Hours— 0:00 a.m. to.">:00 p.m.. Monday thru Fridav

Avoid the Summer Rush — RENT NOW
for the Fall and save time and money!

A course in leadership and
organizational change will be of-

fered executives, presidents, in-

dustrial staff administrators, and
other high level business managers,
by the UMass School of Business
Administration, in April with a

follow-up session in September.

The first session will be this

Sunday through Friday and the

follow-up will be Sept. 11 and 12.

The seminar is designed to provide

frameworks from the social and
behavioral sciences to help

practicing managers improve their

effectiveness in implementing
planned change. Emphasis will be

on problem-solving and decision-

making.

Seminar title is "Leadership and

Organizational Change: new

perspectives in organizational

development."

Speakers will be: Kenneth H.

Blanchard, co-director of the

Center for Curricular and
Organizational Studies, UMass
School of Education; Frederick

Finch, associate management
professor, UMass School of

Business Administration; George S.

Odiorne, UMass dean of business

administration; D. Anthony But-

terfield, UMass associate
management professor; Arthur
Elliot Carlisle, UMass management
professor; and Joseph A. Litterer.

UMass management professor.

Further information may be
obtained from Assoc. Prof. Bertil

Liander, School of Business Ad-
ministration, UMass, Amherst
01002.

"MAINTAINS ALL THE EXCTOMINT
* Of THE TRADITIONAL ftIG TOP SHOWS

BRINGS BRIGHT CHEER 1

UNIVERSITY OF MASS. — CURRY HICKS CAGE
Sunday. April 27, 197S of 2:C I 6:00 P.M.

I ;**•» O i-— '4 A U-vde- S 50 - id-*-c- »? 00 *> Doc
Ad-lM $2 50 -> *3»j-c $2 00 •'Door
MMti !»•*»»» 4c». ..».*« 0">cr MHM

available: Howard Johnson's, Russell St., Hrdley;

Lizzottes Tobacco Shop, Main St., Northan;,*>ton;

Puppy Center, Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley; The Cheese
Shop, Main St., Amherst; Cannon's Pharmacy,
College St., S. Hadley; John & Rudy's AG Mkt., Main
St., Sunderland.
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Ganienkeh Support Committee
to discuss Native American plight

By JOE COTTER
Progressive News Service

The Ganienkeh Support Com-
mittee will be conducting a

workshop on Saturday, at 1:00 p.m.
in Moore House Lounge. There will

be discussion and information

concerning the plight of the Native

Americans within the Iroquois

Confederacy who are settled in the

Ganienkeh Nation located in Upper
New York State.

The Mohawk Nation, in alliance

with other tribes, re-established the

ancient Indian Nation of

Ganienkeh, "Land of the Flint", on
public land in Herkimer County
N.Y. near Big Moose Lake last

spring. Their claim to the land, both
in New York and Vermont, stems
fron, the prevailing belief that no
sale of that land was authorized by
those Native Americans involved.

However, New York State refers

back to a sale that took place in

1797 by War Chief Joseph Brant,

transferring much of the claimed

land to the State of New York. The
Six Nation Confederacy insists that

the sale was invalid since they were
never consulted.

Ganienkeh is in the process of

becoming a self sufficient nation

where co-operation will replace

competition. Education will be
taught in both English and Native

tongue with emphasis on traditional

Native American Culture.

The people of Ganienkeh, have
contacted the United Nations, the

President of the United States and
the Governers of New York and
Vermont in an attempt to establish

a recognized sovereign nation. In

addition, they have submitted a

request for foreign relations to the

U.S. Government.
Although the people of

Ganienkeh have been subject to

intense legal and personal hassles

from both State and Federal

Governments, they will continue to

proceed on the basis of a per-

manent existence. They have
developed excellent relations with

their neighbors with the exception
of a few intoxicated hunters.

According to Gerry Morton of

the Ganienkeh Support Committee,
"supplies are still needed. Blankets,

wood stoves, farming utensils, farm
animals, seed for planting, food
staples such as grains, flour, nuts,

potatoes and sugar are vital. Rope,

WFCR airs The Artist and the Law'
If you have not yet listened to THE ARTIST AND THE LAW on WFCR

(88.5 FM) you still have time to tune in to the last broadcast at 7:00 p.m.,
this Sunday, April 27. The four program series is devoted to a look at a
current movement by visual artists to secure additional legal rights for

themselves and for their works which the law has not traditionally seen fit

to provide. The guests on the program include artists, lawyers, copyright
experts, gallery directors and collectors. The host, Richard Evans is a
practicing attorney in Amherst, who has represented a number of artists.

BEER
BASH &
BOOGIE

FRI., APR. 25
WORCESTER D.C.

featuring GRAMPAW
9 p.m.

Plus Door Prizes

Raffled Every Vi Hour

Donated By

THE RUSTY SCUPPER
THE LORD JEFF — STEAK OUT
FENTON'S SPORTING GOODS
FACES OF EARTH — NUGENT'S
WILLOWBftOOK GARDENS
WEAR HOUSE — CHEQUERS
BAKER-WINN JEWELERS
BUTLER & ULLMAN — THE PUB
MOUNTAIN FARMS THEATRES
EMPORIUM OF INDIA
THE LEATHER SHED
THE RECORD SHOP
LEXINGTON GREENS
PAPERBACK BOOKSMITH

Proceeds to Muscular Dystrophy

nails and other construction tools

are necessary for building shelters,

schools and other facilities."

In addition to the workshop
Saturday, there will be a Spring

Pow Wow to be held on May 9th

and 10th, sponsored by the

Wounded Knee Support Com-
mittee. Among the speakers will be

Kawkwirekeron, a spokesperson
from Ganienkeh. For more in-

formation contact the Ganienkeh

Support Committee in the Veterans

Coalition, Room 411, Student
Union. *S^~

Vi PRICE
Europe and California

Charters

contact:

CAMPUS TRAVEL

CENTER

3rd Level

Campus Center

545-0 r
,00

Looking for a summer job

in the Amherst area?

Interested in working with adolescents as an

advocate-counselor? Work in the M.A.R.Y.

Program.

SUMMER POSITIONS —
$70 per week.

(We provide room and board.)

Fall Positions —
12 credits for one semester

committment.

If interested call 545-3622, 3623, 3625 or come
to 381 Hills South.

Applications Available Monday, April 28th

Applications Close Friday, May 2nd

notices

ALPHA ZETA
Final meeting next Monday, 4-8 at 7

new and old officers meet at

s classic satire in full

9. and 11 in CCA.
and American Film

p.m. ... al

6:30 p.m.

ANIMAL FARM
See George Orwell

color April 29 at 7,

Winner of Cannes
festivals!

ARE YOU HAPPY
With pre med, pre vet, pre dent? Stop by

the C.C Concourse, Monday between
10:30 2:30. Let your opinions be known!
ATTENTION MARRIED STUDENTS

Married Students Housing Residents.
Upcoming elections for U.M.T.A. steering
committee. May 6. Candidates should file 5
lesidents, signatures endorsing his-her
nomination at 314 University Apts. by 5-4.
BEER, BASH a BOOGIE

Fri., April 25, 9 1 in Worcester DC.
Music by Grampaw Proceeds to Muscular
Dystrophy.
BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS

Buses will run this Sat. as usual.
Sunday, Apr. 27 a bus will leave Whitmore
at 1 p.m. to pick up Belchertown residents
and bring them to circus. Ques., call Ann

It can end your boredom

—~»- ;v
» *

/

GREENFIELD

EviS. ONLY
7:00-9:00

"MEL BROOKS'
COMIC masterpiece:*
- Holli* Alpert SATURDAY REVIEW

YOUNG

1
Gene Wilder
Peter Boyle

NO BARGAIN NITES
'

Every Eve at 7:30-9:40

Mat Wed Sat Sun
1:30 3:30 5:30

Filmed in Springfield,
Holyoke, Amherst, North-
ampton, Deerfield and other
local areas.

U J

CALVlNj&e
KIN(. ST M ( >N >84 7 J <C

N V
Dustin Hoffman

"Lenny"
A Bob Fosse Film un,.ed

Arluls

Eve* Lenny - 7 00 4 9 00

MONDAY ft TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • All SEATS SI 00

"A * fi
'A

o

1 Vi 02. Gavilan Tequila

(at least)

About a Half Can of Beer

Some Salt

Load a glass with ice.

Pour in the Tequila.

Top off with beer.

Shake on a little salt . . . and sip.

Bang! Goes the Gavilan .45.

Want your own bullet cleverly

disguised as a salt shaker?

It's shiny nickel plated brass

with a 27 chain.

Offer void where prohibited by low.

80/86 Proof. Imported by Foreign Vintages. Int.

Great Neck, New York 10021 © 1975

Send $3.00 to:

Gavilan .45

P.O. Box 33
Brooklyn, New York 11232.
You never know when you'll

need one.

'A-.

& ':**

NAME

ADDRESS.

CITY

or Jean 253 2722.
BICYCLE CLUB RIDES

There are at least three ndes planned for

this weekend. Check our board across
from the nde board in SUB for further
details

B.M.C.P
Important meeting of the B.M.C.P.

organization today at 4 p.m. in N.A.H 114
CHRISTIAN WORSHIP

Easter has 50 days! Come celebrate
them with us. Informal Lord's Supper,
dinner, and fellowship at the ARK, 758 No
Pleasant St., Sunday, 5:30 p.m.
DANCE FREE
A two hour session of dance im-

urovisation for people with or without
fiance experience, will be held on Friday

film times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Lacomba 7, 9:20

AMHERST CINEMA
Scenes From a Marriage 7 30

CALVIN THEATRE
Lenny 7, 9

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Godfather II 8
Emmanuelle 7, 9
Woman Under the Influence 7

945
DEERFIELD DRIVE-IN
Show time 8:00

EASTFIELD MALL
Reincarnation of Peter Proud

7:30. 9:40

GLOBE THEATRE
Ring of Heart* 7, 9
The Harder They Come 1100

MT. FARMS 4 THEATRES
The Strongest Man 1. 3:15, 6, 8:30
Cabaret 2, 4:45. 7:15. 9:30
Blazing Saddles 2:30. 5:15. 7 30

930
Lenny 2:15. 6:00, 7:15. 9:30

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Witch Mountain 5:40. 7:30. 9:30
Tommy 7:30. 9:46
Funny Lady 7:05. 9:55
Capone V 45. 9:46
Shampoo 7:15. 9:30
Waldo Pepper 7:20. 9:30

SHOWPLACE
Young Frankenstein 7. 9

eve at 9 p.m tonight. C.C. 113.

A GOOD SHOW
Emmett Kelly Circus tickets on sale in

C.C. Concourse
HILL EL BRUNCH

There will be a Hillel Brunch this Sunday
at 11 am in Colonial Lounge The
program is called "Portnoy's Complaint
Revisited'' Speakers are Saul Perlmutter
and Ted Slovin. Open to all.

HOUSE CHURCH UCF
Tonight at 148 South St., B. Dolan's.

Northampton (6 blocks from Academy of
Music, cor Monroe and South St. I. Cars
leaving Hampshire House at 7:45. Call 545-
2661 Ecumenical and open
MIDTERM EXTENSION

Reports will not be due until May 5 due
to unavailability course catalogues.
ORCHARD HILL

The Music Manuscript written (music
copying) Colloquium will be held 3 26, 3-

27, 4 3, 10 am til 3 p.m at the Lounge in

Field Charbs Greele instructor.

PARTY AND BOOGIE
Come on down to the party on the 12th

floor of Washington on Saturday, April 26.
Free admission, live music. Raffles and
door prizes A splendid time is guaranteed
for all

SHABBAT SERVICES
Service tonight at 7 p.m. in Colonial

Lounge Audrey Barou will be celebrating
her belated Bat Mitzvah All welcome.

SOUTHWEST RES/DENTS
All SW students are eligible to run for

SW Assembly President, Vice President,
Treasurer or Communication Coordinator
For more info contact Fran Brock or Craig
Sanderson by Sunday in SWA Office
JQA Lobby 5 1552

SOUTHWEST ASSEMBLY REPS
Come to a "Meet the Candidates'' wine

and cheese party Sunday, April 27.
Tuesday at 730 p.m
SQUARE DANCING

Try vour hand at

Everyone is invited

p.m. SUB.
SUMMER STUDENTS 71

Sw.ngshift party 8 p.m C.C. Rm. 108
STUDENT TEACHING

Square Dancing -
Next Tuesday — 8

Pre registration for student teaching in

the Human Development Early Childhood
Education Program will take place at Farley
Lodge on: Monday morning at 9:00,
Monday afternoon at 1:30, and Tuesday
morning at 9:00.

TAU BETA PI

Faculty and Student members are
cordially invited to Spring Banquet.
Tickets available from Prof. Lee A.
Webster Mrst. 18. Ticket deadline Fri.,

May 2.

UNIVERSITY MEN
Interested in being stunt partners with

football cheerleaders, meeting Mon. 4 28
4 30 Boyden Lobby.
UNITACIAN SOCIETY OF AMHERST

Rev Justin La Point of St. Paul's
Universalist Church of Palmer, Ma. will
conduct the service at 11. Child care for
toddlers. Coffee hour at 12.

VETERANS JOB BANK
All Veterans; the Job Bank is back and

has tobs available for part time em-
ployment, contact Bill Dodge or Fran Mac
Partland, V A Office, Whitmore.
WOMEN'S HEALTH SERIES

Rape and Other Aggressive Behavior"
is the topic of the next session of the
series. Tues., 4-29, from 12 noon to 1 p.m
in Colonial Lounge. SUB Rape is more
than sexual assault, and has a wide impact.
What are the support systems available
within the University? What preventive
steps can be taken' Panel presentation
and discussion.

WOMEN'S FORUM CANCELLED
The Women's Forum portion of Spring

Mosaic scheduled for Tues., April 29,
5 B A 120 is cancelled.

LOST
Three year old male Malamute, black

and white w some brown in Plumbtree
Rd ., S N area Call Jon 549 2859
LOST

Small microphone on The Hill in Central
on April 10 Please return it to Southwest
College immediately. Some lives are in

danger
NOTICES ARE FREE AND ONLY

APPEAR IN THE PAPER ONE DAY A
WEEK.

STATE ZIP i » » « » j tMiMiiiui;
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GLOBE
586 0935

Northampton

King of

Hearts
thru Sat. Only!

Gena Rowlands in

John Cassavettes

Minnie dud
Moskowitz
Sun.-Tues. Only!

Deerfield Drive-In

Rt. 5 & 10 So. Deerfield

665 8746

11:00, Fri. & Sat. "The Harder They Come"

The Way We Were

CCA Fri.. April 25

6:50. 9:00, 11:10

cMaid
In Sweden

A CANNON RELEASE

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN If

Fri., Sat., Sun.

Showtime— 8 p.m.

Best Picture of theYear.
- Notional Society of Film Critics

Second Smash
Liv Ullmann in week

SCENES FROM
A MARRIAGE

written and directed by ingmar Bergman «; : :

EVES: SCENESFROMAMARRIAGE-7 30

MONDAY I lUfSOAT BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $1 00

Academy Award Nominee - Best Foreign Film!

Pdulme K.tei Th«> f\iew Yorker

A knockout. In all

the important
ways, Made

LACOMBB
triumphantly. A
major work.
Judilh Cnst
New York Maga/ine

A remarkable
work. It is the
present perceived
by mn artist. LUCIEN^miiMiiniiimini

A FILM BY
LOUIS
MALLE

U4M4AM (NHiMVU K
ROUTE 5 RIVERDALE RD

WEST SPFLO 24 HR TEL 7335131

'OUR TICKETS ON MASTER CHARGE '

/" WALT DISNEY "\ /£

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

MM

OHU» G0FFY SP0RTACULAR
C 1:00, 3:15, 6:00, 8:30

Twi Lite Hour — $1.25 — 5:30-6:00 Only

584 9153 MO N '* ,s * ABMS MAU
«0 'I 4 «AOi|r MASS

NO* AT POHilAK
MtKtSI

"A GREAT MOV*
MUSICAL' Ua

MlmwIfTa Sally iowlM re

omx» sf ItKieje) one* In a

iivgtiteea iAc#Ao##c#m
Mrtonmnm l AN OUT
STANDING ENTTNTAIN-
MENT EXRCRIENCEr-
Oiiilo '»•- fis •a a

PRODUCTIONS

TotfrrcH

Time* everyday

2 00 400 540 7 30 9 30

Tommy
.«;

tour senses will

PU^ never be the same.

Ann-Margret Oliver Reed

Roger Daltrey Elton John

Wed Fn 200 7 30 9 45

Sat Sun 1 30 3 35 5 30-

7 30 940

60 discount with student 1.0.

Mei Rrouk:

'

J

from the* people who gav« you The Jau Singe*

R 2:30, 5:15, 7:30, 9:30

Twi-Lite Hour — $1.25 — 4:45-5:15 Only

PG
2:00, 4:45, 7:15, 9:30

Twi Lite Hour — $12$ — 4:15-4:45 Only

Dustin
Hoffman
"Lenny"
A Bob Fosse Film

STREISAND & CAAh\

Funny

Wed Thur 2.00-8:00
Fri-2'00 705955
SatSun130 415710

10:00 .
*
< "^

NOW. AFTER
USyCARS
THE TRUE STORy

R CAM BE TOLD!

Wed Fri 200 7 45 9 45
Sat Sun 1 30 3 30 5.30

7 30930

— .* Valerie Perrme

2:15, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30

Twi-Lite Hour — $1.25 — 4:30-5:00 Onlyl
Wed Fri 2 00 7 15 9 30
Sat Sun 2:00 4:30-7:00

920

tCX?

Waldo Pepper
Wad Fri 2.00-7:20-9:30
Sat Sun 1 30 3 45 5 40

7.40-9:80

frMDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
• :M a m and 3 4S p m Monday
Friday.
The deadline is 3 45, two days

bafore the day your ad is to
appear
The rates ere:
Dally 36 per line

Weekly - » 30 per line

Monthly - * 26 per lino

Two lines on form'
approximate one line

(\
FOR SALE

Integral Systems power amp
large A>! ant speekers ACE audio
pream . all immaculate 5550 Call
Mike 649 0177

Need a place to put your plants?
Buy a plant hangar from me for
57 50 Made from real wood, hangs
in dorm window, holds up to 12
plants Call Vicki at 6 8461 or stop
by and see at JQA 1403

Pair JBL 88 speakers, high ef-
ficiency 8 OHM 347 8948 Keep
trying

Head skit, bndgs. boots, etc 264

RUBBER STAMPS made up with
anything you'd like to stamp
Inexpensive For instence. name
and address 43. with telephone
number »3 50 Feat service. Alao
personalized stationery Joaeph
666 4766. evenings

Fender Bandmaster b PA Guild
Guitar. Leslie 147. RMI Piano 264
8180 after 6.

Stereo components. 20 20 per
cent off list! All maior brands, all

guaranteed Call Vinny 293 2409

Bass hiking boots, si 10. new
446. my price 42S Mint cond

'

Mark 323 4249

Ployfoam cushions 26x26 or
32x26 $2 each Call 627 2419

Sound City electric piano asking
»350 Call Ned. 369 4019 efter 5pm
Morse AM FM stereo redio. 8

track. 2 speakers. BSR turntable
4150 544 1283

2 PA systems Sunn Controller
I. 2 BRT speekers. 4400 Kustom
Head 2 speaker columns. 4400 Call
Cleire Mon Fri. 114 at 263 2676

Vivitar 300mm lena and Vivitar
270 auto flash 4100 both Call 264
0292 John

Clarinet 445 256 0406
condition

good

Manual typewriter. Smith
Corona, eac condition, used four
times Chris 549 4549

Fisher 202 receiver BSR 510 turn
2 Uteh speakers. 4260 263 3487

Gibson ES 336 good cond . 427S
263 6746

Car 8 track stereos and
casssttea 546 6337 Reesoneble
pricea

1 pr Ofunda 7X50 binoculars w
leather caaa Esc cond Cell 566
0661

Guitar martin D35 460 Player
Piano 360 Stereo Amp 17b. Turn
table it speaker 40. Worn 10 speed
90 Wash mach 126. Call SharonMm
Selmer Flute 4 sole, solid silver.

four years old Excel cond 4160.
263 5176

10 spd Fusi. finest price nee on
choice of equip Touring or racing
for more info call 664 2649 Ask for
Bob

Campus Photo Proceaaing
specials thru April 30 No 1 2
4 «10 color enlargements from
any color negative except 110 42 99
No 2 12 wallet site color prints
from any print 43 29 24 for 44.96
Come in and ask about our photo
buyers service Bulk loeded film on
order Color and black and white
Seve up to 40 per cent

4 radial tires Ounlep SP 66 1 66
SR14 Tubeless 4100 Call 633
4267

SR Cleerance Sole Penasonic
Stereo W AM FM radio Smith
Corone Elec typewriter.
Generel Electric hairdryer All
eacell condit 636 4166

Mmolte SRT 101 58 MMI 4 86
705 Vivitar room cloeeups.
polante* uv etc Beet offer over
S230 Complete Call Adam 642 4178
before 6

Tired of renting'

For Seie

3'/i R*m Cottege

Northampton

46.600

564 1556 eves

Fend Mueteng boss w hrd shll
cese in exc con Call Peter morn
or one 323 4338

AUTO FOR SALE
Honde car 600 Sport Couoe

1972. 17000 miles on engine, per
feet condition. 40 60 miles per
gallon on highway entering Peece
Corps soon, esking 41200 Will
accept reeeonable offer Cell Gary
bet 6 10 p m 14131734 3967

1971 VW Super ylw snrf. radiate,
rablt. lug rk. FM. stereo, rcpts
51795 Debbie 263 6462 eve

67 Musteng needs some work
Has 69 transmission 4326 6446024

1969 VW. ex cond . need money,
must sell. 4676 or beet offer Cell

266 0637

1962 Chevy, good cond.. runs

very well 4100 00 Call 263 3631.

Jim

1970 Chevy Impale, convertible,

good condition, reliable end a

bergein Aeking 4426 00 Cell 646

6619

1969 Chevy Impale, convertible,

auto , ps and brakes, ex running
cond Asking 4899 Cell Chris days
543 4496

1966 Ford Custom, excellent

running condition. 4250

1966 Pontlec Catalina. a.t..

p b . runs excellent. 4226 Fred.

7608 or 5 3304

p s.

AUTO FOR SALE l-

71 fiat 124 Sedan New 'adiels 30
oiliy iiood • ond. I. on S1 195
Charlotte 50150

65 f.rd Fairlam P B PS air
H.si ,,ffer Call Jon 5425183 542
b052

1968 Triumph TR250 excellent
. ood 51300 Call 546 4343

66 VW Van new paint iob. need
mech work Best offer 545 2896
Ask lor Dave

4 Sale Peugeot U08 21"
frame Excellent cond Asking 4100
253 5560

64 Ford 9XL 500 4 speed, runs
well 323 4249 4175

1964 Corvair convertible, body
and top iiood needs motor 4100 or
best olter Bob 253 7967

1968 Chev . no beauty, but
SUPER RUNNING Small 8
automatic ps 4396 253 7967

1970 Fiat 860 coupe, wants good
home, no 3rd gear 40 mpg plua
5695 Bob 253 7M7

1958 Paugeot. sunroof, needs
muffler and battery. 4100 drives it

away Bob 253 7967

1970 MGB. good condition, navy-
black interior. 5 new radiels. Call
Paul 549 3882 41 300

1968 Chevy, vary dependable,
new bettery. new snows, sir cond..
r . h . p s . nice FM stereo tape deck
with 4 air spkrs needs exhaust.
4250 253 5607

1966 Pontiac Bonneville, nice, ell

the options Call Steve. 323 5091 or
549 5130 5500 00

1964 VW Bug.
5150 253 5878

angina sailed.

point, tires.1966 MGB new
exhaust 546 6623

72 Renault 12 must sell 41296
256 0629

1968 Pontiar Catalina 4 dr
nardtop P S P B 70 000 mi Good
body mechanical shape Askino
5575 542 5563 Henry

"

70 SAAB 96 2 dr new michins
FM radio 58 000 miles 41000 firm
Ross 266 0687

66 Merc Sprg Stkr all lux
opt runs eac . ask 5500 256 6171
eves Kp trying

70 Chev Impel. 4660 or B O 266
0200

67 MGB GT Has good engine,
but needs work 4600 or 8 O 665
2515 ask for Karl

1971 Toyota Corolla, new engine
4 dr exc cond Call 617 365 2241
Jane

1974 Toyota Celica radials. 4

speed 8000 miles need to sell,

moving Call 549 1709 after 5pm
53196 or best offer

1963 Buick Wildcat, conv bkt
sts PS. snow tires A T . REtH
Runs good 4200 or best offer 264
6408 RDN

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1976 Kawasaki KZ400. 160 miles.

perfect cresh bars koni shocks
Asking 41160 Call Bob devs 666

4662 nites message

1972 Vamehe 176. Trail bike 1400
miles 4600 549 0364

71 Kawasaki 360 A7. 7000 m.
best offer Will trade for cer or van
esp van Call Tom avea 649 1679

1973 Honda CI ITS Imac cond
1150 miles electric start Asking
5600 6 5649

Used motorcycle tires 3 60
4 00.18 itreet 45 Call Russ. 266

1974 Honda KL260 KL. 960 mile,
excel extra parte Call Russ 264
0644 S796

Harlav Spring 360ss. 70 rebuilt
engine. 67 F. gd cond . 4300 Call
373 4643 Lenny

77 »J0 CL Hondo 9000 miles.
lit - ' attery Best offer over 4460
Bnb 549 6349 eves

74 Honde 360 41100 XC Helmita
542 5021

1971 Yamaha dirt bike. 260 c.c .

good condition. Dave 649 1426

1972 Vamaha 360 Full enduro set
up meny extros 2600 mi 4900 549
0364

1972 360CL Honda, tuned n
battery Best offer around 4650
Bob 549 6349 evenings

1968 Bndgestone 176.
534 0637

mi

1972 TS2S0 Suruki Ex condition
4600 or best offer 532 4607.

1972 Honda XL260 reg March
1973 3.600 miles like new. 4760

Cell Joy 266 6649

1973 Honda 600 4. pull backs
sissy bar custom seet. 41.300 666

1194

1972 Honde
9594

360 4700 extres 946

milesTrophy Troll. 1973 1.200

perfect condition. 41 275 M
FOR RENT

Modern Furnished 1 bdrm apt
.

walking dist to Amherst Ctr 4170
utilities inc Aveil June 1 263 7967

Beautiful Hedley Fermhouse - 6
miles from UMass. huge garden
lovely view. rton smokors
vegeteriens preferred 2 people
needed 497 50 eech Mey or June
to Sept or leter 694 6627

Rooms in Hse in Northampton
with few people who elreedv live in
and like music Cell Chorlie 564
6279

F Room tor single female
student 485 549 6364

Furn room in Northampton
house, avail June 1. 463 and utll.

Call Paul. 666 0921 eves

Rent 2 bed ept . ell utll . on bus
route 666 4830

One bdrm efflc. all util and
conv . ideel for couple or one
person, on bus rte June 1 Sept 1

60S 3367

FOR RENT
MDCC(ki(^

Amh New 3 bdr w w carpet

I

dw disp tennis ct swimming
|
pool imiii Occ No Isasa req 5296
plus util b sec Call 549 6600 before

Room lo rent in country home in
Pelham David 253 2686

One bdrm apt lor rent on Sd
bus route 5160 per mo util inc all
nnv Call Dave R65 7065

House in H
bath 2 block
beach June
moth Don
Rental

vermis 3

to town.
7 Au
256 8016

bedroom 2

3 blocks to

i 20 4600
Summer

New
bdrms .

10 mm
MM

House avail
1 acre oil heat
from campus

June
bus
4390

1 5
oute
253

1 badrm apt sund
summer opt to renew
after 11 p m

5140 for
665 3151

WANTED TO RENT
Young couple seeks house in

need of work in exchange for rent
Expert carpenter and remodeler
263 9880 586 1089

F qrad needs home sfrf 61

5 1981

Couple needs room in house for
summer with option to renew 263
2482

TO SUBLET
1 bedroom m Sunderland on bus

line Quiet not in complex
garden space opt to renew 4160 a
mo 549 6432

Two roommates wanted for
summer months. June through
August Squire Village Apt On bus
route 458 75 per month If ,n
terosted cell 666 4763 after 5pm
Wanted Couple to shore 2

bedroom spartment thia summer
close to campus, on bus route

Call 546 6167 in evenings Keep
trying"

Townhouse ept . 2 bdrs on bus
line. June 1 Aug 30 4235 plus per
mih Call 549 0542

1 bdrm apt on bus lino. pool.
tennis dishwr sliding gl doors, all

utilities June 1 Aug 31 4165
negotiable with opt to renew 665
4231 anytime

1 rm m2brm King Philip apt 469
a mo incl util on bus rt Call 665
4331

Lg 1 bdrm apt semi turn w
study June 1 Aug 31 4176
B two 323 6551 Must see 1

Sublet 2 badrm apt
Aug 31Green Juno 1

renew 253 3306

Dbl bdrm
Call 549 3804

Rolling
Opt to

summer tunshd

June Sublet 2nd fir farm housem Hsdlev 3 badrm 4 mi from
campus 4226 mo option for Sept
Call 594 1521

Roll grn 4 bedrm Juno Sept
discount Call 6 6915 or 6 6689

Beautiful Twnhse on UMass bus
me 2 bedrm 4170 666 3280
Swimming pool

Available June 1st Col Vill 2
bedrm on UM bus rte Utrl incl
Rent nog Option to renew 266
0264 after 3 00 p m

5 bedroom house on Rte 9
between Amherst and Hedley
walking distance to school end
Amherst Juno 1 August 20th
4275 plus utilities Call 323 5M1 or
542 5130 ask for Steve

Furn or unfum Puffton Apt Bus
rte

. option to renew enytime 549
0691 4166

Brandywine
Dec . 41M mo
nites

June Aug or
summer 649 1643

2 bdrm apt with util . 41M a mo .

on bus line June 1 Aug 31 opt to
renew 546 6333

To sublet Col Village 2 bdrm.
part furn with util

. opt to renew
S206 263 9468

2 bdrm apt Cllffside with util

pool. 4166 Juno Sept Nites 666
7047

House June 1 to Sept 1. lg 4
bdrm half way between Amherst
end Belchertown on bua rt Call
263 3919

Beautiful townhousa apt
available June Sept with option
to renew 3 bdrm. w w carpeting
a c . swimming pool, fully modern
kitchen, petio end plenty of room
to roam Call 549 6604 evenings

1 bedrm furniahed neer bus 649
0063 after 4

2 bdrm apt . Rolling Green. Juno
June ieese 4233 per mo incl util
Call 263 7943

2 bedrm in Sunderlend on bus
rte . June Aug 31. option to
renew tennis courts, pool, free
security deposit, furn available
Call 646 4310 Call late and keep
trying

Two bedroom ept. in Amh
Center from June 1 Sept 1

Convenient locetion and fairly
inexpensive Cell 266 0127 after 4
o m

Sublet 2 bdrm townhouse ept .

June 1 Aug 31 on bue rt . swim
mint pool, air cond . furniahed.
option to ronow. 4170 per month
Call 666 3241

2 bdrm furn 4166 mo 3 mos
10 mm walk to UMass Buses 549
2715

F wanted to share furniahed
Rolling Green apt May 1 - Aug
31 Call 266 0632

"ej~
. _ .

June 1, 2 bdrm Brandywine Bus.
pool rnt negot Desperete 549
0112

Rivglede Tnhs. 3 bdrm Need
roommates for 2 bdrms. Sum. w
option fell Mooter bdrm ideel for

rple Tot 4300 mo incl utll 263

Easthsmpton - 2 IT 7 br. apt,
Juno 1 Sept 1. opt to renew 527
5670 6pm on.

Own room with lerge windows,
bus route, quiet end friendly, m or
f Call 266 6634

Montague 4 bdrm country
home, furn . 4300 mo . Juno 1 Sept
1 367 9697 efter 6

TO SUBLET
Garden apt Rolling Green 2

bdrms June Aug Option to renew
Cheap 2S3 7332

House near UMass. furnished

549K
rm V"d B,r,0# Ju "» AuO

June Sept Colonial Village 2
bedrm on bus line Furn . pool 4190
w util negot 253 7297 efter 5 pm

Rent or sublet one bdrm apt
Puffton June 1 Aug 31 Rent nee
Call 549 1251

4 bdrm Rolling Grn S200 month
June 1 Sept 1 AC pool all util
mcl Call 546 9897

To sublet June to Sept 2 bdrm
apt free tennis courts pool 4195
mcl util Call 665 7045 eves

Sublet with option to renew 2
bdrm Brandywine. mod conv
June 1 Call 549 6714

1 badrm apt with utilities June-
August opt to renew Coloniet
Village 253 7639

2 bdrm Brandywine close to
campus June August pool, next
to tennis courts 549 6876

3 bdrm townhouss. June 1.

option to renew eir cond . cer

peted 2 baths wooded bockyord.
on bus rte Call 665 4166

3 bdr 2 bath apt June 1 Sept 1

Fully furnished Call 549 0473

Free mo rent 1 2 br townhouse.
part furn June Aug . with opt
bus rt

. Sunderlend Cell 666 7039

3 new bdrm eniov a summer at
Lake Arcadia 300 yds away
Belchortown on UMass bus lino,

price negotiable 323 7413

Townhouss apt to sublet June
to August Option to renew Air
conditioned, carpeted, close to
campus and on bus route 4236 plus
utilities per month Will negotiate
for summer months If interested
call 549 0695

Spacious 3 'o room apt in
Montague 4166 month inc util
Avail 5 1 or 6 1 option to renew in
Sept Call 367 2744 after 5 30

Northampton Hampton Manor 2
bedroom apt . utilities incl 2 air
ww swim pool, new place June 1

August 31 4230 mo 566 4148

5 Mm Welk to campus. 3 large
bedrooms Summer sublet with
option to renew 549 6583

3 bdrm opt Puffton Juno 1 —
Aug 31 Semi furn Rent nog 649
0238

3 bdr twnhse epts June Aug .

4216 mo opt renew Close to
compus on bus route 649 4139

1 bdrm in 3 bdrm Puffton apt
549 0139 Air cond inexpensive

1 bdrm w util . pool, opt to
renew Col Vill 41M Avail June 1

Can have semi 4urn if wanted 254
0266

2 bdrm Cliffaida 176 pool 666
3953

3 bedroom townhouse ept .

Rolling Green sublet June 1 to
Sept lie. pool, negotiable 263
3766

Lge 3 bedrm opt in Amherst on
bus rte Available June 1st to end
Aug Call 256 6436

2 bedrm atp Colonial Vill 4160
turn option to renew 266 0464

Roomy 3 bedrm apt w w
carpet kitchen fully furn. piano
Rent negotiable 549 1276

Large 2 bedrm on bus
Pets end kids welcome

route
Rent

egotieble
p m

Call 3234637 after 9

4 bodrm All util included on BR
route Price Nog Cell 253 2159

1 bedrm apt June Sept with
opt to renew Price negot Cell 263
7639

Sublet 2 bdrm apt Coloniel
V. liege Util incl. 1M per mo Cell
266 0157

Summer sublet 1 bdrm. Puffton
Village apt AC tennis pool on bus
line Sept option to renew 4174 a
month but negotioble 549 0626

Juno 1 Aug 31. 2 bdrm
Brandywine Apt with dw disp
pool air cond Portielly furnished
rent negotiable Cell John at 649

2 bdrm twnhse Squire Village
Juno 1 Aug 31 with option to
renew On UMsss bus route pool,
air cond carpeted storege 41M
per month phis utilities 945 3624

Sublet June 1 Sept 1 Opt to
renew 2 bedrm apt Belchortown.
nn bus route lake 323 6213

Brandywine 2 bdrm June -
Aug 4170 per mo Coll 549 1664

Apt sublet 3 bdrm Puffton V.l
No Amh 475 a mo par rm incl
util Air cond pool June Aua
Call 549 1103

Must sublet 1 bedroom furn in 4room apt neer compus Reelly
rheep 263 6M

3

Lantern Court apt to sublet 2
bedrm apt 4160 month 645

Sublet 1 bdrm ept Squire
Village June 1 Aug 31 Fur
rushed pool, air cond bus rte
5165 846 3112

M.w-.
n-' * u » 3 bedroom

"•vorgiooo townhouse Good
location Cell 263 3363

1 bm mod apt in No Amh neer
bus util inc lg rms . oc cerp
Negot 6 1 to 7 31 w opt to renew
Quiet Call 6496367 even

1 bdrm ot Cliffaide. pool tennis
Rent negotioble lower then going
'•'• - eveilebte mid Juno thruAug Option to renew 666 3029

2 bd tnhouse ept June - Sept
Furn. AC. dfehwaeh. etc swim
pool Sunderlend A dreem palace
at extremely negotioble price 9M
3666 Keep trying

2 bdrm iwhs 6 1 - 8 31 Aircond
. dishwsh pool On bus route

pert furn Call M6 3641

2 lldrm
Village Jun
renew AC dishwashr
r-e Rfi.i neg 665 3270

'house Squire
Sept I, w opt to

pool bus

ROOMMATE WANTED
One or two

I wanted for \

M or F roommates
2 bdrm apt Bran

dywina N Amherst Jn Ag . on
bus rte Rent negot 549 4906

Roommate wanted 467 60 mo .

near Puffer Pond quiet friendly
549 1869

To share spacioua A Frame home
near campus immediate oc
cupancy Phone Haiba 549 0399 or
Aon 549 6160

f own room and bath
549 1213

Call

Roommate for May 1 thru Juno
30 own room only 476 per
month, on bua rt Call 266 0269

Roommate. Hadlav. 492 60 mo
584 2913 586 4154 after 5

Need 4 people m f Swiss Village
Apts

. own rooms 466 per mo
from June 1 thru Aug 31 utilities
included

Female own rm in two bdrm
apt in N hampton pool d w a c
and w w carpeting 566 2661

2 or 3 Female roommates needed
for 1 bedroom townhouse Rolling
Green Aprts On bus route air
cond . pool cable TV Call 256 8343
No 204

Own room in a house for sum
mer about half mile from campus
Dave 549 1428

One or two fomoles for summer
with option for fell 3 bdrm Puffton
Villege apt across from pool end
tennis courts On bus rt Air con
ditioned 460 Call 549 1968

One or two roommates for a 2
bdrm ept townhouse for summer
im until end ot lease m December
Grad pref Rent negot Contact
Fred or leave message 546 2369 10am 5pm
Female looking for 3 roommates

lo share a spacious 6 room house
Nutting Avs June 1 to Sept 1 Big
backyd partially furnished
Parking Call Jan 549 1312 after 8

Roommates wanted tor Bran
dvwine Apt June August luxury
living m the sun and fun capital of
western Mass Swimming pool.
tennis dishwasher what could be
better' Furnished tust bring
yourself and your sense of humor

whot a long ad call 549 6647
Keep trying'

1 M F for 3 bdrm Riverglade Apt
June 1 Aug 31 576 mo Incl util
253 7517

PERSONALS
Charter flights to Europe and

Calif Call Campus Travel 646 0500

Reward no questions asked
Gold pocket wetch token from Rm
312 Butterfield Call 5 4019. ask fur
I **

Diamonds and all precious
stones and watches. very
reasonable, fully guaranteed Cell
Berr.ie at 256 0506 after 6pm
Tmkerbell lots of luck Psterpen

For a PF Peter thank you Good
luck You are welcome if D C hits
your fsnev a friend

We would like to HOUSE SIT thia
summer Husband wife
psychology and sociology
professors (no children) will be in

Amherst for special program June
1 thru July 25 Prof Beniemin
Fairbanks Oept of Psychology.
Box 3452 New. Mexico State Univ .

Los Cruces N M 66003 916 664
7529 eves

Two fern room wonted to shara
apt m So Chatham. Capo Cod for
summer Cell 546 7260 anytime

Berb I m a priest you re a nun
Lot s kick the habit at tha Nawman
Ctr Pastor Cookies

Lynn where is my Coke?
Goodbye and good luck It s boon
fun Jim

Ducks 13 Flyars4 tha LI Ducks
would graciously accept a rematch
offer It II be a gn

This Sunday April 27 the Emmett
Kelly Jr Circus will be appeering at
Curry Hicks Cage at 2 and 6pm
Tickets available at C C Concourse
and Student Activities Office For
more information coll 546 2361

Happy birthday Baby Boof Lovo
always Baby Shorn

TRAVEL
Charter flights to Europe and

|

Calif Call Campus Travel 545 0500

Save 30 per cent on flights to
most places in the U S and Europe
by purchasing tickets ehoad at
Adventure Travel Cell today 549
1256

Looking for something to do this
summer? How ebout camping
through Europe? For more in

formation cell Chris 544 9634

So America and Galapagus is 14
Montn experiences Low cost For
brochure write NEW WORLD
EDUCATIONAL TRIPS PO Box
2131. Salinas Ca 93901

In House uM wash dry kit
^56 8454

B0

3 rmts for Juna Aug in Amh
Canter 4BR 1 mi from compus
Rant nag Call 253 5921

Room in house
June 253 7498

for May and

N Amherst Lerga apt Own
room 491 67 per mo plus utils
Secur depos lease until Aug
Tony 549 0099

F Putt Vill Own room w bed
end dssr 462 s mo phis elec Sum
Call Staph 549 2916

Chffside
lepp I Opt

1 bdrm Sublet Juna IS
to renew 6M 3249

One or two females for summer
with option for fell 3 bdrm Puffton

Village apt across from pool and
tannis courts, on bus routo air

conditioned 440 Call 549 1966

2 F wanted to shoro townhousa
apt in No Amharst tor Sopt Call

548 5964

Feminist 30 single. 2 kida
want to shore house E» ktd
cere with similar person call

754 6448

HELP WANTED
Free room end boord in exchenga

for part timo child care I two girls

ages 3 and 61 end houeehold hole
beginning June or Sept PuHton
Villege 549 1

Hompden Hempshire County
Cooperetive Extension in

cooperation with Spfld
Cooporetive Farmer s Merkot
Assoc Inc went port time home
economists for summar am
ploymant B S degree with am
phasis in foods and nutrition

Contact Tnsh Socks. Hempshire
County Extension Service 33 King
St Northempton. 664 2666 Equal
Opportunity Affirmative Action
Employer

Experienced setesperson young,
enthusiasts with extensive
knowledge in small electronic

oerts and hiti oquipmant Lafavotta
Radio Amharst Apply in person
see Mike

SERVICESe6»6»»»»«oTa. T 4 o»»a«ae».a«aaT

BOB WILL STILL FIX ANY CAR
RIGHT' No iob too small any make
or modal 263 7967

Passports job applications
pistol parmits Fast sarvica Lang
Photo 763 3148

RUBBER STAMPS made up with
anything you d Ilka to stomp
Inexpensive For instence. noma
and addrass 43 with telephone
number 43 50 Fast sarvica Alao
parsonalitad stationery Joaeph
645 4766 aeomnas

Ostsun Toyota Volvo Jaquar
repaired by Russ Boca Plenty of
experience and oquipmant Phone
*>** ,r"

THE OUTBACK AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIR specialising in Saeb end
other foreign cers Coll Guy at 266
6110

KARMACHANICS all foreign and
domastic auto repeirs Fist
specialists Lot us chock out that
used car boforo you buy n Paoplo s
prrces Well toach you too 645
7145

ENTERTAINMENT
Four hours of non-stop noatalgkt

and hits for only 4M Coll Bob the I

O J 636 6076

Four hours of nonstop "Oitelgie
end hits for only 466 Cell Bob the

J 636 6075

TYPING
Profeattonat typing th#«e«

|Reat r#te« Call$MM17

MISCELLANEOUS
OVERSEAS JOBS Australia

Europo S America. Africe'
Students, ell professions end
occupotions 470043.000 monthly
Expenses peid overtime sight
seeing FREE info - TRANSWORLD RESEARCH Oeot H4 Box
603 Corte Medere Cal

North Amh
4560 Rwd

White kitten 549

Lost 3 yr old mole Melomute
dog in Plumtree Rd eree Cell 649

Owner of 67
i bodyman to w

WANTED
MGB needs exp

york on cor Would
prefer good but inexpensive
person Will negotiete 549 6737

Ask for Bruce end koop trying

Couple wonted to sharo smalt
Cape Cod cottage for summar
Sally SM 4219

BOB STILL WANTS YOUR
AILING OR DECREPIT CAR Fast 44
for tha hulk 253 7987

NEEDED PSYCH 260 notes Dr
Berger s section Will pay Call Jim
253 7573 aftor 6

Lost patriot puppy Snowshma
ran Old North Bndga in Concord
early Sat a m and I havan t seen
her since She >% whitish tan
cockor retnovor w a woltflet tag
no 167 If you va seen her cell 646
2831 Peece C Cole

Free pupa - H Irteh Sorter. H
Leb Retr born St Pat's Day Cell
m . EIHe 536 1

Mercedes with
753 5364

diesel

Townhousa opt to sublet option
to renew Air conditioned, cer
peted. close to campus and on bus
routo 4236 plus utilitias per month
Will negotiato rant for summar
months if interested, cell

RIDERS WANTED
Ride to N V C leave on Fri

eve at 7 p m in comfortable new
stetionwogon Cell 5 0473 or 6 4633
Ask tor Ken

The Colleo'On te looking for

people who would like to be ed
vertising representatives next yeer
If vou hava transportation and feel

you con handle the responsibility
contact Alan Anaetos ot Gory
Williams at tha Collegian or aftor
six at 263 3707

WTO WORK SHOP

r

PERSONALS
Live muaic all weekend longi

Come see Grempew ' at Wor
castor DC Fri. April 26 from 9-1

Sot 11 2 at Sub Bear Mountain 3

5. Mev Apple 7 10. Eeev Hollow
Union 10 1 Sun at Sub Froedom
Rode 11 2. Ruah 2 6

00 IT YOURSELF Tools free
with speco rentel 42 hr

.

prnfessionel edvico Ports
wholesale Level 1. C C
Garaga Mon Fri 3 10. Sat
Sun . 12 10

CALCULATORS
College Calculators has all the
answers I offer low discount
pricos on all makos and models of
calculators All machines now
with full warranty and more- If

your machine malfunctions wr* kx

2 months I'll replace it tree 1 An
lines available Texes Inst. HP.
Commodore. Rockwell and others
SR 60 only 499 96 SR 61 only

4159 96 HP 21 only (119 95
Melcor 536 comparable to the SR
50 only 442 95 Before you buy
anywhere cell me ftrat end I II give
vou the best deel I con Coll Bob
Crowell 549 1319

TIMES CHANCE OlILT
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Upward Bound wants you!
Due to budget cutbacks, the Upward Bound program will only have 2

full-time staff members for the 1975-1976 year to provide services to 70
students from low-income backgrounds. The Upward Bound staff will not
be able to adequately serve the students with individualized counseling
which the students in the program definitely need.
The Upward Bound program directly affects the lives of young Black

students in Massachusetts.
How can you, a student, help?
The Center for Experiential Education can place you in a pre-professional

position on the Upward Bound staff. You can earn a full year of academic
credit and a small living allowance.

If you are seeking an unselfish learning experience, act immediately. The
internship program begins in June 1975.

Pre-professional positions are open to UMASS students and students in

the Five College Consortium. Minority students are urged to apply.
The Center for Experiential Education urges faculty members to refer

students to the Center.

For more information call Larry Scott at 545-1381, or come to the office
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. located at 315 Arnold House, UMASS
Amherst.

Save the Whales Rally set

for Saturday at Amherst Common
Tomorrow at noon there will be a

Save the Whales Rally on the

Amherst Common. The group will

assemble at 11:00 a.m. by the

UMass pond, and at 11:30 will

march uptown along North
Pleasant Street to the center of

town. Guest speakers at the rally

will be Jim Collins, state

representative and Madge Ertel

from the Institute for Man and His

Environment. Don Sineti, a folk

singer from Connecticut, member
of THE MORGANS, will sing and
lead various sea shanties.

The rally will culminate the

activities of a valley wide Save the

Whales campaign this spring. Peter

Lamdin and Bill Levinger, coor-

dinators of the project, view the

plight of the whales as a case

example of mans' abuse of his

environment. They see the Save
the Whales movement as a symbol

Annual Water Dunk
slated to start Monday

For the fourth consecutive year,

UMass students and Amherst area

residents will find out who is really

all wet at the annual Water Dunk,
Monday and Tuesday from 10 a.m.

to 2 p.m. on the concourse level of

the University's Campus Center.

A donation of $.25 to the

Western Massachusetts Chapter of

the American Heart Association,

gives each participant three
chances to lodge a basketball in a
target pail. A successful toss will

give a water dunking to such
UMass luminaries as Coaches Jack
Leaman and Dick Garber, National

Baton Twirling Champ Diane
Luciani and Dr. Fergus Clysdale of

the Food Science Department.
All proceeds from the two-day

event, sponsored by Sigma Alpha
Mu, will be contributed to the
Western Massachusetts Chapter of

the American Heart Association.

for environmental concern. Efforts

this spring have been primarily

educational.

A Thought For

Young People Who

Think for Themselves.

You know better than

anyone where you're
headed in life.

Nationwide's Young
Adult Estate Plan can
help you get there.

Sop by she Campus
Center, Monday 4 28 75.

There will be represen

alives and plenty of in-

formation.

il
NATIONWIDE
INSURANCE
Naiff « am i* on fCKji \xyt

Nationwide LHt Insurance Company
Home OWce Columbus Ohio

UMass, Stockbridge students to hold

40th Annual Livestock Classic
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Students from UMass and the

Stockbridge Agricultural School
will demonstrate their skills in

animal husbandry this weekend at

the 40th Annual Livestock Classic

at Grinned Arena.

As many as 150 entries are ex-

pected in the exhibit of animal

husbandry skills, Friday evening,

and all day Saturday, beginning at 9

a.m.

According to student Eve

Breitung, young people majoring in

laboratory animal technology or

animal science at Stockbridge are

required to show an animal in the

Classic. Students in the four-year

UMass animal science program also

exhibit livestock in the competition.

Qualified judges from throughout

the northeastern United States will

inspect cows, horses, swine, oxen,
sheep, ponies and other farm stock
raised by students.

Saturday's events include a baby
animal show at midday, an inex-

pensive all-you-can-eat barbecue,

hayrides and refreshments. The
public is invited. There is no ad-

mission charge.

call o$ -
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

FRIDAY April ZS - Bom
today, you art- given to rugn

enthusiasms and loss periods of

disinterest, to great general op-

timism about everything and

anything and equally great

general pessimism about all and

sundry You are. in short, moody
Self-confident and filled with

personal misgivings by turn, you

blow hot and cold by turns and

at times thoroughly confuse

those who must work. play, or

live with you Utimalely. tht.se

who have considerable ex

penence of vou leam not to

judge you when you are in ex-

tremes of reaction, vou must do

the same'

Although vou may attempt to

hide it. you nave a deeply

spiritual nature which actuallv

explains why one ol vour moods
tendenci«-i does not succumb to

real depression No matter how

"down" you get. you cling to a

belief that the tide will turn

even in your most pessimistic

moments, you are able to

remember that the pendulum
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will swing trial optimism will

again arwr This briw( and thLs

nieniorv are III*' oIIn1kk*> tt vour

tiasicalh spiritual character

N'ou possess more than a little

artistic ability and max well

enlct the field ol commercial il

lustration You VftjCM the oul

want tvprtrssion ol inner emu
liiras ihrough painling. musu
literature Iwl you mm never

ir.ich the ircative heights you

might until you aLso attain more

emotional balance Without such

halancc you cannot b«• olijei

live without such balance vou

tnusl remain unpredictable

To finil what is in store for you

tomorrow select vour birthday

and read the corresponding

paragraph \jH vtur birthdav

st.it he viiur dailv guide
%. jrk jfc

s\Tl KIJAV. April 2«

TMKIS 'April 20-Mav 20' -

K<*jjIls ot vout eflorts mav not

be r|uiic up to par today

Children may make it difficult

tot vou to move ahead quick I \

BVMMHfl brings relict

t.KMIM 'Mav 21 Jime 2»» -

Komance is in th«' air for the

(rt-mini who is looking for it

Make sure however, that you

dont come ur with something

you can't handle

CANCER June 21- July 22) -

Selectivity is the key to this

Saturday's success You have the

power to choose your own ac-

tivities, employ it wisely Details

tell the tale

LEO July 23- Auk 22* -Culti-

vate another's friendship, but not

so obviously that you appear

gauche Good manners and a

demonstration of good taste take

you far

VIRGO i Aug 23- Sept 22) -

Painstaking attention to detail

will ultimately make thus a high

l\ productive Saturday though

results mav not be in for many
weeks
I.IRKA Sept 23-(Xt 22» -If

you are discriminating in your

choice of friends >-ou can avoid

the kind ot influence that will

cause personal failure by day's

end

SCORPIO Kiel 23- Nov 2P -

It is the tastidious Scorpio who is

best able to withstand the

onslaught of the ill-mannered to-

day Children make the day

difficult and joyous'

SAt.lTTARIlS Nov 22

Dec 21' -Where details of a

new al home project are con-

cerned, be watchful Itriay Those

who would like to set- you suffer

.i setback mav work against you

CAPRK'ORN <Dit 22 Jan
19' -Frugality is essential it you

are la see a prtifit a! the end ot

the dav Don I be talked into ex

penses vou can t reallv afford

AQl 'ARIL'S' Jan 20-Feb 18'

-Remain open lo the idea ot

change even though vou may be

unable to make up vour mind
about il conclusively The status

ifin mav stultitv

PISCES (Keb 19- March 20' -

Benevolent action t«i the part -il

another may make this a Satur

dav ot exceptional gain (or you

I »i ' v our part in joint efforts early

in the dav

ARIES (March 21 April 19 -

I nless vou are willing to demon
strate vour loyalty to another to-

day, don't proclaim it and cause

riisappoir.tment in the long run

< iuard words well
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Fraternity sponsors

Heart Fund Marathon
Preparations are now being made for the

Second Annual Heart Fund Marathon to be

run by UMass students from Boston's State

House to the Amherst campus on May 1.

Sigma Alpha Mu, a UMass fraternity, is

sponsoring the run along Route 9 to raise

contributions for the Western Massachusetts

Chapter of the American Heart Association.

At 9 a.m. Governor Michael Dukakis is

scheduled to light the symbolic Heart torch

which volunteer fraternity runners will relay

along Route 9 throughout the day. The
participants will be accompanied by a bus
carrying fraternity and sorority members who
will solicit donations along the way. The
marathon will conclude at Fraternity Park on
the Amherst campus at 8 p.m. where
Chancellor Randolph Bromery will greet the

group returning.

Representatives from each fraternity

house at UMass wil be running the course.

Each house will also be making contributions

to kick off the Marathon.

Kathie Lawson, who has participated in

National and World University meets, will

start and end the 11 hour marathon.

UMass gets $350,000

from science society
U.S. Rep. Silvio 0. Conte, R-Mass., and

Sen. Edward W. Brooke have announced
that the National Science Foundation has

awarded a $350,000 grant to UMass. The
grant will help support the University's

Materials Research Laboratory. Directors are

Frank E. Karasz and R.S. Porter of the

Department of Polymer Science.

Israeli educator Tabenkin

speaks Monday in Machmer
On Monday evening, at 7 p.m., Moshe

Tabenkin will be speaking at UMass in

Machmer W11. Tabenkin is an outstanding
Israeli poet, educator and author. He was \

born in 1917 in Kinneret and was educated in

Kibbutz Ein Herod. His prolific activity as a
writer was carried on concurrently with his

Kibbutz movement activities and service in

the Haganah and Palmach. His first

collection of poetry was published in 1940
and was followed by many other publications
of poems, stories and literary critiques.

In addition to his literary activity, Moshe

Portnoy's Complaint revisited

This Sunday the Hillel Brunch series will

offer an unusual program entitled "Portnoy's
Complaint Revisited". The program will be
addressed mainly to the adjustment
problems of Jewish students on the campus.

The two speakers will be Sau p«rlmutter,
director of Hillel at UMass and professor Ted
Slovin, associate director of Student
Development at UMass and member of the

psychology department.

Professor Slovin's current interest and
attention is directed to campus community
psychology.

The brunch will start at 11 a.m. in Colonial

Lounge and is open to all.
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Weightlifter Eric Wiseman comes up out of a clean and jerk motion. Weightlif-

ting comes to UMass this weekend.

New England Amateur Athletic

Union weightlifting at Boyden
By JANE HOLZAPFEL

On Saturday, April 26 at 1:00

p.m. there will be a New England

AAU Invitational weight lifting

meet at Boyden Auxiliary gym.

The UMass weight lifting team

will be competing against other

lifters from colleges throughout

New England.

The range of weight classes is

similar to that of wrestling: starting

at the flyweight class of 1 14 pounds

and ranging up to the super

heavyweight class of 242 pounds

and over.

The UMass team is favored to

win the team title, with outstanding

lifters in varied weight classes.

Lifting in the 165 pound class is

Joseph Satlak, in the 181 pound
division are Brian Wiseman and
Fred Myerson. In the 198 pound
class is team captain Doug Cooney,

Jeffrey Smith and John Donnelly.

Finally, in the heavyweight class

(198-242 pounds) is Eric Wiseman.

Each contestant performs a

minimum of two lifts. The first is

the two-handed snatch, in which
the lift is one in one movement. The
second lift is performed in two
parts, the so-called clean-and-jerk.

Each contestant has three attempts

for a lift within the two different

types of lifts.

There will be a general admission

fee of twenty-five cents, admission

is free for those with a student I.D.

Dance for Muscular Dystrophy

By CYNDYADAMS
Energetic couples will be dancing for twenty-six hours for charity and

cash prizes in the third anual Dance Marathon getting under way at 9

p.m. this Friday night at «e Worcester D.C.

UMass fraternity Phi Mu Delta is sponsoring the "dancathon" to raise

money for Muscular Dystrophy.

"Money is being raised in two ways", coordinator Ray Kittredge said in

a telephone interview. The bulk of the money will come from the entry fees

of participants.

"Each couple is a i to raise a $30 minimum entry fee. This can be

done through pledges, Joor to door collections; really anyway the couple

can get money", Kittredge said. "They can even rob a bank if they don't

get caught", he added chuckling.

When the dance is over Sunday afternoon, "first and second prizes of

$150 and $75 will be awarded to the couples who raised the most money
among those still dancing," Kittredge continued.

Money for M. D. will also be raised through a raffle. Kittredge said that

non-dancers can go to the D.C. Friday night, listen to the band, encourage
the dancers, drink beer and get a raffle ticket for a two dollar cover charge.

Prizes to be raffled include dinner for two at the Rusty Scupper.

"The Dance Marathon will consist of three sessions: the first in Wor-
cester D.C. from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., the second at the S.U. Ballroom from 10

a.m. Saturday to 1 a.m. Sunday, and the third at the S.U.B. Sunday from

10 a.m. to 5 p.m. A total of seven bands will perform," Kittredge said.

Registration for participants is at 8 p.m. Friday at Worcester D.C.

Some dare

to call it

justice
From the New York Dairy News
Ceasar Cedeno popped up

with the bases loaded, in a

spring training game went to

the dugout and put his fist

through the glass water cooler,

for which Preston Gomez has

assessed him $200.

Some people say that if

Cesar had been punished
properly when he was involved

in a serious crime a year ago, he

might by now have learned to

better control himself, but I

can't blame him for being

confused at this point. When a

woman was shot dead with his

gun, he was charged with

involuntary manslaughter and
was fined $100. Now, for

breaking a water cooler, he is

fined $200. Wouldn't that mix

you up?
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No horsetale at all
The UMass equestrian team now leads the field in their quest for the

Region III equestrian championships.

The team has been battling with Colby College for first place all season

and just recently overtook Colby in an Intercollegiate Horse show held at

the University of Hartford.

The UMass equestrian team's next competition will this weekend at

Colby College.

The UMass dancers;

a very talented group
By SUSAN DOSKOCIL

The University Dancers and the

Concert Dance Group presented

their annual Spring Concert last

week Thursday through Saturday
in Bowker Auditorium. Alternating

programs provided the time
necessary for all 16 works to be
shown.

Francia McClellan's "Scenes
From West Street Minds," a

fascinating panorama of many
different moods effectively

displayed the versatility of its

dancers. They were expressed

through the different characters

portrayed by the dancers — at

times figures such as a finger-

wagging tramp appeared,
sometimes people who seemed to

be having a super good day, at one
point several dancers collaborated

to emotionlessly form a sculpture of

themselves to be decorated with

leftover reigns, and at times they

were robots or scuttling animals.

Costume changes from street-

wear to practice attire to reigns

added to the changes; so did the

baffling, echoing, weird, metalic

music.

As always, one of the smoothest
flowing yet intense dances of all

four evenings was Richard Jones'
big work; for this concert it was
"Rodin's Antelier". Perhaps he and
Rodin are of the same mind; for as

we watched Adam (Jo Orlando)

awaken with awe to experience the

wonder of his body through first

slow and tentative, and later,

assured, stronger movements, we
know that both Rodin and Jones
see their work through the human
figure as works of love.

The remorse, desire and anguish
felt by Rodin's mistress and student

Camille was portrayed exactly right

by Joyce McGowan in the
"Fugitive Love" segment. Jones
was her fiery powerful lover, a role

perfectly filled by the artist.

The set utilized platforms, a

sculptor's hanging cloths and poor
lighting, and at least one slide

projected above the dancers of the

sculpture upon which each of the

four segments was based.

Another audience favorite was
the spoof of the Fred Astaire-Cyd

Charisse "Dancing in the Dark"

routine from the MGM movie
Bandwagon. Marilyn Patton and

Richard Guimond co-

choreographed and executed this

amusing piece of the evening's

entertainment titled "You'll Find it

in Aisle B" ( — If you missed the

performances, it be»wan with him

pushing her onto stage in a grocery

cart, and they left in reverse

positions).

The other 13 numbers of the

companies four night engagement
covered a large variety of subject

matter and expression, and very

clearly demonstrated the com-
petence of this talented group.

Last chance to see the University

Dancers will be on Saturday, May
17 at Colbv Colleae in Maine.
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TERRY KEITH takes a flying shot on goal as Steve Pappas looks on

I Women's crew seeks new laurel
By TERESA HANAFIN

Still riding the crest of the wave
of victory over BU and Connecticut
College last Sunday, our dauntless
women's crew team hosts Dart-

mouth this weekend in hopes of

adding another laurel to their crown
of glories.

Sunday morning's race will be at

home on the Connecticut River.

This affords many who have not yet
seen the women rowers the op-
portunity to watch them in action.

UMass will unleash three boats
against the Ivy League crew, as
Rose Sellew's beginners will also

race.

The varsity boat hopes to prove
that its' victory over BU was not a
quirk due to poor conditions. A
defeat handed the Ivies would be
sweet revenge for the loss to
Radcliffe two weeks ago.
The JV are anxious to show how

tough they can really be. A broken
fin in their first race two weeks ago
slowed them down, and high winds
on the Charles last week prevented
them from even racing.

And last but not least, the
beginning boat gets a second
chance to show its stuff on the
temperamental Connecticut against
a composite boat of Dartmouth and

UMass spares. A disappointing loss

to Middletown Rowing Club
marked their debut last week.

All three races will be 1000
meters, which again means some
steadily powerful rowing from start

to finish.

The home advantage should help

UMass, although the Connecticut
can be very unpredictable.

And just as important, this race is

near enough that students and
friends can show their support for

these hard-working women by
showing up at the boathouse (just

down Route 9) at 10 Sunday and
cheering them to victory.

Crew vs. USCG Spring football
By BOB NORTON

The men's crew is off to New London, Conn,
tomorrow in search of a vital victory with the Dad Vail

only two weeks hence. The crew faces a tough Dad
Vail foe in the United States Coast Guard Academy
and hopes to pick up the pieces and put it all together
after last weekend's stink from Harvard.

Coast Guard is likewise coming off a big loss to the

Naval Academy, so (please excuse the pun) they're in

the same boat. In all probability, the winner of

tomorrow's regatta will capture the number one seed

for the nationals at Philadelphia. Coast Guard has

swept Trinity College whom UMass had trouble with

in their opening race. If the crew can knock off Coast

Guard and gain the first seed, chances are that they

will encounter easier preliminary and semi-final heats

at the Vail.

Varsity stroke Steve Loomer is back after a two
week bout with a viral infection. Coach Bill Mahoney
has once again reshuffled his line-ups to ac-
commodate the situation, and after a shaky first half

of the season, hopes to have assembled the winning
combination as the team heads into the final stretch.

By BILL ELIAS
This Saturday the Massachusetts' Minutemen will

finish spring workouts with their annual intrasquad
football game starting at 2 o'clock in Alumni Stadium.
Team selections were announced Wednesday for

the game coming after a month of vigorous training.

Leading the white-shirted team will be Brian McNally
and Mike Fallon at quarterback. On defense John
Penny and Bob Levine are returning from last year's

Yankee Conference championship team.

The red squad has quarterbacks Fred Kelliher, Pete
Colton, and Joe Harrington, calling the plays. The
strength of the defense will be against the run, with

Ed McAleney and Dennis Fenton at defensive ends.

Earlier Saturday three highly successful football

coaches will speak at the 14th Annual University of

Massachusetts Football Clinic according to an an-

nouncement made by Minuteman Head Coach Dick

MacPherson.
Bill Arnsparger, head coach of the New York

Giants, Carmen Cozza of Yale University, and Dick

Collins of Andover High School, will talk primarily on
defensing the various option offenses during the day
long clinic.
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Amherst Cycle Shop
s

new at 253 Triansle Street
{

(near Tech HlFi and Discount Records)

Tel. 549-3729

Come In and look at our full line of

Raleigh and other fine bikes, or bring your
bike in for a spring overhaul. AAost of our \

stock is still selling at un-inflated '74 prices.

Raleigh-
BicycTe craftsmen
of the world
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Things could

be better

on a Kawasaki

from

VALLEY

MOTORSPORTS
348 King St. Northampton

584-7303

Gorillas revisit
massacre site

By TOM CROWLEY
Tomorrow Garber's Gorillas will revisit the scene at Williamston where

one of last year's best games was played. Last year UMass walloped
Williams College 21-1.

Williams is sporting a 3-1 record, besting Springfield (11-10), Yale (10-9),

and Union (14-11). Their one loss was dealt to them by UConn, 12-7. The
Minutemen dumped the Huskies themselves 16-3.

Coach Garber described them as "a quick team, good stickhandling,

good offense." Coach Garber said "they have a strong midfield. That's
their strong point."

"I saw them beat Yale," Coach Garber said "they have a strong mid-
field. That's their strong point."

"I saw them best Yale," Coach Garber said. "They were down 7-0 at

half. They hung in there and played good."
Coach Garber is more concerned with the condition of his team. The

c team is banged up and have quite a few injuries.

| "Billy O'Brien is a doubtful starter," Coach Garber said, "But everybody

o should be well." O'Brien is the team's second leading scorer, behind Jeff

| Spooner, with eight goals and twenty-four assists.

J
Being physical was how UConn beat Williams and the condition of the

> squad could affect the style. UConn used this physical style to keep
Williams off-balance and UMass used this tactic last year.

'We can play that way, but that's not our normal game," Coach Garber
E said.

| If the lacrosse team can play its game, as the cliche goes, it will win.

S Probably not as big as last year, but they'll win.

Spikers in Philly;
race Penn Relays

By SCOTTHAYES
When fourteen members of

the UMass track team lace their

spikes today and tomorrow in

Philadelphia, they'll have to

make sure their double knots
are secure because more than
likely there will be 35,000 fans

watching at one of the biggest

track relay meets in the world,

the Penn Relays. ,

The meet features fourteen

hours of competition and over

150 races. In recent years the

Relays have averaged 5,000

competitors. The meet is well

organized. In fact, one race is

started every five minutes.

A year ago, the UMass
participants set five school

records against the outstanding

athletes that gather annually for

the Philadelphia classic.

Coming off victory at the

Boston College Relays, coach
Ken O'Brien anticipates

Standards to fall this season.

School records are expected to

be bettered in just about every

event. The performances may
also qualify members of the

team for the NCAA Cham-
pionships.

Joe Martens will have to put

all of his talent together and
concentrate on his high jum-
ping. The UMass flopper will be
challenging fourteen seven-foot

high jumpers.

Randy Thomas will be
competing in the three-mile

run, an event in which he
finished fifth last year. Bill Gillin

is slated to run the 3,000 meter
steeplechase. Last season Gillin

placed third in the steeple. Bob
and Ken Adamson, along with

Toney Pendleton, are entered

as competitors in the College

Division long jump.

The sprint-medley team
consists of tri-captain Tommy
Beland in the 440, Mark Healy
and Pendleton in the 220 and
Devin Croft, anchorman and
half-miler.

The mile relay includes
Beland, Healy, Curt Stegerwald
and John Richards. Stegerwald
will also be competing in the
440-yard hurdles, which is the
first scheduled event of the
two-day competition.

Both the sprint-medley and
the mile relays will hold trials

today and qualifiers will ad-

vance to the finals tomorrow.
One of the big events, the

distance- medley relay
"Championship of America"
race, will hold finals today. Jim
Hunt (880), Richards (440),

Chris Farmer (three-quarter
mile) and Thomas (mile)

compose the UMass entry.

Hunt and Farmer will team up
with Mike Hansen and Dave
Lipinski to compete in the two-
mile relay.

Last year's Penn Relays
resulted in six UMass runners
qualifying for the NCAA's.
Warm weather during the past
week has helped the trackmen
in workouts and O'Brien feels

that the team performance at

BC indicates enthusiasm that

can only help the individual

athletes as they compete in the
best track meet in the United
States.

PHILLY FILLERS -Once again,

the Ben Franklin mile boasts an
exceptional field. Tony Waldrop
will be returning to defend his

mile title he earned a year ago
and will be joined by Kenyan
Olympian, Wilson Waigwa.
Rick Wolhuter and Dan Fikes

are also expected to see action.

The Finest Oriental & Polynesian
Food In This Area Served At

South China Restaurant

• We prepare all your favorite foods and tropical drinks just the way
you like.

• Everything on the menu can be ordered to take out.

Maka Graduation A Vary Special CalahraHan

- Call Maw far Renrotations

Open for special luncheon menu, 11 30 a.m. -3 p.m. (except Sun. &
holidays)

Open Daily til 10 p.m. Fri. & Sat. til 1 a.m.

Route9 AMHERST, MASS. 25O-0251

1
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Yankee Conference titles on line
Netmen underdogs

ByBILLEDELSTEIN

The UMass tennis team will be seeking to regain the YanCon cham-
pionship that was stripped from them last year by Vermont, when they
participate in the Yankee Conference Tournament, hosted by UVM, April

26-27.

This is what the season is all about for coach Steve Kosakowski's
racketeers, and the tennis mentor figures his team has a definite chance to

oust the tourney favorite Catamounts.
Will coach Kosakowski be disgruntled if his team doesn't walk away

with their seventh YanCon championship in nine years? Will the team be
disappointed if they don't turn in their best performances of the season?
Will your favorite puppy become rabid if you inject him with rabies? (Take
your time answering that last one.) The coach summed up the answers to

all of these questions (except the rabid puppy stumper, which can be easily

unravelled by a zoology professor) by stating, with a slight Vince Lombardi
accent, "there's no place after first place."

Vermont nipped the Minutemen (UVM's rabid puppy impersonation) 5-4

earlier in the year, and one of the Catamounts' starters was sidelined for %
that match. The defending champs, who, Kosakowski says have the best I
balanced team in the conference, also have almost their entire club back _

from last season, but for one player who was beaten out for his starting </5

position this annum by a freshman. £
Another factor in Vermont's favor is that they will be playing at home, «

although Kosakowski explains that the tourney will not be held in the c

hockey rink, as was UMass' loss to UVM this year (if a tennis court wasn't
*

put over the ice, the playing surface would have been too fast), but in a «

well lighted private tennis club. "Vermont is the only team used to playing

indoors," said coach Kosakowski. "Also, the courts there are very fast."

Maybe they're made of ice...

The racketeers should be able to handle Rhode Island and New Hamp-
shire, teams they easily defeated this season, while Connecticut and
Maine, two clubs UMass has seen neither hide, hair nor racket of this year,

look to present the Minutemen with no special problems. Coach
Kosakowski predicted that all of the teams in the tournament will be tough,

but taking into account the two ho-hum victories over URI and UNH and
the fact that UConn was destroyed, 8-1, by the same MIT squad that the

Minutemen edged, 5-4, the coach's view seems unsubstantiated. One
must also consider that Maine is, invariably, Maine.

Barnaby Kalon, Bill Karol and Mark Ouellet, all 3-0 in conference play,

and Chris Post (2-1 ), should all be seeded in the tournament.
"If our doubles hold, everything should be alright," prognosticated

Kosakowski.

Golfers favored

By RON ARENA
Forget all the pre-match buildup,

fceseeing it as a close, tight, nail-

biting battle. Today's Yankee
Conference golf championship will

not fit this category. After all the

clubs are swung, all the curses are

cursed, and all the scores are

added, UMass should return from

Stowe Acres (Stowe, Mass.) with

the YanCon championship. It's as

simple as that.

Sure, upsets are possible, but as

far as Yan Cons go, an upset here

would be one of major proportions.

If they bend the shaft on Joe Art-

man's club, if John Lasek is forced

to play with a tennis ball, and if

Howie Terban plays left-handed,

then UMass might be considered

an underdog. Most likely these pre-

requisites will not occur, so the

Minutemen can only be viewed as

the favorite. Predicts UMass
mentor Fan Gaudette, "Sure, I

think if we play like we're capable,

we'll probably win."

Seven Minutemen will participate

in the match. They are: Artman,

Terban, Lasek, Tom Toski, Rick

Olsen, Glen Sullivan, and on the

basis of his Wednesday per-

formance, Bill Locke. All are more
than capable of fine scores, and if

UMass plays anything like they did

in their encounter with UNH (377

total), they could easily win by

more than ten strokes.

So far this spring, the golfers

have met only two Yankee Con-
ference teams - UNH and thp

season opener with Rhode Island.

UNH shot a respectable 403 but still

lost by 26. With URI, the best six

scores were used, with Rhody
scoring a 496 to UMass' 482.

Gaudette said "New Hampshire
looked good when we played them,

and Rhody wasn't bad either." This

can only point to the strength of the

UMass squad since both matches
weren't even close.

Connecticut, after tying for

fourth in the fall with URI in the

Toski Invitational Tournament
(UMass tied Bryant for the win),

has been having a tough season.

The Huskies entered this week with

a mediocre 2-3 record.

Vermont placed way back in the

same tournament and would have

to be regarded as c weak foe. A
possible dark horse could be Maine.

They won the YanCon two years

ago.

If the Minutemen repeat their

Wednesday faltering of 403, the

match will probably be close. But
Artman will seldom card an 85,

Terban is way overdue for a good
score, and Toski has shown signs

of ending his slump. Add Lasek's

consistency to the fact that Olsen is

capable of exploding (low medalist

in last fall's New Englands), as are

Glen Sullivan and Bill Locke, and
the outlook is good.

And UMass is confident. Their

attitudes can well be summed up in

Artman's words after his 85, 'Til go
out and get you a good score on
Friday." Enough said.

Key Yan Con contests

Batters eye Maine wins; \jQh H ^ Coumg{

By BILL DOYLE
The UMass varsity baseball

squad, reduced to a skeleton crew
because of injuries, carries a four

game losing streak and a 6-11

record into action tomorrow for a

Yankee Conference twin-bill with

Maine at Earl Lorden Field, at 1 :00

p.m.

The doubtful status of catcher

Jim Black because of a slight

hamstring pull which caused him to

miss the last game against Holy

Cross, in addition to injuries to both

co captains, has forced the team to

face Maine with only one spare

infielder, one spare outfielder, and
no back-up catcher.

John Healy will miss the

doubleheader because of a bad
shoulder and Pete Backstrom will

be out with a severe hamstring pull.

Craig Allegrezza and Jeff

Reardon, who have five of the

team's six victories, will be the

UMass starters tomorrow.
Allegrezza, 3-1 with a 0.71 ERA, will

try to avenge a 10 1 loss to Maine
that he suffered last year. Reardon,

2 2 and a 4.50 ERA, didn't have a

decision against the Black Bears

last season.

Maine, who is 2-1-1 in the

conference (UMass is 1-1), will

counter with Bert Roberge and
Rich Prior. Roberge, who beat

UMass last year, is a right handed
control pitcher with a good slider

said UMass coach Dick Bergquist.

Prior is a hard throwing southpaw,
Bergquist added.

The Black Bear attack is led by
catcher John Dumont and second
baseman Kevin Goodhue. Maine is

definitely a team to be reckoned
with, as the Bears went 12-6 on
their southern trip this season.

Despite the team's recent

problems, including what Bergquist

called "horrible pitching" and
"atrocious fielding", the UMass
mentor remained optimistic about

the rest of the team's 12 games.

"Believe it or not," Bergquist

said, "I honestly believe that we
have the talent to beat Maine twice

but we just haven't jelled. Our

pitching may not be as good as it

was two years ago when we won
the conference but we have the

hitting and the potentially good
defense to win."

The team has a combined batting

ayerage of .265 but the defense,

especially in the infield, has been a

major disappointment, Bergquist

said.

Bergquist said that if UMass has
any chance to win the conference,

the team can't afford another YC
loss and thus must sweep
tomorrow.

Celts win;

take series
BOSTON (UP/) - Jo Jo White

scored 17 of his game high 29
points in the decisive third period

Thursday night as the Boston
Celtics eliminated the Houston
Rockets from the NBA playoffs

with a 128-115 victory.

The Celtics will now open the

Eastern Conference final series at

home Sunday afternoon against

the winner of Friday night's

Washington Buffalo game.
John Havlicek had 28 points and

Don Nelson 25 as six Boston

scorers hit double figures.

Rudy Tomjanovich and Calvin

Murphy had 27 points apiece and
Mike Newlin added 23 for the

losers.

The Celtics, leading 60-55 at the

half, opened the third period with a

20 4 spurt to put them ahead by
their largest margin of the game,
80 59, 5.13 into the quarter.

White, who had just eight points

in the first half, netted 21 in the

second half and provided most of

the Boston offense.

Other double figure scorers for

Boston were Cowens with 16 and

Westphal with 10. Ed Ratleff

scored 20 points for Houston.

By BOB HIGGINS
If you look closely, you can

see a good-sized bulge in the
lower back of John Healy's
baseball shirt.

If you didn't know about it,

you probably wouldn't notice it.

If you do know, it's very hard
not to notice it.

The bulge is a special pad
which Healy must wear each
time he plays baseball. It

\
rotects something which most

,o
:

us never think about, but
which John Healy has to think

of every time he straps on that

pad.

John Healy has only one
kidney.

Two years ago, as a

sopiomore, the 6'1", 185-

pou tder was an All-Yankee
Con 3rence safety in football,

as /ell as an AII-YanCon
base: all catcher. It was obvious
that I Mass had made a sound
invest lent in offering him a
football scholarship when he
graduated from Westboro High
in 1971.

The summer after his
sophomore year, Healy entered
the hospital to have a vessel
removed. In the course of the
operation, which had nothing
to do with the kidney, the
problem was discovered. "It's

something that requires a
special X-ray," said Healy. "If I

hadn't had the operation I'd still

be playing football today."
But, as it was, football was

definitely out, since one solid

hit to the kidney could end his

life, never mind his career.

A family friend of the Healy's,

a doctor, broke the news to
John immediately after surgery.

The blow was softened
somewhat by the news that he
could certainly continue to play

baseball.

At the time, the news did not
hit Healy as hard as one might
think. "I was more concerned
with getting on my feet and out
of the hospital," he recalled.

"The only thought I had was 'at

least I have basketball."

He soon found out, however,
that, with regards to baseball,

his troubles were just starting.

That fall, he went to the

infirmary for an examination.
He was then told, to his shock,
that the university doctors
would not let him play baseball.

The doctors' opinion was that

baseball, particularly where
Healy was a catcher, is still a

contact sport and the risk of
injury to his kidney was too
great.

"This I didn't buy," said

Healy, and he was determined

to fight the decision.

Healy's medical situation was
sent out to doctors around the
country for opinions on the
possibility of him playing ball.

The opinions were not received
until January, and most stated
unequivocably that Healy
should not be allowed to play
baseball.

Still, Healy did not give up.
"The thing that really kept me
going was that my parents were

behind me all the way,'' he said.

He went to vice-chancellor

Robert Gage, was turned down,
but arranged another meeting
which included John, his

parents, baseball coach Dick

Bergquist. and a university

attorney.

John and his parents were
finally able to convince Gage to

let him play. John signed a

waiver clearing the university of

any responsibility, and baseball

again became a part of John
Healy's life.

The special pad was
developed by Head Trainer Vic

Keedy. Healy straps it around
his waist and it protects his

lower back without interfering

with his baseball play. He
refuses to allow it to bother
him, saying he never even
worries about hurting his

kidney while playing ball.

Other injuries have hampered
Healy's baseball career,

however. Besides being a

legitimate pro football prospect,

Healy was regarded, at least by
Coach Bergquist, as a good
baseball prospect. "He hits

well, moves extremely well for a

catcher, and throws pretty

well," said the coach. Indeed, it

is rare to find a catcher with

anywhere near the quickness to

be a football safety. However,
injuries have kept him away
from catching so much that he
has been very often relegated

to the role of designated hitter.

The personable Healy is

perhaps regarded as highly for

his personal qualities as well as

athletic ability. "He's the kind

of guy every coach would want
for a co-captain," said

Bergquist. "He's a leader,

though perhaps more of a quiet

leader, and a great human
being."

So John Healy will graduate
this year, a history major, and
hopefully move into a teaching

and coaching position. He will

discard the protective pad, and
nobody will ever be able to tell

he has any special problem.

House Speaker Bartley criticizes moratorium
By BILL DENSMORE

Staff Reporter
House Speaker David Bartley (D-Holyoke),

for years one of the strongest supporters of

UMass budgets, Saturday criticized student
plans for a boycott of class tomorrow and
Wednesday.

"That's a nice way to spend spring and
miss two days of classes," Bartley said by
phone in a Collegian interview. "I am
disappointed that the only solution they
could see to their Hiqanoointment with

executive action was to cop out,' ' he added.
The UMass-Amherst graduate said

students should write letters to their home
town legislators if they want to protest a ten

per cent budget cut for higher education
proposed by the Dukakis administration. And
he quoted Shakespeare saying that the
protests are "much to do over nothing" until

a budget is actually put before the
Legislature.

"Of course sitting down and writing a
letter takes some time." he said "It's easv to

cut classes and march around with a sign."

He also said he would be willing to meet with
students to talk about the cuts.

He said students should realize that when
the state is experiencing ten per cent

unemployment, people are not going to

sympathize with students who are getting

about a $2,500 scholarship" from the state

to attend UMass.
The public reaction against students is

(|oing to be about nine to one," he said.

They're living in a dream world."

biuuems at uiviass-Amnerst say they will

picket the State House Wednesday because
they say the Legislature will consider bills to

increase tuition. Such bills have been filed for

years, but have never passed.

"I think it would be delightful if they would
look into the issues of the budget. ..but if they

want to learn how to lobby, I'd be glad to

teach a course in it," he said, advising

students who object to budget cuts to "talk

to home town legislators — and I can't

emphasize enough the word home."
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WEATHER
Blizzard conditions expected

with drifting snows and

northwesterly winds 70-80

mph. Should storm conditions

fail to develop, there'll be partly

sunny weather with

temps in the low or middle 50' s.

More than 10,000 vote

Students back moratorium
By STEVEDECOSTA

By a margin of nearly 5-1, UMass
students last week voted in favor of

a two-day moratorium of classes.

More than 10,000 persons, or

nearly 50 per cent of the eligible

voters, participated in the two-day,

campus-wide referendum.

The final count showed 8,870

persons in favor of the referendum

and 1,831 opposed. There were five

abstentions.

The referendum was sponsored
by the Student Action Committee
(SAC) and was designed to guage
student reaction to proposed
budget cuts and tuition and fee

increases.

Since the SAC has no affiliation

with the Student Government

Association, the vote is not binding

on the university community,
according to Student Attorney
General Cindy Iris.

"It's not binding but how can
you make people strike or not
strike," said SAC spokesman Marc
Zimmerman. "This is usually the

way things happen, where a strike

is called and picket lines are set up,

Several are hesitant

Most administrators feel

salary cuts are acceptable
By MIKEIZDEPSKI

Staff Reporter

Most University administrators here feel that they

could accept a cut in their salaries, if such a cut would

help increase the legislature's awareness of the

UMass budget issue and prevent faculty layoffs.

In weekend telephone conversations the Chan-

cellor, Vice- Chancellor and the deans of the various

University departments were asked what they

thought about President Robert C. Wood's decision

to voluntarily cut his salary by six per cent, and if,

under any circumstances, they could see themselves

taking the same step.

Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery said he had considered the

step, but doubted that it would

have any effect. Bromery added

that any voluntary cuts ad-

ministrative officials might agree to

would have to be made on an

entirely individual basis.

He said: "This measure (a

voluntary cut) isn't that great a

sacrifice for some. My own salary is

relatively low compared with the

President's."

The Chancellor noted, a cut

could make his salary less attractive

thus forcing him to look for a better

paid position. He add^d, however,

that if campus administrators were

only waiting for him to make the

first move before following suit, he

would gladly "jump on the band-

wagon" and cut his salary.

Former UMass
President, John Lederle
considers taking a cut
as a "gesture of good
will".

University's total payroll went into administrative

salaries. He also pointed out how vaguely the word
"administrator" was currently being used. He said

"there are 50 health service jobs receiving ad-

ministrative money, but can you really call doctors

administrators? Undoubtedly any salary cuts in this

area would result in less and poorer services."

The Vice Chancellor, unlike the Chancellor, felt that

any decision on voluntary cutbacks should be part of

a campus strategy. Gage said if the majority of

campus administrators thought a voluntary salary cut

would "put the legislature on the spot", he would
take the cut.

Professor John Lederle, former

UMass President and member of

the political science department

here said he would volunteer to

take a cut as a "gesture of

goodwill ". Lederle stressed that he

was not suggesting that others

should necessarily follow his move.
He pointed out that younger

members with families probably

could not afford to make such a

step.

Of the academic and ad-

ministrative deans three could not

be reached and two refused to give

any comment.
Dean Alfange, Dean of Social

and Behavioral Sciences said "it

depends on the financial

stringency. If the majority of the

faculty agrees, I would go along

with a pay cut. In any case, it would
be better than laying people off."

but we hope to stay away from

that."

The approved resolution calls for

a Tuesday and Wednesday
"moratorium on classes during

which we demonstrate our op-

position to proposed budget cuts,

tuition increases, and fee hikes."

Monday was to be set aside for

classroom "political discussions

about the past week's events."

In addition, campus-wide teach-

ins and a massive telephone and
letter-writing campaign to

legislators and parents were to be
conducted. A demonstration at the

State House in Boston is also

planned.

"We really stressed in the

committee that this wasn't a strike

just to be a strike," Zimmerman
said. "I like to think this is the

beginning and not the end. I hope
we can get people involved in

what's going on."

"The vote showed support,"

Zimmerman continued. "But then
it's an issue that's going to affect

every student on campus."
The 50 per cent turnout was

lauded by the SAC as one the best

ever at UMass.
In comparison, a strike vote in

April, 1972 drew fewer than 6,000
responses.

The SAC estimated that 80 per

cent of all dormitory residents cast

ballots in the referendum, while 25
per cent of the eligible commuters
voted.

"I don't think I've heard of an
election where that many com-
muters voted," Zimmerman said.

Bromery said he felt any cuts, voluntary or man-

datory, might create a backlash driving competent

administrators and faculty members away from

UMass to higher paying schools.

Vice Chancellor Robert W. Gage called Wood's

measure "thoughtful and sensitive", but warned that

the move was only meant to be a symbolic gesture.

He said: "Even if all administrative officials took a 6

per cent salary cut, it would never cover the cutbacks

being proposed."

Gage noted that "only four per cent of the

Seymour Shapiro, acting Dean of Natural Sciences

and Math, said: "I don't want to comment on

President Wood's speech but as of now I am not

planning to take a pay cut." He added that he would

accept a cut only if people were to be fired.

George Odiorne, Dean of the School of Business

Administration said: "We should wait and see what
the legislature does, before we take any measures."

He added, if the campus administration were to take a

salary cut, he would follow.

Emmett Kelly, Jr. came to Curry Hicks Cage on

Sunday, and along with his friends entertained

thousands of circus fans with fun-filled acts which
included: music, acrobatics, animals, and of course,

clowning.
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Problems cited in Five College Cooperation
By MIKE FAY
Staff Reporter

Five College Cooperation (CFCC)

slowly getting off the ground in

1962 has come to full strength

today, but officials say there are

problems and the program should

be re-examined.

"It is possible that at some point

down the road we'll probably have

to establish some sort of gate

system," said Amherst College

President John W. Ward.
According to officials, some FCC

problems and successes, in 1975

are:

— More than one-half of all Five

College Calendar Events are

scheduled and held on the

University campus.
— FCC enrollment figures are

"vague." And students refused

enrollment in FCC courses are not

counted in FCC enrollment

statistics. In fact, the number of

students refused enrollment is not

known.
— Curtailment of physical

facilities use by Five College

students visiting member campuses
is on the upswing.
— Open Access use of library

facilities began in the Fall of 1972.

Branch and departmental libraries

of the colleges are not open to Five

College students. The new
University library opened in the Fall

of 1972.

— This year, one-third of all book
withdrawals from the Amherst
College library were made by
visiting Five College students.

UMass and Hampshire College

students account for the bulk of

these withdrawals.
— North Burn, Five College

Coordinator, is leaving his post

June 1. No replacement for Burn
has been made yet.

A short history of FCC is sum-
marized in the 1969 FCC report

entitled, "Five College Cooperation:

Directions for the Future." Since
1969, no subsequent FCC report

has been made.
Chapter 8 of the 1969 report

contains FCC's stated "Rationale

and Method" for "Cooperative
Planning and Use of Facilities and
Services."

The report said. "If and when
closer cooperation can be effected

in curriculum planning, cooperative

possibilities in planning or using

physical facilities will follow more
readily."

Asked if he thought the time had
come for a new Five College Report

Gluckstern said, "I really do. It is

probably time to examine the

elements of cooperation. But how it

will be done will really depend on
the expectations and desires of the

new Five College Coordinator."

Exploring Five College
Cooperation, the Collegian visited

Five College Inc., on the Amherst
campus, and found enrollment

figures tallied in courses taken,

instead of by student participation.

In an effort to determine UMass
enrollment in FCC, the Collegian

spojte to Associate Five College

Coordinator, Jackie Pritzen. She
said, "We keep statistics in courses
taken because we don't get those
statistics, (student participation),

from the University. I don't think

the University's computer is set up
to do that. My educated guess is 80
to 85 per cent, (UMass students),

take one course only."

Pritzen added, "Amherst is set

up to tell the number of students
and how many courses each
student takes."

At the University, the Five

College office at CASIAC, and the

Scheduling Office were visited.

Neither office had the student

participation data.

But Shirley Puchalski, who no
longer works for the Registrar's

Office, kept these figures on her

own initiative, she said.

This semester, 470 UMass
students took 488 courses at the

Four Colleges, according to Clara

Hawes, who keeps the tally now.
And Tom Chamberlain of the

Scheduling Office said, "Off the

top of my head, an adjusted figure

would be about 1100 students from
the Four Colleges take about 1200

courses at UMass.'

Ruth Bryan of Smith College

said, "Smith students register for

Five College courses on their own
campus." She said a Five College

pre- registration form is used by

Smith students to sign up for

courses.

UMass students must show up in

person for pre registration. Per-

sonnel at the Five College CASIAC
Office said UMass students must
go directly to the professor, and
sign up for courses in person. This

naturally requires a visit off cam-
pus.

Michelle Silbey, a UMass
student, said she is taking a course

at Mount Holyoke this semester.

On registering for the course, she

said, "You have to early, very early.

The courses are very, very

popular."

Fifteen Greeks honored for

frat-sorority improvements
By WILLIAM MILLS

Staff Reporter

Fifteen fraternity-sorority

members were honored recently at

a second annual recognition

banquet at "Tri Sigma" for their

"contribution to the improvement

of the Greek area at UMass,"
according to John Tata, Greek

Council president.

Stephen E. Mills, former Greek

Council president and past

president of Beta Kappa Phi, was
elected Greek Man of the Year.

Missy Ahearn, academic affairs

chairperson of the Greek Council,

was elected Greek Woman of the

Year

Mills was elected for "promoting

a good image to the (Greek) area,

and for being there when we
needed him," Sue Lynch said

before presenting Mills the award.

Ahearn, a Kappa Alpha Theta

member, was elected because she

"worked exceptionally hard for the

area," Paul Sweeney said, member
Phi Sigma Kappa.

For his "strong" leadership in his

fraternity, Jeff Fisher, president of

Theta Chi, was elected Fraternity

President of the Year. Preventing

the collapse of her sorority and

arresting the diminishing morale,

Jeanne Crowe of Tri Sigma, was
elected Sorority President of the

Year.

Thirteen Greeks, one per cent of
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the Greek population at UMass,
received a National Honor
Fraternity-Sorority award for

service to the Greek area. The
Gamma Gamma Award is "like

Who's Who among Greeks across

the country," Ed Bowe, director of

the Greek area, said. This award is

given to juniors and seniors only

and it's "rare when a junior gets the

award," Bowe said.

Nevertheless, two juniors, Craig

Ghidotti of Beta Kappa Phi and

John Stevens of Phi Sigma Kappa,

received the Gamma Gamma
Award.

The seniors chosen to receive the

same award were Carlene Murphy,

Alpha Chi Omega, Sue Lynch,

Kappa Kappa Gamma, Ann
Donahue, Eileen Smith and Cindy

Waldren of Lampda Delta Phi,

Sweeney and Bob Palumbo of Phi

Sigma Kappa, Cindy Gorham,
Sigma Kappa, Tricia Horgan,
Sigma Sigma Sigma, Mills and

Ahearn.

Three sororities and one
fraternity were awarded individual

house awards. Lampda Delta Phi

and Tri Sigma, both sororities, were
given the Most Improved Chapter

Award by the Greek Office for their

"increasing membership, par-

ticipation in the area and high

scholarship," Bowe said.

An Academic Achievement
Award was given to Lampda Delta

Phi and fraternity Tau Epsilon Phi.

About 80 people attended the

banquet, many of whom were
Greek presidents and represen-

tatives. Mills ¥2as the master of

ceremonies. Representing the

administration, Fraternity Manager
Joe Sexton and Bill Loder of the

Registrars Office attended.
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Silbey recommends going to pre-

registration the first day, because of

the popular demand for some
classes. In the course she took this

semester, a learning disability

course, Silbey said, "They only

allowed ten non-Holyokers."

The Five College Student
Coordinating Board, (FCSCB),
provides assistance to UMass
students interested in taking FCC
courses.

Last semester FCSCB set up
booths on all five campuses to offer

pre- registration aid. FCSCB will do

so again this year. But it is not clear

if FCSCB will provide UMass
students with a one-stop FCC
registration desk.

In addition, physical facilities use

has been curtailed lately. One

turn to page 1

1

This balancing chimpanzee was one off the many
acts appearing with the Emmett Kelley Jr. circus

yesterday in Curry Hicks Cage.

THE

WOK RESTAURANT

"Chinese Home Style Cooking"

Open 7 Days— 5-10 p.m.

No Reservations Take Out Service

Tuesday Special: Dinners $2.99

Rte. 9, Hadley 586-1202

Across from Cumberland Farms

ROISTER DOISTERS

presents
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"A Musonary Musical"

Bartlett Aud.— Tickets $1 .50— Students $1 .00

May 1 - 4 p.m. ; May 2 - 8 & 10 p.m. - May 3 - 2 & 8 p.m.

Residents cite damage to dorm

Patriots may be barred from Emerson House
By SUSAN GENSER

Staff Reporter

The New England Patriots, tentatively scheduled to
live in Emerson House this summer, may not take up
residence - if students living in the dorm have their

way.

A petition signed by two- thirds of the residents has
been circulating against having the Patriots living in

the dorm.
The residents made their demands known at a

meeting last week attended by university officials. The
main reason cited for the request were damages done
in the past.

In the past, damages have been done to rooms, and
walls and furniture have been written on said

residents. Basement window cranks were removed,
and residents felt this was dangerous because these
windows are so close to the ground, "and anyone
could just walk in," said Jane Carroll, basement floor

counselor. Student property placed in the storage
room for the summer was used and damaged they
claimed.

Much of the blame for the damage lies with the
university, according to Kenneth Dean, Acting
Director of the Office of Residential Life (O.R.L.),

"because of a breakdown in communications." The
Patriots have a contract with the university to pay for

damages incurred and there is to be direct reim-

bursement from the university to the dorm for said

damages.

This has not been carried out, "because O.R.L. was
unaware that the problems existed," according to

Dean.

Emerson is a Southwest all-woman low- rise, and
the Patriots have stayed there for the last three

summers. This summer they are tentatively scheduled
for occupancy from July 19 to August 22. Their

contract with the university provides them with a

suitable number of rooms, special modifications

allowing rooms to accommodate air conditioning,

special phones, use of the Head of Residence's
apartment, access to Boyden and playing fields, use
of the dining commons, and parking facilities.

The Patriots bring in revenue to the university,

Over the next two seeks. Dean and the ORL will be

looking for alternative space for the Patriots. The new
dorm must be approximately the same size as

Emerson, with easy access to the dining commons
and playing fields. Another meeting is scheduled in

Emerson on Thursday, May 15, to discuss progress in

finding alternative housing.

The possibility still exists that the Patriots will be

housed in Emerson this summer, but the residents feel

that at least they will receive better treatment from the

university.

"I think people should remember that we are

students here, and the university was created for us,

not the Patriots. The University is neglecting us, and

we are being penalized, because we care about our

dorm," resident Jane Carroll said,

especially in the area of food services. According to

Arthur Warren, Acting Director of Food Services,

"the revenue is needed to hold costs down in the

dining commons throughout the year."

Emerson custodian Charles Starkus feels the

Patriots are also "one of the best summer groups I've

ever seen." Starkus who has been at the university for

seven years, and works year round, feels the Patriots

are a "very clean group."

A letter dated March 14 was sent to Richard Green,

Master Director of Southwest, from Emerson House

Council President Kimberly Popkin, stating the

residents' concerns.

The first summer housing schedule was released by

Summer Conference Housing on April 11, scheduling

the Patriots to Emerson. The Southwest Assembly

passed a resolution April 15, "to support the residents

of Emerson House in their efforts to have the N.E.

Patriots housed in a dorm other than Emerson."
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Having problems with your roommate? UMass
students Kevin Sinclair and Lionel Ribeiro, who share
an apartment in South Hadley/ have found the answer.
Win or lose/ they both get a credit for their efforts.

Are School of Ed records open?
By JUDY BOUCHER

MDC Staff

A spokesman for UMass
President Robert C. Wood said

Friday that School of Education
records are now open to the public,

but officials here were not sure if

the records will be released.

UMass-Amherst Attorney Sidney
Myers is expected to announce
today if the press and public will be
able to inspect the records, accord-

ing to a spokesman here.

Myers was unavailable for

comment last night.

The opening of the records came
after a week of conflicting reports

over who had jurisdiction of the

records.

However, the records pertaining

to investigations by law en-

forcement officials will not be
released until the investigation is

completed. The FBI have been
investigating misuse of funds at the

School for three months.

Susan Reilly, an aide to Wood,
said the treasurer's office is

working on an "orderly procedure"

to allow the public to see the

records.

In addition, an outside auditing

firm hired by the University last

month will now be able to review

the records and make a report on
the spending of the grant money be
School of Ed administrators.

The records detail the ex-

penditure some $15 million worth of

grant funds over a five year period.

The return of the custody of

records to UMass are a result of the

following events:

— a Superior Court Judge ruled

that UMass must allow a Collegian

reporter to see the records. A suit

was filed seeking access to the

records after the reporter was
denied access. The University

claimed that custody of the records

rested with a grand jury in-

vestigating misuse of money at the

School.
— following the court decision a

U.S. Attorney in Boston ordered

the FBI to physically remove the

records from the Amherst campus.
— the grand jury, who had issued

two subpoenaes, voted to release

most of the records back to the

university.

The confusion over the custody

of the records appears to be a

conflict between who has
authority, federal or state

authorities, when a grand jury

issues a subpoena.

Federal and UMass officials have
feared that if the records go public

before indictments are handed
down, the records may be stolen,

according to informed sources.

U.S.E. prepares for

coming labor hearing
By BARBARA HOFFMAN

Staff Reporter

Members of the Union of Student Employees' executive board (USE)

met last night in Dreoaration for an informal hearing with the

Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission in Boston Thursday. A
"recognitional picket" is planned for tomorrow outside the Campus Center

complex.

"Recognition is our primary objective right now," said USE chairperson

Michael Bardsley. He claimed that tomorrow's demonstration is not in-

tended as a strike, nor as an encouragement to boycott the complex or

interfere with deliveries. He described the purpose of the picketing as a

demonstration of support for the USE's recognition as the exclusive

bargaining representative of all students and hourly employees of the

Campus Center.

A written demand for recognition was submitted to Campus Center

director John Corker on April 18. The USE based their demand on the

strength of the authorization cards signed by the majority of the work

force, now filed with the Labor Relations Commission. A written response

from Corker is forthcoming.

Thursday's meeting in Boston will be an open forum in which both the

USE and the Campus Center management will air their positions. Both

parties will then have a chance to meet with legal counsel before con-

vening.

SAC plans 'infiltration'
By GARY Mc WILLIAMS

Staff Reporter

The Student Action Committee will "infiltrate" large

lecture halls today to "initiate political discussion"

about the moratorium, spokesperson Mary Muirhead

aid last night.

A SAC sponsored meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in the

Campus Center auditorium will attempt to carry on
the classroom discussions and broaden these to

include "student power and unionization, educational

inequality and the present fiscal crisis in

Massachusetts," according to a statement released

by the SAC.

Tomorrow is the first day or planned class boycotts,

and SAC representatives will hold teach-ins in dor-

mitories throughout the campus.

Additional teach-ins tor commuters will be held in

the Uampus Center.

The time and location of these will be announced in

tomorrow's Collegian.

A phonothon allowing students to lobby their state

representatives begins today and will continue on

Tuesday.

WATS line phones will be available in the Student
Union Building in the following offices

- Student Senate Council Chambers, rm. 423;

Student Organizing Project rm 428;

University State Comi unications Committee
rm. 413A.

A bonfire along the campus pond tomorrow at 9:30

p.m. with live musical entertainment will conclude the

first day of the moratorium.

A car caravan will leave from Haigis Mall Wed-
nesday morning for a rally on the steps of the State

House at 11:30 a.m., organizers say.

Sign up sheets for the caravan and limited space on
buses will be posted in dining commons and the

concourse level of the Campus Center tomorrow, the

add.

The rally to protest budget cuts will have speakers
from UMass Boston as well as SAC members: Cheryl

Flashman, Milton Kerstein, Ellen Gavin and David
Millikin.

Representative James Collins (D-Amherst), a

UMass graudate, is also expected to address the rally.

TOC Inc. claims operation is non-profit
This is the final of a two part series

on the Top of the Campus Inc.

By SAMUEL HASSA/\
Staff Reporter

The TOC Inc. holds the alcoholic beverage

license for the Campus Center and is a non-

profit private corporation operating to

perform a service, not to make a profit ac-

cording to TOC treasurer and CC business

manager Craig Stuart.

A gross margin of revenues from alcoholic

beverages is paid back into the Food Ser-

vices Department where it goes into

overhead such as payroll, insurance, en-

tertainment and the CC debt, according to

Stuart.

The TOC Inc. does pay an alcoholic

beverage tax, but being a non-profit cor-

poration, "we have an IRS (Internal Revenue
Service) exemption and don't pay federal

income tax," Stuart said. "We don't have to

pay property tax either. The University pays

it," he said.

As treasurer of the TOC, Stuart said he is

the most active member on the board of

directors. "I do the accounting for the entire

CC, and the TOC Inc. is just one part of it. I

think a student would find it very difficult

being TOC treasurer," he said.

All eleven TOC board of directors'

positions are up for re-election on Wed-
nesday May 7, in room 904-908 CC at 6 p.m.

Any of the 13,200 TOC members are

eligible to occupy the one year positions and
vote in the elections.

Membership to the TOC is limited to

students, faculty, alumni, administrators, and
employees of the University. A fifty cent per

semester membership fee covers the cost of

printing TOC cards and stickers, according to

Peter Gluckler of the UMass News Bureau.

Amherst Selectman Michael Sullivan

resigned from the TOC board of directors last

fall citing a potential conflict of interest as

reason for the action. The Board of Select-

men issues the alcoholic beverage license to

the TOC Inc. Sullivan was chairman of the

board of selectman when he resigned.

The eleven TOC board of directors meet
two or three times a year and have no
operational responsibilities according to

treasurer Stuart. "W hold the license and
hire someone to do it for us, basically the

food services department," he said.

Tony Tartaglia, clerk of the TOC Inc. said

that the CC board of governors are more into

management policy, and that they are the

proper vehicle for effecting change.
Tartaglia added that, "It's questionable

whether the management listens to the

board of governors anyway."
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Vietnam congress elects 'Big' Minh president
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Withdrawal of US
will be requested

Compiled from Wires

SAIGON - South Vietnam's

congress unanimously elected Gen.

Duong Van "Big" Minh as

president yesterday in an 11th-hour

attempt to turn imminent military

defeat into a negotiated peace.

Political sources said Minh would
immediately ask for an American
withdrawal from Vietnam.

Meeting between the first two
rocket attacks on Saigon in more
than three years, the national

assembly voted 134-0 for Minh —
hero of the 1963 coup that over-

threw President Ngo Dinh Diem —
to succeed President Tran Van
Huong and gave him authority to

sue for peace with the Com-
munists.

Political sources said Minh would
take power today and would ask for

a U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam so
he could arrange a coalition with
the Viet Cong.

It was unclear whether Minh
intended to ask all Americans to

leave, or whether the U.S. embassy
would remain open with a token
staff.

Three hours after the assembly's
action, Communis* orces launched
their second rocket attjck of the
day on the city »our rounds of

what appe^.ed to be 122mm

Indochina

developments

Viet leaders to flee

TAIPEI \UPI\ - Informed
sources said yesterday Taiwanese
officials were readying ac-

commodations for more political

refugees from South Vietnam,
including former Vice President Air

Marshal Nguyen Cao Ky.

Sources close to the South
Vietnamese Embassy told UPI
accommodations are being
prepared in surburban Taipei for

government and military leaders

fleeing the Communist advance on
Saigon.

There was speculation Thieu had
brought a "huge quantity" of gold
into the country.

Refugees panic
LONG BINH. South Vietnam

\UPI\ - Hordes of refugees

panicked by advancing Communist
forces fled south under shelrfire

along Highway 1 yesterday into

Saigon, which itself had been
rocketed a few hours earlier.

Mortar shells fired from a nearby
village exploded around the
refugees - and some fleeing

soldiers mixed among them — as
they raced across the bridge over
the Dong Nai River, 12 miles
northeast of the capital.

Congress to OK aid

WASHINGTON \UPf\ - Final

Congressional approval is expected
this week for conditional use of

U.S. combat troops in evacuating

Americans and South Vietnamese
from Saigon.

The Senate already has approved
the compromise bill, which includes

authorization of $177 million to pay
evacuation costs and $150 million

for Vietnamese refugee relief.

missiles that landed on the
government's naval compound, in

the downtown area and in the
Saigon River.

North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
forces captured Ba Ria, 35 miles

southeast of Saigon and the capital

of Phuoc Tuy province, and ex-

panded the chain of 150,000 men,

tanks, artillery and rockets they are

forging around Saigon.

Ba Ria was the 23rd of South
Vietnam's 44 provinces to fall to the

Communists.
The loss of Ba Ria also posed a

threat to Vung Tau, the last

deepwater port still in government
hands. Ba Ria is on Highway 15, a

major link between Saigon and
Vung Tau.

Other Communist forces closing

in on the government's major air

base at Bien Hoa, 14 miles nor-

theast of Saigon, opened fire with

mortars and rockets on the crowds
of refugees trapped between the

base and the capital.

A South Vietnamese soldier in Long Thanh tnreaTens to swing his weapon at some
refugees who are trying to move through barricades on the road to Saigon. The
refugees' papers were being checked to see if any Communists had infiltrated their

ranks.

US to shut down last Vietnam
military office after 25 years

In Washington, Assistant

Secretary of State Robert Mc-
Closkey conceded U.S. policy in

Indochina has failed and said the

United States had stepped up its

diplomatic efforts to obtain a cease-

fire and a "controlled outcome" of

the war in Vietnam.

McCloskey did not deny that the

diplomatic efforts involve China

and the Soviet Union.

In Paris, the Viet Cong's
Provisional Revolutionary
Government issued a communique
calling for abolition of the Saigon
administration as a prerequisite for

peace. But it made no mention of

the election of Minh, who himself is

considered a neutralist.

Minh, 59, was one of the leaders

of the 1963 coup that overthrew the

late President Ngo Dinh Diem.

Following Diem's ouster, Minh
served as chief of state for three

months until he was overthrown in

still another coup. Associates
charged at the time that he was
ousted by the Americans for

favoring a neutralist solution to the

war.

The Communists, while rejecting

other South Vietnamese leaders,

have never said they would refuse

to negotiate with Minh. Asked by
UPI Sunday whether they would
talk with Minh, Viet Cong press

officer Phuong Nam said only that

"anyone who loves peace... would
be acceptable."

Minh's election came only hours
after Communist forces sent five

rockets thundering into Saigon —
the first shelling of the cap'tal since

December, 1971.

SAIGON \UPI\ - The United
States will close its Defense At-

tache Office today, ending a

quarter century of American
military advisory efforts in South
Vietnam.

The U.S. Mission told senior

government officers yesterday that

the compound which once housed
the U.S. Military Assistance
Command, Vietnam, would shut
down exactly 19 years after
Americans started the first training

of the South Vietnamese Army.
Official American spokesmen

here said they had not heard of the
decision to close the attache office,

known as "Pentagon East."

The first U.S. military mission to
South Vietnam arrived on July 15,

1950. Americans began training

South Vietnamese soldiers on April

28, 1956.

Several hundred persons waited
in the evacuation staging area in

the DAO compound Sunday
morning for flights out of Tan Son
Nhut to Guam and other points.

What was once a large bowling
alley, however, was empty. Each
day for the past week or so hun-
dreds of people had gathered inside

and waited. A team of workers
from DAO had cleaned up the litter

and the building appeared almost
ready for bowlers.

Another large building nearby, a
club called "Dodge City," also had
been emptied of evacuees. It, too,

had been tidied up and only about a

dozen people were inside.

At the entrance to the staging
area, U.S. Marines and soldiers

working with civilian and military

police were making thorough
checks of all persons entering the
area.

The checks created a large

backlog of people and vehicles in

the area. Outside the main entrance
to the base there was another
sizable crowd estimated at more
than 1,000.

Inside the staging area, Viet-

namese military police were taking

photographs of many of those
awaiting evacuation flights.

At Tan Son Nhut air base, South
Vietnamese civilian and military

police swept through a camp of

refugees awaiting evacuation
flights and arrested a number of

military deserters, fleeing govern-
ment officials and youths old

enough to be drafted.

Those arrested were persons
termed "affidavit passengers" by
U.S. evacuation officials. That
meant the only document they
needed to get aboard an evacuation
aircraft was an affidavit from an
American citizen guaranteeing
financial support and responsibility

for them once they arrive in the
United States.

When the security sweep began
in the predawn hours, some of the
evacuees fled, scaling an 8-foot
mesh wire fence topped by three

feet of barbed wire. After the

sweep, shoes and pieces of
clothing that had caught on the
barbed wire fluttered in a light

breeze.
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Submit position paper stat-

ing why you want to speak
and on what topic by May 1

to Student Matters Com-
mittee/ Student Senate
Oftice, 420 S.U.

is of

Date: May 31, 1975

— Must be Senior
— Have topic that
general interest
— Deadline May 1

— Speakers will be chosen
by May 9

Harrington fears death of GOP
State senate chief

eyes party rebirth

BOSTON \AP] - The
Republican Party is likely to
disappear from the Massachusetts
Senate unless it undergoes a grass
roots rebirth, says Senate President
Kevin B. Harrington.

Republicans fill only seven of the
40 Senate seats, and five of these
Harrington said, are barely hanging
on in predominantly Democratic
districts.

"It's tough when you've got to
get more votes from their people
than from your own to . carry an
issue," said Senate Minority Leader
John F. Parker of Taunton, "and
it's even tougher when you can't

get a lot of your own guys to go
along with you."
Those Republicans 'n

Brown takeover

ends with pact
PROVIDENCE, R.I. [UP/] -

Brown University students began
preparing yesterday for their final

exams following an agreement
between minority students and
administrators that ended a two
day building takeover by the

students.

Both sides expressed satisfaction

with the compromise agreement on
the Ivy League school budget
policies that ended the peaceful

occupation of the main ad-
ministration building.

At a Saturday news conference,

President Donald F. Hornig said

Brown University could make "no
guarantees" it will achieve the

negotiating goals on increases in

minority students and faculty.

A student spokesman
acknowledged the agreement was
similar to one reached in 1968, but

not fulfilled. "We hope the ad-

ministration did not negotiate in

bad faith again," he said.

The Third World Coalition seized

the administration building

Thursday morning without violence

and left just as peacefully late

Friday night.

The minority action followed a

four day class boycott the week
previous by two thirds of Brown's
undergraduates which was un-

successful in efforts to change
budget priorities.

Democratic districts, Harrington
said, are Parker, John H. Fitzpatrick

of Stockbridge, Ronald C.
MacKenzie of Burlington, Robert A.
Hall of Lunenburg and John F.

Aylmer of Barnstable.

The two strongest Republican
senators are David H. Locke of
Wellesley and William L. Saltonstall

of Manchester, Harrington said in a
recent talk with Senate GOP aides.

Parker, who has been in the
Senate 22 years, said in an in-

terview that the most the minority
can hope to do is call attention to a
bad bill by debating it, even thouah

he cannot prevent its passage.
He said that during last year's

session, 80 per cent of the Senate's
roll calls were initiated by
Republicans, and that he himself
debated up to 140 separate bills.

"We may be tiresome and boring
many days, but we have a bur-

densome role," he said. "God
knows I don't like standing up and
banging away all the time. But what
would happen to this Senate if

there was no voice raised in op-
position to indifference, to par-

tisansNp^ohypoc risv?
'

'

Parker said the ReDublicans

sometimes can win in the Senate
with "some unlikely coalitions -
sometimes with those flakes over
there (the liberals), and sometimes
with the hard hats."

But Parker is well aware that no
attempt at coalition can stop
Harrington when he really wants to
get a bill through.

"Hell, he could roll over me every
day with his 33 votes. He could say,
John Parker doesn't exist," Parker
said. "But we're both professional
enough to know that if a terrible

personal animosity develops,
nobody is going to win.

This 20-story building in Toronto is faced with a mirror-like glass which retains
the body heat of its 7000 occupants, as well as that of the sun, lighting equipment
The statue on the right is of Canada's first Prime Minister, Sir John A. MacDonald

US still paying for Civil War
over 100 years after surrender

Leagues are over for the

season at

Boyden 10 Pin Lanes.

OPEN FOR

PUBLIC USE

Evenings

Monday through Friday

50 cents a string

WASHINGTON [UPI] - The
Veterans Administration expects to

spend almost half a million dollars

this year on the aftermath of the

War Between the States — sup-

porting 417 widows and children of

Civil War veterans.

It was 110 years ago this month
that Gen. Robert E. Lee handed
over his sword and surrendered the

Army of Northern Virginia. But the

federal government is still sending

out benefit checks and is likely to

keep sending them out for another
few decades.

Benefits to dependents of

Vietnam era veterans will probably

be paid beyond the year 2100.

AVA spokesman said yesterday

there are still 205 widows of Civil

j I
J Looking for a Science Core Elective? $

MAE 102 (E)

Materials & Civilization

War veterans ranging in age from
60 to 118. There are also 212
children ages 50 to 98 who qualify

because of physical or mental
disabilities.

About two- thirds of the survivors

are from the Union side, the VA
said. Rebels did not originally

qualify for benefits, but Congress
made them eligible in 1958. Walter
W. Williams, the only Confederate
veteran still alive at that time, died

two years later at the age of 117 in

Houston, Tex.

The oldest surviving Civil War
widow is Angela Davolos Moran of

Polanco, Mexico, a suburb of

Mexico City, who receives a

monthly check of $134 and will

celebrate her 119th birthday in

three weeks. In 1888, a week before
her 32nd birthday, she married
Henry Moran, a 45 year-old
railroader working in Mexico.
Moran had been among the first

volunteers to respond to Abraham
Lincoln's call. But after less than
three months as a private in the

— Learn how ancient people produced metals ang glass — for
extra credit do glass blowing or metal casting.

— Learn about methods and problems of recycling and the
coming shortage of metals and plastic.

— During the bicentennial year acquire an understanding of the
science which underlies much of America's skills and crafts.

Details in Course Description Guide, Page 213

Schedule No. 422189 Tu-Th, 11:15

No Science background needed
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12th New York State Militia

Volunteers, he was shot in the groin

while chasing confederates across

a bridge at Harpers Ferry, W. Va., jn

June 1861, and was released from
the service.

Some of the other Civil War
widows are products of May-
December marriages. Mrs. Mary
Miller of Grove City, Ohio, was 31 in

1915 when she married Quincy
Miller, a 68 year-old veteran.

Last vear the government spent

$525,503 on these widows and
children. With deaths, that is ex-

pected to fall below $500,000 this

year.

The oldest surviving Confederate

widow is Lulu Lewis, 105, of Ola,

Ark.

America's wars historically have
cost less money than the veterans'

benefits and debt interest that have
followed them. In the case of the

Civil War, the post-war bills — not

including monuments — amounted
to almost four times the cost of the

war itself.

news

PHYSICS ELECTIVES

FOR SCIENCE MAJORS

200 Physical Electronics

254 Meteorology
290B Biophysics
319 Electronics Lab
385 Independent Study
391 Bioenergetics Seminar

For additional courses and more information, see the Course
Description Guide. A description of the new physics major programs is
available in Hasbrouck 110.

it***********************************

summary

Portugal unaltered
LISBON [UPI\ - Prime Minister

Vasco Goncalves said in an in-

terview published yesterday that
the results of Portugal's first free

elections in 50 years will not alter

the government or blunt its drive to
build a left-wing socialist state.

More than 90 per cent of the
country's registered voters went to
the polls Friday to give the
Socialists and liberal Popular
Democrats a major victory in

elections to choose a constituent

assembly that will draft a new
constitution.

The Communists, a major in-

fluence in the government, finished

a distant third. "The constituent
assembly is one thing, the
provisional government and the
continuation and development of
the revolution are another,"
Goncalves told the newspaper O
Seculo.

Bartley is running
HOLYOKE [UPI] - David M.

Bartley, the former teacher who
rapidly rose to the leadership of the

Massachusetts House of

Representatives, has confirmed he
has applied for the presidency of

Holyoke Community College.

"Yes, I've made application for

the post,'' he said Saturday. "I've

always been interested in

education, and my interest in that

particular school is well known."

Navy maneuvers
MOSCOW \UPI\ - The official

news agency Tass yesterday
reported the successful completion
of a worldwide Soviet naval

exercise which Pentagon analysts

said was the biggest in Red Navy
history, involving 200 ships and six

oceans.

"Soviet naval exercises held on
the high seas are over," Tass said.

'The naval forces involved
demonstrated high combat ef-

ficiency. After practicing their

tasks, they have returned to their

bases."

Civilization falls

NEWTON [AP] - New Hamp-
shire Gov. Meldrim Thomson
blames the "decline of our great ...

American civilization" on the
handling of the Korean and Viet-

nam wars.

He told a conference of political

conservative groups Saturday that

the civilization's decline began in

1950.

"When President Harry Truman
refused to permit our troops to
cross the Yalu River, he committed
America to her first disastrous, no-
win war. He thus signaled to the
Communists of the world our
irresolution and hesitancy to come
to grips courageously with ad-

versaries sworn to bury America,"
the Republican governor said.

He also said that if Barry
Goldwa'er had been elected in

1964, "the Viet Cong would have
been driven from Vietnam and the
war there brought to its successful
end long ago."

•

The

Collegian
j

Needs a Few

Good Reps. j

The Advertising Dept. of the

Collegian has a few openings

for advertising represen-

tatives who can

SELL!

If you think you qualify

contact Gary Williams or Alan
Anastos at the Collegian Of-

fice or after 6:00 at 253-3707.
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AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES

uno-»M 101 st* ff

INTKOOOCTIOW TO BLACK 3TUD1IS (D)

Offica : 315 Naw Africa Hous*

Offica Hour*: to bs arranged

an Interdisciplinary Introduction to tha baalc lltaratur*

In tha discipline* oowarad by black atudlaa. Also de-

•ignad to davalop akllla In liataning, nota-taklnq and

gsnsral coaprahanalon. 3 credits

Ai"KO-AM 102 Mkaliaoto
IWTR0OUCTI0B TO BUC. STUWESi RESEARCH I MMTIHG (D)

Of(lea i 315 Naw Africa Houaa
Offlea Hour*: to b* arranged.

An Introduction to baalc raaaarcb methods Including
library u*a, project development notaa and blbllo-
9repby and writing of raaaarch papara. 3 cradlta

Ar^O-AH 111 Richards
survey or ajuicah ajit

Offlea i 110 Naw Africa Houaa
Offlea Hour*: to ba arranged.

An ovarvlaw of tha lltaratur* on African art and an
analyala of both tha theoretical baala for it* atudy,
and tha dlatlnguiahlag characteristic* of its major
tradition*. An hlatorlcal survey of Black art froe
prehistoric tine* (5000 B.C.) to the European arrival.
Study of the neo- traditional art and tha tourist trade.
3 credits

ATBO-AM 1S2 Terry
BLACK BWT0RXC (B)

Office i 114 Naw Africa House
Office Hours i to be arranged.

Begins with the social and psychological implications of
the adoption of English aa a completely alien language.
Traces development of the dialects, ferae of expression
necessitated by condition* of alavary; uses of tns Bible
aa a nodal for Black rhetoric i development of the seraom
evolution of the language of Black political and tha use
of satire aa a meana of coaaunl cation. 3 Credits

tudents will

Shepp

Hi leaArno-AM 112
IWROCUCTIOa TO CLAY t MASTER

Office: 01 Maw Africa
Office Hour a: to be arranged.

Baalc technlguee end conceptuellaatlon in traditional
African and Afro- American sculptural form, e.g., maaka,
lcona, bust, etc. Belatlon of clay, plaster and plsstlcs
to metal eculptuxe. 3 Credits

AfeslATBO-AM 111

AMUCA" ISTOKT (C)

Office i 109 New Africa House
Office Hour*: to be arranged.

This introductory course provides a geasrsl survey of lvU,
and 20th century African history. Therefor* , although it
will briefly touch upon pre-European African, civilisation,
(for background purposes) the course will focus primarily
on the event* end development* on the African continent
since the first mai nasilei with Europe. Thus ths issues
and pre*, lame of Imperial lmm, Colonlallam, neo-coloniallam
African Nationalism. ran-Afrlcenl*m and Sociallaa will re-
eelve extensive treatmemt. J cradlta

BraceyAFRO-AM 132 (C)

ATBo-nw iuyi ajaroay
Offlcs: 110 new Ktric
Office Bmuii to be arra

Organlsatloai Coabinetloa of lecture and dlacussioa.
•t to think historically,

•lternative* of thoea who have
lived in the past by ma* taring the basic
historical facts aad thin that characterise
the Afro- American past from 1*19 to ISM.
1 Cradlta

ThelwellAPB0-AM 15i

CULTUSB AMD LIT93UTTJBB (C)

Office: 31S New Africa Nouae
Office Hour*: to be arranged.

The relevant forme of Black cultural axpreasion contri-
buting to ths shape and character of contemporary Black
cultural the literary application of thee* in traditional
black writers. In four parts:
i- "eat African cultural patterns and ths Black past
2. ths trsnsltlon— slavery, the culture of survival
1. the culture through the literature
•> Black perceptions vs. white perceptions (3 Credits)

ATRO-AM 155
RSV. OTBJCSJrTS IN A-A MUSIC I (C)

Office:
Office Hours: to be arranged.

An Introduction to the history of Black music froa its
African orlglna to the and of ths 19th century. Discusses
styles, characteristics, and lnatruaention of early African
aisle and move* to development of New Nor Id forms froa
early religious eapresslon to the beginning of the bluee.
3 Credits

ATRO-AM 161 Afesl
iirraooocTioai to black politics (D)

To acquaint students with the nature of black
political struggle*, ths naturs of black political
movement* aa wall as ths political system. 1860 to
present . 1 Cradlta

ATBO-AN 211 Richards
TBXTIL* 0*6131 AND FABRIC PRINT INC

Uses mot if s that relate to both African and Afro-
American cultural experiences. Study lncludea structur-
ing and organisation design* for reporduction oa dross
and furnishing fabrics and technique* Involved In pro-
luction.. Lab Tee - 3 Credits

ATBO-AN 212
MELDED SKKETMBTAL Mi lea

Introduction to forms and techniques of African
master* and Af ro-Aeerlcen adaptations in metal aculpture.
Attention to aesthetic and conceptual problem*. Lab Tee.

) Cradlta

ATBO-AM 213 Stevens
ATBO-AM ABT HISTOKY (C)

An Investigation of visual eapresslon in ths Black
diaspora (United States, Caribbean and Latin America) froa
the early slave era aad early Black masters through the
present time. Me will highlight the ers of slave art, ths
Colonial period, tha Black Renaleaence of the 20's sad JO's
sad the contemporary plastic expression of Black people.
3 credits

SheppATBO-AM 218

BLACK MUSIC AMD THE THEATRE
workshop in composing, arranging and performing auelc

for Black Theatre. Involves work with faculty members
in theatre la creating s eualcal score for s play.
3 Credits

ATBO-AM 219
VOICES OT MEW ATBICA CHOIR Beyer

Preparation and performance of choral music in the
Black tradition, i.e., spirituals, gospels, worksong,
chanta, hollars, etc. Audition* - 1 credit

ATBO-AM 220
fc ,

ccerimj»oaA»Y slack ubban education (d) c Davis

An examination of tha present state of education for

sleek children in urban school* from the perspective of
the social science aesumptlons on which urban educational

program* are baaed. A critical look at innovations, e.g.

"open-classrooms", education couchera, " school s-without
walls* etc. as they relate to Black children. 1 credits

-AN 224

ooMOsac PBOmLBts or BLACK PBCPLS

Certain critical areas la ths soonomlc progress of

the bUck com-unity, an historical analysis providing a

framework for understanding of current problems. 3 cream

ATBO-AM 256 Col#

PBACTICUM IN PRISON EDUCATION

Organised into interdisciplinary t

work with Inmates in s Nassachusstts Correctional Inatl-

tutlon as rssourcs persons and tutors in Blsck literature,

history and eulturs. Prsrsquisits: Upper clsss standing,

permission of instructors . 6 Credits

ATBO-AM 261 Strickland

REVOLUTION IN THE THIRD WORLD

This count will consider the nature of revolution

in the Third World with an espsclal eaphasi* on tha Alger-

ian, Chinese, Vietnamas and Cuban revolutions. It will

sxsalns the factors of face and racism, identity and

ideology, class and culture, and the Instrumentality of

asas and vanguard parties In shaping ths revolutionary

process. Particular attention will alao be paid to the

political aspects of armed atruggle and to the problems

encountered by Third World revolutions in their efforts

to create "new sen" and new atates out of the legacy of

their colonial peat." 3 Credit*

ATBO-AN 262
Strickland

WRITINGS Or FRANTZ 'ANON (D)

Tenon's analysis of tha function of violence within

the general framework of political actlom his search

for identity and hla redifinition of the concepts of

negritudei his perticlpetlon in the Nigerian Revolution

and hla indictment of the European Liberal Left, end his

theory on the phenomenon of decolonisation, the one-

perty system, and hla definition of the Third World

aa a new Internationale. 3 Credits.

uavis
ATBO-AM 264

FOUNDATION IN BLACK EDUCATION <C)

A critical .semination of the political, economic,

and social forces which heve .haped the eoures of sducstion

for Black people in the United Stetea from tha recon-

atruction period to the present. 3 Credits

ATBO-AM 265 Bernm

SEMINAR IN BLACK CULTURE

An esplorstlon of slallarltlas and differences In ths

eulturs of BUck folk! In West Africa, ths Caribbean aad

tha United Stetea, following background lectures on

Afrlcen and Afro-American anthropology, each student

makes a prssentetlon baaed on comparative reeearch on a

sslsctsd aapect of Black culture. 3 Credits

ATBO-AM 290A CoU/Joseph
CARIBBEAN WOMEN

Study and analyal* of ths role of women in Caribbean

societies, using combined anthropological and peycho-

lcglcal approach. Race, •** and cUas used ss critical

variables In examining similarities and differences

among societies snd identification of unifying bonds

rssultsnt from common hlstoricsl factors. 1 Credit*.

ATBO-AN 290B Terry
MAJOR rlCTION OT RICHARD WRIGHT

Analysis of ths ms)or fiction of this influential
Black American writer for style, content, and commentary
on the Uvea and traditon of Amerlcen Black* in a variety
of social end political slutations. 3 Credits

ATBO-AM 290C Austin'

LIPB AMD WRITINGS OT MARTIN B. DC LANY (C)

An saaminstlon of the foremost intellectual and po-
litical rival of Frederick DougUes, now being honored
as s "father- of BUck Nationalism. Bmphaal* on his

lecture*, letters, and a novel, his sspousal of BUck
sslf-rsllance and enterprise in relation to DeUny's
career as doctor, newspspsr editor, African explorer
pampl, letter , eaigratlonlst, and ethnographer with a com-
parison of his life and letters to those of hla black
and white contemporaries. 3 Credits

AFRO- AM 290T Mkellmoto
BLACKS AND RADICAL MOVEMENTS IN THE U.S. 1830-PRESENT

The Afro-American responss to and participation In
the principal radical social movementa in tha U.S
beginning with the abolitionism of the 1830' s end
concluding with the "New Left" movement of the lete
I960'*. Includss the Knights of Labor, the Populists,
ths Socialist and Communist Parties, International
Workers of the World, Students for Democratic Society,
6 C.I.O. 3 Credits

'A/though programs are important, it is people who

make up the bulk of expenses on campus. '

ATBO-AM 290C
HISTORY OT CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENTS

Examination of the Civil Rights Movement from the
Brown vs. Topeka decision to ths rlss of the Black
Powsr Ideology. Dlscussss sll ths asjor organisations
of ths period, e.g.. S.C.L.C., S.N.C.C., C.O.R.E.,
N.A.A.C.P., and the Urban League. AUo examines im-
pact on whits social and political movement* later
emerged. 3 Credits

Lsstsr

P. HarrisonAFRO-AM 290V

BLACK THEATRE: WRITER'S WORKSHOP I

Workshop In original stage writing and adaptation
of other genresi i.e., prose and poetry, to stage
concepts. Students will also deal with problem* of drama-
turgy and critical evaluation. 3 Credits

ATBO-AM 290W
BLACK THEATRE 6 PERTORNANCE * lta"T180n

Performance workshop for student* Ba ~.
full-eeel. theatre production. £%T^ZT^taV"proieets. work In conjunction with .S^Lti "

'

fcr^t
m """"* m'iC - —

ATBO-AN 290X
MEDIA AMD THE BLACK COMMUNITIES

A survey of modern communications media end their
impact on tha Black community. Print and electronic medls
will be mmmmmmam within context of larger social and educa-
tional functions. Program content, control, access, public
responsibility and other issue* will be covered. Course
include* practical experience with s communication*
organisation.

AFRO-AM 290 T

FUNDAMENTALS OT BLACK ECONOMIC ANALYSIS (D)

Examination of the force* governing the interrelation-

ship among Blacks and between Blacks snd ths larger eoclety

in the processes of production, distribution, consumption,

snd accumulation of wealth In the United States. Altern-
ative methods of modifying these forces to bring about
permanent improvement in the economic well-being of the

Black population are explored and analysed. 3 Credits

ATBO-AN 290Z
ATBO-AN NOVEL I: 1965-1945 (C)

The first part of a two-semeeter survey of the Afro-
American Mbvel, this course will trace its development
from Emancipation to World war II. There will be
particular reference to what the novels reveal about BUck
paychohi story. Included will be three novels froa ths
period of the Harlem Renaissance. 1 Credit*

By BILL DENSMORE
Staff Reporter

A famous political scientist once said that politics
was the art of "who gets what, when and why." It is a
good description of the UMass budget in a year of
austerity.

Just one aspect of next year's budget request
facing Gov. Michael S. Dukakis' meat cleaver is

people. Under the UMass request there would be 437
new positions authorized. One-hundred at U Mass-
Boston, 218 at the Worcester medical school and 78 in

Amherst.

The chart at right shows where those 78 positions
would go, and the salaries which would be authorized
for them under the budget. Figures will change if the
budget is cut as anticipated. (Source is the Office of
Budqetinq and Institutional Studies on campus.)
Although programs are important, it is people who

make up the bulk of expenses on campus. Over fifty-

five million dollars of the $80.8 the Amherst campus
has requested for next year will go to pay the salaries
of 1,476 faculty and 2,233 other employees.

Budget expenses are compiled in terms of state
accounts such as salaries (01,02), student and con-
sultants' payroll (03), utilities (08), maintenance (12)

and the like.

Expenses are also compiled in terms of "program
areas", using standards developed by UMass budget
director Warren W. Gulko and adopted by many
universities nationwide.

All expenses, under this method, are divided so that

they appear as "academic programs", "academic

support", "student service", "institutional support",

and "physical plant operations."

Expenses for the Amherst campus are divided
among the five areas totalling up to the requested
$80.8 million.

— Academic programs receive a 6.8 per cent boost
over this year, to a total of $44.2 million. The boost is

11.4 per cent system-wide.

— Institutional support receives a 4.8 per cent
boost to an $8.4 million total. The boost is 13.2 per
cent system-wide.

- Physical Plant operations receives a 24.4 per cent
boost on campus to $15.9 million, and a 24.4 per cent
boost overall for the three system campuses at
Boston and Worcester in addition to Amherst.

- Academic support, the acknowledged area of
concentration for next year, would be up 19.1 per cent
at Amherst and 32 per cent system-wide, to a campus
total of $.68 million.

President Robert C. Wood has said this increase is

necessary to get faculty away from doing busy work
by giving them more staff to help. He has also said the
increase results because next fall will be the first year
of operation of a full hospital at UMass-Worcester.

The smallest increase system-wide and next-to-
smallest increase campus-wide is in the program area
called "student service", which includes much of the
Vice- Chancellor for Student Affairs office and such
things as placement and the residential life staff.

— Student service would increase 6.9 per cent on
campus and 9.5 per cent system-wide, to a campus
total of $4.2 million. Included in this category are over
half the funds for the Student Affairs office and
financial aid.

Iwnatry of fctconrvndcd t,c« Po',uioni source: Office of Budgeting and In-
Fiscal Veer 1976 stitutional Studies

Hrotessional Classified Total Total
Awoont (lumber Arount Number Anount Hurler

mcad::iic pwjgwws

OutrMCh rS.000 2 1 1 .562 2 36.562 4
Initiate «or Msn 1 His

Cnvi rontr«nt 12,500 1 5.781 1 18.281 2
m»*« Studifi 5.549 1 6.549 1

1 >.< Center (iMItfSSS Director) 37.500 2 7.050 1 44.650 3
Art 11,760 2 11,780 2
Clinics 4.931 1 4.931 1

ttseuslis 4.951 1 4.931 1

Pol Iticsl Science 2.917 .5 2.917 .5
Ceemmticatle* Studies 17.500 1 12.600 1

Microbiology 2.322 .5 2.322 .5
Chp.iiu.» 12.500 1 12.500 1

fnysics 1 Astronony 7.473 1 7.473 1

food h :(»ursl Resources 12.500 1 11.543 2 24.048 3
Purine Science Procjrta 12.500 1 4.932 1 17.432 2
health Science*

S

6.700

87.476

L
15

6.700

212.476

1

TOTAL - ACADEMIC r»5GPAN$ 125.000 14

ACAMI'.iC SUJTGRI

School of easiness A<*nin. 12.500 1 12.500 1

Grjdi-Jtc School .'imiytamt 12.500 1 5.128 1 17.628 2
0;jn - Health Sciences 5.780 I 5.7X 1

lib:Miy 12.500 1 11. SCO 1 24.060 3
kt-sesrch Confuting Center 12.500 1 5.281 1 17,781 2
Fine Arls Center 12.500 1 12,696 2 25.156 3
Center for Intellectual

UjBSBvsMs 25.000 2_ 5.781 I *>,'».< 3

TOTAl - ACAKNIC SU??0aT 87.500 7 46.226 • 133.726 16

STUO.N! SERVICES

rtasmtUI Aid 12.SCO 1 12.600 1

rlsndicsppetl StaaeSBI 12.500 1 12.500 1

TOTAL - STUKM SCRVlCcS 25.000 2 25,000 2

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

Aluni Office 12.500 1 9.864 2 22.364 3
•ice Chancellor's O^erst ions-

Student Af'Airs 12.500 1 12.500 1

Kenaesumt S»t terns 37.500 3 37.500 3
Adomistr.it : ,e Bvjmmrt

Services 16.711 1 16.711 3

Personnel I financial Services 25.000 2 5.550 1 X.SS0 3
Iia iskoi taticci .'• Perking 6.702 1 C.7C2 1

Adnm. O^ta Processing 16.157 2 16.157 2
OBIS-Analrtual Studies 12.500 1 12.500 1

Budg-t Inf Gff ice 12.500 1 5.781 1 18.281 2
Undergradnte Admissions 12,500 1 5.549 1 18.049 2
Occupational HssltB 12.500 1 17.500 1

TOTAL-IBSTUUT.T.r.A;. SJ'POHT 137.500 11 66.314 11 203,814 n
PHYSICAL PLANT QPtMIJOrS

Anherst Maintenance 87.343 15 97.343 15

TOTAL -ALL P80GW.VS 175.000 *± 297.359 49 672.359 78

Linguistics 385 - seminar
Linguistics 385

Undergraduate Seminar
Organization: seminar format

T. Roeper

AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES

AIHO-AN 311
ATTeO-AjaaiCAN QANCB in I ——8, TarNBIBtBTS

Study of nee and senerlmamtal techniques In cont
orary Black chnreomiesmv ead body lanroaaa as mm fee ted
1" developing s nmnt tomard comBlalme alaaante of dance
and drama Into a alnele form. Alao examination of the
literature la the field. Students will eaoreooraph short
works. 3 Credits

Afesl
ATBO-AM 332
BXAOINGS IN ATBICAN lirTOSVr

Tnla eemlaar eUl examine the major trends of Boclal-at thinkia, i. afric. M ^ „ Ww)Ufy y,/^.* 1

Impact of much socialist thouoht on Nation Building
in .peel flee, however. Ghana under Kkriaaeh, Guine. Und«roar, and Taaeanla under Nyerere el 11 be presented es

reread"*
U ^^^ uUdln« 'nd *>imcal r-veleammest.

ATMO-AM 185
SrariAX F

»f

ATBO-AN 3M
SSNIOB TSBSIS

By arrangement .

ATNO-AM 390C
ADVANCBD TtXTILA- DSSIGN L TABBIC PAINTING

Instruction In the production of mult 1-colored
daalone, snd the .rlntlng of such designs on dress snd
furnishing fabrlce using advanced printing techniques.
Nearly all designs executed In this course, will repeat
divisors of 3«« or 48'. In addition, .tudents -111 be en-
coursged to produce men -repeat dealgna ml tab Le for
printing on cut patterns Inspiration for designs will
be drawn froa organic or Inorganic forms or both, snd
con.lder.bl. guidance will be given by the instructor In
devising motif, suitable for teatile ds.ign. 1 credits

ATBO-AM 3«0a-

CB»TIV« NRJTimc

.in, rtr^rrjin".^^^"-i »~*X£?
a-^a.1, of the course ". ™ tnT TV °' *"• "^^ "•
"atarial and ™i^"\.! °" th" V" in* of "» "•s.l.
is aapheslsad Tgsdjt. ' °' *" ""* «»>"'—lence

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

B* 7°0C C. stoor.
COMPUTER GRAPHICS AN0 GPAT I Ai ANALYSIS Spring

0,,ic" : 309 School o* Business
Office Hours: To be arranged.

Organ iiat ion: Lecture and Workshop.
Ai«: To teach students the fundamentals of computer

graphic analysis of regional date. The course
includes the use of SVMAP, SYMVU, map overlay
techniques, spatial regression, and a series of
special techniques for analysing spatial data.
Students are given a series of problems which
they must solve and present In a portfolio. Each
student must also have a semester project which
will be criticized by classmates and the teacher.

Readings: SrMAP Manual , SY*vu Menus I, and articles
on reserve.

Pre-regu i s i tes : None
Requirements: A portfolio and final project and

paper.

iter

C. Moore
Fa l I Semester

509 School of Business
To Be Arranged

BA 780
RESEARCH METHODS

Office:
Office Hours:

Organization: Lecture

Aim: To teach students various "lanaoament science skills
end how they relate to urban snd regional research
and analysis. Major topics Include: sampling,
analyses of vsrlsnca, regression, experimental design,
and computer programming.

Readings: Sample Surv*Y Methods and Tecnnioxies .

Hansen ef. si.; Applied Linear Statistical Models ,

fester and Nssserman, and. a variety of outside readings
which are on reserve.

Requirements: A series of problems which students must
solve using the techniques taught and the computer.

Pre-requisites: At least Basic Statistics and Linear
Algebra.

BA 781 C. Moore

SYSTEMS APPROACH TO URBAN PROBLEMS Spring Semester

Office: 309 School of Business
Office Hours: To be arranged

Vganizatlon: Seminar
Aim: To teach students how to plan, design end implement

menegsmsnt Information systems in tha public sector

snd in Minlclpsl governments in particular. The course
•ill focus on Administrative Control Systems, Commend

and Central Systems, Planning Systems, end Evaluation
Systems. The emphesis will be on prescriptive
planning techniques and will be related to the

budgeting process. Applications In housing,
transportation, policy, new town development, and

other areas «i I I be examined. The c lasi will, as

s group, undertake a reel world project and design an

information system from scratch.

Headings: Textbooks, government documents, and articles

on reserve.
Requ i rements i

NKine

fYe-requisites: Soma courses which heve given you a basic

understanding of urban and regional problems snd a

basic computer course.

BA 782 C. Moore
ECONOMICS OF L*BAN MANAGEMENT Fall Semester

Office: 309 School of Business
Office Hours: To be arranged.

Organ i let Ion: Seminar
Aim: To teach students the application of economic

theory to urban and regional management problems.
The course will focus on major techniques of regional

economic analysis snd students will be involved In

doing an extensive economic bsse analysis of a real

community using a variety of techniques.
Readings: Urban Economics an<} Public Policy , James

Hei Ibrun, 1974; The Economic Base of American Cities ,

Edward Ullmen, et.a., 1973; Input-Output AnalysTs"^

SI 1 1 iam Miemyk, 1965; and a variety of journal articles
which arm on reserve In the library.

Requirements: A mid-term and final exam, group
presentations of the economic base project.

p re- requisites: At least six hours of undergraduate
economic theory or GB 650.

Added Notes: This is a required course of sll MSBA
majors in Urban and Regional Management.

BA 783 C. Moore
URBAN BUDGETING AND PUBLIC FINANCE Fall Semester

Office: 309 School of Business
Office Hours: To be arranged.

Organization: Seminar.
Aim: To acquaint students first with the basic theory

of public finance and then to apply it to the
particular problems of Capital Programming, Program

ENGINEERING

S. Nlddla

1S8F Gorssmann
To be arranged

ENGINEERING 103 Nodule
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Offlcs:
Offlcs Hours:

Organization: Lecture
Ala: Olscuss role of chemical engineer In design of arti-

ficial organs snd other biomedical devices.
Readings: undetermined st this point.

ENGINEERING 103 Nodule R. Len*
THE USE AND ABUSE OF PLASTICS

Office: 1590 Goessasnn
Office Hours: To be arranged

Organization: Lecture, laboratory experiments, films
Aim: If any segment of our economy still shows growth, 1

1s the polymers Industry (some people say "plastics"
but we will also consider fibers, film, rubber, and
specialty poiywmrs). The purpose of this module 1s to
provide en Introduction to polymers. Illustrating how
they *re made, and their sppUcstlon. through a series
of films, lectures, snd laboratory experiments . with
this understanding, we csn measure the growth of the
industry, including csreer opportunities, snd examine
the ispsct of plsstlcs on society, e.q. their effect on
the quality of life, waste disposal problems, design of
plsstlcs products, etc.

Readings: Assigned text - "Synthetic Polyssjrs", f w
Blllmeyer. Jr., Anchor Books, paperback ($1.95).

ENGINEERING 103. Nodule CH.E. 7 (1 cr )

WHAT 00 CHEMICAL ENGINEERS DO?
Office: 159 Goessmann
Office Hours: M-F 8-5

OrgsnUstlon: Lectures, discussions, visits to labs.
A1n: To describe snd discuss what chemical engineering Is

sll about snd the extremely diverse srrsy of excellent
csreer opportunities which a CH.E. degree offers, so
that students csn better sssess their potential inter-
est in enemies) engineering.

Pre-requ 1 sites: Interest in learnln, what s csreer In

chemical engineering is like, opportunities, chal-

lenges, etc.
Added Notes: One of several elective modules, each running

4 weeks for 1 credit. In Eng. 103.

Linguistics 201
Linguistics 201

Introduction to Linguistic Theory
Staff

(NOTE: At the deadline for submission of course
descriptions, the Department of Linguistics still had
not completed the hiring of faculty for September
1975. This description should cover all sections of the
course. Questions should be directed to Mr. Freeman,
233 South College, 5-0889. MW 10-12, Tu 1:30-3:30)

Organisation: Three lectures per week
Lecture 1: MWF 10:10
Lecture 2: MWF 11:15
Lecture 3:TuTh 11:15 12:30
Lecture 4:TuTh 9:30 10:45

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIFFERENT.

Readings: Vsrled. Occasional literature articles relevant
to the focal topic of the day.

Requi resents: Attendance and participation In discussion.
Occasional readings. No esasi.

Linguistics 101

Aim: To present the principles of transformational-
generative linguistic theory, and to teech students to
analyze language within this framework. This course
will concentrate on the area of syntax: the principles
by which sentences are formed by combining smaller
units (Words and phrases). Discussion will center on
English, although some other languages will be
mentioned. A brief overview of phonology (sound
patterns of language) will be presented during the
final two weeks of the course.

Readings (TENTATIVE): Heny and Akmajian. In-
troduction to th0 Principles of Transformational
Syntax, MIT. Press, and Noam Chomaky, Language
and Mind, Harcourt, Brace.

Requirements (TENTATIVE): One mid-term, weekly
problem sets, a final examination (probably take-
home).

MATCHIHO TIE

HANDKERCHIEF

Man and his language

*.' am m * f

Budgeting, Urbsn snd Regional Tsxation proolems,
end other Issues. In addition, the course teaches
soma basic budgeting skills for public management.

Readings: Pub I ic Expenditure , Miner and Burxheed, 1972;

and a number of journal articles and monographs
which ara) on reserve in the Library.

Re qu I rements: A mid-term and fine I exam, a class
presentation, and a paper.

Pre-regu I si tes : At least six hours of undergraduate
economics or G6 6*0.

a* «' C Moore
HOUSING ANALYSIS sprln, Semester

Office: 309 School of Business
Office Hours: To be arranged.

0. ganlzatlon: Lecture and Seminer
*i*i: To acquaint students with the basic economics

of both the regional and the national housing market.Wh topics as Federal Housing Policy, code enforce-
ment, the relationship between natural fiscal and
monetary policy and housing, equal opportunity In
housing and landlord-tenant relations will be covered
The class will work In groups in the second half of
the semester to do a housing market analysis of a
•-eel community and give an oral presentation.

"•Beings: Housing In America , "andelher and Montgomery

•

Urbsn Analysis
, Page and~Soo I r I ad : Shelter and

•Subsidies . Henry Aaron and other reserve readings.
Requ i rements: A mid-term and final exam and a group

project.
I're-reouisltes: At least six hours of basic economics

or * 6V).

I
m> "• en" <«a1 *>v V » * »

Linguistics 101
Man and His Language

Mr. Freeman
Office: 233 South College
Hours: MW 10-12; Tu 1:30-3:30
Organization: 2 lectures and 1 discussion per week
Lecture 1: MW 1:26

12

t

20
<

T25°
n ,0C,ion,: FfWav

'
9:06

-
10:1 °- 11:16.

Aim: To examine, through lecture, discussions and
reading, the following question: to what extent can
the faculty of language be said to be the moet deeplyhuman activity of which man is capable? The course

win ettempt to give some account or the xnowieoge
which we have when we say we "know" a language.
It will examine language in use: the language of law,

of advertising, of science, of journalism It will

examine the uae of language aa an artistic medium in

poetry end in fiction. It will examine the development
and history of our own language, and the state of
English in our time. Finally, it will examine how social

attitudes snd structures ere embedded in our
lenguage.

Readings: Fromkin and Rodman, An Introduction
to Language (Holt. Rinehart & Winston). Elgin, What
it Linguistics? (Prentice-Hall).

ARISTA

To have all course listings available

for your pre-registration, rip out and save

this page.

Aim: We will consider
philosophical principles and im-

plications that surround com-
troversies in the field. For instance,

we will read background material

that defines important distinctions:

rationalism and empiricism in

scientific methodology; the role of

intuition in the construction of a

psychological model; the question
of abstractness and innate
schemata; and the requirement of

explanatory adequacy. In addition

we will consider the problem of
how to characterize interfaces

between levels in linguistics and
coqnitive domains in psychology.

Readings: the central text will be

On Noam Chomsky ed. G. Harmon
Requirements: Each student will

be expected to make a class

presentation or write a short paper

in addition to a term paper.

Pre- requisites: A background in

transformational grammar.
Students with a background in

ohilosophy may be admitted with

>ermission of the instructor.

PRICE

$5.50
PREPAID • SHIPPING INCLUDED

FOR FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

KING KAROL RECORDS • MAIL-ORDER DEPT.
P.O. BOX 629
TIMES SQUARE STATION
NEW YORK, NY. 10036

A Thought For

Young People Who

Think for Themselves.

You know befter than
anyone where you're
headed in life.

Nationwide's Young
Adult Estate Plan can
help you get there.

Stop by the Campus
Center, Monday 4-28-75.

There will be represen-
tatives and plenty of In-

formation.

NAME

ADDRESS u
CITY STATE ..ZIP.

NATIONWIDE
INSURANCE
Na'KX'WMOs is on your SMBs

NationwioXifa Insurance* Company
Home Ofice. Columbus. Ohio

A Python Production for

Charisma Records. Ltd.

New York State Residenis—Add Appropriate County Sales Tax
New York City Residents—Add 8% Sales Tax Send Check Or Money Order Only 36

» •*• • • I'll St S i » • a I t il'
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Seventh Ed Spring Marathon

well attended despite budget cuts
By JOE MAHONEY

Staff Reporter

The seventh annual School of

Education Spring Marathon held

here last week was "very well

attended" despite a severe budget

cut, said this year's coordinator

Cindi Olken.

The Marathon is a potpourri of

events dealing with issues in the

field of education and American
society in general. Co-ordinator

Olken sees it as an "open forum",

providing a "means of com-
munication" for those who wish to

pose their ideas.

In the past the Marathon went
five days, running from 9 a.m. to 10
p.m. This year, reduced to a $1300
budget from $5000 last year, the
Marathon took place in three days
and ran to only 5 p.m.

One way in which the Marathon
had to limit spending was in its mail

campaign. In other years they sent

out 10,000 schedules. This year,

according to Olken, the Marathon
could afford only 4400.

Over 200 events, with up to 20
ongoing at once, attracted people
from all parts of the U.S. and
Canada.

Workshops ranged from such
diverse interests as Vietnam,
sexism in education, sports, and the
hew Massachusetts Chapter 766
laws.

Calls for education for better use of leisure

Recreation authority speaks in CC
"It is necessary that we educate

the American public to better use
their leisure time, as well as the

leisure facilities available to them,"
said Robert Freedman, noted
authority in the field of recreation,

addressing approximately 110
people at the First Annual UMass
Recreation Society Banquet held

Saturday, at the Campus Center.

The Recreation Society is the

undergraduate club for majors in

the Leisure Studies and Services

Department. At the banquet, it was
announced that Amy Grese, of 147

Woodside Street, Amherst, had
won the Raleigh Grand Prix 10

speed bike being raffled off by the

Society.

According to Freedman, "Politics

and society have created crisis

management in recreation

departments, due to operational

budgets that have not kept pace.

Civil Service inadequacies, and an
antiquated personnel system."

Freedman, Deputy Director of

Parks and Recreation for the

Boston Metropolitan District

Commission, graduated from the

Staff forum on

moratorium
All University staff, faculty,

and employees are being urged

to attend a special forum to

discuss the student moratorium

issues. The meeting to be held

Tuesday at 4:00 in Campus
Center 101 will provide a rap-up

of moratorium actions and
issues.

Members of the staff and
faculty as well as represen

tatives of the Student Action

Committee (SAC) will provide

the information and analysis.

The floor will be opened to

discussion and proposals. This

is an opportunity for all

members of the University

Community — especially those

who work here — to un-

derstand the issues and discuss

their response and possible

support actions.

didates and there will be more UMass Leisure Studies and Ser-

Prepare for the Summer

Learn the Art

of Mixology

THE COLLEGE

BARTENDERS

ASSOCIATION

WHEN - April 29-May 1

WHERE — Maxwell's,
Rte. 9, Hadley

WHAT TIME — 7 9 p.m.

HOW MUCH — $15.00

REGISTER — 1st day of

class; students must be 18

yrs. of age

I

\

Brochures Available at
Maxwell's

"•»»> .•*> ^a»» mm- maoa* -mm- •^*> ^-** •

flexibility to hire neighborhood
res'dents, utilizing more in-service

training programs, and formalize

voluntary certification programs for

recreation professionals in

municipal departments and
agencies."

"To improve the quality of

recreation," he said, "departments
must also contend with the in-

creasing problems of vandalism
which is more rampant and in-

discriminate than ever, overuse of

facilities and a sagging economy
which has not kept pace."

vices department in 1962. He
received his Masters Degree in

Recreation Administration from
New York University in 1967.

"Politicians look upon any
recreation department as an easy
mark to place people in jobs. Out of

2,000 people holding jobs, 3 have
professional training," he said.

According to Freedman," the

recreation profession must
establish program priorities, change
the Civil Service so that the

qualification of minimum training

will be a prerequisite for job can

«
o
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o
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Mike Immerman and Sue Tiezzi are energetic at the
Dance Marathon, while Chris Kalucki and Joe
Protano, inset, take advantage of a slow dance to rest
up.

o
o

o
>

a.

A classic example of missing the point. Two South-
west UMass students start a new path next to the old
one.

PHYSICS FOR

N0NSCIENCE MAJORS

100 Physics for Poets
114 Sound, Speech, and Hearing
116 Relativity

119 Contemporary Applications of Physics
121 Concepts of Physics 1

123A Air Pollution (1 credit mini-course)
123B Radiation and Life (1 credit mini-course)
123C Wind Power (1 credit mini-course)
123D Independent Study
1231 One, Two, Three, Infinity
130 Physics for Elementary Ed Majors
169 Science for Science Fiction Readers

No prerequisites. For details and other courses, see the
Course Description Guide or inquire in Hasbrouck 110.

Rapid Reproductions-
QualityXeroxing

High Grade Thesis

Reproduction
BOND PAPER RECEIVE YOUR
COPIES BY AN ASSURED DATE

Rapid Reproductions
Quality Xeroxing

i

Call in advance and reserve a date
foryourcopyin9:549-0566

Amherst CarriageShops
233 No. Pleasant St.,Amherst
Mon Fri S3/Sat 9-6/Sun 11-7

? ^ Main St. A

Rapid Reproductions
233 North Pleasant St.

^ Amherst

T̂he v^i

^

Mon- Fri 9 9/Sat 96
Sun 11?

549-0566

Nummo News
First Black newspaper in UMass history

"The Press is so powerful in its

image making role it can make a
criminal look like he's the victim
and make the victim look like he 's

the criminal. This is the Press, and
irresponsible press. If you aren't
careful, the newspapers will have
you hating the people who are
being oppressed and loving the
people who are doing the op-
pressing.

"

Malcolm X
The Black Press in America is

estimated at being 250-300
publications, of which 90-95 per
cent are collective members of the
National Newspaper Publishers
Association. Weekly Black
newspapers make up about 90 per
cent of all publications. Three to
five are published bi-weekly, and
two are nationally recognized dai'v

black papers.

Black publications have always
been a burning torch, dating back
as far as 1827 when the "Freedom's
Journal" was first published in New
York City by John B. Russwarm.
Following that publication, at least

40 50 other Black owned
newspapers surfaced. Among them
were the leading voices of: "Right
of All", Samuel Cornish; "African

Sentinel," John Stewart; "Mirror of

Liberty," David Ruggles; "The
Rising Sun", William Brown; "The
North Star", Frederick Douglass;

"The Herald of Freedom," Peter

Clark; and the "N.A.A.C.P. Crisis",

WEB. DuBois. These are only a

few examples of self-expression

through the ownership of the Black

Press.

The responsibility of the Black

Press to the community is to

provide news and information

relevant to the cultures and life

styles of African peoples held

captive in America and abroad.

Usage of the Black Press must
represent the majority and minority

sentiments of the race. The Black

Press serves the community as an
Ambassador, a negotiator, an
interpreter, and a watch-tower,
observing the population by night

and by day.

In the Spring of 1974, a group of

Brothers and Sisters, seized the
offices of the Collegian newspaper,
demanding freedom of expression
and access to the campus press;

The Black Press serves the

community as an Ambassador, a

negotiator, an interpreter, and a

watch tower...

that historical event marked the

beginning of a long protractive

struggle which resulted in the

construction of an effective

newspaper medium here in

Amherst.

The Black News Service ac-

cepted the challenge of serving the

Black community with relevant

information. We did this by
developing a voluntary operation of

black affairs

collective work through reporting

and collecting the facts about event
and happenings that affect
Brothers and Sisters.

Our work grew intense, as we
puched onward, continuously
toward our goals. Often dishear-

tened by the timid reluctance of

Black student support, we suffered

the hardship of overwork and in-

creased stress; our pains grew from
the lack of full staff assistance.

The Black News Service mar-
ched on. Determined in our
commitment to produce a relevant

printed Black Media outlet,

whereby Black students, etc., can
talk to the people; we didn't let any
obstacle obstruct the path of

success.

Friday, April 25, marks the
historic date of the birth of the
youngest Black newspaper in

America, Nummo Newspaper; a
B'ack run news media, designed for

the enjoyment and information of
the Black community. The staff

recognizes that the most effective

means of touching the masses of
Black and Third World people is

through the Black Press. We want
to stand tall, and speak out against
the forced dehumanization and
deprivation of the Black race. We
want our people to have a medium
for constructive change, and self-

determination.

Nummo Newspaper can be
picked up at Room 115, New Africa

House or phone, 545-0794 for

information concerning drop off

locations.

We the staff of Nummo
Newspaper, congratulate the Black

community for their support
towards the development of this

publication.

YOU'RE WEARING
CONTACTS,

WE CAN MAKE THE
WEARING EASIER.

A lot easier.

You know that taking care of

your contact lenses can be a real

hassle.

You have to use a solution for

wetting. Another one for soaking.

Still another one for cleaning. And
maybe even another one for cushioning.

But now there's Total? The
all-in-one contact lens solution that

wets, soaks, cleans and cushions.

It's a lot easier

than having to use

4 different solutions.

There are two

good ways to buy

Total*- the 2 oz.

size and the 4 oz.

size. Total* 2 oz. has

a free, mirrored lens

storage case, and the new economy

4 oz. size saves you 25%.

Total* is available at the

campus bookstore or your local

drugstore.

And we're so sure you'll like

Total* that we'll give you your second

bottle free. Just send a Total* boxtop

with your name, address and college

name to:

Total, Allergan

Pharmaceuticals

2525 Dupont Drive

Irvine, California 92664

(Limit one per person.

Offer expires

July 31, 1975.)

TOTAL MAKES THE WEARING EASIER.
Available at University Store
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Community Announcements
The Black News Service invites

all members to attend an important

organizational meeting Wed., April

30. 1975 at 7:00 p.m. in room 114

New Africa House. As you know,

the Black News Service is now
publishing a weekly newspaper

covering and summarizing the most

important news events that occur.

We need your help in order to

produce the best — nothing less

will do.

Today from 2:00 p.m.4rflQ. 5cm
on WMUA Radio. Universal

ms. a product of the Black

Communication Project will

sponsor a community discussion on
the topic, Pan-Africanism Today.
The entire Third World Community
is invited to tune in and exchange
relevant knowledge and questions
concerning this topic.

Looking for a summer job

in the Amherst area?

Interested in working with adolescents as an
advocate-counselor? Work in the M.A.R.Y.
Program.

SUMMER POSITIONS —
$70 per week.

(We provide room and board.)

Fall Positions —
12 credits for one semester

committment.

If interested call 545-3622, 3623, 3625 or come
to 381 Hills South.

Applications Available Monday. April 28th

Applications (lose Fridav, Mav 2nd

- .-.-.. * ATA .
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Monday

April 28th — 30th

Tuesday

Special Bonus Sale

These Albums at

Wednesday

VTnSTTPWB

We're featuring the following labels

£

.-!-

Warner Brothers
CARLY SIMON
F lee tra FE 1033

Atlantic

• «*

Electra

SEALS & CROFTS
Warner Bros. 2848

Swan Song

RSO

Reprise

Asylum

Atco

Capricorn

Disc. Reel

'

ELVIN BISHOP
Capricorn 0151

BadCompany

f » •;

v

BAD COMPANY
Swan Song 8413

THEUIIZ,

Bearsville

fc*

1

CHER
Warner Bros. 2850

in conjunction icith a THEWIZ
Atlantic 18137

Storewide 40% Off Sale

On All Albums and Tapes

Open Wednesday night as long as people are shopping.

KEEP US OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT!

*- 40% Off List Price

In wake of UMass

What'
What's happening to student

service in the budget crunch?
Analysis of budget documents
provide partial answers. Let's take a
look.

"Student service" salaries
amount to about five per cent of
the total state funds being spent at
UMass-Amherst this year, analysis
of budget documents shows.

But much of the costs of what
budget documents terms student
service programs are born by
federal, private and non-state funds
not included in the $72 million the
campus will spend by June 1.

By comparison, salaries in

"academic program" areas, like

faculty and departmental staff —
amount to about fift per cent of this

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN II

budget crunch

s happening to student services?
year's appropriation.

Other salaries for physical plant

employees, administrators and
service personnel working outside
the dormitories and dining com-
mons amount to about twenty-
three per cent of the total an-

ticipated $72 million expenditures.

Of 78 new positions requested in

next year's fiscal 1976 budget, two
would be for student service. Both
positions are in the Vice-Chancellor
for Student Affairs office and are

the first state-funded positions
there in years, sources say.

But a top source in Student
Affairs says twenty-seven new
positions were needed, fifteen were
requested from the Chancellor's
office, and only the two came

\

through in final documents.
Other administrative sources say

this is because the Student Affairs

office has plenty of people but isn't

able to use them effectively. And
they say the office has grown —
largely through the addition of staff

who are paid for from federal or

RECORDS
CLASSICAL

JAZZ
BLUES
ROCK

The New

RECORD SHOP
197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-5394

Faculty, staff —
join over 20,000

other readers.

subscribe to:

I »IV.«HUM"M»<'

e>fl
CO).

call 5-3500 for info.

Collegian

Analysis

other non-state funds.

There are 138 employees
classified as "student service"

workers who are paid out of state

funds. This compares with 2,473

faculty and departmental staff on
state salaries and 785 physical plant

employees.

At the same time, 895 "student
service" employees are paid out of

federal, private or special funds,

compared with 598 faculty and
departmental staff and 317 physical

plant employees.

Most of the non-state funded
positions are in federal research

grants or employees of campus
units which meet expenses with

fees — like the dorms, the dining

commons, the campus center, the

fine arts council, varsity sports, the

computing center and WFCR.

Such positions would not be
directly affected by a state budget
cut.

The positions that would be
affected are 3,050 people whose
salaries are paid by state funds. The
above figures show only about one
in eight student service employees
under state funds.

The biggest chunk of state-

funded student service salaries are
in the Office of Residential Life,

where this year, state payroll is

expected to total $930 thousand.
Student Affairs is the second

biggest payroll that could be hit by
state budget cuts — $395 thousand
in state service related jobs,

documents show.

The next biggest student service
payroll on state money is the Office
of Counselling and Career
Guidance under the title Student
Development Center. That payroll

is $279 thousand.

In all, state-funded salaries in

student service come to some $2
million, and total expenses in-

cluding salaries are $2.7 million.

The schduling office, special

undergraduate academic programs
(like BDIC, UYA, UWW), and day
care centers, admissions office and
police department - are not listed

as student service programs but

many would concede that they

benefit students directly.

Together, they include another

$2.2 million in state-funded
positions and total expenses in-

cluding salaries of some $2.5 million

this year.

5-College cooperation problems
cont. from p.2

The Distinguished Visitors

Program

is asking the student community for suggestions for

speakers for next year's programs.

Please drop slip off at suggestion box on Campus
Center Desk.

Speaker's Name

Who he-she is

student, who wishes to remain
anonymous, tried to check out
books at the Amherst College
library. He was told he could not
check out books because he was a

UMass undergraduate. The student
has made this irregularity known to

Betty Brace, UMass library Cir-

culation Head.

Brace said, "To be frank, it won't
surprise me to see Amherst con-
tinue this policy, (limited access),

because one-third of all Amherst
library book withdrawals come
from Five College students."

George Wright, of public services

in the UMass library added,
"Amherst is bearing the real burden
on this (Open Access library use).

Both Brace and Wright point out
that the bulk of book withdrawals
from Amherst are made by UMass
and Hampshire College students.

Amherst College also accepts
more FCC students than it sends
out. This fact was pointed out by
many officials.

Amherst students take 693
courses off campus, while students
visiting Amherst take 979 courses.

STORE HOURS
M-T-W, lO-o

Th-F, 10-9

Sat., 10-6

MHNBVMl

257 Triangle St.

AMHERST

549-4433
o

mmmmmmim*
• • i • -

. t ' *

POOR RICHARD'S
RT.9 EAST AMHERST S I

presents

BOPSHO BOP's

•••••*******SHA-NA-NA SOUND ALIKE************ W
|

Special Appearance

Tue. & Wed., April 99 & 30 I

Hampshire College was called a

"sore point" in FCC by a number of

officials interviewed. But these

officials refused to be quoted.

Hampshire College recently

announced the closing of its

swimming pool to Five College

students, but a check of other

campuses revealed a similar trend,

with all institutions restricting the

use of athletic facilities to its own
students.

An exception to this rule is

Mount Holyoke. Jessie Lie, a Five

College official at Mount Holyoke
said, "As for Kendall Gym, we've
been extremely helpful, particularly

to Hampshire College."

Exchange A Meal is an FCC plan

that allows a student from one
institution to eat in the dining

commons of another institution.

But, there are restrictions.

Lunch may be had for free, if the
visiting student has proof that he
participates in a meal plan at his

home institution.

This effectively restricts students

living off campus from using the

dining facilities of a member in-

stitution, when visiting for

academic, or extraneous reasons.

As well, students not subscribing

to a meal plan are restricted from

using the dining commons when
visiting a member campus.

To eat dinner or breakfast at

another college, a visiting student

needs a justifiable academic reason,

and the reason is subject to ap-

proval by the Food Services Office.

Identification cards are required

at all times, and students visiting

member campuses should be
prepared. Arrangements should be
made ahead of time. But the
system appears to be flexible.

Debbie Edwards, a UMass
student, was recently stranded one
night at Smith College. She said

that after checking with a few
counselors, she was allowed to eat

in one of the Smith dorms, which
all have dining commons.

One enormous benefit the

University accrues from par-

ticipation in Five College
Cooperation was pointed out by
Amherst College president and by
UMass Vice-Chancellor for

Academic Affairs, Robert L.

Gluckstern.

Both men commented on the

University's ability to attract top-

flight professors, because of the

intellectual offerings afforded by

Five College Cooperation.

Gluckstern was asked if he
thought Five College Cooperation
could stand more publicizing. He
said, "I'm a little anxious about
that. After all, we (UMass) do have
23,000 students. We would swamp
the Four Colleges. Some
publicizing would help though. I'm
not the type to hide things. I like to
see students benefit from Five
College Cooperation."

Cover Charge $1.50

1 DAY ONLY FATE Thursday, May 1st

Cove* C'Mrge $1.00

COMING SOON

Shitton's & Duke & the Drivers
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Lines and more lines
ByJIMKASSNER

My friend Henry and I were going into the Dining Commons the other

day to catch a bite to eat before class. As we came through the doors, a

huge sign bearing the word "STRIKE" in bright red letters hit us in the

face. Henry, by the look on his face, seemed puzzled.

"What's with all this strike business anyhow?" he asked me.

"You mean you don't know?" I said incredulous. "Don't you keep up
with what's going on around here?"

"Sure I do," Henry answered. "But I don't see what good a strike will

do. Lotsa potatoes, please. All it'll do is create tension between students

and administrators."

"You got it all wrong," I said. "If they don't listen to our voices, then

they'll have to listen to our actions. Pudding?"

"Thanks."

"Don't you realize," I continued, "that some of the most drastic

changes in history have come about because people cared — and weren't

afraid to show their concern?"

Henry nodded. "But that's just it. Don't you think that a strike is a little,

well, radical?"

"Radical?! Are you kidding? A strike would be considered passive by

today's standards after what went on during the sixties."

"True," he said. "But isn't there another way? I mean you could write

letters to the editor and speak out at Trustees' meetings. Even a little

graffiti here and there."

I shook my head. "Never work. We've been doing that for years and

look where it's gotten us. We've got to act not just talk. Seconds?"

"Yeah, let's go."

After returning to the table for another bout with the Dining Commons
delectables, the conversation continued.

"But what happens if they still don't listen, I mean even if you do
strike?"

"Dubious." I said. "If we can get enough concerned people they'll have

no choice but to listen. But if they don't, well..."

Henry's eyes widened. "What could be more drastic than a strike?"

"You don't understand," I said. "There are other ways of conveying our

message. Like refusing to pay fee bills, boycotting the Dining Commons,
even demonstrations. The point is, we've got to make ourselves heard."

"I don't know," Henry said. "Seems like you're asking for trouble."

"That's absolutely ludicrous," I screamed. "It's people like you who
stand by while others get ripped off. Well, the time has come to end all

that. Want your bread?"

"No, you can have it. But what happens if these budget cuts and what
not come about anyway, in spite of your protests?"

I grew serious. "Then I'll have no other alternative ..."

"You don't mean ..."
"That's right," I said. "See you in the bread line."

Jim Kassner is a Collegian Commentator

Haters to ttte editor

Drowning for donations
It's not all fun and games.

Contrary to the general opinion of most UMass students, the Greek

system is not all fun-and-games. For most students, their only impression

of fraternity and sorority life is viewed at an Open House, the Pub on Greek

Night, or even on the intramural playing fields. Thus, their impression is

one in which UMass Greeks are only actively involved in the social and
athletic spheres of the University.

This is mere fallacy. Greeks are involved in other areas of the University

and in fact, serve the community at large. Sigma Alpha Mu is one such

fraternity Every April during 'Greek Week', SAM sponsors a 'Bounce for

Beats' campaign to raise money for the Heart Fund. This campaign is

SAM's National Service Project, which is carried out at college campuses
across the nation.

Today and tomorrow, SAM is holding it's 4th Annual Waterdunking on

the Campus Center concourse level. From 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., SAM is

presenting well known campus personalities for their waterdunk 'victims',

including Coach Jack Leaman, Jim Burke, Jim Town of the basketball

team. Dr. Fergus Clydesdale from the Food Science Dept., and a

representative from Amherst Towing. For 25 cents anyone can personally

waterdunk a victim'.

Granted, this is but one fraternity. Yet, the whole Greek system is in-

volved in a marathon from Boston to Amherst Thursday to help raise

money for the Heart Fund. This certainly is involvement, on the part of

each fraternity and sorority.

The Greek system has thus, displayed its willingness to be active and
serve the community, by raising money for a notable chairty - the Heart
Fund. Yet, the success of these fund-raising activities depends not solely
upon the participation of UMass Greeks, but the campus itself.

There is more to Greek life at UMass than beer parties and softball
games visible on the surface. Afterall, life is not all fund and games —
involvement in the community is the most important element to life itself.

This week, UMass Greeks have revealed this factor.

Ellen Krigest

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they

must include a name and phone number for

reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no

guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

from ©Mir p®ir©jp®(Cftflw<&

Welfare burden misplaced
The following editorial was printed in

last Thursday's edition of the Amherst
Student. It is hoped that Five College
support will be gathered in opposition to

the Welfare budget cuts.

Governor Dukakis has recently
proposed a $311 million cut in the state's

$1.3 billion welfare budget for fiscal 1975-

76. The cuts, in the midst of the deepest

depression in forty years, hit hardest those

in the very worst position to withstand
them. Broken down, the reduction calls

for:
— elimination from welfare eligibility

for all able bodies persons between the

ages of 18 and 40.

— elimination of coverage for initial

needs (bills due housing necessities such
as cooking utensils, mattresses, etc.) for

Average Families with Dependent
Children and of payment of back rent

beyond two months.
— restriction of medical care,

eliminating payments for elective
payments to cover only acute illnesses.

— institution of a plan whereby the
welfare recipient would have to pay 50

cents for every dollar of welfare money
spent on drugs and "optional" medical
services.
— no expansion of the state's day care

facilities, runaway services, or family
planning centers.
— photographic identification cars to be

required of all welfare recipients.

The effect of these proposals upon
present and potential welfare recipients
would be disastrous. The first provision
will wipe people off the welfare rolls at a
time when unemployment in the state is 11

per cent and finding a job is next to im-

possible.

For families already deep in debt, the
second provision will lead to increased
evictions, increased hunger, and increased
illness as more money is required to settle

past bills.

Additionally, the Governor's proposal to
have recipients pay 50 cents for every
welfare dollar spent on drugs and of wr
medical needs will force people to manage
without medications which as one gets
older, become more and more of a
necessity.

The impact of what Dukakis proposes
will be to lay the burden of hard times on
the state's poorest. That is clearly the least
reasonable way to approach balancing the
budget. Alternatives, such as a tax in-

crease for those with a certain minimum
income or cuts in the state bureaucracy or
other programs, are what need to be ex-
plored.

It is incredible that a governor elected
on the basis of such liberal rhetoric should
resort to methods of balancing the state
budget that will result in added suffering
for those already at the bottom of the
economic hierarchy of society. It is simply
unconscionable to enact legislation that
will create more hunger, more sickness. It

is not these people's standards of living
that will be threatened, it is their lives.

We urge students, through local
meetings, rallies and letter writing to the
Governor and state legislators, to strongly
oppose these cuts, cuts that will lay the
economic problems of the time on the
backs of people who cannot bear them

All unsigned editorials represent the
opinion of the majority of the Board
Editors.

rkyriakos karoutsos
13

A response to 'se/f interest'
I would like to comment on a letter in last week's

Collegian entitled "Representation or self-interest?"

First of all, I find it hard to believe that no UMass
alumnus has ever benefited "the working people " of

this state. Surely someone must have?

Second, if the demonstrators against the proposed
budget cuts seek to represent "working people trying

to make decent lives" then so does the author of that

letter.

Third, the assumption that "these people want a
government that represents only them" is not nearly

as hard to imagine as this strange government itself.

Fourth, trying to isolate this University, with all its

diversity and capability, from the rest of the state, as if

it were an unnecessary country club, is utter non-
sense.

Fifth, I doubt that Sam Bowles would receive his

current salary in a socialist system, and I'm sure that

he has taken this into consideration before it was
mentioned in the letter.

Finally, I would suggest to the author, that if he
cannot tie the budget cuts and the demonstrations
against them into anything in that vast political and
economic world around us, that he should make that

long awaited trek to the library. Even he should be
able to find that.

Robert Miller

Capitalism and cutbacks
During the rise of the anti-budget cut campaign I

have had trouble supporting a strike action because of
a conflict between the vast amounts of money being
spent by the school and the people living in poverty in

neighborhood communities. The conflict was
compounded by the proposed we/fare cuts by the
Governor. Not only will welfare cuts effect the per-
sons dropped from the welfare rolls but it will also
tend to lower the average hourly wage on the labor
market. This was shown by the advertisement for
farm laborers and later an article that said the

tobacco farmers have found interest from the local
labor market to work at a rate less than the Puerto
Rican farm laborers are demanded. A very probable
third effect will be the forced desertion of family
heads in order for the family to survive.

So that while I feel that it is important for our
community here not to suffer in program cutbacks, it

is also necessary to watch that monies not taken from
UMass programs are not instead stripped from other

much needed programs outside UMass.
This is the time for reexamination of the capitalist

system and its repetitive nature. It is also our

responsibility to not only demand budget cuts but

more important demand the areas where the cuts are

made. With more than 95 per cent of the state

budget going for salaries this is where the cuts should

start. Please, I do not mean the elimination of jobs,

especially in the middle and lower-income levels.

Rather there is no job in the school that I would be

willing to pay 60,000 dollars for. The slogan, "tax the

rich is not the way, " why lend the rich money at all?

We can not separate ourselves from the rest of the

community. Money is a problem and in the short run

there is the need to spread the burden equally over all

members of the community. The long run calls for us

not to forget this time and become complacent with

the system which is at the root of the problem we are

now experiencing.

Walter E. Reynolds

Fight for education

I
Cause and effects
The word revolution has been so widely used that it no longer inspires

the attention which it deserves. We have been using this word so loosely
and so indiscriminately that the essence of it is no longer felt or un-
derstood.

We have "revolutions" in the newer and more efficient kitchen utensils,
in the newer car models, in the newer morals and values etc., etc. The
irony is that the revolution which is mostly needed is somewhere out in left

field (no pun intended). One of the main factors that deters the
materialization of a revolution is that there are too many "revolutionaries".

There are too many individuals who think they are true champions of the
people while at the same time their actions do nothing more than have
adverse effects.

Revolutions are made by revolutionaries. These revolutionaries are
individuals who organize the population, prepare their model of action, and
take steps which will promote favorable conditions for the materialization
of a revolution. They are what Lenin called "the professional
revolutionaries". They dedicate their lives for the preparation of the
revolution, and they build an oraanization which will provide the ad-
ministrational apparatus for carrying out the revolution.

Unfortunately, these men and
women are submerged beneath,

and undermined by the actions of a

number of individuals who have
taken upon themselves the task to

terrorize, kill and bomb — all in the

name of the revolution. These
irresponsible individuals call

themselves "revolutionaries" while

at the same time their violent and
unwarranted acts spread
discontent, confusion and
disillusionment among the people.

These so-called "revolutionaries"

have done a great harm to the

peoples' cause by the terror which
they have spread. Among these

"revolutionaries a prominent role

has been played by Susan Saxe.

Her mode of action was holding up banks and killing policemen. Her
goal? To bring about a "revolutionary" change in society as far as the
position of women is concerned. A rather limited goal and a very limited
approach to accomplish it. Her goals will not be accomplished by terror.
Also, her goals will not be accomplished if they are confined to women
alone. She cannot bring such a change in society where people, men and
women, are dominated by their economic and political systems. Her goals
cannot be realized unless her ideological outlook is broadened in order to
embrace a more applicable and genera! model of the future society.

"Revolutionaries" like Saxe whose concepts of "Amazonism",
lesbianism, and womanhood ruled her life and actions, will accomplish
very few constructive changes unless their ideologies are expanded and
their views take into account the general conditions of society and not just
the conditions of women. They must also realize that holding up banks and
killing policemen will immediately associate them with criminality and that
can only deter the accomplishment of more far-reaching changes.

The terrorism advocated by common criminals such as Saxe must be
eliminated, and we as advocates of a truly constructive change within our
society must not support but condemn the brand of "revolutionaries"
which Saxe represents.

Kyriakos Karoutsos is a Collegian Columnist

Strike'

The most productive opportunity that a country can

offer to all the people is the chance to enrich their

lives. If the government acts to take away the

eduational means of intellectual and spiritual growth.

it is also enforcing an insult to all Americans who are

concerned about their future and their standard of

living.

Andrea Signorella

For area governance
By DENNIS PERRY

Every year, the Student Senate gathers for the observed ritual of idle

prattle. When the solemn liturgy of budgets review comes around, our
modest, demure and sedate representatives throw away their common
sense and engage in a truly endless succession of pointless debates. But
who can blame them? They are so naive and uninstructed in parliamentary
procedure, rules and regulations, and the whole rigamorole of bureaucracy
that they sometimes forget whose interests they are representing. Their

modest perception thus leads to modest results.

Yet, even' worse, those who have survived even one year of the Student
Senate continue to associate disordered actions with coherent policies and
programs. Incredible, it seems when the stake is $900,000 in student
monies. Why, then, is there such deference to these dabblers in politics?

Simply, it is assumed that these 100-odd emissaries in the Student Senate
will be aware of student interests, effective in communicating them, and
will make the decisions to put them into action. So much for exaggeration.

A student opinion survey, conducted by Project Pulse in 1974, indicates

otherwise. Students had far more confidence in the skill and ability of their

area governments than they did in the Student Senate. As usual, though,
all has come to nought: recent legislation by the Senate regulates (if not
circumscribes) the activities of the area governments, and there is in-

creasing pressure to screen programs in these areas, which contravenes
the official Senate policy of granting area governments autonomy. It all

comes down to one thing — the Senate intends to keep its perogative to

review all services and programs which are SATF-funded.
It intends to expand at the expense of the area governments throuoh it«

larger share of those tasks which should accrue to the latter.

The area governments not only have the capability but the desire as well

to redress this imbalance. They also closer to student interests, effective in

communicating them, and more willing to put them into action (so the

Project Pulse'survey discloses). The area governments can more quickly

mobilize around issues of particular interest to them, or even in conference
with each other, can resolve matters of general concern. With the

Recognized Student Organizations Office to administer general funds and
the Student Union to represent the collective interest of students (viz.

student services, student jobs, special programs, lobbying), the area

governments can operate more efficiently and effectively, with the in-

creased resources.

There is no doubt in my mind that the area government representatives

will do more than talk superficially about the state of the operations, ask a

few dutiful questions, make some token suggestions, and then adjourn till

the next session.

Dennis Perry is a Collegian Commentator

p-eG-v/r to do VHATr ... B-but Tended ze

FietnamVarI... Yell zATs

hut nffault// Veil

VHAT ABOUT DETEHTE VITH

China ? Zey said vhatP

VHAT ABOUT ZE MlD-

East?... Russia,,.?

. , , Cahbodm... f.

iV FACE LESS "Will N°T APPEAP TODAY- ft

luis manuel medina

Boston's marathon
The crowd was very enthusiastic, many of them

remembering the words of President Gerald Ford, two
days before in Concord. But this day the enthusiasm
was due to the 79th celebration of the Boston In-

ternational Marathon.

This year the numbers of competing athletes went
up to 2450, having 52 women and 245 Spanish-

speaking athletes, representatives of various Latin

American countries. From the Commonwealth of

Puerto Rico, only five athletes were competing, many
of them small and skinny if compared with their

American and British counterparts.

The Marathon was full of surprises. William H.

Rogers, an education student from Boston College,

covered the Olympic distance of 26 miles and 385
yards in two hours, nine minutes and 55 seconds,
(2:9:55), establishing a new record. In 1970, Ron Hill,

British, made a distance in two hours ten minutes and
30 seconds.

Women athletes made their debut, too. Liane
Winter, a 33-year-old automobile industry worker
from West Germany, established a new record for

women of two hours, 42 minutes and 33 seconds.

The pack of suprises was only half empty. Steve

Hoag, (TCTC) was second, Tom Flemming from the

New York Athletic Club, made third.

The first Latin American to cover the Olympic
distance was Mario Cuevas from the Republic of

Mexico, showing that he was the best Spanish-

speaking runner in the Marathon.

But suddenly, something happened. Jose Elis de
Jesus, a Puerto Rican, covered the distance. So did

Eduardo Vera, also from Puerto Rico.

The day before, Jose Elias had said that, "We have
come here to be the victorious people, to win,

because we are going to run even with our hearts if

necessary."

Boston's International Marathon, which was
sponsored by the Athletics Associations of Boston,

New England and the United States, proved to be an

event of great quality. The teams competing —
Puerto Rico, first place, United States, second;

England, third; and Mexico, fourth.

Boston's Marathon proved that in the next Olympic
games, many American nations will present more and
well prepared athletes.

For the Puerto Rican team, it shows that even the

fact of competing with athletes physically bigger does
not make it impossible to run with the heart and
become victorious people.

The increasing participation of women was also

notable, showing that it is possible for them to

compete in a regular marathon.
Other details of socio-political and cultural aspects

could be seen in the Marathon, for example the

American and English press ignored the arrival of the

Puerto Rican team.

The Puerto Rican team, as stated by Jose Cheto
Rojas, the team's coach, preferred to stay in their

residences at the local Spanish-speaking community
rather than in a hotel. After all, as one of the athletes

said, they wanted to share their desire to win with the

community . . . and they did.

MARA TON INTERNAC/ONAL DE BOSTON
El Maraton Internacional de Boston, celebrado la

semana pasada tuvo agradables sorpresas para el

equipo del Estado Libre Asociado de Puerto Rico,

quien obtuvo el primer lugar.

El Maraton de Boston, consists de una carrera de
distancia Olimpica de 26 millas v 385 vardas. En esta
evento 2450 atletas de diferentes paises participaron.

Solo 245 eran hispanos, entre los que se contaban los

cinco atletas de Puerto Rico. Tambien habian 52
mujeres compitiendo.

El equipo de Puerto Rico, pese a ser de los mas
pequenos fisicamente, demostraron que realmente
vinieron a ganar.

William Rogers del Colegio de Boston fue el

ganador individual. Liane Winter, alemana, fue la

mujer ganadora. Mario Cuevas, de Mexico, fue el

primer latino en llegar a la meta.

Y los cinco atletas puertornquenos, (nombres en
la columna en ingles), Wegaron entre los primeros
treinta corredores, por lo que lograron la Victoria para
los hispanos del estado y Puerto Rico.

Luis Manuel Medina is a Collegian columnist

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
Zamir Nestelbaum writes for the

Collegian. Read his latest column

tomorrow on these pages.
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John Mackenzie (at podium) and Howard Ziff

(seated) returned to Amherst College last week to

discuss the ethics of journalism.

MAT summer schedule
During the summer, tne Miller

Analogies Test will be administered

on the following Thursdays: May 1,

15, 29, June 12, 16, July 10, 24 and
August 7, 21.

The test will be administered at 1

p.m. in Berkshire House Room 313.

Candidates must present a check

for $6.00 payable to the University

Of Massachusetts, to the test

administrator at the time of testing.

Candidates are entitled to three

score reports and must bring

complete adresses with them. The
schedule for the academic year

1975 1976, which includes two
testing sessions per week, will

begin in September. A further

announcement will be made at that

time. For further information

contact the Student Development
Career Planning Center at 545-0333.

BDIC Mosaic Festival
The week the Bachelor's Degree With Individual Concentration program

(BDIC) at the UMass will be sponsoring the second annual Mosaic Festival.

BDIC is a special program which allows students to design their own
majors or "concentrations", otherwise not available on campus.

Mosaic events will include:

— "Creativity in Film" Monday at 8 PM in rm. 231 Herter

— "Numatik Swing Band" - an evening of improvisational music;

Wednesday at 8 PM, Emily Dickinson Lounge, Orchard Hill

— "The Guitar in Classical and Ragtime-Amherst Lute Trio"; Thursday
at 8 PM, in Memorial Hall

— Horsebackriding Therapy with Students of Belchertown State

School; Friday from 9 AM - 4 PM at Belchertown State School
-"People Symphony and Dance Company" — improvisational dance

and music; Saturday at 2 PM, Commonwealth Rm. Student Union
"An Evening of Astrological Festivities"; Saturday 8:15 PM, Herter

227

Crest Toothpaste

Reg. & Mint

5 oz.

Reg. Price 88c

GWt£my
U\ST.

Schick Super "2"

Cartridges s-s,

Reg. Price V 7j,
$1.09

Pepto Bismol Liquid
8 OZ.

Reg. price

$1.14 1&3

Arrid Deod.
Uns., Scent

& Lt. Powder
Reg. Price

99c

JVERSITY
STORE

S CENTER1

Ziff, Mackenzie return to alma mater

'Ethics and Journalism' colloq

3

>
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By DON AUCOIN
Staff Reporter

Two 1952 graduates of Amherst
College returned to their alma
mater last week to head a

colloquium on "Ethics and Jour-

nalism". John MacKenzie, staff

writer for the Washington Post, and
Howard Ziff, head of Journalistic

Studies at UMass, discussed the

need for an ethical code in the

media.

MacKenzie stressed the in-

dividual responsibility of the

journalist, saying "Our own
standards have to be higher than

what the Constitution gives us".

The Post has rigid rules about

accepting favors, he said, adding

jokingly, "I haven't been able to get

tickets to Redskin games for

years."

MacKenzie questioned the ef-

fectiveness of the National Media
Council, an organization which

SDC offers

last resume
job workshop

The Student Development
Center will be offering the last in a

series of one-session career

development workshops focusing

on resume writing Tuesday, 7-10

p.m.. Campus Center room 903.

Some of the questions that will

be addressed during this session

include: "What does a job mean to

me?", "What marketable skills do I

have?" and "How do these an-

swers translate onto a resume?"
This workshop is free and open

to all interested students. For

registration and more information,

call Charlene Campbell at 546-4556.

seeks to regulate the media. The

New York Times has refused to

cooperate with the council, fearing,

MacKenzie said, that "self-

regulation may become law."

"These primitive forms of sur-

veillance are off on the wrong foot.

They're serving the wrong part of

the public". The council seems to

be protecting the politicians,

MacKenzie said, and "The people

who need protection are the little

people."

Ziff opened his remarks by

quoting George Bernard Shaw,

who said, "Professions are a

conspiracy against the laity". Ziff

said he agrees, and prefers to see

journalism as "a vocation, a way of

life", rather than as a "profession".

He also cited the National Media

Council as an example where

"political issues are made into

professional issues."

The "most common workaday
problem" for a journalist is the

question of invasion of privacy, Ziff

said. Both he and MacKenzie
agreed that suicide is a particularly

tourhv area.

Of ethics in journalism, Ziff said,

"I don't think it's unethical to peek
in Richard Nixon's window. I do
think it's unethical to peek in Mr.

Average Joe's window.
Newspapers should pick on
someone their own size." Ziff

described as "unethical" the

Collegian investigation last year of

alleged stealing of food by dining

commons employees.

„iUI,UM,,MrML/o, ivq THE MASS/

Hayes (34 pts.) leads late

surge as Bullets pierce Celtics
BOSTON \UPI\ - Elvin Hayes game of their NBA EastPm Cnn. ,,„ t.^i -..~~~- „* ,,

15

BOSTON \UPI\ - Elvin Hayes
scored six of his 34 points in a 10-0

spurt early in the fourth quarter to

bring the Washington Bullets back

for a 100-95 win over the Boston

Celtics Sunday in the opening

game of their NBA Eastern Con-
ference Championship Series.
The Bullets, trailing by 12 points

at the half, pulled to within three at
73-70 after three periods before
jumping to an 80-73 edge at 2:16 of

Rusty-

Nail

Inn

Ktr. 17. Siuiflf'rlaml

665-4937

Mother's Day Cards

at

A. J. HASTINGS
NEWSDEALER AND STATIONER

45 S. Pleasant St.

AMHERST

SUPER PIZZERIA
Specializing in —

P|77AQ (Large and Small)

SPAGHETTI

GRINDERS
(The meatiest roast beef

grinders in the area)

FREE DELIVERY in Amherst and Sunderland

549-0626
Open 11 a.m.-l a.m.

17 MONTAGUE RD. N.AMHERST
Next to the N. Amherst Post Office

WITH THIS COUPON

25c
oh

j
A SMALL PIZZA

I

I

WITH THIS COUPON

50e
off

I LARGE PIZZA
i 1

the final quarter of the nationally

televised game.

Washington had scored six

straight points to go ahead 76-73

when Boston coach Tom Heinson

decided to rest Dave Cowens, even

though the center had only two
fouls. The all-star redhead scored

18 on his home court.

Hayes went right back to the
basket and Phil Chenier scored
another bucket around Cowens'
replacement, Henry Finkel, and the
Bullets took their win over the
defending NBA champs.

boston scored 10 of the next 14
points, four by Cowens, who was
hurried back into the lineup, to trail

84 83 midway through the period.

But another hoop by Chenier, who
finished with 24 points, and two by
Nick Weatherspoon built the
Bullets buldge back to seven at 90- I

83. i
4
a

The Celtics seemingly had the £
game going their way through the

=

first two periods as they built a 55-
43 halftime lead.

The teams traded baskets to the

buzzer, the Bullets having out-

scored the Celtics 57-40 in the

second half.

Think you can 't afford

a luxury apartment?

f

\

SUNSHINE RECORDS

SALE
ALL SINGLE STEREO ALBUMS

for
$
1

O

37

LATEST RELEASES - TOP ARTISTS - OLD FAVORITES TOO

Double Albums ft Imports - off

NO. 9 E. PLEASANT ST. (4 Doors from The Pub)
Store Hours, 10-8 Sale Ends Tuesday Night, April 29th

PLEASE - NO TRADES DURING SALE

Think Again!

Brittany
Manor

3 Month SUMMER LEASES at Low, Low Rates

1 bedrooms from $170 — 2 bedrooms from $180

— 3 bedrooms from $280

• air conditioning

• 2 pools

• 1 tennis courts

• picnic area

• wall-to-waH carpeting

§ dishwashers and disposals

9 month FALL LEASES at special rates

for applications made before June 1, 1975.

I bedroom from $200— 2 bedroom from $21 — :$ bedroom from $311

$50 deposit required to hold apartment for

September— completely refundable until August 1. 1!>73

Take The Free Bus or Call Is at 2SS-HS3I

Office Hours— »:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.. Monday thru Friday

1 1 : oo a.m. to J : oo p.m. on Saturday

Avoid the Summer Rush — RENT NOW
for the Fall and save time and money!

Smooth Washington Bullet guard Phil Chenier went
baseline for two on this play in yesterday's game.
Attempting to stop Chenier are Celtics Dave Cowens
and Don Chaney.

Sox lose battle of
homers to Tigers, 5-4
DETROIT \AP\ - Ben Oglivie

drove in three runs, two with a

home run in the fifth inning, to lead

the Detroit Tigers to a 5-4 victory

over the Boston Red Sox Sunday.
Ron LeFlore snapped a 2-2 tie

with a solo homer for the Tigers in

the fourth. An inning later, Oglivie

unloaded his first homer of the

season after Dan Meyer singled.

The blast into the lower deck in

right field knocked started Rick

Wise from the mound and sent him
to his second loss in three

decisions.

Lerrin LaGrow was relieved by

Tom Walker for Detroit in the sixth

but not before raising his season's

record to 3-0.

Bernie Carbo and Dwight Evans
led off the Boston ninth with home
runs to chase Walker, and John
Hiller came in to preserve the

victory.

Oglivie's first run batted in came
in the third when he was hit by a

pitch with the bases loaded. Nate

Colbert put Detroit on the

scoreboard with a run-scoring a

single in the first.

Boston picked up its first two
runs on a leadoff homer bv Carbo in

the first and a single by Bob
Montgomery following Rico
Petrocelli's double in the fourth.

UMass
Sportsline

5-2210

The inside of our shoe is unique. Like your foot. That's
why we've developed a heat sensitive footbed that molds
to your feet. Birkenstocks don't feel like conventional
shoes, because they aren't.

BiRkeristock
the

oRfgfraaL
footprint
sannaL
exclusively offered by

GOLDEN
TtHPLC
trwomun

Brown <

*'**nq Co

Amherst
Professional

I Building -

N Plrasanl Si

I 78A N. Pleasant St /Amherst/2560360
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Classics Dept offers

five areas of study
The Classics Department offers

five different tracks or "con-

centrations" for its majors.

Students may choose to work in

Classical Divilizatior, and Literature,

Ancient Greek, Latin,

Mediterranean Archaeology, or

Religion.

The Classical Civilization and
Literature concentration requires a

minimal amount of study of Greek
or Latin, and the remainder of the

courses are taken in ancient

mythology, religion, literature in

translation, history, philosophy, art

and archaeology, and the classical

tradition.

The Greek and Latin con-

centrations are for language buffs,

and most of the students in these
concentrations are preparing for

teaching careers at the high school
or college levels.

The Religion concentration can
accommodate the needs of those

who wish a broad undergraduate

major in religion, those who plan to

enter seminary, and those who plan

to continue with graduate studies in

religion or Near Eastern Studies.

Further information on these

concentrations is available in the

CASIAC office (Machmer Hall) and
in the Classics Office (544 Herter

Hall).

Judy Lyons, a freshman CASIAC major from
Haverhill, takes time out to reflect on the sunshine.

TV tonight
6 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS <3>

ACT/ON NEWS (8)

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH "Day of
Reckoning " (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)
THE NIGHTLY NEWS (30)
THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)
BONANZA "The Prime Of Life." (40)
LOVE. AMERICAN STYLE (56)

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS 18)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)
ITV TEACHER PREVIEW (24)
MOVIE Along Came Jones." (27)
BEWITCHED (38)

ZOOM' (57)

6 45 ECONOMICS 201 (24)

6 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7 00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW The
Bad Old Days ' (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT (57)
7 30 NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

NEW CANDID CAMERA (8)

THE WILBURN BROTHERS 118)
THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter

Marshall, host (22) (30)

ANTIQUES (24)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW "Barney
Mends A Broken Heart " (38)

POLKA With Frank Knight (40)

DRAGNET (56)

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57)

8 00 WORLD AT WAR SPECIALS: -

"Hitler's Germany." Part II (3)

THE ROOKIES "The Hunting
Ground." (8) (40)

PASTORS PERSPECTIVE (18)

THE SMOTHERS BROTHERS SHOW
(2i) (30)

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK "The Thin

Fdge Guilt The Psychic Censor." (241

(57)

18)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES (38)

DEALER S CHOICE (56)

8.30 SAFARI TO ADVENTURE (27)

/ DREAM OF JEANNIE (38)

DINAH' (56)

• 9 00 MAUDE (3)

SWAT "The Bravo Enigma."
(40)

THE OTHER SIX DAYS (18)

NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT THE
MOVIES "Two Mules for Sister Sara."
(22) (30)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK "Art In
Public Places " (57)

9 30 RHODA (3)

THE ROMANTIC REBELLION (24) (57)
GOMER PYLE Survival Of the Fat

lest " (27)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)
WOO MEDICAL CENTER (3)

CARIBE "Counterfeit Killer." (8) (40)
CHALLENGE OF TRUTH 118)
WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK

(24) (57)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)
MOVIE "Niagara ." (38)
PERRY MASON 156)

10 30 CONNECTICUT REPORT (18)
WOMAN (24)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN COMEDY
THEATER (27)

KIRK AMERICAN FURNITURE (67)
11 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (8) (18)
(22) (27) (30) (40)

THE BEST OF GROUCHO (56)
THE CAPTIONED ABC EVENING

NEWS (57)

1130 MONDAY STARLIGHT MOVIE
"Nobody's Perfect." (3)

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY "The Heat
Wave Lasted Four Days." (8) (40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (221(30)

MOVIE "Looking For Danger." (27)

THE BEST OF HOLLYWOOD (56)

1145 LAUGH CLASSICS (38)

' 00 NEWS (81 (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22)
130)

i
t III

Accountants to hold
I Trustees

yearly awards banquet meetinq
The Accounting Association and

the Accounting Department of the

School of Business Administration

will hold their annual Awards
Banquet, Tuesday, in the Campus
Center.

The annual event will feature the

recognition of accounting students

who have demonstrated high
academic achievement during the

past year. Among the awards to be

presented are: the Accounting

Excellence Award; the Barbara

Bogdan Award, which is presented

to the senior with the highest

academic grade point average; the

Woman CPA award and the Dow-
Jones Award.

In attendance at the banquet will

be a number of prominent ac-

countants from national and
regional accounting organizations.

The Board of Trustees of the

University of Massachusetts will

convene their May meeting
Wednesday, May 7, at 2:00 p.m. at

U Mass Worcester Medial School,

Room A1 1.

You are cordially invited to at-

tend.

• • • •
AI : GATES
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Only Area Showing
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DOLLAR NIGHT!!
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Rinny
- I£dy
Wed Thur 2 00 8 00
Fri 2:00 7:05 9:55
Sat Sun 1:30 415-7:10-

10:00

MOW. AFTER
45 YEARS
THE TRUE STORy
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Wed Fri 2:00 7:45 9 45
Sat Sun 1 30 3 30 5 30

7:30-9:30

LUCIEN
A FILM BY
LOUIS
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DOLLAR NIGHT!!
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warren beatty
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Wed Fri 2 00 7 15 9:30
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Tropicana
Orange Juice

59Vz Gallon
Carton
in our dairy
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,

*'!lttf.*iL^i,'i.'-i2i, ***''4'**'--'-*ii"'-
^_^ with This Coupon

Save 50f.
on 4-28 02. no-return bottles

assorted flavors

Canada Dry.
Beverages LM Stop a Shop

package of 12

<mimmm

|3 UmS 1 can par cuatomar Good Mon Apm 28-May 3 M ! r * war
*

I -* 2fl2 lsl
^^ "^ paCkageof12 I

is24tunes better this
>veek*^save over 7.00

!

Save30c

Sanka
Instant Coffee

8 oz. jar

j UMI 1 )m tm cuiwm* On. Mon . A^t »- Mar 3

24 extra-value coupons and a great canned ham special are just the
beginning of what's good at Stop & Shop this week. Because every item
here is a special value. Every item will save you money!

StopuShop

"sTf»* - •'wicouPoh

LSave30
KoolAid

33 oz. can
Assorted Flavors

Makes 10 full quarts

j l«n* i can per custom* Good Mon Apm 28- May 3

with this coupon
jr..

jil Swift Premium
Save 20'

The Swift's label guarantees quality and our special prices
guarantee you save on all these delicious meats

SibCanned

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

! 9 sa ^^ «'T« tws coupon jfe

! Save 15° I

Chips j

Taste O Sea
16 oz. package

konn
Limn 1 pkg p*> customer Good Mon Apm ?8- May 3

294, I

Ham
Lean moist, fully cooked, ready
to serve You ll want to buy an
extra can at this low price

I ——---i„ -.Jl?iJ

Swift s Premium-2t oz can 59

pBeef Franks
or Meat Franks
Urn* 1 pag per cuatomar

Good Mon . Apnl 28- May 3

I

I

I

I

240 M-|

mil

Ham Patties
Brown & Serve Sausage 8m•»*»» 89 c

Smoked Pork Butt
Bon

r.f.
s
r'

ae
' $

1
3
?

L/UCkllDQS Oahghtful gourmet tare sarvawithan^ nge sauca QQ C

Corned Beef Brisket *»****§ ^-|

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

SA
« - '•«* COUPON

Save20c
whan y(

Tuna
whan you buy tou' ca^s

Stop* Shop
Cat Food
6 oz. can

I

I

I

I

I

.%

291
: l«t«i 4 cana pa* customer Good Mor Apm n- May 3

- m
! rlu

fc*eCeW«eV*aU

59

I _ U',wrv™;
"•- S3 Si

ilir""""*".

"

;

Save20c

Swift Premium

Bacon

!^

!

I

<4KI EJEr! Regular or Lazy Maple

i
L»na 1 pkg p*f customer Good Mon Apm 28 - May 3

2i

li'^pr»r»»»"v-r'»»- 177 »•... „»,(„v.,v
it 1U MUi •

, ,

i..'-.4.'A.'

I

"Quality-Protected" Stop & Shop Great Beef!

Great eating Great Beef only at Stop & Shop •afl L^lb

asM < - ••

SA

I

Save 20
SaV^

293 I

I

I I

I

I

. I

I

I

I

• Urn* 1 pkp par custom*. Good Mon Apm 28- May 3

""' ^m mm•^* •> ^» eat ^m ^m ^m ^m t

Sara Lee
Fruit Pie
31 oz. pkg. -any flavor

'H

THIS coupon
I ' : j»U*lltt.>-**.r.t.lr**mAt.,.?HM.t:.:..-.l.

a * A «bTh This CO

In
1

!

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Save 20*
StopGrShop

Cold Cuts

swp»j

i

1

1

1

1

1 pound package 242 : .

'tenai pkg par customer Good Mon Apnl ?8- May 3 ^ |

j.... »»i.*/.t.-.;.;.i. «

with This coupon

Save30
Beef Burgers

Stop & Shop
1Vilb package

2 01 or 4 oz par.ias Irozan

Limrt I pkg per custom*' 043
Good Mon Apnl 28- May 3

Slpced fresh in Our Service Dell!
Sasjaaaj •> •>« ••< ssasjs a**

Genoa Salami
Swiffs OQc

Artilcul Casing ' ^pT^F
Feta Cheese FUncre«m ££; •* »1»»

Imported Greek Black Olives T 99s

Stop a Shop-Cooked

CornedBeef
Brisket 7QC

NY Dab Style- E«Tra Lean aV *aaF

Imported Ham S2S «X!,r; 69*

Oil & Vinegar Potato Salad 7 45e

Chocolate Sundae Pudding t 6^

DeNctous Foods From Our Kitchen!

Fresh Pizza
89Large 16 oz size

Just heat and serve

Cheese Lasagna why fuss' 35 791

Meat Lasagna Detenus* 5? 89s

Macaroni & Beef :.! 8^
Pizza Sub Sandwich X' 69"

Catch These Great Values!

Turbot Fillets 79'
*<w*« • •JBr»

Cooked Fish Cakes M6 6^
Smoked Cod Fillets Frozen 7 »f"
Cod Fillet - Boston Lite W? • 1

Large Cooked Shrimp , "e
•lrs.?<^.'*

, M"

I iSA ,_- «nTHtH3To»fc

I Save20c
l!

!
™£ Tbothpaste bj

j |
lami 1 pkg p*< cuatomar Qood Mon Apnl2*-Mey3 I

I
- -^m^^nr^n,-. U||

j j

/MM .ii.ii l ViVi,

f>̂ ft^igt
ii.a.li ,._>3 I

:

! N?S?»o« I

fit UltraBan
Deodorant
Super Ory « oz can 297

l.mn 1 can par cuatomar Good k^n Aprs 29 - May 3
•»- f»v»»1n»,•^"T^rr'•

GelYour Handpainted Stoneware...

salad plate«a
This week, you can purchase the salad ^aSaLatf aa V
plate for only 29^ with each $5 purchase •^^w ^S^a
Completer pieces available at $2 99 and $3 99 some higher

I

I

I

52

'

I

' ,Save60c i
tfwf * t af !

^Supcr '

tell
»»-tst ewa>c'..a. w Ap,„ ,p S#J , v«» ) M '•-"%•»« i c *' e» Ow- |sj|
IO**»S)'» «• •«•'.« -r>« r.^i io .,n> ,| u«t >0 **>••« t*.a*Q«t c» »»», i#r-.

•scat* *>*•# ofe'-.te ^otad i's»"8 o#*e'a>d 'e< «•• "u- i.i it« .r case

•ots o. >• of**- ••'•- dti^i . •"esse* | m « „- » K • • » «MJ»* .•« ic-t * .• e,e , j tt * p..lt1 « a, 9 , j k#t #w# M
<*'* SSI*, JS.

Modess
40 count pkg.

29S
L.m.1 1 p>g p*r customer Good Mon Apm 28- May 3

•••»»»«v''«vi..'»»»*^-»m»»»ejejneL

I
rl _^_^*J

STOP I SHOP in «TiHeY.AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst Une. 8:00a.m.- 10:00p.m., Mon. Sat. We will giadiy""redeem ^"SdeTaTSod Stampj.
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Sigma Alpha Mu sponsors

Heart Fund waterdunk
?****+*• WW

By ELLEN KRIGEST
Staff Reporter

Water dunking is back again this

year, today and tomorrow. The

event is sponsored by Sigma Alpha

Mu fraternity in conjunction with

it's National Service Project —
Bounce for Beats, through which

money is raised for the Heart Fund.

In its 4th year, the water dunking

will present such well-known

campus celebrities as Coach
Leaman of the basketball team and

two of his players - Jim Burke and
Jim Town; Fergus Clydesdale of

the Food Science department;

Diane Luciani-National Baton

Twirling Champion, and who
entertained at half-time during

basketball season with their

"twirling swords"; Coach Dick

Garber of the Lacrosse team;

Coach Fan Gaudette of the golf and

J. V. basketball teams; John Healey,

the captain of the baseball team;

Dennis Fentio, E.C.A.C.

Heavyweight Wrestling Champion,

and a member of the football

squad; Jeanine Burger and Susan
Cantwell of the girls' gymnastic

teams; and a host of others. As a

special attraction there will be a

representative from Amherst
Towing.

The water dunking will be held

on the Campus Center concourse

level from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The
times for each water dunk "victim"

will be broadcast over WMUA
radio.

Sigma Alpha Mu, which is

sponsoring the water dunking, is

the only co-ed fraternity at UMass.
While the fraternity is a National

Collegiate fraternity with 36
chapters nation-wide, six of these

chapters are now co-ed.

The Beta Epsilon chapter was
established at UMass in 1964, and

became the forerunner in 1971,

when it became the first SAM
chapter to go co-ed. Our chapter

now boasts of a membership of 59

active members and 8 pledges — 31

of which are 'females', says

president Steve Cronin.

I CflmpusT

AMHERSTHADLEY LINE-
....•»

ft. Best Picture of The Year!

notes & quotes

WMUA to air talk

on proposed lib week
Immediately following tonight's

10 P.M. News, WMUA UMass
(radio, 91.1 FM) will air a live

discussion on a proposed "People's

Liberation Week," a massive
cultural exposition which will take

place May 1-4 in Hampden Student

Center in the Southwest
Residential Complex on the UMass

Spfld bureau
seeks interns

for youth aid
The Springfield Youth Resources

Bureau is a Delinquency Prevention

Program serving primarily black

children, ages 7-17, living within

the city of Springfield. Due to

insufficient funds over 300 black

children will not receive adequate

counseling services offered by the

Bureau.

How can a student help? The

Center for Experiential Education

can place you in a pre professional

position on the Bureau staff. You

can earn a full year of academic

credit and a small living allowance.

If you are seeking a new learning

experience, act immediately, you

could be placed at this position

starting in June 1975. Positions are

open to UMass and Five College

students. Minority students are

urged to apply. The Center urges

faculty members to refer students

to the Center.

For more information call Larry

Scott at 545 1381 or come to the

office between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

located at 315 Arnold House,

UMass Amhprst

campus.
Tonight's live, open forum is

being presented as a special feature

of "Focus," WMUA's weekly

public affairs series produced and

moderated by Kenneth

Mosakowski.
Mosakowski will interview

members of the People's Liberation

Week Organizing Committee, who
have stated that the event is

designed to be "a creative and

mass- based effort involving art

exhibits, drama, dance, and music

performances, symposia,
workshops, poetry readings, films,

political commentaries- a collective

statement of the progressive

community."
Interested listeners are invited to

call in questions during the live

broadcast.

film times

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Lacombe 7, 9:20

AMHERST CINEMA
Scenes From Marriage 7:30

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Godfather II 8:00

Emmanuelle 7. 9
Woman Under the Influence 7,

9 45
MT. FARMS 4 THEATRES
Strongest Man 6. 8:30

Cabaret 6. 8.30

Blazing Saddles 6. 8:30

Lenny 6.15. 8:30

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Witch Mountain 7:30. 9:45

Tommy 7:30. 9:46

Funny Lady 8:00

Capone 7:45. 945
Shampoo 7:15. 9:30

Waldo Pepper 2, 7:20. 9:30

SHOWPLACE CINEMA
Young Frenkenstein 7. 9

BEST
DIRECTOR

wisM oooo a

BEST SUPPORTING
ACTOR-

8:00

FtobertDeNi

Emmanuelle
is fantasy,

but she's fun.

Towne House of Amherst
Two and three bedroom townhouses, with wall-to-

wall carpets, IV2 baths, dishwasher, garbage

disposal, self-cleaning oven. FROM $225.

Pool and recreationa 1 facilities, safe playground

for children, FREE UMass Bus service.

Open for your inspection 7 days a week.

50 Meadow St. Amherst, Mass. 549-0600

DOLLAR NIGHTS MON&TUES
ALL SEATS $1.00

SWsyy *ejejv> *•«•*»-» » esw • * wm - j • •- «m - -«jeaaji% flMTN *'P3P*}*V >*dJejpCV ^p|(\ SWB^ V^oMrtV e^tMJfVJaRsjfetl****^Mb^> *»4#Mj»*ej, ^>^% ^^^B^^i^^s^k^k^^i^^r^^^s^^s^r»»Wa^*r* e**4**jeeT>V ^MK- 4»*6Mlr"*. ef*eM*jr"s. <*JJjPMr^ .^iRM*. ^t\^Kr "e^PgA

i
BRANDYWINE, the apartment plus community I

Year alter \ ear. semester

after semester, the

( olle^eM aster from

Kidelit) I nion Life has

heen the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all o\er America.

Kind out why.

(all thcFidelih I nion

C olleyeMaster

Field Associate
in \ our area:

Ronald J. Nathan Agency

747 Main St.

Amherst, Mass.
256-8351

Fiddity

Union Life

i

I

%

I

i

Now opm for \oiir inspection arc BKANDYWINK'S
lit .lutiful new one and two bedroom model apart-

ments.

Iiinic over for a visit anv day of the week.

In a few minutes we'll show egg all the reasons in the

world whv BRANDYWINE is a better plate to live We
invite you to compare features and compare prices.

Conveniences which make BRANDYWINE
so eminently "livable" include:

Spacious, well laid out units.

All brand name full site appliances, includ-

ing garbage disposal and dishwasher.

Individually controlled central gas heat

Centrel Air Conditioning.

An abundance of closet spece.

Extra security features including intercom
system.

Large, partially enclosed, private patios and
balconies.

Luxurious wall-to-wall carpeting.

Beeutiful new swimming
recreational facilities.

pool and

BRANDYWINE
at Amherst

One and two bedroom units from $220.00

Beautiful well kept grounds, highlighted by
lerge central pond.

Free UMass Bus Service.

Laundry facilities well located.

Safe playground for children.

Rental furniture available from Putnam
Furniture Leasing Company. Hartford,
Connecticut.

Resident Superintendent responsible for all

apertment services and maintenance. Provid-
ing prompt service 7 days a week.

Brandywine Drive

Amherst

549-0600

AMHE|$Tf>**
AMITY ST. 253 5426

Best Picture of theYear.

3
-National Society ol film Critic*

Second Smash
Liv Ullmann in week

X SCENES FROM
* A MARRIAGE

written and directed by Ingmar Bergman ™
EVES: SCENES FROM A MARRIAGE -7:30

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NIIES • ALL SEATS $100

fffiMDC Classifieds Pay
To place • cUsvtiK) drop by

the Collegian Office between
$ » * m j no 3 45 p m Monday
Friday
The deadline it l*j. two days

before the day your ad it to
easssf
The rate* art.
Dally - » 26 par Una
Weekly - $30 per Hne
Monthly - 1.26 par line

'Two lino* on form
opproaimoto one line

FOR SALE

Integral Svetoma power emp
lerge Advent speekero AC[ audio
preamp. all immaculate MM Call
Mike 646-0177

Naed a place to put your plants'
Buy plant hanger from me for
• 7 SO Made from real wood hangt
in dorm window, holds up to 12
planti Cell Vicki at f SStl or nop
by and see at JQA 14*3

•'air JBl M speakers, high ef-
ficiency I OHM 1*7 t*4* Keep
trying

Mead skis, bndae. boote. etc. 76*

RUBBER STAMPS mede up with
• nothing you'd like to stamp
Inexpensive For instance nemo
end eddress S3, with telephone
number 13(0 Feet service Also
personsHiod stationery Joseph
446 4766. evenings

Fender Bendmaater ft PA Guild
Goiter Leslie 147. RMI Plans 2M
•ISO after «

2 PA systems - Sunn Controller
I. 2 SRT speeksrs. $400 Kuetom
Heed. 2 speaker columns. $400 Call
Claire Mon Fri . 114 at 263 2676

Sound City electric piano, aeklng
S3M Cell Ned 3*3 4011 after I p.m.

Morea AM FM stereo radio. S
track. 2 speekers BSR turntable
SIM MS 1263

Clarinet
condition

2M 040S good

Manuel typewriter. Smith
Corona, esc condition used four
times Chris.

Fieher 2B2 receiver. BSR SIS turn .

2 Utah speekers I2SO 263 3487

Gibson E8 336 good cend . 42/6
263 6746

1 pr Ofunds 7XSS binoculera w
leather cese Eac cond Cell SSS

Selmer Flute 4 sole solid silver

lour years old. Eicel cond. 1168

2616178

10 spd Past finest price nog on
choice of eaulp Touring or recing

lor more info cell 664 2646 Ask for

Bob

4 >sdiei urea Ooniee SPSS IBS
SR14 Tubeless S1O0- Cell SIS
42S7

SR Cleerence Sole Panasonic
Stsreo W AM FM radio Smith
Corone Elec typewriter
Generel Electric heirdryer All

eacell condit 618 4166

Tired o! renting?

For Sole

3H Rm College

Northampton

$6 600

IS spd BIKE Very good cond
Cell Jen 2SS S7S0

Semi chopped triumph Bonn BS
rebuilt engine, eac cond Cell now
94S3S31

Used 10 speed excellent cond
Raleigh SIM 2S3 7307 Keep trying

KLH model eleven stereo SSO
S4B6426

Sale S2 VW bus. gd bdy mch
cond Cemper Sennet 1-826-6781 73
rebuilt eg S4S0

Binoculars Loitt 6x32. very good
tlOSOO Cell efter I 2SS 3728

Nikon F body in good condition
Call S46 4483

AUTO FOR SALE
Hondo cer. 868 Sport Couee

1872 17.600 miles on angina, par-
ted condition. 48 88 milee per
gellon on highwev entering Peece
Corps soon, eeking S107S Will
sccept reesoneble offer Cell Gary
bet 8 10 p m 14131714 3887

Pontiac C a talma 86. AT. PS PB
runs eac silent $226 Fred MS 7808
or 63304

1870 Mustang Fstbk AC PS AT
one esc Body neede some work
400 f.rm 648 6188

WANT TO STAT IN SCHOIJI -
Must sell 73 Pontiac Grand AM PS.
PB AM FM radiels cruise control
648 6806 Keep trying.

88 Oodge Deri GT Conv Pert
cond 386*816

71 Couger XR7 convertible. AM
FM eir. 361 eng . euto 38.000 miles
Like new S188S firm 627 4863

Will SWSP my good 88 VW
Sobeck engine. '63 hp . 60.000 mi

.

for your good 40 hp . VW engine
Michel 666 4633

66 Peugeot, sunroof, needs
bettery end muffler $180 drives it

ewev Bob 263 7867

88 Chev No beauty but SUPER
RUNNING Small 8 eutometic. PB.
•386 263 78*7

70 Fief Coupe wenta good home
No 3rd peer. 48 mpg SOS* Moot)
miles 263-7887.

7S Austin Amerteo. 38 mpg
excellent running New tires $680
Bob 763 7867.

1668 Ford Custom excellent

running condition. $281

1871 VW Super, ytw. snrf. rediele.

reblt. kxg rk. FM. stereo, reels
$1288 Debbie 261 6463 a.

a

AUTO FOR SALE

n I i^t 124 Seden New rsdiels 30
• i. i'ii good condition $1166
Charlotte S01S0

1»M Triumph TR260. excellent
cond $1300 Cell MS 4343

'66 VW Ven. new point iob need
mech work Best otter 646 2864
Ask for Dave

4 Sole Peugeot U08 21"
items Excellent cond Asking $100
263 6660

64 Ford SXL BBS. 4 apaad. rune
well 3234246 $176

1668 Pontiec Bonneville, nice, ell

the options Cell Steve 323-6081 or

MS 6130 $600 00

IBM VW Bug. engine •sued
$160 263 6878

1888 MCB now point, tires

• aheust. 646 6623

67 MGB GT Hee good engine,
but neede work 4800 or B O 686
2616 ssk for Kerl

1668 VW. ex cond . naed money,
must soli $876 or beet offer Call
268 0837

1862 Chevy, good cond . rune
very well $10000 Cell 263 3631
Jim

1870 Chevy Impale, convertible
good condition, reliable end e
bergein Asking $426 00 Cell 646
8618

1871 Toyota Corolla new engine
4 dr exc cond CeH 417 366 2241
Jane

M Corveir convertible Body end
top good, needs motor $100 or bo
263 7687

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1676 Keweeeki KZ4S8 180 milee.

perfect creeh bora, koni shocks
Asking $1168 Call Bob dove 688
4662 nitee meeeege

71 Kswssaki 360 A7. 7SB8 mi..
beet offer Will trade for cer or ven
esp ven Celt Tom evee 648 1S78

1873 Honda CI in.lmec cone
11*0 miles electric eurt Aeklng
$8110 66648

Used motorcycle tiree. 160
4 00>18 street $8 CeH Rues 266

1874 Hondo XL260 KL. SSS milee.
excel extre ports CeH Ruee. 266
•W4 $788

Herley Spring 360as 78 rebuilt
engine 67 F gd cond . $308 Cell
123 4641 Lenny

1672 360CL Hondo tuned n
battery Bast offer eround $868
Bob M6 6348 evenings

1866 Bridgestone 176 6008 mi
634 0617

1672 TS2S0 Suiuki Ea condition.
$800 or best offer 632 6887

1872 Vemehe 36 Fu ll enduro set
up. many oatres 2800 mi $880 648
63B4

1872 Hondo XL280 reg March
1873 3 600 milee. Hhe new $788
Can Jay 266 8648

1673 Hondo 686 4. pull backs
sissy ber cuetom eeat. $1 300 688
11M

1672 Honda 380 $788. oetrae 688

Trophy Trail 1873. 1 200 mlh
perfect condition. $1,278 686 481

1672 Vemehe 176. Trail bike 14
mils. $600 MS 0344

FOR RENT
Rooms in Hse in Northampton

with few people who elreedv live in

end like music Csll Cherlie 684
6278

Furn room in Northempton
house eveil June 1. 481 end utll

Cell Peul 686 0821 evee

Rent 1 bed apt sii m.i . on bus
route •

Cliffside Specious 2 bedroom
epertment in lovely Sunderlend
Only $186 e month includee
utilities pool tennis On bue route
CeH Merthe 686 4172 Aveileble
June 1.

1 bedrm sftlc ell util end conv
Ideel lor couple or person, on bue
rte June 1 Sept 1 686 3367

One bdrm opt for rent on Sd
bus route $188 per mo . utll inc . ell

conv Cell Deve 886 7086

Houee in Hyennle. 3 bedroom. 2
both 2 block to town. 3 blocks to
beech June 7 - Aug 20 4886
mnth Don 268-8818 Summer
Rente!

nd 4148 for
036 3161

1 bedrm opt
summer, opt to
efter 11 p m

Amh - New 1 bdr . w w cerpet.

dw. diap . tennle ct . ewimmlng
pool Imm Occ No leesa roe $286

phis utll B sec Cell 648 8888 before
4

New Houee evsil June 1 6
bdrms . 1 ogre, oil hoot, bus route.

16 min from cempus $388 263
3400

WANTED TO RENT

Couple needs room in houee for
summer with option to renew. 261-

2482

Visiting tacuity costpsa. t am
children need furn opt or house
spproa Mey 7 June 1 648 0678 or
MB2B84 or write 182 Ferview
Amherst

I'm looking for o country home
thet is peeceful co op with some
fine people Rent end utilities not
over $88 or ee for September CeH
Joseph SSS4786

'O SUB' t T

I bdrm twnhouee Sgvlre
ViNege. June 1 Sept 1. w- opt to
renew AC dlehweehr. pool bwe
no Rent nee BBS 3178

Tel. 773 8043

SHOWPLACE
GREENFIELD

EVES. dNLY
7:00-9:00

"MEL BROOKS'
COMIC MASTERPIECE!'

Mollis Alperl SATURDAY REVIEW

rouHomm
Gene Wilder
Peter Boyle

NO BARGAIN NITES

TO SUBLET
1 bldruom in Sund*rl«n<j on but

ltn$» Quni not in compln
yardon *pac« opt 10 f«n*w $160 •
mu S49 6432

1 bm mod apt in No Amh npfcr
but. utit tnc If) rmt . «c carp
Neyot C 1 to 7 31, <% opt to rpn««w
Ou.il Call S49 0C7 9*mn

MDC ChwkBdA

Aug 3 bedroom
townhouse Good

locetion Cell 263 3383

June
hivergiaas

Two roommates wonted for
summer months. Juno through
August Squire Villege Apt On bus
route $68 76 per month If in

tereeted call 686 4763 otter 8pm
Wonted Couple to shore 2

bedroom epertment thie summer
cloee to cempue. on bue route

Cell 6484167 in evenings Keep
trying!)

Sublet 1 bdrm opt Sguire
Villege June 1 - Auo 31 Fur
"ished. pool, elr cond . bue no
$186 6863112

Two bedroom opt in Amh
Center from June 1 Sept 1.

Convenient locetion end teirly

insxpensive Cell 266 0127 otter 4

o m

Sublet 2 bdrm townhouee opt

.

June 1 Aug 11. on bue rt ewim
mmg pool, eir cond . furnlehed.
option to renew $178 per month
Cell 866 1241

2 bdrm furn 4186 mo 3 mos
16 mm weHitoUMees Buses 648
2718

F wonted to share furnii
Rolling Green opt Mey 1 Aug
31 Cell 268 8812

June 1.2 bdrm. Brendywino Bue
pool mt nogot Oeeperete 646
0112

Rivglede Tnhe 1 bdrm Need
roommetee lor 2 bdrme Bum w
option fell Mooter bdrm ideal for
i ole Tot $180 me Incl util 263

Eeethompton - 2 II . 2 br apt..
June 1 Sept 1. opt te renew 627
6878 6 p m on

Own room with lerge wtndowe.
bus route quiet end friendly, m or
f Cell 268 6834

Montegue 4 bdrm country
home turn $308 mo . June 1 Sept
1 147 8667 otter 6

2 bdrm opt Cliffside with util

pool $166 Juno Soot Nitee. 486
7847

Houee June 1 to Sept 1 ig 4
bdrm half wey between Amheret
snd Belchonown on bus rt Celt
2613818

Beeutiful townhouee opt
available June Sept . with option
to renew 3 bdrm w w cerpetmg
a c swimming pool, fully modern
kitchen petio end plenty of room
to room Cell 648 8804 evenings

1 bedrm furnlehed near bue 64S-
0063 sfter 4

2 bdrm spt Rolling Green. Juno
June loess $233 per mo incl utll
Cell 261 7843

2 bedrm m Sunderlend on bus
rte June Aug 11. option to
renow tennie courta pool free
•ecunty deposit furn aveileble
Cell 686 4310 Cell lata end keep
trying

Brendywino
Oec $160 mo
mtee

June Aug
summer 648

2 bdrm sot with util $180 mo .

on bue Hne June 1 Aug 31. opt to
renew 646 6333

""
D"bl bdrm

Cell S46 3004
summer funehd

1 bdrm opt on bue Hne. pool
tennis, diehwr . sliding gl doors ell

utilities Juno 1 Aug 31 $186
negotieble with opt to renew 686
4231 enytlme

Townhouee opt 2 bdrs . on bus
lino June 1 Aug 30 $236 plus per
•nth Csll 648 8642

1 rm inlbmt K ing Philip spt 888
e mo incl util on bue rt Cell 886
4111

Sublet 2 bedrm opt. Rolling
Green June 1 - Aug 11 Opt te
renew It-. 3166

2 bdrm twhe 6-1 - 6-11. Air
cond . dtehweh. pool. On bue route
pert furn CeH 886 BBS1

1 bd tnhouse opt Jung - Sept
Furn. AC. diehwesh. etc ewim
oool. Sunderlend A dream palece
et extremely negotieble price 886
3666 Keep trying

1 bdrm et Cliffside oool. tennie
Rent negotieble. lower then going
rete aveileble mid June thru
Aug Option to renew 686 3038

34 bedroom opt furnished pets
Northempton 1176 684 2877

Apt Fearing St 4176. Cell 688

To sub June Aug 2 bdrm in 3
bdrm opt Diehweeher tennis
pool $70 nog ee 646 8803

June Sept Colonial Videos 2
bdrm on bue line. Furn pool $180
w util nogot 263 7287 efter S p m

3 bedroom Townhouse opt June
1 to August 31 Option to renew, eir

conditioning, pool One mile from
cempue Rent negotiable Cell 648
1172

la bdrm In 4 bdrm g-1. 6 II ITS
mo Utll met 268 8821

4 bdrm. opt on cempue Forty
rm end ber J Sept 648-8621
Phlrlmst

Rent or sublet - one bdryn apt
Puftton Jung t Aug 11. Rant nog
CeH 648 1261

Lentern Court opt te sublet 2bedrm opt 1168 month 886 3888

TO SUBLET
Gordon opt Rolling Grgen. 2

bdrms June Aug Option to renow
,
Chsep 263 7332

Sublet with option to renew. 2
bdrm Brendywino. mod conv
Juno 1 Cell 648 6714

1 bedrm opt with utilities Juno
August opt to renew Colonlol
Villege 263 7636

2 bdrm Brendywino. cloee to
cempus. June August, pool neat
to tennis courts 646-8876

3 bdrm townhouse. June 1

option to renew eir cond . cer
poted 2 bsths wooded beckverd
on bus tie Cell 686 4166

Free mo renti 2 br townhouee
pert furn . June Aug . with opt

bus rt Sunderland Csll 886 7838

3 new bdrm sniov summer et

leke Arcedie. 308 vde ewev
Betchertown on UMees bus line

price negotieble 321 7411

Townhouse ept to sublet Juns
to August Option to renew Air
conditioned, cerpoted. close to
cempus end on bus route $236 phis
utilities per month Will negotiete
lor summer months If interested
cell MS 0666

Specious 31$ room egt in

Montegue $166 month inc util
Avsil 6 1 or 6 1 option to* renew in
Sept CeH 387 2744 sfter 6 30

Northampton Hampton Manor 2
bedroom opt . utilities incl 2 air.

ww swim pool, new piece June 1

August 31 1238 mo 8664148

6 Mm sVelk to cempue. 1 large
bedrooms Summer sublet with
option to renew

1 bdrm in 3 bdrm Puftton opt
" "138 Air cond - ineapeneivs

1 bdrm w util pool, opt to
renew Col Vim $168 Avail June 1

Con hove semi turn if wonted 264
0268

2 bdrm CliHside 176 pool 888

Sublet 2 bdrm ept Colonial
Village Util incl 160 per mo Cell

268 0167

Hove it your way" Take over my
holt of So Vill Apt Furn or unfurn
avail Mey 16 Pev only lor Jn Jl b
Aug Opt to renew 686 4871 Ask
for Greg

Townhouee moetor bedrm Idee)
lor cple or rmmtea tor sum. Air
cond rent nogot 648 1148

1 badrooni aveileble in 4
bedroom townhouse June 1 to
August 31 $76 mo With option to
renow Riverglede Apts Cell Pet
263 6431 efter 10 p m

2 bdrm Cliffside w util $160
Pool tennis bus. pertly furn opt
686 2263

UMass Florence S bdrm port
turn sac cond $286 mo 66 Bndge
Rd 686 3342

18 Rolling Green 2 bdrm
twnhee ww cerpet AC mod kit.

pool It) bsths Bus rte util inc
$288 266 8780 evee

2 bdrm townhouee. June 1

Option to ronow. pool air cond
carpatod 2 baths Woodad
backyard $180 a month Call 886
4687

486 6) util
. 3 rms in co op house

S mm from cempus 263 6077

Rm for summer avail 6 1 to 6 1

furn $86 S rr.o incl util Working
diet to cempus 263 6383

tennis1 rm in 3 rm ept Pool
furn $76 nag opt te
4330 Leon Bus routs

1 bdroom Pool verd on buehne
$188 Aveil June 1. opt to renew

Sublet 3 bdrm Puftton Apt June
1 Aug 31 1216 CeH I

June 1 - Aug 11. 2
Brendywino Apt with dw dwp
pool, eir cond . f>rtiolfv furmshod
rant negotieble Cell John el 648

2 bdrm twnhee Souirs Vrllege
June 1 Aug 11 with option to
renow On UMass bus route poof.
eir cond cerpoted storage $186
per month plus utilities 886 3624

Sublet June 1 Sept 1 Opt to
renew 2 bedrm ept Belchonown
on bus route, leke 323 8213

Brendywino. 2 bdrm June -
Aug $170 pgr mo Cell 648 1684

Apt sublet 3 bdrm Puffton VII.
No Amh 476 e mo per r»n incl
util Air cond pool June Aue
Cell 646 1183

Must sublet 1 bedroom turn in 4
room ept noor cempus Realty
cheee 263 6883

4 bdrm Rolling Om 4288 month
Junel Sept 1 AC pool oH utll
•ncl CeN 648 8867

To sublet June to Sept. 2 bdrm
ept free tennie courts pool $166
•ncl utll CeN 666 7846 evee

Summer subset. 1 bdrm. Puftton
v.itoge apt AC tennss. pool, on bue
Hne Sept option to ronow 4174 a
month but negotieble 648 0826

ROOMrylATr yVANTEC

1 ar 2 roommetee tor beeutifulhouse on Neost St Porch woods
for summer
617B

$87 68

ROOMMATE WANTED
On* or tijvo M or f roommate)*

wanted for 2 bdrm apt Bun
dywin* H Amhprst Jn A« . on
but rta Rant np«ot Mt MM

Roommat* wan tad - M7 90 mo .

nppr Puffpr Pond qmat fripndly
S49 IMS

To thsro tpsciout A Frama homp
nppr cpmput immadiptp oc
cuppney Phonp Haiba SM 03M or
Ann M9 91M

f own room and bath
at 1213

Call

3 bdrm ppt •gMion June 1 -
Aup 31 Sami furn Rant npp Mt
aW

3 bdr twnhap apta JvntAui
»21t mo opt ranpwBj Clota tp
cpmpwa on but rout* Mt #1M

Roommpta for May 1 thru Junp
30 own room only »**5 par
month on but rt Call 2M 02M

Roommata Hpdtpy tt2 M mo
M4 2913 SM41M aftar I

*ppd 4 pppptp m f. Swip* Viiiap*
Aptt . own roomt tM par mo
from Junp 1 thru Auf 31. utmtioa
•ncludad

F*matp pwn rm in two bdrm
ppt in M hpmpton. pool d w . a c
and w w cprpptinp MO 2M1

On* pr twp fpmalaa for aummpr
with option for fptl 3 bdrm Puffton
Villppp apt acroat from pppl and
tanma courts On but. ft Air con
dn.onpd »M Call Mt ISP)

On* or two roommat** fpr * 2
bdrm apt townhousp fpr summpr
or until and of $•••• in D*csmb*r
Grpd prof Rpnt n*)*jpt Contact
f rpd or Ippvp mtmta M6 23M 10
p m 5pm

Fpmpl* loo* in* for 3 rpommptp*
tp *ftpr* p tppcious. % room houSP
Nuttinp Ava Juno 1 to Sapl 1 If
bach yd partially fwrniphad
ParSinp Call Jan Mt 1312 aftpr t

Ropmmatp* wantpd for Rrpn
dywmp Apt Junp Auputt tuiur-y

ivmp in th* sun snd fwn capital of
waatarn Matt Swimming pool
t*nms dt*hwaah«r whpt could b*
bat ta< * Furmshpd iu*t bring
vOBjr**)H *nd your tPfta*) ol humor

wKpt * ton* *d - cpII Mt M47
KOOO trying*

PERSONALS
Chertor flights 10 Europe end

Celif Cell Cempus Trevol 646 0800

Reword no questions eeked
Gold pocket wetch token from Rm
112 Butterfield Cell 6 4016 eek for
Im

Diamonds snd ell precious
stonos end wetchoe. very
reeeonebie. lully guaranteed Cell
Bernie at 266 0606 after 6pm
lor e Pf- Rotor thenk you Good

kick Vou ere welcome- if D C hite

your fency s friend

We would like to HOUSE SIT thie

summer HusbondwifO
osvchology end sociology
professors I no children) will be in

Amheret lor specie! progrem June
1 thru July 26 Pref Bonpimln
Fairbanks Dept of Psychology.
Bos 3462 Now Mexico Stole Unrv .

Los Crucss N M 86003 116 684
7626

Two fern room wonted to ehere
ept m So Chatham Caps Cod for
summer Cell 646 7268 enytlme

Serb I'm e priaet. you're e nun
Let s kick the habit at the Newman
Ctr Paator Cookies

Deer 327 Greyson Sorry .1 I

emparrosod vou Hope the bobv
soup wee good Love Oevo of 623

Hey Boom Soom don t lot your
meetloef Heppy B dey Love
Kerey

Twit vou ro realty over the hill

now' Be heppy 26021 12822 Spas

Aloha Chi Of Hawsnsn sisters
only settle lor first piece m sorority
sing' Good luck Miss you. Jgnxs
snd M J

Sheryn end Bee I thenk the
Lord there s people out there like

you ' More brendv and loss
Brando, okay' Leva. Julre

In Houee util weeh dry
764 8486

x i

3 rmts for June Aug in Amh
Center 4SR 1 mi from cemoue
Rent nog Call 2616821

Charier flights to Eurost
( slit Cell Cempus Travsl !

Save 30 par cam on Mights to
most pieces m the U S end Europe
by purchasing tickoto ahead at
Adventure Trsvel Csll lodey 648
1264

Looking for something to do thro
summer' How ebout cemplng
through Europe? for more in-
lormenon coH Chris 648 8614

Mey end

opt Own
phis BBSS
until Aug

Roam m houee far

June 263 7486

N Amheret Lerge
room $61 67 per mo
Secur depoe Leoee
Tony I II 688 1

f Ruff Vill Own room w bed
end deer $82 a mo plus elec Sum
CeH Steph 648 2816

Cliffside 1 bdrm Sublet June IS
leap I Opt to renow 886 3246

One or two femelee for summer
with option tor fsll 3 bdrm Puffton
Villege ept ecroee from pool end
tennis courts on bus route eir

conditioned 888 CeN 648 1888

OH couple IM II went to live

together m dorm nest veer Went
swsp with other IM Fi couple CeN
Jeff et 8 7112 or 8 7166 otter 6 88

1 or 2 for pros ept 10 mm wesx
to cempus Summer w option for

• ell 62 60 mo 648 4482

2 Roommetee needed to shsre eir

conditioned mester bedroom in

townhouee opt Rent negotieble
lor summer 646 1372

Fsmele gred 26 or over to shers 3

bdrm ept Aug 1 180 b util On bus
line Cell S48 0083 sfter 6 p m

$88 mo own room M F N A M
Center on bue rt After 6BS 64*
8681 Aveileble Mey 1

Femmiet 38 emgle 2 kids

wsnt to shore houee at ktd

cere with similar person cell

268-6408

June 1 F or cple Roof w w etc
on bus rte Opt to renew $76 263
7387 Keep trying

Apt to share June 1st toot
Leverstt $80 incl util own rm Cell

efter 6pm
Responsible M F roommata

shsro furnrehed 3 brm twnhse
summer snd or tall No loess $100 s
month Bob 253 7687

SERVICES

BOB WILL STILi FIX ANV CAR
RIGHT ' No iob too smsll eny
moko or model * 7687

Ressporjs iob sppi.csi.ons
pistol oermits Feet service Long
Photo 2611148

THE OUTBACK AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIR specializing m Seeb end
other foreign cars Call Guy at 288
8118

KARMACHANICS ell foreign and
domastic suto repairs Fiat
specialists Lst us check out met
used cer bsfors you buy it People s
prices We H teach vou tee SB6
7146

RUBBER STAMPS mode up with
snythmg you 4 Hhe 10 stomp
inexpensive For natance name
end eddroes $1 with telephone
number $166 Feel service Also
personalized etetienery Jooeph
686 4786 evenings

Detsun Toyota Volvo Jeauer
reeeirod by Rues Bece Plenty ol
experience end equipment Phono
S86 1227

It'll! T A N VI N '

Four hours of nonstop neotaxgas
and hits tar only 486 Cell Bob the
L J 638 6876

0VIRSIA5 JOBS^^fxuetraHa
Europe S Amence Africe>
Students sil profeeeions end

I

occupetions $70043 000 monthly
Expenses oeuj overtime eight
seeing FREf mfo - TRANB
WORLD RESEARCH Dset H4. Bex
803 Cone M odors Col

If IP WANT E

I

Free room end boerd in oschenge
for pert time child care Itwe glrte.
sgee 3 end 61 end houeehoid hasp
beginning June or Sept Puftton
Vilktge 648 8688

Experienced salesoerson young
enthueloetic with estenelve
knowledge in smell electronic

pens snd hifi eguksment Leteyette
Radio. Amheret Apply in person

see Mike

loot In tM mole Melemute
dog m Plumtree Rd aree Cell 648

2 yr sad F Gormen Shop >n
speyed pepers Very friendly
Needs to run in 268 8147

WANTED
Need cer driver for road test will

osy Linde 86184

Im looking for e country home
that is peeceful co-op with some
tine people Mont end utilities not
over 486 or so lor September CeH
Jooeph 6664786

t JB STILL WANTS YOUR
AILING OR DECREPIT CAR' Fast II
for the huts 261 7867

Couple wonted to ehere smsll
Cape Cod cottage for summer
Solly 68* 4211

The Collegian is looking for
people who would eke to be sd
vortieing representetrvoe neat year
If you hove treneeortetton end feel
vou cen hendie the reeponeibiHtv
contect Aien Aneetoe or Gory
Wilhoms et the Colseglgn or slier
six si 261 3787

DO IT YOURSELF Tools free
with spece rental $1 hr .

prefessienel advice Porte
wholosele Level 1. C C
Gersge Mon Fri 3 18 Sat
Sun W to

Merc
2*3 UM

mv*»

Townhoua* apt to twbtof optlom
to r*n«yb, Air conditionod. cor
ppfod closo to csmpua and on boa
route t23t p'ut utWttio* PS' month
WW negotiate rant for tummor
monfht if •ntor*sied caft Mt MM

•E BSONAlS

Wanted
tereeted in

6 7BS6

people who erg m-
cead living in CeoHdge

College Celcuksiors hos 8d the

snswers I otter low drecount

prices on sll mekee end modele of

coicuujters AH machines new
with tuN werrenty end moral tf

your moehine metfurvctione within

1 months I H replace it free' All

i.nes svsiiebie Teaes Inet HP
Commodore RockweH end ottvere

8R 88. only 888.81. 8R 61 en»y

• 168 86. HP 21 only 1111 88
Meteor 636 compersbie te the BR
88. only $82 18 Before you buy
onywhere csll me first snd I M give

yeu the beet deaf I can CeH Bob
Crowell 648 131*

4sr> -xpjsfej^snoBeijrX •*Te»gBfjjT-eay L
,'.

V* v. w*MVsmmm:#r^>*n> **\ <***m ;*. • %**
.

**• *. *? ,v i v p. .\ \v • ••exgrd)
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May 5-9; last chance for senior pix Rape panel Tuesday

MONDAY, APRIL 28.. 1975

Next week, May 5-9 will be your
last chance to have a sitting for

Senior Portraits. There will be

evening sittings on the 6th and 8th.

Proofs must be returned no later

then May 20th in order to have your

picture in the yearbook. Sign-up

sheets for sittings are located

outside the Index Office,

Student Union.
409

Seniors wanting to submit
candids and quotes in addition to

the "senior picture" must do so by
May 15. The candids can be black

and white or color, but must be
glossy.

Those seniors who had March
17-21 sittings and have not received
their proofs are asked to check the
display outside the Index Office.

This year the Indes reports 1,852
seniors have had portraits taken,

the largest turnout ever, with a
week still left for sittings.

"Rape and Other Aggressive

Behavior" is the topic of the 4th

session of the Women's Health

Series. This meeting will be held on

Tuesday from 12 noon to 1 p.m., in

the Colonial Lounge of the Student
Union, and is sponsored by the

Division of Health Education of the

University.

A panel composed of Sara Wolff,

counselor at Everywoman's Center

and UHS; Dr. Thomas McBride,

director of the Division of Medical

Care, UHS; and Saul Chafin of the

UMass Police will discuss the

support systems available within

the University, and the preventive

steps that can be taken. Following

the panel will be open discussion.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY' COLLEGIAN
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate v«l«'daviPuM«Soi*ri!

Quality and Value
Two "positives" that product
planners accentuate, when
they groom their entries

for competition.

ADVERTISEMENT

O
r'OtJ

VJt ,i K
fO

The ingredients American businessmen strive

for, are indeed the ones consumers look for,

when they buy. After all, the consumer is the

ultimate voter in a product's election . . . and

re-election.

But just how much quality can be built into a

given item? How many colors and sizes? How
will added quality affect the market price? Read
about the route most American businessmen
take-'The Main Street" approach. Read what
this has to do with 21 million dishwashers and

35 million clothes dryers winning their way into

American homes.

The adjoining message from the May
Reader's Digest sums up important thoughts

about quality and value. It's one in a series

on our economic system placed by The
Business Roundtable.

djgfgt

During these hard times, when

all of us are concerned about getting

full value in the things we buy,

here are some important thoughts

about quality

is news— the fact that bad products

are the ex> otions that surprise and

bother us.

The expe itions of the American
consumer are very high, and the

businessman knows it better than

anyone else. That's why he seeks

constantly to improve his product

andinair.tain standaids.The Ameri-

can Society for Quality Control esti-

mates that Jmsiness in this country

spends from 8 to 15 cents of every

sales dollar to overcome errors, to

test, inspect and assure quality.

Some examples:

• On the Tide-detergent produc-

tion line in Cincinnati, boxes under-

filled or damaged in any way are

automatically and literally "kicked"

into a reject bin.

• At the Gillette Company in

Boston, every razor blade is ex-

amined for surface imperfections and

sharpness. Some employes come to

work unshaven each morning to test

Gillette (and competitors') blades

under laboratory conditions.

• At Eli Lilly Corporation in In-

dianapolis, some pills take as long

as 45 days to manufacture. The
process is stopped many times for

tests of the purity and exact quan-

tity of ingredients. As long as the

pills are available on drugstore

shelves, a control batch will be test-

ed periodicjlly to ensure potency

and safety.

• At Sears, Roebuck & Co. in

Chicago, many new products, from

air conditioners to shotguns to water

pumps, are tested in the field and in

ADVERTISEMENT

the lab (sometimes to final destruc-

tion) before they are marketed.

To an alert, competitive company,

these efforts are as routine (and as

vital) as breathing. "The best sales

tool possible," says one executive, "is

a product worth what you pay for

it." But still those negative experi-

ences force their way into our minds.

Why can't we make things more
reliable 3 Why do there have to be

any mistakes?

To answer such questions, we must

measure our expectations as con-

sumers against the realities of the

mass market. We must consider

what absolute product-perfection

would do to prices and volume.

Have you ever stopped to think

what it would cost to build a tele-

vision set that would "never" fail

or wear out? Many thousands
of dollars. And the assembly and
inspection procedures would pre-

clude more than a few thousand sets

being built each year. Thus, the high

quality would be academic for

the majority of Americans, who
would simply be priced out of the

market.

Businessmen face a challenge. Do
they travel the low road? Cut cor-

ners, use the cheapest materials they

can get by with? Or do they take

the high road— turning out each

product by hand, forgetting costs,

doing only "custom work" beyond

the financial reach of millions of

cost-conscious average Americans?

Wisely, realistically, American
business travels instead a "Main

Who
Cheers
When
Products

Work?

The new toaster was so

shiny you could see your-

self in it. But its first

piece of toast looked like

scorched plywood. And you burned

your fingers fishing it out when it

didn't pop up. Then the machine
heaved a little electronic sigh and
stopped toasting altogether.

What a storm! And it got worse.

Leaving your wife and three kids

beneath the shopping-center canopy,

you dashed to your new station

wagon. Soaked to the skin, you got

behind the wheel and turned the

key in the ignition. It wouldn't

start. You tried again and again.

Nothing. Not a spark.

It was a grand dinner. There were

even some halfhearted offers to

help with the dishes. "No, we
bought a new dishwasher," you

announced proudly. You loaded the

dishes and joined the company. Un-
cle Ray was describing his new boat

when you noticed the foamy water

running across the dining-room

floor.

Sound familiar? We all remem-
ber vividly when things don't work
right. But somehow we don't even

think about it when our car covers

the 2032-mile trip to Canada and

back without a hitch, or when the

electric coffeepot keeps perking
away year after year. There's just

nothing spectacular about the

sweeper that sweeps, the oven that

bakes, the refrigerator that keeps

right on doing its job.

No, the fact is that in our minds
one malfunctioning product cancels

out the thousands that do work. One
of the greatest tributes to American
industry is the fact that the "lemon"

Street," where the aim is the best

product that can be made at a price

the mass of consumers can afford.

In shops and factories across the

country, engineers, designers, shop

foremen hold "product audits," ex-

amining the chain saw or tape re-

corder or child's toy before them.

With production costs rising, how
can they improve the product but

keep the price competitive? Will this

plastic compound be as strong and as

workable as the now-too-costly met-

al it must replace? Sure, this transis-

tor is cheaper, but will it do the job

as well? At the Rockwell Interna-

fional Corporation, engineers rede-

signed a pocket calculator over and
over again to cut the cost and time

of manufacture while improving the

reliability of the machine.

The cumulative effect of such ac-

tivities is a boon to the American
consumer, especially during this dif-

ficult economic period when all of

us want to stretch our dollars as far

as possible. For, what good is an
improved product if it isn't readily

available to everyone at a reasonable

price ?

The Main Street approach means
that there are 117 million TV sets in

U. S. homes, 21 million dishwashers,

35 million clothes dryers— and it

means that by and large this abun-
dance of products is an abundance
of good products, constantly being

improved because of competition.

ADVERTISEMENT

Look at automobiles, for instance,

probably the most complex and
sophisticated item the average con-

sumer will ever buy. Today's cars

run much longer between engine

tune-ups, oil changes and lubrica-

tions than earlier models. Their
brakes are much more reliable, their

cooling systems require much less

maintenance.

"Consumer pressure" is a healthy

affirmation of the market system.

After all, what good would con-

sumer demands be in a society with-

out businesses competing in reaction

to those demands? But consumer
pressure is no new phenomenon; it

is rather the same pressure that has

always motivated the conscientious

businessman —competition.

Certainly, consumers have the

right to complain, to send things

back when they aren't right. But
what really makes American prod-

ucts the greatest bargains in the

world today— in both cost and per-

formance—is the fact that all of

us constantly cast our votes in the

marketplace. It is these consumer
"ballots" that shape the quality of

the goods we purchase day in and
day out.

For reprints, write: Reprint Editor, The
Reader's Digest, Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570.
Prices: 10— 50*; 50— $2; 100 — S3.S0; 500
— $12.50; 1 coo— $20. Prices for larger

quantities upon request.

This message is prepared by the editors of The Reader's Digest
and presented by The Business Roundtable.
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

MONDAY. APRIL 28 -
Born today, you are basically an
intellectual - the idea man
behind projects in which you
become involved ln addition,

you know how to take your ideas

and. through careful planning

and logical organization, work
them up into feasible endeavors
More important, however, is

your ability to assign phases of

the work necessary to bring such

endeavors to successful conclu-

sions to those best able to carry

them out You know your own
strength lies in the initial aspects

of any project - and sou are

content with that

Not one to hide your leelmgv
either from yourself or from
others, you will have always to

be on your guard against vour

own quick and sharp reaction! to

what gt»* on about vou It would
be easy lor you to be hurt by (»<>

!>!< situations >>r circumstances

simplv hornier in tesjmnding

too quickly and too deep!) to any
dI these w>u ma\ impuLsiveK

misinterpret what actualK takes

place TiHM should leach vou to

count to I en ot take a MCOnd
lor* before allowing yourscU to

read

-
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You have much of the artist's

talent and even more ol what is

thought ol as the artist's tern

perament It is. howe.er. your
executive talents that save you
from falling victim to this tern

perament even as they help you
make best use ot your artists

talent Thus you are able to

transform your creative im-
pulses into money-making pro-

positions with very little in the
wa\ of temper tantrums
To find what is in store lor you

tomorrow select vour birthdav
and read the corresponding
paiagraph lx-t your birthdas
star be vour dail> guide

* * *
Tuesdas. April 2»

TAl HIS April 20-May 20' -
Whethet a friendship is to con-

tinue or be dtstroved by jealous\

is up to you tndav < 'msider well
uit- coaaKpiancei ol vour dot

sion

GEMINI Mav 21 June 20i -
Afternoon IcnMI ma> prow
enough to undo whatever the

morning hours brought in the

wa\ ol at 'romplishmeni Trv to

salvage something of morning
gatas

CANCER 'June 21 July 22' -
A displa\ of temper this morning
could cause vou to low out on
several advantage* vou thought

wan vHirs Bring children into

afternoon activities

LEO July 23- Aug 22' -Don t

rush another s answers to impor-
tant 'juestions You could easih

Watthai simplv b> beini;

iijeT 10 get vour points

m reai

VIRGO Aug 2>Sept 22 -

You can maintain harmony on

both the home tront and the

employment scene -- if you are
willing to overlook a few snide
remarks Strive for peace.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) -All
that you undertake should go
well today - if vou are wise
enough to undtrtak only those
things for whicti you are well
prepared'

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) -
Don't be too quick to accept
things at face value today Take
(he time and make the effort to

l<x>k beneath the surface for hid-

den meanings

BAGITTAMU! Nov 22
I>ec 2H -Avoid serious encou-i

ters with neighbors whose views
differ from yours Where co-

workers are concerned, keep
vour own counsel

CAPHK'OHN lx>c 22-Jan
19> -Several different pmapectl

; D .in-*' m early morning
You will have to make a choice

whether you Uriah to or not

I 'Kisult an r-xpert

A«l \Kll S Ian 20- Kef) IK

-Emotional control ts a must >l

vou art to make t!*- gaini
hoped tor during morning hours

Perianal pr< • are
defimtel) out'

PISCES Feb I9-Mard I

II VOU StK It In yOUt t)Udg>-'

should be able to have the

IMCanatMi and a tew luxurxr-

loo D anotteri ;

trace where fheadi are con

oamad

ARIEfl ilfardi 8 \pnl 19> -

lei preaew difficulties

Irom MM standpoint ol healtf.

Itivstcal and mental activin h
required |i WW are to he able to

aaap up witn the i^esent

ALL VETERANS
The Job Bank is back and has jobs available for

part time employment Contact Bill Dodge or Fran
MacPartlanrJ. VA Office, Whitmore
ALPHA ZET-A

Meeting Monday, CC 165. 7 p.m. Bring fee for guest
speaker Old and new officers meet at 6:30 p.m
ARE YOU HAPPY>

with pre-med. pre-vet. pre dent' Stop by the CC
Concourse Monday between 10:30 a.m. -2 30 p.m. Let
your opinions be known'
ATTENTION SF CLUB MEMBERS

There will be a party meeting on Wed. 4-30 at

Farley Lodge at 7 p.m. Costume appreciated but not
equired Movies will be shown Sign up for the party
on the club door
BICYCLE REPAIR COLLECTIVE
We offer classes every Monday on Buying a

Bicycle. Tues 10 speed nding techniques. Wed-
nesdays. Basic Maintenance and Repair. All classes at

4 p.m at 51 S Prospect St., Amherst 256-6852
BICYCLE WEEK

Bicycle week starts today Rides leaving from in

front of the Student Union today, thru Friday at 1 p.m
Sponsored by the UMass Bicycle Club.
BISEXUAL WOMEN
Rap group forming. Here's a chance to meet

women who don't want to be labeled 'gay' or
straight Come and talk tonite. 7:30. CC 908
GAMMA SIGMA SlGMA

Meeting tonne 6:30 in CC 805-809 Please attend for
election of officers. Also make payment for Banquet
tickets by tonite's meeting.
IMPORTANT MEETING
SFC invites all interested faculty members to a

meeting at 3 p.m., 6th floor lounge Thompson to
discuss teach-ins and other events for moratorium.
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIANS
Mi Saved will speak on the Holy Spirit tonne at

7 30 m 81 1 815 CC. Come and fellowship with ua.
ORCHARD HILL WOMEN

Applications available for 2 coordinator positions
for next fall at the OH Womens Center 1112 Field)

Due by 4-30

OUTING CLUB
Very important general meeting tonne election of

officers Be there' 7 p.m., 101 CC. Thursday. 5-1. there
will be a first aid workshop. 7 p.m., 189 CC for those
interested.

PRE NURSING STUDENTS
Please note these dates and places: Wed., 4-30

Goessman 151, 2:30; Thurs., 5-1, Marston 118, 9:3C
am: A very informal meeting will take place to assist
all pre nursing students in completing pre- registration
forms for Fall semester and to provide essential in-

formation on changes in the Division curriculum.
Please come and meet with counselor Veronica
Martineau
ROOM CHOOSING

Accepting names for Room Choosing at Lewis
House 4 28 30th.

STAR TREK LIVES'
Last meeting of the vear tonite. tm. 911 CC, 7:00.

Let's have a party Fun. games, surprises' See vou
there

SW STUDENTS
Southwest Assembly executive officer positions are

open to all SW residents Those interested in running
must contact Fran Brock or Craig Sanderson in SWA
office JQA Lobby 5-1552 by tomorrow at 5 p.m.
Elections are tomorrow at 7.30 p.m. in Hampden
TAU BETA PI

Pledge meeting Tues 4 p.m 9EBE 104 for spring
initiates and officers Please be prompt.
LOST

Thurs nite m CC an orange moroccan wallet bring
to CC Info Desk or call Pam 546-6622

Advisory Comm seeks
honorary nominations

The Advisory Committee on honorary
Degrees is currently seeking nur- Nations
from the University Community for can-
didates for honorary degrees to be awarded
at the 1976 Commencement. Supporting
information should be furnished with each
nomination biography and contributions,

excerpts from write-ups in Who's Who or
other sources. Material should be sent to
Alice Kucinski, Chancellor's Office, Whit-
more by 1 June 1975.
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Penn Relay places

go to UMass trio
By SCOTTHAYES

For Randy Thomas and Bill Gillin, it was like losing

to a rival by an identical 14-7 score for the second

consecutive year. Thomas finished fifth in the three-

mile run for the second straight year. Gillin placed

fourth in the 3,000-meter steeplechase with a time

that was one second slower than his performance a

year ago, as UMass managed three places at the Penn

Relays, Friday and Saturday in Philadelphia.

Thomas was timed in 13:36, just four-tenths of a

second slower than his effort last season. According

to track coach Ken O'Brien, "Thomas looked very

good and is probably in better condition than he was
last year." Thomas and the rest of the runners in the

three mile started the race at a slow pace and finished

strongly. Manhattan's Toney Colon set a Penn Relay

record of 13:24.2 by capturing first place. Dennis

Trujillo, who was the only runner to finish in front of

Thomas at the IC4A cross-country championships last

November, placed fourth.

Gillin was fourth in the steeple, behind record-setter

Ron Addison <5f Tennessee, Penn State's George

Malloy and Mlgue Roche of Rutgers. Gillin finished

third in the same event last season in Philadelphia,

and although he ran a second slower, O'Brien feels

Gillin is also in excellent condition.

Bob Adamson was the only other trackster to place.

The outstanding UMass jumper placed sixth in the

long jump after recovering from a bad spill on his first

jump of the trials. Adamson jumped 22-4% to qualify

for the finals, then just missed three jumps that

measured nearly twenty-four feet each when he
fouled on each of the attempts. Adamson came up

with his best triple jump of the year, a 47-7 effort.

Toney Pendleton finished behind Adamson in the

long jump taking the seventh position.

Curt Stegerwald recovered from a shaky start to

finish tenth in the 440-yard hurdles. Stegerwald had
difficulty clearing the first two hurdles, but bounced
back to record his personal best of 53.5. The per-

formance was only three-tenths of a second off the

school record.

Joe Martens failed to clear the opening height of 6-

8 in the high jump, but O'Brien noted that the team's

premiere high jumper enjoyed "good height and
explosion," in his three attempts. Martens saw his

first competition since he was sidelined with a

hamstring pull two weeks ago.

The sprint- medley relay team set a school record

with a combined time of 3:30.2. Tommy Beland,

Pendleton, Mark Healy and Devin Croft entered the

UMass record books with their showing.

The mile relay team finished third in its heat and the

two-mile relay was fifth in its heat. The distance-

medley team placed ninth in the Championship of

America race, in which Villanova set a world record.

One of the highlights of the two-day meet, which
attracted a crowd of about 27,000, was the Ben
Franklin mile. Kenya's Wilson Waigwa of Texas El

Paso took first in 3:57.7 as he bested outstanding

milers Rick Wohlhuter, Tony Waldrop, Dennis Fikes

and Reggie McAffee.

The trackmen will spend the week preparing for the

Yankee Conference Championships, which will be
held in Burlington, Vermont. The trackers are 2-1 in

dual meet competition and will be defending their

YanCon crown on Saturday.
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Kelliher, Romboli impressive in

gridiron intrasquad scrimmage
By BILL ELIAS

A 19-yard touchdown pass from
Brian McNally to tight end Lee
Harriman proved to be the dif-

ference Saturday as the White
team defeated the Red, 7-3.

Played before a sparse crowd,

the annual intrasquad game
featured some encouraging new
faces in Fred Kelliher and John
Romboli, and some all too familiar

mistakes, as UMass fumbled ten

times.

The return of Fred Kelliher from

knee surgery marks the awakening
of the UMass offense. Playing two
quarters, Kelliher completed five

passes and moved the Red squad

to its only score, a 20- yard field goal

by Dave Croasdale.

A surprise for UMass was
fullback John Romboli from
Everett The 205-pound sophomore
carried 19 times for 115 yards.

The lone touchdown of the game
came late in the third quarter with

McNally at quarterback for the

White. After a 25-yard field goal

attempt by Croasdale went wide

left, McNally took over and moved
his team 80 yards in five plays for

the score.

The big play in the drive was a

52-yard scamper by halfback Bill

Coleman. Cutting across the field

defensive cornerback Todd Holt

made the stop for the Red squad,

tackling Coleman on the 28-yard

line.

After Coleman, fullback Jim

Torrance carried for nine yards

before McNally was thrown for a

loss back to the 19-yard line. With
three minutes showing on the clock

McNally took the snap, rolled right,

and lofted a perfect pass to

Harriman heading for the flag.

With the score at 7-3, both teams

traded fumbles until late in the

game when Kelliher moved the Red
squad to the White one yard line.

The opportunity for victory ended

however as fullback Romboli was
stopped by linebacker Walter

Collins as time ran out.

UMass long jumper Dob Adamson puts everything
into this jump in earlier track action. The trackmen
will be seeking the Yankee Conference title on
Saturday.

Softballers revamp
By GREG LEVINS

The revised, refreshed, and still confident UMass Minutewomen so ft ball

team will attempt to post their first win of the season today when they
head to Boston State for a 3:30 encounter.

Last Thursday, the team, sporting a new, younger lineup was seemingly
mauled by Springfield College 13-2. However, UMass coach Jaquie Elliott

refused to call the game a total loss.

"Although the scoreboard didn't reflect a victory, it really was a team
victory. The team really pulled together as a unit and strongly supported
each other." The contest was played in a downpour from the opening
pitch to the final out and needless to say the slippery ball and the muddy
field did little to help the Minutewomen cause.

Springfield put the game away in the first inning tallying eight runs
before the Minutewomen could blink. This one inning was more than
enough to subdue UMass considering in reality it was almost another
season's opener Coach Elliott's squad.

the Great University Store

m0*

Example!

TYPEWRITERS •

$40.00 Instant Credit

DOOR POSTERS •

$7.00 Instant Credit

Only two of the hundreds of items. Buy any merchandise

with the special "Instant Credit" tag and choose any non-

book merchandise in the store free up to the amount of the

credit shown on the tag.

university store c&mptms omitw

Baseballers
23

with Maine
By BILL DOYLE

The UMass varsity baseball team
pulled a bit of Jekyll and Hyde on
Saturday, losing the first game of a
doubleheader to Maine, 12-3, and,
on the strength of Jeff Reardon's
four hit shutout and Craig
Allegrezza's three run homer.

coming back in the second game to
whip the Black Bears, 6-0, at
Lorden Field.

The split kept UMass' Yankee
Conference title hopes alive. Coach
Dick Bergquist said.

"We're in it as much as anyone "

he explained. UMass and Maine are

both 2 2 in the conference, while
every other team has two losses.

After three UMass pitchers gave
up 16 hits and 12 runs in the
opening game, Reardon turned the
tables around by keeping Maine off

balance by mixing his pitchers well.

The sophomore righthander
allowed only four singles while
walking six and striking out seven.
He was helped by three double
plays, as no Maine runner got as far

as third base.

UMass struck early in the second
game against starter Rich Prior. In

the first inning, Mike Koperniak
walked and John Seed forced him.

Jerry Mondalto singled and then
Allegrezza ripped a pitch over the

fence in right-center to give
Reardon all the runs he needed.

Allegrezza, who was the starting

and losing pitcher in the first game,
was UMass' DH in game two and

>

besides his homer, he chipped in

with a run scoring double and two
singles in four trips to the plate. He
also had one hit in the first game.

UMass got to Prior for two more
runs in the fifth as Al Lopriore
singled after he had struck out four
times in a row, Mondalto tripled,

and Allegrezza doubled. Another
Minutemen run crossed the plate in

the eighth on Allegrezza's single
and two Maine errors.

The first game saw Allegrezza
breezing along with two outs in the
fifth inning and one man on base,
ahead 2-0 on the strength of a
Mondalto home run with Seed on
base. Maine's Paul Cairnie hit a
routine pop fly that third baseman
Mondalto and shortstop Jim Cullen
let drop.

"That pop up that wasn't caught
rattled Allegrezza," Bergquist said,
and indeed it did, as before he
could get the final out of the inning,

Maine had picked up five runs and
had the ball game wrapped up.

After the pop up was allowed to
fall to the ground, Allegrezza
walked the next batter to load the
bases. He then gave up an opposite
field double to left by Kevin
Goodhue to score two runs. A
throwing error by Koperniak
allowed the go ahead run to tally

and a single, which rightfielder

Steve Wright let skip through his

legs and roll all the way to the
fence, made the score 5-3 in favor
of Maine.

Another run in the sixth brought
in reliever Rich Kelly, who promptly
was tagged for two more runs in

the seventh and three in the eighth
before he was relieved by Jerry Erb,

who gave up the twelfth and final

run.

Bert Roberge picked up the
victory for Maine, setting down the
Minutemen on eight hits, while
walking no one and striking out
seven.

<f!

UMass third baseman Jerry Mondalto takes a throw
too late to nab a Maine base runner in Saturday's
doubleheader.

Sugarloaf trackwomen
rule Ludlow road race

Coast Guard, rough water
prove too tough for men

By SCOTTHAYES
Seven runners from the

Sugarloaf Athletic Club were
among the top ten finishers in a
four mile open road race for

women, which was held yesterday
afternoon in Ludlow.

Charlotte Lettis, a UMass
graduate, won individual honors by
completing the flat course in 21:56.

Lettis finished well ahead of Sue
North from the Cherokee Track
Club (Springfield College), who
placed second with a time of 24:38.

Sue Lambias captured third in

24:47, competing as a member of
the Liberty Athletic Club, which is

based in the Boston area. UMass
senior Marion Kulick took the
fourth spot with a 25:08 clocking.
Julie Lafriniere, another UMass
student, finished fifth in 26:34.

Sugarloaf runners occupied the
next four positions as Cindy

More sports

on page 15

Hastings, Marianne Wilcox, Carla

White and Lila Pease placed sixth

through ninth, respectively. Wilcox,

also a UMass senior, ran the race in

28:00. Donna Harrington of the

Capital Track Club, representing

Albany, New York, rounded out the

top ten.

Johara Chapman of UMass was
eleventh with a time of 29:15.

Lettis, Kulick and Lafriniere are
now preparing for New York's
"Mini marathon," which is the
most prestigious road race for

women in the United States. The
top six finishers in the Central Park
event will have their expenses paid
to race in Puerto Rico as par-

ticipants in the International
Feminists Marathon. More than 300
women are expected to take part in

the New York marathon, which is

the women's version of the Boston
Marathon. Jackie Hansen, a
Californian who won the Boston
Marathon in 1973 and held the
women's record until last Monday,
will head the highly competitive
field. The Mini-marathon is

scheduled for May 10.

By BOB NORTON
The United States Coast Guard

Academy broke away at the 1000-

meter mark and went on to a nine

second and two- length victory over
the crew last Saturday on the
Thames River. For the second week
in a row, UMass was unable to

handle the high winds and rough
waters and fell prey to a fine crew.

"We just didn't handle the bad
water," explained Coach Bill

Mahoney. "We don't row well in

rough water." Mahoney indicated

that Coast Guard is a fast starting

crew and that "we had a good
start." UMass stayed right with
Coast Guard and actually had a

couple seat lead at one point. At
about the 700-meter mark they
encountered relatively rough water
and began to fall apart. There were
white caps most of the morning
and the crew hadn't finished their

warm-ups before they had taken on
a considerable amount of water.

Prior to the start, sweatshirts were

used as sponges to bail out the
worst of it, but the race began
anyway with an excess of two
inches of water in the bottom of the
shell.

This handicap though, was not
the crux of the problem. Mahoney
felt "ihe stroke wasn't long
enough" with the strong tail wind
and tide. He continued that "we
still haven't approached our
potential, there will have to be
some improvement."

Coast Guard Coach Bill Stowe
pointed out that this is his best and
strongest team ever, "better than in

1972 when we won the Dad Vail.

We won't sit on our laurels after

this one. The races will be a lot

closer at the Vail and UMass is still

considered the team to beat."

The JV race was a near blueprint

of the varsity's. The control was
eradicated with the onslaught of

the rough water. Coast Guard
continued strong and fairly smooth
rowing to finish the 2000 meter

course in 5:47 with UMass a distant
fourteen seconds astern.

On the bright side, the frosh
heavyweight eight powered UMass
to its only victory of the day. Fresh-
man coach Mark Casey was not
pleased with the race as he said "a
win is a win but it wasn't impressive

we were lucky."

1 Weightlifters l

NE champions
The University of

Massachusetts weightlifting
team captured the New
England Collegiate Cham-
pionship in events held this

weekend at Boyden Auxiliary
Gym.
UMass lifter Doug Cooney

set a New England collegiate
record with a lift of 335 pounds.
More details in tomorrow's
Collegian.

Crewwomen sweep BU, Dartmouth
By TERESA HANAFIN

Good strong rowing, a well-timed
sprint, and a boatful of determined
women spelled success for the
women's crew team as they
powered their way to victory over
BU and Dartmouth College on the
Connecticut River yesterday.

It was the team's second straight

win over the BU crew, having
beaten them last week on a wind-
blown Charles.

This time it was the Con-

necticut's strong current which
played a leading role in the drama,
as the race had to be shortened to
750 meters. According to team
members, "it felt like 1500 meters."
The race was neck and neck

between BU and UMass for most of
the course. But a powerful, well-

timed sprint of the last 300 yards
surged the UMass women past BU
for a finishing lead of three-quarters
of a length.

Dartmouth came up fast at the
end to tie with BU for second place,

in what judge Maida Riggs called

"the closest thing to a photo finish

you could have wanted."
The times, unusually show

because of the current, were
UMass in at 5:15, while BU and

Dartmouth came under the wire
approximately 10 seconds later.

"I was getting nervous near the
end," laughed coach Bob Spousta.
"It was pretty close."

Co Captain Debbie Kirchmer was
more confident. "We plan races to
sprint at the end," she commented.
"I knew we could do it."

The JV did not fare as well,

however, as they placed third in

their race, 3V4 lengths behind the
leader BU, and two behind second
place Dartmouth JV.

Buoyed by the past two victories,

the team faces MIT next week in

hopes of another before the sprints.

The third crew travels to Northfield-

Mount Herman in search of their

first victory.

A BEAUTIFUL WAY
TO INVEST

Ol

I iT

We make summer matter with a full range of

undergraduate, graduate, Weekend College and
Continuing Education courses on one of America's
most beautiful campuses ... and with special

institutes and workshops, modern residence halls . .

.

and our good teachers.

3 SESSIONS (day and evening):

May 21-June 20, June 23-July 25 and July 28-Aug. 29

Call or write for the Summer Bulletin:

Summer Session Office, C.W. Post Center
Long Island University

Greenvale, L.I., NY. 11548 • (516) 299-2431

c.w. post center
" LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY

The Finest Oriental & Polynesian
Food in this Area Served at

South China Restaurant

I

We prepare all your favorite foods and tropical drinks just

| the way you like.

Everything on the menu can be ordered to take out.

Special luncheon Mint Paify

11:30 a.m. -3 p.m.

Open Daily til 10 p.m

ROUTE?

(Except Sun. & Holidays)

256-0251

Fri.& Sat. til 1a.m.

AMHERST, MASS.

I

I

I
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Golfers dominate YanCons
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Freshman Glen Sullivan seems to be admiring one of

his shots. He had many chances as he carded a sizzling

71 to easily captured low medalist honors.

By RON ARENA
The UMass golf team proved

themselves to be the class of the

Yankee Conference in running

away with the league championship

at Stow Acres C.C. Friday. The
Minutemen's superior talent was
evident as their nearest rival,

runnerup Rhode Island, placed an

incredible 32 strokes behind.

Four Minutemen shot under 80 to

lead the route led by freshman Glen
Sullivan's sizzling one-under par

71. Sullivan easily took low medalist

honors for the day as Joe Artman's

consistent 76 carded in as the next

best score. UMass totaled a 464

compared to URI's 496, while

Connecticut captured third place in

the six-team competition, with a

503. New Hampshire, Vermont, and

Maine rounded out the standings.

Sullivan reacted nonchalantly

following his round noting that his

score could have been even better,

as he double-bogied the 18th. "I

missed some shots I should've

gotten." But overall, he obviously

was happy with the results. "I

found a putter that I liked, and it

really helped," claimed Sullivan.

Yet he offered no great theory in his

evaluation. "I just played well and

hit the ball well. That sums it up,"

he added.

John Lasek and Rick Olsen also

enjoyed fine days with 77's, while

Tom Toski carded an 80. Six out of

seven scores were used in the

scoring, so the final UMass score

Lettera, Spooner lead way.

Gorillas dump Williams 15-6
By TOM CROWLEY

Sputtering in the first half, the

UMass lacrosse team regained its

scoring form in the second half and
beat Williams College, 15-6 last

Saturday.

The Gorillas were only up 1-0 at

the end of the first quarter and 4-1

at halftime.

In the second half, though, as the

sun went behind the clouds and it

got windy and cold, the Minutemen
got hot. UMass outscored the Eph

men 7-3 in the third and were up at

one point in the fourth period 13-4.

The offense dominated the

second half as the defense had the

first. The defense played by both

teams in the first half was good and
the play of the Williams goalie,

sophomore Bob Harriman, was
excellent.

The UMass defense kept them in

the game when the offense was

sputtering. However, three sure

goals hit the bar and Williams

protected the crease well.

Jeff Spooner took a Steve

Pappas pass and scored the first

goal of the game from the corner.

Pappas got the assist on the next

goal as Terry Keefe scored on a 4-3

fast break early in the second

period.

Williams then got on the board

with a Scott Supple man-up goal,

in the middle of the second period.

Just before the half, UMass

shook off its doldrums as Spooner

scored two late period goals, both

assisted by Pappas, to lead 4-1 at

intermission.

The Gorillas came back as Mike

Lettera scored an unassisted goal

on a bounce shot. Lettera scored a

minute later as he cut across the

middle, took a pass from Spooner

and put the pea past the goalie.

Spooner assisted on the next

goal as he passed to Kevin Pat-

terson out front for the score.

Pappas faked out his man
producing a 4-1 break as Patterson

scored easily on a pass from

Spooner. All of these scores were

set up by long passes by Bob
Durland.

Williams answered with two
scores right after this. Todd Erikson

scored when the Ephmen were

three men up and Phil Hartigan

Ccifegian

sports

scored from in front when UMass
was a man down.

When UMass was up 8-4,

Williams started to set rather

heated and words being ex-

changed. Vin LoBello was involved

in one of these discussions and

when his penalty was over, he

outran his companion from the

penalty box and scored on a pass

from Spooner.

Andy Scheffer scored his first

goal of the season and Gene
Hardiman scored with an assist to

Lettera. The period ended 11-4

UMass, as they keep the ball in the

Williams zone for most of the

period.

In the fourth, Patterson scored

on a 3-2 break set up by a Frank

Garahan check. He scored again

when he took a pass from Spooner
and seemed to score from behind

the net.

Patterson tallied his fourth goal

of the game with an assist to Joe

Martin and Bill Arnold finished out

the UMass scoring.

Williams had 18 shots and UMass
had 42. Durland only had to make
nine saves, an expression of the

tight defense played by the

Minutemen.

Bill O'Brien, the second leading

scorer until the Williams game,

missed the game and may be out

the rest of the season. He has a

bruise in his upper right side and it

bleeds internally. It is painful and he
has a doctor's appointment Friday

to see if he can play. If the bleeding

doesn't stop, O'Brien is in danger of

getting calcium deposits.

was 83, shot by both Howie Terban

and Bill Locke.

Lasek' s score resulted primarily

in his excellent putting as he played

the 6882-yard course with an

amazing low number of putts.

Lasek, who needed only 29 putts

for the day, explained, "I borrowed

one of Joe Artman's old putters,

and it really made the difference. I

was putting really well; I was

making everything." He added,

"Joe better let me keep it now, or

I'll steal it from him anyway."

Coach Fan Gaudette was a proud

coach following the match. "We
really did better than what I

thought. I never figured on winning

by this much," remarked the coach.

He did agree that UMass obviously

out classed the rest of the field. "I

really doubt that any of these teams

could shoot that good a score even

on their better days," he com-

mented.

The coach also had praise for

Sullivan, saying "He has an awful

lot of talent. He's adjusted to the

team well, as he's concerned with

the team and not just himself."

TEE TIME... Howie Terban came
as close as he'll ever come to the

dream of all golfers, a hole-in-one.

Terban's tee shot hit the pin and

bounced back on the par three

16th, leaving it a quarter- inch from

the hole. "When I placed my
marker down, it was overlapping

the hole," noted the senior in

describing how close he came. "If

the wind blew, or if I coughed, it

wodld've gone in."... Joe Artman,

in shooting his 76, had what he

thought to be his best drive of the

day go wasted, as he followed up
his tee shot on the 17th by hitting

the ball into the water...

You have to feel kind of sorry for

the other players in the 42-man
field. A Vermont participant, on his

last hole, yelled into a teammate to

inquire some other scores. His

teammate responded by saying one
Catamount shot a 79. "Is that

low?" asked the player on the

green.

"No, some kid from UMass came
in with a 71."

"71! You're kidding."

UVM bests netmen;
wins YanCon war

By PETER NALAK
The 1975 Yankee Conference

tennis championship was a

showdown between UMass and
Vermont, with the UMass netmen
being shot down yesterday on the

final day of competition by a 24-15

margin.

Saturday's matches cleared

away the weaker teams, leaving the

netmen and Catamounts in a nearly

complete head- to-head battle for

the singles.

vermont players reached the

singles finals in every bracket, one

through six. UMass players met

them there, with the exception of

fifth singles where netmen Marc

Ouellet had been beaten.

By Saturday night the team

totals were: Vermont 13; UMass 12.
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Gorilla midfielder Steve Pappas fires a shot in action

earlier this season.
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Billy Karol

New Hampshire, the closest team

to the leaders, had only five points.

Singles finals were held Sunday

morning and the score stayed

close. UMass had three singles

champions: Rob Schpeiser at first;

Barnaby Kalan at fourth and Art

Cloutier at sixth singles.

But Vermont captured second,

third and fifth singles to stay ahead.

The netmen's doubles were their

only chance for a team victory. But

UMass ran into three tough teams
from New Hampshire and Rhode
Island.

All three UMass doubles duos
were eliminated in the semi-finals

also eliminating any threat against

against Vermont's defense of their

1974 Yankee Conference title.

Things had looked good for the

netmen. "We couldn't have gotten

a better draw if we had made it

ourselves," assistant Coach Ted
Donahue said.

Also, last year's number one
netmen, Rob Schpeiser, rejoined

the team four days before the

tournament began.

"I knew it meant a lot to

everybody and I wanted to help to

try and win it for the coach, the

team and myself," Schpeiser said.

Schpeiser was in top form and

pulled off one of the best upsets of

the tournament. He breezed

through opponents from Rhode

Island and Connecticut, 6-4, 6-4

and 7-5 6-4 to reach the finals of

number one singles.

Schpeiser then upset the number

one seed, Vermont's Jay Moorhead

to win his bracket 4-6, 7-5, 6-1.

The second singles bracket went

along with the seedings. UMass
captain Chris Post, seeded second,

reached the finals with a 6-1, 6-4

victory against a New Hampshire

Wildcat.

But Post lost a tight 4-6, 3-6 final

to Moorhead in a match marked by

only two service breaks.

In the third singles mini-

tournament Bill Karol advanced to

the finals with a 2-6, 6-3, 6-4

struggle against a UConn player.

He then met Dick Hillmer of Ver-

mont, last year's fourth singles

champion who had missed most of

this season with tendonitis.

S Hilmer had whipped himself into

5 tournament shape in one week and

> a shell-shocked Karol was off the
"
court, 2-6, 3-6.

Netman Barnaby Kalan, a runner-

in last year's fourth singles

bracket, advanced to the finals 6-4,

s 7-6 for another try. This time Kalen

I prevailed 7-5, 7-6 over a Vermont

netman, and added three points to

UMass' tally.

First seeded Marc Ouellet lost a

double painful match in the

semifinals. His 3-6, 1-6 upset

boosted Vermont's total by two

points.

But Art Cloutier, at sixth singles,

was the surprise of tournaments for

UMass. Cloutier, playing only his

fourth, fifth and sixth matches this

year took the title.

His unseeded advance was

marked by three tough matches: a

6-3, 6-4 win over Maine; a 3-6, 6-3,

6-4 victory against Rhode Island

and his final 6-3, 4-6, 6-2 triumph.

"The doubles teams didn't let me
down — they were consistent,"

Coach Kosakowski said.

All three teams lost at the same

time, showing the consistency

Kosakowski was referring to.

First doubles, Schpeiser and

Karol, picked up one point in the

first round, 6-4, 6-2. They were

beaten almost as quickly, 4-6, 5-7

one round later.

Post and Ouellet followed the

same pattern at second doubles.

They advanced 6-2, 5-7, 6-4 to the

semifinals but were downed 3-6, 6-

3, 3-6.

At third doubles, Kalan and Dave

Abramoff, the bracket's top seeded

team, were upset 6-2, 5-7, 3-6.

Emergency US evacuation from Saigon begins
Compiled From Wires

The emergency evacuation of Americans
by helicopter from Communist-threatened
Saigon was to get underway early this
morning U.S. sources in Washington told the
Associated Press today.

The disclosure came after Viet Cong
troops shelling the Tan Son Nhut Airbase
outside Saigon withdrew, and waves of U.S.
Air Force C130 transports took off from the
Philippines in hopes of landing at the
beseiged airport.

^
Reliable sources also told the AP that Viet

Cong 130mm artillery had knocked out all but
5,000 feet of the main runway — Saigon's
last remaining link for the evacuation of
refugees and 940 Americans still reported in

Vietnam.

The helicopter airlift was to be carried out
using Marine-scouted landing areas with
craft from ships of the 40-unit U.S. 7th Fleet

standing off South Vietnam.
Meanwhile, South Vietnamese President

Duong Van Minh today ordered all

Americans assigned to the U.S. defense
attache's office to leave Saigon within 23
hours. The radio announcement appeared to

meet some demands that Viet Cong laid

down for peace negotiations.

In downtown Saigon, trucks pulled up at

the Brink Hotel and pulled out all Americans
there in the start of the final evacuation of

U.S. citizens. Military sources said a Viet

Cong regiment of unknown strength with-

drew this morning to a command post at Tan
Phu Trung village on Highway 1, about 10
miles north of the airbase.

They earlier overran two government
ranger battalions in the area, the sources
said. They said the forward Viet Cong
positions were in an arc two miles northwest
to north of the base. Two battalions of crack

government special forces, paratrooper, and
infantrymen moved out trying to secure the

area.

Two Marines were among those killed in

the shelling of the airfield and a U.S. Air

Force C130 cargo plane trying to fly refugees

out was destroyed. Flights had been halted

until the pullback.

Sources at the Pentagon in Washington

said sketchy reports were received about the
deaths of the Marines, who had been on
guard duty at the U.S. defense attache's
office.

On Tu Do Street, a half-mile long strip of
garish bars and tawdry shops, bordered at

one end by a Roman Catholic cathedral and
at the other by the Saigon River, people took
covor where they could.

Drivers of cars slammed on the brakes and
raced toward shelter. One of the planes
veered over a wide street and strafed it. Anti-

aircraft guns around the presidential palace,
two blocks from the cathedral, fired at planes
which from the ground appeared to move
slowly, slowly across the darkening sky.
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Under a sky of gray
that will not spill a drop,

UMies stay home today
but will their classes stop?
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Boston denies
parade permit

By BILL DENSMORE
A parade permit application filed

by four UMass students to
demonstrate on the State House
steps tomorrow has been denied by
the City of Boston, director of
security David L. Johnston said he
was told yesterday.

A second permit is still pending.
Johnston said Paul Doherty,

chief of the Capitol Police, called

him yesterday to tell him a permit
request for 7,000 protestors of
budget cuts had been denied.

Doherty said, according to
Johnston, that "the City of Boston
had turned down a request to shut-

off Beacon Street. Doherty did not
say who in the city had denied the
permit request.

Stephen Dunleavy, an aide to

Boston Police Commissioner
Robert DiGrazia, said his un-
derstanding is that a two-block area
of Beacon Street below the State
House steps is controlled by the
Capitol Police, not Boston.

He said parade permits are

handled by a different city

department and he had heard of no
permit being issued or denied.

A second permit for Boston
Common is still pending, student
organizers on campus say.

Both permits were filed by four

UMass-Amherst students, accord-

ing to Johnston. He recalled three

as Dudley Phillips, David Millikin

and Nora Chansky. None could be
reached immediately for comment
last night.

According to Johnston, Doherty
said: "There's been no permission

to use the State House steps."

Student Action Committee

organizer Miguel Rivera and others

met with campus Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery and attorney

Sidney Myers to set up trans-

portation to Boston for the rally,

Bromery said last night.

The Chancellor said he agreed to

allow rental of about ten Student
Senate Transit Service buses with

student-generated funds to get as

many as 1,000 students to Boston
tomorrow.

But Bromery said permission to

rent the buses for the day would
only apply if students went to a

"concert" on the Boston Common
and not directly to lobby against

budget cuts.

UMass security and police

director Johnston said he wanted
to warn students planning to rally in

Boston of the permit denial for

Beacon Street and the State

House.

"I'd like to tell people that by all

means they must obey the orders of

the police if they go down there.

Otherwise they're not going to get

back to Amherst as they should,"

Johnston said.

Campus officials have
discouraged students from
demonstrating at the State House
but have not actually opposed it.

They say it is not an "effective"

means to protest proposed cuts by
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis until the

Legislature is presented with an
actual budget — sometime this

summer.
There was no indication whether

the 7,000 figure listed on the

students' permit application was

LO
LOCAL ROAD NETWORK

Bob Burke, Bill Lieberman, Tobie Lanau, and Harvey Joyner last night
presented arguments before the Amherst selectmen

.

Selectmen approve
JFK library location

turn to p. 3

By JAN ALEXANDER
Staff Reporter

The town selectmen last night

unanimously voted to endorse the
location of the proposed JFK library

on the UMass campus, after

hearing a report from Gladstone
associate consultants.

"The negative impacts are not
nearly as great as I would have
thought," said Chairperson Nancy
Eddy. "I believe this board should
have no objection to its location on
the UMass campus."

Visitor consultant Tobie Lanoll,

after outlining a preliminary
assessment of visitation projection,

estimated a visitation level of

300,000 persons annually, with a
higher peak when it first opens.

Harvey Joyner, Vice-President of
Barton Aschman traffic consultants
said, "In our preliminary analysis,

we see few significant impacts that

may arise from library traffic."

Joyner estimated that 2700
persons per day would view the
library-museum complex, 2400 of

SGA again fails to elect president
ByDAVEKOWAL

Staff Reporter

The Student Government
Association (SGA) failed last night

for the third time in six days to elect

a president for next year.

The last ballot gave John
O'Keefe 46.7 votes to craig

Ghodotti's 41.4. A 48.1 vote
majority is necessary for election.

The elections started last

Tuesday with Ghodotti, O'Keefe,

Peter Lewicke, Cindy McGrath, and
Tim O'Brien running for the
presidential position.

The assembly recessed with a

stalemate between Ghodotti and
O'Brien. The other candidates were

eliminated, as SGA rules provide
that only the two top vote getters

are valid candidates after the first

ballot.

Upon reconvening, the assembly
voted to reopen nominations, and
the five original candidates were
renominated. The meeting ended in

a standoff between Ghodotti and
O'Keefe when the assembly
recessed due to the lack of a
quorum.
At last night's meeting,

nominations were reopened after a

runoff between Ghodotti and
O'Keefe failed to produce a

majority candidate due to ab-

stentions.

Tim O'Brien and Henry Ragin
were nominated and all candidates
were allowed to make three minute
speeches.

Ragin resigned after he ad-

dressed the assembly in what he
said was his first "serious" speech
as a member of the SGA.

'"Stand by your man.' Forget
political expediency," Ragin said.

"Forget time constraints. Let's just

do this right. If I ran for president

for 20 years, I couldn't make the

farce of these elections that you
have." he added.

O'Keefe said, if elected, he would
resign October 1 in favor of an
"open" election and urged the

other candidates to do likewise.

Ghodotti said, "For the salvation

of the SGA, we need a president

now. We need some kind of

student unity."

If elected, he added, he also

would resign Oct. 1.

O'Brien said, "We will lose the

student trusteeship if we don't elect

a president soon.

"Win or lose," O'Brien said, "I

will present a nomination before the

Student Senate Wednesday calling

for open elections."

The SGA will reconvene Monday
at 7:00 in room 163 of the Campus
Center.

which would come by automobile.

Breaking these figures down
further, he projected a rate of 810
cars at the library during the highest

attended day of the year.

Chairperson Eddy cited the
benefits of the library locating in

Amherst as being an educational

advantage for the town and local

schools, and strengthening
research efforts at UMass.

Lanoll explained that the "key
determinent" to the expected low
level of visitation as compared to

the Austin, Texas Johnson library

of 500,000 annual visitors was the
relatively remote Amherst location.

Lanoll said most trips in this

region were for pass-through visits

to see the foilage. "Major points of

visitation are lacking in the Pioneer
Valley now," he said. "Other points

lie outside the Valley, such as
Tanglewood and Sturbridge
Village, and require a visit of a half

day or more."

Lanoll estimated most visitors to
spend one half to one hour at the
library. Admission charge to the
educational and commemorative
exhibit will be 50 cents, which will

have no impact according to Lanoll,

except to possibly discourage
students."
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UMTA makes financial, legal plans for co-op
By DEBBIE SCHAFER

Staff Reporter

The UMass Tenant Association (UMTA) is

"going full steam ahead on the co-op idea"

despite concern regarding the payment of a

$140,000 loan owed by Married Student
Housing, according to UMTA member
Clifford Perkins.

UMTA is working with the campus ad-

ministration in determining the feasibility of a

cooperative self-management program for

Married Student Housing. UMTA hopes to

institute the co-op by September.

A financial planner has been hired to "look

at expenditures and establish procedures for

making a complete financial package" said

Douglas Forsyth, Chancellor's staff member.

Forsyth also said that several lawyers are

being considered for the task of conducting a

feasibility study of the legal implications of

the co-op management plan.

Concern exists regarding a $140,000

outstanding loan which was taken out on the

Married Student apartment complexes. It

was originally agreed that the administration

would assume responsibility for the

repayment of the loan, as spelled out in an

agreement signed by UMTA and the campus

administration. However, it was later learned

by UMTA that reserves generated by student

rent monies would be used to pay for the

loan.

It was agreed at a joint UMTA-

administration meeting last week that "a

process for the determination of what

portion of this loan should be assumed by

the University" would be undertaken, ac-

cording to Forsyth.

This may involve selecting a "well-run

apartment complex in the Amherst area, and

using their vacancy rate as a model," said

UMTA spokesperson Karen Forsgard.

"UMTA will be responsible for a

"reasonable" vacancy rate, and the
university will assume the rest paying off the

loan in this fashion, she claims.

"The matter is still under investigation,"

Forsgard added. But UMTA does not want
to hold up the progress of the co-op

feasibility study or institution of the

management agreement while the loan is

investigated.

The once sleek canoe constructed by the UMass Concrete Canoe Team suffered
considerable damage en route to their fourth place finish in the Annual Whitewater
Concrete Canoe Race held in Maine over the weekend.

Concrete canoe finishes fourth
By P. J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

The UMass Concrete Canoe
Team captured fourth place this

weekend in the first Annual
Whitewater Concrete Canoe race,

and won a first place trophy for

Best Designed and Constructed
canoe.

The team has been invited to

participate in the National In-

vitational Concrete Canoe
Championship in Princeton, N.J.,

but declined the offer, saying it

would be "no challenge."

Out of the 19 concrete canoes
entered in the race on the Ken-

duskeag Stream in Bangor, Maine,

only six crossed the finish line.

Paddlers Jim Dokoozian and Simon
Bunyard manned the canoe for

UMass, and were aided by other
team members and the "pit crew"
when the canoe needed emergency
repairs during the race. The canoe
now has a dozen holes from hitting

rocks on the run down the 3rd class

(most difficult in the 10% mile race)

rapids.

The University of New Hamp-
shire won first place in the race, but

according to team members, "they
portaged (picked up and carried)

their canoe over the third class

rapids." UConn came in second.
New Haven placed third. The U. S.

Coast Guard entered three canoes
in the competition, but all three

sank, teammen said.

The 270 lb. canoe will now go on
display in Marston Hall. Next year,

UMass plans to enter another
canoe, perhaps two, in the race.

Plans are already underway for

improvement in design and con-

struction, team members said.

Another improvement would be to

increase the ship's cooler capacity

to two cases of beer, they added.

Dorm rent increases

slated for next year
By LARRY KORNFELD

Staff Reporter

Rent increases for dorms on campus will vary from $25-30 per year next

fall, according to Ken Dean, director of Residential Life.

Dean also said rumors that there will be a universal fee or a utilities fee

next fall are false. The adminisuation announced on April 11 that it will

recommend a policy of no new fees and mandatory dorm residency to the

Board of Trustees.

Married student housing will have rent increases of $7 to $12.50 per

month next fall depending on the type of unit rented said Dean.

The cost of the meal plans will go up by $45.50 per year or less

next year, Dean added.

The rents to be charged in the different residential areas next year are as

follows:

- Orchard Hill $705 per year; Southwest - $705 per year; Sylvan - $725

per year; Renovated dorms in Northeast and Central - $705 per year; Other

dorms in Northeast and Central - $645 per year.

The rates to be charged for the various board plans next year are:

-10 meal plan - $656 per year; 14 meal plan - $736 per year;

19 meal plan $806 per year.

The 19 and 14 meal plans were also announced by the administration on

April 11. The 19 meal plan will offer three meals a day on weekdays and

two meals a day on weekends. The 14 meal plan will offer two meals a day

seven days a week.

Dean said there was no rent increase last year so the new increase will

cover the last two years of inflation.

Tymkowiche, DC head chef, dies
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Theodore "Teddy" Tymkowiche,

familiar to students as a head chef

for UMass dining commons for the

past 28 years, died on the job

yesterday.

Tymkowiche was born in Poland

on December 12, 1913 and was
brought to this country as a child.

He was brought up in Sunderland

and attended the public schools

there. Tymkowiche was married to

the former Anna Ursia on May 11,

1937. They had 5 sons, two
daughters and 10 grandchildren.

During WWII, Tymkowiche
served in France and Germany
where he was decorated with the
Purple Heart for bravery. After the
war he was a member of Veterans
of Foreign Wars Post 754 and the
South Hadley American Legion
post.

His fellow workers in Franklin

Dining Commons expressed deep
sorrow yesterday. He was said to
have been the kind of person who,

despite beina hesd chef, would

take time out to work with students

washing pots and pans.

Calling hours will be at the

Douglas Funeral Home in Amherst
today and tomorrow from 2 to 5

and 7 to 9. There will be a funeral

service Thursday morning at 9:15 at

the funeral home, followed by a

10:00 a.m. High Mass at the Holy

Ghost Ukranian Church in South
Deerfield.
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The Collegian is the student newspaper of the Universty of
Massachusetts The staff is responsible for its content and no faculty
member or administrator reads it for accuracy or approval prior to
publication.
Unsigned editorials represent the view of this paper. They do not

necessarily reflect the views of the student body, faculty or ad-
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represent the personal views of the aut.iors.
The Collegian strives to print only advertising which is truthful and
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Mail delivery to Amherst area same day of business day publication. In

Massachusetts the following day. Outside Massachusetts, no delivery
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during the academic year, except during vacation, exam periods or
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May Day is

coming —
it's

May 1

in front ol

Moorr House

Bike club guides rides

"Come ride with me" could be the bicycle club's Spring slogan. The
club is offering guided five to ten mile rides starting at 1:00 every day this

week from in front of the Student Union, "to attract people to come out on

a nice day to celebrate Spring," said club member Peter Bittlinger.

Bittlinger, who was yesterday's trip guide said a ten-speed bike wasn't

necessary, but riders should have a bike which is in "fairly good
mechanical condition," for the estimated 90 minute ride.

Bittlinger also said the League of American Wheelmen (LAW) is

sponsoring the Great Eastern Area Rally (GEAR 75) at UMass on May 24-

25 which is open to all students.

LAW, which does have women members, will be holding 12 rides,

ranging from a tour of the five colleges to a 100 mile ride to New Hamp-
shire and Vermont.

More music of the Latin American Resistance

IN CONCERT -

EXPRESION JOYEN

Marking the 10th Anniversary of the U.S. Invasion
of the Dominican Republic

Tues., April 29

Hampden Dining Commons

8 p.m.

Southwest

APPKARING

TONITE

JIM K BAND

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47

Sunderland

665-4937
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Gluckstern reiterates stand

Faculty must teach

SAC members Peter Knowlton and Nora Chansky
address letters to parents of UMass students/ asking
them to contact their legislators to protest budget cuts
and a tuition hike.

Dorm meetings, rally,

workshop set today
By Progressive News Service

UMass students are beginning

the first day of the two day
moratorium of classes today with a

variety of campus-wide activites.

The Student Action Committee
has coordinated dorm meetings
and workshops in the campus
center for today so that students

may increase their understanding of

the budget cuts and other related

issues.

DORM MEETINGS
All University dormitories will

hold meetings from 10:00 a.m. until

noon. Discussions facilitated by the

SAC will aequo. nt students with the

need to fight budget cuts on both

the legislative and administrative

levels.

Afternoon workshop schedules

and lists of the nine demands
passed by students at the first

Town Meeting will be available for

all residents. These morning
sessions will give students a chance
to understand the nature and
systemic reasons for the cutbacks

at UMass. Signs have been posted

throughout each dormitory to tell

where these meetings will be held.

WORKSHOPS
The Campus Center workshops

will run from 1 1 :00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

These workshops will enable
students to voice problems while

providing information concerning

the socio-economic situation now
facing students and other low-

income people.

The workshops have been set up
in order that the participants may
exchange individual information as

the coordinators. This interaction

Permit denied

will hopefully create a solid per-

spective by which students may
assess their role in society as well as
in the university.

RALLY
Information concerning a musical

event tentatively scheduled for 9:30

this evening will be available at the

afternoon workshops.
An information table has been

set up at the front entrance of the

Student Union. Workshop
schedules and locations as well as
any new moratorium information

will be available at this table.

By FRED GOSIEWSKI
Staff Reporter

Former Vice Chancellor for

Academic Affairs and Provost

Robert L. Gluckstern yesterday

reiterated in an interview what he
wrote to the faculty in a letter sent

out last Friday — that the faculty is

expected to hold classes during the

class moratorium.

"Faculty are expected to meet
with classes regardless of at-

tendance," he wrote in a

memorandum. He added that the

faculty is responsible for deter-

mining make-up work for students

who miss classes during the

moratorium.

Gluckstern said the only way for

faculty members to participate in

the moratorium is for them to apply
for a Leave Without Pay (LWOP)
through their department heads.

"Permission for the LWOP is

contingent upon the faculty
member making alternate
arrangements for covering the

class/' the letter added.

However, a Collegian random
survey of fifteen department heads
yesterday revealed that no faculty

members have applied for the

leave, and that none were expected
to.

The departments surveyed were
in the School of Business Ad-
ministration, the College of Arts

and Sciences, the School of

Engineering, and the School of

Education.

It has been the general trend in

past student strikes and
moratoriums that classes in

sciences and engineering are the

least likely to be cancelled by
professors. When asked if any
faculty were expected to apply for

the LWOP, one department head in

the Engineering Department said,

"I don't think there will be any. I'd

be surprised."

Gluckstern said yesterday that he

expects all the faculty to attend

classes. However, he added that

"We normally don't check up" on
faculty attendance.

Gluckstern said in his letter that

the common goal is "to obtain the

resources necessary to perform our
responsibilities well," but he added
this must be done in a "forceful and
responsible manner."
He said yesterday this does not

mean that he is against the

moratorium. Rather, he emphasized
that the demands for funding for

UMass must be relayed to governor

Michanl S. Dukakis and the

legislature.

Gluckstern compared this

moratorium to the strike in 1970,

and said they were very different. In

1970, "tensions were very high," he
said, and the university closed

classes. This allowed the faculty to

hold workshops on the national

problems that arose out of the

Vietnam war. Because of this

faculty members were not
responsible for attending classes,

as they are now, he said.

Classroom debate
recorded for TV

By P.J. PROKOP
* Staff Reporter

While the television camera of Channel 3 monitored the action, two
members of the Student Action Committee (SAC) yesterday initiated a

"political" discussion of the current campus crisis concerning budget
cutbacks and the class moratorium scheduled for today.

Michael Best, professor of economics voiced reservations concerning

what had happened in his classroom. Best said when he arrived at his

class, the two SAC members, and Channel 3 were there. "I talked it over

with both groups, and presented my dilemma to the class concerning
whether the class time should be used for a political discussion."

Best said he believes every student has the right and responsibility to be
aware and involved with what is going on around him, but questioned the

propriety of using the classroom for such a purpose. "I want to protect the

interest of everyone — some students may not want to support the action

presented, and in the classroom situation they are a captive audience."

Best ultimately left the decision up to the class, which voted in favor of

the discussion, with one dissenter among the group.

Marc Zimmerman, a spokesperson for the SAC and one of the initiators

of the discussion in Best's class said "I didn't feel any hostility" in the

classroom, but added that the students wanted hard core facts, which we
couldn't give them because we can't get them from the University.

Zimmerman said that response to the discussion was good, however, and
students seemed interested in the discussion.

SAC members had originally planned to send volunteers to specific

classes to initiate discussions, but the idea was dropped in favor of letting

everyone go to their own classes and begin discussions, and urging their

friends to follow suit.

Other SAC members said the discussions depended on the attitudes of

the teachers involved in letting the class have time for discussion.

SAC moratorium workshops

cont. trom p. 1

tne actual number of students from

UMass planning to go to Boston.

On Saturday and Sunday, House

Speaker David M. Bartley, (D-
Holyoke) described a student class

boycott as a "nice way to spend a

couple of spring days." He said the

students were foolish to protest a

theoretical ten per cent cut by

Dukakis.

The Legislature is scheduled to

debate a proposed tuition increase

bill for the state's public education

system tomorrow, student

organizers say, and hence the

planned rally. But similar bills filed

in other sessions have never met

with approval.
j

Workshop (10:00 a.m.)

1. Budget Cuts and the Spanish Community

(11:00)

1. Higher Ed and the current crisis

2. Tactics; Tuition and fee boycotts
and how they'll work

3. Direct action on budget cuts, mass
and individual letter writing
(all day)

4. Affirmative (in)action at UMass
and Institutional Sexism

I. Mothers in School

Workshop for People who are
opposed to the Moratorium

7. Lobbying Tactics: on meeting and
talking with legislators (all day)

8. Racism in the Boston Schools

'i . Takinq control of the Classroom

10. Organizing students

11. Indochina Past and Present

12. Internal Allocation of Resources

13. Political collectives and Radio
Commun i ca t ion s

I4< Industrial Unions— Student Unions,
parallels

15. Taxes and Revenues in Massachusetts

16. Role of Education in the
Socialization Process

17. The Ideal University: What's
Wrong, What Should it Be?

18. Is Amherst a Company Town?

19. Economic Realities and Strategic
Alternatives

Place

5th floor
Goodell

Discussion
Leader

Ahora

Thompson 106 S. Bowles

CC 917 J. Starr
J. Pepi

Racism, Repression, 'and the
Economic Crisis

6. The Socialist Movement

7. Situation with State Welfare

8. Breakdown of Univ. Governance

9. Critical Studies at UMass

CC 904

CC 804

CC 808

CC 176

CC 908

CC 105

W. Mass. All.
vs. Racism and
Pol. Rep.

YSA

B. Gardner

P. DiRico
and SOP

D. Michak

M. Albert

Workshop (liOO p.m.)

1. Sex Roles at UMass

2. Women in the Economy: Socialist
Feminism

3. Student Cooperative Housing and
Student Controlled Housinq

4. Welfare in Massachusetts

SU steps Al Elanaqan uur Lives

D. Lowe
11. International Student's Struggles CC 174 S. Bltau

CC 165 E. Gavin 12. Unions, State taxes and Services CC 171 R. Wolff

CC 162

S. Flashman

Poor Women's

13. Organizing in Academic Departments CC 809 M. Miller
D. Moreton

Task Force
14. Budget Cuts and the Spanish Community CC 803 Ahora

CC 175 S. Arons
(2:00 p.m.)

SU 2nd floor S. Burkett
and ESCC

1. The Purpose of Education: Does UMass
serve this purpose for Women?

CC 165 Women's Politica
Caucus

1

CC 804

CC 176

Natl. Coalition
Against Racism
unassigned

2.

3.

Effects of Cutbacks on Cultural Programs CC 173

Effects of Cutbacks on Veterans' CC 102
Programs

B. Hassan

VCCA

CC 906 D. Michak
B. Harrington 4. Tenants Union with Collective

Bargaining Power
CC 169 PVTA

CC 105

CC 174

Mike Albert

D. Wilhelm
Workshop (3:00 p.m.) Place

Discussion
Leader

CC 904 B. Steward
>

1. Writing to Legislatures and Town
Newspapers

SU steps D . Love

CC 171

CC 170

CC 172

Kenny Fox

L. Rapping

Dave Nillkan

2.

3.

History of the Student Movement
at UMass

Effect of Budget Cuts on Women's
Programs and Services

CC 175

CC 165

B
D
E

C

. Abbot

. Albertson

. Carraciolo

. Deitch

CC 178 Doug Moreton
4. Day Care CC 162 Poor Women's

Task Force

CC 805

CC 90 3

Place

Dave Stanley
Progressive
Candidates Pool

Mike Best
Wm. Connolly

Discussion
Leader

5.

6.

7.

8.

Student Organizing at UMass; What
will a Student Union Mean?

USE: Organizing Students as Workers

The Student Strike at UMass, 1972
and 1975

Financial aid at UMass; Who Gives it?
Who Gets it?

CC 917

CC 904

CC 804

CC 808

J. Pepi

D. Iclbacher
R. Feintzeig

A. Schmidt
P. Mishler

FARO

CC 175 A. Auster 9. Organizing alternative campus co-ops CC 176 J. Fisher

CC 165 A. Ferguson
Ellen Gavin
C. Deitch

10.

11.

New Student Left: Past or Prologue?

Socialist Values around the World

CC 908

CC 105

N.

M.

King

Albert

CC 917 J. Pepi 12. Role of Students in Revolution CC 174 M. Rivera

CC 162 Poor Women's
Task Force

1>.

14.

Capitalism and Economic Crisis

Higher Education and the current
Economic Crisis

CC 171

CC 113

J.

S.

Crotty

Bowles
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Viet Cong reject offer

by Minh for ceasefire

TUESDAY, APRIL 29, 1975 THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

A little South Vietnamese girl uses her teeth to open a

bag of rice that was given to her by Buddhists in Vung
Tau, South Vietnam. The religious group was giving

food to refugees who were displaced by the fighting.

Complied from wires

SAIGON - Gen. Duong Van Big

Minh took over yesterday as South

Vietnam's third president in a week
but failed in his initial plea to the

Communists for an immediate

cease-fire. Minutes later warplanes

bombed Saigon's airport for the

first time in the war.

As thunderclouds raged

overhead, the 59-year-old hero of

the coup that overthrew President

Ngo Dinh Diem 12 years ago took

the oath of office to succeed Tran

Van Huong. Minh addressed
himself to the Communists: "Let us

sit together and negotiate and work
out a solution."

Minh aimed his acceptance
speech at the Communists. "I

propose we stop all aggression

against each other", at friendly

nations, "We sincerely call on all

the world's people to come to our

aid to recover peace" and at his

own people "please be courageous
and stay here and accept the fate of

God".
He did not mention the United

States by name.
Minh ordered his soldiers —

outnumbered three to one around
Saigon alone — to "protect.. .-

whatever territory we have left

over."

With the pressure building on the

capital, Minh told his people that

"within the days to come, I can
promise you nothing but dif-

ficulties. I cannot promise you
much.

"I accept the responsibility... to

seek a cease-fire and to reopen

negotiations and bring peace on the

basis of the 1973 Paris peace
agreement."

France, United Nations request

mercy shipments for Cambodia
By United Press international

France and the United Nations

yesterday appealed to the new pro-

Communist government in

Cambodia to permit mercy ship-

ments of food and medicine to

hundreds of foreigners holed up in

the French embassy in Phnom
Penh. There was no immediate
reply.

Phnom Penh radio, in a

broadcast monitored in Bangkok,
said the victorious Khmer Rouge
had decided to keep Prince
Norodom Sihanouk as chief of

state. But it said nothing of the

fates of more than 600 foreigners,

including a handful of American
newsman, who were in Phnom
Penh when it fell April 17.

French government officials in

Paris said an epidemic of dysentery

haa broken out among the refugees

in the embassy. French sources at

the United Nations said the

foreigners needed food, medicine

and a way to leave the complex.

A French military transport plane

was standing by at the Laotian

capital of Vientiane with a load of

medical and other relief supplies,

awaiting an okay from Cambodia
for permission to land at Phnom
Penh.

A French spokesman said that if

the flight could be made the aircraft

would try to evacuate at least some
of the refugees now inside the

embassy compound.
U.N. Secretary General Kurt

Waldheim appealed to both Phnom
Penh and to Sihanouk in Peking to

permit relief missions to the em-
bassy. A U.N. spokesman said

yesterday no response had been
received either from Sihanouk or

from the Cambodian capital.

French sources also said the Kh-
mer Rouge took away the em-
bassy's radio transmitter and that

authorities in Paris had heard
nothing since Saturday. It was not
clear whether the Communist
authorities confiscated the tran-

smitter or forbade its use.

There also was no word from
Phnom Penh as to the fate or

whereabouts of former premier
Long Boret and other leaders of the

deposed government, some of

whom the Khmer Rouge once said

were marked for death.

Phnom Penh radio instead
carried a statement, under Khmer
Rouge leader Khiu Samphan's
signature, that a "special national

congress" of the Cambodian
liberation movement had decided
unanimously to maintain Sihanouk
as cheif of state.

The broadcast shed little light on
other developments in Cambodia,
including what sort of political

organization was being set up to

run the country.

ATTENTION HAMLIN RESIDENTS!!

To confirm your room assignment for

September you MUST either call

Mark - 51960 (9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.)

or stop by to see him at 220 Hills No.

Tuesday or Wednesday.

IF YOU EXPECT TO RETURN TO HAMLIN
IN SEPTEMBER YOU MUST DO THIS!!

In Paris, a North Vietnamese

spokesman, asked whether Minh's

election and call for peace talks had

met the Communists' conditions

foi negotiations, replied, "Certainly

not." A Viet Cong spokesman in

Saigon said only that Minh's

inaugural remarks were "not in

keeping" with Communist
demands.
But the three-paragraph

statement from the Viet Cong
indicated its position has hardened

in recent days. After demanding the

abolishment of the Saigon ad-

ministration and its army and an

end to U.S. intervention, the

statement said:

"Those who are true patriots

must put themselves on the side of

the people and fight energetically

for the realization of these

demands. The declaration of Mr.

Duong Van Minh hardly conforms

with the demands mentioned
above."

The statement called for a new
administration in Saigon standing

for "peace, independence,
democracy, national concord and
serious implementation of the Paris

Congressmen
urge US
evacuation

WASHINGTON [UP/) - The
bombing of Saigon airport

triggered congressional demands
yesterday to close the United

States Embassy in Vietnam, recall

Ambassador Graham Martin, and
speed up the evacuation of the

remaining 954 Americans.

Some congressional leaders also

voiced growing uneasiness with the

airlift of thousands of South
Vietnamese refugees to this

country.

"I want all Americans out,"

Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield told reporters.

Republican Leader Hugh Scott
said, "In view of the bombing, we
ought to remove everyone in the

embassy, including our am-
bassador, without delay."

Mansfield concurred the em-
bassy should be closed.

Scott told the Senate there is

"no need to fear too great an in-

flux" of refugees into any one state.

He asked for an end to "niggling

and nit-picking" about the
evacuees.

But Assistant Senate Democratic
Leader Robert C. Byrd, following

Scott, said the Vietnamese would
encounter cultural and language
difficulties in the United States. The
recession and high unemployment
"does not add to the prospect of

success" in bringing 130,000
refugees to this country, he said.

agreement."

Sources close to Minh said his
new government was making every
effort to meet these demands.
Minh said one of his first

measures would be the immediate
release of political prisoners and an
end to press censorship. Describing
the coming days as "very difficult,"

he called on government troops "to
defend the territory which is left

and to defend peace."

r \

Indochina

developments

House votes today
WASHINGTON [UP/] - The

House leadership succeeded
yesterday in arranging a speedy

floor vote today on a Senate-

passed bill providing $327 million

for aid and evacuation in South
Vietnam.

By a voice vote, the House Rules

Committee waived a rule that

requires legislation to sit in the

House for three working days

before it is voted upon.

Rep. Thomas E. Morgan, D-Pa.,

chairman of the House In-

ternational Relations Committee,

argued before the Rules Committee

that the bill should be brought to a

quick vote because of the

emergency in South Vietnam.

"This is an emergency," he said.

"I think we will see a speed up in

the evacuation once it is passed. I

want to get Americans out."

Refugees jam planes
By United Prtss international

South Vietnamese refugees

yesterday jammed themselves into

cargo planes to get to safety in an

unknown land before their country

falls to the Communists.
Refugees were being taken to

Clark Air Base in ''«? Philipines in

the face of official uluctance. The
Philippine government is anxious to

realign its foreign policy from its

previous one-sided relationship

with Washington.

Laos forces fight

VIENTIANE [UPI] - Communist
shelling has prevented loyalist

forces from reoccupying a strategic

road junction in northern Laos
despite an order from the coalition

government for Communist troops

to withdraw, military sources said

yesterday.

The order set a deadline of last

Saturday noon for both sides to

resume their original cease-fire

positions near Sala Phou Koun, 90
miles north of Vientiane.
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Ford opposes consumer agency
Also urges repeal

of fair trade laws
WASHINGTON [UP/] -

President Ford yesterday told 3,000
cheering members of the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce that he
opposed congressional proposals
for a consumer protection agency
and he wanted repeal of fair trade
laws which set minimum retail

prices for certain products.
A consumer protection agency,

he said, would be a waste of
money, while abolishing fair trade

prices would make Americans'
dollars go farther.

"I do not believe that we need
yet another federal bureaucracy in

Washington with its attendant cost
— about $16 million over the next
three years — and hundreds of

additional federal employes," Foru
said, referring to the proposed
consumer agency.

The 3,000 persons at the 63rd
annual meeting of the Chamber of

Commerce interrupted Ford's half

hour speech 15 times with applause

and gave him two standing
ovations.

In the Senate, a consumer
protection agency bill has already

been reported out by the Govern-
ment Operations Committee.
Several bills are pending in the

House but none has yet moved
through committee.

Advocates of the agency, which
would represent consumers' in-

terests before other federal
agencies, were optimistic that the

proposals would fare better in the

new, more liberal Congress than
they have in legislative battles over
the past several years.

But Ford went on record Monday
as being adamant in his opposition.

"I have ordered action by the

executive departments and
agencies to make major im-

provements in the quality of service

to the consumer, and I have asked
the Congress to postpone action on
legislation which would create a

new federal agency for consumer
advocacy," Ford said.

Ford said Congress should turn

If you're going to Boston

tomorrow, read this:

Tomorrow, the Student Action Committee's Car and Bus
Caravan will head for the State House in Boston. We want to

have an effect on our legislators (the people that decide on
the budget).

We want the effects to be positive

One cf the objectives of the rally will be to meet individually

with legislators, and persuade them to oppose budget cuts

and tuition hikes. If you want to meet with the legislator from
your district, come to a

Lobbying workshop, today

11AM - 5PM

The purpose of the workshop will be to distribute in-

formation sheets and give lobbying hints so that we will be
well prepared.

Let's get together today for

tomorrow's trip

Workshops every hour on the hour. Room 413 Student

Union. If you have questions or can't make it. call 545-0217

(USCCI

11AM - 5PM today

University and State Communications Council

The cookbook for t

world we're living
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Now in a brand-new,

completely revised

& updated edition!

Economical, nutritious,

delicious— the basic

guide to high protein

meatless cooking. How
to combine plentiful

non-meat foods to pro-

duce the high-grade pro-

tein in meat; everyday

and party recipes; cook-

ing and shopping tips;

how to get the most pro-

tein for the least cost

and calories. Illustra-

tions, charts, index.

A million copies sold —
"it makes all other

cookbooks obsolete"

Only $1 95 wherever
paperbacks are sold

(HDBALLANriNE BOOKS
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to ending fair trade laws which
allow manufacturers to set

minimum prices for items they sell.

Discount stores have been trying

for years to overturn these state

laws so they could sell at lower
prices.

"Federal law now permits states

to allow manufacturers to dictate

the price of their products, and
drives up the cost of such items as

books, cosmetics, shoes and
hardware." Ford said.

"These Depression-era laws —
which cost consumers an estimated

$2 billion a year — should be laid to

rest alongside the N.R.A. Blue

Eagle of the same period."

Edelin requests judge

declare him innocent
BOSTON [AP\ - Dr. Kenneth C.

Edelin is asking a judge to declare

him innocent of manslaughter,

despite his conviction last February

in the death of an aborted fetus.

Edelin's lawyers filed a

memorandum yesterday asking
Suffolk Superior Court Judge
James P. McGuire to overturn the

jury's guilty verdict because it went
against the weight of the evidence.

The judge has scheduled a

hearing for tomorrow on the

motion, brought under a little-used

state law that allows a judge to

declare a jury's verdict incorrect.

If the motion fails, Edelin's appeal

will proceed before the state

Supreme Court.

The Boston City Hospital ob-

stetrician was convicted Feb. 15

after a six-week trial stemming from

a legal abortion he performed at the

hospital in 1973 on a 20- to 24-

weeks old fetus.

McGuire imposed the light

sentence of one year's probation,

and delayed it pending appeal.

Edelin continues to work as director

of ambulatory services in the

hospital's obstetrical ward.

According to Defense lawyer

William P. Homans, the motion for

a directed verdict of innocent

makes three points that also will be

central if the appeal proceeds later.

Homans' first point is based on

the judge's ruling during the case

that a fetus only becomes a person

with legal protection after it has

been removed from its mother's

body.

Homans points out that Edelin

was indicted and convicted of

killing the fetus before it was fully

expelled from its mother's body.

The second point is based on the

conflicts in the prosecution's

testimony about whether the fetus

drew a breath of air ourside the

body of its mother before it died.

The prosecution's only eye-

witness, Dr. Enrique Gimenez-

Jimeno, said the fetus was dead

when it was removed, but a

pathologist said there were some
signs of respiratory activity.

Meanwhile, Homans points out,

pathologists testifying for the

defense said unanimously that the

lungs showed no evidence that the

fetus had breathed air.

His third point is that some jurors

appeared to reach their guilty

verdict on the basis of their belief

that Edelin was negligent in his

treatment of the fetus after it was
removed from within its mother.

Edelin had not been charged with

negligent conduct after he removed
the fetus, Homans said, and his

entire defense dealt with the period

before it was removed.

Guerrillas nab embassy;
hold Israelis hostage
JOHANNESBURG [UPI] -

Armed guerrillas, some of them
Japanese, took over the Israeli

consulate yesterday, seized nine

men, women and children hostage

and threatened amid bursts of

machine gun fire to blow up the

building unless the Israeli am-

bassador negotiated with them.

Police reported at least two
persons killed and more than 30

injured when the guerrillas sprayed

bullets into lunchtime crowds in the

streets below the fifth-floor con-

sulate office in a downtown
Johannesburg office building.

They said three hostages, in-

cluding an Israeli security officer,

were wounded when the guerrillas

shot up the consulate. A doctor

treating the hostages reported the

captors had wired explosives and
hand grenades to their prisoners.

Prime Minister John Vorster told

Parliament the South African

government would not negotiate

with the guerrillas under any cir-

cumstances. Israeli Ambassador
Yitzhak Unna refused to enter the

consulate as the gunmen
demanded.
The Israeli cabinet met in an

emergency half- hour session in

Jerusalem and Unna said his

government ordered him not to go
into the building.

Israel always has refused to

comply with demands of guerrillas

attacking its facilities outside its

borders and has stormed buildings

seized by guerrillas inside Israel, no
matter the number of hostages.

news
summary

Cyprus talks open
VIENNA [UPI\ - Greek and

Turkish Cypriot leaders began talks

yesterday "in good spirit" to find a

solution that will allow the two rival

communities on the Mediterranean

island to live in peace with each

other.

"The talks began in good spirit

and in a constructive atmosphere,"

a United Nations spokesman said

after the one- hour opening session.

"It was conducted in an informal

manner and anyone with anything

to say simply said it," the

spokesman said.

Court upholds busing

WASHINGTON [UPI] - The
Supreme Court yesterday denied a

hearing to the Springfield School

Committee, which has been
claiming that a 1973 school
desegregation order was canceled

by new legislation.

The Court's brief order leaves

standing a decision by the

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial

Court that the new law is un-

constitutional as applied to the

Springfield situation, since the

schools already have been in-

tegrated.

Death penalty passed
BOSTON [UPI] - The

Massachusetts House yesterday

gave its final approval to a bill that

would reinstate the death penalty in

the state.

The measure immediately moved
to the Senate where swift approval

also was expected. The House vote

was 154-68

It was expected to reach the desk

of Gov. Michael S. Dukakis by the
end of the day. The governor is on
record as vowing to veto it.

The margin of passage in the

House indicated there was enough
strength in that chamber to

override a veto. But opponents
remain hopeful the necessary votes

are available in the Senate to

uphold the governor's action.

Lisbon accuses US
LISBON [UPf] - Brig. Otelo

Saraiva de Carvalho, chief of the
military security police, yesterday
accused the United States and
Western Europe of hostility toward
Portugal's leftist military regime. He
minimized the significance of
Friday's national elections in which
the Communists fared badly.

Carvalho told a news conference
the Americans and their NATO
allies have mounted an unofficial

economic boycott against Portugal

and warned the public to beware of

machinations of the U.S. Central

Intelligence Agency to subvert the

government.

Public power opposed

BOSTON [AP] - A legislative

committee voted 12-5 yesterday to

oppose legislation that would
establish a public power authority

in Massachusetts.

The Government Regulations

Committee voted to oppose an

initiative petition filed by Rep.

Michael Harrington, D-Mass.,

which would, in effect, substitute

public ownership of generating

plants for private ownership by

utility companies.
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Anthropology courses;

adds, drops, corrections
Because of circumstances

beyond our control, the Depart-
ment of Anthropology regretfully

announces that the following
courses will not be offered during
the Fall semester 1975:

Anth 228 - Images of the U.S.
Indian, 3 cr. TuTh 11:15-12:30,

Machmer W-15 — Chandler.
Anth 290K - Peoples of the

American Southwest, 3 cr., MWF
9:05, Machmer W-15 - Chandler.
Anth 379-679 - Cultural

Dynamics and Applied An-
thropology, 3 cr., M 1:25-4:00,

Machmer E-16 — Workman.
The following courses will be

given and should be added to the

list of available courses:

Anth 290R - Readings in

Ethnographic Classics, 1 cr., Tu
7:00-9:00 p.m., Machmer 207. (To
be offered during the first 5 weeks
of the semester.) This course is also

available for Honors credit;

students should sign up for Honors
C67 - Cole

Anth 190B - Human Ecology, 3
cr., MWF 9:05, Machmer W-15 -
(students interested in this course
should call the Anthropology office

545-2221 for the schedule number.)
— Thomas

SAC to

plan tactics
A crucial informational and

tactical meeting is scheduled today

from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. to prepare

students for contacting their state

legislators about the proposed state

budget cuts.

The Student Action Committee
is organizing a car and bus caravan
tomorrow to the State house in

Boston to lobby against the cuts.

Meetings will be held today every

hour on the hour for those in-

terested in participating in this

lobbying effort.

We can only be effective in

Boston on Wednesday if we
organize today.

Further information is available

by calling the University and State

Communications Council at 5-0217.

English

undergrads

to organize
There are decisions being made

about the future of the English

Department on the administrative

and faculty levels. If un-
dergraduates can organize, they are

guaranteed input into these
decisions. At present, when
decisions may severely limit the

educational resources of the
English Department, there is no
such organization in existence. We
are organizing to take positive

action on the following issues:

— The University administration

has denied tenure to three
Assistant Professors, professors

whose tenure was favorably
recommended by the English
Department Personnel Committee.
— The School of Education has

asked the English Department to

limit the number of students

recommended for student
teaching, in order to alleviate the

predicted surplus of qualified high-

school teachers.

— Curriculum and Requirements.

If you are interested in having a

voice in your education, come to

our second organizational meeting:

tonight at 7:30 p.m., in Campus
Center 1 13. For further information,

please call 546-6304.

Anth 884 — Seminar in Human
Adaptation, 3 cr., Tu 2:30-5:00,

Machmer 207 (Students interested
in this course should call the an-
thropology office 545-2221 for

schedule number.) — Thomas
The following corrections should

be made for other anthropology
courses:

Anth 290M - The proper title of
this course is:

Demographic Anthropology I:

Biodemography. The other in-

formation including place, time and
instructor is correct.

Anthro290l - Better title for this

course is:

Introduction to European An-
thropology. It is also available for

Honors credit. Students should
sign up for Honors C70. Please call

the Anthropology Office 545-2221
for schedule number.

POOR RICHARDS
RT.9 EAST AMHERST
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Special Appearance

Tue. ft Wed., April 99 ft 30

Cover Charge $1.50

TONIGHT

FAILSAFE"

in the Bluewall

9:00 p.m.

presented by Tuborg

Rape hotline

— 545-COPS
.__,

1 DAY ONLY FATE Thursday, May 1st

Cover Charge $1.00

COMING SOON

Shitton's & Duke & the Drivers

Look closely at what you get in a
pair of Scholl sandals. Its calledvalue,

Value means more for your money. It means long lasting, guality materials, fine
craftsmanship and a comfortable, patented product.

What's more, Scholl sandals are versatile. Because they look terrific with almost anything—
jeans, dresses, shorts, whatever-they do the job of a whole wardrobe of regular shoes
That s added value.

Add it all up. And step into the comfortable life— in Scholl sandals.

Patented slide buckle
Easy-adjust for better fit.

Distinctive design for style.

Longer lasting beech-
wood—Polished,
seasoned European
beechwood. Tough, to
resist chipping and
cracking, yet smooth and
sculpted to caress your
feet.

Genuine leather strap-
In a choice of colors:

red, white, blue or bone.

UMASS

t-shirts
Now is a good time to come in and see our great selection of im-
printed t-shirts. All the popular styles are now in stock as well as
some new styles.

quality sportswear by

university store c&mpuis chatter

Tough, non-skid outer
sole—Rugged, secure
and reliable.

Suede leather lining—
Foam padded to help
prevent chafing, add even
greater comfort.

Exclusive toe grip—
Designed by Scholl to

encourage toe-gripping
action while the big toe
rests comfortably,
naturally, as if walking
barefoot on sand.

Scholl
The original Exercise Sandals
Better than barefoot.

• 04 973, -Scholl, Inc.
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JACKETS INCLUDED

at

THOMPSON'S I

13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
[

OPEN 9-5:30. 8 on Friday I

WITH THIS COUPON

This coupon good for $4.00 towards
j

the purchase of ANY one item in our I

Jeans Shop.

CLIP & SAVE!

(offer expires May 31, 1975)

• And you know what brands we carry, don't you

Accounting students to be honored
The Accounting Association and

the Accounting Department of the

School of Business Administration

will hold the annual Awards
Banquet today in the Campus
Center.

The annual event will feature the

recognition of accounting students

who have demonstrated high

academic achievement during the

past year. Among the awards to be

presented are: the Accounting

Excellence Award; the Barbara

Bogdan Award, which is presented

to the senior with the highest

academic grade point average; the

Woman CPA award and the Dow-
Jones Award.

Special recognition will also be

given to accounting alumni who
have distinguished themselves in

some notable manner. This year's

award will be presented to Dr.

Ronald M. Copeland, Professor of

Accounting at the University of

South Carolina. Professor

Women's backpacking
The Days and Weekends

Program sponsored by
Everywoman's Center if offering a
Backpacking and Hiking Weekend
on May 3 and 4. This will be a time
for women to learn backpacking
skills and to enjoy being together
outdoors. Participants will spend
two days hiking and camping in the
mountains in Vermont or New
Hampshire.

Concert band
to perform

The UMass Concert Band will

present their only performance of

the semester at the Student Union
Ballroom tonight. Highlights of the
program wHI include Court Festival

in four movements by William
Latham, The Fairest of the Fair,

conducted by Anthony BiBar-

tolomeo, Second Suite by Robert
Jager, and Festivo by Nelhybel. A
special presentation of Tubby the
Tuba with soloist Anthony Bosco
and narration by Edward Bontempo
will also be heard.

The concert band is conducted
by Joseph Duchi, assistant director

of bands at UMass. This will be
Duchi's last conducting appearance
before leaving UMass.

There is no admission charge for

the concert.

The cost is $30.00 which includes

transportation and food. You must
provide your own pack and
sleeping bag. The facilitators of this

workshop are Nancy Edgar and
Chris Prunier. For more
information call Everywoman's
Center at 545-0883.

Copeland graduated from the

University in 1961 and earned a

Master's degree from the Penn-

sylvania State University in 1963

and a Ph.D. degree from Michigan

State University in 1966. Professor

Copeland is the author of four

books and over thirty articles on
accounting.

The Accounting Appreciation

Award will be presented to the

professional accounting firm that

has provided outstanding support

to the accounting program at

UMass.
The program will also include the

installation of the officers of the

student Accounting Association for

the 1975-76 academic year. The
following officers will be installed:

President - Joanne O'Rourke,

vice president — June Navalany,

secretary — Joan Korzec and

treasurer — Lynn Etheridge.

PHYSICS FOR

N0NSCIENCE MAJORS

100 Physics for Poets
114 Sound, Speech, and Hearing
116 Relativity

119 Contemporary Applications of Physics
121 Concepts of Physics 1

123A Air Pollution (1 credit mini-course)
123B Radiation and Life (1 credit mini-course)
123C Wind Power (1 credit mini-cou.se)
123D Independent Study
1231 One, Two, Three, Infinity

130 Physics for Elementary Ed Majors
169 Science for Science Fiction Readers

No prerequisites. For details and other courses, see the

Course Description Guide or inquire in Hasbrouck 110.

Sunshine records

HP

All Single Albums

7<S

«*
Latest Releases - Top Artists

Old Favorites Too

Double Albums & Imports

50* off

No. 9 E. Pleasant St.

Store Hours 10-8

Sale Ends Tues. Night April 29th

Please ... No Trades During Sale

4 Doors From The Pub
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Haves vs. have-nots

Reducing a school's funds is like taking a step backward in terms of

intellectual evolution. Proposals of this sort will have a deleterious effect

on man's ability to increase his knowledge, and the consequences would
be very far reaching (probably global in scale, if budget cuts become a

reality everywhere). Such action will intentionally blind some of those who
are c inable of seeing great work — people whose minds are and will be of

major importance to the true progress and survival of life on Earth.

The explanation for such proposed action is that the State has to cut
down on expenses, such as financial aid. Or as an alternative, incoming
revenue could be increased (like a tuition hike) and budget cuts would be
less severe or maybe not needed at all. However, no matter which road is

taken, it still leads to the same place. The students will be paying more
money to go to school next year.

Some students come from families that can afford to have this extra

money stolen from their pockets. Others don't, and they could be forced to

leave school for this reason. It seems that only those students from families

who have incomes above a certain figure will go on to a college education.
I shall classify these people as the "haves." They have a chance to further

their education, financially speaking, anyway. Consider those below this

certain income figure (it doesn't matter what the number is) the "have
nots."

Today's economic situation has resulted in a decline of people qualifying

for the "haves" category. Money seems to be the important factor in this

subject area. The State desires to give less money; the People can't afford

to give any more. Now who comes first, the State or the People? (No one

could convince me the State is the People, especially in 1975.) I believe the

People come first; there is no other logical choice. Budget cuts, tuition

hikes, and all the other garbage which would limit qualified enrollment (and

become a hindrance to the advancement of knowledge and evolution of

the species) are asinine proposals that would weaken the capabilities of

today's and future generations. We'd be travelling in the wrong direction.

Knowledgeable people are very important to the well being of this planet.

All should have access to higher education, regardless of income. Using

money (m any form) as the deciding factor is absurd.

If one finds this opinion difficult to identify with, try substituting "upper
class" for the "haves" category, and "middle and lower classes" for the

"have nots." Or maybe for "haves" one could put "masters" and change
"have nots" to "slaves." Hmmm? You never know.
Mark Ovian is a Collegian Guest Commentator

letters to tb& ®
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Questions to ponder
Today the campus is faced with the difficult

question of whether to put its present interests

ahead of the future interests of others. Because

whether we go to class, whether we act to oppose

cuts to public education and welfare will not affect

us right now. It will affect our brothers and sisters;

our friends who will attend UMass in the future; our

fellow Bay Staters in the urban jungles of Boston,

Worcester and Springfield.

This is a watershed year, 1975. It could mark the

beginning of a new nationwide political con-

sciousness, or the ignominious death of an old one.

What we face is a question of economic priorities.

In the sixties, the United States and

Massachusetts were rich by comparison to other

countries and other people. Former President

Johnson ran a country which could afford "Great

Society" spending for the poor and disadvantaged.

In 1975, fully twenty per cent of what American's

workers earn is turned back to the poor and

disadvantaged through government programs like

welfare, medicare and other subsidies. In 1965, that

figure was just under seven per cent.

Because unemployment was relatively low,

earning power was high and inflation under

control, the workers and middle-class of the sixties

were willing to pay for these escalating programs.

And as they did, the expectations of disen-

franchised millions for a better life were raised —

and to a certain extent, fulfilled.

But now times are tough. The economy is down,

inflation up. In the state, unemployment is now
over ten per cent and the national rate is only a

point and a half behind. Our parents can no longer

afford the luxury living of the sixties in the hard

times of the seventies.

Whether this will change, whether the country

will have another period of wealth and growth,

remains to be seen.

What is important right now is that the taxpayers

of this state are having trouble making ends meet in

their own homes. They no longer want to pay for

programs they receive no benefit from. And if they

see no benefit in UMass or state welfare they will

fight a tax increase to the hilt.

There are hard questions brought on by the

economics of 1975. Should the system's ability to

pay be the major factor deciding when the meat

cleaver falls on social and education programs?

How is it possible to demonstrate the worth of such

programs to society? What will be the future effect

if they are severely cut back? Should the programs

continue, even if the system can't afford them?

Should the system be changed to allow for their

continuation?

These are questions that go to the root of what
you believe in. But if you want higher education in

this state to continue as it has; if you want to

continue social programs of the sixties in the hard

times of the seventies, then don't go to class today

or tomorrow.

You will miss some lectures, because faculty

have been ordered to go on teaching. The ad-

ministration is afraid of legislative reaction if they

allow faculty to overtly back a moratorium. But if

you allow a misused lecture to keep you from

demonstrating concern, you are putting your own
interests up front.

Attend lectures and workshops and talk to your

friends today about the questions raised above.

Phone and write the Legislature if you wish.

Participate in a demonstration at Gov. Dukakis'

house later this week, if you think that will help. But

for all of our sakes, think about those questions. If

you do that much, you will spend your time far

more wisely than attending class.

Written by Bill Densmore, this editorial

represents the opinion of the majority of the Board
of Editors.

Serious intentions
l

We, the students, demand legitimacy and change. We want a

responsible role in which our voices are heard and our suggestions are

incorporated. It has been evident time and time again that when people

take the responsibility for their own community they are successful. In this

fight for legitimate participation we have become a political force. We need

to be able to communicate with each other about our needs. We need to

understand each other. With this growing understanding we realize the

solidarity amongst us and with other groups that are to be affected by the

proposed budget cuts - the recipients of welfare and all Human Services.

While private higher education is a privilege for those who can afford it,

public higher education is a right for all people. A substantial raise in tuition

plus a decrease in financial aid will make it impossible for those who

already find it difficult to meet expenses to return next semester. Since this

will mostly affect poor people, it will defeat the whole purpose of public

higher education. We propose a student union that will serve as a

collective bargaining agent. We hope to keep these alternatives open to

the people's needs and not bureaucratized as so many organizations have

become. We feel we are ready to work together.

"The mark of a true university is whether or not it takes its students

seriously. " We are demanding to be taken seriously.

Julie Leonard
Annette Guttenberg

ideas on the moratorium

Faculty support
The Socialist Faculty Caucus strongly supports the right of every

student and faculty member to engage in moratorium activities without
threat of reprisal from the University administration.

Ex -Provost Gluckstern's statement threatening to penalize faculty for

participating in the moratorium comes dangerously close to an in-

fringement of academic freedom.

The form of education is an issue to be determined collectively by
faculty and student decision and not by administrative fiat. Those faculty

who do engage in the educational activities of the moratorium will amass a
considerably larger number of "contact" hours with students than in the

normal operation of classes.

Just as we are for worker control over the economy, so we are for

student-faculty control over education. Education should serve to develop

people 's capacity for active participation in decisions affecting their own
lives. To participate h moratorium activities is to discharge our educational

responsibilities in the highest sense of that term. We support this activity

and urge others to do the same.
Ann Ferguson

Points of information

PHONO THON
Come to Council Chambers on second floor of Student Union on

Tuesday to call your State Rep. in order to protest budget cuts and tuition

hikes. We will supply you with your Rep.'s name and phone number.
CAR CARAVAN

Call the Student Action Committee at 545-0436 if you would like to drive

to the demonstration at the State House in Boston on Wednesday.

The academic reputation and public effectiveness

of the University of Massachusetts is in jeopardy. To

simply maintain UMass at its present levels will require

the acceptance of the budget as proposed by our

board of trustees.

By latest figures, Massachusetts is close to last in

the per capita expenditure of state funds for public

higher education. If weakened, the public institutions

of higher learning would become even more
restrictive to low income, minority and non -traditional

students.

Students from the three UMass campuses will be
expressing their sentiments at a rally in support of the

UMass budget on Wednesday, April 30th, at 11:30

a.m. on the steps of the State House.

I wouldjust like to urge everyone who is against the

tuition hike and budget cuts to write to their state

legislators and senators and tell them so. It is really

I wonder how many striking students realize the

money being wasted by missing 2 [or 3] class days?
The faculty are still being paid, therefore you defeat

the purpose of trying to SAVE money by WASTING
money! Who is being punished and who is losing out?
The students, that's who. After all, who pays the

salaries ofprofessors on the entire campus for 2 days?
WE, the students do. I, for one feel that missing 2

AHORA, the Latin American student organization,
expresses complete solidarity with our brother and
sister students in their struggle against racism and
repression via the moratorium today and tomorrow.

We understand that university administrations,

both public and private, are attempting to delimit the

access of Third World students to education, and to

withdraw the basic educational and economic op-
portunities achieved through the ever-expanding
struggle of all oppressed peoples. The excuse of the

current economic crisis is being utilized as a
justification of repressive actions against our com-
munities in all areas, such as education, human
services, employment and others. These actions,

however, do not in reality result from the present
situation, but are part of an extensive plan to silence

those who struggle against social and economic

We urge all of those interested in tht future of
public higher education in the commonwealth;
students of the Community College system, the State
College system, as well as the University system to

contact members of the legislature, as well as at-

tending Wednesday's rally.

Richard Savini, student. University of Massa
chusetts at Amherst
MEMBER, BOARD OF TRUSTEES, UNIVERSITY
OF MASSACHUSETTS
Cary Rothenburger, student. University of
Massachusetts at Boston
TRUSTEE ELECT. BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

quite simple and, contrary to popular belief, it really

does make a difference, provided that enough people
do it. PLEASE! Show that you truly are concerned!!

A Gretchen F. Sohl

days of class aoes not suit the purpose the best way.

How many students will just use the strike as a

legitimate-sounding excuse to skip exams and such,

and not even care about the demonstration of a

point?????

I am not against the purpose, just the method used.

Sarah Wilkinson

oppression; a plan of action which had been forged

even before the onset of the present crisis in order to

suppress the increasing forces demanding liberation

and socio-economic equality throughout the world.

Our solidarity with the Third World Coalition in its

struggle comes from our understanding that their

fight is equal and coextensive with our own. Our fight

is just one aspect of the struggle of all oppressed

peoples battling for justice within and outside the

empire.

We call on all Third World students and other

progressive organizations to offer their support and
express their solidarity with our brothers and sisters at

Brown University, as well as wherever fronts of our

common and continuous struggle for human dignity

break forth. _ ..

Felipe Nieves

Secretary General Elect

AHORA

,-zamir nestelbaum

April's power

I was up late Sunday night, listening to the Dead, when suddenly I

realized I had a column to write. On student activism no less.

Which brings us to the point. For too long have students here, we, of

this great big fast moving community, moved in the wrong directions. We
have moved toward parties, and funtimes, and bogus academic pursuits —
outing trips and honor projects, without realizing why. To say that we have

lost our perspective is to insinuate that we at one point had it. For too long,

in the words of the immortal Samuel Clemens, has school got in the way of

our education. Or in the words of the semi-immortal Henry Ragin, have we
taken it too seriously. It's time we did something.

April is a great month. April has brought the start of many wars, in-

cluding our own Revolutionary and Civil. April saw the greatest days of the

movement, the strikes of 1970 and 1972. April brought us the streakers of

1974 in full bloom. Everyone loves April, and sitting in the sun with a sign

or a placard, singing lonesome songs about freedom and the new day to

come. The winter is over, spring is here. The hideousness of May and the

great summer decisions are still weeks away.

Which is not to detract from the present revolution. The issues are there

and we students are armed and about But this revolution is televised. We
can watch it on the local hack T.V. stations every night. Why I even got on
for three seconds on a Channel Three spot, pretending I was a commuter
and voting for the strike. What a ham, everybody said.

The dangerous thing about April strikes is that May is around the corner.

And with May come finals, trying to sublet your apartment, getting a

summer job, figuring out what to do with the rest of your life. As Atlas

said, real heavy things. And who has time for it all in May. In June
we're all gone — most of us anyway. The administration knows this and is

just playing a waiting game. Once we leave, all the really important

decisions can be made. Crucial decisions are always made in the summer,
when few of us are here save for a few thousand with their heads sizzled

on the Guru. We have to keep the pressure on past the end of the game,
for them to realize that it's more than a game, with each side shaking

hands at the buzzer and going out to toss a few down with the referee.

Thank God the S.G.A. has little to do with this movement. There's so

little life in the S.G.A. that they had to wait 45 goddamn minutes for the

presidential election to start before they could get a stinking quorum. And
in these times of heightened interest. And then one of their primo ego
addicts had the disgraceful gall to stand up and holler at Henry Ragin, who
was just pointing out to the blind that the Emperor had no clothes. The
bitch.

The ISSUES ARE FOR REAL!!! A 10 per cent budget cut would
emasculate this University. Student programs will be cut. Especially those
of an experimental nature, from which all innovation feeds off. Don't
forget Mike Dukakis went to Harvard, and who needs public institutions of

higher learning, when the great and holy Boston Privates take a po' boy
from the slums every now and then — to keep the folks on the assembly
lines happy. Like Mike Dukakis for example — the token who made it big

and can now repay his old mentors. At our expense — the working people
of this state.

There are some heavy political games being played. Secretary of

Education Paul Parks would rather cut administration. So Wood takes a

voluntary 6 per cent salary cut. before they stick him with a mandatory 10

per cent cut. Don't forget this is the same benevolent who is reportedly

using interest off of student money (housing deposits) to pay the rent for

his SUPER LUXURIOUS office. He makes 10 grand more than even the

governor. And then there's the Legislature. To quote Ken Kesey, they're all

a bunch of psychoceramics — real crackpotsl

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist.
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TAKE U5 TO MORATORIUM, SfA/OR*

ellerv gavin

Answers to be found
"Staying out of class is fruit/ess. Everyone in the

state will get angry at us for wasting time, and it won 't

prove anything."

The above remark is a typical response to those

UMass students who, while they don't want budget

cuts, still find themselves wondering about whether or

not to go to class today.

First of all, if we contend that we are adults, capable

of rational and purposeful thought and activity, why
are we so worried about legislators and parents telling

us kiddies that we are misbehaving? If we decide to do
something (84 per cent of the vote was in favor of a

moratorium) we know why we are doing it, and if

parents, legislators and administrators see us as

responsible adults, they will listen and understand our

rationale.

As I see it, the moratorium is a time for us to in-

terrupt our everyday routine, to interrupt our lives,

and to interrupt our university, and begin to ask and

answer some real and pressing questions. These

questions can't wait, we must begin to seriously

discuss them now, before we all go down the tube.

"Why are we here?" should be the first question.

We, or our parents have worked hard to get us here

and we should know the purpose behind these four

years. Because higher education ain't a bad idea —
learning, questioning, reasoning, analyzing, making

the pieces fit, all of these are activities in which

thoughtful, creative human beings should be in-

volved. Yet now we hear that only some of us will be

able to come back next year, and that education is

becoming a privilege. We also hear that those classes

which are the most thought provoking, the most

innovative, the ones that allow for the most positive

and human inter-action within the generally sterile,

authoritarian structure of the typical UMass class, will

be the first to go.

The second question should be "where are we
going from here?" If we are at all in touch with reality,

and if we've finally been able to face it, we'll un-

derstand that none of us know where we are going

from here. School has kept us out of a labor market

that now has no room for us. There are no jobs. And
we must begin to question the priorities of a society

that allows basic human needs, including the need for

productive work, to be ignored.

Our last question must be "What are we doing

while we are here?" If the answer to that is that we are

sitting and listening, absorbing and internalizing,

processing and then spitting back information that is

irrelevant, erroneous, or uninspiring, then we have

another whole slew of questions and answers to

grapple with. Why are we afraid to disobey a

professor who holds a grade, a cum, a mythical career

over our heads? Why do we sit through some
irrelevant classes with boring out- of- touch professors

while the country is falling apart? Why don't we dare

to ask the questions that are in desperate need of

answers, to pose the problems that are staring us in

the face?

Please, come to some of the workshops, and begin

to ask some of these questions. You may or may not

be surprised to find that you may already be

discovering some of the answers.

Ellen Gavin is a Collegian Columnist
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On human energy

By GREGG WILSON
Energy, politics and pols (a.k.a. Polsci 381)

have provided stimulating topics for writing

and even interesting columns for reading

over the past few months. Since the ap-

pearance of "Commentary On Energy" in

February your self-appointed Collegian

energy czar has traveled the bewildering and

often times perilous road of a political

commentator.

Provoked into journalism by the likes of

the Rolling Stone's own Hunter Thompson
and his characterization of ibogaine Ed

Muskie, I have made the often sophomoric

attempt of reaching an audience unmoved
by the drippings of an oil well of the perils of

the atom.

It all started with an unelected president

named Gerry. Champion of the Republican

fund-raising circuit and high in demand at

many of their over priced chicken dinners, his

energy proposals lacked the quality one

would expect from the person occupying the

most important office in the land.

Ford's isolationist call for project in-

dependence was bewildering to countries

who were past and present victims of

American exploitation and imperialism.

Yours truly was enraged at the lack of a

coherent

thought

process in the

mind of the

nation's leader.

But not
every energy

column was
critical or

unconstructive.

The call for

a national oil

company was a

rational

response to an

economic system in need of restructuring.

But to believe it would cause teethnashing

on the right or a rush to sell on Wall Street

was a product of naivete on my part.

All semester my intentions had been to

write a piece on an alternative energy source.

Certainly the introduction of solar

geothermal,

wind or tidal

energy might

provide a

solution to our

energy

problems. An
article on the

politics of

energy would
most certainly

comment on

the lack of an

effective

research and

development

program

in these areas.

Yet while in search of an understanding of

these policies, I stumbled upon a radically

different source of energy, one untouched by
the political or scientific minds of our society.

This week is an attempt to transmit a bit of

this energy your way.

Although its cost is minimal you won't be
able to use it to power your gas guzzler or

warm you in the chill of the winter; it most
certainly will not generate enough kilowatts

to insure you against electrical brownouts in

the future.

But this new energy did possess the ability

to generate drama on a preciously inert

campus. It has fostered a sense of unity,

purpose, whatever in a sizeable group of

people never before involved in a campus
movement. More important,y it has
culminated in an attempt to secure a say in

the state's decision-making process.

The time has come for us to relieve our-

selves of the autocratic control of governors,

legislators, and administrators. Today and
tomorrow you will receive a chance to "plug

into" the source of this power. It's free and

yours for the taking.

Gregg Wilson is a Collegian Commentator.
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Continuing Ed to fund

most summer courses
Due the University's general

reduction in expenditures of state

funds, the Division of Continuing
Education will be assuming
responsibility for the majority of

Summer Session courses on a self-

funding basis.

The Division of Continuing
Education was established at the

Amherst campus in 1970. The
Division has expanded the concept

of "student" to include adults

attending credit courses on a part-

time basis, evenings or weekends,

on-campus or off, and persons

participating in activities without

academic credit, conferences,
workshops, and institutes.

The Division is self-funded,

which means that fees paid by

students contribute directly to the

establishment and maintenance of

programs.

A minimum number of courses,

however, known to be essential to

graduation plans in many cases will

be funded by the University as

usual. The decision to have most of

the rest of the summer courses self-

funded through the Division of

Continuing Education will entail

somewhat higher course charges to

many students, but will preserve an

appropriate range of Summer
Session offerings.

The range of offerings this

summer include: Summer I, a three

week session running from June 2-

21. Students will have over 20,

three credit courses to choose

from; Summer II, day and evening

courses with 300 courses running

from June 24-August 15; "Toward

Tomorrow: A Symposium of

Alternatives," a series of over 30

non-credit workshops in alternative

energy and food production offered

on week-long and weekend
schedules from June 27-August 15.

In addition, a number of courses

which fall into a variety of

categories, but do not conform to

the eight week session will be

offered.

Registration for these courses is

by mail or in- person on Thursday,

May 29 at Hills House Main Lobby

for Summer I, and on Monday,

June 23rd at Boyden Gym for

Summer II. The hours for both in-

person registrations are 9:00 a.m.-

1:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.

Summer Session '75 will also

include the fifth consecutive

Summer Workshop Program of-

fered by the School of Education.

Over the years the School of

Education has endeavored to meet

the needs of the educational

community through alternative

approaches to teaching and

learning. These needs now seem to

be focusing on a growing desire for

in-service educational op-

portunities. To meet this challenge

the School of Education will be

concentrating its energies in the

area of in-service during the coming

semesters. With in-service in mind,

this summer's selection includes

general and specific workshops of

special interest to people in the

field. Also included in these of-

ferings are certain courses meeting

certification and graduation

requirements.

The Arts Extension Service of

the Division of Continuing

Education will offer a special, week-

long Community Arts Leadership

Workshop, August 4-8, which is

designed to develop skills and

specific knowledge needed to start

or strengthen arts organizations

within communities. Topics will

include: organizational structure

and management, decision making

processes, arts services for

community institutions, publicity

and public relations, long range

planning, working with budgets,

and arts in the schools.

For interested participants, tours

to Tanglewood, Jacob's Pillow and

Williamstown Theatre will be

arranged for the weekends prior to

and after the workshop week.

Further information on this

program is available by calling 545-

2013 or wiiting to their Division at

P.O. Box 853, Amherst, MA 01002.

Arts Extension is located in Draper

Annex on the UMass campus.

"Project Self" and "Days and

Weekends." offered through

Everywoman's Center will also be

scheduled throughout this summer
from June 23-August 15. Further

information is available by calling

the Center at 545-0883, or dropping

oy 506 Goodell Building.

Catalogs containing course

descriptions, course schedules, and

other important information are

now available at either Hills North

or the Registrar's Office in Whit-

more.

Looking for a summer job

in the Amherst area?

Interested in working with adolescents as an
advocate-counselor? Work in the M.AJR.Y.
Program.

SUMMER POSITIONS —
#70 per week.

(We provide room and board.)

Fall Positions —
12 credits for one semester

committment.

If interested call 545-3622, 3623, 3625 or come
to 381 Hills South.

Applications Available Monday, April 28th

Applications Close Friday, May 2nd

FILM, FALL '75

A FIRST COURSE

English 289, FILM AND LITERATURE
Responding to film requires many of the same skills needed to study ••terature

This course examines characterization, plot, setting, theme, 'magery, and other topics

central to the interpretation of film and literature We will study ^major chrectors

(Welles, Bunuel, Antonioni, Bergman, Truffaut, Peck.npah, Chaplin) as well as genres

(western, gangster, comedy, satire, "ien« f «c^
" ,

ô modern
Films: RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY, POINT BLAN^Sf^P,5;-MODERN

TIMES, SHERLOCK JR., CATCH -22, HIROSHIMA MON AMOUR, CITIZEN KANE,

BELLE DE JOUR, JULES AND JIM, RED DESERT, PERSONA, A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S DREAM. (Fulfills "C" core credit requirement.)

Tuesdays — 2:30-5:15, screening

Thursdays — 2:30-3:45, lecture

DISCUSSIONS:
D-l, Thursdays 4:00-5:15

D-2, Thursdays, 4:00-5:15

D-3, Thursdays, 4:00-5:15

D-4, Tuesdays, 9:30-10:45

D-5, Thursdays, 1:00-2:15

D-«, Thursdays, 11:15-12:30

D-7, Thursdays, 9:30-10:45

(southwest students only)
rv,Ma^man* /« -»v>m

This course is NOT in the schedule book. Contact the English Department (5-2328)

for the schedule numbers.

A GENRE
English 380E, THE GANGSTER IN FILM AND LITERATURE

ADAPTATIONS
English 380D, NOVELS INTO FILM
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Think you can't afford

a luxury apartment?

fThink Again!

Brittany
manor

3 Month SUMMER LEASES at Low, Low Kates

1 bedrooms from $170 — 2 bedrooms from $180

— 3 bedrooms from $280

• air conditioning

• 2 pools

• ..' tennis courts

• picnic area
• wall-to-wall carpeting

9 dishwashers and disposals

9 month FALL LEASES at special rates

for applications made before June 1, 1975.

I bedroom from $200— 2 bedroom from $210— :$ bedroom from $31 u

$50 deposit required to hold apartment for

September— completely refundable until August 1, 1975

Take The Free Bus or Call Us at 256-8534

Office Hours— 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday
1 1 :00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Saturday

Avoid the Summer Rush — RE1ST NOW
for the Fall and save time and money!

notices

ANIMAL FARM
See George Orwell's classic satire in full

color tonite, 7-9-11, CCA, winner of
Cannes and American Film Festivals.

ANTHROPOLOGY 104 FILM SERIES
"Oh Dem Watermelons"; Tidikawa and

Friends". All interested students invited.

Tues. nite, 8:00. Hasbrouck 20, Free.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Important meeting tonite in Hasbrouck

22 at 7. We will finalize movie plans.
Remember those shirts a.id the Cosmos
deadline.

ATTENTION: INTENDED NURSING
MAJORS
A very important meeting will be held on

Wed. 4-30, 2:30 at Goessman 151 and
Thurs., 5-1, 9:30 a.m. at Marston 118.

Counselor Veronica Martineau will inform
students of the changes in the Nursing
curriculum and advise students on the
completion of their pre registration forms.
Be sure to attend.

BICYCLE RIDE
Leaving at 1 p.m. in front of the Student

Union. Join the Bicycle Club in celebrating
Bicycle Week.
BUS DRIVERS

Mandatory safety meeting, tonite at 7:00
•n 168 C.C.

CASH/N BUFFET DINNER
Buffet dinner-dance Friday, 5-9, from

7:30 1:00, get tickets this week from floor

reps

CO ED LIVING
13th floor John Adams is going co-ed

and is currently accepting applications. If

interested call 6-8766, 6 8769 or come up
to visit.

DVP MEETING TONITE
Important DVP meeting at 5:30 in 917

CC Please be there or leave word in the
office if vou cannot attend.

ENGLISH DEPT UNDERGRADS
Meeting of all undergrads in the English

Dept. tonite at 7:30 in Rm. 113 CC. We will

be discussing: tenure situation, com-
munications and the formation of an
undergraduate organization in the Dept.
Be there.

HOME EC MAJORS
Do vou think metric? Come hear Mrs.

Helen Roberts of the Franklin County
Extension Service Office tonite at 6:30 in

Rm. 217 Skinner Hail.

HORROR MOVIE
Last House on the Left, the

psychopathic horror movie with blood-
thirst, rape, revenge and a lot of raw
violence will be playing in CCA 4-30, Wed.
.it 7, 8:30, 10.

HSMA
Tonite at 7:30, elections and guest

speaker, CC 165
JAZZ CONCERT
A Jazz Concert by the MLmatik Swing

Band will be presented Wed. at 8 p.m. in

Emily Dickinson Lounge as part of Mosaic.
Composition by Miles Davis, Herbie
Hancock and McCoy Tyner will be per-
formed. Open to the public, free of charge
JR WOMEN

Those women who applied to Mor-
tarboard should remain at home after 7
p.m. until 10 p.m. tonite. Tapping will be
taking place for those accepted.
LAST FASHION COUNCIL

Meeting Wed., 4-30, Rm. 119 Skinner at

7 p.m. The last Butterick Fashion Council
meeting We have a lot of work to do to
prepare for next year. Don't be left out -
be there or call 546-9622.
PLANT & SOIL UNDERGRAD PRE
REGIS TRA TION
An informational meeting concerning

course offerings for Fall 1975 will be held
Tues., 4 29 in French 102. Refreshments
will be served and all interested people are
invited to attend. Call department for time.
SANDEL MAKING
A sandel making seminar will be given

on Thurs. afternoons 1-4 p.m. in the Crafts
Shop, S.U.
SOUTHWEST
The SW Assembly will elect the SWA

officers tonite at 7:30 in Hampden
Nominations will be taken from the floor.

All SW residents are eligible to run.

Contact SWA Office, JQA Lobby, 5-1552
for more info.

SQUARE DANCING
Try square dancing, Tues. - 8 p.m. -

Cape Cod Lounge, S.U Everyone is in-

vited.

TAU BETA PI

Faculty and student members are
cordially invited to Spring Banquet.
Tickets available from Prof. LA. Webster.
Mrst 18 Ticket deadline is Fri., 5-2.

WOMEN'S HEALTH SERIES
Rape is more than sexual assault, and

has impact psychologically as well as
physically. The fourth session of the
Women's Health Series is a panel and
discussion on this issue. Today, 4-29 from
12 noon-1 p.m. in the Colonial Lounge of
the Student Union.
LOST

While hitching, pr. of gold-rim tinted
glasses Bring to CC Lost and Found, or
call 549 6899
FOUND
On April 24, Husky female, grey and

white, 1 blue and 1 brown eye. Hampshire
Veterinary Hospital. 65 University Drive.

Amherst.

Expesion Joven, a singing group from the Dominican Republic/ will perform in
Hampden Commons tonight at 8:00.

Expresion Joven performs tonight
Expresion Joven, the leading

singing group from the Dominican
Republic, will be performing tonight

at 8 p.m. in Hampden Dining

Commons, Southwest, on the

occasion of the 10th anniversary of

the U.S. invasion of their island.

Polymer lecture

Professor Isaac Sanchez of the

Polymer Science and Engineering

Department at UMass will speak on

"A Molecular Theory of Fluid Phase

Equilibria" today in Room 103 GRC
Tower I at 11:15 a.m.
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This is

the Earth shoe
Anne Kalso invented it

Everyone is trying to

imitate it.But just because
a shoe looks like the Earth

brand shoe doesn't mean
it works like

the Earth shoe.
Earth

Available at:

• . ». r»t-»». t . • »* .i •

Amherst. Mass.: 264 No. Pleasant St.

Cambridge, Mass.: 14 Story St.

Beginning on April 28, 1965,

42,000 U.S. Marines landed in the
Dominican Republic in order to
insure the defeat of the democratic
forces in the country, who were
rising in opposition to the Un-
supported oligarchy in power. Now,
ten years later, the members of
Expresion Joven (Voice of Youth)

bring us the voics of the Dominican
people, who have suffered sorely

under the yoke of U.S. domination.

This concert is being sponsored
by the Five College Chile Solidarity

Committee. There is a $2.00

donation requested. Tickets will be
available in the lobby of Campus
Center and at the door.

UYA budget intact
Any cutbacks in the University budget this year will not affect the

University Year for ACTION Center program. University Year for ACTION
Center is currently operating in its fifth year on step-down funding from
the Federal government. For this fiscal year, the UYA Center has been
granted federal funds to place at least 70 interns in pre-professional
positions.

The UYA Center for Experiential Education is presently recruiting
students from the University of Massachusetts and the Five College
community for pre-professional internships to begin in June 1975. These
internships are for a full year, however, there are a limited number of in-

ternships available for »he Summer and Fall terms. Students will earn
academic credit and $200 a month while interning. Interns will be exempt
from the mandatory dorm residency requirement since they are required to
live in the community in which they are interning.

The UYA Center urges faculty members as well as student career and
development programs to refer students to the UYA Center program.

For more information contact the UYA Center Office at 545-1381,
located at 315 Arnold House.

F0R UGHTNIKJtf FAST DELIVERY 0NAMY Of QVR
DELICIOUS PIZZAS OR SU65 CALL THE B0NGRY-U

PIZZA PATROL

103 N. Pleasant

Tel. 256-0473

55 University Drive

Tel. 256-8914
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large pizza on

deliveries Tues. ft

Wed. Night

Ipril 29 ft 30.
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small pizza on j

deliveries Tues. ft j

Wed. Night I

April 29 ft 30. I
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(rMDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified, drop by

the Collegian Office between
1:30 a.m. and 3 45 p.m. Monday
- Friday.
The deadline is 3 45, two days

before the day your ad is to
appear.
The rates art:
Daily - » 38 per line

Weekly - * 30 per line

Monthly - 1.26 per Una
'Two lines on form
approximate- ona line

\
FOR SALE

Integral Systems power amp
larga Advent speaker* ACE audio
praamp. all immaculate. $660. Call
Mike 549 0177

Need a place to put your plants?
Buy a plant hangar from me for
$7 50 Made Irom raal wood, hangs
in dorm window, holds up to 12
plants Call Vicki af 6 8451 or stop
by and see at JQA 1403

Pair JBL 88 apaakars. high el
liciency. 8 OHM 367 »948 Keep
trying

Heed skis bndgs. boots, ate 264
8989

RUBBER STAMPS made up with
anything you'd like to stamp
Inexpensive For instance, name
and address S3, with telephone
number S3 60 Feat service. Also
personalized stationary Joseph
665 4766. evenings

Fender Bandmaster b PA. Guild
Guitar. Leslie 147. RMI Piano 266
8160 after 5

Fisher 202 receiver. BSR 510 turn..

2 Utah speakers. $260 263 3487

Gibson ES 336. good cond . $276
2536745

1 pr Ofunde 7X50 binoculars w
leather case Exc cond Call 686
0661

Selmer Flute 4 sale, solid silver.

four years old. Excel cond . $160.

253 5176

10 spd Fusi. finest price nag on
choice of equip Touring or racing
for more info call 584 2849 Ask fur
Bob

Tired of ranting?

For Sale

3% Rm Cottage

Northampton

$6,500

586 1666 eves

10 spd BIKE Very good cond
Call Jen 266 6750

Semi chopped triumph Bonn 64
rebuilt engine, exc cond Call now
549 3831

Used 10 speed excellent cond
Raleigh $100 263 7307 Keep trying

KLH model eleven stereo $40
549 6425

Sale 42 VW bus. gd bdy . mch
cond Camper Sennet 1 626 4781 73
rebuilt eg $460

Nikon F body in good condition
Call 649 4483

Ampex portable casaatta. $66

544 4676

Dental water pie. Seare Guar
544 4675

Bolax 16mm motion picture
camera. 3 lenses assorted filters.

case $206 Call 527 6341 bc'ore 3

p m

Cebert Oboe Buffet r

0426

Nikkormat FTN black i !«

50mm 1 4. case skylight filter Ex
cond $200 or Best Offer Susan
542 4171

Dual 1214 plus S«6 Can $100
incl spkra Ask for John at 4-6361

or fv tal

Scuba 2 tanka. 1 rag full wet
suit. 40 44 plus wts . sell in toto

$226 413 426 4490

Must selll Kelvlnator
refrigerator 30X66X20 Good
condition $40 or best offer Call

Elian 646 2304. room 203 between 4

b 6 Mon thru Friday

AUTO FOR SALE
1944 Triumph TR260. excellent

cond $1300 Call 644 4343

Pontiac Cetelina 46 AT. PS. PB
runs excellent $226 Fred 644 7404
or 53304

1970 Mustang Fstbk AC. PS. AT.
ene. exc Body needs some work
$400 firm 644 6104

WANT TO STAY IN SCHOOL -
Must sell 73 Pontiac Grand AM. PS.
PB AM FM radiets. cruiae control
544 5406 Keep trying

68 Dodge Dart GT Cony
cond 369 4018

Pert

71 Cougar XR7 convertible. AM
FM air 361 eng auto 38.000 miles
Liks new $1996 firm 527 4963

Will swap my good 44 VW
Sqbsck engine. 53 hp . 40.000 mi
for your good 40 hp

. VW engine
Michel. 544 4533

58 Peugeot, sunroof, needs
battery end muffler $100 drivoa it

away Bob 253 7967

68 Chev No beauty but SUPER
RUNNING Small 8 automatic PS
»395 253 7947

70 Fiat Coupe wants good home
No 3rd geer. 40 mpg $496 54 000
miles A3 7967

70 Austin America. 30 mpg.
excellent running New tires $460
Rnh 263 7967

1944 Ford Custom, excellent
running condition. $260 646 4843

1971 VW Super, yrw. snrf. radiels
reblt. lug rk. FM. stereo, rcpts
% 1295 Debbie 253 5462 eve

1949 VW ex cond . need money
must sell. $476 or best offer Cell
254 0637

1942 Chevy, good cond rune
very well. $100 00 Call 253 3531
Jim

1970 Chevy Impels convertible,
good condition, reliable and a
bargain Asking $426 00 Call 544
8618

AUTO FOR SALE

71 Fiat 124 Sedan New rsdisls 30
mpg

, good condition $1195
Cha.lotte 50150

66 VW Van. new paint job. need
mech work Best offer 546 2896

Ask for Dave

4 Sale Pevgeo' U0S 21

frame Excellent cond Asking $100
253 5560

64 Ford 9XL 600, 4 speed, runs
well 323 4249 $175

1966 Pontisc Bonneville, nice, ail

the options Csll Steve. 323 6091 or

549 5130 $500 00

1964 VW Bug. engine seized.
$150 253 5878

1971 Toyota Corolla, new angina
4 dr exc cond Call 617 355 2241

Jane

64 Corvair convertible Body and
top uood. needs motor $100 or bo
253 7967

VW Bus. 1970. 9 pass . 53.000 mi .

new 2100 cc engine, radial tires -

excellent cond 1 283 8853 or 666
3216

67 Cuda V8. 4 spd. any raas
offer Also 4. 166X13 tires $65
Mack 549 0491

66 Impala and 2 trs. 5 2708
Steve $225

1972 Audi 100LS. St Orig 23.000

beauty $3260 Aft 5 256 8021

Spring sticker

62 Ford $150 Steve Crimmin
545 2163

66 Chavy Impala. new sticker.

PS PB Good running cond $360
Must sell, leaving country 544 4723
after 7

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1976 Kawaaaki KZ440. 140 milea.

perfect, crash bers. koni shocks.
Asking $1160 Call Bob daya 644
4662. nitas message

1973 Honda CL 17S. Imec cond .

1150 miles electric start Asking
*6©0 6 5449

71 Kawaaaki 360 A7. 7000 mi,
best otter Will trade tor cer or ven
esp ven Call Tom eves 649 1679

1972 360CL Honda, tuned n
battery Beat offer around $650
Bob 549 6349 evenings

1964 Bndgaatone 176.
534 0637

mi

1972 Vamaha 340 Full enduro sat
up. many extras 2900 mi $400 549
0344

Honds 306 Sphk 2 new tiraa

$270 Call Miles 646 7039

Semi chopped Triumph Bonn "44

w rebuilt engine. Ex cond. Cell
now 549 3431

1972 Hondo XL260 r.g March
1973. 3.600 milrs. like new. $740
Cell Jay. 264 4449

1973 Honda 600 4. pull backs
sissy bar. custom seet. $1,300 644
1194

1972 Honda 360 $700. eatree. 544

Trophy Trail. 1973. 1.200 miles
perfect condition. $1 276 446 4443

1972 Vamaha fHrT rail bike 1400
miles $400 549 0344

FOR RENT
Rooms in Has in Northampton

with low people who already live in
a >d like muaic Call Charlie 644
6279

Furn room in Northampton
houae. aveil June V 643 and util

Call Paul. 644 0921 svee

Cliffside Specious 2 bedroom
apartment in lovely Sunderland
Only $145 a month includes
utilities pool, tennis On bus route
Call Martha 444 4172 Available
June 1.

1 bedrm effic ell util and cony
Ideel for couple or parson on bus
rta June 1 Sept 1 645 3347

Ona bdrm apt for rent on Sd
bua route $140 per mo . util inc . all

conv Call Dava 446 7046

Houae in Nyannis. 3 bedroom. 2
bath 2 block to town. 3 blocba to
beach. June 7 - Aug 20 $400
mnth. Don 264 4014 Summer
Rental

1 bedrm apt sund $140. for

summer, opt to renew 446 3161

after 11pm

Amh New 3 bdr . w w carpet.

itw. disp tennis Ct.. swimming
pool Imm Occ No laese req $296

plus util ft sec Cell 649 4400 before

6 _ _

New Houae avail June 1. 6

bdrms . 1 acre, oil heet. bua route

10 min from campus $390 263

Amh Belch line Furn. r

house $42 50 plus Rt 9. 4-1

754 0673

it. in

431

Houaa in Amherst. 7 rail, quiet
location $340 plus util Call 263
5640

Apt with view avail June 1 for

summer Optn to rnw. Completely
furnished incl dbl beds, living

room, full kitchen. 3 bedrooms and
gueat room, parking S Plaesent
St acroas from Amherst Coll. On
bus line Rent $300 mnth. includes
util Leass required. 263 6474 after 4

p m

Two rooms in pleasant friendly

house Aveil immed. with option
to renew in fall 644 3219

WANTED TO RENT h
Couple needs room in house for

summer with option to renew, 263
2482

Visiting faculty couple. I am
children need furn apt or house
££f~!L M,v 7 Jun* ' S44-0474 or
545 3464 or write 162 Farview
Amherst

I'm looking for a country home
that la peaceful co op with aome
fine people Rent and utilities not
over $44 or ao for September Cell
Joseph 665 4765

TO SUBLET
F to shero house w two other F's

6 1 to 9 1 Opt. to renew leese. own
rm . noer Amh. Ct.. garden $75
Eleanor 263 3441. leeve no.

TO SUBLET
2 bdrm twnhouse. Squire

Village June 1 Sept 1. w opt to
renew AC dishwashr. pool, bus
rta Rent nee 665 3270

1 bm mod apt in No Amh near
bus util inc Ig rail, ac carp
Negul 6 1 to 7 31. w opt to renew
Quiet Call 549 6367 even

June Aug 3 bedroom
Hivergiada townhouse Good
location Call 253 3383

Two roommates wanted for

summer months. Juns through
August Squire Village Apt On bus
route $58 75 per month If in

lerested call 666 4753 after 5 p m

Wanted Couple to share 2
bedroom apartment thia aummar

close to cempus. on bus route
Call 546 8167 in evenings Keep
trying!!

MDC CkuifcdA

Sublet 1 bdrm apt Squire
Village June 1 Aug 31 Fur
mshed. pool, air cond . bus rta
S165 665 3112

Two bedroom apt in Amh
Canter from June 1 Sept 1.

Convenient location and fairly

inexpensive Cell 256 0127 after 4

o m

Sublet 2 bdrm townhouse apt
June 1 Aug 31. on bus rt . swim
ming pool, air cond . furnished,
option to renew. $170 per month
Call 666 3241

2 bdrm furn $146 mo 3 moa.
10 mm walk to UMass Buses 649
2715

F wanted to share furniahad
Rolling Green apt May 1 Aug
31 Call 256 0632

June 1. 2 bdrm Brandywine Bus.
pool, rut negot Desperete 549
0112

Rivglade Tnhs. 3 bdrm Nsed
'oommates for 2 bdrma. Sum w
option fall. Meatar bdrm ideel for
iple Tot $300 mo incl util. 263-

Eesthsmpton - 2 ft. 2 br apt.,

Juna 1 Sept 1. opt to renew 627
5670. 6pm on.

Own room with large windowa.
bus routs, quiet snaTTrlsndly m or
f Call 264 4434

Montague 4 bdrm country
home, turn , $300 mo June 1 Sept
1 387 9697. after 6.

Beautiful townhouse ept.
available June Sept with option
to renew 3 bdrm. w w carpeting,
a c . swimming pool, fully modern
kitchen, patio and plenty of room
to roam Call 649 6404 aveninga.

1 bedrm furniahad neer bua 649
0043 after 4

2 bdrm apt . Rolling Green. June-
June leaaa. $233 per mo incl util.

Call 253 7943

Juna 1. 2 bedrm $166 mo
Brandywine Pondaide. Opt renew
549 1463

Two bdr Brandywine apt June
Aug Opt renew 549 I

2 bdr Colonial Vil On bua rt. opt
to renew June Aug $140 (incl
util I pool 264 4004

Amherst. 2 bdrm twnhs apt on
bus rt Furnished, cable TV. AC.
pool June August, opt to renew
$140 with util 2*3 3249

Throe bgjdroom specious
apartment in houae Pleeaant eroe
end cloae to cempua Two porchaa
and a large yard Available June 1

to Auguet 31 Rent includee ell

utilities and ia negotiable Call 549
6441 aveninga and aak for Eileen.

1 bdrm apt on bua lino. pool,
tennia. dishwr . sliding gl doors, all
utilities June 1 Aug 31 $146
negotiable with opt to ronow 446
4231 anytime

Townhouse apt . 2 bdra . on bus
line. Juno 1 Aug 30 $236 plus per
mth Call 544 0642

1 rm in2brm King Philip apt $49
a mo mcl util on bua rt Call 446
4331

Sublet 2 bedrm apt. Rolling
Green June 1 Aug. 31 Opt to
renew 283 3306

2 bdrm twha 6-1 - 4 31 Air
cond

. dishwsh. pool On bus route
pert furn Call 446 3641

2 bd tnhouse apt June Sept
Furn AC. diahwaeh. etc awim
pool. Sunderland A dream palace
at extremely negotiable price 445
3644 Keep trying

1 bdrm at Cliffside. pool, tennis
Rent negotiable, lower then going
rata available mid June thru
Aug Option to renew 446 3029

3 4 bedroom apt furnished, pets
Northampton $176 6*4 2477

Apt Feering St $176 Call 649
3649

To sub June Aug 2 bdrm in 3
bdrm apt Diahwashar, tennis,
pool $70 neg ea. 649 4903

June Sept Colonial Village. 2
bdrm on bua line Furn . pool. $140
w util negot 263-7247 after 5pm

3 bedroom Townhouse spt June
1 to August 31 Option to renew, air
conditioning, pool One mile from
cempus Rent negotiable Call 549
1372

Lg bdrm in 4 bdrm. 4-1. 8 31 $70
mo Util incl 2644421

4 bdrm apt on campus Party
rm and bar J Sept 549 6621
Philliost

Rant or sublet - one bdrm. opt.
Puffton June 1 Aug 31. Rant nag.
Call 644 1281

Free mo rent! 2 br townhouae.
part furn , June Aug.. with opt.,

bua rt. Sunderland Cell 446 7039

3 now bdrm. enjoy a summer at

Leke Arcedle. 300 yds ewey,
Belchertown. on UMsss bus line,

price negotieble 323-7413.

Obi bdrm
Call 549 3804

summer funshd

Summer sublet. 1 bdrm, Puffton
Village apt AC. tennis, pool, on bus
lino Sept option to renew $174 e
month but negotiable. 544 0825

TO SUBLET
Garden apt . Rolling Green. 2

bdrms Juns Aug Option to renew
l

Cheep 253 7332

Sublet with option to renew. 2
bdrm Brandywine. mod conv
June 1 Call 549 6714

1 bedrm apt with utilitiea. June-
August opt to renew Colonial

Village 263 7639

2 bdrm Brandywine. close to
campus. Juna August, pool, nsxt
to tennis courts 549 6876

Townhouse apt to sublet June
to August Option to renew Air
conditioned, csrpeted. closs to
campus and on bus route $236 plus
utilities per month Will negotiate
tor summer months If interested
call 549 0895

Spacious 3'/, room apt. in

Montague $155 month inc util.

Avail 5 1 or 6 1 option to renew in

Sept Call 367 2744 after 5 30

Northampton Hampton Manor 2
bedroom apt . utilities incl 2 air.

ww swim pool, new place June 1

August 31 $230 mo 646 4148

5 Mm Walk to campus. 3 larga
bedrooms Summer sublet with
option to renew 549 6583

3 bdrm apt Puffton Juna 1

Aug 31 Semi furn Rent neg 549
0238

1 bdrm in 3 bdrm Puffton apt
549 0138 Air cond inexpensivs

1 bdrm w util . pool, opt to

renew Col Vill $160 Avail June 1

Can have semi furn. if wented 256
0258

2 bdrm Cliffside. 176. pool 666
3953

Sublet 2 bdrm spt Coloniel

Village Util incl. 140 per mo Cell

266 0157

Have it your way!! Take over my
half of Sq Vill Apt Furn or unfurn
avail May 19 Pay only for Jn Jl b
Aug Opt to renew 646 4971 Ask
tor Greg

Townhouae maater bedrm Ideal
tor cple or rmmtes lor sumr. Air
cond rent negot 549 1144

1 bedroom available in 4
bedroom townhouae June 1 to
August 31 - $76 mo With option to
renew Riverglade Apts Call Pat
263 9431 attar 10 p m

2 bdrm . Cliffside w util , $150
Pool, tennis, bus. partly furn . opt
665 2253

UMass Florence 5 bdrm part
furn . axe cond $2*6 mo 69 Bridge
Rd 544 3342

IS Rolling Green. 2 bdrm
twnhse. ww carpet. AC. mod kit.

pool ^'/l batha Bus rta . util inc
$244 28447*0 eves.

2 bdrm townhouse. Juno 1.

Option to renew, pool, air cond .

carpeted. 2 baths Wooded
beckyard $140 a month Call 646
44*7

$46 b util . 3 rma . in co-op house
5 mm from cempus 253 5077

Rm for summer avail 6-1 to 9-1
Furn , $46 a mo incl util Walking
dial to campus 283 5303

1 rm in 3 rm apt Pool, tennia.
furn $76 nee opt. to renaw 549
6330 Leon Bus route

1 bdroom. Pool, yerd on busline.
$140 Aveil Juns 1. opt to renew
264*644

Sublet 3 bdrm Puffton Apt June
1 Aug 31 $210 Cell 549 0490

June 1 Aug 31, 2 bdrm
Brandywine Apt with dw . disp..
pool, air cond . Partially furniahad.
rant negotiable Cell John et 546
6434

2 bdrm twnhee Squire Village.
June 1 - Aug 31 with option to
renaw On UMass bus route, pool,
air cond

. carpeted, storsgs $196
per month plus utilities 4*6 3*24

Sublet June 1 - Sept 1 Opt. to
renew 2 bedrm apt Belchertown
on bua route, lake 323 6213

Brendywine. 2 bdrm June -
Aug $170 per mo Cell 549 1444

Apt sublet 3 bdrm Puffton Vil..

No Amh $78 s mo psr rm . incl.

util Air cond . pool June - Aug
Cell 649 1103

Musi sublet 1 bedroom furn in 4
room apt near cempua Really
cheap 28364*3

4 bdrm Rolling Grn. $200 month
June 1 Sept 1. AC. pool, all util
ncl. Call 644 9497

To sublet June to Sept . 2 bdrm
apt frae tennis courts pool $1*8
mcl util Cell 646 7046 eves

Two bedrm . wash dry $176
Nag . util incl N'ton. neer Smith 6
col bus 644 1434

SPACIOUS TOWNHOUSE. 2
bdrm . AC. pool. yard, bus rt Opt
to rsnow $176 666 3641

ROOMMATE WANTED
One or two M or F roommates

wsntsd for 2 bdrm ept. Bron-
dywins. N Amherst Jn Ag on
bus rts Rsnt negot 6496906

To share spacious A Frame home
near campus, immsdiate oc-
cupancy Phone Haiba 549 0389 or

Ann 549 6160

Jn 1 to Spt
Rolling Green
offer 546 6516

1 2 bd Twnhee
AC. pool, make

Sublet June 1 August 31

Amhsrst Center. 2 lerge rooms, bey
window kitchen, both $14* plus
•Isctricity. 264 8844

Two bdrm ept. with util. $170 e
mo on bus line June 1 Aug. 31.

Opt to renew 544 6333

Sunny, furn . 3 bdrm apt. in hse .

nr cntr of Amh Very specious
Avsil June 1 Sept 1 Csll 253 3598

ROOMMATE WANTED
Roommstes wanted for Bran

dywine Apt June August luxury
living in the sun snd fun cepitsl of
westsrn Msss Swimming pool.
tsnnis. dishwssher. whet could be
better? Furnished, just bring
voursslf and your aonse of humor

whst s long ad call 549 6647
Keep trying*

June 1 F or cple Pool, w w. ate
""bus ne Opt to renew $78 253
7307 Keep trying.

Apt to share June~ let" Eae7
!••« VAV' %K incl U,M °*»»» 'm. Carl
549 0403 after 4 p.m

Cliffside. 1 bdrm Sublet Juna 16

F. own room and bath, $46 Call

549 1213

Roommate for May 1 thru June
30 own room, only $78 per

month, on bus rt Call 256 0259

Need 4 people m f. Swiss Village

Apts . own rooms $86 per mo
from Juna 1 thru Aug 31. utilitiea

included

One or two femalea for summer
with option for fall 3 bdrm Puffton
Village apt across from pool and
tennis courts On bus rt. Air con
ditioned $60 Cell 549 1866

One or two roommates for a 2
bdrm apt townhouse for summer
or until end of lease in December
Grad praf Rent negot Contact
Fred or leave message 545 2369 10

»i 5pm
One or two F Sum plus or Fall

Furn $45 mon not util 253 2204

Roommate wanted to share 2
bdrm apt $92 50 per . util incld On
the bus line Call 665 4198 after 5
Avail 6 1

F roommate needed for fall to
share spacious house in Amherst
Own rm on bus rt Call 263 3328

Great location. N Pleaaant St
Own rm in Ig old apt No lease
Available 5 1 $66 mo 266 I

MfcrF couple who'd like to live

together in a dorm next semester.
we do too If we get together we
can work it out (request room
together by sex. then switch) Call
Mark weekdays st 844 6432

Roommate needed now Country
farm houss If you liks gardening
or walking in the wooda. thia ia the
place for you $46 s month, plus
utilities 3472413

Room in houaa for May and
June 253 7498

N. Amherst Large apt Own
room $91 47 per mo plus utils.

Sscur dspos Loess until Aug
Tony 549 0499

F. Pull Vill Own room, w bed
and dssr $42 a mo plus alec Sum
Call Staph 849 2414

3 rmts for Juns Aug in Amh
Csntsr 4BR 1 mi from campus
Rsnt nee Cell 253 5921

Ons or two fsmeles for summer
with option for felt 3 bdrm Puffton
Village apt acroaa from pool and
tennia courts, on bus route, eir

conditioned. $40 Cell 549 1444

OH couple IM Fl went to live
together in dorm neat veer Want
swap with other IM Fl couple Call
Jeff et 4 7132 or 4 7198 after 9 00
p m

1 or 2 for pres apt 10 min walk
to cempua Summer w option for
fall 8280 mo 849 4443

2 Roommates needed to shero eir
conditioned maater bedroom in
townhouae apt Rent negotiable
for summer 849-1372

Female grad 28 or over to share 3
bdrm apt Aug 1 100 b util On bus
line Call 849 0043 after 8 p m

$40 mo. own room M F N A M
Center on bua rt. After 400 649
6*41 Available Mev 1.

Faminiat 30. single 2 kida -
want to share houee b kid
cere with similar person, call

2*4*444

Responsibls M F roommate,
share furniahed 3 brm twnhse.
summer and or toll No lease $100 e
month. Bob 283 7947

ROOM WANTED
In Cooperetive House in

Shutesbury or Leverett for Sop
tember Pleese cell Elaine 283 I

RIDE WANTED
To Norfolk. Va

2 Will share
message

or vicin Fn May
$ 254 4069 I.

HELP WANTED
IFree room and board in exchange
for part time child care (two girls

agea 3 and SI and household help,
beginning June or Sept Puffton
Village 549 6046

Experienced salesperson young,
anthusisstic with extensive
knowledge in email electronic
perts snd hlfi equipment Lafayette
Radio. Amherst Apply in pereon.
sse Mike

Thm Collmgimn needs people to
steff our new grephics deportment
The iob enteils msking up sds on a
copy camera aa well es meking
hsedlines for stories Excellent
learning experience

Cell Ken at 646
J500

WANTED
Need cer. driver for rood test will

pay Linde 64144

I'm looking for a country home
that is peaceful co op with some
fine people Rent and utilities not
over $85 or so for September Csll
Jossph 646 4765

BOB STILL WANTS YOUR
AILING OR DECREPIT CAR' Fsst $$
for the hulk 263 7947

Townhouse spt to sublet option
to renew. Air conditioned, cer
peted. closs to cempus snd on bus
route $235 plus utilities per month.
Will negotists rent for summer
months if interested, cell 549 0896

PERSONALS
Cherter flights to Europe end

Celif. Cell Campus Travel 546 0600

Two fern, room wented to shore
spt in So. Chethem, Cspe Cod for

summer Cell 6447260 snvtime.

Diamonds - snd all luscious
stones end wetches. very
reasonable; fully guaranteed Call

Barnie ai 266 0606 after 6 p in.

MDL Despite some obvious
bus minor problems, you m.ike a
pretty good roomie (tun tool!

Peter Teddy Bear.

Happy 19th Birthday. Karen. Love
and Kisses Robin.

Happy 19th MAM Love. Bob

Felii cumpleanoa. Rabecce.
Delta Gamma Da A U Dices qus tu
and dissinusvs fue busno Puss
espero quetu ano viente sercmojor
aun Se que eata and te llevara la

par: al amor y la falicided. Cuidete.
Roger H

M B Happy Birthday, old lady!

(Even tho you'll always be a teen)
Love, your kid

Wanted people who are in-

terested in coed living in Coolidge
E 7965

f

TRAVEL
Charter flights to Europs snd

j

Cahf Call Campus '-aval 545 0500

Save 30 per cent on flights to
most placss in ths U. S and Europe
by purchoaing tickets eheed et
Adventurs Travel Call todey 649
1286

Looking for something to do this
summsr? How sbout cemplng
through Europe? For more in-

formation call Chria 546 9534

SERVICES

BOB WILL STILL FIX ANY CAR
RIGHT'! No job too small any
make or model 253 7967

Passports, job applicetiona.
pistol permits Fost service Lang
Photo 263 3144

THE OUTBACK AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIR specielitlng in Saeb end
other foreign cere. Cell Guy et 264
6110

KARMACHANICS ell forsign and
domestic suto repeirs. Fiat
spacioliata Let ua check out that
ussd csr before you buy it People's
prices We'll teech you too 446
7145

RUBBER STAMPS mode up with
snything you'd like to stamp.
Inexpensive For inetance. nemo
and address S3, with telephone
number $3.60. Fest service. Also
personalised stationery. Joseph
BIB 4746 evenings

Detsun. Toyota. Volvo. Joquor
repeirod by Russ Bscs Plenty of
sxpsrionce end equipment Phone
644 1227

ENTERTAINMENT
h

Four hours of nonstop noetelgie
end hits for only $66 Cell Bob tho
D J 638 8075

MISCELLANEOUS
OVERSEAS JOBS Australia

Europe. S Am. nee Africa!
Studonta. all profoaaions and
occupations. 1700 $3 000 monthly
Expsnsss poid. overtime sight
seeing FREE info - TRANSWORLD RESEARCH. D.p, ml.,
603. Corto Madora. Cal

TAG SALE - Children s aqu p
Exchange b Bake Sale et Mon
teaaori School. 74* Main St.
Amherst Set Mey 3-9 a.m.

*

Lost - 3 yr. old male Melemute
dog in Plumtroe Rd eroe Cell 649
2*89

Contacts in yellow case Call 644

Lost Pr silver rimmed glossss
brn case. Wed Apr 23 Pta. call
Mark 544 7511

Mom s wriat watch in vie of CC

-

TOC. Mon 21 Sent vol Pleeae call
Mark 544 604*

2 yr old F German Shop . un
spayed, papers. Very friendly
Nesds to run Lil 264 8147

Jl, 000, 000

$1,000,000 If you heven't been to
Alen Lasher Haberdasher yet you
better hurry beceuse efter Mey 3rd
ws close our doors. Most of our
1000 shirts ore $1.00 or less. Jeens
snd other pants st unbelievable
prices 36s Bridge St.. Rt. t. Nor
thsmptor. in the gerege in the beck
of ths Wslfers office. Don't look
for a sign, there is none.

AUTO WORKSHOP

DO IT YOURSELF Tools free
with spoco rental. 62 hr..

professions! edvice. Perts
wholesele. Laval 1. CO
Garage. Mon Fn

. 3-10. Sat
Sun., 12-10

Mercedes with
253 5364

diesel 66 69

PERSONALS
P. Garrett - Happy 20th -

Congrats old lady - you made it
thru puberty Don't forget your
Geritol and support hose BJK

Attrsctive Bisexuel female age
23. seeks the some Write to P O
Box 331. Amherst Recent photo
snd phono pleeee.

Spociel thenks to the Sisters and
Pledges of Lambde I Love you ell.
Rhonde

f

CALCULATORS

Collage Calculators has sll ths

|
answers. I offer low discount
prices on all mekes snd models of

' calculators All machines new.
with full werrenty end morel If

vour machine malfunctions within
2 months I'll rsplace it freel All
lines available. Taxes Inst, HP,
Commodore. Rockwell end others.
SR 60 only $99 96. SR 61, "-'v

$18996. HP 21. only $119 96
Meteor 636. comparable to the SR
80. only $8296 Before you buy
enywhoro. cell mo first end I'll give
you tho beat deel I con. Cell Bob
Crowed 649 1314.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

UNITED Feature Syndicate

ACROSS

Yttlerday t PunUr Solved

i Deeply
absorbed

b Barber s

accessory
10 Second rear

slude
14 Mountain

stale

15 Forsake
16 Illness

1 7 Non-
bacnelor 2

words
19 Cuticle

20 Single long

step

21 Stocking
runs

23 Adored
26 Born
27 Artirm anew
30 frankness
34 Letters

35 Keep away
37 Nationality

sulli*

38 Wei sticky

sarin

39 Out ot

4

1

Raised ft Rs
42 Ciwmical

sutli»

43 Loathes
44 Be vened
45 Sensitive

47 Pittsburgh

team
50 Cut ot meal
5

1

Pester
52 Spoil o" 'ne

tree 3
words

56 Siberian
plain

60 Over again

6

1

Good name
64 Horace —

US
educator

65 Irregularly

noicned
66 Son ol Setn
67 Concludes
68 Sad
69 Uncommon

DOWN
1 Sugar
products

2Ral- -• A
noise

J Catharine— Queen
4E«ciles

greatly

5 Garment part

6 Bandleader
• Lewis

1 Male animal

8 Egg shaped
9 Acts ot sail
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10 Make

unhappy
1

1

Arch
12 Catty sound
13 Encloses
ISObiectot

worship
22 Apport loned 48 Spr ing

24 Heron festival

25 Most
sagacious

27 Cancel a
penalty

28 Battle

29 Mass pilgrim

36 Punch Slang
39 Pronoun
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Your Birthday By sum* wilder
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TUESDAY. APRIL 29 -
Bom today, you poaaeas a very

easygoing nature and are moat
comfortable and at home among
those willing to serve you. to help

you toward your success,
whether in your career or in

leisure time activities. Self-

reliance does not come naturally

to you - but it is essential that

you develop it, for it is impossible

that you will always have some-
one else to count on for aid when
attainments and achievements

are on the line. A moderate
amount of independence should

make genuine success not only

possible but probable during
your mature years.

You thrive under the en-

couragement of loved ones - but

you do your best work when
under the demanding eyes of

those whose praise is not so easy

to come by It is important when
choosing a marriage partner,

that you select someone who
knows how to inspire you with-

out nagging, how to praise you
without flattering, and how to

admire and respect you without

seeming to place you on an un

deserved pedestal Your instinc-

tive rejection of anything phony
should enable you to make the

neht decision in 'his regard

oecause you have leanings in

two directions at once — both

the artistic and the scientific —
you may during your youth be in

danger of dividing your interests

to such a degree that you cannot

excel anywhere Once you learn

to be selective, to choose the one
road to follow from among the

many that stretch out before you
as reasonable possibilities, you
should have no difficulty moving
forward

To find what is in store for you
tomorrow, select your birthday

and read the corresponding

paragraph U-t your birthday

star be your daily guide

Wednesday. April 30

TAl'Rl'S 'April 20-May 201 -
Take care to keep your behavior

on such a high level that none
can find fault with your actions

today The atmosphere is highly

critical'

GEMINI <May 21June 20) -
Though you may vacillate bet-

ween success and failure in the

forenoon, by afternoon you
should be able to predict the

final outcome — and act accor-

dingly

CANCER (June 21 -July 22) -
Irresolution could cause you con-

siderable trouble today as you
attempt to find your way out of

difficulties Know what you want
to achieve

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) -Pay
close attention to the details

upon which the present situation

has been built Duty demands
that you take tune away from
personal interests.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22) -
Take some obviously clear-

neaded action wnere tension

among co-workers is concerned.

You can gain a reputation as a

peace-maker
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) -

Early morning hours may be

more stressful thm you antici-

pated Take the tin at to discover

where you're gome — and how
to get there

SCORPIO ((X1 23Mov. 21) -
Gain some personal recognition

today through fast and accurate

action in an emergency situa-

tion Put yourself in another's

shoes in the evening

SAGITTARIUS 'Nov 22

Dec. 21) — Precarious personal

relationships may take a great

deal of your time today. You
might do well to let a friend fend

for himself

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan
19) —Unless you are positive of

your ability to keep your pro-

mises, you would be better off

not making them
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)

— You can save yourself con-

siderable disappointment if you

don't take too seriously another s

image of you as the master of all

you survey'

PISCES (Feb I9-March20»-
It would be easy for you to over-

estimate your ability to get

things done today Early morn-

ing hours may go well - but it's

downhill in the afternoon

ARIES (March 21 April 19) -

Consider well the human ele-

ment" or you may be inclined to

overestimate your chances for

success in a project involving

cooperation among many
• <xMiar& ran iw*d r,*a»> -•«».• ,.

(0
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Academic loans

available for vets
Veterans attending school under the Gl Bill

who are in need of additional financial

assistance to meet education expenses, are

eligible to apply for loans up to $600 per

academic year. The loans are in addition to

the monthly Gl Bill stipends, the VA said at

Boston this week.

A principal factor in determining eligibility

is the comparison of "actual cost of school

attendance" to the student's "total financial

resources," VA said.

Applicants must be enrolled at least half-

time and have sought a loan under the

guaranteed student loan program of the

Higher Education Act of 1965. Courses must
lead to a standard college degree or be at

least six months duration and lead to "an

identified and predetermined professional or

vocational objective."

Repayment of principal and interest is

deferred while the student is enrolled at least

half-time. No interest accrues until

repayment is started.

Installment payments start in nine months
after the student ceases half-time

enrollment. Interest at the rate of 8 per cent

is deferred until that time and full payment is

due within 10 years and nine months. There

is no penalty for prepayment
A 3 per cent loan fee is deducted from the

face amount of the loan to provide a fund to

insure against defaults. Defaults are to be

considered overpayments with recovery in

the same manner as other debts due the

government.

Students may apply through the VA
regional office through which they receive

educational benefits.

Poets to read

for bicentennial
Two UMass poets will participate in the

"Literary Boston" program that will highlight

the capital's bicentennial celebration.

Dr. Donald Junkins, director of the Master

of Fine Arts Program in English at the

Amherst campus, and James Tate, assistant

professor of English, will read their poems in

succeeding months of August, this year and
in 1976.

They are among 19 poets invited to a

series of readings inaugurated this month
with Archibald MacLeish of Conway, Mass.

The program is sponsored by the Boston 200

and Boston Public Library. It is funded by the

National Endowment for the Humanities and

the Massachusetts Council on tM Ats and
Humanities.

Tate is scheduled to read his poetry Aug.

6. A Missouri native, he is the author of eight

volumes of poetry. He is the 1973 winner of a

special Academy of American Poets prize

and the 1973 Yale University Younger Poets

Award. He has been on the UMass faculty

since 1971.
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GEORGE ORWELL'S

7-9-11

tuesday - april 29

CCA 75'

I

PLUS: A MAX FLEISCHER

SUPERMAN CARTOON

AMHERSTCV**
AMITY ST 253 5426

EXCLUSIVE

Best Picture of trieYear. *«*
ir i r . /- SHOWING

^^^^^ No'onol booe'y ew MmLriliCi

jM ^kv Second Smash
r^^ Liv Ullmann in week

UX SCENES FROM
u. A MARRIAGE

v^itten and directed fcy Ingmar Bergman m ::

EVES SCENES FROM AMARRIAGE ; )0

MONDAY I TUfSOAT BARGAIN MtTES • ALL SEATS $100

0. H. Women's Center

presents

Ellen Wolf
of the Carnegie Project

speaking on

Life Planning and

Careers for Women

TONIGHT

in Grayson Lounge

8:00

r

film times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Lacomba 7. 9:20

AMHERST CINEMA
Scenes From a Marriage 7:30

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Godfather II 8:00
Emminualla 7, 9
Woman Undar tha Influence 7,

9:46

MT. FARMS 4 THEATRES
Strongest Man 6, 8:30

Cabarat 6, 8:30

Blazing Saddles 6. 8:30

Lenny 6:16, 8:30

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Witch Mountain 7:30,

Tommy 7:30. 9:*6

Funny Lady 8:00

Capona 7:46. 9:46

Shampoo 7:16. 9:30

Waldo Pepper 2. 7:20.

SHOWPLACE CINEMA
Young Frankenstein 7, 9

9:46

9:30

TTT
AT THE l.ATES

•OF SMITH COLLEGE

j/OKEMY:
:t>wjac

j
# j NORTHAMPTON

• • e

Only Area Showing
7 .00 and 9:20

and TONIGHT IS

DOLLAR NIGHT!!

Academy Award fcaMtee

-lest Foretfn Fin-

Pans Malch Le Monde L Expres

Tel. 773 8043

SHOWPLACE
GREENFIELD

El/Es. only
7:00-9:00

"MEL BROOKS'
COMIC masterpiece:

HoM.sAipert SATUROAY REv EW

rOUHG

iwm
Gene Wilder
Peter Boyle

NOBARGAINNITfcS

TV tonight
6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3>

ACTION NEWS (8)

SECRET AGENT "No Marks for

Servility." 118)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

THE NIGHTL Y NEWS (30)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA "The Lila Conrad
Story." (40)

LOVE. AMERICAN STYLE (56)

6.30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

ZOOM' (24) (57)

MOVIE "Romeo and Juliet." (27)

BEWITCHED (38)

6.55 NEWSBEA T NEWS (40)

700 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN D YKE SHOW "The
Return of Harry Spangler." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ROMAGNOLIS' TABLE (24)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Gairy
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

WOMAN IS (57)

7 30 CELEBRITY SWEEPSTAKES (3)

LETS MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall,

host (8) (221

THE FOURTH ESTATE (24)

MASQUARADE PARTY (301

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
"Andy and the New Mayor." (38)

ROOM 222 "Pi In the Sky." (40)

DRAGNET (56)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

800 GOOD TIMES J.J. - Budding
artist. (3)

HAPPY DAYS "Kiss Me Sickly."

(8) 140)

PASTORS PERSPECTIVE (181

ADAM 12 "Dana Hall." (22) (30)

SOLAR ENERGY (24)

MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR (271

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES (38>

DEALERS CHOICE (561

(57)

EEK

'VIE

v,ht."

You

HUBLIC AthAIRS SPEC I

A

8:30 MASH (3)

ABC MOVIE OF THE
"Returning Home." (8)

NBC WORLD PREMIER
"They Only Come Out .

(22) (30)

NOVA "How Much D
Smell?" (24)

JOURNEY TO ADVENTURE (27)

/ DREAM OF JEANNIE (38)

DINAH' (56)

PIONEERS OF MODERN PAIN-
TING (57)

900 HAWAII FIVE O "Bomb. Bomb,
Who's Got the Bomb?" (3)

GREATEST SPORTS LEGENDS
118)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

9:30 AMERICAN SKI SCENE (18)

ASSIGNMENT AMERICA (24) (57)
GOMER PYLE "A Date For the
Colonel's Daughter." (27)

THE DICK VAN OYKE SHOW (38)
10:00 BARNABY JONES (3)

MARCUS WELBY, M.D. (40)

PUBLIC POLICY FORUM (18)

POLICE STORY "Captain Hook."
(22) (30)

INTERFACE (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

MOVIE "How to Marry a
Millionaire." (38)

PERRY MASON <«6)
THE WHITE HOUSE TRAN-
SCRIPTS (57)

10:30 ART IN PUBLIC PLACES (24)
THE JOE HYDER SHOW (27)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (8)

118) (22) (27) (30) (40)

THE BEST OF GROUCHO (56)
THE CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
NEWS (57)

It 30 TUESDAY STARLIGHT MOVIE'
"Charade." (3)

WIDE WORLD SPECIAL "Has
Marriage Had It." (22) (30)
THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

MOVIE "Loose in London." (27)

•>»w*e**i

L / 256-6411
AMHERST-HADLEV LINE-

DOLLAR NIGHTS MON&TUES
ALL SEATS $1.00
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JVcrossmen glide;

clip Canton Tech
By SCOTTHAYES

Using a well-balanced scoring attack, the UMass junior varsity lacrosse
squad stomped Canton Tech, an upstate New York junior college, by a 19-
9 margin in a home game played last Saturday.

The contest was not originally scheduled as part of the JV season, but
that didn't bother the JV Gorillas, who jumped to a 5-1 first period lead.
The crossmen just missed a scoring opportunity that immediately followed
the opening face-off. Carl Leone then beat a lone defender and scored 29
seconds into the initial stanza for a quick UMass advantage. Mike Gongus
tallied two goals in the first quarter.

Several good fast break goals enabled the stickmen to take a 9-3 lead at
the half. Coach Russ Kidd substituted freely the rest of the game and the
team's depth was exhibited. Six different midfields took part in the action
and when a UMass victory was apparent, attackman Larry Heaton was
utilized as a goalie.

Gongus led the JV's with four goals while Leone and Dave Lautman
contributed a pair of goals each. Pete Farquhar netted two goals and
added two assists leading the first midfield, which "did a good job
checking and played a tough game," according to Kidd.

Fran Yung scored twice and Bill Henry, Steve Zinkowski and Emmett
Holt scored one goai apiece.

Kidd used thirty-five players in the game as the junior varsity upped its

record to 3-1.

Nine penalties slowed the UMass scoring barrage, but defensemen Jim
Draper, Joe Perry and Blanchard Kenney continually denied the Canton
offense. The goaltending was solid with Jim Kenny playing most of the
game.
The JV Gorillas travel to Brown tomorrow for what has to be the biggest

game of the season. The team is then scheduled for an away game Friday
at Mount Hermon before returning home Sunday to face the
Massachusetts Lacrosse Club.

Cooney outstanding

Lifters win NE's

IS

By JANEHOLZAPFEL
The UMass weightlifting team

overwhelmingly won the New
England Collegiate Championship
in the invitational meet held this

past week-end at Boyden Auxiliary

Gym.

It was the first weightlifting meet
ever held at UMass, with twelve

different schools represented.
There were 21 lifters in various

weight classes.

Though it was a fairly small meet,

some really outstanding lifts were
performed. Nick Vernucci of

Brandeis University, already a

National Collegiate Champion, won
the outstanding lifter trophy for the

lighter classes. He performed a

snatch of 200 pounds and a clean

and jerk of 250 pounds.

UMass weightlifter Doug Cooney
was the outstanding lifter for the

higher weight classes. His snatch of

265 pounds and clean-and-jerk of

335 pounds were in themselves
New England Collegiate records, as

well as the total of the two lifts (600

pounds).

UMass had three lifters in the 165

pound weight class. Chuck

Stickney performed a snatch of 170
pounds and a clean-and-jerk of 240
pounds, giving him the highest total

of the UMass lifters in this weight
division. Joe Satlak lifted a snatch
of 175 and a clean-and-jerk of 230
pounds. Fred Myerson was third

UMass lifter in this division, per-

forming lifts of 135 snatch and 185
clean-and-jerk.

In the 181 pound division Brian

Wiseman performed a snatch of

170 pounds and a clean-and-jerk of

225. Brian came in third in this

weight division.

Besides team captain Doug
Cooney in the 198 pound weight
division was John Donnelly and
Jeff Smith. John lifted a snatch of

195 pounds and clean and- jerked

270 pounds. Jeff lifted 155 pounds
for the snatch and clean and-jerked

220 pounds.

In the heavyweight division was
Eric Wiseman who performed a

snatch of 185 pounds and a clean*

and-jerk of 235 pounds.

The UMass team gave an out-

standing performance at their first

home meet, and hopefully will

sponsor more meets here in the

future.

Outerspace Band

MAYDAY (5/1)

Campus Center Auditorium

9:00 p.m.

only $1.00 admission

The Finest Oriental & Polynesian
Food In This Area Served At

South Chins Restaurant
j

• We prepare all your favorite foods and tropical drinks just the way f

you like
f

Everything on the menu can be ordered to take out.

Make Graduation A V$rf Special Celebration
|

- Call How for Reservations. I

I

Open for special luncheon menu, 11 :30 a.m.-3 p.m. (except Sun. &
\

holidays) k

Open Daily til 10 p.m. Fri. & Sat. till a.m. f

Route 9 AMHERST, MASS. 256-0251 k

Although he was a no-show, former Celt Bill Russell
was enshrined in the Basketball Hall of Fame
yesterday in Springfield. No mention was made of him
during the ceremonies. His image is placed on a 10-foot

high stained glass window. At left are officials and
inductees having their picture taken.

Russ Smith

Sylvanites earn second life

By RUSS SMITH
Whal is JJ Sheehan and Sons? A billboard company? A new rock

group? Or how about a law firm? Nope, JJ Sheehan and Sons is a softball

team.

The team's homeland is Cashin dorm. It is named after its general-

manager, player-coach, John (or Jack to his friends) Sheehan. The team is

entered in intramural softball.

Last week they lost their fourth straight IM game.
They have only one game left to play to salvage a victory before their

softball season is over. They aren't going to the playoffs this year. Will

tears be shed by those players who won't be here at UMass a year from
now, making this game their last as a college kid?

No way!! You see, Sheehan and Sons have something else to fall back
on — the Sylvan Tournament!

Back in 1974, due to atrocious weather conditions, the intramural

department had to cancel the regular season for spring's outdoor sports,

and institute instead a single elimination tournament. For half the teams on
campus then, the 74 softball season consisted of one game.

Sylvan's Area President, Mark Spengler, decided to do something about
this for the teams in the elite sector of the campus. He started a double-
elimination tournament for the Sylvan teams. There wasn't an announced
prize for the winner (besides the right to claim Numero Uno), though they
did receive a couple cases of beer for celebration.

Sixteen teams entered the tournament. And when it had ended, the

Brown Bombers had given' the title to the Moondogs from rival Mc-
Namara house. Where was JJ and the Gang? Long gone, eliminated in the
early goings. For them, it was that famous adage, "Wait 'til next year".

Well, next year is here. And the 0-4 Sons are ready to bow out of the
intramural scene. Luckily for them, the Sylvan tournament is back again.

As a matter of fact, the Sons played their first Sylvan game last week
against the McNamara Magicians. Supposedly the best team in the area

(they are undefeated in intramurals), the Magicians were upset by the

Sons, 5-3. This not only gave Sheehan's kids their first softball victory of

the year, but also proved that on any given day, any team can win.

So at the end of this week, when the Sons ordinarily would have been
no more, you'll still be able to see them out on Wope fields, practicing,

banging base hits into left field, and having a good time.

And although hardly any team in Sylvan really believes JJ and his Gang
can win the tourney (even though an underdog can go all the way), in the

wind blowing from Cashin, the song can be heard — "Here Comes the

Sons".

Base hits: The Thatcher Redwoods were the Campus Champs in softball

last year, but I can guarantee it won't happen again this year... the regular
season in softball ends next week, with the playoffs close behind... did you
know we have fifteen intramural softball fields? Amherst College has two...

how about playing the championship game in Earl Lorden Field (no, not
against the baseball team)... what a homerun wall...

Intramural Notices

Instant golf:

Women's team

starting now
By RON ARENA

All you Janie Blalocks and
Sandra Palmers out there, start

swinging those golf clubs. Yes,

UMass now has a women's golf

program, and it's starting im-

mediately. Potential candidates are

urged to contact Fan Gaudette
right away. He can be reached at

the basketball office at Boyden, or

phoned at 545-2481.

Depending on how many women
are interested, Gaudette explained

that he hopes to schedule some
matches for this spring. Yet his

primary goal presently is to judge
the potential of the candidates in

order to plan for the fall. Claims

Gaudette, "It's important that we
find out how many people are

interested in performing on the

team so we can schedule future

matches."

Although seniors are also

welcome to try out, the emphasis
will be on underclassmen. Since the

spring semester is nearly over,

Gaudette is primarily looking for

women to participate in the fall, but

stresses the importance of them
starting now.
The program, according to

Gaudette, "will also offer women in

high school an opportunity to come
to UMass and play golf, whereas
before, those students would have
to go to a southern school." A flyer

is being designed to send to high

school sports directors to help

stimulate the program.

o
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Intramural softball and soccer

games will be played Tuesday, 4-29,

and Wednesday 4-30, as scheduled.

Softball games which were rained

out on April 3 will be played on May
6 on the same fields and at the

same times.

Intramural tennis matches must

be completed by Monday May 5th.

All undergraduates and
graduates must turn in their gym
equipment and locks by 5 p.m.
Tuesday May 20. Faculty and staff

must turn theirs in by Friday May
30. All will be billed for equipment
not turned in.

The Distinguished Visitors Program is asking the student
community for suggestions for speakers for next year's program.

Please drop slip off at suggestion box on Campus Center Desk.

Speaker's Name

Who he-she is

Idle Flyers

respect Isles
PHILADELPHIA {UP/) - The

Philadelphia Flyers, idle for nine

days after a quarterfinals sweep of

the Toronto Maple Leafs, resume
National Hockey League Stanley

Cup play here Tuesday night in a

semifinals series against the never

say die New York Islanders.

A jubilant Islanders' goalie Glenn
Resch said after his 1-0 shutout of

the Penguins in Pittsburgh

Saturday night that "it'll be hell on
ice against Philadelphia and I can't

wait to play against them.

"We have the best defense in the

league, better than the Flyers," the

rookie goalie said. "Nobody can

touch us."

The Flyers' Terry Crisp, who
played with the Islanders three

years ago when they were the

worst team in the National Hockey
League, said Philadelphia, the

defending Stanley Cup champion,
has a lot of respect for the Islan-

ders.

Crisp said that in beating the

New York Rangers to gain the

quarterfinals and then coming from
behind against Pittsburgh, the

Islanders have done "two im-

possible things. If things happen in

threes, we're next on the list."

The Flyers' regular season record

against the Islanders is 3-1-2, with

the last a 4-1 win in Long Island

April 5 while Billy Smith was in

goal.

Smith played in five of the

Islanders games against the Fryers

while Resch was in the net during a

3-2 Philadelphia win here.

Leagues are over for the

season at

Boyden 10 Pin Lanes,

OPEN FOR

PUBLIC USE

Evenings

Monday through Friday

SO cents a string
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Netmen favored in SUNY match
By BILL EDELSTEIN

If you happen to be moratoriumizing by the Boyden
tennis courts today at 3:00, you might as well sit

down, take in the match between UMass and the
State University of New York (SUNY) at Albany, and
be thankful that the professor teaching your 2:30 class
told you in advance that he wouldn't spring any new
material on you.

The racketeers are the decided favorites of today's
contest as overconfidence, and not SUNY, at Albany
should provide the prime opposition.

"The guys have been saying that they 'can't get

excited' over the match," stated coach Steve
Kosakowski, "but we don't know how good they
(SUNY) are this year, and we might be surprised by
them."

The Minutemen who have a two year's running

history with the New Yorkers, hold a 1-0 advantage in

the series. Now, I agree that holding a 1-0 edge after

two matches seems about as logical as general

procedures at Whitmore, but there is a reason for the

odd tally (even though there may be no reason

whatsoever behind general procedures at Whitmore).
The.. .er...Albanians came to UMass two years ago

to face the racketeers, and with them came the

monsoon season compacted into one day (definitely

not SUNY weather). When the teams floated onto the

courts, their rackets swam away to safety, thus
putting the damper on the proceedings which caused

the match to be cancelled.

Last year, at Albany, the rain was replaced by wind,

but the match was held, and the only thing that got

blown away was the SUNY tennis squad (to the

pneumatic tune of 7-2).

The Minutemen will also be battling a possible

letdown after their vain, all-out effort to cop the

Yankee Conference Tournament championship last

weekend.
"The guys played hard (at the YanCons)," lauded

coach Kosakowski, "and I was really pleased."

OTHER DISASSOCIATED RAMBLINGS -
UMass' unseeded Rob Schpeiser, joined the

racketeers before the YanCon tourney and finished

the event doing chief justice to the supreme court by
whipping Vermont's Jay Moorehead for the first

singles title, 4-6, 7-5, 6-1. "I finally got even with him,"
declared an elated Schpeiser, referring to his debacle
of two years past when the same Jay Moorehead
blanked Rob in straight sets... Marc Ouellet, the only

racketeer to miss the tournament finals, had pulled

some chest muscles prior to the competition. "We
were afraid he was having a heart attack," said a

relieved Kosakowski... The entire UMass tennis team
has a severe drinking problem; the efficient public

servants at Whitmore have promised the club a water
bubbler for five years straight, but they have yet to

make good their promise as the racketeers are forced
to whet their collective whistles from an ancient Mass
Aggie bucket...

Council report questioned
By SCOTTHAYES

The presentation of the Athletic

Council's special report at last

Thursday's Faculty Senate meeting
turned into a battle between the
Council and the Committee on the
Status of Women.

After Arthur Elkins, chairman of
the Athletic Council, briefly ex-
plained the Council's information,
Ula Motekat, chairperson of the
women's committee, submitted a
response to the special report.

Elkins stated in his introduction
that some changes had taken place
since the report was compiled.
Executive members of the Athletic
Council met with the Faculty
Senate and a first report was
rejected. The final report was
approved by the Council for Senate
consideration.

When a question period was
opened, Motekat brought up her
committee's response. The han-
dout pointed to discrimination
against women in athletic programs
documented in the special report
The Committee presented four
motions "to insure equal op-
portunity for women in athletic

programs."

The following excerpt from the
response lists what those four
motions were: "It is moved that the
reorganization of the Athletic
Department and the im-
plementation of the programmatic
approach be postponed until the
following conditions are met:

1. resources within the Athletic
Department are distributed on an
equal basis between men's and
women's athletic programs;

2. the allocation of full-time

positions to women in the Athletic
Department is increased sub-

Analysis

wmmmmmmmmmmmmm
stantially and, as a minimum, all

head coaches of women's sports
programs are women on full-time

positions within the Athletic
Department;

3. the number of women's
athletic programs is increased
substantially and, as a minimum,

I
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Doug Cooney grimaces as he snatched 265 pounds
last Saturday and snatched the New England
collegiate record for his weight category. Details of
last Saturday's UMass weightlifting meet are inside on
page 15.
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the following actions are taken:

— women's crew is given varsity

status;

— women's lacrosse is given
varsity status;

— women's club sports are
started, and
— policies are developed for

giving varsity status to women's
teams either directly or via club
sport status;

4. women are according equal
participation in policy-making
decisions within the Athletic
Department.

It is further moved that no ex-
pansion of male athletics, including
programs, positions, etc. be un-
dertaken until such time as an
equitable distribution of resources
between men's and women's
athletic programs is achieved."
What followed was a

"discussion" of the athletic fee,

revenue and the Barber Fund,
which provides scholarship money.

"We hope to achieve
programmatic results on more
limited resources," Elkins said as he
addressed the Senate. Through this

"programmatic approach" the
Athletic Department will attempt to
equalize men's and women's
athletics. The chairman added that
the objective at UMass is not big
time football or basketball, but to
provide a greater revenue for all

sports. These statements came in

response to questions from two
female Senators.

Basically, the women said that
they're getting a tiny slice of the
pie, they're dissatisfied and they
want more money.

The Faculty Senate was not
prepared to make a decision
because the response had been
handed out at the meeting and no
one was given a chance to study
the information. The Senate

decided to refer the problem to the
appropriate administrarive offices.

The report was referred back to the
Athletic Council and Dean Bischoff
of the Athletic Department.
The response to the special

report came as a big surprise to

everyone, including Elkins.

The Faculty Senate questioned
whether it had the power to vote on
the issues that were included in the
motions. What would have hap-
pened if the motions were passed?
Well, no one is really sure, but
Associate Director of Athletics

Robert O'Connell suggested that at

most, the requests might have been
recommended to the Athletic
Department. The Senate is only an
advisory body and the final action is

the result of the Athletic Depart-
ment's decision.
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Make believe you are on the other side of the net,
facing Barnaby Kalan in a crucial match. Kalan
awaits your serve...UMass netman Kalan and his
UMass racketeering teammates face State University
of New York this afternoon at the Boyden courts. The
team's current record is 4-4, (excluding YanCon
tourney).
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Intramural-mania
White spikes... high school baseball caps... hometown slopitch softball

shirts brandishing Barney's Sunoco, Main Street Pizza or Kowalski In-
surance... gloves that were thought to have been hopelessly lost in a closet
of old sports equipment...

No, the scene doesn't depict a baseball training camp. Instead, ifs the
atmosphere which pervades the athletic fields three days a week as in-

tramural softball becomes a prime concern for thousands of participants.

First, you have to understand the
basic types of competitors that are

common to intramural softball.

There's the ex baseball hero, a .956

hitter who pitched three perfect

games in high school and compiled
a 17-0 record. These former
schoolboy superstars play to win at

all costs, and are quick to voice
their biased opinions when an
umpire makes a call. Softball is not
recreation to these players, but
instead a chance to be a hero.

So-called "professional" soft-

ballers are the ones you'll see
wearing spikes, chewing tobacco,
wearing a Red Sox cap and
carrying a $5 Wilson glove.

A second type of player never
made the "big time" in high school.
In fact, some have trouble fielding a

batted ball, foul-tipping a pitch or
even coaching the bases.
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re COmpete de8pite the verv A00* chan<» that they

will embarrass themselves during a five inning game.

Of course, there is also the middle-of-the-field player who falls in a
category that bisects the other types. He has limited athletic ability and
knows 't. so he s not a flashy player; little noticed, consistent, but never
mentioned by his teammates in post-game chatter.
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8 ™™°ers take into the gamewhich affects the way they play and the outcome.

I'm not knocking any players. It's just interesting to note the per-
sonalities, playing styles and abilities that become ingredients of the in-
tramural recipe. One thing is certain, however, and that's the amount of
enjoyment a player gets from participating in softball or any other in-
tramural sport. Whether a member of the campus champions or the most
pitiful team ever organized, you can bet the individual had a hell of a time
during the season.

SAIGON [UP/] - Communist
tanks entered downtown Saigon at
noon today after South Vietnam
declared unconditional surrender to
the Viet Cong ending 30 years of
warfare.

"All soldiers, be calm and remain
where you are now," said President
Duong Van Minh.

"I also call on soldiers not to

The war is over
open fire so that together we can
discuss wars to hand over the reins
of government without blood-
shed."

While Minh proposed the for-

mation of a new military and civilian

administration, more could still be
heard. Fighting continued on the
outskirts.

"In the interest of peace, national

see related story
- page 4

conciliation and concord of the

people, I believe deeply in con-

cilation among the Vietnamese
people," Minh said.

"Therefore, I call on all the
soldiers of the Republic of Vietnam
to stay where you are.

"We also call on the soldiers of
the Provisional Revolutionary
government Viet Cong not to open
fire because we here are waiting to
meet with the government of the
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PRG to discuss the turnover of the
administration, both civilian and
military, without causing senseless
bloodshed to the people."
The Viet Cong's mission to Paris

waited Wednesday for the
fulfillment of its one remaining
demand before accepting the
surrender of South Vietnam.

Of the last remaining two
demands, the dismantling of
Saigon war machine and the with-
drawal of American ships from
South Vietnamese waters, only one
remained to be confirmed - the
withdrawal of U.S. evacuation
ships waiting off the South Viet-

namese coast for flights of
refugees.

Earlier, before Minh's surrender,

a spokesman for the Provisional

Revolutionary Governemtn, the
Viet Cong, said two more con-
ditions must be met.

Campus moratorium underway
Students rally for unity:
plan Boston protest

By P. J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

An estimated 800 students gathered last

night on the steps of the Campus Center for

"student unity." The rally was also held to
inform students about today's planned
activities in Boston.

Sponsored by the Student Action
Committee (SAC), the floor was left open to
various speakers and followed no planned
format. It was essentially to "get a good
feeling going among the students," SAC
members said.

Guitarist Richie Aaron kicked things off

and got the crowd in a responsive mood,
paraphrasing the words of popular songs to
fit the current "crisis."

Bernie Lougee, SAC member stressed
students' behavior in Boston today, calling

for a "peaceful and effective demon-
stration."

Bus tickets were sold out last night, ac-
cording to SAC members. At a meeting
Monday, Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
was reported as saying he would contribute
$50 of his own if money could not be
acquired for buses. The necessary money
was contributed from various residential

areas and campus organizations, however.
David Johnston, Director of Public Safety

was scheduled to speak, but it was decided
that student marshals would be recruited for

the demonstration, so he decided not to

speak at the rally.

Asked about the bonfire proposed for the
rally, John Fisher of the SAC said they were
thinking of having the bonfire to promote
good feelings at the rally. The idea was
abandoned, when no permit for a fire was
issued.

Lougee asked any students interested in

being marshals for the demonstration to see
committee members. He also said "Despite

what the Collegian says, we do have a

permit, and will rally on the Boston Common,
in front of the State House."

Lougee added that students from other

schools will also be joining UMass in Boston
today. "UMass Boston and Boston State,

Humanities turnout sparse,
science courses unaffected

are supposed to be on the Common, and we
assume Brandeis, Boston College and Tufts
will also be there," he said.

Miguel Rivera spoke to the crowd, who
responded enthusiastically to his opposition
to cutbacks and his promotion of student
unity. During Rivera's speech, a 50 ft. sign

was carried out which said, "Support the 9
Demands." The chant was taken up by the
crowd, lead by Rivera.

Students not going to Boston were asked
to organize this morning at 8:30 in front of
the candy counter in the Student Union to

form picket lines for the class moratorium
today.

This material was gathered by
staff reporters Bill Mills, Susan
Genser, Donna Fusco and Deborah
Gallagher. Compiled by Bill Dens-
more.

Science classes were well attended but
English and humanities suffered a loss of
students yesterday morning as UMass
students contemplated whether to take part
in the first day of a two-day boycott.
The boycott is to continue today.

Mary Muirhead, a spokesperson for the
Student Action Coalition (SAC) said at a
noon press conference yesterday that
classes varied in attendance from 20 to 50
per cent.

A large crowd of students gather on the steps of the Campus
Center in preparation for last night's rally.

Weather
Variable cloudiness and

light

winds throughout the day
Low temperatures in the

thirties

highs in the fifties with
a slight chance of rain

Special
The annual Collegian 12

page photo special appears
today.

16 buses allotted for protest;

The administration estimated ap-
proximately 50 per cent of the campus at

tended classes. Campus bus drivers reported

fewer students than usual at stops outside

dormitories during the morning hours.

A Collegian survey of classes by four

reporters in Herter, Bartlett, and Morrill Halls

showed attendance levels of 75 to 90 per

cent, English about 20 per cent of normal and
humanities, history and languages about 25
per cent of normal.

Most professors said they would hold

students responsible for work missed in

classes. John L. DeNyse, personnel director

for UMass Amherst said yesterday no faculty

had applied for a day off without pay to

protest budget cuts.

A random survey of students eating break-

fast at Worcester dining commons by a

reporter showed 143 were planning to attend
classes, 67 said they would not, and another
60 were undecided. Exams were cited

frequently as reasons for attending.

"I'm not going to classes because I'm

going to the teach-ins," said Roberta Decker
a sophomore in education from Framingham

But Craig Ghidotti, a candidate for student
government association president disagreec
"The strike will only be detrimental to tht

student body," he said. "It will put the

legislators against us."

A fraternity president, Neil Pitchel, said

"big capitalists" want skilled workers, not
liberal arts graduates.

The big capitalists are trying to rearrange

the higher educational system and they want
to increase fees... they want skilled workers

and not a lot of four-year liberal arts school
graduates," he said.

Another student said he supported
Dukakis' proposed cuts. "I voted for Dukakis
and I supported his platform of no taxes, and
I realize he has to cut state budgets, in-

cluding UMass'... so I'm going to class," Tim
Davey, a history major from Franklin said.

Officials at the campus library reported
less people than usual" during the morning

and the library was "still dead" around noon.

ra Wh
By JUDY BOUCHER

MDC Staff
Some 800 students will travel to Boston today in 16

buses to protest proposed budget cuts at a rally and
concert on the Boston Common. An undetermined
number of students will go in car caravans.
Students here are planning a noon rally at Whit-

more Administration building in support of the Boston
rally and the nine demands passed two weeks ago at
the University Town meeting.
Area governments and various campus groups

have donated approximately $2,220 to help pay for

renting buses.

However, the Student Senate executive committee
yesterday denied a request from the Student Action
Committee (SAC) for $500 to help defray the cost of
renting buses. Each bus costs $175 to rent.

Tara Dolan, treasurer of the SAC said ap-
• v v u i H v

proximately $736 was collected for bus tickets.

Southwest Assembly donated 1,215; University State
Communications Council, $555; Commuter Assembly,
$300; Orchard Hill, $100 and Sylvan, $50.

In other matters, the SAC's phonothon was
shortcircuited for not having a sizable deposit in their

account. The phonothon was organized so students
could call legislators to voice opposition to proposed
budget cuts and tuition increases.

Student Senate Treasurer Jack Margossian said the
phones were shut off because of mounting deficits

the SAC has build up over the past week.
According to Margossian, paper, telegrams and

miscellaneous items were billed to the Student Senate
and the Student Organizing Project.

Margossian said he made repeated requests to have
SAC members make daily deposits on the monies
collected.

Inside

Corwin convicted on four,
acquitted on four charges,
see page 3.

Workshops get moderate
turnout, see page 3.

SW assembly votes funds
for orotest buses, see page
2.
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Boston Common Set for protest Site I Economics, women's workshops get best turnout
Bv JAN ALEXANDER Bowles decried the claim that nnnnln am nr>vA/prl«s«

By BILL DENSMORE
Staff Reporter

UMass students will be able to protest on
the Boston Common for three hours today

beginning at 11, but not on the State House
steps or on Beacon street.

In a letter to a member of the Student
Action Committee received yesterday,
Boston Parks and Recreation Commissioner
Anthony E. Forgione said it was policy not to

issuj permits for Common use to other than

"publically-sponsored meetings or

celebrations."

"This communication is not to be con-
strued, however, as denying or preventing

you from exercising any Constitutional right

or rights which you have or may have to use
Boston Common for the purposes and at the
times specified in your communication," he
wrote.

The demonstration, expected to draw an
undetermined number of students by bus,

car and thumb from Amherst, is to protest

proposed tuition increases which student

organizers say could double the cost of

attending UMass.
The students are also protesting a

proposed ten per cent budget cut for higher

education by Gov. Michael S. Dukakis and
cuts in state welfare benefits spending of up
to $311 million at a time they say, the

unemployed needs them most.

The permit request to Forgione was one of

two sent to Boston by four SAC members,
according to Daniel Lewis, 21, one of the

four. The Commissioner's letter was ad-

dressed to Lewis and dated Monday.
A second parade permit request by the

group to march on Beacon Street from
Charles Street up to the State House was
denied Monday, Lewis said.

"But that was a longshot," he said. "We
didn't expect to get that."

Cpt. Paul Doherty, head of the Capitol

Police, said it was standard policy to allow no
demonstrations on State House steps. He

said a semi-circular paved area on the State

House side of Beacon Street could be used

by up to 140 demonstrators if they make no

speeches and keep moving.

Doherty said it was policy to "suggest" to

protesting groups that they gather at the

corner of the Common across from the State

House for speeches and demonstrations.

Lewis said the Parks Dept. would allow a

sound system near the Shaw Memorial on

the Common from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Stephen Dunleavy, an aide to Boston

police comr. Robert DiGrazia, said there was
"no problem" with a peaceful demonstration

on the Common.
"There are no constraints as long as it's a

peaceful protest and they don't interfere with

the rights of others," he said.

Monday, UMass Director of Security

David L. Johnston said the permit request for

Beacon Street was for 7,000 people and he

warned students to obey orders of police

officers in Boston.

Organizers of today's rally had thought the

Legislature's joint committee on education

would be considering a tuition increase at a

hearing today.

But an office aide to Rep. James Collins

(D Amherst), a member of the committee,

said the calendar for today showed no such

hearing, although the committee will be

hearing bills on METCO and the restriction of

fiscal autonomy for town school committees.

The aide siad she thought the bill on

tuition was one filed for three years in a row

by Rep. Barney Frank (D-Beacon Hill). The

bill, she said, calls for tuition of between 30

and 70 percent of actual per student costs.

UMass-Amherst spends about $2,900 per

year on each student in state funds. Tuition

is about $300 per year, but other required

fees bring to total student cost to about
$2,500.

In support of rally

Sherry Flashman (left) of the Student Action Committee and Larry Magid
(right) address "concerned staff and faculty" durmq one of yesterday's
moratorium workshops. Also featured but not shown, were Leonard Rapping of the
Economics Department and Peter D'Errico of Leaal Studies.
Approximately 45 people attended the workshop, which was open to all members

of the University community.

SW Assembly votes

funds for buses
By WILLIAM MILLS

Staff Reporter

Southwest Assembly (SWA) voted unanimously last night to ap-

propriate $1,215 to defray the costs of 16 buses traveling to the rally at the

State House in Boston today, according to Craig Sanderson, SWA
president.

While voting inside the Hampden Student Center, nearly 200 students

gathered outside in support of the rally today. Brian Harrington, proposer
of the bill to appropriate the busing funds, said Southwest "is an area

where many students don't have transportation to Boston." Harrington
said, no students living in Southwest should be denied from boarding the
buses.

Also, at last night's assembly meeting, new SWA officers were elected.

Nominated by out-going SWA president Craig Sanderson, Gary Lewis, a
junior living in Moore House, was elected the new president by a near
unanimous decision.

Sanderson said, in nominating Lewis, "he is the only person that can
handle the job right now. He's been very active in Southwest for over two
years, and he has been very helpful to work with (as my vice president)."

In a pre-election speech, Lewis said, "I can't see myself a really per-

suasive person as president...! just want to listen to the people." At the
same time, Lewis said he is not a weak person.

On a fifth-ballot vote, Gary Hartley, a junior Mackimmie resident, was
elected vice-president.

Defeated by Hartley in the vice presidential election, David Tillman,

freshman resident of John Adams, was elected treasurer.

Peggy Powell, a newcomer to the assembly this semester, was, on a

close vote, elected communications coordinator for SWA. She is a fresh-

man living in Cance.
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The twenty-member Socialist

Faculty Caucus yesterday released

a statement through a

spokeswomen, criticizing former-

Vice-Chancellor Robert L.

Gluckstern's order that faculty

U of M
Sport Parachute Club

ORIENTATION CLASS
to be held on

30 April 7-11 p.m.

Rm. No. 101 C.C.

Movies and Slides

must take a day off without pay in

order to cancel class and participate

in boycott activities.

Ann Ferguson, professor of

ethics and aesthetics in the
Philosophy Department, said the

Caucus believes the order "is

clearly an infringement of academic
freedom," and called it "obviously

a political move."
She said faculty are not required

to take time off when recruiting and
soliciting research grants and that

any decision about time-off should

be made by faculty.

"This violates the requirements

of faculty educational respon-

sibility," she said.

In a statement prepared Monday
and printed in yesterday's Collegian

as letter to the editor, the group

said:

"To participate in moratorium

activities is to discharge our

educational responsibilities in the

highest sense of that term. We
support this activity and urge

others to do the same."
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By JAN ALEXANDER
Staff Reporter

"Students are fighting for control over student

life," said radical economist Samuel Bowles before

over 100 persons at one of yesterday's moratorium

workshops. "This is a gradual move toward a Socialist

society."

Collegian reporters found that economic lectures

and workshops on women's issues in the Campus
Center were the most heavily attended. Faculty

members Michael Best, Richard Wolff, Ann Ferguson

and Samuel Bowles drew the heaviest numbers of

between 50 and 150 persons.

Nesta King of the Student Organizing Project

(SOP) said the workshops "in general are well at-

tended," and that "a lot" of people went to dorm
workshops.

"People seem to be interested in education and
organizing on campus," she said, "and less interested

in political issues outside the university. Also the
faculty get higher attendance than the students do."
An approximate total of 222 persons attended the

19 workshops held at 11 a.m., 287 attended the 14

workshops held at 1 p.m. and the same number at-

tended at 3. 68 persons attended the 4 workshops
held at 2.

Sam Bowles in his afternoon lecture described the
university as a combination of a factory, a warehouse,
a prison and a massage parlor, as well as "an arena
where various claims are fought out"

Bowles decried the claim that people are powerless
unless they hold a high government office and said,

"If you want to have a good education, you're going
to have to fight year after year after year by pushing
for a new social system."
Ann Ferguson of the philosophy dept. said women

are pressured to stay in the home in order to benefit

the capitalist class. "Women are exploited by doing
housework and not getting paid for it."

"Women are also a reserve labor force," she said,

"who are forced in and out of the home depending on
whether or not they are needed in the economy.
During WWI and WWII, the state pushed for women
to help our boys abroad.

"Day care centers in work places magically opened
up. But when the boys came home, the day care
centers were closed and women were forced back
into the home, because 'they belonged there'.

Ferguson attacked the nuclear family, saying that it

is an important element of stabilizing the system.
"When women challenge that," she said, "they can
unite with workers and bring a revolution to this

country."

Economics Professor Richard Wolff spoke for 90
minutes before 75-odd persons who crowded into CC
171 and then spilled out into the hallway. "What does
our leadership do for this economic crisis?" he asked.

"They reduce the quality of education for our
young people and increase the output of automobiles,
even though we all know our needs are exactly the

opposite," he said.

SAC blasts Collegian editors

for moratorium coverage
By SCOTTHAYES

Staff Reporter

Members of the Student Action

Committee (SAC) met with three

COLLEGIAN editors to discuss

moratorium coverage, yesterday

afternoon in the Student Senate
chambers.

About 40 SAC members
assembled to question editor-in-

chief Bill Parent, news editor

Richard Wright and assistant news
editor Judy Boucher.

The informal meeting opened
with representatives of the SAC
calling an article which appeared on
page one of yesterday's
COLLEGIAN, "erroneous."

The printed article in which the

parade permit denial was cited,

"misrepresented the facts," ac-

cording to one SAC member.
Parent responded by noting the

problems of a student newspaper,
and pointed to a no advocacy
policy for students.

The arguments offered by the

SAC included more front page
coverage of the moratorium and a

balanced view of the issues. An
article stating House Speaker David

Bartley's position on the

moratorium was talked about and
according to the SAC action should

have been taken to reflect students'

views.

The editors and members of the

student group discussed various

issues and listened to numerous
gripes.

A need for student viewpoints

and perspectives was brought up
and the gathering of students felt

that recent articles failed to

represent the feelings of un-

dergraduates.

Decisions made at the

COLLEGIAN concerning the im-

portance of moratorium news were

questioned, and Wright answered,

"You can't make an event more
dramatic than it really is."

The SAC, obviously displeased

with coverage during the past two
weeks, referred to "a negative

attitude toward student action,"

which recent articles supposedly

reflected.

Bill Densmore, a news reporter

who wrote the article concerning

the Boston denial of the parade

permit, arrived at the meeting late.

Densmore was immediately
questioned about his story and
bluntly accused of manipulation.

Apparently, the parade permit was
only one of three permits requested

by four UMass students. The other

two were obtained.

The debate continued and the

SAC suggested that the

COLLEGIAN change its news
values. A conscious decision to

play down the moratorium was also

mentioned, but Parent denied any
deliberate downplay in coverage.

More student orientation was
proposed by the SAC, which after

complaining about past coverage of

the moratorium, suggested more
balanced, in-depth reporting of

student activities.

Also discussed at the meeting

were grievances mounting over the

last two weeks and dissatisfaction

with placement of moratorium
information.

The COLLEGIAN apparently
failed to cover the moratorium from
its outset nearly two weeks ago and
the SAC became upset, since

nearly 10,000 students voted. The
campus-wide referendum
represented one of the largest

student efforts in the past five

years.

Joe Cotter, a SAC spokesman,
said that the COLLEGIAN printed

information, but never tied it

together, leaving many students

confused. "I wish the COLLEGIAN
would tell students exactly what's
going on," Cotter added.

After the meeting, Parent said,

"I'm happy with the outcome.
There were some really good points

made and more people now un-

derstand some of the difficulties

students come across in putting out

a daily newspaper. We'll never

please everybody and we'll always
have mistakes, but that's our right

too."

Stafl Phcto by Jim Htggins

Students picketed in front of the Student Union
yesterday, the first day of the moratorium/ as most
workshops received only moderate attendance.

State-wide Financial Aid

slated to increase for 75-76
By P.J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

Although it is likely that the Financial Aid ap-

propriations for UMass for the 75-76 fiscal year will

increase over the current level, a lower percentage of

students may be able to benefit from it, due to the

increase in Financial Aid applications, according to

Richard A. Dent, director of Financial Aid Services.

Charles H. Bechtoldt, senior program officer for the

regional office of the U.S. Office of Education said

that on a state-wide level, Massachusetts will receive

an 8.9 million dollar increase, or one- ninth of the entire

national increase from federal funding. This increase

is distributed over three campus-based programs, the

National Direct Student Loans, College Work-Study,

and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants.

Dent said last year approximately 3,500 students

received financial aid, working from roughly $3.8

million allocated to the University. He said this year

5,000 students are on aid, working with the ap-

proximately $4.8 million budgeted.

It is projected that the number of applications to

Financial Aid for next year will increase by one third.

Although Dent did not have the exact figures

available, there will be an increase in Financial Aid

money, he said. Dent added there will be a problem in

distribution, because more students will be in need of

Financial Aid. There will be more freshmen applying

and due to the present economic situation a smaller

Judiciary's decision in Rainbow case

percentage of students may receive aid. The amount
of money given to students who apply may be

decreased in order to distribute the money to more
students, he said.

Dent added he is hopeful that the supplementary

appropriation for education will be passed by

President Ford in May because, "that could give us at

least a $.5 million more to work with."

Of the students applying for financial aid this year,

85-90 per cent of them received aid. Dent said. He
added they hope to aid 5,500-6,000 students next

year.

Asked how it is determined which students receive

financial aid, and how much, Dent said they try to aid

the neediest students first, and each program carries

its own criteria in determining who gets aid, jobs or

loans. "Every application is read individually," then it

is determined what the student will received,

depending on the specific program, Dent added.

The combination of loans and jobs next year, which
are self-help programs, will comprise over 61 per cent

of the total aid available, he said. Dent noted the

increase saying that two years ago these programs
made less than half the total aid.

In terms of dealing with any cutbacks, Dent said the

case for Financial Aid appropriations is one of the

easiest to argue because the "problems of the

economy are the same ones that will increase the

number of applications we receive-we would hope
there would b6 no cutbacks in Financial Aid."

Corwin acquitted of four, guilty of four violations

BAY STATE WIST-f NHELD SQ— «

By DEBBI DIMASSIMO
Staff Reporter

The Student Judiciary last night found

Bruce Corwin, treasurer of Rainbow

Productions, not guilty of four charges, and

convicted him on ten counts of four

violations of the RSO Financial Policy Act

and the Code of Student Conduct.

Corwin has been placed in jeopardy (given

a suspended suspension) for one calendar

year effective immediately, and prohibited

from holding any RSO position of financial

responsibility for the duration of the jeopardy

sanction.

He said that he will not appeal the findings.

Corwin was found not guilty of the following

charges:

— misrepresenting another member of the

University community.
— representing an RSO without the

specific prior consent of that group.

— using inter-activity transfers illegally.

— failing to deposit all revenues with the

RSO office.

— Guilty verdicts were entered on charges

of:

— knowingly submitting false information

for incorporation into University records —

two counts.

— knowingly approving financial tran-

sactions in violation of the RSO Financial

Policy Act - two counts.

— using purchase orders in multiple - two
counts.

— using purchase orders restricted to

purchases of $25 or less for expenditures

exceeding $25 — four counts.

Defense advocates Carry Holkiotis and J.

Michael Parkhurst argued for a sanction of

probation rather than the suspension
recommended by Prosecutor Cindy Iris.

"The violations of the Financial Policy Act

are highly technical and do not warrant

suspension," said Halkiotis. "Probation

would best serve a rehabilitative function."

The defense asked the judges to make a

strong recommendation to RSO and to Food
Services that policy be followed in the future.

"These regulations are violated commonly,"
said Halkiotis.

"I hope that the RSO office can correct

the things that are going wrong," said

Corwin after the trial. "I don't want to see

anyone else go through this."

turn to page 7
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Ford announces completion of evacuation
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WASHINGTON [UPI\

President Ford announced
yesterday the emergency
evacuation of Americans from
Vietnam had been completed
successfully, "closing a chapter"

and ending nearly two decades of

U.S. involvement in that war-torn

country.

"The last helicopters are in the

air," Presidential Press Secretary

Ron Nessen told a news conference

that had been delayed almost five

hours so the end of the evacuation

could be announced.

"This closes a chapter in the

American experience," Ford s

statement said. "We must now
close ranks, avoid recriminations,

look ahead to new goals and work
together on the task we face."

Nessen read Ford's statement
just before Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger briefed reporters

in a nationally broadcast news
conference.

The final phase of the evacuation

took less than 24 hours, marred by

the loss of three military aircraft.

Two crew members were reported

missing. In addition, two Marines

were killed Monday night.

Kissinger said 6,500 U.S. civilians

had been involved in the

Indochina

developments

American withdrawal from Saigon

marked by violence, panic, chaos

Aid bill delayed
WASHINGTON [UP/) -At

President Ford's request, the House
yesterday suspended final

congressional action on the $327

million Vietnam aid bill until the

administration can suggest
revisions in light of the American
pullout.

Speaker Carl Albert announced
the decision after meeting with

Ford at the White House and a

short time before Secretary of

State Henry A. Kissinger arranged

to go on national television to

explain in detial the full U.S. with-

drawal from Indochina.

Refugees arrive

Military and civilian authorities

worked on an around-the-clock

basis yesterday to feed, house and
clothe the thousands of South
Vietnamese refugees moving
through bases in the Pacific on their

way to the United States.

Preparation were being made to

take care of up to 60,000 refugees

at Eglin Air Force Base, Fla., Camp
Pendleton, Calif., and Ft. Chaffee,

Ark. Local officials and residents in

some area expressed concern
about the impact of the refugees on
their communities.

Officials at the military bases that

will house the refugees con-

centrated on putting up tents,

laying extra sewer lines and
rounding up food.

"We just heard about this

yesterday," said Lt. Don Mills, the

public information officer at Eglin.

Compiled from Wires

America's 30 year involvement in

Vietnam ended in tears, panic,

looting and rage.

It appeared that what tipped the

scales and forced the issue was an

ultimatum from President Minh to

U.S. Ambassador Graham Martin.

In effect, Minh told Martin he had
24 hours to leave the country.

The evacuation of the thousands

of Americans and Vietnamese,

coming just before the surrender of

Saigon to the Communists, was a

hazardous operation.

Embittered Saigon soldiers,

feeling betrayed by America's with-

drawal, fired shots at buses
carrying evacuees to the embassy
and at the helicopters skimming
overhead.

Thousands of civilians, fearing

they could be killed by the Viet

Cong victors, tried to claw their

way over the 10-foot-high wall

surrounding the gleaming white
embassy building and its gardens.

Marines and U.S. civilians used
pistol and rifle butts to hammer
their fingers, but scores got over

and raced the Americans for the

helicopter pad on top of the four-

story embassy.

Some frantic civilians jumped
from the wall and landed in barbed
wire below. A middle-aged man
and some women were bleeding as

they struggled against the steel

barbs.

Mothers holding up their children

wept as they pleaded with
Americans to take the youngsters
with them.
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Yet other Vietnamese found their

own way out. A Pentagon
spokesman said in Washington
about 10 Vietnamese helicopters

ditched near the amphibious ship

Blueridge, but that all crewmen
were rescued.

_

Some Vietnamese, mostly
military officers and families, made
it to the Philippines, Taiwan and
Singapore, and at least 70
planeloads landed in Thailand.

Some of the planes, according to

reports reaching Washington,
apparently were stolen.

The deaths of Marine Cpl.

Charles McMahon Jr. of Woburn,
Mass., and Lance Cpl. Darwin L.

Judge of Marshalltown, Iowa,

apparently helped prompt the
American evacuation. They died in

a barrage of Communist rocket and
130mm artillery fire that pounded
Saigon's Tan Son Nhut air base in

the predawn hours of yesterday.

U.S. Ambassador Grahm Martin
and senior members of his staff

flew out of Saigon aboard a Marine
helicopter early Wednesday and
landed before dawn on the com-
munications ship USS Blue Ridge
in a thunder storm.

Seventh Fleet Commander Vice

Adm. G.P. Steele met the am-
bassador's helicopter as it touched

down on the flight deck at 5:45 a.m.

(5:45 p.m. EDT) yesterday,

Martin, looking weary and
drawn, was not carrying the U.S.

flag, and it was not immediately

clear whether he had it with him.

One member of the embassy
staff said a grenade was thrown
into a crowd of Vietnamese
clamoring outside the high em-
bassy front wall late last night

Saigon time.

Foreigners expelled

By United Press International

France said yesterday the
Cambodian Communists had
decided to expel foreign nationals
•who took refuge in the French
Embassy when Phnom Penh fell

and would make them travel about
300 miles by bus to Thailand.

French Foreign Minister Jean
Sauvagnargues said in Paris the
rugged overland trip could en-
danger the lives of some of the 610
refugees, who include 26 foreign

correspondents, six of whom are

American citizens.

ATTENTION HAMLIN RESIDENTS!!

To confirm your room assignment for

September you MUST either call

Mark - 51960 (9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.)

or stop by to see him at 220 Hills No.

Tuesday or Wednesday.

IF YOU EXPECT TO RETURN TO HAMLIN
IN SEPTEMBER YOU MUST DO THIS!!

Embassy sources said some 80

Americans and 800 Vietnamese

embassy personnel remained inside

the embassy grounds in Saigon

when the ambassador pulled out,

but it was not immediately known if

they managed to get out later.

The departure ended an era that

cost the United States 14 years,

$150 billion and more than 50,000

lives -the last of which were two

U.S. Marines killed in a Communist

attack on Saigon's airport early

emergency evacuation, and 55,000
South Vietnames citizens.

He said the three main objectives
over the last week were:
— to save the lives of Americans

still in Vietnam.
— To save as many South

Vietnamese as possible who
worked with Americans for 15 years.
— To bring as humane an end as

possible to the situation.

He said Ford at 11 p.m. Monday
(Tuesday morning Siagon time)

had ordered the evacuation of all

Americans from their two locations

near the airport and at the embassy.
"I hope we can contribute to a

political evolution that may spare
South Vietnam some of the more
drastic consequences of this
change of governments, but this

remains to be see," Kissinger said.

"We do not believe this should
be a time of recriminations. It is a
time to heal wounds, to look at our
international commitments, to
remember that the peace and
progress . . . of our own people is

closely tied to the rest of the
world."

yesterday that spurred the pullout
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MAE 102 (E)

Materials & Civilization

— Learn how ancient people produced metals ang glass — for
extra credit do glass blowing or metal casting.

— Learn about methods and problems of recycling and the
coming shortage of metals and plastic.

— During the bicentennial year acquire an understanding of the
science which underlies much of America's skills and crafts.

• Details in Course Description Guide, Page 213

* Schedule No. 422189 Tu-Th, 11:15

9 No Science background needed
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As you know, \Qj4£7 cords suggested
retail is $14.00. Wrangler has copied
Levi's style and fit for only $10. 95. We
think, and hope you'll agree, that this

is an exceptional value. We're offering
these cords in sand, camel & light

green. . waist sizes:27- 38, lengths: 30- 36

tlie jeans store

HOUSE
201 n. pleasant st. amherst
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Brandeis students occupy building
B.C. students picket

president's house
Compiled from Wires

WALTHAM - About 40
students occupied a classroom and
office building at Brandeis
University yesterday to protest

planned budget cuts. The university

administration refused to negotiate.

"We have no intention of
negotiating with any group that is

occupying the building at any
time," university spokesman
Jeffrey Osoff told reporters after a
day of meetings of university of-

ficials.

"We have every intention to

clarify, to explain, the listen," he

said. "The word negotiation is not a

viable word."

A dean, Marguerite Robinson,

started clarifying matters by
opening her door to all comers to

explain the budget. It was not

immediately known how many
students went to see her.

The university had not decided

what to do next and Osoff declined

to discuss specifics, but he noted

options included a court injunction,

summoning police or the

established campus judicial

process.

Although saying the university

would not negotiate, Osoff said

there existed a possibility of talking

about program changes under a
fixed budget. "The trustees have
determined that Brandeis will have
a balanced budget for 1975-76," he
said.

A single campus policeman
watched the takeover of Pearlman
Hall.

The students inside the building

said they were members of the

"Student Action Committee."
The building houses classrooms

used by the sociology department
and several classes were cancelled

as a result of the occupation.

Some of the demands by the

group were for continuation of the

"transitional year" remedial
program, and increased financial

aid to students to offset a $650
jump in fees.

University President Marver H.

Bernstein met with his advisers

through the morning but made no
public comment on the takeover.

University spokesman Jeffrey

Osoff said the university planned

about $2 million budget cuts to

bring next year's budget to about

$31 million. "Students have not

been adversely affected; in fact,

scholarship aid will increase. Most
cuts are in administrative areas," he
said.

A statement issued at mid-
morning by the students in the

building said, "The student body
will tend to become richer and
whiter, the number of faculty

members will be decimated and the
school's minimal commitments to

society will disappear."

Dukakis vetoes death penalty

bill soon after Senate passage
BOSTON IAP) - Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis vetoed legislation

yesterday which would restore

capital punishment in

Massachusetts.

Dukakis issued his veto message
just minutes after the Senate gave
final approval to the bill on a voice

vote and without debate. The bill

had been approved previously in

the House.

"I cannot reconcile the willful

taking of a human life by the state

with my own moral and ethical

beliefs," Dukakis said.

"I do not believe that this

commonwealth has the moral
authority to execute human
beings." The bill would mandate
capital punishment in nine
categories of murder.

The governor also said he was
not convinced that the death
penalty is a deterrent to crime. He
added he has grave doubts that

legislation requiring a death penalty

is constutional.

It was Dukakis' first veto since he

Think you can't afford

a luxury apartment?

tThink Again!

Brittany
Manor

3 Month SUMMER LEASES at Low, Low Rates

1 bedrooms from $170 — 2 bedrooms from $180

— 3 bedrooms from $280

• air conditioning

• 2 pools

• 2 tennis courts

• picnic area
• wall-to-wall carpeting

• dishwashers and disposals

9 month FALL LEASES at special rates

for applications made before June 1, 1975.

1 bedroom from $200— 2 bedroom from $210— 3 bedroom from $310

$50 deposit required to hold apartment for

September— completely refundable until August 1, 1975

Take The Free Bus or Call Us at 256-8534

Office Hours— 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday

1 1 :00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Saturday

Avoid the Summer Rush — RENT NOW
for the Fall and save time and money!

took office in January. The veto

established a legislative con-

frontation with the House, which

was expected to override the veto

easily. Senate action, however, was
in doubt. A two thirds-vote is

needed to override a veto.

New gun law

will be posted

on state roads
BOSTON IAP) - Signs warning

out-of-state motorists of

Massachusetts' stiff new gun
control law will be posted along all

numbered routes leading into

Massachusetts, Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis announced yesterday.

"We want to give ample warning
to out-of-state motorists who may
be unaware of the law, and we
expect them to comply with it or

face the consequences," Dukakis
said in a statement.

Under the law, which took effect

April 1, anyone convicted of

carrying a firearm v^nhout proper
authorization is required to serve at

least a year in jail. There is no
possibility of a suspension,
probation or parole during the first

year of the jail term.

B.B. rifles, as well as handguns,
shotguns and rifles, are considered

firearms under Massachusetts law.

Campus Photo
( Between The Pub
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Top of The Campus. Inc.

ANNUAL MEETING
The annual meeting of the Top

of the Campus, Inc. will ba hold

on Wadnasday. May 7, at • p.m. in

Room 904 908 of the Campus
Cantar. Items on the agenda: To
amend the by-laws that com
mancing with annual maating in

1976. nominations for officers and
board membership and motions
for changing tha by-laws bs
submitted in writing to tha dark
of the corporation at laast seven
calendar days before tha annual
maating; to olact directors *nd
officers of the corporation for the
1975-79 academic veer; end to

conduct such other businass as
may be customary and ap-

propriate.

news
summary

Abortion law killed

BOSTON [UP/] - A U.S. District

Court panel yesterday declared

unconstitutional a Massachusetts
law requiring parently consent in

order for a girl to have an abortion.

The suit had been brought by
abortion advocate Bill Baird and his

Parents Aid Society along with a

minor girl who had undergone an
abortion at his clinic.

The class action sought to

declare illegal the Massachusetts
statute that said it was a criminal

offense to perform an abortion on a

minor without the consent of both

parents as well as that of the minor.

"We find that a substantial

number of females under the age of

18 are capable of forming a valid

consent," the__court said. _
At Boston College, about 30 to

40 pickets marched in shifts at the

home of President Donald Monan
to complain about operation of

some minority programs at the

school. The protesting students

said they were keeping open their

option of occupying a building.

Consumers may save

LOWELL [UP/] - Officials

released yesterday the results of a

six month study showing that

consumers here and in other

Massachusetts cities could save

millions of dollars by building

hydroelectric power plants.

The study, conducted by a

seven-member committee chosen

by the city manager, said 15,995

kilowatts of generating capacity

could be installed on the Merrimack

River in Lowell at a cost of $6.7

million.

The hydroelectric facility would
generate 89,402,081 kilowatts of

electricity a year, five times the

municipal requirement and about

one fifth of the city's total

residential and business needs.

Guerrilla faces trial

JOHANNESBURG [UPf] - A
South African Jew who occupied

the Israeli consulate for 16 hours,

firing wildly into street crowds and
threatening to blow up more than

20 hostages one by one, proably

will face trial for murder, police

minister Jimmy Kruger said

yesterday.

Police said four persons were
killed and 32 injured, one critically,

during the siege at the consulate in

downtown Johannesburg.

Ulascewicz indicted
WASHINGTON \UPI) - A

federal grand jury yesterday in-

dicted Anthony T. Ulascewicz, a

New York City detective who
became a courier for Watergate

hush money, on charges of filing

false federal income tax returns for

1971 and 1972.

Attorney General Edward H. Levi

said a two-count indictment

returned in U.S. District Court in

Brooklyn charged Ulascewicz
received substantially greater in-

come than the $27,088 he reported

for 1971 and $18,434 for 1972.
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THE FOUR LEAF WINDOW
presents

Wed. - Sun.

"Molly McGregor"
(Fantastic Jethro Tull!)

Wed. nite is Blitz Nite! - Mixed Drinks 50*

Thur. Nite is Ladies Nite! - No Cover Charge

Rt. 202 New Salem

Call 617 (Just over line 544-6028)
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Dr. Rodney to speak on Africa's economy
This evening, Dr. Walter Rodney,

the internationally known historian,

writer, and political activist will

speak on campus on the colonial

economy of Africa. The lecture will

be given at Thompson Hall 104 at

7:30 p.m. and is entitled "The
Colonial Mode of Production in

Numatic Swing Band to play tonite
A jazz concert by the Numatik

Swing Band will be presented

tonight at 8 p.m., in Emily

Dickinson Lounge as part of

MOSAIC, an arts festival sponsored

by the BDIC program.

The concert will feature im-

provised variations on com-
positions by Herbie Hancock, Miles

Davis, Buster Williams, Joe

French counseling
This week is counseling week for

the French department. Students

who need advice about the French

major or courses for the

requirement should come to the

third floor lobby of Herter Hall.

French Corridor members are also

Henderson, and McCoy Tyner, as

well as performances of original

pieces by members of the en-

semble.

The Numatik Swing Band is a

quartet featuring David Dupont,

trombone; Marty Schiener, reeds;

Peter Schott, piano; and Steve

Pedegorski, drums.

The concert is open to the public

without charge.

available in Herter
available for free tutoring from 6-7

and 10-11 p.m. now Mon.-Thurs.
through May 16 in the basement of

Moore House in Southwest. Any
students interested in moving onto
the corridor can contact Anne
Brisbois, 546-5315 or Vera Mark
546-5322 or 302 Herter 545-0494.

Rapid Reproductions
QualityXeroxing

High Grade Thesis

Reproduction
BOND PAPER RECEIVE YOUR
COPIES BY AN ASSURED DATE

Call in advance and reserve a date
for y<""cppW/*.-549_056£

Amherst CarriageShops
233 No. Pleasant St.,Amherst
Mon Fri SS/Sat 3-G/Sun 11-7

Rapid Reproductions
Quality Xerox ing

Time is on your side at

Rapid Reproductions
Open Sundays 11-7

Amherst CarriageShops
233 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
Mon-Fri9-9 Sat9-6/Sun 117

) 0566

y

Africa: A Case Study of Tanzania.'"

Rodney was born in Guyana and
received his undergraduate
education at the University of the

West Indies in Jamaica. After

graduating with honors in history,

he entered the School of Oriental

and African Studies at the
University of London and was
awarded his Ph.D. in 1966 at the
age of twenty-five. His doctoral

dissertation, A HISTORY OF THE
UPPER GUINEA COAST: 1545-

1800, published by Oxford
University Press, has been ac-

claimed as the definitive historical

work on that sector of West African
society.
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HEAR YE!!

HEAR YES!
STUDENT SEMITE MEETING

tonight

113 CAMP. CTR.

7 p.m.

APPEARING TOINITK OJNLY

FREDDIE KING

FAT

JIM K. BAND

Corwin acquitted
cont. from p. 3
Corwin also said that it was

worth being convicted on the
contempt charge which resulted

when he left the courtroom during
the second session of his trial. "The
court reversed the manner in which
it was working after that," he said.

Both the prosecution and the
defense concurred after the

proceedings that Corwin was given
a fair trial by the Student Judiciary.

Assistant Prosecutor Paul
Yancwich commended Judges
John van Tol, David Bennett, and
David Carter. "The judges did an
excellent job. They recognized the
seriousness of the charges and the
precedent-setting matters in-

volved," said Yancwich.

LIQUOR
• SPRINGFIELD

BRECKW00D BLVD. • WILBRAHAM RD.

• NORTHAMPTON
HA MP PLAZA - RTE. 5, NORTH KING ST.

• FAIRVIEW
NEXT TO BIG "Y" • MEMORIAL DRIVE

from our well-stocked

LIQUOR, BEER
AND

WINE SH0PPES

Rusty Nail Inn

Rte. 17, Sunderland

665-4937

TENNIS BALLS
TENNIS RACKETS

SOFTBALLS
at

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

Canadian Club se

BLENDED - Half Gallons

WHISKEY

86.6 Proof

O.F.C. Canadian 86.6 Proof

BLENDED - Half Gallons

WHISKEY
$ 12°9

SEAGRAM'S - 7 Crown
BLENDED - Half Gallons

WHISKEY
86.6 Proof

l

Wolfschmict

VODKA

- 80 Proof

Half Gal.

OVER 20,000 SWEATERS AT FACTORY PRICE5

Women's short and long sleeve cotton India print tops
sizes - small, med., Lge. assorted Colors and patterns

$2" — $4"

Lady Manhattan polyester blouses
$498

assorted colors, styles and sizes ^
Large assortment off Banlon sleeveless,

short sleeve, and long sleeve tops.
sizes - small, med., lge. assorted colors, styles, and sizes

$4" and up
Men's polyester dress and casual slacks

assorted styles, colors and sizes

$
15

00
value $6"

Men's V Neck and Crewneck Wool Sweaters
assorted colors sizes *- small through X lge.

$
15

00
value '850

Golf and tennis short sleeve shirts

originally
$
7
00
value T9

to
,0 $4"

Large assortment off proportioned slacks
All new spring colors assorted styles, colors and sizes.

DENIM DEPARTMENT
skirts, jeans, overall skirts and jeans,

painters pants and denim jackets.

Ballantine

HARLESTOWNO
ILL Sir"

12 oz.

Bottles

MILLERS

BEER
24

12 oz.
•

Cans

OVER 20,000 SWEATERS

BANKAMCRICARD MASTER CMAIOF

33 E. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST
next to Rowe's Chrysler Inc.

Hours: Mon.-Sat.,9:30-5:30

Fri., 9: 30-9: 00

Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
W<- »t responsible for typography! »rrnrc

NOW women's famous maker vest and shirt jackets
$28.00 value matching slacks - $17.00 value

Buy jacket for
$
9

95
and get slacks FREE.

OVER 20,000 SWEATERS AT FACTORY PRICES

Senate clashes

over budget
ByMIKEFEINSILBER

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Senate
liberals Tuesday urged adoption of

a budget with a deficit larger than
the $60 billion limit -drawn by
President Ford. Conservatives
demanded major spending cuts.

The clash came as the Senate,
acting under 1974 reforms, opened
debate on the size of the fiscal

budget for 1976 which begins July
1.

Previously, Congress passed tax

and spending bills piece-meal,

without regard to their total im-

pace.

Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D-
Maine, chairman of the Senate
Budget Committee, called for

approval of a $365 billion budget —
$10 billion more than Ford
proposed.

The budget - approved by the

committee 10 to 3 — would in-

crease the deficit by $7.5 billion

over the $60 billion Ford said is the
most he would tolerate.

Black Labor

Conference
By Black News Service

On Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at the

Malcolm X Room there will be a

Black Labor Conference. The
theme of the event is "Black Labor

and the Current Economic Crisis."

The panelists will include James
Boggs, former auto worker and
author of "Racism and the Class

Struggle"; Macee Halk, electrical

worker, League of Revolutionary

Black Workers and Labor organizer;

General Baker, auto worker,
member of communist League; and
a member of the Boston United

Black Construction Workers will

appear.

This is a very important event to

which Third World people are

invited to attend and exchange
knowledge with the panelists.

Beareather
Ready recital

By Black News Service

Beareather Reddy has decided to

become a singing actress who
dances. The most practical way of

accomplishing such an aim is to
convince the director of the
B.D.I.C. program that a broad-

based curriculum can be drawn up
with integrity, you can pass the

courses and make a living at what
you have studied.

Beareather will show evidence of

her skill Friday night when she will

be presented in a B.D.I.C.
Graduation Recital in the Rehearsal
Hall. Room 248 of the Fine Arts

Complex.

The theme of the one-woman
recital is Black Women in America,
focusing on the Afro-American
female in the Slavery period, the

beginning of the free period (1865
onward), the Black woman in

transition (1930-1960), and the

contemporary Black female.

Beareather has been coached for

the recital in drama by Paul Carter

Harrison, in dance by Diana Ramos
and in Music by Horace Clarence
Boyer and Archie Shepp.

* FREE CONCERT 1
* TOMORROW *

#
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I
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Bttt Friitdt

1 p.m. — 6 p.m.

at Southwest

MAY DAY

in front of

Moore House

#

#
#
#
#
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Cruising on a cloud

ByMIKEKNEELAND
Each afternoon I'd open my Collegian mail and sure enough, there' d be a

picture of a duck saying "Michael Dukakis Should Be Governor" complete
with an accompanying press release. Indeed students here were eager to

oust Republican Francis Sargent for "the people's candidate," young
Dukakis.

Well I can't help but laugh at many of those same students (ducks) who
can't raise their picket signs high enough in the air. When Dukakis was
running around saying he was going to cut the budget, what did the
students think, that he'd close his eyes when the UMass budget came up
for review? In Batman's words, "Poor disillusioned souls."

So now the students are protesting the very problem they helped create,

another mistake. House Speaker David Bartley was quite correct saying
the student boycott won't win any sympathy from the state's jobless

workers and others having a hard time making ends meet. -
Why? Because there's Joe Smith reading the newspaper worrying about

supporting his family with a job that could at any moment liquify.. .it it

hasn't already. And then he reads about those UMass students cutting

classes because the economy hasn't fully spared them.
Why, Joe Smith is asking himself, should students be totally exempt

from the economic hard times? Times are tough for everybody everywhere
and students should be glad it's only a 10 per cent cut facing them.

For sure this moratorium was dommed from the start, both in con-
ception and implementation. Sure, a good number of students voted for

the moratorium, but they were still forced to go to class.

What's a student supposed to do when the professor says, "I support
your concepts but I will still conduct class and you'll be responsible for this

material on the exam." Well I'll tell you what the student does, he goes to

class. Why risk a poor grade for an ineffectual strike?

And then there are the workshops. Most seem relevant to the
moratorium but what abou these: "Is Amherst a Company Town," "The
Socialist Movement", "Sex Roles at UMass", and the token "Workshop
for People Who Are Opposed To The Moratorium".
What I see is a cause diluted by left-wing groups who seem to dominate

the Student Government Association yet are not representative of the
student body as a whole.

Don't get me wrong. I'm sad to see the budget face the scalpel. But
what else can be done? Cut money elsewhere and eliminate jobs? Raise
taxes?

Our unhappy circumstances are a fact of life, a brutal one at that.

Students cruising on clouds ought to make a landing and take, perhaps,
their first look at reality.

Mike Knee/and is a Collegian guest commentator

ffroim omit p®irsp®ettiw£

Student impact; RSVP
Today is the second day of the

moratorium, and many of us again will

be boycotting classes. In addition, a

large group of students will be in Boston

protesting to the Legislature by
demonstrating on the Boston Common
this morning at 11 :30.

Support for the
moratorium has been given
by the Hampshire Student
Collective and the Amherst
Student which indicates
some Five College support
for our cause. But most of

all, support has come from
within the student body.
Class attendance yesterday
averaged 30 per cent, and
the attendance at various
teach-ins was termed
"quite satisfactory" by one
Student Action Committee
(SAC) member.
As Dr. Wood pointed out in last week's

speech to the Student Senate, we are
now franch ised. We are now voters in

this state and have the ability to in-

fluence the future decisions made in the
Legislature. The real impact of our
protest should also be felt next
November, when certain candidates will

be up for election and re-election.

To say that the quality of public higher
education has no effect on the people is

an erroneous conclusion. The economic
rationale for all taxpayers' support of

public higher educational institutions
are the "spillover benefits" produced by
the institution. In other words, everyone
benefits in one way or another from
higher education, not just those

receiving it. And conversely, if public

education suffers, the public will suffer.

The fight here is not just one "interest

group" versus another; it is a fight for

the general good of the citizens of the

Commonwealth, either directly or in-

directly Allowing a "recession" to
stand in the way of the goals
of higher education is

defeating the purpose of

that education; that is to

explore old problems and
find new solutions. If any
answers to the present
global problems are to
found, it is highly likely that
they will be developed in the
universities of this nation.

With the current trends,
these answers may only be
found in the private
universities, and that is

another danger in itself.

Massachusetts ranks forty-ninth in the
U.S. in aid to higher education, yet it is

fifth in the nation in tax rates. It is easy
to see that public higher education has
not been a top priority. When Michael
Dukakis was running for election, he
spoke at the Amherst campus of the
importance of public higher education.
What happened?
The Collegian feels the students of this

campus have made a valid and credible
statement, one that warrants an answer.
No one, least of all students, can afford a
UMass budget cut. It is now up to the

Legislature. We await a reply.

All unsigned editorials represent the
opinion of a majority of the Editors.

fettteim to ftte edntoir
Collegian victimizes students?

The STUDENTS AT THIS UNIVERSITY
ARE VICTIMS OF A NEWSPAPER THAT
REFUSES TO REPRESENT THEM. In

response to this accusation, one Collegian

staff member defensively summarized what
they feel is the function of our newspaper,

saying, "We are a newspaper first, and a

student newspaper second."

For the past two weeks, the Collegian has

intentionally neglected to adequately cover

this student movement; a movement that is

unprecedented in terms of the phenomenal
support and participation that students have

demonstrated.

Readers have been plagued with news that

has given priority to administrative and
legislative responses to the moratorium. It is

apparent where the perogatives of the

Collegian lie, when they choose to put
quotes from House Speaker David Bartley on
the front page. Instead of supporting those
students and parents that are engaged in

massive phone calling and letter-writing to

legislators, the staff prefers to quote an
individual who does not understand the

serious concern of all students; {They're
living in a dream world] This is not simply
advocacy journalism; this is NEGATIVE
ADVOCACY JOURNALISM.
The Collegian has consistently un-

dermined the momentum of this student

movement by either printing incomplete

information or failing to cover the activities at

all. The television media has been reporting

on this moratorium three times a day. It is

time that the Collegian realize and act upon
their responsibility as the central media force

for the 25,000people at this university. When
the New York Times and numerous other

publications give the moratorium substantial

coverage, there is no excuse for insufficient

and injurious reporting by an on-site

"student" newspaper!If

Our student activities fees and in-house
advertisements account for $147,668 of the

$270,000 Collegian budget. Most of an
additional $18,500 accrued from classified

ads and subscriptions is paid for by either

students or former students. Clearly, a
newspaper that derives such a large portion

of it's monies from the student body should
meet the needs of the student majority.

The Collegian has proved to be inflexible in

it's treatment of critical student issues. This

newspaper must dissolve it's fears of

nebulous institutional authorities and begin

to act as a vanguard for student self-

determination. If this situation does not
correct itself, the Collegian may be facing the

same student opposition now confronting

the legislature and administration.

Joe Cotter
Meridith Manning

Monday was a perplexing day for classes.

The classes were conducted by concerned
fellow students debating against proposed
budget cuts and tuition increases. I had the

impression that many students were having a
hard time grasping an overview of what's
coming down. I share in concern over
cutbacks that will lower the quality of our
education and further limit accessibility to

higher education for low income groups.

But I feel we are way off target by looking
toward Boston. The pie that the legislature

has to cut up this year just isn't as big as last

year's. Corporate tax rates in Massachusetts
are relatively high and any increase risks

lowering the desirability for existing firms to

stay in this state, thus risking even higher
unemployment rates. Any call for higher
corporate taxes may end up alienating any

On to Washington
working class support for our struggle.

Money in Boston is tight and a lot of interest

groups under "human servic " are trying to

grab for the crumbs. I've come to believe the

big crumbs are to be sought in Washington,

not Boston, considering that from the

average wage earner 20per cent of income is

confiscated in the for of federal taxes as

opposed to less than five percent in state

taxes.

Over one -half of the federal budget goes

into military related spending to fulfill such

vital needs as increasing the overkill ratio and

devastating foreign allies. If we are looking

for funding for education and other vital

human services maybe we should take our

search to Washington rather than Boston.

Ned Friary

Hampshire students aid UMass

For the past ten months the Sunday News
Collective has been reporting on local,

regional, national and international efforts of
people to gain self-determination. On May
Day \May 7|, recognized around the world
and celebrated in many countries as In-
ternational Workers' Day, the Collective and
its community friends and supporters will

present twelve hours of programming on
WMUA to celebrate the holiday.

The emphasis throughout the day will be
on the role of culture and the importance of
history in building movements for in

dependence and freedom. Poetry and history

will be read and a great deal of music played.
There will be a children's hour, a news and

discussion hour, and an interview with
Puerto Rican political prisoner Lolita

L&P.Wte.'A**.' M<P. <n the.-, federal

May day activities
penitentiary since 1954. Interviews with
people involved in political work in Western
Massachusetts will be aired as well as
discussions with area working people about
how they perceive the current economic
crisis.

We welcome suggestions for this
programming, especially in the are of music

we would like to play as much non-sexist,
non racist music as possible. Phones will be
open at the station on May 1 and we invite
any suggestions and criticisms as the day
progresses. We also urge anyone that has
something to pass on to the larger com-
munity to come down to WMUA at 42
Marston Hall and share in the work of the
day.

Bartley Fischer

j immntmm Sunday Ne *,, Collective

We would like to express our solidarity
with the UMass campus moratorium. The
Hampshire Student Collective consists of a
group of people who also feel that higher
education should continue to be a top
priority even during periods of economic
instability. At Hampshire we have been
confronting similar issues concerning tuition
cost, financial aid, and priorities in- the
allocation of funds.

To demonstrate our solidarity we will:

1] send copies of this letter to
Representative Collins and Governor
Dukakis.

2) circulate petitions in support of the

UMass moratorium to be signed by members
of the Hampshire community and sent to the
above.

3\ set up an information table at Hamp-
shire to inform students of the moratorium.

4] demonstrate with you in Boston in-

Wednesday. Most importantly we will not
attend our classes at UMass Tuesday or
Wednesday in recognition of the
moratorium.

A people united will never be defeated.

The Hampshire Student
Collective

More cars are needed to join the caravan to the State House rally
today. Although some busses have left, there is a good possibility
that there will not be enough to hold the amount of people who
want to go to Boston. If you can take riders, be at Whitmore with
your car today at 9 a.m. Thank you.

^^^^^^^^^^P
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Letting them know
By PAUL BRADLEY

A steady stream of people were stopping at the tables set up in front of
the Student Union yesterday as the two-day educational moratorium got
underway. The tables were set-up to organize mass letter writing cam-
paigns to the legislature and to organize a caravan to go to the State
House today. The members of the caravan plan to let the legislature know
how serious the demands of the students are.

A lot of the emphasis on this first day of the moratorium was placed on
just this: letting the legislature know that this is not a cop out, as Speaker
David Bartley called it, but instead the moratorium is a serious attempt to

air grievances and implement demands, very real demands.
Members of the Student Action Committee, the purported sponsors of

the moratorium, were pleased by the reaction of the first day. There was
no way to accurately keep track of how many people actually wrote to

their reps or signed up for the buses, but the steady influx of students
trekking to the tables in front of the Union indicated a large number in-

deed. Students were aided by copies of a couple of angry form letters,

supplies of stamps and envelopes, so that the message would be sent now
and without delay.

The sign-up sheets for the buses going to Boston were crowded Fffnrt*

to sign-up people to go to Boston were also underway in Southwest and
Orchard Hilll, and both areas indicated a good turnout. A prominent
feature at the bus sign-up table was a sign that said the group going to

Boston did indeed have a parade permit, contrary to a story printed in the
Collegian yesterday. This report may have discouraged some students
from signing up for the caravan, but students can be sure that they will be
breaking no law if they demonstrate on the Boston Common.
A reporter from WTIC in Hartford asked me as I stood observing the

picket line in front of the Student Union where a classroom might be. This
was supposed to be a student educational moratorium, he explained, and
he wanted to see if students were actually boycotting classes.

All indications say that students did indeed stay away from classes

yesterday. WMUA estimated that 70 per cent of the students did not go to

classes, and from the classes that I saw this seems accurate. There were a

number of students who were lounging the tennis courts and the fields,

but reactions to the moratorium also indicated that students were not
staying away for solely selfish reasons.

Workshops ;n the morning were well attended. A real curiosity was
prevalent, and it gave way in the afternoon to attempts at action. Marching
on the State House or writing irate letters, action rather than information

was the order of the day.

Legislators can expect to hear from their student constituents. The
volume of correspondence may make some of them listen to students,

because students are serious and they can vote.

The moratorium was not a "cop out" but an attempt to put some words
into action.

Paul Bradley is a Collegian Commentator

Suzi Milstein, freshman from
Albany, N.Y., CASIAC:

"Yes, I attended all my classes

today, because I felt I would miss

too much work, especially since it's

the end of the semester. I do
support the strike though, as I

believe budget cuts would be

detrimental. I voted for the

moratorium, but there are some
classes I just can't afford to miss."

Alex Leondakis, freshman from
West Springfield, Business Ad-
ministration major:

"No. I only stayed away though,

because my professor said that the

classes weren't mandatory. I'm not

really involved, but I think students

should make proposals as to what
should be done, instead of just

criticizing Governor Dukakis."

Question: Did you attend classes today, and if yes, why, if not,
why not?

Bill Rourke, senior from Worcester,

Chemistry major:

"Yes, I went, although I only had

one class. I don't think staying

away is going to get anything

accomplished. Besides, I ca/i't

afford to miss any of my classes. I

did participate in a workshop and

belive we ought to go through the

budget and weed out all the crap."

The great divide

I

By ED SANDIFER

Maybe im giving the administration a whole lot

more credit than they deserve, but it seems to me that

they're playing this whole moratorium-budget request
thing pretty shrewdly. First, let's look at who the

budget cuts really effect. Nobody talks about closing

down a wing of Whitmore, or doing with a few less

deans or other high-up administrators. Instead the
hiring freeze affects the people lower in the

organization, the ones who are working while their

wives or husbands finish school, the ones who get

paid $125 a week for work they'd get $175 for if they
weren't tied to working in Amherst, and could go to

Boston or Albany to do the same work.

Thhe budget cuts tear into financial aid, hurting

those who don't have someone to work while they

finish school. I figure we could save seventeen $40 a

week jobs in the Campus Center by eliminating one
$400 a week job in the administration. (The math
doesn't seem right at first glance, but I'm figuring that

the students only work 7 months a year, while ad-

ministrators get paid 12.) And so it seems the people

making the decisions are covering their own backs

first. What would you do in their shoes, though?

Besides, insuring their own security, they're

dividing students from students, and students from

faculty. Some students are threatened with losing

both their special programs and their financial aid. If

they're stealing his food, why leave the plate? Even if

they leave the program, and cut the aid (or vice versa)

it's a case of choosing whether to cut off the arms or

the legs. So how about if you're in a special program
in danger of being cut and your neighbor might lose

his financial aid (with proverbial snowball's chance of

getting a decent job for the summer) and they're

faced with cutting one and not the other?

been decided, and it takes a superhuman gesture of
humanitarianism to say you'll give up your program so
your neighbor can keep his aid. That' dividing student
against student. Then there are the students who are
financed well from home.

They shouldn't feel guilty that they can afford to
pay their own ways through school, but it really

doesn't affect them that much if the budget is cut and
they're in a safe department that won't be crippled or
eliminated by a budget cut. This group of people
probably is the largest group on campus, and we
really can understand their not getting especially
involved in other people's issues.

They're probably the 10,000 people who didn't vote
last Thursday and Friday. This is another division of

student against student, since half of us, the budget
cuts just won't affect. The administration does not

deserve any credit for dividing us along these lines.

This division is innate in the student body.

Now, dividing students from faculty, On one hand,
certain administrators proclaim their support of the

students' plight, with certain apparently cosmetic
reservations. (For people who can't see through my
allusion, I'm talking about Bromery and Wood.) On
the other hand, the faculty is being vigorously

discouraged from giving support to the students.

They are being barraged with memos and notices to

continue class regardless of attendance or attention

levels! Gluckstern sent a notice to all faculty on
Monday saing that any teacher who found it

necessary not to hold classes on these two days
(perhaps through some errantly placed bit of con-
science or compassion) must apply for 'LWOP, (leave

without pay)' and find someone to teach the classes
in his stead.

Ed Sandifer is a Collegian guest commentator.

J

Interviews by Mike izdepski. Photos by Dick Leonard

Karen Conway, senior from
Woburn, Psychology major:

"No, I didn't go. But I didn't sit

around all day either. I took my
class time and helped to make sure
that people wrote to their
legislators."

Richard Allen, senior from
Brookline, Social Science major:

"Yes, I went to my classes,

because I have to pass my courses.

I am in support of the strike, but I

am paying to go to class."

Jim TT i T v v r « v I M'II T^rT* •* .....
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The Distinguished Visitors Program is asking the student

community for suggestions for speakers for next year's program.

Please drop slip off at suggestion box on Campus Center Desk.

Speaker's Name

Who he-she is

the u. mass., amherst
student homophile league

announces:

the FIFTH annual

GAY FESTIVAL
The GAY RITES OF SPRING '75

MAY 2,3.4

fri. may 2 registration shl office

1-6 student union

9-1 dance:"lilith"

worcester dining commons

SAT. MAY 3 -workshops:

guvs in media religion

bisexuality f>oeirv

historv :andmhistory more

DANCE:
"THE DEADLY NIGHTSHADE'

9-1 C.C.AUD.

sun. MAY 4 vfto russo — gays in film
picnic

for more info, call 413 545 0134
»»J»>f^»^»* - ^'IM »* » M» l»»» ajo>a»
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BICYCLE TOUR
Ride today leaving at 1 p.m. in front of

the Student Union. Celebrate Bicycle

Week with the Bicycle Club.

BOSTON BUSING
City Councillor Larry DiCara, will be

speaking on Campus tonight in C.C. 917 at

8:30 p.m. His topic Busing and the Future

of Boston. The University Community is

invited to attend.

BIBLICAL EXPLORATION UCF
Last day of April ("cruellest month"),

middle (7) of Moratorium, nearing end of

the term; gets a bit confusing sometimes,
what? The Bible is not a cookbook of

morality or answers — but it does speak
with power to life's questions. UCF invites

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN II

vou to explore. Weds. eves. 9:45-10:30
p.m. in 316 Hampshire House.
BLACK CONSCIOUSNESS AND SELF
REALIZATION

There will be a lecture and discussion on
the implications of consciousness un-
foldment on the struggles of Third World
people via Soul Travel Wednesday April
30, 7:30 p.m. in the Center for Racial
Understanding. Anyone interested is

invited to attend.
BREAD AND WINE

Simplicity and profundity combine in the
ancient symbols of common cup and
common loaf. The United Christian
Foundation welcomes all regardless of
creed or doubts to share in this, Weds, eve

notices
in 316 Hampshire house from 10:30 10:50
p.m.

BUTTERICK FASHION CLUB
Tonight! 7 p.m., 119 Skinner Hall, be a

part of the action. Help set up next year's
program, add suggestions and ideas. We
need vou and you need us, especially if

you're a Home Ec. majors. Questions! Call

546 9622
CAMPUS SCOUTS

There will be a meeting tomorrow night,
Thurs. May 1, 7-9 p.m. in 802 C.C. Please
come, we've got a lot of planning to doll
COLLOQUIUM NOTICE

Dr. David Bierhorst, a professor of
Botany here at UMass, will be the guest
speaker at the Botany Colloq to be held
May 1 in 203 Morrill Science Center. His
topic will be "The single apical cell of fern
stem apices — in defense of Naegli and
Hofmeister." Coffee served at 4 p.m.
FRIENDS OF SPECTRUM
And we do mean friendsl Spectrum has

a large project to complete before this

year's issue can be distributed 10,000

copies have to be stuffed with posters and
inserts. Free beer, maybe. Call Chip 545
2689 for info.

FRESHMEN PRE NURSING
Meeting for all students interested in

admission to the Division of Nursing, today
2:30, Goesman 151 and May 1, 9:30 a.m.,
Marston 118. Purpose of meeting is to
provide counselling for pre registration
and inform all students of the changes in

the Nursing program. Imperatival I

GRADS AND UNDERGRADS

turn to page 13

s

v

PEOPLES' LIBERATION WEEK
MAY 1-4

HAMPDEN
STUDENT CENTER,

SOUTHWEST
Four days of

workshops, symposia,

music, films, and

art exhibits.

.

TO SUBLET

June 1 - Aug SI. 2 bdrm
• rgndywlne Apt erlef, dw . dkap
eoei eir cond . PertktPy turnlehed
rent negotieble CeM Jehn at 648

TO SUBLET

2 bdrm iwnhM
June 1 - Au« 11 writ* option to

renew On UMtii but route pool
• I' con* . cerpeted ttorege 0166
par month plus utilities 848 Ml*

1 tn in J rm apt Pool lannta

turn tit nop. opt la —— 64*
6338 Leon •»• '•*•'•

1 bdioom Pool yard en busline
• ISO Avail Juna I, opt lo renew

1 Mna Rotting Organ tummar
Oet io renew Pat turn with utll

•200 tsj isaa

2 bdrm Twnhouee AC. utlttttee

2 Mm Ciltteide Jun See 017*
Incl utll Oat to renew Pool but

'14DC CbM\̂ dl

Twnhae 2 bdrm en bus rie AH
utll ad included air eond Rent
•a 2*3 6283

Incl

Sublet 3 bdrm Ruffton Apt June
1 Au S 21 t210 Call MS 04M

Sublet Juna 1 - Sept 1 Opt to
'•"•* 2 bedtm ept Belchertown
on but route lake 323 6213

Brendywine 2 bdrm June -

Aug $170 per mo Cell 6*8 1864

Apt sublet 3 bdrm Puttton Vil

No Amh 078 e me per rm . incl

ulil Air cend pool June Aug
Can 648 11*2

Muii ruble' 1 beeroom turn in 4
room apt near campua Reeiiy
cheep 753 5893

Two bedrm etih dry 617*
Nop ulil incl N ton neer Smith S
col bua SM 1634

SPACIOUS TOWNHOUSf 2
bdrm AC pool yard bua rt Opt
to renew (IT* MS 2M1

J" I to Spt 1 2 bd Twnhae
Railing Green AC peel, maha
Mm s4swi«

Sublet June 1 Aupuat 11

Amherst Center 2 large rooma bar
wmdow kitchen both tide plus
electricity 2M MM
Two bdrm apt with ulil 0170 a

mo on bua line June 1 Aug 11

Opt to renew MS S223

Sunny turn 3 bdrm apt in hae
i>r cntr ot Amh Very apecioua
Avail June 1 Sept 1 Call 2S2 -i

f io there house yard gerden
neer A C Own rm on bua rt.

"eeeonabio Cell Helen 2*3 3*81

eve

lea 3 bdrm ept on bua n June
Aug 1210 Call 764 6436

Cory two bedrm apt In country
tatting Furnished 5 1 to S 0173
incl MS SIM

PRICED TO 001 2 bdrm apt all

utll Inc luiurloualy furnlahed
Sunderland On bua route MS 4727

1 bdr apt in Sundarlend Opt to

renew Quiet - not in complex
Garden apace »160 mo No pete
MSS422

Houte in Amh • bedroomt 2

bath. June Aug w option 1170

CaN 288 I

4 bedroomt Swiea VII Furn. utll

incl. on bua Opt to renew Save t

Call 2S2 2412

2 br Colonial VIII 2nd fl. and.

Ayall Jun* 1 286 8348

Sublet lor Juna - Athfleld -

houaa with 2 bdrmt and large

ttudio work apace 0228 plua tac

•28 2*27

2 bdrm apt Cliffaide, inc utll

pool 01** June Sept Nltee MS
7*47

Summer rental. 1 bdrm UK
utll * amine 2S12S1S

June Auguat tubiet Rent
On bua Una. inei utll CaN SSI
•ft S

Have tt your wayll Take over my
helf ol Sq VIII Apt Furn or unfum
evail Mev IS Rev only for Jn Jl 6>

Aug Opt io renew MS 4071 Aak
•or Greg

Townhouee metier bedrm Idea 1

lor cple or rmmtea for eumr Air
cond rent negot MS 11M

1 bedroom available in 4
bedroom townhouee June 1 to
AuguetH 07* mo With option to
renew Riverglade Apia Cell Rat
2*1 S411 efter IS p m

2 bdrm Clitfaide w util IIM
Pool tenme bua partly furn opt
MS 22*1

UMm Florence S bdrm part
furn etc eond (2M mo 00 Bridge
Rd MS 1342

IS Rolling Green. 2 bdrm
twnhae ww cerpel. AC mod bit.

pool 1% betha But rte utrl inc
»2M 2M S7M evea

2 bdrm townhouee June 1

Option to renew pool, eir cond .

cerpeted 2 betha Woodad
bacbyerd »1M a month Call MS
4S*7

MS k util 3 rmt . in co op houte
6 mm from cempue 2*3 6077

Rm for aummer avail S 1 to 1

Furn
. MS a mo incl util Walking

diat to campua 2S3 5303

1 bdrm in 3 bdrm Ruffton apt
540 013S Air cond - ineaponetve

1 bdrm w utll. pool opt to
renew Col Vill IIM Aveil June 1

Can have aemi furn if wanted 766
02M

2 bdrm Brendywine. clot* to
campua. June Auguat pool, noat
to tennia count %t

ROOMMATE WANTED

F. Ruff VIII Own room w bed
end dear M2 a mo plua alec Sum
CaN Staph MO MIS

2 rmte lit Juna - Aug In Amh.
Canter 4B" 1 ml from campua
Rent nag CaN 2S3 M21

One or two lemotee for tummar
with option for fall 2 bdrm Ruffton
Village ept. acrott from pool and
tenmt count on bua route, air

conditioned 0** Call M0 ISM

Reeponeible M F roommate,
there lurniehed 1 brm twnhae
tummer end or fall No leete IIM a
month Bob 2*3 7M7

1 or 2 rmmte for beautiful houee
on N teat St. Porch woodt - for

aummer M7 M month 2M 0370

Wanted female roommatee lo

ehare e houte for the tummer In

Herwichport. Matt 02** Call Marl
84**478

Oanmeeori - 2 femelee to there

cottage 02** for eummer Cell

Nedlne SOS M27

F or M for aummer Carl

1 rm In Amherat Mouae neer

UMaeo MS per month plua utll

CaN Carl at 2S3-8S24 Avail S-1

Own bedroom atari Sept. 070 per

month Incl utll. for coneldorate
pereon Bua. can walk It. d w
CaN l

for aummer
W per mon oa
bua. can walk

2 roommetoa
Preaidontlol Apt I

incl ulil e c . d w
Call M0

1 or 2 for June
CaN Rick
Sept

ROOMMATE WANTED
Roommeloe wonted for Bran

dywino Apt Juno - Auguat luxury
living in the aun and fun capital of

wettern Meat Swimming pool.
I tennia. diehwaeher. what could be
belter/ Furnlahpd. jutt bring
youraelf end your eenee ot humor

what e long ad - call M8 M47
KOOP irylngl

Apt to aharo Juna let Eaat
Leverett M0 mcl util . own rm Cell

MS 0403 efter S p m

OH couple iM Fl went to live

together in dorm noat year Went
twep with other IM Fl couple Call

Jeff at 6 7132 or I 7105 after IN
p m

1 or 2 for proe apt 10 min walk
to campua Summer w option for

fail 52 50 mo 84* 44*3

2 Roommatee needed to aharo air

conditioned maater bedroom in

townhouee ept Rent negotiable
tor eummer 848 1372

Femele grod 2B or over to ehare 3

bdrm apt Aug 1 IM ft ulil On bua
una Cell MS 00*3 efter 6pm
M0 m-o own room M F N A M

Center on bua rt After 1 00 M0
•Ml A.e.leble May 1.

Room in houte for Mev and
June 753 7468

ROOM WANTED
In Cooperative Houaa In

Shuteabury or Leverett for Sep
•ember Pleete call Elaine 283 6883

WANT ED

Townhouee apt. to tubiet opua
to renew Air conditioned, car

paled, clooo to campua and on bua |

route 023* piue utllHioa per month
Will negotiate rant for eummer
monthe if interoetod. call I

PERSONALS
Thirty five hundred people wore

ihere lati year How about you thlt

year SCHILTZ A RAMA. Saturdev.
May 3. 12 noon midnight. S10 N
Ploaaant FATI *) LIVE LOBSTER,
priioe 0> contettt food and other
dellghte Be there for time of life

Attractive Bieoaual female age
23. aooka the tame Write to P O.
Boa 231. Amherat Recent photo
end phono pleete

Jean Congrotuletlont and
Thank Vaul Wo never could hove
mode it without youl Love, the
residents of Happy Acre*.

K ARM ACM ANICS eU foreign and
domeatic auto repairs Flat
specialists Let ua chock out that
uaad car before you buy it People t

pricea We'll teach you too MS
714*

RUBBER STAMP* mode up with
anything you'd like to Stamp
Inexponelvo. For Inatance. name
end addroea 03. with telephone
number 03.M Foot aeryIce. Aleo
pertoneliied ttatlonery Joaeph
0M 47M evanlnpg.

Tennia recket reatrlnglng Good
pob Cheep CoN Jan

r

( ,'IBIi N V t s

Four houro of nonatop noetslgie

and hits for only MS CaN Bob the

J. *3*-**7*.

Color TV. Pe
under warranty.
Port rofrlg 0M

• mo..
M0 4784

Happy Birthday Trtcla Love,
little aiator. DC

your

•heron Speeker to animate:
Heppy Birthday the boot one vet.
From Luna. Sheila Super and
Sne

plua util

Opt to renew

RIDE WANTED
Fri May

lv

Townhouee ept to tubiet June
to Auguat Option to renew Air
conditioned carpeted, cloaa to
campua and on bua route 0238 plut
utilitiet per month Will noootiete
for aummer montha If intereated
call 61

ROOMMATE WANTED

ao I

Greet locetion. N Pleoeent
1 Own rm in Ig old apt. No leete

Available 5 1 OM mo 2M MM
Mfti couple who d like lo live

together in a dorm noat eemeeter.

wo do too If we get together wo
cen work it out (reojueat room
together by te« then awitchl Call

Mark weekdeya at MS 8832

Roommate needed now Country
lerm houte If you like gerdenlng
or working in the wooda. thia it the

piece for you MS e month, plua

ulilitiea 387 2812.

N Amherat Large opt Own
room 081*7 per mo plua utile

Secur depot Leeaa until Aug
Tony MS I

f - Juno 1 to Aug. 21. Apt partly

fumiehod. pool. dw. ac and car

poling Cloeo lo campua. Barb M8
1*83

Juno 1 F or cple Pool, w w. etc
on bua rte Opt to renew (76 253
7307 Keep trying

Cliftaide. 1 bdrm Sublet June IS
tpp I Opt to renew MS 3248

F. own room end both. OS* CaN
MS 1213

Roommate for, May 1 thru Juno
30 own room, only 076 per
month, on bua rt. Call 2M-02M

N.ed 4 people ml. Switt Village

Aptt . own rooma. OS* per mo
from Juno 1 thru Aug. 31. utilltloe

included

One or two M or F roommetoa
wanted for 2 bdrm apt Bran
dywino. N Amherat Jn Ag . on
bua rte Rant negol. M0 8MS

One or two femalee for aummer
with option for fall 3 bdrm Ruffton
Village ept ecroee from pool end
tennia count On bua rt. Air con-
ditioned 0*0 CaN KM IBM.

One or two roommeloe for e 2
bdrm ept townhouee for aummer
or until end of leeaa in December
Gred prof Rent negot Contact
Fred or leovo meaaage 646 23M 10
am 6 p m
Roommate wanted lo aharo 2

bdrm apt 082 M per . utll meld On
the bua line Cell MS 41M eftar S.

Avail 6 1

F roommate needed for fall to
there apecioua houaa In Amherat
Own rm on bua rt Call 283 3326

To Norfolk. Ve or vicin

2 Will ehare 2M
meaaage

Oecperetely need ride for 2 to No
Shore eroa on Fri.. May 2. Call Pater
68120

To my buddy Ann - Thanh you
for being you Hoppy Blrthdeyl I

Love vou - Cerol.

Enjoy the quiet country life at
UMaaa. Excellent food, good
company, minute from campua. If

vou are Intaroatod for noat
aomeeter end are female, call Lou.
Ann or Cerolyn el 2*3-80*8 or

It wea funl
be there In

Nigel lovoa Gummy.

Rob. Mo end Glrie -
Good Luck Wed. I'll

aplrlt Lynne

MISCE LLANEOUS
OVERSEAS JOBS - Auatralle

Europe. S. America. Africel
Studonta. all profoeolone and
occupatlone. t TOO 13 000 monthly
Eaponeee poid. overtime, tight
teeing FREE info - TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH. Oopt H4. Boa
803. Cone Madera Cal.

TAG SALE - Children t equip
Eachongo *> Bake Sale et Mon
teaaori School 7M Main St.
Amherat Sat. Moy 3 - • em 8
p m

Loot. Pr aifvor rimmed gloeeoe
brn coee. Wed . Apr 23. pis cs ,j

Mark SM 7*11

Mom a wriat watch in vie of CC -

TOC. Mon 21 Sent, vol Pleeee call
Merit 5M !

—

Ride wonted
N.J. on Thura
Mark MO 0776

to NVC or North
night or Fri. Cell

13th floor John Ademt la going
co-od. Any Intoroatad women
pieate call S-S7M - 0700 before
Thura. or etop by anytime

While hitching pr gold rim
tinted gkteaoo. Srng to CC Loot and
Found or call •""

HELP WANTED
Tito CoHmtiaa neode people to

tteff our now graphict deportment
The 10b enteile making up ode on a
copy camera ae well oa making
heedUnee for atoriee Eacellent
looming experience with mlnimel
linenciel rawarda Call Ken et 548
3600

WANTED
Need cor. driver for rood toet. will

pay Linda M1M

I'm looking for e country home
thet ia poeceful co op with aome
fine people Rent end utilitiee not
uver 0*8 or ao for September Call
Joaeph 6*6 47M

BOB STILL WANTS YOUR
AILING OR DECREPIT CAR* Feet 00
for the hulk 2*3 7M7

L.t. - Happy
Jane. Lola

18th Love Hmn.

Dear FWFOP. Don't forgot mo.
Vour roeoe will die Stove.

Charier fUghte to Europe and
Celif Cell Campua Travel 80S 0*0*

f
Charier flighta lo Europe end

|

Calif Call Campua Travel 546 0500

Save 30 per cent on flighta to
moat placoa in the U. S end Europe
by purchoelng ticketa aheed at
Adventure Travel Call todoy M0
12*8

Looking for aomething to do thia
aummer? How obout camping
through Europe? For more In-
formotlon cell Chrie 64

Contocle in yellow coee Cell 6M
1216

Smell, furry apricot colored dog
found in Amh. ctr. on Sat Call BOS-
SIM

2 yr. old F. Gorman Shop un-
• payed papen Very friendly
Needa to run. Lit 2M-S147

AON K MIDI

DO IT YOURSELF Toola free
with apoca rental. 02 hr .

profeaalonel advice. Parte
wholoaala. Level 1. C.C.
Garage. Mon Fri 3 10 Sat
Sun.. 12 10

Wonted
SM 2477

Cheep VW anow tlreo.

^E RVICES

InF grod neode 1 bdr. opt
complet or houte for 8-1. CaN
8421

Male mute atud needed Immod.
tor beaut mined brood bitch Call
283832* 6

I want to buy a uaad Teiae Inat
SR 10 Dove 8 8*28 Keep trying

:ar I

•ny
j

Mercedea with
26361*4

dleeel M 00

BOB WILL STILL FIX ANY CAR
RIGHT!! No rob too amall.
make or model 2S3 7M7

Paaaporta. Job applications.
piatol permita Faat eervice Long
Photo 263 3140

"

jrfi* OVnJcil AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIR apeclallilng In Saab and
other foreign care. Call Guy at 2M

Dataun. Toyota. Volvo. Jaquar
'tpa.red by Ruaa Baco Plenty of

•iP•I'•
nc• ,nd •ulpment PhoneMS 1227

CALCULATORS

College Calculeiort haa all the
enewera. I offer low discount
pricee on ell mekee and moSola oj
calculator! AN machinet new.
with full warranty and morel If

your machine malfunction! within
2 montha I'll replace it free) AH
linea eveilabte. Toaaa Inat. HP.
Commodoie. Rockwell end othere.
SR 60 only OS*.**; SR 61 only

!]"•» HF-11. only 011S.M
Melcor 636 compereble to the SR
M. only 682.M Before you buy
anywhere, call ma flrat and III give
you the beet deal I can Call Bob
Crowoll SM 1318.

Nuntatic Swing Band

worna n
A Spring Festival of the Arts

By Students of BDIC

University of Massachusetts
at Amherst

April 28 - May 3, 1975

..'•''UK iw

An evening of

provisational Music.
Im-

Wednesday,

April 30th, 1975

8 p.m.

Emily Dickinson Lounge

University of Massachusetts

at Amherst

David Dupont
Marty Schreiner

Peter Schott

Gary Nunez
Steve Pedegorski

trombone
reeds
piano

bass
drums

/M DC Classifieds Pay
* To place a daml.ed drop by
*Jb> Colleejian Office between
8:38 am ana) l <S p m Monday
Fr»*ay.
The deadline is 3: 4S. two days

bpvpeg tOht day your *d u to
•poear
Thd rale* Mr*.
Dotty - OSS par lino

Weekly - SB per lino
,

MeartO.hr - t 28 per line

'Two Knee on form
opproalmeto one line

FJR SALE

OolRefrtg 6 2 cu ft

7 p m
080 648 1203

FOR SALE
Integrol Svetema power emp

•ergo Advent epeokere ACE audio
preemp ell immaculate 08*0 Call
M.ke 848 0177

Need e piece to put vour plantt'
Buy e plent hangar from ma for
t7 60 Mode from reel wood hengt
•n dorm window holds up lo 12
plantt Cell Vicki et 6 8461 or nop
by end see et JQA 1403

Petr JBl 88 speekers h.gh of
f.oencv 8 OHM 187 8848 Keep
trying m

Heedskra bndgs boots etc 288
0080

RUBBER STAMPS mede up with
enythmg you d like to stemp
Inetpensive For inatance. name
end eddrets S3 with telephone
number S3 60 Fast service Also
personslired nolionery Joseph
665 4766 evenings

Fender Bendmaster ft PA Guild
Guiter lothe 147 RMI Pieno 260
0160 efter 5

Fither 202 receiver BSR 510 turn
2 Uteh tpeekers S260 253 3487

Gibson ES 328 good cond S275
753 5745

1 pr Ofundo 7X50 binoculars w
leather cese Etc cond Cell 580
0681

10 ipd BIKE Very good cond
Call Jen 756 6750

Srmi chopped triumph Bonn 66
rebuilt enqtne etc cond Call now
S49 3831

Used 10 spr.d etcellent cond
Releiab $100 753 7307 Keep trying

KLH model eleven stereo S80
649 6475

Tired of renting?

For Sele

3', Rm Cnttege

Northampton

S5 500

'.86 1556 eves

Need furniture for your open
ment? Couch end two motching
choirs, one ia a rocker Chalra in
good condition Couch llveeble 060
takee ell Cell 2*8 8483 efter 6 30

Fend Muat baaa w hrd thli cese
Esc cond Cell Peter 323 4338

4 H78 18 tiroa and wheels for
Scout 0128 1 682 8816

Century Merb IV AM FM eteroo
mult. pie. tyetem Barely uaad 166
ceah Becky 848 8886

Pioneer FM tope plover and
spaekera like new Orig 0140.
aakmg 086 Call Sandy 846 4876

Skiit Hart Solomon bind 08*
540 0784

Om table meplo. 4 chra 07* 540
6784

Inth Seller AKC. femele houaa
broken gentle Aleo female mutt
free 753 6380

6 cu ft coppertone rofngeretor
Eacellent condition SM Cell 648
8243

Dual 1218 S136 Cntenon 4X
tpeekert 12 4 wey S160. 2 le 26 tt

amp $35 Tl 2600 calc 03* Brien
546 6212

Canon Ownara Soligor 00 730mm
14 5 auto telephoto lent Ex cond
hardly used $126 or best offer Cell
549 0219

Musi sell' Kalvinator
'efngereior 30X56X20 Good
condition S40 or best offer Cell
Ellen 546 2308 room 702 between 4

ft 6 Mon thru Fndev

Si uba 7 tanka 1 rag full wet
suit 40 44 plut wts . sell in toto
4775 413 675 6690

AUTO FOR SALE
18*8 Triumph TR760 etcellent '

lond S1300 Call 546 4343

Pontiec Cataline. 65 AT PS PB
runs etcellent S22S Fred 546 7608
or 53304

WANT TO STAY IN SCHOOL
Must »ell73Pnntiac Grend AM PS
PB AM FM radials. cruise control
546 5606 Keep trying

~MDC CkuijjecU

68 Dodge Dart GT Cony
I
ond 369 4018

Perf

Nikon >

(.ill 549 44S3
Trillion

Am ,[-.-. i Msble cassette *5b
-46 45«

Dental witter in* Sears Guar
S46 8J

Snips -.picture
• eoset nttoMed filtert

,t». «.;.' VU) be'ce 3

tarinel M9

, iv lei

»100

71 Cougar XP.7 convertible AM
IM ,io .151 eng »uto 38 000 miles
like oew S1995 firm 577 4963

58 Peugeot sunroof needs
battery and muffler $100 drives it

away Bob 253 7967

68 i
• . . beauty but SUPER

RUNNING Small 8 automatir PS
19*. 753 7967

70 F.at Coupe wauls qi"

No 3rd uear 40 mpg 0686 56 000
mite* ;SJ /967

70 Aiittm America JO mpg
»-'lt running f\; <6*0

'67

% 1 'Sd.als
I W jinn.

5467 i-ve

' •'» $460

VW Van

ive

—

AUTO FOR SALE

VW But 1870 9 paea 53 000 mi
new 7100 cc engine radial tirat
excellent cond 1 283 88*3 or 686

1 3216

67 Cude VS. 4 tpd . eny roes
offer Alao 4 165X13 tiree OH
Mack 549 0491

88 Impale and 2 tra 5 2708
Steve S226

1972 Audi 100LS St Ong 73 000
beauty 022*0 Aft 6 2*8 8021
Spring sticker

62 Ford 0160 Steve Crimmtn
545 2163

67 Pontiac SW 6 cyl . IS mpg
$360 or BO Call Abhev 6 0842 or 6
1014 after 6

72 Ply Duster body work Dove
549 6784

1971 Oodgo Mail Van. heavy
duty good condition many atlrea
Aeking S2200 Call Lon 648 7038
efter 6 00

1986 Chevelle Melibu 6 cyl pa .

a t vynl roof 0486 Dove 283 7280

86 VW Bug good condition
$750 00 CellefterSpm Spfld 738
0972

1971 Tovote Corolla new engine
4 dr etc cond Cell 617 368 2241
Jane

64 Corveir convertible Body and
top good needs motor $100 or b o
753 7967

1968 Pontiec Bonneville, nice, ell

the options Call Stave 323 60*1 or
549 6130 $500 00

1964 VW Bug engine soiled
$150 753 5878

64 Ford 9XL 600 4 speed rune
well 323 4249 0175

4 Sele Peugeo' UO* 21
frame Etcellent cond Aaking S100
753 5560

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1976 Kawaeaki KZ400. 180 milee.

perfect crash bora, koni shocks
Asking 01160 Call Bob devs 688

4562 nites message

1972 Yamaha 175 Trail bike 1400
miles $600 549 0364

1973 Hmda CI 175 Imac cond
1150 m.lei electric start Atking
$600 fi 5849

1977 350CI Hondo tuned n
battery Best offer around $650
Bob 549 6349 evenings

Cell 646 223* deys

FOR RENT

One bdrm ept for rent on Sd
bus route tig* per mo . util Inc . ell

conv Cell Oeve 88

1 bedrm ept
tummer opt to
offer 11pm

sund $140 for
renew 866 3151

Amh Belch line Furn rm in
house $82 SO plus Rt 8 6 1-631
766 0673

Houaa in Amherat 7 rmt quiet
locetion 03*0 plut util Cell 753

WANTED TO RENT

ON CAPE COO for the summer
Prefer my own room but will

conaidar aharlng Call Joe 848 3S38
efter midnite or 2*3 8034 anytime
Loevo phone number

TO SUBLET

2 bdrm furn S186 mo - 3 moa
10 mm walk to UMm Buses 648
2715

Rivglodo Tnhs. 3 bdrm Need
roommeloe tor 2 bdrma Sum w
option tall Meatar bdrm ideal for
cple Tot 0300 mo incl utll 2*3

TO SUBLET
3 4 bedroom ept furnished pets

Northampton J176 5*4 2877

Apt Fearing St
3589

$175 Call 549

To sub Juna Aug 2 bdrm in 3
bdrm apt Oishwesher tennis
pool 070 nog ee 649 6903

June Sept Colonial Villoge 2
bdrm on bus line Furn pool 0160
w util negot 753 7787 efter 6pm

3 bedroom Townhouse ept June
1 to August 31 Option to renew eir

conditioning pool One mile from
' t bus Rent negotiable Cell 549
137.

Lg bdrm in 4 bdrm 6 1 6 31 070
mo Util incl 264 8821

Eesthempton . 2 fl 2 br ept
June 1 Sept 1 opt to renew S27
5870 6pm on

4 bdrm
rm end •

Philliptt

ept on cemput Party
bar J Sept 549 6421

Apt with view eveil June 1 for
summer Optn to rnw Completely
furmthed incl dbl bods living
room full kitchen 3 bedrooms end
gueat room parking S Pleesent
St acroas from Amherst Coll On
bus line Rent $300 mnth includes
util loose required 263 6874 efter 6
p m

Two rooms in pleesent friendly
house Aveil immed with option
• o renew in fell SSS 3218

Houee in Amh . 8 rms furn On
bus rte June 1 Cell even end
wkens 686 2482

Reduced Rent' 2 bdrm Townha..
pool 64/~

Own room with
but route,
t Cell 758 8834

ft windows
ndly m or

1966 Bndqesir
•-34 0637

1 75 6000 mi

'977 Yamaha 360 Full endurn set
up 'many extras 7900 mi 0800 541
0164

da 305 SphO, 7 new tires
$270 Call Vies 665 7039

Presidentiel 2 bdrm June 1st
0216 AC. incl util 6492*66 Keep
Irving Jim

1 bedroom ept eveil May let on
UMass bus route 0180 Tel 766
0140

F room for tingle femele ttudent
$86 Neer UMass 646 63*8 neer
town

Amh New 3 bdr
. w w corpot

dw diep tennia ct swimming
pool Imm Occ No leeee req S296
plus util 1 sec Cell 548 6800 before

1 bedrm effic all util and cony
Ideal for couple or person on bus
rte June 1 Sept 1 665 3367

Cliffside Spacious 2 bedroom
apartment m lovely Sunderland
Only $195 a month includes
utilities pool tennis On bus loute
Call Martha 665 4172 Available
June 1

Rooms in Hss in Northampton
with few people who alraedy live inmd like muse Cell Cherhe 584

Furn room \ '-.emptor
house avail Juoe 1 $63 and pOU
Call Paul 586 0921 eves

WANTED TO RENT

Couple needs room in hoi.s
summer v. «n*w 753
7482

Montegue 4 bdrm country
home furn 0300 mo June 1 Sept
1 3*7 9697 efter 6

Sublet 2 bdrm townhouee ept
June 1 Aug 31 on bus rt swim
mmg pool eir cond lurniehed
option to renew $170 per month
Cell 885 3241

F wanted to shore furnished
Rolling Green opt Mev 1 Aug
31 Call 256 0832

2 bdrm twnhouse Squire
Village Juna 1 Sept I w opt to
renew AC diehwaehr pool bus
rte Rent neg 685 3270

June 1 2 bedrm 01SS mo
Brendywine Pondeide Opt renew
549 1453

Two bdr Brendywine ept June
Aug Opt renew 549 8066

2 bdr Colonial Vil On bus rt opt
to renew June Aug $160 (mcl
util I pool 258 8004

Amherst 7 bdrm twnhs spt on
but rt Furmthed cable TV AC
pool June August opt to renew
$180 with util 753 3289

Three bedroom specious
apartment in house Pleesent eree
and close to campus Two porches
and e large vord Availeble June 1

to Augutt 31 Rent includes ell

utilities and is negotiable Cell 549
6861 evenings and aak for Eileen

1 bdrm apt on bus line pool
tennis dlShwr sliding gl doort til
utilities June 1 Aug 31 0165

able with opt to rpexaai 665
4731 anytime

T wntteuee apt 2 bdrs on but
1 At, u 30 $235 plus per
=•49 0*4.'

Aug 3 bedroom
>>ergieoe torn house Good

Call 753 3383

3 now bdrm enjoy e summer et

Lake Arcedie 3*0 vda away
Beichertow n on UMast bus line

pneo negotieble 323 7413

Rent or tubiet one bdrm ept
Puttton June 1 Aug 31 Rent nog
Cell 549 1251

Sublet with option to renew 2
bdrm Brendywine. mod conv
June 1 Coll 546 6714

Summer tubiet 1 bdrm Pufflon
Village ept AC tennis pool on bus
line Sept option to renew 0174 s
month but negotieble 549 0*26

Obi bdrm
Call 546

summer funshd

Gordon opt Rolling Green 2
bdrmt June Aug Option to renew
Cheep 253 7332

1 bedrm ept with utiftthM June
Augutt opt to renew Coloniel
V. liege 263 783*

Beeutiful townhouee ept
availeble June Sept with option
io renew 3 bdrm w w cerpeting
a c swimming pool fully modern
kitchen petto end plenty of room
to room Call 549 6804 evenings

1 bedrm furnished neer bus 546
0083 after 4

2 bdrm apt Rolling Green June
June loose S233 per mo incl util
Call 753 7943

1 rm in 2 brm King Philip apt S69
a mo mcl util on bus rt Call 665
4331

_
Sublet 2 bedrm opt

Green June 1 Aug 31
' ew 753 3306

Rolling
Opt to

•Tnum 66
.

'

'eg V
••« kt

.

eat $1 JOO 586

mod ai % A • - .-ear

Ig ims ec t st
• new

art

7 bdrm twht 6 1 8 31 Air
cond dishwsh pool On bus
t>art turn Call 665 :

7 bd to house apt Juno
AC dishyvash etc

pool Sunderlend A dream apbj e
at e>!'eme'» legotiabie price 6a6
1566 Keep trying

1 bdrm at C ••

Rent "egot.efe lo*
ate

.is 029

Tw mates wgn
•

154
•
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HIGH ADVENTURE STARTS AT 2500 FEET

Your first jump course takes only 3 hours Costs only $70 00

Worlrj s largest and safest

Our 17th year

Free brochure

C ry RANGE : -"- " .' SG CES'tS

ffi
- : 3:. 5- Orange Mjj; y.Ji

Phone 617-544-691

,

i Includes all equipmenti

over 250 000 lumps

25.000 First jumps

.AHEWCOD PARACHUTING CENTER

! Boi 258 lakewood. N J 08701

Phone: 201-363-4900

Outerspace Band

MAYDAY (5/1)

Campus Center Auditorium

9:00 p.m.

only $1.00 admission

RECORDS
CLASSICAL

JAZZ
BLUES
ROCK

The New

RECORD SHOP
197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-5394

Finast leads again!

Milk suppliers have
reduced our costs...

so we're passing the

savings onto you
immediatelyl

Enjoy our new, low
prices In effect today!

More Proof: IT PAYS TO
SHOP THE FINAST WAY!

ON MEATSTREETUSJL
Enast

SUPERMARKETS

Double Hibachi
10"x17" Table Top Model mm m f\
With Wooden Handles - All •%*T?7
Cast Iron With Adjustable Grill m^

efl

Web & Alum .Chair
Comfort Curved Back JM 97
5x4x4 Strapping mem

32 qt.Foam Chest
Molded In Hand Grips .jafj A Q
Indentation *

m ea

24" Brazier Grill
4 Position Grid Adjustments "^P QQ
With Chrome Plated Grid AT ^

êa

daked Fresh The Finest Way!

*^ Finast Hot Dog
/>%£ **S or Hamburg
58**K-i Rolls
SO O $4

Big Round TopfZ. . . 3 T1.00
English Muffins 3 '.'"1.00

Bakery Hems Available Tuee Tnru Sal

For Your Heelth 6 Beauty!

Bayer SS ssW
Johnsons sr^^oo *T 99*

VO-5 Hair Spray £ 1.27
Eflfdsntttg "ST 1.29
Johnsons SZZ

4£ 77*

Treat Your Family to

Mr. Dell Favorite*!

Young Hen
Turkeys
8 to 14 lb Average

Roast or
Barbecue
They're
Delicious 49

Fully Cooked
Smoked Hams

Water Added-Shank Portion

in* 9i

Boiled Ham

I™.

45*

Domestic
Freshly Sliced

To Order

Potato Salad,
Macaroni Salad,
or Cole Slaw

Rump
Portior

Center „ 29

lb
69?Slices 1 • ^ ^ ^ ^ |b

ShankHalf . 79' RumpHalf • 89«

Chuck Pot Roast "ssisr 99t
Beef Chuck Ground &2s 99fB

Fresh Beef Brisket a 1 7
!

Canned Hams "K* iz 6" a 449

Finast Frankfurts Arc° ys 79*
Italian Sausage *!Stm 1 °?

;/-%rjfiy Freeh Chicken Parte
CC.C «r5wfc *A Chicken Legs

American Cheese
Mr. Deli Bologna
Roast Beef
Cheese Pizza

USOA
Choice .

Mr
Mi

• 1.19
1.19

T1.39
eeStV

Favorites from the Seven Soma!

Grey Sole
439
I lb

Dressed Whiting^ .»49*

Fillet - Canadian
Fresh Frozen

in- Storm Bake Shop!

Oven Fresh Baked

Hard Rolls do, 99*
Elm Sausage
Wieners

"

Bologna

B)M"I!1
i

. , 99*

» 1.09
12 Of QQ|
pkg 99
'in.29

Chicken Breasts
Boneless Breast

68'
88*

.b 1.58

Meat of Beef ...
Oscar Mayer
Meal oi Beef ...

Variety Pak %Z . .

.

QiAiiftc Pr^n,»rn seusage
OWIIlO Links or Parties ...

Bologna
r

'T£T
Parks Scrapple » 69'

Parks Sausage unr.unk.ib1.69

79'p*o

ST 89'

More Proot It Pays to Shop
the Finast Way!

All Flavors

Hunts

Empress White
In Water

2
3

46 OZ
cansHi-C Drinks

TomatoSauce
Solid Tuna

111 Finast Apple Juice 69°

15 oz
cans

7oz
can

89c

89«

Finast Mayonnaise
Kosher Dills FnM ...

qt

ier

32 Of

1.09 LoCal Soda
59« Ajax Detergent

48 Ol
bti 39*

25- Off

Lab* , p*« 1.79

Proof it Pays to Shop tor Quality Produce the Finast Way!

Fresh Asparagus
California Fresh. Tender, Succulent
Spears of Gourmet Goodness - A
Favorite For Salads or Side Dish

#49*
Fresh Florida Corn . 5
Fresh Lemons c-» . . . 6 IM

69'

59'

Florida Oranges Green Beans

|^J \tr\aT Tender mj ^f |b

Extra
Large

Stock up on Frozen Foods at Finest! r^

Freezer
QueenMini Meals

3$ipkgs |

Chicken Croquette
Breaded Turkey Cutlet
Meatballs
Meat Loaf
Salisbury Steak

Corn on Cob .

Strawberries '<££

Orange Juice

ite
pkg

Finn! . .

2 10OI
P*9«

4 6 oi
cent

75«

79«
89'

Sunrise Fresh Dairy Features!

Cheese Slices
Kraft Deluxe
American 12 oz

P*9 85*
i SpreadKraft Velveeta ?

IVlllK iiqht N Lively

Befit Yogurt
Biscuits

Finest
Buttermilk • • • • •

Prices Effective thru May 3 1975 We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

89'
77«

4 'n,' 1.00
8":: 1.00

1 lb

pkg

half

gal

15 C off H10 off
vVnri Thu Coupon On (1) 7 OI

Renuzit
. Solid
l£S M

With Thr* Coupon On (1) S *>

Pillsbury

. Flour
fi ^ k

IM

10' off 1115 off

Ujjja^ahrJJhru^Maj^a HJ^fjftBJ^oM^JA^a^^eo!====
j

Wrln This Coupon On (1) pkg sj with Thia Coupon On (1) 7 oi !

Glad ! Behold
Furniture Polish

ft?

Lawn
* I oat Bags m

\V££I_
j

_Mey_^J^QJ^V^idJhruJMay JH_i9J

10 c off 10° off
Witn This Coupon On ill 1? or

j
With This Coupon On (11 3 oj

Wheaties iF.D.S.Sprayj
Cereal I

Feminine Hygiene]

UUjJ ^lrt_I^u_Mny2.'^J2L[^BI Valifl Thru May 1

Not Responsible for TypographicarErrort

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNlTEDFeature Syndicate <*mmm'*mm*mt
ACROSS

1 Curlers
caps

SJur*
10 Grasp

suOdenly
14 Russian

range
15 Carpenter s

tool

16C ompanion-
less

U Cameiot'
character: 2
words

19 Army clas-
sification

20 Part ol India

21 Bnngerot
dreams

23 Strengthens
25 Ooze

momentarily
26 Return to

former
beliels

29 Vacillated
34 Strong

smelling

35 Collar type
37 Uneven
38 Female swan
39 Royal lamily

members
4 1 No Amer

Indian

42 Grinding
material

44 E ipires

45 Old

46 Hive
different

ideas
4H furnishes

lood
50 •Lone

Cowhand'
5

1

Respond to

stimuli

53 Hunting cry
57 Glitter

61 Great Lane
62 Corroded

entirely 2
words

64 Ripener
65 Actress

Mary
66 Suit at law
67 Antarctic

68 Piles up
69Esplosive
Compound*

DOWN
1 Job
2Kmg

Hussein s
wife

3 Roman god
4 Not blind

5 Slender
piece

6 Part ot

Ireland

7 Stadium
cheer

8 Genus ol

ducks

%\mi
uuuuoHnafjninrinn
niiuimrt junii

IlllJItll LIUH_
uurjoatiuti nannrin
orjpjH nann nnniuuu uuuuuuu ;it«n
uuij auuLiQ uaaauuoarjfj iiuisuPifiLiBbhulij uuuouiuuujujj niiin

9 Doctrinaire
person

10 More joyful
1

1

House area
12 Com ol India
13 E sisted
16 Cupid
22 Observes

carelully
24 More hard-

hearted
26 Caught with

a lasso
27 Varnish

ingredient
28yVinemaker s

plants
30 As soon as
11 — et non

Gambling
game

32 Organic
compound

33 Conveyance
documents

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 10

— Born today, you possess a
highly developed critical faculty

which you may be inclined to ap-
ply a little loo often to the hard
won though perhaps not outs

landing, successes ol other peo-
ple You enjoy seeking out in

justices but must be on your
guard against allowing what
might he an admirable, respec-

table trait lo disintegrate into the

shallow, annosing habit of fault

finding Take the lime to study
situations and circumstances
thoroughly before passing judg-

ment on them - and bear in

mind thai perfection, (hough
sought alter is unattainable

Honest and straightforward
when you approach things Irom
an tnlellectual standpoint, you
are blunt, sometimes even brutal

in your opinions, when you allow

temperament to guide your
words and deeds This is

especially true when it comes to

atfairs ol the heart, for you are
extremely demanding of those

vou love and exceedingly tem-
peramental in your relationships

w ith them

13

Your Birthday By steiu wilder

You need to develop ways in

which you can express your in-

ner feelings it is to oe hoped,

therefore, that parents or guar-

dians will have helped to instill

in you habits of both intellectual

and emotional exercise It vou

are allowed to grow to maturity

without such habits becoming a

pail ot vou! personality, it may
well he that you will never be

able to make your feelings

known in anuhing like their true

color and value

To lind what is in store lor \ou

tomorrow, select your birthda\

and read the corresponding

paragraph Let your birthdav

star be vour daily guide

a * *
Thursday . May I

TAURUS lApril 20-May 20) -

Employ diplomacy early in the

da\ - extensively' The pittalLs

attendant upon a recent decision

tor nam mav cause you ton

sKli'tablc iiKicern in the alter

noon

GEMINI iMa\ 21 June 20i -

Take care that excitement does

not cause you to speak out of

turn Take into consideration"
another s recent disappoint
ments on the home front

( AMER iJunc21 July 22" -
It vou are practical you can be a
winner Only he on vour guard
against rejecting all lanciful no
lions out ot hand Studs sugut-.

lions carefully

LEO iJulv 23 Aug 22> -Keep
unpleasant matters lo vourselt

Whatever you share with others

may prove easier to deal with as

a consequence Take advice in

the afternoon

VIRGO 'Aug 23-Sept 22> -

(jet rich-quick schemes may
come fast and furiously this

morning This us an excellent

time for dispassionate con

siderati.m of vour future

LIBRA <Sept 230ct 22> -
Make your own decisions as best

you can It you can avoid outside

interference, you may make a

mistake or two but you can be

proud of vour effort

SCORPIO «)ct 23 Nov 21» -

Be w use - sleep on present prob

lems another day or two If you

rush into actions you believe will

solve difficulties, you may make
mistakes

SAGITTARIUS iNov 22

Dec 21) -This is a day when

money talks, the only difficulty is

that it may not say what youd
hoped Help another attain a

minor goal in the afternoon

CAPRICORN 'Dec 22 Jan
19' -There ls no need to bring

old projects lo their conclusion

today Give endeavors more
time to gain the kind of profit

tne\ might

AQl ARILS 'Jan 20-rYb 18>

— II you would get through Ihis

da\ without anv mental in' physi-

cal traumas, lake your time

regardless ol how others may Iia

to rush vou

PISCES 'Keb 19 March 20i-

Ki-ep eves and ears open to un-

derhand what the opposition ls

doing This is a gtaad dav tin

gaining an advantage

ARIES March 21 -April Wi -

You would be wise lo not extend

vour aclivities hevond the usual

today The luture lioks uiaid lor

the %» who takes his lime

'(»*) m i <«Mtth>.«.»> VMaeHp ki

By Gary Trudeau
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THE STRIKE?
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OH, YEAH,

fU6HT,RI6HTi

wmzHxroF
1WTGAN6W)
CABBED 7&PEAN]

'OUT!
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SOHOUTS 6000, MAN.
IM SCHOOL 600D-IMAPE
6OIN6? THE REVIEW

\
I
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_

)

< s\

LU
Q-

We regret to inform you
that your story does
not suit our present needs.

\<17'>

On second thought...
1

' -Jktt l ( ^n >yaV>

Actual Iy, we don't
regret it at all.

U
is

i I

by Johnny Hart
|'»A "s| Love e?if%AAAff -r-s4e fAe^r

gXPErsJSlv/E- ^KKANeTenAtSfsIT Vou'VE
OCT.

L'

"fHACT'LL COME TO
josroveK too clamc, .

Cr SAID r vrVA^» '^ LOVE.

By Brant 1'arker & Johnny nan

notices
cont. from p. 11

it s iinaiiv nappening! oraas and ugrads are going

to work together to make sure all School of Ed
Programs exist next year. Can vou help us tonite,

Wed 30. 7:30 p m. School of Ed.

ISRAELI DANCINU
Instruction from 7:30 9:00 in Cape Cod Lounge

Open dancing to follow. It's free and open to
everyone 1

ITS SUNDAE ON WEDNESDAY
All Ufvlass women are invited to put on a few

calories with the sisters and pledges o' Sigma, Sigma,
Sigma tonight at 7:30 p.m.. Frat-Sor Park. Call 253
9066 for rides.

MOTORCYCLE CO OP MEMBERS
All persons interested in becoming members who

couldn't attend meeting last Monday night are
requested to contact Ti , t 546-9242 You may also

order parts through To> a member.
NURSING STUDENTS

There will be a meeting of YOUR Student Nurses
Organization 6:30 in the Conference room on Thur-
sday. The convention will be discussed and officers

for next year elected

PflO WRESTLING FANS
Looking to start Ufvlass Chapter of Worldwide

Wrestling Federation Fan Club Follow vou favorites,

Wolfman, Chief Jav, Waldo Von Eric. Bill White,
etc Call Mike 6 5872. Barry 5 5868
OUTERSPACE BAND

Celebrate Mayday with the Outerspace Band -

Thurs Mav 1, 9 pm C C. Aud Admission at door

PSYCHOLOGY
Proctors needed for Psvch 301 and 220 Preferably

-tudents who have taken PSI courses before or who
nave done extremely well in these courses Call Kent
Johnson 538 Tobm, 5 0083
°HYSIOLOGY OF HUMAN PHYSICAL PER
FORMANCE
A new course. Exercise Science 290 is being offered

next fall on Tu, Th 1 1:15-12:30 Concerns an exposure
to the scientific fundamentals underlying the

physiology of human adaption to stress imposed by a

variety of physical performances such as exercise,

work, recreation and sport No pre requisites See Dr
Benjamin Ricci, Bovden 2 or call 5-2480 Hurry'

POLISH AMERICAN CULTURAL ASSOCIATION
Club will hold meeting at 7 30 p.m in C.C. 178.

SCHLITZ A RAMA
Is sponsoring a Photographic Contest for the Best

Pictoral of the Day 3 cases of Schlitz 1st prize, 2 casos
2nd prize. Call 5-0174 Phi Sigma Kappa.

SCUBA CLUB
Meeting tonight 7:30 p.m in Curry Hicks 14. Bring

vour suit and or equipment and use the pool. Anyone
interested in trying out Scuba, come down tonight.
UM PARACHUTE CLUB;

Sport Parachuting orientation meeting tonight. 7-

11, C.C. 101 Movies and slides will be shown along
with the discussion.

UMASS VOL FIRE DPT.
Meeting tonight at 7:30 |n*M 7 previously scheduled)

m C.C 801 Show up so we can finish the Constitution
and other business before the semester's end. New.
members welcome.
BLACK MASS COMM PROJECT

Important meeting of the B.M.C.P. today at 6 p m
N.A.H. rm 14.

FOUND
Set of wrenches lost from a 10 speed bike. Call 665

2468 eves Ask fir Karen.
FOUND
Wnstwatch with no strap found in Wore Dining 4-

17. Describe it and claim it 546 4057

LOST
Brown leather pocketbook, contains ID etc. .256-

6044 Lost in Library

LOST
The most important part of my life.'.C >m 111-112

belonging to Jane Alinovi, lab workbook and
notebook Leave it- Collegian office with one of the
SECRETARIES.
LOST

2 rings, 1 black. 1 silver on the piano in the Music rm
of Knowlton April 21 Sentimental value Call Marv
546 9495
LOST

11 week old female Lab puppy, named "Touter" •

Call David 253 2686
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AMHERSTCV**
AMITY ST. 253 5426

Best Picture of theYear. *area
VE

Nohonol Society ol Mm Cr,i,CJ
SH0W,NG

Second Smash
Liv Ullmann in week

•: SCENES FROM
A MARRIAGE

written and directed cy Ingmor Bergman «;

EVES SCENESFROM A MARRIAGE- / 30

MONDAT & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • All SEATS $1 00

FRIDAY AT MIDNIGHT
MAY2

(M<M<HI(W HVS I/U H
ROUTE 5 RIVEROALE RO

WEST SPFL07 24 MR TEL 733 5131

CHARGE YOUR TICKETS ON MASTER CHARGE

M4V4 VN4 usi vtVM/t< x
ROUTE 5 RIVEROALE RO

WEST SPFLO 24 HR TEL 733-5131
CHARGE YOUR TICKETS ON MASTER CHARGE

WALT DISNEY
PRODUCTIONS'

Townat

\

_i
Wed Mai. 2 p.m.

Mon -Fri. : 7 :M. »:.TO; Sal.

*«un 2:99, I im. 5:40. 7:30.
'i tn

Tommy
***

Vbur senses will

newer be the same,

AnrvMargret Oliver Reed

Roger Daltrey Elton John

Vied. Mat.. 2 p.

m

Mon.-Fri.: 7:3*. 0:45; Sat-
Sun : I .10. 3:3S. S:30. 7:30. J

I •*
: III iV

MAOU Ydiivciii
5842645

R> • Hjdl.v
30 itt horn lh*>

Ml Firms M*H'

Open Wed. Sun. R*ttd

in

AM New
CINEMA RADIO'

No sp«*ak**is n^edtKl 1

All you need is a car or

portable A M radio'

Wed. & Thurs.

PER CAR
LOAD

ET TRIP
*** with the

TEACHER
TV} Wid kcr it caa** tat tkmtu motto

H-«jiBbV-»j S«oml •! ? so COLOR

«t Uinisicmwuit
JAUOHUfniCLAV,

EaCHEH
First at I 00

Every Eve at 7:30-9:40

Mat. Wed. Sat. Sun
1:303:305:30

Reincarnation

Proud
a BCP presentation <iJ3

Filmed in Springfield,

Holyoke, Amherst, North-
ampton, Deerfield and other

local areas.

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS

INGRID

BEQGMAN

PC

'A marvelously in-

tricate whodunit! A
joyous experiencel A
feast—in any season!"
—Judith Crist, New York Magazine

ACATiU
cimmirs

ON THE
ORIENT
EXPRESS

D'lttYiV.Y

•STREISAND &CAAN

jRinny
\

h;
Wert \\M p m.

\
Mon Thurs : HOO; Fri.
:«.'». »: Sal. Sun :.1I».

MOW.AFTW*
USXCARS
THE TRUE STOQV
CAM BE TOLD!

7:00

9:15

I^Y CAP0NE

olilli W'.'.'

The most highly acclaimed Rim of 1974

1

L#

Wrd. MaL.2 p m
Mon Fri. 9:45: Sat.

I: IS. 7:10 in ini

Sun : I :I0, :i:30. 5:30. 7:30.

1 Ml

\ NiRht v*ith the MEATUS—4 Beatle Films
Krida\ MidniRhi Advance Tickets No*

warren beatty

Wed. MaL,2 p.m.

Mon -Fri.: 7:15. i:39; Sat.- /v.

it: 2:15. 4:40. 7:05. 9:2»/'>v

^OBEET
Kedford

tds-
w.

Wed. Mat, 2 p.

m

Mon.-FrL: 7:20. 0:30: Sat.-

Sun.: 2:15. 4:40. 7:05. 9.»/''''\ Sun : ' '•*' 3:4S - 5:4# - 7:4# /i ::v

:
:-TT

:
. . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
.''.\v:-:-x-x<»:':vM^^wA^^^>AM.\?:':':5tl

^^^^r.:•:•:^:^^:«:•^^^^:^:^:v^^^^^^^;.;.^;.;.;.;.;.;.^;.;.^^^^•^:^^;^:^•:•:^;:
-̂^^̂ fJ

BEST PICTURE
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Women's crew team
lacks recognition

The women's Softball team split a doubleheader
Monday, losing the first game, 7-6, and taking the
nightcap, 7-5.

Batswomen win first
By LAURIE WHITING

The UMass Women's Softball team split a double-header at

Boston State, Monday, chalking up their first victory of the season
7-5.

The win came in ninth inning over-time play in the second game.
The two runs were scored on a pass ball error.

Coach Joanne McGowan cited left fielder Carolyn Shea as being
an important factor in the win, as she collected five put-outs to her
credit.

Pitcher, Gail Mathews pitched a fine first game, said Coach
McGowan. Back to back home runs by Co-captain Terry Pudlo and
LuAnn Fletcher were also instrumental in the UMass win.
The first game wasn't as well played as UMass lost 7-6. There

were many "mental" errors in crucial 6th and 7th inning play. Up
until that point, the UMass team traded the lead with Boston in a
tight game. Short-stop Sandy Lunt homered in the 1st inning to get
UMass started in what Coach Joanne McGowan called "the
beginning of UMass" hitting improvement."
The UMass women take on a strong Southern Conn today at 3:00,

away.

1

Leagues are over for the

season at

Boyden 10 Pin Lanes.

OPEN FOR

PUBLIC USE

Evenings

Monday through Friday

50 cents a string

8:00

finer PART II

Chess League
The Intercollegiate Chess League

of America (ICLA) Region 1

championship will be held on the

9th floor of the Campus Center over
the weekend.

USCF membership is required to

play, but the $6 will be waived for

Univ. of Mass. students who
contact Frank Burke before the

tournament.

The ICLA Region 1 cham-
pionship is the big state college

chess tournament of the year, so a

lot of very good players are ex-

pected to attend. If you are in-

terested in playing, please contact
Frank Burke, the tournamojpt
director, at 549-6534.

Spectators are very welcomF.
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By TERESA HANAFIN
I'd like you to meet some people I

know. They participate in a varsity

sport on campus, but you're
probably not familiar with their

names. There are no individual

performers. In fact, it's just about
the ultimate in "team" sports. But
the members work as hard, if not a
lot harder than players of other
sports.

I'm talking about the women's
crew team, and I'll be damned if I'm

going to let them go unnoticed.

Let's start with the varsity. The
coxswain is Nancy Tompkins, a
freshman. The co-captains are
Debbie Kirchmer and Joanna
Andreas. Debbie is in the stroke
position, and is the most ex-

perienced member of the team.

She's a senior and will be leaving
after this spring. Joanne is only a
sophomore, but will also be leaving
when she goes on a junior ex-
change to the University of Idaho.

Next comes Anne Aronson, a
freshman, who was recently
elected secretary-treasurer. Heide

Braun, in the number five position,

is a junior exchange student from

Germany, she too, will be gone
after this semester.

Another freshman is next, Becky
Love; followed by two juniors -

Eileen Gallant and Mary Leonard.

Bringing up the rear in bow is

Joanne's sister. Barb Andreas.
Barb is a senior who took a year off

from crew when she went on an
exchange program last year.

Now for the JV. The coxwain for

Sports news

commentary
' " .X. ' „ HH Bjpji

the second boat is a sophomore,
Kathy Sedlak. The stroke position is

manned by Louise Romanow, a

senior in her first year of rowing.
Behind her sits Joan Zalenski. Joan
is special in that she has graduated
already, but can run because of the

team's club status. A freshman,
Mary Ann LaFosse, sits behind her.

A string of five sophomores
follows. In order, they are: Polly

Knowlton, Leslie Johnson, Ann
Aldrich, Nancy LaFosse (Mary
Ann's sister), and Trish Donovan in

bow.
The spares currently are all

sophomores -Kathy Guild, Jennifer

Burks, and Laurie Gullion. Laurie

rowed in the fall, but cannot now
because of an accident.

Well, there they are. There are

more coming up from the begin-

ning boat, and those who have

been turned away in the past

because of lack of personnel will

come back for a second chance.

Their coach, Bob Spousta,
doesn't get paid, and there will

soon be a team meeting because
the third boat is concerned over
whether or not women's crew will

even exist next year.

Despite all this, the varsity has
twice shown it is as good as the
best by defeating BU twice and
Dartmouth and Conn. College once
each.

The very leasi they deserve is a

little recognition.

Letter to the Sports Editor

Commitment to women a farce?
To the Editor:
Recently, Scott Hayes wrote an

article entitled "Fairness on the
Track" which could more ac-

curately have been called "Farce on
the Track".

The article said there would be
"some type of women's program"
in track and cross country next
year. Depending on the amount of

money alloted for equipment,
travel, and coaches, however, the

program may not be much of an
improvement over the present

situation at UMass where the only

program is run on an R.S.O. basis

by Tom Derderian and his wife,

Charlotte.

Hayes accurately depicts
Boyden's strong commitment in

the phrase, "some type of women's
program". Listen to more on this

"type of program." "Assistant
athletic director Vivian Barfield

commented that there may not be
enough money to provide uniforms
for the team and hopefully the

women will be issued shoes for

running."

So UMass women runners, show
an interest in this non-existent

program which may or may not

have money for shoes or it will

continue to non-existl

This article straight-faces its way
through alternate stages of

whimsey and farce to finally reach

center stage in the theater of the

absurd. How's this for Catch 22?

Quote "If little interest is

generated by women harriers, and
track competitors, the ad-
ministration won't be to blame for a

non-existing program for women in

track and cross country." In the

seryice we had an expression called

C.Y.A. Apparently Boyden also

believes in covering theirs.

UMass has a women's crew
team. Can you imagine an article

saying, "UMass women come out

for crew! We may not be able to

provide a boat, but we'll have some
type of program!"

After reading this spirited-up

beat article I can imagine hordes of

excited female runners (shoeless)

besieging Boyden for the op-

portunity to be patronized.

Perhaps instead of grinning and
shuffling a run to the nearest

courthouse would be effective in

getting women a seat in the front of

the bus.

Bill Ingraham

PUFFTON NILLAGE
reduced rotes for
summer
549-0145

FINANCIAL MANAGER POSITION AVAILABLE
(to work with offbeat organization)

JOB INVOLVES: full-time summer participation, part-time par
ticipation during academic year, knowledge and ability in bookkeeping-
accounting, organizing fund raising activities, dealing with large
groups of people, concern for "people with special needs", full-time pay
during summer, part-time pay during school year, academic credit
available.

APPLICANT MUST: be an undergraduate next school year, send
resume or statement of qualifications (which may be stated informally)
by 12 o'clock high, Monday, May 5, 1975.

SEND ALL INQUIRIES TO:
Boltwood Belchertown Project

Care Of Larry Ladd
37 Presidential Apts.
Amherst, Ma. 01002

Community Theatre

Amherst Players Guild

presents

THE AMERICAN DREAM
- Albee

"Bea, Frank, Richie & Joan"
Taylor & Bologna

"I'M HERBERT"
- Anderson

May 1, 2, 3 8:00 p.m.

Amherst Regional Jr.

High School Auditorium

Tickets $2.00

Available at Augies &
At Door or Call 253-5204

The Finest Oriental & Polynesian
Food in this Area Served at

South China Restaurant

We prepare all your favorite foods and tropical drinks just
the way you like.

Everything on the menu can be ordered to take out.

Special Luncheon Menu Oaity

11:30a.m. 3 p.m.

(Except Sun. & Holidays)
Open Daily til 10 p.m. Fri. & Sat. til 1 a.m.

ROUTE? 256-0251 AMHERST, MASS.
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Racketeers have SUNY day

UMass netman Barnaby Kalan hits backhand during today's match against

SUNY on the Boyden courts. Kalan and teammates swamped their opponents.

Losing string snapped,
batsmen out to rope Chiefs

By BILL DOYLE

Having snapped its five game losing streak, the

UMass varsity baseball team heads into today's 3 p.m.

game with Springfield at Earl Lorden Field with new-
found optimism.

Coach Dick Bergquist said that by whitewashing
Maine in Saturday's second game, the team showed
itself that it is capable of playing good baseball.

"They believe in each other now," Bergquist said.

"They know that they can go out there and beat

anyone. I honestly believe that we are capable of

beating any team left on our schedule."

In playing Springfield College, the Minutemen will

be trying to avenge an earlier season loss to the Chiefs

in Springfield. UMass' Craig Allegrezza will be op-

posing Springfield's freshmen righthander George
Ross, who has the nation's third lowest ERA in

Oivision II. Ross is 4-0 and he has only allowed two
earned runs in 32 innings for an 0.56 ERA.
"We always like to beat Springfield," Bergquist

said, "because we have to live with them here in

Western Mass. They always have a good team, too,

so any victory over them is sweet." Springfield has a

record of 12-2.

Allegrezza will be trying to come back from a sub-
par performance in his last start in Saturday's opening
game. He set down the first eight men he faced but he

was knocked out in the sixth inning.

One bright note about Allegrezza's play on
Saturday, Coach Bergquist said, was his hitting. He
collected five hits in the twin-bill, including a three run

homer and a run scoring double.

UMass' pitching and defense finally lived up to

Coach Bergquist' s expectations in Saturday's victory

over Maine. Jeff Reardon pitched a four hit shutout
and the defense was error-free, turning three double-

plays.

CHANGE-UPS: Bergquist said that the team has
two goals: to finish the season over .500 (the team's
record is now 7-12) and to win the Yankee Con-
ference.. .Pete Backstrom and John Healy are

definitely out of action for tomorrow while Jim Black

may see some action, Bergquist said... Minutemen
have stolen 25 bases out of 28 attempts... Backstrom's
355 batting average still leads the club while

Allegrezza still leads the team in ERA despite his

earned run average rising to 1.34. Despite moans
over UMass' poor fielding, the Minutemen actually

have a better team fielding average than their op-

ponents, .939.937....

Except for Backstrom, the highest batting average
of any Minutemen outfielder is Steve Wright's .208...

Every other outfielder is batting under .200...

Springfield edged Northeastern Monday, 6-5, in 11

innings

Triples featured as JV batsmen
gallop past Holyoke Community

By TONY CHAVES
The JV. baseballers offense was

in high gear yesterday as they

defeated Holyoke Community
College 9-7 at Holyoke.

The batsmen's theme for the

afternoon seemed to be a slug a

triple. Four different players, Scott

Aye, Pete Bannon, Charlie Ciccone,

and Bavel Cummings, all banged
out three baggers. Mark Wyner,
two hits, Charlie Johnson, two hits,

and Bill Hendy, a home run, were
also offensive standouts for the

Minutemen.
Coach McKay jokingly referred to

40 or 50 errors in the game with

three quarters of them being

mental. It was good luck for the

Minutemen that they chose to

make all those errors in a game
against a poor team when they

cojld afford it.

McKay was not too happy with

the base running of his team either,

calling it "not very heads up". He

was dead serious though when he
said the team must get it together

from here on in as the toughest part

of the schedule is coming up. The
pitching especially must perform up
to its potential.

Yesterday the pitching left much
to be desired as the three pitchers

used were not very sharp. Tom
Nigro, the JV ace, started the game

and got his fourth win against no
defeats but went only four innings

and was rocked pretty hard.

Bob Black picked him up in the
fifth and pitched ineffectively until

the ninth when he was relieved by
Gordon Smith, who got the save.

All that McKay could say was that

his pitchers didn't have their- good
stuff.

Today's UMass sports
+ Baseball against Springfield at 3:00

+ Softball at Southern Conn at 3:00

+ Women's Lacrosse at Smith at 4:00

+ JV Lacrosse at Brown at 3:00
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By BILL EDELSTEIN
If you came late to the UMass-State University of New York at Albany

(SUNY) tennis happening (I prefer not to call it a "match") yesterday, yog

missed the kill, as the racketeers stomped all over SUNY at Albany, 5-4, at

the Boyden courts.

Although the adjective "stomped" might not seem to befit a 5-4 out-

come, the modifier is, if anything, an understatement, for the Minutemen
captured all five of their points in the singles competition, allowing coach

Steve Kosakowski to do his Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde impersonation by

experimenting with different doubles combinations. SUNY then swept the

doubles segment of the happening to produce the final, misleading tally.

"After we got the fifth point, the rest didn't matter," stated the winning

coach. "I'm glad the singles decided the match," added Kosakowski,

"because they (SUNY) were a hell of a lot better than they were last year."

One has to wonder just how badly the Albanians played last season.

Barnaby Kalan was responsible for the fifth and clinching marker as he

strung out his match to three sets (6-2, 3-6, 6-3) at third singles while

completing his undefeated season (12-0). Kalan had some anxious

moments, and he voiced his concern after the contest. "When the score

was 3-3 in the third set, I started worrying that I had come
to lose my last match to a guy from SUNY. But he could really play ten-

nis."

"Barnaby and Chris (Post) are playing great tennis," praised coach
Kosakowski. "They've improved tremendously over the course of the

season."

Speaking of Chris Post (nice transition, eh?), the racketeer captain was
forced to make a sincere effort to combat drowsiness during his 6-2, 6-1

taking of the supreme court.

Art Cloutier, the racketeer's mystery man who started playing in mid-
season garnered his fifth consecutive victory, this one at fifth singles, in a
3-6, 6-4, 6-2 come-from-behinder. Art's doing so well that one has to

wonder why coach Kosakowski didn't use him earlier in the year.

"He kept telling me he wasn't ready," said the UMass tennis mentor,
"but then he beat a couple of the starters, and I decided that whether he
was ready or not, he was going to play."

Billy Karol had an easy (6-3, 6-2) time at second singles, while Marc
Ouellet posted the Minutemen's fourth point with a 6-4, 6-4 fourth court,

straight setter and Kevin Garrahan last at sixth, 6-1,6-7, 6-0.

Tom Doyle and Cloutier got the nod at first doubles for the first and final

time this year, and they were greeted harshly with a 6-4, 6-2 molesting.

At second doubles, the team of Newberger and Chingros, also first-time

performers, were also dealt with harshly, dropping a 6-3, 6-1 decision while
the duo of Garrahan and Rabinski was treated with even more disdain in

their first stint together, 6-1, 6-1.

"I was pleased with the team's overall performance," approved
Kosakowski.

UMass has scheduled SUNY at Albany again next season. You just can't

get enough of a good thing...

FOOT FAULTS ^he racketeers will lose the services of Barnaby Kalan
(they'll even lose his returns) next season when he goes on exchange at

Rutgers.

Mike Berger L
Pigeon droppings

To most people the word pigeon does not have a favorable connotation.

It isn't unusual for a Boston commuter to return at 5:00 to see the

remainders of a pigeon on his windshield. In fact one person on a hot

August day was reported seen wearing two pair of Eskimo type gloves as

he opened his car door. Yet there is a place where pigeons are certainly

welcome, and that place is Fenway Park.

In 1926, this stadium was built and at times gives to thousands of fans

the ultimate in the excitement of the game of baseball. But to the pigeons
of Boston, Fenway Park offers the benefits of free housing, food, and
comfort. To the owner of Fenway Park (Tom Yawkey), pigeons are a

bargain to say the least because of their talent in cleaning up ballparks in

such a short period of time.

Pigeons are known to have quite a talent in choosing the best food and
the best places to eat. To these birds, Fenway Park is a pigeon's paradise

for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and a midnight snack. On a summers day, it

isn't unusual for a pigeon to gain a few extra pounds consuming burnt hot

dogs made out of 3 per cent pure beef, rancid pop corn, and now the
gourmet's delight -sauerkraut and beans. It has been rumored that the

greatest number of pigeons suffering from indigestion, lumbago,
dysentary, and Beri-Beri have often times eaten at Fenway Park. In return

for this free food, pigeons offer their gratitude by spreading their own
special kind of fertilizer on the grounds thus saving the landscaper a good
amount of time and effort.

Having hordes of pigeons residing in Fenway Park not only saves the

ballpark from a massive cleanup job, but they also serve another indirect

purpose. Think of the money Mr. Yawkey saves by not having to install

security guards and burglar alarms.

When you pass a deserted Fenway Park at night, you think you are

watching a rerun of Alfred Hitchcock's "The Birds" flash before your eyes.

Rumor has it that Bugsie Muldoon and Fingers Smith (the best thieves in

the business) have put Fenway Park on their list of the ten most hated jobs.

Yet the practical use of having pigeons residing in Fenway Park comes in

the form of entertainment. If the game is being delayed by rain or is on the
dull side, the order comes from the front office to release the "hafftime

entertainment". Within minutes, the pigeon aerial show blossoms into

figure 8's, Power I's, and Fullhouse T's.

Proudly the Boston Red Sox gloat that their fans get a little more out of

their money than most. In fact, the pigeon aerial show has been compared
to the Jan. 25, 1952 edition of the Kilgor Rangerettes and the 1972-1973
halftime show of the Santa Monica High School majorettes.

Pigeons in Fenway Park have intense competition from the rats at

Boston Garden. In recent years, rumor has been growing that Boston
Garden is supposedly in the bidding war between the rats and the pigeons.

Supposedly the rats at Boston Garden have grown into disfavor in part due
to the number of rat attacks recorded in the 2nd period intermission of the

Nov. 29 Boston Braves-Tidewater Tomatoes hockey game.

Take heed, Boston sport fans. Rats at Fenway Park on a hot summer's
night combined with pigeons at Boston Garden in the dead of winter is

about as tantalizing as the next dish of Fenwav Park sauerkraut and beans.

PHOTOGRAPH A Special

Edition
W€0NESDAY. APRft. 30, 1975 M

This photo: Inside:
This photograph won first place in the portrait

category of the Collegian's first photo contest. It was
taken by Ed Tompkins of So. Deerfield. First place in

the still life and abstract categories appear on the back

.Centerfold: 2nd and 3rd place winners in each of the

categories
Pg. 2: Photographing women
Pg. 3: Photojournalism
.Pg. 4; Zone System

Mi
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For sexists only.

The photo above of Karen Desmarais, when sub-

mitted to a wire service by the author, was run in

papers throughout the country and resulted in letters

from admirers as far away as the Philippines. The
other women are Lisa Mindick (above, right) and
Crystal Stinette (below).

On photographing
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1975 THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Editor's note:

This article is included in

this issue for those men [or

women I who are interested

in photographing women.
Anyone who takes offense

at "sexist" material is

encouraged not to read it.

STORYand PHOTOS
By DICK LEONARD

This article deals with what might

be considered a touchy subject;

photographing women as art. This

article is not meant to be a guideline

for men bent on exploiting women;
rather a guideline for portraying

what I consider the finest piece of

engineering and art that ever

graced this planet of ours. Enough

said.

Before even picking up my
camera, I find it essential to have

some kind of rapport with my
subject. How you develop this is up

to you, the approach you take to

her depends on her mood, outlook,

etc. I cannot stress this too heavily:

even if the relationship is just

photographic, let her know that

there is more to you than a camera,

otherwise she is just a victim of

your shutter and your pictures will

reflect it. Other than that you are on

your own. After a while you'll learn

what it takes to make a woman feel

relaxed in front of your lens.

Equipment is key also; my
recommendation is an SLR
because of its ease of use and

availability. The degree of optical

compression and slow speed (little

depth of field) make lenses in the

range of 80 to 150 mm very popular.

Normal lenses and wide angle types

often make for unflattering change

of perspective, so for portraiture,

stay away from focal lengths under

50MM.
Film is a less important con-

sideration, but something that

should be given a little thought is

that ASA films are grainy and tend

to have unbecoming contrast, while

films in the range of ASA 32-125

are fine but require a lot more light

for proper exposure. Color films are

great if you have the capital to pay

for the processing. The only

concern here is the blue-based

films, which can make skin tones

somewhat unnatural.

Okay, you now have a good
relationship with your model, have

your camera, lens and film all set to

go, but where do you go? Again the

choice is yours. Choose a place that

is mutually amenable; the beach or

garden are common. My favorites

are having my model sit on the

hood of a fast car like a Vette or a

Jaguar as this creates a sensuality

of its own. Again, it's up to you and

your model.

No treatise on photographing

women would complete without at

least some mention of nudes, so

here it is. The subject must be

approached maturely; if you keep in

mind that your model is what you

a t e photographing, not your

women

girlfriend without any clothes on,

you will keep you photos from

becoming snapshotty. A choice of

lens here is more critical than in

straight portraiture. A long focus

lens or a mild telephoto will

produce playboy-type shots, a

21mm or 28 mm produces a more

"surreal" image. Lighting is fun to

experiment with. Harsh cross-

lighting or side-lighting can make
for very pleasing results.

Writing on a subject like this in a

limited amount of space is like

trying to describe the history of the

world in twenty-five words or less,

but in summary, just remember to

look at your subject as your camera

will see it. Your mind's eye will see

it quite differently.
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We have Bausch and Lomb
and American Optical,
Sunsensors™ of course. All

at the lowest prices!
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Amherst
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SUNSHINE RECORDS
ALL SINGLE ALBUMS

each

This is our every day low price

thousands to choose from

LATEST RELEASES
Old Favorites, Too

No. 9 E. Pleasant St.

(4 Doors From The Pub)

WE ALSO BUY, SELL & TRADE USED ALBUMS.
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Of good photog's

and newspapers
STORY and PHOTOS
By DENNIS CONLON

There has always been some
percentage of good photographers

who do not consider newspapers

an acceptable outlet for their art.

Some of the reasons for this at-

titude center around the quality loss

in newspaper reproduction and the

limitations on creativity of news
photography.

It is true that in most large daily

newspapers photos generally look

considerably poorer than the

originals. A closer examination of

these photos reveals a pattern of

thousands of dots, the reason for

the quality loss. But since news-

paper presses can only deliver full

ink or no ink, grey areas in photos

must be reproduced through the

use of these dots. Spacing these

gives the photo the appearance of

darker or lighter grey. This is ac-

complished by copying the photo

through a screen with many fine

lines onto photographic material

which produces only dark black or

clear areas; no middle tones.

Depending on the time of exposure,

darker or lighter areas of the

original will reproduce black on this

halftone.

Most smaller circulation (often

weekly! newspapers, on the other

hand, reproduce photos quite well.

They also use this dot or halftone

process, but instead of using a

screen with about 65 lines to an

inch, they use a screen with 100 or

more lines to an inch, rendering the

dots much less noticeable. So why
don't the large dailies use a finer

screen? The reason lies in the type

dots closer together or further apart of printing process used: letterpress

Two alternatives to a
"head and podium"
shot: (above) move in

close to the speaker and
include the audience
and (below) adding a

prop.

/

Towne House of Amherst
Two and three bedroom townhooses, with wall-to-

wall carpets, IV2 baths, dishwasher, garbage

disposal, self-cleaning oven. FROM $225.

Pool and recreational facilities, safe playground

for children, FREE UMass Bus service.

Open for your inspection 7 days a week.

50 Meadow St. Amherst, Mass. 549-0600

or offset. Letterpress basically

involves the use of molten lead

poured into moulds, with raised

type resulting. Offset uses a

photochemical process in which

light-sensitive metal plates are

exposed through a photographic

negative of entire pages. The type

is not raised, but a chemical applied

afterwards "tells' the ink whether

to adhere or not. There are other

limitations on how fine a screen can

be used such as the quality of paper

(which explains why magazines

have better reproduction) and the

I

speeo of tbe press, but the let-

terpress process is the major ob-

stacle to better photo reproduction

in most large dailies.

The offset process, in its present

state of development, is not

suitable for use by papers with large

circulations because of its lesser

durability and the expense involved

in changing to offset.
Photographers very concerned with

technical quality will probably not

be drawn to these papers until they

work out a way of using finer

screens, perhaps through a better

offset process. Until then, there are

many smaller papers with very

good photo reproduction.

Photojournalism does present

certain limits on creativity, but the

opportunities for and challenge of

creativity far outweigh the

limitations. For example, if a

photographer for a large Boston

paper takes great photos of a nude

on a beach in South America on his

vacation and then shows them to

his editor, he would probably agree

on their quality but say that they

were inappropriate for publication

in the paper because of the possibly

offensive nature of the subject and

the lack of relevance to the average

Bostonian. On the other hand,

many fine photos of people and

events around Boston, unrelated to

any news story, often run as feature

or filler photos. The possibilities for

creativity in these shots is almost

endless.

Even more challenging is at-

tempting to make the average news
shot interesting or different. How
many shots of someone's head and

shoulders do you see in an average

paper? Probably far too many.

These head shots tell a reader what

a person looks like, but they don't

really tell anything about the

person. The challenge in

photojournalism today, which is

being met to some extent already,

is to break away from head shots

and do something different, often

BRANDYWINE, the apartment plus community 1

Vow open for your inspection are BR.WDYWINK'S
beautiful neu one and two bedroom model apart-

ments.

( nine over for a visit any day of the week.

In a few minutes we'll show you all the reasons in the

world why BRANDYWINE is a better plate to live. We
in\ite you to compare features and compare prices.

• <

BRANDYWINE
at Amherst

One and two bedroom units from $220.00 .

Conveniences which make BRANDYWINE
so eminently livable include:

Spacious, wall laid out units.

All brand nama full size appliances, includ-

ing garbage disposal and dishwasher

Individually controlled cantral gas haat.

Central Air Conditioning.

An abundanca of closat spaca.

Extra sacurity faaturas including intarcom
system

Large, partially enclosed, private patios and
balconies.

Luxurious wall to-wall carpeting.

Beautiful new swimming pool and
recreetionel facilities.

Beeutiful well kept grounds, highlighted by

lerge central pond.

Free UMass Bus Service.

Laundry facilities well located.

Safe playground for children.

Rentel furniture available from Putnam
Furniture Leasing Company. Hartford.

Connecticut.

Resident Superintendent responsible for all

apartment services end maintenance Provid-

oy showing a subject doing
something he often does. When a

speaker gives a lecture it is difficult

to do something interesting. What
often appears in the paper the next

day is a shot of some turkey behind

a podium with perhaps some exotic

hand-waving. This doesn't have to

be the case. One alternative ap-

proach is to find the person before

the speech. If a photographer could

catch the person staring off into

space, preparing the speech in his-

her mind, this might be a very

revealing shot. The subject is

usually more likely to be himself off-

stage than onstage, and the

background is often more in-

teresting. Even a group or team

shot can be more than a dozen or

two frozen people staring aimlessly

out of the page if the photographer

can get them to interact with each

other in some way.

The best reason I can think of for

good photographers to be drawn to

photojournalism is "com-
munication." Newspaper photos,

depending c~ 'he circulation of the

paper, are seen oy anywhere from a

couple hundred people to over a

million. Hopefully, most of these

photos affect most readers in some
way. No matter how good a

photograph is, if it is only seen by

the photographer, it is worthless,

an exercise in futility. It could be
considered practice for better work,

but if no other human being sees it,

it communicates only to its author,

and little or nothing is learned by

the experience. If it is also seen by a

handful of friends the photograph

begins to have value. But if it is

seen by thousands of people it

becomes even more valuable. For

better or worse, the photograph is

then communicating something to

many human beings.

So if you ever see a photo in a

newspaper which has a noticeable

or even powerful effect on you,

remember that there are perhaps

thousands of other people like you
sharing in the same experience.

And if one of your photographs ran

in many newspapers throughout

the world (it happens every day
through news services such as AP
and UPI) remember that you truly

could move the world.

Brandywine Drive

Amherst

549-0600

art for a Sunday afternoon

exquisitely handcrafted objects
craeted by america's foremost
ceramists, metalsmiths. glass
blowers woodworkers, and
weavers,

the same people whose work
you have admired
museums.

'n our finest

skera
route 9

hours
tuesday friday 12-1
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An introduction to7onP9
Bv LAWRENCEHERSHKOWITZ " ^^ V^ V>#By LAWRENCEHERSHKOWITZ

The idea of

previsualization is merely

wonderful. The practice of

previsualization is the

master key to expressive-

creative photography and
Camerawork.

Minor White

The Zone System, devised by

Ansel Adams, is an advanced

method of previsualizing

photographs in order to insure

proper exposure. In writing an

introductory article it will be useful

to draw information from an

authoritative book by Minor White,

The Zone System Manual, Morgan

& Morgan Inc., New York, 1968.

This photographer highly suggests

White's book for a detailed,

illustrated guide to the Zone

System.

"To previsualize is to be led

towards the essential resonances in

photography: the resonances
between subject and photographer

at the time of exposure; the

resonance between him and his

print later; and finally the essential

resonance between photographer

and audience." To be sure, the

Zone System is not for the

neophyte photographer. It implies a

functional knowledge of one's

equipment; camera and light meter,

in order to achieve satisfactory

results.

There is a difference in the

penatrating power of a photograph

taken on the impulse of amaturish

enthusiasm and one taken as the

result of trained intuition. This

difference cannot always be

compensated for by the

manipulation of darkroom
technique, and for this reason it is

necessary to maintain a systematic

control over the medium at the time

of exposure.

The nire "zones" of the system

are based on the tones or values of

grey which are fundamental to the

medium of Black & White
photography. The various values

are arranged in a simple

progression From Zone I, maximum
photographic black, and Zone II,

the first printable separation of

tone, through Zone IX which is pure

white. A "Zone" as a visual unit

measurement is arrived at by

altering a standard exposure by one
"stop" more or one "stop" less.

The tool of the Zone System is

the luminance meter. The
luminance meter measures light

reflected from surfaces on various

scales which can be translated into

zones.

Previsualizing a scene while

using the light meter for deter-

mining zones allows the conscious

photographer to look at a scene,

person, place or situation and

"see" the various ways
photography can render the

subject. Having developed this

ability the photographer can then

exercise his creativity in the

manipulation of his equipment to

select the desired effect. The skillful

use of this procedure eliminates the

need for guesswork in picturetaking

along with the possibility of failing

to capture one's original intentions

in taking the picture.

The Zone System is also valuable

in film development and
photographic printing. In these

processes the zone can be used as

a unit of measurement for

development as well as exposure.

The fundamental effects that

varying development time has over

the entire scale of the film or print

can be translated into zones. It is

only through maintenance of

control over all these variables that

the "perfect" print can be
achieved.

It should also be pointed out that

this article is only intended as a

STUDENT
JOBS

TRANS WORLD

iy kh ifyo

International ly ,

famous boating shoes I

from Sebago. On I

leek for the 1974

1

America's Cup, and i

worn by the crews of
j

such distinguished !

ships as Mariner,
j

Valiant, Courageous, I

and Southern Cross. I

Sebago Docksides
are made in the
U.S.A. by skilled

Maine Craftsmen and
sold throughout the

world.

For Women & Men

$23.00 —
$25.00

4fd$0U&

39 S. Pleasant
Amherst

basic introduction to the Zone
System. To think that the high

degree of quality that will result

from its proper use can be attained

in three easy steps is naive. In

addition to studying the details of

the system it is necessary to

practice, for only through ex-

perience can previsualization
become intuitive.

In considering whether the Zone
System is for you, it is wise to

contemplate the philosophy of

Minor White:

"Photography will give anyone
some kind of an image. The camera
machine is made for those who are

satisfied to let everything happen to

them. Previsualization requires an

effort, an act of will, therefore

relates man to some form of higher

do.'
"

65 University Drive
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CAMPUS PIZZA
DELICIOUS PIZZA GRINDERS SPAGHETTI

B Q CHICKEN A1 ROAST BEEF
COME IN TRY AND ENJOY

206 RUSSELL ST HADLEY. MASS 01035

Printing:
Intermediate Course

By JOE MARTINS
There are two important con-

cepts to be understood in order to

print correctly and thus be able to

judge any black and white print

from a technical viewpoint. One is

exposure, that correct combination

of enlarger lens aperture and time

upon the photographic paper that

will yield correct tones interpreted

from the original scene of picture

taking. What is the correct ex-

posure on the printing easel? The
final test question to be asked when
viewing test strips or blind guesses

in the darkroom is, "Is there texture

IT PAYS TOSHOP
THE FINASTWAY
Mountain Farms
Mall in Hadle%

Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe

Phi Sigma Kappa presents

l t t z - A - if
This Saturday
May 3rd

'I he Largest Heerfest in \eiv England

in the whites where there should

be?" There should be texture in

such things as white socks, shirts,

etc. If not, more exposure time is

necessary. All other tones should

fall into place if the whites are

textured.

The second important con-

sideration is that of contrast, the

range from blocks to whites found

in the final print. A print may be

perfectly exposed but too flat, thus

having too much gray and no true

black. Low contrast may be in-

creased by increasing the paper

grade contrast (paper grades of

contrast run from grade 1 to grade

6, low to high), increasing

developer strength, or stopping

down enlarger lens. It must be

noted that an increase in contrast

will result in higher exposure times.

Too much contrast is found if

there is detail in the thin part of the

negative that doesn't appear in the

corresponding shadow of the print.

In this case contrast may be

reduced conversely by lowering

paper grade contrast, diluting the

developer, or opening the enlarger

lens. Again, watch exposure times

Exposure and contrast go hand in

hand in the printing process. The
most important consideration is in

the printing of a negative that has

been exposed correctly. Only with a

good negative can good or great

print be made. It is not worth the

effort to be meticulous in printing

while salvaging a bad negative.

£3e

SUNSHINE
RECORDS

ALL Single Albums

SO17
Kf each

No. 9 E. Pleasant St.

Pabst Blue Ribbon

case of 24
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"Thirty lire Hundred People (.out lie II torn

lA I t No. 1 New England Band 12 noon - 4 p.m.

LIVE No. 1 in Boston PSK

LOBSTER 6 p.m. - till? Pleasant

Start

12 Noon 25 c REFRESHMENTS

LIVE

BULL
End

12 Midnight

Inventory Sale

20% Off
Everything
FREE WORK SHIRT

with any purchase of $10.00 or more

Jeans — Reindeer Sweaters

Leather Jackets — Cowboy Shirts

Many More Items

Located at :
255 TRIANGLE STREET
Amherst, Mass. 01002

i Between Tech Hi Fl and Discount Records

)

Alto Located Circuit Ave.. Oak Bluff*. Isk of Martha » Vineyard

Radio /hack
ofAMHERST

LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED

Tuborg

case 24 - 12 oz cans

535
SUPERMARKETS

REALISTIC CTR-27
Cassette recorder

reg. $29.95 sale $ 26.88

REALISTIC AM/FM
Portable radio
( red or gray )

^eg. $21.95 sale-

$18.88

•fegab REALISTIC Auto cassette stereo

reg. $64.95 sale $39.95

also other in-store sales

318 College St. rt.9 Amherst "WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"
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Mike Gillen of Pat-

terson House took
second place in the still

life category with the
top photo. The center
portrait by Brian L.

Coolbaugh was judged
2nd in its category. The
abstract on the left by
Walter Schwert also
took a no. 2.

II 1 1 1 III I

Top: 3rd in abstracts

by Roy Stein

Left: 3rd in still lifes

by Bette Moriarty
Below: 3rd in por-

traits by, again, Bette

Moriarty

3rd
Place
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Getting back to basics:

Everything you always
wanted to know about
printing

By DEBBIE SCHAFER
The act of shooting a picture is

only the beginning of what it takes

to arrive at the finished photograph.

The success or failure of a photo

depends to a large extent on how it

is printed.

Dust on the negative or in the

enlarger can ruin an otherwise

excellent photo. Before placing

your negative into the enlarger

make sure it is clean and dust free.

This will save you hours of

eyestraining work, trying to spot

out dust specks on the final print.

Remember - always place the

negative into the enlarger emulsion

(dull) side down towards the

printing surface.

Set your easel to the desired print

size and compose your photo

within this frame. Focus with the

enlarger lens open to the widest

aperture. (If you are Uaing

polycontrast filters remember to

focus with the filter in place.)

Determining proper exposure

depends upon several variables.

The contrast grade of the paper,

density of the negative, and

enlarger lens aperture all contribute

to the time needed to expose a print

properly. Use a test-strip of photo

paper to determine a good ex-

posure time.

The smaller the lens opening, the

sharper the final print will be.

Unless your negative is much too

dense, make exposures at f8 or

smaller for best results. Judging

time for print exposure is learned

through trial and error. Practice,

practice, practice.

A properly exposed print should

stay in the developing bath for 1 !4

to 2 minutes, no more and no less.

Print exposure is determined
primarily by the amount of light that

reaches the photo emulsion, not by

the length of time the print remains

in the developer. A print which has

been pulled from the developer too

quickly or left for too long will lack a

full range of tones. Don't settle for

a mediocre print — if the print is too

dark to too light, do it over. The

difference in quality will more than

make up for the cost of a few

wasted sheets of photo paper.

Drain prints carefully when trans

ferring from chemical bath to

chemical bath. Mixing chemicals

together because of improper

drainage will weaken the chemicals

and reduce their effectiveness. Use
a separate pair of print tongs for

each chemical bath.

Prints should remain in the stop

bath for at least 15 seconds. Using

an acid stop bath between
development and fixing serves to

stop the action of the developer

and preserve the effectiveness of

the fixer.

Fix prints for 5 minutes in rapid

fixer, or for 5 to 10 minutes in

regular fixer. Fixing insures print

permanence by removing un-

developed particles of photo
emulsion. Don't neglect prints in

the fixing bath - agitate them and

don't let them overfix.

After fixing, it is a good practice

to use a hypo-clearing solution to

remove excess fixer from the print.

This increases print permanence

and reduces washing time. Again,

don't neglect prints in the hypo-

clear - agitate and remove prints

after 2 to 5 minutes.

Prints should be washed for at

least 10-15 minutes. Make sure that

your print washer allows an

adequate change of water.

Washing prints removes the traces

of chemical processing and insures

a bng lasting print.

Processing chemicals and wash

temperatures should be kept as

even as possible between 65-75

degrees f. Extremes of temperature

adversely affect the chemical
processes, producing poor quality

prints.

The most important thing to

lemember about printing is timing.

Don't neglect prints during the

processing stages. A sloppily

processed print will eventually

deteriorate — a well processed

print not only looks better but last

longer. ^^

Now appearing at the

Seagull IBM - Sat.

Happy Hour— 4 : 30-7 : 00, Mon.-Sat.

in the Speakeasy Lounge

15c Beers— 9:30-10:00, Wed. &Thurs. Night
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WANTED

SUNSHINE RECORDS
WE

BUY, SELL, I TRADE

USED ALBUMS

No. 9 E. PLEASANT ST. — 549-2830

(4 Doors from the Pub)

RUST

BROWN
NATURAL

187 NORTH PLEASANT

Tech Hi-Fi Now Brings

Superscope to its Family

of Fine Hi-Fi Components.

SUPERSCOPE
CD-502 Stereo Cassette Deck
with Dolby Noise Reduction System

Features

• Large VU Meter* s!:,nted for

easier readability

• Sophisticated Styling integrates
with Superscope component "family"

• Walnut Base included in price

• Dolby Noise Reduction System
virtually eliminates tape hiss. You
may use this Dolby system to record
cassettes with Dolby processing, or to
deprocess previously Dolbyized
cassettes, or material from an external
source, such as an FM stereo tuner,
record changer, or even another
stereo tape recorder.

• Limiter Pushswitch automatically
'imit3 the maximum recording level

10 avoid distortion. Especially
important for recording music and
meetings where different sound levels
are to be recorded.

• Tape Select Switch allows for use
of new Chromium Dioxide cassettes

• Illuminated Function Indicators
for Dolby Limiter and Tape Select
Switches

• Power Switch - rocker type

• Headphone Monitor Jack

• L&R Mic Inputs

• Separate R&L Record Level Controls
for precise adjustment

• Record Mode Light to indicate
recording in process

• Three-Digit Tape Counter
with reset button

• Illuminated Tape Compartment
for easy inspection of cassette

• Interlocked Piano Key Type Controls

Supplied Accessories:

• Two Audio Patch Cords

SUPERSCOPE
TWO-YEAR WARRANTY

Superscope, Inc., guarantees the

original registered owner that all

parts are free from operating de-

fects for two years from pur-

chase date. Products are repaired

or replaced free of charge, provid-

ing you bought it in the U.S.A.

from an authorized dealer. Natur-

ally, the serial number cannot be

altered or removed. We suggest

you keep the original carton. Be-

cause if you ship the product for

repairs in the original package

fully prepaid within the U.S.A., it

will be returned to you prepaid

within the USA

nw"
NOW

$16?
VOU SAVE

'20

5

CR-IOOO AM/ FN Portable Radio With Cassette Recorder

This is truly the go-anywhere recorder! The
Superacope CR-1000 AM/FM Portable AC/DC
Radio Cassette Recorder, ia loaded with features

and extree at an unheard of low pricel

B CDEFG H

NOW

S009589P

Metal Carrying Handle
Speaker Monitor Selector Switch
Stop/Eject Button
Play Button

Rewind Button

Feat Forward Button
Record Button
FM Antenna
AM/FM Bend Selector
Playback Tone Control
Playback Volume Control
Function Switch

M Redio Tuning Knob
N AFC Switch
O AC Input Jeck
P Cassette Compartment

Function Mode Indicetors

R Built-in Electret Condenser
Microphone

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
1 Automatic Record Level Control

2 Automatic Shut-Off

3 Sleep Mode Switch

You Save

$21

C-I03
AC DC Rechargeable Portable Cassette

A deluxe portable tape recorder with all the
trimmings Compere the C-103 with other
recorders and you'll find the C-103 offers you
more quality, features, end performance for leaa
moneyl And it's backed up by our compreheneive
one year parts and lebor werrenty

L M N O P

A 3-Digit Tape Counter w/Reaet
B Cassette Compartment
C Record Level Battery Strength

Indicator

D Record Button
E Pley Beck Tone Control
F Remote Start/Stop Jeck

G Remote Microphone Jeck
H Auxiliary Input Jeck
I Externel Speeker Jeck

You Save

$20

C10I
AC DC Portable Cassette Recorder

Here a our loweat priced quality cassette
recorder And for its low affordable price N a

loaded with extras that you juat won t find on
comparable recorders m its price renge

B CO

You Save

$10

Play Back Volume Control
Cassette Compartment
Record Button
Rewind Button
Fast Forward Button
Play Button
Stop Eject Button
Built-in Electret Condenser

Microphone

I Remote Stop/Start Jeck
J Externel Mic Jack
K Auxiliary Input Jeck
L Externel Speeker Jeck
M Metel Cerrying Handle
N 120V AC Input Jeck

Remember Tech's Protection Phn!

Wm Gtech hifi)
Quality Components at the Right PrlcetW'

250 Triangle St. Amherst 549-2610

STORE HOURS

M0N. - FRI.

10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.n.

SAT.

10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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SHOOTING CONCERTS SALES SHOW IT -
BEST SUBS IN TOWN

If you like to hear live bands,

whether it be at the Bluewall or the

Boston Garden, and you like to take

pictures, it seems only natural that

the two activities should somehow
coincide. Maybe you've brought

your camera to a concert once or

twice but have been less than

satisfied with the results. If so,

don't despair.

While it's a lot of fun trying to

capture a live performance on film,

you'll find that half the "fun" is

learning to overcome the

photographic hassles with which

most concerts abound. Concert

photography provides a challenge

to the photographer, and the

possibilities for experimentation are

endless.

Most concerts will provide ample
opportunity to capture some
outstanding shots, but always keep

in mind that you are at the mercy of

several variables - 1) freedom of

movement that may be quite

restricted, 2) lighting that can be

either too harsh or too dim, and 3) a

(usually) moving subject over

whom you have no control or in-

fluence.

Many concert presentations are

the open-seating type. It's best to

arrive early, since first come get

best seats or patch of floor space.

Find a good spot to shoot from

when you arrive since it is often

impossible to move around once a

crowd packs into the hall. Try not

to position yourself directly in front

of the stage, not too close, since

this entails shooting upward at a

sharp angle and producing
distorted and unflattering images.

Ideally it is best to move around
and shoot from as many angles as

possible, but crowd size and
seating arrangements usually limit

this, somewhat.
Once you've found a place to

stand, you are faced with the

problems of dealing with stage

lighting. Don't ever count on being

able to use a flash or strobe, since it

is usually not allowed. For best

results, concert photography
should be regarded as an available

light venture.

Therefore, it is best to use a fast,

versatile film such as Kodak Tri-X or

llford HP-4. This allows for

adequately fast shutter speeds and
smaller lens apertures - all around
sharper pictures.

Lighting conditions will vary, but

most lights are harsh carbon-arc

type and produce a very contrasty

effect. A hand held meter can be

used with varying degrees of

success, depending upon one's

distance from the subject. A
through-the-lens metering system

or a spot meter is best since it

focuses directly on the subject.

Always be wary of placing too

much trust in any meter — bracket

your exposures to insure good
results.

Another lighting factor peculiar

to concerts is the many com-
binations of colors used in lighting.

Red lights tend to be too dim for

good exposures at hand held

shutter speeds. Yellow light, being

the brightest is usually best for

photos. Concert lighting can be

very tricky — keep your fingers

crossed and bracket your ex-

posures.

Travel lightly in terms of camera
equipment. Too many lenses and
gadgets tend to get jostled around

BUY YOUR AIR TICKET AHEAD

AT ADVENTURA TRAVEL AND SAVE 30%!

n •
I :.tv • •

r«l pl.t(»-

n m1\ in.

So Srrmr ( hjrgr

CALL TODAY FOR RESERVATIONS OR INFORMATION!

oclventuro Irovel

in the CarriJlt ihnp*

l\\ V Plrjsjnt SUrvi
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or lost in a dark, tightly crowded

situation. It is best to experiment

until you find one or two lenses that

are comfortable to work with and

produce the best results.

Take along a few extra rolls of

film and experiment with different

combinations of lens apertures and

shutter speeds. Write down your

exposure information for future

reference. The key word here is

experimentation — through the

experience of trial and error will

eventually come good results.

Shooting first rate concert photos

is difficult, but provides a good

chance to make and learn from

your mistakes.

l

2 subs

for all you

light eaters.

f^ivhty
Pizza

rich taste

more cheese

Sound System and Color Cable T.V.

Enjoy a pinball game while waiting

Fearing St. (Across from UMass Southwest Dorms)
253-9363

Open from Noon every day till the wee hours

:y

rf
*&&&

go ahead...

rock *e
this summer

en

0)

Don't just "spend the summer" . . . invest it in a way that pays

dividends. Students, teachers, veterans, junior executives, in fact

most everyone can find an attractive program at Northeastern

University to strengthen a career, or brighten the future.

Liberal arts, business, law enforcement and technology courses
are taught by professionals who know how to teach adults. Make
your choice at Boston or Northeastern s suburban campus at

Burlington. Classes begin June 30, but register beforehand

as follows:

Boston 530-8:30 pjn June 16-20

Burlington 12 noon -8:30 pjn June 17

Keep Pace

.

. . Keep Learning

| NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
University College 437-2400 Lincoln College 437-2500

*mmm#9 Burlington 272-5500

Getting started:

Choosing camera and film
STORYand PHOTO
By DENNIS CONLON

You can't take photos without a

camera, so this seems a logical

place to start. To anyone just

beginning in photography, I

strongly recommend a 35mm
rangefinder as opposed to a single-

lens reflex. They are less expensive

and less complicated, and more
than adequate for learning about
light, film, composition, etc. Too
many people become fascinated by

all the neat dials and buttons on
SLRs, buy one, and then use it a

couple of times a year or sell it. If

you are really serious about

photography, you will enjoy a

rangefinder because most of your
finished prints will look as good as
or better than some of your turkey
friends with fancy SLRs. Besides,

when you get an SLR you will still

have your rangefinder for such
occasions as shooting the London
Philharmonic Orchestra, where the

sound of an SLR shutter would
drive everyone present to
distraction. One final hint: buy one
of the brands which has been in the

business for a long time and you'll

have your camera for a long time.

And oh yes, stay away from
automatics! They amount to ex-

pensive Instamatics which give

BELLS PIZZA HOUSE
PIZZA - SPAGHETTI - GRINDERS

INCREDIBLY

GOOD
CREDIBLY PRICED!

University Drive - 256-8011

Everything
photographic
for the serious
amateur and
professional.

Lowest prices

in the area.
Exclusive
Campus Photo
Buyer's
Service. $3.00

yearly
membership
gives you
eight per cent
above cost on
all photo
equipment,
supplies, and
film.

i *

m
• « * * »
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Campus Photo

15 East Pleasant Street 549-6745

YOUR COLOR FILM
Examin* your movies or tlidos with the help of this chock list. It

tolls tomo of the common problems and how to correct them

TOTALLY BLACK F ILM-i;ttie or no Imapa' film was not exposed
or seriously underexposed. Camera controls may have been im-

properly sat or lans covered. Sometimes a roll of unexposed film

it sent for processing by mistake-On 35mm. film may havo
slipped from taka-up spool. Make aura film Is securely attached

to taka-up spool before closing camera
LIGHT PICTURES-Washed out appearance-lack. ng detail Overex-

posure— Follow exposure Instructions packed with tha film.

DARK DENSE PICTURES-Underexposed—Follow exposure instruc-

tion packed with tha film. On 36mm, possibly flash synchroni-

zation failure—possibly from week batteries.

HEAVY SHADOWS— in pictures exposed with light coming from
side, or behind subject. Failure to maka allowance m exposure
for side—or back-lighted subjects Follow exposure instructions

for side—or back—lighting^use supplementary flash or a reflector

to illuminate shadow areas

REO OR YELLOW STRE AKS-Fiim light struck when loading or

unloading camera. Always load and unload your oamera in sub-

dued light.

OUT OF FOCUS—Pictures not sharp Incorrect focus, or distance

too close with fixed focus camera Possibly camera out of adjust-

ment
BLURRED PICTURES—On 35mm, possibly camera motion or sub-

ject motion. On movies possibly camara not held steady. Panorem
on movies only rarely and vary slowly. Use a tripod if possible

JUMPY OR VIBRATING PICTURES-On movies—Incorrect thread-

ing and loop formation. If camera is magazine type, or designed

to be threaded with loops, camera mey be out of adjustment.

FLAT OR MISTY PICTURES-Oil, dust Or moisture on camera or

projector lans. Ba sura th« lans and any filters are kept dean.

DARK SPOTS—or shadows on film fragments. Dirt or film emulsion

collected in gate of camera or projector. Sea your instruction

manual for cleaning directions.

LIGHT CIRCULAR SPOTS—or curved streaks—Sun or light shining

directly into camera lens or filter. Use a lans hood or shield lans

from direct rays of light.

GREEN APPEARANCE—sometimes with dark spots or mottled.

Film may have been subjected to excessive heat or humidity, or

used after tha expiration data. Store unused film in the original

package away from heat and moisture. Never keep film in glove

compartment or rear seat deck of automobile Return exposed
film promptly for processing

EXCESSIVE REDNESS— II daylight pictures, film was exposed too

early or too lata in day. Make exposures in daylight from 2 hours

after sunrise until 2 hours before sunset.

EXCESSIVE BLUENESS— Indoor color film used in daylight with

out tha required filter. Daylight film exposed in open shade or on
cloudy overcast days may give bluish results. Use a skylight filter

for such exposures.

PICTURES GREEN, RED, OR YELLOVa-Filter for black and white

mey have bean accidentally left on lens.

STORAGE OF PROCESSED FILM-Processed color film should be

stored where it is dark. dry. and cool. Keep stored film away
from radiators, steam pipes or other pieces where it may ba sub-

...wi.^Wig- .
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better quality but make important

choices for you. Besides, they are

easily fooled in many lighting

situations.

You also can't take pictures

without film, so here's the

_ EUROPE at
prices you can
affordfr0m $299'.

TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHTS • RAIL PASSES • TREKKING

ACCOMMODATIONS • ALL INCLUSIVE "TWO WEEKERS"
Spend less for the air more when you're there! For

SPECIAL low rates, members contact

.

National Ass'n. of

Students and Teachers

Contact:

Campus Travel Center

3rd Level, Campus Center

5450500

Wa 'j'.
'

.e
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lowdown. There are many fine

color negative and slide films

available, but since very few people

develop these films themselves,

(and some must be sent out), and

color film is more expensive, money
being tight these days, I will limit

my discussion to black and white

films. I don't want to mention brand

names, but if you stick to the bright

yellow and red boxes, you are

assured of consistently high quality

and relatively low prices. (Not to

mention helping a great American
corporation.)

Films come in different speeds,

identified by their ASA. Speed in

film refers to sensitivity to light. A
slow film requires a longer exposure
than a fast film to correctly capture

a given subject. Fast films are

usually more grainy than slow films.

Grain refers to the clumping

together of the fine metal in the film

which forms the image. The more
clumping, the more grainy, the

more coarse the photo appears.

Choosing a film usually involves a

trade-off between speed and grain.

There are other factors involved,

such as choosing a film which gives

a wide choice of aperture and
speed settings but here is a quick

guide:

SLOW: ASA 25 - 32 is usually

used in bright sunlight or when
large reproductions (where grain

becomes more noticeable) are

desired.

MEDIUM: ASA 125 is usually

used outdoors on any type of day
and gives reasonable grain in blow-

ups.

FAST: ASA 400 is almost always
used indoors by available light (no

flash) although many
photographers use this film for

most of their work. In blowups the

grain can be quite a problem.

Because I did it, I imagine many
beginners will want to go from film

to film, experimenting even with

infrared, tigh contrast and super

fast (ASA 1000) films. This is alright

for a while, but eventually it is best

to get good with one type of film,

so that you "know" it. This film

varies from photographer to

photographer, depending upon the

type of work one usually does, but

ASA 400 is very common because
it can be used indoors and out-

doors. ASA 125 is also popular, but

those who stfck with ASA 32 are

considered strange. Watch out for

them.
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WEATHER
Another gem today, with blue

sky taws in effect until

late in the day, when cloudiness
will wither in and
remain through the night. But
lo, the sun
will shine again tomorrow with
the high temps near 70!

Students pressure State House
7,500 on Common, stress demands

By JAN ALEXANDER
and JOE MAHONEY

Staff Reporters

BOSTON - Some 1500 UMass
students blanketed the corner of

Boston Common across Beacon
street from the State House
yesterday in a massive rally

denouncing proposed cuts in the

UMass budget.

The rally, on the second day of a

two-day moratorium, was the
largest congregation of UMass
students ever to assemble en masse
in Boston for political purposes.

Some 15 persons including
Student Action Committee (SAC)
members, UMass faculty and
students, Boston area students and
Speaker of the House David M.
Bartley made concise speeches
while 20 students picketed across

the street.

Samuel Bowles of the UMass
economics department spoke for a

"democratic socialist society" in

which our needs can be met

without fighting for them every

year.

"Capitalism is very sick, the

system is weak and faltering. There

is massive waste and injustice, and
an inability to control the economy.
We must move step by step,

starting at UMass and other higher

education institutions around the

state," Bowles emphasized.

Ellen Gavin of the Student Action

Committee (SAC) said that the rally

was a good start but that, "We
have to start raising Hell on
campus. SAC will continue; we're

not going to let the legislators pull

tricks on us during the summer
because we're going to be there."

Coalition for People's Budget
(CPB) member Sherry Flashman
read the nine demands which were
being presented to campus ad-

ministrators and state legislators

and said, "We live in a system
motivated by profits. We demand
that this motivation go to human
need."

Parks after Wood budget
ByMIKEIZDEPSKI

Staff Reporter

Massachusetts Secretary of Education Paul Parks said in a special in-

terview with »he Collegian yesterday that President Robert Wood only

endorsed the student demonstration at the State House "because he

(Wood) doesn't want anybody to go into that damned administration

(budget) of his to look for cuts."

Parks basically supported students' right to demonstrate, though he

doubted if the rally accomplished anything.

The Education Secretary re-iterated the unavoidability of a 10 percent

($24 million) across-the-board cut in the education budget. He pointed out

that Governor Mike Dukakis went into office under the presumption of

having to deal with a State deficit of $100 million.

Parks said, former Governor Francis Sargent never indicated that in fact

the State was over $400 million in the red.

Parks argued, "It would have been immoral if we wouldn't have asked,

including the universities, to participate in the necessary cuts."

He stressed the Governor's constitutional responsibility and duty to

balance the budget and noted that "Mike Dukakis could literally be put in

jail if he didn't try to get rid of that deficit."

The Secretary of Education repeatedly gave his assurances to UMass
students that as far as he can go in proposing the University budget,"

students will not be injured. Nothing in my current budget proposals calls

for a tuition hike, cutbacks in student programs or the imposition of any

special fees."

He noted: "Even if a tuition increase should become necessary, it would

be based on each individual student's ability to pay."

The Governor is to release the education budget proposals by May 30.

Parks admitted that, although he could make out the budget proposals,

once the money is appropriated to the University, he has no power to force

the UMass administration to use the funds in the ways he suggested.

He said, "Because we have fiscal autonomy, once the budget gets to

them (the University administration) they can ao wnat tney want witn it.

Parks felt however that students had the "right and obligation" to keep

an eye on how the University spent its money. "Aftef all," he said

" hrough their tuition, students are paying for the administrative and

faculty salaries."

"And if students feel like me, they can definitely have an impact in

deciding where cuts should be made. I believe when I spend my tax

money, I want to know exactly where the money is going to."

The Education Secretary limitecTTfis~support for fiscal autonomy by
demanding there be more "fiscal accountability" from the UMass ad-

ministration.

Hearing about the difficulties students ran into in dealing with the

University's Board of Trustees, Parks offered to push for a new ruling,

which would permit students to be heard by the Board whenever im-

portant priorities demanded it.

Asked to comment on the State House demonstration which took place

only two blocks away from his office, Parks said: "I have no problems with

the demonstration. Students have the right to state their grievances, it's

first amendment guarantee. I myself have been in enough jails in my life

protesting a cause I believed in. Especially during the civil rights movement
with Dr. King."

As for the effectiveness of the rally, Parks thought the timing was
wrong, because there aren't any exact figures available yet on the budget.

Reflecting, the Education Secretary said: "My commitment to higher

public higher education is a very intense one. If I had my way, public higher

education would be a basic human right. We haven't reached that stage

yet. but we're coming pretty close."

"The argument that there is no

revenue around is false," Flashman

said. "Without changing the basic

structure of taxes in this state, there

are short term ways of generating

more revenue," she added.

Basing her recommendations on
a preliminary UMass economic
department investigation, Flash-

man called for increases in

inheritance, state and corporate

taxes.

In a brief speech to the

demonstrators at the end of the
rally. Representative David Bartley

said, "No I do not support the

budget cuts."

Then, after the audience per-

sisted in questioning Bartley on
what he was doing and what his

stand was on public education, he
left the podium abruptly, saying he
thought he had made, "a pretty

good statement."

Student contingents from
Boston State College, Boston
University, Brandeis, Boston
College, Harvard, and UMass-
Boston all "expressed solidarity"

for the budget protestors.

Throughout the rally, a circular •

picket line paced at the base of the £
State House chanting, "No budget •

cuts!" As the rally broke up at 2 2
p.m., more students joined in, o
increasing the number to over 200. £

Capital and Boston Police 2
blocked off the main entrance to

the State House but no incidents ~
developed. Small groups of

students continually passed
through the entrance to meet with

State Representatives.

When the rally ended, the

demonstrators headed back to to

the waiting charter buses to make
the 100 mile trip back to Amherst.

/'i'No more budget cuts, no more budget cuts'' chant
some of the more than 1500 students who traveled to

Boston to protest just that, proposed UMass budget
cuts.

Viet Cong ride victoriously

into 'Ho Chi Minh City'
HO CHI MINH CITY, South

Vietnam — The Communist army
rode victoriously into Saigon in

Soviet-made tanks and captured

U.S. jeeps yesterday, ran up the

Viet Cong flag atop the presidential

palace and announced the capital

had been renamed Ho Chi Minh
City - "the city which Uncle Ho
dreamed of."

Shooting erupted at the palace,

now Viet Cong headquarters. Last

ditch government defenders fought

several suicide battles around the

city.

But the war — 35 long years of it,

against American, French,

Japanese and South Vietnamese
forces — was over.

The Viet Cong in Paris said it

would follow a neutralist policy and
hinted privately the two Vietnams
may soon be reunited. It was
divided into North and South
Vietnam after the victory of Ho Chi

Minh, the late president of North

Vietnam, over the French at Dien

Bien Phu in 1954.

A representative of the

Provisional Revolutionary
Government - PRG - the political

arm of the Viet Cong, said in Paris

all foreigners in Saigon wouid be

protected by his government.

Most Americans were gone and
their once formidable embassy,
ransacked and burned by resentful

South Vietnames, in ruins. With
them went about 60,000 Viet-

namese, many of whom feared for

their lives under a Communist
regime. Duong Van Minh, the two-
day president who surrendered,
was reported in custody,

surrendered, was reported in

custody.

President Minh, in a mid- morning

broadcast, ordered the South
Vietnamese armed forces to turn in

their arms. The 51 -year-old Minh,

who was taken into custody after

his broadcast, was later returned to

a microphone by a Jeepload of

North Vietnamese soldiers, and he

issued another order for the Saigon

troops to turn in their arms. His

whereabouts afterward was
unknown.
Many former soldiers tried to lose

themselves amid the civilian

population. A police colonel walked

up to an army memorial statue,

saluted and shot himself. He died

later in a hospital.

Hanoi radio, in a broadcast

monitored in Bangkok, proclaimed

Saigon was "totally liberated" at

1 1 :30 a.m. 1 1 :30 p.m. EDT Tuesday.

Saigon radio returned to the air

under new management and an-

nounced Saigon, "the city which
Uncle Ho dreamed of," henceforth

would be called Ho Chi Minh City.

About three and one-half hours

after the last Americans were flown

out by Marine helicopters, Com-
munist tanks rumbled into Saigon,

smashed through walls at the

presidential palace and crunched
down Tu Do Street — its name
means "Freedom Street" —
cnewing up the asphalt.

"Hello, comrades," the smiling,

laughing Communist soldiers

shouted to bystanders.

The only Americans left in

Saigon were a handful of newsmen
and missionaires.

The first day under Communist
control was comparatively calm,

but there seemd to be little joy

among the populace. Government
soldiers discarded their boots and
uniforms and tried to fade into the

civilian crowd which, slowly at first,

made their way into the streets to

watch their erstwhile enemies

realize the dream they had had all

those years.

They watched the Communist
victory parade down Tu Do. Some
waved, perhaps a bit ap-

prehensively, to the smiling Viet

Cong troops.
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Aspects of license in question

Cable TV coverage uncertain
By BRIAN COYNE

Staff Reporter

Representatives of Pioneer Valley

Cablevision (PVC) have questioned
several aspects of the proposed
cable television license to be
awarded by the Amherst Board of

Selectmen in July.

In a meeting with the Amherst
Cable Advisory Committee II

Tuesday night, PVC officials said

they disagreed with the
requirements for the number of

channels to be provided in the new
system, the duration of the license

period, fines and penalties for non
performance of the contract, and
the availability of service.

During the meeting, PVC officials

said the wiring of the UMass
campus would not take place for a
long time, after extensive marketing
and engineering surveys and
negotiations with UMass ad-
ministrators have taken place.

Robert Moser, PVC spokesman,
said "We hope that campus
subscribers would enjoy the same
rate structure as the rest of the

system, but we would have to wait
until we take our surveys before
deciding."

PVC officials said they would be
able to provide a system receiving

20 channels starting July, 1976. The
original requirements established
by the Amherst Board of Select-
men last fall called for a system
capable of receiving a minimum of
30 channels, but PVC said it would
be economically unviable to provide
30 channels since it would entail

entirely rebuilding the system.
Albert Bloom, president of PVC,

said, "We guarantee 20 channels in

July, 1976, and with available
equipment, we will probably be able
to provide up to 26 channels."
PVC is seeking a license for 15

years in length, although Massa-
chusetts state laws prohibit any
renewed license to run in excess of

10 years, according to John
Peterson, chairman of the com-
mittee.

Bloom said his company con-
sidered this to be a completely new
license since PVC has made in-

creased capital outlays and ex-
panded its services.

The selectmen proposed a
system of fines in the event PVC
does not meet the construction
schedule or provide the selectmen

Senate dissolution

proposal dropped
By BILL PARENT
Staff Reporter »

The Student Senate last night heard two announcements in the course
of a two-hour session which subsequently adjourned for lack of a quorum.

Chairperson of Rents and Fees Jack Marciniec announced early in the
meeting that student funds will no longer be used to finance such events
as the annual trustees' breakfast.

It was also announced last night that the senate has recommended that
the dormitory telephone fee for next year be raised by $1 to $20.
A motion was then made that the Senate dissolve itself and a "friendly

amendment" was added that the question go to a campus wide
referendum. After debate on the legality of the amendment, it was
defeated on a 14-7 vote.

Shortly after, while affirmative action guidelines were under discussion,
a quorum was called. There was no quorum, and the meeting was ad-
journed.

There will be a meeting tonight at 7 of the entire Student Government
Association to attempt once again to elect a president. The SGA has been
unsuccessful in this endeavor three times in the last nine days; tonight's
session is in Thompson 104.
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with the required data and reports.

William Arnold, of PVC, said

there was no legal precedent for the

fines and were unenforceable. He
said customers could simply ter-

minate their subscriptions if they

were not satisfied with the service,

or the selectmen could grant

another license to another operator.

Speaking in support of the fines,

committee member Prescott Smith
said, "The local cemmunity should
retain as much control as possible,

and it must have some means of

recourse if the operator does not
perform."

Concerning the availability of

service, the committee is hoping
that PVC will be capable of

providing 100 per cent of the homes
in Amherst with service, while PVC
says it can only provide 90 per cent

availability.

The committee also expressed

concern over the rules governing

the operation of the public access
studio PVC is required to provide.

Bloom said PVC would retain

discretion in the rules governing the

operation of the studio and would
have a "designated official"

directing the studio.

Following the meeting, Peterson

told the Collegian the committee
anticipated no further meetings
with PVC and would submit their

final recommendations to the

selectmen later this month. A
provisional one-year license will be
granted in July before the final

license goes into effect in July,

1976.

Dicara critical

of budget cuts

By DAVE KOWAL
Staff Reporter

Boston City Council member
Lawrence S. DiCara said the
proposed University budget cuts
are "rot realistic, not good
government, and not good politics"

in a speech last night in the Campus
Center.

DiCara, the youngest person ever

elected to a major U.S. city

government post, said a 10 per cent

across the board cut will keep
people on the payroll but not give

them any money to work with.

"Governor Dukakis," he added,
"should realize that not everybody
grew up in Brookline or Amherst."

DiCara said the budget cuts are
also "counterproductive."

"Someone has to pay," he
explained. "The burdens are going
to fall on local government and
private sources."

As examples of "coun-
terproductive" government policies

DiCara cited welfare and health.

If the government's welfare

programs go into effect, people will

turn to Veteran Services, DiCara

said.

"We cut Veteran Services $2

million in the past year," he added.

"People will now turn there and the

same situation is going to exist."

DiCara said there is "a tradition"

for people to go to city hospitals

when they can't pay their bills.

"There is a $10-$13 million deficit

there now," he continued, "and it

will go up because there's going to

be less coverage available."

DiCara also discussed the Boston

busing crisis, saying the schools

should be economically integrated,

as well as racially integrated.

"While they're satisfying the

letter of the law," DiCara said, "all

they're really doing is placing a

black child, near a while child, not

giving him a better education."
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Officer Lewis B. Anderson of the UMass police/ who
is the desk officer on the day shift, was commended for
his excellence in performance in the various tasks he
has been called on to perform. The award was
presented to him by Captain Robert Joyce.

Officer Andrews
honored by peers

By ROBERTA MARTONE
Staff Reporter

UMass police officer, Lewis B. Anderson, was selected as "outstanding
department employee of the quarter" by the Department of Public Safety,
yesterday.

Anderson, who has been with the department in various capacities for
fifteen years is responsible for desk officer duties on the day shift, (7 a.m.
to 3 p.m.).

His duties include working in the communication room at the switch
board.

"He is the link between the officer on the street, and whatever is hap-
pening out there. It's a job where expertise in communication is essen-
tial.", said Captain Robert Joyce of the UMass Police.

Prior to working in communications, Anderson handled "every phase of
operation" in the department", Joyce said.

"I've been a regular patrolman, up until last year," said Anderson.
According to Joyce, Anderson was recommended for the award by his

shift commander.
"He was selected because of his excellence in performance and is well

thought of by all in the Department. If I could sum him up in one word, it

would be: gentleman .", commented Joyce.
The selection process is conducted by a board of peers and secretaries

in the Department.
Before coming to Amherst, Anderson worked as a base supplier in the

Air Force for twenty years.

Anderson lives in Amherst, and has two sons are students at UMass.
It s a nice thing, since he is one of our older employees, that the

members of the department have recognized the excellent service An-
derson has done," said Joyce.

The Distinguished Visitors Program is asking the student
community for suggestions for speakers for next year's program.

Please drop slip off at suggestion box on Campus Center Desk.

Speaker's Name

Who he-she is

ROISTER DOISTERS

presents
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"A Masonary Musical"

Bartlett Aud. — Tickets $1 .50— Students $1 .00

May 1 —4 p.m.; May 2—* A 10 p.m. — May 3 — 2 & 8 p.m.
« in —

Student concern appreciated, but...

Legislators unsympathetic to demands
By WILL/AM MILLS

Staff Reporter
While more than 1000 UMass

students gathered outside the

Boston State House to protest a

higher education budget cut at

Massachusetts state colleges,
legislators inside the State House
were both "appreciative of student
concern" and unsympathetic to the

students' demands.
A spokesperson for Governor

Michael Dukakis said yesterday,

"Students outside (the State
House) have a zero sense of the

financial crisis."

Representative Jim Collins (D-

Amherst) said the UMass student

rally in Boston was "very, very

good and the legislators were
impressed." Even though Collins

believes Dukakis will go through
with the 10 per cent budget cut

proposed by Education Secretary

Paul Parks, UMass "will fare

through cuts," Collins said.

According to Collins, Speaker of

the House David Bartley will "be
the one to put money back into the

university." Bartley, a staunch

supporter of higher education in the

state and who has helped UMass in

the past, said, before the students

at the rally yesterday, he does not

support the budget cuts.

When Bartley's State House
office was contacted before the

rally yesterday, Tim Taylor,

spokesperson, said that Bartley

believed the student moratorium on
classes will only hurt the cause of

the university and that it "might

erode possible tenuous public

support."

Taylor said the students are just

"taking a nice couple of days off in

the balmy springtime."

Later, Taylor called the Collegian

and said Bartley warned the

students about a rally that may be
"counter productive." The
students milling around inside the

State House were "quietly ef-

fective," according to Taylor.

Dukakis' press secretary Mary
Fifield said the Governor has not

received any alternatives to the

budget cut from the students. "I

think the students outside (the

State House) haye a zero sense of

the financial crisis," Fifield said.

Fifield believes students are not

looking at the situation "squarely in

the face."

"If the Governor begins to cut

student programs," then the
students have a legitimate gripe.

But right now," Fifield said, "the
students don't have a responsible
cause and are not acting in a
responsible manner (referring to the

I am proud of the students from the University of
Massachusetts who took their concerns to the State House
and expressed them in a constructive and orderly fashion.
We are grateful for their support. Those who participated
in the demonstration and the thousands of others who are
equally concerned should remember that the effort to gain
enactment of responsible budget for the University have
scarcely begun. The views expressed today on Boston
Common should be repeated throughout the Com-
monwealth over the next several months to legislators/ to
parents, other students, and the general public."

UMass president Robert C. Wood

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

AT BOSTON

rally outside)."

John Abbott, spokesperson for

Senate President Kevin Harrington,

said the moratorium and the rally

aren't the "right ways to go about

it. You're talking about cutting

welfare funds and Aid to Families

with Dependent Children. As far as

I know the legislators will not be as

sympathetic with the students this

year as they would have been in

past years."

Abbott said if the Governor
began restricting student
enrollment at UMass, then the

legislators would "look for other

ways" (to solve the state financial

crisis).

When asked if Harrington had
received the Student Action
Committee demands, Abbott said
he had, but Harrington "was turned
off by the fact that they were
placed as demands. It would have
been another story," Abbott said,

"if the students sent in suggestions
or recommendations."
Abbott said education has been a

"real pet" to Harrington, but the
time has come where we must
"tighten the belt."

Collins said students should
come back in the summer and talk

with their respective legislators. "It

would be very productive if we
could develop a yearly presentation

to the legislators because right now
I'm more concerned with next

year's budget cuts," Collins said.

Summing up the rally in Boston
yesterday, Collins said it was a

"positive day."
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Students participating

in yesterday's rally at

Boston display some of

the many picket signs
protecting proposed
budget cuts in education
at UMass.

Locke meets students, indecisive about vote
By DAN LaBONTE

Staff Reporter
Amidst the cheers and applause

of some 2,000 students rallying on

Boston Commons yesterday, many
students took the opportunity to

talk with their representatives about

the proposed budget cuts.

State Senator and Assistant

Minority Leader David H. Locke (R-

Norfolk and Middlesex) was one of

the legislators who provided time in

the afternoon to meet with
students and discuss the economic
situation facing Massachusetts.

Before he could vote either way

on the proposed budget cut, Locke
said that the specifications and
ramifications of the budget would
have to be made more clear to him.

The proposed cut is scheduled to

go before the House next week.
From there it goes to the Senate.

Although he is unsure whether or

At Amherst: The rally that wasn't
By P. J. PROKOP
Staff Reporter

The rally scheduled for noon
yesterday in front of Whitmore
Administration Building did not

take place, due to lack of par-

ticipants. Mike Federow, and Doug
Stanley came to Whitmore carrying

signs, remained for approximately

fifteen minutes and left.

The rally, which was supposed to

show support for the demon-
stration in Boston yesterday, and to

support the "nine demands" was
decided on Tuesday night, by SAC

when "the student is financially

more secure and able to handle the

payments without feeling a

devastating economic crunch.
Ideally, the loan would be interest

free." he said.

When asked about a tax in-

crease, Locke said, "I would not

say I am definitely opposed to tax

increase."

Higher institutions of learning

across the state are feeling the

effects of monev situation.

members who felt it would be a

good idea.

The reason for the "no-show"
according to Federow was due to

the unavailability of sound
equipment for use at the rally.

Federow said they first checked the

Campus Center, but could not get a

megaphone since the only one they
had was previously checked out for

use in Boston. They also requested
equipment from the UMass Police,

and the Athletic Department, but
were told none was available,

Federow said

He added they checked out

University audio-visual and were
told they could not get equipment,

"especially for the kind of thing

you're doing," although Federow
said they had not even identified

themselves, or the reason they

wanted the equipment.

Another factor for the failure of

the rally was due to lack of time to

organize and sufficient people to

put up posters in the Dining

Commons and other campus areas,

Federow said

turn to p. 8

While some students rallied in Boston many stayed home and registered their
discontent around the campus pond. The school of fish in the foreground are ob-
viously attending class.
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not he would vote in favor of the

proposed cut, Locke said a possible

alternative to the cut would be an
increase in tuition, but he said he

realized this was not a popular

alternative.

A second possibility, according

to Locke, would be to provide more
money to more students, an option

similar to the present government

bank loans. The loan would allow

students an extended period of

time before repayment of the loan

would begin and also extend the

payments over ten or twenty years

General concensus-
rally was worthwhile

By CINDY ROGERS
Staff Reporter

Campus administrators and UMass students interviewed last night

expressed "positive" reaction to the Boston Common rally held yesterday.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery felt the rally is "going to have some
effect on the legislators' handling of our budget."

"Evidently it worked out very well, the students got their message
across to the legislators," he said.

Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs Robert W. Gage said, "I'm delighted

that it went off smoothly, but I think it'll be a while before we can assess

the impact.

"The rally is a real credit to the students." he said, "that it was organized

in so short a time."

Student Action Committee (SAC) members attending the rally were also

pleased. Future actions will be decided at a meeting in Senate Council

Chambers at 10 this morning.

Sheila Butcher, SAC member, said, "People have to keep in touch over

the summer months. We are going to concentrate on organizing possible

tuition and fee boycotts.

Steve D'Amico, another SAC member, said the rally was "unanimous

and strong support for demands of no welfare and human service cut-

backs.

SAC member Dick Dassatti felt good about the rally but said he also felt

frustrated by the "runaround" given by State House staff in seeing

legislators.

Steve Hanson, a UMass junior, said there was "no accurate way to

measure" what the rally accomplished. "It was a clear demonstration that

students were seriously concerned with the future of this University," he

said.

Henry Doyle, UMass student who was not in Boston, said the major

effect was in educating the people of the state through media coverage of

the rally. "As far as legislators go, I feel they already had their minds made
up before the rally," he said.

Student Organizing Committee Chairperson Sue Rivest, also not at the

rally, said, "I hope that this level of solidarity and activity can be main-

tained by students."
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Thousands of Vietnam refugees flood into US
Speculation grows

about place here

By The Associated Press

Slowly, but steadily, more than

50,000 refugees from South
Vietnam made their way toward the

United States yesterday as officials

worked out details of organizing

and financing the massive relief

effort.

Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger said the Ford ad-

ministration will ask Congress for

/

Indochina

developments

Viet assets frozen
WASHINGTON [UP/] - The

Treasury Department yesterday

placed a freeze on all South
Vietnamese assets in the United

States.

The order, effective at noon EDT,
means that no one in South
Vietnam can withdraw funds from a

U.S. bank account without the

permission of the Treasury
Department.

Also, no American can send
money to South Vietnam, even for

humanitarian relief, without the

Treasury's approval.

Panel approves relief

WASHINGTON [UP/]
Congress revived the Indochina aid

issue yesterday with proposals to

offer millions of dollars in relief for

war victims in Communist-
controlled South Vietnam and
Cambodia.

In the Senate, the Foreign Re-

lations Committee unanimously
approved a proposal authorizing

$50 million in relief for war victims

in Cambodia. Senators said the

committee decided to hold the

proposal, however, until the House
either kills or passes the original

$327 million Vietnam humanitarian
aid bill.

Secret documents held

WASHINGTON [UP/]

President Ford has formally refused

to give Congress copies of Richard

M. Nixon's confidential

correspondence with former South
Vietnamese President Nguyen Van
Thieu, saying the documents hide

no secret U.S. support com-
mitments.

Ford's decision was made public

yesterday shortly abefore Thieu's

former executive assistant. Dr.

Nguyen Tiem Hung, was to hold a

news conference on the subject of

the Nixon Thieu aide correspon-

dence.

money to care for as many as

60,000 or 70,000 refugees.

Kissinger said after a closed door

meeting of the House Ap-
propriations subcommittee: "We
consider we have a moral obligation

to tens of thousands of people who
worked with us ...

"

He gave no specific amount, but

Asst. Secretary of State Philip C.

Habib, at a Senate Judiciary

subcommittee hearing, agreeded
with Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-

Mass., that it probably will cost the

United States $500 million over a

year's time to resettle the South
Vietnamese who fled.

No one seemed to know just how
many refugees there were en route

from South Vietnam, through the

Phillipines to Guam and the United

States where preparations are

being made to house up to 20,000

persons each at Camp Pendleton,

Calif., Ft. Chaffee, Ark., and Eglin

Air Force Base, Fla.

An estimated 55,000 refugees are

already in relocation camps, but

Kissinger said, "We don't know
how many additional thousands
may have come out on ships."

An American official at the

United Nations said the United

States has asked other countries to

open their doors to refugees.

There were just over 28,000

refugees on Guam as of early

yesterday morning, with new
arrivals coming at the rate of 4,000

to 6,000 a day for processing en
route to the United States.

Ships of the U.S. 7th Fleet

carried about 1,000 Americans and
6,000 South Vietnamese evacuated
by helicopter during the final U.S.

pullout that began late Monday.

In addition, a Pentagon

spokesman said about 18,000

South Vietnamese refugees who
made their way to sea in sampans,

rafts and other boats have been

picked up by Navy ships, some of

which are headed for Subic Bay in

the Philipines and others of which

are remaining tojDick up any ad-

ditional refugees.

There also are several thousand

refugees who were flown to

Thailand by South Vietnamese

pilots and who are being ferried to

Guam aboard U.S. Air Force
planes.

Officials worried over everything

from polio inoculations to
paperwork for the refugees, some
of whom lacked indentification

documents. There were offers of

help from several private citizens.

Officials at Clark Air Base in the
Philippines processed the last of the

more than 26,000 refugees flown to

Clark from Saigon in the airlift that

started April 5 and prepared the

tents, dormitories, trailers and
hotels for the arrival of the ship-

borne evacuees.

mssssmm
Viet Cong to pursue
policy of neutrality

MB

PARIS [UPI\ - The Viet Cong's
Provisional Revolutionary
Government said yesterday it will

practice a neutral policy and work
for the peaceful reunification of

Vietnam. It said it soon would
decree a nation-wide amnesty and
that it would protect foreign

residents and their property.

The official policy statement was
delivered at a news conference by

Senators feel

relief, sadness

after war's end
WASHINGTON [UPt] - The

evacuation of Americans from

Vietnam and the surrender of

Saigon brought sadness and
resignation to official Washington
yesterday - but, above all, relief.

Congressional leaders pledged,

and largely observed, a policy of

looking to the future without
recrimination as President Ford
urged.

"Let's start afresh," said Senate
Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield,

long-time opponent of U.S. in-

volvement in Vietnam.

Sen. Mark O. Hatfield, R Ore.,

said the end of the war "does not
abrogate our responsibility to help

rebuild a land and a people so
utterly torn asunder.

Sen! Edward M. Kennedy, D
Mass., also said U.S. aid should be
provided to the war's victims in

Indochina "in a diplomacy of

reconciliation and normalization."
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Jewelry Watches

Fine China Silver

Giftware

Amherst, Mass.

253-7615

Dinh Ba Thi, PRG ambassador to

the still-born Paris political talks

with South Vietnam.

Thi said the new regime will

accept foreign economic and
technical aid from whatever quarter

it comes, and establish diplomatic

relations with all nations

irrespective of their regime.

Communist Vietnam officials said

privately the PRG statement of-

fering the establishment of relations

with all nations raised the possibility

of an ultimate normalization of

relations with Washington.

Communist Vietnamese officials

said this also was a feeler put out by
the PRG towards the Western
countries that might be willing to

help the war- ravaged South pull

itself out of its economic dif-

ficulties.

Thi said the PRG was ready to

practice a policy of a "great

national union and concord." But it

did not make any mention of the

provisions of the 1973 Paris peace
agreements calling for a National

Concord Council that would in-

clude elements from the Saigon
administration and neutralists, thus

indicating the PRG would remain

sole power in the South.

"In the international field, South
Vietnam will pursue a foreign policy

of peace and unalignment," he
said. "It is ready to establish

relations with all countries,

irrespective of their political and
social regime, on the basis of

mutual respect of independence
and sovereignty
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June24 to

August15
If you like to learn after the sun goes down, you can

take advantage of Summer Evening College. 50 courses

are being offered in this program, including everything

from Art to Zoology. As with all of our programs, we
offer those important extras like financial aid. counseling

services, and a lot of friendly personal attention. I Mass

is big enough to provide you with what you want, and

small enough to give you what you need.

Registration is by mail or in person at Boyden Gymnasium
on Monday. June 23, from 9 a.m. to I p.m. and 5 p.m. to

7 p.m. The Evening College is brought to you by the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts' Summer Program Office and Div-

ision of Continuing Education. For more information con-

tact Continuing Education at Hills House North or call

|4I3| 545-0905.

UMass/Amherst

SALISBURY BEACH
(1 MILE SOUTH OF HAMPTON BEACH, N.H.)

NOW THE BIGGEST ENTERTAINMENT

CENTER IN N.E.

AMUSEMENT PARKS— MIDWA YS

TWELVE NIGHTCLUBS
Don't miss out on a great summer.

RENT NOW 1, 2, 3, & 4 bedroom apts. & cottages

Season starts MAY 23 for 15 weeks

For info, call 1 (617) 688-7570

Brandeis students defy court order
Students not evicted

from campus building

WALTHAM [AP] - Brandeis

University obtained a temporary

restraining order from a Superior

Court judge at Cambridge
yesterday to evict students who
took over and occupied Pearlman

Hall at the university.

An estimated 25 to 40 students

seized the classroom and office

building Tuesday morning to

protest planned cuts in the

university budget. They said the

cuts would make the student body

"richer and whiter."

About 50 students spent

Tuesday night in tents and sleeping

bags outside, but the number grew

during daylight hours to 250 to 300.

Brandeis President Marver H.

Bernstein issued a statement to the

students in the building yesterday

saying the university would not

seek sanctions against the students
if they left the building by a

deadline "without damage to

university and faculty property.."

A brandeis spokesman said the

ordered was delivered to dor-

mitories of three leaders of the

protest. The leaders were named in

the order. University officials were

awaiting a response from students

who remained in the building.

The spokesman said the order,

signed by Judge Raymond R.

Cross, was directed at three

students named, others

"unknown" in the student com-

mittee and those acting with them.

He said it ordered them to leave

the building but set no deadline.

The spokesman said if the

students would not leave, the

university would seek a contempt

of court citation, and if that were

issued, it would be up to the judge

to clear the building.

Gun law said to cut

crimes of passion
BOSTON [UP/] - One month

after Massachusetts put into effect

the toughest gun law in the nation,

law officials believe it has reduced

crimes of passion, but they say

professional criminals have ignored

it.

The law carries a mandatory one
year prison term upon conviction of

carrying a gun without a proper

permit. Judges have no discretion

in sentencing and there can be no
parole, no probation, no suspended

sentence and no furloughs once a

person is in prison.

"I think it's a good law," said

police Sgt. Dennis Kuzia of

North Adams, where one of the

first convictions was made under

the law. "It will make people think

twice before going out and carrying

a gun.

"It helps keep the criminals off

the streets. They're not going to get

off with light sentences, you know.

If people are aware of the law, they

won't be so apt to carry guns," said

Kuzia, a lawman for eight years.

"And if they're not carrying one,

they won't be so apt to pull it and

shoot someone."
The young man arrested in North

Adams drew the one year term

upon conviction, but has appealed

the sentence. v

The legislature passed the law

last year and it took affect in April.

If the average person is going to

think twice about carrying a gun,

the professional criminal is likely

to ignore the law, a member of the

organized Crime Strike Force of the

Justice Department said.

"From a practical point of view, if

the kind of people we deal with are

going to carry, they're going to

carry," *he lawyer said of criminals

and their weapons.
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As you know. U3£7 cords suggested

retail is $14.00. Wrangler has copied

Levis style and fit for only $10. 95. We
think, and hope you'll agree, that this

is an exceptional value. We're offering

these cords in sand, camel & light

green. . . waist sizes: 27- 38, lengths: 30- 36

the jeans store
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The spokesman said the three

students named were: Jaime 0.

Perez; Martha Hernandez, a senior

from Chicago, and Lawrence Roth-

bard, a freshman from New Hyde

Park, N.Y.

Perez' home town and class were

not immediately available, but the

spokesman said he is a student.

A spokesman for the students in

the Brandeis building, who called

themselves the Student Action

Committee, said before the court

order was issued that they would

not leave until serious negotiations

began and that they were willing to

be arrested.

A university spokesman, Jeffrey

Osoff said on Tuesday, "We have

no intention of negotiating with any

group that is occupying the

building at any time. We have every

intention to clarify, to explain, to

listen."

An American helicopter is ditched into the ocean
from the carrier USS Blue Ridge during the evacuation
of Saigon Tuesday. The helicopter was pushed into the

ocean to make room for more incoming helicopters.

Report says 'the pill'

safe for most women
NEW YORK \UPI\ - News for

the 150 million women who have

taken "the pill" since its

development 15 years ago: a new
Rockefeller Foundation report finds

it a "highly effective and generally

safe" method of birth control —
but not for all women.
The report by Dr. Elizabeth

Connell, based on a review of oral

contraceptive research from

medical centers worldwide, was
published yesterday in Family

Planning Perspectives, the journal

of the Planned Parenthood

Federation of America.

The major points:

— Oral contraceptives are

"highly effective and generally

safe" for most women.
— The risk of developing serious

illness as a consequence of taking

the pill is small.

— Deaths associated with the

oral contraceptives "is of a very low

order of magnitude."
— The pill's long-term side ef-

fects, unknown at this time, must

continue to be monitored closely to

safeguard women using it.

— One hundred and fifty million

women the world over have used

the pill. About 50 million currently

are using it, some 10 million in the

United States.

When the pill first became
generally available, it was hailed as

the first contraceptive that was

safe, virtually 100 per cent effective,

simple to use and reversible.

Dr. Connell, associate Director

for Health Sciences of the

Rockefeller Foundation and

chairman of the National Medical

Committee of Planned Parenthood,

warned, however:

news
summary

State taxes may rise

BOSTON \AP) - Massachusetts
residents soon may find that their

federal tax rebates are offset by

higher state and local taxes.

Massachusetts taxpayer, in fact,

may soon be hit with a double dose
of state tax increases.

By next week at the latest, Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis is expected to

ask the legislature for authorization

to float a bond issue to pay off this

fiscal year's deficit and for in-

creased taxes to pay off the bond
issue.

A decision on whether new taxes

will be sought to help pay for the

next fiscal year's budget will be

made in the next several weeks.

Fiscal 1976 begins July 1.

Paychecks increase
WASHINGTON [AP]

Beginning with paychecks dated

today, workers will get a few dollars

more in their takehome pay as part

of a government effort to perk up

the economy by adding $17.6 billion

to consumers' buying power.

The bigger paychecks will be the

result of an adjustment of federal

withholding tax tables to reflect tax

cuts approved by President Ford

last month. The Internal Revenue

Service anticipates that because of

the short time permitted _for em-

ployers to change to the new
tables, some workers will have to

wait another week or so.

Energy policy sought
MONTPELIER. Vt. [AP] -

Hoping to strengthen their position

with the White House, New
England governors will meet next

week in an attempt to become the

first region in the nation with an

energy policy, the chairman of the

six-state Governors Conference
said yesterday.

Democratic Gov. Thomas P.

Salmon of Vermont said, "We a*re

attempting to sit at the head table

while important decisions are being

made. If we are going to be dealt in,

we have to have a program.

Fresh air wanted
NEW FAIRFIELD, Conn. [AP] -

The bicentennial commission in this

rural community is proposing that

America celebrate its birthday by

making fresh air and dean water

inalienable rights und^ the Con-

stitution.

"We'M I
'« flags waving and

speeches Jl we should celebrate

our bicentennial by doing

something for future Americans,"

said commission chairman. Dr.

James S. Mellet.
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THURSDAY, MAY 1

2:00-6:00 — Afternoon Workshops

7::10 — Intcrnation Workers* Day Panel with: The National Coor-

dinator of the National Labor Federation: A Migrant Farmworker

from Fastern Farmworkers Association: An Organizer for California

Homemakers Association: Ziya Aral of the Marxist Organizational

(i rou p.

International Workers' Day Celebration with music and refresh-

ments following panel.

.v.»,-^ * . « •
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Photos (:op left) Speaker of the

House David Bartley addresses
crowds, (top right) Capitol Police

keep watch on demonstrators,

(lower left) the crowd chants "No
hudget cuts!", (right) picketters

march along Beacon Street in front

of the State House. Collegian

photos by Debbie Schafer and E.

Patrick McQuaid.
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The Collegian

Needs a Few !

Good Reos.
a>

The Advertising D» of the

Collegian has a ie nvnings

for advertising represen-

tatives who can

SELL!

If you think you qualify

contact Gary Williams or Alan

Anastos at the Collegian Of-

fice or after 6:00 at 253-3707.

FINANCIAL MANAGER POSITION AVAILABLE
( to work with offbeat organization)

JOB INVOLVES: full-time summer participation, part-time par-

ticipation during academic year, knowledge and ability in bookkeeping-
accounting, organizing fund-raising activities, dealing with large

groups of people, concern for "people with special needs", full-time pay
during summer, part-time pay during school year, academic credit

available.

APPLICANT MUST: be an undergraduate next school year, send
resume or statement of qualifications (which may be stated informally)
by 12 o'clock high, Monday, May 5, 1975.

SEND ALL INQUIRIES TO:
Boltwood-Belchertown Project

Care Of Larry Ladd
37 Presidential Apts.
Amherst, Ma. 01002

SUPER PIZZERIA
Specializing in —

P|77AQ (Large and Small)

SPAGHETTI

GRINDERS
meatiest roast beef

grinders in the area

FREE DELIVERY in Amherst and Sunderland

549-0626
Open 11 a.m. l a.m.

17 MONTAGUE RD. N.AMHERST
Next to the N. Amherst Post Office

WITH THIS COUPON

25° offC%9 Off g
i A SMALL PIZZA | k LAI

WITH THIS COUPON

50c
off

A LARGE PIZZAfl

o «

momn n
A Spring Festival of the Arts

By Students of BDIC

University of Massachusetts
at Amherst

April 28 - May 3, 1975

mm

The Guitar in

Classical and Ragtime

A SENIOR RECITAL

Vincent Mitchell, Guitar

Amherst Lute Trio

Peter Arnow, Lute

Michele Eaton, Voice

Martin Schreiner, Clarinet

Thursday, May 1

8 p.m.

Memorial Hall

BEETLE SERVICE SPECIAL
tune up complete

including points, plugs, condenser, timing,

carburetor adjustment and valve adjustment.

1

*35<>o
plus tax

**
*
*
*
*

with this coupon
(Good thru May 30th)

FREE LUBE & OIL CHANGE t
With Tune Up *

*
#* (reo,ularly a $7.50 value) j

2 HAMPTON AVE.,
BEETLE SERVICE Northampton

Phone* 584-9758
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Additional course descriptions

POLISH

KJLISH 110 •

zunarrAar polish
Staff

Ala of the course: To present to the attaint In
on* ecademic year the basic elenents of Polish
structure and to nake it possible for hin to
read siaple prose, to carry on a conversation
at a very eleaentsrv level, and to convey
uncomplicated ideas in writing.

Topical outline: 1) Sound systea; 2) Inflectional
systea; 3) System of tenses.

^lizses, 2 one-hour exaas, and a•squirenents:
final.

Prerequisites; Ho previous laneuose training
required.

POLIO! 150 Staff
TCTEHMLTJIATE POLISH

Ala at the course: To continue the work becun in

the firrt two senosters uith ocmhasir, on brin-ir.G

the student to the stage v*ere he can: 1) cr«sp
directly the neaninc of -xinple, non-tcchnicnl
prose; 2) write a Sicple lotter, description or
aeasace, without cl«rinc errors; ') understand
the sense of what en educted Pole says ;.hen he
aakes ail effort to enunci.-te elnrely; O express
unconplieated ideas orally with a pronuncation
understandable to a native speaker.

Topical outline: 1) Brief review and aeplification
of gramar aaterial; 2) introaMction to reodinc
technir-jes; >) siaple conversation.

BUSSIAH 119, 129 frof. Stawiecki
BUSSIAIt REaBItfG COURSE I, II

Aia of the course: To develop the student's
ability to read scholarly Russian prose and
literature. Ho attention will be paid to the
other lenguace skills. This course should be

of particular interest to students who need to
develop a reading knowledge of Russian ae a tool.

The first two seaesters will concentrate on
providing the student vith an introduction to

problens of Russian graaoar, word building,
and sentence structure.

RUSSIAN
(con.,

Requirements:
oral final.

Requircncnts:
a final.

Prerequisites;
equivalent.

Quizzes, two one-hour exaas, and

Coapletion of Polish 120 or

RUSSIAN
JSCj/Jf 110 Prof. Lake and Staff
ELHailTAHT RUSE LAW

tla of the course: To present to the student in
one acadeaic year the bisic eleeenta of Russian
structure and to nake it possible for hin to read
siaple prose, to carry on a conversation at a

very eleoontary level, and to convey unconplieated
ideas in writing.

Topical outline: 1) Cyrillic alphabet; 2) Sound
systen; 5) Inflectional systen; a) Systea of
tenses.

Requirements: Qui ties, 2 one-hour exaas and a
final.

Text: Fairbanks and Leed: B^sic Convers-tioral
Russian-

Prerequisites: Ho previous languag* training
required.

Topical outline: Presentation of the basic
slenents of Russian structure (declension,
conjugation, word force.tion) primarily for
recognition and understanding, rcther than for
active control. Introduction to those nspocts
of sentence structure r.eceerary for readir-
through the use of sinplified reading selections (Prerequisite

Topical outline: Elements frci everyday life In
the Soviet Union will serve as a basis for a wholi
aerlea of drills and exercises, will provide a '

stinulus to classrooa discussion, and will consti-
tute a major source of new vocabularly. In
addition, discussion of these oleoents will provide
the student with sone indication of the Soviet
way of life.

Two or three oral exaas, and an

Tomieal oatliaei A dissuasion and analysis of
each author aaa hie aajor works followed by aa
intensive analysis of a single work of each
author. The student will be expected to write
In Russian weakly reports Indicating his under-
standing of each work aad of the place it holds
la thd Russian literary tradition.

': to be announced

Requirements: Weekly reports, short exaas on the—jletlon of each writer, ald-tera and final

Text: to be announced

Renuireaents: Quizzes, 2 one-hour exaas, and a

final.

Text: Dewey and Hersereau: Rc».uinr: and Transla
tirr. Contenpor-iry Russi.in .

Prereouisite: Ho previous language training
required. ,

Prof. Levin and Staff

Russian 1A0 or equivalent.

StaffRUSSIAN 261
RUSSIAN STTLISTICS

Ala of the course: To help the student achieve
maximal proficiency in Russian and to bs abls
to writs on a variety of subjects with ease aad
some feeling for the style of the language.

RUSSIAH 150

nrrcuiEDiATE russiaii

Aia of the course: To continue the work begun in

the first two senesters with erphssis on bringinc

the student to tho stnge where he can: 1) graop

directly the aeaninc of simile, non-technio 1

prose; 2) >.?lte a sinple letter, description or

ncssage, without glarinc errors: }) understand the

sense of what an educated i«i_- ien soys '.-hen he

makes sn effort to cnunclnto clearly, 1) oppress
unconplieated ideas orally -..ltii a pror.unci ition

understandable to a native speaker,

Topicnl outline: 1) 3rief review and .nplifieatio:

of grannar Daterial covered in first year; 2)

Introduction to reoditc tochnlques; ') simple
conversation.
Reouirenents: Quizzes, two ono-hour ex.iris, and

final.

Text: Ehevronino, S. : Hut sign A s >" S"«--'.-. It.

Prerequisites: Comlotion of Russian IPO or
equivalent.

Prof. SL^wiecki

Topical outline: Bv means of -elected reading*
with drills and exercises baaed on these readings
aa well as through classrooa discussions, written
assignments and detailed presentation of acre
complex morphological and syntactical problens,
ths student should be able to achieve a hiRh
degree of sophistication in his conaand of Russian

Prerequisite: Coapletion °* Hussion ZkZ. or r-ui v

llHUSSIAH 565/665 Professor Levin

I

OTRUcTuai: cp rdssiah

iiAia: To analyze the aorphology of Russian la a was
that aakes it possible to demonstrate the order
and sinplidty of s systea that is traditionally
.presented in an unnecesaarily complex and ineffi-
cient way. The two major ornan of declension
and conjugation will be treated in reference to
aorphophor.eaic notation rather than to the Oyrilli
alphabet so that certain regular patterns hidden
by the orthography aay be discerned.

RUSSIA!) 1«9
hussia:: rjiADncc cotcse jii

lia ofthc course: To Jcveloo the st' RbUity
to r>ed scw.olnrly aUasl/JI nrosc r.ni litemture.
Ho attention uill bo paid to the other IcrcttaS*
Icills. This ceurso shoulti be of •articalar
Interest to student' in the sc-nccs . r.o rood to
level op a readinr Jpovtledce of iaissirn as a tool.

fopicsl outline: Reading and analysis of eirefull}
(elected tests with the nil of rtevclc^irc ootb a

oasie vocobulorv ,-s -11 as enou vity
to the i.iy in vhicn i'ussinn ccr.tcm'.-t arc organi-
sed to en.ble the stu.'cnt to read in his field
uith the -id of a dictionary.

Raquirenents: Hone sssignnents, weekly exercises
'in syntax nnd/or conposl'-ions on free or assigned
subjects. Short quizzes, several hour exans and

' final.

to be announced

requisite: coapletlon of Russian 262 or
equivalent.

HOSCLAR 291 Staff
IHTRODUCTIOn TO RUSSLa* LITERATD3E

Aia of the course: Various works of aajor suthors
will be read in the original with the following
.alas: 1) To acquaint the student with these oajor
authors and their worke; 2) To develop in the
student the skill of discovering the value of a
llitsrnry work; 5) To instill in the student s
ifeeling for the style and language of different
suthors.

Topical outline: Pint two »eeka: Introduction to
simplified aorphophonealc analysis, an understand-
ing of which aakes it poasible to exanine the who)
system of Russian floxlon is s nanner not poasibli
in terms of a traditional approach.

Subeoquert eight weeks: Thorough anal-sis of
declension (noun.-., adjectivra and proiorinal
adjectives) and conjugation (all verbal forae,
including verbal adjectives aad adverbs) naking
use of aorphophonenic principles to demonstrate
the basic simplicity and orderliness in a systen
which is too often rlstckenly viewed as being
chaotic and full of irregularities.

Baamining three to four weeks: Selected problems
in derivational noipnology, ogam with the najor
aia of helping a student find an orderly ayctea
where generally he sees only chaos.

Ho text reouired.
Requlrenenta: Two one-hour take-hone exaas, one
take-home final.

Prerequisites: Proficiency in Russiui.

Undergraduate English course

corrections:

284A - 1 credit only

337C - taught by DiMarco and

Robinson

391A - title is Modern Theatre

and Modern Audience
391 C - title is Twain
391 H - title is Spencer
The following are title corrections

for Graduate English courses for

Fall 1975:

810 - Anglo-Saxon Poetic
Tradition

811 - Introduction to Old Irish

812 - Mythological Poetry of the

Renaissance

813 - Studies in Romanticism:

The Greater Romantic Lyric

814 - Dickens and George Eliot

815 - Contemporary British

Fiction

830 - William Carlos Williams

831 - Mark Twain
833 - Literature and the

Wilderness

840 - Presentness of the Past

MSSUN
(«••••)

HDSSIAH 254/55*
TOLBTOT

lireaenta: Quizzee, 2 one-hour exaas,
a.

t: D. B. Johnson: Bjewitness

Ala of the course: To examine Tolstoy's pLso
in Russian literature as well aa his coatribi
to TiOdern European thought.

Topical outline: Lectures an and discussion <

Tolstoy's life, his major works (fiction snd
fiction) and his importance as a v-riter and
thinker.

Prerequisite:
equivalent

.

Slavic language department

Coapletion of Russian 129 or

Prof. Stiwieeki

The Department of Slavic

Languages and Literatures here

announced the establishment of a

Center for the Study of New
Russian Literature.

This Center is being established

for the study and preservation of

the literature of the third emigration

and samizdat.

All those interested are invited to

inquire about the work of the

Center, or to participate in it

Inquiries may be made to: Professor

Laszlo M. Tikos, 545-1361.

m-.-.TAi! l*9/aa9
Rit3SIAR ZTPOSTTOST PHOflX

Ain of the course: Thin course ia designed to

continue the »-«rk of either B l«9/**<; or of

R IV). Coring from, either of these courses, the

student who is interested in drvrloplrr only his

-cr.ding proficiency will, by coneentrstln- on

problems of translition, be able to achieve o

hirher degree of skill in this courr.s than he

could In the noronl 1*0 course with its divided

emphasis on sll four language skills.
Readings: To bs announced
Reovireeen.tr: Ho papers, hour exam, final.

Pi-ere<iuieite-i: Three neaetters of Russian or the

equivalent.

qulrenents
all papers,

pages.)

Texts

Prerequisites: Sone

W3SIAH ?5fl/55o
IAH PCETRT

HUS2IA9 259/559
?HZ SLAVIC
crvniZATioxs

Prof. Rothstein
TUTTR LAi:CUAC3S Ai3

Now appearing at the

Seagull Wed. - Sat.

Happy Hour — 4:30-7:00, Mon. -Sat.

in the Speakeasy Lounge

15c Beers— 9:30-10:00, Wed. & Thurs. Night

the hintorleal,
ral evolution
e-irlieet tians

av^linh, no
ource is der. irvted

the historic -il

ee, espclrlly as
ariphreiK -ill be
Ruasisn history

other courses.

Aia of the course A eurvey of
soclsl-intelleeturel o-wJ cultu
of the Slavic Peoples fi-nn the
to the present. Conducted in

lanfruaco prerequisite. Thi->

to r*T« •°"* underetniwUnr of

experience of the Slavic peopl
sanlfeeted in their cultures.
on the noa-Russlan Slavs, sine
aa literature are covered in

Headlnrs: to be announced
Prerequisites: none

RUSSIAr ?55 Prof. ?i
-

.;os

MASTcJtrilCZS CF nUSSIAII USaWSOn (la translation

Sat of course: to oresent, enolyre and discuss
<• developaent of Russ;->n liternure, ^rir.rily
f the 19th snd the becinninc of the 20th
centuries.

Topical outline: Lectures snd discussion of the
individual authors and their works as listed
ielov.

Requirements: several 'snail papers (1-5 paces);
one tera paper (6-15 paces) and s i-rlttea final.

Jetadlnce: Works by Qriboyedov, Pushkin, Leraontov.
Gogol , Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, Turcenev and Chekhov;
and some of the oodem poets: Votnesensky,
Tevtushenko. AJdmadul ins , and Brodsky.

Prof. Tikos

2»am«, papers: final exaa, sevi

(2-J paces); one tera paper (S-

Prof. Ivash

Lia of course: An analysis of selected works
19th and 20th century poetry. Class conducts
La Russian on a secinar basis with each studs
ctlvely pax-ricipetinc.

ings: Penguin Book of Ruasisn Terse, ed.
Oboleaaky

Prerequisites! Proficiency in Russian

261

Ala of the course: ?o nrnvldp TV stii-V - ^ \ il

the sbllit}- to n cor- <:
piosc n.nd verse of average -"i. nc.lt;- n~;

content and to trit-
»ith mlarlty nnd co:-rcef -ts »r. vocabu)
idloa o.-ici syntax.

Topical outline: ?oth rc^er.trr-. will be Oevot
to a thorMi !•. exac;r '.

i--.
! • arfcll c of

fciasian cr*-jTtr, to cl^se .-: -i; »
'.s or testa

ncar.e of aecsmli- • i- :h:- - i:.t.
o eo-tlnu-uf mrmetlee ir: -.:•-. ;hron
knd cornor itions on r itrri .1 '•-•

-Z read.

»cquiren«r.ts: Lore nscir^centa, aMsb cx»rci
in cnrr*r and/jr ci n -it.-r or.

bjects. .eeKly ^i:«s, several hour e^ani
r.nd a final.

Readincs: Pml'kina: Uc'-ebr lk raetV-^-i nr. e

studento-'-inn-tr-" i r •• •

Prerequisite: coeplctioc of Russian 1*0 or
•quivalent.

RU36IAI: St «t«ff
RU3SIAI; OUV^RSATia'

kin of the course: Ta develop the ability to
understand conversation st normal teapo aad I

express one's thciVU-" in Russian st normal I

vlth reasonably c°°d pronunciation and intonj

A WORLD DFT-SHIRTS
Alternative to NUKES ?

Much has been written and said about the energy crisis and the sub-

sequent need to build new and bigger electrical generating facilities

(especially nuclear). But, are nuclear plants the only alternative to solving

the energy crisis, or are there others?

Tonight, Prof. William Heronemus, of the Dept. of Civil Engineering, and

one of the leadeing proponents of wind-powered generating systems will

talk and give a slide show on "Alternate Energy Sources". This event is

being sponsored by the Coalition for Environmental Quality and will take

place in Thompson 102 at 7 p.m.

SILK-SCREENED ORIGINAL DESIGNS

THL C4)V..it IIP
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

233 N. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST
|ONG

.*,«.v*u*uanaaaii * ,
•» *i •

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
PIZZA— SPAGHETTI— GRINDERS

45 Mntverslfy Drivs

Amherst Is a

remarkable place— our
pizza home is ONE of

the reasons. Bell's Pizza

FOR ALL the right

reasons.

m

Free Delivery on Campus

C^St-SOll for fast service.

Parking

registration
Parking registration for Fall 1975-

76 is going on now in the Parking

Office, Room 1 , Munson Hall. If you

have not received a renewal form

by campus mail please contact the

Parking Office (5-0066) as soon as

possible. If you want to renew your

present lot assignment you must do
so by May 16, 1975.

In order to protect those
members of your department who
are unable to respond by the cutoff

date (because of sabbatical, leave,

extended illness, etc.) please send
us a list of their names by May 16.

The Parking Office will process

automatic renewal for the people

on the lists, thereby 7insuring that

they will at least retain their present

assignment.

The Parking Office has received

over 2,100 renewal forms, 450

change applications and 100 new
applications. Changes and news are

processed on a first come-first

served basis. If you are applying as

a Change or New, you should come
into the Parking Office as soon as

possible. The Renewal and Change
deadline is May 16.

Alumni office

sponsors seminar
rrotessor Thomas Amy will

deliver the second of three alumni

seminars by the UMass Alumni

Office today in Worcester.

Amy will discuss . . . what else .

.

. the weather. His area of study is

astronomy, particularly the gas

clouds near young stars, but he is

also interested in the many
beautiful and curious "weather

signs" which can be seen in the

sky.

Many of these signs are often

overlooked, including haloes and

"sun-dogs", although they can be

seen without a telescope.

Amy feels the world's weather

and climate is poorly understood

because it is complex. Yet, the

gradual accumulation of data by

observers of the weather signs is

increasing knowledge in the field.

Alumni who wish to attend the

seminar may contact the UMass
Alumni Office on campus. Th event

will be held at 7 p.m. in the C hartley

room of the Sheraton- Lincoln Hotel

opposite the Lincoln Plaza

Shopping Center.

Leagues are over for the

season at

Boyden 10 Pin Lanes.

OPEN FOR

PUBLIC USE

Evenings

Monday through Friday

50 cents a string
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Locke indecisive

yC cont. from p. 3
According to Locke, private

colleges and junior colleges,

operating under a deficit for the

past few years, are simply folding

"facing serious financial dif-

ficulties."

Where junior colleges are failing,

"we often see community colleges

receive large sums of money to.

expand their facilities. Often in

areas where there is a lot of political

muscle," he said.

Commenting on the Dukakis

Administration, Locke said, "The
new administration is energetic and

well educated. Essentially they are

$
oM
C

— c

Boston City Councilor
Lawrence Dicara called

proposed budgat cuts "not
realistic, not good govern
ment, and not good politics"

in a speech last night at the

Campus Center.

DiCara speaks

^ cont. from p. 3

Of the 84,000 people enrolled in

the Boston school system, he

added, half of them qualify for

Medicaid, half of them qualify for

free breakfast and lunch, and two-

third to three-fourths of them are

poor "in the simplest, nonanalytical

sense."

DiCara said, "The Municipal Plan

is the solution. Those people in the

economically advantaged areas say

that black children don't want to go
to school there, but if black children

don't want to go to school in

Wellesley. they won't want to go to

school in South Boston either
."

There is a lot of hypocrisy

because of the function of

economic class, he added.

"Racism is racism whether
you're rich or you're poor," DiCara

said. "Suburbs are hypocritical.

They like selective integration as

long as they get to pick who is

selected."

DiCara said Boston also has a

"grave" unemployment problem.

25 per cent of the black population

and 40 per cent of the Spanish

population are unemployed, while

50 per cent of the people under 25

are unemployed.

Community Theatre
Amherst Players Guild

presents

THE AMERICAN DREAM
- Albee

"Bea, Frank, Richie & Joan"
Taylor & Bologna

"I'M HERBERT"
- Anderson

May I, 2, 3 8:00 p.m.

Amherst Regional Jr.

High School Auditorium

Tickets $2.00

Available at Augies&

At Door o»- C? M 253 5204

receiving their training through on-

the-job experience."

Locke believed the meetings

between students and legislators

was a good idea, since it provided

students an opportunity to have

their voices heard and also gave

legislators and students a chance to

see each others perspective.

j?

r.^v

"^r-A Minute ** ^
Delivery

FAST - HOT

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

s*>

Outerspace Band
MAYDAY (5/1)

Campus Center Auditorium

9:00 p.m.

only $1.00 admission

Awareness of rape problem

due to 'women's movement'

EUROPEAN CAR RENTALS
RENT YOUR CAR IN HOLLAND
THIS YEAR AND REALLY SAVE.
VW or Fiat only $9.00 per day IN-

CLUDING 100 free KM's daily.

Larger cars campers at similar sav-

ings. MINIMUM RENTAL AGE 18.

HILTON and MARRINGA
826 Marin, Vallejo, Ca. 94590

DOMINO

PIZZA
256-8587

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

MILLER'S

BEER

Costa do Sol

ROSE

Case
Quart

12 oz. Cans

Four Season's
Harp Irish

BEER

90 Proof

Case

xh Gal. Qt.

Thursday 5/1/75 to Saturday 5/3/75.

We reserve the right to limit quantities.

Instant

Credit
on calculators

KowmarMX-140
Regular Price $139.95

Instant Credit $:!».»!>

BowmarMX-M
Regular Price $69.95

Instant Credit $ Hi .95

Texas Instruments SH .'»(>

Regular Price $109.95

Instant Credit $I0.ihi

Texas Instruments SR 51

Regular Price $179.95

Instant Credit $15.00

All you have to do is buy one of the above items at the regular price

and you will receive instant credit for other merchandise of your

choice (except books) up to the amount of the credit. Look for all

the other merchandise with instant credit tags.

university store c&mpuis <omlt<&ir

By ANNEMELANSON
Staff Reporter

The women's movement
deserves most of the credit for

making rape a serious issue of

social concern, according to a panel

of experts who spoke Wednesday
on issues concerning the problem

of sexual attacks on campus and in

the Amherst community.
Sarah Wolff, counselor at

Everywoman's Center and the

Mental Health staff of the

University Health Services, was one
of the three speakers who cited in

their discussion of "Rape arfd Other

Aggressive Behavior" the change
in public views since the fifties.

The attitude that "rape is,

inevitable, so relax and enjoy it" is

no longer acceptable to the public,

she said.

The new awareness of the

seriousness of the problem is

reflected in programs now under

the direction of the University

Health Services and the UMass
police.

Dr. Thomas McBride, director of

the Division of Medical Care, UHS,
revealed some of the new direc-

tions taken on campus toward the

rape problem. The Health Services

now performs a "dual role", first in

treating and counseling the rape

victim, and second in obtaining and
recording evidence helpful to her if

she decides to take action in the

courts.

"If we are subpeonaed, we stand

ready to assist the victim and police

in the conviction of the assailant,"

McBride said.

The doctor said a rape victim

comes to the University Health

Services "about once every other

month." While the general policy

there is to leave the rape issue to

the courts, he said the victims are

Total*
Made especially for people

who use spit
on theircontact lenses.

You really think you're saving

something. Like the time it takes for

proper lens care. And the cost of

different solutions.

But in the long run you may wind

up paying for short cuts. There's a

chance your contacts will become
contaminated. They'll probably feel

uncomfortable and bother you. You
may even get an eye infection. So why
take chances with saliya?

Now there's Total? The all-in-one

contact lens solution that does it all.

Total* wets, soaks, cleans

and cushions. And you

only have to use a single

solution to get the whole

job done.

There are two good

ways to buy Total®— the

2 oz. size and the 4 oz.

size. Total 2 oz. has a free, mirrored

lens storage case, and the new econ-

omy 4 oz. size saves you 25%.

Total® is available at the campus
bookstore or your local drugstore.

And we're so sure you'll like

Total* that we'll give you your second
bottle free. Just send a Total* boxtop
with your name, address and college

name to:

Total, Allergan

Pharmaceuticals

2525 Dupont Drive

Irvine, California 92664

(Limit one per person.

Offer expires

July 31, 1975.)

Total. The easy way to care for your contacts.

L— AVAILABLE AT UNIVERSITY STORE
f
l"'l'j ' «

' »»«*>>.

encouraged to report the assault.

Policies of the local police have

likewise changed in recent years,

according to UMass policeman

Saul Chafin, who also spoke on the

panel.

Chafin said "the department

recognizes that the rape victim

needs support and our first intent is

to be concerned with the victim."

A new 1974 law requires that the

department have female officers to

remain with the victim through
questioning and in court, that

counselors be available to the

victims, and that a 24-hour "Rape
Line" be in service.

Although the rape victim has in

the past been inhibited about

reporting rapes because of un-

scrupulous methods used to

question her reputation, Chafin

cited changing attitudes in this

respect. A decision of the California

courts, he said, has established a

recedent of prohibiting any
evidence of past activities of the

woman in a rape case, and this will

affect cases all over the country.

Both the police and
Everywoman's Center offer

programs in self-defense. Wolff

noted that knowledge of self-

defense gives a feeling of self-

confidence that the rapist may
sense and shy away from.

The discussion was sponsored by
the Women's Health Series of

Everywoman's Center.

DCs fall offerings-

10, 14, 19 meal plans
Food services will offer three board plan for the next academic year.

They include a ten meal, five day plan; a 14 meal, seven day plan; and a 19

meal, seven day plan which will cost $656.00, $736.00 and $806.00
respectively. There will be no 15 meal plan offered next year.

A student may eat any ten meals in a five day period with the first plan,

any 14 meals out of 19 offered in the week with the second, and all 19 in

the week with the third plan. This is a departure from the previous policy of

having specific tickets for individual meals which were wasted if the meal
was missed. Under the new system the student will be able to eat as many
meals a day as he-she wants up to the use of the number of tickets for that

time period.

The best plan for the student who previously bought the 15 meal plan

and went home weekends the fourteen meal-seven day plan is the best to

buy. Students who are satisfied with the board plan and stay on campus
on weekends would do well to buy the 19 meal-seven day plan.

These figures represent a $39.50 annual increase over the fiscal year 75

ten meal plan and a $45.50 increase over the fiscal year 75 meal plan. No
comparison can be made for the nineteen meal-seven day plan because it

is new.

The budget for the residence halls represent a $25.00 to $30.00 Food
Services increase over last year's cost. This budget is predicated on
holding rents to a minimum and continued efforts to improve the overall

efficiency of the operation. Maintenance is expected to continue at fiscal

year 1975 levels.

Unrenovated dorms in Northeast and Central areas will cost $645.00 per

year and renovated dorms in the same areas will cost $705.00. Sylvan will

continue to have the highest rent at $725.00 for the year. Orchard Hill and
Southwest dorms will cost $705.00.

For any further information please contact your student senator.

TRAINING
PROGRAM
The Division of Continuing Education of the University

of Massachusetts/A mherst will again be offering the Legal

Assistant Training Program m Springfield This program is de

signet) to certify its participants as legal assistants If you have

had two years of college, extensive experience m the area of

law, or a strong commitment to learning the law. you qualify.

To find out more about this part time (evemgs & Saturdays),

college -level program, write

Legal Assistant Training Program, 205 Hills North,

Division of Continuing Education, University of Mass

achusetts Amherst. MA. 01002. or rail, 14131 545 0905

continuing education I

Please send me information concerning the I

Assistant Training Program

Name I
Address

City State Z>0

M.Hi to lh» L»'i.

Hoi rh U*'

Khuv 102

umass/amherst of
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If this is Wednesday
it must be Boston

"It was a positive day!"
With those words Representative Jim Collins of

Amherst aptly summed up the second day of a
campus wide moratorium, the demonstration in

Boston.

The day had indeed been positive. The weather was
perfect for a demonstration. Upon our arrival we were
greeted by the budding trees and well tread lawns of
the Common. The State House dome radiated intense
light in the pleasing noontime sun. The scene was
typically Boston. Bums, workers and vendors littered
the park.

Standing at the foot of the halls of law-making gave
the crowd a feeling of actually having a voice in what
was being pondered inside its confines. No longer
were we addressing the deaf ears of puppets in

Whitmore or the deceiving cameras of the Eyewitness
News Team. The legislators had the opportunity of
seeing first had the unity and size of our movement.
The Student Action Committee had formulated a

unique lobbying effort. Telephone calls and poison
pen letters had preceded the massive car and bus
caravan to Boston.

Yet it was the personal contact, the one-to-one
exchange with each lawmaker that put legitimacy into
the cause. Inside the building the representatives and
senators seemed impressed by the force and
eloquence of the students' arguments. Throughout
the day they were confronted by lobbyists in their
offices and outside their respective chambers. It was
the beginning of an attempt to secure grass roots

support tor the future of public higher education.
Across from the State House steps the grievances

poured out again. For what seemed to be the one-
hundreth time in the past few weeks the 9 demands
were read and applauded. Hopefully they will not be
left echoing over the Common never to be heard
again.

For most it was the first exposure to state govern-
ment or a large scale media demonstration. I for one
was amazed at Speaker Bartley's attempt to draw the
attention away from the students and channel it into a
publicity effort complimentary towards himself. All
the T. V. heavies were there and unfortunately they fell

for it. Their arrogance was perceived by many in the
crowd. Their eyes, cameras and microphones
passively surveyed the scene as if what we had to say
had little or no meaning. Soon they could return to the
Utopian confines of their "beautiful" news rooms.

But to those who stood applauded and cheered for
a little over two hours it was indeed meaningful. Many
saw it as the first step in a student inspired movement
to better our society.

Traveling from Amherst to Boston was like
returning to reality. The filth, pollution and
degradation of the city was obvious everywhere. As I

listened to Sam Bowles talk about a society "we
could all fit into" I couldn't help but notice a vagrant,
victimized by a bottle of Port wine, passed out on the
Common lawn. I thought of a society which would
not breed individuals like him.
Gregg Wilson is a Collegian Commentator.

re. patrick mcquaid

Who needs this?
By two-fifteen p.m. the demonstration had reached

its peak and was beginning to die down. Speaker of
the House David Bartley (D-Holyoke) appeared
suddenly at he steps of the State House and strolled
casually across Beacon street to the waiting
microphone. The incessant chant of "No budget
cuts!" and "They say cut back; we say fight back!"
came to an abrupt halt.

Reporters had been anxiously
pacing back and forth in front of
the heavily policed, iron gates of
the State House in anticipation of
his appearance from within. He
finally came out, and having never
met the man before, I couldn't
distinguish him from the rest of the
double-knot delegation and quickly
reached out to the closest blue
suited gentleman and inquired,
"Hey, is that Bartley?". He turned
to me in utter confusion and replied
hesitantly, "Ah, yah." I later

discovered he was representative
Jim Collins (D-Amherst).

Bartley did not deliver any speeches as he wasn't
"running for anything next election" but proceeded
calmly in responding to a number of questions fired at
him from the crowd. "No, I do not support the budget
cuts," retored the ex-UMie. After this statement a
student stepped forward and requested an apology
for the rash scolding that the Speaker had levied on
UMass students a few days earlier.

E. Patrick McQuaid is associate executive

"GO POUND SAND!" he graciously advised the
student. Bartley then descended into the crowds for
personal interviews.

I was out of film and Bartley was out of talk. By
two- thirty the last act was in progress across Beacon
street where dwindling numbers of demonstrators
were engaged in a chorus of "Goodbye Michael -
goodbye Michael - we'd love to see you go."

Meanwhile inside the
State House, Collegian reporter
Mike Izdepski was preparing for an
interview with the Governor.

It had taken a good deal of
negotiating that morning for Iz-

depski to arrange the interview and
he was in poor spirits when he
entered the conference room ^nly
to find David Sugarman, who
claimed to be the "voice of
Governor Dukakis". Needless to
say, we wanted it straight from the
horse's mouth, but took what we
could get. The first and last

question was asked by Sugarman,
and not the reporter, it being,

"Are you enjoying your spring vacation?"
So this is the "voice" of the Governor; this is the

attitude of the Governor? Izdepski declined the in-
terview in much the same manner that Speaker
Bartley closed his rap session outside on the Com-
mon: I don't need this," they replied simultanously
t. Patrick McQuaid is associate Executive editor of the
Collegian

Commons ' Comment
by Mike Izdepski

At yesterday's State House rally In the Boston Common
Park, passersby were asked: "What do think about the
student demonstration. It motivation and the effects It will
have.

"

Dianne Curry, from Beacon Hill

world traveler:

"The students are justified in

their demonstration. It's the

only way they can make a

point. Dukakis had better step

down, because he is causing a

lot of dissention. He is hurting

the poor, who need him. I

wanted him, but he's no good."

Jonathan Joseph, from
Roxbury, unemployed:
"The students have a good

thing going. We've been
hearing from the government
long enough, now lets hear
from the students. I don't
know, if this demonstration will

help with the legislators, but the
public will notice. Reducations
in welfare and education are
simply no solution."

Janice McCarthy, housewife
from Roslindale:

"The demonstration is all

right. After all, kids should have
to pay less for their education
not more. Calling and writing
representatives is okay, but I

would never have known about
this whole thing, if it hadn't
been for this gathering I saw
while going shopping. Now the
public is more aware."

Dale Buckley, hearth planner
from Middleton, UMass class of
71:

"I think the demonstration is

going to be ineffective. Dukakis
pretty much has made up his
mind, regardless of student
protests. I don't feel students
are just trying to take a day off,

but are really concerned and
trying to motivate change.
Tuition wouldn't have to rise, if

certain people in higher
positions were paid less."

editor of the Collegian

r

Joe Wascalis, computer
programmer from Binghamton
N.Y.:

"Students should be heard
and in a different time and
economic situation I might
agree with them. I just saw a
sign 'Universities should be
open to the masses'. What
students don't realize is that the
masses aren't supporting
higher education. It's us middle
class taxpayers that are beina
billed."

We of the Veteran's Coalition are deeply
disturbed by the recent news reporting by
the Collegian of the Student Action Com
mittee and the student voted Moratorium.
The lack of coverage of some events, the
incorrect nature of some stories and the
placement of insignificant issues at a high
priority indicates that editorial opinions of
some of the staff have affected adversely the
fairness of the MDC's news reporting. This is

purely and simply shoddy advocate jour-
nalism.

The PAIS has tried repeatedly to
disseminate information on the progress of
the Student Action Committee and related
student groups. Every effort at publication in
this supposedly student newspaper has been
met with resistance on the part of the editors
and charges of advocacy journalism.

The two most recent front page articles

credited to the former managing editor. Bill

Densmore, currently an MDC reporter and
stringer for the Boston Globe, are indicative

of this kind of bias.

/ * i
•

In the first, of Monday, April 28, Densmore
received front page coverage of House
Speaker David Bartley's negative reaction to
student organization and moratorium
planning. Page five of the same issue gives
confirmation of the fact that Bartley, at the
same time the current UMass students are
confronting the state and administration is
applying for the presidency of Holyoke
Community College. Bartley's quote: "I've
a/ways been interested in education.

"

The two stories together draw a picture of
an interest in education just so long as the
administration and state maintain complete
control over student interests.

In Tuesday's Collegian, Bill Densmore
again received front page space for an
erroneous and totally misleading story
regarding permitting and planning for
Wednesday's demonstration in Boston. This
slanted reporting must end.

We of the Veterans' Coalition call for a
complete revaluation of the Collegian's

Concerning the moratorium

1

»> • C I
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policies and restructuting of the Collegian
staff, eliminating the person or persons
responsible for anti-student advocacy

Front page articles in both Monday's
"Collegian" and Tuesday's Hampshire
Gazette devoted considerable attention to
the opinions of House Speaker Bartley, who
expressed a strongly critical view of the
moratorium. Both articles failed to mention a
recent UP/ re/ease [carried on a later page of
that day's Collegian] which reported Bar-
tley's announced candidacy for a position as
head of a nearby college.

This is a serious omission. One need not
accuse Bartley of a crude, hypocritical and
self-serving attempt to gain the academic
post to see how his interest in this position
affects his status as a news source. For
example, quo [potential] academic ad-
ministrator it is only natural to have an in-
terest in maintaining "business as usual" at
the Academy. Qua administrator a person no
doubt has special interests and a special

*'»« *******

journalism.

David O'Connell
spokesperson

perspective. While "special" need not imply
"evil", it does suggest the viewpoint may be
limited, or biased

Unfortunately the failure to mention
Bartley's candidacy obscures this possibility.
As the only elected representative quoted in
these articles, and as Speaker of the House
Bartley is naturally seen by the reader as
representative not only of his consituency
but as an indicator of the mood of the
legislature. The very real possibility, that
perhaps his special interests color his
opinion, making his views neither a good
legislature, is obscured by this omission.
Bartley may be an honest man, and a friend
of the university, but this does not guarantee
that the views he expresses are either ob>
lective or representative.

Wayne Wasserman
Howard Cohen

reid fishman
Prophets of power

Norman Vincent Peale says he has seen the light. He says that he has
learned through God the way to make himself a better person and he's
glad to pass it on to you, yes he is.

Why, he could tell you how to wake up in the morning and brush your
teeth and run into work and feel just great about it. He could tell vou how
to find your way when you're lost in life's busy shuffle. He could even tell

you how to make love - that's right - make love and not feel guilty about
•t

'Norman Vincent
Peale could even tell
you how to make
love - that's right
- make love and not
feel guilty about it'

And you know what he'd tell

you? He'd say "Brother, you've got
to have faith. Faith is the word that
makes fear tremble and removes sin

from your minds." And brother,
you've got to listen to Norman
Vincent Peale becausethat man has
seen the light and he'll be the first

one to tell you. And you've got to
have faith in him because he's only
telling you what he knows to be
tried and true.

You can ask Rex Humbard and
na" read from his prodigious notes"™"^~ and sing you songs about God and
Christ and fear and all the things a

Christian" can afford to oo. Why that man will get you saved if it takes
everything you have, because he knows the way.
And if you don't believe Rex, then you've only to try the great Reverend

Billy Graham, 'cause he is the most impressive, impeccable, incomparable
and overall amazing country preacher of them all. Why he could have a
bunch of high-falutin' businessmen crawlin to the Power of God after a
single sermon.
Why Elmer Gantry must be green in his grave watchin' the style of some

of these men. They can have a crowd howlin' like country coyotes before
you can change the station. They can make you want to be a better man
give up sex, stop smokin' cigarettes or jump out the window on a single
Sunday and they's still have a little bit left for commercials.

You've got to believe in these
folks 'cause they have found the

"~"^~" ™~^ way. Let me give you the example
of the poor bum who was saved by
an evangelist for ten dollars a
month on the installment plan. That
man suddenly felt the need to go
back to work and resume his place
in society, and it was the evangelist
ohat did it for him.

You can't deny the Power of od
and of his disciples, who distribute

the Power amongst them. Praised
be the Lord and his accountants for
they maketh out well in the Land of
the Free and the Home of the
Whopper.

/ T$ ALMOST W/TH/N OUR GRASP /?
• •

benita pullara

Retroactive activism

'Praise be the Lord
and his accountants
for they maketh out
well in the Land of
the Free and the
Home of Whopper/

repeat, resist
And praised be that person who can resist the temptation
the temptation to booteth thee tube of thy Sabbath mom.

Let us rally behind these orators of faith and wisdom and search for the
light. Let us seek out God in every house and hotel lobby. And let us call to
him and ask h.m which one of his worldly prophets is truly speaking with

i^lf^f?u
aut

I

horitv of tne Lord
-
A"d when he has spoken, let us go outand kill all the false prophets. It's all right 'cause God will be on our side

yes he will.

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist.

Pollution, racism, and corruption in government,
where have all these problems disappeared to?

Once, issues deeply embedded in American
consciousness, they are, now, no longer fashionable
to protest.

Some scientists predict that the world may soon be
out of breathable air, but it is no longer "vogue" to
bring attention to the problems of ecology. Though in

the late sixties it was a topic of great concern, now it

has all but been abandoned by even its most staunch
advocates.

What happened to the old cry of equal rights for
equal pay? Equality has far from been achieved, but
white society has forgotten the black problem.

After Watergate we were about to rebuild our
government. We were inspired to make a real impact
on corruption. Now, our determination has dwindled,
and we are nowhere near a satisfactory conclusion.
We cry so loudly when we see an injustice. Why

does our guilt diminish before a satisfactory con-
clusion is determined?

Are we just easily discouraged or is it boredom?
We do not have the persistence to see a problem to

a satisfactory conclusion. If we find that results are
not easily obtained, we tire of a problem.
The blame of our fickled nature ' ay lie in the lack

of substance in our minds. Our will* are like clay —
weak, characterless, and easily molded.

Have our voices become just parrots? Have our
thoughts become just reflections?

The courage of conviction comes only with the
belief in conviction, and belief in conviction comes
only when one has made his own conclusions. No one
can follow the thoughts and ideas of others, forever.
Are we so weak willed that it has become the

fashion to let others lead us in protest?
Are our beliefs determined by styles, just as clothes

are determined by styles?

We meekly follow the leaders, the ones who think
and act in protest of whatever injustice attracts at the
moment. But we can only make people aware of
problems, we do not seek solutions.

We are too easily convinced of rectitude, without
contemplating the convictions in our own mind. We
use the reasoning and arguments of others, without
really deciding for ourselves. Too often, we are
swayed by a convincing argument and fail to
determine what it means to us.

Support for the injustices of the world have become
dependent on the temporary guilt of liberals.

The world cries out in protest, and when they see
how difficult it is to achieve results they abandon the
struggle. And those who really suffer, the victims of
injustice, go on suffering long after the world has
become bored with their problems.

Benita Pullara is a Collegian Columnist.

bill parent

The supreme misunderstanding
As you are reading this, a young girl is

sleeping somewhere in another corner of the

world trying to understand what has just

happened in her country. The men in the

green uniforms with red white and blue

patches have suddenly left. Her mother is

sitting in another room talking to her father

whom she hadn't seen for a very long time.

The girl knows there is something different.

She can sense her parents relief and ner-

vousness and she wonders what will happen
next. She hopes that they will not find out

her father was a soldier, she does not know
why. Before her mother had told her to be

proud of him, but still she shares the fear in

her parents' eyes.

Maybe she is thinking that since her father

returned her older sister will too. She had
gone off to the city a few years ago, and her

mother never spoke of her again. And when
she asked of her jister, her mother turned
away and told her that if she ever sees her
sister again not to talk to her. She had
brought shame to the family.

She is remembering to pray for her brother

who is in the hospital. He lost his arm and a
leg when a bomb went off somewhere when
he was playing. What could he have been
doing that was so wrong?

Her parents are going to bed now, she will
hear their breathing again. They are tired;
there has been much excitement lately, but
the noise has been happy noise, not the loud
gunfire she had grown so used to.

But she will try to go to sleep now and
forget about everything. She doesn't un-
derstand.

And while you are reading this, a family
sits somewhere in another part of the state.
There is coffee on the taDie and people speak
in teared whispers. They have lost their son,
their brother in the war; he was a marine and
he was the last to die.

Newspaper clippings with worn edges
about high school heroics cover the table.

Friends and relatives have been dropping by
for the past few days. They try to be strong
and comforting but they cry and turn away.
They will try to carry on now and lead their

lives like they did before. But they don't
understand.

Tonight in an Amnerst bar a man sits

nursing a bourbon and a cigarette. He will be
watching the news while all too familiar

scenes flash across the screen. He
remembers Da Nang, Saigon and Quang Tri

all too well. He was there not long ago and
the children screaming, the bloody scenerios,
and the smell of death has never left him. His
friends back home went on without him,
they are married now and they, like his

country, don't recognize him when they see
him on the street.

He orders another drink from the bar-

tender who fought a war before him. He
doesn't understand.

And tonight the author of this column will

clip it out of the paper and put it in the folder
besides columns written about corruption in

the University and in the Government. He
knows that it is his duty to observe. But
having spent his life observing Vietnam this

column will be different.

He still- doesn't understand.

Bill Parent is editor-in-chief of the
Collegian.

James Nollet explores the 'Castro

Connection' in tomorrow's Collegian

- don 't miss it!
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Peoples' Liberation Week
Peoples' Liberation Week, May 1-4, will open at 2:00 today in Hampden Student Center, Southwest, with
workshops under the theme, "International Workers' Day."
Ziya Aral - Member of the Marxist Organizational Group.
Junior Eason - Migrant farmworker from Long Island and Vice-President of Eastern Farmworkers Assn. (EF-
WA).
Ruth Globus - Organizer with California Homemakers Assn., the first organization in the country to win
collective bargaining rights for workers in such a field.

Naimo Masuz - Representative from Fuerza Obera de Construccion.
Eugenio Perente - National Coordinator for the National Labor Federation.
The day will conclude with a celebration with music and refreshments.
For more information contact the Center for Racial Understanding, 545-0472.

PEOPLE'S LIBERATION
WEEK

Schedule

May 1-4, Hamden Student Center,

Southwest
Events scheduled subject to change

and or cancellation

Thursday, May 1 International

Workers' Day
Student Unionization 2.00-2:50

Student Organizing Project

Imperialism: The International Scene
200250

Acklyn Lynch
Socialist Strategy for Organizing 3:00-

350
New American Movement

The Importance of Leadership 3:00-

350
Paul Chandler

Organizing the Unemployed 4:00-4:50

Western Mass Labor Action
Higher Education b the Economic
Crisis 5:00 5:50

Coalition for a Peoples' Budget
Tribute to International Workers 7:30-

1200
Panel Discussion on: "Historical

Significance of May Day", "The
Economic Crisis in the U.S.", "Labor
Update Workers Report 1975". In-

ternational Workers' Day Celebration
with Music and Refreshments

Friday, May 2
The Prison Experience in

Massachusetts 1:00-5:00

"Friends b Families of Prisoners",
Norfolk Prisoners, Steven Bengia,
Director. UWW Prison Program
The Russel Daniels Case Anatomy ft

Physiology of Advocacy 1:00-1:50
Benjamin Ricci

Third World Youth b the Juvenile
Justice System 2:00 2:50

Bailey Jackson
Frame Up Martin Sostre 3:00-3:50
Zoe Best

Organizing Against Political
Repression 4 00 4 50
Gene Gaither

Symposium Political Prisoners in the
U S 7 00 9 30

Moderated by Johnetta Cole
Rowena Pierce. National Staff

person of the National Alliance
Against Racist b Political Repression
Lennox Hinds. Chairperson,

National Conference of Black Lawyers
Mary Kaufman, member of the

National Lawyers Guild, prosecutor in

the Nuremburg Trials

Benefit for US Political Prisoners
WOO
Ron Ingram Concert Choir
Associated Black Musicians of

UMass

Suliaman Hakim, Alto Sax, Soya,
Trumpet, Chris Henderson, Drums,
Vishnu Wood, Bass, Symeena Mc-
Cord. Vocalist, and Archie Shepp,
Piano

Saturday, May 3

The Revolutionary Struggle in Chile

10:00 10:50

Charlie Rankin, Chairperson,

National Coordinating Center in

Solidarity with Chile

Asian Nations Symposium 10:00-

11:50

Mary Kochiyama, Asian Americans

for Action
Anthony Kahnig, Korean

Unification Group
Migrant Farm Workers 11:00-11:50

Association de Trabajadores
Agricolas (ATA)
Indochina Update: Vietnam, Cam-
bodia & Laos 12:00 12:50

Valley Peace Coalition

The Irish Republican Army 12:00-

12:50

Curry McCann Irish Republican
Club
Colonialism b Struggle in Puerto Rico

1200 1250
Puerto Rican Socialist Party

Vietnam Post-War Slide Show 1:00-

1:50

Frances Crowe, American Friends

Service Committee
Native American Liberation Struggles

1 00 1:50

Periwinkle b Fire Horse, American
Indian Movement
Cuba 2:00 2:50

Venceremous Brigade
Anti Semitism. No' Anti-Zionism.
Yes' 2 00 2:50

Arab Students Association

Why We Boycott 3:00-3:50

United Farm Workers
African Liberation Symposium 3:00-

350
Military Rule in Africa ". Ethiopian

Students Union in North America,
Amherst Chapter

"Liberation Movements in Africa",

African Party for the Independence of

Guinea b Cape Verde (PAIGCI
"Southern Africa", Jerry Seshibe.

African Students Association

"Women in Liberation in Africa",

Nana Seshibe
Women m China 4:00-4:50

China Peoples Friendship Com-
mittee

Afro American Music Ensemble 5:00-

700
and Metvm Robinson & the Jazz

Dance Ensemble
General Assembly 7:00 9:30

Panel Discussion on US Led
Imperialism b International Solidarity

"The Heroic Struggles of the

Vietnamese People", Nguyen Huu
An, Union of Vietnamese in the U.S.

"The Struggle in Ireland", Dennis
Cassin, Official Irish Republican
Movement

"Revolutionary Trends in Latin

America", Bob Marquez
"The Struggle of the Palestinian

People", Radwa Ashour
"Africa vis-a-vis U.S. Posture",

Kotsho Dube
"Overview: Repression in the U.S.,

A Mirror Image of Imperialism";
Johnetta Cole
El Groupo Cemi 10:00

Puerto Rican Protest Singers

Sunday. May 4

Poetry Reading 12:00-2:00
Sonia Sanchez
Irma McClaurin
Zoe Best

Art b the Black Community 2:00-2:50
Nelson Stevens

Asian Arts Ensemble 2:00-2:50
Caribbean Students' Perspective 3:00-
3:50

Caribbean Students Association
The Jazz Singer 3:00-5:00
Joe Lee Wilson

New Haven Street b Children's
Theater 3:00 3:50
Poet's Workshop 4:00 4:50
Bheki Langa
The Working Women's Struggle 4:00-
7:00

Southwest Women's Center •

Films: The Women's Film, Got to
Push, GE Slide Show, I am Somebody
Commonwealth Ensemble 4:00-7:00
Universal Rhythms
Attica Now 7:00

Brother Big Blac. Attica Brother
Hugh Hendricks b the Buccaneers
900

Caribbean Band
Films (To be scheduled)
Red Detachment of Women
Attica

Chile's Immortal Banner
Year of the Tiger

Revolution Until Victory
Malcolm X: Struggle for Freedom,

m

Free People of Guinea
There will be an art exhibit in

Hampden for the duration of PLW as
well as the following displays:

- Expo Cuba
- Ethiopian Students Union

Display

Yellow Pearl

Japanese Americans
Concentration Camps in the U.S.
during WWII.
The Southwest Women's Center

will also be having a women's arts and
crafts show as part of PLW.

'Outer Space' band from area

to play Susan Ford's senior prom
By BILL DENSMORE

Staff Reporter

A six-man rock band from

Wendell which has played at

UMass and area nightspots will be

one of two groups performing at

the White House May 31 for Susan

Ford's senior prom.

A White House spokeswoman

yesterday confirmed that "Outer

Space" has been contracted for

$350 to play at the prom with

another band from Richmond,

Virginia.

Five of the group and their

manager, Eric Weiss, are in their

mid- twenties and recent graduates

of Trinity College in Hartford,

Conn., according to Weiss.

Wendell is a small town about

twenty miles northeast of Amherst.

I
TA's organize
Last week T.A.'s formed a group

called the Teaching Assistants

Organizing Committee \TAOC).

Members have since visited many

departments to begin establishing

contacts for a unionization drive.

The goals of this union are job

security, anti-discrimination, cost of

living compensation, equitable

work load, and graduate student

unity TAOC remains in the

planning stages and urges graduate

students to attend today's meeting

at 4:30 in the Campus Center room
168.

The group has lived there for

several years, Weiss said.

He said the band's bass player,

John Koehler of Washington, D.C.

is a personal friend of the Ford
daughter's class president at the

preparatory school she attends

outside Washington, the Houlton
Arms School.

Weiss said the group plays

country , rock, rhythm and blues,

swing- era jazz and their own
compositions. He said they have

performed professionally for three

years, including at UMass
November 22 and at "Springiest"

last spring.

j
Baker-Winn

• Jewelers

a a large selection of earrings

I

| and other fine gifts and jewelry.

I

I S. Pleasant St.

! Amherst

Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity wi
present its 4th Annual Beer Fest

Saturday. People from the Five

College area are invited to attend.

Activities will get underway at

noon and end at 1 at the house. "If

the success of past years continue,

we can expect an estimated crowd
of over 5,000 people," said

Schlitz-A-Rama slated for Saturday
organizer Harry Sherman.

Featured will be Fate playing in

the afternoon and Live Lobster late

at night. Rounding out the music
during the day will be a D.J. from
New York providing good
Discotheque music.

The day will be very satisfying,

with Joseph Schlitz Brewing
Company serving UMass its

favorite beverage. For those who
enjoy a hamburg or a hot dog, food
will be served throughout the day.

There will be many prizes given

away and trivia contests to enter.

You can guess the weight of a live

Schlitz Malt Liquor Bull, who will

make his long-awaited reap-
pearance.

S chlitz-a- rama signifies
something else. Proceeds from the
Royalty Queen Contest, and other
activities go to Muscular
Dystrophy. The crowning of the
Royalty Queen is expected to take

place sometime during the evening.

The fact that the party has a
philanthropic purpose is often lost

in all the partying, but it is a major
concern for the members of Phi

Sig.

The rain date is scheduled for

Sunday. For more information call

5-0174 or 256 6863.

mm.

Although no cries of "Up against the wall" were
heard at yesterday's rally, these students demon

"I think this is going to neip us

out," Weiss said in a recent
telephone interview. "This is a
good break for us, but it isn't going
to be the ultimate break.

"I know it's not going to get us a
record contract, per se," he added.
Susan Ford's prom will be like

any other high school graduation
prom except it will be held in the
White House, a spokeswoman
there said. It will include food and
dancing.

The group is also scheduled to

play at the Campus Center tonight

in a concert sponsored by Pierpont
dormitory, he added.

strated in their own way.

Buster and

Billie

Thursday, May 1

7&9

75' %

S.U.B.

- CHAPLIN -

The Kid

7 & 10:30

The Idle Class

8:45

Sunday, May 4

75'

S.U.B.

SGA Presidential

Elections

Thursday, May 1

Thompson 104

T p.m.

SUNSHINE RECORDS
ALL SINGLE ALBUMS

each

This is our every day low price

thousands to choose from

LATEST RELEASES
Old Favorites, Too
No. » E. Pleasant St.

(4 Doors From The Pub)

WE ALSO BUY, SELL & TRADE USED ALBUMS.
DAILY, 10-4

Spec/a/ exhibit ft'

at Mead Gallery
*

The Mead Art Gallery at Amherst
College will present a special loan
exhibition of French military life in

the latter part of the 19th century
entitled, "War a la Mode: French
Military Pictures of the Belle

Epoque," tomorrow through May
28.

The paintings and drawings are
part of the Forbes Magazine
Collection and have been specially

assembled by Christopher Forbes.
They are being exhibited for the
first time at the New York Cultural
Center and at Amherst College. The
collection includes works by
Meissonier, Detaille, de Neuville,

and Berne- Bellecour. Of special

interest is a large watercolor version
of Meissonier's famous "Battle of
the Freidland," done as an
enlargement of the smaller oil

painting of the same subject now in

the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Monday through Friday and 12

noon to 5 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday.

vn

_l

Acres ofeasy living

With funds for students being cut, and the cost of
living always going up, students will be looking for
cheaper housing. Dandy Bro is cutting material for a
tee-pee that she and her friends are making.

Springfield YMCA seeks
Outreach workers for summer

According to the 1970 census of the Springfield population in the North
End Bnghtwood Community of Springfield, there are 632 14 18 year olds
of which 50 per cent were of Puerto Rican birth. Presently no social agency
is working with teenagers m the North End community other than the
YMCA. Since then there has been a significant increase in the abuse of
alcohol and drugs.

What can a UMass and Five College student do to help?
The Center for Experiential Education can place you in a pre- professional

position as YMCA Teenage Outreach Worker for the Metropolitan
Springfield YMCA. You can earn a full year of academic credit and a small
living allowance.

If you are seeking an unselfish learning exper nee. act immediately The
internship program begins in June 1975.

Pre professional positions are open to UMass students and students of
the Five College Consortium. Minority students are urged to apply.
The Center urges faculty members to refer students to the Center.
For more information call Larry Scott at 545 1381 or come to the office

between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. The Center is located at 315 Arnold House
UMass Amherst.

^••••••••••••i

at the all convenience

PUFFTON
VILLAGE

CONVENIENT LOCATION NEAR UMASS
FREE BUS SERVICE

CLEAN, SECURE SURROUNDINGS
FREE CABLE TV MALL UNITS

1.2 A 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS STARTING UNDER $200

PUFFTON I • futilities included

PUFFTON IIA III heat included

sign upnow
forSept.

1040 N Pleasant Street, Amherst 549-0145

The inside of our shoe is unique. Like your foot. That's
why we've developed a heat sensitive footbed that molds
to your feet. Birkenstocks don't feel like conventional
shoes, because they aren't.

BfRkenstock
tbe

orz\ginal
footprint
sanoaL
exclusively offered by:

000 [000

J •

- QOLDEN
iTEHPLE

I triPORNn

Brown's

Ai 'i iss tf on'

VV» (>!«• WtHMT

Tf.ulnu; Co
hchind B'ov\n s

Amherst
Professional

— Building —

'

N Pleasant Si

Q0LDEN
TEMPLE
EHPORNM

178A N. Pleasant St. /Amherst/256-0360

• ••••••••• ».»»«, • MIMMMI |

OFF large pizzal I 25 c
OFF small pizzal

Thurt. I Fri.
J

on Thurs. I Fri. !

night deliveries night deliveries
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'Sweetpie' arraigned for shoplifting
By BRUCE FREDERICK

Staff Reporter

Paul A. Wiener, better know as

"Sweetpie" to the UMass com-
munity, was apprehended Tuesday
shoplifting in the University Store.

He was taken into custody by

UMass police at 11:45 a.m. and
was arraigned later in Hampshire
County District Court. After being

taken into custody, UMass police

also issued a "trespass" on him. A
trespass is issued when a person

who has no official affiliation with

the University gets involved in a

situation requiring police in-

volvement. Thereafter, that person

may not come on campus unless on
official business.

Sweetpie was scheduled to

New theatre guild

premieres this week
The Amherst Players Guild, a new community theatere will have its first

production at the Regional Junior High School in Amherst on May 1, 2 and

3 at 8 p.m. The three one-act plays, all comedies about family life, range

from the dark humor of Edward Albee to the one liners that Bologna and

Taylor made famous in "Lovers and Other Strangers".

"The American Dream" attacks the suppressiveness of the American

middle class family, directed both at the old and young.

"Bea. Frank, Ritchie and Joan" by Bologna and Taylor, humorously

portrays an inarticulate Mom and Pop trying to ward off a divorce in the

family.

"I'm Herbert" by Robert Anderson shows that the "memory of the flesh

remains even when the names of marriage partners are long forgotten."

All tickets are $2.00 and are available at Augies in Amherst, Daniels

clothing store in Northampton and at the Box Office. Ticket information

can also be obtained by calling 253-5204.

COMB TO TUB CARB!

This summer plan to swim, sail, surf - and

earn extra college credits. Combine fun & study

on Cape Cod at the Community College's Day &

Evening Summer Program.

Write for catalog to:

Dept. of Cont. Ed., Cape Cod Community

College, W. Barnstable, Ma. 02668

perform at the Campus Center this

Friday, Saturday and Sunday, but

at this point, it appears that his

performances will be cancelled.

Campus Center Director John
Corker was unavailable for com-
ment.

Sweet Pie was trespassed once

before for sunbathing nude in the

Orchard Hill area.

Also on Tuesday, a movie

projector was reported stolen from

Boyden Gym. The room had been

left unlocked, and the value of the

projector was placed at $1,000.

UMass police presently have no
suspects in the larceny.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN IS

STUDENT
JOBS
Rwom - HcMe) - Of

ItTHIA

STUDI

TRANS WORLD

Mau 5" 9

sign

outside the

Index Office
SU 409
Or Call

545-2874

OFF

ALL

JEANS
ALL BRANDS •

JACKETS INCLUDED

at

THOMPSON'
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

OPEN 9-5.30, 8 on Friday

»»« WITH THIS COUPON -——

»

This coupon good for $4.00 towards !

the purchase of ANY one item in our I

Jeans Shop.

j

CLIP & SAVE!

(offer expires May 31, 1975)

I

I

I

I

I

Project Self to sponsor workshops
for women, about women this summer

Project Self is a series of

workshops, by for and about
women, sponsored by
Everywoman's Center at the
University of Massachusetts at

Amherst. This Summer 30 eight

week workshops and three Days

and Weekends are being offered to
area women.

Project Self and Days and
Weekend workshops are designed
to serve as alternative ed-
ucational experiences for women
who simply want to explore some

'

Hungry for a good weekend meal?

Why not try

St. Regis Restaurant

28 Pleasant St., Northampton

Some of the dinners are:

Grilled Sword Fish

Baked Stuffed Shrimp

&
Specialities of the House

Canadian Meat Pie,

Chicken Pie, Beef Steak Pie,

Baked Beans & more.

ALL HOMEMADE!

Open Daily 6-9. r- (v on Sun

Breakfast served at all hours.

skills and experiences with other
women. The workshop atmosphere
is supportive and friendly and the
structure is loose. Project Self rests
firmly on the assumption that the
more we learn and share with other
women, the more we know about
ourselves as women, about our
past and present, and the more we
encourage one another to stretch
into the future, the stronger human
beings we will be. And our
strengths can work to change our
world toward one based on
equality, openness to differences,
and support of all kinds of in-

dividual needs and gifts.

The workshops to be offered this

Summer include a wide spectrum
on exploring skills for living, cultural
identity for women, and personal
and political identity. Some of the
workshops which explore skills for
living are: Bicycle Repairs,
Demystifying Our Cars and Car-
pentry.

In addition to the series of eight
week workshops, Everywoman's
Center is offering two weekend
workshops and one day workshop.
These are: Life Planning and
Creative Outdoor Living Weekends
and Body Work and Movement
Day The cost of these specific

workshops vary and they are
scheduled throughout the summer.

All eight week workshops are
twenty-five dollars and a limited

number of scholarships are
available. Workshops begin the
week of June 23rd and end the
week of August 11th. Registration
is on a mail-in basis from May 19
through June 13. For more in-

formation call or drop by
Everywoman's Center, 506 Goodell
Hall on campus, or call 5-0883 and
we will mail you a brochure of
comqlete listing of summer
workshops.

z^MOC Ctasifitds Pay
- T» ptec. a ctattitied era* ay
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Nlm daw yevr ad it te
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Oa»v *» »•• »»•
Weekly - t M ear »"•
Month'* - • Tt 0»< »M
"Two ••".. on form
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F JR SALE

»i'.i ty.t.ma eawer onto
»a.«nt iMtkwl AC! audio
no eM imnKHOIt teee CoM

m . . Me em
Need O piece to out (Our elentl'

lu, • plant heneer from mo for

47 tO Mod* from roo wood honpt
in dorm window hold, up to 12
plont. CaN V.ca, ot • 0401 or (top
by ond ••• ot JQA 1401

Pair JOl tO speakers niph («

••crone, t OHM 747 0040 K pop
Irving

Mood skis hnde* boots otc HO

Am p. a portpbto coototto »tt

MMM
Domol wofor pih Soars Guar

V4t 4S7S

Fender Bandmaster fa PA Quild
Guitar Lealie 147 DMI Piano TOO
• '40 altar t

F .after 202 receiver BSRtlOturn
2 Utah apaakara «2t0 2t] 1407

Gibson ft lit good cond 4275MM
1 pr Olunda 7X10 binoculars w

laatttar coaa fie cond Call SM
0M1

Sami chopped triumph Bonn 44
rabuilt fufni tic cond Call now
MMMI
Uaad 10 ipaad .acellent cond

R.la.ph MOO 753 7107 K.ap ll.lrij

KIH modal eleven atereo 400
II If

Cabart Oboa Bulla) clarmat Mt
MM
Nikkoimat FTN black body

Mmm 1 4 i ••• tkyl.eM filter lit
ond 1200 or Baal Oflar Susan

S42 4170

Dual 1214 plus ttt Cart 4100
mcl spkrs Ask lor John at I S3t 1

or lv lal

N..d lurmtura lor your apart

mem? Couch and two matching
chairs ona la a rocker Chairs m
good condition Couch liveable 4tO
lakaa all Call 1MMU altar S JO

Fend Must base w hrd shll caea
Esc cond Call Pater 323 4131

4 H7t It Urge and wheels for

Scout »12S 1 882 Hit

Pioneer FM tape plover end
speakers like new Or.g 4140

esking set Call Sandy MO-etTt

Must sail' Kelvinetor
refngeretor 30XttX20 Good
condition 440 or best offer Call

Fllen MS 2300 room 207 between 4

h t Mon thru Friday

Scuba 2 tenks 1 reo lull wet
suit 40 M plus wtt sell in toto

427S 413 t?S tOfO

F JB SALE

Del Being 3 2 cu It 400 MO 1203
7pm

insh Setter AKC female houaa
troken gentle Also femgfa mutt
froa 2*3 0300

t cu It coppertone refrigerator

I acellent condition 100 Call MB
4243

Dual Wit I13t Criterion 4X
speekers 12 4 way tlto 2 la 2t at

emp 43B Tl 7400 cglc 41* Brian
MO 0212

Canon Owners Soligor tO 230mm
14 1 auto lelephotu lens Is cond
hardly used 412* or beat oiler CaNMMM

Tandberg 3300X mint cond 13*0
plus Lloyd M2 tltt

VW Bug "res 4 new and
mounted Four lor siity dollars t
*22t

Kitchen sot 421 7*17337 Esc
cond

vVM 3 spaed bike w baakets
Absolutely perloct 44t DebbieMMM
Crown DC 3O0A with wood esse

List 4070 3 mo old 40(0 MB IBM
days SB4 2037 mtee

Golden Retriever puppies AKC
reg champtonohip stock
Oehghtlui lemily dogs Reedy to
go 1 102 2t7 7020

Olympic Report defuse typ solid
oek shelving endfnev Britennico
M deluse ed All reel cheep! In sic
cond > Cont Steven Rodoleti tel

M2 S1t7

Peneeonic staree tumteb's
receiver end speekers Must sell

Call John SJ0 4001 filler t

AUTO FOR SALE

Pontiec Ceielme tt AT PS PB
'una eacellent 4225 Fred Mt 7000M SJ304

WANT TO STAY IN SCHOOL
Mutt sell 73 Pontiec Grand AM PS
PB AM FM rediels cruise control
Mt SOOt Keep trying

tt Oodge Oert GT Conv Perl
rond Jet 4011

71 Cougar XR7 convertible AM
'M eir 3S1 eng auto 30 000 miles
like new tltSS lirm S27 4SS3

SO Peugeot sunrool needs
bettery end muffler tlOO drives n
away Bob 2S3 7007

tt Chev No beeuty but SUPER
RUNNING Smell t automatic PS
«3M 7S3 7SS7

70 Fiat Coupe wants good home
No 3rd gear 40 mpg tttt M 000
""las 2VJ 7M7

70 Austin America 30 mpg
eacellent runn.nq New tires ttSO
_B"h 2S3 7M7

4 Sale Peugeo' USB 21
''•meE acellent cond Asking 1100
7t3 teoo

M Ford tXl BOB 4 ,o..d rang
wall 123 474S 417S

1971 Oodge Masl Van heavy
duty good condition many extras
Asking 42200 Cell Lon tat TOM
alter tOO

IBM Che, ell. Mellbu I cyt p s

at. vvnl roof MBS Oava 2B3 7200

tt VW Bug good condition
I7S0 00 Call alter t p m Spfld 73t
0072

JADC CbWJtaR
AUTO FOR SALE

VW Bus 1070 t pass S3 000 mi
• •ew 7100 cc engine radial tires

.sceltent cond 1203 0003 or ttt
12 It

t7 Cuda VB 4 spd any reee
oiler Also 4 101X13 tires ttt
Msck MtMtl

tt impale end 2 trs 1 2700
Steve t22S

1072 Audi 100LS St Or,g 23 000
beeuty t32SO Alt t 200 0021
Spring tticker

02 Ford tltO Slave Crimmin
Mi 7 It]

t7 Pont.ac SW cyl. It meg
IJtl or B O Coll Abhey t 0047 or
1014 alter t

tt VW Von new point ,ob need
mech work Boat offer Mt 2BM
Ask lor Dave

Sale t2 VW bus gd bdy mch
cond Csmper Sennet 1 020 0701 73
• ebuilt eg MM

M Corveir convertible Body end
top good needs motor 4100 or b o
»J 7M7

M Volts Bug new paint no rust

demm interior chrome wheels
wide tires, flared lendere 41200 20

mpg Cell Mt 2420

1071 VW Superbeetle term euto
trens rebuilt engine, new shocks.
mulllei Mich redlala Beet offer

2B3 7700

1070 Mueteng Fetbk. ec pa.
a t . eng anc . bodv nds some
work 4008 firm M0 1100

71 Vege like newi JO 000 milee 3

spd M mpg Must sail t110t Bob
7S3 7007

IBM Buick Spaciel 41B0 or beet
offer Call 203 7033

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Honda JOS Sphk 2 npw tiree

*270 Cell M.las Mt 7030

Semi chopped Triumph Bonn 80
w rebuilt engine Is cone Call
now Mt 3031

1072 Honda XL2B0 rag March
1073 3 100 miles like new 4780
Call Joy 280 0040

1073 Hondo MO 4 pull becks
sissy ber custom seat, tl 300 Mt
IBM

72Ksweseki3tO S2 4200 mi SM

Hondo 3MCB 1t71 44M Call Id
eves 3210020

306 Monde 1M7 engine rebuilt

Call M6 22M days

FOR RENT
One bdrm opt lor rent on Sd

bus route tltO per mo util inc . ell

conv Cell Dave MB 7BM

Amh Belch line Furn rm in

house 4t2Mplut Rt t t 1 131
7MOS73

House in Amherst 7 rms quiet
location 4300 plus util Call 763
Mm
Two rooms in pleasant friendly

house Avail tmmed with option
to renew m fall SM 3210

FOR RENT
Amh Nave 1 bdr . w w carpet

dw d'SP tennis Ct swimming
pool Imm Occ No leeee raa 42M
phis util t> sec Cell MB MOJO before

Houaa in Amh ims turn On
bus rta June 1 Cell even and
wkane 0M 2482

Reduced Rent' 2 bdrm Townhs
pool Mt 3820

P-esidentiel 2 bdrm June let

tJlt AC mcl util BM2SM Keep
trying Jim

1 bedroom ept eveil May let on
UMoes bus route 41M Tel 2M
4140

F room lor single lemole student
4M Near UMass Mt 4JM get

town

1 bedrm effic ell util end conv
•deal tor couple or person on bus
no June 1 Sept 1 8M 1M7

Chtltide Specious 2 bedroom
soartm.nt in lovely Sunderlond
Only 41M 4 month includes
utilities pool tennis On bus route
Call Marthe Mt 4172 Aveileble
June 1

Furn room in Norttiempton
house evail June 1 481 end util

Cell Peul SM 0821 eves

WANTED TO RENT h
Couple needs room in house lor

summer with option to renew 263
2482

Visiting faculty Couple 2 tm
children need furn ept or house
pproa Mey 7 June 1 M8 M78 or
MS 38M or write 182 Farview
Amherst

I m looking tor e country home
the! is peeceful co op with some
fine people Rent end utilities not
over 4M or so tor September Call
Joseph 0M 47M

ON CAPE COD lor the summer
Prefer my own room but will

consider sharing Call Joe M8 IBM
after midnite or 2B3-B8M enytime
Leave phone number

Single M feculty. cleen wants
clean apt hea July 76 Aug 10

Cell 2t3 M77

Seek houee or Ig sunny ept in

CONWAY area Refa available Boa
18. Whlietieie. N H OMM

TO SUBLE T

F to share houaa w two other F s

t 1 tot 1 Opt to renew leeee. own
rm near Amh Cl . garden 478
Eleenor 263 3*41 leave no

Two roommates wanted lor
summer months. June through
August Suuire Village Apt On bua
route tM 71 per month If in
loretted cell MB 4781 otter 8 pm

Wented Couple to share 2
bedroom apartment this summer
- t lose fo campus, on bua route
Call Mt 1187 in evenings Keep
trying"

2 rm in 1 bdrm Twnhse 4M moMMM
Two bdrm Twnhea Riverglede

Util mcl e c pool spece evellebie
tor vegetgble ggrdgn 8-1-B-J1
7MB2M No M
Two bdrm Cliffside low rent

June Sept Pertly furn Pool, bus
line 0M MM

Rivglede Tntte 1 bdrm Mead
loommatee for 2 bdrm. Sum w
option tall Mooter bdrm ideel lor

, pi. Tot 4M0 mo mcl util 281

Eosthempton 2 II 2 br ept

June 1 Sept 1 opt to renew 827

M70 t p m on

Own room with 10,

bus route,

f Cell 2M MM
a windows

dry m er

Montegue 4 bdrm country

home lum 42M mo June 1 Beat
I M7 M87 efts- 8

Sublet 2 bdrm lownhouse ept
June 1 Aug 11 on bug rt ewim
mm* pool eir cond lumiehed
option to renew 41M per month
Cell BM 2241

F wanted to share furnished
Rolling Green epi Mey 1 Aug
II Cell 2MM32

June 1 2 bedrm 41M mo
Biendvwine Pondside Opt renew
MB 1M3

Two bdr Brendvwine ept June
Aug Opt renew MS tOM

2 bdr Colonial V.I On bus rt opt
to renew June Aug 41M (mcl
util I pool 2M 0004

Amherst 2 bdrm twnhe apt on
bua rt furmshed cable TV. AC.
pool June August opt to renew
tltO with util 283 32M

Three bedroom specious
spertment m houee Pleaaent ereo
end close to cempus Two porchee
end 4 large yerd Aveileble June 1

to Auguel 31 Rent includes ell

utilities end is negotieble Cell MS
4001 evenings end ssk lor Eileen

Ju Aug 31 Roll Or 2 bdr . util

•ncl 41M 2M 0771 glr cond . pool

43M July Aug Cleen new 2 bed
ept . eir cdn. pool, dishw cloeg
bug. dog cot welcome Opt to
renew MO M87

Two bedrooms ol 4 bedr ept .

rented indiv or together ell util .

bus route negotieble and cheepMMM
Furn 1 brm bua rt.. spproa t

18-8 1 Pool util incl 41MM
Tom 006 3872

With option to renew. 2
bedrooms Brendvwine Apts On
bus route Rent negotieble Cell
Irme SM 1128 June let

2 bdrms in 4 bdrm ept June
Sept Renew 4M furn 1 vt miles to

cempus 2M 8M2

One bdrm et Cliffside pool
tennis Rent negotiable, lower then
going ret. gvgllgblg mid June
thru Aug Option to renew OM
3020

IS Hollieter Apia. 1 bdrms
Option to renew On bus route
Tom or Jim 281 7412

Sublet with option Jung 1

Beeutiful Twnhse 4170 plus BM
3200 Two bedrooms, pool

One bedrm Cliffside Apt Pool.
tennis, bus ell util 41M Mt 4287

Summer rentel. 1 bdrm 41M incl

util Kemina 763 3618

14 bedroom ept furnished a. is

Northampton 4178 SM M77

Apt Fearing St tilt Call BM

Tp tub June Aug 2 bdrm Mi 1
bdrm apt Dishwssher tenfwjo

peel 470 nog ea BM 8M1

June Sept Coioniel Vitlage 2

bdrm on bua line Furn peel 41M
w util n.goi 281 7M7 otter t p m

1 b.dioom Townhouse ept June
1 IP Auguet 11 Option to renew eir

conditioning pool One mile from
campus Rant negotieble CaN BM
1172

Ig bdrm in 4 bdrm II 111 478
mo Util mcl 2MBS21

4 bdrm opt on compue Perty
rm and . bar J Sept 640 0021

MMM
1 new Bdrm. enloy a summer gt

leke Arcgdla 300 yds sway
Balchertown en UMeea bua Nne
pnee negotieble 223 7411

Rent or sublet - one bdrm ept
Puffton June 1 Aug 21 Rant ne*
Csm Mt 1281

Sublet with oetion to renew. I
bdrm Brendvwine mod canv
June 1 Cell BM 8714

2 bdrm twha 8 1 - 8 21 Air
cond dishwsh pool On bus route
pprt turn Cell SM 3M1

Obi bdrm
Cell Si

summer funahd

Gordon epi Rolling Green 2
bdrms June Aug Option to renew
Cheep 2S3 7332

1 bedrm apt with utilities June
Auguet ept t* renew Coioniel
Villege 78] 7BM

Beeutiful townhouee apt
aveileble June Sept with option
to renew J bdrm w w carpeting
e c . ewimming pool luliy modern
kitchen patie ond plenty of ream
to ream CaN MB 8004 evenings

1 bedrm furnished neer bua MB
0M3 after 4

2 bdrm ept . Rolling Organ. June
June loose 1211 par ma incl util

CaN 783 7M3

2 bdrm Brendvwine claaa ta
cameus June Auaust pool neai
to tannlg courts

1 bdrm in 3 bdrm Puffton eat
M8 BIN Air cand - tneiaanefve

1 bdrm w util
.

peel, oat la
renew Col VIM 41M Avail June 1

Cen hove semi furn If wanted 2M
BBSS)

2 bdrm townhouee June 1

Option to renew pool eir cond
carpeted. 2 baths Wooded
beckyerd 1100 a month Call Mt
4M7

"""

4M Et util 1 rms . in co op house
6 m.n from cempua 26) M77

Have it your way" Teke over my
half of Sq VIII Apt Furn or unfurn
eveil May It Pay only lor .In Jl Er

Aug Opt to renew SM 4871 Ask
lor Greg

Townhouse meater bedrm Ideel
lor cple or rmmtos lor sumr Air
cond rent neoot Mt 1140

2 bdrm Cliffside w util 41M
Pool tennis bus. pertly furn . apt
SM22S)

UMass Florence 5 bdrm pert
•urn esc cond I2M mo M Bridee
Rd MS 1M2

*

Twnhse 2 bdrm en but rig All
util pd includea air cend Rent
nog 281 82S2

TO SUBLET

fur.. »75
6330 leoi

01 P ioI tennis
i to rgnew MSrtJB

But mute

1 bdroiifT. Pool
1160 A« rt Junr.
.'So 0B84

yerd .

1 ae>1

busline
• renew

Sublet 3 lidrn. Puff in . Apt June
1 Auu 31 171(1 Call 549 0480

Si *>lei June 1 Sept 1 Oot to
'.".w 1 brdini apt Belchertown
'•n but rajajte lake 323 6213

SPACIOUS TOWNHOUSE 2
I. dr. ii AC |.. .,i ,arrj bua rt Opt
In rr-new S17S 66b 3S61

J" 1 ". Spl 1 7 bd Twnhse
R ii. ng r.ieen AC pool make

• •er S46 SS16

Sublet Juno 1 August 31
Aiittiertf Center 2 large rooms bay
window kitchen bath 4148 plus
lei trie .ty 7S6 8886

Two bdrm apt with uM 4170 a
hi" on bus line June 1 Aug 31
Dpi to renew S46 6333

Sunny lum 3 bdrm apt in hse
il i nlr nl An.h Very spacious
Avail June 1 Sept 1 Cell ?53 3S98

F io there house yard garden
• ear A C Own rm on but rt

Reasonable Call Helen 253 1661
eve

I ue 3 bdrm apt on bus rt June
Aug 4210 Call 256 8435

Cnrv two bedrm apt in country
veiling Furnished S 1 to 9 4173
mcl 549 6164

PRICED TO GO 2 bdrm apt al!

util inc luaunoualy furnished
Sunderland On bus route 665 *T~1

1 bdr apt In Sunderland Opt to
renew Quiet not in complex
Garden spare 1160 mo No pels
S49 643?

Houaa in Amh 6 bedrooms 2
bath June Aug w option 4370
Call 256 8688

4 Jtdroomi Swiss Vil Furn util

mcl on bus Opt to renew Save 4

Call 253 2433

2 br Colonial Vill . 2nd II. and
Avail June 1 256 8348

Sublet lor June Ashlield
house with 3 bdrms and large
studio work space 1225 plug sac
628 3827

2 bdrm apt Cliffside inc util .

pool 1155 June Sept Nitea 665
7047

June August sublet Rant neg
On bus line mcl util Call 666 3494
aft 5

2 bdrm Rolling Grean Summer
Opl to renew Part furn with util

4200 753 2989

TO SUBLET

2 bdrm
253 2641

Twnhouse AC utilities

M75
bus

2 bdrm Cliffside Jun Sep
ncl util Opt to renew P
665 3953

ROOMMATE WANTED
Mf»F i nuple who d like 10 live

together m a dorm nest semester
we do too If we gat together we
an work it out I'equeat room
'U'ther by tea then switch' Call
Mark weekdays a: 546 563?

H ultimata needed now Country
•arm house il vou like gardening
•i walking in the woods this ig the
nlace lor you 466 a month plus
"Mines 367 2613

N A... i, erst Large apt Own
room SI 67 per mo plus utile
Setur dapos Lease until Aug
Tony 549 0699

1 or 2 for pres 0*1 10 mm walk
to campus Summer w option for
•all 52 50 mo 549 4483

? Roommates needed to there air
onditioned master bedroom in
"iwnhouse apt Rent negotiable
• hi summer 549 137?

Frniale qrad 75 or over to share 3
bdrm apt Aug 1 100 tt util On ...it
line Call 549 0063 after Son,

*F0 mo own room V F M A V
Center on but rt Alter 6 00 549
1.981 Available Mrty 1

A,,t to share June 1st East

iaVnliV \
8°""' "'" "~"'m Can

j49 0403 alter 6 p m

RtiafBjmetO w.inted to share 2
'1m. apt 49? 50 per U nl meld On
IM hut line Call 665 4198 after 5
Avail 6 1

F roommate needed for fall to
share spacious house in Amherst
Own rm on bus rt Call 253 3325

Female wanted lor summer
t i.i.o" lor lalll Single or double
room in Brittany Mnr Call 266 0611 .

Cape Cod Looking for 3 people
• o share a house 2 mm walk to
beach, low rant W Vermouth Call
617 358 4863 235 0638

F roommate Hadlav 482 50 mo
586 4156

Female roommates for summer
sublet 3 badrm Rolling Gr Call
256 8363

Cape Cod Own room in houaa
I Falmouth Call John after 6 1

617 548 4197

F roommate wanted lor summer
in cmftble Puffton Apt . across
• rom pool, tennis crts Own room
tmshd or unfrnahd Stop by and
tee enytime 549 1262

Fern senior or grad to share apt
with 2 mala grads 445 par mo plus
1 3 util 504 7M2

ROOMMATE WANTED
Responsible M F roommati

shore furnished 3 brm twnhse
summer and or fall No lease 4100 a

. month Bob ?53 7967

Wanted female roommates to
share e house for the summer m
Harwichport. Mass 4300 Call Man
546 5479

F or M for summer Call 549 0825

1 rm in Amherst Houaa near
UMass 485 par month plus util

Call Carl at ?53 9624 Avail 5 1

? roommates for summer
Presidential Apt 469 par mon aa
ncl util a c d w . bua. can walk
Call 549 4595

1 or 2 lor June 1 4200 plus util

Call Rick 584 7986 Opt to ranaw
Sept

F June 1 to Aug 31 Apt partly
lumished pool dw ac and cor
pating Close to campus Bare 549
1603

June 1 F or rple Pool w w etc
on bus rte Opt to renew 475 253
7307 Keep trying

F own room mcT bath 185 Call
549 1213

Roommate lor May 1 thru June
30 own room only 475 per
month on bus rt Call 256 0259

Need 4 people m f Swigs Village
Apts own rooms 086 par mo
Irom June 1 thru Aug 31 utilities
included

One or two M or F roommates
wanted (or 2 bdrm apt Bran
dvwine N Amharat Jn Ag on
but rte Rent negot 648 6905

2 roommatat wanted Grad
ttudents preferred for summer
with lai option, own room in
Townhouee at Rolling Grean 266
8017 Otnni

Older feminist student looking
lor othert gnd houaa to share
Barbara 756 8668

Two paoola to share hougg adi
to campus Irom 6 1 Own room
549 0720

Belchertown Houta mates
needed ? bdrms avail 480 plug util
323 4578

Cliflside 1 bdrm Sublet June 15
lappl Opt to renew 665 3249

ROOM WANTED
In Cooperativg Hougg in

Shutetbury or Levaratt lor Sep
tember Please call Elaine 253 .963

JADC CtnMkedZ
RIDE WANTED

or vicin Fri Mey
1 ?56 6059 lv

To Norlolk Va
2 Will share

I
message

Desperately need ride for2 to No
Shore area on Fn . Mav2 Call Pater
6 9130

Ride wanted to NYC or North
N J on Thurs night or Fri Call
Mark 546 9775

HELP WANTED
r/te Collmgttn needs people to

staff our new graphics department
The tob emails making up ads on a
. opy camera at wall ag making
headlines lor stories Eacellent
learning eapenence with minimal
linancial rewards Call Kan at 545
3500

Wanted Conscientious man and
woman motivated by love not
money to effect positive spiritual
and social change in the world For
interview call 549 M34 7 12 pm

Live in artitt position available
Access to 16mm film aquipmant
dark rm

. ceramics prmtmaking
facilities Minimal rant for small
apt Free board No salary Sand
resumes to A I R Search Com
mittee Butterfield Hse Univ ol
Mass 31002

< WANTED
I m looking for a country home

that is peaceful co op with some
• me people Rent and utilities not
iver 485 or so for September Call
Joseph 665 4765

BOB STILL WANTS YOUR
AILING OR DECREPIT CAR' Fast 4t
for the hulk 253 7967

Wanted
584 2477

Cheap VW snow tires

F grad naadg 1 bdr apt in
compiei or house for 9 1 Call 253
,5421

Mala mute stud needed immed
lor beaut mined breed bitch Call
263 9329

I want to buy a ugad Teaas Inat
SR 16 Oave 6 9976 Keep trying

Mercedea with
753 5354

diesel 66 69

Two femalet with place to live
on Cape lor summer Prefer
Hyennis 546 6093 Dade or 546 610V
Martha

Townhouse apt to sublet option
to renew Air conditioned, car
peted. dote io campus and on bus
routo 0236 plus utilities per month
Will negotiate rent lor tummer
months if interetted caft 549 0895

PERSONALS

Monaigur E Francoig - Marci
beaucoup pour la D M I'm going to
mitt vou and all your Irigh lovin'. Je
liimt SS

PERSONALS
Thirty five hundred people were

there last veer How about you thlt
I year SCHILT2 A RAMA Saturday
Mav 3 12 noon midnight 610 N
Plaaaant FATE Et LIVE LOBSTER
cruet h contettt lood and other
deiightt Be there lor time of life

Attractive Bitesual female asa
73 seeks the same Wnta to P O
B.a 331 Amhartt Recant photo
and phone pleate

Eniov the quiet country life at
UMett Eacellent food good
company minute from cempua If

vou are interetted lor neat
temester and are famala call Lou
Ann or Carolyn at 263 9086 or 546

13th floor John Adams ig going
co ad Any interetted women
plaata call 6 8766 - •-•789 before
Thurg or nop by anytime

Dear FWFOP Oon t forget ma
Vour rotes will dia Stave

Charter ll.ghts to Europe end
Calif Call Campus Travel 546 0500

What are you doing Friday nitg'
Comg dance to Overnight San
tationt Eugene Field hougg Fn
May 2 9pm to 1 a m Only 50c
admittion ?5c for 12 oi bear

Barnie We mat at Concord I live
m W Newton Want to toe vou
again Plaasa call 9W-0416 or write
Christine

Salisbury Beach Now the
biggatt entertainment center in N
E Rent an apartment now Seaaon
startt Mav 23 for 16 waakt For
• nfo call 1 617 688 7670

MARCIA LUNDRIGAN I have
vour jacket Call Deb 584 5136

Seeking female companion for
eummerfun Mature open minded
B or W woman, cured Write c o
2*0", Welnut St Holyoke Will
answer all letter!

TRAVEL
Charter flights i Europe and

|

i till Call Camput Travel 545 OStV

Save 30 par cant on flight! to
most placet in the U S and Europa
by purchating tickets ahead at
Adventura Travel Call today 549
1256

SERVICES

BOB WILL STILL FIX ANY CAR
RIGHT" No job too small any
make or model 253 7967

n„
P " ,,por, » 'Ob application.

pco
H
.
E
.o
0UT8ACK AUTOMOTIVEREPAIR specializing m Saab and

6i\o" •'"" c,r* C,M Gu * •« **6

Datsun Toyota. Volvo Jaquar
repaired by Ruts Baca Plenty of
asparience and aquipmant Phone
586 1227

SERVICES

Tanmt racket rettringing Good
tob Cheap Call Jan 64

Factory trained BMW mechanic
Work on all foreign cars 2833 7780

Mattega Espartancad maataur
will give full meggege to woman,
men or couplet Raaeonabie ratat
Relet end eniov Wnta John
P O Boa 421 North Amharat

ENTERTAINMENT I
Four hourt of nonttop nogtgigta

end hitt lor only 466 Call Bob the
J 536 6076

MISCELLANEOUS

TAG SALE Children t equip
Eachonge b Bake Sale at Mon
letton School 740 Main St .

Amhartt Sat Mav 3 9 e m 5

Lott Pr silver rimmed gletsas
brn cage Wed Apr 23 Pig call
Mark 546 7611

Mom s writt watch in vie of CCTOC Mon 21 Sant vel Pieeae call
Mark 5M 5086

While h.tchina pr gold rim
tinted glaatea Brng to CC Lott gnd
Found or call 549 8899

Contacts m vellow ceta Call 546
1218

The mott important part of mi
-la Cham ill 112 i.b workbookAND notebook belonging to Jane
Al.nov, Plaata leave in Colhygm*
office with Advartiaing
Secretenes

Small furry aa '<cot colored dog
found in Amh etr on Sat Call 544
8145

AvJTO WORKSHOP

DO IT YOURSELF oo i free
with apace rentai 02 h-
profaational advice Part!
wholesale Laval 1 CC
Garage Mon Fri 3 10 Sat
Sun 12 10

'X.

CALCULATORS

College Calculator! hat all the
antwari I offer low digcount
pneat on all make! and model! o)
calculator! All machines new
with full warranty and more If

your machine malfunction! within
2 month! Ill replace it free' All
line! available. Taaai Intt HP.
Commodore Rockwall and othert
SR SO only 499 M SR 61 only

4159 95 HP 21. only 4119 95
Melcor 536. comparable to the SR
50. only 482 95 Before vou buy
enywhere. call me flrgt and I'll give
vou the beat deal I can Call Bob
Crowed 549 1316
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Truckload
Sale Ever
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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TX-7100

SA-700

List $249.95

SA-8100

List $349.95

s*le $182.00

Lis* $199.95 sale $137.50

TX-8100

List $249.95 sale $168.00

Sale $260.00 I

TX_910°

SA-9100
List sale

$449.95 $331.00

j—Coupon—

-

FMCar 8

--Coupon—';
WATTS
Preencr

$3.50

reg. $4.95

I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
Coupon—*

! Multitester !

$7.95

I
I

I
Iwg. $9.95 •^-,TMj—Coupon—
;

.Eight Track:

| Carrying j

Case
I *«g. $18.95!— $7.49 I

I
I

I

Coupon"
Lafayette j

{Headphones
j

$4.00Save $3.00 I

J

Li*t $349.95 sale $237.50

BSR Automatic Turntables

W/Base Dust
C<w*r, Cart, tu* Sale

310A/X $59 95 $44.00
X2 AX second $10995 *»9 95
710X second $19995 $11"5

ACROSS

1 Pillar

6 Merchandts
ing events

1 1 Uncooked
14 Greek

assembly
15 Spice
16 - V»ie
17 ABIuenose

?WO"1t
19 Coal

container
20 Can

Foolbaii 1

• -Cup
2 1 Mad pei son
22 Mesnwonv

to' silting

2* Metric unit

26E«tracted
27 Cause to

remember
30 Serf
32 Emerged
33 Beaten track

34 Sherbet
37MiHer
3oOb|ect
39 Ram bard
40.Hee
41 Boutiques
42 W Indies

island

43 Cate patrons
45 Exigencies
46 Buccaneer

Sir Henry

48 Unyielding
49 Synthetic

liber

50 Boom
52 Its a Sin to

Tell

56 Application
5? OM.ce

machines
60 Call lor help
6 1 Habitual
62 Nut
63 Abstract

being
64 Garment
65 In harmony 2

words

DOWN
I Tooth
2

Stravinsky

3 Fondness
4 Freshwater

crustacean
5 Owns
6 Hurry
/Choir
member

6 Body pari

9 Stowa
character

10 Voluptuous
1

1

insubordi-
nate

12Fullol
vitality

13 and
dined
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N T
'

'8 0al 44 in past time
23 Sick 45 Magazine
25 • way distribution

street ADD'
26 Smug person 46 T imid person
27 Avatar ol Inlormai

Vishnu 47 Actor
28 God ol love Bean
29 I leel like

•
child

30 Stumbles
31 German Jack
33 Norse god
35 Piece ol

sugai
36 Historic

periods
38 In that case
39 Bishops
4 I Prove valid

2 words
42 Timetable

abbr

IHcoeb
bankrupt

50 Revolved
S i Municipal

map
53 Nuts
54 Asian

kingdom
55 Angio-Saion

slave

58 Canada s

neighbor

Abbr
59 Brazilian tree

By Jim Carson
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Your Birthday Bynun wilder

Q0

MR^ES5e Ĵ ,Mrl^fe66€Mf^f5 ^
mrot^ tkgf?j

~~^

THLRSDAY. MAY I -
Born today, you possess a Ire

mendous amount <»l energy and
a great deal o» determination

and ambition These are l raits

which in combination make it

all but a foregone conclusion

that success will not be denied

you ( in the other hand, thev are

also trails which may make it

extremely difficult lot you to

wait, to lake your time, to put in

the period ol apprenticeship
necessary to really learn the line

points o( your chosen business or

profession Your climb to success

will in the long run be swifter U

you start at the bottom and work
up'

Y<xj have a lanciful imagina
lion and a delightfully explosive

sense of humor Wticn vnu feel

laughter within, there is nothing
that can keep you from express-
ing that laughter with your
voice, your eyes, vour gifleral

demeanor By the same token,

when you experience inner sad
ness. you have a compulsion It

let that sadness be known to the

outside world through tears, sobs
and a general downcast attitude

Such emotionalism protects you
from many of the pitlalls «*t vour
own ambition

You an' an idea man, a pr< >-

By Kris Jackson

..That mr. f*D m dsiidf-

NOT To ROM .M 1176?

njot iwe, r\jet66Kj

C/>

The Best Selling Recievers In Europ
MUUISONIC 2015 15 Watts p/ch. $239.95 ll^.OO
Muuisonic 2020 20Wattsp/ch. $289.95 $209.00

MUUISONIC 2035 30 watts p/ch $399.95 $289-00

Toshiba 12 Digit
Calculators Reg. $69.95
Percentage Key
Also Available w. Square .

Root $79.00

kjow w»t>i "ir? AcR*^,
EQL>»eYnC rV^ Tut L , f OH,

STOCJd-

1%
•

TO J>»WilA»<iro>'On)/»lrV«jftV i n7/i
f

'

Your Choice

$17.00

i

By Gary Trudeau

THE G0t/«TRM».{rXT i pAVi*«*

TCN TYIOdM^ij ft0Cie\

TOlV«TftVOajE-W)H0 ,

aoTBusTtroi

,.«~ I,

»»04.»r

Pioneer Speaker SECONDS [Ml Guaranty]
CSR300
CSR500
CSR700

2 way]
3 way
3 way

$119.00
$169.00
$249.00

$75.00
sale $125.00

$160.00

Veil, MARK.

i
ouRsewesso

\ MUCH LAST
I YEAZJiCJUST
° THOUGHTm>
ZC0MBA6AIN'

AFTBR.

ALL.UHD
HASTIMB
vmmfor
EVGRY
FIFTH?!,

SO MUCH
VREMOi- REMEMBER
BER! SO UHENWUANDTHE
MICH TO FELLOWS ROmP
REUVBI AGAINST HARVARD

1 IN 19?!

00 I REMEMBER?!
00 I REMEMBER?'
OH, LACEY, COULO
A MAN EVER, ROKr
6EJ SUCH A PAY?'

I

SIR0&I SIKHS'

jHfifS IT, LADS!

fJJJS/ HOUHANP-
SfRXZ SOME HE

LOOKEPi

(SfffcJ/a^^

PI \\l I s

Creative Speakers
2 way] $109.95
2 way] $89.95

ADC XT-9 [3 way] $90.00

Sale

$49.95
$39.95
$54.00 SUPEREX

•**• +*,*** }&B3iHL
ftonT «85 *45.(

«h3 '40 »28.(

r*'?^ «6a *38.(

X

'^SG9
t
Z JO&T LOST THE

WOST BCAUTlFUL T«9UT
YOV EVER SAW

MOKlCOlisJ^ WHERE
\rMERe YOU FisHirMcf'

r

/i yuu\iA[/m\
Phono SystemW/Speakers
Reg. $89.95 Sale $69.95

J

PISHlNe.? WHO'S FfSH(Nt3p
THE MO &CDD ^O-VO-SO RA^
OFF WITH A WALL-erBD R<E .'

J r<s

Q"

^4</

By Brant Parker & Johnny Hart

OJO
549-1105. 1 east pleasant st. Amherst

Q

<
N

... X VV|«SH -fc? &TAT& THIS
H& WAI.K&1? IrJTZ? /

51

moter You Iciow how to plan.

ho«- to direct rubers 'n earning
iiui \our plans You are a trou

bl»>-spotter abk' to see where
difficult u«. will ai ise well before
lhv> do. able to loretell the
lutun' through the judicious ap
plicalion to present situations

and circumstanci^ uf knm\ ledge
gained thuiugh both tnt»'lle»lual

and emotional responses

To find H lial is in store lor you
tomorrow, sck-ct Mar birthday
and read the corresponding
paragraph U1 your birthdas
star be your dail\ guide

* * *r

Friday. Mat 2

TAL'Rl S i April 2l>May 20i -
Take >tmr own s«Hl tnten-vt into

deepest consideration when
making decisions today Don t

play the martvr unk-ss voure
really willing to lose

t.KMIM iMay 21 June 201 -
Cooperate with others on the
employment seem- and you
should he able to sir present
projects ol long standing
through to successful comple-
tion

CANCER (June 21 JulyW -
Success comes today for the
Cancer with a knack for busing
and selling Make an effort to

balance your own personal
budget by day s end
LEO (July 23-Aug 22> -You

can gain much by talking
another into sharing his ex-

periences with you There is little

to gain by insisting on going it

alone in the afternoon

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22> -
Keep dealings on a friendship
basis, even though they may
have a business origin This is no

lime Id overlook personal nbliga

tioas to others

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22' -
You should have time for
pleasure during evening hours
I'ntil then, keep nose to the

grindstone and shoulder to the
wheel'

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 2I» -
Keep dealings with others on the
light side Though working
toward serious goals, you will

find that smiles gam you more
than tensions

SAGITTARILS (Nov 22
Dec^ 21 1

- If you are wise, you
will keep from straying too far
from the home front today Keep
vour involvements well within
the limits of vour patience
CAPRK'ORN (Dec 22 Jan

19' -You mav need to give
some quick and serious attention

to personal relationships on the
employment scene Jealousy
among co-workers causes ten-

sion

AQl ARILS (Jan 2U-Feb 18>

- You can gain as much through
the exertion of your personality

upon present difficulties as you
can through the application of

knowledge

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20> -
If you can charm another into

doing your budding, so much the

better Otherwise, you may find

that you ha- e many promises to

keep

ARIES (March 21 April 19) -
It is the early bird that catches

the worm this morning Turn
your attention as soon in the dav

as possible to achieving vour

goal

< ».'%»» ten I net.1 r< .«• .. nb .» v.

notices

ANDROMEDA STRAIN
Will come to UMass tomorrow night 8t Mahar Aud

at 6:30. 9. and 11:30. Get infected for only a small fee.
ATTENTION ALL FRESHMEN PRE NURSING
MAJORS

There will be a meeting for all students interested in

admission to the Div. of Nursing. Wed., 4-30. 2:30,
Goessman 151 and Thurs.. 5-1. 9:30 a.m., Marstori
118. The purpose of this meeting is to provide
counselling for pre registration and inform all students
of the changes in the nursing program. Attendance is

imperative - please be there on either day.
BICYCLE CLUB MEETING

Tonight, 730. CC 172, last of the semester
Discussion of future plans. Slides of our East
Bndgewater trip.

BICYCLE CLUB RIDE
Today. 1 p.m., leaving from in front of the Student

Union Help us celebrate Bicycle Week.
COALITION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
A brief meeting will be held tonrte at 5:30 in the

office to plan the retreat and discuss other topics
ECKANKAR. THE ANCIENT SCIENCE OF SOUL
TRAVEL
There will be a class discussion on Soul Travel

theory and practice tonrte. 7:30, 901 CC Anyone
interested in finding out more about Soul Travel is

invited to attend.

ENERGY LECTURE
Prof William Heronemus will lecture on "Alternate

Energy Sources", tonite in Thompson 102 at 7 00
FIRST AID WORKSHOP

This is a very helpful and important chance to
review and learn all your firet aid skills. It's good to
know what to do when the time comes. Show up at 7
o m.. 169 CC
cOLKSINGERS NEEDED
For Coffee House. Sat.. 5-3. 5th floor lounge

George Washington. Please call 6-8937 for time slot
3AY RITES FOR SPRING 75
The Student Homophile League announces the 5th

innual Gay Festival to-be held May 2-3-4. May 2:
dance to LiLrth. Worcester DC 9:00. May 3: dance to
the Deadly Nightshade. CCA 'at 9:00
JS UNDERGRAD MEETING

Meeting will be held Thurs. night in CC 806 at 7:30
p.m. to discuss curriculum revision and workshops
MAY DAY
SDT invites everyone to celebrate Spring by buying

flowers on the CC Concourse today. All proceeds go
to the Jimmy Fund.
MOTORCYCLISTS

For those inexperienced or unconfident trail rides,
there will be a special ride this weekend. Learn some
great trails, improve your riding. Also, have a ride for
the more experienced. Call 253-9891
PRE MEDS

Tonite. Peter J. Krokidas. MO will speak at 7:15,
165 CC. He is an eye physician and surgeon. All are.
welcome. '

PROGRAM COUNCIL MUSIC COMM.
Entire committee meeting tonite, 5-1, at 7:30 in 113

CC. Coordinators of sub-committees will be con-
ducting workshops for quickly approaching concert
SCHOOL OF ED. UNDERGRADS

Important meeting on Monday, 5-5, at 7:00 in 182
CC to discuss the formation of committees for the
School of Ed. Undergrad Community Organization.
For more info call Jeanne at 549-1312.
SHAB

The Health Advisory Board will meet today at 4:30
in 804 CC. Elections are coming up soon so keep it in

mind.

SOUTHWEST MAYDAY
Today Moore and Cance will present a free concert.

There will be beer and boogie with "Some of My Best
Friends" right in front of Moore House from 1-8 p m.
If rain, it will be in SUB.
THIRD CRICKET PRACTICE

Cricket practice a bit earlier this week, at 12 noon,
below Southwest; and we now have wicketkeeping
gloves'

THIRD WORLD PSE PRESENTS WORKSHOP
Entitled "Human Sexuality as Experienced Through

the Sense" - Sat , 5-3 at 101 CC Time: 1-5 p.m
FOUND
A set of car keys in black case on walkway between

Lot 44 and Quad, on 4-14 Call Nancy 546-5480.
anytime.

FOUND
Jacknife on CC Concourse. Call 543-5303

identify.

FOUND
James D. Mclver,

Bluewall. See one
Coflegmn

to

we found your UMass ID at the
of the Ad Secretaries at the

*
«
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JV batsmen soar;

improve record to 12-1
By TONY CHAVES

Coach Jeff McKay was not ready to compare his JV team to the 1927

Yankees, but yesterday the Minutemen played like the old time Yanks as

they took a double-header from AJ.C.

The first game (a 2-1 squeaker) was the continuation of a one-all, eleven

inning tie that the two teams were unable to complete a week ago. The
second game was a total rout as the JV's pounded out ten runs to AJ.C.'s

two.

A. I.C. looked like it would win the game when UMass' right fielder Tom
Shilale lost a fly ball in the sun for a triple with only one out. Chris Kirby,

who started the game, was able to pitch out of the jam, though, with some
fine defensive plays by his catcher, Mike MacLoughlin. In the bottom of

the twelfth, UMass quickly put together a triple by Shilale and a single by

Kevin Finucane to win it.

In the second game, Kirby starting again looked like Sandy Koufax while

fanning six batters before running out of juice in the fourth. He was well

ahead though as his mates were busy tallying two home runs, two triples,

and two doubles. Bill Hendy led the team offensively with three hits in four

times up.

Charlie Johnson, the Minutemen's gagster, had his moment too. After

striking out in the first, he was complaining about his inability to hit the

A. I.C. pitcher. On his next at bat, of course, he hit a home run to deep
center field.

By the end of the game, the Minutemen were hitting the ball so hard that

Tom Nigro was walking around exhibiting a ball that felt like a sponge and
the A. I.C. centerfielder was playing so deep that the fans were looking for

him with binoculars.

After the game, McKay had only one comment, "We're just great, that's

all!"

The JV record is now 12 and 1

Stickwomen romp, 10-2

3
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Junior varsity lacrosse team brushes Brown
"It *,.,,. *« *._ »1 4.J *..j_ • ... _ . _

women's crew is rarely fun and games. When the club members aren t com
peting, they're busy moving boats in and out off the water. The women are co

captained by Debbie Kirchmer and Joanna Andreas.

Geraghty - jumping's his game

By RON ARENA
The women's lacrosse club, in

their most impressive display of the

season yesterday, routed Smith

College in a 10-2 upset at Smith.

The Smith clan, which had been

regarded as the toughest foe on the

Minutewomen schedule, was
completely overwhelmed by

UMass, and trailed at halftime 6-1.

Propelled by Elaine Senosk's four

goals, the offense ruled Smith's

defense to the point where the

visitors adopted the role of

spectators. "Some of our plays

were so pretty that the defense just

stood around and watched us. We
were passing really well", claimed

player-coach Lori Nazar.

In support of Senosk's output,

Evie Sneeden, who seems to score

in every game, added two goals.

Another high-scorer, Sally Boy

chipped in with a tally, as did Judy

Kennedy and Laurie Rnn-o

Goaltender Mary Murray also

enjoyed a fine game for UMass.

Last Saturday, the women were

invited to Stoneleigh for a game, as

it was Parent's day at the host

school. If Stoneleigh had visions of

impressing their parents, they

chose the wrong sport, as the

Minutewomen earned an 8-0

shutout.

Star of the game honors went to

goalie Karen James. Noted Nazar,

"Once our goalies get confident,

they have the skill to stop

everything. After they let up a goal,

they tend to get nervous."

James offered the best solution

to that theory by never letting up

that first goal.

Tomorrow, in a continuation of

their busy schedule, UMass hosts

Springfield College. The B-team

plays a 3:00 p.m. contest, with the

A-game immediately following at

a no

Perry five-hits Sox

By MIKE BERGER
For a long and triple jumper, the

indoor track facilities here at UMass
are comparable to the number of

Red Sox pennants — few or none.

So outdoor track is where guys like

senior tri captain Mike Geraghty

get to show their wares. And given

the chance, Mike is certainly

proving that given proper facilities,

he is one of New England's top

triple and long jumpers.

What is most impressive about

Geraghty is his rate of improvement
in each of his 4 years here. Perhaps

one of the reasons he was chosen
tn captain is his great attitude

toward working hard and improving

in his event despite nagging knee

injuries and lack of proper facilities

in the winter.

Geraghty came from Hingham
High School with an average of 20

feet in the long jump and a high of

44-2 in the triple jump. Those ef-

forts were good enough for second
place in Class B of the state high

school championships.

In indoor track, Geraghty did not

have the proper facilities to train

adequately. Unlike several Yankee
Conference schools such as

UConn, Maine, and New Hamp-

BOSTON \UPI\ - Boog Powell

drove in three runs and Gaylord

Perry tossed a five- hitter Wed-

nesday night to lift the Cleveland

Indians to an 8-1 victory over the

Boston Red Sox.

Powell singled home a run in the

third and rapped his> fourth homer

of the season into the centerfield

bleachers with George Hendrick

aboard in the fifth as Cleveland

took a 7-0 lead. Hendrick had three

hits and two runs batted in on the

evening.

Perry, now 14-1 lifetime against

Boston, struck out eight to move
into 13th place on the all-time list

with 2,337. He now is 4-2 on the

year.

The Indians scored two unearned

runs in the first inning off luis

Tiant. Lead-off batter John
Lowenstein reached on an error,

Frank Duffy singled and Lowen

stein scored on Hendricks roller in

front of the plate. Charlie Spikes

singled to score Durfy.

Cleveland built the lead to 5-0

with three more runs in the third

and Powell sealed the game with

his 400-foot drive two innings later.

Boston's only run came in the fifth

on a Dwight Evans single after a hit

by Doug Griffin and a walk to

Bernie Carbo. Cleveland added a

run in the eighth.

In other baseball action, the

Chicago Cubs put an end to the

New York Mets winning ways.

Bill Madlock's two-run homer

and Manny Trillo's two-run double

highlighted a five-run first inning to

spark a 7-4 triumph over the Mets,

ending a seven game New York

winning streak.

The win, fifth in the last six

games for the Cubs, stopped the

Mets string that equalled a previous

Chicago streak that was the longest

in the majors this season.

All of Chicago's runs came off

Jon Matlack, losing for the second

time in four decisions.

It's do or die;

Habs down 2-0

MONTREAL [UPI\ - It's do or

virtually die for the Montreal

Canadiens Thursday night in the

third game of their Stanley Cup
semifinal series against the Buffalo

Sabres.

The Canadiens returned home
Tuesday night following their 4-2

loss to the Sabres, leaving them
down 2-0 in the best-of-seven

series.

"Tomorrow's it," said Montreal

Coach Scotty Bowman after an

hour long practice Wednesday.

Your Spring Sport Center

Baseball and

Softball Equipment

Gloves by: Wilson, Spaulding, MacGregor,
Rawling and Reach.

Baseball shoes by: Spot Built and Brook.

32 Main St.

Northampton
584-3620

shire, UMass does not have an

indoor track facility or in Geraghty's

case, jumping pits. During the

winter, the senior jumper can only

work on building up his leg strength

by working out with weights and
running up flights of stairs. Ac-

cording to Geraghty, "The only

time I got to really practice the total

event (spring and takeoff) is in a

meet."

Perhaps the following quote
reflects Mike's desire to improve,

which has made him one of the

steadiest point getters on the in-

door and outdoor teams. "We can't

relax and say we have the Yankee
Conference sewed up, because the

competition gets tougher and

tougher as the season gets along.

That's why we have to work just as

hard in the end as we do in the

beginning."

*•••••••••*•**•••
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LANDRY'S MARKET
The Oldest Grocery inAmherst

10% DISCOUNTONALLWINES
Prices Effective S 1 to S 4

All Beer — Warm or Cold

Budwoiser

Munich
Ballanttne Ale
Hemeken
Guiness Stout

Ice

SI. 39, 6 Pak,
6 pak 99

6 pak l 29

6 pak 3 25

•l pak 2 45

Case S5 55

Case 3 95

Case 4 95

Case 12 95

Case 14 .00

Cabot's Triple Score Butter
Cabot's Vermont Cheddar Cheese
Vermont Fresh Milk
Bee* Liver

Slab Bacon
Breakfast Sausage

Lrtluce

Tom.itors

Cukis

Open 8 9, Mon. Thurs., 8 11,

10 lb bag. SO

lb 89

lb 1 49

' ?qal 72, gal. 1.43

lb 59

lb 1.09

lb 99

3 heads. SI 00

4 per pak. ?9c

1 lor ?5c

Fri.&Sat. 10-3, Sun. (No Beer)

711 Main St. Amherst 253-53K7
On the Belchertown Bus Route"

Coach Russ Kidd.

Gene Hardiman has one of his shots deflected by a defender. Hardiman and the
Gorillas hope to be as successful against Brown next week as the JV stickers were
yesterday. They JV's nipped Brown 11-10.

TWO INFLA TION FIGHTING
TENNIS PACKAGES
YOU CAN AFFORD

* For ft* Novice:
DUftOfPRESTRUNG RACKET
DUN10F COVER
0UN10P PRESS

CANOFBAUS
Rag. Price $22. 10

* For tfce Better Player:
DUNIOP MAX PlY FORT
DUNIOP COVER
DUNIOP PRESS

DUNLOP BALLS

STRINGING

Re«. Price $54.10

Pkf Priw $ H t$

P»9- Price $45.00

IpitH? of Hals!?
32 M&in frtmt

Amfrrat. alaaaaxtpiartta 01003

AMERICAN
PARTS

AUTO
PARTS

I

OFFERS EXPIRE MAY 31. 1975

SAVE '14.

*«*#
SK TOOL SPECIALS

SAVE '34.10

ui*4rti

) 4915 9

15 pc 1/4"dn»eSK Sock
et Set 1 1 sockets, spinner
handle. SK ratchet. 2 ex
tensions. Steel case

45.98
30.S3 if told separately

.

SAVE '12.64

21 pc. 3/8" dnve~S K Sock
et Set. 9 standard & 8 deep
sockets, SK ratchet. 2 ex
tensions, universal |omt
Steel case n,. 4571 1

'28.98
*€3.Mif sold separately

no 1 707 9

7 pc. SK Combination
Wrench Sat-1/4" thru
5/8" Vinyl pouch.

'10.59
23.23 if sold separately

And stop safely every
time with Wagner brake
parts. Wagner parts have
been tested in billions
of over the road miles
as well as in the labora-
tory. That's why. when
a Wagner brake part
comes out of the box,
you can be sure of its

reliability.

.«*<•

13

Stf^ A

Tiger Rag
Use like a chamois Use wet or damp
Highly absorbent, lintless synthetic
cleaner & polisher, drys fast, stays

[soft 2VS sq.ft. reg $3 1

4

SPRING CLEAN-UP SPECIALS BY AMERICAN PARTS

Professional Sponge '1.00 Mmi Bu« Soonee 55* *£*?
3 Strong, durable cellulose njWil Dug OfrWIge 99 <•»

B i oo Holds 60% more water
than other types. Wet pack
in plastic bag 7 V'x5%"«2'
reg $1 40

'rMFESSMMl
PCISONNCl

TO ASSIST YOU

SHOP WHIN
THE PROS SHOP

Strong nylon
removes bugs, road dim

Easily no
13 9892

splash on windshields and
headlights

13 6111

reg 884

Wash Mitt '1.03
Superior quality, heavy I

duty cotton for xtra
long wear Full si*e for

|

comfort and speed.
no 13 94?4 reg. $1.72

J

Visit your American
Parts Store today for
Wagner Brake Kits
and 100,000 other fine
automotive parts.

|AfvirniCAP. r»Anr',
• a •

ALLIED MOTOR PARTS

319 Main St. Amherst

Hs :

1 a
" Th« b«st insurance

gainst trouble)

on wheel*."

"It has to be the biggest win since I've been here.

"

By BILL EDELSTEIN
The UMass junior varsity lacrosse team edged Brown, 11-10. yesterday

at Brown, behind Wally "Putter" Goodwin's four goals and the stellar
netminding of Jim Kenney.

Late in the third quarter, with the tally knotted at seven, Larry Heaton
flung one in for the mini-gorrillas (chimps) to finish off a fast break. The
marker put UMass ahead to stay and ended third period scoring. The two
teams then netted three goals apiece in the fourth stanza to account for
the final score.

The chimps had stormed off to a 7-1 halftime advantage, but Brown
opened the third quarter with some fire of its own, in the form of six
straight goals to produce the 7-7 tie.

"We came out smoking in the first half," said coach Kidd. but they
(Brown) got every face-off in the third period and just kep pumping them
in."

It was obviously time for a change of face-off folks, since the people on
the field were continually dropping their draws (sorry about that lacrosse
fans) and Kidd, the head chimp, spotted this immediately.

"I put Pat Grant, face-off specialist, and he won five key draws in a
row." One of those was culminated by Heaton's fast break, Moe Mentum
swinger.

Goodwin added three assists to his four goals in his first game at the
attack position and made coach Kidd into an unequivocal genius with his
performance.

Paul "Pit" Martin garnered three tallies and an assist, while Heaton's
two goals and one help-out, Mike Gongus' couple of markers rounded out
the UMass scoring. Les Wade contributed three assists and coach Kidd
deemed him responsible for many a fast break, chimp goal.
CHIMP CHATTER - The Minutemen were assessed nine personal fouls

to Brown's three.. .coincidentally Brown was the home team.. ."Our man-
down defense played extremely well," lauded the UMass JV men-
tor... goaltender, Kenney regained his senses after the third quarter sh-=»ll-

| shocking and once again became tougher than a hippotamus in heat to

I help keep the chimps ahead the rest of the way.. .the JV's next contest is

I
away, against Mount Herman on Friday... "I don't expect much opposition

jj
from them," predicted Kidd.. .The game with Amherst on Tuesday, May 6,
has been rescheduled for Thursday, May 8...The chimps record is now 4-t!

Owls stop softballers
By GREG LEVINS

The UMass varsity Softball team
after leading 4-0 for the first three
and a half innings, dropped a
disappointing 9-4 decision to the
Southern Connecticut State
College.

The Minutewomen rallied in the
third inning sending nine players to

the plate and scoring all four of
their runs. Carolyn Shea started
things rolling by reaching second
base on a throwing error. After
Nancy Anderson sacrificed her
along to third, Cheryl Meliones
drilled a single to left field for the
initial run. Sandy Lunt was next in

line and reached first on an error
with Meliones stopping at second.
After a force out Lu Ann Fletcher
clouted a mammoth three run
homer to deep left field. Karen
Dolphin kept things alive with a
single to center, but following a
walk to co-captain Chris Basile,

Nancy Barry filed out retiring the
side.

Southern Conneticut began their

comeback in the fourth inning

when they tallied three runs.

Carolyn Shea preserved the lead by
gunning down the tying run at the
plate with a bullet from right field.

Control problems began to
plague UMass hurler, Fletcher in

the fifth inning. After walking the
bases full, Fletcher whiffed Mary
Wasi and it seemed she was back in

the groove. But former UMass
basketball and softbali star Jenny
Edminster rapped a single to drive
in the tying run. Fletcher worked
her way out of the jam by getting
the next to batters to ground out.

In the sixth. Southern put four
more runs across to send the game
out of reach. With runners on
second and third and one out the
Owls sent a pinch hitter up to bat
for their pitcher. She responded by
lashing a sizzling grounder that

went right through shortstop
Sandy Lunt for two runs. Fletcher
walked the next two batters to load
the bases for Edminster. Once
again she hurt her former team-
mates by singling home two more
runs. Fletcher got the next two
batters on strikes to end the inning.

O'Brien named NBA boss
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Lawrence

F. O'Brien, Post Master General
under Lyndon B. Johnson, was
officially confirmed today as
commissioner of the National
Basketball Association.

The 57-year-old politician and
author, who has no background in

basketball except as self-confessed
fan of the Boston Celtics, will

succeed outgoing President Walter
Kennedy June 1. The appointment
of O'Brien culminates a two-year

search by the NBA Board of
Governors to find Kennedy's
successor.

Although terms of the contract
were not announced, it was
speculated that O'Brien would be
paid $150,000 a year for a three-
year term.

O'Brien is only the third person to
head the NBA. Maurice Podoloff
served as commissioner from 1946
to 1963, at which time he was
replaced by Kennedy.

1
I

South China Restaurant
'

The Finest Oriental & Polynesian
Food In This Area Served At

)• We prepare all your favorite foods and tropical drinks just the way I

I

you like. .

I Everything on the menu can be ordered to take out. I

! Make Graduation A Vary Special Celebration
J

| - C$0 Haw fat Reservations. j

I I

I Open for special luncheon menu, 1 1 :30 a.m. 3 p.m. (except Sun. & I

holidays)

| Open Daily til 10 p.m. Fri. A Sat. til 1 a.m. |
Route? AMHERST, MASS. 256-0251 |

L . ' 4 • * » .
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Mittmen bumble away ballgame, 8-3
By BILL DOYLE

Second-guessers had a field day
as Springfield College used three
home runs to drub the UMass
varsity batsmen, 8-3, yesterday at

Earl Lorden Field.

The most questionable play came
in Springfield's half of the third

inning, when the visitors went
ahead to stay. UMass starter and
loser, Craig Allegrezza, gave up a
single, walk and double to tie the
score and put Springfield runners
on second and third with one out.

With Steve Matthew up, and first

base open, coach Dick Bergquist
disdained the intentional walk and
allowed Allegrezza to pitch to

Springfield's top hitter despite the
fact that Matthew was a lefty batter

and a .239 right handed hitter was
due next. Matthew then proceeded
to hit the first pitch over the fence
in right-center for a three run homer
to send Springfield on to victory.

Bergquist used this strategy even

though he had ordered an in-

tentional walk ( o Phil Elhage) with
first base open the previous inning.

"You can second guess me,"
said the UMass mentor, "but I

didn't have Matthew walked
because he hasn't hit us in the past
and I don't usually order many
intentional walks. I had Elhage
walked because he usually hits us
pretty good."
Another play that had fans

shaking their heads was a first

inning home run hit by Springfield's

Vaughn Smith on an 0-2 pitch.

"Craig tried to throw the pitch
high and tight but he got it over the
plate and Smith creamed it,"

Bergquist explained. "No excuses
for those hits on 0-2 pitches. They
also got a single and a double with
two strikes and no balls on them."
At least one other play gave the

Monday Morning Quarterbacks of

baseball a chance to second-guess
UMass. With the score 7-2 in the
bottom of the sixth, the Minutemen

had runners on first and third with
one out. Jerry Mondalto hit a

grounder to third which resulted in

a force at second base, but Mike
Koperniak, the runner at third, cost

UMass a tally when he broke late

for the plate. Koperniak managed
to scramble back to third, just

beating the throw from the catcher,

but he dislocated the little finger on
his right hand and was forced to

leave the game. His replacement,
Joe Marzilli, was left stranded at

third when Allegrezza struck out.

Coach Bergquist reluctantly
admitted that Koperniak should
have scored. "They were going for

the double-play and the correct
play would have been to break for

the plate as soon as the ball was
hit," the coach said. Koperniak
could miss Saturday's double
header because of the injury.

Down one to nothing because of
Smith's home run, UMass came
back in its half of the first inning
with two runs to take the lead. Al

Staff Photos by Jay Saret

Hitting and pitching
are the fundamentals of
baseball. Both of these
facets of the grand old
game escaped the
UMass baseball squad
yesterday, however, as
the Minutemen dropped
one game (8-3) and a
few balls on their way to
an error laden loss to
Springfield College.

Golf squad returns to Stow;
seeks Mass state title

By RON ARENA
Confidence is one of those words

commonly associated with sports,
yet no one can accurately define
the concept behind it. In con-
junction with momentum (and
what is momentum?), confidence

supposedly reacts as the major
catalyst in a winning team.
Philosophers spend lightyears in
offering theories of the word, and
one can easily picture Johnny
Carson, turban and all, stating
"confidence is ...".

Linkman Tom Toski follows through on a wood shot.

I offer no Aristotelian definitions

of confidence, but substitute an
example instead. Are you ready?

Confidence is "expecting to win
when you don't even know who
your opponents will be." (Carson
never would have thought of that

one.)

But the UMass golf team finds
itself in that predictament today in

the Mass State Tournament at

Stow C.C. Seventeen teams will

participate in the affair, and if the
friendly confines of Stow
(remember the YanCons?) prove as
hospitable as last week, the
Minutemen may very well capture
the tourney. (No, if they win, it

won't count as sixteen victories in

the win column.)

1 he last time the best four scores
were used for UMass was last fall in
the New Englands. UMass romped
by more than 20 strokes with a 303
score. If the best four were added in

last Friday's YanCons, the linksters
would have had a 301.

In this area, 999 times out of 1000
(add another nine if you want), a
301 will win. Coach Gaudette
realistically knows that "it'll be
difficult to duplicate that score."
But he is hoping for a 310, which
should probably earn them the
victory. One advantage, of course,
is that UMass has played the course
just last week.

Lopriore led off with a screeching
triple over the center fielder's head
and scored on a sacrifice fly by
Koperniak. John Seed then singled

up the middle, went to second on a
grounder, and scored on
Allegrezza's single through the
shortstop hole.

By giving up two runs in the first,

Springfield starter George Ross
doubled the amount of earned runs
that he had allowed for the entire

season. In 32 previous innings, he
had an ERA of 0.56, the third

highest in the nation.

After Allegrezza's run scoring
single, Ross set down the 13 of the
next 14 batters. He allowed a walk
to Jim Cullen during that stretch
but Cullen was out stealing.

UMass scored its final fun in the
sixth when Steve Wright hit a high
drive over the leftfield wall.

John McManus relieved
Allegrezza at the start of the fourth
inning and set down Springfield on
only one earned run during his five

inning stint. He also gave up an
unearned run in the fourth when
Jim Cullen fielded a two out
grounder, stumbled trying to tag

second, and received an error when
his throw to second was dropped
by Koperniak's bare hand, allowing

a run to score from second base.

Springfield scores its final run on
Kevin Keith's mammoth home run
to right off reliever Rich Kelly.

CHANGE-UPS: Koperniak had a
ball explode at his feet for his ninth

error of the season ... Cullen's

miscue was his tenth ... Coming
into yesterday's game, Springfield

had a team batting average of .217

with five homers ... the Chiefs hit

three homers off UMass pitching ...

Matthew's home run was only the
second of his college career and he
has hit both off Allegrezza at Earl

Lorden Field ... Ross is now 5-0 and
Allegrezza is 3-3 ... Springfield's

record improves to 13-2 while
UMass' drops to 7-13.

Hayes, Chenier deadly
as Bullets maul Celtics
LANDOVER, Md. \UPI] - Elvin Hayes and Phil Chenier whipsawed the

defending champion Boston Celtics with a combined total of 54 points
Wednesday night to carry the Washington Bullets to a 1 17-92 victory and a
2-0 edge in their NBC playoff series.

The Bullets took an 11 -point lead in the first quarter of the second game
of the best-of-seven series for the Eastern Conference Championship and
never let the Celtics get back in the contest as Hayes wound up with 29
points and Chenier with 25 before fouling out.
When Chenier encountered foul trouble midway in the third period Nick

Weatherspoon came off the bench to take up the scoring slack and keep
the Bullets comfortably in front. The second-year Washington player
finished with 18 points, 10 of them in the last quarter.
Don Nelson was high for Boston with 23.
Before a sellout hometown crowd of 19,059, the Bullets took command

late in the opening period as Chenier produced 12 points to boost them to
a 31-20 lead.

Hayes sanks a pair of free throws and got a layup after a steal in the final
seconds of the period to key an eight-point Bullets' surge that gave them
their big advantage.

Hayes, matched against the Celtics' Dave Cowens, began clicking in the
second quarter as Boston, the defending NBA champion, tried to catch up

Just before the half, Boston's John Havlicek fouled Chenier and was
called for a technical foul. Chenier converted all three free throws to propel
Washington to a 60-44 advantage at intermission. At that point the Celtics
had shot only 34 per cent from the field.

Inside Sports

>JV stickmen edge Brown
Softballers drop contest
Geraghty - top trackman
Sox succumb to Perry

inside: Men's Liberation,

Abortion, Tommy, the arts

or 16 pages in 12

Cruising

with the

by Bruce Frederick
and Roberta Martone

(INTRO)
The UMass Department of

Public Safety runs a program
known as the Ride-A Long through

which interested parties can ride in

a cruiser for a shift, and see police

work first hand. Collegian report-

ers Roberta Martone and Bruce
Frederick took advantage of this

program and rode the 3-11 shift on

April 21 and 24, respectively. The
following is an account of those

rides, plus observations made
during their regular assignment as

Collegian Police reporters. On
neither night did anything ex-

ceptionally "exciting" happen, but

this is important in itself, since so

much of police work is routine and
dull.

5-4-75 — Frederick

The shift starts at three in the

afternoon. The cops going off duty
mingle with those coming on, and
gradually the 3 to 11 people head
downstairs to roll call. No Adam 12

spit and polish here. The room

UMPD
looks like a classroom; was a
classroom before Dickinson Hall
became H.Q. Three cops and three
I.P.M.'s (Men in green) slumped
casually in lecture hall desks.
Looks like a discussion group in

uniform. At a typical instructor's

desk sits Sergeant Richard Grad
er. He actually looks more like a
professor than a cop. (Sorry, Dick,
but ...)

Assignments are given — Ray
Marrero, District 1 (Southwest);
Eliot Kabachnick, a UMass grad of

74 gets District 2 (South of N.
Pleasant); Jon Schmitter gets a
Collegian reporter and District 3

(North of N. Pleasant).
Patrolwoman Deb Engle is on the
desk this shift. Announcements are
read, and after a few minutes of

joking and talking, everyone heads
for their cruisers.

Schmitter checks the lights,

siren and mileage, and we head off

for District 3. The first hour or so is

spent checking out the assigned
area; checking cars in parking
lots, making mental notes of the

embryonic stages of dorm parties,

and keeping an eye on gatherings
that may be sources of trouble

later. Past Grayson once, twice.

"At night, it can be a good idea to

go through an area once, and then

again immediately afterward with

the lights out," says Schmitter.

"Sometimes you'll get a surprise."

Around 4 p.m., convinced that

his district is secure, Schmitter
begins to concentrate on rush hour
traffic. UMass cruisers are not

strictly delegated to their districts,

and Jon takes up a stationary

position on Mass. Ave. in front of

Whitmore .. "I like this spot

because it offers high visibility. It

slows people down and it keeps
pedestrians from getting
creamed." It's true. A ped merely
looks at a crosswalk, with a cruiser

sitting there, and traffic screeches
to a halt.

After a while, we head over to the

campus pond to watch the cement
canoe. While there, a woman runs
up to the cruiser to ask if her car is

going to be towed, and Jon tells

her it isn't. Inquiries about towing
come up several times during the

night, and Schmitter later said, "I

don't particularly like to tow cars.

I mean, I see cars in a fire lane or

in front of a hydrant, and I'll tow
hem in a second. But general tow
ing ... Well, the word comes down
from upstairs that it's supposed to

be one of our priorities, so it

becomes one of my priorities."

A call comes over the radio to

investigate a larceny from a car
behind Van Meter, and about ten

minutes is spent examining the car

picked out of a crowd because he
tends to gravitate towards places
that allow him good peripheral
vision, and his eyes are constantly

scanning the surroundings. I tested

this theory, and observed Schmit-
ter standing n3ar a corner with
his back against the wall. His visor

is pulled low, creating a dark
shadow above his nose punctuated
only by eyes that are almost ab
normally wide open, and moving
constantly. That police hat is a
strange thing in itself. It's the first

time that Schmitter has worn it

today, and it changes his ap-

pearance. Jon is a tall man in his

thirties, and up until now he hasn't

looked much different from any
other tall guy in his thirties. But
when that cap goes on, he becomes
a cop, with all the connotations

inherent in that word — positive

and negative, true and mythical.

When a cop puts on his hat, he
seems to lose one identity and gain
another. But that's only in ap
pearance. It can be a problem if it

changes the personality under the

cap, too. I've never seen that

happen to a UMass cop. If it did, he

probably wouldn't stay a UMass
cop for very long.

6:00 p.m. — Clear from the bank,
and heading in to the station for

dinner. In front of Pierpont, a call

comes for an intrusion alarm at the

Fine Arts Center. The FAC is a
pain in the, uh, neck. Twenty seven
outer doors that never all seem to

get locked, and automatic alarms
that are constantly being tripped

accidentally. But this is an alarm
that hasn't been tripped before, so
Jon uses the blue lights and speeds
to the scene. Doing 80 down

A huge amount of UMass cruiser
time is spent on these transports
and other "service calls" — trans-

porting students to and from the
infirmary, or transporting drunks
to their dorms if they can't crawl
from the Bluewall on their own.
We finally get back to the station

and boxes of fried chicken. Still on
call, though. Lots of nights the cops
don't eat.

We eat with Deb and Ray The
dinner conversation pretty much
centers on syphilis, Marcus Welby,
and bald people who grow their

eyebrows over their heads. And
combinations thereof.

Back on the road at 7:45 and
heading for gas. The new UMass
cruisers use unleaded gas, and
some shifts sometimes have to go
as far as Belchertown to find an
open station that's got it. Tonight

we only go as far as Colonial

Village.

Returning
checks out
Sylvan looks

some trouble

does.

to Campus, Jon
his district again,

like it might cause
later, but it never

After finishing the district, we sit

stationary again, this time in front

of Hamlin House. A car with a
headlight out goes by.

"I'd stop him if he had another
light out, but with just one, I'll give
him the benefit of the doubt and
assume it just went."
A junky looking sports car goes

by; the sticker is taped to the wind
shield and doesn't look quite right.

Jon watches it very closely. "Now
that looks a little leaky." The lights

turn green and the car bangs a
right on Eastman lane and starts to

and taking down the report from
the owner. This is immediately
followed by a money transport

from Franklin Munchies to a bank
downtown. While standing in

Munchies, waiting for the money
bag, some funny things are
noticeable. First of all, a cop gets

stared at a lot. And a person of no

obvious identity standing next to a

cop gets stared at a lot. And a cop

does a lot of staring himself.

Captain Joyce of UMPD has
mentioned a couple of times that

even out of uniform, a cop can be

University Drive, Schmitter
somehow manages to fit by a
Torino, a bus, and a curb that a

Vaseline-coated VW would have
had trouble negotiating. We take

the corner and defy Newtonian
inertia theory simultaneously. ("I

raced sports cars for a couple of

years," he mentions later. "That's

nice," I reply.) The alarm turns

out to be another false one.

Before we get back to dinner,

another call comes through for a

money transport; this time from
Hampden Munchies.

pour on the speed. "I think I'll

check him out," says Schmitter as
he pulls out. At first it looks like the
guy might lead us on a chase, but
he soon pulls into Sylvan and stops.

The usual 'license and
registration please', then Jon pulls

the sticker, and examines it closely
with a flashlight. It turns out to be

continued on

page nine
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From bare outline to solid form
NICK PALERMO
An Exhibition of Prints

and Drawings
Student Union Gallery
April 27-30

by Kit Browne

This past week a series of fine
works making up Nick Palermo's
BFA show has been on display. The
prints are etchings, lines cut into a
me*al plate using acid, then rubbed
full of ink and printed.

The various processes are much
more complicated than that, and
Nick has shown his skill and taste
in making use of their versatility.

A portrait of the German Ex-
pressionist artist, Kathe Kollwitz,

shows a variety of textures. There
is the pattern of a bit of lace in the
lower left, strangely ironic when
one thinks of the stark agony
Kollwitz can portray in her own
prints. One can also pick out the
textures of burlap, netting, finer

cloth...To achieve these affects,
the piece of cloth or other material
is actually used on the plate, and it

is all too easy to leave these tex

Dancing to the Duke
by Susan Doskocil

The Alvin Ailey City Center
Dance Theater, located at 131 West
55th Street, New York, New York
has been premiering 2 new of 13

new ballets to Duke Ellington's

music (as part of "An Ellington
Celebration" in the makes for 1976)

for almost 3 weeks now.

One of them is "Night Creature"
the music for which Ellington was
commissioned to write for Sym-
phony on the Air in 1955. Divided
into 3 movements, it should
become a well used part of their

repertory. The other I'm anxious to

see, entitled "The Mooche".
Portrait of Blllle", choreo

graphed by John Butler,
was a beautiful tribute to that
incredible woman artist. Recor
dings of Ms. Holiday's own voice
provided the background, in "Miss
Brown To You", "Gee Baby, Ain't
I Good To You", "What A Little

Moonlight Can Do" and "No More"
for this dynamic and dramatic
duet danced by Sara Yarborough
and Ulysses Dove.
"Feast Df Ashes" choreographed

by Mr. Ailey to music by Carlos
Surinach and inspired by Federico
Garcia Lorca's "The House of
Bernarda Alba" brought forth the
powerful forbidding Judith
Jamison in the title role as the
unquestionably all dominating God
of her five daughters. Tina Yuan as
Adela, the youngest one, and Clive
Thomson as Pepe El Romano, the
eligible young bachelor of the
village, were the star crossed
lovers, fated to drastic deaths due
to Pepe's previous engagement to

Angustivas, Adela's oldest sister,

danced by Donna Wood.

Ms. Jamison, whenever on stage,

commanded and flatteringly filled

all of it. With long tapering and
bewitching arms, fingers, legs and
toes, not to mention the carriage of

some proud, fierce and terribly

intimidating superhuman, she
asserted her unquestionable reign

by lashing cmj« with monumental
kicks, exter-'ions, gigantic leaps

and mile long reaches. She
figuratively topped it all off with
scowls calculated to freeze and
defy the combined governmental
rulers of the United States and the
Soviet Union combined.

In that same piece, Ms. Juan's
performance lacked not a thing, in

fact so capably did she handle the
theatrical aspects of her role that,

seeing her later, I almost didn't

recognize her. She's so flexible, yet
completely in control of her
faculties at every moment, that to

see her languidly stretch her body,
then snap back into a high energy
level run or a series of concerned
animal movements with all the
resilience, and fresh bounce of a
new rubber band leaves the mouth
dryer than DC. turkey.

The highlight of the evening,
however, was "Revelations"
which brought the audience
bounding to its feet for wild ap-
plause, enthusiastic shouts of

"Bravo!" and "Encore!" and at
least 7 curtain calls.

Consisting of ten beautifully sung
spirituals that melted together to

form the 3 parts — "Pilgrims of

Sorrow", "Take Me To The Water"
and "Move, Members, Move" — it

was a product of Alvin Ailey's
choreographic magic.

Ailey picks up on the ec
clesiastical exuberance of the
early North American south. Then,
he succeeds in slyly trapping the

whole audiences excitement and
interest in following the moods
with their undivided attention. For
the weary who have spent most of

their energy already in the over
whelmingly energeticness of the

evening's vivid colors, he triples

he tired remains of their vigor and
coaches it to a feverish pitch that

provides the loudest clapping.

The best part of "Pilgrim of

Sorrow" was Sara Yarborough and
Clive Thompson dancing to "Fix
Me Jesus". On one of his bent

knees, she executed a 360 degree
range of near ceiling extensions.
Just as effortlessly, she later

performed a straight to-the ceiling
extension while bending over into a
backend where her head nearly
touched the floor. ..The murmurs
and soft applause attested to the
audiences' unbelieving
amazement.

"Take Me To The Water",
comprised of "Processional",
"Wading in the Water" and "I

Want to be Ready" was performed
in bouncing, floaty white by males
and females. To add to the
beautiful cool floatiness, each
dancer carried a banner, pom pom
or parasol. The inimitable Jamison
was now vivacious and flirty,

warmly winning the wounded,
cowering hearts of those whom
she'd struck terror into in the
previous dance.

"Move, Members, Move" had
the audience clapping and wishing
they were participating in the
revivalist meeting being
emotionally re enacted before
their eyes, from the first through
fourth and last song of the piece.
The women, all dressed in full

length heavy, sassy, yellow and
gold brocade gowns, topped by
smashing broad brimmed and be
ribboned hats, stole the dance from
their partners. And, of course Ms.
Jamison stole the show from the
other women with her super type
floor stomping (which everyone
else on stage stopped to watch) and
her unquenchably zealous if

somewhat hammy gestures to be
savored.

At last, a terrific dance company
that's worth every cent and more
of the tickets! "Mr. Ailey, I

remove my hat..."
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tures not unified into the image.

That is not a problem here — it is

worth studying such work up close.

Standing back, Nick's drawing

skill is obvious. His style is that of a

slow defining of the figure by many
lines, creating a softness of edge

and a richness of tone in the

modeling. A series of pencil-drawn

heads illustrates this process of

building up the image from bare

outline to solid form.

One of the finest pieces, in my
opinion, is "After the Rain", a

large interior scene The room

itself is quite dark, delightfully
subtle, especially the light flow of
the curtains. The strong light on
the model is Rembrandtesque in its

contrast.

The last work, "Night Tree", is

somewhat beyond the rest of the
show. There is a figure in it, hard to
locate immediately. Somehow this
print gives the impression of being
not quite defined. It is a new
problem, not yet resolved, leading
Nick, and those who see his work,
from this into the exhibitions of the
future.

PHYSICAL Criticism
To The Editor:

After reading Ross Nerenberg's
review of the new Led Zeppelin Ip,

Physical Graffiti, I must question
his criteria for criticizing music.
He seems to judge albums by their

success, rather than musical
content. And Led Zeppelin has
been thought to be heavy on record
sales, yet light on talent and in-

novation.

He blithely says, "So why argue
with success? They have no reason
»o change, no new hills to climb".
He doesn't seem to realize that this

kind of reasoning is killing so many
artists. Once they hit the height of

popularity, they lose the urge to

innovate and experiment, and they
come out with endless "formula"
albums with guaranteed sales.

Indeed, the most innovative idea
on Physical Graffiti is that you get
four sides of Led Zeppelin raunch
instead of two.

So if Ross wants to seriously
criticize music, he should focus on
the points that should be criticized
— the creative drive of the group,
he willingness to try to put out
something better — instead of

something as misleading and
irrelavent as record sales. After
all, Ross, John Denver and The
Osmonds sell a good share of

records too, don't they?

Steven Turner
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Below the Salt has always
been the kind of magazine that

would print peculiar work. We
pledge to uphold this tradition,

but can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Yours
must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous

Tuesday; but you can write to

us or call 545-3500 anytime.

Doesn 't anybody here like women
for anything besides tits and ass

and cunt and balls?
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Abortion:

Dea th
as reported by Steve Masse
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by convenience?
Part One In A Three Part Series

"...that the results of the
EFA experimentation shall draw
the answer to the question of

Humanity, and to the Controversy
over Abortion and Women's
Rights. This shall be undertaken
without persuasion of previous
moral or scientific belief. The
results shall with fairness serve as
evidence in the influence of future

legislation..."

— Policy of Fair Play
EFA Constitution 1973

Do unwanted pregnancies and
offspring pose a burden to our
society? Most of our conscientious
population feel that the legislation

of Abortion on demand was a
necessary legal step in preserving
the lives and well-being of many
thousands of people.

There is still a great controversy
among various religious, ethical,

and humanitarian factions over the

subject of Abortion. Whereas the

Supreme Court has failed to quell

the uproar any further than the

Dred Scott case did, concerning
Slavery in America; the
Euthanasia Foundation of

America has seen fit to call upon
science to intervene in the interest

of deciding the issue once and for

all.

Monies for research have been
liberally provided by the Feminist
Liberation Front. Funds have been
entrusted to the Euthanasia

Foundation of America, an in-

dependent judging organization
whose deicisions are final. The
research of the Foundation has
been for the sole purpose of settling
the Abortion controversy.
THE CONTROVERSY: Before

any conclusions can be drawn, all

arguments against Abortion shall

be fairly mentioned. The reason is

for the clearest possible direction
of this document.
The opposition to Abortion on

demand comes from two basic
factions. One claims that Abortion
at any stage is murder. This shall

be called the Abortion Murder
school of thought. The Catholic
Church subscribes to this belief,

and it is suspected that many other
religious and ethical factions also

do.

The philosophy of the Abortion
Murder faction is this: "Since a
person is Human from conception,
and since deliberate termination of

another Human Life constitutes

murder; then it can be concluded
that Abortion is murder."
The Abortion Murder faction

justifies its argument this way:
"DNA and chromosomes are the
basic components of all life. DNA
determines phylum, class, genus,
species, and characteristics of

every living thing. This goes for

human beings, too (this faction
contends). The point is also
stressed that DNA is both unique to

an organism and constant to that
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same and only organism. Thus the
argument goes as such: If a

Human has DNA, than a Human
has constant Humanity, directly
from the instant the first cell of 46
chromosomes is complete, until

the termination of (his) existen
re."

Human, but also to move.
People who subscribe to this

philosophy regard Abortion as
wrong after the twentieth week
gestation because "since a twenty
week Fetus is Human, and since
murder is applicable to Humans,
then termination of life after the
twentieth week gestation can be
considered unethical."
The EFA recognizes two flaws in

the Abortion 20 week philosophy,
however. Firstly, that anyone can
so arbitrarily assign Humanity to

another organism based on its

The Euthanasia Foundation of
America has decreed that the
subject of Abortion is no place for

the incidental mathematics of

genetics, especially when the well
being and future of an in

convenienced woman is at stake in

the hands of the illegal abortionist.

The second faction of opposition
lo Abortion on demand is much
milder in its ideolgoy. This faction
bases its philosophy on more
popular arguments. The premise
of the Abortion 20 week philosophy
is this: that even while granting
he DNA theory, the first cell of 46
chromosomes is only a Human
egg, to be likened with an acorn. If

you squash an Acorn you do not kill

an Oak Tree, as the argument is

written.

Hence this Abortion 20 week
faction derives its oppositions of
Abortion on one basis: That the
Human characteristic becomes
present when the Fetus is in the
twentieth to twenty fourth week of
gestation. It is at this period
(claims this philosophy) that we
can begin to grant a Fetus any
qualities of Humanity, for the
Fetus begins not only to appear

appearance is questionable.
Secondly, members of the EFA
agree that there exist Human
beings who, because of paralysis,
can not move, yet they still remain
Human. Thus the idea that motion
determines Humanity renders
itself absurd by a single example.
THE QUESTION OF

HUMANITY: Many individuals
involved in defense of Abortion
advance the theory that Abortion
does not concern the Question of

Humanity. The EFA steadfastly
disagrees with such a theory.
There would be no controversy if

the question of Humanity were not
a prime concern. Abortion em
phatically concerns the question of
Humanity.

The term "murder" is ap
plicable only to Humans (though
some believe it could be applied to

certain dogs, cats, etc.). If

Abortion is a question of murder,
hen of course it is a question of

Humanity. Deliberate termination
of another Human life by one (or
more) Human(s) constitutes
murder. The planning or direct

involvement in the deliberate
termination of another Human life

(by one or more Humans) also

constitutes murder. Thus
Humanity is exactly the question
which the Euthanasia Foundation
has been funded to answer, and is

exactly the question which shall be
answered as this document
progresses.

THE QUESTION OF BIRTH AS
A CRITERION: There are a few
persons who believe that Humanity
is granted at birth. (Birth occurs
after nine months gestation, when
a Fetus becomes "new born.")
These persons contend .hat upon
the moment of birth a Fetus
becomes Human, and is from that

moment on entitled to Legal
Protection of Human rights to life,

liberty, and the pursuit of hap
piness.

Conversely (these persons be

lieve), any time before birth, the

Fetus, if inconvenient, is dispen
sable. A great controversy exists

among some people of this belief,

hat being: Whether "birth" shall

be construed to mean the begin-

ning from the uterus, < ' the

separation from the unbilical
cord." The recognized leaders of

this belief settle that controversy
with the definition: "Birth shall be
construed to mean complete
delivery from the uterus, before
he cutting of the umbilical cord,

after nine months in gestation."

Any Fetus which is delivered
prematurely, is of course less

Human than a Fetus which is born
after nine months gestation. Ac
cordingly, any premature arrival

is dispensable up until the expected
date of its birth.

Leading active members of this

Belief are petitioning the Govern
ment to enact a law to place a drug
on the common market, which
would induce premature delivery,

so that either parent may take the

time to decide whether the arrival

will be wanted after its projected
birth date, and if not, that either

parent may exercise the (legally

recognized) choice to eliminate the

premature arrival.

This philosophy assumes that

Humanity ' ^d therefore the

protection oi noman rights) may
be granted after nine months
gestation. The Euthanasia
Foundation has exposed two flaws

in this philosophy. First, whether
nine months gestation is an ac
curate and ultimate consideration

in determining Humanity, or
whether nine months is just

another arbitrary measure. And
secondly, whether birth is a true

symbolic representation of the

Humanity of a Fetus. Some per

sons argue that "birth" is no dif-

ferent from such criteria as
"appearance" or "motion" or

"quickening," in the arbitrary
determination of the Humanity of a
Fetus.

Next week many of the problems
within this sphere of study will be
ironed out, as the Euthanasia
Foundation of America reports the

results of landmark ex
perimentation.
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books
The Other Side

MEN'S LIBERATION
Penguinn Books
331 p. $2.50

Reviewed by Philip D. Zitowitz

by Jack Nichols

Men's Liberation sets itself the

task of creating a new definition of

masculinity. The author, Jack

Nichols, works with such question

as, "Why should men remain

passive as well as active? What

has mens' traditional toughness

done to society and to politics?

Why, since the advent of Women's
Liberation has there been a

startling documented Increase in

male impotentcy? Why are many
men afraid to be gentle, caring,

loving and sharing?"

The socialization process shapes

human behavior by taking the wide

gamut of behavioral possibilities

open to the homo sapien and whit-

tling them down into a role with its

accompanying set of norms. The

role defines when sexuality can be

expressed and when it must he

concealed. Laws, conditions in the

workplace, peers, education, codes

of the society and the community,

are all those external influences

which take a baby with XY
chromosomes and dress him up in

a cultural straightjacket.

The author asks what the

possibilities are of the human
creature given a state of tabula

rasa If the supporting institutions

of masculinity were different,

would the male mirror these

changes in envirnoment? In that

imaginary state of nature where
we might have been saints or

sinners, benevolent or homocidal
wolfchildren, what are the human
potentialities before the heavy
hands of the multiple gods assault

us and shape our souls into human
nature. The internalization of

traditional sex roles may have
been functional in a society of

stability where clear definitions in

the division of labor made life

easier. In our present society these

roles seem to fail.

In the socialization process there

is always a gap hanges have
taken place at a greater pace than
the adaptive abilities of most
people. We are still bringing up our
men and women without
calculating for the concommitant
changes in the new world. Nichols

suggests that as Americans we
must ask ourselves if we want our
relations chosen by the rule of what
has* always been done and by
religion or by the light of reason.

We must ask our social actors the

males and females, if they like the

roles caj»t upon them. If the actors

say "no" there must be room
within a given social group to

change the rites and initiation. The
scripts given to us, the variations

that we as males can rehearse with

them, and the possibilities of im-

provisation are discussed in a clear

and systematic way by Nichols.

Mis writing is less original than
synthetic, but his words are wise,

the message is worth repeating,

and the subject matter smacks of a
healthy contemporaneousness*
Most importantly, he is asking

the right questions. The fact that

his answers are a bit too glib and
stylized, that he glosses over the

real complexities of the battle of

the sexes for what sounds like an
admixture of old wisdom and
common sense, that his tone is

didactic, cajoling and chiding, are
deficits in his very important book.

Nichols takes as his starting

point the fact of Women's
Liberation. Given the feminist

movement, how can we as males,
conform to the new expectations of

women? He sets aside old world
• definitions of manhood for a New
Masculinity before examining the

foundations and complexity of

what he desires as the male
mystique. Dominant is a word he
uses over and over again to

describe the relation of men over

women. This word represents one

of those concepts that is decep
lively simple to understand, but

much more difficult to impute in a
fluid, emotionally-charged
relationship. Emotions of jealousy

and possess!veness by men are not

feelings that can be exorcised by
the use of reason and good sense,

nor can the simply be ignored by

speaking about them in clinical

language. For example, many
psychological theories explain

jealousy as a form of personal

inadequacy. Yes and no. Jealousy

also comes from the human need to

consuW obieets and fW$0W» that

we love.

The establishment of a new
definition of masculinity is a

Promethean task; I would be loath

to accept the solution of any social

scientist. At least, Kate Millet, In

Sexual Politics tries to establish a

realistic image of man as

represented in literature before

she gives the axe to Henry Miller,

D.H. Lawerence and Norman
Mailer. Norman Mailer, in a reply

and attack to that book, The
Prisoners of Sex pursued her

inquiry with a different per
spective and sensibility. Culture

and sexual revolution is a post

technological culture is

problematic, complicated and
perhaps not a desired thing. Mailer

claims that the language of

liberation, couched within the

concepts of social science, is

confusing. Roles and norms, in-

stitutions and revolutions are

useful rubrics for describing
society. Taking these abstract

a Penguin Original

MEN'S
o

*V^ Definition

A New
^finition

of Masculinity
qualities, and making them into

human entities or the real brute

facts of nature, is idiotic. Mailer

does not follow his own advice. In

the debate centering around
Lawerence's novel Lady Chat-

terly's Lover, Millet claims that

Constance was submissive and
Mellors was dominant; Mailer

says no. What Mailer, Millet and
finally Nichols have failed to see, is

that the question may be besides

the point.

When Nichols deals with the

practical side of the liberation, he

is most effective. He gives useful

suggestions for men who wish to

liberate themselves, "from the

fear of being called effeminate,

from the terror of sexual failure

and the nervousness and fears of

homosexuality which prevents the

cultivation of close male friends."

When he extrapolates from this

material and pleads for an an

drogenous state and a sexual and
cultural revolution, his arguments
lose strength and persuasion.
Nichols is a babe in the woods when
he enters into this theoretical land-

scape. He makes grand assump-
tions about the social nature of

man without asking the
troublesome questions that need to

back up this inquiry. For example,
the author does not discuss the

possibility that men and women
may be born with a secular

original sin and even the best

intentioned prodding might lead to

all forms of mutation.

The first two chapters of the book
entitled, "Intellect", and then,

"Sensuality," set the tone, style

and state the assumptions and
prejudices of the author. He argues
that reason and the many forms of

logic and rationality have over
whelmed the antithetical forces of

intuition, sensuality and feeling.

Apollo has finally won his battle

over Dionysus, to the great
detriment and possible destruction

of us all. If this argument has been
heard before, and the aphorisms,
"Lose your mind and come to your
senses," and "The mind is the

whore of the Intelligence," are the

intellectual vogue — it is still a
message which is unheeded and is

worth repeating. Nichols' special

contribution to this discussion lies

in his mature commentary on the

traditional mapping of the sexes on
the intellect versus intuition scale.

Women are supposed to perceive

the world through the pitter patter

of their hearts and men through the

palpitations of their cerebrum. He
exposes the fatuousness of this

belief and suggests how; the sexes

might profit from the best of both

worlds.
His chapter on sex might prove

to be the most useful to men. He
suggests that the relationship of

men and women are becoming in-

creasingly politicized. Ideologies

of sex have entered into the in-

timate world of two people In much
the same way that Ideologies in

tluence and govern relations be-

tween countries. Several studies

show a startling increase in the

sexual impotency of young men.

His advice to those wayward men
and women keen upon political

castration is to take their politics

elsewhere. Lovemakinq is a

personal act between two con-

senting adults and should follow

only those laws established by two

bodies moving together in their

rhythms of sensuality.

The author criticizes the nuclear

family on the grounds that they

stultify their members because of

the huge sexual delimitations that

married men and women bring to

those outside their merry circle of

marriage. He suggests that, that

an extended family and commune
might be ways to extend the love

we have within us. He exposes the

pitfalls of being forced to take our

self image and self-respect from

the idiosyncratic judgement of one

individual. His arguments are

persuasive, but he never examines

the impulses that have made most

human beings throughout history

monogamous. How would he

respond to the candid admittance

of a young woman with whom I was

speaking. She confessed

shamefacedly, "I'm oldfashioned

because I'm faithful to my partner

and I would be hurt if he slept with

other women." Monogamy and the

nuclear family may not be a

perversity.

While the author eschews quickie

solutions to male liberation, his

general directive is sound, — men
must learn how to play. Deep

resentment and aggressions can
harmlessly be vented in

imaginative and joy-producing
frolic. Everything does not have to

be done in the deadheaded
seriousness of men at work. We
must learn how "to be" and not

only how to do. Instead of dueling

and performance monger ing,

with women in bed, wlftrrrren si
work, why not give way to play and
all-round body sexuality in the
celebration of life through
imagination and the body? The
shackled male can free himself
only if he allows himself to be
somewhat imaginative. He must
dance with the poetry and music of

life.
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WHEN WORDS FAIL TO DESCRIBE
TOMMY
By the Who

Directed by Ken Russell
Reviewed by Jeffrey Polman
You emerge from the side exit

door and look around you. If it is in

the daytime you find it shocking to

see objects standing motionless for

yards about; if it is night you swear
that the streetlamps are pulsating.
You have just seen Tommy, and
you are a different person. The
effects are temporary, perhaps,
but what you have just seen and
heard might be the most difficult

thing you will ever try to repress.
Ken Russell is a director who will

most likely be studied after today,
if not in film history seminars, then
certainly among Orson Welles
Cinema cultists. But some of us,

yours truly among them, were
getting off on his work long before.
Our first glimpse was Women in

Love, a splendid adaptation of D.H.
Lawrence's portfolio of turn-of-the

century English romance. There
was something about the film
which pleasantly disturbed us, but
whatever it was, it proved to be
insensible jargon when put into

words. Then we saw the ad for The
Devils in our local newspapers:
"... it is likely to be hailed as a
masterpiece by many. But because
it is explicit and highly graphic in

depicting the bizarre events that

occurred in France in 1634, others
will find it visually shockina and
deeply disturbing". Advertised as
another witchcraft gross-out,
attended to by leery eyed kids

hoping for one, but in reality a
bleeding masterpiece. Astound
ingly original in its shot construe
tion, sets, script, and score, but one
had to be artistically inclined to see

through the bizarre nightmares
and subsequent tortures. Russell

next churned out The Boy Friend,

an attempt at a 1920's musical
which fell flat because it wasn't
commercial enough. Then we were
fed two "film biographies" of
famous artists, the first being The
Music Lovers about Tchiakovsky,
ax I Savage Messiah about the

sculptor Henri-Gaudier Brzeska.
Each was substantially
Russellized: mixtures of beautiful

photography, tight scripting, and
unusual imagery.
This brought him to the making

of Tommy. After extensive meet
ings with Pete Townshend, the

singer-guitarist songwriter of the

Who, it was agreed that the world-

famous rock opera would be filmed

without one word of spoken
dialogue. This was attempted once
in a French film, The Umbrellas of

Cherbourg during the 1960's, but

the material was too cliche choked
and dull to arouse anybody's in-

terest. In Tommy, three factors

have spelled instant success for

Russell: 1( a good financial and
spiritual backer (Robert Stig

wood), 2) rapid fire camera shots

to keep you awake, and 3) Peter
Townshend's genius. This musical
machine, who could probably
compose a rock opera with a

harmonica and a pair of spoons,

took the time to completely re-

record the music of Tommy, add
ing synthesizer bits to keep the
sound interesting when there is no
singing, and generally sparking
the mind of Russell. The Santa
Claus bearded director has
created another barrage of extra-
ordinary pictures, but now they
hug the story so tightly that it is

hard to believe the film is the work
of two men.

film which is accompanied by one
two-hour song! This is the hypnotic
effect you receive from Tommy.
There is so much energy radiating

from the screen that you almost
have to grit your teeth to withstand
it. But surely it's the most satisfy-

ing torture you'll ever contend
with.

Nobody — but nobody gives a
bad performance. There really

Tommy is the first film which
gives you no time to breathe, no
time to talk, no time to even look

into your box of candy. Just
remember how ridiculous it

seemed when Rex Harrison or

Julie Andrews broke out in song
without warning during an ap
parent dialogue scene. Now try to

imagine the result when you are
seated smack in front of a non stop
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isn't any room for one. Ann
Margret utilizes all her singing and
dancing talents, and if you once
thought of her as only a sex sym
bol, you better tell your groin to

pack up and leave. As Tommy's
mother, she stretches her mind
and body like a piece of licorice,

blasting out her stanzas like some
one who has never sung before.
Oliver Reed, as her lover, is not a
great singer, and for that matter
neither is Jack Nicholson, as the
Doctor. But somehow Russell
makes them do it: the subject
matter is so loose, the visuals so
brilliant that if they're really not
singing well you can't even notice.

But the rock stars are the ones
who steal the show. Elton John
produces the best number and
most likely the best scene in the
film. As the ten foot high- Pinball
Wizard, he screams out his angry
lyrics at Tommy, while playing a
keyboard atop his machine simul
aneously. If there is any song in

the film which could make old
ladies jump out of their seats and
dance, this is it. Tina Turner is the
Acid Queen, and she is just as good.
Writhing through her attic roofed
tenement where she brings
Tommy to turn him on, she comes
through as not only powerful but
downright frightening to watch.
Eric Clapton has been called a
"deadhead" for his scene, but once
again, if this is true, Mr. Russell
knew what to do about it. Clapton is

a preacher in a lavishly dressed
church where sinners and un
fortunates come to pray to Marilyn
Monroe. The satire is very clever,
but it's a little too bizarre to laugh,
and although Clapton strolls down
the aisle rather drearily, the loud,

heavy music undercuts anything
which might be "boring" about
him. The roles of Cousin Kevin and
Uncle Ernie are probably the

funniest moments in the film, with

Paul Nicholas as Kevin, the wild-

eyed, black leather jacketed sadist

who does things so absurd to

Tommy (drags him around by his

hair while wearing a stocking over

his head, irons his clothes while

he's wearing them, etc.) that

laughter comes surprisingly easy.

Keith Moon, the Who's drummer,
plays perverted Ernie like no one
else could conceive him: hands
clothed in brown surgical gloves,

mouth breathing into a telephone,

the true deviant. And how can we
forget Tommy himself, Roger
Daltrey? Although he only sings in

about one third of the movie, his

voice is so powerful and
exhilirating that if he sang more
than four or five songs the

audience would start melting into

their seats.

Tommy is not only fie best

musical film ever, (it improves on
the original record at least ten
times over) but there is also much
to be learned from the story.

Russell and Townshend are talking

about us, not just about one de-

prived child. Their enormous
droves of crowds are present in

scene after scene, idol worshipping
whatever they can grasp onto.

First there is Marilyn Monroe,
then the Pinball Wizard, and
finally Tommy. But in each in-

stance the people eventually get
fed up and rebel. Nothing seems to

work. No one is perpetually
authentic for them. Only Tommy,
by becoming "deaf, dumb, and
blind" can see the inner strength
which lies inside all of us. But when
he tries to preach his word on a
society infested in greed, destruc
tion, and paranoia it is fruitless.

Those with all their senses are us
ing them for the wrong things, so
maybe it is better to be like

Tommy once was. Only by return
ing to his soul can he win in the end.
When the Academy Awards

come around again next year,
Tommy should be nominated for a
handful of them. But if all goes well
it should not win; Tommy is so far

ahead of anything else being
produced today in film that an
Oscar would be lowering its image.
Oh, of course we will have sequels
sooner or later, or a few nauseating
attempts at copying what has been
achieved here. But you need a
genius or two to make them work,
and Tommy has rounded most of

them up. Ken Russell and Peter
Townshend have given us a lesson
in how to create art through music
and film. No, Peter Bogdanovich,
you don't try to re-create another
genre by casting Cybill Shepherd
and Burt Reynolds in singing roles
they can't handle. No, Barbara
Streisand, you don't jump into a
follow up musical to an earlier

success. YOU DO SOMETHING
THAT HAS NEVER BEEN DONE.
For Ken Russell it has paid off in

the long run. Tommy is a land
mark, the true beginning of (hope-
fully) a new cinema. The Wood
stock Nation is finally coming of

age.



Multi-Directional, Omni-Dimentional Weekend Koncert Kove
Aerosmith Beck Mahavishnu White III

In Concert
Frank Zappa — The
Mothers Of Invention

James Montgomery Band
27 April (10:00 show)
Boston Music Hall

Yanking themselves back
from the peril of stilted
mediocrity, Frank Zappa and
Captain Beefheart let us know
last Sunday night that there
are still plenty of demented
cells operating inside their
brain bombs. Zappa led his

boys through a two-hour
exercise that gave everyone in

the house a taste of the
Something or Anything they
wanted from the clever
Mothers.

Before this goodness, the

patrons rode out the boogga
chugga of James Mont-
gomery's band (another great
pairing with Zappa — last time

it was Wet Willie). The Mont-
gomerys certainly aren't bad,
but their simple-minded "Less
pahty tunnite" is not in keeping
with the spirit of a real

Mothers' evening.

Yes, a little for all:

"Camirillo Brillo", "Penguin
In Bondage," "Montana" and
one of those empty slop-funk

Napoleon Brock versions
we've come to fear and
despise, a horrible tackle of

"Let's Make The Water Turn
Black," "an old, sentimental
song about people who save
snot." Captain Beefheart, a
Mother at last, sat in a chair

Zappa Mothers

behind Zappa, drew pictures in

a book, crawled about the
stage and did the peculiar
movement he would probably
call a dance. The Cap sang four

cyclones with his seven octave
voice.

But it was, finally, Zappa's
willingness to explrement that

made the night. He brought his

troops (finely skilled as
always), through some odd
changes and exchanges that

ecalled the brilliant ex
jlorational days of Uncle
Meat. The Band was Geo.
Duke, Brock, the Fowler
brothers, a new drummer
(quite a power packer) and
rhythm guitar.

Although they still sagged at

times into over long solos
(guitar solos, Frank) and silly

simple blues bits, it gladdens
the hearts and livers of all who
know to say that not only can
America hear "Willie The
Pimp" done right, but that
once again along the Zappa
border, anything goes.

In Concert
Aerosmith

Springfield Civic Center
April 25

Contrary to whatever I had imagined beforehand, Aerosmith
'put on a very creditable performance last Friday night in the*

Civic Center. As was expected, the typical rowdy junior high-high
school cliques were very much in attendance, leading to some of
Mhe most engrossing concert fisticuffs I have ever been witnessi
to. As for the musical aspect, Aerosmith impressed with old and
new material, (the latter from Toys In The Attic). Naturally, the
biggest audience response was evoked for, as Steve Tyler put it,

»"a bit of nostalgia," which was "Dream On," complete with*
colorful smoke-filled stage. The group rocked on continuously,
receiving enough of the crowd's plaudits to return for two en-
»cores. It was fortunate that Aerosmith came through so well, for.

the opening act, a German group called Atlantis, couldn't play
their way out of a paper bag. They're a mediocre, garage-type
band. But then again, wasn't Aerosmith once the same? They
fsure were, but not anymore. They've come a long way, at least im

I

regards to their stage act.

—Ross Nerenberg

J

X PAIDFOR

—Mike Alike Kostek

Zappa shows new-old guts.

of his own songs, all new items

(one about a trailer "Where
the torture never stops," and
another went, "Oh Debra, Al-

gee bra, Abracadabra...
There's nasties crawlin' my
way, I gotta get in under it.")

and showed he can still blow up

This group is really a laugh and a half, though if you can cut i

through the bullshit, you might find yourself appreciating the

way Stevie Tyler has every little nuance smoothly
^choreographed and the myriad fashions in which he projects his

'extended tongue. Very intriguing how devoted some of the high'

school crowd seem to be. Put yourself in the shoes of the kid's

mother whose first born has decided to do everything in his power
to look like a rock singer who apprently is Bianca Jagger's twin.

,

That, my friend is one facet of this marvelous group's influence

on teenagers. Less frightening is the fact that, apparently,
Aerosmith likes to play to an appreciative audience and I'll take
that to mean that the boys are going to keep working for their'

audiences at the risk of getting very tired of reworking, "The
Train Kept A-Rollin" every show. ( If they paid you, would you do
Oft).

—r gee

In Concert
Jeff Beck

Mahavishnu Orchestra
26 April

Springfield Civic Center

Well, praise the Lord and
pass the incense, tell 'em
Johnny-boy is here. It's been
said before, but let's make sure
everyone's heard it: Whatever
it is the new Mahavishnu
Orchestra does, the old one did
it better. Mahavishnu is now
touring with two keyboard

(

players, drummer Walden, a
reasonably fierce bass-player
(the only improvement over
the old Ork), a back-up

• violinist, two highly super-
fluous sax players, and of

course Jean-Luc Ponfy,
looking very decorative. Why
is it that as soon as anyone in

McLaughlin's band starts
showing signs of talent, that
person is immediately semi-
retired? I don't think Ponty got
more than two solos the whole
show, and that's a shame.
McLaughlin is the one who
should be semi-retired, or at
the very least he should work
,for some band where he is not
the leader. He is an excellent

guitarist; he is not an excellent
composer or arranger. Boogie

• is Boogie, no matter what scale
or time-signature it's played
in. Beware, Johnny, lest your
imitators become your betters.

At various times last

Saturday night, Jeff Beck said

lo us: "Here's some of the funk
[we got fer ya."; "I like

Springfield"; and after a half-

hearted call for an encore:

"This means a lot to us. It

really does." His performance

"I real'" ' .„ Springfield."

was in the same kind of rut.

It was much less than
gripping to see Max Middleton
go "waht-a-waht" on the
clavinet all night and to watch
Pretty Purdie try to be a rock
drummer. And what brought
the entire deal down was
watching Mr. Beck orchestrate
and lead this evening of dull

funk and overly sensitive,

gutless tripe, the likes of which
were only slightly more
compelling on Blow By Blow.
Oh, we got a few sparks of

excitement from the big-
beaked tweaker, but he
remained in his funk most of

the eve.

— Mike "Whose Sacred?"
Kostek

and Your Sacred Cowboy

Local Music
Andrew White III

with UMass Jazz Workshop
Just a short word about a

segment of a free concert and a
guest conductor-saxophonist
who stunned the shee-itt ou. of

an incredulous Bowker
Auditorium crowd. Mysterious
music Master Andrew White
conducted the Music Dept.
student band in his own
"Coltrane Medley," directing
with elastic arms and hands,
then whirling to his mike
during the "Giant Steps"
section and wheeling out with a
neart and time-stopping alto

solo (Braxton analogy) at

omnigodno warp speed. Leaps
he back to conduct band, then

around again to music stand,

but with tenor, and blows
entire transcribed exact
Coltrane original solo, perfect

yet faster (what?). And super-

drummer Charlie Persip
playing upbeat symphonies on

one ride cymbal in perfect

anticipation. This really

happened, too!

—Jack Cahill

Chicago VIII

CHICAGO
(Columbia PC 33100)

Total Time: 3*: Of

That group with all of those highly-

imaginative album titles has struck again.

And, it would appear, they have pulled through
with another successful venture. The music of

Chicago VI 1 1 comes from compositions by four

of the eight men in the group (Peter Cetera,

Terry Kath, Bobby Lamm, James Pankow), so
it's pretty much a total group effort featuring

the familiar Chicago sound: those fancy horn
arrangements and tight vocal harmonies. The
only dull spot on the album is Kath's two
compositions, which are dismal letdowns. The
other three men's compositions are all first-

rate, forming a soothing blend of easy
listening.

Side one starts off with Cetera's "Anyway
You Want," a positive work whose calm,
smooth flowing feel gets the record off to a
good start Then comes Pankow's "Brand New
Love Affair," split info two parts. Part 1 is slow
and plodding, but the time change of Part 2 Is

much more effective, as the song speeds up and
moves into higher gear, highlighted by the fine

horn section. Lamm's "Never Been In Love
Before" features good pounding piano, with
light and catchy chorus lines. The group can
still rock, and this heavy side is exhibited on
Cetera's "Hideaway," emphasizing some of

Chicago's better guitar-bass workings. Then
there's Kath's "Till We Meet Again," which, as
previously mentioned, is quite a bomb.
Side two starts right back at you with

Lamm's "Harry Truman." It may be a bit

ostentatious, but it works in keeping alive

Chicago's tradition of being a fine hit

producing singles band. "Oh, Thank You Great
Spirit" is Kath's other bomb. It's very long and
monotonous, and more thought should have
been put into it. Next we hear Lamm's "Long
Time No See," a tune which pleases with its all

around consistency. Another Lamm song is in

store, "Ain't It Blue?", a funkier piece with

nice dual vocals from Pankow and Cetera,

partially reminiscent of an earlier Chicago
effort, "Dialogue." Finally, the album closes

with Pankow's "Old Days," an enjoyable tune
of youthful nostalgia which unfurls in typical

Chicago fashion.

So, there you have it. The new one. Chicago
VIII. A very fine album, as good as, if not

better than, quite a few of the group's earlier

works. It may take a few repeated listenings,

but believe me, it's worth it. If you're a true

Chicago fan, this one's a sure shot. If you're not

a true Chicago fan, and are apt to balk at

shelling out the high price for any of their

previous double albums, this is a single album
which should not disappoint. I'd give this one a
'it's tough to put a good group down' B+.

—Ross Nerenberg

Editor's Note: We here at the SALT office are
shocked and dismayed to see that Chicago has
beaten the mighty Soft Machine at the numbers
game. The score was tied at seven (7 to VII)

when Columbia foolishly dealt the Softs to

Capitol Records for Pink Floyd. Chicago's VIII

was released, and the Softies, obviously

disorganised and unable to deal, announced
that after nine years of VOL. 2, THIRD, SIX,

etc., their next album was to be called BUN-
DLES. Well, that's how it Gomes.

Tom Cat
TOM SCOTT & THE L.A. EXPRESS

(ODE SP 77029)

Veteran studio musician and arranger Tom
Scott is becoming more and more popular these
days, probably as a direct result of his

association with Joni Mitchell. But he was
certainly deserving of recognition a long while
before that.

Scott has released several recordings under
his name, and this is his second with the
L.A. Express. The new L.A. Express includes
Max Bennet on bass, John Guerin on drums,
Robben Ford on guitar, Larry Nash on electric

piano, organ and Arp synthesizer and Scott on
saxes, woodwinds, Moog synthesizer and
various etc.'s. Very pleasant effects are
achieved with this new use of synthesizers.

The quality of the music and each of the

musicians is still top-notch. The group's
funkified sound combines the best elements of

jazz, soul and rock, producing an uncluttered,
truly professional approach to, and execution
of, the material.

The songs (all penned by various members of

the band) show subtly simple yet strikingly

effective "quirks" (for lack of a better word) in

arrangement that make listening un-
demanding and agreeable. Listen, for exam
pie, to "Rock Island Rocket", where at the
absolute peak of the guitar solo, the sax blows
the identical guitar notes simultaneously and
uses them as the basis of a sax solo. Like the
album itself, it's simply yet nicely professional
in quality.

—Ken Blanchard

Heading for your hotspots

Be True To You
ERICANDERSEN

(Arista)

One of the iingering folkies spawned by of-

ficial fad of 1965, Eric Andersen has paid
enough dues to be a blues singer. This label,

Arista, is his third since he started on the folk
path with Vunguard. Side by side, the cover
photos show little if any change in the dark
eyed face that stares back; neither picture has
the sensitivity of the heart and mind behind
those eyes. If anything, this newest album, Be
True To You, is the equal of his last, Blue
River, which was called a classic by most
critics, andi feel that this is even better.

Part of the goodness of this album comes
from those people that have aided Andersen on
this album. Tom Scott and John Guerin from
the LA Express, Joni Mitchell, Jackson
Browne, Maria Mulduar, Jennifer Warren, are
some of the best here. But most of the sub-
stance to this album lies in tr ; songs them-
selves, included in the album is a straigh
ahead version of "01' 55,", Tom Waits' Sud-
denly popular song. The rest of the songs are all

by Andersen, who is one of the very few writers
who can write a message without preaching.
He is able to write about the suffering and
changes people go through in life and love with
honesty and not sentimentality because he's
writing of his own experiences. Like Joni
Mitchell, Eric Andersen is able to take
moments in his life and distill the essence into a
song that has validity for many.

It is "Time Like a hreigni i rem", a song full

of standard Andersen moods and pictures that
summarises this album and point of life best,

as Andersen closes, "There s nothing left but
mercy now for. ..the poet who pawned his
mystery in turn for some relief."

—Craig Roche

"There's nothing left but mercy now
for.. .the poet

who pawned his mystery in turn for some
nrtief."

A Little Knight Music
GLADYS KNIGHT ft THE PIPS

( Soul S4-774S1) time 30: SI

A little unexpected delight here. Unlike so
many of the after the fact records issued after

a group leaves a label, this collection of scraps
forms a strong album that will stand with most
any Pips product.
Although this isn't, as some have said, the

best Gladys album ever, the fine backing band,
arrangements and fine fine work by G. Knight
and T. Pips keeps enough rock and sock flowing
to make you forget the few gaffes like "Sugar
Sugar".
A 'run from the middle of the road' B-f-.

—Mike 'Beastophilia' Kostek

Time & Tide
GREENSLADE

(Mercury Records)
Time: 32:13

Up until this album, Greenslade was one of

he best "all keyboard" rock bands to surface
•n 'he seventies Their three albums, Green-
slade, Bedside Manners Are Extra (Import
Only) and Spyglass Guest, were sheer delights.

This "rio assured the band a secure place in

keyboard rock importance.

But now Time & Tide all too quickly appears
on ;he scene. There's no doubt that it would be a
good album for another, average group, but it's

a definite step backwards for Greenslade.

Time ft Tide is unavoidably limp, forced and
contrived. For a group with so much potential,

they surely missed the boat. The blame falls

equally on the band and their record

management companies You see, English

qroups are hot stuff for the American market.
Greenslade's tour promotor has gone as far as
to state that he will break the band in the
Spates They've been billed with Kraftwork,
whose current ip is in the top ten album charts
m Billboard. No doubt the boys are seeing
dollar signs looming overhead, and it's un
fortunate to see them grab for them

Greenslade has gone as far as to change their

musical style Now they play uptempo rock n
roll, interspersed with shallow old Greenslade
ramblings like "Catalan". This "uptempo"
music works only once, in "The Ass's Ear".
Bassist Tony Reeves has now left the group due
'o their change in material. His replacement,
Martin Briley, is a good musician, playing
some fine guitar. It's a pity he's wasted on such
unworthy material Its a pity the whole band is

wasted! How disheartening to see one of your
favorite groups go from being one of the
brightest hopes of the year to one of the
disappointments of the year '(C)

—David "Orked on alarms itself" Santos
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Sneakin' Sally Through The Alley
ROBERT PALMER

(Island ILPS 9294—English import)

Last summer when the mighty Little Feat
were beginning their 'comeback', their first
show was right here in the Ballroom. After two
hours of stingingly tight rock & funk, they
called up this dandy dude to sing along and play
some limp harmonica on "Sailin Shoes" "This
is our friend." announced Lowell George
"Robert Palmer. He's got an album coming out
on Island. Watch for it."

Why? I dunno. This record, like Palmer, is as
bland and faceless a disc as you find on either
shore. And given the fact that he's managed to

negate the talents of the Feat on it, as well as
two Allen Toussaint songs in the process, I

suppose that makes Sneakin' Sally almost
viciously faceless.

A Nuts only' C-.

—Mike 'he can't sing either' Kostek

A Quiet Storm
SMOKEY ROBINSON

( Tamla T* 337 SI ) time 3» 1 57

A quiet delight in places. The only problems
come when Smokey's soft style cancels
whatever true meaning his art has. That is,

doing everything the same way, the same style,

calls for subject matter consistently sym
pathetic to the genre When if works ("A Quiet
Storm", "Love Letters", "Coincidently"), it's

brilliant and quite moving When it doesn't, it

either goes down without offending or else
seems forced or plain filler. And thus the
listener is forced from Robinson's mellow
mood into stomper's heave And there are too
many "Smokey" songs on here, rather than
songs done by Smokey, for this to be as good as
it could or should be

A Delicate sort of brain custard
The Myths and Legends

of King Arthur and the Knights
of the Round Table
RICK WAKEMAN
(A&M Records)
Time: 42:58

Rick Wakeman is a highly talented keyboard
player, but he seems hell bent on destroying

that reputation. Wakeman's solo career started

with promise with the release of The Six Wives
of Henry VIII. Six Wives is a fine example of

Wakeman virtuosity and musical intelligence

Everything seemingly went out the window
with Journey To The Centre Of The Earth, 1

banal piece of classical upsurdity.

This latest record, King Arthur, is vastly
better than Journey. Rick seems to have
regained some of his senses here, but it all ends
up as so much garbage. He shows an awful lack
of creativity (Again an adaptation of classical
music, rather than something new and i

venfive. Plus two ripoffs: 1 from his Strawbs
piano solo — his best solo piece to date and
from Six Wives), abysmal lyrics (Rick has no
business writing lyrics, he's an ir

strumentalist, not a lyricist) and the ultimate
dumbness of the Journey-King Arthur concep*
Granted there are some great moments 01.

King Arthur (And we do appreciate them)
Wakeman's tenure with The Strawbs, Yes an<

his encore last year ("Now A Word From Our
Sponsor") look like a passing of an era. C

—David Santos and Steven Turner

Mind Transplant
ALPHONSE MOUZON
(Blue Note BN-LA 398)

File this one under party sides, kiddies. The
blend of rock, rock & soul , and a couple of

jazzy time-signatures here has a lot of vitality

to it, but once or twice through and you've
heard all it has to say. Even so, Mouzon's hard-
hitting. ..uh, funkiness, in conjunction with the

gutsy, if not especially tasteful, guitars of

Tommy Bolin, Jay Graydon, and Lee Ritenour,

as well as a general lack of pretension to

anything more sophisticated, put this album
somewhat above the average jazz-funken. I'd

rather listen to this than most of Billy

Cobham's over productions (That's what you
were waiting to hear, wasn't it Alphonse?).
(B)

—Your Sacred Cowboy

Survival
THEO'JAYS

(Philadelphia Interna-
tional KZ 33150)

time 32: 52

In which the 'Jays get along much more on
grit and gut than their sweeter, more melodic
hits of the past. There are a few bring strong
songs in this style ("Survival", "Where Did We
Go Wrong", "Rich Get Richer"), but lots of

Gamble Huff TSOP Soul cliches too. Not too

substantial.

A 'Good reason to worry
about survival' B-.

—Mike "What I was waitin' for

ain't comin' back no more" Kostek

No Mystery
CHICK COREA AND RETURN TOFOREVER

(Polydor PD6512)
With the possible exceptions of the title cut

and "Celebration Suite", this is a horrible

batch of material, and the less said about it, the
better.

—Ken Blanchard

The World of Duke Ellington Vol. 2

DUKE ELLINGTON
(Columbia)

On (or near) the birthday of the American
music genius, too. The man's musical world
was so full, it's staggering. The period here,

from '49'51, was of the great orchestra in flux

: «^
"

-H
r
ALWAVSIN

.GOOD TASTE
Masfee

— Barney Bigard, Jimmy Blanton, Joe Nanton
all gone, but with Louis Bellson, Paul Gon
salves and Russell Procope as some of the new
blood. The band is experimenting more here as
well and their synchronized looseness is what
makes this double album so excellent. Listen

to: "The Hawk Talks", and "Ting a Ling",
"Creole Love Call", a near perfect jam, "Let's

Go Blues," Billy Strayhorn's "Snibor" and
evreethang.

—Jack Cahill

A 'backatcha' B
—Mike "Food Rats" Kostek

Cold On The Shoulder

GORDON LIGHTFOOT
(Warner Bros. MS-2206)

What can be said about an album when the

cover has a picture of the artist playing his

guitar wearing a metal studded workshirt
completely open down the front with a
qorgeous "chick" standing behind him?
Commercial? Just a bit When you take a
singer who can run the gamit of emotions and
images, whose work everyone who is anyone in

folk music has recorded, and decided that he is

going to make it big, you are going to lose
something

The music on this album is pleasant, good
background music for a meal. But it is bland
enough that you do not have to worry if the
person you are having dinner with has an ulcer.
LOtsof background instruments, including one
point where Lightfoot plays the piano.

I shot id not really put it down. This album is

a lot better than 75 per cent of the albums I

have heard recently But when you know a
steak is capable of Fillet Mignon, why ask for it

as hamburg?
—Maria Richmond

Matching Tie and Handkerchief
MONTY PYTHON

(Arista 4039)

I have long held doubts about the singing

abilities of Mr. Python, and this album only

serves to confirm them. As on all of his

previous albums he not only persists in talking

his way through the lyrics, there is also, even
more than usual, an almost complete lack of

music behind his vocals. I mean, after all, it

doesn't make much sense for a singer to hire a

back up band and then not have them playing

when he's trying to record his songs, now does
it? (Ahem. — Music Ed.) Why, I'd go so far as
to say that his musical problems are rooted in

that very situation. (Uh... Excuse me. —
Music Ed.) What? Well, I think it's a safe bet

that if he'd just have them play while making
the recording his songs would be 100 per cent

better, especially if he'd say the words in

different pitches so everyone would know it

was a melody. (Excuse me, but they're not a

music group. — Music Ed.) What? (I said,

they're not a musical group — Music Ed.)

Speak up, will you? I can't hear you through the

parentheses. (THEY'RE NOT A MUSICAL
GROUP, YOU TWIT! — Music Ed.) Oh.

Well . . . I knew that. I did, really. I did. Why are

you looking at me like that? You don't think I 'm
fibbing just to get out of an embarrassing

situation, do you? (I'm afraid so. — Music Ed.)

What? (I THINK YOU'RE A LIAR, AND A
CLUMSY ONE AT THAT! — Music Ed.) Oh

Well . it's your fault if I am, now isn't it? You
didn't have to correct me in front of everyone,

did you? Have you ever been called a twit in

front of 20,000 people? No, of course you

haven't, you're too busy hob knobbing with

record company representatives and saying,

Oh thank God the vinyl shortage is over' and

pinching their secretaries' behinds with your

free hand as you walk out with an armload of

the latest releases that have been heaped on

you by those big shot media bastards who
probably give you all sorts of drugs and payola

in return for raving about their teeny-bopper

spew in print, while you go to sorority parties

with all your hoity toity jazz buff friends and

stand around making snide comments about

Cat Stevens, "Oh, they don't make much good

music in this country, do they?" Aha! If Monty
Python isn't a musical group, then what is this

review doing on the music pages? I've got you
there! (NO YOU HAVEN'T. — Music Ed.) Oh
yes I have! Either they're a musical group and
l was right all along, or they're not and they

don't belong on your pages. What's it going to

be then, eh? Eh? (Oh all right. Go, then. —
Music Ed.) What? (GO, YOU TWIT! — Music

Ed.) Oh, the vindictive bastard! All right! I'm

not going to stay where I'm not wanted, I'm

going to another page, a page where I'll be ap-

preciated! And don't come crawling to me if

most of your readers leave with me. I dare say

a lot of them have been waiting for the chance.

Yes, you out there, reading this! This is your

chance to break away from the tyranny of his

narrow view and name calling! If you're

ready, then take your courage in both hands
and follow me into the great beyond! On to the

next page and glory.

(Look at that, will you. Just up and crashes
through my border. I guess I did hurt his

feelings, though. I'd better go after him. HEY,
WAIT UP! — Music Ed.)
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Dickey the Dam: musical power play
— Mark Cuddy
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<o On May 1 at 4:00, May 2 at 4:00 and
• 10:00 and May 3 at 2:00 and 8:00 the
3 completion of a two and a half year
* project takes place in Bartlett
- Auditorium. In the fall of 1972, Tom
2 Keegan wrote a short story about the
power systems in the world and about

I
one of its leaders, Richard M. Nixon.

r Using the allegory of a young dam in

| search of a big river to block up, Tom
£ had basically written a political satire

| in the mold of Art Buchwald. Come
j summer of 1973 he started to put it into
? play form with part dialogue, part
5 song, part improvisation and com-
j pleted the first draft in October with
Padded characters and a variety of

% music. Following a revision in the
*• spring of 1974 he now had a theatre
o piece ready to be attacked in a
% rehearsal-rewriting process. Mv
% friendship with Tom led me into the
n picture at this time and I became the
r first director of "Dickey The Dam and
jtThe Big Blue River." We got the
<o Theatre Department to sponsor it for

J
the fall and we set off to mount it. But

2. we didn't as a lack of support from the

"z department forced us to go the Roister

g Doister organization, a move that has
3 turned out terrifically.
3
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rehearsal period and only exploring the
rhythms and the character forces in

the play can you find the true reality
for each particular production. We had
decided that Tom would be sort of a
"playwright in collaboration" during
rehearsals and do the musical direction
as I would be directing, but what do
those titles mean? We live together, eat
toqether, work together, and drink
together with our conversation always
winding up with the play. I give him
ideas about music?' arrangements and

rewrites and he gives me directorial
and conceptual theories so we overlap
constantly. We both agree that .he cast
should contribute as much as possible
to our so-called realms while being
open to the necessary changes.
Some questions have to be dealt with

before casting the play. I dislike most
musicals for the simple reason that
they are primarily all the same. They
reside in a constant reality that per-
mits no change, no surprises and
although they may differ in mentality
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For the past four months Tom and I

have spent countless hours debating
the questions, concepts, problems and
themes of the play. When dealing with
a .iew theatre piece you have to be
careful not to make decisions too early
about what the piece is really about.
Exploration is the biggest part of the

Dickey Mm Dam (right! and parents

they are consistently awkward in

structure. There is just no reason for a
character to break into song sub-
sequently it sets up a wall of absurdity
between the actors and the audience. In

"Dickey", all of the characters with
one exception are non-human objects
which represent certain natural
powers, and express themselves in

many different ways, one of which is

indeed song. The music in the show is a
combination of folk, blues, jazz and
pop, each with its own purpose.

I believe strongly in the collective
creative process in design as well as
direction. Maria McNamara has been
our designer for "Dickey" and has
worked with the cast and myself in the
creation of set and costumes that will

best help us in the search for the right
combination of variables. It's as im-
portant for the design to be formed
during the rehearsal period as it is for
the production.

So here it is two days before we open
and can I tell you what to expect this

week-end. It could be called a
masonary-musical or a brick opera, a
satire on power, or an allegory con-
cerning ecological, social, political,

religious, and spiritual power forces in

the world but it is probably best put as
an artistic work in collaboration with
many creative minds whose sole
purpose is to be true to the freedom
found in "Dickey The Dam and The Big
Blue River".

The way fun is going tube

iim River (right) and two drips.
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' ***** ** Nim vacancies onsomeone else s page and gett.ng caught trespassing. Wh jt is this, the theater pace? What will they do ifthey f.nd me here? Well, I'm not scared of anything they can do (HELLO! — Music Ed.) Oh. you startled me half to
death! (SORRY. MOW'S IT GOING? - Music Ed.) Keep it down, will you? Oh., uh, fine, just fine uh that is tosay well rotten, actually. (A BIT CRAMPED, ARE YOU? - Music Ed.) Shh! Do you want the Theater Editor tohear us? (Oh. Well, I just wanted to tell you that I'm sorry I hurt your feelings and if you want it there's still a place foryou on the music pages - Music Ed.) What? (YOU CAN COME BACK, IF YOU WANT! - Music Ed ) Oh now
you've done it! I hear her coming!
We've got to leave at once! Ohmigod,
the copy's going in the wrong
direction, we're trapped! (THERE'S
ONLY ONE THING TO DO! FLIP
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MOORE — CANCE
present

SOUTHWEST

MAY DAY
FREE Concert

Today
with

SOME OF MY
BEST FRIENDS

1 - 6

25
c

Tuborg

In Front of

Moore House

in SUB if rain

di§cd&eque & regtauraqt
Three Floors Of Good Tunes?

Every Sunday—Live 'Bands 8:30 P.M.-ltiO A.M.

'Discotheque Rightly 9.-OQ.1.-0Q AM

SUN. NIGHT IS

OLDIES NIGHT
MUSIC FROM THE 50's & 60's

Happi Hour Daily
I nderground 4 — 6 p.m.

Happy Hour Maxwell 8 - 9:30 p.m.

special prices

"Sandwiches that are more than a meal"

Open at Vtyon

at the Elmwood
Route 9 Hadley, Massachusetts

Gr«it Inn, lac.

food drinh dancing
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continued from page one

the sort

of night

cops

pray for"

a white '74 sticker that's been dyed
red. The registration on it doesn't
match the car. No, the driver
doesn't know anything about it. No,
he didn't realize that it's a felony to

forge a sticker, and no, he didn't
realize that he could be arrested on
the spot and get five years. Yes, he
is a student. Schmitter issues him a
complaint and explains that he'll

be getting a court summons in the
mail in a couple of days. Would he
have arrested him if he hadn't been
a student? "Yes. Well, maybe —
it's hard to say. That's the thing
about police work; it depends on
the cop, the subject, the situation.

The laws covering this case are
primarily concerned with Motor
Vehicle registration, which is

serious. I don't see the inspection
sticker as being quite so serious,
though it's bad. He's a student, and
we know we can get a hold of him if

we have to. I saw no reason to

place him under arrest."

After this, we spend some more
time observing traffic, and then we
head back to the station to write up
the night's reports.

From a journalistic point of

view, it's been a dull, though in-

formative night. The sort of night
that cops pray for.

5-21-75 — Martone
Police Work is not always an

exciting game of cops and robbers.
It becomes tedious and boring just
like any other job. And the Police
Department at UMass is no excep
tion. The job may be boring at
times, but the patrolmen are not.

It was a quiet night for the 3-11

p.m. crew, Monday, Patriot's Day.
The total night's activity included:

one parking ticket; a check up on a
possible stolen motor vehicle; and
a false alarm at the Fine Arts
Center.

At 7 p.m. the three patrolmen on
duty were seated behind desks,
filing reports, and getting ready
for their cruise. Every night, three
cops work the shift, each patroling
a different area of the campus
District 1 encompasses everything
west of Massachusetts Ave., and
South of North Pleasant St., while
District 2 takes in the area of North
Pleasant St. The third District is

made up of the area North of North
Pleasant St.

Jim Tarauti, who usually rides
Mounted Patrol from 3 to 11 p.m.,
was covering the third District for
a patrolman who had called in sick.
As he cruised District 3, Taurati

talked about how he first became
involved in police work.

"As an undergrad, I was a P.E.
major, because that was the thing
to do. When I got out, there were no
jobs, and I sort of fell into police
work. But, I'm glad it happened
that way," he said.

Commenting on the Mounted
Patrol, Taurati said it's more
interesting than riding around in a
car.

After a five week riding program
at UMass, he was able to take
"Thunder" on the rounds.
Citing the advantages of a

Mounted Patrol, Taurati said a
horse is faster and "of course,
more unobstrusive" than a cruiser.
"When you go riding into a park

ing lot to check out a possible
motor vehicle larceny, the suspect
is gonna take off when he sees that
car coming," said Taurati.

Taurati said he gets good
bad comments from students.
"You're out there on a horse,

crowd of people, and you're
alone. You're vulnerable to

suits."

and

in a
all

in

Taurati cited one specific in

cident when he was riding in front
of a dorm in the North East area.

"There were cherry bombs fly-

ing out of the windows from every
where. And, it was from a dorm
where you would't expect it. There
wasn't much I could do," he added.

A former UMass student, turned
cop, was covering the second
District, Monday night. Elliot

Kabachnick was a UMass un-
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This
the Earth" shoeT

Anne Raise invented it

Everyone is trying to

imitate it. But just because
a shoe looks like the Earth

brand shoe doesn't mean
it works like

the Earthshoe
Available at:
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-
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Amherst, Mass.: 264 No. Pleasant St.

Cambridge, Mass.: 14 Story St.

dergrad in the cadet program, a
year ago. Two months before
graduating, in 1974, he was offered
a job with the UMass Police.

"The strangest thing was when I

had to be a security guard at my
own graduation," Kabachnick
said.

The patrolman said he still gets
"weird" looks from students who
recognize him from former
classes.

"There's definitely a physical
distance between us that wasn't
there before," he added.
Having lived in the Southwest

area for a semester, (the highest
crime area on campus), Kabach
nick says he feels he has an ad
vantage over some of the other
cops.

"I like to think I can understand
the problems there better, because
I used to live there. I know what it's

like to live in those dorms."
Eventually, Kabachnick would

like to go on to graduate school and
work in a large Police department.
William "Slicker" Slysz, a

patrolman at UMass for five years,

covers the Third District, at night.

During the day time, he's a farmer
in Hatfield, Mass.

"I get up at 6 in the morning and
farm until 1:00 or so, come home,
get cleaned up, and get ready to

cruise," he said.

Police work is just like any other

job, according to Slicker.

"It has its high points and its low
points," Slicker added.
Commenting on student police

relations, Slicker said it is a lot

better than it was during the late

60's.

"We always got heckled at then.

Now students come up and they

just rap with us. It's not perfect,

but it's better," he said.

As we drove into the station at 11

p.m. Slicker said: "Hey, you know,
we haven't had one call since you
came in tonight. Not even the usual

Infirmary run. You should come in

more often!"

(SUMMARY)
While talking to the cops on these

shifts, and others during the course
of daily newsgathering, a few
things become apparent. The
morale is high among the cops, as

is pride in their department. The
UMass force is professional,
progressive, and cooperative. The
relations between the cops on the
beat and their superiors are

generally good. The cops are well
educated. Seventy five per cent of
them have bachelor's degrees. Jon
has his degree in Special Ed. and
he taught in Chicopee Public
Schools before he decided to
become a cop. He's acquired skills

in fingerprinting, breathalyzer,
and identi kit operation. He's also
a member of the Scuba Team. In
his spare time, he's been trying to

organize the records in such a way
that everything known about
chronic offenders is centralized
and quickly available. And this

initiative is not particularly rare in

this department. The Scuba Team
supplies a lot of their own equip-
ment. Officers Warren and Taurati
are responsible for the Mounted
Patrol, and have accumulated
training and equipment of their
own.
Whitmore and the upper

echelons of UMPD stress and
encourage this initiative, but there
is one big problem. The cops have
got to do it on their own. As state
employees, they are entitled to

take one course a semester for free
at UMass. That means if you can't
afford to pay for more courses, it's

going to be a long time before you
get your BA.
UMPD is subject to the same

budget cuts as the rest of the
university. So while the officials at
this university want their police to

be well trained and educated, they
won't pay for them to go, or offer
incentives. In spite of this, the cops
take courses, using up their
veteran's pay, working all the
overtime they can.
UMass cop's pay is average, at

best. One officer said: "Usually a
town or city will lay out a lot of
money, and get an average police
force. In some ways, UMass has
got it better than it deserves."
When asked what makes a good

cop, the general answer was
common sense and mental
stability. While relations between
the students and the police have
improve somewhat over the past
few years, a cop still gets a fair
amount of abuse.
According to one officer, "Well,

the abuse isn't as concentrated as
it used to be, but it's still there. You
can usually take personal abuse
pretty easily; verbal, getting spit
on, stuff like that. But it's when
they start abusing your family,
your wife, your kids, even ver-
bally, that's hard to take. But
you've got to be able to take it."
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FLYING CIRCUS

"And now for

Something Completely

Different"

Plus Krazy Kat Kartoon
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Fri. & Sat., 11:00

"THE HARDER
THEY COME"

AT THE GATES
OF SMITH COLLEGE

i/ODEMY:
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Academy Award Nominee

-Best Foreign Film

V

ffinattwn;
1

7 & 9:15

JACK NICHOLSON

FAYE OUNAWAY ,

3 8:00

The Best Picture of The Year!

OFdfilher PART II

DOLLAR NIGHTS MON&TUES
ALL SEATS $100
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kIM.Sl NUHIM 4MPIOS 5d4 2310 NOW

XMB GflSJiaKId'

PLUS

CLINT

EASTWOOD.

THUNDERBOLT

and LIGHTF00T"

Who Killed JFK?

Guest Speaker

Harvey Yazijian

A Film-Lecture Presentation

Fri., May 2 at 2 p.m.

S.U.B.

Sponsored by Kappa Alpha Theta/ Program Council

A Greek Week Activity

Eves.: White Lightning — 7:00; Thunderbolt— 045

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $100

"2001 . A Space

Odyssey"

Fri., May 2nd 7:30 &

& 10:00 p.m

Sun., May 4th C.C. Aud.

WAQY PRESENTS
A NIGHTWITH

M4M(VSI tINBHVMVH H
ROUTE S RIVEROALE RD

WEST SPFLD 24 MR TEL 733S131
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WALT DISNEY
PRODUCTIONS
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FRIDAY AT MIDNIGHT
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Wed. MaL.2p.rn
Mon. KrL: 7:M. t:30; Sat.

Tommy
«*,

\bur senses will

never be the same.

Ann-Margret Oliver Reed

Roger Daltrey Elton John

Wrd Mat.. J p.m.
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film times
ACAUtMY OF MUSIC
Lacome. Lucion 7. 9:20

AMHERST CINEMA
Scenea from a Marriage 7:30

CALVIN THEATRE
Whit* Lightning 7:00

Thunderbolt Ct Lightfoot 8:46

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Murder on the Orient Expreee 7,

9:16
Chinatown 7, 9:16

Godfather II 8:00

OEERFIELD DRIVE-IN
Show sterta at 8:16

EASTFIELD MALL
Reincarnation of Peter Proud

7:30. 9:40

GLOBE THEATRE
And Now for Something

Completely Different 7, 9
HADLEY DRIVE-IN
Show aterto at 8:00

MT. FARMS 4 THEATRES
White Lightning 6:15. 8:30

Hearts Cr Mind* 6. 8:16

Blazing Saddleo 6:16. 8:30

Lenny 6, 8:16

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Witch Mountain 7:30. 9:30

Tommy 7:30. 9:45

Funny Lady 8:00

Capone 7:46. 9:46

Shampoo 7:16. 9:30

Waldo Pepper 7:20, 9:30

:

Every Eve at 7: 30-9: 40

Mat. Wed. Sat. Sun
1:30 3:30 5 30

Reincarnation

Proud
presentation

Filmed in Springfield,
Holyoke, Amherst, North-
ampton, Deerfield and other
local areas.

-U

VI THE GATES
OK SMITH COLLEGE

MUSC
j

i NORTHAMPTON
• 0) •

Deerfield Drive- In

Rte. 5 & 10 So. Deerfield

665-8746

How far should a Teacher go

to protect her students?

TRIP
with the"

,

TVy fcrcd her to

tfc dfanHi sacrifice*

tcnoenanmuTcmt mcr'ois niusi

ALSO
-

>HE CORRUPTED THE
YOUTHFUL MORALITY OF AN
ENTIRE SCHOOL! color

i
H

* CROWN INTERNATIONAI ftf\fh<f .

ri., Sat., Sun. at 8:15

aurt
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Jones Library — displays
featuring the works of Amherst
schools. Amherst high school the
first two weeks of May.
Holyoke Comm. College —

student art show throuqh May 9.

Leverett Craftsmen and Artists
Inc. — spring classes in various
crafts, call L.C.&A. for details. 253-
9062. May 2 lecture workshop on
gravestone rubbing.

Bitten End Gallery — "painters
under the influence."

Springfield Museum of Fine Arts— May 6 opening of U of M Women
Students Exhibition.

Amherst College — "War
Alamode", May 2-28.

Hampshire College — student
examination shows through May.

Mt. Holyoke College — May 5-
June, student exhibits.
UMass Herter Hall Gallery —

through May 3 painting by Rath
burn, prints by Johnson; May 4 10
painting by Delhan, painting by
Wong.
UMass — student union gallery— May 4 6 Michael Melle, painting.
UMass — student union lobby

"off hand" blown glass created
from recycled glass.
UMass — Commonwealth Room,

Student Union "Works in
Progress", May 8 & 9, reception
Fri., May 9, 8 p.m.
Smith College — Alice Neel

paintings through May 11, Con
noisseurship of the Graphic Arts:
prints acquired during the
curatorship of Elizabeth Nongan
1969 1975.

tkesitire

Five Col lege Area
Dickey the Dam and the Big Blue

River, Bartlett Auditorium, May 1

at 4 p.m., May 2 at 8 and 10 p.m.,
May 3 at 2 and 8 p.m.

Woyzeck, Studio Theatre, Fine
Arts Centre, May 8 11, 13-18, 20 24
ai 8.00 p.m.

Tom Thumb, Hampden Dining
Commons, May 15 17 at 8:00 p.m.
Experimental Theatre, Thursdays
at 4:00 p.m., Lobby of the Fine Arts
Centre.

Springfield
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's

Nest, Stage West, nighfly except
Monday, April 19 May 25.

Boston
H.M.S. Pinafore, Boston Light

Opera Ltd., Madelein Lee Theatre,
May 2, 3, 9, 10 at 8:00 p.m.
The Caretaker, Theatre 369,

Somerville Ave., May 8-11, 15 18,

22 25, and 29 June 1, 8:00 p.m.
Medal of Honor Rag, Theatre

Company of Boston, New Theatre,
through May 11, 8:00 p.m.

vvJEsr a Nnatt RftU

10
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Performance
Amherst School of Ballet

featuring the Connecticut Valley
Regional Ballet Company,
Amherst Regional High School,
May 2, 7:45 p.m.

Rhode Island School of Design
Tap Dancing Concert. R.I.S.D.,
Memorial Hall, May 1, 2, 3, at 8:00
p m.
Five College Dance Concert.

Fine Arts Building exterior, May
12, 7:00 p.m.

Smith Dance Concert. Hallie
Flanagan Hall, May 9 and 10, 8:00
p.m.

Participatory
Heymakers Square Dance Club,

Cape Cod Lounge, S.U., 8:00 p.m.,
Tuesdays.

International Folk Dancing Club,
Cape Cod Lounge, S.U., 7:30 p.m.,
Mondays.

Israeli Dancing, Cape Cod
Lounge, S.U., 8:00 p.m., Wed
nesdays.
Dance To Tie Up the Fine Arts

Center, May 3, 10:00 p.m.

The Gay Rites of Spring-75
The fifth annual Spring Gay

Festival of the Student Homophile
League.
Fondly, we look back to the days

of Christopher Street Liberation,
when hundreds of gay brothers and
sisters showed the world that they
would no longer tolerate being in a
class of "unspeakables". It was a
great historical eveni in Gay
history, and to this day we com
memorate that day and its call to
liberation during Gay Pride Week.
The time had come at last for gay
people to enter the humanity they

had been deprived of for thousands
of years.

Christopher Street set the pace
for all that was to happen in the
years since. Gay people all over
this land became united in their
proud struggle. This new freedom
gave birth to the Gay Liberation
Front here at UMass, later to be
renamed as the Student Homophile
League. The Student Homophile
League set up headquarters in the
Student Union, and all the gay
people on this campus could at last

come out of their closets and

QaieksrtYfer
No. Pleasant St.

Amherst

WHERE

v.v.v
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If

"The Good
Times Roll"

Every Day!

Stop in and find out why.

Good People — Good Music

Good Times at

realize that they could be happy
people with the support of a fine
group of gay people.
The first Student Homophile

League probably didn't know that
they were beginning a strong tradi
tion when they held a Gay Festival
in the Spring of 1971, a weekend of
celebration for their new found
liberation. But the Student Homo
phile League of today cherishes
more than ever their history and
tradition of five years of existence.
Each and every first weekend in

May is our grandiose celebration of

Friday, May 2, 1975

1 p.m. -6 p.m. — Registration at
SHL office in the Student Union;
8:30p.m. 1 a.m. — Dance featurina
"Lilith and Registration.
Saturday, May 3, 1975

Workshops will be held on the
eighth floor of the Campus Center;
9:30 a.m. ll a.m. — Radical Gay
Politics by Ed Tynan et al., Health
Workshop, Gay Men and Sexism; 2

p.m.-3:30 p.m. — Amdrogyny in

Literature by Jim La Macchia;

MOUNTAIN FARMS POUR

"It tiny kinief fifcp)

Boon, brooch cor chotcs.

corruption ofitf fVVOHft ** o«

tno tMnfi fhot mofct krfe

L
SNIP AND SAVE — This is the

censored, original inside cover of
SEX AND VIOLENCE COMIX,
appearing on campus shortly. Cut it

out and paste it in. The truth will NOT
die, etc., etc.

gay sisters and something from it.ourselves as
brothers.

The Spring Gay Festival is a
weekend of dancing, learning,
feasting, and meeting new friends
People from all over New England
know of this tradition and come to

celebrate with us. It is a weekend
that has been in the planning since
September, which we all look for
ward to.

This year we are quite proud of
the program we have to offer and
we hope that everyone at the
University can enjoy it and learn

Third World Gays by Harold
Doddy Coming Out.

11 a.m.-12:30 a.m. — Gays in
Media by Ellen B. Davis and Gay
Media Action; Religion,
Metropolitan Community Church;
Sexuality and Sex Education
(men); Transvestitism by Harold
Doddy; 3:30 p.m. -5 p.m. —
Religion (Roman Catholic) by Fr.
Tom Oddo and Paul Diederich of
Dignity-National; History and Gay

Sfld P.1R-1 •FOUNTAIN »«»MS M»

•:•:•:

Xv:::

BURT REYNOLDS

WHITE
LIGHTNING

mi
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Mel Brooks'
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«

Quicksilver

»>X

The fee for the entire weekend is

five dollars, a really worthwhile
expense for a fun filled weekend.
Of course you can pay for each
event if you should not desire to
register. We also need a lot of help
in giving visiting people housing: if

you can help us at all please sign up
on the housing list at registration.
But most of all, bring yourselves
and be ready for a big celebration.

People by David Ritchkoff I am
Woman First by Patrice.

12:30 a.m. -2 p.m. — Gay
Legislation in 76? by Joe Martin;
Bisexuality by Patrice and Kathy;
Religion (Jewish) by B'nai
Haskalah; Rural Gays by Allen
Young; 9 p.m.-] a.m. — Dance
featuring "The Deadly Night-
shade", Campus Center
Auditorium.

Sunday, May 4, 1975
12 p.m. — Picnic at the field by

Farley Lodge.

040
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If you can afford to think

WEEKEND
by Jeffrey Polman

RATINGS
++++ Acapulco Gold
+ + + Jamaican
+ + Chicopee Brown
+ crabgrass

THE ANDROMEDA
STRAIN+ ++
Pretty fair science fiction

thriller by Michael Crichton turned
into an even fairer movie by
Robert Wise. A team of biological
scientists race against their
wristwatches in order to locate the
source of a space germ which (you
guessed it! ) threatens to annihilate
the world. Interesting and exciting
enough to keep you absorbed,
though, even though it's been on
television twice. (MAHAR, 5 2,

6:30, 9, 11:30)

BLAZING SADDLES-}- + + +
Mel Brooks' finest achievement,

and perhaps the funniest film since
the Marx Brothers left us alone.
(Mountain Farms Four).

BUSTER AND BILLIE+ + +
Another nostalgic romp down the

paths of young flaming love.

Spiced with the expected violence
one usually sees in contemporary
romps, even though it's dramatic
impact is a little better in this case.
Stars Jan Michael Vincent, who
we're all supposed to have heard
of. (TONIGHT in the SUB. at 7

and «).

CAPONE+
About the thirtieth in a series of

most likely six hundred and forty

five bloody gangster films, this one
starring, of all people, Ben
Gaiarra as famous Al himself. I

respect Hollywood's per
serverence, but there still hasn't
been anything good since Bonnie
and Clyde. (Showcase Cinemas,
West Springfield).

CH I NATOWN+ + + +
Roman Polanski's latest, a

departure from his supernatural
tendencies, but still quite unusual.
Jack Nicholson plays an eagle-eye
detective who sticks his nose into

the wrong case and pays for it in

the end. Faye Dunaway is great as
a millionairess haunted by a
turbulent past. This film got
royally ripped off at the Academy
Awards, but we all know that
doesn't mean shit to a tree, works
of art cannot and should not be
compared. (Campus Cinemas).

DODES-KA-DEN+ + + +
Akira Kurosawa's first feature,

and his first film in color. It depicts
life in a Tokyo slum with gentle
charm and as in most Kurosawa
films, it shows how any living

person can suffer through
depressing times as long as his

inner dreams and spirit pervade.
(MAHAR TONIGHT at 7 & 9:35 for

one dollar).

FUNNY LADY+ +
Yuk yuk. Barbara Streisand

plays plays herself because she

Below the Salt photo by Bill Howell

LOCAL MUSIC (May 17)

Sweet
Machine

Pie — Dynamic
- Hatch, May 2 3.

Sex

Campus

May 1-4.

Hide A Way

Alarm

Pantry

Outerspace Band
Center Aud., May 1.

Fat — Rusty Nail,

Bill Colwell —
(Granby), May 1, 2.

Real Tears — 5th
(Springfield), May 1-4.

Little Fire — Red
(Belchertown), May 1-3.

Seagull — Steak Out, May 1-3.

Sweet Pie — Hatch, May 1-3.

Cold Blood vs. Thundermug —
Springfield College, May 4 ($3

battle).

Widespread Depression — Lazy
River (Northampton), May 1-3.

Tusk — Mt. View Frolics
(Chicopee), May 1-3.

Roomfull of Blues — Lazy River,
May 7.

Fate— Poor Richard's III, May
1.

Sunarc — Bluewall, May 2, 3.

Morning Sky — T.O.C., May 1-3.

Sweet Pie — 5th Alarm, May 5-7.

Williams & Vallan — Septembers
(Chicopee) May 1-3.

Moon Over Miami — Bluewall,
May 1.

Molly McGregor — 4 Leaf
Window (New Salem), May 1-4.

Banjo Dan & the Mid Nite
Plowboys — Chelsea House Cafe
and Folklore Center, (W. Brat
tleboro, Vt.), May 2, 3.

Bruce MacKay — Red Pantry,
May 4.

Muffin Band— Lazy River, May
6.

nnGreenleaf — Lakeview
(Southwick), May 2, 3, 6.

Willow — The Pub, May 7.

.

Doc Sullivan — The Pub, May 1,

2 (3-6 p.m.).

D.J. — The Pub, May 2.

Great Pretenders — The Pub,
May 3, 4.

UMASS
Beareather Ready (voice

recital), "Black Women in

America" — May 2, Recital Hall
(room 248), Fine Arts Center, 8:15.

Jeff Jawer, (multi-media)
Astrological Evening — May 3,

Herter 227, 8:15.

People Symphony & Dance
Company — May 3, Com
monwealth Room, 2 p.m.
20th Century Chorale Music —

Women's Choir and University
Chorus, with assisting in-

strumentalists; works by Ives,

Fussed and Tillis, conducted by E.
Wayne Abercrombie. 8 p.m.,
Bowker, Admission free.

AMHERST COLLEGE
Guitar Recital (classical &

ragtime) — Amherst Lute Trio —
May 1, Memorial Hall, 8 p.m.

MT. HOLYOKE
Blood, Sweat & Tears (With

David Clayton Thomas) — Larry
Carsman Band—May 3, Chapin
Hall ($4.00).

SPRINGFIELD
Tony Orlando A Dawn — May 2,

Civic Center T.

Lou Reed — String Driven Thing
— May 4, Civic Center T.
James Taylor — May 17, Civic

Center T.

The Letterman — May 22, Civic
Center T.

The Eagles — Danny Fogelberg
— May 14, Civic Center T.

PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Aerosmith — May 3, Civic
Center, (Gerneral Admission).

Kool & The Gang — Rhythm —
May 3, Palace Theatre.
Frankie Valli — May 10, Civic

Center.

James Brown — May 11, Civic
Center.

Frank Sinatra — May 12, Civic
Center.

Boston Pops — May 18, Civic
Center.

Guess Who — May 18, Steppin'
Stone Ranch, Greenwich, R.I.

J. Geils Band — May 24, Civic
Center.

Seals & Crofts — June 6, Civic
Center.

Marvin Gaye — June 7, Civic
Center.
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BOSTON, MASS.
Davis, May 1-3, Paul's

May 1, Jazz

— May 1-4,

Miles
Mall.

Pat Martino —
Workshop.
Creative Source

Sugar Shack.
Danny O'Keefe — Chris Rhodes

— May 1-4 Passim Coffeshop.
Brecker Brothers — May 2-4,

Jazz Workshop.
Jeff Beck — Mahavishnu Or-

chestra — May 3, Music Hall (Two
Shows 7 & 10) T.

America — May 4, Music Hall T.
Tom Scott & The L.A. Express —

May 4 6, Paul's Mall.
First Choice — May 5-11, Sugar

Shack.
Charles Mingus — May 6 ll, Jazz

Workshop.
Jesse Colin Young — Leo Koftke

— May 7, Music Hall T.

Sonny Rollins— May 7-11, Paul's
Mall.

Lynyrd Skynyrd — Golden
Earring — May 8, Orpheum T.

Neil Sedaka — Harvard Square
Theatre, May 8 T.
Martin Mull — May 8-11, Passim

Coffeeshop.
Nektar — May 10, Orpheum T.
Ian Hunter-Mick Ronson — Kiss— Orpheum T, May 11.

The Dramatics — May 12 18,

Sugar Shack.
Eagles — Danny Fogelberg —

May 14, Music Hall T.
Bonnie Raitt — Mose Allison —

May 14, Harvard Square Theatre
T.

James Taylor — May 18, Music
Hall T.

Betty Wright — May 19 25, Sugar
Shack.
The Letterman — May 23, Music

Hall T.

Tavares — May 26-June 1, Sugar
Shack.
Bad Company — Maggie Bell —

May 31-June 1, Music Hall, T.
Pink Floyd — June 18, Boston

Garden T.

Chicago — Beach Boys — June
30, Schaeffer Stadium, Foxboro
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Alfange takes over Provost duties,

vows to assess budget implications

DEAN ALFANGE, JR.,
acting Provost and Vice
Chancellor for Academic
Affairs.

By BILL PARENT
MDC Staff

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
yesterday named Dean Alfonge Jr. acting
Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs.

Alfange is presently the dean of faculty of

social and behaviora 1 sciences in the College
of Arts and Sciences. He will be replacing

Robert L. Gluckstern who was recently

appointed chancellor of the University of

Maryland.

Alfange first came to UMass in 1967 as an
assistant professor of constitutional law and
civil liberties. In 1970 he was named an
associate professor in the government
department, and after being named acting

dean of social and behavioral sciences he

was appointed dean of that department in

February 1971.

"My first major job will be to assess the
impact of the budgetary stringency on
Academics" Alfange said in a telephone
interview yesterday. He said he believes it is

his duty "to insure minimum adverse impact
on existing programs" if budget cuts do
occur. The Legislature is not expected to

vote on the budget until this summer.
In making the appointment, Bromery cited

Alfange's dedication and concern for the
University as criteria for his selection.

"I know the area of academic ad-
ministration is at a critical juncture in a
critical time and Dean Alfange is accepting
the task at great personal expense," said
Bromery.

"I am confident he can count on full

support from the council of deans, depart-

ment heads and chairmen, the Faculty

Senate, the general faculty and the broader
university community".

Alfange is a graduate of Hamilton College,

an Air Force veteran and did his graduate
work at the University of Colorado and
Cornell. Before coming to UMass, he taught
at Lafayette College and has received many
awards and fellowships as well as having
written numerous publications.

Alfange will serve as acting provost for the

next year while a nation wide search com-
mittee determines a replacement for

Gluckstern.
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WEATHER
Dreams of freedom tend to

fizzle

When sunlight is engulfed in

drizzle.

And hopes of heaven are

tattered shrouds

When distant Mountains are

obscured by clouds.

Says he II resign

O'Keefe elected SGA president
By MIKE FA Y
Staff Reporter

The Student Government Association
<SGA) finally elected president when John
O'Keefe won a majority of votes in the third

ballot of last night's SGA presidential

election.

O'Keefe polled 48.6 votes, a half vote more
than the majority needed to defeat Craig
Ghodotti, who polled 28.3 votes.

O'Keefe, elected by a coalition of dor
mitory representatives and student senators
said, "First of all, I'm going to resign as soon
as possible so the students can have an open
election. It should have been open to begin
with."

Greek area representatives left the
assembly as soon as O'Keefe's victory was
announced. Craig Ghodotti is a member of

the Greeks. But immediately after the

election, Ghodotti could be seen
congratulating O'Keefe.

The Orchard Hill representatives could not

raise a quorum and were not able to vote.

This subtracted six electoral votes from the

election. Steve Freeman, the Orchard Hill

presiding officer said the Orchard Hill ab-

sences were due to leaves of absences and
students doing homework.

O'Keefe said he will probably resign in

October. His term would normally run until

June 1976.

The SGA election last night was the fourth

attempt in eight days to elect a new un-

dergraduate student president. O'Keefe and
Ghodotti were standoff candidates among a

ield of five. Cindy McGrath, Peter Lewicke,

and Tim O'Brien rounded out the field.

Last night before O'Keefe broke the eight

day deadlock, newly elected Speaker of the

Senate John Hite said that he would file a bill

today providing for the popular election of

the president in the event O'Keefe resigns

next fall.

Hite said the bill would delete the present

provision that stipulates an electoral voting

process, and would bring the constitution

into accord with the motion passed earlier

this year requiring a popular election of

Senate presidents beginning March 1976.

O'Keefe said he will put the SGA con-

stitution up to a student referendum some
time next fall. He said alternatives will be

offered.

After the election O'Keefe said, "I ran on a

platform of complete change, top to bottom.

turn to p. 3

INSIDE
A lawyer here has lodged

a complaint with the federal

Department of Justice and
has demanded an in-

vestigation into the role a

Boston U.S. Attorney played

in making financial records

of the School of Education
unavailable to the public and
press. Story on Page 3.

Governor Michael
Dukakis is set to speak here

Monday, and members of

the Student Action Com-
mittee will be on hand to

respond to his budget plans.

See stories. Page 2.

Richie Aron sang about budget cuts at Sylvan yesterday, for story, see page 3.

Student employees await labor recognition
By CHRISTINE DILLARD

MDC Staff

BOSTON - Recognition of the Union for

Student Employees (USE) by the

Massachusetts Labor. Relations Commission
will be delayed until a formal hearing now set

for June 23.

USE and UMass Legal Counselors ap-

peared before the Commission yesterday in

Boston in an "informal hearing." UMass
counselor for labor affairs Martin Skoler said,

"We'll have to wait for a formal hearing.

There's no other way."

Skoler said he had just received a petition

for recognition and did not have time to

thoroughly examine it. "We want to do it in a

law-abiding fashion," he said. He added that

it was a complex situation, and that there

were other collective bargaining units with

an interest in student employees. He cited

the American Federation of State, County,

and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) as one
such unit.

He also said, "I have to examine the

relationship between the students and the

university." He called the situation of student

workers "unique."

Lawyer for the Massachusetts State

Employee Association Mark Dalton also

appeared before commission examiner Mary

Lally. "We wish to reserve our rights and
submit a brief on whether the students are

employees. We're taking no position at the
moment."
The Massachusetts State Employee

Association is the recognized bargaining

agent for three collective bargaining units at

UMass, including administrative, clerical and
technical employees.

Dalton also said that if the Massachusetts
Labor Relations Commission does hold that

students are employees and have collective

bargaining rights, then the students fall into

existing collective bargaining units.

turn to p. 7
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Dukakis speaks here Monday
By BILL DENSMORE

and RICHARD WRIGHT
MDC Staff

An appearance Monday on campus by
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, planned three
months ago, is now expected to become a
forum for discussion of his proposed ten
percent higher education budget cut.

Dukakis press, spokesman David
Sugarman yesterday confirmed that the
governor will be speaking Monday at 8 p.m.
in Mahar auditorium. At the same time, he
described how the meat cleaver may fall at

UMass.
Sugarman said that jn administration

budget prepared by Education Secretary
Paul Parks "won't cut any student services."
He said a draft of the budget now before

Dukakis cuts maintenance and "overhead"
and calls for a "productivity increase"
among University employees.
He said it also includes increases in

scholarship aid, work study and library funds.
"If there's absolutely no way to come

down with a ten percent cut without hurting
student services, it won't be imposed,"
Sugarman said, adding that if that were the
case, Dukakis might have to propose a
tuition increase - "But it would be a
graduated tuition increase."

Sugarman said Dukakis supports the
concept of fiscal autonomy, but along with
autonomy comes a responsibility to allocate
funds wisely.

Fiscal autonomy is a Legislative grant of
bulk appropriations to operating units like

UMass, without specifying specific spending
categories.

Priorities and specific expenditures are
then determined by the agency. At UMass,

trustees and President Robert C. Wood
decide what the $101.4 million appropriated

this year will be spent on.

The phrase "graduated tuition" used by

Sugarman means setting tuition expenses
according to each students ability to pay. By
this method, students supported by wealthy

parents would pay high tuition, while in-

dependent studpnt«; u». :th no source of in-

come would pay the smallest.

Some students would still be eligible for

scholarship.

The University administration has con-
sistently opposed any suggestion of
graduated tuition, because they feel it would
unnecessarily complicate admissions and
enrollment procedures and because it would
be hard to figure out which students are

SAC to give Gov. message:

Budget cut fight to continue
By DAN LaBONTE

Staff Reporter
A message to Governor Michael Dukakis

saying that students will continue their
"struggle" to oppose budget cuts will be
sent to him via a rally outside Mahar
Auditorium Monday night.

Plans for the rally were mapped out at a
Student Action Committee (SAC) meeting
yesterday and scheduled in conjunction with
Dukakis' visit to UMass to explain his

proposed budget cut and its relation to
UMass.

The rally will include a series of speakers,
singing and guerilla theater, and SAC hopes
to provide an outside speaker system to
enable those attending the rally to hear
Dukakis speaking inside.

Future actions to be taken over the list of
nine demands concerning students op-
position to budget cuts will be further

discussed. A report from two committees
researching the possibility of a tuition

boycott and the development of a network
for student unionization will be heard at a
meeting tomorrow, according to Mary
Muirhead, a spokesperson for the Com-
munications Committee of the SAC.
The State House Action Committee, a

subgroup of SAC, is currently examining the
state's budget and looking into alternatives

to cuts in higher education and social service
programs.

SAC members also decided at yesterday's
meeting to send a delegation of students to a
meeting called by Brown University and
UMass- Boston scheduled for Sunday on the
UMass Boston campus. The meeting is

designed "to discuss the student solidarity in

fighting budget cutbacks, tuition hikes, and
the defense of Third World, Women's, and
other social service programs", Muirhead
said.

A motion was made and unanimously
passed to table any discussion concerning
campus demonstrations and possible
building take over until Saturday meeting.

supported by their parents.

On Dukakis' appearance, the Student
Action Committee announced yesterday its

intention to organize a rally outside Dukakis'

eight o'clock Mahar appearance Monday.
The original sponsor of the Governor's

talk, Orchard Hill Residential Area, and a

professor who invited him to speak on
campus in January both commented
yesterday on the Governor's appearance.
The professor, Dr. Benjamin Ricci of

Exercise Science, is President of the
Belchertown Friends Assn., a parents'

support group for the Belchertown State
School for the Retarded.

Ricci invited Dukakis to speak in his class,

"Society and the Outcast." on the delivery of
human services in Massachusetts. But his

brief talk will now include his rationale on
budget cuts and a period of question and
answers, according to Sugarman.

Ricci said he thinks UMass' "tradition of
public service through its students and
faculty should be acknowledged and sup-
ported."

Sugarman said Dukakis would not be
available on campus before the eight o'clock
talk.

UMass police chief David L. Johnston said
no unusual precautions would be taken to
protect the Governor during his visit. .

On whether Dukakis could be deterred by
student demonstrations, Sugarman said:

"I'm not sure it's even come up."
But, he said the Governor has never stayed

away from an event because of anticipated
demonstrations. Sugarman said Dukakis
"anticipates more reasoned discourse" with
students.

Teaching Assistants meet;
discuss formation of union

By DENISEMATTEAU
Staff Reporter

Bread and butter issues were
discussed yesterday in a meeting of
about 15 teaching assistants
contemplating forming a union.

The meeting in the Campus
Center was the third and will be
followed by others.

Issues talked about were - is
pay proportionate to labor - cost
of living raises - affirmative action
- patronage - inadequate

grievance procedures - class size

and range of courses.

It was also announced that a

request for funds for researching

and organizing a union will be
brought before the graduate
Student Senate.

Anne Canal, a TA in the com-
parative literature department, said

different avenues toward
unionization will be explored.

"A TA union may be affiliated

with the MTA (Massachusetts
Teachers Association), she said,
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"But we'd have to wait until the

faculty has won a collective

bargaining vote on that issue. Other

possibilities include affiliation with
the AF of L through the American
Federation of Teachers or affiliation

with the student organizing
project."

Others said that while a TA union
would upgrade the status of un-
dergraduate teaching, it may ignore
the interest of non- teaching grad
students.

According to Les Perelman, a TA
in the Rhetoric department, who is

also acting treasurer for the group,
assistanceships presently pay a
maximum of $3,600.00 a year for a
workload which is equal to half of
what a professor is expected to
carry. "This is equal to only one
third of the lowest- paid professor's
salary", he said, "and is com-
plicated by a catch-22; to hold the
position requires that the assistant
make normal academic progress,
yet there is no attempt to relate the
courses a TA teaches to that TA's
Ph.D. work."

»

"Time is working against us,"
said Canal as the meeting drew to
an end. "we need feedback. The
school is starting to pull back oft
commitments to students, as the
budget situated gets tighter."
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Silhouetted in the women's rest room doorway a
Machmer janitor waves to photographer.

Correction to

Photo Special
Three photos in Wed-

nesday's photo special were
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second floor of the Student Union or
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ROISTER DOISTERS

presents

in the wrong place. The
photo on pg. 6 belonged on

pg. 12, the one on pg. 7 on
pg. 6 and the pg. 12 photo on
pg. 7. With these correc-
tions, the captions are
correct.
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"/f Masonary Musical"

Bartlett Aud.— Tickets $1.SO— Students $1.00

May 1 — 4 p.m. ; May 2 — 8 9. 10 p.m. — May 3— 2 A 8 p.m.

RECORDS
CLASSICAL

JAZZ
SLUES
ROCK

Tht Ntw

If7 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-5394
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UMass print shop offers

low cost printing to patrons

Peggy Considine collates some of the 10,000 pages of
lecture notes which...

By DEBBIE SCHAFER
Staff Reporter

The print shop located in 401 in

the Student Union Building
provides low cost printing services

for student groups. "We print

anything that needs to be printed

for RSO groups," said David
Rabinow, print shop manager.

The student senate lecture notes
are also printed in the shop. Since it

is a student senate funded
operation, the print shop is

"primarily used by RSO" according
to Rabinow. However, anyone
outside of RSO can also utilize the

print shop at low cost rates.

The shop handles a volume of

about 10,000 impressions (sides of

paper) per week in addition to the

lecture notes. The amount of

lecture notes printed is also about
10,000 per week.

Seventy one students are em-
ployed by the print shop and lecture
note service. The office is open 5
days a week from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Printing is done by an offset
printing process. The offset process
involves extensive use of
photographic methods in printing.

The image to be printed is

produced by the use of a
photographic plate, as opposed to a
chemically engraved lead plate. The
shop utilizes a Xerox machine in

addition to the offset press.
Xeroxing is primarily used to handle

c

B

David Osepowicz offset prints, in the Student Senate
Print Shop, every week.
small quantity print orders.

This is the first semester that the

print shop has been located near

the Student Union balcony next to

the academic affairs committee

office. The print shop was originally

housed where the People's Market
exists now, and occupied the Room
to Move office before moving to its

present site.

Student sings of budget cut blues
By SAMUEL HASSAN

Staff Reporter

Monday afternoon, a woman from the

Student Action Committee (SAC) called

Richie Aaron. She asked him to play his

guitar and sing at a rally on the Campus
Center steps Tuesday night. She told him on
the phone that she had heard him sing a
song about the Amherst Towing Company,
and asked him if he could write a protest

song.

Monday night Aaron went to the

organizational meeting for Wednesday's rally

in Boston, and during the meeting he wrote
the song. You may have heard it in the

background of iocal television news reports

from Boston Wednesday night, or maybe
you sang it in the sunshine on Boston
Common. It's called, "Listen To Us Mr.
Legislature Man."
Dukakis says we ain't got no money
But some people seem to have it made
Mr. Wood why don't you sell your

helicopter

And use the money for our financial aid

Aaron is a 19 year old freshman English

major living in Brown House. He was born
and raised in Brooklyn, N.Y., and jokingly

+ O'Keefe

says, "to me it always seemed like a separate
country."

About his choice in UMass Aaron said, "I

wanted to get away from the city, and had
heard how good the five college system
was."

Aaron's younger brother David, 16, has
visited UMass and is considering coming to
school here. Along with David there is Lori,

6, and Joshua, 3, at home in Brooklyn.
"I fear the budget cuts," he says,

"because if out-of-state tuition rises
drastically, it would make things very dif-

ficult. As it stands right now, what people
have to pay at this University is basically fair,

but there's no reason why they should have
to suffer for the poor distribution of wealth in

this state or the country."

Listen to us Mr. Legislature man
Now we know that you're no fool

If you cut the budget to ribbons here
We'll all have to drop out of school
When fie arrived at the buses beside

Whitmoreon Wednesday, Aaron didn't have
his guitar with him. "They made me go back
and get it," he said, "and I ended up playing
first."

One particular chain of events at the rally

really bothered him, saying, "First Bartley

(House Speaker David M.) said he opposed
the budget cuts, and everyone cheered.
Then someone asked him to apologize for

having called the strike a vacation, and he
told us to pound sand. His sarcastic attitude

really hurt alot of people. And he walked off

smiling into the booing crowd. He was the
stereotype of the appeasing politician. If I

had a baby in my arms he would've tried to

kiss it."

Aaron said he has written many lyrics, but
only 7 or 8 have become songs with music.
He has been playing the guitar for six years
and said he never imagined it would be such
an important thing in his life.

The words spring fever were mentioned
and Aaron said, "I find myself stopping on

my way to class at the campus pond,

definitely because I carry my guitar with

me."
An English major, he is writing songs and

short stories now, but says, "I realize I can't

count on earning a living this way, but I

refuse to go out of my way to learn

something I don't like just to make a lot of

money in the future."

Between verses of Cat Steven's "A Boy
With a Moon and a Star On His Head," he

stops and says, "They keep saying education

is the key, and then they keep changing the

locks."

And then wh I you do with us

With the locks i throw on every door
You'll find some tancy way to justify your

lies

And try to throw us into another war.

Howland wants investigation

into role of Boston attorney

elected
cont. from p. 1

The student government structure is about
twenty years behind the times."

O'Keefe said he will make all decisions on
a collective basis. O'Keefe, an Army veteran

said women, vets, blacks, third world

students and all students would be
represented in the SGA. He particularly

supported the Union of Student Employees.

He said a restructuring of student

committees would be the key to better

government. "The main idea is to have task

forces that are action oriented."

O'Keefe also said, "I'm not going to get

into any arbitrary policy changes." He said

he will not retain veto power over the

collective cabinet he plans to install.

O'Keefe said the SGA would not be a

parent organization to the students, but

would offer the resources and expertise

**eeded- for - independent studem -action

After his victory, John O'Keefe
said: "This was one bitch of an
election. I'm glad I don't have to go
through this every day."

Summing up his feelings on the election

O'Keefe said, "I'm not going to compromise
the beliefs of the people who backed me, my
platform, or myself."

By JUDY BOUCHER
MDC Staff

A lawyer here has lodged a complaint with

the federal Department of Justice and has
demanded an investigation into the role a

Boston U.S. Attorney played in making
financial records of the School of Education

unavailable to the public and press.

Richard M. Howland of Amherst lodged a

complaint with Edward H. Levi, attorney

general of the Department of Justice,

regarding the conduct of James N. Gabriel
for his part in issuing two subpoenas and
disregarding regular Massachusetts state

judicial procedures.

Howland defended a Collegian reporter,

William P. Densmore, Jr., in a civil action suit

seeking access to School of Education
records that the University officials said were
not at the time public documents.
The FBI has been investigating misuse of

federal grant funds at the School for three

months. »

A superior Court judge from Northampton
handed down a judgement which ordered
UMass to release the records previously

closed to the public.

Howland, who has waived a fee in this

case, is asking for an inquiry into —
— the origin aed. *«*«*>»- oi~*he--»wo

subpoenas and who fa <>d them. The
first subpoena was ne dav after

Densmore made a vm. i iest to UMass
Treasurer Kenneth ,n. The day of

the hearing a second ait encompassing
subpoena was issued

— the decision to pat icipate in the state

case. At the hearing assistant U.S. Attorney
William A. Brown was present and offered
his view of the case on its merits to the court,

but did not enter a brief.

— the decision to disregard the court's

judgement by "using armed forces in the
form^of personnel of the FBI and forcibly and
contemptuously removing selected records
which were subject to the court order. FBI
agents were on campus last week taking

records to Boston. However, it was reported
that the grand jury sitting in Boston voted to

release most of the records that detail $15
million of federal grant money expenditures
over a five year period.

— the ethics of the members of the U.S.
Attorney's office on who made these
decisions.

The letter was also sent to Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis, Attorney General Francis X.

Bellotti, District Attorney John M. Callahan
and Representative Silvio O. Conte (R-

-PtttsfieWt.-- -
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Viet Cong announce full control in Vietnam
Businesses to

be nationalized

Compiled from Wires

The Viet Cong announced
yesterday they had won complete
control of South Vietnam and
issued a series of policy decrees
stressing revolutionary government
and an end to 1C years of U.S.
influence. A broadcast warned
people against "acting like

Americans."

Among the decrees was an order

nationalizing virtually all the
country's business and industry,

the Cuban news agency reported.

In a dispatch from Saigon,

Indochina

developments

renamed Ho Chi Minh City, the

agency said the order covered
banks, transportation, factories,

farms, U.S. -owned firms and
property belonging to officials of

the former regime.

North Vietnam demanded that

U.S. warships withdraw from areas

off the coast and halt what it called

"forcible evacuation" of Viet-

namese who, according to the

Pentagon, have been fleeing in rafts

and small boats into the South
China Sea.

Aid bill defeated

WASHINGTON [UP/] - In an
action President Ford called un-

worthy of a people symbolized by
the Statue of Liberty, the House
yesterday defeated a bill

authorizing $337 million in

humanitarian aid and evacuation

costs for South Vietnamese
refugees.

"This action does not reflect the

values we cherish as a nation of

immigrants," Ford said in a

statement. "It is not worthy of a

people who has lived by the

philosophy symbolized in the
Statue of Liberty."

M.D.'s wait

for refugees
ARANYAPRATHET, Thailand

\UPI\ - Red Cross doctors and
French officials waited vainly in

100 degree heat yesterday for a first

group of about 100 refugees
making an overland trip to Thailand
from the Cambodian capital of

Phnom Penh where they were
trapped for two weeks in the

French Embassy.
When the refugees had failed to

arrive by sunset, officials and air

conditioned buses waiting to
transport the refugees to Bangkok
left this frontier crossing point.

Regime recognized
UNI TED NA T/ON 9 i I 'Pl\ The

United Nations recoqr. i the Kh-
mer Rouge Natiot non of

Cambodia yesterday as the
legitimate government of the
country.

A message from Sarin Chhak,
Foreign minister of the new regime,

was received late Wednesday but
not announced until yesterday

because Secretary General Kurt

Waldheim, in Vienna for Cyprus
talks, had not been told of it, U.N.

spokesman William C. Powell said.

TIREI> OF THE
OLD TANK?

South Vietnamese priests reach the USS Mobile in
the South China Sea by travelling in a small fishing
boat. They were fleeing the country after the takeover
by the Communists.

Secret bargain pledges
U.S. aid, says Zumwalt

By United Press International

The Nixon administration
promised South Vietnamese
President Nguyen Van Thieu -

without informing Congress - that it

would "respond vigorously" to any
Communist violation of the peace
agreement, retired Adm. Elmo
Zumwalt said yesterday.

At the same time. Sen. Henry M.
Jackson, D-Wash., urged that

Congress investigate commitments
to the Thieu government, and that

the Ford administration provide all

documents dealing with that

subject.

Zumwalt, former chief of naval

operations, told UPl's Steven W.
Colford in an interview in Rich-

mond, Va., that President Richard

M. Nixon and Henry A. Kissinger

told him and other top military

officials about the agreement in late

1972.

"The Nixon-Kissinger ad-

ministration must bear a large share

of the blame for the fact that

Congress failed to honor those

commitments that had been made
in the name of the country,"

Zumwalt said.

"A commitment could not be
considered a national commitment
without the support of the

congressional leadership."

Zumwalt's disclosure followed a

former South Vietnamese Cabinet

member's release in Washington
Wednesday of two letters Nixon
sent to Thieu just before the signing

of the 1973 peace accords in which
he pledged "swift and severe

retaliatory action" against any
Communist truce violation.

TRY A KAWASAKI

THIS YEAR!
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each
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LATEST RELEASES
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No. 9 E. Pleasant St.
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A North Vietnamese Foreign

Ministry statement broadcast by
Hanoi said the Navy's presence and
the announced U.S. policy of

picking up refugees from the sea

constituted "criminal" interference

in the internal affairs of South
Vietnam.

The Pentagon said 18,000 fleeing

South Vietnamese had been picked

up by a flotilla of U.S. Navy ships

from sampans, rafts and other

boats in the past few days in ad-

dition to the 6,000 Vietnamese and
third nation nationals and 1,000

Americans evacuated by helicopter

from Saigon.

In Washington, Defense
Secretary James R. Schlesinger
said that at most there were one or

two ships remaining which might
still pick up refugees. The others

are now headed eastward away
from the waters of Indochina, he
said.

A communique issued by the
new Saigon military management
committee laid down regulations

for public order, among them that
"all activities of houses of
prostitution, dance halls, smoking
dens, and all decadent slave
cultural activities of the American
variety are strictly forbidden."
A Viet Cong broadcast from Ho

Chi Minh City said the conquest of
South Vietnam was completed with
the disbanding of four divisions of
the South Vietnamese army in the
Mekong Delta. There was no
mention of any fighting.

Radio Hanoi said last night that
"millions and millions" of persons
poured into the streets in North
Vietnam to celebrate the "great
victory of the nation."

The Viet Cong dropped the word
"provisional" from their official

name to become the Revolutionary
Government of South Vietnam.
Under its new title the regime
broadcast a policy manifesto
promising equality, religious
freedom, full employment,
education, public welfare and a
"revolutionary government."

Americans' reactions

to refugees mixed
United Press International

Many Americans, remembering
their country's heritage as a haven
for homeless exiles, yesterday
warmed to the plight of thousands
of Vietnamese refugees arriving in

the land behind "the golden door."
But others asked, "Why are they

coming here?"

The flow of refugees into Camp
Pendleton, Calif., passed the 5,000
mark yesterday with another 1,500

expected before nightfall.

More than 1,300 - wives, children

and in-laws of Americans - already

have been processed through the
makeshift camp at the huge Marine
Corps base and left for homes
across the country.

As the planes arrived at a rate of

more than one an hour, the per-

centage of homeless refugees
increased.

Some of them had sponsors in

this country but many did not and
they formed a semipermanent
corps at Pendleton. Nine volunteer

groups under the umbrella of the
American Council of Volunteer
Agencies were operating at the

camp, trying to find sponsors.

Hundreds of the refugees were
being housed, 40 persons to a

quonset hut, in a vacant training

center that lies across a rolling,

scrub-covered plain only a few
miles inland from the Pacific Ocean.

It is the first of three such centers
at Camp Pendleton, in what has
been named "Operation New
Horizons."

All of the expected 60,000 to

70,000 refugees will be routed
through the base. After processing,
they will be passed on to the two
other centers Ft. Chafee, Ark.,

where the first group was
scheduled to arrive Friday, and
Eglin Air Force Base, Fla., where
the first group was to arrive

Saturday.

The refugees faced a mixed
reception.

In Barling, Ark., near Ft. Chaffee,
Mrs. Johnnie Calhoun said she and
some of her neighbors will be out
with protest signs when the first

contingent of refugees arrives.

"They say it's a lot colder here
than it is in Vietnam," she said.

"With a little luck, maybe they'll

take pneumonia and die."

Brandeis students still in building
University lawyers

seek contempt order

WALTHAM \AP\ - Students
ignored a court order to leave a
Brandeis University building
yesterday and a meeting between
their representatives and college
officials ended along with an
amnesty period.

An estimated 35 to 40 students,
calling themselves the Student
Action Committee, seized Pearlman
Hall Tuesday morning to protest

planned budget cuts.

A spokesman for Brandeis said

apparently no one had left or en-

tered the building since, and more
than 100 students were gathered
around the outside of the office and
classroom building.

The university obtained a

temporary restraining order in

Superior Court at Cambridge on
Wednesday telling the students to

leave.

Lawyers for the university
returned to the same court
yesterday to seek a contempt of

court citation against those in the
building.

A hearing on the request was
continued until this afternoon.

Brandeis officials had agreed to

forget about punishment of the

students if they left the building by
10:30 a.m., Thursday.

The university's faculty senate
passed a resolution late Thursday
afternoon urging an end to the
occupation of the building. The
resolution termed the takeover as
detrimental to the welfare of the
college community.

Before Wednesday's court order

was issued, students in the building

said they were willing to be arrested

and would not leave until serious

negotiations began.

Brandeis President Marver H.

Bernstein said in a statement to the

protesters Wednesday, "The illegal

Dukakis asks for raise

in gas, cigarette tax
BOSTON \AP\ ,Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis broke his own no-new-
tax campaign pledge yesterday and
said he wants increases in both the

gasoline and cigarette taxes to pay
interest on borrowing to balance

the state's books.

The governor told legislators the

state's budget deficit for the fiscal

year ending June 30 is now some
$450 million.

For the first time in state history,

Dukakis wants the commonwealth
to borrow that amount and raise

taxes to pay the annual interest of

$67.5 million over a four-year

period.

He said he will file legislation

Friday for an increase of four cents

per gallon in the present state tax of

7 Vi cents per gallon of gasoline. He
will also seek a 5 cent per pack

increase in the present 16 cent -

per pack cigarette tax.

The proposed increases would
raise the average cost of a full tank

of gasoline by about 80 cents.

Pack-a-day cigarette smokers
would pay about $18 more per year

under the governor's plan.

The governor told legislators he

has no choice but to make his tax

requests, and that they have little

choice but to approve them, along

with his bonding scheme.
"It's a very sober message," he

told reporters.

Without legislative support, he

said, hospitals, pharmacists,

doctors and nursing homes

awaiting state payments will not
yet money owed to them and
checks for welfare recipients will

stop May 31.

Dukakis said he has cut state

spending, travel expenses, hiring

and overtime. But "despite the
savings of approximately $70.5
million ... the amount •* the
deficiency increased rathei than
decreased."

The governor said that the
alternative to borrowing is a
massive tax package of more than
$400 million.

The governor did not say
whether new taxes will be needed
to meet state commitments in fiscal

1976 which begins July 1.

Initial legislative reaction in the
Senate was non-committal.

But Senate President Kevin B.

Harrington, D-Salem, said the
governor had no choice but to
make his borrowing-tax proposals,
and he thinks the Senate will ap-

prove them.

Approval by the Massachusetts
House, however, was considered
less certain.

The bonding request requires

two thirds legislative approval. Tax
increases require only a majority.

"The mood of the Senate
probably would be to vote for the

taxes by a comfortable majority,"

Harrington said. "The bonds, with
some struggle, probably would get

through the Senate, but first the

House has to approve them."

seizure and occupation of Pearlman
Hall by students is disruptive,

obstructive and in violation of the
protest and demonstration
regulations of the university."

A Brandeis spokesman said a $2
million reduction to the proposed
$31 million for next year would not
affect students and that scholarship
aid would b« increased Thp ruts

were in administrative areas, he
said.

A student statement said that

because of budget cuts, "The
student body will tend to become
richer and whiter, the number of
faculty members will be decimated,
and the school's minimal com-
mitments to society will disappear."

The Montreal Committee for Soviet Jewry staged a
noontime rally yesterday to dramatize the human
rights for Soviet Jewry. About 400 attended the
demonstration.

State Senate upholds
death penalty veto
BOSTON \AP\ The

Massachusetts Senate has
sustained a veto of a bill providing

the death penalty for nine kinds of

murder, thus defeating the

measure.

Yesterday's 26-14 vote in favor of

overriding the veto was one vote

short of the necessary two- thirds

margin.

As the roll call neared com-
pletion, Senate President Kevin B.

Harrington, who by custom does
not vote, rose dramatically to cast

the deciding ballot. It was his first

vote this year.

The Senate vote followed by a

day a 156-58 House roll call in favor

of overturning the veto by Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis.

The Senate will take up a motion

to reconsider its vote and revive the

bill on Monday.
After the vote. Sen. David H.

Locke, R Wellesley. said he
planned parliamentary moves
which would keep the bill alive.

He said he planned to table the

bill when it is reconsidered next
week, a move that would take a

simple majority, and could then
remove the bill from the table

whenever a senator who opposes it

was absent.

With the vote to override the

veto so close, just one absentee
could swing the balance.

The mandatory punishment bill

was proposed in an effort to meet
the objections of the U.S. Supreme
Court, which ruled in 1972 that

state laws were applied
capriciously.

Dukakis vetoed it the minute it

reached his desk Tuesday, citing

moral and constitutional objections

to the death penalty.
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UNH strike defeated

DURHAM, N.H. \AP\ Student
government representatives at the
University of New Hampshire have
voted down a proposal to conduct
a campus strike as a way of
showing opposition to legislative

cuts in the school's budget.
But the students agreed Wed

nesday night to actively support the
university's budget proposals,
scheduling a rally and trip to the
legislature for next week.
The student caucus voted

unanimously to adopt a resolution

calling the operating and con-
struction budget requests o' the
university system "reasonable,
logical and essential."

11.8% unemployed

BOSTON \AP\ Unem-
ployment in Massachusetts jumped
to 11.8 per cent of the workforce in

March with 341.000 persons
jobless, the state Division of Em-
ployment Security reported
yesterday

Unemployment in February
stood at 11 per cent, with 320,500
persons out of work.

"The March estimate of

unemployment grew by 20,500,

reflecting an increase of 16,000
recipients in various federal ex
tended benefits programs," DES
Director John D. Crosier said in a
news release.

Sadat addresses U.S.

By United Press International

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
called on the United States
yesterday to complete its Mideast
policy reappraisal and say "in black

and white" where it stands in the

Arab-Israeli conflict.

In a May Day speech at Assiut

Sadat also said the Soviet Union
has so far balked at Egyptian

requests to defer payments on
Cairo's debt, believed to total $5 or

$6 billion.

He also complained the Soviet

Union still refused to replace

Egypt's war losses despite arms
shipments in January.

Sadat pledged to maintain good
relations with both the United
States and the Soviet Union, saying

it was not in Egypt's interest to

antagonize either superpower.

Doctors strike

SAN FRANCISCO \UPI\ -
Anesthetists boycotted operating

rooms and surgeons laid down their

scalpels here yesterday in a

mounting national protest by
doctors against skyrocketing
malpractice insurance rates.

The strike had an immediate
impact on the sick and infirm.

Cancer surgery and giving birth did

not qualify as "extreme
emergencies" and could not get

anesthetist services.

Hospitals limited admissions to

emergency cases and began laying

off scores of operating room aides,

nurses and other personnel.
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Survey shows students favor

shared decision-making
Students at UMass are very

much in favor of making joint

decisions with the faculty and
administration, according to a

survey completed in March.

The campus-wide, random mail

survey was carried out by students

Robert Kagan and Nat Ruccolo
under the direction of Professor

John H. Fenton. It was deisgned to

measure attitudes on political and
life- style issues.

Respondents answered
questions about faculty matters,

the value of the University

educational process, race, campus
and drug issues.

On the question of student

evaluation of professors, 52 per

cent were strongly in favor ot it; 45
per cent favored it; 2 per cent,

opposed; 2 per cent, strongly

opposed, and 1 per cent, no an-

swer.

Fifty seven per cent of the

students surveyed felt faculty

promotion, tenure and dismissal

should be decided jointly by
students, faculty and ad-
ministration, but 36 per cent

favored only student advisory
participation. Five per cent believed

there should be no student in-

volvement; 1 per cent, student
decision only, and 1 per cent, no
answer.

In matters of long-range
University planning, 68 per cent of

the respondents felt students,

faculty and administration should

make decisions jointly. Thirty per

cent favored student advisory

participation; 1 per cent, no student

involvement, and 1 per cent, no
answer. None surveyed believed

long range planning should be
carried out by students alone.

Of those surveyed, 56 per cent
felt University business decisions

such as departmental allocdtiors

should be made jointly with faculty

and administration. Thirty-two per
cent supported student advisory
participation; 8 per cent, no student
involvement; 3 per cent, no answer,
and 1 per cent, student decision
only.

Of those surveyed, 48 per cent
believed the University's con-
tribution to the student's personal
development is high; 36 per cent
thought it medium; 14 per cent,

low; 2 per cent, no answer.
Fifty eight per cent of the

students thought the University

had been valuable to their future
plans; 22 per cent, not very
valuable; 4 per cent, irrelevant to
future plans; 3 per cent, damaging
to plans; 13 per cent, no answer.
Asked their political ideology, 51

per cent of the respondents said

they were liberal; 19 per cent,

conservative 6 per cent, radical left;

1 per cent, radical right, and 23 per
cent other.

In attitudes toward race relations

and drugs, 47 per cent said they
believed black people are treated
unfairly in the United States; 19 per
cent said blacks received preferred

treatment; 16 per cent said blacks
were treated fairly; 18 per cent,

other.
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MASTERPIECE THEATRE "Nine
Tailors " (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

MOVIE "First Man Into Space."
(38)

PERRY MASON (56)

10 30 NEW DIRECTIONS (18)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN COMEDY
THEATER (27)

BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS (57)

11 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

THE BEST OF GROUCHO (56)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
NEWS 157)

1130 FRIDAY SPECTACULAR
"Giant " Part I. (3)

WIDE WORLD SPECIAL "The
Kentucky Derby Festival " (8) (40)

Ot itiose who responded, 43 per

cent said blacks were treated fairly

on the A.nherst campus; 40 per

cent, preferred treatment, 8 per

cent, unfairly; 9 per cent, other.

The students backed the

legalized sale of marijuana. Sixty

six per cent favored it; 25 per cent

opposed; 9 per cent had no answer.

The students also answered
questions on campus issues in the

survey. The questions dealt with

bus service, dormitories, food
services, student-owned credit

union and the student senate.

The survey was sent to 321

students living on campus. One
hundred eight, or 34 per cent,

responded. The survey contained a

9 per cent margin of error.

INSPECTION Ends May 5 - DON'T WAIT!

Let us take care of your GLASS needs.

584 4837

COMPUTl CLASS SOMCI

VALLEY tE
and Glma Shop
7M N. Klna St., 'Hmmm.

1 mi no of

Godfather's. Rte 5

WINDSHIELDS replaced WHILE If WAIT!
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Looking for a Scionco Core

MAE 102 (E)

Materials & Civilization

— Learn how ancient people produced metals ang glass — for
extra credit do glass blowing or metal casting.

— Learn about methods and problems of recycling and the
coming shortage of metals and plastic.

— During the bicentennial year acquire an understanding of the
science which underlies much of America's skills and crafts.

Details in Course Description Guide, Page 213

Schedule No. 422189 Tu-Th, 11:15

No Science background needed
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*
*
*
*
*
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Faculty Senate approves

enrolling, department motions
By BILL GONET
Staff Reporter

The Faculty Senate approved in yesterday af-
ternoon's meeting two motions encompassing
graduate and undergraduate enrollment planning, the
formation of two new academic departments and the
restructuring of one existing department.
The Senate passed a motion approving a special

report from the Graduate Countil which outlines
policy governing UMass graduate school enrollment.
The report, prepared by the Graduate Council's ad

hoc committee on admissions policy, outlines a
system of determining enrollment targets with suf-
ficient flexibility so that the upper limit on enrollment
will remain negotiable.

The Senate also passed a motion accepting the
report of the program and budget council outlining
plans for meeting future enrollment in undergraduate,
graduate, and continuing education programs at
UMass.

The report anticipates gradual increase of ap-
plications from new freshmen, a "steep increase" of
transfer applications from community colleges, and
"steep increase" in applications for graduate
programs in excess of spaces available.
The report also anticipates an increase in ap-

plications from part-time students enrolled in

programs like University Without Walls.
Assuming that the 25,000 enrollment ceiling, will

remain in effect, the report states that enrollments can
be accommodated without construction of new
facilities.

In other action, the Senate approved the transfer of
the communication disorders area from the depart-
ment of communication studies to the School of
Health Sciences.

The Senate also approved formation of a depart-
ment of sport studies and for a department of
professional preparation in physical education and
dance.

* Students await labor verdict
cont. from p. 1

The USE attorney, who asked
not to be identified, said that the

campus center is an "autonomous
complex." He added that student
and hourly employees are not

represented by any other
bargaining unit.

Responding to the hearing
chairperson Michael Bardsley said
"We had hoped that the university

administration would recognize a
need for an employee organization
for students and hourlies." He
added he was not surprised by the
"stalling tactics" of the ad-

ministration which will delay action

until summer when most of the

student work force is no longer on
campus.

USE membership coordinator

Chrissi Emerson said, "We hoped
to see definitive action, but we're
patient". Over 60 per cent of the

Campus Center employees have
signed cards applying for mem-
bership to the union, she added.
The cards also call for an election.

According to Bardsley, 30 per

cent of the work force is all that is

necessary to legally call for an
election and 50 per cent is enough

to be formally recognized.

The Campus Center Board of

Governors last week endorsed the

USE and urged the administration

not to contest their recognition. A
recent UMass town meeting also

give its endorsement.

USE representative Jimmy
O'Brien said, "I could see a one day
recognition strike."

Also present at the hearing were
UMass Labor Relations Coordinator

Harold S. Overing, Director of

Personnel and Financial Services

John DeNyse, and Personnel
Officer for the Amherst campus
Robert Garstka.
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50C
OFF

Large Pizza

On Deliveries Sat. & Sun. Night

May 3rd & 4th

25 OFF

Small Pizza
On Deliveries Sat. & Sun. Night

May 3rd & 4th
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In Moscow, May Day is celebrated by watching
parades of missiles, but at Moore House, in Southwest,
it's celebrated by drinking beer and listening to rock.

C.R.E.O. forms UMass

chapter to aid ex-cons
The Committee to Re-involve Ex-Offenders ICREO) is forming a UMass

campus chapter to work on the human rights aspect of prisons as well as
formulating alternatives to incarceration.

The group will be working towards making rehabilitation a priority issue
through public education. The CREO was started in July 1974 by members
of the Church of Scientology. It is made up of concerned private citizens,

professional people and more recently, students have begun to join in

through campus groups.

An organizational meeting will be held on Monday at 7:00 p.m. in room
175 Campus Center.

For additional information contact John Fennessey at the New England
Headquarters in Boston at 448 Beacon St. (617) 266-9500.

Amherst planners oppose

|
article objecting to JFK libe

The Amherst Planning Board has voted to oppose an article on the

Town Meeting warrant which objects to locating the John F. Kennedy
library here.

The Selectmen likewise voted against the Petition article.

Chairman of the board said the other members agreed that economic
and educational benefits of the library would outweigh any negative

aspects.

When? Saturday, May 3rd at 8 p.m.

For Whom? All Are Welcomed

What? COFFEE HOUSE

Where? Newman Center; Front Lounge
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Repllcotta: Traditional African Art B .s.s. presents Honoraria
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A new and exciting art form has
recently appeared on the
Philadelphia scene. This work of
sculptured pieces of art, fashioned
in West African tradition. Included
in this collection which the artist

calls REPLICOTTA are: totems
depicting symbolic events such as
marriage, birth and the family;
symbolic doors; panels of royal
figures and warriors; figured bowls
and tribal masks. Some are replicas
of famous piece:, while others
represent the artist's creative
contribution based on the
traditional art styles.

The most amazing aspect of the

collection is the medium. What is

it? Is it hard wood, polished and
shellacked? or is it copper? or is it

bronze? It has a strong appearance
and seems to be permanent ar-

tifacts.

However, this common medium
in the hands of this artist is raised to

a new level of flexibility and in-

terest. The medium itself is

produced from old newspapeis,
discarded egg cartons and other

disposed of items destined for

trash. It is similar to paper mache.
It is not surprising that Babu

(Deloris Washington) developed
this new form. At the age of 29, she

Community
Announcements

Malcolm X Room
The Malcolm X Room is interested in individuals to teach three credit

courses for next semester (Fall 1975). You must submit your proposal and
resume to the Malcolm X Center, no later than May 5, 1975. The proposal
should include:

1. The purpose of the course
2. Title

3. A syllabus for the semester
4. A Bibliography

5. Test requirement
6. Process to evaluate the course
We are requiring, that each individual, submit twenty copies of all

materials.

The only requirement is that one, has to be of Grad. status or that the
person or persons have an advisor to report to.

Any Third World individuals (of Grad status or has a faculty sponsor),
interested in applying for the position of advisor of the Malcolm X Center!
should submit a resume no later than May 5, 1975.

The advisor position requires the person to have some experience in

programming activities; budgeting and some public relations.
The Malcolm X Center, is open from 1-1 Mon-Thur; Fri 1-10; closed

Saturday) and open Sunday from 1-12. Should you need any information,
you may come down (we are located below the Berkshire Dining Com-
mon); or call 545 2819.

has developed to be a skillful and
finely trained artist who through all

of her extensive training has

studied under important black

artists. Her style has grown and
evolved from one significant stage

to the next, in such a dynamic and
subtle fashion that the earlier works
seem to have no connection to the

later. The truth is that upon closer

scrutiny it becomes stimulatingly

clear that each stage in her work
has given birth to the next because
her work represents her total being.

It is a style proceeding from years
of working with ghetto youth, from
a person dedicated to enable them
to form their dreams into objects

that proudly reflect their lives. She
has lived and worked in Los
Angeles, New York, and is

presently resident in Philadelphia

with her four year old son Che and
two year old daughter Nyamekye.

This introductory statement is

concluded by a comment about her

work in her own words:
My work exposes the beginning

of a spiritual pursuit of an ancient

echo, an echo whose resounding
eeriness forces me to delve deeper
into its being. Its melodious
throbbings have emerged through
the form of papier-mache, a
medium I have chosen to express
the sensitive sounds of the rhythms
of a past - my past - our past,

indeed, all that was once - THE
BEGINNING.

By Black News Service

The Black Scientist Society of The University of Massachusetts will be
presenting its Third Annual Honoraria. It will be held on May 9 and May 10.

The theme of this year's program will be "Contemporary Health in Black
America". The Program will feature Dr. Robert Murray of Howard
University who will speak on the topic of "Genetic Screening", a reception
will follow. The event will be held on the first floor of Memorial Hall at 8:00
p.m. May 9, 1975. May 10 will consist of a series of workshons also dealing
with "Contemporary Problems in Black America". The workshops are

from 1:00 p.m. to 4 p.m. All aspects of science and its relationship to the

black community will be presented. The workshops will be held in Herter

Hall Rooms 210-219. There will be a banquet following the Workshops.

All those who attend the workshops will be presented an invitation to

the banquet free of charge. The program will be extremely beneficial for

those who have an interest in their community and in the scientific arena.

Everyone is cordially invited to attend the series of events. We hope to see
you there.

Beareather Reddy recital

BNS

Mass rally
The following news and in-

formation is special to the Black
News Service from the Third World
New/etter at Hampshire College.

The overt use of systematic
repression in the Third World
community, in general, and the
Puerto Rican enclaves specifically,

has resulted in the murder of Rafael

Lacodet in the Springfield,

Massachusetts area.

Because of this incident and
other acts of police brutality,

members of the Puerto Rican
community have gotten together
and formed the organization known
as the Puerto Rican Coalition.

In response to their efforts of

mobilizing popular support for the
demands presented to the
Springfield police department by
them people from the Five-College

area are asked to demonstrate in

solidarity with the Puerto Rican
community on May 3, 1975. The
Mass Rally will take place at 10:30

p.m. at SAU Dwight St.,

Springfield. Cars and vans will be
leaving from the Hampshire College
Bus Stop at 9:30 and at 10:00 a.m.

Appearing

TONITE — SUN

For more information contact
Bobby Doughtie or Camilo Perez.

On May 8-10 the Five College
Native American Support Com-
mittee will be sponsoring a three

day Celebration of Native American
Life and Culture. The three days will

offer insights into contemporary
Native America — insights seldom
available in the Pioneer Valley.

There will be a meeting of all

Black News Service staff members
today at 3:30 p.m. It is imperative

that all concerned people attend

and support the activities of the

organization. As you know, BNS,
due to an increase in work and the

rise in demand for more news
related announcements and press

releases, have begun publishing a

weekly newspaper called NUMMO
NEWS. Now more than ever

before, are we calling for an in-

crease number of staff workers.

Your concern, will ensure our
success. For more information

please call us at 545-0794 or mail

rm. 103, New Africa House.

Beareather Reddy has decided to

become a singing actress who
dances. In order to prepare for such
a career, one must study major

courses in three different depart-

ments or programs: Music, Drama
and Dance. The most practical way
of accomplishing such an aim is to

convince the director of the
B.D.I.C. program that such a broad-

based curriculum can be drawn up
with integrity, you can pass the

courses and make a living at what
you have studied. This is exactly

what Beareather had done, and will

show evidence of her skill tonight,

May 2, 1975, when she will be
presented in a B.D.I.C. Graduation
Recital in the Rehearsal Hall, Room
248 of the Fine Arts Complex.
The theme of the recital is Black

Women In America, focusing on
the Afro-American female in the

Slavery period, the beginning of the

free period (1865 onward), the
Black woman in transition (1930-

1960), and the contemporary Black
female. Songs, dances and
monologues characterizing the
Black woman during these epochs
have been combined into a short

one-woman show divided into four
parts.

Beareather has been coached for

the recital in drama by Paul Carter
Harrison, dance by Diana Ramos
and in Music by Horace Clarence
Boyer and Archie Shepp.
The public is cordially invited to

attend the recital, which is open to

the public without charge.

Notice

Nummo newspaper will be
available today at 3:00 p.m. in room
115, New Africa House. For more
information call 545-0794.

black affairs

Townhouse of Amherst

Two and three bedroom townhouses, with wall-to-

wall carpets, IV2 baths, dishwasher, garbage
disposal, self-cleaning oven. FROM $225.

Pool and recreational facilities, safe playground
for children, FREE UMass Bus service.

Open for your inspection 7 days a week.

50 Meadow St. Amherst, Mass. 549-0600

WANTED

SUNSHINE RECORDS
WE

BUY, SELL, ft TRADE

USED ALBUMS
No. 9 E. PLEASANT ST. — 549-2830

(4 Doors from the Pub)

K*

I
BRANDYWINE, the apartment plus community
\o\\ oprn for your inspection arc BHANDYWINK'S
Im-.i ut if nl nru one and two bedroom model apart-

ments.
*

s

I
I

i

Conveniences which make BRANDYWINE
to eminently "livable" include:

( 'omeo\er for a visit any day of the week.
In a few minutes we'll show you all the reasons in the
world wh\ BRANDYWINE is a better place to live. We
invite you to compare features and compare prices.

Rusty Nail

Inn

Ktr. 47

Sunderland

665-4937

BRANDYWINE
at Amherst

One and two bedroom units from $220.00

Spacioue, well laid out unite.

All brand name full eita appliances, includ-
ing garbage disposal and dlahwaahar.

Individually controlled central gae heat.

Central Air Conditioning.

An abundance of cloaat apace.

Extra security featuraa including intercom
system.

Lerge. partially enclosed, private patios and
balconiaa.

Luxurious wall-to-wall carpeting.

Beautiful new swimming pool and
recreational facilitiaa.

Beautiful well kept grounds, highlighted by
large central pond.

Free UMass Bus Service.

Laundry facilitiae well located.

Safe playground for children.

Rental furniture available from Putnam
Furniture Laaalng Company. Hartford,
Connecticut.

Resident Superintendent raaponeible for ell

apartment services and maintenance. Provid-
ing prompt service 7 daya a weak.

1 vft/s**Jj2' | ""
1. ill 1

f 1

1

i

Z.
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Brandywine Drive

Amherst

549-0600

Public college 'summit conference' meets tomorrow
ByBILLDENSMORE

Staff Reporter
Leaders, legislators and others

interested in public higher
education in the Bay State will

gather at Bunker Hill Community
College in Charlestown tomorrow
morning to spend most of the day
talking about fiscal autonomy and
other issues.

The "summit conference" was
set up by UMass President Robert
C. Wood at the request of Sepate
President Kevin B. Harrington (D
Salem). Harrington says the
conference is needed because he
feels it will dispel tension between
the Legislature and h.gher
education over budget issues.

Some legislators feel UMass has
been less than candid in its dealings
with them, and UMass officials feel

the legislature does not understand
the importance of fiscal autonomy.

higher education by the Legislature

where the actual spending
categories and amounts are left up
to the institutions themselves.

UMass says it allows "flexibility"

not possible with line-item

budgeting.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis is

expected to speak at tomorrow's
summit, as is Education Secretary
Paul Parks. The two have called for

a ten percent cut in higher
education spending and are said to
believe UMass has too many ad-
ministrators goofing off.

About 150 legislators, trustees,

administrators and some students
are to attend the summit, but both
Harrington and Wood have
discouraged massive public at-

tendance because they want to

avoid the formalities of a large

gathering.

executives, members of the boards
of trustees and legislators con
cerned with financial and
educational matters," according to
John Abbot, a spokesman for

Senate President Harrington.

"I think the intention of this

session is to get leaders and
executive leaders together," Abbot
added. "Students will be
represented although only in-

somuch as they are represented on
the boards of trustees."

A morning panel on "fiscal

autonomy and the management of

financial resources" will feature

UMass President Wood; Donald
Walters, acting provost of the state

college system; William Dwyer,
president of the community college

system; Donald Walker, president

of Southeastern Mass. University;

Everett Olson, president of Lowell

Technological Institute; and Patrick

McCarthy, chancellor of the board
of higher education, which over-

sees all the institutions.

An afternoon panel will feature

House Speaker David Bartley (D -

Holyoke); Sen. Walter Bovernini (D

Lynn), and Rep. Michael Daly (D -

Brighton), chairmen of the

Legislature's joint committee on
education; Sen. James Kelly (D -

Oxford), chairman of the Senate
Ways and Means Committee; and
Rep. George Keverian (D Everett),

vice-chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee.

The term describes the allocation "Invitations to attend were
of a lump sum for UMass and mailed to public higher education

Health center approved
The UMass Division of Public Health, School of Health Sciences, has

been accredited by a major national association.

The Council on Education for Public Health, headquartered in

Washington, DC, has notified Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery that the

Division has been granted status equivalent to that of a school of public

health.

Dr. William A. Darity, director of the Division of Public Health and Dean
of the School of Health Sciences, said the Division now ranks with schools

of public health such as those at University of California-Berkeley, UCLA,
Columbia, Harvard, Johns Hopkins, University of Michigan, University of

Minnesota, University of North Carolina, University of Pittsburgh, Tulane,

and Yale.

Darity said in order to be accredited the Division submitted a self-

evaluation study to the Council. The Council, in turn, followed up the study

with a campus site visit by a team of four public health academicians and
practitioners and one general university educator. The team then

presented a report to the Council which then notified the University of its

decision.

The Council on Education for Public Health is a non profit corporation

established by the American Public Health Association and the

Association of Schools of Public Health.

THE NEWMAN CLUB

invites

Parents, Students, Faculty

to join in

Community Day
May 10th; 2 p.m.

Speaker: Chancellor Bromery

BUFFET LUNCHEON
Tickets On Sale at Newman Center

jfaJMUi % St^ ffiuffet %
o/ //t< &

W>

\^L Served 100p.m. to 800pm. At'/

vP\£\ Call tor reservations

(ijiV 549-6000 +0^
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"I don't know exactly what it is he is peeling with that blade, but I just know he's
going to offer some to me."

UMass Police undergo rigorous

examinations before being chosen
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter

The UMass Police Department's

selection process for its patrolmen

is extensive, mainly because police

work is "people oriented", ac-

cording to Saul Chafin, assistant

director of the department of Public

Safety, on campus.
"Anyone can apply for police

work, but the requirements are

strict here," he said.

There are usually 120 applicants

for every two openings, Chafin

added.

The selection process begins

with a written exam. The candidate

must achieve a certain score on this

exam, before he can continue in the

process. Chafin said the rating

score alters according to the

number of applicants.

The written exam entails un-

derstanding of how to cope with

interpersonal situations.

"How the applicant reacts in a

hypothetical situation; is he too

lenient or too stringent ? Can he talk

to people. That's what counts,"

Chafin said.

Having passed the written exam,
the applicant must take an oral

exam. It deals basically with the

same ideas the written exam dealt

with, Chafin continued.

While the testing is going bn, the

department conducts an extensive

background investigation on the

remaining applicants.

"The background check includes

looking into academic records,

criminal records, credit and health

records, and job and neighbor

references," said Chafin.

Next, is the psychological exam,

conducted by psychologist Dr.

John Hornaday from Babston

Institute. Each candidate has an

interview with Hornaday, lasting a

minimum of one hour.

BEAREATHER REDDY

in

OrOSfllG II
A Spring Festival of the Arts

By Students of BDIC

University of Massachusetts

A at Amherst

April 28 - May 3, 1975

BDIC Graduation Recital

Black Women

in America

Friday, May 2, 1975

8:15 p.m.

Recital Hall

(Room 248)

Fine Arts Center

"Hornaday does not see the

background reports until after the

interview. In that way, he can't be
biased," Chafin added.

After the interview, the Hornaday
evaluates the candidates. The
Director of Public Safety at UMass,
David Johnston, has the final say

on who is admitted into the force.

The final candidates then must
participate in a training program
that entails 400 hours of instruction.

"The minimum number of hours
required by law is about 240. We
give them more than they need,"
Chafin commented.
While in the training program,

Chafin stressed the idea that the

policemen are on a six month
probation period.

"We have turned people out of

the academy, on occasion, if they

don't meet the required standards."

The hours of training include

instruction in: human relations,

techniques of police and student

interaction; first aid; practical patrol

exercise and technique; criminal

investigation; drug identification;

and alcohol education.

The training program is either

conducted on campus or at the

Holyoke Police Academy.
Presently, there are two trainees

who will be graduating from the

Academy Friday.

This program of selection has

been practiced taf approximately

the last three years, according to

Chafin.

Previously, no psychiatric tests or

extensive background checks were
required.

"I feel the process is much better

than before. Some of the people

were appointed police with virtually

no training." said Chafin.

In comparing the UMass Police

Department's selection process to

others, Chafin said he thinks it is

similar to those conducted at the

Hartford and Springfield Police

Departments.

"I know Amherst isn't that

extensive, because I've been trying

to get them to enforce the

psychology for a while now", he
said.
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Sylvanite ousted for tampering with elevator
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By MARA KLEIN
Staff Reporter

Tampering with an elevator was
the reason a Cashin resident was
kicked out from the residence hall

system last week, according to Bob
Fowler, assistant area director for

Sylvan.

The Cashin resident, who shall

remain nameless, was caught by a

Sylvan area security person and the

Sylvan business manager last

week. The person was reported to

Sandy Anderson, Cashin head of

residence, who reported the person

to Ken Burnham, Sylvan area

director. Burnham ejected the

person from the residence hall

system.

No criminal action will be taken

against the individual, who tam-

pered with the elevator, without

damaging it, said Fowler.

He added that under state law

any damage over $15 constitutes a

felony.

This isn't an easy way to get out

of the dorm system, since your

money isn't refunded and you face

possible suspension from the

University, Fowler said.

According to Fowler, the im-

mediate removal of the person from

the residential hall system falls

under the code of students, part 1,

stated in the University publication

Sweetpie will perform as planned

Directions.

It says that when an individual

endangers another or causes
physical harm to another person, it

is a violation of dormitory safety

and health regulations. By violating

these rules he can be removed from
the residence hall system, under
part 2 section 3 of the code of

conduct, which specifies this.

A review board, appointed by the

Vice Chancellor, will examine the

case for procedural review, ac-

cording to William Field, dean of

students.

This board, made up of staff

members, will decide if the student
in question will be suspended for

creating a hazard to the campus, he
said.

Since the semester is ending, this

final procedure will probably not
occur until the summer, he added.

"I hope this will act as a deterrent

to others," Fowler said.

By BRUCE FREDERICK
Staff Reporter

Sweetpie will be permitted to

perform at the Campus Center this

weekend as originally scheduled,

according to UMass police.

Sweetpie was arrested Tuesday
for shoplifting in the University

Store and charged with
trespassing. At that time, it was not

clear whether or not he would be
permitted to come on campus for

his shows, but UMass has since

decided to lift the trespass charge
for the three days of his

engagement. The charge will be
reinstated after the weekend.
On Thursday, Paul Doherty,

Chief of the Capitol Police in

Boston, contacted David Johnston,
Director of UMass police, to

congratulate the performance of

the Student Marshalls at Wed-
nesday's Budget Cut Rally. He also

praised John Hite, Speaker of the

Senate, for his efforts in keeping
the rally orderly and peaceful.

Johnston and Asst. Director Saul

Chafin, who were present at the

rally, echoed Doherty's feelings,

saying that the "marshalls and the

students really had their stuff

together."

A Five College Conference on
Student Cooperation will be held at

Hampshire College tomorrow from
1 :00 to 4:30 p.m. The conference is

open to all five college students,

and is to be held in Franklin Pat-

terson Hall, the West Lecture Hall.

After if troductory remarks by
Hampshire Community Council

members, individual caucuses from
each of the colleges will meet
separately to discuss present and
potential relations among the five

colleges. The main order of
business is the consideration of a
proposal by Hampshire students
concerning the establishment of a
Committee for Five College
Student Coooeration

CORWRPKS
Summer Colors

As you know, U^2W cords suggested
retail is $14.00. Wrangler has copied
Levi's style and fit for only $10. 95. We
think, and hope you'll agree, that this

is an exceptional value. We re offering
these cords in sand, camel & light

green waist sizes: 27- 38, lengths: 30 36

tlie jeaxis store

CVBARs
HOUSE

201 n. pleasant St. amherst

ra Fairfield MaU chicopee

U.S.E.holds convention
The Union of Student Employees (USE) will hold its first Convention on

Sunday, May 4th, in the Commuter Lounge. The day's events will open at

10:30 AM with an important report: The standing of the USE as an ex-
clusive bargaining representative of all student employees and hourly
workers of the Campus Center complex.

During the afternoon, workshops will be held where workers and their

area representatives may express their thoughts on their jobs. From this

gathering would come proposals for a contract. Other informal workshops
concerning labor relations and unionization are scheduled. Interesting

speakers will also talk to the group.

Later in the afternoon, employees will nominate and elect an executive
board for the coming year. The Convention will close with dinner, music
and celebration. All student and hourly employees are urged to attend in

support of the Union.

Cooperation Conference Sat.

Campus Photo
( Between The Pub
and Lafayette)

B& Wand COLOR
Bulk Loaded to Order

549-6745

Hnt V$, Hear M
Come, All Grad Students

NOMINATIONS
1975-76

Pres., V. Pres., Sec, & Treas.

Do something political this Bicentennial Year I

Get Involved!

Call or visit the G.S.S. at 5 2896 or 5-0970

Think you can 't afford

a luxury apartment?

tThink Again!

Brittany
Manor

3 Month SUMMER LEASES at Low, Low Rates

1 bedrooms from $170 — 2 bedrooms from $180

— 3 bedrooms from $280

• air conditioning

• 2 pools

• 2 tennis courts

• picnic area
• wall-to-wall carpeting

• dishwashers and disposals

9 month FALL LEASES at special rates

for applications made before June 1, 1975.

1 bedroom from $200— 2 bedroom from $210— :* bedroom from $310
$50 deposit required to hold apartm it for

September— completely refundable unt' August 1, 1975
Take The Free Bus or Call Us a .56-8534

Office Hours— 9:00a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday
1

1

:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Saturday

Avoid the Summer Rush — RENT JSOW

for the Fall and save time and money!

Campus may get wind

of experimental furnace
By BERNIEDAVIDOW

Staff Reporter
An experimental Wind Furnace System

will be built on campus, hopefully before the
end of 1975. The system comes as a result of
work done by a broadly-based research
team here at UMass in recent years.

^
Professor William E. Heronemus of the

Civil Engineering Department, one of the
many people involved in the project, told the
Collegian that a house, heated entirely by
alternative energy sources should be "built
and operating by Christmas of this year."
The purpose of the house is to demon-

strate the practicability of using a windmill,
supplemented by the use of a solar collector,

to heat a building. The windmill, as used in

this system, will not be used to provide
electrical power. Instead, it will be hooked-up
to resistance heaters which in turn will heat
up the water in the storage area in the
basement of the house. All the heating and
hot water needs of the building will be
pumped through the house from this source.
The solar plate is just a secondary means

for heating, using the sun's heat to heat up
the water.

The building itself, a wooden house
devised and built by Professor Curtis

Johnson of the Agricultural Engineering
Dept., has been designed for minimum heat
loss and is already built in pieces and ready to

be assembled. During the last two years
there has been continuous research on the
Wind Furnace System. Doctoral candidates
Woody Stoddard and Ted VanDusen have
been developing techniques concerning the

windmill's aerodynamics and blade structure,

respectively. Professor Robert K. Kirchoff

with six undergraduate students here spent
last summer researching a design for the

wind machine.

Aside from designing the wind tower,

blades, water thermal storage, and controls,

considerable attention is being paid to

choosing the most appropriate equipment
already available from commercial markets.

Among these is the solar plate, which is to be
placed on the south side of the structure to

take full advantage of the sun's heating

capabilities. Also, what type heat pump
desired must be decided upon. The heat

pump will function as a heat multiplier in the

circulation of hot water throughout the

house.

Financing the project has come, in large

part, from the U.S. National Science
Foundation as part of their solar energy
program. A one year grant of $130,000 has
been allocated to help fund the project. The
grant provides support for seven graduate
assistants. Four undergraduate assistants,

and some summer salary for participating

faculty, besides going towards material and
equipment. Although the grant runs out in

March 1976. Heronemus describes the

chances for a renewed grant as "very good".
Prior to the grant, $24,000 had been

collected from interested private individuals.

It is expected that the University will provide

17,000 towards the building's landscaping,

foundation, and water connections.

The buildings tentative location is near the

water towers on the east side of the campus.

This easy rider won't be cruisln' for a while. Crippled motor-
cycle sits permanently parked at Campus Center.

Among those working on the project are

Professors Duane E. Cromack and Armand
J. Costa from Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering; Alexander Chajes, Peter P.

Mangarella, Frederick J. Dzial, and dept.

head Merit P. White of Civil Engineering;

Frank C. Kaminsky from Industrial

Engineering; and Richard W. Monopoli of

Electrical Engineering.

Although researchers have yet to finalize

their plans, the system is right now, ac-

cording to Heronemus, "essentially about
one-third built". What remains is to "tidy up
all that has been done in the past."

Once functioning, the Wind Furnace
System will be open to public demonstration.

According to Heronemus, "We are trying

to create an industry". An industry that uses
alternative energy sources (sun, wind) for

heating buildings, conventional could save
gas and oil for the individual and the com-
munities.

Presently, Fran Koster of Continuing
Education has been seriously looking into the

possibility of using a system of this type for

the proposed Hampshire County House of

Correction.

FINANCIAL MANAGER POSITION AVAILABLE
(to work with offbeat organization)

JOB INVOLVES: full-time summer participation, part-time par-
ticipation during academic year, knowledge and ability in bookkeeping-
accounting, organizing fund-raising activities, dealing with large
groups of people, concern for "people with special needs", full-time pay
during summer, part-time pay during school year, academic credit
available.

APPLICANT MUST: be an undergraduate next school year, send
resume or statement of qualifications (which may be stated informally)
by 12 o'clock high, Monday, May 5, 1«7S.

SEND ALL INQUIRIES TO:
' Boltwood Belchertown Project

Care Of Larry Ladd
37 Presidential Apts.
Amherst, Ma. 01002

opportunities abound
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Appearing at the

SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER
Thursday, May 22, 1975 at 8:00 p.m.

IN CONCERT

The Lettermen
with "Sign* 99

'When I Fall In Love" - "You're Just Too Good To• True". "Goln Out Of

My Head"

ONE OF AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR
CAMPUS AND CONCERT GROUPS

Get Your Tickets Early For This Concert

Don't Be Disappointed!

TICKETS:
Si.00 Advance

$6.50 Day of Concert

SPRINGFIELD
CIVIC CENTER

AVAILABLE AT:
Civic Center Box Office

Ticketron Outlet* in Area
Fred Locke Stereo - Springfield

Mein Music - Springfield

Neptune Waterbeda - W. Springfield

Music Man - Westfield

Mad Hatter - Holyoke
Mad Apple - Westfield

Wax N Wane - Chicopee
Boggin's End - So. Hedley

Collegian seeks

budding reporters

The Collegian is looking for reporters!

If you have any interest in journalism, campus
affairs, or you would simply like to be a celebrity on
your floor come up to the Collegian office on the
second floor of the Student Union and tell us you
would like to write.

With the coming of exams, graduation and the end
of the semester rush, now is an excellent opportunity
to break into the most effective student group on
campus. We are hungry to cover some really in-
teresting events on campus but we need the people to
do it.

This is the time of year when you can get the big
assignments and by next semester people will be
reading your byline from Pierpont to Cashin.

So come on up and be part of something.

Summer home?
Try Argentina
Out of money and no summer job? Need a rent and

board free place to live during July and part of

August? Here's an idea that is reasonable, educational
and exciting — go to Argentina on the Consejo
Argentina de Intercambio Estudiantii (CADIE)
program in Buenos Aires.

Students accepted into the program will be guests
in Argentine homes while visiting universities,

museums, and theaters and attending tours and
parties. CADIE has also arranged a trip to Bariloche as
part of the six week itinerary.

The entire cost to the student, including room,
board and miscellaneous excursions is only the cost of

international air fare. The host families and CADIE
provide the funds for such expenses as room and
board, museum entrance fees, tours and theater

tickets. Should students decide to take the eight day
excursion to mountaineous and beautiful Bariloche,

an additional $130, which includes everything, must
be paid by the individual. The arrival date is Jury 3rd.

Interested students should stop by the International

Programs Office at 239 Whitmore for an application.
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BEETLE SERVICE SPECIAL
tune up complete

Including points, plus*, condenser, limine,,

carburetor adjustment and valve adjustment.

3500 plus tax with this coupon
(Good thru May 30th)

With Tune Up %
(regularly a $7.50 value) *

9 HAMcTON AVE.,
BEETLE SERVICE Northampton

Phonei 584-9758

*
*

J
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I'd rather be colorblind

ByJIMPAULIN
Americans have been fighting the reds

ever since the patriots fired their muskets on
Bunker Hill, during the revolution. Several
hundred years later, in Washington, the
patriots of the Un-American Affairs Com-
mittee again battlea reds. Instead of fighting

the enemy with cannon, they used
microphones, hoping that exposing the
enemy to the heat would cause it to die of
dehydration.

America was spawned by redcoat
country. Later, in blue, they spurned the

redcoats. After they took care of the red-

coats, they had to get rid of the redskins, but

instead of a fraternity of volunteer firemen

from the Boston suburbs doing the fighting,

the war was waged by uniformed cowboys

directed by the burgeoning bureaucracy in

Washington.
From the redcoats we came, from the

redskins we took, and when we had all we
needed, we couldn't step seeing red. We
inveighed against outside red (Asia red) and

watched for reds under our beds. The rear

bumper, through the windshield, read

"better dead than red."

By painting our skin red, we once drowned
redcoat tea in Boston. So far, we've got

redcoats, redskins and redflags. The only ok

red is inside red blooded Americans. Better

dead than red unless you're American and

red blooded. If you're healthy American red,

you can help smear out diseased, inhuman

red of the red flag.

We've turned around. Redcoat red is only

mean in history, redskin red is reserved, and

flag red is far away. And now, floating

through the air, hiding in pocket size plastic

bags Panama Red! Our newest red enemy! A

threat to scholarly rigor! Possibly perpetrated

by the red flag?

Flash! Flash! Flash! (blinking red lights). In

Cambodia, reds overrun Premier Bah Naal,

true blue American loyalist. Cambodia Red!

Reds closing in on blue Saigon. Red

suffocation turns Saigon even more blue.

Vietnamese Red!

"But why is there red in old glory?" "Old

glory is not red, old glory is red blooded.

There's a difference, you know. Anyways,

Old Glory's red is fenced by blue. If it ever

considers treason, though, it will be severely

castigated by the blue bars and white spurs.

Red blooded Old Glorv is true Miie
"

From now through 1976, the theme of

revolting red will be boasted, billboarded,

played on the radio and triumphantly

denounced on color t.v. "We're not red and
we're not dead. Hurray for the white, blue,

and er, red. Please clear the street *or the

American Legion, the Boy Scouts and the

Clydesdale Horses. Wait ... shut up ... listen

it's the National Guard chanting

something ... 'left right, left right, your balls

are swinging from left to right ...' Hey,

what' re you saying that for? 'Marching

sucks. A little obscene cadence takes your

mind off your feet'."

Rednecks aren't red, they're red blooded.

Red-ee on your mark, get set, first at those

reds.

Jim Paulin is a College Commentate,.

UMass needs student union Senator Kelly proposes 3% budget cuts

We are confronted with two simultaneous problems at UMass. A
proposed 10 per cent budget cut in state funds for the institution threatens

the financial stability of students and our school's departments, special

academic programs, counce/ing, and administration. It constitutes

decreases in these areas during a period of spira/ing inflation. The budget
cut can only lend itself to a loss in quality education at the University.

Worse, if the legislature implements a budget decrease of any size, we
students will have no substantial say as to the allocation of the funds that

the legislators do grant our institution. Whitmore will decide this. There is

no student organization, at present, that can effectively challenge the

administration for our benefit. We have no control of any aspect of our

student life at UMass. And Whitmore does not plan to give us any-

Let us be realistic. In order for the state to impede deficit spending

without increasing taxes, state-supported institutions' budgets will be cut.

Unfortunately, UMass is no exception. A/though I sympathize and par-

ticipate with several of the organizations that have formed as a result of the

current conflict, I doubt we will be successful in turning heads at the State

House. The trend of tt.-nking in Massachusetts, for the majority of citizens,

has been one of no more taxes. We must assume this to be true: Governor
Dukakis was voted into office on such a platform. If the Governor is to

survive politically, he must hold down any tax increases - at least for his

first year of service. The legislators are politicians. They are sensitive to the

trend and will follow suit. And therefore I believe a budget cut is inevitable

at the University. That UMass should feel the crunch first, along with

welfare and other social services, is indicative of the political system; hurt

those institutions that give you the least resistance and that lack public

respect. After all, the students at Zoomass factory, "They're living in a

dream world."

Thus, I believe it would be in our best interest to channel our energies

into gaining student power at our school. We must be able to participate in

the decision making mechanisms of our University. No one will watch out
for student interests but students. Since Whitmore will not grant any
student group effective power to influence decision making, a student

union is our best alternative. The Student Organizing Project has laid the

foundation for such an organization. I support their efforts. I ask the Board
of Trustees to pass the Union of Students Enabling Policy. In doing so,

they will acknowledge students, for the first time, as vital members of our

institution.

Peter Montenegro

The education appropriation suggested by Senator

James Kelley, Chairman of the Senate Ways and
Means Committee, would cut the UMass budget [3

campuses] by 3 per cent from FY 75 to $96 million

dollars. The university would be forced to absorb

vastly increased fuel and other operating costs —
costs for which additional money was appropriated

this year that won't be available next year. And tuition

would probably increase $50 per year.

Senator Kelley talked with four UMass students

about his education budget suggestions on Wed-
nesday. Ruth McCrea, Tony Burt, Dave Danning, and
Jean Fisher met with Senator Kelley as part of the

day's activities during the April 30 demonstration in

Boston.

Kelley claimed that his budget figures would require

no cuts in enrollments and no across the-board cuts

in student services or special academic programs.

I Exception is a 10 per cent cut in the School of

Education]. The students pressed him on this forcast,

mentioning the projections of UMass administrators

specifying substantial cutbacks in these areas if a

budget similar to Kelley's were adopted. Kelley

adamantly stated that there would be enough money
for students if the administration cuts frills. "If they

take the cuts out on students, we can't help it, " was
his attitude. This attitude — that the university is

inefficiently managed and has several poorly-chosen

priorities — parallels, in part the rationale underlying

student demands for power in decision-making and
for self-determination. Decisions as to establishing

and maintaining special academic programs and
student services must be made by those who need
them and will use them - not by administrative fiat.

At the same time, Kelley made clear the revenue

limits within which he is working. He said the state

budget must be balanced in 1976 \although bonds will

be floated this year to make the books look balanced

in correction for poor forecasting]. He said raising

taxes in a recession is economically contractionary

I which is not true if the state spends the resulting

increase in revenue]. He added that restructing taxes

is politcally infeasible. For example, Kelley has favored
a progressive income tax for 17 years. But the voters

of the state consistently defeat such a proposal. Why?
"People that are opposed to it — those that benefit

from no progressive income tax — get together and
organize to oppose it." Who benefits? "Wealthy
individuals; bankers; insurance companies... " % See
below.

Statistics show that the state revenues would
significantly increase if, for starters, the rates of
corporate income tax, inheritance tax, and taxes on
unearned income were raised moderately. Those who
would be hit by such increases have the wealth and
power to organize large-scale pressure against the
increases, leaving lower-income people bearing the
burden of the regressive tax rates in Massachusetts.

Clearly, the demands on the legislature to increase
expenditures for human services — for education,
mental health, and we/fare — must not be relaxed.

Legislators are elected by the people of the state to

serve the public interest, not the particular desires of
the wealthy or the corporations. We must continue to

press upon them our educational and human service
needs. By demanding a response, we constantly force
legislators to search for sources of funds from sectors
that have control over the social surplus and should
be obligated to pay. ^

^ Because of these constraints, Kelley has also
proposed a cutback in welfare, which would cut off
30,000 people from general relief roles; welfare funds
are relatively easy to cut. Despite massive unem-
ployment, Kelley believes many people on welfare are
employable and thinks most welfare recipients must
have part-time jobs since they couldn't survive on
current welfare payments.

Sincerely,

Jeen E. Fisher

Devid M. Denning

Collegian staff denied circus passes
I would like to congratulate the sponsors of the

circus which was at UMass on Sunday, the Com-
muter Assembly and O.S.E., for almost depriving all

those who did not or could not attend from seeing
anything about it in the student newspaper, the

Collegian. Members of the Collegian staff were not
forbidden to buy tickets to the event, but refusing

complimentary passes to a couple of working
members of the press is a clear indication that we
were not wanted.

Usually, in those rare instances when the press is

not invited, there is a good reason, such as having no
photographer at a music performance in which the

sound of a shutter might disturb the performers or the
audience. In this case, the reasons seem quite weak.
One was that someone in the newspaper's business
department made a human error and an ad was not
run or something. I was not given the exact details but
they are not that important. It is immature to penalize

over 20,000 readers for the mistakes of one person.

{ Warm up the melting pot

Another reason given was that since the circus is only

running on one day, a story with photos on Monday
would not help them sell tickets. Agreed. But it would
not hurt and it might be of interest to readers or even
create interest in next year's [assuming there is one —
circus that is, not year]. This seems to me to be clearly

and simply self-interest, caring only about the profit of
the sponsors. A year ago, when the circus ran for two
days, the Collegian had an entire page of photos and
copy on the circus, which ran on the second day.

There is no telling how many tickets were sold by this

"free advertising". The Collegian did it because of its

appeal to the reading audience. But a year later we are

told that we are not welcome because it won't do
them any good.

I would like to thank Jim Riley in particular, realizing

that although he was the person who denied me
passes, he does not necessarily represent the opinions
of all the members of the Commuter Assembly and
O.S.E. in his decision. So, Jim, go count your money.

Dennis Conlon
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In keeping with the latest trend,

Dr. Gage takes a voluntary cut.

An elderly, but rapidly becoming senile man stood
on the sands of San C/emente, California, wearing the

blue jacket, and absentmindedly missing the eagle

that once adorned his chest. He swore he heard the
rounds falling on Saigon. In the background a tinted

haired woman, wearing the mask she'd created and
maintained for two decades, finished her third gin and
tonic, smiled, belched twice, and walked away,
whistling "Promises, Promises", a popular song of
late...

Twelve thousand miles away, two nineteen year
olds, swaggering the way so many nineteen year olds

have done while thinking they're doing something
important, dreamed about the multi-colored ribbon

they would receive for guarding something called the

Military Attache. They never heard the rockets and
now they never will...

Back to California, as its centuries of fear and
hatred of the yellow man braced for the new city

going up at Camp Pendleton. WARM UP THE
MELTING POT, AMERICA/ WE'VE GOT A NEW
BATCH OF MELTERS...

T.L Perrteh

james nollet

The Castro Connection
Who killed John Kennedy? Any fifth

grader can tell you who. It was Lee Harvey
Oswald. Or was it?

Today, the Zapruder film on the Kennedy
assasination is being shown on campus. It is

the most impressive link in a chain of cir-

cumstantial evidence which suggests that

Mr. Kennedy was the victim of a conspiracy.

Now, let's assume that it was in fact a

conspiracy. The next questions are who?
And why?
The right wing has been blamed by some

advocates of a conspiracy model, on
grounds of Kennedy's liberal image in

general, his civil rights views in particular,

and a possible softening of heretofore rigidly

anti-communist attitudes. However, I have

never been satisfied with this hypothesis

because,

a.) of what the right wing had to gain by

not liquidating Kennedy and
b.) because of what the right wing lost as a

result of the assasination.

Peopie don't remember now, but Mr.

Kennedy was actually running into extreme

political difficulty during the latter part of his

administration. The polls showed his

popularity slipping every month to the extent

that the likely Republican candidate, Barry

Goldwater, stood a real chance of defeating

Mr. Kennedy during the 1964 presidential

election. I remember well that Look
Magazine ran an article late in November,
1963, entitled, "Kennedy Could Lose."

Published a couple of days before the

assasination, it had already made the

newstands by November 22. Despite
desperate efforts by the publishers, it was
too late to recall the issue.

People don't remember now,

News, the CIA financed several unsuccessful

attempts on Castro's life. It's easily within

the realm of reality to suppose that Castro at

least could have had designs on Kennedy's
life.

This scenario also accounts for Lee Harvey

Oswald, whether he was the real assassin or

just a dupe. Oswald in addition was an

avowed Marxist working for the Fair Play for

Cuba Committee. He had been to Russia a

couple of times, and to Mexico once. He had

expensive possessions. All these things

suggest that he had outside backing, and
none of these things rule out Castroite

financing.

The mode of assassination has the ear-

mark of foreigners. Castro's regime, not

being an institutionalized part of the United

States Government, would have necessarily

limited opportunities to assassinate a figure

like the American president, whereas the CIA
should have many ways of eliminating a

member of their own government. A well co-

ordinated shoot- out might well be the only

way open to someone in Castro's position.

I'm not saying emphatically that Castro did

it. There's not enough evidence, and the

hypothesis does not satisfactorily explain all

the things which may have happened since

the assasination. I am saying that the Castro

Connection offers as reasonable an ex-

planation of November 22 as any I've seen.

James No/let is a Collegian columnist.
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moving to curb their power. Well, I dunno. I

keep asking myself, if it were the CIA, why
would they remove Kennedy that way? Put it

another way. The CIA is the most efficient

condensation of cutthroats and assassins
this side of the Soviet Union. They must
have literally hundreds of ways of making
folks disappear, like convenient heart attacks,
deadly spinal maladies (Mr. Kennedy had a
chronically bad back.), food poisonings,
helicopter crashes, etc. Given all this, why on
earth would the CIA resort to such a
chancey, public rub-out? Dozens of things
could go wrong. Their gunners could miss.
They could be caught, either before or after
the fact. And in any event, the certain uproar
would require a massive and dangerous
cover-up.

'...the question remains:

Whodunnit? Let me

advance a hypothetical

mastermind: Fidel Castro.'

And yet, there is persuasive evidence of

some kind of conspiracy. Assuming that it

wasn't the persons already discussed, the

question then remains: whodunit? Let me
advance a hypothetical mastermind: Fidel

Castro.

That's ridiculous, you say. And maybe it is.

But consider motive. Castro had plenty of

motive to assassinate John Kennedy. It was
Kennedy who authorized the Bay of Pigs

invasion and later the naval blockade of

Cuba. It was he who organized the economic
DUt Mr. Kennedy WaS actually boycott of Cuba by the Organization of

American States. It was during his ad

running intO extreme political ministration that, according to evidence

published last week in the New York Daily

difficulty during the latter

part of his administration.

So the right wing had much to gain by not
shooting the president, and as history shows,
lost much when he was shot. Barry Gold-
water went on to win the nomination and
then to lose the most one-sided election in

American history, save for 1936 and 1972,
because the resulting martrydom psychology
destroyed all of Mr. Goldwater's chances.
There was no way for him to beat the
successor of the assassinated, venerated
Kennedy. And not only did the right wing not
get the man they wanted, Goldwater, they
got a man - Lyndon Johnson - who was a far

more effective domestic liberal than Kennedy
ever was. Remember that most of the ef-

fective civil rights legislation was passed
while he was president, as well as the

creeping socialism of the "Great Society."

As for foreign policy, it was Mr. Johnson
who blueprinted the unrightwingish, no. win,

half buttocked strategy in Vietnam, the

harvest of which is now being reaped. No,
the right wing lost as much as anybody when
Kennedy was shot. Even if the assassin! s)

were rightwingers, it was not the right wing
who shot Kennedy.
Was it then the CIA? It is suggested that

they removed Kennedy as a sort of

preventative medicament because he was
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Steve Tripoli

Summer frolics
"You'd better soak up all the sun you can
this summer, 'cause winter's gonna last clear

into '77 after this.

"

-disgusted friend contemplating

summer of 76
Yessirree folks, step right up, the circus is

coming, and if you think you're bugged by
the world in general now just contemplate
the "three ring" affair ready to assault our
senses in the summer of '76. You may
seriously contemplate spending it in Nepal
when the full impact hits you.

Ring No. 1: The Bicentennial: If you think

all those simulated battles and schlock

political speeches by Gerry Ford are a drag
now, just think how exciting the same old

shit will be fourteen months from nowl
The Bicentennial, in case you haven't

noticed, is nothing but a warped Chamber of

Commerce president's dream. There'll be
tourists (a.k.a. suckers or fools) galore

visiting all the "shrines" of our nation's

"history" (the history books are full of shit,

but no one's saying that). Just by coin-

cidence, they'll also be filling merchant's
pockets all over America. And just in time for

the recession!

Really, the only good thing about it is that

the government may unwittingly be setting

itself up for some major embarrassment at

the hands of People's Bicentennial groups.

Let's hope the people turn out in big enough

numbers to expose the flag-waving
capitalists running the thing.

Ring No. 2: The Political Conventions:

These will go well with the Bicentennial, with

politicians everywhere invoking the "New
American Spirit" as the Old American Ship

goes down. To top it all off, at least one of

the major parties is considering Chicago for

its convention site. We may get to see the

summer reruns of that popular series from
'68, "Daley's Blackshirts", yet!

Ring No. 3: The Olympics: Yes dear

friends, they'll only be 300 miles from here in

friendly Montreal next summer. They stand

the best chance of being a legitimate, ex-

citing spectacle, but if they're anything like

72 don't waste your money or time. The
Olympics have gone political - much too

political - and all you're likely to get for your

trouble if you go is the spectacle of biased

judges and referees shamelessly perverting

the meaning of the word "sport" to some
worthless political end. You may even get

killed in a terrorist attack as part of the

bargain.

And just think, all three will probably take

place within driving distance of here! Neat,

huh? As for me, you can send my
newspapers to Katmandu. That's about as

close as I'll want to get.

Steve Tripoli is a Collegian columnist.
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Bad dreams and memories

They tell me the war in Vietnam is over. It is unclear to me what
this means, but there has never been clanty regarding Vietnam.

Even after we have pumped money and blood and perhaps even

our belief in ourselves into this God-forsaken strip of coastline it

still remains unreal to us. It is inhabited by funny little men with

funny names who always seem to be dead or dying. Maybe now
we can forget about them again.

This is perhaps all I am sure of regarding Vietnam, that we will

soon forget it. Americans, more than any other people, have the

talent for forgetting unpleasant things. It is clear that those who
should be feeling the burden of guilt most acutely, those in charge

of the government, will swiftly move on to other things in an

attempt to "bind up the nation's wounds" and other such

traditional drivel. Loosely paraphrasing our President (who should

thank me for refraining from transcribing his customary in-

coherence verbatim) it is time for us to renew our self-confidence

and our optimism as a nation. Hoo-ray.

Hooray.
Listen to me now. We are the ones who grew up with this war.

We are the ones who saw it as something real, and cruel, and

frightening. We are the ones who will be left in ten or thirty or fifty

years, the ones whose children will be growing up with their own
unique reality. We are the ones who must remember.

We don't have to live with the memory; that is beyond our

capacity for pain. We aren't any better than our parents; we just

have a separate experience. We shouldn't spend the rest of our

lives on a crusade against future Vietnams, or perceived Vietnams.

To pursue that course will make us as blind as those who have

come before us. But somewhere inside our heads, where we can

take it out and look at it sometimes, we need to keep the memory
alive.

I don't know why I expect our memories to be any more durable

than any other generation's. The time will come when Watts, and

Vietnam, and Watergate, and even Nixon will only be catch-

phrases, their meaning lost in time, and the clutter of our busy

lives. I don't really expect us to remember, but I can still hope.

Give it some thought.

Bryan Harvey is a Collegian Commentator.
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Setting police priorities

I wouldjust like to say that it seems kind of ironic to me to have to pay 1

7

dollars a year for a parking space and then have my car broken into and a

200 dollar stereo system ripped off while parked in that space. Now I don't

expect the campus police to be everywhere at once to stop things of this

sort, but it sure seems like they are everywhere at once when it comes to

ticketing illegally parked cars. It seems to me that the campus police

should put a little more effort into protecting the cars that are parked

legally. If parking legally is going to result in such losses, I won 1 even

bother to obtain a parking sticker next semester and I will park illegally. At

least my car will be protected by the undivided attention of the campus

police as an illegally parked one.
William Major

No vacation for WMUAf
It appears that a valuable feature of existence around these parts is

getting shafted. I refer to WMUA, our esteemed on-campus radio station,

broadcasters of less chit-chat and more good music than anybody else

around. RSO and Continuing Education, wiio jointly are culprits in this

dastardly deed, have as yet failed to act on WMUA s budget request for

funds to operate during the coming summer - funds which are needed to

continue operating after May 15. If such monies are not allocated I God

forbidl we will all be losing the opportunity to hear such favorites as "no

nonsense news" and the uninterrupted flow of the finest in long-playing

phonograph albums of the day. The situation would be less grim if there

were an alternative somewhere in the land of Mega Hertz; but, alas, 91. 1 is

really all there is for their kind of thing. Let us not allow it to disappear.

Write RSO, or Continuing Ed, or WMUA - keep something good rockin

'

on the radio this summer!
Keith Muntyan
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The struggle

is not over!

Dental clinic commendation

Everyone knows or should know of their rights purchased by the health

fee to dental health care at the Health Center. But anyone who has ever

had a case of false fillings will attest that the financial benefits offered by
the Dental Clinic to students is even further superceded by the fine quality

of care offered. UMass has molded together four of the finest dentists

Dental Schools have graduated recently, two top hygenists and five

cracker/ack assistants into the best campus Dental Health team anywhere.
Theif usage of modern dental procedures and equipment have devastated

many archaic beliefs on campus, caused the elimination of fear and pain in

the dental chair and educated UMies to brush and floss correctly. Not
since the invention of C/earasil has the health and appearance of the

average UMie risen do dramatically. The staff has been working hard to

alleviate the problem of waiting time and student response would seem to

indicate an expansion of the facilities would be in order. The Dental Clinic

will continue it's diligent work throughout the summer and is deserving of

student congratulations for meritous service on campus.

David L. Grochmal

Power and the public good
The current budget cuts, decisions of Dukakis, lack the conviction of a

true representative of the majority. For, in a country where real wages

averaged 87 dollars, a country where the Vice President indirectly owns

some of the very businesses responsible for these wages through market

control and profit drive, it seems that the people earning these wages, we
citizens of the United States, are in the hands of the political and economic

giants of the capitalist system...

The answer to a $361 million deficit is not to put the person earning $87

out of work, neither is it to cut down on public services {education], nor is paigns and have huge armies of full

The moratorium is not over, it

has only just begun. We must

continue organizing, letter writing,

and demonstrating. Some students

felt that a moratorium was not an

effective tactic and that we should

channel our efforts through other

more constructive means, such as

writing our legislators. I disagree

with the view that a moratorium is

not an effective tactic, but in and of

itself, a moratorium would probably

have little impact on the outcome
of the budget. A moratorium must
be a part of a growing student

movement. I respect the views of

those students who did not feel the

moratorium was an effective tactic

against budget cuts, if they did,

indeed, fight with tactics they

believed to be more effective. I

have no respect for a student who
criticized the moratorium because it

wouldn't be effective and did

nothing to fight the budget cuts

herself-himself. We must wage the

struggle on many fronts, with

demonstrations, letter writing,

discussion of the issues with our

parents and friends, and further

organizing. The point I am trying to

make is that we must not divide

over slight differences in tactics,

but unite in our common goals of

having a higher education available

to the public, i.e. the working class

and trying to correct a corrupt

government. Our government
reflects the interests of the large

corporations which finance the

legislators' and senators' cam-

it to increase taxation on an overburdened middle and lower classes. The

answer lies in different directions, in divorcing the 77 per cent of wealth

held by the top 20 per cent of the income earners and the power such

wealth can afford; it lies in the return of power to the people, once again

becoming a government of the people in which the Multi National Cor-

porations' real profits... would be divided amjprm the people

who worked for them. These profits

as well as taxes would be circulated

in government directed areas such
as medical care, education, public

transportation and other socially

profitable industries. People must
learn to be satisfied with high

wages rather than expanding
wages. We must stop the con-

centration of power in the hands of

the "owners" if we want budget
cuts and unemployment ter-

minated.

Patricia Norton

time lobbyists to get the necessary

votes for their tax loopholes. Our

government should reflect our

interests and not big business.

John G. Wadaworth

SUPER PIZZERIA
Specializing in—

PIZZAS (Lar«e and Small)

SPAGHETTI

GRINDERS
meatiest roast beef

grinders in the area

FREE DELIVERY in Amherst and Sunderland

643-0126
Open n a.m. -1 a.m.

17 MONTAGUE RD. N.AMHERST
Next to the N. Amherst Post Office

WITH THIS COUPON

25° off

A SMALL PIZZA

WITH THIS COUPONn
OH

k LARGE PIZZAJ

Now appearing at the

THMfOraAia<WiTT
SEAGULL Ffi. & Sat Ni§M

HAPPY HOUR— 4 : 30-7 : 00

in the Speakeasy Lounge

THE ONE, THE ONLY

BART AUTO
Paint & Body Specialists
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When You
Make Contact
Contact Us

Look For The Sign

* Foreign & Domestic
Collision Work

• Windshields Replaced

'State License

Insurance Estimates

256-8712

2' 2 miles past

Rusty Scupper on left

^^New Penguins

I
at your campus

bookstore

MEN'S LIBERATION: A New Definition of Masculinity.

Jack Nichols. This pioneering book shows how men's

liberation can enrich the lives of both sexes. $2.50

PLEASURE: A Creative Approach to Life. Alexander

Lowen, M.D. Bioenergetic exercises that help the body

regain its natural freedom and spontaneity, and release

not only pleasure but also joyous creativity. $1.95

DIVORCED IN AMERICA: Marriage in an Age of

Possibility. Joseph Epstein. A firsthand report on

divorce in America today. "Refreshingly thoughtful,

exceedingly literate, personally insightful"—

Newsweek. $1.95

THE AXIS OF EROS. Walter M. Spink. A montage of

works of art—captioned by poems, hymns, aphorisms,

and quotations—showing how sexual imagery reveals

a basic difference between the cultures of the East

and the West. $3.95

THE MIND POSSESSED: A Physiology of Possession,

Mysticism and Faith Healing. William Sargant. A
surprising look at the methods that witch doctors,

Voodoo priests, Southern revivalists, and others use to

sway the mind. $2.50

SEASON ON THE PLAIN. Franklin Russell. This unique

book re-creates a season in the lives of the animals and
plants of the African plain. "Sings, roars, buzzes and
pulses with the primeval rhythms of life and death"—
New York Times Book Review. $2.95

THINK METRIC NOW! Paul J. Hartsuch, Ph.D. This

guide is designed to make the forthcoming transition to

the metric system easy and painless. $1 .25

These and many other exciting new

Penguins are at good campus bookstores.

Stop in to see them today.

? PEOPLES' LIBERATION WEEK
from the poster advertising Peoples 7

Liberation Week:

"Why Peoples' Liberation U eek:

the building of an internationalist attitude and state of mind with regard to the struggles

of the worlds peoples for freedom, self-determination, justice, and equality."

and also

"Anti-Semitism, No! Anti-Zionism, Yes!"

The Jewish people is one of the world's peoples. As the Cubans have struggled for national
self-determination in Cuba, so have the Jews in Israel. As farm workers struggle for justice
and equality, so have Jews struggled to reclaim a land through these same ideals as ex
pressed in the kibbutz collective. The struggle of the Jews for freedom, self-determination,
justice, and equality has been through Zionism — the national liberation movement of the
Jewish people, a people oppressed and exploited for 2,000 years. The struggle of the Jewish
people to recreate a state of its own is an answer to Anti-Semitism throughout the ages
culminating in excesses of Nazi racism, to the callousness of the so called free, world, and io
British imperialism. It marked the beginning of the struggle to free the Middle East from
British and French domination.

Does one have to recall that one out of every three Jews in the world was murdered
during World War 1 1 to prove that the Jews were subject to racism and imperialism?

Does one have to recall that the St. Louis, a ship packed with Jews escaping from
Nazi Germany, was refused entry at the major European and American ports,
before having to return to Germany, to prove that Jews were subject to national
chauvinism?

Is the daily harassment and imprisonment of Jews in Russia not political and
cultural repression at its worst?

And what is the persecution and degradation of the Jews in Syria?

In the 1930's in the U.S. it was not uncommon to see signs reading: "Jews and
Niggers and dogs not allowed." In the 1970's Arab oil barons force restriction of

employment of Jews in United States companies and government agencies in op-
position to U.S. anti-discrimination laws. Jews were and still are the victims of
"exploitation, racism, national chauvinism, political and cultural repression, and
imperialism."

There is a Palestinian people; an Irish people; aChinese people; a Vietnamese people; AND
A JEWISH PEOPLE. The same logic that makes Palestinians and other liberation
legitimate. ZIONISM IS THE NATIONAL LIBERATION MOVEMENT OF THE JEWISH
PEOPLE AND ISRAEL IS THE ONE PLACE WHERE THAT MOVEMENT CAN ATTAIN
POLITICAL AND CULTURAL EXPRESSION. The Jews are a majority in Israel. The
Palestinians are a majority in Jordan. How can the Palestinian struggle be recognized and
the Jewish struggle be ignored, and justice be done????

How can one talk about Peoples 1 Liberation and run sessions like

"Anti-Semitism, Nol Anti-Zionism, Yes!" when Zionism is the

liberation movement of the Jewish people. Hate Jews and you've

got Anti-Semitism. Hate the Jews' struggle for "freedom,

self-determination, justice and equality" and you've got Anti-Zionism.

WHO'S PEOPLES' LIBERATION WEEK IS THIS?

coalition for Jewish liberation
if you support this statement or wish further information about the coalition call 584-5126;
546-5383, 545-2526
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Alternative-ed

handbooks
now available

"It's Your Move," the fourth

edition of the alternative education

handbook, has been distributed at

three campus sites.

Editor Kathy Daly announced
that the 44-page guide is produced

by the Academic Affairs Committee
of the Student Senate in its con-

tinuing effort to inform studens of

non traditional modes of education.

A total of 7,000 copies will be

available in the Campus Center

(near the University Store), the

Student Union lobby, and
CASIAC's offices in Machmer !

J
all.

A total of 44 illustrations and
photographs complement
descriptions of over 35 alternative

education programs here on
campus. "These programs are

realistic and have evolved from the

needs of students to tailor their

educations to suit their particular

interests and goals," according to

the handbook.
In one way or another, nearly 25

per cent of the UMass student body
participates in alternative education

programs — enriching their

education through "learning by

doing" and personalizing their

curriculum, Daly says.

"All it takes is a little planning

and soul-searching to decide what
it is that you want from the

University. It's Yotfr Move can help

you get started."

The handbook provides answers

to such questions, as:

— "Are you interested in an area

of study but find no courses that

are relevant?" (You can design your

own program, and with the aid of a

faculty sponsor, create your plan of

study.)

— "Do you feel strapped by core

and University requirements?"
(You can test out of these or

substitutue courses which you

think are more pertinent.)

— "Only you can find the ways of

bringing the best of the non-

University world (your experience,

competency, action) together with

the best of the University world

(knowledge, information, in-

structors) to form a program that is

appropriate for you."

Pointing out that going to class is

only one way to "get educated",

the handbook urges, "before you

sharpen a no. 2 pencil to fill out that

pre- registration form, look into the

variety of non-traditional ap-

proaches available at UMass".
Which is the reason for the title,

"It's Your Move".

Free clinic on

beekeeping
Another in the free beekeeping

clinics presented by the UMass
Department of Entomology will be

held Saturday, beginning a 1 p.m.

"Spring Management" will be

the topic and UMass apiarist Henry
Hagedorn will cover such areas as

spring feeding, spring disease
prevention, package bees and
spring reversal.

Open to all interested persons,

the clinic will be held at the UMass
Apiary on Clark Hill Dr. east of

Fernald Hall. In case of rain, it will

be held the following Saturday.

0£b*2?-

THE NEW HISTORY- CUIMtSC POOD

the WAN UNI Z
0PENM1A.M.-I0FM MS.- SUN.

195 LOCUST 51 iKOUTE 9)

FLORENCE, MASS 586 4562

Rapid Reproductions
Quality Xeroxing

Time is on your side at

Rapid Reproductions
Open Sundays 11-7

Amherst Carriage Shops
233 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
Mon-Fri9-9/Sat9-6/Sun 117

549-0566

WAQY PRESENTS
A NIGHTWITH

FRIDAY AT MIDNIGHT

MAY2

^
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C
ROUTE 5 RIVERDALE RO

WEST SPFLO" 24 HR TEL 733 5131

CHARGE YOUR TICKETS ON MASTER CHARGE

Best Picture of theYear. *« *
v '

k^-. n c, r SHOWING
-Notional Society or FilmCniicj

Second Smash
Uv Ullmann in week

K SCENES FROM
* A MARRIAGE

witten and directed fcy ingmor Bergman m ::

EVES: SCENES FROM A MARRIAGE -7 30 I

VONOM & lUfSDAY BARGAIN MTES • »U SEATS SI 00

"The Spook Who Sat by the Door"

7

Friday, May % - Student Union Ballroom
Admission — $1.00

Showings — 7:00, 9:00, 1 1 :00

Sponsored by: Central Area Third World

WAQY PRESENTS
A NIGHTWITH

MIDNIGHT TONIGHT ONLY
MAY2

^5
C

ROUTE 5 RIVERDALE RO
WEST SPfID 24HRTEI 733 5131

CHARGE YOUR TICKETS ON MASTER CHARGE

Andromeda
Strain

May 2

MAHAR AUD.

. 6:30, 9:00, 11:30

75*

Internship program seeks black students
In Springfield, there are over

2,200 fatherless boys between the

ages of 7 and 16. Of these 2,200

boys, 900 are Black. Due to a

shortage of Big Black Brother

volunteers and inadequate inter

agency communications, only 10

Black children presently have Big

Brothers and only 6 of these Big

Brothers are Black.

If you are a UMass or Five

College student and feel the need
to obtain the ultimate learning

experience, the Center for Ex-

Viet med group
needs money

Recent tragic events in Indochina have increased the need for
medical and other emergency relief supplies.

The Medical Aid for Vietnam Organization is appealing for con-
tributions to assist them in the purchase of urgently needed medical
supplies for Vietnam.
A project of the Bach Mai Hospital, these supplies are destined for

the children of Vietnam and countless other victims of that war
un all sides.

Contributions can be made by check payable to the Medical Aid
or Vietnam, 65a Winthrop St., Cambridge, MA. 02138.

periential Education can assist you.

The Center Internship program can
place you in a pre- professional

position as a caseworker for Big

Brothers of Springfield, Inc. You
can earn a full year of academic
credit and a small living allowance.

If you are seeking an unselfish

learning experience, act im-
mediately. The internship program
begins in June 1975.

Pre professional positions are
open to UMass students and
students ,n the Five College
Consortium. Minority students are

urged to apply.

The Center urges faculty
members to refer students to the
Center.

For more information call Larry

Scott at 545-1381 or come to the
office between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
located at 315 Arnold House.

* *

**Schlitz-a-rama *
>P<>\SOKH> m PHI SIC;»|A KAPPA

Mil NOKI M Pl.t ASAM SI

S4T., MAY r
— 1 1 a.m. 4o I a.m. —

14 BIG Hours... 25* Drafts

<2 noon - 4 p.m.

.# LIVE LOBSTER
'Boston's HoHesf Pock Attraction'

6 P.M.- 10P.M.

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

"It's my kind of film

Boon, broods, cor choses.

corruption ond revenge -ell

the things thot moke Iffe

BURT REYNOLDS
• . A Ti ib •

WHITE
LIGHTNING

5:15, 7:30, 9:30
Twi-Lite Hour — SI. 25 — 4:45-5:15 Only

^fld-Q1R1 MOUNTAIN FARMS MAUJIJJ WQoTf 9-HAOtfV MASS

*Z™ "HEARTS
FOREIGN AND

MINDS"
Documentary
Fwturton

r—. Vi«tn*m
IHj ONE WEEKONLYM

5:00, 7:15, 9:30
Twi-Lite Hour — $1.25 4:30-5:00 Only

Mel Brooks'

e

Dust in

Hoffman
Lenin

A Bob Fosse F<im

n t* N { i

!
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SAC calls meeting to

discuss future actions
The Student Action Committee

(SAC) has called an important

meeting tomorrow to discuss

"Where do we go from here?"

Anyone interested in talking about

future actions should come to the

Student Senate Council Chambers
tomorrow at 4:00 P.M.

Also, the SAC is sponsoring a

rally outside Mahar Auditorium

Monday night at 7:00 P.M.

Governor Michael Dukakis will be

speaking at Mahar at 8:00 P.M. The

rally will be a message to Dukakis to

show him that students will con-

tinue their struggle opposing

budget cuts and increasing student

power. There will be speakers

singing and guerilla theater.

Deerfield Drive-ln

Rte. 5 & 10 So. Deerfield

665-8746

How far should a Teacher go

to protect her students?
[Hat an _>*_,

TRIP
with the'

TVy fwud her to coeur.it

the haute sacrifice!

Women studies pupils

earn foundation awards
« c»otMt mmHutiotut noims mmst

ALSO

Eight women involved in the

Women's Studies program at

UMass have received separate

awards from various foundations

around the country.

"It is significant that there are so

many awards for women on this

one campus," said Catherine

Portuges, coordinator of the

Women's Studies program.

Women's Studies is a two-year

experimental program started in the

fall of 1974. It allows students to

formulate an individually designed

plan of study concentrating on

issues of concern to women. The

program is also a coordinating body

for all the informal women's

programs on camDus.

The program offers 60 courses

on the UMass campus and 40 other

topics in conjunction with other

colleges in the area. There are 1700

persons in the program including

some male students.

Women's Studies will go before

the academic matters committee

and the Faculty Senate in 1976 for

authorization to become a full

major at the University.

"Women's Studies seems to be

very successful now as a program,"

Portuges said. "Right now we are

coordinating a great number of

students on a very small budget."

film times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Murde: on the Orient & Express

AMHERST CINEMA
Scenes from a Marriage 7:30

CALVIN THEATRE
White Lightening 7:00

Thunderbold & Lightfoot 8:45

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Murder on the Orient Express 7.

9:16
Chinatown 7. 9:15

Godfather II 8:00

DEERFIELD DRIVE-IN
Show starts at 8:15

EASTFIELD MALL
Reincarnation of Peter Proud

7:30. 940
GLOBE THEATRE
And now for something com-

pletely different 7 fr 9
HADLEY DRIVE-IN
Show starts at 8:00

MT. FARMS 4 THEATRES
White Lightening 6:16. 7:30. 9:30

Hearts Er Minds 5. 7:16. 9:30

Blazing Saddles 6.16. 7:30. 9:30

Lenny 5. 7:25. 9:30

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Witch Mountain 7:30. 9:30

Tommy 7:30. 9:45

Funny Lady 7:06. 9:56

Capon* 7:46. 9:46

Shampoo 7:16. 9:30

Waldo Pepper 7:20. 9:30

Beatles 12:00 P M
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GLOBE
586-0935

Northampton

MONTY PYTHON'S
FLYINGCIRCUS

"And now for

Something Completely

Different"

Plus Krazy Kat Kartoon

Fri. 4 Sat., 11:00

"THE HARDER
THEY COME"

SHE CORRUPTED THE

YOUTHFUL MORALITY OF AN
ENTIRE SCHOOL! COLO*
THE TfJCHfJT ... s ANCEl TOMPKINS W

*i A CROWN INTERNATIONAL RELEASE *\W

Fri.. Sat.. Sun, at 8:15

NOW
CALVlNj&ie
KIM. M S84 2310 NOW

eccu

PLUS

CLINT

EASTWOOD.

"THUNDERBOLT

mki ikaLTmi^'
' and lightfoot

'

Eves.: White Lightning — 7:00; Thunderbolt — I ; 45

&U0U1

EASTFIELD MALL

hoston so 'us JOoi er it

Every Eve at 7:30-9:40

Mat. Wed. Sat. Sun.

1:30-3:30-5:30

Reincarnation

Proud
presentation «X9 [R;

Filmed in Springfield,
Holyoke, Amherst, North-
ampton, Deerfield and other
local areas.
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OF SMITH COLLEGE
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NORTHAMPTON

starts TONIGHT!
at 7.00 & 9:20

PARAMOUNT PCTURES COWWAllON
IN ASSOCIAION WITH NAT COHEN PRESENTS

A JOHN B«AB0URNE RCHARO GOODWIN PROOUC I lOi I

AUTIU
ctiRisnrs

MURDER

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $1 00

/"MDC Classifieds Pay
To place a classified drop by

the Colieoian Office between
• Mam and Mlp« Monday
Friday
The deadline is ) *i two days

before the day your ad is to

apoear
The rates are
Daily - 4 *» ••' " ne

WMkW • >0 Per line

Monthly 4 26 oer Hne

Two lino* on form
approximate ono lino

FOR SALE

FJR SALE

Intoeral Systems power amp
i«>g« Advent speakers ACE audio
preemp alt immaculoto WOO Call

Mike SM0177

Need a place to put your plants'
Buy a plant hangar from me for

S7 50 Made from real wood hengi
in dorm window holdi up to 12

plants Calf Vieki at 4*461 or nop
by and too at JOA 1403

Pair JBl M speakers high af
ficiencv • OHM 117 HN Keop
trying.

Heed ekes bndga boota ate 26*

Del Ret-

.

B 3 2 c u ft »«0 644 1203

Tandberg 3300X mini cond $350

plua Lloyd S42 51M

Kitchen tat $25 2*3 7332 IfM

, ond

WM 3 speed bike w bethels

Absolutely perfect 45 Debbie

263 M*2

Golden Retrieve' puppies AKC
>sg championship stock

Delightful femily dogs Ready to

go 1 002 257 7020

Olvmpia Report deluse typ solid

oak shelving and tncy B'ltanmca

M deluee ed All real cheep 1 In eac

cond' Cont Steven Rodolatr tol

542 5157

Panaaonic storoo turntable

receiver ond speakers Must sell

Call John 5M 4B0B after 5

Skua used twice stop in Must
ai ISO Buots women si 7 $2*
P .let $8 Cell 253 74M

MDC QkMilteK
AUTO FOR SALE

VW But 1*70 9 pats 53 000 mi

'.aw 2100 ic engine radial tires

•'•celleiit i ond 1 213 M53 or Mi
3210

FOR RENT
Amh New 3 bdr w w carpet

dw diap tonnia ct ewlmmlnt
pool Imm Occ No leaaa reo »2f»

plusutil baec Cell MB 0B00 before

__- -

•7 Cuda VI
Maj Also 4

Mack 549 0491

4 tpd
1*5X13

any
tires

roes
S*5

House in Amh
bus rte June 1

wkens M6 2492

I rms turn

Cell even
On
and

Ampaa portable ceeeotto MB
5M457*

Dentel wetor pik Seart Guar

5M 4575

Fender Bendmeeter b PA Guild
Gutter Lealia 147 RMI Piano 2M
1M ettor 5

Gibson ES 3M. good cond . 427*
2*3 *7M

1 pr Ofunda 7XM binoculars w
loathar case Erne cond Cell *B*

OM1

Sem. chopped triumph Bonn M
rebuilt engine esc cond Call now
549 M31

Used 10 speed eacellent cond
Raleigh S100 2*3 7307 Keep trying

KLM model eleven stereo SBO

54**42*

Cabart Oboe Buffet clarinet *4*

0*2*

Need furniture for your open
mem? Couch and two matching
chairs, ono Is a rocker Chairs In

good condition Couch liveable 460

takes all Call 2M BM3 after S 30

Fend Muet base w hrd ahll caee
Eac cond Coll Peter 323 43M

4 H7B IS tirea and whaola for

Scout »12S 1 S*2M1«

Mutt tell' Kelvinator
refrigerator 30X5CX20 Good
condition S40 or boat offer Cell

Ellen 545 2300 room 202 between 4

fr • Mon thru Fridev

Scuba 2 tanks 1 rag II wet

suit 40 44 plus wis tell i toto

S22S 413 *26 BBBO

Irish Better AKC, female, house

broken ..ml. Aleo f.m... mutt

free 263 6JS0

Dual 1218 *'3B; Criterion 4X

speakers 12 4 way 4160 2 la 28 at

amp 436. Tl 28*0 cole 436 Brian

MB 6212

Canon Ownara Soligor 60230mm
14 5 auto telephoto lone. £ cond

hardly used 412S or beat offer Cell

MB 0210

Tires Vega Protrac 8S013 with

Mickey Thompaon meoe. like new

»7* per pr A7B13 snows w r.ms $2*

Pioneer cassette dec*

$40 Call BBS 44M

Veshiks camera VF
ew M9 1M9

Guod typewriter
.veil M9 1M9

SM Look

SM Worst

par pr

auto rev

Single bo. spring and mattress
eicellent condition Best offer Cell

Hetene 7*3 MIS

Concord CO1000 stereo cass w
dolbv list S400 1 week $200 M*
15M

BftO 3702 loudspkrs Good cond
list $2*0 asking $12* M6 1*99

AUTO FOR SALE

Pontiec Cetelma *5 AT PS PB
runs eicellent $22* Fred M* 7*0*
or 53304

WANT TO STAY IN SCHOOL
Must sell 73 Pontiec Grand AM PS
PB AM FM radials. cruise control
54* 5*05 Keep trying

M Dodge Dart GT Conv Pert
cond 3*9 4014

71 Couger XR7 convertible. AM
FM air 361 eng . auto M 000 miles
like new $1996 firm S27 4M3

5* Peugeot sunroof needs
battery and muffler $100 drives it

away Bob 2*3 7M7

M Chev No beauty but SUPER
RUNNING Small • automatic PS
$396. 2*3 7M7

70 Fiat Coupe wents good home
No 3rd goer 40 mpg $•** M 000
miles 25^ "»*7

70 Austin America. 30 mpg
eicellent running New tires $*50
Bob 263 7M7

4 Sale Peugeo* U00 21
frame Eicellent cond Asking $100
263 66*0

M Ford 9XL BM. 4 speed rune
well 323 424* 417*

1*71 Dodge Masi Von heevy

duty good condition, meny eatras

Asking 42200 Call Lon BM 7030

after * 00. _______
•5 VW Bug. good condition

$2*0 00 Call after* pm Spfld 739

0*72

19M VW Bus blown engine
needs valve tob much recant work
done Have all service records

desperate, need cash Fast
CHEAP Csll Steve at 6M !

•4 Comet new generator,
radiator $276 runs well Muet sail

leoving country Cell 263 74BB

M Impels and 2 trs 5 27M
Steve $225

1972 Audi 1001S St Ong 23 000

a* II II $3260 Aft 5 2MM21
Spring sticker

•2 Ford $1*0 Steve Crimmin
M5 21*3

•7 Pontiec SW • cyl 1* mpg
$3*0 or B O Call Abhav 5 0B42 or •
1014 eftor •

M VW Van new paint ,ob need
mech work Best offer M* 2BM
Ask for Dave

Sale 62 VW bus gd bdy mch
cond Camper Sonnet 1 *2* •TBI 73

rebuilt eg 4460

M Corvair convertible Body end
top good needs motor $100 or b o
263 7M7

M Volks Bug. now paint, no rust

denim interior, chrome wheels
wide tires flered fenders $1200 21

mpg Cell M6 242*

1*71 VW Suporbeetle semi auto

trans rebuilt engine, new shocks,

muffler Mich radials Bast offer

2*3 77M

1*70 Mustang Fstbk. ac. pa.
a t . eng one . body nds some
work 4*00 firm 544 5104

71 Vege like new' 34 000 milee. 3

tpd 2* mpg Must sell 411M Bob
2*3 7M7

19M Buick Special. 41*0 or best

offer Call 2*3 2*33

Correction M VW Bus engine

toned $60 263 M7S

M Fiet 124 Spider mech ok
Body nds work Best offer 6M
6304

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Hondo 306 Sphk 2 new tlroe

$270 Cell Miles MS 703*

Semi chopped Triumph Bonn M
w rebuilt engine Ea cond Cell

now MS 3*31

1*73 Hondo 600 4. pull becks
sissy ber custom soot $1 300 6M
11M

72 Kswesaki 360 S2 4200 mi SM
400*

Honda 350CB 1*71. 4400 Call Ed

ovos 323 M2*

306 Honda. 1M7 engine rebuilt

Call 6M 223S days

1973 CB350 Honda Asking $760

6 4343

1970 Norton Commando. 7*0 cc

good condition $112* 263-7067

after 6pm

Reduced Rent 1 2 bdrm Townhs
oool M* 3*29

F room tor single temele student

$•5 Neor UMsss M* *3M near

town

1 bedrm ettic ell util and conv
Ideel tor couple or person on but

rie June 1 Sept 1 **5 3M7

Clitttide Spociout 2 bedroom
apertment in lovely Sunderlend
Only 41B* e month includet
utilities pool tennis On bus routs

Call Martha M* 4172 Available

June 1

Furn room in Northompton
house evail Juno 1 4B3 end util

Cell Paul SM 0*21 evee

Two rooms in pleoeant friendly

house Avail immed. with option
to renew in tall SM 3219

A frame house. Belchertown
On bus line near Lake Arcedia Can
rent whole house at $300 per mo nr

can rant indiv rooms Quiet

woodsy erea Call Adele 323 46*4

and leove messege

• rm house 6 bedr in Belchertn

Available June 1 on $326 per mth
Cell 323 7M3 eves

WANTEO TO RENT

Visiting faculty Couple. 2 sm
children need furn apt or house
epproa May 7 June 1 549 M7* or

M5 3M4 or write 1*2 Ferview
Amherst

I'm looking for e country home
that is peaceful co op with torn.
line people Rent end utilities not
over $M or so for September Call
Joseph M6 47H

Single M faculty, cleen. wants

cleen apt hoe- July 2* Aug 1*

Call 263 M77

Seek house or Ig sunny apt In

CONWAY area Refs available Boa

1*. Whitefield. N H 036M

FOR RENT

Ono bdrm opt for rent on Sd
bus route 41M per mo . util inc .

ell

conv Call Dave MB 70M

Amh Belch line Furn rm In

house M2 M plus Rt * SI - B 31

?M 0*73

TO SUBLET
F to shore house w two other F's

6 1 to 9 1 Opt to renew loose, own
rm . near Amh Ct .

garden 476

Eleanor 263 3MV leave no

Extra large sunny room in

beautiful N Amherst house,

completely furnished including

watarbed garden space evailable

6 16 • 31 $226 Call Judi 263 92M
„, 2M BM9

2 bdr neor Col Vill Part furn

$1*0 incluoes util 2M 0200

Lg temi furn 1 bedr apt w
study Jn 1 Aug 31 $178 B twn

323 6561 Mutt see'

Furn 2 bdrm apt UMass bus rte

WILL NEG Avail 6 1 Call 2*3 27M
PETS OK

Brandywino. 2 bdrm June Aug
Negot Call M* 4474 after 7

Montague efficiency apt June
July w opt to renew 3*7 9*M. M*
4441 5* p m

EXPRESS
L

__B_J_mil

TO SUBLET

Rivglade Tnhs 3 bdrm Need
loommetoe lor 2 bdrms Sum w
option tall Miliar bdrm ideal for

cple Tot $300 mo mcl util 2*3

9446

Eetihempton 2 fl 2 br opt

Juno 1 Sept 1 opt to renew 627

5470 • p m on

June 1 2 bedrm SIM mo
Brondvwine Pondside Opt renew
M9 1453

Sublet 2 bdrm townhouee apt .

June 1 Aug 31 on bua rt .
swim

ming pool air cond furnished

option lo renew 4170 per month
Cell M5 3241

F wonted to share turniehod

Rolling Green ept Mey 1 Aug
31 Cell 26* M32

2 bdr Colonial Vil On bua rt opt

to renew Juno Aug 41M bnel

util 1 pool 2M 6004

Amherst 2 bdrm twnhe ept on

bus rt Furnished cable TV AC.

pnol Juno August, opt to renew

$1M with util 2*3 32*9

Throe bedroom spacious

apartment in houee Pleoeant erea

and close to cempus Two porches

and a large yard Available June 1

to August 31 Want includes all

utilities end is negotiable Call M9
6M1 evenings and ask for Eileen

Ju Aus 31 Noll Gr 2 bdr util

mcl $1M 2M 0773 air cond pool

$3*0 July Aug Cleen new 2 bed

ept . eir cdn. pool dishw close

bus dog cot welcome Opt to

renew M* 3M7

Two bedrooms of 4 bedr opt

tented mdiv or together ell era*

bus route negotioble end cheep
2*3 215*

Furn I brm bus rt epproa 5

19 9 1 Pool util mcl 41M 00

Tom M6 3672

With option to renew 2

bedrooms Brandywino Apia On
bus route Rent negotioble Cell

Irme M* 1326 June 1st

2 bdrms in 4 bdrm ept June
Sept Renew $M turn 1% miles to

campus 2M 4302

One bdrm et Cliffside pool

tennis Rent negotiable lower then

going rata aveileble mid June
thru Aug Option to renew M6
3029

IB Hollistor Apis 3 bdrms
Option to renew On bus route

Tom or Jim 263 7432

One bedrm Cliffside Apt Pool,

tannls. bua. all util 4160 M6 4287

Summer rental. 1 bdrm 4160 incl.

util Kemins 283 2816

1 bdrm in 1 bdrm Puffton apt
M9 0138 Air cond inexpensive

1 bdrm w util . pool, opt to
renew Col Vill 4160 Avail Juno 1

Can have semi furr if wonted 2M
02M

Twnhae 2 bdrm on bus rte. AH
util pd includea air cond Rant
nog 2636282

TO SUBLET

3 4 bedroom opt furnished pete

Northampton $176 6B4 2877

Apt Footing St 4176 Cell M9
35M

To sub June Aug 2 bdrm in 3

bdrm ept Dishwasher, tannic,

pool $70 nog ee M9 *903

June Sept Coiomei Village 2

b-rm on bus line Furn pool $1M
w util negot 2*3 72B7 eftor t p m

3 bedroom Townhouse ept Juno
1 to August 31 Option to renew, eir

conditioning, pool One mile from
cempus Rent negotioble Cell M*
1372

Lg bdrm in 4 bdrm • 1. 8 3V 470

mo Util incl 2M6621

4 bdrm opt on cempus Perty

rm end. bor J Sept *M M21
Phillipst

1 bedrm furnished near bua MB
0M3 eftor 4

2 bdrm apt . Roiling Green Jung-
Juno loose 4233 per mo incl util

Cell 2*3 7*43

Sublet with option to roi

bdrm Brendvwlno. mod conv
Juno 1 Call BM 6714

2 bdrm twha II 6-31 Air

cond .
dishwsh pool On bua route

part furn Call MB 3M1

Obi bdrm
Csll *4

summer funehd

Gordon apt . Rolling Green 2

bdrms June Aug Ootlon to renew
Cheep 263 7332

1 bedrm opt with utllltlee Jono-
Auguet opt. to renew Colonlol

Village 2*3 7*3*

2 bdrm Brendvwlno. cloee to

cempus. Juns August, oool neat

to tennie courts 6f

Rent or sublet - ono bdrm oat.
Puffton Juno 1 Aug 11. Wont no*.
Celt 54* 12*1

2 bdrm townhouee. Jung 1

Option to renew, pool, air cond .

carpeted. 2 baths Wooded
backyerd $1M e month Call BBS
4M7

$*6 Et util . 3 rms . in coop house
5 mm from cempus 263 M77

Have it your way 1
! Take over mv

holt of Sq VIM Apt. Furn or unfurn
rfveil Mey 19 Pey only for Jn Jl _
Aug Opt to renew M6 4971 Atk
lor Greg

Townhouse maetor bedrm Ideel
lor cple or rmmtea for sumr Air
cond rent negot 64* 11M

2 bdrm .
Cliffside. w util .

4160

Pool tennis, bus. pertly furn .
opt

6*5 2253

UMsss Florence 6 bd
__

,

_
p
_
r'

furn eac cond 42S6 mo M Bridge

Rd 56*3342

2 rm in 3 bdrm Twnhee
M66126

mo.

Two bdrm Twnhss Rlverglede
Util Incl.. a c . pool, space evellebie
for vegeteble gerden. 6-1-8-31
2M 82*4 No M .

Two bdrm Cliffside. low rent.

June-Sept. Pertly turn Pool, bua
line M6 4*3*

Two roommatae wanted for
summer months. Juno through
August Squire Videos Apt. On bua
route 466 78 par month If in

tareated caM M6 4753 after 5 o m.

Juns August sublet Rent nog
On bus ling, incl util. Cell M
eft 6
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BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS

INGRIO

BEQGMAN
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PC

9:15

"A marvelously in-

tricate whodunit! A
joyous experience! A
feast—in any season!"
—Judith Crist, New York Magazine

AUTIU
cmusTirs

MURDER
ON THE
©RIINT
EXPRESS

Open Wed. Sun.

All New
CINEMA RADIO'

"lo speakers needed'

All you need is * C#» or

port-ble A M -_dio'

FRI & SAT
Third Bonus Hit

"NIGHT OF TH
LIVING DEAD"

Hoy. tar should

a teacher a>

to protect

her students-1

_T TRIP
debts' with the

TEACHER
^ttrul'_r___e«t_-_u__r_Jih_ l

[Rj-_,T_E_--—•,
Second ll t W COLOR

witfsrussoNSMrtf-
rAvonum cuss!

laCHfR
_ at tat Rated «

SUM* \M <IN0 viV\IV>_ M
ROUTE 5^IV_TeTM__ RD

"West spfld 24mr tel 733-5131

- charge your tickets on master charge

n______z_-

WALT DISNET
PRODUCTIONS

mWncH

7:00

9:15

\
Wed. Mat 2pm

MSB) nil 7:3*. 9:3*. Sat
__,: l':M. 4:M. 5:M, 7:36. if

8$^ S

Tommy
Ybur senses wOl

never be the same.

Ann-tMargret Oliver Reed

Roger Daltrey Elton John

Wed. MaL.2B.a_.

Mon-FrL: 7:3*. 9:4S; Sat-

\ Sun.: 1:30. 3:35. S3* 7:3*. /

The most highly acclaimed film of 1974

1

/STREISAND & CAANv

Rinny

BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEAR
',_ C«mpus^

_ So t>-f> ||

i MMI HST HAUl fVLIM

Wee_MaL.?p.m
Mon Thurv: 8:66; Fri

SaL-Saa.:

1:00

\7:65. 9:S5: Si

i:IS. 7:16. 16:

rfOW.ATlTO
asytARS
TMC TPUC STO«y

R CAM BC TOLD!

WesL Mat. 2 p.m.

Mon Kn *:«_, 9:45: Sat
1:3*. /\ Son 1 :36. 3:3B. 5:36. 7:36,

_ .: :
:?H*:36

?A Night with the BEATLES— 4 Beatle Films

Fri_a> Midnight— Advance Tickets Nov.

/

HalherPARTII A

warren _4__tty ^-v

R
Wed. Mat. 2 p.m.

Mon.-Fri.: 7:15. 9:36: Sat-

Snil: 2:15. 4:M. 7:*5. 9:26

n . i j 1 1 1 n 1 1 1 1

1

1 .<v !

Rebpo_b_d
^5,_&_____

PG

VArd Mat. 2 pm
Mon-FrL: 7:2*. 9:36: Sal

/.:\ Sun.: 1:36. 3:45. 5:M. 7 »u f
•:::

::':vS6:S6
•.••.••.•.•.•. . 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1 1 1

1

TO SUBLET

1 r—
i in 3 rm apt Pool, tennie.

furn $7* nee opt to renew *4*
•3M Leon But route

1 bdroom Pool, yerd on butline.
$140 Avail June 1. opt to renew
2MBM4

Sublet 3 bdrm Puffton Apt June
1 Aug 31 $210 Csll SM MM

Sublet June 1 - Sept 1 Opt to
renew 2 bedrm ept Belchertown
on bus route, leas 323 (213

ROOMMATE WANTED
N Amheret

room Ml (7 pe
Secur depos
Tony 6

Lsrge ept Own
ir mo phis utile

|

Leeee until Aug.'

MDC CtmikuR

SPACIOUS TOWNHOUSE 2
bdrm AC. pool. yerd. bua rt Opt
to renew $17* M* Ml
Jn 1 to Spt 1 2 bd Twnhse

Rotting Green AC. pool, moke
offer SM Ml*

Sublet June 1 August 31
Amherst Csnter 2 large rooms, bey
window, kitchen, both $144 plut
electricity 25*

-("""

Two bdrm apt with util 417* a
mo on bua line June 1 Aug 31

Opt to renew 544 4333

F to ahore houee. yerd. gerden,
neer AC Own rm on bue rt.

Reoaonable Coll Helen 2*3 3M1
eve

Lge 3 bdrm spt on bus rt June-
Aug 421* Cell 21

Coiy two bedrm apt In country
aotting Furnlehed 5 1 to *. 417]
Incl M* C1M

1 bdr. opt. in *undertond. Opt. to
renew Quiet - not In comples
Gerden apace 41M mo No pete
64**432

Houee in Amh.. • bedrooms. 2
both. Juno Aug w- option $370
Call 7*4 MM
4 bedrooms Swlts VII. Furn util.

incl. on bue. Opt to renew Bove 4.

Call 2*3 2431

I br Colonlol VIII . Ind ft. end
Avell June 1 _

Sublet for June - Aehfteld -
houee with 3 bdrms snd lergo
etudlo. work epeee. 42M plue eec.

•2*3627

2 bdrm Rolling Green Cummer
Oet to renew Pen. furn with util
42M 2*3 _•**._

2 bdrm apt 41M with utllltlee

Colonlol Vill Opt to ren Furn 2M

Roommate needed now Country
form houae If you like gerdening
or walking in the woodo. thia ia the

piece for you $M s month, plus

utilities M7M13
1 or 2 for pros ept 10 min welk

to cempu* Summer w option for
fell 52 M mo SM 44*3

2 Roommatea needed to there eir
conditioned mooter bedroom in

townhouee apt Rant negotiable
for eummer 54* 1372

female grad 2* or over to there 3
bdrm ept Aug 1 1MB util On bua
line Cell 54* 0O43 eftor S p m

$M mo own room M F NAM
Center on bus rt After 4 M 54*
4M1 Aveileble Mey 1

Apt to ehere June 1st feet
Leverett $M met util . own rm Call
54*0403 after C p m
Roommote wanted to ehoro 2

bdrm ept $*2 M per util incld On
the bus line Cell Mt 41M sftsr S
Avsil 4 1

F roommate needed for foil to
there tpeciout houee in Amheret
Own rm on bue rt Cell 2*3-332*.

Pomelo wanted for eummer
(option for foHl 8ingle or double
room in Britteny Mnr Co* 2M-M11

Cope Cod Looking for 3 people
to ehoro e houee. 2 min walk to

beech, low rent. W Vermouth Cell

•173

F roommate Medley BBJ M mo
5M41M

Female roommetet for eummer
aublet 3 bedrm Rolling Or Coll

If you eubtet our lunurv 2 bdrm
apt . wa will give e 4M rebate 2M-
•2*2

2 bedrm Sunderlend June-Aug
31 Option free Security dep Furn
evell Tennie. pool 4M 4310 Cell

lete Keep trying

Rooms aveileble in opt In houee
off Amheret Center $M Cell

Merclo or Arnie. 2*3 7421

2 bdrm Twnhouoe. AC. utllftfoe.

2B3-M1.

2 bdrm Cliffside. Jun-Sep. 417*
incl util. Opt. to renew. Pool, bus

CspeCod - Own room In houee
E Felmouth Catl John after • 1

•17*M-41*7

F reommete wentod for eummer
in cmftble Puffton Apt. ecroee
from pool, tennie crte. Own room,
frnthd or unfrnehd. Stop by ond
eee enytlme M* 12*2

Fern eenlor or grod to ehere opt
with 2 mole grede 4M per mo plus
13 util M4 7*42

Own rm in 4 bdrm sabettlcel

hee in Echo Hill 1 mi to U M
Crptd. frnehd. clr tv. etc Wdt opn
tpace. nr bue. thru Aug 472 Lvlng 4

Europe 2*3 74M. evnga

A flndl Ig 2 flra tunny hee dntn
N Hampton F ndt F M Bag CM
to oet it $70 plut util Cell Coffee
WNtt lllpm Negotiable over
tummer

Femelee or couple Room evell

June 1 Rent nog After • Cell 2M
M32

Two more people lo there 1

bdrm in 2 bdrm hee near cempue
June 1 Aug 31 $72 eech Incl util

Cell Jen M* 1312 or Serb *M M7»
Keep trying

2 F' Putt Vill Own rm . turn M2
e mo plut elec Cell *M MK

ROOMMATE WANTED
Retpontible M F roommate,

thare furnithed 3 brm twnhte
tummer end or tell No leeee $100 a
month B ob 2*3 7M7

Wonted temale roommetet to
there e houee for the eummer in

Herwichport Maee 49M Coll Mori
SMM7*

F or M for summer Cell

2 roommetee for summer
Preeidentlol Apt *M per mon. aa
incl util a c . d w . bue. con welk
Cell 54* 4*M

1 or 2 tor June 1 $2M plue util

Cell Rick M4 7*M Opt to renew
Sept

F - Juno 1 to Aug 31 Apt pertly
furnlehed. pool, dw ec end cor
petlng Cloee to campus Barb *M
1M3

June 1 F or cple Pool, w w. etc

on bus rte Opt to renew $7* 2*3

7M7 Keep trying

Need 4 people m f 8wiss Village
Apta. own room. $M per mo
from June 1 thru Aug 31. uiilitiet

included

One or two M or F roommetet
wanted for 2 bdrm ept. Sren
dywlna. N Amheret Jn Ag an
bue rte Rent negot Ml MM

2 roommetee wentod Qred
ttudente proferred: for eummer
with felt option, own room In

Townhouee et Rolling Green 2M
M17 Oennle

Older feminlet ttudent looking
for othert end houee to ehoro
Barbara 7*4 MM
Two people to ehere houee edi

to compuo from 4 1 Own room
SM*7M

Bslchertown Houee matee
needed 2 bdrms avail SM plut util

323 M7C tummer with option for
fell __

Hyennie. 3 women to ehere
college for aummor Call Arlene
immediotoly 7*3 7133

Clrffaide. 1 bdrm Sublet Juno 1*
(epp I Opt to renew MB 324*

(\
HELP WANTEO PERSONALS

CAMBRIDGE needs counselors
Inr summer camp Waterfront trip

ridmu yenerel ttetf Will be m
erviewnig May S Sign up 112
Berkshire Mnute

Having trouble finding iobt thit

summer? Tired of working for

minimum pey7 Weal Bend o
'•etional co hat many opentnge m
N.-w England aree For information
.tbnut interview! contect 112
H.rkthira HnulO Don I wait do it

".day

Wanted Conaciontioua men end
women motiveted by love not
money to effect poeitive tpintuel
and tociel chenge in the world For
interview cell M* MM 7 12 p m

I

Thirty five hundred people were
• hara leal veer How ebout you this

veer SCHILTZ A RAMA Seiurdoy
Mey 3 12 noon midnight C10 N
FtllllM FATE - LIVE LOBSTER
pniet b i ontattt food and other
delightt Be there for time of lite

Attractive Biteauel femele. ego
73 teekt the tema Write to P O
Bin 331 Amhartt Recant photo
and ohona piaate

Iniov the quiet country life et
UMeoi Eicellent food good
compeny minute from cemput If

you ere interetied for neat
temeeter and are femele ceil Lou
Ann or Cerolvn et 2*3 MM or CM

Tennie reck reetringing Good
tob Cheep CaM Jon CM MM

Foctorv troined BMW mochonic
Work on all foreign cere 2U 77M

( NTC RT A-N Vf S m
Four hours of nonetop noetetgie

end hita for only PM CaM Bob the
Dj tl

r ( WANTED

I m looking for e country home
ihal it peecetul co op with tome
tins people Rent and uiilitiet not
"»oi $M or to tor Septemt.ar Call
Jnteph M5 47(5

BOB STILL WANTS VOUR
AILING OR DECREPIT CAR' f att $$
tor the hulk 253 75*7

Deer FWf OP Oon t forget me
Vour roaee will die Steve

Cherter flights to Europe end
Celif Call Campue Travel C

Wonted
5B4 2477

Cheep VW tnow tires

Mele mute ttud needed im
for beaut mned breed bitch
753 132*

Cell

limit We met et Concord I live

n W Newton Went lo aae you
egein Pleeae cell M* 041S or write
Chriatine

Salisbury Beach Now tha
biggatt entertainment center in N
E Rent en apartment now Seeeen
ttertt May 23 tor It weekt For
info cell 1 «17 MS 7*7*

Jn Vnu re not getting older

reel re netting better. Heppy 1*th
Inve C

I went to buy e uaed Teaea Inet
SRI* Deve 4 BBBJ Keep trying

Mercedes with
753 5354

Townhouse apt to tublet option
lo renew Air conditioned cer

peted clote to cemput end on but
route $235 plut utiliiiei per month
WiH negotiete rent for tumme r

mnntht if interetied rail 54* 0M5

Famimti wante living tpace
•i.ier Amhortt or N Hmpt Mid
May Up to $70 Cell 247 MM

Couple or 2 roommetee needed
to ehere room in co op houae for
aummor with op tlon to renew
fireplace garden on but route MS
ooch 2M 4M7 or 2M0C42

ROOM WANTED
In Cooperetive House In

Shutesbury or Leverett for Sep
ember Please cell Eleine 7*1 *M3

f.

HELP WANTEO
The Coli»gi»n neede people to

tieff our new grephict department
Tha tob antailt making up ads on s
copy camara as wsll ss making*
haadltnas for storios Eacaliant
looming experience with mlnlmel
financial rewords Csll Ken et CM

RSONALS
Rerme We mil el Concord I

live m W Newion Want to tee you
ig..... Pleete cell MS 0415 or write

t iirttlme

W. i h«ei Vnu ere eicellent'

l ve Are and Faith

IS < reditl for spending M dovl in

leil Call Bill O leery 2M 0602

Ji'tf S Here it it Cnngreluletiont
n Prer Neat moi thould be qreet

I PP

• I in ii » B D Tarns Until Sunday
ihe chexotote i hip cookie Phen

Seeking femele compenion for

tumme. fun Mature open m>nded
B nr W woman deaired Write c-o
2*0 Walnut St Holyoke Will

answer ell lettert

Whst srs you doing Fndsv nits'
Come donee to Overnight Sen
sstiont Eugene Field houte Fri
•Vey 2 Com to 1 a m Only 50c
adm.ttion 2Sc for 12 01 beer

Charter flightt to Europe end
|

Calif Call Camput Travel 545 0500

Save 30 per cent on flightt to
mott placet m the U S end Europe
by purcheaing tickets eheed et
Adventure Trevel CaM today CM
12M

So America and Gelepegut It 1

4 ninnihi eipenencee Low cott
fn' brochure write NEW WORLD
(OUCATlONAl TRIPS P O Bin
2131 Selmat CA 13M1

"if RVlf" ES

BOB Will STILL FIX ANV CAR
RIGHT" No tob too tmsll any
make oi model 253 7M

7

Pattporlt tob application!
pitiol permitt Fett aervice long .

Photo 253 3141

THE OUTBACK AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIR tpecieliring in Saab and
other foreign cert Cell Guv et 2M
6110

Oattun Toyota Volvo Jaquar
repeired by Rutt Bace Plenty of
experience end equipment Phone
5M 1227

MISCELLANEOUS

TAG SALE Children a equip
Eichenga b Bake Sole et Mon
tetton School 7M Mom Si
Amhortt Sol Mey 3 * e m *
p m

Mom t wntt watch in vie of CC
TOC Mon 21 Sent vol Pieoee ceP
Mark CM COM

While hitching pr goM rim

tinted gloeeoe Brng to CC Loot end
Found or cell C

Contectt m yellow coee Cell CM
ttfJJ

Tha moat important port of mv
life Cham 111 112 lob workbook
AND notebook belonging to Jane
Almovi Pieete leove In SB—RBBM
Office With Advertising
Serratenet

Lott liieh English Setter
Swut Vill area 2M MM Rowd

•et of kevt Chain of IBM franc
Great tentimemel velue Cell Deb
S4t 6441

tmsll furry soncoi colored dog
found in Amh ctr on Set CiS CM
• 14*

COUPLE WANTED

Grsd c tuple wonted to shsrs
iiouto m Sunderlend but end
uerden large room Rant tIM piui

4M4234

PJ AUTO WORKSHOP
ee

DO IT VOURSELF Tools troo
with ipece rental $2 hr
profemonel edvice Ports
wholasele Level 1. C C
Garage Mon Fri 3 1* Sat
Sun 12 10

1

Tennis Isttoni f ip intt

• ate 54S IM*
Ree

CALCULATORS

Karmachanict All foreign and
itnmettic repairs Fiat tpecieliatt
let ui i heck nut that utad car
before ynu buy it People t pneet
W.- Ii leech you loo MS 7146

Manage Experienced maiieur
will give full maiaage to women
men or couple! Reeeoneble reiei

Reloi end enmv Write John
P O Bm 421 North Amheret

College Calculator! hei all the
aniwert I offer low discount
pneet on all maket and moduli ot
calculator! All machinal new
with full warranty and more' If

your machine malfuncfiona within
2 monthi I ll replace it free 1 All
ime» available Teaet Intt . HP
Cnmmodore Rockwall and other!
SO 50 only $MM SR 41 only

$15S»5 HP 21 only Stiffs
Melcor 53* compsrsble to the SRM only SS7 M Before you buy
anywhere cell me first snd I II give
you the best deel I cen Cell Bob
Crowed 54S 131*
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Resource Network trains counselors
As the result of an un-

precedented collaborative
programming effort among the five

residential areas, the major human
service agencies, and the Office of

Residential Life, approximately 200

newly selected dormitory coun-

selors were trained for their jobs

that are to begin next Fall.

The program was coordinated by

the Resource Network which
regularly brings these agencies and

areas together for the purpose of

increasing communication. The

new counselors were trained in a

variety of content areas which
progressed in emphasis from one-

to-one interactions, to small group

skills, to dorm-wide preventive

programming.
The coordinating committee, an

ongoing task force of the Resource
Network, began early in the Net-

work's two year history, to focus on
the sharing of information about
peer counselor programming, and
the development of collaborative

orientation workshops for new
staff.

Collins holds office hours
State Representative James G.

Collins (D. - Amherst) will hold his

regular monthly office hours

tomorrow.

Collins will be at the Amherst
Town Hall Saturday morning, from

10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon; at the

Campus Center from 12:00 noon to

1:30 p.m.; and from 2:00 to 3:30 at

the South Hadley Police Station.

Douglas M. McGarrah, aide to

Collins continues to hold weekly

office hours; Mondays at the

Amherst Town Hall, from 10:00

a.m. to 12:00 noon, and on

Wednesdays at the South Hadley

Police Station, also from 10:00 a.m.

Dance collective

performs in festival

PEOPLE'S SYMPHONY AND
DANCE TROOP will be in per-

formance Saturday May 3rd at 3:00

p.m. in the Commonwealth Room
of the Student Union as part of

Mosaic II Festival.

The troop is a workshop
collective of musicians and dancers

who have been meeting regularly

since the fall of last year and ex-

ploring the multi-dimensional

universes of themselves and the

world.

to 12:00 noon.

Collins may be reached at

anytime during the week, either at

his home in Amherst (549-6886) or

at the State House in Boston (617

727-8946).

For more information on the

trainers, the program content or

format, call Tom Wolff: 5-2337, or

Judy Davis: 5-0851.

Women's Caucus

holds meeting
The University Women's Caucus,

a University wide support and

advocacy group, will hold its next

meeting tomorrow in the Campus
Center room 905. The agenda for

this meeting will include a brief

update on the Caucus, and short

presentations on the issues of Child

Care, Affirmative Action, and
Women's Athletics. A discussion of

what action the Caucus can take to

support these issues will follow. All

University affiliated women are

encouraged to attend.

MEDICAL SCHOOL ASPIRANTS

Over 40,00b men and women will apply to American medical

schools this year, but only about 14,000 will be accepted.

Qualified candidates have a valid alternative: medical

education in Europe. For information and application forms

(opportunities also available for veterinary and dentistry

candidates), contact the information office:

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL
MEDICAL EDUCATION

Provisionally chartered by the Regents of the University of the State

of New York.

40 E. 54 St., New York 10022, (212) 832-2089
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Athletic Footwear Center

For Either Sex

^^NVWW
TENNIS - BASKETBALL - JOGGING

WARMUP - LEISURE WEAR - WHATEVER
Famous Brands at Reasonable Prices!

ftOLLfci SHOE

8 MAIN ST., AMHERST
Daily 9:00 5:30
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate

ACROSS

i He raised
Cain

SMilk Prefi»

10 Shcit whip
14 Branches
15 Bow and

16 Hold Oy law
1/ Vacuum

luce Sultm
iSPaiedeloie

o/as base 2
words

20 Well known
violin

Inlormal

22 Jan and Feb
23 Not hidden
2* Type sly If

?6 Cultivating

tool

21 Greek
goddess

30 Not active
34 Transported
3b Window

division

36 French
negai.ve

37 Bonds
38 r (amines

closely
40 Coasted
4

1

- - - Johnson
E xptorer

42 Which thing

4j (,i ine

action
4i> Teach new

tricks
47 Allowed to

have
48 Serpent
49 Father
50 hairs

Quibble
53 Friend
54 L argp

amounts
Intorma 1

S8 Managers ol

homes
61 Cavalry

troop
6? Irish lake
63 Concerning
64Ftocklisn
65 Act
66 Cowbo* s

concern
67 W.de

mouthed jug
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i and
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2 Arrow
3 Roman god
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6 Fragrances
7 Sing sottly
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plants
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Speak wiidiv
i?Oone
IJH.gn spirted
19 Unchaste
2tEdilite
25 Vessel area
26 Canada*

Congres
sionai

Record
27 Role player
28 Breed
29Barga>r
30 Kitchen

utensi
31 Estuary
32Eipress
33 Ceased

35 Mrs Ninon
39 Is able
40 Soil |00
42 Squander
44 Colters goals
46 Elevated
4 7 Gray mineral
49 Road tmisher
50 Radiate
Si Meditate

deeply
52 Haltmoon

type figure

53 1 2 quart
55 I See

Sun
56 Wines

partner
" Sett luminous
body

59 E usied
60 Filthy place

By Jim Carson
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YOUr Birthday By Stella Wilder

FRIDAY. MAY 2 - Bom
tnda\ you arc a rea.sonable per

son. a studious person - but

there are limes when neither

mean nor study sivms t<i do the

luck It * then that you are more
able than most in tall back upon

the instinctive side ol your

nature The right thought, the

nghl division the right actum —
these come lo vou often as a

rcMiil not of investigation or in-

tellectual consideration but of

near-perfect psvchtc aliunemcnl
to what ls going on around you
No matter how subtle the hint.s

emanating Irom the atmosphere
vou are able lo grasp and act

upon ihem
Kasicallv. yours is an tin

complicated personality For
this reason, you an' easy lo be
with even for very long |>cnod.s

You should never lack lor

friends - til Ink.) end - and
the leu enemies vou mav make
al<»t|! Hie way wtH hardly he
cnmmitlcd lo working against

you \o mailer how much
am 4 her ma> disagnv with vou

t«i an intellectual level cmo-
lionall\ be or she will tv4 he able

lo rejivl vou will n<4 be able lo

rtcnv Hh' charm ol sour per
sonalitv
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By Gary Trudeau

Peoples
1

Liberation Week
May J -4

Hampden Student Center

FRIDAY AT PLW

Afternoon Workshops on Political Prisoners and the
Mass. Prison System, 1-5

Symposium: Political Prisoners in the U.S. with:
Lennox Hinds, Chairperson, National Conference of

Black Lawyers.
Rowena Pierce, National Staff, NAARPR.
Mary Kaufman, National Lawyers Guild, prosecutor,
Nuremburg Trials, 7-9:30.

Benefit for U.S. Political Prisoners with:
Ron Ingram Concert Choir, 10:00

Associated Black Artists of UMass
Charles "Magid" Greenlee, Trombone
Suliaman Hakim, Alto Sax
Soya, Trumpet
Chris Henderson, Drums
Vishnu Wood, Bass
Symeena McCord, Vocalist

Archie Shepp, Piano
$1.00 Donation at Door

SATURDAY AT PLW

INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY DAY
10-5 A Day of Workshops by:
Valley Peace Coalition, Puerto Rican

Socialist Party, American Indian
Movement, Venceremous Brigade
United Farm Workers, African
Students, and more.

7-9:30, General Assembly on U.S. Led Imperialism and
International Solidarity

10, El Groupo Cemi (Puerto Rican Protest Singers)
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HAWeD?! AFTER.
ALLTVESe YEARS?

HOU/COME?^

JUST FELT UKE IT,

HARK! AFTER LIVIN6 \TmH THIS AD0RA8LF BUM ^^
FOR THRTY-FIVE YEARS, I
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HONESTMAN OF HIM f ^-p—

OH, NOW
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WASHER
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SUNDAY AT PLW

12-7, Workshops
7, Brother Big Black, "Attica Now" Defense Committee
9, Hugh Hendricks and the Bucaneers, Caribbean Band
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BICYCLE CLUB RIDES
Short ride leaving 1 p.m. today in front of S.U Ride

to Quabbin Sat . May 3 leaving noon in front of S.U
lapproK M mile trip) Ride to the Bicycle Museum
Sunday. May 4 leaving noon in front of S.U (appro.
15 mile trip).

BIG CHESS TOURNAMENT
ICLA Region 1 Tournament. The big college chess

tournament of the state will be on the 9th floor of the
CC St and Sun USCF Membership required, but
UMass students may enter free if arranged with Frank
Burke Call Dave 549 6534 for info
COFFEE HOUSE

Sat
. May 3. 8 1 a.m. 5th floor lounge George

Washington ADM FREE BY.OB. ... where the best
m student entertainment can be found
DANCE FREE

To be held outdoors this evening. Call 549-0126 for
location If weather is undesirable, it will be held in
113 9 p.m
DVP ORIENTATION

Mandatory orientation for all DVP members tonight
m C C 904 908 at 6 p.m. All old and new members
"ust attend
EASTER WORSHIP

Easter has 50 days, celebrate it with us' Informal
Lord's Supper, dinner, fellowship at the ARK. 758 N
Pleasant St Sunday. 5:30 p.m
ECKANKAR SOUL TRAVEL
A talk on ECKANKAR. the Path of Total

Awareness, will be given at Hampshire College.
Friday. May 2 at 730 p.m m the East Lecture Hall of
Franklin Patterson Hall All are welcome
FAMOUS POST OFFICE BOXES
Opening May 4. in Music Listening Room. Campus

Center

HOUSE CHURCH UCF
Hillel has invited us to join them for a brotherhood

sisterhood service at 7 p m in the Colonial Lounge of
the S U this evening At 8:30 or so we will walk back
over to 316 Hampshire House for the House Church
gathering All members and friends of the UCF are
included m this invitation

LAY OUT
How about learning something about lay out Call

6 2874 for more information or come to 409 S U
PHI DEL TA THETA RAFFLE

At ACHLITZARAMA Sat . May 3. the brothers of
Phi Delta Theta (newest Fratermtv at UMass this
Spring) will be holding a GIANT RAFFLE. Buy a ticket
and help us get started See you at Phi Sig Sat 1

PLAYREADING
The Importance of Being Earnest will be read tonne

at 7 30 Unitarian Society of Amherst. 121 N Pleasant
St Come, bring a copy of the play, if you have one
and a loud voice But come (earnestly 1

PRE DENTS
Important meeting Thursday May 8 at 8 p.m. m

C C 165 Elections will be held and next semester's
events planned
PRE NURSING

Extra pre-nursing counseling Mav 2 3-4 p m
Morrill 402B
UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF AMHERST

Service at 11 Rev. Arnold Westwood. our new
" ^ster will speak on A Metamotivated Time
Church school at 11 coffee hour at 12 All welcome
ZOOLOGY COLLOQUIUM

Dr R C lewcmtin Professor of Zoology at Harvard
University. wiM present a colloquium entiteC

tics Race. Social Class and LO.", on Monday
May 5 at 4 30 p.m m Mo r ri|i Auditcrium
LOST

by Dowd with stripped

Herter 2nd floor men's
Contact Steve 19 Bnttanv

Book Twisted Dream
<ove< Rustv 253 5253
LOS'

1976 UMass class ring

toom inside initials 9. A A
Manor. Reward.
LOST
SR 50 Cd'culator on April 30. Reward Can Mike

546 7519

be an athletic

supporter—read

the Collegian
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Premier man in sports world
makes quick visit to UMass

V RIDAY, MAY 2, 1975

By BEN CASWELL
It's a long way from a $29-a-

week, all-purpose man for the
Southern Maryland Times weekly
to the executive editor of Sports
Illustrated.

Ray Cave is the man who went
that long way and yesterday made
an informal visit to UMass to ad-
dress several classes.

Cave has spent the last year as
the executive editor of the world's
most successful sports and leisure

magazine. Prior to that he was Si's

assistant managing editor for four
years.

The 45 year old Cave fielded

questions from a journalism class

early in the day. In the afternoon he
spoke to a small group of people in

an informal type discussion session.

"I never had a great interest in

English professor and
Sports Illustrated
feature writer, J. D.

Reed.

o
r.
Q.

C/T

sports,'' said Cave when asked
what his favorite sport was, "but I

always had a great interest in

journalism."

After that initial weekly job where
Cave said he learned more than any
other place because when he
started he knew nothing, Cave
went to the Baltimore-Sun as a

reporter. For ten years he covered
various things before he got offers

from both Time and Sports
Illustrated.

"I accepted the Sports Illustrated

offer," said Cave, "because Time
wanted me to do the "people"
section which was starting at the
beginning for me and I felt like a

seasoned journalist already."

Cave is now serving a six month
period as acting editorial director of

c

E>

3

>

o
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Ray Cave, the executive editor of Sports Illustrated/

made a visit to UMass yesterday and informally net
with interested students.

Time Incorporated.
"

I he plan is to make people in

each of the branches of Time Inc.

more familiar with the whole
corporation," said Cave.

J.D. Reed, a professor in the

UMass English and also an offbeat

sport writer for SI had invited Cavo
to visit UMass while he was in the

area. Cave and Reed have been

professional acquaintances and
friends for a number of years.

Sports Illustrated began
publishing in 1954 and according to

Cave began making money 20 years
later. The magazine now has a

circulation of about 2,350,000 and a
readership of more than 10,000,000.

UMass team athletic trainers:

'Athletic injury care personnel'

Milwaukee Brewer Hank Aaron punches out a single
and sets yet another all time record. The former
Atlanta great broke Babe Ruth's runs batted in tally.

Since the days of the Roman Empire when Galen
initiated the concept of training through his work with
gladiators, athletic trainers have been an integral part
of the sporting scene.

By SCOTTHAYES
Hidden within the equipment-cluttered fieldhouse

adjacent to Alumni Stadium lies the office of Vic
Keedy. Amidst knee and neck braces, instant ice

packs, ace bandages and rolls of adhesive tape, the
UMass football trainer sits behind his desk and
breathes a sigh of relief. Although spring football has
ended, there's much work to be done. When the
semester ends in two weeks, Keedy will stay behind,
preparing for the fall season.

The job is demanding and time-consuming. It's a
year round effort according to Keedy, who prefers to
call trainers, "athletic injury care personnel."
"You have to be dedicated to put in the long hours,

but I think it's very rewarding," Keedy explained.

The service of athletic programs along with the
health and welfare of students in any athletic activity

are the main concerns of the training corps.

As the head UMass trainer, Keedy spends most of
his time working with the football team. Jim
Laughnane and Bob Williams are also full-time

trainers who shift from one sport to another,
depending on the particular season and the workload.

There are numerous students, three of whom are
women, assisting the full-time trainers to gain ex-

perience. Interested students, who plan on making
training a career, attempt to get valuable practice and
certification by the National Athletic Trainers

Association (NATA). A certification test is given and if

all qualifications are met, a student becomes a
recognized trainer.

Some colleges already have specific programs in

athletic injury care and one of the highest positions is

that of a Recognized Physical Therapist.

A trainer's spot is best filled by someone with a

combination of practical experience and an academic
background, according to Keedy.

The top UMass trainer believes success is within

the reach of any trainer who is willing to dedicate time

and effort to the job. In fact, Frank George, who
started as a student trainer at UMass, is now president

of the NATA.
Some responsibilities a trainer must assume include

daily chores and routines to get a team ready for

practices and games. When a player gets injured, it's

the trainer's job to get that athlete back in action as
soon as possible.

Keedy noted, however, that the team physicians
make the final decision regarding whether or not an
athlete can compete. Dr. James Ralph and Dr. James
Contanche fill the team physician roles for the UMass
football squad.

Holidays mean little to athletic trainers. It's a seven -

day a - week job.

Possibly trainers, or more correctly, athletic injury

re ersonnel will gain recognition and rewards for th

ler painstaking efforts in the future. Then again,

maybe they will never emerge from behind the scenes
and into the spotlight.

Trainers may simply continue as the real unsung
heroes of sports accepting a team's appreciation at

their reward.

The fact that the importance of a trainer is rarely

acknowledged is not hard to understand. Fans don't
look in the game program for their favorite trainer and
when an injury time-out is called few can even name
the man running to a player's assistance.

But after all, where some superstarts of the sporting
world be without their braces, whirlpool treatments or
streams of adhesive tape?

Cheerleaders call
UNIVERSITY MEN All those interested in becoming a stunt partner

for football and basketball cheerleading should meet in Boyden Lobby at
430 on Monday Call Peter at 546-4648 or Ann at 546-7286 for details.

* -— -

St. Regis Restaurant

Now in paperback!

The great, extraordinary,

marvelous

bestseller

28 Pleasant St., Northampton

Quality food at very reasonable

prices. Also very comfortable

surroundings.

A Kittle place, with a LOT to offer.
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Batsmen face Rhody:

Still have title shot
By BOB HIGGINS

With a record of 7-13 and only eight games left on

the schedule, it would seem like it's about time to

chalk up the season as a "wait till next year"

proposition.

But for the UMass baseball team, which finds itself

in this situation, the season is far from over. The

squad's primary goal this season has been to win the

Yankee Conference, and the Minutemen are still in the

thick of that race.

So tomorrow's doubleheader (2:00. Lorden Field)

against the University of Rhode Island, last year's

YanCon champs, will be of supreme importance to

the Minutemen, who are now 2-2 in the conference.

The Rams are 1-1-2 in the YanCon (wins count as two

points, ties as one).

For UMass, Jeff Reardon will start the first game,

and Craig Allegrezza will hurl the nightcap. Reardon

turned in a fine performance last Saturday against

Maine, as he shut out the Black Bears, 5-0. Allegrezza,

on the other hand, is coming off two of his less im-

pressive performances after a first half of the season

in which he was the hottest pitcher in New England.

Against Springfield on Wednesday, and knocked out

of the box in the third innina.

Rhody is led by ^ce righthander Ed Zabilski. who

UMass Coach Dick Bergquist calls "one of the best

pitchers in New England." Zabilski is also a fine hitter,

and beat the Minutemen last season with both his

pitching and batting. The chances are good that he
will face Reardon in game one.

Injuries continue to plague the Minutemen. Now it's

second-baseman Mike Koperniak, an all-YanCon
shortstop the past two seasons. Koperniak jammed
his finger diving back to third on Wednesday, and
wound up with a compound dislocation and fracture.

He was operated on Wednesday night, and will be out
for the rest of the season. Senior Joe Marzilli will

replace him in the lineup.

Two men who have been out with injuries will be
ready for action tomorrow. Centerfielder Pete
Backstrom, the team's leading hitter who tore

ligaments in his knee against Dartmouth two weeks
ago, should be available. Catcher-designated hitter

Jim Black, injured in the same game, will probably
catch one game for the Minutemen.
QUICK HOPS ...The Bullpen Club will be spon-

soring an oldtimers game Sunday afternoon at 2:00 at

Lorden Field. Former UMass players from as far back
as the 1930's will participate... Backstrom (.355), John
Seed (.342), and Black (.340) lead the squad in bat-

ting, and are the only ones hitting over .300.

Crewwomen have MIT for foe
By TERESA HANAFIN

The Women's Crew team again

treks to Boston this weekend to

face MIT Saturday in what Coach
Bob Spousta terms "probably our

shortest race of the season."

The 9:30 race on the Charles is

1000 meters, hopefully without the

wind factor which has made past

races seem like 2000 meters.

For this reason, UMass will be

looking to row a solid race from

start to finish.

"We'll concentrate on good,

basic, rowing/' stressed Spousta.

"We will put our most intensive

effort to date."

MIT has been disappointed in

their last few races, and has yet to

row their best. Like UMass, they

have a few candidates for the

Nationals team.

It should also be kept in mind
that the Boston school could be
tough on their home course.

Most importantly, MIT edged the

women by only three feet in the

championships last year. A sound
defeat would surely taste sweet.

But, in the words of Bob
Spousta, "If we row well, we
should have it."

This race should also be a real

good test for the Eastern
Association of Women's Rowing
Colleges (EAWRC) sprints, to be
held in Middlefield, Connecticut on
Sunday, May 11.

A solid win this weekend would
make UMass' chances of a seeding
in the top six boats very good.

AT THE CATCH - This will be

the first race for spares Jennifer

Burks and Kathy Guild, both

starboard rowers ... MIT is led by

excellent rower Ingrid Cross, their

starboard stroke ...

Women mitters at home
By LAURIE WHITING

Putting their 1-5 record behind them, the revamped UMass women's
Softball team will start a "new" season Saturday against Keene State at

2:00.

The Keene Staters gave UMass good games last season, and the same is

expected for tomorrow. Assistant coach, Joanne McGowan looks forward
to the games optimistically: "With our new lineup, we have prospects for

a good showing Saturday. If we can get our new starters to play together
we have a chance to do well."

Coach McGowan cited a possible line-up for the game: LuAnn Fletcher-

pitcher, Cheryl Meliones-catcher, Chris Basile-lst, Terry Pudlo-2nd, Sandy
Lunt-short, Karen Dolphin 3rd, Carolyn Shea-right field, Nancy Anderson-
center, and Lynn Barry-left.

Carolyn Shea had a good day against Boston State last week and will be
aiming for a repeat performance Saturday. Freshman pitcher LuAnn
Fletcher is breaking in the mound for UMass and has shown power at the
plate with last week's homerun at Boston. Terry Pudlo has also played
consistently in the field, and homered at Boston, along with Fletcher.

"This will be our second home game this season," says McGowan, "and
we're looking forward to showing UMass we can play better than we did
against Westfield State."

""" .»» ..i...<.. miiiff"-

Amherst Cycle Shop
new at 953 Triangle Street

(near Tech HlFl and Discount Records)

Tel. 549-3799

Come in and look at our full line of

Raleigh and other fine btkes, or bring your
bike in for a spring overhaul. Most of our

stock is still selling at un-inflated 74 prices.
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UMass riders

at Nationals

ByPAULLOGUEJR.
The UMass Riding team,

coming off a convincing
triumph against arch-rival

Colby-Sawyer College in last

week's Regional contest, is

preparing for the National Inter-

Collegiate Horse Show to be

held at Bennett College in

Milbrook, N.Y. this weekend.
The team sends six riders who
accumulated enough points in

their regional competition. The
New England Region includes

U Hartford, Tufts, Smith, Mt
Holyoke, Dartmouth, and
Springfield College. The
National Competition will in-

clude representatives from over

75 schools.

Linda Jaskiel Hamilton,
director of the riding program
here, is optimistic that her riders

will capture top honors.

Barnaby Kalan, undefeated in singles play for the

UMass netmen, will lead the Minutemen in their bid to

win the New Englands being held in Burlington, Vt.,

this weekend.

Sox top Indians, 7-6
BOSTON \UPI\ — Bernie Carbo hit a two-run homer and Rico

Petrocelli doubled in a pair of runs Thursday in leading the Boston
Red Sox to a 7-6 victory over the Cleveland Indians.

The Red Sox moved to a 3-0 first inning advantage off loser Jim
Perry, 1-4. Carbo opened the inning with a double and scored on
Carl Yastrzemski's single to right field. Fred Lynn walked and both
runners scored on Petrocelli's drive off the left centerfield wall.

Carbo homered to left in the second inning after Rick Burleson
had singled.

Boston added a run in the third and another in the fifth on Jim
Rice's homer.

Cleveland scored twice in the third inning on singles by Buddy
Bell, Frank Duffy, George Hendrick and Manager Frank Robinson.
The Indians added three more in the eighth on John Ellis' home

run following a single by Ken Berry and a walk to Hendrick.

Bill Lee, 2-3, went eight full innings for the victory. Reliever Diego
Segui yielded a run-scoring single to pinch-hitter Rico Carty in the

ninth before striking out designated hitter Leron Lee to notch his

second save.

Lacrossewomen tie
By RON ARENA

In an enthusiastic and well-

played game, the women's lacrosse

club and Springfield College battled

to a 6-6 tie yesterday on the field

beside WOPE. In the preliminary

contest at 3:00, the B team, paced
by Nancy 0' Neil's six (yes, as in 6)

goals, romped the visitors 9-2.

In the A contest, UMass rallied

from a 4-3 halftime deficit to grab a

6-5 lead, only to have the Chiefs net

the final goal. Player-coach Lori

Nazar and Judy Kennedy each
tallied two for the Minutewomen.
Kennedy played in both games at

the center position, and received

the praise of her coach for two fine

performances. The center position

usually required the largest amount
at least in the form of running, so to

play in both games shows great

endurance on the part of Kennedy.
Evie Sneeden and Elaine Senosk,

with a goal apiece, rounded out the

UMass scoring.

A proud Nazar seemed quite
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world

THE FOUR IEAF WINDOW
presents

Wed. - Sun.

"Molly McGregor"
(Fantastic Jethro Tull!)

Wed. nite is Blitz Nite! - Mixed Drinks 50*

Thur. Nite is Ladies Nrte! - No Cover Charge

Rt. 202 New Salem

Call 617 (Just over line 544-6028)
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satisfied with the tie. In the first

half, Springfield outhustled the

host squad, reaching loose balls

first, and intercepting errant UMass
passes. "We came back in the

second half to really hustle

through", remarked the player-

coach. "We really worked hard,

and we had our periods where we
outhustled them for the ball."

We didn't play as well as we had
Wednesday, but Springfield was
really a much better team than

Smith was, she added.

In the preliminary contest, the B-

team completely dominated a

weary Springfield group.
Springfield seemed unorganized to

the point where one sensed they

hadn't played together much.
O'Neill seemed to score at will

against a bewildered defense with

some picturesque moves. For being

only her first year at playing

lacrosse, O'NeH seems to have

quickly learned the game.
Barb Jordan scored twice for the

Minutewomen, while Ann Foley

also hit the scoring column. If a B-

game means anything at all, it

would be to simply allow more
players to see action, and from the

results, the local women have a

wealthy amount of depth.
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Leafjees art ever far the

season at

Boyden II Pin Lanes.

OPENFOt

PUBLIC USE

Monday through Friday

50 cents a string
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YanCon track meet up for grabs
By SCOTTHAYES

Just as the Michigan-Ohio State

rivalry has dominated Big Ten
football in recent years, the UMass
UConn battle for track supremacy
has gained attention in the land of

the Yankee Conference. Tomorrow
the YanCon's seven teams will

assemble in Burlington, Vermont to

vie for the Conference cham-
pionship.

The meet is expected to follow a

pattern set in eight of the past nine

seasons. Team honors have gone

to UMass five times and UConn
three times. Only New Hampshire
in 1968 was able to break up the

two team monopoly.
Overall the Conference is not as

strong as it has been in the past.

According to coach Ken O'Brien,

"the meet results are somewhat
scattered, so it's hard to tell what to

expect."

UConn won last year's

showdown, outscoring the

Minutemen 93-72 Vi. The Huskies
also finished first in 1973, so the

trackmen will have to win the

annual gathering to snap UConn's
string of victories.

Strong events for the tracksters

should be the long, triple and high

jumps along with several sprint and
distance events. Bob and Ken
Adamson, Mike Geraghty and Pete

Ryan bolster the UMass jumping
attack and the foursome should be
joined by Tonev Pendleton.

Joe Martens and Rusty Kendall
will oppose UConn's Pat Augeri
and Maine's high jump duo of

Gorillas host improved UNH
By SCOTTHAYES

The accuracy of the New
England ratings may be tested

tomorrow at 2:00 p.m. when the

UMass stickers host New Hamp-
shire. The Gorillas are ranked

second in New England behind

Brown while the Wildcats hold the

third position.

Coach Dick Garber feels that

UNH has one of its best teams in

the past ten years. The Wildcats
feature a strong attack and mid-

Gorilla midfielder Andy Scheffer reaches for a high
pass as attackman Billy O'Brien looks on. O'Brien will

not be playing when the Gorillas host UNH tomorrow
at 2:00 p.m.

in

field, with a slight weakness on
defense.

A team comprised mostly of

sophomores, UNH is paced by tri-

captains Ted Garber, (son of

UMass boss Garber), Gary Fincke
and Mike Fish. These three players

are among the national leaders in

goals and assists.

The Wildcats, who boast an
outstanding offense which is

dependent on midfielders Nick
Petri, John Bryan, Pete Banhazl
and Doug Martin.

The UMass defense must handle
and control the UNH attack, ac-

cording to Garber, if the Gorillas are
going to win. Defensemen Bill

Blaustein, Ken Michaud and Kurt
Olson will be faced with stopping
the Wildcat offensive.

Steve Troiano, normally the
number one goalie is a probable
starter for UNH. Troiano is an
active netminder with a flair for the
spectacular. Although one of the
nation's top goalies in number of

saves made, Troiano sometimes
leaves himself out of position.

The Wildcats bring an 8-1 record
into the game. New head coach Art

Young has helped improve the
team, which is undefeated against

New England opponents.
Both teams have played Con-

necticut and comparing the results

seems to reflect what the ranking
might indicate a tight, close-

checking game. UMass dropped
the Huskies 16-3 while UNH
toppled the same squad by a 14-7

score.

Both UNH and UMass have three

good midfields units. "It looks like

there's going to be a real battle at

midfield and that's where the
game's going to be won or lost,"

Garber noted.

The UMass coach also pointed
out that the shooting must be on
target in an important game such as
tomorrow's.

The Wildcats should come ready
to play. It's their big game of the

season and Garber stated that his

players can't afford to un-
derestimate UNH. "The Brown
game doesn't mean a thing if we
lose to UNH," Garber commented.
BEHIND THE NET Bill O'Brien,

the team's second leading scorer is

a doubtful starter. Since O'Brien

teams up with Jeff Spooner so
well, that's got to hurt the of-

fense...A year ago, the Gorillas

jumped to an 1 1-3 halftime lead and
continued to dominate the game en
route to a 22-8 victory over New
Hampshire. Garber and the

crossmen are hoping for a similar

jump this year. ...The starting lineup

for UNH includes Troiano (7),

Henry Deamon (9), Banhazl (10),

Fincke (14), Fish (16), Garber (17),

Petri (33), Rick Weymouth (40),

Mike Balian (42) and Mike Bowen
(48) Latest UMass scoring stats

show Spooner leading (17-26-43),

O'Brien second (8-24-32) and Kevin

Patterson third (23-8-31).

Steve Leathe and Eric Lammi.
In the distance events, consistent

contributors Randy Thomas, Bill

Gillin, Chris Farmer and Devin Croft

lead a group of runners who will be

challenged by Bruce Clark of

UConn, New Hampshire's George

Reed and Boston University's

standout miler, Jim Taylor.

Tom Beland, Steve Crimmin,

John Richards and Mark Healy are

part of a good field that includes

Rhode Island's Bill Quirk and
UConn speedster Daryl King.

UConn has £ definite edge in the

shot put, hammer throw and 120-

yard high hurdles. Outstanding

weightmen Rich White, Andy
Bessette, Mike Bilsza and Rick

Szrom may be immovable from the

top places, but George Ennis, John
Willis and Tom Lonergan hope to

muster some points.

The Huskies and UMass trackers

will clash in the 440, 880, long and
triple jumps, 440-yard intermediate

hurdles, discus, javelin and the two
relays. The results of these events

should determine the outcome of

the competition. Based on the law
of percentages and past results,

maybe the best way to predict a

winner would be a coin flip.

Heads. ..UMass wins; tails.. .UConn
triumphs.

IN THE OUTSIDE LANE -
Although Martens will be high

jumping, he still hasn't fully

recovered from a hamstring pull

suffered during the Holy Cross
meet. The problem knocked
Martens from the 220 yard dash

c/)
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Toney Pendleton

lineup. Pole vaulter Eric Gudmand
won't see action either. Ted Power
will be the top competitor in the

vault.

Curt Stegerwald will be com-
peting against Paul Murphy, who is

possibly the best hurdler in the

country.

A three mile run is scheduled this

year rather than the traditional two-
mile event.

Golfers best in state
By RON ARENA

When a basketball team has the entire starting five in double figures,

they are said to have depth and balance. When a hockey team wins by a 9-

2 count, with nine different players on the scoring list, they are a team with

depth and balance. And finally, when a golf team places their five golfers at

under 80, depth and balance again prevail in the analysis.

UMass' performance yesterday at Stow Acres C.C. can be described

with these adjectives. The Minutemen added the UMass State tournament
to their impressive repertoire of victories, with a strong 308 total to once
again leave Amherst College as a runnerup. Amherst totaled 311 to place

three strokes away from the winners in the seventeen team field. (They
placed second to UMass last week in a quad- match.) Stonehill (319),

Lowell Tech (322), and Salem State completed the top five finishers.

Glen Sullivan again had few problems with the Stow course, with an
even-par 72. The freshman offset a bogie and a double-bogie with three

birdies on the day to create his score. John Lasek continued his con-

sistency with a 78, while Howie Terban, Rick Olsen, and Joe Artman all

carded 79's. Despite Sullivan's score, low medalist honors went to a non-
Minuteman, as Stonehill's George Zahringer's 71 earned him low score in

the competition.

Eighty-five golfers participated in the affair, and only fifteen scored
under 80. In other words, of the eighty UMass individual opponents, only

ten came in under 80, while UMass had the entire team at 79 or better. For

you statistic freaks, that means that UMass had a percentage of 100 with

scores under 80, while their opponents scored on 15 per cent in that

category. And what can one conclude from that besides the local linksters

being 85 per cent better (It's easy to exaggerate with statistics without
lying)? Only that UMass possesses the best golf team in the area.

Coach Gaudette was once again pleased following the match - how
can he not be? We played well again. I felt today's performance is an in-

dication of what we can do." I'm sure if you check back-issues of the
Collegian, an identical quote can be found, but as Gaudette claims, what
can you say when you keep winning.

Today, at Hickory Ridge in a 1:00 contest, the golfers put that winning
season on the line once again. Coast Guard will provide the opposition,
and prior to this week's action, the Academy had compiled a 10-3 record.

However, Gaudette seemed unenthusiastic with the match, as well as
the winning skein. "I'm not really too concerned with today's match. As a
matter of fact, I intend to rest a couple players so others can see action."
He went on to explain that a lot of his other players have been hitting the
ball well, and if he places the goal of being undefeated above anything
else, these players will never get to participate. For example, he noted Tim
Kurty as one who has seen little action but has been playing well.

TEE TIME ... Glen Sullivan will be one Minuteman definitely not per-
forming tomorrow ... Joe Artman and Howie Terban may also rest ... The
tournament victory earned the team a permanent trophy and a temporary
plaque which will go to the winner each year ... The players also received
individual trophies ...

A dual match, such as today's doesn't psych the team as much as a
tournament. Therefore, Monday's Salem State tournament, with ten
teams, looms as a more imoortant dav.
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WEATHER
Chances of rain today and

tonight

As the governor comes to tell

of our plight

Rain will continue into

tomorrow
To pay for school, you may

have to borrow

At the Bunker Hill summit conference

Dukakis firm or
By JUDY BOUCHER

MDC Staff

CHARLESTOWN Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis painted a grim
fiscal picture of the state's budget
Saturday and asked the leaders of
the state's colleges and universities

to take their share of cuts so that

Massachusetts can get "its house
in order."

Dukakis, holding firm to his

proposed 10 per cent cut in

spending for public higher
education, told over 100 trustees,

presidents and administrators, to

use the flexibility granted with fiscal

autonomy to make the necessary
cuts without affecting student
services and increasing tuition.

Other legislators at the day long
summit conference at Bunker Hill

Community College echoed
Dukakis' support of higher
education and voiced concern over
the deepening economic trouble of

the state.

The chief administrators of
various public higher education
schools in the morning session
agreed that fiscal autonomy was a

"necessary budget tool" while in

their presentations described
achievements in the past decade.
The summit conference was

called last month by Senate
President Kevin Harrington who
also presided over the meeting.
Harrington at the end of the session

announced that he had asked the
chairmen of the education com-
mittee to head two informal ad hoc

committees with the mission of
reviewing both the structure and
fiscal management of public higher
education.

Harrington said, "It is fairly clear

that there are two areas that really

must be reviewed; one is the area of

the structure of Massachusetts
public higher education and two,
fiscal nianagement." He said he
expects the ad hoc committees to

draft proposals for changes by
June.

Public higher education schools
enroll more than 100,000 students.

The system includes the three

UMass campuses, 11 state
colleges, 15 community colleges,

Southeastern Massachusetts
University and Lowell
Technological Institute.

Dukakis said, "You have been
spared cuts so far. Fiscal autonomy
gives you the flexibility to make the

economies we've been talking

about. Other departments don't

have this flexibility."

Public higher education was
granted fiscal autonomy in 1962 —
the authority to transfer money
from one account to another.

UMass President Robert C.

Wood noted that with fiscal

autonomy he was able to cut $3.8

million from this year's budget.
Wood said, "there was no easy
road to a bargain basement
education" and made three
recommendations that might
provide relief during the hard
times:"

Governor Michael Dukakis talks at Saturday's
Summit Conference as House Speaker David Bart ley
looks on.

— an advance authorization for

professional personnel to be
followed by funding.

— synchronization of main
tenance and capital budget for-

mations for a five year pers period.

-the development of the
concept of student cost using
instructional cost and auxiliary

student needs.

Senator Walter Boverini (D-

Lynn) said, "I support fiscal

autonomy but the support is

dwindling in our society." Boverini,

chairman of the education com-
mittee said political support for

fiscal autonomy is "contingent on
accountability."

Michael Daly (D- Brighton), the

representative chairman of the

education committee, warned the

administrators of public higher

et cut
education to "be on the offense
and make your case clear enough
so we in the Legislature can
support you in the next couple of

years."

"No other state in the nation in

any way faces this kind of

problem," said Dukakis.

The problems the Com-
monwealth faces are a 12 per cent
unemployment, sagging industry

and a $431 million deficit this year.

In addition, "without one iota of

program expansion the deficit we
face in fiscal 1976 is $700 million

over this year's budget deficit,"

said Dukakis.

Dukakis is asking for an increase
in the cigarette and gasoline tax as
well as floating bonds to pay this

year's deficit.

Senator James Kelly (D-
Oxford) said, "the problem the

legislators are faced with is

choosing between allocating
money for education, welfare,

mental health and state employees
and "how do we give the proper
amount to each branch."

Kc'ly said the decision is not one
of philosophy but "practical
economic problems."

Boverini, leading off the af

ternoon session, asked the leaders
of public higher education to also
make "difficult decisions —
whether it be tuition increases or

curtailment of expansion - we ask
you to make decisions too."

turn to page 7

Union for Student Employees

Officials disagree over possible hearing delay
O., \AIII I I A* A HA I I I C _ . .By WILL/AM MILLS

Staff Reporter

UMass administrators may ask

for a delay at a hearing for the

recognition of the Union for

Student Employees (USE) set for

June 23, according to Michael
Bardsley, USE chairperson.

June 23, a date set last Thursday
by the Massachusetts Labor

Relations Commission at an in-

formal meeting of UMass legal

counselors and USE represen-

tatives in Boston is far enough into

the future for the "administration to

develop legal arguments in defense
of a hearing delay," Bardsley said.

Disagreeing with Bardsley,
UMass Labor Relations Coordinator

Harold S. Overing said, "There's no

reason in the world for a delay."

Overing said there were many
reasons cited by commission
examiner Mary Lally on Thursday

for setting a formal hearing June

23, and he has "no knowledge" of

anyone trying to delay that hearing

date.

John Corker, director of Campus
Center whose employees are

seeking the union, agreed with

Overing. "I don't know why they'd

ask for a delay," he said.

Bardsley believes the ad-

ministration's "biggest tactic" in

keeping USE away from UMass is

to delay the hearing. "The students

will be pretty angry if they (ad-

ministration) delay recognition past

the 23rd." Bardsley warned that

Sinm*
n
iE?«!!! STlSS Boafw

i

r,«ht •"* *" «t Saturday's Schlitzarama. Put on by the brothers of Phi

year!
muscular dystrophy, a crowd of up to 5,000 drank about twice as much as last

since the students have the power
to strike, the students "may or may
not" strike at the commencement rf

they are continually unrecognized.
When asked why UMass will not

agree to USE even though enough
student signatures have been
gathered for instant student union
recognition, Overing said he hasn't
seen any signatures.

'There was no evidence
presented at the informal meeting
last Thursday," Overing said that

showed student signatures. It was
reported in Friday's Collegian that

60 per cent of the Campus Center
employes have signed cards ap-

plying for membership to the union,

10 per cent more than is legally

necessary for formal recognition.

"No mention of these cards was
made at the meeting," Overing
said.

Bardsley said UMass hasn't

agreed to USE recognition,
"They're (the administration) very

scared about the concept of

student employes having their own
union."

According to a USE
spokesperson, the committee
would rather go through the State

Labor Relations Commission
because "they would put more
pressure on the administration. It's

our best alternative," the
spokesperson said.

Director of Personnel and
Financial Services, John DeNyse
said the university's position on
why they didn't agree with USE

turn to page 7
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Women
By ANN EMERY
Staff Reporter

This ts the first part of a five part series
reporting the results of the 1975 University
Women's Conference, which was held
January 21 25 at UMass. Part One tells how
the Conference evolved and who par-
ticipated

The report on the University Women's
Conference is out, and the results show a
double significance, one, that the conference
was the largest and most productive
gathering of women on the UMass campus
to date, and two, that the conference
represented the culmination of five years of
amazing growth of the Women's Movement
on campus.
Women on the UMass campus have been

organizing around women's issues for five

years. The Women's Movement here started
in 1970 with individual and small group
consciousness raising, and has expanded
since then into larger, more formalized
groups, such as fcverywoman's Center,

Southwest Women's Center, the Women's
Studies Program, and many more.
Although an attempt was made, in 1973,

to organize women campuswide, it soon
became apparent that womanhours were still

too few and precious to be able to maintain
this type of organization in addition to
developing the other newly established
programs. But on November 11, 1974,
representatives from various groups on
campus met informally, and decided to once
again attempt to organize women campus-
wide.

The first step would be to provide a time
and space for University women to share
their knowledge on specific issues within a
conference format. Two weeks later, the
Office of the Provost offered funding to
Southwest Women's Center, Women's
Studies, and the Everywoman's Center for
intersession programming. The three groups
decided to use the money for the already
discussed conference, and collaborated with
over one hundreH »»#r.mpn in the open

planning and facilitation of the first

University Women's Conference.
The Conference was held January 21-25,

1975, from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. each day. The
first four days were focused on general

information sharing, and the last day was
focused on summarizing, generating
recommendations, strategizing, and planning
for action. The goals of the Conference were:
- to make contact with other University

women
- to share knowledge on issues that

affect University women
- to identify areas in which action is

needed

. - to plan for cooperative action on these
issues

- to encourage the participation of all

University-connected women in creating a
University that realistically meets the needs
of women
- to raise consciousnesses
- to replenish, and celebrate womanhood

tOO*»thpr

In those five days and nights, 712 people
attended the 120 workshops offered. The
Conference culminated in a celebration

dance in the Blue Wall, with over 500 people
dancing to Lilith.

Of the 712 people attending, 74.6 per cent,

or 534 participants, were UMass affiliated. 56
per cent were students, 3.1 per cent faculty,

13.4 per cent staff, 3.1 per cent student-

faculty wives and alumni, 5 per cent Five

College faculty-staff-students, and 20.4 per

cent community or no status given.

The University Women's Conference
signified many different things to many
different people. But one thing is certain:

never before have so many women on this

campus being concerned about, and in-

volved in, changing the University to

realistically meet the needs of women. The
Conference report reflects to date the largest

collective voice of UMass women.
Copies of the report can be obtained at

Everywoman's Center, 506 Goodell Hall.
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Budget cut developments...

...SAC calls for demonstration
The UMass Student Action

Committee (SAC), a student group
which organized a two-day campus
wide moratorium and a demon-
stration of 1500 students at the
State House last week, is calling for

a massive demonstration of
students for the purpose of con-
fronting Governor Michael Dukakis
over budget, tax and tuition issues
when he speaks here tonight.

Students will rally at 6:30 p.m.
outside of the Student Union
buffding, where the Governor is

scheduled to speak at 8:00 p.m. The
rally will include speakers, music
and guerrilla theater.

The rally will end when Dukakis
begins his speech in the Student
Union Ballroom. Students plan on

listening to the Governor and then
responding with questions when
his speech is over.

SAC has sharply criticized

Governor Dukakis' recent
graduated tuition and tax hike

proposals as well as his previously
announced education and welfare
cutbacks. Committee spokesperson
Jim Leas said, "If the graduated
tuition would lower tuition for the
majority of students without
decreasing financial aid we would
support Dukakis' proposals.
However, we see this as nothing
but a plan for graduated tuition

increases that will squeeze more
money out of students at UMass."

Leas said, "The newly proposed
tax on gasoline and cigarettes are

regressive in that they hit the poor,

the workers and the students.

These are the same people who are

hurt the most by inflation, recession

and budget cutbacks."

"At the same time, Mr. Dukakis

is proposing to lower, in fact, to cut

in half, the taxes that are paid by
corporations," Leas added.

Students plan on suggesting

alternative budget, tax and tuition

proposals to the Governor at the

conclusion of his speech.

The SAC expects a large crowd
at tonight's rally demonstrating

against cutbacks in higher

education and in welfare, and
against tuition increases and
regressive taxes.

...SBA dean sees no solution

The longest and loneliest walk on campus. The
student who faces the prospect of dealing with OSCAR
almost always has a battle on his hand. Whitmore was
not built like a stockade by mistake.

By PAUL BONARRIGO
Staff Reporter

The top person at the UMass
School of Business said there is

"no out" from the proposed state

budget cuts and the "fat" which
UMass has built up in good times

must be trimmed.

George S. Odiorne, dean of

UMass School of Business Ad-
ministration, said in a Collegian

interview here late last week that

"We are confronted with an
allocation of scarce resources over

limitless demands."
"Cutting resources is never a

comfortable way to cut budgets but
it has got to land somewhere," said

Odiorne.

Odiorne said higher taxation

would not be a cure for the present

state deficit.

"Tax raising is like putting a band
aid on cancer," he said. "Higher
taxes would only hurt taxpayers
and drive more businesses out of

Massachusetts, creating further

unemployment," he added.

Odiorne said "Student, faculty

and administrative cutbacks must
not defeat the long-run objective of
quality education." He said that the
Five Year Plan he has outlined for

the School of Business Ad-
ministration aims at just these
goals.

Odiorne said, "Rational planning
of a preventative character can
insure quality education in the
future. Added revenues must be
generated by raising outside funds
from alumni and foundation."

He said that centralization of the

presently decentralized ad-
ministration would be the best way
of allocating funds effectively and
would provide for collectively
dealing with future problems.

Odiorne regarded the town
meeting and moratorium as an
effective display of decision
making.

"Students are very responsible
people and should be more in-

volved enacting resolutions on
decisions that affect them," he
said. "A well organized lobbying
effort in the State House would
also be beneficial to the students,"
he added.

THE NEWMAN CLUB

invites

Parents, Students, Faculty

to join in

Community Day
May 10th; 2 p.m.

Speaker: Chancellor Bromery

BUFFET LUNCHEON
Tickets On Sale at Newman Center
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Rape hotline
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I

"Chinese Home Style Cooking"
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After 21 years of service

Torrey honored in testimonial

Allen Torrey, resigning Town Manager, and his wife
Sylvia are wished the best of luck by many friends and
admirers Sunday afternoon in Town Hall.

By DEBBI DiMASSIMO
Staff Reporter

Allen L. Torrey, who resigned his position as
Amherst Town Manager after 21 years, was honored
yesterday with a reception at Town Hall. More than
100 people attended.

"Allen Torrey brought efficiency and imagination to
town government," said Theodore S. Bacon, town
planner, as he introduced Torrey. Torrey took office
on May 10, 1954 after he was selected from a field of
51 applicants for the job of Town Manager, said
Bacon.

Amherst residents voted to establish a town
manager government by a narrow margin in 1953.

Torry was presented with a glass bowl inscribed
with his name and a camera and film. He will also be
given a photo album containing photographs com-
memorating "Allen Torrey Day."

Stanley P. Ziomek, head of the Department of
Public Works, announced that hundreds of trees will

be planted this year in Torrey's name. Torrey had
opted for the tree planting program when asked how
he would like to be remembered by the town.

Torrey called the gifts and the reception, "beautiful
and touching." He resigned to accent a post as

2 Springfield men arrested
for unrelated Cance thefts

treasurer of Hampshire College.
He also spoke about the effectiveness of Amherst's

government, adding, "I hate to see the Town Meeting
making policy decisions and the Selectmen making
administrative choices which should be made by the
Town Meeting."

If everybody sticks to their functions, the town
government should fare well in the future, accordinq
to Torrey.

Torrey also asked that the new town manager
when selected, "be given the same consideration and
support you've given me."
Nancy Eddy, vice-chairman of the Board of

Selectmen called Torrey "the best politician in town."
"He has been able to meld the needs and interests

of diverse groups and has foreseen many changes in
the town," said Eddy.

"Allen practiced affirmative action policies before
the term was ever adopted in his hiring of women,
youth, and members of minority groups over the
years. He has worked to insure fair representation for
all Amherst residents," Eddy added.

Torrey was given two standing ovations during the
reception.

By ROBERTA MARTONE
Staff Reporter

An extensive investigation by the Detective Unit of
the UMass Police Department has resulted in the
arrest Friday of two persons involved in robberies at

Cance Dormitory.

According to Captain Robert Joyce, UMass Police,

the investigation has "been underway" since the
initial robberies that occurred in February and April

1975.

A Springfield male, Courtney Rose, is believed to be
involved in an armed robbery that took place at Cance
House February 18. Rose was also believed to be
involved in another case of unarmed robbery and

assault and battery at Cance.
Another Springfield man, Mack Jacobs, was

arrested in rnnnpetion with an unarmed robbery and
an assault and battery that also occurred at Cance, on
April 7, 1975.

The two cases are believed to be interrelated. Rose
and Jacobs were arrested and arraigned in court on
Friday. Their cases were continued and will be heard
within the next ten days, said Joyce.

"I would like to praise the Detective Division for

their numerous hours of investigation in order to
develop these cases, and also the Springfield Police
Department for their assistance and co operation," he
added.

Students march in ghetto,
demand probe of shooting

By DOROTHY MULLER
Staff Reporter

At 10:30 a.m. Saturday, residents of Springfield's

Puerto Rican North End ghetto were invisible except
for a few half clothed kids throwing rocks in the open
sandlots.

By 11:30 a.m. mothers and children were hanging
out the windows of the five story tenements.
Meanwhile the men gathered on the corners yellina\l

^fiiipport to^TOofthejr neighbors aryd fifty members^*!
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leg. But this is a murder."
Supporting Barreto's accusation, Ahora students

carried bilingual signs saying, "The next one could be
you," and chanted "Wake up, Boriqua; defend what
is yours."

Barreto noted the fact that Springfield with its

population of 20,000 Puerto Ricans has no Spanish
speaking personnel on the police force and only one
Spanish speaking fireman. "This time they have killed c

o
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investigation into the shooting death by two
Springfield policemen of a Puerto Rican youth.

Shouting, "Stop that killing now," over a portable

microphone, spokesperson for the Puerto Rican

People's Coalition, Jose Barreto demanded the

suspension without pay of the two officers under
investigation. "Chief of Police Fenton said he could
not suspend the two officers during the investigation.

But he simply refused to do so."

"We have suffered years and years of police

brutality. This is not the first time," noted Barreto.

"When this happened before, they hurt an arm or a

brown coalition." He noted the participation of
"white" individuals representing organizations such
as Pioneer Valley Women's League.
The marchers took up the chant, "Red, brown,

black, white. All the people must unite." Barreto was
applauded by the marchers when he shouted, "In this
people there is power."
He was cheered again when he said. "We will go

through all the right channels. Nobody's calling the
police pigs. But we will do our own investigation. We
will hold our own court and tribunal. Let the police
defend themselves. This investigation is a joke."
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Morrill Thompson waits patiently at Towne House
apartments for a bus to carry him on his way to visit
his cousin, Toby Hasbroofc.

Lecture provides insight to J.F.K. assassination
ByDONAUCOIN
Staff Reporter

Over 2000 UMass students sat for three

hours last Friday in apparent fascination as

they were brought back in time to November
22, 1963, the day of John Kennedy's
assassination.

"Who Killed J.F.K.?" was the theme of the

lecture, which was accompanied by slides

and film of the events surrounding the

president's murder. Harvey Yazijian, of the

Cambridge- based Assassination Information

Bureau, said his group was researching the

"historical truth rather than the political

truth" of Kennedy's death.

Yazijian showed the crowd a "bootleg

copy" of what he termed "the most im-

portant home-movie ever taken": the film

taken by Dallas dressmaker Abraham
Zapruder which caught in graphic detail the

shooting.

There were gasps and cries from the

audience as the film showed the shots

striking Kennedy in the head, blowing the

top of his skull off. Yazijian noted that the

shots appeared to strike Kennedy from the

front, contradicting the Warren Com-
mission's findings that the president was
shot from behind. The film showed Ken-
nedy's body being thrown backwards.

Yazijian said he believes that Lee Harvey
Oswald, the man convicted of the

assassination, did not shoot at all. Oswald
was probably part of a conspiracy to kill

Kennedy, he said, but was "nothing more
than a patsy".

According to the Warren Commission,
Oswald fired three shots in 5.5 seconds,

accomplishing the killing single-handedly.

Yazijian showed slides which showed that

Oswald was shooting from a "near-

impossible angle". Also, Yazijian said,

Oswald was a poor shot, and in later test

demonstrations several expert marksmen
were unable to duplicate his feat, though
they were shooting at an unmoving object.

The rifle used by Oswald was "so out of

whack", said Yazijian, that F.B.I, men
refused to fire it after the killing, fearing it

would blow up. The F.B.I, later said this

problem with the rifle may have helped

Oswafd hit a moving target.

Of Oswald, Yazijian said facetiously,

"They felt he was capable of doing almost
anything... a superman!" Oswald was a dupe,
he said. "They had to find someone to blame
it on, someone with a left-wing veneer."

Yazijian cited instances before the
assassination where Oswald was supposedly
seen in two different places at once. Yazijian

said he suspects that Oswald may have been
"set up".

The lecture contained many examples of

the difference between official explanation of

various incidents and that of researchers

looking into those incidents.

Yazijian told the crowd that doctors in-

specting Kennedy's body said "his throat

wound was one of entrance not of exit." He
also dwelt at length on what he called

"Superbullet," the bullet which The Warren
Commission said killed Kennedy.
According to Yazijian, the Warren

Commission found this one bullet passed
through Kennedy's throat, then hit John

Connally in the front seat of the car, hitting

him in the armpit, then passing through his

chest, then breaking his wrist, and finally

coming to rest in Connelly's thigh.

Yazijian said this bullet was examined after

the assassination and was found to be in

"near-perfect condition." He showed a

picture of this nearly unmarked bullet

alongside a picture of a bullet which was
"fired once through the wrist only, of a

cadaver." This second bullet was smashed
totally out of shape.

The Warren Commission ignored other

evidence, he said, including testimony from

eyewitnesses that "at least one shot came
from the grassy knoll", in which case that

shot could not have come from Oswald.

Yazijian related the fact that "eighteen key

eyewitnesses were dead three years after the

killing." He said researchers concluded that

the odds against this happening were
"100,000 trillion to 1."

The most compelling evidence, judging

from crowd reaction, were the Zapruder film,

turn to page 7
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Communists release former Vietnam leaders
Military committee

now rules country

Compiled from Wires

The Viet Cong radio said

yesterday that Duong Van "Big"

Minh, who surrendered Saigon to

the Communists in the last act of

his two-day presidency of South
Vietnam, and 18 o*her former top

government officials are being

released from custody.

Radio Saigon, now also known

as Liberation radio, said the

decision to let Minh and the others

return to their families was made
following a meeting of the officials

with the "military management
committee" that is now ad-

ministering the capital.

The 11 -man committee is headed
by Col. Gen. Tran Van Tra, a North

Vietnamese army soldier who is the

top Communist commander in

South Vietnam. The broadcast did

not say where or how the officials

were detained.

The radio announcement about

Gen. Tra, monitored in Bangkok,

said he heads an 11 -man committee
assigned to protect Saigon and
adjacent Gia Dinh. Tra was also the

chief Viet Cong delegate to the

Joint Military Commission set up in

Saigon after the 1973 Paris peace
accords.

The broadcast said the main
purpose of the committee was to

help return normal life to the people
of the two cities. It said the

committee was directing a cleanup

Refugees continue to enter US;

still grateful despite criticism
By United Press International

With their leader proclaiming

"America spells freedom," a
confused band of 374 Vietnamese
refugees settled in a dusty tent city

near Eglin AFB in the Florida

Panhandle yesterday and told of

their escape from Communism.

Shortry after dawn a chartered

Northwest Orient 747 jetliner from

Guam touched down at Eglin Air

Force Base with the first wave of

exiles headed for Florida. It

disgorged a solemn group of

neatly-dressed, mostly middle-class

exiles while the Niceville High

School band played "God Bless

America."

They will be followed today by
634 other refugees. Col. Bill Keeier,

commander of the refugee camp,
said two military C 141 transports

carrying 130 exiles each are

scheduled to land at 6:15 a.m. and
11:15 a.m. and another 747 will

come in at 1:35 p.m. with another

374 on board.

"It was supposed to be one every

other day but they slipped two in on
us," the colonel said. "It is going to

tax our volunteer manpower.
There were no protesters among

the 100 or so spectators when the

plane arrived at 6:40 a.m. COT. The
only placard was a 10-foot banner

unfurled by three Protestant

missionaries to Vietnam which read

"The Christian churches of

America greet you."

The refugee airlift started again

Saturday night, with planes arriving

from the Philippines, 1,500 miles

away.

Most of the refugees will live in

Newsweek reports

Cambodia bloodbath

NEW YORK [AP] - Newsweek
magazine reported yesterday that

U.S. Intelligence had intercepted

radio orders from the Communist
regime in Cambodia calling for the

execution of thousands of sup-

porters of the defeated Lon Nol

government.

"Thousands have already been
executed," the magazine quoted a

U.S. official as saying, adding that

the purge could lead to trie

slaughter of "tens of thousands of

Cambodians loyal to the Lon Nol

regime."

Newsweek said the messages
indicated the killings would apply to

all officers of the Cambodian army
and their wives, down to the rank of

second lieutenant.

Viet ships surrender

By The Associated Press

Hundreds of South Vietnamese

ships have anchored at offshore

islands flying white flags after their

crews surrendered to Saigon's new
rulers, Hanoi radio reported

yesterday.

It added that thousands of

soldiers and sailors, including 1,503

officers, "reported themselves to

the People's Liberation Army.''

Radio reports from South Vietnam

said former navy men were being

urged to bring in their warships

from off the coast and not "run

after the Americans."

Tent City at Orote, where more
than 17,000 refugees already live

and where another 1,400 tents are

being erected to accommodate
newcomers.
Edward F. O'Conner of the U.S.

Immigration Service said, "So far

we have encountered no criminal

types, no narcotic types and no
undesirables."

An estimated 20,000 have been
interviewed by immigration officers

and 15,000 of those have already

been flown to the U.S. mainland.

Among the notables who arrived

in the PhiHpines were Ambassador
Graham Martin and former South

Vietnamese Premier Nguyen Cao
Ky. Ky left almost immediately for

Guam so as not to offend Philipine

officials who have disapproved of

the American evacuation operation

and said Ky's presence would
violate the agreement allowing

American bases on the islands.

Ky is coming to the United States

and has discussed with friends the

possibility of living in a remote area

of the southwest in a commune- like

group.

Lee Thi Tarn, 34, a nurse at the

American dispensary in Saigon,

fled with her husband, their two
children, and a half kilo of gold. But

her husband, an importer, had to

leave behind nine children by a

previous marriage. "I am afraid the

Viet Cong will kill them all because I

worked for the Americans," he

said. "I don't think I will ever see

them again."

A desperate band of about 4,500

Vietnamese, rescued from their

sinking ship Friday arrived in Hong
Kong yesterday aboard the Danish

freighter Clara Maersk. Ship
Captain Anto Olsen said, "The
sinking ship was packed, I mean
really packed, They had people on
every part of the ship, even hanging

through the railing."

"We threw out everything we
had," Olsen said, "nets, gang-

ways, ladders, everything so they

could come aboard."

One woman, he said, had a baby
while being transferred during the

six-hour rescue operation.

Meanwhile, in Washington, Rev.

Jesse Jackson yesterday urged the

government to stop resettling

Vietnamese refugees and start

devising long-range programs to

rebuild Vietnam and provide jobs

for America's own unemployed.
Jackson, a leading advocate of

black civil rights and economic
uplift programs, said Congress
should enact emergency legislation

to help the nation's nine million

jobless - a group he described as

"a colony of refugees within our
own nation."
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campaign and that thousands of

students had joined up.

The Soviet news agency Tass

reported from Hanoi that people in

Saigon were scrubbing walls of

slogans and posters put up during

the old days.

Although the broadcast took a

conciliatory tone in the an-

nouncement, it also ordered former

members of the South Vietnamese

general military staff to turn

themselves in or face death.

Liberation radio said the 18 other

former government officials being

released included Vice President

Nguyen Van Huyen and Premier Vu
Van Mau.
The Revolutionary Government,

which took over after Saigon

surrendered to the Viet Cong and

North Vietnamese last Wednesday,
also announced it wants South

Vietnam's seat at the United

Nations, Liberation Radio said.

Minh was sworn in as president

April 28 and less than 48 hours later

made the formal, unconditional

surrender of Saigon to the Com-
munists, giving them victory after a

35-year war against Japan, France,

the United States and South
Vietnam.

Nguyen Van Thieu, who resigned

as president April 21, is in exile on
Taiwan. Thieu was succeeded by
Tran Van Huong, who stepped

aside for Minh.

Saigon radio said Saturday that a

large number of officers and men of

"the general headquarters of the

Saigon puppet army" already have
registered with the new rulers and
ordered the rest to do so by this

afternoon.

The radio said those who did not

do so and turn in their weapons will

be "severely punished," a Viet-

namese Communist euphemism for

death.

They were ordered to report to a

school in a town just north of

Saigon, a possible indication it was
being turned into a reindoctrination

center.

Though most signs pointed to a

massive social, political and
economic reorganization under way
in Saigon, at least one bureaucracy

reopened in the same spot with the

same man in charge. The maritime

transport office was reported back

in business. Owners of seagoing

and river vessels were ordered to

report for re- registration.

The new regime announced the

first edition Sunday of its

newspaper, "Liberated Saigon,"

and urgently called on news
vendors to pick up copies. All old

newspapers were closed down
after the surrender.

Radio Hanoi, meanwhile,
broadcast the text of a diplomatic

note it said had been sent to

Thailand supporting the Viet

Cong's demand that ships and
planes brought to that country by
fleeing refugees be sent back.

Refugees brought a total of 1291

military aircraft into Thailand during

the last days of the war, all of them
supplied under U.S. military aid.

The United States contends the

aircraft cannot be given back to

South Vietnam.
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College grads exceed available jobs
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The

Labor Department says there are

more college graduates than there

are college- level jobs in many fields

between now and 1985, and
someone with a degree may have
to take a job that previously had
lower educational requirements.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics

predicted recently in a 10-year

projection of occupational man-
power and training that employers
would probably hire graduates
instead of non-graduates.

"Problems for college graduates
will more likely be employment
below the level of skill for which
they were trained, resulting in job

dissatisfaction and high oc-

cupational mobility, rather than

unemployment," it said.

The problem may not get better.

The Veterans Administration said

college enrollment was up 24 per

cent *or Vietnam-era vets — 1.6

million of them are already using Gl

educational benefits, a higher rate

than those who served in World
War II or Korea.

"Enrollments during the past

three months," a VA spokesman
said, "have been spurred both by

the increased payments and by

economic conditions."

The study projected job growth

levels of 141.7 per cent for physical

therapist assistants and aides, 160.9

per cent for occupational therapy

assistants and 100 per cent for

occupational therapists. If

predicted 100,000 job openings a

year for nursing aides, orderlies and
attendants; 70,000 for practical

nurses and 75,000 for registered

nurses.

The study said colleges and
universities overproduced in many
areas.

Although only 2,600 jobs are

likely to open up each year for

newspaper reporters, it said, an
annual output of 5,114 un-
dergraduate degrees in journalism,

853 master's degrees and 15

doctoral degrees was reported.

Cape Cod jobs

will be scarce
CHATHAM \AP\ - This may be

the hardest year yet for college

students to find summer jobs on'

Cape Cod.

Although there has been no
change in the number of jobs

available, there are more college

applicants than ever before and
more competition from permanent
residents of Cape Cod who are out
of work according to a Chamber of

Commerce spokesman.
How many of the 8,500 people on

the Cape who are currently

unemployed end up in seasonal

jobs usually held by students in

hard to tell at this point.

But local residents are being

hired for two basic reasons.

These people are available after

Labor Day when most students

usually go back to school.

Also, the local people are on the

Cape now, an advantage in getting

the jobs that are available.
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The predicted oversupply of

psychologists was even more
marked. The study said 4,300 new
job openings a year are expected in

that field, while colleges and

universities anticipate turning out

44,093 graduate and undergraduate

degrees in psychology — 10 times

the projected annual needs.

Two Vietnamese children at Eglin AFB in Florida
stage a play parade yesterday next to a tent in the
refugee center. A pale plane load of 374 refugees
arrived early in the morning. In the background, a
volunteer worker watches.

Kent State recalls

1 970 student deaths
KENT Ohio \UPI\ - Kent State

University yesterday com-
memorated the May 4, 1970, killing

of four students and wounding of

nine others by National Guard-

smen. But many students and
faculty members said the ob-

servance had lost its emotional

impact.

One of the wounded students

said the annual observance had
become a farce, institutionalized by
pipe-smoking historians.

The students were killed during

an anti-war demonstration which
centered on the United States'

incursion into Cambodia. The
school's annual memorial service

this year included as speakers

Elizabeth McAllister, an anti-war

activist, and former Democratic

Sen. Eugene McCarthy.

"Students here now look at the

1970 shootings like a Gettysburg,"

said Dr. Jerry M. Lewis, an
associate professor of sociology

who was an eyewitness to the

shootings. "The students tend to

look at the shootings with far less

emotion and less passion. They
tend to look at the whole affair with

more of a historical, analytical,

intellectual approach."

One of the wounded students,

Robert Stamps, 24, who is at-

tending KSU graduate school, is

troubled by such attitudes.

"May 4th carries a pious,

religious, sober mood that is really a

farce," Stamps said.

"The emphasis has shifted to

education, but the average Kent

student doesn't really care or

understand what it was all about.

May 4th is a dead issue, literally and

figuratively."

Killed in the burst of gunfire were

Allison Krause of Pittsburgh, Pa.;

Jeffrey Miller of Plainview, N.Y.;

William Schroeder of Lorain, Ohio;

and Sandra Scheuer of

Youngstown, Ohio.

Both McCarthy and Ms.

McAllister said the Kent State

shootings must not be forgotten.

"Forgetting is the one great sin

and it's so easy ... the events are

already forgotten by most
Americans, if not by most Kent

State students," Ms. McAllister

said. "Remember Vietnam - how
we got there, what we did there,

what it did to us," she added. "To

remember is the only hope for

America.

"

McCarthy, the 1968 Democratic

presidential candidate and a major

anti-war advocate when he was in

Congress, said quick anger, bit-

terness and the urge to retaliate

must be forgotten.

"But don't forget the persons

responsible," he said. "Don't forget

the arrogance of righteousness

which brought us to Vietnam was
not very different from the attitude

that brought what happened here

at Kent State."
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Bellotti raps cuts

BOSTON \AP\ - State Atty.

Gen. Francis X. Bellotti said it

would be "totally impossible" for

him to provide essential services to

the state, if he accepts budget cuts

in his department proposed by Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis.

Bellotti said, "My budget is 80

per cent salaries, which means if I

take this $1.2 million cut, which is

30 per cent of my budget, then I

must fire 40 per cent of the

remaining people."

Brandeis hearing set

WALTHAM, Mass. \UPI\ - A
court hearing was scheduled for

today on attempts by Brandeis

University to force some 30
students from a campus building

the students have peacefully oc-

cupied six days.

The situation on campus during

the weekend remained calm, amid
indications of progress in

negotiations between students and
administrators.

Students lounged outside
Pearlman Hall listening to music
and speakers urging support of

those inside protesting the school's

budget policies they say hit hardest

at minorities.

State wants primary

BOSTON \AP\ - Massachusetts

is determined not to let New
Hampshire retain the honor of

having the nation's first presidential

primary in 1976.

Leaders in the Massachusetts

legislature plan to file a bill this

month which would set the state's

primary date as early as necessary

to compete with New Hampshire.

"If we have to set the primary

date at half time of the Rose Bowl
game on New Year's day we'll do
it," said Massachusetts Senate
President Kevin B. Harrington, D-

Salem.

MD strike declines

SAN FRANCISCO IUPI) -
Many Northern California doctors

yesterday were giving in and paying
soaring malpractice insurance rates

that their anesthetist colleagues

have boycotted for four days.

The rates, increased by as high as
400 per cent, have affected about
4,000 doctors. The anesthetists'

work stoppage - except for life-

and death cases — began when
they let their malpractice insurance

lapse Thursday in protest.

About 30 San Francisco area

hospitals were affected, and six

were not.

Arab bomb explodes

By United Press International

A time-bomb explosion ripped

through an apartment building in

Jerusalem yesterday in the second
Arab guerrilla attack in the Israeli

capital in two days, Israeli

authorities said.

The guerrillas claimed that the
blast killed or wounded a number of
Israeli officers, but Israeli officials

said only four persons were
wounded.
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Summer Session Course Schedule
Summer courses which appear in

this schedule listing are offered
either during the day or evening
from June 24 August 15, or during
the three week pre-session from
June 2-21.

Catalogs containing fee and
registration information, as well as
course description': may be ob-
tained at either HUls North or the
Registrar's office or by calling 545-
0905.
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LOWEST JET
FARES TO
EUROPE
of any scheduled airline

See how much you save via
Icelandic Airlines' daily jets from
New York to Luxembourg, June
thru August, against lowest
comparable round-trip fares of
any other scheduled airline:

Under 21?
THEIR FARE OUR FARE

$476 $410
YOUTH FARE, ages 12 to 21, for

stays of up to 365 days Show
proof of age. Confirm within 5
days of flight. Save $66 via
Icelandic!

Over 21?
THEIR FARE OUR FARE

$846 $600
NORMAL FARE for stays of 46
to 365 days Save $246 via

Icelandic!

Similar savings from Chicago!

Enioy lowest jet fares to Europe
no matter when you go or how
long you stay. Get details about
all of Icelandic's fares & tours
SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT.
Fares subject to change and
gov't approval. #

To Icelandic Airlines • (21 2) 757-8585 |
630 Fifth Ave , N Y , N Y 10020 -

I

I

I

1

I

Z.p I

Campus Photo
( Between The Pub
and Lafayette)

B& Wand COLOR
Bulk Loaded to Order

549-6745

For local loll free number
dial (800) 555-1 21

2

Send folders on
over/ under 21 fares

Name

Street.

City_

I State.

! ICELANDIC !

A,

Want To Work With Children?

85% of Our Graduates Are!

The Elementary—Early Childhood Education Program at
Antioch Graduate School combines active work in a
teaching internship with graduate seminars to prepare you
to be a teacher.

— receive a Master's degree and New Hampshire State
Certification

— a 15 month program includes 9 months of teaching in a
unique, program affiliated school for young children as
well as in cooperating public school classrooms and
child care centers.

— seminars emphasize an exploration of the role of the
teacher and competencies in designing curriculum
based on an understanding of human development and
methods of teaching in open and traditional classrooms.— specialized resources are available in environmental
education, children's language and literature, and
movement curriculum.

— a small program encouraging active student and faculty
participation and support for the beginning teacher as
well as enrichment for the already employed teacher.

For information and application, please contact:

Director of Admissions
Elementary Program
Antioch Graduate School
1 Elm Street

Keene, New Hampshire 03431

Application deadlines: Summer — May 31, Fall — July 15.— Financial aid is available in the form of loans. College
work-study and paying internships.

Application deadlines: Summer — May 31
Fall — July 15

— Financial aid is available in the form of loans. College
work-study and paying internships.

.V.*A''W •*•*.••.« *.•*•..* M> «•* >AMM.*.**M,tA»M, M *««>.> *» ••• . • ••
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Summer schedule continued
cont. from page 6
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RECORDS
CLASSICAL

JAZZ
BLUES
ROCK

The New

RECORD SHOP
197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-5394
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* Bunker Hill summit
cont. from page 1
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Daly said, "I do not believe that it

makes any sense to solve the

Commonwealth's fiscal problems

by increasing tuition." Tuition for

state highei education schools is

$300 a year.

Daly also criticized the "ex-
cessive amount of backslapping"
by the morning presentators and
said he hoped more discussion
would be directed to the next 10 or
15 years.

* Union hearing delay
cont. from page 1
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recognition was "made clear" at

Thursday's meeting. The univer-

sity's position was presented by
counselor for labor affairs Martin

Skoler who said UMass needs time

"to examine the relationship

between the students and the

university."

According to Bardsley, the
adminietroiinn " marl** nothing

clear" at the meeting.

Even though Bardsley cited the

possibility of a delay in the June 23
hearing by the administration, he

was happy with the June date set

by Labor Relations Commission.

"Given the normal bureaucracy and

red tape, the 23rd is a good date."

he said.

Ed Harrington plans

to restructure ABC
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BOSTON \AP\ - Edward F.

Harrington, the new chairman of
the Alcoholic Beverages Control
Commission, is planning to
recommend that the agency's
structure be abolished.

Harrington favors naming a

single executive director to replace

ABCC's three part-time com-
missioners and the full-time

executive secretary they appoint.

* J. F.K. assassinat/'on

cont. from page 3

Townhouse of Amherst

Two and three bedroom townhouses, with wall-to-

wall carpets. V/i baths, dishwasher, garbage

disposal, self-cleaning oven. FROM $225.

Pool and recreational facilities, safe playground

for children, FREE UMass Bus service.

Open for your inspection 7 days a week.

50 Meadow St. Amherst, Mass. 549-0600

close-ups from
this film, and slides of other

photographs taken at the time of

the assassination.

One photograph, half of which
was "cropped out" by the Warren
Commission according to Yazijian,

was taken 2.5 seconds after the

shooting. The "cropped-out"
section shows then Vice-President

Lyndon Johnson was already on
the floor of his car. Yazijian

questioned how Johnson was able

to react so quickly, "when J.F.K.'s

own Secret Service men couldn't

move that fast."

The Zapruder film showed that as

Kennedy's motorcade rounded a

corner, several seconds before the

shooting, one of his motorcycle

escorts inexplicably veered off and
disappeared from sight.

Yazijian told the crowd, as the

film rolled, to watch for they

mysterious "umbrella man." This

man was so dubbed because he

was standing near the motorcade

when the shots rang out with his

umbrella open, despite 68 degree

weather.

A still photograph taken im-

mediately after the shooting

showed everyone in the picture

looking in the direction of Kennedy,

except the "umbrella man". This

man is seen folding his umbrella

under his arm and walking away.

Pleas from authorities in 1963 for

this man to come forth and explain

his actions were fruitless.

Yazijian said he believes that this

man was acting as a "visual signal

for the assassins."

He rejected "crackpot" ideas

about the assassination. "It's not <j

conspirator under every bed' type

of thing," he said. However, he

added, "It's important to remember
that every election since John
Kennedy's death has been decided

by a bullet."
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BRANDYWINE, the apartment plus community I

( omroxer for it visit any day of the wrck.

In a few minutes we'll show \ou all the reasons in the

world wh\ BHANDYW INK is a better plate to live. We
inxitc von to compare features and compare prices.

BRANDYWINE
at Amherst

One and two bedroom units from 1220.00

Convenience! which make BRANDYWINE
so eminently "livable" include:

Spacious, well laid out units.

All brand name full size appliance* includ-
ing garbage disposal and dishwasher.

Individually controlled central gas haat.

Central Air Conditioning.

An abundance of closet space.

Extra security features including intercom
system

Large, partially enclosed, private patios and
balconies.

Luxurious wall-to-wall carpeting.

Beautiful new swimming pool and
recreational facilities.

Beautiful well kept grounds, highlighted by
large central pond.

Free UMass Bus Service.

Laundry facilities well located.

Safe playground for children.

Rental furniture available from Putnam
Furniture Leasing Company. Hartford.
Connecticut.

Resident Superintendent responsible for all

apartment services and maintenance. Provid-

ing prompt service 7 days a weak.

I

I

%

i

Brandywine Drive

Amherst

549-0600
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Harrington would have the

executive director appointed
directly by the governor and have a

term that ends when the governor's

does.

Harrington said Saturday he will

make his recommendations to Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis. Harrington

appeared on WLVI-TV's "Point of

View."

"Power changed hands that day

in an insidious, sinister fashion. The
people responsible for suppressing

the truth still sit in positions of

power; in business, the military and
government."

Yazijian said "it was a home-
grown intelligence movement to kill

J.F.K." This movement, he said,

was a combination of forces from

the C.I. A., F.B.I., the military,

organized crime, and business

interests.

He said Kennedy was killed "out

of a perverted and twisted sense of

patriotism ", and issued a call for

unity to the audience. "If we
organize, we can have our country

back by 1976."

Yazijian also called for support of

a bill recently proposed in Congress

to re-open investigation of the

murders of John and Robert

Kennedy, Martin Luther King, and

the attempted killing of George

Wallace. He received a standing

ovation at the end of the presen-

tation and was reportedly still

talking to interested students at

8:00 p.m., six hours after he EGAN
SPEAKING.
Another member of the

Assassination Information Bureau,

Vic Han, cautioned afterwards

against accepting the lecture as

"gospel truth". Yazijian's remarks

were speculation based oh ex-

tensive research by many others in

the last ten years, he said.

It is important, Han added, to

"reject the lone assassin theory".

"For some reason, Americans seem
to believe that assassination as a

political weapon does not exist in

the United States."

Faculty, staff —
join over 20,000

other readers.

subscribe to:
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Replicotta African Art Form
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

open today at New Africa House
A new and exciting art form has

recently appeared on the

Philadelphia scene. This work of

sculptured pieces of art, fashioned
in West African tradition. Included

in this collection which the artist

calls REPLICOTiA are: totems
depicting symbolic events such as

marriage, birth and the family;

symbolic doors; panels of royal and
tribal masks. Some are replicas of

famous pieces, while others
represent the artist's creative
contribution based on the
traditional art styles.

The most amazing aspect of the

collection is the medium. What is

it? Is it hard wood, polished and
shellacked? or is it copper? or is it

bronze? It has a strong appearance
and seems to be permanent ar-

tifacts.

However, this common medium
in the hands of this artist is raised to

a new level of flexibility and in-

terest. The medium itself is

produced from old newspapers,
discarded egg cartons and other
disposed of items destined for

trash. It is similar that Babu (Deloris

Washington) developed this new
form. At the age of 29, she has
developed to be a skillful and finely

trained artist who through all of her
extensive training has studied
under important Black artists. Her
style has grown and evolved from
one significant stage to the next, in

Black Scientist Society

presents Honoraria
The Black Scientist Society of

UMass will be presenting its Third

Annual Honoraria. It will be held on
May 9 and 10. The theme of this

year's program will be "Con-
temporary Health in Black
America." The program will feature

Dr. Robert Murray of Howard
University who will speak on the

topic of "Genetic Screening," a

reception will follow.

The event will be held on the first

floor of Memorial Hall at 8:00 p.m.

May 9. May 10 will consist of a

series of workshops also dealing

with "Contemporary Health
Problems in Black America." The

workshops are from 1:00 p.m. to

4:00 p.m. All aspects of science and
its relationship to the Black
community will be presented. The
workshops will be held in Herter
Hall Rooms 210-219. There will be a

banquet following the workshops.
All those who attend the

workshops will be presented an
invitation to the banquet free of

charge. The prgram will be ex-

tremely beneficial for those who
have an interest in their community
and in the scientific arena.
Everyone is cordially invited to

attend the series of events. We
hope to see you there.

black affairsG

Following our three week Summer 1 session is

Summer 2, the extended tour for the mind.

Classes meet from June 24 to August 15. Registra

tion is by mail or in person at Boyden Gymnasium

on the University of Massachusetts at Amherst

campus on Monday, June 23 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Financial aid and counseling

are available. For more information contact Con

tinuing Education at Hills House North or call [413]

545 0905. These courses are brought to you by

the University of Massachusetts' Summer Program

Office and the Division of Continuing Education.

Come learn with us, this summer. ppjf

UMASS/AMHERST

such a dynamic and subtle fasion

that the earlier works seem to have
no connection to the latter. The
truth is that upon closer scrutiny it

becomes stimulatingly clear that

each stage in her work has given

birth to the next because her work
represents her total being. It is a

style proceeding from years- of

working with ghetto youth, from a

person dedicated to enable them to

form their dreams into objects that

proudly reflect their lives. She has

lived and worked in Los Angeles,

New York, and is presently resident

in Philadelphia with her four year

old son Che and two year old

daughter Nyameke.
This introductory statement is

concluded by a comment about her

work in her own words:

"My work exposes the beginning

of a spiritual pursuit of an ancient

echo, an echo whose resounding
eeriness forces me to delve deeper
into its being. Its melodious

throbbings have emerged through
the form of papier-mache, a

medium I have chosen to express
the sensitive sounds of the rhythms
of a past - my past - our past,

indeed all that was once — THE
BEGINNING."

This exciting and innovative
exhibit will open in the New Africa

House Art Gallery today at 2:00
p.m. Replicotta will share the

Gallery with the works of Prof. Femi
Richards' African Textiles class.

The entire community is invited to

attend this affair.

Freshmen and Sophomore Men

Don't miss your last chance to get out of the dorm
requirement. Nine bedroom house, two minute walk
from Campus. Call Paul or Steve at 545-0195 or 545-

0156.

HIGH ADVENTURE STARTS AT 2500 FEET

Your first jump course takes only 3 hours. Costs only $70.00

World s largest and safest

Our 17th year

Free brochure

ORANGE PARACHUTING CENTER

R Bci 96 C"an;e Ma<s

Phone: 617-544-6911

(Includes all equipment)

over 250.000 jumps.

25.000 First jumps

LAKEWOOD parachuting center

P Boi 258 Lakewood N J 08701

Phone: 201-363-4900

Think you can't afford

a luxury apartment?

fThink Again!

Brittany
Manor

3 Month SUMMER LEASES at Low, Low Rates

1 bedrooms from $170 — 2 bedrooms from $180

— 3 bedrooms from $280

• air conditioning

• J pools

• 3 tennis courts

• picnic area
• wall-to-wall carpeting

• dishwashers and disposals

9 month FALL LEASES at special rates

for applications made before June 1, 1975.

I hedroom from $200— 2 bedroom from $210— :\ bedroom from $:SI0

$50 deposit required to hold apartment for

September— completely refundable until August 1, 1075
Take The Free Bus or (all Is at 256X5:5 1

Office Hours— 0:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday
1 1 : 00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Saturday

Avoid the Summer Rush — RENT NOW
for the Fall and save time and money!

xfi^S^^
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'n spite of the most careful planning and
preparation to ensure ample quantities of the

individual feature pieces offered each week at

29c each— we've been unable to cope with

the demand And for this we apo'ogize.

Be assured, however, we will make good
our offer and have continued to issue, in the
meantime, several thousands of rainchecks

And. we ve been doing everything humanly
possible these past few weeks to get enough
additional dmnerware to fulfill these ramcheck
obligations and our commitment for the balance
of the program

You have our guarantee and assurance
that we shall continue to do everything possible
to get this dmnerware to you as quickly as
we can

What we want you to know is what s involved
in getting more of this dinnerware to you as
quickly as you d like it so you perhaps will see
why we have to ask for your continued patience
and understanding

And this deserves further explanation for

we do face some hard facts:

FACT: This dinnerware comes from the
Orient and it does take approximately 3
weeks by ocean freighter to arrive

at our Eastern Coast ports - plus a week
for distribution to our stores thru our
warehouses (This assumes we have no
delays which would be beyond anyone s

control.)

FACT: We presently have on the high seas,
in transit, five ocean freighters containing

several thousand cases of this needed
dinnerware due in within the next

2 to 3 weeks . plus another 4 freighters

scheduled to leave the Orient within

the next few days
FACT: Wherever possible, we re diverting

some of these freighters to West Coast -

ports and using so-called Land-
bridge'' facilities shipping by combination
rail and truck overland to our warehouses .

.

thus saving 5 to 8 days to get that

dinnerware faster to you

FACT: We have reordered what we consider
at this time sufficient additional quantities

to complete the program We have the plants
working at full capacity solely on this dinner-

ware for Stop & Shop

Certainly, our intent is to fulfill our commit-
ment . . . and as can be seen from the above. .

.

to do it as quickly as possible.
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LandOXakes

AA" 93 Score- ft lb. Prints
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Chicken
: SeaTuna

49
6Mi oz. can

^^
Chunk Light

Spaghetti

qt

jar89
Ragu - Asst. Flavors

Del Monte
Sweet Peas

*2&j 17oz Can

Cake Mix
18Vjo2
box 59

Layer Cakes
Assorted Flavors

Bounty
Towels

45
120 Sheet-2 Ply Roll

Pncasatlacti.aMon May S-Sat . May 10

WhiteGem US.GradeW
2V2 -3lbs.

Only Stop & Shop has
White Gem chicken .

meaty, tasty and tender

^ut up or Split j^ 45 i

white

Chicken Breasts
White Gem U.S. Grade "A" a*T>e*af^c

Whole or Split
9P9)3§white

gem
White Gem chickens are the sweetest money can buy

White Gem Chicken Legs US Greda A 69.=

Tastes Cooks Looks Like Ground Beef ... Costs Less!

GroundBeef T.VE
High in protein, low in cost, and tastes

just like ground beef *(75%) hydrated
textured vegetable protein mix (25%).

Gem
^^

79:

Here is what we're going to do:

No feature pieces on Ml* this week or next week
(May 5 through May 17)

We will, therefore, extend our promotion by two
extra weeks to make up for this omission. We will

be concentrating on distributing to our stores all

arriving dinnerware to fulfill our raincheck obliga-
tions . . . your ramchecks for feature pieces. So
starting next Monday, May 12, please bring your
dinnerware rainchecks (into the store that issued
them) during your normal shopping trip and pick
up the pieces we owe you. Please understand . .

.

It will take us a full two weeks to fill all the rain-

chocks outstanding . . . which means not every-
thing will be in next week . . . but starting next
Monday, May 12 and all thru next week and the
week after that ... we will be shuttling all incom-
ing merchandise to our stores for your rainchecks.

On May 1 9 thru 24, wa will begin cycle 2 . . . chang-
ing the order of the feature piece offerings in or-
der that we may be able to have enough merchan-
dise on sale to avoid any further disappointments.

here are the weeks, dates and item schedule:

CYCLE 2— MAY 19 - JUNE 21

Week 1 - May 19-24

Week 2 - May 27 31

Week 3 - Jnne 2-7

WtaH-JmtS-14
Week 5 June 16-21

— Cereal Bewls

— Coffee Cap
— Saucer

— Salad Plates*

— Dinner Plates*

29( w/15 00 purchase

29( W/S5.00 purchase

29C w/$5 00 purchase

29c w/$5.00 purchase

29( W/S5.00 purchase

CYCLE 3— JUNE 23 - JULY 28
Week 1 — June 23-29 — Cereal Bewls

Week 2 - lune 30 July 5

Week 3 -'sty 712
Week4 Jury1419

Week 5 -My 21 26

— Coffee Cup
— Saucer

— Salad Plates*

— Dinner Plates*

(*) Salad Plates and Dinner Plates come in 3 patterns

While, Bountiful and Berries 'n Cream

29C w/(5 00 purchase

29( w/S5 00 purchase

29c w/$5 DO purchase

29C W/S5.00 purchase

29C *7$5 08 purchase

Heritage

Thank you for your patience and understanding Your
recognition of the value this dinnerware represents caused
an unprecedented response and sellout Completer pieces
continue to be on sale every week. Feature pieces on sale
only on the weeks shown in the above charts.

Miss Fancy 9IIIOKCC1

Pork Shoulder
p c c

Vegetables cooked with the meat take on a rich- flavored taste

Fresh Pork Spare Ribs »**•*•»» $
1
2
.
9

ft§£H linai.n.. English Muffins

Available Tue thru Saturday TJ^lr * * nW TT
Mum Rants *2J? John* Pizza
Choice Of Colors 5 Pot Homostyte Cheese 1JV, M eTai^r.

OfllfatHSl lf/T*t*y ^ $090 Real pizzeria flavor (*« WmW

Va*9f3niUmS Pot 1 oa J m '<xr. r>anga «•» gBc

Hanging Plants ^^^r

c

" *^
7 Pot All hangers have $^99 SSUTSi LiCC Calt£S
d.st.nct«ve bark like molded **tea G-,Mr ci»c o«c»i— t?', <» af9a>f9/
pot with attached rope hangers oZZ'iSSi » oSfSTta V« 3k?3r

Fresh & Delicious California Sunkist ...

Jumbo '56 Sua

NavelOranges 7***1
iia/ fot tha freshest produce in town come to Slop A Shop •*» ^*a»a

Large Slicing Tomatoes '»**49£

ALL STOP & SHOP STORES OPEN 8 A.M.

DAILY FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE!

*te.
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No more sacred cows—
trim the fat

Tonight Governor Michael Dukakis will come to the University through
an invitation he received three months ago It is our hope that all students
will use this opportunity to hear the Governor's position on the State's
budget with Special attention to the University budget.

In recent days great quantities of energy have been expended on this
topic. It is a very hot. emotional issue. Despite the tenseness of this
situation, certain things must be kept in mind. Despite individual thoughts
to the contrary the Governor is a rational, intelligent individual, elected by
the people of this state by a considerable majority He must be given the
consideration due him

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts is in a severe financial crisis This
fiscal year alone the state is 540 million dollars in debt. The Governor, in
accordance with sound financial policy, is trying to reduce the debt by
cutting state spending He has made a plea to all state agencies to take
austerity measures It is necessary for the University system to cooperate
m these moves in order that all state citizens will be spared a raise in taxes
vXe must realize that the University will have to take budgef cuts, just like
all state departments Up to this point, the University has not cooperated

In recent days, students have been subject to many "student leaders''
on campus and in the media decrying the cutting of the UMass Budget.
We have seen very little impact. We have listened to rhetoric and have
seen performances. We have noticed that facts are, sadly, lacking

Certain facts must be brought out. The state, this year, has a budget
deficit of 540 million dollars. A deficit can be approached two ways First,

the legislature can raise taxes, effectively screwing everyone in the state
this in the midst of rampant inflation and skyrocketing unemployment.
Second, the legislature can cut costs.

The latter is the action the legislature will take. We support it. There is

gross waste in certain areas of state spending There is waste in the UMass
budget. The students on this campus have been grossly mislead. They
have been lead to believe that the fight against Budget cuts will benefit
them This may not be the case President Wood has the most expensive
office space in the state \$200,000 annual/yl he also has a private
helicopter I $60,000\ This comes out of the UMass Budget and it should be
cut. Personnel and salaries are bloated and can be cut it is ludicrous to
even consider an inflationary increase

We believe the primary goal which students should be striving for is for a
decisive voice where the cuts should come There is a need to trim the fat.

The generalpopulation of this state should not be made to bear the burden
of a sacred cow. Cuts should and can be made without having any impact
on students, their life or education Just possibly, the rationality of the
situation will prevail and students will redirect their energies to direct the
knife to the fattest areas It's time for students to listen to the other side,
/ust perhaps the rat^ >al side.

urn obrien etc _. _,_ .

Tim O Bnen President of Central AG.
Paul Cronin Grayson Senator

Kevin Muldoon Budget & Chairperson
Don Hite Student Senate Speaker

'Stuff it!'

SPECTRUM Magazine invites UMass to 'stuff it'.

This is something that just has to be done There are 10,000 good
reasons for this action Namely, 10,000 issues of SPECTRUM that need to
be stuffed with posters and inserts. SPECTRUM cannot afford to have this
done by the printer. Our budget is so tight this year that we have to sell our
camera and get rid of our telephone to pay for this issue'

What's supposed to attract people to this stuffing party? Well, I hope
that a few will come because they like SPECTRUM and want to help out A
few will come because there will be some free beer. A few good hearted
senators will come I / invited all of them to stuff it ' last week I. And a few
will come because they're so stoned they wandered into the wrong room

The room is 168 Campus Center. The time is 7:00 tonight. Thank you,
people

Chip Lalonde
SPECTRUM Editor 1975

Boycott alcohol

It is difficult not to notice those who are boycotting Gallo these days. I

would like, however, to mention a statistic that I hope will make even those
boycotting Gallo sit up and take notice

In 1974. 3 million tons of corn and barley were used in the making of
alcohol in the U.S. In a day when many people in the world are starving, it

is chilling to think that the U.S. drinks itself into a stupor with alcohol made
from corn that could feed starving people. Rather than just saying,
"Boycott Gallo," I would say, "Boycott alcohol."
Since this ultimatum may be unrealistic at the "party capital of the

world, " I would at least suggest that you cut down on your consumption I

would also suggest that you give the money you would ordinarily spend on
liquor to an organization which is feeding the starving. One such
organization, which I would highly recommend, is World Vision Int'l., PO.
Box O. Pasadena, California 91109.

Normund Strautin

Faculty, staff — subscribe to

the Collegian. $5 per semester

gets New England's Largest

College Daily by 11 a.m.

MONDAY, MAY 5, 1 9/5.

The question is how much?
The appearance of Gov. Michael S. Dukakis on

campus tonight is perhaps the last chance UMass
students will have to affect the budget process before
summer. And it is one of the few times when Dukakis
will have direct contact with a student body more
diverse than anything he has ever experienced or
could experience in his limited 41 years.
When the economy is booming and the state has

money to spend, programs don't get cut, state em
ployees get pay raises, and social services have the
resources to help people. In the present budget
crunch, the scene changes. Someone has to make
decisions about how the existing system is going to
allocate scarce funds.

There is no longer a question of UMass receiving a
budget cut next year. The question is how much that
cut will be and where it will cost us.

Ten per cent is too much. That is clear. A cut of that
magnitude - $15 to $20 million on the Amherst
campus alone would be an inevitable impact on
students. But a smaller cut might not.

What happens to student services depends not only
on how much is cut from the 1976 budget request, but
where the cuts are made. David Sugarman, a Dukakis
aide, indicated in a Collegian article Friday that an
administration budget includes increases in library

funds, financial aid and work study money But the
budget, which reflects Dukakis' ten per cent meat
cleaver, is said to cut administration, "overhead"
(whatever that is) and imposes a "productivity in-

crease" on campus workers.
It is hard to gauge the precise meaning of such

phrases. Their ultimate application could be arbitrary
and injurious.

But the realities of the state's fiscal condition are
clear. UMass must go along with a modest cut. If we
are successful in sustaining a full budget for next year

and the UMass request includes over 478 new
faculty and administrative positions in a year of
austerity we are only taking money from those in
the state who are less powerful at lobbying the
poor, the disadvantaged and the recipients of welfare.

The Governor must realize two points if he is to

make peace with UMass over this year's budget:
- A ten per cent cut cannot be sustained on short

notice in a single budget year without causing ar-

bitrary and ill-conceived cuts by the administration in

areas that will affect students.
— The University must maintain faculty salaries,

administrative pay scales, teaching loads and faculty-

student enrollment competitive with other institutions

around the country if it is to remain a quality in-

stitution for the sons and daughters of state tax-

payers.

But in turn, students on this campus must rationally

consider the facts:

There is at least some truth to Dukakis'
characterization of the Commonwealth as a "fiscal
basket case" this year. He has finally agreed to
propose new taxes, a move which is the beginning,
but not the total way to sound fiscal management.
- While many of us believe that educational

spending should deserve special consideration for
funding regardless of the capitalist system's ability to
pay, we must realize that this state's priorities cannot
be altered completely in a couple of months. For the
future, this institution must continue to convince
lawmakers and policy-makers that education - public
education is of crucial importance to the state's
future.

Whether or not there are jobs for all of us when we
leave UMass, the experience gained here will allow us
all to be astute citizens and aware taxpayers as we
become the middle-class of Massachusetts. But that
experience will be far less valuable if it is allowed to
degenerate into a trade school where knowledge is

taught but not sought through research, and where
training to fit existing jobs is substituted for real

learning which enhances future roles.

Money is the key ingredient. And this year it is in

short supply. But as long as this Governor un-
derstands why we are all here, a modest budget cut is

the least we can do to allow him to plan enlightened
programs and tax reform for the future.

©MNTONr
De press an' de nooz blues

Behind the translucent glass door with the words
Tonopah Times-Record Company," printed in bold
Roman letters, is the newsroom of The Tonopah
Times. The room is unspectacular and it's much like
any other newsroom. The occupants make it an
enjoyable place in which to work, but to any outside
observers who may occasionally wander inside with
newsworthy items, the scene must be befuddling.
The room is nearly colorless, a dull, depressing

shade of gray that is characteristic of the industrial
world. The editors and reporters work together in one
sizable room and the noise of frenetic typing
dominates. As you enter the room, the sports desk is
on the immediate left, the city and wire editors are
straight ahead with the "morgue" or newspaper files
on the right.

Opposite the sports desk is a group of empty desks
which are used by employees of the evening paper.
The Record. The center of the room is cluttered with
seven desks, which are usually occupied by the
society page reporters and several news reporters.
The desks are old and like the typewriters, outdated.
Coffee and ciga/ettes seem to be important parts of
the journalist's kit; almost as important as the pad and
pencil.

Old papers are scattered on nearly every desk,
contributing to the room's Augean as well as blowzy
appearance.

It's almost as if the people are unconsciously filling
the stereotyped image of "sloppy, carefree, cigarette-
smoking journalists."

Joe Towne, the city editor, better known as
"Towney," is a young and energetic newspaperman
with an amazing knowledge of what the print medium
is all about. Towne is probably the friendliest person
at The Times. Towney likes to rib the sports
correspondents.

"Well, what's the big sports story tonight," Towne
will ask the kid covering high school baseball
knowing very well that schoolboy sports rarely
produce "the big stories."

The mustachioed Towne is one of few people likely
to take interest in a part time worker or even initiate
conversation, but sometimes his remarks are sar-
castic.

As Towne walks away, photographer Flim Strobel
descends from his upstairs dark room and bounces
over to the sports desk. "Hey A. P., did they hang on
to win?" Strobel asks. The photo editor took pictures
at one of the high school basketball games and left

early.

"No," replies A. P. Ripley, the sports editor, who
knows that the local team's loss means a less
spectacular sports page, since there's no important
wire copy and his feelings are reflected in the brief
response.

"When I left in the second quarter, they looked
great. They were up by thirteen points. What the hell

happened?" asks Strobel with consternation.
Ripley replies, "You know, they just can't win. I've

seen them play great ball for thirty minutes only to
watch them fall apart and lose in the final two."

Despite the motley personalities, all the people in

the newsroom share the feeling of pressure. As the
deadline for stories and pages nears, the jokes cease,
the laughter lessens and a serious mood takes com-
mand. Reporters work hurriedly as the pressure,
resembling a perking coffe pot about to boil, mounts!
When the stories are completed and another night's
work done, the feeling changes to one of relaxation
and satisfaction. Everyone is at ease as they start on
their way home at 1:30 a.m.. ..maybe forgetting or
simply neglecting the fact that everything starts all

over again at six o'clock that same night.

• Scott Hayes is a guest commentator from the
Collegian Sports staff.

Some students found it relatively easytalkmg with their representative while
others apparently couldn't get a word in
edgewise.
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Where ar
El semestre de primavera esta por terminar. con la excepcion de los

examenes finales. El estudiantado estara dentro de poco iniciando sus
vacaciones, o sus trabajos de verano. Diferentes universidades estan 'con
huelgas o rumores de huelga. Ante esta situacion, los que hoy pertenecen
al mundo profesional, al recordar sus tiempos de estudiantes dicen 'Es
primavera'.

Es primavera, los arboles empiezan a tornarse verdes, los pajaros
retornan de sus vacaciones en el Caribe, las flores son mas be/las y si fa
economia del pais se restablece tendrehos la oportunidad de trabajar, e
incluso de ir de vacaciones al exfran/ero.
Mucha gente estara tomando su bano de sol, despues de todo parece

que en primavera todo el mundo quiere tener la pie/ color brown Incluso
muchos estaran corriendo por los bosques, pezcando. admirando la
naturaleza.

Incluso en el campo de primavera, debo decir, Springfield, puede que se
celebre una corrida de toros, o a/menos es lo que recomienda un abogado.
Algunos americanos ya se han escandi/izado diciendo que eso es crueldad
contra los animales. Bueno, como es una costumbre latina...

Me imagino dicha corrida, gran dia para los negociantes y la industria
tequila original, \hecha en Boston \, los cazadores de caza mayor, com-
prando tickets para la primera fi/a. Habra tambien gran cant/dad de
sombreros' y zarapes, a lo me/or con tickecitos que dicen 'made in
Mexico' y 'made in Spain'. Y de hecho la masa de las tortillas para los
tacos, enchiladas y burritos, sera 'pura mexicana', e importada desde
Texas.

'

Incluso de Puerto Rico, tendran oportunidad de enviar los nuevos
productos 'mediterraneos', 'griegos' y 'puro espanol'. Habran vendedores
de piraguas, mani, manzanas, esquimalitos, cola champagne, ecetera y
ecetera. Despues de todo rec^erden de comprar 'lo que produce el pais'

Mientras tanto al pueblo se le olvidara - o es lo que quisieran mucha
gente en Springfield que los hispanos de la ciudad deberian tener mayor
participacion en la po/itica, decisiones y vida economica de la misma.

Mientras tanto, si hay corrida, recuerde de comprar Listerine, para la
garganta... y Ole y Ole.

Luis Manuel Medina is a Collegian Columnist

The rhetorical polemics
unleashed against each other by
the numerous leftist parties in

existence today, have had a very
adverse effect upon the realization

of basic and concrete' goals which
the entire leftist camp shares.
These goals are: the rearrangement
of our capitalist society to a
socialist society, the elimination of
social classes, the equal
redistribution

of wealth, and
the establish-

ment of an
educational

system which
would promote
ideologies void

of racist and
sexist prin-

ciples. No true

leftist can

about, such as corporate
capitalism, which were not present

during the 19th century, it makes
sense that the Marxist theory must
be somewhat altered and re-

interpreted. At the significant risk

of being called a "revisionist", this

word seems to be in style and it is

used considerably often in the

vehement and antagonistic rhetoric

of most leftist parties, I think that

"And if we were a/1 capable of
uniting to make our blows more
solid and more infallible, so that the
effectiveness of every kind of
support given to the struggling
peoples were increased, how great
and how near that future would
be."

Che Guevara

•(£(0)inftmeattsiiry

Sure thing, Duke!

proclaim that the above-mentioned
goals are not in the spirit and
inherent ideology of the movement.
The problems arise as soon as the
theoretical interpretation of
Marxism is undertaken.

Marx and Engels were writing
during the latter part of the 19th
century and social conditions were
very different then, than they are
today. Their theories applied very
well in their particular society, but I

doubt whether we can say that

society has remained stable and
unchanged since the times of Carl

and Friedrich. Since economic
conditions have been brought

the study of Marxist theory and the

preparation for its eventual ap-

plication must not follow the path
of stale dogmatism, but it must be
reshaped, when necessary, in order

to be able to be applicable to our
modern, and very dull, society.

Such interpretation has been going
on for some time now, and the

results are horrifying. The leftist

movement has suffered great
damages because of the fac-

tionalism which exists within its

ideological sphere. The Soviet
Union views the Peoples Republic
of China as revisionist (remember
that word?), and ironically, the

same label is attached to the former
by the latter. The formidable and
awesome "monolithic" socialist

camp does not exist any more.
Every nation has chosen to go its

own way, the internationalism

expressed and advocated by Marx,
Engels, Lenin, and Trotsky, has
been ignored — the international

movement when the national
movements are severely paralyzed
by acute factionalitis? Within this

nation there is no solid movement
and there are no leaders capable
enough to realize their predicament
and take steps to remedy the
situation. It is party against party,

leftist against leftist, and to the
delight of the capitalist, worker
against worker, students against
student, and more importantly,
student against worker, and worker
against student. Our movement has
become ineffective and weak, it has
lost its appeal because of the lack
of an effective and unifying
program, the lack of a cohesive
drive, and its unwillingness to
control, or at least condemn,
terrorism. We are becoming stale,

unimaginative, and unwilling to
unite our forces for the common
goals. Petty factionalism has taken
its toll; personal politics have
predominated, the status of a
"leader" has obsessed us all,

personal success has become a
goal. Where are we going? Are we
going anywhere?

Kynakos Karoutsos
is a Collegian columnist

By E. PA TRICK MCQUAID
The Collegian, along with the

Globe, the Herald, and other

members of the Massachusetts
media were invited to a summit
conference on education and fiscal

autonomy this past Saturday at

Bunker Hill Community College in

Charlestown. Getting the State
Legislature out of the sack on a

weekend morning was an ac-

complishment in itself and indeed,

at such an expense, we were in

expectation of some serious note-

taking.

The conference was, to say the
least, quite a letdown. Never in the

history of politics have I witnessed
such an incessant display of what
representative Michael Daly ID-
Brighton) referred to as
"backslapping". One pat-on-the-
back lead to another beginning in

the midmorning and wending
through the afternoon session, not
to exclude the cold Swedish
meatball luncheon where I sat

across from your friend and mine,

Speaker David Bartley of Holyoke.

University of Massachusetts
president Robert Wood seemed to

be the only speaker who addressed
himself to the serious issues at

hand (see news story on page one).

Southeastern Massachusetts
University president Don Walker
stated that we have moved from a
time when only a few could afford

to attend college, tt, ough a time
when only a select few were
allowed in, and to a point where
one can not afford to be without
higher education. "I've summed up
in one minute what could be found
in twelve text books," he con-
cluded.

The president of the Board of
Regional Colleges then rose and
recited the twelve texts alluded to
by Walker.

Dukakis had little to say con
cerning the demonstration by

UMass students last Thursday. At
one time he quoted a collegue
saying, "I don't know what they're
smoking up there now". He went
on to explain that this statement
was the result of an interview with a
student over the budget cuts. The
student asked why they don't cut
the defense budget, at which time
he offered to "lead her by the hand
to the Greyhound station and send
her to Washington". He attributed
this dialogue to the ignorance on
the part of the student. A poor
excuse when he's defending a cut
in the educational budget.
What we must remember today

and in the near future is that as the

Governor said, "The state of
Massachusetts is in deep trouble".
We now have a deficit of $450
million and we're going to have to
pay it; and soon, because the most
alarming fact that Dukakis released
at the conference was that in 1976,
regardless of the present situation'
we will have to face a deficit of over
700 million dollars.

Throughout the conference the
dates '1980s - 1980's" was
continually voiced. What about
now?
E Patrick McQuaid is the associate
Executive editor of the Collegian
and a guest cartoon character
today.
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BIG SAVINGS AT BONANZA
EVERY TUESDAY&WEDNESDAY

ALL DAY TUESDAY
RIB-EYE DINNER

$1.49
A juicy rib-eye steak, baked

potato, salad, choice of dressing and
Texas Toast.

CHOPPED STEAK
DINNER $1.29
A chopped steak with a crftp

salad, choice of dressing, baked
potato and Texas Toast.

!

ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
FISH DINNER

$1.29
Tender filet of fish with a tossed

salad, choice of dressing, crispy french

fries and Texas Toast.

CLAM DINNER
$1.49

Tasty fried strip clams with a
tossed salad, choice of dressing, crispy

french fries and Texas Toast.

Good wholesome American food

at right neighborly prices.
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HADLEY

To All

Dormitory Student

Telephone Users:

This year the bills will be ren-
dered to the first occupant,
alphabetically in each room.

• This will be the same copy that
is mailed directly to a student's
home address.

Any duplicate copies of the bill
for other room occupants will
have to be requested through
our business office.

New England

Telephone Company

cont. from
preceding page
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Prison guards

responsible for drug,

gun traffic , say

reform advocates
BOSTON \AP\ - Two prison

reform advocates charged on
Sunday that prison guards are
responsible for the major traffic m
drugs, weapons and contraband at

Walpole State Prison.

Arnold E. Coles, chairman of the
National Prisoners Reform
Association, Walpole Chapter, and
Lynette Bingham of the Families
and Friends of Men in Prison
demanded an immediate
shakedown of correctional officers

lockers and facilities at Walpole.
The two made their comments

on WEEI Radio's Bay State Forum.
"There have been people's lives

that have been taken on several

occasions, and there's definitely

room to doubt that the men
themselves, the inmates, could
have done this," Coles said.

"Thpre's reason to believe that it

could have been done by the ad-

ministration."

The former Walpole prison in-

mate added that if weapons are

coming into the institution through
sources other than guards "what
does that say about all this money
that's spent in the disguise of

security?"

On drug traffic in the institution

Ms. Bingham said, "There have
been isolated incidents when a

visitor may be caught bringing in

two or three joints to an inmate or a

couple of pills. That's true, that's

real.

"But there are 5, 6, 10,000 pills at

a time that go into that institution.

There are half pounds of marijuana.

Now you tell me where a visitor is

going to put it and go through that

search."

Exxon heads Fortune's

'prestige' list of 500
CHICAGO \UPt\ For the first

time in "Fortune 500" history, not
(eneral Motors but Exxon Corp.

heads Fortune Magazine's prestige

ist of the nation's top 500 industrial

orporations.

The magazine said five of the first

seven corporations on the list, to be
published Tuesday, are oil com-
panies.

For General Motors to lose the

spot it has held since 1935 reflected

what the " ift in oil prices has given

o the sales, profits and rankings of

the oil companies," the magazine
•aid. The Fortune list itself has been
published since 1955.

The directory includes 15
newcomers nearly half of which
• ire related to the energy field, the

agazine said.

The magazine said total sales are

up "a startling" 25 per cent and
.tccount for 66 per cent of total U.S.
industrial sales. Total profits of the

top 500 now account for 72 per

DiCara excerpts

aired tonite

Immediately following tonight s

10 p.m. News, WMUA (UMass
radio 91.1 FM) will air excerpts of

<in informal speech by Boston City

Councillor Lawrence DiCara. taped
during his visit to the UMass
campus last Tuesday night. In his

iemarks, covering a number of

issues, DiCara was especially

( ritical of statewide budget cuts

proposed by Governor Michael
Dukakis, who is also speaking on
the UMass campus tonight.

The program is being presented

as a special feature of "Focus,"

WMUA's weekly public affairs

series produced and moderated by

Kenneth Mosakowski.

During another segment of

tonight's program, Mosakowski will

talk with organizers of a campus-

wide fast being planned to bring

attention to conditions of in-

creasing _world _s_taryation.

• ent less than last year. The
•agazine said the decline was
partly attributable to automobile
< ompany profit setbacks.

Chrysler Corp. had a deficit of
$52.09 'pillion, the largest suffered
I'V any of the 21 companies
reporting losses. The directory also
showed that total employment
•imong the 500 industrials is down
1.8 per cent.

In a related article reviewing the
20 years the "Fortune 500"
• hrectory has been published.
Fortune said 285 of the "Fortune
500" have been on the list every
year.

The top 10 corporations listed by
Fortune were Exxon, General
Motors, Ford Motor Co., Texaco,
Mobil Oil, Standard Oil of
California, Gulf Oil, General Electric,

International Business Machines
.ind International Telephone and
Telegraph.

Income tax

rebates to hit

marketplace
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Income

tax rebates. Uncle Sam's an-

tirecession bonus to lure tight

ttsted consumers into the
narketplf 1 once again, will start

flowing to the public this week.
The first checks, worth between

$100 and $200 to most taxpayers,

will be mailed Thursday. In the first

week of the operation, the Treasury

Department's regional disbursing

offices plan to send out 13.7 million

of the green government checks
worth a combined $1.7 billion.

Wunteer.
ThtMftM Coatr farUaaaar,Aoun
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Spring Blood Drive begins today
The Spring Blood Drive at UMass begins today and will continue until

next Thursday.

Blood will be collected from those with appointments from 10 a.m. to

3:45 p.m. today and from 9:30 a.n,. to 3:15 p.m. each of the following three

days. Walk-in donors will be accepted, but may have to wait a while.

The blood drive is sponsored by the University Women with the

assistance of student service groups Gamma Sigma Sigma and Alpha Phi

Omega, and the student ROTC. Area community groups also assisting are

the Amherst Senior Citizens, the Amherst Junior Women's Club, and the

Hampshire County Red Cross. A donor should allow an hour and a half

donation time. He or she should weigh at least 100 pounds and be from 18

to 66 years old. Seventeen-year-olds may donate with parental permission.

Amherst College opens used bookstore
In order to deal with rapidly rising student textbook costs, Amherst

College will now have a used bookstore to serve as the marketplace for

second-hand books for Amherst courses.

The operation, The Yellow Pages, will be open during the first two

weeks of each semester, and will sell books to be used that semester, on

consignment.

Students wishing to sell books will bring them to the store, which is

located in the basement of James Hall (on the Quad, near the library), at

the beginning of each semester. Students will set their own price for

books, and if sold, the original owner will receive 85 per cent of the selling

price.

If the book is not sold, the owner of the book may reclaim it at the end of

the selling period.

The Yellow Pages will be open from 7 pm to 10 pm today through Friday

May 9 to accept books to be used during the first semester 1975. Our

purpose in doing this is the convenience of students, who presently have

1974 first semester books which they would rather let the bookstore hold

over the summer rather than keep them themselves, to be sold in the fall.

We have a tentative list of books to be used by Amherst professors in

the fall 1975, and any books we accept now, we will store, at no charge,

and put up for sale in September. _

OF SMITH C<)l.I.K(.K

;academy;
;QrMuac

I NORTHAMPTON
• • •

— NOW— 7:00-9:20

and TONIGHT is

DOLLAR NIGHT!!

AMHERSTO^
AMITY ST 253 5-126

[jest Picture of theYear
EXCLUSIVE

AREA
SHOWING

-National Sooety ol film Critics

Second Smash
UV Ullmann in week

I SCENES FROM
A MARRIAGE

written and directed by Ingmor Bergman ro ::

EVES: SCENES FROM A MARRIAGE -7 30

MONDAT & TUESDAT BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $100

Imi

U <W VU 4N H4S12U X
ROUTE 5 RIVERDALE RD

WEST SPFLD 24 HR.TEL 733-5131

• CHARGE YOUR TICKETS ON MASTER CHARGE '

film times

WAIT DISNEY
PRODUCTIONS'

toW/tch

Wed. Mai.. 2 p.m.

Mon.-Fri. : 7:30. 9:30: SaL-

V Sun.: 2:08. 4:00

Tommy
Vbur senses will

P(f~ never be thesanie.

Ann-Margret Oliver Reed

Roger Daltrey Elton John

Wed. Mai.. 2 p.m.

Mon.-Fri. : 7:30. 9:45; SaL-

• »:.MI

jw' 7:30./ V Sun : ,:w - a35 -
5:M -

7 30, /y >9:40 _£.—^ .-. . mm i
•<?..•.

C04 QIC'] MOli«'«IN l»«MS M«llOOt 3I3J «Oui|) HADifr MASS

"HEARTS
AND
MINDS"

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Mur.'et On The Orient Express 7.

9

AMHERST CINEMA
Scene* From a Marriage 7:30

CALVIN THEATRE
White Lightening 7:00

Thunderbolt E* Lightfoot 8:46

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Murder On The Orient Express 7.

915
Chinetown 7. 9:16

Godfether II 8:00

GLOBE THEATRE
And Now for Something

Completely Different 7. 9
MT. FARMS 4 THEATRES
White Lightening 6:16. 8:30

Heerts Et Minds 6. 8:15

Blazing Seddles 6:16. 8:30

Lenny 6. 8:15

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Witch Mountein 7:30. 930
Tommy 7:30. 9:45

Funny Lady 8:00

Cepone 7:45. 9 45

Shempoo 7:15. 9:30

Waldo Pepper 7:20. 9:30

/
STREISAND &CAANvi /^nowaptbr

IPG)

W ed. Mat ?p
Mon Thurs : H:00; Fri.:

Sal.-Sun.: i m\;n.v wtm; s-,

4:15. 7:10. 10:

U5yCARS
TMCTRUC STORV

R CAM BE TOLD!

Wed. Mat. 2 p. i

V
Mon.-FrL: 7:45. 9:45; Sat.

Sua. 1:30. 3:30. 5:30. 7:30. /
9.30

T\ Nighl with the BKATLKS— 4 BeatleFilms
J

Frida\ Midnight — Advance Tickets Now.

warren beatty

^

V
\

Redford

Wi

—

A PC

Wed. Mat.. 2 p.m.

Mon FrL: 7:15. »:30: Sat. *: .

:\Sun.: 2:15. 4:4*. 7:05. 9:20 /">>\ Su,t

:

l:

^ I .1
—-—*^ • •

Wed. Mai .J p m
Mon.-Fri.: 7:20. 9:30; Sat.-

30. 3:45. 5:40. 7:40. /

MDC Classifieds Paj
To place a clam tied dree by

itte Celiegtan Orlics Mtwwi

• Mam arse J *i p m Monday
Ptttm
The deadline is J 41, two days

feetert the day your ad is to

tar

TM rales »r*
Dens - •*• p«' ""•

Weekly - •»»•' "«*
Monthly 8 26 per »•»•

'Two Hnee on form
approximate ono lino

FOR SALE

lnto#iot Sviltmi power imi
large Advent eeeekers ACI oudlo
preemp oil immocyloto SHd Coll

Mike »4t 0177

Need o ploco to put your plants'
Buy o plant hanger from mo for

17 M Modo from root wood hangs
•n dorm window holds up lo 12

plants Coll Vic lii ol • 0461 or nop
by and too ol JOA 1403

••• JBl OS speakers high o<
••cioncy • OHM M7 StMS K oop
trying

Hood Ohio bndgs boots oic 2M

A'upci portable coasoiia SSS

Ml 45 7S

Dental water pih Soora Guar
s4s eefl

Fender lindmiiisr b PA Guild
Guilsr Loalia 147 RMI Piano 7M
SIM after 5

Gibsmi IS 335 good cond S27S
753 5744

1 pr Ofunda 7X50 binoculars Mr

toother i at* Esc cond Coll 5SS

61
|«mi . hopped triumph Bonn M

rebuilt en«ime esc cond Call now
S49 30 31

Need furniture for your span

mint' Couch end two matching
theirs one is o rocker Chairs in

uood condition Couch liveable StO

takes ell Cell 25*1453 after 5 30

4 M7i 15 tires end wheels tor

Scout S125 I 592 9615

Mutt sell' Kelvmelor
refrigerator 30X56X20 Good
i nodition 140 or beat offer Cell

f Hen 545 2300 room 202 between 4

b 6 Mon thru Friday

Si uba 2 tank* 1 -eg fu wet

Mill 40 44 plus *'l »ell m toto

W25 4IJ 675 6690

Olympia Report detune typ solid

oak shelving and Encv Bntannica

M neiuie ed All real cheap' In eac

cond ' Cont Steven Rodolott tal

542 5157

Panasonic stereo turntable

receiver end apeekera Must sail

Call John 53« 4B09 after 5

Single boil apnng end mettress

. .cellent condition Beat offer Call

H ;...e 253 !:••'•

Dual 1211 *13B Criterion 4X

snaelisra 12 4 way S160 i la 26 at

amp 436 Tl 2*00 calc SIS Brian

544 6212

Canon Owners Sollgor 90 230mm
14 5 auto telephoto long l> cond.

hardly used S128 or bast offer Call

549 0219

IJR SALE

DelRefrlg 1 2 cu ft »S0 544 1203
7pm

Tandberg 33O0X mint cond 1360

plus lloyd 642 6194

K.tcl.on sat S2S 263 7332 Esc

cond

WM 3 apeed bike w baskets

Absolutely perfect S46 Debbie

263 6442

Skua used twice step M Must

ggjt »60 Boots women at 7 »25

P. ,ies »5 Cell 253 7490

Baas hiking boots SI »''• new
S46 my price S30 like new Mark
323 4249

Pontes MIA with 50mm Ions eac
cond StO very gd buy on an sir

Mark 323 4249

Waterbed queen sue heater

designers frame esceptionel Call

Jude 549 3S77

Stereo lor sale escellent
i ond HI PI 10 turntable 111

Pioneer 536 emp II I Sony 377 Rlor

good price 121 EP1110 speekers
Total S7M or buy M peris 54S 5030
immediately

10 speed S40 runs fine Cell 5S4

669

1

Releigh 3 spd eac cond *40

666 7752

Oboe for sale student model
S150 Cell Petrick 263 9SU

Tires Vege Protrac B6013 with
Mickey Thompson mags like new
*7S per pr A7S13 snows w rims. S26

per pr Pioneer cessette deck
uin rev S«0 Call 646 443S

Vashika camera VF SIM Look
>.ew 549 1969

AUTO FOR SALE

64 Dodge Oart GT Conv Perl

i sssd 369 401S

71 Cougar XR7 convertible AM
IU air 351 eng auto 34 000 miles
like new 11996 firm 52 7 4963

1969 VW Bug must sell b4 Mon
1500 or best elso 2 school bus in

guar gd cond Call ANY HOUR
666 4294 will haggle on Bug

4 Sala Peugeot U0B 2V
freme Escellent cond Asking S100
753 5540

1972 Audi 100LS St Orig 23 000

beauty 13250 Aft 6 254 S021
Spring sticker

62 ford 1150 Steve Cnmmin
'.45 2163

VW Bus 1970 9 pass 53 000 mi.
new 2100 cc engine radial tires

escellent cond 1 243 SS53 or 645
3214

66 VW Van new paint job. need
mech work Best offer 545 2996
Ask for Dave

1944 Buick Special SIM or bast

offer Call 263 2433

1971 VW Superbeetie semi auto
trans rebuilt engine, now shocks,
muffler Mich radiels Best offer

2*3 7740

MDC CIm\\jb(R
AUTO FOR SALE

Correction 44 VW Bus engine

sened 150 763 5479

69 fiet

B da
6304

124 Spider mech
work Best offer

o k
644

1974 Fist 12* SW 14 000 mi perf

cond 30 mpg must sell George
eves 264 4771

MGCGT a classic mint cond
43 000 mi owner 12 195 firm 533

94S0 eves

1974 ford Maverick 4 cylinder

AM IM 14 0*0 miles 5 rediels 2

snow esc cond good on gas
12 600 firm d 649 MM

19*3 Buick Wildcat conv bkt
sts . ps. p b snows, o 1 r ft h

runs good S200 or best offer 2*4
6404 Ron

19*2 VW Bus Camper gd bdy
mch cond 1973 rebuilt eng 13 000
mi Call Sennet 625 47*1

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1974 4 stroke twin cylinder

Yamaha 500 street OOHC 9 valves
54*97*2

Ducatis 19*7 2*0 dirt 360 Cafe
racer 4*0 Desmo Rt Call Stave at

,

5*4 0936

1970 Kawasaki 260cc 9*00 miles

1300 Call Alan evenings 264 4769

1970 Yamaha 200 esc cond low
mileage Bob 646 3079 S400

72 Kawasaki 3MB2UM mi M*

19*7 Ford Van good tires

with estra parts Call 549 4449

1971 DetsunSIO new tires, trans

and brbs Call Oebbi st 549 1114

keep trying

Summer Special 19*6 VW Bus
new engine S42S Steve 5*4 41*9

19*6 Buick Century good body
end engine, but needs trans work
best offer over *150 19*4 Chevy Bel
Air runs well for S12* Steve 5*4
41*9

1946 Olds Dynamic •*. con
vertible new tires battery runa
good, great beach car Asking 1400
54**442

19*4 Corvair convertible body
and top good needs motor S100 or

best offer Bob 2*3 7947

1971 Vega immaculate 3* 000
miles 2* mpg. 3 spd only S119S
Bob 263 7967

1970 Austin America. 3* mpg
super running new brakes and
urea 34.000 miles Priced to sell

only 1650 Bob 253 79*7

1954 Peugeot sun roof, needs
battery and muffler S100 drives it

away Bob. 2*3 79*7

19*4 Dodge Dart, eac mech
< ond SIM 78* Puffton Village 22
mpg _ t _

19** VW Bus blown engine

needs valve 10b much recent work
rfone Have all service records,

desperate need cash Fast

CHEAP Call Steve at 544 696*

•4 Comet new generator,

radiator S276 runs well Must sell

leeving country Cell 2*3 749*

•6 VW Bug. good condition

12*0 M Call after ( o m Spfld 73*

0972

1971 Dodge Mail Van. heavy

duty good condition many estrea

Asking S2M0 Cell Ion 6M 703*

after • 00

1973 Honda 500 4 pull becks
sissy ber custom seat. 91.300 &•*

1194

1973 CB350 Honda Asking S7M
6 4343

1970 Norton Commando. 7M cc.

nood condition 11125 2*3 7067

after 6pm
Honda 360CB 1971 S400 Call Ed

eves 323 **2*

30* Honds 1M7 engine rebuilt

Cell 546 223* days

Semi chopped Triumph Bonn **
w rebuilt engine Es cond Call

now 549 3431

FOR RENT

64 Ford 9XL M0.
well 323 424* S17*

4 speed, runs

Amh New 3 bdr ww carpel,

dw dlsp . tennis ct . swimming
pool Imm Occ No lease req S2M
plus utll b sec Cell 54* *400 before

Two rooms in pleasant friendly

house Avail immed with option

to renew in fall 6*4 3219

A frame house Belchertown
On bus line near Lake Arcadia Can
rent whole house at S300 per mo or

can rent indiv rooms Quiet,
woodsy area Call Adele 323 4644
and leave message

* rm house 5 bedr in Belchertn
Available June 1 on S326 per .nth
Call 323 7*93 eves

F room for single female student
185 Near UMass 54* MM neer
town

One bdrm ept for rent on Sd
bus route SIM per mo . util inc . ell I

conv Call Dave M* 70M

Cliffside Spacious 2 bedroom
apartment in lovely Sunderland
Only 1195 a month includes
utilities, pool, tennis On bus route
Call Martha 6M 4172 Available

June 1

Northampton 4 bdrm hse .

June 1 3 bdrm apt . SIM. 3 bdrm
hse S2M for Sept SKIBISKI REAL
ESTATE* M4 342* 3 * P m

House on North Pleasant Street.

has two bedrooms, available lor

the summer We are sublating and
need you to complete the house
hold Call Ken at 646 3*00 after

noon

F rm SM 263 6329

1 br in 2 br apt June Aug . St*

mo (nego I. pool, a c . bus. part

turn Beth. 253 3336

WANTED TO RENT

I m looking for a country home
that is peaceful co op with some
fine people Rent and utilities not

over SM or so for September Call

Joseph (46 47M

Single M faculty, clean, wants

clean apt hse - July » Aus 14

Call 2*3 M77

TO SUBLET
6 1 to • 3 option to renew

townhouse ec. 14 persons 549

1(7* M Townhouse Apt Amherst

2 bdrms . 1 with pr bath, entry

house Bale May only SM or SIM
util incl . 2*3 7M7

Two bdrm Cliffside low rent

June Sapt Partly furn Pool, bua
line MS 4*36

2 bdr Colonial Vil On bus rt. opt
lo renew June Aug SlM Imcl

util I . pool 2M M04

Amherst. 2 bdrm twnhs ept on
bus rt Furnished, cable TV. AC.
pool June August, opt to renew
11M with util 753 3299

Three bedroom spacious
apartment in house Pleesant arae
and close to campus Two porches
and a large yard Available June 1

to August 31 Rent includes all

utilities end is nesotiable Call 649

6M1 evenings and ask lor Eileen

Ju Aug 31 Roll Or 2 bdr. utll

rncl SIM 2M 4773 air cond pool

S3M July. Aug Clean new 2 bed
apt . air cdn. pool, dishw close
bus. dog cat welcome Opt to
renew 549 3M7

Two bedrooms of 4 bedr apt .

ranted indiv or together, all util .

bus route, negotiable and cheap
753 2159

Furn 1 brm . bus 1 , appros. 5

1* * 1 Pool, util incl SIMM
Tom M6 3672

With option to renew. 2
bedrooms Brandywina Apts On
bus route Rent nagotiabla Call
Irma 649 1326 June 1st

2 bdrms in 4 bdrm apt June
Sept Renew SM furn . 1% miles to
campus 256 « 302

One bdrm at Cliffside. pool,
tennis Rent negotiable, lower than
going rate available mid June
thru Aug Option to renew M6
3029

1* Hollieter Apts. 3 bdrms
Option to renew On bus route
Tom or Jim 263 7432

One bedrm Cliffside Apt. Pool,
tennis, bus. all util SIM M6 42*7

1 bdrm in 3 bdrm Puffton apt
549 013* Air cond - inaapensive

Summer rental. 1 bdrm SIM Incl.

util Kamlns. 253 2615

Twnhsa 2 bdrm. on bus rte. All
util pd includes air cond Rant
nag 2*3*2*2

TO SUBLET

F wanted to share furnished
Rolling Oreen ept May 1 Aug
31 Call 2M M32

Furn 2 bdrm apt UMassbusrta
WILL NEO Avail *1 Call 2*3 27M
PETS OK

Brandywina. 2 bdrm June Aug
Negot Call 64* 4474 after 7

Montegue efficiency apt June
July w opt to renew 347 9*40. 549

4441 54 pm

June Auguat sublet Rent nag
On bus line, incl utll Call SM MM
aft S

Sublet with option to renew. 2
bdrm Brandywine. mod conv
June 1 Call 54* *714

Obi bdrm
Call 549 3*04

summer funshd

Garden apt . Rolling Green. 2

bdrms June Aug Option to renew
Cheep 2*3 7332

1 bedrm ept with utilities June
August opt to renew Colonial
Village 2*3 7*3*

2 bdrm Brandywina. close to

campus. June August pool, nest
to tennis courts 549 M7*

Rent or sublet one bdrm apt
Puffton June 1 Aug 31 Rant nas
CallM 12*1

2 bdrm twnhae. Riverglade. util

incl . a c . pool, spc for garden,
basement. • 1 to 9 3 1 25* *771

1 bdrm semi furn if wanted,
pool, util incl . Col Village, avail
June 1 with opt to renew. SIS* for
summer 2M 02M

S12S Univ Park. 1 bdrm apt .

sun yard, barbecue, bus 2*3 7964
close UMass. renewable

1 bdrm. furn . Puffton. pool
tennis, a c . summer. S1M util incl .

549*213

Sunny, spacious 3 rm apt in

Amh . June Aug sublet. SIM mo
256 0617

Two bdrm apt with util . 1130 a
mo. on bus line. June 1 Aug 31.
opt to renew. Cliffside

In Amherst 2 bdrm apt . S19S.
open area, great view 2M 8M3

2 or 3 roommates to share
beautiful Hadley farmhouse, plenty
of garden in nonsmokers. keep
calling. 5*4 5627

73 Leverett Rd . Amh. - 4
bedrooms. 2 baths. 2 miles from
campus. June 1 Sept. 1 Call 649
0621

73 Lavt Rd Amh
73 Levt Rd , Am June 1 Sept

V 4 bdrm. 2 >aths. 2 mi from
campus. 649 0621

Brandywina
A 549 15*3

2 bdrms. SIM. J

June-Sept Colonial Village; 2
bdrm on bus line Furn . pool. S1M
w util negot. 2*3 72*7 after 5 p m

3 bedroom Townhouse apt June
1 to August 31 Option to renew, eir

conditioning, pool One mile from
campus Rent negotiable Call 549
1372
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Alcoholism internships Offered- Women's Communications

In the area served by the Alcoholism Detoxification

Center of Greater Springfield, there are an estimated

15.000 active alcoholics. In the Springfield area alone,

any where from 300 to 750 would fall in the category

of the revolving door alcoholic. In 1970 in Springfield,

there were 3,000 reported arrests for drunkenness,

over 500 alcohol related general hospitc.l admissions

not counting admissions due to traffic accidents.

What can you do about it?

The Center for Experiential Education can place you

as a full time staff member at the Alcoholism

Detoxification Center of Greater Springfield. You can

earn a full year of academic credit and a small living

.illowance.

There are other full time internship positions in

Alcoholism Centers in Pittsfield, Worcester, Gardner,

and Leominster, Massachusetts.

If interested, come to the Center for Experiential

Education located at 315 Arnold House, UMass
Amherst, or call for an appointment at 545-1381 and
ask for either Larry Scott or Bruce Shefshick.

Act immediate'v, internships begin in June 1975!

The UMass Women's Com-
munications Network will hold its

final meeting of the semester
tonight at 5:00 p.m. at
Everywoman's Center, 506 Goodell
Hall.

The main purpose of the meeting
will be to evaluate progress made in

on-campus media this semester.

and to plan for next semester.

Any women who have been
working in media, or who are in-

terested in learning newspaper or

radio skills, are urged to attend.

Womanpower is necessary to make
sure the Collegian and WMUA have
input from one-half of the un-

dergraduates at UMass.

...Valley Women's Union

TV tonight
5 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (81

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (241

(571

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

ITV TEACHER PREVIEW (24)

MOVIE "Casanova Brown." (27)

BEWITCHED (38)

ZOOM' (57)

6:45 ECONOMICS 201 (24)

6 55 NEWSBEA T NEWS (40)

700 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bot
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
"Don't Trip Over Thst Mountain."
(18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry

Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT (57)

7 30 THE NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

THE NEW CANDID CAMERA (81

THE WILBURN BROTHERS (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (22) (30)

ANTIQUES (241

BOSTON RED SOX BASEBALL
138)

POLKA With Frank Knight (40)

LOVE. AMERICAN STYLE (56)

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57)

8 00 CBS SPECIAL "The Great

Migration; Year of the

Wildebeests." (3)

THE ROOKIES "The Saturday

Night Special." (8) (40)

PASTORS PERSPECTIVE (18)

THE SMOTHERS BROTHERS
SHOW 122) 130)

ALCOHOLISM SPECIAL (24)

DEALERS CHOICE (56)

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK "At th«

Top: Stephana Grappelli." (57)

8 30 SAFARI TO ADVENTURE (27)

DINAH' (56)

9 00 CBS SPECIAL "America's
Junior Miss Pagent." (3)

S WAT. "The Steel Plated
Security Blanket." (8) (40)

THE OTHER SIX DAYS (18)

NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT THE
MOVIES "One of Our Own." (22)

(30)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK "The
World's Worst Air Crash an
Avoidable Accident." (57)

9 30 GOMER PYLF "To Watch a

Thief." (27)

WOO MEDICAL CENTER (3)

CARIBE m (40)

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK
(24) (57)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

PERRY MASON (56)

10 15 RED SOX WRAP UP (38)

1030 CONNECTICUT REPORT (18)

WOMAN (24)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN COMEDY
THEATRE (27)

MOVIE "The Roots of Heaven."
(38)

KIRK AMERICAN FURNITURE
(57)

11 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

THE BEST OF GROUCHO (56)

ABC CAPTIONED EVENING
NEWS (57)

1 1 30 MONOA Y STARL IGH T MO VIE
"Yellow Skv " (3)

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY "If It's a

Man. Hang Up." (8) (40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

MOVIE "News Hounds." (27)

THE BEST OF HOLL YWOOD (56)

I 00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host

122) 130)

1 25 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

2 00 NEWS (22) (30)

T torn pus 7
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Beginning in May, the Valley

Women's Union, 200 Main St.,

Northampton, will be holding open
meetings for area waitresses who
are interested in improving their

working conditions.

The meetings, open to all in-

terested waitresses, will be held

from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. on the

first and third Mondays of every

month. The discussion will focus on
present working conditions,

waitresses' grievances and
strategies for improving those

conditions. Anyone wishing further

information may call Pat at 586-

2267 or Priscilla at 533-1865.

...Women's Health Series
The fifth and final session of the

Women's Health Series, "Women
as Activated Consumers," will be
held tomorrow from 12 noon to

1:00 p.m. in the Colonial Lounge of

the Student Union. The Series has

been sponsored by the Division of

Health Education of the University

Health Services in cooperation with

Everywoman's Center.

A panel composed of Jane

Zapka, Director of the Division of

Health Education, UHS; Ann
McCord, counselor at

Everywoman's Center and at

Family Planning Council of Western
Mass.; and Barbara Estabrook,

graduate intern in the Division of

Health Education, UHS will be
concerned with issues such as

"How can we obtain the best

health care for our needs?" "Where
can you find out what you have to

know?" "How can we insure the

quality of health care?"

HThe Best Picture of The Year!

COUPON ^

FREE Mass. State Inspection

with new tire purchase

and this coupon

WrPARTII
DOLLAR NIGHTS '/ON&TUEb

All SEATS SI 00 ^

Plaza Shell
Rt*. 9 (west) Amher«t

Next to the Steak-Out Restaurant

253-9000 J
TO SUBLET

Houm m Amh 4 baslrooms. 2
bath Juna Auf tv option 17.70

Call 7S4 I

4 baslrooms. Ssvias Vil Furn. utll

ncl on bus Opt to ronav* Sava S

Call 7SJ 2433

Sublat Juno 1 Sopt 1 Opt to
ranaw 2 bodrm apt Balchartown
on bus roula laha 323 4213

SPACIOUS TOWNHOUSE 2
bdrm AC pool yard bua M Opt
to ranaw SITS MS 3S41

J<< 1 to Spt
P'lllmo Groan
nttes S4S SS1S

1 2

AC
bd Twnhsa
pool moho

Sublat Juno 1 August 31

Amhorsl Cantor 2 larga rooms bay
window hitchan bath S140 plus
I'loctricrty 7W I

2 bdrm Cliffsido Jun Sap SITS
ncl util Opt to ranaw Pool bus
SSS 39S3

2 bdrm apt 1140 with utilities

( .liir.ial Vill Opt to ran Furn 7S4

04S4

If you subfot our lusury 2 bdrm
apt wr> will uiva a ISO rabata 7S4

N7S2

2 hedrm Surtdarland Juris Aug
It Opium Iras Security dap Furn
avert Tennis pool S4S 4310 Call

lair Keep trying

Ponnis available in apt in house
It Amherst Center ISO Csll

Srlari Ml or Arn.e 7S3 7471

June 1 2 bedrm S1SS mo
B'aodywma Pondsido Opt renew
S4« 1453

F to shore house w two other F s

S 1 lo J 1 Opt to renew lease own
rm neer Amh Ct garden STS
flea nor 753 3441 loeve no

Intra large sunny ronm in

lieeutitul N Amherst house
• iimpletelv furnished including
waterbed garden spece available

* 15 S 31 S22B Call Judi 753 9785
.r 754 S049

7 hdr Mill Col V .11 Part furn
'180 MM ludes util 754 0200

Two roommates wanted for
summer months. June through
August Squire Villege Apt On bus
route S58 75 per month If in

forested cell 445 4753 efter 5pm
Bivglede Tnhs. 3 bdrm Need

roommetos for 2 bdrms Sum w
option fall Master bdrm ideal for

cple Tot S300 mo incl util 263
9445

1 bedrm furmahed near bua 549
0043 after 4

2 bdrm ept Rolling Green June
June lease S233 per mo incl util
Call 753 T943

N Amherst larga apt Own
room 191 4T per mo plue utile

Secur depos Lease until Aug
Tony 540 0499

Niiommete needed now Country

farm house If vou like gardening

or walhma SM the woods this is the

piece for you S45 e month plus

utilities 34T 2413

Rnommoie wanted to share 2

bdrm apt 197 SO par util rncld On
the bus line Cell S4S 4194 efter 5
Avert 4 1

F roommate needed tor tall to

share specious house in Amherst
Own rm on bus rt Cell 2S3 332S

F roommete Medley S92 I) mo
544 41S4

Femele roommates for summer
sublet 3 bedrm Rolling Gr CallMM
Cape Cod Own room in houee

f Falmouth Call John after 4 1

SIT S44 41ST

Fern senior or grad to share apt
with 2 male grade S4S per mo plus
1 3 util SS4 T442

2 roommates for summer
Presidential Apt SOt per mon ee
• ncl util e c d w bus. can walk
Call 549 459S

/MDC CkupR
ROOMMATE WANTED

Couple
io ahare

or 2
room

roommates needed
in co op house for

summer wtfh option to renew
frreplaca garden on bus route
eech 2S4 434T or 2S4 4*42

SM

1 or 2 fo

Coll Rick 5

Sept

June 1 S200 plus util

Opt to ranaw

F June 1 to Aug 31 Apt partly

furnished pool, dw ec end car
patina Close to campus Barb 549
1403

Need 4 people m f Swiss Villege

Apts own rooms SOS par mo
from Juna 1 thru Aug 31 utilitiee

included

2 roommates wanted Gred
students preferred, for eummer
with fell option, own room in

Townhouse et Rolling Groan 264

S017 Dannie

One or two M or F roommetos
wanted for 2 bdrm apt Bran
dywine N Amherst Jn As . on
bus rta Rent negot 549 4906

Own mi m 4 bdrm sabattical
I'Se in Echo Hill 1 mi to U M
Crptd frnshd clr Iv etc Wds . opn
spece or bus thru Aug S72 Lying 4

Eumpe 253 7458 evngs

A lindl Ig 2 fire sunny hse dntn
N H.imptnn F nds F M Beg 5 30
la «tet it STO plus util Cell Coffee
S84 0638 6 11pm Negotiable over
summer

Females or couple Room eveil
Juoe 1 Rem oeg After 5 Cell 254
0632

Couple looking for 2 bedroom
ept to share with 2 other people If

interested call 544 4147 evenings
keep trying"

1 or 2 f to share 2 bdrm River
gtede ept for fall Call Diane 323
4272 p m

1 rm in country house in Medley
for summer S73 mo SB4 S417 nites

RESPONSIBLE M F ROOM
MATE SHARE FURNISHED 3

BDRM TWNHSE SUMMER AND
OR FALL BUS LINE POOL
TENNIS COURTS NO LEASE 1100

MTH UTILITIES INCL AIR COND
BOB 753 T94T

Own room in house on edge of

cempue. SS4 plus util eveil June 1

549 3477

House with lots of lend on sn
bus rt summer with option tor fell

549 2BS9

2 roommetos. m or f wsnted for

FALL Own room in Swiss Villege

Franny 544 4279 Annie 5M S734

Cliffside 1 bdrm Sublet June IS
lapp I Opt to renew 646 3249

Two more people to shere 1

hdrm in 2 bdrm hse neer cempus
June 1 Aug 31 ST2 each incl util

Cell Jan 549 1312 or Barb 644 9476

Keep trying

2 F Puff Vill Own rm sum 182

e mn plus elec Cell 649 2414

ROOM WANTED
In Cooperetive Mouse in

Shutesbury or Leverett for Sep
tember Pleese cell Elaine 753 5963

Fern with very smell dog needs e

room for the summer, preferably in

a house off Main Rd Have car
Amherst Belchertown eree
Charlene. 544 7330

RIDE WANTED

Ride wentod to Florida at end of

semester Willing to shere es
penses end driving Cell Rita 546
8201

HELP WANTED

Having trouble fmdtng robs thie
summer' Tired of working for

minimum pay' Weet Bend e
rational co has many openings in

New Englend eroa For information
about interviews contact 112
Berkshire House Don t wait do rt

today

Wanted Conecientioue men end
women motivated by love, not
money to effect poeitive spiritual
and social change in the world For
mterview call MS 4414 T 12 p m

PERSONALS
Charter Mights to Europe

Calif Call Cempua Travel
»pe and

Tennie racket reetrlnglng Good
lob Cheap Cell Jan 1 14 BOBS

WANTED

I m looking for a country home
thet is peeceful co op with some
fine people Rent end utilities not
over SB6 or so for September Cell

Joseph 646 4TM

BOB STILL WANTS YOUR AIL
ING OR DECREPIT CAR' Fest SS for
the hulk Seve this ed for summer
reference 263 TMT

Tickets to Elvis Concert in June
at Spfld C C 544 4000

Bem,a We mat at Concord I live

•n W Newton Want to sea vou
again Please call SOS 041S or write

Christina

Salisbury Beech Now the
biggeet entertainment center in N
E Rent en apartment now Season
starts May 21 for It weeks For

info call 1 41T SBB TST0

Eniov the ouiet country life et

UMess Escellent food, good
compeny minute from campus If

vou are intereatad for neat
semester end ere femele. call Lou.

Ann or Carolyn at 2S3 SOBS or 646

f

TRAVEL

Mercedes
753 5354

with diesei M M

HELP WANTED
"re Collegian needs people to

staff our new graphics depertment
The |ob entoils meking up eds on s
• opy comers as well es meking
heodlines for stories Escellent
learning esperience with minimal
financial rewards Call Ken et 545
3500

Townhouse ept to sublet optioss

to renew Air conditioned car

naiad close to cempus snd on bus
route 1235 plus utilities per month
Will negotiate rent for summer
months if interested cell 549 0495

Feminist wents living space
inner Amherst ot N Hmpt Mid
Moy Up to STO Cell 747 MM

PERSONALS
Seeking femele companion for

summer fun Meture. open minded
B or W woman, deaired Write c o
240Vr> Walnut St Holyoke Will
enswer ell letters

Attractive Bisesuel female ego
23 seeks the same Write to P O
Boa 331. Amherst Recent photo
and phone pleese

16 credits for spending 90 devs in

turn Cell Bill O Leery 2M 0402

Kerry if you still went ept 1 et
Arcsdis. contsct Chris im
mediately I loat your phone no

Richard Bartlett eeta shit The
Hulk'

Bernie we met et Concord I

live in W Newton went to see you
again Pleeae cell M9 0415 or write
Christine

Cherter flights to Europe and
J

Calif Call Cempua Travel M5 0600

Seve 30 per cant on flights to

most places in the U S end Europe
by purchesmg tickets eheed et

Adventure Travel Cell todev 549
12M

SERVICES

Anything Goes Ven end Trailer
to N V and Bos also local lugging
347 2071 2340

BOB WILL STILL FIX VOUR CAN
RIGHT Any make, yr . model, no
10b too smell Seve this ad for
summer reference 253 TMT

Passports, job applications
pistol permits Fest service Lena
Photo 263 3144

THE OUTBACK AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIR special.nn 9 in Saab end
other foreign cars Csll Guv at 2M
4110

Datsun Toyota. Volvo Jaquer
repaired by Russ Baca Plenty of
esperience end equipment Phone
5M 122T

Tennre lessona Eap inst Roe
rata M9 1M9

Karmechemca All foreign end
domestic repaira Fiat specialists
Let us check out that used car
before vou buy it People s prices
We II leach you too 44S T145

Massage Eapenenced meseeur
will give full message to women
men or couples Reesonabla rates
Reles end eniov Write John
P O Bos 421 North Amherst

Fectory (reined BMW mechanic
Work on all foreign cars 263 77M

ttrvTERTAlNMENT

Four hours of nonstop nostalgia

and hita for only SW Call Bob the

D J 634 M76

Mom s wrist watch in vie of CC
TOC Mon 21 Sent vol Pleeae cell

Merk 644 60M

Ten Leather -echet et Rusty Nail

4 30 My only coat no ques 546
7S76 4M 3040 smell reward

Two rings black and silver in

Music Rm . Knowlton April 21 Cell

Mery 546*495

Lost Boob i Twisted Oraem by
Dowd with paper cover Rusty 263

6263

Lost - SR M calculator on April

30 S2S reword Cell Mike 644 761*

Contec s m yellow esse Cell 5M
1214

The most importent part of my
life Cham 111112 lab workbook
AND notebook belonging to Jena
A imo vi P lee so leave in CoHmgien
office with Advert. sin B
Secretariee

Lnst Irish English Setter
Swiss ViH eree 2M 4040 Rewd

Set of keys Chein of 1433 frenc
Greet sentimental value Call Oab
S46 6441

COUPLE WANTED

Gred couple wonted to shere
house m Sunderlend bus snd
garden Large room Rent S100 plus

MS 4234

UTO WORKSHOP

DO IT YOURSELF Tools free

with spece rental S2 hr

professional advice Pans
wholesale Level 1. C C
Garage Mon Fn 3 10 Set

Sun . 12 10

CALCULATORS
College Celculetors hes all the
answers I offer low discount
prices on all makes snd models of

islculetors All machines new
with tut' warranty end more 1 If

your mechine malfunctions within
2 months I II replece it free' All

lines available Teses Inst HP
Commodore Rockwell and others

SR 60 only SM M SR 61 only

S159 96 HP 21. only S119 95
Melcor 536. comparable to the SR
50 only $82 M Before you buy
enywhere call ma first snd I'll give
vou the best deel I cen Cell Bob
Crowed 549 1316
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TWA's
YOUTH FARE
CXNS^/EYOU
UPTO50%
TOEUROPE

If you're over 21 you can stop reading

here. But ifyou're 21 or under you can start

packing. Because TV&A's Youth Fare is

back. And it can save you lots ofmoney
on a flight to Europe.

To qualify, all you have to do is make
your reservations five days (or less) before

you want to leave.Then leave.

You can stay in Europe for as long as

you want Up to a year.

You can even charge

your trip on TWA's
Getaway* Card and
extend payments over

time.

So if you're between 12 and 21 call

yourTravel Agent orTWA.
But better hurry Before you know it

you'll be 22.

Boston to:
Economy
June-Aug.

Youth Fare

June-Aug. Savings

Lisbon $764 $452 $312

London $754 $452 $302

Paris $814 $460 $354

Madrid $824 $460 $364

Rome $958 $471 $487

Athens $1124 $599 $525

ymmmm*

Trans World Airlines.

All fares shown are round-trip.

•Service mark owned exclusively byTWA. Fares subject to government approval.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

\T

UNITED Feature Syndicate Saturday • Pulile Solvtd

ACHOSS
i Made

tractable
6 Ruth s son
10 Diffuse
14 isolated

l»"— la

France 1

16 Slit

17 Fellows
Informal

leDehghtlui
abode

19 Cost per unit

20 More eerie
22 Original

inhabitants

24 West Indies
island

26 Becomes
gradually
less

2T Out on a limb
30 Musical

instrument
Informal

3

1

Pass over
32 Made a

speech to

37 Barrel stave
38 Conveys
40 Wages
4

1

One passing
through

43 Rescue horn
loss

45 Concealed

48 Not crowded
St Ladle
52 Most rigid

54 Harness
racing horse

58 Nick
Charles
dog

59 European
marshal

61 New Zealand
native

62 Reporter s
question

63 Arab title

64 Heating
vessels

65 Food
seasoning

66 Rooms
67 E» Dodger

Peewee
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1
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f£ 1 u * E S

J •

l « « i i I L ' ! i1 t. 1 Tj 1 I r rr rr t
t) c H 1 r

1

'
1 5 t

DOWN
1 Small loose
fragments

2Pianisl
Templeton

3 Actress ---

Freeman
4 New college
member

5 Craving
6 Crushes with

force
7 Offer

8 Smooth
9 Make unfit to

eat
10 Zebra

features
1

1

Hoist
12 Meal

consumer
13 Apparel
21 Continent.

Abbr.
23 Accepts
25 Into on an

envelope
27 Weapon
28 Persian

astronomer
29 Latvian city
33 Movie VIPs
34 Disagree-

ment
35 Gutter site

36 Applied hair

cosmetic
38 Discontinue
39 Checked
42 Green with

vegetation
43 Divided by a

membrane
46 N T book
47 Lodger
48 Bernard and

Artie

49 Former
Turkish title

50 Russian guild

53 Fated moment
55 Actor

Franchot
56 Epochs
57 Ascend
60 Metal

container

By Jim Carson
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Your Birthday By steiu wilder

MONDAY. May S - Bom
today, you are of a moodiness
that ls extremely sensitive to

your surroundings You need to

feel that all ls in harmony in

nature, in the world <rf men For
only then can you put forth the

kind of effort that issues in your
best work, only then can you
maintain the kind of optimism
necessary to the fulfilling of your
potential You must be careful

about taking others into your
plans loo soon, for you are in-

clined to speak definitely about
ideas only half formulated and
then have to change your mind
abut them when they finally gel

You have an innate .sense of

caution which should keep you
from making loo many serious

mistakes This is especially true

where finances enter the picture,

for when it comes to money, you
are extremely careful, refusing

to purchase what you cannot
alTurd. refusing to Lake chances
even when you could afford to do
so Where marriage is con
cerned. your basic caution
should keep you from making
permanent any relationship, no
mailer tvrw enjoyable, based
purely on externa Ls

<
Q.

O0

>
NN

So me w h a I prone t o
.Mm t.ist irution it is important
that you have a definite schedule
ol activities which you can
follow I Itimatelv. vou should b>-

•hie in turn the habit ol mm ing

liotn mi' phase or Ivpc ol work
In .inollii-i unlioul wasting lime
in tlH' transitions, when this is the

rear, you should have little

diltuulty accomplishing your

Unab on a daily basis, at least

To find what is in store lor you
tomorrow select vout birthday

and lead the corresponding
(Mi ugt uph Ul voui Iin1hd.i\

slat be vtmi daily guide

• *
Tuesday . Mat S

TAl'ftt'l -April 20-May 20' -
Weigh \yell the responses ol

others in a lest situation The
teal Hung may require you to be
well aware of what reactions

will be ahead tk time
GEMINI (May 21-June 20* -

Though you ma> be intrigued by
the new and different today, you

would be wise to cling to the

tried and true Don't trade down
CANCER (June 21 July 22) -

You may find that you have an
unusual reaction to a domestic
crtss this morning Don't try to

understand motives at this time;

concentrate on responses

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) -You
would be wise to take mailers up
with loved ones before making
any irrevocable decisions
regarding your present employ-
ment -- or lack of same
VIRGO Aug 23 Sept 22) -

The reactions of children to pre-

sent problems on the home front

may give you some definite clues

as to what your next move
should he

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) -
Face the necessity lor making a

major derision now' If you put

things off much longer, you may
miss thi' best moment for action

S(OHPIOK)ct .23- Nov 21» -
You may lend to become bored

early in the day You can add
spice to your day by insisting

that others join you in a new en-

deavor.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22

Dec 2P —Act upon decLSions

made recently regarding your

luture If you fail to do so. the

luture may lade unnoticed into

the past'

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan
l»i - Take stuck ot yourself and
tin- extent of your influence on

Ihei-mployment scene It may be
that you are more effective than
you thought

AQl ARILS Uan 20-Keb 18)

- Vou can make the latest ad
vanccs along scientific lines

work tor "iu - even though they

may be compklcly out of your
field Consult experts

PISCES 'Feb l»March20> -
II you solve at -home difficulties.

vou will find a new peace ot

mind lhal ls reflected in in-

creased productivity at work as
well

AHIES i March 21 April 19* -
You should be well adjusted to

changes by now Do everything

in your power to keep your sense
of well being developing Accept
advice

«»twi «". i *a»i >«•« «nka k>

notices

By Chris Jackson

By Gary Trudeau

CO
CO

YOU'RE A
VERY LUCKY
YOUNbLADY.
Y0UKN0W
THAT, DEM?.

I

YEAH,

YEAH

YOU'RE. THE

LAST ORPHAN BABY
OUT OF VIETNAM-
AND AN IMPORTANT
SYMBOL OF HOPE
FOR THE FREE (WRLD'

/

YEAH,

YEAH

YOU'VE 601

A

IHH0LENEWLIFB
AHEADOEM-A NEW
FAMILY, A NEWHOME,
ANO PROBABLY EVEN
SOME PRETTYNEW
NAME LIKE. LIRE.. "ABIGAIL"?

ABI6AIL! / o

YES,Y0U'R£

AYERY LUCKY
WUN6 LADY!

ABIGAIL*?!
WHAT KIND
0FNAMEIS
THATRJRA
WAR VICTIM?'

o

fib

By Brant Parker & Johnny Hart

Trie ucM&er t>ho pecPue.

ARe MArlWED^E. rV\OF3£=
Tk\KT'<z> rue iW?sr

T EVER HEARD/

• *'*-.

ANNUAL PICNIC
BX meets again at 186 King Philip in Sunderland.

Guest speakers are Mr. Sliwa and Paul L'Heureux
Award of Paul V. Sliwa look* like honorariuml Dogs
and beans 6:30 p m A real gasl
AHEA

Atten Home Ec. Majors. The American Home Ec.
Assoc, works as well at you do. Join us now - May
5 7. Skinner Hall.

BISEXUAL WOMEN
Rap group forming. Come and talk with other

women who don't define our lives as "straight" or
"gav" Tonight 7:30 in C.C. 169
CASHIN RESIDENTS
Come to our "First Annual Newt Affair" Friday May

9 from 7 30 - 100 at the T.O.C. TODAY is the last
day to get your tickets, see your floor reps now
CLASSICS SOCIETY LECTURE SERIES

Prof Will's talk on "Roman Amphoras and "Un-
derwater Archeology", has changed both time end
place Now schedu'ed for May 6 Tues. at 4:30 in
Herter 207 Prof Douglas Marshall, of Dept of Classics
at Dartmouth will speak in Herter 301 May 8 at 4:30 in
the subject of Classical Humanities."
INTERESTED IN FASHION'
Come be a member of the Fashion Council -

membership drive May 5 - 7, Skinner Hall, Lobby.
Everyone welcome.
INTER VARSITY CHR ^TIAN FELLOWSHIP
What does Personal Evangelism involve? Come and

find out tonite at 7:30, C.C. 811-815
OUTING CLUB

General meeting 7 p.m., C.C. 101. JOIN US
PRE LAW STUDENTS

Meeting with the Pre Law adviser for all students in
the class of 1976 interested in ipplying to law school.
Thurs May 8 7:30 p.m. in C.C. 101
PRE VET

Meeting Monday May 5. 715 pm C.C. 165. Final
elections are to be held. It is you who determines what
happens next year Also Speaker Doug Kimball will

speak on African Wildlife, geography and people.
Very important meeting come.
SAILING CLUB
Monday May 5. 7:30 C.C. 102. General meeting also

discussion on plans for chartering a boat at end of
Sprtng term.

RESIDENTIAL LIFE BOARD
There will be a meeting tomorrow at 7 in the

Commuter Lounge.
SCHOOL OF ED UNDERGRADS

Important meeting to form committees. New
members welcome Come to C.C. 182 at 7 tonight and
get involved

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Members are requested to attend our meeting in the

C.C. at 8 p.m. Topics include. Summer-Get- Together,
Freshmen Reister, A-nual Picnic etc...

ALL VETERANS
The JOB BANK is back and has iobs available for

part-time employment, contact Bill Dodge or Fran
MacPartland, V.A. Office. Whitmora.
ZOOLOGY COLLOQUIUM

Dr. R. C. Lewontin. Professor of Zoology at Harvard
University will present a colloquium entitled.
Genetics. Race. Social Class and I.Q." on Monday
May 5 at 430 in Morrill Auditorium.
LOST

Tan leather jacket at the Rusty Nail 4-30, when
Freddy King played. My only coat. Small reward or
compromise. No ques asked Susan 665 3080 or 545
2876 or leave at WMUA.
FOUND

Henry Maclean, your history and theory notebook is
at C.C. lost and found.
FOUND

In S W female black cat with yellow eyes 4-6 mos
old. Call 6-8525

Health help —
call 253-7200
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Linksters rip Coast Guard
in tune-up for tournament

By RON ARENA
The UMass golf team battled two

foes Friday at Hickory Ridge

Country Club - Coast Guard

Academy and the rainy weather

conditions. Neither proved to be

much of an obstacle in the path of a

Minutemen undefeated season, as

the local linksters romped again

with a 403 total, easily out-

distancing the visitors by 24

strokes.

UMass, emphasizing the

unimportance of the match, played

only two of its top six players. Joe

Artman, Tom Toski, Glen Sullivan,

and Howie Terban all had a day's

rest, and still the Minutemen shot a

respectable total. John Lasek and

Rick Olson were the only two

regulars who played, and shot

impressive rounds of 75 and 77,

respectively. Lasek's score earned

him low medalist honors for the

OFF

ALL

JEANS
ALL BRANDS •

JACKETS INCLUDED

at

THOMPSON'S
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

OPEN 9-5:30, 8 on Friday

WITH THIS COUPON

I
This coupon good for $4.00 towards

I the purchase of ANY one item in our

I
Jeans Shop.

{ CLIP ft SAVE!

| (offer expires May 31, 1975)

* And you know what brands we carry, don't you!

YfflflMftiiMifft \\mmti

match.

The contest took place despite

the less-than-ideal weather con-

ditions, but the rain proved to be

more minor a hazard than ex-

pected, at least in the case of

UMass. Sophomore Bill Locke,

who had the next high Minuteman
score with 81, noted that the course

was in particularly good condition.

"Believe it or not," he claimed, a la

Ripley, "sometimes it's easier to

play in the rain. The putting

becomes easier because the greens

hold the ball better." He added,

"All you have to do is hit it straight

to the pin.'-'

Dave Grochmal, the only senior

who played for the winners, carded

an 82. Prior to the match, Grochmal

had seen little competition, partly

due to a wrist injury.

The final UMass score of 88 was
shot by both Jim Moriarty and

transfer student Tim Diskin. Diskin

suffered through a bad front nine,

but retaliated with a good finish.

Coach Gaudette accomplished

two aims in the contest. First, his

team won, and second, he suc-

ceeded in giving action to non-

regulars. The coach stressed the

latter as the more important in this

particular contest. If he viewed the

win as more serious, Gaudette

obviously would have gone with his

regulard, since Coast Guard en-

tered the match with a 10-3 record.

Instead, he played his subs, risking

the chance of an undefeated

season. He commented on this,

saying, "I really didn't care too

much about an undefeated season.

If we lost, we lost, and if anything,

it would have taken the pressure off

us of being undefeated.

"Besides, I'm looking more

Joe Greenstein, 93 years old, bends an iron bar to

show he still has what it takes after he was inducted
into the World Body Building Guild "Hall of Fame/'
Greenstein is regarded by many of his peers as the
"greatest strong man of all time."

towards the Salem State Tour-

nament, and then the Nationals."

The ten-team Salem State
tourney, stocked with some of the

better talented teams in the area,

will take place today. Aside from
the Minutemen, the three toughest
entries should be Harvard, Bryant,

and Central Connecticut. The
remainder of the field will be:

Boston College, Salem State,
Stonehill, Southeastern Mass,

INSPECTION Ends May 5 - DON'T WAIT!

let us take cart of four GLASS needs

fcS$2

no

canflEttfS

VALLEY ?S

WINDSHIELDS replaced WHILE U WAIT!

1 mi.

Godfather ».

of

Rie

Merrimack, and New Haven.

The Crimson may be the

toughest foe for UMass. They

captured the Ivy League Cham-

pionship by 14 strokes, and were

also victorious in the Greater

Boston Championship by an

overwhelming margin of 42 strokes

in the 36- hole match.

In the GBC, Harvard captured the

first three individual slots, led by

Alexander Vik. Vik shot a blistering

69-73-142 to easily take low

medalist in the competition.

Bryant College met with UMass
in last fall's Toski Invitational

Tournament, and managed to gain

a tie with the Minutemen.

Batmen split

with HI; face

Fairfield today
cont. from page 20

Still the big righthander seemed
to have enough to get by. The
Rams managed only one run

through the first five innings, that

coming in the third on a walk and a

triple tonight by Campbell.

The Minutemen gave Allegrezza

some runs to work with in the third

when, with one out, Paul

Abramowicz and Seed singled, and
third baseman Jerry Mon-
dalto went with an outside pitch

and one-handed it out to right

center for a triple. He subsequently

scored the third run of the inning

when Allegrezza reached on an

error.

The fourth UMass run came in

the fifth when Steve Wright walked
and raced around to score on
Seed's double to right, although he

would have been out by twenty feet

had the catcher not dropped the

ball.

Allegrezza tired in the sixth,

giving up a leadoff single, a walk,

and two more base hits. He got out

of the jam however, when URI
screwed up a double steal attempt.

McManus came in to start the

seventh, and faced just nine batters

in his three inning stint. He helped

himself out in the eighth when, with

one man on, he snared a line drive

smashed back at him and doubled

the runner off first. It was Mc-

Manus' second straight excellent

relief performance.

Frehsman Peter Rankowitz will

start one game today, and a few

pitchers who have been doing well

for the JV's will take care of the

other, since Jerry Erb is out with a

sore shoulder.

Mother's Day Cards

and Gifts
at

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St.

AMHERST

Job 9$ h CtltbraHna An Arnihatsarf

EAT ALL YOU CAN
Sat., May 10th— 12 :30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

*
1. Sweet and sour soup

2. Congree — A thin gruel or porridge

3. Our famous EGG ROLL
4. Shrimp and meat ball

5. Fried chicken

6. Fried rice with pork and bean sprouts

7. Fried fresh noodles with chicken

8. Sweet and sour won ton'

9. Braised soya sauce chicken

10. Curry shrimp and vegetable

11. Vegetable delight

12. Oriental Supreme
13. Chinese boiled rice

14. Sweet and sour pork
15. Chinese tea

So make a note to come early and join

S6.50 per person

n
us.

Ar>.

2b-G*
C&

CHIN
Chinese

Restaurant
203 King Street (Rt. 5 and 10)

Northampton, Mass.
Yel.: $84-1775

neqular Menu Will Not Be Served, No Take Outs
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Barnabe Kalan, here concentrating on his service,
fared well in the New Englands, which were dominated
by the crimson of Harvard.

Jocks need beer
Athletes should drink more beer,

especially after strenuous games
like basketball, football, and
marathons. That's the advice of Dr.

Hans- Dieter Bastian, a well-known
urologist in Bonn, Germany.
At a recent symposium of

German scientists. Dr. Bastian
explained: "Beer is high in car-

bohydrates and vitamin B. The
sugar deficiency which occurs after

strenuous athletics is compensated
for by the malt contained in the
beer."

The Finest Oriental & Polynesian
Food In This Area Served At

I

| • We prepare all your favorite foods and tropical drinks just the way I
you like. *

I

South China Restaurant
j

Everything on the menu can be ordered to take out.

I
! Make tniartn M Very SfecitI Celeeralien

- Call Mem far UttantHtm. I

!

A Open for special luncheon menu, 11 30 a.m. -3 p.m. (except Sun. a I
holidays)

Fri. A Sat. til 1a.m. f
254 0251 j

. noua,

\ Open Daily til 10 p.m
. Route? AMHERST, MASS

Best showing at New Englands

it

Netmen end season
By PETER NALAK

The UMass netmen finished their 1975 season
Saturday competing at the New England tennis
championships in Middlebury, Vermont.

"We went farther this year than in the last couple of

years,'' Coach Kosakowski said.

Kosakowski also said that he was pleased his team
had the chance to compete against some of the top
players in New England.

The touranment was organized into three flights for

singles and doubles.

First and second singles players from each school
played in the "A" bracket while third and fourth
singles went into the B grouping, fifth and sixth

players into the C section.

First, second and third doubles were divided into A,
B and C brackets as well.

The rain on Friday plus the large number of

competitors, forced several different tennis scoring
systems to be used. Ten and twelve game "pro sets"
were played in the beginning rounds to save time.

Captain Chris Post and Barnaby Kalan played
singles in the A bracket for UMass.

Post won his first round match 12-7 but then ran up
against the bracket's sixth seed, the number one
player from Tufts. He lost 1-6, 1-6 yet his match was
close, lasting over two hours with most games going
to deuce.

Barnaby Kalan received the third round of the A
bracket with a 12 6 victory against a Colby player and
a 10-3 win versus Hartford College. There he met the
number one player from M.I.T., the bracket's seventh

seed, and was defeated 4-6, 3-6.

Billy Karol breezed through opponents from
Middlebury, 12-9 and UConn, 6-3, 6-1 on his way to
the third round of the B bracket singles. Karol then
met up with the group's second seed from Dartmouth
and was downed 0-6, 1-6.

Netman Marc Ouellet had the pleasure of playing
the B group's top seed, John Ingard of Harvard, in the
first round. Ingard, last year's New England A
collegiate champion was too tough for Ouellet
winning 12-3.

Art Cloutier and Dave Abramoff, playing C singles
for UMass, lost two first round squeakers.

Cloutier was surprised 10-12 by a University of
Rhode Island player while Abramoff lost by the same
score against Trinity.

The doubles competition gave UMass a chance to
watch some top players in action - on the other side
of the net.

The netmen faced Ivy League doubles teams in all

three brackets.

First doubles, Karol and Kalan, advanced to the
second round with a 10-7 victory versus Central
Connecticut. Playing the number one doubles team
from Brown University, Karol and Kalan then lost a
respectable 4-6, 5-7 second round match.

Post and Ouellet met the B group's number one
seed, also from Brown, and lost 1-6, 3-6 in the first

round.

Close to 30 public and private college teams
competed in the tournament, including the Ivy League
tennis powers who were leading the field when
UMass returned home Saturday.

Softballers fall to Keene, 4-3
By LAURIE WHITING

The UMass women's Softball

team dropped another heartbreaker
to Keene State, Saturday, 4-3.

Although the team had dif-

ficulties in several players being
banned from the squad. Coach
Jackie Elliot now has what she calls

"a group of hard workers that are
psyched to play." "We haven't
been a winning squad, though,"
Elliot continues, "and that's hard."
The game Saturday brought the

team record to a disappointing 1-6.

The loss was foreshadowed in an
early 3rd inning rally by Keene as
they doubled, singled and homered
for 3 of their 4 runs.

UMass couldn't come up with
anything comparable. Frannie
Addorisio, the Keene pitcher, was
inconsistent, and almost wild to the
extent of six walks for UMass.

In spite of the help, UMass had
problems scoring. Co captains
Terry Pudlo and Chris Basile

spotted "poor baserunning" as a
large part of the problem. "The 6th
inning was where we could've
scored, but we didn't," says Pudlo.
"Even with the bases loaded, we
got picked off out there."

It wasn't a hitting day for the
UMass women, either. All of

UMass' runs were scored on errors

by Keene's short-stop, a wild pitch,

and an overthrow.

UMass pitcher, LuAnn Fletcher

pitched well, in the midst of UMass
mediocrity, chalking up 5 strike-

outs. Centerfielder Lynn Barry was

hustling too, as she made a
beautiful diving catch in short field.

The ump ruled it no good, however,
much to the disapproval of the
fans.

The next women's Softball game
is at home, Tuesday, May 6, against
Worcester State.

Ruggers drub Amherst
By NEIL KELLY

The UMass rugby club drubbed
hometown rival Amherst College,

20-9 in a match played here on
Saturday.

The Minutemen got off to a quick
6-0 lead as a result of an excellent

run by scrum halfback Larry Tebo.
Only seconds after the opening
kickoff the Minutemen forwards
got control of the ball, got it out to

Tebo who then cut inside his man
and went 50 yards untouched for

the try. Jeff Stefani then added the

two point conversion kick and the

ruggers were off and running. The
Minutemen upped their lead to 10-0

later on in the first half, as Tebo
scored his second try of the game
and it was at this point in the

Radio /hack
otAMHERST

LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED

REALISTIC CTR-27
Cassette recorder

reg. $29.95 sale $ 26.88,

REALISTIC AM/FM
Portable radio
( red or gray )

eg. $21.95 sale

$18.88

REALISTIC Auto cassette stereo

reg. $64.95 sale $39.95

also other in-stote sales

318 College St. rt.9 Amherst "WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"

contest that the ruggers seemed to

have total control of the game.
Amherst was able to come up with
a 3-point penalty kick and the half

ended with UMass ahead 10-3.

In the second half, the
Minutemen soon made the score
14-3 when outside center Jay
Applemen broke through the

Amherst backline and in the

process of being brought down by
the Amherst fullback, got off a

beautiful pass to wing Mike McClay
who dashed in for the try. The
Minutemen scoring was completed
on a nice run by wing Kelly Att-

eridge who then followed up on his

own try by kicking the two point

conversion. Amherst was able to

score late in the second half and
add a two point conversion making
the final score respectable at 20-9.

The B and C sides also had
prosperous afternoons with the B
side winning convincingly 23-6 and
the C side coming out on top of a

much closer battle, 6-0. The B
game was all UMass as Amherst
constantly found itself stuck deep
in its own territory. Once again the

Minutemen forwards and backs
completely dominated their op-
ponents. Prop, Rick Fiorvanti
scored two big tries as the

aggressive play of the forwards
really paid off in the scoring

column. The backs were able to get

the ball out to their wings all af-

ternoon and the result was two tries

by wing Chris Crown. Inside center,

Larry Feldman contributed seven
points to the UMass cause by
booting two, 2 point conversions
and a three point field goal.

For the C team the victory didn't

come until with only a couple of

minutes to play in a very evenly

played game, when first-season

wing Dave Church managed to

break free and scamper for the only

try of the game.
The club will now be preparing

itself for the upcoming New
England rugby tournament which
will be held on Saturday, May 10.

».».».»»•«»•»• »»»!» *-»»•*.
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Gorillas romp; Brown next
By SCOTTHAYES

It was a runaway. It's as simple

as that. And run was the key word
as the UMass midfielders outran

their New Hampshire opponents

while the entire team utilized an

almost faultless passing game for a

suprisingly easy 26-12 lacrosse

victory, Saturday afternoon behind

Boyden.

The game was decided in the first

eight minutes of play as UMass
bolted to a 5 lead. Bill Arnold

opened the scoring just 2:15 into

the initial quarter when he went
around a defender to beat UNH
goalie Steve Troiano.

Kevin Patterson picked up a

rebound of a shot that Troiano

failed to hold just 22 seconds after

the first tally for a 2-0 UMass ad-

vantage.

Steve Pappas netted his first of

three goals with nine minutes

remaining in the period. The UMass
middle skipped a shot past Troiano

just seconds after a UNH penalty

was called. Pete Connolly was
given an assist on the play.

Pappas scored exactly one
minute later when he hampered
Troiano behind the net, stole the

ball and came around the cage for

an empty net goal.

The fifth goal was the result of

three good passes, initiated by

Patterson. Billy O'Brien took a

Patterson flip and promptly hit

Spooner with another pass. The
high scoring attackman scored

from a tough angle.

With the UMass defense con-

trolling the Wildcat offense and

most of the action in front of the

UNH cage, John Martin, Mike

Lettera, Gene Hardiman and
Pappas added first period goals for

what proved to be an in-

surmountable 9-0 lead at the end of

fifteen minutes of play.

Coach Dick Garber's Gorillas

found themselves two men down

early in the second quarter, but

some solid defensive play killed the

UNH advantage.

Spooner, Garahan and Arnold

neeted second period goals before

Cy Leech took a Mike Fish pass and

beat UMass goalie Bobby Durland.

Andy Scheffer, Patterson and
Spooner boosted the UMass lead

to 15-1 with three more quick goals.

Patterson's tally brought the sizable

crowd to its feet when the UMass
attackman found himself alone

against Troiano after three long

passes downfield. Patterson, who
dwarfed the Wildcat netminder,

simply dumped the ball over his

opponent's head.

UMass negated another twoman
UNH advantage. Scheffer and
Spooner scored before Billy

O'Brien tallied two goals in 44

seconds. Gary Fincke scored the

second UNH goal with an assist

from Fish, while Connolly ended
the first half scoring, with UMass
ahead 20-2.

The UMass offensive display in

the first half put the Wildcats

hopelessly behind and Garber

substituted freely during the last

two quarters. UNH outscored the

Gorillas 4-3 in the third stanza and

6 3 in the final fifteen minutes.

Spooner paced the UMass
barrage with four goals. Pappas

collected three while Arnold,

Patterson, Lettera, Garahan,

Scheffer, O'Brien and Connolly

netted two apiece. John Martin,

Hardiman, John McCarthy, Paul

"Pit" Martin and Chuck Smith

chipped in with one goal each.

IN THE CREASE - Many of the

fans left at halftime with the game
obviously out of reach for the UNH
squad, but the weather was perfect

for watching lacrosse. Coach
Garber described his team's per-

formance in the first half as "the

finest exhibition of lacrosse you'll

see on the Eastern coast of the

Kevin Patterson (33) didn't score on this one but Garber's Gorillas were very
successful in scoring attempts as they crushed UNH, 26-12. Frank Garahan (19)

and Patterson will be keys to the Gorilla attack when they challenge Brown this

Wednesday.

United States."

O'Brien tested his leg and ac-

cording to Garber. he'll just have to
wait and see how it feels before
Wednesday's 3:00 p.m. away clash
with Brown. Penn whipped Brown
on Saturday, 21-10.

Trackers 2nd as

UConn dominates

Batsmen split with Rhody
Bv BOB HIGGINS

The UMass baseball team left ts Yankee Con

ference title hopes up in the air by splitting a

doubleheader with the University of Rhode Island

Saturday at Lorden Field.

The Minutemen are now 3 3 in the conference (8 14

overall), and will have to sweep a doubleheader from

UConn two weeks from now to be in title contention.

They will face Fairfield in a non-conference

doubleheader today starting at 1.00 at Lorden Field.

Jeff Reardon and Rich Kelly combined to strike out

18 Rhode Island batters in the first game Saturday,

but the one-bad inning jinx struck the Minutemen
again as the Rams won, 6-3. In game two, John

McManus pitched three sharp innings of relief of

Craig Allegrezza, and the Minutemen salvaged a split,

7 3.'

The first game had to be a big disappointment to

the UMass squad. Reardon came out throwing ex-

tremely well, mixing up a hard rising fastball, a low

curve, and a tough slider. The result was twelve

strikeouts and a no hitter through five and two thirds

innings.

Reardon's teammates picked up two runs for him in

the fifth, thanks to two URI errors, followed by a

double off the bat of first baseman John Seed, by far

UMass' most consistent hitter all season.

Reardon seemed to tire some in the sixth, but he

didn't deserve the lack of support his teammates gave
him. URI's Scott Campbell led off that inning with a

double. Reardon than struck out Ed Zabilski before

(living up a single to Dave Zyons and a double to Lou
Pullano. Then, once again, the UMass fielders lost

their poise and threw the game away.
With men on second and third, shortstop Jim

(Jullen failed to come up with a well-hit grounder to

load the bases. Then, three men let a towering pop fly

fall among them in short center field. Kevin Reichler

then lifted a fly deep to the wall in center. Freshman
Al Lopnore did a good job to get to it, caught it, and
dropped it. That was it for Reardon, has Kelly came in

and gave up a hit and run ( harged to Reardon) before

retiring the side. But it was 5 2, URI, and it was just

about over for the Minutemen.

Rhode Island's final tally came in the seventh on a

double by Zabilski and a subsequent single by Ron
Ledoux. The Minutemen scored run number three in

the ninth when Allegrezza singled, John Healy got a

pinch hit single, and Bob Moore hit a sacrifice fly to

score Jerry Erb, who pinch-ran for Allegrezza.

In game two, once again Allegrezza did not look as

sharp as he did two weeks ago. "There just isn't as
much zip in his pitches," said a concerned coach Dick

Bergquist.

turn to page 18

Hard-hitting catcher Jim Black swings and connects in action against Rhode

Island.

By SCOTTHAYES
First place finishes often tell the

story of a track meet and Satur-

day's Yankee Conference cham-
pionships in Burlington, Vermont
were no exception. Connecticut

outscored the UMass trackmen 9-2

in first places and defeated the

Minutemen 102-74 to win its third

straight YanCon title.

UConn dominated the throwing
events and enjoyed supremacy over

UMass in the jumps, hurdles and
middle-distances. The UMass
distance runners managed to

outscore the Huskies in their

respective events.

Bob and Ken Adamson placed

third and fourth respectively, in the

long jump as UConn's Herb Davis
won the event. Toney Pendleton
was fifth in the long jump trials, but
pulled a hamstring in the 100-yard
dash and was unable to compete in

the jumping finals. Davis overtook
Bob Adamson on his last jump of

the triple jump competition to

capture first place. Mike Geraghty
placed fourth in the event and Pete
Ryan finished sixth.

John Willis and Steve Mason
placed two-three in the discus.

Willis recorded a 143-7 !4 throw as
UConn's Rich White took first with
a distance of 159-9 Vi".

In the javelin, Todd Holt placed
third. Teammates Jim Golonka, a
freshman, and Kevin Hall finished
fifth and sixth. UConn took one-
two in the javelin, offsetting the
UMass showing, with Kurt
Lorenzen earning individual honors.

Rhode Island's Kerry McKay was
a double winner in the 100 and 220-
yard dashes, but Tommy Beland
wasn't far behind the URI
speedster. Beland finished second
in the 200 with a 22.1 clocking.

Vermont's Mike Berry upset Bill

Gillin in the mile, setting a YanCon
record of 4:08.5 in the process.

Devin Croft placed fourth, running
the four- lap race in 4:11, his per-

sonal best.

Steve Crimmin won the second
heat of the 440-yard dash and
finished second to UConn's Daryl
King. King won the event in 49.3
while Crimmin was timed in 49.5.

BC's Jim Taylor won the 880
yard run as Minutemen Jim Hunt
and Steve Rich, a freshman,
captured third and fourth. Taylor's

1:51.7 was another conference
record. Hunt completed the race in

1:54.9 with Rich close behind in

1:55.2.

Curt Stegerwald won his third

YanCon individual title in the 440-

yard hurdles, setting a conference
mark of 53.3. Sophomore Chris
Nelson was fourth with teammate
John Richards fifth.

John McGrail led four UMass
competitors in the first three-mile
run in the meet's history, with his

standard- setting time of 14:04.7.

Teammates Bob Carroll, Gillin and
John Scheer placed second, third

and fifth, respectively.

According to UMass coach Ken
O'Brien, UConn had a good day
and gained early momentum, while

UMass performed slightly below
expectations. Pendleton's injury

may have cost the trackmen several

points, but the Huskies dominated
the meet as every Archie Post track

record except the 100-yard dash
was re-set. Andy Bessette's
hammer throw of 210-1 might have
been the top individual per-

formance of the competition.

Rhode Island captured third in

the team battle with 39 points,

Boston University (30), Vermont
(22), Maine (13), and New Hamp-
shire (8) rounded out the team
finishers.

Globe wins Pulitzer for desegregation coverage
Compiled from Wires

NEW YORK - The Boston
Globe won a Pulitzer Price in

journalism yesterday for
meritorious public service in its

"massive and balanced coverage of
Boston's school desegregation
crisis."

Others of the 59th annual awards
went to a reporting team of the
Philadelphia Inquirer for national
reporting and a Chicago Tribune
team of correspondents for in-

ternational reporting.

Garry Trudeau won the prize for

editorial cartooning for his cartoon

strip "Doonesbury," distributed by
Universal Press Syndicate.

Awards were given in .11

journalism categories by the
trustees of Columbia University on
the recommendation of a Pulitzer

Prize advisory board. The Globe

won a gold medal and the other

winners won $1,000 each.

The Globe's citation noted that

the newspaper had been a target of

anti-busing demonstrations, paper
hijackings, boycotts, bomb threats

and actual bullets for its editorial

support of school desegregation. In

spite of all this, the citation said, the

Globe persisted in its massive

coverage of every phase of the

controversy.

In recommending the Globe for

the award, an advisory jury said in

its citation: "The Boston Globe. ..is

recommended for massive and
balanced coverage of the Boston
school desegregation conflict in a

bitterly emotional climate.

"The Globe courageously
withstood pressures from both pro

and anti-busing forces to put the

issue into perspective and inform

the public impartially."

During the months of turmoil

over the busing controversy, the

Globe deployed about 60 reporters

to cover the story.

The Globe won the service award

in 1966 for its reporting which

blocked the United States Senate

confirmation of Boston Municipal

Court Judge Francis X. Morrissey

as a federal district judge.

It was the Globe's second

Pulitzer gold medal for public

service.

Globe Publisher W. Davis Taylor

yesterday congratulated the

newspaper staff on winning the

Pulitzer Prize for coverage of last
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Before a crowd of 3,000

fall's school desegregation crisis.

"Evervone on the Boston Globe

has just won the gold medal for

meritorious public service. You all

performed professionally, evenly

and honorably. It is fine to win

prizes, but it is sobering to realize

that this honor grew out of such a

trying period in our city's history."

Donald L. Barlett and James B.

Steele of the Philadelphia Inquirer

were honored for disclosing

inequities in the federal taxing

system in a seven-part series which
claimed the poor and middle in-

come taxpayers were more harshly

treated than the rich.

The Chicago Tribune's William

Mullen and Ovie Carter won
Pulitzers for a 5-part series on the

African and Indian famines that

threatened the lives of 500,000

persons. The team traveled 10,000

miles in the famine areas.

The staff of the Xenia, Ohio,

Gazette won the award for general

local reporting for covering the

tornado that flattened the city and
for rallying the community to the

job of rebuilding. The 80 employes

missed only one day's publication

and worked in a plant without a

roof, some walls and electricity.

Dukakis restates stand on budget
By CHRISTINEDILLARD

MDC Staff

Governor Michael Dukakis
restated his proposals for the

UMass budget to a mixed and vocal

overflow crowd of UMass students

last night.

Facing a crowd of approximately

3,000 in the Student Union
Ballroom, Dukakis said it was
possible to "trim the fat" 10 per

cent without hurting instructional

or student affairs. He said this

would be possible without "one
dime's increase in tuition." His

remarks were met with a mixture of

boos, cheers and applause.

Dukakis said he favored con-

tinuing fiscal autonomy to make the

budget cuts without hurting

students. He said students should

be active in determining where the

cuts be made. He added, "You've

got to do more than go down to the

Commons and sing. You've got to

help."

Dukakis said he wanted a student

committee to meet with Secretary

of Higher Education Paul Parks on a

regular basis. He said students

must work with the faculty and
administration and provide in-

formation as to where the budget

cuts should be made. He added,

"We haven't got time for working

against each other."

When asked where he stood on a

student union, Dukakis said, "I

think you have the right to take

collective action
"

Another question from the floor

asked how those under 40 who will

be removed from welfare will be

able to survive when there already

aren't enough jobs. Dukakis
responded that the only options

were to cut the elderly, disabled, or

children, and that it's best to cut

those most able to help themselves.

He added, "We're not going to

have any jobs at all if we don't get

some order in this state."

Dukakis said that even with

budget cuts, additional taxes were

a possibility. He explained he

wanted to avoid this if possible, as

Massachusetts already taxes low

and middle income people the

heaviest. He added that this tax

structure could not be changed

until 1977 because of the state's

constitution. He also said that in a

state where one in eight is

unemployed, and when those that

are employed are having income

problems, something has to be

done.

The use of bonds to pay the

state's bills has never been done in

Massachusetts before Dukakis said.

The disadvantage of this is that the

bonds require the state to pay

interest.

Dukakis described what his

administration faced "when it

arrived in office and began to

discover ... with great surprise and
astonishment, that the deficit was
not 75 to a 100 million, but 300, 350,

400 ... We face a budget deficit of

520 million dollars." He said that

the only reason the deficit was
trimmed to 450 million was because
every agency in the Com-
monwealth had been asked to

make a reduction with the ex

ception of higher education.

The governor also said that the

deficit for fiscal year 1975-76 will be

$700 million dollars without any
possible increases for inflation,

welfare, or cost of living raises for

state employees.

Dukakis added that how and why
we have the deficit is unimportant,

but that the budget must be

balanced. He said he wasn't trying

to affix blame, but to explain that

the problem was "very, very

serious."

Dukakis said he had a reputation

of being a liberal, but that he

couldn't stand waste. He explained

that we no longer have an economy
surplus. Instead, we have an

economy of scarcity. He said that

when there are limited resources,

the state can't continue to spend in

the same way. He said "I don't

think that makes me, or anybody,

else a conservative."

Dukakis said his office has cut

back between $500,000 to $600,000

and has not been adversely af-

fected. He cited this as an example
of what could be done. He said,

"There's 10 per cent fat in the

university. ¥ou know it's true.

of

me
Hundreds and hundreds
students and faculty have told

it's true.

"What we need is not jus* your

collective expression of unhap-

piness, but your intelligence, good
will, energy ••• ' believe it can be
done," he said.

When asked how students could

be assured that the administration

would only make cuts that would
not hurt students, Dukakis said "I

really think this has got to be a

cooperative process.''

When the student suggested
abolishing fiscal autonomy as a

possible control on the university,

the governor again said he felt the

cuts would be made best if the

university retained fiscal autonomy.

The governor entered the

Ballroom to face a crowd shouting

"No budget cuts." After one and a

half hours, he left. As he made his

way to the exit, someone yelled,

"You work for us, and when you

need to work overtime — you
work."' Some in the audience

booed, while some left quietly.

Rezoning proposed
at Town Meeting

By JAN ALEXANDER
Staff Reporter

The town planning board presented to last night's Amherst town
meeting a zoning proposal which would divide Amherst into several

"village clusters'" separated by rural open land.

The 14 article proposal which faces another night of discussion by town
meeting members before it comes to a final vote, is designed to "preserve

existing open areas, avoid urban sprawl r and accomodate growth in

Amherst" according to the planning board.

The proposal involves the present town center, surrounded by town
residences, several village centers with village residences, and several

neighborhood centers and residences. Each classification represents a

decrease in the number of stores and the overall population.

Selectman Chairman Nancy Eddy said the proposal would "change

what is becoming a suburban slurb into a village pattern. It will encourage

people to use public transit or walk instead of jumping into their cars to run

down to the town center."

Some town meeting members spoke in opposition to the prcpo.-al on

the grounds that it would force farmers to sell their land now befo:e they

are locked into rezoning which would decrease the profits.

"Farmlands may be rezoned into two acre lots," said Eddy. "But far

mers will not lose equity. They may not realize as h .gh a profit as formerly,

but eventually the land will regain its value.

"The logical alternative to this would be to zont, the land commercial

and let the farmers sell out," said Eddy to groans of displeasure from the

packed Junior High Auditorium.

The specific purpose of the by-law is to "accommodate and shape the

Towns growth by directing future development into several centers which

are well served by community facilities and the Town's water supply, and

sewage and transportation systems."

Governor Michael S. Dukakis accompanied by State-

Secretary of Education Paul Parks makes his way to

the Student Union Ballroom to meet with students after
holding a press conference in the Collegian office.

The Weather

Highs in the upper 50s,

(UMies read outside)

Or in the lower 60's,

(Students study's slide).
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Five-college symposium proposal seeks funding
Collegian press conference

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

By NANCYDAWSON
Staff Reporter

A proposal for a Five College Symposium
Series on Law, Science, and Ethics, backed
by the Five College Student Coordinating
Board (FCSCB), will be submitted for

funding application today to the
Massachusetts Foundation for Humanities
and Public Policy.

Skip Singer, a Ufviass senior majoring in a

Human Ecology BDIC wrote the proposal.

He has been developing and planning the

Symposium Series during this semester with
the aid of faculty supervisor George Ar-

melagos, director of the Honors Program at

UMass and an Associate Professor of An-
thropology.

In a meeting Wednesday night, the FC-
SCB approved the proposal and voted to

lend it verbal support.

The Symposium proposal is based on a

larger program idea dealing with Law,
Science, and Ethics.

As Singer has defined it, "The purpose of

the Five College Program on Law, Science,

and Ethics is to develop a fully integrated,

multi-disciplinary and inter-institutional

course of study with which to explore the

ethical, legal, and moral implications and
responsibilities of science in today's

society."

An abstract of the Symposium proposal

states, "Beginning in September 1975 and
continuing through the academic year,

monthly issue- oriented programs of public

interest will be presented at alternate sites on
the Five College Campuses, the UMass
Medical School and the neighboring
communities.

"Issues at the interface of science,

technological change, and the humanities

will be examined by academics, professional,

and community leaders," states the

proposal.

Some of the issues suggested include

abortion, social aspects of technology,

health care delivery, and behavioral control.

Singer said there is "a superlative steering

committee of five college faculty" that will

help oversee the decision- making process of

the implementation of the Symposium Series

and the Program.

He said he is hoping to tape the series for

radio and cable television so it can become a

permanent record available for future use in

education.

An experimental symposium organized by

Singer and sponsored by the UMass
Department of Legal Studies was presented

over a period of two days this past January.

Women's Conference workshops:
Health, survival, unemployment

By ANN EMERY
Staff Reporter

This is the second part of a five

part series reporting the results of

the 1975 University Women's
Conference, which was held

January 21 25 at UMass. Part Two
relates the issues and recom-

mendations of three areas of

workshops at the Conference:

Health, Survival, and Employment.

HEALTH:
Twenty- one per cent o* the

workshops at the Conference dealt

with health issues, attesting to the

recognition in the Women's
Movement of the critical need for

women to take control over their

own bodies. Workshops were
offered dealing with "V.D.,

Vaginitis, and DES," "Sexuality

and Contraception," "Women as

Consumers of Health Care," and
many other topics.

468 women attended the 25

workshops centering on health

issues, with an above average

participation of 19.5 women per

workshop. This area drew a

proportionately younger population

than the Conference average, with

53 per cent in the "under 22 years"

age bracket.

The elimination of the profit

motive from the health industry is

seen as a high social priority in the

health area. It is for women, the

largest consumers of health care, to

demand the basic human right of a

health care system responsive to

human needs.

SURVIVAL:
There were 21 workshops

concerned with issues categorized

under "Survival," drawing an
average of 17.8 participants per

workshop. There was good student

participation, showing higher than

average attendance by un-

dergraduates and graduates.

The scope of these workshops
was very wide. Topics seemed to

fall into two categories: economic
survival and personal survival.

The economic perspective in-

cluded a diverse range of

workshops, beginning with basic

economics and extending to

practical issues such as food co-

ops, day care, rental housing, and
legal concerns.

There was a large turnout for

workshops concerned with per-

sonal survival. This reflects the

serious need and desire by women
on campus to take active control

over their own lives. And although

women need to discover and
develop their abilities, and work for

their own personal growth, the

University does not integrate this

kind of personal learning into its

curriculum.

There were many recom-
mendations from women in these

workshops. A major concern was
child care facilities.

Other concerns raised were: on-

campus housing for single mothers,

a place for women to meet socially
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on-campus, courses to teach life

planning, life preparation, and
survival skills, and women lawyers

on-campus.

EMPLOYMENT:
A 50 per cent return of rosters

showed about 100 women attended

the 7 employment workshops. The
workshops dealt mainly with non-

traditional careers, career coun-
seling and development, resume
writing skills, and the Equal Em-
ployment Act as it applies on-

campus. Next to political action and
communication organization
related issues, employment- related

concerns were listed as a top

priority within the University. These
concerns break down into two
areas: career development for

students, and employment issues

on-campus.

Employment may be un-

derestimated as a crucial issue by

younger undergraduates, as well as

by the University. These workshops
attracted mainly older un-

dergraduates and community
people. The mandate is clear for

career related education, career

development and information, and

counseling at all levels.

Concerning employment issues

right on-campus, many women
faculty, staff, students, and
women's groups here are con-

tinually aware of the subtle, and the

not so subtle, discrimination in

University hiring, firing, salary

levels, allocations, and promotions.

One reflection of this is the seeming

reluctance of the University to

promote women from classified to

professional staff. Another is the

widely acknowledged
discriminatory classifications of

male and female staff. Some
current attempts to unionize clerical

workers reflect that awareness.

Now, in the light of fiscal

crunching, the University is being

tested: Where does it stand, and

where will it fall back? The key issue

was well stated by one woman who
said she was afraid that the crunch

would eliminate women's jobs first.

The recommendation to the

University is implicit in her

statement.

Copies of the report can be
obtained at Everywoman's Center,

506 Gnodell Hall.

Folk guitarists sing the 'budget cut blues' before

crowd at rally anticipating the Governor's speech.

UMass commencement
slated for May 31

By BRUCE FREDERICK
Staff Reporter

The 1975 UMass Com-
mencement will be held Saturday,

May 31, 10 a.m. at Alumni Stadium,
according to Arthur J. Lahait of the

Public Affairs Office in Whitmore.

The Stockbndge graduation
exercises will occur Friday May 30
at 1:30 p.m.

Participants are encouraged to

report to the south end >f the

stadium at least a half hour before

the ceremonies are to begin.

Unlike previous years, there is no
alternate location in case of in-

clement weather. This change in

procedure is due to the graduation

fiasco last year when locations

were changed several times in the

course of a few hours. Graduates

are advised to listen to radio an-

nouncements for possible post-

ponements of the ceremony.

r

SUNSHINE RECORDS

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE ON

ALL SINGLE ALBUMS

$4174
Latest Releases, Top Artists, Old Favorites, Too

No. 9 E. Pleasant St., Amherst
4 Doors from The Pub Daily 10-6

There is no limit on the number
of guests a student may invite.

People will be admitted on a first

come-first serve basis. Parking will

be allowed on grassy areas
surrounding the stadium as well as
in parking lots.

Caps and gowns are being

distributed at the University Store

as of yesterday and continuing to

May 30. Gowns may also be picked

up at Alumni Stadium on the day of

graduation. There is no fee for the

gowns as they have already been
paid for in the semester bill.

There will be no rehearsal, and
the exercises should last ap-

proximately two hours. The final list

of speakers will not be released

until May 15. The ceremony on May
31 will include those people
graduating with Masters and
Doctorates as well as those
receiving Bachelor's Degrees.
Approximately 5,000 people are

eligible to take part in the occasion.

After commencement, light

lunches will be available for a

nominal fee at Hampshire Dining

Commons in Southwest.

Senior Day will be held on Friday,

May 30, at the Quad in Northeast. It

will start at noon, and run until

about 6 p.m. Live entertainment is

planned.

Information about graduation will

be distributed by fliers and
Collegian ads. No individual
mailings will be sent out because of
the prohibitive cost.

For additional information,
contact the Public Affairs Office in

231 Whitmore. Their telephone
number is 545-2560.

Dukakis says budget cuts won't hurt students
By DAVE KOWAL

Staff Reporter

Speaking at a press conference
last night in the Collegian office,

Governor Michael S. Dukakis said

the proposed budget cuts would
not affect "the quality of higher

education and the instruction of

young people" at UMass.
Dukakis was invited to an ex-

clusive press conference by the

Collegian Board of Editors.

Dukakis said it is possible to

make the cuts without affecting

student services.

The University has "a role to play

in working with us in the govern-

ment on the state level to achieve

creative solutions to the economic
and social problems we face. I think

that until recently the University

had not really fulfilled that role,"

Dukakis said.

Both students and faculty, he

added, should be involved in fin-

ding and creating solutions to the

problems in the state government.

Dukakis said, "We are inheriting

a $520 million budget deficit. No
other state in the country can make
that statement."

Every other state agency has had

to make cuts which have resulted in

a saving of $75 million, he added.

Education cuts have been held back

until the end.

Dukakis said, "Public institutions

have a special obligation to young
people who otherwise couldn't get

an education, and that includes not

only young people of limited means
and families qf limited means, but
minorities and other segments of

our society that have been
traditionally disadvantaged."

UMass has a "very unique"

relationship with public education

in the Commonwealth, he added,

but has to be looked at as part of a

"totality."

In clarifying the special role of

UMass in public education, Dukakis

said, "UMass is clearly the place

where we can expect to achieve a

high degree of specialization on a

graduate level.

"Because of that role," he

continued, "it also provides, on an

Secretary of Education Paul Parks and Governor Michael S. Dukakis.

undergraduate level, a quality of

education which should be as rich

as any in the state because of the

faculty and resources available."

Dukakis said he is trying to get

UMass to focus in on the budget

process so they can provide the

government with "an independent,

and perhaps different, view" of

where the cuts ought to be made.

"We're terribly concerned," he

added, "that in setting these

targets, cuts will be made in areas

where we don't think they ought to

be made and you don't think they

ought to be made."
Dukakis supported last Wed-

nesday's demonstration at the

State House, but said more than a

demonstration is needed.

"I'm all for people expressing

themselves," Dukakis said, "but it

isn't really going to help the process

very much if all the people do is

demonstrate.

"You can't look at a state's

budget in those terms," he added.

"We rank in the top three or four in

the total per capita burden of state

and local taxation in the country.

We are running an unemployment
rate of about 12 per cent."

Massachusetts offers many
services which other states do not

offer, including possibly the most
comprehensive public medical
system in the country, Dukakis

said.

GSS unanimously elects Stack to presidency
By AL COLARUSSO

Staff Reporter
The Graduate Student Senate

(GSS) voted former Vice-President

Barbara Stack to the office of

president in an unopposed election

last night.

Also elected was Michael
Federowas vice-president, Dorothy
Bellows as treasurer and John
Clauson as secretary.

Stack said, "I realize the political

scene is changing drastically at this

university and there is a

dissatisfaction with traditional

channels."

Stack says she plans to focus her

attention on the solution to this

problem.

President Stack expressed
concern over the lack of com-
munication on campus and said the

production of better verbal contact

within the graduate community will

also be a primary goal.

Federow, who was unopposed,
says the GSS is having problems
reaching out to students and plans

"to seek input from graduate
students across the campus to see
what they want."

Bellows won her election by a

one vote margin. A graduate
student in accounting. Bellows has
been in contact with the Amherst
community for the past seven years

and says she has a good sense of

what the students want.

The runner-up for treasurer,

Clauson, was unanimously elected,

filling the final GSS position.

Clauson says he hopes to work with

President Stack on the com-
munication problem on campus.

In other business, the GSS voted
to fund $2850 to the Teachers Aid
(TA) Organizing Committee. The
TA Committee hopes to "unionize

through collective-bargaining,"
according to a TA Organizing

Committee spokesperson.

The GSS funding will go toward

the salary for a full-time union

organizer who will conduct a

feasibility study and gather in-

formation.

The TA Organizing Committee

spokesperson "guarantees a union
election by the Fall of 1975."

The Graduate Senate also
allocated $190 to support the
University Women's Caucus.
According to the proposal to the

GSS, the Women's Caucus was
formed "to protect the growth of

programs and services for women
and rr

:

,iorities on campus."
The $190 will go toward printing

and mailing costs.

Students plan for Dukakis speech,

350 rally on student union steps

Vandals strike SBA
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Staff Reporter

Three separate cases of larceny

and malicious destruction to state

property occurred at the School of

Staff party!
]

The annual Collegian end-of-

semester party for all staff and
friends will be held next
Saturday at a private home in

Hadley.

Reporters, photographers,

editors, ad reps, ad and news
layout staff, editorial personnel

and circulation staff are en-

couraged to attend, according

to coordinator Bill Densmore.
The party will begin about 8

p.m. Some refreshments will be
provided but not enough to

cover the expected attendance,

Densmore said.

Staffers who need directions

and other information should

read yellow fact sheets posted
in the Collegian offices, or

contact Densmore at the

Collegian office.

Additional copies of the

directions are available on the

bulletin board in the news
L room.

Business Administration (SBA)
during the weekend, according to

UMass Police reports.

Damages included the

destruction of two glass doors on
the East stairwell, and one glass

door on the ground floor of SBA.
The cost of the damages is not yet

estimated, said Captain Robert

Joyce of the UMass Police.

A wall clock valued at $40, and
some keys were also stolen from
the building.

"I'm not saying that these in-

cidents were related to the
Schiltzarama, but there is a possible

connection," Joyce added.

Another case of larceny, and
breaking and entering occurred at

the Graduate Research Center,
yesterday morning, according to
reports.

Entrance was gained to rooms A-
2 and A 4 where a cabinet was
pried open and ten sets of keys to
various areas of the campus were
stolen.

Joyce said the case is currently

under investigation by the UMass
Police.

By BRIAN COYNE
Staff Reporter

Approximately 350 students rallied on the steps of

the Student Union last night in preparation for

Governor Michael Dukakis' speech.

Ellen Carracciolo, Student Action Committee
(SAC) organizer of the rally said, "What we're here

for is to prepare for the Governor's speech and think

.ibout what kinds of questions we want to ask him."

Carracciolo asked that people attending the speech
he orderly enough to enable the governor to speak.

'He should be heard and we should be heard," she
oaid.

Jim Leas, member of the Coalition for the People's

Budget (CPB), said, "Dukakis' presence proves our

moratorium, demonstrations and rallies have had an
effect." Leas added the governor might try to pit the

students against those in need of social services by
forcing a choice between cut in higher education and
welfare programs.

"He fears our demonstrations and wants to see

your unity broken," Leas said.

Loas offered two "positive alternatives" to the

proposed budget cuts. He said the governor should

tax the wealthy and the state's corporations more
extensively, through progressive income taxes and
increased inheritance taxes. The governor should also

petition the federal government for "funds being

wasted on defense," he said.

"It is essential that Dukakis campaign to get that

defense money just as hard as he has campaigned to

force the cutbacks down our throats," said Leas.

Lucia Bruno spoke against the proposed welfare

budget cuts, saying that welfare mothers would not

be able to adequately care for their children under the

proposed allocations for next year. "Asking welfare

mothers to absorb 50 per cent of medical costs is

outrageous," she said.

Suggested questions to be addressed to the
governor were distributed to the crowd.
Ann Ferguson and Samuel Bowles, of the UMass

Economics Department faculty, entertained the

crowd between speeches with songs.

Students listen attentively to speakers outside the Student Union before Dukakis'
speech. The resonance of 'no budget cuts' heard again and again...

« i » "
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Communists free
'tiger cage' inmates

By United Press International

Communist news agencies

reported yesterday South Viet-

nam's new Communist rulers have

freed political prisoners from "tiger

cages" on Con Son island,

welcomed two Soviet ships to Da
Nang and allowed foreigners to

move freely on the streets of

Saigon.

The Yugoslav news agency
Tanjug, in a dispatch from Hanoi,

said the new government released

all political prisoners of the old

regime held without trial on Con
Son island off the Mekong River

delta and was organizing a

ceremonial welcome for them in

Saigon.

The Soviet news agency Tass,

meanwhile, reported that two
Russian ships have carried food and

fuel to the South Vietnamese city

of Da Nang, becoming the first

ships to enter the port since it fell to

the Communists. Da Nang was
headquarters for the Marines
during the U.S. involvement in

Vietnam.

Western diplomats in Moscow
said they expected the Soviet

government to move quickly to

supply the South Vietnamese
Communists in a move to blunt

Chinese influence in the area.

Tass also reported that the new
government's newspaper, Saigon

Liberation, said North Vietnamese

and Viet Cong forces killed or

wounded more than 400,000 troops

of the Saigon government in the

final days of the war.

"The communique says the

puppet army's casualties in the

battle for the liberation of the

Saigon Giadinh area amounted to

over 400,000 officers and men and
that a large quantity of arms,

ammunition and equipment have

been seized," Tass said.

The Saigon army at the end of

the war was believed to consist of

about one million soldiers and
officers. The report suggested that

more than 40 per cent of the

country's troops had been put out

of action.

Hanoi radio reported that all

foreigners in Saigon are well

treated and can move freely in the

South Vietnamese capital.

The radio broadcast, monitored

in Singapore, based its report on
information sent from the French

Embassy it Saigon to Paris, but it

was believed to be North Vietnam's

first mention of foreigners who
stayed in the capital after it was
surrendered to the Communists last

Wednesday.
"All foreigners are being well

treated and there had been no
incident as far as we know. The
situation is very calm," the radio

quoted the embassy as reporting.

"The French Embassy has

reported that foreign journalists

including five UPI newsmen were

free to operate throughout the

city," the broadcast said.

Although it did 'not identify the

newsmen, the five who stayed on

were Asia division news editor Leon

Daniel, Saigon bureau manager
Alan Dawson, reporters Paul Vogle

and Chad Huntley, ' and
photographer Hugh Van Es.

Tanjung quoted two Communist
news agencies in South Vietnam as

reporting the release of the

prisoners from Con Son. It said

prisoners freed from the island

previously were often unable to

walk erect, their muscles crippled

from lack of use.

The agency said a television

station in the old imperial capital of

Hue began broadcasting yesterday

and showed film of May Day
celebrations and of "students
greeting liberators" of the Viet

Cong army.

In Paris, French government

officials said the Viet Cong's

Provisional Revolutionary
Government is clearly preparing for

a prolonged period during which it

will operate independently from

North Vietnam.

They said the new Communist
government has applied for ad-

mission to the United Nations

World Health and International

Meteorological Organizations,

actions it would take only if it did

not expect prompt reunification

with North Vietnam.

After having been separated for two years, the
Sargent family in Cincinnati is reunited with the return
of Huyenh Mai, left below, and Niki, right below, from
Saigon. They are greeted by sister Mary, and Mrs.
Sargent, who is holding brother Billy above.

Ford requests aid for refugees;

official downplays burden on US
WASHINGTON [UP/}

President Ford asked Congress
yesterday to approve a new $507
million program of aid for resettling

South Vietnamese and Cambodian
refugees. He warned the govern-
ment otherwise will run out of

money for them in another week.
Ford said the money would be

spent on refugees who have
already left Indochina and none of it

would go to those who were left

behind. He estimated 150,000
refugees will be coming into the
United States and he pledged to try

to resettle them so as not to further

aggravate the nation's high
unemployment rate.

Meanwhile, the administration

gave assurances yesterday that

South Vietnamese and Cambodian
evacuees will be distributed evenly
around the country to ensure that

no area suffers economic hardship.

L. Dean Brown, coordinator of
the refugee program, outlined

relocation plans before a House
subcommittee as President Ford
asked Congress to authorize up to

$507 million for this purpose
through the middle of next year.

"Every effort will be made to

ensure that resettlement to the

extent possible will not be con-

centrated in a few enclaves in the

country and will not result in

economic or social service hard-

ship," Ford said in a report ac-

companying his latest refugee aid

bill.

The House last week killed a

Senate-passed compromise
measure that authorized $327
million humanitarian aid. The main
objection to that measure was that

it included authority to use U.S.

troopa to get the refugees out of

Saigon — a provision that was no
longer needed after the evacuation

ended last Tuesday.

Ford's program calls for

processing of the refugees over 90
days — 30 days on Guam and
Wake islands and 60 days at three

military bases in the United States.

Then they would be turned over to

nine private welfare agencies or

private, sponsors to find them jobs,

schools and housing.

White House Press Secretory

Ron Nessen said 20,000 of the

refugees will be resettled in

countries other than the United

States. Canada, for example, may
take 3,000 refugees, he said.

Diplomatic sources in Brussels said

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger

sent a note to the Common Market
last week asking help in resettling

refugees.

brown — both in his testimony
and in a telegram to the governors
of all 50 states — said resettlement

of the refugees will be handled so
that they will not become a

financial burden on any com-
munity.

He said the United States will

have to absorb or divert to other

countries about 125,000 South
Vietnamese, about 69,000 of whom
have been picked up at seas or are

still aboard small boats.
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Indochina

developments

US to withdraw
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The

United States said yesterday it was
withdrawing more than 25 per cent
of its troops in Thailand and taking

back about 130 U.S. aircraft flown
into that country by fleeing South
Vietnamese airmen.

The Thai government, with an
eye to future relations with the

communist government in Saigon,

had said last week that it would
turn the planes over to the new
South Vietnamese regime. But
Defense Secretary James R.

Schlesinger insisted the United
States holds title to the aircraft.

The troop reduction was
described in a Thai ministry
statement as the first step in an
effort to phase out the American
military presence in Thailand by
March, 1976.

Ky criticizes Thieu

AGANA, Guam [UPI] - Former
South Vietnamese Premier Nguyen
Cao Ky yesterday called ex-

President Nguyen Van Thieu a rich

man who "does not have to care"

about the fate of the Vietnamese
people. Ky said he would "take

physical action" if he ever met
Thieu on the street.

The flamboyant Ky, former air

force commander, told a hastily

called news conference at this

refugee camp on Guam that

Thieu's military and political

ineptness was to blame for the fall

of his country, not the American
people who "have done a lot for

us."

His remarks contrasted with

statements by Thieu who accused
the United States of reneging on its

promises to South Vietnam.

Viet embassy closes

TAIPEI [UPI] - The South
Vietnamese Embassy in Taipei

closed down yesterday, eliminating

the possibility that former President

Nguyen Van Thieu might set up a

government- in-exile on Taiwan.

The embassy, which until last

Saturday had been operating as

usual, failed to raise the South
Vietnamese flag yesterday morning
and its front gate remained closed.

An embassy official told UPI that

effective yesterday the embassy
ceased to operate as a diplomatic

mission. Its ambassador, Nguyen
Van Kieu, Thieu's brother, and
other officials arrived at their offices

Monday to "wind up a few
necessary things," he said.
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413/736-0306

PACK IT HI
with cartons from Springfield Paper Stock. When you're

planning a move, big or small, call Springfield Paper Stock
at 736-0306 and we'll supply the cartons at the lowest
prices around.

You'll be able to PACK IT IN . . .

yourself!

SPRINGFIELD PAPER STOCK CORP

Circuit Ave. W. Springfield, Ma. 01089

New England highway study urged
Environmental Report

w
sought for Route 7

WASHINGTON [AP\ - Con-
servation groups fighting con-

struction of a new U.S. highway in

New England urged Congress
yesterday to require the federal

government to prepare its own
environmental impact statements
for such projects.

The groups told a Senate sub-

committee that two House-passed
bills would give the bulk of the job

to the states, which they said

generally are prejudiced in favor of

road building projects.

The National Resources Defense
Council of New York and nine other

conservation groups said the bills

were an obvious attempt to cir-

cumvent a ruling by the 2nd U.S.

Circuit Court of Appeals requiring

an active federal role in preparation

of impact statements.

They said the original mandate of

Congress was for federal agencies,

including the Federal Highway
Administration, to conduct their

own environmental impact studies

and not rely upon the judgment of

interested parties.

The federal appeals court ruling

came in a suit filed against the

project by the Conservation Society

of Southern Vermont, which said

improvement of the road would
profoundly affect the environment

of the state.

The court held that the Federal

Highway Administration had failed

to carry out its responsibility to

participate in the preparation of the

impact statement.

After the December ruling, the

administration halted the

processing of a number of major
highway projects in New York,
Connecticut and Vermont, in-

cluding U.S. 7. The states com-
plained that the action idled

thousands of workers and
ultimately would raise the cost of

the projects.

The House then passed two bills,

one that would apply to all the

states and the other that would
apply only to Vermont, Connecticut
and New York. The legislation

generally would redefine the federal

responsibility for impact statements
and allow use of some en-

vironmental impact information
provided by the states.

Russell W. Peterson, chairman of

the Council on Environmental
Quality, said he supported the bill

that would apply to all the states.

But, he said, "neither bill would
lessen the role of the federal

government to assure the adequacy
or accuracy of the impact
statement in terms of scope, ob-

jectivity and content."

Brandeis president

says no demands met
WALTHAM \AP\ - The

president of Brandeis University

said yesterday the school met none
of the demands and granted no
academic amnesty to a group of

students that occupied a classroom
and an office for nearly a week.
Speaking at a news conference

on campus, President Marver
Berstein also said, however, the
university would drop all court
actions against the 35 members of
the Student Action Group which
began the occupation of Pearlman
Hall last Tuesday as a protest

against planned budget cuts. The
sit-in ended Sunday night following

weekend negotiations between
administration and student
representatives.

A spokesman for the students
said that during the talks, ad-

ministration officials agreed to give

detailed consideration to certain

demands, including major increases

for scholarships, faculty and ad

ministrative sidmny tor tne next

academic year.

The students have asked for an
increase in the budget for the

transitional year program for ill-

prepared students. However,
Bernstein said, an increase from
$40,000 to $60,000 a year had
already been suggested by a faculty

group and agreed to by the ad-

ministration.

"The university cannot commit
resources that it does not have,"

Bernstein had said Friday. "And the

university community cannot
condone the deprivation of

academic freedom implicit in the

student action group's illegal

seizure and occupation of Pearlman
Hall."

An estimated group of about 200
students outside the occupied
building cheered as the demon-
strators left the hall at 1 1 :52 Sunday
night.
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Harvey D. Carter Jr., one of the

conservation group's lawyers in the

case, disputed Peterson's

testimony. He said enactment of

the legislation would almost insure

a biased impact statement for the

Vermont portion of the road.

He said that under the legislation,

the responsibility for a large part of

the statement would fall to John
Gray, Vermont's highway com-

missioner. He said Gray already has

been quoted in newspaper ac-

counts as saying "passage of these

bills quite clearly indicates that

Congress favors progress on
construction" of the road.

"Can any member of the public

reasonably expect that the Vermont
Highway Department will not
objectively and faithfully carry out
the congressional mandate, set out
originally, said Carter.

He asked whether Congress is

willing to "cede to inherently biased

state agencies ... the power to

commit millions in federal monies
to projects which may not serve

environmental and social goals?"

Moe Howard
dies at 78
HOLLYWOOD [UPI - For more

than half a century, Moe Howard
with his soup-bowl haircut and eye-

gouging, face-slapping antics
entertained three generations of
Americans as the pioneer and
leading member of one of the
world's best- loved comedy acts.

The last of The Three Stooges,
Howard died of lung cancer
Sunday night at Hollywood
Presbyterian Hospital where he had
been admitted only 24 hours earlier.

He was 78.

Funeral services will be held at 3
p.m. Tuesday at Hillside Memorial
Park in Culver city.

Howard attributed the success of

The Three Stooges to their

universal appeal to all audiences.

I he working class people like to

think of us as being a real part of

them," he said. "The middle class

enjoys our work because they don't

dig opera and art and they think

they're better than we are. The few
upper class people who watch us

like to see what happens on the

other side of the tracks. That's why
we're so popular.

"We specialize in upsetting

dignity. We only throw pies at guys

wearing top hats - obviously high

class people. We never throw pies

at old ladies."

news
summary

McGovern in Cuba
HOMESTEAD AFB, Fla. [UPI] -

Sen. George S. McGovern flew to

Cuba yesterday at the invitation of

Premier Fidel Castro for a four-day

visit seen by some as part of a thaw
in U.S. relations with the island's

Communist government.

The trip by McGovern's party of

30, including about two dozen
journalists, was marked by security

measures evidently stemming from
fears of violence by anti-Castro

activists among the more than

350,000 Cuban exiles in southern

Florida.

Phone study sought
BOSTON [AP] - The state

Public Utilities Commission may
ask New England Telephone Co. to

develop a cost- of-service study

before making a decision on the

company's $210 million rate in-

crease request.

The commission has postponed a

decision on a motion to dismiss the

case entirely.

The motion was filed by Atty.

Gen. Francis X. Bellotti on grounds
that a cost of service study has not

been submitted.

Kissinger denies role

WASHINGTON [UPI]

Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger said yesterday that during

his tenure in Washington the

National Security Council has never

directed or approved domestic

spying operations by the CIA.

Kissinger heads the NSC, which
has general responsibility for the

Central Intelligence Agency. He
and Defense Secretary James
Schlesinger, a former CIA director,

were the main witnesses at a closed

meeting of the Rockefeller com-
mission.

Public power defeated
BOSTON [UPI] - The

Massachusetts House yesterday

voted down a bill to establish a

state authority to build and operate
all new power plants in the state.

The vote against the proposal,

filed in initiative petition form by
Rep. Michael J. Harrington, D-
Mass., was 179-46. The vote came
after an hour of debate.

The petition was signed by more
than 90,000 voters last fall.

Harrington has said he will gather
another 9,800 signatures in order to

place the proposal on the 1976
ballot for a binding public vote.

The Harrington bill received an
adverse report from the Joint

Government Regulations Com-
mittee last week
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Globe mistakes UMass folksinger

for Arlo Guthrie at rally in Boston
By SAMUEL HASSAN

Staff Reporter

In a Boston Globe column

Saturday, David B. Wilson said Arlo

Guthrie sang at the Boston
Common rally last Wednesday,
when in fact Guthrie's manager
Harold Leavanthol said the singer

was in Florida that day.

The Collegian has telegrammed

Guthrie at his home in Beckett,

Mass., and is awaiting his reply.

Wilson's column entitled
"Student Trap" quotes a song
written by Richie Aaron called,

"Listen To Us Mr. Legislature

Man." According to Wilson,
Guthrie wrote the song and sang it

in Boston Wednesday when ac-

tually Aaron did.

Aaron was heard singing his

song in tne background of

television news reports from the

Common and was apparently

mistaken to be Guthrie.

Aaron teaches a guitar

colloquium in Sylvan and said, "I

just : aught my last class, and

everyone's 'eally proud to have

been taught by Arlo Guthrie."

Wilson has been notified by the

Collegian and is expected to make a

reply today.

Student health

insurance plan

may suffer
The financial pinch is hitting still

another program of services to

students, the supplementary health

insurance plan, which provides its

12,000 plan members with

hospitalization, surgical, emergency
and other care not available at the

University Health Services.

A high utilization of the policy

and rising costs may cause revision

of the plan for the coming year. The
Finance Committee of the Student

Health Advisory Committee is

considering a number of possible

changes, such as the establishment

of a deductible amount for out-of-

area claims, and modifications in

oral surgery coverage. A 10 per

cent increase in the premium,

bringing the annual charge to $55, it

also being considered.

The Finance Committee will hold

an open meeting about the in-

surance policy on Wednesday, at

3:30 p.m. in the 2nd floor con-

ference room of the Health Center.

Interested students are invited to

attend and to participate in this

meeting.

>

Veterinary — Medical

School

English speaking, fully-

accredited school in the

Far East accepting limited

number of applications

from college graduates for

semester starting June,

1975. Maturity, experience

with Vets, and farm ex-

perience desirable. Send

resume, official transcript,

letter o? recommendation

from faculty or pre vet

committee. Call or write:

Ms. S. Lemline

Admissions Director

Suite 1000

120 East 4lst St.

New York, NY. 10017

(212) 594-6589

In Saturday's column Wilson

said, "the youngest established,

permanent, floating leisure class on
earth sent a few representatives to

Boston Common the other day to

romp among the daffodils and
demand more money from the

government."
He also characterized Guthrie as,

"Arlo, son of Woody, dissatisfied

customer of Alice's Restaurant,

muse of the synthetic folkschlock

of the 60's, indispensable bard of

paranoid protest ..."

Wilson made other erroneous
statements in his column saying of

the demonstrators, "Most of them,
one reflects, had not yet entered
kindergarten on the day John
Kennedy was shot."

Most of next year's incoming
freshmen were first graders in

November 1963.

Concluding, the Globe columnist
said that students, "have been
conditioned to feel oppressed. They
are programmed for dependency. It

is a trap. It is sad."

MARRIED STUDENT HOUSING

ELECTIONS
Tuesday, May 6th

Balloting will be in central location in each complex

4-7 p.m.
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BONANZA PRESENTSA
GREATNEW LUNCH MENU
STEAK SANDWICH -choice US DA beef on

a special roll, with lettuce, tomato and onion . . .

FISH SANDWICH -our delightful filet of fish,

with tartar sauce on a special roll

GRILLED CHEESE SANDWICH -hot deli

cious and grilled to a golden brown

BONANZABURGER -this is our 54 lb spe-

cial with or without cheese. Thick, meaty and juicy

CHUCKWAGON SOUP -this hearty tra-

ditional western recipe is brimming with meat and

vegetables. It's delicious!

Talk about value for your
money? Remember, Bonanza gives

you free refills on soft drinks, tea

and coffee.

Good wholesome American food

at right neighborly prices.

Rte. 9 at the

mountain rr^i
mnms mnn^ ^

HADLEY

• • % » »

.

"HAVE LUNCH AT BONANZA.
YOU'LL LOVE THE CHANGE!'

IT PAYS TOSHOP
THE FINASTWAY
Mountain Farms
Mall in Hadle%

Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe!

Finast
case of 24

12 oz N.R. btls

6 pak 99'

Vina Santa Rita aw*

.

Great Western
Great Western
Korbel
Chateau Laurent%%? r 279

KOS6 lldl Q9II Uebfraumilch .... btl I

Donelli Lambrusco r 1 89

Sweet and
Dry Vermouth

Beritas Pink

Table Wine .

California Rose
Burgundy. Chablis

Miller High
Life Beer
case 24 - 12 oz cans

569
SUPERMARKETS

Spring Concert!
Next Sunday the Program Council Music Committee will be presenting a

free spring concert in the stadium from 1 :00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
A special bus service will be provided on May 1 1 to the stadium as there

will be severely limited parking near the stadium.
The peripheral ("P") lot on the north end of the stadium adjacent to the

press gate will be inaccessible on May 11. Students who park in this lot

should park in some other lot before that day so that equipment trucks can
get in early Sunday.

Glass containers and flip-top cans MUST be kept OUT, of the stadium
as these items pose a great danger to all present at the concert as well as
those involved in athletic activities. The stadium must be treated with
respect or else we will jeopardize any future musical events there.

Amherst music group
to honor John Duke
The year-end meeting of the

Amherst Music Group will take

place tonight at 8 p.m. in the

Amherst College Almuni House
(Spring and Churchill Streets). The
concert will honor John Duke, a

well-known local composer.

Tonight's program will present

three of Duke's compositions. First

will be "Six Song-settings of Emily

Bronte's Poems" (Worlds of Light,

Love and Friendship, Remem-
brance, On the Moors, The Old

Stoic, The Messenger) for mezzo-
soprano (Phyllis Paige) and piano

(John Duke). This song cycle was
composed in 1970 and was first

performed last November.

Preceding each song, Dorothy
Duke will give a brief commentary
and will recite the text of each
poem. Next will be the first public

performance of "String Quartet No.
2" in four movements (composed

'. •. •. •. V

Youth Fare to Europe
is Back at

Adventura Travel!!

'.•XvX ^ brand new \oulh lare forX\vX

•!•!•!•!•!• ^"'•ricaiis has jusl hern appro\rd;X;Xv
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odventure trovel

in the Carriage Shops

233 No. Pleasant St.

AMHERST
Phone 349-1256

in 1969) performed by William

MacKnight and Patricia Itzkoff,

violins, Elsa Brown, viola and

Seymour Itzkoff, cello.

"Three Songs in Praise of

Death" for voice and string quartet

(with voice considered a fifth in-

strument) will conclude the

program. The text of this 1935

composition is an excerpt from

Walt Whitman's "When Lilacs Last

in the Dooryard Bloomed," an

elegy to Abraham Lincoln, and
despite its gloomy title it ends on a

lively note.

Duke joined the music faculty at

Smith College in 1923 as assistant

professor of music and teacher of

pianp; he retired as professor

emeritus in 1967. He has appeared

as a solo pianist with several or-

chestras, and since 1935 has

devoted more and more time to

composition, mostly songs and
chamber music. He has won annual

ASCAP awards for the past fifteen

consecutive years. A graduate of

the Peabody Conservatory, in 1969

he was the winner of the Peabody
Alumni Association Award for

distinguished service in the field of

music.

The Amherst Music Group meets

once a month, usually in different

nembers' homes, and is open to all

interested musicians and listeners.

The aim of the group is to bring

together local performers and an

appreciative audience in informal,

intimate settings and to encourage

formation of new ensembles.
Group members get to meet a

diverse group of people with similar

or complementary musical in-

terests.

Because of Duke's popularity,

this meeting is being held at the

Alumni House and will be open to

the public (admission is free).

PResentecI byCCEBS

Prices Effective Thru Sat. May 10. 1975 We Reserve The Right to Limit Quantities

MAY 9, 1975

flew Ofrim House

10AM-4PM
free admission

Of)CN TO All MINORITIES fROM WESTERN
MASSACHUSETTS
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Duke-ing the issues

By B.J. ROCHE
The catch phrases and double talk flew last night,

as the Student Union filled with the largest crowd
since "Behind the Green Door." The subject was
green of another kind, money, and the star was not a

blonde porno queen, but another member of the royal

family, the Duke: Governor Michael Dukakis.

Ihe Governor proved himself tne politician ex-

traordinaire as he fielded questions from the right,

center and particularly the left of the audience range.

But the Duke was not the only one manipulating the

proceedings, a number of students found their way to

the microphone either misinformed or intentionally

twisting Dukakis' statements to state their own
purposes. The catcalls and jeers may have been valid

expressions of frustration toward the political system,

but they also served as displays of irresponsibility and
the same pigheadedness we acuse state and
University bureaucrats of possessing.

The political points seemed to shift bacx ana torth

last night; it was difficult to judge just whose victory

the event was. Using such phrases as "corporate

capitalism" and "organic question," the Governor

drew loud applause; he knew his audience well.

However, the Governor's idealistic earth shoes faded

back into wing tips when dealing with a question

regarding alternative economic proposals such as

corporate taxation, graduated income tax, and

consulting .with the UMass Economics Department.

It was

noted that these alternatives had
not been explored, and he agreed.

Fifteen love.

With the state deficit at a

whopping $521 million, perhaps it is

time to look at alternatives. Where
the Governor failed was in asking

us for the alternatjvp

proposals. We do not have the time, experience (or

authority) to develop and offer feasible alternatives.

At this point all we can offer is our ideas, and they

must be listened to and accepted.

In the process of offering their own answers, the

politicians, students, and officials alike, have suc-

ceeded in confusing both the issue and everyone else.

What is needed now is some clear definition on the

part of the state as to exactly how much money will

be cut. Considering the fact that every other state

agency has taken its cut, it is totally unrealistic and
maybe a little unreasonable that we do not get a

budget cut.

The question now goes to Whitmore and Dr. Wood
as to exactly what will be cut. Through the
bureaucratic shuffle we have been sent from one part

of the state to another; perhaps it is time that we
extend an official invitation to the budget ad-
ministrators to sit down in a "marathon session" with
exact figures on the budget and the rationale for every
dollar spent. The administration as well as the
Governor have reiterated the statement of desire for

student input. If the administration refuses, they will

be going back on their word. We now have the
backing and momentum to prevent that action. But it

means putting aside the placards and guerrilla theatre,
sitting down and doing a little homework through that
vast pile of figures known as the budget. Can we
handle it? We had better, otherwise we will have
defeated our own purpose.

B.J. Roche is Executive Editor of the Collegian.

to tte ®dntoir

Relativity of terror Thanks for the dance
The references to terrorism and the attack

on Susan Saxe in a Collegian editorial on
Monday raised the question of the role of

terror in revolutionary struggle. First off

'policemen ' were not killed by Ms. Saxe, one
policeman was killed — and it was not
planned that he be shot. So let's not judge
Ms. Saxe on that score just yet. The editorial

likened terror to criminality and after having

'established' that fact, went on to further

castigate Saxe for her declarations of
lesbianism and Amazonism. Why should her

avowed lesbianism be any measure of her

effectiveness as a revolutionary? Does Mr.

Karoutsos' sexual preferences) inhibit his

functioning in any way?

Discriminate terror, the art of inflicting

psychological damage on the master
a/ways been a legitimate and effective tool in

the hands of the oppressed; slaves burning

Stop the munching
This letter is prompted by the concern the

People's Market has for its survival.

As most of those who read this letter

know, we are a student-run, non-profit

organization. The Market came into
existence in order to provide students a place
to buy food without getting ripped off. Our
prices are lower than those in area stores

because we pay ourselves very low wages;
i.e., workers are paid for only ten of the

approximately eighteen hours of weekly
work at the Market. This system works
because from its birth the Market has been
dedicated to the ideals of community and
cooperation — not capitalism.

The problem is this: our mark-up is so low

down a master's tobacco sheds, John Brown
at Harper's Ferry, workers throwing a

wrench into the assembly line's gears,

guerillas in Cuba attacking an army barracks

... are but a few examples of this. Colonizers

of any kind act on the minds of those they

colonize. They work to creat docile, weak-

willed, dependent, fearful, drugged up, and
ashamed-of-themselves people, because a

people kept in fear of even themselves

cannot begin to take actions necessary to

free themselves. Over time, successful acts

of terror begin to break down the aura of

invincibility the boss thrives on. One does not

take human life lightly, but the terror the

United States government and its supportive

institutions, like prisons, mental hospitals,

and schools inflicts daily, is far more brutal

than anything one Susan Saxe ever did.

Bob Forrant

William Stewart

We, the brothers of Phi Mu Delta, would
like to take this opportunity to express our

deepest thanks to all who took part in, and all

who attended the annual Muscular
Dystrophy Dance Marathon. We would also

like to thank the following bands who so

generously donated their time to provide

some very very good music for the en-

tertainment of all who attended:

Grampaw, The Smiling Washington Band,
Bear Mountain, May Apple, Easy Hollow
Union. Freedom Rode, and Rush.

Again, thank you all for helping out and
God Bless You. It's nice to know there are

some people here at UMass who are still

wiling to help others in need.

Kenneth Fothergill

that it covers operating costs, and nothing

more. We simply cannot afford what has
become a common practice among
customers - MUNCHING! Even though
people often try to compensate for what
they've consumed by dropping some change
in the "munchies" box — it's not working.

The Market is in the red now and our deficit

is increasing/

So, basically, this is a plea from the

People's Market to the people who use us:

Help us survive, support an alternative

economic structure which fills the needs of a

large community — and wait untU you pay
before you eat.

The People's Market

When in the course of an already active

day to day student's life an individual un-
dertakes the severing of miles of red tape

necessary to secure permission to bring 50
fellow human beings together through
something different, for fun and to make
some new friends ...

And, in response, less than 50 Show up ...

And she optimistically hopes for more ...

All along hearing classmates assure her
that they will come and bring many more
than the needed 50 ...

... And the day arrives when only 7 show
up for a rehearsal ...

The student who began it commences to

wonder about the responsibility and self-

Chorus fine needs help!
confidence lacking in the non-showing in-

dividuals.

If you are 1 in 50, you are absolutely still

needed. Whatever gave you others the

impression that you would not be missed at

one rehearsal?

And are you other curious readers not t

involved in this little melodrama still going to

shake your heads and say "Enough more will

go - I wouldn 't be needed if I went"???
I guess I'll get my answer this Wednesday

night at 7:45 on the pond steps of the Fine

Arts Center.

... Yes, YOU I

In a curiously anticipatory state of waiting —
Susan Doskocil

1975 — year of the victory?

A fetter to Dean Allen
An open letter is probably not the most

efficient way of communication between you
and me, but these are difficult times and I

would like to make my views known to the

whole university community, above all to our
students. I am deeply worried about this

university and its future to which both of us
have devoted such an inordinate amount of

time and energy.

I am getting angry. Angry not at you for a

totally inadequate assignment of junior staff

land graduate students) but at the State for

never having bothered to put our graduate

school on a sound economic basis. In the

past it was possible [though often painful]

for our administrators to scrounge enough

money out of the undergraduate budget to

run a fairly acceptable show on the graduate

level. To this end you blessed all those

faculty members who for one reason or

another decided to take leave withoutpay for
a year. But when the undergraduate program
no longer has any 'fat' that could be trimmed
because of a series of previous austerity
budgets, the whole structure is in jeopardy.

If we have to take the step of dismantling

our graduate program we shall lose the best
younger members of the department in no
time, and I shall be the first to suggest to

them to try to get located elsewhere. The
State, on the other hand, will one day have
to face the decision of whether it really wants
nothing but undergraduate drilling grounds
or a 'good' and respectable university.

I am worried, Jerry, and I assume that you
are, too. It is time, I believe, that some of

these basic issues get aired in public.

Wolfgang Paulsen

Professor of German

May 4th to May 10th has been called

National Farmworker Week by the United

Farmworkers Union. It is a time when
boycott organizations across the country

engage in massive actions and educational

work to increase the visibility of the boycott.

This particular week was chosen in order to

call renewed attention to the necessity of the

boycott just prior to the shipment of the

season 's first grapes to market. In the past

year, the boycott has caused grape growers

to place more grapes in cold storage than

ever before. Grapes have been dumped at

various times throughout the past year

because of the lack of a market. Many
growers, when they do find a market, are

taking a loss on their grapes in order to get

rid of them. The boycott of scab grapes is

not over and it is now time to prepare for

another season of the boycott.

Although renewed pressure is being

placed on the boycott of non-United Farm-

workers grapes and lettuce, this does not

mean that the boycott of Gallo wines will be
dropped. That boycott is being effective and
has produced a whole chain of responses

from Gallo, including a doubling of public

relation expenditures, much of which is

probably aimed at breaking the UFW.
Representatives from the Winery have been

sent to schools and communities in areas

where committees have been able to bring

about an effective consumer boycott of the
scab wines. Nevertheless, few have been
fooled by Gallo 's slick PR men and the
boycott remains strong.

To mark Farmworker Week in Western
Massachusetts, UFW support groups have
organized several major events. They have
called for our support for two in particular.
On Thursday, May 8 there will be Human
Billboarding on the Calvin Coo/idge bridge on
Rte. 9 in Northampton. This will take place
from 7-9 a.m. to greet those who commute
over the bridge with giant picket signs,
reminding them of the boycott. On Saturday,
May W, there will be a mass demonstration
at Town and Country Liquors, Riverdale
Road in West Springfield at 1.-00 p.m. This
store has activelypromoted Gallo products in

defiance of the strike and boycott.
As well as drawing attention to the

boycott, union supporters will be attempting
to recruit full time staff people to help
promote the boycott throughout the country
this summer. A wage of $5 per week as well
as room and board is all the union can offer,
but for students credit for work done can
offer) be arranged. The union needs your
help and the rewards go far beyond those
offered by many jobs. They have labeled
1975 the Year of Victory and with your help it

will be.

Steve Rowley

•zamir nestelbaum

It's not easy being a senior. Especially in 1975.
This is the worst economy any College graduating
class has stepped into in over forty years.
Economists predict that over 500,000 seniors will
hit the unemployment lines this summer, with no
end in sight. It's no song and dance.

Seniors here at the University have been, for the
most part, wandering about in a daze all year. Most
have had mild to severe cases of the Senior Blues

a dreaded sickness. The Blues begin with the
realization in the fall that this is the last year of the
"College Experience," the last of the so called best
years of your life. Depression sets in when the
Senior realizes that College has not lived up to the
ideals and visions that society proclaims it to, "So
that's all there is to it."

Things go from bad to worse when tne poor
Senior knows that in June, she-he will head for

parts unknown and adioses and arivederchis will

have to be given to many friends. Or at least some
goodbyes. The case becomes terminal when the
Senior realizes that she has no place to go. What
next? More School? Job? Travel? Derelict? All

feasible alternatives, but none promising. Except
for the last.

Jobs are scarce. All jobs require several years of
experience. And they get the people who have
been laid off recently. Interviewers come and in

terviewers go, ask silly questions of cums and
outside hobbies, and leave a trail of "We'll call

you's and "I wish you much future success's."

Present shock
"Well maybe I can volunteer my services to a

needy cause for a year or two" mutters the hapless
Senior. "The Peace Corps and Vista are the an
swer." Ah but no? They only take people with
specific skills, and what kind of skills do people pick
up here at UMass. None worthwhile. The poor
Senior can't even give away his-her time. Even the
French Foreign Legion is defunct.

More school! ' thinks the Senior. "After all it's

kept me out of trouble and the job market these
many years. Let's see, maybe I'll apply to Harvard,
Yale and Berkeley. They'll see that I'm really one of
them. Another degree won't hurt. Maybe even give
me a better crack at the job market later on." But
every other Senior in the country thinks the same
thing, and the pitiful cum laude Senior can't even
buy his her way into the University of Southern
North Dakota at Hoople. So the Senior writes away
to an ad in the Phoenix for Jose's Quik Mill in

Tijuana, promising degrees in medicine, law and
plumber's helper in only a year.

"Well maybe I'll hit the road and see this

country. But first I'll have to get some bread to
pay for the trip and the loan that let sent me to this

great institution" reasons the irrepressible Senior.
"But I'll have to get a summer job!" Good Luck
Chump. The whole world is looking for that one.

The only answer, the poor Senior comes to
understand is dereliction. To sit, vegetate, write
odes and sonatas to beauty, truth and freedom. In

short, the American dream. And people are going
to wonder why nobody has any life to their pallor
stricken smiles, at graduating exercises this year.

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist and a
Graduating Senior

Future fuel; ulterior combustion ellen gavin
There is no better a topic for

presentation than a discussion of

the implications of the use of our

most common source of energy, to

wit, the combustion of carbon
based fuels like gasoline. Everyone
knows there are many by-products

of the burning of these fuels.

Mostly, these occur as a result of

impurities in the fuel and in its

inefficient combustion. However,
there are three by-products which
can never be eliminated no matter

how clean and efficient combustion
is, because of the chemistry of

combustion itself. I will not go into

the

specific

chemistry

itself, but it is

enough to say

that the
unavoidable

products of all

combustion are

water (H20),

carbon dioxide

(C02), and
heat.

Of the three

products of

perfect combustion, water is

manifestly

harmless, and since this is a column
devoted to energy problems, it is

unnecessary to devote any more of

the discussion to water. Heat is

unavoidable because of the laws of

thermydynamics which state,

among other things that work,

which always requires the con-

sumption of energy, must be ac-

complished with the liberation of

heat. This could have vast im-

plications ecologically, but for-

tunately heat is not a material

substance, but is itself a form of

energy which will radiate away in

time. It will not accumulate.

C02 is the really noxious by-

product of combustion. According

to Science News, the amount of

atmospheric has increased by 50

per cent since 1910. Although we
have been in a period of global

cooling since 1940, the long range

effect of this accumulation must be

to heat up the environment. This is

known as the so-called "greenouse

effect." C02 is an increasingly

hazardous substance, and as long
as we stick to using our present
mode of energy, its production is

unavoidable. But we need not use
carbonbased fuels, for the ideal

alternative to carbon fuels is

hydrogen (H2). As you can see
from the brackets, hydrogen in its

common molecular mode contains
only two hydrogen atoms. It is the
simplest compound in nature. It

never contains carbon, and so can
never produce C02 when it is

burned. It does indeed product
water and heat, but as we have

seen, these are relatively harmless

products.

How is hydrogen produced?
Basically, there are two ways. One
is the catalytic way. A carbon based
fuel can be passed over a nickel

catalyst while heated, and this will

produce H2. Unfortunately, it also

produces C02 since a carbon based
fuel was used, so no real benefit is

derived from this method.

The other way is viat the elec-

trolysis of water, where an electric

current is passed through water in

order to break up the water into

hydrogen and oxygen gas. This is

ideal, for not only is the source of

hydrogen (which is water) im-

mense, but the source is also

automatically replenishable, since

the source eventually also becomes
the product of the combustion of

hydrogen. As long as one has an

independent source of energy to

drive the reactions, one literally can

have an endless and pollution free

cycle.

But as was stated, one needs a

source of electricity. Where can this

electricity come from? That's easy.

It can come from existing facilities,

and can be built from existing

technology. To wit, it can come
from hydroelectric power, and
could be developed from the far

vaster potential of wind power. To
illustrate the possibilities, consider

that the Soviet Union has a

hydroelectric plant on the Dnieper

River capable of producing 6,000

megawats (6,000,000 kilowatts) of

electricity. I did some rough
calculation, based on the fact that

150 kilowatt hours can produce
1,000 cubic feet of hydrogen STP

(Standard

Temperature

and Pressure),

which is the

energy

equivalent of

about four

gallons of

gasoline. This

one Soviet

plant can
produce

enough
hydrogen daily

to supply the

daily fuel needs

(at

about two gallons of gasoline per
day) of about 2,000,000 American
cars.

So why don't we do it? Presently,
our technology is geared to using
carbon based fuels. No single
private industry could afford to
switch over. Yet, as our fossil fuels
run out, it is inevitable that we will

have to convert to hydrogen fuel.

Someday, the government will

have to get into the business of
overseeing the utilization of
hydrogen. On principle I don't like

to see it, but in the future it may be
necessary for the government to
nationalize things like the oil

companies in order to coordinate
more efficiently an intelligent
energy policy. If it happens, it will

simply be a manifestation of a
reality which suggests that the
energy problem is getting too big
for the private sector to handle
efficiently.

James Nollet is a Collegian
Columnist.

Michael Dukakis has a smooth rap. It's a principle qualification for a man
in his political position.

While appearing quite rational (within his frame of reference) and quite
arrogant, last night he defended the very proposals which will decide who
will go without food in this state, who will go without shelter, and who will

be denied an education. He did it very mechanically, without emotion,
without shame. He and others like him will have to live with the decision
thev make, decisions made without any fundamental changes in the basic
premises and priorities of this system. He, and others like him will have to

live with the chaos, strife, and human devastation that the next decade will

bring.

Dukakis will go through with his proposed 10 per cent budget cut to

UMass, all his promises about administrative cuts rather than cuts in

student services will go out the window in a frenzy of political compromise
and bureaucratic back patting, to UMass administrators.

For all the work, energy, and committment of the students of UMass
what do we get? Another committee to "advise" the governor, another
committee without any real power, Dukakis understood that what
students "were asking for last night was full and equal participation in

decision- making, and he was unwilling to make that committment.
Dukakis doesn't believe that we have the smarts to come up with any
solutions.

Damn you Dukakis! And damn you Bartley 1 and Damn you every Globe
columnist who attempts to turn student concern into a picnic, who at-

tempts to translate conscious responsible adults into a pack of spoiled,

squealing children.

We are adults, old enough to understand the issues arising out of the

current economic problems, as well as the solutions to those problems. I

believe that many of us have a clearer understanding than those middle
and upper class white men who have been pretending for years that they
have all the answers.
Hey Wood, and Bromery, and Gulko and Gage, and the rest of you, do

you think we've forgotten you? In the midst of these legislative and
gubernatorial half-time activities, do you believe that we'll have forgotten
how to tackle when Dukakis throws the ball back to you? We haven't
forgotten, we're just waiting to check out your game plan.

You students, do you believe them when they call you ignorant, and
incapable of understanding these difficult grown-up matters?

I don't believe it, and I doubt whether you do. And in this is our power.
To quote a patriot of long ago, Josiah Quincy, "The people, I say, are the
only competent judges of their own welfare."

Ellen Gavin is a Collegian Columnist

Notable Quote
'You can't leave now!

You work for us —

we pay your salary!'

Unidentified woman addressing

Gov. Dukakis as he was leaving last night's

meeting.
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TV tonight

DOLLAR NIGHTSMON&TUES
ALL SEATS SI 00

5:00 THE REAL MCCOYS "The
Swedish Girl." (18)

THE BIG VALLEY "Legend of
General." Part II. (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGH-
BORHOOD (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE'k Dog Is a Dog Is a
Dog." (27)

THE MICKEY MOUSE CLUB (38)
THE FLINTSTONES (56)

5:30 GENTLE BEN "Growing Pains."
(18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)

MAVERICK "Bolt From the Blue."
(27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "The Empty
Parachute." (30)

NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

GILLIGAN'S ISLAND (56)

6:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

SECRET AGENT "Don't Nail Him
Yet." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(57)

THE NIGHTLY NEWS (30)
THE DICK VAN DYKE SHO'V (38)

BONANZA "Hoss and the
Lebrechauns." (40)

/ LOVE LUCY (56)

6:30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)
ZOOM' (24) (57)

MOVIE "Hong Kong Confidential."
(27)

BEWITCHED (38)

6:55 NEWSBEA T NEWS (40)
7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "The
Square Triangle." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ROMAGNOLIS' TABLE (24)
TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

WOMAN IS ... (57)

30 CELEBRITY SWEEPSTAKES (3)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall,

host (8) (22)

THE FOURTH ESTATE (24)

MASQUARADE PARTY (30)

BOSTON RED SOX BASEBALL
1 38)

(27)

THE
(8)

ROOM 222 (40)

LOVE, AMERICAN STYLE (56)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)-

800 GOOD TIMES (3)

HAPPY DAYS (8) (40)

PASTOR'S PERSPECTIVE (18)

WORLD PREMIERE MOVIE "The
Invisible Man." (22) (30)

THE WAY IT WAS (24) (57)

MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR
DEALERS CHOICE (56)

8:30 MASH (3)

ABC TUESDAY MOVIE OF
WEEK "The California Kid.'

(40)

NOVA "The Hunting of the Quark."
(24)

JOURNEY TO ADVENTURE (27)

DINAH! (56)

PIONEERS OF MODERN PAIN-
TING (57)

9:00 HAWAII FIVE-0 (3)

GREATEST SPORTS LEGENDS
(18)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

9:15 THEONIE (57)

9:30 POLICE STORY (22) 130)

ASSIGNMENT AMERICA (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Friendly Freddy
Strikes Again." (27)

WOO BARNABY JONES (3)

MARCUS WELBY, M.D. (8) (40)

PUBLIC POLICY FORUM (18)

INTERFACE (24) (57)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

PERRY MASON (56)

10:30 INSIDE THE WORLD
JESSE ALLEN (24)

THE JOE HYDER SHOW 127)

MOVIE 138)

HABITAT (57)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS
(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

THE BEST OF GROUCHO (56)

THE CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
NEWS (57)

; 1.30 TUESDA Y STARLIGHT MOVIE
"Madame X." (3)

WIDE WORLD SPECIAL (8) (40)

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING
JOHNNY CARSON (22) (30)

MOVIE "No Holds Barred." (27)

THE BEST OF HOLLYWOOD (56)

1:00 NEWS (8) 140)

OF

(8)

fSfii Classifieds Pay
To puce a ciauiiied. drop by

in* Collegian Olfice between
• Mam and 3 4$ p m Monday
Friday
The deadline it 3 4J. two days

before the day your ad u to

appear
The rate* are
Dally • 3* par line

Weekly » 30 par lm
Monthly 4 2ft par lina

'Two lina* on lorm
approximate one line

1
FOR SALE

Integral Svetem* power amp
lerge Advent speakers ACE audio
preamp all immaculate »W0 Cell
Mike S49 0177

Need e piece to put your plants?
Buy a plant hanger from me lor
47 SO Made from real wood hangt
in dorm window holdi up to 12
plants Call Vicki at C MSI or Mop
by and see at JQA 1403

Pair JBl M speakers high el
ficiency S OHM 3S7 994S Keep
trying

Heed skis bndgs boots etc 2M
89*9

Panasonic stereo turntable
receiver end speakers Must sell

Call John S3* 4809 after S

Fender Bandmaster b PA. Guild
Guiter Leslie 147 RMI Piano 2M
81*0 after S

Gibson ES 336 good cond
753 5745

»27S

1 pr Ofunde 7X50 binoculars w
leether cese Esc cond Cell SM
0M1

Semi chopped triumph Bonn 64)

rebuilt engine eic cond Call now
M9 3831

Need lurmturo for your apart
mant? Couch end two matching
chairs, one is e rocker Cheirs in

good condition Couch liveable -*60
tekes ell Cell 2M S4S3 after S 30

4 H7B IS tire* and wheala for
Scout 4125 1 592 9S16

Single boa spring end mattre**.
i-acellent condition Best offer Call

Helene .'53 5418

Bass hiking boots, w 9% new
$45 my price 430 like new Mark
323 4249

Pentox HI A with 50mm lens, esc
cond . 480 very gd buy on an sir

Mark 323 4249

Waterbed queen site, heater,
designers frame, exceptional Call
Jude 549 3677

10 speed f>40. runs fine Call 5S4

6691

Raleigh 3 spd esc cond $40

665 27S2

WM 3 speed bike w baskets
Absolutely perfect MS Oebbie
253 5462

Dual 1219 4136 Criterion 4X
speakers 12 4 way *1S0 2 la 26 st

amp 435 Tl 2500 calc (3S Brian
546 6212

Canon Owners Soligor 90 230mm
f4 5. auto talaphoto lens Ex cond.
hardly used 4125 or bast offer Call

M9 0219

5 cu ft refrigerator 4S0 M6 8214

5 cu ft refrig . used 2 tarn . exc

con 480 Cell Rich 6 5874

FJR SALE

DelRofrig 3 2 cu ft 160 546 1203

7pm
Kitchen set 425 253 7332 Exc

cond

Tendberg 330CX mint cond 4350

plus Lloyd M2 SIM

Black Labrador pups AKC rag

l?3 4477

Furniture beds living end
dining iimm sets very cheap
MS 7187 or 5 1M2

Baby nerriage 48 play pen $15

.ntant teat 41 walker $1 mobile 41

•a electric broom 46 Cell M9 3M9

150 ft Mammut climbing rope
.40 J B Helmet 415 Choumard
crag hammer new 41S Assorted
hmers $1 SO ee Martha SM 1576

AUTO FOR SALE

71 Cougar XR7 convertible AM
FM ho 351 eng dull) 38 000 mile*
like new $1995 firm 527 4M3

4 Sole Peugeot U08 21
frame E xcellent cond Asking $100
753 5560

Furd Galaaie M mech and mt
excel 5M 2S71

71 Fiat conv 30 mpg 4 new
44*448 Asking 41400 Call SM 19M

67 Ford V8. auto running cond
$200 5M 1435

•9 Lamero Rally Sp . con
vertible 327 automatic, p s In top
condition For info . call 548 5710
Asking (1050

VW Bus for parts 6 ex tiros on
'•ms M trans Many extras Call
Frank MS 2638

M VW Camper vy gd body and
mt but bad eng Write Shaw Box
4P9A NnMhtield Ma

67 VW Bug exc cond 4660 SM
3181

Going to Europe Must sell 1M7
VW Ven rebuilt engine, sunroof
tepe deck 4350 M9 0086

Must sell 73 MG Midg.t low
mileage 42200 or bast offer Call
M9 1352

~1U\T)C CloupcR
AUTO FOR SALE

65 VW Bug good co
$250 00 Call after 6 p m Sp
0972

ndition I

fid 739

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
FOR RENT

69
H .1,

•'304

I Nil 124 Spider mech
d". »v >ih Best offer

1974 4 stroke
v.ioidha 500 Mree'
S46 9792

twin < v Imder
OOHC 4 Vdlvf»

o k

M6

M Buick
Kent

$200 Call 2S3 78M

MGCGT a classic mint cond
43 000 o>i owner $2 195 firm 533
9480 eves

1974 Ford Maverick 6 cylinder
AM FM 16 000 miles 5 radials 2

snow esc cond uond on uas
$2 500 firm Call M9 0898

1M3 Book Wildcat conv bkt
sts ps p b . snows at < b h

runs good $200 or best offer 256
6408 Ron

1M2 VW Bus Camper gd bdv
mch cond 1973 rebuilt eng 13 000
mi Call Sennet 625 6781

1M7 Ford Van good tires $400
with extra parts Call M9 4449

1971 Oatsun 510 new tires trans
and brks Call Debbi at M9 1114
keep trying

Summer Special IMS VW Bus
new engine. 442S Steve 5M 4189

1965 Buick Century good body
and engine, but needs trans work
best offer over 4150 19M Chevy Bel
Air runs well for 4125 Steve 5M
4189

IMS Olds Dynamic M. con
vertible. new tires, battery, runs
good great beach car Asking $400
546 M42

19M Corvair convertible body
and top good, needs motor 4100 or

best offer Bob 253 7M7

1971 Vega, immaculate. 38 000
miles. 25 mpg. 3 spd. only 41196
Bob 253 7M7

1970 Austin America 36 mpg
super running, new brekes and
tires 38.000 miles Priced to sell,

only 4860 Bob 263 7M7

1968 Peugeot, sun roof needs
battery and muffler 4100 drives it

away Bob. 2S3 7M7

19M Dodge Dart, exc mech
cond . 4190 2M Puffton Village. 22
mpg

Oman* 1M7 250 dirt 350 Cafe
racer 450 Desmo Rt Call Steve at

586 0936

1970 Kawasaki 260cc 9 900 miles
$300 Call Alan evenings 2M 6759

1970 Yamaha 200 exc rood low
mileage Bob M5 3079 $400

1973 Honda 500 4 pull backs
sissy ber custom seat 41 300 M6
11M

One bdrm apt tor rant on Sd
|
hus route 41M per mo util inc all

o.v Call Dave Mb 7M5

WANTED TO RENT

I m ItiokiMci tor .i * nii'iirv »»omf
thai! *% peaceful to •'•> Mnlh »omr
fittft |)4?nplf» Rent Aiid utilities tint

vrc IBS M so for September Call

Joseph W5 4765

FOR RENT
Amh New 3 bdr w w carpet

dw disp tennis ct . swimming
pool Imm Occ No lease raa 42M
plus util b sec Cell M9 6600 before
5

1 bed ept evail May IS 41M a
month Call Linda 6M 4M3 or 824
3383 Cliffside

Loft studio overlooking rivar. nr
Smith Write Domain 126 Lowell
Ave Newton Mess 02180 or 617
527 9004

1 bedroom apt Available May It
on UMass bus route 41M :el 2M
91M

A frame house. Belchertown
0*1 hus line near Lake Arcadia Can
em whole house at 4300 par mo or

i an rent indiv rooms Quiet
woodsy area Call Adale 323 46M
•ind leeve message

8 rm house 5 bedr in Belchertn
Available June 1 on 432ft par mth
Call 323 7M3 eves

F room for single female student
485 Near UMass M9 63M near
town

4 bedrooms, living room, kit-

then 2 baths in renovated houaa
$400 per mo plus util On campus
M9 0M1

6 9 bedrooms. 1 v, bath*, living

room kitchen w cabinets, pantry w
cabinet*. 3 hall*, phone room. 2

fireplaces and 9 parking space* in

renovated houaa on campus 4800

per mo plu* util M9 0M1

71 Pontiac Catalina Best offer
over $1200 M4 1697 or 527 3928

1M5 Olds 442. no rust Recant
tuneup 4375 665 7075

71 Tovote Corolla wagon. 4 ipd .

30 mpg Excellent cond Call M9
1173 after 6pm
66 VW Van new paint job need

mech work Bett offer M5 28M
Ask for Dave

19M Buick Special 4160 or bast
offer Call 2S3 2633

1971 VW Suparbaetle. semi auto
trans . rebuilt angina, new shocks
muffler Mich radial* Beat offar
263 7760

1966 VW Bus blown engine
oeeds valve |ob much recent work
done Have all service records
desperate, need cash Fact
CHEAP Call Steve at M6 S8M

Correction M VW But. engine
sei/ed $50 753 5878

Honda 360CB
eves 323 M28

1971 MOO Call Ed Hsa in Amh..
wknds M5 2492

June 1. eves

306 Honda. 1M7 angina rebuilt

Cell M5 223S day*

64 Ford 9XL 500
well 323 4249 4176

4 s peed,

1971 Dodge Maxi Van. heavy
duty, good condition many extre*
Asking 42200 Call Lon SM 7038
after 8 00

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1974 Puch 17Scc MX leas than 20
hr* Running excellent dirt bike
$700 firm 628 3935 Michael

Semi chopped Triumph Bonn 66
w rebuilt engine Ex cond Call

now M9 3831

1973 CB360 Honda Asking 4760
6 4343

72 Kawasaki 360 S2 6200 mi 5M
4008

One bdrm Cliffside corner ept
Will negotiate price and pay diff

Avail imm 6M 4804 Ask Rob

Cliffside Specious 2 bedroom
aportment in lovely Sunderland
Only 419S a month includes
utilities, pool, tennis On bus route
Call Martha M5 4172 Available
June 1

Northampton 4 bdrm hse
.

June 1 3 bdrm apt . 4160. 3 bdrm
hse. 4260 for Sept SKIBISKI REAL
ESTATE' 5M 3428 3 5 p m

House on North Pleasant Street
has two bedrooms, available for
the summer We are subleting and
need you to complete the house
hold Call Ken at 545 3500 after
noon

F rm 460 253 5329

1 br in 2 br apt . June Aug . 485
mo I' ego I. pool, a c . bus part
furn Beth 253 3336

TO SUBLET
6 1 to 8 3 option to renew

'owohouse a c 14 persons 549
1679 46 Townhouse Apt Amherst

2 bdrms 1 with pi bath entry

iiouse Belc May only 490 nr 4100
util mcl 263 7M7

Two bdrm Cliffside low rant
June Sept Partly furn Pool bus
line MS M35

Throe bedroom spacious
.ipertmeiit m house Pleasant area
.nid (lose to campus Two porches
and a large yard Available June 1

in August 31 Rent includes all

utilities and is negotieble Cell M9
6M1 evenings end ask for Eileen

Ju Aug 31 Roll Gr 2 bdr util

incl 4180 2M 6773. air cond . pool

4390 July Aug Clean new 2 bad
apt air cdn pool, dishw close
bus dog cat welcome Opt to

renew M9 3M7

Two bedrooms of 4 bedr apt .

rented indlv or together all util .

bus route negotiable and cheap
253 2 159

Furn 1 brm . bus rt . approx ft

19 9 1 Pool, util incl 4166 00
Tom 6M 3572

With option to ranaw. 2
bedrooms Brandywina Apt* On
bus route Rent negotiable Cell

Irme M9 1326 June 1st

One bdrm at Cliffaida. pool.
tennis Rent negotiable lower than
going rate available mid June
thru Aug Option to renew 6M
3029

18 Hollister Apta . 3 bdrms
Option to renew On bua route
Tom or Jim 263 7432

One badrm Cliffaida Apt Pool,
tennis bus. all util 4180 M5 4287

1 bdrm in 3 bdrm Puffton aptM9 0138 Air cond inexpensive

Twnhse 2 bdrm on bua rta All
util pd includes air cond Rent
nag 263 5282

Lge 3 bed ept on bus rt Top
floor of hse Opt renew w w car
2M 8435 41M

Cliffside 1 bdrm
. util inc Opt to

renew Tennis ft pool 41M 6M
3110 after 5

Amherst. 2 bdrms Twnha apt
on bus rt . furnished cable TV. AC.
pool June August, opt to renew
4180 with util 263 3289

Sublet. 6 bdrm hse Main St*.

Amh Opt to renew 2S3 3M7

Furnished room to sublet in

Leverett Jun to Aug 466 00 mo
>49 0085

TO SUBLET
F wented to share furnished

Rolling Green ept Mev 1 Aug
31 Call 2M 0432

Fum 7 bdrm ept UMees bus rte

WILL NEG Avail 8 1 Call 2*3 2708

PETS OK

Biaodywnie 7 bdrm June Aug
N.-got Call M9 4474 after 7

M megue efficiency ept June
July w pt lu lenew 367 99M M9
4441 5 6 p •

June August sublet Rent neg
On bus line mcl util Cell 6M 34M
eft 5

Sublet with option to renew 2
bdrm Brandywina mod conv
June 1 Call M9 6714

Util bdrm
Call M9 38M

summer tunshd

Garden apt Rolling Green 2
bdrms June Aug Option to renew
Cheep 263 7332

1 badrm apt with utilities June
August opt to renew Colonial
Village 263 7639

2 bdtm Brandywina close to
campus June August pool naxt
to tennis r ourts M9 M76

Rant or sublet one bdrm apt
Puffton June 1 Aug 31 Rant nog
Call M9 1261

1 bdrm semi turn if wanted
pool util incl . Col Village evetl
June 1 with opt to renew 4155 for

summer 2M 02M

1 bdrm
tennis e c

549 6213

furn . Puffton pool
summer $150 util incl

Sunny spacious 3 rm apt in

Amh June Aug sublet 4180 mo
7M 0617

Two bdrm ept with util . 4130 e

mo . on bus line. June 1 Aug 31
opt to renew Cliffside

In Amherst 2 bdrm ept 4196
open area, great view 2M 8903

2 or 3 roommates to share
beautiful Hadlev farmhouse plenty
ol garden in nonsmokers. keep
railing 6M M27

73 Leverett Rd . Amh 4
bedrooms. 2 baths. 2 miles from
campus. June 1 Sept 1 Call M9
0521

73 Levt Rd Amh
73 Levt Rd Am Juno 1 Sept

1. 4 bdrm. 2 baths. 2 mi from
campus. M9 0621

Brandywina
A 549 1M3

2 bdrms 4190 J

June Sept Colonial Village. 2
bdrm on bus line Furn

. pool 4180
w util negot 263 7287 after 6pm

3 bedroom Townhouse apt June
1 to August 31 Option to renew eir
conditioning pool One mile from
cempus Rent negotiable Call M9
1372

Puff 1 bdrm
mo M9 39M

ft 1 8 31 460 per

6 bedroom house in Amherst
Center Rent negotieble Cell 263
9839 after six
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Vets may earn credit for service experience
mr

.vi :<.atks**
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I NORTHAMPTON
• • •

— NOW— 7:00-9:20

and TONIGHT is

DOLLAR NIGHT!!

Veterans who attend UMass as
regular undergraduate students
may now, in most cases, receive

some academic credit for their

service experience.

Veterans who are applying tor

credit must submit a legible copy of

their DD214 separation paper with
their student number written on the

top to the Registrar's Office.

Students who have other than

dishonorable active military service

of six months to one full year,

including the completion ot basic or

recruit training, may be accepted as

meeting the requirements in ROTC
at the freshman level (two "military

science" credits). Military service

over one year will be accepted as

meeting the requirements in ROTC
at the freshman and sophomore
levels (four "military science"
credits).

A veteran who has been com-
missioned as an officer bv com-
pletion of a program such as OCS is

eligible for eight "advanced military

science" credits. In addition, credit

may be given to veterans who have
attended certain military schools
while in the service. If the veteran

wishes to pursue this he must bring

to the Registrar's Office a legible

copy of this DD214 and Diplomas
of Certificates of training. The
Veteran who wishes to pursue this

credit must also be present when
the forms are turned in at the

Registrar's Office so that he can
interpret any unclear abbreviations

or numerical codes and provide a

course description if necessary.

Credit may also be given for on
the job training received in the

service. However, the veteran must
request the related academic
department to examine-evaluate his

knowledge or skills in that area.

Any veteran who wants to have
his forms checked for possible

academic credit should bring them
to Bill Staton at the Registrar's

Office Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri.,

from 3 to 5 or Tues. all day.

Positions open for OH instructors

r

1 bdrm Cliffside semi furn
inc util 6 1 8 31 666 4M9

4160

Urchard Hill Residential College
has positions next fall for at least 9
graduate assistants- associates. We
are looking for people with the
following qualifications:

— Interdisciplinary study in at

least one of these subject areas:

Ethnic Studies, Sex Roles and
Human Identity, Urban Citizen-

Politics, Science, Technology, and

Society, Society and the Arts,

Career and Education, The Third

HOA Q1$;i mountain hums maile-JUJ xqotis MAOifT mass

"HEARTS
AND
MINDS"

World and Racial Awareness,
Consumers and Corporations;

— Capacity to work collectively

with other instructors (faculty and
graduate students) and students in

both team instruction and program
development;

— Willingness to examine the

practical implications of course

work, possibly developing options

for some students "in the field,"

e.g., places near the University, the

University itself, or the Orchard Hill

community;

If interested, write to Professor
Michael Wolff, Director of Orchard
Hill Residential College, no later

than May 9, 1975. Please outline in

this letter

— personal-professional
background,

— your response to this

description of the positions, and

— names of one or more
University (or Five College) faculty

members with whom you have
been working.

film times

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Murder on the Orient Expreaa 7,

9

AMHERST CINEMA
Scenai from Marriage 7:30

CALVIN THEATRE
Whit* Lightning 7:00
Thunderbolt Cr Lightfoot 8:46

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Murder on the Orient Expreaa 7,

9:15

Chinatown 7, 9 15

Godfather II 8:00

GLOBE THEATRE
And Now for Something

Completely Different 7, 8

MT. FARMS 4 THEATRES
White Lightning 8:16. 8.30

Heerta b Minda 6. 8:16

Blazing Seddlea 6:16. 8:30

Lenny 6. 8:16

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Witch Mountain 7:30. 9:30
Tommy 7:30. 9:46
Funny Ledy 8:00
Cepone 7:46. 9:46
Shampoo 7:16. 9:30
Waldo Pepper 7:20. 9:30

TO SUBLET

Houae In Amh . 6 bedrooma. 2
bath. June Aua w option 4370
Cell 764 MM

4 bedrooma. Swiaa VII Furn. util

incl. on bua Opt to renew Save t

CaN 763 2*13

Sublet June 1 - Sept 1 Opt to
renew 2 bedrm apt Belchertown
on bus route lake 323 8213

Jn 1 to Spt 1 3 bd Twnhse
Roiling Green AC pool make
offar 546(514

2 bdrm Cliffside Jun tap 617C
•ncl util Opt to renew fool, bus
M6 3963

2 bdrm ept 41M with utilities

Colonial Vill Opt to ran Furn 2M

ROOMMATE WANTED
N Amherst large apt Own

room 491 67 par mo plus utile

Sacur dapos Lease until Aug
Tony M9 0899

2 roommates m or f wanted for
FALL Own room in Swiss Village
Franny. SM 4278. Annie 5M 6734

F roommate
5M 41M

Hedlev 4*2 B0 mo

If you sublet our luxury 2 bdrm
apt we will give e 460 rebate 2M
8262

2 bedrm Sunderlend June Aug
31 Option free Security dep Furn

aveil Tennis pool M6 4310 Cell

lete Keep trying

2 bdr neer Col V ill Part furn
5180 includes util 2M 0200

Two roommetes wanted lot

summer months June through
August Squire Villege Apt On bus
route 4M 76 per month If in

terested coll 6M 4763 efter 5pm

Rivglede Tnha. 3 bdrm Need
roommates for 2 bdrms Sum w
option fall Maeter bdrm ideal for

cple Tot 4300 mo incl util 2*3

M45

UMoss Florence 5 bedroom
house yerd garden part furn 428ft

mo Summer 6M 3M2

Sublet with option June 1

Beeutiful Twnhse 4166 plus M6
.1280 Two bedrooms, pool

4 bdrm ept m houaa. off

Amherst Center 480 per mo ee

Call Arnia or Mercie 263 7421. ft 1-
8 31

2 bdrm Cliffside w util 4160

Poul tennis bus. pertly furn Opt
M5 2263

4 bdrm Rolling Grn 4200 mnth .

e c pool bus rte ell util incl Call

S44H47

2 bdrm spt edge of campus AC
and util incl ft 1 8 31 4196 mo
M9 0MS

Sublet Summer one bdrm
ept Puffton Rent neg M9 1261

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 or 2 I to shore 2 bdrm River
glede ept for fall Call Oiene 323
4272 p m

1 rm in country house in Hadlev
for summer 473 mo 5M 6617 nites

Female roommetes for summer
sublet 3 bedrm Rolling Or Call

2M8363

Cape Cod - Own room in houee
E Falmouth Call John after 8 1

617 M8 4197

Fem senior or grad to shore apt.

with 2 male grsds M6 par mo plua

1 3 util 5M 7M2

2 roommataa for summer
Presidential Apt 469 per mon ea
ncl util a c d w . bua. can walk
Call M9 4696

1 or 2 for June 1 4200 plua util

Call Rick 6M 79M Opt to renew
Sept

F June 1 to Aug 31 Apt partly

furmshad pool, dw ac and car
paling Close to campus Barb M9
1M3

Need 4 people m f Swiss Villege
Apts own rooms 4M per mo
from June 1 thru Aug 31 utilities

included

2 roommetes wanted Orad
students preferred, for summer
with fell option, own room in

Townhouse at Rolling Green 2M
M17 Donnie

One or two M or F roommates
wanted for 2 bdrm ept Bran
dywine. N Amherst Jn Ag on
bus rte Rent negot M9 6906

Own rm in 4 bdrm sebetticel
hse in Echo Hill 1 mi to U M
' rptd frnshd clr tv etc Wds opn
vpace or bus thru Aug 472 Lving 4

Europe 263 74M evngs

A findl Ig 2 firs sunny hse dntn
N Hampton F nds F rVI Beg 5 30
to get it 470 plus util Cell Coffee
S84 0638 6 11pm Negotiable over
summer

Females or couple Room evail

June 1 Rent neg After 5 Call 2M
0632

Cliffside 1 bdrm Sublet June IS

lapp I Opt to renew MS 3741

Two more people to share 1

lidrm m 7 bdrm hse near campus
June 1 Aug 31 472 eech incl util

Call Jan 549 1312 or Barb M6 9875
K pep trying

2 F Puff V ill Own rm sum 462
a mo plus elec Cell M9 2616

females wanted for Brandywina
Apt June 1 Aug 31 447 BO double
or 490 for single Call Anna 6 6322

Tita 6 6330

ROOMMATE WANTED
Own room in houae on edge

campus. 4M plus util avail June 1.

549 3877

Houae with lots ot land, on an
bus rt summer with option for fall

M9 2869

M or F share 3 bdr with 2 Ma.

mid 20s M7 June Aug 31 Namh
Po>l tennre. cool Ron 2M 8828 10

p m on

Balch Hs . garden, wooda. swim
47ft Own room Call MS IftM

2 mrts . M or F. for June 1 to Aua
31 No Amherst. 4 mm to bua
route 2 bdrm 4Mmcl util CallMft
1467 anytime

MDCG^tetfi
HELP WANTED

Having trouble finding lobs this

summer' Tired of working for

minimum pay/ Weat Band a

national co haa many openings in

New 1 1 gland erea For information

about interviews, contact 112

Berkshire Houee Don't wait, do it

today

Wanted Conaciantioua men and
woman motivated bv 'tve. not
money to effect poait spiritual

end eocial change in the world For

interview cell MI44M 7 12 pm

Couple or 2 roommates needed
to share room in co op houaa for

summer with option to renew
fireplace garden on bus route 4M
each 2M 6387 or 2M 6M2

Share air cond master bdrm
Townhouee apt Rant negot lor

summer M9 1372

RESPONSIBLE M F ROOM
MATE SHARE FURNISHEO 3

BDRM TWNHSE SUMMER AND
OR FALL BUS LINE POOL
TENNIS COURTS NO LEASE 4100

MTH UTILITIES INCL AIR COND
BOB 263 7M7

ROOM WANTED

Fem with very smell dog needs a

room for thr summer preferably m
a house off Mem Rd Have car

Amherst Belchertown eree
Cherlene. SM 7330

In Cooperative Houae in Nor
thempton Call Jane 5M 4M1

WANTED

I m looking for a country home
that is peaceful coop with some

i fine people Rent and utilities not
over 48ft or so for September Cell
Joseph MS 4765

BOB STILL WANTS VOUR AIL-
ING OR DECREPIT CAR* Fast 44 for
the hulk Seve this ad for summer
reference 253 7M7

Tickets to Elvis Concert in June
at Spfld C C 6M 6000

PERSONALS
Charter flights to Europe

Celif Call Campus Travel

Saliabury Beach Now the
biggeet entertainment center in N
E Rent an apartment now Season
starte May 23 for 1ft weeks For
info call 1 617 8M 7670

Eniov the quiet country life et

UMass Excellent food, good
company, minute from campus If

you era intereated for neat
semester end are femele call Lou.
A in or Carolyn at 763 (OM or 6M

SERVICES

Tennis racket reetrlnglng Good
lob Cheap Call Jan

Need help moving hop on the
Cowgirl Eapreae anywhere
Anything Cell 323 6081 o> 244 4464

Fectory trained BMW mechenic
Work on elf foreign cere 2*3 77M

Oataun. Toyota. Volvo Jaquar
repaired bv Russ Baca Plenty of

exienence and equipment Phone
5M 1227

Kar mechanics AH forelan and
domestic repaira Fiat speoeiists

Let us check out thet used cer

before you buy it People s pricee

We II teach you too 6M 71M

To my little Hon. Sheh. Happy B
day Luv Steven

Strap Happy 22nd from your
reel women friend! Luv. KK

Four hour* of nonstop nootalgla
and hlta for only 4M Call Bob the
D J 536 M7S

Coach. Get well soon
Love Dove

Love

Mercedes with
753 53M

diesel M 69

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted to Florida at end of

semester Willing to shore ex
penses and driving Call Rita. SM
8201

Biker going to Colorado call

Carol SM 1M6 Anyone elee

going to Col 7

RIDERS WANTED
RIDER DRIVER WANTED

To Calif July 1 Call 2M 6903 aft

HELP WANTED
Thg Collugimn needs people to

staff our new graphics depertment
The 10b enteils making up eds on e

ropy camera es well es making
headlines for stories Excellent
learning experience with minimel
linenciel ewerds Cell Ken at MS
3500

INTERVIEWING TODAY for
overnight boy s cemp Cembridge
VMCA All positions Excitement
For info 112 Berkshire

Townhouse ept to sublet option
to renew Air conditioned, car

peted. close to campus and on bus
route 4236 plus utilities per month
Will negotiate rent for summe r

months if interested coll M9 0696

Feminist wents living space.
inner Amherst or N Hmpt Mid
May Up to 470 Call 247 -I

2 femelos wish piece to live on
Cepe for summer Prefer HVAN
NIS 5M8093 Ode or 6M 6100
Martha

Pleaea return contanta of stolon
pack to site of theft Do not throw
awev

1 mala needs piece to live neer
Dennis or South Dennia for
summer Call Dick at 5 3600 or 6-

2M2

L I Quacke PF Ffyre accept
rematch' Vou name time and place

Watch out 1 Woodgeme

Kerry if you still went apt 1 at
Arcadia. confact Chris im-

mediately I loat your phone no

Steve Thank you for everything
Love JB

Vou re welcome Hobbit. Vou re

welcome Hobbit. Vou re welcome
Hobbit Vou re welcome Hobbit.
You re welcome Hobbit Happy
Birthday Hobbit Vou re welrnme
Hobbit You're welcome

Attractive couple 27. 2ft. aeek bi

female for occaaional good times
Send photo and phona to P O Box
M9 Amherst

Seeking female companion for
summer fun Meture open minded
B or W women desired Write c o
740 , Welnut St. Holyoke Will
enswer all letters

Lost SR 60 calculator on April

30 42S reward Call M.ke SM 7519

Ten Leather lacket at Rusty Nail.
4 30 My only coat, no que* 6M
2876 6M 3080 small reward

Two rings - black and silver in

Music Rm
. Knowlton April 21 Call

Mary SM

The moet important part of my
life Chem 111 112 lab workbook
AND notebook belonging to Jane
Alinovi Please leave in Colhygimn
Office With Adverting
Secretariea

COUPLE WANTED

Grad couple wented to share
house m Sunderland bus and
garden Large room Rent 4100 plus
665 4234

AUTO WORKSHOP

PERSONALS
Seeking female companion for

summer fun Meture. open minded.
B or W women, desired Write co
240% Walnut St Holyoke Will
answer all letters

Attractive Bisexual famele. age
23 seeks the same Write to P O
Box 331 Amherst Recent photo
and phona plaese

Bernie we met at Concord I

live in W Newton want to see you
agetn Please cell M9 MIS or write
Christine

IS credits lor spending 90 days in

tl Call Bill O Leery 2M 0M2

f
Charter flights to Europe end

Calif Call Campus Travel MS 0500

Save 30 per cent on flights to

most places in the U S and Europe
bv purchasing tickets ahead at

Adventure Travel Call today M9
12M

SERVICES

Anything Goes Van and Trailer

to N V end Bos . also local lugging
367 2078. 2M0

BOB WILL STILL FIX VOUR CAR
RIGHT Any make, yr modef no
lob too small Save this ad for

summer reference 263 7M7

THE OUTBACK AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIR specieliiing in Saab and
other foreign cer* Call Guy at 7M
6110

DO I OURSELF Tools free
with >ece rental 42 hr

.

professional advice Pert*
wholesale Level 1. C C
Garage Mon Fri 3 10 Set
Sun 12 10

CALCULATORS
College Calculators ha* all the

aniwert I offer low discount
prices on ell mekes and models of

calculators All machines new
with full werrenty and mora' If

vour machine malfunctions within
2 months I II replece it free 1 All

lines available Texas Inst .
HP

Commodore. Rockwell end others

SR 50 only 4M M SR 61 only

4159 98 HP 21. only 4119 9ft

Malcor 535 comparable to the SR
SO only 482 M Before you buy
anywhere cell me first end I'll give
you the best deal I can Call Bob
Crowell M9 1318.
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Chemistry prof

to speak today
Professor J.L. Ragle of the

UMass Department of Chemistry
will speak on "Entrophy, Coherent
States, and Double-Resonance
Studies of Quadrupole Coupling in

Chloroform Complexes," today at

11:15 a.m. in room 103, GRC Tower
I.

MOTHER'S DAY PLANT SALE
Large Fhwering Plants (6-8" Pots)

House Plants & Hangers

Small Flowering Plants (3-6" Pots)

These are EXCELLENT QUALITY Plants

$1- $8

Wed. & Thurs., May 7-8 C.C. Concourse

«*»-

*^s

Dr. Charles Berger and his Alaskan Tundra wolf
Farley will appear tomorrow night at Mahar
Auditorium, where a film on wolves will be shown.

Wolves topic of film
Or. Charles Berger, Director of

The North American Predatory
Animal Center, is shown here with
Farley, an Alaskan Tundra Wolf.

They will be at The University of

Massachusetts Wednesday in

Mahar Aud. at 7:30 p.m.

BEETLE SERVICE SPECIAL
tune up complete

includin3 points, PI119S, condenser, timing

carburetor adjustment and valve adjustment.

1

3500 plus tax

**
*
*

r

with this coupon
(Good thru May 30th)

*************************
FREE LUBE & OIL CHANGE

With Tune Up %
(regularly a $7.50 value) *

$***************************************$
2 HAMPTON AVE.,

BEETLE SERVICE Northampton
Phone: 584-9758

*

In addition to his own slides

depicting wolf behavior, the ex-

cellent film about the wolves life

history, "Death of a Legend", will

be shown. Any questions can be
directed to either Don Hanson at

546-6842 or Maryanne Boynton at

546-1144. Berger is being spon-
sored by UMass Student Chapter
of The Wildlife Society.

Admission is $.50 for Society
Members and $1.00 for everyone
else. DID YOU EVER SEE A LIVE
WOLF?!!!

Wmmmm

Think you can't afford

a luxury apartment?

t
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June24 to

August 15
It you like to learn after the sun goes down, you can

take advantage of Summer Evening College. 50 courses

are being offered in this program, including everything

from Art to Zoology. As with all of our programs, we
offer those important extras like financial aid. counseling

services, and a lot of friendly personal attention. UMass
is big enough to provide >ou with what you want, ami
small enough la give you what you ne^\.

Registration is by m. or in person at Boyden (Amnasium
on Monday. June 2.*. from 9 a.m. to I p.m. and 5 p.m. to

7 p.m. The Evening ( ollege is brought to you In the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts' Summer Program Office and Div-

ision of Continuing Education. For more information con-

tact Continuing Education at Hills House North or call

|4M| 545-0905.

UMass/Amherst

Think Againi

Brittany
Manor

3 Month SUMMER LEASES at Low, Low Rates

1 bedrooms from $170 — 2 bedrooms from $180

— 3 bedrooms from $280

• air conditioning

• 2 pools

• 2 tennis courts

• picnic area
• wall-to-wall carpeting

• dishwashers and disposals

9 month FALL LEASES at special rates

for applications made before June 1, 1975.

I bedroom from $200— 2 bedroom from $210— :$ bedroom from $:u o

$50 deposit required to hold apartment for

September— completely refundable until August 1, 1975
Take The Free Bus or Call Us at 256-8534

Office Hours— 0:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday
1 1 :00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Saturday

Avoid the Summer Hush — RENT NOW
for the Fall and save time and money!
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UNITED Feature Syndicate ••Myda, l
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Your Birthday ny steiu wilder

Turtday. May < - Born to-

day you have been gifted with
artisic talent, verv likely in

more than one field With excep-
tional self discipline which you
are entirely capable of and
determined applied! inn ui your
talentKi to a single medium of

artistic expression, you could
very well achieve both fame and
fortune through your own crea-

tive nature Vou will, however,
have to fight against a tendency
to move from one artistic field to

another, if you are wise, you will

find vour milieu and stick to it

You possess extraordinary in-

tuitive powers where your rela-

tKinships with (4hers are con-
cerned You know immediately
when a friend ls in difficulty,

when he <r she ls in a good or

bad mood, or when the relation-

ship as a whole in in trouble or
rolling along smoothly This in-

tuitive understanding of others'

moods, feelings, tendencies, and
so on can gain for you an excep
tumally good and solid mar
riage. lor it will enable you to

deal with problems before they
arise'

Yours ls a naturally adven
lurous nature which, since child

-

^ww 1 1 o»iT Kucd&aue -wen ALL
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By Chris Jackson

Kampus Kapers
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By Gary Trudeau

DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
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she's me
VERY LAST
ORPHAN
OUT?

/

YUP-
ANDTHAT
MAKES ME
SPECIAL!

^1< '* 74w
irn

~\

i

WELL.

SHE LOOKS

HEALTHY,

0UTIU
HAVE TO

CHECXHER

FINE.

BY THE

MY ~HER
NEW(MEM
AR£mTTN6
IN THE OTHER
ROOM \

TELL THEM
I SH0UU? BE
THROUGH IN
ABOUT TWENTY

MINUTES.
/

RI6HT

I

]

OKAY,

PRINCESS
N0WP0N7
BE SCARED

YOU

BETTER
N07 HURT
me-tm
A SYMBOL,
YOU KNOW'

V

t r—-__ i. „., c,
f_,

hood has thrived on new ex
penenci-s Your spirits are al-

ways uphill*! nv travel, even a
short journey ol a business
nature boring and uninlerest

tng to many causes you to feel

the regeneration ot energy, good
w ill. optimism At the same time,

however, vou are a homebodv
and have no desire to become a

rolling stiwe' . vou cnjo\ gather-

ing moss loo much'
To find out w hat ls in store for

vou tomorrow, si-lect your birth-

<ldv and read lh«' i-orrtsponding

paragraph Let your birthdav

stat be vour dailv guide

* * *
Wednesday. Mav 7

TAl'Kl'S (April 20-Ma> 20> -
1*ut vour effort and energy into

the matters at hand To waste
vour lime weeping over what
was or what might have been
would be foolish

i -V MINI i Mav 21-June 20> -
Allow vour new plans for the

future the time they need to gel

You may find that, on second

thought new goals are really not

for vour

CANCER (June 21 -July 22) -
You can make social contacts

count in business matters today
Make sure others know precisely

what you have in mind before

you put them to work.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22> -Social
gatherings could turn into busi-

ness meetings if you let them
You might, however, be wise not

to let them.' Be influenced by

past experience

VIRGO (Aug 23- Sept 22) -
You can gain both romantically

and financially if vou are careful

to make the right choices early

in the day Redirect your
energies

LIBRA iSept 23-<)ct 22) -
Your progress may be slowed
down by technicalities this

mornins But afternoon hours
should see things moving along
veil •- and profitably

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 2D -
Direct vour attention to the weak
spots in new plans You should
he able to come up w ith feasible

alternatives by day's end
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-

Dec 21) -Make it your business

to learn the whereabouts of

loved ones You ma\ have been
allowing yourself too much in-

dividual freedom seek family
ties

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan
19) -You should find yourself

the object of considerable ad-

miration today as a result of

vour recent efforts to help
another attain success.

AQC ARIL'S (Jan 20-Feb 18)

-An unexpected gain may be
unexpectedly lost if you are not

wise enough to catch the signs of

a reversal in trends Observe
well'

PISCESiFeb 19- March JB) -
You would do well to put a fi-

nancial windfall in the bank -- or
to make a purchase with such
wisdom that you can't possibly

Ro wrong
ARIES (March 21 April 19) -

If you would gain entry into cir

cles other than your own, culti-

vate and develop interests out-

side thoar vou present l> possess
A time for growth'

noticesices
J

&<r-

By Brant Parker & Johnny Hart

BARBARA HERO
Woman artist from Boston area, will lecture on

"Paintings Based on Relative Pitch in Music" at 26
Hasbrouck on Tues.. May 6 at 8 p.m. Public invited
Sponsored by Visiting Artists Lecture Series.

ANTHROPOLOGY 104
Films. 8:00 FREE. "Campesinos" and the "Desert

People" All interested students invited. 8 p.m.
Goodell 615. Free.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting tonight in the first row of Hasbrouck 20 at

7. Lots to discuss Lecture after meeting, so wear
appropriate garb.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN FEDERAL SERVICE
How to Try. Presented by Wendell S Ogden.

Regional Personnel Officer. U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. Boston May 7 at 7:30 p.m. in 202 Holdsworth
Hall

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Christian Science Organization Testimony meeting

tonight at 6 15 in C.C. 911. All are welcome!

DVP MEETING
Tonight there is a DVP meeting in 165 C.C. at 5:30

Voting for officers. Plet e attend.

FOOD STAMPS SALt
Buy your food stam„.. today and every Tuesday

from 10 to 3 at the UMass Student Federal Credit
Union. C.C. 166

IRISH CUL TURAL SUCIE T Y
Will hold elections on Tues.. May 6 in C.C. 803.

MARCHING BAND
Contrary to the schedule booklets, there is no

extension of rehearsal time for Marching Band next
fall

PEOPLE NEEDED
To play m a Coffeehouse in Cookdge Friday, May 9.

If interested, call Rita 546-8201.

POLITICAL SCIENCE STUDENTS
Free Beer will be provided at an organizational

meeting of Pi Sigma Alpha. Political Science
Honorary Society Sophomore. Junior and Senior Poli
Sci Majors are invited. Rm. C.C. 911-915 at 8 toniaht
ROISTER DOISTER

There will be a meeting today at 5:30 in C.C. 171-
173 to elect new officers and discuss future plans. All
new and old members and intereeted people please
attend.

SKI PATROL
There will be a trip to Tuckermen Ravine on May 10,

11. All interested attend Patrol meeting Thurs.. May 8
at 630 p m. C.C.
TAU BETA PI

Initiation Ceremony will be held at 4 p.m. Tues in

Engineering East Auditorium. All faculty and student
,

members requested to attend.

UMTA ELECTIONS
Tenants of married student housing on campus

vote for representatives Tuesday. 4-7 p.m. at centrally
located polling sites in each complex
VELIKOVSKY
Immanual Velikovsky, author of "Worlds in

Collision" will speak on "un-science and Pseudo-
science" tonight at 8 p m in Hasbrouck 20.

WOMEN'S HEALTH SERIES
The last session of the Women's Health Series

deals with the issues women face in being activated
consumers on health care. A panel will present some
information: questions and discussion welcome. Be a
better consumer, come and share. Today, 5-6 from 12
noon 1 p.m. in Colonial Lounge of S.U.B.

LOST
Notebook. Weds, night, 3rd fir Grad Research

Center, no name but containing Physio, Horse Mngt.,
Histo notes. Call 6-4043 after 6:30.

LOST
Brown leather wallet, the IDs are monetarily hard

to replace, the phone numbers are irreplaceable.

Please turn in to C.C lost and found or call Susan 665
3984 Please

LOST
Soft. black furry ouppy, in E. Pleasant St area

Friday afternoon No collar, answers to MAC. Reward
offered Call Jim Todd 549 3677
FOUND

Silver-framed bifocal glasses
Call 549 3878

black leather case.

. . ... ........ ••-.-.-.• .-•-«-»%.>*.» •.•»•«•.•.
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'Woyzeck
Woyzeck, Georg Buchner's anti-

romantic and starkly realistic

tragedy of a common soldier, opens
Thursday (May 8) in the Studio

Theater of the Fine Arts Center.

r COUPON' ^

• * • * • •.•.••'

May 8:

Fine Arts Center

German dramatist's uncompleted
play. The translation is also the

culmination of some ten years of

scholarly research.

Although written in 1836,

Woyzeck was not produced until

seventy-five years after its author's

death. Since that time the play's

influence on the world of theater

The University Theater's mounting

of Woyzeck, scheduled for a fifteen

performance run (May 8-11, 13-18,

20-24), is the result of a year's pre-

production work.

Tickets for Woyzeck, at $2 for

Students and $3 for Non-Students,

may be reserved by calling the

University Theater Box Office (545-

'

'Wewiy translated by D M. Knauf,

chairman of the Department of

Theater, this University Theater
production marks the first attempt
at a comprehensive version of the

has been widespread. It was the 3511), open daily between the

source for Alban Berg's opera hours of 12 and 5 p.m. The curtain

Woyzeck, first performed in 1925, for all performances is 8 p.m.

and was a highly acclaimed stage

production by Swedish director

Ingmar Bergman in 1969. The first

English language production of

Buchner's play took place in 1948.

FREE Mass. State Inspection

with new tire purchase

and this coupon

Plaza Shell
Rte. 9 (west) Amherst

N«xt to th» Snak Out Restaurant p^jj
i 253-9000 ™ I

^Senior

Cd(,i as -

256-8914-
S5 University Dr *

or 256-0473
/o3 n. Pleasant st

P
o
R
T
R
A
I

T
S

thMAY 5-9
sign up

">OUTSID€

Index Office

409 SU
OR CALL

545-2874
Please Return

PROOFS by May 20
th

Black Women Conference
Date: May 6th

Place: SBA 120, UMass.
Time: 8 p.m.

May 7th at 6:30

in honor of Queen Mother Moore

Reception at Center for Racial Understanding.

May 8th Malcolm X at 7:30

Featuring: QUEEN MOTHER MOORE
Queen Mother is 77 years old, self-educated and for 57 years has been in the struggle.

- Mother of the Black Revolution

- Founder of the movement for Reparations

- Founder- President of the Universal Association of Ethiopian Women
- Member of the Garvey movement

- Worked with Malcom X and Paul Robeson among many others.

Topics:

1. Reparations

2. The role of Black Women in the struggle for Liberation.

Sponsored by:

The Union of Third World Women
and

Central Area Third World Women Center

* This Conference is FREE and is open to the general public - ALL WELCOME.

For more inf. call - 546-6079; 546-7100 - 545-2815

if'IWJW*. * «" 7T.V.T.V w^pwmmwmmMMmmnmm** ." » i ^^^^^^^^^^^•^^J^JT^W^^^r^^^r^^^r^^^^^r^ri^^rT^J^^^TI^^^^^^^ &'.<
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Both UM boats victorious
as crewwomen down MIT

By TERESA HANAFIN
It was the type of day that rowers

dream about — no wind, calm

water, and sunshine. A perfect day

for UMass' Women's Crew to

demonstrate their competence in

preparation for the upcoming
championships.

Competence and confidence
combined took MIT as victims

Saturday on the Charles. Both

UMass boats were victorious, as

the varsity again sprinted the last

200 meters to pull by MIT by half a

length at the wire.

In a psychologically uplifting

race, the JV stormed from behind

to nip MIT's second boat in the last

few strokes by one tenth of a

second.

The varsity had a very close race

up until the last 200 meters or so.

MIT rowed a higher stroke at the

start and was a bit ahead, but the

two boats were essentially right

next to each other the whole way
along.

UMass attempted to move ahead

around the halfway mark.

"I called a sprint at the 400-meter

mark," recalled coxswain Nancy
Tompkins, "but we really didn't

Hm hm I KMMiy
tf a KAWASAKI frta
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move on them. So I called a second
one with about 150 to 200 meters
left in the race."

The second sprint was effective

as the women pulled by the Boston
school and beat them by two
seconds, the unusually fast times

being 3:18 for UMass and 3:20 for

MIT.

"I was very happy with the way
they rowed," intoned Coach Bob
Spousta.

Senior Barb Andreas had another

perspective. "As my last race on
the Charles, it was really nice. You
didn't have to think about the

elements of wind and waves — just

concentrate on rowing. It was
great."

The JV race had all the ex-

citement you could have wanted
from a competition. This boat of

first-year rowers was behind after a

weak start, and at one point was
trailing by almost a whole length.

"We had two sprints called right

in a row at the last 250 meters,"

explained stroke Louise Romanow.
"We had been holding our own,
and the first sprint helped" us to
start to catch up. wun tne lasi

spring, we managed to pull past."

The second boat tore up the
water on the last few strokes, and
just edged MIT with the last stroke.

"This was a good team victory,"

enthused Spousta. "The girls were
ecstatic. It proves that a race is not
won until the boats are over the
line."

The race served as a confidence

builder for the heretofore un-

victorious JVs. "It made a big

difference to a lot of people on the

team," explained Louise Romanow.

depressing to go into the sprints

without one. At least we have won
now."

"We needed a victory
psychologically. It would have been

With this victory, UMass has a

good chance at being seeded
fourth in the Eastern Association of

Women's Rowing Colleges

(EAWRC) Sprints.

"These races have been good
tune ups for the sprints," claims

Spousta. "The women have not
rowed their absolutely best race

yet. We can reach deeper inside

ourselves and do better. Hopefully

we will peak at these cham-
pionships."

Although a final decision has not
been reached yet, probable high
seedings would go to Yale, Rad-
cliffe, and Wisconsin, in that order.

A couple of baby gorillas -worn out after the real
Gorillas worked out against New Hampshire. At the
age these guys are starting they should be real Gorillas
very soon.

Golden State gamble fails

as title search resumes

s

The Finest Oriental & Polynesian
Food in this Area Served at

South China Restaurant

We prepare all your favorite foods and tropical drinks just
the way you like.

f

Everything on the menu can be ordered to take out.

$t*ci9l Luncheon Menu paty
r 30 a.m. 3 p.m.

( Except Sun. & Holidays)
Open Daily til 10 p m Fri. & Sat. til 1 a.m.

"

ROUTE 9 2560251 AMHERST, MASS.

OAKLAND [UP/] - With hopes
for a series advantage gone, the

Golden State Warriors Monday
resumed preparation for their

National Basketball Association
Western Conference finals against

the Chicago Bulls.

Games No. 4 and 3 of the best

of-seven series, which Chicago
leads 2-1, are scheduled for the

Oakland Coliseum Arena Tuesday
and Thursday nights.

The Warriors, by virtue of their

better season record, had the
option of playing the first two
games against the Bulls at home.
Instead, they opted for the first at

home and the next two in Chicago.

The Warriors, in addition to
seeking a rest after a difficult

semifinal series against Seattle, felt

they could take the Bulls in the
opener and with a split in Chicago,
would be in an excellent position to
sew up the division title at home.

It didn't work that way. The Bulls

were "handed" the second game
and then punished the Warriors in

no. 3 Sunday, 108-101, as guard

Norm Van Lier scored 35 points and
handed out nine assists to pace the

Chicago attack.

"We're not out of it — not by a

long shot," said Coach Al Arties as

he sent his team through a regular

workout at the Oakland arena.

"We're confident. We had several

lapses Sunday, but Chicago also

played its best game of the series."

Dick Motta kept his Bulls in the

Windy City for a workout before
flying west Monday night.

"We've got to have the killer

instinct," Warrior center Cliff Ray
said as he stepped onto the court
for the practice session. "We can't
let them push us around. We had
them on the ropes Sunday (the

•Warriors held an 11 -point lead in

the second period), but we eased
up. We can't do that. We've just to
play tough defense and work for
the good shot."

^
Rick Barry scored 21 points

Sunday, but was only 9 for 23 from
the field.

Softballers yet to

put game together
By GREG LEVINS

The UMass women's Softball

team, coming off a disappointing 4-

3 loss at the hands of Keene State,

will attempt to rebound this af-

ternoon against Worcester State

College.

The Minutewomen, whose
record is a deceiving 1-6 on the

season, have had trouble as of late

with their base running. This aspect

of their attack has hampered their

run production which in turn can
account for many recent losses,

including Keene State.

The club as a whole has yet to

combine all aspects of their game.
The timely hitting and clutch

defense just hasn't been present

Many factors could account for

this, but the overall lack of playing

experience has to be considered the

most noticeable.

UMass pitcher Lu Ann Fletcher,

although having absorbed most of

the club's losses, will attempt to

handcuff Worcester State at 3:30.

Fletcher's record does not indicate

the type of ball she's been pitching.

Except for occasional wild spells,

most of Fletcher's trouble has come
due to lack of defensive support.

A strong game from Fletcher

coupled with some solid defense
and power at the plate, is needed
not only to defeat Worcester State
but to supply the squad with
enough momentum to finish out
the year in fine fashion.

WMUA
lacrosse
With the New England

championship again at stake,

the Minuteman lacrosse team
takes on the Bruins of Brown
University at Providence.

WMUA brings you all the

excitement as Russ Small and
Ben Caswell call the action

tomorrow beginning at 2:55 on
the voice of the Minutemen,
WMUA.

SPECIAL PURCHASE INALL SIZES
10 speed LOOK FOR OUR WEEKLY!

SPRING SPECIALS '

79,27,23,25 Mixte

Jeunet Sport $109. 95

o/j

Jeunet Tour $119. 95 Amherst 549-6904
1 E. Pleasant at.
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For naught..Maine wins YanCon

Basemen
By BOB HIGGINS

The important news of the day
came before yesterday's UMass-
Fairfield doubleheader even began.

UMass baseball Coach Dick

Bergquist mentioned, almost
casually, that Maine, by sweeping a

doubleheader over the weekend,
had clinched the Yankee Con-
ference title.

The Black Bears finished their

YanCon schedule with a 5-2-1

record (the conference awards two
points for a win, one for a tie). The
Minutemen, after splitting with

Rhode Island over the weekend,
have a conference record of 3-3.

Thus, even if UMass sweeps their

two remaining conference games,
they will fall short of their season's

goal by one point.

The Minutemen then went out

and dropped the first game to

Fairfield, 5-1, but came back in

game two, behind the pitching of

John McManus and the hitting of

Jerry Mondalto to whip the Stags,

5-3.

The Minutemen couldn't do
anything with Fairfield hurier Steve

Glowa's assorted junk in game one,

as he scattered five hits and two
walks, and kept the UMass batters

off balance all afternoon. The sole

run came in the third when Paul

Abramowicz singled, moved to

second on Jim Cullen's sacrifice

bunt, and scored on Pete
Backstrom's single.

Freshman Pete Rankowitz
started game one for UMass, going

the full seven innings and allowing

eight hits and six walks. But again,

it wasn't the opposition's hitting

but UMass' own mistakes that led

to the team's demise.

In the fourth, Fairfield's Keith

Garvey led off with an infield hit,

and moved to third when
Rankowitz threw away a pickoff

attempt. Rich Augustus knocked
him in with a single, went to third

on Bob Johanson's single, and
scored on a passed ball charged to

Jim Black.

In the sixth Augustus walked,

stole second, and was doubled in

by Pittsfield's Mark Walsh to make
it 3-1. The Stags added a couple of

insurance runs in the seventh, the

big play being a tough grounder

which third baseman Jim Cullen

threw away, which led to the two
runs.

In game two, McManus turned in

his third consecutive solid per-

formance, pitching five innings

before yielding to Chris Kirby, when
he gave up a homer and single to

start the sixth. The big righthander

gave up five hits, three runs, and
just one walk on the day. Kirby,

who came up from the JV's, shut

out Fairfield over the final three

frames.

Offensively, Mondalto was the

whole story in game two. The
compact (5'9", 180) but amazingly

strong cleanup hitter went two for

two, scored three runs and drove in

three. In the third, after Steve

Wright walked and Backstrom
singled, Mondalto smashed a

fastball deep over the left field

fence to put the Minutemen ahead
to stay.

The injury bug which has
hampered the team all season just

won't go away. The squad's three

top hitters, John Seed, Backstrom,

and Black, all were at about half-

speed yesterday due to leg injuries.

Jerry Erg will be out of any pitching

action for a while with a sore

shoulder, and, to top it off, fresh-

man hurier Rick Kelly turned an
ankle doing hits running during the

second game.
The Minutemen, now 9-15 on the

season, will travel across town to

take on Amherst College Wed-
nesday afternoon. Jeff Reardon,
the team's hottest pitcher of late,

will start in that one.

SQUEEZE PLAYS ... Speaking of

injuries, Joe Marzilli has been more
than an adequate replacement for

second baseman Mike Koperniak.

An all-YanCon shortstop the past

two seasons, Koperniak is out for

the year with a dislocated finger ...

A perfectly timed pickoff play at

second got Rankowitz out of a

bases- loaded jam in the first inning

of game one ... The Minutemen
have now played six

doubleheaders, and split five of

them. They lost two to Dartmouth a

couple of weeks ago in the other

twin bill.

Fairfield split

Sox stab Indians 7-5
CLEVELAND [UP/] - Con-

secutive doubles by Fred Lynn, Jim
Rice and Rico Petrocelli highlighted

a four- run fourth inning Monday
night when the Boston Red Sox ran

their current winning streak to three

games with a 7-5 victory over the

Cleveland Indians.

Luis Tiant, who was 1-4 at this

time last year en route to a 22-13

season, went the first six innings for

Boston but it was reliever Dick

Drago who came on in the eighth

inning to get pinch- hitter Leron Lee

to hit into a force play with the

bases loaded and preserve Tiant'

s

third victory against three losses.

After George Hendricks two-run

homer gave the Indians a 2-0 lead in

the first inning, the Red Sox got a

pair of walks from starter and loser

Jim Perry prior to the trio of

doubles in the fourth.

Boston pushed across single runs

in the fifth and seventh innings and

scored its final run in the eighth

when third baseman Buddy Bell

bobbled Bob Montgomery's
grounder with the bases loaded.

John Lowenstein homered for

Cleveland off Tiant in the sixth,

Jack Brohamer hit a run-scoring

single in the seventh.

Yes, folks, it's him again. Craig Allegrezza didn't pitch yesterday/ but he did go
one for three against the Stags of Fairfield. But it's a pisser picture.

Golf win string snapped;

finish third in Salem
By RON ARENA

Realistically, it probably wasn't the eery mystique of

Salem which caused the adverse weather conditions.

Maybe the witches had little to do with it, but the
temperatures in Salem yesterday seemed to perfectly

fit the script of a Salem mystery movie.

The wind was blowing, the frost biting, the rain
falling, and the weather wasn't that great eitner. As a

result, scores ballooned, and after all the cards were
tallied, the UMass win skein had come to an abrupt
end.

The winning total, a soaring (as in windy) 330, was
earned by Central Connecticut, with second place
going to - no, not UMass - but host squad Salem
State. The Minutemen squandered nine strokes
behind with a 339 as each of their golfers i,hot over 80.

Sure, excuses can easily and frequently be a

substitute for admitting your team was outplayed. But
when the weather becomes so brutal (it was 35
degrees) that players have trouble gripping the club, it

deserves more than just a casual mentioning. Claimed
freshman Glem Sullivan, who carded an 86 after two
great rounds at Stow, "It was so cold that I couldn't
even feel my hands. I couldn't even grip the club."

Central Connecticut players, with one exception,
felt the same effects of the conditions. However, they
possessed one individual, Ray Kwasnik, who caused
one to wonder if he indeed might be immune to the
cold. Kwasnik captured low medalist honors with a 74
and single-handedly (actually he did use both hands)

led his teammates to the upset, as the rest of his

scores were 83, 86, 87, and 93. Considering that the
entire UMass team scored sub 80' s last week in Stow,

the winning total seems anything but impressive. But

again, "the weather was impossible for golf," ac-

cording to UMass mentor Fan Gaudette.

For the record, John Lasek had the best mlnuteman
score with an 81, even though for him also, "the

weather conditions were the worst he's played in."

Rick Olson followed with 85, while Joe Artman, who
played minus the advantage of even a practice round

on the course, shot an 87. Howie Terban struggled

with a 90 which didn't result in the total.

UMass, although seeing their chance of an un-

defeated season literally fly away with the wind,

appeared somewhat unconcerned with the defeat.

"Sure, we don't like to lose, but we still beat a lot of

teams. The kids are disappointed, but I'm not too
upset.

"We're really shooting for the Nationals now,"
added the coach.

Qualifications for the Nationals will be held this

Thursday and Friday at Dartmouth. Only twelve

players will make the trip to Ohio State in June, as

two teams will qualify, along with a pair of individuals.

The scoring will be based on 36 holes of play.

FAIRWAY FACTS ... Central Conn still deserves
credit for their win. Says Gaudette, "I'm not trying to

take anything away from them. They are a good
team." ... Harvard, one of the tourney favorites, made
the trip without its two top players, Alexander Vik,

and Tom Yellin, who had conflicts with their exam
schedules.

Only four of the fifty participating performers shot

less than 80 on the day.
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What's wrong with this picture? Answer: the UNH goalie is gone. Actually the UMass passing game was sogood that the goalie was caught outside the net. Jeff Spooner takes the pass and scores. The Gorillas hope to
take this passing game to Brown tomorrow in the biggest game of the season, for the N E Championship

Ford requests acceptance for flood of immigrants
Compiled From Wires

WASHINGTON - President Ford said last

night he opposes any post-mortem in-

vestigations into America's involvement in its

longest war because the lessons of Vietnam
already have been learned - by presidents,

by Congress, by the people.

Ford appealed to Americans to turn away
from preoccupation with the past. He said

they should welcome - in the tradition of a

land of immigrants - the 120,000 who fled

South Vietnam and to pay honor to those
Americans who served and were wounded
and killed in the war.

"The lessons of the past in Vietnam have
already been learned - learned by
presidents, learned by Congress, learned by

the American people," Ford said.

"We should have our focus on the future."
"It would be unfortunate to rehash who

might be to blame" he said. "A
congressional inquiry would be divisive and
not helpful."

At a news conference, Ford also reported
"Hard evidence" that a bloodbath was
underway in Cambodia with the killing of 80
or 90 former officials and their wives. There
was no evidence of similar recriminations in

Vietnam, he said.

The news conference was Ford's first

public appearance since South Vietnam fell

to Communist led forces a week ago.
He repeated statements issued from the

White House at the time. "The war is over,"

Ford said, "it seems to me we ought to look
ahead" and not try to assess blame.

After the U.S. setback in South Vietnam,
Ford said he understood the perception of
other foreign powers that the United States
may not remain totally firm to its past
commitments.

"That perception is not a reality," he
stressed, "because the United States is

strong militarily... economically, and we are
going to maintain our leadership on a world
wide basis.

"We want any potential adversary to know
that we will stand up to them," Ford said.

Asked about »he sacrifices of the
Americans who served in Vietnam and gave
their lives or suffered crippling wounds, Ford

said: "I honor and respect them and their

contribution was most significant. I think

their contribution was not in vain."

Ford said Americans who served in

Vietnam under five presidents honorably
carried out public policy in defense of
freedom.

"I think we should praise them;
congratulate them. And we have an un-
believable commitment to them in the future.

All we can say is thank you very much for

what they have done for freedom."
Ford said although "there is always a

chance" that he will reconsider his amnesty
plan for deserters or draft dodgers, he an-

ticipates no immediate change in his

clemency program.
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weather

No mistakes, flops, or goofs.
No attempts of meteorological
spoofs.

Cuz if I wrote a prophetic song
It would more than likely turn
out wrong.
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Student leaders begin

planning budget cuts
By PAUL BRADLEY

Staff Reporter
Student leaders yesterday began

to lay the groundwork for trimming
the budget by 10 per cent in an
attempt to forestall detrimental
effects in student services.

The move follows pleas made
by Governor Michael S. Dukakis for

students to assist him in showing
where the "fat can be trimmed."
Dukakis Monday told a crowd of

3,000 students assembled in the
Student Union Ballroom that cuts
can be made without effecting

student of instructional services.

Incoming Student Government
Association (SGA) President John
O'Keefe called the meeting which
was attended by members of

various campus groups.

O'Keefe said that he believes that

a 10 per cent cut can be made at

the University without impairing

student programs and services.

"There is enough fat, enough
bureaucracy so that cuts will not

have to come in student programs.

A 10 per cent across the board cut

is ridiculous," he said.

Some of O'Keefe's plan calls for

forming a "collective cabinet" and
a committee of up to 25 persons

who will examine the budget and
recommend cutbacks. The com-
mittee will branch out said O'Keefe
to study sections of the budget
which will "facilitate the flow of

information."

One specific recommendation
that will be presented to the

Governor will be the establishment
of a graduated tuition system, he
said. Under a graduated tuition

system, each student will be billed

by their ability to pay with a limit as
to how high the tuition rates will be.

O'Keefe also said that he believes

many students at UMass come
from families that could probably
absorb a tuition hike.

O'Keefe and a contingent of

other UMass students will travel to

Boston next week to present their

recommended cuts to the Governor
and Education Secretary Paul
Parks.

UMass President Robert C.

Wood has contended that cuts

cannot be made without affecting

enrollment levels and academic
programs.

A chunk of the cuts should come
out of administration, but he said all

segments compiling the budget will

be reviewed. A bureacracy has two

roles, he said, "to survive and to

grow. They never cut themselves
back."

However, Chancellor Randolph
W. Bromery has said that cuts will

be made in all areas, from high

administrative levels to other areas.

In addition, O'Keefe, who will be
sworn in as SGA president
tomorrow, said that he believes that

some cuts can be made in the SGA
budget. This would not affect the

10 per cent cut but would result in a

lower student activities tax.

O'Keefe said that he favors the

idea of fiscal autonomy if students

are allowed "equal input" into

where monies appropriated by the

Legislature will go.

O'Keefe reiterated that he does
not want to make budget cut

recommendations alone. He said he
will seek input from faculty, staff,

graduate students and ad-
ministrators.

"The governor wants proposals,

we'll give him proposals. But I do
not want to make all of these

decisions myself."

"Value judgements are going to

have to be made as to where the

priorities lie," he said, "and student

input is needed for this."
Kathy Wielgus carefully snips off a spring blossom in

back of Wilder Hall yesterday afternoon.

Fiscal autonomy
allows flexibility

More than 700 persons donated blood to the Red Cross in its annual UMass ap-
pearance. See story on page 2.

By JUDY BOUCHER
andSAM HASSEN

Staff Reporters

Although many state universities

in the country have fiscal autonomy
as a constitutional right, it was only

13 years ago that Massachusetts
granted fiscal autonomy to public

institutions of higher education.

"Fiscal autonomy permits the

University to respond to changing

societal preferences and needs. It

allows us necessary flexibility to

change with the times," said

Budget Director Warren Gulko.

The Legislature in 1962
authorized fiscal autonomy for the

30 state colleges and universities.

However, the Legislature approves

16 subsidiary accounts submitted

by the UMass Board of Trustees.

Fiscal autonomy allows the transfer

of funds between each account

without legislative approval.

Before the granting of fiscal

autonomy each budgetary item
over $20 had to be approved in-

dividually by the Legislature.

UMass President Robert C.

Wood has recently come under fire

for alleged abuses of fiscal

autonomy when he moved into a

$200,000 a year office in Boston.

However, Wood said that with
the fiscal autonomy he has been
able to save $3.8 million this

semester on the three UMass
campuses.

Gulko said the Amherst campus
has generated some two million

dollars in savings on a voluntary

basis.

Gulko, the top official in for-

mulating the budget, may be faced
with the task of revising the budget
to accomodate a possible 10 per

cent cut.

turn to p. 13
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COP organizes
in academics

By CHRISTINE DILLARD
MDC Staff

With all the acronyms floating around UMass lately, do you know what
COP stands for? It's the Community Organizing Project, and it's organizing
students in departments for greater student input in academic decision-
making.

Spokesperson Sue Rivest said the COP's role is primarily to advise
students as to how they can become more active within their own
departments. "We come where we're needed . . . We don't want to come
in and take over," she said. COP itself doesn't want power, but wants to
make it available to those most affected by the decision, according to
Rivest.

In the past students have been involved in advisory positions within
departments. When it came down to actual votes, however, students
either had only "token representation," or no vote at all, she said. COP
wants to "equalize" decision-making power for students, she said

yesterday.

When asked how students could become more active in departments,
Rivest suggested they get involved in departmental committees for per-
sonnel, curriculum and undergraduate studies.

Rivest said students appointed to key committees would represent other
students within the individual departments. She also said that she hopes
the students on the committee would establish a network of com-
munications in order to keep others informed.

COP member Lynn Washburn said because of lack of communication in

the School of Education many positions on committees there were not
filled. Students do not know they exist, she said.

Rivest said a different circumstance existed in the journalism program.
Some students were dissatisfied with a decision by the department to
allow only a double major of journalism and English. Previously, any major
was acceptable, provided the student met the requirements of both
departments.

In both departments, students utilized the COP information and
organization skills to deal with their problems, Rvest said.

Marty Miller, another COP member, said student involvement in

departments would help to make the University a place where students
could "come together and act like a community."

Rivest said that the COP was different from some of the other groups on
campus that are involved in organizing students in that COP was
organizing around academic affairs.

COP differs from recent attempts to rally around primarily economic
issues such as possible tuition increases, and budget cuts, she said.

"We're organizing on the concept that students should have some say in

what goes on in their departments."

Lynn Washburn, Marty Miller and Sue Rivest (from I to r) are heading up a

student organization drive in departments to provide students with ''more decision

making power/'

Women's Conference workshops:

Education, creativity, communication
Bv ANN EMERY

This is the third part of a five part

series reporting the results of the

1975 University Women's Con-
ference, which was held January
21-25 at UMass. Part Three con-
tinues the issues and recom-
mendations of three more areas of
workshops: Education, Creativity,

and Communications.

EDUCATION:
The area of education focused

mainly on the teaching aspects of

women in education, as indicated in

some of the workshop titles:

"Women and Language," "Sexism
in Our Classes," "Feminist

Pegagogy," and "Political

Theorists' Views of Women."

The education workshops also

focused on the concerns of ad-

missions and academic op-

portunities for women students:

"The Older Women Student,"

"Educational Alternatives," and
"Admissions for Women."
The concerns raised in these

workshops focused on the needs

and rights of the non-traditional.

Women shared experiences and
analyses of the non-traditional

student, and the dearth of support

and academic services to serve this

increasing segment of the student

population.

These non-traditional students

have few places to turn for help.

The services offered to them should

700 volunteer blood for Red Cross
By JOYCEKOSOFSKY

Staff Reporter

"I'd term this as a success," said

Dorothy Swanson, coordinator of

the Red Cross UMass blood drive.

There have been over 700 per-

sons volunteering their blood to the

semi-annual blood drive here.
Although there were more people
pre- registering at the last blood
drive, there has been a nice steady

stream of walk-ins, said Swanson.
Swanson said that the number of

pre- registrants was lower than the

last drive was probably due to the

fact that the sign up sheets were on
the concourse level during last

week's moratorium. "There wasn't

the usual number of people walking

through the concourse," she said,

"which is probably why not as

many signed up."
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Swanson said that volunteer
nurses from all over the community
donated their services. She also

said that the Canteen sandwiches
and refreshments were made by
the Senior Citizens of Amherst, the

Junior Women's Club, and
University women. She also said

that the clerical services were
donated by the University women
as well. Swanson cited Alpha Phi

Omega, Gamma Sigma Sigma, and
ROTC as being very helpful
organizations in the blood drive.

Swanson said that the whole
blood donating process takes about
an hour. But the actual blood
donation takes "between 10-15
minutes."

To give blood you must be in

good health, 18-66 years of age, at

least 1 10 pounds and not taking any
medication. Swanson and staff will

assist any donor if they have
questions.

The semi-annual blood drive,

sponsored each spring and fall will

be held until May 9.

not be dependent upon the
volunteer time of full time students.

Women are also seeing a need in

education to expand options,
rearrange priorities, question the
structure, values, and goals of
education.

On another level, a high priority

concern revolved around ad-
missions, and hiring and firing

procedures. It is necessary for

nondiscriminatory access to the
University, as well as an equal
guarantee of survival for women
students, faculty, and staff.

Women at the conference were
aware that budget decisions im-

pended.

And finally, questions were
raised regarding the content and
process of education itself at

UMass. How can sexist curriculum
and sexist professors and
discriminatory practices be
wrenched from the protective nest
of "academic freedom?"
CREATIVITY:
Nineteen of the conference

workshops were directly concerned
with creativity, both to unwind and
plan in while exploring particular

media, and workshops which
explored creativity and art con-
ceptually. The workshops attracted
a higher proportion of un-
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UMass credit union

In healthy state'

Peter Birnbaum, president of the UMass credit union attends to a customer.

By CHERYL WALSH
Staff Reporter

"We're in a very healthy state,"

said Peter Birnbaum, president of
the UMass Student Federal Credit

Union, commenting on the newly
formed organization, now in its

second month of operation.

The second of its kind in the
country, the student credit union
has approximately 140 members
with approximately $30,000 assets.

According to Birnbaum the food
stamp program is "picking up".
The selling of food stamps has
increased from 5 on the first day to

60 transactions yesterday. The
credit union began selling food
stamps April 15.

A "smooth running operation" is

attributed to the 25 member
volunteer staff who Birnbaum says
are, "working very hard and are

constantly busy."

Residential Life maintains paint policy
By BRIAN COYNE

Staff Reporter

The Residential Life Board
decided last night to retain the

present policy concerning dor-

mitory room painting next semester

and discussed a proposed change
in the room key policy.

In other business, Board
Chairperson Lynne Miskewich
citing too much work announced
her resignation effective at the end
of the semester.

The present policy provides for

the repainting of dormitory rooms
only if the Office of Residential Life

considers the room "unrentable"

with its existing wall color. The
student must submit a request for a

room inspection if a change of paint

color is desired. If the request is

granted, the physical plant then

comes to paint the room with a

"suitable pastel color."

Robert Campbell, of the Office of

Residential Life, said the office

knew that students were painting

their rooms independently of the

physical plant and the office would

not try to monitor such activity. The

present policy provides for a charge

of $55 per coat of paint to the

student if the university must

repaint the room before another

occupant moves in.

Board Member Jeff Berkovitz

said the policy was being clarified

"to let students know that a risk

exists when they paint their

rooms."
Acting Director of the Office of

Residential Life Ken Dean, said

students were provided with paint

for their rooms for two years prior

to 1974, but the program had been

unsuccessful because "there had

not been proper supervision of

students that we had anticipated."

He said the major problems with

the program were sloppy paint jobs

and vandalism. "If we can get

increased supervision next year, a

paint program for the students

would be a very beneficial thing.

But I'm not ready to say right now
that the supervision will be there,"

Dean said.

Board members discussed a

proposed change in the key policy

which would eliminate the

replacing lost room keys for

students. Instead of replacing a key

for $2, the proposal calls for the

replacement of the door locks at a

minimum cost of $10. The policy

also calls for taking the master keys

away from dorm counselors and
keeping them in a separate box
accessible only to the head of

residence and counselors.

Dean said, "The object is to

reduce the operating costs of the

dorms." He said over 8500 keys

were replaced last year and the

total bill to the university came to

over $53,000. The proposal to keep
tighter security on the master keys

stems from the fact that eight

dormitories required an entire

change of locks at a cost of over

$1,000 per .dorm, due to the loss of

a master key by a counselor.

SW Assembly adds facilities

to Hampden Student Center
By WILLIAM MILLS

Staff Reporter

By a near unanimous decision,

Southwest Assembly (SWA) voted

last night to better utilize space by

adding facilities to the Hampden

Student Center in Southwest.

After reviewing recommendations

gathered by an assembly sub-

committee chaired by Fran Brock,

SWA voted 23 to two to locate a

darkroom, crafts area, copy

facilities, post office facilities,

change machine, lecture notes,

shops, media center, SWA office

and activities coordinator office in

the student center.

Brock submitted a space

utilization report to the entire

assembly after she had compiled

student and staff suggestions as tc

what should be located at Hamp-

den.

According to Brock, Southwest

Business Manager William Brown
does not fully back the report. He
has "two objections" concerning

facility location conflicts. Brock

said.

Another proposal recommended
in the space utilization report called

for improvement of Hampden
theater facilities. Central staff

supported this particular recom-

mendation. Brock said.

The vote to support the space

utilization report came shortly after

SWA President Gary Lewis voiced

his approval of the report. Lewis

presided over his first SWA
meeting as president after being

elected last week.

Other space that will be made
available at Hampden, according to

the report, will be used for a metal

shop, leather shop, pottery shop,

wood shop, bicycle repair shop and

a record co-op.

"The idea is to get as many
student activities in the center as

nossible." Brock said.

Even though the report was
almost fully supported by the

assembly. Brock was disappointed

with the vote. "I'm sorry South-

west Assembly didn't support it 100

per cent," she said. "I still foresee a

lot of negotiation before anything

goes into Hampden Student
Center."

SWA executive council and
Central staff must now decide what
will happen next with the report.

UMTA to study co-op plan
By DEBBIE SCHAFER

Staff Reporter

The UMass Tenant Association (UMTA) in con-

junction with campus administrators hired a lawyer to

study the legal feasibility of changing married student

housing into a cooperatively managed system. The

outcome of the study will make or break the

cooperative housing plans.

Lawyer David Burres of Amherst will probably have

a preliminary report on the cooperative feasibility by

May 8, according to UMTA member Carol Walker.

The legal fees are being paid for by the administration,

under the terms of an April 14 "statement of un-

derstanding" signed by UMTA and the campus

administration.

UMTA say they hope that the three UMass married

student housing complexes will become cooperative

by September.

Some 140 students comprising UMTA have been

on a rent strike since last September when a 15 to 39

per cent rent hike was imposed on the tenants.

However, UMTA is prepared to turn over the rent

strike monies now held in an escrow account to the

UMass housing office on May 23, in exchange for the

administration's signing of a cooperative

management agreement.

Plans for the cooperative agreement are contingent

upon the ongoing feasibility study. It is hoped by
UMTA that the cooperative would include the need
for a planned 13.5 per cent rent increase in the 395
apartment units as of September.

In other business the UMTA steering committee
elections were held yesterday at the three complexes.

There are nine available positions on the steering

committee to provide representation for residents of

the 395 apartment units in Lincoln, University and
North Village complexes.

Results of the elections were not known last night

and will* be announced today. It is believed that

several incumbents to the offices will be re-elected.

UMTA has acted as a representative of married

student housing tenants since the beginning of the

rent strike in September. The rent strike began in

September and will continue until the signing of the

cooperative management agreement, according to

UMTA spokesperson Karen Forsgard.

Under the terms of the proposed agreement, the

tenants will be responsible for managing the apart-

ments themselves. UMTA members believe that a

cooperative setup is the best way in which the tenants

can avoid further rent increases and at the same time

provide low cost housing.

Included in future projects of the
credit union, which could be
operative by next fall pending
expenses, are the formation of a

NOW account for students, life and
auto insurances and group travel

which would include discounts on
regularly scheduled flights, ac-

cording to Birnbaum.

Now housed in roon 166 Campus
Center, the credit union sees an
expansion and possible relocation

in the future, he said.

In addition, the school of

business administration will be
working closely with the credit

union in the future to develop an
educational curriculum where
students will gain practical ex-

perience as a volunteer with the

UMass operation, said Birnbaum.
Many independent student

organizations, who now depend on
RSO for keeping accounts, have
inquired into the credit union to

compare services, Birnbaum added.
A credit union is a cooperative

owned and democratically con-

trolled financial institution.

Membership in the credit union is

open to all UMass students.

The credit union germinated
from an economic survey on
student needs last year. John
Fischer, economic coordinator of

the student organizing project, said

the survey indicated that students

needed the services a credit union
offe« and to "gain economic
power."

"We still believe that interest

rates will oe five and one- half per

cent annuaUy," said Birnbaum. The
first dividends will be in June.

Loans to undergraduates while
not yet possible look "positive and
promising," said Birnbaum.
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Statuesque art— in human form— by the pond.
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Vietnam Communists may lift news embargo
Viet Cong flag

flies in Paris

By United Press Internationa/

Diplomats of South Vietnam's

new Communist government
hoisted their red and blue, yellow-

starred flag in triumph over their

legation building in Paris yesterday

and said foreign newsmen would
soon be allowed to file again from

Saigon.

They hinted privately that per-

mission for correspondents to send
out their stories might come during

large-scale victory ceremonies
planned for later this week.
The French newspaper Le

Monde said the Viet Cong's

Provisional Revolutionary
Government shut down press

communications with the outside

world after Communist forces

captured Saigon April 30 because it

was anxious not to let Western
journalists still in the city be the

only ones to transmit dispatches.

Le Monde said newsmen from

Socialist block countries were en

route to Saigon and would be flown

there shortly from Hanoi.

PRG officials said France has not

yet given official consular privileges

to their mission. The Paris

government has not yet decided

when to exchange ambassadors
with the new Saigon government.

Communists and leftist groups
called for a rally in front of the

embassy yesterday night to

demand that France extend
diplomatic recognition to the PRG.
PRG officials took over the

embassy unobtrusively Monday
night after the remaining few

Hostility to refugees

draws Ford's anger

Indochina

developments
-

Naval presence ends
SUBIC BAY, Philippines \UPI\ -

The last U.S. warship to leave

Vietnamese waters docked at Subic
Bay yesterday with 177 refugees

aboard, ending 11 years of

American naval presence off the

Vietnamese coast.

The guided missile destroyer

USS Benjamin Stoddert, part of a

U.S. 7th Fleet flotilla that evacuated
South Vietnamese refugees in an
operation called "Frequent Wind,"
steamed into the sprawling
American base 90 miles northwest
of Manila.

The departure of the Stoddert
from the Vietnamese waters ended
the U.S. naval presence there that

began in 1964 when North Viet-

namese patrol boats attacked U.S.
destroyers.

Thai planes held up
BANGKOK [UP/] - The United

States yesterday temporarily
stopped stopped repossessing
aircraft flown to Thailand by fleeing

South Vietnamese, but by then it

had transferred the most valuable

planes to an aircraft carrier at sea.

North Vietnam denounced
Thailand for acting "in complicity

with the looters and said,

"Washington has blatantly pillaged

the South Vietnamese people's

properties."

Executions reported

By United Press Internationa/

Reports reaching Thailand
yesterday said officials of Cam-
bodia's new Khmer Rouge
government have apparently
executed at least 90 officials of the

former regime in the northwest in

systematic killings that could signal we're not going to do it now."
a bloodbath. Pointing to the fact that normal

Many of the reports coming annual immigration into the United

across the border into Thailand States amounts to 400,000 persons

were difficult to verify and a Vear . Nessen said that only 36,000

eyewitnesses impossible to locate. °f 'e*8 of tne Vietnamese refugees

Compiled from Wires

WASHINGTON - President
Ford, soliciting support for his $507
million refugee relocation program
for Indochinese, told Republican

congressional leaders yesterday "it

makes me damn mad" that some
Americans oppose the
humanitarian effort.

At a White House meeting in

advance of his early-evening news
conference, Ford was reported to

have "stated strongly he believes it

is morally right to help these

refugees."

As of yesterday, only 11,851 of

the refugees had been processed

and sent on to their new American
homes. Most of them were wives,

children and in-laws of Americans.
The rest of an estimated total of

120,000 refugees were jammed
from California to Florida in three

hastily assembled tent cities

teeming with men, women and
children. Thousands more were en
route to America from staging

areas in the Pacific.

For the lucky ones came helping

hands from Americans and a

chance at a normal life. For the
others it was the day to day un-
certainties that symbolize refugee
life.

"I really don't know what is

next," said a father of two
youngsters at a stopover in Hawaii.

"We just somehow gave ourselves

to the U.S. immigration, probably
for the rest of our lives."

The frustrations of finding ways
to ease the refugees' plight

triggered President Ford's outburst

Tuesday as he tried to convince
Congress to okay $507 million for

resettlement.

Press Secretary Ron Nessen
expressed the President's view that

it is "morally right" to take in the

refugees and to help them.'

He quoted Ford as saying "it just

burns me up. These great
humanitarians, they just want to

turn their backs. We didn't do it

with the Hungarians. We didn't do
it with the Cubans and damn it.

Join Ut In C$ltbraH*§ An Ai»h*r$9ff

EAT ALL YOU CAN
Sat., May 10th— 12 :30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

*
t. Sweet and sour soup
2. Congree — A thin gruel or porridge

3 Our famous EGG ROLL
4. Shrimp and meat ball

5. Fried chicken
6. Fried rice with pork and bean sprouts

7. Fried fresh noodles with chicken
8 Sweet and sour won ton
9. Braised soya sauce chicken

10. Curry shrimp and vegetable
11. Vegetable delight

12. Oriental Supreme
13. Chinese boiled rice

14. Sweet and sour pork
15. Chinese tea

So make a note to come early and join

M.S0 per person

t
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CHIN
Chinese

Restaurant
King Street (Rt. Sand 10)

Northampton, Mass.
Ttl.: S04-1775

opaular Menu Will Not Be Served, No Take Outs

are heads of households and 60 per

cent are children.

Almost 12,000 of them were

living in tent cities at Camp Pen-

dleton, Calif., where 2,300 more
were scheduled to arrive yesterday.

At Fort Chaffee, Ark., 4,183
refugees were to be joined by an
additional 1,950 yesterday.

At the third camp in the con-
tinental United States, a makeshift
settlement on a remote airstrip at

Eglin Air Force Base, Fla., 265
refugees sweltered in tents that

soaked up the hot Florida sun but
leaked in downpours. Three more
flights, with an estimated 350
refugees aboard each flight, were
scheduled for Friday, next Monday
and May 15.

members of the previous Saigon

regime departed.

The Yugoslav news agency

Tanjug reported from Hanoi that a

dispatch printed in the North

Vietnamese capital spoke of

resistance to the Communists on

some islands, including Con Son,

site of the "tiger cage" prisons.

Tanjug said the dispatch said Viet

Cong forces "completed liberation

of South Vietnam May 2 when they

definitely crushed resistance of the

puppet Saigon regime on Viet-

namese islands of Phu Coc, Con
Son and Truon Sa archipelago."

The nature of the resistance was
not specified.

In Canberra, Australia an-

nounced it has recognized the PRG
and will accept Vietnamese
refugees if other countries do so.

Nationalist China said yesterday

that its troops still occupy the

Spratly Islands in the South China

Sea, despite claims by the new
Communist government of South,
Vietnam to have "liberated" them.

The 200 islands if the Spratly

chain, about half way between
Vietnam and the Philippines, are

claimed by those two countries,

China and Nationalist China.

The Nationalist Chinese occupied

only a few of the islands and one
source in Taiwan said Vietnamese
Communist troops could have

landed on some of the islands

without the knowledge of Taiwan
troops, since the islands stretch

over a wide area.

Last year, the Saigon govern-
ment under the leadership of
Nguyen Van Thieu tried to take the
Paracel Islands in the South China
Sea which have also been claimed
by the same four countries.

MOTHER'S DAY PLANT SALE
Large Flowering Plants (6-8" Pots)

House Plants & Hangers

Small Flowering Plants (3-6" Pots)

These are EXCELLENT QUALITY Plants

$1- $8

Wed. & Thurs., May 7-8 C.C. Concourse

Think you can't afford

a luxury apartment?

fThink Again!

Brittany
Manor

3 Month SUMMER LEASES at Low, Low Rates

1 bedrooms from $170 — 2 bedrooms from $180

— 3 bedrooms from $280

• air conditioning

• 2 pools

• 2 tennis courts

• picnic area

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• dishwashers and disposals

9 month FALL LEASES at special rates

for applications made before June 1, 1975.

I bedroom from 1200— 2 bedroom from 1210— 3 bedroom from $:il o

$50 deposit required to hold apartment for

September— completely refundable until August 1, 1975

Take The Free Bus or Call Us at 256-8534

Office Hours— 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday
n -. oo a .m to 4:00 p.m. on Saturday

Avoid the Summer Rush — RENT NOW
for the Fall and save time and money!
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Study finds states in fiscal crisis
WASHINGTON [UP/] - A

congressional survey showed
yesterday that state and local

governments are being forced to

cut services and raise taxes this

year, removing $8 billion from the

economy and eliminating about
140,000 jobs.

It showed that most states and
localities are being squeezed by
falling tax collections and by rising

costs and increased demands for

their services while prevented from
engaging in deficit financing.

Hit hardest are the 20 states with
unemployment rates over the
national average. Half of these are
attempting to increase taxes this

year.

Rep. William S. Moorhead, D-

Pa., chairman of the urban affairs

subcommittee of Congress' Joint

Economic Committee, made the

survey public.

Moorhead and Sen. Edmund S.

Muskie, D Maine, are the chief

sponsors of a bill to provide

revenue sharing funds to state and
local governments during periods

of recession. When unemployment
averages over 8 per cent, as it is

now, the measure would provide $4
billion a year in additional aid so

that state and local governments
will be less likely to accelerate the

downturn through their own fiscal

reactions.

Opponents of the bill argue

against financing the day-to-day

operations of state and local

government with funds the federal

government must borrow in

competition with private borrowers.

"The days of overflowing coffers

have vanished for most state and
local governments," Moorhead
said. "For the next couple of years,

tax increases and service cutbacks

will be the rule, not the exception."

At a hearing conducted by
Muskie on the bill, economist
Robert Nathan of the Brookings

Institution said states and localities

are cutting expenditures and raising

taxes to such a degree as to un-

State legislature may
ban forced busing
BOSTON [AP] - The

Massachusetts House and Senate
will meet in a joint session this

afternoon to consider several

proposed amendments to the state

constitution, including one which
would bar forced school busing.

The busing amendment,
sponsored by Sen. Arthur Lewis, D-

Boston, would prohibit school

assignments on the basis of race,

color or creed.

Other amendments to be taken

up would abolish the Executive

Council; authorize the state to

impose a graduated income tax;

limit legislative authority to impose

new costs on the cities and towns,

and authorize the classification of

property according to use for

taxation purposes.

Others would write an equal

rights amendment into the state

constitution and restrict state

officers to two four year terms.

Constitutional amendments must
be approved by two successive

legislatures and then go on the

ballot for ratification by the elec-

torate.

Lewis said he anticipated

arguments that the proposed
amendment would be un-

constitutional under the federal

consitution but, "as a legislative

branch of government we should

not be giving judicial opinions."

He said that, if passed, he ex-

pected that the amendment would

be tested in the courts but "that

should not prevent us from acting."

The graduated income tax

proposal has been defeated on the

ballot three times in past selections,

and it is expected to be on the

ballot again in 1976.

INSPECTION Ends May S - DON'T WAIT!
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dercut the economic benefits of the

anti- recession federal tax cut and of

other federal stimulants.

The survey covered every state

except Alaska and Hawaii and 140

local governments, including most

big cities. The localities account for

40 per cent of all expenditures by

local government.

The survey showed:
— 20 states have increased or

plan to increase taxes this year by a

total of $2.1 billion. Four states are

cutting taxes by a total of $50

million.

— State and local governments

plan $3.6 billion in tax increases and

cutbacks of $3.3 billion in ex-

penditures for services and $1

billion in construction outlays —
removing nearly $8 billion of

stimulation from the economy.
— About half the states have cut

payrolls through layoffs, hiring

freezes, reduced work hours or

other means. Forty per cent of

surveyed localities also cut back
bringing a total state-local work
reduction of about 140,000 jobs.

— Surpluses from plush years
are diminishing. Forty-six states

reported surpluses of $6.5 billion as

of last July 1, but these will be
down to $3.9 billion by next July 1.

Cattle in Haiiock, Minn., are surrounded by the flood
waters of the nearby Red River. The river is up to eight
miles wide at some points in Minnesota.

Dukakis says state has

'legacy of corruption'
BOSTON [AP] - Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis said yesterday the state

"has inherited what may be a

legacy of corruption" in its

agencies and that investigations are

under way.

The governor cited intensive

investigations of the Civil Service

Commission, possible criminal
activity in the Alcoholic Beverages

Control Commission (ABCC), and
$11 million in overpayments to

nursing homes.
Speaking at his weekly cabinet

meeting, Dukakis said he also had
been informed that "we may have
similar problems in another state

agency." He did not name the

agency.

"It appears that we have
inherited a fiscal mess that we must
cope with, but I'm afraid that we've
also inherited what may be a legacy

of corruption," he told his cabinet.

Former Gov. Francis W. Sargent

said at a news conference that he

was not pleased with Dukakis'

reference to a legacy of corruption.

"It was a rather extreme sort of

statement to make," he said.

A spokesman for Dukakis said

several doctors have already been
fired after it was found that they

falsified eye examinations for civil

service police and fire department

candidates.

Charges involving administrative

workers in the Civil Service

Department will be brought later

this week, the spokesman, Mary
Fifield, said.

The charges will be the result of

an investigation initiated five

months ago by Civil Service

Director Edward W. Powers. The
investigation has recently been

intensified.

Few jobs foreseen
CAMBRIDGE [AP] - An

oversupply of college graduates for

managerial and professional jobs
will last until far fewer young
people go to college, a Harvard
economist said yesterday.

Prof. Richard B. Freeman said

seniors leaving college for the rest

of the 1970s will find "there is going
to be a long delay period before

they get the kind of jobs they
want."

"And an awful lot of people are

going to end up in non-
professional, non- managerial jobs,"

he saic\

Freeman, who presented findings

from a computerized study at a

symposium sponsored by the

Center for Policy Alternatives at the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, said in an interview, "I

don't think the situation is going to

get any worse than it is right now,
but it's not going to get any better

until the early 1980s.

In 1973, he said, 17 per cent of

the work force held college

| degrees.
a

» River diversion urged
The diversion of water from the

Connecticut River to supply the

Boston metropolitan area has been
recommended by the New England

River Basis Commission, the

Associated Press reported
yesterday.

Water would be diverted from
the Northfield Mountain and the

Millers River Basin to meet the

needs of the state capital region,

according to Robert Kasvinsky,

director of the study by the

commission.

The report also said that better

growth policies for the state are

needed to prevent the destruction

of the environment

8:30 - UNTIL

3 Big Boogies in 1

at Hamden, Worcester, Hills North Main Lounge (Central Area)

starring direct from Boston

Actual Proof (Earth, Wind & Fire Sound)
.w^s

Overnight Sensation "Rock Hit"

Dynamic Sex Machine

Billy Colwell Blues Band

Plus a N.Y. Comedian & "DISCO

at one gets you into all 3 places

ALL THE BEER & WINE YOU CAN DRINK

McGovern tours Cuba
HAVANA lUPf] - Sen. George

McGovern, on an "educational"

visit to Cuba, set out yesterday on a

tour of a mental hospital, school,

museum and Havana nightclub but

had yet to announce a meeting with

Cuban Premier Fidel Castro.

The South Dakota Democrat
who arrived in Havana Monday
night, immediately called for an end
to the U.S. trade boycott against

Cuba.

McGovern, the third U.S. senator

to vist the island as part of a thaw in

Cuban-American relations, denied

carrying any message from the

Ford administration to Castro but

said he conferred with the State

Department and Pentagon before

making the trip.

B1 suffers setback
WASHINGTON [AP] - In a

major setback for a big Pentagon
weapons program, the Senate
Armed Services Committee today

cut $338.3 million in advance
production funds from the Air

Force B1 strategic bomber
program.

By a vote of 11 to 3, the com-
mittee directed the Air Force not to

buy items for use in manufacturing
the huge planes, designed to

replace the B52 bomber fleet.

SPRING

CLEARANCE SALE

The Olde

Record Shop, Inc.

A/K/A

The New Record Shop
197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
Check It Out
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Campus-wide fast to aid starving Ethiopians
WEDNESDAY, MAY 7, 1975 THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

ByJIMKASSNER
Staff Reporter

In an attempt to aid the

thousands of starving victims in

famine-stricken Ethiopia, a campus-
wide Fast day is going to take place

Thursday, sponsored by the
Amherst chapter - Ethiopian
Students Union.

Gary Hartley, coordinator of Fast
Day cited the urgency of the
situation, saying that the famine
victims "need aid now, not next

semester." Hartley explained that

meal tickets Thursday may be
voluntarily turned over during the
lunch and dinner meals today. In

return, the dining commons has
agreed to donate approximately 75
cents for each meal ticket received

towards the purchase of food.

Hartley also said that "There is a

possibility of having a Fast Meal on

the 8th", which would probably

consist of such non-solids as soup.

Last semester during a similar

campaign, the Southwest Center

for Racial Understanding raised

about $4300 for other famine

victims. Although cash donations

will not be formally collected, they

may be sent to the following ad-

dress: Committee to Help the

Famine Victims in Ethiopia - World

Wide Federation of Ethiopian

Students (CHFVE), 215 West 101

St. No. 4E, New York, New York,

10025.

The urgency of the situation is

illustrated by some of the statistics

that have been released recently.

For example, Ethiopia, a country of

some 25 million has an average life

expectancy of only 35 years, while

the mortality rate stands at 60 per

cent. Already, some 150,000 people

have died, in some cases at the rate

of 1000 per week.

Along with the need for food and
medicine, doctors are also needed.
Currently, the doctor to population

ratio is about 1 :70,000 people, with

over 70 per cent of these located in

the capital city.

Ethiopia, an agricultural country
has been especially hard hit - for

seven years, there has been little or

no water in the area. As a result,

whole farming communities have
been wiped out, while 80 - 90 per

cent of the cattle population has
perished.

Compounded to the problem is a

law that requires "tenants" to

surrender 75 per cent of their

products to an "overlord" (land

owner). In addition, 60 per cent of

the arable land in Ethiopia is held by
the Royal family and other

monopolies.

CHFVE has accused the

Ethiopian government of being

"archaic, bureaucratic, corrupt,

self-seeking, and servile to foreign

interests."

CHFVE was organized in May of

1973 by the World Wide Federation

of Ethiopian Students. It is a

voluntary non-profit organization,

and operates in cooperation with 20
different local committees
throughout Europe, the United

States and Canada.

Townhouse of Amherst

Two and three bedroom townhouses, with wall-to-

wall carpets, 1V2 baths, dishwasher, garbage

disposal, self-cleaning oven. FROM $225.

Pool and recreational facilities, safe playground

for children, FREE UMass Bus service.

Open for your inspection 7 days a week.

50 Meadow St. Amherst, Mass. 549-0600

* Women Confer

cont. from p. 2

dergraduates and younger women
than the conference average, but
do not include statistics on the
Coffeehouse Tuesday night and the
dance Saturday night, each of

which had full-capacity attendance.

Creativity workshop facilitators,

in their evaluations, suggest that

the lower representation of older

women was due to the high-risk

nature of some of the sessions, and
a general hesitancy to participate in

something of an undignified or

unserious nature, such as the
workshops emphasizing creative

self-expression through spon-
taneous body movement, noise-

making, etc.

This outlook exemplifies the
major issue addressed through the

creativity workshops: that creativity

is inextricably linked with self-

concept. A major concern of

facilitators was to provide women
with supportive, nonjudgmental
space in which to begin to be
creative - giving permission to

make mistakes, act out, be crazy —
break through the society imposed
roles that press us into safe and
non-creative conformity.

Space of one's own was iden-

tified as a key element necessary in

promoting personal creativity. The
second crucial element was
identified as a supportive com-
munity in which to give permission,

encouragement, and support while
sharing skills in non-competitive
ways.

COMMUNICATIONS:
Nine workshops were convened

around the issue of com-'
mu meat ions, with three dealing

specifically with taking action on
the issue. In the post-conference
evaluations, communications was
the second highest priority issue.

The University Women's
Conference was repeatedly cited as
an excellent model of how events
can be sponsored to maximize the

sharing of similar concerns among
women.
Another issue identified was a

lack of access to campus media.
While no local media was exempt

from criticism, the Collegian and
WMUA were the subjects of a large

portion of discussion as student-
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operated media that have the

largest impact on campus, and
should be the most accessible to

women undergraduates.

Recommendations within
existing media included attitudinal

change, recruitment, and support.

It was strongly recommended that

persons involved in campus media,

particularly those with editorial

power, attend consciousness
raising seminars on women's
issues, and the role of media in

changing society.

It was also recommended that

media convene recruitment
sessions specifically for women,
that are facilitated by women
currently working in that media.

Once recruited, women should be
encouraged to communicate and
work with other women internally,

to avoid the isolation and alienation

frequently experienced on male-

dominated staffs.

Development of a cross-campus,
and perhaps Valley-wide women's
publication was seen as a highly

desirable, but long-range goal. In

the meantime, as a result of the

conference, the UMass Women's
Communication Network has
formed in an effort to share in-

formation, coordinate news, and
provide support.

Copies of the report can be
obtained at Everywoman 's Center,

506 Goodell Hall.
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BRANDYWINE, the apartment plus community"!

k Now open for your inspection are RRANDYWINK'S * A
beautiful new one and two bedroom model apart-

Conyaniancas which maka BRANDYWINE i , |beautiful

ments.

Come over for a visit any day of the week.
In a few minutes we'll show you all the reasons in the
world why BRANDYWINE is a better place to live. We
invite you to compare features and compare prices.

Conveniences which make BRANDYWINE
•o eminently "livable" include:

Spacious, wall laid out unite.

All brand name full size appliances, includ-
ing garbage disposal and dlehwasher.

Individually controlled central gas heat

Cantral Air Conditioning.

An abundance of closet space

Extra security features Including intercom
system.

Large, partially enclosed, private patios and
balconies.

Luxurious wall-to-wall carpating.

Baautiful new swimming
recreational facilities.

pool and

£«.j ' »(«'»•«*•«

BRANDYWINE
at Amherst

One and two bedroom units from $220.00

Beautiful well kept grounds, highlighted by
large centrel pond.

Free UMass Bus Service.

Laundry facilities well located.

Safe playground for children.

Rental furniture available from Putnam
Furniture Leesing Company. Hartford
Connecticut.

Resident Superintendent responsible for ell
apartment service* and maintenance. Provid-
ing prompt service 7 days a week.

Brandywine Drive

Amherst

549-0600

Lifestyle surveys area apartments
By NORM ROBINSON

Staff Reporter
This guide to apartments has

been compiled to assist all who are
interested in apartments for the
coming summer and-or-fa/l. A/most
all of the apartments in this area
have been covered, with the ex-
ception of some lesser known and
smaller apartments.

The basic information provided
includes location, rates, facilities

and utilities," recreation, and
transportation availability. The

waiting lists recorded vw.re as of

writing (AOW), and are r jbject to

change. If anyone desires an in-

dividual house or an apartment,
check with the local realtors, the
housing office, or the want ads.

VILLAGE PARK - located off

East Pleasant Street, Amherst,
behind Orchard Hill. These apart-

ments are for moderate income
families, and eligibility requires

certain maximum income limits.

Mainly for families. Because of FHA
affiliations the rents are low, but

Now appearing at

TIME$mftUiHftJT
May Apple Band - tonight

15c Beers— 9:30-10:00, Wed. Night

Disco Happy Hour This Friday— 4 : 30-7 : 00

also regulations such as income
limits and a maximum of twenty
singles have been set. The present
rates are as follows: $143.00 per
month for one bedroom, $165 for

two bdrm, and $182 for three bdrm.
Includes all utilities. Very pleasant
environment, quiet and woody
surroundings. On the bus route,
fairly long waiting list. Facilities

include disposal, range, frig, and a
central laundry unit. Phone: 549-
0099.

PUFFTON VILLAGE - located
on 1040 N. Pleasant St., Amherst.

Summer Rate Schedule: Puffton
Village I - One Bdrm-$135.00. Two
bdrm-$195.00. Three bdrm-$220.00.
Rent includes all utilities and cable
TV. Puffton Village II - One bdrm-
$100.00. Two bdrm-$ 150.00. Three
bdrm-$175.00. Rent includes all

utilities except electricity. Also
cable TV. If planning to rent for just
the three summer months. Also
cable TV. If planning to rent for just
the three summer months, security
deposit is equal to one month's
rent. Leases terminate Aug. 20. If

renting for coming year and
summer months, security deposit

based on two months rent from
September Schedule. Schedule
effective Sept. 1, 75: One year
conditional lease. One bdrm-
$185.00. Two bdrm-$230.00. Three
bdrm-$260.00. Rent includes all

utilities except electricity. Heat,

water, and cooking done by gas.
Recreation includes Cable TV, 4
tennis courts, playground,
basketball court, and large
swimming pool. On the bus route,
close proximity to campus, short
waiting list :AOW), and positively
no pets. Phone: 549-0145.

Friday night smut

Collegian finds little worth rating 'X'
By DAVE ElBEL
Staff Reporter

If you're the type of person who
finds school a bore, and spends all

his time in the Blue Wall, the TOC,
the Hatch, or the Pub, I have a

^••x. ««*

i \ \ \ \ \

Treat a Friend to a
Deluxe Huskee • .

.

buy one Deluxe Huskee and
get one FREE!

Hardee's Deluxe Huskee is a % lb. of char-broiled

chopped beefsteak topped with tomato, onion, lettuce,

mayonnaise and pickles on a toasted sesame seed bun.

WITH THIS COUPON

Hardee's Deluxe Huskees
Buy one at regular price and get one FREE!

at HARDEE'S of HADLEY
430 Russell St. - (Route 9) - Hadley. Mass.

CNE COUPON PER CUSTOMER - OFFER EXPIRES 5 23

I

CNE COUPON PER CUSTOMER. - OFFER EXPIRES 5 23
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suggestion.

If you're the type of person
described in the above paragraph,
and you also like to spend hours
playing Spanish Eyes, Royal Guard
or El Toro, then I have another
suggostion.

Save two dollars out of your
budget, ($2.75 if you like popcorn,
$3.25 if you like Coke as a chaser
for the popcorn), hide in the back of
a dingy Volkswagen with the
running board rattling dangerously
and drive out to that staid

establishment of cinematic art, the
Amherst Cinema.

Sit back, relax, pop a few corns,
and watch... a dirty movie.

It might seem strange to some of
you that the same theater that
offers Scenes From a Marriage by
Ingmar Bergman, children's
matinees Friday and Saturday, also

Chem 100. Ninety per- cent of them
are males, and the few women you
see there are always accompanied
by a grinning escort who sneaks as
many smiles at the screen that his

female friend allows.

It's difficult to say what the
people come for. If it's kicks,

they're in the wrong place, and rf

they're frustrated they should
realize that 69 out of 70 dirty movies
are supposed to make you more
frustrated. Besides that, the movies
shown in these trying times, are just

that; trying.

Take a recent Friday night fare,

"Last Foxtrot in Burbank." The
Burbank Press called it a "mish-
mash of Last Tango in Burbank, but
that's about as far as the analogy
goes.

During the 75 minutes there is

little to sigh about and during one
shows an "x" Friday night at 1 1 :30. of the rare moments that a coupling
But when you consider that the
Amherst Cinema is only serving one
of the many needs of this highly

student- oriented area, x-rated films

late on Friday night are not too hard
to swallow.

Excuse the pun, but if you expect
to find Linda Lovelace on the
screen practising oral gymnastics,
or Marilyn Chambers trying to score
with a four- on- one, you'll be
disappointed. Since the censorship
laws were restricted once again last

spring, the prurient theatergoer has
been forced to stomach x-rated

movies that are x-rated in name
only, in order to lure unsuspecting
frustrated students who've given
up on the Blue Wall to satisfy their

natural drives in a plain, bleak

theater.

Although the smut palaces of

Boston and New York are sup-

posedly attended by men in their

50's with long raincoats, Amherst
has few of those creatures foaming
at the mouth on the corner of

Amity and Main
The majority of the people hiding

out at the Cinema on Friday night

are the same people you find in

Food Science 101, English 221, or

r

occurs it is always a dry one.
Whether it's a scene with a fifty

year old man making it with a nubile
nymph on a motorcycle, or the
same man making love with the
same woman against a wall, (no it's

not a new type of demolition), it's

fakery at its best.

The lack of true sex leads many
in the audience to cheer at the
simple sight of an uncovered
breast, and the sight of (Oh my
lord) pubic areas is enough to cause
a standing ovation. Some
characters get so bored that they
exhort the actors with cries of come
on, come on! But unfortunately
nobody ever seems to.

In truth, it's the audience and not
the film that's the real turn-on. The
unbridled crudeness of those in the
theater would lead Shakespeare, if

he was still around to retract his

maxim "the play's the thing," and
come up with a new one like "the
playgoers are the thing."

But come to think of it,

Shakespeare would never have
spent two dollars or 15 shillings to
go the Avon Theater on a moonlit
night to seek smut

He'd rather write another play.
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Hayward ft Lodge — Blue Jays
on Threshold Records

only *3"

All other Single Albums
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Grow your own with homemade plant propagator
By PHILIP THOMASON
Special Correspondent

Beating the high cost of indoor

plants can be aided by a homemade
plant propagator.

The propagator, used for rooting

plant cuttings, is easy to construct

with household and natural

materials. These materials include:

A No. 10 tin can

An eight inch piece of garden
hose

Rust stopping paint (optional)

Mother's Day Cards

and Gifts
at

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St.

AMHERST

Half a can of gravel

Half a can of sand
A seven square inch piece of fine

nylon or plastic mesh
Water
Plant cuttings

Number 10 tin cans are the extra

large fruit and vegetable cans. A
discarded can is usually open at one
end, making an ideal container for

the propagator. Although a No. 10
can is not absolutely necessary, the
larger the can the better.

Wash the empty can out and
punch a small hole half way up one
side. The hole only needs to be
large enough for water drainage,
between 1-8 to 1-4 of an inch in

diameter. An eight penny nail

makes a good punch.

ITPAY5TOSHOP
THE FINASTWAY
Mountain Farms
Mall In Hadle%

Beer
and
Wine
Shoppe!

Finast
case of 24

12 oz N.R. btls

6 pak 99*

Vina Santa Rita »««.,.

Great Western
Great Western

24 oz 4
btl

Sweet and
Dry Vermouth

Beritas Pink

Table Wine

24 oz
btl

24 oz 4 49
btl

69

i
If^fc|*|%£&| California Rose

/
24 oz 4 79%Wl #Wl Burgundy Chabhs btl

Chateau Laurent 5^ v 279

KOSG \JiOl 0©H Uebfraum.lch .... btl |

Donelli Lambrusco t? 1 89

Miller High
Life Beer
case 24 - 12 oz cans

569 SUPERMARKETS

After this is done, the can may be
painted with rust stopping paint.
Although painting is optional, it will

increase the life of the propagator.
Also, different colors may be used
to make the can more attractive.

When the paint is dry, hold the
piece of hose upright inside the
can. It should be placed against the
side opposite the drainage hole and
run from the top to the bottom of
the can.

Fill the can up to the drainage
hole with gravel. This should be
about half the can. The gravel will

hold the hose in place.

Now, cut a circular piece of

plastic mesh to the diameter of the
can. This mesh should be fine

enough to prevent sand from
passing through while porous to
the water. If necessary, more than
one layer may be used.

The plastic mesh may be found
at a hardware store for about 25
cents. A more thrifty minded
person will find a discarded nylon
stocking to work just as well.

Plastic and nylon are suggested
because they will not rust nor rot in

water.

Cut a hole at one edge of the
mesh to go around the hose. The
mesh should be placed on top of

the gravel, covering the entire

surface. Any extra pieces of mesh
can be used to cover the drainage
hole.

Carefully pour the sand in over
the plastic mesh, making sure the
mesh lies flat. The sand should fill

the can up to an inch below the rim.

Pack the sand tight.

Now, the propagator is ready for

the water and cuttings. Pour a half

cup of water over the top surface to
moisten the sand. Then slowly add
additional water through the hose
until it runs out the drainage hole.

Following this procedure the
sand is kept moist enough for

rooting yet will not be so wet as to
rot the cuttings. The propagator
should be watered through the
hose daily so as to keep these
conditions without disturbing the
cuttings.

With a pencil, make holes in the
sand for the cuttings. Make the
holes far enough apart to avoid
crowding and allow for adequate
root growth. Place the cuttings in

the holes and firmly pack the sand
around them.

The completed propagator
should be placed in a warm place
with indirect sunlight. The average
cuttings will root in about two
weeks but some plants may take up
to a month. The cuttings should not
be checked too often, for this will

disturb the roots.

When the cuttings have a good
clump of roots they should be
potted. New cuttings can take their

place in the propagator. In this

manner one can start many new
plants.

This easily constructed
propagator is a good rooting

medium which makes indoor
gardening fun and inexpensive.

Music Theater Guild

accepting applications

Applications are now being
accepted by the UMass Music
Theater Guild for the production
staff of their fall musical. This
musical, which will be announced
later in May, is scheduled to take
place in Bowker Auditorium,
Stockbridge Hall on November 20,

21, and 22 of the 1975 fall semester
Since the show has not been
announced, if any applicant does
not wish to participate in the show
chosen they may withdraw their

application at any time.

The UMass Music Theater Guild

is an independent student
organization not affiliated with the

Theater Department in any way.
The organization has been at

UMass for 39 years. Productions in

the past have included "Company"
in 1973, "Dames at Sea" in 1974,

and the overwhelming success
"Pirates of Penzance" performed in

April of 1975.

The unsalaried staff positions,

which are open to anyone in the
Five College Community, include
producer, director, musical director,

choreographer, set designer, cos-
tume designer, lighting designer,
props manager, stage manager,
master carpenter, master elec-

trician, and assistants to these
positions. Interested people should
prepare a resume of their theater
experience, especially experience
dealing with the desired position.

Included in the resume should be
name, address, telephone number,
class, etc. Applicants will be
contacted for an interview.

Applications can be mailed by
campus or five college mail to:

Avis J. Yuni

213 Brett House
UMass
The deadline for applications will

be Wednesday, May 14. If you
cannot meet this deadline or need
further information please call

Eugene Niles (545-0783 or 545-

2149) or Avis Yuni (546-5227).
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A gubernatorial showcase
reid fishman-

ByJIMPAUUN

Before the Governor addressed the

masses Monday night, he held a press
conference in the Collegian office. Questions
were restricted to staff members; the outside

media was present but tacit. He came in

through the back door to avoid premature
public confrontation and ensconced himself

in a wooden armchair.

It was a spectacle. There must have been
at least 15 still photographers and five TV
cameras in the room. Super bright lights

were clamped to the wall for the TV cameras:
between the TV lights, ceiling lights and the

glittering reflected glare from many lenses,

there was not a shadow on his face. His

humbleness, out from the dim subway
underground getting a media suntan. In real

life, he lacked the baby face that many of the

photos of him convey.

The photographers, in a cacophony of

i.eivuub, twitching shutters, captured his

face, his left sideburn profile, his right

sideburn profile, his serenely crossed legs

and his fiscally conservative wingtips for the

next front page, telephoto machines and
personal achives-portfolios of the super-

fluous, unassigned Collegian photographers,

whose cameras had never before hosted

such a distinguished subject.

They stumbled about in a tight semi-circle,

some of them almost falling a few times, but

buoyed up by a crouched peer who didn't

want a picture of himself playing twist with a

professional brother or sister.

There were photographers and TV
cameramen standing on layout and
typewriter tables. Unfortunately, no one had
the ribald foresight to weaken one of the

table's legs, but I suppose it was politically

tactful not to have, because the malicious

destruction of state property is terribly

wasteful and the Governor abhors waste.

Dukakis was accompanied by Secretary of

Educatidn Paul Parks, who seamed to have

come mainly as a decoration, since he said

nothing. I suppose a governor takes his

cabinet members with him when he travels

to their assigned areas as one wears shorts to

the beach, sneakers in a gym or a tuxedo to a

formal ball.

The reports on the Dukakis- Collegian

budgetary dialogue could have been written

before he came. He knew what the questions

would be and he had the answers in his

pocket weeks ago. — But why are you being

so stingy, governor? — Me? I'm just doing
Sargent's dirty work. This deficit is here

because he was such a wasteful in-"

competent. Big daddy's in the hole, and your
allowance just isn't going to be as big as it

used to be. — Someone asked him his

opinion of Dr. Wood, and Scretary Parks

squirmed in his chair and twitched out an
uncomfortable smile. Mike and Bob were

doing fine, but Bob has been a sore sport for

a little while.

The press conference was a preliminary to

his grand, noble, and slightly cathartic

performance in the grand ballroom of the

Student Union where he met passion with

relative dispassion, shrill accusations from

the floor occasionally produced sighing

exasperation like — I just can't understand

why they can't understand. — And the

cameras, cushioned by the crowd, faced the

man of the 50 cent subway ride out here

among free buses but probably delivered

beyond the suburbs to Amherst in a

chauffered limousine. To the strident voices

from the ballroom floor crying — more

money, more money, — he was Rockefeller,

King Porker, and Nero playing the violin as

UMass goes to hell. Outside the ballroom, a

cynic sneered "Tax the dead."

Jim Paulin is a Collegian commentator

J
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Monday night Governor Dukakis came to

the UMass campus to see how he could
"handle" UMass students and, un-
fortunately, discovered that he could deal

with us fairly easily. Since we began our
struggle to fight the budget cuts against

human services across the state, we have
been a continual thorn in his side. Our
willingness unite with the underprivi/edged

and our ability to formulate alternative

methods of fund raising have made us
particularly embarassing

After an initially hostile reception, the

Governor found that he could obfuscate,

browbeat and even lie almost at will. I will not

exaggerate. The hard work and deter-

mination of the many groups that have

participated in this struggle and the unity of

the student body was evident in the in-

telligent questions that were asked and the

support that they received from the

audience. By and large we were well

behaved, respectful, and polite. I have

nothing against these qualities, but even

good things can be carried too far. Should

we have been polite when he accused us of

irresponsibility in merely singing and
chanting at the Boston Common? Should

we have been well behaved when he
browbeat the student who asked him for his

stand on student unionization? Should we
have been polite when he tried to bumble
through a clumsy obfuscation of the real

reason for his opposition to measures that

would really "tax the rich "? Should we have

been respectful when he attempted to

convince the former welfare mother that

there actually were extensive day care

services when in reality hardly any exist at all,

or when he cavalierly suggested that able

bodied general relief recipients be thrown off

the welfare rolls to get jobs that don 't exist? I

think not.

Our good bahavior was evidently misin-

terpreted for weakness and vacillation, and

served only to increase the Governor's initial

arrogance and contempt. I am not ad-

vocating indignation and hostility as a

general style of behavior at public

gatherings. I am only suggesting that we, as

hardworking citizens of this state should not

have to put up with such rudeness and

contempt on the part of an elected official.

We should show respect only where respect

is due.
Jim Wooster

Last night Governor Dukakis asked fot

constructive input on the UMass budget
We see here layer upon layer of very highly

paid bureaucratic administrators who have
spent a great deal of their time lately

scurrying about trying to preserve their jobs.

Fat fobs in our huge police administration go
on, while security* gua/ds are reduced.

Janitors in dorms are cut 'back; Residential

Life asks $10,000 for a fancy office telephone

system. Physical Plant has no idea of the

meaning of productivity.

Solution: suspend fiscal autonomy for

about three years to put this house in order.

Gregory S. Nolder

No matter how much I support the
students' protests against budget cuts, I

must app/aude Governor Dukakis in his

efforts when he visited our campus last

night. The issues were clear. The state, it was
explained, is in a financial deficit of $700
million and needs money desperately. Cuts
have to be made. The Governor asked
students again and again for their proposals
and suggestions concerning possibilities of
where money could come from. Not one
student who had the opportunity to speak
proposed anything with which the Governor
could work. Each appealed to their own
individual concerns in groups such as welfare
recipients, students on financial aid and
those in special programs. They voiced their

grievances but offered no solutions.

Figures concerning two -thirds of the
Federal aid to states for higher education
that go to private schools were not even
mentioned, and yet we were given this in-

formation to be used in a proposal to our

representatives when we demonstrated in
Boston last week.

Another disappointment I found was the
fact that few of the issues discussed at our
town meetings here on campus were raised
to the Governor. He asked us for information
concerning what areas would be affected by
the proposed cuts, and no one mentioned
Third World Centers, Women's Centers,
BDIC, Outreach and other special programs
that make UMass a unique learning in-
stitution.

It was unfortunate that the Governor did
not stay to hear those who did not get to
voice their ideas, and I agreed with the
statement made that other employees work
overtime, why not the Governor, but, I also
find it unfortunate that the people who did
get to speak did not raise any of the issues I

have mentioned so far.

I hope that our efforts as students and
faculty do not end and that it is not too late
to bring up these issues.

FORUM: Governor at UMass

To claim that the May 5th Amherst visit of
Governor Dukakis was not a high point in

that long and distinguished tradition of non-
civility, intolerance, and manifest discourtesy
that we at the University so proudly main-
tain, is to unjustly underrate our efforts.

Friends, we were nothing short of utterly

magnificent in our display of distemper and
uncouthness. Our heartiest congratulations
to those present who made it possible.

For those readers who may not appreciate
the subtle approbations of the preceding
paragraph, our sincere apologies. Plainly

speaking, the minimal level of respect that
entitles opposing and unpopular viewpoints
to be heard and defended was so blatantly

denied to the Governor, that for us to seff-

righteousfy claim that same right when our
own viewpoints and desires are up for

debate, is to unabashedly profess our own
monumental hypocrisy ...

The undersigned don 't claim to agree with
all of Dukakis' policies. But the Governor is

faced with certain constraints; the 500 mil/ion

dollar state budget deficit is a FACT. Money
to pay for programs must either come from
somewhere, or some programs requiring

money must be cut. Our observations tend to
lead us to conclude that the latter choice is

somewhat unpopular. Ergo, we could raise

taxes. Who might volunteer to pay for these?
The rich of course, right on... 11... Uh, who are

the "rich"? The undersigned have tried

sorely to come up with the solution to this

critical question, but decided first to tackle

the simpler ones, like "which comes first, the

chicken or the egg?"... The point, friends, is

that many of the simplistic answers so
politely hurled much like rotten tomatoes at
the Governor [figuratively, of course], don't
address the problem, but merely represent
the short-term interest of just one more
group, namely us students.

We of this state are all confronted with
hard times. We are all seeking some sort of
half-way equitable means out of this mess.
But out here in our concrete-gilded cages,
some of us seem to resent the fact that our
keeper must also be concerned with the rest
of the menagerie.

We have the right to make our desires felt,

as do other groups in this state. The
Governor came out for the purpose of at-
tempting to synthesize some sort of ap-
proach to the problem of keeping up the
standards and opportunities of this
University. He came in part for our
responses, suggestions, and input. He failed,

perhaps because he made the mistaken
assumption that we were the mature adults
that the Legislature declared us to be some
short while ago. Perhaps they should have
required basic civility as an additional
requirement fdr admission to that exalted
status, as well as merely being 18.

Friends, before we try your patience any
further, we can only add that we enjoyed the
show, and sincerely hope that further ap-
plications for position of gladiator of the
Student Union Ballroom will be accepted.

J. M. van Tol
Caryn Blayer

Don 't let Dukakis walk away thinking we
have nothing to say but "No budget
cuts" ... let's give him something to think

about!
Andrea Pollingar

Watching a replay of the meeting with

Governor Dukakis last night, I was appalled.

Here at last was UMass 's voice opportunity,

the students' opportunity to ask questions

and voice opinions face to face with the man
behind the budget cuts. We, the educated,

the rational stood up with paper in hand,
offering no alternatives, few valid questions
and told the Governor, "he sucked", like a
three-year old bantering names. Is this an
example of the well educated, logical

thinkers we are supposed to be?
I for one, and for the first time was

ashamed to be a student at this university;

ashamed that students could be so
emotional, irrelevant, illogical and naive.

Well, we had our chance and "we showed
'em!" Didn't we??

Suzanne McCarthy
Muffy Trafton

Sara Moses

/ was upset to hear so many questions
showing so little sensitivity to the realities of
scarce resources after the Governor's speech
last night. If we are to give to each according
to his need as the tone of the questions
suggested, we all must pitch in and help
stretch budgets further. I don't sense this
awareness with vocal students. All I hear is
"more, more, more" with no consideration
as to the price.

Students whose departments are bearing
more than their fair share of the brunt and
students who need more financial help win
my sympathy. I sense that these are few in
number, when considering the wealth of
student owned cars and expensive stereo
systems on campus.

The few who do need more deserve
everyone's support. To serve the interests of
these people, we need to fight for equitable
budget cuts. In order to facilitate these cuts,
we need to select our administrators, faculty,
students who don't belong here. It only
seems fair to me that increased revenues
come from a graduated tuition hike. From
each according to his ability to pay is the
philosophy behind such a move.

While in support of the principle behind a
student union, I am alienated by many of the
so called "demands" and uncompromising
positions the student union takes. I fear that
it would simply become another self-interest
group.

Last, but not least; a few words for private
colleges. People don't recognize that one of
their roles is to select out the wealthy and
make them pay more of the cost of their
education. Many scholarships come from
private funds. These colleges are eseential to
stretching a people's budget; without them
higher education would require even more
state funds. Why are we pointing the finger
at them?

Roland Walaa

Curtain call

'There's a lot to be
learned from new
freedom and those
who share it.'

As the scene begins, a boy walks onto stage, a bit hassled by previous
past experiences but determined to get into this scene in newer'and better

ways. He knows his mind and he knows his life so far but he doesn't know
what to make of it or what it will make of him. He only knows that it's led

him this far.

He begins perplexed and frustrated by this new awesome experience
called college. And throughout the action of the scene, he's never sure
what to expect and what to be fooled by at this magnificent manufacturer
of human wisdom.

Sylvan days and nights prove tedious in the beginning and the energy
pours into other sources. More wasted than not, the experience gained is

still helpful in determining future directions and the search continues.
There's a lot to be learned from new freedom and from those who share it.

Into the long summer flood of political power and disappointment, and
the boy finds himself searching again for something that might never be.

And Fall's return brings the humanity experiment and other personal
experiments and a more pensive look at it all. He finds himself on the brink

a million times but he never seems to cross all the way over.

Spring finds pages of his life

sprawled about the floors in a

frantic search to recapture
academia. Experiments sometimes
leave purpose aside until the very

last minute becomes a way of life.

And then there's love. It doesn't

happen all too often but enough to

_________^_—^———— make itself known.

And the boy enjoys it all and forgets and lets the

summer slide by till the fall chases it away and he's on the brink and out on
the streets again.

He discovers what friends can be as he searches for someplace to bring

it all back together.

Thoughts and pages dominate his action and his mind's typewriter

works overtime and time again. He won't let it rest now.
And it's off to Oregon to play shuffleboard and learn from a legend.

Cruisin' again down September road to find a few more reasons. But old

statesmen never fade away. They just die, and leave things in Los Angeles.

And the boy has to stop.

And he has to realize that he's reaching the end of it all and he's not

even ready. He's not going to be prepared for the shit he'll get . . . out

there.

He knows what he wants and he wmm""•————

—

w^m—m—

—

sees a break and he tries to work at

a camp that's broke and he's not at

all sure about what will happen
when spring rolls around, closer

and closer to the end of the scene .

. . . And the time is now and he's

still not sure of anything as he
searches again. "—-^—^—————

—

Walking to the center of the stage, he looks at the audience and tells

them he still doesn't know, and he tells them he's got to keep trying and he

wonders what they'll think of it all.

Slowly, he scans the audience before turning and walking off stage.

(End of scene Two)
Reid Fishman is a graduating Collegian columnist.
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Joyce kosofsky

Melancholy Mother's Day

'...old statesmen

never fade away.

They just die...'

Happy Mother's Day mothers of America. For one
day in your life you are honored, cherished, and are
brought breakfast in bed. Even though your children

are ruining everything that you gave them life for it is

your day.

Happy Mother's Day Welfare

Mothers of Massachusetts. The
Governor might take all able bodies

persons between the ages of 18-40

off General Relief to encourage
incentive for employment seeking.

That means you'll have to get a job.

And, if you do find one, you'll have

to support a babysitter to take care

of your children while you're out

trying to make ends meet.

Happy Mother's Day mothers of

Vietnam. Now that you've given

your children away to save them
from the Commies, who is going to

grow up to rebuild your country?

Who will you have to tell your

histories to? And who will you have

to take care of you when you grow
old?

Happy Mother's Day mothers of students. Aren't
you glad that you've scrimped and saved all these
years to put your children through school so that
they'd have a better chance of having the things that
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you never did? Wasn't it worth tightening the belts a

little bit so that you now have a bunch of

ovei educated capitalists who can't even grow their

own food, who wage wars all over the world to

protect their corporate interests?

Happy Mother's Day mothers~of
men. The ones to whom you gave
life do not recognize their sisters as
their peers. The ones to whom you
have life now turn against you in

your basic rights of the pursuit of

life and liberty and even in the
control of your own body.
Happy Mother's Day Mother

Nature. Your children ravage your
beauty in the name of industry,

hedonism and pride. You are the
most neglected mother of all.

Happy Mother's Day future

mothers of the world. For you have
the most important decision to
make. Can you in all good con-
sciousness bear a child? Can you
take care of its needs? If you can,
then can you teach your child the
basic respects of life?

Can you
teach your child to love? I hope so. I hope so so that
your children will not turn against their mothers as we
have.

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist and a p0ss,ble but not probable mother.

Havs we been co-opted?
By MEREDITH MANNING

JOE COTTER and
PETER PENNIE

At this point, the UMass budget cuts seem
inevitable. Michael Dukakis wishes to have

students believe that their grievances

concerning the proposed budget cutbacks

are irrational.

Giving examples of Massachusetts' large

pe' capita expenditures, of state money for

welfare and medicaid, the governor laid a

guilt trip on the student unity movement for

trying to merely maintain the present level of

services at this university.

When describing the areas of state

spending, Mr. Dukakis carefully excluded

higher education, and with good reason,

since Massachusetts' per capita ex-

penditures for public higher education rank

49th in the country.

Dukakis justifies our low-ranking ex-

penditures by speaking of other "com-
prehensive programs" implemented by his

administration. But if increasing the monies

for enlarging the Boston police force con-

stitutes a "comprehensive program", this

rationale tells us where his priorities lie.

Refering to the budget, the Governor said,

"There comes a point when you cannot
maintain the same level with others when
you are competing with them in the

economic arena."

It would appear that Mr. Dukakis wishes to

be applauded for putting higher education

cutbacks at the end of his long list.

There is obvious reason for this. The
legislators that make this decision do not

have children supported by welfare. They are

not unemployed.

They may not wish to see change in our
regressive tax structure since it is this very
tax structure that works for their benefit. But
many of them do have children in state

colleges and universities. Thus, we have
another case of "conflicting interests" which
serve to complicate the possibility of solving
the problems that affect everyone.

Once again the same old game of setting

off one interest group (i.e. welfare and
elderly) against another (in this case,

students) for a small piece of the fiscal pie

was implemented in the hopes that the two
groups would fight each other for what
funding was available^festead of realizing

that they share common problems.

That this state is in a fiscal crisis is

irrefutable. However time and time again,

both during his speech and the question and
answer period, the Governor refused to

discuss the reasons for how we got where
we are and who was responsible. To merely
attribute the crisis to the previous ad-

ministration is beggin the question of where
and how the money was spent that brought
us to our present situation. Not even the

Governor would go so far as to blame the

plight of this state on the education budget.

Our state is not renowned nationally for its

low tax rates. To put it simply, where did all

the money go?

The Governor made no bones about where
the money was going to come from in an
attempt to solve these problems, welfare

cuts, education cuts and gasoline and
cigarette taxes. Somehow due to state laws

the possibility of increasing corporate taxes

or the implementation of a graduated income

tax is out of the question until 1977. Cigarette

and gasoline taxes have come to near

realization in a period of less than three

weeks. Regressive taxes are easier to pass

than progressive systems because the

general population has no one to speak for

tax structure changes in the State House.
Above and beyond all of what Dukakis

said, we have to realize that the buck has

been passed back to the administration and
they will eventually pass it on to the

students. Clearly, our input through the

suggested student conferences at the State

House will have no real effect on the

decisions Whitmore will make in the future.

Students may wish to utilize this channel but
we have to realize that without student
unionization, we will have no real influence

over those who make the budget decision.

Without a legal entity for the consolidation of

student power, we will continue to be at the
mercy of Beacon Hill, and Whitmore, and we
know where that keeps us.

Meredith Manning, Joe Cotter and Peter
Pennie are Collegian Commentators.

PHANTOM
PHREAK

PHOLLIES
The Phantom Phreak takes time out

from studying for finals to save the campus.

See his adventures this week!
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Graduate students sought to work

in Advocate program helping youth
The Advocate Program is looking

for a few good persons. The Ad-
vocate program is a residential

program designed to provide an

alternative placement to in-

stitutional care for adolescent
youth adjudicated deliquent' by
placing them with advocates or

advocate families within the

community.
Typically, these young people

have a history of 'delinquent

behavior' breaking and entering,

auto theft, larceny and drug-related

charges. Most of the youth are

from low-income homes, broken

families, or of parents who have a

problem with alcoholism.

In bringing a 'delinquent' youth

into the home the advocate is asked

to make a serious commitment.

Typically, the youth will act out and
demand attention requiring the

resourcefulness, understanding and
sensitivity of the advocate. It is a

difficult but rewarding challenge to

handle troubled youth and provide

a stable environment on a long term

basis.

For this commitment, par-

ticipating advocates will receive a

weekly income of approximately

$100; divided into a 'youth stipend',

covering the youth's living ex-

Horseback riding as therapy
Horseback riding is being used

internationally as a highly suc-

cessful method of physical therapy.

Improvement of muscular tone and
coordination goes hand in hand
with the enjoyment of working with

animals and finding refreshment in

the natural environment. The
current instructive staff of the

Belchertown State School riding

class for the physically han-

dicapped wish to expand their

program to the community.
Although facilities are not yet

decided upon, officials hope that a

riding program for local residents

with physical disabilities will be

established next year. Instruction

would be given on a one-to-one

basis for all age groups, with cost
heirt to * minimum. The only

requirement is that the individual

have sitting balance. If interested

call the handicapped affairs office

at UMass (545-0892), Lisa

Donaldson (665-4144), or Candy
Kelly (323-4047).

FS&N 140
corrections
Food Science & Nutrition course

140 titled: Man & Nutrition will

satisfy an (E) core requirement next

semester.

Prof. Berts' FS&N 140 course

this year will have its last exam on

May 15, not May 23 as listed in the

final examination schedule.

THE FOUR LEAF WINDOW
presents

"SPLASH"
(Thurs.-Sun.)

A 7 Piece Band from R.I. with

3 Singers Up Front!

Thurs. Nite is ladies nite! — Ladies no cover, guys with this

ad no cover Thurs. nite.

Rt. 202 New Salem. Mass.

5 00 THE REAL MCCOYS "The New
Sunday School Teacher." (18)

THE BIG VALLEY "Lott Treaaure.'

122

MISTER ROGERS NEIGH-
BORHOOD 124) 157)

GOMER PYLE "Luv Finde Gomer
Pyle ." (271

THE MICKEY MOUSE ClUB (38)

THE FLINTSTONES (56)

530 GENTLE BEN "Trophy Bear."
118)

VILLA ALEGRE 124) (57)

MAVERICK "Dodge City of Suet.'

(27)

HOGAN S HEROES "The An
ttque ' (30)

NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

GILLIGAN'S ISLAND (56)

6 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (8)

THE CHAMPIONS "Operation,
Deep Freeze " (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY t24)

(57)

THE NIGHTLY NEWS (30)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

BONANZA "The Cheating Game."
(40)

/ LOVE LUCY (56)

630 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)

ITV TEACHER PREVIEW (24)

MOVIE "The Gunfightei (27)

BEWITCHED (38)

ZOOM' (57)

6 45 ECONOMICS 201 (24)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
"Racy Tracy Rattigan." (181

THE BIG NEWS (22)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry

Moore, hoat (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

WALSH'S ANIMALS (57)

7 30 NAME THAT TUNE Tom
Kennedy, hoat (3)

$25,000 PYRAMID (8)

DEL REEVES
NIVAL (18)

BOSTON RED
(22) (38)

THE NUTMEGGER'S
(24)

ROOM 222 (40)

LOVE. AMERICAN STYLE (56)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (67)

800 TONY ORLANDO AND DAWN
(3)

THAT'S MY MAMA 'Clifton's

Con." (8) (40)

PASTOR S PERSPECTIVE (18)

FEELING GOOD (24) (57)

CAR AND TRACK (271

LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
"Founder's Day." (30)

DEALER'S CHOICE (56)

8 30 ABC WEDNESDAY MOVIE OF
THE WEEK "Matt Helm." (8) (40)

CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN
(24)

FRIENDS OF MAN (27)

DINAH i (56)

THE MUSIC PROJECT
PRESENTS: (57)

900 CANNON (3)

THIS IS THE LIFE (18)

THEATRE IN AMERICA "The

Contractor." (24) (57)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

THE FLIP WILSON SPECIAL (30)

9:30 HUMAN DIMENSION (18)

GOMER PYLE "The Prize Boat."

(27)

WOO DAN AUGUST (3)

BARETTA (8) (40)

FAITH FOR TODAY (18)

PETROCELLI "By Reaaon of

Madness." (22) (30)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

PERRY MASON (56)

10 15 RED SOX WRAP UP (38)

10 30 MAYOR'S HALF HOUR (18)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN COMEDY
THEATRE (27)

MOVIE "An Affair to Remember."

(38)

11:00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

penses and paid every two weeks

and an 'advocate stipend', for

services rendered in behalf of the

youth, paid weekly. Assistantships

are available for university graduate

students who enroll in the program

at the beginning of the semester in

the amount of $3,500; academic

credits may also be negotiated.

If you are interested and would

like to find out more about the

Advocate Program, please come in:

Room 375 Hills South, or phone

545-3622; 3263.

SUMMER JOBS
$1500 Min. Guarantee

For Areas in Eastern Mass.

and Connecticut

GET ALL THE INFO:

WED. 5/7
11:00 a.m., 1:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m. & 7:00 p.m.

In Rm. 165, Campus Center

TUIIDC 10:0° a 'm -'
12:00 p ' m "

inUnO. 5/8
2:00 p.m. & 4:00 p.m.

In Rm. 904, Campus Center

LIQUOR
• SPRINGFIELD

BRECKW00D BLVD. - WILBRAHAM RD.

• NORTHAMPTON
HAMP PLAZA - RTE. 5, NORTH KING ST.

• FAIRVIEW
NEXT TO BIG "Y" • MEMORIAL DRIVE

from our well-stocked

LIQUOR, BEER
AND

WINE SHOPPES

SMIRNOF 80 PROOF

Kf
HALF

GALLON

JtotA

CALVERT EXTRA

WHISKEY
80 PROOF

HALF

GALLON

CUTTY SARK se proof

BLENDED SCOTCH

WHISKEY

It's spring, when a young, middle-aged, or old per-
son's fancy turns to thought of...

* Fiscal autonomy
cont. from p. 1

'<imh

if tne tot

p.m. to 8:00p.m.

Call for reservations

549-6000

HALF

GALLON

"Our first priority is to maintain
the integrity of the Amherst
campus as a major public
university," he said.

Students here will also review the
budget and make specific
recommendations as to where cuts
should be made. Student leaders
will take their recommendations' to
the Governor for a hearing next
week.

Gulko said that to maintain its

integrity the University needs to be
"balanced" and therefore, no
particular area will suffer ex-

cessively from cutbacks

Bash plans
The annual Collegian end-of-

semester party for all staff and
friends will be held Saturday at a

private home in Hadley.

The party will begin about 8 p.m.
Some refreshments will be
provided but not enough to cover
the expected attendance.

Staffers who need directions and
other information should read
yellow fact sheets posted in the
Collegian offices.

HADLEY VILLAGE APTS.
A Nice Place To Live

1 bedroom townhouses or
spacious 3 room apts., II j baths,
w-w carpeting, air conditioning,
swimming pool. Garage and
basements. Rte. 202, South
Hadley, 532-F410, open 10-7.

CANADIAN MIST so proof

HALF GALLON - DLENDED

WHISKEY
SCHAEFFER

12 oz

N.R.

BOTTLES

Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
We are not responsible for typographical errors

Economic coordinator of the

Student Organizing Project (SOP)
John Fischer said yesterday, "I

think to a large extent we seem to

be suceeding in holding back on
human service cuts. All things

considered, Whitmore will take the

money from where they can get it.

If an existing program or depart

ment at the University is unable to

defend itself, then it will lose its

money."
According to Fischer, figures

presented by the Student Action
Committee (SAC) indicated a 50
per cent cut in financial aid and 33
per cent cut in teacher assistants

(TAs) were attained from "options

that were' discussed by the ad-

ministration."

The University Budget
Document is available for public

inspection in the Archives section

of the main library. It shows that

financial aid, $1,550,000 worth in

fiscal 1975, is not incorporated in

the total UMass request from the

state for operation and main-

tenance of the three campuses.
Both the state and federal

governments supply funds for

financial aid, and according to

Richard Dent, director of financial

aid, federal appropriations will

increase next year.

TOC holds

elections tonite

The Top of the Campus Club, the
largest club on campus, is holding
elections tonight at 6:00 p.m. in

Room 904 Campus Center.

All officers are up for re-election

and all students holding TOC cards
are eligible to vote. Sidney Myers,
UMass attorney, is the outgoing
president. Myers announced earlier

that he will not seek the presidency
for another term.

The TOC club holds the liquor

license for both the TOC and the
Bluewall.

Youth Fare to Europe iji*

is Back at

Artventura Travel!!
$•$•$ * brand nru w>u(h Tiirr f«r$:$;$
•:•:•:•:•:• iihwIcmh has iim brrn approx cd •$•!•$•

x:x:x ,or nights <>ui of MaMmL \ ••:•:•:•:j:|:

$•$•$ «'•« f\ anxxxhcre in huropr. re- •$%$
ivi&x ,urn 'n,m m > *•*> ••«• *>•> from :•••:•:$•

vXsvimic ila\ to our xcar. •:•:•:•!$

::\viv Tnr Kound (rip to I onrion is onlx vXvS
viviv*:-- till lunr I. f*\ hinhri fter'SSi"'
JXxjv lunr I. XJXJX
:•$;$•: Knr air lirkHs and rurail vX-X;
vSv passes rail immrdialrl\ MS-IM*. X-X'x

oclventufG trovel

in the Carriage Shops

233 No. Pleasant St.

AMHERST
Phone 54S-I256
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notices
ANTHROPOLOGY UNDERGRADUATES

Urgent meeting on Thursday, May 8 at

2:30 p.m. in E 25 Machmer Hall.

BEEF CLINIC
Equipment to be returned tonight 6:30 to

7:30 p.m. Grinned Arena.
BETA KAPPA PHI
Open house. Beta Kappa Phi Wed. night

7-7 Featuring "dark horse". Everyone
welcome.
BIBLICAL EXPLORATION UCF

Doubters and questioners are welcome
at this free and open exploration of a few
verses of Scripture each Weds, eve., 9:45
10:30 p.m. in 316 Hampshire House.
Regardless of background or opinion, the
United Christian Foundation welcomes
vou as part of its ministry to the whole
UMass community.
BLACK MASS COMM PROJECT

Meeting of the Black Mass. Comm.
Protect today at 6 p.m. in N.A.H. 114.

BREAD AND WINE
Brevity and simplicity mark this

ecumenical celebration of the common
cup and common loaf each Weds. eve.

10 30 1050 p.m. in 316 Hampshire House;
sponsored. by UCF, ecumenical campus
ministry to whole UMass community.
Welcome regardless of opinions or per-

suasions.

CAMPUS SCOUTS
Meeting tomorrow May 8 from 7-9 p.m.

m the C.C. 801. Please come. It's our last

meeting!
COALITION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY

All people interested in going on a canoe
trip and retreat this weekend, please come
to the meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the

office, S.U 426D.
A THEATRE FESTIVAL

"Coolidge Players present 'A Theatre
Festival' - plays, poetry and music. At 8
p.m., 5-7, Fifth floor lounge - Coolidge

Tower, Southwest. Free admission. Come
and be entertained."

CASIAC
Come on downl All Cas Majors pick up

your pre- registration forms at CASIAC
office. E 20 Machmer Hall. It must be at the

registrar's bv today.

COLLOQUIUM NOTICE
Dr. James Walker, a professor of botany

here at UMass, will be the guest speaker at

the Botany Colloquium, Thursday, May 8
at 4:30 p.m. in 203 Morrill Science Center.

His topic will be "Pollen Wall Architecture
and Primitive Flowering Plants as a Key to

Angiosperm Origins.' Coffee will be
served at 4 p.m.
DAIRY CLINIC

Equipment can be returned at Grinned
Arena from 6:30 to 7:30 tonight.

ENGLISH MAJORS
We will be holding our Third

Organizational meeting to discuss final

action on the tenure situation and elect

voting representatives to faculty com-
mittees Weds., May 7, 7:30 p.m., C.C. 171-

173.

FLYING CLUB
Meeting tonight for all members at 7:30

in C.C. 81 1 . We will discuss a spring flying

meet and the fly in' at UMass. Please
attendl

FREE SLIDE SHOW
Let Him who has ears, hear! A study of

man's chosen alienation — from himself,

from others, from his environment — and
the presentation of a plausible alternative.

Prepared and presented by Susan Stocker
Thurs . May 8 at 7 p.m., 249 Boyden.
GALLO BOYCOTT

United Farm Workers supporters meet
tonight at 7:30 in C.C. 901.

HUMAN RIGHTS COM.
Committee meeting tonight at 6 to

discuss new affirmative action proposal.

C.C. 177.

KOENONIA COFFEEHOUSE
This week we are featuring a "People's

Coffee House". There will be protest

songs, people's struggle songs, and union
songs. It's in Dickinson Lounge, Orchard
Hill. 8:00 Fri. nite Koenonia.
LIVESTOCK CLASSIC

Equipment money for Beef and Dairy

will be returned from 6:30 to 7:30 at

Grinned Arena tonight.

OUTING CLUB
Spring blast is coming Saturday, May

17. Please pass in fee to Secretary Ann-
Marie in the office 428 B ., S.U. as soon as

oossible.

film times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Murdar on the Orient Expraas 7,

9:20

AMHERST CINEMA
The Discraat Charm 7, 8:46

CALVIN THEATRE
Scenes From a Marriage 7:30

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Murdar on the Orlant Expraas 7,

9 16

Doctor Zhivago 8:00
Chinatown 7, 9:16

HADLEY DRIVE-IN
Show starts at 8:16

MT. FARMS 4 THEATRES
White Lightning 6:16, 8:30
Waldo Pappar 6:00, 8:16
Death Wish 6:16, 8:30
Longest Yard 8:00. 8:16

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Brannigan 7:16, 9:26
Tommy 7:30. 9:46
Funny Lady 8:00
At Long Last Lova 7:40. 9:66

Shampoo 7:16, 9:30

Tha Tarrorists 7:30, 9:26

EASTFIELD MALL CINEMA
Reincarnation of Patar Proud

7:30, 9:40

P&»

[TheYears Most Honored Film

Ingmor Bergmarfs

ISCENES FROM.
A MARRIAGE
starring Uv Ullmonn

15

EVES: SCENES WOM AMAttlAGE 7 30
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MONDAY & T« ;S0AY BARGAIN NlTES • ALL SCATS SI 00

Wed Mat - 1:30

M on Fri 7:20-9:30

Sat Sun. cont. 1:30-3:36/
5:40 7:40-9:60
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VSTREISAND & CAAN\

Funny
I£dy

Tommy

Every Eve at 7 30 ? : 40

Mat. Wed. Sat. Sun.

1:30 3:30-5:30

Reincarnation

Keter
Proud

presentation

Filmed in Springfield,
Holyoke, Amherst, North-
ampton, Deerfield and other
local areas.

notices

cont. from pg. 14
PRE DENT MEETING

Important meeting of the pre dent club
Thurs., May 8, 8:00 p.m. at C.C. 165.
Elections will be held and schedule of
events for next year planned.
PRE LAW ADVISER

Meeting with the Pre-Law adviser for all

students in the class of 1976 interested in

applying to law school. Meeting will be on
Thurs., May 8 at 7:30 p.m. in C.C. 101.
PRE MEDS, PRE DENTS

Today, May 7, the Pre Med Advisory
Board will present a panel of local

physicians and dentists to discuss current
trends in medicine and dentistry, C.C. 101,
7:30 p.m.

READING AT THE BROADSIDE
Robert Bagg, David Lenson, H.W.

Tjalsma reading from their poetry.
Refreshments. Broadside Bookshop, 247
Main St., Northampton.
SCUBA CLUB
No meeting tonight final meeting next

Wednesday 7:30 p.m. Curry Hicks Rm. 14.

THREE CREDITS
If you're interested in earning 3 credits

next semester for working and organizing
Koeninia Resource Center on Orchard Hill

fi*,-

Ybur senses will

f >T7 never be the same.

Ann-Margret Oliver Reed

Roger Daltrey Elton John
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"It's my kind of film.

Booze, broads, car chases,

corruption and revenge -all

the things that make life

worthwhile!"

BURT REYNOLDS
at GATOR m

WHITE
LIGHTNING

1 r

T lie Second Greatest

Fluer in theWorld

IN A GfcO&Gt ROY HILL FILM

doing things like running a coffehouse,
publicity, organizing, colloquia, call Oeb or
Paul 546 6610.
UMASS DOG CLUB

Jay Lorenz will show slides and talk on
the eastern coyote (covdogl Thursday,
May 8, 7:30, 171-173 C.C. Sponsored by
the UMass dog club.

YIDDISH FILM
Greenfields, a Yiddish film with English

subtitles, will be shown tonight in Herter
227 at 8 p.m. The film tells a delightful
story of the "Shtetb", the showing is free.

FOUND
Gold pocket watch in the Bluewall, call

549 6954 to claim.

FOUND
Calculator, call 6-4043 and identify.

FOUND
Fr., May 2, one black puppy, white spot

on upper chest, black-brown eyas,
feathery tail, thick fur. Part Labrador,
maybe Newfoundland If yours, please call

6 1424.

LOST
A PAIR of bronze tinted glasses lost in

the C.C. vicinity. Call Martha 546-5036.
LOST

From C C. locker No. 160 Mathematics
for the Elementary School Teacher.
Needed for final exam. Please return. Kit
584 0889
LOST

Oregon Driver's license between SW
and downtown Amherst. Please call 6-

9027 if found!
FOUND

Man's gold wedding band in Boyden on
5-6. Engraved with initials D.E.P. and 5-19-
46. Call John at 665-3941.
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•• DEATH WISH IS A
ROUSER FOR EVERYONE
WHO WANTS SAFE CITIES
—WHAT I CALL THE FED-
UP GENERATION. IT S A
FIRST RATE THRILLER!
RniMson qives a bang-up
p« rtor'Tiance'

%HC T.

hmo oa iMmi/rno —*

CHARLES MQraON
-DEATH WISH"

6:15, 8:30

Twi Lite Hour — SI.2S — 1:46-6:19 Only

6:00, 8:15

Twi-Lite Hour SI 25 — 5.30-6 00 Only

7

R

"THE LONGEST
YARD" is for men, for

women, for everyone

r.lUBOUBT PICTURES MtSEITS
AH ALBERTS RUDOT -K00UCTI0M

BURTREYNOLDS
« "THE
LONGEST YARD"

6:00, 8:15

Twi Lite Hour — 51.25 — 5.30-6 00 Only

TIMES CHANGE DAILY

TO SUBLET
Sublet Junt 1 Sept 1 Opl to

renew 2 b*«rm apt Selchertown
on bua taut* leke 123 Mil

i» I to Sat 1 2 bo Twnhee
Hulling G'MK AC pool map*
Mgg SMM1S

1 bedrm Sunderlend Jung Aug
)1 Opuon free Security dpp Furn

• veil Tenme pool Mi 4316 Call

Iplp Keep irvmg

2 bdi mem Col Vill Pari turn
tiM memmm urn 2M 0200

Two iwnmitM wented lor

summer months Juna through
Auguaf Sautre Viliaga Apt On but
routg 6M 75 par month If in

tereeted call WITH aliar 5 p m

R.ve'ede Tnha 3 bdrm Need
roommatat lor 2 tirmi Sum w
option fan Meetet bdrm ideal far

tola Tot 1306 mo incl utll 781

UMaaa Floranca 1 badroom
house verd gardan part turn t2M
mo Summar SM 3342

Sublai with option Jung 1

oautilui Twnhee IIM plus gW
32tO Two bedrooms pool

4 rooma in apt In houaa off

Amhgrat Cantar MO par mo gg
Call Aima or Marcla 2(3 7421 6 1

to 131

2 bdrm Clitlaida w utll »1M
Pool lennie but partly lurn Opt
Ma 22*1

4 bdrm Moiling Grn I2M mnth
g c. pool bua rte all utll Incl Call

SMSSSTr

2 bdrm apt adga of campua AC
and util mcl a 1 t 31 »1M mo
MSI

Sublai Summar ong bdrm
apt Putfton Ham nag MS 12S1

Lge 3 bad apt on bua rt Top
iloor nl haa Opt renew w w car

2MM3S 61M

CliHaida 1 bdrm utll inc Opt to

ranaw Tennis It pool HM MS
1110 attar 5

Amharat 2 bdrma Twnha apt

on bua rt furnished t abla TV AC
' pool Jung Auguat opt to rgnaw

lib) with utll 2S3 32M

Sublai f bdrm haa Main St

Amh Opt to ranaw 2S3 3M7

rurnlahgd room to sublet in

lavaratt Jun to Aug MS 00 mo
MS 00*5

Two bdrm CUffeide low rgnt

Jung Sgpt Partly lurn Pgal. bug
line SM4S36

Thrgg badroom apociout
apartmant in houaa Plagaant oroo
and cloaa to camoua Two porchaa
and a larga yard A va, labia Juna 1

to Auguat 31 Rent includaa all

utilitiot and it "aoot.sbls Call MS
MSI avanmga and aas. for Eilpgn

SI to S 3 option to ranaw
townhouaa a c 14 persona. SM
1S7S M Townhouaa Apt Amharat

Juna Sapt Colonial Village 2
bdrm on bua Una Furn pool fISO
w util negnt 253 7287 after S o m

3 bedroom Towdhouae apt Juna
1 to Auguat 31 Option to renew air
rondifiontng pool One mile from
campua Rent negotiable Call MS
1372

Sublet with option to rgnaw 2
bdrm Brendyw.n* mod conv
Jung 1 Call MS 6714

TO SUBLc T

Woman to ehere houaa yard
garden Near Amh Ctr own rm .

turmahed If needed gat bog rt.

Heeeonebie Call Helen 2S1 3M1
evee

fum 2 bdr Tewn Full baaa utll

•ncl Cable TV Piverglade •200
month 2S1S2M

•SS Own room MP No
Amharat Ct On bua rt Avail now
w opt to renew MS SMI

Ong bedroom pool yard, on bug
ling Pant negotieble Utll Incl

Avgil Jung V opt tg renew 2M

Per the aummer - 1 room in I
bdrm Townhouaa apt Friendly
aim Pool a c rgnt negi Call MS
0742

Neupg in Amh . S bedrooms 2
baths June Aug w option 4370
2MSSM

2 badrooma irendvwme
Summer SM ISM

June Auguat 31 2 bdrm CMtf
side HM mo util Incl . tennle
pool SM 4112 aft S

2 bd Ci.ff bua. ten peel IIM
SW7M7

BOOMMATt vVANTtO

1 or 2 f to share 2 bdrm River
glade ept for laM Cell Diane 323
4272 p m

1 rm in country houaa in Medley
tor summgr. (71 mo M4 M17 nitea

Need 4 people m f Swiss Villege
Apia

. own rooms OSS per me
from Jung 1 thru Aug 31. utilities

included

2 roommeies wented Ored
students preferred, for aummer
with fell option own room In

Townhougg at Rolling Organ 2M-
M17 Oennia

One or two M or t roommates
wanted for 2 bdrm agt Bran
dywme 74 Amhgrat Jn Ag en
bua rta Rent nogot I

3 roommates m or f wanted for
FALL Own reom in Swiaa Village
Franny SM 4270 Annie SM S734

F roommate Medley *S3 M mo

ROOMMATE WANTED
Own room m house on edge

cempua PM plus util avail Jung'
MSJS77

MDC Cbuifadl
PF BSOFvAi. S

Iota of land en an
r with option for fpll

Mouae with
bua rt . aumma
MS2SM

M or F share 3 bdr with 2 Ma.
mid 20s M7 Jung Aug 31 Memh
Pool tennlg. cool Ron 2M M2S 10

p m on

Salch Ma ggrdgn. wooda awlm
470 Own room Call MS ISM

2 mrta M or F for June 1 to Aug
31 No Amharat. 4 min to bua
route 2 bdrm NOmil utll Call MS
1M7 anytime

Couple or 2 roommates needed
to share room in co og houaa for
summer with option to ranass -

replace gerden on bua raute MS
each 2MSM7 or 2MM42

Shere air cond maater bdrm
Townhouaa agt Rant tvegot far

aummer SM 1172

RESPONSIBLE MP ROOM
MAT! SHARE FURNISHED 3

BORM TWNMSE SUMMER ANO
OR FALL BUS UNE POOL
TENNIS COURTS NO LEASE 41M
MTM . UTILITIES INCL AIR COND
BOB 2S3 7M7

N Amhgrat large apt Own
room Ml 07 par mg plus mils

Sacur depoe Leeaa until Aug
Tony MS I

Paraon wanted ta take vacant
room N Lavaratt 110 miles frgm
cempua) Greet location lota of
quiet. June 1 Aug 31 Celt John
387 SMS *M pgr month

Fern
. awn room in S bedrm

house N Amh Co op June 1 MS
MM MS per me

2 people ahara largg bedr
Preeidential Apt M0 man ee air

const sV

ROOMMATE WANTED

M7 M plus Beau locet friendly

M b F MS ISM

Roommotgg wanted far Bran
dvwina Agt Juna 1 Sept 1 Dish
waaher ggol alagenro aM lur

r-'shsd Rent negotieble Cell SM
SM7 sits. 7

Obi bdrm aver) In 2 bdrm ept
Summer SM 3

1 2F wented lor summer loptlon
for Fein Brit Men ago mg single

MS mo double Call 2M Mil

Rooma to rant In barge home
begin June 1 MB mo glue utll

Celt I

1 gr 2 men wanted te share one
bedroom in Brittany Manar Apt.
Starts Seet . runs S montha MJ2.8B
par paraon plua elec Cell 2

ROOM WANTED
Ff»m With v«rv •mall dOtJ n««d* •

room for the •umm»f proforablv •"

• houM off Matrt Rd Have car
Amharat lilcKftrtown tree
CHartarta M4 73J0

RIDE WANTED

Ridg wented te Florida at and of
eemeeter Wilting ta share ea
penaea and driving Call Rita. SM

Bernae - are mat et Concord I

Hue In W Newton Went ta gg* you
egaln Pleeaa ceN MB SIM er write
Chrletine

Happy Birthday Baku Jg. Wm*
end dine an tea tomorrow Lava.
Eclair and MerahmeHow

B lb er going
Carol MS IMS
going to Col 7

Colorado
Anyone

cell

f

•n Cooperetive Mouae in

themptan Call Jane I

Nar

Famele roemmetaa far aummer
sublet 3 bedrm Rolling Or Cell

2M83S3

CepeCod - Own reom In houee
E Falmouth Call John attar 8 1

417SM41S7

Fern senior or grgd to shere ept
with 2 mele grgda MS per mo plua
1 3 util SM 7843

Own rm in 4 bdrm sebetticei

bag in Echo Mill 1 mi to U M
Crptd fmahd, clr tv etc Wda ogn
tpace nr bua thru Aug 472 Lving 4

Europe 2S3 74M evnga

A findl Ig 2 firs sunny hse dntn
N Mempton F nds FM Beg S3*)
tn get it 470 plua util Call Coffee
M4 M3S 8 11pm Negotieble over
summer

Fameles or couple Room eveil

Jsjng 1 Rant nag Altar S Cell 2M
0832

Ciiffside 1 bdrm Sublet June IS
lapp I Opt to renew 88S 124S

Femeles wanted for Brendvwine
Apt June 1 Aug 31 447 SO double
or tSO f a , single Cell Anne 8 8322
Tits 6 6130

F - Juna 1 ta Aug 11 Pertly
turmahed dw . ec ceraeting and
pool Cleee te campua Barb SM
1803

Daaparete - M F couete wenta
ream swap in derma far nest year
Is already set up. we Kiel need
enother couple Can Dale et SM
wm

1 or 2 roemmatea wented far

Rolling Organ Agt Jung 1 - Aug 1.

2S3 33M

M roommate wented Rolling
Orggn Apt w w ac. June Aug
FM totel cost month Cell Tom 281
S710

Cepa Cod Sth fern needed for

sum cot in Yarmouth 6328 per
sum Cell Luann SM 7M1 or Joyce

f June 1 August 11 Cleee to
cempua. Ac . pool, partlv furn
Laurie MS 1M1 eft 4

F roommate. 478 two bdrm
houaa Medley Cell SM 2767

11 bdrms Townhae Bua route,
pool elr cond Rent neg SM M24
Call onytm

Roommmate wanted *M month
ncludea utilities private bedroom
Center Sp Deerfield Cell SM 2424

Roommate wented Fully fur

niahed Ciiffside Apt on bua route
pool Sublet 482 00 Incl utll M or f

M2 S172 or 2S1 72S2 Ask for Sarah

I m looking for e country home
that it peeceful co op with some

• fine people Rent end utilities not
over 4OT or so for September Cell
Joseph SM 47M

BOB STILL WANTS VOUR AIL
ING OR DECREPIT CAR! Fact 44 for
the hulk Save thie ad for aummer
reference 2S3 7M7

Townhouse ept te sublet option-
to ranaw Air cendltioned cer
gated, cloae to cempua *n4 on bua
route 623B plua utilities per month
Will negotiate rent tor aummer
months if interested cell SM OBM

Feminist wents living spsce
inner Amherst or N Mmpt Mid
May Up ta 47B Cell 247 MM

WANTS O - Tickete ta 1 1via
Concert In Juna at Bgfld C C . SM

ride te Ft

ereund May 24 WM ahara driving

end ell eaeeneee Mlba
sfter S

HELP WANTED

I

Wanted Conscientious man and
women motivated bv love not
money te affect eeertlve aplrltual
and aeciel changg In tha wortd Per
interview cell 168 Mil 7 12 p.m

r»e CpMegran needs peegks te
ateff our new grgphice department
The tob sntaiis meking ug ada on a
copy camere ae well as making
haedbnea tar stories fsceNent
teeming experience with minlmel
financial rewerde CeN Kan at B4B

Indear security far spring
concert M F 8 hra . 41B Apply 41S
SUB

Poeetbte opening far Individuals
in all ghggga et community
orgentitng for the organising of all

studanta at largg atatg univeralty In

Weetern Meea Pleeae epply by
Mey B for possible Intsrview Im
mediatory Affirmative action,
gutdglinee strictly enfercad Plaeee
send reeumee immediately to Id
Farla. Student Organising Protect
Roem 42B, Student Union Building
UMeee Amharat. Mass

Charter flights ta Eureee and
Calif Cell Campus Travel SM a

Save IB gar cent an flights la
meet pieces in the U S end Europe
by purchasing tickets ahead at
Adventure Travel CeM todev SM

M Cheap CeM Jen r

Coasglrl fapreea
Anything Celt:

Feetory trained BMW mechanic
Work on all foreign cere 281 77M

Anything Ooae Van and Tratsar

ISJ'JJ"*!* * •"* ••*•• lugging
167 2078 ~

BOB WILL STILL PIX VOUR CAN
RIGHT Any make yr . model na
10b tao smell Ssve this ad far
aummer reference 2S] 7S87

THE OUTBACK AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIR eaecleHiIng In Seeb end
other foreign cers Cell Ouy at 2JJB-
6110

Karmachgnica AN foreign end
domeetic repairs Fiat apeciellets
1st us check eat that ueed ear
before you buy it Peoele a prices
We II teecli you tee SM 714*

/MDC Classifieds Pay
Tg place a clattilied. dreg by

MM Collegian Office between
6 38 a m and 1 4$ p m Monday
Friday
The deadline it 1 4S. two days

before the day year ad it tg
epoeer
The rgiet arg
Osiry I 38 PSi saa
Weekly - 4 M per tine

Monthly 4 2S per line

*Two lines en form
eeprosimeto one line

1
FJR 5ALE

Charter fbghts te furege ene|
CeM CeN Campua Travel MS <

Salisbury Beach. New tha
biggeet entertainment cantar In N.
I. Rant an apartment new Baeeon
etane May 23 far IS weeke Per
info can 1417a

Plaeee return contents of stolen
peck to site of theft Do net throw
ewev

1 mele needs piece to Hve near
Dannie or Boath Dennis for
summer Celt Dick et S 3BM or S
2843

Female is. end tiute player end e
leed gulterlet for woman s band
Serioua musicians only Call Claire
M F 114 et 2S3 2878

Wented ept -liter Ig clggn
comfy, not sublet, sgl bgd. ne
smoke Rent negot . pk eveii
Northemp Cpll MS 22M

Will pay caah for your elec
porteble typewriter 281 8462
Debbie

Would like Deachund puppy
miniature pref Excellent cere MS

Kitty

RIDERS WANTED
RIDER DRIVER WANTED

To Celil July 1 Call 2M Bet* aft

To my little Hon. Shah Meppy B
dey Luv. Steven

IS ctadita lor apending M dgya In

is. I Call Bill O Leery 1

Four hours of nanetoe noatelgte
and hits far only PM CeN Bob the
D J SMM78

Loot - BR -SB calculator on April
30 42S reward Call Mlba. S4S-7B1S

. i,n^#,,m»' "MUM at Rust, NaN.

•JS III fi!* ^^ "• RtMrn B8B-
207*. *M 30M smsll revygrd

Tv»* rtnae - black and silver bt
Music Rm^Knowtton. April 21 Celt

Bamia - we met at Concord I

live in W Newton, went to aaa you
again Plaeee cell MS MIS or write
Christine

Seeking female compenlon for
summar fun. Mature, open minded.
B or W women, deeired Write c-e
2M* Walnut St . Holyoke Will
enawer all letters

Attrective Bisesuel femele. agg
23 seeks the seme Write to P O
Bos 311. Amherst Recent photo
end phone pleeae

Attractive couple 27. 28. aaak bl-

•emele for occeslonel good times
Send photo end phone to P O Bos
MS. Amherst

Seeking femele compenlon for
summer lun Meture open minded.
B or W women desired Write c o
2MW Welnut St , Holyoke Will
snswer ell letters

Tha meat important pert of my
Mfe Cham 111112 lab workbookAND notebook belonging to Jane
Allnovl Pi..,, (aav. ,„ CeVggwejai
office wlth Advertleln.
Secreteriee

DO IT YOURSELF Toole free
with agece rental 42 hr

.

prafaetlanal advice Parte
wholeeale Laval 1. C.C
Geregg Mon Fri 1 10 Set
Sun . 12 10

C ALCUl ATQRS
College Celculetors hea ell the
answers I offer low discount
prices on ell mekes end models of
cslculetors All mechinos new.
with full werrenty snd morel If

your mechine melfunctlons within
2 months I'll replace it free' All
lines svsileble Teses Inst. HR.
Commodore Rockwell end others
SRM only 4MM SR 61 only

• 151 SS HP 21. only 1118 86Malcor 536 comparable to the SR
60. only 482 M Before you buyanywhere cell me flrat and I'll giveyou the beet deel I can Call Bob
Crowell SM 1318

Integrel Syatams power emp
ierge Advent epeekers ACE sudlo
ereemp sil immsculete 48M Cell
Mike M8 0177

Need s piece to put your plants'
Buy s plant hanger from ma lor
17 SO Made from reel wood, hangs
n dorm window holds up to 12
plants Csll Vicki st 6 8M1 or stop
by snd see st JOA 1403

Pen JBl M speekers high st
tic.sncv 6 OHM 387 SMS Keep
trying

Head skis bndgs boots stc 2M

Psnesomc stereo turntebls
rscsiver snd speekers Must ssii

Csll John SM 4SM sfter 6

Fender Bsndmsster B PA. Guild
Guitsr Leslie 147 RMI Pieno 2M
SIM sfter 6

Gibson ES 138 good cond 1275
2S1 6746

1 pr Ofunds 7X60 binoculers w
teethes Esc cond Cell 6M

Srnn choppsd triumph Bonn M
rebuilt angina, esc cond Cell now
MO- 3031

Hmoa furniture for your Opel
ment7 Couch snd two mefching
theirs one ta a rocker Chairs la

good condition Couch liveable 4M
tekee all Call 2M M61 after 6 M
Single bm spring end msttrsss

••csltaiit i oudition Best offer Cell

Hnteno 7S1 MIS

Bess hiking boots si in new
M8 my pries 130 like new Msrk
121 424*

Pontes H1A with 60mm lens esc
cond SM very gd buy on en sir
Metk 323 4248

Weterbed Queen sue heeler
detignere frame escepiional Call
Jude MS 3877

IS speed 4M runs fine Csll M4
SMI

Raleigh 3 srd esc cond FM
8M 2762

WM 1 speed bike w beekets
Absolutely perfect 4M Debbie
281*4*2

Cenon Owners Soligor 80 230mm
f4 6, euto telephoto lens Es cond .

herdly used t126 or best offer Cell
Ms 0216

Scu It relrigerei.' 4M M* 6214

6 OB tt rafng used 2 earn . esc
con tOO Call Rich 4 M74

Camp trails beck peck for sole
Good condition sire medium 646
67*1 avas

Schwinn 10 spaed bike, eac
cond 4M 1 veer old 648 28M

Kitchen set 12* desk IM M*
2M4

Csr 6 treck snd csssette stereos
SM6337

Man a 6 spssd biks Triumph
iRsleighl 165 or best offer Csll
Neel M* 03*4

Peugeot 10 speed bicycle, good
i nnditioo 188 Don Wilhalm SM
6741 or SM 2418

FJR SALE

Kitchen set 428 2S1 7332 Esc

| cond

Tendberg 33MX mint cond 43M
plus Lloyd 842 61M

Block Lebredor pups AKC rsg
123 M77

Furniture beds living end
dining room sets very cheep
6M 7187 ur 5 1M2

Bsbv cernege 48 plev pen 418
mfent seet 11 wslker 41. mobile 41

e electric broom »4 Cell 54* 3M*

IM It Memmu'i climbing rops
140 J B Helmet 416 Choumerd
creg hemmer new 416 Assorted
bmers 11 M ee Mentis SM 1676

Regisisrsd AKC Gormen short
heir puppies meles t2M femeles
11M 5M6M3

Scube setup Sell seperete or
together Escel condition CelISM
8228

Olympus 38 SPN w suto spot'
mater opt 117 2 1 SM Rengfndr

1 vr 1120 Also Bundv clarinet
IM Tim 548 0*2*

K oss Pro 4 AA heed phonea 438
Call George SM 6171

Brend new rouble bed bos
spring end mettress Best offer
Cell 283 3221 sfter 8

Twin bsd mettress bos spring
281 7*M

Bicycle 10 speed 21 4M MS

Musi sell Mirscord 828 turnteble
with Shure MAI ED 41M or B O
5M 6826 sves

Bsckpeck end frame Gerry
C W O peck Keltv frema plus
• tree George 2M 6771

TEAC ceaaatte deck pot
brily stove queen site
weterbed eslnt Jude SM
1877

AUTO FOR 5ALE

71 Coueer XR7 convertible AM
F M sir 3S1 ang auto 38 000 miles
LaM new tlSM t,, m 527 4M3

4 Sole Peueeot UM 21"
frame Escellentcond Asking 41M
2S3 SSM

Ford Gslesie M mech end M
escel MS 2S71

71 fist conv . 30 mpg. 4 new
Mass Asking 414M Call SM ISM

67 Ford VS. auto . running cond
1200 SM 143S

66 Lsmsro Rally Sp con
vertlble. 327 eutometic. p s In top
condition For info cell SM 6710
Aeking tlOM

VW Bus for parte 6 as tires on
urns M trsns Msny estres Cell
Frsnk 545 2638

M VW Camper vv gd body end
int but bed ang Write Shew Bos
40*A Northliold Ma

67 VW Bug esc cond t6M 5M
1181

Going to Europe Must sell 1M7
VW Van rebuilt angina sunroof
•ape deck 1150 MS 00*5

Muet tell 73 MG Midget low
nnleege 12200 or best offer Cell

54* 1352

M Butck t2M Cell 253 7804
Kem

71 Pontiec Cetelms Bsst offsr
over 11700 684 1667 or 527 392*

1M6 Olds 442 no rust Recant
tunaud 1375 665 7075

64 ford 9XL 500 4 spssd runs
wall 323 424* 1175

AUTO FOR 5ALE

6* list 124 Spider mech ok
I H .1, ,,dt work Beat otter SM

1 bJ04

MGCGT a classic, mint cond
43 OM mi owner 12 IM firm 533
MM sves

1*74 turd Msvenck * cvlindsr
AM IM 16 000 miles 5 redielt 2
snow esc cond good on gat
12 5M firm Call Ml MM
1M3 Buick Wildcat conv bkt

»ts ps p b snows e t . r h h
runs good 1200 or best offer 2M
6400 Ron

1M7 Ford Vsn good tires 1400
with estre ports Cell MS 4M6

1871 Datsun 510 new tires Irons
snd brks Csll Debbi et SM 1114
keep trying

Summer SpeciSl ISM VW Bus
•isw engine 4425 Steve 5M 41M

1*55 Buick Century good body
and engine but needs Irons work,
best offer over 11M ISM Chevy Bel
Air runs wsll lor 1125 Steve 5M
41M

ISM Olds Ovnsmic M con
vsrtibls nsw tires bettery runs
good greet beech cer Asking 1400
5MS442

ISM Corvoir convertible body
snd top good needs motor 1100 oi
best offer Bob 2S3 7M7

1*71 Vege immeculete M 000
miles 2S mpg 3 spd only 11 195
Bob 283 7M7

1670 Austin Amines 38 mpg
lupn running new brekes snd
tires 38 OM miles Priced to sell
only 48M Bob 2S3 7M7

19M Psugsot sun roof needs
bettery snd muffler 1100 drives it

ewev Bob 2S3 7M7

1M4 Dodge Dert ssc mech
cond IIM 2M Putfton Villege 22
mpg

Monde 3S0CB 1871. 1400 Call Ed
avas 123 M28

3M Honda 1M7 engine rgbuHt
Csll MS 2238 dsvs

1*71 VW Superbeette. semi euto
trens rebuilt engine new shocks.
muffler Mich redlels Beet offer

2S3 77M

M VW Ven new point iob need
mech work Best offsr MS 28M
Ask for Deve

18M Buick Speciel IIM or beat
offer Cell 283 2833

71 Toyotg Corolle wegon. 4 sgd .

30 mpg Eacsllent cond Call SM
1173 after 6pm
M Chew Impele convertible

s t ps p b 2 studded snow tires

SB running cond 4SM Cell Chrla
days M3 MM
M AH Sprite Best cer in the

world' Quick 30 plus mpg All
rebuilt 4SM or B O MS 71M
Richsrd

87 VW Sunrf AM FM 1225 5M

A reel gem 1 62 Falcon w new
wan trans brake shoss snd tires

70 28 mpg Rscing steering wheel
Cheep trensportsiion Nseds
clutch First 170 gets it 253 9M7
Ask for Joyce

74 Fist 128 SW 14 000 mi Psrf
cond 30 mpg Musi sell George
Eves 7M 6771

67 Dstsun 4 dr ssd Mint new
prts Nds hd askt 4275 Cell 283
7132

MDC ClmijpedA
AUTO FOR 5ALE

1672 Tovote Csrine esc cond
FM 28 mpg Good tiree Best

offer SM 7817

M Dodge Cherper RT 4M 4 bbl
posi trection esceiient condition
throughout B O over 4BM CeN
5M 98M between 6 end SM p m

71 Datson 618 new tires Irene
end brks Csll Osbbi 544 1114 Ksep
Hying

1970 VW Ven feir cond 48M SM
IMS "'tat

71 Simce 12M runs wsll 32 mpg
1800 or B O SM M77 week devs
evenings

Seeb 72 ME fuel mtection
rediel tiree AM FM stereo blue
very gd cond I21M 413 MS *6*S
iConwayl

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1874 4 stroke twin cylinder

Vsmahs 500 strsst OOHC 8 veives
5M *782

Oucetts 1M7 2M din JS0 Cete
recer 4M Oesmo Rt Cell Steve et

5MM35

1*70 Kswsseki2SOcc * 800 miles
1100 Csll Alen evenings 2M 675*

1*70 Ysmshs 2M ssc cond low
miteege Bob *M 307* 44M

1873 Hondo SM 4 pull backs
sissy bar custom seet 41 100 SM
IIM

1574 Puch ITScc MX less then 20
hre Running esceiient dirt bike
1700 turn 628 3*16 Michael

Semi chopped Triumph Bonn M
w rebuilt engine Es cond Cell

now MS M31

1873 CB1M Hondo Asking S7S0 '

6 414]

72Ksweseki3M S3 S2M m. SM

74 Monde MO 3*00 m XC w
helmits tlOSO 542 M21 or 642 SBM

FOR RENT

One bdrm apt tor rent on S<!

I but route tlMpermo uttl mt e

I conv Cell Deve Me 7M6

f room for *>ngie female eiudeni
t-K Near UMaea M UM mm
lOBvn

4 badrooma living room hit

( hen 2 batnt in renoveied houee
-A00 pat- mo a'ua util On campua
S49 0M1

• 9 badrooma 1H bathe living

room kitchen tjv ceb*nett pentrv v*

> ebmet* 3 hella phone room 2

fireplace* end 9 parking apecea m
renovated houaa on campua *#O0

per mo plot util $49 M41

Haa m Amh June
wkndl MS 2497

1 evea

0»e bdrm Cuffxde corner ept

vVtli negotiate price end ee* d>ff

Avail .mm 9M4M4 Aak Rot

Oiffasde Speciou* 2 bedroom
apartment in lovely Sunderland
O'tiy SI 99 e month include*
uMitte* POO) ftnnii On but route
Cell Martha 9M 4172 Available
June 1

2 bdrm ept >n country eettmg •

1 4173 mcl S49 9194

feimouth Cape Cod Boom
mate* to there aummer cottage*
full teeaon 1129 per mo Call owner
1 203 921 9941 See owner M Oak
St Feimouth Thia weekend

Furn 3 bdrm Townhea mod
on, June 1 thru Aug 31 Call 949

1933

Moom in country houaa avail

tummar 179 par mo 293 9942 efter

4 INeer but atop

WANTED TO RENT

I m looking for e country home
thet •* peeceful co op with tome
fme people Rent end utilities not,

over *M or to for September Call

Jo*eph 996 4795

TO SUBLET
F wanted to shere furmshsd

u Bka* Grssn spt Msv 1 Aug
11 Csll 2MM32

Fum 2 bdrm spt UMsssbusns
WILL NEG A.s.l 6 1 Csli 251 27M
PETS OK

Brendvwine 2 bdrm June Aug
Naeot Csli 548 4474 elter 7

M - tsgus stfic-siv spt June
July w -pt to sssasas 17 98s* sag
4441 56 pm

Ju Aug 31 Boll Gr 2 bdr util

ncl IIM 2M 6773 air cond pool

I3M July Aug Cleen new 2 bed
apt air cdn pool drehw cloee

but dog cet welcome Ogt te

•enew MS 3M7

Two bedrooms of 4 bedr eel
rented mdiv or together ell util

but route negotieble end cheaa
283 2169

Furn 1 brm bus
19 8 1 Pool util

Tom SM 3S72

rt eppros 8
mcl 11MM

With option to renew 2

bedrooms Brendvwine Aets On
bus route Rent negotieble Cell

Irms SM 1325 June let

One bdrm et Clrtfeide pool

tenme Rent negotiable lower then

going rete svsileble mid June
thru Aug Option to renew SM
3029

16 Hoiiister Apts 3 bdrms
Option to renew On bus route

Tom or Jim 283 7432

One bedrm CNffside Apt Pool

tenms bus sil ut.i tiM 8M424T7

Obi bdrm
Csll M6 3804

summer funshd

1674 CB460
cust esh 611

M mi Mint cond.
or B O SMS3JM

87 Honda 3M Draem New
battery tiree 13.IM mi Gd cond
1400 or beet offer. Cell 527 6*07

FOR RENT
Amh New 3 bdr w w carpet,

dw diap tanma ct . ewimming
ppol Imm Occ No lea** rea »2M
plua util b tec Call $49 4+09 before
a

Northampton 4 bdrm haa
Juna 1 3 bdrm apt 4190 3 bd<-m
hta. 4290 for Sept SKlBlSKI REAL
ESTATE* $94 3429 3 9 pm
Noute on North Pleetent Street

hat two bedroom* available for
the tummer We ere tubteting and
"**d vou to complete the houte
hold Cell Ken et $4$ 3600 after
noon

TO SUBLET

1 bdrm in 3 bdrm Putfton apt

54*013* Air cond inaipentivs

F rm 160 753 532*

1 br in 2 br apt
mo I' ago I pool
turn Bath 2S3 333*

June Aug 4M
a c bus psrt

Loft studio overlooking river nr
Smith Write Oomein 12S Lowell
Ave Newton Mess 021M or 817
527 0004

1 bedroom ept Aveiieble Mev 16
ea UMsss bus routs IIM tsl 2M
6148

A tram*, house Belchertown
On but Baa naat Lefce Arcedte Cen
.r..i i* hula house st 1300 par mu or
< an tent mdiv rooms Quiet
>v leda i area Call Adale 121 4644
ion lesva massege

8 rm house 5 hsdr in Belchenn
Available June 1 on 1326 par mth
(all 323 7M3 sves

TOWNHOUSE 2 FLOORS 2

bdrm bus rt . eool e c

beckverd Opt to renew 4178

6M3M1

2 bdrm Twnhse Riverglede util

inc A C poet spc lor gerden

besement 6 1 6 11 2M 6771

2 bedrm Twnhee everything
tiM mo Cell 281 7112

2 bdrm ept June 1 July 11

Option to teeae Rant negotieble
Rolling Green Nencv 283 30M

1 bdrm turmahed egt Putfton
Villegg Jung Aug Rent
negotieble M6 2SM

2 bdrmt cloaa to campua June
1 Aug 31 comp turn, util incl

gerden specs sveii IIM Cell SM
1207

1 bdrm mod ept neer bus in No
Amh A C w w cerp quiet 8 1 to

7 31 w opt to renew util incl

Negot Call M3 8M7 avea

2 bdrm Ciiffside June Sept Opt
to renew IIM mcl util pool
tenms bus 3rd floor estr ierge

bedrooms SM 2832

Nhemp 2 bed furn Block from
Smith All util IIM mo SM MIS

Femele to shsre houee with 2

gglsgas Opt to renew teess >n Fsii

Own rm nmmr Amh Ctr gerden
reesoneble Cell Eleenor 283 3M1
evenings

Gsrden ept Rolling Green 2
bdrms June Aug Option to renew
Cheep 283 7112

1 bedrm eel with utilities June
August ogt to rgnew Colonial

Villeee 283 7SM

7 bdrm Brendvwine cloae to
cemeua Juns August pool nest
to tennis courts SM 8878

Bent or sublet one bdrm egt

Putfton June 1 Aug 11 Rem neg

Cell MS 1281

1 bdrm semi furn if wented
pool util mcl Col Villege even
June 1 with oet to renew IIM for

summsr 2M 02M

1 bdrm turn Puffton pool
tsnnis sc summer 1150 util incl
5M8213

Two bdrm ept with util 41M e

me . on bus line June 1 Aug 11

ogt to renew CdHside

In Amherst 2 bdrm ept HM
open area greet view 2M 8M3

2 or 1 roommetea to share
beautiful Medley fermhouee pisnty

of gerden in nonsmofcers keep
celling 5MSS27

71 laverett Rd Amh 4

bedrooms 2 beths 2 miles from
cempus Juns 1 Sapt 1 Call 5M
0521

73 Lavt Rd Amh
7] Lavt Rd Am June 1 Sept

1 4 bdrm 2 beths 2 mi from
cempus SM 0521

Brendvwine
A M9 1M1

2 bdrms IIM J

Puff 1 bdrm 6 1 6 11 4M esr
BMI M6 3M4

S bedroom houaa bt Amherst
Canter Rem negotieble CeN 281
983* sltsr sis

1 bdrm CliftSidS III"' 'um 1140

ut.l 6 ' 6 11 M5 4*4*
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English undergrads to organize
There are decisions being made

about the future direction of the

English Department which willl

affect your education here at

UMass. As undergraduates, we can

organize to present an intelligent,

coherent, and responsible

statement of our views on various

departmental and administrative

decisions. Futhermore, if organized,

we can elect voting representatives

to participating positions on English

Department committees.

At our third organizational

meeting, we will discuss:

— Our final course of action with

regard to the dismissal of two
Assistant Professors recommended
for tenure by the English depart-

ment.
— Election of students to voting

positions on the following faculty

committees:

English Department Meeting;
Undergraduate Studies Committee;
and Long Range Planning Com-

mittee

— The formation of a newsletter

to be circulated among un-
dergraduates, informing them of

developments within the depart-

ment, and possibly containing

some creative material as well.

If you are at all interested in any
of these activities, or would like a

voice in who is representing you in

the department, PLEASE come to

the meeting: 7:30 p.m. tonight in

Campus Center 171-173.

SUPERMARKETS Finast Brand Sale! Look forour label. ..Good as thebest even better in price!

It)

>a.^&*^<^
Finast

Lo-Cal
Soda

Now In Safer. Protectively

Coated Bottles

528 OZ *9
btls ~ |

w " ih,» Coupon a Pu'chair or

»S 00 or Mora limil On*
Will Tr.fu May 10 H ??0

lOfim^:
'

<7^ jt j»

Finast

Cut Green
Beans

Finast

Instant
Dry Milk

4920 qt

pkg3

Finast

Sliced

Finast

Fruit
Drinks

Finast

Canned
Spinach

Finast

Facial
Tissue

46 oz
can 39°

Unsweetened

Grapefruit

Finast
46 oz
can

ape
Juice

39*

Finast

To Mother
With Love

From Finast!

y Orchid
Corsages

ea
-|69

Mum Plants

Azaleas
African Violets *C:

a m<r> Pot> ,

Pianis

" »"»»

3.49
3.99
1.89

Peanut Butter ^'79*
TrashCanLiners "f95*
Macaroni lssr '^25*
Liquid Bleachm k 59*
Fabric Softener 89*
Creem Rite

Fresh Finast Bread!

Big Round Top
White Bread

Finast
Fresn 3 "« *1

"~6«*

Finast 22 oz
Coffee Creamer jar

19
Cvl

Proof it Pays to Shop for Quality Produce at Finast!

Watermelons
- .* Red Ripe Juicy Sweet Treat

10?
Artichokescio-n,
Oranges (

c
r.££.

TomatoesW.
/sgSStv*--^- Carrots c*..ocn...

.

4c 79*

,.1.00
' 69'

39'
p.q
1 lb

M0M

Meat Street U.S.AV

Pound Cakep-> p*8

EnghshMuffins3 • 1.00
Hot Dog o"Sr, 3T1.00
Donuts ^r . . 2°:ri.oo
Uunior Pies . . 4X1.00

B**«ry Ntnit AvaataM* Tum Thru Sal

Tuna
For Cats

6-S-icans^l^

Dairy Fee fore*'

Finest
Cottage Cheese
La
sxr ^ ,«,QOO
Curd c ' n ^T%#

Cinnamon Rolls «n-*ir49*
Kraft

A "<" Ma*
S<«gi«» •*• &W

Margarine <2Z» . . £ 59*

Orange Juice «... £ 65*

Biscuits b£ZL.. .8^1.00

Boneless Chuck
Pot Roasts
Tender, Flavorful

Beef Chuck

Frozen Food Values! For Your Health A Baautyl

Finest Dinners Buffered Aspirin
Turkey. Chicken.

Meat Loef. '
'
°*

Salisbury Steak Pk9 49° Finast
bti

100 49c

Peas&Carrots . «. 3 ZZ90
Vegetables EST

Strawberries S

M .

; .n»»l

Sliced

pkq I *

r.'69*

Antacid f man i.qu«j

.

Mouthwash nm
Shampoo <

'i." 59*
IS Of 49*

r.nasi
,,«°, 59*

40 c off II 20 c off II 1
c off

Wuh Th,» Coupon O 1 1 1 2 * With Thu Coupon On i'i *0 or I Vlnth Thu Coupon On (H Ko;

Maxwell House Snowy Keebler
Bleach *\ Crackor*
aim Thru May iomJij LMJfaBffl valid Thru May 10 M ?16

Coffee
la(Xaaf Vai<d Thru May iQ M ?I4

-J

10* off II 17 e off H 10c off!EEB3H!
yVith Thn Coupon o M i 16 oj | uy.ih Th.» Coupon On 1 1 1 11 'i o j | with Thu Coupon On HI 15 OI pkg

i
Batty C rockor | ChaaHosEaay-off

window cleaner Brownie Mix Caraal
I Vai«» Th/u May 10 M.jirSJaJjJ valid Thru May 10 MPisrajfa^P VMk) Thru May 10 [m|

J

Price* Etlectlve thru May 10 1975

99*
Boneless Beef
Shoulder Steak

49

ickef

London Broil
Mr. oaf fawras.' UnderbladeSteak^ ^,

Boiled Ham Cube Steak aSSSE* 1 s
!

B»W 17f Ground Chuck tstn 99*
Cheese OS* ,1.69 BOOf UVOT ISE 592
Bologna" 1.19 TurLrow D.no«ft.t 2,b 049
Roast Beef 55S. . . . T1.39 *iri\tjy ilOa*SI *nn,o

pkfl at,

jm mma\ Tender, Young Veel Sale!

45l Veal Shoulder Chops 1
4
!

Veal Rib Chops 1 ••

Turbot Fillet Veal Leg or Rump 1 4
!CQO Veal Loin Chops .,1.89 VealCutlets* -^ ,„ 2.89

Potato Salad
Macaroni Salad
or Cole Slaw

Available in Siorat Wiih Service Oa*< Oapis

Saafood Favorite!

«'
Greenland
Snow While

Weaver Dutch Entrees!

Brisket rumc*

Bacon •ZVX • *>

.1.79

1.39

Chicken »...„<

Thighs
DutchFrye

"V2.49
and 2lota% M0%

Oum.trrkt , pkg aC«*V*f

Chic*an ^-2.49

Fresh Chicken Parts
Tender A Juicy!

Chicken Legs... »69*
Chicken Thighs . »69*
Chicken t>^, . . . „79*
Chicken Breast h 89*

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities Not neaponetbka for Typoeraphkcai Errors
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34 Coltee
•JbHaid'o i "d
\l inwa'd Anal

38F»minine Hie
4U Uunny cloth

4 t Neighbor o'

Cot
4b f ine gr.t -ied

miner .1'

48 Most uni. uulh

4^ Containers

bt) d hole

b? Deadly
S3Bih.i

vibrantly

54 Bnlish

carO'"**

bl Plinth Aith
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Your Birthday Bysteiu wilder

W>dnr»da>. May 7 - Born

today, you are itot a highly com-

petitive person In fact, you work

with a better will and with better

results when you do not (eel the

pressure of competition On the

other hand, you are ambitious

and quite determined to succeed

according to both financial and

critical standards. This being so.

it is absolutely essential that you

ieam 10 produce under pressure,

tnat you learn to work at your

greatest capability regardless of

the fact that others may be after

the same goal or prize you're

after

You are a spirited individual

who is at his best in the company
of others You have a genuine

gift for making others r.appy and

because of thus may find that a

great deal of your time is taken

up by ttiose who bring you their

problems to solve It is not.

however, at problem solving that

you shine, rather, it is at making

others realize their good fortune

even in the midst of ill. in enab-

ling them to see their problems

on a relative rather than an ab-

solute standard

You are somewhat prone to

believing thai all clouds have

by Johnny Hart

<J

By Brant Parker & Johnny Hart

..- %•

^Asfeu

silver linings if only one will

look. Thus, you are inclined to

accept difficulties with an optim

ism thai al times prevents you

from doing what might be done
to help the situation You would

do well to develop the habit of

delving deeper into difficulties,

once you learn to find the source

of trouble, there will be less of it

To find what is in store for you

tomorrow, select your birthday

and read the corresponding

paragraph La*, your birthday

star be your daily guide

* * *
Thursdav. May H

TAL'RLS (April 20-May 20i -
What you thought to be a poor

investment mav turn out to have

been an exceedingly wist- move
Don't allow another's pessimism

to depress vou

GEMINI 'May 21 June 201 -
Don't make threats you have

neither the intent nor the means
ot carrying out You will only ap-

pear foolish to others if you do

CANCER (June 21 July 22) -

There may be so many opor

tumties for gain today that you

will allow all of them to pass you

by as you attempt to make up

your mind about them'

LEO <July 23-Aug 22) -It

would be easy for you to bite off

more than you can chew today

In feeling good about yourself

you may act through overconfi

dence rather than wisdom

VIRGO «Aug 23-Sepf 22) -

Consider well a matter of pro-

perty You could do yourself out

of a considerable profit if you

are too quick to accept an initial

offer

LIBRA .Sept 23-Oct 22) -
Take the lime to go over fi-

nances carefully If you are not

adequately insured, you may be

in for a rude awakening Listen

to a word of wisdom

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) -
If vou are insistent upon having
things your own way today, you
may be able to provide your own
breaks of the game Help
another with a burden.

SAGITTARIUS (.Nov 22
Dec 21) —If you give enough
thought to what you are doing
and enough loyalty to an old

cause, you should be able to car-

ry out duties well

CAPRICORN <Dec 22-Jan

19) -Unless you can make your

self free of another's influence

you will hardly be able to handle

your own affairs You may have

to fight a battle of wits today

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Keb 18>

-Be prepared to speak up in

behalf of your own and others

rights todav Don t hesitate to ex-

press your views on sensitive

subiects.

PISCES ( reb 19-March 20) -
Make no promises that would
make your future time less than

your own You are not yet firmly

enough committed to a goal to

know how much time you need

ARIES i March 21 April 19) -

The questions at hand may
prove more difficult to arvswer

than you had expected Don t be

too proud to say vou don I know

' .|*njTt nt^i i ny»*i i.>*n SaSaaS

Students can earn

3 summer credits

in 3 week session
This summer students can earn three

credits in three weeks and still have time to

persue other summer activities. The Division

of Continuing Education at UMass is offering

Summer I, a comprehensive, three week,

academic program scheduled to take place

from June 2 through June 20.

Summer I offerings include: modern

languages, mathematics, entomology,

communication skills, technical writing,

statistics, several education courses, and

many more three-credit classes. Most

courses are scheduled for the mornings from

9 to noon, with selected offerings in the

afternoon. Classes are intended to be smaller

than those held during the regular semesters.

All courses carry UMass credit which is

transferable to most other institutions.

Summer I is designed for undergraduates

already enrolled in school, as well as for other

special groups who find it difficult to attend

the regular summer session because of

commitments to teach, travel or work.

Parents with children in school and teachers

will find Summer I well timed to fit into their

summer schedule.

Newly graduated high school students

who plan to attend college in the fall, or who
have not yet decided to attend, could use

Summer I as a head start in college. Students

anticipating a heavy fall schedule can lighten

their expected course load by enrolling in

Summer I.

Dormitory and Food Services are available

to students at an optional extra cost. For

further information on Summer I, or any

other summer programs, contact the

Division of Continuing Education, Hills

House North, or telephone 5-0905.

Greenfields Free

The Yiddish film, Greenfields, with English

subtitles, will be screened tonight at 8 in

Herter 227. The film, which tells a charming

and delightful story of life in the shtetf is

open to all, free of charge.

Alliance to

discuss

oppression
There will be a meeting of the Western

Massachusetts Alliance against Racist and

Political Repression tonight at 5:30 in room

102 of the Campus Center. The meeting has

been called to discuss plans for the summer

and next fall. Discussion will center around

cases of oppression.
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Irish poet performs here tonight
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"In Dublin's Quare City," a

dramatic one-man presentation
written and performed by Irish poet

Basil Payne, will be given tonight at

8 p.m., in Bartlett Auditorium.

A mosaic of Dublin life in all its

vitality from the times of Sean
0'Casey and James Joyce to the

present, this dramatic collage was
first presented at the Abbey-
Peacock Theatre, Dublin, in

September 1973. It has since been
given at Lincoln Center and many
university theatres and cultural

centers in the United States and
Canada.

Favorable reviews describe a

"fascinating program, ending with

a lament for the Dublin that has

gone, and for the mess that the city

has now become."
Mr. Payne celebrates freshness

as Dublin's characteristic quality.

Never unaware of poverty or of

suffering, yet decrying the un-

thinking abandonment of a

tradition of neighborliness, this

peripatetic program will share an

Parking notes
Applications for renewal or

change in present lot assignment

must be turned into the Parking

Office, Rm. 1, Munson Hall, by May
16, 1975.

If you have not received a

renewal form by campus mail or

wish to apply for a change in

present lot assignment come into

the parking office as soon as

possible.

The registration fee must be paid

with the application form: Renewal

registration fee is $3.00, Change
registration fee is $5.00.

All applications received after

May 16 will be treated as new and

will be processed after renewal and

change lot assignments have been

made.

If you have any questions please

call 5-0065.

affection of the qualities, transient

or permanent of a unique city." So
the Evening Herald and the Irish

Times reported.

A third generation Dubliner,

Payne is the author of four books of

poetry, including his latest Another
Kind of Optimism (1974), and twice

winner of a Guinness-Poetry Prize

at the Cheltenham Festival. He has

worked with television, radio and

film in Canada, the U.S.A. and

Ireland. For the past year Artist in

Residence at Glassboro State

College, New Jersey, he will be a

Visiting Professor in Irish literature

at the University of California at

Davis durino 197fi

PUFFT0N MILLAGE
reduced rotes for
summer
549-OK5

- - S>

3 credits

in3weeks
If there was ever a summer to begin making that change you've
been thinking about, this is it. Summer 1 is a three week tour

for the mind, preceding the University s main session, Summer
2. You can earn 3 credits in a number of interesting sub-

ject areas. Registration is by mail or in person at Hills

House Main Lobby, Thursday, May 29. Time: 9 a.m.

to 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Counseling and
financial aid are available. Contact Continuing

Education, Hills North, UMass, [41 3J 545-0905,

CONTINUING EDI

1975 COMMENCEMENT
DATE: May 31, 1975
TIME: 10:00 a.m.

PLACE: Alumni Stadium
Any undergraduate degree candidate who anticipates completing degree requirements by
the end ot calendar year 1975, is eligible to participate in the 1975 ceremony. Questions
concerning academic status should be directed to the Records Office, Whitmore Buildina 5-
0555. *

DISTRIBUTION OF CAPS AND GOWNS
Where: University Store

When: May 5 — 30, 1975

Time: 9:00 a.m. — 4:00 p.m., Monday — Friday

Also: 8:00 — 10:00 a.m., Saturday, May 31 at Alumni Stadium

DOCTORAL HOODS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY STORE ai o cost of $14.50 each.

COMMENCEMENT DAY SCHEDULE
9:30 a.m. Robing for Commencement: All students, faculty,

and staff assemble at the south end of the stadium.

10:00 a.m. — 12 Noon: Commencement Ceremony
IN THE EVENT OF RAIN: THERE IS NO ALTERNATE RAINf SITE

Commencement will be held outside at the stadium regardless of the weather The
ceremony will be delayed a maximum of two (2) hours in the event of torrential rains
Listen to local radio stations that morning to see if the ceremony has been delayed.

INVITATIONS OR TICKETS ARE NOT REQUIRED FOR ADMITTANCE.
SEATING WILL BE ON A FIRST COME FIRST SERVED BASIS.
FOOD SERVICES:
Light lunches will be available, cafeteria style, in Hampshire Commons, in the Southwest
area, for graduates and guests immediately following Commencement.

FURTHER INFORMATION: OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS — Room 231 Whitmore Building 5-2560

Water polo ends;

McCafferty leaving
ByDEBBYHOXSIE

A woman's tournament at UMass and a men's tournament at Harvard
last weekend marked the end of the 1974-1975 water polo season and the
last season for California-bound coach Bill McCafferty.
The UMass women, in two sparkling performances against Radcliff and

Northeastern, wound up champs of the home tournament on Saturday. In
a hard played match, the UMass women put together their best offensive
and defensive strategies of the year against Radcliff. The game was
marked by hard, fast swimming, double-teaming Radcliff's star Kim Cole,
and quick shooting by UMass scorers. Jane Welzel placed herself perfectly
for four strong goals, with Kathy MacDonald, Jeannie Abrahamson, Penny
Noyes and Deb Hoxsie each scoring one. In the last minutes of play UMass
effectively stalled the ball to hold onto a well-deserved 7-6 victory.

In the second game UMass trounced Northeastern 14 6. Everyone on
the team saw some action in the pool, ana'sconhg was spread out among
nine players. Abrahamson scored three, Carol Leahy two, MacDonald two,
Noyes two, Hoxsie one, Welzel one, Janet McGrath one, Polly MacLean
one, and Louise Fasser one.

In an anticlimactic tournament in Boston Saturday and Sunday, the
men's team came up with a disappointing 0-4 record. On Saturday,
without the coaching of McCafferty, who stayed at UMass to coach the
women, and agains the tough competition of the New York Athletic Club,
the Philadelphia Athletic Club, and the Harvard-MIT "A" squad, UMass
didn't fare as well as they had hoped. Sunday's match against Nor-
theastern was marred by several injuries to UMass players and that game,
too, ended in defeat.

UMass players expressed positive feelings about the experience of
playing higher level competition demonstrated by NYAC and PYAC. The
disappointment of the weekend was a tough way to end their season, but
most of the players agreed that it couldn't take away from the over-all

success of the year and their 21-11 record. The fact that they beat Yale this

spring gives them high aspirations for next season, which includes the
team's admittance into the Division I water polo league in New England.

At an end-of-season banquet hosted by coach McCafferty this week,
both the men's and women's teams voted for next year's captians, and
presented departing McCafferty with a gold watch for all his help and non-
salaried coaching over the past years at UMass. Co-captains elected by the
women were Jane Welzel and Debby Hoxsie. Henry MacLean was voted
captain for the men. McCafferty appointed graduate student Jon Nordby
and senior Kevin McGinn to take over his coaching duties next year.

Riders finish first
By PAUL LOGUE

The UMass riding team captured
first place in the Intercollegiate

National Championships this past

Sunday at Bennett College in

Milbrook, N.Y.

Two UMass riders took top

honors in their class competition.

Janice Schreurs is the National

Open Horsemanship champion and
Jennifer Cracknell is the National

Maiden Horsemanship champion.

"The team has been vying for the

coveted Cartier Cup for seven

years, and we finally brought it

home," said the coach, Linda

J askiel- Hamilton.

St. Lawrence University of

Canton, N.Y. took second place in

the event as the UMass riders

overshadowed St. Lawrence by

three points to capture the crown.

"It was an exciting day for us all

since we have all worked so hard

and so long to win," Jaskiel-

Hamilton explained.

Riders are faced with a double

wammy when competing in away
events. They must ride strange

horses and still be judged on their

style and performance. The UMass
riders showed their dexterity in

these two categories to win it all.

The National champion is

determined by the total points of

the overall season, including the

Regional championships which
UMass won last weekend.

U of M Parachute Club

Orientation Class

7 May— 7- 10 p.m. — Rm. No.917C.C.
Movie & Slides

The Finest Oriental & Polynesian
Food In This Area Served At

South China Restaurant

• We prepare all your favorite foods and tropical drinks just the way
you like.

Everything on the menu can be ordered to take out.

Make Graduation A ¥off Special Celebration

- Call How for Reservations

to
The UMass rugby

team is pictured during
Saturday's "war" with
Amherst, which the
Ruggers won 20-9.

Baseball trivia
Throughout the long history of

organized baseball there have been
a number of colorful umpires, but
none are as unique and legendary
as the immortal Bellows Twins.
Both Slick and Dick Bellows were
hired for the amazing salary of
$10,000 each for the 1902 season.
What made the Bellows Twins so
unique was the fact that they were
two-headed Siamese twins and
could accurately call both balls and
strikes. Slick managed to call all

balls, pop-ups, and groundouts
while Dick usually called all strikes,

foulouts, and foul balls.

Everything went fine during that
legendary 1902 season until that
bleak Sunday afternoon in

Brooklyn, when after a con-
troversial called strike three, the
manager of the Brooklyn Dodgers,
'Krafty Koogan" attacked both
Slick and Dick with a two-headed
cane, knocking them unconscious.

After recovering from the beating
the Bellows Twins found that all

four of their eyes had suffered
severe impaired vision and that
their umpiring days were over.
Out of respect for the fallen

umpires the Commissioner of
baseball, Ford Frick, ordered that
the home team in each major
league city play two games each
and every Sunday in their honor
and call them Double Headers.

Crew impressive
but loses to NU

By BOB NORTON
The UMass men's crew came back from Boston Sunday with their best

performance to date and at the same time one of their most frustrating
losses. The Northeastern Huskies outlasted the varsity eight by 6 8
seconds while finishing the smooth 2000 meter course in 6:10.6

Despite the loss to one of the nation's top crews, coach Bill Mahoneyhad much praise for h.s oarsmen. "We t.na.iy got some execut.on. I was
really pleased with the way the guys responded. I think we gave Nor-theastern one of toughest races they've had all year."

In asking Mahoney about the loss, he went beyond saying it was a moral
victory. 'We really came to a point today. The potential that I was looking
for came to the surface. We're quickly approaching the level I was hoping
for before heading to the Dad Vail. It came just at the right time."

Mahoney had individual commendation for John Mynihan for making a
shift to the varsity eight and Rich Berg, a sophomore coxwain, whose
performance in his first varsity competition was exceptional. "They both
did a fine job," Mahoney noted.

Senior co-capt. Bill Fitzpatrick didn't find much consolation in the
lefeat. "There was no way we should have lost. It's frustrating when you
know you've pulled your hardest and you don't produce a win There was
a noticeable improvement but it was a very emotional loss for me."

The J.V.'s effort was equally impressive although they finished with a
time of 6:28.5 to Northeastern's 6:10.6 The race was started twice since the
wash from a motorboat abruptly halted the first attempt at about the 350
meter mark. In both the J.V. and varsity races, a launch's wake disrupted
the set up.

The freshman eight encountered one of the finest crews they've faced in
losing a tough one by 12.6 seconds and three lengths. Freshman couch
Mark Casey, felt that "the start improved, but I'll have to make some
adjustments in the rigging (position of riggers) to create a longer stroke-
we were too short today."

The third varsity four sunk their snell in Saturday's practice, then dried
out to come back for a length and a half victory and the only one for
UMass in the regatta.

The varsity pair event saw a freshman duo slighted by a five second
margin. Later the third freshman four fell to two Northeastern fours by
three lengths.

In summing up the regatta, Mahoney said "we rowed well, we raced
well, we came on strong for a fine showing against a fine crew."

No-hitter for Fletcher

as Softballers win, 11-1
By GREG LEVINS

The UMass Minutewomen,
cruising on the arm of freshwomen
hurler Lu Ann Fletcher, mauled
Worcester State 11-1 yesterday
afternoon at Nope field.

Fletcher was untouchable on the
mound, going the distance without
allowing a single hit. After being
nicked for an unearned run in the
first, Fletcher breezed the rest of
the way. Fletcher struck out 14
batters, at least one in every inning,

and whiffed the side in order in the
second.

She got plenty of support at the

plate as the Minutewomen put at

least one run on the board in every
inning.

UMass scored three runs in the

second inning to break a 1-1 tie.

Lynn Barry singled home Chris

Basile with the first run of the in-

ning, and later scored on a

throwing er'or. Janet Guilfoyle also

came home on an error after being
walked.

In the third UMass pushed across
two more runs, courtesy of some
poor Worcester State fielding.

The fourth inning brought four
more Minutewomen markers due
largely to the hitting of Karen
Dolphin and Lynn Barry. After the
bases were walked full, Dolphin
greeted a new Worcester pitcher

with a beautifully placed squeeze
bunt scoring Fletcher. Following a
wild pitch that scored Sandy Lunt,
Barry laced a single to left that

brought Basile in with the eighth
UMass run. The inning's final run
came when Terri Pudlo was hit by a

pitch with the bases full.

The Minutewomen scored single

runs in each of the final two frames
to complete the scoring.

Today the Minutewomen will

journey to neighboring Smith
College for a J.V. tilt beginning at

3:00.

Sox clip Cleveland
CLEVELAND [UPI] - Bill Lee

scattered six hits and Bob Mon-
tgomery singled in two runs

Tuesday night to spark the Boston
Red Sox to a 4-1 victory over the

Cleveland Indians.

Lee, who went the distance 16

times last season while posting a

17-15 mark, struck out two and
walked two. He lost his shutout bid

in the sixth inning when George
Hendrick smacked his fourth homer
of the season.

It was the 28-year old lef-
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f
COUPON \

FREE Mass. State Inspection !

with new tire purchase
j

and this coupon
j

Open for special luncheon menu, 11 :30 a.m.-3 p.m. (except Sun. &
holidays)

Open Daily til 10 p.m.
Route? AMHERST, MASS.

Fn. & Sat. til 1 a.m.
254-0251

thanders' third victory and third

complete game in six decisions.

The Red Sox raced to their fourth

straight win by scoring twice off

Cleveland starter and loser Dick

Bosman in the second inning on
Montgomery's hit following singles

by Jim Rice, Rico Petrocelli and an
error by Jack Brohamer.

Boston chased Bosman in the

third when rookie Fred Lynn, hitting

at a .365 clip, doubled home Rick

Burleson and scored on Rice's

single.

presents

iti%vuni««Mw

Plaza Shell
Rte. 9 (west) Amherst

Next to lh« Staak Out Restaurant —^m

Wed, Thurv May 7,8

ROOMFULL OF BLUES

Mn*«MWMMMM«««»»>«>

Coming Mav 9, 10, 11

JOHN PAYNE <jHJARTt I

243 Pleasant St. (Route 5

Northampton, Mass. 586-0802
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Victor takes NE title Win streak on line

Gorillas oppose tough Brown
By BEN CASWELL

With the New England cham-
pionship and national prominence
at stake, the UMass lacrosse team
will take on the Bruins of Brown
University in Providence this af-

ternoon (WMUA, 2:55).

At the present time Brown is

rated number one in New England
and UMass is number two.
Nationally, Brown is ranked 11th

and Garber's Gorillas (UMass) are

14th.

In competition between these

two schools Brown leads the series

having beaten UMass nine times

and losing only four. There has

been one tie.

Last season, in a win that made
the Gorillas the New England
champions, the UMass stickers

edged Brown 10-9 in the final

seconds of the game behind

Boyden.

Two years ago, in the rain and
mud at Providence, Brown crushed

UMass 16-3, that win making them
the New England champions.

Brown's record this season is a

misleading 5-5. Their losses have
been to some of the top teams in

the nation. (John Hopkins-No. 1,

Cornell-No. 2, Maryland-No. 5,

Penn-No. 7, and Princeton- No. 8)

"Brown dropped games to

Princeton (15-10) and Penn (12-10)

last week and that could affect

them one of two ways," said head
UMass lacrosse coach Dick Garber.

"They (Brown) may be flat after

two severe setbacks," said Garber,

"or they may really be up to come

back in a strong way. One thing we
do know though, is that regardless

of their losses, they are a really

good team."

On the other hand Garber's

Gorillas are comming off a 26-12

trouncing of New Hampshire, the

third- rated team in New England.

The Gorillas have also won their last

seven games after losing their first

two of the season to Cornell and
Hofstra.

Brown's particular strength is at

midfield where the team has quick

moves and quick sticks. Bob
MacLeod and Bob Mueller lead the

midfielders, while Dave Wasserman
is another stand-out who played

very well in last season's U Mass-
Brown game.
Bob Merrick, chairman of the

lacrosse ail-American selection

committee said, according to coach
Garber, that Brown has the best

midfielders he's seen.

Attackman Ken Swerdloff is a

small and quick potential scorer

that the Gorillas, especially Bill

Blausten, who will cover him one

on one, will have to watch.

"Brown plays three midfield

units," said UMass assistant

lacrosse coach and previous Gorilla

star goaltender John "O.J."
Rutledge. "But two-thirds of the

time in their offensive zone they

bring in their first midfield. For us,

everybody has come alive at

midfield and all three units can play

against anyone," said Rutledge.

SCOOP SHOTS - Penalties, or

the lack of them will be a key in the

game ... throw the ball and move
will be the UMass theme for the

day. Next game at M.I.T. on
Saturday.

WMUA
WMUA will bring you the

UMass Brown lacrosse game,
which once again will determine the

New England championship, today
at 2:55 p.m. Join Russ Small and
Ben Caswell as they call the action

from Providence, on the voice of

the Minutemen, WMUA.

Andy Scheffer (10) forces UNH goalie Steve Troiano to make a save as Peter
Connolly (22) looks on.
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Basebailers face Lord Jeffs;

struggle to gain respectability
By BILL DOYLE

Having been eliminated from the

Yankee Conference race and with

no hope of reaching the magic five

hundred percentage mark, the only

goal remaining for the UMass
varsity baseball squad is to attain

respectability.

"Respectability and winning our
last five games," is the way coach
Dick Bergquist put it. By sweeping
their remaining five games, the

Minutemen would finish with a
somewhat respectable 14-15 slate.

UMass will attempt to begin that

sweep by pitching Jeff Reardon
against Amherst's Lord Jeffs at

Amherst this afternoon at 3:00.

Amherst edged AIC yesterday, 4-

3, so the Lord Jeffs are 9-8 on the

year. Righthander Paul Vater,

Amherst's ace, will hurl for the

Jeffs today against the Minutemen.

The Amherst hitting attack is led

by shortstop Mark Woodbury, who
had five homers at last look and
who Bergquist rates as a pro
prospect, and Paul Horan, the
team's centerfielder. Both made
All-New England College Division

last year.

Coach Bergquist said that he will

disdain experimenting in the
remaining five games.

"I want to win these games," he
said. "I can experiment next fall.

Personally, I'd like even more to

beat Amherst because I know their

coach really well and I* have to live

so close to him all year."

The only possible changes for

today's game would be the swit-

ching of shortstop Jim Cullen to

third base and of third baseman

Jerry Mondalto to short. They
switched positions for a few innings

against Fairfield on Monday and
Bergquist said he liked what he saw
of Mondalto.

"Jerry has a major league arm,"

he explained, "and he can field

grounders well, too. He has only

booted one all year."

The exact line-up won't be
decided until game time, Bergquist

said, pending on the team's many
injuries. Pete Backstrom, who
returned to action over the
weekend but is still running only 60
per cent according to Bergquist

because of a hamstring pull, may
play leftfield or by DH. John Seed
could also see some action as DH if

his groin pull improves.

Catcher Jim Black is still ham-
pered by his hamstring pull and
John Healy came back from a sore

shoulder just in time to take Seed's
place at first base.

Bergquist said that he has never

had a team that experienced so
many leg injuries.

"I've tried to think if I've worked
my players wrong in practice," he
said. "After Rich Kelly sprained his

ankle running sprints, the team
kiddingry suggested that we have a

supervised rest instead of prac-

tice."

CHANGE-UPS: Mondalto was
also cited by Bergquist for being

the team's best all-around per-

former. He is hitting .289 ("a strong
.289," Bergquist said) with three

homers, five triples, two doubles,

and six for six in stolen bases.

Bergquist also said that John
Seed, who is leading the team with

a .345 batting average, is UMass'
most consistent hitter.

Despite its 9-15 record, UMass
leads its opponents in team batting

average, ERA, fielding average,

stolen bases, double plays, and
homers.

"But the stats don't account for

dropped pop flies," Bergquist said,

referring to one of the team's
mental errors that have cost the
Minutemen ballgames.

Cindermen ready for Rams
By SCOTT HAYES

Track coach Ken O'Brien would like nothing better
than two straight victories before his team enters the
New England championships to defend its title. The
UMass trackmen can take the first step toward that
achievement, today at 3:00 p.m. when Rhode Island
visits the Lewleyn Derby Track.

Having finished second in the Yankee Conference
championships, the tracksters now have two con-
secutive home meets to prepare for the New
Englands, which they won in 1974.

UMass brings a 2-1 record into the meet, which
may be more of an individual challenge than a team
battle. The Rams have a fine pole vaulting corps,

some respectable performers in the throwing events

and hurdles, but the winless URI team is not a strong

one. The Rams were defeated by Brown and Nor-

theastern earlier in the season and are 0-2.

Kerry McKay is an outstanding individual com-
petitor for Rhody. McKay was a double victor in the

Yankee Conference meet, winning the 100 and 200-

yard dashes.

The Rams placed third in the conference cham-
pionships with 39 points while the Minutemen
amassed 74 points.

With the exception of Toney Pendleton, the UMass
squad is healthy. Pendleton, who pulled a hamstring
muscle at the conference meet, might be back by the

New Englands. O'Brien noted that he's going with the

regular team, but the distancemen who ran in the
YanCon's will be given a rest.

The consistent jumping corps of Bob and Ken
Adamson along with Pete Ryan, Joe Martens, and
Rusty Kendall may do more than its share of scoring.

The throwing events will include UMass com-
petitors John Willis, George Ennis, Tom Lonergan,
Steve Mason, Todd Holt, Jim Shea, Jim Golonka,
Kevin Hall and Bob O'Neil.

Eric Gudmand (if he's recovered from an injury and
ready to vault), Jay Grammolini and Ted Power will

need exceptional performances if they are to place
against URI's strong pole vaulters.

The hurdlers, including YanCon 440-intermediate
champ Curt Stegerwald, may be involved in a tight

battle for places with their opponents. Pete Famulari,

Alan Suprenant, Jeff Browne, Skip Cobb and Chris
Nelson will also see action in the two hurdle events.

Look for the not so well known names in the
distances. Although Bobby Neil, Tom Wolff, Matt
Mangan, Cliff Staples, Rolf Meyer, Pete Bloom and
Frank Carroll don't have the running experience of a
Randy Thomas or Bill Gillin, they can't be counted out
in the mile and two- mile.

Tri-captain Steve Crimmin leads a group of middle-
distancemen that includes Jim Hunt, Steve Ridge,
Mike Hansen, Mike Gillen, John Richards, Mark
Healy, Dave Lipinski and Dan Christo.

The dashmen will be without speedster Pendleton,
but Martens, Cobb, Larry Whitfield, Tom Beland and
Dave Hinds are capable of filling the gap.
The trackers host a strong Northeastern team on

Saturday to end their dual-meet portion of the season.

Una Vision Historica

America Latina y El Imperialismo
Rome Torres

§EI Uamado ^"subdesarrollo" colonial e imperialista que ha
econdmico y politico de los pueblos favorecido el desarrollo de los
de America Latina es el resultado centros de hegemonia^ europea y
del proceso de expansion polifTca y norteamericana, en detrimento del

configurado una estructura mundial grandes ra'sgos cuatro etapas, que "

economica de Europa y de Estados
Unidos.

§EI "subdesarrollo" de American
Latina no es una condicion de mero
retraso frente a los paises
desarrollandos, ni el producto de su
incapacidad o Lentitud en adoptar
Los patrones de modernizacion de
las sociedades avanzadas. El

"subdesarrollo" de America Latina,

asi como de los demas paises del

Tercer Mundo, es mas bien el

resultado de expansion mundial del

capitalismo mercantil, a partir del

siglo XV y, mas tarde, del

capitalismo industrial desde el siglo

XIX.

Este proceso de expansion ha

desarrollo de nuestros paises.

Mediante este proceso, las clases

dominantes de los centros
hegemonicos, en alianza con las

clases dominantes de las

sociedades Latinoamericanas, han
super-ecplotado nuestros recursos
humanos y naturales y se han
apropiado de una parte sustanial de
nuestras requezas.

Las formas de dominacion y
explotacion de nuestros pueblos
han evolucionado segun se ha
desarrollado el sistema capitalista

en jos centros hegemonicos y,
segun ha penetrado este en los

paises dominados. En America
Latina se pueden distinguir a

han jado profundas huellas en su
actual situaction de dependencia y
subdesarrollo Estas son:

Dominacion Colonial Espanola y
Portuguesa.; Esta dominacion
tuvo su base en la production de
metales preciosos y de mercancliis

exoticas que contribuyeron, en un
principio, a las acumulacion de
capitales en los paises europeos y,

de esta manera, al crecimiento de
una clase capitalista bancaria y
comercial. Las re/aciones
economicas se caracterizaron por
un control mercantilista de las

co/onias, por la produccion
monocu/tiva de regiones com-
pletas, por la explotacion
latifundista de la tierra y por formas
servi/es y esclavistas de explotacion

de poblaciones indigenas y
africanas.
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2 — Independence Formal y
Dominio Econdmico Ingles.

A lo largo del periodo anterior,

los grupos productores y ex-

portadones de materias primas se
fuenon fortaleciendo gracias, en
gran medida, al creciente comercio
con Inglaterra, las cual a su vez, fue
dominando progresivamente el

comercio de las colonias espanolas

y portuguesas, al tiempo en que
emergia como la primera
metropolis, capitalista industrial.

Los grupos mineros y agro-
exportadores, con el apoyo de los

inglese y en un nrjomento en que las

guerras napoleonicas debilitan el

control colonial iberico, movilizan a
la mayor parte de los, pueblos
latinoamericanos en la busqueda de
su independencia. Sin embargo, al

imponerse estos grupos en las

guerras civiles que siguen a la

independencia, sobre etros sec-
tones de tendencia mas
nacionalista, no tardan en gravitar

en torno al nuevo centro
hegemonico: — Inglaterra,

Con todo, la dominacion hasta
fines del siglo XIX se organizo de tal

manera, que permition el for-

talecimiento de los grupos ex-

portadores de materias primas. El

dominio economico se daba mas

turn to p. 6

Cuba sponsors case

Letter dated 17 August 1971 from
the Permanent Representative of

Cuba to the United Nations
Addressed to the Secretary

General
11. The Present Situation.

13. Since 1898, the Government
in Washington has done everything
in its power to crush the aspirations
of the Puerto Rican people for

independence and to make the
island a part of the United States.

Its efforts have resulted in total

failure and the struggle of the
Puerto Rican people has become
irrepressible, forcing the colonial

Government to resort to all kinds of

maneuvers to silence internal
opposition and international
condemnation of the oppression of
Puerto Rico.

14. Today, United States colonial

rule over all aspects of Puerto Rican
life is absolute. Puerto Rico is under
the Legislative, judicial and
executive control of the United
States. The United States
Government has exclusive
jurisdiction over all questions of
citizenship, foreign affairs, defense,
immigration and emigration,
foreign trade, currency, postal

service, radio and television, air and
maritime transport. Decisions of the
Supreme Court of Puerto Rico can
be overturned by the federal courts
of the United States. All the laws
adopted by the congress of the
United States automatically apply
in Puerto Rico.

15. The United States exercises
absolute control over the economy
of Puerto Rico. American in-

vestments in Puerto Rico amount
to $1,000 million and, even ac-

cording to colonial propaganda,
yield profits each year amounting
on the average to 30 per cent of the
capital invested. American in-

vestments are exempt from all

taxes, corporation or personal taxes
for a period ranging from 12 to 17
years. In that way, Puerto Rico has
been converted into a privileged

preserve for United States
monopolies, which use it as a
source of cheap labor and exploit

the national economy without even
being subject to the rules and
restrictions in force in the
metropolitan country. For example,
the average wage of a Puerto Rican
worker is equivalent to one-third of
what an American worker earns
and the average income of the

Puerto Rico at the U.N
inhabitants of the island is half of

what is earned by the citizens of the
State of Mississippi, the poorest
state in the United States. On the
other hand, the United States has a

monopoly over Puerto Rican trade,

forcing Puerto Rico to depend

entirely on the United States
market and to carry all goods
imported from the United States in

ships of the United States mer-
chant fleet, which has a monopoly
over the island's shipping. The
result is that the average prices of

goods and basic necessities are 25
per cent higher than in New York or
other American cities.

16. The effects of this situation

on the living conditions of the
people are easy to imagine. Ac-
cording to official statistics, Puerto

Las Elecciones - Ahora
y La Comunidad

LAS ELECCIONES
AHORA Y LA COMUNIDAD

Por

Armando Morales M.
Se hace necesario en estos

momentos de crisis, plantear la

problematica con la cual nos
estamos enfrentando, como grupo
en potencia, en este centro for-

mador de conciencia burguesa.
Para realizar un analtsis que sirva

de andamiaje estructural para la

construcion del edificio de
responsabilidad que nos hemos
propuesto contruir, se hace
necesario -aun cuando ello parexca
contraproducente especialmente,
para la vanguardia de nuestra

organizacion-, abordar el tema,
partiendo de los materiales
desponsible y del terreno que
poseemos para dicha construcciofi,

y aplicarlos luego, a nuestra
realidad socio-economica y
cultural.

El edificio a que nos referimos no
es otro, que la organizacion
"Ahora" y los materiales que la

componen, sus miembors y
afiliados. "Ahora" nos presenta en
su composicion, un fenomeno
espontaneo que nada tiene que ver
con un nivel de conciencia politica

fundamentada sobre una base
ideologica revolucionaria, que Je
convierta, en una organizacion

verdaderamente progresista, y por
lo tanto, en protagonista de la

tranformacion de la clase obrera-

estudiantM, a trave's de una
metodologia marxista y a una in-

terpretacion hist67ica-cientifica de
nuestra realidad.

No, no es ciepo que "Ahora" sea
en el piano politico, un organo que
responda al objetivo de la lucha de
masas sino que se ha desarrollado,

como consecuencia de las medidas
reformistas de un sistema que
busca mas que frenar el

crecimiento cientrfico-dultural de
las minorias puertorri-quenas

turn to p. 6

Lo que mteresa por tanto es, el deseo de esa mayor.a, quienes se han organizado
pra elevar su nivel de esclarecimiento, y para desarrollar una conciencia que
contribuya efectivamente a su organizacion.

Rico has lOU^uu unemployed, that

is, 14.3 per cent of the labor force.

One-third of the population has
been forced to emigrate to the
metropolis. *°rritory of the United

States where they are subject to

harassment and discrimination,
reduced to accepting the hardest

and least well-paid jobs, crowded
together in ghettos of the big

American cities.

17. The same statistics indicate

that 81.9 per cent of the population
of Puerto Rico earns less than

$3,000 a year. In an effort to

mitigate the effects of the poverty
conditions imposed on most of the
population of Puerto Rico, the

colonial regime has established the

so-called system of "main-
tenance," which consists of the

distribution of United States farm
surpluses to needy families. On 9
September 1963, a pro-American
newspaper published in San Juan,
El Mundo, reported on the first

page: "850,000 Deople are living on
maintenance", that is, ap-
proximately 35 per cent of the

population of Puerto Rico.

18. The super-exploitation of

Puerto Rico by the United States
may be summed up in the following

statement by Josue de Castro:

"Thus, United States policy was
one of protectionism for the benefit

of an insignificant minority at the

expense of the majority of the

indigenous population, who were
forced to make the heavest
sacrifices." (Josue de Castro, The
Geopolitics of Hunger, Cuban
edition, p. 139).

19. One of the most brutal

aspects of United States colonial

rule in Puerto Rico is the military

aspect. Thirteen per cent of the

best arable on the island is oc-

cupied by a vast network of military

bases, including bases with nuclear

weapons, which have transformed
Puerto Rico into an enormous
military arsenal and constitute a

permanent threat to the peace and
security of its population while at

the same time ensuring military

occupation as a means of

strengthening colonial control over
the territory. United States milftary

activity also encompasses the
island group of Vieques and
Culebra, which are integral parts of

Puerto Rican territory. World

turn to p. 6
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The Dominican Republic
Ten Years Later

Historical background

Editorial Editorial Editorial Editorial Editorial Editorial

The Dominican Republic and
Haiti share the island of Hispaniola

which in 1492 was the site of the
first Spanish settlement in the
Western hemisphere. The Indians

on the island, which they called

Quisqueya, were then either en-
slaved or exterminated, but not
without a vigorous and prolonged
resistance.

The battle for Dominican in-

dependence against Spanish,
Haitian and then United States
domination has kept the country in

turmoil for over 150 years. In their

attempt to control the Dominican
economy foreign powers have
employed bribery, intrigue,

assassination and military in-

tervention. Each time they have
been met with strong resistance by
the Domincan people. Only those
who have traded their country's
sovereignty and development for

their own personal enrichment have
welcomed foreign domination.

United States' efforts to
dominate the country stretch back
to the early 1880s. By 1916 these
ambitions led to direct U.S. military

intervention and the imposition of

an occupation government. In the
eastern provinces, Dominicans
fought a guerrilla war against the
U.S. Marines who were carrying

out a "disarmament and
pacification" program. In some
towns the anniversary of the 1924

Marine departure is still celebrated

as a holiday.

The U.S. occupation forces left

behind a reorganized Dominican

military obedient to foreign orders.

In 1930 Rafael Trujillo, an officer

close to the U.S. forces, seized

power. For the next 31 years he

ruled the country, terrorizing the

people and looting the national

wealth. At first Trujillo followed

U.S. dictates and played the role of

the obedient servant. But near the

end, his power and greed began to

encroach on U.S. interests.

Together with members of the

Dominican oligarchy and military,

the CIA organized Truiillo's

assassination in 1961.

The popular reformist movement
which Trujillo so brutally repressed

easily won the 1962 election. When
he came to power in 1963 Juan
Bosch, the leader of this

movement, attempted to limit

foreign influence and institute

economic and social advances. He
was unable, however, to touch the

powerful Dominican military ap-

paratus that remained close to the

Pentagon. Within nine months, the

generals organized a coup that

ousted Bosch and his followers

from the government.
Revolutionary groups responded by
launching a guerrilla war in the

mountains to defeat the military,

but they were quickly repressed.

Corruption among high military

officers grew along with the in-

creasing U.S. presence. Discontent

with this corruption led some
younger officers to organize a

counter-coup in alliance with the

popular parties. On April 24, 1965,

their attempt to restore the legally

elected Bosch government led to

open fighting between the reac-

tionary and popular military fac-

tions.

Four days later, the United States

government landed an invasion

force "to protect American lives."

The popular movement was on the

verge of victory when the U.S.

troops sided with the anti-Bosch

forces. Thus the tide was turned in

favor of the reactionary generals. In

the subsequent presidential

election, the U.S. actively backed
an exiled Trujillo crony, Joaquin
Balaguer. An open wave of

repression gripped the country,

forcing Juan Bosch, Balaguer's

opponent to campaign from his

home. In the eyes of the people, the

vote was between Balaguer and the

U.S. Marines. Everyone felt that if

Bosch won the U.S. occupation

forces would remain and organize

another coup.

Balaguer's sham electorial

victory was repeated in 1970 and
1974 — even though the Con-
sitution limited the presidency to

two terms. The illegitimacy of the

Balaguer government is further

underscored by its continual
repression of the opposition. The
aspirations of the Dominican
people — the landless peasant, the

undernourished and uneducated

underpaid and unemployed worker,

the suppressed student *"d the
child — are contained in the

growing ant i Balaguer movement.

April, 1975 marks the 10th an-

niversary of the Dominican Con-
stitutionalist revolt and the sub-

sequent United States military

invasion. In the words of then

President Johnson, the aim of U.S.

intervention was to permit the

Dominican people "to freely

choose the path of political

democracy, social justice, and
economic progress." Ten years

after these events, we, the un-

dersigned, believe it is necessary for

Americans to examine the fruits of

this intervention and reconsider the

premises on which it was defended.

For the Dominican Republic,

occupation by troops of the United

States was not an unfamiliar ex-

perience. A U.S. military govern-

ment, ruling the island from 1916 to

1924, reshaped the army and
groomed one of its officers, Rafael

Trujillo, to run the country. The
Trujillo regime, probably the most
cruel and absolute dictatorship in

Latin America, finally ended after

31 years with the tyrant's

assassination in 1961.

With the passing of the Trujillo

nightmare, new democratic forces

emerged. In the first free election in

over forty years, Juan Bosch was
chosen President and his party

secured a majority in both houses
of Congress. But only seven
months later, the new government
was overthrown by a military coup
which prevented the institution of

much-needed economic, political

and social reforms.

In 1965, a popular civilian military

movement took control in Santo
Domingo, the capital of the

country, fighting to restore the

Constitution and the legitimate,

elected President, Juan Bosch. In

the ensuing civil war, the Con-

stitutionalists were nearing victory

over the anti-democratic forces

when the Johnson administration

ordered the military invasion under

the pretext of saving American lives

and countering "Communist
subversion."

10th Anniversary Declaration
The support provided by the U.S.

troops to the anti- Bosch forces

prevented the re-establishment of

the legally elected government.

United States soldiers remained
until Joaquin Balaguer, a long-time

Trujillo servant, was installed as the

new President.

United States business interests

harvested the sweetest fruits of the

1965 invasion. Since President

government's entire Duoget « iinie

more than $300 million. Private

investment has been reinforced by
a massive U.S. government
"development" program totaling

some $439 million in the same
period.

Gulf % Western Industries, a

New York-based conglomerate,

accounts for some $200 million of

U.S. holdings. GIW's agricultural

G4W produces, processes and

exports beef, fruit, vegetables and

tobacco. In a country suffering

from widespread malnutrition, this

one company removes over 10 per

cent of .the arable land from

production of foodstuffs for local

consumption. G % W's Dominican

activities have been expanding into

tourism, the cement industry,

finance and real estate. 1

Expresion Joven es conocido por su dedicacion a la lucha hberadora ..Varia*

veces arrestados y golpeados por la policia dominicana.

Johnson guaranteed that the
country would not become
"another Cuba," investors have
flocked to the island. Private U.S.
investment has reached over $600
million, more than twice the 1965
level. In comparison, the Dominican

operation in the Dominican
Republic is the company's most
profitable division. It controls one
third of the island's sugar
production — sugar representing

approximately 50 per cent of the

coiihtry's" exports. Ih addition.

With a population ot 4.5 million in

an area no larger than Vermont and

New Hampshire combined, the

Dominican Republic has become,

after Puerto Rico, the prime market

for U.S. goods in the Caribbean and

Central America. Trade with the

United States accounts for one-half

of all Dominican imports and ex-

ports.

In sum, since the 1966 invasion

U.S. investment and trade have

greatly increased their domination

of this small nation.

While the fruits of intervention

have sweetened the coffers of

American investors, tor tne

majority of Dominicans they have

been quite bitter.

On the occasion of this 10th

Anniversary:

WEAFFIRM THE RIGHT OF ALL
NATIONS TO SELF
DETERMINATION. Every nation

has the Derogative to choose its

form of government, control its

natural resources, and establish an
economic system for national

.development without foreign in-

terference. During the last decade,

the U.S. policy of intervention, as

best exemplified in the Dominican
Republic, Indochina and Chile, has

convinced us of the need to

publicly reaffirm this principle.

WE DECLARE THAT THE
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
and the multinational corporations

must no longer be permitted to

violate with impunity the
sovereignty of other nations.

WE CALL UPON OUR FELLOW
CITIZENS to join with us in ex-

pressing their solidarity with the

Dominican nation's right to self-

determination by taking the
following actions:

— Contact your congressional

representatives and demand full

and public hearings on the
Dominican operations of U.S.

corporations, banks and other

private institutions.

— Cable or write Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger (U.S. Dept.
of State, Washington, D.C. 20520)
demanding and end to all U.S.
economic, political and military-

police interference in the internal

affairs of the Dominican Republic.

La gramatica estuvo fatal en la

ultima edicion de el ECO LATINO.
Desde la Junta Editorial hasta los

preocupauos profesores del

Departamento de Espanol, todo el

mundo quedo consternado. Rueron
las siete plagas de Egipto; pero,

esta vez, convertidas en horribles

errores.

La Junta Editorial celebro una
reunion en la cumbre para tratar el

asunto. Asistieron refprsentantes
de las diferentes mesas del
"Hatch". (Como no hay
Presidpntes, ni Primer Ministro, ni

Guru^, hubo que convocar
representantes.

)

Hubo grandes discurssos,

arengas, homilias, etc. Se hicieron

los mas profundos analisis. Peritos

en linguistica bajaron las escaleras y
fueron, contratados. Fueron en

linguistica bajaron las escaleras y
fueron contratadso. Fueron
aceptadas las mas abarcadoras

propuestas para el inicio de
"exhaustivos" y angustiosos
estudios al respecto.

Los ma's agrios debates tomaron
forma esa tarde en medio de tan
romantica cafeteria. Dicen los

invitados de honor que la Real
Academia de Amherst lucia
sonrisas de cundeamor. (Senores,
llego al colmo la loquera.)

Entrada la mustia noche, se llego

a un feliz consenso: parte de los

errores fueron cometidos por los

autores de los articulos publicados,
otra parte fue perpetrada por la

imprenta y la suma responsabilidad
por ambas dislocaciones recae
sobre la Junta Editorial, amen.
Aunque nada de lo anterior

expuesto realmente sucedio*(ex-
cepto, claro, lo de los errores

gramaticales), hemos recibido
diversos mensajes de companeros
preocupados con los errores
gramaticales en el periodico. La
Junta Editorial agradece la

preocupacion. Creemos que es una
senal de que la Comunidad
comienza a preocuparse, lenta

como un suero de brea, por el

periodico. Nada mas nos puede
hacer sentir tranquilos y felices.

Tal vez, el proximo paso a darse

deba ser la colaboracfon directa el

el perioaico. Estamos neceitando
companeros que cubran diversos
frentes de noticias. Nuesiras
companeras comienzan ya en esta
edicion a producir. Eso el. Aqui
estamos.

Pero, have falta que men-
cionemos otros puntitos que
preocupan a varios companeros.
Hemos escuchado que algunos
profesores universitarios alegan

estudiantes latinos, hay com-
paneros espaTibles. Ni ellos tienen
problemas para entender lo que
decimos, ni tenemos problemas
para comprenderles. Pero, lo mas
positivo de todo es que ni ellos

hacen alarde de que el espanol que
hablan es mejor, ni nosotros
creemos que el nuestro lo sea. Cada
uno entiende a cada cual.

America Latina es rica por la

diversidad de culturas que en ella se
entremezclan. El dioma es parte de
esa mezcla. No quiere esto decir

PiftDoH
que los estudiantes Jatinos no que estemos bendiciendo la Tn^
hablamos bien el espanol. Y nos terferencia linguistica que, por
imaginamos que se refieren al ejemplo, condena Germin de
espanol que se^habla en algunos Granda en Puerto Rico. Una cosa
lugares de Espana. es enriquecerse; otra, verse

Dentro de la comunidad de obligado a suplantar la lengua

materna por la del invasor.

Esta Junta Editoria considera que
tiene una inmensa responsabilidad

educativa frentea la comunidad
hispana. No podemos permitir que
se le maltrate. Por lo tanto,

tenemos que defenderla de los

prejuicios que mentes cretinas

nutren en sus cerebros y esparcen,

como estiercol, en el campus.
En diversas ocasiones, hemos

pensado hacer publico anuncio de *'

estas pequeneces; pero, estabamos
da"ndole tiempo al tiempo. No
vemos una mejona significativa,

aunque, tal vez, estemos
equivocados.

Estamos en la mejor de las

disposiciones para ayudar a los

estudiantes que no hablan espanol

a aprenderlo. Igualmente,
queremos mejorar el nuestro. Lo
que no podemos permitir es que se

continue con la campanita
difamatoria contra el espanol que
cada uno de nosotros habla.

Vivimos el siglo XX (ya muriendo,

claro); y no estamos dispuestos a

vivir la lengua de Garcilaso Ucual de
ellos?). bde ninguno de los dos!

Miguel Rivera

Apuntes Para El Colonizado
Durante las ultimas semanas, la

Comunidad Latina ha dado
muestras de su creciente madurez
politica. Ha luchado contra
enemigos dentro y fuera de sus

propias filas; y, ha triunfado sobre

ambos con gallarda firmeza.

Aunque, no deja de haber una
tristeza y, a la misma vez, un
horrible asco como producto de
tener que luchar contra elementos

disociativos dentro de nuestras

propias fortalezas.

Se entiende, claro, como secuela

del coloniaje. Esas mentalidades

colonizadas pretenden parecerse a

toda costa en su enajenacioTi al

enemigo. Prefieren imitarlo,

seguirlo, introyectarlo. Encuentran

que en la duplicacion exacta de sus

normas y principios radica el

secreto de la aceptacion. Pie/isan

que, sin el opresor y sus metodos
de vida, la misma vida carece de
sentido. Y se arrastran recogiendo

las sobras que les tira el opresor.

Lo terriblemente desgraciado de
toda esa actitud es la ceguera que
se desarrolla en los cerebros de
estos individuos. De ellos nos dice

Freire, "Dada la inmersion los

oprimidos no alcanzan ver,

claramente, el 'orden' que sirve a

los opresores que, en cierto modo,
viven' , en ellos. 'Orden' que
frustra'ndolos en su accion, los

lleva, muchas veces a ejercer un
tipo de violencia horizontal con que
agreden a los propios companeros
por los motivos mas nimios."

Muy bien ha trabajado el colono

para que el colonizado sedimente

su agresividad en todo su cuerpo

lanzafidola primero contra los

suyos. Sinembargo, sobre eso nos

dice Fanon, "Lo,s traidores, los

pagina

vendidos, seran juzgados y

castigados."

Es que tenemos que esperar ese

tipo de conducta en algunos
colonizados. Hay que prepararse

para pararlos en seco antes de que
la patologia mental, producida

directamente poe^te. opresion, los

lleve a creerse Q^Epm^nte que han
vencido a sus prbpios comjpaneros

No hay guerra ton eom|S|f>erov

se esta" con ellos, o se
;

ellos. En ese caso, ya

de companeros;
enajenados.

Nos dice Fanon en la

de Los condenados de la tierra que,

mientras que el colono o el policia

pueden, diariamente, golpear al

colonizado sacar su cuchillo a la

menor mirada houtil o agresiva de
otro colonizado. Y es asi.* nos

recuerda, porque el ultimo recurso

del colonizado es defender su

personalidad frente a su igual.

Tragica verdad la que nos plantea

este autor. Encontramos y con-

timuaremos hallando a ese hombre
embrutecido, envilecidq, torturado

hasta lo ma's retorcido del dolor.

Ese ser perdido en el noser. Ese

hombre a quien hay que ayudarle a

salir de su pantano sin permitirle

que nos mueva centrfpetamente ni

un centimetro de pulgada. Hay que
darle la mano sin que logre

arrancarnosla.

En ese proceso tiene que en-

voverse todo el mundo. No es una
tarea de unos cuantos. Es toda la

Comunidad unida contra la fuerza

chacharera y vulgar (Pero, que no
deja de ser destructiva.) de la

enajenacion. Como bien dice el

mismo Fanon, "Todo espectador es

un cobarde o un traidor."

La experiencia nos dice que
tengamos mucho cuidado con las

ofertas de los explotadores. A
veces, creemos que un impuesto
economico (tax), o un sello

cualquiera (ser graduado o
subgraduado) nos legitimiza para
hacer lo que nos venga en gana.

Nada mas lejos de la verdad. Es
mas, que sepa la Comunidad que,

ahora que va triunfando contra sus
enemigos de adentro y de afuera,

rK> debe caer en el error de bailar

bre los restos de nuestros

Jtofot Tampoco hay que
fertcjatfo*, Es que corremos el

netgo de dtfm que nos desarme
cudlquittr 4con^Asiojv Qorj/el
enemigo. §e pueden hactr tratos,

pero, comrJfbmisij^rtoW?V
, x
^"

Nuestra CortEHfled ''se dM
pasado de buenl^en much.is

ocasiones. Tal vez, se% id recua de
los complejos de culpa^ftdai^W
inferioridad que nos ha creado el

|

opresor. Pero, eso tiene que ter-

minarse. Es necesario que se le

enseTie al pueblo a que denuncie al

ladron; que senale al criminal para

que sepa que a los companeros se

respetan, que, independientemente

de las leyes existentes, esta la ley de

los pueblos.

Estamos en medio de una lucha

por la liberacion de la mujer, la

liberacion de los hombres; o sea, la

liberacion de la Comunidad. Como
bien puntualiza Fanon, el exito de la

lucha exije la claridad de los ob
jetivos, la precision de la

metodologia y que las masas
tengap un conocimiento de la

dinamica temporal de sus

esfuerzos. AHORA, uniendo todos

los cerebros y brazos bien in-

tencionados, tiene ante si un

tremendo reto. Nada ni nadie puede
desviarla de su camino. Nadie ni

nada podra socavarle sus proezas.

AHORA es la Comunidad con-

sciente. ^
Por esa razon de lucha, los que

ahora tienen la palabra en AHORA
son los que buscan la unidad y la

efectividad. Profeticamente habkT*

Freire cuando dijo en Pedagogia del

oprimido. p. 191, que los heroes son

exactamente quienes ayer

buscaron la union para la liberacion

y no aquellos que, con su poder,

pretendian dividir para reinar.

Estos elementos que buscan la

desunion, la separacion de la

Comunidad sirven unicamente de

alicate al enemigo. Nadie sabe si lo

hacen a proposito; pero, lo cierto es

que, en la medida en que las

minonas dominan a las mayorias y

las upnmen, mantenerlas divididas

es U4*a tondicion necesaria para la

^nt^nJmjft de su poder y tirania.

£«q mejor que nosotros.

indivkkjos que pretenden

impofifcc a fr>s puebk* «u vision del

rtfmera de hacer las

cosas. No ^t^to^^lfc /vision

consensual Son imrliosigerites

majaderos cuya unica funcioo es k*

de servir de retranca. Y se sianten

bien haciendose ellos mismos ^sf-
que son revolucionarios y hasra

socialistas. Esos son un mundo
aparte donde ellos mismos se

predican y se creen sus mentiras.

Ante si mismos son todopoderosos;

pero, ante el pueblo son un mero
estruendo de mierda.

Y no pueden comunicarse con la

Comunidad. No pueden establecer

un dialogo porque alienan la

ignorancia; o sea, como dice Freire,

la ven siempre en el otro, nunca en

si mismos. Dentro de su relativa

miopia no pueden ver que la

voluntad popular es insustituible.

Luando Mao-Tse Tung hablaba
de los principios que debian
guiarnos al bregar con la

comunidad, nos decia las

necesidades de las masas y no las

necesidades nacidas de nuestra

imaginacion, igual que el deseo
libremente expresado por las

masas, las resoluciones tomadas
por ellas mismas y no aquellas que
nosotros tomamos en su lugar.

Decia Paulo hreire en la pagina 62

del libro citado que decirse com-
prometido con la liberacion y no ser

capaz de comulgar con el pueblo, a

quien continue considerando
absolutamente ignorante, es un
doloroso equivoco. Sin embargo,
hemos oido en varias ocasiones

como a nuestra Comunidad Latina

se le ha llamado ignorante. No ha

sido ya solo a miembros de ella,

sino a ella. Pero, esas mentes
cretinas no parecen reconocer que
el acto mas inteligente que esa

masa produce es el de rechazar

esponta'neamente a los individuos

que la degradan.

Lo grande de la teoria marxista es
que es correcta; y, si aplicamos su
corjcepto de tesis vs. antitesis-

sintesis, veremos con profundo
regocijo que el choque de la

Comunidad vs. alguno que otro ha
producido lo que los mas grandes
esfuerzos no habian podido lograr:

la mas fuerte unidad en toda la

Comunidad Latina; la mas estrecha
familia: AHORA.
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SEMANA LATINOAMERICANA EN UMASS
Optimismo es la nueva consigna

Por — Federico G. Borges
Indudablemente, la semana

latinoamericana tuvo muy buen
comienzo con la charla del com-
panero Juan Carlos Coral, No solo

por la calidad del analisis del

companero, sino tambien porque
en vjrtud de sus conocimientos

historicos pudo trascender el marco
de sus ejemplos argentinos para

presenternos una vision

panoramica y coherente del

movimiento obrero y be la lucha en

America Latina. El companero
Coral no solo tomo en cuenta en su

an|lisis le realidad de los paises en

si, sino tambien el papel que juega

en esta realidad el mecanismo de la

emigracion. Este enfoque se

presenta doblemente importante

para nosotros los puertorriquenos,

pues a la vez que nos enmarca den-

tro de un proceso en el cual avanza

la America Latina, se concentra en

uno de los mas graves problemas

de nuestra peculiar realidad

colonial.

Se hace pertinente una breve

descripcion del itinerario de la

exposicion del companero, porque
muchos no pudieron asistir y
escucharle. Esta descripcion
senala ra los puntos teoricos mas
importantes, relegando, sin

restarles importancia, los ejemplos

especificos a menos que fueran

esenciales para la comprension.

Comenzo por senalar como
America Latina se hace escenario

de nuevas formas de violencia

social, mostrando una
"creatividad"^Jel sistema represivo

que se creia extinta desde el

Fascismo. Dentro de ^ la

tradicionales formas de opresion y

represion, como por ejemplo la

distorcion y editorializacion del

material noticioso, y el Golpe de
Estado, senala este ultimo como la

alternative desesperada de la

burguesia nacional cuando se en

frenta a la realidad de que los

sectores porgresistas cuentan con

el apoyo popular. Senala como el

Golpe de Estado es el primer paso
de un proceso que culminana con la

ocupacion directa por las fuerzas

militares de los poderes im-

perialistas en caso de fallar el golpe.

La distorcion de la noticias con
tribuye a difundir el mito del Golpe
de Estado como intrinseco al

temperamento hispanoamericano

desplazando asi la atencion lejos de
la verdaderas causas de esta

tension social que son el juego de
intereses entre las burguesias
nacionales y los poderes im-

perialistas y ambos opuestos a

suvez a los intereses del pueblo
explotado.

Dentro de las formas mas in-

nova^doras de violencia social

senala tres como las mas

I

novedosas, a saber: la formacion de
grupos de ultraderecha, las em-
presas mixtas y las "formulas
legaloides". Senala que este
reajuste , en la politica de la

represion se opera dado el caso de
que las realidades econoVnicas han
cambiado. La integracion al

Capitalismo multinacional del

mercado de mano de obra
desencadena un fuerte descon-

tento social que los poderes no
pueden subyugar por su extension

en las masas. De ahi que surjan

estas nuevas formas de violencia.

La labor de los grupos de
ultraderecha consiste en socavar
las bases o pilares donde se apoyan
las fuerzas progresistas con actos

de violencia y terrorismo. Actos que
quedan impunes por la "eficacia y
diligencia" con que el poder
establecido investiga y
soiuciona los casos. Estas grupas
atacan a los agentes que podrian
canalizar el descontento popular
nacia la Revolucion.

Las industrias mixtas cumplen
una doble funcion pues mientras
exaltan falsos sentimientos
nacionales, y atenuan
provisionalmente el descontento, a

su vez reafirman el poder da las

empresas multinacionales v
comprometen aun mas los in-

tereses de la burguesia nacional.

Bajo esta nueva mascara se sigue la

explotacion. (Mentiriamos si no nos
huele a Superpuerto, Navieras y
Telefonica.)

Juan Carlos Coral
expone elocuentemente
la realidad
latinoamericana de hoy.
Las "formulas legaloides" no

necesitan explicarse pues van
desde racionalizaciones como la

Alianza para el Porgreso hasta el

Estado Libre Asociado. Este ni es
estado, ni Jibre, ni asociado, ni

libremente asociado, ni "es" de
cualquier forma que lo opngan sino
una mascara para la explotacio'n,

una muy legalmente sofisticada

forma de coloniaje, como ya lo

declaran las Naciones Unidas. (Los
companeios de Eco Latino se
ocupan en estos momentos de
publicar los docurnentos y el

arfalisis de esta desicion de la ONU)
Toda esta situacion arranca de

un descontento general con, los

movimientos populistas de decadas
anteriores. El pueblo se ha dado
cuenta de cuan vacuas eran^sus
promesas y de como la situacion no
ha cambiado; antes bien ha em-
peorado. Cita como ejemplos el

Peronismo y el Munosismo. Este
descontento creciente no puede ser

Guasabara llego
Este es el grito de ataque de un

grupo de estudiantes de New
Jersey y New York que se han dado
a la tarea de hacer teatro com-
prometido. Surge el grupo del seno
del curriculo. El creciente interes de
sus miembros por los problemas de
la comunidad lo aleja de su funcion

academica y le adjudica una
funcion social. Los componentes
del arupo escriben, montan y
actuan en sus obras El genesis de
estas obras, segun comentarios de
los componentes, responde al

concepto de creacion colectiva. El

grupo no trabaja con un texto dado
de antemano. Solamente existen

unas tineas generales que deben
seguirse y que constituyen el

mensaje. Este mensaje toma su

propia forma en el intercambio de
los actores entje si y de estos con el

mensaje. Estft^metodo de rienda

suelta a la tmaginacjon de los

actores que no se ven cenidos a las

indicaciones de un autor. La im-

provisacion juega un papel im-

portante.

La imaginacion de los com-
paneros es fecunda y se las arregla

para utilizar las posibilidades del

cuerpo humano a capacidad.
Cobran importancia los gestos, los

movimientos colectivos, y los

sonidos varios de que es capaz la

voz humana. Estos sonidos a su vez

dan cabida a la musica que se

integra a la pieza. Todos estos

elementos van encaminados a

reconstruir una realidad

desmitificada. A continuacion, me
explico.

La realidad se nos presenta en
toda su crudenza, sin atender los

escrupulos que dictaba a la vieja

escuela el buen gusto. El lenguaje

se presenta como arma de dos filor:

creador de fantasias. Un ejemplo
que me parece magnmco para

ilustrar estas tendencias es la

substitucion del "princess
telephone" por una chica coron-

dad. Las ilusiones creadas, por

medio, de la desvirtualizacion del

lenguaje, por las clases dominantes
quedan asi expuestas en toda su

carga de ridicule En su afan por

envolver al publico en una reaccion

colectiva rompen con la cuarta

pared y se .lanzan fuera del

escenario: "...bacalaitos.^per-

vezas...alcapurrias..." El publico

reacciona favorablemente y
efectivamente compra" algunos

bacalaitos. Coherente con su
realidad bilingue,^ utilizan in-

distintamente el espanol y el ingles'

Su esfuerzo primordial es el de la

denuncia.Este esfuerzo presupone
un publico determinado. Presentan

los problemas como ver-

daderamente aparecen en la

realidad del publico y esperan que
la reaccion ultima venga del

publico. Seria innonsistente con
sus esfuerzos anteriores de en-

volver al publico en el proceso
dramatico el proponer soluciones al

canalizado por la clase sindical que

se ha asimilado a la burguesia

nacional. Resta organizar el

descontento en la masa misma del

pueblo: entre los campesinos y los

trabajadores. Senala como ejemplo

el fruto de tal organizacion en la

Argentina, donde los propietarios

capitalistas negocian no con los

funcionariossindicales, sino con los

obreros mismos. ^
Dentro de este acapite senala la

distincion entre nivel de conciencia

y nivel cultural. Confusion que mas
de una vez hemos oido manejar. El

nivel de conciencia arranca del

desegano sufrido por el pueblo al

no ver las promesas de las cam-

panas cumplidas, arranca de sus

niveles de vida bajos, del efecto en

sus vidas de los fenomenos de

recesion e inflacion que a nivel

mundial se dan juntos. Este nivel de
conciencia, este descontento
colectivo nada tiene que ver con
hablar siete idiomas o diferenciar un
Renoir de un Roualt.

Senala dos intentos fallidos de

canalizar este descontento en la

medida en que no tomaron en

cuenta el apoyo popular: la guerrilla

y la lucha estudiantil. De necho
senala como pueden convertirse en

factores detractores del proceso

revolucionario cuando no cuentan

con el apoyo de las masas

mayontarias.

Por ultimo senala la importancia

de los grupos chicanos y puer-

torriquenos en los E.E.U.I. como la

vanguardia del frente de la lucha
interna contra el imperialismo.

Observa muy apropiadamente
como la coalicion de fuerzas se ve
facilitada tanto por el factor del

enemigo comun y de un mrsmo
descontento, como por el factor

cultural de lengua y tradiciones

cornunes. Los comentarios
polemicos de pasadas actividades
sobre este punto, ?Que nos une?,
se revelan estrechos. In-

dubablemente ambas razones
coinciden con gran importancia en
el proceso de coalicion. Si se duda
de que este proceso esta en
camino, se ignoran hechos como la

concentracion del Madision Square
Garden.

Esta descripcion esquematica, ha
sido un intento de resumir algunas
de las ideas del companero Juan
Carlos Coral por parecernos im-

pertantes y alentadoras para
nuestro propio analisis de la

realidad puertorriauena. In-

dudablemente, el espiritu, como el

ha senalado al final de su charla,

debe ser uno de optimismo, ya que
la lucha es nuestra y asi la victoria.

INeneceremos!

problema. Las soluciones deben
venir del publico. La solucion es un
proceso que desencadena la obra y
se cristaliza en el publico. La
consigna final es mas genuina

cuando nace del publicq^con-
cientizado que reacciona. En su

denuncia atacan tipos que quizas

para muchos pasen desapercividos:

el capataz, el agente de emigracion,

el "farmer", el politico. Se desn-

mascaran, por medio de la ironia,

sus palabras de doble sentido.

Recordemos aqui la doble aparicion

de la Sra. Gomez del Departamento
de Emigracion del Estado Libre

Asociado, y el nuevo sentido que
cobran ^>us palabras de In-

troduction al ser repetidas delante

del cadaver de Cheo de las futura

madre que se desploma y de la

escena de la agresion de Tono.
Los cuatro actos de ?Como estas

Puerto Rico? se cierran en si*

mismos. El primero nos presenta
una ingerjiosa refundicion del
Genesis blblico en que el hombre,
creado a ima'gen y semejanza de
Dios, crea a su vez, a su imagen y
semej anza, un instrumento de
destruccion, el hombre-soldado. No
dejan de estar presen tes in-

terpretaciones bib*licas muy
modernas: "Dios esta muerto" o
dormido,; la concepcion del primer
crimen como pruducto del hambre
y la lucha por la supervi vencia. El

segundo^ acto ubica al puer-
torriqueno en su nuevo medio:
E.E.U.U. Trata sobre la emigracion
a las fincas. El tercero nos presenta
ironbicamente los problemas con
que se enfrenta al tratar de con-
seguir apartamento, una vez ha
decidido establecerse. El ultimo

expone los'problemas del discrimen
una v£z ya establecidos: los abusos
|policiacos y la posicion de aquello

ciudadanos que se asimilan m
'sistema llegando a renegar de u

gente. El instrument de
destruccion del Genesis re' . ece
en la forma del policiS, c ' el

mismo gestg, extermina los

puertorriquenos. Por este ,uego
entre el principio y el fin, queda
incluida la infrahistoria del puer-

torriquenoen E.E.U.U. en un marco
universal.

El grupo cuenta con actores muy
versatiles. Indudablemente un
factor que corre adverso al

desarrollo de todas las posibilidades

del grupo es el hecho de que no
cuentan con suficiente tiempo para
su labor como grupo de teatro. En
el presente se reunen una vez la

semana por tres horas. El

refinamiento de tecnica es
producto del continuo ejercicio.

Seria injusto pedirlo. El grupo tiene

entre sus planes trabajar durante el

verano para mejorar las obras ya
escritas y montar nuevas. Hasta el

momento han montado once.
Esperan encontrar fondos para
llevar a cabo este proyecto.
Trabajando con un sueldo por sus
esfuerzos artisticos podrian
dedocajse por completo al teatro.

Ademas se proponen crear teatro

comprometido con marionetas para
audiencias infantiles. IValen mucho
muchachos, adelantel

Federico G. Borges
Amherst, Mass. abril 75.

..En el simposio soore la mu|er iievado a cabo el vienes de la Semana
latinoamericana^ se integro la problematica del feminismo con la lucha de clases y
la explotacion de la mujer vis a vis con la lucha de la humanidad en general.

La Nueva Cancion:
Amor y Lucha

Cantando a "la revolucion por la

creacion del hombre nuevo" dos
trovadores de la Nueva Cancion
puertoriquena, Ernesto Luis
"Neftin" y Jose Nogueras, can-
taron a una audencia que lleno el

anfiteatro de Herter Hall, el martes
15 de Abril, en el segundo acto de la

Semana Latinoamericana.

Los dos cantores se ven como
trabajadores de la resistencia
cultural de pueblo puertorriqueno
contra la invasion sociocultural del

imperialismo norteamericano. "Yo
canto de un futuro negado, de una
revoluci6"n sincera.", dice
Nogueras. "No somos solamente
cantores. No somos especiales.

Nuesua cancion esta integrada a la

practica socialista. Cantamos las

emociones del pueblo con sin-

cendad y humildad."

Cantores de la cancion politica er

sus ^principios, hoy, su mayo
empeno va" a la integracion de
folklor puertorriqueno a
movimiento de la Nueva Cancion
Utilizando los ritmos tipices suj
letras transmiten la vida diaria, Ioj

problemas, la emocion, el sentir y It

esperanza de un pueblo en lucht
por su liberacion. Desde las can
ciones de Antonio CabaTT, "EL
TOPO", y Noel Hernandez hasta los

poemas de Antonio Corretjer, e
mensaje de amor por el hombre y la

solidaridad latinoamericana
quedaron con nosotros.

De regreso a Puerto Rico, aparte
de su narticipacion en actos de
agitacion, como parte de "Canto
Libre;' y conjuntamente con otros

inte?pretes de la Nueva Cancion,
habraTT de participar en un Con-
cierto en ej Colegion de Abogados.
El proposito de este acto es
financial el primer programa de la

Nueva Cancion en la radion
puertorriquena, "Canto Libre".
Ademas, en la distribucion de

para el sello Arte y ouitura Puer-
torriquena. El disco es un homenaje
a un compaTlero muerto durante un
incidente con la policia el ano
pasado. Esta grabacion es el

producto colectivo de varios
cantantes de la Nueva Trova; entre
ellos, Jose'y Neftin.

La unidad de Massachusetts vibro ante el mensaje
musical de vanguardia.

Simposio: la mujer
latinoamericana

En la gran mayoria de las ponencias que se celebran en tomo a la

liberacion femenina, se brega con el problema desde un punto de vista

exclusivamente sexual. En contraste, en el simposio sobre la majer Iievado

a cabo el viernes de la Semana latinoamericana, se integro* la problematica

del feminismo con la lucha de clases y la explotacion de la mujervis a vis

con la lucha de la humanidad en general. Tras la presentacion por la

comp/nera Gloria Ortiz, nos ofrecio la Dra. Carmen Puigdollers un cuadro

historico de la mujer puertorriquena mostrandonos como a pesar de los

prejuicios tradicionales hacia la mujer en nuestras sociedades y

especificamente en la sociedad puertorriquena, la mujer boricua tiene una

historia de lucha activa desde siempre. La historia, sin embargo, ha in-

sistido en minimizar la lucha de la mujer y someterla al papel tradicional de

mujer-esposa aun en las gesujs revolucionarias. Nos indico la Dra.

Puigdollers como en la revolucion de Lares en el 1868 las mujeres acep-

taron igual responsabilidad que los hombres: firmes en la necesidad de

destruir un sistema injusto. Mariana Bracetti, conocida como Brazo de

Oro, es una de las muchas figuras de mujeres que han estado en la lucha

de la liberacion de nuestro pueblo. Se suman a Mariana Bracetti, mujeres

como Lola Rodriguez de Tio, conocida por sus tertulias subversivas; y ya

en nuestro siglo surgen mujeres que defenderan el sufragio femenino

como Luisa Capetillo, que escribe el primer manifesto sobre la liberacion

femenina. En el 1917 se forma la Liga Femenina. En el campo intelectual,

nos dice, contamos con varias figuras, entre las que sefdesteca la de Nilita

Vientos- Gaston, fundadorajde la vevista Asomante y primera mujer en

dirigir el Ateneo Puertorriqueno. Paso a mencionar como en la decada de

los '30 y los '40 las mujeres como Blanca Canales, para concluir la

heroicidad con el gesto de Lolita Lebron en el 1954.

Concluyo la Dra. Puigdollers, elogiando a las jovenes puertorriquenas

que en el 1970 se batieron en Rio Piedras a bogando por la eliminaccion del

ROTC y nos leyo un poema suyo dedicado a la joven Antonia Martinez,

asesinada por las fuerzas de represion policiacas

La companera Digna Sanchez planteo el problema de la mujer en la

sociedad capitalista y en la sociedad socialista, trazando el desarrollo de la

evolucion de la familia a traves de la historia. La mujer en la sociedad

capitalista es victima de la explotacion y que se le exige el trabajo en el

hogar sin paga, y es un servivio que esta mujer oprimida hace al estado, v

que si no lo hace el sistema se paralizaria y habria que hacer esta funciori

en forrpa sociatozada. Esta explotacio'n de la mujer, sin embargo, nos dice la

companera Sanchez, no se puede ver como uncaso aislado. "El problema

no es de la mujer, sino de la sociedad." Insistio Digna en que "una mujer

puertorriquena que verdaderamente desee justicia e igualdadpo es

meramente una feminista, sino una revolucionaria." Se nos senalaron

ejemplos de mujeres que han estado al frente de su pueblo en lucha como
las mujeres vietnamitas y las mujeres cubanas.

Termino la companera Digna Sanchez insistiendo que no se puede
hablar de emancipacion de la mujer, sin hablar de la emancipacion de la

humanidad.
tm^ ^

Luego de la charla de la companera Digna Sanchez pasamos a la Dra.

Helen Rodriguez-Trias, la cual relaciono el problema de salud de la mujer

puertorriquena con la estructura de poderes en la sociedad capitalista.

Analizo este problema desde dos perspectivas: la primera siendo el de la

mujer como fuerza trabajadora en el campo de la salud, industria en la cual

la mujer ocupa la posicidn principal nurriericamente hablando, pero en gran

desventaja con la empleomania masculina; la segunda perspective: la de

ver a la mujer puertorriquena como instrumento para pruebas cientrficas de
programas establecjdos por el gobierno de los Estados Unidos. Uno de
estos programas y el que mas ruido ha hecho en los ultimos meses ha sido

el Programa de control poblacional que en Puerto Rico fue establecido por

el Partido Popular. Este programa ha "logrado" que en la decada de los '30

esterrtjzaran el 5 per centavo de nuestra poblacion femenina, que en las dos
decadas subsiguientes aumentara a un 25 per centavo y en la decada del

'60 siguiera en aumento hasta llegar al 35 per centavo. O sea que mas de
jna tercera parte de la poblacion de mujeres puertorriquenas entre las

idades de los 21 y los 45 anos estan hoy dia esterilizadas. Estas

»sterilizaciones masivas van en ascenso segun bajamos a la clase

trabajadora. Nos dijo la Dra. Rodriguez-Trias que la politica gubernamental

actual es acrecentar este numero de mujeres esterilizadas y llegar a las

cinco mil para loprar que no haya crecimiento problacionai ~- n -ono Rico.

Nuestra ultima conferenciante, la Dra. Diva Sanjur, empezo aludiendo

a un hecho de gran interest donde hay una gran contradicion. Nos senalo

como el uso de los contraceptivos van dirigidos hacia la mujer, a pesar de

que la mujer es menos indicada para ello por razones fisiologicas.

Explico'la Dra. Sanjur como el hecho de que la mujer latinoamericana

este saliendo a trabajar fuera, le haya dado un sentido de independencia,

asi como que el marido le tenga mas respeto, y en general, haya mas
felicidad en el hogar. ^

Otra area donde se ha cambiado par lo mejor ha sido en el area de la

sobreproteccion de la mujer latina hacia el marido y los ninos.

Al Concluir el simposio, nos quedo muy claro que la lucha de la

Iiberaci6*n no es exclusive de la mujer, sino que es de todos. - ^>
Carmen Ana Suarez-Galban

El exito del cine cubano es una
demostracion de lo que puede conseguir un
pueblo cuando toda su energia y creatividad

se vuelcan en un esfuerzo solidario y
colectivo.

Con el triunfo de la Revolucion, Fidel

Castro pidio que se preparara la ley para
fundar el Instituto de Cine Cubano. El 24 de
Marzo de 1959, se proclamo dicha ley, la

primera en el campo cultural hecha por la

Revolucion. Asi"haci6""lCAIC.

El ICAIC (Instituto Cubano del Arte e
Industrias Cinemato-graficas) es algo asi

como un "ministerio del cine." Controla
todos los aspectos jle produccion y

G iron: Otra Victoria De Cuba y Dei Cine Revolucionario
educacion cinematografia como son: el

entrenamiento de estudiantes de cine, la

produccion de noticieros, documentales y
peliculas de largo y corto metraje, la

supervision de los teatros cubanos y la

exportacion e importacion de peliculas.

ICAIC ha producio unas cincuenta
peliculas de medio y largo metraje desde
1959, unos 300 documentales y cortos y mas
de 500 noticieros. Esta cantidad de films de
gran calidad cinematogratica ha hecho al

cine cubano merecedor de muchos premios
en festivales de nine en Latinoamerica, Asia y
Europe.

Sin embargo en Estados Unidos* el cine

cubano ha tenido grandes problemas para

ser exhibido y para recibir el elogio de los

criticos y profesionales del cine. Hace un ano
atras la Sociedad de Criticos de Nueva York
le ctorgo el premio a la mejor pelicula ex

tranjera a Memorias del Subdesarrollo (1968)

excelente film cubanp, que a juicio de An-
drew Sarris, el critico neoyor-quino, fue

prem.ada ante todo por su gran calidad

artistica. Pero al venir su director Tomas
Gutierrez Aleas a recibir dicho premio el

gobierno de U.S.A. le nego la entrada a este

1972 el gobierno de los Estados Unidos habia
clausurado el primer Festival de Cine Cubano
en U.S.A. Asi'al publico americano se le ha

negaao el privilegio de ver el excelente
trabajo de los cineastas cubanos.

Durante la Semana Latinoamericana aqui
en la Universidad de Massachusetts se
presento' unos de los documentales
producidos por ICAIC. Giron (Bay of Pigs)
producida en Cuba por ICAIC en 1973 y
dirigida por Manuel Herrera, recrea el asalto a
Bahiade Cochinos por tro'pas de exilados
pais. Esta no fue la primera ocasion en que se
rechazo al cine cubano en este pais. Ya en
cubanos apoyados por la CIA, en Abril de
1961.

Manuel Herrera en este "semi-
documental" dejargo metraje utiliza a la vez

tecnicas escenicas y documentales
propiamenta tales para recrear todo el

episodio de Bahia de Cochinos. Nos muestra
por medio de diferentes tecnicas y elementos
cinematograficos, desde los primeros
bombardeos de las tropas mercenarjas hasta
la toma de Bahia de Cochinos por las tropas
revolucionarias. Herrera emplea entrevistos

con los participantes del suceso en realidad;

emplea tambien reposiciones del escenario y
escenas de la lucha; hace uso de mapas para
indjear el movimiento y tacticos de los
ejercitos e intercala tomas documentales de
la epoca y fortografias del asalto.

Giron es hasta cierto punto un film ex-

perimental ya que mezcla a proposito

secuencias documentales y actuadas, ex-

perimento que no deja de ser osado, pero

hecho con exito, ya que en ciertos

momentos parecen invisibles los juegos de

imagenes reales con aquellas recreadas. Con
esta mezcla Manuel Herrera logra darle una

narracion mas dramatica y continuada a su

documental. ^
Giron es por lo tanto una "pelicula de

guerra" pero tambien es una pelicula sobre

los hombres y las mujeres que pelearon esa

guerra. La gente y sus historias

correspondientes son los protagonistas de

esta pelicula; son hombres y mujeres de

carne y hueso que participaron en cada una
de las anecdotas que se cuentan o recrean en

el filn\ Vemos por ejemplo, a los pilotos

contandonos sus intentos de bombardear a

las barcas invasoras; vemos al soldado que
trata de usar una aranada recordando el

modo como lo habia visto hacer en el cine;

vemos a los combatientes y al campesino
que recuerda su sorpresa ai ver descender a

los paracaidistas en su campo y vemos a una
alfabetizadora que nos cuenta como fue

capturada ella y sus companeros por la tropa

mercenaria.

A nesar de que en ciertos mc oios el

film esta recargado de escenas de guerra
recreadas, nerrera logra x>roducir un am-
biente jealmente dramatico con la^jux-
taposicion de elementos cinematograficos.

P^ro el valor de este documental no reside

solo en su tecnica experimental sino que
:omo la mayoria de los documentales
;ubanos logra informar entreteniendo, logra

3ducar sin predicar. Giron es pues, no soio

una narracidn lograda del episodio de Bahi<f

de Cochinos sino que es la historia de estos

hombres y mujeres que dieron y dan la vida

por defender y construir el socialismo en su
pais
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Elecciones - Ahora y La Comunidad
™""» ^^ ^^ ^^ ^T\_ * , . s nup ccic mmnnnmrtos no nan sido

babemos sin em-
bargo/ los individuos
que se prestaron a ese
juego derrotista, y fue

esta percepcion, lo que
le hizo exclamar al

companero Eugenio
Suarez Galvan; "esto

me suena a un golpe

gorila".

cont. from pg. 1

I at inoamericanas, intenta

..eutralizar todo intento de accion

"combativa hacia la consecuciOn de

una conciencia verdaderamente

revolucionaria.

Hemos dicho que su com
posicion se debe a un fenomeno

causal de espontaneidad, y esto es

cierto, porque lo que nos ha

reunido aqui, a un grupo grupo

heterogeneaVnente desigual, no ha

sido la necesidad de agruparnos

para enfrentarnos a lal imniente

peligrosidad de destrucion del

capitalismo, sino, la busqueda

puramente personal de un

crecimiento enagenado de todo

conocimiento racional de la

movilidad historica, vergibracia a la

bendicion de la gran democracia

Americana."

producto de esta habil maniobra

de la clase dominante, nos hemos
encontrados aqui, formando parte

estructuralmente de una

organizacibn, que recoge solo a

nivel de individuos, a la verdaderas

necesidades de las comunidades
hispano hablantes. No estamos
haciendo concepciones de prin-

cipios, sino tratando de hacer una

diferenciacion a nivel ideologico,

para poder entender objetivamente

la posicion de "Ahora" en su papel

de organizacion, y de organizadora.

Los problemas a que esta

organizacion se ha enfrentado,

tales como las posiciones de

algynos compaTTeros, miopes
politicamente, el legaismo a

rejatablas de algunos y la apatia de

otros, demuestra, por si mismo, lo

dicho, por nosotros en este articulo.

El proceso eleccionario a fines del

Mes de Abril, ha sido el hecho mas
reciente de la descordenada
confusionista en que nos ha sumido

la falta de una plataforma

ideologica, que canalize correc-

tamente todo el sentir de los

rniembros mas alejados de la

organizaci6*n, y empuje hacia las

tomas de posiciones ma's radicales,

a sus rniembros mas activos.

En rigor, hay una contradiccion

fenomenologica que se da en la

composicion pequeno burguesa de

nuestros seudos liberales. Una
contradiccion condicionada a la

concesion abstracta de nuestra

formacion ideofogica-educacional,

al calor de la finajidad de la

burguesia y el colonialismo, que es,

la de evitar a todo trance, la toma

de conciencia tant de los

estudiantes como de la clase

obrera, alrededor de una
organizacion eficaz.

Este condicionamiento, esta

miopia, este engeno en que ha,n

caido algunos compaTTeros, vic-

timas asimilacionistas de las

estructuras que buscan una mejor y
mayor super explotacioYi conlleva

irremediablemente a la pola —
rizacion que hemos visto y vivido en
el zeno de nuestra organizacion.

Estos companeros, que caen

inconscientsmente en la con-
tradiccion que hemos mencionado,
de que siendo victimas directa de la

explotacioVi, de la discriminacion

racial y social, se convierten en

defensores de quienes lo explotan y
los miran como seres de segunda
categona. Bon estos compaTTeros

que por muy bien intencionados

que esten se convierten en los

oponentes de la organizacion que
les trajo aqui, y que los defiende.

En su postura eauivocada, ad-

vienen a la condicion de enemigos
de las comunidades donde viven

y amigos, y

enemigos de

ellos mismos.
Lenin al referirse a las personas

que siendo victimas de la mentira

burguesa se convjerten en sus

defensores, nos decia; "Y no solo

personas que dependen direc

tamente de la burguesia, no solo

quienes se hajlan oprimidos por el

yugo del capital o corrompidos por

un gran

sus familiares

definitivamente en

numero de

de

este, (hay

cientificos, artistas, curas, etc.,,

todas clases al servicio, del capital),

sino incluso quienes se hallan

simplemente influidos por el

prejuicio de la libertad burguesa".

Veamos, pues, lo aue termina de

suceder con algunos individuos que
presentandose a servir a las ideas

desnutridas de las clase en el poder,

trataban de apuntalar el desorden

en nuestra organizacion.

No es un secreto para nadie, que
tras el proceso elecciopario, se

escondia la cara del facismo, los

enemigos de los pobres, de la clase

trabajadora, y de toda ooganizacion

que busca romper el hielo de la

indtferencia y la explotacion

Sabemos sin embargo,

dividuos que se prestaron a ese

juego derrotista, y fue esta per

cepcioVi lo que le hizo exclamar al

comparfero Eugenio Suarez Glavan;

"Esto me suena a un golpe rorila",

y fue precisamente ante esa per-

spectiva osxurantista, que. la

los in-

comumdad reacciono, y abrirj un

parentess para que el sector

consciente, explicara el significado

de esa jugada divisoria, a la fuz de

las necesidades de las mayorias, en

denfensa seimpre de los verdaderos

intereses historicos de la misma.

No entender las maniobras de

distorcion de los elementos mas
atrazados ideologicamente de
nuestra organizacion, "para no
avertirlo es preciso ser un servidor

consciente de la burguesia o un
hombre pofiticamente muerto, al

que los polvorinetos libros

burgueses le impiden ver la vida tal

como es y que esta impregnado
hasta la medula de prejuicios

democratico-burgueses, por lo que
objectivamente se ha cpnvertido en

lacayos de la burguesia".

Es que, no se puede olvidar el

caracter limitado de toda in-

stitucion, organizaci6n e incluso de

un Estado, que pretenda funcionar

con las herramientas que provee el

parlamentarismo burgires.

Las masas oprimidas siepnpre

encontraran a sus pasos, mil ob
stabulos en la busqueda de sus

reivindicaciones las flagrantes

subceptibilidades de las con
tradicciones entre el deseo de

unificacion de una mayoria
alrededor de una vanguardia, y la

franca hostilidad de una minoria

que siendo privilegiados por un
lado, constituyen junto a todos los

demas, lo que la sociedad que tiene

los medios de produccion y con-

sumo-, excreta de si misma.

"En la democracia^ burguesa,

valiendose de mil ardides -tantos

mas ingeniosos y eficaces cuanto

mas desarrollados esta la

democracia "pura"-, los capitalistas

apartan a las masas de la par

ticipacron en el gobierno, de la

libertad de reunion y de prensa,

etc."

Si es cierto que "Ahora" adolece

de la falta de una filosofia

revolucionaria, no es menos cierto,

que sus componendos no nan sido

ajeno a esa situacion. Eso hoy por

hoy, constituye la preocupacion

fundamental de sus mas genuinos

representantes, y que ya,

irreductiblemente buscan romper.

Porque lo que cuenta es la in-

tencion, la experiencia de masas

con que cuenta, y la extracion de

clase de sus rniembros que han

vistos en ella, el unico camino

viable hacia sus reivindicaciones.

Lo que interesa por tanto es, el

deseo de esa mayoria, quienes se

han organizado para elevar su nivel

de esclarecimiento, y para

desarrollar una conciencia que
contribuya efectivamente a su

organizacion.

Cuando estas condiciones se dan

"las, bases para esarrollar una

politicia independiente de y para la

clase obrera estan dada" El temor

narrado, ayudo a superar el

estrecho ambito de nuestra in-

dividualidad, ayudo a descubrir el

valor de la unidad.

El sentimiento de no hacer nada,

de "a mi no me importa la

organizacion porque nunca hace

nada, y se pasan la vida discutiendo

disparates" quedo ahogado por el

verdadero sentido de nuestra

situacion de minoria, por los lazos

que unen nuestras necesidades,

angustias, iluciones, temores y
esperanzas.

Es la conciencia de vernos una

vez mas amenazados, a traves del

corte de un presupuesto
economico, que terminana por

destruirnos fisica-intelectualmente,

lo aue ha elaborado una forma

autentica de entender que "solos"

llegariamps al suicidio, que "jun-

tos" seriamos duerTo del marfaha,

que juntos lleganamos al fondo del

otro, que nos hace fuerte, un
complemento a lo que nunca
conseguiriamos aisladamente.

UN PUEBLO UNIDO JAMAS
SERA V E N C I D

Puerto Rico at the United Nations******
cont. from pg. 1

opinion has been aware of the

criminal conduct of the United

States armed forces, which are

using the territory of Culebra as a

firing range for weapons testing,

thus seriously jeopardizing the lives

of the people of Culebra, who are

engaged in a vigorous battle for the

dismantling of the installations

established on their island by the

United States Navy.

20. Puerto Rico, as a colonial

territory, has no armed forces of its

own. Yet Puerto Ricans have been
made liable for compulsory military

service in the armed forces of the

United States. Some 200,000
PiiRrto Ricans served in the United

States Army in the First World War,

400,000 in the aggression against

the Democratic People's Republic

of Korea in 1950. The imposition of

compulsory military service on

Puerto Ricans is a crude display of

colonialism and racism.

21. The number of Puerto Ricans

who have thus been sacrificed to

the aggressive interest of United

States imperialism is propor-

tionately greater than the figure for

citizens of the metropolitan territory

of the United States itself. Thus,

the newspaper el Mundo reported

on 22 May 1967 that Puerto Rican

casualties in the war of aggression

against Viet-Nam are higher than

those for 18 states of the United

States and the District of Columbia.

///. The Case of Puerto Hico in the

United States.

22. In 1953, the General

Assembly adopted resolution 748

(VIII) relieving the United States of

the obligation to submit the reports

referred to in Article 73 of the

Charter in the case of the Territory

of Puerto Rico, because the latter

had achieved commonwealth
status. Inoperative paragraph 9 of

the resolution, the General

Assembly stated the following:

"The General Assembly

"Expresses its assurance that, in

accordance with the spirit of the

present resolution, the ideals

embodied in the Charter of the

United Nations, the traditions of the

people of the United States of

America and the political ad-

vancement attained by the people

of Puerto Rico, due regard will be

paid to the will of both the Puerto

Rican and American peoples in the

conduct of their relations under

their present legal statute, and also

in the eventuality that either of the

parties to the mutually agreed

association may desire any change
in the terms of this association.

The resolution was adopted in

the Fourth Committee by a narrow

majority of 22 countries in favor, 18

against and 19 abstentions. In order

to obtain such a majority, the

United States Government had not

only to exert all kinds of pressure

and carry out endless diplomatic

Visiona Historica
cont. from pg. 1

bien a traves del control financiero

y de las ventajas comerciales. Los

grupos agro exportadones, por su

parte mantuvieron su dominjo

interno a traves de la apropiacion

concentrada delas tierras y la sobre

explotacion de los campesines.

3 — Expansion de la Hegemonia
Norteamericana en America Latina.

Desde fines del siglo XIX y

conincidiendo con la concentracibn

monopolica financiera e industrial

en los paises capitalistas in-

dustrials, Estados Unidos desplaza

progresivamente a Inglaterra como
metropolis hegemonica en America

Latina. A diferencia del control

ingles del siglo XIX, la dominacion

norteamericana descansa cada vez

ma's en el control director de los

sectores^. estrategicos,, de

produccion ninera y agricola. De

este modo, losjradicionales grupos

mineros y agncolcjs pierden el poco

control que tenian sobre los sec-

tores exportadores. ^
4 — Cpnsolidacion de las

Hegemonia Mondial de Estados

Unidos Y Control de las Cor-

poraciones mumnacionales de la

Industrializacion Latinoamericana.
El debilitamiento del capitalismo

mundial en las dos guerras mun-
diales y la depresibn de los 30,

obliga a las clases dominantes
latinoamericanas a orientar la

produccion hacia el mercado in-

terno. Estas circunstancias per-

miten por un tiempo, en algunos
paises latinoamericanos, un grado
de desarrollo industrial , bajo el

control de las burquesias locales.

Sin embargo, esia z'*'^c\6r\

empieza a cambiar a partir del fin de
la segunda guerra mundial, con el

ascenso de Estados Unidos como
centro hegemonico indiscutible el

capitalismo mundial. Un rasgo

distintivo de este rjeriodo es la

enorme concentracion del capital

en la forma de corporaciones

multinacionales con base en
Estados Unidos y con operaciones

que penetrant en todas las

sociedades capitalistas, inciuyendo

las mas avanzadas.

En America Latina en particular,

las operaciones de estas cor-

poraciones reflejan una nueva

forma de dominio economico

maneuvers Dut also to make a

pronouncement in the General

Assembly through its then

representative, Henry Cabot Lodge,

who stated as follows:

"I am authorized to say on behalf

of the President (of the United

States) that if, at any time, the

Legislative Assembly of Puerto

Rico adopts a resolution in favor of

more complete or even absolute

independence, he will immediately

thereafter recommend to Congress

that such independence be

granted."

See next number of the

"ECO LA TINO", the con-

tinuation of this important event.

ELBCP
Informa
El compa*nero Jose "Nicky" dej

Valle hace su practica de consejena

en el BCP. Tal vez, esta se convierta

en la primera ocasion en que el BCP
sirve tan importante tarea. Vemos
en ella una gran promesa. Un dia no

lejano el Bilinaual Collegiate

Program asumira otras importantes

encomiendas en el desarrollo in-

telectual de los estudiantes latinos

de la Universidad de

Massachusetts. Pa'lante, Nicky.
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La Junta Editora del ECO
LATINO hace otro llamado a

los companeros que viven en
los pueblos cercanos a

Amherst para que nos traigan

las noticias que desean ver

impresas en nuestro periodico.

Se espera la colaboracion
especialisima del sector
femenino. De la misma
manera, \ buscamos la

colaboracion de todos los

estudiantes de nuestra
comunidad que deseen
escribir.

Salvdos Victoriosos A Vietnam
Las tropas revolucionarias de vietnamita. Pone, tambien, de namita. A la misma vez, recor- severancia revolucionaria es una de la tierra mientras hava un

Viet-Nam tomaron posesion de lo manifiesto cuan debil se encuentia damos aue esa victoria ps tambien necesidad.
que ahora se llama Ciudad de Ho
Chi Minh. El inevitable triunfo pone
fin a una guerra de decenas de
anos. Ademas, unifica el territorio

el imperialismo capitalista. producto de la solidaridad de los Pero, el imperialismo no ha caido.

Deseamos todo tipo de pueblos explotados. La derrota de Sigue activo y opresor en otras

parabienes al gobierno las fuerzas mercdnarias en Viet- partes del mundo. Y no puede

esclavo.

EL PRESENTE ES DE LUCHA:
revolucionario del pueblo viet- Nam demuestra que la per haber un hombre libre sobre la faz EL FUTURO ES NUESTRO.
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En Torno A "La Carreta
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Por Prudencio Mojica

El tema o el asunto en la Carreta, se

relaciona con la vida de una familia cam
pesina. En su trayectoria del campo al arrabal

y del arrabal a la metr6poli, se puede notar un
circulo de incertidumbre al cual los per

sonajes estan sujetos. El autor Rene"

Marquez, nos deja indecisos ante un
panorama de caladmidades y sufrimientos

por los cuales esta familia pasa atravez de

sus experiencias en busca de un mejor vivir

economico.
Rene Marquez, expone la obra clara y

sencilla tratando de que el lector se en

tretenga y busque los problemas de la familia

en terminos de su propio destino y no como
consecuencia de la influencia politica de su

propia isla. Se puede uno dar cuental del

desahucio de esta familia de su propia tierra,

pero no de los motivos que los llevaron a ello.

Es como admirar el paisaje de lo bello de

nuestra isla y no admirar sus detajjes mas
intimos. La carreta es como un sibolo del

pasado traido al presente y al final la con

formidad. ^
La Carreta, como titulo se ajusta al con

ten-Jo ya que la obra presents a una familia

en peregrinacion usando la carreta como
medio de travesia*; representa un smbolo
historico en Puerto Rico, tambien representa

el sudor y la angustia de todo un pueblo

sometido a la explotacion por intereses

privado^, ^
Rene Marquez, en su exposicion parece

que le echa la culpa de los problemas de la

isla a consecuencia de la superpoblacion, lo

cual nos pone en duda acerca de la realidad

existente, ya que solo puede haber super

bolacion para las estructuras pojiticas en
orden economico y no en terminos de
espacio en la isla.

Para verificar esto solo debemos notar que
en Puerto Rico existen miles de cuerdas sin

habitar. Ma's aun, veremos que la

distribucion de tierras en Puerto Rico esta

dividida en desigualdad proporcional. Un
pequerfp grupo de riquitos son duenos de
extensas partes de la tierra, mientras tanto la

mayoria de los puertoriquenos tienen que
vivir en las areas, urbanas oagando alquiler.

Rene Marquez, como la mayor parte de I s

nativos que viajan al extranjero, despuez de
haberse convert idos en los llamandos in-

telectuales, solo pueden ver la pobreza y el

sufrimiepto reflejado en el campesinado y
exponiendolo por escrito quieren darle un
matiz mas de comformidad atravez de los

cuales ellos mismos se ven envueltos

convirtiendose en parias del systema
capitalista.

El tema de la obra surge con la visita del

autor a un barrio de una parte de nuestro

querido suelo. En los momentos del

surgimiento del tema el autor se encontraba

filmando peliculas para^ programas del

departamento de educacion en Puerto Rico,

lo cual le da indicios de conformidad con el

presente systema politico.

Sin dejar de admirar la belleza de lo

estetico, lo literario, y la exposicion de la

obra; podemos notar una inquietud de
definicion en terminos de solucjon a los

problemas por los que pasa esta familia

campesina.

Don Chago, como personaje nativo

representa la hombria y la virilidad del

campesino puertoriqueno digno y merecedor

de su tierra que lo vio nacer, muere como un
desgraciado solo y abatido por la ausencia de

su adorada familia. Este final de Don Chago,

suena a pelicula de misterio y no se relaciona

-•i naaa al morir decente de un puer-

toriqueno.

Juanita^ en la obra es parte de una nueva
generacion que representa la experiencia
nativa juvenil, despuez de sifrir las con-
secuencias ignoradas por ella, se impone a la

desgracia y surge madura con valor definido
a enfr^ntar el futuro y en busca de la verdad.
Dona Gabriela, la base de la familia;

siempre en pie de guerra en contra de las

calamidades que la acechan, se mantiene
indomable a los problemas que la achaean.
Firme en sus creencias y con unos valores
morales que la ayudan a sobrevivir ante la

vida de sufriminetos.

En contraste a la fuerza de-voluntad de
Dona Gabriela, Luiz aparece debil,
desgraciado y abatido por un pasado qua
nunca llega a saber. Bastardo por nacimineto
ya que nunca supo las razones por las cuales
tenia que pasar tantos sufrimientos; muere
en una fabrica de carderos donde trabajaba
"Por eso."

La comformidad solo se ajusta a los parias.

Los grandes y los valerosos se questionan y
buscan la verdad a su alrededor.

U.S. Army War Stories
by David Labiosa

NJever will i mumble
like old forgetful men
that the army was afterall

worthwhile

idiots that allow time

to weaken their minds

Your head shaven
you are told

you stupid fucking bastard

get on your fucking belly and crawl

later

they say it had a purpose

you must:

sycophantly

briskly

sharply

unequivocally

salute a man
that has the intelligence of a

five year old with none of the

imagination

who believes in the

unquestionable goodness of

fornication death the president

william westmoorland
ii' that order

ca,' than an order

Proxima
Reunion

De 'AHORA'
La proxima reunion

general de AHORA va a
celebrarse el JUEVES,
8 de MAYO. La misma
se llevara a cabo en el

Campus Center/ salon
904-08. Comenzaremos a
las 7:30 p.m. TODOS
UNIDOS.

never will i forget

how that platoon sergeant

told that trainee to sit

on the trash can and shout
i'm trash

throw me away
then with a big smile

the man
thrust his fist through

the boy's fat face and
stuffed the body down into

the can lit the match
that caused great levity

among his disciples

his blood brothers

never will i be convinced

that the bodies i have seen

spotted faces with

metallic measles

lying on blood soaked
red white sheets

dreaming of Gale Sayers-like

moves they could have made
to open some space

between grenades and flesh

were part of a significant

and meaningful plan

that this destruction of the human body
without consent

was afterall necessary

war is hell

the commanding general said

commanding great respect

his men smile appreciatively

kiss his boots

posterior parts

now that the war is over

let us get to some real soldiering

and the colonel did a handstand

as the general happened to look

his way
in questions of rank there

are no questions

the colonel only sought to please

while the brigadier disdainfully

looked on
carefully concealing meaty hands
contacting flab on the general's

buttocks

and the sergeant major

cursed the photographer

whose camera would not flash

quickly oh so quickly turned

apologizing to his next rank

superior

that he would indeed see to it

this man would be dealt with

appropriately

besides

the photographer did have

a moustacne and that Puerto Rican look

his family could easily be told the
feeble lie

killed in action

perhaps he could be given a medal
no questions

would be asked as the photographer
is lo'wered to his grave
in those plots allotted to the
specialists fourth class

never will i forget

never will i mutter
like feeble forgetful men
that the army was worthwhile
never

Breves de la Comunidad
Se dice que el Governador

quiere cortar hasta elDukakis

ultimo centavo a los programas de
Servicios Sociales. Hay que echarle

un ojo a este senor porque promete
en campanas, y despues no se pone
ni con los anuncios. Bastante
tipico. Las minorias pasa la caceria

de votos, las minorias continuan en
igual o pero estado. Abre el ojo,

companero.

cultural que deseaban, por este
medio, expresar las gracias a todos
los que colaboraron en esa ac-
tividad. Quedo^muy lucida. Cir-

cunstancias fuera del control de los
companeros impidieron que los
oradores tuvieran tiempo suficiente
para expresar sus puntos con mas
detalles. En otra ocasion, sera**
mejor. La Junta Editora de ECO

"LATINO felicita a los companeros
de South West.

*

latinoamericanos demostrando el

poder ofensivo y defensivo en el

dismante y los jardines. Mucho
antes de que se "inventara" el

beistjpl en Estados Unidos, tribus

indigenas de lo que ahora
conocemos como America Latina

jugaban un cierto tipo de "juego de
pelota". No habia que pagar paca
entrar a los parques, ni se vendian
jugadores.

—

«

Aunque, hace algun tiempo que Ya la temporada de beisbol esta

>aso, nos dijeron los com^, encima. Tendremos una^gran
Dia

hace algun tiempo que
ya^p
paneros, organizadores del cantidad de companeros

HIM) 17 *
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CC manager spent eight free months in Hotel
By DAVE KOWAL

Staff Reporter
A Campus Center Food Services manager

spent eight months in the CC Hotel free of
charge, although it was not provided for in

his contract, the Collegian learned yesterday.
Phillip Amico, director of CC Food Ser-

vices, is currently undergoing dismissal
procedures by the Board of Governors
(BOG) for 'misfeasance" in the late billing of
the wedding of Deborah Stefano, daughter
of ex-CC Purchasing and Produce Manager
Oliva "Steve" Stafano.

Robert W. Gage, Vice-Chancellor for

Student Affairs, said although there were no
provisions in Amico's contract, he might
have legitimately made a verbal agreement
with John W. Corker, director of the Campus
Cental, to stay in the hotel.

Coiker said he had made a verbal

agreement with Amico, and it was "part of

Amico's conditions of employment that he
could stay in a guest room for no charge
from the time he was hired through June 1,

I974."

Because Amico lived in Connecticut,

Corker said, and because of long working
hours, he was not able to commute daily to

the CamDus Center.

"The understanding was," he added,
"hat Mr. Amico would sell his house and

:iicve up here. Because he had children in

school, and because major remodelling of his

house had to be completed before he moved,
there was no way physically possible for him
to move before June 1."

Corker said the agreement existed "on an
empty room basis." If the hotel filled up,

Amico would have to move out or pay for his

room.

"Mr. Amico still had not sold his house by
June 1," he continued, "so we extended this

arrangement until September I. He still hasn't

sold the house, but he's been living in an
apartment in town since September."

Corker said other Campus Center em-
ployees have stayed overnight at the

Campus Center Hotel free of charge, in-

cluding Stefano, Auxiliary Service manager
Karl Clay, Assistant Food Services Director

Edward Hadley, and Assistant Building

Operations Manager Edward J. Kelly.

"The Campus Center has always had an
unwritten policy," he continued. "If a staff

member is reauired to stay late, he gets a free

room.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY TELEPHONE 545 3500

weather
Dan Irwin Dan Norman,
We offer a claim

The sun comes
From Canada
With mid 70 highs!

Praise Mayor Drapeau!
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At Worcester trustees' meeting

Wood says no to budget cuts
By BILL DENSMORE

Staff Reporter

WORCESTER - UMass
President Robert C. Wood
yesterday refused again to submit

to a ten percent meat cleaver slash

in the state's higher education

budget as proposed by Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis.

Wood's comments were made to

UMass trustees at their regular

monthly meeting here at which
they also approved tenure for 46
Amherst campus professors,

recognized SGA President John W.
O'Keefe as student trustee to

succeed Rick Savini, and heard a

committee chairman report on
student unionization.

"I must say again that flat,

percentage cuts across the board

are clumsy, ineffective ways to

reduce budgets," Wood told

trustees meeting at the Medical

School here, adding that such cuts

would mean "layoffs, admission

curtailments and cutbacks in all

service areas."

Wood said all three campuses are

already working on budget

reductions by programs not by

percentages. "I must say there is no

way to achieve cuts of this

magnitude in addition to the

austerity measures we have already

undertaken," Wood said.

Gov. Dukakis told 3,000 UMass
students in the Student Union
Ballroom Monday night that he
wants to see a ten percent cut in

this year's $101.4 million UMass
budget, but he said he was certain

the cut wouldn't affect educational

quality or student services.

He pleaded with students to

bypass the administration and help

Education Secretary Paul Parks and
he to make the program cuts in way
that will be most beneficial to

students — not administrators.

Tuesday, O'Keefe, 25, a junior

from Medford, told the Collegian he
had put together a committee to

look over budget documents and
recommended slashes to Dukakis
at a meeting set for next Thursday
in Boston.

I

>
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Demonstrating great willpower, students filled the library yesterday sacrificing

sun tans and good times outside.

"We have everything from
conservatives to anarchists on the

committee," O'Keefe said at

yesterday's trustees meeting,
a ding no one on it is "pro-

administration."

Asked if he thought Dukakis was
trying to devide students and
administration, O'Keefe said:

"That's a possibility, but I'm not
going to form any decisions until I

sit down with him"

Trustee chairman Joseph P.

Healey said he would gladly accept

student input into revising next

year's $118 million budget request

downward.

"The trustees have to take an
overview that may not coincide
with students or administration" he
said of the cuts.

Both he and Wood
acknowledged that the legislature

and the Dukakis administratior

underlings may actually be
preparing to hold the UMass
budget at this year's level — not
chop it another ten percent.

But they declined in interviews to
say what effect a hold-the-line

approach might have.

Minutes of a trustee budget
committee meeting in April,

released yesterday, show that

turn to p. 9

For first time in five years

TOC Board now reflects student majority

Tony Tartaglia, new
President of the TOC Board of

Directors, is on the way in...

By SANDY CARLIN
Staff Reporter

For the first time in its five-year history, the

Top of the Campus (TOO Club will reflect a

majority of students on its Board of Direc-

tors. Eleven UMass students and one faculty

member were elected to the board at the

TOC Club's annual meeting last night.

Following a brief confrontation between
meeting Chairperson Myers, outgoing TOC
president, and the crowd of Club members
over Myer's order to lock the door,

nominations were accepted from the floor.

A slate of eleven candidates for director

positions was offered by Tony Tartaglia, who
served as clerk of the TOC Club last year. All

the nominees on the slate offered by Tar

taglia were elected by the crowd of 85 Club

members present.

The students elected were Tony Tartaglia,

president; Michael Gregory, vice-president;

Paul Hamel, treasurer; David Booker, clerk;

Dorrit Kinder, Frank Cotter, Richard Savini,

John Hays, James O'Brien, and Jeffrey

Taggart. Norman Cournoyer, faculty

member in the department of Hotel,

Restaurant and Travel Administration was
the only non-student elected to the board.

The start of the election was delayed

pending an appeal from the floor concerning

Myer's decision to have the room sealed.

Myer's said. This is a non-appealable act

from the floor." After further discussion and

a review of Roberts Rules of Order, Myers

amended his decision to only have the doors

locked during the actual vote counting.

Tartaglia said after his election as

president, "I would first like to assure

everybody that I will not put the TOC liquor

license in jeopardy. I will also insure the

orderly transition of power."

"I am really happy about the election. It is

about time that the students were in charge

again," he added.

Tartaglia said he would try to work with

the Department of Hotel, Restaurant and

Travel Administration in the running of the

TOC. he said, "I intend to work with Norman
Cournoyer about Hotel and Restaurant

Management students doing the managing."

....and Sidney Myers, past
President, is on the way out.

Siaff Photos bv Chris Dillard
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WMUA summer
in money danger

ByMIKtFAY
Staff Reporter

Award winning UMass radio

station WMUA, short of salary

funding may suspend broadcasting
this summer.
Funds for operating the radio

station have already been allocated,

WMUA Program Director Scott
Bacherman said. Operating costs
include electrical power and
materials and supplies.

Bacherman said, "WMUA is

asking for $6,250 for the summer.
This is the minimum the station can
run on." They money, he said,

would be used to pay for nine full

positions at the station.

Withoiit people to run the
station, he continued, WMUA will

go off the air. "Forcing WMUA to

leave the airways would be a gross
injustice to the people who depend
on our services," Bacherman
added.

WMUA has been on the air 365
days a year for the past three years.

The WMUA listening area covers
Vermont, the Pioneer Valley and
Western Mass throughout the
Berkshires. It broadcasts 7 days a
week, 24 hours a day. Sunday
mornings the station has been off

the air.

Staff party/
|

The annual Collegian end-of-
semester party for all staff and
friends will be held next
Saturday at a private home in

Hadley.

Staffers who need directions
and other information should
read yellow fact sheets posted
in the Collegian offices, or
contact Densmore at the
Collegian office.

Summer funding for WMUA
salaries must be approved by the
Summer Activities Trust Fund
(SATF). Bacherman said a budget
proposal was submitted to SATF
Staffer James Riley.

Riley said the SATF advisory
committee will convene next week
to consider the WMUA budget
proposal. He said, "Money is very
tight." Riley added, "I think the
chances for approval are good."

Final authority for approval of the

WMUA budget request rests with
Dr. William Venman, director of
Continuing Education. Venman will
oversee the entire summer program
at UMass.

Venman expressed concern for
the availability of funds for all
programs this summer. But he said
referring to WMUA, "We certainly
owe them support. They do a good
job."

v
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Bill Chase checks out the pump in front of the Fine Arts Center. The pools will
take a week to empty for cleaning because they were planned without drains.

UWC discusses Third World,
By ANN EMERY
Staff Reporter

This is the fourth part of
a five part series reporting
the results of the 1975
University Women's
Conference, which was
held January 21-25 at
UMass. Part Four con
tinues the issues and
recommendations of
another area of workshops
called "Alternatives And ...

" It includes three sections:
Third World Issues,
Lesbianism, and Political

Issues.

THIRD WORLD ISSUES:
Third World issues represent a

particular group of women on
campus whose needs and concerns
are at times congruent with, and at

times distinct from, those of non-
third world women, as well as a

focus on these issues by all

University women. The selection in

this area in terms of proposal
solicitation and evaluation is, in

part, sparse. But it is also a
statement of a problem.

It is problematic: the attempt to

reach out, to find and stand on
common ground, the attempt to

learn from and share with each
other, while being sensitive about

non-third world women's own
"homework," our own lack of

awareness, our own racism.

There is a history within the

Women's Movement on campus of

third world and white women's
attempts to come together, as well

as misunderstanding and instances

of conflict. In planning the con-

ference, a sincerely energetic at-

tempt was made to include

workshops for and by third world

women specifically, as well as for

white women concerning racism

awareness. Nonetheless, the
percentage of workshops with that

focus was low, 7 per cent, including

3 racism awareness workshops, 4

offerings by members of the Poor
Women's Task Force, and* one
focusing on Puerto Rican women,
drawing a total of 115 women.

Overall attendance by third world
women was not greater than an
estimated 7 per cent. Although it is

not possible to evaluate why this is

the fact, these figures highlight a

key, and often painful, question:

How much separateness, and How
much unity?

I ESBIANISM:
Attendance at the three

workshops concerning Lesbianism
was two to three times that of the

turn to p. 9

SCER offers four fall social research courses
By JOYCE KOSOFSKY

Staff Reporter

For those interested in studying

and- or participating in educational

and social research, the Student
Center for Educational Research
(SCER) will be offering four courses
for their fall program, according to

Lawrence Magid, director of SCER.
The first course entitled

"Student Interest Research
Practicum" will introduce students

to various methods of social and
educational research and will apply
research skills towards studying the

University. The emphasis is on
action-reform oriented research.

Students will collect and analyze
data about the institution's policies,

programs, departments and

f
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agencies. Some research will be
published by SCER or summarized
in the Collegian.

Data will be used by decision

makers within student government,
the administration, the faculty and
the state. This, according to SCER,
is a chance to learn research skills

while putting them into actual

practice. This is a three credit

course, says SCER.
The second course that SCER is

offering is an independent study,

from 1-6 credits, to study University

policies. Students will work with
SCER members Larry Magid, Doug
Moreton, and others.

SCER's third course of study is

called "Inreach," which is a full

time internship within the
University. Students are en-
couraged to create a job within

SCER to study the University.

Students can arrange this program
for full time credit by working with
Magid and a faculty sponsor.
Students in this program are to be
involved in research coordination,

that is, to take an area of study and
be responsible for that area.

The fourth program available is

Term Paper Research. Students
who are taking any course may
come to SCER for information on
topics that are relevant to issues on
this campus, says SCER. SCER can
provide students with information,

contacts, and topics. According to

SCER, student's work will be

carefully considered, edited, and
possibly published by the center.

SCER can arrange credit through
their own staff or by negotiating
with a professor in your depart-

ment.

For more information to these
programs you can stop by SCER,
432 Student Union, or call them at
(54)5-2892.
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St. Regis Restaurant
28 Pleasant St., Northampton

Quality food at very reasonable

prices. Also very comfortable

surroundings.

A little place, with a LOT to olfer.

Economics professor Best one of them

46 UMass profs granted tenure
By DEBBIE SCHAFER and

BILL DENSMORE
Staff Reporters

WORCESTER - "Radical"
economist Michael H. Best was
among 46 UMass Amherst
professors who were granted
tenure by trustees at their meeting
yesterday here.

UMass President Robert C.

Wood said in written memos that

49 professors had been recom-
mended for tenure by the campus
administration. One was deferred
for a year, and two others were not
granted tenure pending a review of

their situation.

Wood said after the meeting that

about 56 percent of the Amherst
campus faculty is now tenured. He
has said in the past that the figure,

higher than national norms, must
be held down in order to maintain

"flexibility" and provide for "in-

stitutional need."

Administrators fear that too
many tenured faculty will make it

difficult to adapt to changing

enrollment patterns among dif-

ferent departments, adding
professors here, taking them away
there.

Tenure is the award of job

security to professors who have
taught at least seven years.

Considered a guarantee against

arbitrary dismissal for political or

academic views, the award is

considered fundamental to

academic freedom.

Best, in a telephone interview last

night, said: "I believe my receiving

tenure was due to student supp

port, more than any other factor."

He cited his consistently good

teacher evaluations, adding that he

"had a good solid case for tenure."

Although he was "quite happy
and pleasantly surprised with the

favorable tenure decision" Best

other institutions were offered

tenured positions at UMass
Amherst.

Among them was Dr. Vincent

Dethier, 61, a Princeton University

fc* I

"I believe that my receiving tenure was due to

student support, more than any other factor." said

Michael Best/ "radical" economist who was granted
tenure yesterday.

expressed concern with other
faculty members who face the

same situation as himself. "I'm

happy to have job security, but

when 10 percent of people are

unemployed it doesn't make me too

happy," said Best.

In addition to the 46 tenure

approvals, five professors from

zoologist and member of the

National Academy of Sciences.

Dethier is understood to be willing

to accept the offer as Gilbert L.

Woodside professor of zoology.

Paul R. Halmos, 60, described as

an internationally known teacher of

mathematics, was offered the

George Birkhoff Professor of

Mathematics chair, to succeed

retiring Dr. Marshall Stone. Halmos
is now at Indiana University. He has

not yet decided whether to accept

the offer, according to one UMass
zoology professor.

The other tenured positions

offered were:
— A mathematics professorship

to John R. Van Ryzin, 41, now on

the staff of the Army Math
Research Center at the Univ. of

Wisconsin- Madison campus.
— An economics post to Donald

W. Katzner, 36, a UCal-San Diego

lecturer who would be brought to

Amherst to rebuild the area of

microeconomic theory in that

department.
— Also, Perdue sociologist Andy

B. Anderson, 35, to a similar post

here.

The Boston campus gained 16

tenured professors, out of 23

recommended by the campus, and

an additional one position offered

to an outsider. Two positions were

offered at the Medical School, and

five professors there were granted

tenure.

The following is a list of tenure

appointments on the Amherst

campus. The professor's name is

followed by his department:

HUMANITIES AND FINEARTS
Chester Davis and Nelson L.

Stevens, Afro-Am studies; Arnold

Friedman, art; Lucien Miller

comparative literature; Bernard W.

Bell, Lee R. Edwards, Jay
Neugeboren and John Sitter,

English; Volker Meid, German; Fred

W. Drake, history; Jon Humphrey
and Fernande Kaeser, music;

Joseph Lake, Slavic languages; and
Francisco Fernandes-Turienzo,
Spanish and Portuguese.

NA TURAL SCIENCES AND MA TH
Raom Barnes and Paul E. Cade,

chemistry; Edward M. Riseman,
computer science; James Hafner,

geology; Ernest G. Manes, Arunas
Rudvalis and Doris Stockton, math
and statistics; Robert B. Hallock,

Michael N. Kreisler and Joseph H.

Taylor, physics and astronomy.

SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCES

Michael H. Best, economics;

Fred A. Kramer, political science;

leek Ajzen and Arnold Well,

psychology.

BUSINESS ADMN.
Ula K. Motakat, accounting;

Kenin Sahin, management; Mark

Barber, Victor P. Buell and Joseph

P. Guiltinan, marketing.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
David R. Evans, Ronald K.

Hambleton, Sylvia Viera and Peter

H. Wagschal.

ENGINEERING
Francis Diginao, civil

engineering; Lewis E. Franks,

and computer
Robert Kirchhoff,

and aerospace

electrical

engineering;

mechanical
engineering.

FOOD AND NA TURA L

RESOURCES
John G. Stoffoiano, entomology;

Peter B. Manning, hotel, restaurant
and travel administration; Mark S.

Moun:, plant pathology; Lyle
Croker, Duane W. Greene and Paul
H. Jennings, plant and soil

sciences.

Zoning to be voted on tonight

PCP proposals defeated at Amherst Town Meeting
By JUNE VALLIERE

Staff Reporter

The Progressive Candidates Pool

(PCP) amendment, proposing to

allow six unrelated people to live in

a single dwelling unit, was defeated

at last night's Amherst Town
Meeting.

The town meeting failed to reach

a vote on the proposed zoning by-

law, article one on the warrant,

after two nights deliberation. The
final decision on the adoption of the

by-law will be made tonight at

Amherst Regional Junior High.

At the four-hour meeting, the

Amherst Planning Board described

proposals of the zoning by-law.

Intermittedly, town meeting
members introduced amendments

that were either approved or

defeated.

Member George Scheurer angrily

No fac senate

meeting today
There will be no faculty senate

meeting today. The next meeting

will be Thursday, May 15, at 3:00

p.m.

stated "I'm not proud of this group

tonight." He said rather than

talking about the minimum stan-

dards of sanitary conditions, town
meeting members were discussing

the regulation of other people's

morality. He then proposed, an

amendment later defeated, which

opted for deleting the entire

Planning Board Amendment
dropping all restrictions for the

number of household members
related or unrelated.

Mark Benoit, PCP town meeting

member, said "the amendment can

be presented and voted on again

when the entire warrant one article

is voted on tomorrow night." We
will probably work on a parking

proposal to go along with this

amendment he said, since that was
the main opposition to the

amendment.
John Noulent, town meeting

member from precinct 2, proposed

another amendment which stated

the area in the fraternity park

district be changed from an

educational zone to its present

town residence status. Noulent

said, "We like the present area the

way it is and don't want to change
it."

The educational districts permits

the height of buildings in the area to

be 80 feet while the town residence

zone allows buildings to be only 40

feet high.

The motion was defeated with

1 15 to 81 votes. The main objection

against the amendment was that

fraternities and sororities would be

permitted in the future to be built in

any zone.

The motion petitioned by Floyd

Bailey, UMass student, moved that

the town meeting vote to amend
the proposed zoning by-law,

prohibiting more than four

unrelated people from residing

cooperatively in one dwelling unit,

by striking the word four in the first

sentence and inserting the word
six.

Lisa Alberghini, town meeting

member from precinct seven who
read the proposal, said that many
structures could house six people

and this would help alleviate the

housing shortage in Amherst.
Several older town meeting

members objected to the proposal

saying that six unrelated people
living in one house would cause
sanitary and parking problems.

After the zoning by-law is voted

on tonight, discussion on the other

76 warrant articles to be voted on
will commence. The meeting is

expected to continue next Monday
and Wednesday nights.

Student Senate votes SAC
$500 for future expenses
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SCollegian staff

: meeting tonight
* There will be a meeting of all Collegian

* *
* Staff members tonight to discuss the past *

J year and to make plans for next year. The *

t meeting will be from 7-9 and will be held *
* S
J in rm 113 CC J

By DEBBIE SCHAFER
Staff Reporter

The Student Senate last night in

its final meeting of the semester

voted to allocate $500 to the

Student Action Committee (SAC)

to cover future expenses. It was
stipulated that playment of the

money would take place "only after

all bills and monies collected have

been placed in proper written form

and handed in to the treasurer's

office."

In other business, John O'Keefe

was sworn in as SGA president and
the senate defeated two motions

including an amendment to the

Affirmative Action Policy.

The meeting was held in

Hampden commons in Southwest,

as part of Senate Speaker John
Hite's plans to hold senate
meetings in different residential

areas on campus.

The SAC motion was the subject

of much debate, due to questions

concerning the past handling of

funds by the SAC. Student Senator

Martin Miller urged support for the

SAC, saying that the SAC and the

senate "have got to work together

to know what we're doing."

O'Keefe was sworn in as

president by outgoing President

Rick Savini. "I see my job as a

catalyst for ideas, not as a person

who makes policy," O'Keefe said in

his opening remarks before the

senate.

He viewed a major problem at the

University as being "the lack of a

holistic approach to anything, there

is not enough cooperation towards

common educational and com-

munity goals," he said.

As SGA president, O'Keefe said

he hopes to work towards a student

union with collective bargaining

power. "Students should work

together collectively," he said.

The senators defeated 33-9 the

motion to adjust the Affirmative

Action Policy to include veterans,

gay women, gay men, and the

handicapped. It was generally

agreed that the amendment was
unnecessary because the policy

was originally written to include all

minority groups.

The senate also defeated a

motion which would give the

University Judiciary "the power to

authorize a search and seizure or

other designated act, within the

scope of the SGA constitution."

Speaking against the motion,

Senator Henry Ragin said that

"Police state tactics should be left

to the police, and not to students."

A motion was passed that the

senate support the proposed
building of the John F. Kennedy

Library in Amherst.

Motions were made and passed

to appoint Student Senate
Committee chairpersons. Results

were as follows:

-Rents and Fees Committee,

Ken Somers chairperson

— Governmental Affairs Com-
mittee, Tracy King chairperson

— Communications Committee,

Tony Armelin chairperson

— Organizing Committee, Sue
Rivest chairperson

The meeting adjourned at 10:35

p.m., due to lack of a quorum.

Fast
today

A campus wide fast is being

held today to aid victims of the

Ethiopian famine. Students
who wish to participate may
turn in meal tickets at the

Dining Commons during the

lunch and dinner meals.

The Dining Commons
management has agreed to

donate approximately 75 cents

for each meal ticket received

towards the purchase of food.

i \^t /**
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Saigon life reportedly returns to normal
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Dispatch is first

since fall of Saigon

By United Press International

The first UPI dispatch filed from

Saigon since its fall to the Com-
munists a week ago said yesterday

life had returned to normal in the

capital but there was still no formal

government or police force. It said

security was "more or less on the

honor system."

The dispatch, written by UPI

Saigon bureau chief Alan Dawson,
said there was speculation of a

political struggle between hardline

Communists, particularly Hanoi
government officials, and the softer

Viet Cong. But he said there was no
confirmation of this.

He said that according to this

speculation, the Viet Cong ap-

parently wanted to give non-

Communists some representation

in the government, but the North

Vietnamese were against this.

f

Indochina

developments
-

—

Ford opens campaign
WASHINGTON [UPI]

President Ford opened a personal

campaign to convince Britain,

Australia, New Zealand and
America's other allies that despite

Vietnam, the United States will

stand by them around the world.

The President scheduled suc-

cessive White House conferences

throughout the day with New
Zealand Prime Minister Wallace E.

Rowling, Australian Prime Minister

E. Gough Whitlam, and British

Prime Minister Harold Wilson.

Foreigners evacuate

ARANYAPRA THET, Thailand

[UPI] - The second and probably

last convoy of foreign refugees

coming out of the Cambodian
capital of Phnom Penh has reached
a point close to the Thailand

frontier, Khmer Rouge officials said

yesterday.

The full story of what happened
during the Communist takeover of

Cambodia is expected to be told

once the last group of refugees

reaches safety.

The convoy-expected to include

at least 250 persons — had not

reached this border crossing point

before it closed at sundown today,

and the Khmer Rouge gave no
reason why it had not appeared.

Lon Nol criticized

CAMP PENDLETON, Calif. [UPI]

— Saukham Khoy, acting President

of Cambodia, until shortly before its

fall, charged yesterday that

President Lon Nol accepted bribes

of $1 million to abandon his regime

and flee Phnom Penh.

Khoy, one of 667 Cambodians in

this refugee camp along with

14,155 Vietnamese, did not
elaborate on the charge or soy who
gave the alleged bribe. Lon Nol left

Cambodia two weeks before its fall

to the Khmer Rouge.

"There were no reported Viet

Cong reprisals, and life in Saigon

returned to normal within 48 hours

of the Communist takeover,"
reported Dawson, one of five UPI

newsmen who remained behind

after Communist forces took over

the South Vietnamese capital April

30.

"Security in the city has been
more or less on the honor system
since then with only the threat of

rumored swift curbside justice by

Communist forces holding back

looting and hooliganism," his

dispatch said.

Dawson's dispatch was in the

form of a commercial cable from

Saigon by way of Hanoi to the UPI

Hong Kong bureau, from where it

was relayed to UPI headquarters in

New York through regular facilities.

The cable was timed 12:45 May 7.

The Vietnamese capital is 12 hours

ahead of Eastern Daylight Time.

The regular UPI circuit between
Saigon and Hong Kong was cut

Wednesday morning, April 30.

House panel considers

refugee resettlement
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Urged

to keep "the American dream"
alive for homeless immigrants, a

House subcommittee yesterday
drew up a grubstake bill to finance

resettlement for Vietnamese
refugees.

A House judiciary subcommittee
began working out the general

terms of legislation to give the

refugees a new start by paying their

transportation and initial reset-

tlement costs.

The subcommittee left open the

question of how much money
would be authorized for this

purpose, but Congress seemed
unlikely to grant the $507 million

sought by President Ford.

So far, 113,000 refugees have
been evacuated.

Staff members of Sen. Edward
Kennedy's refugee subcommittee
said yesterday they want to find out

whether President Ford has ex-

ceeded the power given him by
Congress to admit Vietnamese to

the United States.

"We are deeply concerned with

the immigration side of this

evacuation," said Dale DeHaan, a

member of the committee staff.

"There has been very little planning

and organization."

De Hann said Kennedy's aim is to

see that the United States carries

out "this special obligation in a

humane and decent way."
Government spokesmen at-

tempted to take some of the

controversy out of the resettlement

issues yesterday by assuring
Congress that refugees with
criminal records would be weeded
out and perhaps even put into

"detention."

They also said the United States

was pressing the United Nations

and other international agencies to

help resettle some refugees
elsewhere.

Rep. Peter J. Rodino urged the

judiciary subcommittee to ignore

public sentiment against the
refugee influx and write up
resettlement legislation quickly.

"We must extend the national

hand of welcome as we did to

European refugees after the
Second World War," Rodino said.

"Our national response to the

plight of these unfortunate people
is not a matter of partisan dif-

ference. When this country forgets

its immigrant heritage...we will

indeed have written 'finis' to the
American dream."

The Finest Oriental & Polynesian
Food in this Area Served at

South China Restaurant
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We prepare all your favorite foods and tropical drinks just

the way you like.

Everything on the menu can be ordered to take out.

Special Luncheon Menu Daily

Open Daily til 10 p.m.

ROUTE?

11 :30 a.m. -3 p.m.

( Except Sun. & Holidays)

Fri.& Sat. til 1 a.m.
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In all, about 120,000 refugees will

be admitted into the United States.

And a few thousand more caught

up in the last-hour chaos could still

turn up seeking a haven, officials

said.

Only about 12,000 of the
refugees-wives, children and in-

laws of Americans or those with

American friends — have been
processed through the camps and
started new lives around America.

A special toll-tree line to the
State Department was jammed
with calls from persons offering

refugees housing, jobs or money.

A resettlement official said if all

goes well, refugee camps at Camp
Pendleton, Calif., Ft. Chaffee, Ark.,

and Eglin Air Force Base, Fla.,

could be emptied and the refugees
resettled in three months.

Dawson reported the Saigon

black markot was still open - with

Viet Cong and North Vietnamese

troops shopping for goods looted

from the American px. He said

Communist soldiers could be seen

chatting amiably with civilians.

"Saigon continued in many ways

to be the wide-open city it was

during the past 30 years of war-

fare," he said.

Dawson's dispatch said that a

week after the Communist takeover

there was still no police force in

Saigon and many thousands of

Communist troops who at first had

wandered or patrolled the streets in

the first days after the liberation,

had withdrawn outside the capital.

He said banks were still closed a

week after the Communist
takeover, and black market

currency dealings were flourishing.

Viet Cong directives put civil

servants back on their previous

jobs, although Communists now
hold the major positions, the

dispatch said. But it added that no
important members of the previous

pro-American governments had
emerged as pro-Communists in the

new administration.

A new newspaper, Saigon Giai

Phong (Saigon Liberation) ap-

peared for the first time last

Sunday. It had a picture of Ho Chi
Minh on the front page plus an
analysis of how the Vietnamese
people had defeated American
imperialism.

Beginning 30 hours after

liberation, seven huge fireballs from

exploding ammunition dump nine

miles east of Saigon lit the sky and

rocked Saigon. There was no

explanation as to which side blew

up the ammunition.

SUMMER JOBS
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Sargent criticizes

Dukakis charges
BOSTON [AP] - Former Gov.

Francis W. Sargent said yesterday
it is the job of the Dukakis ad-
ministration to immediately detail

charges of corruption made this
week.

"It was a cheap shot," Sargent
said in an interview. "The
scapegoat is the old familiar game
in politics.

"It's up to him to outline what
the hell he is talking about."

"I thought it was a low blow,"
Sargent said.

The Republican Sargent
responded to a statement by
Democratic Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis that the new ad-

ministration inherited a "legacy of

corruption" from the previous

administration.

Dukakis said yesterday that he
made a public statement about

corruption in state government
because he is concerned that

developments may taint his ad-

ministration.

"The longer we go in this ad-
ministration, the more likely it is

that people will attribute it

(corruption) to the present ad-

ministration," Dukakis said in an
interview.

One day after saying publicly that
his administration inherited "what
may be a legacy of corruption,"

Dukakis said that he plans to

"develop an internal capacity to

deal with this problem."
"I think pretty soon the

honeymoon will be over," Sargent
said "and what is he Dukakis going
to do about things?"

Meanwhile, Republican State

Committee Chairman John Sears
defended Sargent's record and
accused Dukakis of floating a

"corruption balloon."

"We've had a budget trial

balloon," Sears said, "and now
we've got a corruption balloon."

Sears said the Republican party

will come to the former governor's

defense soon with a public

statement.

The Return to Amherst of

That New Band in Town
at the
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in the Speakeasy Lounge

A city block of houses in Omaha, Nebraska, are
scattered and destroyed by the tornadoes which struck
that city on Monday. At least 3 persons were killed and
damage was estimated at $500 million.

Graduated income tax

will be on 1976 ballot
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BOSTON [AP] The
Massachusetts Legislature

yesterday gave final approval to a

proposed constitutional amend-
ment authorizing the state to

impose a graduated income tax and

initial approval to an amendment
which would bar forced school

busing.

The tax amendment now
automatically goes on the state

ballot in November of 1976 for voter

ratification.

But the busing amendment must

be approved by the legislature

again after the 1976 election before

it can go on the ballot.

That means the busing amend-
ment — which would prohibit

school assignments on the basis of

sex, race, color or national origin,

cannot go on the ballot until 1978.

The busing bill was approved on

a vote of 186 to 82. The vote on the

tax amendment was 229 to 41.

The House and Senate voted as

they met jointly as a constitutional

convention.

So far, graduated tax amend-
ments have made it onto the ballot

three times, but have been defeated

by the public each time.

A graduated tax has been op-

posed by businesses, but Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis plans to actively

campaign for its approval next year.

Dukakis believes a graduated tax

is a necessary tax reform in the

state.

A graduated income tax would
impose a higher rate of taxation on

higher incomes. The federal income

tax is graduated.

After acting on the graduated tax

and busing amendments, the

legislature recessed its con-

stitutional convention until next

Wednesday.

news
summary

NE unemployment up

BOSTON [AP] - Unem-
ployment rose in New England from
1 1 .2 per cent in February to 1 1 .7 per
cent in March, the U.S. Labor
Department said yesterday.

Wendell D. Macdonald of the
department's Bureau of Labor
Statistics regional office, said there
were 660,800 unemployed workers
in the six states in March, an in-

crease of 32,900 over February.

There were 370,900 unemployed
in March 1974, for a rate of 7.1 per
cent.

The rates do not take into ac-

count normal seasonal variations.

Welfare rolls gain

WASHINGTON [AP] - The
government announced yesterday

that rising unemployment pushed
the nation's welfare rolls up 1 .3 per

cent in January, the largest

monthly increase in more than
three years.

The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare said the

11,147,071 persons receiving Aid to

Families with Dependent Children

(AFDC) during the first month of

the year was just 8,888 short of the
all-time high in March 1973.

Rolls had been dropping steadily

from March 1973 until August 1974
when they began rising again. The
pace accelerated as the economy
worsened, with the addition of

123,100 recipients last December
and 141,447 in January.

Nuclear review hit

AUGUSTA. Maine [AP] - The
President of Central Maine Power
Co. said yesterday two bills calling

for greater state review of proposed
nuclear plants "constitute an in-

surmountable obstacle to the future

development of nuclear energy in

the state of Maine."

Elwin W. Thurlow, head of

Maine's largest electrical utility,

saio nuclear energy is the most
acceptable alternative to oil-

generated power, both from the

standpoint of environmental and
economic impact.

Thurlow's call for increased

nuclear development came at an
Energy Committee hearing on iwo
bills, one to require legislative

approval of any proposed nuclear

plant and another to create a

nuclear power plant review

committee to rule on proposals.

Senate debates CPA

WASHINGTON [UPI]

Legislation to create the Consumer
Protection Agency (CPA) began
what may be a swift course through

the Senate yesterday when backers

stepped in to head off a repeat of

the filibuster that killed the plan last

year.

As foes of the Jea warmed up
another attack, Senaxe Democratic
Leader Mike Mansfield announced
that a petition to cut off debate on
the bill would be filed tomorrow.

This year, with President Ford
already expressing opposition to

what he considers an unnecessary
addition to the federal bureaucracy,

senators opposed to the bill had not
planned a filibuster as such.

Doctors remain out

SAN FRANCISCO [UPI] -
Striking doctors yesterday rejected

a legislator's recommendation that

they go back to work and predicted

five hospitals would be bankrupt if

their boycott of operating rooms
lasts another week.

"We're still not working except
for emergency cases," said Dr.

Donald Walker, who is a member of

a special "crisis committee"
spearheading the stop work protest

anesthesiologists that began a

week ago
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Wright
Lecture

Series
Margaret Walker, author and

distinguished professor of Black

Studies and English, Jackson State

College, will be speaking tonight

at 8:00 p.m. in Herter Room
227. The title of the lecture

will be "Anger, Ambivalence, and
Alienation: Three Personality Keys
to the Writing of Richard Wright."
The lecture will be sponsored by
the Union of Third World Women,
Afro. American Society and
Harambee.

She was a Yale Younger Awards
winner, is listed in Who's Who in

American Women, and has four

works in progress, "Mother
Broyer," "Goose Island," "A New
Introduction into the Humanities"

and "Anthologies of Afro-
American Literature."

The program is free and open to

Ithe public.
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Margaret Walker,
author and
distinguished professor
of Black Studies at
Jackson State Gil lege.

CCEBS Career Day
The second annual Minority

Career Day, sponsored by CCEBS,
is being held Friday, May 9th, at the
New Africa House Lounge, on the
University of Mass campus. The
free career day is for all western
Massachusetts third world students
to come and explore opportunities
available to them.

The career will run from 10:00 to

5:00. During that time business,

industry, military, federal govern
ment and graduate school
representatives will be available to
answer questions and to discuss
opportunities in their respective
fields for minorities. Various
handouts on job searching
techniques will also be available to

those who attend.

The lovely and wonderful Queen Mother Moore,
distinguished guest speaker at the Black Women's
Conference.

Queen
Mother

Moore
The wonderful, beautiful, and
dynamic speaker and freedom
fighter, Queen Mother Moore will

be delivering a message tonight at

7:30 p.m. in the Malcolm X Room
(Southwest).

Workshops will be held also that

jay in New Africa House, with

Sisters Sheafio and Nsinga. The
Black Women's Conference is

sponsored by the Union of Third

World Women and Central Area
Third World Women Center. The
Conference is free and open to the

general public. For more in-

formation call: 546-6079; 545-71000.

pREscNTed byCCEBS

mnomv
CAREER

DfiV

MAY 9, 1975

flew Africa House

10AM-4 PM
free admission

opcN to All MmoRmcs From western

MASSACHUSETTS
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£cm ofeasy living

at the all convenience

PUFFTON
VILLAGE

CONVENIENT LOCATION NEAR UMASS
FREE BUS SERVICE

CLEAN, SECURE SURROUNDINGS

FREE CABLE TV IN ALL UNITS

1,2 A 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS STARTING UNDER $200

PUFFTON I
- all utilities included

PUFFTON 11*111 -heat included

sign upnow
forSept.

1040 N. Pleasant Street , Amherst 549 - 0145

TRAINING
PROGRAM
The Division of Continuing Education of the University

of Massachusetts/Amherst will again be offering the Legal

Assistant Training Program in Springfield. This program is de-

signed to certify its participants as legal assistants. If you have
had two years of college, extensive experience in the area of

law, or a strong commitment to learning the law, you qualify.

To find out more about this part-time (eveings & Saturdays),

college-level program, write:

Legal Assistant Training Program, 205 Hills North,

Division of Continuing Education, University of Mass-

achusetts, Amherst. MA, 01002, or call, (413) 545-0905

continuing education
Please send me information concerning the Legal
Assistant Training Program.

Name

Address

City State Zip

Mail to the Legal Assistant Training Program, Division of Con
t.nu.ng Education. 205 Hills House North. University of Mass
achusetts at Amherst, 01002.

umass/amherst
"DC //

Lifestyle surveys area apartments
By NORM ROBINSON

Staff Reporter

This is part two of a two part

series on area apartments. Part 1

appeared in the Collegian, Wed-
nesday, May 7.

BRITTANY MANOR - located

on 105 Brittany Manor Drive,

Amherst. Summer Rates: One
bdrm gardens-$ 170.00. One bdrm
townhouses-$ 180.00. Two bdrm
gardens (limited)-$190.00. Two
bdrm townhouses-$200.00. Three
bdrm townhouses-$280.00. In-

cludes all utilities. Two bdrm
gardens-$ 180.00 (just heat and hot
water). Fall Schedule: Leases are

for nine months or more. If applying

before June 1, 75 for Sept. oc-

cupancy the following prices are

guaranteed: One bdrm gardens-

$200.00. One bdrm townhouses-
$210.00. Two bdrm gardens
(limited)-$240.00. Two bdrm
townhouses-$250.00. Three bdrm
townhouses $310.00 Includes all

utilities. Two bdrm gardens-$210.00
(just heat and hot water). All

deposits taken prior to June 1st are

refundable until Aug. 1st, 75.

Facilities include disposal, dish-

washer, air conditioning, stove, frig,

and laundry. For recreation there

are 2 swimming pools and 2 tennis

courts. On the bus route, no
waiting list. Phone: 256-8534.

RIVERGLADE - located off E.

Hadley Rd.
( Amherst. (Adjacent to

Brit. Manor). A relatively small and
quiet complex. Rates are as follows

for fall: One bdrm-$ 165.00; Two
bdrm-$220.00. Three bdrm-$265.00.

Utilities not included. Optional lease

available which includes one
month's summer rent free. If you
desire a lot of space for storage or

recreation all apartments have
private cellars. Facilities include

oven, dishwasher, disposal, frig, and
2 air conditioners. Swimming pool

and bus route availability. Quiet

pets allowed. Also long waiting lists

for two and three bdrm, but short

for one bdrm. Phone: 256-8284.

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS
— located on 950 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst. Present rates are: One
bdrm-$ 185.00. Two bdm>$215.00.
Three bdrm-$270.00. All utilities.

Facilities include air conditioning,

range, dishwasher, disposal, frig,

and laundry. Close proximity to

campus. Short waiting list (As of

writing). For further information

contact Kamins. 55 S. Pleasant St.,

Amherst. Phone: 253-2515.

COLONIAL VILLAGE - on 97
Belchertown Rd., Amherst (Rte. 9).

A fairly large complex, also run by
Kamins. Present rates are: One
bdrm-$160.00. Two bdrm-$180.00.

All utilities. Facilities include range,

disposal, frig, and laundry. All

electric. Swimming pool for

recreation. Phone: 253-7163 or 253-

2515.

SQUIRE VILLAGE - on Rte. 116

in Sunderland, across from Cliff-

side. A small complex, and the third

run by Kamins Realty. Present rates

as follows: One bdrm-$ 180.00. Two
bdrm $205.00. No utilities. Facilities

include range, disposal, laundry,

and frig. For recreation small

playground and swimming pool. On
the bus route, short waiting list

(AOW). Phone: 665-2203 or 253-

2515.

SWISS VILLAGE - located off

Belchertown Rd., Amherst. (Near

Colonial Village) The fourth and last

main complex run by Kamins.

Primarily small complex but

features large four bedroom
apartments only. Rate is $360.00

and includes all utilities. Phone:

253-2515.

MT. SUGARLOAF - located off

Rte. 47 in Sunderland. Features

only two bedroom apartments.

Summer rates are: $180.00, and Fall

rates are $205.00. All utilities.

Facilities include dishwasher,

disposal, air conditioning, range,

frig, and laundry. Own swimming
pool. Quiet, scenic environment, on

the bus route. No waiting list.

Phone: 665-3856.

KING PHIUH - Also in Sun-
derland, adjacent to Mt. Sugarloaf
Apts. Two bedrooms only. Summer
rate is $185.00 with utilities. Fall rate
is $185.00 without utilities. Security
deposit is $100.00 plus first month's
rent. Facilities include dishwasher,
range, frig, air conditioning, and
laundry. All electric. On the bus
route, no waiting list (AOW).
Phone: 665-2562.

CLIFFSIDE - located on Rte.

116 in Sunderland. Present rates

are as follows: One bdrm-$ 165.00 to

$185.00. Two bdrm-$ 195.00 to
$205.00. (Differences relate to
optional carpeting and-or dish-

washers). All utilities. Facilities

include disposal, range, frig, and
laundry. Optional air conditioning
for $65.00. Recreational facilities

are 2 tennis courts, and several

acres of scenic trails for hiking.

Quiet, scenic environment,
openings available, and on the bus
route. Phone: 665-3958.

BRANDYWINE - located off 50
Meadow Rd., N. Amherst. Present
rates are as follows: One bdrm-$220
($230). Two bdrm-$260 ($270).

(Difference is hot water). Includes
heating, hot water, and cooking.
No electricity. Facilities include
range, disposal, air conditioning
(extra), frig, laundry. Leases are for

one year only. Recreation includes

playground, swimming pool,
recreation room (pool, ping pong,
etc.), also small pond present. Near
the bus route. Phone: 549-0600.

TOWNE HOUSE - on Meadow
St., Amherst, adjacent to Bran-
dywine. Present rates are: Two
bdrm-$225.00 ($235.). Three bdrm-
$265.00. All electric, no utilities.

Facilities include range, disposal,

frig, air conditioning, and dish-

washer. Recreation is shared with
Brandywine Apts. On the bus
route. Phone: 549-0839.

ROLLING GREEN - located on
Belchertown Rd., Amherst. As of
June 1st rates as follows: One bdrm
garden-$2 14.00. Two bdrm gar-

dens-$240.00. Two bdrm
townhouses-$275.00. Three bdrm
towns-$280.00. Four bdrm towns-
$300.00. As of Sept. rates are: One
Ldrm gardens-$220.00. Two bdrm
gardens-$245.00. Two bdrm towns-
$280.00. Three bdrm towns-
$290.00. Four bdrm towns-$300.00.
Includes all utilities. Security depost
is one month's rent. Facilities in-

clude dishwasher, disposal, frig,

range, air conditioning and laundry.

All electric. For recreation,
swimming pool, playground, and
work-rec room. No pets allowed.
On the bus route. Phone: 253-3000.

CROWN POINT - located on
370 Northampton Rd., Amherst.
(Across from the Steak Out).

Present rates as follows: One bdrm-
$185.00. Two bdrm-$210.00. In-

cludes heat and hot water, not
electricity. Facilities include range,

frig, disposal, and laundry. Security
deposit one month's rent plus

$25.00. Swimming pool for

recreation. Phone: 253-7142.

LANTERN COURT - located on
Rte. 116, Sunderland. (Opposite
Cliffside.) Only two bedrooms.
Present rate is $220.00 a month.
Includes all utilities. All electric.

Facilities include frig, dishwasher,
range, air conditioning, disposal,

and laundry. Security deposit is one
month's rent. On the bus route.

Phone: 665-2124.

HAMPTON GARDENS - off

King St., Northampton. This is

another Federal Moderate Income
Project, with the usual income
limits and other regulations.
Present rates as follows: One bdrm-
$146.00. Two bdrm-$168.00. Three
bdrm-$ 196.00. Four bdrm-$223.00.

Includes all utilities. Facilities in-

clude disposal, range, and frig, and
laundry. Only one year's lease.

Security deposit conditional.

Waiting list varied. Phone: 586-

1405.

HADLEY VILLAGE - off Granby
Rd., South Hadley (Near Steak &
Brew). One of the few complexes
south of Amherst. Present rates

are: $200.00 for one bdrm
townhouses, and $270.00 for two
bdrm townhouses. Includes all

utilities. Facilities are air con-
ditioning, range, disposal, dish-
washer, cable TV, laundry, and
garage or basement. Recreation
includes private garden plots and
swimming pool. One month
security deposit is required. No
waiting list. Phone: 1-532-9410.

MARRIED HOUSING [UMASS]
— UMass owns and manages 395
apartments in three apartment

complexes. These are Lincoln
Apts., University Apts., and North
Village. They are all unfurnished but
appliances and utilities are included
with the rent. These apartments are
for "married students" or visiting

faculty. The assignment is made

through application on a first come-
first serve basis. Leases are for one
year and security deposits require

one month's rent. In Lincoln and
University Apts., married couples
without children will be assigned to
a studio. With children there are

variations between one and two
bedroom apartments. Rates are as

follows: LINCOLN - Studios-

$115.00. One bdrm-$130.00. Two
bdrm-$ 130.00. Located on the

southern edge of campus.
UNIVERSITY - Studios-$ 110.00.

One bdrm-$135.00. Two bdrm
efficiency-$160.00. Two bdrm-
$180.00. Three bdrm-$200.00.
Located at the northern end of

campus. All complexes have usual

facilities. For further information

contact the Housing Office at 545-

2785.

Durfee Conservatory

The tropics visit UMass
By SUSAN BLETHEN

Staff Reporter
Durfee Conservatory is a place

you may have passed many times in

your travels around campus
without even noticing it. But this

greenhouse is one place you
shouldn't miss.

massing tnrough the doors of the
main entrance, you enter into a
world of lush greenery, so over-

whelming that it takes a moment to

adjust your eyes to the scene. Huge
tropical plants mingle around a
central pool and reach up to the
ceiling. Here are plants from every
area of the world: Spanish Moss

from Chile, Large Lady Palms from
South China, and Mexican
Breadfruit from South Mexico and
Guatemala. Two smaller rooms,
containing plants as various as
those in the central room, are at-

tached to each end of it.

How did these plants get here?
Over the years, many have been
donated by friends, and others
were bought.

Durfee has been in existence
since 1868, though the present
structure was built only 20 years
ago. The original, which was at-

tached to the president's office

Durfee Conservatory's Alex Montgomery examines
one of his charges.
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253-7015

was torn down in 1955, when the

office burned down.
Though the plants themselves

offer enough inducement to visit,

there is an extra something to be
found at Durfee — friendliness.

This is provided in large amounts by

a man named Alex Montgomery.

Alex, who has run the Con-
servatory for the past 13 years, says
he enjoys his work for two reasons:

he likes plants, and he likes people.

He's usually found surrounded by
students who've come not only to

tour the greenhouse, but also for

advice on caring for their own
plants.

Looking around at the immense
variety of plants, you wonder how
anyone could remember so much
about all of them. Alex shrugs and
smiles and tells how he has been
learning about plants since his

childhood. In fact, the occupation
seems to run in the family. His
greatgrandfather, worked as a
gardener in Scotland, and Alex's
own father ran a greenhouse in

Natick, Massachusetts.

Though Alex does most of the
work himself, he has help from
students who volunteer their time
for the upkeep of the greenhouse.
The work includes keeping the roof

white-washed from April to
November to prevent the plants

from being burned by the strong
sunlight. Many of these naturally

grow in the shade n* other plants,

so they need this protection.

In recent years there has been a

lot of interest in the subject of

communication with plants. Many
people believe that talking to

houseplants helps them to grow.
Alex says,

"Who knows? I think there's

something to it."

He feels that success in growing
plants probably depends on the
attitude of the grower toward
plants and people.

When asked whether he himself

talks to the greenhouse plants, he
replies, with a laugh, "Yes, but first

I look to see if anyone is around."
Recently, Alex has become

something of a celebrity. Jenny
French, a local artist, has painted
him among his plants and her work
is now on exhibit through May 4 at

the George Walter Vincent Art
Museum in Springfield.

Durfee is generally open from
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. weekdays,
and every third weekend.
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* Wood refuses to submit to Dukakis demands
cont. from p. 1

Amherst budget director Warren
W. Gulko said a hold-the-line

budget of around $60 million for the
campus would mean the loss of

1,000 student jobs and 700-300
layoffs of other personnel.

Healey and Wood refused to

confirm such figures. But Gulko

acknowledged yesterday in talking
with a Collegian reporter that
departments on campus are making
contingency plans as a result of

Dukakis' threats and because of

general budget uncertainty.

Wood used the trustees' meeting
to dispel one claim that was
mentioned in the Dukakis town
meeting Monday - that he owns a

SUNSHINE RECORDS

If you're over 21 you can stop reading

here. But ifyou're 21 or under you can start

packing. Because TWA's Youth Fare is

hack. And it can save you lots of money
on a flight to Europe.

To qualify, all you have to do is make
your reservations five days (or less) hefore

you want to leave.Then leave.

You can stay in Europe for as long as

you want. Up to a year.

You can even charge

your trip on TWA's
Getaway* Card and
extend payments over

time.

So if you're hetween 12 and 21 call

your Travel Agent or TWA.
But hetter hurry. Before you know it

you'll he 22.

Boston to:
Economy

J une-Aug.
Youth Fare

June-Aug. Savings

Lisbon $764 $452 $312

London $754 $452 $302

Paris $814 $460 $354
Madrid $824 $460 $364
Rome $958 $471 $487
Athens $1124 $599 $525
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on 20th Century Records

only '3"

All other Single Albums

only $417

personal helicopter to ferry around
the state.

Wood said he does not have a

helicopter or any aircraft. He said
he has, on four occasions over the
last year, used a helicopter owned
by the state's Aeronautics Com-
mission when he is scheduled to be
two places in a short period of time.

Healey said he hoped "we will

get off . . . the general impression
that the President works in quarters
that are second only to the Taj

Mahal."

On student unionization, trustee

Student Affairs Committee
chairman Alan D. Shaler of
Easthampton reported for about
five minutes about a meeting he
held at Amherst last month with
members of the Student Action
Committee's negotiating team.
The meeting was in a Campus

Center room between Shaler, Vice-

Chancellor Robert W. Gage, the

team, and about ten other interest

people on April 22.

At the meeting, Student
Organizing Project coordinator
Douglas Phelps told the committee
about unionzation plans and
negotiating team members asked
Shaler and the rest of the com-
mittee for support or non-support

of the nine "demands" to trustees

that were part of last week's
boycott of classes.

Trustees also:

— OK'd the establishment of an

Environmental Science major on
the Amherst campus. The major
program was approved by the

Faculty Senate in March and can
now start in the fall. It is being

directed by Dr. Robert Coler.

— Reduced budgets in most
other accounts in order to allot an
additional $450,000 for salaries on

the Amherst campus. The amount
will make up in part for the state's

refusal to grant cost-of-living in-

creases to faculty or staff.

— Agreed to pay an initial

$18,000 to the independent Boston
auditing firm of Coopers and
Lybrand for their review of grant

administration procedures and
School of Education funds begun
as a result of the School's fiscal

troubles. The C & L study is ex-

pected to cost about $47,000 at

completion.

— Accepted President Wood's
voluntary decision to take a five

percent cut in his $50,000-plus

salary over the personal objection

of one trustee who abstained from
the approval, saying he thinks

Wood is doing a good job and
shouldn't get a pay cut. The trustee

was Gavin D. Robertson of

Worcester.

* University women's conference
cont. from p. 2

No. 9 E. Pleasant St.

BMMMMaB Clip This Coupon Bl

549-2830
I

conference average. The major
issue identified by the participants,
whether student, faculty, or staff,

was the lack of a wide range of vital

support services. Students, in

particular, objected to the

heterosexual bias of University

services, and lack of sensitivity to

Lesbianism as a legitimate and
viable lifestyle.

This insensitivity is manifested
not only by the parents and peers of

lesbians, but also by University

personnel who are supposed to be
in helping positions. In addition,

students objected to the prejudicial
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ignorance displayed in the
classroom by some faculty.

All participants expressed a
concern about feelings of social

isolation and alienation within the
community. Societal somatization
of Lesbianism has enforced the low
visibility of lesbians. The resulting

lack of contact, communication,
and role models among lesbians

greatly hinders the change of
personal growth. A great need was
expressed for more events such as
the conference, the formation of
all-lesbian support and personal
growth groups, and counseling for

couples
All participants xpressed an

immediate need f formation on
the legal status of jDians. Another
need is a reliable referral system for

survival needs, such as housing,

jobs, child care, etc.

Some of the needs identified can
begin to be dealt with by lesbians

themselves As a result of the
conference, plans are being made
for a more extensive conference on
Lesbian n, and Everywoman's
Center has started to coordinate
the formation of lesbian support
groups and short-term counseling.
A task group within the Women's
Law Center has started to research
laws affecting lesbians.

One recommendation made for

the University community was
training sessions to sensitize
professional staff and faculty, as
well as regular course offerings that

deal with this lifestyle. Other
recommendations made were
encouraging graduate students and
faculty to do research and teach in

this area, and legitimizing and
financially supporting peer
counseling and the speaker's
bureau of the Student Homophile
League and Gay Women's Caucus,
establishing them as part of the
University's responsibility towards
its poDulation.

POLITICAL ISSUES:
The remaining workshops,

grouped here arbitrarily under
political were either primarily
concerned with informational or

conceptual politics, or with action

politics. In the former category,

"Women in Local Politics" shared
their perspective and experience in

local Valley politics. Experiential

workshops using games and
exercises raised issues of power,
and of traditional vs. non-traditional

structures. Another addressed
designing alternative structures,

another Socialist Feminism.
The action workshops focused

specifically on the UMass campus.
Women in key positions within the
University shared, as a panel, their

experiences and perceptions
regarding their role. Two sessions
were devoted to organizing clerical

workers. The closing session of the

conference was entitled "Building a

UMass Women's Community," and
while not designed with any par-

ticular focus, became a politically

action-oriented session, with the

formation of the University
Women's Caucus.

i
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Thanksgiving

from Oxfam
Thank you so much UMass students for your

generous donation of $1,550.09 to OxFam-America. It

is through your support that we are able to underwrite
long-range projects in countries such as Bolivia where
extreme poverty, malnutrition and disease of the
Aymara people is not due to dramatic events like

drought and floods, but rather to centuries of neglect
and lack of opportunities for education and access to

agricultural know-how and credit.

After the 1953 Land Reform Law allowed anyone to

claim up to 123 and one half acres of land, many
young Aymara Indians left their high altitude, arid

mountain homes to try their farming ski/Is in the\

humid valleys. Separated from their ancestral

traditions or work, religion and family, and without

status, failure has been common.

OxFam-America is helping to finance an agricultural
colonization effort for 350 families in the Montero area
north of Santa Cruz. Aided by the Bolivian
organization called DESEC and others, arriving
families are introduced to new farming ideas through
visits to experimental farms and learn about savings
and-loan cooperatives, and methods of well drilling
and land clearing. Sanitation and disease prevention
are taught, and women learn to cook and preserve
new and nutritious foods. The success of this project
and the adoption of similar programs in neighboring
areas, can help the Aymara realize their dream of
food, shelter and education for their children.

All of us here at Oxfam-America thank you for your
donation. You can be sure that it is a/ready at work
he/ping people to help themselves.

Roger Flather
Executive Director

Bob still wants
your $$

"Bob still wants your ailing or decrepit car

Fast $$ for the hulk. 253 7967."

After refering to the above classified ad last

December, my brother and I unfortunately did

business with Bob Coven
Without going into details we sold a car to Bob in

December 1974 for $10. which he never picked up
and it was subsequently towed from D & M Sunoco
Rte 9 where it was parked. Bob then disc/aimed

ownership and demanded his $10.00 back. We
refused, claiming that we would use it to defray the

$26.00 towing and storage charge which never would

•'•'•»Vs> . .

have been necessary had he diligently picked up the
car as agreed. He then threatened to sue us. While at

the time we thought that it was an empty threat on
March 18, 1975 we received our court notice.

What bothered us most of all was the amount and
reason of the suit;" "...$250.00 and $3.55 court
costs...balance due for car purchased. " [quoted from
our court notice\. To top the whole affair off, after

going through the aggravation and added expenses
preparing for the hearing, he had the gall not to show
up. During this time we found out that suing falsely is

possibly an act of attempted larceny, but we have not
pursued this course of action.

As an alternative course of action we chose to
inform the University community of the hazard of
doing business with Bob. We are not stating that Bob
does this with all his customers, but we would like to

impress upon you to take every precaution when
doing business with him.

Richard and
Stephen Bartlett

Forgive us
our presspasses
Recently the Collegian's Photo Editor, Dennis

Con/on, made a statement in this space relative to the

Emmett Kelly Jr. Circus which contained some
inaccuracies. I would like to set the record straight.

The decision not to give complimentary tickets to the

Collegian was made by O.S.E. the working sponsor of

the Circus. Perhaps in retrospect this decision was

arbitrary. However, I believe that it was no less ar-

bitrary then the coverage given to the Circus by the

Collegian before Circus day. If you check your

records, you will find that the Collegian was provided

with a full press re/ease, accompanying stories, and

glossy photos in order that it would be able to do a

story on the Circus to make the community aware of

this once a year event. This material was apparently

disregarded, as the only pre-Circus coverage in the

Collegian was in the nature of an interview between a

member of the Sylvan Collegian staff and chairman of

O.S.E. and a small back page blurb on the Clown

Workshop, made available through the efforts of the

Circus sponsor. This lack of interest on the part of the

Collegian is no less disturbing when one finds that the

Hampshire Gazette took the time and the effort to

publish a full story with photos a week before the

circus was to arrive on campus.
Mr. Con/on also referred to "free advertising"

which the Circus had received in past years when it

was a "two day event". I respectfully submit that I

have been working with the sponsors in the three

consecutive years that the Circus has been performed

on campus, and never has the Circus been performed

on more than one day. Thus, there was never any

question in my mind or the sponsors mind that there

was such a thing as free advertising. As a matter of

fact, O.S.E. submitted seven good size ads to be

inserted in the Collegian beginning two weeks

previous to the Circus performance. So anxious were
they to do the proper amount

of advertising that they even
submitted an ad to be run on
Monday, April 21, a day which the
Collegian did not publish.

Mr. Con/on seemed to imply that

the Circus sponsor and myself

made a tidy profit for our efforts.

Unfortunately, nothing could be
further from the truth. In spite of

many weeks of hard work, not

enough Circus tickets were sold to

cover our expenses. The gross

expenses, less gross ticket sales,

amounted to an approximate loss

of $100.00. [O.S.E. has the exact

figures]. The only organization that

made money on the Circus day was
the service organization, Gamma
Sigma Sigma, which was able to

turn a profit running the con-

cession. So, Mr. Con/on, it does
appear that a return performance of
the Circus is in doubt, as it is hard
to find an organization these days
that is willing to work non-stop for

four full weeks in order to lose

money. In this case, thanks to the

Commuter Assembly, the financial

backer of the Circus, O.S.E. will not
have to bear that $100.00 loss.

Lastly, I would like to thank the

Commuter Assembly and O.S.E.

especially, for making it possible for

the University to provide family

entertainment to its community
once again. I would also like to

mention that although the residents

of the Belchertown S\ate School
did not use all of the 100 tickets

donated to them by O.S.E. and the

Circus, we have received word that

those who were able to come had a

very enjoyable time.

James P. Riley

Program Coordinator
Student Activities
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Coup de TOC
Last night the students of this University made a statement that perhaps

supercedes all of the drama and nbaldary that surrounded the rally in

Boston last week and the charade of the Dukakis town meeting two nights

ago.

In what can only be called a 'coup' students finally laid claim to the vast
majority of positions on the Top of the Campus Club Board of Directors at
last night's annual meeting.

Tony Tartaglia introduced a slate of eleven candidates for nomination
and without exception these nominees rode to victory. The significance

here lies in the abrupt distinction between these flushed victors and the
stuffed-shirt, coat and tie types who have preceded them in years past as
directors of the TOC Club.

As the 85 people who were present made their discontent with the past
heard, many of them sat there ignorant of the tyrannical behavior of the
now defunct president of the TOC Club, Attorney Sidney Myers. At six

o'clock he called for the room to be sealed off by locking the door to
anyone else. A cry of dismay from those present elicited a five minute
delay while the question of why the room was being sealed was played
out.

When attorney Myers called at five past the hour to again seal the room,
the cry of dismay turned to disbelief and anger. Someone from the crowd
said "What kind of democracy has closed meetings and wants to eject the
press?" For indeed someone was heard calling for Collegian people to be
removed, "for reasons of practicality".

Nonetheless, the students prevailed, the doors were thrown open to all,

and elections were held despite the twisted interpretations of Roberts'
rules of order by Chairperson Myers, and despite the apparent un-
willingness of the outgoing regime to recognize that indeed students can
and will do more than sit on the Common and "sing" for the Duke as some
might believe.

With the ascention of power by students in the TOC Club there is no
reason to expect that the will to persevere by students remains as strong as
in the sixties, if only less violent and ever more sincere.

All unsigned editorials represent the opinion of a majority of the

board of editors.

SOC it to SAC
By BRIAN HARVEY

As usual, things are not as they seem here at the citadel of higher
learning. Underneath the slogans, symbols and caravans to Boston the
foundations of Student Unity are showing signs of stress. It appeared, a

few weeks ago, that students were spontaneously rising in opposition to

the Dukakis meat-cleaver, an opposition spurred by the rally sponsored by
the Coalition for a People's Budget. Rising, yes. But spontaneously . . .

There have been, for many months now, hired professional organizers
on campus for the sole and express purpose of establishing a Student
Union. They are the staff people of the Student Organizing Project, funded
by the Student Senate Organizing Committee. They did not come here
because of budget cuts, or tuition hikes, or fee increases. They came
because the Student Government Association realized, a long time ago,
that students were going to get the shaft forever unless they could obtain
collective bargaining rights. This is as true now as it was then.

This is what the SOC has been working for all this time. This is what they
would be working for today if there were no anticipated budget cuts or fee
increases. But then came Mighty Mike, and the whole picture changed. No
longer was the unionization timetable running independent of events.
Suddenly, students were demonstrating their growing displeasure. This
was welcomed by the Project with open arms, for this was just the kind of
situation which called for their unique talents.

At the same time, however, the Student Action Committee was formed
in response to growing dissatisfaction. With amazing rapidity it mobilized
students for a series of events, culminating in the descent on the State
House of last week. It did its job extremely well. But while the SAC is in
favor of unionization, its priorities are not, and indeed could not, be the
same as those of the SOP. The Project has but one function - not to
respond to the inevitable instances of student exploitation, but rather to
prepare the way for the organization of students into a union which can
respond with much greater effect.

It is necessary to understand the backgroup of the Student Organizing
Committee- Project and the Student Action Committee in order to un-
derstand the nature of the current problem. As might have been expected,
the SOC and the SAC have come to blows, in a sense. The SAC wants
membership on the SOC (which is presently carefully divided among the
Senate, the SGA President, the area governments, and the campus media)
to be opened up, with the intent of including, as one suggestion
had it, any student who was interested enough to come to three meetings.
This would, from the point of view of the SAC, be quite beneficial. It would
give it greater influence, or even control, of the SOP staff and budget. This
is not necessarily bad, but it must be remembered that the two com-
mitttees do two different things.

The membership of the SOC was not formulated to exclude people; it

was just set up to do a job that no one else wanted to do.lt has been
preparing the groudwork for unionization for over a year, doing the
research, drafting the proposal, lobbying legislators, and lending its ex-
pertise to grass-roots organizing. This single-mindedness of purpose must
be ma.nta.ned ,f we are ever to get a union; the cause will not be aided by
u/nS e 0r

?
an '*,n9 Committee into an Action Committee. Of course

the SAC has a legitimate and urgently needed function to perform, but not
an an inchoate amalgam of alphabet soup. If we're ever going to get
anywhere we need action; but for the moment we still need to organize.

benita pullara
"507 million dollars?" Startled Americans

screeched the figure when they read their

morning newspaper.

507 million dollars; that's what the bill will

be for Uncle Sam to open his home, hands,
and heart to 150,000 Vietnamese refugees!
The reaction of American taxpayers has

been similar to that of a parent, when he
picks up the tab for his off-spring's college.
He didn't ask for it, but there is little he can
do about, now.

Americans don't remember having their
opinions considered when our present
administration removed 150,000 refugees
from Vietnam and invited them to make their
homes somewhere between our
economically sinking shores.

Our present government leader has
a history of convincing the public that their

voices make a difference to his ad-
ministration. However, he continues to do
exactly what he pleases (the pardon, oil taxes
and other such deeds).

"A moral right" was the defense used
when Mr. Nessen was asked by exactly what
right the administration removed the
refugees from Vietnam.

Well, the big arms of Uncle Sam can take
in all, according to Mr. Ford. Though
Americans are aware it is dangerous to send
the Vietnamese back, they would like to be
considered when they have to pick up the bill

for 507 million dollars.

One can't say that Gerald Ford didn't have
his own interest at heart, when he opened up
his homeland to the Vietnamese. After all,

that's another 150,000 supporters next

election, for these newcomers are bound to
vote conservative.

No one is quite sure what the government
plans to do with these Vietnamese once they
let here, but plans are under way for tent

Another
moral
right

cities in Florida and California.

Mr. Ford also seems to have ignored some
important questions: What is best for these

people, and what is best for Vietnam?

Many of them have hardly a notion of the

difficulties of making a new life for them-

selves in a country with a sinking economy
and customs that are not familiar to them.

Any delusions that the United States is a

great country will disappear once they have
been here for a while.

We're told that we don't have to worry
about the characters of these people, for

many of them are professionals, such as

doctors and lawyers.

But exactly, what does Mr. Ford think that

Vietnam will do, now, that they have lost so
many doctors?

Most likely these refugees will become
"Americanized.

"

They will have their eyes fixed so that any
physical hint of oriental ancestry is gone.

They will drive around in chevrolets, instead

of bicycles.

They'll discover the 28 flavors of Howard
Johnsons, and the delights of a McDonald's
hamburger.

Eventually, their rice diet will be sub-

stituted for french fries.

And in a few years they will forget there

ever was a Vietnam.

Benita Pullara is a Collegian Columnist.

The heart of the matter is...
The United States signed the first Native

American treaty in 1778 with the Delaware
tribe at Fort Pitt and this was broken just a

few months later. Over the next ten decades
the U.S. ratified and proceeded to disregard

370 treaties with various Native American
Nations.

'
—

'
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"They told us that they wanted
only to use a little land, as much as a
wagon would take between the
wheels; but our people knew better.
And when you look about you
now, you can see what it was they

wanted."
John G. Neihardt
Black Elk Speaks

Our country has a background of

dishonesty and cruelty. European settlers

landing on these shores were welcomed by
"savage" natives without hostility and
violence. These "uncivilized" peoples were
willing to share their shelter and teach the

visitors how to best utilize their lands

resources for food and clothing. This

greeting was repaid by the founder of our

country sending five hundred Native

Americans to Spain to be sold as slaves while

the rest were brutally steered onto today's

existing dusty and poverty-stricken reser-

vations. The New World for the Native

American has been a series of wars, disease,

starvation, and re-education; resulting in the

heartless dismantlement of a non-oppressive

culture.

Native Americans have emphasized that

they do not want to be taught how to be

white, yet our government still continues to

constrain them, trying to manipulate their life

style and uproot them from their traditional

homeland. Native Americans have voiced

their need and strong desire for in-

dependence as a Sovereign Nation and are

determined to keep their land and customs in

defending their self-respect.

It is time now for America to join them, for

it is our struggle as well. How can we in good
conscience initiate improvements for society

without first establishing a solid and credible

foundation for our country? In supporting

the Native American we are laying the first

brick in an attempt to build a non-corrupt

and humane world.

May 8, 9, and 10 is the Native American

Symposium. In attending you'll be given the

opportunity to understand more fully the

goals of the American Indian Movement.
Committees will be set up to deal with the

various political issues confronting the

Native American. All input is highly regarded

and necessary. For more information please

contact the Veterans Coalition Office, Rm.
411, Student Union.

Cyndi Barshov is a Guest Commentator.

Museum of Myths and *0eceased Heroes
> i

Modern
mythology
We as a culture have become a collective

ego and in our unconscious efforts we have

emerged as a nation of existentialists. And
why? Because as the critics have always

stated: "I know nothing of existentialism"

and may I add that I don't care to persue the

study. It is in this well-founded ignorance

that we have sought our only outlet; our only

break from the day-to-day dredgery of

meaningless labor and hopeless pipe dreams.

To label it apathy would be only to confirm

our mental paralysis; nor is it deep rooted in

mortal inertia. It is the product of our great

democratic system. We have voted to guise

reality behind such employs as the

"American dream" which is no more
American than the myths from which it is

resurrected.

We, the people, were supposedly abhord

by Vietnam but jfused to hand over the

crown to a man who would have ended that

war on his inauguration day. Instead we
elected to prolong our escalation in Asia. In

doing so we deified Richard Nixon; we
consciously created a power-god and then
succeeded in blaspheming him.

It is the people who make gods. It is in the

people's image that mortals attain their hour
of divinity. Consider the myth of Theseus,
the Greek prince who slew the terrorizing

Minotaur, ascended to the throne of Thebes,
and finally was striken down by blind

vengence he set against his son. The poets
had built layer by layer a character "bigger

than life" and then saddled him with human
atrributes thus calling for his downfall.

Mythology makes for nice stories but

perhaps there is much to be learned from

them. In our blue blood bureaucracy we laud

the magistrate who rises at six; dresses in

denim; makes his own breakfast; and rides

the MBTA to work. We praise him for what
we are and then in turn knife him on the

Capitol steps.

What do we want of our leaders? Or do we
really care? Do we want golden idols or a
man of the streets. It's time that we decide
and aim our sites, and remember; Louis XIV
was king, and king whether on the throne or
on the commode.

E. Patrick McQuaid is associate -executive-

Editor of the Collegian.

Modern mythology

Bawdy and soul exposed in 'hearts and Minds'

Bryan Harvey is a Collegian Commentator.
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By CHRIST SMALUS

"Hearts and Minds" is a movie

that has come under caustic attack

by movie critics who more often

than not echoed each others'

reviews, saying the movie smacks

of sensationalism, or is merely an

expose designed only to turn your

stomach, or is just plain lacking in

cinematic value.

How surprising it was then, when
this same movie won the Academy
Award for the Best Documentary of

the Year. Hopefully this award will

attract more people to see it.

Keep in mind that this film is a

documentary, not some visual

fiction story or a "dramatization" of

past events. Everything in this film

actually took nlace. It's all real, it all

happened, and despite its "ugly"

message, it's the most powerful

alternative presentation of the

history of U.S. involvement in Viet

Nam since the printing of the secret

Pentagon Papers.

The film's first main point is to

dispel the myth that Viet Nam was
just another testing ground for the

spread of Moscow-brand Com-
munism. During the late 40's and

early 50's, and with the Korean

War, there developed a hardening

of narrowness of vision by U.S.

policy makers and legislators.

Communism was seen as the threat

that was destined to engulf the

world unless the U.S. met the

threat and faced Communism head

on.

What the U.S. tended to neglect

were (1) the world was still a very

large place composed of many
nations, and (2) more of these

nations chose to remain non-

aligned with the major powers. Viet

Nam was one of these nations,

involved with its own problems. But
as the U.S. saw it, it they weren't
for "us," then they must be for

"them." Ho Chi Minh's being a self-

proclaimed Communist was really

all this country needed to assume
that Moscow and Peking were

heavily involved there, so in we
went.

The second main point was the

American people, even though they
^supported and paid for the war,

either did not completely un-

derstand what it was all about, or

did not want to hear anything other

than the rhetoric. The same may be
true today. This film played for one
week at the Mountain Farms Mall,

but attendance was said to be
sparse.

Another main point was the U.S.,

through the use of carpet-bombing,
defoliant spraying, village-burning

and the like, was making hardened
enemies out of the people in the

South, and it is indeed self-

j defeating when the people you are

supposed to protect are the very

people who, by your own actions,

have lost all faith in you and fight

against you as well.

Unfortunately, "Hearts and
Minds" was not released to the

public sooner. That's the trouble

with films like this. They never are

exposed to the public until after the

damage is done, though I don't

think it's any fault of the film-

makers. But now that it js out, it

should b" seen by everyone. It is a

pictorial ~_count of how we would
not have looked at ourselves while

we were conducting America's
longest and first losing war. Sure
it's biased, and it's coming from a

"certain" direction. However,
we've for so long been exposed to

the "righteous" viewpoint, which
now cannot explain why we lost, rf

we were supposed to be the good
guys. "Hearts and Minds" at least

tries to explain that much.

Christ Smallis is a Collegian
Commentator.
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Basil Payne, a poet from Dublin Ireland gave a ''poetry sharing" in Bartlett
Auditorium last night.

CCEBS Career

Day Friday

The university community is

invited to CCEBS Minority Career

Day to be held tomorrow from 10

until 5 at New Africa House.

Representatives from business,

industry, government agencies, and
placement agencies will be present

and available to discuss op-

portunities within their fields and
answer any questions which you
might have. There will also be

information available on job search

techniques and financial assistance

opportunities for graduate
schooling. CCEBS wants to in-

crease minority students'

awareness of opportunities

available to them and actively

encourages all to attend this im-

portant event.

Get some pleasin'

and read

the Collegian

AMERICAN
PARTS

AUTO
PARTS

OFFERS EXPIRE MAY 31. 1975

SAVE 44.65. SK TOOL SPECIALS
SAVE '34.10

15 pc 1 4" drive S K Sock
et Set 11 sockets, spinner
handle, S K ratchet, 2 e*
tensions Steel

45.98
'30.(3 if sold separately

SAVE '12.64

ill
„ ,|T£

21 dc 3/8" drive SK Sock
et Set 9 standard & 8 deep
sockets. S K ratchet. 2 e*
tensions universal |oint.
Steel ciw .i

1)?! ')

'28.98
*63.08if sold separately

1 101 <3

7 pc S K Combination
Wrench Set -1/4" thru
5/8" Vinyl pouch.

40.59
'23.23 if sold separately

SPr"C CLEAN-UP SPECIALS BY AMERICAN PARTS

(0 \^.h*fMMfi "If"*** 55"
' ^ ')' Holds 60'. more water Strong nylon mesh Easily

than other types Wet pack
in plastic hag 7 H"kSX"«?
reg SI 40

TigeTRa*
$2.23

Use like a chamois Use wet or damp
Highly absorbent, lintless synthetic

! cleaner & polisher, drys fast stays

soft 2Xai.fi reg S3 1

4

ivloi

. bugremoves bugs, road film,
splash on windshields and

rag 88<

II 9B92

And stop safely every
time with Wagner brake
parts. Wagner parts have
been tested in billions

of over the road miles
as well as in the labora
tory. That's why, when
a Wagner brake part
comes out of the box,
you can be sure of its

reliability.

PROFESSIONAL

PtRSONNfl

TO ASSIST YOU

SHOP WHERE

JHE PROS SHOP

headlights

Wash Mitt
Superior quality, heavy

|

duty cotton for xtra
long wear Full Si/e for

comfort and speed.
m >4 reg $1 Ilk

Visit your American
Parts Store today for

Wagner Brake Kits

and 100,000 other fine

automotive parts.

ALLIED MOTOR PARTS

319 Main St. Amherst

"Th« bast insurance

against trouble)

on whaats."

Two engineering grads

to be honored here
Two outstanding alumni of the University of Massachusetts School of

Engineering will be honored at a Campus Center luncheon Saturday.

The occasion is the Engineering Honors Day program sponsored by the

Engineering Alumni Association and Massachusetts Zeta Chapter of the

engineering honorary society, Tau Beta Pi.

Engineering Alumni Association awards will be presented to Ardashus

A. Aykanian, Class of 1950, and John R. Picard. Class of 1958. The former

is a native of Whitinsville and was a long-time Mosanto Company research

staffer before founding his own company, the Flexible Plastic Straw Corp.

of Ludlow, in 1967. Picard is a Worcester native, and is now with the Albert

C. Martin Co. of Los Angeles.

The luncheon speaker is Deputy. ' Regional Administrator Kenneth

Johnson of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Spring Concert Shuttle
Regular Sunday service will be in effect Hay 11th. Passengers

from SD, SN, NA, SA. BR, 6 BN should use these buses to coae to campus.
The special OH Shuttle will run counter-clockwise to the Stadium at 20
minute intervals. NOTE-Buscs will not go into Village Park. Persons
from Village Park should go to Fraternity/Sorority Park to catch the
afternoon shuttle. Times for Sunday are:

OH SHUTTLE (2 buses)

OH (Dickinson)

11:00
11:20
11:40
12:00
12:20
12:40
1:00
1:20

Frat./Sor.

' 11:03
11:23
11:43
12:03
12:23
12:43
1:03

1:23

Sylvan

11:06
11:26
11:46
12:06
12:26.

12:46

1:06

1:26

Hasbrouck

11:10
11:30
11:50
12:10
12:30
12:50
1:10
1:30

Stadium

11:20
11:40
12-.U0

12:20
12:40
1:00

1:20
1:40

After the concert (about 5:00 PM) , buses will be leaving from Dallas
Mall for BR, SN, 6 SA. Persons living on-campus or on the BN (, SD routes
should take the OH bus to pick up BN 6 SD buses on N. Pleasant St. See
schedule below:

SD

Freshmen and Sophomore Men

Don't miss your last chance to get out of

the dorm requirement. Delta Chi, a small/

quiet, academically oriented fraternity is

now accepting boarders for September. Call

Paul or Steve at 545-0195 or 545-0156.

Stockbridge
Road Puffton

5:21
5:57

King
Phillip

5:32
6:08

SN
Center

5:34
6:10

SD
Center

5:15
5:51

5:39
6:15

BN

Old Town
Road

Fearing
Street

4:49
6:11

Town
Hall

4:52
6: 14

Rolling
Green

5:00
6:22

BN
Center

4:43
6:07

5:16
6:38

...When you buy
any pair of pants
(jeans, corduroys,

or dress pants )

and get a top
to go with it,

you can take:

a^
IUI

SUNSHINE RECORDS

^ ERIC ANDERSON - Be Tru. To You
On Arista Records

Only *y
Ml Other Single Albums

Only *417

Stadium

S:00
5:20
5:40
6:00
6:20
6:40
7:00
7:20

Stadium

5:00
5:20
5:40
6:00
6:20
6:40
7:00
7:20

Stadium

1 5:011

2 5:20
1 5:40
2 6:00
1 6:20
2 6:40
1 7:00-

7:20

Stadium

5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
"•:30

•Out of Service

OH SHUTT1E (2 buses)

OH Frat./Sor.

5:12
5:32
S:S2

5:15

12

12

12

12

S3

35

55

IS

35

55

IS

35

SN SHUTTLE (2 buses)

Town
HouseMorrill

5:07
5:27
5:47
6:07
6:27
6:47
7:07
7:27

5:12
5:32
5:52
6:12
6:32
6:52
7:12
7:32

ok aitui ILL (2 buses)

Fearing Town
Street Hall

5:07 S:ll
5:27 5:31
5:4 7 5:51
6:07 6:11
6:27 6:31
6:47 6:51
7:07 7:11

7:31

SA SHUTTLE (1 bus)

Sylvan

5:18
5:38
5:58

6:18
6:38
6:58
7:18
7:38

King
Phillip

5:23
5:43
6:03
6:23
6:43
7:03
7:23
7:43

Rolling
Green

5:21
5:41

6:01
6:21
6:41
^01
7:21

7:41

Hasbrouck

5:21
5:41
6:01
6:21
6:41
7:01
7:21

7:41

to Stad.

of S'

SN
Center

5:25
5:45
6:05
6:25
6:45
7:0S
7:25

7:45

Express
to Stad.

of S*

Express
to Stad.

of S*

Fearing
Street

5:07
5:37
6:07
6:37
7:07
7:37

Amherst
Center

5:10
5:40
6:10
6:40
7:10
7:40

Brittany
Manor

5:18
S: 18

6:18
6:48
7:18

7:48

to Stad.

of S*

I
I

No. 9 E. Pleasant St.

.——— —. ri iDTUicrmiDnw
549-2830

I

1

L

Baher-Winn
Jewelers

a large selection of earrings

and other fine gifts and jewelry.

S. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Parking
reg notice
Applications for Renew or

Change in present lot assignment
must be turned into the Parking

Office. Rm. 1, Munson Hall, by
Thursday, May 16.

If you have not received a

renewal form by campus mail or

wish to apply for a change in

present lot assignment come into

the Parking Office as soon as

possible.

The registration fee must be paid

with the application form: Renew
registration fee is $3. Change
registration fee is $5.

All applications received after

May 16 will be treated as New and
will be processed after Renew and
Change lot assignments have been
made.

Environmental
workshop
An ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES

CLARIFICATION WORKSHOP is

being offered by the Western
Massachusetts Air Conservation
Council, in cooperation with the
Western Massachusetts Lung
Association today at the Campus
Center, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst. The all-

day workshop will be directed by
Noel Mclnnis, a nationally
recognized environmental educator
from Environments for Learning,

Madison, Wisconsin. Persons
wishing to register should contact
Bob Powers at (413) 367-2753 from
9:00-12:00 a.m. Monday through
Friday.

- HADLEY VILLAGE APTS.
A Nice Place To Live

1 bedroom townhouses or
spacious 3 room apts., lVa baths,
w-w carpeting, air conditioning,
swimming pool. Garage and
basements. Rte. 202, South
Hadley, 532-9410, open 10-7.

ujhatujeput

rr\

together for you lhi//ummef

THE ENTIRE
OUTFIT

Bring a friend
and save!

\.

EVBARs
EC0US5

201 n. pleasant st. amherst
fj Fairfield Mall chicopee

The three week tour for the mind. Registration

is by mail or in person at Hills House main lobby,

Thursday, May 29, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. to

7 p.m. Counseling and financial aid are available.

The extended tour for the mind. 250 courses

are being offered. Classes meet from the sol-

stice to the latter days of August, June 24 to

August 15. Registration is by mail or in per-

son at Boyden Gym, Monday, June 23, 9 a.m.

to 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Financial Aid
and counseling are available.

For those who like to learn after the sun goes
down. Almost 50 courses including everything
from art to zoology. Registration is by mail or
in person at Boyden Gym. Monday.June 23,
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. This
session is from June 24 til Auqust 15. Coun-
seling and financial aid are avialable.

These courses are brought to you by the University of Massachusetts' Summer Program Office and Division of Continuing Education. (413) 545-0905

Please send me information concerning:
CLIP AND SEND TO:
CATALOG REQUEST
CONTINUING EDUCATION
HILLS HOUSE NORTH
UMASS/AMHERST 01002

Summer 1

'Summer 2
Evening College

Name City.

Address. State. Zip.

UMASS/AMHERST-Where else?
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Amherst Cycle Shop
new at 253 Triable Street

(near Tech HlFl and Discount Records)

Tel. 549-3729

Spiders crawl; weeds grow; and lumber rots in what was once a proud, quaint
Amherst establishment.

5-College

native

celebration
Today through Saturday, the

Five College Native American
Support Committee will be
sponsoring a three-day Celebration

of Native American Life and
Culture. The three days will offer

insights into contemporary Native
America — insights seldom
available in the Pioneer Valley.

Participants will range from a

traditional Oglala holy man to AIM
leaders to people from Ganienkeh,
and local peoples from the
Wampanoag and Narragansett
nations. The event promises to

provide a deeper understanding of
the beauty of the Native American
struggle. Everyone is welcome and
urged to attend.

SCHEDULE

Thursday —
An Evening with Chief Frank

Fools Crow
Traditional Oglala Holy Man
Chapin Aud. 8 p.m

Friday

An afternoon with speakers and
singers from Ganienkeh, Hampden
Student Center UMass 3 p.m.
Hampshire College Workshops

with Floyd Westerman and
Periwinkle:

1 p.m. House 5 Conference
Room C
5 p.m. House 3 Donut 5 Room C
8 p.m. Concert Main Dining

Room

Saturday —
Workshop with Regina Dixon-

Brave, AIM Campus Center 10 a.m.

NOON - DUSK POW-POW
(located near Fine Arts at Campus
Pond, UMass)

Clyde Bellecourt

Regina Dixon- Brave

Boston Indian Council

Ganienkeh Singers

Frank Fools Crow
Periwinkle

Floyd Westerman
And other speakers.

The Collegian is

the only
newspaper with

f
campus and

'world news
together —
weekday
mornings

Come in and look at our full line of

Raleigh and other fine bikes, or bring your

j | bike in for a spring overhaul. Most of our
stock is still selling at un-inflated '74 prices.

Raleigh

-

Bicycle craftsmen
of the world
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Active health consumerism
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By ANNEMELANSON
Staff Reporter

Active consumerism in the field

of health is a phenomenon of the
last five years, a result of the
consumer movement, women's
liberation, and recent legislation

concerning patients' rights and
malpractice.

"If you picked up a 'Consumer
Report' five years ago, all it was
concerned with was toasters and
cars. In the past two years there
have been five articles on consumer
rights concerning health," said
Jane Zapka, director of the Division

of Health Education, UHS,
speaking on women as Activated
Consumers" yesterday at the fifth

meeting of the Women's Health
Series on campus.

Active participation in one's
health care is, however, still in the
first stages, especially concerning
women.
Counselor Ann McCord of

Everywoman's Center said that the
"fear mechanism", a lack of
knowledge of bodily functions, is

still hindering many women from
becoming active in the role of
patient.

recent phenomenon
"Medicine must be demystified

so we can be more atttentive to
ourselves," she said.

Barbara Estabrook of UHS spoke
on women's health care in a social
action framework, citing it lack of
priority on the government level.

She said consumers should be
taught to make the system work for
them, specifically under the
auspices of government Health
Planning Boards.

"Physicians are human like us
and they are not always right; we

must take the initiative to question
their directions through legal
channels," she said.

The discussion was the last in a
series by the Division of Health
Education, UHS, in cooperation
with Even/woman's Center.

CELEBRATION
of

Native American Life And Culture

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY
at the Mt. Farms Mall

Rolling Rock

BEER
12 oz. cans

Burns Special

VODKA
80 Proof

case

M Gal.

Kronsiegal Tafelwein

German White
Table Wine

Rheingold

BEER
12 oz. cans

23 oz.

bottle case

Thursday 5/8/75 to Saturday 5/10/75.

We reserve the right to limit quantities,

House
65 University Drive

THURSDAY
2:00 p.m. — PERIWINKLE —
Native American folksinger at
Sylvan in Brown Mam Lounge

8:00 p.m. - CHIEF FRANK
FOOLS CROW - Traditional
Oglala Holy Man at Mount
Holyoke in Chapin Aud.

| amas ll moros
* AiArrres ofhkm I

May 8f 9f 10
FRIDAY

1:00 p.m. — PERIWINKLE —
at Hampshire in House 5 Conf
Rm. C

3.00 p.m. — GANIENKEH —
Singers and speakers at
UMass in Hampden Student
Center

5:00 p.m. — PERIWINKLE-
FLOYD WESTERMAN - at
Hampshire in House 3, Donut 5

8:00 p.m. — CONCERT —
Periwinkle- Floyd Westerman
at Hampshire Main Dining
Hall

"

SATURDAY
10:00 a.m. — Workshop with
REGINA DIXON BRAVE of
AIM

12.00 p.m. — POW WOW — at
UMass Campus Pond. Guests
include: Clyde Bellecourt of
AIM, Boston Indian Council
Drum, Floyd Westerman,
Ganienkeh People and more

Sponsored by the Five College Native American Support Committee
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aummer ITS ppr mo 2S1 M42 after
* Naer bua atae

Northampton - 4 bdrm hee
June 1 3 bdrm ept »1M. 3 bdrm
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ESTATE* BM S4JS. 3-S p m

Houae on North Pleasant Street.
hea two badrooma aveiiebie far
the aummer We ere eubletinp and
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' rm . M
1 br in 2 br apt June Aup . *M
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mo Cheap Muat ilka animals
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7S Maeonlc St . Northampton
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basement I 1 I 11 2M-0771

2 bedrm Twnhee. everything
• IM mo Celt 7*1 7in

2 bdrm ept June 1 July tl
Option t. keeee R.nt ,^,..,„,„
Rolling Green Nency 7*1 MM

1 bdrm furnished ept Puffton
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2 bdrms close to campua June
1 Aup 31 camp turn util Incl.
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1207

1 bdrm med apt near bus ki NoAmh AC. ww carp . auiet B-1 la
7 31 wept tp renew util Incl
Negot Cell BM4JS7 eve*

2 bdrm CMffplde June Sept Opt
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tennfe but. 3rd floor aatr karpe
bedrooms MS 2*12

Nhamp 2 bad furn Black from
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Femele te eharp house wNh 2
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3 Bdrm Brendvwine tleaa
campus June Auawetpeel. n«
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me

S bedroom house In Am
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(SM after m
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Fum 2 bdrm apt Ml
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BOB 1771
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1170
1
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1*

4 bedrooms Swlea VIM Furn
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Save t CaH 2S3 2433

1 bdrm ept CHffaidp Mid June
Aug Opt to renew Nent flealble
Bua pool CaH BM SMS
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I

Incl Cable TV Nhrerpiede tMB
month 7*1 *7M

1 br Cel VIK Opt tp renew MM
line util I Pool MB rebate *a»

I* atudle. 3 mm walk te Amh.
.".".I

"-"-•*' 0,t- OavM far patnt
•100 IB) MM R.rch

2 bdrm Twhee RoiHng Oreen
furnlehed Jun Sept util Istel'
poel pe MM par at er ban offer
On bua n COM 3TBMM gftar S p m
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WFCR announces
Tout en Francais
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notes & quotes
Tonight at 6:30 p.m. the French

program, Tout En Francais on

SPRING

CLEARANCE SALE

The Olde

Record Shop, Inc.

A/K/A

The New Record Shop
197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
Check It Out

WFCR (88.5 FM) airs an interesting

interview with Jean d'Ormesson,
the director ot the conservative
Parisian daily "Le Figaro." d'Or-

messon is also the recipient of the
Grand Prix de I'Academie Francaise
for his work La Gloire de /'Empire.

Richard Pini of Amherst College is

this week's host.

WFCR at 88.5 FM is a National
Public Radio station broadcasting
from Amherst. It is a joint project of

Amherst, Hampshire, Mount
Holyoke and Smith Colleges and
UMass, with additional con-
tributions from our listener —
sponsors.

Berger here to speak
on wolf question
Dr. Charles Berger, Director of the North American Predatory Animal

Center, along with Farley, an Alaskan Tundra wolf, will be here tonight.
They will be in Maher Aud. at 7:30 p.m. Berger will present his own slides
on his research with wolves and will also show an excellent film on wolves
in the wild entitled "Death of a Legend".
Any questions can be directed to either Don Hanson at 546-6842 or

Maryanne Boynton at 546-1144. Berger is being sponsored by UMass
Student Chapter of the Wildlife Society. Admission is 50 cents for Society
Members and $1 for everyone eise. Come and see a live wolf!

Nature 8- Literature course
m

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
PIZZA- SPAGHETTI -GRINDERS

Eng.

Bot.

NA TUREAND LITERA TURE
161 (sec.

190

2)

n

45 University Drive

~N
BELL'S PIZZA

uncompromising in quality

and
If you think we sell only a
great pizza — you should try
our grinders!

Free Delivery on Campus

Call 256-8011 for fast service.
wmammmtmmmmaaaaaaaaai

Arthur Kinney — English

Carl Swanson — Botany
Reading list: Literature and Science: "The Humanist and Scientist —

Modes of Perspective"

What makes a scientist — in today's world or at any time? About ten
years ago, C.P. Snow defined "two cultures" - the humanities and the
sciences - but are they really so distinguishable and so inseparable? This
course, taught by a professor of English and a professor of Botany and
offered jointly by the two departments, will use readings in the humanities
- essays, poems, plays and fiction as well as selections of philosophy,
music and art - and in the sciences - physics, botany, natural history and
the philosophy of science — to see if humanists and scientists can tackle
the same problems, think the same way, uphold the same values, and
focus on the same concerns.

Selections in the humanities are from: Sontag, Shakespeare, Thoreau,
Frost, Vonnegut, Beethoven, Picasso, and Klee and in the sciences from
Heisenberg, Ziman, Leopold, Bronowski and Rachel Carson.

Required reading: 8 books, 2 essays. Writing: 2 five-page papers. No
quizzes, no exams. The class is primarily a discussion class.

JFK Library

group formed

in Amherst
"Citizens for the John F. Ken-

nedy Library at Amherst" has been
formed by a group of local people
to promote location of the library

on the UMass campus, it was
announced today.

Co-chairmen are Robert L. Klein,

Michael J. de Sherbinin and Gerald
J. Grady. The three signed a letter

sent to each member of Amherst
town meeting asking support for

the library. Art. 8 asks a vote
against locating it here.

Members of the committee,
listed alphabetically, are: Randolph
W. Bromery, Gerald P. Brophy,
John F. Burns, Charles E. Chase,
Betsy Chickering, Kenneth D.
Cuddeback, Thomas Derderian,

Richard M. Evans, Patricia Fischer,

Joseph Frank, Duncan H. Fraser.

Also, Bradlee Gage, D.H. Jones,

John Kosloski, Robert W. La

Pointe, Polly Longsworth, James E.

A. Lumley, Dan Melley, Bernard R.

Moreau, Godwin Oyewole, Ted
Peene, Kenneth Rosenthal, Andrew
M. Stewart, Allen L Torrey,

William D. Tunis, Robert von der

Lippe, Frank Zalot Jr., Joseph
Zgrodnik.

Other proponents of the library

are invited to add their names by
contacting Citizens for the JFK
Library at Amherst, Box 5,

Amherst, Ma. 01002.

TO SUBLET
Sublet Juki 1 Sept 1 Opt 10

•nav. 2 bedrm apt Belchertown
on bu» rout* leke 323 1213

J" 1 to Spt 1 2 bd Twnhii
Rolling Green AC, pool, mekeMm sas hii

2 bedrm Sunderlond Juni Aug
31 Option trap Security dap Purn
avail Tannn pool M6 4310 Call

lata Kaap trying

2 bdr naar Col Vill Part furn
UK) includes util 254 0200

Nivglodo Tnha 3 bdrm Need
roommatea for 2 bdrm* Sum w
option fall MiiMi bdrm idaal for
cpla Tot 1300 mo incl utll 763
»446

JMess Floranca 6 bedroom
house yard garden part furn 4786
mo Summer SM 3343

Sublet with option June I

Beeuttful Twnhse 4166 plu* MS
3200 Two bedroom* pool

4 room* in apt in house off
Amherat Center M0 per mo ee
Cell Arnie or Morcle 2*3 7421 II
to • 31

2 bdrm Cliffside w util (1M
Pool tenni* bu* pertly furn Opt
MS 22S3

4 bdrm Rolling Orn 4200 mnth
.

a c. pool, bua rta. all util Incl. Call
S46 8M7

Sublet Summer one bdrm
apt Puffton Rant neg MS 12B1

Lge 3 bed ept on bua ft Top
floor of ha* Opt renew w w car
2M MM »1M

Cliffside 1 bdrm . utll inc Opt to
renew Tenni* b pool 41M MS
3110 after S

Amherat. 2 bdrm* Twnh* ept
on bu* rt . furnished, cable TV AC.
pool June August opt to renew
»1M with util 2S3 I

TO SUBLET
ISO Own room M f No

Amherat Ct On bu* rt Avail now
w opt to renew MS (M1

One bedroom pool, verd on bu*
line Rent negotiable Util mcl
Avail June 1 opt to renew 2M
•M4

For the summer 1 room in 3
bdrm Townhouaa ept Friendly
atm Pool a c rent neg' Call MS
0743

Houae in Afnh
, • bedroom*. 2

b*th« June Aug w option 4370
2M l

ROOMMATE WANTED
Own room in house on edge of

cempu* 4M plus util . avail June 1

MS M77

Houae with lot* of lend on sn
bu* rt . summer with option for fell

MS 2MS

M or F share 3 bdr with 2 Ms
mid 30* 487 June Aug 31 Nemh
Pool tenni*. cool Ron 3M 6826 10

p m on

MDC ClMiJiaa

2 bedroom*
Summer MS 1M4

trendy wine

June Auguat 31 2 bdrm Cliff
•id* 41M mo. util incl. tenni*
pool MS 4113 aft 5

3 bd Cliff bua. ten . pool 41M
SM 7M7

ROOMMATE WANTED
1 or 3 f to share 3 bdrm River

glade apt for fall Call Diane 333
4272 p m

1 rm in country house in Hedlev
for summer 173 mo SM M17 nite*

Need 4 people m f Swiss Village
Apia own rooms 4M par mo
from Juna 1 thru Aug 31 utilities
included

Female roommatea for summer
sublet 3 bedrm Rolling Or Call
2MSM3

Couple or 2 roommetea needed
io share room in co op house for
summer with option to renew
fireplace garden on bua routa 4M
each 2M SM7 or 2M 6M2

ROOMMATE WANTED
Roommetea wanted tor Bran

dvwma Apt June 1 Sept ) Oi*h
wosher pool alegenio. all fur
rushed Rent negotiable Cell MS
6M7 efter 7

Cliffside 1 bdrm Sublet June IS
app I Opt to renew SM 3249 ~

1 2F wented for summer (option
for Falll Brit Man 400 mo (ingle

446 mo double Cell 2M Mil

Sublet S bdrm haa Main St..

Amh Opt to renew 2S3 2407

Furnished room to sublet in

leveret! Jun to Aug 4M 00 mo
54*. 00M

Juna Sept Colonial Village. 2
bdrm on bu* line Furn

. pool I1M
w util negot 263 72B7 efter 5 p m

3 bedroom Townhou** ept June
1 to August 31 Option to renew air
conditioning pool On* mile from
cempu* Rant negotieble Cell 54S
1372

Sublet with option to renew ]
bdrm Brandywina mod. con*
June 1 Cell MS 6714

6 1 to S3 option to renew,
townhouaa a c . 1 4 parsons MS
1S7S. M Townhouse Apt Amherst

Lg 2 bdrm apt semi furn w
study Jn 1 Aug 31 417S B twn
323 SMI Must **el

3 bdrm Townhouse. June 1.

Option to renew, pool, air cond .

carpeted 3 batha. wooded bky'd
41M month Cell 666 4997

3 floora. 2 bdrm . a c. pool, bu* rt

Opt to renew WHAT MORE?? f
NEGOTIABLE SM 3M1

2 bedr . furn 4330 incl util For
June t to Aug 36 10 min walk to
campus Bua** MS 2715

3 bdrm Puffton Apt June 1

Auguat 1 4196 Call MS MM
Woman to share houae. yard,

garden Near Amh. Ctr . own rm
,

furnished If needed on bu* n
Ree.on.bl* Call Helen 2S3 »M1
avea

One or two M or F roommetea
wented for 2 bdrm ept Bren
dvwine N Amherst Jn Ag , on
bua rta Rent negot MS SMS

2 roommetea. m or f wanted for
FALL Own room in Swiss Village
Franny. SM 4279. Annie SM S7M
Own rm in 4 bdrm sabattical

haa im Echo Hill 1 mi to U M
Crptd. frnshd. clr tv etc Wds . opn
space nr bua thru Aug 472 Lving 4
Europe 263 74M evnga

A findl lg 2 fire sunny haa dntn
N Hampton F nd* F M Bag 6 30
to get it 470 plua util Call Coffee
5M MM 6 11pm Negotiable over
summer

Female* or couple Room eveil
June 1 Rent neg After S Cell 2M
M32

Femelea wanted for Brandywina
Apt Juna 1 Aug 31 447 M double
or 4M for single Cell Anne 6 6323
Tite * 4110

Naed 2 femelea to share a fur-
nished 2 brm Brandywina apt
from Juna 1 to Aug 31 Call Linda
549 3639

2 F. IM wanted Co op houae
Wooda. river. E Z accaaa For
Sept 5M 4219 4M mo

Aveil June 76 78 Space for 2
women in houae 3 ml. from
Amherat Ctr M2 M plua util.
furni*h*d 16 min walk to bua.
garden Cell Libby or Susan 263
3SM

Cape M F roommetea for co
*d cnttegein Oenniaport Cell Chris
Cindy et SM 8439 or SM 6443

Ownrm in 4 bdrm sabetticel hse
in Echo Hill - 2 ml. to UM Frnshd
clr TV. w mach . dryr. etc Wda..
opn space, nr bua Thru Aug 472
Lvng a turopo 7S3 7468

467 M plua Beau locat . friendly
v b F SM IBM

Belch He . garden, wooda. swim
476 Own room Call SM IMS

2 mrts . M or F. for Jung 1 to Aug
31 No Amherat. 4 min. to bua
routa. 2 bdrm 4M incl. utll Call MS

Shore eir cond metier bdrm
Townhouse apt Rant negot tor
tiimmer MS 1372

1 or 2 men wented to there one
bedroom in Brittany Manor Apt
Starts Sept rune S montha 462 M
par peraon plua alec Call 766 6021
or SMSM1
RESPONSIBLE M F ROOM

MATE SHARE FURNISHED 3
BDRM TWNHSE SUMMER AND
OR FALL BUS LINE POOL
TENNIS COURTS NO LEASE 4100
MTH UTILITIES INCL AIR COND
BOB 263 7M7

N Amharet Lerge ept Own
room 491 67 per mo plus utils
Secur depos Leeee until Aug
Tony M9M99

Peraon wanted to tebe vacant
room N Leverett 110 miles from
compusl Greet locetion. lott of
quiet June 1 Aug 31 Call John
ow *MS 4M per month

Fern
. own room in 6 bedrm

house N Amh Co op June 1 M9MM 466 per mo

2 people there large bedr
Pretidentiel Apt 4M mon ea air
cond M9 46M

F Juna 1 to Aug 31 Partly
furnished dw . ec. carpeting end
pool Close to campus Barb M9MM
Oeeperete M F couple wanta

room awap in dorm* for nest yeer
I* alreedy tot up. we iuet need
enother couple Cell Dele et 6M
5720

1 or 2 roommatea wanted for
Rolling Green Apt June 1 Aug 1

263 3306

M roommate wanted Rolling
Green Apt w w. ec. June Aug
4M total cost month Call Tom 263
9710

Cape Cod Sth fern needed for
turn cot In Vermouth 1320 per
turn Cell Luenn 5M 7461 or Joyce

ROOM WANTED
Fern with very tmell dog needs a

room for the tummer preferably in

e house oft Mem Rd Heve cer
Amherst Bolchertown ore*
Charlene SM 7330

In Cooparetive House In Nor
thempton Cell Jene 5M 4M1

r< WANTED

F - June 1 August 31 Cloaa to
cempua. A c . pool, partly furn
Laurie MS 1M3 aft 4.

F roommetg; ITS.
houae Hartley Call Si

two bdrm
6 2767

13 bdrms Townhaa. Bua routa.
pool, air cond Rent neg SM 4424
Call anytm

Roommmete wanted 4M month
includes utilities private bedroom
Center So Oearfleld Call MS 2424

Roommate wanted Fully fur
nished Cliffside Apt on bus route
pool Sublet 462 00 Incl utll M or F
S42S172 or 363 72S2 Ask for Sarah

Dal bdrm avail. In 2 bdrm . p t

Summer 544 34)04

Room* to rant in largo home
begin Jung 1 MB. mo. plua utll
Call SM 0S3S

I m looking for a country home
thet i* peeceful co op with some

' fine people. Rent and utilities not
over 4M or so for September Cell
Joseph 6M 47M

BOB STILL WANTS YOUR AIL
ING OR DECREPIT CAR' Fest 44 for
the hulk Seve this ed for summer
reference 3S3 7M7

Townhouse ept to sublet option
to renew Air conditioned car
peted close to campus and on bus
routa 4336 plus utilities per month
Will negotiete rent for summer
months if interested, call MS 0695

Wanted Siemese kitten free
Bob 3M M46

F need* place for tummer
Felmnuth eree 766 8BS2 Cethy

Person or couple to share living
sit Must like horte* end dogs
Plenty of lend end bern 367 9944
efter 5 30

Benio plover needed for steedv
summer iob on Cepe Cod Call Tom
6 7697

Drums and baa* needed for toft
rock Commercial, light jail 3M
81M

WANTED - Tlchete to E Ivia
Concert in June et Spfld CC SM
6000

Pleaee return contents of stolen
peck to tite of theft Do not throw
ewey.

1 male neoda place to live near
Dennit or South Oennle for
summer Call Dick at 5 3600 or S
3M3

Famelo ••« and flute player end e
lead guitariet for woman'* band
Serioua muelciant only Call Clglro
M F 114 at 363 2676

Wanted ept aittar. lg. clean
comfy, not sublet tgl. bod. no
tmoke Rent negot pk. avail.

Northamp Call 5M 22M

Will pay ceah for your alec
portable typewriter 263 5462
Debbie

Would like Oaachund puppy,
miniature pref. Esxellent care 649
6893 Kitty

RIDERS WANTED
RIDER DRIVEN WANTED

To Calif July 1 Call 2M 6903 aft.

RIDE WANTED

Ride wented to Florida at and of
semester Willing to there •«
panaea and driving. Call Rita. SM-
8201

RIDE WANTED
Need nde to Ft Leuderdele

• round Mev 24 Will (here driving
•nd all *ip*n*** Mik* MS 5002
efter 5

Biker going to Colorado call
Carol SM 1M6 Anyone elee
going to Col 7

For Summer Mon Fn from
Spfld to UM 6 4 30 732 M16

HELP WANTED

Full lime counter girl needed
inimedietely Super Puisne Apply
• n parson

The Coilmgian needs people to
steff our new grephics deportment
The iob enteils meking up ed* on o
copy cemera a* well e* meking
hoodline* lor stones Escellent
learning eapenence with minimel
finenciel rewords Cell Ken et MS
3500

Indoor security for spring
concert M F 6 hre 418 Apply 416
SUB

Possible opening for individuals
in ell phese* of community
organising for the orgoniiing of ell
student* et large state university in
Western Most Plooto apply by
Mey 6 for possible interview im
medietely Affirmetive action
guideline* strictly enforced Pleese
send resume* immediately to Ed
Farts Student Orgoniiing Protect
Room 428 Student Union Building
UMass Amherat. Mett

PERSONALS
Cherter flights to Europe end

Celif Cell Cemput Travel M6 0600
|

Salisbury Beach Now the
biggest enterteinment center in N
E Rent en apartment now Seeeon
starts May 23 for 18 weeks For
info call 1 617 6M 7670

Seeking femelo companion for
summer fun Mature, open minded.
B or W women deeired Write c o
240% Welnut St Holyoke Will
enswer ell letters

IS creditt for spending M daya in

tail Cell Bill O Leery. 754 0402

Seeking female componion for
summer fun Mature, open minded.
B or W women, desired Write co
240V, Welnut St. Holyoke Will
enawar all letters

The Hulk Only a childish mind
like yours could even concoivo of
such an obviously unintelligent
statement

Shy cosmopolitan ttudanta. M.
withat to meet native F with
strong interest in foreign affaire
goal crott cultural aachange
Confidentiality assured Cell SM
8711. etk for Ramin

J«n Have a great day and a
super nite Love Ba mmmmmmm
Thank you Rendy. Thank you

Randy. Thank you Randy. Thank
you Randy. Thank you Randy
Thank you Randy. Thank you
Randy. Theni, vou Randy. Thank
you Randy. Thank you Randy
Thank you Randy. Thank you end
Heppy Birthday. Randy

Happy Birthday. Bobby Knojiwe love you From the Girls on 16

Tag Sale May 10th Kappa Alpha
Thata. 77t No Pleatant St Old
furniture, books, clothes and mora
miecellaneoue Items M6 7736

Courtney of LS202 - Coma bachWe still love you Call eves MS

TRAVEL
Seve 30 per cent on flights to

most placet in the U S end Europe
by purchettng tickets eheed et
Adventure Travel Cell todev M9
1?M

Move cheep Shore e U haul to
Buston Call Oave 6S4 1S21
Leevmg Mev 26

Cherier flights to Europe end
CaSM Call Campus Travel M5 0500

SERVICES m
Tennis rocket restringing Good

iob Cheep Cell Jen 64

Need help moving hop on the
Cowgirl Eaproat anywhere
Anything Cell 333 S0S1 or 3M I

Anything Goes Von end Trailer
to N V end Bos olso locel lugging
387 3078 2340

BOB WILL STILL FIX YOUR CAR
RIGHT Any moke yr model no
iob too tmell Seve this ed for
summer reference 383 7M7

THE OUTBACK AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIR specieliilng m Seeb end
other foreign core Cell Guv et 3M

Kermechemcs All foreign end
domestic repoirs Fist specialists
Let us check out that uaod cor
before vou buy it People s pricoeWe II teach you too 6M 7146

ENTERTAINMENT

Four hour* of nonatop noataigla
end hita for only 4M Cell Bob the

J SMM7S

I)

Teg Sale everything goo* SunMey 11 10 4 131 Summer St NAm M9 67M

UNITED Feature Syndicate

ACROSS

irlle'iiav -.My,/ .

Lost SR M calculator on Apr
30 426 reward Coll Mike SM 7619

. I*". 1,"'"*' i«ckef et Rusty Noil'*
J**

on,v coot, no ouos S4S
2176. 6M 3080 small roward

Two ring. block and silver in
music Rm Knowlton April 21 CallMary SM MM
Tha moot important part of my

lifo Chom 111 112 lab workbook
AND notobook bolonging to Jong
Alinovi Pleese leave In Colltgimn
office with Advertising
Serretoriee

Bl puppy No collar Name Mac"ewerd Cell Jim 54J 3477

Auto Workshop

I Spree Slang
S National

symbol
9 Pay lor

another 9

food
14 I cannol tell

15 Dressing
gown

i6Weigmy
1 1 Good

BiOiical

passer by
19 Bar
20 Show

lee i lies'

Coiioq
7t Place lor

N.cMaus
?3 Anglo-Sa«on

peon
24 Doomed 7

words
27 Tenure ot

ottice

29 Was nappy
with one s

worn
3 1 Plundered
35 African

antelope
$1 Drunkard
39Actess

Bow
•40 Bird

4? Concise
Summary

44 Style

45 Ward oil

4 7 Nol broad
49 0AS

memoer
ADO'

50ForsaK.-
S7 Small noilow

J4 Holei
empioye

5fe Washington
city

59 Healhen
deity

62 Fondle
64 Maple

Wat
65 Crate
67 Tailed

labnc 2
words

?0 Supply wan
seeds

7 1 Hibem.d
72 G.ns

nickname
73 Import
74 Oboe
75 Water
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1 Supported
2 Where
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J Amateurs
Informal
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device
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13 Category
18 Replace
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22fyer Poel
25 Scent
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tjadsOird swords
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furnishing
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33 Historic
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DO IT YOURSELF Tool. fra.with space rental
professions! edvico

42 hr .

Portawholatelo Level 1. CC Ger.1.Mon Fri.3,0. S.t t «r.
. «'o

N

CALCULATORS

Collage Calculator* haa all tha
onswers I offer low dlacount
price* on ell makaa and model* of
celculotor* All machine* new.
with full warranty and moral If
your machine malfunctions within
2 months I'll replace It frool All
line* available Toaaa Inat HP
Commodore. Rockwell and other*

a\«!°e.
° n,y *nn •"-«• o"'.

wtelcor 636 compereble to the SRM only 482 M Before you buy
onywhoro. coll mo first and III give
vou thia beat deal 1 can Call BobCrowed SM 1318

0)
I-

2
<
UJ
0.

THE CQHCOUttt is rw£
s / rr (vctirO of f\ oukl
Of vJOPLi^ DETU/££A/

#A pRijTFtV^OP or

RLUN
CrfLArV/?)

SZZ:

'
' "" " ,*i*\ Hoi:

17

YOUR BIRTHDAY by Stella wilder

fipdlt

18 1 '"'i

41 Russian
citadels

43 Measure 0,
steps

46 Pewter coin
48 Lowest in

rank
t" 6 I Knock Over

' irm

crossings
5b Delay
57 o.

Lammermoor
58 Fencing

60 Open valley
6

1

even
lujOJ

63 Lose interest
66 Greek

goddess
r>8Resi
69Eitiemiiy

Thursday Mi\ M •- rltm 111-

da\ vi»u pr«sNM>f tiiiesa- iiilts >t

CMTBCteT which Mill >(kj v.i'11 li>r

•.LHHVS.S in Mjrh I'lfltis oj en

draTVar as (kiln us adu-msiny
itlikatujn Hindi ptTsuasiw in

eeWNL ptTSLStrnl tojPCSl. mkj

BBrVf little (1itliruli\ talking
iHhiTS into txi'i>mmy oaetapSM 01

yam wi-us *VYg*rt um. nut
flaw dilTk'u.!tv howi-wr ls in

ita'tdmi: proTHSlj v»hai vinjr

Views' arf Ktir sou arc an n
remi-U bruad minded in

dividual and ma\ U- able in 1111

di-rsland *• man> lafjH ot .1

cfwslion or LSMii' that mhj raaaM
1 hi"**' amimt! them
An I'MvntionalK linal nt*rvi:n

epKleaa) wherr matter*: ot lh«-

heart arc concerned \ou can he
counted ujiiin to stand up for

anwme to uhom vou have made
.1 ik-rsonal commiimcn! Il i>

uuilc possible that vou an- one it

ihie*- tor whom there us onlv love

nt a romantic nature You will

have Iru-nds Irian amort", mem
tiers nl the ofpSastC SM bv the

d<r/ms hut it mav well he that

>ou will give your heart but

once

\ *f*aattve intuitive r»Tsiin

vou have a knack tot pn<1ic1in»>

with considerable act uracv

<4/Ct f^wvi lao

fK^vrV uf> (a

T'rr< jt/rrtji <-^v« aj

Ovl r*bJrnj4tu# <*ArJ\

THt*£ WAS A/ncotf/iZ/tU. jfcu,

|Q£THf /*>«;«<4h;. ftMeitjCaVfi
IluiTH rylMT«TNf AiJjfAir J

by johnny hart

by brant parker and johnny hart

by charles schultz

.u1.1i tlie tiihuc hue in Mote both

Im vou and lor Haasr l" whom
miii t<vl dim' AlthiHu:h vou are
t i|".hl In tiiisl vou intuitive

knowledilc vnti vull nave In he
on .out L'tiaul acainst IrvMtnjI it

-11 much tli.it vou become
tal.illstic IJiiilc the nppoM'i
Jionld hi' po-vsilili' it mki tan
iv into the Inline vou Jiould
!» able torh.ini;c what vou drat t

like !>v * haiiLiink: tiie prwaiel

! ' titnl v h.il is in Mon tot vimi

i.imini.ivv -a-lii 1 v.iui bn1lxl.iv

anil nail the cm res|>ondini:

Ikiiaur.ipb N't vihii birtbdav

-T.« he viKit tiath euasV

Kridav Max »

T\l HI S \pnl JrM.iv 20'

- Mthouith vou i; u i\ he tempted
In -J.icken voui elliMt a> tfve

viork Meek ••nd- mhi would do
well to kivp up km- ii.ne New
liains at cvenuu;

l.rMIM Mat Jl lum S» -

New irKetltive lot .ichlevement

should develop out aj thLs dav ^

aciiviiM-, l>on t disTet>ard warn
ings. tiiev are Kivi-n w ith vour in

leasts at heart

t'AM'KR 'June 21 Julv 22> -
As the present prujini draws to a
conclusion doot allow vourvll
or .vour enthusiasn to lai; \iw
efforts are m^tieil

LKO (Julv 23-Aun J2> -Inno
vale in order to keep vour in

terest in an old i-ndcavor Irom
lading at the last moment Now
ls the time to begin expecting
ri-siolts

VIKf.O Aug 2>S,pt 22' -
1-av uiur plans well and vou will

hjve no cause lor nyrets laii'r in

the month Make sure ynur ideas

are well grounded in tact>

I.IBHA Sept 23-ikl W -

Small efforts vield small results

lake care not tu take ollease .it

unintentional slight* < Mhers mav
be as ansjous not tn en fa viki

are

SCOKPIO IM Z\ Nov 21' -

Concentrate on thiM- aaTaM and
atlaus that can gain vou new

IWpWl Hi the eves nl vnur BtVTk

Coworkers arrive with ptob

IcttiN m the morning

SAf.lTTAKIlS Nov 22

Iks- 21 1
— It vou are wlsc viki

will allow no more time to Daa>

before jititnpting to estahlisii

liettci telation.shi|»N with lamtlv

nuiiihers living at home
I APKU'OKN Us 22.Ian

If' — Single nnndedness can
bring vim in line with vour go.il

helore the dav is nut Dont pic

lend not to know what aniKtu-r is

talking dtmut

Ayi AKIlS'.lan 20-Keh 18

-If vou think the grass is

gnvner on the other side of the

tence whv ivk trv TTnaawaver
vou were wrong might he b«"J

lot vou

PISt KS'Keb 1>*-March20i -

The success vnu g.nn bv evi-ntng.

il viiu an- wlsc and iiux'k enough
Ul lake il. mav Mirurisc vou New
hnl)biestakciin .1 prnfttahle liaik

A K IKS 'Man h 21 April I9> -
Stretch vour ini.igitialion and
.mi mav be able Ittoane up with

the answetN tu .inldrcn> ifie^

lions All goes well on the home
trnnt

AUCTION
and there will be a soul food luncheon. Sat 5-10,

outdoors at Hampshire College Library Center from 12
noon to 5 p m Proceeds go to Financial Aid
BICYCLE CLUB

If vou want dav tnps this weekend I need leaders
Call Chervl. 6 4127, if interested and or post ride on
our board
BLOOD NEEDED

for John J Gallagher 651 S East St Amherst Ma
Hospital Cooiey Dickinson Type doesn t matter
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

There is an area on campus for the peaceful studv
of Chnstian Science Found there is the Bible and
other Christian Science Literature Located m Goodeli,
follow the signs
COrVft: SEE A WOLF

Df Charles Berger and Farley, an Alaskan Tundra
wolf, will be m Mahar Auditorium at 7 30 p.m on
Thurs.. 5 8 Dr Berger will present his own slides on
wolf behavior Also, film Death of a Legend
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES WORKSHOP

For interested professionals and students, there will

be a workshop on Sat , 5-10, from 8 5 where several
specialists will speak It will be held m Rm. 102,
Thompson Hall For more information - check
posters m CC
THE EAST IS RED"
Color film of the classic dramatuation of China's

Revolution Mav 8. 7 30 p m , Thompson 106
FILM FEST

Tonne, 4 short films produced and directed bv
women 8 00 in Grayson Mam Lounge. Free Everyone
welcome
FOOD SCIENCE CLUB

Elects officers: Steve Parrot - President, Don
Coffey, Mark Edson. Susan Theim - Executive
Committee Salaries will be discussed at next meeting.
All Food Science students are invited to attend
MOTORCYCLE CO OP MEMBERSHIP

If interested in becoming Motorcycle Co-op
member and benefits involved, call Tom at 6 9242
ATTN STUDENT NURSES

There will be a Student Nurses organization
meeting tonite. 5-8. at 630 m the conference room at
4th floor Morrill North This meeting is very important
POLISH CLUB

Elections tonite in Herter 107 at 6:30 p.m Be there if

vou wish to vote or run Participate and insure a good
club program next year
PRE MEDS

There will be a brief meeting, Thurs. 5-8. for
elections of Moderator for the Pre- Medical Society.
Will be m Rm. 903 CC at 7-730 Very important. All
please attend

Also, important meeting for all those interested in

lOimng the planning committee Help organize your
society Elections for chairperson will also be held
Sunday, 5 11, CC 178 All welcome.
PROGRAM COUNCIL MUSIC COMM

Meeting tonite m Rm 162 175 CC at 7:30 Tonite is

the last meeting before the show, and considering the
fact that everyone should have an idea as to what s
going on, it is suggested that you be present at this
meeting. Everybody'
SHAB

The Advisory Board will meet today at 5 p.m m Rm.
901 CC. This meeting is critical as elections will be
held, thus it will determine the groups future. Please
attend if at all possible.
THIRD WORLD WATCH
The Third World Watch will be selecting next vear'g

officers this Fri. and Sat. The support and par-
ticipation of the community is necessary to achieve
the paper s goals of become a third world. 5 college,
newspaper The paper can be nothing more than what
vou decide to make it by your active participation.
Phone 586 3100 Ext 4170 or write Third World Watch.
Box 180. Amherst College, Amherst. Ma.
VILLAGE PARK RESIOENTS
Due to new speed bumps. UMass buses will itq

longer go through Village Park until further notice.
Flag stop at E Pleasant St or pick up the bus at Frat -

Sor Park.

WEIGHTLIFTING CLUB
Films from the New England Collegiate Cham-

pionships will be shown next week. For info call David
Rigert. 665 4726
WINNERS
The winners of the Photo Contest can pick up their

prizes in the Collegian Office between the hours of
830 430, Mon thru Fri

WRITERS READING
Brad Miller, Paul Moses and Marcia Hastie will be

feeding their poetry and prose in the Colonial Lounge
at 7:30 p m on Thurs., 5-8. No admission fee
FOUND

Gold wedding band at Boyden 5-6. engraved with
initials D.E.P.7 Call John at 665 3941 (and date 5-19-
461

FOUND
Female kitten near campus chapel, subtle, tri-

coiored Please claim her We cant keep her. Leave
vour phone number at Collegian Office
LOST

Valuable key ring with 6 keys for which I have no
duplicates left in SBA men's room about 5 p.m. on
Sat. during Schlitzarama. Please turn into CC Lost
and Found
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Trackwomen falter;

lack field strength
By SCOTTHAYES

The Sugarloaf women's track club, which is composed of runners who
will form the nucleus of next year's track and cross country programs for

women at UMass, suffered a pair of setbacks, Tuesday afternoon in

Springfield.

The Cherokee Track Club (Springfield College athletes) won the tri-meet

with 72 points while Fitch High School of Groton, Connecticut, finished

second with 50 Vi points. The Sugarloaf trackwomen managed only 17%
points.

Coach Tom Derderian had only eight runners to work with and since

there were no women to compete in the weight events (discus, javelin,

shot), the milers were forced to enter the shot put. There were no
Sugarloaf competitors in the long or high jumps as the runners had to

concede points to their opponents.

New school record was established in the four by- 110 relay. Sue
Kibling ran a strong anchor leg for Sugarloaf, which tied for third in 55.4,

but a judge's decision awarded second place to Fitch. Kibling took the

baton and caught her Fitch opponent at the finish line.

Former UMass standout Charlotte Lettis won the mile in 4:58. Julie

LaFreniere and Marion Kulick both had last-lap charges to place fourth and
fifth, respectively.

Kibling returned to easily win her heat of the 440- yard run in 65.1, but her

performance was only fourth overall. Judy Lovely was timed in 72.7, a

personal best.

Laurian Greguoli ran shoeless in the 100-yard dash and sped to a 12.3

timing and fourth place. Kibling was close behind in 12.4 seconds.

Carta White ran the half-mile in 2:40.9 while teammate Johara Chapman
finished in 2:49.5, a big improvement over her previous efforts.

Greguoili ran the 220-yard dash in 29.6 and Kulick was clocked in 30.5,

but neither placed.

The last even of the meet was the medley relay, in which Sugarloaf

placed second. LaFrepJere ran the initial 220- leg in 30 seconds and Lovely

and Greguoli ran 110-legs before Lettis completed the quarter-mile anchor
lap in 59.8.

"I was amazed at the results," Derderian commented. "Everyone im-

proved their times, with no exceptions, and that's rare."

GUN LAPS . . . The trackwomen face Fitchburg State College today in

Springfield. On next Wednesday, May 14, there will be an open meet fcr

women at the UMass track. Derderian stated that he would like to invite

any women interested in track to participate in the meet, which will include

experienced and novice divisions.

LaFreniere's 23-foot effort in the shot put was the best by any of the

Sugarloaf atheltes, but far from scoring any points. LaFreniere (5:43.2) and
Kulick (5:45) recorded their best times ever in the four-lap race.

OFF

ALL

JEANS
ALL BRANDS •

JACKETS INCLUDED

at

THOMPSONS
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

OPEN 9-5:30, 8 on Friday

! WITH THIS COUPON

This coupon good for $4.00 towards
J

tho purchase of ANY one item in our I

Jeans Shop. |

I

I

I

I

CLIP & SAVE!

(offer expires May 31, 1975)

• And you know what brands we carry, don't you!

Stokes, Donohue eager co-captains
By RON ARENA

Returning members of this years'

varsity basketball team elected

Mike Stokes and Mark Oonoghue
as co- captains for the 1975-76

season, earlier this week.
Stokes, a 5'9" guard, will be a

senior next year. He was used
sparingly the past season, after

coming off a fine JV opting the
previous year. With the graduation
of guards Jim Burke and Bill En-

dicott, more playing time should be
available to Stokes.

Donogue has yet to play a game
in a Minuteman uniform, after

transferring from Dartmouth this

past year. Because of the switch,

the 6'8" center-forward was forced

to spend his initial year at UMass as

a spectator. However, Donoghue
still has two years of eligibility left,

being only a junior in 1975-76. With
the absence of John Murphy and
Greg Duarte, Donoghue could be
an important "big man".
According to the varsity coach,

Jack Leaman, the co captains "are
expected to be the leaders of the
team." He noted their prime role as
"being directly responsible for the
conditioning of the team and for

the closeness and unity of the

group.

Leaman quickly dismissed the

idea of captains being chosen

merely to satisfy a tradition. "It's

much more than that," explained

the coach. "The captains are the

major link in communication
between the team and the

coaches." He revealed that the

captains and coaches frequently

discuss strategies of "what will

work and what won't", and that the

captains often suggest what five

players may combine well.

"You know as well as I, that the

best five players don't always make
the best team", said Leaman.
The coach had no gripes with the

results of the voting. "Stokes is a

real hard worker and a skillful

player. He deserves the role."

The election of Donoghue
caused Leaman to be "surprised,

but not unhappy." Asked whether

a newcomer could accomplish

being a leader, Leaman stated,

"Apparently the team feels he can.

Just through practicing with the

team, they sense he has the

qualities of being a leader."

The Collegian is

the only
newspaper with

campus and

world news
together —
weekday
mornings

Goddard College
Internships in Learning Disabilities

June 2 to August 22, 1975

Intensive, full-time study. 15 credits at either graduate or
undergraduate level. Theoretical work and practical tutorial
experience with adults, prisoners, and school-aged children.
Options to continue in BA and MA programs.

• Diagnosis, Testing, and Counseling of Reading and
other Learning Disabilities.

• Theories and Issues in Learning Disabilities.

• Methods and Materials in Remediation of
Reading Disability.

• Prac ticum in Learning Disabilities: Children,
Adolescents and Adults,

Faculty includes Jeffrey H. Schnitzer of the Harvard Graduate
School of Education; Alice Ansara, Visiting Consultant from
the University of Richmond, and Loyola College, Baltimore;
and Goddard College Faculty in Education.

All costs, including room, board and tuition: $1,850 Financial
aid is available.

For further information and application forms, write:

Office of Summer Programs
Learning Disabilities

Goddard College, Box
Plainfield, Vermont 05667
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Mittmen rally falls short, 7-5

UMass second baseman Joe Marzilli flips ball to first

thisVear.
1
"

9 rUnner - SeCOnd in ac,ion "»**

3^Itf* 1
'

IN STOCK OVER 10,267 ITEMS

By BILL DOYLE
Amherst relievers Gary Prichard and Paul Vater

pitched out of a bases loaded, no out jam in the
seventh inning, and Brian Christ smashed a grandslam
to power the Lord Jeffs to a victory over the UMass
varsity batsmen yesterday at Amherst.

With the score 6-4, UMass' Paul Abramowicz led
off the seventh with a double to left. A walk to Joe
Marzilli and a bunt single by Steve Wright loaded the
bases for the Minutemen but Prichard got John Seed
to hit a 3-2 pitch down the line to the third baseman'
who tagged the bag and threw out Abramowicz at the
plate.

Prichard then walked Jerry Mondalto to reload the
bases, but Vater allowed Amherst to escape un-
scathed by striking out John Healy.

"Seed never pulls the ball that much," said Coach
Dick Bergquist, referring to John's hard grounder hit

over the third base bag. 'Amherst was actually
overshifted on him but it worked."
The Lord Jeffs scored five of their runs in the

second inning on only two hits, as they took ad-
vantage of Jeff Reardon's wildness.

After Jerry Seppa opened the inning by singling,

Reardon retired the next two batters, but a walk and a
hit batsmen loaded the bases for Amherst. Reardon
then walked the Lord Jeff's number nine hitter to
force in a run and set the stage for Christ's grandslam,
a shot over the leftfield fence. It was Christ's first

homer of the year.

Another Amherst run in the fourth on a walk and a

EUROPE at
prices you can . _ „
afford from $299! Golfers begin quest for Nationals

single, which was bobbled by UMass rightfielder

Abramowicz, caused an early exit for Reardon.
"He didn't have anything," Bergquist said of

Reardon. "I'm disappointed because he was really

humming the ball in his last start."

Reardon was replaced by Rich Kelly, who set down
the Jeffs on four hits and one run the rest of the

game.
Trailing 6-1, UMass pecked away for two runs in the

fifth, one in the sixth, and one more in the eighth but
the Minutemen comeback fell short.

Jim Cullen and Abramowicz opened the fifth with
singles and both were knocked in on Marzilli's

grounder and Seed's bloop single to center. Jim Black
produced UMass' run in the sixth by punching a single

just over the second baseman's glove to score Healy
from second.

The Minutemen's final tally scored when Cullen's

sacrifice fly plated Pete Backstrom, who was credited
with a triple when Amherst's leftfielder misjudged his

fly ball.

"The three double plays that we hit into, really

hurt," Bergquist said. "That, Christ's grandslam, and
the fact that Reardon didn't pitch well, accounted for

why we lost."

Vater, Amherst's ace pitcher in Bergquist's opinion,

wrapped up the game for the Jeffs by striking out the
side in the ninth.

CHANGE-UPS: UMass scored its first run in the
second when Mondalto singled, stole second, went to

third on a grounder and sprinted home on a short

passed ball.

TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHTS • RAIL PASSES • TREKKING
ACCOMMODATIONS • ALL INCLUSIVE "TWO WEEKERS"

Spend less for the air more when you're there! For
SPECIAL low rates, members contact . .

.

National Ass'n. of
Students and Teachers

Contact:

Campus Travel Center
3rd Level, Campus Center

545-0500

423JSAVER^^^ DISTRIBUTORS ^^^"

BEST THING
SINCE

WHOLESALE
THE CATALOG /SHOWROOM /WAREHOUSE

BUY IT AT IT'S LOW PRICE AT PAYSAVER

The Tecic 360S. TAPE DECK
FACTORY AUTHORIZED SALE!

By RON ARENA
At the outset of this year, the

UMass golf team set one goal for

themselves — to reach the
Nationals in Ohio State. Success or
failure in achieving that target will

be determined in the next two days
of golf.

The Minutemen left yesterday for

Hanover, New Hampshire to play
their most important 36 holes of

FRIDAY, MAY 9 - 7PM

LIST $379.50 J

<2JSAVER
LOW PRICE 3295<>

goif this year. Sixteen challenging

teams, a total of 85 individual

performers, will be attempting to

qualify for the NCAA golf tour-

nament in Columbus, Ohio, the last

week in June. Of the Eastern

teams, only two will earn the rights

to participate in the Nationals, while

two individuals will also qualify.

The UMass chances of being one
of the two top teams appear good.
Perhaps their coach. Fan Gaudette,
best summed up the odds, saying,

"If we play to our capabilities, we'll

make it." And he's probably right; if

the Minutemen can score as they
did in back to-back rounds at Stow
(301 and 308 best four totals), few
teams should rival them.

For the opposition. Harvard
proves to be one of the toughest
foes. The Crimson overtook Yale
this year as the top team in the Ivy

League. Harvard easily captured
the Ivy League championship by 14
strokes, while making a shambles
of the Greater Boston Cham-
pionship, winning the 36-hole
contest by 42 strokes. They will be
led by Alexander Vik, one of the
best golfers in the East, and Tom
Yellin.

Yale, after tying UMass last fall in

the Easterns, has been playing
poorly the past few weeks. After
battling the local linksters to a tie in

the opening week of competition,

the Eli lagged 27 strokes behind
rival Harvard in the Ivy League
Championship. Last week, they

continued struggling, dropping a

match to Amherst.

UMass will play Joe Artman,
Glen Sullivan, Howie Terban, Rick

Olson, and John Lasek in the

competition. All appear confident

that UMass will prevail.

"We should be one of the top
two. I just hope that the weather
will be good," Lasek said, thinking

about Monday's third place finish

in the adverse weather conditions

at Salem.

Olson, reflecting on the same
"if" as Gaudette, said, "Sure we
can qualify, we've got enough.
We're the best team if we play."

Even if the team fails to qualify,

an individual total may earn
someone the chance to visit

Columbus. But for UMass, an
individual qualification would do
little to relieve the disappointment
of the team failing.

Sullivan remarked on this,

saying, "It's great if you (individual)

qualify But it kinda takes away a lot

if your team's not there with you."
The next forty-eight hours will

tell just who will be shooting their

summer rounds of golf in Ohio, and
who will be playing in New
England.

Two years ago TEAC introduced the 450, a cassette deck so good a lot of reel-to-reel ma-
chines were suddenly out-performed, never mind other typical cassette decks.
The 360S is now following the leader. You still get the same advanced transport drive system
that produces on incredable lack of wow and flutter (less than 0.07% WRMS And all the
other engineering accomplishments that first made cassette decks respectable in sophisticated
systems. Things like Dolby circuitry, enhanced by a tone generator and calibration controls,
peak indicator light, tape memory and automatic shut-off

.

ASK OUR SOUND EXPERTS FOR MORE DETAILS
SPRINGFIELD
1351 MAIN ST

Doily 9 30 A(N toS 30 PM
Mon 1 Thur til t P M

WEST SPRINGFIELD HOLYOKE
BURT S-CENTURY CENTER 1S04 NORTHAMPTON ST

Dailw 9 AM to 9 PM Doily 1 AM to 9 PM
SAT 9 to 5 30 Sot til 6 PM

^fit
NORTHAMPTON
HAMP PLAZA

Daily 10 AM to 9 PM
Sot til 6 PM

GREENFIELD
87 MAIN ST

Daily 10 AM to 6 PM
Fn til 9 PM

1 VISIT BURT'S NEW COMPLETE SOUND ROOM

COUNT BASIE
AND MS SIXTEEN PIECE

ORCHESTRA

PLUS ROOMFULL OF BLUES

Athletic Footwear Center
For Either Sex

TICKETS: $ 5.00* *d™« I OUTLETS:
$ 7.Q0* *.*>»

I FACES OF EARTH

WINDHAM COLLEGE
PUTNEY, VERMONT

'^r¥iM¥Vyy

TENNIS - BASKETBALL - JOGGING

WARMUP - LEISURE WEAR - WHATEVER
Famous Brands at Reasonable Prices!

401,1*4 SHOE

8 MAIN ST., AMHERST
Daily 9:00-5:30

» » •«« » * .\ > t. «»TI«T
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Gorillas flat;

Brown, 15-8
By BEN CASWELL
and TOM CROWLEY

With precision-like midfield play

which controlled the game both
offensively and defensively, and
sharp goaltending. Brown
University defeated the UMass
lacrosse team yesterday, 15-8, at

Brown.

The win for Brown assures the
Bruins of recapturing the New
England championship which
UMass won last year.

"We didn't play as well as we're
capable of," said UMass lacrosse

coach Dick Garber, "we did some
good things, but we didn't put the
ball in the net.

"I'd say some gift goals and
some poor coverage hurt. What I

told the guys is that we have three
more games that we should win, so
let's do it."

Attackman Ken Swerdloff
opened the game's scoring for

Brown with an unassisted effort

early in the first period.

The Bruins then jumped out to a

two goal lead before UMass
midfielder Vinnie LoBello got the

Minutemen on the scoreboard with
a field length rush and also

unassisted score.

The rest of the period found the

Brown passing game very effective

as their midfielders, especially Bob
Mueller, Bob MacLeod, and Steve
Meister at attack, controlled the

game.

UMass was having trouble
getting their shots on net in the first

period and what they did get on net

Brown goalie Tad Aburn was
usually equal to.

With the score 3-2, Brown ex-

ploded for six straight goals and it

seemed as if they might just blow
Garber's Gorillas off the field.

But UMass staged a small

comeback at the close of the halt

with goals from Frank Garahan,
Jeff Spooner and Billy Arnold to

move within four goals of Brown.

Arnold's goal came with only two
seconds left in the half. The Gorillas

went into the break with a good
measure of the game's momentum,
not to mention a man advantage
resulting from a slashing call to

Brown defenseman Bill Carey.
But Brown came out flying and

was able to score twice before
UMass could retaliate. Midfielder

Tom Albertson and attackman
Swerdloff again, hit for the Bruins
to up the Brown lead to six goals.

From this point on UMass would
never get closer than four goals.

Most of the time, Brown's passing
game kept control of the ball for the
Bruins. The remainder of the time
their close-checking defense kept
the Gorillas from getting any good
shots on net and thus mounting a
sustained attack.

Brown goalie Tad Abum, playing
with a cast on his right arm, had a
fine game between the pipes.

Numerous times he thwarted
UMass attackers stopping shots
both high and low.

Perhaps his most spectacular-
looking save came on a Kevin
Patterson underhand wrist shot
that Aburn deflected with his stick

as it was headed for the lower- right
corner of the cage.

UMass' failure to get their shots
on net in the first half was a
deciding factor. Some shots missed
the net that may have made things
a lot tighter than they were.

The Gorillas were standing still

sometimes which is in direct

contrast to the "run and gun" ethic
that has been their success many
times this season.

Also a little too much teamwork
(if there is such a thing) hurt the
UMass attack. Either one too many
passes or an unneeded move,
rather than a shot to the cage
plauged the Gorillas all day.

SCOOP SHOTS - Jeff Spooner
and Billy O'Brien led the Gorillas

with three goals and three assists

respectively. ..that may say
something about the UMass attack
for the day...The chimps (jv team)
will host Amherst College behind
Boyden tomorrow at 3:30...The
chimps are 6-1 and coming off two
recent wins against Mount Her-
mon, 8-4, and Massachusetts
Lacrosse Club, 6-5. ..The next
UMass varsity game is this
Saturday at M.I. T....The next home
game is one week from yesterday
against Springfield.

This scene was the story of the day for Garber's Gorillas, as Brown goaltender
Tad Aburn takes a Frank Garahan shot in the chest. The Gorillas spent most of the
day either missing the net or shooting right into Aburn. The remainder of the day
was taken up by Aburn making some fine saves as he anchored Brown in a 15-8
victory and the New England championship.

Cindermen
crush URI

The tormented face of Jeff Browne shows exactlynow sick he is of having to jump all those golddarned
hurdles while repeating aloud the words "UnivMass"
affixed to each obstacle as he passes over it. Rhode
Island will be rehashing the same words, as the UMass
trackmen did them in, 103-51.

Celtics whipped,backs against wall
LANDOVER. Md. [UP/] - Phil Chenier led the way

with 27 points and young Nick Weatherspoon came
off the bench to produce 18 more Wednesday night
as the Washington Bullets coasted to a 119-108
victory over the Boston Celtics and a 3-1 lead in their
best-of-seven NBA semifinal playoff series.

Chenier and Weatherspoon were helped by Elvin
Hayes, who pumped in 22 points, and Kevin Porter,
who added 21 to the delight of a sellout crowd 19,035.

The Bullets took command of the game in the

second period when Weatherspoon came through
with 10 of his points and helped his club build a 65-54

halftime lead.

Boston's Jo Jo White led all scorers with 32 points,

while John Havilcek came through with 23 and Don
Nelson 21 for the defending NBA champion Celtics.

All but one of Nelson's points came in the first half.

Celtic center Dave Cowens was limited to 15 points

in his scoring duel against Hayes.
The two teams, which wound up with identical 60-

22 records in regular season play, were nip and tuck
through most of the first period. The Bullets edged
ahead, 29-26, at the period's end as Chenier and
Weatherspoon popped in field goals in the closing
seconds.

Weatherspoon hit four more baskets in the second
quarter and Chenier had 15 points at half time as
Washington fashioned an 11 -point lead.

The Celtics were afflicted with shooting problems in

the first half, as Cowens produced only six points. The
Bullets hit 57.8 per cent from the field in the opening
half.

Washington built a 21 -point lead, 81-60, early in the
third period, but the Celtics rebounded to cut the

deficit to eight points. However, Weatherspoon and
Chenier pumped in last second baskets to keep
Washington ahead, 99-88, after three periods.

By SCOTTHAYES
From the opening event, it was

evident that yesterday afternoon
was going to be a successful one
for the UMass track team. Bob
Adamson, Mike Geraghty and Ron
Harris combined for a sweep of the
long jump and their teammates
took the hint as the trackmen

trampled Rhode Island, 103-51.

There were several exceptional

performances, including Bill

Jerrow's record-breaking pole vault

of 16-6 and Kerry McKay's 9.5 in

the 100-yard dash. URI's Jerrow
broke the previous Llewelyn Derby
Track standard of 16-1, which was
set by a former Rhode Island

athlete, Wayne Van Findesien in

1972. McKay, a winner in both the
100 and 220-yard dashes, tied a
track record with his showing.

Adamson was a double winner
for the Minutemen, capturing first

in the long and triple jumps. The
UMass standout took the long jump
with a leap measuring 23-1 and
three quarters and placed first in

the triple jump with a 47-1 1 and thre

quarter inch effort. Teammate
Geraghty finished second in both
jumping events.

The tracksters outscored the
Rams in the jumping events, 25-11.
Harris chipped in whith his personal
best in the long jump, 22-3, which
gave UMass third place and a
sweep. Mark Hughes and Rusty
Kendall placed one-two in the high
jump.

Rich Szrom and Ian Pyka gave
URI first place finishers «i th
hammer throw and the •hot put,
but George Ennis and Todd Holt
prevented Rhode Island domination
of the weight events by taking first

in the discus and javelin. In fact, the
Minutemen outscored Rhody 22-14
in the throwing events. Ennis
recored a personal best of 147-4, in

the discus as did John Willis (141-
1).

Holt led a sweep of the javelin

with a throw of 200-2. Minutemen
Bob O'Neil and Kevin Hall were
second and third.

The points were evenly
distributed in the sprints and
hurdles. The Rams won three

events, including the 120-yard high
hurdles, an event which Paul
Hecker took in 14.4. McKay ac-

counted for URI first places in the
two dashes.

UMass won the 440-yard relay

and swept the 440-yard in-

termediate hurdles as Curt
Stegerwald placed first. Chris
Nelson, Mark Healy and John
Richards captured the next three
spots. Joe Martens and Tommy
Beland tied for second in the 220,
crossing the finish line in 22.3. Pete
Famulari made a successful return
from a hamstring injury, placing
second in the 120 hurdles with a
time of 14.5.

With gusty winds aiding the
jumping events, sprints and hur-
dles, while hampering the longer
runs and throwing events, Martens
raced to a first place finish in the
440-yard run. Steve Crimmin
placed third in 51.8, nearly two
seconds off the first- place time. In

the half-mile, Chris Farmer won
individual honors in 1:58.6 and
Francis O'Keefe was second.
The distancemen were without

the services of injured Randy
Thomas and Bill Gillin, but still

managed to add points to the team
total. Bobby Neil and sophomore
Andy levy tied for first in the two-
mile with a time of 9:30.6 Chet
Mysliwicz ran his fastest mile ever
(4:16.1) to win the meet's four lap
race.

The afternoon ended as its

beginning had promised — with a
UMass victory. The tracksters won
the two-mile relay (which officially

dismissed any thoughts of a URI
comeback), upping their record to
3-1.

\

inside:
Alice Cooper,

God,
and other look-alikes

The union gap

Who trusts the Trustees ?

President Robert Wood and
Chairman Joseph Healy

by Larry Kornfeld Speaker Davjd Barf|ey sajd Qf
him: "He is fhe only guy with

The official university enough prestige and clout to
position on where the power take on a governor or gover-
lies in UMass is spelled out nor-elect." The Globe has
simply in a governance
statement called the "Wellman
Document". It begins: "The
Board of Trustees has all

described Wood as art elder
statesman among many liberal
democrats, and when Wood
and Dukakis began arguing

authority, responsibility, over the university budget they
rights, privileges, powers and billed it as a battle between two
duties of organization and political giants,
government of the University According to the Boston
of Massachusetts..." Globe magazine Wood knew

Technically this is true, but poverty as a child. The Globe
reality it's very misleading, attributed one of his

in

If one thing stands out in the
backgrounds of all the trustees
it's that they are very busy
people. Many of them are
lucky if they can get to all the
Trustee meetings they are
assigned to let alone look into
what's going on at the
university. As one irate trustee
put it after an unusually long

"Colleagues'' as saying;
"Because academic life
rescued him from that early
existence, he has a high
respect for education and
believes it is the way for the
people."
After getting his Ph.D. from

Harvard in 1950, Wood held
various government jobs in-

meeting: They (some people eluding housing expert for the
making presentations to the
Trustees) don't realize how
much it's costing us to be
here."
As a result the ad

ministration determines most
of the agenda items, gives
most of the presentations the
Trustees will rely on, and the
Trustees vote the way the
administration wants them to
with little or no discussion.
The Board does have two

student members, but their
input doesn't amount to much.
At one meeting Trustee Rick
Savini objected to a proposed
governance procedure saying
it wouldn't allow for enough
student input. The Trustees
thought this point so trivial
that they immediately voted
the procedure in without
further discussion. Savini cast
the only dissenting vote.
After watching the Board

rush through one proposal
after another it becomes ob-
vious who is really in charge.
That man is UMass President
Robert Wood.
Wood is recognized by many

as one of the most powerful
politicians in the state. House

U.S. Bureau of the Budget and
at the same time served on the
faculty of Harvard University.
In 1957 he left Harvard for
M.I.T. where he became
chairman of the political
science department and
Director of the Joint Center for
Urban Studies a\ Harvard and
M.I.T.

In 1966, Wood left academic
life to become a major figure in

President Johnson's "great
society" program. Wood
chaired the task force that set
up the Department of Housing
and Urban Development and
then became Under Secretary
of HUD until 1969 when he
became Secretary of HUD for
the last two weeks of the
Johnson Administration. The
New York Times called him
the "driving force" behind the
Model Cities Program, the 1968
Housing Act, and other great
society innovations.
When Wood returned to

Boston, instead of taking a
break after all that, he served
as Chairman of the MBTA,
Director of the Harvard-MIT
Joint Center for Urban Studies
and head of the political

science department at M.I.T.
— all at the same time! "Much
of the criticism of Wood as a
power-hungry, ambitious
person stems from this period
and it was only stoked higher
when, in August 1970, he
resigned from all three to take
the presidency of UMass," said
Richard Weintraub in a Globe
magazine story two years ago.
Wood was elected to the

Presidency by the Board of

Trustees, and all of his powers
as president depend on their
support.
A pamphlet about the Board

of Trustees that was published
by the university justifies the
powers of the Board as follows

:

"Lay trustees. ..as ordinary
citizens representing various
interests on a non-partisan
basis, are best able to reflect
back to the University the
immediate concerns of the
people of the Commonwealth
whom the University is

dedicated to serve."
The UMass Trustees are a

long way from being "ordinary
citizens". They Include two
doctors, two lawyers, a
professor from Harvard, a
Bishop, two bank presidents,
an electric company president,
and the owner of a radio
station, yet the Board has not
one member of the blue collar
class.

Incredibly enough the
pamphlet also says:
"Governance must rest in the
hands of the people. It must be
free of arbitrary political In-

terference and control either
from inside or outside of the
Institution."

16 of the 18 voting board
members are appointed by the
Governor without the review or
consent of anybody. What
could possibly be more "ar-

bitrary political interferenct."
As President of UMass Wood

has been politically aggressive
and uncompromising. He has
made a lot of friends in high
places as well as enemies. He
is often seen in the Tavern Club
eating with Senate President
Kevin Harrington and House
Speaker David Bartley.
Wood drew a lot of criticism

from the state legislature and
Governor Sargent for using
state funds to pay over $140,000
a year in rent on his plush
offices in One Washington
Mall. However, according to

budget director Phil Gar-
tenborg, the $140,000 per year
on Wood's office ($80 sq. ft.) is

paid out of a state fund account
for rentals (016) and the rale
is "competitive" with other
downtown Boston properties.

Ideologically, Wood's ad-
ministration is dominated by
liberal democrats who saw the
peak of their power and in-

fluence during the Johnson
Administration.

Peter Edelman, the Vice-
President for Policy Planning,
is a former legislative aid to

Robert Kennedy and a

graduate of Harvard Law
School.

Franklin Patterson
University Professor was the
first president of the liberal,
experimental Hampshire
College and is now an advisor
to Wood on educational
planning and innovation within
the university.

Adam Yarmolinsky, the
Ralph Waldo Emerson
Professor of the University, is

a graduate of Harvard Law
School and a former professor
there. He served as Assistant
Secretary of Defense under
Robert McNamara and
received the "Distinguished
Public Service Medal" from
the Department of Defense.
Both Yarmolinsky and
Edelman worked for Robert
Kennedy speechwriting before
his assassination.

Besides his advisors in the
administration, Wood has
appointed 30 "distinguished
citizens" from Massachusetts
to advise him on planning for
the future of the university.
Insplte of the fact that these
advisors are supposed to be
helping plan for the future of a
university, only two of them
could be in any way considered
distinguished educators. Of the
other 28, 18 are businessmen.
The rest of the council includes
two labor union leaders, two
corporate lawyers, and a social
action project director.
Businessmen on the Council

include President of Western
Mass. Electric, the President
of Eastern Gas & Fuel
Associates, the President of
Star Markets, the President of
the Provident Institution for
Savings, and many other
leaders of Massachusetts In-

dustry. All together the 30
Council members hoU*
positions on 62 different cor-
porations and two corporate
law firms.

Officially Wood's duties as
president of UMass Include co-
ordinating the work of the
three campuses, planning for
the future and dealing with
budgetary matters. He

promised upon assuming office
that he would have little in-
tervention into the affairs of
the three major campuses.
But, now Wood is using the
School of Education scandal to
justify giving himself more
direct control of the separate
campuses.

Wood's powers are now
being threatened from above
by Dukakis and Secretary of
Education Paul Parks. They
want Wood to cut ten per cent
of the universities budget and
take it all out of administration
inspite of the fact that only 18
per cent of the state funds
going to the university go to
administration. Wood claims

.
such a cut would be
"catastrophic" and refused to
take it all out of ad
ministration. If Dukakis and
Parks have their way the
administration's power to
determine its own budget
allocations vyiff be reduced.
Wood j&o faces a battle

from segments of the student
population who are trying to
set up a union of students. He
has indicated that he is op-
posed to a student union
because j* is "incompetable"
with an academic Institution.
Already he yor the trustees to
put the>tudent union enabling
act through the "governance
process" before voting on it.

This means the trustees will
not vote on the act until
October. How^wHt Wood deal
with these fssues, Richard
Wetntraub now a Washington
Post reporter, wrote in the
Globe magazine, "If he moves
in his usual fashion he will
study the problems and
possible solutions exhaustively
and then move quickly behind
the scenes in an attempt t<

implement his own decisions
before 'going public' with
whatever he decides."

Regardless of what happens,
Wood has been fighting major
power struggles for a long
time, and he has obviously
gotten very good at it.

*

No budget cuts!
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This is a warning. Next week is the last BELOW THE SALT of the semester. If you have any an

nouncements or any relevant material that must be known by the people before the end of school, let us have it

soon. Our usual deadline is Tuesday at noon, however this week it will have to be Monday at noon so we can see

how big we get to make the paper. If you have any questions about anything we would know about (that's

leaving things wide open) call us at 545-3500 and ask for anybody in BELOW TH E SALT.
If you are already on the staff and would like to know about next semester's plans, it might be a good idea

to come up to the office and see Tyla. There will be Editorial positions available and all kinds of new and funny

things coming up.

If you are not already below the salt and would like to be, or at least have a hand in planning next

semester's pages, you are also encouraged to come to the second floor of the student union, find our little cubicle

and get assaulted. If no one is there, which I doubt, leave us a note. We like getting mail, any kind of mail. Input

is what it's all about.

P.S. Staff peoples would please leave summer addresses with Tyla for further communication.

Below the Salt

Volume 3, Issue 14
8 May 1975

Mark Nardini

Most in demand
Tyla L. Michelove

Philip D. Zitowitz

Jack Cahill

David Miller

Linda Sherksnis

David Santos

On the way out

Michael C.P. Kostek

Leaving the pages
Ed Smith

What Next?
Kris Jackson
Don Mcgilvray

VJ
i1

Next
Andrew B. MacKenzie

On the way
Gina Starodoj

Steve Masse

Paul Kontrimas

Ken Blanchard

Moving
Jeffrey Polman

Tied up
Susan Doskocil

Stage Right
Maria Richmond

Silent Partner
Frits Geurtsen

Ross Nerenberg

Cristine P. Sullivan

Judith Wolinsky Saloway

Kit Browne Scott Haas

"The truth was doomed to die. It

was being downtrodden, was being

drowned, burned, ground to ashes.

But look — it has survived, it lives,

it has been printed, and nobody
ever will be able to wipe it out."

Below The Salt is a weekly fine
art real world magazine of the
UMass Daily Collegian, student
newspaper, Amherst, Mass.

Below the Salt has always

been the kind of magazine that

would print peculiar work. We
pledge to uphold this tradition,

but can't promise everybody's

peculiar work will fit. Yours

must be typed, double-spaced,

at sixty spaces to the line. The

deadline tor each Thursdays

edition is noon the previous

Tuesday; but you can write to

j^s or call 545-3500 anytime.

"Women in Film"
May 8, 9, 10

THURS. — 4 short films made by women

FRI. — When You See This; Remember Me:
Gertrude Stein

SAT. — Rachel, Rachel with Joanne Wood
ward

FREE 8:00 in Grayson Lounge

presented by O.H. Women's Center

8 May 1975
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You can get anything you want
ALICE COOPER -THE IMAGE

Having lost interest in rock
music sometime around 1968, I

didn't even know who Alice Cooper
was until he slithered across my
TV screen in a Snoop Sisters

episode; and he was so incredibly

sensual that I became instantly

fascinated with the man. I wanted
to know more about him, but

everyone I talked to reacted with

repulsion at the mention of his

name. More fascinated than ever, I

mission, until I resigned myself to

just sit and watch the concert from
my hiding place within the

audience.

In sharp contrast, Alice Cooper's

people — his agents, managers,
dancers, musicians, and
technicians — were the nicest,

most tolerant people I en-

countered, and Alice was the nicest

of all.

Ago" and "Steven '. It surprised
me that an audience so young
would appreciate the subtle and
almost mystical directions that

Alice is beginning to explore-
But Alice is still Alice Cooper,

and he puts on a wild show. Who
else would beat the hell out of a life-

sized naked blonde rag doll while
singing a love song, then drag it to

bed with him to slap around, sleep
with, and eventually transform
into a real woman? That's his style

for someone to break through their

fear and enter that room. I couldn't

believe this was happening, said

"Fuck it" and walked in.

Alice is a very relaxed, friendly

and outgoing person, with an in-

timately playful manner that puts

the most nervous and stammering
interviewer — like me — at ease.

During the time we were together,

we began to talk about his In

Concert TV special which had been
aired for the first time the night

before...we both felt that it had
been fantastic— he had never seen
it in its entirety until then and he
was delighted with it. He talked of

new directions — no more snakes
and hangings, he's done all that

already. I expressed my hope that

his new directions would take him
deeper into filmmaking (my
field); in reply he described the all

encompassing, pleasure in a live

performance which he compared
to an orgasm; and although it

exhausted him so thoroughly that

when it was over he was sure he

couldn't do it again, he needed that

pleasure so much that here he is on
the road again.

He described his role as an actor,

and the process by which, on stage,

he assumes, the macabre
character of that man who makes
the audience cringe in horror, and
how he casts that personality off;

for "Alice Cooper" exists only on
stage. This process is necessary
for him to retain his own per-

sonality, which he recognizes as
vital for him to stay alive. He
described Jim Morrison, whom he
had liked and admired deeply and
who died because he had not

separated himself from his stage
personality but had assumed it as
his own. I asked him if this is a
form of spirit possession, and he
assured me that it isn't. It is ac-

ting, and Alice is an actor.

by Christine P. Sullivan

began studying his music and
found that I liked It as much as I

liked him, to the chagrin of the
people around me. They were
hearing him scream about burying
dead babies and making love to

dead bodies, but I was listening to

him sing softly and with com-
passion about the loneliness of

Christ in "Second Coming". ..they

were turning him out because of

the horror he generated within

them, while I was turning onto him
because he dared to explore and
describe levels of the human mind
which most of us are fortunate

enough to be able to avoid. Alice

Cooper's various forms of insanity

are grippingly real, and I was
determined to find out how a man
could go so far into insanity for so

long without becoming insane.

Meeting Alice Cooper is no easy

task. A month and a half of letters

and long-distance phone calls to

Alice's various managers got me a

back-stage press pass that Don
Law, a tyrannical bastard who
controls all large local concerts

with the power of a total dictator,

refused to honor. He posted armed
guards which prevented me from
meeting and photographing Alice

before the concert as had been

previously arranged, and he
demanded that all the videotaping,

filming, and audio taping equip

ment be seized from my crew and
myself. He allowed us to keep one
still camera (which we were most
often prevented from using by his

goliath sized guards who pushed
me around during most of the

concert until harassed into sub

ALICE COOPER — THE CON-
CERT

The concert, "Welcome to My
Nightmare," is Alice Cooper's
latest rock-theater extravaganza.
As a rock concert it was really fine

— Alice has a strong, clear, well-

controlled voice with amazing
range, and the songs he sang (from

his latest album, also called
Welcome To My Nightmare) were
always powerful, and often

beautiful. As theater it was great

fun — giant living spiders-people

hanging from a 20-ft. high web for

Alice to do battle with, a monstrous
cyclops for Alice to behead,
luminescent skeleton-people to

dance with, glowing green towers,

and a bed like you wouldn't

believe.

The auditorium was filled with

teenagers — the roughest looking

bunch I'd ever seen, but they all

had a great amount of respect for

Alice Cooper. As excited as they

got whenever he belted out one of

his fast hits like 'I'm Eighteen",

"School's Out", and the new
"Department of Youth", they
immediately sat down and listened

in silence when Alice sang one of

his new and beautiful love songs
like "Only Women Bleed", or the

hauntingly mysterious "Years

of humor, and it was appropriately

entertaining.

By far the most impressive and
innovative part of the show was the

total integration of live action and
film through the use of a shredded
screen into which Alice would
disappear as his image
simultaneously appeared on the

film, and later reappear from
another part of the screen to bring

the action back onto the stage.

That bit of film magic was the best

I've ever seen, and his perfection

of the technique indicates a very

bright mind behind those painted

eyes.

ALICE COOPER — THE MAN

After the concert was over and

the building empty of all those

thousands of young fans, a small

group of back stage pass holders

(with enough patience to wait

around until Law's gorilla guards

had gone home) sat or stood in a

semi circle around the dressing

room door, waiting for Alice

Cooper to emerge. They had been

pushed around and pushed back so

often that night that, when Alice

finally did appear, no one ap
proached him; and when he en

tered the adjoining lounge which

had been prepared as an informal

reception room, no outsider dared

follow him. They just stared at the

open door, or at each other, waiting

M Don't Miss It!
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THE END
American Boys

by Steven Phillip Smith
$8.95 - 435pp.
Putnam

Reviewed by Ed Smith

Vietnam is something which will

be remembered as more than a
country, more than a war, even
more than a national disaster. It

was a sort of national trauma
which had an unprecedented
divisive effect on the people of

America. To try to explain this

phenomenon completely would be
a huge task and probably an Im-
possible one. Accounts of parts of

the Vietnam experience, though,
are possible. Already we have had
books about the Green Berets
foisted upon us which concentrated
mainly on the John Wayne macho

image of the soldier. What has
been needed though, is an in-

telligent novel about the soldier's

experience, psychologically and
physically, in Vietnam. It seems
this is what we have in Steve

Smith's American Boys.

Smith, who served in the 1st

Cavalry in 1966, follows the ex-

perience of four young men in

Vietnam. Bored in Germany, they

volunteered for Vietnam for a

change of scenery and a chance at

some excitement. When they get to

Vietnam there is something other

than just change and excitement
waiting for them. There is another
element, the war, which escapes,

even in the end, any complete
understanding.

In the course of the novel the

responses of all four men to war

Below the Salt— the staff of the future

are manifest. The contradictory
emotions of such a situation are
skillfully brought out. He does not

use the book as a political forum,
but rather tries to get at the plight

of the individual in the midst of

war.
The perspective in the novel

switches among the four
characters. This has the effect of

showing the reader many different

sides of the war and of the

characters. This can be a difficult

device to use, as a neutral

authorial tone is usually
necessary. Smith has been able to

use it to full advantaqe in this

novel, and has given the book a

varied texture.

As a first novel, American Boys
is exceptional. Smith, who
received his MFA at UMass, has
taken the material from his own
experience and transformed it into

a compelling novel of the war.
What is most attractive about this

novel is the clarity of the writing.

Smith puts down scenes which
produce in the reader all the
sensations the characters are

8 May 19Z5
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experiencing. He has an ex
ceptional eye for detail which
enables him to bring out a theme of

technical do ".I nation of the war
and its clash with the almost
prehistoric surroundings.
American Boys is not a perfect

novel The writing is confusinq in

way ot swiTcning scenes irom mt
jungle to the base to Germany and
back to the jungle. Overall, though,

he shows control of his writing

which is refreshing and In-

teresting.

It is probable that Vietnam
novels will be plentiful in the next

few years as distance from the war
grows. It is fortunate that Smith's

book is one of the first as it should

set a high standard for those to

follow.
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Words We Own
OUR OWN WORDS

by Mary Helen Dohan
Penguin Books Inc.

358 p.

Reviewed by
Philip D. Zitowitz

Words have become a modern
preoccupation. The possibilities of

'he spoken and the written word in

communication and miscom
munication, the manipulation of

words in the doubletalk of politics

and the insincerity of ad
verfisement, have created a new
interest and sense of urgency in the

examination of our language.
James Joyce and Marcel Proust
tampered with words and time to

give us a new sense of syntax. At
the same time, linguists and
semanticists have gone past the

aesthetic inquiries of the writer,

and have explored and elucidated
the structure and function of

language. Words have been
depreciated.

Ms. Mary Helen Donan's study
does not formulate an aesthetic

creed nor develop a manifesto on

words. In a quiet, witty and for the

most part, sensible manner, she
traces the origins and the

developments of the American
language. Her investigation begins
with a common I ndo European
tongue with its base in Sanscript.

She follows the poorly illuminated

beginnings of the English language
to the better documented and
researched Saxon settlements, the

Roman Invasion and the Norman
Conquests. After mapping out the

growth of standard English in

Great Britain, she describes the

renaissance of the language on this

side of the Atlantic. The settlers

moulded our language into a
hybrid form, an American English
responsive to the linguistic needs
of a people and a country which
increasingly had less and less to do
with the manufacturers of our
tongue — the English.

Dohan, with more than ample
examples, documents the con
tributions of the many peoples who
added to our speech ways. Ac-
cording to the author, the in-

digenous Indian tribes had a
surprisingly limited linguistic
effect on the American language.
The euphonius quality of Indian
speech is retained in such works as
Massachusetts, ("place of the

great hills,") Shenandoa,
("daughter of the great skies")
and Ohio, ("beautiful water").
German, Spanish, Dutch and
Yiddish have made infusions into

the language. A Dutch usage, long

in the American vocabulary is

bush, (from the Dutch word bosch,
meaning woods or uncleaned
forest). The Yiddish language has
inserted its rhythms, intonations,

vocabulary and humor. The
Scotch Irish brought more ex
pressions with them than most
ethnic groups. Crackers, as in

Georgia crackers, is Scotch in its

original meaning as boaster.
Contemporary events have given
us new coinages. We have a
counterculture made up of a
melange of the "drug" and "rock
scene", of "hippiedom and
psychedelia," and "flower power
and flower children."

While Dohan gives clear
examples and her style is en
tertaining and pointed, she has
none of the verve, irascibility and

places, especially in terms of

differentiating the four characters.
In some instances their per-
sonalities and interests overlap to

an uncomfortable degree. Smith
also has an, at times, disorienting
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invention of Mencken's classical

work, the American language. She
has none of the warmth and
anecdotal charm that Leo Rostein
displays in his study of American
Yiddish — The Joys of Yiddish. She
performs competently for those
interested simply in the origins and
development of the American
language. Her study, however,
purports to be a documented
historical account of the American
language — objective in its basis
and argumentation. The political

implication of words are not noted,

nor does she reveal her historical

prejudices to the reader : the power
of the mass media, technology, and
the perpetration of lies are
overlooked.

Our four letter words are our
glory. Eloquent obscenity captures
the mind and heart of the

American imagination. Writers as
diverse as Henry Miller, Norman
Mailer and Philip Roth have in

corpora ted our national pastime
into some of their best writing.

These words, either created or
rejuvenated, to a large extent, by
our returning G.l.'s, provide a
good portion of our everyday
idiom.

The standard language of our

dictionaries comes from the
powerful — the winners in

American society. Oohan has
difficulty in accounting for the

relatively small number of Indian
words in our vocabulary and ex
plains this scarcity in linguistic

and phonetic terms. The following

explanation may be easier. The
Indians lost — the Anglo-Saxons
won.
The fundamental meaning and

function of many words has
changed because they have been
subjected to the polymorphus
perversions of the mass media of

communications and the czars of

technology doubletalk. Gertrud
Stein's formulation, "A word is a
word is a word" is no longer ap
plicable. The word has become a
lie, an admixture of fakery and
hypocrisy, creating thought
pollution and mind rot. Executalk,
Gutspeak and Pseudo Infallibility

by Fad thinkers and Know nothing
authorities have made language
suspect. Dohan quails in the face of

confrontation with contemporary
factors. In this important area of

study, we need a book that
penetrates to the core and hits the
juggler of American language.
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This is

the Earth shoe.

Anne Kalso invented it.

Everyone is trying to

imitate it. But just because
a shoe looks like the Earth
brand shoe doesn't mean

it works like

the Earth shoe.
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JACKSON COMIC
BOOK REVIEW
by Kris Jackson

(Authors Note: When SEX AND
VIOLENCE COMIX was in galley
form, a copy was given to BELOW
THE SALT editor, Tyla L.
Michelove, for review. She soon
told me, however, that BTS could
not review the work; since much of

the content had appeared in the
SALT, a review would involve a
conflict of interest. I accordingly
agreed to review it myself. There's
no conflict of interest here.)

Kris Jackson's first comic book,
Sex and Violence Comix No. 1,

ranges from the subtle to the ob
noxiously blatant, from the clumsy
to the over controlled, and from
he brilliant and the promising to

he smug and over satisfied. It

includes work from the past year, a
period of time when he was ap-
proaching what could be
charitably called his first synthesis
of a style (or, uncharitably, his
first grasp of the ability to imitate)
•o the present.
The first thing that strikes the

reviewer is the diversity of style
and subject matter; the second
thing is the ease with which almost
any piece can be pinned down to an
imitation of one cartoonist or
another. His earliest influence, and
he one which is still most ap
parent, is R. Crumb, the ar
chetypical "underground" car
'oonist. The second is Vaughn
Bode, the flamboyant superstar
"pop mystic transvestite" whose
visits to UMass last year made a
strong impression on Jackson's
fevered brow.
Jackson admits freely the

imitative aspects of his work,
especially the earliest. "When I

first saw Crumb's work, four years
ago," he recalls, "I thought, 'Hey,
his is just lines on paper!' and
decided to try it myself. The ap
parent simplicity and crudeness of

Crumb's style made him an easy
model for me. Later, my art

courses taught me to go off in a
more independent direction, in

•erms of anatomy, line quality,

etc."

Jackson's quasi Crumb style can
be seen at its most developed in the

only two long stories in the book,
"Traktor Tale" and "The Truth."
Both, however, represent changes
from his past. "Traktor Tale" was
actually a dream I had one mor
ning, the first time I actually
dreamed a comic strip. I

remember reading it in the dream,
and being impressed with its

spontaneity and directness,
qualities which I thought I lackec
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It took me several minutes after
waking to realize that the work was
indeed my own. Since then, dreams
have become an important source
of material for me. I think the best
'hing I ever got from a dream was
Waiting for the Toast to Pop Up',
which is nowhere near as beautiful
and lavishly detailed as the
'original.' It still makes me feel

like a plagiarist. 'The Truth', on
•he other hand, was my exploration
of just letting a story ramble, with
no limits on time or length. I ex
plored the whole medium, and had
a lot of fun with it."

Meeting Bode was a jolt, in two
ways. The first, a stylistic one, was
he use of felt markers to color and
shade work. The work that Jackson
produced after this, here
reproduced in black and white,
brought about a richness in

onality and light effects never
before — or since — seen in his

work. The other change was one of

attitude. "Watching Bode's show, I

felt, not that I wanted to produce
work like his, but that I wanted to

break free of my normal sen
sibilities and tune in on some
creative source to the same degree
hat Bode has."
He didn't. Instead, he started

producing work like Bode's, or as
much like it as he could. The work
from this period, just the same, is

about his best.

The most recent works in the
book, sadly, lack that certain
"zing" that really should be
developing in his work right now,
•hough there are still surprises and
laughs. Jackson is equivocal about
his recent output. "A lot of this is

probably due to smugness and self

satisfaction. I am still carried
away with my 'star' status in this

community. But a lot of it is due,
'oo, to school pressures and the
many conflicting directions I'm
being pulled in. I think that I'm still

in a very early, formative stage of
my artistic career, and if I can
ever survive this fucking semester
and graduate, I might go on to

become a great genius instead of

•he half assed genius I have to

settle for being at the moment."
An interesting feature of the

book is two stories which were left

out. "The lawyer for the Ware
River News, the people printing
•he book, saw them just as they
were about to be printed and
warned us that, under new
Massachusetts law, they could get
both the paper and myself busted. I

almost wanted to go ahead with It,

but I had seen Lenny the night
before, and knew that I could not
financially handle being busted.
Lenny did not, after all, die for my
sins, I guess."

The two offending pages have
since been reprinted in Below the
Salt with instructions to the reader
o cut them out and paste them in
the appropriate places.

SUPER PIZZERIA
Specializing in —

PIZZAS {Lar9eand Small)

SPAGHETTI

GRINDERS
meatiest roast beef
grinder* In me aw

FREE DELIVERY in Amherst and Sunderland

549-0628
Open 11 a.m.-1a.m.

17 MONTAGUE RD. N AMHERST
Next to the N. Amherst Post Office
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What we know is the truth
by M.C.P. Kostek II

The Real Lenny Bruce
Lenny Bruce

(Fantasy F-79003) time 99:41

Gold Turkey
National Lampoon

(Epic PE 33410) time 39:28

What's so funny? Things are
so bad, they're hilarious. We
are offered a high contrast
here by the passing of ten

humorous years between these
two laff-Makers. And what we

> got? Some something, some
£ nothina.

What has been said in the

past is that our standard of

living can be roughly gauged
by the quality of the satire of

that time period. The more
outrageous the living con-
ditions (the more raw
material), the more virulent

and demented the satire. A sort

I- of sub-postulate sets out a ratio

between the circulation satire

gets (working out of a tight set

of rules about general
prosperity, media outputs and
General Morality — that old

bastard) and its time period.

So willy-nilly are the reach of

the darts shot into the hearts of

our heroes that Lenny Bruce,
one of the most insightful and
gifted comedians of our time,

never got much beyond the

dank world of the nightclub,

while the bunch of crafty-eyed
spoofers called The National

Lampoon got national syn-

dication for their radio hour,

and have a million-circulation

monthly magazine. And yes,

the story goes, the Lampooners
are making oodles of dough
ray-me on the stuff Bruce was
busted, prosecuted, and per-

secuted for. Bruce's sphere of

influence is growing these

days, almost ten years after

his death, as much of his

material is now Safe (much
easier to be civilly obedient
than civilly disobedient). And
through it all, the man's
desperate, clawing genius
shows in the depth and earnest
aptness of his charac-
terizations and observations.

The Real Lenny Bruce is two
records of his best bits from
Fantasy Records, circa 1958-

63, and is a true touchstone in

Lenny Bruce: the artist as comic

comedy-social development.
Lenny Bruce's act grew out of

the "thinking man" nervous
humor of the late fifties and
early sixties, the same kind of

innately-sensed dissonance
between Social truth and
Natural truth that spawned the

Non-conformist movements' a
short time after this. The
orginal popular thinking
humorists of this time were
Bob Newhart, Art Buchwald,
Mort Sahl, etc. .They examined
the emerging roles for Modern
Americans, the new frontier of

computers, job aptitudes, Lear
jets, supermarkets and other
items that were becoming
staples for our prime
existance. These odd and
unexpected changes (the

beginning of our massive
"Culture Shock") caused a

great deal of anxiety, but when
we saw they weren't going
away, we relaxed, cautiously,

helplessly, to a sort of ultimate
punchline, "How I Learned To

Stop Worrying And Love The
Bomb". So Tom Lehrer made
us laugh about pollution, and
Woody Allen took us down Big

City Neurosis lane. Ha. Ha?
The conventional mother-in-

law, sex-tease, ethnic, slap-

stick, etc. humor based in the

basic humanistic values from
our day-to-day relationships

and our insecurities therein as

eternally perpetrated by the

Hopes, Bennys, Cosbys, etc.

isn't enough anymore. Things
have changed. Most of today's

comedians now throw the
mother-in-law joke into a

Modern Development such as
the Psychiatrist's Office. Or
Driving Instructor ("What's
that, Mrs. Smith? You say you

already made a left turn?").

Out came Lenny, beginning

as a schlock "entertainer-

comedian", the kind of which
he relives so painfully in his

"Comic At The Palladium"
that after a short time, he

refused to do the routine. These
are the guys who have all the

funny-things-happen -to-them-
on-the-way-to-the-club, go up
to "Show Biz Heaven" for

impressions of the Greats —
Jolson, etc., and have the

overall impact of a wet mar-
tini. Lenny ripped through this

stuff in a few years and looked

for something more.
Something to set the folks a-

thinking. Bob Hope's jokes

about President Eisenhower's
golf game perhaps, in the long

run, make you take Ike a bit

less seriously, but didn't they

really reinforce his image as a

Great Man, able to take the

good-natured ribbing, and
make him all the more
powerful, impermeable?

No, Lenny wanted to bust

out. It doesn't take much once
you're attuned to society's

phony straight jacket, to reject

its ideals and rip into all the

lies, official inhumanity and
pure hate behind the mask.

This is a courageous route

for a human to follow in the

early sixties, especially in the

show biz world that makes its

living by making people happy
enough to pay money. A
courageous route, and a hard
one, as Bruce, after five years
of busts, prosecution and pure
persecution, died a drug-
related death in 1966. He just

missed the Hippies of 1967, who
seem to have been his natural

audience outside of the jazz

bandstand.

The Real Lenny Bruce is

probably the finest collection

of his "bits" to be found. Bits

meaning seven minutes spent

mainly on one subject. Bruce
was best, though, and most
exciting, in a free-wheeling
context over the space of an
entire evening. Carnegie Hall

is a three-record set of an
entire concert, recorded in

1961, probably the time of his

peak, before the Bust-Court
hassles began to drain him.
Carnegie Hall shows how the

man wandered, gambled,
rambled, and clicked in toto,

with anything and everything
that came into his head like one
of the jazz soloists he so ad-

mired in their freedom.

Bust 'em down bust 'em all

down — "obscenity,"
homosexuality, sex roles,

racism, religions, in general

incorporated, greenheads —
find who runs the power and
why. And how. Get us to check
ourselves, and see what our

true nature can possibly be.

After a while, Lenny became a

sort of human kamikaze,
strung out on his Truth.

The same only different goes

for the National Lampoon. A
lot of their targets — TV,
commercials, sports,
documentaries, liberals,

rednecks — are obvious
enough as being fatuous and
phoney, and ultimately
dangerous in their powers of

persuasion and ability to ap-

pear as vestiges of reality

perverted into insidious shells

(if people take televised

hockey or PBS seriously...).

The Lampoon operates on two
levels: 1. A sort of Lenny Bruce
(Hey, the Army's Big Picture

is full of shit, kids! Hey, the

Army is full of shit!) for the

younger to cut their teeth on,

and 2. Enough sprinkling of

true wit, cutting insight and a

special dose of dada absurdity

to make the skits grow and
flourish for Adults. (Do a skit

of the Judge sentencing Al

Capone to a dose of syphylis.

Funny? Well, not too, really...

Good? Well, the idea of doing

it, actually presenting these

voices saying such unreal
things makes for different

views of reality that are
quite. ..refreshing. Just about
what you'd expect from a sort

of American Monty Python.)

Lenny Bruce was an artist in

terms of perceiving, endorsing

and advocating a reality that is

coming into being today. The
fact that he got the basis of his

values from the black jazz

musicians he encountered
around the nightclub circuit

says a great deal for the

musicians and their culture as

well as Bruce's powers to be

funny in the deepest sense —
laughter inspired by what you
know is the truth.

Sunday afternoon, solo piano
Take It In Stride — Don Ewell

(Chiaroscuro)
Sangoma — Dollar Brand

(Sackville)

Musa (Ancestral Streams) —
Stanley Cowell (Strata-

East)

One p.m. on Sunday it is;

improperly sated on donuts
and high on coffee, my ears
demand something more basic

than soprano sax-led quartets
wailing the new, new super
heavy funk. I find it in three
albums, each quite different,

linked mainly by one thing.

Each is a one-man keyboard
outing, that most natural, most
difficult of jazz styles, as old as
Cripple Clarence Lofton and as
new as Cecil Taylor. The only
thing that ever holds back a
solo player is him (or her) self,

which brings the performer to

a very concrete realization of

his capabilities, his originality

and the degree of freedom he
can reach. Plus the freshness
of the solo sound is in-

vigorating.

Don Ewell, sixty and
swinging, is one of a very
eclectically talented stable of

pianists based in Noo Yawk
who recorded for Chiaroscuro.

Although associated with New
Orleans rooted musicians like

Bunk Johnson, Sidney Bechet,
Albert Nicholas and Jack
Teagarden, Don's mastery and
love of the complex, ag-
gressive stride piano style (via

James P. Johnson and Fats
Waller) is rousingly evident.

Older "standards" are a big
part of Ewell's game and
things like "Indian Summer"
or "Nice Work If You Can Get
It" would make my father
burst into song. Don's tech-

nique is fine, but the pre-1930
feel of these is slightly too

much ragtimey ricky-tick. On
stronger cuts like "Get Hap-
py" and the superb "Dr.
Heckle and Mr. Jibe," Don is

all over the keyboard with both
hands, swinging hard and
pushy. "Thou Swell", a lock

handed hair-raiser and the
ballad "100 Years From
Today" probably epitomize the
two sides of Don Ewell and this

album.

Dollar Brand (Xahuri) is the

sum of new African music and
jazz piano history. Somewhat
puzzling to listen to, his tech-

nique is partially hidden in

heavily-accented African

by Jack Cahill

rhythm. Without a doubt,
Brand intends for his musical
ends to take precedence over
the means. Side two, the three
part "Ancient Africa," really

moves powerfully from the

outset — his iron left hand
beating out the hypnotic bass
chords while he subtly shifts

the compelling right hand
figures. Brand hums fervently,

a few slightly different themes
appear, an effective
dissonance or two and back to

the welcome original theme.
It's repetitious, why do I enjoy
it? "The Aloe and the Wild
Rose" is similar with in-

creased intensity, but the
"Fats, Duke and the Monk"
medley really tells where
Brand is from. The pianistic

gamut runs from immaculate
on "Single Petal of a Rose" to

bizarrely humorous to laid

back stride (Ode to Duke). Ah,

yes, there's the technique!

Musa by Stanley Cowell was
my voted favorite of last year's
albums and I didn't even own a
copy. Now I do and my feelings

are even stronger. Certain
pieces here were originally

recorded with a big band on
Music Inc.'s first release, and

if they were excellent or-

chestra vehicles, Cowell has
adapted them perfectly for

piano. It's astounding, the total

lack of limitations one senses
in Cowell's keyboard forays!
There is barely a moment of

searching on his LP,
everything is there.

It's astounding, the total

lack of limitations one
senses in Cowell's keyboard
forays! There is barely a
moment of searching on his

LP, everything is there."

"Abscretions" swings gutsy,
funky and dramatic, and can
make even half-listeners turn

around. Simple beauty is the
strength of "Equipoise", with
some striking octave changes.
"Emit Danenberg" and
"Maimoun" are both from
Cowell's previous Illusion Suite

and the improvement here is

well noted, especially on the

latter, a masterpiece of

thematic soloing (Cowell has
been playing with Sonny
Rollins as of late). "Depar-
tures 1 and 2" are both way
uptempo and Stanley sounds so

confident, nary a hesitation in

his tangential steeplechases
across the keys. Left and right

hand digits challenge each
other with the complexity of

tncir lines until they reach the

common theme and hammer it

out together. Musa is on a level

with any of the Corea or

Jarrett solo stuff while
retaining its particular
stylistic identity.

Meanwhile, back in Funk
City...

thetruthneverliesaswellasbeastophiliaforyoutooshotinto
themind'sstratospherelikeeati^upyourmindfeetfindclass

thedramaofspewin9oitout...andothertalesfromthene
Hijack

AMONOUULII
(AtcoSDM-lM)

Total P'aving Time: 44 38
Rock 'n' roll is basically an Anglo musical Duul II, a

form, born and bred in England and the U.S. of
A. But since all music belongs to the world at
large, a number of people in other cultures
have applied themselves to rock, with greatly
varied and always interesting results.
Unfortunately, all too often these efforts,
although interesting, are mere reworkings of
last year's conventions — standard chord
progressions, stock rhythms and the like. (Of
course, too many Anglo musicians fall into the
same traps — but that's another story.) Amon

German—Scandinavian (I think)
group working in English, suffers from this
syndrome on Hijack — in spite of some in
ventive lyrics and a couple of solid musical
moments, the songs lack any luster or punch
They've absorbed the surfaces quite well, but
the rest is somehow missing
Amon Duul ll's lyrics (actually there are

several songwriters, but they merge after a
certain point) are definitely out of the New Age
— the main concern is the casting off of ob
soiete modes of thought and living, useless

Amon Duul ll : good suffaces, missing the re<t

paranoia, and moving out into something
better Sometimes this concern becomes stiff

and stilted, as in "I can't see a tired man
sleeping— in a subway train— laying down the
holy game of poker ("I Can't Wait")", or "All I

wanna say, sweet, sweet woman— you'll see
the green grass growing again— see — what's
it all about it was just a dream ("Lonely
Woman")" But the better part of the lyric

writing manages to be quite facile, even when
the music is not — good examples are "Mr
Hitler was possessed by demons— Mr. Nero by
a perverted game— "panem et circenses" for

the crowd— today isn't it just the same?
("Explode Like A Star")", and "

I

've borrowed
your time and I'm sorry I called— Forget what
I've said but remember — you're not alone
("You're Not Alone") Of all of the several
writers in the group, Chris Karrer is probably
the ablest her songs are the most interesting

musically, and she has the solidest lyric sense
The surprises of this album are "Da

Guadaloop ", "Liquid Whisper", and "Archy
the Robot". "Da Guadaloop" is the album's in

strumental, which starts from disco music and
continues from seven fairly bizarre minutes,
overlaying snatches of Shaft like strings,
telephone operators, a quote from "Deut
schland Uber Alles", and other random
musical comments. "Liquid Whisper" is a
lovely song by any standards the band really
starts to move, reminding me of It's A
Beautiful Day more than anything else.

Delicate synthesizer and Karrer's floating

vocals. "Archy the Robot" is very funny, all

about Cybernetic Tricks for the New Age.

Archy is a robot "Emotionally engaged against

Demon's Lib"; he captures the Devil and
spanks him, and is planning to capture God
next To put him on TV So really, Amon Duul

II does have, as they say, a lot of potential. A
bit more care about lyric material and a large

attempt to produce music which goes beyond
the surface would do them very well.

—David Miller

I Don't Know What The World
Is Coming To

BOBBY WOMACK
( United Artists UA-LA353-4)

time 40:43

I don't know either, if a spotty and limited

talent like Womack can make such a good

record in his farewell to UA (Warners next)

Everything's solid here, from the hit singles,

"Check It Out" and "I Don't Know" which get

the soul trained moving, to his (at last) version

of his own "It's All Over Now" (great vocal

play between Bob and withering Bill Withers,

whose limits seem to parallel Womack's). And
some great grit Gospel to close it up, yes, "Yes,

Jesus Loves Me".
A Git It' B+ .

—Mike "Where a visual space
is an organized continuum of

a uniformed connected kind,

the ear world is a world

of simultaneous relationships" Kostek

Dizzie Gillespie's Big 4

DIZZY GILLESPIE, JOE PASS, RAY
BROWN ANDMICKEYROKER

(Pablo 2310719)

Usually a music reviewer finds that more
expressive words come to mind when an album
arouses many spontaneous feelings. On the

other hand, some experiences are just so

overpowering that they can be verbalized, if at

all, only by extreme effort. And that seems to

be the case with this album.
Dizzy Gillespie's Big 4 is the latest mind

boggling release from Pablo Records and
producer Norman Granz. The last seven

releases from these people have enriched the

recorded jazz scene immeasureably — each

album has been a thing of beauty and will be a

joy forever (to paraphrase an appropriate

proverb).
Dizzy's album is especially rewarding, for a

number of reasons. For one thing, it exem-
plifies the best of Dizzy's trumpet styles. Diz

can be caressingly, soothingly lyrical as well as

fiercely full-blowing in amazingly quick
passages that defy comprehension. For
another thing, his expressive technique is

complemented by the impeccable guitarring of

Joe Pass, Ray Brown's outstanding bass and
Mickey Roker's no-nonsense, flawless
drumming.

Irving Berlin's waltz, "Russian Lullaby",

receives an up-tempo, four-in-a-bar treatment
that seems to suit everybody just fine. A
Gillespie original, "Be Bop" is taken at an even
more frantic pace, with the guitar solo par-

ticularly striking. Each and every solo on this

album, however, be it trumpet, guitar or bass,

is a marvel unto itself. The wit, the elegance,

the technique, the feeling, and whatever else

constitutes exquisite soloing, are all there.

The musicians exhibit their artistry on
varied terrain — within the Latin-American
charms of Gillespie's "Tanga" as well as the
swing feel of Fats Waller's "Jitterbug Waltz".
You won't believe it 'til you hear it.

I

Portraits of Duke Ellington

JOE PASS
(Pablo 2310 714)

Joe Pass is an incredible guitarist. Ever hear
of him? If not, then your education is definitely

lacking.

He displays a command of his instrument
that is clearly without parallel today. He has a
sophisticated technique that is always strong,

smooth and tasteful. His agility is awesome at

any and every tempo. His unaccompanied solos

(there are three on this album) are mind-
blowing materpieces of creativity. He is a
virtuoso. I've acquired fourteen of his albums
over the past year and a half. But I'll bet you're
still not convinced.
On this album, Joe Pass's genius is put to

task on nine tunes penned by that master
songwriter. The late great Duke Ellington.

Fellow musicians are Bobby Durham (from
the old Oscar Petegson Trio) on drums and Ray
Brown (whom the liner notes describe as "the
most gifted musician on his instrument that

jazz has so far produced".) on bass.

Obviously, with such material and such
musicians, you can't go wrong.
From the opening number, "Satin Doll", a

polished gem of beauty with delicate interplay

between musicians and amazing solos by Pass,

all the way to the last track, "Caravan" which
is the fastest arrangement of it I've heard, this

album never misses the mark of excellence.

Get this album. Get an education.

—Ken Blanchard

Crime Of The Century
SUPERTRAMP
(A&MSP-3647)

Total Playing Time: 43:14

Supertramp have been scrounging around
for years with little or no success, but this

release is certainly pointing them in the right

direction. Never have they come up with

anything that approaches this in terms of sheer
artistic merit and creativity. Crime Of The
Century is one of those concept albums
(popularized in the early 70's by such folks as
The Kinks, Bowie, Tull), magnificently
produced by ex- Elton producer Ken Scott.

Sometimes difficult to follow and understand, it

apparently deals with life and its inhumane
aspects of neglect and apathy towards our own
fellow human being. The music itself is very
much similar to Pink Floyd; numerous time
and tempo changes, a "spacey" sound, ob-

viously English-sounding vocals, and, in

general, slower melodies than one usually

associates with rock music. Therefore,
Supertramp is a step ahead of those many
other rock bands who refuse to take a chance
and try something different. This quintet's

gamble has succeeded in bringing forth a

beautifully fulfilling work of art.

The album commences with a ram-
bunctiously effective number called "School."
Alternating between slow-fast patterns, it

moves into a contagious piano solo about
midwav through. The lyrics are intellectually
intricate, as they are on every cut. Up next is

the album's single, "Bloody Well Right".
Starting off with an electric piano solo, it

moves into some fine sax before beginning the
pessimistic vocals with, "So you think your
schooling's phony. I guess it's hard not to

agree. You say it all depends on money, and
who is in your family tree. Right, you're bloody
well right..." The chorus is the song's best
facet, due to its catchy beat. The next cut is

"Hide In Your Shell." It's a slower piece, with
beautiful group harmonies throughout. The
final cut on side one is "As/lum," another
slower effort with changing tempo and won-
derfully creative lyrics.

Side two starts off with "Dreamer," perhaps
the best all-around work on the album. It

features more pleasant electric piano and fine,

well developed melody. Following it up is the

You're bloody well right...

album's weakest work, "Rudy." Its chief fault

is that it is too long (7:07) and doesn't sustain

the suspenseful interest which the other songs
do. "If Everyone Was Listening" is a slow,

prodding piece complete with some satisfying

string-work. Culminating this commendable
album is the title cut. It asks the musical
question, "Who are these men of lust, greed,

and glory? Rip off the masks and let's see. But
that's not right, oh no, what's the story?

There's you and there's me." The post-vocal

pianoforte sounds as though it were something
right out of a 1920's mystery movie thriller. A
great end to a great album.

So, Supertramp has delivered an incredible

masterpiece. It is incredible in the fact that

they were never suspected of possessing this

kind of musical talent. Do yourself a favor, If

you can. Search out Crime Of The Century at

your local record establishment. I think you'll

really enjoy it, for it would be the crime of the
century if this work were to pass unnoticed. It's

truly deserving of a 'SUPER-tramp' A.

—ROSS Nerenberg

The brain kept a-rollin'

Cissy Strut

THE METERS
( island i LPS-9250) time 35:00

Thirty five minutes of some of the finest New
Orleans 'fonk' ever sat down in one place and
one time. The Meters are the band who do the

current backing for Dr. John, Allen Toussaint
and others.

in the late sixties, they supplied a stream of

singles that sounded like Booker T & The MG's
gone rhythmatic. Production and recording of

this collection of their choice oldies is often

rough, but you can take it. It certainly is only
the lack of a Major Label ( Josie Records aren't

exactly hitmakers) that separates the Mete's
from fame and acclaim.
A "What the py-py say" B+.

—Mike MeterMan Kostek

Hair Of The Dog
NAZARETH

( A4M SP-451 1 ) time 39:34

These Scottish heavy metalers seem to be

pushing things into a stretch, opting for

'standard' albums (A high standard of stan

dardness) rather than taking time to come up
with the real grinders they seem to flash every
third album or so. I'm talking about the tunes

where guitarist Manny Charleton, the main
interest here, gears his overblown licks with

some speed and taste instead of spewing them

Nazareth's Dare of the hog

all over three albums' space. And no# Nazareth

didn't write "Love Hurts". Boudleaux Bryant

did.

A "Dare of the Hog" C+
—Mike 'Obscenity, that's the

thing for me' Kostek

Yesterdays
YES

(Atlantic Records)
Time 45:05

Yesterdays comes at a time in Yes' career

when their artistic quality is questionable.

Tales Of Topographic Oceans and most
recently, Relayer, show some disturbing

trends in yessongs. These are trends like un
fathomable lyrics, excessive guitar (literally)

piled on by Steve Howe and a general over
elaboration of ideas. ("The Gates Of Delirium"
is a classic example of this, not to mention
Oceans. ) Close To The Edge still cries out to be
bettered l wonder if it will ever be?
Yesterdays isn't an answer, for all the

material is pre- The Yes Album stuff except for

"America". However, just oecause it doesn't

qualify in that scse, Yesterdays is still a con
structive example of the days when Yes were
fun Remember, they had to create back then

to make it, as opposed to their "guaranteed
product" of today. The Ip was conceived and
compiled by bassist Chris Squire. Eight

compositions are offered: a majority are from
the first two Yes discs, one is B Side to an ob
scure English single and also included is a full

length version of "America".
"America", until this album, was only

available as a single in the States, and the com
plete version was found only on the Import
Atlantic Records sampler The New Age Of
Atlantic. It's the closest track on here to the

modern day Yes, recorded in July of '72, with

drummer Bill Bruford and keyboard boy
wonder Rick Wakeman still in the band.

"America's" bloated length (10 minutes)
shows a glimpse of what is to mar future Yes
works — that is, none other than "faster than

the speed of taste" Steve Howe on geetar. It's a

shame How<> is a good soloist provided he

keeps 'em short, but as far as longer forays,

Howe gets excessive and irritating. You could

say he loses all restraint and taste. Ordinarily,

like present Yes, this would ruin the song, but

some sections of "America" are inspired, and
Wakeman, Squire and Bruford perform
wonderous support work of their own.

Other than "America", the remaining
material highlights the original Yes: Jon

Anderson (Vocals), Peter Banks (Guitar),

Tony Kaye (Keyboards), Chris Squire (Bass)

and Bill Bruford (Drums). I mentioned before

that Yes had to create back then. Most of the

time they really did (with a sense of humor at

that), and when they weren't, they reworked
some Beatles and CSNTY songs into in-

teresting versions. Yesterdays showcases what
is probably the best off the first two Ips. The
material from Yes fairs better, only because
the stuff from Time & A Word has or

chestration. At times, the orchestration makes
the cuts sound too busy.

It must be pointed out that the current Yes
lineup are a lot better in terms of musicianship.
Anderson's voice has matured extensively.

Banks at times was erratic, and not technically
as good as Steve Howe. And Tony Kaye got
lazy. Of course Wakeman and his replacement,
Patrick Moraz, are more skilled and talented.

But while I realize this, I cannot help but enjoy
the days of Close To The Edge and the early
days when Yes were a band to marvelled upon.
Yesterdays is no doubt final prove of that. A
"Thanx to Bloomdido for the Quote". B+

—David Santos
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THE FINDINGS OF THE EFA
Part two in a three part series

As reported by Steve Masse

"...that the results of the EFA
experimentation shall draw the

answer to the question of

Humanity, and to the controversy
over Abortion and Women's
Rights. This shall be done without
persuasion of previous moral or

scientific beliefs. The results shall

with fairness serve as evidence in

•he influence of future
legislation..."

-Policy of Fair Play
EFA Constitution 1973

Last week in Below the Salt, the

Euthanasia Foundation of

America ran the first part in a
three part series on the subject of

Abortion, Humanity, and Women's
Rights. The first part was
primarily concerned with views
against abortion in certain stages.

This second part is concerned with

the results of experimentation
conducted by the EFA, and the

effects which the results will have
on people in the near future.

It may come as a pleasing
surprise, or it may dismay some
people, to read about the results
which the EFA has arrived upon.
The EFA has acted in the interest
of all recognized Humanity, by its

very existence and purpose. (See
Policy of Fair Play, above.)

The Euthanasia Foundation of

American has advanced through
science to the position where it can
pinpoint the exact time when an
organism maintains a Human
Level. (In America, a Human level

is achieved when an organism is

insured by Law the Human Rights
»o life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness.) The question is: has
»he Law drawn the true and
ultimate line as to who is entitled to

protection of those Human rights?

Experimentation has shown that

there remains no need for any
person to believe that Abortion in

anv staqe constitutes an unethical
practice

Doctor Betty Freewoman,
research spokesperson for the

EFA, concludes: "It has been
discovered that Abortion at any
stage is of no greater importance
than the clipping of fingernails.

Overgrowth of a fingernail is

unwanted — a birth is unwanted. A
fingernail is not Human, a Fetus is

not Human. Here is proof that

Abortion is not comparable to

murder

It has been established that the two

basic functions of anti abortion are

incorrect in their essence. No
further steps need to be taken to

prove that the Abortion Murder
faction (DNA and chromosomes)
is wrong. The Supreme Court in its

recent decision has ruled out the

possibility for this Abortion

murder philosophy to ever be

valid. For if the Supreme Court

has ruled against it, then the

Abortion murder philosophy must

be essentially wrong.

With regard to the more popular
Abortion 20 week philosophy, the

E FA has taken steps to show more
clearly why the twenty week
gestation theory is wrong. As was
previously mentioned, this theory
concludes that when a Fetus ap
pears Human, or begins to move,
or is independently viable, then it

can be referred to as Human.

Many people who believe in the

Abortion 20 week philosophy argue
that a Fetus does not deserve
Human rights until it becomes
"viable" The argument is this:

that if the Fetus can live in

dependently then it may be
granted a right to live.

As reasonable as the argument

Viable human rights
illustrate that Humanly procreated

offspring under the age of seven

years maintain the same level as
shaved chimpanzees. Though both
may appear to be Human, and both
may be independently viable, and
both may move like Humans, and
both may be treated like Humans,
neither one by any means
possesses True Human Quality.

Since it is known that the term

"murder" applies to Human
organisms, and that anything of

Human origin under the age of

seven years does not meet the true

standard of Humanity, then any
termination of life before this age

has hereby been approved as legal

and just.

As a result of these findings, any
parents who wish to rid themselves
of a problem, rid a future Human
being of the world's problems, rid

the planet of Overpopulation, or

just try out reproduction for the

sake of experience in meaningful
relationships; all these people may
do away with their offspring,

provided their offspring are under
the age of seven years. (Doing

away with another person's sub
seven year old without that per

son's consent shall never be seen

as any more ethical than running

down a sick dog, for such action

imposes on another person's Right

to Choose whether his or her off

spring shall live or perish.)

may sound at first, there are two
very important flaws. First, and it

can not be stressed enough, the

right to life can not be arbitrarily

based on the degree of one's in-

dependence. Secondly, and more
importantly, Independent Life (as
ideal as it may sound) is not the

prime determining factor of

Human Life. For example, notice
that there are many Oak Trees
which live independently, yet none
of these Oak Trees are Human, nor
are they entitled to any Human
rights, at least not under the Law
Furthermore, a sick Oak Tree may
be cut down, but such radical
surgery on a sick Human right

might be seen by many to be
unethical.

So, in order to illustrate the

faults of the Abortion 20 week
philosophy, the EFA scientists

experimented under careful
supervision. They completely
shaved and clothed six chim
panzees. Releasing these into the

streets of New York, the resear
chers investigated the reactions of

people, and recorded the results.

The investigation showed that all

the people the chimpanzees came
into contact with treated them
"just as other Human beings, by
ignoring their presence, by passing
them by without acknowledgment,
and by bumping into them." The
investigation results proved
beyond a doubt that "Just because
chimpanzees were independently
viable, and just because they

moved, and just because they

appeared Human, there is no
evidence that the chimpanzees in

fact were Human. Not only that,

but the fact that the birth of the

chimpanzees did not make them
Human show that "birth" is just as
arbitrary a measure of Humanity
as are words like "motion",
"appearance," or "viability."

THE FINAL ANSWER: The
Euthanasia Foundation of

America has discovered the single

major factor in the determining of

Humanity. This ultimate factor is

the bone structure.

The studies have concluded that

the bone structure of any Humanly
procreated organism (often
mistakenly referred to as "child"),

happens to be incomplete and
inadequate before the offspring

reaches the extrauterine maturity
of seven years. Since the bone
structure of the sub seven year old

is not Human because of un
derdevelopment, then the
organism possessing that bone
structure must be redefined as
Non Human, with all fair respect

to True Humanity.
The Euthanasia Foundation of

America has found it necessary to

Think you can't afford

a luxury apartment?

tThink Again!

Brittany
Manor

3 Month SUMMER LEASES at Low, Low Rates

1 bedrooms from $170 — 2 bedrooms from $180

— 3 bedrooms from $280

• afar conditioning

• 2 pools

• 1 UMinis courts

• picnic area
• \\iill- to- wall carpeting

• dishwashers and disposals

9 month FALL LEASES at special rates

for applications made before June 1, 1975.

I bedroom from $200 — 2 bedroom from $210— 3 bedroom from $:;i

o

$.~>0 deposit required to hold apartment for

September— completely refundable until August I, If71

lake The Kree Bus or (all Is at 2SS-NSM
Office Hours — 0:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.. Monday thru Friday

11:00 a.m. to 4 :00 p.m. on Saturday

Avoid the Summer Rush — RENT NOW
for the Fall and save time and money!
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The Four Musketeers
Directed by Richard Lester
Reviewed by Mark Nardini

When Godfather II walked away
with everything but Sammy Davis'

pinky ring at this year's Academy
Awards ceremony it told us that

the sequel is big office and -it's here

to stay. Already they've given us

sequels to The Godfather, Billy

Jack and Funny Girl. During the

next year we can expect to see

offspring of That's Entertainment,

The Poseidon Adventure and The
French Connection.

In Richard Lester's The Four
Musketeers, we are presented with
the first "pseudo-sequel". To

by Judith Wolinsky Soloway

An innovative and humanistic
exploration of film, photography,
and television has been happening
each summer for the past three

years at Hampshire College. About
200 students will gather for three

weeks this summer to immerse
themselves in the techniques and
methods of critical inquiry of these

arts. The program is called the

"Summer Institute on Film, Video,

6nd Photography."

The fourth annual Institute is

sponsored by the University Film
Study Center and runs from June

5 July 4. The non-profit film

Center which, is based at MIT
consists of 13 college members,
including UMass and Hampshire.
1

1 was founded in 1969 by a group of

New England Colleges to "coor-

dinate and support the study of

film and television as a humanistic
discipline." The Summer Institute

is a physical and philosophical

extension of that belief.

This year, the 7 seminars are

Contemporary Video, tne

American Avant Garde Film,
Screenwriting, Directing Film
Actors, Anthropological Film,
Renoir-Critical Approaches, and
Cinematic Analysis.

Buckled in its Own Swash
explain what this term means, it's

necessary to take a look at the
events which produced The Four
Musketeers.

When Lester and his studio had
finished shooting The Three
Musketeers in 1973 they
discovered, to their delight, that
they had too much footage for one
motion picture. Studio execs' put
their heads together and The Four
Musketeers was born. The studio

figured they had made two films

for the price of one. Stars Michael
York, Raquel Welch, Oliver Reed
and friends disagreed. If they

appeared in two films, they were
going to be paid for two films.

Fifteen months and several court

battles later, The Four Musketeers
opened, and so had the strings of

the studio's purse.

The history of The Four
Musketeers is more than a unique
and interesting story. It is also the

explanation for the film's most
blatant weakness, that is lack of an
adequate storyline. Lester was

handed the nightmarish task^of
trying to make a feature length

film from a vault of outtakes. Most
other directors would have
scribbled obscene phrases on the

cutting room walls, but Lester
swallowed his pride and nearly
made a good film.

The film, because of its nature,

had a number of self imposed
structural limitations. These
limitations forced Lester to revert
to a style of film making which he
hadn't really used since he
directed A Hard Days Night, it is

this reversion in style which nearly
saves The Four Musketeers.

Lester's "T.V. commercial"
direction is relentlessly present as
he bombards us with one liner

after one-liner. He sets and
maintains a verbal comic pace
which is, once again, reminiscent
of his earlier work with the

Beatles. Although Lester controls

this comic pace, many of his jokes

miss their marks due to the lack of

identity given the individual

characters. Proper charac-
terization is essential if quick-

moving verbal comedy is to work
effectively. The fact that Lester

was forced to use scenes which
were not written to appear in a
specific order explains why the

film fails to construct these much
needed characterizations.

The film reaches its strongest

moments when Lester turns his

eye to visual comedy. Time after

time the Musketeers parody the old

swashbuckling epics with slapstick

humor which is unquestionably
first rate.

The Four Musketeers has a

number of scenes which in

themselves are superb. Un
fortunately there are just not

enough of these scenes and no plot

line to hold them together. A good
comedy needs a cchesiveness
which The Four Musketeers lacks.

A bunch of funny scenes just do not

make a funny film. Unless, of

course, the participants are named
Groucho, Chico and Harpo.

An Institute of Higher Screening

Photography, Animation, Photo
Silk Screen, Experimental Studio
Video, Filmmaking, Optical
Printing, and Creative Half Inch
Video.

One of the Institute's unique
aspects is that it brings together
students with or without previous
training in photography,
television, and film with leading
artists and theoreticians who are
seldom found in the classroom.
This is accomplished through a
series of 14 seminars and
workshops. Because these out
standing, artists are brought into

the Pioneer Valley, area residents
earn a chance to learn more about,
and gain experience in, the media
and related arts.

Those who participated last

summer turned film, video, and
photography theory and technique
inside out and upside down. In-

stitute students came from a
variety of backgrounds; teachers,

farmers, artists, students,
technicians and secretaries.

"Intensive" is an appropriate
description of the Institute. The
seminars and workshops meet five

days a week with a program of

evening film screenings of the
day's accomplishments and
faculty and guest lectures.

workshop or seminar throughout
the entire three weeks, except in a

few courses of consisting of three

one week sections where cross
registration is permitted.

Gisela Hoelcl, Summer Institute

Director, says the Institute is the
best in the country and "provides a
top quality education in the arts for

its students."

Some of the 25 faculty members
will be: Richard Leacock, a leader

in documentary filmmaking and a
developer of the lightweight
camera equipment used in the

cinema verite technique will co-

teach filmmaking.

Ed Emshwiller, who will lead the

Experimental Studio Video
Workshop, is a member of the

Experimental Television
Workshop at WNET in New York.

Carol Sonya Sones, who has had
extensive experience teaching

animation, will teach that subject.

Frank Daniels will use a
screenwriting system he developed
for the Film and TV Academy in

Prague in dealing with basic

problems in screen writing.

Jonas Mekas has been a dynamic
force in independent filmmaking
for 20 years. He has established his

reputation as the leading voice in

independent American cinema.

Emilie de Brigard, a leading
historian of anthropological film,

will lead the History of An
thropological Film seminar.

An additional vitality and
closeness in participation is

promoted by the option of living

and dining in the campus dorms.

Hampshire College is the

Summer Institute's annual site

because of its excellent facilities,

including a complete photography

darkroom, one inch television

studio, enclosed projection in all

classrooms and ample space for

the workshops.

For students interested in ob
taining academic credits from
their experience, six Hampshire
College transfer credits can be

earned upon completion of the

entire three week program.

Full and partial scholarships are
available and awarded on the basis
of need and qualifications. Tuition

for the full course is $300.00 plus lab

fees and optional room and board.

Applications and course catalogs

can be obtained by writing to

Gisela Hoelcl, Summer Institute

Director, University Film Study
Center, Box 275, Cambridge, Mass.
02138. The application deadline is

May 16.

The 7 workshops are Students register for a single

Ocndcstlvj
^C^C No. Pleasant St.

Wto« Amherst

itvfcr

WHERE
iiThe Good
Times Roll"

Every Dayl

Stop in and find out why.

Good People — Good Music

Good Times at

Quicksilver

Lebst Du Noch?
(Are you still alive?)

hitler taught
civil liberties

arbeit macht frei

work is freedom
slavery has death
as its freedom
we learned
it's a free country
genocide and slavery
for blacks and indians
land of the free

home of the brave
freedom trails

blazing through wilderness
past signs
welcome to new hampshire
green and white
sea of licence plates

made by prison workers
embossed
live free or die

message for those
who practice it

in massachusetts
mill towns
the puerto ricans know
they learned
they're citizens

work free or die

arbeit macht frei

M.W. Roberts

you feed me viciously

on my failures

handling them back again and again

as i choke them down
and retch them back
bitter grey you hide behind the steel bars

of your eyes
you a black hawk that steals

ripping all

•he bones 'he guts

sun bleached tor taste

suck blood in jest

clean up yourself and sneer under your beak breath

worming your way away
•he thought disgusts you
like touching me or sharing air

i wonder sometimes if you would choke to death

if i fed you love in return

After Corso's THE WRECK OF
THE NORDLING
One night fifty men swam away
from God
And drowned.
In the morning the Abandoned God
Dipped His finger into the empty
sea,

Came up with nothing,

And pointed towards eternity.

Orion

•.•'•••'.'.
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i ACADEMY
! OrMUSIC
• 1 NOIlH»MHON
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' >t SMITH' (>|
1 ECJE

HOW M*U M4 llll

The 3 Stooges
3 GREAT FLICKS

starring

The Original Curly

plus

The Little Rascals
TONIGHT - Thurs., May 8

Campus Center Auditorium

7:00.9:00,11:00

50c

* b*n«lit pvrtormtnc* tor

r*n«v«ti*nt to our %r«g* so

th*l livo tfwtirr may bo
BROUGHT TO Out AREA
TrutU* Rcctption sni
CHAMPAGNE PARTY - } N
p m TlCktH NOW of tVo.MM

oi chmtr* - UN
kMCMT — urn

lAtnrrrr
TSARCRCSERVEO. ANOARi ONS-.I k XL V

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Murder on the Orient Express 7,

9:20
AMHERST CINEMA
The Discreet Charm 7, 8:45

CALVIN THEATRE
Scenes From a Marriage 7:30

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Murder on the Orient Express 7.

9:16

Doctor Zhivago 8:00

Chinatown 7. 9:15

DEERFIELD DRIVE-IN
Show starts at 8:15

HADLEY DRIVE-IN
Show starts at 8:15

MT. FARMS 4 THEATRES
White Lightning 6:16. 8:30

Waldo Pepper 6:00. 8:15

Death Wiah 6:16. 8:30

Longest Yard 6:00. 8:16

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Brannigan 7:16. 9:26

Tommy 7:30. 9:45

Funny Lady 8:00

At Long Last Love 7:40. 9:66

Shampoo 7:15, 9.30

The Terrorists 7:30, 9:25

EASTFIELD MALL CINEMA
Reincarnation of Peter Proud

7:30. 9:40

Every Eve at 7:30-9:40

Mat. Wed. Sat. Son.

1:30-3:30-5:30

Reincarnation

Proud
presentation *m

Filmed in Springfield,

Holyoke, Amherst, North-

ampton, Deerfield and other

local areas.

The Godfather

Friday, May 9

CoC#>A«j

7 A 10:15 f 1.00

DEERFIELD

Drive-ln

Rte. S&I0 So. Deerfield

Tel. 665-8746

Dustin
Hoffman
"Lenny"
A Bob Fosse Film

I United Arhsfs

"BRING ME
THE HEAD OF „

ALFREDO GARCIA
CD United Artists

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

in

City Lights

7, 8:30, 10

Thursday, May 8

SUB

75'

David &
Jason's

relationship

it's the same
only different

^ Rvle<ist?ii hv New Line (.'mi'"

7 & 9:45

— plus—

VALENTINO in

The Son of the Sheik
8:30

Both films for 75*

Sunday, May 11 S.U.B.

all strung out
How the fine arts center got its

trunk

by David Miller

Sometimes things work and
sometimes they don't work. And
sometimes even when they don't

work they still work pretty well.

There was (and is) this Art Student
Susan Doskocil, see, and she
thought that it would be a good idea

if everybody got together and tied

up the Fine Arts Center. That's
right, take a lot of sections of rope-

like substances, join them together
and encircle the mammoth com-
plex (also known as the- Factory
and Moebius Dick), making a
prisoner of this behemoth, this

triumph of form over function. And
after this building-like object was
encircled, someone would roll the
rope into a ball, row across the
pond with it and join the other end
to a long string thrown from the

tenth floor of the Campus Center
(daily featuring a Caste of

Thousands). And so Ms. D put up a
lot of posters and contacted a lot of

friends and waited for last

Saturday the third at 10:00 a.m. to

arrive.

Well, what happened was that at

the appointed time a motley bunch
of 20 people gathered round. We
succeeded in encircling the
building by about 11:00. I had to

split for a couple minutes to make
a tape for someone; when I got

back the ball was beinaunwound

along the bank of the pond, as no
boat had been produced. We got it

to the Campus Center end of the
pond, and the man handling it

began to slowly trace it to the
center. As it reached the middle
the line broke. A wailing and a
gnashing of teeth ensued; we tied it

to a stump, ran it over
Metawampe's mulberry bushes
and as someone went back to trace
the other end the person on the
tenth floor dropped the string. A
few trials and Viola! (a musical
term) there was a clear long line

running from the end of the pond to

the top of the waffle. The crowd
cheered. The other end was still

being traced but by now it was 1 :00

p.m. and we sort of had to leave,

work to do and do more time for art

that day.

And wo what happened? As the
bystander who didn't trip over the
line said, "Well, this is art, see, you
can't ask why, you just have to

accept it." He was being good-
natured about it, but there was that

same old who-do-they-think-they-
are undertone in his voice. And I

can't agree with him, you can ask
why and you have a right to get an
answer. To begin with, it was a
Thing to Do, and there really aren't
too many of those — a somewhat
arbitrary activity drawing a group
of strangers together on a won-
derful May day, fun and no hard
feelings. But go back to the

prisoner image — we tie up the
Fine Arts Center because the Fine
Arts Center ties us up, a lovely

piece of concrete sculpture (I

mean that) that they tried to put a
building into. And now us artist

types have to work there, and were
we ever consulted? And were any
students ever consulted about the

Campus Center, the most out-

standing economic black hole
around? Concrete architecture is

not the issue, the issue is the en-

vironment, our Man made spaces
and our lack of control. Let us now
make these spaces our prisoners, if

there must be prisoners at all.

But it didn't work, you say, after

all the line did break and was not

repaired. Well yes, but you know
the other part of this project was a
spiritual exercise. Choose a task to

do, let it not hurt anyone and do
make it improbable. Now follow it

to the end and see where it takes
you. We didn't manage to run a line

high in the air between those two
large rocks (and if we had — what
a bisection of creation would have
been made!), but we did ac-

complish a good many things, have
a number of unique experiences,
meet friendly people and perhaps
learn just a little bit about how to

proceed in life and art. With open
senses, open to perceive the value
of- things as they happen.

Performance:

5 College Dance Concert, exterior
of Fine Arts Centre, May 12, 7 p.m.

Hkesitir®

LANDRY'S MARKET
The OldestGrocery inAmherst

10% DISCOUNTONALLWINES
Prices Effective 5 8 to 5 13

All Beer— Warm or Cold

BUDWEISER 12oi cans
GUNTHER BEER— 12 oz. cans
BALLANTINE ALE — 12 oz. cans
HEINEKEN— 12 oz. N.R.
GUINESS STOUT

Cabot's Triple Score BUTTER
Cabot's Vermont CHEDDAR CHEESE
Vermont Fresh MILK
HAMBURGER
SLAB BACON
BREAKFAST SAUSAGE
ICE — 10 lb. bag
CHARCOAL -• lb. bag
LETTUCE
CUKES
TOMATOES- 4 pak
RADISHES

$1 39, 6 pak Case $5 55

99c. 6 pak Case $3 95

SI 25, 6 pak Case $4 95

6 pak $3.25

$2.45. 4 pak Case $14 00

72c. >jgal.

lb ate

lb. $1.49

gal. $1.43

Ib.TSc

lb. $1.19

lb. 99c

50c

$1 29

3 for $1.00 — each 3Sc

2for2Sc

29c

pkg 10c

Five College Area:

Woyzeck, Studio Theatre, Fine
Arts Centre, May 8 11, 13 18, 20-24,

at 8:00 p.m.

Tom Thumb, Hampden Dining
Commons, May 15 17 at 8:00 p.m.

The Real Inspector Hound,
Fayerweather Theatre, Amherst,
May 9, 10, 11 at 8:00 p.m.

Twelfth Night, Laboratory
Theatre, Mt. Holyoke, May 9, 10,

11, 15, 16, 17, 18 at 8:30 p.m.

Marat Sade, Emily Dickinson
Hall, Performing Arts Centre,

Hampshire, May 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,

20, 21, 22 at 8:00 p.m.

art

Open 8-9, Mon. Thurs , 8-11, Fri. A Sat. 10 3, Sun. (No Beer)

711 Main St. Amherst 253 5387
On the Belchertown Bus Route

Jones Library — work of Amherst
school students through May

Holyoke Comm. Coll. — student art
show through May 9

Bitten End Gallery — "Painters
Under the Influence" through May
17

Leverett Craftsmen and Artists
Inc. — spring classes in a variety
of crafts, call L.C.&A. for details

2539062

Springfield Museum of Fine Art —
Univ. of Mass Women' Students
Exhibition, opening Sunday May
11, "Three American Purists:

Mason, Miles, von Wiegand" Wed.
May 14, gallery tour, talk on
"Three American Purists" Thurs.
May 15, color slides lecture,

"Women in the Museum of Fine
Arts" Collection.

.6.U.2 • v >»
.

"•>'>•-«<

Amherst
Alamode"

College —
through May 28

'War

works
m progress

"Works in Progress"
Commonwealth Room, Student
Union
May 8 & 9: reception Fri. May 9, 8

p.m.

by Kit Browne
Works in Progress will be a

different kind of show, especially
for this time of year, for in the
spring comes a parade of BFA and
MFA shows, the concentrated
work of seniors and graduate art

students. Occasionally a daring
underclassperson who either
knows the right people or simply
has a lot of up-n at em will put up
an exhibit, but it may well pass
hose few days relatively un-

noticed...

This is a group of BFA majors,
primarily sophomores. Joni
Michaelson, who is the guiding
enthusiasm of the show, says that

the group hopes to encourage more
interaction among art students at

this middle level. By the end of

sophomore year, these students
know pretty much where they are
headed, what they want to pursue.

Spring Dance Concert, Theatre 14,

Smith, May 9 and 10, 8 p.m.

Participatory:

Heymakers Square Dance Club,

Cape Cod Lounge, S.U., 8 p.m.
Tuesdays.

All God's Chillum Got Wings,
Kirby Memorial Theatre,
Amherst, May 16, 17, 18 at 800
p.m.

Ruddigore, Hallie Flanagan Studio

Theatre, Smith, May 29, 30, 31 at

8:00 p.m.

Springfield:

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,
Stage West, nightly except Mon
day, April 19 May 25.

Smith College — Paintings by Alice
Neel, through May 11, Prints and
Drawings acquired during the

curatorship of Elizabeth Mongan,
One Hundred: An exhibition to

celebrate the Centennial Year of

Smith College, through June 1 May
15, Thursday, "Vultures"
Drawings by Marian Seelye Gray
Warren to June 1, through May 25

recycled glass art by Ray Gardner
BFA. art ed UMass.

Alice Trumbull Mason "Three
American Purists: Mason Miles

von Wiegand" opening Sun. May 11

murder philosophy to ever be
Art

Hampshire College — student art
shows through May
Mt. Holyoke College — student
exhibits through June

They are working towards that
BFA thesis, and beyond it. Each
person's work may or may not be
unified, for a great variety of

experiments and problems are
being worked out, unfinished, "in
progress."

This show then, is unified by the

somewhat artificial common
denominator of year in school —
but also by the enthusiasm of

growing ability and self confidence
as gains are made. The works
themselves range from small
prints to large paintings, and in-

clude many media such as
photography, sculpture, ceramics,
and ink drawings as well.

It is to be hoped that with the
increased gallery space available
next year at Herter, more such
groups will be encouraged to let

their fellow students know that

quality exists at all levels of

education.

International Folk Dancing Club,
Cape Cod Lounge, S.U., 7:30 p.m.,
Mondays.
Israeli Dancing, Cape Cod Lounge,
S.U., 8 p.m. Wednesdays.

Hartford:

Room Service, Hartford Stage

Company, May 2 June 15.

Boston

:

The Caretaker, Theatre 369,
Somerville Ave., May 15 18, 22 25,

29 June 1, 8:00 p.m.

Love Me, Love My Children,

Massachusetts Center Repertory
Company, May 13.

Corral, The Proposition Theatre,

May 21, 22, 28, 29, June 4, 5, 11, 12,

18, 19, 25, 26 at 8:30 p.m.

New Africa House Gallery —
Replicotta by Babu

Monday May 12 Benney Andrews
will speak on his Centennial
Exhibition and on the life of the
artist in Thompson 102 7 p.m.

Guest Lecturer of the U Mass Art
education Dept , Howard Conant,
chairman of the art department at

NYU he will speak on art education
Friday May 16, 5-7 p.m. free to the

public

U Mass Student Union Gallery —
"Dizzy and Paul" best of the worst
— C.A. Forget, latest work May 11,

12, 13

U Mass. Herter Hall — through
May 10 Peter Delman, Richard
Wong, Paintings — May 11-17

Beatrice Shanchez Alexandra
Pappas, Recent prints and pain-

tings.

*^#»r.«a*
******** i
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WEEKEND

FILM RATINGS
+ ++ + Dy-no-mite!
+++ Never had better popcorn
+ + l'm glad I sneaked in

+ Still cleanin' the puke out
of my shoes

AT LONG LAST LOVE +1. A
. "musical" by Peter Bogdanovich

which is so bad that the projectors
almost turn themselves off. Burt
Reynolds and Cybill Shepherd sing
and dance even though neither pi
them can sing or dance. God
almighty, is nothing sacred? If it

isn't, it's still probably better than
this diarrhea. (Showcase Cinemas,
West Springfield).

BELLE DU JOUR DIARY OF A
CHAMBERMAID+ + +
For Luis Bunuel buffs, a double

feature just for you. Belle stars
Catherine Denueve, incidentally,
in a story about a housewife who
looks into prostitution as a means
of relieving her boredom. Another
intelligently chosen program from
the Amherst Cinema.

THE BUDGET ADVENTURE

•

Political thriller about a federal
plot to extract money from a large
university. Michael Dukakis stars
as the Governor, who bravely faces
the masses to clarify his intentions.
The film suffers, though, because
ten per cent of it was cut out to
make it "acceptable" to the
average peon. (SUB. 5-5, 8:00)

CHINATOWNS + -I- +
Roman Polanski's latest, a

departure from his supernatural
tendencies, but still quite unusual.
Jack Nicholson plays an eagle-eye
detective who sticks his nose into
the wrong case and pays for it In

the end. Faye Dunaway is great as
a millionairess haunted by a
turbulent past. This film got
royally ripped off at the Academy

BOSTON
Neil Sedaka — May 8, Harvard

Square Theatre T
Sonny Rollins— May 8 11, Paul's

Mall (3 shows nitely).

Charles Mingus — May 8- 1 1 , Jazz
Workshop.
Martin Mull — Karen Beth —

May 8 11, Passim's Coffeeshop.
Nektar — May 10, Orpheum T.
Ian Hunter & Mick Ronson —

Kiss — Journey — May 11,

Orpheum T.

Frankie Valli & The Four
Seasons — May 11, Music Hall T.
Deadly Nightshade — May 12,

Paul's Mall.
Gary Burton Quartet — May 12

18, Jazz Workshop.
The Dramatics — May 12-18,

Sugar Shack.
Jonathan Edwards — May 13-14,

Paul's Mall.
Buddy Guy A Junior Wells —

May 13 17, Sandy Jazz Revival,
Beverly.

Eagles-Danny Fogelburg — May
14, Music Hall T.

Bonnie Raitt Mose Allison —
May 14, Harvard Square Theatre
(Two Shows — 7 and 10) T.

Tom Waits — May 15 18,

Passim's Coffeshop.
James Montgomery Band —

Duke & The Drivers — Babe Pino
Band— Merrimack Valley Forum,
Billerica T May 17.

Seals & Crofts — Minnie Rip
perton — Walter Heath — May 17,

Music Hall T (7 and 10)

James Taylor — Emmy Lou
Harris — My 18, Music Hall T.
Betty Wright — May 19 25, Sugar

Shack.
John Fahey — May 20 21,

Passim's Coffeeshop.
The Lettermen — May 23, Music

Hall T.

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band — Tom
Rush with Orphan — John Hart-
ford — May 24, Framingham T.
Tavares — May 26 June 1, Sugar

Shack.

Bad Company — Maggie Bell —
May 31 June 1, Music Hall T.

Lvnyrd Skynyrd - Golden

__ June 8, Orpheum T.

tS
£nkW -

18, Boston

Awards, but we all know that

doesn't mean shit to a tree; works

of art cannot and should not be
compared. (Campus Cinemas).

CITY LIGHTS+ + + +
A Charlie Chaplin classic from

his vintage 1930's period. Come
dressed in a derby, fake mustache,
and cane and look like a god
damned idiot. (TONIGHT in the
S.U.B. at 7, 8:30, 10:00)

THE CONVERSATION+ + ++
An excellent "modern-day

horror story" by Francis Ford
Coppola about an electronic sur-

veillance man and the paranoia
which results from an assignment
revolving around a possible
murder. Gene Hackman does a
fantastic job as the "Best Bugger
on the West Coast," as his tran
sition from mild-manners to
blatant insanity unsettles us all.

With the Age of Watergate, this

film is as timely as it is good, even
though it has proven too subtle to

be well received in this country.
(CCA., 5 11, 7 and 9).

DEATH WISH+ ++
The only good Charles Bronson

film ever made. It deals with a
wealthy architect who takes the
law into his own hands and calmly
shoots muggers off the streets
after his own wife and daughter
are accosted. The idea is cute, but
the portrayals of the muggers are
too stereotyped and West Side
Storyish. Still, the acting shines
and the New York City
photography provides a spell-
binding background for the
shenanigans. Michael Winner
directs his first winner. (Mountain
Farms Four)

DOCTOR ZHIVAGO+ + + +
Epic saga of a striving Russian

medical man torn between two
women during the heart of the
Revolution. David Lean's direction

Garden I„«*<^ *L°$5

takes us from Moscow to the
Eastern Grasslands and smack
through a blistering Siberian
snowstorm. Omar Sharif stars as
Zhivago, with Julie Christie, Alec
Guiness, Rod Steiger, Tom
Courtenay and others smoothing
out the cast. Excellent script, art
direction, and haunting music.
(Mountain Farms Four).

ESCAPE TO WITCH MOUN
TAIN+ ++

I knew I'd find myself covering a
Disney film if the campus schedule
got really sparse. This one stars
Ray Milland in a "scary"
departure from their usual in-

visible cars and neurotic animals.
Walt even cameos as one of the
ghosts. (Showcase Cinemas).

FUNNY LADY+ +
Yuk, yuk, Barbra Streisand

plays herself because she can't
help it, .and the results are only
entertaining if you're middle aged.
Most of us up here are not.

(Showcase Cinemas).

THE GODFATHER+ + + +
The Italian classic. Brando,

Pacino, Caan, and the horse's
head. (C.C.A., 5-9, 7 and 10:15).

THE GREAT WALDO PEP-
PER+ +
Robert Redford's blue eyes and

America's blue skies collide in this
tale about World War I flying aces
and their aviation feats which
follow the end of the War. All the
action you'll see is in the coming
attractions, so it might be wise to
take in a movie where you know
this one hasn't arrived yet.
Directed by George Roy Hill.

THE LONGEST YARD++ +
Burt Reynolds in a funny prison

camp movie involving a football
game against the guards. Not
filmed in Attica. Also stars Eddie
Albert, everyone's favorite leading

man. Wear a jockstrap over your

head and get thrown out of the

theatre. (Mountain Farms)

MURDER ON THE ORIENT
EXPRESS+++
Albert Finney as detective

Hercule Poirot in this sparkling

adaptation of Agatha Christie's

mystery. An all-star international

cast and outrageous costumes
decorate the lens, which is already

vaseline coated. Directed by
Sidney Lumet ("Serpico").
Campus Cinemas and Academy of

Music).

SHAMPOO+ +
The first film about a hair-

dresser features Warren Beatty as

the scissors-stud who keeps his

customers after shop hours. Julie

Christie, Goldie Hawn, and Lee
Grant play his girlfriends in this

tight, nicely photographed, but

incredibly overrated saga of

adultery, sex before marriage (ye-

gads), and other assorted hot

combs. (Showcase Cinemas).

THREE STOOGES AND THE
LITTLE RASCALS+ + +
Watch Moe, Larry, Curley Joe

and or Shemp as they beat the shit

out of each other with sledge
hammers and pliers for an hour
and a half. The Marx Brothers are
three times more clever, but these
pretzel benders still manage to

grind out laughter. Teamed with
some ancient shorts of the Little

Rascals, the original hippies.
(TONIGHT in the CCA. at 7 and
9).

TOMMY + + ++ ( keep qoinq!)
The Who's rock opera, trans-

formed into a first class mind
fucker by Ken Russell. Elton John,
Eric Clapton, Tina Turner, Jack
Nicholson, Oliver Reed, and Ann-

Margret help Ken and Peter out

witn a little acting. (Still at the
Showcase Cinemas).
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UMASS
SPRING CONCERT

Sha Na Na will be playing at the
Stadium with two other bands (still

unknown) on Sunday, May 11 at
1 :00 p.m. Please don't drive there!

All profits from food concessions
go to Alternative Energy Coalition

A VERY NATURAL THING—SON
OFTHESHEIK
A gay film which I can't say I've

seen, but if you're gay it might be
worth your while to see the subject
handled tastefully for a chanqe.
With Son of the Sheik, a Rudolph
Valentino oldie. (S.U.B., 5-11,

Natural Thing at 7, Sheik at 8:30
and 9:45).

WHITE LIGHTNING+?+ ?

Just one look at the crotch-
itching advertisement showing
Burt Reynolds with his shirt open
(what else is new?) should be
enough to make all you banana
molesters run to the theatre. If not,

then you're making a wise move.
Burt takes craps just like anyone
else. (Mountain Farms).

and Belchertown
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5 COLLEGE FILMS
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AMHERST COLLEGE — Merrill
Science Center
The Exiles, (5-8, 4 and 7 p.m.);

Unannounced Special (?) (5-9, 5-10

and 5 11, 8 and 10 p.m.

HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE —
Franklin Patterson Hall

Greta Garbo: Two-Faced
Woman (5 9, 7:30 and 9:30);
Eisenstein: Ivan the Terrible, Part
II (5 9, 8 p.m.). His Girl Friday
and My Man Godfrey (5-11, 7:30)

SMITH COLLEGE — Sage Hall
The Adversary (5-10, 7:30 and

9:30)

MT. HOLYOKE COLLEGE —
Gamble Auditorium

I Married a Witch (1942) (5-9,

7:30); The Last of Sheila (5-10,

7:30).

LOCAL MUSIC

(May 8-14)

John Payne Quartet — Lazy
River (Northampton), May 9-11

Babe Pino — Hide A Way
(Granby), May 8 10.

Harvey Mandel — Rusty Nail
(Sunderland), May 13 ($3).

Bill Colwell, Dynamic Sex
Machine, Overnight Sensation,
Actual Proof — Super Bash 3 in 1

gig — Various Campus Locations,
May 9.

Sweet Pie — September's
(Chicopee), May 8-10.

Radio King and Hi's . Court of
Rhythm — Beggar's Opera —
Hampshire Dining Commons,
Hampshire College, May 10.

Real Tears — Rusty Nail, May 8-

11.

Roomfull of Blues — Lazy River,
May 8.

Widespread Depression — 5th
Alarm (Springfield), May 8-10.

Home Cookin' — Mt. View
Frolics (Chicopee), May 9, 10.

That New Band In Town — Steak
Out, May 8-10.

J T Miller Blues Band — 5th
Alarm, May 11 13.

Lilith — Warwick Inn (War-
wick), May 9, 10.

Home Cookin' — 5th Alarm, May
14.

Sparky Rucker — Chelsea House
Cafe and Folklore Center (W.
Brattleboro, Vt.), May 9, 10.

Fate — Hatch, May 8, 9.

Sunarc — Lazy River, May 13,

io

LJ«|. Vill.ge- Bluewall, May 8-
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Profs claim budget cut reason for tenure denials
By FRED GOSIEWSKI

Staff Reporter

Two faculty members were notified this

week that they have been denied tenure and
the action appears to be directly related to

the impending budgetary crisis at UMass.
Randall Current and Paul Jenkins, both

assistant professors in the English depart-

ment, had tenure denied to them after having
been unanimously approved by the per-

sonnel committee of that department last

semester.

Joseph Frank, chairman of the English

department, ruled against Current, while
Jeremiah Allen, Dean of the College of Arts,

and Sciences, made an unfavorable
recommendation for tenure.

Current and Jenkins claim they were
denied tenure recommendations because of

"institutional needs," and not on the basis of

the traditional criteria of teaching, publishing

and service to the community.
"It makes mincemeat out of (Gov. Michael

S.) Dukakis' promise that any budget cuts

wouldn't affect out education," said Jenkins.

He added that the test of institutional need
is "clearly a way of disguising that people

must be cut," and that in a "normal year"
tenure would be approved.
When asked why he denied a recom-

mendation of tenure for Current, Frank said
he made the "very reluctant" decision on the
basis of "mostly scholarship."

Allen remained silent on his decision,

saying it would be "grossly inappropriate" to
comment on personnel decisions.

However, Current said, "I'd put publishing
last (on a list of priorities), only because I

think we have a different mission than we
had 10 years ago."
He explained the English department,

especially since UMass is a state university, is

not going to place its students into graduate
school.

"We first have to radicalize students'
feelings about humanities, literature and
life," Current added.

Because of the budget cuts which are
expected, Current and Jenkins, as assistant

professors, felt they were "vulnerable" to
not achieving tenure. Both are in their sixth

year of teaching at UMass.

turn to p.2
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He: "The girls on the beach are

easy To reach, so let's make some
music in the back o' ma' carl"

She: "When the sunlight's this

warm, there won't be a storm, but
just try to touch me—you

won't get far!"

Town accepts

JFK library

campus site
By CINDY ROGERS

MDC Staff

The Amherst Town Meeting last night voted to
endorse a proposed John F. Kennedy library site on
campus, provided that plans conform to federal and
state regulations and traffic and visitor studies
continue to show minimal impact. The vote went 180
to 28.

The JFK Library motion approved was a substitute

of the original article. The original article petitioned by

Floyd Bailey, coordinator of the Progressive Can-

didates Pool (PCP) asked that Town Meeting

members reserve opinion on locating the JFK Library

at UMass until an "exhausted environmental impact

study is prepared and a public hearing is held."

In the three-hour session, the Town Meeting failed

to reach a two- thirds majority in passing the proposed
Zoning by-law, article on the warrant.

Doug Stanley, Town Meeting member who read

the article said the JFK library-museum complex
would burden Amherst and increase the flow of traffic

in addition, he said, "tourists attractions are going to

attract more tourist attractions."

Chairperson of the selectmen Nancy Eddy sub-

stituted the motion because of the wording of the

article clarifying some of Stanley's points. She said

although the Environmental Impact Study compiled

by the JFK corporation did predict 800 cars would

come to Amherst daily, if divided by the number of

highways in Amherst, "the impact is not as great."

Eddy also said that as far as the town becoming a

"tourist industry", the Town Meeting would have

control over this development.

Eddy said the board of selectmen saw the Amherst
location as an "education advantage" for the town.

turn to p.7

INSIDE:
2,000 MAGAZINE SUB-

SCRIPTIONS will not be
renewed by the UMass Library
because of "a highly uncertain
budget situation." according to
acting Chief Bibliographer John
Kendall. See Story on Page
Three.

A TEN PER CENT BUDGET
CUT will affect Affirmative
Action policies that call for
equal opportunity employment.
Story on page three.

fj,

Day and Night:

In the two weeks ahead/ the Library expects heavy
use as finals are upon us again. See related story , page
3.

Wood fears

service cut

implications
By JAN ALEXANDER

Staff Reporter
"Support services is the place where we're going to

get hurt and hurt badh/." said UMass President
Robert C. Wood last night to 50 faculty and deans of
the social behavioral sciences.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery added that 80 per
cent of the professional non-teaching "ad-
ministration" staff are in the admissions office and
counselling programs. If this staff is cut, it is an
automatic cut in support services, he said.

Secretary ot baucation Paul Parks has said that a 10
per cent budget cut would not affect academics or
support services.

"Probably the hardest thing we face is graduate
education," said Wood, "Not whether it will exist or

not, but in what size, what duration, and what can be
the expectations of the faculty."

Wood's speech, which was followed by questions
from the faculty, was unannounced beforehand and
held in a lower level campus center room.

Mentioning specifically library acquisitions, health

services and counselors. Wood said "We made a

great leap forward in the 60's in the area of

academics, but fell behind on services. Now services

have been increased and I feel they are closely inter-

related to academics.

"The really hard thing is to judge how much of the
critical mass do our programs constitute. There is a
disagreement among ourselves about what we are
really teaching."

Wood said he was fearful of leaving the budget
situation the way it is now and then coming back in

the fall to a "take it or leave it" crisis.

"It is not enough to sign off on a budget this year
under high pressure without some sense of what this

will do from now until the 1980's."

The president explained that in consequence he has

been working on an "Amherst Document" all spring

which »s still incomplete. The document includes a

committment to graduate school and lists" what
kinds of things must be maintained at all costs."

Wood said he was "insulted and disturbed" when
the Senate Ways and Means Committee made
comparisons of faculty salaries and contact hours
with students. The study was conducted by com-
mittee chairman Senator James A. Kelley (D-Oxford).

"In the past, we have had a highly stable political

system which has been good for institutions," said

Wood. "The speaker and president of the senate were

knowledge about and committed to public education.

We were able to make our cases in a procedure

context.

"Now there is an instability in leadership, the

speaker and president have announced other in-

terests. There are 60 to 70 new members in the

general court. In effect the governor did not submit a

budget in January, there were no hearings or legal

things to which we could respond," he said.
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Tartaglia says

Recent TOC election showed desire for change
By SANDY CARLIN

Staff Reporter
Newly elected President of the Top of the

Campus Club (TOC) Tony Tartaglia said
yesterday, "The significance of the election
was that when you lose faith in the people
running an organization it is time for a
change. The election indicated this."

Tartaglia, who was elected president of
the club at a meeting on Wednesday night,

replaces UMass Atty. Sidney Myers who has
been the president since the formation of the
TOC club five years ago.

"I didn't elect myself," said Tartaglia, "In
fact, I didn't even know half the people in the
room." Regarding the election Tartaglia also

said, "The Campus Center management had
as much opportunity to elect their candidates
and form their own slate." Referring to an
episode at the meeting where Myers ordered
the door to be locked at 6:00 p.m. Tartaglia
said, "The fact that they tried to close the
meeting was indicative of their own in-

tentions to vote in their own candidates."
In response to the fact that eleven

students were elected to the TOC Board of
Directors Tartaglia said, "Since students
make up the largest majority of the TOC
club, then why shouldn't they have the
largest amount of seats on the Board of
Directors." He also said, "We do support
cooperation with the Campus Center
management, but it is gratuitous to think that
students will not be able to run a Campus
Center organization."

Tartaglia said that the new Board of

Directors were not looking to make a great

many changes and were not planning to

"over use their power."

Commenting on the idea of Hotel and

Restaurant management students running

the TOC Tartaglia said, "Anything in the

nature of hotel and restaurant management
must still be discussed with Dr. Cournoyer."

Norman Cournoyer is the only non-student

on the Board. Tartaglia further added, "We
are open to any suggestions dealing with

running the TOC, but we are not committed

to any one idea right now."
The by-laws of the TOC now stipulate that

there must be at least one open meeting of

the club each year, but Tartaglia said that he

planned to have all of the TOC meetings

open next year. He said, "The power of the
club is in the shareholders, not the
president."

Tartaglia also commented, "I think Sid
Myers did a really fine job and has been an
excellent person in the president's role." He
also said, "One of the main reasons we
decided to vote someone in his place was
because he (Myers) had publicly announced
that he was stepping down from the office."

The TOC club constitution orders that the
President preside at all the meetings of the
general membership and along with the
treasurer should handle "the general care

and direction of the shares of the cor-

poration."

* Profs claim budget

reason for denial

cont. from p. 1

They suspected that the English

department had made a rating

system for the professors being
considered for tenure this year.

"We sure think there was a
ranking," said Current, adding
"When budget cuts come, they rely

on the old system, that of rating

people."

Jenkins sympathized with Allen
and former Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs and Provost
Robert L. Gluckstern, who also has
a voice in recommending tenure, by
recognizing they are caught bet
ween serving the university and
living within a budget. "It puts
them in a terribly compromised
situation," he said.

However, Jenkins said he ex-

pected the faculty to be defended.

"You would hope they (Allen and

Gluckstern) would stand up to

budget pressures and fight them,"
he-said. "I think it is wrong for them
to go on compromising."

Current and Jenkins are seeking
to gain support from students and
faculty members of the English
department, but they do not expect
to be given tenure in the future.

They said 10 or 11 faculty members
of the English department will be up
for tenure next year, and the ad-
dition of their two names would
only increase the "dogfight" for

approval.

"I'd like to see support from all
the faculty," said Current.

Jenkins said the denial of tenure
is "inhumane, and in the end
destructive" because "it hurts

morale terribly."

He added that he
and Current may work through
grievance procedures to protect
their jobs.
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RANDALL CURRENT and Paul Jenkins discuss the reasons and their feelings
about not receiving tenure.

Students use experience of 60's
to help solve problems of 70's

By MIKE IZDEPSKI
Staff Reporter

Students have used the ex-

periences gained during the sixties

to help solve problems in the
seventies. That's what John
Fischer and Larry Magid, two
former student activists, and
present UMass employees, said

yesterday.

In separate interviews Fischer,
economic coordinator of the
Student Organizing Project (SOP)
and Magid, director of the Student
Center for Educational Research
(SCER) voiced their strong support
for a student union.

Magid, former student at the
University of California at Berkley
(i lass of '69) pointed out the basic

W ®«ffet V

\\*V» Served 100p.m. to 800pm.

differences between today and the
years of the anti-war movement.

"During the sixties" Magid said,

"students began to realize that

society had to be changed and tried

to answer the question why' a
change was necessary. Today,
students have a wider un-
derstanding of how institutions

control people and have accepted
the need for change. The question
they are now asking is how' to
change society."

Magid mentioned the different

level of ideologies of the anti-war
movement: "You had many sec-
tarian splinter groups trying to push
their brand. There was little con-
sensus among the various groups,
other than the basic one that
change was needed. The students
of the seventies are more part of
one big group, they're getting
down to business and have the
ability to develop coherent
strategies."

Call lor reservations

549-6000

turn to p. 16
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Affirmative Action should continue
By PAUL BRADLEY

Affirmative Action policies that
call for equal opportunity hiring at
the university will be affected by a
10 per cent budget cuback but will

continue to operate "in principle",
according to James DeShields,
staff assistant in the chancellor's
office.

"Affirmative action policies will

be affected in a very practical way,"
said DeShields, "a reduced number
of people being hired will affect

affirmative action within depart-

mental frameworks."
DeShields said that although it is

y^Mmtma/ma

'It is impossible for the government to define affirmative action'

likely that less people will be hired,

affirmative action policies will still

be intact as far as percentages go.

Patty Asack, a staff assistant in

the chancellor's office, said that

any across the board cuts would
have a great impact on women and
minorities because these groups
generally have been the last hired

and will be the first to be fired in the
face of budget cuts.

"No one group should absorb

unduly the impact of a budget cut,"
she said, "and a programatic ap-
proach to cuts rather than an
across the board cut will help to
alleviate this."

Asack said that although she
feels that a programatic approach
will not solve all the problems of

keeping within the guidelines of
affirmative action policies, she
believes this would be the best way.

"Individual programs would have
to keep their own goals in mind," of
which affirmative action is one,"
she said, "without wiping out the
strides we have made over the last
three years."

Both Asack and DeShields felt

that reductions in affirmative action
percentages would not have an
effect on federal funding to the
university. The Department of

Housing. Education, and Welfare

says that an institution must follow
affirmative action guidelines before
funds will be granted.

"It is impossible for the govern-
ment to operationally define af-

firmative action," said DeSheilds,
"what they demand is a good faith

effort."

DeShields conceded that the
term "good faith" was "am-
biguous", but that he felt it was the
view of the chancellor that the
policies were still intact, and would
continue to operate.

Asack said that people hired after
the December hiring freeze were
hired on the basis of "critical need
only" and have been hired in

compliance with affirmative action
policies.

There may be problems in getting
unions to strictly adhere to the

affirmative action policies because
they have long been based on the
seniority system. Consultation
between the administration and the
individual departments might be
called on in these cases, according
to Asack.

DeShield said that the ad-

ministration and the department
will have to assess the impact of
such things as tenure, professors
leaving on sabbatical, and
vacations in order to come up with
hiring statistics. Only then can the
departments begin to work to fall

within the guidelines of affirmative

action.

DeShields said that although the
university does face severe cut-
backs, affirmative action guidelines
are still intact and will reflect

general percentages that have been
projected as satisfactory.

CC Board reaffirms support

for Student Worker's Union

UMass comes in third in the space race. Aciumiy,
this is UMass student Gary Kittmacher's second at-

tempt to fly his eight foot rocket at Orchard Hill. The
flight wasn't exactly a smashing success, as the rocket
ended up in a tree. Gary had planned to launch a 16 foot

rocket, however he ran into financial difficulties.

By FRED NOBLES
Staff Reporter

Following a discussion of the legality of the Campus
Center (CO Board of Governors supporting an
employee union in the CC, the board voted last night
to pass an amended version of their original support
for the Union of Student Employees (USE).

Board Chairperson Jeff Taggart read from a letter

received from Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
asking the board to reconsider its previous vote of
support for the Union.

In the letter, Bromery said he did not think it was
appropriate for the board to support the Union at this
time because of "several important issues which are
under consideration by the proper legal authority."
Bromery asked that the board either rescind its

motion or "defer action on it until the legal question
has been resolved."

The board voted unanimously to uphold its original
motion to support the Union.

Following the vote board member John Hays in-

troduced an amendment to change the board's
specific support of the Union of Student Employees
to read that the board will "recognize and support any
employee's right to unionize."

Hays said he thought it was, "inappropriate for the
board at this time to name a particular union; the
Labor Relations Board will choose the union."

In opposition to the Hays amendment, board
member Milton Kerstein said, "The point is, 60 per
cent of the students in the building have mandated
the USE to represent them and they are asking us for
a vote of support."

By a vote of eight to five, the board passed the
Hays amendment.

In other action last night the board voted to accept
the bid from the Eastern Home Builders and
Developers to remodel the Bluewall during the
summer. The total cost of remodeling will be $39,754.
The board also approved a bid from the C.B. Swift

Company of Boston to install a new carpet in the
Bluewall at a cost of $11,182.

Bluewall renovations will begin about June first and
should be completed when classes begin in the Fall.

^
Eastern Home Builders and Developers, a

Springfield firm, was the only company to bid on the
physical renovation of the Bluewall. C.B. Swift was
the lowest of eight bidders for the carpet installation
contract.

Library cuts magazine subscriptions,

cites 'uncertain budgetary situation'

By GARYMcWILLIAMS
Staff Reporter

Library administrators have cancelled
approximately 2,000 magazines and other
serials. The subscriptions will be

1

allowed to
run out and will not be renewed.
Acting Chief Bibliographer John Kendall

said the cuts are being planned because of
"a highly uncertain bugetary situation" and
to "prune away" little-used publications.

Administrators say they are concerned
about the already inflated acquisitions

budget along with the prospect of further

cuts in the fiscal 1976 state budget.

Kendall said he expects the loss of these

serials to have a "minimal" effect on student

research.

Library staff have been reviewing the

16,000 serials over the past year in an effort

to "rank the serials and decide those which
we can do away with," said Kendall.

Priority lists have been compiled and are
currently available for faculty and student
review at the main library and branch
libraries.

and subject to change after this scrutiny.

Kendall said many of the cancellations will

"involve a cancellation of one of several

subscriptions," ending duplication in the

UMass library system.

According to releases from the chief
bibliographer's office, the serial cuts will

come under areas designed to cut:
"duplication of materials in the UMass library
system; the least important of several titles

dealing with the same subject; excessively
costly items and titles with marginal
relevance to present academic programs."

The decision on which publications to cut
was sometimes decided on "evidence of

use," said Kendall. "If an issue or volume
showed signs of heavy use we gave it a

higher priority."

Anticipating budget cuts, library officials

imposed a "virtual moratorium" on new
acquisition spending last month.

The moratorium on puchases is planned to

last until the next fiscal year which begins

July 1.

Kendall said the priority lists are tentative The percentage of the acquisition's budget

spent on serials is 50 per cent in a "good year
- one with sufficient funding," said Kendall.

Describing inflation in the cost of

periodicals as "frightful" Kendall said, "We
could be spending 100 per cent on serials if

the budget is small."

To counter this possibility. Library Director

Richard J. Talbot has said he estimates

$260,000 saved from this year's acquisition

budget would go toward renewing 45 per

cent of the subscriptions.

UMass administrators hope to encourage
cooperation with libraries in the five-college

area and this could be a deciding factor in

lessening the brunt of the cuts, they say.

Hampshire inter Library Center (HILC)
which is funded by the five colleges and the
Forbes Library in Northampton is counted on
to continue subscriptions to those
publications UMass drops.

Kendall, representing UMass at a HILC

selection committee meeting, said yesterday

that HILC members agreed to "keep what is

already in HILC and those publications that
we decide to cancel,

publications that we decide to cancel.

Kendall said some of the cancellations will

leave an option to purchase individual issues
open to the library. This change, from a
standing order to a monograph series, allows
recommended issues to be brought into the
library.
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Some Americans reportedly stranded in Saigon
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Delayed dispatch

tells of criticism

SAIGON \UPI\ - May 5 Delayed
Since the last helicopter carried

the last U.S. Marine guard out of

Saigon early Wednesday morning
April 30, there has been growing
criticism of the haste and apparent
excitement of the evacuation.

Left behind were other
Americans, foreign diplomats and
uncounted hundreds of Vietnamese
employees they had promised to

take with them.
"The Americans could not even

leave Saigon with class," said one
foreigner who remained behind.

The South Korean Embassy
charge d'affaires stopped trying to

get into the U.S. Embassy when a

r

Indochina

developments

Refugees welcomed
WASHINGTON [UP/] - The

Senate overwhelmingly passed a

"Good Samaritan" resolution

welcoming Indochina refugees
yesterday and approved $17 million

in stop- gap spending for refugee

resettlement.

In the House, an appropriations

subcommittee worked on a long-

term bill even more generous than

the $507 million President Ford

requested.

The Senate first passed by 91 to

1 a resolution stating it "welcomes
warmly the latest exiles to our

shores — the refugees from South
Vietnam and Cambodia." Only Sen.

William Scott, R-Va., dissented on
grounds the refugee influx might
aggravate U.S. unemployment
rates.

Viet ships surrender
By United Press International

A 27 ship South Vietnamese
naval squadron with an admiral and
high ranking officers of the former
Saigon government has surren-

dered to the Viet Cong, the
Yugoslav Tanjug news agency
reported yesterday. The new
Communist regime also ordered
high army officers to turn them-
selves in.

The Tanjug dispatch from Peking
said the naval squadron, sailing off

the South Vietnamese coast, flew
white flags in surrendering on a
promise of amnesty. Its officers

joined large groups of former
government officials who have
reported to the new Communist
rulers, Tanjug said. Saigon's
new military management com-
mittee pledged the new Com-
munist regime "will forgive
completely" those Vietnamese who
had committed crimes during the

war if they "repent of what they

have done."

Marine guard hit him in the chest
with a tear gas grenade. He went
into hiding afterwards.

Americans working at the U.S.

Information Service went secretly

and separately to the embassy then
telephoned their offices to tell

Vietnamese who volunteered to

stay until the last moment to try to

get to an evacuation point.

American prisoners were left in

the Saigon prison and were in

Saigon when the Viet Cong opened
the jail hours after the final U.S.
helicopter had left.

Those involved in the operation

said there was sniper fire at the

embassy compound and an-
tiaircraft fire at the U.S. helicopters.

But those who stayed or were
left behind saw no such thing.

An American woman who was in

the embassy trying to help a group
of 15 Vietnamese leave said she
heard one explosion which Marines
told her was a hand grenade.

"That explosion was quite a way
from the embassy and there was no
other shooting or explosion I

heard," she said.

A senior U.S. Embassy official

told the woman the front gate of

the embassy was not safe and be
left. The woman stayed for another
hour before walking back to
downtown Saigon.

Interviews with persons of
different nationalities who were at

the embassy that evening - the
most tense time of the evacuation

said there was no panic and no
shooting in the area.

UPI reporter Chad Huntley drove
to the embassy about 7 p.m. He
said about 300 persons, mostly
Vietnamese, were pressed against
the gate asking to be included in

the evacuation.

"There was absolutely no panic,
no mob action," Huntley said.

"When I walked up to the gate,
the people cleared a path for me."

Huntley said the claims of U.S.
Marines that 10,000 persons were
besieging the embassy were un-
true.

UPI correspondents Bert Okuley,
Ken Englade and Paul Vogle went
with Huntley to the embassy and
Okuely and Englade got in. They

were evacuatea Dy helicopter.

Englade later recounted in Hong
Kong:

"About 250 to 300 Vietnamese

were in front of the main gate at the

consulate, next door to the em-

bassy. The crowd was quiet, but

they were pressed tight. To get to

the gate you literally had to push

them aside.

"They did not try to stop our

progress except to beg us to help

them get out and to take their

identity papers into the compound
to speed their exit. Okuley collected

a whole handful. When we got to

the gate, the Marine asked us to

throw our luggage over the fence

which I did.

"Then the Marine climbed up on
the gate and I handed over another
bag. He told us to lock arms and I

grabbed Bert with my left hand and
the Marine with my right arm.
Another Marine opened the gate,

slipped out behind us to keep
anyone from coming in with us
while the first Marine pulled us
through.

Phnom Penh's collapse

confused, hectic

The Finest Oriental & Polynesian
Food In This Area Served At

South China Restaurant

• We prepare all your favorite foods and tropical drinks just the way
you like.

Everything on the menu can be ordered to take out.

Make Graduation A Very Special Celebration

- C$11 Now ht Reservations.

Open for special luncheon menu, 1

1

.30 a.m. 3 p.m. (except Sun. &
holidays)

Open Daily til 10 p.m. Fri. & Sat. til 1 a.m.
Route? AMHERST, MASS. 256-0251
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By RICHARD BOYLE
BANKOK \UPI] - Nearly 1,000

persons made their way to the
French Embassy compound
following the fall of Phnom Penh on
April 17 and then to Thailand three
weeks later in two road convoys.
The fact that so many were able to
do so with only three deaths is a
miracle of sorts.

As we drove out through the city

it was a ghost town. Outside of Le
Phnom hotel, a unit of Khmer
Rouge troops was drilling. Aside
from them and the few guards that
were on duty on the streets, it was
lifeless city. No one was on the
streets.

Sanitary conditions at the em-
bassy became appalling. There
were outbreaks of illness, as well as
problems of food and water in the
early days. The dedication and skill

of a handful of doctors and nurses
that were in the compound did
much to prevent a disaster.

The three-day trip by truck and
bus from Phnom Penh to the Thai
border was physically exhausting,
but was an incredible experience
because it gave us a look at a

Cambodia that few outsiders have
ever seen.

In the first few days of our stay at

the embassy, a drama of major
proportions was under way outside.

Shortly after they took over the
city, the Khmer Rouge circulated,

through it with loudspeakers, telling

the population to leave for the
countryside.

For several days we watched as
the populace - swollen to well

over 1 million at the war's end —
went past in a steady procession.
Some went in cars and some were
in ox carts, but most walked.
Patients were even ordered out of
hospitals and were taken out by
their relatives.

The drama had begun on April 17
when Phnom Penh finally fell after

five years of war. The takeover
went quickly, within the space of a
few hours, although there was
some fighting inside the city itself.

The French Embassy compound
was in the path of advancing Kh-
mer Rouge troops who were en-
tering the city from the north and it

turned out to be a unique ob-
servation post.

Early in the morning refugees
started flooding into the city past
the embassy. Men, women and
children carrying mats and cooking
utensils, their few meager
possessions, streamed through the
large square in front of the em-
bassy.

When the sound of small arms
fire erupted nearby, the square
quickly became deserted. There
were also mortars and rockets
being fired and the windows of the
embassy buildings rattled from the
concussion of shells landing
nearby. It was impossible to tell

which side was firing them.

Styles By

Deborah

SANDALS FOR EITHER SEX

Crepe Soles, Leather Soles

Wedges, Heels and more—

Full Service Salon for Men & Women.

Personal Style Haircuts $4.50

Basic Trim $3.50

For the latest in hair styles call for an appointment Tues
Sat. open Thurs. and Fri. evenings.

Complete line of

^RedKen
natural, organic hair and skin care products

65 UNIVERSITY DR.
next to Bell's Pizza

256-8621

CELEBRATION
of

Native American Life And Culture

Bolles Shoes
• 2 Locations

* 8 MAIN ST.

# HADLEY VILLAGE BARN SHOPS
AMHERST

RTE. 9, HADLEY
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THURSDAY
2.00 p.m. — PERIWINKLE —
Native American folksinger at
Sylvan in Brown Main Lounge

0:00 p.m. — CHIEF FRANK
FOOLS CROW - Traditional
Oglala Holy Man at Mount
Holyoke in Chapin Aud.

» »

May 8, 9f 10
FRIDAY

1 :00 p.m. — PERIWINKLE —
at Hampshire in House 5 Conf.
Rm. C

3.00 p.m. — GANIENKEH —
Singers and speakers at
UMass in Hampden Student
Center

5.00 p.m. — PERIWINKLE-
FLOYD WESTERMAN - at
Hampshire in House 3, Donut 5

8:00 p.m. — CONCERT —
Periwinkle- Floyd Westerman
at Hampshire Main Dining
Hall

Sponsored by the Five College Native American Support Com mittee

SATURDAY
10:00 a.m. — Workshop with
REGINA DIXON BRAVE of
AIM

12:00 p.m. — POWWOW — at
UMass Campus Pond. Guests
include: Clyde Bellecourt of
AIM, Boston Indian Council
Drum, Floyd Westerman,
Ganienkeh People and more
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6 area governors

welcome refugees
Compiled From Wires

New England's governors
generally welcome the idea of
Vietnamese refugees settling in
their region. But there are some
reservations.

Meanwhile House subcommittee
approved an initial $405 million for
Vietnam refugee resettlement in "a
quickie action" that permits
President Ford to ask for money
later.

The $405 million approved by the
House Appropriations sub-
committee is the appropriation that
will finance the separate refugee
resettlement bill being processed by
the House Judiciary committee.
The appropriation bill was sent to
the full Appropriations Committee
for action, and the two companion
bills will likely come to a House
floor vote next week.
The six-state area is marked by

high unemployment, and Con-
necticut Gov. Ella Grasso told a
news conference this week that her
state won't extend an official

welcome.

"While Connecticut doesn't
react ungraciously, we cannot
invite refugees to come here unless
it's done by individual citizens," she
said citing a 10 per cent unem-
ployment rate.

In Rhode Island, Gov. Philip W.
Noel said he thinks citizens "are
willing to accept their share of
responsibility to provide a decent
life for these unfortunate people."
But Rhode Island's unem-

ployment rate is over 16 per cent —
and Noel conceded "we are not in

the most healthy economic state.

"We have to be very careful
about qualifying any feeling of
compassion we have," he said.

"We have to be very careful to
what extent we should participate
with the rest of the nation in

achieving what should be a

common goal to make sure these
people have decent economic
opportunities in this country."

Other states issued more friendly

statements.

Massachusetts Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis says the Bay State - with
unemployment rate of 1 1.8 per cent
- will welcome any Vietnamese
who wish to settle there.

"To do anything but greet these
people with friendship and
assistance would be a rejection of
the very best that is in us," said
Dukakis.

"I hope I speak for all the people
of this state that Massachusetts
welcomes any Vietnamese refugees
who settle here."

He said he asked Lt. Gov.
Thomas P. O'Neill 3rd "to assist

persons wishing to sponsor
Vietnamese refugees here, and to
coordinate whatever response may
be ultimately necessary from this

administration.

"The commonwealth has always
opened its heart and door to im-
migrant people," said Dukakis. "I

wouldn't ever want it said we shut
our doors today."

SUNSHINE RECORDS

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE ON

ALL SIN8LE ALBUMS

$4174
Latest Releases, Top Artists, Old Favorites, Too

No. 9 E. Pleasant St., Amherst
4 Doors from The Pub Daily 10-a

pncsevrediVCCEBS
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new Africa House

10 AM- 4 PM
free admission

OfXN TO All MINORIT if S fROM WESTERN
MASSACHUSETTS
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Khmer Rouge soldiers mount on a military vehicle
as it rolls through the streets of Phnom Penh, Cam-
bodia on April 17, after the surrender of the city. The
picture was released yesterday.

State employe union
leaders urge strike
RHYTHM \AD\ c»«. ._VBOSTON \AP\ - State employe

union leaders said yesterday that
their members should strike unless
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis agrees to
bargain over planned lavoffs.

"If state employes don't wake up
they're going to get whipped," said
Howard V. Doyle, president of the
American Federation of State
County and Municipal Employes
(AFSCME).

"They ought to spontaneously
rise up and walk off their jobs."
A strike by state workers, which

has been threatened before by their

union leaders, is illegal under state
law.

Dukakis has ordered state
agency heads to cut spending by at
least 10 per cent for the coming
fiscal year, and has said some
workers will be laid off.

The governor originally said
those layoffs would be limited and
has not set a figure. Employe union
officials have speculated that the
layoffs could be substantial.

Paul Quirk, head of the state's

social worker union, said at a press
conference with Doyle and other

union leaders, that "our big stick is

a strike."

Th? union officials called for an
immediate meeting with Dukakis to

find out how many layoffs are
planned.

"We will demand that he
negotiate with us as representatives
of more than 30,000 state employes
on any proposed layoffs..." the
alliance of union leaders said.

Quirk said they would give
Dukakis no more than one week to
respond.

Doyle said employes are bitter

because Dukakis first said he
opposes an 11 per cent cost-of-
living pay raise because the $70
million tab would require massive
layoffs.

"It now appears that Mr. Dukakis
intends having it both ways: no
increases accompanied by layoff
notices," the union leaders said.

A legislative committee has
recommended a two-step raise for
the approximately 65,000 state
workers, up to 11 per cent.

But Doyle said yesterday, the
unions are sticking to their demand
for a flat 11 per cent in one lump
sum.

STOP LOOKING
for a good part-time job!!

•Good Pay «New Opportunities

• Career Training •Regular Promotions

•Men and Women Eligible

EARN $45 FOR ONE WEEKEND PER MONTH, AND TRAIN FOR
A REWARDING CAREER IN THE TECHNICAL
SKILL OF YOUR CHOICE.

news
summary

Castro reconsiders
WASHINGTON [UPI] - In an

apparent breakthrough in a 14-year-
old hemispheric cold war, the
White House yesterday accepted
what appeared to be overtures
toward reconciliation by Cuban
Premire Fidel Castro.

Presidential Press Secretary Ron
Nessen said Castro "seems to have
accepted what the White House
has referred to as the mutuality of
obligation in improving relations
between Cuba and the United
States."

His remarks were based on news
reports from Havana quoting
Castro at a news conference as
saying, "We wish for the people of
the United States a wish of
friendship," plus indicating during a
talk with visiting U.S. Sen. George
McGovern, D-S.D.. a willingness to
consider returning a $2 million

ransom from a hijacked U.S. plane
plus possible release of nine U.S.
political prisoners in Havana.

Rebates out today
BOSTON \AP\ - The first batch

of federal income tax rebate checks
for Massachusetts taxpayers was
scheduled to be mailed out today,

an Internal Revenue Service
spokesman said.

John E. Foristall, district director,

said the total value of the first lot

will be $46,689,170 and will be
distributed among 376,705 persons.

Foristall said tax rebate checks
will average between $100 and $200
with a $200 maximum. Persons
with adjusted gross incomes of

over $30,000 will receive a

maximum rebate of $100 and
taxpayers who paid less than $100
will receive a rebate equal to the

taxes paid.

Energy bill advances
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The

House Ways and Means Com-
mittee yesterday neared completion
of an energy tax bill that was
criticized by two Democratic
members on grounds it favored
special interests and would do little

to conserve fuels.

The bill would raise the federal
tax on gasoline, tax cars making
inefficient use of fuel, reward in-

dustries which save fuels or turn to
more plentiful ones

Chestnut convicted

NEW YORK \UP1\ - The former

campaign manager for Sen. Hubert

H. Humphrey, Jack L. Chestnut,

Thursday was convicted of willfully

soliciting and accepting an illegal

corporate contribution from a

dairymen's cooperative during the

senator's 1970 campaign.

A jury of nine women and three

men found Chestnut guilty of

soliciting and accepting a $12,000

corporate contribution in June 1970.
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GETTING INVOLVED BECAUSE

AMERICA NEEDS US

FOR MORE INFORMATION (No Obligation) CLIP AND MAIL TOARMY RESERVE OPPORTUNITIES, 4001 WEST DEVON AVE
RM. 106, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60646
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Starving cartoonist sells 'Sex and Violence'...
7+3

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

By DOROTHY MULLER
Staff Reporter

"Did you see this? It's my very

own comic book. Only fifty cents. I

drew it myself. It's cheaper than

your average underground comic

book. Buy a little something to

waste your time on."

Kris Jackson is a self-described

"starving artist" who will graduate

this semester from UMass. No one
would publish his work, so he

printed a comic book composite of

his work, Sex and Violence, and is

currently "hawking" his first issue

in the Campus Center.

"You have to keep your pitch up.

If you say come here, they do.

Some read five pages and they re

hooked. Others read the whole
thing and leave," says Jackson.
While Jackson was talking, a

female student approached and
perused his comic. "Want to buy
one, only fifty cents. Cheap," he
says. The girl says no and someone
remarks, "Obviously someone who
doesn't like sex and violence." But
Jackson counters.

"The title," says Jackson, "is a

come-on. The material is split half

and half. Stuff that's already been
published and stuff that can't be
published."

Jackson's comic book is the

brainchild of many rejection slips.

...As campus cartoonist

shows 'Best of Worst'
"Dizzy and Paul: Best of the Worst" is the rather presumptuous title of

the show in the Student Union Gallery today and tomorrow. It will consist
of all the origianls of "Dizzy and Paul" published since September in the
Collegian. The strip is written and drawn by Jim Carson, a senior and BFA
major.

Carson is a resident of Amherst, since moving here from suburban
Philadelphia two years ago and transferring into UMass last year. He has
been drawing cartoons since "Popeye when I was 4 years old" and was
the art editor of his weekly high school paper in Upper Darby, Pa.

"Dizzy and Paul" can be seen daily in the comic section of the Collegian.

WMUA will broadcast

'Burn down Babylon'

"Nobody would publish me so I

decided to publish myself. I «ent
cartoons to Playboy and when they
came back from Playboy, to

Penthouse. Then to Grunt and
Groan, and Screech. Finally they
wound up in a box in my attic. Then
I decided to print my own comic
book and by-pass the middle man
altogether."

Jackson's brainstorm for his first

edition of Sex and Violence comic
book was the result of hours of
reading Will Eisnor's comic book.
The Spirit, which was the first

underground comic book,
published in the forties and fifties.

"I've only seen them in reprint
but that's when I decided to print
my own. The comic is really in two
parts. The first is Violence. The

second part comes out next week.

Everybody wants to know what the

issue will be like."

Jackson's original rational was to

make money. "But it looks like I

might just break even now." The
cover of his comic reflects his

concern. "Kris Jackson's Sex and
Violence Comix, No. 1 (maybe the
last, too).

Townhouse of Amherst

Two and three bedroom town houses, with wall-to-

wall carpets, IV2 baths, dishwasher, garbage
disposal, self-cleaning oven. FROM $225.

Pool and recreational facilities, safe playground
for children, FREE UMass Bus service.

Open for your inspection 7 days a week.

50 Meadow St. Amherst, Matt. 549-0600
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in the Carriage Shops

233 No. Pleasant St.

AMHERST
Phone 349-1256

Ogala Sioux speaker
leads off symposium

By PETER PENNIE
and JOE COTTER

Progressive News Service
Chief Frank Fools Crow of the

Oglala Souix Nation spoke last

night at Chapin Auditorium on the
Mt. Holyoke campus before some
200 persons. The speech kicked off

a three-day Five-College Indian

Symposium.
Fools Crow is the traditional

Oglala Medicine Man and is the
second youngest person in his tribe

to become Chief, the youngest

The Rasta movement sprang out
of the thirties based upon the
nationalist teachings of Marcus
Garvey who told his people in

Jamaica:

"Look to Africa when a black
king shall be crowned for the day of

deliverance is near."

In November 1930 Ras Tafari was
crowned as the emperor of Ethiopia

and took on the title Haile Selassie,

King of Kings, Lord of Lords,

Conquering Lion of the tribe of

Judah. Some Jamaicans who had
listened to Garvey began to consult

their bibles.

Could this be the Saviour, the
messiah of whom Garvey spoke?
The Rasta Fan in Jamaican. The

African in the New World. Dread in

a Babylon.

In Burn Down Babylon; the Rasta
Fari in Jamaican Society we bring

you a close up examination of the
Rasta man. his lifestyle, his religion

and culture, and his potential as a
revolutionary force within Jamaica.

This radio broadcast will be
presented in two parts to appear
Saturday, at 3 p.m. and Thursday

April 15 at 11 p.m. on WMUA

Radio, 91.1 FM.
A product of Black Mass

Communications Project, this

presentation we hope, will give you
some good information and insight

into nationalist movements in

Jamaica.

Give a listen.
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THE FOUR LEAF WINDOW
presents

"SPLASH''
(Thurs.-Sun.)

A 7 Piece Band from R.I. with

3 Singers Up Front!

Thurs. Nite is ladies nite! — Ladies no cover, guys with this

ad no cover Thurs. nite.

Rt. 202 New Salem, Mass.

Join Us In Celebrating An Anniversary

EAT ALL YOU CAN
Sat., May 10th— 12 : 30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

1. Sweet and sour soup
2. Congree — A thin gruel or porridge
3. Our famous EGG ROLL
4. Shrimp and meat ball

5. Fried chicken
6. Fried rice with pork and bean sprouts

7. Fried fresh noodles with chicken
8. Sweet and sour won ton
9. Braised soya sauce chicken

10. Curry shrimp and vegetable
11. Vegetable delight
12. Oriental Supreme
13. Chinese boiled rice
14. Sweet and sour pork
15. Chinese tea

So make a note to come early and join

S4.50 per person

*

us.

CHIN
Chinese

Restaurant
203 King Street ( Rt. 5 and 10)

Northampton, Mass.
<*— Tel . 586-1775

Regular Menu Will Not Be Served, No Take Outs

being Chief Crazy Horse.

According to Elaine La Riviere,
Mt. Holyoke co-ordinator of the
event, "Fools Crow is a man of
sincerity and honesty, a man who
possesses an enormous amount of
dignity. The Oglala Holy Man is a
sacred position with traditional
duties and ceremonies involving
adoption, rites, peace rituals, and
tribal powwows."

Fools Crow attended last night's

gathering of local and national

Indian representatives despite the

fact that this home in Pine Ridge,

South Dakota had burned down
Wednesday. Speaking in his tribal

of "Lakota" and shaken by his
personal tragedy he apologized for

his short presentation. He said

having made a committment to

come to the five college area, he
said he would have felt like a liar.

Fools Crow's speech was
translated into English by Michael
King, an Oglala Souix from South
Dakota.

"The world is in trouble", said

King, "because of world leaders,

people who only think for them-
selves. The Indians shared. They
were sympathetic with one
another."

"We had trouble at Pine Ridge
because we had a corrupted
government, just like the United
States government."
"The Indians never talked back",

he said, "but now you'll have to

listen. We understand what's going
on and we don't like it."

In defense of the American
Indian Movement (AIM) King said,

"AIM was organized to protest

maltreatment. It has been accused
of everything under the sun. We are

all good people." King explained

how traditional signs appeared
warning of the necessity to change
our present corrupt policy. He
reported on how the Indians had
been self- sufficient before the

invasion of Europeans and could be
even now. "We have herbs for

every illness", he said. "Some of

the government doctors would like

our medicine but there is fear that

they would commercialize".

The final day of the celebration

tomorrow will be a noon to dusk
Pow Wow held near UMass
campus pond.

It appears as though the dog is walking the master.

* Town endorses site
cont. from p. 1

Stanley did not object to the
motion substitution and there was
little controversy over the issue.

Town Meeting member and
UMass Community Coordinator
Gerald Grady said University
faculty, students and ad-
ministrators have shown support
for the proposed UMass site. "The
question, he said, "is whether we in

town have a qualified vote on the
issue?"

Many Town Meeting members

who spoke were in favor of the
motion. One town meeting
member, however, asked what
authority UMass has in granting
state property for the library and
what authority does the town
meeting have in approving the
location.

A precinct six Town Meeting
member, urged other members to
defeat the motion.

Irwin Howard, member of the
planning board supported the
motion and said the board will

boserve the library very carefully.
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BRANDYWINE, the apartment plus community i
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Now open for \oitr inspection are KKANDYWINK'S
Ix-.i utif ul new one and two bedroom model apart-

ments.

( ome over for a visit an> day of the week.

In a few minutes we'll show vou all the reasons in the

unrht whv BitANDYW INK is a better place to live. We
invite you to compare features and compare prices.

BRANDYWINE
at Amherst

One and two bedroom units from $220.00

Convenience* which make BRANDYWINE
so eminently "livable" include:

Spacious, well laid out unite.

All brand name full size appliancaa, includ-
ing garbage disposal and dishwasher

Individually controlled central gas heat

Central Air Conditioning.

An abundance of cloaet apace.

Extra security featurea including intercom
ayatem.

Large, partially encloaed. private patioa and
balconie*.

Luxurious wall-to-wall carpeting.

Beautiful new swimming pool and
recreational facilities.

Beautiful wall kept grounds, highlighted by
large central pond.

Free UMass Bus Service.

Laundry facilities well located.

Safe playground for children.

Rental furniture available from Putnam
Furniture Leasing Company, Hartford.
Connecticut.

Resident Superintendent responsible for all

apartment services and maintenance. Provid-
ing prompt service 7 days a weak.

Brandywine Drive

Amherst

549-0600
*

.
• •*•«•-•-.».
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Linkletter condemns

top actors in porno 'art
7

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. \AP\ - Entertainer Art Lir or says he is

disgusted with talented actors who are resorting to "shameful por-
nography" for movie roles.

The radio- television host said that 10 years ago pornography was
use unknown actors, but the public became bored with those films.

"Now we have the spectacle of big-name stars making the cheap,
sensational films. They're making a lot of money, but they'll wear out," he
predicted.

Linkletter offered the comments in an interview Wednesday while
visiting Springfield College, where he serves as a trustee.

He singled out two actors by name for censure.
"Warren Beatty in "Shampoo" is an exampie of a young man who at

the height of his star powers has debased the whole business by putting on
a movie with major celebrities that caters to the lowest common
denominator of taste.

"Marlon Brando, in my opinion, is on a par with him. A star of that
caliber doing "Last Tango in Paris' is, to me, disgusting."

Linkletter noted that of the next 47 films due to release in Hollywood,
only four will carry a "G" general audience rating. But he said the heavy
output of sexually explicit movies is the fault of the public, not the movie
industry.

"The movie makers are businessmen. They're not trying to distort or

demean the public taste. They're jus. catering to it.

"So when anybody asks me, Why is Hollywood doing this?' my answer
is, 'Why are you people going to them?'"

Linkletter said the sex films will fade out, replaced by movies em-
phasizing violence. Eventually, though, the public will tire of those, too,
and there will be a swing back to romance and idealism, he said.

Turning to other aspects of entertainment, Linkletter was critical of
attempts to inject humor in television news shows.

"I think the recent custom of having newsmen be funny people,
jokesters and talk-show hosts is deplorable," he said.

"First of all, they don't have the ability. Secondly, I think it's a strange
mix. Too often they're caught with egg on their face.

SUPER PIZZERIA
Specializing in —

PIZZAS (L* r9**nd Sma,|)

SPAGHETTI

PlMafl In the> am
FREE DELIVERY in Amherst and Sondorlandmm

Open 11a.m. 1 a.m.

17 MONTAGUE RD. N. AMHERST
Next to ton N. Amharst Post Office

WITH THIS COUPON

tff

A SKILL PIZZA

WITH THIS COUPON

I*
tff

A LARGE PIZZA
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Barefoot on the mark
So, the illustrious University of Massachusetts football squad has TWO

physicians!!! Not one, but two!!!
Not only have they two physicians, but they also have an athletic trainer

WONDERFUL!! WONDERFUL!! WONDERFUL!!
I can see how their record was greatly improved by these men If they

didn't have those men, they'd probably go 0-11.

|
Just think, two physicians and a certified trainer ...and women 's track

can't even get shoes. I think that the athletic department better hire a
couple of physicians for women's track too, because running barefoot
does a hell of ajob on your feet.

Mary Ann Elias
Women's Water Poio

Dog smitten by 'man'
Thursday, April 24, at 10:30, a small black dog was violently assaulted by

a "man" employed by Bui/ding Operations as a dog catcher. Dog ex-

terminator seems more appropriate. I lodged a complaint with his em-
ployers and was informed that the man was doing his duty and was only

treating the dog so badly because he had first been bitten. As I viewed the

situation, the dog bit the "man" because he was being strangled. Who is

right? I'm not sure, but a man who is a dog-catcher should be able to get a
dog out of a building without choking it. And this was the second time I

saw this man's hands around a yelping dog's throat. If anyone else sees or

has seen any other incidents of this nature, please make a complaint to

Building Operations, Room 225, in the Campus Center, so we can save a
lot of dogs Iand a lot of dog/overs I all this sense/ess pain.

Kate Hammond

Tentative on tenure
For a lot of folks, mostly students of course, it's time to start job hunting

again. Now, more than ever before, getting a job is harder than getting

sense out of Whitmore. It should be comforting to know, however, that for

many University employees, 'job-hunting' is an unknown concept. The
administrative magic of tenure, adopted many years ago to protect faculty

engaged in controversial teaching and research, now has become an
umbra/la that shelters incompetence and laxity.

What function does tenure serve in 1975? Consider that, in these in-

vigorating times, tenure means "fat city" without real accountability, not a
bad deal by any means. What motivation to perform can really exist if there

" is no threat of firing? We don 't mean to imply that all tenured personnel are

slacking off, because not all are. But those people who are really valuable

to the University, who are performing creatively and usefully, don 't need
tenure to stay on board. Their performance is their guarantee of em-
ployment, hindered only by the plethora of tenured bodies standing in their

path

We have some tough decisions to make, with budget cuts, higher fees,

and job shortages upon us. We need accountability and responsibility

more than ever. Let's get rid of the dead wood [no pun intended]. If the

dead wood has tenure, and much of it does, let's get rid of tenure. If this

will require legislative or judicial action, let's get to it. If this University is to

survive, it must be run with both accountability and credibility. The only

way to achieve that goal is to make people responsible

Larry Gendron (Grad Senate)

Dining Commons dishes

out porcelain portions

I am writing in regard to an incident which occurred at Berkshire D. C. on
April 15 at supper. I was eating a piece of cake, and I felt a sharp object in
my mouth. Upon examination, I found it to be a piece of chipped porcelain,
of which the D. C. dishes are made of. In the dish the cake was in, I found 2
more pieces ofporcelain. I spoke to the supervisor as the manager was not
in, who asked if I was injured. I was not. She then informed me that the
porcelain dishes they use chip very easily. Then why do they use dishes
that are potentially hazardous?

I realize that there are certain problems encountered by the D. C. when
serving such a large number ofpeople, but this incident, I find inexcusable.

Dave Campagnolo

CIC and the casualty cult
I am presently engaged in legal research concerning the Chicago In-

surance Company. This is the company which insures UMass students
who opted for the student health insurance plan, effective September 1,

1974. It is my contention that this company, which took over for another
insurance company at the beginning of the school year, did not inform
their policy holders, UMass students ofmany changes that took place from
the policy of last year's insurance company, Federal Ufe and Casualty. As
a result most students, including myself, were under the delusion that they
would be covered for medical expenses, such as x-rays and blood tests. I

am sure most students realize now that they will not pick up the tab unless
a number of conditions are satisfied, such as having all your medical care
completed either at the infirmary or at Cooley Dickinson Hospital in
Northampton. However, their policy was never clarified until the company
issued a newsletter in March. In the meantime what happened to we
UMies? We got shafted, that's what. Could everyone who has had to pay
for their medical care out of their own pocket with the clear understanding
that a particular problem would be covered by the Student Health plan,
contact me. If our claims are just, then the possibility of a class action suit
is extremely enticing.

Gary Goldman

Thanks through the ranks
We at Beta Chi, the UMass Veterans Fraternity, would like to thank

everyone that made Spring Day such a great success on April 22nd.
Special thanks to the Commuter Assembly, the attending students, Sheila
McCrevey and the RSO office, the towns of Hadley and Amherst, Carl
Clay, Physical Plant, UMass Police, Dick Ellis, the approving ad-
ministrators, and the Spring Day crew.

President of BX

<g<dHtarSsd

More interest is

a wise investment
With all the discussion of budget cuts

and tight money, it's nice to see an op-

portunity for self investment. The UMass
Student Federal Credit Union is one such
opportunity. Membership is open to all

students and provides the services of

savings accounts, loans, and sale of food
stamps.

The Credit Union is a direct result of the
work of the Student Organizing Project
and is the second of its kind in the country.
President Peter Birnbaum terms its

present state "very healthy."

While student unity is coming to the fore,

economic unity is just beginning. The
theory behind a student owned and
operated Credit Union is that students, not
corporations will gain the benefits from
their own investments; something new

and different in light of the amount of

economic control held by large banks.
Through the Credit Union, students can

obtain a slightly higher interest rate on
savings, and lower interest on loans. All

savings are insured by federal law.

In addition to the work of the SOP, the
School of Business Administration is

working with the Union; a move which
brings education out of the classroom and
into a "real life" situation.

The Credit Union, located at 166 Campus
Center, represents a unique expression of

student unity and the Collegian urges all

students to look into it and invest in

themselves.

All unsigned editorials represent the
opinion of the majority of the Board of
Editors.
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What justice for native Americans?
By CAROL EPSTEIN

In the early months of 1973, a few events occurred
that were to have a lasting effect on the Native

American people. In late January there was a murder;
in early February a demonstration; and February 27,

was the beginning of the two month liberation of

Wounded Knee. Through the judicial system, the

Federal Government and several state governments
are now attempting to subvert the recognition and
freedom that the Indian people have been trying to

regain since .the white man first came to this con-
tinent.

Wesley Bad Heart Bull, a 21 year old Oglala
Lakhota, was stabbed to death outside a bar in

Buffalo Gap, South Dakota, on January 21, 1973. On
February 6, Sarah Bad Heart Bull went to Custer to
meet with the state's attorney to protest the lenient

second degree murder charge that Darld Schmitz, a
white man, faced for murdering her son. Between 75

Before

and 100 Native American people went to Custer that
day in support of Sarah and to voice their objections
to the South Dakota dual system of justice.

The state police and tactical squad were in Custer
to greet the caravan. When Sarah attempted to climb
the steps of the courthouse, she was grabbed and
choked by a peace officer. Bob High Eagle rushed
forward to Sarah's rescue and was beaten back. A riot

broke out along with a small fire in the courthouse,
and another fire that burned the one-story Chamber
of Commerce building to the ground. 22 people were
indicted, among them was Sarah Bad Heart Bull.

Shortly after that, Darld Schmitz was acquitted by an
all white jury.

On April 25, 1974, Sarah, along with Bob High
Eagle, Lou Beane, Ken Dahl and Dave Hill were on
trial in Sioux Falls for "riot where arson is com-
mitted." That day, the defense was waiting for a State
Supreme Court decision on a motion for extra
peremptory challenges. When the defense lawyers
refused to proceed with the voir dire, they were all

cited for contempt by presiding judge Joseph Bottum.
Ramon Roubideaux, the Indian attorney, was jailed
and fined, and the two white attorneys were
suspended from practice in the state. The judge
relented the following day and reinstated the three
attorneys. The spectators rose and cheered when
Ramon entered the courtroom, and then, in violation
of that sacred but tacit law, retained their seats when
Judge Bottum entered. The judge was outraged and
called in the Marshalls to remove the silently

protesting spectators.

The defense was allowed only 14 spectators when
court reconvened on April 30. 15 Lutheran Clergymen
who had come to town for a convention and decided
to stay for the much publicized trial, were also

present. A few hundred Native Americans and white
supporters were gathered outside of the Minnehaha
County Courthouse, when the Sioux Falls tactical

squad was called in to clear the courtroom of those
spectators who refused to stand for the judge.
Though the press was quickly ushered into the
hallway at the admonition of the bailiff, the clergymen
stayed inside. The tac squad entered the courtroom
with their clubs swinging and immediately knocked
down David Hill. A battle broke out and a chair was
thrown through the window, at which' point, the
people outside of the courthouse, fearing for. the
safety of those inside, tried to force their way into the
building. The doors were locked and armed- police
lined the halls, so they broke windows and tried to
enter that way. Dave Hill, with blood streaming from
one of his eyes, was carried out, and three Indian men
lay handcuffed and bleeding on the third floor corridor
of the courthouse. One of the Lutheran Clergymen,
appalled at the display of excessive force on the part
of the police, described the incident to the press as
using a "shotgun against a flea."

Dave Hill, whose eye was permanently damaged,
and Lou Beane were severed from the case. The other
defendants were not so lucky. Their trial continued in

the windowless Civil Defense Building on the outskirts
of town and they were convicted - by an all white
jury. Sarah was given 1-5 years; Bob and Ken, 5-7: All

were denied bond pending appeal. Public pressure
helped Sarah obtain her freedom after four months,
but the two men are still in jail - and more people
were indicted. 8 people were charged with riot and
assault, and 5 for injury to a public building, as a result
of the Sioux Falls incident.

Trial for the five "outside" defendants began about
six weeks ago in the recently repaired Minnehaha
County Courthouse, before Judge Braithewaite. After

}

After
several defense motions for dismissal, the court ruled,
May 5, that it was impossible for the defendants to
receive a fair trial at this time, or even a year from
now. It was a great victory for the Native American
people and their supporters, but we remember that
there still remain dozens of Wounded Knee defen-
dants, 18 Custer defendants, and 8 more Sioux Falls
defendants. What kind of justice locks up Sarah Bad
Heart Bull and myriads of other innocent people, and
allows the assailants of Dave Hill and the murderer of
Wesley Bad Heart Bull to go free?

Carol Epstein is a Collegian Guest Commentator

james nollet

The Talmud and me
This is my last column of the year, my swan song. Those who are

looking for the customary reactionary apologetica will be disappointed, for
there will be none today. There instead may possibly be human interest
and meditative thought.

I've learned much from writing and have had some very interesting

experiences, both good and bad. About the most embarrassing thing that

happened to me was the time early in the semester when I called someone
I knew, a "Communist," after she had told me why she had disliked my
column. I was trying to be funny. You know, ha ha, "Anyone who dislikes

my views just can't be anything but a Communist." Well, she thought I

was serious, and complained to my editor. I was astounded that she ever
thought I was serious, but was even more amazed at my two-fold
stupidity, both for now knowing her as well as I thought, and for not
appreciating the responsibilities of my public position.

It was a public position, a completely unique experience, as they say.

Because it was a public position, I wrote everything very carefully, lest I

make a public fool of myself. This meant I had to think very critically and
deeply. This helped both my thinking and writing abilities, the latter of

which I believe showed improvement as the semester progressed.

The actuality of writing had other effects. The column was a con-

versation starter among acquaintances. It was fun to walk up to strangers

reading the column and asked what they thought of what the nut had to

say this week. It was fun to see responses to the column subsequently

appear in The Collegian, even if they were nasty. And they weren't always

nasty. The favorable comments were read with a gratefulness that is

impossible to describe. And it was satisfying to see a prediction come true.

A couple of weeks after I had augured that the new Portuguese regime

would close the Portuguese Azores to U.S. military transport in event of

another Mid-east war, the new regime did just that. I feel very smug about

that one, but I shouldn't. It's not that I'm so intelligent, but that Com-
munists can be so tediously predictable.

I would like to close with a remarkable thing I heard in February while

gathering material for my column. It is a midrash, or anecdote, from the

Babylonian Talmud, translated into the journal Judaism, winter 1970, Page

40. It could be entitled "God's Only Mistake." The place of the description

is Jerusalem, and the time is just prior to the Babylonian Captivity. God
had meant to strike dead the people of Jerusalem for their iniquities, but

sent someone (Ezekial 9:4) through "all Jerusalem and mark a cross on the

foreheads of all who deplore and disapprove of all the filth practiced in it —
in other words, "all the good people were to be spared." At that moment,
the indignant (heavenly) prosecutor steps forward in the Heavenly Court

(And the midrash proceeds.).

Prosecutor: Lord, wherein are these (marked ones) different from those

(the rest)?

God: These are wholly righteous men, while those are wholly wicked.

Prosecutor: But Lord, they (the righteous men) had power to protest, but

did not.

God: It was known to me that had they protested, they would not have

been heeded.

Prosecutor: But Lord, if it was (sic) revealed to Thee, was it revealed to

them? Accordingly, they should have protested and incurred scorn for the

Holy Name, and have been ready to suffer blows as did the prophets suffer

from Israel."

And God concludes that He was in error and that all should have been

destroyed, for none protested evil.

The lesson is obvious. The lesson is that it is not enough — in fact, that it

is nothing - just to have good thoughts, unless they are accompanied by

the action which the thoughts — conscience demands. Nor is this a

concept limited to Judaism. It is fundamental to Roman Catholic belief, as

a careful reading of Martin Luther will show. In fact, it is an idea universal

to man.
As we all go away from UMass for the summer, it would be very well to

leave with the midrash in mind. In the meanwhile, God bless everybody,

and have a good summer.

James A. Nollett is a Collegian Columnist
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steve tripoli

Eight ball in the pocket

"May you live in interesting times."
— Chinese Curse

Interesting times, indeed, but I'm beginning to see

why it was considered a curse to live in times such as

these. People don't learn anything from them.

A case in point. I happened to be at a meeting ot

the Brown House Council in Sylvan last Monday. The
main issue on the agenda was the question of how to

allocate an empty room in the dormitory. There were
two groups vying for the space. One had already

presented a proposal which called for a joint Third

World- Men's and Women's Awareness Center. The
other group wanted to use the space for a pool table.

Yes, you heard me right, a pool table. As you may
have guessed, the group was represented exclusively

by white males. Many of them were residents of the

first floor of the dormitory, and wore t-shirts which
proclaimed their solidarity. They said "Hard Core
First" on the front

So the debate began. One "Hard Core" pool table

supporter raised his hand, and with the characteristic

smile which for years has been the badge of bigoted

condescending, male superiority asked an Awareness
Center supporter what use he, as a while male, would
get out of the center. He went on to state that when
"Women and other minorities" are put together, it

leaves poor, helpless, oppressed white males like

himself in the real minority. Really, how does one deal

with that kind of intellect?

Another favorite argument of the "Hard Core''

gang was that more people would get use out of the

table than out of an Awareness Center. One eight-ball

was heard to remark to the assembly that he didn't

see what use a lot of people would get out of "that

stuff." We can only assume that bv "that stuff" he

meant cultural awareness. We can also assume that if

he needed to ask the question he needs the
awareness more than most people. I was beginning to
think that "Hard Core" stood for "Hard Core
Ignorant." My fears were confirmed when the vote
came.

The actual motion was worded to deny the space to

the Awareness Center, not to allocate it for a pool

table. When the vote came it was "yes" by a solid

margin, and the Awareness Center went down in

flames to the "Hard Core." When a motion to give the

room to the Awareness Center until such time as a

pool table was obtained was raised for consideration,

an argument against it was that "it would be easier to

bar them (note use of the word them,' famous racist

equivalent for the niggers') nc *han to throw them
out later." That motion was also defeated. It should

be noted that two Assistant Heads of Residence
voted against the Center. These are supposed to be
aware people A pox on their jobs

Fortunately, the vote was not final or binding. The
Area Director has control of the space, and will

hopefully use it to help meet Sylvan's Affirmative

Action needs. The "Hard Core" will be left with the

Campus Center and a neighboring dorm to quench
their insatiable lust for billards, and a free membership
ROAR, compliments of me (if their parents haven't al-

ready enrolled them. Someone must be responsible

for their lack of sensitivity.

Incidentally, there's a pro busing march on Boston
May 17th. You should be able to get details of it in the

media next week. Be there, if you care. All others

meet in the new Brown House Pool Room.
Steve Tripoli is a Collegian Columnist.

commentary

What about the others?

By PAUL BRADLEY
Much has been said over the last few weeks about

unity. Unity with fellow students, unity with the

faculty and staff, and unity with other economically

struggling groups.

At the same time, the educational-economic

situation in this state has been boiled down by the

media to a confrontation between a new Governor

and the politically tried and tested President of the

University of Massachusetts. A good match to be

sure, and easy to see and understand. This view has

been accepted by many involved in the whole affair,

including, apparently, Messrs. Dukakis and Wood.
Boston publications have just now begun to pay

attention to what has been happening on campus.

Precious little attention has been paid to the

numerous state and community colleges who are also

funded by the state, and would also stand to suffer

through overall budget cuts.

Nothing has been reported as to the reactions of

the administrations, students, and faculties of these

schools. Why hasn't the head of Bridgewater State or

Salem State, for example, reacted to budget cuts that

would have a bearing on them?

When doling out cutbacks in state funded higher

education, the most expensive institution will

naturally be looked to first. That is this university. But

this state also supports several smaller colleges and

community colleges whose total enrollment ap-

proaches that of UMass. One would think that there is

great cost there too, and that cutbacks would be

assessed there too.

But President Wood has been the only ad-

ministrator of higher education to react publicly to this

whole mess. The Chancellor of the Boston campus —
which desperately needs funding for growth - has

been conspicuously silent.

Those figures released recently that said the state

of Massachusetts ranked low in per student spending

applies for all the state supported institutions, not only

UMass.
Students at the smaller state colleges would also

face doubled tuition and cutbacks in programs. They
would have to cope, like us, with a 10 per cent cut-

back in inflationary times.

If there is to be any real unity, then it would seem
that people at these smaller state schools should join

President Wood at the forefront of the battle. And
students at the other schools should voice their

opposition to the Governor.

UMass at Amherst is not in this alone. The whole

public education system is at stake, and it is time that

some of the other rank and file involved let their

voices be heard, whether in favor or against. That is

where effective unity, in this struggle lies.

Paul Bradley is a Collegian Commentator
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CLEARANCE SALE

The Olde

Record Shop, Inc.

A/K/A

The New Record Shop
197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
Check It Out

Chorale set to appear in Bowker
mm^mma
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The University Chorale and Chamber Singers will

be presented by the department of music on Sunday
at 3:00 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.
The groups will premier "Memory" written by the

renowned composer Philip Benzanson. Benzanson
was the head of the music department at UMass until

his retirement in 1973. "Memory" is the last work he
wrote before his recent death in March of this year.

The piece is set to a text of poems by President

Abraham Lincoln.

A second work being presented is Francis'

Poulene's Mass in G major, which was dedicated to

his father's death. It features soprano soloists

Catherine Hall, Patricia Leary, and Susan Eigen.

Faculty accompanists will be Leopold Teraspulsky —
cello, Laura Campbell - horn, Julian Olevsky —
violin.

Concert Special!
at

Come in to the University Drive Store and get

ONE FREE SODA
with a large sub

or

TWO FREE SODAS
with a large Pizza

Offer good Sun., May nth
Offer not good on deliveries.L Offer not good on deliveries.

1

Go Collegian

this summer
The Summer Collegian is

looking for people who are

interested in news reporting,

photography, writing,
editorials, fine arts, and learning

layout and graphics.

If you're staying near UMass
this summer and would like to

come to the

meeting Tuesday at

7:30 in the (

Office, Student Union, or

)ebbie Schafer or Dan
LaBonte c-o the Collegian 545

BOO.

quote

WFCR programs to be
thought-provoking Sua
WFCR (88.5 FM) presents

programs on Sunday which may

HADLEY VILLAGE APTS.
A Nice Place To Live

1 bedroom townhouses or
spacious 3 room apts., l'/2 baths,
w-w carpeting, air conditioning,
swimming pool. Garage and
basements. Rte. 202, South
Hadley, 532-9410, open 10-7.

the Negro Race" and credited with

the qreatest literary output of any
help you to prepare for final exams Afro American writer.

a
P
i

8
rS

rS
" Ford Hal1 Forum at 8:30 P m -

At 1:00 p.m PACIFICA presents presents "Religion in America: The
I.F. Stone at UCLA". The Dean of Next 200 Years," with Dr. Harvery

America s muckrakers speaks on
the abuse of U.S. Intelligence

Agencies and the Rockefeller
panel's report on the CIA at home
and abroad.

Earplay '75 follows with "No
Knocking On People's Doors" by
Katherine Kennedy. A vivid
illustration of what happens to a
human being who has been in-

stitutionalized in an insane asylum
and is then released, after 40 years,

to the "real" world.

At 7:00 p.m. The Black Book
pays a tribute to Langston Hughes,
known as "The Poet Laureate of

0.tfA5S.?5

t

Senfo7"3>dy

II N00M - t KM.

THE QUeD
Ticke+b on 5o4e on Concourse

I

V«50 Seniors

2*5§ Senior's Gue^*

Hi/

mugs laS*\

Cox, theologian, author and
Professor of Divinity, Harvard
University.

WFCR at 88.5 FM is a National

Public Radio station broadcasting

from Amherst. It is a joint project of

Amherst, Hampshire, Mount
Holyoke and Smith Colleges and
the UMass, with additional con-
tributions from our listener-

sponsors.

Food stamp

session offered
Food stamp consumer "ad-

ocates" will be trained at a two-day
student-sponsored conference
today and tomorrow at UMass.
Four UMass students are offering

the sessions to train food stamp
recipients and potential recipients

to go out into communities of

Hampshire and Franklin Counties
as volunteers informing other
recipents or potential recipients of

the program.

There's no fee for workshops or

lunch for conference participants.

Workshops will be from 9 a.m. to 5

p m. today on the ninth floor of the
Campus Center, and from 9 a.m. to

4 p.m. tomorrow in the Public
Health Auditorium, Morrill Science
Center.

SAC meeting
about budget
The Student Action Committee

(SAC) is alive and flourishing and
will be meeting today at 4:00 p.m. in

the student senate council
chambers. Discussion will center on
budget cuts and forming a com-
mittee that will travel to Boston to
meet with Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.
After the discussion a vote will be
taken

SALE
Group of:

Hikers

Work Boots
Reg.

- W°
only

7- $
15l

tt'hile They Last

the
SHCE-
BIN

"

Program prepares students as lawyer aides
tinuina

en
Frinrrt?r!'

d
e
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!

S
?
n
t
W°rd descr'Ption of the Div'S'on of Con- paralegal not only frees the lawyer to do work that legally only lawyers can

"Tough!"
Ass.stant Training Program (LATP) was: do, but he or she can cut the cost of law practice as well.

Whv? "Rprauc* wrtl . h, •*
Vincent DeBenedetto's present job borders on the law. He works 44

most of us h™ fn? ti S
W 8

f. !

8t S a" V°U Were d0ing
'
and h°UrS a week for a food chain store

'
collecting on illegitimate checks,

ororided throf.nh th n •

,C*S ? ?*"' P 'US families " The Pr°9'a™ h which involvea him in court cases. He also takes four courses with LATP,

Sv*^S«£Xrf^
D'v

.'

s,°n °f Continuing Education at UMass and plus an independent study course at Quinsigamond Community College in

SnedI to dve L .t^lf
Com™"'W College. The one-year LATP is Worcester because he is still working on his Bachelor of General Studies

thl^ V 9 students enough basic knowledge of law to enable degree through UMass Continuing Education.

Al eoal«^*Jr2£, aideS>

i ,

The M^achusetts Paralegal Association (MPLA) according to Mary

of theTa workTnH llL ! 4
° »T ,eflal

' "" screen dients
'
does s°™ Lou "»* another LATP student, will hopefully be a determining factor inot tne leg work and research for a lawyer, or administers a law office. A the direction of the paralegal profession.

Tonight is the NIGHT

SiiMr Bash It HERE At LAST!!

3 Big Boogies in 1

Hampden (S.W.) Worcester (N.E.)

Hill Main Lounge (Central)

All starts at 8:30 goes until until . .

.

At

"Actual Proof"
(with the Average White Band Sound)

Touring Europe this Summer

wHf HwfmW 9§0$Mf$0 WeW R$6m nfr

PLUS a N.Y. Comedian "FUNNY AS HELL!!

$**'
*9*9^W HWNaT

Each Band will Perform

at each location

Sharing Equipment

All Beer & Wine You Can Possibly
Drink FREE FREE FREE

"mil III i—>——

this only *2"

Pay OHM fo to all 3 placts and "Boofia Omni"

(M jxw dig FATE'S Swnd ACTUAL PlrOOf will compleWi flip you out)
• • * • * »«>«>»» i »

»
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1975 Campus Womens Conference
produced 9 programmatic outcomes

vi DAY. MAY V. I9/S

By ANN EMERY
Staff Reporter

This is the concluding part of a

five part series reporting the results

of the 1975 University Women's
Conference, which was held

January 21 25 at UMass. Part Five

contains the impact and outcomes
from the Conference.

By the end of the University

Women's Conference, over 700

people had participated in 120

workshops within a 5 day period.

What came out of it all? In addition

to the issues and recommendations

from the workshops, some specific

programmatic outcomes can be

listed:

several new courses with a

Feminist focus being planned

undergraduate women's
counseling collective formed
— a new Feminist counseling

group formed
a Valley Lesbian Conference

planned
- UMass Women's Com-

munication network formed

Feminist Environmentalist

group formed
departmental caucuses

formed
- Socialist Feminist group

expanded
— ad hoc support groups

arranged

The final burst of conference

energy created the University

Women's Caucus as a coordinated

and visible group of women,
oriented toward organization,

prodding, investigation, and action.

The pressing issue was the pending

budget decisions throughout the

University, and the implications for

women's programming and women
staff, faculty, and students. An
action planning committee was
designated at the end of the

Conference to coordinate the first

gathering of the Caucus.

The Caucus held its first meeting

on February 17, 1975. Over 50

women attended. Representatives

from organizations on campus
which particularly focus on women
were present to outline current

activities and crucial funding

concerns.

The immediate result of this

meeting was the organization into

four task groups to investigate the

budget and decision-making
machinery of the University, and to

formulate policy and strategies.

It would be misleading to suggest

that the sum of the conference is

reflected in the outcomes reflected

in the .eport. There are probably as

many outcomes as there were

people and workshops. The total is

immeasurable, in the friends made,

the consciousnesses raised, in the

celebrating, planning, steps taken

focusing on every aspect of

University life for women.
The report does not presume to

speak for all women or all groups of

women on campus. Nor does it

attempt to be a comprehensive

survey or statement of needs,

issues, or recommendations.
Rather, it serves to document an

unusual and important event, to

demonstrate what is possible, to

confirm what exists, and to

highlight what is still necessary for

University Women's Caucus

gets first financial backing

The University Women's Caucus, a network of women from all areas of

the university community which formed out of the University Women's

Conference last January, is actively addressing a variety of issues which

concern women at UMass.
The caucus received its first financial backing from the Graduate

Student Senate last Monday night.

The Caucus has also approved a position paper which was endorsed by

300 women from a broad base of faculty, administrators, students and

staff. The paper, which was also endorsed by the Student Senate, the

Graduate Senate and the Faculty Sub Committee on the Status of

Women, was sent to Governor Michael Dukakis, UMass President Robert

Wood, Chancellor Randolph Bromery, and others.

women at the University of

Massachusetts.

Copies of the report can be
obtained at Everywoman's Center,

506 Goodell Hall.

Prepare for the Summer

Learn the Art

of Mixology

THE COLLEGE

BARTENDERS

ASSOCIATION

WHEN — May 13, 14, 15

WHERE — Maxwell's,
Rte. 9, Hadley

WHAT TIME — 7-9 p.m.

HOW MUCH — $15.00

REGISTER — 1st day of

class; students must be 18

yrs. of age

Brochures Available at
Maxwell's

1

Rapid Reproductions
QualityXeroxing

High Grade Thesis

Reproduction
BOND PAPER RECEIVE YOUR
COPIES BY AN ASSURED DATE

Call in advance and reserve a date
tor your copying:549>Q566

Amherst CarriageShops
233 No. Pleasant St..Amherst

Mon Fri 33/Sat 9-6/Su/) 11-7

Think you can't afford

a luxury apartment?

tThink Again!

Brittany
Manor

3 Month SUMMER LEASES at Low, Low Rates

1 bedrooms from $170 — 2 bedrooms from $180

— 3 bedrooms from $280

• air conditioning

• 1 pools

• 1 tennis courts

• picnic area
• wall-to-wall carpeting

9 dishwashers and disposals

9 month FALL LEASES at special rates

for applications made before June 1, 1975.

I bedroom from $200— 2 bedroom from $210— :\ bedroom from $:$!<)

$50 deposit required to hold apartment for

September— completely refundable until August 1 , 1 075
Take The Free Bus or Call Us at 256-8534

Office Hours— 0:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday
11:00 a.m. to 4 :00 p.m. on Saturday

. Avoid the Summer Rush — RENT NOW
for the Fall and save time and money!

. '.v.v»VA . .... '/.v.vTTJv!'

film times
ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Murder on the Orient Express 7.

9:20

AMHERST CINEMA
Diery of a Chambermaid 7

Belle de Jour 8:46

CALVIN THEATRE
Scenes from a Marriage 7:30

CAMPUS CINEMAS
Murder on the Orient Express 7,

9:15

Chinatown 7. 9:15

Doctor Zhivago 8:00

DEERFIELD DRIVE-IN
Show starts at 8:15

EASTFIELD MALL CINEMA
Reincarnation of Peter Proud

7:30. 9:40

HADLEY DRIVE-IN
Show starts at 8:15

MT. FARMS 4 THEATRES
White Lightning 5:15. 7:30. 9:30
Waldo Pepper 5:00. 7:15. 9:30

Death Wish 5:15. 7:30. 9:30

Longest Yard 5:00. 7:15. 9:30

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Waldo Pepper 7:20. 9:30

Capone 7:45. 9:45

Tommy 7:30, 9:46

Funny Lady 7:05. 9:56

Shampoo 7:15, 9:30

The Terrorists 7:30. 9:26
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Black Scientist Society presents

Third Annual Honoraria in Herter

...When you buy
any pair of pants

( jeans, corduroys,
or dress pants )

and get a top
to go with it,

you can take:

The Black Scientist Society "of

UMass will be presenting its Third
Annual Honoraria. This event will

be held on May 9, and May 10. The
theme of this year's program will be
"Contemporary Health in Black

America". The program will feature

Dr. Robert Murray of Howard
University who will speak on the

topic of "Genetic Screening."

Immediately following there will be

a reception.

The event will be held on the first

floor of Memorial Hall at 8:00 p.m.
Friday night. May 10 will consist of
a series of workshops also dealing
with the theme "Contemporary

Problems in Black America." The
workshops will be held in Herter

Hall rooms 210-219. There will be a

banquet following the workshops.

All those who attend the
workshops will be presented an
invitation to the banquet free of

charge. The program will be ex-

tremely beneficial for the par-

ticipants who come, to learn and
exchange knowledge concerning
their community and its scientific

nature. Everyone is cordially invited

to attend these informative events.

black affairs

Malcolm X Room has jobs
The following job positions are now available from the Malcolm X

Cultural Center: One Student Coordinator, One Staff Supervisor, and Eight
staff assistants.

Applications are available in the Malcolm X room (Southwest). Job
descriptions of the staff and coordinator, are posted on the bulletin board.
All applications will be due Saturday, May 10, 1975, by 5:00 p.m. Interviews
will follow on Sunday, May 11, 1975. For more information please call 545-

2819.

wAl

w

THE ENTIRE
OUTFIT

Bring a friend
and save!

CVBARs
KOtfSS

». «.

(^/jbiM/om c&inet/can, £jAeef//i/?j
The Fresh Idea Company . . .

university store c&mpuas center
MiMWSirsiiity <o>I inRi^ss^clktLflseltlts/^mteirstt

J

201 n. pleasant st./amherst

ft Fairfield Mai/ chicopee

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

"It's my kind of film

Booze, broads, car chases,

corruption and revenge - all

the things that make life

worthwhile 1

BURT REYNOLDS
•« GATO* «

WHITE
LIGHTNING

5:15, 7:30, 9:30
Twi-Lite Hour S1.2S, 4:45-5:15 only.

5QA QIC;') MOUNTAIN FARMS MAILO 4* Jl3<J BQuTE9 HAOitV MASS

The Second Greatest

FkjerintneWorld

* .

VCN0&> 1 Tu'fSDAT BARGAIN N,'T£S • Ail SEATS SI 00

R

- DEATH WISH IS A
ROUSER FOR EVERYONE
WHO WANTS SAFE CITIES
—WHAT I CALL THE FED
UP GENERATION. IT S A
FIRST-RATE THRILLER'
Bror'son qives a bang up
p t rloi'n.ince'

- . . "»8C T.

CHAsojEsiiiSfisai*MMMB *-

"DEATH WISH"

5:15, 7:30, 9:30
Twi-Lite Hour SI. 25, 4:45-5:15 only.

IN k ttO«0( BOY HN.L FILM

PC
5:00, 7:15, 9:30
Twi-Lite Hour SI. 25. 4.30 5.00 only.

'/*
"T"« LONGEST

YAK <" ia tor man. tor

rtllMNI nCHNI PliSIITS
ti Aiat »t s Rater pmmctm

BURT REYNOLDS
* "THE
LONGEST YARD"

I

5:00, 7:15, 9:30
Twi-Lite Hour St. 25, 4:30-5:00 only.

times change daily
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The Godfather

Friday, May 9

^•^•/m«

7 X 10:15 f 1.00

15

DEERFIELD
Drive-In

Rte. 5&10 So. Deerfie Id

Tel. 665-8746

Dustin
Hoffman
"Lenny"
A Bob Fosse Film

United Artists

Every Eve at 7:30-9:40

Mat. Wed. Sat. Sun.
i 303:305:30

Reincarnation

Peter
Proud

' presentation

Filmed in Springfield,
Hoiyoke, Amherst, North-
ampton, Deerfield and other
local areas.

[TheYears Most Honored Film

™*»<^^ Ingmar Beigmarfs

ISCENES FROM
A MARRIAGE
starring Uv Ullmonn

Nominated for best picture of the jeer!

MONDAY & TUfSDA* BARGAIN MIES • ALL SEATS $100

MOM V\l «INI ViVMVU M
ROUTE S RI»ERDALE RO.

WEST SPFID 24HR TEL 7335131

CHARGE YOUR TICKETS ON MASTER CHARGE

BRING ME
THE HEADOF „

ALFREDO GARCIA
03 United Artists

Lenny at 10:30

Alfredo Garcia — 8:15

Lenny First Sunday Only

A
SPECIAL
FEATURE
% % *

THIS WILL
APPEAL
TO THE
DEVIL
IN YOU..."

cMiss'Jones

NO ONE
UNDER

18

ADMITTED
ID REQUIRED *

Car MAY 9-10-11
AMHERST COLLEGE •«• MERRILL SCIENCE CENTER

•tt!!fC|C)C7:30 8:45 10:00

Redpokd
PG

Wed. Mat - 1:30

Won Fri 7 20 9 30
Sat Sun. cont. 1:30 3 35

/

5:40-7:40-9:50
i i

'
i 1 1

1

1 1 1 1 1 . . . . i •
'

•.v.v.".w.;.v.v.v.v.v.v.;,
**'*'

'.''*»iVfc*> VlVl'^avawlu^w**

Tommy
\V*

\bur senses will

1^7 never be the same.

Ann-Margret Oliver Reed

Roger Daltrey Elton John

Wed. Mai. — I ::M>

Mon.-KrL: 7::t0. 9:45: Sat..

Sun. font: 1:39. 1:35, 1:35,

7::MI. »:»«»

•STREISAND &CAAN\

Funny
m &dy

Wed. Mat. — I :.W

Mon Thurs : H:ll«: Kri.

:

Tn.V !•:.•»."•: SaL. Sun. tont. :/V l:..n. l:l.V 7:111. Ml: Ml / .•;

NOW.APTCR
U5yCARS
TMC TRUE STORy

R CAM BC TOLD!

Wad. Mat. - 130
M on Fri - 7:35-9:36

Sat. Sun. cont 1 30 3 30,

5 30 730 930
*, J 'IFf 1 > ll llllllll ll '

.
^T

warren beatty

x

Wed. Mat. — I :u»

Won Kri. : 7:15. 9:.MI; Sal.,

Sun < nnL: 1:15, 4:l«. 7:15.

" ... i i i i i .... i i i i

corvrvERv
is the agent who takes on

PC

Wed Mat — I: .Ml

Miwi.-Kri.i 7::Mi. 5:B; Sal.

Sun. ConL. Its*, 1:M, .v W.
7::»l. »::m

TO SUBLET
Sublet Jun* 1 S»pi 1 Opt to

• navst 2 b»d»m apt • •lih#Mi.»%n

M but "MM lake M3W11

J-> 1 to Set 1 2 bd Twnhii
h ii. n a) G't«n AC pool make
flat MflMK

2 bdr ••' Col V.M Pari turn

sito "«iudti uttt man
RivplPdP Tnhi ] bdrm Need

• oommai** 'or 2 bdrm* Sum *w

opt*on *•" Maater bdrm •deaf for

• puj Tot tlM mo mcl will **J

UM*** f lorpnce % bedroom
Houae vard eerdjen »pri turn %tk%
mo ftpmmor Mt JJ4J

Sublet wiih option June 1

• ••wii*ui T#nhn tlM ptue Mi
1290 Two bedroom* pool

2 bdrm CMf*<*)« m util *1M
Puol tannic bwe pprtlv twrn OptMM

4 bdrm "Jo Hinp Grn IM0 mnih
a c pool bwe rip ad wt*l incl Call

Sublet Swmmar on* bdrm
4p1 Puffton Rant npp SM 12*1

Lea 3 bed apt on but If, Top
t *•• Opt '•"•*• m %% car

.»*• MM tlM

Clilftide 1 bdrm uttl mc Opt to

IfjMMV Tanm* It pool «1M MS
3110 after S

Amharet 2 bdrm* Twnhi apt
m hut rl fumithad cable TV AC
noot Ju'»e Auffwat opt to ranawr

*1M Mr.th ut.i 2S3 J7M

Sublet t bdrm h|« Mem St
Amr. Opt to rtntw 2S3 34S7

f urniih*d room to aublet m
la«ar«tt Jun to Aua. MSM mo
S49 00SS

Jun# Sept Colonial Vdiapa 2
hejrm on but Unm Furn pool 91M
*% uiii •••ant 2S3 T297 aftar 9pm

3 bad room T < *% " hou*« apt Junt
1 to Auputt 31 Option to rmiw air
cOn<|.t.onif.Bj pool On* mile from
campu* R«ni -••sjottabHt Celt SM
1172

Sublet with option to renew 2

bdrm aVandywine mod) con*
Juna 1 Call M9I714

SI to t 3 option tc

townhouM a c 14 person* 549
1S79 M Towrnhoue* Apt Amheret

L« 1 bdrm apt semi furn *-,

•tudv J" 1 Aug 31 »17S ft twn

323 SM1 Muti »••

2 bdrm Towrnhowoe June 1

Option to renav* pool air cond
carpeted 2 bath* wooded bfcv d

t1M month Call MS 4M7

2 Hoore 2 bdrm ec pool bu* n
Opt to renew WHAT MORI" •

10TIABIE MS 3*41

2 bedr turn 5330 mcl util For

June • to Aug 2S 10 mm walk to

campu* Suae* MS 271S

3 bdrm Puff ton Apt Jun* 1

Au*u*t 1 51SS CeHSMOdM

2 bedrm of 4 bedrm apt to be

*ub All util on qui routa Price

• ae 2S3 21SS

2 bdrm apt . at Chtfaide In

Sunderlend tnc eft util dteh
irvaaher pool tenm* HM • mo
Call Tom MS 4330 on bwe route

lerpa rm inapt avail *Jeer term
Mrnoda F preferred Cell MS 2M0
opt renev*

TO SUBLET '

2 bdrm Chffside Jwne
Opt «17S Cell aftar • >

Pool bu* tennle

Sept

3 bdrm wnfwrn SI S 31.

Hampton 41M ptw* util Cell fl

On* bedroom pool yard on bwa
in* Pant napotiabta Util mcl
feudal June 1 opt to renew 2M

for tha *ummar 1 room in 3
bdrm Tuwnhouti ept Friendhy
•tm Pool a C rant npf ' Cell SM
0742

Howae bjj Amh I bedroom* 2

betha Juna Aug w option 4374)

2 bedrooms Srendvurma
Swmmar MS 1M4

Juna Aupwet 31 2 bdrm Cliff

side 41M mo util mcl tonnte
pool MS 4112 eft %

2 bd Cliff bwe ion pool 41M
MS 7047

June 1 Au« 31 Roll Or 3 bdr
ToMT'thowae Util tncl rant n*|
A.rcond pool c all MS 7SM or MS

2 bdrm TwnhnuH AC utilitiea

7S3 2*41

2 bdrm apt Colonial VtN turn
'>pi to ronaw 51M with util 2M

1 bedroom univ pb 413S Juna
S«pt M2 4 744

La* bdrm m 3 bdrm apt fully

turn 173 mo June 1 to Aup 31

Pool e cond diahwr MS 322S
MarifO

Cioaa walk to town campu* 2

bdrm furn apt phona npajot Call

afJSaTlfJ

4 bdrm apt to sublet for June
1 30 Opt to rtntw On bu* route
Call 2M02S9

ROOMMATE WANTED
1 or 2 I to lhart ? bdrm Rivor

glad* apt lor fall Call Diana 123
4272 p rrt

1 rm in country houa* in Hadrav
for lummar 173 mo 5M M17 nitaa

Couala to vhara laraa S rm apt
Qurat non amokara only Faarinp
St Qardan «paca ftummpv or
«,r-ola vaar lias Call Wand* 12
17 30 »Mkdi,i Mt 0023

Ona or lan M or f roommata*
wantad lor 2 bdrm apt (ran
dywma H Amhpral Jn A a, . on
boa rta Rant napot M* 000a

A findl l* ? lira lunnv baa dntn
N Hampton f nda f M •*« s 30
to gat it 170 plut util Call Collaa
^•4 0030 11pm Nagotiabla ovar
yummar

Famalat yyanlpd for Srandvwina
Apt Juna 1 Aug 31 147 SO double
H 100 lor aingla Call Anna 0322
Tita 0330

Naad 2 famala* to ahara a fur
• i«hed 2 brm B randywma apt
from Juna 1 to Aug 31 Call I .nda
M0 3MS

2 f 1M urantad Co op bouM
Wooda riyar ( 2 accaaa »or
Sapt M0 4210 100 mo

Avail Juna 7§ 70 Spaca lor 2
tfroman in houaa 3 mi Irom
Amharat Ctr WW plua utll

.

lurmahad 10 mm yyarh to bua
gardan Call libkv or Suaan 2(3

Capa M I fonmmataa lor co
adcottata m Danmaporl Can Chrl*
Cindy at 040 0430 or 04* 0442

Ow rm in 4 bdrm •aballieal baa
in 1 1 ho Hill 2 mi lo UM Frnahd
clr TV. w math drvr ate Vtfda
opn apaca nr bua Tbru Aug 172
l»n# 4 turopg 2*3 7400

•07 00 plua Beau local
M h F M0 IBM

Iriandty

ROOMMATE WANTED
Own room in bouaa on adga ol

campua 0M plua util avail Juna 1

M0 3077

Houaa with tola ol land on an
bua rl lummar with option lor fall

female roommelee lor eummei
sublet 3 bedim Rolling Or Cell

700 0303

Naad 4 people m I awrea Village

Apta own room* MO par mo
Irom June 1 tbru Aug 31 utlbtrae

Share air cond maatar bdrm
TtenhouM apt Rant negot tor

ftummar 040 1372

1 or 2 man wonlad to there ona
bedroom in Brittany Menor Apt
Start* Sept runt ir.er.trn M2 00
par pareon plug p*ac Can 200 0021
or MO 0*01

RtSPONSIBK M t ROOM
MAT! SHAM fURNISHIO ]

BDRM TVVNHSt SUMMIR AND
OR IAII BUS UNI ROOL
Tf NNIS COURTS NO liASE 1100
MTH UTIIITIIS INCl AIR COND
BOB 203 7M7

N Amharet Large ept Own
room 101 07 par mo plua utile

Sacur dapoe leeae until Aug
Tony MB0BB0

f Juna 1 to Auf 31 Partly
furmehed dw ac carpeting and
pool Cloae to campua Bark BM
1M3

Oeaparata M f couple want*
room *wap m dorma lor neat veer
la yueedy eat up wa iu*t need
another couple Call Dale at 040
S770

1 or 2 roommata* wanted for
Rolling Green Apt June 1 Auf 1

203 3300

2 roommatee m or I wanted for
f All Own room in Swie* Villeee
Frenny M0 4770 Annie M0 0734

M or 9 lor eummer in Rultton
M0 0210

Cepe Cod Sth fem needed lor
•um cot in Vermouth 1320 par
turn Cell luann M0 7401 or Joyc*

» Jun* 1 Auguat 31 Cloy* to
campua. A c pool pprtlv lurn
Laurie 040 1SB3 eft 4

roommate. ITS two bdrm
houae Medley Cell M0 2707

1 1 bdrme Townbae Bua routa
pool air cond Rent nop 000 4424
Cell envrm

Roommmele wanted 100 month
include* utilitiea private bedroom
Center So Deerfield Cell 000 2424

Roommate wented fully lur
niahed Clillalda Apt on bu* route
pool Sublet *02 00 mcl util M or F
M2 SI 72 or 203 7282 A., for Sarah

Obi bdrm avail m 2 bdrm apt
Summer MO 3004

Roomy to rant in large home
begin June 1 M0 mo plua utll

Call M4 0S2S

fern own room in bedrm
houaa N Amh Co op Jung 1 BOO
0000 *0H per mo

Roommate wanted to abpre 2
bedrm ept 402 00 per util incld
On bua line Cell 000 41M otter
A veil 1

MATURI M or F Sunny Room InAmh Jung thru neat yr MM well
l«rn 7M0372

Roommelee wented lor Brendvwine Apt June 1 Oapt 1 Dieh

n".!! !' m"" •*•••"»• »H fur

00.7 .*„."*;' C«« *•»

TMPC Cku iljedA
ROOMMATE WANTED

• alch Ha pardon wood* awim
«7S Own room Cell SM IMS

2 mrte M or F for Juna 1 to Auf
31 Mo Amheret 4 min to bwe
routa 2 bdrm M0 mcl utll CaHSM
1M7 anytime

Chffside 1 bdrm Sublet Jun* IS
'•dp I Opt lo renew SM 3249

ROOM WANTE D

Fam with very smell dot n**de a

room for the awmmer prafarably in

e howeo off Mem Rd Have car

Amherst •elchertpwn arae
Ch*rt*n* SS4 7330

In Cooperative Howae in Nor
ihampton CaM Jan* SM 4M1

Townhowaa apt to sublot option
to renew Ait conditioned car
peted close to campu* and on bu*
route *23S plus utidtio* par month
Will napotiata rant for *umm*r
months if mtar*st*d call S4S 0MS

Person interested in Tudor Ira
<>**ded to discuaa same MS 43M
Kai

Wanted 2 Roilmp Stone* ticket*
conteci2MS7M Carole or SM 141S
Fave

Wantod Siameeo bitten free

Sob 7MS44S

* n**d* place for aummer
Falmouth arae 2M SSJS2 Cathy

Pereon or couple to shere hvin»

ON Muii lik* horaee end dope
Pfanty of lend and barn 3S7 MM
aftar S 30

Senio pfever naeded for staodv
swmmar iob on Cape Cod Cell Tom
t 7M7

WANT! D Tick at* to K Ivla
Concert in Juna at Spfld C C SM

Ptoeee return contents of stolen
peck to sua of theft Do not throw
away

1 male nppde pipe* to live neer
Oennie or South Oennta for
summer Call Oick at S 3SM or S
2042

emote sea end flute pleypr and a
load guiterlet for woman a band
Serloua mueiciona only Cell Cieii-a

M F 11 4 at 2S3 2S7S

Wented ept sittpr l« cletn
comfy, not *ubl*t *«i bod no
•moke Rent napot pk avail
kJonhamp Call SM 22M

Will pay caah for your afoc
portable typewriter 2S3 SM7
Debbie

Would like Deachund puppy.
minieture prpf Eacellent care SM
SM3 Kitty

I m loohinp for a country home
that •• peaceful co op with some
finp people Rent and utilitiea not
ove* iM or so for September Cell
Joseph MS 47M

BOB STILL WANTS YOUR AIL
ING OR Df CREPIT CAR' Feet 44 for
the hulk Save this ad for summer
reference 2S3 7M7

RIDERS WANTED
RIDER ORIVER WANTED

To Calif July 1 Call 7M 0B03 ett

RIDE WANTED
|

Need ride to Ft Leuderdele
around May 24 Will ahare driving

end ell eapeneee Mike 040 0002

I

etter

for
Spfld

Summer Men fri from
lo UM 4 30 732 M10

To LI or NVC either Mon May 12.

Wed Set Mey17 Cell laure 0030
anytime

HELP WANTED

Full lime counter girl needed
immedietety Super Riiipria Apply
• n pereon

FA* Co/repujn need* people to
•tell our new grephic* deportment
The iob *nt*ils rooking up ed* on *
copy cemere ee well el meking
heedhne* lor ilni.n Excellent
looming experience with mimmel
llnenciel rewerde Call ken el 040
3S0B

Roaeibte opening lor individual*
m all ehaaae of community
.•'panning for the organising of ell

tudenta at lerge state university in

Weetern Mess Rleese sooty by
Mey for poesible interview Im
mediately Affiimetlve action
euidelines strictly enforced Rleese
•end reeumee immedietgty lo Ed
Fene Student Orpenuing Rrolect
Room 420 Btudenl Union Building
UMeee Amharat Maaa

Person lo teech me guiter over
thg summer eround the Newton
eree CeH Cheryl et M0 0730

PERSONALS

Heppy 10th loie B Nancy Luv
Li*. Jane

Need I' I need student to help

me with FRENCH Cell Steve
collect M7B3BB Tuae Thurs end
Bun betwn 12 B 4 only

Baro.e W* met et Concord I

live in W Newton Want to add you
agein Rlee** cpM (SB MIS or write
Christine

Reler Heppy Birthdey my
lulls ' Heppiness ie youre

torever I love you Lis

Sendnne I luv ya.

HB wish I could giv* U •• much
luck and smerte nest wk ee love
LVWLHB

C honor fiighta to furop* and
Calif CeH Cempus Trevel

Salisbury Beech Now the
biggest entertainment r enter In N
E Rent en epertment now Seeeoo
starts May 23 for IS week* For
Info cell 1 017 OM 7070

Seeking female compenion tor

Bummer tun Meture open minded.
B or W women desired Write c o
740 . Welnut SI Hoiyoke WIN
enswer ell letters

Teg Sole Mey 10th Kpppp Alphe
Thete 77B No Rleeeent St Old
lumiture books, clotheo end mord
miscellaneous items M0 7730

Seeking femele comppnion for
summer fun Mature open minded.
B or W wompn. desired Write c o
340VS Welnut Bt . Hoiyoke Will
enswer ell letters

RoBtna Oeniaa B Mary thanks
lor being shur ting roommelee'
Here s e 21 gun solute to espreea
my thanks" Oops escuee miliii
Elsey

R Howerd Hughes sew u on your
MC today Rushing your hick o
little eren t you. Cieco7 Zulu civil!
HB

Help We need sports -
recreetionel craft equipment' If

you heve enythina lo donatp tor
Ruffton aids summer progrem
oleese cell Ruth 2S3 7200

To everyone who ceme lo our
pprty. end especielly RO TP. PB.
end IS our wermest thanks John
end Rhylls Luv you aK

Hay Lab' Vour evee ere likg
dovee end vour kleeee like the beet
wine 1 No spiced wine eometimee
only honey Can I be your vineyard
anyway' Signed, henna bloaaom

Oarry I go ape over you Helen

Charter flights to Europe end
|
Cehf Call Campus Travel MS 0600

B»ve 30 per cent on flights to
most pieces in the U S end Europe
by purchasing tickets ahaed at
Adventure Trevel Call today MB

SERVICES

Tannic racket reetrlnglng Good
iob Cheap Call Jar. SOS 0000

Anything Goes Ven end Trailer
to N V end Boa . siso locel lugaing
307 2070 2240

BOB WILL STILL FIX VOUR CAR
RIGHT Any make yr modal, no
iob too smell Seve this ad for
summer reference 2S3-7M7

THI OUTBACK AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIR speclattilnB In Seek end
other foreign car* CeH Guy at 2BS
0110

Tannla lessons I.e. Inst, rae
tee M0 1000

KARMACHANICS All foreign
end domestic euto reppirs FIAT
specidliete let ue check out thei
ueed cer before you buy It People*
pricp* We II teach you. loo 000
7140

Four hours of nenetop noatalgie
end hits tor only M0 Cell Bob the
D J 534 0070

Two nogs black and silver in
Music Rm . Knowiton April 21 CpM
Mar, MO MM
Tha moat important part of my

life Cham 111 112 lab workbook
AND notebook belonging to Jons
Allnovi Pleas* leave In Ca/fSdlan
office with Advertising
Secreterlee

Auto Workshop

°° ,T "OURSCIF Tool. ,„.With appep rent. | ,2 „,
•atonal advice Rerta

l»vel 1. CC Oerege
Bat Sun . 1210

wholeeafa
Mon Fri . 3 10

RIOE WANTED
Ride wented to Florida at and of

semester Willing to share •»

penaea and driving Call Rita MS
0201

Need ride to North Cerolina 203
0107

Bewere the needled* of
They re uniaueii Ok. OZ7I

TCI

Janey Poo in 202 Tartan welts
•or yeu. you swinger. In tha
BluewelN

Happy B Day Oeyle Chedwldh -
PO ft IB

CALCULATORS
Coiieg* Calculators has all the

enswere I offer low discount
prlcea on all makes and models of
regulators All machines new
with lull warranty and more' If
your machine malfunctions within
2 months I'll replace it freel All
lines evoiiebie Teaaa I net. HP.
Commodore. Rockwell and others
SUM. only IM M. SR 01 only
• 100 M HP 21 only 1110 M
Melcor S3S comparable to the SR
SO. only M2 M Before yau buy
anywhere cell me lirat and I II a<v*
you this beat deal I can Call Bob
Crowell M0 1310

FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA'S

"The Conversation"

with Gene Hackman

Sunday, May 11 7ft 9:30

CCA $1.

/'MOC Classifieds Pi.
* Ta place a classified, drap by
ttia CaHayian Office between
• JB am. and J 45 p.m Monoiv
tVptVay.
Tha deadline is J4J, two days

tofara the day your ad is fo

aaawar.
The rates »r9:
OsMv - • » per line

Weekly - B.M per line

Monthly - BJ* per line

'Two llnpo on form
approximate ona Una

f\
FOR SALE

Intearel Svstemo power amp
'erae Advent speakers ACE audio
praervtp all immaculate BM*. Call
Mike MB 0177

Need a place to put vour plant*?
Buy a plant hanger from ma for
»7 50 Made from real wood, hangs
in dorm window, hold* up to 12
planto Call Vicki at 6 B451 or otop
by and eee et JQA 1403

Pa.- J*L BB speaker. h, 9 h .t
ficlencv. OHM M7 StMVJ Kaep
trylna.

Mead sk is bod,, boot* ate 764

FJR SALE

KoooPro4 AA head phona* OM
Call George S44 6171

Brand naw double bad boa
spring and mattreee Beat offer
Call 263 3221 aftar i

Twin bad mattress, boa oprlnp
253 79BB

Moat oall Miracord 626 turntabie
with Shura MAI EO. 0140 or B O
644 6S26 avaa

Backpack and frame. Oarry
C W O pack. Kelt, frame plua
tree George 264 4771

TEAC ceeaetto deck. pot
belly atove. queen site
weterbed. ealnt Jude 64*
3477

Panaeonlc atereo turntable
receiver end epeekers Muet aall

Call John 534 440B after 5

Fender Bandmaeter h PA Qultd
Guitar. Laalie 147. f»MI Piano 2M
•1*0 after 5

6 cu ft refrtaeretor BM 5*4 B214

t pr Ofunde 7X50 binocular* w-
•eather case Eac cond Call HB-

Semi chopped triumph Bonn M
rebuilt engine, eac cond Call now
549 3*31

B.ss htkaajg Boota SI 9 -, new
046 my price S3* Ilka naw Mark
323 424*

Pentaa H1A with 50mm lette. anc
cond . t*0 very gd buy on on air

Merit. 323424*

Watarbed - queen eite. hooter.
designer* frame, exceptional Cell
Jude. 54* 3477

Camp trails back peck for sale

Good condition, alia medium 641

•7*3 evee.

Man . | apeed bike. Triumph
I Raleigh, B*S or beet offer CeH
Noel 546 0344

Block Lebredor pups. AKC reoj.

3234477

Furniture - bode, living and
dining room aeta - vary cheep -
446 71*7 or 6 1**2

IB* ft. Mammut climbing rope.

B4*. JB. Helmet B1*. Choulnard
r rag hammer new •*. AsBorted

blnere. Bt.*0 ee. Martha 5*4 I67f_

Regietered AKC Gormen ahort
heir puppiee malee B20*. femelee
41*0 544 6443

Scuba setup Sell eeperete or
loeether Eicel condition Cell***

ftebco ST. 4 turntable 3 weeka
old 412*. Call 642 62*2

1*74 Electric Dryer. 3 apeed
Weetlnghouee. excellent condition
263 3*27

Memiye C220 2% TLRW B0 mm.
efus 1*0 mm 2 viewflndera tiller

lenohood end ceee. New cond
MOO 13* mm f 4.* Hector for M
tanea Liece 4140 Mlcheel 644 6214

New • trecb Peneoonlc Peck. 30
good tapea. ceee. eic. cond.
Cheapl 542 M12

2 piece curved couch, green silk
Pert cond Best Offer Cindy 2*3
37**

Stereo. KLH 17a. BSR turn.
Senaul amp. tuner. 43*0. 642 6006

Realistic atereo * comp . 43*0.
Excellent cond. Meryenne*

Tee Sola - New h ueed Heme.
Sundey. Mey 11. 10 a.m. 301
Montague Rd laverett Cr Rt 43

•' X •' green bound rue. BR. cond.

Unicom 202 SR eatenaive
function with recharger Ann 644
401*

Fiahar supargleao sk.* Salamon
bindinga. Ling* boota Ladiee et i
125 00 ••6 2737

Reel to reel tope deck KLH.
model 44 With Dolby oyotem and
three heado 1160 or boot offer Cell
264 MM after 6 p m

Himelavan blue point klttona for
aala CFF roe 412* eech Cell 323
7323

TAG SALI - Mey 1*. 11
bicycles houoegood* treaouree
Sat . Sun . 3M Pine St . Amh 11
a m

Rag AKC German Shepard pupa
All black Call aftar 6 30 3*7 M44

Stereo for aale Excellent con
dition. muot oell now 1 PL10 turn

labia 1 Sony TC377 P.TOR 1

Pioneer 536 emp. 2 EPI 110

epeebero Cell 544 6030 tm
medietelv If cell before, cell eoain

10 spaed 47* Cell John 323 4607

avaa

M 200 N.k toom lona new 642

Bafeft

Polaroid. 42* land camere w-
flaah attechment Hardly ueed SM
546 02M

ada. double b alnale. Table etc

AUTO FOR SALE
"71 VW Poptop. camper Eac

cond 542 M12

Ford Galeiie M. mech end int.

eacel MS 2*71

71 Flat conv . 39 mpe. 4 new
Urea Aebine 414M Call M4 1M0

'•7 Ford. V*. OUtO.. running cond
I2M 544 1436

M Camaro Rally So con-
vertible. 327. automatic pa In top
condition. For Info., cell 644 6710
Aafcing «10M

VW Bug for parte - • a> tlree on
rima. M irene Many eitrae Call

Frank 546 2634

44 VW Camper, w gd body and
int . but bad ana- Write Shew. Boa
4MA. Northfleld Me.

47 VW Bua. eac cond. saw M*
31*1

Going to Europe. Must sell 1M7
VW Ven. rebuilt engine eunroof.

tope deck 03M

Must sell. 73 MO Midget low
mileage 422M or beet offer Cell

54*13*2

CAMPUS gutevuu 1 2 3

NOW!

iACALEMY.
A i

i

>} SMITH < <i| i H-.t;

NOI'MAMMO* MA.S Ml I4ji
a a a a •

1.8b

ICIOEMT IWMI
WINNER!

* kartell! ptrtormenc* tor

renovjfient Ie our iteo* ta

thai iiv* theetr* mey be
OROUCHT TO OUR ARIA
Trwtl** Recaption and
CHAMPAGNE PARTY - t JO

p m 1 ickalt NOW at So*
Ottic*

erchattre -UN
baker, - si M

ricicttiAat aillivto anoapi omm nowAmiim iiiiinniiinmn

AjUTIU (I1M\ I If \

>IURIif R ON THE
0MINI IIPKfSS

t Mitt It!

C^C A 'k BEST
SUPPORTING
ACTRESS!

IMNII BERGMAN

2n- Rig Week!!

7:00 I 1:16

1

HOW! one* at 8:00 m~~~<7.

WINNER! I Aeaeamy Aaards!

7JCr * <* ^%
One of the Greatest Love

Stories of all time!

Omar Shariff

Julie Christie

OaVID lean s

DOCTOR
/HI\A(.0

•;*> .

<i Tee

junatprffl,
fc
'„

DOLLAR NIGHTS MON. A TUES. ALL SEATS SI.

AUTO FOR SALE

64 VW Squarebeck gao heater
engine rebuilt Greet geo mileege
Call 263 3S27

M GC GT a claaaic. mint cond .

43 000 mi owner $2 1*5 firm 533
9480 eveo

1974 Ford Maverick. • cylinder
AM FM 16000 mile* 5 radiala. 2
•now. eac cond good on gas
»2 500 firm Call 546 I

MDCCk|rf

IMS Butck Wildcat conv . bkt
sts . ps. p b . anows. a t . r ft h
runs good »2O0 or best offer 254

Ron

1M7 Ford Ven good Urea S400
with eatra parto Call 54» 4444

1*71 Oniun 510 new tires, trano
and brko Call Oebbi et M* 1114
keep trying

1*65 Olda Dynamic M. con
vertible. new tireo battery, run*
good greet beach car Aoking MM
5MM42

1M4 Corveir convertible, body
and top good, needs motor. SIM or
boot offer Bob 263 7M7

1*71 Vega, immaculate. 34 000
mile* 26 mpg. 3 spd only SUM
Bob. 2*3 7M7

1t70 Austin America. 3* mpg.
super running, new brakea and
tiraa. 34 000 miles Priced to salt
only S*M Bob 263 7M7

1954 Peugeot oun roof needa
battery and muffler SIM drives it

ewav Bob 263 7M7

1*44 Dodge Dart eac mech
cond SIM 2M Puffton Villeee. 22
mpg S3M or b o

'71 Toyote Corolla wagon. 4 apd .

30 mpg Eacellent cond CaM 64*
1173 after • p.m

M VW Van. new paint iob
mech work Beat offer 641
Aak for Dave

47 yw Sunrt A M r M 422*

A reel eem> 42 Falcon w new
gen . irons . broke shoes and tlree

20 2* mpg Racing eteering wheel
Cheep tranaportation Needa
clutch Firat 470 gate It 263 M*7
Ask for Joyce

74 Fiet 124 SW. 14 000 mi f>erf.

cond 30 mpe Muet aall George
Evee 264 6771

47 Deteun. 4 dr aed Many new
prts Nda hd Bokt 427* Call 2*3
7132

1M3 Studabaker • cyl euto .

good cond Entire aahauat system
naw. w sprina sticker. 2*3 3317
after • p m 412*

Seeb. 72. ME. fuel infection,
radial tlrao. AM FM atereo blue,
very gd cond 421M 413 Ml IMS
IConwayl

1(72 Toyota Carina, eac cond
AM FM. 2* mpg Good tlree Seat
offer 6*4 7*17

M Oodee Chergar RT 4M. 4 obi
pool traction, eacellent condition
throughout * O over BM* Cell
5*4 9B44 between 6 and 4 30 p.m

71 Oatson (10. now tirea. trene
end brka Call Oebbi *4*U14 Keep
trying

1*70 VW Ven. feir cond BM* 6M
IM*. nltos

4 Sale - Peugeot UM 21"
Ireme Eacellent cond Asking 41M
2*3 r-

M Bulck
Kent

42M Call 763 7B04

71 Pontiac Catalina Moot offer

over 412M M4 1M7 or S27 3*2*

IN* Olds 442. no rust Recent
tuneup. 437*. 646 7075

1*71 VW Compsr Call 549 0210

70 VW Bug. good mech cond
sm dents and rust. Must sell

or best offer 2*3

Two smpty motel beer kees.
Excellent condition. Price
nogotlabls Call Carol at 644 6247

eftsr 7 30 p.m.

47 VW Sue Good looka. good
motor S3M Call at 6 30 7M 4946

M VW CONVERT. M rebuilt

ona.. good cond. 4M0. or BO
ALSO M VW BUS. 44 rebuilt

angina good cond new tires

or BO Call 544 7634 Must sail

1971 Toyota Corrolle. 4 dr. naw
one . ail cond Call Diane 6*4 2664
efter 6

IM* VW. oRcellent runnine
condition Asking 47M 4*6 7149

1970 Grand Prix, good condition,

power brekee. power steering, elr

conditioning S1600 Call Dave at

733 9748

For Sale
532 4611.

73 Ford Van 302. V<

•6 Ford Camp • c Oood cond
542 6147_

AUTO FOR SALE
62 Chov sch bus Converted to

camper S6M or beet off 413 473
MM

•7 VW Bug not pretty but runs
tine Sunroof, exc tires 42M 3*7
20M

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
Uucatis 1M7 2M dirt 3M Cefe

racer 4M Oesmo Rt Call Stave at

5MM36

1970 Yameho 700 eac cond low
mileage Bob M* 307* S4M

71 Grooves 176 Pethfinder Enduro
good condition Many new porta
Moving Best offer Steve 2*3 SMI
after 6

FOR RENT

72 Kaw 3M SA TOM mi Good
cond S4M must sell immed MC
73*4

1973 Vamehe 3M Enduro
2MM43

47M

Semi chopped Triumph Conn M
w rebuilt engine Ex cond Coll
•<ow 54* M31

1973 CB3M Hondo Asking S7M
6 4343

1*71 Hondo CUM 3 0M mi exc
cond w chein lock, helmets S6O0
Eves 2*3 2420

Kaweaaki 1974. 4M cc ilka new
544 M17

1*7* Kawasaki. 4M. IM miiee.
perfect S10M Bob days 6M 4M2
Muet set!

74 Honda 3M 3M0 m XC w-
holmito S10M 542 6421 or 642 6026

mi Mint cond.
or * O

1*74 CB4M
cuet eah 411

• 7 Hondo 3M Oroem New
bette'v tires 13. IM mi Qd cond
S4M or beet offer CeH 627 44V7

1*74 Puch I76cc MX tees than 2*
hra Running excellent dirt bike
»700 firm 42* 3936 Michael

FOR RENT
Amh - New 3 bdr . w w carpet,

dw. diep . tennle ct . awlmmlng'
pool Imm Occ No leeae ree
plua util b aec Cell 9 4* Ml
* ,

Ona bdrm. Cliffaide. corner apt
Will negotiate price end pgy dHf
Aveil imm M* 4M4 Aak Rob

Northampton 4 bdrm hae .

June 1 3 bdrm apt . SIM. 3 bdrm
haa. 42M for Sept SKIIISKI REAL
ESTATE* M4 342*. 3 5 p m

Houae on North PiOesant Street
hao two bedroom* available for
the eummer We ore oubleting end
need you to complete the houee
hold Cell Ken et MS 3SM efter
noon

F rm . BM. 753 5379

1 br in 2 br apt . June Aug SM
mo Inggo I. pool, e c . bus. pert
furn *oth. 2*3 3334

"A" frame houee. Selchertown
On buo line neer Lobe Arcedie Con
rent whole houee et ISM per mo. or
can rent indiv rooma Quiet,
woodoy area Call Adele 323 4M4
end leeve meoaege

I rm houee. 6 bedr in Belchertn
Available June 1 on 432* per mth
Call 323 7M3 eveo

Rm in Hatfield, country home.
M1 plua util Pete OK No leeae CeH
Pete 747 9364

1 rm in houae Cheep 47* per
mo Cheep Must like animate
Would like pereon to tutor In bealc
meth end echool studies M4 69*4
7* Moeonic St Northampton

Falmouth. Capa Cod Room
mataa to ehere aummar cottegea
full aoeson 412* per mo Cell owner
1 203 621 6*41 See owner. M Oak
St.. Falmouth This weekend.

Room in houee for gred atud.,

June 1. 70 plus utile Swim pool,
pool table, wash-dryer Florence
544 340? after six

Two room available In coop
houae Sunderlend mta end
garden BM par month incl utll.

Start Juna 1 opt for Sept SM-422*

_)ne bdrm apt for rent on Sd I

bua route SIM per ma util Inc
.
aH

I conv Call Deve BM 7096

F room for single femele otudont
SM Neer UMeee 549 4364 nee
town

4 bedroom* living room kit

chen 2 betha in renovated houee
$400 per mo pluo util On campuo
549 0*41

• 9 bedroomo. I'/i betho. living

room kitchen w cabinet* gentry w
cebinete 3 hallo phone room 2
fireplace* and 9 parking apacea in

renovated houee on campua SB00

per mo plus util M9 0*41

Hoe in Amh . Juno 1. eveo
whndo 4*6 24*2

Cliffaide Speciouo 2 bedroom
apartment m lovely Sunderland
Only *195 a month includes
utilities pool tennio On buo route

Call Marthe 6*6 4172 Available

Juno 1

Furn 3 barm Townhee . mod
conv June 1 thru Aug 31 Cell M*
1033

Bucklend Hoe M mi to UMeee
S *br 2* full furnd on 2M spec

teculer acre form Barn pond, etc

Share aome woebendo w owner
From Sept 422* mo It utilttiee 544

4000 rm 702 or write Camp Center

WANTEO TO RENT

I'm looking for e country home
thet ie peecetul co op with aome
fine people Rent end utilities not

over BM or ao for September Cell

Joseph 6M 4766 ^^^^^

TO SUBLET

F wented to ahare furnlehad
i Rolling Green ept Mey 1 - Aue
31 Cell 2MM32

Monteeue efficiency eel June

July w opt to renew 3*7 9*44 64*

4441 5 6pm
CHFFSIDE 1 bdrm . option to

renew util mcl tennle and pool.

diahw on bua route, evsil 6 1

«140 Cell Mt42*7

14 Hollieter Apts . 3 bdrmo
Option to renew On buo route

Tom or Jim 2*3 7432

1 bdrm oemi furn if wented
pool, util mcl . Col Villeee. aveil

June 1 with opt to renew 4166 for

aummer 2M 02M

1 bdrm furn . Puffton pool
tennis, e c . aummer. SIM util incl .

549 6213

2 or 3 roommatee to ehere

beeutiful Medley fermhoueo plenty

of garden in nonomohers. keep
colling 644 1427

73 Laverett Rd . Amh 4

bedroomo 2 betho 2 miles from
campus June 1 Sept 1 Cell 649

0621
73 Levt Rd . Amh
73 Levt Rd . Am - Juno 1 Sept

1. 4 bdrm 2 betha. 2 mi from
campus 549 0*21

Brandywtne
A SM1M3

2 bdrm. SIM J

Two bdrm apt with util . 6130 a

mo on bua line. Juno 1 Aug 31.

opt to renew. Cliffoide'

" Obi bdrm
Coll

aummer fuiwhd

TO SUBLET

1 bdrm in 3 bdrm Puffton apt
549 01M Air cond - ineapenahro

3 bdrm* in 4 bdrm ept Furn BM
Bua rt . util incl June Aue Renew
F 7M41SI

Lg studio. 3 mm walk to Amh
end BChool Opt pood for plant

SIM 549 M36 Hitch

2 bdrm Twheo. Rolling Green
turniohod Jun Sept util incl

pool e c SIM per mo or beet offer

On buo rt Cell 2*3 9M3 efter S p m

> bdrm apt.. June VJuhr 31

Option to leeae Rent negotiebie

Rolling Green Noncv 2*3 30M

1 bdrm furmehed apt Puffton

Village Jung Aug Bent
negotiebie 64* 2*36

2 bdrme . close to cempus. June
1 Aue 31.. comp furn, utll Incl

garden apece avail 61M Call 549

1207

1 bdrm mod ept n—r bue in No
Amh AC. ww cerp eutet *-1 to

721 w opt to renew, utll incl

Negot CeH 549 6347 evee

2 bdrm Clitfeide Juno-Sept. Opt.

to renew 41M incl util pool,

tennis, bus. 3rd floor oatr large

bedrooma M* 2*32

Nbeme .. 2 bed turn Block from

Smith AH util 01M mo. Mt 3*19

Femele to shore house with 2

others Opt. to renew loose in Fell

Own rm . neer Amh Ctr gerden

reeeoneble Cell Eleanor 2S3-SM1

evenings.

Cliffside - 2 br . incl util d w
garb diep . pool and tennle Aoking
41M per mo CeH BM 2616 Keep
trylnel

Garden apt . Rolling Green 2
bdrm* Juno Aue Option to renew
Cheap 263 7332

1 bedrm opt. with utIHttoe June
Aueust opt te renew Coioniei
Village 763 7«39

2 bdrm Brondywtno. close te
cempus. June Auguet. p ool neat
to tennio courts >4> M7*

Puff 1 bdrm »1-*-*1 BM per
mo SMv

S bedroom houee in Amheret
Center Rent negotiebie CoH 2*3-

after aia

oiao1 bdrm Cliffaide semi furn
nc util • 1 -8 31 M

TOWNHOUSE. 2 FLOORS. 2

bdrm. bus rt . pool. It,
backyard Opt to renew 417*

Mt 3M1

2 bdrms 1 w pr bath, country
house Botch May only BM or BM.
util inc 2*3 7M7

Sublet or rent Cliffaide Apta..

pool tennis woods 4 1 8 31

option to renew 41M Nee CeH Val
after 4 446 4437

Furn 2 bdrm apt. 41M incl utll

6 1 to 9 1 Opt to renew BM rebete

MS 1771

Townhouoe Apt. te sublet June
throue h Aua Option to renew In

September Two bedroomo. cloee

to cempus. cerpeted. elr con-
ditioned, and on bua route 623* per

month plus utilitiea. but will

negotlete price for aummar
monthe If interested pleeee cell

June Auguet
utilitiea include*
bedroom

•yr-iehed

. B-C. B
BIT*.

Preeidentiel - 2 bdrm B21*. Incl

util AC B mm to UMeee. Boa 411.

Amh or 649 2*M

En|ov summer in nice * bdrm
furn houee woode. river. E-Z

eccees 49M 6M 4219

1 br Col Vill Opt. te renew SIM
line utM I Pool. 921 rebete. 2*3-

right comf rm on bua rt. neer
Amh June W opt for Fell Good
rant

Need 2 F for 3 bed., furn houee in

Amh BM Of

4 bedroomo. Swioo VIH Furn.
util incl on bus. Opt. to renew
teve 4. Call 2*3 2433

1 bdrm apt Cliffaide Mid June
Aue Opt to renew Rent flexible

Bua. pool CeH MC 3349

utll

42M
Fum 2 bdr Town Full

incl Cable TV Rlvergledo
month 2*3 C2M

2 bedroom ept avail June 1. Opt
to suM Rent no*, cell IM M12 etter

1* p m

1 bdrm . Col Vlg IM Incl utll

Pool. bus. Avail July or Aue.
whenever you went h Opt. tp

renew 2M-M2S

Houee with 1 or 2 bedrooms
S67 M Neoo e-23 *-1. on bua route
Porch, yard 2*3 TM*

Furnished 1 bdrm. eat., pool elr

cond . Squire VIM.. June *. Opt rent
nag MS-3112
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The Return to Amherst of

That New Band in Town
Fri. & Sat.

at the

DISCO— HAPPY HOUR— FRIDAY. 4 :.l0-7 :00

in the Speakeasy Lounge

SALE
Group of

hikers Reg. $>^- *>§;

WORK BOOTS

00

LARRY
director of

Center for

Research;
Fischer,

MAGIC,
the Student
Educational
and John
economic

coordinator of SOP

u
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o
o
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NOW

the
57 $15

SHOE-» while they last

BIN NORTH PLEASANT ST.

* Students use experience
cont. from p. 2
Magid also thought that tne

student movements of the sixties

Campus Photo
( Between The Pub
and Lafayette)

B& Wand COLOR
Bulk Loaded to Order

549 6745

It can end your boredom

"V
»JV

/
• r*

VT7

A

•
>

h

1 V2 oz. Gavilan Tequila

(at least)

About a Half Can of Beer
Some Salt

Load a glass with ice.

Pour in the Tequila.

Top off with beer.

Shake on a little salt . . . and sip.

Bang! Goes the Gavilan .45.

Want your own bullet cleverly

disguised as a salt shaker?
It's shiny nickel plated brass

with a 27 charrl.

Send $3.00 to:

Gavilan .45

P.O. Box 33
Brooklyn, New York 11232.
You never know when you'll

need one.

NAME.

Offer void where prohibited by low

80/86 Proof Imported by Foreigt Vintages. Inc.

Great Nerk. New York 10021 1 V5

ADDRESS.

CITY

were dominated by male leadership

cliques, whereas today eliticism

was virtually absent. He said: "The
University Town Meetings showed
the broad base of student interest.

There are different chairpeople

each time and individuals are not

glorified."

Fischer, former student at the
University of Connecticut and
Columbia University, basically
agreed with Magid, but added:
"You can't read the sixties looking
for answers for the seventies. Many
single issue gains were achieved in

the last ten years: students have
more input now, are sitting on the
Board of Directors of universities,

third world, women's and other
minority programs have gained
more recognition and funding. But
the basic power relationships have
not changed. And it's these long
term issues, students are working
on now."

Fischer stressed that students are

appearing "less disruptive" now
and are "adapting society's

methods to change society." Asked
about charges that apathy has

become rampant among students,

Fischer said: "It's a myth in a lot of

way. Students have simply realized

that change isn't that easy. People

are trying to catch their breath after

an important period in history (the

Vietnam war)."

Magid said, if students saw that
they could win their case, they
would come out and act.
"Apathy," he said, "is situational, it

is only an admission of
powerlessness."

Fischer, when asked about the
problems of establishing a student
union, replied: "A student union
has to be a creature of the people it

serves. It must be student con-
trolled from start to finish. We can't
afford to set up a mini-Whit more
here. When a student enters this
university, he has to agree to a
contract he or she had no influence
in drawing up. A student union
would see to it that all viewpoints
are considered in that contract. It

truly has to be an organization of,

by and for the students."
Fischer was optimistic that a

student union could be set up by
October of this year, before SGA
President John O'Keefe resigned.
(O'Keefe recently elected said he
will resign.) Fischer pointed out that
there were two models for a
student union: The first would be of
the "labor union type". This kind,
Fischer said, was "not very ac-
ceptable, because the leadership
tends to be removed from its

constituency, and we need close
contact."

The alternative union structure
would involve a decentralized
union, which would form councils
around important disciplines and
concerns.

Hungry for a good weekend meal?

Why not try

St. Regis Restaurant

28 Pleasant St., Northampton

Some of the dinners are:

Grilled Sword Fish

Baked Stuffed Shrimp

&
Specialities of the House

Canadian Meat Pie,

Chicken Pie, Beef Steak Pie,

Baked Beans & more.

ALL HOMEMADE!

Breakfast served at all hours.

Open daily 6-9, 7-9 on Sun.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD
UNITED Feature Syndicate <«»t.-.o.<, ipuh>* s,oi,.a
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16 Contralto
17 Disunion

advocalo'
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producl
X) Armislices
21 Land by the

ocean
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25 Percn
26 Supplied
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29 01 a lime

period
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34 Redeemed
IM ,ii,
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natives
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one s
comrades

42 Paramour
44 Solicit

45 Winter
lorecasl

4 1 Passed
through a

sieve
49 Individual

50 Zenith

52 Hindu
garment

53 Vim Inlormal

54 Manner s

direction

57 Poetic
contraction

59 snow
you how
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68 Extreme
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72 01 a king
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volcano
75 Winter toys
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2 Pohsn river

3 Disown
4 Finish 1 2 or

3

5 Tranquiiizes

6 Wager

7 Eye part

8 Chmbs
9 Delay
lOPowertui

impact
1 1 Very

reserved
i2Bouiique
13 Hauled
tSStar
22 Desist trom
24Zt»MI
H Goit goals
28 Ol the mouth
JO Work

trousers
32 Reparlee
35 Picture
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YOUR BIRTHDAY by Stella wilder
Friday, May I - Born to-

day, you expect a great deal of

other people Those who work
with or for you must learn tr 'aw
the line or forfeit their good im-
age in your eyes. On the other

hand, you ask of others no more
than you are willing to give
yourself, thus, those for whom
you work can be assured of

receiving a full days labor in

return for a full day's pay You
possess a highly developed sense

of justice and need only learn

something of human psychology
to become a wise leader of men
who has the trust and confidence
of his followers.

You not only enjoy family life

and relationships, you need the

strong emotional ties that only

families can give For you. an
early marriage is clearly indi-

cated and. in fact, will be high
ly beneficial, for it is through
marriage that you will learn
valuable lessons of cooperation,

lessons which if they go
unlearned, will be sorely missed
For unless you learn to cooper-
ate, you will be subject to adver-
sities throughout your days
What you believe in you will

fight for You have within you
the streneth of mind to be a for-
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midable foe to any who stand in

your way and it is this same
strength of mind that can make
you a highly prized friend to

those who you feel have earned
your loyalty and devotion Once
you have formed an opinion, you
are very much inclined to stick

to it. for you find it extremely

difficult to admit to yourself or to

anyone else that you might have
been mistaken in the first place

- which is a trait you should try

to overcome
To find wnat i.s in store for you

tomorrow, select your birthday

and read the corresponding
paragraph. Ui your birthday

star be your datl\ guide

* * *
Saturday. May 10

TAl HIS 1 April 2f>Ma\ 20> -
Enter enthusiastically into

whatever activities loved noes

suggest This is an excellent time
to get back into spouse's good
graces

(.EMIN1 May 21 June 20» -

Don t spoil the plans for the day
by giving in to a mood of depres
sum Bear in mind the feelings of

those who will have to make the

change with you

CANCER (June 21 July 22) -
Follow through with plans for

self-improvement Get at-home
chores out of the way early in the

day. get plenty of relaxation at

evening

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) -It is

important that you be witty (but

not sarcastic, well-groomed
and strong of mind Others take
delight in your efforts to please

them

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22) -
Associations with others, partic-

ularly with high-ranking mem-
bers of the community, should

fare well today. Realize a per-

sonal objective at evening
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) -If it

becomes necessary for you to

change your plans for today's ac-

tivities, do so without resentment
or complaint The day ends well

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) -
Work toward achieving the ideal

in your relationships with others.

In such a way will you endear
yourself to many - and make
material gains as well

SAGITTARICS (Nov 22-

IX* 21) -The culmination of a
community enterprise is your
reward for work well done,
energy well spent in the recent
past Accept credit

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan
19) -A Saturday for entertain-

ing - or being entertained Don t

be surprised should a close
friend disappoint you late in the

day

AQL'ARIL'S Uan 20-Keb 18'

-The outlook is for a day of

reasonable pleasures Don't ex-

pect to be overjoyed by anything
but dont expect to be sad-

dened either

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) -
If you mix a little pleasure with
Saturday business dealings, you
mav be able to emerge at day's
end with both profit and a friend

ARIES (March 21 April 19) -
Romance may well mark this as
a very special day Put - and
keep your best foot forward
Accept new authority on the
home front

BICYCLE CLUB RIDES
Check our board across from the ride board for

details on ndes this weekend and other bicycle news
BOARDERS WANTED

Pi Lam has a few spaces open for the Fall Semester
Very reasonable rates, no obligation to join. We're at
14 E'm St Call 256 6837 ask for Dave
BUY YOUR SR DAY TICKETS

Tickets will be on sale all next week on the C.C.
Concourse The event is planned for Friday, May 30.
Buy your tickets while they last 11

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Tonight at 7:00 in C.C 165 Come to our last

fellowship lor this year.

COFFEE HCUSE
Evening o' Songs of People's Struggles, Building

for the May 17 demonstration in Boston in support of
busing and quality education. All welcome, free,

Dickinson Lounge.
COFFEEHOUSE ON THE MALL

Outdoor in S.W Mall on Pyramids. Sat., May 10, 8
12 am Presenting the finest in musical entertainment
which has appeared throughout the semester in

Washington Lower Coffeehouse Bluegrass, folk,

blues Bring blar kets, pillows for comfort, a bottle for

warmth Ram d.ite Sun , 5-11.

DANCE FREE
Will be held outside > >s evening, at 7:30 p.m. Call

586 1 168 for location, a for Neil If it's bad outside,
it will be held in C.C. 917 ot 9 p.m.
EASTER WORSHIP

Easter has 50 days, celebrate it with usl Informal
Lord's Supper, dinner, fellowship at the ARK, 758 N
Pleasant St . Sunday, 530 p.m.
MORTARBOARD

Organizational meeting Sun
. 5-11. 8 p.m. C.C. 803

All tumor and senior members should attend.
MUSIC THEATRE GUILD

There will be a meeting on Tuesday. May 13 at 5:45
m C.C. 164 to elect our November production. All new
and old members and interested people please attend.

RECREATION SOCIETY
Come and hear Nan Levinson speak on introducing

arts into recreation departments. Also the movie
Hometown U.S.A. will be shown. C.C. 911, 7:30 p.m
General meeting 7 p m Please cornel May 16
TERM PAPER HELP SESSION
The staff of the center will be available to help

students write papers from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Friday
Mav 9 Open session for all students
STAR PARTY

It's backi Tonight at the Orchard Hill Observatory
from 8- midnight. Loss of telescopes, heavenly bodies
and refreshments So be there In case of inclement
weather, party will be held tomorrow night same
time

UM PARACHUTE CLUB
Will hold an instruction class on May 14, 16, 7-11

p.m C.C. 913. Bring notebooks
UNITARIAN CHURCH OF AMHERST
John Marsh and friends will present a worship

service besed on the works of Waft Kelly, creator ofPOGO at 11 a.m. Church school at 11, coffee hour at

VILLAGE PARK RESIDENTS
UMass buses cannot stop in Village Park because of

the speed bumps. However, there is • flag stop on E
Pleasant St. or yoy can pick up the bus at Fretemtty
Sorority Park.

FOUND
Young, all white male cat in vicinity of Swiss

Village. Call 263-5621.
LOST

Keys. Datsun FOB. N.J. YXR-940. Call Charlie 546-
9795

£OSr
Red notebook, I'm desperate, total contents of a

term paper due ne«t week. Please helpl Bring to C C
lost and found or call 666-7186. Thanks
LOST

Black wire glasses lost Sat. night between
Washington Pierpont and the Horseshoe. Need them I

Please return! Reward. Vincent Floor 546-5230, 324
Pierpont.

LOST
Small black cat in SW area Please call 6-8625

LOST
One pair tortoise shell frame glesses in black case

between Southwest and Hasbrouck by way of
Boyden tennis courts. If found, please call 546-7862
Thanks.
LOST

Black and tan male German Shep. Prominent large
ears, no tags but choke chain collar. Answers to name
"Jack". Please call 546 4996 or return jo 48 Gray St.

.«,
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Men's crew seeks Dad Vail crown;

hope to keep National Championship
By BOB NORTON

The UMass men's crew takes to

the road today in anticipation of

winning the Dad Vail for the third

year in succession. After having a

rather rocky season, there would be
considerable consolation in

defending their title at Philadelphia

Saturday.

Spirits were flying high heading
into the first race in April: a new
coach, a new rowing style, a

rewarding fall season, and seven
hard months of work. Heads were

Johnson, James now
men gymnasts' captains

By BILL DOYLE
Members of the UMass men's gymnastics team have elected Roy

Johnson and Joel James co captains for the 1975-76 season, Tom Dunn,
departing men's coach announced yesterday.

Johnson, who is returning for his fifth year at UMass because he has a

year of eligibility left, served as one of the team's co-captains this past

season with Bill Brouillet. A marblehead native, Johnson was the team's
number two all-around man behind Brouillet.

James, from Longmeadow, will be entering his second year at UMass
after transferring here last year from Holyoke Community College. He is a

high bar specialist.

Dunn expressed pleasure with the team's selections.

"Johnson did a heck of a job for us last year," he said. "He kept

everyone working at the pace that they should have been working.

"James had a tough year this past season but he finally got his com-
petitive psyche together at the end of the year and he finished the season
well by qualifying for the E.I.G.L. finals."

Dunn added that James is in the gym six days a week for just about the

entire school year, so he must have the determination and spirit necessary

to be captain.

Johnson finished ninth out of twelve in a recent USGF eastern regional

trial.

turned when Trinity upset UMass
by 1.5 seconds. UMass then

stepped into a different realm of

rowing when Coach Bill Mahoney
scheduled opponents like Harvard,

Brown, and Northeastern. They
took their lumps with losses to all

three, and garnered something to

think about.

At this time the varsity eight has
beaten two schools (Marist College,

W.P.I.) and lost of five — three top
division I crews and two top Dad
Vail schools. The team boasts the

return of but three oarsmen from
last ~ year's championship eight,

parts of a third place J.V., and a

national championship freshman
boat. With that you would dig fairly

deep into the psych of sport to find

a logic for the team's performance.

Nevertheless they head to

Philadelphia for three races in two
days hoping to prove that after a

confusing spring, they still have
what it takes to be the best of

Division II and the Dad Vail.

UMass looked impressive (if

that's possible) in being edged by
Northeastern University. Signs of

jelling appeared — a lot more of

their potential came to the surface;

it was both a frustrating and en-

couraging loss. On Saturday at

about 4:30 p.m. the crew will know
for sure if the inspiration was worth
it.
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The Gavilan .45
1 '/2 02. Gavilan Tequila

(at least)

About a Half Can of Beer

Some Salt

Load a glass with ice.

Pour in the Tequila.

Top off with beer.

Shake on a little salt . . . and sip.

Bang! Goes the Gavilan .45.

Want your own bullet cleverly

disguised as a salt shaker?

It's shiny nickel plated brass

with a 27" chain.

Offer void where prohibited by law.

80/86 Proof. Imported by Foreign Vintages, Inc.

Greof Neck, New York 11021. ® »°75

Send $3.00 to:

Gavilan .45

P.O. Box 33
Brooklyn, New York 11 232.

You never know when you'll

need one. v

NAME.

ADDRESS

CITY

MOVING?
Have Furniture to Sell?

PAUL'S OLD TIME FURNITURE

will buy your stuff.

We'll pay cash or give you credit in September.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN It

We pick-up.

549-3603

57 E. Pleasant St.

Appearing at the

SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER
Thursday, May 22, 1975 at 8:00 p.m

IN CONCERT

The Lettermen
with "Signs 99

When I Fallln Love
My Head'

- "You're Juet Too Good To Be True". "Ooin Out Of

ONE OF AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR
CAMPUS AN6 CONCERT GROUPS

Get Your Tickets Early For This Concert
Don't Be Disappointed!

TICKETS:
$6.00 Advance

So. 50 Day of Concert

SPRINGFIELD
CIVICCENTER

AVAILABLE AT:
Civic Center Box Office
Ticketron Outlet* in Area
Fred Locke Stereo - Springfield
Main Music - Springfield
Neptune Waterbedt - W Springfield
Mutic Man -
Mad Hatter
Mad Apple -

We* N Wane
Boggin't End

Westfield
Holyoke
Weatfield
- Chicopee
So Hadlev

STATE. ZIP.

5.O0 THE REAL MCCOYS "Theatre In

the Barn." (18)

THE BIG VALLEY "Plunder." (22)
MISTER ROGERS NEIGH
BORHOOD 124) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Gomer and the
Queen Of Burlesque " (27)

THE MICKEY MOUSE CLUB (38)
THE FLINTSTONES (58)

5 30 GENTLE BEN "Survival In the
Swamp." (18)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) (57)

MAVERICK "The Bold Fenian."
(27)

HOGANS HEROES "The Experts."
130)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (40)
GILLIGAN'S ISLAND (56)

600 EYEWITNESS NEWS 13)

ACTION NEWS (8)

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH (18)
THE BIG NEWS 90 (221

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)
(57)

THE NIGHTLY NEWS (30)
THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)
BONANZA "The Companeros."
140)

/ LOVE LUCY (561

6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)
ZOOM' (24) (57)

MOVIE "Masters Of the Congo
Jungle." (27)

BEWITCHED (38)

6 55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

700 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONKITE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
"Jilting the Jilter." (18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

AVIATION WEATHER (24)
TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE OPEN DOOR (57)

7 30 WILD, WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS (3)

LETS MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall,

host (8) (22)

PORTER WAGONER SHOW (18)

t. v. tonight
BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE
NEWS (24)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (30)

THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW "The
Bank Job." (38)

NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
(40)

LOVE, AMERICAN STYLE (56)

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57)

8 00 CBS FRIDAY DOUBLE
FEATURE MOVIE "Shell Game."
and "The Blue Knight." (3)

KOLCHAK THE NIGHT STALKER
(8) (40)

PASTORS PERSPECTIVE (18)

SANFORD AND SON (22) (30)

WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
(24) (57)

THE ELDER AMERICAN (27)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES (38)

DEALERS CHOICE (56)

8 30 CHICO AND THE MAN "The
Beard " (22) (30)

WALL STREET WEEK (24) (57)

CHALLENGING SEA (27)

/ DREAM OF JEANNIE (38)

DINAH' (56)

9:00 HOT L BALTIMORE (8) (40)

FAMILY CINEMA THEATRE (18)

THE ROCKFORD FILES (22) (30)

FIRING LINE (24)

THE JACK BENNY SHOW (27)

MASTERPIECE THEATRE "Nine
Tailors." (57)

9 30 THE ODD COUPLE (8) (40)

GOMER PYLE "The Case Of the
Marine Bandit." (27)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)

WOO GET CHRISTIE LOVE' (8) (40)

POLICE WOMAN (22) (30)

MASTERPIECE THEATRE "The
Nine Tailors." (24)

WORCESTER NEWS (27)

MOVIE "Fiend Without A Face."
(38)

PERRY MASON (56)

DECISION MAKERS (57)
10:30 NEW DIRECTIONS (18)
CHARLIE CHAPLIN COMEDY
THEATRE (27)

JV mitters, stickers have field days
McKay's men excel again

By TONY CHAVES
Yesterday must have been Mark

Wyner Day, and to celebrate it

Wyner put on an awesome
slugging display leading the JV
batsmen over Worcester Academy,
15 1.

Wyner started his show in the

bottom of the first with an RBI

triple. That and Bavel Cummings'
subsequent triple helped to put the

Minutemen ahead, 5-0.

The offense didn't stop there. In

the bottom of the third Wyner
struck again with another RBI triple

and he scored a moment later to

make the score UMass 7, Wor-
cester 1. The Worcester run was
unearned.

Wyner capped his show with a

three run homer over the 375 foot

mark in right center in the bottom

of the fourth. After he took a called

third strike in the seventh, his mates
kidded him about all the running

making him too tired to swing the

bat.

UMass scored three more in the
sixth and two in the seventh to
account for the final score.

Tom Nigro started the game and
lasted until the eighth when Coach
McKay began making sub-
stitutions.

There was speculation in the
dugout that Nigro could have had a
no hitter today if he hadn't been so
wild in the early going. As it was,
Worcester collected only two hits in

the game and scored its only run in

the second.

The baseballers only error came
on a ground ball that was so slowly
hit Scott Aye had to hurry his throw
to Wyner at first base who was
unable to dig the ball out.

With yesterday's romp the JV's
improved their record to 13-1. After
two years for Coach McKay their

cumulative record is 24-4.

The JV's next game
doubleheaders on the road.

Chimps: all over Amherst

IS)

>

Tom Nigro

ByBILLEDELSTEIN
The JV lacrosse team spent the

better part of yesterday afternoon
teaching the fundamentals of the
game they play to Amherst College,
and, after the laughter subsided,
the final tally read: Teachers-13
Pupils-2.

Freshman Mike Gongus was
head professor with an incredible
total of six goals, five in the first

half, which served as a visual aid
during the Chimps teachings.

UMass broke the game open in

the second quarter on lessons by
Larry Heaton, Paul "Pit" Martin,
Fran Yung and Gongus (3).

Heaton's goal, which staked the
Chimps to a 3-0 lead, came during a
man up situation and was one of
the few power play scores that
UMass netted. The Chimps had
numerous man advantages, as the
officials' flags went flying so often
that they had to refuel between
each quarter, but the good guys
managed to convert on Heaton's
tally. "Our man-up team played
poorly," noted UMass' coach Russ
Kidd.

Although Gongus' third goal (the
Chimps fourth) was the

culmination of a very pretty fast

break, his fourth marker (UMass
sixth) was by far the most aesthetic

of the afternoon. After taking a

pass directly in front of the Lord
Jeffs' net, with his back to said net,

Gongus dumped the ball behind his

posterior and into the goal. The
maneuver greatly thrilled the fans in

the open air lecture hall behind
Boyden. To the gentlemen from
Amherst, though, it was just more
homework to catch up on until next

year.

Play centered in and about the

Lord Jeffs' net for three quarters of

the class time, before the Chimps
unloaded their bench in the fiscal

stanza in order to find out exactly

how quickly Amherst had learned.

The boys from across town proved
to be very able students as they

seized the opportunity by scoring

two goals to UMass' none.

CHIMP CHATTER Yesterdays

"game" closed out the JV's season
with a record ot /-I. i ne only ioss>

was a 12-10 heart-breaker to Yale.

The coach was pleased with his

Chimps performance on the
season, ana aaaea, it was a nm
team to coach."

Flowera
Plant*

Terrariums
Pottery

Cactus

Indoor Gardening
Accessories

— With Love

W1LLOWBROOK GARDEINS

Crewwomen set for Easterns

A niherst Carriage Shops

Master
Charge

Bank
Americard

OPEN HOUSE PARTY
PHI MU DELTA
Saturday Night

May 10

featuring

The Smiling Washington Band

All welcome to come and the semester with a good time!
Located at Frat— Sor. Park, off East Pleasant Street

(Behind Orchard Hill)

by TERESA HANAFIN
With an excellent season record,

consistent performances, and a
third place seeding firmly in hand,
the Women's Crew team takes on
the best of the eastern women's
crew teams Sunday, May 11 in the
Eastern Association of Women's
Rowing Colleges (EAWRC) Sprints
m Middlefield, Connecticut at 9:00
a.m.

The varsity heavyweight eight

race will feature 18 schools, divided
into three 1000-meter heats of six

boats each.

THE NEW HIST0RY-CWINE5E FOOD

the HAN LIN Z
OPEN 11 AM- 10PM TUE5 SUN

195 LOCUST 5T. cKOUTE 9)

FLORENCE, MASS 586 4562

Top seedings have gone to Yale,

Radcliffe, UMass, Princeton, MIT,
Wisconsin, Syracuse, and Con-
necticut College, in that order.

UMass' heat will go off the line at

1100. Included in their it are URI,

Conn. College, Princeton, Dart-

mouth, and Barnard College.

According to the seedings,
UMass and Princeton should
qualify out of their heat. But, as

coach Bob Spousta put it,

"anything can happen."

UMass has a very good chance at

winning the heat. "We'll have to

row aggressively right from the

start, emphasized Spousta. "Just

because we're rated third doesn't

mean we can take it easy. But we
can be competitive and show that

the ratings aren't a fluke."

"We've had some good prac-

tices, in which we've been moving
faster than ever," he continued.

"We have a very good chance to

throw a big challenge at the top

seeds like Yale and Radcliffe."

The JV boat will be entered in the

novice 8 event with Rose Sellew's

beginners. They will race as such
because they are all first year

rowers.

"If they can row like they did in

the last half of last week's race

against MIT, and get a fast start.

they could be very competitive,

"

claims Spousta.

Both the JV and third boat will be
racing against Cornell, BU, New
Hampshire, Wesleyan, and
Wisconsin at 1:00.

According to Spousta, there's

going to have to be the "hardest
effort of the season from each
person."

"But the team should be op-

timistic," he said. "They've been
rowing consistently well. At these

:hamuionships. thev can be super- '&

Near
perfect

once again
Using his famed "Onion pitch",

fntramural hurler Bob Gilbert came
irvithin two batters of throwing his

second perfect game when he no-
iit the Spiders, leading the
itumptail Macaquets to a 6-0

/ictory in the campus playoffs

yesterday afternoon.

Gilbert walked one and one
aatter reached on an error in the
second inning of the game that sent

|the Macaquets into the semifinals

3f the tournament.

CAMPUS CENTER

SPRING FEST II

is coming May 13!!

SUNSHINE SIDEWALK

SALE
OVER 500 USED ALBUMS

for ^™ ™
No. 9 E. PLEASANT ST. — 549-2830

(4 Doors from the Pub)

WE
BUY, SELL, t TRADE USED ALBUMS

DAILY, 10-6
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Dunn done as gymnastics coach THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY TELEPHONE 545 3500

By BILL DOYLE
Citing greater opportunity, increased salary, and

security, UMass men's gymnastics Tom Dunn an-

nounced yesterday that he will leave UMass to

become assistant gymnastics coach next year at his

alma mater, Penn State.

Dunn was the subject of a major controversy over
whether or not the Athletic department was going to
re-hire him. He had been paid at UMass out of a trust

fund for his three years but the athletic department
announced last spring that this means of payment
could not continue.

The athletic department at first said that only a part

time coach would be hired for the 1975-76 season but
a month ago it reconsidered and offered a full-time

position to Dunn as gymnastics coach and diving

coach of the men's and women's swim teams.
Dunn said that under the new proposal, he still

would have been paid out of the trust fund and that
his salary would have been increased.

The departing mentor said that he decided to go to

Penn State because "the opportunity was too good to

pass up." He said that he would be assistant coach
with the chance to become head coach after a year,

when the present coach, Gene Wettstone, retires.

A former parallel bar Ail-American for Penn State,

Dunn said that although there is no guarantee that he
would get the head coaching position when Wett-
stone retires, he still would be paid $4,500 more as
assistant coach at Penn State than he was paid at

UMass for being head coach.

"The assistant coaching position is permanent so
I'll have the security that was lacking at UMass."
Dunn said. "Plus. Penn State is the best place in the
country to coach gymnastics. It has tradition and a
solid, well established gymnastics program. The
athletic department said that they would try to match
Penn State's offer financially, but I couldn't pass up
the opportunity."

Dunn said that if it weren't for the Penn State offer,

he probably would have stayed at UMass.

"I enjoyed coaching here and I learned a lot," said
Dunn, who had a three year coaching record of 27-8
at UMass. "But I didn't like the instability of the future
of the program and of my position. It was frustrating."

Athletic Director Frank Mclnerny said he was
disappointed that Dunn was leaving and that he
regretted it but he couldn't blame him for not passing
up the opportunity.

"We plan to hire a full-time replacement as gym-
nastics coach," Mclnerny said. "We have a con-
tinuing commitment to the program."
Dunn said that he and the team have recommended

assistant coach Bob Koenig to be hired as next year's

head coach. Koenig said that he will meet with the

athletic department today to decide whether or not he
will be hired.

At least one member of the team has said that

Dunn's leaving may cause him to transfer to another
school. Steve Marks, who qualified for this year's

nationals in vaulting, said that Dunn's exist and
financial conditions may force his departure to
Southern Illinois or Indiana State.

Recruiting hasn't been too successful, according to
Dunn, because UMas couldn't promise recruits

anything due to the uncertainty of whether Dunn
would be back.

"The team will lack depth next year," the coach
said. "Especially if Marks leaves."

Dunn explained that it is too late in the year for the
university to conduct a thorough search for a

replacement.

He reasoned that even though Koenig would be
working on his dissertation next year and thus would
be available to only coach gymnastics and not diving,

he would be offered the position because of the
lateness in the year.

Mclnerny said that the department plans to hire an
assistant coach in addition to a head coach for next
year.

Dunn said that by going to Penn State he would be
paid more than what both he and wife (Debbie, a
French teaching assistant at UMass) were making
combined.

Gorillas plan rebound against MIT
By SCOTTHAYES

Many followers of the UMass
lacrosse team may feel that the
season ended Wednesday af-

ternoon in Providence, as Brown
stopped Garber's Gorillas 15-8 to

clinch the New England cham-
pionship. But according to coach
Dick Garber, "The toughest part of

the season will be coming back
after the Brown game." The stick-

men return to action tomorrow, as
they travel to MIT for a 2:00 p.m.
confrontation.

"This game's no different than
any other one," Gartjer stated. MIT
holds a 4-7 record and is coached
by former UMass sticker Walt
Alessi. Alessi captained the 1968
UMass lacrosse squad and won All-

America honors as a defenseman.
In his first game as coach of the
Engineers, Alessi's players topped
Rochester 12-8 to snap a 28-game
losing streak at MIT.

MIT is enjoying a better season
than in recent years. Harvard
bested MIT 17-15 earlier in the

season and the Engineers were
nipped by Springfield 15-14 in

another tight contest.

UMass easily won last year's

clash by a 19-3 score. MIT has been
a high-scoring team this season,

however, and goalie Frank Singer is

capable of making key saves.

Singer stopped 29 shots against the

Gorillas last spring and through

eight games, the MIT netminder

had a total of 159 saves, good for a

19.9 saves per game average.

The Gorillas suffered numerous

bumps and bruises in their

disappointing loss to Brown, but

the team is relatively healthy.

"I'd like to make sure we finish

on a strong note. After all, this is a

good lacrosse team; one of the

better one's we've had," com-
mented the lacrosse coach.

BEHIND THE NET - Jeff
Spooner and Billy O'Brien remain
atop the UMass scoring statistics.

Spooner has netted 24 goals and
added 28 assists for an impressive
total of 52 points. O'Brien has
scored 10 goals and picked up 29
assists for 39 points.

Trackers home
ByMIKEBERGER

Just as the Dartmouth meet
earlier in the track season was
determined by four points, coach
Ken O'Brien and his trackmen also

expect Saturday's 1:00 p.m.
Llewelyn Derby Track meet against

Northeastern to be closely con-
tested.

Northeastern won the Indoor
New Englands by 15 points and
were second in the Outdoor Track
Championships last season. "They
are exceptionally strong in the

throwing and distance events and
as a team have good depth," notes

Harry Kelley runs even in a relay earlier this yaar.
The UMass tracksters will be running at noma in a key
maat versus Northeastern tomorrow.

Coach O'Brien.

In the shotput, Northeastern'

s

Lenny Rao, Ted Dupont, and Bob
Hacket are rated 1, 7, 9 respectively

in New England. Rao and Hacket
are also rated highly in the discus.

Dov Djerassi is New England's No.

one hammer thrower and is also

known for his strength in the shot.

UMass' Chris Farmer, Devin
Croft, and Frank Carroll should find

the mile competition steep as they

go against Northeastern's Ken
Flanders, John Flora, and Mike
Buckley. Scribner of Northeastern

also competes in the mile, having

run 4:10 to be New England champ
as of last year.

The 880 race should also be no
slouch as Kurt Stollel, with a 1:53.6

and Mike Hickey 1:55.8 best time
will go against UMass' Jim Hunt,

Steve Ridge, Harry Kelly, Peter

Bloom, and Mike Hanson. All of

them have hit 1:55 this season.

UMass, however, has a definite

strength in the jumps and hurdles.

The only opposition should possibly

come from Northeastern's Walter
Martin in the long jump and Vic

Olayas in the 400- intermediate

hurdles.

The 220 and mile relay feature

two of the more competitive events
of the day. UMass' Tom Beland is

pitted against Fred Frelow of

Northeastern, both have run
personal bests of 22.1 for the 220,
earning ratings of eighth and ninth

in NE respectively. Precise
execution of the baton may
determine the outcome of the mile

relay. UMass is slightly the un-

derdog here with a best time of

3:19.4 compared to Northeastern's

3:19.1.

After reviewing Wednesday's
decisive smashing of U.R.I,

coaches O'Brien and Muska are

extremely impressed with the
performances of George Innis-

javeiin, Andy Levy 2 mile, Chet
Myslrwicz-mile, Ted Power-pole
vault Mark Heahy-440 intermediate

hurdles and Ruse Coffey-220.

The Gorillas are 7-3, with two
games remaining after tomorrow.
The team makes its last home
appearance next Wednesday
against Springfield and ends the
season at Middlebury.

The 15-8 score of the Brown
game didn't tell the whole story as
UMass outshot the Bruins 54-40. It

was just a matter of putting shots
on net and getting the breaks,

according to Garber.
c
2

One possible reason for the J
lacrosse team's fourteenth place «

ranking in the national poll is the I

balance among the country's top o
teams. Close competition between ~

the top four or five teams and little °

separation of the next ten teams i

reflects the improving caliber of.,

play in college lacrosse, but the-
situation failed to work in the

Gorillas' favor. Billy O'Brien

UMass trails URI
by four in quest
for golf nationals

By RON ARENA
After one day of competition at

Hanover Country Club in New
Hampshire, the UMass golf team
finds itself in fourth place, four

strokes behind the leader, URI, in

their quest for a berth in the June
25-28 Nationals at Ohio State.

Rhode Island's surprising 304
leaves them three strokes in front of
a pair of opponents. Harvard and
Dartmouth, which both carded
309' s for the day. UMass came next
in the ten- team field with a 308
total.

Rick Olson and Howie Terban
both shot 76's to pace UMass on
the par-70 course at Dartmouth.
Olson, a junior, had commented
prior to the competiton about
playing in the most important
match of the year, saying "More
pressure will be on us, but I don't
mind. I like playing under pressure,
and I think I do my best under those
conditions." Olson, as reflected in

his score, kept his word.
Terban, who along with Joe

Artman are the only two seniors in

the field for UMass, had one of his

best competition rounds this year.

Fran Gaudette, the Minuteman
coach, commenting on Terban's
play, said "He's been playing well
the last couple of days, and we
really needed a good round from
him.

Artman, and freshman Glen
Sullivan each came in with identical

scores of 78, while John Lasek

suffered with his worst score of the

season, an 82.

Normally, Lasek can be
depended on for a sub 80 round,

but yesterday his score ballooned

after hitting three balls out of

bounds. He has been the most
consistent golfer on the team
throughout the season, and a good
round will be needed today from
the junior.

Low medalist honors for the day
went to Dartmouth's Jerry Daly.

Daly, and All American from
Middlebury, Connecticut, scored a

35-34-69 to pace the individual

pack.

TEE TIME.. .After UMass came
Boston College (309), Providence
(310). UNH (317), UConn (317),

Yale (320), and finally Fairfield

(322).

Gaudette prophesized a 298 as
the magic number for his team to

score today to capture a berth.

Through their "dedication", he
feels they can succeed. "These
guys are really dedicated and they
really want this bad," he noted. For
proof, he revealed that the com-
petition ended at 3:30 yesterday,

and the players immediately
practiced to regain their form.

Olson "hit about 300 balls after hit

round", he added, and at 7:00,

Sullivan was still out playing, with
the coach patiently waiting in the
clubhouse.

styles.
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FORUM
Open letter

to John O'Keefe
/ was shocked to read in Wednesday's Collegian that you are helping to

plan budget cuts. According to the Collegian, you echoed Dukakis' very
words, saying that 10 per cent "fat" can be trimmed without affecting
student services.

I want to know if this could possibly be true. Thousands of students at

UMass have been mobilizing against budget cuts and tuition hikes during
the past three weeks. Everyone knows that deep sentiment exists on this

campus about these issues. I am completely aghast that you and 25 other
"student leaders" will be helping to make that 10 per cent budget cut a
reality If that wasn't hard enough to take, John, I was completely floored
to read that you are going beyond what even Dukakis himself has dared to

demand: are you really calling for a "graduated tuition increase?"
The Collegian reported that "O'Keefe and a contingent of other UMass

students will travel to Boston to present their recommended cuts to the
Governor and Education Secretary Paul Parks." What's this about
"recommended cuts, " John? What about the thousands of students who
voted against budget cuts and tuition increases in the referendum, who
participated in the Town Meetings, the two day Moratorium, and in the
State House demonstration? What about the thousands of students who
gave Dukakis a cool, if not downright hostile reception this week?
The demands of the students at UMass are clear. Students are not

calling for a 10 per cent cut in our budget. We want NO budget cuts and
NO tuition increase and NO fee hikes. I don't know who your 25 "student
leaders" are but I do know that the Student Action Committee IS-4CI, the
group that initiated' the Town Meetings and Moratorium, was not con
suited.

There is an old word to describe what is happening to you, John
O'Keefe You are being co opted. You and the twenty five "leaders" will

be used by Dukakis to help cut 10 per cent out of the university budget.
You may even had Dukakis a bonus of a tuition hike to boot.
Dukakis wants student input into budget cuts for a different reason He

wants to prove to the legislature that such a cut is politically feasible He
needs to show the legislature that cutbacks can be made without touching
off even more massive protests when students return in the fall. He knows
that if he can find some students to help plan the cuts such protests would
he very difficult to mount because student leaders will share the guilt

Dukakis needs you now, John, but when he gets finished with cramming
the 10 per cent cut down our throats he won't have any more use for

"student input.

"

By joining Dukakis in calling for a budget cut, meeting with him to plan
out who should get cut, and on top of that, calling for a tuition hike, you
are doing much to destroy the student unit that took so long to develop
and that is so essential to fighting against the budget cutters

The solution to any administration "fat" is not to help Dukakis give that
money back to the state Student Government should work with students
in gaining student input right here on campus so allocations will reflect

student needs. Going to Dukakis is a substitute for ongoing organizing on
campus

The best guarantee of our rights is students united in massive actions
like the ones we have been ho/ding during the past three weeks. No group
of twenty five "student leaders" acting behind the backs of the students
can adequately defend our rights. I propose that your proposed actions be
put to a vote by the student body either in a Town Meeting or in a
referendum so students can discuss, debate, and decide on this question,
/ust as we have on every other question about what to do about these
cutbacks You have absolutely no right to act behind the backs of the
students, without our consent, and in a way that contradicts every
democratic decision that has been made so far

You cannot be on both sides of this issue, John. The Governor wants to
cut the budget. The majority of students are against the cutbacks

You should go and speak to the governor, John, but you should not
work with him to get our budget cut. You should tell him, "No budget
cuts. No tuition increases. No fee hikes, "just as more than 8000 students
did when we voted to hold a Moratorium.

If you join the ranks of the budget cutters. John O'Keefe. you will be
doing a great disservice to the students at UMass I urge you to reconsider,
or in any case to do nothing witnout a full discussion and vote by the
students

James Leas

A UMass student attempts to M trim the fat
"

Eight ball off the wall
He whose vision is so limited he can only see his

own shit has his head up his ass.

"

Pagan Proverb
Already several readers may realize that this letter is

i reply to Steve Tripoli's article of May 9.

Although we certainly appreciate the publicity, it is

unfortunate that Mr Tripoli chooses to regard the
Hard Core First" t-shirts in his own way. It seems

this is his style, though, as the entire article was
certainly somewhat bent to his line of sight. He im
t>lies that the proposal for the Awareness Center
predated the proposal for a pool table, which is un
true He chose to ignore the fact that an Awareness
Center in Cashm folded up due to lack of interest, and
(hat establishing another one would be at best a poor
gamble The concern of all was to get the most use
out of a very limited space.

It also seems that his perception was not par
ticularly keen that night, or he might have noticed that
only one member of the Hard Core First actually

voted as only one of us had the vote. Had he done a

little more homework he might have discovered that

Hard Core First is not a major factor in dorm politics,

hut merely happened to be the faction which caught
his eye

Having rated an entire paragraph of wondrous
words of wisdom in his article, I feel that a response
from ine is called for. I challenge you, Mr. Tripoli, to

argue my statement in its proper context, should you
learn the meaning of the word "minority, "and take a
course in elementary mathematics to learn how to

add My point was that an Awareness Center would
fiave to be directed toward all who might feel the need
for it, not necessarily to "minorities. "

I hardly meant
to imply that I am poor and helpless, much less op
pressed.

In the future, sir, kindly show the responsibility that
should come with your position, and make some
attempt, however, feeble, to research the facts.

James R. Ford, esq.
Mr. Ford is Vice President of Hard Core First.

When we last saw the Phreak, he was trying (in vain) to get a
scoop at the Bluewall, er, the Collegian office. This week he takes
action in his investigation of the Campus Center Store.
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COLLEGIAN commentary
The Seam Of
Conscious

By KYRIAKOS KAROUTSOS
I have finally arrived at the conclusion that the

more conscious one is, the more miserable one
becomes. It took me a while to arrive at this

conclusion, and the journey was not a non-stop
affair. The evolution of my mind was such a

processual affair that only recently have I become
aware of the importance of consciousness and its

far-reaching implications. Perhaps the journey
which brought me to to such a conclusion lasted so
long because consciousness is not something
which can be attained as a total entity through the

process of a single step, a single action, or a single

thought. Consciousness resembles a ladder —
each step we take we come closer to the peak, the

peak being total consciousness.

Now, I do not know whether there is such a thing

as a "total consciousness." I do not know whether
there is an end to the road which leads towards
total consciousness. But I do know that an in-

dividual can, and does, travel such a road. Along
this road there are a great number of resting places.

The travelers frequently utilize these stops to regain

their strength. At each of these resting places there

are a number of individuals who have become
"permanent residents." These individuals have
travelled the road of consciousness and they have
arrived at a certain stop from which they are un-
willing to leave. They are unwilling to leave because
they are either tired of travelling, or because they
think that they have finally arrived at their

destination. Each of the stops along the road
towards consciousness has its share of permanent
residents. They are unwilling to travel toward the

next stop, and disillusionment plays a large role in

their decision.

But the further you travel, the more you become
aware that the road leads towards resentment of

the state this world is in, and you realize that you
are travelling a lonely road. You may meet fellow

travellers now and then, but they, like you, are

wrapped within their own consciousness and
perpetual resentment and loneliness. Yes, the road

towards consciousness is lonely indeed. It is

characterized by the resentment of a multitude of

values around which we adjust our lives. This is

when frustration and suffering come into play. We
may resent values which are vile and degrading,

but we are caught within the claws of a monster
which is being fed by the people who have become
permanent residents of one or another of the stops
which we chose to leave behind us.

Questioning becomes a norm — an endless

torment. Everything must be questioned, but when
you question something you should be able to

propose alternatives. So, you go on and propose
your alternatives. The result? Ridicule and rejection

of these alternatives by those who have abandoned
the journey, the journey which we all began when
we were born — the journey towards total con-

sciousness. Your alternatives are rejected, and
more frustration sets in. You know, you just know,
that your alternatives will work, but somehow you
become aware that you may never see them im-

plemented. They will be rejected by the weaklings

who have abandoned the quest — the journey.

How frustrating it is to have an answer to a

problem and to realize that you are shouting it

among a petrified forest of trees resembling

humans. How frustrating indeed.

The reward of consciousness is that of personal

and unlimited satisfaction — that yes, you are

conscious, more conscious than most, and even
though you may suffer more because of it, you will

gain the inner self respect which others lack.

Kynakos Karoutsos is a Collegian
Columnist
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Course Attendance increases

Class consciousness
By JOHN MATTHEWS

Most economists agree:
'Schoolwork is both a con-
sumption and investment good."
So their answer to the question:
why go to school, is: the schooling
you get has a double advantage.
Not only do you invest in yourself in

such a way that you can expect to

get a high paying job in the future
— you are also having funl But can
we take this picture of schoolwork
seriously?

Let us consider the "con-
sumption" side. Since by "con-
sumption good" the economists
mean something that is "enjoyable,

pleasurable, and satisfying,"
anyone calling schooling a con-
sumption good must be kidding.

The constant pressure to finish

assignments, the hassle of

schedules, and the rest of the self-

disciplining that goes on, im-

mediately quells any possible fun.

Surely one might say there is some
enjoyment going on in school.

However, it isn't the education that

is enjoyable, but rather the struggle

against the education that is en-

joyable. For example, it is the trips

you take to get away from classes,

the love affairs that are so
distracting, the meandering
conversations in bars, the

demonstrations that shut it down:
all that you do in order not to be
educated.

What about the "investment"
side? All throughout the sixties,

economics professors, bankers,
"guidance" counselors agreed:
school was a good personal in-

vestment.

The idea was that you
could invest in yourself by going to

school in the same way a cor-

poration buys machines in order to

make a bigger profit operating on
the principle: you have to spend
money (invest) in order to make
money. You might wonder whether
you actually get more money from
going to school in the long run. In

[turn to page 14]

Doubleplay

In The

Caribbean
By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA

United States and Cuba seem to be in the stage of a
detente policies toward a re-establishment of
diplomatic relations. The visit of Senator McGovern
seems to be productive since some agreements have
been achieved.

As it happened with the detente relations with the

People's Republic of China, it seems that sports will

be the "diplomatic language." In the U.S.-Cuba case,

basketball and baseball games. Baseball has a par-

ticularly wide popularity among the Cubans and other

Caribbean nations.

Boston Red Sox, centralized in the figure of Luis

Tryant, and his parents located in Cuba, could be one
of the first steps taken toward the re-establishing of

diplomatic relations. Tryant's parents could be
allowed to visit their son in Boston. If that happens,
one of the differences between the two nations'

governments toward the way that each government
allows their citizens to move to foreign countries will

be resolved, at least in part.

CUBA I 1 U.S.A. 1

1
^^^**

It's evident that Boston has a considerable Cuban
population and it will be very important to know, that

at least the Massachusetts Cubans are ready to face
the acceptance of U.S. -Cuba detente relations,

without changing the political system of any of the
countries involved.

Since the Bicentennial began in Massachusetts, it

has placed in the state, and especially in Boston, a lot

of responsibility. If some of the McGovern-Castro
talks get into practice, both nations will begin a new
era of foreign relations.

It was reported in past weeks that a group of
Mexican Americans were planning to visit the
Republic of Cuba. It is unknown if they were in

negotiations as was McGovern. However, it is known
that one of the visitors was a Texas County Judge
named Jesus Gutierrez, who was also founder of the
Raza Unida Party.

Guiterrez was quoted as going to Cuba to study
how "the Cuban Communists exercise control".

In any case, it seems that many people in the

country, Americans and ethnic groups, will feel better

with the new Detente policies between the United
States of America and the Republic of Cuba. As they
call it in Havana, "Territorio Libre."

Luis Manuel Medina is a Collegian Columnist

UNSKILLED LAB0R,ER<WvE
pJ In Tomorrow's l&U

Notable
Quotable

"Recession and racism — those are the
two most important things. The American
government is using this (refugee program)
as a kind of cover-up for failure in Viet-

nam.'

Francis L. Hsu
Asian Scolar from Northeastern Univ.

Quoted in Boston Sunday Globe, 5-11-75

Zamir Nestelbaum, columnist extrodinaire, bids his

final "God save the Queen" to UMass. Be here
tomorrow!
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Room and Board
Cooperative Housing

An alternative?
By DEBBIE SCHAFER

"A cooperative is a business organization
providing a service or a product to its

members; an organization which is owned
and operated exclusively by those it serves. It

operates on a non-profit basis, distributing

surpluses in direct proportion to
patronage...A cooperative is simply people
doing what needs to be done and doing it

together."
University of Minnesota

Commonwealth Terracen Cooperative
Community Resident handbook p. 1

Students are angry. Angry about not
enough student power, not enough student
input concerning University policy, high fees
for smaller services... in essence, we as
students are lacking in control over pur lives
while at UMass. "Most would agree that
students have little power over their lives,

and that those wielding the power will not
readily hand it over," states the Student
Guide to Economic Survival.

Simply stated, students are oppressed.
This oppression has led to anger, and in turn
to a search for alternatives - alternatives

Dorm improvements for

Dean: '

that will give us some semblance of control
over our lives, our education, and our dollars.
A key issue of concern in this respect is the

housing situation, both on-campus and in

the surrounding communities. One need only
look around to see that students are faced
with a housing crisis. The Student Center for
Educational Research (SCER) has issued a
report, In Pursuit of Shelter - The Housing
Crisis at UMass, dealing specifically with the
housing issue.

The conclusion of the SCER report is this:

"It is the economic and political system
which contributes to the high rents and poor
conditions of both dorm and private apart-

* orient dwellers. It is these same 'interests'
which lead to mandatory dorm living and
shoddy overpriced apartments.. .Only
.through unified action will all groups, dorm
residents, apartment dwellers and non-
students be able to grasp more control over
their own lives and living conditions." The
report suggests that the University and the
students begin to look at new alternatives to

What are some alternatives to the present

housing situation? One answer that comes to

mind is the organization of student housing

into a student run cooperative. Cooperatives

have been successfully established and

maintained on several college campuses,

Commentary

including U. of Michigan in Ann Arbor, U. of

Minnesota, and U. of California at Los
Angeles and Berkeley.

If we accept the definition of a cooperative

as "an organization which is owned and
operated exclusively by those it serves", and
apply the definition to a housing system for

students, we have this — housing which is

run for the benefit of, by, and for students.

"Obviously, an enterprise operated by

students for the benefit of students has the

potential 6* offering better quality mer-

chandise at lower prices," states The Whole

By SUE ADLEY
What types of dorm

provements are in the plans of ffa
Office of Residential Life (ORL)
starting next fall to make dorm
living more palatable to studenW
Ken Dean, acting director of the
ORL said that "the focus next year
will be on basic necessities."

"The proposed rent increase for

the housing situation" which will tn^^mjC /-University Catalogue, published earlier this
"usher in a new ~*~ -* -* ••-* **-_«- - ~
more contfol, a

it.

housjng."

studee^s providing year by the^ Student Organising Project.

of their own it ExampnAs^i^of student ' controlled

\ I cooperativfts^pji^rnpus are The People's

I

atond-flave gone upMrqmendcgi^S?
This hike in utiHty-cosJs by itself

would use up the total rem in-

oroese," he said. "With such a
small rent increase, only a com
parable number of improvements
can be made. We're being caieful
with furniture purchases, for

example, so money can be put to
areas of greatest need."

Robert CarqaJuH Operations

Market, a stereo co-op, and the newly
established student credit union. Each of
these represents a positive step in the
direction of student control over their lives as
consumers. Could it be that student-run
housing on campus will be the next
outgrowth of this trend?

It's more than just a vaguely discussed
possibility. Much more. Residents of on-
campus Married Student Housing (MSH)
apartments are presently negotiating with
University officials to sign a cooperative
management agreement by May 25. A
feasibility study is now underway, and if

negotiations are successful the tenants of
MSH (this includes Lincoln, University, and
North Village Apartments) will be self-

managing as of next semester.
The tenants feel that a cooperative

arrangement could reduce operating costs
for the apartments, and save money for both
the tenants and the University. According to
a proposal submitted to the UMass Trustees
by the UMass Tenant Association (UMTA) in
February, "The resident, through co-
operative self management, will be able to
obtain lower rents and to create a sense of
community. The University is freed from

\continued on page 13]
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_. ic necessities
work i Peaks), hutette painting and terfieid in Central will be one for the

Z7J^ri°Z^ynO"-> ne* X s<¥°' ^r. Renovation
"•»<"* - i he saiovV ;«isi^, Recording to Dean, in-

elude

75 '76 is $25 $30, depending on tho Manager for the ORL, said that they
Dean said He spoke of would take cars of the most needed

The Northeast, Central and
Southwest areas have me most
dorms *rth these problems. These
things have been put aside up until

now because of the concentration
"> msida improvements paid for

with area environmental funds."

increased operating costs for

dormitories, and said that uti

improvements with the money
available "Things such as

Lea$e Law$
By MICHAEL COSTA

ProgressiveNews Service

This article is the first ofa thr$mp*t strie* presented to inform people of
the problems involved in mowng out of apartments or houses in the
Pioneer Valley If you are one of the many thousands who signeda lease m
September and plan to leave the Valley for the summer, this information
could save you some money.
A lease is a written agreement between a landlord and a tenant in

d.cat.ng the date on which the tenancy is to end. If it is a "self-extendinq
lease it will say so on the front and contain a clause something like

"

and cont.nu.ng in full force and effect after the above term from year to
year until either the Lessor or Lessee on or before \date\ gives to the other
written notice to terminate this lease." This clause serves to extend your
lease for another year, unless you give written notice by the date specified
in the clause.

Most leases in the Amherst area do not contain this clause and your
tenancy simply ends on the day the lease specifies. The only other thing tobe done is to arrange to get your deposit back.

SUBLETTING
Most leases in the immediate Amherst area run twelve months and

expire August 31. If you want to leave your tenancy, you should explore
assigning or subletting for the duration of your lease. Technically a sublet
is a written agreement between you and another person whereby that
other person agrees to occupy your apartment, be bound by the terms of
your lease, and give the apartment back to you before the lease expires
Under such arrangements, you remain liable to your landlord for per
formance of all terms of your lease. If you "assign" your lease rather than
sublet, that is if you give up your apartment for the remainder of the lease
term, both you and your "assignees'* (ur sub-tenant) remain liable for
fulfilling the terms of the lease. Those who notify their landlord of their
intention to sublet sometimes fare better. With his or her permission the
substantial effect is the substitution of one tenant for another; so when
you leave the new tenant takes responsibility to the landlord.
A glance at the Collegian will reveal the oversupply of apartments to

sublet.-By all means try. If you fail, (or don't want to hassle with it), you still

have some options. It is legal to move out if your landlord agrees to let you
go. To do this, give your landlord written notice that you are "surren
dering" your lease, and try to get written acceptance of your surrender
from him. If he does not let you go, you can leave anyway. You risk being
held responsible for the rent until someone else moves in if your landlord
decides to sue. It is highly unlikely that he will return your security deposit,
so you might take the initiative and withhold rent for the last month you
stay. Don't assume the landlord will sue simply because he has the right to.

\continued on page 13]

Dean sakt the dorms would
"most probably" be at more than
full capacity in the fall, veith

"between two and four hundred
more students expected" to move
in to the residential areas. "We'll be
recognizing medical singles," he
said, but no student in this

category will have a single room in

a room designated aa a double. " He
said the administration was
"hopeful" about making a decision

on voluntary dorm living by
January of 1976. <u*+/Z*J

"We'rfc making plans for this

now by using a budgeting
strategy," Dean said. "A low rent
increase means a low maintenance
level. Better utilization of space in

the dorms is a legitimate criticism,

but we're low on funds." Campbell
said there was a dilemma with the
utilization of money. "Im-
provements that are basic needs
such as ventilation systems are
things that are not highly visible.

Consequently, people don't see it,

so they don't think anything is

being done," he said.

Both men said that one dorm per
year undergoes renovation. But-

aking care of fife-support
systesns.. over hauling them
( leetricrty, plumbing, ventilation).

It's a reconfiguration of space,
reuulization of space, depending on
what the students want," he said.
"We help the residents decide what
they want from their dorm's
renovation through extensive pre-
planning: house meetings, surveys,
with all the students and the head
of residence included in this."

Dean said that renovation
procedures begin when the
students in the particular dorm
move elsewhere on campus in

January of the spring semester.
'The renovation procedure will be
somewhat different for But-
terfield." he said. "The residents
have asked us to do very little in-

terior work on the building - to
leave most of it just as it is. We will,

however, fix lights, wiring, etc. so
those things will be in good
working condition for another ten
to fifteen years."

The use of hotplates in the dorms
was brought up, and Dean said he
realized the lack of kitchen facilities

in most dorms. Therefore, he could
understand the reason for extensive
use of hotplates, but that they were
still a "safety hazard." "Up till

now," he said, "there has been no
weekend meal service. Next
semester it will be available — a
seven day meal plan - so the
hotplate danger may be lessened a

in
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great deal. Not only cooking ap-
pliances, but other types often
cause power blow-outs. We've
found that the cost of re-wiring one
whole dorm is approximately
$60,000."

Dean, as director of the ORL, has
not applied permanently for the job.

"It's basically due to my previous
ten years of experience," he said,

management consulting,
systems engineering. I didn't feel
that I was bringing the correct
innovations to the job. I took the
position as acting for one year to
set up an organizational structure."
A selection committee, ac-

cording to Dean, has been in the
process of selecting a new director
of the ORL for a number of months.
There are now four finalists for the
position from various parts of the
country. "The committee will be
meeting today to decide on a final

candidate," he said. "The people
who make up the selection com-
mittee are staff from the ORL, the
Physical Plant, Budgeting office.
Student Development Center, Food
Services, and an Assistant Area
Director. The students are from
area governments, the SGA,
Graduate Senate, Food Services,
Residential Life Board, and possibly
Commuter Affairs. In all, there are
eight staff and eight students. The
chairperson is Sara Hamilton from
the Student Development Center."
Dean said that "tremendous

progress was made this year, and a
lot was learned. "We have big tasks
ahead of us next. I just hope it's an
easier year."

<fe^&a&>
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Tenure 7

Campus Colloquy
a magic word

By HILLARY MARTICK
This is the first part in a series of

articles which will discuss the
tenure system at UMass. Topics to
be discussed include: reactions to
the present system, suggestions for
changes, feelings about student
input into tenure decisions,
opinions about the imminent
adoption of a set of university-wide
personnel policy guidelines, and
comments about how the current
state and national economic
downturn might affect the granting
of tenure in the future.

Although generally acclaimed as
a necessary part of a university
teaching career, the tenure system
at UMass is currently undergoing
some changes. Both the faculty
and administration are extremely
concerned with the influence on
the tenure system of such factors
as: increased weight being placed
on the long-range needs of the
University as a criteria for
recommending tenure, the im-
minent adoption of a set of
university-wide personnel policies,

and the implications of the present
state and national economic
problems.

To professors, tenure is that all-

important term which has the
potential for determining their

future. As John M. Maki, professor
of political science, puts it "The
granting of tenure is a matter of
very great importance, especially to
the individual, because it is an
assurance of job security. It means
the University commits itself to
paying the salary of that individual

for life."

Administrators, from the
department chairmen to the
provost to the president, find

themselves in the precarious
position of having to recommend
who should or should not be
awarded tenure. They are
responsible for making their

decisions on the basis of how well

faculty members meet the
traditional standards of academic
excellence as well as fit into the

long range plans of their depart-

ment and school or college. And
beginning with next year's tenure
decisions, the effect of budgetary
constraints will have to be con-
sidered.

High Standards
Robert L. Gluckstern, former

provost and now special executive
assistant to the chancellor for

academic affairs, feels the most
important factor regarding tenure is

that the standards for the awarding
of tenure should be "extremely
high." Although he encourages
faculty to develop breadth in all

three areas (teaching, research, and
service), Gluckstern said he finds
teaching to be the most essential

skill.

Understandably, faculty
members, having the most to lose,

feel tenure decisions should be kept
as close to the departmental and
campus level as possible. They feel

that the further administrators
(such as the president and trustees)

are from the campus, the harder it

becomes for them to make fair and
informed tenure decisions.

Stevenson W. Fletcher, this

year's faculty delegate to the Board
of Trustees (BOT), expresses
similar concern on behalf of some
members of the Board. "Members
of the Faculty and Educational
Policy committee (FEP) of the BOT
don't feel they're in a position to

evaluate the professional quality of

an individual as well as the cam-
puses can," he said.

"Institutional Need"
This year, faculty members have

seen the introduction of the

concept of "institutional need" and
flexibility into the presently un-
written tenure criteria. Many faculty

members have objected to the

predominant use of the term
"institutional need" as a criteria for

tenure evaluation. They feel it was a
phrase that was conveniently
constructed and "thrown out" into

the UMass political arena to be

used as a justification for possible
tenure denials.

But opposition to the term was
strong enough to almost com-
pletely erase its semantic inclusion
in the newest version of the
Academic Personnel Policy (APP)
document. This document, if

adopted, will lay down, for the first

time, a written set of university-
wide personnel policy guidelines.
The struggle over the term "in-
stitutional need" is an indication of
faculty awareness of the por-
tending significance of the APP
document.

Tenure decisions are usually
made in the sixth year of a faculty
member's University career. They
tend to follow a prescribed pattern
which includes what should be
contained in a dossier as well as the
route that dossier follows as it

makes its way through the various

Two denials under review
By BILLDENSMORE

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery is reviewing the
cases of two economics department faculty who were
not approved for tenure by trustees last week, and
may have a decision on whether to recommend them
again within a few days.

Former Vice-Chancellor for academic affairs Robert
L. Gluckstern, who acted on most of the 46 professors
who were approved by trustees, said it was he
decision not to recommend the two. But he said
Bromery is reviewing his decisions now.

Gluckstern is now special assistant to Bromery.
The two are Assistant Professors Che S. Tsao and

Arthur W. Wright. They were both recommended for

tenure by the departmental personnel committee,
Dean Dean Arrange, Jr., and Alfange's advisory
council. But Gluckstern and Associate Provost Vere
C. Chapped decided not to recommend tenure.
The only economics department member who

received tenure this year was Michael H. Best. Best
said last Thursday he believed it was student support
which gained him approval on a trustee vote.

Wright, contacted at his office Friday, first talked of
his tenure denial and then asked not to be quoted. He
held out the hope that the decision may be reversed
by Bromery and he will be recommended after all to
the trustees.

"They have to make a decision this year on us, and
so far we know they have not made a final decision,"
Wright said, adding, "they may still put us up."

Tsao could not be reached for comment Friday or

Saturday.

Gluckstern, in a weekend telephone interview, was
also reluctant to talk of the cases. But he did say the

tenure disapproval was made "basically on the basis

of performance" and the less on the issue of in-

stitutional need.

"It wasn't a question that the department didn't
need people in these areas." He said Wright has done
research in energy economics and Tsao has worked
closely with the School of Business Administration.

But Gluckstern said Bromery can overrule the
decisions and may do so within a few days. He said
there is "too much polarization" in the economics
department — "more than I would like to see."

The approval of tenure for Best and the denial for
Wright and Tsao has apparently sparked conflict in
that department and concern that tenure decisions
are arbitrary or political in nature.
On Friday, tenured economics professor Vaclav

Holesovsky wrote in a letter to the Collegian that:
"Professor Best got his tenure mainly (as he himseff

admits) thanks to organized student support, (and)
two of his colleagues, vastly superior in all respects -
professional competence, teaching as well as service
- were denied tenure."

Holesovsky charged in his letter that the Marxist-
oriented "radical" economists in the department have
become a "dominant force which uses its power to
eliminate people who are not of their political per-
suasion . . . .

"

According to Holesovsky's letter, "the student
public is being seriously misled and misinformed by a
consistent presentation of Professor Best as a
primadonna victim of satanic forces of reaction."

But according to Gluckstern, the decisions were not
political "although the department doesn't think so."
He said the decision to recommend Best was
"unrelated to any form of student pressure."

Proposed marijuana legislation

Just a hundred dollar fine
By DEBORAH GALLAGHER

Senator Edward W. Brooke's proposed legislation

which would make possession of one ounce or less of

marijuana punishable by a $100 civil fine has received
mixed, although generally favorable, reactions from
members of the UMass community.
The reasons cited by Brooke for initiating the bill

were the impotence of existing penalties in deterring

marijuana use, the "unreasonably harsh" nature of

the penalties which "jeopardize the futures of those
young people who are arrested," the non-addictive

qualities of marijuana, the overload of possession
cases in the courst hampering law enforcement of-

fices "while the perpetrators of far more serious drug
offenses are out in the streets preying on our young,"
and the belief that the new law will not lead to greater

use of marijuana.

"My position is hardly a radical one," the

Republican Brooke said, "I simply wish to institute

reasonable penalties for personal use of marijuana

while assuring that the distributers of this drug are

punished with the full weight of the law."

"It's not going to change anything for me." said a

"semi-wholesaler" (Ed. note: name withheld) of

marijuana and hashish in the Amherst area, "I'll be

selling the same way." The "dealer" whose business

is "select — I deal with my friends," said the

proposed legislation "won't make much of a dif-

ference in buying but will affect a difference in using

it." Prices, he said, may or may not come down. "It

depends on whether or not the law enforcement
changes," he added.

Betsy Gradone, a Music major and "non-user" from

Newton, said the laws are "to harsh" as they now
stand. "I'm not thrilled about it (the legislation), I'm
not thrilled about drug use."

"I would not actively support it," she said, "but I

believe it is fair and would not ODDOse it."

A counselor in Van Meter South dormitory who
smokes "occasionally," said, "I think what he
(Brooke) is saying is right - $5,000 for less than an
ounce is quite a penalty."

When asked if she would favor complete
legalization for possession of marijuana, she said, "no,
not really. Even though I'm not against people who
use it, more would use it and probably use it more."
Her greatest concern she said, would be increased use
of alcohol and marijuana combined. "I want to see
booze made illegal," she said. "If the combined use
increases, there would probably be more accidents."

Superintendent of Amherst schools Donald B.
Frizzle said that despite the liberalization of the law,
"it's still an offense." At this age level, he said, "it

won't have agreat effect." The schools try to counsel
those who use marijuana on a "personal, family
level," he said, adding, "we don't use the court
routes."

"I'd support it," James Aldrich said, "if it would
relieve the police and the courts." Aldrich is an
electrician's apprentice and UMass alumnus from
Amherst.

A spokesperson for the UMass police refused to
comment when asked if the legislation would increase
the use of marijuana on campus. A spokesperson for
the University Health Services also declined to
comment.

levels of decision-making.
In ascending order of authority,

tenure recommendations normally
travel from the departmental
personnel committee to the
department head or chairman. The
recommendations from both the
committee and heador chairman
then go to the school or college

personnel committee which sends
its recommendations, along with
the dean's, to the provost. Their
reception by the provost and
chancellor mark the final stage of
decision-making at the campus
level. Positive recommendations
from the chancellor are then sent to
the president, the Faculty and
Educational Policy committee of
the BOT. the BOT executive
committee, and finally to the full

Board for its approval. If a faculty
member is denied tenure, he has a
one-year period of grace before he
must leave the University.

Grievances bold
Depending upon the nature and

outcome of the tenure decision, all

tenure candidates have access to a
grievance and appeals procedure. A
candidate is expected to begin
discussing a grievance with ad-
ministrators (such as the depart-
ment chairman or dean) at the level

where the first adverse recom-
mendation was made, rf attempts
to resolve their grievances are still

unsuccessful, faculty members may
then turn to the grievance com-
mittee in their school or college or
they may decide to appeal to the
Faculty Senate Grievance com-
mittee for help.

While most faculty members are
cognizant of the necessity of
having a tenure system, some extol
it while others prefer to identify

problems in the system. Some
factors which may influence faculty

members' feelings about the tenure
system might be: whether or not
they have tenure, the department
and school or college they are in,

the position they hold, and whether
they plan to remain at UMass.
Kenneth G. Picha, dean of the

School of Engineering, relates the
need for the tenure system to the
fact that members of that school
may become involved in very
controversial issues, such as the
question of whether to have

I continued on page 13]

SOP — student unionization

Gaining momentum
By GARYMcWILLIAM

The Student Organizing Project (SOP) announced the campus-wide
canvass for endorsement of student unionization is two- thirds of the way
through its projected goal of 10,000 signatures.

Nesta King of the SOP said door to-door canvassors wil

every student on campus" by the end of the week.

'try to reach

We get many questions from students like
how do we know this union won't take on
the bad aspects of a union../

WRfMKKtHHKKKi

SOP members will attempt a last ditch effort to garner student support
and participation in unionization activities in dormitory meetings tomorrow
and Wednesday nights

The SOP will be active this summer and is planning weekend workshops
on organizing and unionization, according to King. "We're basically a
resource project," said King, "the summer workshops would prepare
organizers and ready plans to continue unionization next September."

King said because of the success of the canvassing the SOP is "moving
into a different stage of the organizing effort."

"We get many questions from students like how do we know this union
won't take on the bad aspects of a union," said King, "this just wouldn't
happen."

King said she doesn't feel the size of the university impairs effective
unionization.

"We are flexible enough for the diversification," said King.
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If you're over 21 you can stop reading

here. But ifyou're 21 or under you can start

packing. Because TWA's Youth Fare is

back. And it can save you lots of money
on a flight to Europe.

To qualify, all you have to do is make
your reservations five days (or less) before

you want to leave.Then leave.

You can stay in Europe for as long as

you want Up to a year.

You can even charge

your trip on TWA's
Getaway* Card and
extend payments over
time.

So if you're between 12 and 21 call

yourTravel Agent or TWA.
But better hurry Before you know it

you'll be 22.
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Boston to:
Economy
June-Aug.

Youth Fare

June-Aug. Savings

Lisbon $764 $452 $312

London $754 $452 $302

Paris $814 $460 $354
Madrid $824 $460 $364
Rome $958 $471 $487
Athens $1124 $599 $525
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Trans World Airlines.

All fares shown arc round-trip.

*Service mark owned exclusively by TWA.
rates subject R> government appn rvat
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The dilemma of the older student
DuU/AITrn 9FBy WALTER HAMILTON
The residents of Kennedy

Dorm call Bill Ingraham the
"Geritol Kid. " Ingraham, a 34
year old ex -bus driver doesn't
object to the tag and says that
he thoroughly enjoys being a
UMass freshman.

With only those painful
memories of Danvers High
School, "the minimum security
prison" in Ingraham's words,
lingering in his distant academic
past, he decided to take the
SAT's and give college a try.

"In high school I was bet-

ween a rock and a hard place,"
he said. "I try not to be bitter

about how they all gave up on
me there because bitterness is

non-productive." Ingraham quit
high school to join the Army,
then moved on to several
factory jobs before becoming a
charter bus driver.

"I'm here to redeem myself
after a shitty start," he said.

He scored a 750 on the verbal
SAT, was accepted by UMass,
quit the bus, packed up his

things into his old VW, and with
much fear and trembling
headed for Amherst last

January where he says he is

now comfortable.

An extremely well read ex-

HADLEY VILLAGE APTS.
A Nice Place To Live

1 bedroom townhouses or
spacious 3 room apts., IV? baths,
w-w carpeting, air conditioning,
swimming pool. Garage and
basements. Rte. 202, South
Hadley, 532-9410, open 10-7.

ING I

ICE SALE

SPRING
CLEARANCE

The Olde

Record Shop, Inc.

A/K/A
The New Record Shop

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
Check It Out

bus driver, Ingraham has
managed to accumulate 55
college credits by taking CLEP
(College Level Examin
Program) examinaP
Ingraham lives ii

with students fi

younger than himsi

He said he was im|

the way many ol

their studies serii

their age.

"I felt like I got
life. I wanted to pui

me and go throui

drill, including Ii

dorms," he said.

For people like

have been burnB «r Wrc

academic process in the past he
highly recommends another tfy!5Q

"I had to waitlfor an era
when the n on- traditional
student became the accepted
thing," he said. "I'M teH anyone
in the same situation to forgot
the notion that college is for the
18 to 22 year old. I'll te* item to

come on down, have some
chutzpah, and be ready to

study." /

"older student" can be made.
"The motivation for the older

student to pursue a college,

degree comes^ f

[

pm the fact
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Who are the
older students?
Bill Ingraham is only one of

the estimated 2500 "older
students" now on Hat UA/lass

campus, and hit particular

circumstances maybe unique.
Most students over 25 years old

however share one basic
characteristic. They have had
the time to experience the
world on their own, away from
school and parent*. The fact

that they have been lying "their

own lives," for varying lengths
of time, sets them ajptrt from
the traditional student, the 18 to

22 year old, supported partially

or totally by parenti, who
moved onto college im-

mediately after finishing high
school.

According to Ed Harris, the

director of the University
Without Walls (UWW), some
generalizations to profile the

takes
Fd for

ts
i * r-

mat many women
^y^prriftfl ?"d h"rt families,

^^worked to support their

^RiBbands^ while they went to

college now want their turn.

'\ht women's liberation

movement has legitimized
these feelings," said Harris.

J Ex-offenders and people
/rom inner city or poverty areas
whose academic background is

d&tidtom, but who possess
"street experience" or insight

*mo the particular problems of

the/ disadvantaged form
another category of older
Students. Harris said that these
people often feel alien to a

community like Amherst, and
more should be done to bring
them into the university
community.

Harris said that because
UWW doesn't require its

students to live on campus, and
the fact that he may translate

learning situations on his job
into college credit, the program
is uniquely suited to the needs
of the older student.

"Students in UWW can put
together a program of study
and activities that relate to their

past experience and their

current interests to prepare
them for what they see as their

future goals," he said.

workshops for the older student
which will make the transition

to student life easier and more
rewarding. The workshops will

Sch erfflient studv
techniques; ej^ch as how to

yllabus into its

iripheral com-
it the student

iw much of the

<BWPrng assignments are vital to

TTlfc*"«4»U(se.

the students will also be
nformed that they can demand
alternatives to multiple choice
testing, and traditional grading.

"We have to show them that

it's OK to demand special

consideration from their

professors," said Kearney.
"Many students are afraid to go
up to a professor, and if they're

rebuffed once, they're afraid to

go back. We have to encourage
them to fight for what they
need."

Kearney said that

psychological and academic
counseling will be offered by
trained undergraduate
volunteers who will also be
older students. She said that

many older students were
under great pressure to suc-

ceed and consquently anxiety is

a big problem.

Money is often
the biggest hassle

"We have to show that a

high anxiety level interferes

with a person's ability to learn.

They should be motivated for

other reasons," she said.

By reason of his years of

military service the veteran is

likely to be several years older

than most of the students in his

Townhouse of Amherst

Two and three bedroom townhouses, with wall-to-
wall carpets, iy2 baths, dishwasher, garbage
disposal, self-cleaning oven. FROM $225.

Pool and recreational facilities, safe playground
for children, FREE UMass Bus service.

Open for your inspection 7 days a week.

50 Meadow St. Amherst, Mass. 549-0600

Many students
find order

through CAOS

The Veteran's Coalition for

Community Affairs, located in

the Student Union is staffed by
student volunteers, themselves
veterans, who address primarily

the pofttfeat, father than the

social or financial needs of the

veteran student.

Recently the Coalition
sponsored an appearance on
campus by Robert Jay Lifton, a

psychologist dedicated to the

problems of the Vietnam
veteran. Lifton conducted
workshops and spoke on the

"Post Vietnam Syndrome", a

combination of guilt, anxiety,

and fear experienced by many
Vietnam veterans. As
suggested by Lifton, the
coalition now holds "rap
groups" where veterans are

encouraged to talk about their

Vietnam experience , and
MX ***»**+«*»*»~~ ---.-

L
— ^ Z^ZZ
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BRANDYWINE, the apartment plus community 1

H
Vow open for your inspection are RKANDYWINK'S *
beautiful new one and two bedroom model apart-
ments.

The people at CAOS
(Counseling Assistance for

Older Students) want to bring

order to the chaos many older

students must confront
especially when they first arrive

at UMass. A new organization

on campus, it plans to develop

a unified program to serve the

academic, psychological, and
social needs of the older

students here.

Next fall, CAOS will offer

Convenience* which make BRANOYWINE
so eminently livable include:

Come over for a visit any day of the week.
In a few minutes we'll show you all the reasons in the
world why BK.WDYWINK is a better place to live. We
in\itc you to compare features and compare prices.

Spacious, well laid out units.

All brand name full six* appliances, includ-
ing garbage disposal and dishwasher.

Individually controlled central gas heat.

Central Air Conditioning.

An abundance of closet space

Extra security features including intercom
system.

Large, partially enclosed, private patios and
balconies.

Luxurious wall-to-wall carpeting.

v / »• -•

Beautiful new swimming pool
recreational facilities.

ind

BRANDYWINE
at Amherst

One and two bedroom units from $220.00

Beautiful well kept grounds, highlighted by
large central pond.

Free UMass Bus Service.

Laundry facilities well located.

Safe playground for children.

Rente! furniture available from Putnam
Furniture Leasing Company. Hartford,
Connecticut.

Resident Superintendent responsible for all

apartment services and maintenance Provid-
ing prompt service. 7 daya a waak.

I

I

%

\

I

I

Brandywine Drive

Amherst

549-0600

hopefully exchange some of

their negative feelings for

constructive plans to change
themselves and their society.

A member of the Coalition,

Joe Cotter, said that his

organization served the
Vietnam Veteran in some of the
same ways that the American
Legion served veterans of
previous wars.

"Those guys are still into

uniforms and hats and the
military life though," said
Cotter, "and that's the bullshit

most of us here are trying to
forget."

How does the older student
fare with Financial Aid?

"We rank people according
to their need," said Richard
Dent, director of the Office of

Student Financial Aid at

UMass, "and the older students
because they're usually filing

for aid as financially in-

dependent students, tend to be
needier."

Dent said that some grants,

such as the B.E.O.G. (Basic

Educational Opportunity
Grants) and the Mass. Board of
Higher Education Grants are
usually denied older students
because they can't be given to

anyone who attended college

before April 1, 1973.

"Most of the over 25
students we handle have at-

tended some kind of school
before that date," he said.

According to Dent, married
students with children because
of their heavy financial need
often cannot be supplied with
enough grants ins and jobs
by his office .y their way.
"A marrieu couple with

children who are both attending

school will need about $8400 a

year," Dent said. "There is

hardly any way our office can
find enough money, and we
invariably fall short by a couple
thousand dollars."

A student who already has
one bachelor's degree and is

interested in getting another
through the Second Bachelor's

Degree program offered by the

university is caught in a unique
financial squeeze. Classified as
a graduate student, he is

neither eligible for scholarships

intended for undergrads, nor
any of the research assistant-

ships or teaching positions

available to Master's degree
candidates.

The Second Bachelor's
degree candidate must rely on
National Defense Student
Loans and Work Study Jobs
because there are no
scholarship funds available to
him," said Dent.

Dent added that the older
student had an advantage
when being placed in a Work
Study Job.

Prepare for the Summer

Learn the Art

of Mixology

THE COLLEGE

BARTENDERS

ASSOCIATION

1

I

I

I

WHEN — May 13, 14, 15

WHERE — Maxwell's,
Rte. 9, Hadley

WHAT TIME - 7-9 p.m. I

HOW MUCH — $15.00 I

REGISTER — 1st day of |
class; students must be 18 A

yrs. of age f

Brochures Available at !

Maxwell's
|
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in indochina • .

Laos: The next domino?
Compiled from wire reels

VIENTIANE - The Communist
Pathet Lao yesterday moved to

consolidate power over Laos'
coalition government and Premier

Souvanna Phouma spoke of

"enexpected changes" at Con-

stitution Day observances. Ousted
rightest leaders were fleeing the
country or in hiding.

King Savang Vatthana presided
over the ceremonies at which
neutralist Prince Souvanna
mentioned the changes in a brief

speech before the award of

decorations to military and civilian

officials.

One change was the ap-
pointment of a Pathet Lao minister

as acting defense minister, suc-
ceeding a resigned rightist cabinet

A tiny Cambodian child carries his possessions at the airport in Paris yesterday,
as the airport security watches.

member.

Four key rightist cabinet minis-

ters whose resignations were an-

nounced Saturday and 22 of the

about 25 loyalist army generals did

not attend.

Souvanna, in a white uniform
with a red and gold sash, also told

assembled diplomats and a small

crowd of about 1,000 city residents

that "all around the kingdom
important changes have occured."

The rumors came after Premier
Souvanna virtually conceded
yesterday that the Pathet Lao have
won the struggle for control of

Laos. He said it is necessary to look

at the facts and prepare to reach
"an accord with history."

If the Pathet Lao win control of

Laos, the country will be the third

of the U.S. -backed countries of

Indochina to come under Com-
munist control in recent weeks.
Cambodia surrendered April 17 and
South Vietnam on April 30.

Souvanna Phouma's speech
followed the resignation of four
senior rightist cabinet ministers and
the removal of three top rightist

generals from their posts. This
amounts to the collapse of the pro-
American wing of the coalition

government and leaves the Pathet
Lao as the only cohesive political

organization in the country.

The announcement by the 73-

year old Souvanna amounts to his

concession to his 63-year-old half-

brother, Prince Souphanouvong,
who heads the Pathet Lao. The
Paris-educated sons of a Lao prince
have differed for much of their lives

over the path that Laos should take.

Both favored its independence
from France after World War II. but

Souvanna chose to work within the
existing government .for gradual
change while Souphanouvong
went to Hanoi to join Ho Chi Minh's
Viet Minh. He later founded the
Pathet Lao.

After the ceremonies, Souvanna
met with the Pathet Lao Deputy
Premier, Phnoumi Vongvichit.

Unified Vietnam

may be in

the future

By United Press International

The new Communist rulers of

South Vietnam intend to hold
nationwide elections and eventually
reunify North and South Vietnam, a
delayed dispatch from Saigon said

yesterday.

A Radio Saigon broadcast
monitored in Bangkok, meanwhile,
said South Vietnam has sent
diplomatic notes to the five

countries that comprise the
Assocation of Southeast Asian
Nations, asking them to advise all

Vietnamese refugees that the new
Saigon regime will provide tran-

sportation for their return home.

UPI Saigon bureau manager Alan
Dawson reported that Lt. Gen. Tran
Van Tra told a news conference
May 8 at the former presidential

palace in Saigon that he was un-
sure when the elections would be
held or when the Provisional

Revolutionary Government would
take office.

Southeast Asian

defense pact

KUALA LUMPUR \UPI\ -
Senior officials from five non-
Communist nations met yesterday
in this capital city of Malaysia to

draft a blueprint for a neutral

Southeast Asian peace zone, free

of defense pacts with big powers
and including Communist In-

dochina.

Conference sources said the

Association of Southeast Asian
Nations hoped to have a final

blueprint ready for adoption by the

foreign ministers who begin a

three-day conference Tuesday.
The non-Communist nations

comprising ASEAN include In-

donesia, Malaysia, the Philippines,

Thailand and Singapore. Four years
ago, they declared their deter-
mination to create a neutral zone
hopefully including both Vietnams,
Cambodia, Laos, Burma and the

ASEAN members.
The sources said provisions of

the blueprint would require zone
members to be free of foreign

military bases and prohibit zone
nations from having defense pacts
with outside Dowers.

Ky and kibbutz

tAMP PENDLETON, Calif. \UPI\

Former South Vietnamese Vice
President Nguyen Cao Ky said

yesterday he wants to establish an
Israeli-style farming kibbutz,
perhaps in Arkansas or Texas, for

thousands of Vietnamese refugees.

Those who fled Vietnam, Ky said,
would be happier as farmers than

as city dwellers.

Ky, who is now living with other
refugees in a tent city at this

California military base, said he has
received hundreds of offers of

farmland in recent days.

Ky was interviewed on ABC's
"Issues and Answers."

Planes from Thailand
AGANA, Guam \UPI\ - The

U.S. aircraft carrier Midway
steamed into Guam yesterday
carrying 52 Vietnamese Air Force
planes that touched off a
diplomatic battle among the United
States, Thailand and the new
Communist government of South
Vietnam.

South Vietnam pilots fleeing the
Communist advance on Saigon
flew the planes to Thailand in the
last days of the Vietnam war.

The uncompromising pocket
Jeulators from Hewlett-Packard.

ind the one that's right for you at
our place.

Let 's Get Outdoors

TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS

HIKING BOOKS

at

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St.
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N«w HP- 2 1 Scientific Pocket
Calculator from Hewlett-

Packard. $125.

The only calculator in its price

range thai gives you all basic
log. trig and exponential func-
tions. plu\ rectangular/polar

conversions, full register

arithmetic, two trig operating
modes, full display formatting,

and HP's error-saving RPN
logic system

Hewlett-Packard's HP 45 ad-
vanced scientific pocket cal-

culator. Now only $245.

The HP-4V Hewlett-Packard s

most powerful pre- programmed
scientific pocket calculator,

gives you expanded trig

capability: nine addressable
memories with full register

arithmetic: automatic means,
standard deviations and facto-
rials; U.S. /Metric conversion
constants: and HP's error-

saving RPN logic system with
4-memory stack.

The HP-55 Programmable Sci-
entific Pocket Calculator from
Hewlett-Packard. $39$.

The 49-Step User Memory lets

you program the HP-55 your-
self to solve repetitive prob-
lems automatically, without
software or a "computer'' lan-
guage The HP-55 also gives
you full editing, branching and
conditional lest capabilities. 86
pre-programmed functions and
operations. 20 Addressable
Memories and a built-in digital

timer.

The Hewlett-Packard HP-70
business pocket calculator.

$275.

The businessman's pocket cal-

culator that's pre-programmed
to solve more than 100 time-
and money calculations. Use it

for everyday accounting prob-
lems like discounts, markups,
extensions and percents. Or.
for more complex problems
like return-on investment.
cash-flow analysis, effective

.

rate-of-return. loans and
mortgages.

Abo lee:

The HP^5 fully programmable pocket calculator at $795. and the HP-80
financial pocket calculator at $395.
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• • in new england
Boston busing: Some say

too much, others say •

too little

BOSTON \AP\ The final public
school desegregation order for

Boston issued by a federal judge
over the weekend prompted mixed
reaction, with some arguing the
plan does not go far enough and
others saying there will be too
much forced busing.

Unveiled at a news conference
Saturday, the so-called Phase II, or
citywide, desegregation plan drawn
up by U.S. District Court Judge W.
Arthur Garrity Jr. would require the
busing of approximately 21,00X)
students, 12,000 in lower grades.
Under Phase I which went into

effect last fall, about 17,000
students, mostly high school and
junior high, were assigned to be
bused.

The busing issue has sparked
sporadic incidents of racial

violence, particularly in the
predominantly white South Boston
section of the city.

Through an aide. Mayor Kevin H.

White said yesterday that he was
disappointed in Garrity's decision
because it would disrupt neigh-

borhoods.

"By his order, Judge Garrity has
virtually guaranteed a continuation
of the present level of tension and

hostility throughout the city,"

White said.

John J. McDonough, chairman
of the Boston School Committee,
who with his committee colleagues
had proposed a no-busing plan,

said Garrity's plan "
... is a disaster

for the people of the city of
Boston," and said the plan will be
appealed to the U.S. Supreme
Court.

The Boston chapter of the
National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People said
it would have no comment on the
plan until today.

John Doherty, president of the
Boston Teachers' Union, said a
section of the plan which would
close 20 schools would create a
burden on teachers.

"The timetable is unrealistic,"

Doherty said. "It will work against
any kind of smooth opening in

September."

Louise Day Hicks, city councilor
and long-time busing foe, termed
the plan "outrageous," and school
committee member John J.
Kerrigan said, "It's rather a sorry
Mother's Day present for the
people of Boston."

Mrs. Virginia Sheehy of South

Boston, a member of the executive
board of the Restore Our Alienated
Rights (ROAR) group, an
organization opposed to busing,
predicted the plan would bring "all
that much more opposition" from
parents.

Mrs. Sheehy and Mrs. Rita Graul,
also of ROAR, have been ordered
to appear in U.S. District Court
today as a preliminary to
questioning on disturbances at

South Boston High School last
week. The order was issued by
Garrity.

Besides traditional schools in
eight districts, the judge ordered
the establishment of 22 "magnet"
schools, intended to attract pupils
from throughout the city and reflect
Boston's racial composition.
Under the plan, the schools

would have 72,000 students, about
50 per cent white, 35 per cent black

First no taxes, then
temporary taxes, now
permanent taxes

and the rest other minorities.

Under the new plan, schools in all

but one of the city's neighborhoods
will have a significant proportion of
black students. The one area ex-
cluded is East Boston, which is

separated from the rest of the city
by Boston Harbor. Schools there
will remain predominantly white.

South Boston will continue to
share its schools with neighboring
black areas.

BOSTON \AP\ - Gov. Michael
S. Dukakis' deficit tax package
proposes permanent tax increases,
even though the governor has said
he wants the increased levies only
temporarily.

There is no provision in the tax
legislation filed thus far by Dukakis
for a roll back of the proposed
increases, according to an ad
ministration aide. Any roll back
would require a repealer later on.
The governor is seeking a per-

manent, $132 million tax boost on
cigarettes up five cents a pack and
gasoline up four cents a gallon. For
the first four to five years, the
proceeds would pay for the $498
million deficit Dukakis said the state
has already incurred. After that, this

tax money would go to other state

purposes.

A second tax package being
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discussed reportedly in the
neighborhood of $200 million -
would be required for the com-
monwealth's operations in the
fiscal year starting July 1.

If two such tax packages were
approved, it would be the biggest
tax year the state has had, easily

topping the $264 million approved
in 1971.

Sen. Frederic W. Schlosstein Jr.,

D Warren, chairman of the
Taxation Committee, is cool to the
immediate Dukakis plan because he
opposes a deficit bond issue. He
said if the state bails itself out of the
red by borrowing the funds
(bonds), it will quickly become a
habit.

Schlosstein has been discussing
a "state tax" concept that would
defer some payments to cities and
towns to avoid borrowings while
earmarking the increase in the
cigarette and gas excises to the
communities. There has not been a
state tax on municipalities for 30
years.

Schlosstein said he would like to
save taxpayers the $85 million in

potential bond interest charges.
The pressing problem for

Dukakis is the state's cash
situation. One of his advisers
reported that there could be payless
paydays next month if the
legislature does not do something
fast.

The governor anticipates strong
resistance to his still delayed
budget recommendations for next
year that, sources predict, could
call for massive layoffs as well as
added taxes.

Dukakis has lost the support of

Atty. Gen. Francis X. Bellotti in two
critical fiscal issues. Bellotti told the

governor he is adamantly opposed
to a budget cut and will appeal any
reduction to the legislature.

The attorney general has also

ruled that the governor cannot
arbitrarily impound appropriated

funds, a device chief executives

often employed to control spending
in disputed areas.

wire
reel
news

United Farm

Workers agreement

SACRAMENTO, Calif. [UPI] -
California's youthful governor,
Edmund G. Brown Jr., has struck
an historic accord between growers
and farmworkers' leader Cesar
Chavez which may end a decade of
agricultural strife, field violence and
nationwide food boycotts.
Brown, who has marched in the

fields with Chavez, first unveiled his
farm labor proposals a month ago.
Chavez, the leader of the United
Farm Workers Union, denounced
then it as "not betrayal, but close."
No one else like it much either.

Chavez' major concession was
the bill's sharp restriction on
secondary boycotts, which he used
successfully to pressure growers
into signing contracts after
nationwide grape and lettuce
boycotts.

WarshiK detente
BOSTON \UPI\ - Anatoly F.

Dobrynin, Soviet ambassador to
the United States, will be on hand
today for the first visit to the United
States by Russian warships since
World War II, the commander of
the U.S. Second Fleet said
yesterday.

At about the same time, two
American guided missile
destroyers, the USS Leahy and the
USS Tattnall, are to sail into
Leningrad, on the Russian Baltic
coast.

President Bayh??
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Sen.

Birch Bayh, D-lnd., said yesterday
he was considering another try for
the Democratic presidential
nomination in 1976, although he
would drop the idea if he believed
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy was
going to run.

Bayh, who left the 1972 race
when his wife underwent cancer
surgery, said "a number of people"
were asking him to consider a new
effort.

M/ft

Metawampe Lawn

Tuesday May 13

12:00 noon

SUNSHINE RECORDS
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*t* Black Byrds - Flying Start

on Fantasy Records

$499
ONLY V

ALL OTHER SINGLE ALBUMS
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Taking off

The cost of air fare to Argentina
was not quoted in Friday's article

about the summer CADIE program.
If enough students apply to the

program, there will be a charter

flight. The cost will be $614 if ten

students go and it will be decreased
in proportion to the number of

additional people who sign up.

Coming down
Tomorrow, the collegiate flying

club will bring its Cessna aerobat to

UMass. The plane will land at

alumni stadium at 6:15 a.m. and will

then taxi up Massachusetts Ave.
with a police escort to the Haigis

Mall where it will be on display all

day. The purpose is to promote the

flying club and aviation in general.

There will be a raffle at the site of
the plane. The prizes are free flying
lessons and glider rides. The plane
will depart at about 6:00 p.m. and
will take off from alumni field. Rate
date is Wednesday.

Still looking

The Summer Collegian is still

looking for people who are in-

terested in news reporting,
photography, writing, editorials,

fine arts and learning layout and
graphics.

If you're staying near UMass this

summer and would like to help out,

come to the recruitment meeting
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the
Collegian office, Student Union, or
contact Debbie Schafer or Dan
LaBonte c-o the Collegian 545-
3500.

j| Feminist? read on

ADDRESS OK?
IS YOUR PERMANENT

MAILING ADDRESS
CORRECT? IT WILL BE USED
TO MAIL YOUR
REGISTRATION IN AUGUST.
REPORT CHANGES IM-

MEDIATELY TO REGISTRAR,
213 WHITMORE.

At the Frederick Douglass
Museum of African Art in

Washington D.C., Alice
Horner, a UMass student,
straightens a portrait in the
gallery. Horner is living and
working in Washington this
semester through the UMass
Outreach Program. Outreach
students work as unpaid in-

terns in service and govern-
ment jobs and receive
university credit toward their
major. There are nearly 200
such interns studying and
working off-campus this
semester in Massachusetts,
New York City and
Washington.

The Public Relations and
Publications Workgroup, one of

eight workgroups at Even/woman's
Center, is responsible for Center

publications, such as the brochure,

and posters, as well as a newsletter

published every other month. The
workgroup is now looking for in-

terns, full or part time, for the fall

semester. The Internship is for a

woman, committed to feminism,

who wants to learn the basics of

public relations including the entire

process of putting together a

newsletter. If any women are in-

terested contact Buffy or Annette
at Everywoman's Center, Goodell

Building, 545-0883.

Entertainment
Tonight is a night of great en-

tertainment right at our own Fine

Arts Center. Tap dancers, square

dancers, and folk dancers will

participate in the second tying-up

of the Fine Arts building. Starting at

7:00 p.m., this 5-College Dance
Concert will take place on the

exterior of the Fine Arts building.

B.S. majors
The new Environmental Sciences

major (B.S.) has been ratified by
the board of trustees. Interested

students are urged to contact
Professor Linda G. Lockwood, at 5-

2822. Students planning to enter

the program in the fall semester
should be interviewed by the end of
this semester.

Film tonight...

There will be a free showing of

the documentary film A Wall in

Jerusalem tonight at 7 in Machmer
W11. The full-length film, narrated

by Richard Burton, presents a

stirring documentary history of the

story of Israel, focusing on Israel's

European antecedents, the building

of the land in the early days of the

)

twentieth century, and the

development of the State of Israel

from its founding until 1967.

BECAUSE WE WANT YOU TO READ. WERE HAVING A

BGkAM
THIS WEEK DNLY

WITH ONE OF THE ATTACHED COUPONS, YOU CAN
SAVE EITHER $1.00 OR $2.00 TOWARDS THE PUR-
CHASE OF HARDBOUND BOOKS THAT WE CURRENT-
LY HAVE IN STOCK AT THE UNIVERSITY STORE.
THIS OFFER DOES NOT APPLY TO SPECIAL ORDERS
AND IS LIMITED TO ONE COUPON PER BOOK.

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER

$1.00 $2.00
THIS COUPON IS WORTH $1.00
TOWARDS THE PURCHASE OF
ANY HARDBOUND BOOK
COSTING OVER $5.00.

THIS COUPON IS WORTH $2.00
TOWARDS THE PURCHASE OF
ANY HARDBOUND BOOK
COSTING OVER $10.00.

...a speaker too

Tonight at 8 in the UMass
Campus Center, Lady Borden will

speak on her two year experience

living in the liberated areas of

Vietnam while working on
education. Borden most recently

returned having been in the Quang
Tri province of Vietnam as a staff

member for the American Friends

Service Committee. Her talk is

being sponsored by SVS, AFSC
and the Valley Peace Coalition; the

topic of her presentation will be,

"Education in Revolutionary
Vietnam."

1st BFA awarded

Years of world-wide travel,
teachings at art institutes, and
university programs have all been
combined to give Use H. Schenk of
North Reading the first Bachelor of
Fine Arts degree (BFA) awarded
through the University Without
Walls (UWW) program at UMass.
UWW is a three-year-old

university program which enables a
student to receive a degree without
going through traditional channels.
Credit is given for life experiences
and alternative courses are set up
for the student who is unable to
attend regular class sessions. Up to
now UWW has graduated about 70
persons, all with Bachelor of
Science degrees.

Schenk, who will graduate in

August of this year, enrolled in the
UWW program in September 1974.

Appearing
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'human evolution'
The Psychical Awareness and

Research Association will hold a

public meeting today presenting a

program on Arica — "a training

system in conscious human
evolution." They will meet at 7:30

p.m. in Room 231 at Herter Hall. A
nominal donation will be asked.

Arica takes its name from the

desert town Arica, Chile, where, in

1970, fifty Americans underwent an
intensive program in psychological

development under the direction of

Oscar Ichazo. Since then Arica has
become an international not-for-

profit organization with
headquarters in New York and 30
teaching houses in 3 countries.

The aim of Arica training is to

produce greater body vitality, to

eliminate negative emotions and
replace them with positive states,

to increase mental clarity, and to

create a permanent higher level of

awareness. The system used by
Arica consists of over 400 exercises

derived from both eastern and
western techniques for human
growth.

The meeting will be conducted
by the Amherst Arica teaching
House. It consists of a lecture-

demonstration with experiential
work to be done by the audience.
PARA is an organization

dedicated to the investigative
exploration and development of the
Psi faculty inherent in all mankind.
The public is invited to attend
PARA's meetings.

Ed Board aid in
Most of the Spring semester

Board of Higher Education awards
have been received from the Board.

If you did not deduct the amount of

your award from the semester bill,

please stop in the Bursar's Office in

Whitmore to pick up the amount
due you.

Ad Hoc CC formed
An Ad Hoc Citizens Committee

in support of a new Hampshire
County Jail and House of

Correction has been formed. The
committee, headed by former
Mayor Durbin Wells of Nor-
thampton, expects to gather over
1000 signatures in the next few
days from citizens of Northampton
to build a new faciltiy on land now
owned by the State Hospital.

Its purpose, Mr. Wells states, is

to support human conservation and
taxpayer relief. Wells asked, "Why
should the citizens of Northampton
and Hampshire County have to pay
one- half million dollars or more for

land on which to build the needed
institution?"

A similar petition will be cir-

culated throughout Hampshire
County Towns. Over 5000
signatures are expected from 19
towns.

VA interns sought
The Northampton Veterans

Administration Hospital has long

recognized the value of the pre-

professional in providing treatment
to the physically handicapped in

institutions and is dedicated to

expanding programs throughout

the hospital. The Hospital is actively
and energetically working to return
patients to the community in as
short a time as possible, and
assisting patients with continued
support systems upon returning to
the community.

If you are interested, the Center
for Experiential Education can place
you at the VA Hospital for one
calendar year as an Area Activity
Coordiantor. While interning, you
can earn a full year of academic
credit and a small living allowance.
Act immediately! Internships begin
in June 1975. Call 545-1381 and ask
to speak to Larry Scott or Bruce
Shefshick or come in and talk about
it. The Center is located at 315
Arnold House.

Community
organizers

There will be a meeting for all

students who are interested in

spending part of their energies next
semester as community organizers.

The organizing will focus on the
department as a community, and
students as members of those
communities. The meeting will be
tonight, at 7:30 in the Academic
Affairs Committee room S.U. No.
403.

This past semester several
students got together to deal with
the problems that students face in

presenting their views within the

departmental structure. They

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, right, congratulates two out-

standing wood technology program students who were awarded
Forest Products Research Society (FPRS) memberships At left is

senior Michael D. Hill of Bullitt Rd., Ashfield, and at center is Chris
Turletes, a junior, of Haight Ave., Willowbrook, N.Y. The occasion
was the recent wood technology program's annual student-alumni-
industry banquet in Amherst. FPRS, a national organization,
presents paid memberships each year to outstanding students at

each of the universities in its 17 regions.

HFPI^IOM MAKFR^ be9an bv organizing communityucuioivjim iviAAixcno
councils withjn severa( depart .

Tuesday night at 10:30 p.m.

Chancellor Randolph Bromery is

the guest on Channel 57s
DECISIONMAKERS. Chancellor

Bromery was interviewed on
Monday, May 5, in his office at the

Whitmore Administration building.

During the interview the

Chancellor touches on the whole

range of issues currently facing the

University community. He talks at

length about Governor Dukakis'

proposed ten per cent budget cuts

and what effect they might have on

academic programs. He also

comments on the student protest

of the budget cuts and talks about

both the student and faculty at-

tempts at unionization.

The Chancellor also talks about

the alleged financial and academic

abuses at the School of Education

brought to light recently by a local

newspaper. Various administrators

and professors at the school have

been charged with abusing federal

funds and also lowering academic

standards in the granting of

degrees in return for special favors.

ments. These councils are ongoing
democratic organizations which are

working to bring students together.

The organizers are developing their

own skills while providing

resources, skill development that

groups and individuals need during

the beginning stages.

The role of a community
organizer is perhaps one of the

most exciting skills that students

can develop as part of their

education at the university. The role

enhances a students education in

general while creating a better

educational environment in general

for others. Studei.ts learn and help

others learn how to get things done
within a democratic structure, and
most importantly, how people solve

their problems collectively by
working together.

If you are unable to attend this

meeting but are interested or want
more information call Lynn, Sue or

Marty at 545-0341 or 545-2645.

bits and pieces

Debate aired tonite
Immediately following tonight's

10 P.M. News, WMUA (UMass
radio, 91.1 FM) will air a pre-taped
debate between Hampshire County
Commission chairman David
Musante and State Representative

Charles Flaherty (D- Cambridge),
concerning the abolition of county
government in Massachusetts.
The hour- long debate, taped at

the May 3rd meeting of the

Democratic State Committee in

Northampton, is being broadcast as
a special feature of "Focus,"
WMUA's weekly public affairs

series produced and moderated by
Kenneth Mosakowski.
Commissioner Musante spoke in

favor of retaining and improving
county government. Rep. Flaherty,

who is House chairman of the

legislature's Committee on
Counties, spoke in favor of

abolishing county government.
Flaherty is presently sponsoring a

bill in the legislature, H1864, which
would require state take-over of

virtually all functions of existing

county government in the Com-
monwealth.

Amherst Democratic Town
Committee chairwoman Dolores
Sutton served as moderator of the

debate.

Library schedule
The following is a list of

scheduled hours for the University

library system this month:

MAIN LIBRARY
May 12 23 (Mon.

May 24 Saturday

May 25, Sunday

Fri (12 days)

7 a.m. to 2 p.m.

7 a.m. to 6 p.m.

May 26 Mon.
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

I Memorial Day)

10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Year after \ ear. semMff
after semester, the

( ollej»eM aster from
Fidelit) I nion Life has
been the most accepted.
most popular plan on
campuses all mer America.

Find out u h\

.

(all the Fidelity I nion
CollegeM aster

Field Associate
in your area:

Ronald J. Nathan Agency
747 Main St.

Amherst, Mass.
256-8351

Union Life

May 27-30 Tuesday thru Friday

8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
May 31 (Commencement) 9 a.m. to

5 p.m.

MORRILL LIBRARY
Sundays 2 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Monday thru Thurs. 8:30 a.m. to 11

p.m.

Friday £> Sat. 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

MUSIC LIBRARY
Sundays 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. & 7 p.m.
to 930p.m.
Mon. thru Fri. 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. &

p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Saturdays 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

PHYSICAL SCIENCES LIBRARY
May 12 16 Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m. to
midnight

May 17-18, Sat. & Sun. 10 a.m. to

midnight

May 19 23, Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m.
to midnight

May 24, Saturday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

May 25, Sunday 2 p.m. to 10 p.m.

May 26, Mon. (Memorial Day)

CLOSED
May 27 30 Tues. thru Fri. 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.

May 31 Saturday (Commencement)
CLOSED

Rape hotline

— 545-COPS

NURSES
JOHNS HOPKINS

IS HIRING

NEW GRADS
NOW!

Our extensive expansion
program has created several
openings for new grads in the
Medical and Surgical Units. We
offer:

— Intensive orientation
— Full tuition

reimbursement
— Many benefits
— Immediate employment
— Inexpensive housing on

hospital property

There is immediate opportunity
waiting for you in our 1100 bed
acute care, teaching and
research center. Call Judy Pyle.
RN, or Joe Hess collect at (301)
955 5592, or write:

Office of

Professional Recruitment

JOHNS HOPKINS
HOSPITAL

Baltimore, Maryland 21205

\n Kqual Opportunity Employer MF

Spring Booh Sale
at

ra>v.v«\w«
> *•

CRONOPIOS BOOKS
27 N. Pleasant St.— Amherst

20% OFF on Ml Books.

30% OFF on Art Books

Plus BARGAIN TABLES.

One Week Only— 5-12 to 5-17

REALISTIC

Radio Shack
oPAmhecrt

• •• a contemporary sound

in a traditional style

AND WE CARRY ON OUR TRADITION
OFQUAUTY SOUND SYSTEMS

with REALISTIC turntables
•speakers* 8 track st_ -,..._,

•am-fm tuners6amps -J«
OPENMGHTLV
Till Bpm

WE SERVICE
WHAT WE SELL

•ob" oooo oo
•11

0)1 3 ® © ©

oo

t; , r* . • VI

'

;• f • ••

'

and theyYe all dtoally cfiea/istic

aterao tor c»f noma cltnan band radio* portabtea 8 trmek c aaaatte* t.w. awfon— Intercom* mlcropnonaa cabla* apoakar* part*
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Rock & Rain is here to stay
By MIKE KOSTEK
& CRAIG ROCHE
Below the Salt Staff

Despite a healthy dash of inhospitable

weather, the fine madness known as the

Spring Concert made its way through into

UMass Sunday afternoon in Alumni
Stadium, gripping 10,000 hearty souls in its

heady essence. A half-hour spring shower

drove about 5000 people home early, at the

end of Aztec Two-Step's set around three

o'clock, but those who endured were treated

to a find time with Sha Na Na, the 1970

greaser's favorite.

The afternoon began in beautiful style,

with sunny skies and a cool breeze. The

frisbees floated, white stomachs were ex-

posed to the sun, and beer flew down
throats. All sorts of highly-illegal substances

also found happy homes in happy UMies,

who bedded down for a serene day, listening

to the soulful jazz-funk of Webster Lewis and

the easy folk of Aztec Two-Step. But it was
not to be, as an enormous black cloud

covered the sun and the rains came, melting

the crowd and the sunny time.

The coulds passed over, though, and Sha
Na Na came on to pull the day together and

make for a tired but satisfying end to a long

afternoon.

Not enough can be said in praise of the

people of the Concert Committee who put

together and held on to their show in a

competent, assured manner that must be

given the high praise of the "professional"

tag.

it'

These folks have hoed a tough row
this year, with various shifts in organizations,

funding difficulties and the continued spastic

support of the UMass administration. They
started the show on time, got the groups in

and out swiftly, and deserve a thanks from

all.

Webster Lewis, who comes from Boston,

started off, leading his six-man group

through a set that built on the energy of the

afternoon with some solid funk that sprang

from inspired jazz roots. Aztec Two-Step
followed, and had a disasterous show. It's

hard enough for two men with acoustic

guitars singing some delicate harmonies with

no support but a bass player to go over well

in a concrete stadium, but the rain came
during their eighth song, cutting short their

set. Their music was drifting around the

crowd to just polite applause before the rain,

and you can imagine how they felt playing to

the wrong end of a mass exodus.

Sha Na Na is what most came for, and Sha
Na Na is what they got. Gold lame suits,

greasy black stovepipe dungarees, greasy

white socks, hairstyles swimming in grease,

greasy elaborate dance routines make for a

general light-hearted 50's aura with well-

defined personalities (the skinny punk.

Daddy Fat Man, truckstop cowboy, etc.)

After four encores, the Na Na's left for
Another Show, Pa., and UMass went back to
Finals, muddy but unbowed after a day of
Partyius Interruptus. See Thursday's Below
The Salt for further details.

A fond farewell from
the Sunday night photo
staff.
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\continued from page 4\

from most responsibility for the
buildings, and is assured that its

expenses, utilities, insurance, debt
service, and management fees will

be paid."

Since students themselves would
manage the co-operative, high
costs of management by the
University could be eliminated.

UMTA blames inordinately high
personnel costs and inefficiency of
management for high rents which
presently exist. University Apart-
ments allot approsimately $34 of
$180 rent for personnel, while
private apartments require only $1

1

for the same.
"I think that the tenants could

manage them&elves much more
efficiently than the University

does," claims UMTA spokesperson
Karen Forsgard.

Are students capable of
managing their own housing? The
answer is "yes" according to a
report on Student Initiated Housing
by the Educational Facilities

Laboratories in New York City. The
report states that "There have to
date been no co-ops or student
development corporations failing to

meet their mortgage payments in

the United States." The report also

states that co-ops have provided
living costs which are "usually 20-

30 per cent below university
dormitory rates."

Another advantage to a
cooperative system, aside from
reduced management costs, is the
sense of community residents gain

through participation. Many co-ops
require members to work a certain

number of hours per week in ex-

change for lowered rents. Ac-
cording to the SCER report, "this
not only saves substantial amounts
of money, but provides the
students with the opportunity To
feel proud of, concerned with, and
involved in their dormitory's
management and maintenance.
Students aren't as likely to mess up
a living environment if they are the
ones who clean it up."

Campus administrators have so
far been receptive to the possibility

of turning the management of
Married Student Housing over to
the tenants. Chancellor Randolph
W. Bromery said in a previous
interview that he'd "certainly
encourage the idea," and is "willing

to help out."

What about co-op management

* Lease laws and you
\continued from page 4\

It is

expensive and there is no guarantee
that he will get his money back. If it

goes to court, you may be required

to pay your landlord. If he sues, he
can also collect the cost incurred in

putting the apartment in order,

finding a new tenant, and suing you
in court.

SECURITY DEPOSITS

If you have a lease, you should

first check to see if it is "self-

extending." This kind of a lease
serves to extend your lease for
another year, unless you give your
landlord notice that you wish to
terminate it.

Unless you owe your landlord
rent or have done any unreasonable
damage to your apartment, your
landlord is required to return your
security deposit within 30 days after
your tenancy ends. He may deduct
the amount of any damage you
have caused as well as any unpaid
rent. He may not deduct any

amount for "reasonable wear and
tear. " He must also pay you interest

at 5 per cent a year for the time, in

excess of one year, that he has held
the deposit. That is the law on the
matter. However, if you think your
landlord might not return your
security deposit, you might take the
initiative and withhold your last

month's rent (or your last two
month's rent if necessary.) Since it

takes a landlord at least a month to
evict you if you have only one
month's security deposit to get
back, you may not have much to
worry about.

Think you can 't afford

a luxury apartment?

tThink Again!

Brittany
Manor

3 Month SUMMER LEASES at Low, Low Rates

1 bedrooms from $170 — 2 bedrooms from $180

— 3 bedrooms from $280

• air conditioning

• 2 pools

• 2 tennis courts

• picnic area
• wall-to-wall carpeting

• dishwashers and disposals

9 month FALL LEASES at special rates

for applications made before June 1, 1975.

1 bedroom from $200— 2 bedroom from $210— 3 bedroom from $:tl0

$50 deposit required to hold apartment for

September— completely refundable until August 1 , 1075

Take The Free Bus or Call Us at 256-K5:t4

Office Hours— »:00a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday

1 1 :00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Saturday

Avoid the Summer Rush — RENT NOW
for the Fall and save time and money!

of dormitories? Chancellor's staff

member Doug Forsyth said "I think
its appropriate for both married
student housing and the dor-
mitories." Forsyth is currently
involved in the negotiations with
UMTA for the co-op management
agreement.

The success or failure of a dorm
co-op is "up to the students who
are committed to the cooperative
concept," according to Residential

Life director Kenneth Dean. He
cited the Butterfield dorm dining
hall operation as an example of
effective resident interaction. "The
students there have made it quite a
success," he said.

There are many options for

student-controlled housing: co-ops
can be entirely owned and operated
by students, or "arms-length" in

which case the co-op is owned by
the university but managed by

students. According to SCER, a

proposal was submitted to create

an arms-length co-op in the
residence halls during 1973, but no
action was taken.

Two years have elapsed since
then. Married tenants are heading
towards co-operative self

management. Will dormitory
residents also decide to pursue this

alternative to the present system? It

has been done on other campuses
with a great deal of success. What
is needed is enough student unity
and initiative to grasp control over
this portion of our lives.

According to The Whole
University Catalogue, "we can live

our lives now on a cooperative,
human basis. We can create a
community."
Maybe we can, but will we?
It remains to be seen.

* a magic word
I continued from page 5\

nuclear power plants. Said Picha,

"Once the faculty have tenure, they
tend to be more productive and can
get down to work."

Picha said that tenure is one
thing that attracts people to the
University because it is the big
difference between an academic
and an industrial or governmental
job in that it allows the person
freedom to do his research. "We're
not just competing with other
universities for faculty members,"
he added, "we're competing with
the world."

Several faculty members, ex-

pressing dissatisfaction with the
president and BOT holding the

Campus Photo
( Between The Pub
and Lafayette)

B& Wand COLOR
Bulk Loaded to Order

549-6745

ultimate authority for making
tenure decisions, agree that these
decisions should be more of a
campus matter.

Norman D. Aitken, chairman of
the economics department, feels

personnel decisions should lie

"primarily with faculty, particularly

with faculty at the departmental
level."

In the view of Joseph Frank,
head of the English department,
tenure decisions made at the level

of the chancellor and president are

"so far removed from the actual
teaching situation that they may,
on occasion, be capricious."

Some modifications of the
present tenure system have been
proposed by a few faculty mem-
bers. However, any major review of
the system would involve a lot of
time, manpower hours, and hard
work. Whether faculty and ad-

ministrators can afford to take time
out from their busy schedules is a
question best answered by time.

rJMASS^.
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continuing comments

{continued from page 3\

the sixties everyone assure you that

you would, but in the "crisis-

ridden" seventies all bets are off.

The authorities are now saying that

their previous analyses were all

misconceived; you cannot expect

any such "good return" from your

investment in yourself. At best all

they can offer is a possible increase

in what they call your "psychic"
income: if you get more schooling

you might land a "nicer" if not

higher paying job. But even this is

not guaranteed, especially since all

the "nice," "clean" jobs are

becoming uncertain, harder to do,

and even dangerous, e.g., teaching.

It is obvious to every student that

this attempt to rationalize working
for free, or even paying to work, as
an "investment good" is a phoney.
It is getting harder and harder to

convince anyone to shell out
money for schooling on the basis of

the fairy tale that depicts one as a

profit- making corporation. So now
both sides of the economists' claim

collapse. But in the midst of this

debacle, schoolwork gets a new
defender from what might seem to

be a surprising quarter: the Left.

The "socialist" teacher and the

"revolutionary" student have
become the staunchest defenders

of the public university against

"budget cut-backs" and the like.

Why? Their story goes something
like this: education leads to the
ability to make more and broader
connections in your social
situations; in a word, education
makes you more conscious. Since
the public universities open up the
possibility of having a highly

educated working class, these
universities make it possible for the
working class to become more
class conscious. Further, a more
conscious working class will pay
less attention to the mere
"economistic" demands for more
money and less work, and pay more
attention to the political task of

"building socialism." This logic

gives the Left both an explanation
for the university crisis — capital is

Dental
Health

I he new dental health program
of the University Health Services is

just completing a highly successful

first semester of full operation. Dr.

Henry Lubin, Dental Director said

the response to the service by
student consumers has been
overwhelmingly positive, and the

demand for services has been so

high that not everyone who
requested treatment could be
accommodated. Since the dental

service will be fully staffed by the

fall semester, less waiting problem
is anticipated. Fall will also bring the

expansion of the dental education

program into the University

community.
The dental health program,

which is partially supported by the

prepaid health fee, offers a com-
prehensive range of care with

emphasis on preventive aspects of

dental health. Services provided by
the health fee include emergency
care, examination and consultation,

oral health education sessions and
their follow-up. Consultation is also

provided for "soft tissue" con-

ditions (sores, blisters, etc.). Also,

any medications that may be
needed are prepaid.

ASST.

MANAGER

Showcase Cinemas

w Spfid
Worcester
E. Hartford

Write Resume To
JOHN LOWE
P.O. Box 580

W Spfld, Mass 01089
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Mon.-Tues. — Dollar NightfllHHlAAX

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Meeting tonight 8 p.m in the C.C. This

will be the last meeting of the semester
and several important matters must be
dealt with.

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION

Important! A new treasurer will be
elected and discussion will be held on
activities for next semester. All who are
interested should come.

A WALL IN JERUSALEM
There will be a free showing of this

excellent documentary history of Israel

tonight at 7 in Machmer W11, free and

open to all.

BISEXUAL WOMEN
Rap group forming. We'll be meeting all

summerM Here is a place for us. Mon. eve
7 30. C.C. 804

COMMUNION CELEBRATION
IVCF's final meeting of the year. Rev.

Bob Oenig. UMass champlain from the

ARK will lead us in our traditional com-
munion Come and share the Lord's
supper with us!

Notices
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA

All sisters please attend short meeting
tonight at 6:30 in C.C. 805-809. To plan end
of year picnic, and summer activities.

OUTING CLUB
Final meeting of the year. Don't miss the

fun" 7 p.m., C.C. 101.

ROISTER DOISTERS
There will be a meeting today at 5:30 in

C.C 911 915 to elect new officers and
discuss future plans. All new and old
members and interested people please
attend

SENIOR DAY TICKETS
Senior Day is Friday. May 30, and tickets

are on sale on the CONCOURSE starting
today for the next two weeks Buy your
tickets while the mugs last 11

FOUND
Young all white male cat, in vicinity of

SWISS Village Call 253-5621

VILLAGE PARK PEOPLE
The UMass buses cannot stop in Village

Park anymore because of the speed
bumps You can pick up the bus at a flag
stop on E. Pleasant or at Fraternity-
sorority Park.

afraid of the highly conscious

working class the university was
beginning to spawn — and a

demand — more schoolwork and
not less! — So in the name of

political consciousness and
socialism these leftists intensify

schoolwork and frown upon
student demands for less of it as

capitalist backsliding.

But the Left runs afoul of that old

question posed to previous

enlighteners of the working class:

who shall educate the educators?

Since the Left does not start from

the obvious (schoolwork is un-

waged work) its efforts lead to

more unwaged work for capital, to

more exploitation. Since all its

attempts to increase class con-

sciousness remain oblivious to

capital's control on its own ground,

the Left ends up consistenly

supporting capital's efforts to

intensify work, in rationalizing and
disciplining the working class. So
the "building of socialism"
becomes just another device for

getting more free work in the

service of capital.

John Matthews is a Collegian

Guest Commentator

00 THE REAL MCCOYS "George
Retires'' (18)

THE BIG VALLEY Price of Vic
lory " 122)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGH
BORHOOD 1241 (57)

GOMER PYLE "Goodbye Dolly
"

(27)

THE MICKEY MOUSE CLUB (38)

THE FLINTSTONES (56)

5 30 GENTLE BEN "Who's Afraid.''

118)

VILLA ALEGRE (24) 157)

MAVERICK "Family Pride." (27)

HOGANS HEROES "(Clink's
Masterpiece " (30)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

GILLIGANS ISLAND (56)

6 00 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)

ACTION NEWS (81

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH (18)
THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)

AUCTION 75 (24)

THE NIGHTLY NEWS (30)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)
BONANZA King of the Moun-
tain (40)

/ LOVE LUCY (56)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (57)
6 30 ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (22) (30)
MOVIE Little Giant." (27)
BEWITCHED (38)

ZOOM' (57)

655 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)
700 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH
WAL TER CRONK/TE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "A
Surprise Surprise Is a Surprise

"

(18)

THE BIG NEWS 90 (22)
TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry
Moore, host (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT (57)
7 30 THE NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (3)
NEW CANDID CAMERA (8)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Peter Marshall, host (22) (30)
THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
High Noon in Mayberry." (38)

t. v. tonight
POLKA With Frank Knight (40)
MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57)

H00 WORLD AT WAR "Hitler's
Germany." Part III (3)

THE ROOKIES "Prelude to
Veng«ance " (8) (40)
PASTORS PERSPECTIVE (18)
THE SMOTHERS BROTHERS
SHOW (221 (301
THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES (381
DEALERS CHOICE (56)
SPECIAL OF THE WEEK "The Thin
Edge Anxiety The Endless Crisis

"

(57)

* 30 SAFARI TO ADVENTURE
I DREAM OF JEANNIE (38)
DINAH' (561

9 UU MMUUt ui
SWAT "Omega One." (8)
THE OTHER SIX DAYS (18)
NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT
MOVIES "Buck and
Preacher." (22) (30)
THE JACK BENNY SHOW
SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
Welsberg: Jazz Rock." (57)

9 30 RHODA (3)

GOMER PYLE "Gomer
Home." (27)

THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (38)
ONE OF A KIND (57)

W00 MEDICAL CENTER "The
Prisoners." (3)

CARIBE (40)

CHALLENGE OF TRUTH 118)
WORCESTER NEWS (27)
MOVIE "Cocoanuts." (38)
PERRY MASON (56)

'

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK
(57)

W30 CONNECTICUT REPORT (18)
CHARLIE CHAPLIN COMEDY
THEATRE (27)
KIRK AMERICAN FURNITURE
(571

1100 EYEWITNESS NEWS (3)
HEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (8)
<18) (22) (27) (30) (40)
THE BEST OF GROUCHO (56)

NEW
C
S%7\

0NBD ABC EVEN'NG

11 30 MONDA Y STARLIGHT MO VIE
"Woman Times Seven.

(27)

140)

THE
the

(27)

'Tim

Goes

m '3K^^^

!§£ 7oz. can
(in water)

St»*ffeJ star Kist

Solid White
Tunajg

WITH THIS COUPON AND A $5 PURCHASE

k^Penn Dutch
Mushrooms

1M!
WITH THIS COUPON AND A $5 PURCHASE

rispy Crackers
f^^SSBFP\ Sunshine( / _ -'^•

J
*•«.

39
I

I

l

I

I

I

I

VrvaNapki

29
Limit one package per customer

Good Mon May 12 thru Sat May 1 7 263-^,

r°OKw11m Processing
with this coupon on any roll or cartridge of Kodacolor
C-1 10. C-126, 127. 620 or 35mm prints brought in

to be developed before May 24. 1 975
Limil one coupon per customer Coupon expires June 7 1975"^—I ^^-^ in> Or All rjw.rwin* hi** (b Hiinn . i a, .. .- ». ,_-,.. • ••--— - - . _

Kraft Singles
~~^ Individually Wrapped _
J PaQturi7orl jaaa^^ aiaaT^LatlF

CKr
Pastunzed

Processed Cheese
Food-1'oz. Pkg.

white or yellow

Jiffy Cake Mixes *ET 3 is M
Orange Breakfast Drinks£?»*•?99=
Kleenex Facial Tissue ?^

cr 59*
Ajax Laundry Detergent lz »1 M
Whole Kosher Dills "St*? 59=
Kosher Dill Spears *%£*?> 59c

Daily Kosher Dill Chips V 6^
Dairy Sweet Cucumber Slices V 69°
Lindsay Pitted Ripe Olives '«£ 49c

Mighty Dog Dog Food
La Choy Chow Mein
La Choy Noodles
La Choy Soy Sauce

«IK>M
Flaxn 1

Slme Oilin or S 1 29

Sweet savings ...

at sweet prices'

Stop & Shop
40 oz. Bottle

Grapefruit Juice 9« ?S*

Freezer stocking specials!
100% Otmnge Juice from Flo*.<Jj

OrangeJuice
|T Stop & Shop^fl ^jV
J/ 16 oz can m9^*T

Birds Eye Awake
Senaca Apple Juice

Welch's Grape Juice

Minute Maid Lemonade
Minute Maid Limeade \Z 27c

Juices in our dairy department

MinuteMaid
Orange Juice ^#%*

1

2 Gallon Carton f)«r
Hood Orange Juice ,,0-,°*,c*"" 69e

All-week freezer specials!

^39*
•£ 29*

'?r 45e

French
Crinkle Cut 5 9 o,'f

pkg J^
N^trtD" Ae.*#5 " 69°ksj

XllMg OC7
• 75e
p»a

Cut Green Beans
Green Beans French style

Taste O'Sea Fish N' Chips
Ice Cream -Asst. Flavors ^'JS? 39"=

Fudge and Pop stops shop ,•?„ »1*»

Values in our dairy department

Buttermilk Biscuitsm, p,llsbury pf8<*
$
flJ^UHf^ 10 Count pkg # p*gs ^

Temptee 7ZZ" Cheese '2 55
Cottage Cheese *, « i"*

Chiffon Soft Margarine
Salad Dressing NuC

cup

S***«*t
16 o/ cup

Family S*Z9
1 It) bowl

59c

79c

transr Ru***r< or 1000 QQc
(stand w French I or cup 05/

Daisy Bread
39V't pound loaf

Slop & Shop Sliced White Bread

Italian Bread n^T9 2 SS 95c

Stop* Shop Vienna Bread 2 5S 95c

English Muffins '"fc-T 2 " 7,r »1

Cheese. Bacon or Blueberry Flav or Cinnamon Raism

Blueberry Muffins Newfangled '"sr* 59°

DonutS Countrystyte <2ZZ. 2" H
«S*s^M

^jj^i^_ Any Or All Coupon! May Be RMMmrt W.th On«»5 00 PurchaM

Great values on quality- J
for your family.

Getyour Stop&Shopsworth
Every item in this ad is a money saving special! Double check our coupons
and our good buys on meats ... and our Health & Beauty Aids value this

week. These days, when getting good value for your dollar is so important
it s smart to get your Stop & Shopsworth!

Stop & Shop Great Beef "Quality-Protected" Beef.

^P^^ ^Pttfi ^V^^ 6th & 7th RIBS ^RibRoast
Beef LargeEnd

naturally agedStop & Shop Great Beef
for tenderness and flavor.

Beef Rib Steak t? $
1
3
.
9

Beef Rib Roast smaiiEnd-ist 3 Ribs Bon.,„
$
1
5
?

Stop&Shop 5 to9lbs.

ter Basted
«ys —^*

ump. meaty, US. Grade 'A
turkeys ... turkeys that baste

themselves with real creamery butter.

Simply Super- Uniformly good everytime.

Lean*Ground Beef
'Simply Super lean ground beef contains no more than 24% fat ^^^^ ^flB^£

Simply Super the ground beef you can depend on. fl kfl
Ground beef that's consistently lean, fresh, juicy and ^5W^5W
flavorful every time you buy it! %^^ %B^^lb

Short Ribs of Beef t«»—mo tmm $-|09

Stop & Shop Corned Beef Brisket
Cry

ĉ:
acK M 2

?
s v

Available m stores with a service deli dept

Stop & Shop Extra Lean

Cooked Corned
Beef Brisket*QC

New York Deh Style -qtr lb § ^F
Imp. Danish Glazed Ham t 69°

Rice Pudding - Greek Style 7 59°

Self service deli favorites.

Colonial Tasty Ten
Franks ttc

1 DOund narkano ^B^^^^^
1 pound package

Colonial Beef Franks
Beef or Meat Bologna
Gem Cooked Salami
Gem Kielbasi

Goto**

Pobfh S»r*t

SauMg»-pv ib

£ 8^

\Z 65c

•1"

Morrison&Schiff
Knockwurst

99or Beef Franks
Old fashioned deli meats!

pkg

Bologha or Salami

Deli Franks
1

Stop & Shop- natural casing

Great with Stop & Shop French Fries

Morrison
& Schlft P4 99c

Nepco Beef Bologna
White American Cheese
Deli Hut Onion Rolls

29
LB

S 59c

51 59<

Enjoy these fresh fruits ...

NavelOranges
18 $

119
Strawberries

California
Sunkist

California's finest fruit at a terrific price 1

California Qua*

Serve with Stop & Shop vanilla ice cream

.

A great buy at

th's low price

ftaoc f^"Azaleas99 ';ffe'-99:

J
ig savings on

health&beauty
•miS* Stock your medicine
cabinet get your Stop & Shopsworth.

99
59'

Suave Shampoo

59

Dial Very Dry
Anti-Perspirant- Scented
or Unscented-12 oz. can

Bayer Aspirin
50 Count Bottle

16oz Bottle

Strawberry. Apricot or Green Apple

Get your Stop & Shopsworth.

59
IZ Baby Shampoo

Stop & Shop
Compare ours to the
leading national brand btt

Colgate Toothpaste
5 oz. Tube mac

Here s a great value on ^k%fl
a great national brand. ^J ^J

Lactona Toothbrush
Assorted Colors 4^ cm*

Here's a great way to ^fc brushes

stretch your budget. **W ^L\

Intensive Care Lotion
Vaseline Amf^C

Reg. or Herbal— 10 oz btl. JMmM
Helps to protect your skin. *9^W

f29
Tampons «ST $
40 Count Box -Reg or Super

^Quality foods from our Kitchen.
Call on our master chefs when

you're too busy to cook.

Meat Loaf
2lb.pkg. "f>*
Cole Slaw Great Eating '^' 49s

Potato Salad ~Z%Z°;?„ 491

Cheese Lasagna Just heat and serve 'i? 791

Meat Lasagna Taste liKe homemade i,' S^

Catch these great savings!

Turbot Fillets
Serve something different for fV^%c

dinner tonight. w^r
Amer. Original Fried Clams
Stop & Shop Fish & Chips
Cooked Haddock Fillets

'* $139
0*4 I

'» $159

>• $1 19

*K«» .
| -«tt to •• :>' i

WK94 ten* # .>t» p.H.»» lwf> :
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MDC Classifieds Pay
To place • Classified, drop by

'he Coliro,ien Office btiottn
• J* a m ana) ] 41 p m Monday
Friday.
The? deadline it 3 4». two days

bona*-* ftt« day your ad it to
••tar
TM rales art
Daily • M p*> lino

Weakly - • 30 per lino

Monthly - • 2* por lino

'Two linot on form
opproMimoto ono lino

FJR SALE
Brand now duublo bod boa

•pring and memoes toil olfei
Call 3S3 3221 atior B

Mull toll Mirocord S2S lurnlobla
«v.ih Snuio MA1 10 S140 .it 8 O
S4SSS26 e.es

n FOR 4ALE
Inioarol Syaioma power amp

loryo Advont epeakero ACE audio
proomp oil immoculolo MM Call
Miko Ml 017 7

Naod a placa to put your planter*
•"> a plant hsnyer from mo lor
•7 BO Modo Irom root wood, hmgi
in dorm window, holds up to 12
olants Call Vicki at • MSI or stop
by and sao at JQA 1403

"air JBL M spaakors.
floency t OHM 307 M
Iryma

hi«h ol

* Koop

Haad sku bndgi boota. ate

Boss hiking boots, si *Vi . now
MS my prlca S30 Ilka now Mark
323 424*

P.ma« H1A with Mmm Ions, oac
cond S*0 vary gd buy on an sir
Mark 323 4241

Fondor Bendmeeter b PA. Guild
Guitar loans 147 NMI Piano 2M
•1M oftor S

S M It rolrigorotor IN Sot 1214

1 pr Ofunda 7XM binocular* w
lootho' caaa f >c cond Call IM

Somi choppad triumph Bonn M
rebuilt angina eac cond Coll now
S4S3B31

Furniture bads living and
dining room sola vary choap
*M 7117 or S IBS?

IM It Mammut climbing ropo.

MB. J B Holmat SIS. Ctioulnerd
crop, hammer, nana SIS Aaaortod
b.ners »1 M ao Manha M4 1ST*

Nogiatarad AHC Gorman short
hair puppiao. malaa SIM. tamalaa
•IM S44 St*3

1*74 lloclric Or, or 3 SPOOd
yVaotinghouaa ascoHant condition
2S3 3B37

Mow • track Ponaoonrc Pock 30
wood tapos. cooo. oac cond
Choopi S42 M12

2 oioco curved couch groan silk
•erf cond Boot Oiler Cindy 2S3

Two empty motel boor kegs
(cedent condition Price
..ogonebie Cell Corel at MSBM7
alter 7 30 p m

For solo Vemehe FG IM Guitar w
hardshell case f aceHeni SM 7M*

Death sals' M VW bus body shot
I'eelihv Irons end twee Call 1 SM

2 Pioneer CS E3M spkrs S ohm
Cell S4SS2S1 Beet oHer

Cor FM S ireck lepoa spks 247

MM
Fischer Alu skis. 3SB cm w or w

• bndga 1 TBI SMI Brian

Sony TC2JB. Reel to Pool tepe
deck recofsfas w two S spoekers
I1M Any aoaetions call Msrk at

MS SIM

Ralridg Hnover Icy It eac S4S
1*

ISM Ondge Corals*I. S cyl auto
uood urns I3O0 S month old
Fischer MDLIGO AM FM M wis
rms Stereo revr PPXPSS
Speakers isMi BSN MT table 1*301
Svatm price SIM Cell Emer MS
3740 evenings

Lola ul good choap furniture

Very good cond Scu ll lelndge
sat 5M2

AUTO FOR SALE
71 VW Poplop camper Eac

cond MI M12

Ford Geleeia '**. mech and int

escel SSS3671

71 Fiat conv . M mpp. 4 navy
tires Aaking 11400 Cell SM ISM

S7 Ford. VS. auto . running cond
»2M SM 143S

M Comoro Rally Bp .. con
vertibie 31*7. automatic p e In tap
condition For into, carl S4S S710
Asking SIMS

VW Bus lor perte S aa urea on
nms M trane Meny eatree Cell

Frenk S4S 2*30

Going to Europe Must sail 1SS7
VtV Van rebuilt engine, aunrool.

tape deck *3M MM
Muat sen 73 MO Midpat. low

mileage S22M rr peat oiler Cell

M Buick SIM Cell 213 TOM
Kim

71 Poniiac Caiaima Beet olior
over H2M SM 1M7 or S27 3SM

1S71 VVV Cemper Cell SM 0110
MS MM
M Ford Camp S c Oood cond

M2 S147

S31 asn"" "
f°" V,° m •*

TO SUBLET
Sublet June 1 Sept 1 Opt to

renew 2 bedrm apt Belcherlown
rap bus route lake 321 S1 13

J-. 1 to Set 1 1 bd Twnhee
P.ii.iia Green AC pool moke
He- S4SSS1S

Rivglede Tnha 3 bdrm Need
roommetes lor 2 bdrms Sum w
notion fall Maater bdrm .deal lor

> omj Tot S3M mo incl util 2S3

Sublet with option June 1

Beeui. lui Twnhee SIM plus MS
17*0 two bedrooms pool

7 hdrm Ci.fls.de w ut.l SIM
P..nl tennis bus oertty turn Opt
MS 2243

Sublet Summer one bdrm
• o' Pullton Rent ..eg SM 12S1

lue J bed ept on bus rt Top
Hi.,,. ,,i use Opt renew w w car
2MM3S SIM

Ci.iis.de 1 bdrm east ,nc Q pV lo
renew Tennis b pool SIM SM
lilt altar S

An.herot 2 bdrms VfJSSeTIS ept
< rt lum.shed cable TV AC
June August opt lo renew

SIM with util IS3 32M

Sublet S bdrm nee Mem St
A... i. o„i I,, renew 2S3 3M7

Furnished room to sublet m
i •.••rtt Jam io Aug MS M mo

3 lierfrimni Tow.hnuseapt June
I I.. AiKiiiit 31 Option in renew air

. itiiditioiniia pool One ntile from
I aensm* Hp..t • •equitable Cell S4*
1J/3

Sublet with option to renew 7
hdrm Brendvwine mod conv
June I Call M*S71*

la 1 bdrm apt semi lurn w
Hudr Jn t Aug 31 SITS B twn
373 SMI Must see 1

2 hdrm Townhouse June 1

io renew pool eir cond
' arpeted 7 beths wooded bkv d
SIM ..lh Call SM 4M7

7 hedr turn S33S incl util For
Ju..e * ii. Aug 2S 10 mm weik to
I ampus Buses SM 2715

3 hdrm Puffton Apt June 1

Au«ust 1 I1M Cell MS MM
2 bedrm ..I 4 bednn opt to be

-oh An tii.t <m bus route Price
«g 753 215S

2 baVnt apt at Ci.ffo.de m
Su. . de-ia. .d Inc all util dish
*•"''" Pool tennis SIM e mo

' n, M5 4320 on bus route

lailjeini in eel petal Near form
' preferred Call SM 2SM

pi rdsaps*

2 hdm. Ci.lfside June Sept
0»i 1175 Call alter S M5 3»S3

bag tp.ii.ii

3 bdrm unforn SI S 31 N
Hampton ifjjjj p|u , „„, ClM j,,

'«"
'

fi'ti busne allot ,, c,

MSJa/V '

i run la 4 t.rtr

743 2B47

TO SUBL I T

June 1 Aug 11 Roll Or 1 bdr

Townhouee Util incl rent nog
An cond pool cell SM 7BM or SM

One bedroom pool yard on bus
ime Rent negotiable Util incl

Avail June 1 opi lo renew IM

House m Amh S bedrooms 1
beths June Aug w option 1370
2MBM8

2 bedrooms Brendvwine
Summer SM IM4

June Aupust 11 2 bdrm Cuff
• ide *1M mo uiil incl tenme
pool SM 4112 alt S

1 bd Cliff

M 7M7

2 bdrm epf Colonial Vill lurn
>pt to renew SIM with util 2M

1 bedroom umv pk SIM Jolts
Sept M2 47M

lee bdrm .n I bdrm apt luPv
turn 473 mo June 1 lo Aug 11
Pool e cond diehwr SM 322S
Menio

Clnse welk to town campus 1
hdrm lurn apt phone nepot Cell
7MS7M

4 bdrm apt to sublet for Juno
30 Ool to renew On bua route

Cell 2M02SS

Brendvwine 2 bdrm June 1 opt
.renew OesperetetlM Cell 4M

0112

2 bdrm Brendvwine June 1 opt
hi renew Top lloor Make ofler
S4SS0M

Belcherlown IBM Home mod
interior ..r located in quiet wooded
.•rea mc util 5 mm to Bt Beech
furnished SM June to Aug Will
show Cell Georoe 323 424* Diane
5M57S7

5 bedroom house Ph.lhps St IM
yards from cempus Reasoneble
tat** Call Dave 5M S7M

Brandy Apt June 1 lo July 31
N»9"t Cell f 50431 devS1012.mte
Sr-ll Spaae lurn

SIIBIIT 1 bdrm Uo.v Perk
Api June 1 SIM util mcl 2M 04*3

ROOMMATE WANTED
A find! lg / firs Sunny hse dntn

N Pfempton F nds F M Beg S 30
in net .1 170 pluo util Call Coltee
SS4 M3S Ii II n n. Negotiable over
sum n ••»

One or two M or F roommetes
wonted for 2 Mem ,p , B„ ndywme N Amherst Jn Ag onbus rte Rent negol MS SSM

Cape M F roommetes lor co
ed cottage in Oenmaport Cell Chris
C.ndv at 5M S43* „, 5M SMI

Own rm in 4 bdrm sebetttcel hse
in |c Fig NM 7 mi fnUM Frnshd
i Ir TV w mech dryr etc Wds
•on opare nc bus Thru Aug »72
Ivng 4 Soxipe M3-74M
Need 7 females to shore e fur

"•shed 7 brm Brendvwine apt
from June I to Aug 31 Call linde
54S 343*

7 I IM wanted Co .,p house
Woods river € 2 access For
Sept 5M 471* SS0 mo

MDC GlmitoxK

TEAC cassette deck pot
belly stove queen site
weterbed eolnt Judo MS
3*77

Unicom 702 SR eotensive
tunc lion with recherger Ann SM
MIS

Rael to reel leee deck KLH.
del M With Dolby system end

three heeds »I50 or beet oiler Cell

7M MM elter 4 p m

Himalayan blue point kittens lor

sole CFF leg S12S eech Cell 323
7333

Re* ARC German Sheperd pups
All block Call alter S 30 3*7 M44

10 speed S70 Cell John 323 4M7
evee

M 2M Nikon zoom lens new M2
M12

Poleroid 420 lend cemere w
• lesh eiiechment Hardly used SM
M6 02M

Beds double St eingle Table etc
SM 3442

Steieo Philips turntable KIM 17
opeekers Sony rer. 1300 or best
..Her Cell 54* MM Ask lor Kevin

ges hooter
| ngiiie rebuilt Greet gee mileage
Call 2S3 M27

M VW Van new point tob. need
mech work Best oiler MS 2SM
Ask lor Dave

A reel gem 1 S2 Falcon w new
.ion trans . brake shoes end lirae
20 2S inpg Recing steering wheel
Cheap trensportetion Needs
clutch First »70 gets it 283 SM

7

Ask lot Joyce

1M3 Siudebeker S cyl. auto.
good cond Entire eaheuat system
new w spring slicker 2S3 3317
•••tor Son. S12S

•7 Oelsun 4 dr sad Many new
prts Nds hd gskt S27S Call 2S3
7132

Seeb 72 ME fuel infection.
radiel tires AM FM stereo, blue.
very gd cond »21M 413 3** SMS
iConwey)

1S71 Toyote Cerina. eac cond
AM FM. IS ittfi Oood tiree Beet
oiler SM 7*17

71 Deiaon S10. now tiree. Irene
endbrka Call Debbi MS 1114 Keep
Irving

1*70 VW Van. loir cond SSM MS
ISM mtes

4 Sale Peugeot UM - 21
•reme Eaceltent cond Asking SIM
2S3SM0

70 VW Bug. good mech cond .

sm dents and met Muet eell SSM
or best oiler 261 SSM

1S71 Toyota Corrolle. 4 dr .

eng
. eol cond Cell Diane SM

elter S

1SSS VW excellent running
condition Aoking 1700 SM 714*

1970 Grand Pria good condition,
power brekee power steering, air

conditioning SIMS Cell Dave al

733 »7M

*7 P lac SW S cyl . good cond
Call Abhev 5 0*42 day S 1014 alter S
R III

71 Ply Duster S cyl . Si 33 0M
mi good condition S1SM Call
even 413 4M 2MB

M Ford runs well Only SM 2S3
442*

M Chevy Wegon leee then 1MB
mi on rebuilt S cyl engine 2 new
snows Now Ironi end Cell Pool
SM SMS eves

ISM Peugeot sun roof, needs
battery and mulller SIM drives it

ewev 261 7M7

70 Fiet SM Coupe Super cor new
radial liroe MOM miles S7M 263
7M7

1*70 Austin Amence 36 mpp
super running new brakes and
•res 39.SM miles priced to sell

"••Iv SSM Bob 263 7M7

Volvo M 147S dependable S1M0
Needs some bodv work good
engine SM M71 Ed

M Rambler Rebel 6 cyl 26 mpg
automatic eocellent condition
ISM 263 7M7

M C.rveir conv . bodv end top
good needs motor SIM or beet
.Her Bub 263 7M7

1S71 Vege immaculate IS 0M
••.ilea 26 mpg 1 speed only SUM
Bob 263 7M7

ROOMMATE WANTED
House with lot* ol land on sn

bus rt summer with option lor loll.

M* 2M*

Need 4 people m I Swiee Villege

Apte .
own rooms. MS per mo

from Juno 1 thru Au* 31 utilities

included

Shore Olr cond mooter bdrm
Townhouee ept Rent negot lor

summer SM 1373

1 or 7 men wanted lo share one
bedroom in Brittany Menor Apt
Siarto Sept rune S montha S62 M
per parson plus etec Call 2M S031
or MS SMI

RESPONSIBLE M F ROOM
MATE SHARE FURNISHED IBDRM TWNHSE SUMMER AND
OR FALL BUS LINE POOl
TENNIS COURTS NO IEASE SIM
MTH UTILITIES INCL AIR COND
BOS 263 7M7

N Amherst Lerge ept Own
7 per mo plus utile

until AupSecur depos
Tony MS MM
F Jung 1 la Aug 11 Parity

furnished dw ec carpeting and
pool Cloea to cempus Barb 64*
IM3

1 or 2 roommates wanted for
Rolling Oroen Apt June 1 Aug 1

263 13M

M or F lor summer in Pullton
4M021S

F June 1 August 11 Clooe lo
cempue A c pool pertly furn
leurie MS IM] eft 4

1 1 bdrms Townhse Bus route
pool eir cond Rent nog SM 4414
Catl enytm

Obi bdrm even in 2 bdrm apt
Summer SM 3BM

Rooms to rent in large homo
begin June 1 MS mo plus util

Call 5M0S26

Fern own room in S bedrm
houae N Amh Co op June 1 MSMM MS per mo

Ruommete wanted to shore 2
bedrm opt 1*2 50 per util incld
On bus line Cell SM 41M elter S
Aveil • 1

MATURE M or F Sunny Room in
Amh June thru neat yr MB well
furn 2M S177

Roommeiee wanted lor Bren
dywme Apt June 1 Sept 1 Dieh
washer pool elegemo ell fur
mshod Rent negotleble Cell MS
SM7 alter 7

7mrts M or F for June 1 to Aug
31 No Amhgret 4 min to bus
mute 7 bdrm M0 mcl util Cell MB
14S7 anytime

Cutfside 1 bdrm Sublet June IB
jiio I Opt to renew SM 3749

Couple to shore large S rm epf
Quiet non smokers unly Fearing
St Garden space Summer or
whole veer SIM Cell Wendy 12
12 30 weekdays 54S M23

Fr moles wonted for Brendvwine
Apt June 1 Aug 31 147 M double
or 1*0 for single Cell Anne ( S323
Tita 8*330

I or 7 f to ohare 7 bdrm River
glade ept for fell Cell Diene 323
4777 p m

ROOMMATE WANTED
Own rm .n two bdrm h»*j in So

D««f.«ld ft«ni **M month includes
Ut.Mr.Jt MS 4111

Mature mponnbla M F to tharo
lr*j 2 bdrm apt ft mm walk from
tampua t100 par month S4S S03S
btwit |7 p m

»S0 par month pair of roommalti
*%antad lor lummar M or f Franny
Mft4M

1 ftoommata for fail tamaatar at
Puffton V.tiatj* own room tSS par
.....nth ft*4tt779

F Rnommiii ••••d*d Juna 1 On
« ampul grad atudant prafarrad
Call 2S3 2S2S own im

2 emit for aummar own room in

houaa Amhrarat cantar Rant
..afjot 2S3SS31

M ISO mo own room in ft rm
riouaa apt H Amharat but mutt
S41 SOU Kaap "-mo

1 bdrm in Puffton Apt SS SO
from Juna Aug Call Anna or
Kath v S4S 1368

ROOM WANTED
Fern with very smell do* needs e

room lor the summer, preferebly m
a houae oil Mem Rd Hove cor
Amherst Belcherlown erea
Cher lone SM 7110

Townhouee ept to sublet option
to renew Air conditioned car
peted. cloee to cempus end on bue
route $716 plus utilities per month
Will negotiete rent lor summer
months if interested cell 6

Person intereeted in Tudor Ere
needed to diecues same SM 43M
Kat

Wanted 2 Rolling Stonee ticketa
contact 2MS7M Cerole or MS 141S
Foye

Old leshioned wooden COM
MODE in good condition
Reasonable price Cell 323 4S4S
after 6 or on weekends

Wonted Siamese kitten free
Bob 2M M44

WANTEO Ticketa to ElvisConcert m June at Spfld C C SM

1 male needs place to live near
Oennia or South Dennis for
summer Cell Oick et 5 3600 or S
7M7

Femele ses end flute pleyer end e
leed guitarist for women s bend
Serious musiciens only Call Claire
M F 11 4 et 2B3 2S7S

Will pey ceeh lor your elec
portable typewriter 2S1 S4S2
Debbie

Would like Deschund puppy
minieture prel Eocellent care MB
SS93 Kitty

I'm looking for a country home
that is peaceful co op with some
Ime peoole Rent end utilities not
-.ver 1*5 or so tor September Cell
Joseph SM 4 7S5

BOB STILL WANTS VOUR All
ING OR DECREPIT CARi Feel %% lor
the hulk Seve this ed for summer
reference 743 7M7

AUTO FOR SALE
62 Chev sch bus Converted to

< emper SSM or best off 413 (23
97M

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
71 Grooves 176 Pethtinder Enduro

oood condition Meny new perls
Moving Best offer Steve 263 Mil
ittei 5

72 Row 3M SA TOM mi Good
i ond »400 muat sell immed SM
23M

1*73 Vemehe 3M Enduro S7M
2MS443

Semi chopped Triumph Bonn M
» rebuilt engine Ea cond Call
niiw 54* 3S31

1S71 Hunde CL3M 3 000 mi . eac
cond

. w chain lock, heimete SSM
E ves 763 2420

Kewesski 1B74 4M cc. like now
MB Ml 7

1S7S Keweseki. 400 IM mile*,
perfect S10M Bob deys 4M 4662
Musi sen

1S74 Puch 176cc MX leee than 20
hrs Running eaceltent dirt bike
>7M lirm *2* 3936 Michael

1*73'. Enduro PRM IMS mi.
muet sacrif.ee need S *3M or B O
Musi see 642 MIS

FOR RENT
Amh New 3 bdr . w w carpet

dw dlep tennio ct . owimming
pool Imm Occ No lease ret S2M
plue util b sec Cell 44S SSM balore
I

Colonial Village 2 bedroom
available June 1 Swimming pool
.ind on UMaes bus line Some
furniture will remein 4170 per
it lh ...eludes ell utilities Cell
Ion •>, Pal at 2MM31

One bdrm Chffaide. corner ept
Will negotiate price end pey drtf

Aveil imm SM4M4 Ask Rob

Northempton 4 bdrm hoe .

June 1 3 bdrm ept . I1H 3 bdrm
hse SIM lor Sept SKIBISKI REAL
ESTATE* 5*4 347S 3 5 p m
Mouse on North Pleasant Street.

has two bedrooms available lor
the summer We ere subleting end
need you to complete the house
hold Cell Ren et SM ISM after
noon

Room in houeo lor prad atud
June 1 70 plus utile Swim pool
pool table wash dryer Florence
4M 3403 elter ela

Two room eveilebie in co-op
houae Sunderland mte end
garden MS par month mcl util

Start June 1 opt for Sept

Sim house S bedr in Belchertn
Available June 1 on S32S por mth
Call 323 7BS3 eves

BS bedrooma 1» bethe. livinp

room, kitchen w cebinete. pantry w
cebinets 3 haste, phone room 1

fireplecee end B perkinp spacee in

renovated houeo on cempua SSM
per mo phis util 6M 0M1
Ciillside Specious 1 bedroom

apertment in lovely Sunderland
Only S1BS a month includes
utilities, pool tennis On bus route
Cell Martha SM 4172 Available
June 1

4 bedrooms living room, kit-

chen 7 beths in renoveled house
»4M per mo plus util On cempus
MB SMI

FOR RENT

One bdrm ept for rent on Sd
bus route SIM per mo . util inc all

. nnv Call Dave SM 7M6

Fum 3 bdrm Townhse .
mod

ronv June 1 thru Au* 31 Call 54*

1033

Rm hi Heilield. country home
s*l plus util Pets OK No laeee Cell

Pete 747 *3M

Buckland Hse M mi to UMass
S 4br 26 full furnd on 2M spec
• ocular acre farm Barn. pond, etc
Share some weekends w owner
Frum Sept 4226 mo b untitles 54*
bOOOim 702 or write Camp Center

WANTED TO RENT

Im looking for a country home
that is paacaful ro up with ton**
fina paopla Rant and ulilitiat not
'•vat *SS uf so for Saptambar Call

Jotflph SSS 47SS

Small miinhav »' chimp for

fndav ft IS. S p r»t Spin 110 and

fraa boota for ownar Call Rick S4S

2*69

TO SUBLET

F wanted to shore furnished
Rolling Green ept Mev 1 Aug
31 Call 7M M17

Montegue elliciei cy ept June

July w -pt to lenew 3*7 SSM MB
4441 s s p in

CLIFFSIDE 1 bdrm option lo

renew util mcl tennis end pool,

dishw on bus route avail S 1

SIM Cell SM42S7

IS Hollieter Apte. 1 bdrme
Option to renew On bus route

Tom or Jim 261 7432

lurn Pullton. pool.
summer SIM util incl

1 bdrm
tennis, a c
MS 6213

73 Leverett Rd Amh *
bedrooms. 2 beths 2 miles Irom
campus June 1 Sept 1 Cell 4M
0621

73 Levi Rd .
Amh

73 Levi Rd . Am June 1 Sept
I. 4 bdrm 2 baths 2 mi Irom
campus 4M M21

Obi bdrm
Cell MS 3*04

summer funehd

TO SUBLET
2 bdrm Twhoe Rolling Green,

furmehed Jun Sept . uiil incl

.

pool, e c 41M por mo or beef oHer
On bue rt Cell 2U-SSS3 alter lie

2 bdrm apt. Juna I July 31

Option to lease Rent negotiable
Ri.ll.no Green Nancy 263 30M

2 br thousa apt Juno Aug w
opt mi bus rt Some furniture
negotiable ram Sund SM 703*

Two bdrm apt with util . 1120 e
inn

. on bus line June 1 Au* 31
Opt to renew Cliffside MS S333

Summer sublet with option to
renew On UMeee bus route, pool. 2
br . 4170 mc utilities Drop by altar
4 30 during the week S Coloniel
Villege

2 rooms to sublet lor summer
MB e month mcl utilities 2M 0167
Ash for Merk or come to 13 Swiss
Vil

1 bdrm mod apt near bue in No
Amh A C. w w carp quiet 6-1 la
7 11 w oat to renew, util incl
Negot Call MS S3S7 eves

2 bdrm Cliffside June-Sept Opt
to lenew SIM incl util . pool,
lonnie. bus. 3rd lloor. ealr lerge
bedrooms SM 2*32

Nhemp 2 bed lurn Block front
Smith AH util SIM mo MS 3S1S

Female to share houae with 1
other* Opt to renew loose in Fan
Own rm . near Amh Clr . garden
reeoonebie Call Eleanor 263 3M1
evenings

Chffs.de 2 br . incl uiil . d w
earb dree . pool end tenme Aaking
41M par mo CaN SM 2616 Keep
trying!

Gordon epi . Rolling Oroen. 2
bdrms June Aug Option io renew
Cheep 263 7332

1 bedrm epf with utilities June
Auguet opt to rgnaw Coloniel

Village 743 763*

2 bdrm Brendvwine cloea to

cempue. June Auguet. pool, neat
to tennie course 6M-BS7S.

S bedroom houae in Amherst
Center Rem negotiable Call 263
BS39 after sia

1 bdrm Cliffside. semi furn . 4IM
•nc uiil SI S 31 SM4MB

TOWNHOUSE. 2 FLOORS. 2
bdrm bue rt pool. ac.
backyard Opt to renew 1170

M5 3M1

June Auguet
utilities include
bedroom

furnished
c

4170

Brighf cam! rm on bue n near
Amh Juna W opt lor Fad Oood
rent 7JT

4 bedrooma. Swiee VIII Furn
util incl on bus Opt to renew
Seve 4 Cell 263 2413

1 bdrm ept Ci.lfside Mid June
Aug Opt lo renew Rom Iteaible
Bue pool Cell SM 374*

Furn 1 bdr Town Full beee util
•ncl Coble TV Rivergiade

1 bdrms 1 w pr bath, country
house Belch Mev only M0 or M0.
util inc 763 7M7

Sublet or rent Cliffside Apte.
pool tennie. woeda S1-S11.
uption to renew SIM No* Cell Val
after * MS 4637

Furn 1 bdrm apt SIM incl util

• 1 to* 1 Opt lo renew MS rabete
6M 1771

Townhouee Apt to sublet June
through Au* Option to renew In

September Two bedrooms cloaa
to campus carpeted, air con
ditioned. and on bue route 1336 par
month plus utilities but will
..egotiete price for aummar
months If intereeted. please celt

MS MM
Eniov summer in nice S bdrm

lurn houae - woods river II
ecceee S3M 4M 471*

1 br Col Vill Opt te renew SIM
line BaeU Root S76 rebate. 263

2 bedroom apt eveil June 1 Opt
• osubl Rent no* cell 6M-M12 after
10 p m

1 bdrm . Cat VSp . IM mcl ut.l

Root, bue Aveil July or Aup..
whenever you want it Opt to
renew 2MM2S

Houae with 1 or I bedrooms
M7M Nope S 71 * 1 on bus route
Porch yerd 261

Furmehed 1 bdrm opt . pool, eir

i ond Squire Vill June 5 Opt rent
nop SM 1112

g'f

WANTED

Pereon or couple to shore living
sit Muet like horses end dope
Plenty ol land and barn 3*7 MM
slier S M
Benio player needed far eteedv

summer iob on Cope Cod Call Tom
• 7M7

RIDERS WANTED
RIDER DRIVER WANTEO

To Cent Jury 1 Cell IM SM3 eft

RIDE WANTED
Need nde toi Ft Lauderdele

eround Mev 24 Will share driving
end ell eapeneoe Mike SM 6007
after S

Need ride to North Caroline 2S1
61S7

To II or NVC either Mon Mev IIWed Sat May 17 Cell Laura S SSM
anytime

HELP WANTED
The Coilmgimn need* people to

stall our new areph.ee department
|

The iob enteils mekmg up ode on e
I copy cemere ee well eg meking
heedlines for stories Eaceltent
leeming eaperienco with mlnlmel
finenciel roworde Cell Ken et SM

Roseible opening for individuate
n ell pheoeo of community
orpeniiinp for the organitln* of ell

studente et lerge state university in
Western Meee Pleaee apply by
May B for poesiblo Interview im
medietely Affirmative ection
guidelines strictly enforced Pleeee
send resumes immediately to Ed
lone Student Orgenittng Protect.
Room 43S Student Union Building
UMaee. Amherst. Mate.

Person to leech mo guitar over
the summer eround the Newton
area Cell Cheryl et MS B73S

Union orgenuers, teachers
essislent organising committeeneeds e pert end full time organiser
thie summer to work with them on-eseerch end communications
t-penence in union orggnijing
contract negotiation, or roletedresearch Send resume to TAOrgemrmg Committee Boa 17Thompson M.ll , nd c.„ Mlcn jGoldberg SB* 41SS or Mercu,Widen et MS 7678

Help We need sports
recreational craft equipment' If

you have anything to donate for
Pullton kids summer program
please cell Ruth 763 72M

PERSONALS
Charter flights to Europg gnd

Celil Cell Cempua Trevel 646 0600

oumm-'7 '••?•'• """-tnlon forsummer fun M.ture. open minded

24o"a
*"[•'"•V"''*- Writ. c „IMA Welnut St. Holyoko Willanewer ell letters

PF RSONALS
Need *7 I need student to help

me with FRENCH Cell Sieve
collect M7B3M Tape Thure. and
Sun betwn 17 b 4 only

Charter flights to Europe end
Celif Coll Cempue Trevel I

Save 30 par cant on flights te
moot placeo in the U S end Europe
by purchasing tickets aheed at
Adventure Trevel CaN today. *M

>ERVICES

Tannia racket reatrmplnp Oood
iob Cheap Call Jar SM SM*

Anything Goea Van and Trailer
to N V and Boe . elao local lugging
3S7 707B 7340

BOB WILL STILL FIX VOUR CAR
RIGHT Any make, yr . model, no
iob too smell Save thie ed for
summer reference 743 7M

7

TMI OUTBACK AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIR apeciolliing in Seeb end
other foreign car* Call Ouy et 2M
SIM

Tennie lessons Eap Inst rag.
fee SM ISM

KARMACMANICS All foreign
end domestic auto rgpglrs FIAT
speclellete let ue check out thet
used car before vou buy H Peoplee
pricee We'll teech you. too SM
71M

Painter avail . houea eat . free
esfimetes Eoporienced Vinny SMMM or 5M 7414 N Hempton

MISCELLANEOUS

lewnmowing Free estimetos
yerd work Cell 1 M7 M7S or 1 612
7975

Free room avail lor femele Sept
1 7S. kitchen privileges lew hre
hebysit per week Call IM S7M

ENTERTAINME NT

Four hour* of nonstop noetelgla
end hit* for only MS Cell Bob the
D J SM 0076

Puppet Show B 17 Et IS lamCommuter lounge

PATTY SHEA S BIRTHDAY

is lodev Hove
Petty Shoe

e Heppy Dey.

CALCULATORS
College Calculator has all the

snswers I offer low discount
prices on ell makae end model* of
calculetors All machine* new
with full warranty and morel If

your mechine malfunction* within
7 months I'll replace it fraal All
lines sveilable. Tesao Inst . HP.
Commodore Rockwell and other*
SR 50 only SM M. SR SI only
1SB B6 HP 21. only $11* (S

Melcor 636 comperable to the SR
SO only M2M Before vou buy
anywhere, cell me first end I'll glvg
vou this boot deel I can Call Bob
Crowell 54* 131*
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ACROSS

1 Cultivated

5 "- --- 10 your
ludgmanl

9 Legal papers
14 Damn

Yankees
girl

15 American
Indian

16 Finish 2
words

17 Things left

out

19 Young o«
20 Dull finish

21 Needwsler
Mdly 2

* words
23 Contemptu-

ous sounds
25 Plow

developed
John

26 Sudanese
monotary
unit

28 Approached
3? Jewish

festivals

37 Business es-
tablishment

38 Large deer
39 Collar types
4

1

Horned viper

42 Once upon •

45 Strong

persons
48 Friends

Countrymen
50 Accepted

veragas
51 Eyelid

mllammations
54 Pitcher

48 Top college
athletes

61 Strained
63 Unnaturalized
64 Li*!

66 Awake
67 Swelling
68 Went on loot

69 Antiquated
70 Liquid

sediment
71 Greek

serpent
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DOWN
1 Steals Slang
2 Type style

3 The very
best

4 Spendthrifts

5 Three
Roman
numerals

6 Dunce Slang
7 Possessed
8 Garbage
9 Craves
10 Beseech
1

1

W W II

resistance
group
Musical
group
Nimble
Grave Prefix

Female bird

Rescue
Common
contraction
Laugh
excitedly
Formerly
Airline abbrs
Fruit

Voice
Peruse
hastily

Pointless
talk

Thin crisp

cooky
Venetian

blind part

43 Scholars
44 Treaty
46 Produced

books
47 Avows
49 --- Lancelot
52 Free Irom

laults

53 Spanish title

55 Trapping
device

56 Stop up
57 Grass stalks
58 Sweet

secretion
59 Miss Raines
60 Binds
61 Without

clothing

65 little

Women
character

(

CO by chris jackson

i;

YOUR BIRTHDAY by Stella wilder
MONDAY. MAY 12 - Born

today, you are a highly responsi-

bie individual who will forfeit

any amount of Unsure time, miss
out on any amount of fun and
frolic, rather than shirk your
duty or do less than your level

best when it comes to your
obf^Uons in general You enjoy
carefree hours as much as any-
one - but you cannot enjoy them
at all if and when you fell that

they have been purchased at the
price of promises unkept. chores
undone, and so on Only when all

obligations have been suc-
cessfully met do you feel "right"

indulging your free spint.

Although you realize the im-
portance of being a good
follower, you were bom to be a
leader arid until you really are
one you will not know genuine
happiness as a result of great
personal satisfaction. You have
the ability to influence others, to

guide them in directions they
might not otherwise even have
thought of; more important, you
have the good sense to realize

that such an ability carries with
it a tremendous responsibility

not to mislead your followers.

by garry trudeau
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HB Y. HAS
ANYBODY
HZXE SEEN
ZONKER?

YEAH -~HE
ANPMTTY HARTFORD?!
THE POTTED U/HAT
PALM SPLIT FOR?
FOR HART-
FORD THIS

M0RNIN6

4\

OH, SHES
ATTENDING
SOME DUMB
HOUSEPLANT
CONVENTION! WHAT*
ZONKER
yjENTAS

£*

ci£^£

by johnny hart

by brant parker and johnny hart
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by charles schultz

HE SAlP, * TO PROOVCe A
MI6HTY BOOK VOU MUST
CH0OSZ A MJ6HTY THE/VAe

" The Dog

i
£§&{

You have been considered a
"charmer" by many - but your

basic nature is extremely
shrewd, even calculating Thus,

you never allow your magnetic
personality to stand in the way of

your practical ambition You
stand on principle always, but at

the same time you never forget

that principles can be applied in

helping as well as hindering
ways insofar as your ultimate

success is enrcerned.

To find what is in store for you
tomorrow, select your birthday

and read the corresponding
paragraph Let your birthday

star be your daily guide

* * *
Tuesday. May 13

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) -
Unless you can place your own
individual stamp on your work,

you may not receive the credit

coming to you Make an effort to

be original.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) -
It is important that you lean on
your ethical training today:

otherwise, you may not behave
in a way that leaves you in the

clear upon investigation

CANCER (June 21-July 22) -
Make your word one of assent,

especially when it comes to the

requests of small children Say
"No" only when absolutely
necessary

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) -You
may be better off tending to

domestic issues today, rather

than expending your energy on
career matters. Keep a promise
at evening.

VIRGO (Aug 23- Sept 22 '
-

Unless you are clear about your
ultimate goal, you would do well

not to make irrevocable commit-
ments. Pay something on an old

debt before day's end.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -
Though you may desire to

become involved in social events
this evening, you would do well
to do your "rsomework" instead

Realize a small goal.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) -
If you can handle yourself and
others in a ticklish situation, you
should do well in the first stages
of a new project Learn the ropes
in morning.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22
Dec 21 1 -Though you may have
developed some strong new in-

terests lately, you would be wise
to stick to activities of long

standing for the present

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan
19) -There is a better than even
chance of your making excep-
tional - and unusual' -- gains
during morning hours Don't
hesitate to accept new respon-

sibility.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)

-Don't allow your personal in-

terests to push the need for per-

forming duties well and
promptly too far into the back
ground Act in morning.

PISCES (Feb 19- March 20) -
Unless you can decide soon on
the question of your immediate
future, you may find that you've

let time for action pass you by.

Think - and act'

ARIES (March 21 April 19) -
Take care that you don't force

change upon another too rapidly

If you do. you may find reactions

too negative to be easily dealt

with.

more courses

PHILOSOPHY 343 643
AESTHETICS

A. Ferguson

Organization: Lecture-Discussion
Aim: We will examine three different approaches to

art and aesthetic experience: The Formalist. Ex-
pressionist and Marxist approaches The aim will be to
use the theories to apply to aesthetic problems in
different media (music, visual art, literature) and then
to test them by applying them in evaluation and in-
terpretation of different works of art in these media.
The instructor is a marxist feminist and will be
defending her approach, but the class will be en-
couraged to develop and defend their own views
Special emphasis will be placed on the role of ideology
m art and the question of whether there are specific
forms and contents which express feminist, socialist
and black consciousness

Readings Jerome Stollmtz. ed. Aesthetics (a book
of readings); Leon Tolstoy. What is Art?, Berel Lang
and Forrest Williams, ed. Marxism and Art (marxist
writers from Marx to Maol, Georg Lukacs. Realism in
Our Time. Hanslick. The Beautiful in Music. Bertolt
Brecht, Essays on F» tre Works such as Wm.
Styron's Confessions Nat Turner. Anais Nin's
Diaries. Maya Angelou s / Know Why the Caged Bird
Sings are examples of specific works of art we may
evaluate

Requirements: Students will be asked to take a
specific art work or works within a certain genre and
evaluate it in conjunction with the theories of art
discussed Thev will prepare this as a presentation to
the class m conjunction with other students. Other
requirements are 2 short papers one discussing some
aspect of the theories of art covered and one sum
"•arizing the presentation; and class attendance.
Students receive a grade quantitatively: the number of
the above items they choose to complete will
determine their grade

Prerequisites: One course in philosophy, in history
of art. literature or music is recommended as
background. Waived by permission of instructor.

PHILOSOPHY218 518
AMERICAN PHILOSOPHY

R. Robin

Organization: Lecture- Discussion
Aim: The emergence of American philosophy from

European and colonial origins to the present, with
emphasis on the idealism, pragmatism, and realism of
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Readings: selected from Edwards, Emerson, Royce.
Pence, James. Dewey, Santayana, and others.

Prerequisites: None.

PHILOSOPHY 111

SOCIAL THOUGHT
A. Ferguson

Organization: Lecture Discussion
Aim: The course will deal with different methods of

understanding society and history: materialist, idealist,
static, evolutionary and dialectical. We will read
thinkers representative of these different approaches
and discuss them critically. We will then consider
different ideal modelr from society from these ap-
proaches, dealing particularly with the following
areas: (1) Love, Sex and the Family, and (2) Ideal
modes of production and governance: capitalism,
socialism (state vs. worker's control) and anarchism
The instructor is a marxist feminist and will be
presenting her views, but the class will be encouraged
to develop and defend their own views.

Readings: Writers we will certainly cover are Freud.
Wm. Reich, Marx and Engels. Hegel, Mao, Weber'
Daniel Bell. Charles Reich Writers we are likely to
include (among others) are Shulemtth Firestone. Jill

Johnston, Milton Freedman. Emma Goldman and
Andre Gorz.

Requirements: Course is graded on a quantitative
basis depending on how many items the student
chooses to complete from the following: 1 Paper and
a Journal; or 2 Papers; Group presentation, At-
tendance.

Pre requisites: None.
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Islanders catch Philly, tie series Final Bullet fatal for Celts
I * i ANinnvcB hAri 1//D/1 __ teevised contest from the outsi

New York Islanders' goalie Glenn Resch slaps the puck away from Philadelphia

Flyers' Terry Crisp in yesterday's action. The Islanders won the game, 2-1, to tie

the semifinal series at three games apiece, after having been down, three games to

none. The seventh game will be played Tuesday night.

LANDOVER. Md. [UPt] -
Sharpshooting guards Phil Chenier

and Kevin Porter combined for 45
points Sunday as the Washington
Bullets knocked the defending

champion Boston Celtics out of the

NBA playoffs, 98-92.

The 4-2 series victory for the

Eastern Conference title puts the

Bullets into the NBA Championship
playoffs against the winner of the

slowdown between the Chicago
Bulls and the Golden State
Warriors.

Chenier, with 24 points, and
Porter with 21, were only two of six

Washington players to score in

double figures.

After trailing by 18 points in the

first half, the Celtics rallied to within

five in the final quarter but Chenier

hit with key baskets to sew up the

win.

Nick Weatherspoon and Elvin

Hayes helped out with 15 points

apiece, while Dave Cowens led

Boston with 23.

Taking advantage of erratic

Celtic play and a balanced attack

led by Hayes with 14 points,

Washington dominated the 73-66.

JV batsmen drop two

televised contest from the outset to

build a 55-40 margin at halftime.

Before a roaring sell-out home
crowd of 19,035, the Bullets took a

6-0 opening edge on a pair of

buckets by Hayes and a layup by
Kevin Porter. Boston failed to get a

field goal until after 3:34 of play.

At the end of that quarter,

Washington held a 26-18 lead with

Phil Chenier and Mike Riordan

leading the way with eight points

each.

Meanwhile, the Celtics com-
mitted nine turnovers in the first 12

minutes of play and we're shooting

only 33 per cent frorn the field.

After his team stretched the

margin to 18 points midway in the

second quarter, Bullet coach K.C.

Jones rested some of his starters

briefly but Boston was unable to

cut the gap before intermission.

The Celtics limited Hayes to one
free throw in the third period and
rallied to within seven points on
scoring surges by Cowens and Jo
Jo White. Cowens turned in 12

points in the period and White
added eight more as the

Washington lead was reduced to

Warriors dump Bulls, send series to seven
CHICAGO \UPI\ - Golden State

Warriors coach Al Attles knew the

combination for his team to beat

the Chicago Bulls.

"Every time we outrebound them
and make fewer mistakes," he said,

"we win. And that's that way it's

been - when they outrebound us,

they make fewer mistakes and they

win. It just shows these teams are a

little more even than people think."

Sunday the Warriors, even
though playing away from home,

did just what the coach wanted.

They outrebounded the Bulls, they

made fewer mistakes and of course

they had gunner Rick Barry. So
they won, 86-72.

The victory on regional television

squared the best- of- seven between
the two teams for the National

Basketball Association's Western
Conference Championship at three

wins apiece and as Attles said, "It's

down to one game at our place

now." The two teams meet on
national television Wednesday
night on the Warriors court.

"We just went out there to try

not to make mistakes," Attles said.

"and I told them 'if you miss a shot,

don't get discouraged.' They got up
by nine, but we were able to get

back and keep our concentration."

Barry, hitting a game high 36

points, also had seven steals, three

assists and one blocked shot.

"We played a heck of a job on
defense," Barry said, "and we
rebounded well. I think the secret

was defense. We made a few

adjustments and they worked very

well, and the way we were

working on the boards, we didn't

give them many second or third

chances.

By TONY CHAVES
The JV baseball team dropped

both games of a Saturday
doubleheader at Springfield by

scores of 4-2 and 7-5.

In the 4-2 first game loss against

their arch-rivals, the JV's quickly

found themselves down 2-0 on
some scratchy Springfield hits. But
Chris Kirby, who started the game
for Coach McKay, kept the

proceedings on that 2-0 basis until

the eighth when the Minutemen
tied up the game.
With a man on, hard hitting first

baseman Mark Wyner came up and
lined a ball to keep left-centerfield.

The ball was misjudged by the

Springfield centerfielder, who
throughout the game looked like he
was catching washing machines
instead of baseballs. Wyner was
credited with a triple and he scored
when the relay throw bounced past

Sox ma':e it seven of eight as Lee taps Angels
ANAHEIM \UPI\ - Rico

Petrocelli and Rick Burleson each

singled home two runs and
designated hitter lim Rice con-

tributed a solo hi r Sunday as

the Boston Red Bom edged the

California Angels 5-2.

Southpaw Bill Lee scattered

seven hits in hurling the Red Sox to

their seventh victory in eight

games. Boston moved back to

within one game of first place

Milwaukee in the American League
East.

Rookie Rice smashed his fifth

homer of the year with two outs in

the fourth inning off Angels starter

Bill Singer. Petrocelli cracked his

two- out single with the bases

loaded in the sixth inning with what
proved to be the winning run.

Burleson singled home two runs

with two out in the top of the ninth

for the final Red Sox runs.

California rallied for two runs off

Lee in the bottom of the sixth, but

the Boston lefthander held on for

his fourth victory against three

losses.

A pair of walks and a single by
Carl Yastrzemski set up Petrocelli's

clutch hit. The Boston third

baseman was batting only .162 with

five RBIs when he lined a two- run

single to left.

the catcher to tie the game at two.

Springfield rebounded with two
runs in the bottom of the eighth to

put the game away. UMass co-

captain John Kearney described

the Springfield play as "just fine

execution."

The first Springfield batter

reached first on a single. He was
then bunted along and the next

batters also came up with singles to

account for the final score.

The JV's jumped off to a 4-0 lead

after the first two innings on a two
run double by Mark Sullivan, a

double by Wyner who was having

himself another fine day, and some
opportunistic hitting by the rest of

the team.

Then the team fell apart. In the

next three innings Springfield

scored six unearned runs against

Gordie Smith who started the game
and went the route for UMass.

Again some comments from
John Kearney, "Gordie pitched well

but we let him down on our infield

defense; it was a tough game to

lose because we wanted the split.

Each team scored one more run

in the contest and a mild UMass
rally was put down in the last in-

ning.

Left go

Red Sox shortstop dives into California baserunner Mickey Rivers as catcher
Bob Montgomery's throw flew wide of the base. The Sox defeated the Angels 5-2,

their seventh victory in eight oames in their nn©«t * r the league lead.
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Participants hustle for space in the Musical Stalls event of the UMass Horse
Show last Saturday.

'Fun' horse show draws hundreds
By CHRISTINE OILLARD

Ninety UMass students competed in what riding

program director Linda Jaskiel-Hamilton described as

a "fun" horse show Saturday.

In addition to the usual equitation events, students

competed in such events as Musical Stalls, Simon
Says, and Egg and Spoon race and Sit A Buck.
The Advanced Equitation class was won by Janice

Schereurs, who recently placed first in the In-

tercollegiate National Championships. National
Maiden Horsemanship champion Jennifer Cracknell

placed second in this event.

On a lighter level, 18 riders participated in the

Musical Chairs event. Images of Blazing Saddles were
brought to mind as 18 horses chaotically scrambled
for 17 stalls. Musical Stalls is to horses and riders as

musical chairs is to just people. The event was won by
Jane Savoie on veteran Bay State Duette — a 19-year

old Morgan mare.

The horse show was viewed by a crowd that at one
point numbered several hundred. Included in the

crowd were grandmothers and children as well as

many UMass students. Some ate picnic lunches,

while others recorded the events on film.

In some of the other equitation events, Cyndi Cave
won the Advanced Jumping class on Trinket. Debbi
Slocum on Ralph won second.

Michella LaFortune won the Versatility Class which
tests riders on their hunt, balance, and saddle seats.

Karen Winn placed second.

The Intermediate II Equitation class was won by
Joan Buckley, and second place went to Karen
Adams. Intermediate I was won by Marge Day, and
second place went to Linda Polzer.

The Beginner II class had two sections. Roberta

Sofka placed first in Section A, and Linda Keuch took

the blue ribbon in Section B. Beginner I honors went
to Linda Buivid.

Linda Buivid also won the Egg and Spoon Race.

This event required participants to ride their horses at

a walk, sitting and rising trot, and canter.

In the other jumping events, Debra Carr took the

blue ribbon for Intermediate II, and Cathy Giard did

the same for Intermediate I.

For fastest tacking, Anne Fortune won the Bridle

and Saddle race. Simon Says, which is played on
horseback the same way you played when you were a

kid, was won by Susan Ann Syer. Second place

honors went to Michael Lobo.

The Sit A Buck Intermediate I contest went to

Michael Lobo, and the Sit A Buck Intermediate II

went to Jennifer Cracknell. This event requires the

participant to sit on a dollar bill while following the

calls for walk, trot and canter.

There were two pair classes, which requires pairs of

riders to go through their paces while holding a piece

of crepe paper between them. Riders are disqualified

if either rider tears or lets go of the paper. Beth

McGowan and Karen Adams won the walk, trot and
canter, and Linda Keuch and Roberta Sofka won the

walk-trot.

The UMass Drill team also rode their Morgans
through synchronized movements set to music. In

recent years, the UMass Drill Team has performed at

the Eastern States Exposition, the Massachusetts

Morgan Horse Show, and the New York Morgan
Horse Show. All Drill Team members are full time

UMass students.

Women's crew ends on low note
By THERESA HANAFIN

Frustration and keen disap-

pointment marked the end of the

Women's Crew team's season as

they placed third in their heat in the

Eastern Women's Sprints yesterday
in Middlefield, Connecticut.

The third place finish, behind

Dartmouth by only 6-10ths of a

second, caused the rowers to miss
a spot in the finals.

Instead, they advanced to the

second- level final, in which they

nipped Syracuse for first place, to

finish seventh overall. Syracuse
was originally declared the winner,

but a video tape replay showed the

Minutewomen were victorious.

"It was just so frustrating,"

remarked co-captain Joanne
Andreas after the races. "We had it

at the beginning. But with the

inexperience in the boat, we just

panicked at the end and lost it."

Coswain Nancy Tompkins also

felt that they "Had it. . . . we could

it," she claimed wist-

just fell apart at the

J
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have done
fully. "We
end."

Coach Bob Spousta was as

disappointed as the women. "We
simply didn't row up to our

potential."

And that statement summed it

up for the female rowers as they

twice lost squeakers in the last few
strokes. The races were not well

rowed, which is frustrating for a

crew as good as this one.

The JV also had a disappointing

day as they finished fourth in the

novice eight event.

"We had a good, controlled

start," explained coxswain Kathy
Sedlak. "We maintained our
position until the halfway mark.

Gorillas toy with MIT,
laugh to 22-5 mauling

By SCOTT HAYES
Defensemen Bill Blaustein and

Ken Michaud on attack? At-

tackmen Pete Connolly and Billy

O'Brien playing defense? Or leading

scorer Jeff Spooner in goal? These
were some of the strange positions

UMass lacrossers found themselves
playing, Saturday afternoon in

Cambridge, as they humiliated MIT,
22-5.

The game was decided in the first

quarter as UMass charged to a 5-0

lead in just four minutes and four

seconds of action. Terry Keefe and
Frank Garahan had outstanding
first periods, scoring three goals
apiece. O'Brien netted two goals
while Mike Lettera, John Martin,
Kevin Patterson and Connolly
chipped in with one tally each. Two
of Keefe's goals were fan-pleasers,

even though there were few
spectators to appreciate his efforts.

Keefe's first score came on a

twisting, behind-the-back shot and
less than two minutes later, the
UMass midfielder scored on
another turn around slot.

Coach Dick Garber began
substituting freely at the start of the

second period and the rest of the

game resembled a practice more
than an official contest. Goalie Jim
Haddad made a big save early in the
period with MIT enjoying a two-
man advantage, but Bob Connor
scored for the Engineers minutes
later to break the shutout. Pat-

terson scored twice in the period

and Bob Morse scored on a high

shot which came at the gun ending
the first half.

Jeff Spooner started in goal in

the third quarter. UMass outscored
MIT 3-1 in the period and the most
exciting action came when Haddad
escaped a collision near midfield

that left two opponents prone on
the field.

Bob Morse replaced Spooner in

goal in the final period and MIT cut

the margin to 19-5 when Morse
failed to handle a shot by George
Braun. John McCarthy added two
goals to the UMass total in the last

fifteen minutes.

MIT netminder Jeff Singer
stopped 16 shots as the Gorillas

fired 51 attempts toward the

Engineer net, 38 of which were on
goal. Haddad saved 10 shots by
opponents while Spooner was
credited with one save.

Tim Murphy played a solid game
defensively, as UMass thwarted the

sometimes non-existent MIT of-

fense. Chuck Smith played a fine

game, scoring once, showing some
good moves and speec as well as

picking up a pair of assists. Bobby
Durland got into the act and
managed a few somewhat weak
shots from his middle position.

O'Brien took advantage of the

opportunity to boost personal

statistics, scoring two goals and
adding four assists. Spooner had
four assists while Keefe, Patterson

and Garahan combined for nine

goals. John Martin scored twice

and added an assist as the stickers

improved their record to 8-3.

Lew's captures NY marathon
By SCOTT HAYES

Former UMass standout runner

Charlotte Lettis won New York's

Mini-Marathon, a 10,000-meter race

held in Central Park on Saturday,

by placing first among a large field

of 310 women harriers.

Lettis outdueled Jacki Hansen, a

runner from Southern California

who previously held the record for

women in the Boston Marathon.

Lettis was running among a pack of

five runners that became separated

after the two-mile mark. Hansen
and Lettis continued step for step

until the 300-yard mark, where
Lettis kicked and bettered her

opponent by seven seconds. Lettis

covered the 6.2 mile loop around
Central Park in 35:56.6 for her

biggest personal achievement.

Other finishers from the

Sugarloaf Athletic Club, which

Then our balance was off and we
fell behind."

"It could have been
psychological," pondered Kathy
Sedlak. "The varsity loss was such
a heartbreaker."

AT THE CATCH . . . Radcliffe

won the varsity heavyweight eight

finale with a time of 3:00.8 . . . Rose
Sellew's beginning boat also raced

in the novice eight event in what
Rose termed their "best race yet."

The girls were really together and
did not "crab" once.

finished sixth in the team standings,

included Merry Cushing (24th),

Marion Kulick (41), Linda Eiben

(59), Marianne Wilcox (68), Cindy
Hastings (69) and Julie LaFreniere

(72). Carla White finished in the

94th spot while Lila Peasell (113),

Johara Chapman (117), Ann Eiben

(129), Cathy Dooley (137) and
Loretta Eiben (149) were also

among the top 200 finishers.

Members of the UMass women's
swim team also competed.
Finishers were Carole Olesby (193),

Laurelen Celuk (215), Mary Ellen

Dash (216), Janet McGrath (218),

Carol Leahy (222) and Jackie Diggs
(255).

A total of 21 women from UMass
and the Sugarloaf team finished the

race, which is one of the biggest

road race in the world for women.
Last Thursday, the Sugarloaf

trackwomen finished second in a

tri-meet at Springfield. Fitchburg

State won the meet with 63 Vi

points while Sugarloaf topped New
Hampshire in the battle for second,
57-32 ft. Coach Tom Derderian

attempted to utilize a strategy that

would score enough points in the
running events to negate the lack of

participants in the field events, but
the move failed.

Lettis had another exceptional

day, taking first place in the two-
mile, mile and 880-yard run. Karen
Keith won the 100-yard dash in

11.9.
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Golfers gain NCAA qualification
By RON ARENA

The UMass golf team, in fourth

place after one day of competition

at the Hanover Country Club, shot

their way to a second place finish

and a berth in the Nationals in

June.

The Minutemen, who trailed

Rhode Island, Dartmouth, and

Harvard after the first 18 holes,

battled their way back with an

impressive 297 total on the final day

to overtake everyone but the

Crimson. Harvard, on the strength

of a 296 Friday, captured the top

spot with a 36- hole score of 603,

edging UMass by two strokes.

For UMass, the situation created

a nerve wracking experience. They

were quite aware that a good round

was necessary for any hopes of a

qualification (Coach Fan Gaudette

had predicted a 298 would be

needed). So when Joe Artman

opened up with a four-over par on

his first four holes, when Rick Olson

Joe Artman

found himself seven-over after the

eighth, and when John Lasek

carded a nine on the 13th, the

scene appeared bleak.

But Artman, who on his 5th tee,

claimed he was "really scared" and

didn't want to blow it for his

teammates, played the par 70

course even the rest of the way,

and finished with a 74. Olson went

one-over after the 8th, finishing

with a 78, and Lasek, despite his

bad hole, shot a 78 (which even-

tually was not used in the final

tally). Add Howie Terban's fine 74

and the outlook began to improve.

Meanwhile, first round leader

Rhode Island, had completed their

day with a 306, giving them a 609

total. With all but one Minuteman
finished, simple arithmetic in-

dicated that a 74 was the magic

number needed to overtake the

Rams.

Freshman Glen Sullivan, by

virtue of being the final UMass
player on the course, earned the

chance to offer the deciding score.

Apparently, he decided on UMass
to finish in the top two.

Through the 16th, Sullivan was
scored at two-over. He responded
with a birdie on the 17th, a par on
the 18th, for a 71, and ultimately a

summer trip to Columbus for he

and his teammates.

Waiting for Sullivan to finish

caused tense times for the UMass
team. Revealed Gaudette, "It was
as tough a day as I've ever had

coaching. This meant so much to

Howte Terban

us — we wanted to go to the

Nationals and we wanted to play

the best. And all we could do was
wait."

But as they say, it's worth

waiting for a good thing (No, not

the beer in the clubhouse, but the

Nationals). At the outset of the

spring campaign, all attention had

really been focused on the NCAA,
and after a month and a half of

competition, the goal has been

reached. Commented Gaudette,

"That was our big goal, to get to

the Nationals. Now we're going,

and we'll really find out how good
we are."

UMass will have a full month and

a half to get ready for the 72-hole

competition, in which they hope to

work on their game with endless

practice. Certain players will be

performing in tournaments until

then, such as the State Amateur
Title, and the "Hornblower", both

described by the coach as tough

tournies.

NATIONAL NOTES. ..URI
finished in third place, three strokes

from a qualification. They were
followed by: Dartmouth (61 1 ), Yale

(615), Boston College (620),
Providence (624), Fairfield (634),

New Hampshire (639), and Con-
necticut (641).

In the individual competition,

Yale's Steve Sherrill topped the

pack with a 75-67-142. Jerry Daly of

Dartmouth shot a 69-74-143, and
he, along with Sherrill, earned a
berth in Columbus.

Crewmen place second |

in Dad Vail competition
By BOB NORTON

The long hard season, as they say, came to an end Saturday for the

UMass men's crew. Coxwained by Rich Berg, stroked by Steve Loomer,
with Mike Melvin at seven seat, John Hill at six, John Mpynihan at five,

Dick Suess at four, co-capts Bill Fitzpatrick at three and Paul Gowen at

two, and Pete Berg at bow seat, the crew finished second in the College

Rowing Nationals this weekend, failing to defend their Dad Vail Title

Championship of two successive years.

Over 5,000 spectators saw the two day regatta which was held last

Friday and Saturday on the Schuylhill River in Philadelphia.

On Friday morning UMass easily won a preliminary heat against Florida

Technical Univ., Drexel University, Temple University, and Williams

College and advanced to the afternoon's semi-final.

Once again the crew was victorious with a time of 6:28 in a strong head

wind and moderate current.

The jayvees were the next to race and UMass won that heat in 6:24.3

against Georgetown University, Temple University, Marist College, Trinity

College, and La Salle College to advance to the finals.

The crew went on to place every boat they entered -

man and varsity four and a varsity pair — into the finals.

including a fresh-

On Saturday, the conditions varied in the partly sunny skies from a slight

headwind in the morning to a strong tailwind by the varsity finals. The
varsity four */on their semifinal heat with a time of 7:34.5 as the only

UMass competitor of the morning.

To begin the finals the Freshman four, coxwained

by Rich Baltimore, stroked by Mike Hynes, with Bill

Carrington at three, Pete Kirk at two and Chris

Brackett in bow fell behind early and finished fifth.

The varsity pair event saw Peter Flood and Bob
Norton encounter a stiff headwind and sloppy water
while finishing sixth in the nation.

Next to race was the freshman eight. The seven
boat race found UMass taking a wide turn at the

bridge from a floating start to finish fifth. That shell

was coxwained by Rich Berg with Frank Miconi at

stroke, Tom Finn at seven, Jeff Temple at six, Charles

Anderson at five, Rich Chambers at four, Steve
Trackleton at three, Elwell Perry at two and Dave
Balukonis at bow seat. The frosh were nearly kept
from the finals when a protest of disqualification was
upheld against Marietta College. As it was, they were
forced to race in a new and longer lane.

The Jayvees aided by a building tailwind placed
second to the Coast Guard Academy with a time of

6:02.2. Sophomore Mark Lyle coxwained. The eight

was stroked by Jim Bouzianis, with Ray Maagero at

seven, Doug Frost at six, Kevin Connor at five, Dave
Burke at four, Dave Ferguson at three, Dave Snyder
at two and Bill Vose in bow seat.

The varsity four was down at the 1000 meter mark
but put together a furious final sprint to lock up the
only first place finish for UMass on the day. The four,

coxwained by Andy Burton, with Ted Mone at stroke,

Ron Brooks at three, Dave Assad at two, and Bob
Cullen in bow seat, earned gold medals with their

performance.

In the varsity heavyweight final, the U.S. Coast
Guard Academy shot out to a length lead at the 800
meter mark and steadily lengthened their lead with the

strong tairwind to finish the 2000 meter course in a

torrid 6:44.3. UMass placed second, four tenths of one
second ahead of Ithica College.

The Cadets also won the Jack Bratton Point

Trophy, awarded to the school accumulating the

largest number of points for place finishes with 21.

Florida Institute of Technology finished next with 18,

edging UMass by one point.

UMass trackman
Tom Lonergan finished

behind two of New
England's premier
hammermen in
Saturday's meet against
Northeastern.

Jo Jo White and the Boston Celtics found the going
rough as they were eliminated from the NBA playoffs
yesterday. See story on page 18.

Injured tracksters

edged by Northeastern
ByMIKEBERGER

For many of Coach Ken O'Brien's injured tracksters, Saturday track

meets following Wednesday dual meets are not exactly looked forward to.

On a warm partly cloudy ten - mile - per - hour - wind running - into - the

faces of - the - runners type of day, UMass was defeated in a highly

competitive meet 80-74. Following Wednesday's Cakewalk over URI, many
of the trackmen (at least twenty) were still hurting from assorted muscle
and hamstring pulls, thus preventing them from performing at top ef-

ficiency.

As expected, No^heastern was exceptionally strong in the field events
and distance races while UMass dominated the jumps, relays and springs.

In the hammer thrown, Tom Lonergan placed third against two of New
Englands best hammer throwers — Boris Ojerassi and Bill Johston.
Djerassi, in winning the event, let go a throw of 214 feet to set a Llewyln
Derby track record.

Northeastern continued to dominate the field events through Bill

Johston and teammate Jeff Bramnick 1-2 performance in the javelin and a
sweep of Doug Rao, Mark Hackett and Paul Krupa in the discus. Rao,
Hackett, and Dennis Dupont also went 1-2-3 in the shot. UMass' Todd
Holt, in an attempt to stem the tide, placed third in the javelin, with a throw
of 200 feet, 1 1 inches, just two feet behind second place.

UMass Dan Grigus displayed his continual improvement with a second
place vault and Rusty Kendal! managed to place third in the high jump with
a jump of 6-2.

The combination of the two Adamsons, Ken and Bob, and Mike
Geraghty gave UMass a sweep in the long jump with Bob Adamson's jump
of 23-feet, 7 and one-quarter, being the top long jump of the day. Bob also

jumped 47- !4
' to come away with first place honors in

the triple jump. Teammate Mike Geraghty and Pete

Ryan completed the sweep with second and third

place showings.

The distance races were quite an exhibition of

talent as Chris Farmer beat out Northeastern's Mike

Buckley and Bob Flora with a 4.08.7 time to establish

a new Derby Track record. For three and a half laps,

Farmer stayed five yards behind Buckley. As he

approached the last straightaway, Farmer's strength

and gliding stride overtook Buckley to take the lead

and give UMass an emotional boost.

The morale lift grew as Tom Beland, Ken Adamson,
and Ron Harris sprinted to a sweep in the 100, with

Beland being top man at a 10.3 clocking. Tommy also

placed 1st in the 220 with a time of 22.6 seconds.

Joe Martens, coming off a severe hamstring pull,

turned in a great performance of 49 seconds as did

Steve Crimmins 49.9 effort to give UMass a 2nd and

3rd place showing in the event.

UMass momentum continued as Curt Stegerwald

and Chris Nelson raced to a first and third place finish

respectively in the 120 high hurdles. Teammate Pete

Famulari pulled a hamstring during the race and thus

dispelled hope for a UMass sweep.

Stegerwald again proved why he is number two in

New England in the 440 intermediate hurdles with a

53.4 clocking. Mark Healy and John Richards per-

formed their personal bests with times of 54 sec. and

54.9 to complete the sweep in the event.

Trailing here by eight points, 66-57, Northeastern

exploded back with the 1, 2 efforts of Mike Hickey and
Kevin Stolley to offset the UMass lead. Jim Hunt did

preserve the lead with a 1 .54.8 third place run just one
second off the leader.

UMass's John Scheer ran his best two-mile of the

year (9.09) to gain third place but Northeastern went
1-2 through Ken Flanders and John Flora, and thus

clinched the victory for Northeastern.

The 440 relay (Ken Adamson, Mark Healy, Ron
Harris, and Tom Beland) and the mile relay of Steve

Crimmin, Danny Cristo (excellent leg), Mark Healy

and Curt Stegerwald crossed the finish line way ahead

of Northeastern's units to aid in the UMass scoring-
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Alien
Creature?

This micrograph was recorded by
an ETEC U-1 Scanning Electron

Microscope. The spider, which has
been gold coated, was observed at

20,000 electron volts and the

magnification is 100X. Please note
the fine detail; it would be possible

to display any point within the limits

of the above micrograph with the

same image quality. The ultimate

resolution for this system is about
100 Angstroms or 1-10,000,000 of a

millimeter or 1-40,000,000 of an
inch. One could observe the surface

of a human hair as if it were 110
meters in diameter or about the

length of a football field.

The scanning electron
microscope is a new addition to the

Materials Research Library which is

funded by a National Science
Foundation grant in the Polymer
Science and Engineering Depart-

ment of the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst.

JAYHERMAN

Micrograph by Bob Gamache,
Staff Photographer
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Cambos Grab
Mayaguez
WASHINGTON (UPI) — An unarmed American mer-

chant vessel reported yesterday it had been seized under
fire by a Cambodian naval vessel. President Ford termed
it "an act of piracy" and warned of "serious con-
sequences" unless the ship is promptly released.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

Announcement of the incident

came from White House Press

Secretary Ron Nessen, who said

the container ship Mayaguez, had
been fired on, seized on the high

seas and taken into the Cambodian
port of Kompongsom along with its

American crew.

There were immediate demands
from some members of Congress
that the administration take quick

action to assure release of the ship

and crew. A State Department
spokesman said "we are taking

immediate steps" along that line,

but declined to elaborate.

Pentagon sources, however, said

the aircraft carrier Coral Sea and
several other ships had been or-

dered to sail for the Gulf of

Thailand, where the seizure oc-

curred.

They said the ship movements
did not mean the United States had
decided to use force — that it is

standard procedure to send ships to

a trouble spot so that if they are
eventually needed, they will be
available.

Sources said a primary concern
was to win the release of the crew,
indicating use of force was low on
the list of options since the
Cambodians could easily retaliate

by punishing the crew.

Sen. James L. Buckley, R-N.Y.,
urged Ford to "order immediate
punitive air and naval attacks on
appropriate targets in Cambodia,"
saying "in no other way can we
underscore the fact that we will no
longer tolerate acts of international

banditry."

Warren Gulko blames increases on "significant inflationary
pressures."
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Cambodian "pirates seized The Mayaguez, an unarmed American merchant ship, under fire. President
Ford has warned of "serious consequences" if the ship is not returned immediately.

Retired Navy Cmdr. Lloyd
Bucher, whose spy ship USS
Pueblo was captured by North
Koreans in 1968 and its skipper and
crew held prisoner for a year, said

"Our reaction has to be positive

and swift.

"Retaliation of some sort should
be expeditiously applied," Bucher
told National Public Radio.
"Dispatch the necessary people
and material to that area im-

mediately and return the ship
without fail and the people on
board."

Nessen told reporters at the

White House that Ford "considers

this seizure an act of piracy." He
said the President held an
emergency 45-minute meeting with

the National Security Council, and
warned that failure of the Cam-
bodians to immediately release the

vessel "will have the most serious

consequences." Like the State

Department spokesman, Nessen
declined to spell out what alter-

natives the President had in seeking

return of the ship, owned by Sea-

Land Inc. of Menlo Park, N.J.

Later, Nessen said there had

been no contact, directly or in-

directly, with the Khmer Rouge
government which took control in

Cambodia after the American-

backed regime fell.

Asked if the freighter might have
carried intelligence equipment for a
spy mission, Nessen said: "The
answer is a flat no."

He described the Cambodian
vessel as a "gunboat" but offered

no further description

Fee Charges Skyrocket
Inflation Villain: Gulko

By WILLIAM MILLS
Finance Reporter

Fee increases in room and board rates and a host off

other cost increases is called for in the annual Fee Based
Budget Report, according to Warren Gulko, UMass budget
director.

In the report, compiled by the budget committee a $25 to
$30 increase is requested in dorm room ffees because off

"significant inflationary pressures/' Also, a $39.50 in-
crease for the Ten Meal Plan is asked.

On May 27, a joint meeting of the

budget committee and the trustees

finance committee will convene to

review the report. If approved
there, the entire board of trustees

will vote on the rate increases June
4. According to Gulko, the in-

creases will "most likely" be ap-

proved by the trustees.

Principal Administrative Offices

reviewed the report recently and
made "no changes," Gulko said.

Other rate increases include: — a
$50 per semester increase in the

Graduate Program fee to "support
increasing expenses of student
services."

— An increase of $4 in the

Graduate Student Senate Tax.

— A $2 per year increase in dorm
telephone trust fund due to "an-

ticipation of rate increases recently

requested by New England
Telephone Co."
— Increase of Stockbridge

Student Tax by $9 per year.

— An increase in Married

I Student Housing rentals ranging

from $7 to $12.50 per month which
"will crease $37,600 in additional

revenue."

— A $.05 per hour increase in

Campus Center Parking Garage
rates "will generate $21,000 in

additional revenue."

The report also called for the
establishment of a 14 Meal Board
Plan and a 19 Meal Board Plan to
"provide students with maximum
flexibility in their meal choice." The
14 meal plan will cost $368 per
semester and $403 per semester for
the 19 meal plan. The ten meal plan
will cost $328 per semester.

When asked if the Fee Based
Budget Report has been, in the
past, voted on after the students
have completed classes and gone
home for the summer, Gulko said it

has not. However, may student
organizations such as Rents and
Fees Committee, have worked on
the budget. Gulko said.

Profs Agog Over 'Need'
By HILLARYMARTICK

Staff Reporter
This is the second in a series of

articles which will discuss the
tenure system at UMass. The first

article appeared in Friday's
Collegian.

The recent introduction of the
concept of "institutional need" as a
criteria for tenure recom-
mendations has triggered many
questions and reactions among
faculty and administrators. Some of
the most important questions that
need to be answered are: What is

"institutional need?" Where did the
concept come from? What in-

fluence has it had on this year's
tenure decisions, and what effect
might it have in the future?

The concept of "institutional

need" as such first surfaced this

year in the original draft of the
Academic Personnel Policy (APP)
document. Requested by University
President Robert C. Wood several
years ago, this document was
prepared by a Multi-Campus
committee (MCC), composed of
representatives of the faculty,

administration, and students from
all three campuses.

Political science professor John
M. Maki is one of the thtee UMass

Amherst representatives to the
MCC. He feels the emergence of
the concept of "institutional need"
is related to the question of
financial resources.

"In the sixties, no one ever heard
of the phrase "institutional need"
as applied to personnel problems
because all institutions were in

good shape financially. But people
really became conscious of its

being used as a basis for decisions
in the awarding of tenure this year
due to state and national fiscal

problems," he said.

However, the concept of "in-

stitutional need" is not a new one.
Former Provost Robert L.

Gluckstern issued a tenure
statement in December 1972 which
reaffirmed the "concept of tenure
and its award on the basis of
distinction in teaching, in service to
the University and the Com-
monwealth, and quality of
scholarship." It further required
that "recommendations for tenure
be presented to the Board (of
Trustees) in the context of long-
term staffing plans and program
needs of the campus."
While the tenure criteria have

basically remained the same, the
second draft revision of the APP

document states that reap-

pointments and awards of tenure

shall be reviewed within the context
of "current and long-range plans of

the relationship of the recom-
mended personnel action to the
following:

— program plans at the
department, college, campus, and
University level;

— projected department and
college size in terms of rank and
age distribution and tenure per-

centage and their effect on
departmental flexibility; and
— departmental affirmative

action goals."

Although the phrase "in-
stitutional need" has virtually been
phased out of the final revised

version of the APP document,
faculty will continue to be
evaluated according to how well

they meet the projected needs of
their department and school or
college.

Faculty members, cognizant cr
the importance of determining the

long-range needs of the University,

also feel that the maintenance of

flexibility especially at the
departmental level, is essential.

Duke Awaits Student Cut Input
By PAUL BRADLEY
State House Reporter

Several top state officials, including the Governor, are
awaiting the onslaught of UMass student leaders who will
be taking the protest of the proposed 10 per cent budget cut
back to Boston this Thursday.

The meeting comes on the heels
of a visit by Dukakis to the UMass
campus where he had insisted that
he wants the input of students on
the budget cut decisions.

Among the eleven student

leaders going to Boston will be
John O'Keefe, president of the

student government; John Pepi of

the Student Organizing Project;

Barbara Stack, president ot-tne

graduate student senate; and Carrie

Rothenberg, student trustee from
the Boston campus.

The UMass representatives w'H

meet with Dukakis, Lt. Governor
Thomas "Tip" O'Neil, Senate
President Kevin Harrington, House
Speaker David Bartley, Secretary of

Human Services Lucy Benson, and

Sure Sign of Spring

Allison McFay, college co-ed, catches a few rays as she takes a break from her busy studies to bask in

the sunshine of a warm spring day.

Secretary of Education Paul Parks.

In addition to discussions about
the budget cuts it is reported that

endorsement of a student union by
the Governor will be sought. Such
approval from Dukakis would help
in achieving UMass Trustee ap-

proval, according to the student
leaders.

Although specific budget

proposals are not expected to be
finalized by Thursday's meeting,
the group is hopeful that some
general proposals pertaining to the
budget will be discussed.

An early morning meeting today
in the Council Chambers of the

Student Union will provide a forum
for the group to get together and
formulate a plan of action,

Seek Suspects

for Glue Attack,

Tower Drop
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Police Reporter

A UMass student nearly met death this weekend in a
bizarre incident that remains unsolved, while in another
less violent but stickier development, a woman was
assaulted in the Bluewall.

Neither case has brought a
suspect into custody yet, but the
UMass police did make fourteen
arrests including some non-
students for drunkenness, and
motor vehicle violations.

In a macabre attempt on his life a
UMass student was nearly killed

when a four pound weight was
dropped from Washington Tower,
almost hitting him in the head,
according to Larry Holmes,
technical assistant at the UMass
police department.

"If the weight had hit the guy, he
would have been killed," Holmes
said.

In an unrelated incident a woman

Speakers to Grace Grads

was accosted in the Bluewall by an
unidentified assailant who sprayed
liquid cement into her hair.

Of the fourteen arrests, four
UMass students and six non-
students were placed under
protective custody for drunken-
ness, during the weekend.
Three non-students were

arrested for driving under the in-

fluence, and one UMass student
was arrested for operating a motor
vehicle without a license, and
speeding, according to police
reports.

Malicious destruction to property
and motor vehicles was numerous
this weekend, Holmes said.

By WILLIAMS MILLS
Special to the Collegian

Amherst — Cynthia A. McGrath
and William H. Foster have been

chosen 1975 student Com-
mencement Day speakers by the

Student Matters Committee, ac-

cording to Mollie Gray, chairperson

of the committee.

McGrath will speak on 'The

Meaning of a True Education,'

regarding population, resources

and humanity, and Foster's topic

will be Which Way Black College

Grad?' He will answer the question

"Now what will we do?" Gray said.

After interviewing 10 student

speaker candidates, the matters

committee "made the really hard

decision" of choosing the speakers

who had to submit a paper on why
they wanted to speak at the

commencement.
Foster and McGrath were chosen

out of the field of applicants

because "we (the committee)

thought these two presented
themselves the best and had a

general topic which would be of

interest to everybody in at-

tendance," Gray said.

The committee liked McGrath's
and Foster's topics, poise and
ability to speak in front of people,

according to Gray.

McGrath, 22, an English major
from Avon, said she was "pleased"
after being selected. The former
student Senate Speaker said, "I

think I have a lot to say and I'm

looking forward to it."

Foster, a Forensic Society
member majoring in Com-
munications Studies, is 22 from
Philadelphia. He was "really

happy" with the committee's
decision and said "it is a big thing

for my mother."' Foster said he'd

"really like to answer his topic for

himself" as well as for the people at

the commencement.

Daniels' Re-trial Set for Fall

turn to p. 7

By JAN ALEXANDER
Staff Reporter

The new second-degree murder
trial of Belchertown State School

resident Russell Daniels originally

scheduled for mid-April, is now set

for "the second or hopefully the

third week in September, "ac-

cording to UMass professor
Benjamin Ricci, president of the

Belchertown State School Friends

Association.

The 30 year old black mentally

retarded man was convicted last

year for the 1972 slaying of 83 year

old Klara Haas of Springfield. His

conviction came solely on the basis

of a "confession" which police

wrote after seven hours of in-

terrogation.

Police testimony at the first trial

indicated that Da was unable

to read the written confession. It

was read to him.

"We're in the process of getting

more info'rmation, contacting
experts and administering tests,"

said Ricci who financed Daniels'

first trial. There have been no
results yet from the tests which are

being conducted to measure
Daniels' level of comprehension.

Dr. Burton Blatt of Syracuse
University department of special

education is administering some of

the tests, while people in law,

psychology and medicine including

a team from the Children's Hospital

in Boston have talked with Daniels,

trying to gain his confidence in

preparation for other tests, ac-

cording to Ricci.

"Approximately $3,000 has been
raised so far," said Ricci, "but this

is just the bare bones, just the

beginning. We're getting returns on
the sale of buttons and special

mailings."

Fund-raising is being handled by
"The Boston Eight," a group of

seven professional fund raisers who
estimated this winter that $8,000

could be brought in from the five-

college area. About ten UMass
students have been instrumental in

generating publicity about the trial

in the Amherst area.

Ricci believes the trial will force

the courts to distinguish between

mental illness and mental retar-

dation.
Bill Foster

A Near
Moose

Clifford Perkins didn't have
much luck on the Maine turn-

pike as he swerved in trying to

avoid a moose. Here workmen
collect the remains of the liquid

tar Perkins was carrying.

Perkins was not injured, but
there was no word on the

condition of the moose.
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Israelis Nab Woman in Raid
TUESDAY, MAY 13, 1975 THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COllEG.AN

By The Associated Press

Israeli troops raided three
Lebanese border villages before
dawn yesterday and brought back
five suspected Arab guerrillas,

including a woman, for

questioning, the Israeli command
said.

In Tel Aviv, a fire bomb exploded
on the roof of a youth club, slightly

wounding a 15-year-old boy, police

said. Five other bombs, made from

Israeli-made mortar charges, were
found nearby, they said. There was
no immediate explanation.

A command spokesman in Tel
Aviv said the "overnight an-
titerrorist operation" started before
sunrise and lasted into the daylight

hours.

One of the suspected terrorists

was a doctor, the spokesman said,

but he gave no details or identities.

Reports from Beirut said the Israelis

Laos Reds
Clamp Vise

Over Army
VIENTIANE, Laos IUPI) - The

Communist Pathet Lao used its

new position of power in the

Laotian coalition government
yesterday to tighten its grip on non-

Communist military forces. The
commander of the army quickly

followed its orders.

Prince Souvanna Phouma, the
neutralist premier of the last non-
Communist nation in Indochina,
meanwhile broadcast a radio appeal
for calm to Laotians and foreigners

panicked by the political

deterioration in Laos.

Kham Ouane Boupha, the Pathet
Lao member named as acting

defense minister following the
resignation of four rightist

members of the coalition, issued a
communique forbidding movement
of loyalist - non-Communist —

war equipment and troops.

"All officers and men should be
prepared to follow my orders," the

communique said.

It demanded that military units

declare loyalty to the coalition and
the National Political Consultative

Council controlled by the Pathet

Lao and warned of punitive action

against troops for disobeying its

orders.

After the communique was
broadcast on the national radio, the

army commander, Lt. Gen.
Bounpone Makphepharak, ordered
that Kham Ouane's directives be
followed.

Bounpone is a rightist general

who so far has survived the purge
of several military leaders that

accompanied the cabinet
resignations.

CIA Tame, With
'Major Exceptions'
WASHINGTON [UPf] - The

vice chairman of the Rockefeller

commission said yesterday it was
his opinion that with "one or two
major exceptions," the CIA never

engaged in massive domestic
spying.

C. Douglas Dillon, talking with

reporters as the commission
completed its 18-week investigation

of the CIA, said the inquiry had
uncovered "no major surprises"

beyond original published reports

last December that the agency was
involved in wiretapping and
opening of mail from private

citizens.

Dillon said the commission
thoroughly investigated allegations

the CIA was involved in plots to

assassinate foreign leaders, and
centered on such reports involving

Cuban Premier Fidet Castro. He did

not divulge the commission's
findings.

The former Treasury secretary.

second-ranking member of the

special presidential commission
headed by Vice President Nelson A.

Rockefeller, said the commission

probably would n©t shed any new
light on the assassination of

President John F. Kennedy.

"Was there any indication of

massive lawbreaking - domestic

spying by the CIA?" Dillon was
asked.

"Not in my opinion," he replied,

"My own personal opinion, which

is not necessarily that of the

commission, is that with one or two
rather major exceptions, everything

that was done was rather peripheral

and connected in one way or

another with the legitimate work of

the agency.

"The allegation is that the

agency was devoting a major part

of its time on domestic areas when
it was supposed to be operating

abroad," Dillon said. "I don't think

this was the case."
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abducted Dr. Ahmed Murad, a

Politburo member of the Lebanese
Communist party.

The Israelis denied Beirut reports

that six persons were captured and
a cafe blown up, but "nothing was
blown up. It was quick and simple,"

the spokesman said.

The Israelis said they raided the

villages of Bint Jbail, Ait el-Shaab

and Yarin, about two miles across

the border in the central sector.

Reports from Lebanon agreed on

the first two villages but listed the

third as Ait Around.

It was the first admitted Israeli

incursion into southern Lebanon in

four months. The Israeli command
spokesman declined to comment
on Lebanese charges that Israeli

troops had crossed the border

several times in the past five weeks
to lay mines.

The latest incident was the first

serious clash since January when
the Israelis repeatedly infiltrated

into Lebanon and forced the
evacuation of Chouba village, an
alleged guerrilla stronghold.

During December and January
raids the Israelis brought back more
than 15 suspected terrorists for

questioning but they were later

released and sent back across the

border. '

Hub Schools to Explode
In Race Wan Garrity

Compiled From Wires
BOSTON - U.S. District Judge

W. Arthur Garrity yesterday urged
school and police officials to act to

alleviate a potentially "explosive

situation" at two racially troubled

Boston high schools.

Events last week at Souih
Boston and Hyde Park high schools
led him to believe that racial

violence could be triggered unless

authorities acted to prevent it, said

Garrity, who ordered 17,000
students bused this fall to partially

desegregated Boston schools.

The two schools have been the

rallying point for anti-busing
demonstrations since the court

order to desegregate Boston public

schools by busing.

Meanwhile, the Supreme Court
let stand the decision by U.S.

District Court Judge W. Arthur

Garrity that began the sometimes
disruptive process last fall of

desegregating the Boston school

system.

Garrity said at a hearing that he

would consider any request by the

school superintendent to order the

closing of the two most potentially

volatile high schools — South
Boston and Hyde Park. However,
no such request has been made.
Schools had been relatively

peaceful through the winter and
early spring until last week, when
about 500 demonstrators tried to

block the entrance to South Boston
High.

Then, on Saturday, Garrity

released a new integration plan for

next fall that requires the busing of

21,000 pupils, about 4,000 more
than are now being bused.

Garrity said that tensions in the

schools, already building for several

days, were heightened by his new
integration plan.

The current situation, he said,

"parallels the course of events that

led to the tragic episode at South
Boston High last December when
there was almost a life lost in a

stabbing."

The judge added, "The court

feels that it has an obligation to do
whatever it can to head off an
explosive situation in two of the

schools that could cause serious

injury to young people."

HAOLEY VILLAGE APTS.
A Nice Place To Live

l bedroom townhouses or
spacious 3 room apts., IV2 baths,
w-w carpeting, air conditioning,
swimming pool. Garage and
basements. Rte. 202, South
Hadley, 532-9410, open 10-7.
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commencement

from 12:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

the eleventh floor presents

a special graduation day menu
featuring:

NEW YORK STRIP SIRLOIN STEAK

ROAST PRIME RIB Of BEEF AU JUS

BEEF KAB0B

BR0ILE0 BREAST OF CHICKEN

VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA

BAKED BOSTON SCR0D

FRIED SCALLOPS

BAKED STUFFED SHRIMP

from 12:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

the tenth floor presents

a special graduation day buffet

featuring:

CHICKEN A' LA KING
SWEDISH MEATBALLS
BAKED RICE PILAF
SLICED BREAST OF TURKEY
SLICED HARD SALAMI
TUNA FISH SALAD
HOME MADE POTATO SALAD
ASSORTED CHEESES
MOLDED GELATIN SALAD
ASSORTED RELISHES
FRESH FRUIT BOWL
ASSORTED ROLLS
SELECTION OF DESSERTS
COFFEE, TEA, OR MILK

reservation recommended 549-6000

TOP OF THE CAMPUS

Teen Escapade
Yields Deaths, $
CHICAGO (UPI) May 11 — Five teenagers took ad

vantage of one of the sunniest days of the year to enjoy a
spring outing in a suburban forest preserve.

It triggered a bizarre chain o1

events in which:
— Three persons drowned;
— A rescue worker died of a

heart attack;

— A scuba diver looking for the

bodies of the drowning victims

stumbled on a water-logged
footlocker containing about $50
million in stolen bonds.

Divers still searched Sunday for

the body of Theresa Swiatek, 17,

who was swept into the Des Plaines

River near the northwest suburb of

Rosemont along with a companion
Friday when the two tried to make
their way across a dam on foot

while with three other teenagers.

The swirling current was too

strong. Their companions tried to

rescue them, but had to be pulled

to safety themselves.

The body of Miss Swiatek's

companion, Jesse Kruk, 18, was
recovered late in the day.

As members of the Cook County

sherrif's police. Forest Rangers,
local fire and police departments
and civil defense units converged
on the scene to renew their efforts

Saturday, a 14-year-old boy
drowned in the same spot.

Edwin Moll, chief of the county
Forest Rangers, said a ranger had
been standing at the dam until

moments before the boy paddled
his canoe downstream, but the
ranger left his post to check out a
report that Miss Swiatek's body
had been spotted.

Authorities said young Ronald
Egan paddled his canoe too close to

thethe dam, the current pulled
craft over and it capsized.
During the search for the

drowning victims, divers recovered
a battered footlocker containing
4,198 bonds stolen from a printing
firm in suburban Countryside la?;t

August.

The bonds were public im-
provement bonds, printed for the
city of Houston, Tex., with a face
value at maturity in 1984 of about
$50 million. Current face value
would be $21 million.

Shortly after the bonds were
recovered, George Beardsley, 40,

director of the Illinois Scuba rescue
and Recovery Unit, collapsed at the
scene. He was dead on arrival at

Resurrection Hospital, apparently
of a heart attack.

Pieface Assassin
Misses Professor;
Charges Filed

'Prepare for the Summer

a Learn the Art

j
of Mixology

J

THE COLLEGE

J
BARTENDERS

ASSOCIATION

|
WHEN — May 13, 14, 15

A WHERE — Maxwell's,
1

Rte. 9, Hadley

J
WHAT TIME — 7-9 p.m.

J
HOW MUCH — $15.00

. REGISTER — 1st day of

f class; students must be 18

|
yrs. of age

1

I
Brochures
Maxwell's

Available at

LAWRENCE, Kan. \UPI -May
7] — University of Kansas student

James P. Dillard was a hitman for

hire — a crusty veteran of the

Brotherhood of Pieface Assassins.
But the psychology student from

Springfield, Mo., committed the

hitman's nightmare: He missed and
then allowed himself to be iden-

tified.

The bad aim cost him $20. The
identification may cost him six

months in jail.

"There was a contract on him,

that is, I was paid to make the hit,"

Dillard said of the Monday incident.

"But I didn't get paid because I

didn't hit him in the face."

Dillard said his weapon, a

chocolate cream pie, hit Dr. David
Holmes in the left thigh. His clients

would have paid him $20 if the pie

had been on target.

Holmes, 35, a psychology
professor, was not amused at the

latest campus fad. He filed battery

charges against Dillard after the

incident.

"If this kind of behavior is not

stopped, it might have a

snowballing effect," Holmes said.

"It was illegal and inappropriate. I

have won a lot of distinguished

teaching awards. I take my job and
my classes very seriously. And I will

not have them turned into a cir-

cus."

Dillard said after he threw the pie

at Holmes, the psychology
professor jumped on him and
choked him until he surrendered his

wallet.

"He started running away and I

pursued him," Homes said. "I'm a

cross country runner, so the

student didn't have a chance to get

away. I think themethodof restraint

was appropriate for the situation."

As befits many a man who hit

with lead instead of chocolate

cream, Dillard refused to say who
hired him.

"I think that's the ethics of the

business," he said.

Susan Ford captured her daddy talking with advisors in this photograph
taken during a cruise on the Potomac River. Taking pictures of the Chief is

Susan's project at the Holton Arms School in Bethesda, Md.

Enema Bandit
Strikes Again
URBANA, III. \AP - May 8] - A

masked man carrying a handgun
and enema bag who victimized

University of Illinois coeds in the

mid-1960s and again ip 1972 ap-

parently is back in
' Champaign

Urbana.

The so-called Enema Bandit

struck again over the weekend,
police said administering enemas to

coeds in two separate bizarre at-

tacks.

Descriptions of the ski- masked
bandit and his mode of operation

match those of a man linked to 10

incidents between 1965 and 1972,

police said.

••'«•». ...

2 Woman Priests

Put Rev on Trial
AKRON, Ohio \UPI\ - The Rev.

L. Peter Beebe goes on trial today
at St. Paul Episcopal Church,
charged with violating canon law
by allowing two irregularly ordained
women priests to celebrate Holy
Communion.

been charged with

vows and defying

Beebe has

breaking his

Bishop John Burt of the Episcopal
Diocese of Ohio by inviting the
women priests to celebrate the
Eucharist at Christ Church in

Oberlin, Ohio.

The Rev. Alison Cheek and the

Rev. Carter Heyward, two of 11

women who were ordained priests

in Philadelphia, celebrated Com-
munion Dec. 8. They returned on
the eve of the trial once again to

join in the blessing of the

sacraments.

Beebe is the second Episcopal

priest to undergo such a trial. The
Rev. William Wendt, rector of the

Church of St. Stephen and the

Incarnation in Washington, D.C.,

stood trial last week for defying the

church's stand against women
priests. No decision has yet been
announced in that case.

Five Episcopal priests will sit in

judgement to determine the guilt or

innoncence of the 29 year old

minister.

If the ecclesiastical court finds

the Beebe guilty as charged, he

faces censure, suspension, or

deposition.

The defense will attempt to prove

a discrepancy in the Gospel and in

the interpretation of the man-made
canon laws.

U
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We have Bausch and Lomb
and American Optical,
Sunsensors™ of course. All

at the lowest prices!

U

DON CALL
Ofiicia.it

s
H

56 Main St.

Amherst
253-7002 -

David Gentille, retired Cham-
paign police detective who worked
on previous cases, said he was
certain the most recent episodes
were the work of the same man.

Police believe the same man was
responsible for assaults in the
university communities of
Manhattan, Kan., Norman, Okla.,

and Los Angeles.

The bandit reportedfy broke into

a Champaign woman's apartment
shortly after midnight Saturday and
forced her to submit to an enema.
Two hours later he entered an
apartment in Urbana, tied up two
female residents and two more
when they returned home. He gave
one of them two enemas, police
said.

As in previous incidents, none of
the coeds was sexually assaulted.

TV Viewer
Dies While
Laughing
KING'S LYNN, England \UPI]

Alexander Mitchell found a

television show featuring a

Scotsman fighting his bagpipes so

hilarious he laughed until he died.

His wife Nessie said she would
write and thank the creators of the

comedy program "for making

Alex's last minutes so happy."

Mr. Mitchell, a 50 year-old

bricklayer, ate a heavy dinner

before watching his favorite

program, "The Goodies'' After

laughing nonstop for 25 minutes he

collapsed and died.

Doctors said the strain of the

laughter as he was digesting killed

him.

"The Goodies" program featured

a Scotsman fighting his bagpipes in

a take-off on the marital art of Kung
Fu.

Spittoon Needed
NEW BRITAIN, Conn. \UPI\ -

Some 120 students at Central
Connecticut State College have
petitioned the administration to
provide spittoons at the college
library. Half the signers were
women.
Dean of student affairs. Dr.

Richard Judd, said the petition was
presented on bihalf of Sean
Beeching, the only known tobacco
chewer of the college's 13 000
fetudehW.'

*
» •
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Kindness, my eye

I

Irma Lane comforts her husband Steven, the Agriculture Depart-

ment's director of public affairs, who stands to lose an eye after being

stabbed during a "Human Kindness Day" rock concert last weekend.

SmoJrey Retires,
Little Bear Next

WASHINGTON [ UP/. May 1] -
The government Friday will give a

retirement party for an ailing Forest

Service official who served faith-

fully for 25 years and is now leaving

the rigors of Washington for his

New Mexico home.
He is Smokey Bear, whose

admonition that "Only You Can
Prevent Forest Fires" became a

national symbol of fire prevention

and a public relations dream.

Spokesmen for the Forest

Service said the tired, aging black

bear will be replaced Friday by Little

Smokey, a 4-year-old male who has

been held ready for the succession

since 1971.

Smokey and his mate Goldie, a

14 year old black bear, will be taken

to a "peaceful retirement" in

Smokey's native New Mexico.

Moving Out
cont. from p. 7

him for it.

SMALL CLAIMS COURT
The Small Claims Court is a

people's court designed to help you
settle everyday financial disputes.

Because small claims courts are

informal and inexpensive, you are

not required to have a lawyer in

order to sue or be sued. You may
speak for yourself and present your
own evidence.

Small claims courts can be very

useful in many situations. For

example:
— Some one damages your

property and refuses to pay for the

repairs.

— You are owed money by an
individual, a landlord, a tenant or

business who refuses to pay.

— Your rent security deposit is

not returned, or you made a deposit

on an apartment which the landlord

promises to refund if you decide

not to move in, but he later refuses

to honor the agreement.

You can only sue for money in a

small claims court. In

Massachusetts, the maximum
amount of damages for which you
can sue is $400.00. If the judge rules

in your favor after the hearing, he
will order that the money be paid to

you. The fee you paid upon filing

the original suit ($3.55) will be

included in the payment.

TONIGHT

in the BLUEWALL

"What's Up Ti3er Lily"

9:00 p.m.

presented by Tuborg

v
.wm'iimWMi7/i'J

Dent says 'Don't' Moving Out of Your Apartment; Do's & Don'ts

By P.J. PROKOP
Student Affairs Reporter

A graduated tuition for UMass students next year is the

subject of controversy and confusion as the newly elected

Student Senate President John O'Keefe offered a

"proposal" for consideration.

Richard A. Dent, Director of

Financial Aid said he knows of only

one school in the midwest which
tried the system four or five years

ago, and it was a "resounding
failure."

Dent added that the use of such
a system, which determines a

student's tuition rate on his or her

family's ability to pay would be very

cumbersome and can become a

"real bone of contention" among
families, who have to pay different

rates for the same quality of

education.

Warren Gulko, UMass Budget
Director said he was concerned
that such a system could be in-

terpreted by many as an increase in

tuition, which it would not be.

Gulko added that he felt a

graduated tuition would not help

anybody, and tuition is not the

issue. "The Governor, chancellor,

president and students all advocate
low tuition, increased Financial Aid

is the answer," he said. "We must
be able to find a way to lower the

cost, but no one has been able to

do that," he added.

Asked why he wanted to im-

plement or make a proposal for a

graduated tuition system, O'Keefe

said it was "just an idea" and he

and members of other campus
student groups would be learning

about the system, where it has

been used, and its degree of

success. O'Keefe added that they

would be studying the use of the

system over the summer, and see if

it would be feasible enough to

consider making a proposal for it.

O'Keefe said that he had been

informed that Rutgers University in

N.J. was using such a system, but

Doug Frank, of Rutgers Public

Information Office denied such a

claim saying Rutgers does not or

has not used any such system, to

his knowledge.

Dent also added the im-

plementation of such a system
would be difficult because every

family's financial situation would
have to be reviewed, and perhaps

more people would rely on the

Parent's Confidential Statement, or

apply for Financial Aid.

Dent went on to say that it is a

very complex system and he felt

many people would react

negatively to it.

Tuesday
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By MEREDITH MANNING
Progressive News Service

The Progressive News
Service is an alternative
news gathering service
on campus which strives
to present information
about issues that con-
cern the entire UMass
community at large.

This article is the second of a

three part series presented to in-

form people of the problems in-

volved in moving out of apartments

or houses in the Pioneer Valley.

DAMAGES
If you think there is a possibility

that your landlord will unfairly

charge you for damages after you

leave, there are several ways you
may avoid this kind of exploitation.

Tell him or her you are leaving,

and you would like to arrange for

him to inspect your apartment so

he can see that there has been no
damage to the premises. After you
finish speaking to him, you should

immediately write a note to him

saying something like, "Just to

confirm our conversation of (date),

to inspect the premises to make the

necessary determinations with

regard to the return of my security

deposit." Sign it, and mail it to him,
keeping a copy for yourself. You
might want to remind the landlord
that he should have a list of all the
damage that was present in your
apartment when you moved in.

When the landlord comes, make
sure he specifies what damage he
intends to charge you for, and how
much he plans to deduct from your
security deposit for each item. If

you are dissatisfied with the out-

come of the inspection, you should
make a tactical decision as to

whether or not to tell him at that

time. If you are satisfied, make sure

to get the agreement in writing.

If your landlord does not want to

return your entire security deposit

within 30 days after you move out,

or if you think that he is wrongfully

keeping a part of it, you can sue

turn to p. 6

Think you can't afford

a luxury apartment?

tThink Again!

Brittany
Manor

3 Month SUMMER LEASES at Low, Low Rates

1 bedrooms from $170 — 2 bedrooms from $180

— 3 bedrooms from $280

• air conditioning

• 2 pools

• 2 tennis courts

• picnic area
• wall-to-wall carpeting

• dishwashers and disposals

9 month FALL LEASES at special rates

for applications made before June 1, 1975.

1 bedroom from $200— 2 bedroom from $210— :i bedroom from $:U0

$50 deposit required to hold apartment for

September— completely refundable until August 1 , 1 975

Take The Free Bus or Call Is at 256-8534

Office Hours— 9:00 a.m. to5:00p.m., Monday thru Friday

1 1 :00 a.m. to 4 :00 p.m. on Saturday

Avoid the Summer Rush — RENT NOW
for Va^Fall and save time and money!
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Profs Question 'Need'
cont. from p. 2

Arless A. Spielman, dean of the

School of Food and Natural

Resources, said, "We definitely,

need flexibility because none of us

have the kind of vision to see ten to

fifteen years from now what
educational needs of the people of

this state will be."

Kenneth G. Picha, dean of the

School of Engineering, believes

"institutional need" should be

taken into account He feels the

School of Engineering already

maintains a fair degree of flexibility.

"Because engineers are applying

science and math to contemporary

problems, we make shifts in our

faculty members. If s the field we're

in that allows us to move from

important issue to important

issue," he said.

Both faculty and administrators

realize that University efforts to

BECAUSE WE WANT YOU TO READ. WERE HAVING A

BOOK M*AN8!lJ
THIS WEEK DNLY

WITH ONE OF THE ATTACHED COUPONS. YOU CAN
SAVE EITHER $1.00 OR $2.00 TOWARDS THE PUR-

CHASE OF HARDBOUND BOOKS THAT WE CURRENT-
LY HAVE IN STOCK AT THE UNIVERSITY STORE.

THIS OFFER DOES NOT APPLY TO SPECIAL ORDERS
AND IS LIMITED TO ONE COUPON PER BOOK.

consider long-range needs and

maintain flexibility are necessarily

related to the desired percentage of

tenured faculty members in each

department and school or college.

Stevenson W. Fletcher, faculty

delegate to the Board of Trustees

(BOT), transmitting the feelings he

has received from the BOT, said:

"The major concern of the BOT is

with the "institutional need" aspect

of the tenure system. The Board is

hesitant about granting tenure (and

thus tying down a position) in a

department that will perhaps in-

crease or decrease in the future in

terms of enrollment."

According to Fletcher, the BOT
strongly favors not having 100 per

cent tenured departments. His own
view is that a high percentage of

tenure eliminates the flexibility of

the allocation of resources.

Regarding tenure ratios, former

Provost Gluckstern quoted the

American Association of University

Professors as saying that tenure

ratios should not exceed two- thirds

or 65 per cent. But Gluckstern feels

that "even if a department is highly

tenured, if somehow you can

arrange for ..©w ideas and new
skills, then you'd be meeting the

needs of students." He cited

visiting professorships and the

hiring of post- doctoral students as

a way to inject new faces and ideas

into a department.

Dean Spielman said he feels "we
should strive to keep the per-

centage below 100 per cent in order

to maintain flexibility."

Questions have been raised by
faculty members as to what part

"institutional need" has played if

any, in this year's tenure decisions

Out of the sixty-seven tenure

recommendations that have gone
from the departments to the

provost, approximately forty-six

positive recommendations have
been sent up to the president's

office. One recommendation has

been deferred for two years, and
two needed further information

before a decision could be made at

the provost and chancellor's level.

Twelve negative recommendations
were made at the level of the

departments, provost and chan-

cellor. The remaining six are ex-

pected to be acted on sometime in

June.

Norman D. Aitken, chairman of

the economics department, said he
didn't think "institutional need"
was a factor in the tenure decisions

made in his department because of

the "steady mushrooming of

student enrollments."

Gluckstern said the concept of

"institutional need" has taken on
increasing importance in this year's

tenure decisions.

But a highly placed source on
this campus stated that not a single

tenure recommendation emanating
from this campus has been turned

down on the basis of "institutional

need."

Faculty members seem to un-

derstand the significance of trying

to maintain flexibility and make
plans based on projections of the

long range needs of the University.

But emphasis, which was not there

before, is now being placed on the

implementation of these long-range

needs as a criteria for tenure

primarily because of the difficult

budgetary problems facing both the

Commonwealth and the nation.
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Lowell:

Portrait
of a City

By Fran Glavin

M&ss&dhuuis®ftfts IQ)sJ%

Nineteenth century Lowell, Massachusetts has
Deen described as the Utopia of the United States.
Jnfortunately, twentieth century Lowell is not a
Utopia, but in spite of the difficult economic situation
the people of Lowell remain strong.

V ^v^*
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Opinion and Editorial

And now for something

Completely Different
In the spirit of Springtime, newness and growth, the

Collegian is sponsoring an experimental week. We will be
using different forms of layout, different styles of writing,

different attitudes in delivery. This experimentation can
not be any use to us if we do not have any feedback from
you, our readers. This is the process for change. If you see
something you appreciate, such as easily read headlines or
larger pictures, and you want this sort of thing to continue,
let us know. This goes for things you don't like as well,

otherwise it may be repeated in the fall and you may have
to live with it forever.

We tend to take this paper very seriously, much to the
University's disbelief, however weeks like this are our way
of reminding ourselves that we are students; students of

life as well as journalism. We attempt to be an accurate
reflection of our community. Sometimes we don't make it.

This is our chance, and yours, to bring the community
together. Perhaps it will be in mass laughter, but we've got
to get it together.

Basically, this is our way to say we are trying. This is ail

a learning experience for us, just as it is for you. The
mistakes we make are made honestly and we try not to

repeat them. We are searching out an identity, a com-
munity identity. The Board of Editors supports the efforts

and intent of this experimentation and urges all readers to

respond in letters and in phone calls. It's spring and time
for a little give and take. This is our part and we look
forward to hearing yours.

All policy editorials represent the view of a

majority of the board of editors.

ZAMIR
Goodbye Alumnus

By ZAMIR NESTELBAUM
I've sworn up and down, to the shining stars up above and the burning

fires down below, that I would never write a Goodbye Column. Too in-

house, tacky and sentimental to be of real interest. Who cares. And some
goodbyes aren't really goodbyes. Fred Weiss made his last December, only
to come back from the dead last February, before he died again for good.
But as that overweight bard once put it ... "parting is such sweet sorrow.''

Sorrow, indeed.

There is a lot to say goodbye to as an undergraduate at UMass. It's been
four long and short years and a good deal of development. There have
been times of despair, times of lonliness, time of physical and
psychological injury. Also times of happiness, satisfaction and good
company. The University happens to be a tremendous place for an
education, and not necessarily in the classroom. Four years were spent in a
crazed and successful academic pursuit only to run into, finally, a brick

wall. There's more of an education among the people here - those poor
huddled masses yearning to breathe free.

"These were the best years of your lives" it is written. And in many ways
it is true. But if these be the best, I fear the not-so-best. What has tran-

spired in four years? To say that one came and one left is too simplistic, but
anything else would be a lie. It is enough only to say goodbye.
Goodbye Collegian. Like rotten food, you only get worse with age. And

sometimes it really stinks ... But there are real good people among you and
... you know who you are.

Goodbye student politics and that kind of stuff. You've shown me that

our Peace-Love generations has also its quotas of assholes non
demoninational, of course. But the Union is the future. We have labored so
that unborn students of next fall may enjoy the fruits of our efforts.

(Reader can pause here to cry, or meditate for a moment.)
Goodbye Greenough and all you crazies. Truly a dorm away from home.

Or is that home away from dorm. There's too many to name so I won't
bother. But you know who you are, and I know who you are, and so does
Jack Webb so ya better watch out.

Goodbye CASIAC and all you students who come there with dumb
questions. "Why can't they be like we were ... perfect in every way." Good
luck KT, Karen Ruth et al.

Goodbye premed city — the giant sweepstakes. A few won, most lost.

Hopefully the winners will be a credit to the race. And the losers have not
really lost, but only time will bear that out.

Goodbye academia and all your tests, papers and crammings and sleep

ridden classes and not so special projects. Goodbye grades. So long
marks. Adios cumulative averages, and all other artificial comparisons.

Hello future ... which will undoubtedly have much of what I just said

goodbye to. Hello future with all of your suspense surprise and decision.

And of course death, but who's buying life insurance?

Special thanx to my parents who made it all possible, and Oscar who
make it all probable. Also to Barry, and D.J., and Lynne and Jerry and Jane
and Mark and Mike and Donny and Isaac and Bobby and ... Mimi and ... ad
infinitum.

GOD SAVE ALL OF YOU
Zamir Nestelbaum was last seen in a balloon heading for Oz.

In Tomorrow's Collegian
More fond farewells from our

fearless freelancers! Be therel

Campus
Comments

Text by B.J. Roche
Photos by Fran Glavin

The question

What is your favorite
aspect of Spring?

The answers
Tom

Lovett, '76,

Political

Science
Major,
off

campus
resident. "The Boston Red
Sox!"

Kris
Jackson,
'75, Car-
tooning
major,
off

campus
resident,
violence!"

)U J

Sex and

Dolores
Harris, 77,
Clinical

Psych
major,
resident.

[The weather.
It's ,

nice to get away from books
this time of year, though
you really shouldn't."

Don
McGilvray,
'75, BFA
major,

off

campus
resident.

"Mushrooms. They're also
my favorite part of Sum-
mer, Winter, and ah, what's
the other one?"

Gail

Callanan,
'78, J S

English

major,
Resident

of

Cance. "Nature, the trees
and the freshness in the air.

Everything seems to come
alive."

N\ar\a

Magalhas,
'71, nursing
major,
resident of

MacNamara
"Blossoming

flowers. I love the coun-
tryside. It's nice to see the
greenness after such a
bleak, long winter."

Ben
Page,

Todd
Kosarick,
Bill

Williams,
Residents
of Amherst,
Amherst Jr.

High. "Kissing girls in the
park."

students at

Voice of The People
Ultimate

rip off

"Super Bash at Last." It's

Guaranteed!" Guaranteed to RIP
YOU OFF! "AH the Beer and Wine
you Can Drink!" May 9th! And all

this for $2! Sound like a good
deal??? It looks good on paper, but
ultimately, never came off.

The "3 in 1 Boogie" was sup-
posedly to refer to four bands
[Actual Proof, Billy Colwell.
Dynamic Sex Machine, and Over
Night Sensation), "A New York
Comedian," and a "Professional

D.J. with Disco, " performing in 3
locations, rotating at various times,

and eventually playing at all the
places. In reality, only the three

bands played without rotating. No
D.J., no Comedian and was there

something about a "Professional

Light and Sound Show???" No one
was told and it wasn't until 12.-00

that the situation was revealed. At
12:30, money was still being taken,

even after there was no more beer
left \at Hamden DC).

The questions are, "Where did all

the money go," Why weren't

people told, " or was this planned
from the start — to get people so

loaded that they wouldn't know
what was coming off???

Whoever was responsible for this

total chaotic event, is also

responsible to all the people who
attended and expected to see the

pre advertised entertainment. We,
like others, were taken in by this

and we think it should be known
that some personis) made out in

this deal, at the expense of all those

who attended the "Super Bash" —
the ultimate in rip -offs!

Carole Azadian

Suzanne Kuczka

Personality

and good

pen(person)ship

Well ... we made it! For three

years we have pored through the

Collegian's Letters to the Editor

composed by a multitude of

disgruntled UMies. We have read

expressions of discontent on
assorted topics — from Amherst

Towing to Zamtr Nest/ebaum's

editorials.

Many legitimate gripes have been

promulgated throughout the year in

this section of our school

newspaper. It was decided at our

most recent meeting that the time

has come for us to take a stand.

During our educational and social

experiences here at UMass we have
been aware of a serious and
malicious prevalence of linguistic

chauvanism. Our members have
been somewhat appeased recently

by the metamorphisis of such
words as 'chairman' [now chair-

person], 'spokesman' [now
spokesperson), 'salesman' [now
sa/esperson

I etc.

Ostensibly, linguistic chauvanism
still abounds! Our rage increases as
we continually encounter such
words as 'menstruation,'
'menopause' and 'mentality' [to

name but a few). The derivations of
these words are immaterial. The
cessation of such blatant sexism is

imperative. We propose that such
words be replaced by 'women
struation ', 'womenopause ' [after all

men have no direct affiliation with
either of these) and persontality.

The list of necessary modifications
appears end/ess.

We voted to draft letters to

encourage specific individuals to

liberate their last names. We have
suggested that the Shermans'
become the 'Sherpersons', the
Bermans' become the 'Ber-

persons', the 'Zimmermans'
become the Zimmerpersons', etc.

Some insist that this is all merely
a matter of semantics. To these
people we reiterate — SfPER-
SON TICS!

Paul DiGiammarino
Bill Meacham

James J. Slawski

Repetitive
response

Let me preface my remarks by
saying that I did not vote for

Michael Dukakis in last year's

primary or general election though I

am a Democrat. I must bring out
though, the immature behavior of a
number of students at last Monday
night's meeting for those who did
not attend. For the first time since I

came to school here I was sorry to

be associated with UMass. The
majority of questions asked were
irrelevant or poorly thought out;
student behavior was obnoxious
affording Dukakis less opportunity
to get his points across than he
/ust/y deserved. It is my hope that

the next time a controversial person
comes to speak at UMass the

students will act with some in-

telligence and maturity and allow
the person their right to free

speech, a right often violated last

Monday night. Thank you.

Edward Doherty
and 12 signatures
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More Echoes From The Reading Public
Fear of

phasing
It has recently come to the at-

tention of the Sunday News
Collective that day care facilities at

the University an hping. quietly

phased out. Two centers. New
World Day and Infant Day, with

thirty-three children, are being

closed as of June 1 for a lack of

space. As far back as October of

1974 Doctor Gage promised
adequate space for these centers,

but to date the only thing the staffs

of these centers have received is

words. At the same time the one
office on campus which coor-

dinates day care is being shut down
at the end of the present fiscal year.

Adequately funded day care is

essential for people who wish to

continue their education and also

have children to care for. Day care

centers provide education for

children, places where people can

get together and discuss the issues

confronting students with children,

and Jobs for those interested in

child care work. The Day Care Task

Force has sent an open letter to

Chancel/or Bromery and James de
Shields, Affirmative Action Officer,

in which the following demands are

listed:

1. That the university provide

space for the two Third World Day
Care Centers — New World and
Infant Day — on the first floor of
Hills North and assume costs of

appropriate renovation.

2. That there be paid coor-
dinator and staff in charge of

University Day Care operations and
that this administrative staff be
independent and report directly to

Chancellor Bromery.

3. That there be more monies for

part-time staff and for work study

students to work in day care.

4. That the Registrar's Office and

Personnel Office should collect and
provide data on me number of

student-and staff-related children

of day care age in the University

Community.
If you support these demands we

urge you to call or write Chancellor

Bromery as soon as possible and
voice your support.

The following groups have
already endorsed these demands:

University Women's Caucus
Socialist-Feminist Collective

Commuter Assembly
Veteran's Coalition

Pioneer Valley Tenants Union
Sunday News Collective

Ganienkeh Support Collective —
U.C.C.A.

Non-traditional Student
Assembly
Progressive News Service

For the Sunday News Collective,

Bob Forrant

Billie Stewart

Gerry'Morton

Mothering
over mothers
/ would like to know if Joyce

Kosofsky ever had a mother. She
certainly is missing an important
phase oflove and kindness towards
other human beings.

David Daigneault

You are
what you eat
Last Friday night the dining

commons served the most
disgusting meal I have ever ex-

perienced. The main course was
labeled "baked fish" but it tasted

more like "baked shit". I took one
bite of the fish and felt so sick I

couldn't eat any more. I offered the

remaining fish to a dog who walked

by the table but he knew better and
just walked away.

Seconds was baked lasagne. I

couldn't figure out what it was
made of but it tasted like soap.

After one bite of that I just pushed
it aside. All in all my supper for

Friday consisted of two bites of

food and two glasses of milk. I must
admit, the milk wasn't bad...

Come next semester, I myselfam
going off the meal ticket even if I

have to pay the proposed $40 fee.

Anyone who has the chance I

would advise to do the same.

I hope Nan Slattery wins her case

against the mandatory dining

commons law because no student

should be forced to endure such
torture. If the saying "You are what
you eat" was true, students eating

at the dining commons would
gradually be turning into garbage.

Paul Bonarrigo

ATTENTION

To All UMies and Profs:

Ignore DENNIS
(SKUNKER) BILOTAS'

birthday (May 13).

To Skunker:

May everyone overlook

your birthday. Because

your best friends are.

Grace, Ish

Peeps, Boozay

Herter, BLT

Sharon, Carol

Mama la

1975 COMMENCEMENT
DATE: May 31, 1975
TIME: 10:00 a.m.

PLACE: Alumni Stadium
Any undergraduate degree candidate who anticipates completing degree requirements by
the end of calendar year 1975, is eligible to participate in the 1975 ceremony. Questions
concerning academic status should be directed to the Records Office, Whitmore Building , 5-

0555.

DISTRIBUTION OF CAPS AND GOWNS
Where: University Store

When: May 5 — 30, 1975
Time: 9:00 a.m. — 4:00 p.m., Monday — Friday
Also: 8:00 — 10:00 a.m., Saturday, May 31 at Alumni Stadium

DOCTORAL HOODS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY STORE at a cost of $14.50 *ach.

COMMENCEMENT DAY SCHEDULE
9:30 a.m. Robing tor Commencement: All students, faculty,

and statt assemble at the south end ot the stadium.
10:00 a.m. — 12 Noon: Commencement Ceremony
IN THE EVENT OF RAIN: THERE IS NO ALTERNATE RAIN SITE

Commencement will be held outside at the stadium regardless of the weather. The
ceremony will be delayed a maximum of two (2) hours in the event of torrential rains.
Listen to local radio stations that morning to see if the ceremony has been delayed.

INVITATIONS OR TICKETS ARE NOT REQUIRED FOR ADMITTANCE.
SEATINGWILLBEONAFIRSTCOAAEFIRSTSERVEDBASIS.

FOOD SERVICES: After Commencement the Campus Center will offer a luncheon buffet
and the Top of the Campus will be open. Light lunches will be available, cafeteria style, in
Hampshire Commons, in the Southwest area, for graduates and. guest immediately
following Commencement.

FURTHER INFORMATION: OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS — Room 231 Whitmore Building 5-2560
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Notices
ANTHROPOLOGY FILMS FREE

"Market at Las Pas-2", "Cftanging
World of Tanzania". All interested
students invited. Hasbrouck Rm. 20.
Tuesday, 8 p.m. FREE.
ASTRONOMY CLUB

Final meeting ot the semester tonight in

Hasbrouck 22 at 7. If you plan to go to the
picnic, don't forget your money.

ASST.

MANAGER

Showcase Cinemas

W. Spfld.

Worcester
E. Hartford

Write Resume To
JOHN LOWE
P.O. Box 580

W. Spfld., Mass. 01089

• • • •"•"¥"

vi thf: GATES
OF SMITH COLLEGE

BICYCLE CONFERENCE
League of American Wheelman's Great

Eastern Rally (Gear) is here May 23-26.
Applications are available in 920 C.C. Note
conference charge to UMies is 50 cents a
day.

CHESS CLUB
Last round of tournament tonight, also

any people who want to play non-
tournament games are welcome.
COALITION FOR JEWISH LIBERATION

There will be an organizational meeting
for the Coalition for Jewish Liberation on
Weds.. May 14 at 7:30 p.m. in C.C. 171.
Please see the statement in today's NU. All

interested people are invited to attend.
IRISH CULTURAL SOCIETY

There will be an important meeting
tonight 5 13 to organize for next year.

Come to C.C. 174 at 8 p.m., all invited.

Elections to be held, too.

LIVESTOCK CLASSIC
Equipment return tonight 6:30-7:30 p.m.

Grinned Arena. Final Day, May 13. If any
problems call 546-7329 after 9 p.m.
DVP MEETING

Tonight, May 13 there is a very im-
portant DVP meeting. Attendance is

mandatory. It is at 5:30 in C.C. 163.

MELVILLE COFFEE HOUSE
On May 9. Players wanted. Contact M.

Foley evenings at 6-7344.

MUSIC THEATRE GUILD
Meeting today at 5:45 in C.C. 164 to

elect our November production. All new
and old members and interested people
please attend
PUPPET SHOW
May 17 and 18 at 1 p.m. in the Com-

muter Lounge (next to the Hatch) to
benefit North Village Children's Center.
Featuring Little Red Riding Hood, 3 Little

Pigs, Gingerbread Man, Hansel and Gretel.

Refreshments - popcorn and lemonade.
SEND FREE MESSAGES
Anywhere in U.S. or Canada by ham

radio. Look for table at Spring Day outside
S.'J.B. Metawampe Lawn.
SHL GWC

Organizational meetings Tuesday, May
13, 7:30 p.m., C.C 804 808 for election of
officers and discuss plans for summer and
next year.

FOUND
Gold loop earrings, bamboo design, near

the library 5-5. Call 546 5480 or 546-5478.

NORTHAMPTON
• • • "

NOW, ends TUES!
at 7.00 a, 9.20

awmrs

.MJfNT
inrnssi

-

is* J
Mon.-Tues. — Dollar Night

I

TO SUBLET
Sublet Jum 1 - Sept 1 0»i to

renew 2 b.drm apt B*lch*rtown
on but rout*, leke 123 (213

Unrated* Tnh*. 1 bdtm N**d
roommate* for 2 bdrmi Sum w-

option foil M**t*r bdrm id**l tor

cpl* Tot $300 mo. incl utll 2S1

Subtet with option Jum 1.

Beautiful Twnh** IIU plue MS
32M Two b*droome pool

Subtet Summer on* bdrm
•pt Putfton "tent n*e MS 12*51

La* 3 b*d apt. on but ri Top
floor of ha* Opt r*n*w. w w ear

2MM3S «1W

Subtet S bdrm ha* Main St.

Amh Opt to renew 283 3407

2 bdrm Townhou** Jun* 1

Option to r*n*w. pool, air cond .

carpatad. 2 bath*, wooded bky'd

«1fN month CallM 4807

Furn 1 bm but rt* all ufil incl S-

2* S 1 Option to tintw tIMMM
1 rm in Ig 4 bdrm houa* Amh.MM
3 badroom Townhou** *pt Jun*

1 to August 31 Option to r*n*w. air

conditioning, pool Ona mite from
campu* R*nt negotiable Call MS
1372

2 bdrm apt . at Cliffald* In

Sunderland Inc all utll.. dteh
w**h*r. pool. t*nni* 1180 • mo
Call Tom MS 4320 on bu* route

l erg* rm in ept evell Near farm.
wood* F pr*f*rr*d Call 0SB-J

opt r*n*w

TO SUBLET

Jun* 1 - Aug 31. Roll Or 3 bdr

Townhou** Utll. incl.. ren t no*

Air cond .
pool, call Set 7000 or MS

S44S

On* bedroom, pool. yard, on but
line Rent negotiable Utll incl

Aveil June I, opt to renew 2M

Houa* in Amh . • bedroom*. 2
bath*. Jun* Aug w option 4370

2 bedroom* Brandvwine
Summer SM ISM

June Aueuet 31 2 bdrm Cliff

id* use mo. utll. incl. tennl*.

pool MO 4112 aft. 8

2 bd Cliff bu* ten pool I'M
MM*.

2 bdrm apt. Colonial VIM., turn

opt to renew I1M with utll 2M

1 bedroom umv pa. tIM June -

Sept M2 4744

Cloae welb to town campu* 2

bdrm furn apt phone, neaot CeH

2MS7t»_

4 bdrm ept to aubl*t for June
1 30 Opt to renew On bu* rout*
Call 2M I

ROOMMATE WANTED
House with lets of tend, on an

bu* n . summer with option for fall.

Need 4 people m f. Swi*a Viltee*

Apt* . own rooma. 0SB per mo.

from Jun* 1 thru Aug 31. utllltte*

included

1 or 2 f to (here 2 bdrm River
glade *pt for fall Call Diana 323
4272 pm

1 Pt 2 man wanted to there one
bedroom in Brittany Manor Apt
Start* Sept . run* S month* $82 M
per person phi* elec Cell 2SS-SB21
or S4SJJM1

RESPONSIBLE V'NOOM
MATE SHARE FURNISHED 3
BORM TVVNHSE SUMMER AND
OR FALL BUS LINE. POOL.
TENNIS COURTS NO LEASE 1100
MTH UTILITIES INCL . AIR CONO
BOB 263 7M7

F - June 1 to Aug 31. Partly
furmehad dw , ac. carpeting end
pool Cloa* to campu* Barb Ml

1 or 2 roommate* wented for
Rolling Oreen Apt. June 1 - Aug 1

283 33M

MDC ClnU itiedA
ROOMMATE WANTED

1 Roommate for fell **me*t*r. et

Puffton Viltege. own room,
month M0 0778

•tax. at I

MB psr
|

2 bdrm* in 3 bdrm Twnhse
Roll Oreen. w • c Summer
•70 per room util incl Call

Denn.a 2M M17

Sept2*bdrm Cliffald* Jun*
Opt 417* Coll efter

Pool. bu*. tgnnte

2 bedr furn $330 Incl utll. For
June S to Aue 28 10 min walk te
campus luin MS 2718.

3 bdrm Puffton Apt. Jun* 1

August 1 $1M Call MS OtM
Two bedroom Brendvwlne Apt

for summer and. or fall. It's • steal

M0 M12 or 840 0M<

One bdrm apt for rent on Sund.
bua rte. $138 mo.. utIL Inc. Pool,
tennia 04 Cllffsid* after 4 p.m.

Avail Jun* 1 w top to renew 2
br . on UMcae bua rte. pool. 4170
MB utll Call 2S3 S222

Furn . 1 bdrm. In S bdrm.
Preeldentiel apt 42S per wk. Choee
th* w**k* Call Jim. Mt 13*7

Own rm. In 1 bdrm Puff Apt
Furn . tennl*. pool. Opt to renew
Air cond 4M7 Leon M0 S330

2 ppl needed for Townhs* Apt
IK bath*. 2 bedroom*, completely
modernised kitch*n. tannie court*.
riv*r out beck. Peeceful. but *«
citing 4M eech per month. Cell 2M
0202

rsndywin*. 2 bdrm Jun* 1 opt
to r*n*w D**p*r*t* 1100 Call M0
0112

2 bdrm Brandywine June 1. opt
to renew Top floor Make offer

MS BOSS

•Ichertown IBM Horn*, mod
.marim or located in quiet wooded
erea inc utll. S min to Bt Beech.
fiir.nened M0 Jun* to Aua Will

show Call Q*ora* 3214240 Di*n*
M0S7S2

bedroom houa* Phillip* St 100

y*rd* from campus Reesoneble
rat** Call Dave M0 070S

Brandy Apt June 1 to July H
Naaot C.ll Ed M431 day 01012 nit.

Sell *om* turn

SUBLET - 1 bdrm Umv Park

Apt June 1 $110 utM incl 2M M03

ROOMMATE WANTED
On* or two M or F roommetee

wanted for 2 bdrm ept Bran
dywlne. N Amheret. Jn Ag on
bu* rte Rent neaot. M0 0000

Own rm In 4 bdrm sabartteal hee
in Echo Hill 7 mi ta UM. Frnehd.
clr TV. w mech . drvr. etc Wd* .

opn apac*. nr bu*. Thru Aua 472.

bvae) 4 Cueepe 381-7*80- — — —

2 F. 1M wonted - Co-op houa*
Wood*, river. E Z acceea - For
Sept MO 4210 MS mo

M F for it apt 000 or tea* in

Sund. Pool, summer - call BARB
MS 720S 1 BBjL 1 dbi

Cpl* wanted for air cond
Twnh**. summer 2S1-07M after 0.

Own sunny room in apt cloee to
UM*** Jun* 1 Aua 31 Good) for
musician 470 phi* utll M0 0428

BBSS

Co op houa* No Amheret
Need. M and F for aummer and fall

Own rm Call t>

1 or 2 F for 2 bdr. apt. for fall. On
bu* lln* Dab or Ronnie 283

M or F

M0 0210
for *umm*r in Puffton

F - June 1 Aueuet 31 Clo** to

campu*. Ac . pool, pertly furn.

Lauri* SOS ION eft 4

13 bdrm* Townhee Bu* route.

pool, air cond. Rent nog 0M 4424
Call anytm

Obi bdrm evell In 2 bdrm. apt.
Summar M0 IBM

Room* to rent
begin June 1 440
C.ll M4 0828

in terae home
mo. phi* utll

2 people te there ept In

Amherst. Open eree too 2MBS0S

Roommat* wanted for 2 bdrm
ept in N Hampton nr. Orn. Bt
Begin 1 BBS 11M

Room in Hatfld M1 phi* IS min
2 UM 247 I

Jun* only. Own rm OSS. See
mornlnp*. 1M 8umm*r St.. apt M.
Call Barry 123 4311 Fbldg Tu Bat
111 p m

N Amharst. Lara* ept Own
room 40107 per mo plua utlls

Secur dapo* Lee** until Aue
Tony M0 Obi *

Fern
. own room In bedrm

hou*«. N Amh. Co op June 1 040

Roommat* wanted to ehare 2
bedrm *pt $02 M per utll. meld
On bua lln. Call 80B-41M *fter S
Avtil S-1.

Roommat** wanted for Bran-
dywine Apt. June 1 Sept 1. Dieh
w**h*r. pool elegenio all fur
mehed Rent negotiable Call M0
BM7 after 7

Cliffald*. 1 bdrm Subtet Jun* IS
(epp I Opt to ronew. 01

Couple to *har* large S rm. apt.

Quiet, non-imoker* only Feertna

St. Garden apace Bummer or

whole veer »t40 Call Wendy 12

12 M weekday* III Mil

2 rmta tor aummer own room in

house Amhertt center Rent
neaot 2S3SB21

M $00 mo own room In rm
houa* apt N Amheret bua route
MS 4013 Keep trying

1 bdrm in Puffton Apt MM
from June Aua Cell Anne or

Kethy. M0 13M

Own rm In two bdrm hs* in So
D**fi*ld Rent $06 month inciud**
utlllttet 000-4111

Mature raeponeibl* M F to (hare
Ira 2 bdrm apt S min walk from
campus 4100 per month MS 0030
btwn 7 p.m

$M per month peir of roommetes
wented for summer M or F Frenny
M0 4270

ROOM WANTED

Fern with very smsH dog needa s

room for the summer preferably in

houss oft Msin Rd Hsv* car

A ml- erst Belchertown eree
Chertene. SI

WANTED

Person Intereeted in Tudor Ere
needed to discuss same 00B-41BS
Kal

Roommate wented li

femetel to there house on Merthe'e
Vineyard June let Sept 1st Call

MSM10 Keep trylna

Writer*. p h ot o* rap her s

editorialiate and layout eraphic*
type people for the summer
Co/tepten Eaceltent eaperience
Contact Dan LaBonte or Debbie
Schefer. c o Thm Collmmimn

Couple looking for CHEAP rm in

nice apt compass for aummer
I Jun* 1 Aua 311 Nic* people, too
Cell MO 0107 Keep trylnplll

1 mate needa place te Ova near
Dennl* or South Dennl* for
tummar Call Oick at 8 3000 or 8-

2042

feme!** and Hut* p lever end a
lead guitanat tor woman • Band
Serloua mucicten* only Cell Clair*

Mf. 114 at 203 2074

WNI pay caeft far
portable typewriter.
Debbie

RIDE WANTED
Need ride to Ft Leuderdete

•round Mey 24 WIN chare driving)

and *n espeneee Mike
after S_

Need rtete te North Carolina 283
S107

HELP WANTED
Thm CmHmmtmn needa people to

ateff our new graphic* d*p*rtm*nt
Th* lob entail* makinp up ad* on •

copy cemere •• w*ll •• making,

headline* for ator.ee Eaceltent

leemine espenence with minim*!
financial reword*. C*H K*n at 840

Poxibte opening for individual*

in all phaaee af community
organizing for the organising of *H

etudent* *t terg* *t*t* unteerarty in

Waetem Maee Pleeee eppfy by
Mey tor poeaibla interview im
mediately Afflrmetfve action
auideline* atrlctfy enforced Pteeee
tend reaumee immediately to Ed
Farte. Studant Oraaniilne Prelect.

Room 420 Student Union Building

UMaea Amheret. Meea

Pereon to teach me *urt*r over

the *umm*r around the Newton
era* Caff Cheryl et 840 0730

Th* CoMepten needa Ad Sate*

parsons for the fell semeeter A cer

la a must' IS per cent commleslone
Cell S<

Union organisera Teacher e

Atatetant Organising Committee
need* a pert time end futMlme
org*nif*r thi* »umm*r to wortt

with them en roooorch end com
municotion* Experience In Union
oreanitine contract neeottetion*

or related reeeerch S*nd mourn*
to TA Organitine Committee Bo*
17. Thompeon Hell, end cell

Micheel Goldbera SM 41SS or

Mercu* vVid*nor BM 2070

Tennl* racket reetrtneme Good
rob Cheap CpM Jar

Anything G oea Van end Trailer
to N V end Boa eteo local luftmi
34/7070 2240

BOB WILL STILL FIX VOUR CAR
RIGHT Any make yr medal, no
10b too email Save thi* ed for
aummer reference 2S1 7B07

THI OUTBACK AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIR apecujlKing in Saab end
other foreign car* CaM Out at 2BS-
41*0

Tennl* Laaeane Esp Inert -••

f*e 040 TOSS

KARMACHANICS All foreign
•nd domeetlc auto repair* FIAT
eaecieKet* Let u* check out thet
ueed cer before vou buy it Peoplee
pncea We II teach you too 0M
7140

Painter evaU houee est . tree
eetimatee Esp*rr*nc*d Vinny 840
84M or SM 7424 N Hampton

MISCELLANEOUS

lawnmowing Fr*« eaumatea
yard work Call 1 4B? M78 or 1 832

2S7S

A daw ah*p*d round aMvar pin
with block stone in the middle If

found please cell Mortens SM 7130

SmaM brown woMet loot Bat nlte

at Fined Rt 0. Mt Ferm* Marl -
no money but all important lOa
na.de NOTE ell IDs have my N
T IMenheeeetl eddreee - if found
ca*h reward SM 7330

283 0402

Would Ilk* Daachund puppy
minleture prof Eaceltent care. SM
0081 Kitty

I m looking for country horn*
that is peaceful co-op with aome
fin* people Rent end utllltte* not
over 40B or to for S*pt*mb*r Call

Jo**ph BSB47SB

BOB STILL WANTS VOUR AIL
ING OR DECREPIT CAR! Feet ** for

the hulk Save thla ad for *umm*r
reference 2S3 7007

Old fethioned wooden COM
MODE In good condition
R**ton*bte price Cell 323 MM
after or on weekend*

WANTED - Ticket, to E Ivl*

Concert In June et Spfld C C S4S

RIDERS WANTED

Caftf 8 28. for 2 wk* Bob ZB1

To LI or NVC either Men Mey 12.

Wed. Sat May 17 Call Laura I 0030
anytime

RIDE WANTED

Help We need sport* -
tecraationel craft e*juipm*ntl If

you have enything to donate fat

Puffton kid* aummer proerem
pleeee ceM Ruth 283 7200

Pf RSONAl S

Charter fMphta ta Europe end
|

CeM CeH Cempu* Travel 840 OM

Conarata ta CM
Mary* and Nina

O Pledge*.

Free room avail for fomete Scat
78 kitchen prtytte*** few hr*
b.bvtit per week CeM 2BO-S7M

ASTROLOGY COURSES

8 21 4 10 1 eve course* Intro
Inter Horoecope Con.tr Info 840-

Kim Vou have Irish freckle* e
Jepeneae nemo, end you're much
too curtou* K

To Jim Dunn - Happineee la

getting e Iob - good hick' Joyce.
Sharon and Janet

To DO B The beet reemmete
evert Heve tun thi. *umm*r IOTA
Luv Bud

i* the color of my true

love* condiment Spread K thick

but apread it quirk

Need $7 I need etudent to help
me with FRENCH CeM Steve
collect 807 MSB Tuee Thur* end
Sun betwn 12 » 4 only

Four hour, of non.toe « aetata la
end hits for only OSS CeM Bob the
DJ

Coloredo
SM Try

2 of ua Pie***

Charter fllaht* to Europ* end
Calif Call Campue Travel 848 1

Beve M per cent on flight, to
moat pleeee in the U B end Europe
by purcha.lne tickets .heed et
Adventure Travel Call rod.y 840

Puppet Show H7 » 10. 1 em
Commuter loung.

Puppet Show. May 17 TO. 1 p m
Commuter Lounge

CALCULATORS
College Calculator, ha* all the

•n*w*r* I off*r low dtecount
prices on aM makee end model, of

calculator*. AM mechinee new.
with full werrentv *nd moral If

your machine malfunction* wrthin

2 month* I'll replace it free' AH
line* *v*itebte Te.e. in.t

. HP.
Commodore Rockwell end other*.

SR M only MB M. SR 81 only

$180 M HP 21. only 4110 M
MeicorBSB. comperebte to the SR
M. only $02 M Before you buy
•nywhar* call m* liret and IN a»v*

you thi. beet deal I can CeH Bob
Crowell 040 1110

1 1 .1 A 4 « _»i»«« AAA*.* »* '
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Russian sailors aboard destroyer Boykiy get glimpse of Boston.

Ship arrived yesterday to celebrate V-E Day.

Dentist, Wife Plan to
Sail Through Marriage

Notices
FOUND

Near library and Old Chapel, gray and
white kitten. Please claim her, we cannot

keep her. Leave number at Collegian

Office. S.U.
FOUND

Calculator outside of C.C. To reclaim call

549-6622 and describe.

FOUND
Black case with car keys. mid-April on

walkway between Quad and lot 44. Call

546 5480 or 546-5478

MORTARBOARD
Organizational meeting Wed., 5-14 at 4

p.m. C.C. 901. All senior and junior officers

should attend. Initiation of new members
who missed the first meeting, will also take

place Please call Barbara 253-3987 for

more info.

LOST
Please return to C.C. lost and found, a

checkbook, Emanuel Argiros, or call 546-

5152, soon.
LOST

Green canvas bag, loaded with im-

portant documents, notes, set of keys, and
dog leash. Reward. Call Scott at WMUA
5452876

LOST
Gold rimmed glasses lost outside

Whitmore, May 2. Call Pete B, 6-7557.

LOST
PAIR OF TORTOISE SHELL FRAME

GLASSES IN BLACK case between
Southwest and Hasbrouck via the Boyden
tennis courts. If found, please call 546-
7862 Thankx.

DEKALB, Iff. \UPI] - Leo
Krusack, a dentist, used to go
through girlfriends "like crazy"

because they were all turned off by
his lifelong dream. When he found
one who shared his enthusiasm, he
married her.

As part of the marriage contract,

Krusack says only half kidding, his

wife Sue agreed to go on a three-

year round the world trip in a 30-

foot sailboat. The couple will begin
the voyage this November — as
soon as they finish rebuilding the

boat.

Krusack, 29, who has been
sailing for 13 years, plans to give up
temporarily his dental practice for

the job, and Sue, 26, will quit her

secretarial job. They figure they'll

spend a total of $20,000 on the boat
and equipment and take about
$9,000 with them.

"This boat is costing me twice as
much as I thought it would, so we
may have to stop and work in

Australia if we run short of money,"
Krusack says. "I figure we're both
smart people and we'll get a job

somewhere."
Since marrying two years ago,

the Krusacks have spent weekends
preparing their boat for the journey.

They bought an old steel structure

with plans to refinish it, but it was in

such bad shape they rebuilt it

almost entirely.

"This is just kind of my life

dream," Krusack said. "I used to go
through girlfriends like crazy when I

told them about it. Sue's a real

hero. She signed up."

"She was enthusiastic from the

beginning or the marriage would
never have taken place." The
Krusacks will begin their trip Nov. 1

to avoid the hurricane season.

They'll start down the Illinois River

to the Mississippi and then on to

Mexico, Panama, the Galapagos
Islands, and 1,000 miles southwest
to Pitcairn Island.

"Then we'll probably spend the

next l-'Vi years going through the

South Pacific, therv Indonesia and
India and we'll probably go around
the southern tip of Africa, he said.

Krusack says his sailing has been
mostly limited to Lake Michigan
and "everything beyond the
continental United States is an
unknow, but I've read extensively

and I think we'll be prepared for it."

The Krusacks do not plan to have

a radio transmitter, partly because

of cost and partly because such

equipment easily corrodes in salt

water. __^_

SPRING

CLEARANCE SALE

The Olde

Record Shop, Inc.

A/K/A

The New Record Shop
197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
Check It Out

I

I THE

I

I WOK RESTAURANT
"Chinese Home Style Cooking"

Open 7 Days— 5-10 p.m.

No Reservations Take Out Service
I

I

J

Tuesday Special: Dinners $2.99

I Rte.9, Hadley

I

586-1202
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play
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stealthily

21 Greek
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56 Pain Pretin
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34 Heaped
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38 Article
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words
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44 Yorkshire
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1 Formal .

agreement
2 Mine French
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4 This month

Abor
5 Stretch
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author 2
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6 Talk ol the
trade

2 words
12 Greek

portico
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drawer
18 Oraw behind
24 Western
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25 Mexican
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26 Tatars
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29 Tiny
31 Coloring

substance
32 Buildings
33 Laconic
35 Hang
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41 Goiter s prop
46 Aspects
48 Closer
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by chris jackson
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YOUR BIRTHDAY by Stella wilder

TUESDAY. MAY 13 -
Born today, you are adven-
turesome by nature, as well as
highly romantic Inclined always
to place the best light on things.

there are no situations or cir

cumstances that can actually
depress you to the point of forc-

ing you out of action You are
never without the strength of

mind and character, and the op-
timism of spirit it takes to

transform adversity into advan-
tage You enjoy the challenge of

making order from chaos - and.
if you can perform that small
miracle in the presence of an au-
dience, you enjoy it even more.
You will have to keep under

control that part of your nature
which would willingly throw
over everything that is stable in

your life for the excitement and
danger you see in so many ac-
tivities denied you in the course
of a "normal" life For the most
part, you should be aided in

resisting the pull of danger by
your natural sentiments from
which arise very close family
ties - ties which you would not
forfeit under any circumstances
You have a desire for success

• f V HAKOTt)
BfcLKsX hut.
wjex* stood

HAWE Sa?£Ai

fHElASrOf
THIS PlACt

/MDCCIa»mt*fe»»f
Te aaace a cietnt.ee) ajrasa ki

Meal
(Mam. ess* I: as » m
Prteter
Ttee etMaW— it 1 45. fwe e>r>

*^*a* * *• **» rear eel is te

Tfce rates are
Dee* - * IS ear arte

Week* IM •« en

•renal new deeele bee - ksa
serine anal ntanreea. Beat offer
Can a«S 3221 after I

•"aaderl OOM M l*0O0)Pe> 9A
with Shut. MAI ID I14« or so

"TMPC CkuifrxR

Tf AC ceessfis each, eot
eeHv eteve. qeeen slse
water***, eslnt JuSt Ma)

Integral Systems eewer ease
hires Advent .seekers ACS su*le
areas**. sH immeeulete MM Ce*.
Mike Se*-ai77

Nee*) e elece t* eut yettr assets ?
Buy a stent henejer tram me for
•' as) Mads frees reel sveeet. henas
in Sorm window holds vp to 12
slants Can Vicki et • S4S1 or sloe
ev end see et JOA MM
-PO »»• •» speaker, h,,h .«
***»*« I. • OHM 3*7 Me* Keee
Irvine)

Need .km kndpa bsota eta. 2SS

•eee M*m« boo,. M a*. ^m
MS. my price sSS. ufce new Mark.

Unicom 262 Sft astenalve
function with recherejer Ann §46

Pool te reef lepa deck KIM.
model a* With Deity avatewi end
three needs .ISO er keel offer Can
2M-6SM after S p.m.

•S MS Nikon teem lens new S42
•812

Polaroid 4SS lend cemere w
tteeh ettochment Herehr treed M*

IS speed »M Cell John redid tl

Pontes H1A wit* 68mm lena. esc
cond . PSB. „.,„ (d ,-Y on |n ,,,
Mark. 223-48*8

Fender Sandmaater ft PA. OulM
Gulier Leslie 147 SMI Plene 288
81SS after S

S CU ft rstripsrsto. MS M* 8214

1 Pf Olunda 7X16 klnoculers p>
ksether ceee lac cond Ce* SSS
SMI

Semi chopped triumph Bonn M
rebuilt enplne. ssc cond Celt now
54*3831

1M ft Mammut climbing rope.M Jl Helmet SIS. Choulnerd
crsa hsmmer. new *1S Assorted
Dinar, tl SO se Msrths 884 1S7S

Reejletered ARC Osrmsn short
hair eueeiee mslee •268 femeles
• 18

1S74 Electric Dryer.
Wsstlnehouse. sicsllsnt condition
283 3827

New S treck Penesonlc Peck. 36
eeod tepee, ceee. esc cond
Cheep' 842 M12

2 place curved couch, areen silk

Psrf cond Best Offer Cindv 283
37M

Two emptv motel beer ke*s
Eacellem condition Pries
neeotlsbls Cell Cerol et 848 8247
sfter 7 30 p m

For sole Vsmshe FO 1M Guitar w
herdshell esse E .client 54* 7868

Daeth ssle> SS VW bua body shot
heslthy trsns end tires Cell 1 884
20*4

- VHSHS. c » "»• •**" S ohm
Csll 54SS2S1 Best offer

Car FM S track tapes spks 247

FischsrAluskls. 2M cm. w er w
o bndes 1 782 SMI a,i.„

Sony TC230 Pssl to Reel tops

^rSi" l*
cord« r «• two I .peskert

S*SS1*B
"u**Uont "" M» rt" at

Bkpk tent. t» Mark at S4S 4614

Women ekl bta. si 7. I2S; step-in
sk. WO petes *S New 2S3 74M

eckpeck end freme. Qerry CWO
peck. Kelty frame phis atras
Oeorae 2M-S771

Memiye Sefeor 0TLSM and 3
Viviter close up lenses SIM. Csll
Greg Si

Tiros New on M Chev rims
W hetever site the t re? Csll MM 3402
Aak for Mike

10 cu ft. refriperetor. 1 yr oM.
beat offer Chris S 7876 or S 3800

Stereo Philips tumtsble KIM 17
•seekers Sony rsc S3M er beet
offer Csll SMM71 Ask far Kevin

Netridp Hoove. S cu ft esc 54*

ISM Dodee Coronet. • cvl euto.
eeod t.rss SM* 6 month old
Fischer MDLIOO AM FM M wis
.m. Stereo revr PRXPM.
Speakers 1*430) 6SP SOT table IS3SI

Svstm pries •ISO Csll Emsr SM
17M svenines

Lots of goo* cheep furniture

Very aood cond S cu ft refridpe
54SB112

AUTO FOR SALE
71 VIM Poptep. camper E.c

cond S43M12

M Ford Camp 8 c Good cond
542*147

For tele - 73 ford Ven. 302 VS
632 Mil

M BMW new trans . tires Oood
condition Cell I

M Comet, rune well. S22S Csn
bs teen et 262 Federal St.
6 sic hertown

84 Comet. »2M New pen. red.
283 74M

67 Buick LeSebrs suto pp., p b
•2M or best offer Cell SM ISM
sfter 4

M Felrssne Sedan, runs wall
•MS SM 7S27 i

74 Flat 1M. smsH sta wpn MOM
mi 30 mpff. set cond Oeorpe
Eves 2MS771

M Pontiec Cetellne. rune poor1

•1M or beet offer SM 8883

M VW Sunroof Must tell ISM
or 8 M78

M Chev Impale new esfteust.
• ticksr. drivs horns snd ssil Get
your • beck 2S3-7SS7.

M V»Y bus. very cleen new
enplne end trans 4 new tires. *as
heeter 7 pesa tlSM or SO 2M
6111

ISM Chev Msllbu runs escel.
Csll 283 8033 *M0 Ask for Oick
Keep trylnp

Will swsp my pood M h p . VW
Sabsck snpine for yeur pood M
hp VW enplne Michel.

M Rsmblsr Rebel. 6 cyl.. 2S mpp
.utomstic. sicsllsnt condition
•660 283 7867

M Cnrvsir conv
. body snd top

good, needs motor nw or best
offer Bob 283 7M7

1S71 Vopp. immaculate M SM
«"''•*J? "12! J "P"- »"•» »»MBob 283 7M7

M VW Ven. new pelnt lefc awed
meeh work Best offer S4S 2BM
Aak for Daw*.

A past eemi 82 Fasten w new
.

pen . trena brake shoee end tkreaMM mpp Racine etssrlnp wheel
Cheep trpnepertetlen Needa
clutch First «M awte H M3-SM7
Aak far Joyce

ISM Studabeke, I CT i ,uto
•aed cend Entir. s.heust syatem
new. w .erinp sticker 283 3117
after Sam «1M

'67 Oatsun * dr sad Many new
erta Nda hd pekt »278 Csll 283
7132

tires. AM FM stereo blue,
very pd cond »21M 413 3M4MS
IConwayl

1S72 Toyota Cs.ms e.c cend
AM FM. M mpp Good tires Beet
efter BM-M17

•71 Oatson SM. new tires trans
snd brks CsM Osbki SM 1114 Keep
trylnp

ISM VW Van. fair cond tSM SM
ISM. nltes

* «ala - Psuesot uos fy-!™"af sceftent cend Asklnp SIM

M VW Bup. ppod meeh cend..
•m dents end ruet Must .all 8MB
or best offer 283 S8S3

1S71 Toyota Corrolla 4 dr.. new
enp . sal cond Csll Diane SM 2864
after 6

IMS VW. ascellent running
condition A.kins *7M SM 7148

67 Pontisc SW S cyl
. pood cond

Cell Abhey S 0842 day. 8 1014 sfter t
p m

71 Ply Dustsr. S cyl. St 33 000
mi

. pood condition *1BM Cell
svsn 413 4M 2006

M Ford runs well Only MS. 283

M Chevy Wepon less then IBM
mi on rebuilt S cyl enplne 2 new
snows New front end Cell Peul
SSS MM eves

'SM Psupeot. sun roof, needs
bsttsry snd muffler »100 drives it

swev 2S3 7M7

70 Fist aSO Coups Super cer. new
.sdial tlrst M 0M milee «750 263
7M7

1*70 Auatln Americe. M mpp.
super runninp. now brekee end
tires. M.SM miles, priced to sell,
only (MO Bob 263 7M7

62 Chev, sch bus Converted to
cemper MM or beet off 413-623-
*7*4

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

The feateet stock bike In the
world' The Kswssekl 21 B83CC
dual OHC. only 3BM ml. en this

mint condition 1ST] model Asking
•2100 00 Csll 2S3IM7

ISM Vemohe MB. esc. cond. Lew
miteepe MM Bob MS MM
71 Greevea 1M Pathfinder f nduro

e -od condition Many new parte
Moving Beet offer. Steve 283 SMI
after S

72 Kaw. 360 S A tooo ml. Oaod
cond MM must sell immed. SM
2M4

187* Kawaaeki. MS. MB mBaa.
perfect MM* Bob eevs MS 4SS2
Meat .of)

M74 Puch ITS** Ml base then M
hra. Runninp s.csftent. dart hike
*MS i»r

AmK.

Wented hosroe. ftaf te rant frees

I Sael 1 to. S months - Inpllek
I couple 12 chMdrenl vleJttnp UMees
I SM M7* by J«na 1.

SmaB monkey er chimp for
Friday 6-16. 6 pm 8 p m »1S end
free boots fer owner Cell Rick M*

f wanted te altera furslsksd
Rolkng Green ept May 1 - Aus
31 CaB —

Montssus efflekpney ept June-

ih> w opt te tenew. MT-SaVaS, BBS-

FOR RENT
New 3 bdr . w-w cerpet.

dw. dksp . taneas et awlmmlna
pppl Imm Oca No ieeee raa 8MB
pkisutM ft sec CaB

Celeniel VrtMpe 2 bedroom
available Jane 1 Bwimminp peel
end en UMass bua line Some
furniture will .amain *1M per
month includes sN utilities Celt
Ion er Pet et MS 8831

Northampton — 4
Jane 1 3 bd.m ept . t160 3 bdrm
hee. *M6 for Sept SKIBISKI REAL
ESTATE' M< MM. 3-S p m

House on North Pleasant Street,
hes two bedrooms, svsilebte fer
the summer We ere lubl